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72 Stinking Names

Step 1.

Begin by printing out, using a PC printer, the box with the 72 names below,
and then take a marker or a pen and blot out each of the 3 Hebrew letters in
the boxes.

When you are finished, tear the paper to shreds and throw it into the toilet,
and make sure you ‘go’ on it, and then flush it. Make sure the paper you print
it out on is thin and won’t clog your toilet.

OR you can defile in other ways, such as rubbing it out with your shoe and
throwing it into some sewage. Don’t worry, Demons can give you ideas. The
point here is to defile this in as rotten a way as possible. This is the ultimate
blasphemy and attack against the enemy so-called "God" This can be done as
many times as you wish, the more the better.

Step 2. Do the same with the list of the “Names of God” below. Thoroughly blot
out each one. And then do the very same with the paper.

It also helps to muster up as much hatred as possible when doing this working.
When you are finished, say either aloud or in your mind, HAIL SATAN!!

We'll also be reversing those “Names of God” and vibrating them backwards
soon.

YHVH
YAH
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EL
SHADDAI
TSVA’OT
HASHEM
ADONAI
EHYEH ASHER EHYEH
HAMAKOM
ELOHIM
EL ELYON
EL GIBBOR
EL OLAM
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108, 666, AUM And The Pentagram.  

-By High Priest Mageson666 

 

 

108 and 666 are the same formula show in different fashions. 666 is relating to the trinity of 

the trine nadis and their final union with the Magnum Opus. Within this is the formula AUM. 

 

666 was used in the West by the Pagan Mysteries Theologies [ Spiritual Satanists] for mainly 

this reason. In the root chakra there is a triangle pictured this is the symbol of the trine nadis 

of the serpent power in the spine. Each one of these nadis equals a letter which is the A U 

M. Now another triangle is showing in the crown chakra as well where the three come 

together within the centre of the skull. Opening the crown chakra fully to super conscious. 

The root and crown are also paired.  

 

The symbol for the supreme formula AUM is a triangle which each line represents a letter 

and a guna of creation of the three guna's also one of the trine nadis of the serpent power. 

This triangle is important within this as the symbol of Akasa. Siva in the unmanifest from as 

the Para Brahman is stated to be Akasa. This is also why the triangle is reshown in the crown 

as the crown chakra is the Guru chakra and it connects one to the Para Brahman or 

transcendental consciousness of which is this Akasa element. The LOTUS feet of the Guru is 

the crown chakra. 

 

The name of Brahman is AUM for this reason. The Logos. Brahman was never a theistic God 

the ancients had no such concepts in their cosmology, Para Brahman translates out to the 

Great Beyond. Its the underlying element of existence.  

 

666 is such each 6 equals as mentioned one part of the triangle they add together into 18 

which is two nines which relate to the center of the skull where Siva and Shakti unite and 

create Brahma the new soul. Now it seems the actual number of sounds in the Sanskrit 

alphabet is 54. This relates to the formula each of the 54 sounds has a male and female 

component so it adds 54 for Siva and 54 for Shakti which add into 108. 

 

Now this can also be added numerologically as 54 to 9 and 54 to nine which adds to 18. But 

18 adds once more into 9. As does 108. 

 

666 the trine nadis merging in the center of the skull so 9 of Shakti and 9 of Siva united into 

the final 9 the reborn soul and consciousness. The equal armed cross or a symbol with the 

same meaning in the East the three lines which are shown on the Siva Lingam which is 

pictured in the root chakra here is the 666. Where put onto the forehead of the initiated to 

show the union of opposites which occurs in the center of the skull where the three come 

together. And open the transcendental eye of Siva. The third eye. Which is show as a Yoni 

symbol the rebirth of consciousness. It’s a third eye as the other two represent the sun and 

moon where the third is the union and the power that awakens from it. This and the fact the 

pineal gland operates like an inner eye and is structured like one. 

 

 

With 18 we have also 108 in numerology zero has the equal of zero as well. But the zero also 
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has a mystical meaning in cosmology which is why its put before 1. Its the symbol of the ALL 

of which everything comes from. This ALL is feminine in conception the cosmic womb which 

is shown as a Yoni symbol of 0. 

 

108 is such the 1 in Vedic numerology equals the sun the 0 what is already mentioned and 

the 8 at the end equals the final destruction of the corruptible from into the purified state. 

 

It also goes within this 1 is phalli, 0 is a Yoni sign and the 8 is symbol of the union of 

opposites. Which brings about the great work. 

 

108 is the numerological equal of what 

AUM represents in letter the trinity.  

 

A is Siva and U is Shakti the M is the glyph of the union of opposites within this the Goddess 

giving birth to the reborn soul the divine androgynous God. The union of Siva and Shakti. 18 

is still ten plus eight. So 108. 

 

 

The Pentagram is shown by the Pagan schools of the West within a circle and it equals to 

666. The pentagram is the symbol of the orbit of Venus the Goddess or Shakit and the 

pentacle itself is the Siva aspect the physical form of geometry which is related to the 

masculine part of creation. The Yantra for Siva in the East is the Pentacle.  

 

By putting the pentacle into a pentagram it represents the union of feminine and masculine. 

The circle around it is the divine Yoni the womb of creation the pentagram is the act of the 

birth of the New soul emerging out of the divine Yoni into creation a child comes out of its 

mother's yoni head first in the act of birth. The 666 is relating to unification of the soul. 

Which is the working of the sun. Hence 666 being the added up digits of the sun square. 

 

The triangle is also the capstone with the ALL think on that ALL, Seeing Eye. So here is the 

trinity in finished from the reborn soul. The original number casing stones on the Great 

Pyramid where 144,000 which in the East represents the number of nadis in the soul. The 

capstone atop the Pyramid is the symbol of the transformed and purified soul which 

generates the Akasamamsi the Word reborn in the flesh. AUM is the Word. The three 

pyramids where colored White, red and black the three guna's of creation and the trinity.  

 

The symbolical God is always a symbol of the purified elements and the transformation of 

the individual into the subtle aspects of the elements which is Akasa or the Alchemical first 

matter which grants the Magnum Opus. As this element is above the density field of time. 

It’s the eternal element all life is of. The universe in the big sense has no creation it’s always 

existed. This is why Yoga is originally called Buddhi Suddha the purification and 

transmutation of the elements. This is done by the fire of the serpent power from the texts. 

Hence Siva as the destroyer of time the God always fights a spiritual war against the Titans 

or Asura's and by defeating them achieves the Magnum Opus. This is why Zeus destroys the 

Titans by this thunderbolt this is the symbol East and West and of the AUM formula. And 

why the triangle is the capstone as the symbol of the work as the symbol of Akasa. Siva in 

the East also wields the thunderbolt. In the Tantra the purified being is called the Akasa-

varja, this is also called the diamond-thunderbolt body. A diamond comes from a lump of 
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coal which it is the diamond and the dross, by the fires of the serpent power the dross is 

purified out and the lump of matter is transformed into the immortal and incorruptible, 

luminous diamond, the Akasa. A diamond is forever. The thunderbolt is the symbol of Akasa 

and the Varja is within this as well. So calling it the Akasa-varja is obvious as to its meaning. 

Tantric Buddhism is guised Vedism with Siva as the main God. This is why our God Satan in 

His symbolic form as Sanat [anagram of Satan] states His name is AUM. 

 

 

An ancient title of Siva is Budha. For those interested in that subject the article linked below 

shows this in greater depth.  

 

Primordial Buddhism: 

topic175.html 
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200 Years Of Failure Of Veganism 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sat Jun 30, 2018 7:59 am 

200 Years Of Failure Of Veganism  
 

Vegetarianism in the western world was originally what we call a vegan diet today the first 

vegetarian movements happened in England in the earlier part of the 19th century.. So what 

happened how did vegetarianism go from vegan to everything from eggs, dairy, chicken and fish 

which is meat.....Its very simple people did the vegetarian diet as what it was vegan. And they 

couldn't physically sustain this. So they started having to add in animal products to be healthy. 

The vegetarian movement was a Christian fundamentalist movement. As the Bible states to be 

vegan. 
 

What we call a vegetarian diet in Hinduism is just dairy and plants. This is from Jainism not the 

original Vedic society in which the social texts openly state people ate meat and drank wine. 

Which is taboo in Hindu culture today due to Jainism and Islamic influences. The ancient Vedic 

texts mention Jainism as an enemy ideological movement which was in constant conflict with 

the original culture and goal was to remove spiritual knowledge with bring in a communist style 

ideology. Even the Shiva Purana's have a cautioned tale about Jainism in which the Ashur's are 

brought down from leaving the original Vedic culture and embracing the spiritually destructive 

path of Jainism. Which was created to destroy humanity spiritually and physically. Jainism forms 

the core doctrine of the Christian gospels this is mentioned by scholar's. The Shiva Purana 

mentions this ideology went west into the near east. It also mentions modern day Vaishnavism 

is just Jainsim. They are the ones who promote vegetarians the most. 
 

Its mentioned the Shiva Purana the Ashur's are tricked into a vegetarian diet by the Jain 

subversives. Which makes them weak. 

 

If a person studies the history of vegetarianism in the west. It caused people health problems 

the people on the vegan version suffered major ill health and died earlier then people of their 

generations. Children had major growth problems and aliments that only went away by eating 

animal products.  
 

In the 1940' Watson who was a member of the major vegetarian society simply reformed 

vegetarianism back to its original meaning and shortened this to vegan for such reason.  
 

The reality of this diet for 200 years in the western world is it simply does not work. Today what 

happens is people go on this diet for a couple of years and use up the reserves of animal 

products in their system as the body is designed to go thought periods of scarcity to keep 

humans alive in times of famine and such. Once this happens they hit the wall physically and 

find out the supplements don't work. The fact is many get to the point they need B12 injections 

for absorption rates to be enough so they don't fall ill and risk the other dangerous situations 

which can be fatal from lack of B12. Children raised vegan have been put in wheel chairs from 

the effects of low B12. That is just one supplement issue.  
 

The vegan claim is animal products are unhealthy and make you sick. So go vegan and take 

them all out of your diet and here are the supplements you have to take and hope they work 

because you will get sick and possibly die without animal products in your diet.  
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Notice the truth is right there. Animal products are not unhealthy its unhealthy to not have them 

in your diet. Notice where are all the ten year or twenty year vegans? Its like a Big Foot sighting 

very rare. There is a reason for that after all the thousands of people who have done this diet. It 

does not work. 
 

After a 200 year diet failed experiment what more do people need to understand. 
 

Also note Christianity pushes vegetarianism [veganism] its right in the garden tale. In which 

humans are the ultimate slaves of the enemy just naked animals who as the Bible states work 

for "god" only. This garden is what the enemy is instructed is their paradise only. When the 

Gentiles are all slaves to the Jewish race and work and slave for them as animals. They hitch 

you to the wagon and put in the barn. That's it global animal farm. The enemy is instructed in 

their Bible the Gentiles are to be put on a vegan diet as part of this enslavement. Hence why its 

always some Jew promoting veganism to Gentiles. 

 

The Gnostic's who were Pagan's cloaked in a Christian grab to avoid being murdered by the 

Church warned the Bible is the occult blue print of the enemy Jewish Demiurge forces to 

remove spiritual knowledge and then physically enslave humanity. When the Christianity fell out 

of the Vegetarianism movement they just replaced it with secular Christianity which is Marxism. 

Today the Jew who is the father of Vegan ideology is a Marxist named Singer. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

 

Re: 200 Years Of Failure Of Veganism 
Postby High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Sat Jun 30, 2018 11:10 am 

Both Christianity and its twin of Communism push veganism real hard. The Jews have been on 

an onslaught, pushing veganism lately. It's getting militant and even worse.  
Human beings are omnivores.  
 

By industrial factory farming, horrific cruelty is inflicted upon innocent animals by these places, 

that are owned and operated by Jews. The Jew creates the problem, provokes the reaction and 

pushes the solution, in this case, veganism. 
 

This is not to say one should go light on vegetables. Vegetables are also essential and very 

healthy, but one needs meat as well.  
 

It's a sad fact that all of the food these days is contaminated with chemicals, pollution, and 

related. Both meat and vegetables. 
As our food and water supply are contaminated, the Jew further profits by charging extra for 

organic, water and so forth. 

 

I also want to add that if human beings are herbivores, as the Jewish media tries to claim, lies 
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pushed in books on yoga and such, then why do we require vitamin B-12 which is lacking in a 

vegan diet? 
 

A lack of B-12 causes anemia for one. Anemia results in extreme tiredness. This is typical of the 

Christian and Communist programs, as one's resistance to fight back, and to think clearly when 

besieged with lies is broken by continual fatigue.  
In addition, compulsory fasting also breaks the will. The Christian Churches have always 

pushed mandatory fasting. On the other side of the same coin, Jewish communism always and 

in EVERY communist country, took control of the food supply and created artificially induced 

famine to break the will of the people. 
 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 
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216 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Wed Dec 05, 2018 3:31 am 

216 
 

In Hinduism something has been hidden the Mala of 108 beads and how this can be used. In 

ancient teachings the 108 of this 54 is Shiva and 54 is Shakti making 108 however this is 

expanded outwards to 108 for Shiva and 108 for Shakti making 216.  
 

 

This is why the Meru bead is placed on the Mala you go around 108 to the Meru bead and then 

turn the Mala back around and go around to the other direction to the Meru bead making 216.  
 

108 has power but so does 216. 108 relates to the material realm physical time in the east I 

suspect 216 relates to the union of the astral and material realm. Hence the 216 is the path to 

get to 666 the union of the astral and physical making all existance.  

 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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666 And Satanama 

Postby HP Mageson666 » Tue Jul 24, 2018 12:32 pm 

In the ancient world 666 is the number of Godhead. The ancients used to use 666 under a 

pentagram the symbol of the five elements and the serpent God to show this. They stated this 

was simple numerology just the 6 repeating three times on its own.  
 

Note in Sanskrit, SAT is the sixth letter: 
 

 

Sat fully and properly spelled out in Sanskrit is Satanama. The six is the number of creation in 

the ancient world its the union of the electric and magnetic elements of male and female, Yin 

and Yang into all creation. SATANAMA is the five elements of creation. 
 

S N are male elements and T M are the female elements that of Fire and Air are male and Earth 

and Water are female. The A is neuter the Ather of which the male and female elements 

manifest out and are part as physical reality forms the A is placed with all four other element 

letter to give them power to generate. This relates to the number six which is the union of the 

male and female aspects into one form that of the universe. Our word "sex" comes from the 

Latin word for Six which is Sex. The union of male and female. 

 

666 is just expressing the letter 6 which is Satanama. The Pentagram they place with the 6 

shows the five elements which are SATANAMA and how they relate to the 666. The Pentagram 

is the symbol of Venus the serpent God and the planet makes this symbol of its orbit and it 

rotates to the left. All of these are symbols of the serpent energy. 
 

SATANAMA is the name of God in the original language of Sanskrit. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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"Israel is going to get what she deserves!" 
-Satan  

 
 
 
 

Regarding the Jews:  
 

"THEY ARE *NOT* MY PEOPLE!" 
-Satan 
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Preface 
 
 

The Jewish people have succeeded in deceiving the Gentile people into cursing 
and blaspheming our True Creator God for centuries. The word "Satan" means 
"enemy" and "adversary" in Hebrew. Everything in the Judeo/Christian Bible has 
been stolen from Gentile Pagan religions predating Judaism from hundreds to 
thousands of years. The Jews cannot create. They have forcibly and successfully 
removed occult/spiritual knowledge and power from the Gentiles using the 
Christian Church as their primary tool. The Jews have always used Gentiles to 
fight their wars for them, most being Gentile versus Gentile, as with the World 
Wars, the Thirty Year was, etc. In the same way, the Jews have used the 
Christians to destroy Pagan temples, spiritual libraries and mass-murder their 
own Gentile people, for the Jewish Christian program.  
 
Christianity from its very inception was and is nothing more than a program. The 
agenda of this program is for the destruction of Aryan peoples [descended from 
the God known as "Satan"] using occult powers, and for the eventual 
enslavement of all remaining races with the top Jews in total control. The Jews 
have been using black magick against the Gentiles who have been powerless to 
fight back, for centuries. 
Spiritual knowledge has been forcefully and systematically removed from Aryan 
peoples by the "Inquisition" where Aryan priests and spiritual leaders such as the 
Druids and many others were tortured to death and murdered en masse. The 
White race suffered the most with the "witch trials" where entire villages were 
nearly wiped out in Europe, namely Germany.  
 
The Jews are very clever in getting control of their enemies. The Jews promote 
Christianity by:  
 
§ Claiming to be of the Devil 
§ Claiming affiliation with the anti-christ 
§ By appearing as though they are working to destroy Christianity 
§ Claiming that the Talmud attacks the Nazarene and Virgin, when in truth, 

the attacks are against Satan and the Gentile Gods 
§ Claiming to be persecuted by Christians 
§ Promoting the accusation that the Jews "murdered christ"  
§ Promoting the idea that Christianity and communism are enemies of each 

other.  
 

Once one is a Christian, one is under the psychic influence and control of the 
Jews, and the Jews know this. This establishes a powerful connection for the 
Jews to take control of their enemies through curses and other psychic means, 
as Christianity establishes a powerful subliminal connection that very few people 
are aware of. The Jews will do anything and everything to appear to be enemies 
of Christianity, as Christianity is their root of power. This is no different from 
communism; how they openly claim that communism is "anti-Semitic," and that 
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communism persecutes Jews, when the Jews are the ones who are in control of 
communism at all levels. This has worked in bringing many more unsuspecting 
Gentiles into the Christian trap. On every single page of the Judeo/Christian 
Bible, there are the words "Jew/s" and/or "Israel." From beginning to end, there is 
the incessant glorification of Jewish patriarchs, and promotion of Jew/communist 
ideals. The Jews already have total control of the Christian side fully. Gentiles 
being under a powerful spell cannot see this, even though it is blatantly before 
their very eyes.  
 
Any Gentile who erroneously believes or even argues that the Jews are not a 
race, needs a serious reality check. The Jewish reptilian genes are passed onto 
Jewish offspring from a Jewish mother. Orthodox Jews only recognize Jews 
being born of a Jewish mother as legitimate Jews. We have heard of "half Jews" 
"quarter Jews" "part Jews" but one does not state "I am a half Catholic" or how 
about a quarter Lutheran, or maybe "part Muslim" "or that there is some 'Buddhist 
blood' in the family. Also, as George Lincoln Rockwell once stated- "You can 
draw a picture of a Jew, but you can't draw a picture of a Catholic or a 
Protestant."  
 
The Jews add insult to injury. They have had our own people do destructive work 
against our race for them. Christianity has been one of their biggest and most 
lethal programs and tools to accomplish these ends. Look around you- 
Christianity is promoted at every turn. Trillions upon trillions of dollars, psychic 
energy, and effort have gone into pushing this lie upon the public with no 
opposition whatsoever. The truth has been vehemently suppressed and kept 
financially broke. The only information available about "Satanism" must conform 
to Jewish standards; i.e. the bible, the kabalah [which the Jews stole from the 
Egyptians and desecrated and perverted], the qlippoth and the general teachings 
that Satan [our original Creator God and his Demons [the Old Gentile Gods] are 
monstrous enemies of humanity. In truth, they are enemies of the Jewish people 
and this is why the Jews have put forth every effort to keep us from them. By 
cutting us off from our Gods and removing all knowledge, especially knowledge 
concerning the soul, the mind, and psychic power from the Gentiles, the Jews 
have made us psychically defenseless for centuries and unless we empower 
ourselves NOW, our imminent destruction is near. Reichsführer Heinrich Himmler 
knew this and along with Adolf Hitler and other Third Reich leaders. Himmler 
worked relentlessly to eradicate the Jewish program of Christianity from 
Germany.  
 
THE JEWS CAN ONLY BE DEFEATED THROUGH THEIR AGE OLD 
NEMESIS, SATAN!! "Satan" is the Hebrew word for "Enemy." Satan wants occult 
knowledge and power back in the hands of the Gentiles. One can argue the 
average Jew on the street is just as ignorant concerning this as are most 
Gentiles; the truth is- the Elders of Zion, the controlling Jewish families, and of 
course the Hasidic ultra-orthodox Jewish religious movement know all about this 
and keep it secret, even from most of their own people. They know when they 
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drop the veil and obtain total control, their own will only be too happy to join 
them.  
 
What the Jewish program of Christianity has done: 
 
§ Removed all spiritual and occult knowledge from the Gentile populace of 

wherever it took root, placing the Gentiles at the mercy of powerful 
spiritual powers directed by the Jews; namely "Black Magick." The Jews 
have been using black magick against the Gentiles who have been 
powerless to fight back, for centuries.   

 
§ A false history was invented and lies were forced on the Gentile populace 

in whatever regions it took hold. 
 
§ The Vatican removed the ancient texts of Gentile peoples and replaced 

them with the Christian religion- a false Jewish messiah, a false Jewish 
“god,” and Jewish angels. With the Jewish goal of world dominance, this 
comes when their messiah appears. The psychic energy of Christians in 
fervent prayer to their pseudo-savior the Nazarene who, like the Jewish 
messiah is supposed to “come again” is channeled into making the Jewish 
messiah a reality. Rewriting of history is also prevalent in the schools 
these days. 

 
§ Gentile religious leaders were savagely tortured and murdered. Those 

who had any knowledge were hunted down as “witches” and murdered by 
the Inquisition. 

 
§ The Gentile Gods and namely the True creator God Ea [The one known 

as "Satan"] were cursed and labeled as Demons and “evil”; monsters. In 
today’s Jewish run media, our Aryan Gods are ridiculed and defamed as 
spooks and ghouls, and made to look like buffoons, red with horns or 
hideous looking; out to “possess” people’s souls at the mere thought of 
them and take control of their minds. 
 

§ Gentile celebrations and practices are labeled as “evil,” anything that has 
to do with gentile culture, namely Aryan Culture. The Feast of Beltane, 
which originally was celebrated on the eve of May 1, was further 
blasphemed by the May Day celebrations of Jewish communism [which is 
outlined and implemented in the Judeo/Christian bible from beginning to 
end]. May 1st is a powerful date as the earth is aligned to specific 
energies where certain rituals and actions have more power. This has 
been a tactic of the Jewish people- to add blasphemy against our Gods by 
instituting their death dealing programs and celebrating them on traditional 
Pagan holidays, no different than the Catholic Church replacing Pagan 
holidays with their false and stolen twisted garbage. This date was 
maligned as “evil” again, and like our Samhain, of “the Devil” to keep the 
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deluded Christian masses as far from their religious roots as possible, 
again, using fear to control the human mind and blasphemous denigration 
against our Gods. 

 
The Christian Church, especially the fundies have been working overtime to 
weed out Pagan practices such as Yule trees and Rabbits and eggs. Halloween 
has also come under intense attack. Unbeknownst to most of the public, the 
fundamentalist Christians have received millions upon millions of dollars in 
government grants. The Jews control all of the world's money and only programs 
that are to their benefit get the most funding. Those they deem as harmful are 
kept financially destitute. The Christian religion works overtime to remove every 
last trace of Gentile holiday celebrations, Gentile culture, and above all, the 
Gentile Gods from the populace and to push their Jewish imposter characters to 
replace it. Few realize just how Jewish our culture has become. 
 
Programs that work to connect our people with Jewish angels, in addition to their 
“God,” are heavily financed and funded. The Christians are forever whining about 
the underground so-called "Satanist conspiracy" which is what the Jews want, as 
this is a diversion and bait; bringing more and more deluded ones into the 
Christian trap, where the Jews can control them psychically. Given the large 
amounts of wealth and power, modern Freemasonry, the Illuminati and other 
associated organizations possess, they only give more credence to the Christian 
allegations that keep misinformation and discrimination against Satanists at an all 
time high and maintain Christianity and its related ilk as legitimate religions. In 
addition, groups such as modern Freemasonry have been stripped of spiritual 
knowledge and are now geared to working for communism. These groups have 
been infiltrated and taken over by Jews. The perverted Jewish version of the 
kabalah, which was stolen from the Gentiles, has been instituted in nearly every 
prominent occult society. Through this, their fictitious “God” and foul angels are 
elevated to the tree of life while the Gentile Gods comprise the Qlippoth of death 
and filth. The Jews always work to control both opposing sides and direct each 
into advancing the Jewish agenda.  
 
The entire underlying theme of the Judeo/Christian Bible is the establishment of 
the fictitious history of the Jewish people in the mass mind. What the mass mind 
believes has power and the energy to make manifest in reality, as thoughts are 
energy. The theme of the Bible is as follows: 
 
1. The Jews claim themselves the "Chosen People" who are given *rights* by a 
"God" to invade Gentile lands, slaughter the inhabitants and seize the land for 
themselves.  
 
2. The Jewish people invade and mass murder Gentiles of all different nations, 
defile and desecrate their Gods and religious teachings. 
 
3. Gentile peoples are than conquered by the Jews. The Gentile men mass 
murdered and their women and children raped and sold into slavery.  
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Leviticus 26:7 And ye shall chase your enemies, and they shall fall before you by 
the sword. 
 
Numbers 21:34 And the LORD said unto Moses, Fear him not: for I have 
delivered him into thy hand, and all his people, and his land; and thou shalt do to 
him as thou didst unto Sihon king of the Amorites, which dwelt at Heshbon. 
 
Numbers 21:35 So they smote him, and his sons, and all his people, until there 
was none left him alive: and they possessed his land.   
 
Numbers 31:7 And they warred against the Midianites, as the LORD commanded 
Moses; and they slew all the males.  
 
31:8 And they slew the kings of Midian, beside the rest of them that were slain; 
namely, Evi, and Rekem, and Zur, and Hur, and Reba, five kings of Midian: 
Balaam also the son of Beor they slew with the sword.  
31:9 And the children of Israel took all the women of Midian captives, and their 
little ones, and took the spoil of all their cattle, and all their flocks, and all their 
goods. 
31:10 And they burnt all their cities wherein they dwelt, and all their goodly 
castles, with fire.  
 
31:14 And Moses was wroth with the officers of the host, with the captains over 
thousands, and captains over hundreds, which came from the battle.  
31:15 And Moses said unto them, Have ye saved all the women alive?   
31:17 Now therefore kill every male among the little ones, and kill every woman 
that hath known man by lying with him.        
31:18 But all the women children, that have not known a man by lying with him, 
keep alive for yourselves.  
 
For those of you who have been brainwashed into "Christian Identity" the above 
peoples such as the "Midianites" happen to be Gentile!! 
 
 4. Enter the Jewish "messiah" in the form of "Jesus." The Nazarene is nothing 
more than a fictitious character stolen from some 18 Gentile Pagan Gods such 
as Odin who hung from a tree. The mass mind has been forcefully indoctrinated 
with this "Second coming of Christ," which is just enough to bring about the 
Jewish messiah who will unite the Jewish people. The Jews seized Palestine 
because it is a very important location for their three religions of Judaism, 
Christianity, and Islam and located upon powerful ley lines. From the bandit state 
of Israel, they plan to enslave the Gentile world, and place the Jews as gods and 
as rulers of the earth. 
 
Quote from the Jewish Talmud:  
Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 
2800 slaves."  
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Another VERY revealing quote from the Catholic Encyclopedia:  
"In the same way the Greeks and Romans may have worshipped their divinities, 
fondly believing them to be good. But the Christian Scriptures declare that all the 
gods of the Gentiles are demons."  
Catholic Encyclopedia:  Devil Worship 
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/04767a.htm 
 
The Jews made our original gods into hideous monsters. Gentile Paganism 
preceded the Jewish invention of Christianity, and Judaism itself, from hundreds 
to thousands of years! Their "God" is not our God. Their "God" is the true evil 
one.  
Wake up people!!   
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Christianity, Communism, the Jews, and the Bible 
 
 
In exposing the Holy Bible as a book of Jewish witchcraft, always remember...the 
Jews are extremely clever and they take control of both sides; both opposing 
sides, which they pretend to be fighting each other, but underneath it all, they are 
working for their agenda of world enslavement. Just as many xian churches, 
particularly the Vatican, pretend to be against and fighting communism, 
unbeknownst to the populace, they are working FOR communism, the nazarene 
taught nothing but communism, his sermons, and even his life- quite like Karl 
Marx himself- lazy, and lived off of the charity of others like a parasite. The USSR 
made a show of persecuting a number of Jews [they scream the loudest], when 
millions of innocent Gentiles were tortured to death, but this Jewish persecution 
is only for show, and they do not care if they have to sacrifice some of their own 
to reach their goal of world enslavement and domination. For example, Josef 
Stalin [real name Josef Dugasvilli, the meaning of the Georgian surname 
Dugasvilli is "Son of a Jew"], claimed to be anti-Semitic, but given his second 
wife was also Jewish [as were his children], and his communist heroes such as 
Vladimir Lenin and the other scum he was directly involved with, any idiot can 
see through these lies, which again, are there only to fool the masses. Nearly all 
of the entire communist leadership and KGB were Jews and/or married to Jews 
and lived extremely well while the working classes were brutalized beyond the 
imagination. This did not just include the USSR, but all other communist 
countries as well. Prior to the fall of the “Iron Curtain” the USSR would also 
publicly support any country that was against Israel; pretending to be enemies 
with Israel, which beneath it all, is not the case, as both work together for the 
same agenda. KNOW THIS AND BE ONTO THEIR TACTICS- NEVER LET 
THEM FOOL YOU!  
 
As I have state before and will again... just how can Christianity really be at odds 
with the Jews, when every single page of that stinking bible has the word "Jew" 
"Jews" Israel" and other kosher crap on it and above all, the nazarene is Jewish 
from birth to death. Given the spiritual energies put into Christianity by the 
ignorant followers, for centuries, the Jews have an endless supply to do as they 
please with. This is their bulwark and their root. This is why the bible is so full of 
numbers, specific verses [which vibrated in Hebrew are their mantras] and given 
the bible is planted in nearly every home in the world, Christianity is relentlessly 
pushed and coerced onto people [love jewsus or burn for eternity], the bible acts 
as a subliminal medium; a receiver for their workings. Bible verses are 
memorized by many Christians. What this does further, is it creates a very 
powerful link in the minds of many for which the Jews work their curses and their 
spells for attracting copious amounts of wealth. Even their bible states regarding 
the Jews “Thou shalt prosper.” YOU PAY AND SACRIFICE FOR THIS!  
 
The "Holy Bible" serves as a link, as I mentioned in the above for their subliminal 
workings. This is no different from having a bible in your home. This creates a 
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subliminal tie in. I do know since my last article “the Holy Bible, a Book of Jewish 
Witchcraft”; I was very aware of the magnitude of this article and given it hits at 
their most sensitive secrets, root, and their total bulwark, through Satan, we have 
exposed them.  
 
Satan has protected me. If he hadn’t, myself along with others who are working 
very hard, would already be dead. We are working for a higher purpose; for a 
better world through Satan. We have identified and exposed the problems. The 
Jewish power structure works relentlessly to destroy our civil rights and freedoms 
so that they can enslave us all. Jewish greed knows no bounds. Few Americans 
here know just how brutal life is and has been in many other countries. The Jews 
are working very hard to change this. In the early 1990’s, after the fall of the 
USSR, many cutthroat Jewish communists immigrated to the USA and have 
been working for the destruction of our country ever since, and this can be 
blatantly seen in the many open violations of our constitution and how our legal 
system has been rapidly deteriorating.  
 
The USA is the last power on this earth that still has some laws protecting 
freedom of speech and the press, though these are very insecure and many of 
us are suppressed and harassed, such as what is now happening in the JoS e-
groups. If the USA goes down, any smaller countries that are somewhat free will 
also go down and be under the yoke of communist control. Many of you know it 
is a felony crime to deny or question the Jewish holoco$t in many 
countries...resulting in an automatic prison sentence. Everything the Jew is and 
does, is blamed on Gentiles. This creates confusion, and makes for an effective 
diversion and distraction. The same is with Satan...everything their Christian 
“God” is and does; they heap the blame on Satan and the Powers of Hell. Even 
though the truth is before them in the “Holy Bible” and one can see that jewhova 
was a “murderer and a liar from the beginning” one only needs to look through 
the Old Testament and also that foul nazarene ordering his followers to commit 
both theft and murder:  
 
Luke 19:27; Luke 6: 1-5; Luke 19: 29-35; and break other commandments: 
Matthew 10: 34-36.  
 
Christians and others cannot see this, as they have been deluded under a 
powerful spell. Satan, himself told me some time ago how horribly Gentiles have 
suffered under Jewish communism. I have written several articles regarding the 
slave labor situation in Red China. This brutality is what Jewish communism is all 
about. Please read through and download the following pdf copies. The first one 
is very large, but the second pdf [the one exposing the phony holoco$t] can be 
downloaded and easily distributed through copy & paste, uploading it to your 
website, distributing it through personal e-mails to people you know who may be 
interested, and through copying it to disc.  
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Slave Labor in Soviet Russia  
 http://gblt.webs.com/SlaveLaborInSovietRussia.pdf 
  
The REAL Holocaust  
 http://666moon.webs.com/THE%20REAL%20HOLOCAUST.pdf 
 
Quote from the Jewish Talmud:  
Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L:  
"Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that the Jew would not have to 
be served by beasts. The non-Jew is consequently an animal in human form, and 
condemned to serve the Jew day and night."  
 
Unless each and every one of us fights for our freedoms, they will all be taken 
away. As with the first pdf, on the Soviet slave labor, one can see the same 
identical thing occurring in Red China and in other parts of the world- disposable 
human beings; systematically broken, worked to death and replaced by more 
Gentiles. Even a little research blatantly reveals the Jews are and have always 
been behind this, and that the bible is nothing more than a blueprint for Jewish 
communism in its teachings and indoctrinations [both the Old and New 
Testaments], along with the all-important purpose of working powerful spells for 
the Jews to profit tremendously. Satan pulls off the drapes in our minds and 
wakes us up to the truth so we are aware and can see. The Christians and 
related ignorant masses are under a most powerful spell. That spell must be 
broken.  
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The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft 
 
 
This will be the first in a series of articles, explaining how the enemy uses their 
bible to rule over the world. There is nothing "holy" or anything for spiritual 
advancement or the betterment of humanity in the bible. Look to the numbers, 
the books, the scriptures, and the contents and you will see it for what it is really 
for; it is a book of Jewish witchcraft, of which they use liberally, way at the top, to 
advance their agenda and to enslave the masses. The whole point of this article 
is to explain in every day simple terms on how they do this.  
 
To understand how this works, I am going to use an example of throwing a 
powerful curse here. This is simply to explain how energy operates and this first 
example here has nothing to do with the bible. The powers of the mind, soul and 
work on the astral; because one is using one's subconscious mind, the energies 
and the effects are often quite subliminal. One will find this fact to be true with 
advancing in meditation, which increases awareness.  
 
Many are familiar with the 1969 Tate and Labianca murders in Los Angeles, by 
Charles Manson [who believed himself to be Jesus Christ] and his hippie cult, as 
this case received extensive publicity and even movies have been made about it. 
If you are not familiar with this, just type in the above into any search engine, it is 
all over the web, in libraries and everywhere else.  
 
Church of Satan founder Anton LaVey worked with director/producer Roman 
Polanski as a temporary adviser for the 1968 movie "Rosemary's Baby." LaVey 
wanted to play the part of the Devil, but this part was given to someone else. 
According to certain sources, one source being the movie "Polanski," LaVey was 
also insulted and shunned by colleagues of Polanski who were also working on 
the film. LaVey became very angry and threw a curse through Satanic ritual.  
 
Now, Manson family member and murderess Susan Atkins [who I might add was 
seriously strung out on hard drugs, such as LSD], temporarily worked for Anton 
LaVey in San Francisco, doing a nude act where she emerged from a coffin for 
entertainment purposes. Atkins, because of extensive drug use and personal 
flaws, proved to be extremely unreliable and would not show up for work, making 
things difficult on the others, the show, etc., and this angered LaVey. He 
eventually canned her.  
 
LaVey also hated the hippies. In early August of 1969, LaVey threw a curse 
against the hippie movement. Now, here is an example of how powerful energies 
can work when they are not thoroughly directed. Like things tie in. LaVey was 
angry at Polanski for how he was shunned and treated during the filming of 
Rosemary's Baby. LaVey was angry at the hippie movement and he also had a 
strong dislike for Susan Atkins. All of this came together in August of 1969.  
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After throwing some powerful curses, everything was set in motion. Susan Atkins 
along with other Manson family members, broke into Polanski's home when he 
was away in Europe making a film. His wife, actress Sharon Tate, who was 8 
months pregnant, along with some other friends were present at his home when 
this occurred. All of the occupants were butchered, shot, beaten, and stabbed 
multiple times to their deaths. Sharon who was 8 months pregnant was 
butchered by Susan Atkins, who even claimed publicly after being caught, how 
she wanted to carve the baby out of Tate's stomach. This all ties in, as we can 
see. LaVey knew both Atkins and Polanski and then the film "Rosemary's Baby" 
– look what happened to Polanski's baby. The above is a graphic example of 
how a powerful working; the energy always takes the easiest way out unless it is 
properly and thoroughly directed. Given the gravity of the murders, the hippies 
lost their popularity shortly thereafter, as the public began to associate them with 
this sort of thing and faded from history.  
 
My point is how all of this establishes a connection.  
 
Some of you may remember here how after the 9/11 incident, many people were 
folding $20.00 bills a certain way, as the twin towers could be seen in flames, 
given the bill was folded, then viewed a certain way. The $20.00 bill is the most 
commonly used of US currency. Shortly thereafter the 9/11 incident, the $20.00 
bills were very rapidly replaced with a new version. They all disappeared very 
quickly. The excuse used before the public was that they could be easily 
counterfeited. The real reason was because of the design of the bill and the 
subliminal vibrations it carried.  
 
The number eleven is a number of chaos, destruction, and disintegration, 
according to the bible. Because that filthy bible is in nearly every home, so many 
people adhere to xian teachings, and put their faith in it, like the $20.00 bill, it is a 
very powerful subliminal tool, much more so than the $20.00 bill. Thus, when 
jews at the highest levels work their witchcraft, they use the numbers and verses 
in the bible to accomplish their ends. From what I understand, some of the 
verses are vibrated in Hebrew in boustrophedon, meaning read in zigzag. They 
also bob back and forth when they "pray" in groups.  
 
The numbers 10 and 12 in the bible are supposed to be perfect numbers.  
 
The 12 sons of Jacob minus Joseph ["one is not" - Genesis 42:13] without whom 
the other 11 would not have survived.  
Note* Genesis is the first book of the bible; Genesis = 1 + 42 + 13 = 56, which 
reduces to 11. This is in addition to the verse itself.  
 
King Jehoiakim [2 Chronicles 36:5-6] reigned 11 years before Nebuchadnezzar 
carried him away into captivity [his downfall and the end of his rule].  
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King Zedekiah [Jeremiah 52:1-11] reigned 11 years before Nebuchadnezzar 
imprisoned him, murdered his family, and mutilated him.  
 
In the 11th year of the Babylonian captivity Ezekiel prophesied of the fall and the 
destruction of Tyrus, [Ezekiel 26:1-5].  
 
In the 11th year of the Babylonian captivity Ezekiel prophesied of the fall and the 
destruction of Egypt [Ezekiel 30:20-26].  
Note also in the above scriptures, if you do some more reading on them, they all 
rebelled against the Jews and were punished for it. The above serves as an 
example...there are many more.  
 
Now, the number 9 is a number of endings and finality. Note how the biblical 
verses that emphasized the number 11, all related to destruction and fall.  
 
I will not make this article too long, as I will have more detailed examples and 
such in the near future. The book of Job [suffering] is used to curse their enemies 
in many circumstances. The bombing of Dresden was carried out on the 
Christian holiday of Ash Wednesday, and the city was reduced to ashes. I could 
cite many more examples, but seeing at how similarities all connect to each 
other, we have:  
 
On 15 March 2004, there were exactly 911 days between the Twin Towers attack 
of September 11, 2001 and the bomb attacks on the trains in Madrid Spain on 
March 11, 2004.  
 
§ Madrid, Spain has 11 letters.  

§ New York City has 11 letters.  

§ The American attacks occurred on September 11th 2001.  

§ The Madrid attacks occurred on March 11th 2004.  

§ There were 911 days between the American and Madrid attacks [9 + 1 + 1 
= 11].  

§ The Madrid attack occurred on the 11th Thursday of the year.  

§ September 11th is the 254th day of the year [2 + 5 + 4 = 11].  

§ After September 11th there are 111 days left to the end of the year.  

§ September 11 has 9 letters and 2 numbers [9 + 2 = 11]  

§ 11 March 2004 has 5 letters and 6 numbers [5 + 6 = 11].  

§ Each building had 110 stories [11 x 10 = 110].  

§ The Madrid train attacks left 191 people confirmed dead [1 + 9 + 1 = 11].  
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§ On September 11, 2002 the names of the 2,801 victims of the World 
Trade Center attacks were read aloud from Ground Zero [2 + 8 + 0 + 1 = 
11].  

§ The Twin Towers standing side by side look like the number 11.  

§ The first plane to hit the towers was Flight 11.  

§ Flight 11 had 92 on board [9 + 2 = 11].  

§ Flight 11 had 11 crew members.  

§ Flight 77 hit the Pentagon [11 x 7 = 77].  

§ Flight 77 had 65 on board [6 + 5 = 11].  

§ 911 is the number to call in case of emergency [9 + 1 + 1 = 11].  

§ New York was the 11th State added to the Union.  

§ Manhattan Island was discovered on September 11, 1609 by Henry 
Hudson -11 letters.  

 
§ Saudi Arabia has 11 letters.  

§ Afghanistan has 11 Letters.  

 
Note how the vibration of the number 11 ties all of this in with the 9. The Twin 
Towers also were in the shape/structure of the number 11. Astral energy seeks 
the easiest way out and like attracts like. It is no wonder that Freemasons, who 
are controlled by Jewish powers, place their hands upon the bible during their 
initiation. Given every page of the bible has the word "Jew" "Jews" "Israel" 
"Jerusalem" and related, that the nazarene and nearly all of the other characters 
are Jewish,  and given the Jews proclaim they are the "Chosen of God" and they 
are held in the highest esteem and exalted in the bible, it is no wonder they are 
so powerful and have secretly ruled over the world, unbeknownst to the masses, 
for centuries.  
 
Satan, himself also showed me how these workings are like a domino effect. 
Once something is set into motion on the astral, the energies put into motion 
seek out like energies and things tie in. With the strange and eerie coincidence of 
the numbers [this is only a sample, there are many more], this reveals this is not 
a random act, but a dead giveaway that this was an occult working which was 
deliberate.  
 
I would also like to add the Jewish emphasis on the number 6. Please do not 
confuse this with "666" which has an entirely different meaning.  
 
Just be aware and you will notice what I am saying here. For example, the six 
million for that holoco$t hoax, Jewish communism has its important holiday May 
1st; 5/1; 5 + 1 = 6. With this I could go on and on. Israel has 6 letters. Pay 
attention to the news and also history; anything connected with the jews and you 
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will see what I mean. In the bible, the number six is the number of man without 
any spiritual power. The number 7 has to do with the 7 chakras and spiritual 
power emanating from these and spiritual perfection. 6 falls short. 6 is also a 
number of hard labor. Work was done for 6 days and the 7th was a day of rest.  
"The number 6 is stamped on all that is connected with human labor. We see it 
stamped upon his measures, which he uses in his labor, and on the time during 
which he labors. And we see this from the very beginning."  
 
The Jewish emphasis on and use of the number 6, sets up a vibration on the 
astral for the advancement of their agenda, their communist state and world 
order. Communism is slave labor. With the communist state, the Jews become 
"God" and all spiritual knowledge is replaced with material atheism. Only the 
Jews at the top know the secrets of the occult and they use their curses and 
spells on an unknowing, and helpless populace to whatever suits them. 
Christianity in more ways than one is a stepping off point for communism. In 
addition, Christianity has made so-called "religion" into such a totally repulsive 
and vile concept, that many who are unknowing, gladly accept and promote 
atheism.  
 
In closing, like everything else, this is all blamed upon Satan and the Powers of 
Hell by ignorant fools. Most Christians do not have the intelligence or the strength 
of character to delve into the occult. There are also scriptures in that bible that 
the Jews use to curse and frighten outsiders away from really getting into the 
occult. I remember when I was new to Satanism, I had a bad experience, but this 
only drove me on and heightened my curiosity. One cannot be afraid. The Jews 
and their alien cohorts have used fear as a tool for control for centuries. In 
communist countries, the populace lives in a constant state of terror. This is also 
in league with the bible, as is everything else regarding Jewish communism.  
 
I will have more information and many more examples on how the bible is 
nothing more than a book of Jewish witchcraft, hence the numbers; biblical 
numerology, and how the bible is continuously pushed upon the populace, it is in 
nearly every home, in hotel rooms and everywhere else. Everyone is familiar with 
it, and knows what it claims to be.  
 
The world needs to wake up. Please feel free to educate others, distribute this 
and any other JoS articles and to work hard for Satan. Satan means "Truth" in 
Sanskrit.  
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The Christian Mass and How it Ties into Jewish Ritual Murder 
 
 
Due to centuries of the vehement suppression of spiritual knowledge, most 
people are not only unaware of, but also they are unable to see certain truths. 
This is the enemy's way of conquering; by creating a blind spot on the soul, 
where one is spiritually disarmed; the so-called 'sixth-sense' is lacking in most 
people and in many others, it is completely absent.  
 
Millions of unfortunate people are and have been deceived by the Christian and 
Muslim programs; both of these whose sole intention is to destroy spiritual 
knowledge and replace it with lies for the destruction of humanity and every other 
living creature on this earth.  
 
The Judeo/Christian bible warns its believers regarding the powers of the mind 
and of 'witchcraft' so that one is unable to see through the blatant lies that are 
right there every day.  
 
The Jews who are parasites by nature have always used Gentiles as their 
spiritual hosts; to feed from...no different from the alien greys who use their 
collection of souls to feed from. Many of you are already familiar with 'Jewish 
Ritual Murder.' During the times of Jewish holidays, top rabbis will abduct Gentile 
children and use them in their ritual sacrifices to Jewhova. The child is taken to a 
secret back room of a synagogue, tied to a cross and then tortured to death with 
the blood drained from the four corners [hands and feet], while the child is still 
alive and aware, and then this blood is drunk ritually by the rabbis. This heinous 
act has been performed repeatedly for centuries and this is why the Jews have 
endured endless pogroms [where Gentiles have massacred entire villages of 
Jews], have been forcibly expelled from nearly every country of the world, except 
for the USA, and have been hated to an extreme by every Gentile race. This is 
just one...I could go on and on endlessly of the crimes that the Jews have 
committed ad nauseum, but the purpose of this sermon is how all of this ties into 
the Christian mass/church service. For more about this practice, see 2000 Years 
of Jewish Ritual Murder.  
 
There was a title of a book I noted on a shelf in the public library; written by a 
Jewish rabbi and the title was 'Thou Shalt Prosper.' This is also in the Bible. This 
title was in reference to the Jews. Nearly everyone is aware of the unbelievable 
material wealth, success, and power this race has had for centuries. This directly 
results from their abuse of occult power, and all of this ties directly into 
Christianity.  
 
As I mentioned many times before, the Judeo/Christian Bible is a book of Jewish 
witchcraft. The verses, their numbers, and so forth. In order to know this, one 
must know how witchcraft, words of power, and most of all, the subliminal and 
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the powers of the mind work to bring the operator's intentions to manifest in 
reality.  
 
As with so much of the Jewish workings, the subliminal is used to make the 
necessary subconscious connection to establish an energy link. One must know 
about witchcraft and the powers of the mind to know this. This is why the Bible 
warns and works to frighten Gentiles away from anything really spiritual...'thou 
shalt not suffer a witch to live' and other crap about 'burning in a lake of fire' etc. 
In addition, I noted early on that there were curses involved in one using one's 
powers of the mind to prevent this and to frighten those who scare easily away 
from this sort of thing.  
 
"Eat me...Drink me."  
The entire theme of the Christian mass/church service is that of a simulation of a 
human sacrifice. Most people cannot see this, nor are they aware of it due to 
their minds being walled up. The nazarene with every mass/service is crucified in 
a blood sacrifice to Jewhova. I remember very well the endless repeated phrases 
used by the priest so that a connection is established 'This is the body of christ' 
and then that stupid little communion wafer...where the believer eats that 'body of 
christ.' Now we know the nazarene was nailed to that cross; the four corners, no 
different from the Gentile children that the Jews use in their sacrifices. This 
creates the necessary connection that fuels the energies for the Jewish ritual 
murders, bringing success to the Jewish race, especially that of vast material 
wealth.  
 
Each and every catholic mass for one [and with protestants, the theme is the 
same], these same verses are DRUMMED into the minds of the congregation, 
over and over and over and over and over:  
 
"On the night he was betrayed, he took bread and gave you thanks and praise. 
He broke the bread, gave it to his disciples, and said:  
Take this, all of you, and eat it: this is my body which will be given up for you."  
 
"When supper was ended, he took the cup. Again he gave you thanks and 
praise, gave the cup to his disciples, and said:  
Take this, all of you, and drink from it: this is the cup of my blood."  
 
SEE THE CONNECTION??? THIS IS BLATANTLY A HUMAN SACRIFICE!!  
 
People cannot see this because they have been spiritually blinded. I can see all 
kinds of things as I have knocked down walls in my mind and I remember just 
four of weeks ago, when hearing religious xmas songs blasting over the 
speakers in the store I was in, it was very blatant to me how these deluded 
Christian fools were singing for their damnation.  
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To create the necessary distraction and to confuse their victims, the Jews have 
always pretended to be persecuted by Christians. They pretend to be at odds 
with Christianity. If one's walls are knocked down, one can see what is there right 
in front of us every day. The entire Bible has either the word 'Jew' 'Jews' 'Israel' 
and related written on every page and with all of these, the Jewish people, and 
their patriarchs are honored and exalted. The Bible follows a subliminal theme in 
that Gentiles are conquered repeatedly in the Old Testament by the Jews and 
their god Jewhova. After all of this conquering and enslaving, the nazarene, the 
long awaited Jewish messiah comes on the scene. Jewish from birth to death; for 
more on this see Jewish Nazarene.  
 
The Jewish Nazarene character was invented from a concept, that of the 
serpentine witchpower. To read a full article about this, click here. Again, for a 
working to succeed in many cases, there must be some sort of connection in the 
mind of the victim. Most Christians cannot see that Jewhova was a 'murderer and 
a liar' from the beginning. The New Testament goes on with the Nazarene then 
becoming a human sacrifice...murdered and sacrificed to Jewhova, the 
murderous, bloodthirsty, and sadistic 'father.' In its own twisted way, this 
translates into the murder of children. Because the mind of a child is in many 
cases a blank slate in the way of limited personal experiences that shape 
attitudes and color the personality, children are prime victims. Christianity is 
notorious for preying upon children, as are angels and of course, the filthy kikes. 
They know they can use the energy of children quite freely, as there is little or no 
spiritual resistance.  
 
Then, the final cap with all of this is the 'second coming of christ' which is in truth 
another hoax designed to channel Gentile spiritual energies and beliefs through 
the mass mind into making the coming of the Jewish messiah into a reality. 
 
Quote from the Jewish Talmud:  
Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 
2800 slaves."  
 
Most people are totally unaware of the above and cannot see this. I already 
wrote in another sermon concerning how the Jews use occult power. The video 
below [which I highly recommend everyone sees] is nothing new and blatantly 
exposes the Jews and how they abuse occult power, the power of suggestion 
and the subliminal to make the subconscious connection to manifest their 
workings in reality. The shootings were for the purpose of instituting gun control. 
Many people such as the author of the video linked below have no idea of the 
Jewish power, feeding off of and directing the energy that the deluded followers 
of the Christian program provide for their Jewish masters, is behind all of this and 
can only make misguided guesses:  
Sandy Hook and Batman shootings announced in Movie Batman and Dark 
Knight Rise http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8nTZKpmtlQ 
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The Jewish abuse of occult powers has its roots in their gematria. The 911 was 
another one...very blatant. A co-worker, some years ago, showed me how a 
$20.00 bill could be folded a certain way so that on the rear of it, the twin towers 
going up in smoke would appear. Look on the internet for this, I don't have the 
time to search out the websites that have this. All of a sudden, after the 911 
incident, the older version of the $20.00 bills where you could fold it that way, 
was taken out of circulation. They fed the public the bullshit story that "they were 
too easy to counterfeit." Well, they disappeared real fast, as too many people 
knew the deal on how to fold them. The 20 is the most common currency used 
and circulated in the USA.  
 
Others include presidential assassinations. I did some research on this a few 
years back. Note about Lincoln and the names, dates, and the numbers and how 
they all come together in a very creepy way, indicating the use of their version of 
witchcraft. 911 is another blatant one- the date, the flights, the numbers, such as 
'New York City' 11 letters; just do your own research on this.  
 
In closing, the suicidal doctrines and teachings that poverty is a virtue, and the 
rejection of material wealth, work to ensure that the Jews prosper and that all 
wealth and power is in their hands. These suicidal teachings are drummed into 
the minds of Gentiles from a very early age, making sure they take a roothold 
and will even last for future lifetimes, ensuring poverty.  
 
Quotes from the Jewish Talmud:  
 
Seph. Jp., 92, 1: "God has given the Jews power over the possessions and blood 
of all nations."  
 
Schulchan Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 348: "All property of other nations belongs 
to the Jewish nation, which, consequently, is entitled to seize upon it without any 
scruples."  
 
Schulchan Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 156: "When a Jew has a Gentile in his 
clutches, another Jew may go to the same Gentile, lend him money and in turn 
deceive him, so that the Gentile shall be ruined. For the property of a Gentile, 
according to our law, belongs to no one, and the first Jew that passes has full 
right to seize it."  
 
Behind it all, the Jews are the ones who push Christianity, though they try to 
deceive the world into believing otherwise. I see this all the time, as I am very 
aware of it. Even with small unimportant things as crossword puzzle books, most 
are authored by Jewish writers and there are endless references to Christianity 
and that filthy Bible, like everyone is supposed to know those filthy Jewish 
characters and archetypes by rote. Like this is supposed to be common everyday 
accepted knowledge.  
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The Bible: A Jewish Conspiracy and Hoax on the Gentiles 
 

 
The Bible is a Jewish conspiracy. Christians are deluded under a powerful spell. 
Christianity is nothing more than a vicious program, with the goals of: 
 
§ Forcing the Gentiles to give up all occult knowledge and power so all 

psychic power is in the hands of select Jews for total control.  
§ Indoctrinating the Gentile masses into pacifism and a slave-like mentality 

of servitude 
§ Encouraging the Gentiles into giving up all money and worldly goods 

which is funneled into the hands of the ruling Jews and their Gentile 
lackeys like Billy Graham 

§ Preparing the Gentile masses for a one world communist slave state with 
the ruling Jews in control.   

§ Channeling Gentile psychic energy and prayers into the "Second coming 
of Christ" which is in reality the Jewish Messiah as any working of the 
mind must have a connection.  

§ Cutting the Gentiles off from their own Tribal Gods and Demi-Gods, whose 
identities have been altered and replaced with fictitious Jewish characters. 
Our True Creator God has been denigrated, viciously and heinously 
insulted and blasphemed and relegated to the enemy of humanity. 

 
"May his name and memory be blotted out." -The Jewish Talmud 
 
The list is endless and it is so glaringly obvious what was done. Now, we all know 
the Nazarene is fictitious. The Jews themselves know it and don't believe in him 
as he is a lie based upon some 20+ crucified "saviors" stolen from Gentile 
pantheons around the world. 
 
I have put a lot of effort and time into researching the Bible, as so many people 
have serious hang-ups because of intense indoctrination with Christianity and the 
psychic power that has gone into it. It is obvious the Bible is a hoax and a lie. 
 
"We shall now endeavor to answer the question which must naturally arise in the 
minds of all who see for the first time, the similarity in the legends of the Hebrews 
and those of other nations, namely: have the Hebrews copied from other nations, 
or, have other nations copied from the Hebrews? To answer this question we 
shall; first give a brief account or history of the Pentateuch and other books of the 
Old Testament from which we have taken legends, and show about what time 
they were written; and second, show that other nations were possessed of these 
legends long before that time, and that the Jews copied from them."  
– Bible Myths and Their Parallels in Other Religions by T. W. Doane © 1882, 
page 92 
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The Creation: 
"Structurally, Genesis 1-11 presents a fascinating insight into how the Bible 
evolved from a collection of polytheistic myths and legends from various cultures 
into a mostly coherent monotheistic account of Israelite history." 
- 101 Myths of the Bible by Gary Greenburg © 2000; page 3 
 
In summary, every character in the bible was stolen form Pagan 
Gentile religions and replaced with a Jewish character: 
 
§ Jewish monotheism was stolen from Egyptian Akhenaton 
§ The Jewish creation was stolen from the Egyptian Creation 1 
§ The Jewish Yahweh's use of the word to create was stolen from the 
§ Egyptians [Jewish Yaweh replaces Ptah] 2 
§ "Let there be Light" was stolen from the Theban Creation epic. 3 
§ The "firmament in the midst of the waters…" was stolen from the 
§ Egyptian Creation 4 
§ Adam and Eve were stolen from the Egyptian Geb and Nut 5 

 
Eve coming from Adam's rib was stolen from  
the Epic of Enki and Ninhursag:  
"My brother what hurts thee? 
"My rib hurts me" 
ANET, 41. 
Ninti who's name means 
"Lady of the Rib" cured Enki's rib 6 

 
Adam and Eve's punishment and loss of immortality were stolen from the 
Mesopotamian story of Adapa [Jewish Yaweh replaces Sumerian Enki] 7 
 
 Jewish Cain, Abel, and Seth were stolen from Osiris, Set, and Horus 8 
 
The conflict between Cain and Abel was stolen from Set and Osiris 
and as the story goes on, it is later based upon the Sumerian Dumuzi 
and Enkimdu 9 
 
Jewish Samson was stolen from Heracles: 
The putting out of his eyes is based on Oedipus, and the pulling down of the 
pillars was stolen from the Egyptian tale about Re-Herakhte 10 
 
The Jewish story of Jacob and the Ladder was stolen from the Egyptian Funerary 
Rituals for the deceased King 

"Hail to thee, O Ladder of God, Hail to thee, O Ladder of Set. Stand up O 
Ladder of God, Stand up O Ladder of Set, stand up O Ladder of Horus, 
whereon Osiris went forth into heaven.”</I> “The Egyptian Ladder 
consisting of the bodies of two Egyptian deities upon which Osiris ascends 
into heaven, has been replaced by a ladder with several supernatural 
beings, angels, climbing up and down between earth and heaven." 11 
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Jewish Moses was stolen from several Gods and kings, depending on what 
stage of his life story: 
 
§ Sargon [the birth and abandonment in the river, being rescued by royalty, 

etc] 
§ The wanderings in the desert were based upon the Sun-God Bacchus as 

seen in the Hymns of Orpheus 12 
§ The Hebrew stint of "40 years in the desert" claimed in the Jewish book of 

Exodus 
 
The subsequent "40 day and 40 nights" wanderings in the desert of the Jewish 
Nazarene were stolen from: "The struggle of Set and Horus in the desert lasted 
forty days, as commemorated in the forty days of the Egyptian Lent, during which 
time Set, as the power of drought and sterility, made war on Horus in the water 
and the buried germinating grain....These forty days have been extended into 
forty years, and confessedly so by the Jews." 13 
 
§ Jewish Joshua was stolen from the Egyptian Deities Shu and Nun. 14 
§ Jewish Deborah was stolen from the Egyptian Goddess Neith 15 
§ Jewish Noah was stolen from Sumerian Ziusudra 
§ The fictitious Jewish God Yaweh in the Noah story replaced the Sumerian 

God Enlil, aka Beelzebub 
§ Noah's son Jewish Ham was stolen from Belus 16 
§ Jewish Nimrod was stolen from the Egyptian Pharaoh Sesostris 17 
§ Jewish Abraham was stolen from King Hariscandra of the Hindu 
      Sankhayana-Sutras 
§ Jewish Isaac was stolen from King Hariscandra's son Rohita 
§ The fictitious Jewish God Yaweh in this story replaced the Hindu God 

Varuna 18 
§ Jewish character Daniel was stolen from Egyptian Neferti 19 
§ Jewish Jonah and the whale; Jonah was stolen from the Hindu 
      character "Saktideva" found in the Somadeva Bhatta. 
§ The "Twelve Tribes of Israel" like the Twelve Disciples of Christ 
      are based upon the twelve signs of the Zodiac. 
§ Jewish Lot and his wife were stolen from the Greek Orpheus and 
      Eurydice  
§ Jewish Yaweh replaces the Greek God Hades 
§ Jewish Jacob and Jewish Esau were stolen from Horus and Set 20  
§ Jewish Rebekah was stolen from The Egyptian Goddess Isis 21  
§ Jewish Joseph with the eleven brothers was stolen from Egyptian 
      Psammetichus 22 
§ Jewish story of Joseph and Potipher's wife stolen from Egyptian 
     Anubis and Bata 23  
§ "The Ten Plagues" against Egypt were grossly exaggerated and altered 
      and stolen from the Ipuwer Papyrus 24 
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§ The Ten commandments was stolen from The Code of Hammurabi 
     Jewish Yaweh replaces the Sumerian Sun God Shamash aka Azazel 25 
§ Jewish David killing Philistine Goliath were stolen from Thor 
      throwing a hammer at Hrungnir and striking him in the forehead. 26 
§ The Jewish Job was stolen from Ugaritic Keret and Jewish Yaweh 

replaces the God "El." 
 
The Jewish "Job," was stolen from a story written in the Ugaritic language 
[Cuneiform Script], composed circa 1400 BCE by "Ilimilku the Scribe." This epic 
involves "Keret" and the God "El," NOT Job and Jehova. Keret's family tragedies 
and illness are comparable with the story of Job. In the original tale, "Satan" 
never even entered into the picture. Here, Jewish Jehova replaces El 27 
 
By creating opposing Gods, one "good" and the other "evil" the Jews have been 
able to manipulate the world beyond belief. 
 
The Jewish book of Proverbs, along with the writings in the book of Ecclesiastes 
were stolen from the Teachings of Egyptian Ptah-Hotep. 28  
 
Many of the writings in the Jewish book of Joshua were stolen from  
The El Amarna Letters 29 
 
The Jewish book of Judges is comprised of material stolen from: 
 
§ The Story of Aqhat 
§ The Diary of Wen-Amon 
§ The Gezer Almanac 30 
 

The Jewish books of Samuel and Kings contain stolen material from: 
 
§ The Mari Prophecies 
§ The Stele of Mesha 
§ The Karatepe Inscription 
§ The Annals of Shalmaneser III 
§ The Black Obelisk of Shalmaneser III 
§ The Annals of Tiglath-Pileser III 
§ The Annals of Sargon II 
§ The Siloam Inscription 
§ The Yavne-Yam Inscription 
§ The Lachlish Letters 
§ The Arad Ostraca 
§ The Annals of Sennacherib 
§ The Annals of Nebuchadnezzar II 
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More stolen material in the biblical books of Ezra and Nehemiah from: 
The Cylinder of Cyrus 31 
 
§ Jewish Mordecai stolen from the Babylonian God Marduk 32  
§ Jewish Esther and the Jewish book of Esther was stolen from 
§ Ishtar, aka Astaroth, Astarte, Ashtar. 33 
§ The Jewish Virgin Mary "Queen of Heaven" was stolen from Astaroth 
§ Jewish John the Baptist stolen from Anup, baptizer of Horus; both lost 

their heads. 34  
§ Jewish Judas was stolen from Set. 35  
§ Jewish Matthew was stolen from Thoth 36 
§ Jewish Thomas was stolen from Tammuz 37  

 
"Like Jesus, the Greek God Hermes was also wrapped in swaddling clothing and 
placed in a manger, as was Dionysus." 38  
 
The Gentile Gods wound up in the grimoires of blasphemy. 
This excerpt quote from the Catholic Encyclopedia is very revealing:  
 
"In the same way the Greeks and Romans may have worshipped their divinities, 
fondly believing them to be good. But the Christian Scriptures declare that all the 
gods of the Gentiles are demons."  
Catholic Encyclopedia: Devil Worship  
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/04767a.htm  
DEMONS ARE THE GODS OF THE GENTILES!!!!  
 
"No other people have ever been so conscious of ultimate primacy through 
supernatural intervention. This has given them cohesion and courage to 
persevere in the face of persecution and decimation. The conviction that every 
jew will one day share in his divine destiny as a member of the world's ruling race 
has made him proud and has enabled him to survive unassimilated among the 
nations of the earth." 
 
"Included in the promised inheritance was a deliverer or messiah to bring about 
"the kingdom." This messiah would be either a temporal, human leader who with 
his armies would overthrow the enemies of Israel, or a supernatural being who 
would do likewise, establishing an "everlasting" Jewish kingdom as well." 
"The Jewish imperialism would thus come as the awaited deliverer destroyed the 
enemies and gave their booty to Israel. As Larson says, 'This Messiah shall bring 
judgment upon the Gentiles and they shall become the slaves of Judah..."  
 
The above two paragraphs were excerpts taken from The Christ Conspiracy: The 
Greatest Story Ever Sold by Acharya S. © 1999 taken from pages 325 and 326  
 
The purpose of the bible was: 
 
§ To give the Jewish people a history they never had 
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§ To give the Jewish people a special status as the "Chosen of God" 
§ To enable the Jewish people to advance in their quest for world 

domination.  
§ To keep all occult, psychic and mind power under the control of 
      the Jews and disarm the gentile populations psychically 
§ For the Jewish secret cabal to seize and direct as much psychic energy as 

possible into the coming of their "messiah" who will unite the Jews and 
rule the world. [This is the fictitious Christ, - the Jews themselves know 
Christ is fictitious- the "Temple of Solomon" and various other faces of the 
same theme]. 

 
The Gentiles have been disarmed and force-fed a suicidal anti-life philosophy 
with Christianity.  
 
Because the multitude of characters, numbers, and stories were stolen and 
altered from gentile sources, they are strong enough in the Gentile racial memory 
to use as a powerful psychic tool for manipulation. 
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26 Bible Myths and Their Parallels in Other Religions pages 90-91 
27 Old Testament Parallels pages 201-211 
28 Old Testament Parallels pages 184-188 
29 Old Testament Parallels pages 77-80 
30 Old Testament Parallels pages 85-105 
31 Old Testament Parallels pages 109-143 
32 101 Myths of the Bible page 292 
33 101 Myths of the Bible pages 292-293  
34 The Christ Conspiracy: The Greatest Story Ever Sold page 177 
35 The Christ Conspiracy: The Greatest Story Ever Sold page 171 
36 The Christ Conspiracy: The Greatest Story Ever Sold page 171 
37 The Christ Conspiracy: The Greatest Story Ever Sold page 172 
38 The Christ Conspiracy: The Greatest Story Ever Sold page 191 
 
Other References: 
 
Popular Dictionary of Assyrian and Babylonian Terminology by F. C. Norton © 
2003 
 
The Literature of Ancient Egypt: An Anthology of Stories, Instructions, and 
Poetry, Edited by William Kelly Simpson ©1972 
 
Religions of the Ancient Near East Sumero-Akkadian Religious Texts and 
Ugaritic Epics, Edited by Isaac Mendelsohn ©1955 
 
The Ancient Near East Volume I, An Anthology of Texts and Pictures, Edited by 
James Pritchard ©1958 
 
Bible Myths and Their Parallels in Other Religions By T. W. Doane ©1882 
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The Stolen Year 
 
 
Our Gentile Satanic/Pagan Sun wheel was stolen and is at the center of the 
Vatican: 
 

 
 
For more information, see the article "Murderers Thieves and Liars: Christianity 
has Nothing of Its Own." http://www.exposingchristianity.com/ 
  
With the arrival of Christianity, Pagan temples, libraries, and important religious 
centers were destroyed and razed to the ground. These structures were built 
upon powerful ley lines to align with the powers of the earth. Christian churches 
were then built over the destroyed Pagan temples and places of learning. 
Anything of Gentile origins was cursed and condemned as "evil." This step 
ensured that psychic energy could then be harnessed and directed toward the 
worship of the Jews to enforce a plethora of lies.  
 
The Eve of Beltane, aka "Walpurgisnacht" "The Feast of Valbörg" the Feast of 
Beltane, and May Day is an ancient and important Gentile/Pagan ["Gentile" is a 
word meaning "Pagan"] holiday. The feast is in honor of the Gentile God Baal, 
also known as Beelzebub. 
 
Beltane/May Day now has been replaced with "Easter." instead of our original 
Gods and customs, a Jewish invented Nazarene is the focus of slavish worship 
and psychic energy. May 1st has also been replaced a step further with a major 
day of celebration for Jewish communism.  
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"Easter" was stolen from Astaroth, and was originally known as "Ashtar." This 
holiday coincides with the Vernal Equinox of spring when day and night are of 
equal length. Known as "Eastre" to the Anglo-Saxons, as the Goddess of fertility, 
she was associated with rabbits and eggs. Other names include Eastre, Eos, 
Eostre, Ester, Estrus [Estrus is when an animal goes into heat; mating season], 
Oestrus, Oistros, and Ostara. Again, the "Lamb of God" was stolen from the 
Zodiac sign of Aries the Ram, which occurs every spring.  
 
All of the above has been stolen and corrupted into focusing upon and 
worshipping a fictitious Jew, which creates a powerful psychic link: 
 
Pagan summer solstice: stolen and replaced with "St. John's day" in honor of "St. 
John the Baptist," another Jewish invented character stolen from a Hindu 
alchemical concept, for Gentiles to slavishly worship and focus psychic energies 
upon: 

 
 
Lammas Day/Lughnasadh replaced with "assumption day" again- focus upon the 
fictitious Jewish Virgin Mary, for gentiles to slavishly honor and focus psychic 
energy into reinforcing a lie.  
 
Halloween/Samhain was replaced with "All Saints Day." 
 
The Gentile Yule season and winter solstice has been replaced with "Christmas." 
this is the ultimate blasphemy!! Again, total focus upon the Jewish invented 
Nazarene and his phony birth, phony Jewish parents, and phony everything else. 
This shit is drummed into the minds of gentiles all over the world, creating a 
massive psychic vortex of energy that promotes a monstrous lie and insidiously 
destroys our cultural heritage and memory. The entire Yule Season has been 
infested with Nazarene emphasis, from "Advent" to the circumcision of the 
Jewish Nazarene on the 8th day in the synagogue by a rabbi.   
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Imbolc was replaced with "Ash Wednesday" which was stolen from an ancient 
Hindu rite of applying ashes upon the spot of the third eye in the middle of the 
forehead.  
 
Christian fundamentalists have been working overtime to eradicate all traces of 
Pagan origins of these holidays to reinforce and keep the lie of Christianity going 
strong. As I have stated repeatedly, history has been and is being rewritten. 
Truth is replaced with lies that promote Jewish supremacy and their agenda of a 
new world order where they will be "God." Rebellion, associated with Satan is 
intensely discouraged, in order to establish this new Jewish world order where all 
Gentiles will bar-coded and be slaves.  
 
In addition, Gentile/Pagan culture is being relentlessly attacked subliminally in 
movies - Jewish Hollywood (I will soon have a very detailed and full article on this 
with plenty of examples) and by having Gentiles through being deluded and 
indoctrinated and in many cases FORCED to curse and condemn our own 
people and praise the Jews. The Jews have had a history of fooling Gentiles into 
doing their dirty work for them and damning ourselves. A blatant example is the 
current war in Iraq, which is being fought for Israel, by nearly all Gentiles, as only 
four Jewish soldiers were reported to have died in the war.  
 
Robotic songs and prayers in the Christian Churches, along with the trillions of 
dollars raked in through tithing and such condemn us Gentiles!!! Gentiles sing 
and pray for their own damnation. It is stated in the Talmud that Gentiles "shit 
before their god." Satan is God!!!!!!  
 
"We shall destroy God" 
– The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion  
 
This past Halloween, I noted in a Halloween store, the supply of extremely 
hideous masks of the Devil, portraying our Creator God Satan. Halloween is my 
favorite holiday with dressing up, partying, and such, but what has been to our 
Creator God is another matter. It is not only a major insult to our Creator God, but 
a huge slap in the face for all Gentiles.  
 
The Easter Bunny, which predates Christianity has been attacked relentlessly by 
fundamentalist Christians, along with Santa Claus, aka known as "Nick" 
"Nicholas" and is an anagram of "SATAN" - the red, the white and the black- 
"Nick" is another name for Satan as well.  
 
The Jews use deluded Christians to do their dirty work for them and they laugh at 
their stupidity. They, themselves know the nazarene isn't real and was only 
invented and relentlessly pushed to enslave the Gentiles and create a massive 
vortex of Gentile psychic energy into bringing their "Messiah" into reality.  
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The Jewish Hoax of Christianity 
 
The following is an excerpt from "The White Man's Bible" by Ben Klassen: 
 
Confessions of a Jew— the devastating ramifications of Paul of Tarsus and 
Christianity in destroying roman civilization 
 
The following was written by Marcus Eli Ravage, a Jewish writer (1884-1965). It 
appeared in the now defunct Century Magazine in the February, 1928 issue. It is 
so clear, so direct, and its implications so far-reaching, that the full disaster, so 
explicitly spelled out herein, completely escapes the average befuddled White 
Christian. Here is the heading and text of Ravage’s article: 
 
A REAL CASE AGAINST THE JEWS 
 
"Of course, you do resent us. It is no good telling me you don't. So let us not 
waste any time on denials and alibis. You know you do, and I know it, and we 
understand each other. To be sure, some of your best friends are Jews, and all 
that. I have heard that before once or twice, I think. And I know, too, that you do 
not include me personally— "me" being any particular individual Jew— when you 
fling out at us in your wholesale fashion, because I am, well, so different, don't 
you know, almost as good as one of yourselves. That little exemption does not, 
somehow, move me to gratitude; but never mind that now. It is the aggressive, 
climbing, pushing, materialistic sort you dislike— those, in a word, who remind 
you so much of your own up-and-coming brethren. We understand each other 
perfectly. I don't hold it against you." 
 
"Bless my soul, I do not blame anybody for disliking anybody. The thing that 
intrigues me about this anti-Jewish business, as you play at it, is your total lack of 
grit. You are so indirect and roundabout with it, you make such transparent 
excuses, you seem to be suffering from self-consciousness so horribly, that if the 
performance were not grotesque, it would be irritating". 
 
"It is not as if you were amateurs: you have been at it for over fifteen centuries. 
Yet watching you and hearing your childish pretexts, one might get the 
impression that you did not know yourselves what it is all about. You resent us, 
but you can not clearly say why. You think up a new excuse— a reason is what 
you call it— every other day. You have been piling up justifications for yourselves 
these many hundreds of years and each new invention is more laughable than 
the last and each new excuse contradicts and annihilates the last. Not so many 
years ago I used to hear that we were money-grubbers and commercial 
materialists; now the complaint is being whispered around that no art and no 
profession is safe against Jewish invasion. We are, if you are to be believed, at 
once clannish and exclusive and unassimilable because we won't intermarry with 
you, and we are also climbers and pushers and a menace to your racial 
integrity." 
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"Our standard of living is so low that we create your slums and sweat industries, 
and so high that we crowd you out of your best residential sections. We shirk our 
patriotic duty in wartime because we are pacifists by nature and tradition, and we 
are the arch-plotters of universal wars and the chief beneficiaries of those wars 
(see "The Protocols of the Elders of Zion.")" 
 
"We are at once the founders and leading adherents of capitalism and the chief 
perpetrators of the rebellion against capitalism. Surely, history has nothing like us 
for versatility! And, oh! I almost forgot the reason of reasons. We are the stiff- 
necked people who never accepted Christianity, and we are the criminal people 
who crucified its founder." 
 
"But I tell you, you are self-deceivers. You lack either the self- knowledge or the 
mettle to face the facts squarely and own up to the truth. You resent the Jew not 
because, as some of you seem to think, we crucified Jesus but because we gave 
him birth. Your real quarrel with us is not that we have rejected Christianity but 
that we have imposed it upon you! Your loose, contradictory charges against us 
are not a patch on the blackness of our proved historic offense. You accuse us of 
stirring up revolution in Moscow. Suppose we admit the charge. What of it? 
Compared with what Paul the Jew of Tarsus accomplished in Rome, the Russian 
upheaval is a mere street brawl. You make much noise and fury about the undue 
Jewish influence in your theaters and movie palaces. Very good; granted your 
complaint is well founded. But what is that compared to our staggering influence 
in your churches, your schools, your laws and your governments, and the 
very thoughts you think every day? A clumsy Russian forges a set of papers and 
publishes them in a book called "The Protocols of the Elders of Zion," which 
shows that we plotted to bring on the late World War. You believe that book. All 
right. For the sake of argument, we will underwrite every word of it. It is genuine 
and authentic. But what is that beside the unquestionable historical conspiracy 
which we have carried out, which we have never denied because you never had 
the courage to charge us with it, and of which the full record is extant for anybody 
to read?" 
 
"If you really are serious when you talk of Jewish plots, may I not direct your 
attention to one worth talking about? What use is it wasting words on the alleged 
control of your public opinion by Jewish financiers, newspaper owners and movie 
magnates, when you might as well justly accuse us of the proved control of your 
whole civilization by the Jewish Gospels?" 
 
"You have not begun to appreciate the real depth of our guilt. We are intruders. 
We are disturbers. We are subverters. We have taken your natural world, your 
ideals, your destiny, and played havoc with them. We have been at the bottom 
not merely of the latest Great War but of nearly all your wars, not only of the 
Russian but of every other major revolution in your history. We have brought 
discord and confusion and frustration into your personal and public life. We 
are still doing it. No one can tell how long we shall go on doing it." 
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"Look back a little and see what has happened. Nineteen hundred years ago you 
were an innocent, care-free, pagan race. You worshipped countless Gods and 
Goddesses, the spirits of the air, of the running streams and of the woodland. 
You took unblushing pride in the glory of your naked bodies. You carved images 
of your gods and of the tantalizing human figure. You delighted in the combats of 
the field, the arena and battle-ground. War and slavery were fixed institutions in 
your systems. Disporting yourselves on the hillsides and in the valleys of the 
great outdoors, you took to speculating on the wonder and mystery of life and 
laid the foundations of natural science and philosophy. Yours was a noble, 
sensual culture, unirked by the prickings of a social conscience or by any 
sentimental questionings about human equality."  
 
"Who knows what great and glorious destiny might have been yours if we had left 
you alone. But we did not leave you alone. We took you in hand and pulled down 
the beautiful and generous structure you had reared, and changed the whole 
course of your history. We conquered you as no empire of yours ever subjugated 
Africa or Asia. And we did it all without armies, without bullets, without blood or 
turmoil, without force of any kind. We did it solely by the irresistible might of our 
spirit, with ideas, with propaganda. We made you the willing and unconscious 
bearers of our mission to the whole world, to the barbarous races of the earth, to 
the countless unborn generations. Without fully understanding what we were 
doing to you, you became the agents at large of our racial tradition, carrying our 
gospel to the unexplored ends of the earth. Our tribal customs have become the 
core of your moral code. Our tribal laws have furnished the basic groundwork of 
all your august constitutions and legal systems. Our legends and our folk tales 
are the sacred lore, which you croon to your infants. Our poets have filled your 
hymnals and your prayer-books. Our national history has become an 
indispensable part of your pastors and priests and scholars. Our kings, our 
statesmen, our prophets, our warriors are your heroes. Our ancient little country 
is your Holy Land. Our national literature is your Holy Bible." 
 
"What our people thought and taught has become inextricably woven into your 
very speech and tradition, until no one among you can be called educated who is 
not familiar with our racial heritage. Jewish artisans and Jewish fishermen are 
your teachers and your saints, with countless statues carved in their image and 
innumerable cathedrals raised to their memories. A Jewish maiden is your ideal 
of motherhood and womanhood. A Jewish rebel- prophet is the central figure in 
your religious worship. We have pulled down your idols, cast aside your racial 
inheritance, and substituted for them our God and our traditions. No conquest in 
history can even remotely compare with this clean sweep of our conquest over 
you." 
 
"How did we do it? Almost by accident. Two thousand years ago nearly, in far-off 
Palestine, our religion had fallen into decay and materialism. Money-changers 
were in possession of the temple. Degenerate, selfish priests mulcted our people 
and grew fat." 
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"Then a young patriot idealist arose and went about the land calling for a revival 
of faith. He had no thought of setting up a new church. Like all the prophets 
before him, his only aim was to purify and revitalize the old creed. He attacked 
the priests and drove the moneychangers from the temple. This brought him into 
conflict with the established order and its supporting pillars. The Roman 
authorities, who were in occupation of the country, fearing his revolutionary 
agitation as a political effort to oust them, arrested him, tried him and condemned 
him to death by crucifixion, a common form of execution at that time." 
 
"The followers of Jesus of Nazareth, mainly slaves and poor workmen, in their 
bereavement and disappointment, turned away from the world and formed 
themselves into a brotherhood of pacifist non-resisters, sharing the memory of 
their crucified leader and living together communistically. They were merely a 
new sect in Judea, without power or consequence, neither the first nor the last. 
Only after the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans did the new creed come 
into prominence. Then a patriotic Jew named Paul or Saul conceived the idea of 
humbling the Roman power by destroying the morale or its soldiery with the 
doctrines of love and nonresistance preached by the little sect of Jewish 
Christians. He became the Apostle to the Gentiles, he who hitherto had been one 
of the most active persecutors of the band. And so well did Paul do his work that 
within four centuries the great empire which had subjugated Palestine along with 
half of the world, was a heap of ruins. And the law which went forth from Zion 
became the official religion of Rome." 
 
"This was the beginning of our dominance in your world. But it was only a 
beginning. From this time forth, your history is little more than a struggle for 
mastery between your own old pagan spirit and our Jewish spirit. Half your wars, 
great and little, are religious wars, fought over the interpretation of one thing or 
another in our teachings. You no sooner broke free from your primitive religious 
simplicity and attempted the practice of the pagan Roman learning than Luther, 
armed with our gospels, arose to down you and re-enthrone our heritage. Take 
the three principal revolutions in modern times— the French, the American and 
the Russian. What are they but the triumph of the Jewish idea of social, political 
and economic justice?" 
 
"And the end is still a long way off. We still dominate you. At this very moment 
your churches are torn asunder by a civil war between Fundamentalists and 
Modernists, that is to say between those who cling to our teachings and traditions 
literally and those who are striving by slow steps to dispossess us. In Dayton, 
Tennessee, a Bible-bred community forbids the teaching of your science 
because it conflicts with our ancient Jewish account of the origin of life; and Mr. 
Bryan, the leader of the anti-Jewish Ku Klux Klan in the Democratic National 
Convention, makes the supreme fight of his life in our behalf, without noticing the 
contradiction. Again and again the Puritan heritage of Judea breaks out in waves 
of stage censorship, Sunday blue laws and national prohibition acts. And while 
these things are happening you twaddle about Jewish influence in the movies!" 
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"Is it any wonder you resent us? We have put a clog upon your progress. We 
have imposed upon you an alien book and an alien faith which you cannot 
swallow or digest, which is at cross purposes with your native spirit, which keeps 
you everlastingly ill-at-ease, and which you lack the spirit either to reject or to 
accept in full. In full, of course, you never have accepted our Christian teachings. 
In your hearts you are still pagans. You still love war and graven images and 
strife. You still take pride in the glory of the nude human figure. Your social 
conscience, in spite of all democracy and all your social revolutions, is still a 
pitifully imperfect thing. We have merely divided your soul, confused your 
impulses, paralyzed your desires. In the midst of battle, you are obliged to kneel 
down to him who commanded you to turn the other cheek, who said "Resist not 
evil" and "Blessed are the peacemakers." In your lust for gain, you are suddenly 
disturbed by a memory from your Sunday school days about taking no thought 
for the morrow. In your industrial struggles, when you would smash a strike 
without compunction, you are suddenly reminded that the poor are blessed 
and that men are brothers in the Fatherhood of the Lord. And as you are about to 
yield to temptation, your Jewish training puts a deterrent hand on your shoulder 
and dashes the brimming cup from your lips."  
 
"You Christians have never become Christianized. To that extent we have failed 
with you. But we have forever spoiled the fun of paganism for you. So why 
should you not resent us? If we were in your place, we should probably dislike 
you more cordially than you do us. But we should make no bones about telling 
you why. We should not resort to subterfuges and transparent pretexts. With 
millions of painfully respectable Jewish shopkeepers all about us, we should not 
insult your intelligence and our own honesty by talking about communism as a 
Jewish philosophy. And with millions of hard- working impecunious Jewish 
peddlers and laborers we should not make ourselves ridiculous by talking about 
international capitalism as a Jewish monopoly. No, we should go straight to the 
point. We should contemplate this confused, ineffectual muddle which we call 
civilization, this half- Christian half-pagan medley, and— were our places 
reversed— we should say to you pointblank: 
"For this mess thanks to you, to your prophets and to your Bible." 
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Communism's Christian Roots 
 
 
 “Christian theology is the grandmother of Bolshevism.” 
- Oswald Spengler  
 
"Christianity and communism are very close spiritually and ideologically. This is a 
fairly well known concept that has been adopted by various thinkers, from 
Thomas More to Lev Tolstoy. Few people know that the world's first socialist 
state was established in Paraguay and was based on the ideas of Catholic 
Jesuits before Marx created his teachings."  
 
"The "Society of Jesus" - the Jesuit religious order - in the Catholic Church was 
roughly equivalent to the KGB in the Soviet Union."  
 
Above quotes taken from "Pravda" [The main Communist Party Newspaper and 
leading newspaper of the former Soviet Union] From the article: Is there any 
difference between Christianity and Communism? 30/04/2013  
 
"American Newspapers claim that Stalin has been preordained to save 
Christianity."  
– Josef Goebbels 1  
 
Communism is not anti-Christian, as is commonly believed:  
In addition to this, the Catholic Church in China has over 70 million members and 
is growing. There is also the Catholic Changchung Cathedral in Communist 
North Korea; the nominal cathedral of the Roman Catholic Bishop of Pyongyang, 
North Korea. The Russian Orthodox Church worked hand in hand with the 
Communist Party in the USSR. The violence against its Clergy during the 
revolution, was simply to weed out the Czarist elements from its ranks, and 
nothing more. Stalin openly worked with the Orthodox Church to help the 
Communist war effort for the Red Army during the Second World War. Today in 
Russia, high-ranking Clergy in the Russian Orthodox Church openly advocate a 
Christian Communist movement within their nation. The Catholic Church also has 
had a strong hand in the Communistic, Liberation Theology in South America. It’s 
no mistake Catholic Clergy could traverse the “Iron Curtain” during the cold war 
with ease.  
80 million Bibles printed in China - and counting Link to article from 'Christianity 
Today.'  
http://www.christiantoday.com/article/80.million.bibles.printed.in.china.and.counti
ng/27047.htm  
 
"Ernst Bloch (1885–1977) was a German Marxist philosopher and atheist 
theologian. Although not a Christian himself, he is said to have "bridged the gap" 
between Christian communism and the Leninist branch of Marxism. One of 
Bloch's major works, the Principle of Hope, contains such declarations as: "Ubi 
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Lenin, ibi Jerusalem" [Where Lenin is, there is Jerusalem] and "the Bolshevist 
fulfillment of Communism [is part of] the age-old fight for God." 2  
 
In truth, Christianity prepares the populace to be open to and to accept 
communism. There is nothing within the Christian doctrines or the teachings of 
the Nazarene that conflicts with communism in any way. Christianity IS 
Communism.  
 
Both programs work to enslave, using terror, brutality, mass murder, and 
coercion. The Catholic Church was the KGB of the Middle Ages, ruling through 
terror, use of force and mass murder. The Inquisition is a blatant example.  
 
Both programs prohibit the ownership of private property. Christianity prepares 
followers on a subliminal level for communism. Christians are indoctrinated to 
believe that poverty is a virtue. Once this concept takes hold upon one's 
subconscious mind, quite often, a serious lack of money is a result and this 
sometimes even lasts into future lives, speaking from a spiritual perspective. 
What this does is it also creates a self-perpetuating program, and in turn creates 
generations of poor. The Christian Churches then appear as helpers of the poor 
and benefactors, when all along, it was the Christian teachings that created and 
enforced the problem. The Jew creates the problems and then gives the Jewish 
version of a damned solution for Gentiles. For more information, here is a link to 
an article concerning Christian Mind Control: 
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/mindcontrol.html  
 
There is nothing at all spiritual about Christianity. Christianity is a tool for 
removing spiritual knowledge and powers, and replacing these with meaningless 
robotic 'prayers' corrupted from and repeated in the same fashion as Far Eastern 
mantras, and endless indoctrination with false teachings aimed to imbed a 
fictitious status and history of the Jewish people in the minds of Christians, which 
is nothing spiritual at all. Few if any Christian preachers can diagram the human 
soul, for example. The removal of and the corruption of spiritual knowledge 
prepares the populace to accept the atheistic communist state.  
 
Both Christianity and Communism present themselves as brotherhood programs, 
promoting equality, prosperity, good will, and a better way of life, but upon closer 
examination of their real doctrines and histories, this is nothing more than a 
come-along and beneath the surface, terror, mass murder, torture, forced 
indoctrination, and keeping the populace ignorant are the bulwark of both of 
these programs. Any fool who reads the Judeo/Christian Bible can plainly see the 
endless accounts of mass murder, pillaging, rape, enslavement, and threats of 
eternal torture and damnation if the doctrines are not taken seriously or adhered 
to, and above all, how jewhova was a murderous monster who preyed upon 
Gentiles; no different from the communist programs. For proof of this see 
"Jehova and Human Blood Sacrifice." "A Murderer and a Liar from the 
Beginning." http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Energy.html  
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"But those mine enemies, which would not that I should reign over them, bring 
hither, and slay them before me."  
Luke 19: 27  
[Direct quote from Jesus advocating murder]  
 
"Rebellion" is a definite taboo and is "of the Devil."  
Christianity also prepares followers for communism in that one is indoctrinated to 
endure injustice. Nearly everyone has heard the biblical scriptures about turning 
the other cheek, walking the extra mile, loving one's enemies, and so forth. 
These teachings work together with communism in destroying the justice system 
and personal rights. Crime is allowed to get so out of control [as it already has]; 
that the populace is not only discouraged from fighting back, but if one should 
defend one's self, one is often punished for this. What these Jewish programs do, 
is they set a trap. Most people eventually are more than willing to give up their 
rights in favor of ultra-strict laws in order to control crime. Both programs prohibit 
taking any personal action in the way of enforcing justice and place this 
responsibility in the hands of the state for communism, and in the hands of that 
so-called "God" for Christianity. Any rebellion or fighting back is a grave offense. 
The acceptance of abuse and injustice are both very necessary for establishing a 
slave state. A slave must never try to fight back or rebel in any way. Hate is 
another taboo in both programs.  
 
A look into Communism’s birth:  
Communism was created out of the organization “The League of the Just.” The 
motto of the League of the Just ("Bund der Gerechten" or "Bund der 
Gerechtigkeit") was "All Men are Brothers" and its goals were "the establishment 
of the Kingdom of God on Earth, based on the ideals of love of one's neighbor, 
equality and justice".  
“At a congress held in London in June 1847 the League of the Just merged with 
members of the Communist Corresponding Committee headed by Karl Marx and 
Friedrich Engels, adopting a new organizational charter and programme and 
reconstituting itself as the Communist League." 3 
This is the basis of the Christian doctrine.  
 
We can trace Communism’s roots back to the radical Liberal ideology in Europe. 
Which itself is Christianity in disguise. As Nietzsche stated about the French 
revolution and its Liberal ideology as the “Daughter and continuation of 
Christianity.”  
 
This radical, universalist, egalitarian doctrine is at the heart of Christianity, and 
Liberalism with its stepping off point into Communism. Where Liberalism then 
morphed into Communism openly:  
 
“During the decade of the 1840s the word "communist" came into general use to 
describe those who hailed the left wing of the Jacobin Club of the French 
Revolution as their ideological forefathers. This political tendency saw itself as 
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egalitarian heritors of the 1795 Conspiracy of Equals headed by Gracchus 
Babeuf. The sans-culottes of Paris which had decades earlier been the base of 
support for Babeuf — artisans, journeymen, and the urban unemployed — was 
seen as a potential foundation for a new social system based upon the modern 
machine production of the day.”  
 
The French thinker Étienne Cabet inspired the imagination with a novel about a 
utopian society based upon communal machine production- "Voyage en Icarie" 
[1839]. The revolutionary Louis Auguste Blanqui argued in favor of an elite 
organising the overwhelming majority of the population against the "rich," seizing 
the government in a coup d'état, and instituting a new egalitarian economic 
order.” 4  
 
A review of the emerging trends from Christianity to Liberalism and into 
Communism:  
 
Liberalism is Christianity without the Christ  
William Gayley Simpson's Which Way Western Man?  
 
Revilo Oliver:  
Quote:  
"The other apostates I have mentioned, and many that are now forgotten, 
together with almost all of the anti-Christians of recent centuries, exemplify the 
operation of what may be called the law of cultural residues. In all civilized 
societies, when a long-established and generally accepted belief is found to be 
incredible, good minds abandon it, but they commonly retain derivative beliefs 
that were originally deduced from the creed they have rejected and logically must 
depend on it. Thus it happened that modern enemies of Christianity rejected the 
mythology, but uncritically retained faith in the social and ethical superstitions 
derived from it — a faith which they oddly call rational but hold with a religious 
fervor."  
 
"They laugh at the silly story about Adam and his spare rib, but they continue to 
believe in a "human race" descended from a single pair of ancestors and hence 
in a "brotherhood of man." They speak of "all mankind," giving to the term an 
unctuous and mystic meaning with which they do not invest corresponding terms, 
such as "all marsupials" or "all ungulates." They prate about the "rights of man," 
although a moment's thought should suffice to show that, in the absence of a 
decree from a supernatural monarch, there can be no rights other than those 
which the citizens of a stable and homogeneous society have, by covenant or 
established custom, bestowed on themselves; and that while the citizens may 
show kindness to aliens, slaves, and dogs, such beings obviously can have no 
rights."  
 
"They do not believe that one-third of a god became incarnate in the most squalid 
region on earth to associate with illiterate peasants, harangue the rabble of a 
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barbarian race, and magically exalt the ignorant and uncouth to "make folly of the 
wisdom of this world," so that "the last shall be first" — that they do not believe, 
but they cling to the morbid hatred of superiority that makes Christians dote on 
whatever is lowly, inferior, irrational, debased, deformed, and degenerate."  
 
"They gabble about the 'sanctity of human life' — especially the vilest forms of it 
— without reflecting that it takes a god creator to make something sacred. And 
they frantically agitate for a universal "equality" that can be attained only by 
reducing all human beings to the level of the lowest, evidently unaware that they 
are merely echoing the Christians' oft-expressed yearning to become sheep (the 
most stupid of all mammals) herded by a good shepherd, which is implicit in all 
the tales of the New Testament, although most bluntly expressed in another 
gospel, which reports Jesus as promising that after he has tortured and 
butchered the more civilized populations of the earth, there will be a 
Resurrection, and his ovine pets will pop out of their graves, all of the same age, 
all of the same sex, all of the same stature, and all having indistinguishable 
features, so that they will be as identical as the bees in a swarm."  
 
"Although the "Liberal" and Marxist cults have doctrinal differences as great as 
those that separate Lutherans from Baptists, they are basically the same 
superstition, and whether or not we should call them religions depends on 
whether we restrict the word to belief in supernatural persons or extend it to 
include all forms of blind faith based on emotional excitement instead of 
observed facts and reason. When those "atheistic" cults scream out their hatred 
of "Fascists" and "Nazis," they obviously must believe that those wicked persons 
are possessed of the Devil and should therefore be converted or exterminated to 
promote holiness and love. And when they see "racists," who impiously 
substitute fact and reason for unthinking faith in approved fairy stories, their lust 
to extirpate evil is as great as that of the Christian mob that dragged the fair and 
too intelligent Hypatia from her carriage and lovingly used oyster shells to scrape 
the flesh from her bones while she was still alive."  
 
"With very few exceptions, the anti-Christians, no doubt unwittingly, retained in 
their minds a large part of Christian doctrine, and they even revived the most 
poisonous elements of the primitive Bolshevism of Antiquity, which had been 
attenuated or held in abeyance by the established churches in the great days of 
Christendom. And today, professed atheists do not think it odd that, on all social 
questions, they are in substantial agreement with the howling dervishes and 
evangelical shamans who, subsidized with lavish publicity by the Organized 
Jewry who control the boob-tubes and other means of communication, greedily 
participate in the current drive to reduce Americans to total imbecility with every 
kind of irrational hoax."  
 
“Christian theology is the grandmother of Bolshevism.” -- Oswald Spengler  
We can witness this statement with the open banner of Christian Communism:  
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"Christian communists seek to achieve large-scale social change, however. 
Some believe that, rather than attempting to transform the politics and economics 
of an entire country, Christians should instead establish communism at a local or 
regional level only."  
 
The Latin American branch of Christian Communist Liberation Theology, 
according to theologians such as Leonardo Boff; is rooted in the concept that 
"prudence is the understanding of situations of radical crisis". Among Christian 
Communists, Historical Materialism is utilized as a methodology of analysis to 
define the nature of the crisis in question as a product of political-economic 
dynamics and modalities derived from the workings of what is termed "the late 
capitalist/imperialist mode of production". According to this subset of Liberation 
Theology, the challenge for the Christian Communist is then to define what it 
means (in context of "a concrete analysis of the concrete social reality"), to affirm 
a "preferential option for the poor and oppressed" as Praxis (active theory),and 
as commanded by an ethics allegedly "rooted in the beatidic teachings of Jesus".  
 
Christian Communist Liberation Theology is not about evangelization per se, but 
rather about developing an Orthopraxis (ethical action; The condition of coming 
to the light by doing the works of God), that aims to reconcile the "Beatidic 
Ethics" of Jesus, as espoused in the Sermon on the Mount; with existing social 
struggles against what is termed "neo-colonialism" or "Late Capitalism". Both 
Christian Communism and Liberation Theology stress "orthopraxis" over 
"orthodoxy". A narrative of the nature of contemporary social struggles is 
developed via "materialist analysis" utilizing historiographic concepts developed 
by Karl Marx. A concrete example are the Paraguayan Sin Tierra (landless) 
movement, who engage in direct land seizures and the establishment of 
socialized agricultural cooperative production in asentamientos. The 
contemporary Paraguayan Sin Tierra operate in a very similar manner as that of 
the reformation era Diggers. For Camilo Torres (the founder of the Colombian 
guerrilla group E.L.N.), developing this Orthopraxis meant celebrating the 
Catholic Eucharist only among those engaged in armed struggle against the 
army of the Colombian state, while fighting alongside them.  
 
Christian communists hold the Biblical verses in Acts 2 and 4 as evidence that 
the first Christians lived in a communist society. Thomas Wharton Collens' 
Preaching is a good description of biblical sources being used with the goal of a 
common-property society; Prof. José P. Miranda, "Comunismo en la Biblia" 
(1981), translated as, "Communism in the Bible" (Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books, 
1982).  
 
But, in addition, they also cite numerous other Biblical passages which, in their 
view, support the idea that communism is the most ethical social system and that 
it is inescapably constitutive of the kingdom of God on earth. The most often 
quoted of these Biblical citations are taken from the three synoptic Gospels, 
which describe the life and ministry of Jesus.  
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One of Jesus' most famous remarks regarding the wealthy can be found in 
Matthew 19:16–24 (the same event is also described in Mark 10:17–25 and Luke 
18:18–25, and the metaphor of a camel going through the eye of a needle is 
common to both Matthew and Luke).  
 
21 Jesus said unto him, If thou wilt be perfect, go and sell that thou hast, and 
give to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in heaven: and come and follow 
me. 22 But when the young man heard that saying, he went away sorrowful: for 
he had great possessions. 23 Then said Jesus unto his disciples, Verily I say 
unto you, That a rich man shall hardly enter into the kingdom of heaven. 24 And 
again I say unto you, It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle, 
than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of God.  
 
Jesus also described "money changers" (i.e. those engaged in currency 
exchange) as "thieves" and chased them out of the Temple in Jerusalem. This is 
described in Matthew 21:12–14, Mark 11:15, and John 2:14–16.  
 
In addition, communistic attitudes and implications can be found in Leviticus 
25:35–38: Most significantly, this is part of the Law of Moses, and as such is 
commandment rather than exhortation or airing of opinion. This fact bears heavily 
upon subsequent discussion of the question of compulsory or voluntary 
relinquishing of riches, either as a possible entry requirement to Christian grace 
or as a means of achieving divine intentions for human social order. 5  
 
“Christian theology is the grandmother of Bolshevism.”- Oswald Spengler  
 
 
 
References:  
 
1 Page 108 The Goebbels Diaries, Edited and translated by Louis P. Lochner © 
1971 by Universal-Award House, Inc.; 1948 by Doubleday & Company; Garden 
City NY.  
 
2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_communism  
 
3 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/League_of_the_Just  
 
4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communist_League  
 
5 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_communism  
 
William Gayley Simpson's Which Way Western Man?  
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DESTROYING OUR PAST!! 
 

 
 

Most of us here know Christianity is a hoax, but to what extent is another matter. 
It is a hoax of catastrophic proportions. A study of Medieval Paintings reveals a 
cry for help. Many of the artists of the period left messages in their work. There 
are quite a few paintings- all of Christian religious matter (this was not an option 
of the artist as the Catholic Church had total control, and nearly every work of art 
during that period had to be of Christian religious themes, lest the artist be 
charged with "heresy" which meant torture and death) that reveal flying saucers 
hovering over the Nazarene and other signs that this foul religion was a hoax and 
the people knew it, but were severely oppressed. Grey clouds obscuring the Sun 
in the painting "Calling of the first Apostles" by Domenico Ghirlandaio, 1481, 
reveals a dismal atmosphere that indicates a sad occasion and says plenty. 
Carlo Crivelli's painting of the Annunciation in 1486 blatantly reveals a UFO 
hovering over the virgin and beaming a stream of light into her head. Many artists 
alluded to flying saucers, by painting lenticular clouds in the skies of their works. 
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Leonardo's famous "Last Supper" painting displays the apostles of the Nazarene 
in four groups of three, indicating the signs of the zodiac and the implication is- 
he knew Christianity was a hoax. Many other paintings of the period have hidden 
messages in them concerning the hoax of Christianity, if one takes the time to 
study them. 
 
There have been several reports of which I posted links with the details at the 
bottom of the page, of the Smithsonian Institute dumping barges full of ancient 
artifacts into the Atlantic Ocean. Many of these were Egyptian in origin and found 
in the United States. Anything that disputes the Christian religion comes under 
intense scrutiny. Since the Jews, Christians, and Muslims claim the world to be 
only approximately 6,000 years old, there has always been a conflict with the 
truth in promoting this lie. 
 
Anyone with even half a brain knows there were no "Weapons of Mass 
Destruction" in Iraq. In spite of hundreds of worldwide protests against the 
invasion and the U.N.'s giving Iraq a clean report, George W. Bush pushed 
relentlessly for the attack on Iraq. Of course, it is just fine for Israel and the USA 
to have all the weapons of mass destruction they please with no outside 
interference whatsoever. We all know Mr. Bush is a "born again" Christian. 
 
The real reason behind all of this seems to point towards the destruction of 
important ancient relics and documents that *prove* Judaism, and Christianity 
are lies. Saddam Hussein believed himself to be the reincarnation of 
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Nebuchadnezzar. With this belief, he spent some $500 million dollars during the 
1980's attempting to reconstruct Ancient Babylon, the capitol of 
Nebuchadnezzar. Over sixty million bricks were created to replace the walls of 
Babylon with the engraving "To King Nebuchadnezzar in the reign of Saddam 
Hussein." 1 

 
There were many ancient temples and relics buried beneath the sands of Iraq 
that were proof of the origins of humanity. Whether they are still there given the 
invasion is unknown. American and British GI's were given the go ahead from the 
top brass to destroy and/or loot whatever they pleased from the Iraqi museums. 
 
Saddam Hussein was also working on restoring the Ancient Ashurbanipal 
Library, which was the earliest known collected and catalogued library in the 
world. The texts therein originated before the flood. British archeologists in the 
mid 19th century at Nineveh excavated some 25,000 cuneiform tablets 
assembled by King Ashurbanipal which nearly all of are now in the British 
Museum. 
 
In April of 2002, the Iraqi archeologists asked the British Museum if they would 
allow casts of the tablets to be made. Though copies were made in the past of 
certain tablets, this would have been the first time any significant number would 
have been made available as copies. 
 
The proposed reconstructed library at Nineveh would have held copies of all of 
the tablets from the British Museum and was planned to be a center for scholars 
and a tourist attraction. Next door to the library was to be a center for cuneiform 
study. Plans were also made to excavate one of the wings of King Ashurbanipal's 
Palace in Kuyunjik Mound where it was hoped that thousands of other buried 
tablets would be found. 
 
There are some 10,000 archeological sites scattered across Iraq and most of 
them have not even been touched. According to archeologists, thieves have 
broken into the Iraqi Museums repeatedly and have stolen Sumerian artifacts 
(This occurred before the war as well). Expensive gold jewelry and ornaments 
were left behind. What they went after were the ancient records in the form of 
cylinders and cuneiform tablets. 
 
U.N. relief workers and foreign diplomats were several times accused by the Iraqi 
government of smuggling these artifacts out of the country. In summer of 2002, 
an Iraqi landlord was cleaning a vacant Baghdad apartment that was formerly 
occupied by a foreign diplomat. The landlord found two cartons of archeological 
fragments. The Iraqi government never named the diplomat or his country. 
 
"Saddam assuredly knows that the release of documentation proving Judaism 
and Christianity as derivatives or copies of an ancient Sumerian religion could 
have a devastating effect on global affairs." 2 
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"When George W. Bush stood before the Washington Monument in January 
2001, during his inauguration he borrowed a surprising image from the past. 
Referring to America twice he said: And an angel still rides the whirlwinds and 
directs this storm." 3 
 
Throughout the ages after the manifestation of Judaism and Christianity, every 
attempt has been made from mass murder to the destruction and razing of entire 
cities and the genocide of entire peoples to keep the lid on this lie. The "Devil" 
*not* the Judeo/Christian "God" was the creator of humanity. 
 
 
 
 
1 "Cloak of the Illuminati" by William Henry, 2003. The author has a lot of useful 
information if one can read between the lines, but is seriously deluded as to the 
Nazarene. The Nazarene as we all know is fictitious. As for the virgin, this entity 
is an imposter whose identity was stolen and corrupted from Astaroth while 
Astaroth was bound. 
 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
 
Excerpts from links below concerning Archeological Cover ups: 
 
"Smithsonian at one time had actually taken a barge full of unusual 
artifacts out into the Atlantic and dumped them in the ocean." 
 
"Historian and linguist Carl Hart, editor of WORLD EXPLORER, then 
obtained a hiker's map of the Grand Canyon from a bookstore in 
Chicago. Poring over the map, we were amazed to see that much of 
the area on the north side of the canyon has Egyptian names. The 
area around Ninety-four Mile Creek and Trinity Creek had areas (rock 
formations, apparently) with names like Tower of Set, Tower of Ra, 
Horus Temple, Osiris Temple, and Isis Temple. In the Haunted Canyon 
area were such names as the Cheops Pyramid, the Buddha Cloister, 
Buddha Temple, Manu Temple and Shiva Temple. Was there any 
relationship between these places and the alleged Egyptian 
discoveries in the Grand Canyon?" 
 
"The Smithsonian"  
 
"The 1909 article clearly states that the Smithsonian is involved with studying and 
excavating the site. However, the Smithsonian denies that any such discovery 
ever occurred. This brings up the larger question that if this was a true story, why 
would the Smithsonian have covered up what certainly would be one of the most 
significant archeological finds of the twentieth century? Believe it or not, there is 
precedence for the Smithsonian losing information about discoveries that are 
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deemed to not fit in with currently accepted dogma about the history of America 
and its interaction or lack thereof with other ancient civilizations."  
 
Some of these very informative links are now "dead." In order to access these, 
you can use the "Way Back Machine" by typing the URL into the "take me back" 
box: http://archive.org/web/web.php  
 
LINKS: 
 
Report on the rampant destruction and wholesale looting of irreplaceable ancient 
artifacts in Iraq 
http://www.zyworld.com/assyrian/Baghdad_National_Museum_Iraq.htm 
 
Systematic destruction of the Baghdad Museum 
http://www.boston.com/news/packages/iraq/galleries/museum/01.htm  
 
More proof of the destruction 
http://www.h-net.org/~museum/iraq.html  
 
Archaeological Cover-ups 
http://www.keelynet.com/unclass/canyon.txt 
 
Suppressing Proof of the Past in the Grand Canyon 
http://www.crystalinks.com/grandcanyon.html 
 
Exposing Christianity 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
or http://see_the_truth.webs.com/  
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Ancient Gentile Religious Texts: Replaced With Meaningless 
Rabbinical Drivel and Jewish Literary Filth 

 
 
 The Jews control nearly all of the world's wealth of which they seized through 
occult power. This power was forcibly removed from the Gentiles through the 
Jewish tool of Christianity, where the Gentile Gods were all replaced with 
imposter Jewish characters and archetypes, leaving the names and characters of 
the Original Gods to be blasphemed as hideous Demons and insulting monster 
images. Gentile legends were stolen, twisted, corrupted, and perverted into 
Jewish literary trash.  
 
Sacred texts, which contained the wisdom and teachings of the Gentile Gods, 
designed to help and give to humanity the knowledge to advance the soul and to 
reach a higher level of spirituality were systematically replaced with Jewish 
literary filth and meaningless rabbinical drivel that fills up the Talmud, the Torah 
and the Judeo/Christian bible. 
 
The so-called "Torah" is really a perversion of the Egyptian Tarot [note the 
anagram; this is no different from "Abraham" which is an anagram of "Brahma"] It 
is the same as with the "Kabalah." This is why the Judeo/Christian Bible contains 
so many dire warnings to keep Gentiles from accessing occult knowledge. 
 
"Yeshua" which is "Jesus" means "May his name be blotted out." 
It is so obvious who they are referring to here. That worthless king of slaves 
hanging off a cross is a fictitious imposter, another Jewish archetype designed to 
replace the Real Gods, namely our Creator God who is SATAN and erase his 
existence from our memory [May his name be blotted out]. This is not only a 
huge slap in the face for Gentiles, but an abomination to our Gods. 
 
The more I study, going deeper into the occult, it is glaringly apparent SATAN is 
GOD.    
What is left of the original texts, which were altered, is nothing but Jewish literary 
trash, meaningless rabbinical writings and other Jewish garbage. Modern occult 
teachings have been infested with Hebrew letters, Jewish angelic archetypes and 
are based upon total Jewish corruption.  
 
Blatant examples of Jewish filth include [King James version of the Bible]: 
 

2 Kings 18: 27  
"But Rabshakeh said unto them, Hath my master sent me to thy master, 
and to thee, to speak these words? hath he not sent me to the men which 
sit on the wall, that they may eat their own dung, and drink their own piss 
with you?"  
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Job 20: 7  
"Yet he shall perish for ever like his own dung: they which have seen him 
shall say, Where is he?" 

 
The story of Job was stolen from "The Story of Keret." The original story of Job, 
was written in the Ugaritic language [Cuneiform Script], composed circa 1400 
BCE by "Ilimilku The Scribe." This epic involves "Keret" and the God "El" not Job 
and fictitious "Jehova." In the original tale, "Satan" never even entered into the 
picture, and writings concerning excrement were not in the original texts.  
Other Gentile legends that compose the Job epic include:  
 
§ The Sufferer and the Soul  
§ The Farmer and the Courts  
§ The Sufferer and the Friend   

 
More rabbinical filth includes: 
 

Proverbs 26:11  
"As a dog returneth to his vomit, so a fool returneth to his folly."  
 
Isaiah 19:14  
"The LORD hath mingled a perverse spirit in the midst thereof: and they 
have caused Egypt to err in every work thereof, as a drunken man 
staggereth in his vomit." 
 
Isaiah 30:22  
"Ye shall defile also the covering of thy graven images of silver, and the 
ornament of thy molten images of gold: thou shalt cast them away as a 
menstruous cloth; thou shalt say unto it, Get thee hence."  
 
Jeremiah 4:4  
"Circumcise yourselves to the LORD, and take away the foreskins of your 
heart, ye men of Judah and inhabitants of Jerusalem: lest my fury come 
forth like fire, and burn that none can quench it, because of the evil of your 
doings." 
 
Jeremiah 8:2  
"And they shall spread them before the sun, and the moon, and all the 
host of heaven, whom they have loved, and whom they have served, and 
after whom they have walked, and whom they have sought, and whom 
they have worshipped: they shall not be gathered, nor be buried; they 
shall be for dung upon the face of the earth." 

 
The above is just a tiny sample of the endless Jewish literary filth that fills the 
bible, which was designed to deceive and enslave the Gentiles. There is nothing 
at all "spiritual" about these odious writings. This is what the teachings of our 
Gods have been replaced with. This sick garbage has been indoctrinated into 
Gentile children and force-fed to the Gentile people throughout their entire lives. 
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It is no wonder so many have such a negative view of spirituality. It should be 
glaringly apparent to Christians, that they are actually worshipping the real 
"devil."  
 
Few people are familiar with the Egyptian Kabalah. The True Kabalah is an 
instruction of four-dimensional meditation of which is very powerful, using specific 
chants, tones and vibrations and applying these to different aspects of the soul. 
The original kabalah was based upon the runes of which are based upon the 
constellations, like the Tarot. This is only a very brief summary as the instructions 
are complex and require much study. 
 
What the Jews have done, they took true spiritual knowledge out of circulation,  
and in keeping this knowledge in the hands of the top Jews for world control [why 
they have so much wealth and power], and used their tool of Christianity to 
murder the Gentiles who had this knowledge, such as the Druids.  
 
Pretty much all that is left in public circulation is remnants of sacred knowledge 
that have been desecrated, corrupted and defiled, of which only few twisted and 
distorted scraps remain, such as the "gematria" which is a corruption of and used 
as a distraction from the real texts and that Jewish story about the "golem" of 
which is based upon the elements and their corrupted "tree of life." Fictitious 
Jewish "YHVH" and Jewish angelic archetypes are always held in esteem while 
Gentile Gods are relegated to the "qlippoth" of death, filth, and excrement. The 
Jewish people as a whole seem to have a most sick obsession with urine, feces 
and related filth.   
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Exposing Christian Identity: 
Another Jewish Program for Gentiles  

 
 
Believers in Christian Identity are deluded in that they preach the Jews are of 
Satan. "Satan" means "adversary/enemy" in Hebrew for those who can read this 
language and speak it. It is true the Jews are of the evil one, but the evil one is 
NOT 'Satan' but 'Yaweh/Jehova.' They have deceived humanity into worshipping 
*their* "God." The references in the Talmud have been erroneously translated. 
Given that the leadership of the Catholic Church is and always was chock full of 
Jews, it is no wonder that the Talmud has been incorrectly translated in many 
parts, especially those having to do with the Nazarene and related entities. The 
reason, by accusing the Jews of being of Satan, "murdering Jesus" and being the 
antichrist; this serves a powerful purpose in the way of deceiving more people 
into trusting in and believing Christianity to be truth. Christianity is the Jewish 
bulwark and they protect this like a queen on the chessboard. As with their twin 
program of communism, they pretend to be opposed to both Christianity and 
communism, and even persecuted by both.  
 
The references to "Jesus" in the Talmud are not really "Jesus." This is so obvious 
concerning what is precisely written. The verses that "Gentiles 'shit' before their 
God" and "Jesus boils in semen in Hell"; these are not in truth any references to 
the Nazarene or Jehova, but to The True God of the Gentiles, known as 
"Satan/Lucifer" who has suffered more blasphemies, indignities and horrendous 
disrespect from his own people at the hands of the Jews. The problem with most 
people is due to a lack of knowledge. Few bother to do the necessary research, 
learn to read the Hebrew aleph bet [which is actually quite easy] in order to 
decipher and understand certain words, and really *research* the Jewish 
programs.  
 
The Jewish "God" is none other than Yaweh/Jehova. Jesus Christ is fictitious. 
YES, fictitious. Those who may have had certain supernatural experiences are in 
reality dealing with evil. Jesus Christ has been used for centuries as nothing 
more than a distraction. One does not just state, "I am saved" and then embark 
on a life's course of non-action and self-denial. This is what the Jews want. They 
want for all Gentiles to forfeit all of their spiritual power so this power will only 
remain in the hands of a few; the few who control the world from the top- the 
Jews. In truth, we "save" our own souls through power meditation. There is 
nothing "spiritual" nor has there ever been anything even remotely spiritual about 
Christianity. The Christian program, no different form its twin of communism is 
and always has been totally material. It is easy to fool those who have never 
experienced true spirituality as they are unaware this level of consciousness 
even exists.  
 
This may be the most important article you will ever read if you truly care about 
your race, nation, and future. Yes, the Jews are of the evil one, there is no doubt, 
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but the issue is the IDENTITY of the evil one. If we look to certain scriptures, he 
can readily be identified by his works. There is much deception here because for 
centuries, Gentiles have been taught only to "have faith" and not to think for 
themselves. Remember, the true evil one is, like his chosen people, the master 
of deception and lies and if you have the patience to read on, you will learn the 
Jews have deceived all of the nations into worshipping him in their churches and 
his name is not Satan, but Yaweh/Jehova. This deception has resulted in a huge 
supply of psychic energy, power, and wealth that has been used by the Jewish 
adepts to destroy the Gentiles, namely the white race that has stood in the way 
of their agenda for world enslavement and domination. 
 
Gentiles are fooled when learning what the Talmud has to say concerning 
Christians and Jesus the Christ. The truth is, the Jews invented this religion to 
enslave Gentiles. Christianity is a preparation for and a stepping off point to 
communism. EVERYTHING in the Old and New Testaments of the bible has 
been stolen and corrupted from Gentile Pagan religions predating it by hundreds 
to thousands of years. If you read on, I am going to PROVE this.  
 
It is apparent the Israelites are NOT the white race. The Old Testament is chock 
full of mass murder, rape and torture of white and other Gentile peoples under 
the direction of their alien extra-terrestrial "God" whose name is Yaweh/Jehova, 
at the hands of the Israelites who are none but the Jews. This includes HUMAN 
BLOOD SACRIFICE:  
 
§ Deuteronomy 12:27 
§ Judges 11:34- 40 
§ II Samuel 21 
§ Numbers 31:25 

 
The Handbook of Jewish Knowledge" by Nathan Ausubel ©1964; pages 302-303 
is quite blatant regarding the matter [Judges 11:34- 40]: 
"Jephthah, one of the ruler judges following the conquest of Canaan, had 
sacrificed his only daughter to the God of Israel in a celebration of a military 
victory against the Ammonites; Samuel "the seer" had hacked in a sacrificial 
manner the body of Agag before God; David, the sensitive poet king had handed 
the seven sons of Saul to the Gibeonites "to hang them up unto God." 
 
Jewish ritual murder is NOT done in the name of Satan, but that of Jehova. This 
is an example of the extent of the deception and lies the Jews and their evil one 
have deluded humanity with for centuries. The true evil one who “deceiveth all of 
the nations” has the entire world worshipping it in their churches. The Jews know 
this. This is why they have worked to infiltrate all prominent occult societies and 
inject them with their Jehova god names, their angels, their Kaballah, and their 
teachings; all designed and modified for the Gentiles. It is so obvious that *any* 
organization, movement or society that is against the Jews or is at odds with their 
interests remains financially hampered, attacked and worse. The Christian 
Churches throughout the millennia have always had incredible wealth. Even with 
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the secularism of today, supermarkets, bookstores and others are chock full of 
Christian literature and bibles. Given the Jewish control of the media and the 
press, this is not by accident. Just how much equal time does True Satanism or 
National Socialism receive? These two are only promoted from an enemy 
perspective and with intense bias. Permissible opinions only! The Jews who have 
an average IQ of 135 and are "people of the book" know how control opposing 
both sides, directing each to the manifestation of their agenda; controlling both 
from within.  
 
In addition, the cunning Jew has kept all occult knowledge to himself, while 
disarming the Gentile peoples through terror. The Inquisition was responsible for 
millions of deaths through mess murder, and is no different from the methods 
used by the Jew communist system to destroy any suspected opposition. Most 
people are unaware of the true meaning of the hexagram occult symbol Israel 
has for its flag. It is a merging symbol; synonymous with the one world order they 
intend to execute, and operate from the state of Israel. The Jews have worked for 
centuries to keep this knowledge out of the populace. This was to ensure spiritual 
power would remain in the hands of the top Jews, so they can assume the place 
of God. They have used this power to further their ends in many different ways, 
from obtaining vast and unimaginable material wealth, to cursing their enemies. 
When one believes in their program of Christianity, one is under their psychic 
control and is open to and subject to their curses and spiritual manipulation. 
Because occult knowledge has been corrupted and taken out of circulation, 
Gentiles who fall into this trap are completely helpless.  
 
 The Jews have infiltrated nearly all occult societies and have deluded Gentile 
peoples who are/were members of Freemasonry, the Golden Dawn and others. 
Adolf Hitler was deeply involved in the occult; his teacher, Dietrich-Eckart was a 
member of the White Order of Thule, and was a Satanist. When Hitler saw the 
extent of Jewish infiltration of Freemasonry and other societies, he made them 
illegal, as they were a psychic power threat to the Third Reich.  
 
Getting back to the Old Testament of the bible, let’s take a look at the mass 
murder and torture of gentile peoples at the hands of the Israelites. It is so 
obvious by just reading scripture that they are Jews: 
 
 
The White Egyptians were tortured and murdered by the Jews. The staff of 
Moses and "the serpent" was really his spine and the kundalini serpent. The 
spine of which the kundalini serpent ascends is also known as the "blasting rod."  
 
Moses murders an Egyptian after making sure that no one is looking:  
Exodus 2: 11-12 

11 And it came to pass in those days, when Moses was grown, that he 
went out unto his brethren, and looked on their burdens: and he spied an 
Egyptian smiting an Hebrew, one of his brethren. 
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12 And he looked this way and that way, and when he saw that there was 
no man, he slew the Egyptian, and hid him in the sand. 

 
The Hebrew God will make sure that the white Egyptian Pharaoh does not listen 
to Moses, so that he can kill Egyptians with his armies. More genocide against 
the white race: Exodus 7: 4 
 

4 But Pharaoh shall not hearken unto you, that I may lay my hand upon 
Egypt, and bring forth mine armies, and my people the children of Israel, 
out of the land of Egypt by great judgments. 

 
These verses clearly show that the mass murder of innocent white gentile 
children by the Hebrew God was premeditated. It is glaringly obvious who the 
"murderer and liar from the beginning" really is. Exodus: 11: 4-5  
 

4 And Moses said, Thus saith the Lord, About midnight will I go out into 
the midst of Egypt: 
 
5 And all the firstborn in the land of Egypt shall die, from the first born of 
Pharaoh that sitteth upon his throne, even unto the firstborn of the 
maidservant that is behind the mill; and all the firstborn of beasts. 

 
Exodus 12: 29-30 

 
29 And it came to pass, that at midnight the Lord smote all the firstborn in 
the land of Egypt, from the firstborn of Pharaoh that sat on his throne unto 
the firstborn of the captive that was in the dungeon; and all the firstborn of 
cattle. 
 
30 And Pharaoh rose up in the night, he, and all his servants, and all the 
Egyptians; and there was a great cry in Egypt; for there was not a house 
where there was not one dead. 

 
“God” will kill the White Egyptian children to show that he puts "a 
difference between the Egyptians and Israel." Exodus: 11: 7 
 
After “God” has sufficiently hardened the Pharaoh's heart, he kills all the 
firstborn White Egyptian children. When he was finished, "there was not a 
house where there was not one dead." Finally, he runs out of little babies 
to kill, so he slaughters the firstborn cattle, too:  Exodus 12: 29 
 
After hardening Pharaoh's heart a few more times, “God” drowns 
Pharaoh's army in the sea Exodus: 14: 4-28 
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The White Philistines: 
 
§ Jewish David murders 200 Philistine Gentiles:  1 Samuel 18: 22-30 
§ Jewish David murders Philistine Gentile Goliath: 1 Samuel 17 
§ Philistines defeated by Jewish Hezekiah: 2 Kings 18:8 
§ Jewish Samson, with "God's" help, kills himself and 3000 Philistine men 

and women by causing a roof to collapse. Judges: 16:27-30 
 
The Gentile Canaanites; the Israelites coveted their land, just like modern day 
Palestine and like modern day Palestine, mass murdered and tortured to steal it 
from them: 

And the Lord hearkened to the voice of Israel, and delivered up the 
Canaanites; and they utterly destroyed them and their cities." This verse 
demonstrates the power of prayer: If you ask God, he will destroy entire 
cities for you. Numbers:  21:3 

 
Other Gentile Peoples: 
Under God's direction, Moses' army defeats the Midianites. They kill all the adult 
males, but take the women and children captive. When Moses learns that they 
left some alive, he angrily says: "Have you saved all the women alive? Kill every 
male among the little ones, and kill every woman that hath known man by lying 
with him. But all the women children, that have not known a man by lying with 
him, keep alive for yourselves." So they went back and did as Moses [and 
presumably God] instructed, killing everyone except for the virgins: Numbers:  
(31:28-29)] 31:1-54 28-29 
 
God commands the Israelites to "blot out the remembrance of Amalek from under 
heaven." A few hundred years later God orders Saul to kill of the Amalekites 
"both man and woman, infant and suckling." Deuteronomy: 25:19;  1 Samuel 
15:2-3 
 
§ Joshua and his army, per God's instructions, slaughter "all the inhabitants 

of Ai." 12,000 mass murdered:  Joshua: 8:22-26  
§ God slaughters the Amorites and even chases them "along the way" as 

they try to escape. Then he sends down huge hailstones and kills even 
more of them. Joshua: 10:10-11 

§ Joshua, at God's command, kills everyone and everything in Makkedah 
that he can find (including babies and little children)-- or, as the Bible puts 
it, he "utterly destroyed all that breathed, as the Lord commanded." 
Joshua: 10:28-32 

§ The people of Gezer- everyone murdered. Joshua: 10: 33 
§ The people of Lachish- everyone murdered; “all the souls that were 

therein” Joshua: 10: 32 
§ The people of Eglon- the Jews killed them all; complete and thorough 

genocide: Joshua 10: 36-37 
§ The cities of Hebron and Debir suffered the same fate: Joshua 10: 38-39 
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§ Kadesh-barnea, Gaza, Goshen; all attacked, just like the Arabs and 
Palestinians today and murdered en masse: Joshua 10: 40-42 

§ God "delivers" more folks into the hands of his chosen people. "And they 
slew of Moab ... about 10,000 men ... and their escaped not a man." 
Judges: 3:28-29 

§ 42,000 Ephramites are mass murdered are killed because someone 
mispronounces "shibboleth." Judges: 12:6 “Shibboleth” is the key word 
used by modern day Freemasons. Freemasonry like so many other occult 
societies infiltrated by Jews is in truth steeped in Jewish traditions and 
their rituals are used to rebuild the “Temple of Solomon” which is the one 
world order. Jew Mayer Rothschild infiltrated the Freemasons in the 18th 
century and with his occult background, introduced the Hebrew 
symbolism.   

 
There are many, many more examples of mass murder in the Judeo/Christian 
bible; mass murder of GENTILE peoples. The same attitude is no different today 
as Palestinians are bulldozed in their homes, bombed out and murdered in 
camps; including their children who have had their flesh burned to the bone and 
have been literally boiled alive at the hands of the Israelis.  
 
In truth, the Jews laugh at the ignorance of the Gentiles who are deluded into 
celebrating the slaughter of their own people. The Heathen [Gentile] Gods were 
systematically destroyed, their priests and peoples murdered en masse, their 
temples and shrines destroyed and their reputations slandered and ruined. They 
were demonized and labeled as “evil” by the Jews who replaced them with their 
own “god.” An example is what was done to Adolf Hitler who opposed them- think 
of what they have done to the Gentile Gods.      
 

This excerpt quote from the Catholic Encyclopedia is very revealing:  
"In the same way the Greeks and Romans may have worshipped their 
divinities, fondly believing them to be good. But the Christian Scriptures 
declare that all the gods of the Gentiles are demons."  
Catholic Encyclopedia: Devil Worship  
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/04767a.htm  
DEMONS ARE THE GODS OF THE GENTILES!!!!  

  
In truth, the Jews know Jesus the Christ is fictitious. Everything in the 
Judeo/Christian bible has been stolen [typically Jewish as they have no culture of 
their own] from other religions predating it. For example, “Abraham” is an 
anagram of “Brahma”; Brahma in Sanskrit means multitude. The Jews were at 
one time in Ancient India. Some deluded Gentiles believe Jesus to be Aryan. 
This is not the case by any stretch of the imagination. It is apparent with his 
teachings, he was a true communist and Jew. His parallels with Jewish behavior 
are so blatant- he was a professional victim; everyone has to be sorry. He has 
caused all kinds of wars and other tragedies, and like the Jews, he always comes 
up blameless. He was circumcised according to Jewish law in the temple on the 
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8th day by a rabbi and named according to Jewish law on that very day: Luke 
2:21-22. His Jewish parents who can be traced all the way back to Jewish King 
David, celebrated the Jewish Passover: Luke 2: 41. Gentiles are deluded 
because of one or two verses, namely John 8:44. One must look at the entire 
bible and the message therein. That message is one of communism, and the 
destruction, and enslavement of Gentile peoples from beginning to end. Certain 
verses were placed in the bible that were stolen from other religions and writings. 
The bible has been rewritten many, many times. The Council of Trent is a blatant 
example.  
 
The teachings of Jesus prepare us for the new world order of communism where 
people will be bar-coded if they don’t wake up to the truth: 
 
§ Your body isn’t your own; it is the property of “god.” [with communism, 

your body is the property of the state] 
§ Don’t have sexual urges, if you do, the owner of your body will do as he 

pleases with it and “cast it into Hell” [Rule by terror]: Matthew 5: 27-30  
§ The “lord” has control over all of your personal relationships: Matthew 19: 

9  
§ No freedom of speech: Matthew 5: 33-37; 12: 36  
§ Let them throw you in prison: Matthew 5: 25  
§ Don’t defend yourself or fight back; be the perfect slave: Matthew 5: 39-

44; Luke 6: 27-30; 6: 35  
§ The meek make the best slaves; “meek” means “submissive”: Matthew 5: 

5  
§ Live for your death, never mind the life you have now. This is a classic on 

how to run a slave state. Life is not worth fighting for: Matthew 5: 12; Luke 
12: 51-53  

§ Let the chaos reign: Matthew 18: 21-22  
§ Don’t own any property: Matthew 19: 21-24; Mark 12: 41-44 Luke 6: 20; 6: 

24; 6: 29-30  
§ Forsake your family- “Father, mother, sisters and brethren” this is what a 

totalitarian state demands of and rewards children for who turn in their 
parents to be executed: Matthew 19: 29  

§ More slavery and servitude: Exodus 21:7; Exodus: 21: 20-21; Leviticus: 
25:44-46; Luke 6: 40- the state is perfect. Luke 12: 47; Ephesians: 6:5; 
Colossians: 3:22; 1 Timothy: 6: 1; Titus 2: 9-10; 1 Peter 2:18  

§ The Nazarene, much like the teachings in the Old Testament, demanded 
complete and total obedience and enforced this concept through fear and 
terror. Preachers delude their congregations into believing “Jesus loves 
you.” They scream and whine “out of context” but they are the ones who 
miss the entire message and are “out of context.”  

§ The Nazarene never taught humanity anything for independence or 
advancement. Christians rave about how he healed the afflicted, but he 
never taught anyone how to heal themselves or to even understand the 
nature of disease. He surrounded himself mainly with the ignorant and the 
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servile. The Christian religion holds the mentally retarded in high regard. 
This is NOT a new concept as in truth; the Christian churches have not 
really changed much in the past 1500+ years. In addition:  

 
o He stole (Luke 19: 29-35; Luke 6: 1-5),  
o He lied (Matthew 5:17; 16: 28; Revelation 3: 11)  
o He advocated murder (Luke 19: 27)  
 

This sets the stage for chaos. The numerous contradictions have divided the 
white race and set Aryan people at war against each other as they were intended 
to do. Chaos is needed for a communist revolution to succeed. The underlying 
message of the entire bible is a blueprint for communism. Let crime get so out of 
control that the unsuspecting and unknowing populace will fall right into the 
Jewish trap of readily and gladly giving up their civil rights in return for ultra-strict 
laws. The Jew creates the problem and pushes the Jewish solution to it.  
 
Christians have stripped themselves of all occult power and understanding, have 
financed and worked for all of this for centuries and now they blame it all on the 
"Devil." They cannot see that it is the “god” they have been deluded into 
worshipping, along with the fictitious Nazarene that serves as nothing more than 
a simulated human blood sacrifice. The Jews have used occult power for 
centuries to advance their agenda. The average Gentile is helpless against black 
magick because of having been deluded by the Jews into believing he/she will 
“go to Hell” if he/she studies the occult.  
 
Occult knowledge can be used by anyone for any purpose. The true evil one is 
the master of deception and lies; “he deceiveth the world.” Paying for one’s own 
damnation is a common theme here. HIS NAME IS NOT SATAN/LUCIFER, BUT 
YAWEH/JEHOVA!!  
 
What Adolf Hitler had to say about Christianity: 
The claim is sometimes made that Hitler was a Christian - a Roman Catholic until 
the day he died. In fact, Hitler rejected Christianity.  
The book Hitler's Secret Conversations 1941-1944 published by Farrar, Straus 
and Young, Inc.; first edition, 1953, contains definitive proof of Hitler's real views. 
The book was published in Britain under the title, _Hitler's Table Talk 1941-1944, 
which title was used for the Oxford University Press paperback edition in the 
United States.  
All of these are quotes from Adolf Hitler:  
 
Night of 11th-12th July, 1941:  
“National Socialism and religion cannot exist together.... The heaviest blow that 
ever struck humanity was the coming of Christianity. Bolshevism is Christianity's 
illegitimate child. Both are inventions of the Jew. The deliberate lie in the matter 
of religion was introduced into the world by Christianity.... Let it not be said that 
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Christianity brought man the life of the soul, for that evolution was in the natural 
order of things.” [p 6 & 7]  
10th October, 1941, midday:  
“Christianity is a rebellion against natural law, a protest against nature. Taken to 
its logical extreme, Christianity would mean the systematic cultivation of the 
human failure.” [p 43]  
 
<P>14th October, 1941, midday:  
"The best thing is to let Christianity die a natural death.... When understanding of 
the universe has become widespread... Christian doctrine will be convicted of 
absurdity.... Christianity has reached the peak of absurdity.... And that's why 
someday its structure will collapse.... ...the only way to get rid of Christianity is to 
allow it to die little by little.... Christianity the liar.... We'll see to it that the 
Churches cannot spread abroad teachings in conflict with the interests of the 
State.” [p 49-52]  
 
19th October, 1941, night:  
"The reason why the ancient world was so pure, light and serene was that it 
knew nothing of the two great scourges: the pox and Christianity.”  
 
21st October, 1941, midday:  
“Originally, Christianity was merely an incarnation of Bolshevism, the destroyer.... 
The decisive falsification of Jesus' doctrine was the work of St. Paul. He gave 
himself to this work... for the purposes of personal exploitation.... Didn't the world 
see, carried on right into the Middle Ages, the same old system of martyrs, 
tortures, faggots? Of old, it was in the name of Christianity. Today, it's in the 
name of Bolshevism. Yesterday the instigator was Saul: the instigator today, 
Mardochai. Saul was changed into St. Paul, and Mardochai into Karl Marx. By 
exterminating this pest, we shall do humanity a service of which our soldiers can 
have no idea.” [p 63-65]  
 
13th December, 1941, midnight:  
“Christianity is an invention of sick brains: one could imagine nothing more 
senseless, nor any more indecent way of turning the idea of the Godhead into a 
mockery... When all is said, we have no reason to wish that the Italians and 
Spaniards should free themselves from the drug of Christianity. Let's be the only 
people who are immunized against the disease.” [p 118 & 119] 
  
14th December, 1941, midday:  
“Kerrl, wanted to attempt a synthesis between National Socialism and 
Christianity. “I don't believe the thing's possible, and I see the obstacle in 
Christianity itself.... Pure Christianity-- the Christianity of the catacombs-- is 
concerned with translating Christian doctrine into facts. It leads quite simply to 
the annihilation of mankind. It is merely whole-hearted Bolshevism, under a tinsel 
of metaphysics.” [p 119 & 120]  
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9th April, 1942, dinner:  
“There is something very unhealthy about Christianity” [p 339]  
27th February, 1942, midday:  
“It would always be disagreeable for me to go down to posterity as a man who 
made concessions in this field. I realize that man, in his imperfection, can commit 
innumerable errors-- but to devote myself deliberately to errors, that is something 
I cannot do. I shall never come personally to terms with the Christian lie. Our 
epoch until the next 200 years will certainly see the end of the disease of 
Christianity.... My regret will have been that I couldn't... behold ." [p 278]  
 
Learn the truth: Visit http://www.exposingchristianity.com/ "Exposing Christianity" 
for proof of how the Jews stole everything from other religions predating 
Judeo/Christianity by hundreds to thousands of years. This is so typical as they 
cannot, nor have they ever, created anything of their own. 
 
More proof Jehova/Yaweh is the real evil is in the grimiores of black magick, 
written and promoted by the Jews, used by the orthodox rabbis and given to the 
Gentiles to curse, malign and blaspheme their own Gods in the name of Jehova. 
“Yaweh/Jehova” is used by the Jews in workings of black magick. For those who 
are not familiar with occult power, which is exactly what the Jews have been 
using and what they want to keep from the ignorant populace, one is totally at 
their mercy. The powers of the mind are used in spiritual warfare and no amount 
of physical training can even come close as a threat. The Jews must be defeated 
on the astral, as well as in the physical world.  
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How the Jews Deceive the Gentiles  
 
 
The Jewish powers always work to take control of both opposing sides and work 
each side to accomplish their agenda. For example, on the one hand, they claim 
to be against Christianity. The reason for this is because they known they 
invented it as a powerful program for the "goyim" so they pretend to hate it and 
be victims of it. This fools many, as with the deluded "Christian Identity" program. 
The Jews are the ones who promote the claims that they "killed Jesus," that they 
are aligned with Satan, the anti-christ and similar misinformation. Christianity is 
their bulwark and the root of their power over the Gentiles. By promoting these 
claims, they influence many deluded Gentiles into believing Christianity to be 
against the Jews; thus the deluded are all too ready to accept the lies of 
Christianity and adhere to Jewish invented programs such as "Christian Identity." 
The Jews do the same with communism. They pretend to be persecuted by 
communism and claim that communism is "anti-Semitic," but in truth, both 
communism and Christianity are one and the same; the same Jewish swindle, 
though both appear to be opposed to each other. One only needs to research 
and study beneath the surface.  
 
This is no different from the Vatican openly bashing communism when behind 
the scenes and under the table, they are working for it. This fools the 
unsuspecting public. The entire theme of the Judeo/Christian Bible from 
beginning to end is one of communist doctrine.  
 
In a professional interrogation room, they often have the nice guy and the tough 
guy who come in and work to get information from the one being interrogated. 
The tough guy will beat him and threaten him and the nice guy will then come in 
and act all understanding. Both are working on the same side- same as with the 
Christian leaders and the top Jews. 
 
Frequently, a show before the public must be staged to reinforce the lie. That 
"foul religion" the Jews wrote of in the Talmud and in the protocols was 
Satanism/Paganism, not Christianity, as many are deluded into believing, given 
the Jewish translators, pretending to be Gentile Christians. The Jews have 
already destroyed and replaced Gentile Paganism with their program of 
Christianity. The average Jew has an IQ of 135. This is in the top 2% of the 
population. Many Gentiles underestimate them.   
 
"Christian/s" is their code word for Gentile/s both in the Protocols of the Learned 
Elders of Zion and in the Talmud. This adds insult to injury. Many Gentiles who 
do not understand this are deluded into believing because the Jews supposedly 
want to destroy Christianity; then Christianity must in some way have truth and 
be worthwhile. Nothing could be further from the truth! This just adds to the 
deception and the fictitious concept that Christianity and Judaism are enemies. 
The Christian religion has its roots in Judaism. Fools with lesser intelligence try to 
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rationalize and claim these Jewish characters such as the Nazarene are not 
Jewish, but Gentile. This is also because they are under a powerful spell, have 
little understanding of the occult, and fall prey right into the hands of the Jews. 
One only has to look at biblical scripture and see these Jewish characters for 
what they are.  
 
All of the Gentile Gods and Goddesses were replaced with fictitious Jewish 
characters and archetypes, having their original personalities distorted and 
replaced with Jewish characteristics. It is not the Nazarene who is blasphemed in 
the Talmud, but Lucifer. It is the same with the Virgin Madonna, who is the 
Jewish corrupted imposter of the "Demoness" Astaroth, whom the Jews call a 
"boshet," which means "slut/whore" in Hebrew. The Hebrew Virgin replaced 
Astaroth. Nearly all of the Gentile Pagan Gods have been replaced by Jewish 
imposters. This creates the essential subliminal psychic connection for the Jews 
to have spiritual power over the Gentiles.  
 
One only has to study the Jewish Kabbalah to see this is true. In the Talmud, it is 
written that any Jew who teaches a Gentile the secrets of the Jewish holy books 
will be put to death. [Sanhedrin 59a] "Hence the Talmud prohibited the teaching 
to a Gentile of the Torah, "the inheritance of the congregation of Jacob" [Deut. 
xxxiii. 4]. R. Johanan says of one so teaching: "Such a person deserves death" 
"It is like placing an obstacle before the blind" [Sanh. 59a; Hag. 13a]." The 
Gentile Gods are relegated to the Jewish "Qlippoth" of death, excrement, and 
degeneration. It is so obvious that it is not the Nazarene or the virgin, who are 
being blasphemed, but Satan/Lucifer and Astaroth and other Gentile Gods. 
"Satan" is the word for "ENEMY" in Hebrew.  
 
The Jews are masters of deception and psychology. One only needs to look to 
where the money and publicity are at to see what the Jews are supporting. What 
is being pushed on the public? Who has the power? It is easy to see Christianity 
is a Jewish program when one knows the Jews and their tactics. The problem is, 
many actually fall for deception and think the Jews are working to destroy 
Christianity, which is not the case at all. They invented it, they are behind it, they 
promote it, and 'heaven' forbid the Gentiles should wake up to this fact! 
Christianity is a stepping off point to communism and atheism. When one is a 
total atheist, one is no longer a threat to the Jewish powers that be, as one does 
not acknowledge the occult or believe in such things and the Jews are free to use 
these powers unchecked for their nefarious purposes to enslave the world. The 
Jews then assume the place of God.  
 
Centuries ago, the Gentile Pagan religions such as Druidism were resources of 
powerful occult knowledge. The Jews used Christianity as their tool to remove 
this knowledge from the Gentiles and mass murder their priests and spiritual 
leaders. The "Devil" became synonymous with knowledge and knowledge was 
supposed to be a "sin" according to the Christian doctrines. The Jews who are 
known as "people of the book" knew otherwise. In order to maintain rule over 
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slaves, the slaves must be kept ignorant. Spiritual knowledge was forcibly 
removed from the Gentile populace and replaced with twisted corruptions of 
Gentile Gods who became Jewish archetypes, Gentile mantras [chants and vocal 
vibrations to advance the soul and amplify the powers of the mind] were replaced 
with meaningless robotic prayers, Gentile magickal practices were corrupted- 
such as the four corners/elements which are the foundation of magick, 
represented by the equal armed cross were replaced by the Latin cross with the 
Nazarene hanging on it.  
 
The Nazarene fulfilled several purposes. For one, this fictitious character [the 
Jews know he is fictitious, so it is glaringly obvious they would not devote pages 
and pages of their Talmud to blaspheming *him*] acted as a distraction for the 
Gentile people. By believing this character "saves" and "died for our sins," there 
is no need to study or have any knowledge of the occult. The occult can be kept 
safely in the hands of the Jewish powers that be. Gentiles are taught to "have 
faith" and not question. Christianity in addition to being a communist doctrine, 
conditions its followers to take abuse and be slaves. "Turn the other cheek" 
"Walk the extra mile" and other suicidal advice such as the "Sermon on the 
Mount" are intended to destroy the Gentile spirit.   
 
Secondly, the Nazarene is definitely a Jewish character. He was circumcised and 
named on the eighth day in the temple by a rabbi, which is Jewish custom [Luke 
2:21]; his parents celebrated "Passover" and he was bar mitzvahed at 12-  
Luke 2: 41  
 
Now his parents went to Jerusalem every year at the feast of the Passover.  
 42 And when he was twelve years old, they went up to Jerusalem after the 
custom of the feast. 
 
His teachings were Jewish and he observed Jewish law. 
"Yeshua not only taught others how to live a Jewish life, He lived it Himself. The 
outward signs of this were such things as wearing tzitzit [tassels] on His clothing 
[Luke 8:43, Matt. 14:36, Strong's # 2899] to serve as a reminder of the 
commandments [Num. 15:37-39]. He observed Passover [John 2:13] and went 
up to Jerusalem [Deut. 16:16]. He observed Succoth [John 7:2, 10] and went up 
to Jerusalem [John 7:14]. He also observed Hanukah [John 10:22] and probably 
Rosh Hashanah [John 5:1], going up to Jerusalem on both those occasions as 
well, even though it isn't commanded in the Torah." [See reference at bottom] 
 
This tie to Judaism was very important for this character. The Jews have had an 
obsession with the return of their "Messiah." When this "messiah" supposedly 
returns, the Jewish people are then supposed to be united and rule the world.  
Now, anyone who has any knowledge of the workings of the mind or so-called 
"magick" knows the importance of having a connection as in "sympathetic 
magick." Gentile psychic energy which is very powerful has been loaded into this 
"Second coming of Christ" through prayer, belief, yearning to put an end to the 
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suffering [very powerful-desire-], heaven on earth and so forth. This creates a 
gigantic vortex of energy unknowingly directed towards a common goal here. The 
Christian Gentiles, being stripped of all occult knowledge and power are puppets 
in the hands of the Jews. The Nazarene, being a professional victim, like any 
other Jew, has a Gentile following that claims the Jews had him "crucified." Now, 
this further adds to the tactic of playing both sides against the middle. The Jewish 
powers that be do not care what sacrifices they have to make in order to achieve 
their goals. Here we have Jew vs. Christian again. The enemy and the attacks 
are the driving force to keep the lie alive and thriving. Christianity must now be 
defended against the Jews. If it is being so viciously attacked, it must be 
legitimate, right? The truth is, it is all a show before the public and a game of 
deception. The Jews in power know full well that Christianity is a program and a 
stepping off point to communism and atheism, where all spiritual knowledge will 
be dead and gone from the Gentile populace. There is nowhere for anyone to 
run.  
 
Now we come to the Gentile Occult Lodges and orders. All of these have been 
infiltrated and the Jews have control with these as well. With Freemasonry, we 
have the initiation ritual of the rebuilding the "Temple of Solomon." This again is 
the second coming of Christ and the "messiah." Other major occult groups and 
lodges are chock full of Hebrew symbols, the Hebrew "aleph bet," Hebrew 
mysticism, and their foul angel and "YHVH" imposters, and if anyone wants to 
break out of this hideous spiritual prison, there is always Christian Satanism, 
where the same Jewish filth dictates that we should either worship Satan with 
living blood sacrifice and evil deeds [the more evil the better] *or* exploit the 
Goetia and follow the same Jewish teachings where our Gods are heinously 
blasphemed and degraded. They control it all. The Hebrew letters surrounding 
the Church of Satan Baphomet, are in truth binding the Baphomet. A circle is a 
symbol of binding. The Hebrew letters surrounding the outside contain the power.   
 
It is time the Gentiles wake up to the truth and take back our occult power. The 
Jews can only be defeated through Satan and they know this. This is the reason 
they have worked so hard and so diligently to keep people away from him at all 
costs. Fear and dread are used at every turn and the Jewish run Hollywood 
makes movie after movie about Satan that reinforces the Christian concept of 
Satan and turns up the volume on terror. On the other hand, movies about the 
nazarene are quite respectable and if there are ever any movies that portray that 
character in a negative light, the Jewish run press is quick to jump on this and 
again, it is Jew vs. Christian for a show before the public, giving the Christian 
program more credence in the eyes of the deluded Gentiles. In the end, the cloak 
will drop and the plans are "We had you all along."     
 
  
Reference:  
Jesus is a Jew [This link is very informative] 
http://jesusisajew.org/Jesus_is_a_Jew.htm  
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Proof that Jehova is the real "Devil" 
Evil Jehova [A Murderer and a Liar from the Beginning] and  

How the Jesuits and Jews work their black magick through this entity 
 
 
Few people study the occult to any real depth. Misinformation and confusion are 
what most people have. “Satanism” has been applied to many things; mainly 
anything that represents the cultural concept of “evil” which is different in each 
culture.  
 
On one hand, Pagan practices have been labeled as “Satanic” even though the 
Christian churches stole and altered them for their own uses. Then, on the other 
hand, we have the Grimoires and “Black Books.” In truth, these are *NOT* of 
Satanism.  
 
The Jewish “God” Yaweh/Jehova, his angels and his Nazarene are used in 
works of black magick and forcing Demons to appear. The “Key of Solomon” is a 
prime example of a Jewish written grimoire [which nearly all are].  
 
The sorcerer/operator [usually a rabbi or other Jew] in preparation goes through 
a preparatory period of fasting, celibacy, prayers to Yaweh/Jehova. When the 
operation is performed, [this can include living blood sacrifice of animals or 
human beings as dictated in the Old Testament of the bible –  “And thou shalt 
offer thy burnt offerings, the flesh and the blood, upon the altar of the LORD thy 
God: and the blood of thy sacrifices shall be poured out upon the altar of the 
LORD thy God, and thou shalt eat the flesh. “-Deuteronomy 12:27] 
The operator casts a nine-foot circle and places a triangle off to the side of the 
enclosed circle for a Demon to be forced to appear.  
 
At the end of this article are several links to online grimoires for further research 
and study. Here is an excerpt from  
 

Libellus Magicus a nineteenth-century manuscript of conjurations. 
The John G. White Collection, 

 transcribed and edited by Stephen J. Zietz 
Verus Jesuitarum Libellus, or "The True Magical Work of the Jesuits." 

 
Containing Most powerful charges and conjurations for all Evil Spirits of 
whatever State-Condition or office they are And a Most powerful and 
approved Conjuration of the Spirit Uriel To which is added Cyprians 
Invocation of Angels And his Conjuration of the Spirits Guarding hidden 
treasure - together with a form for their dismissal. Paris 1508. 
Passan Anno Adventionis Christi .1571  
 

This is the Black Book used by the Catholic Order of the Jesuits [Society of 
Jesus].  
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I [Name] Servant of God do conjure, cite, and exorcise thee, O Spirit! by 
the five most holy wounds of Jesus Christ by his flesh and blood, by his 
torments and passion, by his life and death and by the precious drops of 
blood which he has shed for the salvation and sanctification of the human 
race - by his anguish and distress, and by the most Holy and terrible 
words - Soter + Choma + Geno + Jehovah + Elohim + Rilach [i.e.Velaoch] 
+ Devoch [i.e. Divoch] + Alvoch + Alrulam + Stopiel + Zophiel + Jophiel + 
fabriel + Elophoi [i.e. Elopha] + Alisomas [i.e. Alesomas] + Difred Mabach 
[i.e. Malach] + and + by + the words by which Solomon + Manasses 
+Agrippa+ and cyprian + called together the Spirits - and even as Jesus 
Christ sent from him his spirit – and delivered it up onto the hands of his 
heavenly Father - so do I command thee that thou appearesst without 
delay, and comest before me, in a most beautiful affable and human form 
- and bring to me [out of the Spiritual Abyss [N + + +] without doing injury 
to me, without tumult - without thunder - without tempest, without fear – 
and without trembling and place before this circle - and this I command 
thee by the Deity and humanity of Jesus Christ Amen 
 
To discharge the Spirits Now I command and charge thee Evil Spirit! that 
thou shalt bring to me immediately that which I commanded thee - and 
shalt depart from the circle- abstaining from all noise - terror - tumult - and 
ill savour [sic] - which if thou dost not I will punish thee both in body and in 
soul - abstaining from all evil to any creature or thing and depart 
immediately to the place which the justice of God hath set apart for you 
Depart from my sight thou cursed spirit – This I command thee in the 
name and virtue, potency and power, of the most Holy Trinity + Father + 
and Son + and Holy Spirit + Behold the Cross of Lord + fly to the 
adverse parts + The Lion of the tribe of Judah + of the root of David 
conquers + Allelujah + Allelujah + Allelujah + Hasten now bring to me what 
I require, and depart from this circle, by the virtue of the name of our Lord 
Jesus Christ and by virtue of his words his words [sic] which caused the 
Earth to tremble- In his name - and by his power I command thee, that 
thou dost immediately, and without delay withdraw thy accursed presence 
from my sight - by virtue of the words Messias + Soter + Emmanuel + 
Zebaot + Adonai + Hagios ho + Thess [i.e. Theos] + Ischyros + athanatos 
+ Eleison + hymas +Tetragrammaton+ our Lord Jesus Christ by that most 
Holy name I constrain + thee, I force + thee I compel + thee and urge, and 
confine + thee, to the place to which the justice of God hath sent thee, 
therefore recede immediately and continually – neither return hither again 
unless I do call thee - this I command by the uncreated Father + by 
the uncreated Son + by the uncreated Holy Spirit + Behold the Cross of 
the Lord! + By the sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ + by the virtue of 
the Holy Water + by the virtue and power of the most High + shalt 
disperse thee thou evil spirit + The word is made flesh and dwells amongst 
us + Amen 
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To clarify things for people who in truth have no idea what real Satanism is- 
"Aleister Crowley" was not a Satanist; he was an occultist. Satanists do not 
establish abusive relationships with Demons who are the Original Pagan Gods, 
nor do they pray to "Yaweh/Jehova" or his Nazarene.  
 
 
Here are links to online grimoires for further research:  
 
The Key of Solomon  
http://www.esotericarchives.com/solomon/ksol.htm  
 
The Sacred Magic of Abramelin the Mage 
http://www.esotericarchives.com/abramelin/abramelin.htm  
 
Ars Notoria: The Notory Art of Solomon 
http://www.esotericarchives.com/notoria/notoria.htm  
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Jesus: The Jewish Archetype 
 

 
There are a number of deluded fools who claim the Nazarene was a Gentile. The 
following biblical scriptures prove beyond any doubt the Jewishness of the 
Nazarene, and his relation to the Gentiles. The Nazarene is a fictitious JEWISH 
INVENTED ARCHETYPE for Gentiles to slavishly worship. This character is 
based upon some 18+ crucified Pagan Gods STOLEN and CORRUPTED from 
GENTILE pantheons! The Jews themselves know the Nazarene is a lie! The 
Nazarene serves a powerful purpose in establishing a subliminal/psychic 
connection for the Jews to reap energy directed towards him. This is no different 
from all of the other Jewish archetypes in the bible. In addition, believers do 
nothing spiritual in the way of empowering their own souls. They are deluded into 
believing that "Jesus saves" and all they need to do is to conform.  
 
Matthew 1: 1 The book of the generation of Jesus Christ, the son of David, 
the son of Abraham. Who was Abraham? 
Genesis 14:13 And there came one that had escaped, and told Abram 
the Hebrew; for he dwelt in the plain of Mamre the Amorite, brother of 
Eshcol, and brother of Aner: and these were confederate with Abram. 
Genesis 17:10 This is my covenant, which ye shall keep, between me and 
you and thy seed after thee; Every man child among you shall be circumcised. 
 
Circumcision was not a popular practice among the Gentiles. 
Male Circumcision in the Renaissance: 
"Europeans, with the exception of the Jews, did not practice male circumcision. 1 
In 1753 in London, there was a proposal for Jewish emancipation. It was 
furiously opposed by the pamphleteers of the time, who spread the fear that 
Jewish emancipation meant universal circumcision. Men were urged to protect: 
"The best of your property" and guard their threatened foreskins. ...a striking 
indication of how central to their sexual identity men considered their foreskins at 
that time."  2 

 
Until well into the Nineteenth Century, the same sentiments prevailed. 
Richard Burton observed that "Christendom practically holds circumcision in 
horror". This attitude is reflected in the ninth edition of the Encyclopaedia 
Britannica [1876] which discusses the practice as a religious rite among Jews, 
Moslems, the ancient Egyptians and tribal peoples in various parts of the world. 
The author of the entry rejected sanitary explanations of the procedure in favour 
of a religious one: "like other body mutilations ... [it is] of the nature of a 
representative sacrifice". 3 
 

 Matthew 1: 2 Abraham begat Isaac; and Isaac begat Jacob; and Jacob 
begat Judas and his brethren;  
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Hebrews 7: 14 For it is evident that our Lord sprang out of Juda; of which 
tribe Moses spake nothing concerning priesthood. 
 
Matthew 2: 1-2 
1 Now when Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judaea in the 
days of Herod the king, behold, there came wise men from the east to 
Jerusalem, 
2 Saying, Where is he that is born King of the Jews? for we have seen 
his star in the east, and are come to worship him. 

 
According to rabbinical law and in the tradition of male Jews, the Nazarene was 
circumcised and named on the eighth day in the temple [Jewish term 
for synagogue] by a rabbi: 
 

Luke 2: 21 And when eight days were accomplished for the circumcising 
of the child, his name was called JESUS, which was so named of the 
angel before he was conceived in the womb. 

 
Jesus' mother Mary was also very observant of orthodox Jewish law where 
a woman is unclean following her menstrual period, or childbirth: 
 

Leviticus 12: 1-4  
1 And the LORD spake unto Moses, saying, 
2 Speak unto the children of Israel, saying, If a woman have conceived 
seed, and born a man child: then she shall be unclean seven days; 
according to the days of the separation for her infirmity shall she be 
unclean. 
3 And in the eighth day the flesh of his foreskin shall be circumcised. 
4 And she shall then continue in the blood of her purifying three and thirty 
days; she shall touch no hallowed thing, nor come into the sanctuary, until 
the days of her purifying be fulfilled. 

 
Modern orthodox Jews still follow these laws. The following scriptures are rather 
blatant regarding the Jewish identity of the Nazarene and his relation to non-
Jews [Gentiles]: 
 

 Luke 2: 25-32  
25 And, behold, there was a man in Jerusalem, whose name was 
Simeon; and the same man was just and devout, waiting for the 
consolation of Israel: and the Holy Ghost was upon him. 
26 And it was revealed unto him by the Holy Ghost, that he should not 
see death, before he had seen the Lord’s Christ. 
27 And he came by the Spirit into the temple: and when the parents 
brought in the child Jesus, to do for him after the custom of the law, 
28 Then took he him up in his arms, and blessed God, and said, 
29 Lord, now lettest thou thy servant depart in peace, according to 
thy word: 
30 For mine eyes have seen thy salvation, 
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31 Which thou hast prepared before the face of all people; 
32 A light to lighten the Gentiles, and the glory of thy people Israel. 

 
Note in the above verse 32, the distinction between Gentiles and "Israel." 
 
Both of the Nazarene's parents were observant Jews who made the yearly 
pilgrimage for the Feast of the Passover: 
 

Luke 2: 41 Now his parents went to Jerusalem every year at the feast of 
the Passover. 

 
The Nazarene was very clear in his attitudes towards the Gentiles and the 
distinction between Jew and Gentile: 
 

Matthew 20: 25 But Jesus called them unto him, and said, Ye know that 
the princes of the Gentiles exercise dominion over them, and they that are 
great exercise authority upon them.  But it shall not be so among you: but 
whosoever will be great among you, let him be your minister. 

 
He was called "Rabbi" and by his own people [Jews]: 
 

John 20:16 Jesus saith unto her, Mary. She turned herself, and saith 
unto him, Rabboni; which is to say, Master. 
 
John 3: 1-2 
1 There was a man of the Pharisees, named Nicodemus, a ruler of the 
Jews: 
2 The same came to Jesus by night, and said unto him, Rabbi, we know 
that thou art a teacher come from God: for no man can do these miracles 
that thou doest, except God be with him. 
 
John 6: 24-25 
24 When the people therefore saw that Jesus was not there, neither his 
disciples, they also took shipping, and came to Capernaum, seeking for 
Jesus. 
25 And when they had found him on the other side of the sea, they said 
unto him, Rabbi, when camest thou hither? 
 
John 1: 37-38 
37 And the two disciples heard him speak, and they followed Jesus. 
38 Then Jesus turned, and saw them following, and saith unto them, what 
seek ye? They said unto him, Rabbi, [which is to say, being interpreted, 
Master,] where dwellest thou? 

 
And a "Jew" by the Gentiles: 
 

John 4: 9 Then saith the woman of Samaria unto him, How is it that thou, 
being a Jew, askest drink of me, which am a woman of Samaria? for the 
Jews have no dealings with the Samaritans. 
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He upheld Jewish Law: 
 
Matthew 5: 17-18 
17 Think not that I am come to destroy the law, or the prophets: I am not 
come to destroy, but to fulfill. 
18 For verily I say unto you, Till heaven and earth pass, one jot or one 
tittle shall in no wise pass from the law, till all be fulfilled. 
 

He regularly attended and taught in the Jewish synagogue and observed 
the Jewish Sabbath. The Jews loved and glorified him: 

 
Luke 4: 14-16 
16 And Jesus returned in the power of the Spirit into Galilee: and 
there went out a fame of him through all the region round about. 
15 And he taught in their synagogues, being glorified of all. 
16 And he came to Nazareth, where he had been brought up: and, as 
his custom was, he went into the synagogue on the Sabbath day, and 
stood up for to read. 
 
Luke 21: 37-38 
37 And in the day time he was teaching in the temple; and at night he 
went out, and abode in the mount that is called the mount of Olives. 
38 And all the people came early in the morning to him in the temple, for 
to hear him. 
 

Only Jews were allowed in the temple. Gentiles were and are to this day 
considered "unclean" by both conservative and orthodox Jews: 

 
Acts 21: 25-28 
25 As touching the Gentiles which believe, we have written and concluded 
that they observe no such thing, save only that they keep themselves from 
things offered to idols, and from blood, and from strangled, and from 
fornication. 
26 Then Paul took the men, and the next day purifying himself with them 
entered into the temple, to signify the accomplishment of the days of 
purification, until that an offering should be offered for every one of them. 
27 And when the seven days were almost ended, the Jews which were of 
Asia, when they saw him in the temple, stirred up all the people, and laid 
hands on him, 
28 Crying out, Men of Israel, help: This is the man, that teacheth all men 
every where against the people, and the law, and this place: and further 
brought Greeks also into the temple, and hath polluted this holy place 
 

Note the above scriptures do not pertain to the Nazarene, but to "Paul." 
The Nazarene was long gone at this time according to scripture. Though 
Paul was a Jew, his mission was to the Gentiles. 
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Like his parents, the Nazarene observed the Passover: 
 

John 2: 13 And the Jews’ Passover was at hand, and Jesus went up 
to Jerusalem. 
 
John 7: 2 Now the Jew’s feast of tabernacles was at hand. 
John 7 10-11 
10 But when his brethren were gone up, then went he also up unto the 
feast, not openly, but as it were in secret. 
11 Then the Jews sought him at the feast, and said, Where is he? 
 
John 7: 14 Now about the midst of the feast Jesus went up into the 
temple, and taught. 
 
Luke 22: 14-15 
14 And when the hour was come, he sat down, and the twelve apostles 
with him. 
15 And he said unto them, With desire I have desired to eat this Passover 
with you before I suffer: 

 
He also observed Hanukkah: 
 

John 10: 22-23 
23 And it was at Jerusalem the feast of the dedication, and it was winter. 
23 And Jesus walked in the temple in Solomon’s porch. 

 
He quoted the Hebrew scriptures: 
 

Matthew 4: 1-11 
1 Then was Jesus led up of the Spirit into the wilderness to be tempted of 
the devil. 
2 And when he had fasted forty days and forty nights, he was afterward an 
hungred. 
3 And when the tempter came to him, he said, If thou be the Son of God, 
command that these stones be made bread. 
4 But he answered and said, It is written, Man shall not live by bread 
alone, but by every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God. 
5 Then the devil taketh him up into the holy city, and setteth him on a 
pinnacle of the temple, 
6 And saith unto him, If thou be the Son of God, cast thyself down: for it is 
written, He shall give his angels charge concerning thee: and in their 
hands they shall bear thee up, lest at any time thou dash thy foot against a 
stone. 
7 Jesus said unto him, It is written again, Thou shalt not tempt the 
Lord thy God. 
8 Again, the devil taketh him up into an exceeding high mountain, and 
sheweth him all the kingdoms of the world, and the glory of them; 
9 And saith unto him, All these things will I give thee, if thou wilt fall down 
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and worship me. 
10 Then saith Jesus unto him, Get thee hence, Satan: for it is written, 
Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, and him only shalt thou serve. 
11 Then the devil leaveth him, and, behold, angels came and ministered 
unto him. 
 
Deuteronomy 8: 3 And he humbled thee, and suffered thee to hunger, and 
fed thee with manna, which thou knewest not, neither did thy fathers 
know; that he might make thee know that man doth not live by bread only, 
but by every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of the LORD doth man 
live. 
 
Deuteronomy 6: 16 Ye shall not tempt the LORD your God, as ye tempted 
him in Massah. 
 
Deuteronomy 6: 13 Thou shalt fear the LORD thy God, and serve him, 
and shalt swear by his name. 
 

Note in the above scenario, though fictitious, Satan approached the Nazarene 
not as an equal, but as superior. An equal does not worship an equal. 
 
He readily admitted to his Jewish identity: 
 

 Mark 15: 2 And Pilate asked him, Art thou the King of the Jews? And 
he answering said unto them, Thou sayest it. 

 
Many deluded Gentiles claim the Nazarene was murdered by the Jews, thus he 
must be a Gentile. This is utter nonsense as the scriptures prove otherwise. In 
addition, as other articles in this book prove, it is the Jews who control both 
sides, and the Jews are the ones who promote this lie in order to bring Gentiles 
who are aware of them under their psychic control through Christianity. It is so 
glaringly obvious how the Christianity is Jewish all the way through. "Jew" "Jews" 
and "Israel" are on nearly every page of the bible. All of the biblical heroes and 
characters are Jewish archetypes beyond all doubt if one would read the 
scriptures. On the other side, the Jews also claim to be agents of Satan, having 
murdered Christ and so forth. Truth be known, assumed "Christians," such as 
cardinals in the Catholic Church, who "translated" parts of the Talmud pertaining 
to the Nazarene and the Virgin, were actually Jews, working for the Jewish 
agenda. Gentiles who are aware of the Jewish problem are often deluded into 
being Christian believers; thus, they are under the psychic control of the Jews. 
This has worked wonders for the Jews in gaining control over their enemies.  
 
 The Jews only punish their own for breaking Jewish law, as only one born of a 
Jewish mother can be a Jew and held accountable to Jewish law: 
 

Matthew 26: 64-66 
66 Jesus saith unto him, Thou hast said: nevertheless I say 
unto you, Hereafter shall ye see the Son of man sitting on the right hand of 
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power, and coming in the clouds of heaven. 
65 Then the high priest rent his clothes, saying, He hath spoken 
blasphemy; what further need have we of witnesses? behold, now ye have 
heard his blasphemy. 
66 What think ye? They answered and said, He is guilty of death. 
 
John 19: 7 The Jews answered him, We have a law, and by our law he 
ought to die, because he made himself the Son of God. 
 
John 18: 31 Then said Pilate unto them, Take ye him, and judge him 
according to your law. The Jews therefore said unto him, It is not 
lawful for us to put any man to death 
 
John 18: 35 Pilate answered, Am I a Jew? Thine own nation and the 
chief priests have delivered thee unto me: what hast thou done? 

 
He was buried as a Jew: 
 

John 19: 40 Then took they the body of Jesus, and wound it in linen 
clothes with the spices, as the manner of the Jews is to bury. 

 
The problem is most people believe what they are told. In order to expose 
Christianity, one must delve deeply into "forbidden knowledge." When one begins 
intense research into the "occult," occasionally one will meet with frightening 
experiences. This is due to certain curses placed, in order to keep our people 
from learning the truth. Orthodox Jews at the higher levels, and their Gentile 
lackeys, such as the ultra-corrupt Vatican of the Catholic Church [which is and 
always has been their tool to control the Gentiles], have known about and used 
this power for centuries. One must continue on relentlessly and there comes a 
point where the real truth will be accessed and the powers the enemy has used 
are no longer effective. 
 
 
References: 
1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_male_circumcision">Wikipedia, the free 
encyclopedia: article on the "History of male circumcision" 
 
2 Ibid 
3 Ibid 
 
Jesus is a Jew 
http://jesusisajew.org/index.php  
 
The Holy Bible: King James Version. 
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YHVH: The Truth About "Yaweh" "Jehova" 
Taking the Mask Off of Christianity 

 
 

The Judeo/Christian Bible has always used extreme fear as a tool to keep people 
away from the occult, sorcery, "witchcraft,” and workings of the mind. In the 
article below, the reasons are obvious. In order for a spell to succeed, the victim 
must lack the necessary knowledge, be a good sheep, and just "believe."  
 
Exodus 22:18 Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live. 
 
"YHVH" aka "Yaweh" "Jehova" is nothing more than a system of Jewish magick. 
"YHVH" known as the "tetragammaton" represents the four corners and 
elements, as does "INRI" along with the four gospels; these represent the four 
corners of magick and the four elements that are so important in any magickal 
working. "YHVH" is used extensively in [Jewish] magick. The Jews stole the 
Kabalah from the Egyptians and corrupted it. It is mainly chanted- "Yod Heh Vau 
Heh" in different combinations.  
 
The Gentile people have been force fed Christianity in order to strip us of all 
knowledge and power. Those at the top play both sides against the middle. What 
this means is the enemy works from within both sides- each side bashing the 
other while they both move ahead. This is analogous to a cop who is heavily 
involved in an open and public anti-drug crusade and secretly sells and pushes 
drugs unbeknownst to his family and community.  
 
Following the Roman sacking of the Temple of Solomon 70 CE, Christianity was 
invented by the Jews the best known is [Paul aka "Saul of Tarsus] so they could 
control the world using the ancient known powers of the mind and the soul. The 
Jews themselves know the Nazarene is a fictitious character based upon some 
20 crucified heroes from Pagan pantheons. With the centuries of devout belief in 
this entity and the psychic energy poured into him through prayer, he has taken 
on a life of his own. For example, Odin hung from a tree, Set was crucified on a 
furka, Buddha sat beneath the Bo [Boa- again the serpent] tree for 
enlightenment; the list goes on. Most of the character of the Nazarene was stolen 
from the Persian God "Mithra." In working a spell, it is always important a 
psychic/subliminal connection be made.  
 
In the case of Christianity, all of the former Pagan [Gentile] Gods were bound 
and replaced with fictitious Jewish deities. The Hebrew Virgin Mary replaced 
Astaroth, the Hebrew Moses legend was stolen from Sargon [both were born in 
secrecy, left in a reed basket to float down the river, and adopted by royalty], 
Hebrew Abraham was stolen from Hindu Brahma. "Brahma in Sanskrit means 
"many." The endless list goes on repeatedly. See Exposing Christianity 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com/   
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There isn't anything in the Christian religion that hasn't been stolen and corrupted 
from Pagan religions pre-dating it from hundreds to thousands of years. The 
Pagan Gods, being a powerful racial memory in the minds of Gentiles were 
replaced with Hebrew characters to be slavishly obeyed and worshipped. This 
set the stage for immense power and control.  
 
Christianity has always been nothing more than a tool to remove spiritual 
knowledge and power from the Gentile population and to keep us from our Gods, 
namely our True Creator God given the name Satan, which means 
"adversary/enemy" in Hebrew .  Those Gentiles who were priests and leaders 
were tortured and put to death. The others who did not follow suffered the same 
lot and any Gentile even suspected of having ties to the old religions was labeled 
as a "heretic" and put to death. Of course, the Jews rant and holler concerning 
the Christian Church's persecution of their small communities during the Middle 
Ages, but this is the age old playing both sides against the middle and those 
Jews at the top could care less how many of their own they have to use. Tomás 
de Torquemada, First Grand Inquisitor of Spain was a Jew.   
 
The Jews have had full control of the Catholic Church [original Christian Church] 
from the beginning. Most of the Catholic popes were of Jewish origins, such as 
the late John Paul II who was born of a Jewish mother [Katz] and recognized as 
a Jew by the Jewish orthodox. Through the Catholic sacrament of confession, 
the Catholic clergy had everyone, namely the Gentile leaders and nobility over a 
barrel. They knew their deepest and darkest secrets.  
 
The Catholic Church is the bulwark of Christianity. Since the Protestant 
reformation, the Jews have also gained control of these sects. The "World 
Council of Churches" is another example.  
 
The Jews have had a vast pool of psychic energy from which to draw from. The 
Jews appointed themselves as "The Chosen of God," the star character of 
Christianity, the Nazarene is a Jew [and a powerful thoughtform], the Virgin Mary 
and her husband Joseph are Jews, the 12 apostles of the Nazarene [13 makes a 
coven- again stolen from the Ancient Pagan religions]- all Jews. In addition, all of 
the characters of the Old and New Testament were stolen from Gentile 
characters and replaced as the "Chosen" Jews.  
 
So the average Christian Gentile, ignorant to the clandestine workings of the 
Jews and the occult, pours more and more psychic energy through devotion and 
prayer into this Jewish energy vortex and people wonder how this minority has 
most of the world's wealth and power. The Gentiles, namely the Christians have 
been under a very powerful spell for centuries.  
 
They cut us off from our Gods, our traditions and our spiritual and religious 
heritage through mass murder, replacing our history with nothing but lies and 
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through fear of the unknown since all Gentile knowledge was taken out of 
circulation. 
 
Their angelic filth- most have names with the classic seven letters: Gabriel, 
Raphael, etc. These seven represent the seven chakras and were used to bind 
the Gentile Gods and make slaves of them using the "Goetia." The Goetic black 
books or "grimoires" all originated with the Jews, such as "The Key of Solomon," 
and "The Sacred Magic of Abramelin the Mage" and many more, [these can 
easily be found online, by typing their titles into a search engine] all originally 
written in Hebrew as most Gentiles cannot read Hebrew. All use the Hebrew 
symbols and chants and direct intense blasphemy against the Gentile Gods who 
have been turned into devils, demons and hideous monsters to be degraded.  
 
Christianity goes in steps. Because it is fictitious, it is spiritually unreliable. 
Certain Christians have at times tapped into this energy vortex and obtained 
results. Prayer groups and such put forth psychic energy. Deluded Christians are 
told to "have faith." Having faith is necessary for any spell or directed working of 
the mind to succeed. With Christianity, it is hit and mostly misses. The few and 
far in-between hits keep the deluded believing, unknowing this is not any 
"miracle" but only the power of the mind. The end objective is atheism. The 
atheist believes in nothing and disregards anything "supernatural" or of the 
occult. He/she is a sitting duck just waiting to be manipulated by those who 
possess occult knowledge and power. 
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The Real Truth: Jews Promote Christianity and Islam 
 
 
Three key offensives the Jews use to destroy Gentiles are infiltration, confusion, 
and creating inner division and disunity. For example, the Jews pretend to be 
against Christianity, but truth be known, they know at the upper levels, 
Christianity, along with its relative of Islam are both Jewish programs that are 
used to destroy Gentiles. Christianity has been used in Europe and for the 
destruction of mainly white peoples through the Inquisition. Christianity's 
counterpart of Islam has been used to enslave mainly non-whites. Both are slave 
programs with nothing spiritual, underneath is Jewish communism. These 
programs are needed by the Jews to prepare Gentiles for communism. Once 
they are no longer needed, they are systematically destroyed by the Jews, with 
the full institution of Bolshevism. The Catholic Church was the KGB of the Middle 
Ages.  
 
Jews work to destroy Gentile, mainly White Patriot organizations through 
infiltration. They pretend to be Aryan. The problem is, online, one cannot see 
whom one is communicating with. They can say anything.  
 
The Jews are very clever in getting control of their enemies. The Jews promote 
Christianity by  
 
§ Claiming to be of Satan,  
§ Claiming affiliation with the anti-christ,  
§ By appearing as though they are working to destroy Christianity 
§ Claiming that the Talmud attacks the Nazarene and Virgin, when in truth, 

the attacks are against Satan and the Gentile Gods 
§ Claiming to be persecuted by Christians 
§ Promoting the accusation that the Jews "murdered christ"  
§ Promoting the idea that Christianity and communism are enemies of each 

other.  
 

Once one is a Christian, one is under the psychic influence and control of the 
Jews and the Jews know this. This establishes a powerful connection for the 
Jews to control their enemies through curses, and other psychic means, as 
Christianity establishes a powerful subliminal connection that very few people are 
aware of. The Jews will do anything and everything to appear to be enemies of 
Christianity, as Christianity is their root of power. This has worked in bringing 
many more unsuspecting Gentiles into the Christian fold. 
 
The ADL [Jewish Defense League] has a huge network of infiltrators with top 
technology and an entire building full of computers where these nefarious 
Jews infiltrate, hack, invent worms and viruses, spy on, and work to destroy 
Gentiles, namely White Patriot organizations from within [their age-old method of 
choice]. 
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Certain White Patriot/NS forums and groups are controlled by individuals working 
for the ADL [who pretend to be Nazis]. These individuals work together in 
collusion, unbeknownst to the majority of the group. They can be identified by 
their constant discouraging of any activity, discouraging wearing or displaying NS 
symbols such as the Swastika, the SS Runes or other PAGAN symbols, which 
make a statement, and their overall negative attitude toward anything that would 
promote National Socialism.  
 
Another key factor here is these Jew infiltrators push Christianity and 
What is known as "Christian identity" especially within these groups. They 
pretend to be Aryan and either directly or indirectly- push Christianity on our 
people, especially new people who are vulnerable. They claim Adolf Hitler and 
even Martin Bormann were "Christians." nothing could be further from the truth!  
Many National Socialist writings were translated into English by Jews and in 
addition, many have been altered. For example, the German words for "evil" and 
such have in many NS writings, been translated into English, using the word 
"satanic." 
 
Regardless of the endless lies about, and the alleged quotes they claim Adolf 
Hitler stated, the PAGAN SYMBOLS of Nazi Germany speak for themselves.  
There is much more proof, if people would bother to do the research. The Pagan 
symbols speak for themselves! 
 
Through deeper investigation into these ADL infiltrators, they immediately e-mail 
new group members with pro-Christian literature and bible verses. This is not 
only to confuse the new and vulnerable, but also to tie NS people into the Jewish 
psychic energy pool, such as Christianity and Islam where one works for one's 
own damnation, and destroys their own people in the process. 
 
The Jews dread our return to our Pagan origins, as that will be the death of them. 
Their power is in Christianity and Islam, which is a huge psychic/astral energy 
vortex of which they draw upon like the parasites they are. Christianity is nothing 
more than an attack on the mass mind with incessant repetitive lies, such as the 
Jews being the "Chosen of God," a fictitious history of the Jews that gives them 
privileges that they are not, nor they ever have been entitled to, and establishes 
a mindset which exalts them and disarms the Gentiles both subconsciously and 
psychically.  
 
No matter what, where, when, or how, the Jews are the ones who push 
Christianity and Islam; knowing in the end, the Gentile victims of these kosher 
programs are psychically under their control at the soul, and what is within the 
soul will eventually manifest into reality. They pretend repeatedly to be at odds 
with, and even outright enemies of the Christian program, but this is to fool you. 
This is strictly for show, and to delude and deceive the Gentiles. 
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This is no different from how they pretend to be against communism, when in 
truth, they are the leaders, promoters, and instigators of communism. The Jews 
are masters of deception and lies. They gain control through confusion. Young 
Jews are taught how to argue in their Yeshiva schools.  
 
 A prime example is Hollywood, and how they work to confuse those who are 
unknowing- most of the Gentile population, with their movies. Most people here 
are well aware of Jewish communism, how they invented it; it is the main theme 
of the Judeo/Christian Bible and all of their 'holy writings'- their program for 
systematically removing spiritual/occult knowledge and power from the Gentiles 
so they, themselves can become 'God' and have a Gentile slave state.  
 
 One blatant example here that they use to confuse is the HBO movie 
"Stalin"[1992] with Robert Duvall and Julia Ormond 
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0105462.  
Throughout the movie, the character "Stalin" is made out to be against the Jews, 
and hating of the Jews. In real life, this is hardly the case. Stalin's real birth name 
was József Dugasvilli. "Dugasvilli" in Georgian, means "SON OF A JEW." Stalin's 
second wife "Nadezhda Alliluyev" [played by Julia Ormond in the movie] was also 
Jewish. His children were Jewish. His eldest son, named "Yakov" is Jewish for 
'Jacob.'  
  
 Lavrenty Beria was another Georgian Jew who worked directly under Stalin. In 
the movie, they also portrayed him to be anti-Jewish. Most people, the general 
populace, are unaware and do not read enough to know the facts beneath all of 
the lies that are thrown at the public.  
 
 More examples include "The Inner Circle" [1991] 
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0103838/ another movie that takes place in the former 
USSR under Stalin, where blatant persecution of the Jews is the main theme. It 
even goes so far as to show a Jewish character being arrested by the NKVD for 
secretly "collaborating with the Nazis." What a joke! Then, the movie goes on 
with more Jews in their best roles as professional victims.  
 
 Moscow on the Hudson [1984]  
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0087747/ was another movie, though only a very 
short, but blatant part of the movie, they show Jews again, with their placards of 
Stars of David [stolen and corrupted from the East Indian "Star of Vishnu"], 
protesting the Soviet communist government. The Jews always whine the 
loudest. These movies and many more are just for show, and to confuse the 
daylights out of Gentiles.  
 
 The Jews, being inventors and promoters of communism, work to try to convince 
an ignorant public that they are against communism. This is controlling both 
sides, and directing each side towards the goals of their agenda, of which the 
Jews are highly skilled at.  
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The Catholic Church is another blatant example- the KGB of the Middle Ages.  
 
"Christianity and communism are very close spiritually and ideologically. This is a 
fairly well known concept that has been adopted by various thinkers, from 
Thomas More to Lev Tolstoy. Few people know that the world's first socialist 
state was established in Paraguay and was based on the ideas of Catholic 
Jesuits before Marx created his teachings."  
 
"The "Society of Jesus" - the Jesuit religious order - in the Catholic Church was 
roughly equivalent to the KGB in the Soviet Union."  
 
Above quotes taken from "Pravda" [The main Communist Party Newspaper and 
leading newspaper of the former Soviet Union] from the article: "Is there any 
difference between Christianity and Communism?" 30/04/2013  
 
The Jews work relentlessly to try to convince the Gentile populace, that they are 
against Christianity, and that they are "persecuted" by Christians and Christianity. 
THIS IS A TOTAL LIE! 
 
 Really now, how can any true Christian be persecuting of Jews? Every single 
page of that bible has either the words "Jew/s" and/or "Israel" written on it, Jesus 
is Jewish from birth to death - circumcised and named on the eighth day in a 
synagogue by a rabbi in maintaining Jewish tradition, his mother and so-called 
"earthly father" were both Jewish and observant of Jewish laws. His 12 disciples 
were Jewish. The entire Judeo/Christian bible is Jewish from cover to cover, just 
as communism is completely under the control of the Jews, so the Jews promote 
the idea that they are enemies of and persecuted by each and this works very 
well in deceiving those of average intelligence.  
 
Real Satanism, as many here are aware is heavily persecuted, suppressed, and 
automatically banned in many areas of the world and even in those where the 
constitution states "religious freedoms.' 
"Satan" means "Enemy" in Hebrew.  
"We Shall Destroy God"  
Direct Quote from the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion 
 
In addition, truths concerning Satanism are viciously suppressed, while the Jews 
dictate false [and horrendous] information regarding Satanism, which leads to 
occult crimes and keeps the Christian program thriving.  
 
One can see the truth for one's self. Where in the world is there even just ONE 
open and public Satanic Church? Anything against the Jews is "evil" and they 
attack it and use their spiritual slaves, such as the Christians to attack it as well. 
Everything the Jews do and are, they twist and pervert and blame it upon 
Gentiles and any groups that are against them, such as Jewish Ritual Murder 
being promoted about Satanism, when it is really their "YAWEH" they are 
sacrificing to. The truth about Satanism is kept heavily suppressed, which in truth 
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is spiritual advancement of the soul and raising the serpent power. The Jews 
who control the media, along with publishing companies, mainstream bookstores, 
and public libraries promote the most degenerate LIES concerning Satan and 
Satanism, while anything positive is heavily suppressed and denied. The Jews 
accuse their enemies of what they themselves do. They infiltrate, imposter, and 
take control. "Satanism" is a blanket term for all of the old Pagan religions and 
"Pagan" means "Gentile."  
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Christianity, Genocide, and the Jews 
 

 
Gentiles and Jews are cosmic enemies. Christianity is a Jewish invention from its 
very inception, used to remove and destroy ancient knowledge and replace it 
with the anti-life Judeo/Christian lies designed to destroy our people. Millions of 
innocent people have been mass murdered, tortured, and slaughtered at the 
hands of Christianity. Fratricidal War after fratricidal war has been fought where 
Gentile, namely Aryan peoples, butchered each other over Christianity. No area 
on the globe has suffered the effects of Christianity more than that of Europe, 
where some 9 million Aryan peoples were systematically mutilated and 
destroyed, with Germany being the hardest hit in an act of genocide. The 
Catholic Church, unbeknownst to many is and always was controlled by the 
Jews. Current Pope John Paul II has a Jewish mother [Katz] and by Jewish law, 
he is considered a Jew, even by the orthodox Jewry. Most of the Catholic Popes 
were of Jewish origins.  
"Pope John Paul II is of Jewish decent. His mother name was Kaczorowska. . . 
the Polonised Jewish name "Katz" . . . As the son of a Jewish mother, Karol 
Wojtyla is, according to Jewish custom, a genuine Jew. . ." 
[Israel News, September 10, 1992]. http://us.altermedia.info/index.php?p=155 
 
Unfortunately, few people know the truth. Those of us who can identify Jews by 
their physical features can easily see from the numerous paintings of popes 
through the ages, nearly all were Jews. The upper echelon of the Catholic 
Church- cardinals, bishops; many are Jews, such as "Count Hans Kolvenbach"—
The Jesuit’s General, the late Bishop "Fulton J. Sheen,"  the late Cardinal 
"Francis Joseph Spellman" who had influence and control over many politicians. 
"1964 -At the AJC annual dinner, Francis Cardinal Spellman, archbishop of New 
York, calls for stronger ties and understanding between the Jewish and Christian 
communities." 
 
The Jews have held power throughout the millennia by controlling both sides. On 
the one hand, they will rant and rave against the Catholic Church and the Jesuits 
and on the other, they clandestinely control the Catholic Church from the inside. 
This is no different from Israel openly allying with the United States and 
supporting democracy, while clandestinely working with the communist nations to 
establish communism. This tactic is known as "Hegelianism." Most of the world is 
deluded as to this.  
 
It is a sad fact Christians continually blame-shift, make excuses and try to explain 
away the endless plethora of contradictions, and facts that are contrary to what 
they were raised to believe. Many make excuses and say the corruption is 
recent: "these days" "the last days" and so forth. The truth is, the corruption and 
Jewish control within the Christian Churches has been a fact from day one. In 
addition, Jehova and his angels are the true evils who have been deluding 
humanity for centuries. "...And he deceiveth all of the nations of the world." 
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People underestimate true "evil." They cannot see they have been worshipping 
the real evil one in their churches for the past 1500 years. "Allah" is another alias 
of this evil as the same angel "Gabriel" was involved with Mohammed. One only 
needs to look to the repression of humanity. These entities work through 
Christians and Muslims, and are all of the Jews. The more devout these 
Christians and Muslims are, the more damage they do to humanity, especially in 
the way of spirituality. Below are excerpts and just a small sample of the mass 
murder, torture, and destruction of human life committed by the Christian Church. 
Many argue in making excuses how the "Catholic Church" is directly responsible 
and how their religious sect is so pristine. These deluded idiots need to read their 
bible from cover to cover before speaking of what they do not know. I am not 
referring to bits and pieces here and there, I am referring to reading the bible 
page by page in its entirety, and maybe then, they will see the light. 
 
§ The Chronicler of Treves reported in 1586 that the entire female 

population of two villages was wiped out by inquisitors. Only two women 
were left alive. 

 
§ Basque region of the Pyrenees; 1608, Lawyer Pierre de Lancre was sent 

to the region to "root out and destroy those who worshipped Pagan Gods." 
Over 600 tortured and murdered.  

 
§ Witch judge Henri Boguet c. 1550-1619 sent some 600 victims to their 

deaths in Burgundy, many of them young children who were 
systematically tortured and then burned alive.  

 
§ Swedish town of Mora, 1669, more than 300 murdered. Among them, 15 

children. 36 children between the ages of 9 and 15 were made to run the 
gauntlet and were beaten with rods upon their hands once a week for an 
entire year. Twenty of the youngest children, all under the age of 9 were 
whipped on their hands at the church door for 3 Sundays in succession. 
Many more were severely beaten for witchcraft offenses.  

 
§ In Scotland, under the rule of Oliver Cromwell, a total of 120 in a single 

month were murdered in 1661. Estimates of the total dead have been as 
high as 17,000 between 1563 and 1603.  

 
§ In Würzburg, Germany, the Chancellor wrote a graphic account in the year 

of 1629:  "...there are three hundred children of three or four years, who 
are said to have had intercourse with the Devil. I have seen children of 
seven put to death, and brave little scholars of ten, twelve, fourteen, and 
fifteen years of age..."  

 
§ Between the years of 1623 and 1633, some 900 "witches" were put to 

death throughout Würzburg. This was largely maintained by the Jesuits.  
 
§ Salzburg, Austria, 1677-1681 over 100 murdered  
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Our people, our leaders, those with ancient knowledge who preserved our 
traditions were wiped out by the Christian church. Hundreds of Druid priests were 
slaughtered; nature women who were knowledgeable in folklore and herbal 
medicine were labeled as “witches” and tortured to death by the Inquisition. This 
even extended to our children, many of which were tortured and murdered by the 
Inquisition and went to war for the church during the Crusades. This was to 
ensure all racial memory and knowledge was eradicated, only to be replaced with 
lies to destroy our people.  
 

"Christianity and communism are very close spiritually and ideologically. 
This is a fairly well known concept that has been adopted by various 
thinkers, from Thomas More to Lev Tolstoy. Few people know that the 
world's first socialist state was established in Paraguay and was based on 
the ideas of Catholic Jesuits before Marx created his teachings."  
 
"The "Society of Jesus" - the Jesuit religious order - in the Catholic Church 
was roughly equivalent to the KGB in the Soviet Union."  
 

Above quotes taken from "Pravda" [The main Communist Party Newspaper and 
leading newspaper of the former Soviet Union] From the article: Is there any 
difference between Christianity and Communism? 30/04/2013  
 
Human sexuality was labeled as an abomination so this would ensure white 
people didn’t have too many babies. The strictly enforced monogamous marriage 
instituted by the Catholic Church carried this a step further to cut down our birth 
rate, only to reverse its anti-life stance with the arrival of Protestantism, which it 
perceived as a lethal threat to its world domination, and began encouraging the 
breeding of as many Catholics as possible who they eventually used to kill off 
non-Catholics. Many “illegitimate” children were murdered at birth or lived as 
outcasts. Some were hidden in basements, closets, and attics never seeing the 
light of day.  
 
Our ancient alphabet of runes, which pre-dates all other known scripts was 
nearly wiped out completely, but survived in small areas in the North. In Iceland 
alone, anyone caught with runes or knowledge of them faced the death penalty.  
 
Our Gentile Gods were defamed, made into hideous Demons where those under 
the nefarious spell of Christianity have cursed them and brought ridicule upon 
them with Halloween, making them into monsters and ghouls to be mocked. Our 
Gods have been treated lower than dirt by our own peoples who have had all 
knowledge taken from them and forced into Christianity for generations.  
Knowledge of our ancient traditions has been removed and what remained was 
absorbed and altered by the Catholic Church. With the growing power of 
Christianity, Christian fundamentalists are now at last, working to remove the 
Yule trees from xmas, the Easter bunny from Easter and annihilate Halloween 
celebrations.   
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By cutting a people off from their heritage, their Gods, their customs, their culture 
and replacing it with anti-life destructive lies, this is a giant step to genocide. Our 
people have lost their fighting instinct, which is so necessary for survival. This 
has been replaced with the anti-life “turn the other cheek” attitude of the 
Nazarene, encouraging servitude, victimization, and slavery. The Old Testament 
of the Judeo/Christian bible is replete with story after story of the destruction and 
annihilation (genocide) of white Gentile peoples at the hands of the Jews and 
their “God.” Entire cities and Nations were wiped out into extinction. The 
“promised land” is not the small state of Israel, but the entire planet. 
 
Our people are at such a loss to their origins and spirituality; they grope through 
the judeo/Christian teachings looking for their roots, which have been twisted 
beyond recognition. Anything having to do with Ancient Aryan practices and 
culture is labeled as “evil” and to be avoided at all costs. So many are lost and 
deluded as to their spiritual origins. "Satan" is the Hebrew word for "adversary." 
Anything deemed as a threat to the Jews or their conquest for world domination 
is labeled as "Satanic" and "Satanic" has been used as a synonym for "evil." 
Various Pagan Gods have been named "Satan," the most noted of these being 
the Roman God "Lucifer." Our people are basically lost as the identities of our 
Original Gods were destroyed. Ea (Lord of the Earth) who is our Original Creator 
God is the real "Satan." He fathered children with earth women. This is where the 
blonde haired blue-eyed race of humans originated.   
 
Grimoires written and used by Jews to abuse our Gods were foisted off on the 
gentile peoples to curse their own Gods, believing them to be hideous monsters 
of the lowest level, while their debased "God" and his nefarious angels are 
elevated to the highest level. These beings are totally alien to Aryan peoples.  
 
All of this has had the affect of degeneration, degeneration of our souls, 
degeneration of our peoples, and degeneration of our society as a whole.  
 
Areas of the world that retained ancient customs memories and knowledge of the 
Original Gods were attacked and more mass murder ensued. The Inca and Aztec 
empires were destroyed; many monasteries in Tibet were sacked, burnt, and 
razed to the ground; their priests and lamas systematically tortured by the 
communist Chinese. 
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The Reptilian Origins of the Jewish People 
 

 
 
 
The photo above is of a reptilian statuette found in graves of the Ubaid people 
who lived in what is now present day Iraq. The statue dates back to 4,000 BCE., 
about the time the Jews claim of their beginnings. Gentile peoples go back much 
further than that. We know there was a "war in heaven" [out there] and our side 
[Satan] lost. Anyone who can identify a Jew by their features knows they 
resemble reptilian aliens. This may sound outlandish and ridiculous, but if people 
would study and look with open eyes, they would see this. The greatest 
misconception people have is that the Jews are a religion. They are NOT. They 
are a race. They are often known for their large noses, but their ears and their 
prominent bottom lip among other features are what give them away. One cannot 
say this about a Protestant, a Catholic or any other religion. Tay Sachs disease is 
only known to Jews. Diseases do not attack members of a religion, they are 
racial. The list of rare and freakish diseases that the Jews are host to is endless, 
the elephant man disease being one.  
Those who oppose me, I afflict with disease – Satan 
 
The following are excerpts from "Nature's Eternal Religion" by Ben Klassen: 
 
Nature in her infinite wisdom has put the highest premium on survival of the 
species. In her profuse variety, Nature has brought forth creatures of all kinds, 
fish and fowl, animal and vegetable, insect and bacteria. Some creatures like the 
cardinal and bluebird are beautiful to behold. Others like the scorpion fish and the 
sloth are not. Some creatures are flesh eating. Others are herbivorous. Some 
animals, like cows, forage on the grass of the meadows. Others like the coyote, 
the wolf and the tiger are predatory. Other creatures like cockroaches, 
mosquitoes and maggots are parasitic. Each creature has its means of 
existence and survival and its means of perpetuating its species. In all, the will to 
live and perpetuate its own kind is intensely strong. If it were not, the species 
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would soon have died out. In the human species, there is one race that stands 
out above all others in the intensity and fierceness in its will to survive — 
that is the Jewish race. How this one race has survived and stayed intact through 
all the convulsions and upheavals of history for 5000 years is something 
remarkable to behold. 
 
Whereas some of the ancient races of recorded history such as the Babylonians, 
the Romans, the Phoenicians, the Egyptians, as a race, have all gone down the 
sinkhole of history — the Jew has survived. Not only has he survived, but he has 
become the slave-master of all the other races of the world, although he only 
numbers a small percentage of the world's population. 
 
Whereas the White Race has been a builder, explorer and creator of civilizations, 
of governments and nations, the Jew has been none of these. On the contrary, 
he has been the very antithesis of the noble White Man. Throughout his history, 
which goes back more than 5000 years, during which he has remained united as 
a race, the Jew has been the parasite and predator on the backs of those nations 
who have been his unwilling hosts. The Jew has never been a creator, nor a 
builder, nor a producer, like the members of the White Race. On the contrary, he 
has been a destroyer of civilizations, a plunderer of nations, and a killer who 
invented the very idea of genocide in the earliest stages of his own history. All we 
have to do is read their own Old Testament to find that in page after page after 
page they slew, killed and plundered one tribe after another. One nation after 
another was put to the sword, man, woman, and child. 
 
The history of mankind is filled with wars and conflict, but of all the conflicts that 
have ensued between the different nations and the different races, there is only 
one race that has aroused the most violent antagonisms no matter where they 
settled — that race is the Jewish race. 
 
Why is it that the Jewish Race has survived through all the upheavals of over 
5000 years of history, whereas more powerful races like the Romans have 
perished? Is it because the Jew is tough? We find that the Jew is tough, but other 
races, such as the Romans, have been even tougher and they have not survived. 
Is it because he is a good fighter? No, he is, in fact, a physical coward and in 
open combat he is certainly one of the lesser and more cowardly warriors. Is it 
because he is more treacherous and deceitful? Perhaps, since in this 
characteristic he undoubtedly excels all other peoples. But this is not the sole 
reason why he has survived either. The reason for his survival lies in his unique 
religion. Early in their history, the Jews realized the tremendous potency of 
religion as a weapon — a weapon to either unite their own race, or a weapon to 
disintegrate and destroy their enemies. For thousands of years they have 
capitalized upon this knowledge to the hilt. In a masterful fashion, they have 
manipulated religion to their advantage with an evil cunning that no other people 
seems to have even suspected. 
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The central theme of the Jewish religion is hatred, hatred for the Gentiles, that is 
all other races. The other overwhelmingly powerful facet of the Jewish religion is 
racial loyalty, loyalty to its own kind. Whereas to the average White Gentile, sadly 
enough, it matters very little with whom he does business, whether it is another 
White Man or not. Nor is the average White Gentile too interested in whether the 
person next door or the person he meets is one of his own kind. But to a Jew, 
whether he is doing business with a Jew, living next door to a Jew, or meets a 
Jew, this means everything. 
 
The main center of power of the Jewish worldwide conspiracy now resides in the 
New World. In fact, in New York is the largest center of Jewish population in the 
world, and New York is the central financial powerhouse, not only of the United 
States, but also the rest of the world. 
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What the Jewish Rabbis Have To Say about Satan 
 
 
Satan does indeed HATE the Jewish people intensely. He has made this very 
blatant to his closest disciples. The following are direct quotes from Jewish rabbis 
and other religious Jews, including some Christian quotes at the end of the page. 
This is pretty obvious. 
 
Rabbinical quotes about Satan: 
[A few Christian quotes are included towards the end of the page] 
 
"Those who use the Holocaust to justify either their atheism or  their tendency to 
devalue the authority of the Jewish Bible should remember that Satan, not G-d, is 
the author of Nazism and anti-Semitism."  
http://www.afii.org/texts/hw2p2rb.htm 
http://www.afii.org/texts/hw2p2rb.htm 
 
"SATAN IS THE AUTHOR OF ANTI-SEMITISM, THE HATRED OF THE JEWS" 
The term 'anti-Semitism' was coined in 1879 by a German journalist Wilhelm 
Marr to designate anti-Jewish campaigns then appearing throughout Europe. 
Since that time, the term has been universally applied to any form of behavior or 
literature which evidences hostility toward the Jews. With every fiber of his 
depraved, sinister being, Satan despises the Jews. He hates them with a perfect 
hatred, and his demented nature is revealed in his treatment of the Jewish 
people. This hatred is a reflection of his hatred for God [as Jews are God's 
chosen people]. Their total destruction is his goal. He is the author of the spirit  
of anti-Semitism.  
He has tried to persecute God's people, the Jews, in order to eliminate them so 
that the promised seed of Genesis 3:15, Yeshua, would not be born, and 
mankind would not be redeemed. The Book of Esther details how the enemy of 
God and his people tried to eliminate the Jewish race, but God raised up Esther 
for "such a time as this" to deliver her race. King Herod tried to eliminate Yeshua 
by having all the male babies in Bethlehem under two years of age killed. 
In our generation the Holocaust is ever mindful of Hitler's outrage against millions 
of Jews, while Stalin's killing of thirty million Jews goes hardly mentioned. Today, 
one out of every five people in the world is committed to the death of the Jews. 
Islam requires the death of the Jews." 
http://www.hebroots.org/hebrootsarchive/9805/980528_g.htmlhttp://www.hebroot
s.org/hebrootsarchive/9805/980528_g.html 
 
"Therefore, Satan is desperately trying to stop the return of the Messiah. That is 
why Satan is doing all he can to destroy the Jewish people. At the same time he 
is trying to make faith in Yeshua so alien and repugnant that no self-respecting 
Jew, let alone the nation, would ever desire to repent and trust in Him! Every 
congregation of believers in Yeshua, Jewish or Gentile, which doesn't endeavor 
to bring the Good News to the Jewish people, is actually playing into the present 
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plan of Satan: stop Israel from recognizing their Messiah, Satan's destroyer, so 
Messiah can't return."  
http://www.wordofmessiah.org/june.htmhttp://www.wordofmessiah.org/june.htm 
 
"In this century, Satan has fanned the flames of hatred against the Jews by using 
Muslims worldwide in his attempt to stop God's Plan which will see Jesus Christ 
returning to the Mount of Olives.  If there is no Jewish Israel, Satan has reasoned 
that God's Word would be a lie, God's Plan would fail, and he could then 
survive." 
http://www.bibleprobe.com/baruch.htmhttp://www.bibleprobe.com/baruch.htm 
 
"Where did Anti-Semitism come from? What is the real cause of this evil thought? 
The answer is very plain. It comes from the devil. Did you know that the first time 
the devil is mentioned by the name "Satan" is when he acts against Israel? 
"And Satan stood up against Israel, and provoked David to number Israel." [I 
Chronicles 21:1] 
Satan is the one who is the cause of all the persecution and suffering of Israel. 
Satan hates the nation through whom so much blessing has come to the world, 
especially Messiah Jesus. When the devil is angry against Israel, it always ends 
in his defiance against the Messiah and Saviour, Yeshua ha Meshiach. 
From Pharaoh, the first anti-Semite on record, to Amalek, Haman, then to the 
King of Syria in 168 B.C., to the Roman War in 66-70 A.D., Satan was the 
moving factor in Jewish persecution and bloodshed. Through the Crusades, the 
Spanish Inquisition, the Russian pogroms and the Nazi holocaust you read the 
history of what Satan has done through men against my Jewish people. 
But there is coming a day when the fierce attacks against the nation of Israel will 
come to an end. The God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob will fight against those 
who have persecuted the Jew. Then Satan will have his final attack on Israel and 
God will cast him into the Lake of Fire as prophesied." 
http://www.rockofisrael.org/articles/a3.htmhttp://www.rockofisrael.org/articles/a3.
htm 
 
"The Arab nations will still be bent on the destruction of that tiny nation in the 
Middle East. There will still be hatred of Jews and a determination to annihilate 
them. The source of the hatred [ha satan, in English: satan] will still be very much 
alive, and will most likely be more active than ever as he sees his time growing 
short. The deceiver will still be busy at work convincing pastors and unsuspecting 
believers around the world that the Israelis are brutal aggressors who kill 
innocent Palestinian children. The media is a great asset to satan. People 
believe the lies they read in the press and Israel gets another black eye." 
http://www.jewishjewels.org/newsletters/2003_03.htmhttp://www.jewishjewels.org
/newsletters/2003_03.htm 
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"There should be no more fighting over the land, but because of man’s carnality 
and because satan hates the Jewish people because of this covenant, the war 
rages on.  It will continue to do so until Yahshua, the Holy One of Israel returns to 
set up His earthly Kingdom from the Holy City of Jerusalem!" 
http://www.geocities.com/achothatorah/LT/land.htmlhttp://www.geocities.com/ach
othatorah/LT/land.html 
 
"Since 1948 there have been several times when Israel had to close it’s borders 
to tourists. Having dealt with people engaged in hundreds of tours to Israel there 
has never been an incident of a tourist being hurt or killed by terrorists. If you 
plan to go to the Holy Land you can count on the following: Satan will begin, 
about 30 days before you are to depart, to try and cause a major incident or to 
create a climate of fear to keep you from going to Israel."  
http://www.sabbathrest.org/tours.htmhttp://www.sabbathrest.org/tours.htm 
 
"Anti-Israel designs of any description are demonic. Satan has hated God’s 
chosen people from the moment Abraham was called. This occurred many years 
preceding the name of “Israel” being given to Jacob as he wrestled with God. It 
was all part of the seed of woman and the promise of the Messiah." 
http://www.pawcreek.org/articles/endtimes/MysteryBabylonAntiIsraelAtTheHighe
stLevel.htmhttp://www.pawcreek.org/articles/endtimes/MysteryBabylonAntiIsrael
AtTheHighestLevel.htm 
 
 "Considering the above, we will understand why Satan hates the "sound of the 
Shofar" for It will clearly deliver the message that he is, and has been defeated 
by the shed blood of the Lamb of God! The very sound of the Shofar makes 
Satan despise our praise and worship unto the Lord. He hates those who have 
repented of their sins and follow the Lord Y’Shua. He hates "Ha Davar - The 
Word" and He who is the Word. He cannot tolerate those that do battle in 
Y’Shua’s Name. He hates to be reminded that Y’Shua was resurrected from the 
dead three days and three nights after He gave His life, defeating that evil one. 
Satan hates the State of Israel, for were the Jewish people still in the Diaspora 
and Israel not been re-established, the Lord Y’Shua cannot return. Also, Satan 
hates to hear about his final doom." 
http://cometozion.faithweb.com/rmi2.htmhttp://cometozion.faithweb.com/rmi2.htm 
 
"You need to know and understand that Satan hates the Jewish people. Through 
promises made to Abraham and his seed, God would bring forth into the earth 
the revelation of Himself and His redemption to humanity. Satan hates the seed 
of Abraham. Satan hates the Jew. Jesus was a Jew." 
http://www.spiritoflifeministries.com/PropheticEvents.htmlhttp://www.spiritoflifemi
nistries.com/PropheticEvents.html 
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"So if God loves the Jewish people, why are they slandered and maligned? The 
evil of this deed lies far below the darkest depths of the most corrupt human 
heart. It is an insidious hatred that Satan has for the Jewish people. First, Satan 
hates God, so it is natural that he would hate the focus of God's attention. It is 
natural for him to want to destroy them because he wants to hurt God. He wants 
to make God look impotent. After all, if the Almighty God can't protect His people 
then what is the guarantee that He can protect anyone? But it is a miracle that 
the Jewish people are still around today. They are a true testament to God's 
divine protection." 
http://www.delusionresistance.org/christian/christkillers.htmlhttp://www.delusionre
sistance.org/christian/christkillers.html 
 
"Satan hates the Jews with a passion because they gave the world both the Bible 
and the Messiah. He also hates the promises that God has made to save a great 
remnant of the Jews in the end times." 
http://www.lamblion.com/articles/prophecy/Jews-Israel/Jews-
06.phphttp://www.lamblion.com/articles/prophecy/Jews-Israel/Jews-06.php 
  
"Satan is determined to destroy the Jewish people so that God cannot keep His 
promise to bring a remnant to salvation. This is the reason that Satan is 
orchestrating all the nations of the earth against Israel today. God has raised up 
a nation that Satan, as the prince of this world, is determined to destroy." 
http://www.lamblion.com/articles/prophecy/pcl/pcl-
05.phphttp://www.lamblion.com/articles/prophecy/pcl/pcl-05.php 
 
"Jerusalem Forever" 
Concerning Islam, Israel, Teaching - The root reason why Israel's enemies 
oppose Israel with such intensity is because they hate God.[see verse 2 above] 
Satan hates God and His plan for earth centered in Jerusalem and the Jewish 
people. This is not intended to be hateful, the truth is quite often painful, but after 
it is revealed to us we have an opportunity to be free from satanic deception that 
leads us to oppose the Only True God, who is the God of Israel." 
http://members.tripod.com/~JerusalemForever/http://members.tripod.com/~Jerus
alemForever/ 
http://www.messianicdirectory.com/alpha/j/j3.htmlhttp://www.messianicdirectory.c
om/alpha/j/j3.html 
 
"IV. Roots of Anti-Semitism in the Church  
A plot to undermine this "one new man" concept was systematically introduced 
as one of the primary schemes of the devil. Satan hates Israel because she 
brought forth the Redeemer of mankind. He especially hates the saved remnant 
of Israel because they maintain a testimony of true Jewish identity in Yeshua. 
[Rev. 12:17] Since Satan's schemes are thwarted by the power of Yeshua's 
blood, and believers are called to walk in the humility of that fact, the enemy's 
entrée into the Christian's life is through arrogance and pride. Perhaps the 
exclusivity of the Messianic Jews caused a negative reaction among Gentile 
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believers, but there were early signs in the Church of arrogance toward the 
Messianic Jewish community. Paul addressed this arrogant attitude in his letter 
to the Romans." 
http://www.baruchhashem.com/resources/reconciliation.htmlhttp://www.baruchha
shem.com/resources/reconciliation.html 
 
"Ultimately, the source of anti-Semitism lies with Satan himself. He hates God, 
and he is and always has been committed to the destruction of what God loves 
and desires. As God's chosen covenant people, Jews are at the bull's-eye of this 
hatred. Satan also knows that the restoration of the Jewish people plays a central 
role in the return of the Messiah. Thus, he is committed at all costs to preventing 
this. Jewish theology can't explain the Holocaust--and actually the "why" of it is 
part of the larger question, Why is there evil and suffering in the world if God is a 
God of love? The question is perplexing even to the most solid believer." 
http://www.charismamag.com/a.php?ArticleID=6590http://www.charismamag.co
m/a.php?ArticleID=6590 
  
Satanic Origins Of Anti-Semitism: 
http://www.biblicist.org/bible/plot.shtmlhttp://www.biblicist.org/bible/plot.shtml 
 
"Even worse, it attributes Satan's unholy, malicious and vengeful actions to a 
holy and righteous God. When God judges His own people, His ultimate purpose 
is not retribution but restoration. His intention is not to destroy but to heal, not 
merely to punish but ultimately to purify from sin. Satan, on the other hand, is the 
destroyer. He enjoys inflicting horror and suffering on God's people with the 
ultimate intention of annihilation. God has staked His reputation on the 
preservation and the ultimate restoration of the Jewish people. Satan therefore 
aspires to destroy the Jews, in order to nullify God's promises and make Him out 
to be a liar." 
http://www.biblicist.org/bible/plot.shtmlhttp://www.biblicist.org/bible/plot.shtml 
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Israel Starts Using DNA to Check for "Jewishness of Immigrants" 
Posted by TNO Staff— on August 12, 2013 
 
http://newobserveronline.com/israel-starts-using-dna-to-check-for-jewishness-of-
\immigrants/ 
 
Israel, which already has one of the most racially-restrictive immigration policies 
in the world, is about to introduce DNA testing to ensure that no non-Jews from 
Russia enter the country, according to an announcement from the Prime 
Minister's office in Tel Aviv made at the end of July 2013. According to an article 
in the Times of Israel, Russian-speakers who want to make "aliya" will in future 
need a DNA test. 
 
This development is the surest sign yet that Jewishness is not a cultural 
construct, but a biological one, and also further evidence that the "Khazar 
theory"—which would have introduced non-Semitic elements into the Jewish 
gene pool—is incorrect, as proved by earlier DNA evidence. 
According to the Times of Israel, "would-be immigrants from former Soviet Union 
may be asked to prove [their] Jewish bloodline" and will be "subjected to DNA 
testing to prove their Jewishness." 
 
The announcement said "many Jews from the FSU [Russia] who were born 
out-of-wedlock can be required to bring DNA confirmation of Jewish heritage in 
order to be allowed to immigrate as a Jew. 
 
"A source in the PMO told Maariv that the consul's procedure, approved by the 
legal department of the Interior Ministry, states that a Russian-speaking child 
born out-of-wedlock is eligible to receive an Israeli immigration visa if the birth 
was registered before the child turned 3. Otherwise, a DNA test to prove Jewish 
parentage is necessary." 
"A Foreign Ministry spokesman said that the decision to require DNA testing for 
Russian Jews is based on the recommendations of Nativ, an educational 
program under the auspices of the Prime Minister's Office to help Jews from the 
FSU immigrate to Israel." 
 
"The issue cuts to the heart of Israel's Law of Return, which allows anybody with 
a Jewish parent, grandparent or spouse to move to Israel and be eligible for 
citizenship. Determining who is a Jew — a definition which has evolved along 
with the religion's many streams — has led the interior Ministry to create a 
somewhat byzantine system of checks and rules and has sometimes led 
applicants, especially converts to Judaism, to fight for the right to immigrate in 
Israeli courts." 
 
This demand for DNA tests for immigrants to Israel contrasts dramatically with 
the demand for open borders made by all Jewish organizations in America and 
elsewhere. 
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Christianity and Communism: Jewish Twins 
 

 
The following excerpt was taken from "Nature's Eternal Religion" by Ben Klassen  
 
Note* Although this article was written for a white audience, Jewish communism 
affects all Gentiles [non-jews] regardless of race, and this is definitely worth a 
read. Christianity is a preparation for communism, its doctrines are identical with 
communist philosophy, and there is nothing spiritual about it. All occult 
knowledge and power that would enable Gentiles to fight back through spiritual 
warfare [what the Jews have been using against us for centuries] has been 
systematically removed. After being forcibly removed with the Inquisition, this 
power has been in the hands of the top Jewish rabbis to throw curses, create 
unimaginable wealth and power, and to use at will against Gentiles. In other 
words, as the "YHVH" aka "Jehova" is in truth the Jewish people, they become 
"God."  
Communism is another Jewish brotherhood scam that fools Gentiles into thinking 
it is for equality, peace, and better living. Nothing could be further from the truth. 
It is a Jewish program of genocide, mass-murder, and slavery for Gentiles, 
regardless of color.  
Quote from the Jewish Talmud: Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L:  
"Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that the Jew would not have to 
be served by beasts. The non-Jew is consequently an animal in human form, and 
condemned to serve the Jew day and night."  
 

Christianity and Communism: Jewish Twins from "Nature's Eternal 
Religion" by Ben Klassen 

 
To hear the Kosher Konservatives tell it, a fierce, intensive battle is raging today 
between the evil forces of communism and the sacred forces of Christianity. We 
are led to believe that it is an all out battle between good and evil. We are told 
that these two forces are the very essence of two poles of opposition — in 
complete and diametrical conflict. It is a sham battle. The fact is they are both 
degenerate products of the collective Jewish mind, designed to do one and the 
same thing — to destroy the White Race. If we take a closer look at these two 
evil forces that have bedeviled and tormented the minds of the White Race for all 
these years, we find that they are not on opposite sides at all. We find that they 
are both on the side of international Jewry, doing the job they were designed to 
do, namely: confuse and confound the White Man's intelligence so that he 
himself will help the Jew in destroying the White Race.  
 
In comparing the two we find that they are strikingly similar, and not opposites. In 
fact, there are so many similarities in the two programs and in the philosophy of 
these two creeds that the hand of the same author can easily be detected. That 
author is the International Jewish network. They and they alone wrote both the 
creed of Christianity and the creed of communism. Both communism and 
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Christianity preach against materialism. Communism designates those 
productive and creative forces of our society to which we owe in such large part 
the benefits of a productive White civilization, as "bourgeois." It then lashes out 
with unparalleled fury at the bourgeois and tells us over and over again that they 
must be destroyed. Instead of giving credit where credit is due, it slanders and 
vilifies these constructive and productive elements, namely the bourgeois or the 
capitalists, as the ultimate in evil. Christianity tells us basically the same thing. It 
tells us that it will be more difficult for a camel to pass through the eye of a 
needle than for a rich man to get to heaven. It tells us that we should "sell all thou 
hast and give it to the poor," an insidious piece of advice that, if followed, would 
make us all a pack of roving bums and beggars. It would most surely cause the 
breakdown of our society. Christianity further tells us "lay not up treasures on 
earth, but lay up treasures in heaven." Throughout, the implication is clear. Don't 
accumulate unto yourself any of the good things in life. If, through hard work, 
you've already managed to accumulate some wealth, get rid of it, give it away, 
give it to the poor, above all, give it to the Church, they'll take it, with relish. The 
net result of this fantastically bad advice, of course, is that it will more easily pass 
into the hands of the Jews, who do not subscribe to such foolishness. They hope 
to make fools of us, knowing very well the old saying "A fool and his money are 
soon parted," is only too true.  
 
The other side of the coin is that the leaders of both Christianity and communism 
themselves are fantastically materialistic. When we look at the Catholic Church 
on down through the ages, we find that whereas they were extracting the last 
mite from the poor widow, the church itself was gathering up and hoarding gold, 
silver and precious gems in unbelievable quantities. Not only was it taking in and 
gathering all the gold, silver and precious stones that it could, but it acquired 
huge amounts of real estate, and the Catholic Church today is undoubtedly the 
most fantastically wealthy institution on the face of the earth. Even through the 
Dark Ages when poverty was widespread, mostly because of Christianity itself, 
we find these huge and fabulously rich cathedrals, built in the midst of poverty, 
with gold encrusted altars and apses and vaults and columns and walls. The 
leadership of the Church caused to be built huge and great Basilicas, Cathedrals, 
Abbeys, Baptisteries, Mausoleums, Convents, and Churches. Practically all of 
these were so lavish and so huge in comparison with the meager surroundings of 
the times, that they flamboyantly stood out as the main repository of all the 
material wealth — gold, silver and architectural lavishness — of both their era 
and their geographical location. The church never has bothered to explain why it 
was so necessary to have such lavish wealth on display to the worshipping 
faithful, who were told time and again that it was evil to "lay up treasures." Unto 
this day, churches are built to be flamboyant, garish and bizarre. Money seems 
to be no object.  
 
The Vatican, that citadel of "spiritual" leadership, which also preaches, "lay not 
up treasures on earth," does not practice what it preaches. On the contrary, what 
it practices is indeed the height of hypocrisy, and the antithesis of spirituality. It 
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goes all out for laying up treasures on earth. It has amassed unto itself a portfolio 
of 5.6 billion dollars in stocks alone, not to mention all of its real estate, art 
treasures and other valuables. It enjoys an annual income of 1.5 billion dollars, 
much of it undoubtedly collected from the "widow's last mite," as well as its vast 
holdings. Next Back Home The United States religious establishment as a whole 
is valued at 102 billion dollars. In 1969, of the 17.6 billion dollars United States 
individuals contributed to charity, 45 percent, or 7.9 billion dollars was earmarked 
for religious purposes. Pretty materialistic for a religion that "shuns" earthly 
treasures and preaches "my kingdom is not of this world."  
Likewise, the communist bosses in Russia, practically all of which are Jews, have 
accumulated unto themselves all the riches of the countryside. While the 
communist slave laborer is toiling away twelve hours a day and then comes 
home to a dingy, dirty, filthy, crowded little apartment shared with other families, 
his Jewish bosses have opulent palaces spread all over the countryside. They 
drive the best of cars, chauffeur driven, of course, and eat the best of foods. Not 
only that, but they have the best of planes at their disposal to fly wherever they 
see fit to govern their slave laborers. These Jewish communist bosses usually 
also have at their disposal imported clothes and tailors and a galaxy of servants. 
When they need a rest from running their slave empire, they have private villas 
on the Black Sea or other choice vacation spots at their beck and call. And so it 
goes in the Proletarian Worker's Paradise.  
 
Let us pass on to the next similarity. Both communism and Christianity make 
extensive use of the weapons of terror, both psychological and real. Undoubtedly 
the most ghoulish and vicious concept ever contrived by the depraved and 
collective mind of Jewry is the concept of hell. Can you think of anything more 
horrible than placing millions of people in confinement in a superheated torture 
chamber and then burning them forever and ever without even the mitigating 
mercy of allowing them to die? With this piece of "Good News," and "Joyful 
Tidings," Christianity set out to conquer the minds of its superstitious and 
unreasoning victims. The fact that such a torture chamber was non-existent did 
not at all detract from the fact that it was a real threat to those who were made to 
believe that it was real. To a child, for instance, if you tell him that the Boogieman 
is going to get him, and he innocently believes you, then the threat is just as real 
as if a Boogieman actually existed. And so it is with hell. To those that have 
become convinced that it exists, this horrible threat is just as real as if it did exist. 
However, Christianity did not stop with using psychological terror alone. Those 
who deviated from the official church line were declared as heretics and forthwith 
burned at the stake. The idea of using fire in one form or another as a means of 
torturing their opponents seems to have obsessed these "loving" Christians' 
minds. According to van Braght's famous Martyr's Mirror, some 33,000 Christians 
were put to death by other so-called Christians by means of burning at the stake, 
a grizzly type of revenge. Among my ancestors alone (who were of the 
Mennonite faith) some 2,000 martyrs were burned at the stake by these ever-
loving Christians. One outstanding feature about this burning at the stake 
business was that they were always White people who were being burned. Never 
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have I ever heard of a Jew being burned at the stake for not believing precisely 
along specified lines of Judaism, even though they did not believe in Christ at all. 
Burning at the stake wasn't the only means of torture and death used by these 
love-dispensing Christians who were so eager lo spread their message of love.  
 
During the Inquisition, and other times, all the beastly refinements of torture that 
the depraved human mind could devise were used to extort confessions and 
whip the unbelievers or heretics into line. The thumb-screw, water-dip, the iron 
corset, drawn and quartered, gouging out one's eyes with hot irons, and the rack 
(slowly tearing limb from body by means of stretching) were but some of the 
devices used by these ever-loving Christians to spread their gospel of Love. 
When the communists came along and used physical torture as one of their 
instruments of conquest, they had very little left to invent but what the Christians 
had already utilized before them. And this is as can be expected, since it was 
Jewish fiendishness that designed the means of torture for both. Nor did the 
Church hesitate to use wholesale warfare to batter down whole nations that did 
not submit to their religious dictation. In fact during the 16th, 17th and 18th 
century the main causes of war were religious dissentions in which one religious 
group sought to force their beliefs on their opposites by wholesale warfare and 
slaughter. The communist record of using wholesale terror, both psychological 
and physical, is so recent, so widespread and so well known that we need hardly 
review it here.  
 
In Russia alone the Jewish communist regime used terror on a scale unknown 
before in the annals of history. In order to exterminate the best of the White Race 
in Russia, namely the White Russians, the Jews slaughtered some 20,000,000. 
The terror, the killings, the murders that are going on in Russia today defy the 
imagination of the average White Man's mind. In any case, both communism and 
Christianity are using, and have used, terror extensively, both psychological and 
physical, to subjugate their victims. Whereas the Christians excelled in 
psychological terror, the communists excel in physical terror. But in both cases 
the Jews were experts in using whatever type of terror best accomplished their 
ends. Both communism and Christianity have a book that presumably lays down 
the creed of their movement. Christianity has the Jewish bible which was written 
by Jews, mostly about Jews, for the purpose of uniting the Jewish race and for 
destroying the White Race.  
 
The communist bible is Karl Marx's Das Kapital and the Communist Manifesto, 
written by Karl Marx in conjunction with Friedrich Engels, both of whom were 
Jews. Both of these Jewish creeds, communism and Christianity, are highly 
destructive, and when followed, tear down the fabric of the society that has fallen 
victim to them. Christianity teaches the evilness of man, that he is a no-good, 
unworthy sinner, that he is born in sin and that his every instinct is evil. 
Communism preaches that the productive, creative element of our society, 
namely the "bourgeois" as they call them, is rotten and evil, and must be 
destroyed. It can be safely said that any sound, healthy society that turned either 
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to complete Christianity and practiced all of its principles, or any society that 
practiced pure communism, would soon destroy itself. Again we want to 
vigorously point out that contrary to what these Kosher Konservatives are always 
telling us, communism is by no means the same as socialism or collectivism. The 
latter are basic constructive elements of any healthy society, but communism is 
an undisguised Jewish slave-labor camp. Since I have gone into this matter in 
considerable detail in another chapter, we will not take further space to review 
this idea here. Both communism and Christianity preach the equality of man. 
Christianity preaches that we are all equal in the eyes of the Lord, whereas the 
communists preach that we all must become equal in the communist society. The 
latter argue that the only reason we are not equal is entirely due to environment, 
and this little quirk of Nature they are going to correct. By the time they get 
through processing us all in an equal environment, they assure us they will have 
leveled us all down to where we are all equal.  
 
This will only be too true, for the White Race will be leveled down to where they 
are all equal to a horde of miserable slaves, whereas every Jew, on the other 
hand, will be a king. Not only do both communism and Christianity preach the 
equality of the individual, but they also preach the equality of races, another 
vicious lie thrown in the face of Nature. Both creeds have a very tricky dogma 
that is rather nebulous and confusing, not to say contradictory, in itself. They 
both, therefore, have set up a hierarchy that interprets what the correct dogma of 
the day is and everyone is to toe the line or suffer the consequences of an 
entrenched power structure. Christianity and communism both have had their 
schisms. In the case of Christianity, the followers that differed were called 
heretics and in the case of communism, those that stray from the official line are 
called deviationists. In the case of Christianity, the Great Schism, of course, was 
during the Reformation when the Protestant segment developed and broke away 
from the Catholic Church. It then proceeded to split and splinter in a thousand 
different directions from there on out, all to the detriment and destruction of the 
White Race. The first great split, of course, was when the Byzantine Empire split 
from the Roman or Western half.  
 
Among the communists there were a number of schisms such as the Mensheviks 
and the Bolsheviks, and a number of other schisms, before the communists ever 
came to power. After they did come to power, there were the Stalinist 
communists and the Trotskyite communists, the latter being vigorously pursued 
and purged from the ranks. Now we presumably have the Mao wing of the 
communist party and for a while we had the Tito deviationists, and so on. In any 
case, the main idea in Christianity and communism is the same: On top of a 
confusing and impossible dogma sits a tight powerful hierarchy which dictates 
and interprets what the line of its followers must be, and terror, death and reprisal 
are the consequences to those who dare to think for themselves. It is not at all 
surprising that the archenemy of both these Jewish creeds is Adolph Hitler, 
because he dared to come out with a healthy, natural social structure that 
embodied those principles that were in harmony with the natural laws, and with 
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the healthy instincts for the preservation of the White Race. We, therefore, find 
the Jewish press, the communist press, and Christianity, all in chorus, 
denouncing Adolf Hitler, and telling us what a terrible, terrible man he was. All 
perpetrate and repeat over and over again the same Jewish lies about Hitler that 
the Jews themselves have dreamed up and supplied to their toadying stooges. 
The similarities between these creeds go on and on. Both preach the destruction 
of the present society. They especially zero in on the destruction and 
downgrading of the more creative and productive elements of society as a whole. 
Both denounce and vilify the better elements of established society and rejoice at 
human failures and weaknesses, thereby claiming to prove the correctness of 
their communist-Christian theory.  
 
The Jews, who are the perpetrators of communism, envision the United Nations 
headquarters to finally rest in Israel and in particular, in Jerusalem. Christianity 
too, continuously keeps talking about Zion, the New Jerusalem, and looks to 
Jerusalem as the Holy Land, its origin and spiritual headquarters. Both of these 
Jewish creeds consistently follow policies which are disastrous to the welfare of 
the White Race. I have already gone into considerably detail about the 
catastrophic effects of Christianity on the great White Roman civilization. I have 
also pointed out previously that the Jews in communist Russia killed off 
20,000,000 of the best White Russians. However, the programs and policies of 
both these creeds extend much further than these two major catastrophes of 
history and to point out how disastrous the effects of both Christianity and 
communism have been upon the fortunes of the White Race would require a 
whole volume in itself. I believe we have scattered throughout this book a mass 
of such examples that it is hardly necessary to again repeat them here. Another 
similarity that manifests itself in both of these Jewish creeds is that both have an 
incurable ability to put forth a profuseness of verbiage that is extremely vague 
and beclouded with confusion. Not only is the verbiage profuse, but incredibly 
lacking in substance. This is an old Jewish trick to confuse and confound the 
minds of their opposition, the latter being deceived into thinking that all this vast 
collection of words must have some higher meaning beyond their 
comprehension.  
 
To further destroy and beat back the opposition, both creeds have developed to 
a high state the art of hurling vicious trigger words and hate words at their 
opponents. The Christians developed such hate-trigger words as atheist, 
heathen, heretic, apostate, blasphemy, pagan, sinner and anti-Christ. The 
communists have developed a whole stable of similar trigger words, and some of 
these are Fascist, Nazi, racist, bigot, prejudice, and anti-Semitic. Without anyone 
really stopping to analyze what each of these words mean and why they should 
be considered as bad, these words have been developed to a high state of 
implied evil so that by just merely calling these names, you need not really 
debate the issues, but mercilessly strike down your opponents without resorting 
to any debate or reasoning whatsoever. If the similarities between Christianity 
and communism seem rather striking, there is a very good reason for their 
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parallel ideology. That reason is, of course, they were both concocted by the 
Jewish power structure for the common objective of destroying the White Race. 
Unfortunately, up to this point, both their ideologies have been devastatingly 
effective. It is partially the purpose of this book and the Creativity Movement to 
confront this devastating attack on the mind of the White Race and expose these 
twin Jewish ideologies for what they are. Furthermore, I am firmly convinced, and 
it is my measured conclusion, that the Jews could never have foisted modern 
communism on a long suffering humanity, had they not First softened up, 
unhinged and confused the intellect of the White Race with the fallacious snares 
of Christianity. It is therefore the further objective of Creativity to help straighten 
out the befuddled thinking of the White Race to where they then can, and will, 
expunge both of these twin Jewish scourges from the face of this planet.  
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How Jews Control Both "Opposing" Sides,  
and work both toward fulfilling their agenda  

 
 
The following article is an excerpt from "The White Man's Bible" by Ben Klassen. 
Although the U.S.S.R. no longer exists as a communist state, this article, which 
was written before the fall of Russian communism, is very revealing:  
 

RUSSIA, ISRAEL, AND THE UNITED STATES 
 
USA not fighting communism. 
 One of the most flagrant and persistent deceptions that has been foisted on the 
American people since the Russian revolution of 1917 is that the American 
government is desperately but valiantly fighting a losing war “against 
communism.” After more than six decades, most American people still believe 
this hoax, and remain perpetually confused as to why the United States, rich, 
powerful, morally superior to communism, is continually losing. 
 
American Jews Power Center of Communism. 
The brutal truth is that the American power establishment— governmental, 
financial and propaganda-wise (all dominated by Jews) has not been fighting 
communism. The fact is communism is Jewish from its very inception. 
Communism is only one of the many powerful tools being utilized in the Jewish 
program of taking over the world. Not only has the United States not been 
fighting communism as most Americans are duped to believe, but on the 
contrary, the United States has been the chief financier, planner and promoter of 
communism, not only in Russia, but throughout the world. Without the financial 
support and technical aid of the United States, the Jewish-communist outrage 
against the Russian people would have fallen flat on its face at its very inception, 
and many times over since then. In fact, it would never have been inaugurated in 
the first place. 
 
Trained and Financed in New York.  
It is a fact of history that the final push for the communist take-over of Russia was 
lavishly financed and carefully planned by wealthy Jewish capitalists right here in 
good old U.S.A. There, on the East Side of New York, Trotsky and 3,000 Jewish 
cut-throats were carefully trained to deliver the final coupe-de-grace. The venture 
was financed to the tune of 20 million dollars by no less than (Jew) Jacob Schiff 
himself of the New York firm of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., an American branch of the 
Rothschild network. When the time came, Trotsky and his trained Jewish 
revolutionaries were shipped by boat (in the middle of World War I) and arrived 
unhampered in Russia to do their job. Once there they knew exactly what to do, 
and when it was all over 30 million White Russians had been murdered and the 
Jews were fully in the saddle.  
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Communism is a Jewish Swindle. 
We must remember again and again that communism is nothing more than a 
horrible, vicious Jewish program to take over the world, camouflaged with 
deceptive “humanitarian” propaganda, as are most other Jewish programs. 
Paid by American Taxpayers. The Jewish-Communist-Marxist-Zionist blueprint is 
all part and parcel of the same program. It is well financed not only with Jewish 
money, but more significantly with taxpayers’ money, of which the American 
taxpayer pays the overwhelming brunt. There is no greater source of goods, 
wealth and productivity than the working American taxpayer, and the Jewish 
potential for looting this tremendous source of productivity seems without limit. 
 
Behind it the whole Jewish Network. 
The Jewish-Communist-Marxist-Zionist movement is tremendously powerful. 
Behind it are all the Jewish power networks of the world. This includes their vast 
world-wide propaganda network— television, newspaper, newswire, magazine, 
book printing, education and all the other accouterments that not only influence, 
but decide “public opinion.” Behind this Jewish movement also is the powerful 
“capitalistic” Federal Reserve System with its unlimited monopoly to print paper 
money at no cost to themselves. In short, behind it is “the hidden hand” of world-
wide Jewry. 
 
American Policy Hostile to Tzars. 
It is this power establishment that engineered the overthrow of the Romanov 
dynasty, a Viking dynasty that had ruled Russia for over three centuries, and 
replaced it by an ironfisted Jewish tyranny. In respect to American policy toward 
Russia it is interesting that prior to the 1917 revolution, United States policy was 
hostile towards Russia (as were the Jews). It enthusiastically favored Japan in 
the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-05, which the Japanese won. Once the Jews 
had clamped their vicious ironclad rule on Russia and its vast resources in 1917, 
United States foreign policy did a dramatic (but covert) flip-flop and became anti-
Japanese and pro-Russian. 
 
Benevolent after Commie Take-over. 
Despite all the propaganda, camouflage and window dressing to the contrary, it 
has been strongly pro-Russian (really pro-Jewish) ever since. It was America 
who shored up the precarious communist government in the decade of 1920’s 
with food and other aid. It was American technical aid that built her dams and 
power plants, drilled her oil fields and built her refineries in the 1920’s and 
1930’s. When despite all this aid the Russian behemoth was about to collapse of 
its own weight and rottenness in the early 1930’s, it was Roosevelt’s official 
recognition and extension of financial credits that again saved it from oblivion. 
When Hitler’s heroic armies stood at the gates of Leningrad, Moscow and 
Stalingrad, again it was American military aid and direct intervention that saved 
communist Russia from being wiped off the map. Before the War was even over, 
the United States already began shipping vast quantities of aid, civilian goods— 
tractors, machinery, food, to the tune of 13 billion dollars. This, again, was all 
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done at the expense of the American taxpayers, who pay for most of the cost of 
the Jewish world-wide take over. 
 
Saved by America Again and Again. 
Since the end of World War II it was the United States who encouraged and 
promoted the Russian-Communist take over in Eastern Europe. In fact, when 
Russia nervously hesitated in rolling her tanks into Hungary in that unhappy 
country’s revolt in 1956, it was President Eisenhower who specifically sent 
Premier Khrushchev an encouraging telegram assuring him that the United 
States would not lift a finger to aid the Hungarians. 
 
False, Deceptive Front. 
This has been the modus operandi of the United States-Russian relations ever 
since 1917. Officially the United States puts up a front of being “anti-communist.” 
Behind the scenes it has aided, abetted, planned, financed and promoted 
communist take-overs throughout the world, whether it was in countries adjoining 
Russia in eastern Europe or whether it was in countries halfway around the world 
that were temporarily beyond the reach of Russian troops. 
 
America aided Cuban Take-over. 
A good example of the latter is the “Communist” takeover of Cuba. Without 
propaganda aid of the American (read Jewish) press, Fidel Castro would have 
died an unknown bum, unheard of, and unsung. It was the American press, 
especially the Jewish New York Times that puffed up Castro as a native hero, as 
a liberator, as the Abraham Lincoln of Cuba, the George Washington of the 
Sierra Maestra, as a non-communist agrarian reformer, and temporarily sold him 
to the American people as such. At the same time our government put secret 
pressure on the then pro-American head of the Cuban government, Fulgencio 
Batista, to leave Cuba. Having been betrayed by the American government and 
the skids effectively put under him, Batista fled the country and Castro walked in 
with the full support of the American government and the American (Jewish) 
press. It was an interesting study in hypocrisy to see how we slowly “discovered” 
that Castro was a communist, a fact well known to the American government and 
the Jewish conspiracy, and the basic reason for the revolution in the first place. 
 
Repeated Betrayal of American Interests. 
It is not my purpose here in this limited dissertation to review the history of 
Jewish betrayal of American interests and communist takeovers throughout the 
world. This would literally take a whole encyclopedia to cover. I only want to point 
out a few historical events that even the most naive American reader of the daily 
news is familiar with. In this regard I want to point the finger at only a few obvious 
glaring examples anyone can understand. 
 
Betrayal of China. 
One of the most blatant swindles and of greatest world-wide significance was 
manipulated by the United States shortly after World War II, and that was the 
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betrayal of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek and the vast multitudes of China. 
Chiang Kai-shek had fought the Chinese communists in the early 1920’s and 
finally beat them at their game. He assumed control of the Chinese government 
in 1926 and was undoubtedly the staunchest anticommunist leader in Asia. He 
was strongly pro-American and fought the Japanese on the side of America in 
World War II. As soon as this (Jewish) war was over he was treacherously 
betrayed by the United States. 
 
Marshall a Communist Stooge. 
General George C. Marshall, who had been accorded every honor that could be 
bestowed on a military man short of becoming president, was sent to China to do 
the hatchet job in November of 1945. Although he was by now 65 years old, in 
poor health and ready to retire, he stayed in that miserable country for 14 
months, selling out Kai-shek to the communists. That he would make such a 
personal sacrifice at his age is an indication of the tight communist discipline he 
was under and had been for most of his adult life. 
 
Not possible without American perfidy.  
When Marshall left China, he had negotiated a “coalition government” between 
the Kai-shek Nationalists and the Mao Tse-tung communists, and disarmed the 
Nationalist army, which he later bragged he had done “with the stroke of a pen.” 
Needless to say, with the Chinese Nationalists disarmed and betrayed by the 
United States, Mao Tse-tung and his communist gang of cut-throats soon drove 
Chiang Kai-shek and the Nationalists from the Chinese mainland. By 1949 Mao 
was the undisputed communist master of China, the most populous country in 
the world. China, with its teeming 800 million people had been turned over to 
Jewish-communist control through American treachery. And so another country 
succumbed to betrayal, made in the United States of America. 
 
Huge Bloodbaths Followed. 
Shortly after the communists took over in China, huge bloodbaths followed. It is 
conservatively estimated that at least 60 million Chinese were murdered in the 
Mao Tse-tung purge that followed in order to consolidate his brutal regime. 
Died a Traitor. General George C. Marshall, having faithfully done his 
treacherous duty to his communist masters, died shortly thereafter. A few more 
recent examples should suffice to establish the pattern. Let’s look at what has 
been going on in the Western hemisphere. 
 
Betrayal of Chile. 
By 1970, in Chile an outright communist government had been established, 
headed by Salvador Allende. This had been achieved with the help of huge sums 
of American “aid,” and especially the connivance of the American C.I.A. Then in 
1974 the unexpected happened. The people of Chile, led by army officers, 
revolted, killed Allende and took back their government. Was the United States 
government happy at this triumph over communism? On the contrary, it stopped 
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all aid, cut off credits and has carried on a vicious trade boycott and propaganda 
campaign against Chile ever since. 
 
Panama Canal given to Communists. 
In 1979 the traitorous United States Senate and executive branch turned over the 
American built and owned Panama Canal to a tinhorn communist government of 
dope peddlers and thieves headed by General Torrejos. Not only did they hand it 
to these criminals free on a silver platter, but they paid them billions to take this, 
the most strategic waterway in the world. This despite the fact that the mail of 
some senators was running 200 to 1 against this blatant and treacherous sellout. 
 
Treacherous sell-out in Nicaragua. 
While this treacherous sell-out was being promoted to the American people, the 
C.I.A. was already busy using Panama as a base to run arms and revolutionaries 
into nearby Nicaragua and instigate revolution. Here again our perfidious 
American government ran true to form. Whereas the Somoza family, which had 
ruled Nicaragua for more than 40 years was strongly pro-American and anti-
communist, the same year as we gave away the Panama Canal, Anastosia 
Somoza was blatantly betrayed and sold down the river. With C.I.A. organization, 
money and arms, the country was thrown into utter chaos and turmoil, and finally 
with the United States telling Somoza to get out, he, too, fled the country. The 
communist “Sandinistas” took over and another anti-communist country was 
betrayed and turned over to the communist behemoth with the help of 
democratic, “anti-communist” United States of America. 
 
* * * * * 
C.I.A. plays Vital Role. 
At this point it would be useful to point out the tremendous importance of the 
Central Intelligence Agency in most of the Communist takeovers. During World 
War II the Office of Strategic Services was organized as a super intelligence 
agency coordinating and superseding the different United States military 
intelligence agencies. It was heavily staffed with Jews, and was in reality a supra 
world-wide Jewish secret police. Like its Russian counterpart, the Cheka, the 
O.G.P.U., the N.K.V.D., the K.G.B. and various other name changes in between, 
so, too, the name of the O.S.S. was changed to the C.I.A. But essentially its 
character and purpose remained unchanged— it remained (and is today) a 
world-wide secret police and spy network in the employ of world-wide Jewry, with 
the American taxpayer again footing the bill. Not only is the C.I.A. a spy network, 
but it also acts as a powerful army of intrigue and deception, a strong-arm that 
not only spies, but uses force to make things happen. 
 
Awesome Power, Unlimited Funds.  
The bill to the American taxpayer is enormous. With almost unlimited funds at its 
disposal and a huge army of manpower in its employ, the power and influence of 
the C.I.A. in the world at large is awesome and frightening indeed. Neither 
Congress nor the president really knows how many billions are spent each year 
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by this powerful secret police agency. Nor are they aware of what capers or 
machinations they are engaged in. All this is cloaked under the guise of 
“secrecy,” “national security,” “protecting our agents.” The C.I.A. is completely 
beyond the control of either the courts, congress or the executive branch. In 
fact, the visible members of the government are themselves frightened of, and 
very much at the mercy of the C.I.A. 
 
A Criminal Army. 
Nor are there any limits to the tactics in which the C.I.A. may engage. 
Assassination, planting false propaganda, lying, stealing, murder, betrayal, 
planning revolutions, and “dirty tricks” of any nature are all in their routine arsenal 
of promoting the Jewish program. Nor is that all. Setting up dummy corporations, 
false political movements, printing a temporary newspaper, rigging elections, 
supporting political candidates and movements, destroying others, all of this is 
also part of their bag of tricks. 
 
Operate on American soil also. 
Nor are their operations limited to foreign soil. Any American citizen who is loyal 
to his country, or is for the White Race, or wants to expose the Jewish 
conspiracy, or is anticommunist, is fair game for the powerful and treacherous 
C.I.A. right here in our home territory. This they do in perfect collaboration with 
the F.B.I. Hand in glove with each other they will infiltrate domestic organizations, 
political parties and build up or destroy any group, faction or individual they see 
fit. 
 
Tool of the Jews. 
What they see fit is always in the best interests of the Jews and towards 
the destruction of the White Race. Before we leave the subject of intelligence 
there are a few other arms of Jewish spying that I must bring to light at this point. 
 
Mind police. 
Since the Jews for the last several thousand years have been carrying on the 
most vicious conspiracy in history, namely the destruction and take-over of all 
other peoples—they have been fanatic to the point of being paranoid about 
spying and gathering information on their enemies. And this is understandable. 
Since the hideous crime they are perpetrating is all based on secrecy and deceit, 
holding the lid on their conspiracy is a highly precarious business. So they 
frantically enter into all kinds of devices, spy organizations and means of 
gathering intelligence that would stagger the limits of the Gentile mind. The Jews 
not only want to know what their enemies (everybody is their enemy) are doing, 
they also want to know what they might be planning. In fact, as far as is possible 
they want to know what everybody is thinking before such thinking might be 
translated into action. 
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Network of spy games. 
So they have all kinds of spy and intelligence networks operating throughout the 
world. Besides the C.I.A., the F.B.I., the Russian K.G.B. and others already 
mentioned there are two more that I want to point out, one in America, the other 
in Israel. The A.D.L. The A.D.L., short for Anti-Defamation League, is in America. 
Ostensibly, it pretends to safeguard Jewish interests and prevent the spread of 
“anti-Semitism.” Why the Jews should find this necessary when the English, the 
Germans, the Italians or other ethnic groups find such safeguards unnecessary, 
they have never explained. But in reality the A.D.L. is much, much more than 
that. Presumably an offshoot of the Jewish B’nai B’rith, it is really the main 
powerhouse of this Jewish outfit. In reality it is a powerful, well financed spy 
operation inside our own borders that not only gathers information on politicians, 
civic organizations, diverse individuals, but on anything and everything that they 
so much as even suspect might blow the lid on the Jewish conspiracy. They have 
huge files and electronic computers that rival the F.B.I. and the C.I.A. itself, and 
any information the F.B.I. or C.I.A. might have that is considered useful to the 
A.D.L. is readily fed to the latter. 
 
Censorship Operation 
The A.D.L.’s activities extend much further. They are extremely active in 
politics— promoting those useful to the Jews and destroying those that might be 
deemed uncooperative. They also monitor all books, magazines, newspapers, all 
news media, movements or whatever— anything that might effect the Jewish 
conspiracy— and this includes just about everything of any significance that 
happens in this country. 
 
Plant Propaganda. 
They aggressively invent, if necessary, news stories and plant them into the 
mainstream of the news media— T.V., newspapers, etc. They not only publish a 
great number of articles for dissemination, but they also publish a large number 
of books that are either favorable to Israel and the Jews or viciously attack their 
enemies. 
 
The Mossad, super Spy network. 
The other Jew spy organization that is of major worldwide importance is the one 
headquartered in Israel. It is known as the Mossad. It is the central Jewish 
intelligence gathering apparatus for the entire world. It is the super-supra spy 
network of all history. Anything the American C.I.A. knows that is useful to the 
Jews (just about everything) is funneled to the Mossad. Everything the Russian 
K.G.B. knows that is useful is funneled to the Mossad. Likewise with the 
intelligence gathering apparatus in Germany, France, Italy and throughout the 
world, it is all funneled to the Mossad. There is hardly anything of significance 
that happens anywhere in the world but what it is shortly catalogued in the 
massive computers of the Mossad in Israel. 
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Deadly criminals. 
But the Mossad goes much further than just spying and gathering intelligence 
from all over the world. Like the A.D.L., it is virulently aggressive and continually 
on the offensive. It has well trained assassination squads that run rampant in 
most of the countries of the world, especially the United States. It sets up 
paramilitary organizations like the Jewish Defense League, or Jewish gun clubs 
trained to skillfully kill Gentiles. The members of Mossad have the run of the 
United States with little or no opposition from “our own” law enforcement 
agencies while they tap telephones, bug embassies, foreign diplomats, even the 
White House and any and every branch of the United States government. In 
short, not only the United States but the whole world is their undisputed territory, 
and the White Man, (their main victim) not only gives them no opposition, but 
pays the bill and hardly knows they exist. 
 
Runs Rampant over World Governments. 
Undoubtedly the Mossad is the most dangerous, cruel and blood-thirsty gang of 
international criminals the world has ever known, running rampant and 
roughshod over all laws and governments throughout the world, with little or no 
opposition. Like the C.I.A., it is world-wide and parallels many of its operations 
with this difference: Whereas the C.I.A. is headquartered in the United States, 
the Mossad is headquartered in Israel; whereas the C.I.A. is manned by a 
mixture of Jews and Gentiles, the Mossad is all Jewish; whereas the C.I.A. freely 
shares its information with Mossad, the latter gives nothing to the C.I.A. It is 
strictly a one-way street, all leading to exclusive Jewish supremacy and tyranny 
over the “goy” of the world. 
 
* * * * * 
 
Before we leave this foul conspiracy of Russia, Israel, Jews and the U.S. 
government, there are two other aspects of this nefarious combination that I must 
clarify. 
 
Foreign Aid to Everybody. 
One is the issue of America dispensing foreign aid (taxpayers’ money) to every 
sleazy panhandler in the world. At present I understand that we are handing out 
foreign aid to 116 countries in the world. This is one of the most insane pieces of 
piracy ever imposed upon any group of taxpayers in the history of the world. The 
American taxpayers have never had an opportunity to vote or express their 
opinion upon this blatant piece of thievery, but this continues year after year. For 
35 years the American taxpayers have been bled white, and at this time there is 
no indication that it will ever stop or even lessen.  
 
Supposedly to Bribe Countries out of Communism.  
The gimmick in this whole fraudulent swindle is this: It was inaugurated as the 
Marshall Plan to keep countries from “going communist.” Its noble objective 
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seemed to be to fight communism. In other words we tried to bribe them, to buy 
them off, to wheedle them out of communism with cash, thereby supposedly 
winning friends for our side. That supposedly, was the idea, we were told. 
Actually we are Subsidizing Communism. The realities were somewhat different. 
Actually we were propping up faltering communist countries, including the big 
one, Russia. Before World War II was even concluded we shipped over 13 billion 
dollars worth of domestic goodies, including tractors, refrigerators and what have 
you. If we were trying to fight communism, why subsidize them? 
 
Hostile to Anti-Communist Countries. 
In practice we were subsidizing communism, not fighting it. We used our 
tremendous wealth as a club to push countries into communism. We used it as a 
wedge to get our C.I.A. into their midst and maneuver their politics in such a way 
that the Jews and the communists would sooner or later gain control. In countries 
such as Child where they did throw the communists out on their own (no thanks 
to the U.S. government) we would bear down hard on them, boycott them (as 
also in Rhodesia) and use economic pressure to get them back into the Jewish 
fold. 
 
U.S. Betrays Friends, Rewards Enemies. 
As a result of all this fantastic give-away amounting to hundreds of billions of 
dollars, most of the countries of the world have completely lost respect for 
America. They intensely distrust us and never have we been hated so much by 
so many. And for good reason. The United States (controlled by Jews) has 
repeatedly practiced treachery, to both its own people and its foreign friends. It 
has consistently betrayed and punished its friends (such as Rhodesia, Somoza, 
Batista, Chile, etc.) and generously rewarded its communist “enemies”. No 
wonder the rest of the world distrusts and despises the United States. 
 
Germany under Military Occupation. 
The other matter is the keeping of American occupational forces in Germany for 
the interminable period of 35 years after the defeat of a former enemy, something 
the United States has never done before in its history. This, too, is a gigantic 
swindle. We supposedly have the troops there to “protect” Germany from a 
Russian onslaught. The fact is Germany could have protected itself very well 
from communist Russia, and would have cleaned out that foul nest of vipers in 
the early 40’s had we not interfered. 
 
Real Reason: 
To Protect the Jews. The real reason our troops have been kept in Germany 
these 35 years and undoubtedly will remain another 35 years is to keep the 
German people subdued so they will not revive the Hitler movement and again 
turn on the Jews. In short, our troops are there for the sole purpose of protecting 
the Jews from the Germans and preventing the Germans from setting up a 
government of their own choice. Yes, that is the real and only reason, not to 
protect Germany from Communist Russia. 
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* * * * * 
 
Artificial Bandit State. 
Now we come to that other nest of vipers, the bandit state of Israel itself. This 
artificial monstrosity owes its very existence to the combined money power of 
International Jewry, the C.I.A., the news media and the facade known as the 
“United States” government. 
 
Total Parasite. 
We must remember that Jews are total parasites and do not really want to live in 
a country of their own. Parasites cannot live off of each other and must live on a 
productive host. For this reason Jews do not want to, and could not even if they 
did want to, live in a country of their own. For thousands of years they, more than 
anyone else, have had ample opportunity to get together and build a country of 
their own. They never have wanted to and they never will. They remain eternally 
what they always have been— parasites. 
 
Reasons for Set-up. 
So why did they go to such great pains to steal Palestine from the Arabs and set 
up this artificial monstrosity called Israel? The reasons are manifold, all designed 
to aid and abet the Jewish program for the take-over of the world.  
 
1. Probably the most important reason was to Bolster and Unify the sagging 
ideology of the Jewish rank and file. So successful and so affluent have the 
recent generations of Jews become that many of the younger Jews were 
fraternizing with and marrying Gentiles. We must remember that enmity, hatred 
and struggle have historically been the foundation that built the Jewish race and 
religion into the solid battering ram that has brought them the phenomenal 
success that they now flaunt. In too much success can also be the seed-bed of 
its own disintegration. With Zionism, the Israeli “Homeland” and the struggle to 
defend and expand Israel the Jewish people have created new enemies and 
thereby regained a tremendous boost of fervor and solidarity that has seemingly 
“confirmed” their religious myths and turned them into a tangible reality. 
 
2. Israel was designed to become the center of World Government. It is their plan 
to move the United Nations to Jerusalem and rule the world from Zion. “The law 
shall go out from Zion.” It is their intent to rule the goyim from “Zion” where they 
can do so without any interference from alien surveillance or disturbances. 
 
3. Having “Israel” and Jerusalem as their home base has given a religious and 
mystical quality to their movement of taking over the world. It convinces many of 
their own people as well as millions of goy yokels that “God” is on their side and 
that the Jews are “God’s chosen people.” This is what is called a self-fulfilling 
prophecy which the Jews have been shrewd enough to turn into real power and 
into billions of dollars and cents. 
 
4. It provides a safe and unmolested haven for that murderous supra intelligence 
agency, the Mossad, which we have already described. 
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5. There are a number of other reasons that have been advanced such as (a) the 
tremendous wealth of precious minerals contained in the murky waters of the 
Dead Sea, (b) the Jews (with the help of United States power) will expand and 
take over the Arab lands and rich oil fields of the Persian Gulf, (c) it is a place of 
refuge if world conditions become too hostile for the Jews, (d) other minor 
reasons. 
 
It is my opinion that the first four reasons stated are by far the most important 
and the fifth category is comparatively minor, especially No. 5 (c) that it could be 
a refuge in a crisis. The fact remains that the Jews will always be a deadly 
parasite on the backs of the productive nations of the world, or they will be 
nothing. Once they are driven from power in the White nations of the world their 
whole power structure will rapidly collapse. Israel will rapidly collapse with it. In 
fact, the Arabs themselves would soon make short shrift of the bandit state of 
Israel as soon as the Jews lose their grip on the control centers of the White 
nations of the world, especially the United States. Israel short lived without 
subsidization. The plain fact is that inside Israel itself there is turmoil, dissension, 
hatred and disintegration. The Jews have not proved they could build a nation of 
their own, or live with themselves. On the contrary, without the continual financial 
blood transfusions from Germany, the United States and other “goyim” countries, 
Israel couldn’t last six months. Even with all this tremendous aid from the outside 
it has one of the highest rates of inflation in the world. The United States alone in 
1979 subsidized Israel to the tune of $10,000 per family of four in Israel. On top 
of that Germany is paying reparations for the phony “holocaust” to the tune of a 
billion dollars a year. The Jews in New York, Miami Beach and elsewhere raise 
$300 million each year for “Israeli bonds” (a swindle) and send it tax free to 
Israel. Yet despite all this tremendous outside subsidization Israel the parasite is 
in a continual turmoil politically and in a precarious and faltering financial 
situation, a true parasite with no future of its own. 
 
* * * * * 
Summary. In summation we can safely conclude: 
 
1. That Communism, Marxism and Zionism combine with capitalism to 
accomplish one and the same goal— the Jewish take-over of the world. 
 
2. That the United States is not fighting Communism, but on the contrary, is firmly 
in the grip of the Jewish network using the wealth, power and prestige of the 
United States to betray and take over one country after another, all in the sham 
battle of “fighting Communism.” 
 
3. The C.I.A. and the F.B.I. are both the Secret police and the strong arm of the 
Jewish network. Never, never trust their agents nor collaborate with them in any 
way. 
 
4. We need not look to Russia as the real enemy of the United States. The 
Russian people would like to get the Jewish-Communist monkey off their back as 
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much as anybody and would have succeeded long ago if it had not been for the 
machinations of the United States. The real enemy resides right here in our own 
country, especially in New York and Washington. 
 
5. Only by rallying the total power of the White Race and organizing it under a 
powerful racial religion such as CREATIVITY can we ever hope to break the back 
of the Jewish Marxist-Communist-Zionist tyranny. 
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Adolf Hitler 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“The Ten Commandments have lost their validity, and as for conscience, that 
was a Jewish invention, a blemish like circumcision.” -Adolf Hitler  
  
Adolf Hitler and the Nazi Party came to power in 1933. Most occult leaders 
believed Hitler was The Great One." 555 is the kabalistic equivalent of an ancient 
Hebrew term meaning darkness. Also 555 is the numerical value of the word 
Necronomicon. Hitler’s Nazi party number was 555. The party began its 
numbering system at 500 to appear larger than it really was. 
 
The Jews always play both sides. To the Christians, they claim Hitler was a 
Satanist and to atheists, Pagans and Satanists, they try to claim he was a 
Christian. The truth is that Hitler was a Satanist. Being a politician, he worked at 
being diplomatic, given the power of the Christian Churches at that time. Hitler 
was the long awaited leader that many German Satanic Lodges were working to 
bring into being. They needed a leader. Hitler, himself was a member of one of 
these Satanic Lodges.  
 
Excerpt:  
"I would like to pass on some of the information which, according to Otti 
Votavova, she received directly from Franz Bardon. According to her, Adolf Hitler 
was a member of a 99 Lodge. Besides this, Hitler and some of his confidants 
were members of the Thule Order, which was simply the external instrument of a 
group of powerful Tibetan black magicians, which used the members of the Thule 
Order for their own purposes. Hitler also employed a number of doubles on 
various occasions as camouflage." 1 
 
The truth is Hitler, members of the Satanic lodges and other high ranking Nazis 
communicated with The Nordic Gods who are known as "Demons." This is where 
the National Socialist image of the ideal man/woman and the program of 
eugenics originated.  
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Here is another excerpt: 
"Hitler firmly believed in the coming of a new race, the 'Supermen'. He expected 
them to be a literal "mutation" of Homo Sapiens, achieved by arriving at "higher 
levels of consciousness". The composer and occultist, Richard Wagner was 
obsessed with the 'Master Race' and Hitler was hugely inspired by him. Hitler 
once said, "In order to understand the Nazi Party, you must understand Wagner."  
 
The Jews also like to claim that Hitler was part Jewish. This is just another 
slander tactic. Anyone who is competent in identifying a Jew from their physical 
features can easily see Hitler has no Jewish blood as he does not have so much 
as one Jewish feature. Anyone with even a small amount of Jewish blood will 
have at least two or more Jewish physical features, such as a pronounced 
bottom lip, the rat-like ears, and the classic Jewish skull shape.  
 
Excerpt: Hitler's Death 
"Hitler's personal devotion to occult principles was proven ultimately by his self-
inflicted death. His choice of April 30 for his suicide may well have been meant 
as a sacrifice; it was the eve of Beltane (known in Germany as Walpurgisnacht), 
identified on popular Wiccan websites as a Druid feast in honor of the deity Bel. 
In witchcraft, this "power-point" day is regarded as a "great sabbat" equal in 
potency to Halloween. According to Wiccans, Bel is derived from the Canaanite 
Baal; but Helena Blavatsky goes farther in "The Secret Doctrine"(vol. 2), 
reconstructing an astrological trinity of Bel/Baal (sun-god, father), Christos 
(Mercury, son) and Lucifer (Venus, holy spirit). As for Hitler's suicide itself, this 
was not a cowardly act from an occultist viewpoint, but rather an honorable 
practice known among the Druids, as well as among the Cathari "Perfects", those 
medieval guardians of the Grail, who called it the rite of "Endura". A curious 
requirement of the "Endura" was that it was always to be done by pairs of 
intimate friends, a detail known by the Nazis which makes sense of Hitler's joint 
suicide with his new wife Eva Braun. Incidentally, Hitler's associates Karl 
Haushofer and Goebbels also killed themselves in ceremonial fashion along with 
their wives." 2 
 
There is also plenty of proof that Hitler and the Third Reich were working 
relentlessly to destroy Christianity in all of its forms: 
 
"I will crush Christianity under my boot like a poisonous toad."  
 

"Judaism, Christianity, Bolshevism are all bound together. Comrades in agitation, 
born tools of decay, they possess the same talent to destroy the natural structure 
of society. Bolshevism is the historical and logical continuation of Christianity. It 
realizes on a technical level what Christianity has done on a metaphysical level." 
- Adolf Hitler  
 
A quote about Hitler's stance on Christianity from Alfred Rosenberg 
"He had never allowed a member of the clergy to a Party meeting or to the burial 
of a member of the Party. The Judeo-Christian plague was now heading towards 
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its end. He said it was downright horrifying that a religion could ever have been 
possible which literally gobbled up its God in communion." 3 
 
"A number of his closest accomplices shared Hitler's hate toward the Church and 
his decision to destroy it. Probably the best known among them were Bormann, 
Himmler, Heydrich, Rosenberg and Goebbels. Gerhard Reitlinger characterizes 
Himmler as follows: "Himmler's profession became destroying Jews, liberals, and 
priests." 4 
 
"According to a note from the Holy See dated March 2, 1943:  
At the beginning of October 1941, the number of priests from the diocese 
"Warthegau," who were under arrest at Dachau, amounted to several hundred; 
but this number swelled considerably every month as a result of a strong 
intensification of police measures which resulted in the arrest and deportation of 
further hundreds of clerics…" 5 
 
"All Catholic schools were closed."  
"An order of the Reich governor, dated August 19, 1941, said that young 
Germans could receive religious instructions only in the ages from 10 to 18 years 
old and, furthermore, only at the places of worship and one hour per week, which 
was to be set between 3 and 5 PM (excluding the days reserved for the 
exercises of the Hitler-youth). It was further ordered that the police had to be 
informed in advance regarding the time, the place and the instructional 
personnel… Several churches were… removed from use as places of worship. 
With many others this happened later on… religious services were limited to 
specific hours…" 6  
 
What did Hitler have to say about "pure, original Christianity" and an "Aryan 
Christ?" 
"Leave the hair-splitting to others. Whether it's the Old Testament or the New, 
or simply the sayings of Jesus, it's all the same old Jewish swindle. It will 
not make us free. A German church, a German Christianity is a distortion. One is 
either a German or a Christian. You cannot be both...... We don't want people to 
keep one eye on the hereafter. We need free men who know that God is in 
themselves." 
 
"Hitler made it clear that he was not interested in an "Aryanized Christianity" or 
the "Aryan Jesus" myth promoted by Houston Stewart Chamberlain, Von 
Liebenfels, and certain party members. "You cannot make an Aryan out of Jesus, 
that's nonsense," he stated." 7 
 
"The religions are all alike, no matter what they call themselves. They have no 
future – Certainly none for the Germans. Fascism, if it likes, may come to terms 
with the Church. So shall I. Why not? That will not prevent me from tearing up 
Christianity root and branch, and annihilating it in Germany. The Italians are 
naive; they're quite capable of being heathens and Christians at the same time. 
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The Italians and the French are essentially heathens. Their Christianity is only 
skin deep. But the German is different. He is serious in everything he undertakes. 
He wants to be either a Christian or a heathen. He cannot be both. Besides 
Mussolini will never make heroes of his fascists. It doesn't matter there whether 
they're Christians or heathens. But for our people, it is decisive whether they 
acknowledge the Jewish Christ-creed with its effeminate pity-ethics, or a strong, 
heroic belief in God in nature, God in our own people, in our destiny, in our 
blood."  
"Leave the hair-splitting to others. Whether it's the Old Testament or the New, or 
simply the sayings of Jesus, according to Houston Stewart Chamberlain; – it's all 
the same old Jewish swindle. It will not make us free.  
A German Church, a German Christianity is distortion. One is either a German or 
a Christian. You cannot be both." 
"You cannot make an Aryan of Jesus, that's nonsense. "What needs to be done 
you say? I will tell you: we must prevent the churches from doing anything but, 
what they are doing now, that is, losing ground day by day. But we can hasten 
matters. The parsons will be made to dig their own graves." 
- Adolf Hitler 8 
 
Hitler communicated with Satan and his Demons. At that time, the Demons were 
bound. Hitler was informed he was to establish a powerful foundation in which 
others would follow. Though he lost the war, those chosen by Satan will follow 
with success in establishing a "Fourth Reich." "Four" is the number of Satan/Enki. 
Hitler saw the ideal human in Satan and his Demons who are of the extra-
terrestrial race known as the "Nordics," for their tall statures, light blonde hair and 
blue eyes. The Jewish controlled media works relentlessly to suppress 
information concerning the Nordic race of ET's, while at the same time promoting 
the enemy greys.   
 
 
 
 
1 Frabato the Magician by Franz Bardon, preface page "About The Author" 
 
2 Excerpt taken from:  Hitler and the Nazis 
http://www.livingstonemusic.net/hitlerandtheoccult.htm  
 
3 Hans-Gunther Seraphim, Das politische Tagebuch Alfred Rosenbergs 1934-
1935 und 1939-1940 (Gottingen, 1956), p. 97.  
Christian Action for Israel 
http://christianactionforisrael.org/antiholo/struggle.html#N_10_ 
 
4 Gerhard Reitlinger, Die SS-Tragodie einer Deutschen Epoche (Munich, 1977), 
p. 29.  
Christian Action for Israel 
http://christianactionforisrael.org/antiholo/struggle.html#N_10_ 
 
5 Ibid. 
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6 Ibid. 
 
7 Hitler Speaks: A Series of Political Conversations With Adolf Hitler on His Real 
Aims By Hermann Rauschning, 1st edition, 1939 
 
8 Ibid. 
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Magic: History-Theory-Practice 
by Dr. Ernst Schertel, 

Annotated by Adolf Hitler 
 
Adolf Hitler, Heinrich Himmler and other Third Reich leaders worked relentlessly 
to rid Nazi Germany of the poison of Judeo/Christianity. Most of the top Nazi 
leaders were educated in the occult and knew the truth. This can readily be seen 
from the numerous occult and Satanic symbols, such as the swastika, the red, 
black, and white colors, and the death's head, seen nearly everywhere in Nazi 
Germany.  
 
The Jews know all too well that The Third Reich was spiritually aware, and onto 
the Jewish hoax of Christianity. Christianity is the root of Jewish power. 
Christianity is the Jewish bulwark. For centuries, the Jews have deluded Gentiles 
into believing that Christians and Jews are against each other, that the Jewish 
people murdered "Jesus the Christ" [which is a fictitious Jewish archetype], but 
this is not true, nor has it ever been true. This is why the Jews have worked so 
hard to infest post WWII NS and affiliated organizations, such as former 'Aryan 
Nations' with Christianity, Christian "morals," and such. True National Socialism 
does not conform to Judeo/Christian "morals." True National Socialism has its 
roots in Paganism, which is another word for Gentile.  
 
Supporters of Martin Luther who claimed to be against the Jews would be 
surprised to learn that there are strong indications that Luther was secretly 
working in collusion with the Catholic Church in order to diffuse its centralized 
power. There will be a full article forthcoming regarding this soon, along with 
references.  
 
Nearly everything of the material has its beginnings in the mind. Your car, your 
PC, electricity, books, buildings- THE IDEA CAME FIRST!! Christianity plants a 
powerful psychic seed and connection for psychic control, which eventually leads 
to, and has bled over into total control on all levels.  
 
The Judeo/Christian Bible and YES, especially the New Testament has written 
on nearly ever page either the word JEW, JEWS, and/or ISRAEL [which are 
written of and highly exalted in every way]. The fictitious Jesus is the epitome of 
Jewishness. No Christian can even use scriptures to argue Jesus is not a Jew. 
This Jewish invented archetype is Jewish from birth to death!  
 
"Satan" means "ENEMY" in Hebrew. Satan is and always was the True God of 
the Gentiles. "Yaweh" YHVH" "Jehova" and related names are in truth, the 
Jewish people. Christians who claim to be Nazis are not only a malignancy within 
the organizations, but they are tied into a powerful psychic vortex of worshipping 
Jewish masters. The enemy works through them. This can readily be seen with 
many working for disunity and infighting, using the vehicle of Christian religion as 
a tool.  
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There is no greater threat to the Jewish enemy than that of Satanism. Jews and 
their gentile lackeys have worked for centuries to keep us gentiles from our gods 
using mass murder, genocide, and forced indoctrination, use of the media, 
Hollywood, and much, much more.  
 
Below is further proof of Adolf Hitler's spiritual beliefs. Truth be known, many of 
the Top Leaders of the Third Reich were Satanists. They knew the truth.  
 
Here is an excerpt from Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia:  
 
Magic: History, Theory and Practice  
Originally published in Germany in 1923 by Dr. Ernst Schertel, Magie: 
Geschichte, Theorie, Praxis, in its original German edition, was a hardcover book 
consisting of 154 pages.  
 
Schertel identifies heavily with the "demonic" in Magic, espousing the belief that 
"communion with the demon" is the most important aspect of magical/religious 
practice.  
 
In 2003 it was revealed that Schertel had sent a dedicated copy of the book to 
Adolf Hitler. Hitler read the book and marked several passages. A total of sixty-
six annotations were made by Hitler in his copy. Eventually the Hitler copy was 
obtained from the John Hay Library at Brown University and the book was 
translated into English with his annotations added.  
Magic: History, Theory and Practice From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia  
 
Some of the passages marked by Hitler include:  
 
"Our body represents an accumulation of potential and kinetic world energies and 
ranges on the way from the line of our ancestors, to the animal, plant, and crystal 
down to the beginning of all things."  
 
"…Through our bodies flood the energies of the universe, out of the infinite into 
the infinite. What we call our `soul' is the sum of all world energies, all pasts of 
the world and states of the world…"  
 
"That we, who are living today, do not really know how to deal with the `sensory 
world,' that it appears to be empty, dull, even oftentimes annoying, that we 
perceive our body as a `prison' of our `soul,' that we are consequently at best 
capable for mystique, and only in the rarest cases capable of magic, is because 
of the extinguishing of the ability of which all the late times are lacking, and which 
consists in experiencing the `outer world' as an incarnation of `spiritual' contents. 
But only he is a magician who is able to inspire things and solidify the soul.  
 
"We call the central focus of the cosmic forces in us our `god' or our `demon.' It 
describes the punctual projection of the whole dynamic of the universe with all of 
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its abysmal infiniteness in our self, it signifies the deepest sense, the first being 
and the highest value, created in the center of our consciousness out of the 
senseless, being-less and value-less chaos of paracosmic forces."  
 
"Every demon-magical world is centered towards the great individuals, from 
whom basic creative conceptions spring. Every magician is surrounded by a 
force field of para-cosmic energies, and as already indicated he acts to the 
highest degree `ektropically' upon the cosmic dynamic. The individuals which are 
infected by him form a `community of his `people' (Volk) and create a complex of 
life of a certain imaginative framework which is called `culture.' From that 
moment on, when these imaginative-magical forces of cohesion run dry, the 
result is a deteriorating people (Volk) and with them, their culture."  
 
"Satan' is the creative, value-setting and value-increasing principle… Satan is the 
fertilizing, destroying/constructing warrior… "He who does not have the demonic 
seed within himself will never give birth to a magical world." "The mass of today 
lives only materially, but not with the body, it feels only intellectually but not with 
the soul." "Only the magician is therefore able to also learn something from 
historical symbols, only he is able to interpret life forms which have faded away."  
 
"Satan is the beginning… Satan is in everything that lives and appears, he acts in 
the last tenderest beam of light of the last star…" "All reality is only Phantoms… 
Our demon is struggling, and he is struggling in pain and hardship. We must 
suffer with him to share victory with him."  
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Reichsführer Heinrich Himmler 
 

 

 
 
 
Reichsführer Heinrich Himmler was a Satanist and had a coven of 12 SS 
Officers. He was the 13th member. He worked diligently with along with Adolf 
Hitler to destroy Christianity. Christian symbols, characters [which are all Jewish], 
and rituals, were replaced with original Pagan [Pagan means 'Gentile'] rites.  
 
"So too, had the form for two principle ceremonies adapted from pagan rites to 
replace Christian festivals – those of the summer and winter solstices. An English 
visitor attended a summer solstice festival in 1936: a circle of Hitler Youths 
chanted consciously pagan litanies in preparation for the moment at midday 
when the sun reached its zenith. As it hung overhead there was silence, 'then a 
paean of praise rang out for the Aryan God." 1 
[The Aryan God is Satan].  
 
" 'The source of all life is Got.' The word was given only one 't' in the 
transcription, allegedly the old German spelling, but it was chiefly useful, to 
distinguish the SS God from the conventional Christian God." 2 
"Himmler was fascinated by the Far East and its religions. "He hated Christianity 
and carried a pocket book in which he had collected homilies from the Hindu 
Bhagavadgita." 3 
 
Reichsführer Himmler conducted numerous black magick rituals at Wewelsburg 
Castle. These rituals were conducted in the utmost secrecy. They included 
necromancy [communication with the dead]. Wewelsburg had many powerful 
Satanic symbols, most of these were white-washed and removed from walls and 
pillars in early 1945. 4 In 1945, under orders from Reichsführer Himmler, 
Wewelsburg was blown up to keep it from the invading armies. Some of the 
castle survived and much has been restored. True Paganism which is 
synonymous with Satanism is known for its emphasis on the Sun [666].  
 
"Himmler and his inner circle of Twelve Gruppenführers would engage in mystic 
communication with the dead Teutons and perform other spiritual exercises. 
Secrecy was the key element in the SS and most especially at Wewelsburg." 
"Foreign Intelligence Chief Walter Schellenburg observed Himmler: 
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'I happened to come into the room by accident and to see these twelve SS 
leaders sitting in a circle, all sunk in deep and silent contemplation, was indeed a 
remarkable sight." 5 

 
Reichsführer Himmler worked diligently to 
destroy Christianity within the Third Reich. He 
fully understood the nefarious program of 
Christianity and how it was a most powerful tool 
created by the Jews for the enslavement 
humanity and the destruction of Aryan peoples. 
Jews have a long history of working to destroy 
their enemies from the inside. This is done 
mostly by their infiltration or the infiltration of 
Gentiles in their employ. Book after book has 
been written about the Nazis being Christian. 
Nothing could be further from the truth. The 
many rune symbols, most notably the SS and 
swastika speak for themselves. Adolf Hitler 
played the Vatican.  

 
 
Reichsführer Himmler on Christian marriage, 3rd May, 1943: 
“Marriage as it is today is the evil work of the Catholic Church. Regarded 
dispassionately and without prejudice, our present marriage laws are absolutely 
immoral. The marriage laws of today, presumably designed to protect the family, 
in fact led to a decrease in the size of families. After the war…monogamy will 
cease to be enforced upon promiscuous mankind. The SS and the heroes of this 
war will have special privileges. They will immediately have the right to take a 
second wife, who shall be considered to be as legitimate as the first. The 
permission to have two wives will be a mark of distinction." 
 
 
SS Officer Otto Rahn SS-Obersturmführer wrote a book, titled 'Luzifer's 
Hofgesind' [Lucifer's Court Servants]:  
"He spoke before a large audience on January 9th, 1938 at the Dietrich-Eckart 
Haus in Dortmund, Germany. Rahn set a new limit to the spirit tied to the 
Romans, to the belief in a life after death, and the fear of hell; he rejected 
Yahweh and the Jewish teachings, and professed 'Luzifer's Hofgesind' in whose 
name Kurt Eggers closed the evening with the following greeting: 'Lucifer, who 
has been done wrong to, greets you.' 6 
 
Here is an excerpt from Luzifer's Hofgesind: 
"There is much more [light] than in the houses of God—cathedrals and 
churches—where Lucifer neither is able nor wishes to enter due to all the 
somber, stained glass windows wherein are painted the Jewish prophets, 
apostles, and saints. The Forest, that, that was free!" 
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"Lucifer’s Servants is at least partly a genuine Nazi propaganda tract and several 
passages make a good case for the worship of Lucifer. Indeed, this idea of 
Lucifer as a benign or divine being was familiar and congenial to the “white light” 
Theosophists of the 1920’s who, after all entitled one of their official German 
publications Lucifer." 
 
"For Rahn, the Grail was an emblem set up in opposition to the established 
Church—indeed, was a Luciferian symbol—and for this the Nazis were grateful." 
"…the eternal struggle between Light and Darkness. Light in this case was 
represented by—not Jesus or Jehova— but by another spirit, the “Light-Bearer.” 
To Rahn, this Entity represented the highest good. To Rahn, the Nazi Reich in 
general—and the SS in particular—became servitors of an ancient pagan cult 
whose God was known to the medieval Christians not as Jesus but as Lucifer." 
"…and having established that they celebrated—as the numerous examples 
have proved—the marvels of the Crown of Lucifer, it is permitted to believe that 
they had faith in the existence of a Luciferian crown of eternal life. And if we 
follow this thought to its logical conclusion, we will say that, for them, the God of 
Love was none other than Lucifer in person.  
The  God Amor is the God of Spring, as is Apollon. Apollon brought back the light 
of the Sun: he is a light-bearer, or “Lucifer.” According to the Apocalypse of John, 
Apollyo-Apollon was equated with the Devil, and according to the belief of the 
Roman Church...Lucifer is Satan." 7 
 
SS men were strongly discouraged from participating in Christian religious 
ceremonies of any kind and were actively encouraged to formally break with the 
Church. Pagan religious ceremonies took the place of Christian ones. Winter 
Solstice ceremonies replaced Xmas. 8 "Starting 1939 the word “Christmas” was 
forbidden to appear on any official SS document" and the Summer Solstice was 
formally celebrated. These ceremonies were celebrated the old way with sacred 
fires, and torch lit processions. 
 
"Weddings and baptisms were replaced by pagan SS rituals and gradually the 
entire Christian liturgical rubric was in the process of being replaced by a 
completely pagan version. Even the Hitler Youth were not immune. A so-called 
“Nazi Primer” published during the war contains many examples of pagan 
ideology and anti-Christian sentiment designed for its youthful readership." 9 
 
An SS officer took the place of a Christian priest/minister in presiding over 
weddings, baptisms, and funerals. A manual titled "The SS Family Procedure for 
Conducting Family Celebrations" was issued to every SS man and woman. 
Therein contained Pagan celebrations for all eight of the important Pagan 
holidays of the year.   
 
"Himmler’s dream was to create, out of the SS, a new religion based on the 
pagan elements of what he perceived to be the original, Ur-Aryan religion of 
Ancient India and Europe. However, many Germans were devout Christians. 
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Hitler himself realized this, and knew that he had to play politics with them for as 
long as the churches held power and as long as the people felt they owed 
spiritual allegiance to the churches and what they represented.  
In this he was cynical in his dealings with the Church as he was pragmatic with 
the Capitalists." 10 
  
Unbeknownst to many, daily meditation was the requirement of the SS.  
"Himmler set up a school of occultism in the Berlin Branch, and many of the 
leading ranks of the Totenkopf SS, the Sicherheitsdienst, and the Gestapo were 
ordered to attend courses in meditation, transcendentalism, and magic. It was in 
this establishment that Himmler was persuaded to found the Ahnenerbe, the Nazi 
Occult Bureau. The Ahnenerbe incorporated the membership of Crowley's 
spurious Templar Order, the Vril, and the Thule Gesellschaft into the Black Order 
of the SS" 11 
 
Temple of Set Founder Michael Aquino visited Wewelsburg several times during 
the early 1980's and was very impressed. He performed a ritual in the North 
Tower to resurrect the energies of Wewelsburg on the world and incite a "Satanic 
renaissance: to jump-start the next phase of human evolution.  Certainly, this 
theme is to be found all through Nazi writings and speeches from the very 
earliest days." 12 
 
For more information:  
Satanism's Origins in the Far East 
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Satanism_Sanskrit.html 
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Relentless Problems With The Jews  
Go Back For Thousands Of Years 

 
 
Here is an excerpt from "The White Man's Bible" By Ben Klassen: 
 
UNRELENTING WARFARE BETWEEN THE PARASITIC JEWS AND THEIR 
UNFORTUNATE VICTIMS 
 
Antagonism goes back 5,000 years. 
 Listening to today’s Jewish manipulated news and propaganda, the 
overwhelming number of the American public have the impression that hostility 
toward Jews is merely a recent isolated phenomenon invented by Adolph Hitler. 
They have been told over and over that the Jews are sweet, kind people just like 
everyone else, (only more so) and it is only because of the demented, paranoid 
prejudices of that wild man, Adolf Hitler, that the Jews have been unfairly picked 
upon for no reason at all. We are led to believe that before Hitler came along 
there was never any conflict between the Jews and the rest of the world. 
 
Irreconcilable Conflict. 
 Nothing could be further from the truth. The conflict between the parasitic Jew 
and their long-suffering hosts throughout the civilized world is as old as history 
itself. That conflict is as basic as that between the pioneer mother and the 
rattlesnake I referred to in an early chapter. It is irreconcilable, is a matter of life 
and death, and will continue until either the Jews are exterminated or the White 
Race is destroyed. The reason for this is inherent in the Talmudic religion of the 
Jews themselves which regards all Gentiles as eternal enemies to be exploited, 
robbed, fleeced and manipulated for the benefit of the Jews. How they do so is 
the subject of several other chapters in this book. 
 
Parasites of Civilization. 
In this particular chapter we want to show that the Jews have been dreaded and 
detested parasites on the backs of civilized nations from time immemorial; that 
they have been thrown out of just about every civilized White nation in the world, 
not only once, but repeatedly out of the same country, or the same region, or the 
same city. 
 
From the Mouth of the Jews. 
The evidence we produce here is not from “biased” Gentile sources, but on the 
contrary, is taken directly from the Jews’ own records. Much of the information 
given here is derived mainly from Jewish encyclopedias, which are written by 
Jews, about Jews, and principally for Jews. In it we find that the Jews have been 
expelled, massacred, driven out, hated and detested by just about every country 
and city that they have infested. This has happened not only once, but 
repeatedly, going back into history as far as the time they were run out of Egypt 
in the second millennium B.C. (about 3,500 years ago). Although this was not 
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necessarily the first, it is the first major Jewish expulsion history has recorded. 
Series of Backlash. However, in this analysis we are mostly concerned about the 
conflict between Jews and Gentiles in Europe. The attacks were spontaneous 
and can be numbered in the thousands in villages, cities and countries. We find 
the attacks against the Jews at certain times ran in a campaign or a series and 
were given certain names. 
 
The Armleder Series: 
Name given to leaders of attacks on German Jews 1336-39, which were 
responsible for massacres in over 100 places in Alsace, Swabia and Franconia. 
The Black Death Massacres: These ran partially at the same time but over a 
wider area of Europe and a longer span of time. The Jews were accused (and 
rightfully so) of poisoning wells during the Black Plague and dropping diseased 
bodies into drinking water and thereby spreading and aggravating the plague. 
Attacks took place in Poland, Spain, France, Catalonia and Northern Italy. In 
Germany alone attacks took place in 350 places, while 60 large and 150 small 
Jewish communities were exterminated. 
 
Bogdan Chmielnicki was a Cossack leader (1593-1657). In 1648 he headed a 
retaliatory uprising of the Ukraine. This resulted in the annihilation of hundreds of 
Jewish communities and the murder of hundreds of thousands of Jews, a 
contemporary source confirming that 744 Jewish communities were wiped out. 
The Jews refer to these as the Chmielnicki massacres. 
 
Hep! Hep! Riots:  
Anti-Jewish slogan used during the riots in Germany in 1819, a cry originating 
from the time of the Crusades. Rindfleish Massacres: Series of exterminatory 
attacks on Jews throughout Franconia and surrounding regions in 1298, after a 
Ritual Murder accusation. Led by a Bavarian noble named Rindfleish, 146 Jewish 
communities were annihilated. Simon Petrula (1880-1926): Ukrainian leader, 
who, with forces under his command (1918-20), carried out 493 pogroms in 
which 16,706 Jews were killed. 
 
* * * * *  
 
Besides these series, there are certain terms that the Jews use again and again 
in the attacks on them, terms that are not ordinarily understood by non-Jews. 
Pogrom: An organized massacre for the annihilation of a community or a mass 
group of Jews. 
 
Ritual Murder or Blood Libel Accusations:  
One of the most abhorrent and depraved of religious rituals indulged in by the 
Jews over the centuries. The procedure is to kidnap some young Christian, 
usually a boy 6 to 8 years old, (sometimes a girl) into a secret room in a 
synagogue. The victim is tied down to a table, stripped, and his or her body 
pierced with sharp ritual knives in the identical places the nails supposedly 
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entered the body of Christ. The blood is drained into cups and drunk by the Jews 
as part of the Passover Ritual. 
 
[This is obvious what this is for- the symbolic ritual direction of the energy- 
human blood sacrifice- to keep the lie of Christianity going and Gentiles under 
the spell. This practice still goes on today. There is always a higher number of 
missing children around Passover time.] 
 
The Jews deny this bestial practice, and refer to them only as accusations. The 
fact is that they have not only been accused of this same bestial practice since 
Roman times, but have been convicted of it and hanged, decapitated and burned 
at the stake for this crime in practically every country of Europe (as we will see) 
and even in some of the Moslem countries. The murdered baby of Charles 
Lindberg is alleged to have been a victim of Jewish Ritual Murder in recent 
times. After personally studying the case, I am convinced that it is true, since it 
certainly fits the pattern. 
 
* * * * * 
 
Tenacious Jews keep coming back.  
We will note that in a number of countries or cities the Jews were run out of 
(expelled), sometimes as many as five or six times. To the uninitiated this raises 
the question— how could the Jews be run out of a certain city and then be 
expelled out of the same city again 20 years later? The answer is that the Jews 
are like cockroaches. They are the most tenacious race in history and they 
always come back no matter how many have been killed, expelled, or how much 
they are detested by their host victims. They always come back, that is, if the city 
is fertile soil for their parasitic manipulations. We must remember that Jews are 
parasites, and parasites have to live on others, on a productive body. In the case 
of Jews their best victim is a thriving White community. For the same reason 
fleas will infest a dog again and again, or a house has to have pest control 
treatments every month to keep out cockroaches and other insect pests, so it is 
with the Jews. They always return to re-infest a productive community. 
 
Perpetual Warfare. 
To show how widespread has been the Jewish infestation over the ages and how 
universal the hostility against them, we will review the fluid warfare between 
Jewish infestation and the Gentile attempt to rid themselves of these parasites. 
Our information is from Jewish sources themselves and due to lack of space 
represents only a small capsule of the total available. 
 
* * * * * 
 
ANCIENT TIMES  
Egypt: 
 Although the conflicts between Jews and host civilizations precede written 
records, the oldest major expulsion we have on record is when the Jews were 
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driven out of Egypt because they had become insufferable. The date is 
approximately the middle of the Second millennium B.C. Centuries later the Jews 
came back in huge numbers and Alexandria became a center of heavy 
infestation. Grave riots against the Jews in Alexandria broke out in 38 A.D. and 
again in 66 A.D. There were further disturbances by the Jews which were 
suppressed with extreme cruelty. In 115-17 Alexandrian Jews were heavily 
attacked and their Great Synagogue burned. In 414 A.D. the Jews were again 
expelled from that city. 
 
Asia: 
 In Medina, a city in Arabia, Mohammed, who at first had been friendly to the 
Jews, in 622 A.D. either expelled or massacred them all, and no Jews have been 
allowed there since. Seleucia is an ancient city on the Tigris. Jews flocked into 
this city after the destruction of Arulia and Asinia. This resulted in a wholesale 
massacre of the Jews in 40 A.D., but they came back. 
 
Byzantine Empire: 
Justinian, Emperor from 527 to 565, adopted a thorough-going anti- Jewish 
policy, barring them from civil service, military posts and any other positions of 
influence. This policy was adhered to in the ensuing centuries and is undoubtedly 
a major reason why the Eastern Roman (Byzantine) Empire survived the 
Western Roman Empire by a thousand years. 
 
Rome:  
The oldest continuing Jewish community in Europe was established in Rome, 
with records dating back to 139 B.C., but they undoubtedly were there much 
earlier. Cicero, the great Roman statesman and man of letters, recognized the 
Jews as an organized hostile element as early as 50 B.C. and frequently 
attacked them in his Senate speeches. Emperor Tiberius expelled the Jews from 
Rome in 19 A.D. but they soon returned. Emperor Claudius expelled a number of 
Jews from Rome in 49-50 A.D. In 116 A.D. Emperor Trajan ordered a 
preventative massacre of Jews in Mesopotamia, since they were the cause of 
perpetual turmoil and uprisings in that area. As Roman conquest and culture 
spread over Europe, Rome was the original center from which Jewish loan 
bankers spread out of Northern Italy and then to the rest of Europe. Despite 
threats and vicissitudes against the Jews, the Popes generally helped to protect 
the Jews from an outraged populace. 
 
* * * * * 
 
MEDIEVAL EUROPE 
Dispersed from Rome. 
Spreading out from Rome and following Roman conquests, the Jews spread over 
Europe. As civilization, industry and commerce advanced to the individual areas 
and cities, the parasitical Jew followed and sank deep his tentacles into his 
baffled hosts. Dog and Flea Situation. Since we do not have the space, the 
following presents only a thumbnail sketch of repeated Jewish invasions and the 
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reactions of their beleaguered hosts, who never really knew how to deal with the 
Jewish phenomenon. Like the dog and flea situation, the dog wants to be rid of 
the fleas, but never learned how to do it. 
 
Perpetual War. 
However brief, the following gives a representative picture of the eternal warfare 
between the blood-sucking Jew and the attempts of the White Gentiles in Europe 
to repel them. We will take the countries in alphabetical order. 
 
AUSTRIA 
Ritual Murder.  
The 13th to 15th centuries were marked by serious persecutions. In 1420 as a 
result of a charge of Ritual Murder, all Jews in Austria were either burned, 
expelled or forcible baptized. They did not disappear, however, and in 1670 
Margaret Theresa decreed another general expulsion. 
In Salzburg, the Jewish community was massacred during the Black Death 
outbreak, 1349, and again following a Host Desecration charge in 1404. They 
were expelled by the Archbishop in 1498. In the province of Tyrol the Jews were 
accused of well poisoning at the time of the Black Death. As a further result of a 
Ritual Murder charge in 1475, the Jewish communities in Trent, Rinn and Lienz 
were destroyed, and finally in 1520 all Jews were expelled from Tyrol. 
 
No Stemming of the Tide.  
There was a hostile, but ineffective reaction to their return. Karl Lueger (1844-
1910) who was Mayor of Vienna from 1897 dismissed entrenched Jewish 
officials, introduced segregation into public schools and took other anti-Jewish 
measures. However, it had little effect in stemming the Jewish tide, until the Hitler 
Anschluss of Austria in 1938. 
 
ENGLAND 
Came with the Norman Conquest.  
Jews first swarmed into England with the Norman Conquest of 1066. They soon 
became oppressive tax collectors for the Crown and monopolized finances, trade 
and commerce. In 1144 the first Ritual Murder accusation was brought against 
them in Norwich, and Chaucer (1340-1400) wrote about the Ritual Murder of 
Hugh of Lincoln in 1255. At the time of the Third Crusade, 1189-90, there were 
serious riots against the Jews all over the country, accompanied by much 
bloodshed. Antagonism grew further because of their financial manipulations and 
chicanery and they were finally expelled form the whole country by King Edward I 
in 1290. 
 
In London, the Jewish headquarters, the Jews were well established before 
1100. There was a murderous attack on the Jews at the time of the coronation of 
Richard I in 1189, and several more during the Baron’s Wars of 1263-66. The 
Jews in London faced Ritual Murder accusations in 1238, 1244 and 1276. 
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Doors opened by Oliver Cromwell. Oliver Cromwell was the Jews’ Chabez-goi 
who opened the floodgates in 1655 and the Jews swarmed in again en masse. 
By 1696 the Jews had control of the Bank of England and have retained control 
of banking, finance and government 
ever since. 
 
FRANCE 
Early Infestation.  
The Jewish infestation of France began comparatively early, preceding 70 A.D., 
and by the ninth century France was the main center of activity of the 
international Jewish traders, called the Radanites. By the 11th and 12th centuries 
the Jewish communities in France became the most densely settled in the world. 
This produced a hostile reaction and due to their nefarious practices they were 
excluded from the crafts and trades. The Jews then more and more monopolized 
money-lending and finance, strangling the commerce of the Gentiles. 
 
Ritual Murder. 
Murderous attacks against the Jews became common after the First Crusade 
(1096). As in many other countries, as they were expelled from one area, they 
moved into another area, and soon back again to the original site. In Blois, the 
first Ritual Murder charge in 1171 resulted in 31 Jews being burnt at the stake. At 
the time of the Fourth Crusade (1235-36) a massacre of Jews in Brittany 
culminated in their expulsion in 1391. In the city of Carcassone, the Jews were 
temporarily expelled in 1253, again in 1306 and finally in 1394. After a Ritual 
Murder in the province of Dauphine they were expelled in 1253, but returned in 
1289. After 1305 a series of expulsion orders were enforced against the Jews in 
the province of Gascony, culminating in the general expulsion of 1394. 
 
Jews engineered the French Revolution. 
In the rest of France a general expulsion had been decreed and forcefully carried 
out in 1306. For the next several centuries Jewish activities in France were 
subdued, but flared up radically in the decades before the French Revolution, 
which the Jews engineered. After executing the King and Queen in 1793 and 
plunging Europe into 20 years of fratricidal warfare, the Jews were fully in the 
saddle again. During the French Revolution they systematically guillotined the 
French nobility and the French leadership. This extermination and the next 20 
years of the Napoleonic Wars bled to death the cream of the French nation. 
France has never recovered. 
 
GERMANY 
Intensive Enmity.  
In no country has the warfare over the centuries been as bitter and intensive as 
between the Jews and the German people. Whereas countries like England, 
France, Spain during the Middle Ages were (more or less) unified under one ruler 
and capable of expelling the Jews (more or less) out of the entire country in 
1290, 1306 and 1492, respectively, the fragmented Germans were never in such 
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a position until 1871. By that time it was too late, and the Jews too powerful and 
too well entrenched on a world-wide basis. During Medieval times when one 
German dukedom or principality would throw them out, they would just run to 
the adjoining territory, multiply, and soon be back. Never could any meaningful 
cleansing be effected throughout the German land. Nevertheless, the Jewish 
hatred for the Germans, and vice-versa, was most virulent in the German states 
and to this day the German people are the primary target of genocide by the 
international Jewish network. 
 
The history of warfare between the Jews and the Germans is a long one and we 
can only give a small fragment here. By 1090 the Jews had become so 
obnoxious and insufferable that the Crusaders killed the Jews in the Rhineland, 
the area of densest Jewish settlement in Germany at that time. Jews Intensified 
Epidemic. During the Black Death epidemic (1348-49) the Jews were charged 
with spreading the plague by poisoning wells and dropping infected bodies in 
wells. In Germany alone during this time attacks on Jews took place in about 350 
areas, while 60 large and 150 small Jewish communities were exterminated. 
Many towns thereafter tried to banish the Jews for all time, but the Jews always 
returned, as we shall see. 
 
Middle ages Continual Warfare. 
In Breslau the Jewish community was wiped out in 1349. In 1453 an accusation 
of Host Desecration led to the killing of 41 Jews and the banishment of the 
rest. In Coblenz the Jews suffered persecutions in 1265, 1281 and 1287, and 
from Armleder attacks in 1337. The Jewish community was wiped out during the 
Black Death Massacres of 1349, but they returned by 1356 and were again 
banished from the entire province of Trier in 1418. Jewish activity in Dresden was 
first recorded in 1375. By 1448 they were run out because of their activities of 
counterfeiting coins and aiding the Hussites.  
 
Jews Monopolized Finances. 
 The Jewish community was expelled from Dusseldorf in 1438 but returned late 
in the 16th century. Despite anti-Jewish riots in Erfurt in 1221, the Jewish 
community continued to develop until the Black Death Massacres of 1349, when 
the survivors were banished. They returned in 1357 and were run out again in 
1458. The Jewish community in Frankfurt-Am-Main was annihilated in 1241 and 
again by the Flagellants in 1349. The Jews in Frankfurt monopolized money 
lending and finance in the Middle Ages and even today Frankfurt is one of the 
world’s more important Jewish financial centers. The Fettmilch riots in 1614 led 
to a temporary expulsion and the War of 1796 resulted in the destruction of a 
large part of the Jewish ghetto in Frankfurt. 
 
Black Death Massacres. 
In the city of Halberstadt, the Jews were run out in 1493, returned in the next 
century and again driven out in 1594. The Jews’ main activity in the city of 
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Leipzig was money lending. They were annihilated in the Black Death massacres 
of 1349, but others returned. The Jews in Mainz were expelled as early as 1012 
but soon returned. Hundreds were killed by Crusaders in 1096, despite the 
Bishop’s protection, but others soon returned. A series of massacres ensued at 
the time of the Black Death (1349), but the Jews kept coming back. Expulsion 
edicts were issued in 1438, 1462 and 1470-71. 
 
Rindfleish Massacres. 
In Nuremberg, where the Jews had settled in the 12th century, their main activity 
was also money lending. The Jewish community was destroyed in 1298 during 
the Rindfleish massacres, when 728 Jews were killed. During the Black Death 
massacres (1349), 562 were killed and the remainder ousted. Due to their 
insidious money-lending intrigues, they were again expelled in 1499. 
 
Court Jews Manipulated Rulers. 
Jews were present in the area before the German state of Prussia was even 
formed. When Frederick William became the Grand Elector, Jewish power 
expanded rapidly. They became “Court Jews,” money-lenders, mint-masters, 
army purveyors and the aristocracy of the community. 
 
Returned Repeatedly. 
In the ancient and beautiful city of Rothenburg the Jewish community was 
destroyed during the Rindfleisch massacres of 1298, was renewed, and again 
destroyed in 1349. The Jews again returned, again were repulsed in 1349. The 
Jews again returned, again were repulsed in 1397 after massacres. They 
returned again in 1402 and were driven out in 1520. 
 
Charged with Well-Poisoning. 
In 1348 in the city of Stuttgart, the Jews were burnt on charges of well poisoning 
and spreading the Black Plague. There were a number of expulsions in the 
succeeding centuries. The story in Trier was similar. The Jewish community was 
destroyed in 1349, infiltrated back in a few decades, was again driven out in1418 
and returned in 1500. 
 
Always Returned. 
The above pattern can be repeated in just about every German city, every 
German state. Wherever the Jews settled they became obnoxious parasites and 
were driven out time and time again by an outraged populace. But they always 
returned to sink their tentacles deeper. They learned from their previous mistakes 
and became more cunning in neutralizing the community they set about to exploit 
and strangle. 
 
Thirty Years’ War instigated by Jews. 
Toward the close of the Middle Ages most of the German cities had repeatedly 
banished Jews. But they always returned in larger numbers. The fratricidal Thirty 
Years’ War (1618-48) over Christianity pitted Catholics against Protestants. 
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It was provoked and instigated by the Jews, destroyed 65% of the German 
population and 80% of the buildings and property. It left the German nation in 
shambles, more fragmented than ever into small jealous petty states. It set the 
German nation back perhaps 300 years, but, as usual, the Jewish position 
greatly benefited thereby. The fragmented, impoverished states turned to the 
Jews as moneylenders. Many of the key positions were filled by Court Jews, 
military purveyors, financial advisers, tax collectors, moneylenders, and many 
other vital areas. Jewish power and infestation grew until the Hitler era. 
 
POLAND 
Heavy infestation of Khazar Jews.  
The Jewish infestation began in the 9th Century and was reinforced by 
aggressive Khazar elements at the time. Despite pogroms, massacres and 
expulsions, the Jewish infestation increased until in the 19th century and by the 
first part of the 20th century Poland had the largest Jewish population 
(percentage-wise) in the world. 
 
Chmielnicki Uprisings.  
Ritual Murders by Jews brought retaliations in Posen in 1399 and in Cracow in 
1407. Students in Cracow began anti-Jewish riots in 1401, and attacks took 
place in Cracow, Lvov, Posen and elsewhere. They were driven out of Warsaw in 
1483, out of Cracow in 1491. The Chmielnicki uprisings against the Jews (1648-
49) destroyed hundreds of Jewish communities. Economic restrictions (against 
Jews), pogroms, and Ritual Murder charges were recurrent throughout Poland. 
Thousands were killed by the Haidmak disorders of 1768 in the Ukraine. 
 
Jews Constituted 50% of Urban Population. 
After 1815 the bulk of Poland was under Russian rule and its Jewish history 
continued under Russia. By 1828 Jews constituted 50% of the urban population 
of Poland, making it the most heavily Jew-infested country in the world. Looking 
at the reaction in some of the major cities we find a Jewish pogrom occurred in 
Bialystok as late as 1906. In the city of Kalisch there was a whole series of 
persecutions, beginning in the 14th century. In 1656 the Jewish community in 
Kalisch was destroyed by Polish General Czarniecki. 
 
Jews monopolized Grain Trade. 
Jews settled in Pinsk in the 16th century and soon monopolized the grain trade. 
Jews suffered severely in the Chmielnicki massacres of 1648-49 and also the 
Swedish Wars of 1700. Nevertheless by the beginning of World War II, the 
population of Pinsk was 70% Jewish. By 1939 there were 360,000 Jews living in 
the City of Warsaw, one of the highest concentrations in Europe at the time. 
 
RUSSIA 
Intense Hatred. Huge Jewish Population.  
The hatred between the people of Russia and the Jews is one of the most 
intense in the history of the universally detested Jews. Before World War I, 
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Russia had 5,600,000 Jews within its borders, the largest total concentration or 
Jews in any country in the world up to that time, being only later exceeded by the 
Jewish population of the United States at the present time. 
 
90% of Today’s Jews are of Khazar Descent.  
Part of the heavy Jewish infestation was due to the Khazars, a rapacious Turkish 
tribe that had built an empire between the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea and 
extending northward into the middle of what is now Russia. The Khazars 
converted to Judaism under King Bulan in the 8th century A.D. It is estimated 
that 90% of today’s Jews are descendants of the Khazars, rather than 
Palestinian Jews, although either is equally vicious. 
 
Conquered by Yaroslav. 
In 1083 Russian Archduke Yaroslav conquered the Khazars and incorporated 
their kingdom into Russia proper. Little did the Russians realize the virulence of 
the plague that they had assumed to assimilate. The real warfare, however, did 
not begin until the 16th century. In 1563, 300 Jews were drowned at Polotosk 
and Vitelisk. In 1648 Bogdan Chmielnicki headed a rebellion of Cossack and 
Ukrainian masses against Jews and Polish landowners. This resulted in the 
annihilation of hundreds of Jewish communities, one Jewish source claiming 744 
Jewish communities were wiped out and hundreds of thousands of Jews killed. 
The Jews have termed these as the Chmielnicki massacres. 
 
Jews Expelled from Ukraine. 
When the Ukraine was annexed to Russia in 1667 the Jews were expelled from 
Ukrainian territory. Clauses prohibiting the Jews from visiting Russia were 
inserted in treaties signed by Russia with foreign powers in 1550 and 1678. 
Expulsion orders were issued in 1727, 1738 and 1742. In 1753 a total of 35,000 
Jews were driven out of Russia. In 1762, Catherine the Great permitted aliens to 
live in Russia, except Jews. In 1791 by decree, she limited Jews to a restricted 
area called the Pale of Settlement, and then they could live only in the towns of 
that area. 
 
Jews Not Assimilable. 
Czar Alexander I expelled 20,000 Jews from the province of Vitebsk and Mohilev 
in 1824. Czar Alexander II attempted to assimilate and to Russify the Jews, but 
without success. In retaliation he was assassinated in 1881 by Jewish 
revolutionaries. The Russians reacted with new pogroms, regarding the Jews as 
a subversive element to be kept apart from the village population and enacted 
the May Laws. In 1891 the Jews were run out of Moscow. 
 
Jews Foment Revolution. 
Hostility and warfare between the Russian people and the Jews accelerated, 
reaching its climax with the Beilis case (1911-13) on a Ritual Murder charge in 
Kiev. The Jews were highly organized for revolution. In 1905 they attempted a 
revolutionary overthrow of the Russian government, but failed. 
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Revolution Successful. Communism Established.  
During Russia’s involvement and defeat in World War I and the subsequent 
Jewish-communist revolution they were, however, overwhelmingly successful. 
The Jews shot the Czar, threw all of Russia into a revolutionary turmoil and in 
1917 established a communist-bolshevik government completely under their 
control. In the ensuing years of turmoil, revolution and famine, the Jews took 
vicious revenge and murdered over 30 million White Russians, thereby 
exterminating the best elements of the Russian population. Therewith they 
destroyed any existing or potential Russian opposition or leadership, as they had 
done in France 125 years earlier. 
 
Jews firmly in control of largest Slave Labor Camp in the world. 
Today, more than sixty years later, the Jews are still in firm control, having 
established the most fiendish and brutal slave-labor camp in the world. 
The Jewish Encyclopedia cites long lists of cities and areas in which pogroms, 
expulsions and massacres occurred, but the list of events is too massive to 
record here. 
 
SPAIN 
Jews Betrayed Spain to Arab Invaders.  
Jews entered Spain as early as the 6th century B.C., coming in with the 
Phoenician traders. From 612 A.D. a relentless warfare ensued between the 
natives and the Jews, marked by sporadic outbreaks and massacres. The Jews 
helped the Arabs invade Spain in 711 by betrayals from within. For several 
centuries the Jews prospered under the Arabs and Spain became the foremost 
Jewish center of that time. In the Christian part of Spain Jews became tax 
collectors and “Court Jews,” and soon controlled both the government and the 
economy. The infestation became so flagrant (20-25% of the population 
were Jews) and so oppressive the Spaniards reacted. 
 
Moslems Expelled Jews. 
In Granada in 1066 while still under Moslem rule the Jews were attacked and 
expelled. The Jewish community re-established itself but was again uprooted by 
the Almohades (Moslem) invasion in 1148 and Jews were either expelled or 
converted to the Moslem religion. In Cordova Jews were also expelled or 
converted by the Almohades in 1147. 
 
Marranos False Christians.  
In the Christian part of Spain a wave of massacres against the Jews swept the 
country in 1391, especially in Cordova, Granada, Segovia and Seville, and many 
of them became baptized Marranos, openly professing Christianity, but remaining 
secret Jews at heart, loyal to the Jewish race and religion. 
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Sought Control of Catholic Church. 
Soon these false Christians began acquiring control of the Catholic Church itself. 
Along with the real Jews, they now controlled the church, the government and 
the economy, and dissolution, turmoil and rot ensued. 
 
Spaniards institute the Inquisition. 
When the Spaniards again woke up to the fact that the Jews were the cause of 
their misery, they again reacted. Under the leadership of Ferdinand and Isabella 
the Inquisition was instituted to ferret out the disguised Jews parading as 
Christians (known as Marranos). This process went on simultaneously while the 
Spaniards were fighting an all-out war to drive the Mohammedan Moors out of 
Spain. In this war the Marranos and the Jews were perpetually betraying the 
Christians in favor of the Moors. Further massacres of the Jews broke out 
sporadically in many cities. 
 
Spain Expels Moors, Jews in 1492. 
Finally, in 1492, after ten years of warfare, Ferdinand and Isabella succeeded in 
driving out the Moors and uniting Spain. (We devote a whole chapter to this 
dramatic episode in history in our earlier book, NATURE’S ETERNAL 
RELIGION.) That same year they decreed that all Jews were to get out of Spain 
by August 1st. This was carried out with resolution and determination, 
culminating in the largest mass expulsion of Jews up to that time. Having rid 
herself of the Jews, the history of Spain then blossomed into what is known as its 
Golden Age. For the next three centuries Spain prospered. She was the leader in 
colonization and worldwide expansion in the New World, the Philippines and 
elsewhere. 
 
Stranglehold On Spain. 
However, the tenacious Jews marked Spain for economic strangulation and 
revenge. By the 1930’s they were powerful enough to tear Spain apart again. 
They fomented and instigated a terribly destructive fratricidal Civil War that left 
Spain in shambles. With the help of Hitler and Mussolini that war was 
successfully resolved against the Jewish communists with Franco heading the 
new Fascist government. 
 
* * * * * 
 
CONCLUSION 
Jewish Menace Old As History.  
From the foregoing short history of the Jews we have overwhelming evidence 
that the Jewish problem was not invented by Adolf Hitler in the 20th century, but 
on the contrary that the Jews have been a vicious parasite on the backs of 
civilizations for thousands of years.  
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The Inquisition is NOT Over 
 
I recently went on vacation to the west coast. When visiting Chinatown, an 
elderly Chinese woman approached my mother and me on the street corner with 
some newspapers. The newspapers contained accounts of mass murder, torture 
and other heinous crimes against humanity committed and ongoing by the 
Chinese communists. I informed her that myself and others were aware and were 
working against this monster. She bowed to me and hugged my mother. 
 
Upon reading the paper, the theme was of how the communists are persecuting 
practitioners of Falun Gong.  
http://www.faluninfo.net/  
 
Falun Gong is somewhat like Chi Kung. Practice of Falun Gong, like Tai Chi and 
the internal martial arts transforms the soul and amplifies the chi/witchpower, 
which is a threat to Jewish control. Unbeknownst to most people, Christianity is a 
preparation for and a stepping off point to communism. Many are deluded as to 
the root of communism, which is the International Jew. Normally, there are the 
Gentile front men and the controlling and advising Jews working behind the 
scenes who have full control. 
 
People are deluded and blame the Russians, the Chinese and others who have 
been victims of this program, but the root is the Jews who believe they are 
entitled to be "God." In truth, YHVH is the Jewish people. Few understand how 
this all works as the Jews who are behind this are highly intelligent and masters 
at lying and deception. Most people here know about and work with energy and 
magick [the occult.) Remove all of this knowledge, as the Jews have done, via 
their tool of Christianity and the masses are helpless against it. Curses thrown, 
workings for incredible wealth and such face no confrontation or competition. 
With the removal of all spiritual knowledge, the Gentiles are disarmed and at the 
mercy of the ruling Jews. The sad fact is many have been paying out the ass 
both spiritually and financially for their own damnation via the odious program of 
Christianity. 
 
Quote from the Talmud: 
Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: "Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that 
the Jew would not have to be served by beasts. The non-Jew is consequently an 
animal in human form, and condemned to serve the Jew day and night." 
 
Like communism, where the leaders such as the late Chairman Mao Tse-Tung, 
Vladimir Lenin, Joseph Stalin and others become idols to worship- enforced 
worship; the Judeo/Christian Bible has stolen the spiritual concepts and the 
identities of Gentile Gods and replaced them with imposter Jewish characters for 
Gentiles to slavishly worship, this is no different from the program of communism, 
which has its foundation and basis in the Nazarene's "Sermon on the Mount" and 
all of his other teachings and parables. All of this has powerful subliminal impact. 
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In addition, the Judeo/Christian Bible has been infused with much occult power 
both from the enemy Jews and from centuries of millions upon millions of 
deluded Christians putting their psychic energy into this monster. 
 
Any true spirituality and truth is a most serious threat to the ruling Jews who have 
secretly kept and used occult power for centuries to curse Gentiles, and seize all 
of the wealth and power of the world. 
 
Quote from the Talmud: 
Seph. Jp., 92, 1: "God has given the Jews power over the possessions and 
blood of all nations." 
 
To add to the delusion and confusion concerning Jewish communism, 
Christianity, unbeknownst to most of the world, has been working in collusion 
with, to promote and advance communism, which the end result is the total 
removal of all spirituality, personal liberties and like the Christian Church- control 
through ignorance, fear and torture. All of these Jewish programs come under 
the pretext of brotherhood and humanity. Nothing could be further from the truth. 
Jewish college professors and their ilk drum the virtues of communism into the 
heads of students, along with other lies to deceive in order to gain control. 
Mention of this, I heard was included in the book "Harvard Hates America." 
 
To further delude people in regards to Christianity and communism, 
Christians forever whine how they are "persecuted" at the hands of the 
communists. This is just for show. They have you both ways. Communism falls 
and then their supposed nemesis [who has been and is their bulwark and ally) 
the Christian Church then again infests the country, pretending to be their 
enemy and people are back at square one, screwed either way. This is and has 
been happening in Russia, after the fall of communism, the Christians are back 
with their program again, preparing people and keeping them ignorant to be as 
slaves. Any idiot can see plainly, THERE IS NOTHING WHATSOEVER 
SPIRITUAL ABOUT CHRISTIANITY OR ITS COHORT PROGRAMS!!!!  
 
Christianity is nothing but a Jewish tool to remove all spiritual knowledge, 
indoctrinate people to be slaves [rebellion is of Satan, thus "evil") and prepare 
them to work for and enjoy their sufferings and abuses and live for their deaths at 
the hands of the ruling Jews. Wealth and power are no-no's, as all wealth 
belongs to the Jews. The Jews are the ones who run the "state" in communist 
countries, and own all of the property, while the populace live lower than animals 
and in constant fear. 
 
That pedophile criminal Catholic Pope [the latest one) publicly visited a Jewish 
synagogue on his recent trip to the USA. As Adolf Hitler wrote in Mein 
Kampf, when the Jews feel confident they are close to their goal, "they drop 
the cloak" meaning- they no longer maintain the secrecy that both were and 
are working together all along. 
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Further delusions include how the Jews forever whine about that phony 
"holocaust" whenever there is REAL persecution of Gentiles, to deceive the 
masses into believing they are victims, same as the Gentiles, and to take the 
heat off and divert the blame onto others, when in truth, the Jews themselves are 
behind and always have been behind these crimes against humanity. 
Proof the so-called "Holocaust" is a HOAX! 
http://www.onethirdoftheholocaust.com/  
 
Most people can't see past the delusion and think it is the Gentile Chinese, 
Russians, Bulgarians, etc., who are responsible for and desire communism.  
The International Jew is in all races and cultures. The invasion of Tibet, is for the 
purpose of destroying spiritual knowledge [Tibet has been isolated from Christian 
infestation, due to its geographic location in the treacherous Himalayan 
Mountains and its being closed to outsiders) and to murder and torture spiritual 
leaders who have this knowledge. 
 
The same methods used by the Inquisition, are used by the communists upon 
those who are suspected or have been found guilty of any spiritual practices. 
Here are a few excerpts from the Falun Gong newspaper I mentioned above: 
"Electric shock clubs used on sensitive body parts such as the genitals, 
breasts, mouth, head, and anus." 
"Twenty-seven year old Ms. Chen Hui and thirty year old Ms. Sun Yan were 
also tied up in a spread-eagle position as torturers repeatedly thrust long 
rods into their vaginas as blood ran down their legs. Other objects included toilet 
and shoe brushes. Other accounts included practitioners being tortured with 
cattle prods, while being iced with cold water to intensify the pain of the shocks. 
One woman who was a high profile Falun Gong practitioner had her trachea 
ripped right out of her throat with no anesthesia in order to make her an 
example to others who would speak out against these atrocities. She died a 
slow and painful death. 
 
A photo of a Falun Gong Master before he died revealed beatings and 
systematic starvation- he was severely emaciated before he died of being beaten 
to death. The torture methods used upon practitioners are very similar to the 
Inquisition. 
http://www.faluninfo.net/torturemethods2/ 
 
As the International Jew is always looking to exploit misery and to make a profit- 
never mind how, the organs of these victims are being sold. As we all know, the 
Jews have full control over and run the medical professions world wide. 
 
PEOPLE NEED TO WAKE UP TO THE TRUTH: 
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1. It is not the "Chinese" the "Russians" the "Cubans" etc., who are behind 
communism, but the international Jew! The entire Judeo-Christian bible is a 
blueprint for communism. It is a stepping off point and prepares believers for 
Jewish world domination and control via communism. 
 
2. Christianity and communism are *not* enemies. Both have been working 
Secretly for centuries to make communism a reality in a one-world slave 
State, where all spirituality will be removed, and the jews who are "jehova" 
Will be as gods, with the gentiles as their slaves. Persecutions of 
Christians are just to put on a show to fool and delude the masses. While the 
Chinese communists claim to persecute any religious activity: According to the 
Chinese Amity Printing Company to date, the company has produced 41 million 
bibles for distribution in China and 9 million bibles for overseas distribution..... 
 
The Amity Foundation: Made-in-China Bibles for the 2008 Olympics 
http://www.amityfoundation.org/wordpress/?p=138  
 
Printing of the 50 millionth Bible to be celebrated  
http://www.amityfoundation.org/wordpress/?p=133 
 
They promote the Bible ,yet they outlaw, destroy, and burn Falun Gong 
Books and torture to death practitioners. 
 
Quote from the Talmud: 
Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: "Jehovah created the non-Jew in 
human form so that the Jew would not have to be served by beasts. The 
non-Jew is consequently an animal in human form, and condemned to serve the 
Jew day and night." 
 
3. Jewish programs come under the guise of brotherhood, equality and humanity. 
The Jewish controlled media and educational systems continuously work to 
enforce this lie. 
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Jews Owned and Operated the African Slave Trade 
 
 
The following article is definitely worth a read. OF COURSE WE ARE TOTALLY 
AGAINST ISLAM, as this is another Jewish program and those who unknowingly 
are devoted to this lie are under the psychic control of the Jews, no different from 
the Christians. But, the following article is well worth reading. The Jews are the 
ones who should be paying reparations, of which they can very well afford: 
 
 
 
 
Who Brought the Slaves to America? 
By Walter White Jr., 1968 
 
The story of the slaves in America begins with Christopher Columbus. His 
voyage to America was not financed by Queen Isabella, but by Luis de 
Santangelo, who advanced the sum of 17,000 ducats (about 5,000 pounds-today 
equal to 50,000 pounds) to finance the voyage, which began on August 3, 1492. 
 
Columbus was accompanied by five 'maranos' (Jews who had foresworn their 
religion and supposedly became Catholics), Luis de Torres, interpreter, Marco, 
the surgeon, Bemal, the physician, Alonzo de la Calle and Gabriel Sanchez (1). 
 
Gabriel Sanchez, abetted by the other four Jews, sold Columbus on the idea of 
capturing 500 Indians and selling them as slaves in Seville, Spain, which was 
done. Columbus did not receive any of the money from the sale of the slaves, but 
he became the victim of a conspiracy fostered by Bemal, the ship's doctor. He, 
Columbus, suffered injustice and imprisonment as his reward. Betrayed by the 
five maranos (Jews) whom he had trusted and helped. This, ironically, was the 
beginning of slavery in the Americas (2). 
 
The Jews were expelled from Spain on August 2, 1492, and from Portugal in 
1497. Many of these Jews emigrated to Holland, where they set up the Dutch 
West Indies Company to exploit the new world. 
 
In 1654, the first Jew, Jacob Barsimson, emigrated from Holland to New 
Amsterdam (New York) and in the next decade many more followed him, settling 
along the East Coast, principally in New Amsterdam and Newport, Rhode Island. 
They were prevented by ordinances issued by Governor Peter Stuyvesant from 
engaging in the domestic economy, so they quickly discovered that the territory 
inhabited by the Indians would be a fertile field. There were no laws preventing 
the Jews from trading with the Indians. 
 
The first Jew to begin trading with the Indians was Hayman Levy, who imported 
cheap glass beads, textiles, earrings, armbands and other cheap adornments 
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from Holland which were traded for valuable fur pelts. Hayman Levy was soon 
joined by Jews Nicholas Lowe and Joseph Simon. Lowe conceived the idea of 
trading rum and whiskey to the Indians and set up a distillery in Newport, where 
these two liquors were produced. Within a short time there were 22 distilleries in 
Newport, all of them owned by Jews, manufacturing and distributing 'firewater.' 
The story of the debauching of the Indians with its resultant massacres of the 
early settlers, is a dramatic story in itself. 
 
It is essential to comprehend the seaport of Newport. It is important in order to 
recognize the Jewish share in the Slave commerce. There was a period when it 
was commonly referred to as 'The Jewish Newport-World center of Slave 
Commerce.' All together, at this time, there were in North America six Jewish 
communities: Newport, Charleston, New York, Philadelphia, Richmond, and 
Savanuah. There were also many other Jews, scattered over the entire East 
Coast. Although New York held first place in the settlers of Jews in North 
America, Newport held second place. 
 
New York was also the main source of Kosher meat, supplying the North 
American settlements, then the West Indies and also South America. Now 
Newport took over! Newport also became the great trade harbour of the East 
Coast of North America. There, vessels from other ports met, to exchange 
commodities. Newport, as previously mentioned, represented the foremost place 
in the commerce of rum, whiskey, and liquor dealings. And to conclude, it finally 
became the Main Center of Slave dealings. It was from this port that the ships left 
on their way across the ocean, to gather their black human cargo and then derive 
great sums of money in exchange for them. 
 
An authentic, contemporary report, based on authority, indicates that of 128 
Slave ships, for instance, unloaded in Charleston, within one year, their "Cargo," 
120 of these were undersigned by Jews from Newport and Charleston by their 
own name. About the rest of them, one can surmise, although they were entered 
as Boston (1), Norfolk (2), and Baltimore (4), their real owners were similarly the 
Jewish slave dealers from Newport and Charleston. 
 
One is able to assess the Jewish share in the entire dealings of the Newport, if 
one considers the undertaking of a lone Jew, the Portuguese, Aaron Lopez, who 
plays an important part in the over-all story of the Jews and Slavery. 
 
Aaron Lopez 
  
Concerning the entire commerce of the Colonies, and the later State of Rhode 
Island, (which included Newport) bills of lading, concessions, receipts, and port 
clearances carried the signature name of the Jew Aaron Lopez (3). This all took 
place during the years 1726 to 1774. He had therefore more than 50% of all 
dealings under his personal control for almost fifty years. Aside from that there 
were other ships which he owned, but sailed under other names. 
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In the year 1749, the first Masonic Lodge was established. Ninety percent of the 
members of this first lodge, fourteen all told, were Jews. And one knows that only 
so-called "prominent" individuals were accepted. Twenty years later, the second 
Masonic Lodge, "King David," was established. It is a fact that all of these 
members were Jews. 
 
In the meantime, the Jewish influence in Newport had reached such proportions 
that President George Washington decided to pay them a visit. Upon his 
appearance, both of the Masonic Lodges sent an emissary - a Jew named 
Moses Seixas (4) - to approach the President with a petition, in which the Jews of 
Newport stated: "If you will permit the children of Abraham to approach you with 
a request, to tell you that we honor you, and feel an alliance...... and then: "Until 
the present time the valuable rights of a free citizen have been withheld. 
However, now we see a new government coming into being based on the 
Majesty of the people, a government, not sanctioning any bigotry nor persecution 
of the Jew, rather, to concede the freedom of thought, which each shares, 
whatever Nation or Language, as a part of the great Government machine." 
 
It is necessary at this point to consider the disclosures as to who in reality 
obtained this legendary freedom in America at the founding of the Union. To be 
sure, the province became independent and severed from the English 
Jurisdiction. However, we can see from the petition (5) which Moses Seixas 
offered President Washington in the name of the Jews of Newport, that it was not 
in reality this type of freedom which they had in mind. They were merely 
concerned about themselves, and their "own civil rights," which had been 
withheld. Therefore, following the Revolutionary War, the Jews were accorded 
equal rights, and freed of all restrictions! And the Negroes? The Revolutionary 
War not withstanding, they remained Slaves! In the year 1750, one sixth of the 
population in New York was Negroid, and proportionately in the Southern parts of 
the Country, they outnumbered the others, but the proclamation of Freedom did 
not touch them. More of this later. 
 
Let us scrutinize at close range this dismal handwork of the Jews which gave 
them influence and power, so we may comprehend the Slave Trade; for there 
has been so much written since that time by the zealous Jewish writers, that at 
the present, long since removed, it might appear natural, for the time element 
has a tendency to make things nebulous. 
 
Let us follow the journey of one ship, owned by a slave dealer, Aaron Lopez, 
which had made many trips to the African coast. 
 
For instance, in the month of May, 1752, the ship "Abigail" was equipped with 
about 9,000 gallons of rum, a great supply of iron foot and hand restraints, 
pistols, powder, sabres, and a lot of worthless tin ornaments, and under the 
command of the Jewish Captain Freedman, sailed off for Africa. There were but 
two Mates and six sailors comprising the crew. Three and one half months later 
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they landed on the African Coast. Meantime, there had been constructed an 
African Agency, by the Jewish slave dealers, who had corralled them, and 
prepared them for sale. This organization reaching deep into Africa, had many 
ramifications, including the heads of groups, villages, etc. This method to win 
over these leaders for the Jewish slave trade, was similar to' that which the Jews 
had employed with the Indians. 
 
At first, they presented them with rum, and soon found themselves in an alcoholic 
delirium. When the gold dust, and ivory supply was exhausted, they were 
induced to sell their descendants. At first their wives, and then their youths. Then 
they began warfare among each other, plotted and developed mostly by the 
Jews, and if they captured prisoners, these, too, were exchanged for rum, 
ammunitions and weapons to the Jews', using them for further campaigns to 
capture more Negroes. The captured Blacks were linked two by two and driven 
through the medieval forests to the coast. These painful treks required weeks, 
and some of them frequently became ill, and felled by exhaustion, and many 
unable to rise even though the bullwhip was applied as an encourager. They 
were left to die and were devoured by wild beasts. It was not unusual to see the 
bones of the dead laying in the tropical sun, a sad and gruesome reminder to 
those who would later on tread this path. 
 
It has been calculated that for each Negro who withstood the rigors of this 
wandering, there still had to be the long voyage across the ocean, before they 
reached American soil, nine out of ten died! And when one considers that there 
was a yearly exodus of ONE MILLION black slaves, then, and only then, can one 
assess the tremendous and extensive exodus of the African people. At present 
Africa is thinly populated, not alone due to the 1,000,000 literally dragged out of 
huts, but due to the five to nine million who never reached their destination. Once 
they reached the coast, the black slaves were driven together, and restraints 
were applied to hold them until the next transport ship docked. The agents—
many of them Jews—who represented the Chief, then began the deal with the 
Captain. Each Negro was personally presented to him. But the captains had 
learned to become suspicious. The Black one must move his fingers, arms, legs, 
and the entire body to insure that there were not any fractures. Even the teeth 
were examined. If a tooth was lacking, it lowered the price. Most of the Jew 
agents knew how to treat sick Negroes with chemicals in order to sell them as 
sound. Each Negro was valued at about 100 gallons of rum, 100 pounds of gun 
powder, or in cash between 18 to 20 dollars. The notations of a captain inform us 
that on September 5, 1763, one Negro brought as much as 200 gallons of rum, 
due to the bidding among the agents, raising the price. 
 
Women under 25 years, pregnant or not, resulted in the same measure, if they 
were well and comely. Any over 25 years lost 25%. And here it should be stated 
that those Negroes, purchased free at the African Coast for 20 to 40 dollars, 
were then resold by the same slave dealers in America for two thousand dollars. 
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This gives one an idea how the Jews managed to acquire tremendous fortunes. 
Following the bargaining, Captain Freedman paid the bill, either in merchandise 
or cash. He also recalled some advice which his Jewish employers gave him as 
he left Newport for Africa: "Pour as much water into the rum as you possibly 
can." In this manner the Negro chiefs were cheated two times by the Newport 
Jews! 
 
The next step was to shave the hair from the head of the acquired slaves. Then 
they were bound and branded with a hot iron, either on the back, or the hip, 
identifying them with their owners. Now the Negro slave was indeed the property 
of the Jewish purchaser. If he fled he could be identified. Following this 
procedure, there was a farewell celebration. There were instances when entire 
families were brought out of the interior, to the coast, and then separated through 
the buyer—the father going with one ship, the sons and daughters into another. 
These "farewell" celebrations were usually packed with emotion, tears, drama 
and sadness. There was little joy, if ever. 
 
The following day the transport began from land to ship. It was managed by 
taking four to six Negroes at one time in rowboats to the ship. Of course the 
slave dealers were aware of how the Negro loved his homeland above all else, 
and could only be induced by great force to leave it. So, some of the Negroes 
would leap into the water. But here the overseers were prepared with sharp dogs 
and retrieved the fleeing men. Other Negroes preferred drowning. What came 
aboard alive was immediately undressed. Here was another opportunity to jump 
overboard and reach land and freedom. But the slave dealers were pitiless and 
ruthless; they were merely concerned to get their Black cargo to America with the 
least loss. Therefore, an escapee, recaptured, had both of his legs cut off before 
the eyes of the remaining Negroes in order to restore "Order." 
 
On board the ship the Negroes were separated into three groups. The men were 
placed in one part of the ship. The women into another, whereby the lusty 
Captain arranged it so that the youngest, mostly comely Negro women were 
accessible to him. 
 
The children remained on deck, covered with a cloth in bad weather. In this 
fashion the slave ship proceeded on its journey to America. In the main, the ships 
were too small, and not at all suitable to transport people. They were barely 
equipped to transport animals, which the Negroes were likened to. In one space, 
one meter high (39 inches) these unfortunate creatures were placed into a 
horizontal position, pressed close together. Mostly they were chained together. In 
this position they had to remain for three months, until the end of the voyage. 
Rarely was there a captain who sympathized with them or evidenced any 
feelings whatever for these pitiable creatures. Occasionally they would be taken 
in groups to the deck for fresh air, shackled in irons. 
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Somehow, these Negroes were expendable and endured much. On occasion, 
one of them became insane, killing the other one pressed closely to him. They 
also had their fingernails closely cut so they could not tear at each other's flesh. 
The most horrible battles came about among the men, to acquire a centimeter or 
two for a comfortable position. It was then that the slave overseer stepped in with 
his bullwhip. The unimaginable, horrible, human excrement in which these slaves 
had to endure these trips is impossible to describe. 
 
In the women's quarters, the same conditions prevailed. Women gave birth to 
children lying pressed closely together. The younger Negro women were 
constantly raped by the captain and the crew resulting, thereby, a new type of 
Mulatto as they came to America. 
 
In Virginia, or in any of the other Southern port cities, the slaves were transferred 
to the land and immediately sold. A regular auction would take place, following 
the method of purchase in Africa. The highest bidder obtained the "Ware." In 
many cases—due to the indescribable filth—some of the Blacks became ill 
during the sea voyage from Africa to America. They became unemployable. In 
such cases the captain accepted any price. It was rare to dispose of them for no 
one wanted to purchase a sick Negro. Therefore, it is not surprising that the 
Jewish, unethical doctor senses a new form of revenue. They purchased the sick 
Negro for a small sum, then treated him, and sold him for a large sum. On 
occasion, the captain would be left with a few Negroes for whom he did not find a 
buyer. In that case he returned to Newport and sold them to the Jews for cheap 
domestic help. In other cases, the Jew owner of the ships took them over. This is 
why the city of Newport and its surroundings had 4,697 black slaves in the year 
1756. 
 
Slavery did not extend to the North. Moreover, in many of the North American 
Colonies, slavery was strictly forbidden. Georgia came under discussion; likewise 
also Philadelphia. And again it was the Jews who managed a loophole, which 
had given them freedom following the Revolutionary War, so, they schemed to 
make slave trading legal. 
 
One had but to read the names of those persons living in Philadelphia who were 
requesting the elimination of existing laws regarding the slavery dealing. They 
were: the Jews Sandiford, Lay, Woolman, Solomon, and Benezet. That explained 
it all! But let us turn back to the slave ship "Abigail." Its captain—and we are 
reading from his ship's books—did a profitable business. He sold all of his 
Negroes in Virginia, invested some of the money in tobacco, rice, sugar, and 
cotton, and went on to Newport where he deposited his wares. 
 
We learn from Captain Freedman's books that the "Abigail" was a small ship and 
could only accommodate 56 people. He managed, however, to clear from one 
trip 6,621 dollars, which he in turn delivered to the owner of the ship: one Aaron 
Lopez. 
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The staggering amounts of money acquired by the Jew ship owners and slavery 
dealers is better illustrated when we emphasize the many years in which this sale 
and purchase of human flesh was practiced. Prior to 1661, all of the Colonies 
had laws prohibiting slavery. It was in that year that the Jews had become 
powerful enough to bring about the repeal of these laws, and slavery began in 
earnest. 
 
The Jews had discovered that the Colonists needed additional manpower to help 
them clear their fields for planting, helping in the construction of dwellings, and in 
general to help with harvesting their crops. This was particularly true of the 
Southern states which we have referred to earlier. The Southerners had vast 
tracts of rich soil suitable for rice, cotton, tobacco and cane sugar. At first, 
impoverished Europeans were recruited. English prison doors were opened and 
finally prisoners of war from England and Holland were brought to the Colonies, 
made to work until they had paid the cost of transporting them by ship and then 
set free. 
 
It doesn't take a Jew long to discover what his brothers are doing, so a group of 
Jews settled in Charleston, South Carolina, where they set up distilleries for 
making rum and whiskey. They, too, learned that they could trade with the 
natives on the West Coast of Africa for ivory, and several ships were purchased 
and sent to Africa, trading the usual glass beads and other cheap ornaments for 
ivory, which, however, took up but little space on board ship. It occurred to these 
Jew traders that they could supply the plantations in the South with 'Black ivory', 
needed under swampy and malarial conditions which European labor could not 
tolerate without sickness, and which would not only fill the holds of their ships, 
but bring enormous profits. (This same group had earlier tried selling Indians as 
slaves but they found them completely unsatisfactory, as the Indians would not 
tolerate this type of work.) Thus, another segment of the slave trading had 
become active and profitable out of Charleston, South Carolina. Several 
shiploads of Black slaves were sent by the Dutch West Indies Company to 
Manhattan. 
 
During this time there were a number of plantation owners established in the 
West Indies and two Jews, Eyrger and SayUer, with strong Rothschild 
connections in Spain, formed an agency called ASIENTO, which later operated in 
Holland and England. It was through these connections that Jews in Holland and 
England exerted influence and both of these connections cooperated in helping 
the Jews provide Black Slaves for the Colonists. 
 
With the yearly capture and transport of one million Black slaves it is not difficult 
to figure that from 1661 to 1774 (one hundred thirteen years) approximately one 
hundred ten million slaves had been removed from their native land. About ten 
percent, or ELEVEN MILLION, Black slaves reached the Colonies alive. 
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We have talked about the small ship "Abigail" which could accommodate only 56 
people and yet the profits per trip were enormous, with little or no investment. 
There were many other ships but we will concentrate here on only a few, such as 
the "La Fortuna," "Hannah," "Sally" or the "Venue" which made very great profits. 
The "La Fortuna," by the way, transported approximately 217 slaves on each trip. 
The owner cleared not less than $41,438.00 from such a trip. These were dollars 
which the slave dealers 'could keep'. And these were dollars of value which 
would buy a great deal in return. 
 
When one considers that the Jews of Newport owned about 300 slave-
transporting ships, active without interruption, docking at Newport-Africa, 
Charleston, (or Virginia), one can approximate the tremendous earnings which 
made their way to Jewish ship owners. Indeed, the Jews admit, that of the 600 
ships, leaving Newport harbor into all the world, "at least half of them" went their 
way to Africa, and we know what these ships going to Africa "were seeking." 
 
The fact that Aaron Lopez had control of over more than half of the combined 
deals in the Colonies of Rhode Island, with Newport, is well-known. The well-
known Rabbi Morris A. Gutstein, in his book, The Story of the Jews in Newport, 
attempts to remove these facts, maintaining that there is not any evidence that 
the Jews were connected with the Slave Trade. It is therefore imperative to prove 
that the Jew was indeed connected with the slave trading. Especially so since 
this rabbi insists they had made great contributions, and how very "blessed" their 
residence became for the city of Newport. Surely Morris A. Gutstein will grant us 
permission to present the facts which he was unable to find. 
 
Turning to one report of the Chamber of Commerce of the "Rhode Island Colony" 
in the year 1764, we find, for instance, that in the year 1723 "a few merchants in 
Newport" devised the idea to send their Newport rum to the coast of Africa. It 
developed into such a great export that in the matter of a few years "several 
thousand (hogsheads)" of rum went that way. To which purpose did this rum 
serve? 
 
The Carnegie Institute in Washington, D.C., presents and makes public authentic 
documents entitled "Documents Illustrative of the History of the Slave Trade in 
America". We wish to present a few facts from this particular collection of original 
documents and scrutinize them at closer range, and not at all to prove the 
heretofore Rabbi Morris A. Gutstein in error. In this collection of the first 
American institute of learning, we evaluate the capital "Rhode Island" which 
contributed the main share of the public documentation regarding the Slave 
trading. Here we find documented the recipients of the numerous shipping 
letters, also letters to the Slave dealers, and correspondence to the ship's 
captains, who were about 15% Jews, living in Newport. Among these we find, for 
instance, the Jew Isaac Elizar. He wrote a letter to Captain Christopher Champlin 
on February 6, 1763, saying he would like to be an agent for a load of slaves. 
Then follows the Jew Abraham Pereira Mendez, and one of the main slave 
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dealers, Jacob Rod Rivera-the father-in-law of Aaron Lopez. And then there is 
Aaron Lopez, himself, and many, many more other Jews. Although we have 
considered Aaron Lopez several times, the size of this documented treatise limits 
us, and we cannot describe all of the writers concerned in the Slavery Dealing 
correspondence, their names and the special dates—rather, we wish to study the 
documentation of the 'Carnegie Institute' itself—keeping Aaron Lopez in mind. 
We wish to see what in the main this Jew was pursuing and what his business 
was. This is due to the fact that Rabbi Morris A. Gutstein presents him as a "lofty 
and fine civilian of Newport" who was so generous and even "made contributions 
to welfare." 
 
In a great number of published original unprejudiced writings in the Carnegie 
Institute, we find that Aaron Lopez pursued a tremendous commerce in rum with 
the African coast in exchange for slaves. These irrefutable facts are as follows: 
 
§ June 22, 1764, a letter by Captain William Stead to Aaron Lopez. 
§ July 22, 1765, a letter by Aaron Lopez to Captain Nathaniel Briggs. 
§ July 22, 1765, a letter to Captain Abraham All. 
§ February 4, 1766, a letter to Captain William Stead by Aaron Lopez. 
§ March 7, 1766, a letter by Captain William Stead to Aaron Lopez. 
§ February 20, 1766, a letter by Aaron Lopez to Captain William Stead. 
§ October 8, 1766, a letter by Captain William Stead to Aaron Lopez. 
§ February 9, 1767, a letter by Captain William Stead to Aaron Lopez. 

 
Aside from that, there are similar statements out of letters by Aaron Lopez in the 
original, which he directed to the Captains Henry Cruger, David Mill, Henry 
White, Thomas Dolbeare, and William Moore. Indeed, one letter by Captain 
William Moore to Aaron Lopez & Company, is particularly revealing, and of 
special mention at this point. We wish to remark on the main contents of this 
letter in which Captain Moore writes: "I wish to advise you that your ship 'Ann' 
docked here night before last with 112 slaves, consisting of 35 men, 16 large 
youths, 21 small boys, 29 women, 2 grown girls, 9 small girls, and I assure you 
this is such a one rum cargo (rum in exchange for slaves) which I have not yet 
encountered, among the entire group there may be five to which one could take 
exception." 
 
The date of the above letter was November 27, 1773. We have not yet 
concluded, because of lack of space, the excerpts and grateful compilations 
made available by the "Carnegie Institute." 
 
On November 29, 1767, the Jew Abraham Pereira Mendez—who had been 
cheated by one of his kind—from Charleston, where he had journeyed to better 
control his Black cargo, wrote Aaron Lopez at Newport: 
 
"These Negroes, which Captain Abraham All delivered to me, were in such poor 
condition due to the poor transportation, that I was forced to sell 8 boys and girls 
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for a mere 27 (pounds), 2 other for 45 (pounds) and two women each for 35 
(pounds)." (No doubt, English money) 
Abraham Pereia Mendez was very angry and accused Aaron Lopez of "cheating" 
him. This letter delineates to us that this generous and fine citizen of Newport 
was insatiable in his greed for money. This is what caused the Rabbi Morris A. 
Gutstein to present this nobleman, Aaron Lopez, to pursue his objectionable 
methods. Negroes presented to him but a commodity. 
 
In all of the letters which the "Carnegie Institute" published, it stresses the lack of 
human sympathy for the poor Negro slaves. This lack of feeling and compassion 
for the abused and pitiful Blacks at the hands of their Jewish dealers, can be 
read out of the diary of a captain who manned a ship owned by Aaron Lopez. 
The entrees concern a trip from the African Coast to Charleston. Moreover, they 
are authentic documents, published by the "Camegie Institute" in Washington, 
D.C., calling attention to an organization which had heretofore known little or 
nothing about; neither had they encountered further publicity in books or 
newspapers. Therefore, it is not to be wondered at that the facts of the leading 
share of American Jews in the slave trade could be pointed out as a monopoly, 
and unknown to the non-Jewish Americans, including the great masses of people 
all over the world. Others, however, acquainted with the facts, had good reason 
to remain painfully quiet. 
 
The captain of another ship, the "Othello" among other things, makes the 
following entries in his diary: 
 
§ February 6th: One man drowned in the process of loading. 
§ March 18th: Two women went overboard because they had not been 

locked up. 
§ April 6th: One man dead with Flux. (No doubt an illness.) 
§ April 13th: One woman dead with Flux. 
§ May 7th: One man dead with Flux. 
§ June 16th: One man dead by Kap Henry. 
§ June 21st: One man dead by James Fluss. 
§ July 5th: One woman dead with fever. 
§ July 6th: One girl, sick for two months, died. 

 
This vessel was on its way for five months. What terrible and unspeakable 
suffering was the lot of these millions of Blacks, who were torn with brutal force 
from their friendly African huts, jammed together, like animals below deck, and 
then sold with less concern than selling a head of cattle. Small wonder that ten of 
them died, being purchased for just a few dollars, and then sold for the sum of 
$2,000.00. 
 
Some Negroes managed, through insurrection, to gain control of one or another 
ship and turned it around, with full sails, toward their African home. The crew of 
one slave ship, "Three Friends" for instance, tortured their Black cargo in such a 
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manner that the Negroes reciprocated in a bloody rebellion. They killed the 
captain and the entire crew and threw the dead overboard. They then sailed back 
to Africa where they had barely escaped their hard-won freedom. 
 
A similar fate struck the slave ship "Amistad". Among the slaves was the son of 
an enemy tribal chief. Once the ship was under way, he schemed with his 
compatriots to attack the ship's crew. Following a bloody battle, they managed to 
capture the captain. The Negro prince forced him to turn back to Africa, then in 
the evening, under cover of darkness, he changed his course, zigzagged for 
months until he came close to the American coast, and encountered a 
government ship. This took place in the year 1839 when slave trading was 
already forbidden and illegal. 
 
The Negro slaves were freed and the captain punished. These sea voyages were 
not without danger when they had Black cargo, which accounts for the fact that 
the Jews most always engaged non-Jewish captains. 
 
The slave dealers preferred to remain in their offices and counted the fat 
winnings following each journey, such as Aaron Lopez, who left his heirs one of 
the largest fortunes in the New England era. 
 
When reviewing the documented facts contained herein, it is important that one 
always remembers that it was a lucky captain who did not lose more than 9 out of 
19 slaves on the return trip. 
 
It is equally important to remember that these poor Black creatures had to lie in 
human excrement for the entire trip. Think of it! No wonder sickness and disease 
took such a high toll. Remember the figures: approximately one hundred ten 
million Black people were captured and removed from their homeland in Africa. 
Only ELEVEN MILLION of these Black slaves reached the Colonies alive. 
 
And the Jews still talk about the Germans and Hitler and how six million Jews 
were exterminated during World War II. This is the greatest LIE ever perpetrated 
upon the people of the world-whereas the story of the poor Black slaves is 
documented. Documented with TRUTH. The evidence is still available for the 
people of the world to see. 
 
The "Carnegie Institute of Technology" is located in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
 
As this document is distributed, eventually reaching the hands of the Jew, the 
evidence will probably be removed and destroyed until finally all documentation 
is removed which is damaging to the Jew. The Jews have been engaged in this 
practice for centuries. Truth, however—truth which bears fact cannot remain 
covered or hidden forever—and more truths are being disclosed by those of us 
who intend to free America of these sons of the devil—the Jews. 
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The published documentation contained herein was obtained from the Carnegie 
Institute of Learning, presently known as "The Carnegie Institute of Technology." 
 
The following is a partial of the slave ships owned by Jews: 
 
§ 'Abigail' by Aaron Lopez, Moses Levy, and Jacob Franks. 
§ 'Crown' by Isaac Levy and Nathan Simpson. 
§ 'Nassau' by Moses Levy. 
§ 'Four Sisters' by Moses Levy. 
§ 'Anne & Eliza' by Justus Bosch and John Abrams. 
§ 'Prudent Betty' by Henry Cruger and Jacob Phoenix. 
§ 'Hester' by Mordecai and David Gomez. 
§ 'Elizabeth' by David and Mordecai Gomez. 
§ 'Antigua' by Nathan Marston and Abram Lyell. 
§ 'Betsy' by Wm. DeWoolf. 
§ 'PoUy' by James DeWoolf. 
§ 'White Horse' by Jan de Sweevts. 
§ 'Expedition' by John and Jacob Rosevelt. 
§ 'Charlotte' by Moses and Sam Levy and Jacob Franks. 
§ 'Caracoa' by Moses and Sam Levy. 
§ Slave-runners, also owned by Jews were the 'La Fortuna', the 'Hannah', 

the 'Sally', and the 'Venue'. 
 
Some of the Jews of Newport and Charleston who were engaged in the distillery 
or slavery trade, or both, were:  
Isaac Gomez, Hayman Levy, Jacob Malhado, Naphtaly Myers, David Hart, 
Joseph Jacobs, Moses Ben Franks, Moses Gomez, Isaac Dias, Benjamin Levy, 
David Jeshuvum, Jacob Pinto, Jacob Turk, Daniel Gomez, James Lucana, Jan 
de Sweevts, Felix (cha-cha) de Souza (known as the 'Prince of Slavers' and 
second only to Aaron Lopez), Simeon Potter, Isaac Elizer, Jacob Rod, Jacol) 
Itodrigues Rivera, Haym Isaac Carregal, Abraham Touro, Moses Hays, Moses 
Lopez, Judah Touro, Abrtham Mendes and Abraham All. 
 
Of some 600 ships leaving the port of Newport, more than 300 were engaged in 
the slave trade. A typical cargo of one ship, 'La Fortuna', was 217 slaves which 
cost about $4,300 and sold for $41,438.00. 
 
Only about 10% of the slave ship captains were Jews, not wanting to subject 
themselves to the rigors of the 6-month journey. They preferred to stay at home 
and continue their distillery operations which continued to supply rum and 
whiskey to the Indians for many years at a very great profit. 
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We cannot undertake even this brief history of the modern Jew without taking 
note of a phenomenon which his confounded Gentile societies for twenty 
centuries. This is the ability of the Jewish people to collectively retain their 
identity despite centuries of exposure to Christian civilization. To any student of 
Judaism, or to the Jews themselves, this phenomenon is partly explained by the 
fact that Judaism is neither mainly a religion, nor mainly a racial matter, nor yet is 
it simply a matter of nationality. Rather it is all three, it is a kind of trinity. Judaism 
is best described as a nationality built on the twin pillars of race and religion. All 
this is closely related to another aspect of Judaism, namely the persecution myth. 
Since first appearing in history, we find the Jews propagating the idea that they 
are an abused and persecuted people, and this idea is, and has always been, 
central in Jewish thinking. The myth of persecution is the adhesive and cement of 
Judaism: without it Jews would have long since ceased to exist, their racial-
religious nationality notwithstanding. 
 
It is a fact that the Jewish people have suffered numerous hardships in the 
course of their history, but this is true of other peoples too. The chief difference is 
that the Jews have kept score. We Must repeat—they have kept score—they 
have made a tradition of persecution. 
 
A casual slaughter of thousands of Christians is remembered by no one in 50 
years, but a disability visited upon a few Jews is preserved forever in Jewish 
histories. And they tell their woes not only to themselves, but to a sympathetic 
world as well. 
 
http://www.radioislam.org/islam/english/toread/who_brought_slaves_to_america.
htm 
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Jewish Gangsters Raped, Killed Children as Young as 2 on Film 
JEWISH CHILD PORN / SNUFF FILM RING DISCOVERED 

 
Subject: Jew Kiddie Snuff Porn 
Date: Fri, Oct 13, 2000, 12:24 am 
Italian and Russian Police Break Up Child Snuff Porn Ring 
Mon Oct 9 17:39:53 2000 
 
Rome, Italy -- Italian and Russian police, working together, broke up a ring of 
Jewish gangsters who had been involved in the manufacture of child rape and 
snuff pornography. 
 
Three Russian Jews and eight Italian Jews were arrested after police discovered 
they had been kidnapping non-Jewish children between the ages of two and five 
years old from Russian orphanages, raping the children, and then murdering 
them on film. Mostly non-Jewish customers, including 1700 nationwide, 600 in 
Italy, and unknown number in the United States, paid as much as $20,000 per 
film to watch little children being raped and murdered. 
 
Jewish officials in a major Italian news agency tried to cover the story up, but 
were circumvented by Italian news reporters, who broadcasts scenes from the 
films live at prime time on Italian television to more than 11 million Italian viewers. 
Jewish officials then fired the executives responsible, claiming they were 
spreading "blood libel." 
 
Throughout history, various groups have accused sects of Jews of ritually 
murdering small children. One such account, that of Hugh of Lincoln, led to the 
expulsion of all Jews from Britain in the 13th Century. Such accounts have 
generally been discounted, but are so wide spread that Jewish organizations 
have developed a name for them -- "blood libel." 
 
The American group the ADL was founded to defend a Jew, Leo Frank, accused 
of raping and murdering a five year old girl, Mary Fagan, in his Atlanta pencil 
factory in 1913. The ADL claims he was innocent. A mob lynched him after the 
governor commuted his death sentence to life in prison. 
 
Though AP and Reuters both ran stories on the episode, US media 
conglomerates refused to carry the story on television news, again saying the 
story would prejudice Americans against Jews. 
 
Jewish gangsters in Russia have become increasingly linked to traffic in "white 
slaves" and prostitutes through Israel, according to a recent report in the 
Jerusalem Post. Israel turns an official blind eye to forced prostitution, and does 
not punish Israeli citizens who choose to own "sex slaves", as long as the slaves 
are foreign and non-Jews. 
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Observer - Sunday October 1, 2000 
 
Britain is a key link in the biggest ever international investigation into the 
production and supply of pedophile 'snuff' movies - in which children are 
murdered on film - an Observer investigation can reveal. 
 
The key suspect in the inquiry, a Russian who was arrested last week in Moscow 
for distribution of thousands of sadistic child porn videos and pictures, was traced 
following the seizure of his products from British pedophiles. 
 
Dmitri Vladimirovich Kuznetsov, a 30-year-old former car mechanic in Moscow, 
was identified after British Customs and police traced the origin of violent child 
porn videos found in the UK back to Russia. 
 
Last week Italian police seized 3,000 of Kuznetsov's videos on their way to 
clients in Italy, sparking an international hunt for pedophiles who have bought his 
products. The Italian investigators say the material includes footage of children 
dying during abuse. Prosecutors in Naples are considering charging those who 
have bought the videos with complicity in murder. They say some may have 
specifically requested films of killings. 
 
British authorities yesterday confirmed that scores of Kuznetsov's videos, 
produced in his small flat in Moscow's rundown Vykhino district, have been found 
in the UK. They are concerned that 'snuff' movies in which children are killed may 
have also been imported. 
 
Around a dozen British men have already been arrested and charged with 
offences alleged to be connected to the Russian tapes. A second Russian child 
porn ring, which allegedly had a British distributor, was broken up earlier this 
year. The investigation into the importing of violent Russian child porn which led 
to the identification and subsequent imprisonment of Kuznetsov started about 15 
months ago after Customs seized material coming into the country. Since then 
there have been dozens of other finds. 
 
'We have seen some very, very nasty stuff involving sadistic abuse of very young 
children, but actual deaths on film takes it a whole step further. That is very 
worrying,' said one senior customs officer this weekend. 
 
British pedophiles were paying between £50 and £100 for Kuznetsov's tapes, the 
officer said. Further fees were paid for access to a website that features pictures 
of extremely violent abuse. 
 
Though two men arrested with Kuznetsov have also been imprisoned by Moscow 
authorities, only one of the three remains behind bars. Dmitri Ivanov was 
sentenced to 11 years for actually participating in the abuse that was being 
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filmed. The others were released under an amnesty aimed at clearing Russia's 
overcrowded prisons. 
 
When officers from the Moscow Criminal Investigation Department raided 
Kuznetsov's flat they found two boys in a makeshift studio. They seized a huge 
quantity of films and other pornographic material as well as lists of clients in Italy, 
Germany, America and Britain. 
 
Last week Italian detectives moved in, following months of inquiries, and arrested 
eight people. The police searched more than 600 homes and say they now have 
evidence against about 500 people. Among the suspects were businessmen, 
public employees and a university student. Several of them were married, with 
children of their own. Hundreds of people are also under investigation in 
Germany. 
 
The Russian videos, which had been ordered over the internet, were intercepted 
when they came into Italy by post, repackaged, and then delivered by undercover 
police officers. They cost between £300 and £4,000, depending on what type of 
film was ordered. 
 
Covert film of young children naked or undressing was known as a 'SNIPE' 
video. The most appalling category was code-named 'Necros Pedo' in which 
children were raped and tortured until they died. 
 
Police in Russia and the UK believe that Kuznetsov and his associates have 
been in business for more than two years in which time they are believed to have 
recruited around 100 boys - aged between 9 and 15 - to be filmed. 
 
'Most of the children were rounded up from railway stations. A lot of them came 
from the suburbs, or surrounding regions and were from deprived, problem 
families,' said Kiril Mazurin, a police spokesman. 
 
'Usually when children like this arrive in the capital, they've got no idea where to 
go and hang around in the station. It's very easy to entice this kind of teenager - 
with a promise of a warm bed or a trip to the cinema.' 
 
Many were lured away from orphanages. 'Children are not locked in,' said 
Mazurin. 'Anyone can come along and promise them a meal at McDonalds. It 
doesn't take any more than that." 
 
Some children were paid a commission to find other boys willing to be filmed, 
according to reports in the Russian press, for a fee of between 100 and 300 
rubles (£2.50 - £7). 
 
Kuznetsov had given up his job in 1998 to devote himself to the lucrative 
pornography industry. A self-taught computer expert, he was in the process of 
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upgrading his equipment to allow him to e-mail videos directly to clients when 
police raided him. 
 
Many customers repeatedly ordered videos from him. The Naples newspaper Il 
Mattino published a transcript of an alleged email exchange between a 
prospective client and the Russian vendors. 
 
'Promise me you're not ripping me off,' says the Italian. 
'Relax, I can assure you this one really dies,' the Russian responds. 
'The last time I paid and I didn't get what I wanted.' 
'What do you want?' 
'To see them die.' 
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The Kosher Food Tax All of Us Must Pay 
 

 
 
 
The Kosher Food Tax is the biggest consumer fraud existing in America. 
Examine every item in your cupboards for either the (U) or the (K) labels. These 
symbols represent a Jewish "blessing" and when these small symbols are 
detected, it means that you have unwittingly paid a tax to a Jewish religious 
group. They will not always be on the front of the package; they may be hidden 
amid the small print near the label's seam. This cryptic code has to do with a 
Hebrew "secret," a heist, which illuminates the Jews' power in the United States. 
 
The circled "U," sometimes with the word "Parve," stands for Union of Orthodox 
Jews (UOJCA), the "K" stands for Kosher (KOV K). Both will not be found on the 
same package. These symbols mean that the product's producer paid the Jews a 
kind of "tax" to have some rabbi "bless" it. 
 
Don't confuse these letters with the letter "R" which stands for registered trade 
mark or a letter "C" which stands for copyright. These two letters will probably be 
there too. You have now discovered what the Jews call "hechsers," a rip-off code 
found on most grocery items. 
 
In 1959, the Wall Street Journal estimated that this massive Jewish payola at 
about $20 million. That is almost forty years ago. Since that time, the Jewish 
owned Wall Street Journal has remained silent. The rip-off is thought to be in the 
hundreds of millions today. The Jewish Post of July 30, 1976 reported that Rabbi 
Harvey Sentor admitted that Kov K was a "profit-making concern." The UOJCA 
extracts exactly the same levy as Kov K, and in exactly the same way. 
 
Jews, of course, defend these "blessings" in any way they can, but what this rip-
off really boils down to for the Gentile is legalized extortion. After all, the Jews 
represent but 2.9% of the population. It is not an option for the Gentile to have 
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this "tax" removed from products he buys or have the little Jewish letters erased. 
He has to pay this "tax" to the Jews whether he wants to or not. 
 
If this were nothing more than a bizarre religious ceremony, giving rabbinical 
approval to food and food products prepared in a specific way to meet an 
unusual diet, then why are steel wool and kitchen utensils also included? The 
Jews have a strange diet indeed! If these "blessings" are so important to Jews, 
why do they charge for them? You would think that they would be willing to give 
this service free--for benefit of their own people--and perhaps pay something to 
food product companies for providing this kosher identification. Instead, it's the 
reverse--companies have to pay to have the Kosher identification. 
 
Since Jews represent a small percent of America's population, why is it that they 
place most of the burden of this "tax" on the shoulders of the Gentile? Why have 
the Gentile consumers been so silent for so long about this perennial extortion by 
the Jews? And since this burden comes off as a "tax," don't Gentiles have a right 
to know where and how this money is spent? How on earth do the Jews get 
away with this daylight robbery? The answer is that the Jewish blessing 
agencies wield enormous power through Jewish domination of the retail and 
distribution trades, and Jews own America's press. Non-compliance by a food 
producer would quickly bring about a Jewish boycott of the product. Bankruptcy! 
 
Here is how this clever scheme works. An Orthodox Rabbi will approach a 
company and warn the owners that unless their product is certified as Kosher, or 
"fit for a Jew to eat," they will face a boycott by every Jew in America. Once they 
succumb to this BLACKMAIL, they are required to keep the total amount paid the 
Rabbis every year a strict secret! 
 
The growth of this Kosher racket has been nothing less than phenomenal. In 
1960, only 225 food products paid the Kosher tax. By 1966, this figure grew to 
476 and jumped to 1000 by 1974. Today, a whopping 17,500 companies have 
been intimidated into paying this multi-level tax. 
 
How the Kosher Tax Operates: 
 
The Union of Orthodox Rabbis which issues the (U) symbol controls 80% of the 
Kosher certification business. They employ some 300 Rabbis who travel nation-
wide "inspecting" food processing plants. First, the company must pay an annual 
fee for the use of the copyright symbol--the (U) or (K) or a version thereof. 
Second, the company must pay a separate heavy fee each time a team of 
Rabbis shows up to "inspect" their plant (Certain meat packers are required to 
hire Rabbis full time at extravagant salaries). Third, the company must pay these 
fees over and over again for each different product they make. 
 
Thus, General Foods pays dozens of separate fees. Also, each sub- contracting 
company which provides any type of ingredient which goes into the finished 
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product must also pay separate fees to the "visiting Rabbis". Sometimes a single 
product may eventually be taxed as many as a dozen times right down the line 
before it reaches you the consumer! Last, but not least, these fees must be paid 
annually and they are increased each year. 
 
Only by increasing the public awareness of the Kosher Food Tax and doing our 
best to refrain from purchasing products with the "K" or "U" symbols, can we 
begin to end this outrage being perpetrated upon our people. With the 
purchasing power of the dollar less all the time, we cannot afford this outrage to 
continue unchecked. 
 
In addition to the above article, I would like to add if this is their code, just what 
are they putting into the foods without the code? This code is more than "kosher" 
is represents food that is safe to consume for the Jews. 
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How Much Israel Costs the American Taxpayers Alone 
 
 
Here is another excerpt from an article- this is in addition to the billions upon 
billions of free dollars the Jewish community has coerced Germany into paying 
on account of that phony holoco$t: 
 
According to a recent article in the New York Times, American taxpayers have 
given over $77 billion to the Jewish nation of Israel since 1967. This huge 
giveaway program of the American government actually amounts to about 
$16,500 for every Jew (man, woman, and child) in the nation. Much of this 
money comes as a result of the activities of the American Israel Public Affairs 
Committee, which is the largest of the 80 odd Jewish lobbies in Washington. 
 
These lobbies are interested in getting congressmen and senators elected that 
will continue Israel's favored nation status with the U.S. Government. For 
example, gifts to potential candidates for the 1989-1990 election amounted to $8 
million according to Federal Election Commission reports. As a result of these 
bribes, Israel has been successful in obtaining approximately $10 billion dollars 
in aid last year alone. The U.S. government has virtually no say in how this 
money is spent. Any attempt to monitor the cash gifts is taken as an insult by the 
Israeli government which claims that as a sovereign nation, we should keep our 
hands off its internal affairs. Our hands have only one purpose--giving them more 
money. 
 
This one tiny nation of only four million people alone receives approximately one 
third of our foreign aid, and while foreign aid is actually decreasing to some 
central America and African nations, aid to Israel is on the steady rise. The chart 
above shows the amount of military and economic aid that has been given to 
Israel since Israel was carved out of Arab land in 1948. The sections shown in 
black are loans and the sections shown in white are gifts. The chart does not 
list other types of foreign aid such as aid for transportation, education, health 
services, etc. 
 

US Financial Aid To Israel - 
Figures, Facts And Impact 

Washington Report On Middle East Affairs 
RMEA.com 

11-9-2 
 
Summary: 
  
Benefits to Israel of U.S. Aid  
Since 1949 (As of November 1, 1997)  
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§ Foreign Aid Grants and Loans  
     $74,157,600,000  

 
§ Other U.S. Aid (12.2% of Foreign Aid)  
      $9,047,227,200  

 
§ Interest to Israel from Advanced Payments  
     $1,650,000,000  

 
§ Grand Total  
      $84,854,827,200  

 
§ Total Benefits per Israeli  
      $14,630  

 
§ Cost to U.S. Taxpayers of U.S.  
      Aid to Israel  

 
§ Grand Total  
     $84,854,827,200  

 
§ Interest Costs Borne by U.S.  
     $49,936,680,000  

 
§ Total Cost to U.S. Taxpayers  
      $134,791,507,200  

 
§ Total Cost per Israeli  
      $23,240    
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THE STRATEGIC FUNCTIONS OF U.S. AID TO ISRAEL 
By Stephen Zunes 

  
Dr. Zunes is an assistant professor in the Department of Politics at the University 
of San Francisco. 
  
Since 1992, the U.S. has offered Israel an additional $2 billion annually in loan 
guarantees. Congressional researchers have disclosed that between 1974 and 
1989, $16.4 billion in U.S. military loans were converted to grants and that this 
was the understanding from the beginning. Indeed, all past U.S. loans to Israel 
have eventually been forgiven by Congress, which has undoubtedly helped 
Israel's often-touted claim that they have never defaulted on a U.S. government 
loan. U.S. policy since 1984 has been that economic assistance to Israel must 
equal or exceed Israel's annual debt repayment to the United States. Unlike other 
countries, which receive aid in quarterly installments, aid to Israel since 1982 has 
been given in a lump sum at the beginning of the fiscal year, leaving the U.S. 
government to borrow from future revenues. Israel even lends some of this 
money back through U.S. treasury bills and collects the additional interest.  
  
In addition, there is the more than $1.5 billion in private U.S. funds that go to 
Israel annually in the form of $1 billion in private tax-deductible donations and 
$500 million in Israeli bonds. The ability of Americans to make what amounts to 
tax-deductible contributions to a foreign government, made possible through a 
number of Jewish charities, does not exist with any other country. Nor do these 
figures include short- and long-term commercial loans from U.S. banks, which 
have been as high as $1 billion annually in recent years.  
  
Total U.S. aid to Israel is approximately one-third of the American foreign- aid 
budget, even though Israel comprises just .001 percent of the world's population 
and already has one of the world's higher per capita incomes. Indeed, Israel's 
GNP is higher than the combined GNP of Egypt, Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, the 
West Bank and Gaza. With a per capita income of about $14,000, Israel ranks as 
the sixteenth wealthiest country in the world; Israelis enjoy a higher per capita 
income than oil-rich Saudi Arabia and are only slightly less well-off than most 
Western European countries.  
  
AID does not term economic aid to Israel as development assistance, but instead 
uses the term "economic support funding." Given Israel's relative prosperity, U.S. 
aid to Israel is becoming increasingly controversial. In 1994, Yossi Beilen, deputy 
foreign minister of Israel and a Knesset member, told the Women's International 
Zionist organization, "If our economic situation is better than in many of your 
countries, how can we go on asking for your charity?"  
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US Aid To Israel: What U.S. Taxpayer Should Know 
By Tom Malthaner 

  
This morning as I was walking down Shuhada Street in Hebron, I saw graffiti 
marking the newly painted storefronts and awnings. Although three months past 
schedule and 100 percent over budget, the renovation of Shuhada Street was 
finally completed this week. The project manager said the reason for the delay 
and cost overruns was the sabotage of the project by the Israeli settlers of the 
Beit Hadassah settlement complex in Hebron. They broke the street lights, 
stoned project workers, shot out the windows of bulldozers and other heavy 
equipment with pellet guns, broke paving stones before they were laid and now 
have defaced again the homes and shops of Palestinians with graffiti. The 
settlers did not want Shuhada St. opened to Palestinian traffic as was agreed to 
under Oslo 2. This renovation project is paid for by USAID funds and it makes 
me angry that my tax dollars have paid for improvements that have been 
destroyed by the settlers.  
  
Most Americans are not aware how much of their tax revenue our government 
sends to Israel. For the fiscal year ending in September 30, 1997, the U.S. has 
given Israel $6.72 billion: $6.194 billion falls under Israel's foreign aid allotment 
and $526 million comes from agencies such as the Department of Commerce, 
the U.S. Information Agency and the Pentagon. The $6.72 billion figure does not 
include loan guarantees and annual compound interest totalling $3.122 billion the 
U.S. pays on money borrowed to give to Israel. It does not include the cost to 
U.S. taxpayers of IRS tax exemptions that donors can claim when they donate 
money to Israeli charities. (Donors claim approximately $1 billion in Federal tax 
deductions annually. This ultimately costs other U.S. tax payers $280 million to 
$390 million.)  
  
When grant, loans, interest and tax deductions are added together for the fiscal 
year ending in September 30, 1997, our special relationship with Israel cost U.S. 
taxpayers over $10 billion.  
  
Since 1949 the U.S. has given Israel a total of $83.205 billion. The interest costs 
borne by U.S. tax payers on behalf of Israel are $49.937 billion, thus making the 
total amount of aid given to Israel since 1949 $133.132 billion. This may mean 
that U.S. government has given more federal aid to the average Israeli citizen in 
a given year than it has given to the average American citizen.  
  
I am angry when I see Israeli settlers from Hebron destroy improvements made 
to Shuhada Street with my tax money. Also, it angers me that my government is 
giving over $10 billion to a country that is more prosperous than most of the other 
countries in the world and uses much of its money for strengthening its military 
and the oppression of the Palestinian people.  
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US Aid To Israel: Interpreting The 'Strategic Relationship' 
By Stephen Zunes 

  
"The U.S. aid relationship with Israel is unlike any other in the world," said 
Stephen Zunes during a January 26 CPAP presentation. "In sheer volume, the 
amount is the most generous foreign aid program ever between any two 
countries," added Zunes, associate professor of Politics and chair of the Peace 
and Justice Studies Program at the University of San Francisco.  
  
He explored the strategic reasoning behind the aid, asserting that it parallels the 
"needs of American arms exporters" and the role "Israel could play in advancing 
U.S. strategic interests in the region."  
  
Although Israel is an "advanced, industrialized, technologically sophisticated 
country," it "receives more U.S. aid per capita annually than the total annual 
[Gross Domestic Product] per capita of several Arab states." Approximately a 
third of the entire U.S. foreign aid budget goes to Israel, "even though Israel 
comprises just . . . one-thousandth of the world's total population, and already 
has one of the world's higher per capita incomes."  
  
U.S. government officials argue that this money is necessary for "moral" reasons-
some even say that Israel is a "democracy battling for its very survival." If that 
were the real reason, however, aid should have been highest during Israel's early 
years, and would have declined as Israel grew stronger. Yet "the pattern . . . has 
been just the opposite." According to Zunes, "99 percent of all U.S. aid to Israel 
took place after the June 1967 war, when Israel found itself more powerful than 
any combination of Arab armies . . ."  
  
The U.S. supports Israel's dominance so it can serve as "a surrogate for 
American interests in this vital strategic region." "Israel has helped defeat radical 
nationalist movements" and has been a "testing ground for U.S. made 
weaponry." Moreover, the intelligence agencies of both countries have 
"collaborated," and "Israel has funneled U.S. arms to third countries that the U.S. 
[could] not send arms to directly, . . . Iike South Africa, like the Contras, 
Guatemala under the military junta, [and] Iran." Zunes cited an Israeli analyst 
who said: "'It's like Israel has just become another federal agency when it's 
convenient to use and you want something done quietly."' Although the strategic 
relationship between the United States and the Gulf Arab states in the region has 
been strengthening in recent years, these states "do not have the political 
stability, the technological sophistication, [or] the number of higher-trained armed 
forces personnel" as does Israel.  
  
Matti Peled, former Israeli major general and Knesset member, told Zunes that 
he and most Israeli generals believe this aid is "little more than an American 
subsidy to U.S. arms manufacturers," considering that the majority of military aid 
to Israel is used to buy weapons from the U.S. Moreover, arms to Israel create 
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more demand for weaponry in Arab states. According to Zunes, "the Israelis 
announced back in 1991 that they supported the idea of a freeze in Middle East 
arms transfers, yet it was the United States that rejected it."  
  
In the fall of 1993-when many had high hopes for peace-78 senators wrote to 
former President Bill Clinton insisting that aid to Israel remain "at current levels." 
Their "only reason" was the "massive procurement of sophisticated arms by Arab 
states." The letter neglected to mention that 80 percent of those arms to Arab 
countries came from the U.S.  
"I'm not denying for a moment the power of AIPAC [the American Israel Public 
Affairs Committee], the pro-Israel lobby," and other similar groups, Zunes said. 
Yet the "Aerospace Industry Association which promotes these massive arms 
shipments . . . is even more influential." This association has given two times 
more money to campaigns than all of the pro-Israel groups combined. Its "force 
on Capitol Hill, in terms of lobbying, surpasses that of even AIPAC." Zunes 
asserted that the "general thrust of U.S. policy would be pretty much the same 
even if AIPAC didn't exist. We didn't need a pro-Indonesia lobby to support 
Indonesia  
  
"An increasing number of Israelis are pointing out" that these funds are not in 
Israel's best interest. Quoting Peled, Zunes said, "this aid pushes Israel 'toward a 
posture of callous intransigence' in terms of the peace process." Moreover, for 
every dollar the U.S. sends in arms aid, Israel must spend two to three dollars to 
train people to use the weaponry, to buy parts, and in other ways make use of 
the aid. Even "main-stream Israeli economists are saying [it] is very harmful to 
the country's future."  
  
The Israeli paper Yediot Aharonot described Israel as "'the godfather's 
messenger' since [Israel] undertake[s] the 'dirty work' of a godfather who 'always 
tries to appear to be the owner of some large, respectable business."' Israeli 
satirist B. Michael refers to U.S. aid this way: "'My master gives me food to eat 
and I bite those whom he tells me to bite. It's called strategic cooperation." 'To 
challenge this strategic relationship, one cannot focus solely on the Israeli lobby 
but must also examine these "broader forces as well." "Until we tackle this issue 
head-on," it will be "very difficult to win" in other areas relating to Palestine.  
  
"The results" of the short-term thinking behind U.S. policy "are tragic," not just for 
the "immediate victims" but "eventually [for] Israel itself" and "American interests 
in the region." The U.S. is sending enormous amounts of aid to the Middle East, 
and yet "we are less secure than ever"-both in terms of U.S. interests abroad and 
for individual Americans. Zunes referred to a "growing and increasing hostility [of] 
the average Arab toward the United States." In the long term, said Zunes, "peace 
and stability and cooperation with the vast Arab world is far more important for 
U.S. interests than this alliance with Israel."  
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This is not only an issue for those who are working for Palestinian rights, but it 
also "jeopardizes the entire agenda of those of us concerned about human rights, 
concerned about arms control, concerned about international law." Zunes sees 
significant potential in "building a broad-based movement around it."  
  
The above text is based on remarks, delivered on. 26 January, 2001 by Stephen 
Zunes - Associate Professor of Politics and Chair of the Peace and Justice 
Studies Program at San Francisco University. 
 
  
  

The Cost Of Israel To US Taxpayers: 
True Lies About US Aid To Israel 

By Richard H. Curtiss 
  
For many years the American media said that "Israel receives $1.8 billion in 
military aid" or that "Israel receives $1.2 billion in economic aid." Both statements 
were true, but since they were never combined to give us the complete total of 
annual U.S. aid to Israel, they also were lies--true lies.  
  
Recently Americans have begun to read and hear that "Israel receives $3 billion 
in annual U.S. foreign aid." That's true. But it's still a lie. The problem is that in 
fiscal 1997 alone, Israel received from a variety of other U.S. federal budgets at 
least $525.8 million above and beyond its $3 billion from the foreign aid budget, 
and yet another $2 billion in federal loan guarantees. So the complete total of 
U.S. grants and loan guarantees to Israel for fiscal 1997 was $5,525,800,000.  
  
One can truthfully blame the mainstream media for never digging out these 
figures for themselves, because none ever have. They were compiled by the 
Washington Report on Middle East Affairs. But the mainstream media certainly 
are not alone. Although Congress authorizes America's foreign aid total, the fact 
that more than a third of it goes to a country smaller in both area and population 
than Hong Kong probably never has been mentioned on the floor of the Senate 
or House. Yet it's been going on for more than a generation.  
  
Probably the only members of Congress who even suspect the full total of U.S. 
funds received by Israel each year are the privileged few committee members 
who actually mark it up. And almost all members of the concerned committees 
are Jewish, have taken huge campaign donations orchestrated by Israel's 
Washington, DC lobby, the American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC), or 
both. These congressional committee members are paid to act, not talk. So they 
do and they don't.  
  
The same applies to the president, the secretary of state, and the foreign aid 
administrator. They all submit a budget that includes aid for Israel, which 
Congress approves, or increases, but never cuts. But no one in the executive 
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branch mentions that of the few remaining U.S. aid recipients worldwide, all of 
the others are developing nations which either make their military bases available 
to the U.S., are key members of international alliances in which the U.S. 
participates, or have suffered some crippling blow of nature to their abilities to 
feed their people such as earthquakes, floods or droughts.  
  
Israel, whose troubles arise solely from its unwillingness to give back land it 
seized in the 1967 war in return for peace with its neighbors, does not fit those 
criteria. In fact, Israel's 1995 per capita gross domestic product was $15,800. 
That put it below Britain at $19,500 and Italy at $18,700 and just above Ireland at 
$15,400 and Spain at $14,300.  
  
All four of those European countries have contributed a very large share of 
immigrants to the U.S., yet none has organized an ethnic group to lobby for U.S. 
foreign aid. Instead, all four send funds and volunteers to do economic 
development and emergency relief work in other less fortunate parts of the world.  
  
The lobby that Israel and its supporters have built in the United States to make all 
this aid happen, and to ban discussion of it from the national dialogue, goes far 
beyond AIPAC, with its $15 million budget, its 150 employees, and its five or six 
registered lobbyists who manage to visit every member of Congress individually 
once or twice a year.  
  
AIPAC, in turn, can draw upon the resources of the Conference of Presidents of 
Major American Jewish Organizations, a roof group set up solely to coordinate 
the efforts of some 52 national Jewish organizations on behalf of Israel.  
  
Among them are Hadassah, the Zionist women's organization, which organizes a 
steady stream of American Jewish visitors to Israel; the American Jewish 
Congress, which mobilizes support for Israel among members of the traditionally 
left-of-center Jewish mainstream; and the American Jewish Committee, which 
plays the same role within the growing middle-of-the-road and right-of-center 
Jewish community. The American Jewish Committee also publishes 
Commentary,one of the Israel lobby's principal national publications.  
  
Perhaps the most controversial of these groups is B'nai B'rith's Anti-Defamation 
League. Its original highly commendable purpose was to protect the civil rights of 
American Jews. Over the past generation, however, the ADL has regressed into 
a conspiratorial and, with a $45 million budget, extremely well-funded hate group.  
  
In the 1980s, during the tenure of chairman Seymour Reich, who went on to 
become chairman of the Conference of Presidents, ADL was found to have 
circulated two annual fund-raising letters warning Jewish parents against 
allegedly negative influences on their children arising from the increasing Arab 
presence on American university campuses.  
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More recently, FBI raids on ADL's Los Angeles and San Francisco offices 
revealed that an ADL operative had purchased files stolen from the San 
Francisco police department that a court had ordered destroyed because they 
violated the civil rights of the individuals on whom they had been compiled. ADL, 
it was shown, had added the illegally prepared and illegally obtained material to 
its own secret files, compiled by planting informants among Arab-American, 
African-American, anti-Apartheid and peace and justice groups.  
  
The ADL infiltrators took notes of the names and remarks of speakers and 
members of audiences at programs organized by such groups. ADL agents even 
recorded the license plates of persons attending such programs and then 
suborned corrupt motor vehicles department employees or renegade police 
officers to identify the owners.  
  
Although one of the principal offenders fled the United States to escape 
prosecution, no significant penalties were assessed. ADL's Northern California 
office was ordered to comply with requests by persons upon whom dossiers had 
been prepared to see their own files, but no one went to jail and as yet no one 
has paid fines.  
  
Not surprisingly, a defecting employee revealed in an article he published in the 
Washington Report on Middle East Affairs that AIPAC, too, has such "enemies" 
files. They are compiled for use by pro-Israel journalists like Steven Emerson and 
other so-called "terrorism experts," and also by professional, academic or 
journalistic rivals of the persons described for use in black-listing, defaming, or 
denouncing them. What is never revealed is that AIPAC's "opposition research" 
department, under the supervision of Michael Lewis, son of famed Princeton 
University Orientalist Bernard Lewis, is the source of this defamatory material.  
  
But this is not AIPAC's most controversial activity. In the 1970s, when Congress 
put a cap on the amount its members could earn from speakers' fees and book 
royalties over and above their salaries, it halted AIPAC's most effective ways of 
paying off members for voting according to AIPAC recommendations. Members 
of AIPAC's national board of directors solved the problem by returning to their 
home states and creating political action committees (PACs).  
  
Most special interests have PACs, as do many major corporations, labor unions, 
trade associations and public-interest groups. But the pro-Israel groups went 
wild. To date some 126 pro-Israel PACs have been registered, and no fewer than 
50 have been active in every national election over the past generation.  
  
An individual voter can give up to $2,000 to a candidate in an election cycle, and 
a PAC can give a candidate up to $10,000. However, a single special interest 
with 50 PACs can give a candidate who is facing a tough opponent, and who has 
voted according to its recommendations, up to half a million dollars. That's 
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enough to buy all the television time needed to get elected in most parts of the 
country.  
  
Even candidates who don't need this kind of money certainly don't want it to 
become available to a rival from their own party in a primary election, or to an 
opponent from the opposing party in a general election. As a result, all but a 
handful of the 535 members of the Senate and House vote as AIPAC instructs 
when it comes to aid to Israel, or other aspects of U.S. Middle East policy.  
  
There is something else very special about AIPAC's network of political action 
committees. Nearly all have deceptive names. Who could possibly know that the 
Delaware Valley Good Government Association in Philadelphia, San Franciscans 
for Good Government in California, Cactus PAC in Arizona, Beaver PAC in 
Wisconsin, and even Icepac in New York are really pro-Israel PACs under deep 
cover?  
  
Hiding AIPAC's Tracks  
  
In fact, the congressmembers know it when they list the contributions they 
receive on the campaign statements they have to prepare for the Federal 
Election Commission. But their constituents don't know this when they read these 
statements. So just as no other special interest can put so much "hard money" 
into any candidate's election campaign as can the Israel lobby, no other special 
interest has gone to such elaborate lengths to hide its tracks.  
  
Although AIPAC, Washington's most feared special-interest lobby, can hide how 
it uses both carrots and sticks to bribe or intimidate members of Congress, it 
can't hide all of the results.  
  
Anyone can ask one of their representatives in Congress for a chart prepared by 
the Congressional Research Service, a branch of the Library of Congress, that 
shows Israel received $62.5 billion in foreign aid from fiscal year 1949 through 
fiscal year 1996. People in the national capital area also can visit the library of 
the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) in Rosslyn, Virginia, and 
obtain the same information, plus charts showing how much foreign aid the U.S. 
has given other countries as well.  
  
Visitors will learn that in precisely the same 1949-1996 time frame, the total of 
U.S. foreign aid to all of the countries of sub-Saharan Africa, Latin America and 
the Caribbean combined was $62,497,800,000--almost exactly the amount given 
to tiny Israel.  
  
According to the Population Reference Bureau of Washington, DC, in mid-1995 
the sub-Saharan countries had a combined population of 568 million. The 
$24,415,700,000 in foreign aid they had received by then amounted to $42.99 
per sub-Saharan African.  
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Similarly, with a combined population of 486 million, all of the countries of Latin 
America and the Caribbean together had received $38,254,400,000. This 
amounted to $79 per person.  
  
The per capita U.S. foreign aid to Israel's 5.8 million people during the same 
period was $10,775.48. This meant that for every dollar the U.S. spent on an 
African, it spent $250.65 on an Israeli, and for every dollar it spent on someone 
from the Western Hemisphere outside the United States, it spent $214 on an 
Israeli.  
  
Shocking Comparisons  
  
These comparisons already seem shocking, but they are far from the whole truth. 
Using reports compiled by Clyde Mark of the Congressional Research Service 
and other sources, freelance writer Frank Collins tallied for theWashington 
Report all of the extra items for Israel buried in the budgets of the Pentagon and 
other federal agencies in fiscal year 1993.Washington Report news editor Shawn 
Twing did the same thing for fiscal years 1996 and 1997.  
  
They uncovered $1.271 billion in extras in FY 1993, $355.3 million in FY 1996 
and $525.8 million in FY 1997. These represent an average increase of 12.2 
percent over the officially recorded foreign aid totals for the same fiscal years, 
and they probably are not complete. It's reasonable to assume, therefore, that a 
similar 12.2 percent hidden increase has prevailed over all of the years Israel has 
received aid.  
  
As of Oct. 31, 1997 Israel will have received $3.05 billion in U.S. foreign aid for 
fiscal year 1997 and $3.08 billion in foreign aid for fiscal year 1998. Adding the 
1997 and 1998 totals to those of previous years since 1949 yields a total of 
$74,157,600,000 in foreign aid grants and loans. Assuming that the actual totals 
from other budgets average 12.2 percent of that amount, that brings the grand 
total to $83,204,827,200.  
  
But that's not quite all. Receiving its annual foreign aid appropriation during the 
first month of the fiscal year, instead of in quarterly installments as do other 
recipients, is just another special privilege Congress has voted for Israel. It 
enables Israel to invest the money in U.S. Treasury notes. That means that the 
U.S., which has to borrow the money it gives to Israel, pays interest on the 
money it has granted to Israel in advance, while at the same time Israel is 
collecting interest on the money. That interest to Israel from advance payments 
adds another $1.650 billion to the total, making it $84,854,827,200.That's the 
number you should write down for total aid to Israel. And that's $14,346 each for 
each man, woman and child in Israel.  
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It's worth noting that that figure does not include U.S. government loan 
guarantees to Israel, of which Israel has drawn $9.8 billion to date. They greatly 
reduce the interest rate the Israeli government pays on commercial loans, and 
they place additional burdens on U.S. taxpayers, especially if the Israeli 
government should default on any of them. But since neither the savings to Israel 
nor the costs to U.S. taxpayers can be accurately quantified, they are excluded 
from consideration here.  
  
Further, friends of Israel never tire of saying that Israel has never defaulted on 
repayment of a U.S. government loan. It would be equally accurate to say Israel 
has never been required to repay a U.S. government loan. The truth of the matter 
is complex, and designed to be so by those who seek to conceal it from the U.S. 
taxpayer.  
  
Most U.S. loans to Israel are forgiven, and many were made with the explicit 
understanding that they would be forgiven before Israel was required to repay 
them. By disguising as loans what in fact were grants, cooperating members of 
Congress exempted Israel from the U.S. oversight that would have accompanied 
grants. On other loans, Israel was expected to pay the interest and eventually to 
begin repaying the principal. But the so-called Cranston Amendment, which has 
been attached by Congress to every foreign aid appropriation since 1983, 
provides that economic aid to Israel will never dip below the amount Israel is 
required to pay on its outstanding loans. In short, whether U.S. aid is extended 
as grants or loans to Israel, it never returns to the Treasury.  
 
  
Israel enjoys other privileges. While most countries receiving U.S. military aid 
funds are expected to use them for U.S. arms, ammunition and training, Israel 
can spend part of these funds on weapons made by Israeli manufacturers. Also, 
when it spends its U.S. military aid money on U.S. products, Israel frequently 
requires the U.S. vendor to buy components or materials from Israeli 
manufacturers. Thus, though Israeli politicians say that their own manufacturers 
and exporters are making them progressively less dependent upon U.S. aid, in 
fact those Israeli manufacturers and exporters are heavily subsidized by U.S. aid.  
  
Although it's beyond the parameters of this study, it's worth mentioning that Israel 
also receives foreign aid from some other countries. After the United States, the 
principal donor of both economic and military aid to Israel is Germany.  
  
By far the largest component of German aid has been in the form of restitution 
payments to victims of Nazi atrocities. But there also has been extensive German 
military assistance to Israel during and since the Gulf war, and a variety of 
German educational and research grants go to Israeli institutions. The total of 
German assistance in all of these categories to the Israeli government, Israeli 
individuals and Israeli private institutions has been some $31 billion or $5,345 per 
capita, bringing the per capita total of U.S. and German assistance combined to 
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almost $20,000 per Israeli. Since very little public money is spent on the more 
than 20 percent of Israeli citizens who are Muslim or Christian, the actual per 
capita benefits received by Israel's Jewish citizens would be considerably higher.  
  
True Cost to U.S. Taxpayers  
  
Generous as it is, what Israelis actually got in U.S. aid is considerably less than 
what it has cost U.S. taxpayers to provide it. The principal difference is that so 
long as the U.S. runs an annual budget deficit, every dollar of aid the U.S. gives 
Israel has to be raised through U.S. government borrowing.  
  
In an article in the Washington Report for December 1991/January 1992, Frank 
Collins estimated the costs of this interest, based upon prevailing interest rates 
for every year since 1949. I have updated this by applying a very conservative 5 
percent interest rate for subsequent years, and confined the amount upon which 
the interest is calculated to grants, not loans or loan guarantees.  
  
On this basis the $84.8 billion in grants, loans and commodities Israel has 
received from the U.S. since 1949 cost the U.S. an additional $49,936,880,000 in 
interest.  
  
There are many other costs of Israel to U.S. taxpayers, such as most or all of the 
$45.6 billion in U.S. foreign aid to Egypt since Egypt made peace with Israel in 
1979 (compared to $4.2 billion in U.S. aid to Egypt for the preceding 26 years). 
U.S. foreign aid to Egypt, which is pegged at two-thirds of U.S. foreign aid to 
Israel, averages $2.2 billion per year.  
  
There also have been immense political and military costs to the U.S. for its 
consistent support of Israel during Israel's half-century of disputes with the 
Palestinians and all of its Arab neighbors. In addition, there have been the 
approximately $10 billion in U.S. loan guarantees and perhaps $20 billion in tax-
exempt contributions made to Israel by American Jews in the nearly half-century 
since Israel was created.  
  
Even excluding all of these extra costs, America's $84.8 billion in aid to Israel 
from fiscal years 1949 through 1998, and the interest the U.S. paid to borrow this 
money, has cost U.S. taxpayers $134.8 billion, not adjusted for inflation. Or, put 
another way, the nearly $14,630 every one of 5.8 million Israelis received from 
the U.S. government by Oct. 31, 1997 has cost American taxpayers $23,240 per 
Israeli.  
  
It would be interesting to know how many of those American taxpayers believe 
they and their families have received as much from the U.S. Treasury as has 
everyone who has chosen to become a citizen of Israel. But it's a question that 
will never occur to the American public because, so long as America's 
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mainstream media, Congress and president maintain their pact of silence, few 
Americans will ever know the true cost of Israel to U.S. taxpayers.  
  
------------------  
  
Richard Curtiss, a retired U.S. foreign service officer, is the executive editor of 
the Washington Report on Middle East Affairs. 
 
The above articles were taken from Rense.com 
http://www.rense.com/general31/rege.htm  
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Jewish Control of the U.S. Government 
 
 
This was under the Clinton Administration. George W. Bush, being a born 
again Christian and so pro-Israel has more. When he was first elected, Bill 
Clinton promised the American people that the makeup of his administration 
would mirror the face of America. In truth, it mirrors the face of Israel. Even 
though the Jews only make up 2.9% of the country's population, an astounding 
56% of all of Clinton's appointments have been Jews, some of whom are listed 
below: 
 
§ Karen Adler - Presidential Liaison to Jewish Community 
§ Madeleine Albright - Ambassador to the United Nations 
§ Jane Alexander - Endowment for the Arts 
§ Roger Altman - Deputy to Secretary of the Treasury 
§ Zoe Baird (Gerwitz) - Asst. National Security Advisor 
§ Samuel Berger - Deputy Head of National Security 
§ Robert Boorstin - Spokesman on Health Care 
§ Keith Boykin - Communications Aide 
§ David Dreyer - Communications Aide 
§ Stuart Eisenstat - Asst. Secretary of State for Security 
§ Jeff Eller - Communictions Aide 
§ Tom Epstein - Special Assistant to the President 
§ Judith Feder - Advisor to Secretary of Health 
§ Hershel Gober - Asst. Secretary for Veterans' Affairs 
§ Stanley Greenburg - President's Pollster 
§ Mandy Grunwald - Press Conferences Consultant 
§ Morton Halperin - Asst. Secretary of Defense 
§ Margaret Hamburg - Deputy Head of Aids Dept 
§ Alexis Herman - Secretary to President for Public Works 
§ Phillip Heymann - Deputy Attorney General 
§ Martin Indyk - Dir. of Mid. East Affairs for Nat. Sec. Council 
§ Mickey Kantor - U.S. Trade Representative 
§ Steve Kessler - Commissioner of Food and Drug Administration 
§ Ron Klain - Third White House Counsel 
§ Madeleine Kunin - Deputy Sec. of Education 
§ David Kusnet - Communications Aide 
§ Anthony Lake - Chief Advisor for National Security 
§ Arthur Levitt, Jr. - Chairman Securities and Exchange Comm. 
§ Eugene Ludwig - Director of the Mint 
§ Ira Magaziner - Chief Advisor to the President 
§ David Mixner - Special Liaison to Gay-Lesbian Community 
§ Frank Newman - Asst. Secretary of State for Finance 
§ Bernard Nussbaum - White House Counsel 
§ Stephen Oxman - Asst. Secretary of State for Europe 
§ Howard Paster - Pres. Secretary for Congress 
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§ Emanuel Rahm - Pres. Secretary for Political Affairs 
§ Robert Reich - Secretary of Labor 
§ Alice Rivlin - Deputy Budget Director 
§ Robert Rubin - Treasury Secretary 
§ Richard Schifter - U.S. Ambassador to Israel 
§ Eli Segal - Director, Office of National Service 
§ Ricki Seidman - Communications Aide 
§ Robert Shapiro - Economic Advisor 
§ Joan Edelman Spero - Asst. Sec. of State for Economic Affairs 
§ Lawrence Summers - Asst. Sec. of State for Policy 
§ Peter Tarnoff - Asst. Sec. of State for Political Affairs 
§ Laura Tyson - Head, Council of Economic Advisors 
§ Michael Waldman - Communications Aide 
§ Walter Zelman - Special Deputy for Health Policy 

 
Undoubtedly, some of these names have changed by now, but the Jewish 
character of the Clinton administration remains. The Jews are represented 
twenty times their population (2.9%). Can or should we Gentiles feel comfortable 
having such Jewish dominance over "our" government? In addition, the 
difference between the Clinton administration and other administrations (such as 
Bush's, Reagan's, Carter's, Ford's, etc.) is one of degree rather than kind. For 
example, let us take a quick look at some of the Jews in the Gerald Ford 
administration: 
 
§ Henry Kissinger - Secretary of State (This fucker sold us out in 
§ Viet Nam) 
§ James Schlesinger - Secretary of Defense 
§ John Simon - Secretary of Treasury 
§ Caspar Weinberger - Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare 
§ Arthur Burns - Chairman of Federal Reserve 
§ <BR>(Bernstein) - Ford's Financial Advisor 
§ Board Seidman - Federal Insurance Advisor 
§ Bernstein - Press Secretary 
§ Ron Nessen - Speechwriter 
§ Friedman - Head of Economic Council 
§ Alan Greenspan - Attorney General 
§ Levy - Betty Ford's Secretary 

 
The Jews have held key positions for decades, twisting both America's foreign 
policy as well as its domestic policy to meet their ends and the ends of Israel. 
Having control of our government is certainly in keeping with the teachings of the 
Talmud--that the Jews be the masters and the Goyim (Gentiles) be the slaves. 
The fact that America gives more financial aid to Israel than any other nation in 
the world is proof positive that America's foreign policy is directed onto a Jewish 
path. It is little wonder then why much of the Arab world hates America. After all, 
would we befriend a nation, which gives billions to our national foes? 
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US Founding Fathers' Statements Concerning the Jews 
 
 
"They (the Jews) work more effectively against us than the enemy's armies. They 
are a hundred times more dangerous to our liberties and the great cause we are 
engaged in. It is much to be lamented that each state, long ago, has not hunted 
them down as pests to society and the greatest enemies we have to the 
happiness of America." 
Source: Maxims of George Washington by A.A. Appleton & Co. 
 
As the American colonies rose in revolt against political oppression occasioned 
by the attempt of Jewish banking houses in Europe to consolidate their economic 
foothold in the New World, no man among the Founding Fathers was more alert 
to the designs of international Jewry than that shrewd elder statesman of the 
American Revolution, Benjamin Franklin. Perhaps Ben Franklin's most damning 
indictment of Jewry was contained in his famous prophecy at the Constitutional 
Convention of 1787 in Philadelphia. In one of the most anti-Jewish utterances of 
all time, he declared: 
 
"I fully agree with General Washington, that we must protect this young nation 
from an insidious influence and impenetration. That menace, gentlemen, is the 
Jews. In whatever country Jews have settled in any great number, they have 
lowered its moral tone; depreciated its commercial integrity; have segregated 
themselves and have not been assimilated; have built up a state within a state; 
and when opposed have tried to strangle that country to death financially, as in 
the case of Spain and Portugal. 
 
"For over 1700 hundred years, the Jews have been bewailing their sad fate in 
that they have been exiled from their homeland, as they call Palestine. But, 
gentlemen, did the world give it to them in fee simple, they would at once find 
some reason for not returning. Why? Because they are vampires, and vampires 
do not live on vampires. They cannot live only amongst themselves. They must 
subsist on other people not of their race. If you do not exclude them from these 
United States in the Constitution, in less than 200 years they will have swarmed 
here in such great numbers that they will dominate and devour the land, and 
change our form of government, for which we Americans have shed our blood, 
given our lives, our substance, and jeopardized our liberty." 
 
"If you do not exclude them, in less than 200 years our descendants will be 
working in the fields to furnish them substance, while they will be in the counting 
houses rubbing their hands. I warn you, gentlemen, if you do not exclude the 
Jews for all time, your children will curse you in your graves." 
 
Franklin's remarks were recorded in "Chit Chat Around the Table During 
Intermissions," a section of the Diary of Charles Cotesworth Pinckney of South 
Carolina. Pickney (1746-1825) attended the Convention as a delegate, and took 
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down excerpts of some of the outstanding addresses and discourses, which he 
later published in his diary. Perhaps the best proof of the Franklin prophecy--as 
with any prophecy--lies in its actual fulfillment. What Benjamin Franklin foresaw 
as an ominous possibility in 1787 has today--a little over two hundred years later-
-become painful reality. 
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The Jewish Controlled Media 
 
 
The media is a powerful tool. It shapes public opinion as most people are 
indoctrinated to "have faith" to do as they are told, and not to think for 
themselves. The Jews have the entire media from the film industry to the local 
news tied up. Jews are in all of the key positions, no different from their control of 
the Catholic Church and the Protestant World Council of Churches.  
 
The average Jew, though lacking in creative ability, has an IQ of 135 [100 is 
normal]. This is above the 98th percentile of the population. In addition, most are 
college educated. While high intelligence and advanced education are desirable 
and noteworthy, the problem lies in what these self-appointed "Chosen of God" 
are doing to the detriment of the Gentile peoples in their relentless quest for 
Jewish world domination.  
 
These people have played both sides against the middle for centuries in order to 
deceive the Gentiles. A prime example is how Israel is openly democratic, but 
works to promote communism behind the scenes. In order to add further 
deception, the Jewish run media would forever whine and publicize any injustices 
committed against the Jewish people in the former Soviet Union. Unbeknownst to 
many, the Jews had full control of the Kremlin from the beginning. This was just a 
front. They don't care how many of their own they have to sacrifice to reach their 
goals. Their success comes from controlling both sides. 
 
If you can understand the above, the program of Christianity is so obvious. On 
one hand, they claim to be against Christianity, but behind the scenes, they run 
the entire program as they are all in key positions. Pope John Paul II, who was 
born of a Jewish mother [Katz] is only one of a long line of Jewish Catholic 
popes. There are also many Catholic Cardinals, Bishops and high-ranking clergy 
who are Jews; all controlling the important positions. Publically claiming 
persecution by Christians is very clever, as most people don't even stop to think. 
Nearly every book about the Inquisition makes it blatant that the Jews were 
victimized, though the authors fail to mention that the Inquisition itself was run 
and operated by Jews in the Catholic Church. All of this is to create a diversion 
and distraction, same as the Christian concept of the character of the Devil keeps 
Christians fearful and under their control.  
 
The Jewish controlled media has always been behind blaspheming the True 
Creator God Satan, and making the Original Gods into monsters and spooks. 
They demean them, and make them look like buffoons to the world.  
A perfect example is a movie found in most video stores titled "Dagon."  
Dagon was God of the Gentile Phoenicians and Philistines. The box has a 
hideous looking monster on it and is of the "horror" genre. The number of 
demeaning movies about Satan is endless. He is depicted as the epitome of all 
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evil, shown as a threatening monster out to possess souls and damn them to an 
everlasting fire, among other things. 
 
"We shall destroy God"  
– Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion 
 
While the Jews openly protest Christianity, they promote it behind the scenes. 
Christians get the prime time slots and much positive publicity from the Jewish 
media. Christianity is a program with a means to an end. It is a stepping off point 
to atheism, which is the essence of communism. Promoting communism, where 
all spiritual power is given up and denied is the real purpose of the bible. 
Because Christianity is a false religion, little or nothing ever happens in the way 
of spirituality. Intelligent people who can think for themselves often turn to 
atheism while the sheep remain enslaved. The goal of Jewish communism is the 
Jewish run state becomes "God" and all belief in and knowledge of spirituality is 
destroyed. Spiritual powers are kept in the hands of a controlling few - again 
Jews. The goal of Christianity is to make people believe spiritual power and 
anything of the occult and spirit world is nothing but fiction. Again, they play both 
sides against the middle as the Jewish movie producers and script writes will 
publically take the heat for ridiculing Christianity in movies and sitcoms, but 
behind the scenes, they promote it.  
 
Below is an excerpt of an article revealing the extent of the control the Jews have 
over our media: 
 
 
 
 

The Facts of Jewish Media Control 
 
 
Electronic News & Entertainment Media 
The largest media conglomerate today is Walt Disney Company, whose 
chairman and CEO, Michael Eisner, is a Jew. The Disney Empire, headed by a 
man described by one media analyst as a "control freak," includes several 
television production companies [Walt Disney Television, Touchstone Television, 
and Buena Vista Television], its own cable network with 14 million subscribers, 
and two video production companies. 
 
As for feature films, the Walt Disney Picture Group, headed by Joe Roth [also a 
Jew], includes Touchstone Pictures, Hollywood Pictures, and Caravan Pictures. 
Disney also owns Miramax Films, run by the Weinstein brothers. When the 
Disney Company was run by the Gentile Disney family prior to its takeover by 
Eisner in 1984, it epitomized wholesome, family entertainment. While it still holds 
the rights to Snow White, under Eisner, the company has expanded into the 
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production of graphic sex and violence. In addition, it has 225 affiliated stations in 
the United States and is part owner of several European TV companies. 
 
ABC's cable subsidiary, ESPN, is headed by president and CEO Steven 
Bornstein, a Jew. This corporation also has a controlling share of Lifetime 
Television and the Arts & Entertainment Network cable companies. ABC Radio 
Network owns eleven AM and ten FM stations, again in major cities such as New 
York, Washington, Los Angeles, and has over 3,400 affiliates. Although primarily 
a telecommunications company, Capital Cities/ABC earned over $1 billion in 
publishing in 1994. It owns seven daily newspapers, Fairchild Publications, 
Chilton Publications, and the Diversified Publishing Group. 
 
Time Warner, Inc, is the second of the international media leviathans. The 
chairman of the board and CEO, Gerald Levin, is a Jew. Time Warner's 
subsidiary HBO is the country's largest pay-TV cable network. Warner Music is 
by far the world's largest record company, with 50 labels, the biggest of which is 
Warner Brothers Records, headed by Danny Goldberg. Stuart Hersch is 
president of Warnervision, Warner Music's video production unit. Goldberg and 
Hersch are Jews. Warner Music was an early promoter of "gangsta rap." 
Through its involvement with Interscope Records, it helped popularize a genre 
whose graphic lyrics explicitly urge Blacks to commit acts of violence against 
Whites. 
 
In addition to cable and music, Time Warner is heavily involved in the production 
of feature films [Warner Brothers Studio] and publishing. Time Warner's 
publishing division [editor-in-chief Norman Pearlstine, a Jew] is the largest 
magazine publisher in the country [Time, Sports Illustrated, People, Fortune]. 
 
When Ted Turner, a Gentile, made a bid to buy CBS in 1985, there was panic in 
media boardrooms across the nation. Turner made a fortune in advertising and 
then had built a successful cable-TV news network, CNN. Although Turner 
employed a number of Jews in key executive positions in CNN and had never 
taken public positions contrary to Jewish interests, he is a man with a large ego 
and a strong personality and was regarded by Chairman William Paley [real 
name Palinsky, a Jew] and the other Jews at CBS as uncontrollable: a loose 
cannon who might at some time in the future turn against them. 
 
Furthermore, Jewish newsman Daniel Schorr, who had worked for Turner, 
publicly charged that his former boss held a personal dislike for Jews. To block 
Turner's bid, CBS executives invited billionaire Jewish theater, hotel, insurance, 
and cigarette magnate Laurence Tisch to launch a "friendly" takeover of the 
company, and from 1986 till 1995 Tisch was the chairman and CEO of CBS, 
removing any threat of non-Jewish influence there. Subsequent efforts by 
Turner to acquire a major network have been obstructed by Levin's Time Warner, 
which owns nearly 20 percent of CBS stock and has veto power over major 
deals. 
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Viacom, Inc, headed by Sumner Redstone [born Murray Rothstein], a Jew, is the 
third largest megamedia corporation in the country, with revenues of over $10 
billion a year. Viacom, which produces and distributes TV programs for the three 
largest networks, owns 12 television stations and 12 radio stations. It produces 
feature films through Paramount Pictures, headed by Jewess Sherry Lansing. Its 
publishing division includes Prentice Hall, Simon & Schuster, and Pocket Books. 
It distributes videos through over 4,000 Blockbuster stores. Viacom's chief claim 
to fame, however, is as the world's largest provider of cable programming, 
through its Showtime, MTV, Nickelodeon, and other networks. Since 1989, MTV 
and Nickelodeon have acquired larger and larger shares of the younger 
television audience. 
 
With the top three, and by far the largest, media companies in the hand of Jews, 
it is difficult to believe that such an overwhelming degree of control came about 
without a deliberate, concerted effort on their part. What about the other big 
media companies? Number four on the list is Rupert Murdoch's News 
Corporation, which owns Fox Television and 20th Century Fox Films. Murdoch is 
a Gentile, but Peter Chermin, who heads Murdoch's film studio and also 
oversees his TV production, is a Jew. Number five is the Japanese Sony 
Corporation, whose U.S. subsidiary, Sony Corporation of America, is run by 
Michael Schulhof, a Jew. Alan Levine, another Jew, heads the Sony Pictures 
division. 
 
Most of the television and movie production companies that are not owned by the 
largest corporations are also controlled by Jews. For example, New World 
Entertainment, proclaimed by one media analyst as "the premiere independent 
TV program producer in the United States," is owned by Ronald Perelman, a 
Jew. The best known of the smaller media companies, Dreamworks SKG, is a 
strictly kosher affair. Dream Works was formed in 1994 amid great media hype 
by recording industry mogul David Geffen, former Disney Pictures chairman 
Jeffrey Katzenberg, and film director Steven Spielberg, all three of whom are 
Jews. The company produces movies, animated films, television programs, and 
recorded music. Two other large production companies, MCA and Universal 
Pictures, are both owned by Seagram Company, Ltd. The president and CEO of 
Seagram, the liquor giant, is Edgar Bronfman Jr., who is also president of the 
World Jewish Congress. 
 
It is well known that Jews have controlled the production and distribution of films 
since the inception of the movie industry in the early decades of the 20th century. 
This is still the case today. Films produced by just the five largest motion picture 
companies mentioned above--Disney, Warner Brothers, Sony, Paramount 
[Viacom], and Universal [Seagram]--accounted for 74 per cent of the total box- 
office receipts for the first eight months of 1995. 
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The big three in television network broadcasting used to be ABC, CBS, and NBC. 
With the consolidation of the media empires, these three are no longer 
independent entities. While they were independent, however, each was 
controlled by a Jew since its inception: ABC by Leonard Goldenson, CBS first by 
William Paley and then by Lawrence Tisch, and NBC first by David Sarnoff and 
then by his son Robert. 
 
Over periods of several decades, these networks were staffed from top to bottom 
with Jews, and the essential Jewishness of network television did not change 
when the networks were absorbed by other corporations. The Jewish presence in 
television news remains particularly strong. 
 
As noted, ABC is part of Eisner's Disney Company, and the executive producers 
of ABC's news programs are all Jews: Victor Neufeld [20-20], Bob Reichbloom 
[Good Morning America], and Rick Kaplan [World News Tonight]. CBS was 
recently purchased by Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Nevertheless, the 
man appointed by Lawrence Tisch, Eric Ober, remains president of CBS News, 
and Ober is a Jew. At NBC, now owned by General Electric, NBC News 
president Andrew Lack is a Jew, as are executive producers Jeff Zucker [Today], 
Jeff Gralnick [NBC Nightly News], and Neal Shapiro [Dateline]. 
 
The Print Media After television news, daily newspapers are the most influential 
information medium in America. Sixty million of them are sold [and presumably 
read] each day. These millions are divided among some 1,500 different 
publications. One might conclude that the sheer number of different newspapers 
across America would provide a safeguard against Jewish control and distortion. 
However, this is not the case. There is less independence, less competition, and 
much less representation of our interests than a casual observer would think. 
 
The days when most cities and even towns had several independently owned 
newspapers published by local people with close ties to the community are gone. 
Today, most "local" newspapers are owned by a rather small number of large 
companies controlled by executives who live and work hundreds or ever 
thousands of miles away. 
 
The fact is that only about 25 per cent of the country's 1,500 papers are 
independently owned; the rest belong to multi-newspaper chains. Only a handful 
are large enough to maintain independent reporting staffs outside their own 
communities; the rest depend on these few for all of their national and 
international news. 
 
The Newhouse empire of Jewish brothers Samuel and Donald Newhouse 
provides an example of more than the lack of real competition among 
America's daily newspapers: it also illustrates the insatiable appetite Jews have 
shown for all the organs of opinion control on which they could fasten their grip. 
The Newhouses own 26 daily newspapers, including several large and important 
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ones, such as the Cleveland Plain Dealer, the Newark Star-Ledger, and the New 
Orleans Times-Picayune; the nation's largest trade book publishing 
conglomerate, Random House, with all its subsidiaries; Newhouse Broadcasting, 
consisting of 12 television broadcasting stations and 87 cable-TV systems, 
including some of the country's largest cable networks; the Sunday supplement 
Parade, with a circulation of more than 22 million copies per week; some two 
dozen major magazines, including the New Yorker, Vogue, Madmoiselle, 
Glamour, Vanity Fair, Bride's, Gentlemen's Quarterly, Self, House & Garden, and 
all the other magazines of the wholly owned Conde Nast group. 
 
This Jewish media empire was founded by the late Samuel Newhouse, an 
immigrant from Russia. The gobbling up of so many newspapers by the 
Newhouse family was in large degree made possible by the fact that newspapers 
are not supported by their subscribers, but by their advertisers. It is advertising 
revenue--not the small change collected from a newspaper's readers--that largely 
pays the editor's salary and yields the owner's profit. 
 
Whenever the large advertisers in a city choose to favor one newspaper over 
another with their business, the favored newspaper will flourish while its 
competitor dies. Since the beginning of the 20th century, when Jewish mercantile 
power in America became a dominant economic force, there has been a steady 
rise in the number of American newspapers in Jewish hands, accompanied by a 
steady decline in the number of competing Gentile newspapers--primarily as a 
result of selective advertising policies by Jewish merchants. 
 
Furthermore, even those newspapers still under Gentile ownership and 
management are so thoroughly dependent upon Jewish advertising revenue that 
their editorial and news reporting policies are largely constrained by Jewish likes 
and dislikes. It holds true in the newspaper business as elsewhere that he who 
pays the piper calls the tune. 
 
Three Jewish Newspapers 
The suppression of competition and the establishment of local monopolies on the 
dissemination of news and opinion have characterized the rise of Jewish control 
over America's newspapers. The resulting ability of the Jews to use the press as 
an unopposed instrument of Jewish policy could hardly be better illustrated than 
by the examples of the nation's three most prestigious and influential 
newspapers: the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, and the Washington 
Post. 
 
These three, dominating America's financial and political capitals, are the 
newspapers which set the trends and the guidelines for nearly all the others. 
They are the ones which decide what is news and what isn't, at the national and 
international levels. They originate the news; the others merely copy it, and all 
three newspapers are in Jewish hands. 
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The New York Times was founded in 1851 by two Gentiles, Henry Raymond and 
George Jones. After their deaths, it was purchased in 1896 from Jones's estate 
by a wealthy Jewish publisher, Adolph Ochs. His great-grandson, Arthur Ochs 
Sulzberger, Jr., is the paper's current publisher and CEO. The executive editor is 
Max Frankel, and the managing editor is Joseph Lelyveld. Both of the latter are 
also Jews. The Sulzberger family also owns, through the New York Times 
Co., 33 other newspapers, including the Boston Globe; twelve magazines, 
including McCall's and Family Circle with circulations of more than 5 million each; 
seven radio and TV broadcasting stations; a cable-TV system; and three book 
publishing companies. The New York Times News Service transmits news 
stories, features, and photographs from the New York Times by wire to 506 other 
newspapers, news agencies, and magazines. 
 
Of similar national importance is the Washington Post, which, by establishing its 
"leaks" throughout government agencies in Washington, has an inside track on 
news involving the Federal government. The Washington Post, like the New York 
Times, had a non-Jewish origin. It was established in 1877 by Stilson Hutchins, 
purchased from him in 1905 by John McLean, and later inherited by Edward 
McLean. 
 
In June 1933, however, at the height of the Great Depression, the newspaper 
was forced into bankruptcy. It was purchased at a bankruptcy auction by Eugene 
Meyer, a Jewish financier. The Washington Post is now run by Katherine Meyer 
Graham, Eugene Meyer's daughter. She is the principal stockholder and the 
board chairman of the Washington Post Co. In 1979, she appointed her son 
Donald publisher of the paper. He now also holds the posts of president and 
CEO of the Washington Post Co. The Washington Post Co. has a number of 
other media holdings in newspapers, television, and magazines, most notably the 
nation's number-two weekly newsmagazine, Newsweek. 
 
The Wall Street Journal, which sells 1.8 million copies each weekday, is the 
nation's largest-circulation daily newspaper. It is owned by Dow Jones & 
Company, Inc., a New York corporation which also publishes 24 other daily 
newspapers and the weekly financial tabloid Barron's, among other things. The 
chairman and CEO of Dow Jones is Peter Kann, who is a Jew. Kann also holds 
the posts of chairman and publisher of the Wall Street Journal. 
 
Most of New York's other major newspapers are in no better hands than the New 
York Times and the Wall Street Journal. The New York Daily News is owned by 
Jewish real-estate developer Mortimer B. Zuckerman. The Village Voice is the 
personal property of Leonard Stern, the billionaire Jewish owner of the Hartz 
Mountain pet supply firm. 
 
Other Mass Media 
The story is pretty much the same for other media as it is for television, radio, 
and newspapers. Consider, for example, newsmagazines. There are only three 
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of any note published in the United States: Time, Newsweek, and U.S. News and 
World Report. Time, with a weekly circulation of 4.1 million, is published by a 
subsidiary of Time Warner Communications. 
 
The CEO of Time Warner Communications, as mentioned above, is Gerald 
Levin, a Jew. Newsweek, as mentioned above, is published by the Washington 
Post Company, under the Jewess Katherine Meyer Graham. Its weekly 
circulation is 3.2 million. U.S. News & World Report, with a weekly circulation of 
2.3 million, is owned and published by Mortimer Zuckerman, a Jew. Zuckerman 
also owns the Atlantic Monthly and New York's tabloid newspaper, the Daily 
News, which is the sixth-largest paper in the country. 
 
Among the giant book-publishing conglomerates, the situation is also Jewish. 
Three of the six largest book publishers in the U.S., according to Publisher's 
Weekly, are owned or controlled by Jews. The three are first-place Random 
House [with its many subsidiaries, including Crown Publishing Group], third-place 
Simon & Schuster, and sixth-place Time Warner Trade Group [including Warner 
Books and Little, Brown]. Another publisher of special significance is Western 
Publishing. Although it ranks only 13th in size among all U.S. publishers, it ranks 
first among publishers of children's books, with more than 50 percent of the 
market. Its chairman and CEO is Richard Snyder, a Jew, who just replaced 
Richard Bernstein, also a Jew. 
 
The Effect of Jewish Control of the Media 
These are the facts of Jewish media control in America. Anyone willing to spend 
several hours in a large library can verify their accuracy. I hope that these facts 
are disturbing to you, to say the least. Should any minority be allowed to wield 
such awesome power? Certainly, not and allowing a people with beliefs such as 
expressed in the Talmud, to determine what we get to read or watch in effect 
gives this small minority the power to mold our minds to suit their own Talmudic 
interests, interests which as we have demonstrated are diametrically opposed to 
the interests of our people. 
 
By permitting the Jews to control our news and entertainment media, we are 
doing more than merely giving them a decisive influence on our political system 
and virtual control of our government; we also are giving them control of the 
minds and souls of our children, whose attitudes and ideas are shaped more by 
Jewish television and Jewish films than by their parents, their schools, or any 
other influence. 
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The Holocaust Hoax: The "Six-Million" Lie 
 
 
Aside from the so-called "Holocaust" being mathematically impossible, the 
following is an excerpt from Ben Klassen's writings. This was written for a white 
audience, but affects ALL Gentiles, regardless of color:  
 
Masters of the Big Lie.  
The Jews have expertly utilized the "Big Lie" technique since the beginning of 
their historical existence. Over the last 5,000 years, they have become 
unexcelled masters of that technique. Their religion is based on it, their wealth is 
based on it, and in fact they owe their very existence to the expertise with which 
they have manipulated lies to a gullible and (mostly) unsuspecting world.  
 
Over the years, the Jews have spread millions of lies, some of which have 
served a temporary purpose, while some have persisted for thousands of years. 
Some have been ineffective, whereas others have been successful beyond their 
wildest dreams.  
 
Invented the Christianity Swindle.  
Undoubtedly, their most successful lie of all time has been their invention of 
Christianity and originally selling this destructive creed to their mortal enemies, 
the Romans. That lie has wreaked incalculable damage to the Gentiles and the 
virus of this fever on the brain is still virulent today. However we now want to 
examine a modern day invention of the Jews that they have launched with 
devastating effectiveness and that is the lie that the Germans gassed, 
incinerated in ovens, or otherwise exterminated six million Jews during World 
War II.  
 
The Six Million Lie.  
So effectively have they propagated and disseminated this lie all over the world 
by means of their gigantic propaganda apparatus that most gullible goyim 
(without thinking) react emotionally "it must be true, or why would they make 
such a terrible charge?" Again, a little investigation and consideration of the facts 
readily demonstrate how ludicrous this charge really is.  
 
No evidence, no witnesses.  
In the first place, like the Christianity swindle, there is not a single shred of 
evidence to back up the allegations that Hitler, or the German government, or 
any officials in it, ever advocated a policy of extermination of the Jews. Although 
the Jews have written thousands of articles on this subject and dozens of books, 
when these authors have been questioned and cross-examined, not a single one 
of them has seen a single oven, a single gas chamber, nor any actual acts of 
extermination. Nor can they produce a single eye-witness that has seen any such 
event. Invariably when pinned down, they were "told" by a mythical person who is 
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"now dead", or "read about it," or hearsay of one kind or another. Not one can 
produce a live eyewitness, either now or in the past.  
 
No such orders, no such policy.  
Despite the tons of Nazi documents that were captured intact, there is not a 
single one where an order, or a command, or a policy paper has appeared, or is 
in existence that recommends, orders or suggests the extermination of Jews, 
either in mass or singly. All the literature, when investigated, is based on claims 
that such orders were given "verbally" or could be "read between the lines," or 
some other such unsubstantiated allegation.  
 
Aimed to strip Jews of their immense power.  
The fact is neither Hitler nor the German government or any branch of it ever 
had, or enunciated, such a policy. That the Germans realized the Jews in their 
midst were their unmitigated misfortune, of that there is no doubt. They wanted 
them out, and their policy was to strip them of power and encourage them to 
migrate elsewhere. When the Germans instituted the Nuremberg Racial laws, 
they forbade the Jews of any positions in the news media, in the universities and 
schools, in government, in banking and other positions of power that they had 
dominated in the past. This, and the hostility engendered by the German people 
finally recognizing the Jews for the degenerative parasites they were, 
encouraged the Jews to leave that country and seek greener pastures 
elsewhere.  
 
Cleanse their Nation.  
The Germans did everything possible to help and encourage the Jew to 
emigrate. They looked forward to the day (as should we) when their country 
would be "Judenrein," i.e., cleansed of Jews. They negotiated with Great Britain 
to help them emigrate to Palestine, at that time (during the 1930's) still a British 
mandate. In this, the British were not very cooperative but increasing numbers 
did migrate to Palestine, much to the chagrin of the Arabs. The German 
government, under Goering, also tried to help establish a Jewish homeland on 
the large island of Madagascar off the coast of Africa.  
 
Zionist Movement.  
The Madagascar idea had been variously discussed by the Jews themselves in 
the growing Zionist movement. Theodore Hertzl, considered the father of the 
Zionist movement, proposed such a plan as early as 1896. There were divided 
opinions about Madagascar among the Jews, some favoring it, some favoring 
Palestine. In any case, the Germans did what they could to find the Jews an 
alternate homeland, although in the short time available before the war neither 
the Palestine nor Madagascar project materialized.  
 
 
"Jew Heaven" U.S.A.  
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By far the greater number of Jews migrated to the Jew haven of the world 
namely the United States where their kinsmen were already ravishing the land 
and wallowing in milk and honey.  
 
Holocaust Claims a Fantastic Lie.  
The facts are these: There were only 500,000 Jews in Germany when Hitler 
came to power. Most of these migrated to the U.S. before 1939. There were 
never more than 3 million Jews in all the territory that Hitler's armies occupied 
during the entire war, so it was of course physically impossible for them to have 
killed six million. As already stated, there is not a shred of evidence that the 
Germans ever proposed, sanctioned, or contemplated such a policy of 
exterminations.  
 
Jews Declared War on Germany.  
Even before the war started the Jewish leaders on a world-wide basis had years 
before declared that world Jewry was at war with Germany, and that they would 
utilize their immense financial, moral and political powers to destroy Hitler and 
Nazi Germany. Principal among these was Chaim Weizmann, the Zionist leader, 
who so declared on September 5, 1939. He was enthusiastically supported by 
world-wide Jewry in this declaration. Since it has been the custom during war-
time for security reasons to intern enemy and subversive aliens, the Germans did 
intern most, but not all, of the Jews in their territory. Certainly the United States 
and Canada did the same thing to even the native-born Japanese, solely by the 
color of their skin and their ancestry. Also most certainly it was done with a lot 
less provocation, since the native-born Japanese were American or Canadian 
citizens and had expressed little or no hostility towards the countries in which 
they were born. Whereas most of the American Japanese were loyal to the 
United States, they were peremptorily carted off their farms in California and 
elsewhere, usually having lost their farms forever when the war ended.  
 
Jews were Dangerous Enemy Aliens.  
Nevertheless, the Germans did intern the Jews in internment camps in a manner 
similar to the way the United States and Canada did to the Japanese. Certainly 
they had as much or more reason to do so as did Canada or the U.S. The 
Germans also did so to other aliens and subversives considered as security risks 
and dangerous to the war effort. One difference was that in Germany the 
internees were put to work in factories that were either in existence where the 
camps were set up, or factories were built at the camps.  
 
Treated Humanely.  
These internees were well treated and well fed considering Germany's dwindling 
resources. Often their rations exceeded those received by the Germans 
themselves. Jewish Statistics Confirm Lie. As a further proof of the six million lie, 
we can check into the statistics the Jews put out amongst their own. The World 
Almanac of 1938 lists the number of Jews in the world as 16,588,259. After the 
war the New York Times, owned by Jews, placed the number of Jews of the 
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world at a minimum of 15,600,000 and maximum of 18,700,000. Averaging out 
the latter two figures of the New York Times would come to approximately 
17,100,000. It is therefore impossible by any stretch of the imagination that 
6,000,000 Jews could have been exterminated and end up with a net gain in a 
short period of eight years.  
 
Jews the Big Winner or World War II.  
So much for the statistics. There are many others that we could quote that lead 
to the same conclusion: The six million figure is a great big lie. True, many 
people , were killed during the war. A total of 2,050,000 German civilians were 
killed in allied air raids and forced repatriation after the war. Even some Jews 
were killed. But relatively they fared better and their casualties were lighter than 
other combatants involved, especially considering the whole horrible conflict was 
instigated by the Jews, contrived by the Jews, and incited and provoked by the 
Jews. Certainly their casualties were negligible considering they were the arch-
instigators and sole benefactors of that terrible war, a war that was fought by 
Gentile brother against Gentile brother, all for the avaricious greed and benefit of 
the Jews.  
 
If the six million hoax has no basis in fact, the question arises- why would the 
Jews want to promote such a vicious and horrible lie?  
 
Jews have Profited Tremendously.  
The answer is: The Jews have profited handsomely from this atrocious lie, as 
they have a knack of doing with most of the lies they propagate.  
 
1. It aroused world sympathy for the Jews when the world should have been (and 
thanks to Hitler, partially was) alerted to the dangerous and destructive nature of 
this world-wide parasite.  
 
2. It acted as a moral club and a propaganda lever with which they have 
extracted as blackmail $12 billion dollars from the German people as 
"reparations" to Israel and as "compensation" to individual Jewish claimants. The 
insanity of such claims can only be appreciated when we considered that many 
German taxpayers today, who were not even born when the alleged crimes were 
supposedly committed, are paying "reparations" to a state (Israel) that didn't even 
exist at that time. Furthermore the list of Jewish claimants, now, over 35 years 
later has reached a staggering 3,375,000 when there were less than 200,000 
Jews in Germany after 1939.  
 
Since it has been so easy for the Jews to rob the Germans by means of this so-
called "compensation," the number of registered claimants against the West 
German government has tripled in the last ten years. Nothing could be more 
devastating proof of the brazen effrontery of the Six Million Lie.  
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3. The Six Million lie has been a powerful propaganda tool that enabled the Jews 
to steal Palestine from the Arabs in 1948 and set up the bandit state of Israel. 
Thanks to the Six Million lie the Jews had the support and blessing of the 
befuddled world, especially the Jew-infested United States.  
 
4. The Six Million lie has had a devastating effect in shaming and discrediting the 
German people. Whereas the Germans should be honored for the noble fight 
they waged in order to expose and shake off the world-wide Jewish pestilence, 
the powerful and effective Jewish propaganda networks have pictured the 
Germans as the villains in the eyes of the gullible world.  
 
5. It has rallied and united the Jews of the world as nothing else has in the last 
thousand years. Although most of the Jews know it is an abominable lie, they 
keep constantly harping about it amongst themselves (as well as to the outside 
world) until they have become so hypnotized by their own lie that it actually 
becomes part of their religion. On this sleazy basis vast sums of money have 
been raised amongst the Jews themselves and hundreds of organizations 
formed.  
 
Holocaust Lie- Jewish Rallying Cry.  
This lie, then, has become the rallying cry of the modern day Jew, a continuation 
of the oldest lie in their tumultuous history, namely that the Jews are a 
persecuted race. It has worked wonders for them. It has been devastatingly 
effective as a two-edged sword. It has demolished any attempt by the White 
Race to retain their own racial integrity, or even any form of nationalism. On the 
other hand, it has made the Jews fanatically nationalistic when it concerns Israel, 
fanatically racist when it concerns Zionism or the Jewish race.  
 
Jews now More Powerful than ever.  
So powerful a tool has this depraved Six Million Lie become that not only 
individuals but governments of nations cower before it while the Jews take 
charge, silencing any and all opposition. Dr. Max Nussbaum, the former chief 
Rabbi of the Jewish community in Berlin, openly bragged on April 11, 1953, "the 
position the Jewish people occupy in the world today, despite its tremendous 
losses, is ten times stronger than it was twenty years ago."  
He is right on half of his statement. They suffered no "tremendous losses," but 
they are ten times stronger than they were before that bloody, fratricidal 
holocaust, known as World War II, incited and provoked by the Jews themselves. 
Much of this increased strength they have acquired thanks to the despicable Six 
Million Lie.  
 
 
The emaciated [extremely skinny] bodies piled up was a result of TYPHUS. 
Typhus is a disease that results from lice. It causes severe, ongoing, watery 
diarrhea and this causes emaciation very quickly. It is prevalent in places where 
there are many people together, such as in concentration camps. Dead bodies 
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normally bloat because of natural gasses trapped within the lungs and the 
intestines. If the bodies were 'gassed' as the Jews claim, they would have been 
bloated.  
 
In addition, the many prisoners with their heads shaved bald; this was an attempt 
to save their lives as the lice was epidemic and lice lives in the hair of its hosts. If 
these were 'death camps' then why bother trying to save them? The piles of 
shoes seen were the result of prisoners being issued clogs to keep their feet in 
better shape and was more sanitary.  
 
Towards the end of the war, allied bombings of railroads and other means of 
transportation prevented food from reaching the prisoners and many did starve to 
death, along with the typhus epidemic. If you look closely and are observing, you 
will see that quite a few inmates were in fact, not skinny and emaciated, but 
healthy at the end of the war. Some camps were hit harder than others were.  
 
The Jews accuse gentiles of everything they are and do. This is no different from 
the hoax of Christianity, where everything Jewhova is and does, is blamed on 
Satan. Satan never lied to anyone, nor did he ever murder anyone, given the 
stories in that bible of theirs. Yet, he is blamed for everything. Once you are 
aware of the Jewish tactics and schemes, a whole new world opens up where 
you can see the truth and separate the truth from the lies. Jewhova was a 
'murderer and a liar from the beginning' NOT Satan.  
 
As for the real concentration camps [gulags], the truth is very, very tragic. The 
whole idea of genocide and racial superiority is Jewish, NOT Gentile. Satan even 
mentioned to me how much the Russian people have suffered horribly under the 
rule of the Jews [communism]. Below is a pdf of a very old book that reveals the 
atrocities of the Stalin era in the former USSR. Josef Stalin [real name József 
Dugasvilli], was a Georgian Jew. 'Dugasvilli' in Georgian means 'Son of a Jew.' 
[His sadistic sidekick Lavrenty Beria was also a Georgian Jew].  
 
"American Newspapers claim that Stalin has been preordained to save 
Christianity."  
-Dr. Josef Goebbels  
The Goebbels Diaries, Edited and translated by Louis P. Lochner © 1971  
 
Stalin mass-murdered millions upon millions of innocent men, women and 
children- Russians, Ukrainians and others. Many of the murders such as what 
occurred at Katyn were blamed on Hitler, but the truth has been coming out. 
There was a movie about Katyn and how Stalin ordered this. In the 1950's after 
Stalin's death, his crimes were so horrible that Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev 
who succeeded him had Stalin's body removed from a high profile area: 'When 
Nikita became the leader of the Soviet Union, he began something he called 'De-
Stalinization'. In early 1956, he took down all posters and statues of Joseph 
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Stalin. Also, he moved Stalin's grave to a place where people could not see it, 
and burying it 10 feet.'  
 
Khrushchev reflected on Stalin in his memoirs:  
"Stalin called everyone who didn't agree with him an "enemy of the people." He 
said that they wanted to restore the old order, and for this purpose, "the enemies 
of the people" had linked up with the forces of reaction internationally. As a 
result, several hundred thousand honest people perished. Everyone lived in fear 
in those days. Everyone expected that at any moment there would be a knock on 
the door in the middle of the night and that knock on the door would prove fatal 
..." 
 
'By the end of 1955, thousands of political prisoners had returned home, and told 
their experiences of the gulag labor camps. Continuing investigation into the 
abuses brought home the full breadth of Stalin's crimes to his successors.'  
 
Above quotations from Wikipedia articles on Josef Stalin and Nikita Khrushchev.  
 
Of course, most people don't know about or hear of these things and how many 
parts of the world have suffered horrendously under Jewish communism [China 
now-a-days is a blatant example, with its factories of slave labor...the Chinese 
workers get next to nothing; the American and other Jews outside of China who 
own those factories and companies over there rake in trillions of dollars]. The 
Jews are too busy drumming in that phony holoco$t into the minds of the 
populace to gain sympathy and pity and special privileges, and the general public 
is distracted from the REAL atrocities.  
 
Read about the REAL concentration camps, ALL OPERATED AND RUN BY 
JEWS: 
Slave Labor in Soviet Russia: 
http://gblt.webs.com/SlaveLaborInSovietRussia.pdf 
  
The Gulag: Communism's Penal Colonies Revisited: 
http://ihr.org/jhr/v21/v21n1p39_michaels.html 
 
  
 BELOW ARE LINKS THAT GIVE PLENTY OF PROOF THAT THE 
"HOLOCAUST" IS A LIE: 
  
David Cole in Auschwitz Cole in Auschwitz 1 of 7 Even a JEW admits and proves 
the “holocaust” is a LIE! 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXKHw0EZrqM 
 
Holocaust Denial Videos: 9 hours of free internet videos proving the holocaust is 
a hoax: 
http://www.onethirdoftheholocaust.com/ 
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Link to Free PDF E-books that PROVE the "Holocaust" NEVER HAPPENED: 
http://www.jewwatch.com/jew-ebooks-free-dowloads.htm  
  
Freies Herunterladen von Büchern Deutschsprachiges Material: 
http://vho.org/dl/DEU.html 
  
The Institute for Historical Review also has many highly informative articles 
concerning the truth about what really happened in World War II: 
http://www.ihr.org/ 
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66 Questions and Answers on the “Holocaust” 
 
 
1. What proof exists that the Nazis killed six million Jews? 

None. All we have is postwar testimony, mostly of individual “survivors.” 
This testimony is contradictory, and very few claim to have actually 
witnessed any “gassing.” There are no contemporaneous documents or 
hard evidence: no mounds of ashes, no crematories capable of disposing 
of millions of corpses, no “human soap,” no lamp shades made of human 
skin, and no credible demographic statistics. 

 
2. What evidence exists that six million Jews were not killed by the Nazis? 

Extensive forensic, demographic, analytical and comparative evidence 
demonstrates the impossibility of such a figure. The widely repeated “six 
million” figure is an irresponsible exaggeration. 
 

3. Did Simon Wiesenthal state in writing that “there were no extermination camps 
on German soil”? 

Yes. The famous “Nazi hunter” wrote this in Stars and Stripes, Jan. 24, 
1993. He also claimed that “gassings” of Jews took place only in Poland. 
 

4. If Dachau was in Germany, and even Wiesenthal says that it was not an 
extermination camp, why do many American veterans say it was an 
extermination camp? 

After the Allies captured Dachau, many GIs and others were led through 
the camp and shown a building alleged to have been a “gas chamber.” 
The mass media widely, but falsely, continues to assert that Dachau was 
a “gassing” camp. 

 
5. What about Auschwitz? Is there any proof that gas chambers were used to kill 
people there? 

No. Auschwitz, captured by the Soviets, was modified after the war, and a 
room was reconstructed to look like a large “gas chamber.” After 
America’s leading expert on gas chamber construction and design, Fred 
Leuchter, examined this and other alleged Auschwitz gassing facilities, he 
stated that it was an “absurdity” to claim that they were, or could have 
been, used for executions. 
 

6. If Auschwitz wasn’t a “death camp,” what was its true purpose? 
It was an internment center and part of a large-scale manufacturing 
complex. Synthetic fuel was produced there, and its inmates were used as 
a workforce. 
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7. Who set up the first concentration camps? 
During the Boer War (1899-1902), the British set up what they called 
“concentration camps” in South Africa to hold Afrikaner women and 
children. Approximately 30,000 died in these hellholes, which were as 
terrible as concentration camps for Germans of World War II. 
 

8. How did German concentration camps differ from American “relocation” camps 
in which Japanese-Americans were interned during WWII? 

The only significant difference was that the Germans interned persons on 
the basis of being real or suspected security threats to the German war 
effort, whereas the Roosevelt administration interned persons on the basis 
of race alone. 

 
9. Why did the German government intern Jews in camps? 

It considered Jews a direct threat to national security. (Jews were 
overwhelmingly represented in Communist subversion.) However, all 
suspected security risks – not just Jews – were in danger of internment.  

 
10. What hostile measure did world Jewry undertake against Germany as early 
as 1933? 

In March 1933, international Jewish organizations declared an 
international boycott of German goods. 
 

11. Did the Jews of the world “declare war on Germany”? 
Yes. Newspapers around the world reported this. A front-page headline in 
the London Daily Express (March 24, 1933), for example, announced 
“Judea Declares War on Germany.” 

 
12. Was this before or after the “death camp” stories began? 

This was years before the “death camp” stories, which began in 1941-
1942. 
 

13. What nation is credited with being the first to practice mass civilian bombing? 
Britain— on May 11, 1940. 
 

14. How many “gas chambers” to kill people were there at Auschwitz? 
None. 
 

15. How many Jews were living in the areas that came under German control 
during the war? 

Fewer than six million. 
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16. If the Jews of Europe were not exterminated by the Nazis, what happened to 
them? 

After the war millions of Jews were still alive in Europe. Hundreds of 
thousands (perhaps as many as one and a half million) had died of all 
causes during the war. Others had emigrated to Palestine, the United 
States, and other countries. Still more Jews left Europe after the war. 

 
17. How many Jews fled or were evacuated to deep within the Soviet Union? 

More than two million fled or were evacuated by the Soviets in 1941-1942. 
These Jews thus never came under German control. 
 

18. How many Jews emigrated from Europe prior to the war, thus putting them 
outside of German reach? 

Perhaps a million (not including those absorbed by the USSR). 
 

19. If Auschwitz was not an extermination camp, why did the commandant, 
Rudolf Höss, confess that it was? 

He was tortured by British military police, as one of his interrogators later 
admitted. 
 

20. Is there any evidence of American, British, and Soviet policy to torture 
German prisoners in order to exact “confessions” for use at the trials at 
Nuremberg and elsewhere? 

Yes. Torture was extensively used to produce fraudulent “evidence” for 
the infamous Nuremberg trials, and in other postwar “war crimes” trials. 

 
21. How does the Holocaust story benefit Jews today? 

It helps protect Jews as a group from criticism. As a kind of secular 
religion, it provides an emotional bond between Jews and their leaders. It 
is a powerful tool in Jewish money-raising campaigns, and is used to 
justify US aid to Israel. 
 

22. How does it benefit the State of Israel? 
It justifies the billions of dollars in “reparations” Germany has paid to Israel 
and many individual “survivors.” It is used by the Zionist/Israeli lobby to 
dictate a pro-Israel American foreign policy in the Middle East, and to 
force American taxpayer aid to Israel, totaling billions of dollars per year. 

 
23. How is it used by many Christian clergymen? 

The Holocaust story is cited to justify the Old Testament notion of Jews as 
a holy and eternally persecuted “Chosen People.” 

 
24. How did it benefit the Communists? 

It diverted attention from Soviet war mongering and atrocities before, 
during and after the Second World War. 
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25. How does it benefit Britain? 
In much the same way it benefited the Soviet Union. 
 

26. Is there any evidence that Hitler ordered mass extermination of Jews? 
No. 
 

27. What kind of gas was used in German wartime concentration camps? 
Hydrocyanic gas from “Zyklon B,” a commercial pesticide that was widely 
used throughout Europe. 
 

28. For what purpose was “Zyklon B” manufactured? 
It was a pesticide used to fumigate clothing and quarters to kill typhus-
bearing lice and other pests. 
 

29. Was this product suitable for mass extermination? 
No. If the Nazis had intended to use poison gas to exterminate people, far 
more efficient products were available. Zyklon is a slow-acting fumigation 
agent. 
 

30. How long does it take to ventilate an area after fumigation with Zyklon B? 
Normally about 20 hours. The whole procedure is very complicated and 
dangerous. Gas masks must be used, and only trained technicians are 
employed. 
 

31. Auschwitz commandant Höss said that his men would enter the “gas 
chambers” to remove bodies ten minutes after the victims had died. How do you 
explain this? 

It can’t be explained because had they done so they would have suffered 
the same fate as the “gassing” victims. 
 

32. Höss said in his “confession” that his men would smoke cigarettes as they 
pulled bodies out of gas chambers, ten minutes after gassing. Isn’t Zyklon B 
explosive? 

Yes. The Höss confession is obviously false. 
 

33. What was the exact procedure the Nazis allegedly used to exterminate 
Jews? 

The stories range from dropping gas canisters into a crowded room from a 
hole in the ceiling, to piping gas through showerheads, to “steam 
chambers,” to “electrocution” machinery. Millions are alleged to have been 
killed in these ways. 
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34. How could a mass extermination program have been kept secret from those 
who were scheduled to be killed? 

It couldn’t have been kept secret. The fact is that there were no mass 
gassings. The extermination stories originated as wartime atrocity 
propaganda. 
 

35. If Jews scheduled for execution knew the fate in store for them, why did they 
go along with the Germans without resisting? 

They didn’t fight back because they did not believe there was any intention 
to kill them. 
 

36. About how many Jews died in the concentration camps? 
Competent estimates range from about 300,000 to 500,000. 
 

37. How did they die? 
Mainly from recurring typhus epidemics that ravaged war-torn Europe 
during the war, as well as from starvation and lack of medical attention 
during the final months of the conflict, when virtually all road and rail 
transportation had been bombed out by the Allies. 
 

38. What is typhus? 
This disease always appears when many people are jammed together 
under unsanitary conditions. It is carried by lice that infest hair and 
clothes. Ironically, if the Germans had used more Zyklon B, more Jews 
might have survived the camps. 
 

39. What is the difference if six million or 300,000 Jews died during the Second 
World War? 

5,700,000. 
 

40. Some Jewish “death camp” survivors say they saw bodies being dumped into 
pits and burned. How much fuel would have been required for this? 

A great deal more than the Germans had access to, as there was a 
substantial fuel shortage during the war. 
 

41. Can bodies be burned in pits? 
No. It is impossible for human bodies to be totally consumed by flames in 
this manner because of lack of oxygen. 
 

42. Holocaust historians claim that the Nazis were able to cremate bodies in 
about ten minutes. How long does it take to incinerate one body, according to 
professional crematory operators? 

About an hour and a half, although the larger bones require further 
processing afterwards. 
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43. Why did the German concentration camps have crematory ovens? 
To dispose efficiently and sanitarily of the corpses of those who had died. 
 

44. Given a 100 percent duty cycle of all the crematories in all the camps in 
German-controlled territory, what is the maximum number of corpses it would 
have been possible to incinerate during the entire period such crematories were 
in operation? 

About 430,600. 
 

45. Can a crematory oven be operated 100 percent of the time? 
No. Fifty percent of the time is a generous estimate (12 hours per day). 
Crematory ovens have to be cleaned thoroughly and regularly when in 
heavy operation. 
 

46. How much ash is left from a cremated corpse? 
After the bone is all ground down, about a shoebox full. 
 

47. If six million people had been incinerated by the Nazis, what happened to the 
ashes? 

That remains to be “explained.” Six million bodies would have produced 
many tons of ashes, yet there is no evidence of any large ash 
depositories. 
 

48. Do Allied wartime aerial reconnaissance photos of Auschwitz (taken during 
the period when the “gas chambers” and crematoria were supposedly in full 
operation) show evidence of extermination? 

No. In fact, these photographs do not even reveal a trace of the enormous 
amount of smoke that supposedly was constantly over the camp, nor do 
they show evidence of the “open pits” in which bodies were allegedly 
burned. 
 

49. What was the main provision of the German “Nuremberg Laws” of 1935? 
They forbid marriage and sexual relations between Germans and Jews, 
similar to laws existing in Israel today. 
 

50. Were there any American precedents for the Nuremberg Laws? 
Years before Hitler’s Third Reich, most states in the USA had enacted 
laws prohibiting marriage between persons of different races. 
 

51. What did the International Red Cross have to report with regard to the 
“Holocaust” question? 

An official report on the visit of an IRC delegation to Auschwitz in 
September 1944 pointed out that internees were permitted to receive 
packages, and that rumors of gas chambers could not be verified. 
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52. What was the role of the Vatican during the time six million Jews were 
allegedly being exterminated? 

If there had been an extermination plan, the Vatican would most certainly 
have been in a position to know about it. But because there was none, the 
Vatican had no reason to speak out against it, and didn’t. 
 

53. What evidence is there that Hitler knew of an on-going Jewish extermination 
program? 

None. 
 

54. Did the Nazis and the Zionists collaborate? 
As early as 1933, Hitler’s government signed an agreement with the 
Zionists permitting Jews to emigrate from Germany to Palestine, taking 
large amounts of capital with them. 
 

55. How did Anne Frank die? 
After surviving internment in Auschwitz, she succumbed to typhus in the 
Bergen-Belsen camp, just a few weeks before the end of the war. She 
was not gassed. 
 

56. Is the Anne Frank Diary genuine? 
No. Evidence compiled by Dr. Robert Faurisson of France establishes that 
the famous diary is a literary hoax. 
 

57. What about the familiar photographs and film footage taken in the liberated 
German camps showing piles of emaciated corpses? Are these faked? 

Photographs can be faked, but it’s far easier merely to add a misleading 
caption to a photo or commentary to a piece of footage. Piles of emaciated 
corpses do not mean that these people were “gassed” or deliberately 
starved to death. Actually, these were tragic victims of raging epidemics or 
of starvation due to a lack of food in the camps toward the end of the war. 
 

58. Who originated the term “genocide”? 
Raphael Lemkin, a Polish Jew, in a book published in 1944. 
 

59. Are films such as “Schindler’s List” or “The Winds of War” documentaries? 
No. Such films are fictional dramatizations loosely based on history. 
Unfortunately, all too many people accept them as accurate historical 
representations. 
 

60. How many books have been published that refute some aspect of the 
standard “Holocaust” story? 

Dozens. More are in production. 
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61. What happened when the Institute for Historical Review offered $50,000 to 
anyone who could prove that Jews were gassed at Auschwitz? 

No proof was submitted as a claim on the reward, but the Institute was 
sued for $17 million by former Auschwitz inmate Mel Mermelstein, who 
claimed that the reward offer caused him to lose sleep and his business to 
suffer, and represented “injurious denial of established fact.” 
 

62. What about the charge that those who question the Holocaust story are 
merely anti-Semitic or neo-Nazi? 

This is a smear designed to draw attention away from facts and honest 
arguments. Scholars who refute Holocaust story claims are of all 
persuasions and ethnic-religious backgrounds (including Jewish). There is 
no correlation between “Holocaust” refutation and anti-Semitism or neo-
Nazism. Increasing numbers of Jewish scholars openly admit the lack of 
evidence for key Holocaust claims. 
 

63. What has happened to “revisionist” historians who have challenged the 
Holocaust story? 

They have been subjected to smear campaigns, loss of academic 
positions, loss of pensions, destruction of their property and physical 
violence.  

 
64. Has the Institute for Historical Review suffered any retaliation for its efforts to 
uphold the right of freedom of speech and academic freedom? 

The IHR had been bombed three times, and was completely destroyed on 
July 4, 1984, in a criminal arson attack. Numerous death threats by 
telephone have been received. Media coverage of the IHR has been 
overwhelmingly hostile. 
 

65. Why is there so little publicity for the revisionist view? 
Because for political reasons the Establishment does not want any in-
depth discussion about the facts surrounding the Holocaust story. 
 

66. Where can I get more information about the “other side” of the Holocaust 
story, as well as facts concerning other aspects of World War II historical 
revisionism? 

The Institute for Historical Review, http://www.ihr.org/ 
carries a wide variety of books, cassette, and video tapes on significant 
historical subjects. 
For a more detailed explanation and analysis of the information provided 
in this pamphlet, please go to: 
http://www.zundelsite.org/english/debate/debatetoc.html 
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Illumination on the Illuminati: 
Another Jewish Organization 

 
  
On the much framed subject of the Free Masons and the Illuminati here is a brief 
history of the events that lead to subversion of the Masons by Jewry and the 
truth of the Illuminati: 
  
Rothschild hired a son of a Jewish Rabbi named Adam Weishaupt to create a 
pseudo-Masonic looking front- [The Illuminati] and armed him with massive funds 
and contacts the stage was set. 
  
History records that on May 1, 1776, Dr. Adam Weishaupt founded the Bavarian 
Order of the ILLUMINATI. Weishaupt was a Professor of Jewish Canon Law at 
the University of Ingolstadt in Bavaria, Germany. He was born to Jewish parents 
and later "converted" to Roman Catholicism. He became a high-ranking member 
of The Order Of The Jesuits, whom he subsequently left to form his very own 
organization at the clear behest of the newly formed "House Of Rothschild." 
  
It was the Jewish Weishaupt's belief that only a chosen few could qualify for 
enough "illumination" to guide and rule the world. The problem was, where could 
he find enough intellectual "light bearers" to start the ball rolling? He 
subsequently found them in various lodges and orders of the day, such as the 
various Masonic lodges, the Rosicrucian Order and other legitimate and sincere 
orders of antiquity. This is confirmed yet again by Edith Starr-Miller in her 
classic, "Occult Theocracy:" "As the organization of the Illuminati developed, 
so did its ambitions, which ended in a plot to subvert Freemasonry to its aim of 
world domination by any and all means. After obtaining control of certain 
Masonic Lodges, Weishaupt and his associates recklessly vaunted their growing 
power." 
  
Weishaupt took the name, Spartacus, because, like the Roman warrior, he was 
dedicated to freeing the [oppressed masses] from the oppression of all 
monarchies and religious powers, his desire to shake off the yoke of limitation 
would include not only governments and organized religion, but also the 
institution of marriage, and even family. 
  
Weishaupt wanted a system of truly global dimensions, even if it brought about 
violent worldwide revolution and rivers of blood. His "benevolent dictatorship" 
had six main points dealing with the abolition of: 
  
1. Ordered or nationalistic governments in the form of monarchies. 
  
2. Private property. 
  
3. Inheritance rights. 
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4. Patriotism to nationalist causes. 
5. Social order in families, sexual prohibition laws and all moral codes. 
  
6. All religious disciplines based on faith in a living God, as opposed to faith in 
nature, man, and reason. 
  
This is almost word-for-word from Karl Marx's THE COMMUNIST MANIFESTO 
and that 
these six points are also perfectly consistent with the Protocols in general, 
[once again proving their legitimacy]. 
  
Weishaupt's vision for a future world was a full-on Communism, with all 
possessions, even children, held in common. It is more interesting to learn that 
Karl Marx was not the real founder of Communist world revolution. Its true father 
was Adam Weishaupt, founder of the "Freemasonic Order" of the Illuminati- 
Marschalko 
  
"The great strength of our Order lies in its concealment; let it never appear in any 
place in its own name, but always covered by another name, and another 
occupation. None is fitter than the three lower degrees of Freemasonry; the 
public is accustomed to it, expects little from it, and therefore takes little notice of 
it." – Adam Weishaupt 
  
At its beginning, the Illuminati was not a Masonic order, and Weishaupt himself 
did not enter a lodge until 1777, when he received induction into the Lodge 
Theodore de Bon Conseil in Munich. However, once inside Masonry, Weishaupt 
immediately saw its potential value to be a vehicle for the realization of his 
Illuminati dreams. To create an official union between the Illuminati and 
Freemasonry, Weishaupt set about organizing the Congress of Wilhelmsbas at 
the Castle of William IX of Hesse-Kassel, to occur on July 16, 1782. That special 
even, which was momentous in both size and aspirations, was attended by elite 
representatives of Masonic lodges from all over. 
  
It was also there that a decision was reached to allow the previously excluded 
Jews to be granted admittance into Freemasonry. The Illuminati creed claimed all 
people are equal.[Communism/Christianity] 
  
However, there was another, tacit reason for the change in Masonic policy 
towards the Jews, money was needed, and the Jews where the principal bankers 
of Europe, a role they had assumed since the time of the fall of the Knights 
Templar. And don't forget King William IX was in debt at the time, and was in 
general a psychopathic individual. 
  
When the time came for a vote on their admittance at Wilhelmsbad, the Jews 
were so anxious to win the day that they completely filled the hall with other 
Jewish supporters. It was not long afterwards that the Illuminati membership 
included an abundance of Jewish banking families, including the Rothschilds, the 
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Oppenheimers, the Wertheimers, the Schusters, Speyers, and Sterns. 
  
New lodges of predominantly Jews were formed in Frankfurt the Rothschild's 
financial capital in Europe, and soon all of Illumininzed Freemasonry would make 
the city its world headquarters. 
  
The first order of business for the Illuminati-initiated Jews, who were the was 
to manifest their prophesied Zion, a world ruled by the chosen people of Yahweh. 
Plans were set in motion for the Jews to finally have their "land of milk and 
honey" that had been promised to them for so long [in their own Jew minds] and 
it would be the entire world. 
  
The opportunity for manifesting their Zion arrived with the Russian Revolution, 
which was financed by the Jewish bankers. One of their own, the German Jew, 
Karl Marx, had catalyzed the event with the publication of his Communist 
Manifesto. 
  
Karl Marx who's real name was Rabbi Mordechai Levi was a member of the 
League of the Just of which would lead to the creation of the Communist League. 
In 1841, Moses Hess, brought Marx into a society called the "League of the Just" 
 The motto of the League of the Just (Bund der Gerechten) was "All Men are 
Brothers" and its goals were "the establishment of the Kingdom of God on Earth, 
based on the ideals of love of one's neighbor, equality and justice." 1 
See the article: Christianity & Communism: Jewish Twins 
  
The Bolshevik leader of the Revolution, Lenin, who on both sides of his family 
was of Jewish lineage, contributed his plan for a centralized government that 
would be controlled by a Jewish oligarchy. After Lenin and his Illuminati cohorts 
raised their flags at the end of the Russian Revolution, their new communist 
government emerged with Jews occupying at least 75% of its highest positions, 
and ended up with 60 million Gentiles murdered by the Jews by the time 
communism was over with. Many of them murdered in an organized system of 
camps all run by Jewish commissars. 
For more information, see Slave Labor in Soviet Russia: 
http://gblt.webs.com/SlaveLaborInSovietRussia.pdf  
  
The Jewish bankers also took another tact and slowly built up an empire of 
financial institutions to oversee a capitalistic infrastructure that would govern the 
world. As one Jewish banker and Illuminati patron, Amshel Rothschild, is known 
to have famously remarked, "Give me the control of a county's finances, and I 
care not who governs the country!" This leads to Communism in the end. The 
Jews hold all wealth and power and the Gentiles are reduced to total slavery to 
global Jewry's One World Order. 
  
The nations will gather to pay homage to the people of God: all the fortunes of 
the nations will pass to the Jewish people, they will march captive behind the 
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Jewish people in chains and will prostrate themselves before them, their kings 
will bring up their sons, and their princesses will nurse their children. The Jews 
will command the nations; they will summon peoples whom they do not even 
know them will hasten to them. The riches of the sea and the wealth of nations 
will come to the Jews of their own right.  
"Any people of the Kingdom who will not serve Isreal will be destroyed"  
-Isidore Loeb [Le Litterature des Pauvres dans la Bible]. 
  
What were the effects of the subversion of Free Masonry by the Jews, within the 
organization? Masonry is based upon Judaism. "Eliminate the teachings of 
Judaism from the Masonic Ritual and what is left?" 
- The Jewish Tribune [New York, October 28, 1927] 
  
"In the present nations, Freemasonry is only of benefit to the Jews" 
-Theodore Herzl [Founder and Leader of World Zionism] 
  
"We have founded many secret associations, which all work for our purpose, 
under our orders and our direction. One of the many triumphs of our 
Freemasonry is that those Gentiles who become members of our Lodges, should 
never suspect that we are using them to build their own jails, upon whose 
terraces we shall erect the throne of our universal King of the Jews; and should 
never know that we are commanding them to forge the chains of their own 
servility to our future King of the World" 
-Opening speech made at the B'nai B'rith convention in Paris [published in the 
Catholic Gazette, Feb 1936] 
  
Here it should be obvious why the Third Reich banned such organizations within 
Germany. They are organs of Jewish Communism. 
 
 
  
Sources: 
1 The Coming Gnostic Civilization by M.A. Pinkham 
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The Jewish Origins of Christianity 
 
 
The following are excerpts from the "White Man’s Bible" and "Nature's Eternal 
Religion" both written by Ben Klassen. Though written from an atheist 
perspective, one can readily see truths concerning the hoax of Christianity. The 
trouble is, atheists are unaware of psychic powers and how they can be used to 
make people fall for this lie: 
 
About 100 B.C. a small Jewish sect, called the Essenes, originated around the 
area of the Dead Sea. This sect promoted ideas of self-debasement that were 
highly suicidal to those who embraced this creed. Toward the end of the first 
century C.E. this teaching evolved into Christianity, but still a purely Jewish cult. 
It was regarded as a subversive and destructive movement by the mainstream of 
the Jewish leaders and was opposed and persecuted by them. Among the 
persecutors of the Christian cult was one Saul of Tarsus, a Jew, who later 
became Christianity’s St. Paul. One day while persecuting (Jewish) Christians, 
he conceived the brilliant idea of humbling and destroying the mighty Roman 
Empire by selling this suicidal creed, Christianity, to the Gentiles. 
 
This idea was the most significant turning point in history. No plague, series of 
plagues, wars, or disasters during the next two thousand years has wreaked 
more horrible calamity on the White Race of the world than what happened next. 
So well did Saul of Tarsus do his job that he was soon joined and backed by the 
entire Jewish network in selling these suicidal teachings to the Romans. The 
Jews went about it with a vengeance, feeding the Romans such idiotic and self 
destructive ideas as “love your enemies”, “turn the other cheek”, “sell all thou 
hast and give it to the poor”, “resist not evil”, “judge not” and much other suicidal 
advice. 
 
Christ Never Existed. 
Jesus Christ did not invent or found Christianity. All evidence that can be gleaned 
from a scholarly examination of authentic history points to an obvious conclusion: 
there never was any Jesus Christ roaming about in 30 A.D. or thereabouts 
teaching a new religion. The whole story was invented and concocted much later. 
It was patched together out of fables, myths, bits and pieces of other religions, 
until finally they had a movement going that pulled in the Roman Emperor 
Constantine. It was this Roman Emperor, who had the mind of a criminal, (he 
murdered his own wife and son, and thousands of others) who in the year 313 
A.D. really put Christianity into business. The Romans, who had always been 
extremely tolerant to all religions, were now told by an edict of Emperor 
Constantine that Christianity was now the supreme religion of the empire to the 
exclusion of all others. The beginning of the Christian era found Rome near the 
height of her civilization. Her supremacy, in the then known world, was pretty 
much unchallenged and it was the beginning of a long period of peace. To be 
specific, Pax Romana (Roman Peace) lasted approximately 200 years beginning 
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with the reign of Caesar Augustus. Rome was highly literate, there were many 
great writers, scholars, historians, sculptors and painters, not to mention other 
outstanding men of philosophy and learning.  
 
Yet it is highly strange that despite the great commotion and fanfare that 
supposedly heralded the birth of Christ and also his crucifixion (according to the 
bible), we find not a single historian nor a single writer of the era who found time 
to tale note of it in their writings. Outside of the fabricated biblical writings, no 
Roman historian, no Roman writer, and no Roman play-writer, has left the 
slightest hint that he had the faintest awareness that this supposedly greatest of 
all greats was in their very midst and preaching what is claimed the greatest of all 
the new gospels. 
 
Whereas Caesar left voluminous writings that are still extant today and can be 
studied by our high school boys and girls, Christ himself, who had supposedly 
the greatest message to deliver to posterity that the world has ever known, left 
not the slightest scrap of paper on which he had written a single word. This, in 
fact, the biblical literature itself confirms and mentions only that once he did write 
in the sand. Today we can still study Cicero;s great orations and writings. He has 
left over 800 letters behind that we can study to this day. We can study whole 
books of what Marcus Aurelius wrote, we can study what Aristotle wrote, what 
Plato wrote, and scores of others wrote that were contemporary with the first 
beginning of the Christian era, or preceded it. But strangely there is not a word 
that is in writing that can be attributed to Jesus Christ himself.  
 
Furthermore, the Greeks and the Romans of that era, and even previously and 
afterwards, had developed the art of sculpturing to a fine state. We can find busts 
of Cicero, of Caesar, Of Marcus Aurelius and innumerable other Greek and 
Roman dignitaries and lesser lights, but nor one seemed to think it important 
enough to sculpture a likeness of Jesus Christ. And the reason undoubtedly is 
there was none to model at the time. There were undoubtedly numerous skilled 
artists and painters at that time, but again strangely enough none took the time or 
the interest to paint a likeness of this purportedly greatest of all teachers, who in 
fact was proclaimed the "Son of God" come to earth. But no painting was ever 
made of this man, who, we are told, gathered great multitudes around him and 
caused great consternation and fear even to King Herod of Judea himself. 
 
Now all of this is very, very strange, when, if, as the Bible claims, the birth of 
Jesus Christ was ushered in with great fanfare and great proclamations. Angels 
proclaimed his birth. An exceedingly bright star pointed to his place of birth. In 
Matthew 2:3, it says, "When Herod, the king, had heard of these things he was 
troubled and all Jerusalem with him." We can hardly gather from this that no one 
was aware of the fact that the King of the Jews, the great Messiah, was born, for 
we are told in the preceding verse that the Wise Men came to King Herod himself 
saying, "Where is he that is born King of the Jews, for we have seen his star in 
the East and we are come to worship him." Evidently the event was even lit up 
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with a bright star from heaven. In any case, King Herod, we are told in Matthew 
3, was so worried that he sent the Wise Men to Bethlehem to search diligently for 
the young child to bring it to him so he undoubtedly could have him put to death.  
 
As the story further unfolds, we learn that Joseph heard of this and quietly 
slipped out in the night taking with him his wife, the young child and a donkey 
and departed for Egypt. When Herod found out that he had been tricked it says 
that he "was exceedingly wroth and sent forth and slew all children that were in 
Bethlehem, and in all the coasts thereof, from two years old and under." Now this 
is a tremendously drastic act for a King to take, that is, to have murdered all the 
children in the land that were under two years of age. Again we can hardly say 
that the birth of Jesus was unheralded, unannounced and unobserved, according 
to the story in the bible. However, it is very, very strange that this act of Herod, as 
drastic and criminally harsh as it is, is nowhere else recorded in the histories or 
writings of any of the other numerous writers of the times. All we have is the 
claims of those people who wrote the New Testament. In fact, whoever wrote the 
New Testament invented so many claims that are inconsistent with the facts that 
they even made a rather glaring error by pulling King Herod into the story. History 
tells us that in the year 1 C.E. When Christ was supposedly born, Herod had 
already been dead for four years. He could hardly been disturbed or very wroth 
about the birth of anybody in the year 1 C.E. 
 
There is further great evidence that Matthew, Mark, Luke and John never wrote 
any of those chapters that are supposedly attributed to them. What historical 
evidence can be dug up reveals that they were written much later, not at the time 
that Jesus supposedly said all those things, but somewhere around 30 to 50 
years later by a person or persons unknown. Furthermore, when we compare the 
first four books of the gospel with each other, which supposedly tell more or less 
the same story, we find that they contradict each other in so many details that 
one need only read them for himself to pick them out. I neither have the 
time, the space, not the inclination to go into all these contradictions. They are 
too numerous. 
 
Still No Bible at 300 C.E. 
At this time the Christian movement, although purportedly nearly 300 years old, 
still did not have a written text or “Bible.” Under the powerful and dictatorial 
direction of Emperor Constantine a convocation of church fathers was called at 
Nicaea, a town in Asia Minor. At this meeting a number of scripts and writings 
were dragged together and a heated controversy ensued over a period of several 
months. Many writings were considered, discussed, argued over, and reviewed. 
Some were revised, some were rewritten, some were rejected. The final package 
that emerged from the Council of Nicaea was what was called the New 
Testament, a contradictory, demented conglomeration of far-out nonsense. To it 
was patched the Jewish “Old Testament.” The Christian movement now had a 
“Bible,” with Constantine as final arbiter. When the gathered bishops would or 
could not agree, he would threaten to bring in his army, which was standing by 
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outside, to enforce compliance. Ready to Crush All Opposition. Constantine 
exercised the full powers of his position, financially, militarily and in terms of legal 
enforcement to now promote Christianity and crush all opposition. Christianity 
was now on its way. 
 
Jews Concocted Christianity. 
Where did the ideas of Christianity come from? The Jews, who were scattered 
throughout the Roman Empire, have been Master Mind-manipulators of other 
peoples from the earliest beginnings of their history. They have always been at 
war with the host peoples they have infested like a parasite. When during the 
Jewish Wars of 68-70 C.E., Rome put down the Jewish rebellion in Judea and 
leveled Jerusalem to the ground, the Jews were thirsting for revenge. They were 
looking for a way to destroy Rome, the Roman race and its total empire. They 
had tried military opposition and failed miserably, being no match for the 
superlative Romans. They looked for an alternative— mind manipulation through 
religion— and they found the right creed in a relatively unimportant religious sect 
called the Essenes. 
 
The Essenes  
Nevertheless, the evidence is overwhelming that these ideas long preceded the 
Christian era and it was not Christ who came out with them but a Jewish sect 
called the Essenes who lived on the border of the Dead Sea. It was they who had 
already evolved the ideas contained in the Sermon on the Mount but have been 
attributed to Christ. Not only had they evolved the same ideas as set forth in 
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John, but the wording, the phraseology and the 
sentences were the same and they preceded the supposed time of the Sermon 
on the Mount by anywhere from 50 to 150 years. 
 
The Essenes were a Jewish religious group living in approximately the first 
century BCE And the first century CE We have important sources of their 
contemporary writings in the historian Josephus and also in the philosopher 
Philo. They are also mentioned by various other Roman and Greek writers of 
those times in which their religious teachings are revealed in considerable detail. 
However, in the last twenty years the thousands of Dead Sea Scrolls, many of 
which were written by the Essenes themselves, reveal a tremendous amount of 
insight into their religious teachings, and above all, reveal that they preceded and 
preempted the Sermon on the Mount word for word, so that the so-called "new" 
teachings of a figure supposedly appearing from heaven in the year 1 C.E., and 
preaching during the years 3- to 33 C.E. were neither original nor were they 
new. Furthermore, we learn that the Essenes were notable for their communistic 
society, their extreme piety and purity and their practice of celibacy. They 
possessed all their worldly goods in common and looked upon private property 
as an evil which might divert them from sanctity. They engaged in agriculture and 
handicrafts, considering these occupations less sinful than others. They also 
practiced baptism, and this practice preceded the Christian era by at least one 
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hundred. So the Christian apostles can hardly be credited with having instituted 
the ritual of baptism, as is claimed. 
 
Why, the average reader might ask, haven't we been told more about the 
Essenes if they were the original practitioners of Christianity? There are two good 
and overriding answers for that. The Christians on their part, although the early 
Christian fathers were well aware of the Essene teachings and writings, took 
every measure possible to destroy them and purge them from circulation. The 
reason being they did not want their presence known because it would 
undermine their dogma that Christ was the originator of the New teaching. It 
would make impossible the claim that this was a great new revelation sent forth 
by God himself amid the hosannas and singing of angels. The Jews, on the other 
hand, did not want to reveal the presence of the Essenes because they wish to 
completely hide any connection between the Jews and the new religious 
teaching that they were about to administer unto the Gentiles. They even went to 
great lengths to appear hostile to it. 
 
Before I go further into the highly illuminating and highly interesting Dead Sea 
Scrolls I want to make just one further point that is that the original manuscripts 
on which the New Testament supposedly based is always alluded to being 
translated from the "Original Greek." Since the New Testament repeats over and 
over again and again that Paul spoke to his flock in Jewish and that Jesus spoke 
in Jewish and that the Apostles were Jewish, why, then, is it that the manuscripts 
were all in Greek? 
 
The historical facts add up to this: the Jewish hierarchy and undoubtedly the 
whole conspiracy was well coordinated and had many, many members and co-
workers. It was not written at the time of Christ at all, but the movement was 
given great promotion by the combined efforts of the Jewish nation. As they 
organized and promoted their ideas further, these were reduced to writing 
considerably later than the years 30 to 33 C.E. when Christ supposedly came out 
with these startlingly and "new" revelations. The conclusions are that they were 
written by Jewish persons whose identity we shall never know and were written 
by collectively by many authors, were revised from time to time and not only in 
their original formation and formulation but have been revised time and time 
again throughout the centuries to become more effective and persuasive 
propaganda. 
 
However, we want to go further into the teachings of the Essenes and who they 
were and why their particular teachings were pounced upon by the Jews to be 
formulated into a well-distilled poisonous brew and then fed to the Gentiles. 
The Dead Sea Scrolls, which are more numerous and much more revealing than 
the Jewish press of today has informed us tell us much about the teachings and 
the life of the Essenes. One of the important things that they tell us about the 
Essenes is that they vanished from the face of the earth after about two centuries 
of existence and the termination date being somewhere around the year 100 
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C.E. They were, needless to say, only a very small sect of the Jewish tribes and 
not a part of the Jewish conspiracy as such. Being outside of the mainstream of 
Jewish activity and thought, the Jews nevertheless observed from them that this 
kind of teaching could ruin and destroy a people. The Jews, looking for a way to 
destroy the Roman nation, who in the year 70 C.E. had destroyed and leveled 
Jerusalem to the ground, noted well what these teachings were and decided to 
perpetuate them on the Romans. Essenism was really a revolutionary new form 
of social order, an ideal cooperative commonwealth in miniature. Instead of the 
Messiah, the ideal of the Essenes was the "Teacher of Righteousness." They 
established a new cooperative communitarian brotherhood and they were the 
first religious society to establish and observe the sacraments of baptism and the 
Eucharistic meal. Furthermore, the "Teacher of Righteousness" as promulgated 
by the Essenes may not have been the first pacifist in history, but he was the first 
to implement his pacifist theories with an overall practical measure, which if 
generally adopted, would abolish war. This, of course, was a wonderful religion 
for the Jews to sell to the Romans, for if they convert the Romans into 
submissive pacifists they could certainly soon thereafter dominate them in full. 
And this they did. 
 
The Essenes lived in the area of Qumran near the Dead Sea and according to 
Philo, the Jewish Philosopher and writer contemporary of that age, "the Essene 
brotherhood would not allow the manufacture of any weapons or allow within 
their community any maker of arrows, spears, swords or any manufacture of 
engines of war, nor any man occupied with a military avocation, or even with 
peaceful practices which might easily be converted to mischief." Not only does 
Philo tell us about the Essenes, but also Josephus and Pliny, both contemporary 
historians, tell us much about the Essenes. 
 
As mentioned before, much is emerging also from the study of the Dead Sea 
Scrolls. The overriding fact that emerges from the study of the writings of the 
historians of that time and the Dead Sea Scrolls is this tremendously significant 
fact: Namely that the beliefs, teachings, and practices attributed to Jesus Christ, 
although not exactly identical in all respects with those of the Essene school, 
were nevertheless, closer to those of the Essenes than to those of the Bishops of 
the Ecumenical Council which determined the Nicene Creed of orthodox 
Christianity. So we can come to the obvious conclusion that the Christian beliefs 
and doctrines as supposedly enunciated by Christ in the Sermon on the Mount 
did not originate at all at that time but at least 100 years earlier from a Jewish 
sect called the Essenes living near the Dead Sea; that the Elders of Sanhedrin 
recognized this teaching as being deadly and suicidal; that they further took this 
doctrine and distilled and refined it into a working creed; the Jews then, with a 
great deal of energy and tremendous amounts of propaganda (in which they 
excel), promoted and distributed this poisonous doctrine among the Romans. 
Setting this creed down in writing in what is now called the New Testament 
evolved over the next several centuries. It was written by persons unknown to us 
today but undoubtedly of Jewish origin.  
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Furthermore, to give it a mystical and heavenly sent deification, they invented the 
person of Jesus Christ, and claimed that he was the "Son of God". Then, having 
laid the groundwork for this new church, they consolidated that power at a 
meeting in Nicene, where the creation of the new church was solidified, the creed 
formalized and given official sanctification. Thus, in short, was launched the new 
church and the new religion of "Jesus Christ" which was fabricated out of thin air. 
Not a single trace of the Jesus Christ personage can be found in authentic 
history. Nevertheless, this newly fabricated hoax of Jesus Christ, the Son of God 
this idea, with all its suicidal doctrines, was soon to pull down in ruins the great 
Roman Empire and the great White civilization that went with it. 
 
Never again did the White Race shake off the control if the Jews. Never again did 
the White Man regain control of his own thinking, of his own religion, his own 
finances, nor his own government. Unto this day the White Race has not 
regained control of its own destiny. 
 
Death of the Romans. 
We all know what happened to the Romans shortly after they were “converted” to 
Christianity. With their instincts deadened and their thinking perverted into 
worrying about the spooks in the sky instead of struggling for their own survival 
and advancement, they soon shrank into oblivion. They faded from the scene of 
history. They paid the penalty of allowing themselves to be mongrelized and not 
recognizing their eternal enemy, the Jew. Such are the consequences of not 
recognizing your enemy, and, of course, you can’t defend yourself against an 
enemy you can’t, or won’t, recognize. 
 
The Jewish-Christian bible is a mass of contradictions that has something to say 
positively and negatively on all sides of every issue. It is like a musical 
instrument— you can play on it any tune you choose. By picking out those 
particular passages that suit your argument and ignoring all other passages that 
contradict it, you can have God and the bible on your side to back up your 
argument, any argument, whatever it may be. As the Jews have often pointed 
out, they always first enlist the aid of the stupid preachers to help spread their 
corrosive ideas. The passages that were now emphasized were that “we are all 
God’s children”, that “we are all equal in the eyes of the Lord”, that “we all have a 
soul”, that Jesus came to “save all sinners”, and a lot of similar drivel. 
 
Infiltration of the Jews. 
At about this time Rome itself was infiltrated by an alien people that were to 
prove more deadly, more treacherous and more tenacious than the 
Carthaginians. According to a Jewish Encyclopedia, the first accounts of Jewish 
settlement in Rome date to 139 B.C.E., but they undoubtedly were there much 
earlier. It states that Rome is the oldest continuous Jewish settlement in the 
world. Unlike the Carthaginians, the Jews were not a military threat, but 
more like an internal disease or virus, they undermined and sickened the whole 
body politic, culturally, economically, religiously, morally and racially. 
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Jews had Racial Religion.  
The answer to the question is this: the Jews then, as now, possessed a strong 
racial religion, and they have rallied around their religion with race as the core, 
for the last five thousand years. We have already studied the importance of a 
racial religion in the previous chapter and will have more to say about this in 
subsequent chapters. In their rebellion against the Romans, the Jews were 
utterly devastated militarily. They realized that they could never match the 
Romans in a contest of arms. 
 
Dispersion.  
But they had a number of other factors going for them. Unlike Carthage they 
were not congregated in a specific geographic area. In fact, they were dispersed 
all over the Roman world, specializing even then in the slave trade, in finance, 
and feeding on the trade routes. Then as now, they covered all the nerve centers 
of power. The dispersion out of Jerusalem and Judea did not weaken but only 
reinforced the Jewish infection on the lifelines of the Roman Empire. 
 
Planned Revenge. 
Collectively they planned revenge on the Romans, for whom they harbored an 
intense and pathological hatred. In fact, the Jews always hate that which is best 
in the Aryan Race and instinctively set about to destroy the best. Since the Jews 
knew they had no chance of destroying the Romans militarily, they conspired 
to use their most powerful weapon— mind manipulation, and they chose religion 
as the vehicle to do it with. 
 
The Christian Churches. 
Every creed and tenet that Christianity has espoused for the last 17 centuries 
has influenced our thinking towards down-breeding of our race. Christianity 
continuously and perpetually agitates against the fit and the competent and 
directs our interest and sympathy towards helping the halt, the lame, the blind, 
the poor in spirit, the morons and the idiots, by such teachings as “Blessed are 
the poor in spirit” (morons); “Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the 
earth.” The very idea that we are all equal in the eyes of an imaginary spook is 
just another re-hash of the old Jewish equalitarian hoax all over again and must 
inevitably lead to race-mixing. 
 
The White Man’s Innate Tendency towards compassion is the Achilles heel that 
has been his own worst enemy ever since Jewish Christianity conquered and 
destroyed the Romans. Whereas every other species in Nature instinctively 
rejects and culls out the misfits, the White Race stupidly does just the opposite. 
Ancient Greeks Practiced Eugenics. The idea of eugenics is not new. The 
Spartans of ancient Greece back in the fifth century B.C.E. were already aware 
of it and practiced much of what we are proposing today. 
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Jews Supreme Racists. 
Whereas all this race-mixing propaganda is aimed at the [Gentiles], the Jews 
push a completely opposite line to their own people. The Jews being yellow 
Semites, being racially aware and fanatically loyal to their own, preach racial 
aloofness to their own people. Through their synagogues, through their own 
Jewish press, through the thousands of exclusively Jewish organizations they 
warn strongly against inter-racial marriages, against inter-faith marriages.  
 
No Race-Mixing for Jews.  
In short, the Jew, while viciously promoting the bastardization of the White Race, 
fervidly guards his own against it. In Israel anyone not born of a Jewish mother is 
a goy, a non-Jew, an outsider, and can’t be married or buried in Israel, nor can 
they become a citizen or enjoy any of the other civil rights of a born Jew. Racial 
solidarity is the order of the day, whether a Jew lives in Israel or anywhere else in 
the world. 
 
Mind police. 
Since the Jews for the last several thousand years have been carrying on the 
most vicious conspiracy in history, namely the destruction and take-over of all 
other peoples— they have been fanatic to the point of being paranoid about 
spying and gathering information on their enemies. And this is understandable. 
Since the hideous crime they are perpetrating is all based on secrecy and deceit, 
holding the lid on their conspiracy is a highly precarious business. So they 
frantically enter into all kinds of devices, spy organizations and means of 
gathering intelligence that would stagger the limits of the Gentile mind. The Jews 
not only want to know what their enemies (everybody is their enemy) are doing, 
they also want to know what they might be planning. In fact, as far as is possible 
they want to know what everybody is thinking before such thinking might be 
translated into action. 
 
The A.D.L. 
The A.D.L., short for Anti-Defamation League, is in America. Ostensibly, it 
pretends to safeguard Jewish interests and prevent the spread of “anti- 
Semitism.” Why the Jews should find this necessary when the English, the 
Germans, the Italians or other ethnic groups find such safeguards unnecessary, 
they have never explained. But in reality the A.D.L. is much, much more than 
that. Presumably an offshoot of the Jewish B’nai B’rith, it is really the main 
powerhouse of this Jewish outfit. In reality it is a powerful, well financed spy 
operation inside our own borders that not only gathers information on politicians, 
civic organizations, diverse individuals, but on anything and everything that they 
so much as even suspect might blow the lid on the Jewish conspiracy. They have 
huge files and electronic computers that rival the F.B.I. and the C.I.A. itself, and 
any information the F.B.I. or C.I.A. might have that is considered useful to 
the A.D.L. is readily fed to the latter.  
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Censorship Operation. 
The A.D.L.’s activities extend much further. They are extremely active in 
politics— promoting those useful to the Jews and destroying those that might be 
deemed uncooperative. They also monitor all books, magazines, newspapers, all 
news media, movements or whatever— anything that might effect the Jewish 
conspiracy— and this includes just about everything of any significance that 
happens in this country. 
 
Plant Propaganda.  
They aggressively invent, if necessary, news stories and plant them into the 
mainstream of the news media— T.V., newspapers, etc. They not only publish a 
great number of articles for dissemination, but they also publish a large number 
of books that are either favorable to Israel and the Jews or viciously attack their 
enemies. 
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Nazism & Satanism: 
Clearing Up Misconceptions 

 
 
There is this Jewish tool called “Christian Identity.” Like other Jewish programs 
such as the Christian religion, this element takes hold readily and firmly in the 
minds of those with lesser intelligence. The ADL further plays the game of 
creating mock enemies and wars to confuse those who have already fallen for 
this shit. Aryan Nations and other organizations who are either cooperating and 
working with the ADL or just plain stupid and taken in by their Jesus scam are 
given plenty of publicity and notoriety on the ADL and other Jewish websites, 
documentaries, books and so forth. What this does, it reinforces the lies, and 
draws more vulnerable people to these organizations who preach Christianity, 
advocate “going underground” or heading for the hills to hide out in some 
commune.  
 
Ok, for those with double digit IQ’s who fall for this Jewish strategy which is very 
clever, “going underground” accomplishes much in damning not only ourselves, 
but our entire agenda and race. First off, people who go underground are doing a 
great service for and are a terrific help to the Jews and their agenda. 
Underground is not being seen or heard from. They hide. This greatly helps the 
Jewish press and media. They can dictate any fucking thing they please about 
Nazism, Satanism; anything Gentile, and they have no competition whatsoever. 
The Catholic Church, after mass-murdering millions upon millions of innocent 
human beings, mostly of whom were white, freely force fed lies for centuries with 
no confrontation or opposition whatsoever. Not seen, not heard, and the enemy 
openly advances without being impeded in any way.  
 
Heading for the hills and hiding out in a commune such as the now defunct Aryan 
Nations is also a great help. Any buzzard-brained idiot who thinks the Jews and 
ZOG doesn’t keep tabs on these places has their head up their ass! That’s right. 
Run for the hills, hide out, stockpile arms, and a huge cache of weapons, and 
wait for the big race war and let ‘er rip. I don’t think so.  
 
Again, these people are taken in on another scam. Big Brother knows exactly 
where they are, their approximate strength and number, and given their 
vulnerability, most of these places have their Jewish infiltrators. Wait it out, they 
know where they are and when the time comes, the national guard or whatever 
can march right in, gas them out and kill them all while everyone in the cities- 
where these people should be, are being destroyed because they do not know 
what is really happening and those who have an idea are hiding in the hills.  
Our people who are dedicated should be educating our race about what is going 
on and organizing them, not hiding under a rock or dug out in the hills!! 
 
Keeping our people small in numbers, advocating us being not heard from or 
seen and this helps the enemy more than anyone could imagine.  
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Another thing I would like to mention is again based upon a lower level of 
intelligence. Many of these deluded Christian identity fools do not have the 
intelligence to discern why the Jews are working to destroy Christianity and so 
are Satanists. There is this problem on most legitimate IQ tests of being able to 
discern this sort of situation. Christianity is and always has been a Jewish tool for 
both total control and to remove spiritual/occult knowledge from the Gentile 
populace. The Jews themselves know “Jesus” is a lie and a fictitious character 
for the ‘goyim.’ Christianity is a stepping off point for Jewish communism.  
 
For those who still cannot get this- Christianity, because it is not only a lie, but 
also a stupid one at that, leads to atheism. True atheism is belief only in the 
material world with removal of all spiritual/occult knowledge. This knowledge is 
then kept in the hands of the Jews so they have total control and they 
themselves as a collective whole, especially at the top become “God.” The bible 
with the fictitious Jewish Nazarene and all the fictitious Jewish patriarchs and 
heroes is a very powerful subliminal tool in priming susceptible Gentiles into 
accepting Jewish masters.  
 
Here is an analogy- take an individual who has two enemies who wish to destroy 
him. Just because both wish to destroy him does not in any way make them 
friends, allies, or working in collusion.   
 
It is obvious why Satan wants the Christian religion destroyed. To sum it all up- 
yes, both Satanists and Jews work for the destruction of Christianity, BUT FOR 
TOTALLY AND COMPLETELY DIFFERENT REASONS AND AGENDAS! 
Satanists want it gone because it is not only a LIE, but a blasphemy to our True 
Creator and is a mass murdering machine which is an extreme detriment to 
humanity. The Jews want it gone because it has pretty much done its job by 
removing all occult knowledge, which is their power, and they wish to institute 
communism. The majority of Gentiles now are without spiritual knowledge and 
powerless. These are two totally and opposite agendas which have nothing 
whatsoever to do with each other. Unfortunately, those who have a low level of 
intelligence cannot get this.  
 
How many of our NS brethren have been the target of Jewish black magick? This 
is and has been one of the reasons why the Jews have been so over-confident 
and in control for as long as they have. They throw a curse and those who do not 
have this knowledge or power are defenseless against it. Many NS brothers and 
sisters have been assassinated such as George Lincoln Rockwell; have wound 
up serving hard time in prison over false charges such as Dr. Matt Hale and there 
are thousands more. The only thing the Jews really feared was the Third Reich of 
whom the top leaders were all Satanists. I also might add, the top Nazi leaders 
all had genius (above 135) IQ's. That’s right.  
 
Again, for the double digit IQ’s and lazy assholes who spout off at the mouth 
about what they know nothing of and try to convince others as if it were fact and 
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aid the enemy, I can tell you- NAZI GERMANY WAS NOT CHRISTIAN BY ANY 
STRETCH OF THE IMAGINATION!!!!!!  
 
Those of us with higher intelligence take the time to study, do our own research, 
and read. For some people, reading and studying the Hitler Youth Manual 
WHICH FORBADE ANY HITLER YOUTH MEMBER FROM PARTICIPATING IN 
ANY CHRISTIAN CEREMONY, ETC, same as with the SS is beyond their 
personal capabilities. I know how painstaking it can be for some to turn off the 
Jew tube and take about an hour or so to read anything of value. “The SS 
Family” is blatant proof of how the Third Reich was working towards abolishing 
Christianity and returning to our original Pagan ways. 
  
Now, as most of us know, “Satanism” is a collective label for all of the original 
Pagan (Pagan means Gentile) religions before the coming of Judeo/Christianity, 
which stole from and corrupted the stolen doctrines of these religions to conform 
to the Jewish agenda. 
 
Now, for those still too stupid and ignorant to see the light, the actions in Nazi 
Germany speak volumes. Much of this can even be seen on your Jew-tube, or on 
U-Tube here on the internet in video clips and documentaries. The swastika for 
one is a powerful occult symbol. The red, white, and black are colors of Satan 
which go all the way back to Ancient Egypt. All of the Nazi symbols such as the 
runic SS lightning bolts are of Satan.  
 
Now, as for the sex hang-ups some people still have- contrary to what some of 
you still hold onto in trying to convince yourselves and this is also supported by 
JEWISH programs intended to delude those of lesser intelligence into believing 
Nazi Germany had strict sexual mores, this is absolutely NOT true.  
 
The SS had their own brothels all over the place. That’s right. For those of you 
who are too stupid to know what a brothel is- it is a house of prostitution. 
Prostitution was legal in Nazi Germany. Now, there is no way any sane person 
could call this regime “Christian.” In addition, there were also places where SS 
men and women and those of pure German bloodlines would meet to have sex 
and have babies. There were hundreds of German babies born out of wedlock in 
the Third Reich. This was also considered an honor. This is quite the contrary of 
having to have a piece of paper in order to have sex and children.  
 
Pagan bonfires were also a constant component of Nazi rallies.  
 
The Jews who have an average IQ of 135, which is borderline genius are 
obviously not stupid. They call themselves “people of the book.”  
I remember when I was at a mandatory Mensa orientation meeting, it took place 
at the home of this Jewish couple and I was only one of three Gentiles out of 
some 30-40 people there. The entire room was chock full of Jews. They have 
been working overtime trying to divide and conquer our people any way they can. 
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The fewer our people are in numbers, the less the Jews have to worry about. 
They work to keep us all in small, unorganized splinter groups, who engage in 
petty infighting enough to stop us from doing anything serious or major. A 
traitor/infiltrator knows how to create the right kind of arguments and confusion to 
hinder any decision-making, enough so nothing of any importance ever gets 
done.  
 
Those who adhere to the Jewish promoted invention of Christian identity are a 
serious threat to the advancement of National Socialism. They must either be re-
educated or booted the fuck out. Christianity, regardless of the form it takes is 
Jewish. The patriarchs are all Jewish; everyone of importance in this foul 
program is Jewish and is held up to high esteem. This lethal genocidal trash is 
drummed into the minds of Gentiles from childhood and there is NOTHING 
WHATSOEVER "SPIRITUAL" ABOUT ANY OF IT!! This creates a very serious 
conflict either consciously and/or subconsciously within the mind of whoever is 
stupid enough to adhere to this foul kosher program. This conflict is heavily on 
the side of serving Jewish masters and the Jews themselves know this. 
Anyways, who needs idiots?  
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On "Morality" 
 
 
The Jews in their attempt to take over and dominate the world through 
communism set traps for Gentiles, most of whom are unknowing, and Gentiles 
walk right into them. Jews are masters of psychology. The psychiatric industry is 
dominated by Jews. They know human behavior.  
 
For centuries, Gentiles have been forcibly indoctrinated with Christianity. 
Christianity is a psychological preparation for communism. None of the doctrines 
of Christianity conflict with communism in any way. As I have written extensively, 
Christianity is a tool to remove spiritual knowledge in order to set up Gentiles to 
be victims. The teachings are anti-life and suicidal. The teachings are also very 
compatible with communism: own nothing, reject wealth, turn the other cheek, 
walk the extra mile, be a perfect slave, let others abuse you, and live in a state of 
self-blame and fear. "Rebellion" is of the Devil. 
 
Now, Gentile Pagan religions [the word "Pagan" means Gentile], existed long 
before Christianity reared its ugly head. Human sexuality was a natural and 
normal part of life. Paganism did not emphasize one's personal sex life. Gentiles 
lived freely in regards to sex, nudity, and nature.  
 
Now, I know many people are confused [as the Jews work to instill intense 
confusion to accomplish their goal] in regards to how the Jews seemingly push 
sex, pornography, and homosexuality, [The Jews have total control of the Gay 
Rights Movement]. 
http://gblt.webs.com/Enemy_Control.htm 
 
To the average person [especially those who have been indoctrinated with 
Christianity], it would appear the Jews advocate sexual freedom, but it is in truth 
the complete opposite. Through total ignorance, many Gentiles mistakenly 
believe that the "left wing" [communism] is liberal and open to personal 
freedoms. Like the hoax of Christianity, communism PRETENDS to be accepting 
of everyone in the name of equality, brotherhood, and fair treatment for all. In 
reality, this is definitely not the case. This is how the Jews deceive their Gentile 
victims into joining these programs [for those in free countries]. Like its Christian 
counterpart, communism forces itself through war, mass murder, torture and 
other ugly methods, forcibly taking over countries that cannot fight against it and 
then proceeds to murder anyone who opposes or is a threat, no different from 
Islam- either convert or kill. Countries like the USA, which are strong and based 
upon freedom, are targets for Jewish psychological tactics, such as indoctrination 
in the schools, the Jewish controlled media, and many other subliminal tactics.  
 
Most of you who read this article are well aware of the Jewish control of the 
Justice system. Anyone can look to the disproportionately large percentage of 
Jewish surnames listed in the local telephone book under "attorneys" and of 
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course, most judges are Jewish, along with the lawmakers in congress and all 
the way down the line. The psychological tactics used include endless films and 
such with the underlying theme of accepting abuses, grave injustices, and that 
the notion of revenge is a definite wrong. Many Hollywood movies defaming 
Satan have a strong subliminal theme that justice [especially making your own 
justice] is evil and extremely frowned upon with the probability that any action of 
one exacting justice will meet with disaster.  
 
Here is a key point – the Jews work relentlessly to let crime get so out of hand 
[such as in the USA], that Gentiles will walk right into their trap and be begging 
for ultra-strict laws where no one will have any more rights, such as is the case in 
communist countries. Unsuspecting Gentiles will be all too happy to give up their 
rights and liberties to put a stop to the rampant crime and injustices. The Jewish 
media also flaunts the very justice system that they control in movies like the 
"Dirty Harry" series, "Death Wish," and others, throwing it in the face of the public 
to provoke intense anger over how violent criminals escape justice repeatedly, 
with the strong subliminal message in these, that the Justice System needs to be 
overhauled.  
 
The same is done with the economy. The Jews have nearly full control of the 
economy, as they own and/or control all of the business cartels and monopolies, 
the banks and anything and everything that has to do with wealth and big money.  
The rich get richer [mostly Jews] and the poor and lower classes get poorer until 
economic collapse results and then, as in 1917 Russia, the Jews seize the 
opportunity to establish and enforce communism. This is nothing new, and has 
been going on for centuries. The Catholic Church was the former KGB, the 
names and the faces have changed, but it is still the same ugly Jewish program.  
 
"I fully agree with General Washington, that we must protect this young nation 
from an insidious influence and impenetration. That menace, gentlemen, is the 
Jews. In whatever country Jews have settled in any great number, they have 
lowered its moral tone; depreciated its commercial integrity; have segregated 
themselves and have not been assimilated; have built up a state within a state; 
and when opposed have tried to strangle that country to death financially, as in 
the case of Spain and Portugal."  
– Benjamin Franklin [The Constitutional Convention of 1787 in Philadelphia] 
 
Now, getting around to sex. It is glaringly obvious where the Jews are at in 
regards to sexuality. The Old Testament of the Judeo/Christian Bible says 
enough, along with the orthodox Jews and their strictly controlled sexual laws 
and customs. It is very blatant that the Jewish race has severe sexual problems 
and are very sick and demented in regards to human sexuality.  
 
Just as with the economic and crime traps mentioned above, the Jews work to 
push pornography and adult entertainment on underage children, make a huge 
issue of and push Gay Rights hard and fast in the face of those who have been 
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indoctrinated with "Christian morals," and make sexuality one big issue as they 
always do, with the intent of provoking a strong backlash where sexuality will be 
tightly controlled and suppressed as it has been with the Christian and Muslim 
programs for centuries.  
 
These very programs condemn sexual freedoms, while encouraging 
homosexuality through strict segregation of the sexes, to ensure victims have 
sexual hang-ups. Communism is also extremely controlling and strict in regards 
to sexuality. One's body is the property of the communist state, and both 
fornication [sexual intercourse between those who are not married] and 
homosexuality are criminal offenses. History has shown us repeatedly that 
whenever something is pushed too forcibly and/or establishes itself too quickly, a 
strong backlash to its opposite policy eventually takes place, which is what the 
Jews are hoping for at the upper levels in regards to sexuality.   
 
The reason for controlling sexuality is to control spirituality. The serpent is kept 
trapped and dormant within the base chakra. The sacral [second] chakra is the 
sexual chakra. When the serpent is dormant, psychic abilities and our second 
sight are completely cut off and Gentiles are set up as total victims, unable to see 
the enemy or effectively fight back, thus walking straight into the traps that have 
been set.  
 
The Jews PRETEND to be fighting against Christianity. In truth, this is not the 
case. They always control both sides. The true purpose of the Nazarene is to 
destroy spirituality and to create a powerful distraction against advancing 
spiritually. The Nazarene keeps everyone who believes, trapped in the material. 
There is nothing spiritual about him. Those who have had "experiences" in 
relation to this non-entity are dealing with powerful human hating aliens.  
 
Written texts and works that support the fictitious history of the Jewish people are 
given top publicity and are prominently advertised and presented to the public in 
mainstream bookstores, in schools, and of course, along with film works with the 
same are given much attention and publicity in the media.  
 
Don't ever be fooled into believing that the Jews are working for liberalism, 
personal freedoms, or human rights. They set everyone up with their programs 
that they have the *chutzpah* to call "religions," instilling THEIR real idea of 
"morals," and then from the other end, they work together with the Vatican to 
push sexuality where they know they will eventually provoke a strong reaction, in 
the hopes that society will again return to the Dark Ages, as is how many have 
lived under communist rule. Communist countries tightly control any knowledge. 
There are no open and public libraries, the media is tightly controlled and 
Gentiles are forced into slavery, with the Jews in charge.  
 
Human sexuality was free in our ancient religions, and there weren't any issues 
as there are today. Homosexuality is as old as time itself, the Ancient Pagan 
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religions left it alone. Ancient religions focused upon the spiritual, as they should 
and there was no attacking of nudity or sexuality. KNOWING how the Jews work 
and their tactics, will defeat them. This is why they have worked relentlessly to 
keep knowledge suppressed and tightly controlled, they have destroyed libraries, 
corrupted and destroyed spiritual writings, and have replaced them with their sick 
anti-life imposter doctrines which are the funeral wreath of humanity.  
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The Satanic Origins of the Ku Klux Klan 
 
 
First off, this article is not to make any statements in regards to the actions of the 
Ku Klux Klan. I am merely sick and tired of the hypocrisy of this organization in 
their foolish adherence to Christian beliefs, which has nothing whatsoever to do 
with their Satanic origins.  
 
For the past several hundred years, there has been this lethal pestilence called 
"Christianity." Christianity was invented by the Jews to remove spiritual/occult 
knowledge from the Gentiles for world control. Because of the plethora of 
contradictory biblical scriptures and their unclear meaning, these can be cleverly 
applied to any belief system to gain control.  
 
"Christian Identity" promoted by Native American Indian "Richard Butler," founder 
of "Aryan Nations" is another most effective Jewish tool and weapon to divide 
and conquer the Gentiles, while promoting the fictitious Jewish "YHVH" which is 
in reality the Jewish people.  
 
A powerful psychic connection is made and again, one is under the control of the 
Jews. In the end, they laugh- they had you all along, regardless of which side you 
are on. Because of the systematic removal of spiritual knowledge and power 
from the Gentiles, through the Inquisition [WHICH WAS BLATANT GENOCIDE 
OF THE WHITE RACE PERPETRATED BY THE CATHOLIC CHURCH, WHICH 
IS AND ALWAYS WAS IN THE HANDS OF THE JEWS - ALL CHRISTIANS, 
REGARDLESS OF SECT ARE SPIRITUAL SLAVES TO THE JEWS, 
WHETHER THEY REALIZE THIS OR NOT!], through the burning of the Library 
of Alexandria, the destruction of Ancient Pagan [READ GENTILE] temples and 
places of spiritual meeting; the systematic slaughter and mass murder of Druid 
priests and many other Pagan Leaders, most Gentiles have no idea what is 
going on spiritually, let alone how to deal with it.  
 
The Ku Klux Klan was never Christian to begin with. By clever infiltration, the 
Jews again have gotten control of this organization by infesting it with "Christian 
Identity."  
 
Christian Identity preaches that the Jews are "Satan's People." Nothing could be 
further from the truth. "SATAN" IS A WORD FOR "ENEMY" IN HEBREW. No one 
has been more blasphemed, slandered, lied about, and attacked by the Jewish 
controlled media and "holy" books than Satan and his Demons, who are the 
Original Pagan Gods of the Gentiles. All have been made into hideous monsters, 
to be avoided at all costs. Ignorance, fear, and lies are used to maintain thought 
control. In addition, "Satanism" is a collective label for the original PAGAN 
religions that preceded the Jewish invention of Christianity from hundreds to 
thousands of years. "PAGAN" MEANS "GENTILE"!  
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The real origins of the Ku Klux Klan trace back to the Knights Templar. The 
Knights Templar were said to have been very wealthy and Satanic towards their 
end, and worshipped the "Head of Baphomet." Now, the Catholic Church, run 
and controlled by the Jews had control of nearly all of the wealth and power. The 
Latin word "Caput" means "head" and is an origin for the word "Capitalism." The 
Knights Templar may have been persecuted because wealth was in the hands of 
the Gentiles and not the Jews/Catholic Church.  
 
The original Ku Klux Klan, founded in Pulaski, Tennessee, in 1866 [the order was 
disbanded around 1869] by 6 Confederate officers including 33 degree Scottish 
Rite Freemason Albert Pike, and Nathan Bedford Forrest. Forrest was a former 
Confederate General and Freemason. He was the first Imperial Wizard of the 
KKK. Albert Pike who was a Satanist, held the office of Chief Justice of the KKK 
while he was simultaneously Sovereign Grand Commander of the Scottish Rite 
of Masonry, in the Southern Jurisdiction.  
 
The second Ku Klux Klan was founded in 1915 by former Methodist Minister 
William J. Simmons, and this is when the fundamentalist Christian Protestant 
influence emerged that has stuck with the Klan ever since. "Convalescing after 
being hit by an automobile in 1915, Simmons concerned himself with rebuilding 
the Klan, which he had seen depicted in the newly released film The Birth of a 
Nation. He obtained a copy of the Reconstruction Klan's "Prescript," and used it 
to write his own prospectus for a reincarnation of the organization." 1  
 
Simmons had no actual connection to the first Klan and simply claimed 
inspiration from its legacy. The Third Klan has been the one in operation from the 
1960's to the present. It is made up of mostly federal agents, informants, soon to 
be informants, and general reactionaries who have no real knowledge of the 
original Klan, which they have no connection to. They rail about "Jesus," but don't 
understand they are wearing ancient Satanic symbols and ritual wear.  
 
Pike stated in his book "Morals and Dogma" that Lucifer is the God of the 
Mason's and the God of the Magnum Opus [The Magnum Opus is the spiritual 
working for both spiritual and physical perfection and immortality]. "Ku Klux" is a 
Greek word meaning 'golden circle.' The symbolism of the circle represents the 
female power, the Shakti, the serpentine power. It also symbolizes the coven of 
13. The term 'Klan' originated in Scotland, as they have 'Clans' and are also 
known for their cross lightings, known as the "Crann Tara." Many Templars who 
were being hunted down, tortured and murdered by the Catholic Church following 
the execution of their leader Grand Master Jacques de Molay, escaped to 
Scotland and turned it into a major base, and some of them branched to 
Freemasonry. Albert Pike denounced the Jews and their tyrant God 
"Yaweh/Jehova" as an enemy of the White Race. Pike was also an open racialist 
and for racial separation. His order, the Scottish Rite, originated with the Knights 
Templar.  
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A "33rd Degree Mason" was a rank where one had ascended his kundalini 
serpent, which is the Serpent of Satan. Original high ranking Freemasons could 
communicate with each other telepathically [given many had risen serpents]. 
Modern Freemasonry has been infiltrated and taken over by the Jews, as have 
all originally Gentile Occult and Spiritual groups and organizations, and all of the 
original spiritual knowledge and traditions have been corrupted and removed.  
 
Here is an excerpt from the book “Rule by Secrecy” by Jim Marrs, © 2000, pages 
58 – 59:  
 
“This secretive banking dynasty was begun by Mayer Amschel Bauer, a German 
Jew born on February 23, 1744, in Frankfurt…” “Young Mayer studied to become 
a Rabbi. He was particularly schooled in Hashkalah, a blending of religion, 
Hebrew law, and reason” “The death of his parents forced Mayer to leave 
rabbinical school and become an apprentice at a banking house.  
 
Quickly learning the trade, he became court financial agent to William IX, royal 
administrator of the Hesse-Kassel region, and a prominent Freemason. He 
ingratiated himself to William, who was only one year older than himself, by 
joining his interest in Freemasonry and antiquities. Mayer would search out 
ancient coins and sell them to his benefactor at greatly reduced prices. 
Considering his rabbinical training, coupled with his serious searches for 
antiquities, he surely developed a deep understanding of the ancient mysteries 
particularly those of the Jewish Cabala. It was during this same period that the 
metaphysics of the Cabala began to fuse with the traditions of Freemasonry.”  
 
The Imperial Wizard (Top leader of the KKK) and note the title "Wizard" 
corresponds with the Grand Master of all of the Covens, when Satanists would 
meet on the Greater Sabbats. Nowadays, the Imperial Wizard still meets with the 
numerous "klaverns" (smaller groups within the Ku Klux Klan) in the same 
fashion as a witch's coven celebrating the Greater Sabbats. The word "wizard" 
blatantly refers to an accomplished warlock and has everything to do with 
witchcraft, obviously.  
 
The Klavern originated with the coven. Then you have the "Grand Red Dragon"- 
the dragon is a well-known symbol of Satan, and is another symbol for the 
kundalini serpent. The cone caps are another giveaway, as they have always 
been a part of sorcery and witchcraft, along with the hooded masks. Identity was 
kept secret when attending the Greater Sabbats because of the persecutions and 
the Inquisition. Then, we have the red, white, and black colors of Satan again. 
The Imperial Wizard has traditionally worn black, the Grand Red Dragon dressed 
in red and the rest of the members in white. The equal armed crosses they still 
wear that are seen in the Demon Sigils.  
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Another blatant title is the "Grand Cyclops." This has to do with 
the very important "All-seeing Eye," which is the "third eye' of 
the soul; the sixth chakra and is also seen on the American 
one-dollar bill. This is hardly Christian by any stretch of the 
imagination. In Scotland, famous for its "Clans" they burned 
equal armed crosses and it is obvious the KKK had their 
origins there, not in the USA as rewritten history dictates. Also, 
it is glaringly obvious their high coned hats and robes did not 

originate their design with "bed sheets," as dictated by most scholarly sources 
regarding the KKK. As many of you already know, EVERYTHING IN THE 
CHRISTIAN RELIGION HAS BEEN STOLEN AND HIDEOUSLY CORRUPTED 
FROM PAGAN/GENTILE RELIGIONS IN ATTEMPTS TO REMOVE THE 
SPIRITUAL AND REPLACE IT WITH JEWISH INVENTED FILTH THAT HAS 
ABSOLUTELY NOTHING TO DO WITH ANY SPIRITUALITY!  
 
The true origins of the robes and the high-coned hats worn by the KKK; these 
like everything else are Satanic in origin. The "bed sheets" account is nothing 
more than rewritten and falsified history, as the Catholic Church [which has 
nothing of its own] has used these costumes, red, white and black included 
during their "Holy Week" processions in Spain for at least 2-300 years, as seen in 
the photos here.   
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The tall hats seem to have originated in Ancient Egypt with the Egyptian Gods 
and the Pharaohs, and also have strong connections to wizardry and witchcraft.  
 
My point of all of this is how the KKK has been corrupted by Christianity and the 
hypocrisy of the modern KKK to be Christians and the stupidity of not knowing of 
or taking the time to research their true origins, while denouncing the Jews, but 
worshipping the Jewish false "God" which is the enemy of the White Race, along 
with "Jesus Christ" who ACCORDING TO BIBLICAL SCRIPTURES WAS A JEW 
FROM BIRTH TO DEATH, NOT ONLY OBSERVING, BUT UPHOLDING 
JEWISH LAW.  According to rabbinical law and in the tradition of male Jews, the 
Nazarene was circumcised and named on the eighth day in the temple (Jewish 
term for synagogue) by a rabbi:  
Luke 2: 21 And when eight days were accomplished for the circumcising of the 
child, his name was called JESUS  
 
If the Jews can't get control through direct Judaism as with the occult societies, 
they use their tool of Christianity for groups such as the KKK. The only way this 
Jewish scheme can succeed is through Gentiles having misplaced trust, "faith" 
and of course above all - ignorance. Regardless of how history has been falsified 
and rewritten with lies, the truth can be seen blatantly in the symbols, the rites 
and the overall purpose of these organizations.  
 
 
References:  
 
1 Wikipedia article on William Joseph Simmons  
 
The Second Messiah: Templars, the Turin Shroud, and the Great Secret of 
Freemasonry by Christopher Knight and Robert Lomas © 1997  
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True Nazism is of Satan 
 
 
To the Christians- the Jews claim that Adolf Hitler was a Satanist. To the 
atheists, Pagans, and others who are not Christian, they claim he was Christian. 
In truth, Adolf Hitler was a Satanist. There are also endless claims and supposed 
quotes the Jews put up supporting whatever lies they are trying to promote about 
him or any other of their enemies. This is no different from how they slander 
Satan and our Pagan Gods.  
 
Look to the facts: 
 
§ Nazi Germany used the Runes and many different occult symbols. This is 

definitely NOT Christian. 
 
§ Nazi rallies nearly always included the Pagan bonfires, along with other 

Pagan symbols.  
 
§ The Hitler Youth were forbidden to participate in ANY Christian 

ceremonies.  
 
§ The same was with the SS, where SS officers replaced Christian clergy for 

performing baptisms, weddings and other ceremonies. 
 
§ Many Christian priests, ministers, and leaders were sent to concentration 

camps. With Jehova's Witnesses, this was automatic- women included. 
There was a "Priest's Bloc" at Dachau. 

 
§ Reichsführer Heinrich Himmler, who was also a Satanist and had a coven 

of 12 SS Officers, worked diligently with Adolf Hitler to destroy Christianity. 
Christian symbols, characters [which are all Jewish], and rituals, were 
replaced with original Pagan rites.  

 
"So too, had the form for two principle ceremonies adapted from pagan rites to 
replace Christian festivals – those of the summer and winter solstices. An English 
visitor attended a summer solstice festival in 1936: a circle of Hitler Youths 
chanted consciously pagan litanies in preparation for the moment at midday 
when the sun reached its zenith. As it hung overhead there was silence, 'then a 
paean of praise rang out for the Aryan God." 1 
[The Aryan God is Satan].  
 
"'The source of all life is Got.' The word was given only one 't' in the transcription, 
allegedly the old German spelling, but it was chiefly useful, to distinguish the SS 
God from the conventional Christian God." 2 
 
"Himmler was fascinated by the Far East and its religions. "He hated Christianity 
and carried a pocket book in which he had collected homilies from the Hindu 
Bhagavad-Gita." 3  
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Most importantly, Adolf Hitler's stand against the Jews, obviously, this is NOT 
CHRISTIAN, by any stretch of the imagination. The following bible scriptures are 
proof of how truly Christian it is to 'bless Israel' and the Jewish people: 
 
THE JEWS ARE BY BLOOD, THE CHOSEN OF YAWEH/JEHOVA, THEY ARE 
NOT OF SATAN IN ANY WAY: 
 

Genesis 12:1-3  
1 The Lord and said to Abram, "Leave your country, your people and your 
father's household and go to the land I will show you.  
2 "I will make you into a great nation and I will bless you; I will make your 
name great, and you will be a blessing.  
3 I will bless those who bless you, and whoever curses you I will 
curse; and all peoples on earth will be blessed through you." 
 
Psalm 122 
1 I was glad when they said unto me, Let us go into the house of the 
LORD.  
2 Our feet shall stand within thy gates, O Jerusalem.  
3 Jerusalem is builded as a city that is compact together:  
4 Whither the tribes go up, the tribes of the LORD, unto the testimony of 
Israel, to give thanks unto the name of the LORD.  
5 For there are set thrones of judgment, the thrones of the house of David.  
6 Pray for the peace of Jerusalem: they shall prosper that love thee. 
 
Psalm 129 
1 Many a time have they afflicted me from my youth, may Israel now say:  
2 Many a time have they afflicted me from my youth: yet they have not 
prevailed against me.  
3 The plowers plowed upon my back: they made long their furrows.  
4 The LORD is righteous: he hath cut asunder the cords of the wicked.  
5 Let them all be confounded and turned back that hate Zion. 
6 Let them be as the grass upon the housetops, which withereth afore it 
groweth up:  
7 Wherewith the mower filleth not his hand; nor he that bindeth sheaves 
his bosom.  
8 Neither do they which go by say, The blessing of the LORD be upon 
you: we bless you in the name of the LORD. 
 
Psalm 102 
12 But thou, O LORD, shall endure forever; and thy remembrance unto all 
generations.  
13 Thou shalt arise, and have mercy upon Zion: for the time to favour her, 
yea, the set time, is come.  
14 For thy servants take pleasure in her stones, and favour the dust 
thereof.  
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15 So the heathen shall fear the name of the LORD, and all the kings of 
the earth thy glory.  
16 When the LORD shall build up Zion, he shall appear in his glory.  

 
In addition to the above, I keep writing this over and over and over and over.... ad 
nauseum-  
NEARLY EVERY SINGLE PAGE OF THAT FILTHY BIBLE HAS THE WORD, 
EITHER JEW, JEWS, ISRAEL, JEWISH PLASTERED ALL OVER THE PLACE. 
JESUS WAS A JEW! 
 
 
 
1 Himmler by Peter Padfield © 1991 [This book contains a lot of slander] 
 
2 Ibid  
 
3 Himmler's Crusade: The Nazi Expedition to Find the Origins of the Aryan Race 
by Christopher Hale © 2003; 2006 edition [This book contains a lot of slander] 
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The Truth about the "New World Order" 
 
 
There is a lot of confusion concerning Freemasonry, The New World Order, The 
United States, and where these all stand in regards to True Satanism. The 
reason for the confusion is because of infiltration. The ORIGINAL Freemasons 
who were mainly responsible for establishing the United States of America, 
designing Washington DC and many other US Cities where the architecture is 
specially designed and geographically arranged for a future goal, using occult 
knowledge, had a completely different idea of a New World Order.  
 
This NWO that our Founding Fathers [Whom were almost all Freemasons] had in 
mind was based upon Luciferian Principles. The goals of this NWO were: 
 
1. To establish a free country where citizens could escape the severe oppression 
of Christianity and learn the ancient secrets of the past for themselves without 
any fear of losing their lives. 
 
2. The United States was to be “The New Atlantis” and was meant to set a 
precedent for other nations of the world to follow in regards to spiritual 
knowledge. 
 
3. To establish a free nation where each individual could become the best he/she 
could be.  
 
4. The other goals of this NWO can be found in the original doctrines of the 
United States.  
 
Now, what happened to the above and where this *other* NWO, which is of the 
Jews is going today is another story. I remember asking Father Satan about 
Freemasonry some time ago as I was confused by conflicting information. His 
reply was “They have been infiltrated” and he also told me the Freemasonry of 
today is much different from the original, which was based upon Luciferian 
Principles.  
 
I read soon after this how Mayer Amschel Rothschild, father of the multi-trillion 
dollar Jewish banking dynasty used his trusted position:  
 
Here is an excerpt from the book “Rule by Secrecy” by Jim Marrs, &#169; 2000, 
pages 58 - 59: 
 
“This secretive banking dynasty was begun by Mayer Amschel Bauer, a German 
Jew born on February 23, 1744, in Frankfurt…” 
“Young Mayer studied to become a Rabbi. He was particularly schooled in 
Hashkalah, a blending of religion, Hebrew law, and reason” “The death of his 
parents forced Mayer to leave rabbinical school and become an apprentice at a 
banking house. Quickly learning the trade, he became court financial agent to 
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William IX, royal administrator of the Hesse-Kassel region, and a prominent 
Freemason. He ingratiated himself to William, who was only one year older than 
himself, by joining his interest in Freemasonry and antiquities. Mayer would 
search out ancient coins and sell them to his benefactor at greatly reduced 
prices. Considering his rabbinical training, coupled with his serious searches for 
antiquities, he surely developed a deep understanding of the ancient mysteries 
particularly those of the Jewish Cabala. It was during this same period that the 
metaphysics of the Cabala began to fuse with the traditions of Freemasonry." 
 
The Jews infiltrate every source of Gentile power they can. From the inside, 
either they gain total control or they seek to rot it out and destroy it, through 
corruption.  
 
The Jewish NWO is a world slave state, headed and run by the Jews. This NWO 
is the exact opposite of what was intended by the original Freemasons who were 
Gentiles: 
 
1. The Jewish messiah in the form of "Jesus" [A sympathetic magick connection 
of where all of the Christian prayers and psychic energy has been shafted into] 
will unite the Jews and establish a one-world government communist state run 
out of Israel. "Israel was stolen from the Palestinians, based upon the fictitious 
history of the Jews in the Bible, and was especially selected because of its being 
at the crossroads of the three major continents of Europe, Africa, and Asia, and 
centered upon powerful ley lines. This is from where the Jews plan to have total 
rule and control over the Gentiles of every nation, culture, and race of the world.  
 
2. People will be bar-coded like cattle [the meaning of the derogatory Jewish 
word "goyim" for Gentiles] are branded to ensure this total control. Microchip 
implants are another possibility to ensure Gentiles can be tracked like animals.  
 
3. All spiritual knowledge will be systematically removed from the Gentile 
populace [The true goals of both Christianity and Communism] through mass 
murder and torture as was done during the Inquisition, and recently [1950’s] as 
Chinese Communist Chairman Mao Tse-Tung marched on Tibet and burned 
their monasteries and slaughtered and tortured to death their religious leaders. 
Tibet, because of its seclusion in the Himalayan Mountains contained much in 
the way of ancient doctrines of the original spiritual teachings, long before the 
arrival of Judaism, Christianity, and their cohorts.  
 
4. Spiritual knowledge and occult power will firmly be in the hands of the Jews for 
total world control. The Jews will become "God."  
 
5. Nearly all uninvolved, lukewarm, and neutral Jews will only be too glad to join 
this new ruling class of their brethren should the time come.  
 
6. The race-mixing program will further erase all racial and cultural identities for 
total control. With a loss of self through the destruction of racial and cultural 
identity, history can be rewritten any way the Jews see fit. They have been doing 
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this for ages, unbeknownst to the majority of the Gentile populace. This has 
already been done with Satanism [Humanity's Original Religion], where the 
original teachings, Priests, Priestesses, other spiritual leaders and people with 
knowledge, along with libraries were systematically destroyed. The Christian 
Church has been at liberty to define Satanism any way the see fit, given there is 
little remaining of the past in regards to knowledge and truth. The Bible is nothing 
more than a fabricated history of the Jewish people of which they never had. 
Because of the mass indoctrination and force fed beliefs, the mass mind has 
created a powerful thoughtform that has aided the Jewish people in their quest 
for world takeover.  
 
7. Human beings will be nothing more than lost souls with no identity, freedom, 
knowledge or individuality; just a number in total service of a Jewish run slave 
state. 
 
The above is completely opposite from the intended NWO of the original 
Freemasons who were Gentiles. Unfortunately, again, this is playing both sides 
against the middle for total control. Modern rituals in Freemasonry which are 
geared to the second coming of that filthy messiah and a fusion of all religions of 
the world are now quite different from those years ago upon which the records 
have been removed and sealed in secrecy. ** See:  
The Second Messiah: Templars, the Turin Shroud, and the Great Secret of 
Freemasonry by Christopher Knight and Robert Lomas, © 2000. 
 
It is all too blatant once the spell is broken, how the Jews have wrested control 
of, and abused occult power in their quest to become "God." If one does the 
necessary research and studying, one can blatantly see the correlation between 
the Judeo-Christian Bible, Communism, and the Jewish version of the New 
World Order. Though the book: "Deadly Deception: Freemasonry Exposed by 
One of Its Top Leaders" by James D. Shaw and Tom C. McKenney, was written 
from a Christian perspective, it contains much useful information regarding 
Modern Freemasonry. Upon reaching the 33rd degree [this now a days is much 
different from the original rank where spiritual knowledge was obtained and the 
33 degrees represented the spinal column and the kundalini], the Freemason is 
usually invited to join the Illuminati, a communist organization with the goals of a 
Jewish run New World Order.  
 
The Judeo-Christian Bible is, like the goal of the modern day Jew infiltrated 
Freemasonry, "All religions are one." This is quite blatant given everything in the 
Christian religion has been stolen from religions all over the world, both east and 
west and their nazarene [the psychic connection for the Jewish messiah], is 
comprised of some 18+ Gentile Pagan Gods, like Odin who hung from a tree. 
Anyone who is familiar with the occult and powers of the mind knows there must 
be a connection in which to channel the psychic energy.  
 
The Jews have infiltrated nearly every Gentile Occult Organization. The Golden 
Dawn is chock full of Hebrew symbols, Hebrew angel, god names, Jewish aleph-
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bet, and so forth. Wicca is also going this way with the emphasis in some groups 
on Jewish angels, the Jewish "Three-fold" which is a spin-off of the six-pointed 
[division of three] "Star of David" which the Jews adopted recently [within the 
past 100-150 years] and was stolen from the Hindu "Star of Vishnu." The 
emphasis on the number one [Jewish monotheism, where they, themselves 
become "God"] is unnatural as it takes two to create and even asexual creatures 
must connect to reproduce at some point.    
 
The truth is: Gentile psychic power, through Christianity and on the other side 
[The Jews play both sides against the middle and control both sides], the Occult 
Lodges is being systematically channeled into making the coming of the Jewish 
messiah, along with a Jewish run New World Order a reality.  
 
Because of the total infiltration and control of key positions, many Gentiles, 
namely Christians, are confused and lump this NWO into one, where it is really 
two separate ideas. Because of the occult power used, they are blind to the fact 
that this monster is in their own back yard so to speak and they are duped into 
fervently working for it. The Founding Fathers of the United States used occult 
power for benevolent purposes in establishing a free nation where ancient 
teachings and spiritual knowledge could flourish without fear of reproach. It 
should also be blatantly obvious; there is NOTHING "spiritual" about the 
Christian "religion." It is and always was plain materialism. Christians have no 
knowledge of the anatomy of their soul, how to heal themselves or others or 
anything else of a spiritual nature. The entire so-called "religion" is nothing but 
false and counterfeit. Christians who reach the advanced stages of Christianity 
take on an artificial pasty look- that infamous Christian pasted on smile. This is 
because their entire lives revolve around lies, to the point where they begin to 
take on an artificial appearance and physically resemble the lies they are so 
steeped in. This is part of their punishment, which will eventually lead to their 
eternal damnation through the degeneration of their souls due to their rebuking 
spiritual knowledge, and cursing and blaspheming humanity's True Creator God 
whom is none other than "Satan."  
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The Stolen Kabalah 
 
 
The kabalah is not Jewish in origin. The Jews stole and altered the kabalah from 
the Egyptians. As a matter of fact, the word "Kabalah" is an alteration of the 
Egyptian "KA BA ANKH." 
 
To further emphasize the Egyptian origins of the Kabalah, we can break the word 
down: 
Egyptian religion held that what we call the spirit or soul consisted of three 
distinct parts: the KA, the BA, and the ANKH. Egyptologists characterize the KA 
[represented by two upraised arms] as the individual's "vital force" or "spiritual 
twin." Pharaohs could more than one "KA" and mere mortals- only one. The "KA" 
is the ethereal double of one's physical body; the ghost or image of one in the 
present or immediately preceding life. The "BA" is the soul. The soul has no 
relation to the image of the body as it reincarnates from body to body throughout 
the lifetimes. The reason the pharaohs who were very close to the Gods could 
have several KAs, more than likely came from an ability to shapeshift during 
astral projection. This ability is of the Gods. The ANKH is the life force; the aura, 
the "light body." 
 
The Hebrew letters that many occult societies use in their ceremonies and such 
are bogus as Hebrew certainly isn't the original writing or language. It is used for 
control. 
 
Just as the imposter Christianity replaced the original religions, it is the same with 
the Hebrew, only worse as Christianity is a tool of the Jews. Through Jewish 
infiltration, [a good example is what was done to Freemasonry], Hebrew letters 
and mysticism were pushed on occult societies. This is no different from how 
Christianity has been force fed to the populace. This is their control. They take 
control of both opposing sides and work each side towards the goals of their 
agenda. On the one side, they control the Gentiles through their program of 
Christianity and on the other side, through their infiltration of occult societies.  
 
With the occult societies, they have controlled "Paganism" and "Satanism." Each 
side recognizes the other as an archenemy. This is nothing more than a 
diversion and distraction; Gentile vs. Gentile, while the Jews look on and wait for 
us to destroy ourselves to where they can advance unimpeded and claim the 
world for themselves. All of the above are chock full of Hebrew archetypes, 
symbolism, imposter deities, language, writing, and the stolen, corrupted twisted 
“culture” of which they have nothing of their own. Even atheist and "freethinking" 
organizations are controlled by the Jews. Here, they push the Jewish invention of 
communism. Communism [where spirituality is no longer recognized], is the 
stepping off point for Christianity. One is force-fed a program of lies and 
corruption and finally reaches a state where they question and then deny 
anything spiritual.  
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The Runic kabalah was lost. The Runic kabalah is the key to using the runes. 
The Druids used the runic kabalah extensively. They were all butchered by the 
Inquisition, and the penalty for possessing or using runes was death. All spiritual 
knowledge was systematically destroyed and removed.  
 
The runes are based upon the constellations and are very close to, if not the 
original script, given to us from the Gods. The runes are similar in many 
ways to the shapes of the ancient cuneiform letters. The letter lines connect the 
planets of the constellations, each into a specific shape. 
 
The Jews corrupted, abused and desecrated the original kabalah and claimed it 
as their own. Gentile peoples, like the Druid Priests who had the knowledge of 
the real kaballah were viciously tortured to death and slaughtered. 
 
§ Our Gods have been heinously blasphemed and replaced with Jewish 

imposters. The real meaning of the name of "Jesus" "Yeshua" is "May his 
name be blotted out." It is even more obvious with the meaning of the 
name that this Jewish character is an imposter. All of our Gods and 
namely our Creator God known as "Satan"; the Jews have worked to 
remove all knowledge of them and replace them with lies.  

 
§ Our teachings and sacred texts were taken from us, corrupted, 

desecrated, abused, and passed off as “Jewish” in origin. 
 
§ Our people, our High Priests, and great spiritual teachers have been 

decimated by the Jewish tool of xianity.  
 
§ Our holidays and celebrations have been desecrated and corrupted into 

xian filth, where fictitious Jewish deities are worshipped while our own 
True Gods are blasphemed and cursed.  

 
§ Our spirituality has been transformed and corrupted with Jewish lies and 

materialism and has been held up to ridicule as something that is nothing 
but nonsense.  

 
Worst of all: every nation and people the Jews have stolen from, they have 
slandered and maligned in their fictitious writings such as the bible. Egypt is a 
blatant example. In their babblings, the Jews destroyed the pharaoh, the 
Egyptian peoples, and their fictitious "God" overpowered the Egyptian Gods and 
heaped untold sufferings upon the Gentile Egyptian peoples. The Jews leave 
insult to injury on their hosts after destroying them. They take whatever they can 
and claim it as their own after desecrating and corrupting it.  
 

Numbers 31:   
7 And they warred against the Midianites, as the Lord commanded Moses; 
and they slew all the males. 
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8 And they slew the kings of Midian, beside the rest of them that were 
slain; namely, Evi, and Rekem, and Zur, and Hur, and Reba, five kings of 
Midian: Balaam also the son of Beor they slew with the sword. 
9 And the children of Israel took all the women of Midian captives, and 
their little ones, and took the spoil of all their cattle, and all their flocks, and 
all their goods. 
10 And they burnt all their cities wherein they dwelt, and all their goodly 
castles, with fire. 
11 And they took all the spoil, and all the prey, both of men and of beasts. 
17 Now therefore kill every male among the little ones, and kill every 
woman that hath known man by lying with him. 
18 But all the women children, that have not known a man by lying with 
him, keep alive for yourselves. 

 
The Jews always try to emerge as innocent and most of all, as professional 
victims, no different from their invented Nazarene. All Gentile occult knowledge 
was forcibly removed and delivered into the hands of the Jews who have used 
this to enslave our Gods, our peoples, and our nations. It is time we reclaim what 
is ours and stand proud. Satan is enraged!! “For these are times of vengeance 
and there will be great wrath upon this people.” The ancient teachings and texts 
contain the power we need for real spiritual warfare. This is what the enemy fears 
the most. The Jews only have spiritual control over our peoples as long as the 
deluded use their symbols, believe their lies, worship their fictitious deities and 
acknowledge them as the "Chosen People." We must take back what is ours!! 
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Safe Satanism 
 

 
Satanism is just fine for the Jewish powers and their Christian cohorts as long as: 
 
§ Satanists believe in the Christian concept of Satan 
§ Satan is just an "archetype" or a "force." 
§ Satan isn't taken seriously 
§ The Goetic Demons are "just different aspects of one's own mind" 
§ Satanists are kept small in number, thus they are easy to control 
§ Most are the weirdo types who commit occult crimes and such that the 

Jewish media can broadcast as examples to keep the general populace 
away.  

§ Satan is all about horror, gore and spooks 
 
The examples above are SAFE SATANISM. What the enemy fears the most is 
our *knowing* that SATAN IS A REAL BEING and our communicating with him. 
Satanic organizations who promote that "Satan is only an archetype" or the 
Christian concept of Satan, that he is an "archangel" or and/under the power of 
the Judeo/Christian God are the ones who get the most support and publicity, no 
different from the Christian Churches.  
 
It is acceptable to believe in the Judeo/Christian "God" but if you really believe in 
Satan as your God, it becomes an entirely different matter.  
 
The biggest fear the Jews have is that of the Gentiles waking up to their lies and 
crimes against humanity and worst of all, our accessing the powers of the mind 
known as "BLACK MAGICK."  
 
If Satan and/or his Demons have helped you in some way, you can repay their 
generosity and kindness by working to destroy the enemy through psychic 
means.  
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Strength Through Joy! 
 
 

THE EIGHTEENTH ENOCHIAN KEY 
O thou mighty light and burning flame of comfort!, that unveilest the glory of 
Satan to the center of the Earth; in whom the great secrets of truth have their 
abiding; that is called in thy kingdom: "strength through joy", and is not to be 
measured. Be thou a window of comfort unto me. Move therefore, and appear! 
Open the mysteries of your creation! Be friendly unto me, for I am the same!, the 
true worshipper of the highest and ineffable King of Hell! 
 
"Strength Through Joy (German: "Kraft durch Freude" [KdF]), was a large state-
controlled leisure organization in Third Reich, a part of the German Labour Front 
(Deutschen Arbeitsfront [DAF]), the National German labour organization. 
 
From 1933 it provided affordable leisure activities such as concerts, day-trips and 
holidays as in Prora. Large ships, such as the Wilhelm Gustloff, were built 
specially for KdF cruises. 
 
The KdF also set up production of an affordable car, the KdF-Wagen, later called 
VW Beetle. A new town was built for the production and for housing the workers, 
KdF-Stadt, now called Wolfsburg. KdF organized a special saving scheme to 
allow ordinary workers the luxury of a car. However, due to the start of World 
War II very little of this was realised and both the factory and the rest of KdF 
became focused on supporting the war efforts." 
 
The above excerpt was taken from 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kraft_durch_Freude 
Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia 
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Bodies of 800 babies found in septic tank of 

Church run home 

 

By HP Mageson6666 

Bodies of 800 babies, long-dead, found in septic tank at former Irish home for 
unwed mothers 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morn ... d-mothers/ 

 

This "home" was owned and run by the Catholic Church. The children died of 

neglect, abuse and starvation. And where singled out for humiliation by the nuns 

in public as well. Judging by the attitude of ritual humiliation and hatred towards 

the children by the nuns. Its probably not a secret why the children where treated 

this way. The same church which is nothing but an organized crime network of 

thieves, murders, liars and pedophiles. And was created and is run by Jews, proof 

here: 

topic1561.html 

---------- 

 

Bodies of 800 babies, long-dead, found in septic tank at former Irish home for 

unwed mothers 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morn ... d-mothers/ 

 

 

By Terrence McCoy  

 

  

 

June 3 at 4:48 am 
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ONE TIME USE ONLY Children's Home, Dublin Road, Tuam, Ireland circa 1950. 

(Courtesy of Catherine Corless/Tuam Historical Society) 

Children’s Home, Dublin Road, Tuam, Ireland circa 1950. (Courtesy of Catherine 

Corless/Tuam Historical Society) 

 

In a town in western Ireland, where castle ruins pepper green landscapes, there’s 

a six-foot stone wall that once surrounded a place called the Home. Between 

1925 and 1961, thousands of “fallen women” and their “illegitimate” children 

passed through the Home, run by the Bon Secours nuns in Tuam. 

 

Many of the women, after paying a penance of indentured servitude for their out-

of-wedlock pregnancy, left the Home for work and lives in other parts of Ireland 

and beyond. Some of their children were not so fortunate. 

 

More than five decades after the Home was closed and destroyed — where a 

housing development and children’s playground now stands — what happened to 

nearly 800 of those abandoned children has now emerged: Their bodies were 

piled into a massive septic tank sitting in the back of the structure and forgotten, 

with neither gravestones nor coffins. 

 

“The bones are still there,” local historian Catherine Corless, who uncovered the 

origins of the mass grave in a batch of never-before-released documents, told The 

Washington Post in a phone interview. “The children who died in the Home, this 

was them.” 

 

The grim findings, which are being investigated by police, provide a glimpse into a 

particularly dark time for unmarried pregnant women in Ireland, where societal 

and religious mores stigmatized them. Without means to support themselves, 

women by the hundreds wound up at the Home. “When daughters became 

pregnant, they were ostracized completely,” Corless said. “Families would be 

afraid of neighbors finding out, because to get pregnant out of marriage was the 

worst thing on Earth. It was the worst crime a woman could commit, even though 

a lot of the time it had been because of a rape.” 
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According to documents Corless provided the Irish Mail on Sunday, malnutrition 

and neglect killed many of the children, while others died of measles, convulsions, 

TB, gastroenteritis and pneumonia. Infant mortality at the Home was staggeringly 

high. 

 

“If you look at the records, babies were dying two a week, but I’m still trying to 

figure out how they could [put the bodies in a septic tank],” Corless said. 

“Couldn’t they have afforded baby coffins?” 

 

Special kinds of neglect and abuse were reserved for the Home Babies, as locals 

call them. Many in surrounding communities remember them. They remember 

how they were segregated to the fringes of classrooms, and how the local nuns 

accentuated the differences between them and the others. They remember how, 

as one local told the Irish Central, they were “usually gone by school age — either 

adopted or dead.” 

 

According to Irish Central, a 1944 local health board report described the children 

living at the Home as “emaciated,” “pot-bellied,” “fragile” and with “flesh hanging 

loosely on limbs.” 

 

Corless has a vivid recollection of the Home Babies. “If you acted up in class, some 

nuns would threaten to seat you next to the Home Babies,” she said. She said she 

recalled one instance in which an older schoolgirl wrapped a tiny stone in a bright 

candy wrapper and gave it to a Home Baby as a gift. 

 

“When the child opened it, she saw she’d been fooled,” Corless told Irish Central. 

“Of course, I copied her later and I tried to play the joke on another little Home 

girl. I thought it was funny at the time…. Years after, I asked myself what did I do 

to that poor little girl that never saw a sweet? That has stuck with me all my life. A 

part of me wants to make up to them.” 

 

She said she first started investigating the Home, which most locals wanted to 

“forget,” when she started working on a local annual historical journal. She heard 

there was a little graveyard near what had been the Home, and that piqued her 

curiosity. How many children were there? 
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So she requested the records through the local registration house to find out. The 

attendant “came back a couple of weeks later and said the number was 

staggering, just hundreds and hundreds, that it was nearly 800 dead children,” 

Corless said. 

 

Once, in 1995, Corless said in the phone interview, several boys had stumbled 

across the mass grave, which lay beneath a cracked piece of concrete: “The boys 

told me it had been filled to the brim with human skulls and bones. They said 

even to this day they still have nightmares of finding the bodies.” 

 

Locals suspect that the number of bodies in the mass grave, which will likely soon 

be excavated, may be even higher than 800. “God knows who else is in the 

grave,” one anonymous source told the Daily Mail. “It’s been lying there for years, 

and no one knows the full extent of the total of bodies down there.” 
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911 Was Also a Spiritual Attack [TOWER of Babel]  
 

-High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

I am now working on the reverse torah rituals and I came across this. Below is a direct quote 

from the torah:  

 

(Genesis 11:9) Therefore the name of it was called Babel, because the LORD confused the 

language of all the earth, there. From there, the LORD scattered them abroad on the surface 

of all the earth.” 

 

NOTE: 11:9  

 

Now, in the USA here, our civilian dates are month/day, but worldwide and with the military, 

it is day/month. So with most countries outside the US, it would be 11/9, not 9/11. This was 

also a spiritual attack, to divide, confuse, destroy communications. 

 

More in the scriptures preceding this: 

 

(GEN 11:6) The LORD said, "Behold, they are one people, and they have all one language; 

and this is what they begin to do. Now nothing will be withheld from them, which they 

intend to do. 

 

(GEN 11:7) Come, let's go down, and there confuse their language, that they may not 

understand one another's speech." 

 

The Tower of Babel has to do with raising the Serpent [building a tower is an analogy]. With 

the Serpentine Power, telepathic communication and all knowledge are possible and with 

telepathic communication, there are no language barriers, as the communication is filtered 

down through the pineal gland from the communicator into whatever language the receiver 

mainly speaks and understands. This is why some telepathic communications can be ‘off’ 

sometimes. Specific words don’t always get filtered perfectly for one, due to an under-

activated pineal gland, and for another, there are sometimes major differences in languages. 

In some languages there is no equivalent expression or word to convey what is meant in 

another language.  

 

Every time throughout recorded history when humanity has advanced to a certain level of 

knowledge, that knowledge has been systematically destroyed. This is most notable with the 

fall of the Roman Empire, where Europe regressed into the Dark Ages for 1,000 years. After 

the Jews were expelled from Western Europe, then the Renaissance emerged, bringing 

enlightenment. The Jews who migrated to the east and also to Sicily [especially after being 

expelled from Spain], wreaked havoc on the Gentiles of the east [eventual communism in 

Russia and of course, the same Jewish ritual murders, where the Gentile populace 

responded understandably with pogroms] along with establishing organized crime in Sicily.  
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For more information regarding the 9-11 for new people, here are some very informative 

links that explain in detail: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=41FRnNDZkuI  

 

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksu ... hcraft.htm 

 

I will be posting a full year’s worth of reverse torah rituals soon. It is very important that 

everyone participate in these, as these will completely destroy the enemy. They are from 

Satan.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 
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Introduction 
*Please note… some of the links listed may no longer be working. To access 
these, you can copy and paste the URL into the “Browse History” box at 
http://archive.org/web/  

September 11, 2001, was a horrific and tragic day — nearly three thousand 
people perished in the terrorist attacks that drove a knife straight into the heart of 
America. I offer those ill-fated gentiles my full condolences .Apart from being a 
brutal blow to the pride and stature of the most powerful nation on earth; the 
events of 9/11 were also a major wake-up call for many Americans and others 
around the world. For many reasons, the attacks of 9/11 inspired a great number 
of people to begin investigating major world events, attempting to ascertain what 
sinister force lies behind such atrocities. By looking at historical events more 
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deeply and with a more critical eye, many millions of people across the globe 
have come to know the truth. In patriot circles it is often said that the engine 
driving the madness that has engulfed our planet since 9/11 is the “New World 
Order” what I call it is A JEW WORLD ORDER— a coalition of rich and powerful 
‘globalists’ working on transforming the world into a tyrannical prison society. 
This popular idea represents only a portion of the truth. This “New World Order” 
that is so often talked about these days is in reality a “Jew World Order” that is 
spearheaded by a contingent of psychopathic Jewish supremacists who aim to 
establish some form of world dominion, as their ancient Jewish religious texts 
had prophesied. 

The shocking images of the 
unbelievable violence that took place 
on 9/11 have been seared into the 
memories of every American citizen. 
The remarkable precision and 
coordination of the heinous aerial 
assaults on the World Trade Center 
Twin Towers and the Pentagon was a 
surreal sight for many. The 
unthinkable collapses of the Twin 
Towers and WTC-7 at nearly free-fall 
speed raised some immediate 
questions. Before the dust of the 
collapsed Twin Towers had even 
settled on the ground, many critical 
thinkers were already asking hard 
questions as to what really happened 
and who was really behind the attacks. 
The official explanation of the Bush 
administration, which was fully 
endorsed by the mass media, that 

nineteen Arabs with box-cutters directed by a bearded guy in a cave in 
Afghanistan miraculously made all of this carnage happen, despite a multi-billion 
dollar U.S. military, security and defense system standing in their way, is an 
outrageous, ridiculous, and preposterous contention — an insult to our 
intelligence. 
The official story of 9/11 is believed by fewer and fewer people every year. Polls 
are beginning to show that there are many more people who are skeptical of the 
U.S. government’s story than those who blindly accept it. (“Americans Question 
Bush on 9/11 Intelligence,” Angus Reid Global Monitor, Oct. 14, 2006.) The 
objective of this work is not to explain or uncover exactly how 9/11 was done in 
the physical sense, since there is already a plethora of literature and video 
documentaries highlighting the physical/scientific impossibilities of the official 
story. Rather, this book is an attempt to elucidate who did it and why. I 
confidently contend that the official explanation of what happened on 9/11 has 
been dismantled, disproved and debunked on every level. The official story of the 
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attacks, as the governments and mass media of the Western world would have 
us all believe, is riddled with holes and blunders. The seemingly endless amount 
of flaws, contradictions and absurdities of the U.S. government’s official 
conspiracy theory are painstakingly detailed in such films as “Zero – An 
Investigation Into 9/11,” “9/11 Mysteries,” and “Painful Deceptions“. Like a sinking 
ship, the official version of 9/11 has rapidly descended into the gutter of fictitious 
fantasies. 
 See also  
http://www.angus-reid.com/polls/index.cfm/fuseaction/viewItem/itemID/13469   
The above link is no longer working. To view the history: 
http://web.archive.org/web/20070314230110/http://www.angus-
reid.com/polls/index.cfm/fuseaction/viewItem/itemID/13469 
 
I am firmly convinced of the notion that the Twin Towers and WTC-7 were 
demolished with explosives. The theory that the collapse of the towers and WTC-
7 was scientifically improbable without the use of explosives has been credibly 
established as a fact. This assertion is not argued merely by ‘conspiracy 
theorists’ sitting in their basements watching re-runs of the X-Files, but by 
thousands of professional architects and engineers who have put their careers 
and reputations on the line to get the truth out to the public about the controlled 
demolition of the three gigantic structures that fell to pieces before our very eyes 
in New York City on 9/11 
See also - http://www.ae911truth.org/en/evidence.html#Videos_by_AE911Truth 
 

If the Twin Towers and WTC-7 
were brought down with 
explosives, which all of the 
evidence seems to indicate, 
then the tall tale of nineteen 
suicidal Muslim hijackers must 
be a fabrication, indeed an 
invention, of the true authors of 
this terrorist conspiracy. I 
contend that the wrong people 
are still, to this day, falsely being 
blamed for an atrocity that they 
did not commit. Since 9/11, 
Many Asian and NON US have 
been vilified in much the same 
way that the Germans have 
been brutally bad-mouthed and 
abused in the press and 
Hollywood entertainment media 
following the events of World 
War II. 
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Now the only questions that remain are: Who did 9/11 and for what purpose? 
Who had the means, motive, and opportunity to carry out these acts and have it 
blamed on somebody else? Which group or organization had enough control 
over the American government and news media to have been able to 
successfully orchestrate this colossal hoax and initiate a massive cover-up of 
their foul deeds? Who had the money to finance this tremendously sophisticated 
operation? Who had the ability to infiltrate the Pentagon and disable U.S. air 
defenses to provide four hijacked passenger planes a clear path to make their 
way to their designated targets without getting shot down? Who had the 
capability to operate planes by remote control? Who had control of the U.S. 
justice system to make sure that the perpetrators of this act were not 
prosecuted? Who had the power to control the NYPD and the FBI to ensure that 
the true organizers of this attack were not investigated or prosecuted? Who had 
the power to allow hundreds of suspects escape to a foreign country? Who had 
the expertise and know-how in explosives to be able to bring down high-rise 
buildings that were specifically constructed to withstand fires and plane impacts? 
Who had the advanced computer knowledge to coordinate the attacks? Who was 
most familiar with and had political control over the city of New York where the 
attacks took place? Who had a network of spies operating in the United States 
that could facilitate the attacks? Who has a history of unprovoked attacks and 
false-flag provocations, some of which that have been directed against the 
United States? As any competent detective would ask, who stood to gain from 
the attacks — cui bono? Did Islamic religious fanatics really carry out the attacks 
of 9/11 as our media and governments tell us? Or could some other form of 
religious and/or political fanaticism stand behind these events? 
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Terrorism: A Jewish Tradition 
 

 
 
As an intensely tribalist ethno-religious group, Jews have, many times in the 
past, committed violent acts of terrorism and even genocide to further their 
political ambitions. When engaging in these monstrous criminal activities Jews 
have often cunningly cloaked themselves as members of other ethnic and 
religious groups. It is necessary to establish some historical precedents in order 
to demonstrate to the reader that Jews are indeed capable of heinous acts of 
terrorism and mass murder. In this section I will give a brief overview of some 
of the atrocities that Jews have inflicted upon the various nations and 
peoples of the world. To attain certain political ends, Jews have engineered a 
plethora of “false flag” attacks as a means of deceptively disguising their crimes 
as the work of others. I would first like to point out that the Jewish program of 
terror, deception and myth-making is outlined in The Protocols of the Learned 
Elders of Zion, which states: 
 
“It must be noted that men with bad instincts are more in number than the 
good, and therefore the best results in governing them are attained by 
violence and terrorization, and not by academic discussions. […] Our State, 
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marching along the path of peaceful conquest, has the right to replace the 
horrors of war by less noticeable and more satisfactory sentences of death, 
necessary to maintain the terror which tends to produce blind submission. 
Just but merciless severity is the greatest factor of strength in the State: 
not only for the sake of gain but also in the name of duty, for the sake of 
victory, we must keep to the program of violence and make-believe. … IT IS 
FROM US THAT THE ALL-ENGULFING TERROR PROCEEDS.” (Protocols of 
Zion 1:3; 1:23; 9:4) 
 
To elucidate the Jewish penchant for bloodlust, violence and terrorism, one 
merely has to consult the historical record. Here are a few examples: 
 
1) Author Juri Lina, in his book Under the Sign of the Scorpion (pp. 66-68), 
describes a few of the bloody and savage massacres committed by the Jews in 
ancient times: 
 

Ancient Jewry 
“The Greek historian Dio Cassius described in detail how the Jews in the eastern 
provinces of the Roman Empire, in the year 116 A.D., during a rebellion began to 
murder various races they lived among. Judaists killed both women and children, 
at times using terrible torture. The most infamous bloodbaths were committed in 
the city of Cyrene and the province Cyrenaica (in the eastern part of present-day 
Libya) and on Cyprus and above all in its capital Salamis. The Greek historian 
Eusebius confirmed this. Mass murders were also perpetrated in Mesopotamia 
and Palestine. In Cyrenaica alone, the Jews killed 220 000 Romans and Greeks. 
On in Cyprus, their victims were estimated at 240 000. The Roman Emperor 
Marcus Ulpius Traianus (53-117 A.D.) sent troops to stop the killing. It took Rome 
a year to rein in the bloodlust of the Jews. Dio Cassius tells us how the Jews 
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even ate their victims and smeared themselves with their blood. (William Douglas 
Morrison, “The Jews Under Roman Rule”, London and New York, 1890, pp. 191-
193.) The most brutal murders were committed in Egypt. Dio Cassius describes 
how the Jews even attacked the ships in which fear-stricken people tried to 
escape.“ 
 
2) During and just after World War I, the Young Turks — an organization 
comprised of crypto-Jews and Freemasons who had seized power in Ottoman 
Turkey — led and facilitated the butchery of nearly two million Armenian, Greek 
and Assyrian Christians in a brutal campaign of mass murder in the Ottoman 
Empire. This largely unknown attempted genocide is brought under a microscope 
in a book titled The Jewish Genocide of Armenian Christians by Christopher Jon 
Bjerknes. 
See - http://www.jewishracism.com/JewishGenocide.htm 
 
3) Jews — under the guise of Bolshevism — carried out the greatest campaign of 
mass murder in human history, laying waste to over 40,000,000 human beings in 
the Soviet Union from 1917 to 1991. Using gulag slave labor and death camps, 
man-made famines, mass executions by hanging or shooting, and other cruel, 
barbaric and torturous methods of mass murder, the Jewish communists 
slaughtered millions to satisfy their lust for gentile blood and quest for world 
power. The truly horrifying, tragic and depressing history of the communist 
destruction of Russia and its people is fully documented by the Estonian author 
Juri Lina in his wonderful book entitled “Under the Sign of the Scorpion“. Other 
books like “Behind Communism” by Frank L. Britton and “The Rulers of Russia” 
by Denis Fahey do the subject justice, revealing the Jewish origins and agenda 
of Communism and the Soviet experiment. 
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4) Jewish Zionists, in their perilous quest to exterminate anything that’s not 
Jewish from the soil of Palestine to establish a state of their own, have 
systematically carried out a genocidal policy of ethnic cleansing against the 
indigenous Arabs which, according to the official Al Nakba website, entailed the 
“mass deportation of a million Palestinians from their cities and villages, 
massacres of civilians, and the razing to the ground of hundreds of 
Palestinian villages.” In Palestine during the 1930s and 1940s, Zionist Jews 
mobilized murderous terror brigades such as the Irgun, Stern Gang, Haganah 
and Lehi, who committed scores of bombings and assassinations, ransacked 
entire villages, slaughtered women and children, and even attacked British 
Mandate forces in a carnivorous campaign to drive all non-Jews from the land of 
Palestine. The Israeli historian Ilan Pappe uncovers the full story of the Zionist 
rape of Palestine in his text “The Ethnic Cleansing of Palestine“. Ralph 
Schoenman also covers the issue of the grotesque injustice that has befallen the 
Palestinians in his book “The Hidden History of Zionism“. 
See - http://www.amazon.com/Ethnic-Cleansing-Palestine-Ilan-
Pappe/dp/1851684670  
See - http://www.marxists.de/middleast/schoenman/ 

5) On July 22, 1946, a 
group of Jewish terrorists 
from the Irgun — 
commanded and led by 
Menachem Begin who 
would later become the 
Prime Minister of Israel — 
disguised themselves as 
Arabs and bombed the King 
David Hotel in Jerusalem, 
which was serving as the 
headquarters for the British 
Military and Administrative 
Command at the time.  
  

 Mofo Jew Menachem Begin 
 
The Information Clearing House website provided this brief but potent synopsis 
of the attack:  
See also - http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article4667.htm  
 
“The King David Hotel explosion of July 22, 1946 (Palestine), which 
resulted in the deaths of 92 Britons, Arabs and Jews, and in the wounding 
of 58, was not just an act of “Jewish extremists,” but a premeditated 
massacre conducted by the Irgun in agreement with the highest Jewish 
political authorities in Palestine — the Jewish Agency and its head David-
Ben-Gurion. According to Yitshaq Ben-Ami, a Palestinian Jew who spent 30 
years in exile after the establishment of Israel investigating the crimes of 
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the “ruthless clique heading the internal Zionist movement,” the Irgun had 
conceived a plan for the King David attack early in 1946, but the green light 
was given only on July first. According to Dr. Sneh, the operation was 
personally approved by Ben-Gurion, from his self-exile in Europe. … The 
Jewish Agency’s motive was to destroy all evidence the British had 
gathered proving that the terrorist crime waves in Palestine were not 
merely the actions of “fringe” groups such as the Irgun and Stern Gang, 
but were committed in collusion with the Haganah and Palmach groups 
and under the direction of the highest political body of the Zionist 
establishment itself, namely the Jewish Agency.” 
 
The BBC produced and aired a documentary featuring a play-by-play re-
enactment of the King David Hotel bombing in which Izahk Zadok, a Jewish 
Irgunist who took part in the bombing, is showing the camera crew how he 
carried the bomb into the hotel hidden in a milk crate. Grinning at the camera, 
Zadok proudly confessed: “I wasn’t dressed as a civilian or a soldier. I was 
dressed as an Arab with a gilaba and a keffiyeh with that ring on your head like. . 
. Arafat.” (“Zionist Bombing In Jerusalem 1946,” YouTube) 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5gaMNApYKtU 
 
6) On 6 November, 1944, Lord Moyne, the British Minister resident in Egypt, was 
assassinated by members of the Jewish Stern Gang. On Sept. 17, 1948, Jewish 
terrorists of the Lehi group assassinated Swedish diplomat and nobleman Count 
Folke Bernadotte, the U.N.’s mediator in Palestine. 
 
7) In 1954, in what has been dubbed the “Lavon Affair,” a group of Egyptian Jews 
recruited by the Israeli AMAN (military intelligence) disguised themselves as 
Muslims and fire-bombed American and British installations in Egypt in a false-
flag attack. Wikipedia, a Jewish controlled outlet, admitted the following regarding 
the Lavon Affair: 
See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lavon_Affair 
“The Lavon Affair refers to a failed Israeli covert operation, code named 
Operation Susannah, conducted in Egypt in the Summer of 1954. As part of 
the false flag operation, a group of Egyptian Jews were recruited by Israeli 
military intelligence for plans to plant bombs inside Egyptian, American 
and British-owned targets. The attacks were to be blamed on the Muslim 
Brotherhood, Egyptian Communists, “unspecified malcontents” or “local 
nationalists” with the aim of creating a climate of sufficient violence and 
instability to induce the British government to retain its occupying troops 
in Egypt’s Suez Canal zone. … The operation became known as the Lavon 
Affair after the Israeli defense minister Pinhas Lavon, who was forced to 
resign because of the incident….” 
 
The Mid East Web internet site covers the Lavon Affair in great detail in an article 
entitled “The Lavon Affair — Israel and Terror in Egypt“. The article explained 
that, in 1954, the Israeli secret service set up a spy ring in Egypt, with the 
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purpose of blowing up US and British targets. The operation was code-named 
“Susannah.” The terrorist hits were to be blamed on the regime of Egyptian 
President Gamal Abdul Nasser, with the purpose of alienating the US and Britain 
from Egypt and Nasser and somehow preventing Egyptian nationalization of the 
Suez canal. The ring was discovered. […] The group was activated in July of 
1954. The first bombs were placed in post offices on July 15, followed by the 
USIA libraries in Cairo and Alexandria on July 14. On July 23, more bombs were 
exploded in two Cairo cinemas, in the railway terminal and central post office. 
The entire ring was soon rounded up, either because of information divulged 
under interrogation or because it had been betrayed. Ostensibly, they were 
caught when, by chance, incendiary bombs went off in the pocket of Phillip 
Nathanson while he was waiting in line outside the British owned Rio theater in 
Alexandria on July 23….” 
See - http://www.mideastweb.org/lavon.htm  
 
For five decades the arrogant, eternally deceitful Jews refused to admit 
responsibility for the attack, claiming it was just an “anti-Semitic conspiracy 
theory.” In 2005, however, the Israeli government not only admitted 
responsibility, but held a ceremony honoring the Jewish terrorists who took part 
in the operation with medals of appreciation for their “service” to the Jewish state! 
Reuters reported: 
 
Egypt is astonished at Israel’s tribute to nine Egyptian Jews recruited by the 
Jewish state to carry out “terrorist operations” in Cairo and Alexandria in the 
1950s, the foreign minister said. Israeli President Moshe Katsav last week 
honored the Egyptian Jews recruited by Israel as agents to ruin Cairo’s 
rapprochement with the United States and Britain by firebombing sites 
frequented by foreigners the cities. Israel hoped the attacks, which caused no 
casualties, would be blamed on local insurgents. But the young Zionist bombers 
were caught and confessed at public trials. Two were hanged and the rest served 
jail terms and immigrated to Israel….” (“Egypt questions Israel’s tribute to ‘spies’,” 
Ynet News, April 03, 2005.) 
See also - http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-3067467,00.html  

 
8) On June 8, 1967, while patrolling in 
international waters in the Eastern 
Mediterranean Sea, an American 
surveillance ship called the USS 
Liberty (AGTR-5) was heinously 
attacked by the air and naval forces of 
Israel. Using unmarked fighter jets and 
torpedo boats, the Israelis pummelled 
the Liberty with machine-gun fire, 
napalm, torpedoes and rockets for 
over an hour. To ensure that no 
American aboard the ship escaped 
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alive, the Israeli pilots fired on the life-rafts. The Israelis failed to sink the ship, as 
they had intended, but managed to cause a considerable amount of damage and 
harm. When the Israeli terror forces finally ceased attacking the vessel, 34 
American sailors were dead and 174 other crewmen were seriously wounded. 
The full story of what happened to the Liberty and its crew is described in a book 
by Liberty survivor James Ennes, Jr., called “Assault On The Liberty“. Writers 
Victor Thorn and Mark Glenn also delve into the subject in fine detail in their book 
“Ship Without a Country — Eyewitness Accounts of the USS Liberty Attack“. To 
cut through the Zionist spin about the event, people can go to GTR5.com, a 
website dedicated to telling the true story of the USS Liberty attack from the 
perspective of those who survived this deadly Israeli assault. 
See - http://www.gtr5.com/assault.htm 
See - http://www.gtr5.com/summary_of_events.htm 
See - http://www.texemarrs.com/Merchant2/merc ... rael_books 
 

9) Mossad defector Victor Ostrovsky reported in his 
book “By Way of Deception” (St. Martin’s Press, 1990) 
that Israel’s Mossad had foreknowledge of the 
bombing attacks on the U.S. and French marine 
barracks in Beirut, Lebanon in 1983 which killed 299 
American and French servicemen. He says that the 
Mossad deliberately withheld the information they had 
about plans to bomb the barracks from their American 
and French “allies,” thus allowing the attack to 
proceed. (Joe Sobran,”Did Israel Deliberately Allow 
241 American Marines to Die?”) 
See also - 
http://www.codoh.com/zionweb/zionsob241die.html 
 
 

Ostrovsky is most likely a deep-cover shill for Israel who tells partial truths in 
order to mask more grandiose deceptions and criminal actions on the part of his 
Israeli brethren. Mossad not only had foreknowledge of the Beirut barracks 
bombings, they most likely perpetrated the act. By reporting that Israel only had 
“foreknowledge” of these attacks Ostrovsky is trying to conceal a more sinister 
truth, which is that Israel planned and carried out the attack. An article titled “The 
Myth of the Suicide Bomber” (published on Rense.com) succinctly explicates the 
Zionist strategy of camouflaging their covert terrorist operations by inventing and 
perpetuating propaganda about “suicide bombings.” The author of the article 
opined: 
See also - http://www.rense.com/general67/suicc.htm 
 
“[Israel uses the suicide bomber myth as a cover] to attack those who think 
themselves to be allies, but are not, e.g. America, Spain, Britain.  
In 1983 Israel invaded and occupied Lebanon. The US and France had 
peacekeeping forces in place near the Beirut airport. The US had a naval 
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presence off the coast. Early one Sunday morning, simultaneously, both 
the French and American Marine barracks were bombed. The story was 
that a truck had come at high speed through a gate and exploded, killing 
hundreds of Marines. As the two bombings were simultaneous one 
wonders why so little is said about the French barracks especially if we are 
to think there were simultaneous “truck bombs”; it would have been a neat 
trick. 
 
Suicide was not mentioned in the original reports, in 1983, but in the 
twentieth anniversary reports the bombing of the US Marine barracks was 
said to have been done by a “suicide bomber”, and elsewhere the words 
“terrorist suicide bombing” were used. So by 2003 a simple bombing had 
become a suicide bombing. I think that change is significant.  
Using Professor Pape’s logic of suicide terrorism applied to the situation in 
Lebanon we should wonder why the occupying Israeli force was not 
targeted rather than the French and Americans who were on the periphery 
as peacekeepers. Just because a target is handy does not make it 
strategically worthwhile. If the planning was so tight that simultaneous 
truck bombs could hit these two marginal targets, why not use that 
expertise and tonnage to hit the one perfect target? 
 
The Israelis had prior knowledge of a truck being outfitted to carry a very 
large bomb but did not warn the Americans.(déjà vu) This was reported by 
Mossad operative, Victor Ostrovsky in his book By Way of Deception. The 
odd thing about this story is not that the Israelis neglected to warn the 
Americans, but that they could even imagine that the Americans would be 
the target rather than themselves. Why would they think that? The Israelis 
use the deception of admitting some knowledge as a way of deflecting 
suspicion away from themselves as perpetrators. In this case the 
admission of prior knowledge reveals more than disregard, it reveals an 
inconsistency that makes me believe they were the bombers. 
… If Israel did invent the suicide bomb [myth], why did they wait so long to 
use the tactic at home? The invention of a myth does not happen in a 
meeting of the Knesset, nor does it come out of the imagination of one 
person or a think tank. It is an organic process that is a mix of reality, 
fantasy, and purpose.  
A good example of this organic process is the example I gave earlier of the 
bombings in 1983 of the US and French military barracks at the Beirut 
airport. I believe it was Israel that carried out the attacks. The Israelis did 
not want the US and France to intermeddle in Israel’s attack on the 
Palestinians who had fled to Lebanon. The US and France were their allies, 
so an attack could not be seen to come from the Israelis. The bombing was 
done under the pretence that two truck bombs were detonated 
simultaneously as they ran into the barracks. Of course the trucks, if there 
were any, were demolished, and the drivers, if there were any, were blown 
up. The story of who did the bombing was in the hands of the Israelis who 
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fabricated the whole thing to cover themselves. So the Israelis had the 
purpose to make their meddlesome allies leave. The reality was the 
bombing, and the fantasy was the fabrication that hid the truth. Today this 
would be called a “suicide bombing” in 1983 it was not. You can see that it 
is only the characterization that has changed, not the action.“ 
 

10) In 1986 Israel’s Mossad, and its pro-Zionist 
allies in the CIA, orchestrated a deadly bomb 
attack at La Belle discothèque in West Berlin, 
Germany, an entertainment venue that was 
commonly frequented by U.S. soldiers 
stationed in the area. (“German TV exposes 
CIA, Mossad links to 1986 Berlin disco 
bombing,” Lebanon Wire, Aug. 27, 1998.) A 
bomb placed under a table near the disk 
jockey’s booth exploded at 1:45 am on April 5, 
1986, killing three people and injuring around 
230 others, including 79 American servicemen. 
U.S. President Ronald Reagan immediately 
blamed Libya for the terrorist bombing and ten 
days later dispatched U.S. war planes that 
dropped over sixty tons of bombs on the 
Libyan cities of Tripoli and Benghazi. They 

destroyed the home of Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi and killed at least 30 
civilians, including many children. Gaddafi himself, the main target of the air 
strike, was not hurt. 
See also - http://www.lebanonwire.com/1005/05102901WSWS.asp 
 
Just prior to the bombing in Germany, the Mossad planted a “Trojan” device in a 
Libyan apartment building in Tripoli. In his book “The Other Side of Deception,” 
Victor Ostrovsky explained that a Trojan is a special communication device that 
could be planted by naval commandos deep inside enemy territory. The device 
would act as a relay station for misleading transmissions made by the 
disinformation unit in the Mossad called LAP which was intended to be received 
by American and British listening stations. Using this device, the Mossad made it 
appear that the Libyan leadership was transmitting terrorist directives from Tripoli 
to their embassies worldwide. This treacherous Jewish ploy successfully induced 
the Americans to bomb Libya after the Mossad’s false-flag attack at the West 
Berlin disco in 1986. 
See also – http://www.whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/deception.html  
 
11) The first bombing of the World Trade Center occurred on February 26, 1993, 
when a truck bomb was detonated below the North Tower of the WTC in New 
York City, killing six people and injuring more than a thousand others. A group of 
Islamist dupes supposedly led by Ramzi Yousef and the so-called ‘blind sheik’ 
Omar Abdel-Rahman were blamed for the attack, but all of the evidence points to 
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an orchestrated false-flag event stage-managed by the Israeli Mossad as well as 
pro-Zionist elements in the American FBI. See: George Pumphrey, “Types of 
Terrorism and 9/11,” Global Research, June 19, 2003 / M. Amir Ali, “World Trade 
Center Bombing — Who Did It And Why?,” Ilaam, Feb. 26, 1993) 
See -  

http://www.globalresearch.ca/articles/PUM306A.html 
 
This terrorist attack was initiated by a female Mossad operative posing as an 
Islamic radical named Josie — or Guzie — Hadas. She had hired two Arabs, who 
were later arrested, Mohammed Salameh, a Palestinian, and Nidal Ayyad, and 
then framed them for the bombing of the WTC. Salameh was directed by Hadas 
to rent a transport van. The telephone number and apartment listed on the rental 
contract were those belonging to Hadas. After the bombing, investigators found 
incriminating bomb-making materials inside Hadas’ apartment but she had 
already disappeared, most likely back to Israel. It was revealed by investigative 
reporter Robert Friedman that Ahmad Ajaj, a Palestinian who was indicted as 
one of the “masterminds” of the 1993 WTC bombing, was a Mossad asset who 
was recruited in an Israeli prison. (Michael Collins Piper, “Mossad Link To 1st 
WTC Bombing Raises Eyebrows,” American Free Press, Sept. 16 2001.) The 
Zionist-controlled FBI was using an informant named Emad Ali Salem (a former 
Egyptian army officer) to recruit and provocateur Islamists to commit attacks on 
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the Lincoln and Holland tunnels, the WTC, the UN and other targets. Salem 
recorded all of the conversations he had with his FBI handlers which reveal that 
they deliberately allowed the attack on the WTC to take place, and prevented 
Salem from exchanging the real explosives with a harmless powder in what he 
thought would be a sting operation. (Ralph Blumenthal, “Tapes Depict Proposal 
to Thwart Bomb Used in Trade Center Blast,” New York Times, Oct. 28, 1993.) 
 
See - http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/mossad_wtc.html  
See - http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/wtcbomb.html 
 
Jewish writer Ralph Schoenman exposed the role of Mossad agent Guzie Hadas 
and FBI asset Emad Salem in organizing this false-flag attack and revealed that 
Israeli intelligence had prior and advanced knowledge of the bombing. The 
Israelis did not attempt to share the information they had with U.S. authorities, 
which could have prevented the attack, because the bombing was their 
handiwork all along. Schoenman writes: 
“Both the telephone number and the apartment were listed (on the rental 
agreement for the Ryder Truck alleged to have contained the explosives), and 
indeed, the apartment had been rented by “a woman identified as Josie Hadas” 
.Her name was flaunted, almost as a signal, “the latest name on the mailbox was 
Josie Hadas… who moved into the apartment before Christmas” (Los Angeles 
Times, March 7, 1993).  
It was during her occupancy of this apartment that the chemicals and bomb 
components were supposedly stored there. Salameh, moreover, was being 
“handled” by mysterious others whose relationship to the crucial evidence would 
become important. “The authorities say several associates of Mr. Salameh who 
may have been involved in the bombing have dropped out of sight. … One of the 
people being sought for questioning is an unidentified man who accompanied Mr. 
Salameh on two visits to the rental agency. Another is Josie Hadas, whose name 
was listed for a telephone at an apartment at 34 Kensington Avenue in Jersey 
City” (New York Times, March 8, 1993). The name placed on the rental 
agreement as a reference was Josie Hadas. […] 
 
ISRAELIS’ ADVANCE KNOWLEDGE  
Who then was the woman in whose name the telephone and apartment were 
listed and where the incriminating evidence was “found?” Josie or Guzie Hadas 
was not unknown. The International Herald Tribune (March 8, 1993) quoted FBI 
spokesman Joe Valiquette’s familiar response to their reporter’s query about the 
role of Hadas in the Israeli secret service, Mossad: “Even if it were true, we 
wouldn’t tell you anyway. 
 
The London Periodical Impact (march 12, 1993 and April 8, 1993) revealed, in an 
article titled “Who Bombed the World Trade Center,” that on February 26, the day 
the bomb exploded, an Israeli intelligence group sent an urgent communiqué 
over a telephone access computer network about the event. The communiqué 
was picked up when it was discovered accidentally on a confidential government 
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“information base” known in the Israeli intelligence community as “Matara,” an 
official source of classified data pertaining to intelligence and security matters. 
Either leaked or accessed by news sources, the communiqué states that Israeli 
Intelligence had advance knowledge of the timing and target of the World Trade 
Center bombing and that it would be attributed to “known activists from the 
Occupied Territories.” Three days after the bombing, “Anne,” an Israeli operative 
of the Shin Bet, Israel’s FBI, was cited by journalists in Israel “boasting of Israeli 
Intelligence capabilities.” She stated that Israel had advance knowledge of the 
bombing, confirming the communiqué disclosed on Matara. 
 
The next day, an Israeli Defense Force spokesperson responded to a direct 
question from a Jerusalem reporter concerning Israeli governmental involvement 
in the bombing of the world Trade Center. The Jerusalem journalist (whose name 
will be protected here) told Irfan Mirza, the author of the Impact articles, how he 
had confirmed that “Israeli intelligence knows more about the bombings than they 
are ever going to disclose at this time.” This author discussed the data with 
journalist Lorraine Mirza, who confirmed that Irfan Mirza’s investigation led to 
bomb threats which were taped. He has left London. On March 6, an article in the 
London Times confirmed that “Israeli intelligence has detailed information” about 
the World Trade Center bombing, adding that “the FBI has given no explanation 
as to why Israel has not come forward to the U.S. authorities with information.” 
Zafar Bangas, editor of Crescent International, an Ontario, Canada-based journal 
conversant in Islamic politics and one of the most widely read newspapers in the 
Muslim world, confirmed to this author that Guzie (Josie) Hadas was long-
established as a Mossad operative. She had penetrated Islamic circles in New 
York, as had another intelligence operative, Emad Ali Salem, a colonel in 
Egyptian intelligence.  
Bangas confirmed investigative work of Irfan Mirza concerning the role of Emad 
Ali Salem. It was he who rented the van in the name of Mohammad Salameh, 
purchased and disseminated chemical and bomb materials in various apartments 
and who tipped his employers, the FBI, as to his handiwork.  
The serial number released by the ATF after, supposedly, coming upon a metal 
fragment, nominally buried under five stories and tons of debris, came from 
“undercover operative, Emad Ali Salem” .Salameh had attempted to report the 
theft of the van rented in his name previous to the bombing of the World Trade 
Center. Despite the public impact of the explosion, Salameh, unaware of the 
significance of the van, showed up asking for the return of the deposit.” (Ralph 
Schoenman, “Who Bombed the U.S. World Trade Center? — 1993 Growing 
Evidence Points to Role of FBI Operative,” Prevailing Winds Magazine, Number 
3, 1993.) 
See also - http://takingaimradio.com/articles/wtc93.html 
 
In 1991, two years prior to the bombing, Israeli security officials inspected the 
garage of Zim American Israeli Shipping Co., which was located underneath the 
Twin Towers, and concluded that it was vulnerable to a car bomb. (“Early 
Warning,” Time Magazine, Mar. 22, 1993.) This suspiciously coincidental 
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‘inspection’ of the WTC’s basement shortly before it was bombed in 1993 is 
another significant indication of malevolent Israeli planning and orchestration of 
this false flag provocation. 
See also - http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,978029,00.html  
 

 
12) In 1994, on the day of the Jewish hate-festival of Purim, an orthodox Jew 
named Baruch Goldstein walked into a crowded mosque in Hebron, West Bank, 
with an automatic assault rifle, locked the door behind him and opened fire. As 
they were kneeling in prayer, Goldstein shot his victims in the back with his army 
assault rifle until he was finally subdued and killed by survivors. When the 
murderous rampage was finished, 29 Palestinian Muslims had succumbed to 
Goldstein’s bullets; 125 others were seriously wounded. Israeli soldiers — 
possibly possessing foreknowledge of the attack — quickly amassed outside the 
mosque and shot dead a number of Palestinians fleeing Goldstein’s onslaught. 
Rioting ensued shortly thereafter, and another 19 Palestinians were murdered by 
Israeli soldiers within 48 hours. (“Baruch Goldstein,” Wikipedia / “Cave of the 
Patriarchs Massacre,” Wikipedia) 
See - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cave_of_the_Patriarchs_massacre  
Astonishingly, the mass murderer Baruch Goldstein is hailed as a hero by many 
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Jews in Israel and abroad to this very day. (“Graveside Party Celebrates Hebron 
Massacre,” BBC News, Mar. 21, 2000.) Before Goldstein’s funeral procession 
commenced, well-known rabbis eulogized Goldstein and commended his 
murderous deed. Rabbi Dov Lior of Kiryat Arba stated, “since Goldstein did 
what he did in God’s own name, he is to be regarded as a Righteous Man,” 
asserting that Goldstein was “a martyr of God.” (Auerbach, Jerold S. Hebron 
Jews. 2009, p. 128) Rabbi Yisrael Ariel expressed similar sentiments, 
proclaiming: 
 
“The holy martyr, Baruch Goldstein, is from now on our intercessor in 
heaven. Goldstein did not act as an individual; he heard the cry of the land 
of Israel, which is being stolen from us day after day by the Muslims. He 
acted to relieve that cry of the land! The Jews will inherit the land not by 
any peace agreement but only by shedding blood!” (Israël Shahak, Norton 
Mezvinsky. Jewish Fundamentalism in Israel. Pluto Press, 1999, p. 102) 
See also - http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east/685792.stm 
 
Hundreds of rabid Jewish settlers were recorded on video celebrating and 
praising Goldstein’s massacre of Arabs. (“Goldstein’s Massacre At The Mosque,” 
Vimeo) One particular Jew, Leonard Goldberg, was asked to comment on the 
incident and said that Goldstein “did a tremendous deed, an act of self-
sacrifice to try to save the Jewish people.” . In the weeks following the 
massacre, thousands of Israelis traveled to Goldstein’s grave to venerate his 
devilish deed. Some Hasidim danced and sang around his grave. Other visitors 
kissed and hugged the gravestone, or even kissed the earth under which 
Goldstein was buried, declaring him a “saint” and “hero of Israel.” (“Hundreds 
Gather to Honor Hebron Killer,” New York Times, April 01, 1994.) 
See - http://vimeo.com/21178729 
See - http://www.nytimes.com/1994/04/01/world/hundreds-of-jews-gather-to-
honor-hebron-killer.html?pagewanted=1  
 

 
US Embassy Bombing Made by Mossad  
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13) The USA embassy bombings were a series of attacks that occurred on 
August 7, 1998, in which hundreds of people were killed, and thousands more 
wounded, in what is claimed to be simultaneous truck bomb explosions at the 
U.S. embassies in the East African capitals of Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, and 
Nairobi, Kenya. Officially, the U.S. government accused Osama bin Laden and 
Al-Qaeda of having directed and facilitated the attacks, but no solid proof has 
ever been offered to support this allegation. On the other hand, several 
interesting facts have come to light which strongly point to Israeli involvement in 
these vicious twin assaults. 
 
The Spotlight reported that weeks before the bombings the Israeli secret service 
had persuaded U.S. authorities to ignore intelligence reports that warned of an 
imminent attack against the embassies. As a result, there had been no follow-up 
precautions taken to protect the embassies from an attack. Thanks to the 
Mossad’s ill-boding “advice” to ignore raw intelligence that spoke of impending 
danger, hundreds of innocent people were murdered in two terrorist bombings. 
Here is a portion of The Spotlight’s interesting report: 
 
“‘We don’t know yet who was at the wheel of those car bombs; but we do 
know that the long fuse leading to these terrorist flare-ups was lit in Israel,’ 
asserted Capt. Aurelio dell Acqua, a retired Italian Carabinieri officer. 
Previously specializing in diplomatic security, he is now a loss prevention 
consultant for a group of European corporations on Wall Street.  
The Mossad, Israel’s secret service, literally set up the U.S. embassy in 
Nairobi, Kenya, for the August 7 truck bombing by persuading the CIA and 
the White House to disregard American intelligence reports. Those reports 
warned that a terrorist raid against this facility was imminent; it was 
learned as this issue of The SPOTLIGHT went to press.  
Four months worth of tips and alert signals that the Nairobi embassy was 
facing a potential disastrous explosives attack were sent to Washington 
last month by the U.S. ambassador in Kenya, Florence Bushnell, and by 
intelligence controllers of the U.S. Central Command. But nothing was 
done to protect this poorly shielded facility because, on the standard 
operating procedure inaugurated in the Reagan-era, the FBI had to turn to 
the Israelis for a definite evaluation of these early warnings.  
“Ignore them,” the Mossad reassured the U.S. government, “it’s just 
another false alarm.” This information, delivered to Washington just weeks 
before the monstrous explosion, was the key factor in persuading the U.S. 
to let its guard down, resulting in the loss of life of at least 250 victims 
including 11 Americans, angry Washington intelligence sources told The 
SPOTLIGHT.  
Interviewed in the immediate aftermath of the huge explosions that 
shattered the U.S. embassies in Nairobi, Kenya and Dar-es-Salaam, 
Tanzania, on August 7, causing horrendous devastation and tragic loss of 
life, dell Acqua was expressing conclusions widely shared by 
counterterrorist specialists, diplomatic sources and other expert 
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observers, an exclusive SPOTLIGHT survey has found.  
“At this point in time, Israel is the only country that can expect to benefit 
from such an atrocious act of political warfare,” commented a senior 
national security official from a leading Gulf nation, who asked not to be 
identified by name. ‘For the first time in history, the [Israeli] government 
finds itself embroiled in simultaneous hostilities with the White House, the 
CIA, the entire European community of nations and the Arab League as 
well as the Vatican – even with NASA, (the American space agency). It is 
desperately trying to get out of this quandary by staging a new regional 
crisis.‘” (Warren Hough, “Zionists Target Iran,” The Spotlight) 
See also - http://www.jewwatch.com/jew-worldconspiracies-mossad-
provocations.html  
 
Moreover, the U.S. embassy building in Dar es Salaam had once been an Israeli 
compound and the first soldiers to arrive at the site of the bombings to “control” 
and “handle” the crime scene were special units of the Israeli armed forces and 
high level agents of the Mossad. (“Rescue Gives Hope To Those Still Trapped,” 
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, Aug 10, 1998 / “Bombing Toll Rises As Rescue 
Effort In Nairobi Intensifies,” New York Times, Aug. 9, 1998 / Ralph Schoenman, 
“Resist US Aggression! Who are the Real Terrorists?”) Michael Ross, a 
Canadian traitor who joined Israel’s Mossad, serving the terrorist institution for 
nearly a decade, admitted on page 209 of his trashy book “The Volunteer: The 
Incredible True Story of an Israeli Spy on the Trail of International Terrorists” that 
officials of the Israeli Shin Bet were first on the scene in the aftermath of the U.S. 
embassy bombing in Nairobi and had taken a video of the devastating carnage. 
Other suspicious occurrences surrounding the bombings were noted by George 
Pumphrey: 
See also -
http://news.google.com/newspapers?id=P6caAAAAIBAJ&sjid=hS4EAAAAIBAJ&
pg=6628,8155852&dq=rescue+gives+hope+to+those+still+trapped&hl=en  
http://partners.nytimes.com/library/world/africa/080998africa-bombing.html  
http://tinyurl.com/79knw5q  
http://tinyurl.com/6q93c68  
 
“The US ambassador [symbol of US presence abroad] in Kenya was not on the 
premises at the time, and the ambassador to Tanzania had been absent for 
months. (“An Ordinary Day, Then Horror” Washington Post, Aug. 10, 1998) The 
building in Dar Es Salaam had once been an Israeli compound (diplomatic 
relations had been suspended after the 1973 war). The truck carrying the bomb 
had been the Embassy’s water truck used to deliver fresh water to embassy staff 
around town, and had been actually parked on the Embassy compound. (“149 
Confirmed Dead in Embassy Blasts” Washington Post Aug. 9, 1998) Neither the 
surveillance cameras in Dar Es Salaam nor in Nairobi were set to film. Who 
planted the bomb in the truck? Who shut down the cameras? Bin Laden? 
Hardly.” (“US Embassy Bombings In East Africa (1998),” Global Research, Dec. 
21, 2002.) 
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See - http://globalresearch.ca/articles/PUM212A.html 
This brief and compact list of terrorist atrocities and false-flags committed by 
Jews and their helpers is by no means complete, but it plainly demonstrates that 
Jews have historically lived up to the Mossad’s sick motto, “By Way of 
Deception Thou Shalt Do War.” All of these salient facts establish the grim 
historical reality of Jewish criminality, treachery, false-flag terrorism, mass 
murder and genocide, and vividly illustrates the widespread fanatical zealotry that 
is common amongst Jews. Taken together, these disastrous and horrific 
occurrences that have manifested as a result of Jewish extremist power is a 
warning sign to the world. Failing to recognize the significance of these historical 
facts would be a catastrophic mistake that will lead to even more dire 
consequences. 
 

 
 
Jewish extremists have routinely threatened to mass murder millions of people in 
order to get their way in the world. For example, the savage Jewish-Bolshevik 
leader Vladimir Lenin openly advocated using lies and deceit, terrorism, and the 
wholesale slaughter of entire populations, as a means to fulfill  the sinister aims 
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of Communism, which was the enforcement of international Jewish dominion 
over Gentiles. Lenin once stated that he didn’t care if 90 percent of the Russian 
people perished during his reign of terror so long as the surviving 10 percent 
would help him bring about a “world revolution.” (“Foreign News: The Trail of 
Lenin,” Time Magazine, Feb. 11, 1924.) In 1918, another Jewish communist 
leader named Grigory Zinoviev (born Radomyslsky) called for the annihilation of 
ten million Slavs to ensure the victory of Bolshevism in Russia, stating: 
See also - http://tinyurl.com/ygt8puo 
 
“To overcome our enemies we must have our own Socialist Militarism. We 
must win over to our side, 90 millions out of the 100 millions of population 
of Russia under the Soviets. As for the rest, we have nothing to say to 
them; they must be annihilated.” (Russia No. 1: A Collection of Reports on 
Bolshevism in Russia. Great Britain: Foreign Office, (1919), p. 99) 
 
In 1941 a twisted Jewish mofo from New Jersey, USA named Theodore Kaufman 
I have told about this mofo Jew in my previous articles also, penned and 
published a hate-filled text outlining a bloodcurdling plan for the complete 
extermination and extinction of Germany and its people. Writing in his genocidal 
book “Germany Must Perish!”, Kaufman called for a “final solution” of sterilization 
of all German gentiles as well as the territorial breakup of the German nation, 
stating: 
 

 
Mofo Jew Kaufman 
“A final solution… Thus we find that there is no middle course; no act of 
mediation, no compromise to be compounded, no political or economic sharing to 
be considered. There is, in fine, no other solution except one: That Germany 
must perish forever from this earth!” (Germany Must Perish! Newark, NJ: Argyle 
Press, 1941.) 
http://hailtosatansvictory666.angelfire.com/Germany_Must_Perish_1941.pdf  
 
In 1986, the chief chaplain (spiritual leader) of the Israeli army in the occupied 
territories took a page out of Kaufman’s book when he commanded Israeli 
soldiers to exterminate all Germans as “enemies of Israel.” This hate-crazed 
rabbi exhorted the Israeli army to slay all Germans, even though there are no 
German gentiles in occupied Palestine. Journalist Christopher Hitchens was a 
witness to this affair and wrote about it in an article for Slate Magazine: 
“I remember being in Israel in 1986 when the chief army “chaplain” in the 
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occupied territories, Rabbi Shmuel Derlich, issued his troops a 1,000-word 
pastoral letter enjoining them to apply the biblical commandment to 
exterminate the Amalekites as “the enemies of Israel.” Nobody has recently 
encountered any Amalekites, so the chief educational officer of the Israeli 
Defense Forces asked Rabbi Derlich whether he would care to define his 
terms and say whom he meant. Rather evasively—if rather alarmingly—the 
man of God replied, “Germans.” There are no Germans in Judaea and 
Samaria or, indeed, in the Old Testament, so the rabbi’s exhortation to slay 
all Germans as well as quite probably all Palestinians was referred to the 
Judge Advocate General’s Office. Forty military rabbis publicly came to 
Derlich’s support, and the rather spineless conclusion of the JAG was that 
he had committed no legal offense but should perhaps refrain in the future 
from making political statements on the army’s behalf.” (C. Hitchens, “An 
Army of Extremists: How some military rabbis are trying to radicalize Israeli 
soldiers,” Slate Magazine, Mar. 23, 2009.) 
 
See - 
http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/fighting_words/2009/03/an_army
_of_extremists.html  
 

 
 
Most recently, a lunatic asshole Jewish professor of military history at the 
Hebrew University in Jerusalem enunciated his diabolical desire to annihilate all 
opposition to the Zionist aim to ethnically cleanse all of Palestine of Arabs by 
unleashing Israel’s nuclear arsenal against the capitals of Europe. Martin Van 
Creveld wickedly announced: 
 
“We [Israel] possess several hundred atomic warheads and rockets and 
can launch them at targets in all directions, perhaps even at Rome. Most 
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European capitals are targets for our air force. Let me quote General Moshe 
Dayan: “Israel must be like a mad dog, too dangerous to bother.” I consider 
it all hopeless at this point. . . Our armed forces, however, are not the 
thirtieth strongest in the world, but rather the second or third. We have the 
capability to take the world down with us. And I can assure you that that 
will happen before Israel goes under.” (Hirst, David. The Gun and the Olive 
Branch: The Roots of Violence in the Middle East: With a New Foreword. 
London: Faber, 2003, p. 119) 
See - http://tinyurl.com/6qxzlsn 
 
If those of us who are not Jewish are not compliant with the insane global aims 
and ambitions of these villainous eternal foes of humanity, then we are as good 
as dead in their eyes. In fact, they are willing and able to wipe out the entire 
planet if need be, including themselves. No appeals to reason will sway them 
from their deathly course of action in this world. Believing they have a divine right 
to dominate and control the riches and resources of this planet, the Jewish 
supremacists are on a war path of total global chaos and destruction. As the 
outspoken world chess champion Bobby Fischer once said, the Jews are driving 
the world toward extinction. 
 
The controlled mass media has deliberately ignored and worked to whitewash, 
downplay and distract from every last one of the aforesaid historical crimes. The 
seemingly endless instances of bloody Jewish transgressions have been 
consistently hidden from the public. The persistent suppression of these facts is 
made possible by the same forces behind all of this monstrous malfeasance. 
They control our media, run the publishing industry, and dominate the academic 
arena of the Western world. After digesting this incredible information about the 
truly astronomical level of Jewish misconduct and the deceptive tactics that they 
have frequently utilized to conceal their crimes, does it still come as a surprise 
that Jews could be ruthless and cunning enough to murder nearly three thousand 
civilians on 9/11 and have it blamed on their enemies to further their globalist 
agenda? If they butchered tens of millions of innocent Russians and others 
under Bolshevism, if they called for and endeavoured to wipe out all 
Germans, do you honestly believe that they’d hesitate to kill three 
thousand Americans for Political Advantage 
 
Who Benefits? 
The foremost question that must always be asked following an event of huge 
historical importance is: “who benefits from this?” The answer to that question 
with regard to 9/11 emerged from the lips of the fanatical Zionist Jew who heads 
Israel’s militant Likud Party, Benjamin Netanyahu, the following day. The New 
York Times published an article on September 12th, 2001, with the revealing title, 
A DAY OF TERROR: THE ISRAELIS; Spilled Blood Seen as Bond That Draws 
Two Nations Closer, which reported: 
http://www.nytimes.com/2001/09/12/us/day-terror-israelis-spilled-blood-seen-
bond-that-draws-2-nations-closer.html  
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“Israelis took cold comfort in concluding that Americans now share more 
of their fears. … Israeli leaders, who chafed at American criticism of their 
measures against Palestinians, said the day’s attacks would awaken the 
United States to the threat of global terrorism.” 
 

 
 
The article further reported that when asked what the attack meant for U.S.-
Israeli relations, Netanyahu joyfully proclaimed: “It’s very good...Well it’s not 
good, but it will generate immediate sympathy [for Israel’s cause].” 
Netanyahu then predicted that the attack would “strengthen the bond 
between our two peoples, because we’ve experienced terror over so many 
decades, but the United States has now experienced a massive 
hemorrhaging of terror.” Years later, Netanyahu continued to boast mockingly 
about how beneficial the attacks were for Israel and its war against the 
Palestinians and the Arab world in general. Israel’s Haaretz newspaper quoted 
the cold-blooded Israeli leader as having sadistically said: “We [Israelis] are 
benefiting from one thing, and that is the attack on the Twin Towers and 
Pentagon, and the American struggle in Iraq… [The 9/11 attacks] swung 
American public opinion in our favor.” (“Report: Netanyahu Says 9/11 Terror 
Attacks Good for Israel,” Haaretz, April 16, 2008.) 
See - http://www.haaretz.com/news/report-netanyahu-says-9-11-terror-attacks-
good-for-israel-1.244044  
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Israel’s Prime Minister on 9/11 was the former Haganah terrorist, Ariel Sharon. 
Shortly after the attacks, the infamous war criminal and his terrorist colleagues in 
the Israeli military-intelligence establishment were overjoyed, concluding that the 
events of 9/11 were nothing less than a “Hanukkah miracle” of good fortune for 
Israel. Israeli journalist Aluf Benn described the jubilant reaction of Israel’s 
political and military leadership to 9/11, writing: 
 
“The Israeli political-security establishment is coming to the conclusion 
that the terror attacks on September 11 were a kind of “Hanukkah miracle” 
for Israel, coming just as Israel was under increasing international pressure 
because of the ongoing conflict with the Palestinians.  
Osama bin Laden’s September 11 attacks placed Israel firmly on the right 
side of the strategic map with the U.S., and put the Arab world at a 
disadvantage as it now faces its own difficult decisions about its future. 
That’s the impression left by the speeches given by Mossad chief Ephraim 
Halevy and National Security Council chairman Maj. Gen. Uzi Dayan, at this 
week’s Herzliya conference on national security.  
Dayan said yesterday that the global reality resulting from September 11 
gives Israel and the U.S. “the chance for victory over a common enemy.” 
Halevy spoke about “a world war different from all its predecessors” and 
about global agreement that “combined all the elements of Islamic terror 
into one clear and identifiable format,” creating ‘a genuine dilemma for 
every ruler and every state in our region. Each one must reach a moment of 
truth and decide how he will position himself in the campaign.'” (“Israel 
Strives to Import America’s War on Terror,” Haaretz, Dec. 18, 2001.) 
See - http://www.casi.org.uk/discuss/2001/msg01134.html 
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Open celebration of the mass murder of September 11th was commonplace 
among Israel’s leaders. This was even confirmed by a former high-ranking Israeli 
intelligence official. In an interview with the French daily Le Monde,Ami Ayalon 
the former chief of Israel’s internal security service Shabak, or Shin Bet, from 
1996-2000, informed us that “[s]ince September 11, our leaders have been 
euphoric. With no more international pressures on Israel, they think, the 
way is open.” (“An unconditional withdrawal from the territories is urgently 
needed,” Le Monde, Dec. 22, 2001.) Israel’s leading “academics” were also 
jumping for joy. Ehud Sprinzak, a prominent Israeli professor who specializes in 
the subject of terrorism, boastfully announced: 
“From the perspective of the Jews, it [9/11] is the most important public 
relations act ever committed in our favour.” (Alan Philips, “Lost Sympathy 
Worries Arafat,” The Telegraph, Sept. 13, 2001.) 
See also - http://electronicintifada.net/content/unconditional-withdrawal-
territories-urgently-needed/3937  
See also - 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/middleeast/palestinianauthority/1340
403/Lost-sympathy-worries-Arafat.html  
 

 Racist Rabbi  
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The picture here couldn’t really get any clearer: the Jewish supremacist elite 
benefited tremendously from the 9/11 attacks. 9/11 was an Israeli victory — this 
reality was articulated by Israel’s leaders with jubilant smiles on their faces. 
Revelling over the deaths of nearly three thousand innocents reveals that these 
hardened Jewish psychopaths are infected with a supremacist and inhuman 
mindset. Considering that Judaism teaches its adherents of the inferiority of non-
Jews (the Goyim), who are said to be worthless cattle whose only purpose on 
earth is to serve the Jews as slaves, it is hardly surprising to see Jewish 
supremacists celebrate murder and death when it benefits their agenda. 
(Christopher Jon Bjerknes, “According to the Jewish Kabalah, Talmud and Torah, 
Gentiles Are the Slaves of the Jews,” Jewish Racism Blogspot, Aug. 5, 2009.) 
Rabbi Ovadia Yosef, the spiritual leader of Israel’s third largest political party 
‘Shas,’ obnoxiously articulated this supremacist view in a sermon that he 
delivered in 2010, blurting out: 
 
“Goyim i.e. Non Jews were born only to serve us. Without that, they have 
no place in the world – only to serve the People of Israel. … In Israel, death 
has no dominion over them… With gentiles, it will be like any person – they 
need to die, but [God] will give them longevity. Why? Imagine that one’s 
donkey would die, they’d lose their money. This is his servant… That’s why 
he gets a long life, to work well for this Jew. …Why are gentiles needed? 
They will work, they will plough, they will reap. We will sit like an effendi 
and eat. That is why gentiles were created.” (“Yosef: Gentiles exist only to 
serve Jews,” The Jerusalem Post, Oct. 18, 2010.) 
See - http://www.jpost.com/JewishWorld/JewishNews/Article.aspx?id=191782  
 
Rabbi Yosef did not really say anything out of the ordinary. He was merely 
expressing the supremacist doctrines of his insidious religion — a set of 
abhorrent principles that all devoted religious Jews adhere to. (Christopher Jon 
Bjerknes, “The Universal Enslavement of the Non-Jew, Part 2: Jewish 
Supremacism in the Torah Proper,” Jewish Racism Blogspot, Dec. 6, 2008.) This 
kind of rhetoric is prevalent among World Jewry’s most revered rabbis and 
sages. Take, for instance, Rabbi Shneur Zalman of Liadi (1745-1812), the 
founder of the extremist Jewish sect “Chabad Lubavitch,” who said: “Gentile 
souls are of a completely different and inferior order. They are totally evil, 
with no redeeming qualities whatsoever… All Jews are innately good, all 
Gentiles are innately evil.” (Foxbrunner, A. Roman. Habad: the Hasidism of R. 
Shneur Zalman of Lyady. University of Alabama Press, 1992, p. 108) Rabbi Kook 
the Elder, a prominent and revered fundamentalist Jewish spiritual leader, 
proclaimed: “The difference between a Jewish soul and souls of non-Jews—
all of them in all different levels—is greater and deeper than the difference 
between a human soul and the souls of cattle.” (Shahak, Israel & Mezvinsky, 
Norman. Jewish Fundamentalism in Israel. London: Pluto Press, 1999, p. 176) 
See - http://jewishracism.blogspot.com/2008/12/universal-enslavement-of-non-
jew-jewish.html  
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The mass murder of non-Jews is enthusiastically celebrated by Jews every year 
in their ludicrous revenge holiday of Purim — a commemoration of the massacre 
of 75,000 Persians which the Jews organized several thousand years ago, 
according to the book of Esther in the Old Testament. During the Purim festival, 
Jews prepare triangular baked pockets and chopped meat which represent the 
ears and beaten flesh of Haman, the ancient Persian Prime Minister who had 
fallen victim to Jewish terrorism. All of this symbolizes Jewish revenge upon the 
perceived enemies of the Jews. See: David Duke’s videos “The Purim 
Celebration of Hate” and “Purim II Promoting Genocide”) It shouldn’t come as a 
surprise that Manis Friedman, a leading Chabad rabbi, flagrantly advocated the 
slaughter of non-Jews like cattle, including women and children. He coldly stated 
that “[t]he only way to fight a moral war is the Jewish way: Destroy their 
holy sites. Kill men, women and children (and cattle).” (“Chabad rabbi: Jews 
should kill Arab men, women and children during war,” Haaretz, June 9, 2009.) 
Another prominent rabbi in Israel, Yitzhak Shapira, published a book entitled The 
King’s Torah which has been described as “230 pages on the laws concerning 
the killing of non-Jews, a kind of guidebook for anyone who ponders the question 
of it and when it is permissible to take the life of a non-Jew.” In the book, Rabbi 
Yitzhak Shapira says: 
See - http://www.youtube.com/user/drdduke/videos?query=purim 
See - 
http://web.archive.org/web/20100606214558/http://www.haaretz.com/news/chab
ad-rabbi-jews-should-kill-arab-men-women-and-children-during-war-1.277616  
 

“Non-Jews are 
uncompassionate by nature,” 
and should be killed in order 
to, “curb their evil inclinations. 
…If we kill a gentile who has 
violated one of the seven 
commandments… there is 
nothing wrong with the murder. 
… There is justification for 
killing babies if it is clear that 
they will grow up to arm us, 
and in such a situation they 
may be harmed deliberately, 
and not only during combat 
with adults.” (Max Blumenthal, 
“How to Kill Goyim and 

Influence People: Israeli Rabbis Defend Book’s Shocking Religious 
Defense of Killing Non-Jews,” Alternet, Aug. 30, 2010.) 
See - http://www.alternet.org/world/148016/?page=entire 
 
Killing non-Jews is, of course, advocated in the Jewish Talmud which commands 
he slaying of “the best of the Gentiles.” (Michael Hoffman, “The Truth about 
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the Talmud,” Revisionist History) The aforementioned rabbi, Ovadia Yosef, 
publicly announced his blood thirsty dreams of genocide when he called for the 
annihilation of all Arabs, stating that “[i]t is forbidden to be merciful to them. 
You must send missiles to them and annihilate them… The Lord shall 
return the Arabs’ deeds on their own heads, waste their seed and 
exterminate them, devastate them and vanish them from this world!” 
(“Rabbi Calls for Annihilation of Arabs,” BBC News, April 10, 2001.) Another 
raging racist rabbi, Yaacov Perrin, once said, “One million Arabs are not worth a 
Jewish fingernail.” (NY Daily News, Feb. 28, 1994, p.6) 
See - http://www.revisionisthistory.org/talmudtruth.html 
See - http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east/1270038.stm 
 
These disturbing Jewish quotes will be shocking to many reading this considering 
that they are never, ever publicized by the Jewish-occupied media of the West. It 
is very necessary to shine a light on the demented things these Jewish 
supremacists have said openly in order to delineate the ruthless mindset and 
ethnic supremacy of many Jews, most especially Jewish leaders, who care 
nothing for innocent human life if it is non-Jewish. This all goes to show that an 
attack on the USA (blamed on Arabs) was very much welcomed and desired by 
many powerful Jews in Israel and America, as it served to benefit and advance 
their pernicious agenda of war and destruction exponentially. 
 
Media Manipulation: Zionist Jews Pointing Fingers on 9/11 

As Andreas von Bulow pointed 
out, the primary motivation of the 
perpetrators of false-flag attacks is 
to bomb or assassinate for the 
express purpose of molding public 
opinion against their enemy. This 
is one method for terrorists to elicit 
public support for their political 
objectives. Thus a large part of the 
operation, besides the actual 
attack, is focused on shaping the 
media broadcasts to immediately 
disseminate the prescripted 
narrative that has been designed 
to turn the public against the 

enemies of those actually committing the atrocity. Recall Netanyahu’s serpentine 
pronouncement that 9/11 “swung American public opinion in [Israel’s] 
favor,” as well as the callous remarks of Ehud Sprinzak that 9/11 from the 
perspective of the Jews “was the most important public relations act ever 
committed in our favor.” 
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Mofo Jews Run Hollywood 
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Accomplishing this task undoubtedly required an absolute death-grip on 
America’s media, both television and print. Only one group on earth wields the 
kind of influence over the American mass media that was essential to achieve 
this propaganda feat: the Jews. To illustrate the reality of Jewish media control in 
America, all one has to do is quote what Jews themselves have said about it. For 
example, a Jewish journalist named Joel Stein wrote an article entitled “How 
Jewish is Hollywood?” (Los Angeles Times, Dec. 19, 2008) in which he 
arrogantly boasts about Jewish domination of Hollywood and the news media, 
stating: 
See also - http://www.latimes.com/news/opinion/commentary/la-oe-stein19-
2008dec19,0,4676183.column  
 
“I have never been so upset by a poll in my life. Only 22% of Americans 
now believe “the movie and television industries are pretty much run by 
Jews,” down from nearly 50% in 1964. … It just shows how dumb America 
has gotten. Jews totally run Hollywood.  
… How deeply Jewish is Hollywood? When the studio chiefs took out a full-
page ad in the Los Angeles Times a few weeks ago to demand that the 
Screen Actors Guild settle its contract, the open letter was signed by: News 
Corp. President Peter Chernin (Jewish), Paramount Pictures Chairman 
Brad Grey (Jewish), Walt Disney Co. Chief Executive Robert Iger (Jewish), 
Sony Pictures Chairman Michael Lynton (surprise, Dutch Jew), Warner 
Bros. Chairman Barry Meyer (Jewish), CBS Corp. Chief Executive Leslie 
Moonves (so Jewish his great uncle was the first prime minister of Israel), 
MGM Chairman Harry Sloan (Jewish) and NBC Universal Chief Executive 
Jeff Zucker (mega-Jewish). If either of the Weinstein brothers had signed, 
this group would have not only the power to shut down all film production 
but to form a minyan with enough Fiji water on hand to fill a mikvah. 
The Jews are so dominant; I had to scour the trades to come up with six 
Gentiles in high positions at entertainment companies. When I called them 
to talk about their incredible advancement, five of them refused to talk to 
me, apparently out of fear of insulting Jews. The sixth, AMC President 
Charlie Collier, turned out to be Jewish.  
As a proud Jew, I want America to know about our accomplishment. Yes, 
we control Hollywood. … I don’t care if Americans think we’re running the 
news media, Hollywood, Wall Street or the government. I just care that we 
get to keep running them.” 
 
Ben Stein, a famous Jewish TV personality, is rather proud that Hollywood is run 
lock, stock and barrel by his tribe. When the legendary actor Marlon Brando 
appeared on Larry King Live and said that “Hollywood is run by Jews, it’s 
owned by Jews,” Stein penned an article in response with the condescending title 
of “Do Jews Run Hollywood? You Bet They Do — And What of It?,” confirming 
Brando’s assertion that Jews reign supreme in the entertainment business. The 
famed Hollywood movie director of Jewish extraction, Oliver Stone, himself said 
that Jews dominate the media and Hollywood in the U.S. (“Oliver Stone: Jewish 
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control of the media is preventing free Holocaust debate,” Haaretz, July 27, 
2010.) Stone was certainly in a position to know this to be true as one of 
Hollywood’s biggest directors, which makes his comments rather incontestable. 
He was consequently pressured to apologize and retract his truthful remarks 
fearing that the Jews who run the media and Hollywood would destroy his career. 
A chauvinistic Jewish writer named Elad Nehorai recently authored a remarkably 
frank article for the Times of Israel (July 1, 2012) with the rather blunt title of 
“Jews DO Control The Media“. In a fit of overcharged braggadocio, Nehorai 
gloats about Jewish control of the media, Hollywood, and the American 
government in a program akin to the “Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion,” 
and openly expressed his supremacist attitude that the Jews are a superior 
people who have a divine right to lead the world in a direction of their choosing. 
See also - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AJMxJWr-MQk 
See also - http://radioislam.org/medias/hollywood/hollyjew2.htm 
See also - http://www.haaretz.com/jewish-world/oliver-stone-jewish-control-of-
the-media-is-preventing-free-holocaust-debate-1.304108 
See also - 
http://radioislam.org/islam/english/jewishp/media/jews_do_control_media.htm  
 
Now, you might be thinking that Hollywood and the news media are two distinctly 
different things. The sad reality is that there is not much of a difference between 
the two industries seeing as our ‘news’ is shaped by cunning propagandists who 
value political expediency far above historical truth. Much of what is presented as 
‘factual news’ is actually purely contrived fiction and fantasy fashioned around a 
political or economic agenda. John Swinton, an American journalist from the 
1800s, harshly criticized the thoroughly corrupted nature of his profession stating 
that, 
“There is no such thing as an independent press. I am paid weekly for 
keeping my honest opinions out of the paper I am connected with. … The 
business of the journalist is to destroy the truth, to lie outright, to pervert, 
to vilify, to fawn at the feet of mammon, and to sell the country for his daily 
bread. We are the tools and vassals of the rich men behind the scenes. We 
are the jumping jacks, they pull the strings and we dance. Our talents, our 
possibilities and our lives are all the property of other men. We are 
intellectual prostitutes.” (Richard O. Boyer and Herbert M. Morais. Labor’s 
Untold Story. United Electrical, Radio & Machine Workers of America, NY, 
1955/1979.) 
See also - http://rense.com/general20/yes.htm 
 
Regardless of the slight difference between Hollywood and news industry, Jews 
most certainly own and control the news media too! Brother Nathanael Kapner, a 
former Jew who became an outspoken activist against Organized Jewry, aptly 
documented that Jews run much of the American mass media on his website 
Real Jew News. In his April 11, 2010, article “Who Owns The Media?“, Brother 
Nathanael made note of the small army of Zionist Jews sitting atop America’s 
major media companies. Some of these Jewish media barons include: 
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“… Jeff Zucker, a Jew, was appointed the CEO of NBC Universal, of which, 
Comcast is now in charge. The owner of Comcast is the Jew, Brian 
Roberts, whose supporting staff includes a host of Jewish media 
functionaries. The Executives of NBC Universal, now a division of 
Comcast, is also, like its parent company, predominated by a cadre of 
Jews.  
… Sumner Redstone — a Jew, born Murray Rothstein — took controlling 
interest in Westinghouse Broadcasting’s CBC television.. The merger 
between Redstone’s Viacom and Westinghouse Broadcasting’s CBS network 
installed a new Board of Directors at CBS, mostly Jews, with Redstone as 
Chairman. Redstone, probably the richest man in America, is currently the 
Chairman of both CBS Corporation and Viacom. 
Rounding out the list of Jewish media moguls, we find Jews in HIGH propaganda 
places, such as: ABC, CNN, Newsweek, Time, Washington Post, NY Times, Wall 
Street Journal, and US News & World Report. 
ABC is owned by the Walt Disney Company, with the Jew, Robert Iger, 
installed as President. Sidney Bass, a Jew, along with his brothers, are the 
largest shareholders of The Walt Disney Company. CNN is a holding of 
Time-Warner, of which, the Jewish Bronfman family has controlling 
interest. Time Magazine is also owned by Bronfmans’ Time Warner 
Corporation. Newsweek and the Washington Post are owned by the Eugene 
Isaac Meyer “Graham” family. … Rupert Murdoch, a full-fledged Zionist, 
whose origins are Jewish, is the owner of News Corporation, whose holdings 
include the Fox News Channel and the Wall Street Journal. 
The New York Times is owned by the powerful Jewish Sulzberger family, 
the major influence behind Columbia University. Arthur Sulzberger Jr. is the 
current Chairman of the newspaper. US News & World Report is owned by the 
real estate mogul, Mortimer Zuckerman….” 
See also - http://www.realzionistnews.com 
See also - http://www.realzionistnews.com/?p=493  

 
In another article 
detailing the 
Jewish 
ownership of the 
news media, 
Brother 
Nathanael 
informs us that 
in addition to 
national news 
outlets, Jews 
have completely 
taken over most 
of the ‘local’ 
newspapers of 
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America! Writing in “Newhouse Family: A Zionist Media Empire” (Real Jew News, 
June 19, 2008), Kapner observed that, “Jews have taken over the “local 
newspaper” in America. One might think that because of the large number 
of local newspapers across America a safeguard against Jewish control 
would be in place. However most “local newspapers” are owned by 
companies controlled by Jews whose offices are hundreds of miles away. 
The Newhouse Empire of the Jewish brothers Samuel, Donald, & Theodore 
Neuhaus (surname changed to Newhouse) illustrates the insatiable 
appetite that Zionists have for opinion control. Today the Newhouse 
Empire, under the parent corporation of Advance Publications, (owned by 
descendents of Samuel & Donald Newhouse), owns 40 “local newspapers” 
across the USA. These include the Newark Star Ledger, the Cleveland Plain 
Dealer, & the Portland Oregonian.” 
See also - http://www.realjewnews.com/?p=223 
 
Author Texe Marrs writing in his exposé of Jewish media influence entitled “Do 
the Jews Own Hollywood and the Media?” noted: 
See also - http://www.texemarrs.com/jews_own_hollywood.htm 
 
“And who, pray tell, is the current owner of the Tribune Company [which 
owns 23 television stations, a baseball team, and many major newspapers, 
including the Chicago Tribune and the Los Angeles Times]? Why, that 
would be Jewish billionaire Sam Zell. Zell is a major donor to Israeli, Zionist 
and Jewish causes. His own rabbi proudly reports that Zell is ‘a committed 
Zionist, a generous supporter of Israel, and a member in good standing of 
the synagogue.'” 
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It is vital to highlight who owns the media because the media played an important 
role in the function of propagating the official 9/11 script to an extremely dumbed-
down and credulous American public. Undeniably, Jews own and control 
America’s media — both television and print — essentially forming a pervasive 
media monopoly in the most powerful nation on earth. This explains why the 
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media is so slanted in favor of the Jews and Israel, and so brutally biased against 
the historical and present-day adversaries of the Jews. Through this death-grip 
on the press and television news industry, Jews promulgated a series of lies, 
distortions and deceptive falsehoods that were intended to mislead the American 
people — and the people of the world for that matter — about the true nature of 
the events of 9/11 and the actual culprits behind them. Within the mainstream 
media broadcasts on the very day and evening of the September 11 attacks, we 
find plenty of substantial clues that are strongly suggestive as to who the true 
authors of this deadly terrorist crime really were. The former Pakistani spy chief 
Hamid Gul eloquently explained that, 
 
“Within 10 minutes of the second twin tower being hit in the World Trade 
Center CNN said Osama bin Laden had done it. That was a planned piece of 
disinformation by the real perpetrators. It created an instant mindset and 
put public opinion into a trance, which prevented even intelligent people 
from thinking for themselves.” (United Press International, Sept. 26, 2001.) 
See - http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2010/jul/28/deborchgrave-sept-
2001-interview-hameed-gul/  
(Hey Folks, this mofo Hamid Gul retd ISI agent, Indeed is ANTI India but yes 
yells honest shit about mofo Jews. They are 2 backstabber against each 
other kind of lolz) 
 

 
 
On 9/11, in what was assuredly a prescripted propaganda campaign designed to 
hypnotize and mesmerize the American people, mainstream media talking heads 
across all the major networks were — in unison — chanting the name “Osama 
bin Laden” over and over and over again. The time-tested technique of repetition 
was utilized expertly by the Jewish media to reduce the masses of America into a 
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trance-like state of abject gullibility. Soon enough, the sleeping masses of 
America would be repeating — like parrots — the name of “Osama bin Laden” 
and “Al-Qaeda”. Within a few days of 9/11 the media whipped up such a lunatic 
frenzy with their relentless propaganda onslaught against Bin Laden that a 
majority of Americans were already hungrily demanding that revenge be exacted 
upon the entire Muslim world.  
When somebody is frivolously pointing their finger at others, loudly and 
aggressively making accusations and casting blame in every direction other than 
his/her own, it is usually because that person is guilty of something and is trying 
to project his/her own guilt onto someone else. This is precisely what Jews did on 
9/11 and what they have always done in the past. Thus, it should come as no 
surprise to the reader that the first individual to point the finger at Osama bin 
Laden and Al-Qaeda as the parties responsible for what happened on 9/11 was 
none other than Ehud Barak, a prominent member of Israel’s government and 
military establishment since the very early days of the Zionist state. 

 
On the 
morning of the 
September 11 
attacks, very 
shortly after 
the Twin 
Towers had 
collapsed, 
Barak 
appeared in 
person at the 
BBC’s London 
studio where 
he proceeded 
to present a 
narrative to the 
public. The 

core message of this Israeli war criminal was that Osama bin Laden is 
responsible for the attacks and that a “global war on terror,” led by the United 
States, must be launched in response to it. Specifically, Barak said: 
 
“The world will not be the same from today on, it’s an attack against our whole 
civilization…. if it is the kind of Bin Laden organization, even if it’s something 
else, I believe that this is the time to deploy a globally concerted effort led by 
the United States, UK, Europe and Russia, against all sources of terror. … 
 
It’s going to be a tough struggle. There will be many tough and painful moments 
along the way, but I believe that if we will coordinate diplomatic, operational, 
intelligence and economic activities that will not let them land at any airport and 
will isolate automatically any nation that is ready to host terror or support them. 
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And by doing this consistently along six or ten years we will reduce automatically 
this challenge to our whole way of life… We have no way but to stand firm facing 
terror otherwise all our way of life will be threatened. … And to stand firm means 
to isolate from the world every nation that is hosting them and calling every terror 
thug with the accurate name and be ready with all the pain that comes with it, to 
act upon our observations. … It’s time for action, facing such as attack we cannot 
but act and these terror thugs and rogue leaders are highly skilful in identifying 
the slightest cracks in the power of will in the leaders of the free world. … It’s a 
time to launch an operational, complete war against terror even if it takes certain 
pains from the routine activities of our normal society. … I believe that the world 
intelligence community in a concerted effort can identify within few months the 
sources of this terror. It can identify the places where they are deployed on earth. 
Every such a place within certain country. The, ehh, Bin Laden sits in 
Afghanistan… [We should act pre-emptively against] five states, they are 
Iran, Iraq, Libya, North Korea… these kind of states should be treated as 
rogue states.” (“A chief architect of 9-11, Ehud Barak, interviewed on BBC an 
hour after attacks,” YouTube) 
See 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=GAueLjdKh1s  
   
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Nine eleven, Israeli PM Sharon War on Terror CNN A big Lolz  
Immediately assigning blame to your enemy is a tell-tale sign of a false-flag in 
action. Look and behold, later in the day another Israeli war criminal would 
duplicate Barak’s finger pointing initiative. Israel’s Prime Minister Ariel Sharon, 
who described 9/11 as a “Hanukkah miracle” for his rogue nation, held a press 
conference on 9/11 in which he too blamed Islamists for the assault and called 
for an “international war on terror,” stating: 
“The war against terror is an international war. A war of a coalition of the 
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free world against all of the terror groups…This is a war between the good 
and the bad, between humanity and those who are bloodthirsty. The 
criminal attack today on innocent civilians in the United States, is a turning 
point in war against international terror. Even if the war against terror is 
long and even if the terror will try to raise its head again there won’t be any 
room in the world in which terrorists, their assistants and those who send 
them to be able to find a shelter or a refuge… The fight against terror is an 
international struggle of the free world against the forces of darkness who 
seek to destroy our liberty and our way of life. I believe that together we 
can defeat these forces of evil…” (“9/11 Ariel Sharon “Turning Point on 
Terror” Press Conference 5:00 pm,” YouTube) 
See also - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJT5ON9jfXs 
 
On 9/11, the BBC aired an evening program called Newsnight which featured as 
commentators Ehud Barak in studio and Jewish neo-con kingpin Richard Perle 
on the phone. During the broadcast Barak and Perle unleashed a carefully 
choreographed Zionist propaganda blitz, brazenly outlining their Jewish 
war agenda by forcefully advocating American military strikes against Iraq, 
Iran, Syria, Libya, Afghanistan, Hezbollah and Hamas — coincidentally all 
of whom are enemies of Israel and World Zionism! These Zionist ideologues 
made it a point to stress that the “states that sponsor terrorism” must be dealt 
with by brute force. See: “BBC – Zionists pointing fingers on 911,” YouTube) The 
two greatest state-sponsors of terror, Israel and the United States, were 
strangely absent from their bogus list of nations that supposedly “sponsor 
terrorism.” On September 12, 2001, The Jerusalem Post quoted Israeli Likud 
zealot Benjamin Netanyahu as stating that the Palestinian Authority should 
be considered an “enemy” — not only of Israel but the entire world! 
Netanyahu also added that the so-called ‘international community’ (i.e., nations 
who serve Jewish interests) should join forces with Israel to wipe out all groups 
and nations in the Middle East that Netanyahu has deemed an “enemy.” 
(“Netanyahu: Designate PA ‘enemy’,” The Jerusalem Post, Sept. 12, 2001.) 
Netanyahu firmly believes that the Jews are destined to rule the world, and thus 
in enemy of the Jews is an enemy of the world in his twisted Talmudic mind. A 
video from 1990 features Netanyahu meeting and speaking with Menachem 
Mendel Schneerson, the revered Jewish supremacist “Lubavitcher Rebbe,” who 
pleads with Netanyahu to hasten the coming of the Jewish “King Messiah.” 
(“Benjamin Netanyahu Ordered to Hasten Jewish Messiah’s Coming,” YouTube) 
Netanyahu agreed to Schneerson’s delusional demands, and plans to do this by 
creating cataclysmic events like 9/11 and blaming them on the enemies of Jewry. 
See also - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zFxcX5XrT2E 
See also - http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/jpost2.html 
See also - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rFr4C2BPLeM 
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In another media broadcast on the morning of 9/11, a truly mind-boggling 
exchange took place between a Zionist Jew named Jerome Hauer and CBS’s 
Dan Rather. The Orwellian implications of Hauer’s statements are difficult to 
describe in words, but for the sake of brevity let’s just call this interview “self-
incriminating” to say the least. The conversation went as follows: 
 
Dan Rather: Based on what you know, and I recognize we’re dealing with so few 
facts, is it possible that just a plane crash could have collapsed these buildings, 
or would it have required the, sort of, prior positioning of other explosives in the, 
uh, in the buildings? I mean, what do you think?  
 
Jerome Hauer: No, I, uh, my sense is just the velocity of the plane and the fact 
that you have a plane filled with fuel hitting that building, uh, that burned, uh, the 
velocity of that plane, uh, certainly, uh, uh, had an impact on the structure itself, 
and then the fact that it burned and you had that intense heat, uh, probably 
weakened the structure as well, uh, and I think it, uh, was, uh, simply the, uh, the 
planes hitting the buildings…causing the collapse.  
 
Dan Rather: What perspective can you give us? I mean, there have been these 
repeated reports that, well, yes, Osama Bin Laden, but some think he’s been 
over-emphasized as, as responsible for these kinds of events. I know many 
intelligence, uh, people at very high levels who say, listen, you can’t have these 
kinds of attacks without having some state, Iraq, Iran, Libya, Syria, somebody 
involved. Put that into perspective for us.  
 
Jerome Hauer: Yeah, well I’m not sure I agree that, umm, this is necessarily 
state-sponsored. Umm, it, as I mentioned earlier, certainly has, umm, the, uh, 
fingerprints of somebody like Bin Laden. 
See - http://winterpatriot.blogspot.com/2007/02/meet-jerome-hauer-911-suspect-
awaiting.html  
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See - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7GDa-L4hHHo 
As the reader has just witnessed, this man, Jerome Hauer, went on national 
television trying to convince Dan Rather, and the rest of us, that the intense heat 
from the jet-fuel fires and the impact of the planes had magically caused the free-
fall collapses of the towers — forcefully ruling out the possibility of explosives. 
Moreover, he asserted without any evidence whatsoever that the attack had the 
“fingerprints of somebody like Bin Laden.” Hauer promulgated what would 
become the entire official cover story of 9/11 on the day that it happened! 
Perhaps he knew all of this because he penned the official script himself with his 
Zionist colleagues Barak, Sharon and Perle? After observing these Orwellian 
pronouncements one after the other, their significance cannot escape an 
intelligent person. These four Jewish criminal personalities laid bare on national 
television the entire Zionist agenda for war and destruction in the Middle East. 
Callously calling for a “war on terror” and the decimation of the Islamic world, this 
team of Israeli imperialists got ahead of themselves, giving away their malignant 
intent to manipulate and deceive. As these revealing quotations illustrate with 
such overt clarity, the sordid Zionist snakes who uttered these heinous words 
and phrases are the originators and progenitors of the colossal scam known to 
the world as the “war on terror,” not George W. Bush or Dick Cheney, who 
merely served as window dressing for the Jewish crime network running the 
show from behind the curtain. 
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However, neither Ehud Barak nor Ariel Sharon was the first to employ the term 
“war on terror.” That Orwellian phrase was originally coined in the 1980s by their 
partner in crime Benjamin Netanyahu — the leader of Israel’s ruling Likud Party, 
which is literally the birth child of the infamous 1940s Jewish terror gang known 
as the Irgun. In 1987, Netanyahu published a book titled “Terrorism: How the 
West Can Win” containing a number of essays and transcribed speeches from 
like-minded Jewish-Zionist gangsters which outlined a political blueprint for a 
global campaign — led by the “Western democracies” — of relentless pre-
emptive warfare against anyone that the Jews label as “terrorists.” A “terrorist” is 
Zionist code-speak for non-Jews who resist Jewish terrorism, Zionist supremacy 
and the “Greater Israel” project. If you resist the Jewish theft of your land, you’re 
a “terrorist.” If you resist the Jewish slaughter of your people, you’re a “terrorist.” 
If you resist the Jewish takeover of your country, you’re a “terrorist.” If you resist 
the Jewish control of your media, government and banking system, you’re a 
“terrorist.” If you resist total Jewish supremacy, you’re a “terrorist.” This is what 
occurs when we let Jews define terms for us. The sadistic Jewish policy of 
physically exterminating their enemies in the Middle East, under the flaccid 
veneer of “fighting terrorism,” became the USA’s official foreign policy after 9/11, 
as the attack was intended to accomplish. 
 

 
 

This coalition of Jewish-Zionist psychopaths, conspicuously eager to place blame 
on Osama bin Laden and Al-Qaeda, were exposed for the loathsome liars and 
dreadful deceivers that they are by bin Laden himself! In an interview with the 
Pakistani daily Ummat, published in Karachi on September 28, 2001, bin Laden 
categorically denied having anything to do with the 9/11 attacks. He went on to 
allege that elements within Israel, American Jewry and their pro-Zionist helpers in 
the U.S. “shadow government” were the true culprits, and intimated that the Jews 
rule America using it as a proxy force to make slaves out of nations that are not 
subservient to Zionism and the Jewish financial elite. Here are a few excerpts 
from the interview: 
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Ummat: You have been accused of involvement in the attacks in New York and 
Washington. What do you want to say about this? If you are not involved, who 
might be?  
 
Osama bin Laden: … I have already said that I am not involved in the 11 
September attacks in the United States. As a Muslim, I try my best to avoid 
telling a lie. I had no knowledge of these attacks, nor do I consider the killing of 
innocent women, children, and other humans as an appreciable act. Islam strictly 
forbids causing harm to innocent women, children, and other people.  
 
… Such a practice is forbidden ever in the course of a battle. It is the United 
States, which is perpetrating every maltreatment on women, children, and 
common people of other faiths, particularly the followers of Islam. All that is going 
on in Palestine for the last 11 months is sufficient to call the wrath of God upon 
the United States and Israel. 
 
....The United States should try to trace the perpetrators of these attacks within 
itself; the people who are a part of the US system, but are dissenting against it. 
Or those who are working for some other system; persons who want to make the 
present century as a century of conflict between Islam and Christianity so that 
their own civilization, nation, country, or ideology could survive. …Then you 
cannot forget the American Jews, who are annoyed with President Bush ever 
since the elections in Florida and want to avenge him. 
 
......Then there are intelligence agencies in the US, which require billions of 
dollars worth of funds from the Congress and the government every year. This 
funding issue was not a big problem till the existence of the former Soviet Union 
but after that the budget of these agencies has been in danger.  
They needed an enemy. So, they first started propaganda against Usamah and 
Taleban and then this incident happened. You see, the Bush administration 
approved a budget of 40bn dollars. Where will this huge amount go? It will be 
provided to the same agencies, which need huge funds and want to exert their 
importance. Now they will spend the money for their expansion and for 
increasing their importance.  
 
......I will give you an example. Drug smugglers from all over the world are in 
contact with the US secret agencies. These agencies do not want to eradicate 
narcotics cultivation and trafficking because their importance will be diminished. 
The people in the US Drug Enforcement Department are encouraging drug trade 
so that they could show performance and get millions of dollars worth of budget. 
General Noriega was made a drug baron by the CIA and, in need, he was made 
a scapegoat. In the same way, whether it is President Bush or any other US 
president, they cannot bring Israel to justice for its human rights abuses or to 
hold it accountable for such crimes. What is this? Is it not that there exists a 
government within the government in the United States? That secret government 
must be asked as to who made the attacks. 
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Ummat: The losses caused in the attacks in New York and Washington have 
proved that giving an economic blow to the US is not too difficult. US experts 
admit that a few more such attacks can bring down the American economy. Why 
is al-Qa’idah not targeting their economic pillars?  
 
Osama Bin Laden: I have already said that we are not hostile to the United 
States. We are against the system, which makes other nations slaves of the 
United States, or forces them to mortgage their political and economic freedom. 
This system is totally in control of the American Jews, whose first priority is 
Israel, not the United States. It is simply that the American people are 
themselves the slaves of the Jews and are forced to live according to the 
principles and laws laid by them. So, the punishment should reach Israel. In fact, 
it is Israel, which is giving a blood bath to innocent Muslims and the US is not 
uttering a single word. (“Interview with Osama bin Laden. Denies his Involvement 
in 9/11,” Global Research, May 9, 2011.) 
See- http://globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=24697 
 
Amazingly, the true executors of 9/11 revealed themselves in the media 
broadcasts where one sees Jews standing in the foreground as instigators, 
rabble-rousers and slave-drivers! These pathologically insane calls for global 
conflict and upheaval trumpeted by the Jewish masters of deception Ariel 
Sharon, Ehud Barak and Richard Perle, on 9/11, is reminiscent of the 
psychotically deranged Jewish campaign to plunge Western nations into war 
against their nemesis Adolf Hitler and National Socialist Germany beginning in 
1933, when Organized Jewry initiated their “Holy War” against the Third Reich. 
See: “THE JEWS DECLARE WAR ON GERMANY (1933),” Guardian 150m 
Website) Unconcerned with the incalculable loss of human life, World Jewry has 
consistently instigated wars and conflicts around the world when it has suited 
their interests. 
See - http://guardian.150m.com/jews/jews-declare-war.htm 
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The Hidden Hand of Zion Surfaces 

Mofo Mossad Agent The Evil Isser Harel  
 
In a miraculous display of Jewish “clairvoyance,” Israel’s preeminent spymaster 
Isser Harel — the founder of the Mossad and Shin Bet — predicted 9/11 with 
incredible accuracy. In 1979, Michael Evans, a Christian Zionist from the U.S., 
visited Isser Harel at his home in Israel wherein Harel proceeded to tell him over 
dinner that a terrorist attack upon New York City’s “tallest building” was imminent. 
Evans recounted this strange affair in this way: 
 
“On Sept. 23, 1979, the founder of Israeli intelligence over dinner told me that 
America was developing a tolerance for terror. The gentleman’s name was Isser 
Harel, the founder of Mossad Israeli intelligence — he ran it from 1947 to 1963. 
He told me that America had developed an alliance between two countries, Israel 
and Saudi Arabia, and that the alliance with Saudi Arabia was dangerous and 
would develop a tolerance for terror among Americans. He said if the tolerance 
continued that Islamic fundamentalists would ultimately strike America. I 
said “Where?” He said, “In Islamic theology, the phallic symbol is very 
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important. Your biggest phallic symbol is New York City and your tallest 
building will be the phallic symbol they will hit.” Isser Harel prophesied that 
the tallest building in New York would be the first building hit by Islamic 
fundamentalists 21 years ago.” (“Is America In Bible Prophecy?,” Belief Net, 
August 2004.) 
See - http://www.beliefnet.com/Faiths/Christianity/End-Times/Is-America-In-
Bible-Prophecy.aspx  
 
As an Israeli spy master learned in the art of deception, Harel did his best to pull 
the wool over Evans’ eyes. Anyone knowledgeable in the topic of symbolism will 
tell you that the phallus is an important symbol in Freemasonic ideology, not 
“Islamic theology.” Freemasonry is fundamentally based on the rites and rituals 
of Judaism and the occult Kabalah (Jewish mysticism). (Texe Marrs, “Masonic 
Jews Plot To Control World,” Power of Prophecy) Therefore, in truth — Harel’s 
attempt at deceit notwithstanding — it is Masonic Jews, not Islamic Arabs, who 
have an affinity for phallic symbols. 
See - http://www.texemarrs.com/042003/masonic_jews_plot_world_control.htm  
 

 
Zionist Jews have quite a knack for predicting future events. Call it arrogance, 
this twisted supremacist mentality affecting these Jewish schemers manifests in 
many unorthodox ways. What the infamous Mossad, Isser Harel’s “prediction” 
represents is a subtle confession that the 9/11 plot was hatched in Israel. In his 
career as a Jewish terrorist, Harel spearheaded the Israeli strategy of terrorizing 
the West into submission by conducting false flag operations as a method of 
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coercion. He was involved in the Lavon Affair; he initiated “The Damocles 
Operation” of the early 1960s, which was a terror bombing and assassination 
campaign targeting scores of German scientists to prevent them from helping 
Egypt develop its defense systems; he was also intimately involved in the JFK 
assassination. 
 
At dinner Michael Evans asked Harel about terrorism and if it would come to 
America. Harel told Evans: “In Islamic theology, the phallic symbol is very 
important. Your biggest phallic symbol is New York City and your tallest 
building will be the phallic symbol they will hit.”  
See - http://www.beliefnet.com/Faiths/Christianity/End-Times/Is-America-In-
Bible-Prophecy.aspx  
 
In a shocking coincidence, The Washington Times published an article one day 
before 9/11 shedding light on a study that was conducted by the Army School of 
Advanced Military Studies (SAMS) which devised a plan for enforcing a major 
Israeli-Palestinian peace accord that would require about 20,000 well-armed 
troops stationed throughout Israel and a newly created Palestinian state. The 
study calls Israel’s armed forces a “500-pound gorilla in Israel. Well armed 
and trained. Operates in both Gaza and the West Bank. Known to disregard 
international law to accomplish mission.” Of the Mossad, the Israeli secret 
service, the SAMS officers say: “Wildcard. Ruthless and cunning. Has 
capability to target U.S. forces and make it look like a Palestinian/Arab act.” 
(“U.S. troops would enforce peace under Army study,” The Washington Times, 
Sept. 10, 2001.) 
See - http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2001/sep/10/20010910-025319-
6906r/  
 
This stunning revelation was indicative of what was to come a day later — Israel 
would strike America and disguise it as an Arab act. To cover for themselves, the 
Mossad passed along an unspecific “general warning” to the CIA a month before 
9/11 alleging that as many as 200 terrorists were present on American soil and 
were preparing a major operation. The Mossad linked the plot to Osama bin 
Laden and told their CIA counterparts that there were “strong grounds for 
suspecting Iraqi involvement”. (“Israeli security issued urgent warning to CIA 
of large-scale terror attacks,” The Telegraph, Sept. 16, 2001.) 
See - 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/northamerica/usa/1340698/Israeli-
security-issued-urgent-warning-to-CIA-of-large-scale-terror-attacks.html  
 
This was by no means a legitimate “warning.” It was planted propaganda — a 
clever way for the Israelis to deflect suspicion away from themselves as 
perpetrators and onto their Arab enemies whom they have always ventured to 
set up as targets for U.S. military aggression. Victor Ostrovsky in his two books 
“By Way of Deception” and “The Other Side of Deception” demonstrates that the 
Mossad often gives out useless warnings as a way of making themselves look 
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innocent when in fact the opposite is true. 
Shortly after the 9/11 attacks, Zionist propagandists went straight to work. Aman, 
Israel’s central military intelligence service, immediately claimed that Iraq had 
been involved in the attacks. (Bamford, James. A Pretext for War: 9/11, Iraq, and 
the Abuse of America’s Intelligence Agencies. New York: Doubleday, 2004, p. 
311.) Rafi Eitan, a delusional former head of Mossad, also laughably held that 
“the Iraqi dictator,” Saddam Hussein, was the “mastermind” of the attacks. 
(Dennis Eisenberg, “Ex-Mossad Chief, Iraq was Behind the Attacks,” Herald Sun 
(Australia), Sept. 23, 2001.) These flaccid, baseless lies maligning Iraq emerged 
from the mouths of accusatory Zionist terrorist kingpins — the masters of 
deception — but these false accusations didn’t get very far. Instead, Israel’s dirty 
fingerprints which are all over this crime have made their way to the surface, 
despite intense Jewish efforts to suppress the truth. 
See - 
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/140003034X/ref=nosim/neoconzionist
threat-20  
 

 
 
In November of 2001, Fox News aired an explosive four part series detailing a 
secretive investigation that was being conducted by U.S. authorities into Israeli 
espionage in the United States. See: “911, The Israeli Connection – AmDocs Spy 
Scandal – 4 Part Series (Fox News 2001),” Google Video) The report revealed 
that around 200 Israeli spies had been arrested by American authorities — 
the largest spy ring to be uncovered in U.S. history. 140 of the Israelis had been 
taken into custody just prior to 9/11 and the remaining 60 had been apprehended 
shortly thereafter in connection with the ongoing investigation into the attacks. In 
the first part of the series, Fox News Correspondent Carl Cameron reported: 
See - http://cryptome.org/fox-il-spy.htm 
See - http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-1539861490560216498  
 
“Since Sept. 11, more than 60 Israelis have been arrested or detained, 
either under the new patriot anti-terrorism law, or for immigration 
violations. A handful of active Israeli military were among those detained, 
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according to investigators, who say some of the detainees also failed 
polygraph questions when asked about alleged surveillance activities 
against and in the United States.  
. . . investigators suspect that the Israelis may have gathered intelligence 
about the [9/11] attacks in advance, and not shared it. A highly placed 
investigator said there are “tie-ins.” But when asked for details, he flatly 
refused to describe them, saying, “evidence linking these Israelis to 9/11 is 
classified. I cannot tell you about evidence that has been gathered. It’s 
classified information.” 
 
Fox News has learned that one group of Israelis, spotted in North Carolina 
recently, is suspected of keeping an apartment in California to spy on a group of 
Arabs who the United States is also investigating for links to terrorism. Numerous 
classified documents obtained by Fox News indicate that even prior to Sept. 11, 
as many as 140 other Israelis had been detained or arrested in a secretive and 
sprawling investigation into suspected espionage by Israelis in the United States.  
 
Investigators from numerous government agencies are part of a working group 
that’s been compiling evidence since the mid ’90s. These documents detail 
hundreds of incidents in cities and towns across the country that investigators 
say, “may well be an organized intelligence gathering activity.”  
The first part of the investigation focuses on Israelis who say they are art 
students from the University of Jerusalem and Bazala Academy. They repeatedly 
made contact with U.S. government personnel, the report says, by saying they 
wanted to sell cheap art or handiwork.  
 
Documents say they, “targeted and penetrated military bases.” The DEA, 
FBI and dozens of government facilities, and even secret offices and 
unlisted private homes of law enforcement and intelligence personnel. The 
majority of those questioned, ‘stated they served in military intelligence, 
electronic surveillance intercept and or explosive ordinance units.’“ 
 
In the closing segment of the first broadcast, Fox News anchor Brit Hume and 
Carl Cameron talked about Israeli prior knowledge of 9/11. Cameron was careful 
not to directly implicate the Israelis, but quoted investigators who posed the 
question, “How could they [the Israelis] not have known [that 9/11 was 
going to happen]?” Carl Cameron then cited a defense intelligence report 
which spoke of Israel’s “voracious appetite for information.” The report further 
stated that the Israelis “are motivated by strong survival instincts which 
dictate every possible facet of their political and economical policies. It 
aggressively collects military and industrial technology and the U.S. is a 
high priority target.” Also highlighted in this series were the intrigues of two 
Israeli telecommunications companies, Amdocs Ltd. and Comverse Infosys, who, 
investigators say, were engaged in spying and illegal wiretapping of American 
phones, including those of U.S. government employees. Amdocs Ltd. handled all 
of the call records and billing for the 25 largest American phone companies, 
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meaning virtually every telecom record in the USA was routed through Amdocs. 
Information obtained through these companies was being used by the Israelis to 
undermine the efforts of U.S. investigators looking into Israeli organized crime 
and drug trafficking operations. In regard to 9/11, these companies were being 
used to undermine the work of honest officials in the FBI and other U.S. agencies 
who had been tracking the movements of several of the Arab patsies whom the 
Israelis were preparing to frame for their false-flag attack on 9/11. 

 
 

 
 

Fox News and ABC News, the two mainstream media outlets that actually 
covered the Israeli 9/11 spy ring scandal, were pressured to drop any further 
coverage and to remove all previous references to the case from their archives. 
Journalist Christopher Ketcham made note of this Zionist censorship campaign: 
 
“Media outlets that run stories even mildly critical of Israel often find 
themselves targeted by organized campaigns, including form-letter e-mails, 
the cancellation of subscriptions, and denunciations of the organization 
and its reporters and editors as anti-Semites. Cameron, for example, was 
excoriated by various pro-Israel lobbying groups for his exposé [of Israel’s 
9/11-connected spy ring]. … In a December interview with Salon, 
CAMERA’s associate director, Alex Safian, said that several “Jewish/Israeli 
groups” were having “conversations” with representatives of Fox News 
regarding Cameron’s piece. … Oddly, four days after the Cameron 
investigation ran, all traces of his report — transcripts, Web links, 
headlines — disappeared from the Foxnews.com archives. … (when you 
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entered the old URL, a Fox screen appeared with the message “This story 
no longer exists”).” (“The Israeli “art student” mystery,” Salon, May 7, 
2002.) 
See - http://www.salon.com/2002/05/07/students/ 
 
Coincidentally, in the third part of the series on Israeli espionage Carl Cameron 
reported that “investigators within the DEA, INS and FBI have all told Fox 
News that to pursue or even suggest Israeli spying . . . is considered career 
suicide.” (I did mention about this , also in my first article of the Series , Exposed 
Jew World Order - A Must Read)In light of this evidence about a massive Israeli 
espionage ring amounting to 200 or so Israeli operatives spying, conducting 
surveillance, and possibly even more sinister activities in the U.S. before 9/11, it 
appears that the Mossad’s phony “warning” to the CIA that 200 Arab terrorists 
were moving throughout the country and preparing a major attack is just a 
projection of what the Israelis were actually doing. Veteran Anti War staff writer, 
Justin Raimondo, commented on the significance of what Carl Cameron and Fox 
News had reported about the Israeli spy ring, stating: 
 
“What is striking about Fox News Reporter Carl Cameron’s portrait of 
Israel’s spy network in the U.S. is the sheer vastness of his subject. The 
broad scope of the Israeli spy operation, with its many fronts and activities 
conducted coast to coast…In the months leading up to 9/11, Cameron 

claimed, Israel was waging a 
covert war against its principal 
ally and benefactor, the United 
States.” (“The Terror Enigma: 
Israel and the September 11 
Connection,” Chronicles 
Intelligence Assessment, August 
2003) 
See - http://tinyurl.com/8f2cjja 
 
It took no time at all for the Jewish 
hand to emerge from the smoking 
ruins of the World Trade Center on 
September 11th, 2001. The first 
suspects arrested on 9/11 in 
connection to the attacks were not 
Muslims with links to Al-Qaeda, 
but Israelis with ties to the 
Mossad. The New York Times 
reported that a group of five men had 
set up video cameras “aimed at the 

Twin Towers prior to the attack… and were seen congratulating one 
another afterwards.” (“One Arrested, Others Detained at NY Airports,” Fox 
News, Sept. 14, 2001.) Police received several calls from upset New Jersey 
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residents claiming “Middle Eastern men” with a white van were videotaping the 
disaster with shouts of joy and mockery. The suspicious men had also gone to 
extreme lengths to photograph themselves with the Twin Towers burning in the 
backdrop. A New Jersey homemaker named Maria witnessed three of the men 
standing on top of a white van in the parking lot of her apartment building shortly 
after the first plane struck the North Tower. She told reporters: “They seemed to 
be taking a movie … They were like happy, you know … They didn’t look 
shocked to me. I thought it was very strange.” (“The White Van: Were Israelis 
Detained on Sept. 11 Spies?,” ABC News 20/20, June 21, 2002.) On September 
12, 2001, journalist Paulo Lima of The Record N.J. News reported on the arrest 
of the jubilant ‘high-fivers’ who turned out to be Israelis. Here is an excerpt of his 
report: 
See - http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,34250,00.html 
See - 
http://abcnews.go.com/sections/2020/DailyNews/2020_whitevan_020621.html  
 
“About eight hours after terrorists struck Manhattan’s tallest skyscrapers, 
police in Bergen County detained five men who they said were found 
carrying maps linking them to the blasts. 
 
The five men, who were in a van stopped on Route 3 in East Rutherford 
around 4:30 p.m., were being questioned by police but had not been 
charged with any crime late Tuesday. The Bergen County Police bomb 
squad X-rayed packages but did not find any explosives, authorities said. 
However, sources close to the investigation said they found other evidence 
linking the men to the bombing plot. “There are maps of the city in the car 
with certain places highlighted,” the source said. “It looked like they’re 
hooked in with this. It looked like they knew what was going to happen 
when they were at Liberty State Park.” 
Sources also said that bomb-sniffing dogs reacted as if they had detected 
explosives, although officers were unable to find anything. The FBI seized 
the van for further testing, authorities said. Sources said the van was 
stopped as it headed east on Route 3, between the Hackensack River 
bridge and the Sheraton hotel. … 
Sources close to the investigation said the men said they were Israeli 
tourists, but police had not been able to confirm their identities. Authorities 
would not release their names. East Rutherford officers stopped the van 
after the FBI’s Newark Field Office broadcast an alert asking surrounding 
police departments to look for a white Chevrolet van, police said. 
“We got an alert to be on the lookout for a white Chevrolet van with New 
Jersey registration and writing on the side,” said Bergen County Police 
Chief John Schmidig. “Three individuals were seen celebrating in Liberty 
State Park after the impact. They said three people were jumping up and 
down.” 
The East Rutherford officers summoned the county police bomb squad, 
New Jersey state troopers, and FBI agents, who waited alongside the van 
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as prosecutors from the U.S. Attorney’s Office tried to obtain a warrant to 
search the van late Tuesday, Schmidig said. 
By 10 p.m., members of the bomb squad were picking through the van and 
X-raying packages found inside, Schmidig said. Sources said the FBI alert, 
known as a BOLO or “Be On Lookout,” was sent out at 3:31 p.m. It read: 
“Vehicle possibly related to New York terrorist attack. White, 2000 
Chevrolet van with ‘Urban Moving Systems’ sign on back seen at Liberty 
State Park, Jersey City, NJ, at the time of first impact of jetliner into World 
Trade Center. “Three individuals with van were seen celebrating after initial 
impact and subsequent explosion. FBI Newark Field Office requests that, if 
the van is located, hold for prints and detain individuals.” … 
Business records show an Urban Moving Systems with offices on West 
50th Street in Manhattan and on West 18th Street in Weehawken. 
Telephone messages left at the businesses Tuesday evening were not 
immediately returned. Business records show the owner as Dominik Suter 
of Fair Lawn.…” (“Five men detained as suspected conspirators,” The 
Record N.J. News, Sept. 12, 2001.) 
See - http:/www.bergen.com/news/2bombvan200109125.htm  
After being pulled over by the NYPD, the driver of the van, Sivan Kurzberg, told 
the officers, “We are Israeli. We are not your problem. Your problems are 
our problems. The Palestinians are the problem.” (“The White Van: Were 
Israelis Detained on Sept. 11 Spies?,” ABC News 20/20, June 21, 2002.) The 
other passengers were his brother Paul Kurzberg, Yaron Shmuel, Oded Ellner 
and Omer Marmari. The police and FBI field agents became very suspicious 
when they found maps of the city with certain places highlighted, $4700 
cash stuffed in a sock, and foreign passports. The FBI seized and developed 
their photos, one of which shows Sivan Kurzberg flicking a cigarette lighter in 
front of the smouldering ruins of the WTC in an apparently celebratory 
gesture. (Doug Saunders, “U.S. arrests of Israelis a mystery,” The Globe and 
Mail, Dec. 17, 2001.) 
See - 
http://abcnews.go.com/sections/2020/DailyNews/2020_whitevan_020621.html  
See - http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/arrested_israelis.html  
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Dancing Jews Mofo 

 
After returning home to Israel, three of the five dancing Israelis appeared on a 
popular Israeli talk show to discuss their ordeal in America. One of the Israelis, 
presumably Oded Ellner, stated: “The fact of the matter is we are coming 
from a country that experiences terror daily. Our purpose was to document 
the event.” (“Five Dancing Israelis Arrested on 9/11,” YouTube) FBI and NYPD 
reports recently obtained by a private American citizen via an FOIA request 
confirms many of the reputed occurrences surrounding the five dancing Israelis 
and their prior knowledge of what was to come on 9/11. See: “The official 2001 
FBI docs on Urban Moving Systems and the 9-11-2001 Dancing Israelis 
incident,” My Big Fat Anti-Zionist Life BlogSpot, Aug. 17, 2011 / “The “Dancing 
Israelis” FBI Report – Debunked,” Take Our World Back Website) In an obvious 
attempt to cover for the Israelis the documents are heavily redacted, but they 
confirm, for example, that the five dancing Israelis were already observing 
the World Trade Center disaster from the Doric Apartment complex’s 
parking lot less than five minutes after the first plane struck the North 
Tower and that they were filming, cheering and celebrating before the 
second plane hit the South Tower.  
See: “The official 2001 FBI docs on Urban Moving Systems and the 9-11-2001 
Dancing Israelis incident,” My Big Fat Anti-Zionist Life BlogSpot, Aug. 17, 2011 / 
“The “Dancing Israelis” FBI Report – Debunked,” Take Our World Back Website).  
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Talk Show Appearance of Dancing Mofo Israelis  
 
In an obvious attempt to cover for the Israelis the documents are heavily 
redacted, but they confirm, for example, that the five dancing Israelis were 
already observing the World Trade Center disaster from the Doric Apartment 
complex’s parking lot less than five minutes after the first plane struck the North 
Tower and that they were filming, cheering and celebrating before the second 
plane hit the South Tower. 
See - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tRfhUezbKLw 
See - http://mybigfatanti-zionistlife.blogspot.com/2011/08/official-2001-fbi-docs-
on-urban-moving.html  
See - http://www.takeourworldback.com/dancingisraelisfbireport.htm  
See - 
http://www.takeourworldback.com/dancingisraelisfbireport.htm#painterSawIsraeli
sLessThanFiveMinutesAfter  
See - http://www.takeourworldback.com/dancingisraelisfbireport.htm#maria1  
 
It must be pointed out that when the first plane struck the North Tower nobody 
quite understood exactly what had happened. Most innocent bystanders who 
witnessed the event initially assumed that it was just a tragic accidental plane 
crash, not a terror attack. It wasn’t until the second plane hit the South Tower 
when everybody realized that it had to be a premeditated and coordinated 
terrorist attack. Why would these Israelis go to such extreme lengths to 
“document” what was initially thought to be an ordinary plane crash when they 
could have just learned from the media what had happened later in the day? 
More importantly, why were they so happy, joyful and celebratory over what was 
thought to be an accidental plane crash? What kind of sick-minded people would 
celebrate, laugh and joke about a plane crash? The only logical conclusions that 
can be drawn from the bizarre behavior of the Israelis are: 
 
1) Upon the impact of the first plane they were immediately cognizant that this 
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was indeed a terrorist attack, not an accidental plane crash, before anyone could 
have known for sure that that was the case. This reveals that they most certainly 
had advanced prior knowledge of the date, time, place and nature of attacks. 
 
2) They were celebrating because they were pleased with the outcome of the 
greatest Israeli spy operation in history, where Arabs would be blamed for an 
unprecedented terror attack on American soil resulting in a full-scale U.S. 
invasion and occupation of several Arab/Islamic States in the Middle East, whom 
Israel has long sought to weaken and destroy. More broadly, this event would 
ignite a “clash of civilizations” between the West and the Islamic World for the 
benefit of Israel and International Jewry. 
 

 
Jew World Over Bridge  
 
The previously cited FBI report confirms that the dancing Israelis took 76 
photographs of themselves, all of which show them to be “visibly happy.” The 
report also recounted some of the self-incriminating statements attributed to 
several of the dancing Israelis after being taken into custody. Oded Ellner 
confessed to being happy because he believed “that the United States will 
[now] take steps to stop terrorism in the world.” Omer Marmari is quoted in 
the report as having said that, “Israel now has hope that the world will now 
understand us.” Why would they think that? And how did they know that these 
attacks would benefit Israel before anybody had the faintest clue as to who 
perpetrated them? These brazen statements by Oded Ellner and Omer Marmari 
— taken in conjunction with the proclamations of Ehud Barak and Ariel Sharon 
on 9/11 that the USA should initiate and lead a new “global war on terror” — are 
dead giveaways as to Israel’s motive for committing 9/11: leading America by the 
nose on an endless path of war against their enemies in the Middle East! 
See - 
http://www.takeourworldback.com/dancingisraelisfbireport.htm#76Photographs 
http://www.takeourworldback.com/dancingisraelisfbireport.htm#israelisVisiblyHap
pyInPhotos  
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http://www.takeourworldback.com/dancingisraelisfbireport.htm#EllnerUSWillTake
Steps  
http://www.takeourworldback.com/dancingisraelisfbireport.htm#marmariIsraelNo
wHasHope  

 

 
 

An American employee of Urban Moving Systems, the Israeli Intelligence front 
company where the five dancing Israelis also worked, said that the majority of his 
co-workers were Israelis and were joking on the day of the attacks. He told The 
Record of New Jersey: “I was in tears. These guys were joking and that 
bothered me. These guys were like, ‘Now America knows what we go 
through.'” (Scott DaVault, “Urban Moving Systems and Detained Israelis,” What 
Really Happened) Other strange happenings at Urban Moving Systems 
headquarters in Weehawken, New Jersey, were unveiled in the FBI’s report. For 
instance, a former Urban Moving Systems employee later contacted the Newark 
Division of the FBI with information indicating that he had quit his job at the 
company due to a high amount of anti-American sentiment present among 
Urban’s employees. The former employee stated that an Israeli employee of 
Urban had even once remarked: “Give us twenty (20) years and we’ll take 
over your media and destroy your country.” He also told the FBI that Dominik 
Suter, the Israeli owner of the dubious front company Urban Moving Systems, 
was a sleazy crook who would constantly cheat his customers out of money and 
that Suter constantly spoke badly of the United States. Also mentioned by the 
former employee was that the Jewish/Israeli workers always spoke Hebrew in his 
presence and that they had frequent meetings in the company’s office which he 
and the other non-Jewish employees were never invited to attend. 
See - http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/sears.html 
http://www.takeourworldback.com/dancingisraelisfbireport.htm#giveUs20Years  
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http://www.takeourworldback.com/dancingisraelisfbireport.htm#suterCrookSpoke
BadlyOfUS 
Urban Moving Systems is more than likely the hub wherein Israel’s Mossad 
coordinated their false-flag operation against America on 9/11. The Israeli owner 
of this Mossad front company, Dominik Otto Suter, set up his phony business 
with a small loan of nearly $500,000 from the U.S. government itself. (“Urban 
Moving Systems: the US-Israeli 9/11 Financial Nexus,” Under the Radar Media 
BlogSpot, June 19, 2008.) Soon after the attacks, Suter was questioned by the 
FBI but was evasive. When the FBI returned to question him again he was gone, 
having abruptly fled the country back to Israel. ABC News reported: 
See - http://undertheradarmedia.blogspot.com/2008/06/urban-moving-systems-
us-israel-911.html  
“… sources told ABCNEWS . . . that the FBI believed Urban Moving may 
have been providing cover for an Israeli intelligence operation. After the 
five men [the dancing Israelis] were arrested, the FBI got a warrant and 
searched Urban Moving’s Weehawken, N.J., offices. The FBI searched 
Urban Moving’s offices for several hours, removing boxes of documents 
and a dozen computer hard drives. The FBI also questioned Urban 
Moving’s owner [Dominik Otto Suter]. His attorney insists that his client 
answered all of the FBI’s questions. But when FBI agents tried to interview 
him again a few days later, he was gone. Three months later 2020’s 
cameras photographed the inside of Urban Moving, and it looked as if the 
business had been shut down in a big hurry. Cell phones were lying 
around; office phones were still connected; and the property of dozens of 
clients remained in the warehouse. The owner had also cleared out of his 
New Jersey home, put it up for sale and returned with his family to Israel.” 
(“Were Israelis Detained on Sept. 11 Spies?” ABC News 20/20, June 21, 
2002.) 
See - 
http://abcnews.go.com/sections/2020/DailyNews/2020_whitevan_020621.html  
 
The blatantly guilty demeanor of Suter and the five dancing Israelis makes it 
quite obvious that they were heavily involved in the attacks. Recall the 
suggestive remarks of dancing Mossad agent Sivan Kurzberg that, “We are 
Israeli. We are not your problem. Your problems are our problems. The 
Palestinians are the problem.” This statement clearly illustrates the intention of 
the Israelis to frame Palestinians and other Arabs for terrorism against America 
in an effort to terrorize their Middle Eastern adversaries and draw the U.S. into a 
conflict with the opponents of Israeli imperialism. In doing so, the treacherous 
Israelis endeavored to bring American public opinion in line with expansionist 
Israeli foreign policy objectives. This reality manifested on the evening of 
September 11, 2001, when Israeli operatives attempted to detonate a truck bomb 
on the George Washington Bridge, which they intended to have blamed on 
Palestinians, in what amounts to a classic false-flag operation. The Jerusalem 
Post reported that a white van packed with explosives was stopped by police as 
it approached the George Washington Bridge: 
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“American security services overnight stopped a car bomb on the George 
Washington Bridge connecting New York and New Jersey. The van, packed 
with explosives, was stopped on an approach ramp to the bridge. 
Authorities suspect the terrorists intended to blow up the main crossing 
between New Jersey and New York, Army Radio reported.” (“Car bomb 
found on George Washington Bridge,” The Jerusalem Post, Sept. 12, 2001.) 
See - http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/jpost.html 
 
The existence of this truck bomb was also independently reported by CNN, Fox 
News, ABC News, CBS News, and other major media outlets. See: “9/11 George 
Washington Bridge Van Full Of Explosives Incident (News Compilation),” 
YouTube / “Mossad Truck Bombs on Sept 11,” YouTube) 
 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 Gw Bridge Truck Bomb 
 
See - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oi9rlP1_dHs 
See - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3aKj6uJ5Mt4 
 
FOX News reported: 
“…two suspects are in FBI custody after a truckload of explosives was 
discovered around the George Washington Bridge … The FBI … says enough 
explosives were in the truck to do great damage to the George Washington 
Bridge.”  
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WCBS News reported 
 
“… Most of New York City’s rescue operations and their police and fire 
departments have been concentrating their actions down in lower 
Manhattan where two planes hit the two towers of the World Trade Center. 
But some very … intelligent and aggressive cops also stopped another 
terrorist attack from happening on the George Washington Bridge. CBS2 
has learned exclusively that two men are in custody after being arrested at 
the George Washington Bridge with an entire truckload of explosives. Now 
I’m told that those explosives could have been enough to blow up the 
entire span [of the bridge] and all the cars and the people that were on it.” 
(“9/11 George Washington Bridge – Truck Full Of Explosives and Two Suspects 
In Custody (Rare WCBS),” YouTube) 
 
See - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KlPz30dCFwU 
 
The ethnicity and nationality of the two terror suspects was conveniently withheld 
from all of the media reports, for the obvious reason that the would-be bombers 
were Jewish Israelis and not Islamic Arabs. If they were Arabs or Muslims, the 
Jewish-owned press would have made a huge deal out of it. Pretty soon after the 
arrest of the two Israeli terrorists, media reporting on the attempted bombing of 
the George Washington Bridge abruptly stopped and previous reports on this 
incredible incident began vanishing. A desperate and conspicuous attempt was 
being made by the Jewish media bosses to sweep this blatant episode of Jewish 
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terrorism under the rug. In a sloppy attempt to pre-frame Palestinians for this 
would-be truck bomb explosion on the G. W. Bridge, two Jewish sayan 
operatives placed anonymous calls to the NYPD claiming to have spotted a 
group of “Palestinians” constructing a bomb in a van, and that they were headed 
towards the Holland tunnel. Here’s the transcript from NBC News: 
 
Dispatcher: Jersey City police.  
Caller 1: Yes, we have a white van, 2 or 3 guys in there, they look like 
Palestinians and going around a building. 
Caller 2: There’s a minivan heading toward the Holland tunnel, I see the guy by 
Newark Airport mixing some junk and he has those sheikh uniform.  
Dispatcher: He has what?  
Caller: He’s dressed like an Arab. 
(Source: “911 Tapes Tell Horror Of 9/11,” Part 2, “Tapes Released For First 
Time,” NBC TV, June 17, 2002 / “Core of Corruption – Film 1 – In the Shadows – 
Part 10,” YouTube) 
 
The callers gave themselves away as Zionist Jews when they said that these 
alleged bomb-makers “look like Palestinians” and were dressed in “sheik 
uniform.” First of all, how would the caller have known that these “Arabs” were 
Palestinian as opposed to some other kind of Arab like Iraqi, Syrian, Saudi, 
Lebanese, and so on? Secondly, Palestinians usually dress in western-style 
clothes, not “sheik uniform.” Who other than Zionists have an axe to grind with 
Palestinians specifically to make a false 9-1-1 frame-up call of this nature? The 
mystery caller led the police to believe that the truck bomb was headed towards 
the Holland tunnel when in actuality it was stopped approaching the George 
Washington Bridge — a classic misdirection ploy. Fortunately for New Yorkers it 
was unsuccessful — the Israelis were caught red-handed trying to blow up a 
New York City bridge and have it blamed on their Palestinian enemies. The 
Jewish terrorists were fortunate in that their Zionist allies who control the 
American government and news media covered up their misdeeds and have 
made grand efforts to scrub this incident from the historical record. Certainly, 
very few Americans even know that it took place. This goes to show the hypnotic 
power of the mass media, which is under the control of criminal Zionist Jews who 
were complicit with Israel in the attacks. 
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To draw attention away from the fact that two Israeli agents tried to bomb the 
George Washington Bridge and to further bury the explosive story of the five 
celebrating Israeli Mossad operatives who were arrested in New Jersey, the 
Jewish-owned news media — in a premeditated incitement to genocide — 
repeatedly aired a dubious video clip of Palestinians supposedly celebrating the 
9/11 attacks in the West Bank. See: “Muslims “Palestinians” Celebrating 9/11 
(CNN – Fox),” YouTube) The video, which was later exposed as a fraud, served 
the agenda of the Zionist masterminds behind 9/11 expertly, as it portrayed the 
Palestinians as supporters of terrorism. Israel immediately capitalized on the 
dehumanizing effect of this duplicitous anti-Palestinian propaganda video. Within 
ten minutes of the first plane striking the North Tower on 9/11 Israel launched 
ethnic cleansing operations into the occupied Palestinian territories. This 
incredible fact was divulged by Noam Chayut, a former Israeli soldier, in an 
interview with Alternate Focus. (“Burning Conscience: Israeli Soldiers Speak 
Out,” YouTube) The New York Times also reported on the murderous Israeli 
incursions into the West Bank village of Jenin that was initiated on the heels of 
9/11: 
See - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HRA0NKQ0k6E 
See - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=37MFa7ZKQWo 
 
“A surge of violence punctuated by an Israeli tank thrust into a West Bank 
town left eight Palestinians dead today, including a 9-year-old girl, as well 
as an Israeli settler shot dead by Palestinian gunmen. After a day of intense 
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violence, Palestinian officials accused the Israelis of stepping up military 
actions while international attention was focused on the terrorist attacks in 
New York and Washington. “The Israelis are exploiting the world’s 
preoccupation with events in the U.S. to carry on with their crimes against 
the Palestinian people,” said Yasir Abed Rabbo, a senior aide to Yasir 
Arafat, the Palestinian leader…” (Joel Greenberg, “8 Palestinians and an 
Israeli Settler Killed in a Surge of Violence,” New York Times, Sept. 13, 2001.) 
See - http://www.nytimes.com/2001/09/13/world/8-palestinians-and-an-israeli-
settler-killed-in-a-surge-of-violence.html  
 
Moreover, at 9:34 am on 9/11 Abu Dhabi television reported that it received a call 
from the Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine, a left-wing faction 
of the PLO, claiming responsibility for crashing two planes into the WTC. 
(“America’s day of terror: Timeline,” BBC News, Sept. 12, 2001.) This claim was 
immediately denied by the DFLP leader Qais abu Leila who said it had always 
opposed “terror attacks on civilian targets, especially outside the occupied 
territories.” (“World shock over U.S. attacks,” CNN, Sept. 11, 2001.) Common 
sense dictates that this “claim of responsibility” was simply another lame hoax by 
Israel to frame Palestinians for the 9/11 attacks. A short time after 9/11, Israel’s 
Mossad was caught red-handed by Palestinian authorities trying to create a 
phony “Al-Qaeda terrorist cell” in Gaza in order to justify new Israeli attacks and 
aggression against the Palestinians. (“Israel ‘faked al-Qaeda presence’,” BBC 
News, Dec. 8, 2002.) 
See - http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/1537785.stm 
See - http://edition.cnn.com/2001/WORLD/europe/09/11/trade.centre.reaction/  
See - http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east/2550513.stm 
 
On 9/11, the Jewish terrorist network behind the attacks put their sick and twisted 
mentality on full display. Probably the most shocking and unusual event of the 
day came in the form of another white van that was stopped by NYPD officers in 
between 6th and 7th Avenue on King Street. Police recordings that have been 
released to the public indicate that this van had a mural/painting on its side 
that literally depicted a remote controlled plane crashing into the World 
Trade Center and exploding! Here is a portion of the police transmission 
detailing this bizarre incident: 
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officer: [inaudible] … on air?  
officer: The plane… [inaudible] … explosives on King and 6th Avenue. 
officer: King and 6th Avenue you said? 
officer: One of those remote-controlled planes filled with explosives. 
officer: 10-5 … that plane message. 
officer: 5 the message about the remote-controlled plane. 
officer: Central, clear the air for the message about the plane. 
officer: Central, we need the bomb squad and ESU over at King and…  
officer: Central I got a message on that, uh, plane. It’s, it’s a, it’s a big truck 
with a mural painted of a, of an airplane diving into New York City and 
exploding. We don’t know what’s in the truck… the truck is in between 6th 
and 7th on King Street.  
officer: All right. 10-4. I’ll send ESU and the bomb squad there, forthwith Kay. 
officer: 10-5 that last message. 
officer: with a mural painted… uh… airplane diving into New York blowin up. 
Two men got out of the truck — ran away from it — we got those two under. 
officer: We have both suspects under, Kay… We have the suspects who driv… 
drove in the van, THE VAN EXPLODED, we have both of them under, Kay, let’s 
get some help over here. 
officer: What location? 
officer: King Street between 6th and 7th. 
 
(To listen to the recording, see: “Remote Controlled planes NYPD Recording on 
9/11,” YouTube) 
See - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r3knWrRthw0 
 
The existence of the mural van was corroborated by a report put out by the 
Norman Y. Mineta International Institute for Surface Transportation Policy 
Studies (MTI) entitled “Saving City Lifelines: Lessons Learned in the 9-11 
Terrorist Attacks“. On page 28 of the report it states: 
“There were continuing moments of alarm. A panel truck with a painting of 
a plane flying into the World Trade Center was stopped near the temporary 
command post. It proved to be rented to a group of ethnic Middle Eastern 
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people who did not speak English. Fearing that it might be a truck bomb, 
the NYPD immediately evacuated the area, called out the bomb squad, and 
detained the occupants until a thorough search was made. The vehicle was 
found to be an innocent delivery truck.” 
 
The MTI report — while confirming that there was indeed a van with a painting on 
its side astonishingly depicting the events that were unfolding just blocks away — 
attempts to hide the fact that the mural van subsequently exploded, which was 
stated multiple times by NYPD officers in the aforementioned police radio 
recording. The MTI report affirms that the mural van was rented to “ethnic 
Middle Eastern people who did not speak English.” Say, if these Middle 
Easterners were Arabs don’t you suppose that the mainstream media would 
have been having a field day over this incident and wouldn’t it have been 
highlighted in the official 9/11 Commission Report? Strangely, it was completely 
ignored and forgotten by both the media and the U.S. government. Common 
sense dictates that if these two Middle Eastern suspects were Muslim Arabs — 
who had rented a delivery truck and painted the 9/11 attack scenario on the side 
of it and then parked it near the WTC on 9/11 — than it would have been 
plastered all over the television and printing press as proof of an “Arab/Al-Qaeda 
conspiracy,” which the Jewish media was keen on promoting from the outset. It 
would have coincided perfectly with the ‘Al-Qaeda’ narrative being trumpeted by 
Ariel Sharon, Ehud Barak and America’s Jewish-run mass media. Since the 
mural van incident was deliberately hidden from the public, the only logical 
conclusion that can be extracted from this information is that these “ethnic 
Middle Easterners” were Jewish Israelis, not Islamic Arabs. The 
preposterous conclusion of the MTI report that the 9/11 mural van turned out to 
be nothing more than an “innocent delivery truck” is so absurd that further 
comment would be superfluous. 
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More proof of Israeli and Jewish foreknowledge of the 9/11 attacks was 
revealed by a Jewish resident of New Jersey who was a former Israeli soldier 
and veteran of the Yom Kippur War of 1973. In October 2000, approximately 11 
months prior to September 11, 2001, the Jewish man was collecting English Ivy 
cuttings at the Gomel Chesed Jewish Cemetery located at McClellan and 245 
Mount Olive Avenue, New Jersey, when he overheard a conversation spoken in 
Hebrew in which two persons were talking about an imminent terrorist attack 
upon New York City’s World Trade Center Towers that would involve airplanes. 
The witness reported seeing two men leaning against a wall and a third person 
arrive in a Lincoln Town Car. He overheard one of the men say: “The 
Americans will learn what it is to live with terrorists after the planes hit the 
twins in September.” Later, one of the men expressed a certain amount of 
concern regarding the upcoming presidential election between Bush/Cheney and 
Gore/Lieberman, which he believed might interfere with their terrorist plans. The 
person who arrived in the town car quelled the doubts by stating: “Don’t worry, 
we have people in high places and no matter who gets elected, they will 
take care of everything.” The witness to these incredible happenings informed 
U.S. Attorney General John Ashcroft and the FBI of what he had overheard, but 
absolutely nothing was done with the information. John Ashcroft and the FBI 
completely ignored it for the obvious reason that Jews were implicated and not 
Arabs. As dedicated servants of Zionism, Ashcroft and the FBI take their orders 
from the Jewish Lobby, not the American people. See: Ed Haas, “Prior 
knowledge of 9/11 attacks overheard in Hebrew,” Muckraker Report, Dec. 1, 
2006 / “Chasing down Gomel Chesed Cemetery,” Muckraker Report, Jan. 4, 
2007.) 
See - http://www.prisonplanet.com/articles/december2006/011206hebrew.htm  
http://www.infowars.com/articles/sept11/chasing_down_gomel_chesed_cemetery
.htm  

 
 
Evidence that Israelis had been forewarned of the 9/11 attacks several 
hours before it happened surfaced at an Israeli instant messaging service 
called Odigo. The company’s headquarters were located just two blocks from 
the WTC in New York City, with additional offices in Herzliya, Israel, 
coincidentally where Mossad’s headquarters are also located. It was reported 
that two of Odigo’s Israel-based employees received a warning in the form of an 
instant message predicting the attacks would happen, but the two recipients of 
the warning claim not to have known the sender. (Yuval Dror, “Odigo says 
workers were warned of attack,” Haaretz, Sept. 26, 2001.) Odigo’s service 
includes a feature called ‘People Finder’ that allows users to find and contact 
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others based on certain interests or demographics, such as Israeli nationality. 
The vice president of sales and marketing at Odigo, Alex Diamandis, said it was 
possible that the attack warning was broadcast to other Odigo members, but that 
the company had not received reports of other recipients of the message. 
(“Instant Messages To Israel Warned Of WTC Attack,” Washington Post, Sept. 
28, 2001) According to Odigo, the warning did not specifically mention the WTC, 
but the company refused to divulge what was specified, claiming, “Providing 
more details would only lead to more conjecture.” (Brian McWilliams, “Odigo 
Clarifies Attack Messages,” Newsbytes, Sept. 28, 2001.) Is it not peculiar that 
Odigo refused to reveal what was said in the message fearing that the content 
being disclosed would lead to “conjecture”? Conjecture about what, exactly? 
Logically speaking, keeping something secret would elicit more “conjecture” than 
something that is fully disclosed to the public. If the message was non-specific, 
as Odigo claims, then what would they have to worry about by releasing the 
contents of the message to the public? Later, Alex Diamandis hinted at the 
contents of the message, stating, “The messages said something big was 
going to happen in a certain amount of time, and it did—almost to the 
minute.” The IP address of the sender was given to the FBI, but as usual 
nothing was done, and the matter was quickly forgotten. (“September 11, 2001: 
Two Hours Before Attacks, Israeli Company Employees Receive Warnings,” 
History Commons) Evidently the FBI does not investigate terrorism when Israelis 
or Jews are implicated. The FBI is only concerned about “terrorism” when Muslim 
and Arab patsies can be set up and framed so that the Zionist media can portray 
them as psychotic plotting villains. 
See - http://www.haaretz.com/print-edition/news/odigo-says-workers-were-
warned-of-attack-1.70579  
http://www.fpp.co.uk/online/01/09/WTC_Odigo.html 
http://www.fpp.co.uk/online/01/11/WTC_OdigoWarning2.html   
http://www.historycommons.org/context.jsp?item=a091101odigo#a091101odigo  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 Jew Prayer 
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Keeping this information in mind, it would be wise to broach the issue of how 
many Israeli citizens actually died in the 9/11 attacks and how it relates to the 
Odigo story as well as to other evidence that has already been detailed herein of 
Israeli/Jewish prior knowledge of what was to come on 9/11. One day after 9/11, 
The Jerusalem Post reported that 4000 Israelis were missing in the attack on the 
WTC and Pentagon: “The Foreign Ministry in Jerusalem has so far received 
the names of 4,000 Israelis believed to have been in the areas of the World 
Trade Center and the Pentagon at the time of the attack.” (“Hundreds of 
Israelis missing in WTC attack,” The Jerusalem Post, Sept. 12, 2001.) 
Jerusalem’s Foreign Ministry compiled the number from Israeli relatives and 
families who, in the first few hours after the attack, contacted the Israeli Foreign 
Ministry and gave the names of Israeli friends and/or relatives who worked in the 
WTC or who had business scheduled in it or in its adjacent buildings at the time 
of the attack. Considering that New York City is the capital of world Jewish 
financial power, with the World Trade Center as its epicenter, one would expect 
to find many thousands of Israeli citizens working in the WTC. So how many 
Israelis actually died in the towers on 9/11? Well, if you are the gullible type you 
might believe the figure spouted by President George W. Bush in a speech he 
delivered before Congress a short time after the attacks. Bush, in his infinite 
wisdom, made the claim that 130 Israelis perished in the attacks. (“Transcript 
of President Bush’s address,” CNN, Sept. 21, 2001.) This absurd figure was later 
revealed to be as a gross, and most certainly deliberate, exaggeration. In reality, 
only five Israelis died on 9/11, two of whom were supposedly aboard two of the 
allegedly hijacked planes. (“Five Israeli victims remembered in capital,” The 
Jerusalem Post, Sept. 11, 2002.) So, in truth, only three Israelis died in the WTC 
Towers on 9/11, where thousands were known to have worked! This is nothing 
short of a statistical impossibility. 
See - http://www.fpp.co.uk/online/02/10/JerusPost120901.html 
http://articles.cnn.com/2001-09-20/us/gen.bush.transcript_1_joint-session-
national-anthem-citizens/2?_s=PM:US  
 
http://web.archive.org/web/20021104190710/http://www.jpost.com/servlet/Satellit
e?pagename=JPost/A/JPArticle/ShowFull&cid=1031666147075  
One of the Israelis who is said to have been killed on 9/11 was Daniel Lewin. The 
official story attests that Lewin was aboard United Airlines Flight 11 and became 
embroiled in a struggle with one of the ‘Muslim hijackers’ resulting in his murder. 
Originally the story was that Lewin was shot and killed by Satam al-Suqami with 
a gun, but this was later changed to being stabbed to death with a knife. This 
slip-up is surely not the result of confusion because it is nearly impossible to 
mistake a knife for a gun. Rather, it shows that the 9/11 story was being crafted 
around the fabricated ‘Muslim hijackers’ narrative and that the Jewish-owned 
press was revising the story as they saw fit. It would not be very believable to 
assert that the hijackers managed to smuggle a gun and ammunition on a flight 
so they changed it to a knife which would have been easier to slip past security. 
What is most intriguing about this story is that Lewin was not your average Israeli 
— he was once a captain in the Israeli Occupation Army and an officer of Israel’s 
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elite commando unit known as ‘Sayerat Matkal,’ the “world’s most elite anti-
hijacking team” that specializes in aircraft takeovers and assassinations. 
(“Friends think Flight 11 Israeli was ‘executed,'” World Net Daily, Mar. 1, 2002.) 
Yehuda Schwartzberg, a childhood friend of Lewin, told WorldNetDaily that 
“Danny was an officer in a secret unit of the Israeli army called ‘sayeret 
matkal’… My guess is that he did something in some way to stand up 
against the hijackers, and was executed because of it… Anyone who 
knows Danny knows that it was not his nature to go down without a fight… 
Maybe this [FAA] (memo) shows that he died a hero.” The Zionist authors 
behind this fictional script revealed their hand by attempting to weave a 
hero’s tale around this Israeli commando, presenting him as the “very first 
victim of 9/11.” What actually happened on Flight 11 and the three other 
doomed flights remains a mystery, but the unmistakable fingerprint of Zion was 
unveiled with the presence of Daniel Lewin, a probable Mossad agent, aboard 
one of the 9/11 flights. 
Some of the other foreign nationals who suffered casualties on 9/11, according to 
Wikipedia, included 68 Brits, 47 Dominicans, 41 Indians, 28 South Koreans, 24 
Japanese, 24 Canadians, 17 Colombians, 16 Mexicans, and even 14 citizens of 
Trinidad and Tobago. All of these foreign nations had a much higher death toll 
than Israel even though the WTC was primarily comprised of international 
finance, trade, banking and brokerage firms — the kinds of businesses where 
Israeli Jews are traditionally over-represented. With this in mind, it is highly 
probable that many Israelis, other than the two employees of Odigo, were 
forewarned of the attacks, which accounts for such a miniscule Israeli death toll 
on 9/11. 
See - http://www.wnd.com/2002/03/12989/ 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Casualties_of_the_September_11_attacks#Foreign_c
asualties  
President Bush is known for his rather dull intellect and his poor grasp of the 
English language. With his inability to express his own thoughts coherently it is 
obvious that he did not write his own speeches, he just recited them like a trained 
parrot. As Bush’s principal speechwriter, the man actually responsible for the 
gargantuan exaggeration of 130 Israeli deaths on 9/11, when it was only 5, was 
Frum’s obvious goal in inflating the amount of Israeli casualties in the attacks 
was to elicit public sympathy for Israel. Frum was looking to manipulate the 
American people by promoting Israel as America’s new “partner” who are now 
united in this bogus “war on terror.” Frum injected egregious propaganda into 
Bush’s speech that America was attacked on 9/11 by people who merely “hate 
us for our freedoms.” Frum coined the Orwellian phrase “Axis of Evil” to denote a 
number of countries that the Zionists do not like. He co-authored a venomous 
book of Zionist deceit entitled “An End To Evil: How To Win The War On Terror” 
with another warmonger of the highest caliber, Richard Perle. Journalist Robert 
Novak exposed Frum as a raving Zionist extremist and fanatical Jewish 
supremacist who was transfixed by his own Jewishness, making constant 
reference to it. Novak noted: David Frum. 
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David Frum. 

“While Frum calls himself “a not especially observant Jew,” he repeatedly 
refers to his Jewishness. It is hard to recall any previous presidential aide 
so engrossed with his own ethnic roots. Frum is more uncompromising in 
support of Israel than any other issue, raising the inescapable question of 
whether this was the real reason he entered the White House.” (“Axis of 
Ego,” The American Conservative, March 24, 2003.) 
 
Noam Chayut, the former Israeli soldier who was interviewed by Alternate Focus, 
stated that an official of the Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs told him that “the 
public opinion of the U.S. is the most powerful weapon that Israel has.” 
(“Burning Conscience: Israeli Soldiers Speak Out,” YouTube) Because of the 
9/11 attacks world public opinion abruptly shifted from Palestinian sympathies to 
Israeli sympathies. As a result of 9/11, and the subsequent global Jewish media 
propaganda blitz to terrorize and dehumanize Arabs and Muslims, World Zionism 
triumphed. For the past decade the Jews have had a free hand to commit 
countless atrocities against the Palestinians, the people of Lebanon, and other 
Arab and Islamic peoples and nations. Jewish supremacists have utilized the 
momentum of 9/11 to successfully drive the USA, and other Western powers, 
into a litany of aggressive, illegal wars against their enemies with no end in sight. 
See - http://www.theamericanconservative.com/articles/axis-of-ego/  
See - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=37MFa7ZKQWo 
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New York City’s Zionist Insiders 

 
Silverstein and Company  
 
In order to illuminate the full scope of this conspiracy and those who lie behind it, 
a cast of criminal characters intimately connected to the 9/11 plot must be 
examined. Without the inside help of several uniquely placed individuals in 
America to assist Israeli intelligence in the execution of these attacks, the 
operation could not have been successful. In the service of Israel and Zionism, a 
closely-knit and hugely influential cabal of criminal Jews pooled their resources 
together and combined their prodigious power to bring doom upon America. 
 
The Mossad relies heavily on a vast network of Jewish spies in the Diaspora 
known as the “Sayanim” (Hebrew for “helpers, assistants”). This fact was first 
revealed by former Mossad officer Victor Ostrovsky in his book By Way of 
Deception and was later confirmed by espionage writer Gordon Thomas in his 
book entitled Gideon’s Spies: The Secret History of the Mossad. In an interview 
on a BBC radio show, Thomas divulged that there are up to one million Jews 
around the globe who volunteer to help the Mossad in various ways. (“Million 
Jews aid Mossad says writer on Radio 4,” The Jewish Chronicle Online, Feb. 25, 
2010.) In 1979, a former CIA official told Newsweek that, “The Mossad can go 
to any distinguished American Jew and ask for help.” This is precisely what 
was done in the run-up to 9/11 — several affluent American Jews were called 
upon by the Mossad to help orchestrate 9/11 for the benefit of the Jewish state 
and to fulfill  the geopolitical aims of International Zionism. 
See - http://www.thejc.com/news/uk-news/28777/million-jews-aid-mossad-says-
writer-radio-4  
 
A cardinal component of the Israeli false-flag operation on 9/11 was the 
controlled demolition of the WTC Twin Towers and WTC-7. The two planes that 
hit the towers merely served as misdirection that was later used as the highly 
implausible excuse for their downfall. Blowing up buildings is a very intricate art 
that requires professional demolition specialists and weeks of preparation. To 
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accomplish this task, explosive experts needed unrestricted access to the Twin 
Towers and WTC-7 in order to set explosive charges in place to bring down the 
buildings. The first step in the preparation for this operation was transferring 
ownership of the World Trade Center complex from the Port Authority of New 
York and New Jersey (PANYNJ) into private hands. This was set in motion by a 
handful of well-connected Jewish billionaires, all of whom have intimate 
connections to Israel and a long history of Zionist activism in the United States, 
Israel and elsewhere. 

 
The chairman of the Port Authority leading up to and on 9/11 was Lewis M. 
Eisenberg, a Zionist Jew. Eisenberg is a board member of the Republican 
Jewish Coalition, he was previously a partner of the Jewish bank Goldman, 
Sachs & Co., and he has also served on the board of directors of two of the most 
powerful pro-Israel pressure groups in the U.S., the United Jewish 
Appeal/Federation of New York and the American Israel Public Affairs Committee 
(AIPAC). He is an active fundraiser for Republican politicians who tow the Zionist 
line on American Middle East policy as finance chairman of the Republican 
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National Committee (RNC) and was a major financial contributor to the Bush-
Cheney presidential campaign in 2000. (Bob Feldman, “The Republican Jewish 
Coalition and the pro-Israel Lobby,” The Electronic Intifada, Feb. 21, 2005.) In his 
function as the Chairman of the Port Authority, Eisenberg oversaw the 
negotiations and transfer of the World Trade Center to his fellow Zionist Jews 
Larry A. Silverstein and his business partner Frank Lowy, the owner of 
Westfield Group. Silverstein and Lowy were outbid by Vornado Reality Trust by 
$30m, but tribal networking with their Zionist collaborator Eisenberg ensured they 
got the contract. (Andrew Rice, “Silverstein Recovers: Dark Horse May Win 
World Trade Center,” New York Observer, April 9, 2001.) On July 24, 2001, a 
mere six weeks before 9/11, Silverstein and Lowy suspiciously obtained a 99-
year lease on the entire WTC Complex, in addition to WTC-7 which was already 
owned by Larry’s company Silverstein Properties. Leasing the WTC was a 
particularly bad investment. The Twin Towers were filled with asbestos, an illegal 
and toxic substance which required a costly removal procedure that would have 
produced a bill that would have rivaled the lease itself, yet oddly, Silverstein “felt 
a compelling urge to own them.” (“Asbestos in the WTC: Towers’ Destruction 
‘Solved’ Asbestos Problem,” 911 Research WTC-7 Website) 
See - http://electronicintifada.net/content/republican-jewish-coalition-and-pro-
israel-lobby/5477  
See - http://observer.com/2001/04/09/silverstein-recovers-dark-horse-may-win-
world-trade-center/  
See - http://911research.wtc7.net/wtc/evidence/asbestos.html 
 
The Jewish supremacist Larry Silverstein is a dedicated Zionist whose rabid 
support for Israel is not a secret. In his life, he has been involved with numerous 
Jewish supremacist organizations, Zionist fundraising schemes and is a major 
financial contributor to sham Jewish causes. He served as chairman of the board 
of the United Jewish Appeal and remains on the Board of Directors, along with 
his wife Klara. On its website, the UJA boasts of having raised over $1 billion for 
the terrorist state of Israel over the past sixty years. Larry has also donated more 
than $1 million to the anti-German hate group known as the Museum of Jewish 
Heritage, a “living memorial to the holocaust©,” and sits on its Board of Trustees. 
Silverstein has close ties with many of Israel’s bloodthirsty leaders who sit at the 
head of the ruling Likud Party. He is personal friends with no less than three 
former Israeli Prime Ministers: Benjamin Netanyahu, Ehud Barak and Ariel 
Sharon. He was so friendly with Netanyahu that he had regular telephone 
conversations with him every Sunday afternoon. Sara Leibovich-Dar, writing for 
the Israeli paper Haaretz, made note of these relationships in an editorial entitled 
“Up In Smoke“. She wrote: 
See - http://www.ujafedny.org/boardofdirectors/ 
http://www.ujafedny.org/supporting-israel/ 
http://www.mjhnyc.org/s_waystogive_heritage.html 
http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/pages/ShArt.jhtml?itemNo=97338&contrassID=3&
subContrassID=0&sbSubContrassID=0  
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“Shortly after the events of September 11, Prime Minister Ariel Sharon 
called Larry Silverstein, a Jewish real estate magnate in New York, the 
owner of the World Trade Center’s 110-story Twin Towers and a close 
friend, to ask how he was. Since then they have spoken a few more times. 
Two former prime ministers – Benjamin Netanyahu, who this week called 
Silverstein a “friend,” and Ehud Barak, whom Silverstein in the past offered 
a job as his representative in Israel – also called soon after the disaster. 
Yaakov Terner, the mayor of Be’er Sheva, sent a letter of condolence. Many 
Israeli politicians are acquainted in one degree or another with the 70-year-
old Silverstein.” 
 

 
Silverstein 
Silverstein has even more conspicuous associations that solidify his guilt as 
9/11’s “inside man” for Israel. In 1992 he co-founded the Israel Export 
Development Company (IEDC) which apparently sought to facilitate safer 
investment in Israel. (David Yerushalmi, “Resurrection,” The Institute for 
Advanced Strategic & Political Studies) The IEDC is an offshoot of the Institute 
for Advanced Strategic and Political Studies (IASPS), a hawkish pro-Israel “think 
tank” with branches in Israel and the U.S. which sought to promote wars against 
Israel’s regional enemies in the Middle East. (R. Marshall, “Right-Wing 
Extremists Endanger Israel and the Jews,” Washington Report on Middle East 
Affairs, Dec. 1999). This ties Silverstein to the Zionist propaganda outfit that 
conceived the heinous policy document A Clean Break: A New Strategy for 
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Securing the Realm. This report was authored in 1996 as advice for Benjamin 
Netanyahu’s incoming Likud administration by Jewish neocon “thinkers” Richard 
Perle, Douglas Feith, David Wurmser and Meyrav Wurmser. This group and the 
Jews associated with it would play a central role in the instigation of the war in 
Iraq in 2003. 
See - http://www.iasps.org/scorecards/98/yerushalmi.htm 
See - http://www.wrmea.com/backissues/1295/9512007.html 
 
Silverstein’s active involvement in 9/11 is remarkably clear-cut and unambiguous. 
Although four members of his staff were killed in the attacks, he himself was 
saved only because he cancelled a routine business meeting at the last minute 
which was scheduled to take place first thing in the morning at Windows On The 
World restaurant, located on the 106th floor of WTC 1. Lucky Larry explained his 
absence from the WTC on 9/11 to the Wall Street Journal: 
 
“His own life, he says, was spared “by a miracle, an absolute miracle.” On 
the morning of 9/11 his wife insisted he make a dermatologist’s 
appointment and skip a breakfast with tenants at the Windows on the 
World in the North Tower.” (“The Man Who Is Rebuilding Ground Zero,” Wall 
Street Journal, Sept. 11, 2010.) 
See - 
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB1000142405274870359720457548391344624844
0.html 
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There were other “miracles” in the Silverstein family that morning. Larry’s son 
Roger and daughter Lisa, who were working for him in temporary offices on the 
88th floor of the North Tower, were also absent from the towers on 9/11, narrowly 
escaping certain death. Both of them just happened to have been “running late” 
for work on that fateful day. (Tom McGeveran, “Mike Sees City Taking Control At 
Ground Zero,” The New York Observer, Mar. 17, 2003.) Either the Silverstein 
family possess some supernatural talent to gaze into the future or they knew not 
to show up to work on 9/11 for reasons of complicity. On a PBS program called 
“America Rebuilds,” Larry Silverstein tacitly confessed to the demolition of WTC-
7, the 47 story steel skyscraper that was not hit by a plane which collapsed into 
its own footprint in 6.5 seconds (nearly free fall speed) at around 5:20 in the 
afternoon on 9/11. His exact statement in reference to WTC-7 was: 
See also - http://observer.com/2003/03/17/mike-sees-city-taking-control-at-
ground-zero/  
 
“I remember getting a call from the…er…fire department commander, 
telling me that they were not sure they were gonna be able to contain the 
fire, and I said, ‘We’ve had such terrible loss of life, maybe the smartest 
thing to do is pull it.’ And they made that decision to pull and we watched 
the building collapse.” (“America Rebuilds,” PBS) 
See also - 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=7WYdAJQV100  
 
“Pull it” is demolition industry jargon for destroying a building. Larry’s lame 
excuse for his Freudian slip was that he meant “pull the fire-fighters out of the 
building.” This is impossible because there were no fire-fighters in WTC-7 to 
speak of. According to FDNY fire chief Frank Fellini, all fire-fighters had been 
directed to steer clear of WTC-7 five or six hours before it came down. (New York 
Times, 12/3/2001) On 9/11, the mysterious collapse of WTC-7 was prematurely 
announced by the BBC on a live broadcast twenty minutes before it actually 
came down, further revealing the thoroughly scripted nature of the day’s events! 
(“ENHANCED VERSION: News Reports WTC7 Fell Before It Happens!,” 
YouTube) Having taken out a massive insurance policy on the WTC complex 
which covered “acts of terrorism” just six weeks before 9/11, Larry Silverstein 
originally sought over $7 billion in an insurance payout as a result of the 
destruction of his complex. He claimed that two planes crashing into two towers 
constituted two separate terrorist events and therefore required a double pay out. 
(“Insurers Debate: One Accident or Two?” Bloomberg News) This greedy Jew’s 
attempt at subterfuge did not exactly get the results he was looking for, but he did 
manage to squeeze $4.55 billion out of his insurers with the help of Michael 
Mukasey, a Jewish-Zionist judge who presided over the case and ruled in his 
favor. (Tom Topousis, “WTC Insure War Is Over,” New York Post, May 24, 2007 / 
Joseph Goldstein, “As Judge Leaves for Law Firm, His Legacy Is Remembered,” 
New York Sun, July 26, 2006.) Mukasey was later nominated as U.S. Attorney 
General by George W. Bush. 
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See also - 
http://graphics8.nytimes.com/packages/pdf/nyregion/20050812_WTC_GRAPHIC
/9110217.PDF  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ltP2t9nq9fI 
http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/WTCDEMO/wot/insurers.htm  
http://www.nypost.com/p/news/regional/wtc_insure_war_is_over_AOAnGWwzd8l
RjdDeV1NmOK  
http://www.nysun.com/new-york/as-judge-leaves-for-law-firm-his-legacy-
is/36714/  

 
Frank Lowy 

 
Silverstein’s business partner Frank Lowy is the co-founder of Westfield 
Group, which operates over 100 shopping centres in Australia, New Zealand, the 
United States and England. He leased the shopping concourse area called the 
Mall at the World Trade Center, made up of approximately 427,000 square feet 
of retail floor space. Lowy is a Hungarian Jew born in Czechoslovakia. In 1946, 
he made his way to the British Mandate of Palestine wherein he joined the 
Jewish terrorist group known as Haganah to slaughter Palestinians and steal 
their land. A short time later he joined the Golani Brigade with whom he 
participated in the Nakba — the forced expulsion of nearly a million Palestinian 
Arabs from their homes, dozens of murderous massacres of Palestinians, and 
the decimation of hundreds of Palestinian villages, upon which the state of Israel 
was illegally formed in 1948. After his stint in Palestine as a Jewish terrorist, 
murderer and ethnic cleanser, Lowy moved to Sydney, Australia in 1952 
whereupon he started up his retail property company Westfield Group, which has 
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made him a very rich man. (Herb Keinon, “Frank Lowy: From Hagana to $3.8 
billion magnate,” The Jerusalem Post, May 29, 2006.)  
See also - http://www.jpost.com/Israel/Article.aspx?id=23266 
 
In regard to 9/11, it is important to note some of Lowy’s extensive ties to Israel, 
his cozy relations with Israeli politicians and his avid activism to further Zionism 
and Jewish domination around the world. The blogger Crimes of Zion unearthed 
a plethora of revealing connections between Frank Lowy and Israel’s ruling 
Zionist establishment in his article titled “Frank Lowy, Zionism and 9/11“. For 
instance, in 2001 Lowy was the Associate International Chairman of the Israel 
Democracy Institute and in 2003 he set up an international policy think tank 
devoted to foreign affairs called the Lowy Institute for International Policy. In 
2006, he established the Israeli Institute for National Strategy and Policy at Tel 
Aviv University where bigwig Israeli politicians and businessmen gather to 
brainstorm sinister ways to undermine the gentiles. (“Frank Lowy launches Tel 
Aviv University institute,” Globes Israel’s Business Arena, 29 May 2006.) 
Described by the Sydney Morning Herald as “a self-made man with a strong 
interest in the Holocaust and Israeli politics,” Lowy spends three months of 
the year at his home in the Jewish crime enclave known as Israel. Lowy was very 
much involved in the dissemination of Zionist propaganda through media venues 
such as a publication called the Australia/Israel Review (AIR) where he served as 
vice president. This Jewish supremacist rag was the birth-child of the Australia 
Israel Jewish Affairs Council (AIJAC), the Australian equivalent of its American 
counterpart, AIPAC. A London Times article gave us this interesting piece of 
information, further illustrating Lowy’s raving Zionist fanaticism: 
See also - http://crimesofzion.blogspot.com/2007/05/frank-lowy-zionism-and-
911.html  
See also- http://www.idi.org.il/sites/english/Pages/homepage.aspx 
See also - http://www.lowyinstitute.org/ 
See also - http://www.globes.co.il/serveen/globes/docview.asp?did=1000097159  
 
“Lowy has donated about £200,000 to build a memorial museum in Israel 
for his former brigade and has toured old battle sites with former 
comrades. His personal wealth was recently estimated by Forbes magazine 
at £1.5 billion and he is well known in Australia as a philanthropist 
supporting Jewish causes. Through the Westfield Foundation he has given 
to the United Israel Appeal, an organization for resettling Jewish 
immigrants in Israel. His family was last year preparing to invest more than 
£30m in property and media interests in Israel.” (“Blair’s envoy in new row 
over pay,” The Sunday Times, April 14, 2002.) 
See also - http://www.fpp.co.uk/online/02/04/Israel/STimes140402.html  
 
Frank Lowy maintains close personal relationships with Israeli political kingpins 
Ehud Olmert, Ariel Sharon, Ehud Barak and Barak’s brother Avinoam Brog. Brog 
confirmed Lowy’s highly influential standing in the Zionist State when he told the 
Sydney Morning Herald that Lowy’s “influence is such that if he wanted to 
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talk to any politician in Israel, then he could. And they will listen.” (“The 
quiet benefactor: Lowy’s close ties with Israel,” The Sydney Morning Herald, 
Sept. 29 2008.) In addition to being a former terrorist, Lowy is also a crook. In 
2006 it came to light that Lowy was implicated in a corruption scandal involving 
the then Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert. Israeli media reported that Olmert 
had a conflict of interest because he advanced Frank Lowy’s interests in the 
privatization of a major Israeli bank, Bank Leumi. (“PM to face criminal 
investigation over Bank Leumi sale affair,” Haaretz, Jan. 16, 2007.) In the bid for 
Bank Leumi, Lowy’s business partners were the Jewish plutocrats Mortimer 
Zuckerman, who is the publisher and owner of New York Daily News, the chief 
editor of U.S. News & World Report as well as the former chairman of the 
Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations, and Daniel 
Abraham, a prominent board member of AIPAC. 
See also - http://www.smh.com.au/business/the-quiet-benefactor-lowys-close-
ties-with-israel-20080928-4ppd.html?page=-1  
See - http://www.haaretz.com/news/pm-to-face-criminal-investigation-over-bank-
leumi-sale-affair-1.210254  

 

 
Ronald Lauder 

 
Another crooked character who played an imperative role in the planning and 
preparation for 9/11 was the Jewish billionaire Ronald Lauder. Having inherited 
his fortune as the heir to his parents’ cosmetics empire Estée Lauder 
Companies, Lauder is an active Jewish supremacist lobbyist and a rather 
chauvinistic Zionist-Israeli partisan. Lauder is actively involved in numerous 
Zionist pressure groups and Jewish spy agencies masquerading as “civic 
organizations,” including the Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish 
Organizations, the Jewish National Fund, the World Jewish Congress (of which 
he was elected president on 10 June, 2007), the American Jewish Joint 
Distribution Committee, the Anti-Defamation League, the Jewish Theological 
Seminary, Brandeis University, and the Abraham Fund. He also established a 
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school carrying his name called The Lauder School of Government, Diplomacy 
and Strategy to the Interdisciplinary Center of Herzliya (Israel), a Mossad 
recruiting center and operative training ground. It is stated on the website of the 
Interdisciplinary Center Herzliya that the founding dean of Lauder’s Mossad 
school was none other than Ehud Sprinzak, the Israeli professor who told the 
UK’s Telegraph that 9/11 was the greatest PR stunt ever committed in favor 
of Israel and the Jews. 
See - 
http://www.powerbase.info/index.php/Lauder_School_of_Government,_Diplomac
y_and_Strategy 
http://portal.idc.ac.il/en/schools/Government/AboutUs/Pages/EhudSprinzak.aspx  
 
In regard to 9/11, it is important to mention two more organizations that Lauder 
headed: the New York State Commission of Privatization and the New York State 
Research Council on Privatization. Through these groups, Lauder introduced the 
concept of privatization to the Port Authority. (“Green Acres,” New York Press, 
Feb. 8, 2005.) In this function, Lauder was the key individual who lobbied for the 
privatization of the WTC, which fell right into the hands of his Zionist brethren: 
Silverstein and Lowy. According to the journalist Michael Massing, on Israeli 
issues Lauder “was a vocal Likudnik, with long-standing ties to Netanyahu,” 
and that during Netanyahu’s 1989 run for top office in Israel “the Jewish press 
carried reports that he [Lauder] had helped bankroll Netanyahu’s campaign 
for prime minister.” (“Deal Breakers,” The American Prospect Magazine, March 
2002) 
See also - http://nypress.com/green-acres/ 
See also - http://www.thirdworldtraveler.com/Israel/Deal_Breakers.html  
 
On the tenth anniversary of 9/11, Ronald Lauder wrote an obscenely 
propagandistic “opinion” piece that was published on the website of the 
World Jewish Congress, in which he forcefully propagated the official fairy 
tale of 9/11, essentially arguing that it is the duty of all Westerners to defend 
Israel and fight the Muslims in the name of “freedom, democracy and human 
rights.” These three terms are Judeo-Masonic code words. Jewish supremacists 
and their paid lackeys constantly invoke this deceptive slogan as a pretext for 
Western military intervention anywhere in the world where the Jewish power elite 
are having trouble dealing with a certain group of rebellious non-Jews who are 
not acting like obedient, pacified slaves. What this slogan really means is that we 
must fight, not for “freedom, democracy and human rights,” but for “the divine 
right of the Jews to abuse, subjugate and enslave the non-Jews.” 
See also - 
http://www.worldjewishcongress.org/en/news/10661/opinion_ronald_s_lauder_on
_the_tenth_anniversary_of_9_11 
 
The circumstances surrounding the private acquisition of the World Trade Center 
in July of 2001 bears the distinct mark of Zion. Is it just a coincidence that every 
single person involved in the privatization, transfer and subsequent private 
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ownership of the WTC were corporate billionaire Jews with a laundry list of 
connections to powerful Jewish lobby groups, Zionist think tanks and the biggest 
shot-callers in the Israeli government, particularly the Likud Party? Is it just mere 
happenstance that two Jewish-Zionist bigwigs gained total control over the entire 
WTC complex just over a month before 9/11, and by doing so facilitated an event 
that proved to be a godsend for their elitist friends in Tel Aviv? In politics, there 
are no coincidences. 
 
Zion Incorporated: The MOFO Jewish “Security” Apparatus 

 
In his outstanding book, 
Solving 9/11: The Deception 
That Changed The World, the 
brave researcher Christopher 
Bollyn explained why it was 
so crucial for the 9/11 plotters 
to gain control over security at 
the World Trade Center to 
ensure the success of this 
heinous false flag operation. 
Being in charge of security at 
the Twin Towers, writes 
Bollyn, 
“was obviously crucial to 
the 9/11 operation. The 
explosive charges and 
Thermite that evidently 
demolished the three 
towers could not have been 
placed in the buildings 
without the perpetrators 
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having complete control of security. Getting control of security at the WTC 
was something senior officers of Israeli military intelligence had actively 
sought since at least 1987. This was clearly part of the Israeli master plan 
for 9/11, a plan first openly articulated in 1979 by Isser Harel, the former 
head of Israeli intelligence…” (Solving 9/11, Ch. 7, “The Architecture of Terror: 
Mapping the Network Behind 9/11″) 
See also - http://www.bollyn.com/the-architecture-of-terror-mapping-the-network-
behind-9-11  
 
Bollyn, in chapter 7 of his book titled “The Architecture of Terror: Mapping the 
Network Behind 9/11“, cogently outlined how the Jewish crime network 
accomplished this fundamental task. According to the stellar research of Bollyn, 
in 1987 Atwell Security of Tel Aviv, an Israeli security company staffed with high-
ranking Shin Bet and Mossad agents, gained control of security at the World 
Trade Center through a contract with the Port Authority. The head of this 
company was an elite Israeli intelligence veteran named Avraham Shalom Ben-
Dor, the former chief of Israel’s internal security service Shin Bet. Another 
infamous Mossad agent, Peter Zvi Malkin, brokered the deal with the Jewish-run 
Port Authority, which placed New York City’s tunnels, bridges, ports, airports and 
the WTC under the control of Israeli Intelligence through Atwell Security. Both of 
these men were long-time associates of Mossad’s founder Isser Harel, the man 
who “predicted” 9/11 in 1979. Interestingly, Atwell Security was a subsidiary of 
the Eisenberg Group which was owned by the Israeli businessman and Mossad 
arms dealer Shaul Eisenberg. 
 
This agreement was, however, strangely terminated shortly thereafter by Edward 
J. O’Sullivan, the Port Authority’s Director of Special Plans, due to the company’s 
obvious affiliation with the Israeli secret services. This is when the Jewish crime 
network decided to use more discreet means to establish control of the WTC’s 
security, namely through an American partner so as to disguise the overt 
“Mossad” character of the company and its machinations. Kroll Inc., also known 
as Kroll Associates, is a private security and investigative company that is 
known as the “CIA of Wall Street.” The company’s name is derived from its 
founder Jules Kroll, a well-connected Jew from New York. In 1993, after the first 
WTC false-flag bombing, Kroll Inc. was given the task of “revamping security at 
the World Trade Center.” (Douglas Frantz, “A Midlife Crisis at Kroll Associates,” 
New York Times, Sept 01, 1993.) Kroll Inc. continued to run security at the WTC 
until September 11, 2001. It is this company, as the overseers of security at the 
towers on 9/11, that is responsible for making an announcement telling WTC-2 
employees to go back to their desks after the first plane struck WTC-1, assuring 
them everything was secure and that they were safe to continue working. (“Life 
And Death Decisions – Some Survivors Fled WTC Tower Despite 
Announcement To Stay Put,” Newsday Magazine, Sept. 13, 2001.) If this 
malicious announcement had not been broadcast, hundreds if not thousands of 
lives might have been saved. 
See - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jules_B._Kroll 
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See also - http://www.nytimes.com/1994/09/01/business/a-midlife-crisis-at-kroll-
associates.html?src=pm  
See also - http://rense.com/general14/afterd.htm 
 

 
 
Jules Kroll and his wife Lynn are fanatically passionate and committed Zionists. 
They perfectly fit the description of Sayanim. Together they run the “Foundation 
for Jewish Culture,” a fund for Jewish documentary films which “explore the 
Jewish experience in all its complexity.” Lynn Kroll has quite the résumé of 
Zionist activism and Jewish advancement. She is the Vice Chairman of the 
United Jewish Appeal (UJA) Federation of New York, which connects the Kroll’s 
to fellow 9/11 conspirator Larry Silverstein who is likewise a national chairman of 
the UJA, the biggest American fund-raising group for Israel. Lynn is a prominent 
member of a litany of other Jewish-Zionist outfits like the American Jewish Joint 
Distribution Committee (JDC), the Jewish Agency for Israel, the Jewish 
Communal Fund, the United Jewish Communities Inc. and the American Jewish 
Committee. In addition she was appointed by her co-religionist, the Mayor of New 
York City Michael Bloomberg, as Chair of the Sister Cities Relationship between 
New York and Jerusalem. Jules Kroll is also directly tied to Silverstein as they 
are both board members of the New York Citizen’s Budget Commission (CBC), 
according to Christopher Bollyn. 
See - http://jewishculture.org/film/ 
See - http://www.zoominfo.com/people/Kroll_Lynn_2912680.aspx 
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It is exceedingly important to note that Jules Kroll became business partners with 
former A.I.G. CEO and mega financial criminal Maurice Greenberg — a Zionist 
Jew — in 1993, the same year Kroll Inc. took over “security” at the World Trade 
Center. That was the year that Greenberg’s A.I.G. bought 23 percent of Kroll Inc. 
and later fashioned it into a wholly owned subsidiary of A.I.G. and Marsh & 
McLennan Companies (MMC), which was headed by his son Jeffrey Greenberg. 
According to the 9/11 Encyclopedia, Maurice Greenberg “was deeply involved 
in Chinese trade in the 80s, where Henry Kissinger was one of his 
representatives. In the China trade, Greenberg became very close to Shaul 
Eisenberg, the leader of the Asian section of the Israeli intelligence service 
Mossad, and agent for the sales of sophisticated military equipment to the 
Chinese military.” It also says he was once the deputy chairman of the Council 
on Foreign Relations, a predominately Jewish, globalist “think tank” that has 
wreaked incredible havoc in the world. Maurice’s son Jeffrey became the CEO of 
the insurance brokerage firm Marsh & McLennan Companies (MMC) in 1999 and 
chairman in 2000. Chris Bollyn has astutely noted that the first plane of 9/11 flew 
directly into the secure computer room of Marsh/Kroll in the WTC North Tower, or 
perhaps was “precision guided” into the building. 
See also - http://911review.org/Sept11Wiki/Greenberg,Maurice.shtml 
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The importance of Kroll 
Inc. to the 9/11 plot is 
substantial. This company 
was 100 percent kosher 
certified. The CEO of Kroll 
Inc. at the time of 9/11 
was another Jewish 
criminal personality 
named Michael 
Cherkasky, who would 
later go on to become the 
CEO of Marsh & 
McLennan Companies 
(MMC). Cherkasky’s 
father Martin headed the 
Medical Advisory 
Committee of the 
American Jewish Joint 
Distribution Committee. 
(“Paid Notice: Deaths 
CHERKASKY, MARTIN, 
MD.,” New York Times, 
Sept. 09, 1997.) The 
managing director of the 
company at the time of 
9/11 was none other than 
Jerome M. Hauer, whom 

we first met earlier in this book. Hauer is one of the key plotters behind 9/11 and 
he is the unmistakable product of Jewish Zionism. He was born in New York to a 
family of Yiddish-speaking Zionist Jews. His late mother, Rose Muscatine Hauer, 
once served as the Dean of the Beth Israel School of Nursing and was also the 
Honorary President of the New York Chapter of Hadassah, the “Daughters of 
Zion,” a women’s Zionist group with close ties to Israel. In 1996 NYC mayor 
Rudolph Giuliani, a dedicated Jewish lackey, appointed Hauer as the first director 
of the Office of Emergency Management (OEM) which was created to coordinate 
the city’s response, or lack thereof, to crises. Hauer strangely insisted that the 
OEM command bunker be built into Larry Silverstein’s WTC-7. (Chris Bollyn, 
“The Key Players Of 911 – Who Is Jerome Hauer?,” Rense, Jan. 26, 2008.) 
Hauer is a government insider and is touted by the mass media as an expert on 
“terrorism” and biological disasters. As noted earlier, the Jewish media used him 
to float the official conspiracy theory of 9/11 to the public before it even became 
public knowledge. 
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See also - http://www.nytimes.com/1997/09/09/classified/paid-notice-deaths-
cherkasky-martin-md.html  
See also http://rense.com/general80/key.htm 
 
Hauer was also a close collaborator with Larry Silverstein. He managed to 
persuade former FBI terrorism investigator John O’Neill to take a job as head of 
security at the WTC. Tragically, O’Neill was killed on his first day of work — 

September 11, 2001. At 
the height of his 
successful and 
distinguished career at 
the FBI, O’Neill abruptly 
quit the organization 
after being severely 
hindered by higher-ups 
in the agency who were 
constantly thwarting his 
investigations into 
Osama bin Laden and 
“Al-Qaeda”. They did 
not want him to figure 
out that he had been 
sent on a wild goose 
chase searching for 
phantom enemies that 
don’t even exist. Had 
O’Neill ascertained the 
truth that “Al-Qaeda” is 
nothing more than a 
boogeyman that has 
been used as a 
scapegoat to take the 

fall for Israeli black operations, he would have been outraged and most certainly 
would have revealed this farce to the public. 
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What really made O’Neill into a full-fledged target of the Jewish crime network 
was his investigation into the bombing of the USS Cole in 2000. The U.S. 
ambassador to Yemen, a raving Zionist Jewess named Barbara Bodine, and 
the U.S. Secretary of State at the time, another raging Zionist Jewess named 
Madeline Albright, completely derailed O’Neill’s inquiry into the USS Cole 
bombing by having him and his investigative team thrown out of Yemen and 
permanently barred from the country — a sure sign that Israel bombed the Cole 
and was desperate to prevent a real investigation that would have revealed 
Israel’s guilt. (Lloyd T. Vance, “The Truth About the USS Cole Bombing,” South 
East Asia News, April 30, 2011.) In an article titled “Clearing the Baffles for 9/11,” 
journalist Wayne Madsen quotes a former CIA agent who theorizes that Israel, 
not “Al-Qaeda,” attacked the USS Cole: 
See also - http://southeastasianews.org/uss_cole_investigation.html  
See also - 
http://www.gnosticliberationfront.com/clearing_the_baffles_for_911.htm   
 
“The former CIA agent who worked with the FBI’s Joint Terrorism Task 
Force in New York and New Jersey stated that the USS Cole was hit by a 
specially-configured Popeye cruise missile launched from an Israeli 
Dolphin-class submarine. Israeli tests of the missile in May 2000 in the 
waters off Sri Lanka demonstrated it could hit a target 930 miles away. The 
ex-CIA agent also stated that Ambassador Bodine threw John O’Neill and 
his team out of Yemen lest their investigation began uncovering evidence 
that the Cole was not blown up by an explosive-laden boat but by an Israeli 
cruise missile. The former CIA agent said the reason for the Israeli attack 
was to further galvanize U.S. public opinion against both Al Qaeda and the 
Democrats in the weeks prior to the 2000 presidential elections. The Bush-
Cheney team could blame the Democrats for not taking the Al Qaeda threat 
seriously.” 
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Another Israeli motive for attacking the USS Cole was to divert world attention 
and sympathy from the second Palestinian intifada — the uprising which was 
triggered by the provocation at the Al Aqsa compound by the Likud leader Ariel 
Sharon, wherein thousands of Palestinians were killed and wounded in a brutal 
Israeli military siege against the occupied territories. Whenever Israel initiates a 
merciless slaughter of Palestinians in Gaza and the West Bank, a “terrorist” 
attack occurs to conveniently draw public attention away from Israel’s crimes. 
False flag terrorism comes in handy for the Israeli PR effort to win the hearts and 
minds of Westerners to the Zionist cause. 
Another key character whose hands are covered in blood is Jeremy Kroll, the son 
of Jules Kroll. Jeremy Kroll was the Managing Director at Marsh/Kroll and has 
served as General Manager at Kroll’s Information Security Group (computer 
security). Chris Bollyn outlined Jeremy’s intimate connections to a plethora of 
Israeli military intelligence figures through a front company that the Mossad 
created to accomplish missions in America. Bollyn, again in his chapter “The 
Architecture of Terror: Mapping the Network Behind 9/11,” had this to say about 
Jeremy Kroll: 
See - http://www.bollyn.com/the-architecture-of-terror-mapping-the-network-
behind-9-11  
 
“It is interesting to note that Jeremy M. Kroll, the Managing Director of 
Marsh Kroll, is also on the “advisory board” of Elad Yoran’s Security 
Growth Partners. This is a crucial connection in the Zionist network behind 
9/11; this is where we hit the mainline. Jeremy Kroll, the son of Jules B. 
Kroll, has been an executive at Marsh Kroll, a division of Marsh & 
McLennan Co. (MMC), since 1996. Jeremy Kroll’s connection with Elad and 
Amit Yoran through SGP reveals a key link between the American Zionist 
network and Israeli military intelligence. 
 
… Jeremy Kroll serves on the board of the Israel-based Challenge Fund 
with Israeli government officials from the highest level, including Israel’s 
National Security Advisor and Head of the National Security Council, a 
former head of Shin Bet, former Directors General of the Ministries of 
Foreign Affairs and Defense, former Commanders of the Israel Air Force, 
Central Command, and the Technology and Logistic Branch of the IDF, as 
well as the head of Boeing (Israel) and the son of Yitzhak Shamir. The 
Challenge Fund uses money raised through the Bronfman and Andreas 
(ADM) families to fund Israeli companies, like ViryaNet.  
 
… The Challenge Fund is an Israeli intelligence funding operation, based in 
Israel and also known as Etgar, which means “challenge” in Hebrew. This 
limited partnership involves the biggest players in the Zionist funding 
network in North America with the most senior officers in Israeli military 
intelligence. This is one of the key funding entities for Israeli intelligence 
operations in the United States. 
… These are the kind of high-level Israeli intelligence agents that work with 
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Jeremy Kroll on the “advisory board” of the Challenge Fund. Kroll brings a 
degree in fine arts (French and Italian) from Georgetown and his executive 
position with Kroll to the table. Who do you think makes the strategic 
decisions in this group? It was, I submit, through these connections with 
Kroll and Greenberg that agents of Israeli military intelligence gained 
control of security of the World Trade Center and were able to carry out 
9/11.” 
 

 
 

 
 
 

A key suspect in the preparation for Israel’s 9/11 spectacle was Michael Goff. 
This Jewish-Zionist lawyer from Worcester, Massachusetts, abruptly left his 
promising career as a lawyer to join a shady start-up software company called 
Ptech, a disguised Israeli intelligence operation with Arab front men. As the 
original marketing manager of Ptech, Goff was responsible for procuring the 
company’s software. Most national security computerized systems that would 
have responded to the 9/11 hijackings by scrambling jets were running on Ptech 
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software, which explains the complete lack of air defenses on 9/11. A list of 
Ptech clients includes the FAA, N.A.T.O, United States Armed Forces, Congress, 
Dept. Of Energy, Dept. of Justice, FBI, Customs, the IRS, the Secret Service, 
and even the White House. (Chris Bollyn, “How Mossad Deceived the U.S. 
Military on 9/11,” Rumor Mill News, Apr. 2, 2005.) Interestingly, Michael Goff’s 
father and grandfather were both members of the secret Zionist society of the 
B’nai B’rith (“Sons of the Covenant”), an exclusively Jewish order of Freemasons 
founded in New York City in 1843.  
See also - http://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/archive.cgi?read=68484  
 
Goff also worked for the Israeli database company Guardium. This company 
was funded by Cedar Fund, Veritas Venture Partners, and StageOne, all Mossad 
funding outfits. The founder and director of Guardium was Amit Yoran, the 
Israeli who went to West Point and became the manager of computer network 
security for the Pentagon. He was appointed by George W. Bush as the 
administration’s Cyber Chief, responsible for coordinating the nation’s activities in 
cyber security. In his book Solving 9/11 Chris Bollyn revealed that as Goff was 
working for Ptech, Amit Yoran was the “Network Security Manager at the 
Department of Defense designing computer security for the Pentagon.” 
Bollyn opined that Yoran was “ideally situated to arrange the installment of 
Ptech software onto the critical computer systems of the U.S. military.” 
Bollyn also observed that, “The Israeli nexus between Michael Goff, Ptech, 
Guardium, and Amit Yoran provides a logical explanation for how Israeli 
Ptech enterprise “spy” software wound up on the critical computer 
networks of the U.S. government and military.” This means that Israel not 
only had complete control of America’s telephonic infrastructure through Amdocs 
and Comverse Infosys, they also had unprecedented inside access to all of 
America’s sensitive government and military computer systems through Goff’s 
Ptech and the strategically placed Israeli asset Amit Yoran. 
 
Another interesting piece of information is the fact that an Israeli shipping 
company called Zim-American Israeli Shipping Co., which is nearly half-owned 
by the Israeli government itself, broke its lease and vacated its rental space on 
the 16th floor of the WTC one week before 9/11, forfeiting a $50,000 security 
deposit for doing so. (“September 4, 2001: Israeli Company Moves Out of WTC,” 
History Commons) Wayne Madsen reported that Michael Dick, an FBI colleague 
of John O’Neill, had been investigating the Israeli spy ring in New Jersey and that 
he was “very suspicious when Israeli movers quickly moved Zim American 
Israeli Shipping Company out of its 10,000 square feet of office space on 
the 17th Floor of the North Tower of the World Trade Center.” (“Clearing the 
Baffles For 9/11,” Wayne Madsen Report) Before Agent Dick could determine 
exactly what the Israeli spies were up to he was, according to Madsen, 
“removed from his duties on the orders of the then-head of the Justice 
Department’s Criminal Division Michael Chertoff.” Madsen further reported: 
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See also - 
http://www.historycommons.org/context.jsp?item=a090401zimamerican#a09040
1zimamerican  
See also - 
http://www.gnosticliberationfront.com/clearing_the_baffles_for_911.htm  
 
“According to a non official cover (NOC) CIA source who worked with Dick, 
Israeli movers moved explosives into the 17th Floor office space after Zim 
moved out. After 911, Dick as well as the CIA NOC were harassed by their 
superiors on orders “from above.” Those orders came from Chertoff.”  
 
This explosive information dovetails nicely with the revelations of Susan 
Lindauer, an ex-CIA asset who became an outspoken whistle-blower on 
government corruption and the 9/11 cover up. Lindauer, in an interview with 
Kevin Barrett, revealed that, 
 
“From April and May of 2001 onwards, [CIA agent] Richard Fuisz instructed 
me to threaten the Iraqis with war. Now everybody presumes that the war 
stuff came after 9/11, but it didn’t. They had decided months before 9/11 
ever happened, that as soon as this attack occurred this would be the 
motivation for the war. So they absolutely knew that this attack was going 
to be in late August or September and that opens up a whole new dynamic 
proving what you [Kevin Barrett] have just said — that it was a Mossad 
conspiracy.” (“911 Whistleblower Susan Lindauer Ex-CIA DIA – Kevin Barrett 
Show,” YouTube) 
See also - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=37c106yyzkw 
 
In the same interview she further goes on to make this startling revelation: 
“While I was writing my book I met a high-ranking State Department official who 
has a very, very, very high, top, top, top security classification, and I cannot 
name him for you because I don’t want to hurt his reputation… he’s close to 
retirement, he’s gonna have a pension, you know they would crush him if he was 
ever exposed, I suspect he thinks it too… But he says that a couple of weeks 
before 9/11, at the end of August, for about two weeks, strange vans were 
arriving at the World Trade Center at three o’clock in the morning. He 
swore to me that they were staying from 3AM to about 4:30-5AM. They were 
coming in for a brief period and he swore to me that he personally had 
investigated the janitorial services and he said I know first-hand how many 
employees the janitorial service had, what their trucks looked like, what 
their revenues are like, where they live, he said I could tell you their 
addresses, we are confident that none of these people in the janitorial 
services were tied to these trucks. He said it had never happened before, it 
was a unique thing… this was a strange anomaly right before the World 
Trade Center attack. And he was convinced that this was government-level 
Thermite, this was government level weapons that had been put into either 
the stairwells or the elevator shafts [of the WTC]. And he was convinced 
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that this was when it happened.”  
 

 
 
Mysterious white vans. Explosives. Thermite. World Trade Center. Mossad 
conspiracy. Bingo! The pieces of this Zionist puzzle fall right into place. Although 
it cannot be absolutely proven, it is very probable that the white vans doing 
suspicious work in and around the WTC just prior to the attacks were based out 
of the Mossad’s Urban Moving Systems headquarters in New Jersey. Many 
kosher researchers have desperately tried to deflect attention away from Israel 
by suggesting that some American demolition company and/or CIA operatives 
rigged the towers with explosives. There is simply no evidence to suggest that 
Americans had anything to do with this crucial aspect of the plot. It would be 
extremely difficult for the masterminds of 9/11 to somehow coerce American 
employees of the CIA or a demolition company run by Americans to plant bombs 
in the WTC and knowingly murder thousands of their fellow citizens. Israelis, on 
the other hand, have no such reservations, and have proven time and again that 
they are willing and able to kill Americans — both civilians and military personnel 
— if it benefits them and their political objectives. As I mentioned earlier, 
hundreds of Israelis, some of whom belonged to explosive ordinance units in the 
Israeli military, were operating all over the country in the year leading up to the 
attacks. These Mossad terrorists established a stronghold in New Jersey, in the 
immediate vicinity of the WTC, fronting as “movers.” Based on these amazing 
facts, it can be said with a great degree of certitude that Israeli military demolition 
experts are the ones responsible for rigging and detonating the WTC Twin 
Towers as well as WTC-7 on 9/11. Who, other than the Israelis, had the 
capability and the motive to do this? 
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To build on this point, I would like to draw the readers’ attention to Ehud Barak 
once again. This Zionist terror kingpin is directly linked to the explosive nano-
thermite compound that was discovered in the dust of the WTC by Danish 
engineer Neils Harrit and Professor Steven Jones of Brigham Young University. 
(“Active Thermitic Material Discovered in Dust from the 9/11 World Trade Center 
Catastrophe,” The Open Chemical Physics Journal, Volume 2) Barak was the 
Prime Minister of Israel from July 1999 until March 7, 2001, when he was 
replaced by Ariel Sharon. When he relinquished his position as Prime Minister, 
Barak promptly went to America where he became a special adviser for SCP 
Partners, a Mossad-run venture capital firm. In this capacity, Barak was in a 
position to personally oversee the 9/11 attacks, ensuring everything went as 
planned. 
See also - http://www.globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=13049  
 
Barak’s SCP partners had two companies in their portfolio capable of producing 
the accelerant used in the demolition of the Twin Towers and WTC-7 — 
Metallurg Holdings and Advanced Metalurgical Group, N.V. (AMG). AMG owned 
a number of subsidiaries which manufactured coatings of nano-composites and 
one that specialized in atomized aluminum which is a core component of nano-
thermite. Metallurg Holdings and AMG operate under the umbrella of a 
management subsidiary of SCP Partners Private Equity LLC called Safeguard 
International. All of these shadowy entities operated out of the exact same 
address at 435 Devon Park Drive, Wayne, Pennsylvania. (Chris Bollyn, “How 
Ehud Barak Pulled Off 9/11,” Bollyn Website, May 5, 2010.) This super-thermite 
was most likely applied to the towers as a spray. Who applied this explosive 
substance to the WTC towers? That would be LVI Services, Inc., a demolition 
company owned and operated by a Zionist Jew named Burton Fried. Chris 
Bollyn hypothesizes that under the cover of “asbestos abatement,” LVI Services, 
Inc., lined the WTC towers with super-thermite, the highly-powerful accelerant 
that helped bring the buildings down in addition to explosive charges. (Bollyn, 
Solving 9/11, Ch. 14, “Game Over: Evidence of Super-Thermite in the Rubble”) 
See also - http://www.bollyn.com/how-ehud-barak-pulled-off-9-11-2 

http://www.bollyn.com/game-over-
evidence-of-super-thermite-in-the-
rubble  
This analysis of the Jewish-Israeli-
Mossad security nexus which 
orchestrated and coordinated 9/11 
would not be complete without 
mentioning International 
Consultants on Targeted 
Security, otherwise known as 
ICTS International N.V. This 
company claims to provide 
“advanced, comprehensive 
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security solutions for the aviation and homeland security sectors.” The company 
was founded in 1987 by former security officials of Israel’s El Al airlines and 
bought in 1994 by Leedan, a Dutch investment holding company owned by two 
Jewish-Israeli brothers, Ezra Harel and Boaz Harel. The former commander in 
chief of the Israeli air force, Amos Lapidot, is still a member of the board. 
Although it is based out of the Netherlands, a 65 percent controlling stake in 
ICTS is held by the Israeli Ezra Harel. (“Ezra Harel dies of heart attack,” Haaretz, 
Nov. 26, 2003) The Israeli businessman Menachem J. Atzmon is also a 
controlling shareholder in ICTS and was appointed as its Chairman of the 
Board in 2004, after having served as a Member of the Board for several years. 
Interestingly, Atzmon is connected to the highest levels of the Likud Party in 
Israel, having served as the co-treasurer of the party in the 1980s. Atzmon and 
the criminal Zionist politician Ehud Olmert got themselves into hot water for 
procuring illegal foreign contributions for the Likud Party in 1988. (Chris Bollyn, 
“The Bloody Reign of Ehud Olmert and His Ties to 9/11,” Rumor Mill News, June 
18, 2006.) Anton Chaitkin, in a lengthy article exposing how wealthy Zionist Jews 
launder money to Israel to help fund the Likud Party, unveiled this valuable 
nugget of information about Mr. Atzmon: 
See also - http://www.haaretz.com/print-edition/business/ezra-harel-dies-of-
heart-attack-1.106796  
http://www.icts-int.com/content7429.html?id=15 
http://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/archive.cgi?noframes;read=89761 
 
“Israeli plutocrat Menachem Atzmon was co-treasurer of the Likud, along 
with Jerusalem Mayor Ehud Olmert, during and after the 1988 Israeli 
elections. In August 1988, Atzmon worked with Olmert and two other men 
to collect illegal contributions for the Likud from corporations, against 
Israel’s party funding law, by providing fictitious advertising services to the 
contributors. Atzmon was later convicted in that campaign finance fraud, 
while Olmert was acquitted. 
Up until his 1996 conviction, Atzmon was president of the Israel 
Development Fund (IDF), a U.S. tax-exempt foundation funneling money 
illegally to the Likud. IDF is one entity in a cluster of such false-front Likud 
money spigots, all run by Philadelphia attorney Steven L. Friedman, a 
partner in the Dilworth, Paxson firm.” (“A Bigger Scandal: Illegal U.S. Funding 
of Sharon’s Likud,” Executive Intelligence Review, Jan. 24, 2003.) 
See also - http://www.larouchepub.com/other/2003/3003likud_usgangsta.html  
 
ICTS, through its wholly owned subsidiary Huntleigh USA, had contracts to 
provide security and passenger screening at both Boston’s Logan airport, where 
Flight 175 and Flight 11 (the two planes which allegedly struck the Twin Towers 
on 9/11) departed from, as well as Newark airport where Flight 93 (which 
supposedly crashed in a field in Pennsylvania on 9/11) is claimed to have 
originated from. Thus Atzmon, a convicted Likud criminal, was directly 
responsible for passenger and airline security at two of the three airports where 
“hijackings” are said to have occurred on 9/11. (“All 9/11 Airports Serviced by 
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One Israeli Owned Company,” What Really Happened) ICTS is, for all intents 
and purposes, a Mossad front operation staffed with Israeli intelligence agents. 
Perhaps this explains why they have yet to produce any legitimate CCTV footage 
of the alleged Muslim 9/11 “hijackers” boarding any of the planes that they are 
claimed to have hijacked? (Stephen St. John, “911 Dutch Treat?” Rense, Nov. 
15, 2005.) ICTS is another chief cog in the overarching Jewish wheel that 
performed 9/11 from top to bottom; head to toe; A to Z. 
See - http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/ICTS.html 
See - http://rense.com/general68/dutch.htm 
 
Taken together, these salient facts paint a convincingly clear picture that Israel 
and a broader Jewish criminal network actively planned, orchestrated, 
coordinated, and executed this evil plot from beginning to end like a Jewish 
theater production. The Mossad had an immense network of well-placed sayanim 
in the United States that were able to arrange and facilitate this false-flag attack 
every step of the way. Some have argued that Israel merely had foreknowledge 
of 9/11 and failed to warn the U.S. government. The facts and information 
outlined here tell a different story — Israel not only knew when, where and how 
9/11 would unfold, they made it happen. The criminal intrigues of Zionism are 
more nefarious than most people are capable of understanding. 
 
The Myth of Osama bin Laden & the Nineteen Arab Oswalds 
 

 
 Al Qaeda Cave Hideout 
 
What evidence exists that nineteen Islamic fanatics directed by a man in a cave 
thousands of miles away were involved in 9/11? None. Nada. Zero. Not a shred. 
When pressed on the issue, even the FBI had to quietly confess that they have 
no evidence linking Osama bin Laden with 9/11. (Ed Haas, “The FBI admits: No 
Hard Evidence Connecting Bin Laden to 9/11,” Muckraker Report, July 25, 2009.) 
Shortly after 9/11, the Taliban offered to hand bin Laden over to the U.S. if the 
Bush administration would simply provide them with sufficient proof of his guilt. 
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Bush and his cronies scoffed at the offer and continued dropping bombs on 
Afghanistan. (“Bush rejects Taliban offer to hand Bin Laden over,” The Guardian, 
Oct. 14 2001. 
See -  
http://www.thepeoplesvoice.org/TPV3/Voices.php/2009/07/25/no-hard-evidence-
connecting-bin-laden-to-11  
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2001/oct/14/afghanistan.terrorism5  
 
If, as I contend, 9/11 was an Israeli plot, then who were these 19 men whose 
pictures and identities were flashed all over our TV screens within a few days of 
the attacks? (“FBI list of individuals identified as suspected hijackers,” CNN, 
Sept. 14, 2001.) Patsies. Dupes. Fall guys for the Mossad. The Mossad’s motto 
is: “By way of deception thou shalt do war.” It is the Mossad’s specialty to frame 
Arabs and Muslims for acts of terror that they commit themselves, just as it is 
generally the Jewish specialty to frame non-Jews for their own misdeeds or to 
falsely accuse non-Jews of crimes against Jews that simply never happened, like 
the so-called holocaust© and the so-called Russian pogroms. As we learned 
earlier in this text, on 9/11 the Mossad tried to trick the NYPD into thinking 
Palestinians were going to bomb the Holland tunnel when in reality two Israelis 
attempted to explode a truck bomb on the George Washington Bridge. We also 
witnessed the Jewish-owned news media promulgate a fraudulent video clip 
purporting to show Palestinians celebrating the 9/11 attacks in the West Bank, 
when five Israelis were actually celebrating the attacks in New Jersey, right 
across the Hudson river! The brazen pattern of criminal Jewish manipulation of 
this event does not stop there. 
See - http://edition.cnn.com/2001/US/09/14/fbi.document/ 
 
The nineteen 9/11 “hijackers” have proved to be phantoms and dupes set up to 
take the blame for a crime they did not commit. (David Ray Griffin, “Was America 
Attacked by Muslims on 9/11?”) This is a standard component of a false flag 
operation — Lee Harvey Oswald served this function in the JFK assassination 
conspiracy. How could these 19 men have been working for “Al-Qaeda” when 
that organization doesn’t even exist? (“BBC now admits Al Qaeda never existed,” 
YouTube) The term ‘Al-Qaeda’ has several translations, one of which is ‘the 
toilet’ and the other is ‘the base’. It is actually just a reference to the database of 
Arab and Islamic fighters and mercenaries financed, armed, trained and used by 
the CIA, the Saudis, the Pakistani ISI and the Mossad to wage an insurgency 
against the Soviets in the Afghan-Soviet war which lasted nine years from 
December 1979 to February 1989. (Pierre-Henri Bunel, “Al Qaeda: The 
Database,” Global Research, May 12, 2011.) Osama bin Laden was the 
CIA’s/Mossad’s point man in Afghanistan in the 1980s, leading a segment of the 
Islamic Mujaheddin fighters against the Soviet occupiers. The CIA called this 
endeavor “operation cyclone,” the second largest covert operation in its history. 
In his book “The Other Side of Deception,” former Mossad officer Victor 
Ostrovsky acknowledged that this operation was under the direct supervision of 
Mossad. Bin Laden’s CIA/Mossad handlers would later turn him into a convenient 
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scapegoat and scarecrow for international terrorism when it suited their 
purposes. 
See - http://davidraygriffin.com/articles/was-america-attacked-by-muslims-on-
911/  
See - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-hYorNi0nA) 
See - http://globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=24738 
 
A large portion of the American government’s case against ‘Al-Qaeda’ rests on a 
series of amusingly implausible scenarios and highly dubious “discoveries” by 
U.S. “investigators.” One major claim of the official conspiracy theory that defies 
all possible logic, and even contradicts basic laws of physics, is the story that 
several of the alleged Muslim hijackers’ passports, and other flimsy items 
supposedly belonging to them, miraculously managed to survive the violently 
explosive plane crashes, conveniently falling into the hands of American 
government officials and used to “prove” their sham version of events. 
 

 
According to the New York police commissioner Bernard Kerik, in what can only 
be described as the most asinine assertion of all time, the passport of Satam Al 
Suqami (who is claimed to have been one of the hijackers on Flight 11) 
miraculously survived the crash into the North Tower of the WTC and the 
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subsequent fireball explosion, escaping the cabin of the plane, falling hundreds 
of feet to the ground, and was then picked up by some random passerby a few 
blocks away who turned it in to the NYPD. (“New arrest warrants issued in 
terrorism probe,” CNN, Sept. 17, 2001.) The passport appeared to be in pristine 
condition — remarkably unburned with no visible damage! It is extremely 
important to note that on August 26, 2001, NYPD chief Bernard Kerik made a 
four day trip to Israel to discuss “terrorism” related issues with Israeli security 
officials. (“Kerik Plans Mission To Israel,” NY Daily News, Aug 26, 2001.) In 
2007, Kerik was indicted on 16 counts including fraud and conspiracy as well as 
taking and failing to report a $250,000 loan from billionaire Israeli tycoon Eitan 
Wertheimer, who spent time with Kerik on his trip to Israel in August of 2001. 
(“Kerik Loan Activity Is Brought to Light After Indictment,” New York Times, Nov. 
24, 2007.) A Jewish marble and stone merchant from Brooklyn named Shimon 
Cohen was the intermediary for the loan transaction. Interestingly, the 
Wertheimer family’s vast holdings include companies that have contracts with the 
United States Department of Defense. (Ibid.) It is more than likely that this Jewish 
loan shark, Eitan Wertheimer, was Kerik’s handler and his trip to Israel shortly 
before 9/11 was where he received his instructions. 
See - http://edition.cnn.com/2001/US/09/16/inv.investigation.terrorism/index.html  
http://www.nydailynews.com/archives/news/2001/08/26/2001-08-
26_kerik_plans_mission_to_israel.html   
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/11/24/nyregion/24kerik.html  
 
The official narrative gets even more ridiculous. According to the official story, 
Flight 93 is said to have crashed in a field in Shanksville, Pennsylvania, after the 
passengers stormed the ‘Al-Qaeda’ hijackers in the cockpit, bringing the plane 
down in an act of heroism. Many researchers have pointed out the complete lack 
of any recognizable debris in and around the cartoon cut-out impact crater that 
was present in that field in Shanksville which is said to have been caused by the 
plane crash. The official propagandists have attempted to explain away this 
discrepancy like this: 
 
“United Airlines Flight 93 slammed into the earth Sept. 11 near Shanksville, 
Somerset County, at more than 500 mph, with a ferocity that disintegrated 
metal, bone and flesh. It took more than three months to identify the 
remains of the 40 passengers and crew, and, by process of elimination, the 
four hijackers.”(Pittsburgh Post Gazette, Dec. 30, 2001.) 
 
Other defenders of the official story have postulated that Flight 93 crashed so 
horribly that the entirety of it was buried dozens of feet underground, leaving 
absolutely no visible debris on the surface. These explanations are simply not 
believable and are quite preposterous. Every other major plane crash site in 
history left a highly visible trail of wreckage. The Flight 93 debris field covered 
between five and eight square miles, which is more consistent with a mid-air 
explosion or a shoot-down rather than an ordinary crash. (“Flight 93 Crash Site,” 
911 Research WTC-7 Website) Moreover, satellite images of the same field 
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where Flight 93 is alleged to have crashed taken by the U.S.G.S (United States 
Geological Survey) in 1994 undeniably proves that the crater which authorities 
claim was caused by the impact of Flight 93 was already present in that field for 
years before 9/11 happened — although it appears to have been slightly 
modified for 9/11. (Chris Bollyn, “The Shanksville Deception of 9-11,” Bollyn 
Website, Feb. 4, 2010.) 
 
See - http://911research.wtc7.net/planes/attack/flight93site.html  
See - http://www.bollyn.com/the-shanksville-deception-of-9-11-2/ 
 
What totally undermines these feeble attempts at writing off the lack of plane 
debris in and around that phony crater is that the FBI also claims to have 
recovered from the wreckage of Flight 93 the passport of alleged hijacker Ziad 
Jarrah, the passport of alleged hijacker Saeed Al Ghamdi, an Islamic “martyrdom 
note,” as well as a red bandana, which authorities claim the hijackers were 
wearing. Three of the items were not burned or damaged in any way, and luckily 
most of the face is visible on the indestructible passport of Ziad Jarrah. See 
picture, right inset) So we are being asked to believe that three paper documents 
and a piece of cloth material magically survived the same impact that steel-
titanium jet engines could not. These items are an obvious fabrication of the 
government to prop up the “Arab hijackers” fable. 
This fairy tale actually gets better. The official story says that Mohammed Atta 
was the ringleader of the 9/11 attackers and precision piloted Flight 11 into the 
North Tower of the WTC. The official story also ludicrously asserts that Atta 
brought luggage with him on his suicide flight containing these items: a Boeing 
757 training video, a flight data recorder, a Quran, a switch blade, pepper spray, 
and a written letter containing his last will with instructions to the other ‘Muslim 
hijackers,’ including their names. What’s more incredible is that Atta’s luggage, 
the official story attests, did not get loaded onto the plane and fell right into the 
hands of the FBI! (“Koran and plane video found in flight bag,” The Telegraph, 
Sept. 12, 2001.) Indeed, a former FBI agent says that Atta’s bag, and the 
bizarrely incriminating items found within it, literally “made their case” against ‘Al-
Qaeda': 
See - http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/1340285/Koran-and-plane-video-found-in-
flight-bag.html  
 
“A former FBI agent and a former federal prosecutor who helped direct the 
New England investigation of the Sept. 11 attacks told Newsday that one 
bag found in Boston contained far more than what the commission report 
cited, including the names of the hijackers, their assignments and their al-
Qaida connections.  
 
“It had all these Arab-language papers that amounted to the Rosetta stone 
of the investigation,” former FBI agent Warren Flagg said. The former 
federal prosecutor, who declined to be identified publicly, supported 
Flagg’s account. 
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“How do you think the government was able to identify all 19 hijackers 

almost immediately after the attacks?” 
Flagg asked. ‘They were identified through 
those papers in the luggage. And that’s 
how it was known so soon that al-Qaida 
was behind the hijackings.'” (Michael 
Dorman, “An untold story of 9/11,” Newsday, 
April 17, 2006.) 
 
Sounding like a script of a bad Hollywood 
action film, these nonsensical claims raise a 
few logical questions. Firstly, why would these 
‘Muslim hijackers’ bring passports on domestic 
flights when they are not needed? Secondly, 
why would Atta pack luggage for a suicide 
mission where it is just going to get destroyed 
in the crash anyway? More importantly, why fill 
this bag with a plethora of highly incriminating 
material that would surely get one detained at 
the security check-in, needlessly jeopardizing 

the entire mission!? And these people are supposed to have been geniuses who 
outsmarted the most sophisticated military-defense system in the history of the 
world!? When you take a close look at the alleged hijackers and the 
circumstances surrounding their movements and activities in the United States 
prior to the attacks, this fable begins to fall apart at the seams. There is no 
shortage of illogical fallacies which shatter the myth of the 19 Arab Oswalds. If 
you are not already convinced that the official story concerning 9/11’s “Muslim 
hijackers” is a bogus fairy tale, then you will be soon enough. 
 
The official story also contends that the day before 9/11 Mohammed Atta and 
Abdul Alomari drove to Portland, Maine, stayed overnight, and then caught a 
connecting flight back to Boston the next morning, allegedly boarding and then 
hijacking Flight 11 at Boston’s Logan Airport. What would be the point of this 
unnecessary and needlessly risky trip to Portland? The only known airport 
security video in which Atta appears to be boarding a flight is from Portland, not 
Boston. (“Mohamed Atta: Terrorist, Patsy, or Scapegoat?,” What Really 
Happened) These brilliant ‘terrorists’ obligingly left numerous clues behind to 
incriminate themselves, such as Arabic language flight training manuals that are 
said to have been discovered in a rented white Mitsubishi Mirage found at 
Boston’s Logan Airport on the evening of 9/11. (Naftali Bendavid, “Officials scour 
U.S. for clues,” The Baltimore Sun, Sept. 13, 2001.) Agents allegedly found a 
1989 Pontiac Grand Prix at Logan Airport in Boston as well, which purportedly 
belonged to Atta. (Ibid.) How can this be if Atta drove to Portland with Alomari the 
night before 9/11 and took a connecting flight back to Boston in the morning? 
That would require two cars. Why would Atta leave a car containing incriminating 
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evidence at Boston’s Logan Airport, rent a second car in Boston to drive to 
Portland, and then fly back to Boston again? The incompetent authors of this 
farcical script obviously did not think things through. They were counting on the 
ignorance of the American public when they conceived this hoax knowing that 
most people are too lazy and apathetic to think critically about these things or 
even take the time to analyze these critical details. 
See - http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/atta_9-11.html  
http://www.baltimoresun.com/business/chi-
0109130373sep13,0,7542110.story?page=2  
 
http://www.newsday.com/news/nationworld/nation/nyuslugg0417,0,3743892.stor
y?coll=ny-homepage-bigpix2005  
 
The abandoned rental cars containing Arabic flight manuals, Atta’s magical 
luggage and the indestructible passports of several of these 9/11 patsies are 
obvious concoctions of the Mossad and its Zionist helpers in the FBI. All of these 
illogical oddities, irrational absurdities and fictitious fabrications unveil an 
incompetent storyline authored by beguiling Zionist scriptwriters. We have also 
been led to believe that these alleged hijackers were devout Muslims motivated 
by an extreme interpretation of their religion. However, the activities of these 
individuals in the year leading up to 9/11 contradict that assertion. The San 
Francisco Chronicle reported that Atta and other alleged hijackers had made at 
least six trips to Las Vegas where they had “engaged in some decidedly un-
Islamic sampling of prohibited pleasures,” including heavy drinking, cavorting 
with lap dancers, and bringing call girls to their rooms. (Kevin Fagan, “Agents of 
terror leave their mark on Sin City,” San Francisco Chronicle, Oct. 4 2001.) The 
night before 9/11, three men were witnessed in a bar making loud anti-American 
statements and spoke of impending bloodshed, according to John Kap, the 
manager of the Pink Pony and Red Eyed Jack’s Sports Bar in Daytona Beach. 
The unidentified men conveniently left a Quran behind at the bar!  
 
(“Manager: Men spewed anti-American sentiments,” USA Today, Sept. 14, 
2001.) 
See - http://liveweb.archive.org/http://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Agents-of-
terror-leave-their-mark-on-Sin-City-2873407.php  
See - http://www.usatoday.com/news/nation/2001/09/14/miami-club.htm 
 
The real Mohammed Atta was indeed a very religious man. This was confirmed 
by Dittmar Machule, Mohammed Atta’s thesis advisor in Hamburg, who 
described him as “a very nice young man: polite, very religious and with a 
highly developed critical faculty.” (Joel Achenbach, “‘You Never Imagine’ A 
Hijacker Next Door,” The Washington Post, Sept. 16 2001.) This description of 
him is vastly at odds with the personality of the “Mohammed Atta” living and 
going to flight school in Florida, according to the testimony of his former girlfriend 
Amanda Keller, an American stripper and lingerie model. According to Keller’s 
testimony, the Florida Atta “loved to party… He was out with Keller nearly 
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every night they were together… He was a heavy drinker, snorted coke, 
was a stylish dresser and wore expensive jewelry.” (“Mohamed Atta loved 
pork chops, and 49 other things you may not know,” Democratic Underground, 
April 18, 2004.)Keller also said that Atta, or the person claiming to be him, loved 
porkchops, spoke fluent Hebrew and associated with people connected to the 
Mafia. Moreover, six nights before the attack, at a bar called Shuckums in Ft 
Lauderdale, Atta and two companions got “wasted” and then Atta blasphemed, 
yelling “Fuck God(!)” out loud, according to Tony Amos and bartender Patricia 
Idrissi. All of this is documented in a book called “Welcome to Terrorland” by 
Daniel Hopsicker. The outrageous activities of these “devout Muslims” are not 
consistent with religious fanatics about to perform a martyrdom operation but are 
consistent with Israeli imposters mixing business with pleasure. Sophisticated 
terrorists certainly wouldn’t leave a mile-wide trail of evidence behind them for 
the FBI to follow, almost as if they wanted to get caught. On the other hand, 
Israeli Mossad assets trying to establish a ‘legend’, a back-story, which could 
then be played up by the Jewish-owned media to implicate Muslims for 9/11, 
certainly would have engaged in this type of attention-seeking behavior to fulfill l 
their ‘role’ impersonating the 19 Arab Oswalds. 
See - http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-
dyn?pagename=article&node=&contentId=A38026-2001Sep15  
See - 
http://www.democraticunderground.com/discuss/duboard.php?az=view_all&addr
ess=104x1433886#  
See - http://careandwashingofthebrain.blogspot.ca/2009/10/911-mohamed-atta-
loved-pork-chops.html 
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Within a few weeks of the attack reports surfaced showing that several of the 
named 9/11 terrorists were actually alive and well in the Middle East, apparent 
victims of identity theft! (“Hijack ‘suspects’ alive and well,” BBC News, Sept. 23, 
2001 / “At Least 7 of the 9/11 Hijackers are Still Alive,” What Really Happened) 
Among those found alive were: Abdul Aziz al-Omari, Salem al-Hamzi, Saeed al-
Ghamdi, Ahmed al-Nami, Wail al-Shehri, Waleed M. al-Shehri, and Mohand al-
Shehri. (“MANY 9-11 “HIJACKERS” ARE STILL ALIVE.” Guardian 150m 
Website) Abdul Aziz al-Omari told reporters he was an engineer who had no clue 
how to fly a plane and that “his passport was stolen when his apartment in 
Denver, Colorado, was burgled in 1995.” (David Harrison, “Revealed: the men 
with stolen identities,” UK Telegraph, Sept. 23, 2001.) The picture used on the 
FBI suspects’ list for Abdul Aziz al-Omari was that of another person, also alive, 
named Abdul Rahman al-Omari, a Saudi Airlines pilot who went to the U.S. 
embassy in Jeddah demanding to know why he was being declared a dead 
terrorist. (Robert Fisk, “‘Suicide hijacker’ is an airline pilot alive and well in 
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Jeddah,” The Independent, Sept. 17, 2001.) 
See - http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east/1559151.stm  
See - http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/hijackers.html  
See - http://guardian.150m.com/september-eleven/hijackers-alive.htm  
http://www.portal.telegraph.co.uk/news/main.jhtml?xml=/news/2001/09/23/widen
23.xml  
See - http://news.independent.co.uk/world/middle_east/story.jsp?story=94438 
 
In 1999, while living in Germany, Mohammed Atta and two of his alleged 
accomplices reported their passports had been stolen. (“Investigating Terror 
People: Mohammad Atta,” BBC News) Ziad Jarrah, who is alleged to have been 
the lead hijacker on Flight 93, was not religiously or politically inclined, according 
to his Lebanese family and his German flight school roommate Thorsten 
Biermann. In a stunning revelation, the New York Times reported that Ziad 
Jarrah’s Lebanese Muslim cousin, Ali al-Jarrah, was a paid spy for Israel, serving 
the Mossad for more than two decades! Under the cover of a supporter of the 
Palestinian cause, Ali al-Jarrah was conducting spying operations for Israel 
against Palestinian groups and the Lebanese resistance movement Hezbollah. 
(Robert F. Worth, “Lebanese in Shock Over Arrest of an Accused Spy,” New 
York Times, Feb. 18, 2009.) Commenting on this intriguing discovery, journalist 
Michael Collins Piper opined: 
See - 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/static/in_depth/world/2001/war_on_terror/investig
ation_on_terror/people_2.stm  
See - http://www.nytimes.com/2009/02/19/world/middleeast/19lebanon.html 
 
“The gratuitous Times suggestion that the two cousins “do not appear to 
have known each other well” is intriguing, inasmuch as it is an admission 
that they did, in fact, know one another. And that could be very telling, for 
there are those who are now suggesting that the older cousin may indeed 
have recruited his younger cousin as an asset for Israeli intelligence.” 
(“Mossad Link Found to One of Key 9-11 Hijackers,” American Free Press, 
March 2009.) 
See - http://www.americanfreepress.net/html/mossad_link_found_169.html 
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In February of 2000, Jarrah lost his passport while waiting for a visa to go to the 
U.S. Furthermore, it has been established that the photograph which appears on 
Ziad Jarrah’s passport that was allegedly recovered from the wreckage of Flight 
93 is not the real Jarrah. (“Photographic Evidence Showing Ziad Jarrah Was Not 
a 9/11 Hijacker,” What Really Happened) In an investigative article titled “The 
Two Jarrahs,” which can be viewed on the ‘From The Wilderness’ website, Paul 
Thompson conclusively demonstrates that there were two “Ziad Jarrahs”. While 
many of the details are sketchy, Thompson shows that there was another person 
named Ziah Jarrah living in the United States prior to the Lebanese Jarrah ever 
arriving in the country. In 1995, writes Thompson, “a person named Ziad 
Jarrah rented an apartment in a three-family house on East Third Street in 
Brooklyn, New York. … Landlords there identified his photograph as being 
the same as that of the 9/11 hijacker.” The Jarrah accused of participating in 
9/11 didn’t arrive in the U.S. until June of 2000. Confirmation of the existence of 
this second, identical-looking Jarrah came on January 30, 2001, when a man 
named Ziad Jarrah was questioned for several hours at the Dubai International 
Airport in the United Arab Emirates at the behest of the CIA who suspected he 
was involved in terrorist activities. During questioning, this Jarrah acknowledged 
having spent the previous two months in Pakistan and Afghanistan. (“September 
11 hijacker questioned in January 2001,” CNN, Aug. 1, 2002.) The problem with 
this story is that the real Ziad Jarrah was somewhere else at the time, a Florida 
Flight Training facility where he had been studying for the previous six months. 
Paul Thompson observed that, 
See - http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/jarrah.html 
See - http://www.fromthewilderness.com/timeline/AAjarrah.html 
See - http://archives.cnn.com/2002/US/08/01/cia.hijacker/index.html 
 
“These two examples are just the most glaring clues of many that someone 
was posing as Ziad Jarrah for years. The story of Jarrah in New York in 
1995 is truly amazing, because that would have happened presumably 
before the 9/11 plot was even conceived, and before Mohamed Atta or most 
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of the other 9/11 terrorists even joined al-Qaeda. Additionally, it was before 
Jarrah had moved to Germany so he couldn’t possibly have had come into 
contact with any al-Qaeda operatives yet. Yet, not only is there another 
Ziad Jarrah, but two looked similar enough for people in Brooklyn to 
confuse the two.” 
 
A plausible conclusion that can be drawn from this information is that the Ziad 
Jarrah who was accused of hijacking United Airlines Flight 93 was framed by a 
doppelganger with a similar appearance. Mossad is known for such elaborate 
schemes. Ziad Jarrah was not the only one that was the victim of a frame-up. 
Initially a sloppy attempt was made to frame two Arab brothers, Adnan and 
Ameer Bukhari. Their names were tied to a silver-blue Nissan Ultima found in 
Portland, Maine. Investigators initially listed the brothers as hijackers who 
boarded Flight 11. Authorities even said that Adnan’s name appeared on the 
passenger manifest of Flight 11. (“Saudi flight engineer no longer part of 
investigation,” Associated Press, Sept. 14, 2001.) The information found in the 
rental car led authorities to a house in Vero Beach, Florida, that had allegedly 
been rented by these two brothers. Inside it were two pilot’s certificates in the 
names of Adnan Bukhari and his brother, Ameer Abbas Bukhari. (“Evidence trails 
lead to Florida,” BBC News, Sept. 13, 2001.) This ridiculous sham completely fell 
apart when it surfaced that Adnan Bukhari was still alive and his brother Ameer 
had died in a small plane crash a year earlier! (“Feds think they’ve identified 
some hijackers,” CNN, Sept. 13, 2001.) In 2002 British intelligence reported that 
the so-called Al-Qaeda cells blamed for the 9/11 attacks had been controlled and 
directed by Israeli Mossad agents posing as Islamic radicals. This revelation was 
uncovered by Wayne Madsen who wrote: 
See - http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/bukhari_914.html  
See - http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/1542153.stm  
See - http://edition.cnn.com/2001/US/09/12/investigation.terrorism/ 
 
“British intelligence reported in February 2002 that the Israeli Mossad ran 
the Arab hijacker cells that were later blamed by the U.S. government’s 9/11 
Commission for carrying out the aerial attacks on the World Trade Center 
and Pentagon. WMR has received details of the British intelligence report 
which was suppressed by the government of then-Prime Minister Tony 
Blair. 
 
A Mossad unit consisting of six Egyptian and Yemeni-born Jews infiltrated 
“Al Qaeda” cells in Hamburg (the Atta-Mamoun Darkanzali cell), south 
Florida, and Sharjah in the United Arab Emirates in the months before 9/11. 
The Mossad not only infiltrated cells but began to run them and give them 
specific orders that would eventually culminate in their being on board four 
regularly-scheduled flights originating in Boston, Washington Dulles, and 
Newark, New Jersey on 9/11. 
 
The Mossad infiltration team comprised six Israelis, comprising two cells of 
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three agents, who all received special training at a Mossad base in the 
Negev Desert in their future control and handling of the “Al Qaeda” cells. 
One Mossad cell traveled to Amsterdam where they submitted to the 
operational control of the Mossad’s Europe Station, which operates from 
the El Al complex at Schiphol International Airport. The three-man Mossad 
unit then traveled to Hamburg where it made contact with Mohammed Atta, 
who believed they were sent by Osama Bin Laden. In fact, they were sent 
by Ephraim Halevy, the chief of Mossad. 
 
The two Mossad teams sent regular coded reports on the progress of the 
9/11 operation to Tel Aviv via the Israeli embassy in Washington, DC. WMR 
has learned from a Pentagon source that leading Americans tied to the 
media effort to pin 9/11 on Arab hijackers, Osama Bin Laden, and the 
Taliban were present in the Israeli embassy on September 10, 2001, to 
coordinate their media blitz for the subsequent days and weeks following 
the attacks. It is more than likely that FBI counter-intelligence agents who 
conduct surveillance of the Israeli embassy have proof on the presence of 
the Americans present at the embassy on September 10. Some of the 
Americans are well-known to U.S. cable news television audiences. 
 
In mid-August, the Mossad team running the Hamburg cell in Boston 
reported to Tel Aviv that the final plans for 9/11 were set. The Florida-based 
Mossad cell reported that the documented “presence” of the Arab cell 
members at Florida flight schools had been established. […]  
 
WMR previously reported that the Mossad cell operating in the Jersey City-
Weehawken area of New Jersey through Urban Moving Systems was 
suspected by some in the FBI and CIA of being involved in moving 
explosives into the World Trade Center as well as staging “false flag” 
demonstrations at least two locations in north Jersey: Liberty State Park 
and an apartment complex in Jersey City as the first plane hit the World 
Trade Center’s North Tower. One team of Urban Moving Systems Mossad 
agents was arrested later on September 11 and jailed for five months at the 
Metropolitan Detention Center in Brooklyn. Some of their names turned up 
in a joint CIA-FBI database as known Mossad agents, along with the owner 
of Urban Moving Systems, Dominik Suter, whose name also appeared on a 
“Law Enforcement Sensitive” FBI 9/11 suspects list, along with the names 
of key “hijackers,” including Mohammed Atta and Hani Hanjour, as well as 
the so-called “20th hijacker,” Zacarias Moussaoui.” (“British Intelligence 
Reports Mossad Ran 9/11 “Arab” Hijacker Terrorist Operation,” Wayne Madsen 
Report, Jan. 27, 2011.) 
See - http://www.opinion-maker.org/2011/01/british-intelligence-reports/ 
 
Madsen’s report dovetails nicely with two other important facts. The hundreds of 
detained Israeli spies fronting as “art students” had been following and living 
“within hundreds of yards” of the Arab patsies who were later blamed for 9/11. 
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Keith Phucas, writing for The Times Herald, reported: 
“A memorandum sent to the 9/11 Commission, and Senate and House 
intelligence committees in September 2004, suggests that young Israelis 
who canvassed dozens of U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) 
offices in 2000 and 2001 trying to sell paintings to federal workers, may 
have been spying not only on the DEA, but also on Arab extremists in the 
United States – including the Sept. 11 hijackers who were living in Florida 
and New Jersey. The Israeli “art student” story, which first surfaced in 2001 
in news reports, has yet to be explained by U.S. authorities. Curiously, the 
9/11 Commission did not venture to connect the myriad of dots to solve the 
mystery. […] 
 
In 2001, a Fox News report by Carl Cameron laid out the Israeli spy 
scenario, however, the story was short-lived, and Shea was told by a 
representative at the news organization that there was outside pressure to 
kill the story. Several publications, including The Forward, Insight and the 
French newspaper, Le Monde, picked up the story in 2002. All indicated 
there was extreme reluctance by U.S. officials – and practically anyone else 
– to discuss the matter publicly. […] 
One of the memorandum’s most fascinating revelations puts the Israelis 
and would-be 9/11 hijackers in close proximity geographically in the 
months prior to the terrorist attacks in Florida, Oklahoma and New Jersey. 
As the DEA was compiling its report in June 2001, 15 or the 19 plotters of 
the Sept. 11 attacks were living in the Hollywood, Fla., area, according to 
Shea’s research, and more than 30 of the young Israelis also lived in the 
same area during this time period. 
 
According to the memorandum, some of the Israelis and hijackers in Florida lived 
“within hundreds of yards” of each other. Besides Hollywood, the Israelis and 
hijacker lived within about five miles of one another in other southern Florida 
towns, including Coral Springs, Plantation, Fort Lauderdale, Miami and Coral 
Gables.” (“Sept. 11 riddles remain,” The Times Herald, Aug. 08, 2005.)[/i][/b] 
See - 
http://www.timesherald.com/site/news.cfm?newsid=15114089&BRD=1672&PAG
=461&dept_id=33380&rfi=6  
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Jack Abramoff 
 
These two reports paint a clear picture of Israeli malfeasance. The Israelis, 
impersonating Muslim radicals, were creating a legend that was utilized by their 
kinsmen in the media and their stooges in the American government to 
propagate the ‘Al-Qaeda’ narrative. The second meaningful connection to all of 
this that must be noted is the foul intrigues of the corrupt Washington lobbyist 
Jack Abramoff. Abramoff is an Orthodox Jew and an avid reader of the Talmud. 
He has been described as “a fierce supporter of Israel — “a super-Zionist,” 
one associate says.” (Michael Isikoff, “Fund-Raising: Take It to the (West) Bank,” 
Newsweek, May 2, 2006.) In his career as a professional lobbyist, Abramoff was 
neck-deep in, as writer Justin Raimondo opined, “Payoffs, phony non-profit 
foundations, and other criminal activities up to and including murder.” 
(“Abramoff and the Israeli Connection,” Anti War, Jan. 12, 2006.) Using a phony 
charity called the Capital Athletic Fund, Abramoff funneled fraudulently obtained 
funds from Indian tribes to subsidize the murderous activities of fanatical land-
grabbing Jews in the West Bank such as a paramilitary outfit based in the ultra-
Orthodox settlement of Beitar Illit. (Ibid.) Michael Isikoff, reporting on Abramoff’s 
illegal fundraising activities on behalf of Jewish colonizers in Zionist-occupied 
Palestine, noted: 
 
See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jack_Abramoff#Early_life 
See also - http://msnbc.msn.com/id/7615249/site/newsweek/ 
http://original.antiwar.com/justin/2006/01/11/abramoff-and-the-israeli-connection/  
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“More than $140,000 of foundation funds were actually sent to the Israeli 
West Bank where they were used by a Jewish settler to mobilize against 
the Palestinian uprising. Among the expenditures: purchases of 
camouflage suits, sniper scopes, night-vision binoculars, a thermal imager, 
and other material described in foundation records as ‘security’ 
equipment.” (“Fund-Raising: Take It to the (West) Bank,” Newsweek, May 2, 
2006.) 
See - http://msnbc.msn.com/id/7615249/site/newsweek/ 
 
Abramoff’s ferocious Zionist fanaticism and Jewish supremacism came to the 
fore in an email exchange with a Zionist settler in the West Bank that was leaked 
to the public in which he refers to Palestinians as “dirty rats.” (“Speech at the 
Russell Senate Office Building: US Charitable Contributions, Illegal Settlements, 
and Suicide Terrorism,” Institute for Research and Middle East Policy, Nov. 25, 
2005.) Reporting on Abramoff’s extensive ties to the Jewish-Zionist world, the 
Jewish Telegraphic Agency admitted: 
See - http://www.irmep.org/11212005.htm 
 
“While Abramoff has been portrayed as a man willing to do nearly anything 
to further his political goals and wallet, he also has been an idiosyncratic 
player in the Jewish community of the nation’s capital, starting several 
short-lived, money-losing ventures to fill religious gaps he saw in the city’s 
Jewish world. He also used his largess to further Israeli businesses and 
charities that appealed to his conservative worldview. Specifically, 
Abramoff is accused of using money from a Washington charity he 
oversaw to fund military-type programs in the West Bank. Indian tribes 
donated money to tax-exempt charities, believing they were supporting 
anti-gambling foundations, but the money was redirected to help a “sniper 
school” in the West Bank, operated by a friend of Abramoff. According to 
congressional documents, Abramoff sought night-vision goggles and a 
vehicle for the sniper-training facility.” (“Abramoff’s Jewish ties in spotlight,” 
Jewish Telegraphic Agency, Jan. 09, 2006.) 
See - http://www.jta.org/news/article/2006/01/09/13589/AsAbramoffcasepla  
 
In 2006 Abramoff and his criminal cohort Adam Kidan were convicted of multiple 
counts of fraud, corruption, conspiracy, and tax evasion and each sentenced to 
70 months in Federal prison, but Abramoff’s lawyers lobbied authorities to “place 
their client in a low-security prison with special facilities for observant 
Jews.” (Philip Shenon, “Abramoff Sentenced to Nearly 6 Years in Prison in 
Fraud Case,” New York Times, Mar. 29, 2006.) Abramoff only served 43 months 
of his sentence before being released on December 3, 2010. Abramoff had a 
certain suspicious connection to the 9/11 patsies discussed at length in this 
section. SunCruz Casinos was a company fraudulently acquired by Abramoff and 
Kidan from “Gus” Boulis who was later gunned down Mafia-style in his car on 
February 6, 2001. (“More Guilty Pleas From Abramoff,” CBS News, May 3, 
2010.) Several of the Arab patsies who were blamed for 9/11 reportedly boarded 
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one of Abramoff’s SunCruz gambling boats in a still-unexplained visit on 
September 5th of 2001. (“SunCruz Casinos turns over documents in terrorist 
probe,” Associated Press, Sept. 26, 2001 / Daniel Hopsicker, “The Secret World 
of Jack Abramoff: Terrorists, Torpedos and Republican ‘Muscle’,” Mad Cow 
Morning News, June 21, 2005.) What possible thrill could gambling offer men 
getting ready to die in less than a week? And why would “fanatical Muslims” 
whose religion harshly condemns gambling as immoral be doing on a casino 
boat owned by a Zionist Jew? The Take Our World Back website, in its extensive 
report entitled “9/11 For Reality Deniers,” posited the following plausible scenario 
regarding this incident: 
See - http://www.nytimes.com/2006/03/29/politics/29cnd-
abramoff.html?_r=1&hp&ex=1143694800&en=bc6e43c91aa81864&ei=5094&par
tner=homepage  
See - http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2006/01/04/politics/main1176617.shtml  
See - http://jacksonville.com/apnews/stories/092601/D7EP5F200.html  
See - http://www.madcowprod.com/06202005.html  
http://www.takeourworldback.com/911realitydeniers.htm#AuthorizedMovers 
 
“Some of the alleged “9/11 hijackers” were reportedly seen on a SunCruz 
gambling boat shortly before 9/11. Any Arab patsies whom the 9/11 
perpetrators needed to eliminate could have been lured into an ambush 
with the promise of “something special” such as a poker game where the 
patsies would be told they could “make a killing”.” 
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We have seen that most of these Arab patsies had reported that their passports 
had been lost or stolen in the years preceding the attack on 9/11. Stealing and 
forging passports to use on covert missions is a classic Mossad technique. Spy 
expert Gordon Thomas revealed that the Mossad “have a unit, a special team, 
who are trained in lifting passports.” (“Gordon Thomas, Mossad expert, on 
Dubaigate,” Euro News, Mar. 15, 2010.) In his book “By Way of Deception,” 
Victor Ostrovsky revealed that the Mossad has a factory in the illegal settlement 
of Petah Tikva dedicated specifically to producing fake passports for its spies and 
operatives. Back in 1997, Israel was forced to apologize to Canada after “two 
Mossad agents, using fake Canadian passports, failed in a bid to 
assassinate the Hamas leader Khalid Meshal in Amman, the Jordanian 
capital.” (Fred Lingel, “Israeli Agents Arrested in Plot To Forge Passports,” 
American Free Press, July 23, 2004.) In 2004, two reckless Mossad agents 
named Uriel Kelman and Eli Cara were convicted and jailed for six months for 
fraudulently attempting to obtain a New Zealand passport in the name of a 
tetraplegic man in order to create a false identity for another Mossad agent 
named Zev Barkan. (“‘Mossad spies’ jailed over New Zealand passport fraud,” 
The Guardian, July 16, 2004.) In 2010, a cadre of bloodthirsty Mossad assassins 
used dozens of false EU passports to travel to Dubai in order to kill Hamas 
commander Mahmoud al-Mabhouh. (“Arrest head of Mossad, Dubai police chief 
says,” The Telegraph, Feb. 18, 2010.) It should now be rather obvious to the 
reader what is really going on here. 
See - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M2V5k8rD2FI  
See - http://www.americanfreepress.net/html/israeli_agents.html  
See - http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2004/jul/16/israel  
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/middleeast/dubai/7265392/Miliband-
use-of-fake-British-passports-in-Dubai-hit-is-an-outrage.html 
 
All of these facts, occurrences and circumstances are consistent with, and highly 
indicative of, a typical Mossad false flag provocation. That was the conclusion of 
Mohammed Atta’s own father, Muhammad Al Amir Atta, a semi-retired lawyer 
who lives in Cairo, Egypt. In a press conference shortly after the attacks, Atta’s 
father said that he spoke with his son on September 12th, the day after 9/11, and 
had a “normal conversation” with him. When asked about his son’s alleged 
involvement in the 9/11 attacks, the elder Atta frankly stated: “Mossad and 
Israel are who benefits the most from this… They want to try to hang this 
on the Arab world. When America learns that Mossad did it, they won’t be 
able to say anything.” (Ashraf Khalil, “Muhammad Atta Sr. is in the center of the 
media storm,” Cairo Times, Volume 5, Issue 29, 27 Sept. – 3 Oct., 2001.) Based 
on all of these incredible facts and observations we can confidently surmise that 
Mohammed Atta, Ziad Jarrah, and by extension their seventeen alleged Arab-
Muslim co-conspirators, are innocent victims of a Mossad conspiracy to set them 
up as patsies to take the fall for 9/11. 
See - http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/atta.html 
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A significant part of the U.S. government’s version of events also rests on the 
comical “confessions” of the alleged masterminds of the atrocity — Khalid Sheikh 
Mohammed (KSM) and Osama bin Laden (OBL). It has been widely 
acknowledged that all of the information and claims of responsibility that came 
from KSM were extracted through torture and are thus completely useless and 
unreliable. (Richard Esposito, “How the CIA Broke the 9/11 Attacks Mastermind,” 
ABC News, Sept. 13, 2007 / “CIA water-boarded al-Qaida suspects 266 times,” 
The Guardian, April 20, 2009.) The New York Times reported that, 
See - http://abcnews.go.com/blogs/headlines/2007/09/how-the-cia-bro/  
See- http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2009/apr/20/waterboarding-alqaida-khalid-
sheikh-mohammed 
 
“C.I.A. officers used water-boarding at least 83 times in August 2002 
against Abu Zubaydah, according to a 2005 Justice Department legal 
memorandum. Abu Zubaydah has been described as a Qaeda operative. 
…The 2005 memo also says that the C.I.A. used water-boarding 183 times 
in March 2003 against Khalid Shaikh Mohammed, the self-described 
planner of the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks.” (Scott Shane, “Water-
boarding Used 266 Times on 2 Suspects,” New York Times, April 19, 2009.) 
See - http://www.nytimes.com/2009/04/20/world/20detain.html?_r=2&hp  
 

 
 
KSM’s statements while under CIA captivity in Guantanamo Bay prison were 
almost as outlandish as those that emerged from the mouths of Jews at the 
Nuremberg trials, and subsequent ‘holocaust’ show trials and kangaroo courts, 
following the Jewish-engineered Second World War. See: “SHORT LIST OF 
HOAXOCO$T ABSURDITIES,” The Website of Carlos Whitlock Porter) KSM’s 
“confessions” were such an obvious farce that even former U.S. intelligence 
officers were openly doubting the credibility of his torture-induced claims of 
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responsibility. (“March 15-23, 2007 and Shortly After: Media and Terrorism 
Analysts Respond to KSM Confession with Scepticism,” History Commons) On 
top of that, there is the issue of the dubious “Bin Laden confession tape” which 
was touted by Zionist media pundits and American government officials as the 
ultimate proof of bin Laden’s and Al-Qaeda’s presumed guilt. (“Tape ‘proves Bin 
Laden’s guilt’,” BBC News, Dec. 14, 2001.) The tape was magically “discovered” 
in an abandoned house in Jalalabad, Afghanistan, by U.S. intelligence officials in 
December 2001, according to the official story. This ‘fortunate find’ doesn’t pass 
the smell test. The likelihood of finding such a small tape in a large city with a lot 
of buildings is astronomically. Were squads of video watchers sent in to view 
every tape found just in case one showed Osama confessing? Top Bush 
administration officials have actually asserted that since bin Laden allegedly 
“confessed” to planning 9/11 on this tape they don’t have to prove his 
involvement in the attacks with tangible evidence. How convenient! U.S. Senator 
Ron Wyden, a Jew, revealed a distinct Zionist motivation behind the release of 
the video, stating that he’d hoped it would “remove suspicions in countries 
such as Pakistan that the 11 September attacks were an Israeli plot aimed 
at drawing the US into a war with Islamic countries.” And that was the 
purpose it ultimately served. 
See - http://www.cwporter.com/absurdities.htm  
http://www.historycommons.org/context.jsp?item=a031507ksmconfessionmedia#
a031507ksmconfessionmedia  
See - http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/south_asia/1708091.stm 
 
The ‘confession tape’ is of very poor audio and visual quality, and the words 
being spoken by those seen on screen are barely audible. The authenticity of the 
tape has been seriously questioned by video experts. (“The Fake 2001 bin Laden 
Video Tape,” What Really Happened) In fact, a German television program 
investigated the matter and determined that the translation of the tape provided 
by the Pentagon was false. The show consulted two independent translators and 
an expert on oriental studies who analyzed the tape and found that the White 
House’s translation was not merely inaccurate but manipulative. (Craig Morris, 
“Mistranslated Osama bin Laden Video – the German Press Investigates,” Dec. 
30, 2001.) One of the translators, Arabist Dr. Abdel El M. Husseini, stated: “I 
have carefully examined the Pentagon’s translation. This translation is very 
problematic. At the most important places where it is held to prove the guilt 
of Bin Laden, it is not identical with the Arabic.” Gernot Rotter, a professor of 
Islamic and Arabic Studies at the Asia-Africa Institute at the University of 
Hamburg, explained: “The American translators who listened to the tapes 
and transcribed them apparently wrote a lot of things in that they wanted to 
hear but that cannot be heard on the tape no matter how many times you 
listen to it.”” I previously quoted from an interview conducted by the Pakistani 
daily Ummat with OBL that was published in Karachi a few weeks after the 
attacks in which he vehemently denies being behind 9/11, stating that people 
should investigate Israel and Zionism to trace the authorship of this crime as they 
were the only beneficiaries of such an event. Why would he initially deny 
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involvement only to go on to take credit for it a few months later? If bin Laden 
was truly responsible for 9/11 he would have immediately and proudly 
acknowledged that fact. 
See - http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/osamatape.html  
http://www.fpp.co.uk/online/02/01/Laden/tapes9_Monitor.html 
 
Since 9/11 we have been inundated with a barrage of poor quality video and 
audio tapes purporting to be messages from Osama bin Laden, none of which 
have been authenticated or proven legitimate in the slightest degree. All of these 
were released at the most opportune times for the Bush administration. For 
example, in 2004, during Bush’s campaign for re-election, another OBL video 
surfaced at a time when Bush seemed to be falling in the polls. (“The Fake 2004 
Bin Laden Video Tape,” What Really Happened) After the video was 
continuously aired and re-aired on all the mass media outlets Bush’s approval 
rating quickly rose above that of his opponent John Kerry, leading to his re-
election. Unsurprisingly, the video was proven to be a digitally created fake — a 
political ploy to help Bush get win the election. (“Osama bin Laden: A Weapon of 
Mass Convenience,” What Really Happened) 
See - http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/osamatape2.html  
http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/osamabinladen_wmc.html 
 

 
Osama CIA Production 
 
It shouldn’t come as much of a surprise to learn that two former CIA officials have 
admitted to creating a fake video in which “darker-skinned” intelligence officers 
dressed up as Osama bin Laden and his associates in an effort to defame and 
discredit the Islamic leader throughout the Middle East. A former Army 
Intelligence case officer named Jeff Stein outlined the details in a Washington 
Post article. Stein revealed that during the planning of the 2003 invasion of Iraq, 
the CIA’s Iraq Operations Group tossed around the idea of creating a fake video 
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depicting Saddam Hussein having sex with a young teenage boy and flooding 
copies of the tape throughout Iraqi cities to discredit and embarrass the Iraqi 
leader amongst his people. This dirty project never came to fruition, but Stein’s 
sources told him that the agency did previously concoct at least one fake bin 
Laden video: 
 
“The agency actually did make a video purporting to show Osama bin 
Laden and his cronies sitting around a campfire swigging bottles of liquor 
and savoring their conquests with boys, one of the former CIA officers 
recalled, chuckling at the memory. The actors were drawn from “some of 
us darker-skinned employees,” he said.” (Jeff Stein, “CIA unit’s wacky idea: 
Depict Saddam as gay,” The Washington Post, May 25, 2010.) 
See – http://blog.washingtonpost.com/spy-
talk/2010/05/cia_group_had_wacky_ideas_to_d.html 
 
Another reason to dismiss the legitimacy of these bin Laden tapes is that a 
preponderance of evidence indicates that OBL died in December of 2001. 
Sources in Pakistan and Afghanistan have confirmed this. In 2002 Pakistan’s 
President Pervez Musharraf and the Afghan President Hamid Karzai both stated 
that Bin Laden was “probably dead.” (“Karzai: bin Laden ‘probably’ dead,” CNN, 
Oct. 7, 2002 / “Pakistan’s Musharraf: Bin Laden probably dead,” CNN, Jan. 18, 
2002.) A Taliban leader announced that OBL had “died a peaceful death due to 
an untreated lung complication” in December of 2001 in the vicinity of the Tora 
Bora Mountains and that thirty of OBL’s close followers and associates laid him 
to rest in a traditional Wahabi Muslim funeral. (“Report: Bin Laden Already Dead,” 
Fox News, Dec. 26, 2001.) An Egyptian newspaper carried a report on the 
funeral which was held in mid-December of 2001. (“News of Bin Laden’s Death 
and Funeral 10 days ago,” al-Wafd, Vol. 15, No 4633, Dec. 26, 2001.) 
 
See http://edition.cnn.com/2002/WORLD/asiapcf/central/10/06/karzai.binladen/  
http://edition.cnn.com/2002/WORLD/asiapcf/south/01/18/gen.musharraf.binladen  
See - http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,41576,00.html  
See - http://www.welfarestate.com/binladen/funeral/ 
 
Prior to 9/11 OBL had often been reported to be in poor health. It was reported 
that two months before September 11 OBL flew to Dubai for 10 days for 
treatment at the American hospital where he was visited by the local CIA agent. 
(“CIA agent alleged to have met Bin Laden in July,” The Guardian, Nov. 1, 2001.) 
In 2000, Le Figaro reported that OBL ordered a mobile dialysis machine to be 
delivered to his base at Kandahar in Afghanistan in order to treat his failing 
kidneys. (Ibid.) CNN’s medical correspondent Dr. Sanjay Gupta confirmed that 
OBL was most likely suffering from chronic kidney failure which requires dialysis 
treatment. Dialysis machines require electricity, clean water, and a sterile setting 
— without those things it is not likely that a person with this condition could 
survive for more than a few days. (“Dr. Sanjay Gupta: Bin Laden would need help 
if on dialysis,” CNN, Jan. 21, 2002.) That begs the question: how could OBL have 
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survived all of these years in a desolate, isolated mountain hide-out with such 
chronic health issues that required constant medical attention and treatment? It is 
an impossibility! 
See - http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2001/nov/01/afghanistan.terrorism  
See - http://edition.cnn.com/2002/HEALTH/01/21/gupta.otsc/  

 

 
 

The reality of OBL’s poor health and his eventual death in December of 2001 
didn’t stop the despotic Bush administration and the Jewish-owned media from 
perpetuating the lie that OBL was still alive and still a ‘threat’ to America. The 
claim that the U.S. military and CIA were hunting down OBL and his group in 
Afghanistan is a giant sham that serves as a convenient excuse to continue the 
military occupation of that country. Think about this: for over a decade the 
greatest military power in the history of the world with all of its spy agencies, spy 
satellites, high-tech gadgets and listening devices, predator drones, F-15 and F-
16 jets, , stealth fighters and Apache helicopters, could not track down or kill one 
man!? This outlandish fable is simply not believable. The so-called “hunt for bin 
Laden” is a monstrous ruse to justify the “war on terror” hoax which is, in 
actuality, a war of extermination against Israel’s enemies in the Middle East. The 
fact is that bin Laden died in December of 2001 — all intelligence agencies know 
this, but the popular image of OBL as an eternal ‘terrorist threat’ to America 
provides the Jewish-Zionist string-pullers controlling the U.S. Military Industrial 
Complex with a replenishing source of fear and paranoia to keep the ignorant 
masses of the West in line with their genocidal agenda for global supremacy. 
OBL served as the ultimate patsy and fall guy for the Jewish-Zionist conspirators 
behind 9/11. This point was iterated, although not directly, by veteran CIA agent 
Milt Bearden. On a CBS broadcast with Dan Rather the day after 9/11, Bearden 
stated: “This was a tremendously sophisticated operation against the 
United States—more sophisticated than anybody would have ascribed to 
Osama bin Laden.” (“CIA Talks About Bin Laden Being Trained By CIA on 
CNN,” YouTube) With regard to the widespread view that bin Laden was behind 
the attacks, he skeptically opined: 
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See - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wn61PJQGCUo 
 
“I think Osama bin Laden has become the metaphor for the entire problem 
of terrorism involving Muslims with perceived grievances against the 
United States. I think it would be wrong to say this is a one-size-fits-all 
operation and to go after Bin Laden because an operation as sophisticated 
as [the one] carried out yesterday was an operation that was concealed 
from us for months… It happened without essentially a hitch except for one 
aircraft. And there is no reason to believe that these same people weren’t 
capable of covering their tracks somehow on the way out. Now I would go 
so far as to say that this group who was responsible for that, if they didn’t 
have an Osama bin Laden out there they’d invent one because he’s a 
terrific diversion for the rest of the world.”  
 
In interviews he has given to the press, OBL has often alluded to the dangerous 
reality of Jewish domination of the United States. He has said that the American 
imperial policy of occupation and destruction of Muslim countries is ferociously 
led by the Zionist Jews who control America through their malignant monopoly 
over the banking, media and political sectors of American society. Back in 1998, 
bin Laden issued a dire warning to the American people, suggesting that the 
death-grip of World Jewry on America is driving the country, and the world, 
towards destruction on earth. Addressing the Jewish question, bin Laden said 
that, 
 
“The enmity between us and the Jews goes far back in time and is deep 
rooted. There is no question that war between the two of us is inevitable. 
The leaders in America and in other countries as well have fallen victim to 
Jewish Zionist blackmail…  
They have mobilized their people against Islam and against Muslims. Our 
mothers and daughters and sons are slaughtered every day with the 
approval of America and its support… And, while America blocks the entry 
of weapons into Islamic countries, it provides the Israelis with a continuous 
supply of arms allowing them thus to kill and massacre more Muslims. 
The American government is leading the country toward hell. We say to the 
Americans as people and to American mothers, if they cherish their lives 
and if they cherish their sons, they must elect an American patriotic 
government that caters to their interests, not the interests of the Jews.” 
(Chris Bollyn, “What Does Bin Laden Really Want?,” American Free Press, Oct. 
11, 2001.) 
 
In 2011, the illegitimate U.S. president Barrack Obama attempted to perpetuate 
the myth of Osama bin Laden by staging a fake ‘assassination’ of an already 
dead OBL. The New York Times reported that “Osama bin Laden… was killed 
in a fire-fight with United States forces in Pakistan, President Obama 
announced on Sunday.” (“Bin Laden Is Dead, Obama Says,” New York Times, 
May 1, 2011.) OBL was supposedly camped “in a massive compound about 
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an hour’s drive north from the Pakistani capital of Islamabad. He was 
hiding in the medium-sized city of Abbottabad, home to a large Pakistani 
military base and a military academy of the Pakistani Army.” The suggestion 
that OBL could have been hiding out in this compound, which was located near a 
Pakistani military base, for years without anybody knowing about it is simply 
childish nonsense. An eyewitness to the event who had lived on the same street 
as the compound where OBL was allegedly hiding told Al Jazeera reporter Imtiaz 
Tyab flat out that the story was not true and that bin Laden was never hiding in 
that house. The eyewitness said that he had walked by that house every night 
and even rented the house next door to his cousin, stating he had not once seen 
Osama bin Laden or heard anything that would indicate OBL was residing in that 
house for an extended period of time. (“A witness account of Bin Laden’s death,” 
Al Jazeera English, May 2, 2011.) 
 
See - 
http://www.americanfreepress.net/10_12_01/What_Does_Bin_Laden_Really_Wa
n/what_does_bin_laden_really_wan.html  
See - http://www.nytimes.com/2011/05/02/world/asia/osama-bin-laden-is-
killed.html?pagewanted=all  
See - http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/may/02/bin-laden-body-buried-sea  
See - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lW7OywJlT8o 
 

 
Even more telling is the fact that 
Osama Bin Laden’s mythical 
‘corpse’ was hastily “buried at 
sea” by the U.S. military before 
any impartial observers could 
identify the body — evidently 
because it was not the body of 
OBL if there even was a body at 
all. The U.S. government falsely 
claimed that this type of burial 
“complies with Islamic custom,” 
when in reality burial at sea is 
extremely uncommon for 
Muslims. (“Bin Laden’s body 
buried at sea,” The Guardian, 
May 2, 2011.) This means that 
the dramatic story of OBL’s 
alleged killing is based solely on 
the less-than-credible word of the 
U.S. government! In addition to 
these discrepancies, the official 
narrative of OBL’s assassination 
by U.S. forces was changed and 
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altered by the Obama regime numerous times. They couldn’t even get their story 
straight — a tell-tale sign of fraud, cover-up and conspiracy. (“The killing of 
Osama bin Laden: how the White House changed its story,” The Guardian, May 
4, 2011.) Brazen evidence of a hoax came right on the heels of the news of 
OBL’s alleged killing when some mass media outlets quickly published a 
gruesome picture of a bloodied and presumably ‘dead’ OBL. The photograph 
was immediately exposed as a sloppy fake. The Guardian reported: 
See - http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/may/02/bin-laden-body-buried-sea  
See - http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/may/04/osama-bin-laden-killing-us-
story-change 
 
“An image apparently showing a dead Osama bin Laden broadcast on 
Pakistani television and picked up by British newspaper websites is a fake. 
The bloodied image of a man with matted hair and a blank, half-opened eye 
has been circulating on the internet for the past two years. It was used on 
the front pages of the Mail, Times, Telegraph, Sun and Mirror websites, 
though swiftly removed after the fake was exposed on Twitter.” (“Osama bin 
Laden corpse photo is fake,” The Guardian, May 2, 2011.) 
See http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/may/02/osama-bin-laden-photo-fake  
 
To sum up, Osama bin Laden and ‘Al-Qaeda’ did not commit 9/11 and were not 
capable of doing so even if they wanted to. The popular image of bin Laden as 
the “arch-villain” and nemesis of the U.S. serves the same purpose for the 
American government that the “Emmanuel Goldstein” character did for the 
tyrannical regime depicted in George Orwell’s classic novel ‘1984’ — an artificial 
enemy manufactured by the state to rule the population with fear. OBL and ‘Al-
Qaeda’ are not an actual threat, but merely a weapon of propaganda for the U.S. 
government and the Jewish agenda that drives it. The myth of Osama bin Laden 
and Al-Qaeda has been used to hoodwink the American public into supporting 
the imperial schemes of Zionism. 
 
The Pentagon Attack: The Mysterious ‘Missing Trillions,’ Rabbi Zakheim 
and Remote Control 
The official version of what happened at the Pentagon on 9/11 contains many 
lies, distortions and fabrications. What is described to have taken place by the 
U.S. government is not physically possible on a variety of levels. There are many 
alternative theories that have been postulated about what could have happened, 
but it is not the focus of this book to describe all of these theories and their 
plausibility in detail. The bottom line is that like the other events that transpired in 
New York and Shanksville on 9/11, the U.S. government is not telling the truth 
about what happened at the Pentagon — something is amiss. 
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The technical arguments of why a large Boeing 757 aircraft, presumably 
American Airlines Flight 77, could not have impacted the Pentagon and created 
the peculiar damage to the building has been dissected and scrutinized in fine 
detail by the Citizen Investigation Team, a group of researchers who have 
produced several interesting films on the subject of what really happened at the 
Pentagon. (“National Security Alert – The 9/11 Pentagon Event,” Citizen 
Investigation Team, YouTube) Their main argument is that dozens of 
independent eyewitnesses that they interviewed placed the incoming plane on 
the north side of the CITGO gas station as it approached the Pentagon. (Ibid.) 
The official story contends that the plane came in low and level along the south 
side of the gas station and hit a number of light poles on its way into the 
Pentagon. If the plane came in on the north side of the gas station, as dozens of 
witnesses have independently reported, then it is impossible for it to have caused 
the downed light poles and the damage to the Pentagon which coincide with a 
south-side approach. See diagram, right inset) So what caused the downed light 
poles and the damage to the building if not the plane? Clearly a lot of staging 
went on to give the appearance of a south-side approach. Part of the pre-staging 
activities was a taxicab driver named Lloyd England who was travelling along the 
bridge next to the Pentagon as the plane came in. He claimed that the plane flew 
right over his cab and clipped a light pole that speared the windshield of his car. 
There was indeed a puncture hole in his windshield and damage to the interior 
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passenger’s side of the car, but unbelievably the hood of the car remained 
completely undamaged despite a 40 foot long, 247 pound light pole allegedly 
landing on it. (“The First Known Accomplice? (Featuring Lloyd England),” 
YouTube) In an interview with the Citizen Investigation Team, Lloyd England 
basically admitted the damage to his car was faked and that 9/11 itself was a 
“world event” created by rich and powerful people with an agenda. (“Lloyd 
taxicab driver admits government planning,” YouTube) 
 
See - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_HlUmmPBoLg 
See - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cCnKLVwBsIY 
See - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Km9SwgpvSPo 
 
It is not clear what, if anything, hit the Pentagon and it is not my objective to 
make that determination. What I will say is that much to the same degree as the 
Shanksville crash site, there was a noticeable lack of any major plane debris at 
the crash site of the Pentagon. The FBI immediately confiscated over 80 security 
camera videos belonging to the Pentagon and surrounding private businesses 
but refuses to release them to the public. At minimum, at least a handful of the 80 
plus security videos should have captured what actually struck the Pentagon, but 
the FBI does not want us to see them. Why? The 9/11 Research website 
reported on the issue of the suppressed video footage of the Pentagon attack, 
noting: 
 
“It is striking that there is neither video footage nor any photographic 
evidence in the public domain showing a jetliner approaching or crashing 
into the Pentagon. As of May, 2006, the only video footage of the crash that 
has been released are clips from two Pentagon security cameras north of 
the crash site, one the source of 5 frames leaked in 2002. With the release 
of the two video clips, the Pentagon claims to have supplied all of the 
footage it has of the attack. Although the number and positions of security 
cameras monitoring the Pentagon is not public knowledge, it seems 
unlikely that only two security cameras captured the attack. Isn’t it 
reasonable to assume that there were dozens, if not hundreds, of security 
cameras ringing the huge building that is the heart of the United States 
military establishment?  
Not only has the government refused to release footage that would clearly 
show how the Pentagon was attacked, it has also seized footage not 
belonging to the military. The FBI confiscated video recordings from 
several private businesses near the Pentagon in the immediate aftermath of 
the attack. Those recordings, if they still exist, might provide decisive 
evidence about the attack. In addition it is likely there is other video 
footage that was either destroyed or is being withheld, given that the 
trajectory of the attack plane took it low over a large part of Arlington, 
Virginia.” (“Pentagon Attack Footage: The Suppression of Video Footage of the 
Pentagon Attack,” 911 Research WTC7 Website)  
See also - http://911research.wtc7.net/pentagon/evidence/footage.html 
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On December 2, 2006, Judicial Watch obtained a security video recording from 
the Doubletree Hotel located relatively close to the Pentagon on the side where 
the alleged attack took place. The low-quality video captured the fireball 
explosion but a Boeing 757 jetliner cannot be seen crashing into the building. 
(“Hotel security video shows 9/11 Pentagon blast, but no plane,” CNN, Dec. 2, 
2006.) CNN reported that, “There was speculation that this video might show 
the American Airlines 757 jetliner before it crashed, but a close 
examination by CNN only revealed the subsequent explosion and no image 
of the jet.” Since the American government refuses to release critical evidence 
that could easily clear up all of these issues, we are left with no other choice but 
to conclude that they are engaged in a cover-up. Since they cannot prove their 
version of events despite having the necessary video footage in their possession 
that should show what they claim took place, we can make no other 
determination than that they are lying about what actually occurred at the 
Pentagon to hide government involvement in the attack. 
See - http://www.cnn.com/2006/WORLD/europe/12/02/saturday/index.html 
 

 
A very important and very provable aspect of the Pentagon debacle was the 
disappearance of 2.3 trillion dollars from the Pentagon’s budget books. This was 
announced by Donald Rumsfeld in a press conference on September 10th 2001, 
one day before 9/11, where he stated that, “According to some estimates we 
cannot track $2.3 trillion in transactions.” (“The War On Waste: Defense 
Department Cannot Account For 25% Of Funds — $2.3 Trillion,” CBS News, Jan. 
29, 2002.) Rumsfeld promised change, but the attacks on New York and 
Washington the following day rendered this enormous scandal a forgotten 
mystery, buried under 9/11’s rubble. According to its own auditors, the military 
cannot account for 25 percent of what it spends. The Pentagon’s financial 
overseer who was responsible for looking into all of this monetary malfeasance 
was a man named Dov Zakheim. An extremist Jew, citizen of Israel and 
ordained orthodox rabbi, Zakheim was appointed by President Bush to manage 
the Pentagon’s finances as Undersecretary of Defense (Comptroller), a position 
he held from May 2001 to April 2004. In total, over 3 trillion dollars disappeared 
during his stint as head money man at the Pentagon. All of the financial fraud 
and negligence going on in the Pentagon was quickly swept under the rug on 
Zakheim’s watch. On March 14, 2002, Rabbi Zakheim delivered a sermon in front 
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of Lubavitch rabbis from 40 countries who gathered on the Pentagon lawn to 
‘commemorate’ the 9/11 attacks and the 100th birthday of their deceased 
spiritual leader Menachem Mendel Schneerson. (“Lubavitch Recall Sept. 11,” 
Jewish Journal, Mar. 14, 2002.) 
See also - 
http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2002/01/29/eveningnews/main325985.shtml  
http://www.jewishjournal.com/world/article/lubavitch_recall_sept_11_20020315 
Zakheim was a key foreign policy adviser to George W. Bush during his 2000 
campaign for presidency. He was also a member of both the Council on Foreign 
Relations and the neoconservative group the Project for the New American 
Century, which advocated an imperial strategy of American dominance across 
the globe, endeavoring to link the foreign policies of the United States and Israel. 
Zakheim was the CEO of System Planning Corporation from 1987 to 2001. SPC 
is a major player in the “Homeland Security” industry and a leading designer of 
remote control technology. This company provided flight termination systems and 
command transmitter systems, technology that allows up to eight planes to be 
remotely controlled at the same time from one operations center. These 
technologies can remotely hijack even a hijacked plane and land or crash it 
wherever it is desired. 
 
Writer Jerry Mazza detailed many of Zakheim’s conspicuous connections and 
incriminating intrigues in an article titled “Following Zakheim and Pentagon 
trillions to Israel and 9-11” (Online Journal, July 31, 2006.). In the piece, Mazza 
documents that Zakheim personally organized a massive transfer of dozens of 
American F-15 and F-16 fighter jets to Israel at a fraction of their actual value. 
Mazza noted that “in May 2001, when Dov served at the Pentagon, it was an 
SPC (his firm’s) subsidiary, Tridata Corporation, that oversaw the 
investigation of the first “terrorist” attack on the World Trade Center in 
1993,” further suggesting that, “This would have given them intimate knowledge 
of the security systems and structural blueprints of the World Trade Center.” An 
article called “Dov Zakheim and the 9/11 Conspiracy” that appeared on the 
Conspiracy News Net website makes even more astonishing allegations against 
Zakheim. The authors quote from the SPC website in their assertion that “a 
recent customer [of SPC] at that time was Eglin Air Force Base, located in 
Florida. Eglin is very near MacDill AFB, where Dov Zakheim contracted to 
send at least 32 Boeing 767 aircraft, as part of the Boeing/Pentagon tanker 
lease agreement.” They go on to hypothesize that the Flight Termination 
System module, a photo of which is available at the SPC website, is similar in 
shape and size to the strange cylindrical appendage that was photographed on 
the underbelly of the plane that smashed into the South Tower of the WTC. The 
article goes on to suggest: 
 
“The Boeing lease deal involved the replacement of the aging KC-135 
tanker fleet with these smaller, more efficient Boeing 767s that were to be 
leased by Dov Zakheim’s group. The planes were to be refitted with 
refueling equipment, including lines and nozzle assemblies. When seen in 
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comparison, it is obvious that the plane approaching the Trade Center has 
both of these structures-the FTS module and the midair refueling 
equipment, as configured on the modified Boeing 767 tankers. … After 
considering this information, I am convinced that flight 175, as pictured on 
the news media and official reports, was in fact a refitted Boeing 767 
tanker, with a Flight Termination System attached. Use of this system 
would also explain the expert handling of aircraft observed in both New 
York and Washington investigations, which has been officially credited to 
inexperienced flight school students. Since the refitted 767s were able to 
carry both passengers and a fuel load, as shown in this photo, it is likely 
that the plane designated Flight 175 was in fact a refitted 767 tanker, 
disguised as a conventional commercial passenger plane.” 
 
The authors summed up Zakheim’s supreme guilt as a lead suspect in the 
perpetration of 9/11 in this way: 
 
“Considering his access to Boeing 767 tankers, remote control flight 
systems, and his published views in the PNAC document, it seems very 
likely he is in fact a key figure in the alleged terrorist attacks in New York 
City on September 11, 2001. Rabbi Zakheim had access to things like 
structural integrity, blueprints and any number of important facets of 
information about the WTC through his work with Tridata Corporation in 
the investigation of the bombing of the WTC in 1993. That he had access to 
remote control technology through his work at System Planning 
Corporation (SPC); that he had access to Boeing aircraft through a lease 
deal he brokered while working at the Pentagon; and finally, that he was 
part of a group of politically radical Straussian Neo-Conservatives, who, 
through their association with PNAC, called for restructuring of the Middle 
East, noting that a Pearl Harbor type of event may be needed to foster the 
frame of mind required for the American public to accept such a radical 
foreign policy agenda. In light of all this information we here at Conspiracy 
News Net stand by our statement that Mr. Zakheim not only called for the 
slamming of the WTC Towers on 9-11, but he actively took part in their 
demolition by providing the logistics necessary for such an attack to 
occur.” 
See - http://onlinejournal.com/artman/publish/article_1047.shtml  
See - http://911review.org/brad.com/batcave/Dov_Zakheim_911.html 
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Keeping in mind Zakheim’s magic disappearing money tricks with the trillions that 
vanished from the Pentagon budget books under his supervision, the specific 
section of the Pentagon that was struck by whatever it was that hit the building 
coincidentally contained the year’s budgetary information. (Arlington County 
After-Action Report on the Response to the September 11 Terrorist Attack on the 
Pentagon) Many of the causalities in the Pentagon attack were accountants, 
bookkeepers and budget analysts, members of an office of the Army named 
Resource Services Washington which lost 34 of its 45 employees. (Milan 
Simonich, “Army unit piecing together accounts of Pentagon attack,” Pittsburgh 
Post-Gazette, Dec. 20, 2001.) The specific section of the Pentagon that was hit, 
known as Wedge One, just happened to have undergone a massive renovation 
in the years leading up to 9/11 which strengthened the facade to withstand a 
terror attack. (“Retrofitting the Pentagon For Blast Resistance,” Structure 
Magazine) All of the Pentagon’s top military brass was conveniently located out 
of harm’s way on the opposite side of the building. Why would the “terrorists” 
choose to crash the plane into that very odd part of the building which was 
exceedingly difficult to hit at such close proximity to the ground? Crashing the 
plane into the roof of the building would have been a much easier, certain and 
more valuable target, but we are told the “terrorists” deliberately went out of their 
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way to strike the first-floor facade of the building at an extremely difficult, some 
say impossible, angle. This fairy tale is not believable. 
See - 
http://www.arlingtonva.us/departments/Fire/edu/about/FireEduAboutAfterReport.
aspx  
See - http://www.southcoasttoday.com/daily/12-01/12-20-01/a02wn018.htm  
http://911research.wtc7.net/mirrors/guardian2/pentagon/pentagon-retrofit.htm 
 
Even less believable is the man that authorities claim performed this action: Hani 
Hanjour. Notorious for his poor piloting ability, Hanjour continually flunked out of 
flight schools across the United States. Marilyn Ladner, a vice president at the 
Pan Am International Flight Academy, said that Hanjour participated in a training 
course at her facility in Phoenix, Arizona in February of 2001 and that his piloting 
skills were so terrible that she feared he could pose a safety hazard if he ever 
commandeered a commercial aircraft. (Jim Yardley, “A Trainee Noted for 
Incompetence,” New York Times, May 4, 2002.) The New York Times reported 
that officials at the Phoenix flight school “had found [Hanjour’s] piloting skills 
so shoddy and his grasp of English so inadequate that they questioned 
whether his pilot’s license was genuine.” A former employee of the flight 
school said, “I’m still to this day amazed that he could have flown into the 
Pentagon. He could not fly at all.” In the second week of August 2001, Hanjour 

attempted to rent a small plane 
from an airport in Bowie, 
Maryland. Flight instructors 
Sheri Baxter and Ben Conner 
took Hanjour on three test 
flights to gauge his piloting skills 
and found that he had 
difficulties handling and landing 
a single-engine Cessna 172 
aircraft. Chief flight instructor 
Marcel Bernard declined to rent 
Hanjour a plane until he took 
more lessons. (Thomas Frank, 
“Tracing Trail Of Hijackers,” 
Newsday, Sept. 23, 2001.) 
Despite Hanjour’s exceedingly 
horrendous track record as a 
pilot, we are being asked to 
believe that he pulled off near 
jet-fighter maneuvers to 
successfully slam Flight 77 into 
the Pentagon on 9/11. We are 
being told that Hanjour 
outmaneuvered both the U.S. 
Airforce and NORAD to sneak 
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past the restricted and heavily monitored airspace surrounding the Pentagon, the 
most protected building on earth. Why was the flight not intercepted by fighter 
jets? There has never been a satisfactory answer to this question. The 9/11 
Research website explained the ridiculous absurdity of the maneuver that 
Hanjour is supposed to have performed, stating: 
See - 
http://www.nytimes.com/2002/05/04/national/04ARIZ.html?ex=1022146359&ei=1
&en=3ab8e4370c5212fd  
See - http://www.newsday.com/ny-usflight232380680sep23.story  
 
“It is doubtful that the best trained fighter pilots could have executed the 
maneuver that supposedly crashed a 757 into the Pentagon. It required 
making a tight 320-degree turn while descending seven thousand feet, then 
leveling out so as to fly low enough over the highway just west of the 
Pentagon to knock down lamp posts. After crossing the highway the pilot 
had to take the plane to within inches of the ground so as to crash into the 
Pentagon at the first-floor level and at such a shallow angle that an engine 
penetrated three rings of the building, while managing to avoid touching 
the lawn. And he had to do all of this while flying over 400 mph. Quite a feat 
for a flight school flunky who had never sat in the cockpit of a jet!” 
(“Clueless Super-Pilot: Jetliner Aerobatics by Flight School Dropout Who Never 
Flew a Jet,” 911 Research WTC7 Website)  
See - http://911research.wtc7.net/disinfo/deceptions/badpilots.html 
 
None of the alleged 9/11 “hijackers” had flown commercial aircraft before the 
attacks, but according to the Jewish-owned press and the Zionist-occupied 
American government they were able to pull off the most successful attack 
against the United States in history, hitting 75 percent of their targets on the 
same day. Despite the unambiguous reality that none of these Arabs were 
capable of executing what has been attributed to them, an Israeli named Don 
Radlauer of the Interdisciplinary Center at Herzliya produced a report detailing 
the flight paths of the alleged four hijacked planes. Radlauer’s report attempted 
to bestow credibility upon the official story, suggesting that hijacking and guiding 
the planes into their targets would have been an easy task. (Don Radlauer, “The 
Hijackings: A Pilot’s View,” Sept. 13, 2001.) Out of all of the flight instructors who 
witnessed Hani Hanjour in the cockpit of a plane, only one contradicted the 
overwhelming consensus that Hanjour was a horrible pilot who was unfit to fly 
even a single-engine Cessna 172 aircraft. That would be none other than the 
Israeli national and former Israeli Occupation Forces paratrooper Eddie Shalev, a 
flight instructor for Congressional Air Charters in Gaithersburg, Maryland. Shalev 
told the FBI that in August of 2001 Hanjour attempted to rent a plane from his 
employer and that he accompanied Hanjour on a certification flight. Shalev 
explained to the FBI that, in his opinion, Hanjour was a “good” pilot and that he 
authorized the plane rental to Hanjour. (Memorandum of Eddie Shalev’s FBI 
Interview, Apr. 9, 2004.) This former Israeli paratrooper, working in the interests 
of the terrorist regime that he loyally serves, was clearly lying to prop up the 
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official 9/11 fable. 
See also - http://ntwebweaver.com/flights.htm) 
See also - http://media.nara.gov/9-11/MFR/t-0148-911MFR-00551.pdf 
A common question that is often asked is if the “Muslim hijackers” story is merely 
a Zionist media invention then who was actually piloting the planes that struck 
the Twin Towers on 9/11? Although it is impossible to prove with absolute 
certitude the exact circumstances surrounding the planes of 9/11, the most 
logical and likely scenario is that the two planes that hit the towers were remote-
controlled drones, dressed up like commercial jets, guided into their targets. 
Chris Bollyn stresses the unusual coincidence that the first plane that struck the 
North Tower flew directly into the secure computer room of Marsh/Kroll, the 
Zionist-run “security” company of the WTC. Dr. Robert Sungenis summarized the 
findings of Chris Bollyn in his review of ‘Solving 9/11,’ showing that several 
Mossad-connected Israeli aviation companies had the expertise to convert a 
passenger plane into a remote-controlled drone to strike the Twin Towers. 
Sungenis writes: 
See - http://www.catholicintl.com/images/stories/Review_of_Solving_911.pdf 
 
“There is also the Israeli aircraft leasing company ATASCO begun by the 
Israeli military in 1971 and connected to the Mossad and owned by Israeli 
“entrepreneur” Shaul Eisenberg. Bollyn notes that it was just after he had a 
conversation with its chairman, Shalom Yoran, that the goon squad of 
undercover policemen came to his property and gave him a taste of 
TASAR. He found out that Yoran was originally in the Israeli air force in 
1948 and was the founder of IAI, and its parent Bedek in 1953, who 
converted its first Boeing 767 to a cargo jet in 2000. On April 4, 2000 the 
Jerusalem Post noted Bedek as “one of the world’s leaders in plane 
conversions,” and thus it would be easy for the company to convert a 
passenger plane to a remote controlled drone to hit the Twin Towers. There 
is also Bedek’s Commodore Aviation in Miami, which, like ATASCO, has 
been funded by the US taxpayer as part of the 3 billion sent by the US to 
Israel each year. As such, we could be funding our own home grown 
terrorists right here in the USA. As Bollyn puts it: “Israelis like Yoran don’t 
usually come to America as immigrants – they are sent on a mission.” 
Bollyn goes on to list the clandestine activity of these Israeli enterprises 
(including international drug smuggling as reported by the Israeli paper 
Haaretz in 2003) and notes that except for one article in the Washington 
Post about Eisenberg and the Mossad in 1978, the stories were never 
followed by any news outlet.” 
 
We have seen a substantial amount of evidence that Dov Zakheim was a prime 
participant in the creation of this terrorist conspiracy against the American 
people. The Judicial Inc website’s bio of Zakheim sums up his upbringing as one 
of intense indoctrination having been reared in the principles of Jewish 
supremacy and Zionist ideology from birth. He was born in Brooklyn in 1943 and 
attended exclusively Jewish schools. He spent summers in Israel at Zionist 
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summer camps. Dov graduated from Columbia University in 1970 and the 
University of Oxford in 1972. From 1973-75 he attended the London School of 
Jewish Studies which Jerry Mazza described as a witches brew of “Jewish 
supremacy, Advanced Bible, Talmud, Jewish Mysticism, Holocaust, Anglo-
Judaica, and Zionism.” From 1975-80, Zakheim was an adjunct professor at the 
National War College, Yeshiva University, Columbia University and Trinity 
College. He later was ordained as an orthodox rabbi. This high-priest of Judaism 
has been stalking the halls of the U.S. government for 25 years and has 
influenced the defense policies of Presidents Reagan, Clinton and Bush Sr. and 
Jr. 
See - http://judicial-inc.biz/Dov_zakheim.htm 
 
Dov Zakheim’s grandfather Julius was a prominent rabbi and Bolshevik agitator 
from Ukraine who played a leading role in the attempted Bolshevik coup of 1905 
which paved the way for the Jewish-Bolshevik takeover of Russia in 1917. 
According to Judicial Inc, Dov’s father Jacob was “born and reared in Poland’s 
hotbed of Zionist assassins and bombers.” His father was a rabbi and a 
member of the Jewish terrorist group BETAR which joined forces with the 
Haganah, Irgun and Stern gangs to brutally carve out a Jewish state on Arab soil. 
His family counted Menachem Begin, Moshe Arens and other Zionist terror 
kingpins among their friends. These crooked connections and associations 
solidify Zakheim’s guilt as one of the central figures behind the September 11 
disaster. 
More False Flags After 9/11: Israel At It Again 

 
Shortly following the 9/11 attacks, Israelis 
were caught on numerous occasions trying 
to stage even more false flag provocations 
in the U.S. and in other countries. On 
October 10, 2001 — about a month after 
9/11 — an incredible incident took place in 
Mexico involving two Israelis posing as 
press photographers. The pair were 
arrested inside the Mexican congress 
armed with 9mm pistols, 9 grenades, 
explosives, three detonators, and 58 bullets, 
evidently about to mount some sort of attack 
against the Mexican government. The 
Mexican newspaper El Diario de Mexico  

Mexican Newspaper 
reported that the two Israeli terrorists had fake Pakistani passports in their 
possession. The Los Angeles-based La Vox De Atzlan publication reported on 
the incident in great detail. This is one of their first reports of the affair: 
 
“We were alerted this morning by a subscriber from Mexico that two 
Israelis were arrested Wednesday inside the Palacio Legislativo de San 
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Lázaro (Mexican Congress) in Mexico City. Both were armed with 9 mm 
automatics and one was carrying a military hand grenade, electrical wiring 
and other bomb related materials. The Israeli Embassy at Sierra Madre 
2155, colonia Lomas de Chapultepec has close its doors to the Mexican 
Press and are refusing to talk. The incident has been independently verified 
by La Voz de Aztlan through Mexican diplomatic, press and other sources 
in Mexico City.  
 
The Chief of Legislative Security, Salvador Alarcón, has also confirmed the 
arrest of the two Israeli terrorists. One of them Saur Ben Zvi is a confirmed 
citizen of Israel and the other, Salvador Guersson, recently immigrated to 
Mexico from Israel. It is has been determined by the Procuraduría General 
de la República (Mexican Department of Justice) that Guersson is a retired 
Colonel of the Israeli Defense Forces and that he may now be operating as 
a MOSSAD agent. It is not known how they were able to penetrate the 
extensive security system of the Mexican Legislative Palace.  
 
This is a very grave incident with many serious international implications. 
Many have questioned who may be really behind many of the recent 
terrorist acts around the world including the ones against the WTC and the 
Pentagon. The Mexican public and congress has been reticent about 
declaring war against Islam along with the U.S. It is possible that an act of 
terrorism against the Mexican Congress was planned in order to “terrorize” 
Mexico into towing the line against Islam.” (E. Cienfuegos, “Zionist Terrorists 
Arrested Inside Mexican Congress,” La Voz de Aztlan, Oct. 12, 2001.) 
See - http://www.aztlan.net/mexmossad.htm 
 
In a standard display of behind-the-scenes lobbying intrigue, the two Israeli terror 
suspects were eventually released. As a result of heavy Jewish pressure on the 
Mexican government, no criminal charges against the two Israelis were pursued 
and they were deported to Israel. According to La Vox De Atzlan, 
“…the Israeli Embassy used heavy handed measures to have the two 

Israelis released. Very high level 
emergency meetings took place 
between Mexican Secretary of Foreign 
Relations Jorge Gutman, General 
Macedo de la Concha and a top Ariel 
Sharon envoy who flew to Mexico City 
specially for that purpose. Elías Luf of 
the Israeli Embassy worked night and 
day and their official spokeswoman 
Hila Engelhart went into high gear after 
many hours of complete silence. What 
went on during those high levels 
meetings no ones knows, but many in 

Mexico are in disbelief at their release. Guns and any kind of explosive is 
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highly illegal for Mexican citizens and the fact that these two Israelis had 
them inside the Mexican Congress makes their release highly suspect. 
What is really going on? Jorge Gutman, the Mexican Foreign Secretary, has 
very strong Zionist connections and himself is of Jewish descent. Mexican 
Army General Macedo de la Concha has strong connections to the U.S. 
Military Industrial-Complex and through this to the Israeli Defense Forces. 
Have any of these connections influenced the decision to release the two 
Zionist terrorists?” (E. Cienfuegos, “Mexican Attorney General Releases 
Zionist Terrorists,” La Vox De Atzlan, Oct. 15, 2001.)  
See - http://www.aztlan.net/blowup.htm 
 
On the motive of an Israeli false-flag assault against Mexico, La Vox De Atzlan 
opined: 
“We believe that the two Zionists terrorist were going to blow up the 
Mexican Congress. The second phase was to mobilize both the Mexican 
and US press to blame Osama bin Laden. Most likely then Mexico would 
declare war on Afghanistan as well, commit troops and all the oil it could 
spare to combat Islamic terrorism.”  
 
The failed Israeli attack on the Mexican Congress gained considerable media 
coverage in Mexico itself, but there was absolutely no mention of it by U.S. media 
outlets. Reporting on Zionist terrorist malfeasance is something that U.S. 
journalists wouldn’t dare to do since it would upset their Jewish editors and 
bosses, and they would most certainly be reprimanded or even fired. The tightly-
censored press of the U.S. and the broader Western World makes sure to hide 
anything that might expose the sinister machinations of Zionism. 
 
Hot on the heels of the Mossad mishap in Mexico, there was another occurrence 
involving Israelis and potential terrorism. On October 17, 2001, The Mercury 
reported that three Israeli Jews identified as Ron Katar, Mosche Almakias and 
Ayelet Reisler were arrested in rural Pennsylvania for suspicious behavior behind 
a Pizzeria Uno. The manager of the store informed authorities of two Middle 
Eastern looking men dumping furniture out of a tractor-trailer with a “Moving 
Systems Incorporated” sign on the side, behind his restaurant. The police 
searched the vehicle and discovered a Sony video camera containing footage of 
Chicago with several suspicious zoom-in shots of the Sears Tower. The Israeli 
suspects were transported to Plymouth Police Station for further questioning. The 
FBI was notified of the incident and began its own investigation into the Israelis. 
Elmakias and Katar were eventually detained by INS and transported to a federal 
facility, and the female, Reisler, was released. (“2 found with video of Sears 
Tower,” The Mercury, Oct. 17, 2001.) Predictably, like all of the other instances of 
Israelis engaged in espionage and terrorism in America, nothing of this incident 
was ever heard of again. Were these three Israelis Mossad agents? Were they 
planning some sort of false flag attack on the Sears Tower? A real investigation 
would answer all of these pertinent questions. Instead, we are forced to endure 
another cover-up of potential terrorism in the U.S. by Israelis. 
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See - http://www.zwire.com/site/mercury_101801.html 
 

 
Jewish Nuke 
 
Sometime in late October of 2001, six men traveling in two groups of three were 
stopped by police in the Midwest on suspicions of terrorist activity. The men had 
photographs, boxcutters and other suspicious equipment. All of the men were 
Middle Eastern and held Israeli passports. Even though they possessed photos 
and descriptions of a nuclear power plant in Florida and the Trans-Alaska 
pipeline, all of the Israelis were quickly released. (“Nuclear plants tighten security 
FBI seeking 6 men seen in Midwest,” The Miami Herald, Oct. 31, 2001.) In May 
of 2002, two Israeli nationals posing as “furniture movers” were stopped by 
military police in Oak Harbor, Washington, near the Whidbey Island Naval Air 
Station. Police searched their vehicle and, according to Fox News, a “bomb-
sniffing dog first detected explosives on one of the men and inside the 
truck.” High-tech equipment “was used later to confirm the presence of 
TNT and RDX plastic explosive.” (Carl Cameron, “Police Seize Rental Truck 
With TNT Traces,” Fox News, May 13, 2002.) Fox News also acknowledged that 
“Government officials said the roadside stop was so close to the naval air 
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station that military personnel took part in the initial arrest and naval 
intelligence has also been involved in the subsequent investigation.” Were 
these two Israelis planning an attack on the Whidby Naval Air Station? And did 
they intend to have it blamed on Muslims to perpetuate the myth of the ‘Al-Qaeda 
terror network’? That is a real possibility, but this event too was quickly hushed 
up. 
See - http://www.fpp.co.uk/online/01/10/WTC_Florida.html 
See - http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,52681,00.html 
 
Since 9/11 there have been a number of large-scale terrorist attacks in different 
nations across Europe, Asia and the Middle East. All of these bombings were 
designed to drag other countries into Israel’s proxy wars against the Islamic 
world. It is beyond the scope of this book to analyze all of these attacks in depth. 
However, I suspect that the twin train bombings in Madrid, Spain in 2004 and 
London, England in 2005 were Israeli-engineered atrocities, bearing all of the 
traditional hallmarks of Mossad involvement. The coordination and sophistication 
of these attacks certainly required the expertise of an intelligence agency and 
military professionals. Like 9/11, these attacks were officially blamed on ‘Al-
Qaeda’-affiliated Muslims as is usually the case with false-flag ops committed by 
the Mossad. The evidence, however, leads us to Israel’s doorstep in both cases. 
I believe a legitimate investigation into these events would reveal Israeli guilt and 
complicity. An extensive report put out by the Take Our World Back website 
entitled “A Comprehensive History of Zionist Crimes” provides a detailed analysis 
of the evidence which shows that those two attacks, among other less prominent 
acts of terror, were the handiwork of Israel’s Mossad with the help of pro-Zionist 
forces in the CIA, MI6 and other corrupt intelligence agencies. 
See - http://www.takeourworldback.com/zionistcrimes.htm 
 
The Anthrax Letters: A Zionist Scare Tactic 

To further ensnare 
Americans into a submissive 
state of abject fear and 
paranoia, the Zionist 
organizers of 9/11 cleverly 
created the “Anthrax scare” 
shortly after their assault on 
the Twin Towers. In a 
diabolical effort to terrorize 
and traumatize the 
American public into 
acquiescing to the Zionist 

agenda in the Middle East, Israel unleashed a biological attack against the 
people of America. 
 
One week after the September 11 attacks, beginning on the 18th of the month, 
several letters containing a deadly strain of weaponized Anthrax spores showed 
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up in the mail of news media offices and two Democratic U.S. Senators, killing 
five people and infecting 17 others. On the first day of the Anthrax onslaught the 
Jewish-owned press promoted a series of lies intended to implicate Iraq and Al-
Qaeda as the culprits behind the mailings. Reports surfaced in the mainstream 
media alleging that five months before 9/11 Mohammad Atta had met with an 
Iraqi official named Ahmed al-Ani in Prague wherein Atta was given a “flask of 
Anthrax.” (Daniel McGrory, “Hijacker ‘Given Anthrax Flask By Iraqi Agent’,” 
London Times, Oct. 28, 2001.) The original claim about this supposed meeting 
between Atta and al-Ani and the transfer of a vial of Anthrax was based entirely 
on the spurious, less-than-reputable word of the Israeli Mossad. (Ibid.) This 
invention of Zionist propaganda was picked up and spread by Jewish neocon 
commentators and top Bush administration officials in a deceitful campaign to 
frame Al-Qaeda and Iraq for the Anthrax mailings. (“Bush Administration Claims 
vs. The Facts,” Leading To War Website) Czech intelligence officials originally 
went along with this fallacious story, but later acknowledged that it could not be 
corroborated. In August 2002, Czech foreign intelligence Chief František Bublan 
publicly backed away from the claim that Atta met al-Ani, saying that rumors of 
such meetings “have not been verified or proven.” (Kate Swoger, “Intelligence 
chief casts doubt on Atta meeting,” Prague Post, July 15, 2002.) The Prague 
Post reported that “Bublan said that promoting a so-called ‘Prague 
connection’ between Atta and al-Ani might have been a ploy by U.S. 
policymakers seeking justifications for a new military action against Iraqi 
leader Saddam Hussein.”  
See also - http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/news/558172/posts 
See also - http://www.leadingtowar.com/claims_facts_atta.php 
See also - http://www.praguepost.com/P02/2002/20717/news1.php 
 
The Anthrax spores used in the mailings were of an extremely rare quality that is 
only produced in the United States. So where did it originate from? The strain of 
weaponized Anthrax used in the attacks, known as the “Ames strain,” narrowed 
the search for the perpetrators down to a few U.S. labs. (“Army Working on 
Weapons-Grade Anthrax,” Washington Post, Dec. 13, 2001.) Eventually it was 

traced back to an 
American bio warfare lab 
called the U.S. Army 
Medical Research Institute 
for Infectious Diseases 
(USAMRIID) in Fort 
Detrick, Maryland, proving 
the Anthrax attacks were 
an “inside job.” Since 
neither ‘Al-Qaeda’ nor Iraq 
could possibly have 

managed to smuggle Anthrax spores out of this American military lab, the story 
abruptly changed and all mention of Al-Qaeda and Iraq quietly disappeared down 
the rabbit hole. Now all eyes were focused on an insider within the U.S. bio-
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defense establishment named Bruce E. Ivins. A White Christian scientist, Ivins 
doesn’t exactly fit the stereotyped profile of a violent, deranged terrorist. From the 
outset of the FBI campaign to label Ivins as the lone culprit, many journalists and 
other commentators began to raise serious doubts about the FBI’s narrative. The 
FBI’s own genetic consultant Claire Fraser-Ligget stated that the failure of 
authorities to find any Anthrax spores in Ivins’ house, vehicle or on any of his 
belongings seriously undermined the case. (“The Anthrax Files,” Frontline PBS) 
See also - http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-
dyn?pagename=article&contentId=A34707-2001Dec12&notFound=true 
See also - http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/anthrax-files/ 
 

 
 
Most of Ivins’ colleagues at the Fort Detrick lab were doubtful of his involvement 
from the beginning. Jeffrey Adamovicz, one of Ivins’s supervisors in USAMRIID’s 
bacteriology division, stated, “I’d say the vast majority of people [at Fort Detrick] 
think he had nothing to do with it.” (Michael Isikoff, “The Case Still Isn’t Closed,” 
Newsweek Magazine, Aug. 8, 2008.) Dr. Meryl Nass, a former colleague of Ivins, 
documented the farcical basis of the FBI’s case against Ivins. She pointed out 
that the FBI could not place Ivins in New Jersey on the dates that the letters were 
mailed, and that he was only one of one hundred employees in the USAMRIID 
lab who could have potentially handled the type of Anthrax used in the mailings. 
(“Beyond a Reasonable Doubt?,” Anthrax Vaccine Blogspot, Aug. 6, 2008.) 
Henry Heine, a microbiologist who worked with Ivins for years at USAMRIID, 
testified to the U.S. National Research Council about the Anthrax attacks. Heine 
told the panel that it was impossible for the deadly spores to have been produced 
undetected in Ivins’s laboratory, as the FBI maintains. He testified that it would 
have taken a year of intensive work to produce the high quantity of Anthrax 
spores used in the letters and that this type of work would not have escaped the 
attention of his co-workers at the facility. No other scientists or lab technicians 
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reported any anomalies regarding Ivins’ work leading up to the attacks. 
Furthermore, Heine asserted that where Ivins worked biological containment 
measures were inadequate to prevent the Anthrax spores from floating out of the 
laboratory into animal cages and offices, resulting in the deaths of animals and 
people, which did not happen. (Scott Shane, “Colleague Disputes Case Against 
Anthrax Suspect,” New York Times, Apr. 22, 2010.) 
See also - http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/news/558172/posts  
See also - http://www.leadingtowar.com/claims_facts_atta.php  
See also - http://www.praguepost.com/P02/2002/20717/news1.php 
 
Despite the fact that the FBI failed to produce any credible evidence linking Ivins 
to the Anthrax mail attack, they ferociously pursued him as the lone suspect. As 
the FBI readied an indictment against Ivins, he allegedly took his own life by 
overdosing on Tylenol at the Frederick Memorial Hospital in Maryland on the 
29th of July, 2008. (“Anthrax scientist commits suicide as FBI closes in,” 
Associated Press, Aug. 1, 2008.) Bruce Ivins’ attorney said his client’s death was 
the result of the government’s “relentless pressure of accusation and innuendo.” 
(Ibid.) Journalist Glenn Greenwald opined that “Ivins’ death meant that the 
FBI’s allegations would never be tested in a court of law.” (“Serious doubt 
cast on FBI’s anthrax case against Bruce Ivins,” Salon, Feb. 16, 2011.) Indeed, 
Ivins’ untimely death conveniently saved the FBI from an embarrassing time in 
court trying to prove a case that they knew they could not make. No formal 
charges were ever actually filed against Ivins for the Anthrax crime, for the simple 
reason that no evidence of his guilt ever existed. He served as another 
scapegoat for Zion. 
See - http://www.cbc.ca/news/world/story/2008/08/01/us-anthrax.html  
See - http://www.salon.com/2011/02/16/ivans/ 
 
In any case, even if we presuppose for hypothetical purposes that the allegations 
against Ivins were true, what would have been his motive to do this? What would 
he have to gain? Absolutely nothing. It is, however, interesting to note that as an 
evangelical Christian, Ivins was a philosemite who believed that Jews are “God’s 
chosen people.” The Frederick (Md.) News Post republished letters from Ivins in 
the wake of his suicide. In one letter he praises a rabbi for refusing to engage in 
dialogue with a Muslim cleric, expressing his Zionist supremacist view that, “By 
blood and faith, Jews are God’s chosen, and have no need for ‘dialogue’ 
with any gentile.” (“Ivins believed Jews were God’s chosen,” Jewish 
Telegraphic Agency, Aug. 4, 2008.) 
See - /http://jta.org/news/article/2008/08/04/109782/ivinsevangelical 
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There is another glaring problem with the Bruce Ivins ‘lone nut’ narrative. The 
letters that accompanied the Anthrax were written to appear as if the authors 
were Arab Muslims plotting revenge against America and Israel. Some of the 
letters read: “Death to America. Death to Israel. Allah is Great.” If Ivins was 
behind the Anthrax mailings, why did he try to make it appear as though the 
letters and thus the Anthrax assault itself was the work of Muslims? Did he dislike 
Muslims so much as to risk his career and his very life to frame them for an act of 
bio-terrorism? With no known history of anti-Arab or anti-Muslim prejudice, it 
seems highly improbable that Ivins would resort to such extreme criminality just 
to give Muslims a bad name. The official story acknowledges that no Arab or 
Muslim took part in this crime — so what are we to make of these fake letters 
and the person(s) responsible for their creation? It should be exceedingly 
obvious by now that whoever was actually behind the Anthrax attacks had a 
precise agenda aimed at having Muslims blamed for terrorism against the U.S. to 
facilitate a political end, such as a war against Iraq, Afghanistan and other 
Muslim nations in the Middle East. Mike Rivero explained that, 
 
In short, the entire look of the letters is a contrived fake, creating what they 
thought a letter from a third world middle eastern terrorist would look like, 
so that the phrases “Death to Israel”, and “Allah is Great” (a real Muslin 
says either “Allah Achbar” or “God is Great”) would point the finger of 
blame for the Anthrax at the middle eastern Arabs. Except that we know for 
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a fact that the Anthrax didn’t come from the Middle East. It isn’t Saddam’s 
or Osama’s, it’s the very best high quality mil-spec Anthrax home grown at 
Fort Detrick, Dugway, and USAMRIID. It’s our Anthrax. And that means that 
all the slanted writing, the extra crossings on the “T”s, the references to 
Allah and Israel are a carefully crafted hoax, designed to trick Americans 
into thinking that Arab Muslims from the middle east were to blame for the 
Anthrax letters. The above letters are not evidence of a terrorist attack but 
of a deception against the people of the United States; a deliberate frame-
up of middle eastern Arabs perpetrated by the same party who owns the 
Anthrax. That a plan exists to frame Arab Muslims for the crimes of another 
party is now a proven fact.” (“The 9/11 Anthrax Frame-Up,” What Really 
Happened) 
 
See - http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/frameup.html 
 

 
 
Aligned perfectly with the modus operandi of the Mossad, the Anthrax episode 
appears to be just another component of a broader Zionist deception. To unravel 
this mystery we have to take a look at a man named Philip M. Zack, a 
microbiologist and Lieutenant Colonel in the U.S. Army. Zack worked as a bio-
warfare researcher at the Fort Detrick complex where Ivins also worked. Dr. Zack 
was having an affair with another employee of USAMRIID named Dr. Mariam 
Rippy. In the early 1990s, the pair were embroiled in a scandal involving the 
harassment of another scientist at the Fort Detrick lab, named Dr. Ayaad Assaad. 
An Egyptian-American, Assaad was the victim of racial harassment from Zack, 
Rippy and others who formed a clique within the lab called “the Camel Club,” with 
the explicit intent to torment and verbally abuse Dr. Assaad. In 1991, Assaad 
discovered an eight page poem in his mailbox written by Zack and his cohorts 
which mocked Assaad’s Arabic heritage and made lewd references to a “rubber 
camel.” The Hartford Courant ran a story which noted: 
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“Assaad said he was working on the Saturday before Easter 1991 when he 
discovered an eight-page poem in his mailbox. The poem, which became a 
court exhibit, has 235 lines, many of them lewd, mocking Assaad. The 
poem also refers to another creation of the scientists who wrote it — a 
rubber camel outfitted with sexually explicit appendages. The poem reads: 
“In (Assaad’s) honor we created this beast; it represents life lower than 
yeast.” The camel, it notes, each week will be given “to who did the least.” 
The poem also doubles as an ode to each of the participants who adorned 
the camel, who number at least six and referred to themselves as “the 
camel club.” Two — Dr. Philip Zack and Dr. Marian Rippy — voluntarily left 
Fort Detrick soon after Assaad brought the poem to the attention of 
supervisors.” (“Arab scientists recount hostility and harassment at military 
anthrax lab,” The Hartford Courant, Dec. 19, 2001.) 
See - 
http://community.seattletimes.nwsource.com/archive/?date=20011219&slug=detr
ick19  
 
In December 1991 Philip Zack left Fort Detrick. Shortly thereafter, 27 specimens, 
including Anthrax, Ebola and the hantavirus, disappeared from the lab. (“Anthrax 
Missing From Army Lab,” The Hartford Courant, Jan. 20, 2002.) A 1992 inquiry 
into the incident uncovered that suspicious individuals had continuously entered 
the lab late at night to conduct unauthorized research involving Anthrax. (Ibid.) 
Two former scientists there told reporters that it wouldn’t have been particularly 
difficult for someone with a security clearance to smuggle specimens out of the 
lab. The Hartford Courant reported: 
See - http://whatreallyhappened.com/ARCHIVE/ctnow_com%20SPECIALS.htm 
“Dr. Mary Beth Downs told investigators that she had come to work several 
times in January and February of 1992 to find that someone had been in the 
lab at odd hours, clumsily using the sophisticated electron microscope to 
conduct some kind of off-the-books research. After one weekend in 
February, Downs discovered that someone had been in the lab using the 
microscope to take photos of slides, and apparently had forgotten to reset 
a feature on the microscope that imprints each photo with a label. After 
taking a few pictures of her own slides that morning, Downs was surprised 
to see “Antrax 005″ emblazoned on her negatives.”  
Documents from the inquiry into the disappearance of specimens at the facility — 
including Anthrax — revealed that on the night of January 23, 1992, a security 
camera recorded Philip Zack, who was no longer working there at the time, being 
let into the lab by his mistress Dr. Marian Rippy. Zack apparently made routine 
unauthorized visits to the lab to reminisce with his former colleagues, and 
possibly to engage in more sinister activities. (Ibid.) A few days after 9/11, before 
the Anthrax-tainted letters started to arrive in people’s mail, an anonymous letter 
was written and mailed to the FBI which falsely accused Dr. Ayaad Assaad of 
being “a potential biological terrorist.” The writer of the letter claimed to have 
worked with Assaad and “heard him say that he has a vendetta against the U.S. 
government and that if anything happens to him, he told his sons to carry on.” 
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The letter went on to urge the FBI to stop him. (Laura Rozen, “Fort Detrick’s 
anthrax mystery,” Salon, Jan. 26, 2002.) 
See - http://www.salon.com/2002/01/26/assaad/ 

 
 
On October 2, 2001, Assaad was called in for an interview with the FBI, who then 
proceeded to question him about the accusations made against him in the 
anonymous letter. According to Assaad’s testimony, only a former co-worker of 
his could have been privy to the personal information about him that was detailed 
in the letter. The FBI quickly cleared Assaad of the accusation that he could be a 
bio-terrorist, but showed little interest in talking with him further or in finding out 
who sent them the erroneous letter to begin with. Assaad was left puzzled by 
this, seeing as the letter turned out to be incredibly self-incriminating because it 
revealed an eerie foreknowledge of the imminent Anthrax attacks. The timing of 
the letter makes it quite apparent that whoever was behind the attempt to frame 
Assaad, was actually behind the Anthrax-tainted letters that turned up in the mail 
a short time later. “The whole world wants to talk to me, except the FBI… 
Something’s wrong here,” Assaad told the online publication Salon. Assaad 
and his attorney Rosemary A. McDermott believe there is a very close 
connection between the unsigned letter accusing him of being a bio-terrorist and 
the person who actually sent the Anthrax to two U.S. Democratic Senators, 
NBC’s Tom Brokaw and others. Ms. McDermott said, “The person who wrote 
that letter knew intimate details of my client’s life and his professional 
history, and about the Fort Detrick operation. I don’t think that is a 
coincidence.” Assaad posited his own theory about the attempt to frame 
him, suggesting that his Arab background and expertise in biological and 
chemical agents made him the “perfect scapegoat.” Assaad strongly 
suspected that whoever wrote and mailed the letter to the FBI knew in advance 
what was going to happen and created “a suitable, well-fitted scapegoat for 
this action.” (Justin Raimondo, “Cold Case,” The American Conservative, Sept. 
25, 2006.) 
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See - http://www.theamericanconservative.com/articles/author/justin-
raimondo/page/2/  
Why was the FBI so reluctant to pursue this huge lead in the Anthrax 
investigation? The malicious author of the frame-up letter was a former colleague 
of Dr. Assaad who harbored a huge grudge against him. The only person who fits 
that description better than anyone else is Lt. Col. Philip Zack, the anti-Arab bully 
who tormented Assaad at the Fort Detrick lab in the early 1990s. The same lab 
where Zack was caught on a security camera making unauthorized visits late at 
night shortly before Anthrax spores had gone missing in 1992. The same lab 
where Bruce E. Ivins, the Anthrax patsy who allegedly committed suicide, also 
worked. The same lab where the Anthrax spores used in the letters originated 
from. It really is an open and shut case. The real reason that the FBI refused to 
track down Philip Zack and question him about his very guilty and incriminating 
pattern of behavior surrounding Anthrax, Dr. Assaad and the Fort Detrick 
biowarfare lab, is because he is Jewish. And judging by his vicious anti-Arab 
racism, he appears to be a radical pro-Israel Zionist, a terrorist sayan for the 
Mossad. (Hector Carreon, “FBI Closes in on Anthrax Terrorist: Prime Suspect is 
a Zionist,” La Vox De Atzlan, Feb. 26, 2002.) Commenting on the debacle 
surrounding Dr. Assaad, Le Vox De Atzlan opined that the USAMRIID lab had 
been overtaken in the early 1990s by a rogue network of Jewish-Zionist 
conspirators led by Lt. Col. Philip Zack who were endeavoring to steal Anthrax 
from the lab to use in a biological attack and have it blamed on Arabs. Hector 
Carreon explained: 
See - http://www.aztlan.net/zack.htm 
 
“The racist and bigoted attacks on Dr. Ayaad Assaad by Zionist Philip Zack 
and others started while he worked at the Army’s bioweapons lab at Fort 
Detrick in Maryland during the 1990’s. This is when a vicious racist 
vendetta was launched against the scientist of Arab descent. A group of 
coworkers led by then Army Lt. Col. Philip Zack began a hateful campaign 
to harass and get Dr. Assaad fired from his duties. The Zionists apparently 
wanted to get rid of anyone that could uncover their sinister plans which 
consisted in stealing “weapons grade anthrax” and other deadly viruses 
used in biological weapons.”  
 
Although it cannot be proven for certain that Philip Zack personally sealed and 
mailed the Anthrax letters, the circumstantial evidence surrounding Dr. Zack, Dr. 
Assad, USAMRIID and the anonymous frame-up letter sent to the FBI that was 
designed to implicate Assaad in the soon-to-happen Anthrax attacks, paints a 
convincing picture that Lt. Col. Philip Zack is the guilty party behind all of this 
chaos and subversion. All of the facts of the case have yet to be uncovered, due 
to the deliberate failure of the FBI to properly investigate the matter, but the 
evidences compiled here form a narrative that certainly makes a lot more sense 
than the bizarre Bruce Ivins storyline. The initial propaganda had it that Al-Qaeda 
and Iraq were behind the Anthrax attack. When that flimsy narrative fell apart the 
real perpetrators needed a scapegoat to take the fall, which is why Bruce Ivins’ 
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alleged suicide proved to be a godsend for the FBI and their cover up of what 
really happened. A clear pattern of Federal protection of Dr. Zack leads me to 
believe that he was part of a covert Mossad operation to orchestrate the Anthrax 
terror scare. Beholden to Jewish power, the FBI has shown itself to be nothing 
more than a corrupt conduit of the Zionist Lobby in America, routinely ditching 
extremely substantial clues that lead to Jewish, Zionist and Israeli suspects, 
while relentlessly pursuing phony leads that cast suspicion upon Arab and 
Muslim patsies. If Zack had been properly investigated and shown to be the 
criminal mastermind behind the Anthrax attacks, the entire facade of Israeli 
deceit behind 9/11 itself would have come crashing down. The Jewish overseers 
of the American government and media establishment simply could not let that 
happen, and did everything in their power to prevent it. 
 
In addition to propping up Jewish war propaganda to justify the invasion of Iraq 
and Afghanistan and a war against the entire Muslim world, the second 
underlying motive behind the Anthrax terror scare was to intimidate the U.S. 
Congress into rubber-stamping the war agenda in the Middle East and the 
erosion of civil liberties on the homefront via the U.S. “Patriot Act,” which was 
introduced in Congress on the 2nd of October, 2001. The Bush administration 
pressed the Congress to pass the freedom-killing “anti-terror” legislation within a 
one week timeframe but encountered obstacles in two Democratic Senators, 
Tom Daschle (the Senate Majority Leader) and Patrick Leahy. Anthony York of 
Salon noted that Patrick Leahy, the Senator from Vermont, was “one of the 
president’s most outspoken critics since Sept. 11, as the administration 
has moved aggressively to curtail civil liberties in its war on terrorism.” 
(“Why Daschle and Leahy?,” Salon, Nov. 22, 2001.) Daschle, as Senate Majority 
Leader, was in a key position to block or slow the passage of the Patriot Act, and 
was intent on doing so until certain events transpired that changed his mind, 
namely, the Anthrax attacks. It just so happens that both Daschle and Leahy 
were both personally targeted by the Anthrax mail terrorist, although both 
managed to avoid being harmed. The Anthrax hysteria resulted in the hurried 
passage of the Patriot Act through Congress. Most Congressmen did not even 
read the legislation before signing it into law, fearing another 9/11 or more 
Anthrax letters. 
See - http://www.salon.com/2001/11/22/anthrax_17/ 
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The LA Times made the honest observation that, “The anthrax attacks, coming 
on the heels of Sept. 11, had enduring effects. They deepened fears of 
terrorism and helped advocates of a U.S. invasion of Iraq make their case 
to Congress and the public. They prompted an expensive and risky 
expansion of federally funded biodefense laboratories.” (“The anthrax 
killings: A troubled mind,” Los Angeles Times, May 29, 2011.) Glenn Greenwald, 
writing for Salon, noted the significance of the Anthrax scare to benefit the Bush 
administration’s “War on Terror” crusade and their desire for unlimited defense 
spending, stating: 
See - http://articles.latimes.com/2011/may/29/nation/la-na-anthrax-ivins-
20110529  
 
“It is hard to overstate the political significance of the anthrax attacks. For 
reasons I’ve described at length, that event played at least as much of a 
role as the 9/11 attacks in elevating the Terrorism fear levels which, 
through today, sustain endless wars, massive defense and homeland 
security budgets, and relentless civil liberties erosions. … in essence, it 
was anthrax that convinced large numbers of Americans that Terrorism 
was something that could show up without warning at their doorstep — 
though something as innocuous as their mailbox — in the form of James-
Bond-like attacks featuring invisible, lethal powder.  
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Moreover, anthrax was exploited in the aftermath of 9/11 to ratchet up the 
fear levels toward Saddam Hussein, as ABC News‘ Brian Ross spent a full 
week screeching to the country — falsely – that bentonite had been found 
in the anthrax and that this agent was the telltale sign of Iraq’s chemical 
weapons program, while George Bush throughout 2002 routinely featured 
“anthrax” as one of Saddam’s scary weapons.” (“Serious doubt cast on FBI’s 
anthrax case against Bruce Ivins,” Salon, Feb. 16, 2011.) 
See - http://www.salon.com/2011/02/16/ivans/ 
 
Much like 9/11 itself, the only beneficiaries of the Anthrax attacks were Israel, the 
U.S. Federal government and the out-of-control U.S. defense establishment. The 
people who benefited least of all from the event were Arabs and Muslims who 
have been on the receiving end of U.S. depleted uranium bombs; and Bruce 
Ivins, who ended up dead in a hospital with too much Tylenol in his stomach. 
Evidence that some top officials in the White House may have had 
foreknowledge of the Anthrax attacks came to the surface in October of 2001. On 
the night of the September 11 attacks, the White House dispensed an antibiotic 
known as Cipro to its staff. This drug is effective in combating the Anthrax virus. 
Sandra Sobieraj, a writer for the Associated Press, reported: 
 
Moreover, anthrax was exploited in the aftermath of 9/11 to ratchet up the 
fear levels toward Saddam Hussein, as ABC News‘ Brian Ross spent a full 
week screeching to the country — falsely – that bentonite had been found 
in the anthrax and that this agent was the telltale sign of Iraq’s chemical 
weapons program, while George Bush throughout 2002 routinely featured 
“anthrax” as one of Saddam’s scary weapons.” (“Serious doubt cast on FBI’s 
anthrax case against Bruce Ivins,” Salon, Feb. 16, 2011.) 
See - http://www.salon.com/2011/02/16/ivans/ 
 
Much like 9/11 itself, the only beneficiaries of the Anthrax attacks were Israel, the 
U.S. Federal government and the out-of-control U.S. defense establishment. The 
people who benefited least of all from the event were Arabs and Muslims who 
have been on the receiving end of U.S. depleted uranium bombs; and Bruce 
Ivins, who ended up dead in a hospital with too much Tylenol in his stomach. 
Evidence that some top officials in the White House may have had 
foreknowledge of the Anthrax attacks came to the surface in October of 2001. On 
the night of the September 11 attacks, the White House dispensed an antibiotic 
known as Cipro to its staff. This drug is effective in combating the Anthrax virus. 
Sandra Sobieraj, a writer for the Associated Press, reported: 
 
“On the night of the Sept. 11 attacks, the White House Medical Office 
dispensed Cipro to staff accompanying Vice President Dick Cheney as he 
was secreted off to the safety of Camp David, and told them it was “a 
precaution,” according to one person directly involved. At that time, 
nobody could guess the dimensions of the terrorists’ plot.” (“White House 
Mail Machine Has Anthrax,” Washington Post, Oct. 23, 2001.) 
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See - http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
srv/aponline/20011023/aponline201158_000.htm  
 
How did the White House know to give out this drug a full month before any trace 
of Anthrax turned up in Washington? Were they tipped off? Indeed they were, 
according to the Winter Patriot Blog, which reported that “[o]n September 11, 
2001, Jerome Hauer advised the White House to begin taking Cipro, an 
antibiotic which is effective against anthrax.” (“Meet Jerome Hauer, 9/11 
Suspect Awaiting Indictment,” Winter Patriot Blogspot, Feb. 26, 2007.) We 
should have another look at this sordid character. As a national security adviser 
of the National Institute of Health (NIH), Jerome Hauer directed that 
organization’s response to the Anthrax scare, and was thus in a prime position to 
know what was really going on throughout the duration of the biological terror 
campaign. Why did Hauer tell the White House staff to take Cipro if he wasn’t 
aware that something bad was about to happen involving Anthrax? The Winter 
Patriot explained further: 
See - http://winterpatriot.blogspot.com/2007/02/meet-jerome-hauer-911-suspect-
awaiting.html  
 
“Jerome Hauer received relatively good information for tracking down the 
origin of the anthrax. He even got a list of people from various institutes, 
including USAMRIID at Fort Detrick. But his response was slow and hidden 
behind a public relations campaign spreading Orwellian claims like 
“Suspects are Osama bin Laden and his Al-Q’aeda network and 
sympathizers to US right wing extremists”. Why would he act so slowly, 
and in such an inappropriate fashion? Perhaps because Jerome Hauer 
knew someone whose name was on that list? Stephen Hatfill, at one time 
considered a prime suspect in this still-unsolved case, had worked for 
USAMRIID at Fort Detrick. Strangely, perhaps, he had also worked with 
Jerome Hauer, for Scientific Applications International Corporation, at the 
Center for Counterterrorism Technology and Analysis.”  
 

Hauer’s hands just keep getting 
dirtier and dirtier. He has had a 
long career as a specialist in the 
field of bio-chemicals, bio-
weapons and infectious diseases. 
(“Who is Jerome “Jerry” Hauer?”, 
911 Omission Report Website, 
Mar. 13, 2004.) In the early 
1990s, Hauer participated in the 
Johns Hopkins Working Group on 
Civilian Bio Defense, where he 
wrote various articles about a 
possible bioterrorist attack. In 
1998, he lobbied Rudy Giuliani to 
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develop a vaccine for the West Nile virus a year before the virus broke out in 
New York, upon which he subsequently spearheaded the West Nile spraying 
operation in NYC. He routinely gives lectures about bioterrorism and writes 
scripts envisioning terror events that cause mass causalities and mass panic. He 
has participated in and organized all kinds of bioterror “drills” and “war games.” In 
1999 he put together a conference in New York for journalists and leading 
bioterrorism ‘thinkers’ which he named “Reporting on Weapons of Mass 
Destruction – Responsibility, Reliability, Readiness.” On the 6th of November, 
2001, Hauer took part in the “Independent Task Force on America’s Response to 
Terrorism” at the Jewish-run Council on Foreign Relations (CFR). He contributed 
to a paper that was produced by the group entitled “Improving the US Public 
Diplomacy In the War Against Terrorism“. Their agenda, eight weeks after the 
9/11 attacks, included the following sinister objectives: 
See also - http://www.911omissionreport.com/jerome_hauer.html  
See also - http://www.cfr.org/terrorism/improving-us-public-diplomacy-campaign-
war-against-terrorism/p4215?excerpt=1 
 
- Release a White Paper explaining our goals and rationale for the war in 
Afghanistan, and outlining the evidence that the al-Qa’eda network was 
responsible for the 9/11 attacks. 
- Disseminate stories of particular victims to convey the range of people 
killed in the 9/11 attacks — stress range of religions, races, income levels, 
etc. 
- Counteract myth that Mossad was behind the attacks by showing Jews 
killed, etc. 
- Routinely monitor the regional press in real time to enable prompt 
responses. 
 
As this report shows, Hauer and his Jewish elitist friends immediately mobilized 
to push their agenda of war against the Islamic world and to suppress the truth 
about Mossad’s hand behind most of this monstrous malfeasance. Hauer 
positioned himself into multiple influential posts to coordinate the attacks and the 
response to them. He was a top official of Rudy Giuliani’s “Office of Emergency 
Management” in NYC, the director of the NIH response to the Anthrax attacks, a 
close confidant of Larry Silverstein, a managing director of Kroll Associates (the 
WTC’s security company), and made guest appearances on TV spewing 
Orwellian propaganda that “fires and jet fuel” caused the collapse of the Twin 
Towers and that Al-Qaeda was responsible for 9/11. Hauer, a Zionist Jew born 
and raised, is supremely guilty of terrorist crimes and treason against the 
American people. When and where will he be put on trial for this unspeakable 
evil? 
The 9/11 attacks and the Anthrax terror scare were part of the same covert 
operation. This foreboding conspiracy to terrorize the people of America into a 
paranoid state of paralysing fear and helplessness was spearheaded by a 
terrorist network of Zionist Jews. All of the known facts collectively point in the 
direction of Israel, the Mossad and their helpers in America. The purpose and 
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intent of this pernicious plot boils down to one thing: the Zionist quest to conquer 
the Middle East and have the ‘goyim’ do the dirty work. Israel’s leaders have the 
audacity to call their rogue nation “America’s greatest friend.” That begs the 
question: with friends like Israel, who needs enemies? 
 
The Cover-Up: Zionist Insiders in Key Positions 
 

 
Israel Aggression 
The criminals who pulled off 9/11 would have never even attempted the 
operation if they were not completely certain that they could get away with it. 
Israel, as I have shown, has a long history of terrorism, particularly false flag 
provocations, and has to date never suffered any consequences for its wicked 
actions. When Jewish terrorists bombed the King David Hotel in 1946 killing 
nearly one hundred people, including dozens of British military officers, they got 
away with it. The mastermind of the attack, Menachem Begin, later went on to 
become the Prime Minister of Israel. When Israeli agents bombed American and 
British targets in Egypt in 1954 and tried to frame Egyptians for the attacks, they 
got away with it. When Israel attacked the USS Liberty in 1967 killing and 
wounding over 200 American servicemen, they got away with it. In fact, the U.S. 
President at the time, Lyndon Baines Johnson, dutifully helped Israel whitewash 
the atrocity by going along with the insulting Zionist nonsense that the attack was 
just an innocent “case of mistaken identity.” Since that time, Israel has committed 
a litany of false flag terror attacks, hundreds if not thousands of targeted 
assassinations, and have murdered tens of thousands of Palestinians, Lebanese, 
Egyptians and other Arabs in military assaults, yet have gotten away with all of it. 
These historical precedents irrefutably demonstrate that it is certainly within the 
power of Israel and the Jewish crime network to commit mass murder without 
any repercussions. 
 
The cover up of what really happened on 9/11 was largely organized by one 
behind-the-scenes string puller: Michael Chertoff. Chertoff is 9/11’s leading 
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cover up man who oversaw the official “investigation,” or lack thereof, into the 
attacks. In his key position as the Assistant Attorney General heading the U.S. 
Justice Department’s “criminal division,” Chertoff had oversight of all of the 
critical evidence that could prove what actually happened on that day and 
determine who was responsible. Instead of revealing what happened, Chertoff 
engaged in a concerted effort to hide and bury all of the anomalies and 
occurrences that didn’t fit with the narrative that the Zionist-occupied Bush 
administration wanted the public to believe. 
It is highly relevant to point out that Michael Chertoff is not only a Talmudic Jew, 
he is a dual citizen of the U.S. and the state of Israel whose late mother Livia 
Eisen, an El Al airlines employee, participated in a secret Mossad mission to 
transfer Yemenite Jews to occupied Palestine in the 1950s, code-named 
“Operation Magic Carpet.” (Chris Bollyn, “Michael Chertoff’s Childhood in Israel,” 
Bollyn Official Website, Oct. 26, 2007.) Chertoff’s entire family are dedicated 
Jewish supremacists and zealous Zionists. His father and grandfather, who had 
emigrated to the U.S. from Tsarist Russia, were both rabbis and prominent 
teachers of the Talmud. (Chris Bollyn, “Controlled Press Hides Chertoff’s Israeli 
Roots,” Bollyn Website, Mar. 4, 2005.) His wife, Meryl Chertoff, served on the 
Board of the New Jersey branch of the Jewish hate group, the ADL of B’nai 
B’rith, and received an award from the group for her diligent work to advance the 
Zionist cause. (Huffington Post) Why in the world is a man who is a citizen of a 
foreign nation — a nation whose intelligence operatives were caught red-handed 
on 9/11 participating in the attack — allowed to head the official ‘investigation’ 
into this crime? To say that this would be the equivalent to putting the fox in 
charge of the hen house would be an understatement. 
See - http://www.bollyn.com/michael-chertoffs-childhood-in-israel  
See - http://www.bollyn.com/controlled-press-hides-chertoffs-israeli-roots-2  
See - http://www.huffingtonpost.com/meryl-chertoff/  
 
The astute Iraqi-American writer Jonathan Azaziah, in his informative study of 
this matter entitled “9/11: Israel’s Grand Deception,” accurately depicted Michael 
Chertoff as the “savior of the Israeli spy ring.” Performing his duties as a loyal 
‘sayan,’ Chertoff went straight to work to hide Israel’s participation in the attacks. 
Chertoff and his synagogue buddy Michael Mukasey, the New Jersey judge who 
ensured that Larry Silverstein got a massive insurance payout on his destroyed 
buildings, arranged for the release of the over 200 Israeli spies and terrorists who 
had been arrested before, on and after 9/11, including the infamous five dancing 
Israelis and the ones who were arrested trying to plant explosives on the George 
Washington Bridge. Chertoff and his Jewish cohorts put intense pressure on the 
FBI to close down all investigations into the Israeli suspects. Chris Bollyn 
reported: 
See - http://www.maskofzion.com/2010/09/911-israels-grand-deception.html 
 
“In the days after the attacks, Mukasey and other New York judges worked 
behind closed doors, seeing some of the first material witnesses detained 
by federal authorities. This must have included a large number of Israelis, 
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particularly the “five dancing Israelis,” who were seen celebrating as they 
videotaped the destruction of the World Trade Center.” (“Bush Nominates 
Zionist Jewish Judge Involved in Key 9-11 Judgements to Serve as U.S. Attorney 
General,” Gnostic Liberation Front, Sept. 17, 2007.) 
See also - 
http://gnosticliberationfront.com/bush_nominates_zionist_jewish_judge.htm 
 

 
After months of feverish lobbying and maneuvering on the part of Chertoff and 
Zionist groups like AIPAC and the ADL, all of the Israeli terror suspects who were 
being held in U.S. jails were quietly released back to Israel. The cover up was in 
full swing. At 9:45 am on 9/11, all American civilian flights were ordered to be 
grounded by the Transportation Secretary Norman Mineta. In contravention of 
this rule, a fully loaded flight with the Israeli airline El Al was allowed to take off 
from JFK airport at 4:11 in the afternoon heading to Tel Aviv, according to Wayne 
Madsen. The flight’s departure, says Madsen’s sources, was “authorized by the 
direct intervention of the U.S. Department of Defense.” (“Full El Al flight took off 
on 9/11 from JFK to Tel Aviv,” Wayne Madsen Report, Mar. 16, 2010.) Who 
within the Department of Defense authorized this flight? Who were the Israelis 
onboard this suspicious flight? Were they Mossad agents? And why were Israelis 
allowed to fly back to Israel on 9/11, when all other airlines in the country were 
grounded? In a Zionist America, Israelis are given privileges that even American 
citizens are not afforded. For obvious reasons, Michael Chertoff was not willing to 
investigate the matter. 
See - http://citizensinquest.ca/?p=272 
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Lenin and Chertoff - The JEW BASTARD  
 
In a criminal effort to obscure the arrest of nearly one hundred Israelis in the 
aftermath of 9/11, Chertoff organized a massive round-up of thousands of Arabs 
and Muslims in the New York/New Jersey area and falsely classified them as 
‘9/11 suspects’ in order to make the arrests of Israelis appear less conspicuous. 
(Mike Whitney, “Failing Upwards: The Rise of Michael Chertoff,” Counter Punch, 
Jan. 22-24, 2005.) The Jewish-owned press refused to cover the story of the 
Israeli arrests anyway and there was no protest from the Bush administration 
when they were all released. For his determined efforts to cover up Israel’s 
involvement in 9/11 and falsely pin the crime on Muslims, Chertoff was later 
appointed by President George Bush as the second director of the newly created 
“Homeland Security” Department — the organ that would be used to implement a 
police state in America. Bush heaped accolades on Chertoff, praising him as “a 
key leader in the war on terror.”  
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http://www.counterpunch.org/2005/01/22/the-rise-of-michael-chertoff/  
 

Chertoff is the principal architect of 
the “Patriot Act,” the treasonous 
legislation railroaded through 
Congress immediately after 9/11 
which essentially eroded the Bill of 
Rights and Constitution, giving the 
U.S. government dictatorial powers 
to be able to legally spy on and 
arrest American citizens merely on 
suspicion or other nebulous 
justifications. In the words of writer 
Mike Whitney, the Patriot Act was a 
“300-plus page blueprint for the 
modern National  

Jew Bastard Hellerstein 
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Security State; patterned to great extent on the successes of the KGB in 
the Soviet system.”  
The freedom-destroying act had already been written and prepared by Chertoff 
and his associates long before 9/11, waiting to be picked up off the shelf and 
signed into law. The enemies of freedom were banking on a 9/11-style event 
which would create circumstances conducive to executing their insidious plans to 
transform America into a re-run of the communist destruction of Soviet Russia. 
By all honest accounts, Chertoff is an anti-American, anti-gentile Bolshevik 
brigand and a ring leader of the Jewish crime network. He bears a striking 
resemblance to communist despot Vladimir Lenin, and indeed shares Lenin’s 
insatiable appetite for power and control over the population, whom they view as 
mere sheep and cattle to be herded and culled. The enormity of Chertoff’s crimes 
and treason against the United States cannot be quantified with mere words. 
 
Another cardinal culprit responsible for the concealment of Israel’s hand in 9/11 
is Alvin K. Hellerstein, a judge for the Federal District Court in Manhattan. He has 
been involved in several high-profile 9/11 related cases, including a consolidated 
master case against three airlines, ICTS International NV and Pinkerton’s airport 
security firms, the World Trade Center owners, and Boeing Co., the aircraft 
manufacturer. Hellerstein has done everything in his power to shield the Mossad-
linked airport security firm ICTS, and its U.S.-based subsidiary ‘Huntleigh USA’ 
which provided “passenger screening” at several of the airports involved in 9/11, 
from prosecution. (Chris Bollyn, “Behind Closed Doors: Israelis Dismissed from 
9/11 Trial,” Bollyn Website, June 12, 2011.) No airline or airport security 
company has been found negligent by his court, and not one victim’s lawsuit has 
made it past his byzantine rules and been granted a trial. In an effort to hurriedly 
sweep 9/11 under the carpet to avoid any embarrassing revelations that would 
inevitably emerge through lawsuits, he told the families who lost loved ones on 
September 11th: “We have to get past 9/11. Let it go. Life is beautiful. Life is 
short. Live out your years. Take the award.” (Tom Flocco, “NY judge 
‘sanitizes’ 9/11 airline trials, blocks key fed witness testimony,” Flocco Official 
Website, June 28, 2007.) 
See - http://www.bollyn.com/behind-closed-doors-israelis-dismissed-from-911-
trial  
See - http://www.tomflocco.com/fs/JudgeSanitizes911AirTrials.htm  
 
Alvin Hellerstein has a clear conflict of interest and as such is not suitable to 
preside over these trials. Besides the fact that Hellerstein and his entire family 
are Jewish and zealous Zionists with long-standing ties to Israel, his son Joseph 
is a lawyer in Israel with Amit, Pollak, and Matalon, a law firm which represents 
the Israeli owners of ICTS and Huntleigh USA. (Chris Bollyn, “Judge Hellerstein’s 
Unethical Connection to Key Defendant in 9-11 Lawsuit,” Bollyn Website, May 
10, 2010.) Hellerstein’s wife is a former senior officer and treasurer of AMIT, 
Americans for Israel and the Torah. His late sister, Helene Mullhall, made 
“Aliyah” to Israel. (Chris Bollyn, “Is 9-11 Judge Hellerstein Working for Israel?” 
Rumor Mill News, Oct. 23, 2007.) Christopher Bollyn discovered that in 1956, a 
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young Hellerstein was on board the same flight from Mexico City to New York 
City as Hank Greenspun, a notorious Jewish gangster who was heavily involved 
with illegally smuggling weapons to Zionist forces in occupied Palestine. Bollyn 
writes:) 
“The 23-year-old Alvin K. Hellerstein traveled from Mexico City in August 
1956 when the Suez Crisis was getting very hot and at a time when U.S. 
weapons sales to Israel were banned. Given the fact that the Israelis used 
Mexico City for all kinds of illegal shipments of weapons and drugs, and 
seeing that Hellerstein is doing everything possible to protect the Israeli 
defendants in the 9-11 litigation, it is fair to ask: What was Alvin Hellerstein 
doing in the summer of 1956 and exactly what are his ties to the State of 
Israel?”  
http://www.bollyn.com/judge-hellersteins-unethical-connection-to-key-defendant-
in-9-11-lawsuit  
See also - http://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/archive.cgi?read=111821 
 

 
Two more rabid Jewish-Zionist lawyers, Kenneth Feinberg and Sheila 
Birnbaum, were brought in to persuade 9/11 victims’ families not to pursue any 
lawsuits against the airlines, the U.S. government, and most especially the Israeli 
Mossad-run security firm ICTS. Feinberg was appointed by the Attorney General 
John Ashcroft to be the ‘Special Master’ of the 9/11 “victims compensation fund,” 
working on the issue for 33 months entirely pro-bono. (“Compensation Czar 
Kenneth Feinberg,” TIME Magazine, Oct. 23, 2009.) This entity provided lump 
sums of cash to the families of the victims of 9/11 in exchange for binding 
promises that they wouldn’t file any lawsuits against the government or parties 
involved with the events of 9/11, such as the airlines and airport security 
companies. Little did they know that their own government was fully complicit in 
the attacks, assisting Israel. Feinberg managed to persuade 97 percent of the 
victims’ families to take the money in exchange for renouncing their right to sue 
the 9/11 criminals, awarding $7 billion in total compensation money. Feinberg 
was notoriously corrupt in his practices — one family member of a 9/11 victim 
called him “patronizing, manipulative and at times, even cruel.” (“Countering loss 
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with compassion and money,” Los Angeles Times, Nov. 30, 2011.) 
See - http://www.time.com/time/nation/article/0,8599,1903547,00.html    
See - http://articles.latimes.com/2011/nov/30/nation/la-na-ken-feinberg-20111130 
 
Sheila Birnbaum was a lawyer for the Jewish-dominated law firm “Skaddan, 
Arps,” which Jonathan Azaziah has described as “a Zionist fifth column in the 
United States that is loaded to the brim with Hebrew-speaking, dual-citizen 
Zionist attorneys hellbent on assisting ‘Israeli’ companies in raising capital 
outside of the Zionist entity.” (“The 9/11 Delusion: Israel’s False Flag, 
Jingoism And Inhumanity,” Mask of Zion, Sept. 17, 2011.) She served as the 
‘special mediator’ for the cases of the 3 percent of victims’ families who decided 
not to take Feinberg’s bribes and seek justice for their lost loved ones through 
the courts. (“The 9/11 Victim Settlements: A Chat With Skadden’s Sheila 
Birnbaum,” Wall Street Journal, Mar. 13, 2009.) In this function, Birnbaum used 
heavy-handed tactics to brow-beat many of these families into abandoning their 
quests for justice, acquiescing to the cash award from Feinberg’s corrupt 
compensation fund. This treasonous team of corrupt attorneys, lawyers and 
judges — unified by their Jewish heritage and Zionist ideology — worked in lock-
step to suppress the truth about 9/11. 
See - http://www.maskofzion.com/2011/09/911-delusion-israels-false-flag.html  
See - http://blogs.wsj.com/law/2009/03/13/the-911-victim-settlements-a-chat-
with-skaddens-sheila-birnbaum/ 
 

 
 
Another central aspect of the cover up entailed the criminal destruction of the 
steel of the collapsed World Trade Center towers to prevent studies from being 
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undertaken that could determine what actually caused their unfathomable 
collapse at nearly free-fall speed. Two companies were involved in hurriedly 
processing and shipping over 300,000 tons of WTC steel to smelters in China 
and India: Metals Management and Hugo Neu Schnitzer East. Metals 
Management was owned by the Zionist Jew Alan D. Ratner. (“World Trade 
Center scrap sails for India, China,” Rediff, Jan. 21, 2002.) Hugo Neu Schnitzer 
East is a New Jersey scrap metal company that was established in 1947 by the 
German Jew and Rothschild agent Hugo Neu. Christopher Bollyn dug up some 
rather interesting connections between this company and Israeli firms 
specializing in producing the explosive substance nanothermite that was found in 
the dust of the pulverized Twin Towers, writing: 
See also - http://www.rediff.com/money/2002/jan/21wtc.htm 
 
“Today, Hugo Neu is invested in an Israeli venture capital fund called the 
Agua-Agro Fund. The Agua-Agro fund is managed by Nir Belzer, a senior 
manager and co-founder of Israel’s Millenium Materials Technologies 
Funds with a man named Oren Gafri. From 1979 to 1989, Gafri served as an 
executive of the Israeli Aircraft Industries Ltd (IAI), Bedek Division, as the 
Manager of Materials and Process, in charge of the Chemical, Metallurgical, 
Composite and Non Destructive Testing (NDT) facilities, Labs and R&D. He 
trained at Israel’s Nuclear Research Center (Dimona) in the Negev Desert. 
Gafri is a specialist in energetic nano-composite coatings exactly like the 
one that pulverized the 220 acres of concrete floors in the World Trade 
Center. Belzer and Gafri’s MMT Fund is invested in several companies that 
produce such coatings. These connections are certainly not entirely 
coincidental.” (“Hugo Neu and the Giuliani Partners Who Destroyed the Steel of 
9/11,” Bollyn Website, April 18, 2011.) 
See also - http://www.bollyn.com/hugo-neu-and-the-giuliani-partners-who-
destroyed-the-steel-of-911 
 
Hugo Neu’s managing director was Robert A. Kelman, a Zionist Jew. Two other 
Zionist Jews from Belgium, Jehuda Saar and Nathan Fruchter, were placed in 
the company to manage its international trading division. They worked closely 
with Marc Rich, the notorious Jewish fugitive, financial gangster and Mossad spy 
who was indicted for countless crimes, but was later pardoned by the Zionist 
puppet Bill Clinton. Bollyn explained the significance of these associations in this 
way: 
 
“Marc Rich has long worked for the Mossad and with the Bush family. The 
Marc Rich foundations are managed by a high-level Mossad agent named 
Avner Azulay. The Saar-Fruchter international trading division at Hugo Neu 
was the Mossad network through which the 300,000 tons of steel from the 
World Trade Center were “recycled” in Asian steel mills. The steel was cut 
up into small pieces about two meters long before being sent to Chinese 
and Indian steel mills, which means that the steel evidence from the Twin 
Towers was being destroyed in the scrap yard of Hugo Neu before it was 
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loaded onto ships bound for China.” (“Who Destroyed the 9/11 Evidence?,” 
Bollyn Website, Dec. 25, 2010.) 
See - http://www.bollyn.com/who-destroyed-the-911-evidence/ 
 

 
 
Overseeing and approving all of this criminal destruction of evidence was the 
mayor of New York City on 9/11, Rudy Giuliani, a servile stooge of Jewish 
interests. A hawkish supporter of Israel, Giuliani once said jokingly that he is a 
“half Israeli citizen now,” due to his frequent visits to that nation to pander to 
Zionist politicians. (“Giuliani Meets With Israel’s Olmert,” New York Times, June 
18, 2007.) Groomed by Jewish billionaires and surrounded by Zionists, Giuliani 
served as nothing more than window dressing for the Jewish crime network. To 
appease his Jewish handlers, he falsely asserted that since 9/11 the “vast 
majority of Americans feel an increased kinship with Israel.” (The Jewish 
Voice and Opinion, April 2007.) A central figure who took a leading role in the so-
called “clean up” process of getting rid of the steel rubble of the WTC was 
Richard J. Sheirer, Rudy Giuliani’s right-hand man who he called the “man 
behind the curtain” of his administration. New York Magazine dubbed him the 
invisible “man behind the mayor,” pulling Giuliani’s strings from behind the 
scenes. (Amanda Griscom, “Man Behind the Mayor,” New York Magazine, Oct. 
15, 2001.) A New York board of Rabbis named Sheirer a “Jewish Knight” after 
Rudy Giuliani and several other top NYC officials were knighted in England. (The 
Jewish Week, Jan. 18, 2002.) When, on the 1st of January, 2002, Michael 
Bloomberg took over for Rudy Giuliani as Mayor of New York City, Sheirer 
stayed over into the new administration to continue to manage the removal of the 
WTC steel from Ground Zero, saying he was doing so “to finish what I started.” 
(Ibid.) Bloomberg is, of course, a Jewish-Zionist kingpin with a net worth of $25 
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billion, the tenth richest man in America. 
See - http://thecaucus.blogs.nytimes.com/2007/06/18/giuliani-meets-with-israels-
olmert/  
See - http://jewishvoiceandopinion.com/a/jvo20070404.html  
See -http://nymag.com/nymetro/news/sept11/features/5270/    
See - http://www.highbeam.com/doc/1P1-79393977.html 
 
The final and most imperative aspect of the cover up was the U.S. government’s 
sham official report on the attack. The Bush administration held off a whopping 
411 days before finally establishing a rigged ‘commission’ on the 27th of 
November 2002, to whitewash what happened. Called the “9/11 Commission,” 
this group of government insiders were paid to lie to the American people about 
what really happened on 9/11. The 9/11 commission’s budget was a measly $14 
million, hardly enough money to investigate the biggest case of mass murder on 
American soil. Compare that figure with the $40 million budget that was allocated 
to an investigation of Bill Clinton’s extramarital affair with Monica Lewinsky! 
Something is seriously wrong with that picture. The commission’s report, titled 
the “9/11 Commission Report,” was a work of pure fantasy, riddled with errors, 
innuendo, speculation, distortions and lies. In a televised interview, Michael 
Scheuer, a 22-year veteran of the CIA and former chief of its ‘Bin Laden Unit,’ 
told Judge Napolitano of Fox Business News that the 9/11 Commission Report is 
a “whitewash and a lie from top to bottom.” (“U.S. Army & CIA – 9/11 
Commission A Cover Up From Top To Bottom,” YouTube) Out of the ten primary 
9/11 commission members, three are discernibly Jewish: Jamie Gorelick, John 
Lehman, and Richard Ben-Veniste. Of the seventy-eight staff workers at the 
commission, at least twenty of them can be identified as Jewish by name, 
including the “Executive Director” Philip Zelikow, the “General Counsel” 
Daniel Marcus and the “Deputy for Communications” Alvin S. Felzenberg. 
(“National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States,” Official 
Website) The most important and influential of the Jewish staff members on the 
commission was undoubtedly Philip Zelikow. In his key position as the “Executive 
Director” of the group, Zelikow was the leader of the pack who was responsible 
for selecting would and what would not be included in the final report. 
See - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aUiBOGOs2Nc  
See - http://govinfo.library.unt.edu/911/report/911Report_FM.htm 
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Zelikow was a Bush administration insider, serving on the President’s transition 
team in early 2000. From 1989-91, Zelikow served with Condaleeza Rice on the 
National Security Council, and in 1995 they wrote a book together. From 1996-
98, Zelikow was Director of the Aspen Strategy Group which also included 
Condaleeza Rice, Dick Cheney and Paul Wolfowitz as members. In his book 
“The Commission: The Uncensored History of the 9/11 Investigation,” author 
Philip Shenon pointed out that Zelikow had a clear conflict of interest, in that he 
wrote a policy paper in 2002 for the Bush administration advocating a maniacal 
strategy of “pre-emptive” warfare. On CSPAN’s Book TV, Shenon bolstered the 
case that Zelikow had been intimately involved in formulating policy for the White 
House and thus was not suitable to serve as the director of the inquiry into 9/11, 
noting: 
 
“Zelikow was the author of a very important document issued by the White 
House in Sept. 2002 that really turned military doctrine on its head and said 
that the United States could become involved in pre-emptive war, pre-
emptive defense, that we could attack a nation that didn’t pose an 
immediate military threat to this country. And obviously in September 2002, 
it sure appeared that document was being written with one target in mind: 
Iraq.” (“Shenon: Zelikow Designed Bush Administration’s Pre-Emptive War 
Doctrine In 2002,” Think Progress, Mar. 10, 2008.) 
See also - http://thinkprogress.org/security/2008/03/10/20180/zelikow-
shenon/?mobile=nc 
In his book Shenon discerned that “[t]he appointment of Zelikow to head the 
inquiry into America’s response to the September 11 terrorist attacks was 
akin to putting the fox in charge of the hen house.” One area of Zelikow’s 
expertise is ‘public mythology.’ While at Harvard, Zelikow wrote about the use 
and misuse of history in policymaking. 
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“Prof. Zelikow’s area of academic expertise is the creation and 
maintenance of, in his words, ‘public myths’ or ‘public presumptions’ 
which he defines as ‘beliefs (1) thought to be true (although not necessarily 
known with certainty) and (2) shared in common within the relevant 
political community.’ In his academic work and elsewhere he has taken a 
special interest in what he has called ‘searing’ or ‘molding’ events (that) 
take on ‘transcendent’ importance and therefore retain their power even as 
the experiencing generation passes from the scene. . . . He has noted that 
‘a history’s narrative power is typically linked to how readers relate to the 
actions of individuals in the history; if readers cannot make the connection 
to their own lives, then a history may fail to engage them at all.’” (“Rape 
Story – Phillip D. Zelikow… 911 Myth Maker,” Rense, Oct. 12, 2007 / “Thinking 
about Political History,” Miller Center Report, Winter 1999, pp. 5-7) 
See - http://rense.com/general78/rapestory.htm  
See - http://webstorage1.mcpa.virginia.edu/library/mc/mcreport/vol14_num3.pdf  
 
In a set of circumstances that even Orwell could never have imagined, the author 
of the 9/11 Commission Report was a specialist in how to misuse public trust and 
create myths to shape the perception of the masses around a predetermined 
political agenda! Stunning, but it gets better. In 1998, Zelikow co-authored a 
paper with former CIA director John M. Deutch, a Zionist Jew. Entitled 
“Catastrophic Terrorism,” Zelikow and Deutch prophetically envisioned a 
“transforming event” rather like Pearl Harbor, that would “divide our past and 
future into a before and after” and would result in police state measures being 
enacted. Zelikow wrote: 
“…the resulting horror and chaos would have exceeded our ability to 
describe it. Such an act of catastrophic terrorism would be a watershed 
event in American history. It could involve loss of life and property 
unprecedented in peacetime and undermine America’s fundamental sense 
of security, as did the Soviet atomic bomb test in 1949. Like Pearl Harbor, 
the event would divide our past and future into a before and after. The 
United States might respond with draconian measures scaling back civil 
liberties, allowing wider surveillance of citizens, detention of suspects and 
use of deadly force.” (“Catastrophic Terrorism: Tackling the New Danger,” 
Foreign Affairs, volume 77, issue 6, November/December 1998, pages 80-94.) 
http://belfercenter.ksg.harvard.edu/publication/652/catastrophic_terrorism.html  
 
Ever since this 1998 paper, everything has evolved exactly as Zelikow had 
predicted it would! As the executive director of the 9/11 Commission, Zelikow 
conceived the myth that has blinded so many people and created so much 
hatred, carnage, chaos and destruction — the myth of Al-Qaeda, bin Laden and 
Muslim culpability for 9/11. As Zelikow has implied, the post-9/11 world depends 
entirely on “public myths” — fairy tales invented by society’s Jewish supremacist 
supervisors who perpetuate the illusion of freedom, democracy and the rule of 
law. As we shall see later on in these pages, these mythical stories and illusory 
inventions that are presented to the public as ‘authorized history,’ are an 
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indispensable ideological weapon of International Jewry with which to subdue 
their gentile host population and march them into endless wars with their 
enemies, wherever they may happen to be in the world. 
 
New York City, an enclave of Jewish financial, media and political power, was the 
perfect staging ground for a Mossad false flag operation with the courts, banks, 
city councils, mayor’s office, governor’s office, World Trade Center, and even the 
scrap yards, in their hands. Jews are so dominant and influential in New York, 
noted MSNBC, that “even non-Jewish mayors take counsel from rabbis.” 
(“Bloomberg — America’s first Jewish president?,” MSNBC, July 6, 2007.) Did it 
happen merely by chance that at every critical juncture of the 9/11 ‘investigation’ 
we find Jews who possess affectionate attachments with Israel standing firmly in 
the way of truth and justice? A political cover up of this magnitude required a 
supremely organized and influential network of individuals, united around a 
common goal and motivated by a common interest. That network is a Jewish 
network and the goal that they ferociously pursue is Zionism — Jewish 
hegemony in the Middle East. 
 
See - http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/19635589/#.UKlLqYZzYkZ 
The Terrorism Industry: A Kosher Racket 
Much like “the Holocaust © industry,” the terrorism industry is a perfidious kosher 

racket for Jewish economic and 
political gain. Statistics show that 
more Americans die each year as 
a result of peanut allergies, bee 
stings, accidental drownings, 
deer accidents and lightning 
strikes than from terrorism. You 
are more likely to be killed in a 
car crash or by a tornado than by 
the hand of a terrorist. (Paul 
Joseph Watson, “Peanuts Kill 
More Americans Than Terrorists,” 
Prison Planet, Jan. 5, 2007.) So 
why have we been inundated 
with hype, hysteria and fear 
mongering about terrorism? 
 
See - 

http://www.prisonplanet.com/articles/january2007/050107peanutskill.htm 
 
Since 9/11 Western statesmen have claimed to be engaged in a struggle against 
terrorism which has been dubbed the “war on terror.” The primary aim of 
organized terrorism is to terrorize populations and governments into acquiescing 
to their political demands through the use of violent force. The only way this can 
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be achieved, is by generating a sufficient amount of fear to make people believe 
that their lives are significantly threatened by potential terrorism. This false fear of 
terrorism is what is needed for the terrorists to succeed; without the fear of 
terrorism they are essentially disarmed. If Western governments were actually 
trying to win a ‘war on terror’ then they would do everything possible to alleviate 
people’s fear of terrorism by pointing out that an individual is more likely to be 
struck by lightning than killed in a terrorist attack. But that’s not what Western 
leaders are doing; instead they have consistently attempted to psychologically 
intimidate their own populations by hyping “terrorist threats,” fear mongering 
about “weapons of mass destruction” and predicting mushroom clouds over large 
cities. 
 
Anyone of average intelligence should understand by now that there is no “war 
on terror,” as our traitorous leaders tell us, but only the illusion of one. The 
governments and politicians who claim to be fighting a war against terrorism are 
the greatest terrorists and killers of all. How can people who commit terrorism on 
a grand scale, like the governments of the U.S., Britain and Israel, claim to be 
trying to eradicate terrorism in the world? The Orwellian hypocrisy of this 
narrative requires a special kind of depravity on the part of its purveyors. 
 
The Jewish-owned mass media would have us believe that modern terrorism is a 
uniquely ‘Islamic’ phenomenon. According to a study released by Duke 

University and the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill, “the terrorist threat 
posed by radicalized 
Muslim-Americans has 
been exaggerated.” (“Study: 
Threat of Muslim-American 
terrorism in U.S. 
exaggerated,” CNN, Jan. 6, 
2010.) Not only has it been 
exaggerated, it is an outright 
Zionist media deception. The 
Zionist big lie of the ‘Islamic 
terrorist threat’ has been 
obliterated not only by the 
facts about Jewish terrorism 
already presented in this 
work, but by the FBI’s own 
statistics on terrorism as well. 
The FBI’s stats on terrorist 
incidents in the United States 

by group from 1980 to 2005, shows that 5 percent of terror attacks were 
committed by communists, 6 percent by Muslim extremists, 7 percent by Jewish 
extremists, 24 percent by radical leftists, 42 percent by Latinos and 16 percent is 
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listed as ‘other.’ By the FBI’s own records, radical Jews commit more acts of 
terrorism in the U.S. than radical Muslims! (“All Terrorists are Muslims…Except 
the 94% that Aren’t,” Loon Watch, Jan. 20, 2010.) 
See - http://edition.cnn.com/2010/US/01/06/muslim.radicalization.study/  
See - http://www.loonwatch.com/2010/01/not-all-terrorists-are-muslims/ 
 
So why aren’t the American media and government warning us of the dire threat 
of Jewish, Latino and leftist terrorism? Why have they misled us to believe that all 
terrorists are Muslims? The media is clearly pursuing a Zionist agenda to 
terrorize Muslims who just happen to be the enemies of Israel. The terrorism 
statistics that the FBI has produced are not even accurate when it alleges that 
Muslims are responsible for 6 percent of the terrorist acts in America from 1980 
to 2005, because all of the major terror attacks on U.S. soil that have been 
blamed on Muslims were actually committed, either in part or exclusively, by 
Israeli intelligence with the help of the “Sayanim” network. All of the big ‘Muslim’ 
terror events have been false flag operations and most of the minor ones — or 
incidents that were supposedly ‘prevented’ from taking place by authorities — 
were created and set-up by the FBI itself! Since 9/11 the FBI has consistently 
tried to frame Muslims and, by utilizing informants and provocateurs, incite 
Muslims to commit terrorism. (“Are the feds planting terrorists?” RT America, 
Mar. 23, 2010 / “FBI Cooked Up DC Bomb Plot?” The Alyona Show (RT 
America), Oct. 28, 2010 / “Unplugged: FBI Creating Terrorists?” The Alyona 
Show (RT America), Nov. 30, 2010.) According to a report put out by the RAND 
Corporation, since September 11, 2001, not a single U.S. civilian has been killed 
by an ‘Islamist’ bombing or assassination. (“RAND report: Threat of home-grown 
jihadism exaggerated, Zero civilians in U.S. killed since 9/11,” Loon Watch, May 
08, 2010.) Since no Muslims are actually perpetrating acts of terrorism in 
America, the FBI has endeavored to entrap young American Muslims in sting 
operations in order to perpetuate the myth of Islam as the “perennial and 
existential threat of our times” and to justify the Zionist agenda of a “war on 
terror.” 
See - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qkkzmlrOWDE    
See - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZefdXhL17xA&feature=relmfu  
See - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_2Yqqf2yHVI  
See - http://www.loonwatch.com/2010/05/rand-report-threat-of-jihadist-terrorism-
exaggerated/ 
 
The mass media would have us believe that ‘Al-Qaeda’ operatives are lurking 
behind every corner ready to strike. Let’s have a closer look at some ‘Al-
Qaeda’ people. On January 11, 2000, the Indian “Bureau of Civil Aviation 
Security” (BCAS) had issued a top secret circular warning of a possible 
hijack attempt on a Bangladesh Biman aircraft originating out of India. The 
following day, eleven men dressed in Islamic garb were detained by Indian 
authorities as suspected hijackers before boarding a flight headed to 
Bangladesh. It turned out that all eleven men were — despite their attempt at 
disguising themselves as Islamic preachers — Israeli nationals of Afghan origin, 
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evidently recruited by Mossad for a secret mission. “It is not unlikely for 
Mossad to recruit 11 Afghans in Iran and grant them Israeli citizenship to 
penetrate a network such as Bin Laden’s. They would begin by infiltrating 
them into an Islamic radical group in an unlikely place like Bangladesh,” 
said intelligence analyst Ashok Debbarma. Israel exerted intense pressure on the 
Indian government to secure the release of the eleven Mossad assets posing as 
Islamists. (Subir Bhaumik, “Aborted Mission: Investigation: Did Mossad Attempt 
to Infiltrate Islamic Radical Outfits in South Asia?,” The Week (India), Feb. 6, 
2000.) Of course, there was no Western media coverage of this Mossad mishap 
in my Country, Republic of India. 
See - http://www.the-week.com/20feb06/events2.htm    
 
It was noted earlier that Ahmad Ajaj, who is alleged to have been a major ‘Al-
Qaeda’ kingpin that is said to have been involved in planning the 1993 WTC 
bombing, was a Mossad asset recruited out of an Israeli prison. In December of 
2002, shortly after 9/11, Likud leader Ariel Sharon claimed that Al-Qaeda had 
established a foothold in the Gaza strip. (“Israel says al-Qaeda active in Gaza,” 
BBC News, Dec. 5, 2002.) Three days later Palestinian police uncovered a 
phony ‘Al-Qaeda’ cell in Gaza that had been set up and created by the Mossad. 
(“Israel ‘faked al-Qaeda presence’,” BBC News, Dec. 8, 2002.) In June of 2004, 
an Israeli Jew named Mera Doutvsky was caught trying to organize terror attacks 
in the Philippines under the umbrella of ‘Al-Qaeda.’ (Aris Ilagan, “In Baguio City: 
Israeli terror suspect falls; cops eye link to al-Qaeda,” The Manilla Bulletin 
Online, June 14, 2004.) In October of 2008, the president of Yemen, Ali Abdullah 
Saleh, announced that his security forces had arrested a group of ‘Islamist’ 
terrorists with established links to Israeli intelligence and that the arrests were 
connected with an attack on the U.S. embassy in Sanaa which killed at least 18 
people. (“Yemen Seizes ‘Israel-linked’ Cell,” BBC News, Oct. 7, 2008.) Mike 
Rivero of Whatreallyhappened.com has shown in his article titled “Fake Al 
Qaeda,” that every major personality whom the media has labeled an ‘Al-Qaeda’ 
kingpin have had long-standing connections with the American CIA, British MI6 
or Israeli Mossad, usually operating as double agents for these terror agencies. 
Evidently, the ‘terrorists’ whom we are being told to fear are nothing more than 
double agents, useful idiots, dupes and patsies for the Jewish-Zionist 
conspirators behind the New World Order. 
See - http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east/2546863.stm   
See - http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east/2550513.stm  
See - http://www.mb.com.ph/PROV2004061411759.html  
See - http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/in_depth/7656807.stm    
See - http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/fakealqaeda.php 
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It gets better. An American named 
Adam Gadahn supposedly 
converted to Islam at age 17, 
renounced his U.S. citizenship, 
made a voyage to Pakistan, and is 
now a “senior operative, cultural 
interpreter, spokesman and media 
advisor for the Islamist group Al-
Qaeda.” (“Adam Yahiye Gadahn,” 
Wikipedia) He has appeared in 
several ‘official’ Al-Qaeda videos 
preaching ‘Jihad’ against the 

United States. For these activities, Gadahn has been indicted for treason and 
has earned himself a top spot on the FBI’s “most wanted” list with a $1 million 
bounty for his capture. (“AZZAM THE AMERICAN: The making of an Al Qaeda 
homegrown,” The New Yorker, Jan. 22, 2007.) There is one huge problem with 
this story: Adam Gadahn is not an Arab, but a Jew whose real birth name is 
Adam Pearlman! Not only is he Jewish, his grandfather Carl Pearlman was a 
prominent Zionist activist from California who served on the board of the Anti-
Defamation League of B’nai B’rith, was the first local chairman of the “Bonds for 
Israel” campaign and also the chairman of the “United Jewish Welfare Fund.” 
(Peggy Lowe, “Radical conversion: How a man with O.C. roots turned toward al-
Qaida,” The Orange County Register, Nov. 18, 2009.) Dr. Carl Pearlman, 
according to his Jewish colleague Dr. Mel Singer, “had a very strong feeling 
for Israel” and “felt very sincerely and deeply that he wanted that country 
to survive.” It was when he was living with his Zionist ADL-affiliated Jewish 
grandfather that Adam Pearlman abruptly “converted” to Islam and moved to 
Pakistan. (Peggy Lowe, “Radical Conversion, Part 3: Meeting up with 
extremists,” The Orange County Register, Nov. 17 2009.) Gadahn actually 
acknowledged all of this in one of his ‘official’ Al-Qaeda videos, perhaps in a 
desperate attempt to retain his credibility and cover. In the video Gadahn says, 
“Your speaker has Jews in his ancestry, the last of whom was his 
grandfather.” He affirmed that his grandfather was, in his words, “a zealous 
supporter of the [Israeli] usurper entity, and a prominent member of a 
number of Zionist hate organizations.” Gadahn continued, “He used to 
repeat to me what he claimed are the virtues of this entity [Israel] and 
encouraged me to visit it, specifically the city of Tel Aviv, where relatives of 
ours live.” (“American al Qaeda member acknowledges Jewish ancestry,” CNN, 
June 13, 2009.) 
See - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adam_Yahiye_Gadahn  
http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2007/01/22/070122fa_fact_khatchadourian?
currentPage=all  
See - http://www.ocregister.com/articles/pearlman-40891-county-orange.html  
See - http://www.ocregister.com/articles/gadahn-41084-olson-adam.html  
See - http://www.cnn.com/2009/WORLD/meast/06/13/american.qaeda.message/  
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So, what is Gadahn’s purpose? I suspect that he is a Mossad double agent 
tasked with perpetuating the myth of Al-Qaeda’s responsibility for 9/11, and to 
more generally to make Muslims look bad, evil and ‘scary.’ In one video, Gadahn 
says the followers of Osama bin Laden “love nothing better than the heat of 
battle, the echo of explosions and slitting the throats of the infidels.” (The 
Orange County Register, Nov. 18, 2009.) This type of wild rhetoric is designed to 
bolster Jewish propaganda about the threat of ‘Islamic extremism,’ portraying 
Muslims as bloodthirsty killers and terrorists. There is simply no logical 
explanation for Gadahn’s miraculous overnight conversion from Zionism to 
Islamism. His activities as an Al-Qaeda spokesman cannot be interpreted as 
anything other than a propaganda show that serves the interests of Zionism. 
See - http://www.ocregister.com/articles/pearlman-40891-county-orange.html 
 

Another ‘kosher jihadist’ who has received a lot of media attention was a New 
York City taxi driver calling himself ‘Yousef al-Khattab,’ the founder of a radical 
‘Islamist’ website called “Revolution Muslim.” (“Revolution Muslim,” Wikipedia) 
On his website, Al-Khattab posted numerous provocative photographs of himself 
dressed in camo gear, wielding a long knife and generally looking like a 
‘menacing Muslim.’ He caused a media frenzy after a contributor to his website 
made numerous threats against the producers of the comedy show “South Park” 
over that show’s depiction of Muhammad wearing a teddy bear costume. 
Formerly known as Joseph Cohen, this wannabe ‘Jihadist’ was born into a 
Jewish family in New York. In 2000 he moved to Israel as a Jewish settler and 
attended an Orthodox Rabbinical school, converting to Islam shortly thereafter, or 
so he claims. (“U.S. Based Revolution Muslim Website Spreading Messages of 
Hate,” FOX News, Mar. 26, 2008.) It is difficult to believe that these two kosher 
clowns — Pearlman and Cohen — could depart from their Jewish upbringing and 
shake off their Zionist indoctrination so abruptly, becoming full-blown Islamic 
activists in such a short time-span. It just doesn’t smell right. The Jewish-owned 
media has given these two characters an inordinate amount of attention, which 
they only do with people whom they control and can use to advance an agenda. 
Pearlman and Cohen are not really ‘jihadis’ who decided to join forces with the 
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likes of Osama bin Laden; rather, they are Jewish hucksters working to give 
Muslims a bad name and to perpetuate the myth of the ‘Al-Qaeda threat.’ 
See - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yousef_al-Khattab  
See - http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,341811,00.html 
 

 
 
The source for most of the videos released by ‘Al-Qaeda’ is Intel Center, a U.S. 
based private intelligence organization that claims to “monitor terrorist activity.” 
(“Intel Center,” Wikipedia) Since 9/11, the company has conveniently produced 
frightening images of Osama bin Laden and other Zionist media “bad guys” just 
when public opinion is flagging. Intel Center is owned and run by Ben Venzke, a 
Zionist Jew. The company is an offshoot of IDEFENSE, which was staffed by 
senior PSYOP officer Jim Melnick, another Jew, who had previously answered 
directly to U.S. Secretary of State and war criminal, Donald Rumsfeld. Melnick is 
the president of the group “Friends of Russian Jewry, Inc.” Neal Krawetz, an 
expert computer analyst, presented evidence at a 2007 BlackHat Security 
Conference in Las Vegas that so-called ‘Al-Qaeda’ tapes are routinely digitally 
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doctored. Krawetz’s most telling discovery came in the form of a detail contained 
in a 2006 Al-Qaeda tape of Ayman al-Zawahiri showing that the Intel Center logo 
and the ‘evil Islamic logo’ of As-Sahab (the alleged media arm of Al-Qaeda) were 
added to the video at the exact same time. (Paul Joseph Watson, “Analyst: Al-
Qaeda Videotapes Digitally Doctored,” Prison Planet, Aug. 2, 2007.) 
See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IntelCenter  
See also - http://www.lcje.net/bulletins/2003/72/72_05.html  
http://www.prisonplanet.com/articles/august2007/020807tapesdoctored.htm 
 
Another principal source for many scary ‘Al-Qaeda’ videos is the shady 
organization known as S.I.T.E. Intel Group, which is owned and operated by two 
fanatical Zionist Jews, Rita Katz and Josh Devon. The flaccid credibility of this 
Jewish-run group has been noted by researchers. Veterans Today chief editor 
Gordon Duff opined: 
See - http://www.siteintelgroup.com/ 
 
“Who says Al Qaeda takes credit for a bombing? Rita Katz. Who gets us 
bin Laden tapes? Rita Katz. Who gets us pretty much all information telling 
us Muslims are bad? Rita Katz? Rita Katz is the Director of Site 

Intelligence, primary 
source for 
intelligence used by 
news services, 
Homeland Security, 
the FBI and CIA. 
What is her 
qualification? She 
served in the Israeli 
Defense Force. She 
has a college degree 
and most 
investigative 
journalists believe 
the Mossad “helps” 
her with her 
information. We find 

no evidence of any qualification whatsoever of any kind. A bartender has 
more intelligence gathering experience. […] How is it that a Jewish owned 
group like S.I.T.E. can outperform the world’s best and brightest in the 
intelligence field and be the first to know that a group like al-Qaeda is 
getting ready to release another tape?” (“Gordon Duff and Brian Jobert: Is 
Israel Controlling Phony Terror News?,” Veterans Today, Dec. 30, 2009.) 
See - http://www.veteranstoday.com/2009/12/30/is-israel-controlling-phony-
terror-news/ 
To say that Katz has a ‘conflict of interest’ is an understatement. Born into a 
wealthy Jewish family in Iraq, her father was tried and executed as an Israeli spy 
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by Saddam Hussein in the wake of the Six-Day War. Katz and the rest of her 
Zionist family escaped to Israel where she served in the Israeli Occupation 
Forces and received a degree from the Middle Eastern Studies program at Tel 
Aviv University. She immigrated to the U.S. in 1997, evidently bringing her Zionist 
ideology with her. (Benjamin Wallace-Wells, “Annals of Terrorism: Private Jihad,” 
The New Yorker, May 29, 2006.) In addition to inventing lies and propaganda 
about the “Islamist threat,” the racist Jews at S.I.T.E. are now monitoring White 
nationalists and patriots, calling their new kosher propaganda project: 
“Monitoring Service: White Supremacist Threat.” (“Zionist Jew “SITE” Now 
Tracking White Americans,” INCOG MAN, Jan. 20, 2012.) 
See - 
http://www.newyorker.com/archive/2006/05/29/060529fa_fact?currentPage=3  
http://incogman.net/01/2012/zionist-jew-site-now-tracking-white-americans/ 
 

 
Jews Love Money  
 
The economic factor of the terrorism industry almost solely benefits Jews and 
Israel. This kosher racket is an enormous swindle designed to provide World 
Jewry with an inexhaustible source of cash flow to their coffers in Tel Aviv, the 
Jewish crime capital. The liberal Jewish writer Naomi Klein revealed in her book 
“The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism” that Israel saved its 
economy after the dot-com crash in 2000 by conveniently taking all of its chips 
and investing them in “anti-terror” security right before 9/11, an industry which 
has since ballooned into a multi-billion dollar enterprise as a result of the events 
of that day. On pages 542 and 550 of her book, Klein writes: 
See - http://www.amazon.com/The-Shock-Doctrine-Disaster-
Capitalism/dp/0805079831 
 
“The reasons for Israeli industry’s comfort level with disaster are not 
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mysterious. Years before U.S. and European companies grasped the 
potential of the global security boom, Israeli technology firms were busily 
pioneering the homeland security industry, and they continue to dominate 
the sector today. The Israeli Export Institute estimates that Israel has 350 
corporations dedicated to selling homeland security products, and 30 new 
ones entered the market in 2007. […] 
 
With the most tech-dependent economy in the world, Israel was hit harder 
by the dot-com crash than anywhere else. The country went into immediate 
free fall, and by June 2001, analysts were predicting that roughly three 
hundred high-tech Israeli firms would go bankrupt, with tens of thousands 
of layoffs. The Tel Aviv business newspaper Globes declared in a headline 
that 2002 was the “Worst Year for Israeli Economy Since 1953.” 
 
The only reason the recession was not even worse, the newspaper 
observed, was that the Israeli government quickly intervened with a 
powerful 10.7 percent increase in military spending, partially financed 
through cutbacks in social services. The government also encouraged the 
tech industry to branch out from information and communication 
technologies and into security and surveillance. In this period, the Israeli 
Defense Forces played a role similar to a business incubator. Young Israeli 
soldiers experimented with network systems and surveillance devices 
while they fulfill led their mandatory military services, then turned their 
findings into business plans when they returned to civilian life. A slew of 
new start-ups were launched, specializing in everything from “search and 
nail” data mining, to surveillance cameras, to terrorist profiling. When the 
market for these services and devices exploded in the years after 
September 11, the Israeli state openly embraced a new national economic 
vision: the growth provided by the dot-com bubble would be replaced with 
a homeland security boom.“ 
 
Josh Nathan-Kazis, a writer for the Jewish daily Forward, reported on how 
Jewish organizations and groups have gobbled up Homeland Security ‘anti-
terrorism’ grants, since they started the program back in 2005. In his report he 
noted that: 
“Jewish institutions throughout the United States will receive $9.7 million 
in federal anti-terrorism grants this year out of a total of $10 million 
allocated to not-for-profit institutions by the Department of Homeland 
Security. … A full 97% of the available funds in the Non-Profit Security 
Grant Program for 2012 have been allocated to Jewish organizations, 
compared with 73% that went to Jewish groups from 2007 through 2010. In 
2011, Jewish groups received about 80% of NSGP funds. The NSGP has 
disproportionately benefited Jewish groups since 2005, when it was first 
instituted. […] In her interview with the Forward, [U.S. Homeland Security 
Chief Janet] Napolitano said that she saw no problem with the 
overwhelming proportion of NSGP funds going to Jewish groups.” (“Jewish 
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Groups Grab Huge Share of Grants Almost All Homeland Security Grants Go to 
Jewish Non-Profits,” The Forward, July 5, 2012.) 
 
See - http://forward.com/articles/158866/jewish-groups-grab-huge-share-of-
grants/ 
 

 
 
On December 22nd, 2001, Richard Reid allegedly attempted to cause an 
explosion on a flight from Paris to Miami by mixing and then igniting explosives 
hidden in his shoes. The “shoe bomber” only managed to light a few matches 
before being subdued by passengers and arrested. (“Shoe bomber: Tale of 
another failed terrorist attack,” CNN, Dec. 25, 2009.) The Israeli firm ICTS, the 
same Mossad front company that controlled security at 9/11 airports, was in 
charge of security at Charles de Gaulle Airport in Paris where Reid was allowed 
to board his flight. According to Joe Quinn and Niall Bradley, the entire debacle 
was a political sham cooked up by the Mossad to stoke up Western fears of 
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‘terrorism’ shortly following 9/11. (“Underwear Bomber Redux – Was Mutallab An 
Israeli “Secret Weapon”?,” Signs of the Times, Feb. 01, 2012.) On Christmas 
Day, 2009, Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab boarded a flight from Amsterdam to 
Detroit with explosives hidden in his underwear. Umar’s makeshift bomb 
contained the same combination of explosives as Reid’s, and as he attempted to 
detonate them he too was easily subdued. ICTS International also controlled 
security at Amsterdam’s Schiphol Airport and once again they deliberately 
allowed a “terrorist” to board an aircraft. Gordon Duff has conclusively shown that 
the ‘underwear bomber’ incident is another phony terror plot organized and 
directed by the Israeli Mossad. (“Evidence Mounts for US Complicity in 
Terrorism: Mutallab’s father is no ordinary ‘banker’,” Veterans Today, Dec. 31, 
2009.) American Free Press writer Victor Thorn exposed the alleged ‘underwear 
bomber’ as a bumbling patsy whose father, a wealthy Nigerian banker, was in 
bed with the Mossad and other elite Zionist political forces in the Western world. 
Thorn writes: 
See - http://articles.cnn.com/2009-12-
25/justice/richard.reid.shoe.bomber_1_terror-attacks-american-airlines-flight-
qaeda?_s=PM:CRIME  
See - http://www.sott.net/articles/show/202285-Underwear-Bomber-Redux-Was-
Mutallab-An-Israeli-Secret-Weapon-  
See - http://www.sott.net/articles/show/200114-Evidence-Mounts-for-US-
Complicity-in-Terrorism-Mutallab-s-father-is-no-ordinary-banker- 
 
“‘His explosives couldn’t have blown up his own seat. Even if full power, it 
wouldn’t have worked.’ These were the words relayed to me during a Jan. 2 
interview with military analyst and counterinsurgency specialist Gordon 
Duff in regard to the attempt of Christmas Day underwear bomber Umar 
Farouk Abdul Mutallab [sometimes referred to as Abdulmutallab] to ignite 
80 grams of the explosive PETN on a flight destined for America. He also 
explained how the patsy’s country of origin, Nigeria, is clandestinely 
controlled by the Israeli army and Mossad. These entities train the military, 
sell weapons, run the airports, and wield power over DICON (Defense 
Industries Corporation). Furthermore, Mutallab’s father is a Mossad partner 
and Israel’s No. 1 contact in Nigeria. As the former CEO of his country’s 
most influential bank and the man who ran their national arms industry, Mr. 
Mutallab also harbors extremely close relationships with the U.S. 
ambassador and CIA chief in Nigeria. […] 
 
Another significant detail is being neglected by mainstream media sources. 
The firm in charge of security at Amsterdam’s Schiphol Airport is the 
Israeli-owned International Consultants on Targeted Security (ICTS). 
They’re also the same outfit responsible for all three airports used by 
“Muslim hijackers” on 9-11. ICTS also handled security for London’s bus 
system during their 7-7 “Muslim bombing,” while doing the same at 
Charles de Gaulle Airport when “shoe bomber” Richard Reid boarded a 
plane in Paris on Dec. 22, 2001. When a Michigan passenger, attorney Kurt 
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Haskell, reported that a “well-dressed” Indian man arranged for Umar 
Mutallab to perform a “walkaround” without a passport in Amsterdam, ICTS 
was one of only a few entities that could have permitted this security 
breach to take place. […] 
 
Of course, the American public is being misled again into believing that 
this “lone nut” terrorist sneaked through the system (no-fly lists, airport 
scrutiny etc) due to mere incompetence, similar to what occurred on 9-11. 
Yet Israeli intelligence provided security at the Amsterdam Airport, where 
Mutallab boarded a plane with no passport; the NSA is equipped to 
electronically eavesdrop anywhere around the world; the Mossad is tied to 
Yemen, Nigeria and India; while the suspect’s father opened up banking 
and arms contacts in the Middle East while harboring an extremely close 
relationship with American and Israeli intelligence. What we’re being fed is 
another propagandized cover story that is intended to keep ratcheting up 
Orwellian-style trauma and fear, all the while further spreading our global 
“terror war” to Yemen and the African continent.” (“Mossad Tied to 
‘Underwear Bomber’,” American Free Press, Jan. 18, 2010.) 
See - http://www.americanfreepress.net/html/underwear_bomber__206.html  
 

 
Besides the propagandistic effect this would have to legitimize the Jewish-led 
‘War on Terror,’ the underwear bomber incident further revealed the Jewish 
economic objectives behind these phony staged terror events. Immediately 
following the incident, the Jewish-owned mass media bombarded us with frantic 
rhetoric advocating the need for new security measures to be implemented in 
airports to protect us from ‘terrorism.’ The new security measures primarily 
involved the introduction of “full body scanners” at all international airports 
worldwide. Before boarding a flight, passengers are now subjected to a full-body 
image scan. Michael Chertoff, the Jewish-Zionist architect of the 9/11 cover up 
as well as the Orwellian ‘Patriot Act,’ was waiting at-the-ready with his ‘full body 
scanner’ technology, promoting these horrific, intrusive, cancer-causing devices 
as essential to protect Westerners from the likes of ‘crotch bombs’ and other 
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hidden explosive contraptions. Chertoff made his sales pitch for these dangerous 
devices all over mainstream media, including ABC News’s “World News Tonight,” 
“Fox and Friends,” CNBC’s “Squawk Box,” CNN and Bloomberg TV. (“Fear Pays: 
Chertoff, Ex-Security Officials Slammed For Cashing In On Government 
Experience,” Huffington Post, Nov. 23, 2010.) In 2009, Chertoff founded the 
Chertoff Group, a security consulting agency. In an interview with CNN’s 
Campbell Brown, Chertoff admitted that some of his clients manufacture full-body 
scanners. (“Chertoff and Company – The Cover Up (Body Scanners),” YouTube) 
Chertoff’s consulting firm “represents OSI Systems, one of two companies 
licensed to sell full-body scanners to the Transportation Security 
Administration (TSA).” (“Body Scanners Create Profits for Chertoff and 
Others,” All Gov, Nov. 23, 2010.) Cashing in on ‘terror scares’ has become a 
lucrative business for Jewish bigwigs like Michael Chertoff and other parasitical 
profiteers. The ‘underwear bomber’ was not a manifestation of Muslim 
grievances with the United States, but a manufactured hoax — a set-up designed 
to provide more justification for the build-up of a global Zionist police state, a 
“New World Order” slave society under Jewish domination. (“Zionist ‘Thugs’ 
Behind America’s Police State,” YouTube) 
See - 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/11/23/fear_pays_chertoff_n_787711.html  
See - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R5FBCHKu2KU  
See - http://www.allgov.com/news/where-is-the-money-going/body-scanners-
create-profits-for-chertoff-and-others?news=841793  
See - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rXUlfKmiXos 
 
The very conception and implementation of the ‘war on terror’ agenda has 
Jewish origins and Zionist motivations. This fact was made abundantly clear in a 
statement that was issued by the treacherous Anti-Defamation League on 
September 17, 2001, vehemently supporting President Bush’s call for a “war on 
terror.” ADL National Directors Glen A. Tobias and Abraham H. Foxman 
published the following self-incriminating statement: 
“We join all Americans and people of good will around the world in 
expressing outrage at the horrific terrorist attacks on our nation. Our 
country and our world will never be the same, and we are only beginning to 
understand the enormity of the threat and the challenges that lie ahead. 
Our first and greatest priority must be to recognize that our enemy is evil to 
the core and, if not deterred, has the means to cause even greater 
destruction. The world is looking to America once again to be the beacon 
of freedom that will take the lead, with support from every corner of the 
globe, in turning back this enemy. President Bush and his Administration 
have risen to the occasion and we stand firm with them, offering our full 
support in the difficult time ahead.  
As we gird ourselves for this new war on terrorism, we know that 
confronting terrorists is particularly difficult because they have no 
government and do not abide by any laws or code of moral decency. 
Therefore, we need to recalibrate the existing balance between security 
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precautions and individual liberties. As we move forward, we must protect 
our civil liberties, which make us who we are, at the same time that we 
provide law enforcement with new tools to safeguard our security. We have 
every right to protect ourselves and our nation, even if doing so requires 
us to submit to more expansive searches of person and property and 
perhaps other new limitations on our daily activities.” (“ADL Supports 
President Bush’s Call for War on Terrorism,” ADL Official Website, Sept. 17, 
2001.) 
See - http://www.adl.org/NR/exeres/5771EF29-ACCC-47A8-8A2D-
D8C4AFF43C33.htm  
 

 
 
Using 9/11 as a pretext, the ADL essentially advocated the creation of a police 
state in America that would be implemented by their proxies and servants at the 
helm of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security. It is hardly surprising that the 
ADL has been the prime entity engaged in special ‘training’ of American police 
and law enforcement nation-wide. The ADL’s ‘special relationship’ with American 
law enforcement and intelligence agencies should be troubling to any American 
citizen who enjoys their freedom. Few Americans are aware that in 1993 the ADL 
was caught red-handed directing a massive spying operation against American 
citizens and organizations, particularly those that they perceive to be ‘enemies’ of 
Jewish-Zionist political and economic aims, passing on this illegally obtained 
information to the Israeli secret service. (“The Anti-Defamation League’s Spy 
Scandal of 1993,” Focal Point Publications) Reporting on this scandal for The 
Spotlight, Michael Collins Piper revealed: 
 
See - http://www.fpp.co.uk/docs/ADL/ADLspies.html 
“Police sources have revealed that the information they have uncovered 
suggests the ADL has been maintaining secret files on more than 950 
political groups, newspapers and labor unions and on a minimum of 12,000 
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people. (The 12,000 figure, however, is based only on the number of names 
discovered in the West Coast offices of the ADL. The ADL has offices all 
over the United States, suggesting that the individual files kept by the ADL 
are much more numerous, perhaps as many as 1 million people 
nationwide.) The Los Angeles Times reported on April 9 that the ADL may 
face a total of 48 felony counts for not properly reporting the employment 
of its spy Bullock. According to the Times, the ADL disguised payments to 
Bullock for more than 25 years by funneling $550 a week to a Beverly Hills, 
California attorney, Bruce I. Hochman, who turned the money over to 
Bullock.” (“ADL spying exposed nationally,” The Spotlight) 
See - http://www.libertylobby.org/articles/1993/19930426roy_bullock.html 
 
The ADL is, for all intents and purposes, nothing more than the public relations 
arm of the Zionist state of Israel and the global Jewish crime network. It was 
established in 1913 by the supremacist Jewish-Masonic society known as B’nai 
B’rith in response to the public hanging of Leo Frank, a criminal Jew who raped 
and murdered a little girl named Mary Phagan. The ADL has, ever since its 
creation, operated as an attack dog for criminal Jewish interests, attempting to 
slander, defame, vilify, silence and suppress all critics of Zionist misconduct and 
opponents of Jewish domination. See: “The Dark Side of the Anti-Defamation 
League of B’nai B’rith,” Google Video / “The Ugly Truth About the ADL,” 
Executive Intelligence Review) 
See - http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=1920932670630585756 
See - http://archive.org/details/TheUglyTruthAboutTheAdl_217 
 
Much to the chagrin of the ADL, awareness of Israeli-Zionist-Jewish involvement 
in international terrorist spectacles has been steadily growing, thanks in large 
part to the internet. As a means of propaganda, Jews have been using terrorism 
to manipulate the minds of the Western public. They use these acts of terror to 
sway public sentiment toward Israel and away from Israel’s enemies – the 

Muslims, the Arabs and 
the Palestinians; molding 
our minds to view their 
enemies as our enemies. 
‘Al-Qaeda’ is a Jewish 
propaganda invention — 
an illusion. All of the 
terrorist acts attributed to 
‘Al-Qaeda’ are the work of 
Jewish theater, a 
Hollywood stage 
production for non-Jewish 
consumption. Phony 
terrorism blamed on 
Muslims is an effective 
method of distraction that 
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the Jewish media uses to redirect the world’s attention from the ongoing slow-
motion genocide of the Palestinians by the Jewish state. The constant hype and 
hysteria about ‘Islamic radicalism’ is all a clever diversion from the Jewish rape of 
Palestine and other ongoing Jewish atrocities in Middle East. Thus we see that 
the Israeli false-flag assault of 9/11 served two primary purposes for International 
Jewry: 
 
1) To galvanize American public opinion to support wars of aggression against 
Israel’s Arab and Islamic enemies in the Middle East, kick-starting the pre-
planned ‘clash of civilizations’ between the West and Islam. 
 
2) To provide a pretext for the build-up of a Jewish-led police state in America 
(and the broader Western world), which is being used to quell any and all dissent 
against the insane Zionist desire to conquer the Middle East and thereby the 
world. 
 
MOfO JEW Netanyahu: Evil Inventor of the “Global War on Terror” 
 

 
The ideological framework of the malignant ‘Global War on Terror’ doctrine of 
destruction has its genesis in the Likud Party in Israel and its hard-line Zionist 
terrorist leader, Benjamin Netanyahu. (“The Origins and Development of the War 
on Terror Doctrine and its Future Prospects,” Shamsali, Sept. 08, 2002.) The true 
origin of this monstrous ideology traces back to a little-known organization with 
offices in Jerusalem, New York and Washington, D.C. called the “Jonathan 
Institute,” an Israeli propaganda outfit created in 1979 by Benjamin ‘Bibi’ 
Netanyahu. The group is named after his dead brother Jonathan who was killed 
in the Israeli raid on Entebbe Airport in Uganda in 1972. The former Israeli Prime 
Minister Menachem Begin — who was at one time a commander of the Jewish 
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terrorist group Irgun — was also a key figure with the Jonathan Institute, giving 
the opening address at the group’s 1979 conference in Jerusalem. (Edward S. 
Herman and Gerry O’Sullivan. The “Terrorism” Industry: The Experts and 
Institutions That Shape Our View of Terror. New York: Pantheon, 1989, pp. 104-
6) The primary function of the group was to organize conferences crafted around 
promoting the spurious idea that Yasser Arafat, the Palestinian Liberation 
Organization (PLO) and the broader Arab and Muslim world, represent a global 
‘terrorist threat.’ Netanyahu and his Zionist conspirators emphasized that the 
“Western democracies” must take steps to extinguish this so-called ‘threat’ posed 
by Muslim nations and organizations. 
See - http://www.shamsali.org/taj/origwat.html# 
See - 
http://www.powerbase.info/index.php/Jonathan_Institute,_extract_from_The_%2
2Terrorism%22_Industry  
 
Countless high-ranking American and British intelligence officials, politicians and 
media figures attended the two conferences put on by the Jonathan Institute in 
1979 (in Jerusalem) and 1984 (in Washington). Netanyahu and his ‘institute’ 
essentially endeavored to recruit influential Westerners in media, government 
and military to promote a clash of civilizations between the West and the Islamic 
world for the benefit of Zionist Jews and their deranged dream of a “Greater 
Israel.” The 1984 conference produced a widely reviewed book edited by 
Netanyahu entitled Terrorism: How the West Can Win and established 
Netanyahu as a leading international voice in the “war against terrorism,” a war 
for the destruction of Israel’s enemies. The institute also effectively publicized its 
espoused doctrine of “pre-emptive retaliation,” the Israeli policy of killing those 
designated as ‘terrorists’ before they can act. 
 
Netanyahu has written and edited numerous books promoting his warped ‘War 
on Terror’ creed such as ‘International Terrorism: Challenge and Response‘ 
(1981), the aforesaid ‘Terrorism: How the West Can Win‘ (1987), ‘Fighting 
Terrorism: How Democracies Can Defeat the International Terrorist Network‘ 
(1995), and other paltry works of Zionist nonsense. The foundation of 
Netanyahu’s crazed worldview ultimately lies with his Revisionist Zionist 
upbringing. His father, Ben Zion Netanyahu, was a disciple and former senior 
aide of Vladimir “Ze’ev” Jabotinsky, the militant extremist founder of “Revisionist 
Zionism” and the Irgun. (J. Goldberg, “From Peace Process To Police Process,” 
The New York Times, Sept. 14, 1997.) Ben Zion ensconced his son in the 
militant doctrine of Jabotinsky, guiding him in the principles of Jewish supremacy 
and the Zionist dream of a “Greater Israel.” On July 8, 2007, Bibi Netanyahu was 
the keynote speaker at an event at the Jabotinsky Institute to mark the 67th 
anniversary of the death of the founder of the Irgun. In July 2006, at a conference 
commemorating the 60th anniversary of the King David Hotel bombing, 
Netanyahu gave a disgraceful speech blatantly defending that act of terrorism 
and mass murder by the Irgun, calling the unprovoked attack a “legitimate 
military action” and praising the Jewish terrorists who masterminded the atrocity. 
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(Tom Segev, “The spirit of the King David Hotel,” Haaretz, July 23, 2006.) The 
Irgun, a murderous Zionist terrorist group dedicated to creating a ‘Greater Israel,’ 
is the political parent of the Likud Party which Benjamin Netanyahu currently 
heads. All of this exposes Netanyahu’s big talk of ‘fighting global terrorism’ as a 
facetious farce. 
See - 
http://books.google.com/books?id=s8Pm37gg5JkC&printsec=frontcover#v=onep
age&q&f=false  
See - 
http://books.google.com/books?id=sTtvAAAACAAJ&dq=Terrorism+How+The+W
est+Can+Win&source=bl&ots=uHzA8ZXfxl&sig=zwwxyj1mqrP7PcHNa3F6Bo1H
g9Y&hl=en&sa=X&ei=5ONsUKO3E-LRyAHctoHwCw&ved=0CDAQ6AEwAA  
See - 
http://books.google.com/books?id=b5RAjkVq2voC&printsec=frontcover&source=
gbs_ge_summary_r&cad=0#v=onepage&q&f=false  
See - http://www.nytimes.com/1997/09/14/magazine/from-peace-process-to-
police-process.html?pagewanted=all  
See - http://www.haaretz.com/print-edition/opinion/the-spirit-of-the-king-david-
hotel-1.193571  
 
The New York offices of “American Friends of the Jonathan Institute” is, perhaps 
not coincidentally, located amazingly close to the Twin Towers at 277 Broadway 
Street, 801 New York, NY. (“9/11 Israeli soldiers guard Netanyahu’s Jonathan 
Institute,” The Information Underground, Mar. 17, 2010.) Even more significant is 
the alleged financial ties between Larry Silverstein, the Zionist leaseholder of the 
WTC, his good friend Benjamin Netanyahu and the Jonathan Institute. French 
writer Thierry Meyssan claimed that Larry Silverstein was the treasurer of 
Netanyahu’s Jonathan Institute and Netanyahu’s electoral campaigns. (Thierry 
Meyssan, “L’Effroyable imposture 2, Manipulations et désinformations,” Voltaire 
Net, Mar. 09, 2010.) If true, this establishes yet another direct connection 
between Silverstein and the criminal Israeli politicians and groups that created 
the “war on terror” charade. 
See - http://www.theinfounderground.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=6&t=10273 
See - http://www.voltairenet.org/article164399.html 
 

A crystal clear illustration that Netanyahu is 
the evil villain behind this agenda came in 
the form of a speech he delivered in front of 
the U.S. House of Representatives 
immediately following the 9/11 attacks on 
the 20th of September, 2001. In the 
speech, Netanyahu vehemently implored 
the U.S. to launch “pre-emptive” military 
strikes against “Iran, Iraq, Syria, Taliban 
Afghanistan, Yasser Arafat’s Palestinian 
Authority, and several other Arab 
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regimes, such as the Sudan,” adding that he’d also like to see “Osama bin 
Laden in Afghanistan, Hezbollah and others in Syrian-controlled Lebanon, 
Hamas, Islamic Jihad, and the recently mobilized Fatah and Tanzim 
factions in the Palestinian territories” destroyed by the United States military. 
The common denominator of all of the countries and groups listed by Netanyahu 
as targets of his war of terror is that they are all opponents of and threats to 
Israel, of course. Netanyahu’s demented rant evolved into all-out fear mongering, 
predicting biological and nuclear attacks that could kill hundreds of thousands of 
American citizens if the U.S. government did not take immediate action against 
the aforementioned states. Speaking about his psychopathic desire for the U.S. 
to conquer the Middle East for Israel, Netanyahu proclaimed: 
See also - http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/531335/posts 
I have absolute confidence that if we, the citizens of the free world, led by 
President Bush, marshal the enormous reserves of power at our disposal, 
harness the steely resolve of a free people, and mobilize our collective will 
– we shall eradicate this evil from the face of the earth. … The time for 
action is now. Today the terrorists have the will to destroy us, but they do 
not have the power. There is no doubt that we have the power to crush 
them. Now we must also show that we have the will. Once any part of the 
terror network acquires nuclear weapons, this equation will fundamentally 
change and with it the course of human affairs. This is the historical 
imperative that now confronts all of us all… 
 
This is the great mission that now stands before the free world. That 
mission must not be watered down to allow certain states to participate in 
the coalition that is now being organized. Rather the coalition must be built 
around this mission. It may be that some will shy away from adopting such 
an uncompromising stance against terrorism. If some free states choose to 
remain on the sidelines, America must be prepared to march forward 
without them, for there is no substitute for moral and strategic clarity. I 
believe that if the United States stands on principle, all the democracies 
will eventually join the war on terrorism. The easy route may be tempting, 
but it will not win the day. 
 
On September 11, I like everyone else was glued to a television set, 
watching the savagery that struck America. Yet amid the smoking ruins of 
the twin towers, one could make out the Statue of Liberty, holding high the 
torch of freedom. It is freedom’s flame that the terrorists sought to 
extinguish. But it is that same torch so proudly held by the United States 
that can lead the free world to crush the forces of terror and to secure our 
tomorrow. It is within our power. Let us now make sure that it is within our 
will.”  
 
In 2001, Netanyahu was videotaped at his nephew’s Bar mitzvah, in which he 
was casually discussing politics with relatives. Unaware that he was being 
recorded, Netanyahu bragged about his ability to deceive and manipulate 
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American presidents, telling them that “America is a thing you can move 
very easily, move in the right direction.” (“Netanyahu In 2001: ‘America Is A 
Thing You Can Move Very Easily’,” Huffington Post, July 16, 2010.) Commenting 
on the video, Haaretz columnist Gideon Levy disparagingly expressed the view 
that Netanyahu is “a man…who thinks that Washington is in his pocket and 
that he can pull the wool over its eyes.” (“Tricky Bibi,” Haaretz, July 15, 2010.) 
Netanyahu’s belief that he has Washington “in his pocket” was confirmed when 
on the 24th of May, 2011, Netanyahu delivered an ignominious speech before a 
joint meeting of the U.S. Congress, during which he received an outrageous 
twenty-nine standing ovations! (“Israeli Prime Minister Gets 29 Standing Ovations 
in Congress, Sends Message to White House,” ABC News, May 24, 2011.) The 
slaves of Zion who inhabit the kosher brothel known as the U.S. Congress 
couldn’t have done a better job at selling their country down the river for the 
benefit of a foreign power. “America” is no longer the land of the free and home 
of the brave, but the land of the hopelessly enslaved! 
See also - See also - http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/07/16/netanyahu-in-
2001-america_n_649427.html  
See also - http://www.haaretz.com/print-edition/opinion/tricky-bibi-1.302053  
See also - http://abcnews.go.com/blogs/politics/2011/05/israeli-prime-minister-
gets-20-standing-ovations-in-congress-sends-message-to-white-house/ 
 

 
American intelligence sources have reported that Netanyahu is considered an 
extreme threat to U.S. national security. Netanyahu visited convicted Israeli spy 
Jonathan Pollard in his North Carolina prison cell and lobbied vigorously for his 
release. Netanyahu was actually overheard by an ex-CIA agent telling a group of 
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his supporters: “Once we squeeze all we can out of the United States, it can 
dry up and blow away.” (W. Madsen, “The demise of global communications 
security: The neo-cons’ unfettered access to America’s secrets,” Online Journal, 
Sept. 21, 2005.) Netanyahu has claimed that both he and his father both 
‘predicted’ the events of 9/11 in the early 1990s. (“Netanyahu claimed to have 
predicted WTC attacks,” The Jerusalem Post, Sept. 11, 2011.) It would be more 
accurate to say that Netanyahu and his father ‘planned’ 9/11 and then ‘predicted’ 
the successful outcome of their own evil plot. As the emissary of Vladimir 
Jabotinsky in the United States, Netanyahu’s father played an instrumental role 
in co-opting both the Democratic and Republican parties, crafting them into 
slaves of Zion. (Maidhc Ó Cathail, “Benzion Netanyahu and the Origins of 
Bipartisan Support for Israel,” The Passionate Attachment, May 11, 2012.) 
See -  
http://www.onlinejournal.org/Special_Reports/092105Madsen/092105madsen.ht
ml  
See also - http://www.jpost.com/DiplomacyAndPolitics/Article.aspx?id=237578  
See also - http://thepassionateattachment.com/2012/05/11/benzion-netanyahu-
and-the-origins-of-bipartisan-support-for-israel/ 
 
It is impossible to believe that Benjamin Netanyahu is not a central player in the 
September 11th attacks. He had intimate connections to Israeli intelligence, a 
close friendship with Larry Silverstein, and a shared ideology with the 
neoconservative Jews in the Bush administration. He openly gloated that 9/11 
was “good for Israel” and “swung American public opinion” in favor of Israel. It is 
an unvarnished, inescapable fact — Netanyahu is the mastermind of 9/11 and 
the “Global War on Terror,” and is therefore directly responsible for the deaths 
and suffering of millions of innocent people! One question remains: When and 
how will he pay for his evil deeds? 
 
Lets Stand Your Ground For the Sake Of Hell !!!! No matter what comes for 
verily there shall be a day when ours age comes crashing down , BUT IT IS 
NOT THIS DAY and THERE will NEVER BE A DAY LIKE THAT IN FUTURE.. 
for ours cause is True , Freedom is our Goal , Victory is our banner , We 
fight for the greater good of Humanity with Hell our Umbrella , Demons our 
Guardian and Satan our Creator , the eternal, the glorious, the exalted ....... 
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A noble warrior for freedom and truth. Heil Hitler !!! 
Hail Satan and all Demon friends  
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911 Mass Kabbalistic Ritual Human Sacrifice 

by HP Mageson666 » Wed Sep 11, 2019 
 

 

 

As known 911 was a false flag the situation of tower seven which no plane stuck but went down the 

same way the other two towers and ended up as a mount of dust on the ground as well. The forensic 

tests on the ruins of the towers showed Thermite the only explosive material that could turn three 

towers into a mount of dust. This was done out of Israel by the Mossad and we have the Jewish owner 

of the World Trade Center who is a fanatic supporter of Israel and Mossad front companies having the 

security contract for the area. The numerous predictive programming in the Jewish media with movies 

like Fight Club which showed the art monument on the WTC grounds being blown up and the towers 

that look like the WTC towers being destroyed at the end. The film was produced and directed by 

Milchan a well known and high ranking Mossad agent who also created two other films The Lone 

Gunman and Medusa's Touch, all showing the same theme. We also have the Israeli press openly stating 

that all four thousand Israeli Jews were warned previous to not go to work at the WTC before the 

attacks. We have a truck full of explosives being driven by former Israel Defensive Force members, 

stopped by the police the day of the attacks and the van contained maps with the location to use the 

truck bomb within New York the day of 911. We have 200 or more Mossad agents being arrested by the 

FBI after 911 including the dancing Israeli's. The list goes on and on we also have the fact Israel 

benefited from the attacks only. The Prime Minster of Israel who is connect to Mossad, himself wrote a 

book in the mid 90's, stating that Arab terrorists would attack the World Trade Center. 

 

 

The situation is 911 was a form of Jewish Kabbalistic ritual magic this is why all the Kabbalistic 

numerology such as the 911, talismanic magic and other forms of Kabbalistic magic in the Jewish media 

the predictive programing is sympathetic magic. The Jews chose the date 911 for this ritual of mass 

human sacrifice. The enemy then broadcasted the events of the towers going down over and over again 

to the world to connect the ritual into the mass mind which is sympathetic magic and using the other 

methods of magic such as gematria talismanic magic with the event broadcasts to act as sympathetic 

magic to connect the energy of the actual mass sacrifice with the mass mind and channel it into the sigils 

used the 9 and 11 these number represent Hebrew letters and verses within the enemy Torah and the 

thought form manifested around it. This then connected with how the power was being directed to 

manifest what the enemy wanted into the world. This is no different then the Passover rituals the 

Christians perform the mock ritual sacrifice in the Churches this then connects by sympathetic magic 

and talismanic magic with the actual human sacrifice rituals the Jews perform the same way with the 

same symbols the energies then connect in the astral and make the energies of the sacrifice and the 

direction of them stronger and manifest. The reason the Jews drink the blood of the victim is because in 

Kabbalah the energy of the soul is contained within the blood. The blood drinking gives the Jews a 

higher bio-electrical change which increases the power of their working. It creates a more powerful 

stream of charge for the working.  
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This is why Yom Kippur is so important to the Jews the purpose of the ritual as the Rabbi's state the ones 

who are the adepts in Kabbalah is to transfer all the disgusting energies still clinging on the Jews from 

these acts onto the Gentiles and curse Gentiles further. Hence the scape goat theme. 

 

The reason the Jews used 9 and 11 as the talisman to transfer the power through is 9 represents 

destructive creation and bringing things into creation its the power of three to itself and this number 

CONNECTS what is done three times is considered permanent in the world in Kabbalah and 9 is the total 

expression of this. This represents the Yesod aspect and dimension of their thought form they 

channelled this energy into and through this is putting the energy into power and manifestation in the 

material world. The 11 is the letter of wrath the 11 curses of the Rabbinical leaders on the enemies of 

Israel in the Torah and the wrath of their "god" in general it also represents Daath which is considers the 

judgement of "god" in Kabbalah it means death. This relates to "gods" wrath against Amalek in the 

Torah as well the enemies of Israel. 11 represents destroying the Goyim the nations and bringing in the 

divine order of ten. The Jewish Messianic world this is why 11 is not counted on the world tree of 

Kabbalah only the ten.  

 

911 in the Kabbalah means the birth of the Messiah and relates to greater Israel in the Torah. The 

Messiah relates to the Messianic war in the Middle East in which all the Gentile nations are destroyed 

and the third Temple is rebuilt in Jerusalem and greater Israel is built.  

 

The purpose of the ritual of 911 was to bring about events in which the enemies of Israel in the Middle 

East the Arab nations and Iran would be destroyed in the plans of creating Greater Israel. And after this 

event what has happened? Iraq has been destroyed so has Afghanistan, Libya and Syria and Iran is under 

the gun for the next war in the Middle East which could happen any day. Millions have died and trillions 

of dollars have been spent on these wars all making the Jews more powerful then ever and enriching 

their Federal Reserve dynasties and they looted Iraq with their Jewish run companies like BP for 

themselves. The wars themselves also become mass acts of ritual human sacrifice for the masters of the 

Jews out there the Reptilians to use for their own purposes as well as the Jews down here. The amount 

of suffering, terror, pain, fear and death energy these wars make then transfers through the astral grid 

of the planet and the mass mind of humanity and then is connected into the rituals of the enemy 

constantly.  

 

This is how Jewish Witchcraft really works and manifests in the world. The RTR's are the only way to 

undo this and stop such from occurring again. 

 

 

Source 

Works of Christopher Bollyn on 911 and Israel 
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911 Was Also a Spiritual Attack [TOWER of Babel]  
By High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
 
Below is a direct verse from the Torah:  
 
(Genesis 11:9) Therefore the name of it was called Bavel, because the LORD 
confused the language of all the earth, there. From there, the LORD scattered 
them abroad on the surface of all the earth." 
 
NOTE: 11:9  
 
Now, in the USA here, our civilian dates are month/day, but worldwide and with 
the military, it is day/month. So with most countries outside the US, it would be 
11/9, not 9/11. This was also a spiritual attack, to divide, confuse, and destroy 
communications. 
 
More in the verses preceding this: 
 
(GEN 11:6) The LORD said, "Behold, they are one people, and they have all one 
language; and this is what they begin to do. Now nothing will be withheld from 
them, which they intend to do. 
 
(GEN 11:7) Come, let's go down, and there confuse their language, that they 
may not understand one another's speech." 
 
The Tower of Babel has to do with raising the Serpent [building a tower is an 
analogy]. With the Serpentine Power, telepathic communication and all 
knowledge are possible and with telepathic communication, there are no 
language barriers, as the communication is filtered down through the pineal 
gland from the communicator into whatever language the receiver mainly speaks 
and understands. This is why some telepathic communications can be 'off' 
sometimes. Specific words don't always get filtered perfectly for one, due to an 
under-activated pineal gland, and for another, there are sometimes major 
differences in languages. In some languages there is no equivalent expression or 
word to convey what is meant in another language.  
 
Every time throughout recorded history when humanity has advanced to a certain 
level of knowledge, that knowledge has been systematically destroyed. This is 
most notable with the fall of the Roman Empire, where Europe regressed into the 
Dark Ages for 1,000 years. After the Jews were expelled from Western Europe, 
then the Renaissance emerged, bringing enlightenment. The Jews who migrated 
to the east and also to Sicily [especially after being expelled from Spain], 
wreaked havoc on the Gentiles of the east [eventual communism in Russia and 
of course, the same Jewish ritual murders, where the Gentile populace 
responded understandably with pogroms] along with establishing organized 
crime in Sicily.  
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For more information regarding the 9-11 for new people, here are some very 
informative links that explain in detail: 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=41FRnNDZkuI  
 
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Bible_Jewish_Witchcraft.htm  
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Chapter 1

It was a bright cold day in April, and the clocks were strik-
ing thirteen. Winston Smith, his chin nuzzled into his 

breast in an effort to escape the vile wind, slipped quickly 
through the glass doors of Victory Mansions, though not 
quickly enough to prevent a swirl of gritty dust from enter-
ing along with him.

The hallway smelt of boiled cabbage and old rag mats. At 
one end of it a coloured poster, too large for indoor display, 
had been tacked to the wall. It depicted simply an enor-
mous face, more than a metre wide: the face of a man of 
about forty-five, with a heavy black moustache and rugged-
ly handsome features. Winston made for the stairs. It was 
no use trying the lift. Even at the best of times it was sel-
dom working, and at present the electric current was cut 
off during daylight hours. It was part of the economy drive 
in preparation for Hate Week. The flat was seven flights up, 
and Winston, who was thirty-nine and had a varicose ulcer 
above his right ankle, went slowly, resting several times on 
the way. On each landing, opposite the lift-shaft, the poster 
with the enormous face gazed from the wall. It was one of 
those pictures which are so contrived that the eyes follow 
you about when you move. BIG BROTHER IS WATCHING 
YOU, the caption beneath it ran.

Inside the flat a fruity voice was reading out a list of fig-
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ures which had something to do with the production of 
pig-iron. The voice came from an oblong metal plaque like 
a dulled mirror which formed part of the surface of the 
right-hand wall. Winston turned a switch and the voice 
sank somewhat, though the words were still distinguish-
able. The instrument (the telescreen, it was called) could be 
dimmed, but there was no way of shutting it off complete-
ly. He moved over to the window: a smallish, frail figure, 
the meagreness of his body merely emphasized by the blue 
overalls which were the uniform of the party. His hair was 
very fair, his face naturally sanguine, his skin roughened by 
coarse soap and blunt razor blades and the cold of the win-
ter that had just ended.

Outside, even through the shut window-pane, the world 
looked cold. Down in the street little eddies of wind were 
whirling dust and torn paper into spirals, and though the 
sun was shining and the sky a harsh blue, there seemed 
to be no colour in anything, except the posters that were 
plastered everywhere. The blackmoustachio’d face gazed 
down from every commanding corner. There was one on 
the house-front immediately opposite. BIG BROTHER IS 
WATCHING YOU, the caption said, while the dark eyes 
looked deep into Winston’s own. Down at street level an-
other poster, torn at one corner, flapped fitfully in the wind, 
alternately covering and uncovering the single word IN-
GSOC. In the far distance a helicopter skimmed down 
between the roofs, hovered for an instant like a bluebottle, 
and darted away again with a curving flight. It was the po-
lice patrol, snooping into people’s windows. The patrols did 
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not matter, however. Only the Thought Police mattered.
Behind Winston’s back the voice from the telescreen was 

still babbling away about pig-iron and the overfulfilment 
of the Ninth Three-Year Plan. The telescreen received and 
transmitted simultaneously. Any sound that Winston made, 
above the level of a very low whisper, would be picked up by 
it, moreover, so long as he remained within the field of vi-
sion which the metal plaque commanded, he could be seen 
as well as heard. There was of course no way of knowing 
whether you were being watched at any given moment. How 
often, or on what system, the Thought Police plugged in on 
any individual wire was guesswork. It was even conceivable 
that they watched everybody all the time. But at any rate 
they could plug in your wire whenever they wanted to. You 
had to live—did live, from habit that became instinct—in 
the assumption that every sound you made was overheard, 
and, except in darkness, every movement scrutinized.

Winston kept his back turned to the telescreen. It was 
safer, though, as he well knew, even a back can be revealing. 
A kilometre away the Ministry of Truth, his place of work, 
towered vast and white above the grimy landscape. This, 
he thought with a sort of vague distaste—this was London, 
chief city of Airstrip One, itself the third most populous 
of the provinces of Oceania. He tried to squeeze out some 
childhood memory that should tell him whether London 
had always been quite like this. Were there always these vis-
tas of rotting nineteenth-century houses, their sides shored 
up with baulks of timber, their windows patched with card-
board and their roofs with corrugated iron, their crazy 
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garden walls sagging in all directions? And the bombed 
sites where the plaster dust swirled in the air and the wil-
low-herb straggled over the heaps of rubble; and the places 
where the bombs had cleared a larger patch and there had 
sprung up sordid colonies of wooden dwellings like chick-
en-houses? But it was no use, he could not remember: 
nothing remained of his childhood except a series of bright-
lit tableaux occurring against no background and mostly 
unintelligible.

The Ministry of Truth—Minitrue, in Newspeak [New-
speak was the official language of Oceania. For an account 
of its structure and etymology see Appendix.]—was star-
tlingly different from any other object in sight. It was an 
enormous pyramidal structure of glittering white con-
crete, soaring up, terrace after terrace, 300 metres into the 
air. From where Winston stood it was just possible to read, 
picked out on its white face in elegant lettering, the three 
slogans of the Party:

WAR IS PEACE  
FREEDOM IS SLAVERY  
IGNORANCE IS STRENGTH

The Ministry of Truth contained, it was said, three 
thousand rooms above ground level, and corresponding 
ramifications below. Scattered about London there were 
just three other buildings of similar appearance and size. 
So completely did they dwarf the surrounding architec-
ture that from the roof of Victory Mansions you could see 
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all four of them simultaneously. They were the homes of 
the four Ministries between which the entire apparatus 
of government was divided. The Ministry of Truth, which 
concerned itself with news, entertainment, education, and 
the fine arts. The Ministry of Peace, which concerned itself 
with war. The Ministry of Love, which maintained law and 
order. And the Ministry of Plenty, which was responsible 
for economic affairs. Their names, in Newspeak: Minitrue, 
Minipax, Miniluv, and Miniplenty.

The Ministry of Love was the really frightening one. 
There were no windows in it at all. Winston had never been 
inside the Ministry of Love, nor within half a kilometre of it. 
It was a place impossible to enter except on official business, 
and then only by penetrating through a maze of barbed-
wire entanglements, steel doors, and hidden machine-gun 
nests. Even the streets leading up to its outer barriers were 
roamed by gorilla-faced guards in black uniforms, armed 
with jointed truncheons.

Winston turned round abruptly. He had set his features 
into the expression of quiet optimism which it was advis-
able to wear when facing the telescreen. He crossed the 
room into the tiny kitchen. By leaving the Ministry at this 
time of day he had sacrificed his lunch in the canteen, and 
he was aware that there was no food in the kitchen except 
a hunk of dark-coloured bread which had got to be saved 
for tomorrow’s breakfast. He took down from the shelf a 
bottle of colourless liquid with a plain white label marked 
VICTORY GIN. It gave off a sickly, oily smell, as of Chinese 
rice-spirit. Winston poured out nearly a teacupful, nerved 
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himself for a shock, and gulped it down like a dose of medi-
cine.

Instantly his face turned scarlet and the water ran out 
of his eyes. The stuff was like nitric acid, and moreover, in 
swallowing it one had the sensation of being hit on the back 
of the head with a rubber club. The next moment, however, 
the burning in his belly died down and the world began to 
look more cheerful. He took a cigarette from a crumpled 
packet marked VICTORY CIGARETTES and incautiously 
held it upright, whereupon the tobacco fell out on to the 
floor. With the next he was more successful. He went back 
to the living-room and sat down at a small table that stood 
to the left of the telescreen. From the table drawer he took 
out a penholder, a bottle of ink, and a thick, quarto-sized 
blank book with a red back and a marbled cover.

For some reason the telescreen in the living-room was in 
an unusual position. Instead of being placed, as was normal, 
in the end wall, where it could command the whole room, 
it was in the longer wall, opposite the window. To one side 
of it there was a shallow alcove in which Winston was now 
sitting, and which, when the flats were built, had probably 
been intended to hold bookshelves. By sitting in the alcove, 
and keeping well back, Winston was able to remain outside 
the range of the telescreen, so far as sight went. He could 
be heard, of course, but so long as he stayed in his present 
position he could not be seen. It was partly the unusual ge-
ography of the room that had suggested to him the thing 
that he was now about to do.

But it had also been suggested by the book that he had 
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just taken out of the drawer. It was a peculiarly beautiful 
book. Its smooth creamy paper, a little yellowed by age, was 
of a kind that had not been manufactured for at least for-
ty years past. He could guess, however, that the book was 
much older than that. He had seen it lying in the window of 
a frowsy little junk-shop in a slummy quarter of the town 
(just what quarter he did not now remember) and had been 
stricken immediately by an overwhelming desire to possess 
it. Party members were supposed not to go into ordinary 
shops (’dealing on the free market’, it was called), but the 
rule was not strictly kept, because there were various things, 
such as shoelaces and razor blades, which it was impossible 
to get hold of in any other way. He had given a quick glance 
up and down the street and then had slipped inside and 
bought the book for two dollars fifty. At the time he was not 
conscious of wanting it for any particular purpose. He had 
carried it guiltily home in his briefcase. Even with nothing 
written in it, it was a compromising possession.

The thing that he was about to do was to open a diary. 
This was not illegal (nothing was illegal, since there were no 
longer any laws), but if detected it was reasonably certain 
that it would be punished by death, or at least by twenty-
five years in a forced-labour camp. Winston fitted a nib into 
the penholder and sucked it to get the grease off. The pen 
was an archaic instrument, seldom used even for signatures, 
and he had procured one, furtively and with some difficulty, 
simply because of a feeling that the beautiful creamy paper 
deserved to be written on with a real nib instead of being 
scratched with an ink-pencil. Actually he was not used to 
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writing by hand. Apart from very short notes, it was usu-
al to dictate everything into the speak-write which was of 
course impossible for his present purpose. He dipped the 
pen into the ink and then faltered for just a second. A trem-
or had gone through his bowels. To mark the paper was the 
decisive act. In small clumsy letters he wrote:

April 4th, 1984.

He sat back. A sense of complete helplessness had de-
scended upon him. To begin with, he did not know with any 
certainty that this was 1984. It must be round about that 
date, since he was fairly sure that his age was thirty-nine, 
and he believed that he had been born in 1944 or 1945; but 
it was never possible nowadays to pin down any date within 
a year or two.

For whom, it suddenly occurred to him to wonder, was he 
writing this diary? For the future, for the unborn. His mind 
hovered for a moment round the doubtful date on the page, 
and then fetched up with a bump against the Newspeak 
word DOUBLETHINK. For the first time the magnitude of 
what he had undertaken came home to him. How could you 
communicate with the future? It was of its nature impossi-
ble. Either the future would resemble the present, in which 
case it would not listen to him: or it would be different from 
it, and his predicament would be meaningless.

For some time he sat gazing stupidly at the paper. The 
telescreen had changed over to strident military music. It 
was curious that he seemed not merely to have lost the pow-
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er of expressing himself, but even to have forgotten what it 
was that he had originally intended to say. For weeks past 
he had been making ready for this moment, and it had nev-
er crossed his mind that anything would be needed except 
courage. The actual writing would be easy. All he had to 
do was to transfer to paper the interminable restless mono-
logue that had been running inside his head, literally for 
years. At this moment, however, even the monologue had 
dried up. Moreover his varicose ulcer had begun itching 
unbearably. He dared not scratch it, because if he did so it 
always became inflamed. The seconds were ticking by. He 
was conscious of nothing except the blankness of the page 
in front of him, the itching of the skin above his ankle, the 
blaring of the music, and a slight booziness caused by the 
gin.

Suddenly he began writing in sheer panic, only imper-
fectly aware of what he was setting down. His small but 
childish handwriting straggled up and down the page, shed-
ding first its capital letters and finally even its full stops:

April 4th, 1984. Last night to the flicks. All war films. One 
very good one of a ship full of refugees being bombed 
somewhere in the Mediterranean. Audience much amused 
by shots of a great huge fat man trying to swim away with 
a helicopter after him, first you saw him wallowing along 
in the water like a porpoise, then you saw him through the 
helicopters gunsights, then he was full of holes and the sea 
round him turned pink and he sank as suddenly as though 
the holes had let in the water, audience shouting with laughter 
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when he sank. then you saw a lifeboat full of children with a 
helicopter hovering over it. there was a middle-aged woman 
might have been a jewess sitting up in the bow with a little 
boy about three years old in her arms. little boy screaming 
with fright and hiding his head between her breasts as if he 
was trying to burrow right into her and the woman putting 
her arms round him and comforting him although she was 
blue with fright herself, all the time covering him up as much 
as possible as if she thought her arms could keep the bullets 
off him. then the helicopter planted a 20 kilo bomb in among 
them terrific flash and the boat went all to matchwood. then 
there was a wonderful shot of a child’s arm going up up up 
right up into the air a helicopter with a camera in its nose 
must have followed it up and there was a lot of applause from 
the party seats but a woman down in the prole part of the 
house suddenly started kicking up a fuss and shouting they 
didnt oughter of showed it not in front of kids they didnt it 
aint right not in front of kids it aint until the police turned 
her turned her out i dont suppose anything happened to her 
nobody cares what the proles say typical prole reaction they 
never——

Winston stopped writing, partly because he was suffer-
ing from cramp. He did not know what had made him pour 
out this stream of rubbish. But the curious thing was that 
while he was doing so a totally different memory had clar-
ified itself in his mind, to the point where he almost felt 
equal to writing it down. It was, he now realized, because 
of this other incident that he had suddenly decided to come 
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home and begin the diary today.
It had happened that morning at the Ministry, if any-

thing so nebulous could be said to happen.
It was nearly eleven hundred, and in the Records De-

partment, where Winston worked, they were dragging the 
chairs out of the cubicles and grouping them in the cen-
tre of the hall opposite the big telescreen, in preparation for 
the Two Minutes Hate. Winston was just taking his place 
in one of the middle rows when two people whom he knew 
by sight, but had never spoken to, came unexpectedly into 
the room. One of them was a girl whom he often passed in 
the corridors. He did not know her name, but he knew that 
she worked in the Fiction Department. Presumably—since 
he had sometimes seen her with oily hands and carrying a 
spanner—she had some mechanical job on one of the nov-
el-writing machines. She was a bold-looking girl, of about 
twenty-seven, with thick hair, a freckled face, and swift, 
athletic movements. A narrow scarlet sash, emblem of the 
Junior Anti-Sex League, was wound several times round 
the waist of her overalls, just tightly enough to bring out the 
shapeliness of her hips. Winston had disliked her from the 
very first moment of seeing her. He knew the reason. It was 
because of the atmosphere of hockey-fields and cold baths 
and community hikes and general clean-mindedness which 
she managed to carry about with her. He disliked nearly all 
women, and especially the young and pretty ones. It was al-
ways the women, and above all the young ones, who were 
the most bigoted adherents of the Party, the swallowers 
of slogans, the amateur spies and nosers-out of unortho-
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doxy. But this particular girl gave him the impression of 
being more dangerous than most. Once when they passed 
in the corridor she gave him a quick sidelong glance which 
seemed to pierce right into him and for a moment had filled 
him with black terror. The idea had even crossed his mind 
that she might be an agent of the Thought Police. That, it 
was true, was very unlikely. Still, he continued to feel a pe-
culiar uneasiness, which had fear mixed up in it as well as 
hostility, whenever she was anywhere near him.

The other person was a man named O’Brien, a member 
of the Inner Party and holder of some post so important 
and remote that Winston had only a dim idea of its nature. 
A momentary hush passed over the group of people round 
the chairs as they saw the black overalls of an Inner Party 
member approaching. O’Brien was a large, burly man with 
a thick neck and a coarse, humorous, brutal face. In spite of 
his formidable appearance he had a certain charm of man-
ner. He had a trick of resettling his spectacles on his nose 
which was curiously disarming—in some indefinable way, 
curiously civilized. It was a gesture which, if anyone had 
still thought in such terms, might have recalled an eigh-
teenth-century nobleman offering his snuffbox. Winston 
had seen O’Brien perhaps a dozen times in almost as many 
years. He felt deeply drawn to him, and not solely because 
he was intrigued by the contrast between O’Brien’s urbane 
manner and his prize-fighter’s physique. Much more it was 
because of a secretly held belief—or perhaps not even a be-
lief, merely a hope—that O’Brien’s political orthodoxy was 
not perfect. Something in his face suggested it irresistibly. 
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And again, perhaps it was not even unorthodoxy that was 
written in his face, but simply intelligence. But at any rate 
he had the appearance of being a person that you could 
talk to if somehow you could cheat the telescreen and get 
him alone. Winston had never made the smallest effort to 
verify this guess: indeed, there was no way of doing so. At 
this moment O’Brien glanced at his wrist-watch, saw that it 
was nearly eleven hundred, and evidently decided to stay in 
the Records Department until the Two Minutes Hate was 
over. He took a chair in the same row as Winston, a couple 
of places away. A small, sandy-haired woman who worked 
in the next cubicle to Winston was between them. The girl 
with dark hair was sitting immediately behind.

The next moment a hideous, grinding speech, as of some 
monstrous machine running without oil, burst from the 
big telescreen at the end of the room. It was a noise that set 
one’s teeth on edge and bristled the hair at the back of one’s 
neck. The Hate had started.

As usual, the face of Emmanuel Goldstein, the Enemy of 
the People, had flashed on to the screen. There were hisses 
here and there among the audience. The little sandy-haired 
woman gave a squeak of mingled fear and disgust. Gold-
stein was the renegade and backslider who once, long ago 
(how long ago, nobody quite remembered), had been one of 
the leading figures of the Party, almost on a level with Big 
Brother himself, and then had engaged in counter-revolu-
tionary activities, had been condemned to death, and had 
mysteriously escaped and disappeared. The programmes of 
the Two Minutes Hate varied from day to day, but there was 
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none in which Goldstein was not the principal figure. He 
was the primal traitor, the earliest defiler of the Party’s pu-
rity. All subsequent crimes against the Party, all treacheries, 
acts of sabotage, heresies, deviations, sprang directly out 
of his teaching. Somewhere or other he was still alive and 
hatching his conspiracies: perhaps somewhere beyond the 
sea, under the protection of his foreign paymasters, perhaps 
even—so it was occasionally rumoured—in some hiding-
place in Oceania itself.

Winston’s diaphragm was constricted. He could never 
see the face of Goldstein without a painful mixture of emo-
tions. It was a lean Jewish face, with a great fuzzy aureole of 
white hair and a small goatee beard—a clever face, and yet 
somehow inherently despicable, with a kind of senile sil-
liness in the long thin nose, near the end of which a pair 
of spectacles was perched. It resembled the face of a sheep, 
and the voice, too, had a sheep-like quality. Goldstein was 
delivering his usual venomous attack upon the doctrines 
of the Party—an attack so exaggerated and perverse that a 
child should have been able to see through it, and yet just 
plausible enough to fill one with an alarmed feeling that 
other people, less level-headed than oneself, might be taken 
in by it. He was abusing Big Brother, he was denouncing 
the dictatorship of the Party, he was demanding the imme-
diate conclusion of peace with Eurasia, he was advocating 
freedom of speech, freedom of the Press, freedom of as-
sembly, freedom of thought, he was crying hysterically that 
the revolution had been betrayed—and all this in rapid 
polysyllabic speech which was a sort of parody of the ha-
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bitual style of the orators of the Party, and even contained 
Newspeak words: more Newspeak words, indeed, than any 
Party member would normally use in real life. And all the 
while, lest one should be in any doubt as to the reality which 
Goldstein’s specious claptrap covered, behind his head on 
the telescreen there marched the endless columns of the 
Eurasian army—row after row of solid-looking men with 
expressionless Asiatic faces, who swam up to the surface 
of the screen and vanished, to be replaced by others exact-
ly similar. The dull rhythmic tramp of the soldiers’ boots 
formed the background to Goldstein’s bleating voice.

Before the Hate had proceeded for thirty seconds, uncon-
trollable exclamations of rage were breaking out from half 
the people in the room. The self-satisfied sheep-like face on 
the screen, and the terrifying power of the Eurasian army 
behind it, were too much to be borne: besides, the sight or 
even the thought of Goldstein produced fear and anger au-
tomatically. He was an object of hatred more constant than 
either Eurasia or Eastasia, since when Oceania was at war 
with one of these Powers it was generally at peace with the 
other. But what was strange was that although Goldstein 
was hated and despised by everybody, although every day 
and a thousand times a day, on platforms, on the telescreen, 
in newspapers, in books, his theories were refuted, smashed, 
ridiculed, held up to the general gaze for the pitiful rub-
bish that they were—in spite of all this, his influence never 
seemed to grow less. Always there were fresh dupes waiting 
to be seduced by him. A day never passed when spies and 
saboteurs acting under his directions were not unmasked 
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by the Thought Police. He was the commander of a vast 
shadowy army, an underground network of conspirators 
dedicated to the overthrow of the State. The Brotherhood, 
its name was supposed to be. There were also whispered 
stories of a terrible book, a compendium of all the heresies, 
of which Goldstein was the author and which circulated 
clandestinely here and there. It was a book without a title. 
People referred to it, if at all, simply as THE BOOK. But one 
knew of such things only through vague rumours. Neither 
the Brotherhood nor THE BOOK was a subject that any or-
dinary Party member would mention if there was a way of 
avoiding it.

In its second minute the Hate rose to a frenzy. People 
were leaping up and down in their places and shouting 
at the tops of their voices in an effort to drown the mad-
dening bleating voice that came from the screen. The 
little sandy-haired woman had turned bright pink, and 
her mouth was opening and shutting like that of a landed 
fish. Even O’Brien’s heavy face was flushed. He was sitting 
very straight in his chair, his powerful chest swelling and 
quivering as though he were standing up to the assault of a 
wave. The dark-haired girl behind Winston had begun cry-
ing out ‘Swine! Swine! Swine!’ and suddenly she picked up 
a heavy Newspeak dictionary and flung it at the screen. It 
struck Goldstein’s nose and bounced off; the voice contin-
ued inexorably. In a lucid moment Winston found that he 
was shouting with the others and kicking his heel violent-
ly against the rung of his chair. The horrible thing about 
the Two Minutes Hate was not that one was obliged to act 
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a part, but, on the contrary, that it was impossible to avoid 
joining in. Within thirty seconds any pretence was always 
unnecessary. A hideous ecstasy of fear and vindictiveness, 
a desire to kill, to torture, to smash faces in with a sledge-
hammer, seemed to flow through the whole group of people 
like an electric current, turning one even against one’s will 
into a grimacing, screaming lunatic. And yet the rage that 
one felt was an abstract, undirected emotion which could 
be switched from one object to another like the flame of a 
blowlamp. Thus, at one moment Winston’s hatred was not 
turned against Goldstein at all, but, on the contrary, against 
Big Brother, the Party, and the Thought Police; and at such 
moments his heart went out to the lonely, derided heretic 
on the screen, sole guardian of truth and sanity in a world 
of lies. And yet the very next instant he was at one with the 
people about him, and all that was said of Goldstein seemed 
to him to be true. At those moments his secret loathing of 
Big Brother changed into adoration, and Big Brother seemed 
to tower up, an invincible, fearless protector, standing like 
a rock against the hordes of Asia, and Goldstein, in spite 
of his isolation, his helplessness, and the doubt that hung 
about his very existence, seemed like some sinister enchant-
er, capable by the mere power of his voice of wrecking the 
structure of civilization.

It was even possible, at moments, to switch one’s ha-
tred this way or that by a voluntary act. Suddenly, by the 
sort of violent effort with which one wrenches one’s head 
away from the pillow in a nightmare, Winston succeeded 
in transferring his hatred from the face on the screen to 
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the dark-haired girl behind him. Vivid, beautiful hallucina-
tions flashed through his mind. He would flog her to death 
with a rubber truncheon. He would tie her naked to a stake 
and shoot her full of arrows like Saint Sebastian. He would 
ravish her and cut her throat at the moment of climax. Bet-
ter than before, moreover, he realized WHY it was that he 
hated her. He hated her because she was young and pretty 
and sexless, because he wanted to go to bed with her and 
would never do so, because round her sweet supple waist, 
which seemed to ask you to encircle it with your arm, there 
was only the odious scarlet sash, aggressive symbol of chas-
tity.

The Hate rose to its climax. The voice of Goldstein had 
become an actual sheep’s bleat, and for an instant the face 
changed into that of a sheep. Then the sheep-face melted into 
the figure of a Eurasian soldier who seemed to be advancing, 
huge and terrible, his sub-machine gun roaring, and seem-
ing to spring out of the surface of the screen, so that some 
of the people in the front row actually flinched backwards 
in their seats. But in the same moment, drawing a deep sigh 
of relief from everybody, the hostile figure melted into the 
face of Big Brother, black-haired, black-moustachio’d, full 
of power and mysterious calm, and so vast that it almost 
filled up the screen. Nobody heard what Big Brother was 
saying. It was merely a few words of encouragement, the 
sort of words that are uttered in the din of battle, not distin-
guishable individually but restoring confidence by the fact 
of being spoken. Then the face of Big Brother faded away 
again, and instead the three slogans of the Party stood out 
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in bold capitals:

WAR IS PEACE  
FREEDOM IS SLAVERY  
IGNORANCE IS STRENGTH

But the face of Big Brother seemed to persist for sever-
al seconds on the screen, as though the impact that it had 
made on everyone’s eyeballs was too vivid to wear off im-
mediately. The little sandy-haired woman had flung herself 
forward over the back of the chair in front of her. With a 
tremulous murmur that sounded like ‘My Saviour!’ she ex-
tended her arms towards the screen. Then she buried her 
face in her hands. It was apparent that she was uttering a 
prayer.

At this moment the entire group of people broke into a 
deep, slow, rhythmical chant of ‘B-B!...B-B!’—over and over 
again, very slowly, with a long pause between the first ‘B’ 
and the second—a heavy, murmurous sound, somehow 
curiously savage, in the background of which one seemed 
to hear the stamp of naked feet and the throbbing of tom-
toms. For perhaps as much as thirty seconds they kept it 
up. It was a refrain that was often heard in moments of 
overwhelming emotion. Partly it was a sort of hymn to the 
wisdom and majesty of Big Brother, but still more it was 
an act of self-hypnosis, a deliberate drowning of conscious-
ness by means of rhythmic noise. Winston’s entrails seemed 
to grow cold. In the Two Minutes Hate he could not help 
sharing in the general delirium, but this sub-human chant-
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ing of ‘B-B!...B-B!’ always filled him with horror. Of course 
he chanted with the rest: it was impossible to do otherwise. 
To dissemble your feelings, to control your face, to do what 
everyone else was doing, was an instinctive reaction. But 
there was a space of a couple of seconds during which the 
expression of his eyes might conceivably have betrayed him. 
And it was exactly at this moment that the significant thing 
happened—if, indeed, it did happen.

Momentarily he caught O’Brien’s eye. O’Brien had stood 
up. He had taken off his spectacles and was in the act of 
resettling them on his nose with his characteristic gesture. 
But there was a fraction of a second when their eyes met, 
and for as long as it took to happen Winston knew—yes, he 
KNEW!—that O’Brien was thinking the same thing as him-
self. An unmistakable message had passed. It was as though 
their two minds had opened and the thoughts were flowing 
from one into the other through their eyes. ‘I am with you,’ 
O’Brien seemed to be saying to him. ‘I know precisely what 
you are feeling. I know all about your contempt, your ha-
tred, your disgust. But don’t worry, I am on your side!’ And 
then the flash of intelligence was gone, and O’Brien’s face 
was as inscrutable as everybody else’s.

That was all, and he was already uncertain whether it had 
happened. Such incidents never had any sequel. All that they 
did was to keep alive in him the belief, or hope, that oth-
ers besides himself were the enemies of the Party. Perhaps 
the rumours of vast underground conspiracies were true 
after all—perhaps the Brotherhood really existed! It was 
impossible, in spite of the endless arrests and confessions 
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and executions, to be sure that the Brotherhood was not 
simply a myth. Some days he believed in it, some days not. 
There was no evidence, only fleeting glimpses that might 
mean anything or nothing: snatches of overheard conver-
sation, faint scribbles on lavatory walls—once, even, when 
two strangers met, a small movement of the hand which 
had looked as though it might be a signal of recognition. It 
was all guesswork: very likely he had imagined everything. 
He had gone back to his cubicle without looking at O’Brien 
again. The idea of following up their momentary contact 
hardly crossed his mind. It would have been inconceivably 
dangerous even if he had known how to set about doing it. 
For a second, two seconds, they had exchanged an equivo-
cal glance, and that was the end of the story. But even that 
was a memorable event, in the locked loneliness in which 
one had to live.

Winston roused himself and sat up straighter. He let out 
a belch. The gin was rising from his stomach.

His eyes re-focused on the page. He discovered that 
while he sat helplessly musing he had also been writing, as 
though by automatic action. And it was no longer the same 
cramped, awkward handwriting as before. His pen had slid 
voluptuously over the smooth paper, printing in large neat 
capitals—DOWN WITH BIG BROTHER DOWN WITH 
BIG BROTHER DOWN WITH BIG BROTHER DOWN 
WITH BIG BROTHER DOWN WITH BIG BROTHER

over and over again, filling half a page.
He could not help feeling a twinge of panic. It was ab-

surd, since the writing of those particular words was not 
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more dangerous than the initial act of opening the diary, 
but for a moment he was tempted to tear out the spoiled 
pages and abandon the enterprise altogether.

He did not do so, however, because he knew that it was 
useless. Whether he wrote DOWN WITH BIG BROTHER, 
or whether he refrained from writing it, made no differ-
ence. Whether he went on with the diary, or whether he did 
not go on with it, made no difference. The Thought Police 
would get him just the same. He had committed—would 
still have committed, even if he had never set pen to pa-
per—the essential crime that contained all others in itself. 
Thoughtcrime, they called it. Thoughtcrime was not a thing 
that could be concealed for ever. You might dodge success-
fully for a while, even for years, but sooner or later they 
were bound to get you.

It was always at night—the arrests invariably happened 
at night. The sudden jerk out of sleep, the rough hand shak-
ing your shoulder, the lights glaring in your eyes, the ring of 
hard faces round the bed. In the vast majority of cases there 
was no trial, no report of the arrest. People simply disap-
peared, always during the night. Your name was removed 
from the registers, every record of everything you had ever 
done was wiped out, your one-time existence was denied 
and then forgotten. You were abolished, annihilated: VA-
PORIZED was the usual word.

For a moment he was seized by a kind of hysteria. He be-
gan writing in a hurried untidy scrawl:

theyll shoot me i don’t care theyll shoot me in the back of the 
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neck i dont care down with big brother they always shoot you 
in the back of the neck i dont care down with big brother——

He sat back in his chair, slightly ashamed of himself, and 
laid down the pen. The next moment he started violently. 
There was a knocking at the door.

Already! He sat as still as a mouse, in the futile hope that 
whoever it was might go away after a single attempt. But no, 
the knocking was repeated. The worst thing of all would be 
to delay. His heart was thumping like a drum, but his face, 
from long habit, was probably expressionless. He got up and 
moved heavily towards the door.
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Chapter 2

As he put his hand to the door-knob Winston saw that 
he had left the diary open on the table. DOWN WITH 

BIG BROTHER was written all over it, in letters almost big 
enough to be legible across the room. It was an inconceiv-
ably stupid thing to have done. But, he realized, even in his 
panic he had not wanted to smudge the creamy paper by 
shutting the book while the ink was wet.

He drew in his breath and opened the door. Instantly 
a warm wave of relief flowed through him. A colourless, 
crushed-looking woman, with wispy hair and a lined face, 
was standing outside.

‘Oh, comrade,’ she began in a dreary, whining sort of 
voice, ‘I thought I heard you come in. Do you think you 
could come across and have a look at our kitchen sink? It’s 
got blocked up and——’

It was Mrs Parsons, the wife of a neighbour on the same 
floor. (’Mrs’ was a word somewhat discountenanced by the 
Party—you were supposed to call everyone ‘comrade’—
but with some women one used it instinctively.) She was 
a woman of about thirty, but looking much older. One had 
the impression that there was dust in the creases of her face. 
Winston followed her down the passage. These amateur re-
pair jobs were an almost daily irritation. Victory Mansions 
were old flats, built in 1930 or thereabouts, and were falling 
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to pieces. The plaster flaked constantly from ceilings and 
walls, the pipes burst in every hard frost, the roof leaked 
whenever there was snow, the heating system was usually 
running at half steam when it was not closed down alto-
gether from motives of economy. Repairs, except what you 
could do for yourself, had to be sanctioned by remote com-
mittees which were liable to hold up even the mending of a 
window-pane for two years.

‘Of course it’s only because Tom isn’t home,’ said Mrs 
Parsons vaguely.

The Parsons’ flat was bigger than Winston’s, and dingy 
in a different way. Everything had a battered, trampled-on 
look, as though the place had just been visited by some large 
violent animal. Games impedimenta—hockey-sticks, box-
ing-gloves, a burst football, a pair of sweaty shorts turned 
inside out—lay all over the floor, and on the table there was 
a litter of dirty dishes and dog-eared exercise-books. On 
the walls were scarlet banners of the Youth League and the 
Spies, and a full-sized poster of Big Brother. There was the 
usual boiled-cabbage smell, common to the whole building, 
but it was shot through by a sharper reek of sweat, which—
one knew this at the first sniff, though it was hard to say 
how—was the sweat of some person not present at the mo-
ment. In another room someone with a comb and a piece of 
toilet paper was trying to keep tune with the military music 
which was still issuing from the telescreen.

‘It’s the children,’ said Mrs Parsons, casting a half-ap-
prehensive glance at the door. ‘They haven’t been out today. 
And of course——’
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She had a habit of breaking off her sentences in the mid-
dle. The kitchen sink was full nearly to the brim with filthy 
greenish water which smelt worse than ever of cabbage. 
Winston knelt down and examined the angle-joint of the 
pipe. He hated using his hands, and he hated bending down, 
which was always liable to start him coughing. Mrs Parsons 
looked on helplessly.

‘Of course if Tom was home he’d put it right in a mo-
ment,’ she said. ‘He loves anything like that. He’s ever so 
good with his hands, Tom is.’

Parsons was Winston’s fellow-employee at the Minis-
try of Truth. He was a fattish but active man of paralysing 
stupidity, a mass of imbecile enthusiasms—one of those 
completely unquestioning, devoted drudges on whom, 
more even than on the Thought Police, the stability of the 
Party depended. At thirty-five he had just been unwilling-
ly evicted from the Youth League, and before graduating 
into the Youth League he had managed to stay on in the 
Spies for a year beyond the statutory age. At the Ministry 
he was employed in some subordinate post for which in-
telligence was not required, but on the other hand he was 
a leading figure on the Sports Committee and all the other 
committees engaged in organizing community hikes, spon-
taneous demonstrations, savings campaigns, and voluntary 
activities generally. He would inform you with quiet pride, 
between whiffs of his pipe, that he had put in an appearance 
at the Community Centre every evening for the past four 
years. An overpowering smell of sweat, a sort of uncon-
scious testimony to the strenuousness of his life, followed 
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him about wherever he went, and even remained behind 
him after he had gone.

‘Have you got a spanner?’ said Winston, fiddling with the 
nut on the angle-joint.

‘A spanner,’ said Mrs Parsons, immediately becoming 
invertebrate. ‘I don’t know, I’m sure. Perhaps the children—

—’
There was a trampling of boots and another blast on the 

comb as the children charged into the living-room. Mrs 
Parsons brought the spanner. Winston let out the water 
and disgustedly removed the clot of human hair that had 
blocked up the pipe. He cleaned his fingers as best he could 
in the cold water from the tap and went back into the other 
room.

‘Up with your hands!’ yelled a savage voice.
A handsome, tough-looking boy of nine had popped up 

from behind the table and was menacing him with a toy 
automatic pistol, while his small sister, about two years 
younger, made the same gesture with a fragment of wood. 
Both of them were dressed in the blue shorts, grey shirts, 
and red neckerchiefs which were the uniform of the Spies. 
Winston raised his hands above his head, but with an un-
easy feeling, so vicious was the boy’s demeanour, that it was 
not altogether a game.

‘You’re a traitor!’ yelled the boy. ‘You’re a thought-crimi-
nal! You’re a Eurasian spy! I’ll shoot you, I’ll vaporize you, 
I’ll send you to the salt mines!’

Suddenly they were both leaping round him, shouting 
‘Traitor!’ and ‘Thought-criminal!’ the little girl imitating 
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her brother in every movement. It was somehow slightly 
frightening, like the gambolling of tiger cubs which will 
soon grow up into man-eaters. There was a sort of calculat-
ing ferocity in the boy’s eye, a quite evident desire to hit or 
kick Winston and a consciousness of being very nearly big 
enough to do so. It was a good job it was not a real pistol he 
was holding, Winston thought.

Mrs Parsons’ eyes flitted nervously from Winston to the 
children, and back again. In the better light of the living-
room he noticed with interest that there actually was dust 
in the creases of her face.

‘They do get so noisy,’ she said. ‘They’re disappointed 
because they couldn’t go to see the hanging, that’s what it 
is. I’m too busy to take them. and Tom won’t be back from 
work in time.’

‘Why can’t we go and see the hanging?’ roared the boy in 
his huge voice.

‘Want to see the hanging! Want to see the hanging!’ 
chanted the little girl, still capering round.

Some Eurasian prisoners, guilty of war crimes, were to 
be hanged in the Park that evening, Winston remembered. 
This happened about once a month, and was a popular spec-
tacle. Children always clamoured to be taken to see it. He 
took his leave of Mrs Parsons and made for the door. But he 
had not gone six steps down the passage when something 
hit the back of his neck an agonizingly painful blow. It was 
as though a red-hot wire had been jabbed into him. He spun 
round just in time to see Mrs Parsons dragging her son back 
into the doorway while the boy pocketed a catapult.
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‘Goldstein!’ bellowed the boy as the door closed on him. 
But what most struck Winston was the look of helpless 
fright on the woman’s greyish face.

Back in the flat he stepped quickly past the telescreen 
and sat down at the table again, still rubbing his neck. The 
music from the telescreen had stopped. Instead, a clipped 
military voice was reading out, with a sort of brutal relish, 
a description of the armaments of the new Floating For-
tress which had just been anchored between Iceland and 
the Faroe lslands.

With those children, he thought, that wretched wom-
an must lead a life of terror. Another year, two years, and 
they would be watching her night and day for symptoms of 
unorthodoxy. Nearly all children nowadays were horrible. 
What was worst of all was that by means of such organi-
zations as the Spies they were systematically turned into 
ungovernable little savages, and yet this produced in them 
no tendency whatever to rebel against the discipline of the 
Party. On the contrary, they adored the Party and every-
thing connected with it. The songs, the processions, the 
banners, the hiking, the drilling with dummy rifles, the 
yelling of slogans, the worship of Big Brother—it was all a 
sort of glorious game to them. All their ferocity was turned 
outwards, against the enemies of the State, against foreign-
ers, traitors, saboteurs, thought-criminals. It was almost 
normal for people over thirty to be frightened of their own 
children. And with good reason, for hardly a week passed 
in which ‘The Times’ did not carry a paragraph describing 
how some eavesdropping little sneak—’child hero’ was the 
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phrase generally used—had overheard some compromising 
remark and denounced its parents to the Thought Police.

The sting of the catapult bullet had worn off. He picked 
up his pen half-heartedly, wondering whether he could find 
something more to write in the diary. Suddenly he began 
thinking of O’Brien again.

Years ago—how long was it? Seven years it must be—he 
had dreamed that he was walking through a pitch-dark 
room. And someone sitting to one side of him had said as 
he passed: ‘We shall meet in the place where there is no 
darkness.’ It was said very quietly, almost casually—a state-
ment, not a command. He had walked on without pausing. 
What was curious was that at the time, in the dream, the 
words had not made much impression on him. It was only 
later and by degrees that they had seemed to take on signifi-
cance. He could not now remember whether it was before 
or after having the dream that he had seen O’Brien for the 
first time, nor could he remember when he had first identi-
fied the voice as O’Brien’s. But at any rate the identification 
existed. It was O’Brien who had spoken to him out of the 
dark.

Winston had never been able to feel sure—even after this 
morning’s flash of the eyes it was still impossible to be sure 
whether O’Brien was a friend or an enemy. Nor did it even 
seem to matter greatly. There was a link of understanding 
between them, more important than affection or partisan-
ship. ‘We shall meet in the place where there is no darkness,’ 
he had said. Winston did not know what it meant, only that 
in some way or another it would come true.
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The voice from the telescreen paused. A trumpet call, 
clear and beautiful, floated into the stagnant air. The voice 
continued raspingly:

’Attention! Your attention, please! A newsflash has this 
moment arrived from the Malabar front. Our forces in South 
India have won a glorious victory. I am authorized to say 
that the action we are now reporting may well bring the war 
within measurable distance of its end. Here is the newsflash—

—’

Bad news coming, thought Winston. And sure enough, 
following on a gory description of the annihilation of a 
Eurasian army, with stupendous figures of killed and pris-
oners, came the announcement that, as from next week, the 
chocolate ration would be reduced from thirty grammes to 
twenty.

Winston belched again. The gin was wearing off, leaving 
a deflated feeling. The telescreen—perhaps to celebrate the 
victory, perhaps to drown the memory of the lost chocolate—
crashed into ‘Oceania, ‘tis for thee’. You were supposed to 
stand to attention. However, in his present position he was 
invisible.

‘Oceania, ‘tis for thee’ gave way to lighter music. Win-
ston walked over to the window, keeping his back to the 
telescreen. The day was still cold and clear. Somewhere far 
away a rocket bomb exploded with a dull, reverberating 
roar. About twenty or thirty of them a week were falling on 
London at present.
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Down in the street the wind flapped the torn poster to 
and fro, and the word INGSOC fitfully appeared and van-
ished. Ingsoc. The sacred principles of Ingsoc. Newspeak, 
doublethink, the mutability of the past. He felt as though 
he were wandering in the forests of the sea bottom, lost in 
a monstrous world where he himself was the monster. He 
was alone. The past was dead, the future was unimaginable. 
What certainty had he that a single human creature now 
living was on his side? And what way of knowing that the 
dominion of the Party would not endure FOR EVER? Like 
an answer, the three slogans on the white face of the Minis-
try of Truth came back to him:

WAR IS PEACE  
FREEDOM IS SLAVERY  
IGNORANCE IS STRENGTH

He took a twenty-five cent piece out of his pocket. There, 
too, in tiny clear lettering, the same slogans were inscribed, 
and on the other face of the coin the head of Big Broth-
er. Even from the coin the eyes pursued you. On coins, on 
stamps, on the covers of books, on banners, on posters, and 
on the wrappings of a cigarette packet—everywhere. Al-
ways the eyes watching you and the voice enveloping you. 
Asleep or awake, working or eating, indoors or out of doors, 
in the bath or in bed—no escape. Nothing was your own ex-
cept the few cubic centimetres inside your skull.

The sun had shifted round, and the myriad windows of 
the Ministry of Truth, with the light no longer shining on 
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them, looked grim as the loopholes of a fortress. His heart 
quailed before the enormous pyramidal shape. It was too 
strong, it could not be stormed. A thousand rocket bombs 
would not batter it down. He wondered again for whom he 
was writing the diary. For the future, for the past—for an 
age that might be imaginary. And in front of him there lay 
not death but annihilation. The diary would be reduced 
to ashes and himself to vapour. Only the Thought Police 
would read what he had written, before they wiped it out of 
existence and out of memory. How could you make appeal 
to the future when not a trace of you, not even an anony-
mous word scribbled on a piece of paper, could physically 
survive?

The telescreen struck fourteen. He must leave in ten min-
utes. He had to be back at work by fourteen-thirty.

Curiously, the chiming of the hour seemed to have put 
new heart into him. He was a lonely ghost uttering a truth 
that nobody would ever hear. But so long as he uttered it, 
in some obscure way the continuity was not broken. It was 
not by making yourself heard but by staying sane that you 
carried on the human heritage. He went back to the table, 
dipped his pen, and wrote:

To the future or to the past, to a time when thought is 
free, when men are different from one another and do not 
live alone—to a time when truth exists and what is done 
cannot be undone: From the age of uniformity, from the 
age of solitude, from the age of Big Brother, from the age of 
doublethink—greetings!
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He was already dead, he reflected. It seemed to him that 
it was only now, when he had begun to be able to formulate 
his thoughts, that he had taken the decisive step. The conse-
quences of every act are included in the act itself. He wrote:

Thoughtcrime does not entail death: thoughtcrime IS death.

Now he had recognized himself as a dead man it became 
important to stay alive as long as possible. Two fingers of his 
right hand were inkstained. It was exactly the kind of detail 
that might betray you. Some nosing zealot in the Ministry 
(a woman, probably: someone like the little sandy-haired 
woman or the dark-haired girl from the Fiction Depart-
ment) might start wondering why he had been writing 
during the lunch interval, why he had used an old-fash-
ioned pen, WHAT he had been writing—and then drop a 
hint in the appropriate quarter. He went to the bathroom 
and carefully scrubbed the ink away with the gritty dark-
brown soap which rasped your skin like sandpaper and was 
therefore well adapted for this purpose.

He put the diary away in the drawer. It was quite useless 
to think of hiding it, but he could at least make sure whether 
or not its existence had been discovered. A hair laid across 
the page-ends was too obvious. With the tip of his finger he 
picked up an identifiable grain of whitish dust and depos-
ited it on the corner of the cover, where it was bound to be 
shaken off if the book was moved.
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Chapter 3

Winston was dreaming of his mother.
He must, he thought, have been ten or elev-

en years old when his mother had disappeared. She was 
a tall, statuesque, rather silent woman with slow move-
ments and magnificent fair hair. His father he remembered 
more vaguely as dark and thin, dressed always in neat dark 
clothes (Winston remembered especially the very thin soles 
of his father’s shoes) and wearing spectacles. The two of 
them must evidently have been swallowed up in one of the 
first great purges of the fifties.

At this moment his mother was sitting in some place 
deep down beneath him, with his young sister in her arms. 
He did not remember his sister at all, except as a tiny, feeble 
baby, always silent, with large, watchful eyes. Both of them 
were looking up at him. They were down in some subter-
ranean place—the bottom of a well, for instance, or a very 
deep grave—but it was a place which, already far below him, 
was itself moving downwards. They were in the saloon of 
a sinking ship, looking up at him through the darkening 
water. There was still air in the saloon, they could still see 
him and he them, but all the while they were sinking down, 
down into the green waters which in another moment must 
hide them from sight for ever. He was out in the light and 
air while they were being sucked down to death, and they 
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were down there because he was up here. He knew it and 
they knew it, and he could see the knowledge in their faces. 
There was no reproach either in their faces or in their hearts, 
only the knowledge that they must die in order that he 
might remain alive, and that this was part of the unavoid-
able order of things.

He could not remember what had happened, but he knew 
in his dream that in some way the lives of his mother and 
his sister had been sacrificed to his own. It was one of those 
dreams which, while retaining the characteristic dream 
scenery, are a continuation of one’s intellectual life, and 
in which one becomes aware of facts and ideas which still 
seem new and valuable after one is awake. The thing that 
now suddenly struck Winston was that his mother’s death, 
nearly thirty years ago, had been tragic and sorrowful in a 
way that was no longer possible. Tragedy, he perceived, be-
longed to the ancient time, to a time when there was still 
privacy, love, and friendship, and when the members of a 
family stood by one another without needing to know the 
reason. His mother’s memory tore at his heart because she 
had died loving him, when he was too young and selfish 
to love her in return, and because somehow, he did not re-
member how, she had sacrificed herself to a conception of 
loyalty that was private and unalterable. Such things, he 
saw, could not happen today. Today there were fear, hatred, 
and pain, but no dignity of emotion, no deep or complex 
sorrows. All this he seemed to see in the large eyes of his 
mother and his sister, looking up at him through the green 
water, hundreds of fathoms down and still sinking.
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Suddenly he was standing on short springy turf, on a 
summer evening when the slanting rays of the sun gilded 
the ground. The landscape that he was looking at recurred 
so often in his dreams that he was never fully certain 
whether or not he had seen it in the real world. In his wak-
ing thoughts he called it the Golden Country. It was an old, 
rabbit-bitten pasture, with a foot-track wandering across it 
and a molehill here and there. In the ragged hedge on the 
opposite side of the field the boughs of the elm trees were 
swaying very faintly in the breeze, their leaves just stirring 
in dense masses like women’s hair. Somewhere near at hand, 
though out of sight, there was a clear, slow-moving stream 
where dace were swimming in the pools under the willow 
trees.

The girl with dark hair was coming towards them across 
the field. With what seemed a single movement she tore off 
her clothes and flung them disdainfully aside. Her body 
was white and smooth, but it aroused no desire in him, in-
deed he barely looked at it. What overwhelmed him in that 
instant was admiration for the gesture with which she had 
thrown her clothes aside. With its grace and carelessness 
it seemed to annihilate a whole culture, a whole system 
of thought, as though Big Brother and the Party and the 
Thought Police could all be swept into nothingness by a sin-
gle splendid movement of the arm. That too was a gesture 
belonging to the ancient time. Winston woke up with the 
word ‘Shakespeare’ on his lips.

The telescreen was giving forth an ear-splitting whistle 
which continued on the same note for thirty seconds. It 
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was nought seven fifteen, getting-up time for office workers. 
Winston wrenched his body out of bed—naked, for a mem-
ber of the Outer Party received only 3,000 clothing coupons 
annually, and a suit of pyjamas was 600—and seized a din-
gy singlet and a pair of shorts that were lying across a chair. 
The Physical Jerks would begin in three minutes. The next 
moment he was doubled up by a violent coughing fit which 
nearly always attacked him soon after waking up. It emptied 
his lungs so completely that he could only begin breathing 
again by lying on his back and taking a series of deep gasps. 
His veins had swelled with the effort of the cough, and the 
varicose ulcer had started itching.

‘Thirty to forty group!’ yapped a piercing female voice. 
‘Thirty to forty group! Take your places, please. Thirties to 
forties!’

Winston sprang to attention in front of the telescreen, 
upon which the image of a youngish woman, scrawny but 
muscular, dressed in tunic and gym-shoes, had already ap-
peared.

‘Arms bending and stretching!’ she rapped out. ‘Take 
your time by me. ONE, two, three, four! ONE, two, three, 
four! Come on, comrades, put a bit of life into it! ONE, two, 
three four! ONE two, three, four!...’

The pain of the coughing fit had not quite driven out of 
Winston’s mind the impression made by his dream, and the 
rhythmic movements of the exercise restored it somewhat. 
As he mechanically shot his arms back and forth, wearing 
on his face the look of grim enjoyment which was consid-
ered proper during the Physical Jerks, he was struggling 
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to think his way backward into the dim period of his early 
childhood. It was extraordinarily difficult. Beyond the late 
fifties everything faded. When there were no external re-
cords that you could refer to, even the outline of your own 
life lost its sharpness. You remembered huge events which 
had quite probably not happened, you remembered the 
detail of incidents without being able to recapture their at-
mosphere, and there were long blank periods to which you 
could assign nothing. Everything had been different then. 
Even the names of countries, and their shapes on the map, 
had been different. Airstrip One, for instance, had not been 
so called in those days: it had been called England or Brit-
ain, though London, he felt fairly certain, had always been 
called London.

Winston could not definitely remember a time when his 
country had not been at war, but it was evident that there 
had been a fairly long interval of peace during his child-
hood, because one of his early memories was of an air raid 
which appeared to take everyone by surprise. Perhaps it was 
the time when the atomic bomb had fallen on Colchester. 
He did not remember the raid itself, but he did remember 
his father’s hand clutching his own as they hurried down, 
down, down into some place deep in the earth, round and 
round a spiral staircase which rang under his feet and which 
finally so wearied his legs that he began whimpering and 
they had to stop and rest. His mother, in her slow, dreamy 
way, was following a long way behind them. She was car-
rying his baby sister—or perhaps it was only a bundle of 
blankets that she was carrying: he was not certain whether 
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his sister had been born then. Finally they had emerged into 
a noisy, crowded place which he had realized to be a Tube 
station.

There were people sitting all over the stone-flagged floor, 
and other people, packed tightly together, were sitting on 
metal bunks, one above the other. Winston and his mother 
and father found themselves a place on the floor, and near 
them an old man and an old woman were sitting side by 
side on a bunk. The old man had on a decent dark suit and 
a black cloth cap pushed back from very white hair: his 
face was scarlet and his eyes were blue and full of tears. He 
reeked of gin. It seemed to breathe out of his skin in place 
of sweat, and one could have fancied that the tears welling 
from his eyes were pure gin. But though slightly drunk he 
was also suffering under some grief that was genuine and 
unbearable. In his childish way Winston grasped that some 
terrible thing, something that was beyond forgiveness and 
could never be remedied, had just happened. It also seemed 
to him that he knew what it was. Someone whom the old 
man loved—a little granddaughter, perhaps—had been 
killed. Every few minutes the old man kept repeating:

’We didn’t ought to ‘ave trusted ‘em. I said so, Ma, didn’t I? 
That’s what comes of trusting ‘em. I said so all along. We 
didn’t ought to ‘ave trusted the buggers.’

But which buggers they didn’t ought to have trusted 
Winston could not now remember.

Since about that time, war had been literally continu-
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ous, though strictly speaking it had not always been the 
same war. For several months during his childhood there 
had been confused street fighting in London itself, some of 
which he remembered vividly. But to trace out the history 
of the whole period, to say who was fighting whom at any 
given moment, would have been utterly impossible, since 
no written record, and no spoken word, ever made mention 
of any other alignment than the existing one. At this mo-
ment, for example, in 1984 (if it was 1984), Oceania was at 
war with Eurasia and in alliance with Eastasia. In no pub-
lic or private utterance was it ever admitted that the three 
powers had at any time been grouped along different lines. 
Actually, as Winston well knew, it was only four years since 
Oceania had been at war with Eastasia and in alliance with 
Eurasia. But that was merely a piece of furtive knowledge 
which he happened to possess because his memory was not 
satisfactorily under control. Officially the change of part-
ners had never happened. Oceania was at war with Eurasia: 
therefore Oceania had always been at war with Eurasia. The 
enemy of the moment always represented absolute evil, and 
it followed that any past or future agreement with him was 
impossible.

The frightening thing, he reflected for the ten thou-
sandth time as he forced his shoulders painfully backward 
(with hands on hips, they were gyrating their bodies from 
the waist, an exercise that was supposed to be good for the 
back muscles)—the frightening thing was that it might all 
be true. If the Party could thrust its hand into the past and 
say of this or that event, IT NEVER HAPPENED—that, 
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surely, was more terrifying than mere torture and death?
The Party said that Oceania had never been in alliance 

with Eurasia. He, Winston Smith, knew that Oceania had 
been in alliance with Eurasia as short a time as four years 
ago. But where did that knowledge exist? Only in his own 
consciousness, which in any case must soon be annihilated. 
And if all others accepted the lie which the Party imposed—
if all records told the same tale—then the lie passed into 
history and became truth. ‘Who controls the past,’ ran the 
Party slogan, ‘controls the future: who controls the present 
controls the past.’ And yet the past, though of its nature al-
terable, never had been altered. Whatever was true now was 
true from everlasting to everlasting. It was quite simple. All 
that was needed was an unending series of victories over 
your own memory. ‘Reality control’, they called it: in New-
speak, ‘doublethink’.

‘Stand easy!’ barked the instructress, a little more genial-
ly.

Winston sank his arms to his sides and slowly refilled 
his lungs with air. His mind slid away into the labyrin-
thine world of doublethink. To know and not to know, to 
be conscious of complete truthfulness while telling care-
fully constructed lies, to hold simultaneously two opinions 
which cancelled out, knowing them to be contradictory 
and believing in both of them, to use logic against logic, 
to repudiate morality while laying claim to it, to believe 
that democracy was impossible and that the Party was the 
guardian of democracy, to forget whatever it was necessary 
to forget, then to draw it back into memory again at the 
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moment when it was needed, and then promptly to forget 
it again: and above all, to apply the same process to the pro-
cess itself. That was the ultimate subtlety: consciously to 
induce unconsciousness, and then, once again, to become 
unconscious of the act of hypnosis you had just performed. 
Even to understand the word ‘doublethink’ involved the 
use of doublethink.

The instructress had called them to attention again. ‘And 
now let’s see which of us can touch our toes!’ she said en-
thusiastically. ‘Right over from the hips, please, comrades. 
ONE-two! ONE-two!...’

Winston loathed this exercise, which sent shooting pains 
all the way from his heels to his buttocks and often ended by 
bringing on another coughing fit. The half-pleasant qual-
ity went out of his meditations. The past, he reflected, had 
not merely been altered, it had been actually destroyed. For 
how could you establish even the most obvious fact when 
there existed no record outside your own memory? He tried 
to remember in what year he had first heard mention of 
Big Brother. He thought it must have been at some time in 
the sixties, but it was impossible to be certain. In the Party 
histories, of course, Big Brother figured as the leader and 
guardian of the Revolution since its very earliest days. His 
exploits had been gradually pushed backwards in time until 
already they extended into the fabulous world of the forties 
and the thirties, when the capitalists in their strange cylin-
drical hats still rode through the streets of London in great 
gleaming motor-cars or horse carriages with glass sides. 
There was no knowing how much of this legend was true 
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and how much invented. Winston could not even remem-
ber at what date the Party itself had come into existence. He 
did not believe he had ever heard the word Ingsoc before 
1960, but it was possible that in its Oldspeak form—’Eng-
lish Socialism’, that is to say—it had been current earlier. 
Everything melted into mist. Sometimes, indeed, you could 
put your finger on a definite lie. It was not true, for example, 
as was claimed in the Party history books, that the Party 
had invented aeroplanes. He remembered aeroplanes since 
his earliest childhood. But you could prove nothing. There 
was never any evidence. Just once in his whole life he had 
held in his hands unmistakable documentary proof of the 
falsification of an historical fact. And on that occasion——

‘Smith!’ screamed the shrewish voice from the telescreen. 
‘6079 Smith W.! Yes, YOU! Bend lower, please! You can do 
better than that. You’re not trying. Lower, please! THAT’S 
better, comrade. Now stand at ease, the whole squad, and 
watch me.’

A sudden hot sweat had broken out all over Winston’s 
body. His face remained completely inscrutable. Nev-
er show dismay! Never show resentment! A single flicker 
of the eyes could give you away. He stood watching while 
the instructress raised her arms above her head and—one 
could not say gracefully, but with remarkable neatness and 
efficiency—bent over and tucked the first joint of her fin-
gers under her toes.

‘THERE, comrades! THAT’S how I want to see you do-
ing it. Watch me again. I’m thirty-nine and I’ve had four 
children. Now look.’ She bent over again. ‘You see MY 
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knees aren’t bent. You can all do it if you want to,’ she add-
ed as she straightened herself up. ‘Anyone under forty-five 
is perfectly capable of touching his toes. We don’t all have 
the privilege of fighting in the front line, but at least we can 
all keep fit. Remember our boys on the Malabar front! And 
the sailors in the Floating Fortresses! Just think what THEY 
have to put up with. Now try again. That’s better, comrade, 
that’s MUCH better,’ she added encouragingly as Winston, 
with a violent lunge, succeeded in touching his toes with 
knees unbent, for the first time in several years.
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Chapter 4

With the deep, unconscious sigh which not even the 
nearness of the telescreen could prevent him from 

uttering when his day’s work started, Winston pulled the 
speakwrite towards him, blew the dust from its mouthpiece, 
and put on his spectacles. Then he unrolled and clipped 
together four small cylinders of paper which had already 
flopped out of the pneumatic tube on the right-hand side 
of his desk.

In the walls of the cubicle there were three orifices. To 
the right of the speakwrite, a small pneumatic tube for writ-
ten messages, to the left, a larger one for newspapers; and in 
the side wall, within easy reach of Winston’s arm, a large 
oblong slit protected by a wire grating. This last was for the 
disposal of waste paper. Similar slits existed in thousands or 
tens of thousands throughout the building, not only in ev-
ery room but at short intervals in every corridor. For some 
reason they were nicknamed memory holes. When one 
knew that any document was due for destruction, or even 
when one saw a scrap of waste paper lying about, it was an 
automatic action to lift the flap of the nearest memory hole 
and drop it in, whereupon it would be whirled away on a 
current of warm air to the enormous furnaces which were 
hidden somewhere in the recesses of the building.

Winston examined the four slips of paper which he had 
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unrolled. Each contained a message of only one or two lines, 
in the abbreviated jargon—not actually Newspeak, but con-
sisting largely of Newspeak words—which was used in the 
Ministry for internal purposes. They ran:

times 17.3.84 bb speech malreported africa rectify 
 
times 19.12.83 forecasts 3 yp 4th quarter 83 misprints verify 
current issue 
times 14.2.84 miniplenty malquoted chocolate rectify 
 
times 3.12.83 reporting bb dayorder doubleplusungood refs 
unpersons rewrite fullwise upsub antefiling

With a faint feeling of satisfaction Winston laid the 
fourth message aside. It was an intricate and responsible job 
and had better be dealt with last. The other three were rou-
tine matters, though the second one would probably mean 
some tedious wading through lists of figures.

Winston dialled ‘back numbers’ on the telescreen and 
called for the appropriate issues of ‘The Times’, which slid 
out of the pneumatic tube after only a few minutes’ delay. 
The messages he had received referred to articles or news 
items which for one reason or another it was thought neces-
sary to alter, or, as the official phrase had it, to rectify. For 
example, it appeared from ‘The Times’ of the seventeenth 
of March that Big Brother, in his speech of the previous 
day, had predicted that the South Indian front would re-
main quiet but that a Eurasian offensive would shortly be 
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launched in North Africa. As it happened, the Eurasian 
Higher Command had launched its offensive in South In-
dia and left North Africa alone. It was therefore necessary 
to rewrite a paragraph of Big Brother’s speech, in such a 
way as to make him predict the thing that had actually hap-
pened. Or again, ‘The Times’ of the nineteenth of December 
had published the official forecasts of the output of various 
classes of consumption goods in the fourth quarter of 1983, 
which was also the sixth quarter of the Ninth Three-Year 
Plan. Today’s issue contained a statement of the actual out-
put, from which it appeared that the forecasts were in every 
instance grossly wrong. Winston’s job was to rectify the 
original figures by making them agree with the later ones. 
As for the third message, it referred to a very simple error 
which could be set right in a couple of minutes. As short a 
time ago as February, the Ministry of Plenty had issued a 
promise (a ‘categorical pledge’ were the official words) that 
there would be no reduction of the chocolate ration during 
1984. Actually, as Winston was aware, the chocolate ration 
was to be reduced from thirty grammes to twenty at the end 
of the present week. All that was needed was to substitute 
for the original promise a warning that it would probably 
be necessary to reduce the ration at some time in April.

As soon as Winston had dealt with each of the messages, 
he clipped his speakwritten corrections to the appropriate 
copy of ‘The Times’ and pushed them into the pneumatic 
tube. Then, with a movement which was as nearly as possi-
ble unconscious, he crumpled up the original message and 
any notes that he himself had made, and dropped them into 
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the memory hole to be devoured by the flames.
What happened in the unseen labyrinth to which the 

pneumatic tubes led, he did not know in detail, but he did 
know in general terms. As soon as all the corrections which 
happened to be necessary in any particular number of ‘The 
Times’ had been assembled and collated, that number would 
be reprinted, the original copy destroyed, and the corrected 
copy placed on the files in its stead. This process of con-
tinuous alteration was applied not only to newspapers, but 
to books, periodicals, pamphlets, posters, leaflets, films, 
sound-tracks, cartoons, photographs—to every kind of lit-
erature or documentation which might conceivably hold 
any political or ideological significance. Day by day and 
almost minute by minute the past was brought up to date. 
In this way every prediction made by the Party could be 
shown by documentary evidence to have been correct, nor 
was any item of news, or any expression of opinion, which 
conflicted with the needs of the moment, ever allowed to 
remain on record. All history was a palimpsest, scraped 
clean and reinscribed exactly as often as was necessary. In 
no case would it have been possible, once the deed was done, 
to prove that any falsification had taken place. The largest 
section of the Records Department, far larger than the one 
on which Winston worked, consisted simply of persons 
whose duty it was to track down and collect all copies of 
books, newspapers, and other documents which had been 
superseded and were due for destruction. A number of ‘The 
Times’ which might, because of changes in political align-
ment, or mistaken prophecies uttered by Big Brother, have 
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been rewritten a dozen times still stood on the files bearing 
its original date, and no other copy existed to contradict it. 
Books, also, were recalled and rewritten again and again, 
and were invariably reissued without any admission that 
any alteration had been made. Even the written instruc-
tions which Winston received, and which he invariably got 
rid of as soon as he had dealt with them, never stated or 
implied that an act of forgery was to be committed: always 
the reference was to slips, errors, misprints, or misquota-
tions which it was necessary to put right in the interests of 
accuracy.

But actually, he thought as he re-adjusted the Ministry 
of Plenty’s figures, it was not even forgery. It was merely the 
substitution of one piece of nonsense for another. Most of 
the material that you were dealing with had no connexion 
with anything in the real world, not even the kind of con-
nexion that is contained in a direct lie. Statistics were just 
as much a fantasy in their original version as in their recti-
fied version. A great deal of the time you were expected to 
make them up out of your head. For example, the Minis-
try of Plenty’s forecast had estimated the output of boots 
for the quarter at 145 million pairs. The actual output was 
given as sixty-two millions. Winston, however, in rewriting 
the forecast, marked the figure down to fifty-seven millions, 
so as to allow for the usual claim that the quota had been 
overfulfilled. In any case, sixty-two millions was no near-
er the truth than fifty-seven millions, or than 145 millions. 
Very likely no boots had been produced at all. Likelier still, 
nobody knew how many had been produced, much less 
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cared. All one knew was that every quarter astronomical 
numbers of boots were produced on paper, while perhaps 
half the population of Oceania went barefoot. And so it was 
with every class of recorded fact, great or small. Everything 
faded away into a shadow-world in which, finally, even the 
date of the year had become uncertain.

Winston glanced across the hall. In the corresponding 
cubicle on the other side a small, precise-looking, dark-
chinned man named Tillotson was working steadily away, 
with a folded newspaper on his knee and his mouth very 
close to the mouthpiece of the speakwrite. He had the air of 
trying to keep what he was saying a secret between himself 
and the telescreen. He looked up, and his spectacles darted 
a hostile flash in Winston’s direction.

Winston hardly knew Tillotson, and had no idea what 
work he was employed on. People in the Records Depart-
ment did not readily talk about their jobs. In the long, 
windowless hall, with its double row of cubicles and its end-
less rustle of papers and hum of voices murmuring into 
speakwrites, there were quite a dozen people whom Win-
ston did not even know by name, though he daily saw them 
hurrying to and fro in the corridors or gesticulating in the 
Two Minutes Hate. He knew that in the cubicle next to him 
the little woman with sandy hair toiled day in day out, sim-
ply at tracking down and deleting from the Press the names 
of people who had been vaporized and were therefore con-
sidered never to have existed. There was a certain fitness in 
this, since her own husband had been vaporized a couple 
of years earlier. And a few cubicles away a mild, ineffec-
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tual, dreamy creature named Ampleforth, with very hairy 
ears and a surprising talent for juggling with rhymes and 
metres, was engaged in producing garbled versions—defin-
itive texts, they were called—of poems which had become 
ideologically offensive, but which for one reason or another 
were to be retained in the anthologies. And this hall, with 
its fifty workers or thereabouts, was only one sub-section, a 
single cell, as it were, in the huge complexity of the Records 
Department. Beyond, above, below, were other swarms 
of workers engaged in an unimaginable multitude of jobs. 
There were the huge printing-shops with their sub-editors, 
their typography experts, and their elaborately equipped 
studios for the faking of photographs. There was the tele-
programmes section with its engineers, its producers, and 
its teams of actors specially chosen for their skill in imitat-
ing voices. There were the armies of reference clerks whose 
job was simply to draw up lists of books and periodicals 
which were due for recall. There were the vast repositories 
where the corrected documents were stored, and the hid-
den furnaces where the original copies were destroyed. And 
somewhere or other, quite anonymous, there were the di-
recting brains who co-ordinated the whole effort and laid 
down the lines of policy which made it necessary that this 
fragment of the past should be preserved, that one falsified, 
and the other rubbed out of existence.

And the Records Department, after all, was itself only a 
single branch of the Ministry of Truth, whose primary job 
was not to reconstruct the past but to supply the citizens 
of Oceania with newspapers, films, textbooks, telescreen 
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programmes, plays, novels—with every conceivable kind of 
information, instruction, or entertainment, from a statue to 
a slogan, from a lyric poem to a biological treatise, and from 
a child’s spelling-book to a Newspeak dictionary. And the 
Ministry had not only to supply the multifarious needs of 
the party, but also to repeat the whole operation at a lower 
level for the benefit of the proletariat. There was a whole 
chain of separate departments dealing with proletarian lit-
erature, music, drama, and entertainment generally. Here 
were produced rubbishy newspapers containing almost 
nothing except sport, crime and astrology, sensational 
five-cent novelettes, films oozing with sex, and sentimen-
tal songs which were composed entirely by mechanical 
means on a special kind of kaleidoscope known as a ver-
sificator. There was even a whole sub-section—Pornosec, it 
was called in Newspeak—engaged in producing the lowest 
kind of pornography, which was sent out in sealed packets 
and which no Party member, other than those who worked 
on it, was permitted to look at.

Three messages had slid out of the pneumatic tube while 
Winston was working, but they were simple matters, and 
he had disposed of them before the Two Minutes Hate in-
terrupted him. When the Hate was over he returned to 
his cubicle, took the Newspeak dictionary from the shelf, 
pushed the speakwrite to one side, cleaned his spectacles, 
and settled down to his main job of the morning.

Winston’s greatest pleasure in life was in his work. Most 
of it was a tedious routine, but included in it there were also 
jobs so difficult and intricate that you could lose yourself in 
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them as in the depths of a mathematical problem—delicate 
pieces of forgery in which you had nothing to guide you 
except your knowledge of the principles of Ingsoc and your 
estimate of what the Party wanted you to say. Winston was 
good at this kind of thing. On occasion he had even been 
entrusted with the rectification of ‘The Times’ leading arti-
cles, which were written entirely in Newspeak. He unrolled 
the message that he had set aside earlier. It ran:

times 3.12.83 reporting bb dayorder doubleplusungood refs 
unpersons rewrite fullwise upsub antefiling

In Oldspeak (or standard English) this might be ren-
dered:

The reporting of Big Brother’s Order for the Day in ‘The Times’ 
of December 3rd 1983 is extremely unsatisfactory and makes 
references to non-existent persons. Rewrite it in full and 
submit your draft to higher authority before filing.

Winston read through the offending article. Big Broth-
er’s Order for the Day, it seemed, had been chiefly devoted 
to praising the work of an organization known as FFCC, 
which supplied cigarettes and other comforts to the sailors 
in the Floating Fortresses. A certain Comrade Withers, a 
prominent member of the Inner Party, had been singled out 
for special mention and awarded a decoration, the Order of 
Conspicuous Merit, Second Class.

Three months later FFCC had suddenly been dissolved 
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with no reasons given. One could assume that Withers and 
his associates were now in disgrace, but there had been no 
report of the matter in the Press or on the telescreen. That 
was to be expected, since it was unusual for political offend-
ers to be put on trial or even publicly denounced. The great 
purges involving thousands of people, with public trials of 
traitors and thought-criminals who made abject confession 
of their crimes and were afterwards executed, were special 
show-pieces not occurring oftener than once in a couple of 
years. More commonly, people who had incurred the dis-
pleasure of the Party simply disappeared and were never 
heard of again. One never had the smallest clue as to what 
had happened to them. In some cases they might not even 
be dead. Perhaps thirty people personally known to Win-
ston, not counting his parents, had disappeared at one time 
or another.

Winston stroked his nose gently with a paper-clip. In the 
cubicle across the way Comrade Tillotson was still crouch-
ing secretively over his speakwrite. He raised his head for 
a moment: again the hostile spectacle-flash. Winston won-
dered whether Comrade Tillotson was engaged on the same 
job as himself. It was perfectly possible. So tricky a piece of 
work would never be entrusted to a single person: on the 
other hand, to turn it over to a committee would be to ad-
mit openly that an act of fabrication was taking place. Very 
likely as many as a dozen people were now working away 
on rival versions of what Big Brother had actually said. And 
presently some master brain in the Inner Party would se-
lect this version or that, would re-edit it and set in motion 
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the complex processes of cross-referencing that would be 
required, and then the chosen lie would pass into the per-
manent records and become truth.

Winston did not know why Withers had been disgraced. 
Perhaps it was for corruption or incompetence. Perhaps Big 
Brother was merely getting rid of a too-popular subordi-
nate. Perhaps Withers or someone close to him had been 
suspected of heretical tendencies. Or perhaps—what was 
likeliest of all—the thing had simply happened because 
purges and vaporizations were a necessary part of the me-
chanics of government. The only real clue lay in the words 
‘refs unpersons’, which indicated that Withers was already 
dead. You could not invariably assume this to be the case 
when people were arrested. Sometimes they were released 
and allowed to remain at liberty for as much as a year or 
two years before being executed. Very occasionally some 
person whom you had believed dead long since would make 
a ghostly reappearance at some public trial where he would 
implicate hundreds of others by his testimony before van-
ishing, this time for ever. Withers, however, was already an 
UNPERSON. He did not exist: he had never existed. Win-
ston decided that it would not be enough simply to reverse 
the tendency of Big Brother’s speech. It was better to make 
it deal with something totally unconnected with its origi-
nal subject.

He might turn the speech into the usual denunciation of 
traitors and thought-criminals, but that was a little too ob-
vious, while to invent a victory at the front, or some triumph 
of over-production in the Ninth Three-Year Plan, might 
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complicate the records too much. What was needed was a 
piece of pure fantasy. Suddenly there sprang into his mind, 
ready made as it were, the image of a certain Comrade Ogil-
vy, who had recently died in battle, in heroic circumstances. 
There were occasions when Big Brother devoted his Order 
for the Day to commemorating some humble, rank-and-file 
Party member whose life and death he held up as an exam-
ple worthy to be followed. Today he should commemorate 
Comrade Ogilvy. It was true that there was no such person 
as Comrade Ogilvy, but a few lines of print and a couple of 
faked photographs would soon bring him into existence.

Winston thought for a moment, then pulled the speak-
write towards him and began dictating in Big Brother’s 
familiar style: a style at once military and pedantic, and, 
because of a trick of asking questions and then promptly 
answering them (’What lessons do we learn from this fact, 
comrades? The lesson—which is also one of the fundamen-
tal principles of Ingsoc—that,’ etc., etc.), easy to imitate.

At the age of three Comrade Ogilvy had refused all toys 
except a drum, a sub-machine gun, and a model helicopter. 
At six—a year early, by a special relaxation of the rules—he 
had joined the Spies, at nine he had been a troop leader. At 
eleven he had denounced his uncle to the Thought Police 
after overhearing a conversation which appeared to him to 
have criminal tendencies. At seventeen he had been a dis-
trict organizer of the Junior Anti-Sex League. At nineteen 
he had designed a hand-grenade which had been adopted 
by the Ministry of Peace and which, at its first trial, had 
killed thirty-one Eurasian prisoners in one burst. At twen-
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ty-three he had perished in action. Pursued by enemy jet 
planes while flying over the Indian Ocean with important 
despatches, he had weighted his body with his machine gun 
and leapt out of the helicopter into deep water, despatches 
and all—an end, said Big Brother, which it was impossible 
to contemplate without feelings of envy. Big Brother added a 
few remarks on the purity and single-mindedness of Com-
rade Ogilvy’s life. He was a total abstainer and a nonsmoker, 
had no recreations except a daily hour in the gymnasium, 
and had taken a vow of celibacy, believing marriage and the 
care of a family to be incompatible with a twenty-four-hour-
a-day devotion to duty. He had no subjects of conversation 
except the principles of Ingsoc, and no aim in life except 
the defeat of the Eurasian enemy and the hunting-down of 
spies, saboteurs, thoughtcriminals, and traitors generally.

Winston debated with himself whether to award Com-
rade Ogilvy the Order of Conspicuous Merit: in the end he 
decided against it because of the unnecessary cross-refer-
encing that it would entail.

Once again he glanced at his rival in the opposite cubicle. 
Something seemed to tell him with certainty that Tillotson 
was busy on the same job as himself. There was no way of 
knowing whose job would finally be adopted, but he felt a 
profound conviction that it would be his own. Comrade 
Ogilvy, unimagined an hour ago, was now a fact. It struck 
him as curious that you could create dead men but not liv-
ing ones. Comrade Ogilvy, who had never existed in the 
present, now existed in the past, and when once the act of 
forgery was forgotten, he would exist just as authentical-
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ly, and upon the same evidence, as Charlemagne or Julius 
Caesar.
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Chapter 5

In the low-ceilinged canteen, deep underground, the 
lunch queue jerked slowly forward. The room was al-

ready very full and deafeningly noisy. From the grille at the 
counter the steam of stew came pouring forth, with a sour 
metallic smell which did not quite overcome the fumes of 
Victory Gin. On the far side of the room there was a small 
bar, a mere hole in the wall, where gin could be bought at 
ten cents the large nip.

‘Just the man I was looking for,’ said a voice at Winston’s 
back.

He turned round. It was his friend Syme, who worked in 
the Research Department. Perhaps ‘friend’ was not exact-
ly the right word. You did not have friends nowadays, you 
had comrades: but there were some comrades whose society 
was pleasanter than that of others. Syme was a philologist, a 
specialist in Newspeak. Indeed, he was one of the enormous 
team of experts now engaged in compiling the Eleventh 
Edition of the Newspeak Dictionary. He was a tiny creature, 
smaller than Winston, with dark hair and large, protuber-
ant eyes, at once mournful and derisive, which seemed to 
search your face closely while he was speaking to you.

‘I wanted to ask you whether you’d got any razor blades,’ 
he said.

‘Not one!’ said Winston with a sort of guilty haste. ‘I’ve 
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tried all over the place. They don’t exist any longer.’
Everyone kept asking you for razor blades. Actually he 

had two unused ones which he was hoarding up. There 
had been a famine of them for months past. At any given 
moment there was some necessary article which the Par-
ty shops were unable to supply. Sometimes it was buttons, 
sometimes it was darning wool, sometimes it was shoelaces; 
at present it was razor blades. You could only get hold of 
them, if at all, by scrounging more or less furtively on the 
‘free’ market.

‘I’ve been using the same blade for six weeks,’ he added 
untruthfully.

The queue gave another jerk forward. As they halted he 
turned and faced Syme again. Each of them took a greasy 
metal tray from a pile at the end of the counter.

‘Did you go and see the prisoners hanged yesterday?’ said 
Syme.

‘I was working,’ said Winston indifferently. ‘I shall see it 
on the flicks, I suppose.’

‘A very inadequate substitute,’ said Syme.
His mocking eyes roved over Winston’s face. ‘I know 

you,’ the eyes seemed to say, ‘I see through you. I know very 
well why you didn’t go to see those prisoners hanged.’ In 
an intellectual way, Syme was venomously orthodox. He 
would talk with a disagreeable gloating satisfaction of he-
licopter raids on enemy villages, and trials and confessions 
of thought-criminals, the executions in the cellars of the 
Ministry of Love. Talking to him was largely a matter of 
getting him away from such subjects and entangling him, 
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if possible, in the technicalities of Newspeak, on which he 
was authoritative and interesting. Winston turned his head 
a little aside to avoid the scrutiny of the large dark eyes.

‘It was a good hanging,’ said Syme reminiscently. ‘I think 
it spoils it when they tie their feet together. I like to see them 
kicking. And above all, at the end, the tongue sticking right 
out, and blue—a quite bright blue. That’s the detail that ap-
peals to me.’

‘Nex’, please!’ yelled the white-aproned prole with the la-
dle.

Winston and Syme pushed their trays beneath the grille. 
On to each was dumped swiftly the regulation lunch—a 
metal pannikin of pinkish-grey stew, a hunk of bread, a 
cube of cheese, a mug of milkless Victory Coffee, and one 
saccharine tablet.

‘There’s a table over there, under that telescreen,’ said 
Syme. ‘Let’s pick up a gin on the way.’

The gin was served out to them in handleless china mugs. 
They threaded their way across the crowded room and un-
packed their trays on to the metal-topped table, on one 
corner of which someone had left a pool of stew, a filthy 
liquid mess that had the appearance of vomit. Winston 
took up his mug of gin, paused for an instant to collect his 
nerve, and gulped the oily-tasting stuff down. When he 
had winked the tears out of his eyes he suddenly discov-
ered that he was hungry. He began swallowing spoonfuls of 
the stew, which, in among its general sloppiness, had cubes 
of spongy pinkish stuff which was probably a preparation 
of meat. Neither of them spoke again till they had emptied 
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their pannikins. From the table at Winston’s left, a little 
behind his back, someone was talking rapidly and contin-
uously, a harsh gabble almost like the quacking of a duck, 
which pierced the general uproar of the room.

‘How is the Dictionary getting on?’ said Winston, raising 
his voice to overcome the noise.

‘Slowly,’ said Syme. ‘I’m on the adjectives. It’s fascinat-
ing.’

He had brightened up immediately at the mention of 
Newspeak. He pushed his pannikin aside, took up his hunk 
of bread in one delicate hand and his cheese in the other, 
and leaned across the table so as to be able to speak without 
shouting.

‘The Eleventh Edition is the definitive edition,’ he said. 
‘We’re getting the language into its final shape—the shape 
it’s going to have when nobody speaks anything else. When 
we’ve finished with it, people like you will have to learn it 
all over again. You think, I dare say, that our chief job is 
inventing new words. But not a bit of it! We’re destroying 
words—scores of them, hundreds of them, every day. We’re 
cutting the language down to the bone. The Eleventh Edi-
tion won’t contain a single word that will become obsolete 
before the year 2050.’

He bit hungrily into his bread and swallowed a couple 
of mouthfuls, then continued speaking, with a sort of ped-
ant’s passion. His thin dark face had become animated, his 
eyes had lost their mocking expression and grown almost 
dreamy.

‘It’s a beautiful thing, the destruction of words. Of course 
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the great wastage is in the verbs and adjectives, but there 
are hundreds of nouns that can be got rid of as well. It isn’t 
only the synonyms; there are also the antonyms. After all, 
what justification is there for a word which is simply the 
opposite of some other word? A word contains its opposite 
in itself. Take ‘good’, for instance. If you have a word like 
‘good’, what need is there for a word like ‘bad’? ‘Ungood’ 
will do just as well—better, because it’s an exact opposite, 
which the other is not. Or again, if you want a stronger ver-
sion of ‘good’, what sense is there in having a whole string 
of vague useless words like ‘excellent’ and ‘splendid’ and all 
the rest of them? ‘Plusgood’ covers the meaning, or ‘double-
plusgood’ if you want something stronger still. Of course 
we use those forms already. but in the final version of New-
speak there’ll be nothing else. In the end the whole notion 
of goodness and badness will be covered by only six words—
in reality, only one word. Don’t you see the beauty of that, 
Winston? It was B.B.’s idea originally, of course,’ he added 
as an afterthought.

A sort of vapid eagerness flitted across Winston’s face at 
the mention of Big Brother. Nevertheless Syme immediately 
detected a certain lack of enthusiasm.

‘You haven’t a real appreciation of Newspeak, Winston,’ 
he said almost sadly. ‘Even when you write it you’re still 
thinking in Oldspeak. I’ve read some of those pieces that 
you write in ‘The Times’ occasionally. They’re good enough, 
but they’re translations. In your heart you’d prefer to stick 
to Oldspeak, with all its vagueness and its useless shades of 
meaning. You don’t grasp the beauty of the destruction of 
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words. Do you know that Newspeak is the only language in 
the world whose vocabulary gets smaller every year?’

Winston did know that, of course. He smiled, sympa-
thetically he hoped, not trusting himself to speak. Syme bit 
off another fragment of the dark-coloured bread, chewed it 
briefly, and went on:

‘Don’t you see that the whole aim of Newspeak is to 
narrow the range of thought? In the end we shall make 
thoughtcrime literally impossible, because there will be no 
words in which to express it. Every concept that can ever 
be needed, will be expressed by exactly one word, with its 
meaning rigidly defined and all its subsidiary meanings 
rubbed out and forgotten. Already, in the Eleventh Edition, 
we’re not far from that point. But the process will still be 
continuing long after you and I are dead. Every year fewer 
and fewer words, and the range of consciousness always a 
little smaller. Even now, of course, there’s no reason or ex-
cuse for committing thoughtcrime. It’s merely a question 
of self-discipline, reality-control. But in the end there won’t 
be any need even for that. The Revolution will be com-
plete when the language is perfect. Newspeak is Ingsoc and 
Ingsoc is Newspeak,’ he added with a sort of mystical satis-
faction. ‘Has it ever occurred to you, Winston, that by the 
year 2050, at the very latest, not a single human being will 
be alive who could understand such a conversation as we 
are having now?’

‘Except——’ began Winston doubtfully, and he stopped.
It had been on the tip of his tongue to say ‘Except the 

proles,’ but he checked himself, not feeling fully certain that 
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this remark was not in some way unorthodox. Syme, how-
ever, had divined what he was about to say.

‘The proles are not human beings,’ he said carelessly. ‘By 
2050—earlier, probably—all real knowledge of Oldspeak 
will have disappeared. The whole literature of the past will 
have been destroyed. Chaucer, Shakespeare, Milton, By-
ron—they’ll exist only in Newspeak versions, not merely 
changed into something different, but actually changed 
into something contradictory of what they used to be. Even 
the literature of the Party will change. Even the slogans will 
change. How could you have a slogan like ‘freedom is slav-
ery’ when the concept of freedom has been abolished? The 
whole climate of thought will be different. In fact there will 
be no thought, as we understand it now. Orthodoxy means 
not thinking—not needing to think. Orthodoxy is uncon-
sciousness.’

One of these days, thought Winston with sudden deep 
conviction, Syme will be vaporized. He is too intelligent. He 
sees too clearly and speaks too plainly. The Party does not 
like such people. One day he will disappear. It is written in 
his face.

Winston had finished his bread and cheese. He turned 
a little sideways in his chair to drink his mug of coffee. At 
the table on his left the man with the strident voice was 
still talking remorselessly away. A young woman who was 
perhaps his secretary, and who was sitting with her back 
to Winston, was listening to him and seemed to be eagerly 
agreeing with everything that he said. From time to time 
Winston caught some such remark as ‘I think you’re so right, 
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I do so agree with you’, uttered in a youthful and rather silly 
feminine voice. But the other voice never stopped for an in-
stant, even when the girl was speaking. Winston knew the 
man by sight, though he knew no more about him than that 
he held some important post in the Fiction Department. He 
was a man of about thirty, with a muscular throat and a 
large, mobile mouth. His head was thrown back a little, and 
because of the angle at which he was sitting, his spectacles 
caught the light and presented to Winston two blank discs 
instead of eyes. What was slightly horrible, was that from 
the stream of sound that poured out of his mouth it was 
almost impossible to distinguish a single word. Just once 
Winston caught a phrase—’complete and final elimination 
of Goldsteinism’—jerked out very rapidly and, as it seemed, 
all in one piece, like a line of type cast solid. For the rest it 
was just a noise, a quack-quack-quacking. And yet, though 
you could not actually hear what the man was saying, you 
could not be in any doubt about its general nature. He might 
be denouncing Goldstein and demanding sterner measures 
against thought-criminals and saboteurs, he might be ful-
minating against the atrocities of the Eurasian army, he 
might be praising Big Brother or the heroes on the Malabar 
front—it made no difference. Whatever it was, you could 
be certain that every word of it was pure orthodoxy, pure 
Ingsoc. As he watched the eyeless face with the jaw moving 
rapidly up and down, Winston had a curious feeling that 
this was not a real human being but some kind of dummy. It 
was not the man’s brain that was speaking, it was his larynx. 
The stuff that was coming out of him consisted of words, but 
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it was not speech in the true sense: it was a noise uttered in 
unconsciousness, like the quacking of a duck.

Syme had fallen silent for a moment, and with the han-
dle of his spoon was tracing patterns in the puddle of stew. 
The voice from the other table quacked rapidly on, easily 
audible in spite of the surrounding din.

‘There is a word in Newspeak,’ said Syme, ‘I don’t know 
whether you know it: DUCKSPEAK, to quack like a duck. It 
is one of those interesting words that have two contradic-
tory meanings. Applied to an opponent, it is abuse, applied 
to someone you agree with, it is praise.’

Unquestionably Syme will be vaporized, Winston 
thought again. He thought it with a kind of sadness, al-
though well knowing that Syme despised him and slightly 
disliked him, and was fully capable of denouncing him as 
a thought-criminal if he saw any reason for doing so. There 
was something subtly wrong with Syme. There was some-
thing that he lacked: discretion, aloofness, a sort of saving 
stupidity. You could not say that he was unorthodox. He be-
lieved in the principles of Ingsoc, he venerated Big Brother, 
he rejoiced over victories, he hated heretics, not merely with 
sincerity but with a sort of restless zeal, an up-to-dateness 
of information, which the ordinary Party member did not 
approach. Yet a faint air of disreputability always clung to 
him. He said things that would have been better unsaid, he 
had read too many books, he frequented the Chestnut Tree 
Cafe, haunt of painters and musicians. There was no law, 
not even an unwritten law, against frequenting the Chest-
nut Tree Cafe, yet the place was somehow ill-omened. The 
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old, discredited leaders of the Party had been used to gather 
there before they were finally purged. Goldstein himself, it 
was said, had sometimes been seen there, years and decades 
ago. Syme’s fate was not difficult to foresee. And yet it was 
a fact that if Syme grasped, even for three seconds, the na-
ture of his, Winston’s, secret opinions, he would betray him 
instantly to the Thought Police. So would anybody else, for 
that matter: but Syme more than most. Zeal was not enough. 
Orthodoxy was unconsciousness.

Syme looked up. ‘Here comes Parsons,’ he said.
Something in the tone of his voice seemed to add, ‘that 

bloody fool’. Parsons, Winston’s fellow-tenant at Victory 
Mansions, was in fact threading his way across the room—
a tubby, middle-sized man with fair hair and a froglike face. 
At thirty-five he was already putting on rolls of fat at neck 
and waistline, but his movements were brisk and boyish. 
His whole appearance was that of a little boy grown large, so 
much so that although he was wearing the regulation over-
alls, it was almost impossible not to think of him as being 
dressed in the blue shorts, grey shirt, and red neckerchief 
of the Spies. In visualizing him one saw always a picture 
of dimpled knees and sleeves rolled back from pudgy fore-
arms. Parsons did, indeed, invariably revert to shorts when 
a community hike or any other physical activity gave him 
an excuse for doing so. He greeted them both with a cheery 
‘Hullo, hullo!’ and sat down at the table, giving off an in-
tense smell of sweat. Beads of moisture stood out all over 
his pink face. His powers of sweating were extraordinary. 
At the Community Centre you could always tell when he 
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had been playing table-tennis by the dampness of the bat 
handle. Syme had produced a strip of paper on which there 
was a long column of words, and was studying it with an 
ink-pencil between his fingers.

‘Look at him working away in the lunch hour,’ said Par-
sons, nudging Winston. ‘Keenness, eh? What’s that you’ve 
got there, old boy? Something a bit too brainy for me, I ex-
pect. Smith, old boy, I’ll tell you why I’m chasing you. It’s 
that sub you forgot to give me.’

‘Which sub is that?’ said Winston, automatically feel-
ing for money. About a quarter of one’s salary had to be 
earmarked for voluntary subscriptions, which were so nu-
merous that it was difficult to keep track of them.

‘For Hate Week. You know—the house-by-house fund. 
I’m treasurer for our block. We’re making an all-out effort—
going to put on a tremendous show. I tell you, it won’t be my 
fault if old Victory Mansions doesn’t have the biggest outfit 
of flags in the whole street. Two dollars you promised me.’

Winston found and handed over two creased and filthy 
notes, which Parsons entered in a small notebook, in the 
neat handwriting of the illiterate.

‘By the way, old boy,’ he said. ‘I hear that little beggar of 
mine let fly at you with his catapult yesterday. I gave him 
a good dressing-down for it. In fact I told him I’d take the 
catapult away if he does it again.’

‘I think he was a little upset at not going to the execution,’ 
said Winston.

‘Ah, well—what I mean to say, shows the right spirit, 
doesn’t it? Mischievous little beggars they are, both of them, 
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but talk about keenness! All they think about is the Spies, 
and the war, of course. D’you know what that little girl of 
mine did last Saturday, when her troop was on a hike out 
Berkhamsted way? She got two other girls to go with her, 
slipped off from the hike, and spent the whole afternoon 
following a strange man. They kept on his tail for two hours, 
right through the woods, and then, when they got into Am-
ersham, handed him over to the patrols.’

‘What did they do that for?’ said Winston, somewhat tak-
en aback. Parsons went on triumphantly:

‘My kid made sure he was some kind of enemy agent—
might have been dropped by parachute, for instance. But 
here’s the point, old boy. What do you think put her on to 
him in the first place? She spotted he was wearing a funny 
kind of shoes—said she’d never seen anyone wearing shoes 
like that before. So the chances were he was a foreigner. 
Pretty smart for a nipper of seven, eh?’

‘What happened to the man?’ said Winston.
‘Ah, that I couldn’t say, of course. But I wouldn’t be alto-

gether surprised if——’ Parsons made the motion of aiming 
a rifle, and clicked his tongue for the explosion.

‘Good,’ said Syme abstractedly, without looking up from 
his strip of paper.

‘Of course we can’t afford to take chances,’ agreed Win-
ston dutifully.

‘What I mean to say, there is a war on,’ said Parsons.
As though in confirmation of this, a trumpet call float-

ed from the telescreen just above their heads. However, it 
was not the proclamation of a military victory this time, but 
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merely an announcement from the Ministry of Plenty.
‘Comrades!’ cried an eager youthful voice. ‘Attention, 

comrades! We have glorious news for you. We have won the 
battle for production! Returns now completed of the output 
of all classes of consumption goods show that the standard 
of living has risen by no less than 20 per cent over the past 
year. All over Oceania this morning there were irrepressible 
spontaneous demonstrations when workers marched out of 
factories and offices and paraded through the streets with 
banners voicing their gratitude to Big Brother for the new, 
happy life which his wise leadership has bestowed upon us. 
Here are some of the completed figures. Foodstuffs——’

The phrase ‘our new, happy life’ recurred several times. It 
had been a favourite of late with the Ministry of Plenty. Par-
sons, his attention caught by the trumpet call, sat listening 
with a sort of gaping solemnity, a sort of edified boredom. 
He could not follow the figures, but he was aware that they 
were in some way a cause for satisfaction. He had lugged out 
a huge and filthy pipe which was already half full of charred 
tobacco. With the tobacco ration at 100 grammes a week it 
was seldom possible to fill a pipe to the top. Winston was 
smoking a Victory Cigarette which he held carefully hori-
zontal. The new ration did not start till tomorrow and he 
had only four cigarettes left. For the moment he had shut his 
ears to the remoter noises and was listening to the stuff that 
streamed out of the telescreen. It appeared that there had 
even been demonstrations to thank Big Brother for raising 
the chocolate ration to twenty grammes a week. And only 
yesterday, he reflected, it had been announced that the ra-
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tion was to be REDUCED to twenty grammes a week. Was it 
possible that they could swallow that, after only twenty-four 
hours? Yes, they swallowed it. Parsons swallowed it easily, 
with the stupidity of an animal. The eyeless creature at the 
other table swallowed it fanatically, passionately, with a fu-
rious desire to track down, denounce, and vaporize anyone 
who should suggest that last week the ration had been thirty 
grammes. Syme, too—in some more complex way, involv-
ing doublethink, Syme swallowed it. Was he, then, ALONE 
in the possession of a memory?

The fabulous statistics continued to pour out of the tele-
screen. As compared with last year there was more food, 
more clothes, more houses, more furniture, more cook-
ing-pots, more fuel, more ships, more helicopters, more 
books, more babies—more of everything except disease, 
crime, and insanity. Year by year and minute by minute, 
everybody and everything was whizzing rapidly upwards. 
As Syme had done earlier Winston had taken up his spoon 
and was dabbling in the pale-coloured gravy that dribbled 
across the table, drawing a long streak of it out into a pat-
tern. He meditated resentfully on the physical texture of 
life. Had it always been like this? Had food always tasted 
like this? He looked round the canteen. A low-ceilinged, 
crowded room, its walls grimy from the contact of innu-
merable bodies; battered metal tables and chairs, placed 
so close together that you sat with elbows touching; bent 
spoons, dented trays, coarse white mugs; all surfaces greasy, 
grime in every crack; and a sourish, composite smell of bad 
gin and bad coffee and metallic stew and dirty clothes. Al-
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ways in your stomach and in your skin there was a sort of 
protest, a feeling that you had been cheated of something 
that you had a right to. It was true that he had no memories 
of anything greatly different. In any time that he could ac-
curately remember, there had never been quite enough to 
eat, one had never had socks or underclothes that were not 
full of holes, furniture had always been battered and rickety, 
rooms underheated, tube trains crowded, houses falling to 
pieces, bread dark-coloured, tea a rarity, coffee filthy-tast-
ing, cigarettes insufficient—nothing cheap and plentiful 
except synthetic gin. And though, of course, it grew worse 
as one’s body aged, was it not a sign that this was NOT the 
natural order of things, if one’s heart sickened at the dis-
comfort and dirt and scarcity, the interminable winters, the 
stickiness of one’s socks, the lifts that never worked, the 
cold water, the gritty soap, the cigarettes that came to piec-
es, the food with its strange evil tastes? Why should one feel 
it to be intolerable unless one had some kind of ancestral 
memory that things had once been different?

He looked round the canteen again. Nearly everyone was 
ugly, and would still have been ugly even if dressed other-
wise than in the uniform blue overalls. On the far side of the 
room, sitting at a table alone, a small, curiously beetle-like 
man was drinking a cup of coffee, his little eyes darting sus-
picious glances from side to side. How easy it was, thought 
Winston, if you did not look about you, to believe that the 
physical type set up by the Party as an ideal—tall muscu-
lar youths and deep-bosomed maidens, blond-haired, vital, 
sunburnt, carefree—existed and even predominated. Ac-
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tually, so far as he could judge, the majority of people in 
Airstrip One were small, dark, and ill-favoured. It was curi-
ous how that beetle-like type proliferated in the Ministries: 
little dumpy men, growing stout very early in life, with 
short legs, swift scuttling movements, and fat inscrutable 
faces with very small eyes. It was the type that seemed to 
flourish best under the dominion of the Party.

The announcement from the Ministry of Plenty ended 
on another trumpet call and gave way to tinny music. Par-
sons, stirred to vague enthusiasm by the bombardment of 
figures, took his pipe out of his mouth.

‘The Ministry of Plenty’s certainly done a good job this 
year,’ he said with a knowing shake of his head. ‘By the way, 
Smith old boy, I suppose you haven’t got any razor blades 
you can let me have?’

‘Not one,’ said Winston. ‘I’ve been using the same blade 
for six weeks myself.’

‘Ah, well—just thought I’d ask you, old boy.’
‘Sorry,’ said Winston.
The quacking voice from the next table, temporarily si-

lenced during the Ministry’s announcement, had started up 
again, as loud as ever. For some reason Winston suddenly 
found himself thinking of Mrs Parsons, with her wispy hair 
and the dust in the creases of her face. Within two years 
those children would be denouncing her to the Thought 
Police. Mrs Parsons would be vaporized. Syme would be 
vaporized. Winston would be vaporized. O’Brien would 
be vaporized. Parsons, on the other hand, would never be 
vaporized. The eyeless creature with the quacking voice 
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would never be vaporized. The little beetle-like men who 
scuttle so nimbly through the labyrinthine corridors of 
Ministries they, too, would never be vaporized. And the girl 
with dark hair, the girl from the Fiction Department—she 
would never be vaporized either. It seemed to him that he 
knew instinctively who would survive and who would per-
ish: though just what it was that made for survival, it was 
not easy to say.

At this moment he was dragged out of his reverie with 
a violent jerk. The girl at the next table had turned partly 
round and was looking at him. It was the girl with dark hair. 
She was looking at him in a sidelong way, but with curious 
intensity. The instant she caught his eye she looked away 
again.

The sweat started out on Winston’s backbone. A horri-
ble pang of terror went through him. It was gone almost at 
once, but it left a sort of nagging uneasiness behind. Why 
was she watching him? Why did she keep following him 
about? Unfortunately he could not remember whether she 
had already been at the table when he arrived, or had come 
there afterwards. But yesterday, at any rate, during the Two 
Minutes Hate, she had sat immediately behind him when 
there was no apparent need to do so. Quite likely her real 
object had been to listen to him and make sure whether he 
was shouting loudly enough.

His earlier thought returned to him: probably she was 
not actually a member of the Thought Police, but then it 
was precisely the amateur spy who was the greatest danger 
of all. He did not know how long she had been looking at 
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him, but perhaps for as much as five minutes, and it was 
possible that his features had not been perfectly under con-
trol. It was terribly dangerous to let your thoughts wander 
when you were in any public place or within range of a tele-
screen. The smallest thing could give you away. A nervous 
tic, an unconscious look of anxiety, a habit of muttering to 
yourself—anything that carried with it the suggestion of 
abnormality, of having something to hide. In any case, to 
wear an improper expression on your face (to look incredu-
lous when a victory was announced, for example) was itself 
a punishable offence. There was even a word for it in New-
speak: FACECRIME, it was called.

The girl had turned her back on him again. Perhaps after 
all she was not really following him about, perhaps it was 
coincidence that she had sat so close to him two days run-
ning. His cigarette had gone out, and he laid it carefully on 
the edge of the table. He would finish smoking it after work, 
if he could keep the tobacco in it. Quite likely the person 
at the next table was a spy of the Thought Police, and quite 
likely he would be in the cellars of the Ministry of Love 
within three days, but a cigarette end must not be wasted. 
Syme had folded up his strip of paper and stowed it away in 
his pocket. Parsons had begun talking again.

‘Did I ever tell you, old boy,’ he said, chuckling round the 
stem of his pipe, ‘about the time when those two nippers 
of mine set fire to the old market-woman’s skirt because 
they saw her wrapping up sausages in a poster of B.B.? 
Sneaked up behind her and set fire to it with a box of match-
es. Burned her quite badly, I believe. Little beggars, eh? But 
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keen as mustard! That’s a first-rate training they give them 
in the Spies nowadays—better than in my day, even. What 
d’you think’s the latest thing they’ve served them out with? 
Ear trumpets for listening through keyholes! My little girl 
brought one home the other night—tried it out on our sit-
ting-room door, and reckoned she could hear twice as much 
as with her ear to the hole. Of course it’s only a toy, mind 
you. Still, gives ‘em the right idea, eh?’

At this moment the telescreen let out a piercing whistle. 
It was the signal to return to work. All three men sprang to 
their feet to join in the struggle round the lifts, and the re-
maining tobacco fell out of Winston’s cigarette.
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Chapter 6

Winston was writing in his diary:

It was three years ago. It was on a dark evening, in a 
narrow side-street near one of the big railway stations. She 
was standing near a doorway in the wall, under a street lamp 
that hardly gave any light. She had a young face, painted 
very thick. It was really the paint that appealed to me, the 
whiteness of it, like a mask, and the bright red lips. Party 
women never paint their faces. There was nobody else in the 
street, and no telescreens. She said two dollars. I——

For the moment it was too difficult to go on. He shut his 
eyes and pressed his fingers against them, trying to squeeze 
out the vision that kept recurring. He had an almost over-
whelming temptation to shout a string of filthy words at the 
top of his voice. Or to bang his head against the wall, to kick 
over the table, and hurl the inkpot through the window—to 
do any violent or noisy or painful thing that might black 
out the memory that was tormenting him.

Your worst enemy, he reflected, was your own nervous 
system. At any moment the tension inside you was liable to 
translate itself into some visible symptom. He thought of 
a man whom he had passed in the street a few weeks back; 
a quite ordinary-looking man, a Party member, aged thir-
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ty-five to forty, tallish and thin, carrying a brief-case. They 
were a few metres apart when the left side of the man’s face 
was suddenly contorted by a sort of spasm. It happened 
again just as they were passing one another: it was only a 
twitch, a quiver, rapid as the clicking of a camera shutter, 
but obviously habitual. He remembered thinking at the 
time: That poor devil is done for. And what was frighten-
ing was that the action was quite possibly unconscious. The 
most deadly danger of all was talking in your sleep. There 
was no way of guarding against that, so far as he could see.

He drew his breath and went on writing:

I went with her through the doorway and across a backyard 
into a basement kitchen. There was a bed against the wall, 
and a lamp on the table, turned down very low. She——

His teeth were set on edge. He would have liked to spit. 
Simultaneously with the woman in the basement kitchen 
he thought of Katharine, his wife. Winston was married—
had been married, at any rate: probably he still was married, 
so far as he knew his wife was not dead. He seemed to 
breathe again the warm stuffy odour of the basement kitch-
en, an odour compounded of bugs and dirty clothes and 
villainous cheap scent, but nevertheless alluring, because 
no woman of the Party ever used scent, or could be imag-
ined as doing so. Only the proles used scent. In his mind the 
smell of it was inextricably mixed up with fornication.

When he had gone with that woman it had been his first 
lapse in two years or thereabouts. Consorting with prosti-
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tutes was forbidden, of course, but it was one of those rules 
that you could occasionally nerve yourself to break. It was 
dangerous, but it was not a life-and-death matter. To be 
caught with a prostitute might mean five years in a forced-
labour camp: not more, if you had committed no other 
offence. And it was easy enough, provided that you could 
avoid being caught in the act. The poorer quarters swarmed 
with women who were ready to sell themselves. Some could 
even be purchased for a bottle of gin, which the proles were 
not supposed to drink. Tacitly the Party was even inclined 
to encourage prostitution, as an outlet for instincts which 
could not be altogether suppressed. Mere debauchery did 
not matter very much, so long as it was furtive and joyless 
and only involved the women of a submerged and despised 
class. The unforgivable crime was promiscuity between 
Party members. But—though this was one of the crimes 
that the accused in the great purges invariably confessed 
to—it was difficult to imagine any such thing actually hap-
pening.

The aim of the Party was not merely to prevent men and 
women from forming loyalties which it might not be able 
to control. Its real, undeclared purpose was to remove all 
pleasure from the sexual act. Not love so much as eroti-
cism was the enemy, inside marriage as well as outside it. 
All marriages between Party members had to be approved 
by a committee appointed for the purpose, and—though 
the principle was never clearly stated—permission was al-
ways refused if the couple concerned gave the impression 
of being physically attracted to one another. The only rec-
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ognized purpose of marriage was to beget children for the 
service of the Party. Sexual intercourse was to be looked on 
as a slightly disgusting minor operation, like having an en-
ema. This again was never put into plain words, but in an 
indirect way it was rubbed into every Party member from 
childhood onwards. There were even organizations such 
as the Junior Anti-Sex League, which advocated complete 
celibacy for both sexes. All children were to be begotten 
by artificial insemination (ARTSEM, it was called in New-
speak) and brought up in public institutions. This, Winston 
was aware, was not meant altogether seriously, but some-
how it fitted in with the general ideology of the Party. The 
Party was trying to kill the sex instinct, or, if it could not be 
killed, then to distort it and dirty it. He did not know why 
this was so, but it seemed natural that it should be so. And 
as far as the women were concerned, the Party’s efforts were 
largely successful.

He thought again of Katharine. It must be nine, ten—
nearly eleven years since they had parted. It was curious 
how seldom he thought of her. For days at a time he was ca-
pable of forgetting that he had ever been married. They had 
only been together for about fifteen months. The Party did 
not permit divorce, but it rather encouraged separation in 
cases where there were no children.

Katharine was a tall, fair-haired girl, very straight, with 
splendid movements. She had a bold, aquiline face, a face 
that one might have called noble until one discovered that 
there was as nearly as possible nothing behind it. Very early 
in her married life he had decided—though perhaps it was 
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only that he knew her more intimately than he knew most 
people—that she had without exception the most stupid, 
vulgar, empty mind that he had ever encountered. She had 
not a thought in her head that was not a slogan, and there 
was no imbecility, absolutely none that she was not capable 
of swallowing if the Party handed it out to her. ‘The hu-
man sound-track’ he nicknamed her in his own mind. Yet 
he could have endured living with her if it had not been for 
just one thing—sex.

As soon as he touched her she seemed to wince and stiff-
en. To embrace her was like embracing a jointed wooden 
image. And what was strange was that even when she was 
clasping him against her he had the feeling that she was si-
multaneously pushing him away with all her strength. The 
rigidlty of her muscles managed to convey that impres-
sion. She would lie there with shut eyes, neither resisting 
nor co-operating but SUBMITTING. It was extraordinari-
ly embarrassing, and, after a while, horrible. But even then 
he could have borne living with her if it had been agreed 
that they should remain celibate. But curiously enough it 
was Katharine who refused this. They must, she said, pro-
duce a child if they could. So the performance continued to 
happen, once a week quite regulariy, whenever it was not 
impossible. She even used to remind him of it in the morn-
ing, as something which had to be done that evening and 
which must not be forgotten. She had two names for it. One 
was ‘making a baby’, and the other was ‘our duty to the Par-
ty’ (yes, she had actually used that phrase). Quite soon he 
grew to have a feeling of positive dread when the appointed 
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day came round. But luckily no child appeared, and in the 
end she agreed to give up trying, and soon afterwards they 
parted.

Winston sighed inaudibly. He picked up his pen again 
and wrote:

She threw herself down on the bed, and at once, without any 
kind of preliminary in the most coarse, horrible way you can 
imagine, pulled up her skirt. I——

He saw himself standing there in the dim lamplight, 
with the smell of bugs and cheap scent in his nostrils, and 
in his heart a feeling of defeat and resentment which even 
at that moment was mixed up with the thought of Kath-
arine’s white body, frozen for ever by the hypnotic power 
of the Party. Why did it always have to be like this? Why 
could he not have a woman of his own instead of these filthy 
scuffles at intervals of years? But a real love affair was an al-
most unthinkable event. The women of the Party were all 
alike. Chastity was as deep ingrained in them as Party loy-
alty. By careful early conditioning, by games and cold water, 
by the rubbish that was dinned into them at school and in 
the Spies and the Youth League, by lectures, parades, songs, 
slogans, and martial music, the natural feeling had been 
driven out of them. His reason told him that there must be 
exceptions, but his heart did not believe it. They were all im-
pregnable, as the Party intended that they should be. And 
what he wanted, more even than to be loved, was to break 
down that wall of virtue, even if it were only once in his 
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whole life. The sexual act, successfully performed, was re-
bellion. Desire was thoughtcrime. Even to have awakened 
Katharine, if he could have achieved it, would have been 
like a seduction, although she was his wife.

But the rest of the story had got to be written down. He 
wrote:

I turned up the lamp. When I saw her in the light——

After the darkness the feeble light of the paraffin lamp 
had seemed very bright. For the first time he could see the 
woman properly. He had taken a step towards her and then 
halted, full of lust and terror. He was painfully conscious of 
the risk he had taken in coming here. It was perfectly pos-
sible that the patrols would catch him on the way out: for 
that matter they might be waiting outside the door at this 
moment. If he went away without even doing what he had 
come here to do——!

It had got to be written down, it had got to be confessed. 
What he had suddenly seen in the lamplight was that the 
woman was OLD. The paint was plastered so thick on her 
face that it looked as though it might crack like a cardboard 
mask. There were streaks of white in her hair; but the truly 
dreadful detail was that her mouth had fallen a little open, 
revealing nothing except a cavernous blackness. She had no 
teeth at all.

He wrote hurriedly, in scrabbling handwriting:

When I saw her in the light she was quite an old woman, fifty 
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years old at least. But I went ahead and did it just the same.

He pressed his fingers against his eyelids again. He had 
written it down at last, but it made no difference. The thera-
py had not worked. The urge to shout filthy words at the top 
of his voice was as strong as ever.
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Chapter 7

‘If there is hope,’ wrote Winston, ‘it lies in the proles.’
If there was hope, it MUST lie in the proles, because 

only there in those swarming disregarded masses, 85 per 
cent of the population of Oceania, could the force to de-
stroy the Party ever be generated. The Party could not be 
overthrown from within. Its enemies, if it had any enemies, 
had no way of coming together or even of identifying one 
another. Even if the legendary Brotherhood existed, as just 
possibly it might, it was inconceivable that its members 
could ever assemble in larger numbers than twos and threes. 
Rebellion meant a look in the eyes, an inflexion of the voice, 
at the most, an occasional whispered word. But the proles, 
if only they could somehow become conscious of their own 
strength. would have no need to conspire. They needed only 
to rise up and shake themselves like a horse shaking off flies. 
If they chose they could blow the Party to pieces tomorrow 
morning. Surely sooner or later it must occur to them to do 
it? And yet——!

He remembered how once he had been walking down 
a crowded street when a tremendous shout of hundreds of 
voices women’s voices—had burst from a side-street a little 
way ahead. It was a great formidable cry of anger and de-
spair, a deep, loud ‘Oh-o-o-o-oh!’ that went humming on 
like the reverberation of a bell. His heart had leapt. It’s start-
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ed! he had thought. A riot! The proles are breaking loose 
at last! When he had reached the spot it was to see a mob 
of two or three hundred women crowding round the stalls 
of a street market, with faces as tragic as though they had 
been the doomed passengers on a sinking ship. But at this 
moment the general despair broke down into a multitude 
of individual quarrels. It appeared that one of the stalls 
had been selling tin saucepans. They were wretched, flimsy 
things, but cooking-pots of any kind were always difficult 
to get. Now the supply had unexpectedly given out. The 
successful women, bumped and jostled by the rest, were 
trying to make off with their saucepans while dozens of 
others clamoured round the stall, accusing the stall-keeper 
of favouritism and of having more saucepans somewhere 
in reserve. There was a fresh outburst of yells. Two bloat-
ed women, one of them with her hair coming down, had 
got hold of the same saucepan and were trying to tear it 
out of one another’s hands. For a moment they were both 
tugging, and then the handle came off. Winston watched 
them disgustedly. And yet, just for a moment, what almost 
frightening power had sounded in that cry from only a few 
hundred throats! Why was it that they could never shout 
like that about anything that mattered?

He wrote:

Until they become conscious they will never rebel, and until 
after they have rebelled they cannot become conscious.

That, he reflected, might almost have been a transcrip-
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tion from one of the Party textbooks. The Party claimed, of 
course, to have liberated the proles from bondage. Before 
the Revolution they had been hideously oppressed by the 
capitalists, they had been starved and flogged, women had 
been forced to work in the coal mines (women still did work 
in the coal mines, as a matter of fact), children had been 
sold into the factories at the age of six. But simultaneous-
ly, true to the Principles of doublethink, the Party taught 
that the proles were natural inferiors who must be kept in 
subjection, like animals, by the application of a few simple 
rules. In reality very little was known about the proles. It 
was not necessary to know much. So long as they contin-
ued to work and breed, their other activities were without 
importance. Left to themselves, like cattle turned loose 
upon the plains of Argentina, they had reverted to a style of 
life that appeared to be natural to them, a sort of ancestral 
pattern. They were born, they grew up in the gutters, they 
went to work at twelve, they passed through a brief blos-
soming-period of beauty and sexual desire, they married at 
twenty, they were middle-aged at thirty, they died, for the 
most part, at sixty. Heavy physical work, the care of home 
and children, petty quarrels with neighbours, films, foot-
ball, beer, and above all, gambling, filled up the horizon 
of their minds. To keep them in control was not difficult. 
A few agents of the Thought Police moved always among 
them, spreading false rumours and marking down and 
eliminating the few individuals who were judged capable of 
becoming dangerous; but no attempt was made to indoctri-
nate them with the ideology of the Party. It was not desirable 
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that the proles should have strong political feelings. All that 
was required of them was a primitive patriotism which 
could be appealed to whenever it was necessary to make 
them accept longer working-hours or shorter rations. And 
even when they became discontented, as they sometimes 
did, their discontent led nowhere, because being without 
general ideas, they could only focus it on petty specific 
grievances. The larger evils invariably escaped their notice. 
The great majority of proles did not even have telescreens in 
their homes. Even the civil police interfered with them very 
little. There was a vast amount of criminality in London, a 
whole world-within-a-world of thieves, bandits, prostitutes, 
drug-peddlers, and racketeers of every description; but 
since it all happened among the proles themselves, it was 
of no importance. In all questions of morals they were al-
lowed to follow their ancestral code. The sexual puritanism 
of the Party was not imposed upon them. Promiscuity went 
unpunished, divorce was permitted. For that matter, even 
religious worship would have been permitted if the proles 
had shown any sign of needing or wanting it. They were 
beneath suspicion. As the Party slogan put it: ‘Proles and 
animals are free.’

Winston reached down and cautiously scratched his 
varicose ulcer. It had begun itching again. The thing you 
invariably came back to was the impossibility of knowing 
what life before the Revolution had really been like. He took 
out of the drawer a copy of a children’s history textbook 
which he had borrowed from Mrs Parsons, and began copy-
ing a passage into the diary:
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In the old days (it ran), before the glorious Revolution, 
London was not the beautiful city that we know today. It 
was a dark, dirty, miserable place where hardly anybody 
had enough to eat and where hundreds and thousands of 
poor people had no boots on their feet and not even a roof to 
sleep under. Children no older than you had to work twelve 
hours a day for cruel masters who flogged them with whips 
if they worked too slowly and fed them on nothing but stale 
breadcrusts and water. But in among all this terrible poverty 
there were just a few great big beautiful houses that were 
lived in by rich men who had as many as thirty servants to 
look after them. These rich men were called capitalists. They 
were fat, ugly men with wicked faces, like the one in the 
picture on the opposite page. You can see that he is dressed in 
a long black coat which was called a frock coat, and a queer, 
shiny hat shaped like a stovepipe, which was called a top hat. 
This was the uniform of the capitalists, and no one else was 
allowed to wear it. The capitalists owned everything in the 
world, and everyone else was their slave. They owned all the 
land, all the houses, all the factories, and all the money. If 
anyone disobeyed them they could throw them into prison, or 
they could take his job away and starve him to death. When 
any ordinary person spoke to a capitalist he had to cringe and 
bow to him, and take off his cap and address him as ‘Sir’. The 
chief of all the capitalists was called the King, and——

But he knew the rest of the catalogue. There would be 
mention of the bishops in their lawn sleeves, the judges in 
their ermine robes, the pillory, the stocks, the treadmill, the 
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cat-o’-nine tails, the Lord Mayor’s Banquet, and the prac-
tice of kissing the Pope’s toe. There was also something 
called the JUS PRIMAE NOCTIS, which would probably 
not be mentioned in a textbook for children. It was the law 
by which every capitalist had the right to sleep with any 
woman working in one of his factories.

How could you tell how much of it was lies? It MIGHT 
be true that the average human being was better off now 
than he had been before the Revolution. The only evidence 
to the contrary was the mute protest in your own bones, the 
instinctive feeling that the conditions you lived in were in-
tolerable and that at some other time they must have been 
different. It struck him that the truly characteristic thing 
about modern life was not its cruelty and insecurity, but 
simply its bareness, its dinginess, its listlessness. Life, if you 
looked about you, bore no resemblance not only to the lies 
that streamed out of the telescreens, but even to the ideals 
that the Party was trying to achieve. Great areas of it, even 
for a Party member, were neutral and non-political, a mat-
ter of slogging through dreary jobs, fighting for a place on 
the Tube, darning a worn-out sock, cadging a saccharine 
tablet, saving a cigarette end. The ideal set up by the Par-
ty was something huge, terrible, and glittering—a world of 
steel and concrete, of monstrous machines and terrifying 
weapons—a nation of warriors and fanatics, marching for-
ward in perfect unity, all thinking the same thoughts and 
shouting the same slogans, perpetually working, fighting, 
triumphing, persecuting—three hundred million people all 
with the same face. The reality was decaying, dingy cities 
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where underfed people shuffled to and fro in leaky shoes, 
in patched-up nineteenth-century houses that smelt always 
of cabbage and bad lavatories. He seemed to see a vision of 
London, vast and ruinous, city of a million dustbins, and 
mixed up with it was a picture of Mrs Parsons, a woman 
with lined face and wispy hair, fiddling helplessly with a 
blocked waste-pipe.

He reached down and scratched his ankle again. Day 
and night the telescreens bruised your ears with statistics 
proving that people today had more food, more clothes, 
better houses, better recreations—that they lived longer, 
worked shorter hours, were bigger, healthier, stronger, hap-
pier, more intelligent, better educated, than the people of 
fifty years ago. Not a word of it could ever be proved or dis-
proved. The Party claimed, for example, that today 40 per 
cent of adult proles were literate: before the Revolution, it 
was said, the number had only been 15 per cent. The Party 
claimed that the infant mortality rate was now only 160 per 
thousand, whereas before the Revolution it had been 300—
and so it went on. It was like a single equation with two 
unknowns. It might very well be that literally every word in 
the history books, even the things that one accepted with-
out question, was pure fantasy. For all he knew there might 
never have been any such law as the JUS PRIMAE NOCTIS, 
or any such creature as a capitalist, or any such garment as 
a top hat.

Everything faded into mist. The past was erased, the era-
sure was forgotten, the lie became truth. Just once in his 
life he had possessed—AFTER the event: that was what 
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counted—concrete, unmistakable evidence of an act of fal-
sification. He had held it between his fingers for as long as 
thirty seconds. In 1973, it must have been—at any rate, it 
was at about the time when he and Katharine had parted. 
But the really relevant date was seven or eight years earlier.

The story really began in the middle sixties, the period of 
the great purges in which the original leaders of the Revolu-
tion were wiped out once and for all. By 1970 none of them 
was left, except Big Brother himself. All the rest had by that 
time been exposed as traitors and counter-revolutionar-
ies. Goldstein had fled and was hiding no one knew where, 
and of the others, a few had simply disappeared, while the 
majority had been executed after spectacular public trials 
at which they made confession of their crimes. Among the 
last survivors were three men named Jones, Aaronson, and 
Rutherford. It must have been in 1965 that these three had 
been arrested. As often happened, they had vanished for a 
year or more, so that one did not know whether they were 
alive or dead, and then had suddenly been brought forth 
to incriminate themselves in the usual way. They had con-
fessed to intelligence with the enemy (at that date, too, the 
enemy was Eurasia), embezzlement of public funds, the 
murder of various trusted Party members, intrigues against 
the leadership of Big Brother which had started long before 
the Revolution happened, and acts of sabotage causing the 
death of hundreds of thousands of people. After confess-
ing to these things they had been pardoned, reinstated in 
the Party, and given posts which were in fact sinecures but 
which sounded important. All three had written long, ab-
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ject articles in ‘The Times’, analysing the reasons for their 
defection and promising to make amends.

Some time after their release Winston had actually seen 
all three of them in the Chestnut Tree Cafe. He remembered 
the sort of terrified fascination with which he had watched 
them out of the corner of his eye. They were men far old-
er than himself, relics of the ancient world, almost the last 
great figures left over from the heroic days of the Party. The 
glamour of the underground struggle and the civil war still 
faintly clung to them. He had the feeling, though already at 
that time facts and dates were growing blurry, that he had 
known their names years earlier than he had known that of 
Big Brother. But also they were outlaws, enemies, untouch-
ables, doomed with absolute certainty to extinction within 
a year or two. No one who had once fallen into the hands 
of the Thought Police ever escaped in the end. They were 
corpses waiting to be sent back to the grave.

There was no one at any of the tables nearest to them. It 
was not wise even to be seen in the neighbourhood of such 
people. They were sitting in silence before glasses of the gin 
flavoured with cloves which was the speciality of the cafe. 
Of the three, it was Rutherford whose appearance had most 
impressed Winston. Rutherford had once been a famous 
caricaturist, whose brutal cartoons had helped to inflame 
popular opinion before and during the Revolution. Even 
now, at long intervals, his cartoons were appearing in The 
Times. They were simply an imitation of his earlier manner, 
and curiously lifeless and unconvincing. Always they were 
a rehashing of the ancient themes—slum tenements, starv-
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ing children, street battles, capitalists in top hats—even on 
the barricades the capitalists still seemed to cling to their 
top hats an endless, hopeless effort to get back into the past. 
He was a monstrous man, with a mane of greasy grey hair, 
his face pouched and seamed, with thick negroid lips. At 
one time he must have been immensely strong; now his 
great body was sagging, sloping, bulging, falling away in 
every direction. He seemed to be breaking up before one’s 
eyes, like a mountain crumbling.

It was the lonely hour of fifteen. Winston could not 
now remember how he had come to be in the cafe at such 
a time. The place was almost empty. A tinny music was 
trickling from the telescreens. The three men sat in their 
corner almost motionless, never speaking. Uncommanded, 
the waiter brought fresh glasses of gin. There was a chess-
board on the table beside them, with the pieces set out but 
no game started. And then, for perhaps half a minute in all, 
something happened to the telescreens. The tune that they 
were playing changed, and the tone of the music changed 
too. There came into it—but it was something hard to de-
scribe. It was a peculiar, cracked, braying, jeering note: in 
his mind Winston called it a yellow note. And then a voice 
from the telescreen was singing:

Under the spreading chestnut tree  
I sold you and you sold me:  
There lie they, and here lie we  
Under the spreading chestnut tree.
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The three men never stirred. But when Winston glanced 
again at Rutherford’s ruinous face, he saw that his eyes 
were full of tears. And for the first time he noticed, with a 
kind of inward shudder, and yet not knowing AT WHAT 
he shuddered, that both Aaronson and Rutherford had bro-
ken noses.

A little later all three were re-arrested. It appeared that 
they had engaged in fresh conspiracies from the very mo-
ment of their release. At their second trial they confessed to 
all their old crimes over again, with a whole string of new 
ones. They were executed, and their fate was recorded in 
the Party histories, a warning to posterity. About five years 
after this, in 1973, Winston was unrolling a wad of docu-
ments which had just flopped out of the pneumatic tube on 
to his desk when he came on a fragment of paper which 
had evidently been slipped in among the others and then 
forgotten. The instant he had flattened it out he saw its sig-
nificance. It was a half-page torn out of ‘The Times’ of about 
ten years earlier—the top half of the page, so that it included 
the date—and it contained a photograph of the delegates at 
some Party function in New York. Prominent in the middle 
of the group were Jones, Aaronson, and Rutherford. There 
was no mistaking them, in any case their names were in the 
caption at the bottom.

The point was that at both trials all three men had con-
fessed that on that date they had been on Eurasian soil. They 
had flown from a secret airfield in Canada to a rendezvous 
somewhere in Siberia, and had conferred with members of 
the Eurasian General Staff, to whom they had betrayed im-
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portant military secrets. The date had stuck in Winston’s 
memory because it chanced to be midsummer day; but the 
whole story must be on record in countless other places as 
well. There was only one possible conclusion: the confes-
sions were lies.

Of course, this was not in itself a discovery. Even at that 
time Winston had not imagined that the people who were 
wiped out in the purges had actually committed the crimes 
that they were accused of. But this was concrete evidence; 
it was a fragment of the abolished past, like a fossil bone 
which turns up in the wrong stratum and destroys a geo-
logical theory. It was enough to blow the Party to atoms, if 
in some way it could have been published to the world and 
its significance made known.

He had gone straight on working. As soon as he saw what 
the photograph was, and what it meant, he had covered it 
up with another sheet of paper. Luckily, when he unrolled 
it, it had been upside-down from the point of view of the 
telescreen.

He took his scribbling pad on his knee and pushed back 
his chair so as to get as far away from the telescreen as pos-
sible. To keep your face expressionless was not difficult, and 
even your breathing could be controlled, with an effort: 
but you could not control the beating of your heart, and 
the telescreen was quite delicate enough to pick it up. He 
let what he judged to be ten minutes go by, tormented all 
the while by the fear that some accident—a sudden draught 
blowing across his desk, for instance—would betray him. 
Then, without uncovering it again, he dropped the photo-
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graph into the memory hole, along with some other waste 
papers. Within another minute, perhaps, it would have 
crumbled into ashes.

That was ten—eleven years ago. Today, probably, he 
would have kept that photograph. It was curious that the 
fact of having held it in his fingers seemed to him to make 
a difference even now, when the photograph itself, as well 
as the event it recorded, was only memory. Was the Party’s 
hold upon the past less strong, he wondered, because a piece 
of evidence which existed no longer HAD ONCE existed?

But today, supposing that it could be somehow resur-
rected from its ashes, the photograph might not even be 
evidence. Already, at the time when he made his discov-
ery, Oceania was no longer at war with Eurasia, and it must 
have been to the agents of Eastasia that the three dead men 
had betrayed their country. Since then there had been oth-
er changes—two, three, he could not remember how many. 
Very likely the confessions had been rewritten and rewritten 
until the original facts and dates no longer had the small-
est significance. The past not only changed, but changed 
continuously. What most afflicted him with the sense of 
nightmare was that he had never clearly understood why 
the huge imposture was undertaken. The immediate advan-
tages of falsifying the past were obvious, but the ultimate 
motive was mysterious. He took up his pen again and 
wrote:

I understand HOW: I do not understand WHY.
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He wondered, as he had many times wondered before, 
whether he himself was a lunatic. Perhaps a lunatic was 
simply a minority of one. At one time it had been a sign of 
madness to believe that the earth goes round the sun; today, 
to believe that the past is inalterable. He might be ALONE 
in holding that belief, and if alone, then a lunatic. But the 
thought of being a lunatic did not greatly trouble him: the 
horror was that he might also be wrong.

He picked up the children’s history book and looked at 
the portrait of Big Brother which formed its frontispiece. 
The hypnotic eyes gazed into his own. It was as though 
some huge force were pressing down upon you—something 
that penetrated inside your skull, battering against your 
brain, frightening you out of your beliefs, persuading you, 
almost, to deny the evidence of your senses. In the end the 
Party would announce that two and two made five, and you 
would have to believe it. It was inevitable that they should 
make that claim sooner or later: the logic of their position 
demanded it. Not merely the validity of experience, but the 
very existence of external reality, was tacitly denied by their 
philosophy. The heresy of heresies was common sense. And 
what was terrifying was not that they would kill you for 
thinking otherwise, but that they might be right. For, after 
all, how do we know that two and two make four? Or that 
the force of gravity works? Or that the past is unchange-
able? If both the past and the external world exist only in 
the mind, and if the mind itself is controllable what then?

But no! His courage seemed suddenly to stiffen of its 
own accord. The face of O’Brien, not called up by any obvi-
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ous association, had floated into his mind. He knew, with 
more certainty than before, that O’Brien was on his side. 
He was writing the diary for O’Brien—TO O’Brien: it was 
like an interminable letter which no one would ever read, 
but which was addressed to a particular person and took its 
colour from that fact.

The Party told you to reject the evidence of your eyes and 
ears. It was their final, most essential command. His heart 
sank as he thought of the enormous power arrayed against 
him, the ease with which any Party intellectual would over-
throw him in debate, the subtle arguments which he would 
not be able to understand, much less answer. And yet he 
was in the right! They were wrong and he was right. The 
obvious, the silly, and the true had got to be defended. Tru-
isms are true, hold on to that! The solid world exists, its laws 
do not change. Stones are hard, water is wet, objects unsup-
ported fall towards the earth’s centre. With the feeling that 
he was speaking to O’Brien, and also that he was setting 
forth an important axiom, he wrote:

Freedom is the freedom to say that two plus two make four. If 
that is granted, all else follows.
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Chapter 8

From somewhere at the bottom of a passage the smell of 
roasting coffee—real coffee, not Victory Coffee—came 

floating out into the street. Winston paused involuntarily. 
For perhaps two seconds he was back in the half-forgotten 
world of his childhood. Then a door banged, seeming to cut 
off the smell as abruptly as though it had been a sound.

He had walked several kilometres over pavements, and 
his varicose ulcer was throbbing. This was the second time 
in three weeks that he had missed an evening at the Com-
munity Centre: a rash act, since you could be certain that 
the number of your attendances at the Centre was care-
fully checked. In principle a Party member had no spare 
time, and was never alone except in bed. It was assumed 
that when he was not working, eating, or sleeping he would 
be taking part in some kind of communal recreation: to do 
anything that suggested a taste for solitude, even to go for a 
walk by yourself, was always slightly dangerous. There was 
a word for it in Newspeak: OWNLIFE, it was called, mean-
ing individualism and eccentricity. But this evening as he 
came out of the Ministry the balminess of the April air had 
tempted him. The sky was a warmer blue than he had seen it 
that year, and suddenly the long, noisy evening at the Cen-
tre, the boring, exhausting games, the lectures, the creaking 
camaraderie oiled by gin, had seemed intolerable. On im-
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pulse he had turned away from the bus-stop and wandered 
off into the labyrinth of London, first south, then east, then 
north again, losing himself among unknown streets and 
hardly bothering in which direction he was going.

‘If there is hope,’ he had written in the diary, ‘it lies in 
the proles.’ The words kept coming back to him, statement 
of a mystical truth and a palpable absurdity. He was some-
where in the vague, brown-coloured slums to the north and 
east of what had once been Saint Pancras Station. He was 
walking up a cobbled street of little two-storey houses with 
battered doorways which gave straight on the pavement 
and which were somehow curiously suggestive of ratholes. 
There were puddles of filthy water here and there among the 
cobbles. In and out of the dark doorways, and down narrow 
alley-ways that branched off on either side, people swarmed 
in astonishing numbers—girls in full bloom, with crude-
ly lipsticked mouths, and youths who chased the girls, and 
swollen waddling women who showed you what the girls 
would be like in ten years’ time, and old bent creatures shuf-
fling along on splayed feet, and ragged barefooted children 
who played in the puddles and then scattered at angry yells 
from their mothers. Perhaps a quarter of the windows in 
the street were broken and boarded up. Most of the people 
paid no attention to Winston; a few eyed him with a sort of 
guarded curiosity. Two monstrous women with brick-red 
forearms folded across thelr aprons were talking outside a 
doorway. Winston caught scraps of conversation as he ap-
proached.

‘’Yes,’ I says to ‘er, ‘that’s all very well,’ I says. ‘But if you’d 
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of been in my place you’d of done the same as what I done. 
It’s easy to criticize,’ I says, ‘but you ain’t got the same prob-
lems as what I got.‘‘

‘Ah,’ said the other, ‘that’s jest it. That’s jest where it is.’
The strident voices stopped abruptly. The women stud-

ied him in hostile silence as he went past. But it was not 
hostility, exactly; merely a kind of wariness, a momentary 
stiffening, as at the passing of some unfamiliar animal. The 
blue overalls of the Party could not be a common sight in 
a street like this. Indeed, it was unwise to be seen in such 
places, unless you had definite business there. The patrols 
might stop you if you happened to run into them. ‘May I see 
your papers, comrade? What are you doing here? What time 
did you leave work? Is this your usual way home?’—and so 
on and so forth. Not that there was any rule against walking 
home by an unusual route: but it was enough to draw atten-
tion to you if the Thought Police heard about it.

Suddenly the whole street was in commotion. There 
were yells of warning from all sides. People were shooting 
into the doorways like rabbits. A young woman leapt out 
of a doorway a little ahead of Winston, grabbed up a tiny 
child playing in a puddle, whipped her apron round it, and 
leapt back again, all in one movement. At the same instant a 
man in a concertina-like black suit, who had emerged from 
a side alley, ran towards Winston, pointing excitedly to the 
sky.

‘Steamer!’ he yelled. ‘Look out, guv’nor! Bang over’ead! 
Lay down quick!’

‘Steamer’ was a nickname which, for some reason, the 
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proles applied to rocket bombs. Winston promptly flung 
himself on his face. The proles were nearly always right 
when they gave you a warning of this kind. They seemed 
to possess some kind of instinct which told them several 
seconds in advance when a rocket was coming, although 
the rockets supposedly travelled faster than sound. Win-
ston clasped his forearms above his head. There was a roar 
that seemed to make the pavement heave; a shower of light 
objects pattered on to his back. When he stood up he found 
that he was covered with fragments of glass from the near-
est window.

He walked on. The bomb had demolished a group of 
houses 200 metres up the street. A black plume of smoke 
hung in the sky, and below it a cloud of plaster dust in which 
a crowd was already forming around the ruins. There was a 
little pile of plaster lying on the pavement ahead of him, and 
in the middle of it he could see a bright red streak. When he 
got up to it he saw that it was a human hand severed at the 
wrist. Apart from the bloody stump, the hand was so com-
pletely whitened as to resemble a plaster cast.

He kicked the thing into the gutter, and then, to avoid 
the crowd, turned down a side-street to the right. With-
in three or four minutes he was out of the area which the 
bomb had affected, and the sordid swarming life of the 
streets was going on as though nothing had happened. It 
was nearly twenty hours, and the drinking-shops which the 
proles frequented (’pubs’, they called them) were choked 
with customers. From their grimy swing doors, endlessly 
opening and shutting, there came forth a smell of urine, 
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sawdust, and sour beer. In an angle formed by a projecting 
house-front three men were standing very close togeth-
er, the middle one of them holding a folded-up newspaper 
which the other two were studying over his shoulder. Even 
before he was near enough to make out the expression on 
their faces, Winston could see absorption in every line of 
their bodies. It was obviously some serious piece of news 
that they were reading. He was a few paces away from them 
when suddenly the group broke up and two of the men were 
in violent altercation. For a moment they seemed almost on 
the point of blows.

‘Can’t you bleeding well listen to what I say? I tell you 
no number ending in seven ain’t won for over fourteen 
months!’

‘Yes, it ‘as, then!’
‘No, it ‘as not! Back ‘ome I got the ‘ole lot of ‘em for over 

two years wrote down on a piece of paper. I takes ‘em down 
reg’lar as the clock. An’ I tell you, no number ending in 
seven——’

‘Yes, a seven ‘AS won! I could pretty near tell you the 
bleeding number. Four oh seven, it ended in. It were in Feb-
ruary—second week in February.’

‘February your grandmother! I got it all down in black 
and white. An’ I tell you, no number——’

‘Oh, pack it in!’ said the third man.
They were talking about the Lottery. Winston looked 

back when he had gone thirty metres. They were still ar-
guing, with vivid, passionate faces. The Lottery, with its 
weekly pay-out of enormous prizes, was the one public event 
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to which the proles paid serious attention. It was probable 
that there were some millions of proles for whom the Lot-
tery was the principal if not the only reason for remaining 
alive. It was their delight, their folly, their anodyne, their 
intellectual stimulant. Where the Lottery was concerned, 
even people who could barely read and write seemed capa-
ble of intricate calculations and staggering feats of memory. 
There was a whole tribe of men who made a living simply by 
selling systems, forecasts, and lucky amulets. Winston had 
nothing to do with the running of the Lottery, which was 
managed by the Ministry of Plenty, but he was aware (in-
deed everyone in the party was aware) that the prizes were 
largely imaginary. Only small sums were actually paid out, 
the winners of the big prizes being non-existent persons. In 
the absence of any real intercommunication between one 
part of Oceania and another, this was not difficult to ar-
range.

But if there was hope, it lay in the proles. You had to cling 
on to that. When you put it in words it sounded reasonable: 
it was when you looked at the human beings passing you on 
the pavement that it became an act of faith. The street into 
which he had turned ran downhill. He had a feeling that he 
had been in this neighbourhood before, and that there was 
a main thoroughfare not far away. From somewhere ahead 
there came a din of shouting voices. The street took a sharp 
turn and then ended in a flight of steps which led down into 
a sunken alley where a few stall-keepers were selling tired-
looking vegetables. At this moment Winston remembered 
where he was. The alley led out into the main street, and 
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down the next turning, not five minutes away, was the junk-
shop where he had bought the blank book which was now 
his diary. And in a small stationer’s shop not far away he 
had bought his penholder and his bottle of ink.

He paused for a moment at the top of the steps. On the 
opposite side of the alley there was a dingy little pub whose 
windows appeared to be frosted over but in reality were 
merely coated with dust. A very old man, bent but active, 
with white moustaches that bristled forward like those of a 
prawn, pushed open the swing door and went in. As Win-
ston stood watching, it occurred to him that the old man, 
who must be eighty at the least, had already been middle-
aged when the Revolution happened. He and a few others 
like him were the last links that now existed with the van-
ished world of capitalism. In the Party itself there were not 
many people left whose ideas had been formed before the 
Revolution. The older generation had mostly been wiped out 
in the great purges of the fifties and sixties, and the few who 
survived had long ago been terrified into complete intellec-
tual surrender. If there was any one still alive who could 
give you a truthful account of conditions in the early part 
of the century, it could only be a prole. Suddenly the pas-
sage from the history book that he had copied into his diary 
came back into Winston’s mind, and a lunatic impulse took 
hold of him. He would go into the pub, he would scrape ac-
quaintance with that old man and question him. He would 
say to him: ‘Tell me about your life when you were a boy. 
What was it like in those days? Were things better than they 
are now, or were they worse?’
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Hurriedly, lest he should have time to become frightened, 
he descended the steps and crossed the narrow street. It 
was madness of course. As usual, there was no definite rule 
against talking to proles and frequenting their pubs, but it 
was far too unusual an action to pass unnoticed. If the pa-
trols appeared he might plead an attack of faintness, but it 
was not likely that they would believe him. He pushed open 
the door, and a hideous cheesy smell of sour beer hit him in 
the face. As he entered the din of voices dropped to about 
half its volume. Behind his back he could feel everyone eye-
ing his blue overalls. A game of darts which was going on at 
the other end of the room interrupted itself for perhaps as 
much as thirty seconds. The old man whom he had followed 
was standing at the bar, having some kind of altercation 
with the barman, a large, stout, hook-nosed young man 
with enormous forearms. A knot of others, standing round 
with glasses in their hands, were watching the scene.

‘I arst you civil enough, didn’t I?’ said the old man, 
straightening his shoulders pugnaciously. ‘You telling me 
you ain’t got a pint mug in the ‘ole bleeding boozer?’

‘And what in hell’s name IS a pint?’ said the barman, lean-
ing forward with the tips of his fingers on the counter.

‘’Ark at ‘im! Calls ‘isself a barman and don’t know what 
a pint is! Why, a pint’s the ‘alf of a quart, and there’s four 
quarts to the gallon. ‘Ave to teach you the A, B, C next.’

‘Never heard of ‘em,’ said the barman shortly. ‘Litre and 
half litre—that’s all we serve. There’s the glasses on the shelf 
in front of you.’

‘I likes a pint,’ persisted the old man. ‘You could ‘a drawed 
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me off a pint easy enough. We didn’t ‘ave these bleeding li-
tres when I was a young man.’

‘When you were a young man we were all living in the 
treetops,’ said the barman, with a glance at the other cus-
tomers.

There was a shout of laughter, and the uneasiness caused 
by Winston’s entry seemed to disappear. The old man’s whit-
estubbled face had flushed pink. He turned away, muttering 
to himself, and bumped into Winston. Winston caught him 
gently by the arm.

‘May I offer you a drink?’ he said.
‘You’re a gent,’ said the other, straightening his shoul-

ders again. He appeared not to have noticed Winston’s blue 
overalls. ‘Pint!’ he added aggressively to the barman. ‘Pint 
of wallop.’

The barman swished two half-litres of dark-brown beer 
into thick glasses which he had rinsed in a bucket under 
the counter. Beer was the only drink you could get in prole 
pubs. The proles were supposed not to drink gin, though in 
practice they could get hold of it easily enough. The game of 
darts was in full swing again, and the knot of men at the bar 
had begun talking about lottery tickets. Winston’s presence 
was forgotten for a moment. There was a deal table under 
the window where he and the old man could talk without 
fear of being overheard. It was horribly dangerous, but at 
any rate there was no telescreen in the room, a point he had 
made sure of as soon as he came in.

‘’E could ‘a drawed me off a pint,’ grumbled the old man 
as he settled down behind a glass. ‘A ‘alf litre ain’t enough. It 
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don’t satisfy. And a ‘ole litre’s too much. It starts my bladder 
running. Let alone the price.’

‘You must have seen great changes since you were a young 
man,’ said Winston tentatively.

The old man’s pale blue eyes moved from the darts board 
to the bar, and from the bar to the door of the Gents, as 
though it were in the bar-room that he expected the chang-
es to have occurred.

‘The beer was better,’ he said finally. ‘And cheaper! When 
I was a young man, mild beer—wallop we used to call it—
was fourpence a pint. That was before the war, of course.’

‘Which war was that?’ said Winston.
‘It’s all wars,’ said the old man vaguely. He took up his 

glass, and his shoulders straightened again. ‘’Ere’s wishing 
you the very best of ‘ealth!’

In his lean throat the sharp-pointed Adam’s apple made 
a surprisingly rapid up-and-down movement, and the beer 
vanished. Winston went to the bar and came back with two 
more half-litres. The old man appeared to have forgotten 
his prejudice against drinking a full litre.

‘You are very much older than I am,’ said Winston. ‘You 
must have been a grown man before I was born. You can 
remember what it was like in the old days, before the Revo-
lution. People of my age don’t really know anything about 
those times. We can only read about them in books, and 
what it says in the books may not be true. I should like your 
opinion on that. The history books say that life before the 
Revolution was completely different from what it is now. 
There was the most terrible oppression, injustice, poverty 
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worse than anything we can imagine. Here in London, the 
great mass of the people never had enough to eat from birth 
to death. Half of them hadn’t even boots on their feet. They 
worked twelve hours a day, they left school at nine, they 
slept ten in a room. And at the same time there were a very 
few people, only a few thousands—the capitalists, they were 
called—who were rich and powerful. They owned every-
thing that there was to own. They lived in great gorgeous 
houses with thirty servants, they rode about in motor-cars 
and four-horse carriages, they drank champagne, they wore 
top hats——’

The old man brightened suddenly.
‘Top ‘ats!’ he said. ‘Funny you should mention ‘em. The 

same thing come into my ‘ead only yesterday, I dono why. I 
was jest thinking, I ain’t seen a top ‘at in years. Gorn right 
out, they ‘ave. The last time I wore one was at my sister-in-
law’s funeral. And that was—well, I couldn’t give you the 
date, but it must’a been fifty years ago. Of course it was only 
‘ired for the occasion, you understand.’

‘It isn’t very important about the top hats,’ said Winston 
patiently. ‘The point is, these capitalists—they and a few 
lawyers and priests and so forth who lived on them—were 
the lords of the earth. Everything existed for their benefit. 
You—the ordinary people, the workers—were their slaves. 
They could do what they liked with you. They could ship 
you off to Canada like cattle. They could sleep with your 
daughters if they chose. They could order you to be flogged 
with something called a cat-o’-nine tails. You had to take 
your cap off when you passed them. Every capitalist went 
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about with a gang of lackeys who——’
The old man brightened again.
‘Lackeys!’ he said. ‘Now there’s a word I ain’t ‘eard since 

ever so long. Lackeys! That reg’lar takes me back, that does. 
I recollect oh, donkey’s years ago—I used to sometimes go 
to ‘Yde Park of a Sunday afternoon to ‘ear the blokes making 
speeches. Salvation Army, Roman Catholics, Jews, Indi-
ans—all sorts there was. And there was one bloke—well, I 
couldn’t give you ‘is name, but a real powerful speaker ‘e 
was. ‘E didn’t ‘alf give it ‘em! ‘Lackeys!’ ‘e says, ‘lackeys of 
the bourgeoisie! Flunkies of the ruling class!’ Parasites—
that was another of them. And ‘yenas—’e definitely called 
‘em ‘yenas. Of course ‘e was referring to the Labour Party, 
you understand.’

Winston had the feeling that they were talking at cross-
purposes.

‘What I really wanted to know was this,’ he said. ‘Do you 
feel that you have more freedom now than you had in those 
days? Are you treated more like a human being? In the old 
days, the rich people, the people at the top——’

‘The ‘Ouse of Lords,’ put in the old man reminiscently.
‘The House of Lords, if you like. What I am asking is, 

were these people able to treat you as an inferior, simply 
because they were rich and you were poor? Is it a fact, for 
instance, that you had to call them ‘Sir’ and take off your 
cap when you passed them?’

The old man appeared to think deeply. He drank off 
about a quarter of his beer before answering.

‘Yes,’ he said. ‘They liked you to touch your cap to ‘em. 
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It showed respect, like. I didn’t agree with it, myself, but I 
done it often enough. Had to, as you might say.’

‘And was it usual—I’m only quoting what I’ve read in his-
tory books—was it usual for these people and their servants 
to push you off the pavement into the gutter?’

‘One of ‘em pushed me once,’ said the old man. ‘I recol-
lect it as if it was yesterday. It was Boat Race night—terribly 
rowdy they used to get on Boat Race night—and I bumps 
into a young bloke on Shaftesbury Avenue. Quite a gent, 
‘e was—dress shirt, top ‘at, black overcoat. ‘E was kind of 
zig-zagging across the pavement, and I bumps into ‘im acci-
dental-like. ‘E says, ‘Why can’t you look where you’re going?’ 
‘e says. I say, ‘Ju think you’ve bought the bleeding pavement?’ 
‘E says, ‘I’ll twist your bloody ‘ead off if you get fresh with 
me.’ I says, ‘You’re drunk. I’ll give you in charge in ‘alf a 
minute,’ I says. An’ if you’ll believe me, ‘e puts ‘is ‘and on my 
chest and gives me a shove as pretty near sent me under the 
wheels of a bus. Well, I was young in them days, and I was 
going to ‘ave fetched ‘im one, only——’

A sense of helplessness took hold of Winston. The old 
man’s memory was nothing but a rubbish-heap of details. 
One could question him all day without getting any real 
information. The party histories might still be true, after a 
fashion: they might even be completely true. He made a last 
attempt.

‘Perhaps I have not made myself clear,’ he said. ‘What I’m 
trying to say is this. You have been alive a very long time; 
you lived half your life before the Revolution. In 1925, for 
instance, you were already grown up. Would you say from 
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what you can remember, that life in 1925 was better than it 
is now, or worse? If you could choose, would you prefer to 
live then or now?’

The old man looked meditatively at the darts board. He 
finished up his beer, more slowly than before. When he 
spoke it was with a tolerant philosophical air, as though the 
beer had mellowed him.

‘I know what you expect me to say,’ he said. ‘You expect 
me to say as I’d sooner be young again. Most people’d say 
they’d sooner be young, if you arst’ ‘em. You got your ‘ealth 
and strength when you’re young. When you get to my time 
of life you ain’t never well. I suffer something wicked from 
my feet, and my bladder’s jest terrible. Six and seven times 
a night it ‘as me out of bed. On the other ‘and, there’s great 
advantages in being a old man. You ain’t got the same wor-
ries. No truck with women, and that’s a great thing. I ain’t 
‘ad a woman for near on thirty year, if you’d credit it. Nor 
wanted to, what’s more.’

Winston sat back against the window-sill. It was no use 
going on. He was about to buy some more beer when the old 
man suddenly got up and shuffled rapidly into the stink-
ing urinal at the side of the room. The extra half-litre was 
already working on him. Winston sat for a minute or two 
gazing at his empty glass, and hardly noticed when his feet 
carried him out into the street again. Within twenty years 
at the most, he reflected, the huge and simple question, 
‘Was life better before the Revolution than it is now?’ would 
have ceased once and for all to be answerable. But in effect 
it was unanswerable even now, since the few scattered sur-
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vivors from the ancient world were incapable of comparing 
one age with another. They remembered a million useless 
things, a quarrel with a workmate, a hunt for a lost bicy-
cle pump, the expression on a long-dead sister’s face, the 
swirls of dust on a windy morning seventy years ago: but 
all the relevant facts were outside the range of their vision. 
They were like the ant, which can see small objects but not 
large ones. And when memory failed and written records 
were falsified—when that happened, the claim of the Party 
to have improved the conditions of human life had got to be 
accepted, because there did not exist, and never again could 
exist, any standard against which it could be tested.

At this moment his train of thought stopped abruptly. 
He halted and looked up. He was in a narrow street, with a 
few dark little shops, interspersed among dwelling-houses. 
Immediately above his head there hung three discoloured 
metal balls which looked as if they had once been gilded. 
He seemed to know the place. Of course! He was standing 
outside the junk-shop where he had bought the diary.

A twinge of fear went through him. It had been a suf-
ficiently rash act to buy the book in the beginning, and he 
had sworn never to come near the place again. And yet the 
instant that he allowed his thoughts to wander, his feet had 
brought him back here of their own accord. It was precisely 
against suicidal impulses of this kind that he had hoped to 
guard himself by opening the diary. At the same time he 
noticed that although it was nearly twenty-one hours the 
shop was still open. With the feeling that he would be less 
conspicuous inside than hanging about on the pavement, 
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he stepped through the doorway. If questioned, he could 
plausibly say that he was trying to buy razor blades.

The proprietor had just lighted a hanging oil lamp which 
gave off an unclean but friendly smell. He was a man of per-
haps sixty, frail and bowed, with a long, benevolent nose, 
and mild eyes distorted by thick spectacles. His hair was al-
most white, but his eyebrows were bushy and still black. His 
spectacles, his gentle, fussy movements, and the fact that he 
was wearing an aged jacket of black velvet, gave him a vague 
air of intellectuality, as though he had been some kind of 
literary man, or perhaps a musician. His voice was soft, as 
though faded, and his accent less debased than that of the 
majority of proles.

‘I recognized you on the pavement,’ he said immediately. 
‘You’re the gentleman that bought the young lady’s keepsake 
album. That was a beautiful bit of paper, that was. Cream-
laid, it used to be called. There’s been no paper like that 
made for—oh, I dare say fifty years.’ He peered at Winston 
over the top of his spectacles. ‘Is there anything special I 
can do for you? Or did you just want to look round?’

‘I was passing,’ said Winston vaguely. ‘I just looked in. I 
don’t want anything in particular.’

‘It’s just as well,’ said the other, ‘because I don’t suppose 
I could have satisfied you.’ He made an apologetic gesture 
with his softpalmed hand. ‘You see how it is; an empty shop, 
you might say. Between you and me, the antique trade’s just 
about finished. No demand any longer, and no stock either. 
Furniture, china, glass it’s all been broken up by degrees. 
And of course the metal stuff’s mostly been melted down. I 
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haven’t seen a brass candlestick in years.’
The tiny interior of the shop was in fact uncomfortably 

full, but there was almost nothing in it of the slightest val-
ue. The floorspace was very restricted, because all round 
the walls were stacked innumerable dusty picture-frames. 
In the window there were trays of nuts and bolts, worn-out 
chisels, penknives with broken blades, tarnished watches 
that did not even pretend to be in going order, and other 
miscellaneous rubbish. Only on a small table in the corner 
was there a litter of odds and ends—lacquered snuffbox-
es, agate brooches, and the like—which looked as though 
they might include something interesting. As Winston 
wandered towards the table his eye was caught by a round, 
smooth thing that gleamed softly in the lamplight, and he 
picked it up.

It was a heavy lump of glass, curved on one side, flat 
on the other, making almost a hemisphere. There was a 
peculiar softness, as of rainwater, in both the colour and 
the texture of the glass. At the heart of it, magnified by the 
curved surface, there was a strange, pink, convoluted object 
that recalled a rose or a sea anemone.

‘What is it?’ said Winston, fascinated.
‘That’s coral, that is,’ said the old man. ‘It must have come 

from the Indian Ocean. They used to kind of embed it in 
the glass. That wasn’t made less than a hundred years ago. 
More, by the look of it.’

‘It’s a beautiful thing,’ said Winston.
‘It is a beautiful thing,’ said the other appreciatively. ‘But 

there’s not many that’d say so nowadays.’ He coughed. ‘Now, 
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if it so happened that you wanted to buy it, that’d cost you 
four dollars. I can remember when a thing like that would 
have fetched eight pounds, and eight pounds was—well, I 
can’t work it out, but it was a lot of money. But who cares 
about genuine antiques nowadays—even the few that’s 
left?’

Winston immediately paid over the four dollars and slid 
the coveted thing into his pocket. What appealed to him 
about it was not so much its beauty as the air it seemed to 
possess of belonging to an age quite different from the pres-
ent one. The soft, rainwatery glass was not like any glass that 
he had ever seen. The thing was doubly attractive because 
of its apparent uselessness, though he could guess that it 
must once have been intended as a paperweight. It was very 
heavy in his pocket, but fortunately it did not make much 
of a bulge. It was a queer thing, even a compromising thing, 
for a Party member to have in his possession. Anything old, 
and for that matter anything beautiful, was always vaguely 
suspect. The old man had grown noticeably more cheerful 
after receiving the four dollars. Winston realized that he 
would have accepted three or even two.

‘There’s another room upstairs that you might care to 
take a look at,’ he said. ‘There’s not much in it. Just a few 
pieces. We’ll do with a light if we’re going upstairs.’

He lit another lamp, and, with bowed back, led the way 
slowly up the steep and worn stairs and along a tiny passage, 
into a room which did not give on the street but looked out 
on a cobbled yard and a forest of chimney-pots. Winston 
noticed that the furniture was still arranged as though the 
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room were meant to be lived in. There was a strip of car-
pet on the floor, a picture or two on the walls, and a deep, 
slatternly arm-chair drawn up to the fireplace. An old-fash-
ioned glass clock with a twelve-hour face was ticking away 
on the mantelpiece. Under the window, and occupying 
nearly a quarter of the room, was an enormous bed with 
the mattress still on it.

‘We lived here till my wife died,’ said the old man half 
apologetically. ‘I’m selling the furniture off by little and 
little. Now that’s a beautiful mahogany bed, or at least it 
would be if you could get the bugs out of it. But I dare say 
you’d find it a little bit cumbersome.’

He was holdlng the lamp high up, so as to illuminate the 
whole room, and in the warm dim light the place looked 
curiously inviting. The thought flitted through Winston’s 
mind that it would probably be quite easy to rent the room 
for a few dollars a week, if he dared to take the risk. It was a 
wild, impossible notion, to be abandoned as soon as thought 
of; but the room had awakened in him a sort of nostalgia, a 
sort of ancestral memory. It seemed to him that he knew 
exactly what it felt like to sit in a room like this, in an arm-
chair beside an open fire with your feet in the fender and a 
kettle on the hob; utterly alone, utterly secure, with nobody 
watching you, no voice pursuing you, no sound except the 
singing of the kettle and the friendly ticking of the clock.

‘There’s no telescreen!’ he could not help murmuring.
‘Ah,’ said the old man, ‘I never had one of those things. 

Too expensive. And I never seemed to feel the need of it, 
somehow. Now that’s a nice gateleg table in the corner there. 
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Though of course you’d have to put new hinges on it if you 
wanted to use the flaps.’

There was a small bookcase in the other corner, and 
Winston had already gravitated towards it. It contained 
nothing but rubbish. The hunting-down and destruction of 
books had been done with the same thoroughness in the 
prole quarters as everywhere else. It was very unlikely that 
there existed anywhere in Oceania a copy of a book printed 
earlier than 1960. The old man, still carrying the lamp, was 
standing in front of a picture in a rosewood frame which 
hung on the other side of the fireplace, opposite the bed.

‘Now, if you happen to be interested in old prints at all—
—’ he began delicately.

Winston came across to examine the picture. It was a 
steel engraving of an oval building with rectangular win-
dows, and a small tower in front. There was a railing 
running round the building, and at the rear end there was 
what appeared to be a statue. Winston gazed at it for some 
moments. It seemed vaguely familiar, though he did not re-
member the statue.

‘The frame’s fixed to the wall,’ said the old man, ‘but I 
could unscrew it for you, I dare say.’

‘I know that building,’ said Winston finally. ‘It’s a ruin 
now. It’s in the middle of the street outside the Palace of 
Justice.’

‘That’s right. Outside the Law Courts. It was bombed in—
oh, many years ago. It was a church at one time, St Clement 
Danes, its name was.’ He smiled apologetically, as though 
conscious of saying something slightly ridiculous, and add-
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ed: ‘Oranges and lemons, say the bells of St Clement’s!’
‘What’s that?’ said Winston.
‘Oh—‘Oranges and lemons, say the bells of St Clement’s.’ 

That was a rhyme we had when I was a little boy. How it goes 
on I don’t remember, but I do know it ended up, ‘Here comes 
a candle to light you to bed, Here comes a chopper to chop 
off your head.’ It was a kind of a dance. They held out their 
arms for you to pass under, and when they came to ‘Here 
comes a chopper to chop off your head’ they brought their 
arms down and caught you. It was just names of churches. 
All the London churches were in it—all the principal ones, 
that is.’

Winston wondered vaguely to what century the church 
belonged. It was always difficult to determine the age of a 
London building. Anything large and impressive, if it was 
reasonably new in appearance, was automatically claimed 
as having been built since the Revolution, while anything 
that was obviously of earlier date was ascribed to some dim 
period called the Middle Ages. The centuries of capitalism 
were held to have produced nothing of any value. One could 
not learn history from architecture any more than one 
could learn it from books. Statues, inscriptions, memori-
al stones, the names of streets—anything that might throw 
light upon the past had been systematically altered.

‘I never knew it had been a church,’ he said.
‘There’s a lot of them left, really,’ said the old man, ‘though 

they’ve been put to other uses. Now, how did that rhyme go? 
Ah! I’ve got it!

‘Oranges and lemons, say the bells of St Clement’s, You 
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owe me three farthings, say the bells of St Martin’s——‘
there, now, that’s as far as I can get. A farthing, that was 

a small copper coin, looked something like a cent.’
‘Where was St Martin’s?’ said Winston.
‘St Martin’s? That’s still standing. It’s in Victory Square, 

alongside the picture gallery. A building with a kind of a tri-
angular porch and pillars in front, and a big flight of steps.’

Winston knew the place well. It was a museum used 
for propaganda displays of various kinds—scale models of 
rocket bombs and Floating Fortresses, waxwork tableaux il-
lustrating enemy atrocities, and the like.

‘St Martin’s-in-the-Fields it used to be called,’ supple-
mented the old man, ‘though I don’t recollect any fields 
anywhere in those parts.’

Winston did not buy the picture. It would have been an 
even more incongruous possession than the glass paper-
weight, and impossible to carry home, unless it were taken 
out of its frame. But he lingered for some minutes more, 
talking to the old man, whose name, he discovered, was not 
Weeks—as one might have gathered from the inscription 
over the shop-front—but Charrington. Mr Charrington, it 
seemed, was a widower aged sixty-three and had inhabit-
ed this shop for thirty years. Throughout that time he had 
been intending to alter the name over the window, but had 
never quite got to the point of doing it. All the while that 
they were talking the half-remembered rhyme kept run-
ning through Winston’s head. Oranges and lemons say the 
bells of St Clement’s, You owe me three farthings, say the 
bells of St Martin’s! It was curious, but when you said it to 
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yourself you had the illusion of actually hearing bells, the 
bells of a lost London that still existed somewhere or other, 
disguised and forgotten. From one ghostly steeple after an-
other he seemed to hear them pealing forth. Yet so far as 
he could remember he had never in real life heard church 
bells ringing.

He got away from Mr Charrington and went down the 
stairs alone, so as not to let the old man see him recon-
noitring the street before stepping out of the door. He had 
already made up his mind that after a suitable interval—a 
month, say—he would take the risk of visiting the shop 
again. It was perhaps not more dangerous than shirking an 
evening at the Centre. The serious piece of folly had been to 
come back here in the first place, after buying the diary and 
without knowing whether the proprietor of the shop could 
be trusted. However——!

Yes, he thought again, he would come back. He would 
buy further scraps of beautiful rubbish. He would buy the 
engraving of St Clement Danes, take it out of its frame, and 
carry it home concealed under the jacket of his overalls. He 
would drag the rest of that poem out of Mr Charrington’s 
memory. Even the lunatic project of renting the room up-
stairs flashed momentarily through his mind again. For 
perhaps five seconds exaltation made him careless, and he 
stepped out on to the pavement without so much as a pre-
liminary glance through the window. He had even started 
humming to an improvised tune

Oranges and lemons, say the bells of St Clement’s, You 
owe me three farthings, say the——
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Suddenly his heart seemed to turn to ice and his bow-
els to water. A figure in blue overalls was coming down 
the pavement, not ten metres away. It was the girl from the 
Fiction Department, the girl with dark hair. The light was 
failing, but there was no difficulty in recognizing her. She 
looked him straight in the face, then walked quickly on as 
though she had not seen him.

For a few seconds Winston was too paralysed to move. 
Then he turned to the right and walked heavily away, not 
noticing for the moment that he was going in the wrong 
direction. At any rate, one question was settled. There was 
no doubting any longer that the girl was spying on him. She 
must have followed him here, because it was not credible 
that by pure chance she should have happened to be walk-
ing on the same evening up the same obscure backstreet, 
kilometres distant from any quarter where Party members 
lived. It was too great a coincidence. Whether she was really 
an agent of the Thought Police, or simply an amateur spy 
actuated by officiousness, hardly mattered. It was enough 
that she was watching him. Probably she had seen him go 
into the pub as well.

It was an effort to walk. The lump of glass in his pocket 
banged against his thigh at each step, and he was half mind-
ed to take it out and throw it away. The worst thing was the 
pain in his belly. For a couple of minutes he had the feeling 
that he would die if he did not reach a lavatory soon. But 
there would be no public lavatories in a quarter like this. 
Then the spasm passed, leaving a dull ache behind.

The street was a blind alley. Winston halted, stood 
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for several seconds wondering vaguely what to do, then 
turned round and began to retrace his steps. As he turned 
it occurred to him that the girl had only passed him three 
minutes ago and that by running he could probably catch 
up with her. He could keep on her track till they were in 
some quiet place, and then smash her skull in with a cob-
blestone. The piece of glass in his pocket would be heavy 
enough for the job. But he abandoned the idea immediately, 
because even the thought of making any physical effort was 
unbearable. He could not run, he could not strike a blow. 
Besides, she was young and lusty and would defend herself. 
He thought also of hurrying to the Community Centre and 
staying there till the place closed, so as to establish a partial 
alibi for the evening. But that too was impossible. A deadly 
lassitude had taken hold of him. All he wanted was to get 
home quickly and then sit down and be quiet.

It was after twenty-two hours when he got back to the 
flat. The lights would be switched off at the main at twenty-
three thirty. He went into the kitchen and swallowed nearly 
a teacupful of Victory Gin. Then he went to the table in the 
alcove, sat down, and took the diary out of the drawer. But 
he did not open it at once. From the telescreen a brassy fe-
male voice was squalling a patriotic song. He sat staring at 
the marbled cover of the book, trying without success to 
shut the voice out of his consciousness.

It was at night that they came for you, always at night. The 
proper thing was to kill yourself before they got you. Un-
doubtedly some people did so. Many of the disappearances 
were actually suicides. But it needed desperate courage to 
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kill yourself in a world where firearms, or any quick and 
certain poison, were completely unprocurable. He thought 
with a kind of astonishment of the biological uselessness 
of pain and fear, the treachery of the human body which 
always freezes into inertia at exactly the moment when a 
special effort is needed. He might have silenced the dark-
haired girl if only he had acted quickly enough: but precisely 
because of the extremity of his danger he had lost the power 
to act. It struck him that in moments of crisis one is nev-
er fighting against an external enemy, but always against 
one’s own body. Even now, in spite of the gin, the dull ache 
in his belly made consecutive thought impossible. And it 
is the same, he perceived, in all seemingly heroic or trag-
ic situations. On the battlefield, in the torture chamber, on 
a sinking ship, the issues that you are fighting for are al-
ways forgotten, because the body swells up until it fills the 
universe, and even when you are not paralysed by fright or 
screaming with pain, life is a moment-to-moment struggle 
against hunger or cold or sleeplessness, against a sour stom-
ach or an aching tooth.

He opened the diary. It was important to write some-
thing down. The woman on the telescreen had started a new 
song. Her voice seemed to stick into his brain like jagged 
splinters of glass. He tried to think of O’Brien, for whom, 
or to whom, the diary was written, but instead he began 
thinking of the things that would happen to him after the 
Thought Police took him away. It would not matter if they 
killed you at once. To be killed was what you expected. But 
before death (nobody spoke of such things, yet everybody 
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knew of them) there was the routine of confession that had 
to be gone through: the grovelling on the floor and scream-
ing for mercy, the crack of broken bones, the smashed teeth, 
and bloody clots of hair.

Why did you have to endure it, since the end was al-
ways the same? Why was it not possible to cut a few days 
or weeks out of your life? Nobody ever escaped detection, 
and nobody ever failed to confess. When once you had suc-
cumbed to thoughtcrime it was certain that by a given date 
you would be dead. Why then did that horror, which altered 
nothing, have to lie embedded in future time?

He tried with a little more success than before to sum-
mon up the image of O’Brien. ‘We shall meet in the place 
where there is no darkness,’ O’Brien had said to him. He 
knew what it meant, or thought he knew. The place where 
there is no darkness was the imagined future, which one 
would never see, but which, by foreknowledge, one could 
mystically share in. But with the voice from the telescreen 
nagging at his ears he could not follow the train of thought 
further. He put a cigarette in his mouth. Half the tobacco 
promptly fell out on to his tongue, a bitter dust which was 
difficult to spit out again. The face of Big Brother swam into 
his mind, displacing that of O’Brien. Just as he had done a 
few days earlier, he slid a coin out of his pocket and looked 
at it. The face gazed up at him, heavy, calm, protecting: but 
what kind of smile was hidden beneath the dark moustache? 
Like a leaden knell the words came back at him:

WAR IS PEACE  
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FREEDOM IS SLAVERY  
IGNORANCE IS STRENGTH
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Chapter 1

It was the middle of the morning, and Winston had left 
the cubicle to go to the lavatory.
A solitary figure was coming towards him from the oth-

er end of the long, brightly-lit corridor. It was the girl with 
dark hair. Four days had gone past since the evening when 
he had run into her outside the junk-shop. As she came 
nearer he saw that her right arm was in a sling, not notice-
able at a distance because it was of the same colour as her 
overalls. Probably she had crushed her hand while swing-
ing round one of the big kaleidoscopes on which the plots 
of novels were ‘roughed in’. It was a common accident in the 
Fiction Department.

They were perhaps four metres apart when the girl stum-
bled and fell almost flat on her face. A sharp cry of pain was 
wrung out of her. She must have fallen right on the injured 
arm. Winston stopped short. The girl had risen to her knees. 
Her face had turned a milky yellow colour against which 
her mouth stood out redder than ever. Her eyes were fixed 
on his, with an appealing expression that looked more like 
fear than pain.

A curious emotion stirred in Winston’s heart. In front of 
him was an enemy who was trying to kill him: in front of 
him, also, was a human creature, in pain and perhaps with 
a broken bone. Already he had instinctively started forward 
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to help her. In the moment when he had seen her fall on the 
bandaged arm, it had been as though he felt the pain in his 
own body.

‘You’re hurt?’ he said.
‘It’s nothing. My arm. It’ll be all right in a second.’
She spoke as though her heart were fluttering. She had 

certainly turned very pale.
‘You haven’t broken anything?’
‘No, I’m all right. It hurt for a moment, that’s all.’
She held out her free hand to him, and he helped her up. 

She had regained some of her colour, and appeared very 
much better.

‘It’s nothing,’ she repeated shortly. ‘I only gave my wrist a 
bit of a bang. Thanks, comrade!’

And with that she walked on in the direction in which 
she had been going, as briskly as though it had really been 
nothing. The whole incident could not have taken as much 
as half a minute. Not to let one’s feelings appear in one’s 
face was a habit that had acquired the status of an instinct, 
and in any case they had been standing straight in front of 
a telescreen when the thing happened. Nevertheless it had 
been very difficult not to betray a momentary surprise, for 
in the two or three seconds while he was helping her up 
the girl had slipped something into his hand. There was no 
question that she had done it intentionally. It was some-
thing small and flat. As he passed through the lavatory door 
he transferred it to his pocket and felt it with the tips of his 
fingers. It was a scrap of paper folded into a square.

While he stood at the urinal he managed, with a little 
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more fingering, to get it unfolded. Obviously there must be 
a message of some kind written on it. For a moment he was 
tempted to take it into one of the water-closets and read it 
at once. But that would be shocking folly, as he well knew. 
There was no place where you could be more certain that 
the telescreens were watched continuously.

He went back to his cubicle, sat down, threw the frag-
ment of paper casually among the other papers on the desk, 
put on his spectacles and hitched the speakwrite towards 
him. ‘Five minutes,’ he told himself, ‘five minutes at the 
very least!’ His heart bumped in his breast with frightening 
loudness. Fortunately the piece of work he was engaged on 
was mere routine, the rectification of a long list of figures, 
not needing close attention.

Whatever was written on the paper, it must have some 
kind of political meaning. So far as he could see there were 
two possibilities. One, much the more likely, was that the 
girl was an agent of the Thought Police, just as he had feared. 
He did not know why the Thought Police should choose to 
deliver their messages in such a fashion, but perhaps they 
had their reasons. The thing that was written on the paper 
might be a threat, a summons, an order to commit suicide, 
a trap of some description. But there was another, wilder 
possibility that kept raising its head, though he tried vain-
ly to suppress it. This was, that the message did not come 
from the Thought Police at all, but from some kind of un-
derground organization. Perhaps the Brotherhood existed 
after all! Perhaps the girl was part of it! No doubt the idea 
was absurd, but it had sprung into his mind in the very in-
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stant of feeling the scrap of paper in his hand. It was not till 
a couple of minutes later that the other, more probable ex-
planation had occurred to him. And even now, though his 
intellect told him that the message probably meant death—
still, that was not what he believed, and the unreasonable 
hope persisted, and his heart banged, and it was with diffi-
culty that he kept his voice from trembling as he murmured 
his figures into the speakwrite.

He rolled up the completed bundle of work and slid it 
into the pneumatic tube. Eight minutes had gone by. He re-
adjusted his spectacles on his nose, sighed, and drew the 
next batch of work towards him, with the scrap of paper on 
top of it. He flattened it out. On it was written, in a large un-
formed handwriting:

I LOVE YOU.

For several seconds he was too stunned even to throw 
the incriminating thing into the memory hole. When he 
did so, although he knew very well the danger of showing 
too much interest, he could not resist reading it once again, 
just to make sure that the words were really there.

For the rest of the morning it was very difficult to work. 
What was even worse than having to focus his mind on a 
series of niggling jobs was the need to conceal his agitation 
from the telescreen. He felt as though a fire were burning 
in his belly. Lunch in the hot, crowded, noise-filled canteen 
was torment. He had hoped to be alone for a little while 
during the lunch hour, but as bad luck would have it the 
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imbecile Parsons flopped down beside him, the tang of his 
sweat almost defeating the tinny smell of stew, and kept up 
a stream of talk about the preparations for Hate Week. He 
was particularly enthusiastic about a papier-mache model of 
Big Brother’s head, two metres wide, which was being made 
for the occasion by his daughter’s troop of Spies. The irri-
tating thing was that in the racket of voices Winston could 
hardly hear what Parsons was saying, and was constantly 
having to ask for some fatuous remark to be repeated. Just 
once he caught a glimpse of the girl, at a table with two oth-
er girls at the far end of the room. She appeared not to have 
seen him, and he did not look in that direction again.

The afternoon was more bearable. Immediately after lunch 
there arrived a delicate, difficult piece of work which would 
take several hours and necessitated putting everything else 
aside. It consisted in falsifying a series of production re-
ports of two years ago, in such a way as to cast discredit on a 
prominent member of the Inner Party, who was now under 
a cloud. This was the kind of thing that Winston was good 
at, and for more than two hours he succeeded in shutting 
the girl out of his mind altogether. Then the memory of her 
face came back, and with it a raging, intolerable desire to 
be alone. Until he could be alone it was impossible to think 
this new development out. Tonight was one of his nights at 
the Community Centre. He wolfed another tasteless meal 
in the canteen, hurried off to the Centre, took part in the 
solemn foolery of a ‘discussion group’, played two games 
of table tennis, swallowed several glasses of gin, and sat for 
half an hour through a lecture entitled ‘Ingsoc in relation to 
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chess’. His soul writhed with boredom, but for once he had 
had no impulse to shirk his evening at the Centre. At the 
sight of the words I LOVE YOU the desire to stay alive had 
welled up in him, and the taking of minor risks suddenly 
seemed stupid. It was not till twenty-three hours, when he 
was home and in bed—in the darkness, where you were safe 
even from the telescreen so long as you kept silent—that he 
was able to think continuously.

It was a physical problem that had to be solved: how to 
get in touch with the girl and arrange a meeting. He did 
not consider any longer the possibility that she might be 
laying some kind of trap for him. He knew that it was not 
so, because of her unmistakable agitation when she handed 
him the note. Obviously she had been frightened out of her 
wits, as well she might be. Nor did the idea of refusing her 
advances even cross his mind. Only five nights ago he had 
contemplated smashing her skull in with a cobblestone, but 
that was of no importance. He thought of her naked, youth-
ful body, as he had seen it in his dream. He had imagined 
her a fool like all the rest of them, her head stuffed with lies 
and hatred, her belly full of ice. A kind of fever seized him at 
the thought that he might lose her, the white youthful body 
might slip away from him! What he feared more than any-
thing else was that she would simply change her mind if he 
did not get in touch with her quickly. But the physical dif-
ficulty of meeting was enormous. It was like trying to make 
a move at chess when you were already mated. Whichever 
way you turned, the telescreen faced you. Actually, all the 
possible ways of communicating with her had occurred to 
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him within five minutes of reading the note; but now, with 
time to think, he went over them one by one, as though lay-
ing out a row of instruments on a table.

Obviously the kind of encounter that had happened this 
morning could not be repeated. If she had worked in the Re-
cords Department it might have been comparatively simple, 
but he had only a very dim idea whereabouts in the building 
the Fiction Department lay, and he had no pretext for going 
there. If he had known where she lived, and at what time 
she left work, he could have contrived to meet her some-
where on her way home; but to try to follow her home was 
not safe, because it would mean loitering about outside the 
Ministry, which was bound to be noticed. As for sending 
a letter through the mails, it was out of the question. By 
a routine that was not even secret, all letters were opened 
in transit. Actually, few people ever wrote letters. For the 
messages that it was occasionally necessary to send, there 
were printed postcards with long lists of phrases, and you 
struck out the ones that were inapplicable. In any case he 
did not know the girl’s name, let alone her address. Final-
ly he decided that the safest place was the canteen. If he 
could get her at a table by herself, somewhere in the middle 
of the room, not too near the telescreens, and with a suf-
ficient buzz of conversation all round—if these conditions 
endured for, say, thirty seconds, it might be possible to ex-
change a few words.

For a week after this, life was like a restless dream. On 
the next day she did not appear in the canteen until he 
was leaving it, the whistle having already blown. Presum-
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ably she had been changed on to a later shift. They passed 
each other without a glance. On the day after that she was 
in the canteen at the usual time, but with three other girls 
and immediately under a telescreen. Then for three dread-
ful days she did not appear at all. His whole mind and body 
seemed to be afflicted with an unbearable sensitivity, a sort 
of transparency, which made every movement, every sound, 
every contact, every word that he had to speak or listen 
to, an agony. Even in sleep he could not altogether escape 
from her image. He did not touch the diary during those 
days. If there was any relief, it was in his work, in which he 
could sometimes forget himself for ten minutes at a stretch. 
He had absolutely no clue as to what had happened to her. 
There was no enquiry he could make. She might have been 
vaporized, she might have committed suicide, she might 
have been transferred to the other end of Oceania: worst 
and likeliest of all, she might simply have changed her mind 
and decided to avoid him.

The next day she reappeared. Her arm was out of the sling 
and she had a band of sticking-plaster round her wrist. The 
relief of seeing her was so great that he could not resist star-
ing directly at her for several seconds. On the following day 
he very nearly succeeded in speaking to her. When he came 
into the canteen she was sitting at a table well out from the 
wall, and was quite alone. It was early, and the place was 
not very full. The queue edged forward till Winston was 
almost at the counter, then was held up for two minutes 
because someone in front was complaining that he had not 
received his tablet of saccharine. But the girl was still alone 
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when Winston secured his tray and began to make for her 
table. He walked casually towards her, his eyes searching 
for a place at some table beyond her. She was perhaps three 
metres away from him. Another two seconds would do it. 
Then a voice behind him called, ‘Smith!’ He pretended not 
to hear. ‘Smith!’ repeated the voice, more loudly. It was no 
use. He turned round. A blond-headed, silly-faced young 
man named Wilsher, whom he barely knew, was inviting 
him with a smile to a vacant place at his table. It was not 
safe to refuse. After having been recognized, he could not 
go and sit at a table with an unattended girl. It was too no-
ticeable. He sat down with a friendly smile. The silly blond 
face beamed into his. Winston had a hallucination of him-
self smashing a pick-axe right into the middle of it. The 
girl’s table filled up a few minutes later.

But she must have seen him coming towards her, and 
perhaps she would take the hint. Next day he took care to 
arrive early. Surely enough, she was at a table in about the 
same place, and again alone. The person immediately ahead 
of him in the queue was a small, swiftly-moving, beetle-like 
man with a flat face and tiny, suspicious eyes. As Winston 
turned away from the counter with his tray, he saw that the 
little man was making straight for the girl’s table. His hopes 
sank again. There was a vacant place at a table further away, 
but something in the little man’s appearance suggested 
that he would be sufficiently attentive to his own comfort 
to choose the emptiest table. With ice at his heart Winston 
followed. It was no use unless he could get the girl alone. 
At this moment there was a tremendous crash. The little 
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man was sprawling on all fours, his tray had gone flying, 
two streams of soup and coffee were flowing across the floor. 
He started to his feet with a malignant glance at Winston, 
whom he evidently suspected of having tripped him up. But 
it was all right. Five seconds later, with a thundering heart, 
Winston was sitting at the girl’s table.

He did not look at her. He unpacked his tray and prompt-
ly began eating. It was all-important to speak at once, 
before anyone else came, but now a terrible fear had taken 
possession of him. A week had gone by since she had first 
approached him. She would have changed her mind, she 
must have changed her mind! It was impossible that this af-
fair should end successfully; such things did not happen in 
real life. He might have flinched altogether from speaking if 
at this moment he had not seen Ampleforth, the hairy-eared 
poet, wandering limply round the room with a tray, look-
ing for a place to sit down. In his vague way Ampleforth 
was attached to Winston, and would certainly sit down at 
his table if he caught sight of him. There was perhaps a min-
ute in which to act. Both Winston and the girl were eating 
steadily. The stuff they were eating was a thin stew, actually 
a soup, of haricot beans. In a low murmur Winston began 
speaking. Neither of them looked up; steadily they spooned 
the watery stuff into their mouths, and between spoonfuls 
exchanged the few necessary words in low expressionless 
voices.

‘What time do you leave work?’
‘Eighteen-thirty.’
‘Where can we meet?’
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‘Victory Square, near the monument.’
‘It’s full of telescreens.’
‘It doesn’t matter if there’s a crowd.’
‘Any signal?’
‘No. Don’t come up to me until you see me among a lot 

of people. And don’t look at me. Just keep somewhere near 
me.’

‘What time?’
‘Nineteen hours.’
‘All right.’
Ampleforth failed to see Winston and sat down at an-

other table. They did not speak again, and, so far as it was 
possible for two people sitting on opposite sides of the same 
table, they did not look at one another. The girl finished her 
lunch quickly and made off, while Winston stayed to smoke 
a cigarette.

Winston was in Victory Square before the appointed 
time. He wandered round the base of the enormous flut-
ed column, at the top of which Big Brother’s statue gazed 
southward towards the skies where he had vanquished the 
Eurasian aeroplanes (the Eastasian aeroplanes, it had been, 
a few years ago) in the Battle of Airstrip One. In the street 
in front of it there was a statue of a man on horseback which 
was supposed to represent Oliver Cromwell. At five minutes 
past the hour the girl had still not appeared. Again the ter-
rible fear seized upon Winston. She was not coming, she 
had changed her mind! He walked slowly up to the north 
side of the square and got a sort of pale-coloured pleasure 
from identifying St Martin’s Church, whose bells, when it 
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had bells, had chimed ‘You owe me three farthings.’ Then 
he saw the girl standing at the base of the monument, read-
ing or pretending to read a poster which ran spirally up the 
column. It was not safe to go near her until some more peo-
ple had accumulated. There were telescreens all round the 
pediment. But at this moment there was a din of shouting 
and a zoom of heavy vehicles from somewhere to the left. 
Suddenly everyone seemed to be running across the square. 
The girl nipped nimbly round the lions at the base of the 
monument and joined in the rush. Winston followed. As he 
ran, he gathered from some shouted remarks that a convoy 
of Eurasian prisoners was passing.

Already a dense mass of people was blocking the south 
side of the square. Winston, at normal times the kind of 
person who gravitates to the outer edge of any kind of 
scrimmage, shoved, butted, squirmed his way forward into 
the heart of the crowd. Soon he was within arm’s length of 
the girl, but the way was blocked by an enormous prole and 
an almost equally enormous woman, presumably his wife, 
who seemed to form an impenetrable wall of flesh. Winston 
wriggled himself sideways, and with a violent lunge man-
aged to drive his shoulder between them. For a moment it 
felt as though his entrails were being ground to pulp be-
tween the two muscular hips, then he had broken through, 
sweating a little. He was next to the girl. They were shoulder 
to shoulder, both staring fixedly in front of them.

A long line of trucks, with wooden-faced guards armed 
with sub-machine guns standing upright in each corner, was 
passing slowly down the street. In the trucks little yellow 
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men in shabby greenish uniforms were squatting, jammed 
close together. Their sad, Mongolian faces gazed out over 
the sides of the trucks utterly incurious. Occasionally when 
a truck jolted there was a clank-clank of metal: all the pris-
oners were wearing leg-irons. Truck-load after truck-load of 
the sad faces passed. Winston knew they were there but he 
saw them only intermittently. The girl’s shoulder, and her 
arm right down to the elbow, were pressed against his. Her 
cheek was almost near enough for him to feel its warmth. 
She had immediately taken charge of the situation, just as 
she had done in the canteen. She began speaking in the 
same expressionless voice as before, with lips barely mov-
ing, a mere murmur easily drowned by the din of voices and 
the rumbling of the trucks.

‘Can you hear me?’
‘Yes.’
‘Can you get Sunday afternoon off?’
‘Yes.’
‘Then listen carefully. You’ll have to remember this. Go 

to Paddington Station——’
With a sort of military precision that astonished him, she 

outlined the route that he was to follow. A half-hour railway 
journey; turn left outside the station; two kilometres along 
the road; a gate with the top bar missing; a path across a 
field; a grass-grown lane; a track between bushes; a dead 
tree with moss on it. It was as though she had a map inside 
her head. ‘Can you remember all that?’ she murmured fi-
nally.

‘Yes.’
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‘You turn left, then right, then left again. And the gate’s 
got no top bar.’

‘Yes. What time?’
‘About fifteen. You may have to wait. I’ll get there by an-

other way. Are you sure you remember everything?’
‘Yes.’
‘Then get away from me as quick as you can.’
She need not have told him that. But for the moment 

they could not extricate themselves from the crowd. The 
trucks were still filing past, the people still insatiably gap-
ing. At the start there had been a few boos and hisses, but 
it came only from the Party members among the crowd, 
and had soon stopped. The prevailing emotion was simply 
curiosity. Foreigners, whether from Eurasia or from Easta-
sia, were a kind of strange animal. One literally never saw 
them except in the guise of prisoners, and even as prison-
ers one never got more than a momentary glimpse of them. 
Nor did one know what became of them, apart from the 
few who were hanged as war-criminals: the others simply 
vanished, presumably into forced-labour camps. The round 
Mogol faces had given way to faces of a more European type, 
dirty, bearded and exhausted. From over scrubby cheek-
bones eyes looked into Winston’s, sometimes with strange 
intensity, and flashed away again. The convoy was drawing 
to an end. In the last truck he could see an aged man, his 
face a mass of grizzled hair, standing upright with wrists 
crossed in front of him, as though he were used to having 
them bound together. It was almost time for Winston and 
the girl to part. But at the last moment, while the crowd still 
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hemmed them in, her hand felt for his and gave it a fleeting 
squeeze.

It could not have been ten seconds, and yet it seemed a 
long time that their hands were clasped together. He had 
time to learn every detail of her hand. He explored the long 
fingers, the shapely nails, the work-hardened palm with its 
row of callouses, the smooth flesh under the wrist. Merely 
from feeling it he would have known it by sight. In the same 
instant it occurred to him that he did not know what colour 
the girl’s eyes were. They were probably brown, but people 
with dark hair sometimes had blue eyes. To turn his head 
and look at her would have been inconceivable folly. With 
hands locked together, invisible among the press of bodies, 
they stared steadily in front of them, and instead of the eyes 
of the girl, the eyes of the aged prisoner gazed mournfully 
at Winston out of nests of hair.
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Chapter 2

Winston picked his way up the lane through dappled 
light and shade, stepping out into pools of gold wher-

ever the boughs parted. Under the trees to the left of him 
the ground was misty with bluebells. The air seemed to kiss 
one’s skin. It was the second of May. From somewhere deep-
er in the heart of the wood came the droning of ring doves.

He was a bit early. There had been no difficulties about 
the journey, and the girl was so evidently experienced that 
he was less frightened than he would normally have been. 
Presumably she could be trusted to find a safe place. In 
general you could not assume that you were much safer in 
the country than in London. There were no telescreens, of 
course, but there was always the danger of concealed mi-
crophones by which your voice might be picked up and 
recognized; besides, it was not easy to make a journey by 
yourself without attracting attention. For distances of less 
than 100 kilometres it was not necessary to get your pass-
port endorsed, but sometimes there were patrols hanging 
about the railway stations, who examined the papers of any 
Party member they found there and asked awkward ques-
tions. However, no patrols had appeared, and on the walk 
from the station he had made sure by cautious backward 
glances that he was not being followed. The train was full 
of proles, in holiday mood because of the summery weather. 
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The wooden-seated carriage in which he travelled was filled 
to overflowing by a single enormous family, ranging from 
a toothless great-grandmother to a month-old baby, going 
out to spend an afternoon with ‘in-laws’ in the country, and, 
as they freely explained to Winston, to get hold of a little 
blackmarket butter.

The lane widened, and in a minute he came to the foot-
path she had told him of, a mere cattle-track which plunged 
between the bushes. He had no watch, but it could not be 
fifteen yet. The bluebells were so thick underfoot that it was 
impossible not to tread on them. He knelt down and began 
picking some partly to pass the time away, but also from 
a vague idea that he would like to have a bunch of flowers 
to offer to the girl when they met. He had got together a 
big bunch and was smelling their faint sickly scent when a 
sound at his back froze him, the unmistakable crackle of a 
foot on twigs. He went on picking bluebells. It was the best 
thing to do. It might be the girl, or he might have been fol-
lowed after all. To look round was to show guilt. He picked 
another and another. A hand fell lightly on his shoulder.

He looked up. It was the girl. She shook her head, evi-
dently as a warning that he must keep silent, then parted 
the bushes and quickly led the way along the narrow track 
into the wood. Obviously she had been that way before, for 
she dodged the boggy bits as though by habit. Winston fol-
lowed, still clasping his bunch of flowers. His first feeling 
was relief, but as he watched the strong slender body mov-
ing in front of him, with the scarlet sash that was just tight 
enough to bring out the curve of her hips, the sense of his 
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own inferiority was heavy upon him. Even now it seemed 
quite likely that when she turned round and looked at him 
she would draw back after all. The sweetness of the air and 
the greenness of the leaves daunted him. Already on the 
walk from the station the May sunshine had made him feel 
dirty and etiolated, a creature of indoors, with the sooty 
dust of London in the pores of his skin. It occurred to him 
that till now she had probably never seen him in broad day-
light in the open. They came to the fallen tree that she had 
spoken of. The girl hopped over and forced apart the bush-
es, in which there did not seem to be an opening. When 
Winston followed her, he found that they were in a natural 
clearing, a tiny grassy knoll surrounded by tall saplings that 
shut it in completely. The girl stopped and turned.

‘Here we are,’ she said.
He was facing her at several paces’ distance. As yet he did 

not dare move nearer to her.
‘I didn’t want to say anything in the lane,’ she went on, 

‘in case there’s a mike hidden there. I don’t suppose there is, 
but there could be. There’s always the chance of one of those 
swine recognizing your voice. We’re all right here.’

He still had not the courage to approach her. ‘We’re all 
right here?’ he repeated stupidly.

‘Yes. Look at the trees.’ They were small ashes, which at 
some time had been cut down and had sprouted up again 
into a forest of poles, none of them thicker than one’s wrist. 
‘There’s nothing big enough to hide a mike in. Besides, I’ve 
been here before.’

They were only making conversation. He had managed 
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to move closer to her now. She stood before him very up-
right, with a smile on her face that looked faintly ironical, as 
though she were wondering why he was so slow to act. The 
bluebells had cascaded on to the ground. They seemed to 
have fallen of their own accord. He took her hand.

‘Would you believe,’ he said, ‘that till this moment I 
didn’t know what colour your eyes were?’ They were brown, 
he noted, a rather light shade of brown, with dark lashes. 
‘Now that you’ve seen what I’m really like, can you still bear 
to look at me?’

‘Yes, easily.’
‘I’m thirty-nine years old. I’ve got a wife that I can’t get 

rid of. I’ve got varicose veins. I’ve got five false teeth.’
‘I couldn’t care less,’ said the girl.
The next moment, it was hard to say by whose act, she was 

in his his arms. At the beginning he had no feeling except 
sheer incredulity. The youthful body was strained against 
his own, the mass of dark hair was against his face, and yes! 
actually she had turned her face up and he was kissing the 
wide red mouth. She had clasped her arms about his neck, 
she was calling him darling, precious one, loved one. He 
had pulled her down on to the ground, she was utterly un-
resisting, he could do what he liked with her. But the truth 
was that he had no physical sensation, except that of mere 
contact. All he felt was incredulity and pride. He was glad 
that this was happening, but he had no physical desire. It 
was too soon, her youth and prettiness had frightened him, 
he was too much used to living without women—he did 
not know the reason. The girl picked herself up and pulled 
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a bluebell out of her hair. She sat against him, putting her 
arm round his waist.

‘Never mind, dear. There’s no hurry. We’ve got the whole 
afternoon. Isn’t this a splendid hide-out? I found it when I 
got lost once on a community hike. If anyone was coming 
you could hear them a hundred metres away.’

‘What is your name?’ said Winston.
‘Julia. I know yours. It’s Winston—Winston Smith.’
‘How did you find that out?’
‘I expect I’m better at finding things out than you are, 

dear. Tell me, what did you think of me before that day I 
gave you the note?’

He did not feel any temptation to tell lies to her. It was 
even a sort of love-offering to start off by telling the worst.

‘I hated the sight of you,’ he said. ‘I wanted to rape you 
and then murder you afterwards. Two weeks ago I thought 
seriously of smashing your head in with a cobblestone. If 
you really want to know, I imagined that you had some-
thing to do with the Thought Police.’

The girl laughed delightedly, evidently taking this as a 
tribute to the excellence of her disguise.

‘Not the Thought Police! You didn’t honestly think that?’
‘Well, perhaps not exactly that. But from your general 

appearance—merely because you’re young and fresh and 
healthy, you understand—I thought that probably——’

‘You thought I was a good Party member. Pure in word 
and deed. Banners, processions, slogans, games, commu-
nity hikes all that stuff. And you thought that if I had a 
quarter of a chance I’d denounce you as a thought-criminal 
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and get you killed off?’
‘Yes, something of that kind. A great many young girls 

are like that, you know.’
‘It’s this bloody thing that does it,’ she said, ripping off 

the scarlet sash of the Junior Anti-Sex League and flinging 
it on to a bough. Then, as though touching her waist had 
reminded her of something, she felt in the pocket of her 
overalls and produced a small slab of chocolate. She broke 
it in half and gave one of the pieces to Winston. Even be-
fore he had taken it he knew by the smell that it was very 
unusual chocolate. It was dark and shiny, and was wrapped 
in silver paper. Chocolate normally was dull-brown crum-
bly stuff that tasted, as nearly as one could describe it, like 
the smoke of a rubbish fire. But at some time or another he 
had tasted chocolate like the piece she had given him. The 
first whiff of its scent had stirred up some memory which 
he could not pin down, but which was powerful and trou-
bling.

‘Where did you get this stuff?’ he said.
‘Black market,’ she said indifferently. ‘Actually I am that 

sort of girl, to look at. I’m good at games. I was a troop-lead-
er in the Spies. I do voluntary work three evenings a week 
for the Junior Anti-Sex League. Hours and hours I’ve spent 
pasting their bloody rot all over London. I always carry one 
end of a banner in the processions. I always Iook cheer-
ful and I never shirk anything. Always yell with the crowd, 
that’s what I say. It’s the only way to be safe.’

The first fragment of chocolate had melted on Win-
ston’s tongue. The taste was delightful. But there was still 
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that memory moving round the edges of his consciousness, 
something strongly felt but not reducible to definite shape, 
like an object seen out of the corner of one’s eye. He pushed 
it away from him, aware only that it was the memory of 
some action which he would have liked to undo but could 
not.

‘You are very young,’ he said. ‘You are ten or fifteen years 
younger than I am. What could you see to attract you in a 
man like me?’

‘It was something in your face. I thought I’d take a chance. 
I’m good at spotting people who don’t belong. As soon as I 
saw you I knew you were against THEM.’

THEM, it appeared, meant the Party, and above all the 
Inner Party, about whom she talked with an open jeering 
hatred which made Winston feel uneasy, although he knew 
that they were safe here if they could be safe anywhere. A 
thing that astonished him about her was the coarseness of 
her language. Party members were supposed not to swear, 
and Winston himself very seldom did swear, aloud, at any 
rate. Julia, however, seemed unable to mention the Party, 
and especially the Inner Party, without using the kind of 
words that you saw chalked up in dripping alley-ways. He 
did not dislike it. It was merely one symptom of her revolt 
against the Party and all its ways, and somehow it seemed 
natural and healthy, like the sneeze of a horse that smells 
bad hay. They had left the clearing and were wandering 
again through the chequered shade, with their arms round 
each other’s waists whenever it was wide enough to walk 
two abreast. He noticed how much softer her waist seemed 
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to feel now that the sash was gone. They did not speak above 
a whisper. Outside the clearing, Julia said, it was better to 
go quietly. Presently they had reached the edge of the little 
wood. She stopped him.

‘Don’t go out into the open. There might be someone 
watching. We’re all right if we keep behind the boughs.’

They were standing in the shade of hazel bushes. The 
sunlight, filtering through innumerable leaves, was still hot 
on their faces. Winston looked out into the field beyond, 
and underwent a curious, slow shock of recognition. He 
knew it by sight. An old, closebitten pasture, with a foot-
path wandering across it and a molehill here and there. In 
the ragged hedge on the opposite side the boughs of the elm 
trees swayed just perceptibly in the breeze, and their leaves 
stirred faintly in dense masses like women’s hair. Surely 
somewhere nearby, but out of sight, there must be a stream 
with green pools where dace were swimming?

‘Isn’t there a stream somewhere near here?’ he whis-
pered.

‘That’s right, there is a stream. It’s at the edge of the next 
field, actually. There are fish in it, great big ones. You can 
watch them lying in the pools under the willow trees, wav-
ing their tails.’

‘It’s the Golden Country—almost,’ he murmured.
‘The Golden Country?’
‘It’s nothing, really. A landscape I’ve seen sometimes in 

a dream.’
‘Look!’ whispered Julia.
A thrush had alighted on a bough not five metres away, 
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almost at the level of their faces. Perhaps it had not seen 
them. It was in the sun, they in the shade. It spread out its 
wings, fitted them carefully into place again, ducked its 
head for a moment, as though making a sort of obeisance to 
the sun, and then began to pour forth a torrent of song. In 
the afternoon hush the volume of sound was startling. Win-
ston and Julia clung together, fascinated. The music went on 
and on, minute after minute, with astonishing variations, 
never once repeating itself, almost as though the bird were 
deliberately showing off its virtuosity. Sometimes it stopped 
for a few seconds, spread out and resettled its wings, then 
swelled its speckled breast and again burst into song. Win-
ston watched it with a sort of vague reverence. For whom, for 
what, was that bird singing? No mate, no rival was watch-
ing it. What made it sit at the edge of the lonely wood and 
pour its music into nothingness? He wondered whether af-
ter all there was a microphone hidden somewhere near. He 
and Julia had spoken only in low whispers, and it would not 
pick up what they had said, but it would pick up the thrush. 
Perhaps at the other end of the instrument some small, bee-
tle-like man was listening intently—listening to that. But 
by degrees the flood of music drove all speculations out of 
his mind. It was as though it were a kind of liquid stuff that 
poured all over him and got mixed up with the sunlight 
that filtered through the leaves. He stopped thinking and 
merely felt. The girl’s waist in the bend of his arm was soft 
and warm. He pulled her round so that they were breast 
to breast; her body seemed to melt into his. Wherever his 
hands moved it was all as yielding as water. Their mouths 
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clung together; it was quite different from the hard kisses 
they had exchanged earlier. When they moved their faces 
apart again both of them sighed deeply. The bird took fright 
and fled with a clatter of wings.

Winston put his lips against her ear. ‘NOW,’ he whis-
pered.

‘Not here,’ she whispered back. ‘Come back to the hide-
out. It’s safer.’

Quickly, with an occasional crackle of twigs, they 
threaded their way back to the clearing. When they were 
once inside the ring of saplings she turned and faced him. 
They were both breathing fast, but the smile had reappeared 
round the corners of her mouth. She stood looking at him 
for an instant, then felt at the zipper of her overalls. And, 
yes! it was almost as in his dream. Almost as swiftly as he 
had imagined it, she had torn her clothes off, and when she 
flung them aside it was with that same magnificent gesture 
by which a whole civilization seemed to be annihilated. Her 
body gleamed white in the sun. But for a moment he did 
not look at her body; his eyes were anchored by the freckled 
face with its faint, bold smile. He knelt down before her and 
took her hands in his.

‘Have you done this before?’
‘Of course. Hundreds of times—well, scores of times, 

anyway.’
‘With Party members?’
‘Yes, always with Party members.’
‘With members of the Inner Party?’
‘Not with those swine, no. But there’s plenty that WOULD 
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if they got half a chance. They’re not so holy as they make 
out.’

His heart leapt. Scores of times she had done it: he wished 
it had been hundreds—thousands. Anything that hinted at 
corruption always filled him with a wild hope. Who knew, 
perhaps the Party was rotten under the surface, its cult of 
strenuousness and self-denial simply a sham concealing in-
iquity. If he could have infected the whole lot of them with 
leprosy or syphilis, how gladly he would have done so! Any-
thing to rot, to weaken, to undermine! He pulled her down 
so that they were kneeling face to face.

‘Listen. The more men you’ve had, the more I love you. 
Do you understand that?’

‘Yes, perfectly.’
‘I hate purity, I hate goodness! I don’t want any virtue 

to exist anywhere. I want everyone to be corrupt to the 
bones.’

‘Well then, I ought to suit you, dear. I’m corrupt to the 
bones.’

‘You like doing this? I don’t mean simply me: I mean the 
thing in itself?’

‘I adore it.’
That was above all what he wanted to hear. Not merely 

the love of one person but the animal instinct, the simple 
undifferentiated desire: that was the force that would tear 
the Party to pieces. He pressed her down upon the grass, 
among the fallen bluebells. This time there was no difficul-
ty. Presently the rising and falling of their breasts slowed 
to normal speed, and in a sort of pleasant helplessness they 
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fell apart. The sun seemed to have grown hotter. They were 
both sleepy. He reached out for the discarded overalls and 
pulled them partly over her. Almost immediately they fell 
asleep and slept for about half an hour.

Winston woke first. He sat up and watched the freck-
led face, still peacefully asleep, pillowed on the palm of her 
hand. Except for her mouth, you could not call her beauti-
ful. There was a line or two round the eyes, if you looked 
closely. The short dark hair was extraordinarily thick and 
soft. It occurred to him that he still did not know her sur-
name or where she lived.

The young, strong body, now helpless in sleep, awoke in 
him a pitying, protecting feeling. But the mindless tender-
ness that he had felt under the hazel tree, while the thrush 
was singing, had not quite come back. He pulled the over-
alls aside and studied her smooth white flank. In the old 
days, he thought, a man looked at a girl’s body and saw that 
it was desirable, and that was the end of the story. But you 
could not have pure love or pure lust nowadays. No emo-
tion was pure, because everything was mixed up with fear 
and hatred. Their embrace had been a battle, the climax a 
victory. It was a blow struck against the Party. It was a po-
litical act.
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Chapter 3

‘We can come here once again,’ said Julia. ‘It’s generally safe 
to use any hide-out twice. But not for another month or 

two, of course.’
As soon as she woke up her demeanour had changed. She 

became alert and business-like, put her clothes on, knot-
ted the scarlet sash about her waist, and began arranging 
the details of the journey home. It seemed natural to leave 
this to her. She obviously had a practical cunning which 
Winston lacked, and she seemed also to have an exhaus-
tive knowledge of the countryside round London, stored 
away from innumerable community hikes. The route she 
gave him was quite different from the one by which he had 
come, and brought him out at a different railway station. 
‘Never go home the same way as you went out,’ she said, as 
though enunciating an important general principle. She 
would leave first, and Winston was to wait half an hour be-
fore following her.

She had named a place where they could meet after work, 
four evenings hence. It was a street in one of the poorer 
quarters, where there was an open market which was gener-
ally crowded and noisy. She would be hanging about among 
the stalls, pretending to be in search of shoelaces or sewing-
thread. If she judged that the coast was clear she would blow 
her nose when he approached; otherwise he was to walk 
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past her without recognition. But with luck, in the middle 
of the crowd, it would be safe to talk for a quarter of an hour 
and arrange another meeting.

‘And now I must go,’ she said as soon as he had mastered 
his instructions. ‘I’m due back at nineteen-thirty. I’ve got to 
put in two hours for the Junior Anti-Sex League, handing 
out leaflets, or something. Isn’t it bloody? Give me a brush-
down, would you? Have I got any twigs in my hair? Are you 
sure? Then good-bye, my love, good-bye!’

She flung herself into his arms, kissed him almost vi-
olently, and a moment later pushed her way through the 
saplings and disappeared into the wood with very little 
noise. Even now he had not found out her surname or her 
address. However, it made no difference, for it was incon-
ceivable that they could ever meet indoors or exchange any 
kind of written communication.

As it happened, they never went back to the clearing in 
the wood. During the month of May there was only one 
further occasion on which they actually succeeded in mak-
ing love. That was in another hidlng-place known to Julia, 
the belfry of a ruinous church in an almost-deserted stretch 
of country where an atomic bomb had fallen thirty years 
earlier. It was a good hiding-place when once you got there, 
but the getting there was very dangerous. For the rest they 
could meet only in the streets, in a different place every eve-
ning and never for more than half an hour at a time. In the 
street it was usually possible to talk, after a fashion. As they 
drifted down the crowded pavements, not quite abreast 
and never looking at one another, they carried on a curi-
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ous, intermittent conversation which flicked on and off like 
the beams of a lighthouse, suddenly nipped into silence by 
the approach of a Party uniform or the proximity of a tele-
screen, then taken up again minutes later in the middle of 
a sentence, then abruptly cut short as they parted at the 
agreed spot, then continued almost without introduction 
on the following day. Julia appeared to be quite used to this 
kind of conversation, which she called ‘talking by instal-
ments’. She was also surprisingly adept at speaking without 
moving her lips. Just once in almost a month of nightly 
meetings they managed to exchange a kiss. They were pass-
ing in silence down a side-street (Julia would never speak 
when they were away from the main streets) when there was 
a deafening roar, the earth heaved, and the air darkened, 
and Winston found himself lying on his side, bruised and 
terrified. A rocket bomb must have dropped quite near at 
hand. Suddenly he became aware of Julia’s face a few centi-
metres from his own, deathly white, as white as chalk. Even 
her lips were white. She was dead! He clasped her against 
him and found that he was kissing a live warm face. But 
there was some powdery stuff that got in the way of his lips. 
Both of their faces were thickly coated with plaster.

There were evenings when they reached their rendezvous 
and then had to walk past one another without a sign, be-
cause a patrol had just come round the corner or a helicopter 
was hovering overhead. Even if it had been less dangerous, 
it would still have been difficult to find time to meet. Win-
ston’s working week was sixty hours, Julia’s was even longer, 
and their free days varied according to the pressure of work 
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and did not often coincide. Julia, in any case, seldom had an 
evening completely free. She spent an astonishing amount 
of time in attending lectures and demonstrations, distrib-
uting literature for the junior Anti-Sex League, preparing 
banners for Hate Week, making collections for the savings 
campaign, and such-like activities. It paid, she said, it was 
camouflage. If you kept the small rules, you could break the 
big ones. She even induced Winston to mortgage yet an-
other of his evenings by enrolling himself for the part-time 
munition work which was done voluntarily by zealous Par-
ty members. So, one evening every week, Winston spent 
four hours of paralysing boredom, screwing together small 
bits of metal which were probably parts of bomb fuses, in a 
draughty, ill-lit workshop where the knocking of hammers 
mingled drearily with the music of the telescreens.

When they met in the church tower the gaps in their 
fragmentary conversation were filled up. It was a blazing af-
ternoon. The air in the little square chamber above the bells 
was hot and stagnant, and smelt overpoweringly of pigeon 
dung. They sat talking for hours on the dusty, twig-littered 
floor, one or other of them getting up from time to time to 
cast a glance through the arrowslits and make sure that no 
one was coming.

Julia was twenty-six years old. She lived in a hostel with 
thirty other girls (’Always in the stink of women! How I 
hate women!’ she said parenthetically), and she worked, as 
he had guessed, on the novel-writing machines in the Fic-
tion Department. She enjoyed her work, which consisted 
chiefly in running and servicing a powerful but tricky elec-
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tric motor. She was ‘not clever’, but was fond of using her 
hands and felt at home with machinery. She could describe 
the whole process of composing a novel, from the general 
directive issued by the Planning Committee down to the 
final touching-up by the Rewrite Squad. But she was not in-
terested in the finished product. She ‘didn’t much care for 
reading,’ she said. Books were just a commodity that had to 
be produced, like jam or bootlaces.

She had no memories of anything before the early six-
ties and the only person she had ever known who talked 
frequently of the days before the Revolution was a grand-
father who had disappeared when she was eight. At school 
she had been captain of the hockey team and had won the 
gymnastics trophy two years running. She had been a troop-
leader in the Spies and a branch secretary in the Youth 
League before joining the Junior Anti-Sex League. She had 
always borne an excellent character. She had even (an infal-
lible mark of good reputation) been picked out to work in 
Pornosec, the sub-section of the Fiction Department which 
turned out cheap pornography for distribution among the 
proles. It was nicknamed Muck House by the people who 
worked in it, she remarked. There she had remained for a 
year, helping to produce booklets in sealed packets with ti-
tles like ‘Spanking Stories’ or ‘One Night in a Girls’ School’, 
to be bought furtively by proletarian youths who were un-
der the impression that they were buying something illegal.

‘What are these books like?’ said Winston curiously.
‘Oh, ghastly rubbish. They’re boring, really. They only 

have six plots, but they swap them round a bit. Of course 
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I was only on the kaleidoscopes. I was never in the Rewrite 
Squad. I’m not literary, dear—not even enough for that.’

He learned with astonishment that all the workers in 
Pornosec, except the heads of the departments, were girls. 
The theory was that men, whose sex instincts were less con-
trollable than those of women, were in greater danger of 
being corrupted by the filth they handled.

‘They don’t even like having married women there,’ she 
added. Girls are always supposed to be so pure. Here’s one 
who isn’t, anyway.

She had had her first love-affair when she was sixteen, 
with a Party member of sixty who later committed suicide 
to avoid arrest. ‘And a good job too,’ said Julia, ‘otherwise 
they’d have had my name out of him when he confessed.’ 
Since then there had been various others. Life as she saw it 
was quite simple. You wanted a good time; ‘they’, meaning 
the Party, wanted to stop you having it; you broke the rules 
as best you could. She seemed to think it just as natural that 
‘they’ should want to rob you of your pleasures as that you 
should want to avoid being caught. She hated the Party, and 
said so in the crudest words, but she made no general criti-
cism of it. Except where it touched upon her own life she 
had no interest in Party doctrine. He noticed that she never 
used Newspeak words except the ones that had passed into 
everyday use. She had never heard of the Brotherhood, and 
refused to believe in its existence. Any kind of organized 
revolt against the Party, which was bound to be a failure, 
struck her as stupid. The clever thing was to break the rules 
and stay alive all the same. He wondered vaguely how many 
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others like her there might be in the younger generation 
people who had grown up in the world of the Revolution, 
knowing nothing else, accepting the Party as something 
unalterable, like the sky, not rebelling against its authority 
but simply evading it, as a rabbit dodges a dog.

They did not discuss the possibility of getting married. 
It was too remote to be worth thinking about. No imagin-
able committee would ever sanction such a marriage even 
if Katharine, Winston’s wife, could somehow have been got 
rid of. It was hopeless even as a daydream.

‘What was she like, your wife?’ said Julia.
‘She was—do you know the Newspeak word GOOD-

THINKFUL? Meaning naturally orthodox, incapable of 
thinking a bad thought?’

‘No, I didn’t know the word, but I know the kind of per-
son, right enough.’

He began telling her the story of his married life, but cu-
riously enough she appeared to know the essential parts of 
it already. She described to him, almost as though she had 
seen or felt it, the stiffening of Katharine’s body as soon 
as he touched her, the way in which she still seemed to be 
pushing him from her with all her strength, even when her 
arms were clasped tightly round him. With Julia he felt no 
difficulty in talking about such things: Katharine, in any 
case, had long ceased to be a painful memory and became 
merely a distasteful one.

‘I could have stood it if it hadn’t been for one thing,’ he 
said. He told her about the frigid little ceremony that Kath-
arine had forced him to go through on the same night every 
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week. ‘She hated it, but nothing would make her stop doing 
it. She used to call it—but you’ll never guess.’

‘Our duty to the Party,’ said Julia promptly.
‘How did you know that?’
‘I’ve been at school too, dear. Sex talks once a month for 

the over-sixteens. And in the Youth Movement. They rub it 
into you for years. I dare say it works in a lot of cases. But of 
course you can never tell; people are such hypocrites.’

She began to enlarge upon the subject. With Julia, every-
thing came back to her own sexuality. As soon as this was 
touched upon in any way she was capable of great acuteness. 
Unlike Winston, she had grasped the inner meaning of the 
Party’s sexual puritanism. It was not merely that the sex 
instinct created a world of its own which was outside the 
Party’s control and which therefore had to be destroyed if 
possible. What was more important was that sexual priva-
tion induced hysteria, which was desirable because it could 
be transformed into war-fever and leader-worship. The way 
she put it was:

‘When you make love you’re using up energy; and after-
wards you feel happy and don’t give a damn for anything. 
They can’t bear you to feel like that. They want you to be 
bursting with energy all the time. All this marching up and 
down and cheering and waving flags is simply sex gone sour. 
If you’re happy inside yourself, why should you get excited 
about Big Brother and the Three-Year Plans and the Two 
Minutes Hate and all the rest of their bloody rot?’

That was very true, he thought. There was a direct inti-
mate connexion between chastity and political orthodoxy. 
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For how could the fear, the hatred, and the lunatic credulity 
which the Party needed in its members be kept at the right 
pitch, except by bottling down some powerful instinct and 
using it as a driving force? The sex impulse was dangerous to 
the Party, and the Party had turned it to account. They had 
played a similar trick with the instinct of parenthood. The 
family could not actually be abolished, and, indeed, people 
were encouraged to be fond of their children, in almost the 
old-fashioned way. The children, on the other hand, were 
systematically turned against their parents and taught to 
spy on them and report their deviations. The family had 
become in effect an extension of the Thought Police. It was 
a device by means of which everyone could be surrounded 
night and day by informers who knew him intimately.

Abruptly his mind went back to Katharine. Katharine 
would unquestionably have denounced him to the Thought 
Police if she had not happened to be too stupid to detect the 
unorthodoxy of his opinions. But what really recalled her 
to him at this moment was the stifling heat of the afternoon, 
which had brought the sweat out on his forehead. He began 
telling Julia of something that had happened, or rather had 
failed to happen, on another sweltering summer afternoon, 
eleven years ago.

It was three or four months after they were married. They 
had lost their way on a community hike somewhere in Kent. 
They had only lagged behind the others for a couple of min-
utes, but they took a wrong turning, and presently found 
themselves pulled up short by the edge of an old chalk 
quarry. It was a sheer drop of ten or twenty metres, with 
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boulders at the bottom. There was nobody of whom they 
could ask the way. As soon as she realized that they were 
lost Katharine became very uneasy. To be away from the 
noisy mob of hikers even for a moment gave her a feeling of 
wrong-doing. She wanted to hurry back by the way they had 
come and start searching in the other direction. But at this 
moment Winston noticed some tufts of loosestrife growing 
in the cracks of the cliff beneath them. One tuft was of two 
colours, magenta and brick-red, apparently growing on the 
same root. He had never seen anything of the kind before, 
and he called to Katharine to come and look at it.

‘Look, Katharine! Look at those flowers. That clump 
down near the bottom. Do you see they’re two different co-
lours?’

She had already turned to go, but she did rather fretfully 
come back for a moment. She even leaned out over the cliff 
face to see where he was pointing. He was standing a little 
behind her, and he put his hand on her waist to steady her. 
At this moment it suddenly occurred to him how completely 
alone they were. There was not a human creature anywhere, 
not a leaf stirring, not even a bird awake. In a place like 
this the danger that there would be a hidden microphone 
was very small, and even if there was a microphone it would 
only pick up sounds. It was the hottest sleepiest hour of the 
afternoon. The sun blazed down upon them, the sweat tick-
led his face. And the thought struck him...

‘Why didn’t you give her a good shove?’ said Julia. ‘I 
would have.’

‘Yes, dear, you would have. I would, if I’d been the same 
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person then as I am now. Or perhaps I would—I’m not cer-
tain.’

‘Are you sorry you didn’t?’
‘Yes. On the whole I’m sorry I didn’t.’
They were sitting side by side on the dusty floor. He 

pulled her closer against him. Her head rested on his shoul-
der, the pleasant smell of her hair conquering the pigeon 
dung. She was very young, he thought, she still expected 
something from life, she did not understand that to push an 
inconvenient person over a cliff solves nothing.

‘Actually it would have made no difference,’ he said.
‘Then why are you sorry you didn’t do it?’
‘Only because I prefer a positive to a negative. In this 

game that we’re playing, we can’t win. Some kinds of failure 
are better than other kinds, that’s all.’

He felt her shoulders give a wriggle of dissent. She al-
ways contradicted him when he said anything of this kind. 
She would not accept it as a law of nature that the individ-
ual is always defeated. In a way she realized that she herself 
was doomed, that sooner or later the Thought Police would 
catch her and kill her, but with another part of her mind 
she believed that it was somehow possible to construct a se-
cret world in which you could live as you chose. All you 
needed was luck and cunning and boldness. She did not un-
derstand that there was no such thing as happiness, that the 
only victory lay in the far future, long after you were dead, 
that from the moment of declaring war on the Party it was 
better to think of yourself as a corpse.

‘We are the dead,’ he said.
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‘We’re not dead yet,’ said Julia prosaically.
‘Not physically. Six months, a year—five years, conceiv-

ably. I am afraid of death. You are young, so presumably 
you’re more afraid of it than I am. Obviously we shall put it 
off as long as we can. But it makes very little difference. So 
long as human beings stay human, death and life are the 
same thing.’

‘Oh, rubbish! Which would you sooner sleep with, me or 
a skeleton? Don’t you enjoy being alive? Don’t you like feel-
ing: This is me, this is my hand, this is my leg, I’m real, I’m 
solid, I’m alive! Don’t you like THIS?’

She twisted herself round and pressed her bosom against 
him. He could feel her breasts, ripe yet firm, through her 
overalls. Her body seemed to be pouring some of its youth 
and vigour into his.

‘Yes, I like that,’ he said.
‘Then stop talking about dying. And now listen, dear, 

we’ve got to fix up about the next time we meet. We may as 
well go back to the place in the wood. We’ve given it a good 
long rest. But you must get there by a different way this time. 
I’ve got it all planned out. You take the train—but look, I’ll 
draw it out for you.’

And in her practical way she scraped together a small 
square of dust, and with a twig from a pigeon’s nest began 
drawing a map on the floor.
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Chapter 4

Winston looked round the shabby little room above Mr 
Charrington’s shop. Beside the window the enormous 

bed was made up, with ragged blankets and a coverless bol-
ster. The old-fashioned clock with the twelve-hour face was 
ticking away on the mantelpiece. In the corner, on the gate-
leg table, the glass paperweight which he had bought on his 
last visit gleamed softly out of the half-darkness.

In the fender was a battered tin oilstove, a saucepan, and 
two cups, provided by Mr Charrington. Winston lit the 
burner and set a pan of water to boil. He had brought an 
envelope full of Victory Coffee and some saccharine tablets. 
The clock’s hands said seventeen-twenty: it was nineteen-
twenty really. She was coming at nineteen-thirty.

Folly, folly, his heart kept saying: conscious, gratuitous, 
suicidal folly. Of all the crimes that a Party member could 
commit, this one was the least possible to conceal. Actu-
ally the idea had first floated into his head in the form of a 
vision, of the glass paperweight mirrored by the surface of 
the gateleg table. As he had foreseen, Mr Charrington had 
made no difficulty about letting the room. He was obviously 
glad of the few dollars that it would bring him. Nor did he 
seem shocked or become offensively knowing when it was 
made clear that Winston wanted the room for the purpose 
of a love-affair. Instead he looked into the middle distance 
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and spoke in generalities, with so delicate an air as to give 
the impression that he had become partly invisible. Privacy, 
he said, was a very valuable thing. Everyone wanted a place 
where they could be alone occasionally. And when they had 
such a place, it was only common courtesy in anyone else 
who knew of it to keep his knowledge to himself. He even, 
seeming almost to fade out of existence as he did so, add-
ed that there were two entries to the house, one of them 
through the back yard, which gave on an alley.

Under the window somebody was singing. Winston 
peeped out, secure in the protection of the muslin curtain. 
The June sun was still high in the sky, and in the sun-filled 
court below, a monstrous woman, solid as a Norman pil-
lar, with brawny red forearms and a sacking apron strapped 
about her middle, was stumping to and fro between a wash-
tub and a clothes line, pegging out a series of square white 
things which Winston recognized as babies’ diapers. When-
ever her mouth was not corked with clothes pegs she was 
singing in a powerful contralto:

It was only an ‘opeless fancy.  
It passed like an Ipril dye,  
But a look an’ a word an’ the dreams they stirred!  
They ‘ave  
stolen my ‘eart awye!

The tune had been haunting London for weeks past. It 
was one of countless similar songs published for the ben-
efit of the proles by a sub-section of the Music Department. 
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The words of these songs were composed without any hu-
man intervention whatever on an instrument known as a 
versificator. But the woman sang so tunefully as to turn the 
dreadful rubbish into an almost pleasant sound. He could 
hear the woman singing and the scrape of her shoes on the 
flagstones, and the cries of the children in the street, and 
somewhere in the far distance a faint roar of traffic, and yet 
the room seemed curiously silent, thanks to the absence of 
a telescreen.

Folly, folly, folly! he thought again. It was inconceiv-
able that they could frequent this place for more than a few 
weeks without being caught. But the temptation of having a 
hiding-place that was truly their own, indoors and near at 
hand, had been too much for both of them. For some time 
after their visit to the church belfry it had been impossible 
to arrange meetings. Working hours had been drastically 
increased in anticipation of Hate Week. It was more than 
a month distant, but the enormous, complex preparations 
that it entailed were throwing extra work on to everybody. 
Finally both of them managed to secure a free afternoon on 
the same day. They had agreed to go back to the clearing 
in the wood. On the evening beforehand they met briefly 
in the street. As usual, Winston hardly looked at Julia as 
they drifted towards one another in the crowd, but from 
the short glance he gave her it seemed to him that she was 
paler than usual.

‘It’s all off,’ she murmured as soon as she judged it safe to 
speak. ‘Tomorrow, I mean.’

‘What?’
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‘Tomorrow afternoon. I can’t come.’
‘Why not?’
‘Oh, the usual reason. It’s started early this time.’
For a moment he was violently angry. During the month 

that he had known her the nature of his desire for her had 
changed. At the beginning there had been little true sensu-
ality in it. Their first love-making had been simply an act 
of the will. But after the second time it was different. The 
smell of her hair, the taste of her mouth, the feeling of her 
skin seemed to have got inside him, or into the air all round 
him. She had become a physical necessity, something that 
he not only wanted but felt that he had a right to. When she 
said that she could not come, he had the feeling that she was 
cheating him. But just at this moment the crowd pressed 
them together and their hands accidentally met. She gave 
the tips of his fingers a quick squeeze that seemed to in-
vite not desire but affection. It struck him that when one 
lived with a woman this particular disappointment must be 
a normal, recurring event; and a deep tenderness, such as 
he had not felt for her before, suddenly took hold of him. He 
wished that they were a married couple of ten years’ stand-
ing. He wished that he were walking through the streets 
with her just as they were doing now but openly and with-
out fear, talking of trivialities and buying odds and ends 
for the household. He wished above all that they had some 
place where they could be alone together without feeling 
the obligation to make love every time they met. It was not 
actually at that moment, but at some time on the following 
day, that the idea of renting Mr Charrington’s room had oc-
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curred to him. When he suggested it to Julia she had agreed 
with unexpected readiness. Both of them knew that it was 
lunacy. It was as though they were intentionally stepping 
nearer to their graves. As he sat waiting on the edge of the 
bed he thought again of the cellars of the Ministry of Love. 
It was curious how that predestined horror moved in and 
out of one’s consciousness. There it lay, fixed in future times, 
preceding death as surely as 99 precedes 100. One could not 
avoid it, but one could perhaps postpone it: and yet instead, 
every now and again, by a conscious, wilful act, one chose 
to shorten the interval before it happened.

At this moment there was a quick step on the stairs. Julia 
burst into the room. She was carrying a tool-bag of coarse 
brown canvas, such as he had sometimes seen her carrying 
to and fro at the Ministry. He started forward to take her in 
his arms, but she disengaged herself rather hurriedly, partly 
because she was still holding the tool-bag.

‘Half a second,’ she said. ‘Just let me show you what I’ve 
brought. Did you bring some of that filthy Victory Coffee? 
I thought you would. You can chuck it away again, because 
we shan’t be needing it. Look here.’

She fell on her knees, threw open the bag, and tumbled 
out some spanners and a screwdriver that filled the top part 
of it. Underneath were a number of neat paper packets. The 
first packet that she passed to Winston had a strange and 
yet vaguely familiar feeling. It was filled with some kind of 
heavy, sand-like stuff which yielded wherever you touched 
it.

‘It isn’t sugar?’ he said.
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‘Real sugar. Not saccharine, sugar. And here’s a loaf of 
bread—proper white bread, not our bloody stuff—and a lit-
tle pot of jam. And here’s a tin of milk—but look! This is the 
one I’m really proud of. I had to wrap a bit of sacking round 
it, because——’

But she did not need to tell him why she had wrapped it 
up. The smell was already filling the room, a rich hot smell 
which seemed like an emanation from his early childhood, 
but which one did occasionally meet with even now, blow-
ing down a passage-way before a door slammed, or diffusing 
itself mysteriously in a crowded street, sniffed for an instant 
and then lost again.

‘It’s coffee,’ he murmured, ‘real coffee.’
‘It’s Inner Party coffee. There’s a whole kilo here,’ she 

said.
‘How did you manage to get hold of all these things?’
‘It’s all Inner Party stuff. There’s nothing those swine 

don’t have, nothing. But of course waiters and servants and 
people pinch things, and—look, I got a little packet of tea 
as well.’

Winston had squatted down beside her. He tore open a 
corner of the packet.

‘It’s real tea. Not blackberry leaves.’
‘There’s been a lot of tea about lately. They’ve captured In-

dia, or something,’ she said vaguely. ‘But listen, dear. I want 
you to turn your back on me for three minutes. Go and sit 
on the other side of the bed. Don’t go too near the window. 
And don’t turn round till I tell you.’

Winston gazed abstractedly through the muslin curtain. 
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Down in the yard the red-armed woman was still marching 
to and fro between the washtub and the line. She took two 
more pegs out of her mouth and sang with deep feeling:

They sye that time ‘eals all things,  
They sye you can always forget;  
But the smiles an’ the tears acrorss the years  
They twist my  
‘eart-strings yet!

She knew the whole drivelling song by heart, it seemed. 
Her voice floated upward with the sweet summer air, very 
tuneful, charged with a sort of happy melancholy. One had 
the feeling that she would have been perfectly content, if the 
June evening had been endless and the supply of clothes in-
exhaustible, to remain there for a thousand years, pegging 
out diapers and singing rubbish. It struck him as a curious 
fact that he had never heard a member of the Party singing 
alone and spontaneously. It would even have seemed slightly 
unorthodox, a dangerous eccentricity, like talking to one-
self. Perhaps it was only when people were somewhere near 
the starvation level that they had anything to sing about.

‘You can turn round now,’ said Julia.
He turned round, and for a second almost failed to rec-

ognize her. What he had actually expected was to see her 
naked. But she was not naked. The transformation that had 
happened was much more surprising than that. She had 
painted her face.

She must have slipped into some shop in the proletarian 
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quarters and bought herself a complete set of make-up ma-
terials. Her lips were deeply reddened, her cheeks rouged, 
her nose powdered; there was even a touch of something 
under the eyes to make them brighter. It was not very skil-
fully done, but Winston’s standards in such matters were 
not high. He had never before seen or imagined a woman of 
the Party with cosmetics on her face. The improvement in 
her appearance was startling. With just a few dabs of colour 
in the right places she had become not only very much pret-
tier, but, above all, far more feminine. Her short hair and 
boyish overalls merely added to the effect. As he took her in 
his arms a wave of synthetic violets flooded his nostrils. He 
remembered the half-darkness of a basement kitchen, and a 
woman’s cavernous mouth. It was the very same scent that 
she had used; but at the moment it did not seem to matter.

‘Scent too!’ he said.
‘Yes, dear, scent too. And do you know what I’m going to 

do next? I’m going to get hold of a real woman’s frock from 
somewhere and wear it instead of these bloody trousers. I’ll 
wear silk stockings and high-heeled shoes! In this room I’m 
going to be a woman, not a Party comrade.’

They flung their clothes off and climbed into the huge 
mahogany bed. It was the first time that he had stripped 
himself naked in her presence. Until now he had been too 
much ashamed of his pale and meagre body, with the vari-
cose veins standing out on his calves and the discoloured 
patch over his ankle. There were no sheets, but the blanket 
they lay on was threadbare and smooth, and the size and 
springiness of the bed astonished both of them. ‘It’s sure 
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to be full of bugs, but who cares?’ said Julia. One never saw 
a double bed nowadays, except in the homes of the proles. 
Winston had occasionally slept in one in his boyhood: Julia 
had never been in one before, so far as she could remember.

Presently they fell asleep for a little while. When Win-
ston woke up the hands of the clock had crept round to 
nearly nine. He did not stir, because Julia was sleeping with 
her head in the crook of his arm. Most of her make-up had 
transferred itself to his own face or the bolster, but a light 
stain of rouge still brought out the beauty of her cheekbone. 
A yellow ray from the sinking sun fell across the foot of the 
bed and lighted up the fireplace, where the water in the pan 
was boiling fast. Down in the yard the woman had stopped 
singing, but the faint shouts of children floated in from the 
street. He wondered vaguely whether in the abolished past 
it had been a normal experience to lie in bed like this, in 
the cool of a summer evening, a man and a woman with no 
clothes on, making love when they chose, talking of what 
they chose, not feeling any compulsion to get up, simply ly-
ing there and listening to peaceful sounds outside. Surely 
there could never have been a time when that seemed ordi-
nary? Julia woke up, rubbed her eyes, and raised herself on 
her elbow to look at the oilstove.

‘Half that water’s boiled away,’ she said. ‘I’ll get up and 
make some coffee in another moment. We’ve got an hour. 
What time do they cut the lights off at your flats?’

‘Twenty-three thirty.’
‘It’s twenty-three at the hostel. But you have to get in ear-

lier than that, because—Hi! Get out, you filthy brute!’
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She suddenly twisted herself over in the bed, seized a 
shoe from the floor, and sent it hurtling into the corner with 
a boyish jerk of her arm, exactly as he had seen her fling the 
dictionary at Goldstein, that morning during the Two Min-
utes Hate.

‘What was it?’ he said in surprise.
‘A rat. I saw him stick his beastly nose out of the wain-

scoting. There’s a hole down there. I gave him a good fright, 
anyway.’

‘Rats!’ murmured Winston. ‘In this room!’
‘They’re all over the place,’ said Julia indifferently as she 

lay down again. ‘We’ve even got them in the kitchen at the 
hostel. Some parts of London are swarming with them. Did 
you know they attack children? Yes, they do. In some of 
these streets a woman daren’t leave a baby alone for two 
minutes. It’s the great huge brown ones that do it. And the 
nasty thing is that the brutes always——’

‘DON’T GO ON!’ said Winston, with his eyes tightly 
shut.

‘Dearest! You’ve gone quite pale. What’s the matter? Do 
they make you feel sick?’

‘Of all horrors in the world—a rat!’
She pressed herself against him and wound her limbs 

round him, as though to reassure him with the warmth 
of her body. He did not reopen his eyes immediately. For 
several moments he had had the feeling of being back in a 
nightmare which had recurred from time to time through-
out his life. It was always very much the same. He was 
standing in front of a wall of darkness, and on the other 
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side of it there was something unendurable, something too 
dreadful to be faced. In the dream his deepest feeling was 
always one of self-deception, because he did in fact know 
what was behind the wall of darkness. With a deadly effort, 
like wrenching a piece out of his own brain, he could even 
have dragged the thing into the open. He always woke up 
without discovering what it was: but somehow it was con-
nected with what Julia had been saying when he cut her 
short.

‘I’m sorry,’ he said, ‘it’s nothing. I don’t like rats, that’s 
all.’

‘Don’t worry, dear, we’re not going to have the filthy 
brutes in here. I’ll stuff the hole with a bit of sacking before 
we go. And next time we come here I’ll bring some plaster 
and bung it up properly.’

Already the black instant of panic was half-forgotten. 
Feeling slightly ashamed of himself, he sat up against the 
bedhead. Julia got out of bed, pulled on her overalls, and 
made the coffee. The smell that rose from the saucepan was 
so powerful and exciting that they shut the window lest 
anybody outside should notice it and become inquisitive. 
What was even better than the taste of the coffee was the 
silky texture given to it by the sugar, a thing Winston had 
almost forgotten after years of saccharine. With one hand 
in her pocket and a piece of bread and jam in the other, Ju-
lia wandered about the room, glancing indifferently at the 
bookcase, pointing out the best way of repairing the gate-
leg table, plumping herself down in the ragged arm-chair to 
see if it was comfortable, and examining the absurd twelve-
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hour clock with a sort of tolerant amusement. She brought 
the glass paperweight over to the bed to have a look at it in a 
better light. He took it out of her hand, fascinated, as always, 
by the soft, rainwatery appearance of the glass.

‘What is it, do you think?’ said Julia.
‘I don’t think it’s anything—I mean, I don’t think it was 

ever put to any use. That’s what I like about it. It’s a little 
chunk of history that they’ve forgotten to alter. It’s a mes-
sage from a hundred years ago, if one knew how to read it.’

‘And that picture over there’—she nodded at the engrav-
ing on the opposite wall—’would that be a hundred years 
old?’

‘More. Two hundred, I dare say. One can’t tell. It’s impos-
sible to discover the age of anything nowadays.’

She went over to look at it. ‘Here’s where that brute stuck 
his nose out,’ she said, kicking the wainscoting immediate-
ly below the picture. ‘What is this place? I’ve seen it before 
somewhere.’

‘It’s a church, or at least it used to be. St Clement Danes 
its name was.’ The fragment of rhyme that Mr Charrington 
had taught him came back into his head, and he added 
half-nostalgically: ‘Oranges and lemons, say the bells of St 
Clement’s!’

To his astonishment she capped the line:

’You owe me three farthings, say the bells of St Martin’s,  
When will you pay me? say the bells of Old Bailey——’

‘I can’t remember how it goes on after that. But anyway 
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I remember it ends up, ‘Here comes a candle to light you to 
bed, here comes a chopper to chop off your head!‘‘

It was like the two halves of a countersign. But there 
must be another line after ‘the bells of Old Bailey’. Perhaps 
it could be dug out of Mr Charrington’s memory, if he were 
suitably prompted.

‘Who taught you that?’ he said.
‘My grandfather. He used to say it to me when I was a lit-

tle girl. He was vaporized when I was eight—at any rate, he 
disappeared. I wonder what a lemon was,’ she added incon-
sequently. ‘I’ve seen oranges. They’re a kind of round yellow 
fruit with a thick skin.’

‘I can remember lemons,’ said Winston. ‘They were quite 
common in the fifties. They were so sour that it set your 
teeth on edge even to smell them.’

‘I bet that picture’s got bugs behind it,’ said Julia. ‘I’ll 
take it down and give it a good clean some day. I suppose 
it’s almost time we were leaving. I must start washing this 
paint off. What a bore! I’ll get the lipstick off your face af-
terwards.’

Winston did not get up for a few minutes more. The 
room was darkening. He turned over towards the light and 
lay gazing into the glass paperweight. The inexhaustibly 
interesting thing was not the fragment of coral but the in-
terior of the glass itself. There was such a depth of it, and 
yet it was almost as transparent as air. It was as though the 
surface of the glass had been the arch of the sky, enclosing 
a tiny world with its atmosphere complete. He had the feel-
ing that he could get inside it, and that in fact he was inside 
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it, along with the mahogany bed and the gateleg table, and 
the clock and the steel engraving and the paperweight itself. 
The paperweight was the room he was in, and the coral was 
Julia’s life and his own, fixed in a sort of eternity at the heart 
of the crystal.
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Chapter 5

Syme had vanished. A morning came, and he was miss-
ing from work: a few thoughtless people commented on 

his absence. On the next day nobody mentioned him. On 
the third day Winston went into the vestibule of the Re-
cords Department to look at the notice-board. One of the 
notices carried a printed list of the members of the Chess 
Committee, of whom Syme had been one. It looked almost 
exactly as it had looked before—nothing had been crossed 
out—but it was one name shorter. It was enough. Syme had 
ceased to exist: he had never existed.

The weather was baking hot. In the labyrinthine Ministry 
the windowless, air-conditioned rooms kept their normal 
temperature, but outside the pavements scorched one’s feet 
and the stench of the Tubes at the rush hours was a hor-
ror. The preparations for Hate Week were in full swing, and 
the staffs of all the Ministries were working overtime. Pro-
cessions, meetings, military parades, lectures, waxworks, 
displays, film shows, telescreen programmes all had to be 
organized; stands had to be erected, effigies built, slogans 
coined, songs written, rumours circulated, photographs 
faked. Julia’s unit in the Fiction Department had been tak-
en off the production of novels and was rushing out a series 
of atrocity pamphlets. Winston, in addition to his regular 
work, spent long periods every day in going through back 
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files of ‘The Times’ and altering and embellishing news 
items which were to be quoted in speeches. Late at night, 
when crowds of rowdy proles roamed the streets, the town 
had a curiously febrile air. The rocket bombs crashed of-
tener than ever, and sometimes in the far distance there 
were enormous explosions which no one could explain and 
about which there were wild rumours.

The new tune which was to be the theme-song of Hate 
Week (the Hate Song, it was called) had already been com-
posed and was being endlessly plugged on the telescreens. 
It had a savage, barking rhythm which could not exactly be 
called music, but resembled the beating of a drum. Roared 
out by hundreds of voices to the tramp of marching feet, it 
was terrifying. The proles had taken a fancy to it, and in the 
midnight streets it competed with the still-popular ‘It was 
only a hopeless fancy’. The Parsons children played it at all 
hours of the night and day, unbearably, on a comb and a 
piece of toilet paper. Winston’s evenings were fuller than 
ever. Squads of volunteers, organized by Parsons, were pre-
paring the street for Hate Week, stitching banners, painting 
posters, erecting flagstaffs on the roofs, and perilously sling-
ing wires across the street for the reception of streamers. 
Parsons boasted that Victory Mansions alone would display 
four hundred metres of bunting. He was in his native ele-
ment and as happy as a lark. The heat and the manual work 
had even given him a pretext for reverting to shorts and 
an open shirt in the evenings. He was everywhere at once, 
pushing, pulling, sawing, hammering, improvising, jolly-
ing everyone along with comradely exhortations and giving 
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out from every fold of his body what seemed an inexhaust-
ible supply of acrid-smelling sweat.

A new poster had suddenly appeared all over London. It 
had no caption, and represented simply the monstrous fig-
ure of a Eurasian soldier, three or four metres high, striding 
forward with expressionless Mongolian face and enor-
mous boots, a submachine gun pointed from his hip. From 
whatever angle you looked at the poster, the muzzle of the 
gun, magnified by the foreshortening, seemed to be point-
ed straight at you. The thing had been plastered on every 
blank space on every wall, even outnumbering the por-
traits of Big Brother. The proles, normally apathetic about 
the war, were being lashed into one of their periodical fren-
zies of patriotism. As though to harmonize with the general 
mood, the rocket bombs had been killing larger numbers 
of people than usual. One fell on a crowded film theatre in 
Stepney, burying several hundred victims among the ruins. 
The whole population of the neighbourhood turned out for 
a long, trailing funeral which went on for hours and was in 
effect an indignation meeting. Another bomb fell on a piece 
of waste ground which was used as a playground and sever-
al dozen children were blown to pieces. There were further 
angry demonstrations, Goldstein was burned in effigy, hun-
dreds of copies of the poster of the Eurasian soldier were 
torn down and added to the flames, and a number of shops 
were looted in the turmoil; then a rumour flew round that 
spies were directing the rocket bombs by means of wireless 
waves, and an old couple who were suspected of being of 
foreign extraction had their house set on fire and perished 
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of suffocation.
In the room over Mr Charrington’s shop, when they could 

get there, Julia and Winston lay side by side on a stripped 
bed under the open window, naked for the sake of coolness. 
The rat had never come back, but the bugs had multiplied 
hideously in the heat. It did not seem to matter. Dirty or 
clean, the room was paradise. As soon as they arrived they 
would sprinkle everything with pepper bought on the black 
market, tear off their clothes, and make love with sweating 
bodies, then fall asleep and wake to find that the bugs had 
rallied and were massing for the counter-attack.

Four, five, six—seven times they met during the month 
of June. Winston had dropped his habit of drinking gin at 
all hours. He seemed to have lost the need for it. He had 
grown fatter, his varicose ulcer had subsided, leaving only 
a brown stain on the skin above his ankle, his fits of cough-
ing in the early morning had stopped. The process of life 
had ceased to be intolerable, he had no longer any impulse 
to make faces at the telescreen or shout curses at the top of 
his voice. Now that they had a secure hiding-place, almost a 
home, it did not even seem a hardship that they could only 
meet infrequently and for a couple of hours at a time. What 
mattered was that the room over the junk-shop should exist. 
To know that it was there, inviolate, was almost the same as 
being in it. The room was a world, a pocket of the past where 
extinct animals could walk. Mr Charrington, thought Win-
ston, was another extinct animal. He usually stopped to talk 
with Mr Charrington for a few minutes on his way upstairs. 
The old man seemed seldom or never to go out of doors, 
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and on the other hand to have almost no customers. He 
led a ghostlike existence between the tiny, dark shop, and 
an even tinier back kitchen where he prepared his meals 
and which contained, among other things, an unbelievably 
ancient gramophone with an enormous horn. He seemed 
glad of the opportunity to talk. Wandering about among 
his worthless stock, with his long nose and thick spectacles 
and his bowed shoulders in the velvet jacket, he had always 
vaguely the air of being a collector rather than a tradesman. 
With a sort of faded enthusiasm he would finger this scrap 
of rubbish or that—a china bottle-stopper, the painted lid of 
a broken snuffbox, a pinchbeck locket containing a strand 
of some long-dead baby’s hair—never asking that Winston 
should buy it, merely that he should admire it. To talk to 
him was like listening to the tinkling of a worn-out musical-
box. He had dragged out from the corners of his memory 
some more fragments of forgotten rhymes. There was one 
about four and twenty blackbirds, and another about a cow 
with a crumpled horn, and another about the death of poor 
Cock Robin. ‘It just occurred to me you might be interested,’ 
he would say with a deprecating little laugh whenever he 
produced a new fragment. But he could never recall more 
than a few lines of any one rhyme.

Both of them knew—in a way, it was never out of their 
minds that what was now happening could not last long. 
There were times when the fact of impending death seemed 
as palpable as the bed they lay on, and they would cling to-
gether with a sort of despairing sensuality, like a damned 
soul grasping at his last morsel of pleasure when the clock 
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is within five minutes of striking. But there were also times 
when they had the illusion not only of safety but of per-
manence. So long as they were actually in this room, they 
both felt, no harm could come to them. Getting there was 
difficult and dangerous, but the room itself was sanctuary. 
It was as when Winston had gazed into the heart of the pa-
perweight, with the feeling that it would be possible to get 
inside that glassy world, and that once inside it time could 
be arrested. Often they gave themselves up to daydreams of 
escape. Their luck would hold indefinitely, and they would 
carry on their intrigue, just like this, for the remainder of 
their natural lives. Or Katharine would die, and by subtle 
manoeuvrings Winston and Julia would succeed in get-
ting married. Or they would commit suicide together. Or 
they would disappear, alter themselves out of recognition, 
learn to speak with proletarian accents, get jobs in a factory 
and live out their lives undetected in a back-street. It was 
all nonsense, as they both knew. In reality there was no es-
cape. Even the one plan that was practicable, suicide, they 
had no intention of carrying out. To hang on from day to 
day and from week to week, spinning out a present that had 
no future, seemed an unconquerable instinct, just as one’s 
lungs will always draw the next breath so long as there is 
air available.

Sometimes, too, they talked of engaging in active rebel-
lion against the Party, but with no notion of how to take 
the first step. Even if the fabulous Brotherhood was a real-
ity, there still remained the difficulty of finding one’s way 
into it. He told her of the strange intimacy that existed, or 
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seemed to exist, between himself and O’Brien, and of the 
impulse he sometimes felt, simply to walk into O’Brien’s 
presence, announce that he was the enemy of the Party, and 
demand his help. Curiously enough, this did not strike her 
as an impossibly rash thing to do. She was used to judg-
ing people by their faces, and it seemed natural to her that 
Winston should believe O’Brien to be trustworthy on the 
strength of a single flash of the eyes. Moreover she took it 
for granted that everyone, or nearly everyone, secretly hated 
the Party and would break the rules if he thought it safe to 
do so. But she refused to believe that widespread, organized 
opposition existed or could exist. The tales about Goldstein 
and his underground army, she said, were simply a lot of 
rubbish which the Party had invented for its own purposes 
and which you had to pretend to believe in. Times beyond 
number, at Party rallies and spontaneous demonstrations, 
she had shouted at the top of her voice for the execution of 
people whose names she had never heard and in whose sup-
posed crimes she had not the faintest belief. When public 
trials were happening she had taken her place in the detach-
ments from the Youth League who surrounded the courts 
from morning to night, chanting at intervals ‘Death to the 
traitors!’ During the Two Minutes Hate she always excelled 
all others in shouting insults at Goldstein. Yet she had only 
the dimmest idea of who Goldstein was and what doctrines 
he was supposed to represent. She had grown up since the 
Revolution and was too young to remember the ideological 
battles of the fifties and sixties. Such a thing as an indepen-
dent political movement was outside her imagination: and 
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in any case the Party was invincible. It would always ex-
ist, and it would always be the same. You could only rebel 
against it by secret disobedience or, at most, by isolated acts 
of violence such as killing somebody or blowing something 
up.

In some ways she was far more acute than Winston, and 
far less susceptible to Party propaganda. Once when he 
happened in some connexion to mention the war against 
Eurasia, she startled him by saying casually that in her opin-
ion the war was not happening. The rocket bombs which fell 
daily on London were probably fired by the Government 
of Oceania itself, ‘just to keep people frightened’. This was 
an idea that had literally never occurred to him. She also 
stirred a sort of envy in him by telling him that during the 
Two Minutes Hate her great difficulty was to avoid bursting 
out laughing. But she only questioned the teachings of the 
Party when they in some way touched upon her own life. 
Often she was ready to accept the official mythology, simply 
because the difference between truth and falsehood did not 
seem important to her. She believed, for instance, having 
learnt it at school, that the Party had invented aeroplanes. 
(In his own schooldays, Winston remembered, in the late 
fifties, it was only the helicopter that the Party claimed to 
have invented; a dozen years later, when Julia was at school, 
it was already claiming the aeroplane; one generation more, 
and it would be claiming the steam engine.) And when he 
told her that aeroplanes had been in existence before he was 
born and long before the Revolution, the fact struck her as 
totally uninteresting. After all, what did it matter who had 
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invented aeroplanes? It was rather more of a shock to him 
when he discovered from some chance remark that she did 
not remember that Oceania, four years ago, had been at war 
with Eastasia and at peace with Eurasia. It was true that she 
regarded the whole war as a sham: but apparently she had 
not even noticed that the name of the enemy had changed. 
‘I thought we’d always been at war with Eurasia,’ she said 
vaguely. It frightened him a little. The invention of aero-
planes dated from long before her birth, but the switchover 
in the war had happened only four years ago, well after she 
was grown up. He argued with her about it for perhaps a 
quarter of an hour. In the end he succeeded in forcing her 
memory back until she did dimly recall that at one time 
Eastasia and not Eurasia had been the enemy. But the issue 
still struck her as unimportant. ‘Who cares?’ she said im-
patiently. ‘It’s always one bloody war after another, and one 
knows the news is all lies anyway.’

Sometimes he talked to her of the Records Department 
and the impudent forgeries that he committed there. Such 
things did not appear to horrify her. She did not feel the 
abyss opening beneath her feet at the thought of lies becom-
ing truths. He told her the story of Jones, Aaronson, and 
Rutherford and the momentous slip of paper which he had 
once held between his fingers. It did not make much im-
pression on her. At first, indeed, she failed to grasp the point 
of the story.

‘Were they friends of yours?’ she said.
‘No, I never knew them. They were Inner Party members. 

Besides, they were far older men than I was. They belonged 
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to the old days, before the Revolution. I barely knew them 
by sight.’

‘Then what was there to worry about? People are being 
killed off all the time, aren’t they?’

He tried to make her understand. ‘This was an excep-
tional case. It wasn’t just a question of somebody being 
killed. Do you realize that the past, starting from yester-
day, has been actually abolished? If it survives anywhere, 
it’s in a few solid objects with no words attached to them, 
like that lump of glass there. Already we know almost lit-
erally nothing about the Revolution and the years before 
the Revolution. Every record has been destroyed or falsi-
fied, every book has been rewritten, every picture has been 
repainted, every statue and street and building has been 
renamed, every date has been altered. And that process is 
continuing day by day and minute by minute. History has 
stopped. Nothing exists except an endless present in which 
the Party is always right. I know, of course, that the past is 
falsified, but it would never be possible for me to prove it, 
even when I did the falsification myself. After the thing is 
done, no evidence ever remains. The only evidence is inside 
my own mind, and I don’t know with any certainty that any 
other human being shares my memories. Just in that one 
instance, in my whole life, I did possess actual concrete evi-
dence after the event—years after it.’

‘And what good was that?’
‘It was no good, because I threw it away a few minutes lat-

er. But if the same thing happened today, I should keep it.’
‘Well, I wouldn’t!’ said Julia. ‘I’m quite ready to take 
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risks, but only for something worth while, not for bits of 
old newspaper. What could you have done with it even if 
you had kept it?’

‘Not much, perhaps. But it was evidence. It might have 
planted a few doubts here and there, supposing that I’d 
dared to show it to anybody. I don’t imagine that we can 
alter anything in our own lifetime. But one can imagine lit-
tle knots of resistance springing up here and there—small 
groups of people banding themselves together, and gradu-
ally growing, and even leaving a few records behind, so that 
the next generations can carry on where we leave off.’

‘I’m not interested in the next generation, dear. I’m inter-
ested in US.’

‘You’re only a rebel from the waist downwards,’ he told 
her.

She thought this brilliantly witty and flung her arms 
round him in delight.

In the ramifications of party doctrine she had not the 
faintest interest. Whenever he began to talk of the princi-
ples of Ingsoc, doublethink, the mutability of the past, and 
the denial of objective reality, and to use Newspeak words, 
she became bored and confused and said that she never paid 
any attention to that kind of thing. One knew that it was all 
rubbish, so why let oneself be worried by it? She knew when 
to cheer and when to boo, and that was all one needed. If he 
persisted in talking of such subjects, she had a disconcerting 
habit of falling asleep. She was one of those people who can 
go to sleep at any hour and in any position. Talking to her, 
he realized how easy it was to present an appearance of or-
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thodoxy while having no grasp whatever of what orthodoxy 
meant. In a way, the world-view of the Party imposed itself 
most successfully on people incapable of understanding it. 
They could be made to accept the most flagrant violations 
of reality, because they never fully grasped the enormity 
of what was demanded of them, and were not sufficiently 
interested in public events to notice what was happening. 
By lack of understanding they remained sane. They simply 
swallowed everything, and what they swallowed did them 
no harm, because it left no residue behind, just as a grain of 
corn will pass undigested through the body of a bird.
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Chapter 6

It had happened at last. The expected message had come. 
All his life, it seemed to him, he had been waiting for this 

to happen.
He was walking down the long corridor at the Minis-

try and he was almost at the spot where Julia had slipped 
the note into his hand when he became aware that some-
one larger than himself was walking just behind him. The 
person, whoever it was, gave a small cough, evidently as a 
prelude to speaking. Winston stopped abruptly and turned. 
It was O’Brien.

At last they were face to face, and it seemed that his only 
impulse was to run away. His heart bounded violently. He 
would have been incapable of speaking. O’Brien, however, 
had continued forward in the same movement, laying a 
friendly hand for a moment on Winston’s arm, so that the 
two of them were walking side by side. He began speak-
ing with the peculiar grave courtesy that differentiated him 
from the majority of Inner Party members.

‘I had been hoping for an opportunity of talking to you,’ 
he said. ‘I was reading one of your Newspeak articles in 
‘The Times’ the other day. You take a scholarly interest in 
Newspeak, I believe?’

Winston had recovered part of his self-possession. 
‘Hardly scholarly,’ he said. ‘I’m only an amateur. It’s not my 
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subject. I have never had anything to do with the actual 
construction of the language.’

‘But you write it very elegantly,’ said O’Brien. ‘That is not 
only my own opinion. I was talking recently to a friend of 
yours who is certainly an expert. His name has slipped my 
memory for the moment.’

Again Winston’s heart stirred painfully. It was incon-
ceivable that this was anything other than a reference to 
Syme. But Syme was not only dead, he was abolished, an 
unperson. Any identifiable reference to him would have 
been mortally dangerous. O’Brien’s remark must obviously 
have been intended as a signal, a codeword. By sharing a 
small act of thoughtcrime he had turned the two of them 
into accomplices. They had continued to stroll slowly down 
the corridor, but now O’Brien halted. With the curious, dis-
arming friendliness that he always managed to put in to the 
gesture he resettled his spectacles on his nose. Then he went 
on:

‘What I had really intended to say was that in your article 
I noticed you had used two words which have become obso-
lete. But they have only become so very recently. Have you 
seen the tenth edition of the Newspeak Dictionary?’

‘No,’ said Winston. ‘I didn’t think it had been issued yet. 
We are still using the ninth in the Records Department.’

‘The tenth edition is not due to appear for some months, 
I believe. But a few advance copies have been circulated. 
I have one myself. It might interest you to look at it, per-
haps?’

‘Very much so,’ said Winston, immediately seeing where 
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this tended.
‘Some of the new developments are most ingenious. The 

reduction in the number of verbs—that is the point that will 
appeal to you, I think. Let me see, shall I send a messenger 
to you with the dictionary? But I am afraid I invariably for-
get anything of that kind. Perhaps you could pick it up at 
my flat at some time that suited you? Wait. Let me give you 
my address.’

They were standing in front of a telescreen. Somewhat 
absentmindedly O’Brien felt two of his pockets and then 
produced a small leather-covered notebook and a gold 
ink-pencil. Immediately beneath the telescreen, in such a 
position that anyone who was watching at the other end of 
the instrument could read what he was writing, he scribbled 
an address, tore out the page and handed it to Winston.

‘I am usually at home in the evenings,’ he said. ‘If not, my 
servant will give you the dictionary.’

He was gone, leaving Winston holding the scrap of paper, 
which this time there was no need to conceal. Nevertheless 
he carefully memorized what was written on it, and some 
hours later dropped it into the memory hole along with a 
mass of other papers.

They had been talking to one another for a couple of 
minutes at the most. There was only one meaning that the 
episode could possibly have. It had been contrived as a way 
of letting Winston know O’Brien’s address. This was neces-
sary, because except by direct enquiry it was never possible 
to discover where anyone lived. There were no directories 
of any kind. ‘If you ever want to see me, this is where I can 
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be found,’ was what O’Brien had been saying to him. Per-
haps there would even be a message concealed somewhere 
in the dictionary. But at any rate, one thing was certain. The 
conspiracy that he had dreamed of did exist, and he had 
reached the outer edges of it.

He knew that sooner or later he would obey O’Brien’s 
summons. Perhaps tomorrow, perhaps after a long de-
lay—he was not certain. What was happening was only the 
working-out of a process that had started years ago. The 
first step had been a secret, involuntary thought, the sec-
ond had been the opening of the diary. He had moved from 
thoughts to words, and now from words to actions. The last 
step was something that would happen in the Ministry of 
Love. He had accepted it. The end was contained in the be-
ginning. But it was frightening: or, more exactly, it was like 
a foretaste of death, like being a little less alive. Even while 
he was speaking to O’Brien, when the meaning of the words 
had sunk in, a chilly shuddering feeling had taken posses-
sion of his body. He had the sensation of stepping into the 
dampness of a grave, and it was not much better because 
he had always known that the grave was there and waiting 
for him.
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Chapter 7

Winston had woken up with his eyes full of tears. Ju-
lia rolled sleepily against him, murmuring something 

that might have been ‘What’s the matter?’
‘I dreamt—’ he began, and stopped short. It was too com-

plex to be put into words. There was the dream itself, and 
there was a memory connected with it that had swum into 
his mind in the few seconds after waking.

He lay back with his eyes shut, still sodden in the atmo-
sphere of the dream. It was a vast, luminous dream in which 
his whole life seemed to stretch out before him like a land-
scape on a summer evening after rain. It had all occurred 
inside the glass paperweight, but the surface of the glass 
was the dome of the sky, and inside the dome everything 
was flooded with clear soft light in which one could see into 
interminable distances. The dream had also been compre-
hended by—indeed, in some sense it had consisted in—a 
gesture of the arm made by his mother, and made again 
thirty years later by the Jewish woman he had seen on the 
news film, trying to shelter the small boy from the bullets, 
before the helicopter blew them both to pieces.

‘Do you know,’ he said, ‘that until this moment I believed 
I had murdered my mother?’

‘Why did you murder her?’ said Julia, almost asleep.
‘I didn’t murder her. Not physically.’
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In the dream he had remembered his last glimpse of his 
mother, and within a few moments of waking the cluster 
of small events surrounding it had all come back. It was a 
memory that he must have deliberately pushed out of his 
consciousness over many years. He was not certain of the 
date, but he could not have been less than ten years old, pos-
sibly twelve, when it had happened.

His father had disappeared some time earlier, how much 
earlier he could not remember. He remembered better the 
rackety, uneasy circumstances of the time: the periodical 
panics about air-raids and the sheltering in Tube stations, 
the piles of rubble everywhere, the unintelligible proc-
lamations posted at street corners, the gangs of youths in 
shirts all the same colour, the enormous queues outside 
the bakeries, the intermittent machine-gun fire in the dis-
tance—above all, the fact that there was never enough to 
eat. He remembered long afternoons spent with other boys 
in scrounging round dustbins and rubbish heaps, picking 
out the ribs of cabbage leaves, potato peelings, sometimes 
even scraps of stale breadcrust from which they carefully 
scraped away the cinders; and also in waiting for the pass-
ing of trucks which travelled over a certain route and were 
known to carry cattle feed, and which, when they jolted 
over the bad patches in the road, sometimes spilt a few frag-
ments of oil-cake.

When his father disappeared, his mother did not show 
any surprise or any violent grief, but a sudden change came 
over her. She seemed to have become completely spiritless. 
It was evident even to Winston that she was waiting for 
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something that she knew must happen. She did everything 
that was needed—cooked, washed, mended, made the bed, 
swept the floor, dusted the mantelpiece—always very slowly 
and with a curious lack of superfluous motion, like an art-
ist’s lay-figure moving of its own accord. Her large shapely 
body seemed to relapse naturally into stillness. For hours 
at a time she would sit almost immobile on the bed, nurs-
ing his young sister, a tiny, ailing, very silent child of two 
or three, with a face made simian by thinness. Very occa-
sionally she would take Winston in her arms and press him 
against her for a long time without saying anything. He was 
aware, in spite of his youthfulness and selfishness, that this 
was somehow connected with the never-mentioned thing 
that was about to happen.

He remembered the room where they lived, a dark, close-
smelling room that seemed half filled by a bed with a white 
counterpane. There was a gas ring in the fender, and a shelf 
where food was kept, and on the landing outside there was 
a brown earthenware sink, common to several rooms. He 
remembered his mother’s statuesque body bending over the 
gas ring to stir at something in a saucepan. Above all he 
remembered his continuous hunger, and the fierce sordid 
battles at mealtimes. He would ask his mother naggingly, 
over and over again, why there was not more food, he would 
shout and storm at her (he even remembered the tones of 
his voice, which was beginning to break prematurely and 
sometimes boomed in a peculiar way), or he would attempt 
a snivelling note of pathos in his efforts to get more than his 
share. His mother was quite ready to give him more than 
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his share. She took it for granted that he, ‘the boy’, should 
have the biggest portion; but however much she gave him 
he invariably demanded more. At every meal she would be-
seech him not to be selfish and to remember that his little 
sister was sick and also needed food, but it was no use. He 
would cry out with rage when she stopped ladling, he would 
try to wrench the saucepan and spoon out of her hands, he 
would grab bits from his sister’s plate. He knew that he was 
starving the other two, but he could not help it; he even felt 
that he had a right to do it. The clamorous hunger in his bel-
ly seemed to justify him. Between meals, if his mother did 
not stand guard, he was constantly pilfering at the wretched 
store of food on the shelf.

One day a chocolate-ration was issued. There had been 
no such issue for weeks or months past. He remembered 
quite clearly that precious little morsel of chocolate. It was a 
two-ounce slab (they still talked about ounces in those days) 
between the three of them. It was obvious that it ought to 
be divided into three equal parts. Suddenly, as though he 
were listening to somebody else, Winston heard himself 
demanding in a loud booming voice that he should be giv-
en the whole piece. His mother told him not to be greedy. 
There was a long, nagging argument that went round and 
round, with shouts, whines, tears, remonstrances, bargain-
ings. His tiny sister, clinging to her mother with both hands, 
exactly like a baby monkey, sat looking over her shoulder at 
him with large, mournful eyes. In the end his mother broke 
off three-quarters of the chocolate and gave it to Winston, 
giving the other quarter to his sister. The little girl took hold 
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of it and looked at it dully, perhaps not knowing what it was. 
Winston stood watching her for a moment. Then with a 
sudden swift spring he had snatched the piece of chocolate 
out of his sister’s hand and was fleeing for the door.

‘Winston, Winston!’ his mother called after him. ‘Come 
back! Give your sister back her chocolate!’

He stopped, but did not come back. His mother’s anx-
ious eyes were fixed on his face. Even now he was thinking 
about the thing, he did not know what it was that was on 
the point of happening. His sister, conscious of having been 
robbed of something, had set up a feeble wail. His mother 
drew her arm round the child and pressed its face against 
her breast. Something in the gesture told him that his sis-
ter was dying. He turned and fled down the stairs, with the 
chocolate growing sticky in his hand.

He never saw his mother again. After he had devoured 
the chocolate he felt somewhat ashamed of himself and 
hung about in the streets for several hours, until hunger 
drove him home. When he came back his mother had dis-
appeared. This was already becoming normal at that time. 
Nothing was gone from the room except his mother and his 
sister. They had not taken any clothes, not even his mother’s 
overcoat. To this day he did not know with any certainty 
that his mother was dead. It was perfectly possible that she 
had merely been sent to a forced-labour camp. As for his 
sister, she might have been removed, like Winston himself, 
to one of the colonies for homeless children (Reclamation 
Centres, they were called) which had grown up as a result 
of the civil war, or she might have been sent to the labour 
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camp along with his mother, or simply left somewhere or 
other to die.

The dream was still vivid in his mind, especially the en-
veloping protecting gesture of the arm in which its whole 
meaning seemed to be contained. His mind went back to 
another dream of two months ago. Exactly as his mother 
had sat on the dingy whitequilted bed, with the child cling-
ing to her, so she had sat in the sunken ship, far underneath 
him, and drowning deeper every minute, but still looking 
up at him through the darkening water.

He told Julia the story of his mother’s disappearance. 
Without opening her eyes she rolled over and settled herself 
into a more comfortable position.

‘I expect you were a beastly little swine in those days,’ she 
said indistinctly. ‘All children are swine.’

‘Yes. But the real point of the story——’
From her breathing it was evident that she was going 

off to sleep again. He would have liked to continue talking 
about his mother. He did not suppose, from what he could 
remember of her, that she had been an unusual woman, still 
less an intelligent one; and yet she had possessed a kind of 
nobility, a kind of purity, simply because the standards that 
she obeyed were private ones. Her feelings were her own, 
and could not be altered from outside. It would not have 
occurred to her that an action which is ineffectual thereby 
becomes meaningless. If you loved someone, you loved him, 
and when you had nothing else to give, you still gave him 
love. When the last of the chocolate was gone, his mother 
had clasped the child in her arms. It was no use, it changed 
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nothing, it did not produce more chocolate, it did not avert 
the child’s death or her own; but it seemed natural to her to 
do it. The refugee woman in the boat had also covered the 
little boy with her arm, which was no more use against the 
bullets than a sheet of paper. The terrible thing that the Par-
ty had done was to persuade you that mere impulses, mere 
feelings, were of no account, while at the same time robbing 
you of all power over the material world. When once you 
were in the grip of the Party, what you felt or did not feel, 
what you did or refrained from doing, made literally no dif-
ference. Whatever happened you vanished, and neither you 
nor your actions were ever heard of again. You were lifted 
clean out of the stream of history. And yet to the people 
of only two generations ago this would not have seemed 
all-important, because they were not attempting to alter 
history. They were governed by private loyalties which they 
did not question. What mattered were individual relation-
ships, and a completely helpless gesture, an embrace, a tear, 
a word spoken to a dying man, could have value in itself. 
The proles, it suddenly occurred to him, had remained in 
this condition. They were not loyal to a party or a country or 
an idea, they were loyal to one another. For the first time in 
his life he did not despise the proles or think of them merely 
as an inert force which would one day spring to life and re-
generate the world. The proles had stayed human. They had 
not become hardened inside. They had held on to the primi-
tive emotions which he himself had to re-learn by conscious 
effort. And in thinking this he remembered, without appar-
ent relevance, how a few weeks ago he had seen a severed 
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hand lying on the pavement and had kicked it into the gut-
ter as though it had been a cabbage-stalk.

‘The proles are human beings,’ he said aloud. ‘We are not 
human.’

‘Why not?’ said Julia, who had woken up again.
He thought for a little while. ‘Has it ever occurred to you,’ 

he said, ‘that the best thing for us to do would be simply to 
walk out of here before it’s too late, and never see each other 
again?’

‘Yes, dear, it has occurred to me, several times. But I’m 
not going to do it, all the same.’

‘We’ve been lucky,’ he said ‘but it can’t last much longer. 
You’re young. You look normal and innocent. If you keep 
clear of people like me, you might stay alive for another fifty 
years.’

‘No. I’ve thought it all out. What you do, I’m going to do. 
And don’t be too downhearted. I’m rather good at staying 
alive.’

‘We may be together for another six months—a year—
there’s no knowing. At the end we’re certain to be apart. Do 
you realize how utterly alone we shall be? When once they 
get hold of us there will be nothing, literally nothing, that 
either of us can do for the other. If I confess, they’ll shoot 
you, and if I refuse to confess, they’ll shoot you just the same. 
Nothing that I can do or say, or stop myself from saying, will 
put off your death for as much as five minutes. Neither of us 
will even know whether the other is alive or dead. We shall 
be utterly without power of any kind. The one thing that 
matters is that we shouldn’t betray one another, although 
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even that can’t make the slightest difference.’
‘If you mean confessing,’ she said, ‘we shall do that, right 

enough. Everybody always confesses. You can’t help it. They 
torture you.’

‘I don’t mean confessing. Confession is not betrayal. 
What you say or do doesn’t matter: only feelings matter. If 
they could make me stop loving you—that would be the 
real betrayal.’

She thought it over. ‘They can’t do that,’ she said final-
ly. ‘It’s the one thing they can’t do. They can make you say 
anything—ANYTHING—but they can’t make you believe 
it. They can’t get inside you.’

‘No,’ he said a little more hopefully, ‘no; that’s quite true. 
They can’t get inside you. If you can FEEL that staying hu-
man is worth while, even when it can’t have any result 
whatever, you’ve beaten them.’

He thought of the telescreen with its never-sleeping ear. 
They could spy upon you night and day, but if you kept your 
head you could still outwit them. With all their cleverness 
they had never mastered the secret of finding out what an-
other human being was thinking. Perhaps that was less true 
when you were actually in their hands. One did not know 
what happened inside the Ministry of Love, but it was pos-
sible to guess: tortures, drugs, delicate instruments that 
registered your nervous reactions, gradual wearing-down 
by sleeplessness and solitude and persistent questioning. 
Facts, at any rate, could not be kept hidden. They could be 
tracked down by enquiry, they could be squeezed out of you 
by torture. But if the object was not to stay alive but to stay 
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human, what difference did it ultimately make? They could 
not alter your feelings: for that matter you could not alter 
them yourself, even if you wanted to. They could lay bare in 
the utmost detail everything that you had done or said or 
thought; but the inner heart, whose workings were mysteri-
ous even to yourself, remained impregnable.
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Chapter 8

They had done it, they had done it at last!
The room they were standing in was long-shaped and 

softly lit. The telescreen was dimmed to a low murmur; the 
richness of the dark-blue carpet gave one the impression of 
treading on velvet. At the far end of the room O’Brien was 
sitting at a table under a green-shaded lamp, with a mass of 
papers on either side of him. He had not bothered to look up 
when the servant showed Julia and Winston in.

Winston’s heart was thumping so hard that he doubted 
whether he would be able to speak. They had done it, they 
had done it at last, was all he could think. It had been a rash 
act to come here at all, and sheer folly to arrive together; 
though it was true that they had come by different routes 
and only met on O’Brien’s doorstep. But merely to walk into 
such a place needed an effort of the nerve. It was only on 
very rare occasions that one saw inside the dwelling-plac-
es of the Inner Party, or even penetrated into the quarter 
of the town where they lived. The whole atmosphere of the 
huge block of flats, the richness and spaciousness of every-
thing, the unfamiliar smells of good food and good tobacco, 
the silent and incredibly rapid lifts sliding up and down, the 
white-jacketed servants hurrying to and fro—everything 
was intimidating. Although he had a good pretext for com-
ing here, he was haunted at every step by the fear that a 
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black-uniformed guard would suddenly appear from round 
the corner, demand his papers, and order him to get out. 
O’Brien’s servant, however, had admitted the two of them 
without demur. He was a small, dark-haired man in a white 
jacket, with a diamond-shaped, completely expressionless 
face which might have been that of a Chinese. The passage 
down which he led them was softly carpeted, with cream-
papered walls and white wainscoting, all exquisitely clean. 
That too was intimidating. Winston could not remember 
ever to have seen a passageway whose walls were not grimy 
from the contact of human bodies.

O’Brien had a slip of paper between his fingers and 
seemed to be studying it intently. His heavy face, bent down 
so that one could see the line of the nose, looked both for-
midable and intelligent. For perhaps twenty seconds he sat 
without stirring. Then he pulled the speakwrite towards 
him and rapped out a message in the hybrid jargon of the 
Ministries:

’Items one comma five comma seven approved fullwise 
stop suggestion contained item six doubleplus ridiculous 
verging crimethink cancel stop unproceed constructionwise 
antegetting plusfull estimates machinery overheads stop end 
message.’

He rose deliberately from his chair and came towards 
them across the soundless carpet. A little of the official at-
mosphere seemed to have fallen away from him with the 
Newspeak words, but his expression was grimmer than 
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usual, as though he were not pleased at being disturbed. The 
terror that Winston already felt was suddenly shot through 
by a streak of ordinary embarrassment. It seemed to him 
quite possible that he had simply made a stupid mistake. 
For what evidence had he in reality that O’Brien was any 
kind of political conspirator? Nothing but a flash of the eyes 
and a single equivocal remark: beyond that, only his own 
secret imaginings, founded on a dream. He could not even 
fall back on the pretence that he had come to borrow the 
dictionary, because in that case Julia’s presence was impos-
sible to explain. As O’Brien passed the telescreen a thought 
seemed to strike him. He stopped, turned aside and pressed 
a switch on the wall. There was a sharp snap. The voice had 
stopped.

Julia uttered a tiny sound, a sort of squeak of surprise. 
Even in the midst of his panic, Winston was too much taken 
aback to be able to hold his tongue.

‘You can turn it off!’ he said.
‘Yes,’ said O’Brien, ‘we can turn it off. We have that privi-

lege.’
He was opposite them now. His solid form towered 

over the pair of them, and the expression on his face was 
still indecipherable. He was waiting, somewhat sternly, for 
Winston to speak, but about what? Even now it was quite 
conceivable that he was simply a busy man wondering ir-
ritably why he had been interrupted. Nobody spoke. After 
the stopping of the telescreen the room seemed deadly si-
lent. The seconds marched past, enormous. With difficulty 
Winston continued to keep his eyes fixed on O’Brien’s. Then 
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suddenly the grim face broke down into what might have 
been the beginnings of a smile. With his characteristic ges-
ture O’Brien resettled his spectacles on his nose.

‘Shall I say it, or will you?’ he said.
‘I will say it,’ said Winston promptly. ‘That thing is really 

turned off?’
‘Yes, everything is turned off. We are alone.’
‘We have come here because——’
He paused, realizing for the first time the vagueness of 

his own motives. Since he did not in fact know what kind 
of help he expected from O’Brien, it was not easy to say why 
he had come here. He went on, conscious that what he was 
saying must sound both feeble and pretentious:

‘We believe that there is some kind of conspiracy, some 
kind of secret organization working against the Party, and 
that you are involved in it. We want to join it and work for it. 
We are enemies of the Party. We disbelieve in the principles 
of Ingsoc. We are thought-criminals. We are also adulter-
ers. I tell you this because we want to put ourselves at your 
mercy. If you want us to incriminate ourselves in any other 
way, we are ready.’

He stopped and glanced over his shoulder, with the 
feeling that the door had opened. Sure enough, the little yel-
low-faced servant had come in without knocking. Winston 
saw that he was carrying a tray with a decanter and glasses.

‘Martin is one of us,’ said O’Brien impassively. ‘Bring 
the drinks over here, Martin. Put them on the round table. 
Have we enough chairs? Then we may as well sit down and 
talk in comfort. Bring a chair for yourself, Martin. This is 
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business. You can stop being a servant for the next ten min-
utes.’

The little man sat down, quite at his ease, and yet still 
with a servant-like air, the air of a valet enjoying a priv-
ilege. Winston regarded him out of the corner of his eye. 
It struck him that the man’s whole life was playing a part, 
and that he felt it to be dangerous to drop his assumed per-
sonality even for a moment. O’Brien took the decanter by 
the neck and filled up the glasses with a dark-red liquid. It 
aroused in Winston dim memories of something seen long 
ago on a wall or a hoarding—a vast bottle composed of elec-
tric lights which seemed to move up and down and pour its 
contents into a glass. Seen from the top the stuff looked al-
most black, but in the decanter it gleamed like a ruby. It had 
a sour-sweet smell. He saw Julia pick up her glass and sniff 
at it with frank curiosity.

‘It is called wine,’ said O’Brien with a faint smile. ‘You 
will have read about it in books, no doubt. Not much of it 
gets to the Outer Party, I am afraid.’ His face grew solemn 
again, and he raised his glass: ‘I think it is fitting that we 
should begin by drinking a health. To our Leader: To Em-
manuel Goldstein.’

Winston took up his glass with a certain eagerness. Wine 
was a thing he had read and dreamed about. Like the glass 
paperweight or Mr Charrington’s half-remembered rhymes, 
it belonged to the vanished, romantic past, the olden time 
as he liked to call it in his secret thoughts. For some reason 
he had always thought of wine as having an intensely sweet 
taste, like that of blackberry jam and an immediate intoxi-
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cating effect. Actually, when he came to swallow it, the stuff 
was distinctly disappointing. The truth was that after years 
of gin-drinking he could barely taste it. He set down the 
empty glass.

‘Then there is such a person as Goldstein?’ he said.
‘Yes, there is such a person, and he is alive. Where, I do 

not know.’
‘And the conspiracy—the organization? Is it real? It is not 

simply an invention of the Thought Police?’
‘No, it is real. The Brotherhood, we call it. You will never 

learn much more about the Brotherhood than that it exists 
and that you belong to it. I will come back to that pres-
ently.’ He looked at his wrist-watch. ‘It is unwise even for 
members of the Inner Party to turn off the telescreen for 
more than half an hour. You ought not to have come here 
together, and you will have to leave separately. You, com-
rade’—he bowed his head to Julia—’will leave first. We have 
about twenty minutes at our disposal. You will understand 
that I must start by asking you certain questions. In general 
terms, what are you prepared to do?’

‘Anything that we are capable of,’ said Winston.
O’Brien had turned himself a little in his chair so that he 

was facing Winston. He almost ignored Julia, seeming to 
take it for granted that Winston could speak for her. For a 
moment the lids flitted down over his eyes. He began asking 
his questions in a low, expressionless voice, as though this 
were a routine, a sort of catechism, most of whose answers 
were known to him already.

‘You are prepared to give your lives?’
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‘Yes.’
‘You are prepared to commit murder?’
‘Yes.’
‘To commit acts of sabotage which may cause the death 

of hundreds of innocent people?’
‘Yes.’
‘To betray your country to foreign powers?’
‘Yes.’
‘You are prepared to cheat, to forge, to blackmail, to cor-

rupt the minds of children, to distribute habit-forming 
drugs, to encourage prostitution, to disseminate venereal 
diseases—to do anything which is likely to cause demoral-
ization and weaken the power of the Party?’

‘Yes.’
‘If, for example, it would somehow serve our interests to 

throw sulphuric acid in a child’s face—are you prepared to 
do that?’

‘Yes.’
‘You are prepared to lose your identity and live out the 

rest of your life as a waiter or a dock-worker?’
‘Yes.’
‘You are prepared to commit suicide, if and when we or-

der you to do so?’
‘Yes.’
‘You are prepared, the two of you, to separate and never 

see one another again?’
‘No!’ broke in Julia.
It appeared to Winston that a long time passed before 

he answered. For a moment he seemed even to have been 
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deprived of the power of speech. His tongue worked sound-
lessly, forming the opening syllables first of one word, then 
of the other, over and over again. Until he had said it, he 
did not know which word he was going to say. ‘No,’ he said 
finally.

‘You did well to tell me,’ said O’Brien. ‘It is necessary for 
us to know everything.’

He turned himself toward Julia and added in a voice 
with somewhat more expression in it:

‘Do you understand that even if he survives, it may be 
as a different person? We may be obliged to give him a new 
identity. His face, his movements, the shape of his hands, 
the colour of his hair—even his voice would be different. 
And you yourself might have become a different person. 
Our surgeons can alter people beyond recognition. Some-
times it is necessary. Sometimes we even amputate a limb.’

Winston could not help snatching another sidelong 
glance at Martin’s Mongolian face. There were no scars 
that he could see. Julia had turned a shade paler, so that 
her freckles were showing, but she faced O’Brien boldly. She 
murmured something that seemed to be assent.

‘Good. Then that is settled.’
There was a silver box of cigarettes on the table. With a 

rather absent-minded air O’Brien pushed them towards the 
others, took one himself, then stood up and began to pace 
slowly to and fro, as though he could think better standing. 
They were very good cigarettes, very thick and well-packed, 
with an unfamiliar silkiness in the paper. O’Brien looked at 
his wrist-watch again.
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‘You had better go back to your Pantry, Martin,’ he said. 
‘I shall switch on in a quarter of an hour. Take a good look 
at these comrades’ faces before you go. You will be seeing 
them again. I may not.’

Exactly as they had done at the front door, the little man’s 
dark eyes flickered over their faces. There was not a trace 
of friendliness in his manner. He was memorizing their 
appearance, but he felt no interest in them, or appeared 
to feel none. It occurred to Winston that a synthetic face 
was perhaps incapable of changing its expression. Without 
speaking or giving any kind of salutation, Martin went out, 
closing the door silently behind him. O’Brien was strolling 
up and down, one hand in the pocket of his black overalls, 
the other holding his cigarette.

‘You understand,’ he said, ‘that you will be fighting in 
the dark. You will always be in the dark. You will receive 
orders and you will obey them, without knowing why. Later 
I shall send you a book from which you will learn the true 
nature of the society we live in, and the strategy by which 
we shall destroy it. When you have read the book, you will 
be full members of the Brotherhood. But between the gen-
eral aims that we are fighting for and the immedi ate tasks 
of the moment, you will never know anything. I tell you 
that the Brotherhood exists, but I cannot tell you wheth-
er it numbers a hundred members, or ten million. From 
your personal knowledge you will never be able to say that 
it numbers even as many as a dozen. You will have three 
or four contacts, who will be renewed from time to time 
as they disappear. As this was your first contact, it will be 
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preserved. When you receive orders, they will come from 
me. If we find it necessary to communicate with you, it will 
be through Martin. When you are finally caught, you will 
confess. That is unavoidable. But you will have very little 
to confess, other than your own actions. You will not be 
able to betray more than a handful of unimportant people. 
Probably you will not even betray me. By that time I may be 
dead, or I shall have become a different person, with a dif-
ferent face.’

He continued to move to and fro over the soft carpet. In 
spite of the bulkiness of his body there was a remarkable 
grace in his movements. It came out even in the gesture 
with which he thrust a hand into his pocket, or manipu-
lated a cigarette. More even than of strength, he gave an 
impression of confidence and of an understanding tinged 
by irony. However much in earnest he might be, he had 
nothing of the single-mindedness that belongs to a fanatic. 
When he spoke of murder, suicide, venereal disease, am-
putated limbs, and altered faces, it was with a faint air of 
persiflage. ‘This is unavoidable,’ his voice seemed to say; 
‘this is what we have got to do, unflinchingly. But this is 
not what we shall be doing when life is worth living again.’ 
A wave of admiration, almost of worship, flowed out from 
Winston towards O’Brien. For the moment he had forgot-
ten the shadowy figure of Goldstein. When you looked at 
O’Brien’s powerful shoulders and his blunt-featured face, so 
ugly and yet so civilized, it was impossible to believe that 
he could be defeated. There was no stratagem that he was 
not equal to, no danger that he could not foresee. Even Julia 
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seemed to be impressed. She had let her cigarette go out and 
was listening intently. O’Brien went on:

‘You will have heard rumours of the existence of the 
Brotherhood. No doubt you have formed your own picture 
of it. You have imagined, probably, a huge underworld of 
conspirators, meeting secretly in cellars, scribbling mes-
sages on walls, recognizing one another by codewords or by 
special movements of the hand. Nothing of the kind exists. 
The members of the Brotherhood have no way of recogniz-
ing one another, and it is impossible for any one member to 
be aware of the identity of more than a few others. Gold-
stein himself, if he fell into the hands of the Thought Police, 
could not give them a complete list of members, or any in-
formation that would lead them to a complete list. No such 
list exists. The Brotherhood cannot be wiped out because it 
is not an organization in the ordinary sense. Nothing holds 
it together except an idea which is indestructible. You will 
never have anything to sustain you, except the idea. You 
will get no comradeship and no encouragement. When fi-
nally you are caught, you will get no help. We never help 
our members. At most, when it is absolutely necessary that 
someone should be silenced, we are occasionally able to 
smuggle a razor blade into a prisoner’s cell. You will have 
to get used to living without results and without hope. You 
will work for a while, you will be caught, you will confess, 
and then you will die. Those are the only results that you 
will ever see. There is no possibility that any perceptible 
change will happen within our own lifetime. We are the 
dead. Our only true life is in the future. We shall take part 
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in it as handfuls of dust and splinters of bone. But how far 
away that future may be, there is no knowing. It might be 
a thousand years. At present nothing is possible except to 
extend the area of sanity little by little. We cannot act col-
lectively. We can only spread our knowledge outwards from 
individual to individual, generation after generation. In the 
face of the Thought Police there is no other way.’

He halted and looked for the third time at his wrist-
watch.

‘It is almost time for you to leave, comrade,’ he said to Ju-
lia. ‘Wait. The decanter is still half full.’

He filled the glasses and raised his own glass by the 
stem.

‘What shall it be this time?’ he said, still with the same 
faint suggestion of irony. ‘To the confusion of the Thought 
Police? To the death of Big Brother? To humanity? To the 
future?’

‘To the past,’ said Winston.
‘The past is more important,’ agreed O’Brien gravely.
They emptied their glasses, and a moment later Julia 

stood up to go. O’Brien took a small box from the top of a 
cabinet and handed her a flat white tablet which he told her 
to place on her tongue. It was important, he said, not to go 
out smelling of wine: the lift attendants were very obser-
vant. As soon as the door had shut behind her he appeared 
to forget her existence. He took another pace or two up and 
down, then stopped.

‘There are details to be settled,’ he said. ‘I assume that 
you have a hiding-place of some kind?’
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Winston explained about the room over Mr Char-
rington’s shop.

‘That will do for the moment. Later we will arrange 
something else for you. It is important to change one’s hid-
ing-place frequently. Meanwhile I shall send you a copy of 
THE BOOK’—even O’Brien, Winston noticed, seemed to 
pronounce the words as though they were in italics—’Gold-
stein’s book, you understand, as soon as possible. It may 
be some days before I can get hold of one. There are not 
many in existence, as you can imagine. The Thought Police 
hunt them down and destroy them almost as fast as we can 
produce them. It makes very little difference. The book is 
indestructible. If the last copy were gone, we could repro-
duce it almost word for word. Do you carry a brief-case to 
work with you?’ he added.

‘As a rule, yes.’
‘What is it like?’
‘Black, very shabby. With two straps.’
‘Black, two straps, very shabby—good. One day in the 

fairly near future—I cannot give a date—one of the messag-
es among your morning’s work will contain a misprinted 
word, and you will have to ask for a repeat. On the following 
day you will go to work without your brief-case. At some 
time during the day, in the street, a man will touch you on 
the arm and say ‘I think you have dropped your brief-case.’ 
The one he gives you will contain a copy of Goldstein’s book. 
You will return it within fourteen days.’

They were silent for a moment.
‘There are a couple of minutes before you need go,’ said 
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O’Brien. ‘We shall meet again—if we do meet again——’
Winston looked up at him. ‘In the place where there is no 

darkness?’ he said hesitantly.
O’Brien nodded without appearance of surprise. ‘In the 

place where there is no darkness,’ he said, as though he had 
recognized the allusion. ‘And in the meantime, is there any-
thing that you wish to say before you leave? Any message? 
Any question?.’

Winston thought. There did not seem to be any further 
question that he wanted to ask: still less did he feel any 
impulse to utter high-sounding generalities. Instead of any-
thing directly connected with O’Brien or the Brotherhood, 
there came into his mind a sort of composite picture of the 
dark bedroom where his mother had spent her last days, 
and the little room over Mr Charrington’s shop, and the 
glass paperweight, and the steel engraving in its rosewood 
frame. Almost at random he said:

‘Did you ever happen to hear an old rhyme that begins 
‘Oranges and lemons, say the bells of St Clement’s’?’

Again O’Brien nodded. With a sort of grave courtesy he 
completed the stanza:

’Oranges and lemons, say the bells of St Clement’s,  
You owe me three farthings, say the bells of St Martin’s,  
When will you pay me? say the bells of Old Bailey,  
When I grow rich, say the bells of Shoreditch.’

‘You knew the last line!’ said Winston.
‘Yes, I knew the last line. And now, I am afraid, it is time 
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for you to go. But wait. You had better let me give you one 
of these tablets.’

As Winston stood up O’Brien held out a hand. His pow-
erful grip crushed the bones of Winston’s palm. At the 
door Winston looked back, but O’Brien seemed already to 
be in process of putting him out of mind. He was waiting 
with his hand on the switch that controlled the telescreen. 
Beyond him Winston could see the writing-table with its 
green-shaded lamp and the speakwrite and the wire baskets 
deep-laden with papers. The incident was closed. Within 
thirty seconds, it occurred to him, O’Brien would be back at 
his interrupted and important work on behalf of the Party.
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Chapter 9

Winston was gelatinous with fatigue. Gelatinous was 
the right word. It had come into his head spontane-

ously. His body seemed to have not only the weakness of a 
jelly, but its translucency. He felt that if he held up his hand 
he would be able to see the light through it. All the blood 
and lymph had been drained out of him by an enormous 
debauch of work, leaving only a frail structure of nerves, 
bones, and skin. All sensations seemed to be magnified. His 
overalls fretted his shoulders, the pavement tickled his feet, 
even the opening and closing of a hand was an effort that 
made his joints creak.

He had worked more than ninety hours in five days. So 
had everyone else in the Ministry. Now it was all over, and 
he had literally nothing to do, no Party work of any descrip-
tion, until tomorrow morning. He could spend six hours in 
the hiding-place and another nine in his own bed. Slowly, in 
mild afternoon sunshine, he walked up a dingy street in the 
direction of Mr Charrington’s shop, keeping one eye open 
for the patrols, but irrationally convinced that this after-
noon there was no danger of anyone interfering with him. 
The heavy brief-case that he was carrying bumped against 
his knee at each step, sending a tingling sensation up and 
down the skin of his leg. Inside it was the book, which he 
had now had in his possession for six days and had not yet 
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opened, nor even looked at.
On the sixth day of Hate Week, after the processions, the 

speeches, the shouting, the singing, the banners, the posters, 
the films, the waxworks, the rolling of drums and squeal-
ing of trumpets, the tramp of marching feet, the grinding 
of the caterpillars of tanks, the roar of massed planes, the 
booming of guns—after six days of this, when the great or-
gasm was quivering to its climax and the general hatred of 
Eurasia had boiled up into such delirium that if the crowd 
could have got their hands on the 2,000 Eurasian war-crim-
inals who were to be publicly hanged on the last day of the 
proceedings, they would unquestionably have torn them 
to pieces—at just this moment it had been announced that 
Oceania was not after all at war with Eurasia. Oceania was 
at war with Eastasia. Eurasia was an ally.

There was, of course, no admission that any change had 
taken place. Merely it became known, with extreme sud-
denness and everywhere at once, that Eastasia and not 
Eurasia was the enemy. Winston was taking part in a dem-
onstration in one of the central London squares at the 
moment when it happened. It was night, and the white fac-
es and the scarlet banners were luridly floodlit. The square 
was packed with several thousand people, including a block 
of about a thousand schoolchildren in the uniform of the 
Spies. On a scarlet-draped platform an orator of the Inner 
Party, a small lean man with disproportionately long arms 
and a large bald skull over which a few lank locks strag-
gled, was haranguing the crowd. A little Rumpelstiltskin 
figure, contorted with hatred, he gripped the neck of the 
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microphone with one hand while the other, enormous at 
the end of a bony arm, clawed the air menacingly above his 
head. His voice, made metallic by the amplifiers, boomed 
forth an endless catalogue of atrocities, massacres, depor-
tations, lootings, rapings, torture of prisoners, bombing 
of civilians, lying propaganda, unjust aggressions, broken 
treaties. It was almost impossible to listen to him without 
being first convinced and then maddened. At every few mo-
ments the fury of the crowd boiled over and the voice of the 
speaker was drowned by a wild beast-like roaring that rose 
uncontrollably from thousands of throats. The most sav-
age yells of all came from the schoolchildren. The speech 
had been proceeding for perhaps twenty minutes when a 
messenger hurried on to the platform and a scrap of paper 
was slipped into the speaker’s hand. He unrolled and read it 
without pausing in his speech. Nothing altered in his voice 
or manner, or in the content of what he was saying, but sud-
denly the names were different. Without words said, a wave 
of understanding rippled through the crowd. Oceania was 
at war with Eastasia! The next moment there was a tremen-
dous commotion. The banners and posters with which the 
square was decorated were all wrong! Quite half of them 
had the wrong faces on them. It was sabotage! The agents of 
Goldstein had been at work! There was a riotous interlude 
while posters were ripped from the walls, banners torn to 
shreds and trampled underfoot. The Spies performed prod-
igies of activity in clambering over the rooftops and cutting 
the streamers that fluttered from the chimneys. But within 
two or three minutes it was all over. The orator, still gripping 
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the neck of the microphone, his shoulders hunched forward, 
his free hand clawing at the air, had gone straight on with 
his speech. One minute more, and the feral roars of rage 
were again bursting from the crowd. The Hate continued 
exactly as before, except that the target had been changed.

The thing that impressed Winston in looking back was 
that the speaker had switched from one line to the other ac-
tually in midsentence, not only without a pause, but without 
even breaking the syntax. But at the moment he had other 
things to preoccupy him. It was during the moment of dis-
order while the posters were being torn down that a man 
whose face he did not see had tapped him on the shoulder 
and said, ‘Excuse me, I think you’ve dropped your brief-
case.’ He took the brief-case abstractedly, without speaking. 
He knew that it would be days before he had an opportuni-
ty to look inside it. The instant that the demonstration was 
over he went straight to the Ministry of Truth, though the 
time was now nearly twenty-three hours. The entire staff 
of the Ministry had done likewise. The orders already issu-
ing from the telescreen, recalling them to their posts, were 
hardly necessary.

Oceania was at war with Eastasia: Oceania had always 
been at war with Eastasia. A large part of the political lit-
erature of five years was now completely obsolete. Reports 
and records of all kinds, newspapers, books, pamphlets, 
films, sound-tracks, photographs—all had to be rectified 
at lightning speed. Although no directive was ever issued, 
it was known that the chiefs of the Department intended 
that within one week no reference to the war with Eurasia, 
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or the alliance with Eastasia, should remain in existence 
anywhere. The work was overwhelming, all the more so 
because the processes that it involved could not be called 
by their true names. Everyone in the Records Department 
worked eighteen hours in the twenty-four, with two three-
hour snatches of sleep. Mattresses were brought up from 
the cellars and pitched all over the corridors: meals con-
sisted of sandwiches and Victory Coffee wheeled round 
on trolleys by attendants from the canteen. Each time that 
Winston broke off for one of his spells of sleep he tried to 
leave his desk clear of work, and each time that he crawled 
back sticky-eyed and aching, it was to find that another 
shower of paper cylinders had covered the desk like a snow-
drift, halfburying the speakwrite and overflowing on to the 
floor, so that the first job was always to stack them into a 
neat enough pile to give him room to work. What was worst 
of all was that the work was by no means purely mechanical. 
Often it was enough merely to substitute one name for an-
other, but any detailed report of events demanded care and 
imagination. Even the geographical knowledge that one 
needed in transferring the war from one part of the world 
to another was considerable.

By the third day his eyes ached unbearably and his 
spectacles needed wiping every few minutes. It was like 
struggling with some crushing physical task, something 
which one had the right to refuse and which one was never-
theless neurotically anxious to accomplish. In so far as he 
had time to remember it, he was not troubled by the fact that 
every word he murmured into the speakwrite, every stroke 
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of his ink-pencil, was a deliberate lie. He was as anxious as 
anyone else in the Department that the forgery should be 
perfect. On the morning of the sixth day the dribble of cyl-
inders slowed down. For as much as half an hour nothing 
came out of the tube; then one more cylinder, then nothing. 
Everywhere at about the same time the work was easing off. 
A deep and as it were secret sigh went through the Depart-
ment. A mighty deed, which could never be mentioned, had 
been achieved. It was now impossible for any human being 
to prove by documentary evidence that the war with Eurasia 
had ever happened. At twelve hundred it was unexpectedly 
announced that all workers in the Ministry were free till 
tomorrow morning. Winston, still carrying the brief-case 
containing the book, which had remained between his feet 
while he worked and under his body while he slept, went 
home, shaved himself, and almost fell asleep in his bath, al-
though the water was barely more than tepid.

With a sort of voluptuous creaking in his joints he 
climbed the stair above Mr Charrington’s shop. He was 
tired, but not sleepy any longer. He opened the window, lit 
the dirty little oilstove and put on a pan of water for coffee. 
Julia would arrive presently: meanwhile there was the book. 
He sat down in the sluttish armchair and undid the straps 
of the brief-case.

A heavy black volume, amateurishly bound, with no 
name or title on the cover. The print also looked slightly 
irregular. The pages were worn at the edges, and fell apart, 
easily, as though the book had passed through many hands. 
The inscription on the title-page ran:
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THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF  
OLIGARCHICAL COLLECTIVISM  
by  
Emmanuel Goldstein

Winston began reading:

Chapter I  
 
Ignorance is Strength

Throughout recorded time, and probably since the end 
of the Neolithic Age, there have been three kinds of people 
in the world, the High, the Middle, and the Low. They have 
been subdivided in many ways, they have borne count-
less different names, and their relative numbers, as well as 
their attitude towards one another, have varied from age to 
age: but the essential structure of society has never altered. 
Even after enormous upheavals and seemingly irrevocable 
changes, the same pattern has always reasserted itself, just 
as a gyroscope will always return to equilibrium, however 
far it is pushed one way or the other.

The aims of these groups are entirely irreconcilable...
Winston stopped reading, chiefly in order to appreciate 

the fact that he was reading, in comfort and safety. He was 
alone: no telescreen, no ear at the keyhole, no nervous im-
pulse to glance over his shoulder or cover the page with his 
hand. The sweet summer air played against his cheek. From 
somewhere far away there floated the faint shouts of chil-
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dren: in the room itself there was no sound except the insect 
voice of the clock. He settled deeper into the arm-chair and 
put his feet up on the fender. It was bliss, it was etemity. 
Suddenly, as one sometimes does with a book of which one 
knows that one will ultimately read and re-read every word, 
he opened it at a different place and found himself at Chap-
ter III. He went on reading:

Chapter III  
 
War is Peace

The splitting up of the world into three great super-states 
was an event which could be and indeed was foreseen 
before the middle of the twentieth century. With the ab-
sorption of Europe by Russia and of the British Empire by 
the United States, two of the three existing powers, Eurasia 
and Oceania, were already effectively in being. The third, 
Eastasia, only emerged as a distinct unit after another de-
cade of confused fighting. The frontiers between the three 
super-states are in some places arbitrary, and in others they 
fluctuate according to the fortunes of war, but in general 
they follow geographical lines. Eurasia comprises the whole 
of the northern part of the European and Asiatic land-mass, 
from Portugal to the Bering Strait. Oceania comprises the 
Americas, the Atlantic islands including the British Isles, 
Australasia, and the southern portion of Africa. Eastasia, 
smaller than the others and with a less definite western 
frontier, comprises China and the countries to the south of 
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it, the Japanese islands and a large but fluctuating portion 
of Manchuria, Mongolia, and Tibet.

In one combination or another, these three super-states 
are permanently at war, and have been so for the past twen-
ty-five years. War, however, is no longer the desperate, 
annihilating struggle that it was in the early decades of the 
twentieth century. It is a warfare of limited aims between 
combatants who are unable to destroy one another, have no 
material cause for fighting and are not divided by any genu-
ine ideological difference This is not to say that either the 
conduct of war, or the prevailing attitude towards it, has be-
come less bloodthirsty or more chivalrous. On the contrary, 
war hysteria is continuous and universal in all countries, 
and such acts as raping, looting, the slaughter of children, 
the reduction of whole populations to slavery, and reprisals 
against prisoners which extend even to boiling and burying 
alive, are looked upon as normal, and, when they are com-
mitted by one’s own side and not by the enemy, meritorious. 
But in a physical sense war involves very small numbers of 
people, mostly highly-trained specialists, and causes com-
paratively few casualties. The fighting, when there is any, 
takes place on the vague frontiers whose whereabouts the 
average man can only guess at, or round the Floating For-
tresses which guard strategic spots on the sea lanes. In the 
centres of civilization war means no more than a contin-
uous shortage of consumption goods, and the occasional 
crash of a rocket bomb which may cause a few scores of 
deaths. War has in fact changed its character. More exactly, 
the reasons for which war is waged have changed in their 
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order of importance. Motives which were already present 
to some small extent in the great wars of the early twentieth 
centuury have now become dominant and are consciously 
recognized and acted upon.

To understand the nature of the present war—for in spite 
of the regrouping which occurs every few years, it is al-
ways the same war—one must realize in the first place that 
it is impossible for it to be decisive. None of the three su-
per-states could be definitively conquered even by the other 
two in combination. They are too evenly matched, and their 
natural defences are too formidable. Eurasia is protected by 
its vast land spaces, Oceania by the width of the Atlantic 
and the Pacific, Eastasia by the fecundity and indus tri-
ousness of its inhabitants. Secondly, there is no longer, in 
a material sense, anything to fight about. With the estab-
lishment of self-contained economies, in which production 
and consumption are geared to one another, the scramble 
for markets which was a main cause of previous wars has 
come to an end, while the competition for raw materials is 
no longer a matter of life and death. In any case each of the 
three super-states is so vast that it can obtain almost all the 
materials that it needs within its own boundaries. In so far 
as the war has a direct economic purpose, it is a war for la-
bour power. Between the frontiers of the super-states, and 
not permanently in the possession of any of them, there lies 
a rough quadrilateral with its corners at Tangier, Brazza-
ville, Darwin, and Hong Kong, containing within it about 
a fifth of the population of the earth. It is for the posses-
sion of these thickly-populated regions, and of the northern 
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ice-cap, that the three powers are constantly struggling. In 
practice no one power ever controls the whole of the disput-
ed area. Portions of it are constantly changing hands, and 
it is the chance of seizing this or that fragment by a sud-
den stroke of treachery that dictates the endless changes of 
alignment.

All of the disputed territories contain valuable minerals, 
and some of them yield important vegetable products such 
as rubber which in colder climates it is necessary to syn-
thesize by comparatively expensive methods. But above all 
they contain a bottomless reserve of cheap labour. Which-
ever power controls equatorial Africa, or the countries 
of the Middle East, or Southern India, or the Indonesian 
Archipelago, disposes also of the bodies of scores or hun-
dreds of millions of ill-paid and hard-working coolies. The 
inhabitants of these areas, reduced more or less openly to 
the status of slaves, pass continually from conqueror to con-
queror, and are expended like so much coal or oil in the 
race to turn out more armaments, to capture more territory, 
to control more labour power, to turn out more armaments, 
to capture more territory, and so on indefinitely. It should 
be noted that the fighting never really moves beyond the 
edges of the disputed areas. The frontiers of Eurasia flow 
back and forth between the basin of the Congo and the 
northern shore of the Mediterranean; the islands of the In-
dian Ocean and the Pacific are constantly being captured 
and recaptured by Oceania or by Eastasia; in Mongolia the 
dividing line between Eurasia and Eastasia is never stable; 
round the Pole all three powers lay claim to enormous terri-
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tories which in fact are largely unihabited and unexplored: 
but the balance of power always remains roughly even, and 
the territory which forms the heartland of each super-state 
always remains inviolate. Moreover, the labour of the ex-
ploited peoples round the Equator is not really necessary to 
the world’s economy. They add nothing to the wealth of the 
world, since whatever they produce is used for purposes of 
war, and the object of waging a war is always to be in a bet-
ter position in which to wage another war. By their labour 
the slave populations allow the tempo of continuous war-
fare to be speeded up. But if they did not exist, the structure 
of world society, and the process by which it maintains it-
self, would not be essentially different.

The primary aim of modern warfare (in accordance 
with the principles of DOUBLETHINK, this aim is simul-
taneously recognized and not recognized by the directing 
brains of the Inner Party) is to use up the products of the 
machine without raising the general standard of living. 
Ever since the end of the nineteenth century, the problem of 
what to do with the surplus of consumption goods has been 
latent in industrial society. At present, when few human be-
ings even have enough to eat, this problem is obviously not 
urgent, and it might not have become so, even if no artifi-
cial processes of destruction had been at work. The world 
of today is a bare, hungry, dilapidated place compared with 
the world that existed before 1914, and still more so if com-
pared with the imaginary future to which the people of that 
period looked forward. In the early twentieth century, the 
vision of a future society unbelievably rich, leisured, orderly, 
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and efficient—a glittering antiseptic world of glass and steel 
and snow-white concrete—was part of the consciousness of 
nearly every literate person. Science and technology were 
developing at a prodigious speed, and it seemed natural to 
assume that they would go on developing. This failed to 
happen, partly because of the impoverishment caused by a 
long series of wars and revolutions, partly because scientific 
and technical progress depended on the empirical habit of 
thought, which could not survive in a strictly regimented 
society. As a whole the world is more primitive today than it 
was fifty years ago. Certain backward areas have advanced, 
and various devices, always in some way connected with 
warfare and police espionage, have been developed, but 
experiment and invention have largely stopped, and the 
ravages of the atomic war of the nineteen-fifties have nev-
er been fully repaired. Nevertheless the dangers inherent 
in the machine are still there. From the moment when the 
machine first made its appearance it was clear to all think-
ing people that the need for human drudgery, and therefore 
to a great extent for human inequality, had disappeared. If 
the machine were used deliberately for that end, hunger, 
overwork, dirt, illiteracy, and disease could be eliminated 
within a few generations. And in fact, without being used 
for any such purpose, but by a sort of automatic process—
by producing wealth which it was sometimes impossible not 
to distribute—the machine did raise the living standards 
of the average humand being very greatly over a period of 
about fifty years at the end of the nineteenth and the begin-
ning of the twentieth centuries.
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But it was also clear that an all-round increase in wealth 
threatened the destruction—indeed, in some sense was the 
destruction—of a hierarchical society. In a world in which 
everyone worked short hours, had enough to eat, lived in a 
house with a bathroom and a refrigerator, and possessed a 
motor-car or even an aeroplane, the most obvious and per-
haps the most important form of inequality would already 
have disappeared. If it once became general, wealth would 
confer no distinction. It was possible, no doubt, to imagine 
a society in which WEALTH, in the sense of personal pos-
sessions and luxuries, should be evenly distributed, while 
POWER remained in the hands of a small privileged caste. 
But in practice such a society could not long remain sta-
ble. For if leisure and security were enjoyed by all alike, the 
great mass of human beings who are normally stupefied by 
poverty would become literate and would learn to think for 
themselves; and when once they had done this, they would 
sooner or later realize that the privileged minority had no 
function, and they would sweep it away. In the long run, 
a hierarchical society was only possible on a basis of pov-
erty and ignorance. To return to the agricultural past, as 
some thinkers about the beginning of the twentieth cen-
tury dreamed of doing, was not a practicable solution. It 
conflicted with the tendency towards mechanization which 
had become quasi-instinctive throughout almost the whole 
world, and moreover, any country which remained indus-
trially backward was helpless in a military sense and was 
bound to be dominated, directly or indirectly, by its more 
advanced rivals.
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Nor was it a satisfactory solution to keep the masses in 
poverty by restricting the output of goods. This happened 
to a great extent during the final phase of capitalism, rough-
ly between 1920 and 1940. The economy of many countries 
was allowed to stagnate, land went out of cultivation, capital 
equipment was not added to, great blocks of the popula-
tion were prevented from working and kept half alive by 
State charity. But this, too, entailed military weakness, and 
since the privations it inflicted were obviously unneces-
sary, it made opposition inevitable. The problem was how 
to keep the wheels of industry turning without increasing 
the real wealth of the world. Goods must be produced, but 
they must not be distributed. And in practice the only way 
of achieving this was by continuous warfare.

The essential act of war is destruction, not necessarily of 
human lives, but of the products of human labour. War is a 
way of shattering to pieces, or pouring into the stratosphere, 
or sinking in the depths of the sea, materials which might 
otherwise be used to make the masses too comfortable, and 
hence, in the long run, too intelligent. Even when weapons 
of war are not actually destroyed, their manufacture is still 
a convenient way of expending labour power without pro-
ducing anything that can be consumed. A Floating Fortress, 
for example, has locked up in it the labour that would build 
several hundred cargo-ships. Ultimately it is scrapped as 
obsolete, never having brought any material benefit to any-
body, and with further enormous labours another Floating 
Fortress is built. In principle the war effort is always so 
planned as to eat up any surplus that might exist after meet-
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ing the bare needs of the population. In practice the needs 
of the population are always underestimated, with the re-
sult that there is a chronic shortage of half the necessities 
of life; but this is looked on as an advantage. It is deliberate 
policy to keep even the favoured groups somewhere near 
the brink of hardship, because a general state of scarcity 
increases the importance of small privileges and thus mag-
nifies the distinction between one group and another. By 
the standards of the early twentieth century, even a mem-
ber of the Inner Party lives an austere, laborious kind of life. 
Nevertheless, the few luxuries that he does enjoy his large, 
well-appointed flat, the better texture of his clothes, the bet-
ter quality of his food and drink and tobacco, his two or 
three servants, his private motor-car or helicopter—set him 
in a different world from a member of the Outer Party, and 
the members of the Outer Party have a similar advantage 
in comparison with the submerged masses whom we call 
‘the proles’. The social atmosphere is that of a besieged city, 
where the possession of a lump of horseflesh makes the dif-
ference between wealth and poverty. And at the same time 
the consciousness of being at war, and therefore in danger, 
makes the handing-over of all power to a small caste seem 
the natural, unavoidable condition of survival.

War, it will be seen, accomplishes the necessary destruc-
tion, but accomplishes it in a psychologically acceptable way. 
In principle it would be quite simple to waste the surplus 
labour of the world by building temples and pyramids, by 
digging holes and filling them up again, or even by produc-
ing vast quantities of goods and then setting fire to them. 
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But this would provide only the economic and not the emo-
tional basis for a hierarchical society. What is concerned 
here is not the morale of masses, whose attitude is unim-
portant so long as they are kept steadily at work, but the 
morale of the Party itself. Even the humblest Party member 
is expected to be competent, industrious, and even intel-
ligent within narrow limits, but it is also necessary that he 
should be a credulous and ignorant fanatic whose prevailing 
moods are fear, hatred, adulation, and orgiastic triumph. In 
other words it is necessary that he should have the mental-
ity appropriate to a state of war. It does not matter whether 
the war is actually happening, and, since no decisive victory 
is possible, it does not matter whether the war is going well 
or badly. All that is needed is that a state of war should ex-
ist. The splitting of the intelligence which the Party requires 
of its members, and which is more easily achieved in an at-
mosphere of war, is now almost universal, but the higher 
up the ranks one goes, the more marked it becomes. It is 
precisely in the Inner Party that war hysteria and hatred of 
the enemy are strongest. In his capacity as an administra-
tor, it is often necessary for a member of the Inner Party to 
know that this or that item of war news is untruthful, and 
he may often be aware that the entire war is spurious and is 
either not happening or is being waged for purposes quite 
other than the declared ones: but such knowledge is easily 
neutralized by the technique of DOUBLETHINK. Mean-
while no Inner Party member wavers for an instant in his 
mystical belief that the war is real, and that it is bound to 
end victoriously, with Oceania the undisputed master of 
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the entire world.
All members of the Inner Party believe in this coming 

conquest as an article of faith. It is to be achieved either by 
gradually acquiring more and more territory and so build-
ing up an overwhelming preponderance of power, or by 
the discovery of some new and unanswerable weapon. The 
search for new weapons continues unceasingly, and is one 
of the very few remaining activities in which the inventive 
or speculative type of mind can find any outlet. In Ocea-
nia at the present day, Science, in the old sense, has almost 
ceased to exist. In Newspeak there is no word for ‘Science’. 
The empirical method of thought, on which all the scien-
tific achievements of the past were founded, is opposed to 
the most fundamental principles of Ingsoc. And even tech-
nological progress only happens when its products can in 
some way be used for the diminution of human liberty. In 
all the useful arts the world is either standing still or go-
ing backwards. The fields are cultivated with horse-ploughs 
while books are written by machinery. But in matters of 
vital importance—meaning, in effect, war and police espio-
nage—the empirical approach is still encouraged, or at least 
tolerated. The two aims of the Party are to conquer the whole 
surface of the earth and to extinguish once and for all the 
possibility of independent thought. There are therefore two 
great problems which the Party is concerned to solve. One 
is how to discover, against his will, what another human be-
ing is thinking, and the other is how to kill several hundred 
million people in a few seconds without giving warning be-
forehand. In so far as scientific research still continues, this 
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is its subject matter. The scientist of today is either a mixture 
of psychologist and inquisitor, studying with real ordinary 
minuteness the meaning of facial expressions, gestures, and 
tones of voice, and testing the truth-producing effects of 
drugs, shock therapy, hypnosis, and physical torture; or he 
is chemist, physicist, or biologist concerned only with such 
branches of his special subject as are relevant to the taking 
of life. In the vast laboratories of the Ministry of Peace, and 
in the experimental stations hidden in the Brazilian forests, 
or in the Australian desert, or on lost islands of the Ant-
arctic, the teams of experts are indefatigably at work. Some 
are concerned simply with planning the logistics of future 
wars; others devise larger and larger rocket bombs, more 
and more powerful explosives, and more and more impen-
etrable armour-plating; others search for new and deadlier 
gases, or for soluble poisons capable of being produced in 
such quantities as to destroy the vegetation of whole con-
tinents, or for breeds of disease germs immunized against 
all possible antibodies; others strive to produce a vehicle 
that shall bore its way under the soil like a submarine un-
der the water, or an aeroplane as independent of its base 
as a sailing-ship; others explore even remoter possibilities 
such as focusing the sun’s rays through lenses suspended 
thousands of kilometres away in space, or producing artifi-
cial earthquakes and tidal waves by tapping the heat at the 
earth’s centre.

But none of these projects ever comes anywhere near re-
alization, and none of the three super-states ever gains a 
significant lead on the others. What is more remarkable is 
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that all three powers already possess, in the atomic bomb, 
a weapon far more powerful than any that their present 
researches are likely to discover. Although the Party, ac-
cording to its habit, claims the invention for itself, atomic 
bombs first appeared as early as the nineteen-forties, and 
were first used on a large scale about ten years later. At that 
time some hundreds of bombs were dropped on indus-
trial centres, chiefly in European Russia, Western Europe, 
and North America. The effect was to convince the ruling 
groups of all countries that a few more atomic bombs would 
mean the end of organized society, and hence of their own 
power. Thereafter, although no formal agreement was ever 
made or hinted at, no more bombs were dropped. All three 
powers merely continue to produce atomic bombs and store 
them up against the decisive opportunity which they all 
believe will come sooner or later. And meanwhile the art 
of war has remained almost stationary for thirty or forty 
years. Helicopters are more used than they were formerly, 
bombing planes have been largely superseded by self-pro-
pelled projectiles, and the fragile movable battleship has 
given way to the almost unsinkable Floating Fortress; but 
otherwise there has been little development. The tank, the 
submarine, the torpedo, the machine gun, even the rifle and 
the hand grenade are still in use. And in spite of the end-
less slaughters reported in the Press and on the telescreens, 
the desperate battles of earlier wars, in which hundreds of 
thousands or even millions of men were often killed in a 
few weeks, have never been repeated.

None of the three super-states ever attempts any ma-
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noeuvre which involves the risk of serious defeat. When 
any large operation is undertaken, it is usually a surprise 
attack against an ally. The strategy that all three powers are 
following, or pretend to themselves that they are following, 
is the same. The plan is, by a combination of fighting, bar-
gaining, and well-timed strokes of treachery, to acquire a 
ring of bases completely encircling one or other of the ri-
val states, and then to sign a pact of friendship with that 
rival and remain on peaceful terms for so many years as to 
lull suspicion to sleep. During this time rockets loaded with 
atomic bombs can be assembled at all the strategic spots; 
finally they will all be fired simultaneously, with effects so 
devastating as to make retaliation impossible. It will then be 
time to sign a pact of friendship with the remaining world-
power, in preparation for another attack. This scheme, it is 
hardly necessary to say, is a mere daydream, impossible of 
realization. Moreover, no fighting ever occurs except in the 
disputed areas round the Equator and the Pole: no invasion 
of enemy territory is ever undertaken. This explains the fact 
that in some places the frontiers between the superstates 
are arbitrary. Eurasia, for example, could easily conquer the 
British Isles, which are geographically part of Europe, or on 
the other hand it would be possible for Oceania to push its 
frontiers to the Rhine or even to the Vistula. But this would 
violate the principle, followed on all sides though never 
formulated, of cultural integrity. If Oceania were to con-
quer the areas that used once to be known as France and 
Germany, it would be necessary either to exterminate the 
inhabitants, a task of great physical difficulty, or to assimi-
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late a population of about a hundred million people, who, 
so far as technical development goes, are roughly on the 
Oceanic level. The problem is the same for all three super-
states. It is absolutely necessary to their structure that there 
should be no contact with foreigners, except, to a limited 
extent, with war prisoners and coloured slaves. Even the of-
ficial ally of the moment is always regarded with the darkest 
suspicion. War prisoners apart, the average citizen of Ocea-
nia never sets eyes on a citizen of either Eurasia or Eastasia, 
and he is forbidden the knowledge of foreign languages. If 
he were allowed contact with foreigners he would discover 
that they are creatures similar to himself and that most of 
what he has been told about them is lies. The sealed world 
in which he lives would be broken, and the fear, hatred, 
and self-righteousness on which his morale depends might 
evaporate. It is therefore realized on all sides that however 
often Persia, or Egypt, or Java, or Ceylon may change hands, 
the main frontiers must never be crossed by anything ex-
cept bombs.

Under this lies a fact never mentioned aloud, but tacitly 
understood and acted upon: namely, that the conditions of 
life in all three super-states are very much the same. In Oce-
ania the prevailing philosophy is called Ingsoc, in Eurasia 
it is called Neo-Bolshevism, and in Eastasia it is called by 
a Chinese name usually translated as Death-Worship, but 
perhaps better rendered as Obliteration of the Self. The citi-
zen of Oceania is not allowed to know anything of the tenets 
of the other two philosophies, but he is taught to execrate 
them as barbarous outrages upon morality and common 
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sense. Actually the three philosophies are barely distin-
guishable, and the social systems which they support are 
not distinguishable at all. Everywhere there is the same py-
ramidal structure, the same worship of semi-divine leader, 
the same economy existing by and for continuous warfare. 
It follows that the three super-states not only cannot con-
quer one another, but would gain no advantage by doing 
so. On the contrary, so long as they remain in conflict they 
prop one another up, like three sheaves of corn. And, as 
usual, the ruling groups of all three powers are simultane-
ously aware and unaware of what they are doing. Their lives 
are dedicated to world conquest, but they also know that it 
is necessary that the war should continue everlastingly and 
without victory. Meanwhile the fact that there IS no danger 
of conquest makes possible the denial of reality which is the 
special feature of Ingsoc and its rival systems of thought. 
Here it is necessary to repeat what has been said earlier, that 
by becoming continuous war has fundamentally changed 
its character.

In past ages, a war, almost by definition, was something 
that sooner or later came to an end, usually in unmistak-
able victory or defeat. In the past, also, war was one of the 
main instruments by which human societies were kept in 
touch with physical reality. All rulers in all ages have tried 
to impose a false view of the world upon their followers, but 
they could not afford to encourage any illusion that tended 
to impair military efficiency. So long as defeat meant the 
loss of independence, or some other result generally held 
to be undesirable, the precautions against defeat had to be 
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serious. Physical facts could not be ignored. In philosophy, 
or religion, or ethics, or politics, two and two might make 
five, but when one was designing a gun or an aeroplane they 
had to make four. Inefficient nations were always conquered 
sooner or later, and the struggle for efficiency was inimi-
cal to illusions. Moreover, to be efficient it was necessary to 
be able to learn from the past, which meant having a fairly 
accurate idea of what had happened in the past. Newspa-
pers and history books were, of course, always coloured and 
biased, but falsification of the kind that is practised today 
would have been impossible. War was a sure safeguard of 
sanity, and so far as the ruling classes were concerned it was 
probably the most important of all safeguards. While wars 
could be won or lost, no ruling class could be completely ir-
responsible.

But when war becomes literally continuous, it also ceases 
to be dangerous. When war is continuous there is no such 
thing as military necessity. Technical progress can cease 
and the most palpable facts can be denied or disregarded. 
As we have seen, researches that could be called scientific 
are still carried out for the purposes of war, but they are es-
sentially a kind of daydreaming, and their failure to show 
results is not important. Efficiency, even military efficiency, 
is no longer needed. Nothing is efficient in Oceania except 
the Thought Police. Since each of the three super-states is 
unconquerable, each is in effect a separate universe within 
which almost any perversion of thought can be safely prac-
tised. Reality only exerts its pressure through the needs of 
everyday life—the need to eat and drink, to get shelter and 
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clothing, to avoid swallowing poison or stepping out of top-
storey windows, and the like. Between life and death, and 
between physical pleasure and physical pain, there is still 
a distinction, but that is all. Cut off from contact with the 
outer world, and with the past, the citizen of Oceania is 
like a man in interstellar space, who has no way of know-
ing which direction is up and which is down. The rulers of 
such a state are absolute, as the Pharaohs or the Caesars 
could not be. They are obliged to prevent their followers 
from starving to death in numbers large enough to be in-
convenient, and they are obliged to remain at the same 
low level of military technique as their rivals; but once that 
minimum is achieved, they can twist reality into whatever 
shape they choose.

The war, therefore, if we judge it by the standards of pre-
vious wars, is merely an imposture. It is like the battles 
between certain ruminant animals whose horns are set at 
such an angle that they are incapable of hurting one anoth-
er. But though it is unreal it is not meaningless. It eats up 
the surplus of consumable goods, and it helps to preserve 
the special mental atmosphere that a hierarchical society 
needs. War, it will be seen, is now a purely internal affair. 
In the past, the ruling groups of all countries, although 
they might recognize their common interest and therefore 
limit the destructiveness of war, did fight against one an-
other, and the victor always plundered the vanquished. In 
our own day they are not fighting against one another at 
all. The war is waged by each ruling group against its own 
subjects, and the object of the war is not to make or prevent 
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conquests of territory, but to keep the structure of society 
intact. The very word ‘war’, therefore, has become mislead-
ing. It would probably be accurate to say that by becoming 
continuous war has ceased to exist. The peculiar pressure 
that it exerted on human beings between the Neolithic Age 
and the early twentieth century has disappeared and been 
replaced by something quite different. The effect would be 
much the same if the three super-states, instead of fighting 
one another, should agree to live in perpetual peace, each 
inviolate within its own boundaries. For in that case each 
would still be a self-contained universe, freed for ever from 
the sobering influence of external danger. A peace that was 
truly permanent would be the same as a permanent war. 
This—although the vast majority of Party members under-
stand it only in a shallower sense—is the inner meaning of 
the Party slogan: WAR IS PEACE.

Winston stopped reading for a moment. Somewhere in 
remote distance a rocket bomb thundered. The blissful feel-
ing of being alone with the forbidden book, in a room with 
no telescreen, had not worn off. Solitude and safety were 
physical sensations, mixed up somehow with the tiredness 
of his body, the softness of the chair, the touch of the faint 
breeze from the window that played upon his cheek. The 
book fascinated him, or more exactly it reassured him. In 
a sense it told him nothing that was new, but that was part 
of the attraction. It said what he would have said, if it had 
been possible for him to set his scattered thoughts in or-
der. It was the product of a mind similar to his own, but 
enormously more powerful, more systematic, less fear-rid-
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den. The best books, he perceived, are those that tell you 
what you know already. He had just turned back to Chapter 
I when he heard Julia’s footstep on the stair and started out 
of his chair to meet her. She dumped her brown tool-bag on 
the floor and flung herself into his arms. It was more than a 
week since they had seen one another.

‘I’ve got THE BOOK,’ he said as they disentangled them-
selves.

‘Oh, you’ve got it? Good,’ she said without much interest, 
and almost immediately knelt down beside the oil stove to 
make the coffee.

They did not return to the subject until they had been 
in bed for half an hour. The evening was just cool enough 
to make it worth while to pull up the counterpane. From 
below came the familiar sound of singing and the scrape 
of boots on the flagstones. The brawny red-armed woman 
whom Winston had seen there on his first visit was almost a 
fixture in the yard. There seemed to be no hour of daylight 
when she was not marching to and fro between the washtub 
and the line, alternately gagging herself with clothes pegs 
and breaking forth into lusty song. Julia had settled down 
on her side and seemed to be already on the point of falling 
asleep. He reached out for the book, which was lying on the 
floor, and sat up against the bedhead.

‘We must read it,’ he said. ‘You too. All members of the 
Brotherhood have to read it.’

‘You read it,’ she said with her eyes shut. ‘Read it aloud. 
That’s the best way. Then you can explain it to me as you 
go.’
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The clock’s hands said six, meaning eighteen. They had 
three or four hours ahead of them. He propped the book 
against his knees and began reading:

Chapter I Ignorance is Strength
Throughout recorded time, and probably since the end 

of the Neolithic Age, there have been three kinds of people 
in the world, the High, the Middle, and the Low. They have 
been subdivided in many ways, they have borne count-
less different names, and their relative numbers, as well as 
their attitude towards one another, have varied from age to 
age: but the essential structure of society has never altered. 
Even after enormous upheavals and seemingly irrevocable 
changes, the same pattern has always reasserted itself, just 
as a gyroscope will always return to equilibnum, however 
far it is pushed one way or the other

‘Julia, are you awake?’ said Winston.
‘Yes, my love, I’m listening. Go on. It’s marvellous.’
He continued reading:
The aims of these three groups are entirely irreconcil-

able. The aim of the High is to remain where they are. The 
aim of the Middle is to change places with the High. The 
aim of the Low, when they have an aim—for it is an abiding 
characteristic of the Low that they are too much crushed 
by drudgery to be more than intermittently conscious of 
anything outside their daily lives—is to abolish all distinc-
tions and create a society in which all men shall be equal. 
Thus throughout history a struggle which is the same in its 
main outlines recurs over and over again. For long periods 
the High seem to be securely in power, but sooner or later 
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there always comes a moment when they lose either their 
belief in themselves or their capacity to govern efficiently, 
or both. They are then overthrown by the Middle, who en-
list the Low on their side by pretending to them that they 
are fighting for liberty and justice. As soon as they have 
reached their objective, the Middle thrust the Low back 
into their old position of servitude, and themselves become 
the High. Presently a new Middle group splits off from one 
of the other groups, or from both of them, and the struggle 
begins over again. Of the three groups, only the Low are 
never even temporarily successful in achieving their aims. 
It would be an exaggeration to say that throughout history 
there has been no progress of a material kind. Even today, 
in a period of decline, the average human being is physical-
ly better off than he was a few centuries ago. But no advance 
in wealth, no softening of manners, no reform or revolu-
tion has ever brought human equality a millimetre nearer. 
From the point of view of the Low, no historic change has 
ever meant much more than a change in the name of their 
masters.

By the late nineteenth century the recurrence of this pat-
tern had become obvious to many observers. There then 
rose schools of thinkers who interpreted history as a cy-
clical process and claimed to show that inequality was the 
unalterable law of human life. This doctrine, of course, had 
always had its adherents, but in the manner in which it was 
now put forward there was a significant change. In the past 
the need for a hierarchical form of society had been the doc-
trine specifically of the High. It had been preached by kings 
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and aristocrats and by the priests, lawyers, and the like who 
were parasitical upon them, and it had generally been soft-
ened by promises of compensation in an imaginary world 
beyond the grave. The Middle, so long as it was struggling 
for power, had always made use of such terms as freedom, 
justice, and fraternity. Now, however, the concept of hu-
man brotherhood began to be assailed by people who were 
not yet in positions of command, but merely hoped to be so 
before long. In the past the Middle had made revolutions 
under the banner of equality, and then had established a 
fresh tyranny as soon as the old one was overthrown. The 
new Middle groups in effect proclaimed their tyranny be-
forehand. Socialism, a theory which appeared in the early 
nineteenth century and was the last link in a chain of 
thought stretching back to the slave rebellions of antiquity, 
was still deeply infected by the Utopianism of past ages. But 
in each variant of Socialism that appeared from about 1900 
onwards the aim of establishing liberty and equality was 
more and more openly abandoned. The new movements 
which appeared in the middle years of the century, Ingsoc 
in Oceania, Neo-Bolshevism in Eurasia, Death-Worship, as 
it is commonly called, in Eastasia, had the conscious aim 
of perpetuating UNfreedom and INequality. These new 
movements, of course, grew out of the old ones and tended 
to keep their names and pay lip-service to their ideology. 
But the purpose of all of them was to arrest progress and 
freeze history at a chosen moment. The familiar pendulum 
swing was to happen once more, and then stop. As usual, 
the High were to be turned out by the Middle, who would 
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then become the High; but this time, by conscious strategy, 
the High would be able to maintain their position perma-
nently.

The new doctrines arose partly because of the accu-
mulation of historical knowledge, and the growth of the 
historical sense, which had hardly existed before the nine-
teenth century. The cyclical movement of history was now 
intelligible, or appeared to be so; and if it was intelligible, 
then it was alterable. But the principal, underlying cause 
was that, as early as the beginning of the twentieth century, 
human equality had become technically possible. It was still 
true that men were not equal in their native talents and that 
functions had to be specialized in ways that favoured some 
individuals against others; but there was no longer any real 
need for class distinctions or for large differences of wealth. 
In earlier ages, class distinctions had been not only inevi-
table but desirable. Inequality was the price of civilization. 
With the development of machine production, however, the 
case was altered. Even if it was still necessary for human 
beings to do different kinds of work, it was no longer neces-
sary for them to live at different social or economic levels. 
Therefore, from the point of view of the new groups who 
were on the point of seizing power, human equality was no 
longer an ideal to be striven after, but a danger to be avert-
ed. In more primitive ages, when a just and peaceful society 
was in fact not possible, it had been fairly easy to believe it. 
The idea of an earthly paradise in which men should live 
together in a state of brotherhood, without laws and with-
out brute labour, had haunted the human imagination for 
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thousands of years. And this vision had had a certain hold 
even on the groups who actually profited by each histori-
cal change. The heirs of the French, English, and American 
revolutions had partly believed in their own phrases about 
the rights of man, freedom of speech, equality before the 
law, and the like, and have even allowed their conduct to 
be influenced by them to some extent. But by the fourth 
decade of the twentieth century all the main currents of 
political thought were authoritarian. The earthly paradise 
had been discredited at exactly the moment when it became 
realizable. Every new political theory, by whatever name it 
called itself, led back to hierarchy and regimentation. And 
in the general hardening of outlook that set in round about 
1930, practices which had been long abandoned, in some 
cases for hundreds of years—imprisonment without trial, 
the use of war prisoners as slaves, public executions, torture 
to extract confessions, the use of hostages, and the depor-
tation of whole populations—not only became common 
again, but were tolerated and even defended by people who 
considered themselves enlightened and progressive.

It was only after a decade of national wars, civil wars, 
revolutions, and counter-revolutions in all parts of the 
world that Ingsoc and its rivals emerged as fully worked-
out political theories. But they had been foreshadowed by 
the various systems, generally called totalitarian, which 
had appeared earlier in the century, and the main outlines 
of the world which would emerge from the prevailing chaos 
had long been obvious. What kind of people would control 
this world had been equally obvious. The new aristocracy 
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was made up for the most part of bureaucrats, scientists, 
technicians, trade-union organizers, publicity experts, so-
ciologists, teachers, journalists, and professional politicians. 
These people, whose origins lay in the salaried middle class 
and the upper grades of the working class, had been shaped 
and brought together by the barren world of monopoly in-
dustry and centralized government. As compared with 
their opposite numbers in past ages, they were less avari-
cious, less tempted by luxury, hungrier for pure power, and, 
above all, more conscious of what they were doing and 
more intent on crushing opposition. This last difference was 
cardinal. By comparison with that existing today, all the 
tyrannies of the past were half-hearted and inefficient. The 
ruling groups were always infected to some extent by lib-
eral ideas, and were content to leave loose ends everywhere, 
to regard only the overt act and to be uninterested in what 
their subjects were thinking. Even the Catholic Church of 
the Middle Ages was tolerant by modern standards. Part of 
the reason for this was that in the past no government had 
the power to keep its citizens under constant surveillance. 
The invention of print, however, made it easier to manipu-
late public opinion, and the film and the radio carried the 
process further. With the development of television, and 
the technical advance which made it possible to receive and 
transmit simultaneously on the same instrument, private 
life came to an end. Every citizen, or at least every citizen 
important enough to be worth watching, could be kept for 
twenty-four hours a day under the eyes of the police and in 
the sound of official propaganda, with all other channels 
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of communication closed. The possibility of enforcing not 
only complete obedience to the will of the State, but com-
plete uniformity of opinion on all subjects, now existed for 
the first time.

After the revolutionary period of the fifties and sixties, 
society regrouped itself, as always, into High, Middle, and 
Low. But the new High group, unlike all its forerunners, did 
not act upon instinct but knew what was needed to safeguard 
its position. It had long been realized that the only secure 
basis for oligarchy is collectivism. Wealth and privilege are 
most easily defended when they are possessed jointly. The 
so-called ‘abolition of private property’ which took place in 
the middle years of the century meant, in effect, the con-
centration of property in far fewer hands than before: but 
with this difference, that the new owners were a group in-
stead of a mass of individuals. Individually, no member of 
the Party owns anything, except petty personal belongings. 
Collectively, the Party owns everything in Oceania, be-
cause it controls everything, and disposes of the products 
as it thinks fit. In the years following the Revolution it was 
able to step into this commanding position almost unop-
posed, because the whole process was represented as an act 
of collectivization. It had always been assumed that if the 
capitalist class were expropriated, Socialism must follow: 
and unquestionably the capitalists had been expropriated. 
Factories, mines, land, houses, transport—everything had 
been taken away from them: and since these things were 
no longer private property, it followed that they must be 
public property. Ingsoc, which grew out of the earlier So-
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cialist movement and inherited its phraseology, has in fact 
carried out the main item in the Socialist programme; with 
the result, foreseen and intended beforehand, that econom-
ic inequality has been made permanent.

But the problems of perpetuating a hierarchical soci-
ety go deeper than this. There are only four ways in which 
a ruling group can fall from power. Either it is conquered 
from without, or it governs so inefficiently that the masses 
are stirred to revolt, or it allows a strong and discontented 
Middle group to come into being, or it loses its own self-
confidence and willingness to govern. These causes do not 
operate singly, and as a rule all four of them are present in 
some degree. A ruling class which could guard against all 
of them would remain in power permanently. Ultimately 
the determining factor is the mental attitude of the ruling 
class itself.

After the middle of the present century, the first dan-
ger had in reality disappeared. Each of the three powers 
which now divide the world is in fact unconquerable, and 
could only become conquerable through slow demographic 
changes which a government with wide powers can easi-
ly avert. The second danger, also, is only a theoretical one. 
The masses never revolt of their own accord, and they never 
revolt merely because they are oppressed. Indeed, so long 
as they are not permitted to have standards of comparison, 
they never even become aware that they are oppressed. The 
recurrent economic crises of past times were totally un-
necessary and are not now permitted to happen, but other 
and equally large dislocations can and do happen without 
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having political results, because there is no way in which 
discontent can become articulate. As for the problem of 
over-production, which has been latent in our society since 
the development of machine technique, it is solved by the 
device of continuous warfare (see Chapter III), which is 
also useful in keying up public morale to the necessary 
pitch. From the point of view of our present rulers, there-
fore, the only genuine dangers are the splitting-off of a new 
group of able, under-employed, power-hungry people, and 
the growth of liberalism and scepticism in their own ranks. 
The problem, that is to say, is educational. It is a problem 
of continuously moulding the consciousness both of the 
directing group and of the larger executive group that lies 
immediately below it. The consciousness of the masses 
needs only to be influenced in a negative way.

Given this background, one could infer, if one did not 
know it already, the general structure of Oceanic society. At 
the apex of the pyramid comes Big Brother. Big Brother is in-
fallible and all-powerful. Every success, every achievement, 
every victory, every scientific discovery, all knowledge, all 
wisdom, all happiness, all virtue, are held to issue directly 
from his leadership and inspiration. Nobody has ever seen 
Big Brother. He is a face on the hoardings, a voice on the 
telescreen. We may be reasonably sure that he will never die, 
and there is already considerable uncertainty as to when he 
was born. Big Brother is the guise in which the Party choos-
es to exhibit itself to the world. His function is to act as a 
focusing point for love, fear, and reverence, emotions which 
are more easily felt towards an individual than towards an 
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organization. Below Big Brother comes the Inner Party. Its 
numbers limited to six millions, or something less than 
2 per cent of the population of Oceania. Below the Inner 
Party comes the Outer Party, which, if the Inner Party is de-
scribed as the brain of the State, may be justly likened to the 
hands. Below that come the dumb masses whom we habitu-
ally refer to as ‘the proles’, numbering perhaps 85 per cent of 
the population. In the terms of our earlier classification, the 
proles are the Low: for the slave population of the equatori-
al lands who pass constantly from conqueror to conqueror, 
are not a permanent or necessary part of the structure.

In principle, membership of these three groups is not he-
reditary. The child of Inner Party parents is in theory not 
born into the Inner Party. Admission to either branch of the 
Party is by examination, taken at the age of sixteen. Nor is 
there any racial discrimination, or any marked domination 
of one province by another. Jews, Negroes, South Ameri-
cans of pure Indian blood are to be found in the highest 
ranks of the Party, and the administrators of any area are 
always drawn from the inhabitants of that area. In no part 
of Oceania do the inhabitants have the feeling that they are 
a colonial population ruled from a distant capital. Ocea-
nia has no capital, and its titular head is a person whose 
whereabouts nobody knows. Except that English is its chief 
LINGUA FRANCA and Newspeak its official language, it is 
not centralized in any way. Its rulers are not held together 
by blood-ties but by adherence to a common doctrine. It 
is true that our society is stratified, and very rigidly strat-
ified, on what at first sight appear to be hereditary lines. 
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There is far less to-and-fro movement between the differ-
ent groups than happened under capitalism or even in the 
pre-industrial age. Between the two branches of the Party 
there is a certain amount of interchange, but only so much 
as will ensure that weaklings are excluded from the Inner 
Party and that ambitious members of the Outer Party are 
made harmless by allowing them to rise. Proletarians, in 
practice, are not allowed to graduate into the Party. The 
most gifted among them, who might possibly become nu-
clei of discontent, are simply marked down by the Thought 
Police and eliminated. But this state of affairs is not neces-
sarily permanent, nor is it a matter of principle. The Party 
is not a class in the old sense of the word. It does not aim 
at transmitting power to its own children, as such; and if 
there were no other way of keeping the ablest people at the 
top, it would be perfectly prepared to recruit an entire new 
generation from the ranks of the proletariat. In the crucial 
years, the fact that the Party was not a hereditary body did 
a great deal to neutralize opposition. The older kind of So-
cialist, who had been trained to fight against something 
called ‘class privilege’ assumed that what is not hereditary 
cannot be permanent. He did not see that the continuity 
of an oligarchy need not be physical, nor did he pause to 
reflect that hereditary aristocracies have always been short-
lived, whereas adoptive organizations such as the Catholic 
Church have sometimes lasted for hundreds or thousands 
of years. The essence of oligarchical rule is not father-to-son 
inheritance, but the persistence of a certain world-view and 
a certain way of life, imposed by the dead upon the living. A 
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ruling group is a ruling group so long as it can nominate its 
successors. The Party is not concerned with perpetuating 
its blood but with perpetuating itself. WHO wields power 
is not important, provided that the hierarchical structure 
remains always the same.

All the beliefs, habits, tastes, emotions, mental attitudes 
that characterize our time are really designed to sustain the 
mystique of the Party and prevent the true nature of pres-
ent-day society from being perceived. Physical rebellion, or 
any preliminary move towards rebellion, is at present not 
possible. From the proletarians nothing is to be feared. Left 
to themselves, they will continue from generation to gener-
ation and from century to century, working, breeding, and 
dying, not only without any impulse to rebel, but without 
the power of grasping that the world could be other than it 
is. They could only become dangerous if the advance of in-
dustrial technique made it necessary to educate them more 
highly; but, since military and commercial rivalry are no 
longer important, the level of popular education is actually 
declining. What opinions the masses hold, or do not hold, 
is looked on as a matter of indifference. They can be granted 
intellectual liberty because they have no intellect. In a Party 
member, on the other hand, not even the smallest deviation 
of opinion on the most unimportant subject can be toler-
ated.

A Party member lives from birth to death under the eye 
of the Thought Police. Even when he is alone he can never be 
sure that he is alone. Wherever he may be, asleep or awake, 
working or resting, in his bath or in bed, he can be inspected 
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without warning and without knowing that he is being in-
spected. Nothing that he does is indifferent. His friendships, 
his relaxations, his behaviour towards his wife and children, 
the expression of his face when he is alone, the words he 
mutters in sleep, even the characteristic movements of his 
body, are all jealously scrutinized. Not only any actual mis-
demeanour, but any eccentricity, however small, any change 
of habits, any nervous mannerism that could possibly be 
the symptom of an inner struggle, is certain to be detected. 
He has no freedom of choice in any direction whatever. On 
the other hand his actions are not regulated by law or by any 
clearly formulated code of behaviour. In Oceania there is 
no law. Thoughts and actions which, when detected, mean 
certain death are not formally forbidden, and the endless 
purges, arrests, tortures, imprisonments, and vaporizations 
are not inflicted as punishment for crimes which have ac-
tually been committed, but are merely the wiping-out of 
persons who might perhaps commit a crime at some time in 
the future. A Party member is required to have not only the 
right opinions, but the right instincts. Many of the beliefs 
and attitudes demanded of him are never plainly stated, and 
could not be stated without laying bare the contradictions 
inherent in Ingsoc. If he is a person naturally orthodox (in 
Newspeak a GOODTHINKER), he will in all circumstanc-
es know, without taking thought, what is the true belief or 
the desirable emotion. But in any case an elaborate men-
tal training, undergone in childhood and grouping itself 
round the Newspeak words CRIMESTOP, BLACKWHITE, 
and DOUBLETHINK, makes him unwilling and unable to 
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think too deeply on any subject whatever.
A Party member is expected to have no private emotions 

and no respites from enthusiasm. He is supposed to live in a 
continuous frenzy of hatred of foreign enemies and internal 
traitors, triumph over victories, and self-abasement before 
the power and wisdom of the Party. The discontents pro-
duced by his bare, unsatisfying life are deliberately turned 
outwards and dissipated by such devices as the Two Minutes 
Hate, and the speculations which might possibly induce a 
sceptical or rebellious attitude are killed in advance by his 
early acquired inner discipline. The first and simplest stage 
in the discipline, which can be taught even to young chil-
dren, is called, in Newspeak, CRIMESTOP. CRIMESTOP 
means the faculty of stopping short, as though by instinct, 
at the threshold of any dangerous thought. It includes the 
power of not grasping analogies, of failing to perceive logi-
cal errors, of misunderstanding the simplest arguments if 
they are inimical to Ingsoc, and of being bored or repelled 
by any train of thought which is capable of leading in a 
heretical direction. CRIMESTOP, in short, means protec-
tive stupidity. But stupidity is not enough. On the contrary, 
orthodoxy in the full sense demands a control over one’s 
own mental processes as complete as that of a contortion-
ist over his body. Oceanic society rests ultimately on the 
belief that Big Brother is omnipotent and that the Party is 
infallible. But since in reality Big Brother is not omnipotent 
and the party is not infallible, there is need for an unwea-
rying, moment-to-moment flexibility in the treatment of 
facts. The keyword here is BLACKWHITE. Like so many 
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Newspeak words, this word has two mutually contradicto-
ry meanings. Applied to an opponent, it means the habit of 
impudently claiming that black is white, in contradiction of 
the plain facts. Applied to a Party member, it means a loyal 
willingness to say that black is white when Party discipline 
demands this. But it means also the ability to BELIEVE that 
black is white, and more, to KNOW that black is white, and 
to forget that one has ever believed the contrary. This de-
mands a continuous alteration of the past, made possible 
by the system of thought which really embraces all the rest, 
and which is known in Newspeak as DOUBLETHINK.

The alteration of the past is necessary for two reasons, 
one of which is subsidiary and, so to speak, precaution-
ary. The subsidiary reason is that the Party member, like 
the proletarian, tolerates present-day conditions partly be-
cause he has no standards of comparison. He must be cut 
off from the past, just as he must be cut off from foreign 
countries, because it is necessary for him to believe that 
he is better off than his ancestors and that the average lev-
el of material comfort is constantly rising. But by far the 
more important reason for the readjustment of the past is 
the need to safeguard the infallibility of the Party. It is not 
merely that speeches, statistics, and records of every kind 
must be constantly brought up to date in order to show that 
the predictions of the Party were in all cases right. It is also 
that no change in doctrine or in political alignment can 
ever be admitted. For to change one’s mind, or even one’s 
policy, is a confession of weakness. If, for example, Eurasia 
or Eastasia (whichever it may be) is the enemy today, then 
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that country must always have been the enemy. And if the 
facts say otherwise then the facts must be altered. Thus his-
tory is continuously rewritten. This day-to-day falsification 
of the past, carried out by the Ministry of Truth, is as neces-
sary to the stability of the regime as the work of repression 
and espionage carried out by the Ministry of Love.

The mutability of the past is the central tenet of Ingsoc. 
Past events, it is argued, have no objective existence, but 
survive only in written records and in human memories. 
The past is whatever the records and the memories agree 
upon. And since the Party is in full control of all records 
and in equally full control of the minds of its members, it 
follows that the past is whatever the Party chooses to make 
it. It also follows that though the past is alterable, it never 
has been altered in any specific instance. For when it has 
been recreated in whatever shape is needed at the moment, 
then this new version IS the past, and no different past can 
ever have existed. This holds good even when, as often hap-
pens, the same event has to be altered out of recognition 
several times in the course of a year. At all times the Party 
is in possession of absolute truth, and clearly the absolute 
can never have been different from what it is now. It will 
be seen that the control of the past depends above all on 
the training of memory. To make sure that all written re-
cords agree with the orthodoxy of the moment is merely 
a mechanical act. But it is also necessary to REMEMBER 
that events happened in the desired manner. And if it is 
necessary to rearrange one’s memories or to tamper with 
written records, then it is necessary to FORGET that one 
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has done so. The trick of doing this can be learned like any 
other mental technique. It is learned by the majority of Par-
ty members, and certainly by all who are intelligent as well 
as orthodox. In Oldspeak it is called, quite frankly, ‘reality 
control’. In Newspeak it is called DOUBLETHINK, though 
DOUBLETHINK comprises much else as well.

DOUBLETHINK means the power of holding two 
contradictory beliefs in one’s mind simultaneously, and ac-
cepting both of them. The Party intellectual knows in which 
direction his memories must be altered; he therefore knows 
that he is playing tricks with reality; but by the exercise of 
DOUBLETHINK he also satisfies himself that reality is not 
violated. The process has to be conscious, or it would not 
be carried out with sufficient precision, but it also has to be 
unconscious, or it would bring with it a feeling of falsity and 
hence of guilt. DOUBLETHINK lies at the very heart of In-
gsoc, since the essential act of the Party is to use conscious 
deception while retaining the firmness of purpose that goes 
with complete honesty. To tell deliberate lies while genu-
inely believing in them, to forget any fact that has become 
inconvenient, and then, when it becomes necessary again, 
to draw it back from oblivion for just so long as it is needed, 
to deny the existence of objective reality and all the while 
to take account of the reality which one denies—all this is 
indispensably necessary. Even in using the word DOUBLE-
THINK it is necessary to exercise DOUBLETHINK. For 
by using the word one admits that one is tampering with 
reality; by a fresh act of DOUBLETHINK one erases this 
knowledge; and so on indefinitely, with the lie always one 
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leap ahead of the truth. Ultimately it is by means of DOU-
BLETHINK that the Party has been able—and may, for all 
we know, continue to be able for thousands of years—to ar-
rest the course of history.

All past oligarchies have fallen from power either because 
they ossified or because they grew soft. Either they became 
stupid and arrogant, failed to adjust themselves to chang-
ing circumstances, and were overthrown; or they became 
liberal and cowardly, made concessions when they should 
have used force, and once again were overthrown. They fell, 
that is to say, either through consciousness or through un-
consciousness. It is the achievement of the Party to have 
produced a system of thought in which both conditions can 
exist simultaneously. And upon no other intellectual basis 
could the dominion of the Party be made permanent. If one 
is to rule, and to continue ruling, one must be able to dis-
locate the sense of reality. For the secret of rulership is to 
combine a belief in one’s own infallibility with the Power to 
learn from past mistakes.

It need hardly be said that the subtlest practitioners of 
DOUBLETHINK are those who invented DOUBLETHINK 
and know that it is a vast system of mental cheating. In 
our society, those who have the best knowledge of what is 
happening are also those who are furthest from seeing the 
world as it is. In general, the greater the understanding, the 
greater the delusion; the more intelligent, the less sane. One 
clear illustration of this is the fact that war hysteria increas-
es in intensity as one rises in the social scale. Those whose 
attitude towards the war is most nearly rational are the sub-
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ject peoples of the disputed territories. To these people the 
war is simply a continuous calamity which sweeps to and 
fro over their bodies like a tidal wave. Which side is win-
ning is a matter of complete indifference to them. They are 
aware that a change of overlordship means simply that they 
will be doing the same work as before for new masters who 
treat them in the same manner as the old ones. The slightly 
more favoured workers whom we call ‘the proles’ are only 
intermittently conscious of the war. When it is necessary 
they can be prodded into frenzies of fear and hatred, but 
when left to themselves they are capable of forgetting for 
long periods that the war is happening. It is in the ranks of 
the Party, and above all of the Inner Party, that the true war 
enthusiasm is found. World-conquest is believed in most 
firmly by those who know it to be impossible. This peculiar 
linking-together of opposites—knowledge with ignorance, 
cynicism with fanaticism—is one of the chief distinguish-
ing marks of Oceanic society. The official ideology abounds 
with contradictions even when there is no practical reason 
for them. Thus, the Party rejects and vilifies every principle 
for which the Socialist movement originally stood, and it 
chooses to do this in the name of Socialism. It preaches a 
contempt for the working class unexampled for centuries 
past, and it dresses its members in a uniform which was at 
one time peculiar to manual workers and was adopted for 
that reason. It systematically undermines the solidarity of 
the family, and it calls its leader by a name which is a direct 
appeal to the sentiment of family loyalty. Even the names of 
the four Ministries by which we are governed exhibit a sort 
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of impudence in their deliberate reversal of the facts. The 
Ministry of Peace concerns itself with war, the Ministry of 
Truth with lies, the Ministry of Love with torture and the 
Ministry of Plenty with starvation. These contradictions 
are not accidental, nor do they result from ordinary hypoc-
risy; they are deliberate exercises in DOUBLETHINK. For 
it is only by reconciling contradictions that power can be 
retained indefinitely. In no other way could the ancient cy-
cle be broken. If human equality is to be for ever averted—if 
the High, as we have called them, are to keep their places 
permanently—then the prevailing mental condition must 
be controlled insanity.

But there is one question which until this moment we 
have almost ignored. It is; WHY should human equality be 
averted? Supposing that the mechanics of the process have 
been rightly described, what is the motive for this huge, 
accurately planned effort to freeze history at a particular 
moment of time?

Here we reach the central secret. As we have seen. the 
mystique of the Party, and above all of the Inner Party, de-
pends upon DOUBLETHINK But deeper than this lies the 
original motive, the never-questioned instinct that first led 
to the seizure of power and brought DOUBLETHINK, the 
Thought Police, continuous warfare, and all the other nec-
essary paraphernalia into existence afterwards. This motive 
really consists...

Winston became aware of silence, as one becomes aware 
of a new sound. It seemed to him that Julia had been very 
still for some time past. She was lying on her side, na-
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ked from the waist upwards, with her cheek pillowed on 
her hand and one dark lock tumbling across her eyes. Her 
breast rose and fell slowly and regularly.

‘Julia.’
No answer.
‘Julia, are you awake?’
No answer. She was asleep. He shut the book, put it care-

fully on the floor, lay down, and pulled the coverlet over 
both of them.

He had still, he reflected, not learned the ultimate secret. 
He understood HOW; he did not understand WHY. Chap-
ter I, like Chapter III, had not actually told him anything 
that he did not know, it had merely systematized the knowl-
edge that he possessed already. But after reading it he knew 
better than before that he was not mad. Being in a minority, 
even a minority of one, did not make you mad. There was 
truth and there was untruth, and if you clung to the truth 
even against the whole world, you were not mad. A yellow 
beam from the sinking sun slanted in through the window 
and fell across the pillow. He shut his eyes. The sun on his 
face and the girl’s smooth body touching his own gave him 
a strong, sleepy, confident feeling. He was safe, everything 
was all right. He fell asleep murmuring ‘Sanity is not sta-
tistical,’ with the feeling that this remark contained in it a 
profound wisdom.

*****
When he woke it was with the sensation of having slept 

for a long time, but a glance at the old-fashioned clock told 
him that it was only twenty-thirty. He lay dozing for a while; 
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then the usual deep-lunged singing struck up from the yard 
below:

‘It was only an ‘opeless fancy,  
It passed like an Ipril dye,  
But a look an’ a word an’ the dreams they stirred  
They ‘ave stolen my ‘eart awye!’

The driveling song seemed to have kept its popularity. 
You still heard it all over the place. It had outlived the Hate 
Song. Julia woke at the sound, stretched herself luxuriously, 
and got out of bed.

‘I’m hungry,’ she said. ‘Let’s make some more coffee. 
Damn! The stove’s gone out and the water’s cold.’ She picked 
the stove up and shook it. ‘There’s no oil in it.’

‘We can get some from old Charrington, I expect.’
‘The funny thing is I made sure it was full. I’m going to 

put my clothes on,’ she added. ‘It seems to have got colder.’
Winston also got up and dressed himself. The indefati-

gable voice sang on:

‘They sye that time ‘eals all things,  
They sye you can always forget;  
But the smiles an’ the tears acrorss the years  
They twist my ‘eart-strings yet!’

As he fastened the belt of his overalls he strolled across 
to the window. The sun must have gone down behind the 
houses; it was not shining into the yard any longer. The flag-
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stones were wet as though they had just been washed, and 
he had the feeling that the sky had been washed too, so fresh 
and pale was the blue between the chimney-pots. Tireless-
ly the woman marched to and fro, corking and uncorking 
herself, singing and falling silent, and pegging out more di-
apers, and more and yet more. He wondered whether she 
took in washing for a living or was merely the slave of twen-
ty or thirty grandchildren. Julia had come across to his side; 
together they gazed down with a sort of fascination at the 
sturdy figure below. As he looked at the woman in her char-
acteristic attitude, her thick arms reaching up for the line, 
her powerful mare-like buttocks protruded, it struck him 
for the first time that she was beautiful. It had never before 
occurred to him that the body of a woman of fifty, blown up 
to monstrous dimensions by childbearing, then hardened, 
roughened by work till it was coarse in the grain like an 
over-ripe turnip, could be beautiful. But it was so, and after 
all, he thought, why not? The solid, contourless body, like a 
block of granite, and the rasping red skin, bore the same re-
lation to the body of a girl as the rose-hip to the rose. Why 
should the fruit be held inferior to the flower?

‘She’s beautiful,’ he murmured.
‘She’s a metre across the hips, easily,’ said Julia.
‘That is her style of beauty,’ said Winston.
He held Julia’s supple waist easily encircled by his arm. 

From the hip to the knee her flank was against his. Out of 
their bodies no child would ever come. That was the one 
thing they could never do. Only by word of mouth, from 
mind to mind, could they pass on the secret. The woman 
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down there had no mind, she had only strong arms, a warm 
heart, and a fertile belly. He wondered how many children 
she had given birth to. It might easily be fifteen. She had 
had her momentary flowering, a year, perhaps, of wild-rose 
beauty and then she had suddenly swollen like a fertilized 
fruit and grown hard and red and coarse, and then her life 
had been laundering, scrubbing, darning, cooking, sweep-
ing, polishing, mending, scrubbing, laundering, first for 
children, then for grandchildren, over thirty unbroken 
years. At the end of it she was still singing. The mystical 
reverence that he felt for her was somehow mixed up with 
the aspect of the pale, cloudless sky, stretching away behind 
the chimney-pots into interminable distance. It was curi-
ous to think that the sky was the same for everybody, in 
Eurasia or Eastasia as well as here. And the people under 
the sky were also very much the same—everywhere, all over 
the world, hundreds of thousands of millions of people just 
like this, people ignorant of one another’s existence, held 
apart by walls of hatred and lies, and yet almost exactly the 
same—people who had never learned to think but who were 
storing up in their hearts and bellies and muscles the power 
that would one day overturn the world. If there was hope, 
it lay in the proles! Without having read to the end of THE 
BOOK, he knew that that must be Goldstein’s final message. 
The future belonged to the proles. And could he be sure that 
when their time came the world they constructed would not 
be just as alien to him, Winston Smith, as the world of the 
Party? Yes, because at the least it would be a world of sanity. 
Where there is equality there can be sanity. Sooner or later 
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it would happen, strength would change into consciousness. 
The proles were immortal, you could not doubt it when you 
looked at that valiant figure in the yard. In the end their 
awakening would come. And until that happened, though it 
might be a thousand years, they would stay alive against all 
the odds, like birds, passing on from body to body the vital-
ity which the Party did not share and could not kill.

‘Do you remember,’ he said, ‘the thrush that sang to us, 
that first day, at the edge of the wood?’

‘He wasn’t singing to us,’ said Julia. ‘He was singing to 
please himself. Not even that. He was just singing.’

The birds sang, the proles sang. the Party did not sing. 
All round the world, in London and New York, in Africa 
and Brazil, and in the mysterious, forbidden lands beyond 
the frontiers, in the streets of Paris and Berlin, in the villag-
es of the endless Russian plain, in the bazaars of China and 
Japan—everywhere stood the same solid unconquerable 
figure, made monstrous by work and childbearing, toiling 
from birth to death and still singing. Out of those mighty 
loins a race of conscious beings must one day come. You 
were the dead, theirs was the future. But you could share in 
that future if you kept alive the mind as they kept alive the 
body, and passed on the secret doctrine that two plus two 
make four.

‘We are the dead,’ he said.
‘We are the dead,’ echoed Julia dutifully.
‘You are the dead,’ said an iron voice behind them.
They sprang apart. Winston’s entrails seemed to have 

turned into ice. He could see the white all round the irises of 
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Julia’s eyes. Her face had turned a milky yellow. The smear 
of rouge that was still on each cheekbone stood out sharply, 
almost as though unconnected with the skin beneath.

‘You are the dead,’ repeated the iron voice.
‘It was behind the picture,’ breathed Julia.
‘It was behind the picture,’ said the voice. ‘Remain exactly 

where you are. Make no movement until you are ordered.’
It was starting, it was starting at last! They could do noth-

ing except stand gazing into one another’s eyes. To run for 
life, to get out of the house before it was too late—no such 
thought occurred to them. Unthinkable to disobey the iron 
voice from the wall. There was a snap as though a catch had 
been turned back, and a crash of breaking glass. The picture 
had fallen to the floor uncovering the telescreen behind it.

‘Now they can see us,’ said Julia.
‘Now we can see you,’ said the voice. ‘Stand out in the 

middle of the room. Stand back to back. Clasp your hands 
behind your heads. Do not touch one another.’

They were not touching, but it seemed to him that he 
could feel Julia’s body shaking. Or perhaps it was merely 
the shaking of his own. He could just stop his teeth from 
chattering, but his knees were beyond his control. There 
was a sound of trampling boots below, inside the house and 
outside. The yard seemed to be full of men. Something was 
being dragged across the stones. The woman’s singing had 
stopped abruptly. There was a long, rolling clang, as though 
the washtub had been flung across the yard, and then a con-
fusion of angry shouts which ended in a yell of pain.

‘The house is surrounded,’ said Winston.
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‘The house is surrounded,’ said the voice.
He heard Julia snap her teeth together. ‘I suppose we may 

as well say good-bye,’ she said.
‘You may as well say good-bye,’ said the voice. And then 

another quite different voice, a thin, cultivated voice which 
Winston had the impression of having heard before, struck 
in; ‘And by the way, while we are on the subject, ‘Here comes 
a candle to light you to bed, here comes a chopper to chop 
off your head’!’

Something crashed on to the bed behind Winston’s back. 
The head of a ladder had been thrust through the window 
and had burst in the frame. Someone was climbing through 
the window. There was a stampede of boots up the stairs. 
The room was full of solid men in black uniforms, with iron-
shod boots on their feet and truncheons in their hands.

Winston was not trembling any longer. Even his eyes he 
barely moved. One thing alone mattered; to keep still, to 
keep still and not give them an excuse to hit you! A man 
with a smooth prize-fighter’s jowl in which the mouth was 
only a slit paused opposite him balancing his truncheon 
meditatively between thumb and forefinger. Winston met 
his eyes. The feeling of nakedness, with one’s hands behind 
one’s head and one’s face and body all exposed, was almost 
unbearable. The man protruded the tip of a white tongue, 
licked the place where his lips should have been, and then 
passed on. There was another crash. Someone had picked 
up the glass paperweight from the table and smashed it to 
pieces on the hearth-stone.

The fragment of coral, a tiny crinkle of pink like a sug-
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ar rosebud from a cake, rolled across the mat. How small, 
thought Winston, how small it always was! There was a gasp 
and a thump behind him, and he received a violent kick on 
the ankle which nearly flung him off his balance. One of the 
men had smashed his fist into Julia’s solar plexus, doubling 
her up like a pocket ruler. She was thrashing about on the 
floor, fighting for breath. Winston dared not turn his head 
even by a millimetre, but sometimes her livid, gasping face 
came within the angle of his vision. Even in his terror it was 
as though he could feel the pain in his own body, the deadly 
pain which nevertheless was less urgent than the struggle to 
get back her breath. He knew what it was like; the terrible, 
agonizing pain which was there all the while but could not 
be suffered yet, because before all else it was necessary to 
be able to breathe. Then two of the men hoisted her up by 
knees and shoulders, and carried her out of the room like a 
sack. Winston had a glimpse of her face, upside down, yel-
low and contorted, with the eyes shut, and still with a smear 
of rouge on either cheek; and that was the last he saw of 
her.

He stood dead still. No one had hit him yet. Thoughts 
which came of their own accord but seemed totally uninter-
esting began to flit through his mind. He wondered whether 
they had got Mr Charrington. He wondered what they had 
done to the woman in the yard. He noticed that he bad-
ly wanted to urinate, and felt a faint surprise, because he 
had done so only two or three hours ago. He noticed that 
the clock on the mantelpiece said nine, meaning twenty-
one. But the light seemed too strong. Would not the light 
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be fading at twenty-one hours on an August evening? He 
wondered whether after all he and Julia had mistaken the 
time—had slept the clock round and thought it was twen-
ty-thirty when really it was nought eight-thirty on the 
following morning. But he did not pursue the thought fur-
ther. It was not interesting.

There ws another, lighter step in the passage. Mr 
Charrington came into the room. The demeanour of 
the black-uniformed men suddenly became more sub-
dued. Something had also changed in Mr Charrington’s 
appearance. His eye fell on the fragments of the glass pa-
perweight.

‘Pick up those pieces,’ he said sharply.
A man stooped to obey. The cockney accent had disap-

peared; Winston suddenly realized whose voice it was that 
he had heard a few moments ago on the telescreen. Mr Char-
rington was still wearing his old velvet jacket, but his hair, 
which had been almost white, had turned black. Also he was 
not wearing his spectacles. He gave Winston a single sharp 
glance, as though verifying his identity, and then paid no 
more attention to him. He was still recognizable, but he was 
not the same person any longer. His body had straightened, 
and seemed to have grown bigger. His face had undergone 
only tiny changes that had nevertheless worked a complete 
transformation. The black eyebrows were less bushy, the 
wrinkles were gone, the whole lines of the face seemed to 
have altered; even the nose seemed shorter. It was the alert, 
cold face of a man of about five-and-thirty. It occurred to 
Winston that for the first time in his life he was looking, 
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with knowledge, at a member of the Thought Police.
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Part Three
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Chapter 1

He did not know where he was. Presumably he was in 
the Ministry of Love, but there was no way of mak-

ing certain. He was in a high-ceilinged windowless cell with 
walls of glittering white porcelain. Concealed lamps flood-
ed it with cold light, and there was a low, steady humming 
sound which he supposed had something to do with the 
air supply. A bench, or shelf, just wide enough to sit on ran 
round the wall, broken only by the door and, at the end op-
posite the door, a lavatory pan with no wooden seat. There 
were four telescreens, one in each wall.

There was a dull aching in his belly. It had been there 
ever since they had bundled him into the closed van and 
driven him away. But he was also hungry, with a gnaw-
ing, unwholesome kind of hunger. It might be twenty-four 
hours since he had eaten, it might be thirty-six. He still did 
not know, probably never would know, whether it had been 
morning or evening when they arrested him. Since he was 
arrested he had not been fed.

He sat as still as he could on the narrow bench, with his 
hands crossed on his knee. He had already learned to sit 
still. If you made unexpected movements they yelled at you 
from the telescreen. But the craving for food was growing 
upon him. What he longed for above all was a piece of bread. 
He had an idea that there were a few breadcrumbs in the 
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pocket of his overalls. It was even possible—he thought this 
because from time to time something seemed to tickle his 
leg—that there might be a sizeable bit of crust there. In the 
end the temptation to find out overcame his fear; he slipped 
a hand into his pocket.

‘Smith!’ yelled a voice from the telescreen. ‘6079 Smith 
W.! Hands out of pockets in the cells!’

He sat still again, his hands crossed on his knee. Be-
fore being brought here he had been taken to another place 
which must have been an ordinary prison or a temporary 
lock-up used by the patrols. He did not know how long he 
had been there; some hours at any rate; with no clocks and 
no daylight it was hard to gauge the time. It was a noisy, evil-
smelling place. They had put him into a cell similar to the 
one he was now in, but filthily dirty and at all times crowded 
by ten or fifteen people. The majority of them were common 
criminals, but there were a few political prisoners among 
them. He had sat silent against the wall, jostled by dirty 
bodies, too preoccupied by fear and the pain in his belly to 
take much interest in his surroundings, but still noticing 
the astonishing difference in demeanour between the Party 
prisoners and the others. The Party prisoners were always 
silent and terrified, but the ordinary criminals seemed to 
care nothing for anybody. They yelled insults at the guards, 
fought back fiercely when their belongings were impound-
ed, wrote obscene words on the floor, ate smuggled food 
which they produced from mysterious hiding-places in their 
clothes, and even shouted down the telescreen when it tried 
to restore order. On the other hand some of them seemed 
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to be on good terms with the guards, called them by nick-
names, and tried to wheedle cigarettes through the spyhole 
in the door. The guards, too, treated the common criminals 
with a certain forbearance, even when they had to handle 
them roughly. There was much talk about the forced-labour 
camps to which most of the prisoners expected to be sent. 
It was ‘all right’ in the camps, he gathered, so long as you 
had good contacts and knew the ropes. There was bribery, 
favouritism, and racketeering of every kind, there was ho-
mosexuality and prostitution, there was even illicit alcohol 
distilled from potatoes. The positions of trust were given 
only to the common criminals, especially the gangsters and 
the murderers, who formed a sort of aristocracy. All the 
dirty jobs were done by the politicals.

There was a constant come-and-go of prisoners of every 
description: drug-peddlers, thieves, bandits, black-mar-
keteers, drunks, prostitutes. Some of the drunks were so 
violent that the other prisoners had to combine to sup-
press them. An enormous wreck of a woman, aged about 
sixty, with great tumbling breasts and thick coils of white 
hair which had come down in her struggles, was carried in, 
kicking and shouting, by four guards, who had hold of her 
one at each corner. They wrenched off the boots with which 
she had been trying to kick them, and dumped her down 
across Winston’s lap, almost breaking his thigh-bones. The 
woman hoisted herself upright and followed them out with 
a yell of ‘F—— bastards!’ Then, noticing that she was sit-
ting on something uneven, she slid off Winston’s knees on 
to the bench.
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‘Beg pardon, dearie,’ she said. ‘I wouldn’t ‘a sat on you, 
only the buggers put me there. They dono ‘ow to treat a lady, 
do they?’ She paused, patted her breast, and belched. ‘Par-
don,’ she said, ‘I ain’t meself, quite.’

She leant forward and vomited copiously on the floor.
‘Thass better,’ she said, leaning back with closed eyes. 

‘Never keep it down, thass what I say. Get it up while it’s 
fresh on your stomach, like.’

She revived, turned to have another look at Winston and 
seemed immediately to take a fancy to him. She put a vast 
arm round his shoulder and drew him towards her, breath-
ing beer and vomit into his face.

‘Wass your name, dearie?’ she said.
‘Smith,’ said Winston.
‘Smith?’ said the woman. ‘Thass funny. My name’s Smith 

too. Why,’ she added sentimentally, ‘I might be your moth-
er!’

She might, thought Winston, be his mother. She was 
about the right age and physique, and it was probable that 
people changed somewhat after twenty years in a forced-la-
bour camp.

No one else had spoken to him. To a surprising extent 
the ordinary criminals ignored the Party prisoners. ‘The 
polITS,’ they called them, with a sort of uninterested con-
tempt. The Party prisoners seemed terrified of speaking to 
anybody, and above all of speaking to one another. Only 
once, when two Party members, both women, were pressed 
close together on the bench, he overheard amid the din of 
voices a few hurriedly-whispered words; and in particular a 
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reference to something called ‘room one-oh-one’, which he 
did not understand.

It might be two or three hours ago that they had brought 
him here. The dull pain in his belly never went away, but 
sometimes it grew better and sometimes worse, and his 
thoughts expanded or contracted accordingly. When it 
grew worse he thought only of the pain itself, and of his de-
sire for food. When it grew better, panic took hold of him. 
There were moments when he foresaw the things that would 
happen to him with such actuality that his heart galloped 
and his breath stopped. He felt the smash of truncheons on 
his elbows and iron-shod boots on his shins; he saw himself 
grovelling on the floor, screaming for mercy through bro-
ken teeth. He hardly thought of Julia. He could not fix his 
mind on her. He loved her and would not betray her; but 
that was only a fact, known as he knew the rules of arith-
metic. He felt no love for her, and he hardly even wondered 
what was happening to her. He thought oftener of O’Brien, 
with a flickering hope. O’Brien might know that he had 
been arrested. The Brotherhood, he had said, never tried to 
save its members. But there was the razor blade; they would 
send the razor blade if they could. There would be perhaps 
five seconds before the guard could rush into the cell. The 
blade would bite into him with a sort of burning coldness, 
and even the fingers that held it would be cut to the bone. 
Everything came back to his sick body, which shrank trem-
bling from the smallest pain. He was not certain that he 
would use the razor blade even if he got the chance. It was 
more natural to exist from moment to moment, accepting 
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another ten minutes’ life even with the certainty that there 
was torture at the end of it.

Sometimes he tried to calculate the number of porcelain 
bricks in the walls of the cell. It should have been easy, but 
he always lost count at some point or another. More often he 
wondered where he was, and what time of day it was. At one 
moment he felt certain that it was broad daylight outside, 
and at the next equally certain that it was pitch darkness. In 
this place, he knew instinctively, the lights would never be 
turned out. It was the place with no darkness: he saw now 
why O’Brien had seemed to recognize the allusion. In the 
Ministry of Love there were no windows. His cell might be 
at the heart of the building or against its outer wall; it might 
be ten floors below ground, or thirty above it. He moved 
himself mentally from place to place, and tried to deter-
mine by the feeling of his body whether he was perched 
high in the air or buried deep underground.

There was a sound of marching boots outside. The steel 
door opened with a clang. A young officer, a trim black-uni-
formed figure who seemed to glitter all over with polished 
leather, and whose pale, straight-featured face was like a 
wax mask, stepped smartly through the doorway. He mo-
tioned to the guards outside to bring in the prisoner they 
were leading. The poet Ampleforth shambled into the cell. 
The door clanged shut again.

Ampleforth made one or two uncertain movements from 
side to side, as though having some idea that there was an-
other door to go out of, and then began to wander up and 
down the cell. He had not yet noticed Winston’s presence. 
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His troubled eyes were gazing at the wall about a metre 
above the level of Winston’s head. He was shoeless; large, 
dirty toes were sticking out of the holes in his socks. He 
was also several days away from a shave. A scrubby beard 
covered his face to the cheekbones, giving him an air of 
ruffianism that went oddly with his large weak frame and 
nervous movements.

Winston roused hirnself a little from his lethargy. He 
must speak to Ampleforth, and risk the yell from the tele-
screen. It was even conceivable that Ampleforth was the 
bearer of the razor blade.

‘Ampleforth,’ he said.
There was no yell from the telescreen. Ampleforth 

paused, mildly startled. His eyes focused themselves slowly 
on Winston.

‘Ah, Smith!’ he said. ‘You too!’
‘What are you in for?’
‘To tell you the truth—’ He sat down awkwardly on the 

bench opposite Winston. ‘There is only one offence, is there 
not?’ he said.

‘And have you committed it?’
‘Apparently I have.’
He put a hand to his forehead and pressed his temples for 

a moment, as though trying to remember something.
‘These things happen,’ he began vaguely. ‘I have been 

able to recall one instance—a possible instance. It was an 
indiscretion, undoubtedly. We were producing a definitive 
edition of the poems of Kipling. I allowed the word ‘God’ to 
remain at the end of a line. I could not help it!’ he added al-
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most indignantly, raising his face to look at Winston. ‘It was 
impossible to change the line. The rhyme was ‘rod”. Do you 
realize that there are only twelve rhymes to ‘rod’ in the en-
tire language? For days I had racked my brains. There WAS 
no other rhyme.’

The expression on his face changed. The annoyance 
passed out of it and for a moment he looked almost pleased. 
A sort of intellectual warmth, the joy of the pedant who has 
found out some useless fact, shone through the dirt and 
scrubby hair.

‘Has it ever occurred to you,’ he said, ‘that the whole his-
tory of English poetry has been determined by the fact that 
the English language lacks rhymes?’

No, that particular thought had never occurred to Win-
ston. Nor, in the circumstances, did it strike him as very 
important or interesting.

‘Do you know what time of day it is?’ he said.
Ampleforth looked startled again. ‘I had hardly thought 

about it. They arrested me—it could be two days ago—per-
haps three.’ His eyes flitted round the walls, as though he 
half expected to find a window somewhere. ‘There is no dif-
ference between night and day in this place. I do not see 
how one can calculate the time.’

They talked desultorily for some minutes, then, without 
apparent reason, a yell from the telescreen bade them be 
silent. Winston sat quietly, his hands crossed. Ampleforth, 
too large to sit in comfort on the narrow bench, fidgeted 
from side to side, clasping his lank hands first round one 
knee, then round the other. The telescreen barked at him to 
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keep still. Time passed. Twenty minutes, an hour—it was 
difficult to judge. Once more there was a sound of boots 
outside. Winston’s entrails contracted. Soon, very soon, 
perhaps in five minutes, perhaps now, the tramp of boots 
would mean that his own turn had come.

The door opened. The cold-faced young officer stepped 
into the cell. With a brief movement of the hand he indi-
cated Ampleforth.

‘Room 101,’ he said.
Ampleforth marched clumsily out between the guards, 

his face vaguely perturbed, but uncomprehending.
What seemed like a long time passed. The pain in Win-

ston’s belly had revived. His mind sagged round and round 
on the same trick, like a ball falling again and again into 
the same series of slots. He had only six thoughts. The pain 
in his belly; a piece of bread; the blood and the screaming; 
O’Brien; Julia; the razor blade. There was another spasm in 
his entrails, the heavy boots were approaching. As the door 
opened, the wave of air that it created brought in a power-
ful smell of cold sweat. Parsons walked into the cell. He was 
wearing khaki shorts and a sports-shirt.

This time Winston was startled into self-forgetfulness.
‘YOU here!’ he said.
Parsons gave Winston a glance in which there was 

neither interest nor surprise, but only misery. He began 
walking jerkily up and down, evidently unable to keep still. 
Each time he straightened his pudgy knees it was apparent 
that they were trembling. His eyes had a wide-open, staring 
look, as though he could not prevent himself from gazing at 
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something in the middle distance.
‘What are you in for?’ said Winston.
‘Thoughtcrime!’ said Parsons, almost blubbering. The 

tone of his voice implied at once a complete admission of 
his guilt and a sort of incredulous horror that such a word 
could be applied to himself. He paused opposite Winston 
and began eagerly appealing to him: ‘You don’t think they’ll 
shoot me, do you, old chap? They don’t shoot you if you 
haven’t actually done anything—only thoughts, which you 
can’t help? I know they give you a fair hearing. Oh, I trust 
them for that! They’ll know my record, won’t they? YOU 
know what kind of chap I was. Not a bad chap in my way. 
Not brainy, of course, but keen. I tried to do my best for the 
Party, didn’t I? I’ll get off with five years, don’t you think? Or 
even ten years? A chap like me could make himself pretty 
useful in a labour-camp. They wouldn’t shoot me for going 
off the rails just once?’

‘Are you guilty?’ said Winston.
‘Of course I’m guilty!’ cried Parsons with a servile glance 

at the telescreen. ‘You don’t think the Party would arrest 
an innocent man, do you?’ His frog-like face grew calm-
er, and even took on a slightly sanctimonious expression. 
‘Thoughtcrime is a dreadful thing, old man,’ he said senten-
tiously. ‘It’s insidious. It can get hold of you without your 
even knowing it. Do you know how it got hold of me? In my 
sleep! Yes, that’s a fact. There I was, working away, trying to 
do my bit—never knew I had any bad stuff in my mind at all. 
And then I started talking in my sleep. Do you know what 
they heard me saying?’
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He sank his voice, like someone who is obliged for medi-
cal reasons to utter an obscenity.

‘’Down with Big Brother!’ Yes, I said that! Said it over 
and over again, it seems. Between you and me, old man, I’m 
glad they got me before it went any further. Do you know 
what I’m going to say to them when I go up before the tribu-
nal? ‘Thank you,’ I’m going to say, ‘thank you for saving me 
before it was too late.‘‘

‘Who denounced you?’ said Winston.
‘It was my little daughter,’ said Parsons with a sort of 

doleful pride. ‘She listened at the keyhole. Heard what I 
was saying, and nipped off to the patrols the very next day. 
Pretty smart for a nipper of seven, eh? I don’t bear her any 
grudge for it. In fact I’m proud of her. It shows I brought her 
up in the right spirit, anyway.’

He made a few more jerky movements up and down, 
several times, casting a longing glance at the lavatory pan. 
Then he suddenly ripped down his shorts.

‘Excuse me, old man,’ he said. ‘I can’t help it. It’s the wait-
ing.’

He plumped his large posterior into the lavatory pan. 
Winston covered his face with his hands.

‘Smith!’ yelled the voice from the telescreen. ‘6079 Smith 
W! Uncover your face. No faces covered in the cells.’

Winston uncovered his face. Parsons used the lavatory, 
loudly and abundantly. It then turned out that the plug was 
defective and the cell stank abominably for hours after-
wards.

Parsons was removed. More prisoners came and went, 
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mysteriously. One, a woman, was consigned to ‘Room 101’, 
and, Winston noticed, seemed to shrivel and turn a differ-
ent colour when she heard the words. A time came when, if 
it had been morning when he was brought here, it would be 
afternoon; or if it had been afternoon, then it would be mid-
night. There were six prisoners in the cell, men and women. 
All sat very still. Opposite Winston there sat a man with a 
chinless, toothy face exactly like that of some large, harm-
less rodent. His fat, mottled cheeks were so pouched at the 
bottom that it was difficult not to believe that he had little 
stores of food tucked away there. His pale-grey eyes flitted 
timorously from face to face and turned quickly away again 
when he caught anyone’s eye.

The door opened, and another prisoner was brought in 
whose appearance sent a momentary chill through Win-
ston. He was a commonplace, mean-looking man who 
might have been an engineer or technician of some kind. 
But what was startling was the emaciation of his face. It 
was like a skull. Because of its thinness the mouth and eyes 
looked disproportionately large, and the eyes seemed filled 
with a murderous, unappeasable hatred of somebody or 
something.

The man sat down on the bench at a little distance from 
Winston. Winston did not look at him again, but the tor-
mented, skull-like face was as vivid in his mind as though 
it had been straight in front of his eyes. Suddenly he real-
ized what was the matter. The man was dying of starvation. 
The same thought seemed to occur almost simultaneously 
to everyone in the cell. There was a very faint stirring all 
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the way round the bench. The eyes of the chinless man kept 
flitting towards the skull-faced man, then turning guiltily 
away, then being dragged back by an irresistible attraction. 
Presently he began to fidget on his seat. At last he stood up, 
waddled clumsily across the cell, dug down into the pocket 
of his overalls, and, with an abashed air, held out a grimy 
piece of bread to the skull-faced man.

There was a furious, deafening roar from the telescreen. 
The chinless man jumped in his tracks. The skull-faced man 
had quickly thrust his hands behind his back, as though 
demonstrating to all the world that he refused the gift.

‘Bumstead!’ roared the voice. ‘2713 Bumstead J.! Let fall 
that piece of bread!’

The chinless man dropped the piece of bread on the 
floor.

‘Remain standing where you are,’ said the voice. ‘Face the 
door. Make no movement.’

The chinless man obeyed. His large pouchy cheeks were 
quivering uncontrollably. The door clanged open. As the 
young officer entered and stepped aside, there emerged 
from behind him a short stumpy guard with enormous 
arms and shoulders. He took his stand opposite the chin-
less man, and then, at a signal from the officer, let free a 
frightful blow, with all the weight of his body behind it, full 
in the chinless man’s mouth. The force of it seemed almost 
to knock him clear of the floor. His body was flung across 
the cell and fetched up against the base of the lavatory seat. 
For a moment he lay as though stunned, with dark blood 
oozing from his mouth and nose. A very faint whimper-
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ing or squeaking, which seemed unconscious, came out of 
him. Then he rolled over and raised himself unsteadily on 
hands and knees. Amid a stream of blood and saliva, the 
two halves of a dental plate fell out of his mouth.

The prisoners sat very still, their hands crossed on their 
knees. The chinless man climbed back into his place. Down 
one side of his face the flesh was darkening. His mouth had 
swollen into a shapeless cherry-coloured mass with a black 
hole in the middle of it.

From time to time a little blood dripped on to the breast 
of his overalls. His grey eyes still flitted from face to face, 
more guiltily than ever, as though he were trying to discov-
er how much the others despised him for his humiliation.

The door opened. With a small gesture the officer indi-
cated the skull-faced man.

‘Room 101,’ he said.
There was a gasp and a flurry at Winston’s side. The man 

had actually flung himself on his knees on the floor, with 
his hand clasped together.

‘Comrade! Officer!’ he cried. ‘You don’t have to take me to 
that place! Haven’t I told you everything already? What else 
is it you want to know? There’s nothing I wouldn’t confess, 
nothing! Just tell me what it is and I’ll confess straight off. 
Write it down and I’ll sign it—anything! Not room 101!’

‘Room 101,’ said the officer.
The man’s face, already very pale, turned a colour Win-

ston would not have believed possible. It was definitely, 
unmistakably, a shade of green.

‘Do anything to me!’ he yelled. ‘You’ve been starving me 
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for weeks. Finish it off and let me die. Shoot me. Hang me. 
Sentence me to twenty-five years. Is there somebody else 
you want me to give away? Just say who it is and I’ll tell you 
anything you want. I don’t care who it is or what you do to 
them. I’ve got a wife and three children. The biggest of them 
isn’t six years old. You can take the whole lot of them and 
cut their throats in front of my eyes, and I’ll stand by and 
watch it. But not Room 101!’

‘Room 101,’ said the officer.
The man looked frantically round at the other prisoners, 

as though with some idea that he could put another victim 
in his own place. His eyes settled on the smashed face of the 
chinless man. He flung out a lean arm.

‘That’s the one you ought to be taking, not me!’ he shout-
ed. ‘You didn’t hear what he was saying after they bashed 
his face. Give me a chance and I’ll tell you every word of it. 
HE’S the one that’s against the Party, not me.’ The guards 
stepped forward. The man’s voice rose to a shriek. ‘You 
didn’t hear him!’ he repeated. ‘Something went wrong with 
the telescreen. HE’S the one you want. Take him, not me!’

The two sturdy guards had stooped to take him by the 
arms. But just at this moment he flung himself across the 
floor of the cell and grabbed one of the iron legs that sup-
ported the bench. He had set up a wordless howling, like an 
animal. The guards took hold of him to wrench him loose, 
but he clung on with astonishing strength. For perhaps 
twenty seconds they were hauling at him. The prisoners sat 
quiet, their hands crossed on their knees, looking straight 
in front of them. The howling stopped; the man had no 
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breath left for anything except hanging on. Then there was 
a different kind of cry. A kick from a guard’s boot had bro-
ken the fingers of one of his hands. They dragged him to 
his feet.

‘Room 101,’ said the officer.
The man was led out, walking unsteadily, with head 

sunken, nursing his crushed hand, all the fight had gone 
out of him.

A long time passed. If it had been midnight when the 
skull-faced man was taken away, it was morning: if morn-
ing, it was afternoon. Winston was alone, and had been 
alone for hours. The pain of sitting on the narrow bench 
was such that often he got up and walked about, unreproved 
by the telescreen. The piece of bread still lay where the chin-
less man had dropped it. At the beginning it needed a hard 
effort not to look at it, but presently hunger gave way to 
thirst. His mouth was sticky and evil-tasting. The hum-
ming sound and the unvarying white light induced a sort 
of faintness, an empty feeling inside his head. He would get 
up because the ache in his bones was no longer bearable, 
and then would sit down again almost at once because he 
was too dizzy to make sure of staying on his feet. Whenever 
his physical sensations were a little under control the ter-
ror returned. Sometimes with a fading hope he thought of 
O’Brien and the razor blade. It was thinkable that the razor 
blade might arrive concealed in his food, if he were ever 
fed. More dimly he thought of Julia. Somewhere or other 
she was suffering perhaps far worse than he. She might be 
screaming with pain at this moment. He thought: ‘If I could 
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save Julia by doubling my own pain, would I do it? Yes, I 
would.’ But that was merely an intellectual decision, taken 
because he knew that he ought to take it. He did not feel it. 
In this place you could not feel anything, except pain and 
foreknowledge of pain. Besides, was it possible, when you 
were actually suffering it, to wish for any reason that your 
own pain should increase? But that question was not an-
swerable yet.

The boots were approaching again. The door opened. 
O’Brien came in.

Winston started to his feet. The shock of the sight had 
driven all caution out of him. For the first time in many 
years he forgot the presence of the telescreen.

‘They’ve got you too!’ he cried.
‘They got me a long time ago,’ said O’Brien with a mild, 

almost regretful irony. He stepped aside. From behind him 
there emerged a broad-chested guard with a long black 
truncheon in his hand.

‘You know this, Winston,’ said O’Brien. ‘Don’t deceive 
yourself. You did know it—you have always known it.’

Yes, he saw now, he had always known it. But there was no 
time to think of that. All he had eyes for was the truncheon 
in the guard’s hand. It might fall anywhere; on the crown, 
on the tip of the ear, on the upper arm, on the elbow——

The elbow! He had slumped to his knees, almost para-
lysed, clasping the stricken elbow with his other hand. 
Everything had exploded into yellow light. Inconceivable, 
inconceivable that one blow could cause such pain! The 
light cleared and he could see the other two looking down 
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at him. The guard was laughing at his contortions. One 
question at any rate was answered. Never, for any reason 
on earth, could you wish for an increase of pain. Of pain 
you could wish only one thing: that it should stop. Nothing 
in the world was so bad as physical pain. In the face of pain 
there are no heroes, no heroes, he thought over and over as 
he writhed on the floor, clutching uselessly at his disabled 
left arm.
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Chapter 2

He was lying on something that felt like a camp bed, ex-
cept that it was higher off the ground and that he was 

fixed down in some way so that he could not move. Light 
that seemed stronger than usual was falling on his face. 
O’Brien was standing at his side, looking down at him in-
tently. At the other side of him stood a man in a white coat, 
holding a hypodermic syringe.

Even after his eyes were open he took in his surround-
ings only gradually. He had the impression of swimming up 
into this room from some quite different world, a sort of un-
derwater world far beneath it. How long he had been down 
there he did not know. Since the moment when they arrest-
ed him he had not seen darkness or daylight. Besides, his 
memories were not continuous. There had been times when 
consciousness, even the sort of consciousness that one has 
in sleep, had stopped dead and started again after a blank 
interval. But whether the intervals were of days or weeks or 
only seconds, there was no way of knowing.

With that first blow on the elbow the nightmare had 
started. Later he was to realize that all that then happened 
was merely a preliminary, a routine interrogation to which 
nearly all prisoners were subjected. There was a long range 
of crimes—espionage, sabotage, and the like—to which ev-
eryone had to confess as a matter of course. The confession 
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was a formality, though the torture was real. How many 
times he had been beaten, how long the beatings had con-
tinued, he could not remember. Always there were five or 
six men in black uniforms at him simultaneously. Some-
times it was fists, sometimes it was truncheons, sometimes 
it was steel rods, sometimes it was boots. There were times 
when he rolled about the floor, as shameless as an animal, 
writhing his body this way and that in an endless, hopeless 
effort to dodge the kicks, and simply inviting more and yet 
more kicks, in his ribs, in his belly, on his elbows, on his 
shins, in his groin, in his testicles, on the bone at the base 
of his spine. There were times when it went on and on un-
til the cruel, wicked, unforgivable thing seemed to him not 
that the guards continued to beat him but that he could not 
force hirnself into losing consciousness. There were times 
when his nerve so forsook him that he began shouting for 
mercy even before the beating began, when the mere sight 
of a fist drawn back for a blow was enough to make him 
pour forth a confession of real and imaginary crimes. There 
were other times when he started out with the resolve of 
confessing nothing, when every word had to be forced out 
of him between gasps of pain, and there were times when he 
feebly tried to compromise, when he said to himself: ‘I will 
confess, but not yet. I must hold out till the pain becomes 
unbearable. Three more kicks, two more kicks, and then I 
will tell them what they want.’ Sometimes he was beaten till 
he could hardly stand, then flung like a sack of potatoes on 
to the stone floor of a cell, left to recuperate for a few hours, 
and then taken out and beaten again. There were also longer 
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periods of recovery. He remembered them dimly, because 
they were spent chiefly in sleep or stupor. He remembered 
a cell with a plank bed, a sort of shelf sticking out from the 
wall, and a tin wash-basin, and meals of hot soup and bread 
and sometimes coffee. He remembered a surly barber arriv-
ing to scrape his chin and crop his hair, and businesslike, 
unsympathetic men in white coats feeling his pulse, tapping 
his reflexes, turning up his eyelids, running harsh fingers 
over him in search for broken bones, and shooting needles 
into his arm to make him sleep.

The beatings grew less frequent, and became mainly a 
threat, a horror to which he could be sent back at any mo-
ment when his answers were unsatisfactory. His questioners 
now were not ruffians in black uniforms but Party intellec-
tuals, little rotund men with quick movements and flashing 
spectacles, who worked on him in relays over periods which 
lasted—he thought, he could not be sure—ten or twelve 
hours at a stretch. These other questioners saw to it that he 
was in constant slight pain, but it was not chiefly pain that 
they relied on. They slapped his face, wrung his ears, pulled 
his hair, made him stand on one leg, refused him leave to 
urinate, shone glaring lights in his face until his eyes ran 
with water; but the aim of this was simply to humiliate him 
and destroy his power of arguing and reasoning. Their real 
weapon was the merciless questioning that went on and on, 
hour after hour, tripping him up, laying traps for him, twist-
ing everything that he said, convicting him at every step of 
lies and self-contradiction until he began weeping as much 
from shame as from nervous fatigue. Sometimes he would 
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weep half a dozen times in a single session. Most of the time 
they screamed abuse at him and threatened at every hesita-
tion to deliver him over to the guards again; but sometimes 
they would suddenly change their tune, call him comrade, 
appeal to him in the name of Ingsoc and Big Brother, and 
ask him sorrowfully whether even now he had not enough 
loyalty to the Party left to make him wish to undo the evil 
he had done. When his nerves were in rags after hours of 
questioning, even this appeal could reduce him to snivel-
ling tears. In the end the nagging voices broke him down 
more completely than the boots and fists of the guards. He 
became simply a mouth that uttered, a hand that signed, 
whatever was demanded of him. His sole concern was to 
find out what they wanted him to confess, and then confess 
it quickly, before the bullying started anew. He confessed 
to the assassination of eminent Party members, the dis-
tribution of seditious pamphlets, embezzlement of public 
funds, sale of military secrets, sabotage of every kind. He 
confessed that he had been a spy in the pay of the Easta-
sian government as far back as 1968. He confessed that he 
was a religious believer, an admirer of capitalism, and a sex-
ual pervert. He confessed that he had murdered his wife, 
although he knew, and his questioners must have known, 
that his wife was still alive. He confessed that for years he 
had been in personal touch with Goldstein and had been 
a member of an underground organization which had in-
cluded almost every human being he had ever known. It 
was easier to confess everything and implicate everybody. 
Besides, in a sense it was all true. It was true that he had 
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been the enemy of the Party, and in the eyes of the Party 
there was no distinction between the thought and the deed.

There were also memories of another kind. They stood 
out in his mind disconnectedly, like pictures with black-
ness all round them.

He was in a cell which might have been either dark or 
light, because he could see nothing except a pair of eyes. 
Near at hand some kind of instrument was ticking slow-
ly and regularly. The eyes grew larger and more luminous. 
Suddenly he floated out of his seat, dived into the eyes, and 
was swallowed up.

He was strapped into a chair surrounded by dials, under 
dazzling lights. A man in a white coat was reading the dials. 
There was a tramp of heavy boots outside. The door clanged 
open. The waxed-faced officer marched in, followed by two 
guards.

‘Room 101,’ said the officer.
The man in the white coat did not turn round. He did not 

look at Winston either; he was looking only at the dials.
He was rolling down a mighty corridor, a kilometre 

wide, full of glorious, golden light, roaring with laughter 
and shouting out confessions at the top of his voice. He was 
confessing everything, even the things he had succeeded 
in holding back under the torture. He was relating the en-
tire history of his life to an audience who knew it already. 
With him were the guards, the other questioners, the men 
in white coats, O’Brien, Julia, Mr Charrington, all rolling 
down the corridor together and shouting with laughter. 
Some dreadful thing which had lain embedded in the fu-
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ture had somehow been skipped over and had not happened. 
Everything was all right, there was no more pain, the last 
detail of his life was laid bare, understood, forgiven.

He was starting up from the plank bed in the half-cer-
tainty that he had heard O’Brien’s voice. All through his 
interrogation, although he had never seen him, he had had 
the feeling that O’Brien was at his elbow, just out of sight. It 
was O’Brien who was directing everything. It was he who 
set the guards on to Winston and who prevented them from 
killing him. It was he who decided when Winston should 
scream with pain, when he should have a respite, when he 
should be fed, when he should sleep, when the drugs should 
be pumped into his arm. It was he who asked the ques-
tions and suggested the answers. He was the tormentor, he 
was the protector, he was the inquisitor, he was the friend. 
And once—Winston could not remember whether it was 
in drugged sleep, or in normal sleep, or even in a moment 
of wakefulness—a voice murmured in his ear: ‘Don’t wor-
ry, Winston; you are in my keeping. For seven years I have 
watched over you. Now the turning-point has come. I shall 
save you, I shall make you perfect.’ He was not sure whether 
it was O’Brien’s voice; but it was the same voice that had 
said to him, ‘We shall meet in the place where there is no 
darkness,’ in that other dream, seven years ago.

He did not remember any ending to his interrogation. 
There was a period of blackness and then the cell, or room, 
in which he now was had gradually materialized round him. 
He was almost flat on his back, and unable to move. His 
body was held down at every essential point. Even the back 
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of his head was gripped in some manner. O’Brien was look-
ing down at him gravely and rather sadly. His face, seen 
from below, looked coarse and worn, with pouches under 
the eyes and tired lines from nose to chin. He was older 
than Winston had thought him; he was perhaps forty-eight 
or fifty. Under his hand there was a dial with a lever on top 
and figures running round the face.

‘I told you,’ said O’Brien, ‘that if we met again it would 
be here.’

‘Yes,’ said Winston.
Without any warning except a slight movement of 

O’Brien’s hand, a wave of pain flooded his body. It was a 
frightening pain, because he could not see what was hap-
pening, and he had the feeling that some mortal injury was 
being done to him. He did not know whether the thing was 
really happening, or whether the effect was electrically pro-
duced; but his body was being wrenched out of shape, the 
joints were being slowly torn apart. Although the pain had 
brought the sweat out on his forehead, the worst of all was 
the fear that his backbone was about to snap. He set his 
teeth and breathed hard through his nose, trying to keep 
silent as long as possible.

‘You are afraid,’ said O’Brien, watching his face, ‘that in 
another moment something is going to break. Your especial 
fear is that it will be your backbone. You have a vivid mental 
picture of the vertebrae snapping apart and the spinal fluid 
dripping out of them. That is what you are thinking, is it 
not, Winston?’

Winston did not answer. O’Brien drew back the lever on 
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the dial. The wave of pain receded almost as quickly as it 
had come.

‘That was forty,’ said O’Brien. ‘You can see that the num-
bers on this dial run up to a hundred. Will you please 
remember, throughout our conversation, that I have it in 
my power to inflict pain on you at any moment and to what-
ever degree I choose? If you tell me any lies, or attempt to 
prevaricate in any way, or even fall below your usual level 
of intelligence, you will cry out with pain, instantly. Do you 
understand that?’

‘Yes,’ said Winston.
O’Brien’s manner became less severe. He resettled his 

spectacles thoughtfully, and took a pace or two up and 
down. When he spoke his voice was gentle and patient. He 
had the air of a doctor, a teacher, even a priest, anxious to 
explain and persuade rather than to punish.

‘I am taking trouble with you, Winston,’ he said, ‘because 
you are worth trouble. You know perfectly well what is the 
matter with you. You have known it for years, though you 
have fought against the knowledge. You are mentally de-
ranged. You suffer from a defective memory. You are unable 
to remember real events and you persuade yourself that you 
remember other events which never happened. Fortunately 
it is curable. You have never cured yourself of it, because 
you did not choose to. There was a small effort of the will 
that you were not ready to make. Even now, I am well aware, 
you are clinging to your disease under the impression that 
it is a virtue. Now we will take an example. At this moment, 
which power is Oceania at war with?’
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‘When I was arrested, Oceania was at war with Eastasia.’
‘With Eastasia. Good. And Oceania has always been at 

war with Eastasia, has it not?’
Winston drew in his breath. He opened his mouth to 

speak and then did not speak. He could not take his eyes 
away from the dial.

‘The truth, please, Winston. YOUR truth. Tell me what 
you think you remember.’

‘I remember that until only a week before I was arrested, 
we were not at war with Eastasia at all. We were in alliance 
with them. The war was against Eurasia. That had lasted for 
four years. Before that——’

O’Brien stopped him with a movement of the hand.
‘Another example,’ he said. ‘Some years ago you had a 

very serious delusion indeed. You believed that three men, 
three one-time Party members named Jones, Aaronson, 
and Rutherford—men who were executed for treachery 
and sabotage after making the fullest possible confession—
were not guilty of the crimes they were charged with. You 
believed that you had seen unmistakable documentary evi-
dence proving that their confessions were false. There was 
a certain photograph about which you had a hallucination. 
You believed that you had actually held it in your hands. It 
was a photograph something like this.’

An oblong slip of newspaper had appeared between 
O’Brien’s fingers. For perhaps five seconds it was within the 
angle of Winston’s vision. It was a photograph, and there 
was no question of its identity. It was THE photograph. It 
was another copy of the photograph of Jones, Aaronson, 
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and Rutherford at the party function in New York, which 
he had chanced upon eleven years ago and promptly de-
stroyed. For only an instant it was before his eyes, then it 
was out of sight again. But he had seen it, unquestionably he 
had seen it! He made a desperate, agonizing effort to wrench 
the top half of his body free. It was impossible to move so 
much as a centimetre in any direction. For the moment he 
had even forgotten the dial. All he wanted was to hold the 
photograph in his fingers again, or at least to see it.

‘It exists!’ he cried.
‘No,’ said O’Brien.
He stepped across the room. There was a memory hole 

in the opposite wall. O’Brien lifted the grating. Unseen, the 
frail slip of paper was whirling away on the current of warm 
air; it was vanishing in a flash of flame. O’Brien turned away 
from the wall.

‘Ashes,’ he said. ‘Not even identifiable ashes. Dust. It does 
not exist. It never existed.’

‘But it did exist! It does exist! It exists in memory. I re-
member it. You remember it.’

‘I do not remember it,’ said O’Brien.
Winston’s heart sank. That was doublethink. He had a 

feeling of deadly helplessness. If he could have been certain 
that O’Brien was lying, it would not have seemed to matter. 
But it was perfectly possible that O’Brien had really forgot-
ten the photograph. And if so, then already he would have 
forgotten his denial of remembering it, and forgotten the 
act of forgetting. How could one be sure that it was simple 
trickery? Perhaps that lunatic dislocation in the mind could 
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really happen: that was the thought that defeated him.
O’Brien was looking down at him speculatively. More 

than ever he had the air of a teacher taking pains with a 
wayward but promising child.

‘There is a Party slogan dealing with the control of the 
past,’ he said. ‘Repeat it, if you please.’

‘’Who controls the past controls the future: who controls 
the present controls the past,‘‘ repeated Winston obedient-
ly.

‘’Who controls the present controls the past,‘‘ said 
O’Brien, nodding his head with slow approval. ‘Is it your 
opinion, Winston, that the past has real existence?’

Again the feeling of helplessness descended upon Win-
ston. His eyes flitted towards the dial. He not only did not 
know whether ‘yes’ or ‘no’ was the answer that would save 
him from pain; he did not even know which answer he be-
lieved to be the true one.

O’Brien smiled faintly. ‘You are no metaphysician, Win-
ston,’ he said. ‘Until this moment you had never considered 
what is meant by existence. I will put it more precisely. Does 
the past exist concretely, in space? Is there somewhere or 
other a place, a world of solid objects, where the past is still 
happening?’

‘No.’
‘Then where does the past exist, if at all?’
‘In records. It is written down.’
‘In records. And——?’
‘In the mind. In human memories.’
‘In memory. Very well, then. We, the Party, control all 
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records, and we control all memories. Then we control the 
past, do we not?’

‘But how can you stop people remembering things?’ cried 
Winston again momentarily forgetting the dial. ‘It is invol-
untary. It is outside oneself. How can you control memory? 
You have not controlled mine!’

O’Brien’s manner grew stern again. He laid his hand on 
the dial.

‘On the contrary,’ he said, ‘YOU have not controlled it. 
That is what has brought you here. You are here because 
you have failed in humility, in self-discipline. You would 
not make the act of submission which is the price of san-
ity. You preferred to be a lunatic, a minority of one. Only 
the disciplined mind can see reality, Winston. You believe 
that reality is something objective, external, existing in its 
own right. You also believe that the nature of reality is self-
evident. When you delude yourself into thinking that you 
see something, you assume that everyone else sees the same 
thing as you. But I tell you, Winston, that reality is not ex-
ternal. Reality exists in the human mind, and nowhere else. 
Not in the individual mind, which can make mistakes, and 
in any case soon perishes: only in the mind of the Party, 
which is collective and immortal. Whatever the Party holds 
to be the truth, is truth. It is impossible to see reality except 
by looking through the eyes of the Party. That is the fact 
that you have got to relearn, Winston. It needs an act of self-
destruction, an effort of the will. You must humble yourself 
before you can become sane.’

He paused for a few moments, as though to allow what 
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he had been saying to sink in.
‘Do you remember,’ he went on, ‘writing in your dia-

ry, ‘Freedom is the freedom to say that two plus two make 
four’?’

‘Yes,’ said Winston.
O’Brien held up his left hand, its back towards Winston, 

with the thumb hidden and the four fingers extended.
‘How many fingers am I holding up, Winston?’
‘Four.’
‘And if the party says that it is not four but five—then 

how many?’
‘Four.’
The word ended in a gasp of pain. The needle of the dial 

had shot up to fifty-five. The sweat had sprung out all over 
Winston’s body. The air tore into his lungs and issued again 
in deep groans which even by clenching his teeth he could 
not stop. O’Brien watched him, the four fingers still ex-
tended. He drew back the lever. This time the pain was only 
slightly eased.

‘How many fingers, Winston?’
‘Four.’
The needle went up to sixty.
‘How many fingers, Winston?’
‘Four! Four! What else can I say? Four!’
The needle must have risen again, but he did not look at 

it. The heavy, stern face and the four fingers filled his vision. 
The fingers stood up before his eyes like pillars, enormous, 
blurry, and seeming to vibrate, but unmistakably four.

‘How many fingers, Winston?’
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‘Four! Stop it, stop it! How can you go on? Four! Four!’
‘How many fingers, Winston?’
‘Five! Five! Five!’
‘No, Winston, that is no use. You are lying. You still think 

there are four. How many fingers, please?’
‘Four! five! Four! Anything you like. Only stop it, stop 

the pain!’
Abruptly he was sitting up with O’Brien’s arm round his 

shoulders. He had perhaps lost consciousness for a few sec-
onds. The bonds that had held his body down were loosened. 
He felt very cold, he was shaking uncontrollably, his teeth 
were chattering, the tears were rolling down his cheeks. For 
a moment he clung to O’Brien like a baby, curiously com-
forted by the heavy arm round his shoulders. He had the 
feeling that O’Brien was his protector, that the pain was 
something that came from outside, from some other source, 
and that it was O’Brien who would save him from it.

‘You are a slow learner, Winston,’ said O’Brien gently.
‘How can I help it?’ he blubbered. ‘How can I help seeing 

what is in front of my eyes? Two and two are four.’
Sometimes, Winston. Sometimes they are five. Some-

times they are three. Sometimes they are all of them at once. 
You must try harder. It is not easy to become sane.’

He laid Winston down on the bed. The grip of his limbs 
tightened again, but the pain had ebbed away and the 
trembling had stopped, leaving him merely weak and cold. 
O’Brien motioned with his head to the man in the white 
coat, who had stood immobile throughout the proceedings. 
The man in the white coat bent down and looked closely 
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into Winston’s eyes, felt his pulse, laid an ear against his 
chest, tapped here and there, then he nodded to O’Brien.

‘Again,’ said O’Brien.
The pain flowed into Winston’s body. The needle must be 

at seventy, seventy-five. He had shut his eyes this time. He 
knew that the fingers were still there, and still four. All that 
mattered was somehow to stay alive until the spasm was 
over. He had ceased to notice whether he was crying out or 
not. The pain lessened again. He opened his eyes. O’Brien 
had drawn back the lever.

‘How many fingers, Winston?’
‘Four. I suppose there are four. I would see five if I could. 

I am trying to see five.’
‘Which do you wish: to persuade me that you see five, or 

really to see them?’
‘Really to see them.’
‘Again,’ said O’Brien.
Perhaps the needle was eighty—ninety. Winston could 

not intermittently remember why the pain was happening. 
Behind his screwed-up eyelids a forest of fingers seemed to 
be moving in a sort of dance, weaving in and out, disap-
pearing behind one another and reappearing again. He was 
trying to count them, he could not remember why. He knew 
only that it was impossible to count them, and that this was 
somehow due to the mysterious identity between five and 
four. The pain died down again. When he opened his eyes 
it was to find that he was still seeing the same thing. In-
numerable fingers, like moving trees, were still streaming 
past in either direction, crossing and recrossing. He shut 
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his eyes again.
‘How many fingers am I holding up, Winston?’
‘I don’t know. I don’t know. You will kill me if you do that 

again. Four, five, six—in all honesty I don’t know.’
‘Better,’ said O’Brien.
A needle slid into Winston’s arm. Almost in the same in-

stant a blissful, healing warmth spread all through his body. 
The pain was already half-forgotten. He opened his eyes 
and looked up gratefully at O’Brien. At sight of the heavy, 
lined face, so ugly and so intelligent, his heart seemed to 
turn over. If he could have moved he would have stretched 
out a hand and laid it on O’Brien’s arm. He had never loved 
him so deeply as at this moment, and not merely because 
he had stopped the pain. The old feeling, that at bottom it 
did not matter whether O’Brien was a friend or an enemy, 
had come back. O’Brien was a person who could be talked 
to. Perhaps one did not want to be loved so much as to be 
understood. O’Brien had tortured him to the edge of luna-
cy, and in a little while, it was certain, he would send him 
to his death. It made no difference. In some sense that went 
deeper than friendship, they were intimates: somewhere or 
other, although the actual words might never be spoken, 
there was a place where they could meet and talk. O’Brien 
was looking down at him with an expression which suggest-
ed that the same thought might be in his own mind. When 
he spoke it was in an easy, conversational tone.

‘Do you know where you are, Winston?’ he said.
‘I don’t know. I can guess. In the Ministry of Love.’
‘Do you know how long you have been here?’
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‘I don’t know. Days, weeks, months—I think it is 
months.’

‘And why do you imagine that we bring people to this 
place?’

‘To make them confess.’
‘No, that is not the reason. Try again.’
‘To punish them.’
‘No!’ exclaimed O’Brien. His voice had changed extraor-

dinarily, and his face had suddenly become both stern and 
animated. ‘No! Not merely to extract your confession, not to 
punish you. Shall I tell you why we have brought you here? 
To cure you! To make you sane! Will you understand, Win-
ston, that no one whom we bring to this place ever leaves 
our hands uncured? We are not interested in those stupid 
crimes that you have committed. The Party is not interested 
in the overt act: the thought is all we care about. We do not 
merely destroy our enemies, we change them. Do you un-
derstand what I mean by that?’

He was bending over Winston. His face looked enormous 
because of its nearness, and hideously ugly because it was 
seen from below. Moreover it was filled with a sort of exal-
tation, a lunatic intensity. Again Winston’s heart shrank. If 
it had been possible he would have cowered deeper into the 
bed. He felt certain that O’Brien was about to twist the dial 
out of sheer wantonness. At this moment, however, O’Brien 
turned away. He took a pace or two up and down. Then he 
continued less vehemently:

‘The first thing for you to understand is that in this place 
there are no martyrdoms. You have read of the religious 
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persecutions of the past. In the Middle Ages there was the 
Inquisitlon. It was a failure. It set out to eradicate heresy, and 
ended by perpetuating it. For every heretic it burned at the 
stake, thousands of others rose up. Why was that? Because 
the Inquisition killed its enemies in the open, and killed 
them while they were still unrepentant: in fact, it killed 
them because they were unrepentant. Men were dying be-
cause they would not abandon their true beliefs. Naturally 
all the glory belonged to the victim and all the shame to the 
Inquisitor who burned him. Later, in the twentieth century, 
there were the totalitarians, as they were called. There were 
the German Nazis and the Russian Communists. The Rus-
sians persecuted heresy more cruelly than the Inquisition 
had done. And they imagined that they had learned from 
the mistakes of the past; they knew, at any rate, that one 
must not make martyrs. Before they exposed their victims 
to public trial, they deliberately set themselves to destroy 
their dignity. They wore them down by torture and solitude 
until they were despicable, cringing wretches, confessing 
whatever was put into their mouths, covering themselves 
with abuse, accusing and sheltering behind one another, 
whimpering for mercy. And yet after only a few years the 
same thing had happened over again. The dead men had 
become martyrs and their degradation was forgotten. Once 
again, why was it? In the first place, because the confessions 
that they had made were obviously extorted and untrue. We 
do not make mistakes of that kind. All the confessions that 
are uttered here are true. We make them true. And above 
all we do not allow the dead to rise up against us. You must 
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stop imagining that posterity will vindicate you, Winston. 
Posterity will never hear of you. You will be lifted clean out 
from the stream of history. We shall turn you into gas and 
pour you into the stratosphere. Nothing will remain of you, 
not a name in a register, not a memory in a living brain. You 
will be annihilated in the past as well as in the future. You 
will never have existed.’

Then why bother to torture me? thought Winston, with a 
momentary bitterness. O’Brien checked his step as though 
Winston had uttered the thought aloud. His large ugly face 
came nearer, with the eyes a little narrowed.

‘You are thinking,’ he said, ‘that since we intend to de-
stroy you utterly, so that nothing that you say or do can 
make the smallest difference—in that case, why do we go to 
the trouble of interrogating you first? That is what you were 
thinking, was it not?’

‘Yes,’ said Winston.
O’Brien smiled slightly. ‘You are a flaw in the pattern, 

Winston. You are a stain that must be wiped out. Did I not 
tell you just now that we are different from the persecutors 
of the past? We are not content with negative obedience, nor 
even with the most abject submission. When finally you 
surrender to us, it must be of your own free will. We do not 
destroy the heretic because he resists us: so long as he re-
sists us we never destroy him. We convert him, we capture 
his inner mind, we reshape him. We burn all evil and all 
illusion out of him; we bring him over to our side, not in ap-
pearance, but genuinely, heart and soul. We make him one 
of ourselves before we kill him. It is intolerable to us that 
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an erroneous thought should exist anywhere in the world, 
however secret and powerless it may be. Even in the instant 
of death we cannot permit any deviation. In the old days the 
heretic walked to the stake still a heretic, proclaiming his 
heresy, exulting in it. Even the victim of the Russian purges 
could carry rebellion locked up in his skull as he walked 
down the passage waiting for the bullet. But we make the 
brain perfect before we blow it out. The command of the old 
despotisms was ‘Thou shalt not”. The command of the total-
itarians was ‘Thou shalt”. Our command is ‘THOU ART”. 
No one whom we bring to this place ever stands out against 
us. Everyone is washed clean. Even those three miserable 
traitors in whose innocence you once believed—Jones, Aar-
onson, and Rutherford—in the end we broke them down. I 
took part in their interrogation myself. I saw them gradu-
ally worn down, whimpering, grovelling, weeping—and in 
the end it was not with pain or fear, only with penitence. 
By the time we had finished with them they were only the 
shells of men. There was nothing left in them except sor-
row for what they had done, and love of Big Brother. It was 
touching to see how they loved him. They begged to be shot 
quickly, so that they could die while their minds were still 
clean.’

His voice had grown almost dreamy. The exaltation, the 
lunatic enthusiasm, was still in his face. He is not pretend-
ing, thought Winston, he is not a hypocrite, he believes 
every word he says. What most oppressed him was the con-
sciousness of his own intellectual inferiority. He watched 
the heavy yet graceful form strolling to and fro, in and out 
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of the range of his vision. O’Brien was a being in all ways 
larger than himself. There was no idea that he had ever had, 
or could have, that O’Brien had not long ago known, ex-
amined, and rejected. His mind CONTAINED Winston’s 
mind. But in that case how could it be true that O’Brien was 
mad? It must be he, Winston, who was mad. O’Brien halted 
and looked down at him. His voice had grown stern again.

‘Do not imagine that you will save yourself, Winston, 
however completely you surrender to us. No one who has 
once gone astray is ever spared. And even if we chose to let 
you live out the natural term of your life, still you would 
never escape from us. What happens to you here is for ever. 
Understand that in advance. We shall crush you down to 
the point from which there is no coming back. Things will 
happen to you from which you could not recover, if you 
lived a thousand years. Never again will you be capable of 
ordinary human feeling. Everything will be dead inside 
you. Never again will you be capable of love, or friendship, 
or joy of living, or laughter, or curiosity, or courage, or in-
tegrity. You will be hollow. We shall squeeze you empty, and 
then we shall fill you with ourselves.’

He paused and signed to the man in the white coat. 
Winston was aware of some heavy piece of apparatus being 
pushed into place behind his head. O’Brien had sat down 
beside the bed, so that his face was almost on a level with 
Winston’s.

‘Three thousand,’ he said, speaking over Winston’s head 
to the man in the white coat.

Two soft pads, which felt slightly moist, clamped them-
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selves against Winston’s temples. He quailed. There was 
pain coming, a new kind of pain. O’Brien laid a hand reas-
suringly, almost kindly, on his.

‘This time it will not hurt,’ he said. ‘Keep your eyes fixed 
on mine.’

At this moment there was a devastating explosion, or what 
seemed like an explosion, though it was not certain whether 
there was any noise. There was undoubtedly a blinding flash 
of light. Winston was not hurt, only prostrated. Although 
he had already been lying on his back when the thing hap-
pened, he had a curious feeling that he had been knocked 
into that position. A terrific painless blow had flattened him 
out. Also something had happened inside his head. As his 
eyes regained their focus he remembered who he was, and 
where he was, and recognized the face that was gazing into 
his own; but somewhere or other there was a large patch 
of emptiness, as though a piece had been taken out of his 
brain.

‘It will not last,’ said O’Brien. ‘Look me in the eyes. What 
country is Oceania at war with?’

Winston thought. He knew what was meant by Oceania 
and that he himself was a citizen of Oceania. He also re-
membered Eurasia and Eastasia; but who was at war with 
whom he did not know. In fact he had not been aware that 
there was any war.

‘I don’t remember.’
‘Oceania is at war with Eastasia. Do you remember that 

now?’
‘Yes.’
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‘Oceania has always been at war with Eastasia. Since the 
beginning of your life, since the beginning of the Party, 
since the beginning of history, the war has continued with-
out a break, always the same war. Do you remember that?’

‘Yes.’
‘Eleven years ago you created a legend about three men 

who had been condemned to death for treachery. You pre-
tended that you had seen a piece of paper which proved 
them innocent. No such piece of paper ever existed. You in-
vented it, and later you grew to believe in it. You remember 
now the very moment at which you first invented it. Do you 
remember that?’

‘Yes.’
‘Just now I held up the fingers of my hand to you. You saw 

five fingers. Do you remember that?’
‘Yes.’
O’Brien held up the fingers of his left hand, with the 

thumb concealed.
‘There are five fingers there. Do you see five fingers?’
‘Yes.’
And he did see them, for a fleeting instant, before the 

scenery of his mind changed. He saw five fingers, and there 
was no deformity. Then everything was normal again, and 
the old fear, the hatred, and the bewilderment came crowd-
ing back again. But there had been a moment—he did not 
know how long, thirty seconds, perhaps—of luminous cer-
tainty, when each new suggestion of O’Brien’s had filled up 
a patch of emptiness and become absolute truth, and when 
two and two could have been three as easily as five, if that 
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were what was needed. It had faded but before O’Brien had 
dropped his hand; but though he could not recapture it, he 
could remember it, as one remembers a vivid experience at 
some period of one’s life when one was in effect a different 
person.

‘You see now,’ said O’Brien, ‘that it is at any rate possi-
ble.’

‘Yes,’ said Winston.
O’Brien stood up with a satisfied air. Over to his left 

Winston saw the man in the white coat break an ampoule 
and draw back the plunger of a syringe. O’Brien turned to 
Winston with a smile. In almost the old manner he resettled 
his spectacles on his nose.

‘Do you remember writing in your diary,’ he said, ‘that 
it did not matter whether I was a friend or an enemy, since 
I was at least a person who understood you and could be 
talked to? You were right. I enjoy talking to you. Your mind 
appeals to me. It resembles my own mind except that you 
happen to be insane. Before we bring the session to an end 
you can ask me a few questions, if you choose.’

‘Any question I like?’
‘Anything.’ He saw that Winston’s eyes were upon the 

dial. ‘It is switched off. What is your first question?’
‘What have you done with Julia?’ said Winston.
O’Brien smiled again. ‘She betrayed you, Winston. Im-

mediately—unreservedly. I have seldom seen anyone come 
over to us so promptly. You would hardly recognize her if 
you saw her. All her rebelliousness, her deceit, her folly, her 
dirty-mindedness—everything has been burned out of her. 
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It was a perfect conversion, a textbook case.’
‘You tortured her?’
O’Brien left this unanswered. ‘Next question,’ he said.
‘Does Big Brother exist?’
‘Of course he exists. The Party exists. Big Brother is the 

embodiment of the Party.’
‘Does he exist in the same way as I exist?’
‘You do not exist,’ said O’Brien.
Once again the sense of helplessness assailed him. He 

knew, or he could imagine, the arguments which proved 
his own nonexistence; but they were nonsense, they were 
only a play on words. Did not the statement, ‘You do not ex-
ist’, contain a logical absurdity? But what use was it to say 
so? His mind shrivelled as he thought of the unanswerable, 
mad arguments with which O’Brien would demolish him.

‘I think I exist,’ he said wearily. ‘I am conscious of my 
own identity. I was born and I shall die. I have arms and 
legs. I occupy a particular point in space. No other solid 
object can occupy the same point simultaneously. In that 
sense, does Big Brother exist?’

‘It is of no importance. He exists.’
‘Will Big Brother ever die?’
‘Of course not. How could he die? Next question.’
‘Does the Brotherhood exist?’
‘That, Winston, you will never know. If we choose to set 

you free when we have finished with you, and if you live to 
be ninety years old, still you will never learn whether the 
answer to that question is Yes or No. As long as you live it 
will be an unsolved riddle in your mind.’
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Winston lay silent. His breast rose and fell a little faster. 
He still had not asked the question that had come into his 
mind the first. He had got to ask it, and yet it was as though 
his tongue would not utter it. There was a trace of amuse-
ment in O’Brien’s face. Even his spectacles seemed to wear 
an ironical gleam. He knows, thought Winston suddenly, 
he knows what I am going to ask! At the thought the words 
burst out of him:

‘What is in Room 101?’
The expression on O’Brien’s face did not change. He an-

swered drily:
‘You know what is in Room 101, Winston. Everyone 

knows what is in Room 101.’
He raised a finger to the man in the white coat. Evidently 

the session was at an end. A needle jerked into Winston’s 
arm. He sank almost instantly into deep sleep.
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Chapter 3

‘There are three stages in your reintegration,’ said O’Brien. 
‘There is learning, there is understanding, and there is ac-
ceptance. It is time for you to enter upon the second stage.’

As always, Winston was lying flat on his back. But of late 
his bonds were looser. They still held him to the bed, but 
he could move his knees a little and could turn his head 
from side to side and raise his arms from the elbow. The 
dial, also, had grown to be less of a terror. He could evade its 
pangs if he was quick-witted enough: it was chiefly when he 
showed stupidity that O’Brien pulled the lever. Sometimes 
they got through a whole session without use of the dial. 
He could not remember how many sessions there had been. 
The whole process seemed to stretch out over a long, indefi-
nite time—weeks, possibly—and the intervals between the 
sessions might sometimes have been days, sometimes only 
an hour or two.

‘As you lie there,’ said O’Brien, ‘you have often won-
dered—you have even asked me—why the Ministry of Love 
should expend so much time and trouble on you. And when 
you were free you were puzzled by what was essentially the 
same question. You could grasp the mechanics of the So-
ciety you lived in, but not its underlying motives. Do you 
remember writing in your diary, ‘I understand HOW: I do 
not understand WHY’? It was when you thought about 
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‘why’ that you doubted your own sanity. You have read THE 
BOOK, Goldstein’s book, or parts of it, at least. Did it tell 
you anything that you did not know already?’

‘You have read it?’ said Winston.
‘I wrote it. That is to say, I collaborated in writing it. No 

book is produced individually, as you know.’
‘Is it true, what it says?’
‘As description, yes. The programme it sets forth is non-

sense. The secret accumulation of knowledge—a gradual 
spread of enlightenment—ultimately a proletarian rebel-
lion—the overthrow of the Party. You foresaw yourself that 
that was what it would say. It is all nonsense. The proletar-
ians will never revolt, not in a thousand years or a million. 
They cannot. I do not have to tell you the reason: you know 
it already. If you have ever cherished any dreams of violent 
insurrection, you must abandon them. There is no way in 
which the Party can be overthrown. The rule of the Party is 
for ever. Make that the starting-point of your thoughts.’

He came closer to the bed. ‘For ever!’ he repeated. ‘And 
now let us get back to the question of ‘how’ and ‘why”. You 
understand well enough HOW the Party maintains itself 
in power. Now tell me WHY we cling to power. What is 
our motive? Why should we want power? Go on, speak,’ he 
added as Winston remained silent.

Nevertheless Winston did not speak for another mo-
ment or two. A feeling of weariness had overwhelmed him. 
The faint, mad gleam of enthusiasm had come back into 
O’Brien’s face. He knew in advance what O’Brien would say. 
That the Party did not seek power for its own ends, but only 
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for the good of the majority. That it sought power because 
men in the mass were frail, cowardly creatures who could 
not endure liberty or face the truth, and must be ruled over 
and systematically deceived by others who were stronger 
than themselves. That the choice for mankind lay between 
freedom and happiness, and that, for the great bulk of man-
kind, happiness was better. That the party was the eternal 
guardian of the weak, a dedicated sect doing evil that good 
might come, sacrificing its own happiness to that of oth-
ers. The terrible thing, thought Winston, the terrible thing 
was that when O’Brien said this he would believe it. You 
could see it in his face. O’Brien knew everything. A thou-
sand times better than Winston he knew what the world 
was really like, in what degradation the mass of human be-
ings lived and by what lies and barbarities the Party kept 
them there. He had understood it all, weighed it all, and it 
made no difference: all was justified by the ultimate purpose. 
What can you do, thought Winston, against the lunatic who 
is more intelligent than yourself, who gives your arguments 
a fair hearing and then simply persists in his lunacy?

‘You are ruling over us for our own good,’ he said feebly. 
‘You believe that human beings are not fit to govern them-
selves, and therefore——’

He started and almost cried out. A pang of pain had shot 
through his body. O’Brien had pushed the lever of the dial 
up to thirty-five.

‘That was stupid, Winston, stupid!’ he said. ‘You should 
know better than to say a thing like that.’

He pulled the lever back and continued:
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‘Now I will tell you the answer to my question. It is this. 
The Party seeks power entirely for its own sake. We are not 
interested in the good of others; we are interested solely 
in power. Not wealth or luxury or long life or happiness: 
only power, pure power. What pure power means you will 
understand presently. We are different from all the oligar-
chies of the past, in that we know what we are doing. All 
the others, even those who resembled ourselves, were cow-
ards and hypocrites. The German Nazis and the Russian 
Communists came very close to us in their methods, but 
they never had the courage to recognize their own motives. 
They pretended, perhaps they even believed, that they had 
seized power unwillingly and for a limited time, and that 
just round the corner there lay a paradise where human be-
ings would be free and equal. We are not like that. We know 
that no one ever seizes power with the intention of relin-
quishing it. Power is not a means, it is an end. One does not 
establish a dictatorship in order to safeguard a revolution; 
one makes the revolution in order to establish the dictator-
ship. The object of persecution is persecution. The object of 
torture is torture. The object of power is power. Now do you 
begin to understand me?’

Winston was struck, as he had been struck before, by the 
tiredness of O’Brien’s face. It was strong and fleshy and bru-
tal, it was full of intelligence and a sort of controlled passion 
before which he felt himself helpless; but it was tired. There 
were pouches under the eyes, the skin sagged from the 
cheekbones. O’Brien leaned over him, deliberately bringing 
the worn face nearer.
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‘You are thinking,’ he said, ‘that my face is old and tired. 
You are thinking that I talk of power, and yet I am not even 
able to prevent the decay of my own body. Can you not un-
derstand, Winston, that the individual is only a cell? The 
weariness of the cell is the vigour of the organism. Do you 
die when you cut your fingernails?’

He turned away from the bed and began strolling up and 
down again, one hand in his pocket.

‘We are the priests of power,’ he said. ‘God is power. But 
at present power is only a word so far as you are concerned. 
It is time for you to gather some idea of what power means. 
The first thing you must realize is that power is collective. 
The individual only has power in so far as he ceases to be an 
individual. You know the Party slogan: ‘Freedom is Slavery”. 
Has it ever occurred to you that it is reversible? Slavery is 
freedom. Alone—free—the human being is always defeated. 
It must be so, because every human being is doomed to die, 
which is the greatest of all failures. But if he can make com-
plete, utter submission, if he can escape from his identity, 
if he can merge himself in the Party so that he IS the Party, 
then he is all-powerful and immortal. The second thing for 
you to realize is that power is power over human beings. 
Over the body—but, above all, over the mind. Power over 
matter—external reality, as you would call it—is not impor-
tant. Already our control over matter is absolute.’

For a moment Winston ignored the dial. He made a vio-
lent effort to raise himself into a sitting position, and merely 
succeeded in wrenching his body painfully.

‘But how can you control matter?’ he burst out. ‘You don’t 
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even control the climate or the law of gravity. And there are 
disease, pain, death——’

O’Brien silenced him by a movement of his hand. ‘We 
control matter because we control the mind. Reality is in-
side the skull. You will learn by degrees, Winston. There is 
nothing that we could not do. Invisibility, levitation—any-
thing. I could float off this floor like a soap bubble if I wish 
to. I do not wish to, because the Party does not wish it. You 
must get rid of those nineteenth-century ideas about the 
laws of Nature. We make the laws of Nature.’

‘But you do not! You are not even masters of this planet. 
What about Eurasia and Eastasia? You have not conquered 
them yet.’

‘Unimportant. We shall conquer them when it suits us. 
And if we did not, what difference would it make? We can 
shut them out of existence. Oceania is the world.’

‘But the world itself is only a speck of dust. And man is 
tiny—helpless! How long has he been in existence? For mil-
lions of years the earth was uninhabited.’

‘Nonsense. The earth is as old as we are, no older. How 
could it be older? Nothing exists except through human 
consciousness.’

‘But the rocks are full of the bones of extinct animals—
mammoths and mastodons and enormous reptiles which 
lived here long before man was ever heard of.’

‘Have you ever seen those bones, Winston? Of course not. 
Nineteenth-century biologists invented them. Before man 
there was nothing. After man, if he could come to an end, 
there would be nothing. Outside man there is nothing.’
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‘But the whole universe is outside us. Look at the stars! 
Some of them are a million light-years away. They are out of 
our reach for ever.’

‘What are the stars?’ said O’Brien indifferently. ‘They are 
bits of fire a few kilometres away. We could reach them if we 
wanted to. Or we could blot them out. The earth is the cen-
tre of the universe. The sun and the stars go round it.’

Winston made another convulsive movement. This time 
he did not say anything. O’Brien continued as though an-
swering a spoken objection:

‘For certain purposes, of course, that is not true. When 
we navigate the ocean, or when we predict an eclipse, we of-
ten find it convenient to assume that the earth goes round 
the sun and that the stars are millions upon millions of ki-
lometres away. But what of it? Do you suppose it is beyond 
us to produce a dual system of astronomy? The stars can be 
near or distant, according as we need them. Do you suppose 
our mathematicians are unequal to that? Have you forgot-
ten doublethink?’

Winston shrank back upon the bed. Whatever he said, 
the swift answer crushed him like a bludgeon. And yet he 
knew, he KNEW, that he was in the right. The belief that 
nothing exists outside your own mind—surely there must 
be some way of demonstrating that it was false? Had it not 
been exposed long ago as a fallacy? There was even a name 
for it, which he had forgotten. A faint smile twitched the 
corners of O’Brien’s mouth as he looked down at him.

‘I told you, Winston,’ he said, ‘that metaphysics is not 
your strong point. The word you are trying to think of is 
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solipsism. But you are mistaken. This is not solipsism. Col-
lective solipsism, if you like. But that is a different thing: in 
fact, the opposite thing. All this is a digression,’ he added 
in a different tone. ‘The real power, the power we have to 
fight for night and day, is not power over things, but over 
men.’ He paused, and for a moment assumed again his air 
of a schoolmaster questioning a promising pupil: ‘How does 
one man assert his power over another, Winston?’

Winston thought. ‘By making him suffer,’ he said.
‘Exactly. By making him suffer. Obedience is not enough. 

Unless he is suffering, how can you be sure that he is obey-
ing your will and not his own? Power is in inflicting pain 
and humiliation. Power is in tearing human minds to pieces 
and putting them together again in new shapes of your own 
choosing. Do you begin to see, then, what kind of world we 
are creating? It is the exact opposite of the stupid hedonis-
tic Utopias that the old reformers imagined. A world of fear 
and treachery and torment, a world of trampling and being 
trampled upon, a world which will grow not less but MORE 
merciless as it refines itself. Progress in our world will be 
progress towards more pain. The old civilizations claimed 
that they were founded on love or justice. Ours is founded 
upon hatred. In our world there will be no emotions ex-
cept fear, rage, triumph, and self-abasement. Everything 
else we shall destroy—everything. Already we are break-
ing down the habits of thought which have survived from 
before the Revolution. We have cut the links between child 
and parent, and between man and man, and between man 
and woman. No one dares trust a wife or a child or a friend 
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any longer. But in the future there will be no wives and 
no friends. Children will be taken from their mothers at 
birth, as one takes eggs from a hen. The sex instinct will be 
eradicated. Procreation will be an annual formality like the 
renewal of a ration card. We shall abolish the orgasm. Our 
neurologists are at work upon it now. There will be no loy-
alty, except loyalty towards the Party. There will be no love, 
except the love of Big Brother. There will be no laughter, ex-
cept the laugh of triumph over a defeated enemy. There will 
be no art, no literature, no science. When we are omnipo-
tent we shall have no more need of science. There will be no 
distinction between beauty and ugliness. There will be no 
curiosity, no enjoyment of the process of life. All competing 
pleasures will be destroyed. But always—do not forget this, 
Winston—always there will be the intoxication of power, 
constantly increasing and constantly growing subtler. Al-
ways, at every moment, there will be the thrill of victory, 
the sensation of trampling on an enemy who is helpless. If 
you want a picture of the future, imagine a boot stamping 
on a human face—for ever.’

He paused as though he expected Winston to speak. 
Winston had tried to shrink back into the surface of the bed 
again. He could not say anything. His heart seemed to be 
frozen. O’Brien went on:

‘And remember that it is for ever. The face will always 
be there to be stamped upon. The heretic, the enemy of so-
ciety, will always be there, so that he can be defeated and 
humiliated over again. Everything that you have undergone 
since you have been in our hands—all that will continue, 
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and worse. The espionage, the betrayals, the arrests, the tor-
tures, the executions, the disappearances will never cease. 
It will be a world of terror as much as a world of triumph. 
The more the Party is powerful, the less it will be tolerant: 
the weaker the opposition, the tighter the despotism. Gold-
stein and his heresies will live for ever. Every day, at every 
moment, they will be defeated, discredited, ridiculed, spat 
upon and yet they will always survive. This drama that I 
have played out with you during seven years will be played 
out over and over again generation after generation, always 
in subtler forms. Always we shall have the heretic here at our 
mercy, screaming with pain, broken up, contemptible—and 
in the end utterly penitent, saved from himself, crawling to 
our feet of his own accord. That is the world that we are pre-
paring, Winston. A world of victory after victory, triumph 
after triumph after triumph: an endless pressing, pressing, 
pressing upon the nerve of power. You are beginning, I can 
see, to realize what that world will be like. But in the end 
you will do more than understand it. You will accept it, wel-
come it, become part of it.’

Winston had recovered himself sufficiently to speak. 
‘You can’t!’ he said weakly.

‘What do you mean by that remark, Winston?’
‘You could not create such a world as you have just de-

scribed. It is a dream. It is impossible.’
‘Why?’
‘It is impossible to found a civilization on fear and hatred 

and cruelty. It would never endure.’
‘Why not?’
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‘It would have no vitality. It would disintegrate. It would 
commit suicide.’

‘Nonsense. You are under the impression that hatred is 
more exhausting than love. Why should it be? And if it were, 
what difference would that make? Suppose that we choose 
to wear ourselves out faster. Suppose that we quicken the 
tempo of human life till men are senile at thirty. Still what 
difference would it make? Can you not understand that the 
death of the individual is not death? The party is immor-
tal.’

As usual, the voice had battered Winston into helpless-
ness. Moreover he was in dread that if he persisted in his 
disagreement O’Brien would twist the dial again. And yet 
he could not keep silent. Feebly, without arguments, with 
nothing to support him except his inarticulate horror of 
what O’Brien had said, he returned to the attack.

‘I don’t know—I don’t care. Somehow you will fail. Some-
thing will defeat you. Life will defeat you.’

‘We control life, Winston, at all its levels. You are imag-
ining that there is something called human nature which 
will be outraged by what we do and will turn against us. But 
we create human nature. Men are infinitely malleable. Or 
perhaps you have returned to your old idea that the prole-
tarians or the slaves will arise and overthrow us. Put it out 
of your mind. They are helpless, like the animals. Humanity 
is the Party. The others are outside—irrelevant.’

‘I don’t care. In the end they will beat you. Sooner or later 
they will see you for what you are, and then they will tear 
you to pieces.’
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‘Do you see any evidence that that is happening? Or any 
reason why it should?’

‘No. I believe it. I KNOW that you will fail. There is 
something in the universe—I don’t know, some spirit, some 
principle—that you will never overcome.’

‘Do you believe in God, Winston?’
‘No.’
‘Then what is it, this principle that will defeat us?’
‘I don’t know. The spirit of Man.’
‘And do you consider yourself a man?’
‘Yes.’
‘If you are a man, Winston, you are the last man. Your 

kind is extinct; we are the inheritors. Do you understand 
that you are ALONE? You are outside history, you are non-
existent.’ His manner changed and he said more harshly: 
‘And you consider yourself morally superior to us, with our 
lies and our cruelty?’

‘Yes, I consider myself superior.’
O’Brien did not speak. Two other voices were speaking. 

After a moment Winston recognized one of them as his 
own. It was a sound-track of the conversation he had had 
with O’Brien, on the night when he had enrolled himself in 
the Brotherhood. He heard himself promising to lie, to steal, 
to forge, to murder, to encourage drug-taking and prosti-
tution, to disseminate venereal diseases, to throw vitriol 
in a child’s face. O’Brien made a small impatient gesture, 
as though to say that the demonstration was hardly worth 
making. Then he turned a switch and the voices stopped.

‘Get up from that bed,’ he said.
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The bonds had loosened themselves. Winston lowered 
himself to the floor and stood up unsteadily.

‘You are the last man,’ said O’Brien. ‘You are the guard-
ian of the human spirit. You shall see yourself as you are. 
Take off your clothes.’

Winston undid the bit of string that held his overalls to-
gether. The zip fastener had long since been wrenched out of 
them. He could not remember whether at any time since his 
arrest he had taken off all his clothes at one time. Beneath 
the overalls his body was looped with filthy yellowish rags, 
just recognizable as the remnants of underclothes. As he 
slid them to the ground he saw that there was a three-sided 
mirror at the far end of the room. He approached it, then 
stopped short. An involuntary cry had broken out of him.

‘Go on,’ said O’Brien. ‘Stand between the wings of the 
mirror. You shall see the side view as well.’

He had stopped because he was frightened. A bowed, 
grey-coloured, skeleton-like thing was coming towards 
him. Its actual appearance was frightening, and not merely 
the fact that he knew it to be himself. He moved closer to 
the glass. The creature’s face seemed to be protruded, be-
cause of its bent carriage. A forlorn, jailbird’s face with a 
nobby forehead running back into a bald scalp, a crooked 
nose, and battered-looking cheekbones above which his 
eyes were fierce and watchful. The cheeks were seamed, the 
mouth had a drawn-in look. Certainly it was his own face, 
but it seemed to him that it had changed more than he had 
changed inside. The emotions it registered would be differ-
ent from the ones he felt. He had gone partially bald. For the 
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first moment he had thought that he had gone grey as well, 
but it was only the scalp that was grey. Except for his hands 
and a circle of his face, his body was grey all over with an-
cient, ingrained dirt. Here and there under the dirt there 
were the red scars of wounds, and near the ankle the vari-
cose ulcer was an inflamed mass with flakes of skin peeling 
off it. But the truly frightening thing was the emaciation of 
his body. The barrel of the ribs was as narrow as that of a 
skeleton: the legs had shrunk so that the knees were thicker 
than the thighs. He saw now what O’Brien had meant about 
seeing the side view. The curvature of the spine was aston-
ishing. The thin shoulders were hunched forward so as to 
make a cavity of the chest, the scraggy neck seemed to be 
bending double under the weight of the skull. At a guess he 
would have said that it was the body of a man of sixty, suf-
fering from some malignant disease.

‘You have thought sometimes,’ said O’Brien, ‘that my 
face—the face of a member of the Inner Party—looks old 
and worn. What do you think of your own face?’

He seized Winston’s shoulder and spun him round so 
that he was facing him.

‘Look at the condition you are in!’ he said. ‘Look at this 
filthy grime all over your body. Look at the dirt between 
your toes. Look at that disgusting running sore on your leg. 
Do you know that you stink like a goat? Probably you have 
ceased to notice it. Look at your emaciation. Do you see? I 
can make my thumb and forefinger meet round your bicep. 
I could snap your neck like a carrot. Do you know that you 
have lost twenty-five kilograms since you have been in our 
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hands? Even your hair is coming out in handfuls. Look!’ He 
plucked at Winston’s head and brought away a tuft of hair. 
‘Open your mouth. Nine, ten, eleven teeth left. How many 
had you when you came to us? And the few you have left are 
dropping out of your head. Look here!’

He seized one of Winston’s remaining front teeth be-
tween his powerful thumb and forefinger. A twinge of pain 
shot through Winston’s jaw. O’Brien had wrenched the 
loose tooth out by the roots. He tossed it across the cell.

‘You are rotting away,’ he said; ‘you are falling to pieces. 
What are you? A bag of filth. Now turn around and look 
into that mirror again. Do you see that thing facing you? 
That is the last man. If you are human, that is humanity. 
Now put your clothes on again.’

Winston began to dress himself with slow stiff move-
ments. Until now he had not seemed to notice how thin and 
weak he was. Only one thought stirred in his mind: that he 
must have been in this place longer than he had imagined. 
Then suddenly as he fixed the miserable rags round himself 
a feeling of pity for his ruined body overcame him. Before 
he knew what he was doing he had collapsed on to a small 
stool that stood beside the bed and burst into tears. He was 
aware of his ugliness, his gracelessness, a bundle of bones in 
filthy underclothes sitting weeping in the harsh white light: 
but he could not stop himself. O’Brien laid a hand on his 
shoulder, almost kindly.

‘It will not last for ever,’ he said. ‘You can escape from it 
whenever you choose. Everything depends on yourself.’

‘You did it!’ sobbed Winston. ‘You reduced me to this 
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state.’
‘No, Winston, you reduced yourself to it. This is what you 

accepted when you set yourself up against the Party. It was 
all contained in that first act. Nothing has happened that 
you did not foresee.’

He paused, and then went on:
‘We have beaten you, Winston. We have broken you up. 

You have seen what your body is like. Your mind is in the 
same state. I do not think there can be much pride left in 
you. You have been kicked and flogged and insulted, you 
have screamed with pain, you have rolled on the floor in 
your own blood and vomit. You have whimpered for mercy, 
you have betrayed everybody and everything. Can you think 
of a single degradation that has not happened to you?’

Winston had stopped weeping, though the tears were 
still oozing out of his eyes. He looked up at O’Brien.

‘I have not betrayed Julia,’ he said.
O’Brien looked down at him thoughtfully. ‘No,’ he said; 

‘no; that is perfectly true. You have not betrayed Julia.’
The peculiar reverence for O’Brien, which nothing 

seemed able to destroy, flooded Winston’s heart again. How 
intelligent, he thought, how intelligent! Never did O’Brien 
fail to understand what was said to him. Anyone else on 
earth would have answered promptly that he HAD be-
trayed Julia. For what was there that they had not screwed 
out of him under the torture? He had told them everything 
he knew about her, her habits, her character, her past life; 
he had confessed in the most trivial detail everything that 
had happened at their meetings, all that he had said to her 
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and she to him, their black-market meals, their adulteries, 
their vague plottings against the Party—everything. And 
yet, in the sense in which he intended the word, he had not 
betrayed her. He had not stopped loving her; his feelings to-
wards her had remained the same. O’Brien had seen what 
he meant without the need for explanation.

‘Tell me,’ he said, ‘how soon will they shoot me?’
‘It might be a long time,’ said O’Brien. ‘You are a difficult 

case. But don’t give up hope. Everyone is cured sooner or 
later. In the end we shall shoot you.’
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Chapter 4

He was much better. He was growing fatter and stronger 
every day, if it was proper to speak of days.

The white light and the humming sound were the same 
as ever, but the cell was a little more comfortable than the 
others he had been in. There was a pillow and a mattress on 
the plank bed, and a stool to sit on. They had given him a 
bath, and they allowed him to wash himself fairly frequent-
ly in a tin basin. They even gave him warm water to wash 
with. They had given him new underclothes and a clean suit 
of overalls. They had dressed his varicose ulcer with sooth-
ing ointment. They had pulled out the remnants of his teeth 
and given him a new set of dentures.

Weeks or months must have passed. It would have been 
possible now to keep count of the passage of time, if he had 
felt any interest in doing so, since he was being fed at what 
appeared to be regular intervals. He was getting, he judged, 
three meals in the twenty-four hours; sometimes he won-
dered dimly whether he was getting them by night or by day. 
The food was surprisingly good, with meat at every third 
meal. Once there was even a packet of cigarettes. He had 
no matches, but the never-speaking guard who brought his 
food would give him a light. The first time he tried to smoke 
it made him sick, but he persevered, and spun the packet out 
for a long time, smoking half a cigarette after each meal.
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They had given him a white slate with a stump of pencil 
tied to the corner. At first he made no use of it. Even when 
he was awake he was completely torpid. Often he would lie 
from one meal to the next almost without stirring, some-
times asleep, sometimes waking into vague reveries in which 
it was too much trouble to open his eyes. He had long grown 
used to sleeping with a strong light on his face. It seemed 
to make no difference, except that one’s dreams were more 
coherent. He dreamed a great deal all through this time, 
and they were always happy dreams. He was in the Golden 
Country, or he was sitting among enormous glorious, sunlit 
ruins, with his mother, with Julia, with O’Brien—not do-
ing anything, merely sitting in the sun, talking of peaceful 
things. Such thoughts as he had when he was awake were 
mostly about his dreams. He seemed to have lost the power 
of intellectual effort, now that the stimulus of pain had been 
removed. He was not bored, he had no desire for conversa-
tion or distraction. Merely to be alone, not to be beaten or 
questioned, to have enough to eat, and to be clean all over, 
was completely satisfying.

By degrees he came to spend less time in sleep, but he still 
felt no impulse to get off the bed. All he cared for was to lie 
quiet and feel the strength gathering in his body. He would 
finger himself here and there, trying to make sure that it 
was not an illusion that his muscles were growing round-
er and his skin tauter. Finally it was established beyond a 
doubt that he was growing fatter; his thighs were now defi-
nitely thicker than his knees. After that, reluctantly at first, 
he began exercising himself regularly. In a little while he 
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could walk three kilometres, measured by pacing the cell, 
and his bowed shoulders were growing straighter. He at-
tempted more elaborate exercises, and was astonished and 
humiliated to find what things he could not do. He could 
not move out of a walk, he could not hold his stool out at 
arm’s length, he could not stand on one leg without falling 
over. He squatted down on his heels, and found that with 
agonizing pains in thigh and calf he could just lift himself 
to a standing position. He lay flat on his belly and tried to 
lift his weight by his hands. It was hopeless, he could not 
raise himself a centimetre. But after a few more days—a few 
more mealtimes—even that feat was accomplished. A time 
came when he could do it six times running. He began to 
grow actually proud of his body, and to cherish an inter-
mittent belief that his face also was growing back to normal. 
Only when he chanced to put his hand on his bald scalp did 
he remember the seamed, ruined face that had looked back 
at him out of the mirror.

His mind grew more active. He sat down on the plank 
bed, his back against the wall and the slate on his knees, 
and set to work deliberately at the task of re-educating him-
self.

He had capitulated, that was agreed. In reality, as he saw 
now, he had been ready to capitulate long before he had 
taken the decision. From the moment when he was inside 
the Ministry of Love—and yes, even during those minutes 
when he and Julia had stood helpless while the iron voice 
from the telescreen told them what to do—he had grasped 
the frivolity, the shallowness of his attempt to set himself 
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up against the power of the Party. He knew now that for 
seven years the Thought Police had watched him like a bee-
tle under a magnifying glass. There was no physical act, no 
word spoken aloud, that they had not noticed, no train of 
thought that they had not been able to infer. Even the speck 
of whitish dust on the cover of his diary they had careful-
ly replaced. They had played sound-tracks to him, shown 
him photographs. Some of them were photographs of Julia 
and himself. Yes, even... He could not fight against the Party 
any longer. Besides, the Party was in the right. It must be 
so; how could the immortal, collective brain be mistaken? 
By what external standard could you check its judgements? 
Sanity was statistical. It was merely a question of learning 
to think as they thought. Only——!

The pencil felt thick and awkward in his fingers. He be-
gan to write down the thoughts that came into his head. He 
wrote first in large clumsy capitals:

FREEDOM IS SLAVERY

Then almost without a pause he wrote beneath it:

TWO AND TWO MAKE FIVE

But then there came a sort of check. His mind, as though 
shying away from something, seemed unable to concen-
trate. He knew that he knew what came next, but for the 
moment he could not recall it. When he did recall it, it was 
only by consciously reasoning out what it must be: it did not 
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come of its own accord. He wrote:

GOD IS POWER 

He accepted everything. The past was alterable. The past 
never had been altered. Oceania was at war with Eastasia. 
Oceania had always been at war with Eastasia. Jones, Aar-
onson, and Rutherford were guilty of the crimes they were 
charged with. He had never seen the photograph that dis-
proved their guilt. It had never existed, he had invented it. 
He remembered remembering contrary things, but those 
were false memories, products of self-deception. How easy it 
all was! Only surrender, and everything else followed. It was 
like swimming against a current that swept you backwards 
however hard you struggled, and then suddenly deciding to 
turn round and go with the current instead of opposing it. 
Nothing had changed except your own attitude: the predes-
tined thing happened in any case. He hardly knew why he 
had ever rebelled. Everything was easy, except——!

Anything could be true. The so-called laws of Na-
ture were nonsense. The law of gravity was nonsense. ‘If I 
wished,’ O’Brien had said, ‘I could float off this floor like 
a soap bubble.’ Winston worked it out. ‘If he THINKS he 
floats off the floor, and if I simultaneously THINK I see 
him do it, then the thing happens.’ Suddenly, like a lump 
of submerged wreckage breaking the surface of water, the 
thought burst into his mind: ‘It doesn’t really happen. We 
imagine it. It is hallucination.’ He pushed the thought un-
der instantly. The fallacy was obvious. It presupposed that 
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somewhere or other, outside oneself, there was a ‘real’ world 
where ‘real’ things happened. But how could there be such a 
world? What knowledge have we of anything, save through 
our own minds? All happenings are in the mind. Whatever 
happens in all minds, truly happens.

He had no difficulty in disposing of the fallacy, and he 
was in no danger of succumbing to it. He realized, never-
theless, that it ought never to have occurred to him. The 
mind should develop a blind spot whenever a dangerous 
thought presented itself. The process should be automatic, 
instinctive. CRIMESTOP, they called it in Newspeak.

He set to work to exercise himself in crimestop. He pre-
sented himself with propositions—’the Party says the earth 
is flat’, ‘the party says that ice is heavier than water’—and 
trained himself in not seeing or not understanding the ar-
guments that contradicted them. It was not easy. It needed 
great powers of reasoning and improvisation. The arith-
metical problems raised, for instance, by such a statement 
as ‘two and two make five’ were beyond his intellectual 
grasp. It needed also a sort of athleticism of mind, an ability 
at one moment to make the most delicate use of logic and 
at the next to be unconscious of the crudest logical errors. 
Stupidity was as necessary as intelligence, and as difficult 
to attain.

All the while, with one part of his mind, he wondered 
how soon they would shoot him. ‘Everything depends on 
yourself,’ O’Brien had said; but he knew that there was no 
conscious act by which he could bring it nearer. It might 
be ten minutes hence, or ten years. They might keep him 
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for years in solitary confinement, they might send him to 
a labour-camp, they might release him for a while, as they 
sometimes did. It was perfectly possible that before he was 
shot the whole drama of his arrest and interrogation would 
be enacted all over again. The one certain thing was that 
death never came at an expected moment. The tradition—
the unspoken tradition: somehow you knew it, though you 
never heard it said—was that they shot you from behind; 
always in the back of the head, without warning, as you 
walked down a corridor from cell to cell.

One day—but ‘one day’ was not the right expression; just 
as probably it was in the middle of the night: once—he fell 
into a strange, blissful reverie. He was walking down the 
corridor, waiting for the bullet. He knew that it was com-
ing in another moment. Everything was settled, smoothed 
out, reconciled. There were no more doubts, no more argu-
ments, no more pain, no more fear. His body was healthy 
and strong. He walked easily, with a joy of movement and 
with a feeling of walking in sunlight. He was not any longer 
in the narrow white corridors in the Ministry of Love, he 
was in the enormous sunlit passage, a kilometre wide, down 
which he had seemed to walk in the delirium induced by 
drugs. He was in the Golden Country, following the foot-
track across the old rabbit-cropped pasture. He could feel 
the short springy turf under his feet and the gentle sun-
shine on his face. At the edge of the field were the elm trees, 
faintly stirring, and somewhere beyond that was the stream 
where the dace lay in the green pools under the willows.

Suddenly he started up with a shock of horror. The 
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sweat broke out on his backbone. He had heard himself cry 
aloud:

‘Julia! Julia! Julia, my love! Julia!’
For a moment he had had an overwhelming hallucina-

tion of her presence. She had seemed to be not merely with 
him, but inside him. It was as though she had got into the 
texture of his skin. In that moment he had loved her far 
more than he had ever done when they were together and 
free. Also he knew that somewhere or other she was still 
alive and needed his help.

He lay back on the bed and tried to compose himself. 
What had he done? How many years had he added to his 
servitude by that moment of weakness?

In another moment he would hear the tramp of boots 
outside. They could not let such an outburst go unpunished. 
They would know now, if they had not known before, that 
he was breaking the agreement he had made with them. He 
obeyed the Party, but he still hated the Party. In the old 
days he had hidden a heretical mind beneath an appear-
ance of conformity. Now he had retreated a step further: 
in the mind he had surrendered, but he had hoped to keep 
the inner heart inviolate. He knew that he was in the wrong, 
but he preferred to be in the wrong. They would understand 
that—O’Brien would understand it. It was all confessed in 
that single foolish cry.

He would have to start all over again. It might take years. 
He ran a hand over his face, trying to familiarize himself 
with the new shape. There were deep furrows in the cheeks, 
the cheekbones felt sharp, the nose flattened. Besides, since 
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last seeing himself in the glass he had been given a complete 
new set of teeth. It was not easy to preserve inscrutabili-
ty when you did not know what your face looked like. In 
any case, mere control of the features was not enough. For 
the first time he perceived that if you want to keep a secret 
you must also hide it from yourself. You must know all the 
while that it is there, but until it is needed you must never let 
it emerge into your consciousness in any shape that could 
be given a name. From now onwards he must not only think 
right; he must feel right, dream right. And all the while he 
must keep his hatred locked up inside him like a ball of 
matter which was part of himself and yet unconnected with 
the rest of him, a kind of cyst.

One day they would decide to shoot him. You could not 
tell when it would happen, but a few seconds beforehand 
it should be possible to guess. It was always from behind, 
walking down a corridor. Ten seconds would be enough. In 
that time the world inside him could turn over. And then 
suddenly, without a word uttered, without a check in his 
step, without the changing of a line in his face—suddenly 
the camouflage would be down and bang! would go the bat-
teries of his hatred. Hatred would fill him like an enormous 
roaring flame. And almost in the same instant bang! would 
go the bullet, too late, or too early. They would have blown 
his brain to pieces before they could reclaim it. The hereti-
cal thought would be unpunished, unrepented, out of their 
reach for ever. They would have blown a hole in their own 
perfection. To die hating them, that was freedom.

He shut his eyes. It was more difficult than accepting 
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an intellectual discipline. It was a question of degrading 
himself, mutilating himself. He had got to plunge into the 
filthiest of filth. What was the most horrible, sickening thing 
of all? He thought of Big Brother. The enormous face (be-
cause of constantly seeing it on posters he always thought 
of it as being a metre wide), with its heavy black moustache 
and the eyes that followed you to and fro, seemed to float 
into his mind of its own accord. What were his true feelings 
towards Big Brother?

There was a heavy tramp of boots in the passage. The 
steel door swung open with a clang. O’Brien walked into 
the cell. Behind him were the waxen-faced officer and the 
black-uniformed guards.

‘Get up,’ said O’Brien. ‘Come here.’
Winston stood opposite him. O’Brien took Winston’s 

shoulders between his strong hands and looked at him 
closely.

‘You have had thoughts of deceiving me,’ he said. ‘That 
was stupid. Stand up straighter. Look me in the face.’

He paused, and went on in a gentler tone:
‘You are improving. Intellectually there is very little 

wrong with you. It is only emotionally that you have failed 
to make progress. Tell me, Winston—and remember, no 
lies: you know that I am always able to detect a lie—tell me, 
what are your true feelings towards Big Brother?’

‘I hate him.’
‘You hate him. Good. Then the time has come for you 

to take the last step. You must love Big Brother. It is not 
enough to obey him: you must love him.’
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He released Winston with a little push towards the 
guards.

‘Room 101,’ he said.
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Chapter 5

At each stage of his imprisonment he had known, or 
seemed to know, whereabouts he was in the window-

less building. Possibly there were slight differences in the air 
pressure. The cells where the guards had beaten him were 
below ground level. The room where he had been interro-
gated by O’Brien was high up near the roof. This place was 
many metres underground, as deep down as it was possible 
to go.

It was bigger than most of the cells he had been in. But 
he hardly noticed his surroundings. All he noticed was that 
there were two small tables straight in front of him, each 
covered with green baize. One was only a metre or two 
from him, the other was further away, near the door. He 
was strapped upright in a chair, so tightly that he could 
move nothing, not even his head. A sort of pad gripped his 
head from behind, forcing him to look straight in front of 
him.

For a moment he was alone, then the door opened and 
O’Brien came in.

‘You asked me once,’ said O’Brien, ‘what was in Room 
101. I told you that you knew the answer already. Everyone 
knows it. The thing that is in Room 101 is the worst thing 
in the world.’

The door opened again. A guard came in, carrying some-
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thing made of wire, a box or basket of some kind. He set 
it down on the further table. Because of the position in 
which O’Brien was standing. Winston could not see what 
the thing was.

‘The worst thing in the world,’ said O’Brien, ‘varies from 
individual to individual. It may be burial alive, or death by 
fire, or by drowning, or by impalement, or fifty other deaths. 
There are cases where it is some quite trivial thing, not even 
fatal.’

He had moved a little to one side, so that Winston had a 
better view of the thing on the table. It was an oblong wire 
cage with a handle on top for carrying it by. Fixed to the 
front of it was something that looked like a fencing mask, 
with the concave side outwards. Although it was three or 
four metres away from him, he could see that the cage was 
divided lengthways into two compartments, and that there 
was some kind of creature in each. They were rats.

‘In your case,’ said O’Brien, ‘the worst thing in the world 
happens to be rats.’

A sort of premonitory tremor, a fear of he was not certain 
what, had passed through Winston as soon as he caught his 
first glimpse of the cage. But at this moment the meaning of 
the mask-like attachment in front of it suddenly sank into 
him. His bowels seemed to turn to water.

‘You can’t do that!’ he cried out in a high cracked voice. 
‘You couldn’t, you couldn’t! It’s impossible.’

‘Do you remember,’ said O’Brien, ‘the moment of pan-
ic that used to occur in your dreams? There was a wall of 
blackness in front of you, and a roaring sound in your ears. 
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There was something terrible on the other side of the wall. 
You knew that you knew what it was, but you dared not drag 
it into the open. It was the rats that were on the other side 
of the wall.’

‘O’Brien!’ said Winston, making an effort to control his 
voice. ‘You know this is not necessary. What is it that you 
want me to do?’

O’Brien made no direct answer. When he spoke it was 
in the schoolmasterish manner that he sometimes affected. 
He looked thoughtfully into the distance, as though he were 
addressing an audience somewhere behind Winston’s back.

‘By itself,’ he said, ‘pain is not always enough. There 
are occasions when a human being will stand out against 
pain, even to the point of death. But for everyone there is 
something unendurable—something that cannot be con-
templated. Courage and cowardice are not involved. If you 
are falling from a height it is not cowardly to clutch at a 
rope. If you have come up from deep water it is not coward-
ly to fill your lungs with air. It is merely an instinct which 
cannot be destroyed. It is the same with the rats. For you, 
they are unendurable. They are a form of pressure that you 
cannot withstand, even if you wished to. You will do what 
is required of you.’

‘But what is it, what is it? How can I do it if I don’t know 
what it is?’

O’Brien picked up the cage and brought it across to the 
nearer table. He set it down carefully on the baize cloth. 
Winston could hear the blood singing in his ears. He had the 
feeling of sitting in utter loneliness. He was in the middle 
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of a great empty plain, a flat desert drenched with sunlight, 
across which all sounds came to him out of immense dis-
tances. Yet the cage with the rats was not two metres away 
from him. They were enormous rats. They were at the age 
when a rat’s muzzle grows blunt and fierce and his fur brown 
instead of grey.

‘The rat,’ said O’Brien, still addressing his invisible audi-
ence, ‘although a rodent, is carnivorous. You are aware of 
that. You will have heard of the things that happen in the 
poor quarters of this town. In some streets a woman dare 
not leave her baby alone in the house, even for five minutes. 
The rats are certain to attack it. Within quite a small time 
they will strip it to the bones. They also attack sick or dy-
ing people. They show astonishing intelligence in knowing 
when a human being is helpless.’

There was an outburst of squeals from the cage. It seemed 
to reach Winston from far away. The rats were fighting; they 
were trying to get at each other through the partition. He 
heard also a deep groan of despair. That, too, seemed to 
come from outside himself.

O’Brien picked up the cage, and, as he did so, pressed 
something in it. There was a sharp click. Winston made 
a frantic effort to tear himself loose from the chair. It was 
hopeless; every part of him, even his head, was held im-
movably. O’Brien moved the cage nearer. It was less than a 
metre from Winston’s face.

‘I have pressed the first lever,’ said O’Brien. ‘You under-
stand the construction of this cage. The mask will fit over 
your head, leaving no exit. When I press this other lever, 
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the door of the cage will slide up. These starving brutes will 
shoot out of it like bullets. Have you ever seen a rat leap 
through the air? They will leap on to your face and bore 
straight into it. Sometimes they attack the eyes first. Some-
times they burrow through the cheeks and devour the 
tongue.’

The cage was nearer; it was closing in. Winston heard a 
succession of shrill cries which appeared to be occurring in 
the air above his head. But he fought furiously against his 
panic. To think, to think, even with a split second left—to 
think was the only hope. Suddenly the foul musty odour of 
the brutes struck his nostrils. There was a violent convul-
sion of nausea inside him, and he almost lost consciousness. 
Everything had gone black. For an instant he was insane, a 
screaming animal. Yet he came out of the blackness clutch-
ing an idea. There was one and only one way to save himself. 
He must interpose another human being, the BODY of an-
other human being, between himself and the rats.

The circle of the mask was large enough now to shut out 
the vision of anything else. The wire door was a couple of 
hand-spans from his face. The rats knew what was coming 
now. One of them was leaping up and down, the other, an 
old scaly grandfather of the sewers, stood up, with his pink 
hands against the bars, and fiercely sniffed the air. Winston 
could see the whiskers and the yellow teeth. Again the black 
panic took hold of him. He was blind, helpless, mindless.

‘It was a common punishment in Imperial China,’ said 
O’Brien as didactically as ever.

The mask was closing on his face. The wire brushed his 
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cheek. And then—no, it was not relief, only hope, a tiny 
fragment of hope. Too late, perhaps too late. But he had 
suddenly understood that in the whole world there was just 
ONE person to whom he could transfer his punishment—
ONE body that he could thrust between himself and the 
rats. And he was shouting frantically, over and over.

‘Do it to Julia! Do it to Julia! Not me! Julia! I don’t care 
what you do to her. Tear her face off, strip her to the bones. 
Not me! Julia! Not me!’

He was falling backwards, into enormous depths, away 
from the rats. He was still strapped in the chair, but he had 
fallen through the floor, through the walls of the build-
ing, through the earth, through the oceans, through the 
atmosphere, into outer space, into the gulfs between the 
stars—always away, away, away from the rats. He was light 
years distant, but O’Brien was still standing at his side. 
There was still the cold touch of wire against his cheek. But 
through the darkness that enveloped him he heard another 
metallic click, and knew that the cage door had clicked shut 
and not open.
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Chapter 6

The Chestnut Tree was almost empty. A ray of sunlight 
slanting through a window fell on dusty table-tops. It 

was the lonely hour of fifteen. A tinny music trickled from 
the telescreens.

Winston sat in his usual corner, gazing into an empty 
glass. Now and again he glanced up at a vast face which eyed 
him from the opposite wall. BIG BROTHER IS WATCH-
ING YOU, the caption said. Unbidden, a waiter came and 
filled his glass up with Victory Gin, shaking into it a few 
drops from another bottle with a quill through the cork. It 
was saccharine flavoured with cloves, the speciality of the 
cafe.

Winston was listening to the telescreen. At present only 
music was coming out of it, but there was a possibility that 
at any moment there might be a special bulletin from the 
Ministry of Peace. The news from the African front was dis-
quieting in the extreme. On and off he had been worrying 
about it all day. A Eurasian army (Oceania was at war with 
Eurasia: Oceania had always been at war with Eurasia) was 
moving southward at terrifying speed. The mid-day bulle-
tin had not mentioned any definite area, but it was probable 
that already the mouth of the Congo was a battlefield. Braz-
zaville and Leopoldville were in danger. One did not have 
to look at the map to see what it meant. It was not merely 
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a question of losing Central Africa: for the first time in the 
whole war, the territory of Oceania itself was menaced.

A violent emotion, not fear exactly but a sort of undif-
ferentiated excitement, flared up in him, then faded again. 
He stopped thinking about the war. In these days he could 
never fix his mind on any one subject for more than a few 
moments at a time. He picked up his glass and drained it 
at a gulp. As always, the gin made him shudder and even 
retch slightly. The stuff was horrible. The cloves and sac-
charine, themselves disgusting enough in their sickly way, 
could not disguise the flat oily smell; and what was worst 
of all was that the smell of gin, which dwelt with him night 
and day, was inextricably mixed up in his mind with the 
smell of those——

He never named them, even in his thoughts, and so 
far as it was possible he never visualized them. They were 
something that he was half-aware of, hovering close to his 
face, a smell that clung to his nostrils. As the gin rose in 
him he belched through purple lips. He had grown fatter 
since they released him, and had regained his old colour—
indeed, more than regained it. His features had thickened, 
the skin on nose and cheekbones was coarsely red, even 
the bald scalp was too deep a pink. A waiter, again unbid-
den, brought the chessboard and the current issue of ‘The 
Times’, with the page turned down at the chess problem. 
Then, seeing that Winston’s glass was empty, he brought the 
gin bottle and filled it. There was no need to give orders. 
They knew his habits. The chessboard was always waiting 
for him, his corner table was always reserved; even when 
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the place was full he had it to himself, since nobody cared 
to be seen sitting too close to him. He never even bothered 
to count his drinks. At irregular intervals they presented 
him with a dirty slip of paper which they said was the bill, 
but he had the impression that they always undercharged 
him. It would have made no difference if it had been the 
other way about. He had always plenty of money nowadays. 
He even had a job, a sinecure, more highly-paid than his old 
job had been.

The music from the telescreen stopped and a voice took 
over. Winston raised his head to listen. No bulletins from 
the front, however. It was merely a brief announcement 
from the Ministry of Plenty. In the preceding quarter, it ap-
peared, the Tenth Three-Year Plan’s quota for bootlaces had 
been overfulfilled by 98 per cent.

He examined the chess problem and set out the pieces. It 
was a tricky ending, involving a couple of knights. ‘White to 
play and mate in two moves.’ Winston looked up at the por-
trait of Big Brother. White always mates, he thought with a 
sort of cloudy mysticism. Always, without exception, it is so 
arranged. In no chess problem since the beginning of the 
world has black ever won. Did it not symbolize the eternal, 
unvarying triumph of Good over Evil? The huge face gazed 
back at him, full of calm power. White always mates.

The voice from the telescreen paused and added in a dif-
ferent and much graver tone: ‘You are warned to stand by 
for an important announcement at fifteen-thirty. Fifteen-
thirty! This is news of the highest importance. Take care 
not to miss it. Fifteen-thirty!’ The tinkling music struck up 
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again.
Winston’s heart stirred. That was the bulletin from the 

front; instinct told him that it was bad news that was com-
ing. All day, with little spurts of excitement, the thought 
of a smashing defeat in Africa had been in and out of his 
mind. He seemed actually to see the Eurasian army swarm-
ing across the never-broken frontier and pouring down 
into the tip of Africa like a column of ants. Why had it not 
been possible to outflank them in some way? The outline of 
the West African coast stood out vividly in his mind. He 
picked up the white knight and moved it across the board. 
THERE was the proper spot. Even while he saw the black 
horde racing southward he saw another force, mysteriously 
assembled, suddenly planted in their rear, cutting their co-
munications by land and sea. He felt that by willing it he 
was bringing that other force into existence. But it was nec-
essary to act quickly. If they could get control of the whole 
of Africa, if they had airfields and submarine bases at the 
Cape, it would cut Oceania in two. It might mean anything: 
defeat, breakdown, the redivision of the world, the destruc-
tion of the Party! He drew a deep breath. An extraordinary 
medley of feeling—but it was not a medley, exactly; rather it 
was successive layers of feeling, in which one could not say 
which layer was undermost—struggled inside him.

The spasm passed. He put the white knight back in its 
place, but for the moment he could not settle down to se-
rious study of the chess problem. His thoughts wandered 
again. Almost unconsciously he traced with his finger in 
the dust on the table:
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2+2=5 

‘They can’t get inside you,’ she had said. But they could 
get inside you. ‘What happens to you here is FOR EVER,’ 
O’Brien had said. That was a true word. There were things, 
your own acts, from which you could never recover. Some-
thing was killed in your breast: burnt out, cauterized out.

He had seen her; he had even spoken to her. There was 
no danger in it. He knew as though instinctively that they 
now took almost no interest in his doings. He could have 
arranged to meet her a second time if either of them had 
wanted to. Actually it was by chance that they had met. It 
was in the Park, on a vile, biting day in March, when the 
earth was like iron and all the grass seemed dead and there 
was not a bud anywhere except a few crocuses which had 
pushed themselves up to be dismembered by the wind. He 
was hurrying along with frozen hands and watering eyes 
when he saw her not ten metres away from him. It struck 
him at once that she had changed in some ill-defined way. 
They almost passed one another without a sign, then he 
turned and followed her, not very eagerly. He knew that 
there was no danger, nobody would take any interest in him. 
She did not speak. She walked obliquely away across the 
grass as though trying to get rid of him, then seemed to re-
sign herself to having him at her side. Presently they were in 
among a clump of ragged leafless shrubs, useless either for 
concealment or as protection from the wind. They halted. 
It was vilely cold. The wind whistled through the twigs and 
fretted the occasional, dirty-looking crocuses. He put his 
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arm round her waist.
There was no telescreen, but there must be hidden 

microphones: besides, they could be seen. It did not mat-
ter, nothing mattered. They could have lain down on the 
ground and done THAT if they had wanted to. His flesh 
froze with horror at the thought of it. She made no response 
whatever to the clasp of his arm; she did not even try to dis-
engage herself. He knew now what had changed in her. Her 
face was sallower, and there was a long scar, partly hidden 
by the hair, across her forehead and temple; but that was not 
the change. It was that her waist had grown thicker, and, in 
a surprising way, had stiffened. He remembered how once, 
after the explosion of a rocket bomb, he had helped to drag 
a corpse out of some ruins, and had been astonished not 
only by the incredible weight of the thing, but by its rigidity 
and awkwardness to handle, which made it seem more like 
stone than flesh. Her body felt like that. It occurred to him 
that the texture of her skin would be quite different from 
what it had once been.

He did not attempt to kiss her, nor did they speak. As they 
walked back across the grass, she looked directly at him for 
the first time. It was only a momentary glance, full of con-
tempt and dislike. He wondered whether it was a dislike that 
came purely out of the past or whether it was inspired also 
by his bloated face and the water that the wind kept squeez-
ing from his eyes. They sat down on two iron chairs, side by 
side but not too close together. He saw that she was about 
to speak. She moved her clumsy shoe a few centimetres and 
deliberately crushed a twig. Her feet seemed to have grown 
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broader, he noticed.
‘I betrayed you,’ she said baldly.
‘I betrayed you,’ he said.
She gave him another quick look of dislike.
‘Sometimes,’ she said, ‘they threaten you with something 

something you can’t stand up to, can’t even think about. 
And then you say, ‘Don’t do it to me, do it to somebody 
else, do it to so-and-so.’ And perhaps you might pretend, 
afterwards, that it was only a trick and that you just said it 
to make them stop and didn’t really mean it. But that isn’t 
true. At the time when it happens you do mean it. You think 
there’s no other way of saving yourself, and you’re quite 
ready to save yourself that way. You WANT it to happen to 
the other person. You don’t give a damn what they suffer. 
All you care about is yourself.’

‘All you care about is yourself,’ he echoed.
‘And after that, you don’t feel the same towards the other 

person any longer.’
‘No,’ he said, ‘you don’t feel the same.’
There did not seem to be anything more to say. The wind 

plastered their thin overalls against their bodies. Almost at 
once it became embarrassing to sit there in silence: besides, 
it was too cold to keep still. She said something about catch-
ing her Tube and stood up to go.

‘We must meet again,’ he said.
‘Yes,’ she said, ‘we must meet again.’
He followed irresolutely for a little distance, half a pace 

behind her. They did not speak again. She did not actually 
try to shake him off, but walked at just such a speed as to 
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prevent his keeping abreast of her. He had made up his mind 
that he would accompany her as far as the Tube station, but 
suddenly this process of trailing along in the cold seemed 
pointless and unbearable. He was overwhelmed by a desire 
not so much to get away from Julia as to get back to the 
Chestnut Tree Cafe, which had never seemed so attractive 
as at this moment. He had a nostalgic vision of his corner 
table, with the newspaper and the chessboard and the ever-
flowing gin. Above all, it would be warm in there. The next 
moment, not altogether by accident, he allowed himself to 
become separated from her by a small knot of people. He 
made a halfhearted attempt to catch up, then slowed down, 
turned, and made off in the opposite direction. When he 
had gone fifty metres he looked back. The street was not 
crowded, but already he could not distinguish her. Any one 
of a dozen hurrying figures might have been hers. Perhaps 
her thickened, stiffened body was no longer recognizable 
from behind.

‘At the time when it happens,’ she had said, ‘you do mean 
it.’ He had meant it. He had not merely said it, he had wished 
it. He had wished that she and not he should be delivered 
over to the——

Something changed in the music that trickled from the 
telescreen. A cracked and jeering note, a yellow note, came 
into it. And then—perhaps it was not happening, perhaps 
it was only a memory taking on the semblance of sound—a 
voice was singing:

‘Under the spreading chestnut tree  
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I sold you and you sold me——’

The tears welled up in his eyes. A passing waiter noticed 
that his glass was empty and came back with the gin bottle.

He took up his glass and sniffed at it. The stuff grew 
not less but more horrible with every mouthful he drank. 
But it had become the element he swam in. It was his life, 
his death, and his resurrection. It was gin that sank him 
into stupor every night, and gin that revived him every 
morning. When he woke, seldom before eleven hundred, 
with gummed-up eyelids and fiery mouth and a back that 
seemed to be broken, it would have been impossible even 
to rise from the horizontal if it had not been for the bottle 
and teacup placed beside the bed overnight. Through the 
midday hours he sat with glazed face, the bottle handy, lis-
tening to the telescreen. From fifteen to closing-time he 
was a fixture in the Chestnut Tree. No one cared what he 
did any longer, no whistle woke him, no telescreen admon-
ished him. Occasionally, perhaps twice a week, he went to a 
dusty, forgotten-looking office in the Ministry of Truth and 
did a little work, or what was called work. He had been ap-
pointed to a sub-committee of a sub-committee which had 
sprouted from one of the innumerable committees dealing 
with minor difficulties that arose in the compilation of the 
Eleventh Edition of the Newspeak Dictionary. They were 
engaged in producing something called an Interim Report, 
but what it was that they were reporting on he had never 
definitely found out. It was something to do with the ques-
tion of whether commas should be placed inside brackets, 
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or outside. There were four others on the committee, all of 
them persons similar to himself. There were days when they 
assembled and then promptly dispersed again, frankly ad-
mitting to one another that there was not really anything to 
be done. But there were other days when they settled down 
to their work almost eagerly, making a tremendous show 
of entering up their minutes and drafting long memoranda 
which were never finished—when the argument as to what 
they were supposedly arguing about grew extraordinarily 
involved and abstruse, with subtle haggling over definitions, 
enormous digressions, quarrels—threats, even, to appeal to 
higher authority. And then suddenly the life would go out 
of them and they would sit round the table looking at one 
another with extinct eyes, like ghosts fading at cock-crow.

The telescreen was silent for a moment. Winston raised 
his head again. The bulletin! But no, they were merely 
changing the music. He had the map of Africa behind his 
eyelids. The movement of the armies was a diagram: a black 
arrow tearing vertically southward, and a white arrow hori-
zontally eastward, across the tail of the first. As though for 
reassurance he looked up at the imperturbable face in the 
portrait. Was it conceivable that the second arrow did not 
even exist?

His interest flagged again. He drank another mouthful of 
gin, picked up the white knight and made a tentative move. 
Check. But it was evidently not the right move, because——

Uncalled, a memory floated into his mind. He saw a 
candle-lit room with a vast white-counterpaned bed, and 
himself, a boy of nine or ten, sitting on the floor, shaking 
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a dice-box, and laughing excitedly. His mother was sitting 
opposite him and also laughing.

It must have been about a month before she disappeared. 
It was a moment of reconciliation, when the nagging hun-
ger in his belly was forgotten and his earlier affection for 
her had temporarily revived. He remembered the day well, 
a pelting, drenching day when the water streamed down 
the window-pane and the light indoors was too dull to read 
by. The boredom of the two children in the dark, cramped 
bedroom became unbearable. Winston whined and griz-
zled, made futile demands for food, fretted about the room 
pulling everything out of place and kicking the wainscot-
ing until the neighbours banged on the wall, while the 
younger child wailed intermittently. In the end his mother 
said, ‘Now be good, and I’Il buy you a toy. A lovely toy—
you’ll love it’; and then she had gone out in the rain, to a 
little general shop which was still sporadically open nearby, 
and came back with a cardboard box containing an outfit 
of Snakes and Ladders. He could still remember the smell 
of the damp cardboard. It was a miserable outfit. The board 
was cracked and the tiny wooden dice were so ill-cut that 
they would hardly lie on their sides. Winston looked at the 
thing sulkily and without interest. But then his mother lit a 
piece of candle and they sat down on the floor to play. Soon 
he was wildly excited and shouting with laughter as the tid-
dly-winks climbed hopefully up the ladders and then came 
slithering down the snakes again, almost to the starting-
point. They played eight games, winning four each. His tiny 
sister, too young to understand what the game was about, 
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had sat propped up against a bolster, laughing because the 
others were laughing. For a whole afternoon they had all 
been happy together, as in his earlier childhood.

He pushed the picture out of his mind. It was a false 
memory. He was troubled by false memories occasionally. 
They did not matter so long as one knew them for what they 
were. Some things had happened, others had not happened. 
He turned back to the chessboard and picked up the white 
knight again. Almost in the same instant it dropped on to 
the board with a clatter. He had started as though a pin had 
run into him.

A shrill trumpet-call had pierced the air. It was the bul-
letin! Victory! It always meant victory when a trumpet-call 
preceded the news. A sort of electric drill ran through the 
cafe. Even the waiters had started and pricked up their 
ears.

The trumpet-call had let loose an enormous volume of 
noise. Already an excited voice was gabbling from the tele-
screen, but even as it started it was almost drowned by a 
roar of cheering from outside. The news had run round the 
streets like magic. He could hear just enough of what was 
issuing from the telescreen to realize that it had all hap-
pened, as he had foreseen; a vast seaborne armada had 
secretly assembled a sudden blow in the enemy’s rear, the 
white arrow tearing across the tail of the black. Fragments 
of triumphant phrases pushed themselves through the din: 
‘Vast strategic manoeuvre—perfect co-ordination—utter 
rout—half a million prisoners—complete demoraliza-
tion—control of the whole of Africa—bring the war within 
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measurable distance of its end—victory—greatest victory 
in human history—victory, victory, victory!’

Under the table Winston’s feet made convulsive move-
ments. He had not stirred from his seat, but in his mind 
he was running, swiftly running, he was with the crowds 
outside, cheering himself deaf. He looked up again at the 
portrait of Big Brother. The colossus that bestrode the 
world! The rock against which the hordes of Asia dashed 
themselves in vain! He thought how ten minutes ago—yes, 
only ten minutes—there had still been equivocation in 
his heart as he wondered whether the news from the front 
would be of victory or defeat. Ah, it was more than a Eur-
asian army that had perished! Much had changed in him 
since that first day in the Ministry of Love, but the final, in-
dispensable, healing change had never happened, until this 
moment.

The voice from the telescreen was still pouring forth its 
tale of prisoners and booty and slaughter, but the shouting 
outside had died down a little. The waiters were turning 
back to their work. One of them approached with the gin 
bottle. Winston, sitting in a blissful dream, paid no at-
tention as his glass was filled up. He was not running or 
cheering any longer. He was back in the Ministry of Love, 
with everything forgiven, his soul white as snow. He was in 
the public dock, confessing everything, implicating every-
body. He was walking down the white-tiled corridor, with 
the feeling of walking in sunlight, and an armed guard at 
his back. The long-hoped-for bullet was entering his brain.

He gazed up at the enormous face. Forty years it had tak-
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en him to learn what kind of smile was hidden beneath the 
dark moustache. O cruel, needless misunderstanding! O 
stubborn, self-willed exile from the loving breast! Two gin-
scented tears trickled down the sides of his nose. But it was 
all right, everything was all right, the struggle was finished. 
He had won the victory over himself. He loved Big Brother.

THE END
APPENDIX.
The Principles of Newspeak
Newspeak was the official language of Oceania and 

had been devised to meet the ideological needs of Ingsoc, 
or English Socialism. In the year 1984 there was not as yet 
anyone who used Newspeak as his sole means of commu-
nication, either in speech or writing. The leading articles 
in ‘The Times’ were written in it, but this was a TOUR DE 
FORCE which could only be carried out by a specialist. It 
was expected that Newspeak would have finally supersed-
ed Oldspeak (or Standard English, as we should call it) by 
about the year 2050. Meanwhile it gained ground steadi-
ly, all Party members tending to use Newspeak words and 
grammatical constructions more and more in their every-
day speech. The version in use in 1984, and embodied in the 
Ninth and Tenth Editions of the Newspeak Dictionary, was 
a provisional one, and contained many superfluous words 
and archaic formations which were due to be suppressed 
later. It is with the final, perfected version, as embodied in 
the Eleventh Edition of the Dictionary, that we are con-
cerned here.

The purpose of Newspeak was not only to provide a 
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medium of expression for the world-view and mental hab-
its proper to the devotees of Ingsoc, but to make all other 
modes of thought impossible. It was intended that when 
Newspeak had been adopted once and for all and Oldspeak 
forgotten, a heretical thought—that is, a thought diverging 
from the principles of Ingsoc—should be literally unthink-
able, at least so far as thought is dependent on words. Its 
vocabulary was so constructed as to give exact and of-
ten very subtle expression to every meaning that a Party 
member could properly wish to express, while excluding 
all other meanings and also the possibility of arriving at 
them by indirect methods. This was done partly by the 
invention of new words, but chiefly by eliminating unde-
sirable words and by stripping such words as remained of 
unorthodox meanings, and so far as possible of all second-
ary meanings whatever. To give a single example. The word 
FREE still existed in Newspeak, but it could only be used in 
such statements as ‘This dog is free from lice’ or ‘This field 
is free from weeds’. It could not be used in its old sense of 
‘politically free’ or ‘intellectually free’ since political and in-
tellectual freedom no longer existed even as concepts, and 
were therefore of necessity nameless. Quite apart from the 
suppression of definitely heretical words, reduction of vo-
cabulary was regarded as an end in itself, and no word that 
could be dispensed with was allowed to survive. Newspeak 
was designed not to extend but to DIMINISH the range of 
thought, and this purpose was indirectly assisted by cutting 
the choice of words down to a minimum.

Newspeak was founded on the English language as we 
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now know it, though many Newspeak sentences, even when 
not containing newly-created words, would be barely intel-
ligible to an English-speaker of our own day. Newspeak 
words were divided into three distinct classes, known as 
the A vocabulary, the B vocabulary (also called compound 
words), and the C vocabulary. It will be simpler to discuss 
each class separately, but the grammatical peculiarities of 
the language can be dealt with in the section devoted to the 
A vocabulary, since the same rules held good for all three 
categories.

THE A VOCABULARY. The A vocabulary consisted 
of the words needed for the business of everyday life—for 
such things as eating, drinking, working, putting on one’s 
clothes, going up and down stairs, riding in vehicles, garden-
ing, cooking, and the like. It was composed almost entirely 
of words that we already possess words like HIT, RUN, 
DOG, TREE, SUGAR, HOUSE, FIELD—but in compari-
son with the present-day English vocabulary their number 
was extremely small, while their meanings were far more 
rigidly defined. All ambiguities and shades of meaning had 
been purged out of them. So far as it could be achieved, a 
Newspeak word of this class was simply a staccato sound 
expressing ONE clearly understood concept. It would have 
been quite impossible to use the A vocabulary for literary 
purposes or for political or philosophical discussion. It was 
intended only to express simple, purposive thoughts, usu-
ally involving concrete objects or physical actions.

The grammar of Newspeak had two outstanding pe-
culiarities. The first of these was an almost complete 
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interchangeability between different parts of speech. Any 
word in the language (in principle this applied even to very 
abstract words such as IF or WHEN) could be used either 
as verb, noun, adjective, or adverb. Between the verb and 
the noun form, when they were of the same root, there was 
never any variation, this rule of itself involving the de-
struction of many archaic forms. The word THOUGHT, 
for example, did not exist in Newspeak. Its place was tak-
en by THINK, which did duty for both noun and verb. No 
etymological principle was followed here: in some cases it 
was the original noun that was chosen for retention, in oth-
er cases the verb. Even where a noun and verb of kindred 
meaning were not etymologically connected, one or other 
of them was frequently suppressed. There was, for example, 
no such word as CUT, its meaning being sufficiently cov-
ered by the noun-verb KNIFE. Adjectives were formed by 
adding the suffix -FUL to the noun-verb, and adverbs by 
adding -WISE. Thus for example, SPEEDFUL meant ‘rapid’ 
and SPEEDWISE meant ‘quickly’. Certain of our present-
day adjectives, such as GOOD, STRONG, BIG, BLACK, 
SOFT, were retained, but their total number was very small. 
There was little need for them, since almost any adjectival 
meaning could be arrived at by adding -FUL to a noun-verb. 
None of the now-existing adverbs was retained, except for a 
very few already ending in -WISE: the -WISE termination 
was invariable. The word WELL, for example, was replaced 
by GOODWISE.

In addition, any word—this again applied in principle 
to every word in the language—could be negatived by add-
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ing the affix UN-, or could be strengthened by the affix 
PLUS-, or, for still greater emphasis, DOUBLEPLUS-. Thus, 
for example, UNCOLD meant ‘warm’, while PLUSCOLD 
and DOUBLEPLUSCOLD meant, respectively, ‘very cold’ 
and ‘superlatively cold’. It was also possible, as in present-
day English, to modify the meaning of almost any word by 
prepositional affixes such as ANTE-, POST-, UP-, DOWN-, 
etc. By such methods it was found possible to bring about 
an enormous diminution of vocabulary. Given, for instance, 
the word GOOD, there was no need for such a word as BAD, 
since the required meaning was equally well—indeed, bet-
ter—expressed by UNGOOD. All that was necessary, in 
any case where two words formed a natural pair of oppo-
sites, was to decide which of them to suppress. DARK, for 
example, could be replaced by UNLIGHT, or LIGHT by 
UNDARK, according to preference.

The second distinguishing mark of Newspeak gram-
mar was its regularity. Subject to a few exceptions which 
are mentioned below all inflexions followed the same rules. 
Thus, in all verbs the preterite and the past participle were 
the same and ended in -ED. The preterite of STEAL was 
STEALED, the preterite of THINK was THINKED, and 
so on throughout the language, all such forms as SWAM, 
GAVE, BROUGHT, SPOKE, TAKEN, etc., being abolished. 
All plurals were made by adding -S or -ES as the case might 
be. The plurals OF MAN, OX, LIFE, were MANS, OXES, 
LIFES. Comparison of adjectives was invariably made by 
adding -ER, -EST (GOOD, GOODER, GOODEST), ir-
regular forms and the MORE, MOST formation being 
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suppressed.
The only classes of words that were still allowed to inflect 

irregularly were the pronouns, the relatives, the demonstra-
tive adjectives, and the auxiliary verbs. All of these followed 
their ancient usage, except that WHOM had been scrapped 
as unnecessary, and the SHALL, SHOULD tenses had been 
dropped, all their uses being covered by WILL and WOULD. 
There were also certain irregularities in word-formation 
arising out of the need for rapid and easy speech. A word 
which was difficult to utter, or was liable to be incorrectly 
heard, was held to be ipso facto a bad word; occasionally 
therefore, for the sake of euphony, extra letters were insert-
ed into a word or an archaic formation was retained. But 
this need made itself felt chiefly in connexion with the B 
vocabulary. WHY so great an importance was attached to 
ease of pronunciation will be made clear later in this essay.

THE B VOCABULARY. The B vocabulary consisted of 
words which had been deliberately constructed for political 
purposes: words, that is to say, which not only had in every 
case a political implication, but were intended to impose 
a desirable mental attitude upon the person using them. 
Without a full understanding of the principles of Ingsoc 
it was difficult to use these words correctly. In some cases 
they could be translated into Oldspeak, or even into words 
taken from the A vocabulary, but this usually demanded 
a long paraphrase and always involved the loss of certain 
overtones. The B words were a sort of verbal shorthand, of-
ten packing whole ranges of ideas into a few syllables, and 
at the same time more accurate and forcible than ordinary 
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language.
The B words were in all cases compound words. [Com-

pound words such as SPEAKWRITE, were of course to be 
found in the A vocabulary, but these were merely convenient 
abbreviations and had no special ideologcal colour.] They 
consisted of two or more words, or portions of words, weld-
ed together in an easily pronounceable form. The resulting 
amalgam was always a noun-verb, and inflected according 
to the ordinary rules. To take a single example: the word 
GOODTHINK, meaning, very roughly, ‘orthodoxy’, or, if 
one chose to regard it as a verb, ‘to think in an orthodox 
manner’. This inflected as follows: noun-verb, GOOD-
THINK; past tense and past participle, GOODTHINKED; 
present participle, GOOD-THINKING; adjective, GOOD-
THINKFUL; adverb, GOODTHINKWISE; verbal noun, 
GOODTHINKER.

The B words were not constructed on any etymological 
plan. The words of which they were made up could be any 
parts of speech, and could be placed in any order and muti-
lated in any way which made them easy to pronounce while 
indicating their derivation. In the word CRIMETHINK 
(thoughtcrime), for instance, the THINK came second, 
whereas in THINKPOL (Thought Police) it came first, 
and in the latter word POLICE had lost its second syllable. 
Because of the great difficulty in securing euphony, irregu-
lar formations were commoner in the B vocabulary than 
in the A vocabulary. For example, the adjective forms of 
MINITRUE, MINIPAX, and MINILUV were, respectively, 
MINITRUTHFUL, MINIPEACEFUL, and MINILOVELY, 
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simply because -TRUEFUL, -PAXFUL, and -LOVEFUL 
were slightly awkward to pronounce. In principle, however, 
all B words could inflect, and all inflected in exactly the 
same way.

Some of the B words had highly subtilized meanings, 
barely intelligible to anyone who had not mastered the 
language as a whole. Consider, for example, such a typical 
sentence from a ‘Times’ leading article as OLDTHINKERS 
UNBELLYFEEL INGSOC. The shortest rendering that one 
could make of this in Oldspeak would be: ‘Those whose 
ideas were formed before the Revolution cannot have a full 
emotional understanding of the principles of English So-
cialism.’ But this is not an adequate translation. To begin 
with, in order to grasp the full meaning of the Newspeak 
sentence quoted above, one would have to have a clear idea 
of what is meant by INGSOC. And in addition, only a per-
son thoroughly grounded in Ingsoc could appreciate the 
full force of the word BELLYFEEL, which implied a blind, 
enthusiastic acceptance difficult to imagine today; or of the 
word OLDTHINK, which was inextricably mixed up with 
the idea of wickedness and decadence. But the special func-
tion of certain Newspeak words, of which OLDTHINK 
was one, was not so much to express meanings as to de-
stroy them. These words, necessarily few in number, had 
had their meanings extended until they contained within 
themselves whole batteries of words which, as they were 
sufficiently covered by a single comprehensive term, could 
now be scrapped and forgotten. The greatest difficulty fac-
ing the compilers of the Newspeak Dictionary was not to 
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invent new words, but, having invented them, to make sure 
what they meant: to make sure, that is to say, what ranges of 
words they cancelled by their existence.

As we have already seen in the case of the word FREE, 
words which had once borne a heretical meaning were 
sometimes retained for the sake of convenience, but only 
with the undesirable meanings purged out of them. Count-
less other words such as HONOUR, JUSTICE, MORALITY, 
INTERNATIONALISM, DEMOCRACY, SCIENCE, and 
RELIGION had simply ceased to exist. A few blanket words 
covered them, and, in covering them, abolished them. All 
words grouping themselves round the concepts of liber-
ty and equality, for instance, were contained in the single 
word CRIMETHINK, while all words grouping themselves 
round the concepts of objectivity and rationalism were 
contained in the single word OLDTHINK. Greater preci-
sion would have been dangerous. What was required in a 
Party member was an outlook similar to that of the ancient 
Hebrew who knew, without knowing much else, that all na-
tions other than his own worshipped ‘false gods’. He did 
not need to know that these gods were called Baal, Osiris, 
Moloch, Ashtaroth, and the like: probably the less he knew 
about them the better for his orthodoxy. He knew Jehovah 
and the commandments of Jehovah: he knew, therefore, 
that all gods with other names or other attributes were false 
gods. In somewhat the same way, the party member knew 
what constituted right conduct, and in exceedingly vague, 
generalized terms he knew what kinds of departure from 
it were possible. His sexual life, for example, was entirely 
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regulated by the two Newspeak words SEXCRIME (sex-
ual immorality) and GOODSEX (chastity). SEXCRIME 
covered all sexual misdeeds whatever. It covered fornica-
tion, adultery, homosexuality, and other perversions, and, 
in addition, normal intercourse practised for its own sake. 
There was no need to enumerate them separately, since they 
were all equally culpable, and, in principle, all punishable 
by death. In the C vocabulary, which consisted of scientific 
and technical words, it might be necessary to give special-
ized names to certain sexual aberrations, but the ordinary 
citizen had no need of them. He knew what was meant by 
GOODSEX—that is to say, normal intercourse between 
man and wife, for the sole purpose of begetting children, 
and without physical pleasure on the part of the woman: all 
else was SEXCRIME. In Newspeak it was seldom possible to 
follow a heretical thought further than the perception that 
it WAS heretical: beyond that point the necessary words 
were nonexistent.

No word in the B vocabulary was ideologically neutral. 
A great many were euphemisms. Such words, for instance, 
as JOYCAMP (forced-labour camp) or MINIPAX Minis-
try of Peace, i.e. Ministry of War) meant almost the exact 
opposite of what they appeared to mean. Some words, on 
the other hand, displayed a frank and contemptuous un-
derstanding of the real nature of Oceanic society. An 
example was PROLEFEED, meaning the rubbishy enter-
tainment and spurious news which the Party handed out 
to the masses. Other words, again, were ambivalent, hav-
ing the connotation ‘good’ when applied to the Party and 
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‘bad’ when applied to its enemies. But in addition there were 
great numbers of words which at first sight appeared to be 
mere abbreviations and which derived their ideological co-
lour not from their meaning, but from their structure.

So far as it could be contrived, everything that had or 
might have political significance of any kind was fitted into 
the B vocabulary. The name of every organization, or body 
of people, or doctrine, or country, or institution, or public 
building, was invariably cut down into the familiar shape; 
that is, a single easily pronounced word with the smallest 
number of syllables that would preserve the original deri-
vation. In the Ministry of Truth, for example, the Records 
Department, in which Winston Smith worked, was called 
RECDEP, the Fiction Department was called FICDEP, the 
Teleprogrammes Department was called TELEDEP, and so 
on. This was not done solely with the object of saving time. 
Even in the early decades of the twentieth century, tele-
scoped words and phrases had been one of the characteristic 
features of political language; and it had been noticed that 
the tendency to use abbreviations of this kind was most 
marked in totalitarian countries and totalitarian organi-
zations. Examples were such words as NAZI, GESTAPO, 
COMINTERN, INPRECORR, AGITPROP. In the begin-
ning the practice had been adopted as it were instinctively, 
but in Newspeak it was used with a conscious purpose. It 
was perceived that in thus abbreviating a name one nar-
rowed and subtly altered its meaning, by cutting out most of 
the associations that would otherwise cling to it. The words 
COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL, for instance, call up 
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a composite picture of universal human brotherhood, red 
flags, barricades, Karl Marx, and the Paris Commune. The 
word COMINTERN, on the other hand, suggests merely a 
tightly-knit organization and a well-defined body of doc-
trine. It refers to something almost as easily recognized, 
and as limited in purpose, as a chair or a table. COMIN-
TERN is a word that can be uttered almost without taking 
thought, whereas COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL is 
a phrase over which one is obliged to linger at least mo-
mentarily. In the same way, the associations called up by a 
word like MINITRUE are fewer and more controllable than 
those called up by MINISTRY OF TRUTH. This accounted 
not only for the habit of abbreviating whenever possible, but 
also for the almost exaggerated care that was taken to make 
every word easily pronounceable.

In Newspeak, euphony outweighed every consideration 
other than exactitude of meaning. Regularity of grammar 
was always sacrificed to it when it seemed necessary. And 
rightly so, since what was required, above all for political 
purposes, was short clipped words of unmistakable mean-
ing which could be uttered rapidly and which roused the 
minimum of echoes in the speaker’s mind. The words of the 
B vocabulary even gained in force from the fact that nearly 
all of them were very much alike. Almost invariably these 
words—GOODTHINK, MINIPAX, PROLEFEED, SEX-
CRIME, JOYCAMP, INGSOC, BELLYFEEL, THINKPOL, 
and countless others—were words of two or three syllables, 
with the stress distributed equally between the first syllable 
and the last. The use of them encouraged a gabbling style of 
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speech, at once staccato and monotonous. And this was ex-
actly what was aimed at. The intention was to make speech, 
and especially speech on any subject not ideologically neu-
tral, as nearly as possible independent of consciousness. For 
the purposes of everyday life it was no doubt necessary, or 
sometimes necessary, to reflect before speaking, but a Party 
member called upon to make a political or ethical judge-
ment should be able to spray forth the correct opinions as 
automatically as a machine gun spraying forth bullets. His 
training fitted him to do this, the language gave him an al-
most foolproof instrument, and the texture of the words, 
with their harsh sound and a certain wilful ugliness which 
was in accord with the spirit of Ingsoc, assisted the process 
still further.

So did the fact of having very few words to choose from. 
Relative to our own, the Newspeak vocabulary was tiny, 
and new ways of reducing it were constantly being devised. 
Newspeak, indeed, differed from most all other languages 
in that its vocabulary grew smaller instead of larger every 
year. Each reduction was a gain, since the smaller the area 
of choice, the smaller the temptation to take thought. Ulti-
mately it was hoped to make articulate speech issue from 
the larynx without involving the higher brain centres at 
all. This aim was frankly admitted in the Newspeak word 
DUCKSPEAK, meaning ‘to quack like a duck’. Like various 
other words in the B vocabulary, DUCKSPEAK was ambiv-
alent in meaning. Provided that the opinions which were 
quacked out were orthodox ones, it implied nothing but 
praise, and when ‘The Times’ referred to one of the orators 
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of the Party as a DOUBLEPLUSGOOD DUCKSPEAKER it 
was paying a warm and valued compliment.

THE C VOCABULARY. The C vocabulary was supple-
mentary to the others and consisted entirely of scientific 
and technical terms. These resembled the scientific terms 
in use today, and were constructed from the same roots, but 
the usual care was taken to define them rigidly and strip 
them of undesirable meanings. They followed the same 
grammatical rules as the words in the other two vocabu-
laries. Very few of the C words had any currency either in 
everyday speech or in political speech. Any scientific work-
er or technician could find all the words he needed in the 
list devoted to his own speciality, but he seldom had more 
than a smattering of the words occurring in the other lists. 
Only a very few words were common to all lists, and there 
was no vocabulary expressing the function of Science as a 
habit of mind, or a method of thought, irrespective of its 
particular branches. There was, indeed, no word for ‘Sci-
ence’, any meaning that it could possibly bear being already 
sufficiently covered by the word INGSOC.

From the foregoing account it will be seen that in New-
speak the expression of unorthodox opinions, above a very 
low level, was well-nigh impossible. It was of course pos-
sible to utter heresies of a very crude kind, a species of 
blasphemy. It would have been possible, for example, to say 
BIG BROTHER IS UNGOOD. But this statement, which 
to an orthodox ear merely conveyed a self-evident absur-
dity, could not have been sustained by reasoned argument, 
because the necessary words were not available. Ideas inim-
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ical to Ingsoc could only be entertained in a vague wordless 
form, and could only be named in very broad terms which 
lumped together and condemned whole groups of heresies 
without defining them in doing so. One could, in fact, only 
use Newspeak for unorthodox purposes by illegitimately 
translating some of the words back into Oldspeak. For ex-
ample, ALL MANS ARE EQUAL was a possible Newspeak 
sentence, but only in the same sense in which ALL MEN 
ARE REDHAIRED is a possible Oldspeak sentence. It did 
not contain a grammatical error, but it expressed a palpa-
ble untruth—i.e. that all men are of equal size, weight, or 
strength. The concept of political equality no longer existed, 
and this secondary meaning had accordingly been purged 
out of the word EQUAL. In 1984, when Oldspeak was still 
the normal means of communication, the danger theo-
retically existed that in using Newspeak words one might 
remember their original meanings. In practice it was not 
difficult for any person well grounded in DOUBLETHINK 
to avoid doing this, but within a couple of generations even 
the possibility of such a lapse would have vaished. A per-
son growing up with Newspeak as his sole language would 
no more know that EQUAL had once had the second-
ary meaning of ‘politically equal’, or that FREE had once 
meant ‘intellectually free’, than for instance, a person who 
had never heard of chess would be aware of the secondary 
meanings attaching to QUEEN and ROOK. There would 
be many crimes and errors which it would be beyond his 
power to commit, simply because they were nameless and 
therefore unimaginable. And it was to be foreseen that with 
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the passage of time the distinguishing characteristics of 
Newspeak would become more and more pronounced—its 
words growing fewer and fewer, their meanings more and 
more rigid, and the chance of putting them to improper 
uses always diminishing.

When Oldspeak had been once and for all superseded, 
the last link with the past would have been severed. History 
had already been rewritten, but fragments of the literature 
of the past survived here and there, imperfectly censored, 
and so long as one retained one’s knowledge of Oldspeak 
it was possible to read them. In the future such fragments, 
even if they chanced to survive, would be unintelligible 
and untranslatable. It was impossible to translate any pas-
sage of Oldspeak into Newspeak unless it either referred to 
some technical process or some very simple everyday ac-
tion, or was already orthodox (GOODTHINKFUL would 
be the Newspeak expression) in tendency. In practice this 
meant that no book written before approximately 1960 
could be translated as a whole. Pre-revolutionary literature 
could only be subjected to ideological translation—that is, 
alteration in sense as well as language. Take for example 
the well-known passage from the Declaration of Indepen-
dence:

WE HOLD THESE TRUTHS TO BE SELF-EVIDENT, 
THAT ALL MEN ARE CREATED EQUAL, THAT THEY 
ARE ENDOWED BY THEIR CREATOR WITH CERTAIN 
INALIENABLE RIGHTS, THAT AMONG THESE ARE 
LIFE, LIBERTY, AND THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS. 
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THAT TO SECURE THESE RIGHTS, GOVERNMENTS ARE 
INSTITUTED AMONG MEN, DERIVING THEIR POWERS 
FROM THE CONSENT OF THE GOVERNED. THAT 
WHENEVER ANY FORM OF GOVERNMENT BECOMES 
DESTRUCTIVE OF THOSE ENDS, IT IS THE RIGHT OF THE 
PEOPLE TO ALTER OR ABOLISH IT, AND TO INSTITUTE 
NEW GOVERNMENT...

It would have been quite impossible to render this into 
Newspeak while keeping to the sense of the original. The 
nearest one could come to doing so would be to swallow the 
whole passage up in the single word CRIMETHINK. A full 
translation could only be an ideological translation, where-
by Jefferson’s words would be changed into a panegyric on 
absolute government.

A good deal of the literature of the past was, indeed, al-
ready being transformed in this way. Considerations of 
prestige made it desirable to preserve the memory of cer-
tain historical figures, while at the same time bringing 
their achievements into line with the philosophy of Ingsoc. 
Various writers, such as Shakespeare, Milton, Swift, By-
ron, Dickens, and some others were therefore in process of 
translation: when the task had been completed, their orig-
inal writings, with all else that survived of the literature 
of the past, would be destroyed. These translations were 
a slow and difficult business, and it was not expected that 
they would be finished before the first or second decade of 
the twenty-first century. There were also large quantities of 
merely utilitarian literature—indispensable technical man-
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uals, and the like—that had to be treated in the same way. It 
was chiefly in order to allow time for the preliminary work 
of translation that the final adoption of Newspeak had been 
fixed for so late a date as 2050.
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1/09/11 - Re: Adam 
 
JoyofSatan666 Member wrote:  
The Yezidi texts are slightly altered of course. The same why in certain places in 
Qu'ret al Yezid says that Satan is an archangel when Satan was never an angel. 
 
Fire_starter666 is correct in that there are alterations in some of  the Yezidi texts. 
The Yezidis have hidden their writings to protect them from further persecution. 
Also, within the Yezidi texts, there are allegories and code-words that can only be 
understood when one is open enough and has enough knowledge, and this 
comes from Satan. In many texts, 'angels' are another code word. You have to 
be careful though in working with these, as some are literal. Ask for guidance in 
this from the Powers of Hell. 
  
Anyways, the 'Adam and Eve' story in that bible is a corruption. There are several 
factors involved in this. The story in genesis in the bible can be exposed as a 
corruption when one has the knowledge of the human soul, the nadis, and such. 
The 'Tree of Knowledge' is a map of the human soul- the trunk being the spine 
and the branches the 144,000 nadis [energy pathways] and the fruits being the 
benefits of meditation and empowering the soul. The Sacred Serpent, 
symbolizing Our God Satan, is the Kundalini. Through empowering the Serpent 
and raising the Serpent, we have all-knowing, all-seeing wisdom and power.  
  
Now, when I was new to Satanism, many years ago, I had very little to go on in 
regards to what was beyond Anton LaVey's writings which brought me to 
Satanism. In a ritual, I asked Satan who he was, as Demons were already 
communicating with me and I knew the Powers of Hell were very real. He led me 
to the Luciferian Liberation Front website- http://www.luciferianliberationfront.org/ 
  
This explained to me that they were all Extra-terrestrials, which made perfect 
sense. The beings I communicated with were not spooks or goblins, like the 
judeo/xian crap tries to get us all to believe. At that time, I can't remember 
whether this was on the LLF website or not, but there was a reading list. Most of 
the books listed were authored by Zecharia Sitchin. Yes, I know he is a Jew. 
Most books out there in the bookstores are all written by Jews unfortunately. My 
point here and I know this is a bit long and detailed, but I got an e-mail also this 
past week asking me to explain, so this is why I am getting into more here. 
  
I had very little background in Ancient history other than what I took in courses at 
the University which mainly focused on the political and not the spiritual. These 
little paperback books were affordable and easy to read and introduced me to the 
Original Gods, their names and their lives here on earth. 
  
Satan later informed me that the main points such as human beings being 
created for slavery and such are accurate, but many details in the books are not. 
The book 'Enochian Magic' by Donald Tyson also gives an account of this, 
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originating from Edward  Kelly's [who worked with John Dee] scryings, of which 
he [Edward  Kelly] saw the same thing, way back several hundred years ago. 
  
Now, the Lost Book of Enki [there are pdf copies of this book in the files' section 
of most of these e-groups] explains a lot, though the details are not precise. 
Given other sources, the whole picture comes together. The Nordic Gods created 
humanity to begin with to serve as slaves. The exact details as for what exactly 
are unknown. Satan, being a top leader, advanced scientist, and doctor began 
adding more Nordic genes to the humans, and also gave them an advanced 
soul. These humans began to resemble the Nordic Gods more and more. Satan  
eventually had sex with a human woman and she bore him a son 'Adapa' aka 
'Adam.' The other Gods could see this 'human' baby was very different with hair 
as white as wool, eyes as blue as the sky, and skin as white as snow. 
  
Now given other sources, there are many legends that also back up the one 
above in relation to the Gods fathering children with human mothers, namely the 
human mother of Heracles, of whom Zeus raped and impregnated. The Nordics 
are some 7-8 feet tall and very large. We humans are not. Heracles' mother 'had 
in her womb a child of the Gods' and the legend goes on that her labor and 
delivery were very difficult and painful, as the baby was much larger than a 
normal human being. 
  
There was a split and eventual war over humanity. The Gods were planning to 
destroy humanity after completion of their project, but many of the Gods [our 
side] befriended human beings and also had children with them. These are what 
the enemy calls 'Fallen Angels.' Satan and the other Gods wanted us to advance 
in every way and to be as the gods themselves, with full spiritual power and 
knowledge. 
  
The earth, being isolated in a far corner of the Milky Way Galaxy has been 
attacked and exploited. The enemy has been using humanity for energy- the 
greys, which are parasites, for one. Enemy Nordics and also reptilians are 
involved. 
  
Now someone asked me as to the Planet-X. I personally do not believe that what 
Sitchin wrote in this regard has any real accuracy. From my own studies, now I 
could be wrong here, as I don't know 100%, but I now believe that the asteroid 
belt, aka as 'Tiamat' is the remnants of another planet. It is obvious given the 
tilted axis of the earth and other anomalies concerning the planetary orbits and 
such that there was some cataclysm thousands of years ago. Now, this remnant I 
believe was Phaethon, also known as the 'Black Sun' which is a nodal point of  
energy left from the remnant of the planet the Nordics originally came from. 
  
Not to digress [sorry this is getting to be so long], but the Nordic Race of ETs 
also live on many different planets within our Galaxy- some in the Pleiades, and 
other solar systems. Satan and his Demons, from what I have been led to believe 
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may have came from  Phaethon, and Phaethon blew up somehow so they could 
never go back. They now reside in Orion. The Black Sun still remains as a very 
powerful vortex of energy of which the enemy does NOT want for us to tie into, 
as it awakens our original heritage. 
  
Looking at the 'Goetia' one can see these Gods as friends of humanity in that 
they worked to civilize us and to teach us in many different ways, scientifically, 
spiritually and in agriculture and many other different subjects. 
  
What the Lost Book of Enki reads concerning Adapa:  
  
"On the roof of a dwelling when Batanash was bathing Enki by her loins took 
hold, he kissed her, his semen into her womb he poured. With a child Batanash 
was, her belly was truly swelling; To Lu-Mach from Shurubak word was sent: To 
the Edin return, a son you have! To the Edin, to Shurubak, Lu-Mach returned, to 
him Batanash the son showed. 
 
White as the snow his skin was, the color of wool was his hair, Like the skies 
were his eyes, in a brilliance were his eyes shining. Amazed and frightened was 
Lu-Mach; to his father Matushal he hurried. A son unlike an Earthling to 
Batanash was born, by this birth greatly puzzled I am! Matushal to Batanash 
came, the newborn boy he saw, by his likeness amazed he was. Is one of the 
Igigi the boy's father? Of Batanash Matushal the truth demanded; To Lu-Mach 
your spouse whether this boy his son is, the truth reveal! 
 
None of the Igigi is the boy's father, of this upon my life I swear! So did Batanash 
him answer To his son Lu-Mach Matushal then turned, a calming arm on his 
shoulders he put A mystery the boy is, but in his oddness an omen to you is 
revealed, Unique he is, for a task unique by destiny he was chosen.' 
  
'Enki encounters and mates with two Earthling females One bears a son,  
Adapa, the other a daughter, Titi Keeping his parenting a secret, Enki raises 
them as foundlings Adapa, highly intelligent, becomes the first Civilized Man." 
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Cleaning Your Aura - A Step Further 
  
Words of power drastically amplify any working. These words can be from Runes 
and/or Sanskrit.  
 
To clean your aura:  
 
1. Visualize a bright light all over yourself. Hold this for One or more minutes. It 
doesn’t take very long.  
2. Now, visualize the light even brighter and more intensified on each of your 
chakras, like a miniature sun.  
 
NOTE: You can reverse this order in cleaning each chakra first, then cleaning 
your entire aura. Either way works just fine.  
 
That’s all there is to it. If you notice your aura or chakras are dirty, repeat the 
process. This exercise can alert you to any negative energy or psychic attacks 
and prevent them from manifesting.  
 
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Aura_Cleaning.html 
 
Ok, now, in using words of power, it is important to find a certain word of power 
that works well for you and try to stick with it. Some people work best with Runes, 
others with Sanskrit. Using a Satanic rosary is an excellent help for this working.  
 
For using Sanskrit, an example: vibrate the Sanskrit word 'Vi-suddhi'  
[VVEEE-SSUUUUU-DDDDD-EEEEEE] 11 times for each of your seven chakras, 
doing one chakra at a time with the vibration, then 31 times for your entire aura, 
vibrating 'Vi-suddhi' again; engulfing yourself in the brilliant light, cleaning your 
aura.  
 
For using Runes, use the same as the above, only use ALGIZ:  
 
§ Germanic name: Algis, Algiz or Elhaz  
§ Gothic: Algs  
§ Anglo-Saxon name: Eolh  
§ Norwegian name: Elgr  

 
This rune is used for protection. It is also used in consecration and the banishing 
of negative energies. It protects against negative energies.  
 
One of Satan's numbers is 9. The Satanic rosary is 108 beads; 1+0+8 = 9.  
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Germany and Satanism 
 
Germany has always been a stronghold of Paganism/Satanism, this is in the 
racial memory, very strong and the enemy knows this. Germany is known for 
centuries of orgiastic rites in the Harz Mountains on the Eve of Beltane, 
celebrating Black Masses and other Satanic rituals. Germany was also the 
hardest hit by the inquisition, where the enemy onslaught of mass murder and 
torture resulted in the deliberate genocide of many German villages of which only 
one or two citizens survived. The enemy has always attacked Germany. 
  
I received threatening certified letters from the Jew occupied German 
government ordering me to take down the 666 Black Sun website. Obviously, it 
has had impact. They are very worried about the youth. Of course, they can just 
blow it out their ass, as I am an American obviously, but the Jewish names on 
there- they think they can order us around. 
 
Many people are waking up to the truth about what xianity really is. Jew scum 
and other infiltrators can be identified now-a-days as how they push the xian 
identity lie. Nearly every traitor and definitely any infiltrator kike pushes xian 
identity and other xian filth to try to confuse our people. The enemy knows the 
Nazi rallies in many places were actually rituals and created a massive amount of 
Satanic Power. This Satanic spirit still remains, and is being resurrected. 
 
 

JoS E-Groups 9/2/13 [Regarding the Yahoo "Changes"] 
 
It appears the enemy has made a total mess of the JoS e-groups, changing the 
home page photos to xian filth and creating other problems. They can't shut us 
down, so they try to do other disruptive things to harass us. The only thing I can 
say here is for members to complain to yahoo. We DO have the strength in 
numbers. If yahoo receives enough complaints, they will fix this. In the mean 
time, just ignore the xian filth they put up on the front page of our Teen group.  
  
I know since exposing their bible as a book of Jewish witchcraft [which it certainly 
is], this really rattled their cages. Always remember...the jews are extremely 
clever and they take control of both sides; both opposing sides, which they 
pretend to be fighting each other, but underneath it all, they are working for their 
agenda of world enslavement. Just as many xian churches, particularly the 
Vatican, pretend to be against and fighting communism, unbeknownst to the 
populace, they are working FOR communism, the nazarene taught nothing but 
communism, his sermons, and even his life- quite like Karl Marx himself- lazy, 
and lived off of the charity of others like a parasite. The USSR made a show of 
persecuting a number of Jews [they scream the loudest], when millions of 
innocent Gentiles were tortured to death, but this jewish persecution is only for 
show and they do not care if they have to sacrifice some of their own to reach 
their goal of world enslavement and domination. For example, Josef Stalin [real 
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name Josef Dugasvilli, the meaning of the Georgian surname Dugasvilli is "son 
of a jew" ], claimed to be anti-Semitic, but given his second wife was also a jew 
[as were his children] and his communist heroes such as Vladimir Lenin and the 
other scum he was directly involved with, any idiot can see through these lies, 
which again, are there only to fool the masses. Nearly all of the entire communist 
leadership and KGB were Jews and/or married to jews and lived extremely well 
while the working classes were brutalized beyond the imagination. This did not 
just include the USSR, but all other communist countries as well. Prior to the fall 
of the “Iron Curtain” the USSR would also publicly support any country that was 
against Israel; pretending to be enemies with Israel, which beneath it all, is not 
the case, as both work together for the same agenda. KNOW THIS AND BE 
ONTO THEIR TACTICS- NEVER LET THEM FOOL YOU! 
  
As I have state before and will again... just how can xianity really be at odds with 
the jews, when every single page of that stinking bible has the word "jew" "jews" 
Israel" and other kosher crap on it and above al, the nazarene is jewish from birth 
to death. Given the spiritual energies put into xianity by the ignorant followers, for 
centuries, the Jews have an endless supply to do as they please with. This is 
their bulwark and their root. This is why the bible is so full of numbers, specific 
verses [which vibrated in Hebrew are their mantras] and given the bible is 
planted in nearly every home in the world, xianity is relentlessly pushed and 
coerced onto people [love jewsus or burn for eternity], the bible acts as a 
subliminal medium; a receiver for their workings. Bible verses are memorized by 
many xians. What this does further, is it creates a very powerful link in the minds 
of many for which the jews work their curses and their spells for attracting 
copious amounts of wealth. Even their bible states regarding the Jews “Thou 
shalt prosper.” YOU PAY AND SACRIFICE FOR THIS! 
  
Yes, they want to shut me and the other JoS Ministry the fuck up. We are onto 
their scheme and are working to reveal more and more. Always 
remember...these groups are here for YOU. We put in our time studying and 
moderating so we can reach as many people as possible; so you all can learn 
the truth and be able to also search these truths out on your own. We are a 
deadly threat to the enemy. If you want to keep these groups open and free, 
please complain to yahoo. We are in the tens of thousands, numbering 
members. Complain...complain...complain... If you say nothing, the enemy will 
win. If they try to give you a run around in replying that the moderator is the one 
to do the complaining, know that this is total crap and that as a member, you 
have the right to complain regarding changes that are made that are directly 
affecting your groups.  
  
They have tried to put up domes of St. Basil’s xian cathedral in Moscow on the 
front pages of the JoS e-groups [this appears to have come from inside yahoo]. 
Now, given Moscow is the capital of the USSR, isn’t this rather blatant? In 
addition, it serves as a link, as I mentioned in the above for their subliminal shit. 
This is no different from having a bible in your home. This creates a subliminal tie 
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in. I do know since my last post “the holy bible, a book of jewish witchcraft”; I was 
very aware of the magnitude of this post and given it hits at their most sensitive 
secrets, root and their total bulwark, there would be attacks and I was correct. I 
also know these attacks are not yet over with. The photo of the cathedral in 
Moscow says it all, in regards to just how rattled they are that through Satan, we 
have exposed them.  
  
Satan has protected me. If he hadn’t, myself along with others who are working 
very hard, would already be dead. We are working for a higher purpose; for a 
better world through Satan. We have identified and exposed the problems. As for 
myself, I will fight to the death and work to expose this vermin in every way 
possible. I have lived a full life, I am old and have nothing left to lose, and death 
does not frighten me. As I also stated in another recent sermon, regarding 
freedom, if you do not fight for this, you will lose it. The enemy works relentlessly 
to destroy our civil rights and freedoms so that they can enslave us all. Jewish 
greed knows no bounds. Few Americans here know just how brutal life is and 
has been in many other countries. The jews are working very hard to change 
this. In the early 1990’s, after the fall of the USSR, many cutthroat jewish 
communists emigrated to the USA and have been working for the destruction of 
our country ever since and this can be blatantly seen in the many open violations 
of our constitution and how our legal system has been rapidly deteriorating. The 
USA is the last power on this earth that still has some laws protecting freedom of 
speech and the press, though these are very insecure and many of us are 
suppressed and harassed, such as what is now happening in the JoS e-groups. 
The USA goes and any smaller countries that are somewhat free will also go 
down and be under the yoke of communist control. Many of you know it is a 
felony crime to deny or question the Jewish holoco$t in many countries...resulting 
in an automatic prison sentence. Everything the Jew is and does, they blame on 
Gentiles. This creates confusion, and makes for an effective diversion and 
distraction. The same is with Satan...everything their xian “god” is and does, they 
heap the blame on Satan and the Powers of Hell. Even though the truth is before 
them in the “holy bible” and one can see that jewhova was a “murderer and a liar 
from  the beginning”  one only needs to look through the old testament and also 
that foul nazarene ordering his followers to commit both theft and murder: 
Luke 19:27; Luke 6: 1-5; Luke 19: 29-35; and break other commandments: 
Matthew 10: 34-36.  
  
Xians and others cannot see this, as they have been deluded under a powerful 
spell.  
  
Satan, himself told me some time ago how horribly Gentiles have suffered under 
Jewish communism. I have written several articles regarding the slave labor 
situation in Red China. This brutality is what Jewish communism is all about. 
Please read through and download the following PDFs. The first one is very 
large, but the second pdf [the one exposing the phony holoco$t] can be 
downloaded and easily distributed through copy & paste, uploading it to your 
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website, distributing it through personal e-mails to people you know who may be 
interested, and through copying it to disc.  
  
http://www.exposingcommunism.com/Slave%20Labor%20in%20Soviet%20Russi
a.pdf  
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/THE_REAL_HOLOCAUST.pdf 
  
We are obviously doing the enemy plenty of damage, as they would not go to 
such lengths to attack as they have been. My personal aims are to get the truth 
out to and to reach as many people as possible. There is strength in numbers. 
Unless each and every one of us fights for our freedoms, they will all be taken 
away. As with the first pdf, on the Soviet slave labor, one can see the same 
identical thing occurring in Red China and in other parts of the world- disposable 
human beings; systematically broken, worked to death and replaced by more 
Gentiles. Even a little research blatantly reveals the jews are and have always 
been behind this and that the bible is nothing more than a blueprint for jewish 
communism in its teachings and indoctrinations [both the old and new 
testaments], along with the all important purpose of working powerful spells for 
the jews to profit tremendously. Satan pulls off the drapes in our minds and 
wakes us up to the truth so we are aware and can see. The xians and related 
ignorant masses are under a most powerful spell. That spell must be broken.  
 
 

Josef Mengele: "Angel of Death"? 
 
Teens4Satan member wrote: 
Most Satanists here dont believe in the holocaust, but what are your views on a 
Nazi scientist called Josef Mengele or otherwise known the angel of death he 
supposedly did experiments on children mainly twins however according to joy of 
Satan site children  are precious to Satan so what are your views 
HAIL SATAN 
 
Josef Mengele was the head doctor at Auschwitz. There was actually a hospital 
and medical care for the inmates at Auschwitz. Mengele was a geneticist. As 
today, during that period of time and preceding it, there was a branch of medical 
inquiry into genetics. Genetics was a secondary research of Mengele's and his 
medical staff. The reason Mengele has been persecuted and slandered with 
these allegations is because he knew the facts of what happened at Auschwitz 
and that it was NOT an extermination camp. All of those who were in the camp 
administrations were condemned beforehand, defamed and slandered in order to 
discredit them in advance as criminals. This was one part of that criminalization. 
Head Commandant Höss was another victim who 'confessed' under severe 
torture. 
  
Slander that Mengele in his research into genetics 'injected blue dye into the 
pupils of subject children in the camp' this is totally stupid as any idiot knows you 
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cannot change an individual's eye color through artificial injection of a dye. He 
was persecuted and hunted to keep the truth from being known. 
  
The Mengele family, who have had a prominent business in Germany for many 
decades, was blackmailed and persecuted by the jews to get them to turn on 
Josef, and also in order to destroy their business, as they are wealthy. To this 
day, the Mengele family is still highly respected, as they should be because they 
are German patriots. 
  
I remember when I was a teen and began reading about that so-called 
'holocaust.' The lies were incredible to say the least. There were many obviously 
forged photos, where operation scars were blatantly drawn on subjects. Other 
tales included: 'forcing inmates to do deep-knee bends for 18 hours.' Not even an 
Olympic level gymnast could do that! 
Line-ups of young Jewish boys with their heads shaved [truth be known to save 
them from typhus which is caused by a species of head lice], standing at 
attention for some 15 hours stark naked in the freezing cold. Now, think of that- 
just how long would it have been before they all froze to death? 15 Hours! They 
all would have died in a very short time if this was the case; none would have 
lasted '15 hours.' 
  
More tales include the supposed 'gassings' where QUOTE- 'after the screaming 
stopped, inmates immediately entered into the gas chambers to remove the 
bodies.' Now, what is wrong with this picture? Quite obvious. Even a double-digit 
IQ idiot should know that poison gas of what they claimed would have knocked 
those who entered that 'gas chamber' right on their asses and death would have 
more than likely ensued  rapidly, if they were not moved to fresh air immediately. 
Video footage is seen of bodied being removed by men with cigarettes hanging 
out of their mouths and much more. This just shows how stupid the jews think we 
all are to actually believe this shit. 
  
 The lies are endless. Another one on the documentary series 'World at War' 
interviewed another jewish 'survivor' [most actually 'survived' if the truth were 
known], and this jew claimed that it took 'only 15 minutes to cremate a body in 
those ovens' [he claimed to be an eye witness]. Now, when I was in my early 
20's, I researched much of what I was reading in Nazi publications. I never took 
anything - regardless of what it is- for a fact until I did my research. I remember I 
called several morticians on the phone, along with the Department of Mortuary 
Science at the University of Minnesota. ALL stated that it normally takes 
anywhere from 4-8 hours to cremate a body, even an infant would take longer 
than two hours. A couple got defensive about answering my questions [I wouldn't 
doubt they were jews who knew the truth]. This was some 25 years ago. Today, I 
have just read a reference where it takes at least 90+ minutes to cremate a body. 
Auschwitz was some  60+ years ago, and they didn't have the technology we 
have today. In any event, '15 minutes' is totally bullshit. 
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Now, one cannot run a crematorium constantly. Those 'ovens' have to be 
cleaned out and must have down time. The endless lies the Jewish people use to 
extort unimaginable amounts of money, and to claim what  is not their own as 
theirs, such as Palestine [which they used their  fictitious bible and world 
sympathies following that holocaust tale]  and obtain powers they are not entitled 
to; if Gentiles would open  their eyes and actually THINK for themselves instead 
of 'having faith' and not questioning, the world would not be in the present state 
that it is in. 
  
For those of you who are still under the delusion that the so-called 'holocaust' 
happened, I strongly encourage you to click on the link below that PROVES this 
crap to be a total lie: 
  
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Real_Holocaust.html 
  
Now, in closing, many ask how all of this pertains to Satanism. I will tell you 
again- the JEWS invented and wrote the bible, the JEWS have hideously 
blasphemed and denigrated our Gods, namely Father Satan. 'Satan' means 
'enemy' in Hebrew. The JEWS took all of our ancient holy texts [which are true 
Satanism and of Satan and our Gods], and defiled them, corrupted them and 
have been pushing their lies upon us Gentiles for centuries in order to enslave us 
and destroy us. The JEWS are the ones who push the lies about Satanism being 
of blood sacrifices, while in truth it is the JEWS who do this sort of thing. The 
JEWS also invented that JEW ASSHOLE NAZARENE. Every page in that 
fucking bible from beginning to end either has the word 'JEW' 'JEWS'  'ISRAEL' 
and other Jewish crap on it. This has EVERYTHING to do with Satanism and 
why we Satanist have been so persecuted. I could list endless examples, but it 
would take pages, of what the JEWS have done to Satan, our Gods, and our 
original religion. 
 
 

Made in China' Where Have All of Your Jobs gone? 
 
Most of us here know the purpose of the judeo/xian bible is for indoctrinating 
believers into slavery and total servitude. All of the suicidal advice, the anti-
nature, anti-life, perverted filth, which glorifies the jewish masters and the jewish 
messiah- that filthy nazarene, has been force fed and coerced onto our people 
for centuries, under threat of torture and death- no different from communism.  
 
SATAN/LUCIFER OUR GOD IS THE CHIEF REBEL, REBELLION IS OF 
SATAN.  
So of course, the enemy preaches rebellion as the most evil of the so-called 
'sins.'  
 
Look around you- your electronics, your cookware, all sorts of things, they all 
have a certain thing in common...they were made in China. Unbeknownst to most 
western peoples, this massive amount of items, which is also growing every day, 
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not only deprives our people of jobs, but it is manufactured under the most 
heinous conditions of forced slave labor, including brutal child labor.  
 
Quote from the Jewish Talmud: 
Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: "Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that 
the Jew would not have to be served by beasts. The non-Jew is consequently an 
animal in human form, and condemned to serve the Jew day and night." 
 
All major companies are either owned and/or operated by Jews. This is a fact. 
The Jews do not care [as most of you know] HOW they make their money. They 
profit from illnesses, ruining the health, both physical and psychological of 
millions, so more are dependent upon their exorbitant medical fees just to stay 
alive, and that is just one.  
 
Cheap slave labor under horrendous conditions has always been a major Jewish 
profession. Being as cheap as they are, they refuse to pay even low wages 
[minimum wage], in western countries that have some laws, when they can 
viciously exploit workers in certain other countries with slave labor, paying them 
nothing in many cases to only ten cents a day and a bowl of rice. The goods are 
then marked up when they hit the western markets at one-thousand percent or in 
many cases, much more.  
 
They win...you lose. Look at the present economy. Finding it difficult to secure a 
decent job? Where have all of the jobs gone? Take a guess... 
Several years ago, as I already wrote about before, I visited San Francisco 
Chinatown. A young Chinese woman was standing on a street corner there 
distributing newspapers that contained articles revealing the severe persecution 
and murder of Falun Gong practitioners, of which the communist system regards 
as witchcraft. This paper also revealed how the slave labor system works in 
China.  
 
The workers get nothing. They are forced to work by day on collective farms- 
back-breaking manual labor. In addition, they are then forced to put in so many 
additional hours in a factory, making items that China exports en masse. In 
summary, millions are being worked to their death, children included. As for how 
the communist system in China views children, watch this video: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UqVYUzHc5L8 
 
It has been further revealed that China shipped products to the USA for one, 
intended for toddlers and infants that contained lead. What else are they 
shipping? Look at your cookware...made in China? Pots, pans, dinner plates, 
cups, saucers, spoons, forks...even some of the food we eat is imported from 
China.  
 
China Factories, Brutal Conditions Described  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQPrbwWWUD4&feature=related  
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I heard this one from a third source- One owner of a smaller company [more than 
likely a Gentile], was invited to China to establish a business deal where goods 
would be made in factories as explained above. Upon his touring, he then 
declined to do any business with the Chinese, after seeing the ultra-low 
standards under which the majority of Chinese people were living. He was 
shocked and compared this to serfs in the Dark Ages. They get nothing for their 
efforts and lives. The Jew is the one who profits.  
 
 
Make no mistake. The Jew is within every race. I once read where some 
European white Jews visited China years ago. When the European Jews arrived 
at the Chinese synagogue, the European Jews said to the Chinese Jews 
'You do not look like jews.' The Chinese Jews replied to them 'You do not look 
like jews either.' The Chinese city of Shanghai is full of Chinese Jews. This is 
where the old expression "Shanghaied" comes from. This means "swindled." 
 
Take a look at how most of what is sold in western stores is manufactured: 
Note what Mr. 'Sachs' VERY Jewish, has to say- that there aren't ENOUGH of 
these sweatshops: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kn8LnEkKfIU&feature=related 
 
iPHONE FACTORY SUICIDES! [The kikes then try to make it look like they are 
doing something only to get the bad press of their backs so there will be business 
as usual- thoroughly disgusting]: 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ddU8rV7_Qis&feature=related 
 
Wal-Mart Christmas Sweat Shops  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WutW8usfTTg&feature=related  
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysZroBqHNbo 
 
Who Made Your Shirt? Child Labor in China  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K2KCYsmWFP8&feature=related 
 
Look at how these poor people are dressed- all wearing coats- it is obvious the 
Jew is even too cheap to provide heat in these slave-shops in the dead of 
winter... 
Made in China  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MvBI05OR264&feature=related 
 
It is glaringly obvious that the economy is fucked. It will only get worse. We 
Gentiles pay for this, like everything else the Jew does. They make us all pay for 
our own damnation. 
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On Food 
 
Yes, it is an industry and they reap plenty of money from destroying health and 
getting people addicted to prescription drugs at extortion prices. 
  
I know a lot about food, chemicals, and such from personal study and over 20 
years working in the food industry. Nearly everything is contaminated. One must 
eat, though. Not eating or not eating enough will destroy your health faster than 
eating even a steady diet of junk food. 
  
There are levels of toxic substances. By using common sense and knowing a bit 
about what ingredients are in certain foods, one can be better off. Prepared 
entrees are the worst. These are quick, convenient and take little if any 
preparing. Look to the ingredients and you can see for yourself most have more 
than a paragraph. In addition to an endless list of chemicals, these are processed 
to where they have virtually no nutritional value at all. Synthetic vitamins are 
added, which are also practically worthless in regards to nutrition. These 
chemicals, when one lives on a diet of the above, cause cancer and other 
problems. 
  
Radiated foods are the equivalent of eating paste. All of the nutrition and 
everything else has been destroyed by radiation. Though these are labeled as 
'safe' I seriously doubt this. These are the perishable items such as tuna, fish, 
seafood, bacon, etc., that are not kept under refrigeration anymore. Due to 
having everything within them systematically destroyed through being radiated, 
they could last many years and never have to be refrigerated. As is with the 
program of xianity, more and more things are getting to be more and more 
artificial. The enemy is artificial and anti-life and anti nature and natural law. 
IMO, radiated foods should be avoided and are poison.  
  
Also, many pet foods are full of toxic wastes which destroy the health of beloved 
pets. Canned cat and dog foods contain 'by-products.' These 'by-products' are 
mostly diseased and cancerous tissues from animals who have been processed 
through slaughterhouses. Other toxins are also added and the Jewish run and 
operated companies are fully protected as these euphemisms are in the 'fine 
print.' 
  
'Rendering' of dry cat and dog food includes euthanized animals from pounds 
and shelters, along with road kill. I no longer feed my cats canned cat food. I 
cook ground turkey, and for 50 cents more than cat food, I get canned chicken 
for humans for them, also canned mackerel, which is fairly cheap. [I remove the 
spines with my fingers]. Ground turkey in some places is cheaper than canned 
cat food. One should never feed cats or any other pets a diet of canned fish more 
than twice a week because most fish is heavily contaminated with mercury and if 
eaten regularly, can cause mercury poisoning. 
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Baby food is another. Baby food in the jar is very low in nutrition. If at all possible, 
infants should be nursed. I nursed all of my kids, each for an entire year. I also 
fed them ground up food that I prepared. Just make sure, if you feed them 
ground food that it is bland and easy to eat and digest. Onions, broccoli and 
other gaseous foods cause the colic, even when present in beast milk. I found 
that one out the hard way. 
  
The best and ideal way to go is to prepare as much as you can from scratch. 
This is time consuming, but if you can cook in batches and then freeze your 
meals, it can be worthwhile. Like I already wrote, prepared entrees are the worst. 
In many cases, our bodies adapt and we become immune to certain chemicals. 
Everything has toxins in it. The key is to identify which has more and which has 
less. 
  
We all need to eat. Knowing what you are eating is a big help. No one should 
ever become paranoid in regards to food. If things were THAT bad, everyone 
would be dead. Hatha yoga, mediation  and other Satanic practices keep one 
healthy and protected, as these  give 'prana' from other means. Food is a source 
of prana and prana is needed to survive. What we cannot anymore get from our 
food in regards to prana, we can make up for with Satanic meditation and yoga. 
  
In closing, there are billions of people in the world and feeding large urban 
populations is not easy. Food can no longer be picked out of the ground 
[healthiest, as this contains the life force [prana] of the plant], or off of a tree or 
freshly slaughtered animals. Food must be transported, survive the shelf life until 
purchased and much more. Those who work two or more jobs do not have the 
time to prepare meals, and such. All of this has to be taken into consideration. 
  
Given the extensive abilities of science, most of the problems in the above could 
be solved. Yes, there are certain chemicals, which are necessary and needed for 
foods so they do not develop deadly bacteria. Many chemicals which jew owned 
and operated companies put into our foods -TO SAVE MORE MONEY AND 
ALSO TO CREATE ILLNESSES AND DISEASES OF  WHICH THE JEWS 
PROFIT- are totally unnecessary. Jew owned companies dump all kinds of toxic 
wastes into our water systems and also into our  foods so they can 'save money' 
again, as proper and responsible disposal of such is more time consuming and of 
course costly. Lebanon [next door to Israel] has become a waste dump, where 
Israel has dumped so much filth that  running waters there in many parts are grey 
and frothing with toxic  waste. 
  
As for eating out, I have worked in restaurants for most of my life, as a cook. I 
have seen things that would make one's hair stand on end, even in the 'upper-
scale' restaurants. Eating in a buffet is about the best, as the food has a high turn 
over  rate and is normally made fresh in most places where there is a big  
business. If you eat in restaurants regularly, it is best to choose items that are 
regularly served. This is long enough and I am not going to go into how many 
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customers pay top dollar for aged leftovers, which I saw repeatedly in my career 
as a cook. 
_______________________________________________________________ 
  
Since we got on the food topic, I want to add some more concerning grocery 
shopping. Given today's ugly economy, food prices are way out of line. Food 
stores know their business and are designed to extract as much money out of 
customers as possible. 
  
If you want to save money, if at all possible, do not do all of your shopping in one 
place. Some supermarkets are cheaper on their meats, but then make this up in 
the higher cost for grocery items. The opposite is true for many others- high on 
meat, lower on grocery items. 
  
Some are cheaper with produce, but then as with the above, higher for other 
products. 
  
Top name high profile brands usually cost more than off-brands and generic. The 
highest priced items are usually at eye level, and where they stand out. Lower 
priced items of the same are often on the bottom shelves, and you have to look. 
Jew operated stores all over the nation play a little trick on the customers. Sale 
items are not 'on sale' when you hit the register. In other words, the item is listed 
for a lower price [on sale] when you take it off of the shelf, but when it is rung up 
at the register, the higher price is still in the system. The stores conveniently 
claim this as an oversight, but the truth is that it is constant and consistent and 
the jew owned/operated store [all high profile chain stores], knows that a few 
cents here and there by cheating customers adds up to millions in profits. In all 
my years, I have never come across an item that was listed as a higher price on 
the shelf ringing up cheaper at the register. As for these "oversights," the price is 
always MORE, NEVER LESS, which exposes the LIE of "an oversight." Rule of 
thumb, if something is listed as on 'sale' either write it down and/or keep it in your 
mind so when you hit the checkout, you don't get cheated. This cheating goes on 
incessantly. Jewish greed knows no bounds.  
  
Coupons can be great, but then just because a name brand is so much 'off' this 
doesn't mean you can't buy something for even a lesser price of the same with 
an 'off' brand. 
  
Plan your meals around foods that are in season, and also weekly specials. 
Some supermarkets do have money saving specials, but note that these act to 
bring people in to buy a weeks worth of groceries or more, mostly of the higher 
priced items. I always get what I came for and then get out. 
  
By organizing and planning your meals and shopping, you can save yourself 
money. Stocking up on big sale items and if you can store them properly, this can 
also not only save a lot of money, but also added trips to the market. Dollar 
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stores [nothing over $1.00] are also money savers, BUT, again, what might cost 
only a dollar at the dollar store, many big markets often sell for under a dollar. 
You have to know what you are getting. Buying air-tight plastic canisters and 
such are often a bargain as these can store flour, sugar, cornmeal and other 
items when bought in bulk. 
 
 

Re: "Fallen Angels" 
 
666_BlackSun member wrote: 
I have always been interested as to what the enemy calls "fallen angels". Are you 
saying that "fallen angels" are the children of a god and a human? 
 
Children of Gods and humans are 'Demi-Gods.' The "Fallen Angels" are our 
Gods, such as Azazel, Asmodeus, and many of the Goetic Demons. The Third 
Reich was working to perfect humans through eugenics to the godhead.  
Adolf Hitler saw the beauty of the Nordic Demons and stated, "This is the new 
man." 
 
 

Re: 2/05/11 - Words of Power 
 
Teens4Satan member wrote: 
Are Sanskrit and Enochian the same thing? 
 
No. Sanskrit has the most power. I have noticed there are ties between 
Enochian, Latin, and Greek. These three languages have their origins in 
Sanskrit: 
  
The following excerpt was taken from this website: 
http://www.brighthub.com/education/languages/articles/47918.aspx 
  
"Understanding 'Sanskrit" 
The word Sanskrit means- “to put together or to arrange, to compose” and is also 
called the “divine language" or “language of Gods.” Studies reveal many 
similarities between Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin, and this illustrates its ancestral  
relationship with the Indo- European language family. It is closely related to the 
Iranian and Old Persian languages. Sanskrit literature is known to be one of the 
richest literature in the history of humankind, containing, poems, hymns, puranas 
and Vedas. The oldest known texts of Sanskrit are the Rig-Veda, Yajur-Veda, 
Sama-Veda Atharva- Veda, Brahmans and Upanishads. 
  
Influence on other languages 
Studies reveal many similarities found between Sanskrit, Greek and Latin, and 
this illustrates its ancestral relationship with the Indo- European language family, 
It evolved from the same roots as the Iranian and Old Persian languages. 
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Many Indian languages are derivatives of Sanskrit. Languages like Bengali and 
Orissa have adopted direct words from it, whereas Malayalam, Tamil, Telugu, 
Kannada and Grantha proved to originate from Sanskrit. The script used for 
writing this language is based on 'Brahmi' (derived from Lord Brahma) and 
'Devanagari' (Deva = God + Nagar = city), which means city of Gods. This 
language is not only highly organized in its grammatical structure but has a very 
rich vocabulary. 
  
The influence of this language is quite strong; not only Indian languages, but, 
also Russian, Chinese, Greek, English and many other European languages 
have adopted words, which originated from Sanskrit. The word 'hour' in English is 
derived from the Sanskrit word 'hora'; 'brain' is derived from the Sanskrit word 
'Shira' or 'Brahma'. Common and basic words like mother, father are also derived 
from Sanskrit. It is said that the latest Oxford dictionary lists around 30,000 or 
more words and phrases, which are derived from Sanskrit. The examples are  
endless. It has also spread globally and changed many languages." 
  
 

Re: Can someone tell me the difference in a Jewish soul? 
 

666_BlackSun Member wrote: 
I know they are very different and parasitic in nature but I never heard anyone 
explain exactly how their soul is made up. Someone said they don't have a 
Kundalini. Are their chakras different? I know that they are weaker. This is 
something I have been wondering about for awhile. 
Hail Satan 
 
Thoth stated that there are differences in the soul, according to one's racial 
background and many other things. The soul is like water in that it takes the 
form/shape of whatever container it is poured into. 
  
As for the Jews, no doubt, these are a parasitical race. They drain the economy 
and the nation to where the host [Gentile peoples] can no longer survive and 
then civilizations collapse. This is being done right now, as the world economy is 
faltering, people in many areas of the world are starving, the planet is steeped in 
toxic waste- most of this from toxic wastes and sewage sludge dumped into our 
ecosystem from large Jewish owned and run corporations, factories and so forth- 
looking to 'save money' with total disregard for our environment. 
  
One only needs to look at the horrendous filth dumped into Lebanon [a close 
geographical neighbor of Israel] - grey frothing waters, numerous garbage 
dumps, and so forth, to see what Israel does with its toxic filth. 
  
As for the Jewish soul, no doubt there are differences, as the soul mirrors the 
body it is living in, and also the genetic make-up of the self. They DO have 
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chakras and more than likely, they do have a serpent, but unlike Gentiles, they 
suck energy. Being parasites, their magick is also parasitical. One only needs to 
research the plethora of Jewish composed 'grimoires,' which can be found readily 
online, such as the 'Key of Solomon' and others to verify this. 
  
All living beings have a soul, but the souls differ. As for the exact specifics 
concerning Jewish souls, I don't know. Given they are definitely of ET reptilian 
genetic make-up, they would then have the reptilian aspects of the soul, specific 
to the amount of Jewish genes, but they ALL have this somewhere in greater or 
lesser amounts as this is what makes them Jewish. 
 
 

Re: Invasive Thoughts, Need Help 
 

HellsArmy666 member wrote: 
Lately I have been having some negative and nefarious thoughts interrupt me 
during my meditations, and even come into my astral temple, as well as my 
regular thoughts throughout the day. I will be about to praise Satan and then a 
thought like "I hate Satan" comes in, I know this is invasive because this is not 
how I feel about father and not true to my heart and soul. I try to replace the 
thought with a positive one but these damn things keep coming in interrupting me 
and causing stress. There was one time that I was loving Gremory and the 
fucking thoughts interrupted me, in which I  called her my angel, this really pisses 
me off, not only these but today when I  was in my astral temple and was 
envisioning me shaking father's hand I  slashed him, this is the complete 
opposite of my intentions and how I  feel but these trash thoughts just keep 
coming, there invasive and hurting my relationship with father, I will always love 
SATAN and his demons and I have a loyalty to him that will never be broken but I 
feel like these thoughts are driving a wedge between me and him. I need help 
with this. Can an experienced person tell me, or at least give me an idea of how 
father would feel about this? These thoughts come in at the worst time, I don't 
want to offend Satan and I want my relationship with him to be stronger than 
blood, these thoughts say things that are really offensive to me and certainly to 
him, please help. I would rather die than adhere to jehova. 
 
____________________________________________________________ 
 
First off, don't blame yourself for this shit. It's the enemy. They do this sort of 
thing to many of us, so you are not alone. Just as Christians endlessly harass, so 
do their angels and related filth. They also then imbed certain thoughts in our 
minds that repeat themselves at certain times- anything from annoying and 
stupid to much worse, and all kinds of crap. Imbedding thoughts in the human 
mind unfortunately is not that difficult, as there are times when certain songs and 
such keep repeating in our minds. The enemy knows this.  
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The best way to combat this is to do void meditation. I have found this helps 
greatly. Our Gods understand and know what is in our hearts. Also, I have noted, 
when one can really concentrate, it is much more difficult for the enemy to get in 
with their filth. They attack us with their crap remotely, for one, especially in 
cases when one is working on something extremely damaging to the enemy and 
their agenda.  
 
Another tactic they use is their own thoughtforms that are more potent than those 
a human being can usually produce. These can be seen around one's head and 
also detected, as the nasty filth it produces comes in from one side. Then, they 
use these thoughtforms to also impersonate our Gods in some cases and also to 
mess up our astral communications. It is important to know WHO you are 
communicating with.  
They attack people who are new because most are vulnerable. They work to 
create confusion and doubt. Anything they can do to try to turn you away from 
Satan. Like I wrote above, our Gods know this and know what is in our hearts. In 
my own experience, I have found void meditation to be extremely helpful, but 
when we are really doing things that are seriously threatening to them, they still 
get through at times.  
 
Thoughtforms and negative energy takes a hold because, like with anything else- 
stagnation and inattention to the targeted area. For example, cleaning one's aura 
every day, helps to protect, as negative energy cannot get a foot-hold so to 
speak. Whenever something is left on its own, it is vulnerable and a fertile spot 
for the enemy to plant and embed their shit. 
 
 
 

RE: Russia Is Still Under Jewish Control 
 
I haven't read through all of this thread due to a lack of time. I will tell you this... 
This is what I keep reiterating, how the Jews take control of both sides. This is a 
very blatant example. Putin is a Jew. His father was a Talmud scholar. Of course, 
he is a Jewish communist and claims to be “against Israel.” They all do. This 
takes the heat off of the correct accusations that communism is a Jewish 
program.  
  
Now, the former Soviet Union, being under Jewish communist control, and being 
very clever; USSR would take the side of whatever country Israel was against, 
such as supposedly supporting Arab nations. This was all a front. USSR would 
send these countries inferior weapons, many of which didn't even function. Jews 
in USSR would also publicly whine and blatantly about the "anti-Semitism" under 
communism. This is all for show and to confuse you. So, Israel openly supports 
the free world, and the USSR openly supports the enemies of Israel, but the both 
are working together under the table for world communism.  
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This is no different from Christianity. The Jews claim to be against it, even going 
as far to promote they "killed christ" "are of the devil" and so forth. They forever 
whine about being persecuted by Christianity. Now, look a little deeper. Every 
page on that stupid bible has the word "Jew/s" written on it, "Israel" The nazarene 
was a Jew, his disciples were Jews, his mother and father were observant Jews, 
both the Old and New Testaments are nothing but Jewish patriarchs, Jewish 
heroes, denigration of Gentiles and the Jewish teachings promoting communism. 
Now, just how can Christianity be against Jews? It is all a false front. People are 
under a powerful spell and they cannot see this.  
  
It is a fact, that communism, is a Jewish invention; all of its top leaders are 
Jewish, and/or married to Jews and like the bible, it is a swindle. The Jews know 
this and protect it. They protect their most important programs by pretending to 
be enemies of them, but underneath it all, they control both sides, and work 
these both sides to their agenda. This is one of the most important keys to 
understanding how they operate. It has been extremely effective for centuries. 
People fall for it all of the time.  
This is no different from how they control the Gay Rights Movement: 
 
In their religious writings, homosexuality is an abomination. Their real intention is 
to have everyone live under Old Testament and Talmudic law. Open sexuality, let 
alone homosexuality was NOT tolerated in the USSR. Gay and in the gulag was 
commonplace. Even heterosexual free sex, nudity, and so forth were severely 
punished. Jewess Sharon Osbourne, wife of Ozzy Osbourne, wrote an 
autobiography. She included that during the late 1980’s during “Glasnost” for the 
first time, the USSR allowed Ozz-fest. She wrote how a teenage Russian girl in 
the audience pulled up her t-shirt and bared her breasts openly. The KGB 
immediately moved in within seconds, yanked the girl from the bleachers, and 
proceeded to savagely beat her with clubs before they hauled her off and no 
doubt, she must have been given a long prison sentence under the most brutal 
conditions.  
  
My point is, there are so many total idiots who actually believe that communism 
is liberal and free. In communist countries, you can go to prison [and these are 
some of the most brutal and heinous places known to humanity], for simple 
fortification [having sexual intercourse without a marriage license].  
  
For those of you who are ignorant about communism, I suggest you read some 
of Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn’s books, such as The Gulag Archipelago, One day in 
the Life of Ivan Denisovitch, and many more. The latter you can also watch on 
youtube: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tdkvpopu0kY  
  
People really need to read Russian history. Millions upon million of innocent 
people were falsely arrested, tortured [many of the methods very similar to the 
Inquisition], packed into prison cells the same way the Jews pack farm animals 
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into tiny crates and cages [“goyim” means “cattle”], and then given long and 
intensely brutal sentences in a Siberian slave labor camp, of which very few ever 
returned. Russian author Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn survived and lived to tell about 
it. His crime? He was corresponding with a friend and happened to lightly criticize 
Josef Stalin. His mail was censored; he was arrested, tortured, and sent off to 
Siberia, like millions of others.  
  
I have also made several posts regarding what is now going on in Red China. 
The slave labor. This is ALL Jewish. The late Mao Tse-tung, no different from 
Stalin, mass murdered and tortured millions upon millions of innocent Chinese. 
This is not something to take lightly. Stupid idiots who spend their time in front of 
the Jew-tube, watching endless streams of worthless crap, playing nothing but 
video games and listening to the Jewish indoctrination; those who are ignorant of 
history and believe “it could never happen here” are in for a very serous rude 
awakening.  
  
I also want to add that Putin is working with all the other controlling Jews to try to 
bring Russia under communist control again. There are Russian patriot groups 
over there and of course, most are infested with Christianity. THIS IS HOW 
THEY GET CONTROL...WAKE UP PEOPLE!!!! 
 
 

Regarding Buddhism 
 

Several people have inquired about Buddhism and its relation to Satanism and 
so forth. I watched a most interesting and revealing documentary last week. 
National Geographic's 'Secrets of Shangri-La: Quest for Sacred Caves' [2009]. 
 
To sum this up: Buddhism can be safely and securely added to the list of enemy 
programs right up there with xianity and islam. Buddhism was invented to remove 
spiritual knowledge and replace it with enemy crap, no different from islam and 
xianity. The original religion, the Tibetan 'Bon' religion was attacked, followers 
mass murdered- same ugly repeat and agenda, so this Buddhism could be 
reinforced on the populace.  
 
The documentary features researchers who discover hidden caves in the 
Himalayas that contain hundreds of hidden manuscripts; entire spiritual libraries, 
hidden from enemy invaders who sought to destroy spiritual knowledge.  
 
The followers of Buddhism in the area equate the original Tibetan Bon religion 
with 'black magick.' 

Residual Xianity 
 
As we advance in knowledge and understanding, xianity withers away and dies. 
Most people are unaware of the extent the enemy has gone to, to enforce beliefs 
in a lie. We are dealing with overthrowing centuries of bad energy and on top of 
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this, there is more coming in with the xian churches and their foolish deluded 
idiots. In addition, the enemy "out there" is waaaaay beyond the average human 
being in intelligence AND strategy. Remember, a war was lost. The loss was 
heavy. Those of you who have the understanding, know this. There are still 
obstacles that must be overcome- everything from lingering beliefs to false 
notions. These obstacles are there to deter and to confuse us when we go to 
Satan. All I can say is the enemy really knew what they were doing. The most 
important thing one who is new can do is to study. Study every single day. 
NOTHING is more of a threat to the enemy than knowledge. There is a level of 
understanding and knowing we reach in Satanism to where xianity is no longer 
any threat and the eyes of our souls are opened and we can see the fools for 
what they are. Perseverance is the key. 
 
Not everything is always a spirit. There are often lingering issues in the corners 
of our own mind that are activated when we study something we have been 
programmed is "evil." You might not remember the programming, but it is there 
and on top of all of this, the psychic energy and powerful xian thoughtforms have 
enforced this to where it seems real. This is where many trip up. 
 
 
 

Satan the Deceiver? 
 

Teens4Satan member wrote: 
I've felt Satan's love, but the bible says he's a deceiver and hates all that's good, 
especially mankind. I don't know what to trust, I can't help but think that if I screw 
up I'll suffer for eternity, but more importantly I want to know my creator and not 
follow a lie. The bible is without flaw, the 'flaws' commonly pointed out are 
misinterpretations of what is written from what I can tell. I'm not sure what to 
believe anymore, can someone help me? I can't read through the messages so 
please email me with any answers you can give me. I want to trust in Satan but I 
don't know if I can, please help me. 
  
 
Have you studied http://www.exposingchristianity.com? You have already 
answered some of your own questions in your post below. Your problem seems 
to be listening to and believing the lies that xians and others push upon you, 
instead of thinking for and seeing things for yourself. 
  
Now, you mention below: 
"I have attempted suicide multiple times, but twice now when I've been in my 
darkest hour Satan or my Guardian demon Lerajie has come to me. I've felt 
Satan's love, but the bible says he's a deceiver and hates all that's good, 
especially mankind." 
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Why would they come to you to comfort you if they hated humanity? If one would 
look with open eyes, it is glaringly obvious who really hates humanity. Jewhova 
hates nearly EVERYTHING about humanity. For proof, just look to all of the so-
called 'sins' listed in the bible. Everything of human nature is a 'sin.' 
  
The bible is chock full of 'flaws.' Because it is a lie, it is full of contradictions. The 
truth does not contradict itself. In addition, the bible conflicts with science, history, 
geology, astronomy and many other disciplines of study and inquiry; Satanism 
does NOT. Satanism does not suppress any free thought or discourage any 
questions. Satanism SUPPORTS science and scientific inquiry, knowledge and 
education. 
  
During the Dark Ages when Christianity was at its full power, reading, writing and 
science were severely oppressed. Galileo was persecuted by the Christian 
church for his discovery that the planets and the earth revolved around the sun. 
The penalty for free thought was torture and death. 
  
Also, I am posting this again from another post regarding scripture and the bible- 
after reading the scriptures below, now tell me who is REALLY a deceiver and a 
liar AND WHO REALLY HATES HUMANITY- HIS MURDER OF HUMAN 
INFANTS: 
  
Through years of study, I have discovered many of the ancients left hidden 
messages in the bible, in paintings, and in other works. It is glaringly obvious the 
bible was composed under force [which is what xians use; they never take NO 
for an answer]. 
  
One of those messages was that the REAL evil one 'was a murderer and a liar 
from the beginning.' We all know the nazarene is fictitious: 
 http://www.exposingchristianity.com/Jesus_Christ.htm 
  
The point being, that biblical verse is one where there is a hidden message. 
  
Now- reply to any xian with this and you will more than likely get a bunch of 
double-talk, as xians tie into lying deceitful energy, they begin to look like the lie 
that they are [the zombie-like smiley face], and many who are real far gone will 
bold face lie to push the enemy agenda. Many documents over the centuries 
have been altered to promote the xian agenda. 
  
Now, as for the above biblical verse, it is glaringly obvious. 
WHO DID SATAN EVER MURDER TO ORDER OTHERS TO MURDER??  
NO ONE. 
  
Even that foul nazarene ordered others: 
Luke 19:27 - But those mine enemies, which would not that I should reign over 
them, bring hither, and slay them before me. 
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What xians call 'God' and the 'Devil' are actually backwards. The TRUE EVIL 
wrote that filthy bible. It is also very apparent that the evil monster jewhova 
HATES ANYTHING HUMAN. 
  
Now, as for the murderous monster this 'jehova' was: 
[the following was taken from 
http://www.infidels.org/library/modern/donald_morgan/atrocity.html] 
  
Genesis 34:13-29 The Israelites kill Hamor, his son, and all the men  
of their village, taking as plunder their wealth, cattle, wives and children. 
  
Genesis 6:11-17, 7:11-24 God is unhappy with the wickedness of man and  
decides to do something about it. He kills every living thing on the face of the 
earth other than Noah's family and thereby makes himself the greatest mass 
murderer in history. 
  
Genesis 19:26 God personally sees to it that Lot's wife is turned to a pillar of salt 
(for having looked behind her while fleeing the destruction of Sodom and 
Gomorrah). 
  
Genesis 38:9 "... whenever he lay with his brother's wife, he spilled his semen on 
the ground to keep from producing offspring for his brother. What he did was 
wicked ..., so the Lord put him to death." 
  
Exodus 9:22-25 A plague of hail from the Lord strikes down everything in the 
fields of Egypt both man and beast except in Goshen where the Israelites reside. 
  
Exodus 12:29 The Lord kills all the first-born in the land of Egypt. 
  
Exodus 17:13 With the Lord's approval, Joshua mows down Amalek and his 
people. 
  
Exodus 21:20-21 With the Lord's approval, a slave may be beaten to death with 
no punishment for the perpetrator as long as the slave doesn't die too quickly. 
Exodus 32:27 "Put every man his sword by his side, and go in and out from gate 
to gate throughout the camp, and slay every man his brother, and every man his 
companion, and every man his neighbor. 
  
Exodus 32:27-29 With the Lord's approval, the Israelites slay 3000 men. 
  
Leviticus 26:7-8 The Lord promises the Israelites that, if they are obedient, their 
enemies will "fall before your sword." 
  
Leviticus 26:22 "I will also send wild beasts among you, which shall rob you of 
your children." 
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Leviticus 26:29, DT 28:53, JE 19:9, EZ 5:8-10 As a punishment, the Lord will 
cause people to eat the flesh of their own sons and daughters and fathers and 
friends. 
  
Leviticus 27:29 Human sacrifice is condoned. (Note: An example is given in JG 
11:30-39) 
  
Numbers 11:33 The Lord smites the people with a great plague. 
  
Numbers 12:1-10 God makes Miriam a leper for seven days because she and 
Aaron had spoken against Moses. 
  
Numbers 15:32-36 A Sabbath breaker (who had gathered sticks for a fire) is 
stoned to death at the Lord's command. 
  
Numbers 16:27-33 The Lord causes the earth to open and swallow up the men 
and their households (including wives and children) because the men had been 
rebellious. 
  
Numbers 16:35 A fire from the Lord consumes 250 men. 
  
Numbers 16:49 A plague from the Lord kills 14,700 people. 
  
Numbers 21:3 The Israelites utterly destroy the Canaanites. 
  
Numbers 21:35 With the Lord's approval, the Israelites slay Og "... and his sons 
and all his people, until there was not one survivor left ...." 
 
Numbers 25:4 (King James Version) "And the Lord said unto Moses, take all the 
heads of the people, and hang them up before the Lord against the sun ...." 
  
Numbers 25:8 "He went after the man of Israel into the tent, and thrust both of 
them through, the man of Israel, and the woman through her belly." 
  
Numbers 25:9 24,000 people die in a plague from the Lord. 
  
Numbers 31:9 The Israelites capture Midianite women and children. 
  
Numbers 31:17-18 Moses, following the Lord's command, orders the Israelites to 
kill all the Midianite male children and "... every woman who has known man ...." 
(Note: How would it be determined which women had known men? One can only 
speculate.) 
  
Numbers 31:31-40 32,000 virgins are taken by the Israelites as booty. Thirty-two 
are set aside (to be sacrificed?) as a tribute for the Lord. 
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Deuteronomy 2:33-34 The Israelites utterly destroy the men, women, and 
children of Sihon. 
  
Deuteronomy 3:6 The Israelites utterly destroy the men, women, and children of 
Og. 
  
Deuteronomy 7:2 The Lord commands the Israelites to "utterly destroy" and 
shown "no mercy" to those whom he gives them for defeat. 
 
Deuteronomy 20:13-14 "When the Lord delivers it into your hand, put to the 
sword all the males .... As for the women, the children, the livestock and 
everything else in the city, you may take these as plunder for yourselves." 
  
Deuteronomy 20:16 "In the cities of the nations the Lord is giving you as an 
inheritance, do not leave alive anything that breathes." 
  
Deuteronomy 21:10-13 With the Lord's approval, the Israelites are allowed to 
take "beautiful women" from the enemy camp to be their captive wives. If, after 
sexual relations, the husband has "no delight" in his wife, he can simply let her 
go. 
  
Deuteronomy 28:53 "You will eat the fruit of the womb, the flesh of the sons and 
daughters the Lord your God has given you." 
  
Joshua 1:1-9, 18 Joshua receives the Lord's blessing for all the bloody 
endeavors to follow. 
 
Joshua 6:21-27 With the Lord's approval, Joshua destroys the city of Jericho 
men, women, and children with the edge of the sword. 
  
Joshua 7:19-26 Achan, his children and his cattle are stoned to death because 
Achan had taken a taboo thing. 
  
Joshua 8:22-25 With the Lord's approval, Joshua utterly smites the people of Ai, 
killing 12,000 men and women, so that there were none who escaped. 
  
Joshua 10:10-27 With the help of the Lord, Joshua utterly destroys the 
Gibeonites. 
  
Joshua 10:28 With the Lord's approval, Joshua destroys the people of 
Makkedah. 
  
Joshua 10:30 With the Lord's approval, Joshua utterly destroys the Libnahites. 
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Joshua 10:32-33 With the Lord's approval, Joshua utterly destroys the people of 
Lachish. 
  
Joshua 10:34-35 With the Lord's approval, Joshua utterly destroys the Eglonites. 
  
Joshua 10:36-37 With the Lord's approval, Joshua utterly destroys the 
Hebronites. 
  
Joshua 10:38-39 With the Lord's approval, Joshua utterly destroys the Debirites. 
  
Joshua 10:40 (A summary statement.) "So Joshua defeated the whole land...; he 
left none remaining, but destroyed all that breathed, as the Lord God of Israel 
commanded." 
  
Joshua 11:6 The Lord orders horses to be hamstrung. (Exceedingly cruel.) 
  
Joshua 11:8-15 "And the lord gave them into the hand of Israel ...utterly 
destroying them; there was none left that breathed ...." 
  
Joshua 11:20 "For it was the Lord's doing to harden their hearts that they should 
come against Israel in battle, in order that they should be utterly destroyed, and 
should receive no mercy but be exterminated, as the Lord commanded Moses." 
  
Joshua 11:21-23 Joshua utterly destroys the Anakim. 
  
Judges 1:4 With the Lord's support, Judah defeats 10,000 Canaanites at Bezek. 
  
Judges 1:6 With the Lord's approval, Judah pursues Adoni-bezek, catches him, 
and cuts off his thumbs and big toes. 
  
Judges 1:8 With the Lord's approval, Judah smites Jerusalem. 
  
Judges 1:17 With the Lord's approval, Judah and Simeon utterly destroy the 
Canaanites who inhabited Zephath. 
  
Judges 3:29 The Israelites kill about 10,000 Moabites. 
  
Judges 3:31 (A restatement.) Shamgar killed 600 Philistines with an oxgoad. 
  
Judges 4:21 Joel takes a tent stake and hammers it through the head of Sisera, 
fastening it to the ground. 
  
Judges 7:19-25 The Gideons defeat the Midianites, slay their princes, cut off their 
heads, and bring the heads back to Gideon. 
  
Judges 8:15-21 The Gideons slaughter the men of Penuel. 
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Judges 9:5 Abimalech murders his brothers. 
  
Judges 9:45 Abimalech and his men kill all the people in the city. 
  
Judges 9:53-54 "A woman dropped a stone on his head and cracked his skull. 
 Hurriedly he called to his armor-bearer, 'Draw your sword and kill me, so that 
they can't say a woman killed me.' So his servant ran him through, and he died." 
  
Judges 11:29-39 Jepthah sacrifices his beloved daughter, his only child, 
according to a vow he has made with the Lord. 
  
Judges 14:19 The Spirit of the Lord comes upon a man and causes him to slay 
thirty men. 
  
Judges 15:15 Samson slays 1000 men with the jawbone of an ass. 
  
Judges 16:21 The Philistines gouge out Samson's eyes. 
  
Judges 16:27-30 Samson, with the help of the Lord, pulls down the pillars of the 
Philistine house and causes his own death and that of 3000 other men and 
women. 
  
Judges 18:27 The Danites slay the quiet and unsuspecting people of Laish. 
  
Judges 19:22-29 A group of sexual depraved men beat on the door of an old 
man's house demanding that he turn over to them a male house guest. Instead, 
the old man offers his virgin daughter and his guest's concubine (or wife): 
"Behold, here are my virgin daughter and his concubine; let me bring them out 
now. Ravish them and do with them what seems good to you; but against this 
man do not do so vile a thing." The man's concubine is ravished and dies. The 
man then cuts her body into twelve pieces and sends one piece to each of the 
twelve tribes of Israel.  
 
Judges 20:43-48 The Israelites smite 25,000+ "men of valor" from amongst the 
Benjamites, "men and beasts and all that they found," and set their towns on fire. 
  
Judges 21:10-12 "... Go and smite the inhabitants of Jabesh-gilead with the edge 
of the sword and; also the women and little ones... every male and every woman 
that has lain with a male you shall utterly destroy." They do so and find four 
hundred young virgins whom they bring back for their own use. 
  
1 Samuel 6:19 God kills seventy men (or so) for looking into the Ark (at him?). 
(Note: The early Israelites apparently thought the Ark to be God's abode.) 
  
1 Samuel 7:7-11 Samuel and his men smite the Philistines. 
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1 Samuel 11:11 With the Lord's blessing, Saul and his men cut down the 
Ammonites. 
  
1 Samuel 14:31 Jonathan and his men strike down the Philistines. 
  
1 Samuel 14:48 Saul smites the Amalekites. 
  
1 Samuel 15:3, 7-8 "This is what the Lord says: Now go and smite Amalek, and 
utterly destroy all that they have; do not spare them, but kill both man and 
woman, infant and suckling, ox and sheep, camel and ass ....' And Saul... 
utterly destroyed all the people with the edge of the sword." 
  
1 Samuel 15:33 "Samuel hewed Agag in pieces before the Lord ...." 
  
1 Samuel 18:7 The women sing as they make merry: "Saul has slain his 
thousands and David his ten thousands." 
  
1 Samuel 18:27 David murders 200 Philistines, then cuts off their foreskins. 
  
1 Samuel 30:17 David smites the Amalekites. 
  
2 Samuel 2:23 Abner kills Asahel. 
  
2 Samuel 3:30 Joab and Abishai kill Abner. 
  
2 Samuel 4:7-8 Rechan and Baanah kill Ish-bosheth, behead him, and take his 
head to David. 
  
 2 Samuel 4:12 David has Rechan and Baanah killed, their hands and feet  
 cut off, and their bodies hanged by the pool at Hebron. 
  
 2 Samuel 5:25 "And David did as the Lord commanded him, and smote the  
 Philistines..." 
 2 Samuel 6:2-23 Because she rebuked him for having exposed himself, Michal 
(David's wife) was barren throughout her life. 
  
 2 Samuel 8:1-18 (A listing of some of David's murderous conquests.) 
  
 2 Samuel 8:4 David hamstrung all but a few of the horses. 
  
 2 Samuel 8:5 David slew 22,000 Syrians. 
  
 2 Samuel 8:6, 14 "The Lord gave victory to David wherever he went." 
  
 2 Samuel 8:13 David slew 18,000 Edomites in the valley of salt and  
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 made the rest slaves. 
  
 2 Samuel 10:18 David slew 47,000+ Syrians. 
  
 2 Samuel 11:14-27 David has Uriah killed so that he can marry Uriah's  
 wife, Bathsheba. 
  
 2 Samuel 12:1, 19 The Lord strikes David's child dead for the sin that  
 David has committed. 
  
 2 Samuel 13:1-15 Amnon loves his sister Tamar, rapes her, then hates  
 her. 
  
 2 Samuel 13:28-29 Absalom has Amnon murdered. 
  
 2 Samuel 18:6 -7 20,000 men are slaughtered at the battle in the forest of 
Ephraim. 
  
 2 Samuel 18:15 Joab's men murder Absalom. 
  
 2 Samuel 20:10-12 Joab's men murder Amasa and leave him "...wallowing in his 
own blood in the highway. And anyone who came by, seeing him, stopped." 
  
 2 Samuel 24:15 The Lord sends a pestilence on Israel that kills 70,000 men. 
  
 1 Kings 2:24-25 Solomon has Adonijah murdered. 
  
 1 Kings 2:29-34 Solomon has Joab murdered. 
  
 1 Kings 2:46 Solomon has Shime-i murdered. 
  
 1 Kings 13:15-24 A man is killed by a lion for eating bread and drinking water in 
a place where the Lord had previously told him not to. This is in spite of the fact 
that the man had subsequently been lied to by a prophet who told the man that 
an angel of the Lord said that it would be alright to eat and drink there. 
  
1 Kings 20:29-30 The Israelites smite 100,000 Syrian soldiers in one day. A wall 
falls on 27,000 remaining Syrians. 
  
2 Kings 1:10-12 Fire from heaven comes down and consumes fifty men. 
  
2 Kings 2:23-24 Forty-two children are mauled and killed, presumably according 
to the will of God, for having jeered at a man of God. 
  
2 Kings 5:27 Elisha curses Gehazi and his descendants forever with leprosy. 
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2 Kings 6:18-19 The Lord answers Elisha's prayer and strikes the Syrians with 
blindness. Elisha tricks the blind Syrians and leads them to Samaria. 
  
2 Kings 6:29 "So we cooked my son and ate him. The next day I said to her, 
'Give up your son so we may eat him,' but she had hidden him." 
  
2 Kings 9:24 Jehu tricks and murders Joram. 
  
2 Kings 9:27 Jehu has Ahaziah killed. 
  
2 Kings 9:30-37 Jehu has Jezebel killed. Her body is trampled by horses. Dogs 
eat her flesh so that only her skull, feet, and the palms of her hands remain. 
  
2 Kings 10:7 Jehu has Ahab's seventy sons beheaded, then sends the heads to 
their father. 
  
2 Kings 10:14 Jehu has forty-two of Ahab's kin killed. 
  
2 Kings 10:17 "And when he came to Samaria, he slew all that remained to Ahab 
in Samaria, till he had wiped them out, according to the word of the Lord ...." 
  
2 Kings 10:19-27 Jehu uses trickery to massacre the Baal worshippers. 
  
2 Kings 11:1 Athaliah destroys all the royal family. 
  
2 Kings 14:5, 7 Amaziah kills his servants and then 10,000 Edomites. 
  
2 Kings 15:3-5 Even though he did what was right in the eyes of the Lord, the 
Lord smites Azariah with leprosy for not having removed the "high places." 
  
2 Kings 15:16 Menahem ripped open all the women who were pregnant. 
  
2 Kings 19:35 An angel of the Lord kills 185,000 men. 
1 Chronicles 20:3 (KJV) "And he brought out the people that were in it, and cut 
them with saws, and with harrows of iron, and with axes." 
  
2 Chronicles 13:17 500,000 Israelites are slaughtered. 
  
2 Chronicles 21:4 Jehoram slays all his brothers. 
  
Psalms 137:9 Happy will be the man who dashes your little ones against the 
stones. 
  
Psalms 144:1 God is praised as the one who trains hands for war and fingers for 
battle. 
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Isaiah 13:15 "Everyone who is captured will be thrust through; all who are caught 
will fall by the sword. Their infants will be dashed to pieces before their eyes; 
their... wives will be ravished." 
  
Isaiah 13:18 "Their bows also shall dash the young men to pieces; and they shall 
have no pity on the fruit of the womb; their eye shall not spare children." 
  
Isaiah 14:21-22 "Prepare slaughter for his children for the iniquity of their 
fathers." 
  
Isaiah 49:26 The Lord will cause the oppressors of the Israelite's to eat their own 
flesh and to become drunk on their own blood as with wine. 
  
Jeremiah 16:4 "They shall die grievous deaths; they shall not be lamented; 
neither shall they be buried; but they shall be as dung upon the face of the earth: 
and they shall be consumed by the sword, and by famine; and their carcasses 
shall be meat for the fowls of heaven, and for the beasts of the earth." 
  
Lamentations 4:9-10 "Those slain by the sword are better off than those who die 
of famine; racked with hunger, they waste away for lack of food... pitiful women 
have cooked their own children, who became their food ..." 
  
Ezekiel 6:12-13 The Lord says: "... they will fall by the sword, famine, and plague. 
He that is far away will die of the plague, and he that is near will fall by the sword, 
and he that survives and is spared will die of famine. So will I spend my wrath 
upon them. And they will know I am the Lord, when the people lie slain among 
their idols around their altars, on every high hill and on all the mountaintops, 
under every spreading tree and every leafy oak..." 
  
Ezekiel 9:4-6 The Lord commands: "... slay old men outright, young men and 
maidens, little children and women..." 
  
Ezekiel 20:26 In order that he might horrify them, the Lord allowed the Israelites 
to defile themselves through, amongst other things, the sacrifice of their first-born 
children. 
  
Ezekiel 21:3-4 The Lord says that he will cut off both the righteous and the 
wicked that his sword shall go against all flesh. 
  
Ezekiel 23:25, 47 God is going to slay the sons and daughters of those who were 
whores. 
  
Ezekiel 23:34 "You shall ... pluck out your hair, and tear your breasts." 
  
Hosea 13:16 "They shall fall by the sword: their infants shall be dashed in pieces, 
and their women with child shall be ripped up." 
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Micah 3:2-3 "... who pluck off their skin ..., and their flesh from off their bones; 
Who also eat the flesh of my people, and flay their skin from off them; and they 
break their bones, and chop them in pieces, as for the pot, and as flesh within the 
caldron." 
  
Matthew 10:21 "... the brother shall deliver up his brother to death, and the father 
his child; children shall rise up against their parents, and cause them to be put to 
death." 
  
Matthew 10:35-36 "For I have come to turn a man against his father, a daughter 
against her mother, a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law a man's enemies 
will be the members of his own family." 
  
Matthew 11:21-24 Jesus curses [the inhabitants of] three cities who were not 
sufficiently impressed with his great works. 
 
 
 

Sermon 9/11/11: Advancing Your Soul 
 
Due to the enemy, there is only so far one can go in revealing spiritual 
knowledge at this time, on orders from the Powers of Hell. Spiritual advancement 
is analogous to stepping up a flight of stairs and unlocking a door to enter a room 
to go to another flight of stairs and repeat the same, all the time advancing 
upwards to the top. In other words, the more you spiritually advance and are 
dedicated to Satan, more knowledge will open to you as you go along so, that 
you can further advance. 
 
Right now, everything you need to reach the godhead is on the JoS website. All 
of this knowledge is already on there, but it is important to think outside of 
following instructions to the letter- especially for those of you who are a bit more 
advanced- combining the knowledge is the key. Nothing is missing. Through 
consistent meditation and dedication to Satan, you will be shown the way. 
Satanic symbols, animals, and numbers are extremely important. It is a sad fact 
that the enemy has completely twisted the meanings of these and blasphemed 
them. Satanic symbols are truly sacred in every sense of the word. Only through 
the Powers of Hell will you be shown the way.  
 
The enemy has also severely corrupted spiritual knowledge regarding the 
chakras and the soul. For example opening one's chakras from the bottom up is 
very dangerous and foolish and will only cause extreme problems such as some 
of the horror stories from new age people and related that we hear about.  
 
The alignment of the chakras is another deal. The enemy has desecrated these 
as well into all pointing down. Most of you already know about this. Cutting, 
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mutilating, and inserting objects into one's body is another form of corruption and 
is outright desecration of spiritual knowledge. This is again- total blasphemy. All 
accomplishments are achieved using one's mind and the powers of one's soul. 
More blasphemy and desecration involves repressing orgasm and the sex drive, 
any dietary restrictions and related enemy crap. One must be FREE, not only in 
mind, but also physically in order to raise the serpent and to advance from there. 
The enemy knows this and has worked relentlessly to create restrictions 
mentally, emotionally, physically and in every other area to ensure no one 
reaches the godhead.  
 
KNOW THE ABOVE. Work hard on advancing your soul. Listen to your own 
intuition and anything that opens to you. Be open to the Powers of Hell and 
always be loyal to them and to Satan's agenda and they will guide you to 
advance. Also, know that as we are individuals, there is no ONE way. There is 
more than one path to reaching the godhead in the way of doing workings to get 
you there.  
 
All of the legends of the Gods are spiritual allegories as well as some history.  
 
I have a massive amount of old sermons and such that I will be uploading. I will 
have to do this by linking on extensive pages as it is too large to do these page 
by page.  
 
'But those who keep my secrets shall receive the fulfillment of my promises'  
--Satan  
From the Al Jilwah 
 
 

Sermon 10/10/13: The Inquisition Starting All Over? 
 
This was forwarded to me and I find this to be shocking and worst of all that it 
took place in the USA, where the constitution protects religious freedoms. The 
point being, I know we are heavily discriminated against in the way of not being 
able to publicly have churches like the xians, but at least, as long as one is law 
abiding here, they cannot legally arrest you for your personal beliefs. It appears 
the Inquisition may be starting all over and blatantly: 
  
http://tv.msnbc.com/2013/10/09/sorry-gop-irs-official-has-not-been-consorting-
with-the-devil/   
  
Republicans may think Obamacare is akin to hell. But that doesn’t mean the 
Internal Revenue Service is consorting with the devil. 
  
Sarah Hall Ingram, an IRS official in charge of implementing parts of Obamacare, 
insisted during an unusual line of questioning that she hasn’t been dealing with 
the devil. 
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Ingram made the remarks during testimony before the House Oversight and 
Government Reform Committee on Wednesday. Democratic Congressman 
Gerald Connolly of Virginia was trying to deride GOP attempts to paint her as 
evil. 
  
The Q&A went like this: 
Connolly: Have you ever read “The Crucible” by Arthur Miller? 
  
Ingram:  I’ve not read it, I’ve seen it performed. 
  
Connolly: And you know what it’s about 
  
Ingram: Yes sir. 
  
Connolly:  What is it about? 
  
Ingram:  Well I’m from New England so I’m familiar with the original story. It’s 
about the Salem witch trial. 
  
Connolly: You’re under oath. Have you been consorting with the devil? 
  
Ingram: Not to my knowledge sir. 
  
Connolly: Are reports that you can fly accurate? 
 
Ingram: Uh greatly exaggerated sir 
  
Connolly:  Have you been involved, in any way, in trying to pervert our youth? In 
Salem or anywhere else? 
  
Ingram:  I certainly hope not sir. 
Connolly: You’re sure? 
  
Ingram: Yes sir. 
  
Ingram has been criticized by GOPers because she was once in charge of the 
IRS division that selectively scrutinized conservative groups. The IRS has said 
the former commissioner of tax-exempt and government agencies was not in 
charge of the group’s day-to-day operations after Dec. 2010. The White House 
has also defended Ingram. 
 
 
 

Sermon 29/July/2013 - Coping With Christians 
 

I got into astrology early- in my pre-teens and was reading charts when I was in 
my mid-teens, along with the Tarot and reading palms. My point in writing this is I 
was relentlessly attacked by Christians for my knowledge of and belief in the 
Tarot and astrology. They really prey upon teens. I couldn't cross the street 
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downtown without being accosted by Christian filth stopping me and harassing 
me. Back in those days, there was little serious opposition to that scum, and I 
certainly didn't know what I know now. This was all a learning experience for me 
though.  
  
Christians, like most other vile individuals who attack others are always more 
secure when they are with other xians and not alone. My eldest son and his 
friends really gave this xian street corner maggot a hard time when they were 
accosted [like nearly everyone else...minding their own business]. They formed a 
circle and began mocking him. In situations like this, that xian 'faith' goes out the 
window, and the xian gets insecure real fast, especially when alone.  
  
I have heard and experienced so much endless crap before coming to Satan, 
where I really began to confidently fight them. I have learned different ways to 
deal with them if you are pushed into it. I, myself have a real short fuse with the 
deluded scum. One idiot who obviously can't read [I have anti-xian signs on my 
front door], tried to harass me anyway and the stupid deluded idiot almost had a 
heart attack, I got so mad.  
  
In dealing with xians, there are certain things you can reply with, if you have the 
time, patience and wish to argue with them.  
  
1. I have heard this tactic ad nauseum over the years and it is a psychological 
game that vile individuals play when trying to coerce another person into 
believing as they do. Unfortunately, although this is used by xians relentlessly, 
others use it as well.  
It goes like this:  
You are not happy because you don't have the same belief system...you aren't 
'saved' and that sort of thing. You get the general idea. Ok, every single thing in 
this person's life goes beautifully, They have total control over their life and 
destiny and are blissfully happy at all times because of their belief system. 
Anyone who swallows this crock of shit needs a serious reality check to say the 
least.  
  
The truth is, unless someone is completely insane and in total denial of reality, 
everyone and everything on this earth has problems. Yes, there are degrees of 
problems and suffering, but no one is unscathed by this. Expert interrogators 
know this, as well as psychiatrists and others who work with human psychology. 
Everyone has their weak point. Everyone has a point where they will crack given 
it is found and played upon. Everyone has a Saturn. Everyone experiences 
Saturn transits and hard times. There are people who are very adept at hiding 
their problems and pretending to be happy to the world. Remember this. This is 
not to say that one cannot be happy. My point here is xians use this shit to try to 
coerce others into believing as they do, while pretending everything is fine in their 
lives. All this takes to see the real truth is a little investigating and awareness, 
especially of their astro chart and you will find they have problems too.  
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2. Ask any xian who is accosting you and pushing their filth... How many people 
did Satan MURDER in that damned bible? Where are the scriptures???? Now, 
given my experiences with these deluded idiots, they keep on that 'the Devil was 
a murderer and a liar from the beginning.' Ok, so who was a murderer and a liar? 
Jehova, that's who! Look to the Old Testament for PROOF. 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com/  
  
Quote the scriptures to these deluded idiots. Here is just a few of many:  
  
Numbers 31:7 And they warred against the Midianites, as the LORD commanded 
Moses; and they slew all the males.  
31:8 And they slew the kings of Midian, beside the rest of them that were slain; 
namely, Evi, and Rekem, and Zur, and Hur, and Reba, five kings of Midian: 
Balaam also the son of Beor they slew with the sword.  
THIS TRULY EVIL ENTITY EVEN TORTURED TO DEATH AND MURDERED 
HIS OWN SON  
[Of course, we know the nazarene is fictitious, but when speaking to xians...]  
  
MORE:  
Deuteronomy 7:1 When the LORD thy God shall bring thee into the land whither 
thou goest to possess it, and hath cast out many nations before thee, the Hittites, 
and the Girgashites, and the Amorites, and the Canaanites, and the Perizzites, 
and the Hivites, and the Jebusites, seven nations greater and mightier than thou;  
7:2  
And when the LORD thy God shall deliver them before thee; thou shalt smite 
them, and utterly destroy them; thou shalt make no covenant with them, nor 
shew mercy unto them  
  
Then, the crap they spew about 'blood sacrifice'  
Exodus 23:18 Thou shalt not offer the blood of my sacrifice with leavened bread; 
neither shall the fat of my sacrifice remain until the morning.  
  
PRETTY OBVIOUS.  
  
3. They incessantly state that 'the Devil hates humanity.' Ok, their bible also is 
proof on this one. Both that filthy nazarene and crud jewhova hate humanity 
blatantly. Anything of humanity is a 'sin.' Look to their filthy bible for proof on this. 
They can try to rationalize and warp the truth, but it reads what it reads. Damned 
near everything of human nature and natural law is a 'sin.'  
Copy of a Catholic Confession Primer  
  
Also, their 'Devil' is supposed to be artificial. Is there ANYTHING in xianity that 
supports natural law? Also, their 'Devil' is supposed to be all material and non-
spiritual. Is there ANYTHING of xianity that IS spiritual? NOTHING!  
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4. They have repeated ad nauseum...'the Devil deceives...' 'He deceiveth all of 
the nations...' Well, all of the nations are either xian or muslim and of course the 
kike root of this malignant filth. Look to the REAL LIAR:  
  
2 Thessalonians 2:11  
And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe 
a lie: 12 That they all might be damned  
  
Genesis 2: verses 16-17 reads: "And the Lord God, commanded the man, saying 
"of every tree of the garden thou mayest freely eat: (17) But of the tree of 
knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt not eat of it: for in the day that thou eatest 
thereof thou shalt surely die."  
  
According to the Bible, the man, Adam, did not die in the day that he ate from the 
forbidden tree. For the Bible says that Adam and Eve were expelled from the 
garden and; Genesis 5: verse 5 reads: "And all the days that Adam lived were 
nine hundred and thirty years; and he died."  
[The above two paragraphs were taken from: 
http://www.infidels.org/library/modern/emmett_fields/word_of_god_debate.html]  
  
Ezekiel 14:9 And if the prophet be deceived when he hath spoken a thing, I the 
LORD have deceived that prophet, and I will stretch out my hand upon him, and 
will destroy him from the midst of my people Israel.  
  
5. They harp on about how 'the Devil enslaves' and all of their deluded endless 
crap. Satan never enslaved anyone. Look to their old testament on this one as 
well.  
  
The nazarene not only ADVOCATED SLAVERY, but encouraged and condoned 
the abuse of slaves:  
Luke 12:47  
And that slave, which knew his lord's will, and prepared not himself, neither did 
according to his will, shall be beaten with many stripes.  
  
Ephesians 6:5 Slaves, obey your earthly masters with deep respect and fear. 
Serve them sincerely as you would serve Christ.  
  
Xianity with its Jewish root has been the cause of nearly every war fought 
throughout history. 'Onward Christian soldiers.'  
  
There are some xian fools who might wake up. There are others who are a 
complete waste of time. And wasn't the nazarene a human sacrifice?  
  
§ SATAN NEVER MURDERED ANYONE  
§ SATAN NEVER LIED TO ANYONE  
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§ SATAN ACCEPTS YOU AS YOU ARE, AND DOES NOT HATE HUMAN 
NATURE  

§ SATAN RULES OVER WHAT IS CALLED 'THE OCCULT' WHICH IS 
COMPLETELY SPIRITUAL  

§ SATAN GIVES US KNOWLEDGE AND DOES NOT FEAR HUMAN 
SPIRITUAL ADVANCEMENT  

§ SATAN DOES NOT FEAR HUMANITY  
 

HAIL SATAN!! 
 
 
 

Sermon 4/04/08: Satanic Prayer 
 
Many people have written both in the groups and in personal e-mails over the 
years, asking me or other members of the ministry if we could “ask Satan or pray 
to Satan” for them. Xianity programs and related are responsible for this sort of 
thing. Few people understand the true meaning of “prayer.” The true meaning of 
prayer is repeating words of power/incantations in so-called “spellworking.” This 
is exceptionally effective and powerful. For example- praying the Satanic rosary- 
one begins with a planned out word, groups of words or phrase of power, specific 
to the goal/s in mind. Each bead, one vibrates the incantation, until a certain 
number is reached. This working, done daily or on specific days during the 
favorable planetary hours is an example of true prayer. The vibration takes on a 
life of its own, either by acting through ourselves or in other cases, out there in 
the world in bringing us what we want.  
 
The more major the working, the more often there is lag time. Workings do not 
always happen the next or same day. One can do a working- (one time is usually 
not enough) and weeks to months later, the result manifests, depending upon the 
magnitude of the goal. Workings of major goals often must be repeated over a 
period of time and reinforced, to be effective, especially for people who are new 
to witchcraft and power meditation. The stronger we become, the shorter the lag 
time and the less we have to work at in using prayer. 
 
Satanism is true spirituality. We do not “pray” to Satan in asking him to do things 
for us that we ourselves can do using our own powers. I do not go to Satan and 
ask for any help with anything I can do for myself, using my own powers. Satan 
has given me a start on some things, which were beyond my capabilities at the 
time, but the rest was up to me, to take the energy and amplify and use it to 
reach the goal. Satan gives us knowledge and it is up to us to apply that 
knowledge in helping ourselves. We do not go to Satan and ask for help with 
every little thing, like the foolish deluded xians are always told to go to their false 
gods by their preachers.  
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The goal of Satanism is becoming a God. This means using our own powers to 
handle our own problems. Asking Satan and his Demons for guidance is fine, as 
long as we are willing to work on our own and carry our end of the load.     
 
 

Sermon 8/24/13: Levels of Satanism 
 
There are levels of Satanism. All of these have to do with knowledge and 
understanding, along with awareness and enlightenment. I know there are quite 
a few people in these e-groups who do not take Satanism very seriously. Some 
people are still riding on the teachings of Anton LaVey, but cannot see the 
underlying theme of his writings. There is an underlying theme in many Satanic 
writings, that most people tend to miss, as they take the texts at face value, no 
different from the many legends and such, which are all allegories. Unlike 
Christianity, where the mentally retarded and the stupid are held in high esteem 
and revered; in Satanism, idiocy and stupidity are the only real "sins."  
  
Quite often in these groups, some unenlightened, dimwit who has no real grasp 
of history will spout off about "live and let live." This is gross stupidity and one of 
the reasons the world is in chaos. Now, does Christianity have a history of "live 
and let live"? The Inquisition should have some significance to any of these sorts 
of yokels who state the above and call themselves a Satanist.  
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Inquisition.html    
  
All the while when the foolish are accepting the indoctrination of "no hate" "love 
everybody" "accept everyone" and other suicidal nonsense [of course, going 
along with what one is told makes one’s life temporarily easier- ideal for the weak 
and cowardly]. In other words, do what one is told and believe what one is told to 
believe and as long as one is not at odds with the current trends of the system, 
and there is not too much opposition. This is for cowards and is the easy way 
out. The sheep are being set up for the slaughter and unfortunately, this kind of 
attitude affects everyone and will be the damnation of everyone, regardless of 
whether they tie into it or not.  
  
Satan stands for rebellion, knowledge, and freedom and if one is not willing to 
fight for that freedom, it will not happen. Any idiot who even has the slightest 
grasp of history should know this. The hidden message in mainstream writings 
that are pushed by the system, such as that filthy bible, is that "rebellion" and too 
much knowledge are "evil." Any half-wit should have enough common sense 
here to know that unless one rebels against tyranny, one becomes a slave and of 
course, in truth, knowledge is the key to solving any and all problems. 
Unfortunately, look at how many people out there actually believe this shit.  
  
Satanism is not about slavish worship. Satan and the Powers of Hell give us 
knowledge and enlightenment, as our friends. Satan wants for us Gentiles, to be 
proud and independent. This will not come about of itself. Freedom, 
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independence, and individual rights are from those who have given their very 
lives, fighting bloody wars for this. You are alive right now because there are 
cells in your immune system that seek out and destroy harmful invading bacteria 
and viruses. Now, say your leucocytes, the cells which do this, just had the 
attitude of "live and let live" and "loved" the harmful invaders; just how long do 
you think you would last?  
  
Unfortunately, we have the stupid with us, the uneducated [those who are too 
lazy and unmotivated to do any meaningful book reading or study where it is 
available], who can’t think past what the nefarious system has been 
programming them with- total drones. Those that pass the buck... this is another 
“live and let live” in other words, ignore anything “negative.” Don’t take any 
revenge or seek out any real justice. People who have this type of horseshit 
attitude indirectly and in many cases directly promote injustice. This bleeds over 
into society. Eventually, civilization will collapse. Everyone pays the price for 
these feeble-minded, personally weak, and cowardly assholes. This goes along 
with letting crime get so out of hand that people fall into the trap of begging for 
ultra-strict laws where there are no longer any individual rights and Jewish 
communism then takes over. As in the former USSR, as in Red China today, if 
you are accused of a crime, that is it. They will torture you in the most sick and 
inhuman ways to force you to confess to whatever you are accused of. There is 
no fair trial. Millions upon millions of innocent people have experienced this. 
Those who survived were turned over to slave labor, under the most grueling 
conditions of which many never returned. This is the result of “live and let” live 
and passing the buck. The Jew creates the problem and then pushes their own 
solution- enslavement under communism in the most horrid conditions 
imaginable. Of course, as with Christianity, there are endless excuses made for 
communism; both of which are Jewish inventions.  
  
** 
Quotes taken from "Pravda" [The main Communist Party Newspaper and leading 
newspaper of the former Soviet Union] From the article: Is there any difference 
between Christianity and Communism? 30/04/2013  
  
"Christianity and communism are very close spiritually and ideologically. This is a 
fairly well known concept that has been adopted by various thinkers, from 
Thomas More to Lev Tolstoy. Few people know that the world's first socialist 
state was established in Paraguay and was based on the ideas of Catholic 
Jesuits before Marx created his teachings."  
  
"The "Society of Jesus" - the Jesuit religious order - in the Catholic Church was 
roughly equivalent to the KGB in the Soviet Union."  
 
The millions upon millions of innocents tortured and mass murdered under 
communism is no different from the Inquisition. If one does the study and 
research, they both followed the very same methods of operation.  
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"American Newspapers claim that Stalin has been preordained to save 
Christianity.  
-Josef Goebbels 
  
The USA has certainly changed since the mass influx of Russian Jews who fled 
here when the USSR collapsed. The constitution is no longer adhered to. Civil 
rights are violated incessantly, in many places, one no longer has a right to 
refuse medical treatment, and a hospital is much like a prison in the way one 
must obtain a discharge in order to be released and free. I could go on and on, 
but one only needs to watch the news and to be aware of all of the violations we 
are now facing here in the USA against our freedoms. These Russian Jews were 
given top positions in our Universities, and filled many other key positions where 
they could carry on with their agenda, while we all pay the price. I remember a 
video store in the early 1990’s with the VHS tapes that was in a Jewish suburb of 
a major city. There was an entire section of those VHS tapes in Russian. One 
blatant jew was in line at the supermarket with a wallet rounded with cash and he 
paid for his purchase in food stamps. Jewish community centers set this scum up 
for personal success and the eventual take-over of whatever free countries they 
infest.  
  
** 
“Get the people to demand what you want to impose upon them” “Create a 
problem so we can step in and solve it.” “Threaten with a severe punishment 
those who publicly disagree with us and those who questions us.” “Discredit 
those who refuse to remain silent.” “At minimum, it will discourage other people 
from publicly opposing us.” “Control the media, particularly the news. [ 
Remember, freedom of speech is only half the issue. When we restrict our 
opposition's access to listeners and we have, in essence, squelched freedom of 
speech. If we control what is in the print and broadcast media, we can sell our 
"services" to the masses, and at the same time, the problem of free speech for 
the dissenters is all but eliminated.] “Always claim the high moral ground, always 
claim that God is on our side, and always claim that the Devil, himself, is ruling 
the opposition.” 
  
** 
Regardless of the idiots who “live and let live,” pass the buck, and ignore the 
unpleasant in life, pretending everything is ok; problems will not go away unless 
we take action against them. You think Christians are going to seriously apply the 
“live and let live” attitude towards you as an open Satanist? Truth be 
known...when they are finished torturing you, they will kill you. THIS IS A 
HISTORICAL FACT.   
  
The clever Jews take control of both sides; opposing sides, and then they work 
the both sides to result in their communist agenda. I am forever shocked by the 
idiots who foolishly equate jewish communism with equality, brotherhood and 
individual freedoms. In truth, it is very much like the Old Testament laws. There 
was no free sex, fornication, or nudity in the USSR. Any of these, along with 
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homosexuality would result in one being sentenced to the gulag. Deluded 
Christians rant and rave about the “removal of God” from communist countries, in 
that the basis of communism is atheism. This again is a jewish tactic. Christianity 
prepares the unsuspecting populace for communism. The entire bible is a 
foundation for communism from the old testament to the teachings of the 
nazarene. Communism fails, as it did in the Eastern Bloc and xians are back 
there like fleas on a dog, indoctrinating the populace with and enforcing their 
spiritual communism. Get rid of one problem and the jews ensure you have 
another. Tweedle dee dee and Tweedle dee dum- Christianity and Communism: 
Jewish Twins http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Xianity_and_Communism.htm  
Either way, one is completely fucked. With xianity, true spirituality was eliminated 
a very long time ago.  
  
Unless each and every one of us works to bring down the enemy, relentlessly, 
they will not just go away on their own. A passive attitude, doing nothing, 
accepting and even loving injustice, promoting weakness, disease, and anything 
and everything that is harmful to a decent civilized world will only ensure the end 
of everyone. Devoted Satanists should be working every day; doing at least one 
thing a day to destroy the enemy. Some of us do several things every day and 
more. Rituals, leaving anti-christian tracts in libraries, in bibles and other xian 
books [even with only www.exposingchristianity.com written on a slip], and in 
other places, the work is already done for you through the website; offering to 
give energy to Satan and the Powers of Hell on a regular basis [all one needs to 
do is to willfully and with intent, focus on Satan and tell him of your intentions to 
give energy and he will send a Demon to collect it]. People who give their energy 
get priority with help when they need it from the Powers of Hell. Work in every 
way you can, because if you do not, the enemy will only advance until all of us 
are in a world of shit.  
  
The Vatican is coming down because of repeated rituals, websites that were put 
together with hundreds of hours of research, writing, devotion and dedication and 
consistent hard work in establishing them. This is not enough, the Vatican needs 
to be completely destroyed along with every other xian denomination. They are 
all of the same malignant rot. If you are willing to work for Satan, but not free to 
do so in the ways above, ask Satan for answers on this. If you are truly 
legitimate, he will show you ways that are individual where you can fight the 
enemy.    
  
Few people realize the seriousness of this. It just doesn’t sink in. All of our asses 
are on the line. Freedom must be fought for. It just doesn’t happen on its own. 
 

Sermon 8/26/13:  Time 
 

Adding a bit to the sermon I posted yesterday, concerning how the 
Judeo/Christian bible is a book of jewish witchcraft; concerning the Jewish  
extensive use of and emphasis on the number 6, I would like to comment further.  
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Our entire time is based upon the number 6. This further facilitates the Jewish 
agenda and explains why they are so overconfident and arrogant. I read in a 
book some time ago, this time system based upon the number 6... [60 seconds in 
one minute; 60 minutes in one hour; 24 [2 + 4 = 6] hours in a day... this is 
unnatural for the earth.  
  
High Priest Don also commented on how this time system ties into the planet 
Saturn, of which in astrology is everyone's misfortune. For those of you who are 
unfamiliar with astrology, the placement of the Saturn in the chart, is where one's 
downfall and misfortune lie. This is where you hit hard luck in life. The square 
and numbers for Saturn are 15; [1 + 5 = 6]. Saturn also has to do with hard work 
as well as misfortune. This aspect of time has not only enslaved the human race 
and everything on this earth, but as Saturn is also known as the death planet and 
the "Lord of Time," this may be a reason why humanity has not as a whole been 
able to reach immortality.  
 
 

Spiritual Advancement for Humanity 
 
The entire universe is made up of energy. Everything living gives off energy and 
even objects do as well. Whenever certain vibes of energy are given off by our 
auras, they react with the energy around us for better or worse. Satanic energy 
(because we are small in number) is inharmonious to the energy of the status 
quo so to speak. We are more potent and powerful, but our energy reacts with  
the energy society has been used to for the past 2,000 years give or  
take.  
 
Humanity is at a low level, but as we advance, this will not be without pain. For 
the first time in centuries, many humans are beginning to access the powers 
within their minds and understand this energy. Biblical and other prophesies are 
not based upon fact, but upon knowledge. It is a given, before balance can be 
achieved, there will be chaos where the powers of the mind are concerned. 
When the enemy predicts the earth will be full of black magick and such to 
frighten and deter people, those of us with wisdom and understanding know this 
is a stage that will have to be lived through in all probability before evolution, and 
equilibrium can be achieved. This is no different from the sexual revolution in the  
1960's. Past hang-ups are eventually dissolved and discarded and humanity as a 
whole evolves to a higher level. The enemy can see in the beginning stages, 
most people will not be adept at handling this power to the betterment of the 
whole and play upon this concept to frighten those who lack the understanding 
from advancing with it.  
 
In other worlds, like where Satan is, there is no crime because of the pronounced 
telepathy. Basic needs are provided free of charge and anything else is bartered 
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for. They have advanced to a higher level. On the other side, warfare is no longer 
physical, but spiritual.  
 
 

The Color Black 
 
Many of us are attracted to the color black- black clothing and such. Here is what 
it means and this was taken from the old ways before the corruption of Wicca, 
etc: 
"New beginning (as night and winter herald the birth of day and summer), all-
potential, the root force of all things, knowledge of hidden things, concealment, 
the container of light." Satanism is a new beginning, a coming out of the 
ignorance of the past and does hold the light. 
 
 
 

The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion 
 

The Jewish power and bulwark are the Christian and Muslim religions. The 
Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion are a blueprint for the Jews taking over 
the world. Anyone who disregards this is an idiot. Proof of what is written in the 
Protocols is very evident just by opening up a local phone book and seeing the 
endless listings of blatant Jewish names dominating certain professions such as 
Doctors, attorneys, college professors and such. There are pdf copies of the 
Protocols in most of the JoS e-groups files.  
 
Now, many people do not know just how clever the Jews are. In addition to the 
original copies of the Protocols, there are recent versions of the Protocols that 
are being altered by Jews [mostly on the internet] designed to create confusion. 
The jews have done this with other documents and writings that expose them, as 
the jews fear these and try to claim they were all 'forgeries,' and if they can make 
them look like nonsense or use them to confuse Gentiles, they will.  
 
These have interpolations designed to confuse the average person. Most often, 
these interpolations will make the jews appear to be very anti-Christian, working 
for the destruction of Christianity, and to make the Protocols or other writings as 
a whole appear to be anti-Christian. This is another hoax. One has to do the tons 
of in-depth research as I have done for years to see through this. This is no 
different from the endless stream of bullshit and yellow journalism interwoven 
with legitimate information and materials concerning aliens and UFOs; all 
designed to confuse the average person. Then of course, astronomy textbooks 
and other scholastic materials claim no evidence of intelligent life out there to add 
to all of this.  
 
The only time the Jews want Christianity completely destroyed is when it is totally 
replaced with its twin of communism. All spirituality removed.  
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The Jewish bulwark and power is Christianity. The Jews will do anything and 
everything they can to try to get Gentiles under the psychic control of Christianity, 
or spiritually harmless as an atheist, as with communism. Once one is a believing 
Christian, they have you. This is another reason they have endlessly pushed that 
Nazi Germany was Christian, which nothing could be further from the truth. Nazi 
Germany was Satanic and a serious threat, so they have created endless 
propaganda in the media and with books to try to convince the unknowing that 
they were Christian. 
http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Third_Reich.htm 
 
I have seen this endlessly with their movies and media about the Nazis. Many 
people fall for this, as most do not do any research and only believe what they 
are told and shown. Once any Gentile organization falls under the psychic control 
of Christianity, they have signed their own death warrant. The Jews know this. 
The Jews will even go so far as duping Gentiles into thinking they are 'Satanic' in 
order to try to hook the confused back to Christianity. Then, of course, there is 
pseudo Satanism, which is Jewish controlled such as modern Freemasonry, the 
Illuminati, Skull & Bones and others. The average person who is confounded and 
deluded by the jewish use of psychological tactics falls into the trap of thinking if 
the jews are against Christianity, then Christianity must be ok. NOT SO. The 
Jews know this tactic and use it all of the time.  
 
Remember...the Jews have not survived all of these centuries by being average. 
Some versions of the Protocols and other anti-jewish articles are altered by 
Jews, and if you know the Jewish agenda and their tactics, the altered versions 
are obvious. Anything and everything connected with Christianity is poison. The 
present state of society today is the result of Christianity. Civilization is 
collapsing. Don't be fooled into thinking the jews are enemies of Christianity, 
because they aren't. Christianity is their power; the great host upon which they 
feed. Every page in the 'holy bible' has either "Jew" "Jews" or "Israel" written on 
it. The 'holy bible' is a book praising and extolling the Jews from beginning to 
end. The Nazarene was a Jew, his apostles were Jews and he never strayed 
from or did anything contrary to Jewish law.  
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Jewish_Nazarene.htm  
 
You have to know and be aware of their tactics and their traps; especially for 
people who are new and those vulnerable to confusion. True Satanism is their 
greatest enemy. This is why Satanism has been so viciously oppressed and 
condemned for centuries. When they can no longer oppress something, then 
they try to infiltrate to gain control from the inside, then destroy from within.  
 
If one is stupid enough to believe Christianity is an enemy of the Jews, then look 
to the glut of vast wealth. The million dollar church complexes and xian 
bookstores, fine expensive glossed xian tracts and everything else. That right 
there shows they are good with the Jews. Anyone who is against the Jews and 
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wants to expose the truth is hunted down, persecuted, slandered and every 
attempt is made to shut them up, and break them financially and worse.  
 
Once you really know and can see through the Jewish agenda and their clever 
tactics, no amount of altered materials will fool you anymore.  
 
Thankfully, we now have the internet -- www = '666' 
 
 
 

Too Much Serpentine Energy? 
 

Just offer any extra energy that is making you uncomfortable to the Powers of 
Hell. It is needed, and much like performing spiritual warfare rituals. Offer it to 
Satan.  
 
 
 

Total Slaves 
  
I know this is extremely long, but I strongly encourage everyone to fully read this. 
Know what is really going on. Jews are behind all of this and responsible for it. 
Look to the top – the owners and the operators of these factories and 
corporations, who they are and what they are and with a bit of research, they are 
all kikes.  
  
Not too many people are fully aware of the extent of the Jewish operated world 
slave trade. Not only is this destroying countless lives, but is destroying and 
polluting the environment to where it will affect everyone on this planet. The jews, 
being as cheap as they are do not properly dispose of toxic waste, as this 
involves putting out a bit more money and also more jobs, even though slave 
labor is extremely cheap, the Jew looks at the pennies he can save.  
  
Quote from the Jewish Talmud:  
Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: "Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that 
the Jew would not have to be served by beasts. The non-Jew is consequently an 
animal in human form, and condemned to serve the Jew day and night." 
  
Over the years, there have been a few posts here and there in the JoS e-groups, 
questioning the validity of these quotes. Given the following facts and plenty 
more, in addition to the biblical Old Testament, it is glaringly apparent that these 
Talmudic quotes are legitimate, though many jews will deny them. The Talmud is 
a collection of many volumes, almost an encyclopedia, written in Hebrew so that 
few if any Gentiles can read what is therein. Over the centuries, a few Gentiles 
with knowledge of Hebrew came forward and revealed this work of trash to the 
world.  
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Schulchan Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 348: "All property of other nations belongs 
to the Jewish nation, which, consequently, is entitled to seize upon it without any 
scruples." 
  
Seph. Jp., 92, 1: "God has given the Jews power over the possessions and blood 
of all nations." 
  
“There were other refugees, including Kazhaks, and German, Austrian, and 
Hungarian Jews who founded a community in Shanghai.” 
  
‘Down in Hong Kong, Moses Tsang, a partner at Goldman Sachs, was preparing 
his company to dominate the financing of China’s future.” [It doesn’t take an IQ 
much above a total idiot to know “Moses” Tsang is a Chinese Jew and Goldman 
Sachs is a Jewish monopoly.  
  
From “The China Dream” by Joe Studwell © 2002, 2003 
  
“Mark Schwartz, [Jew – my note] one of Goldman Sachs’ four vice chairmen, has 
been based in Beijing since his appointment in June as chairman of the Asia-
Pacific region. He is the most senior executive Goldman Sachs has ever posted 
in the country. “ 
  
“Goldman Sachs wants to prioritize the building out of our China business,” 
Schwartz said in his first interview since taking up his new position. “My return 
has sent a very powerful signal to the entire Goldman Sachs community of 
33,000 professionals around the world that China is a very high priority for us.” 
“Meanwhile, Goldman Sachs expanded in Asia. Its workforce in Asia grew 
significantly and, in 2004, it teamed up with Chinese securities firm Gao Hua 
Securities to set up a joint venture in China.” 
  
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/goldman-sachs-has-eyes-on-the-prize-in-
china-2012-11-28  
  
The above is only one example. Nearly all major high-profile corporations are 
owned and/or run by Jews. Many people can just pass this off or put their minds 
and interests to other things, but eventually, what is being done, like I already 
wrote is going to affect everybody; more than just in the area of employment.  
  
Now, here are some very relevant reasons why Satan advises us against 
consuming any foods imported from China. Again, it doesn’t take much common 
sense to figure out how this affects the crops planted there, the fish and 
everything else. The extent of the affects of these toxic wastes obviously can 
generate a plague. The USA for one, has been exporting extremely large 
amounts of fresh water to China, as the water there is so polluted to the point 
where many are already dead by the thousands. Now, just how fit are the crops, 
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fish and even meat that is subject to this water, then fed to humans and our 
pets?  
  
“Years of Damage” 
“One of China's biggest problems: wastewater. Factories and cities have 
discharged mostly untreated sewage and pollutants into the country's rivers and 
lakes—some 53.7 billion tons in 2006 alone, according to the World Bank. 
China's environmental regulators have designated 48 of China's major lakes as 
seriously polluted. One-fourth of the water sampled along China's two largest 
rivers—the Yangtze and Yellow—was found to be too polluted even for farm 
irrigation. And tap water isn't entirely safe, either, with Chinese authorities 
responding to 48 large-scale environmental emergencies last year. "Extensive 
water pollution of course impacts on water scarcity.” 
http://www.businessweek.com/stories/2009-04-15/china-faces-a-water-
crisisbusinessweek-business-news-stock-market-and-financial-advice  
  
From the book, “China Shakes the World” by James Kynge © 2006, 2007:  
 
“The problem started in the 1980’s when tens of thousands of small companies, 
including pulp and paper mills, chemical factories, and dyeing and tanning 
plants=, sprang up along the river and began dumping their toxic waste into it. By 
the early 1990’s there were clear signs of distress. The water in many areas was 
unfit to drink, Cancer rates were twice the national average, and, according to 
one report, for years none of the boys from certain villages in the Huai River area 
were healthy enough to pass the physical examination required to enter the 
armed forces.” 
 
“When local authorities were ordered by Beijing to resolve the problem, they 
released the polluted water that has been building up in the reservoirs and tanks, 
and in so doing, unleashed a tide of black liquid that killed almost everything it 
touched as it flowed downstream. Millions of fish died and thousands of people 
were treated for dysentery, diarrhea and vomiting.” 
 
“Several hundred factories were indeed closed, but they opened up again almost 
as quickly. By 1998 and 1999, it was clear that the campaign was going to fail; 
reports of people dying from being exposed to the noxious gases and chemicals 
in roadside ditches were regularly reported in the newspapers, and in 1999 the 
Huai ran dry for the first time in twenty years, ruining crops and killing millions of 
fish.” “It emerged that the waters of the Huai, far from being clean were so toxic 
that, by the governments own classification standards, they could not even be 
used for irrigation.” 
 
“Streams and rivers are drying up all over the northern half of the country, and 
water tables are falling precipitously as wells, many of them illegally dug, are 
sunk ever deeper into the dwindling reserves of groundwater. Altogether some 
400 out of 668 large Chinese cities are short of water, and the incidence of 
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rationing is growing.” ‘The factories that multinational companies have set up 
have turned China into the workshop of the world but have also made it the 
rubbish tip of the world.”  
  
Slave labor is also very prevalent in other countries in addition to just China. 
Sweatshops, with no ventilation, no heating during the winter [the jews who run 
these are too cheap], are actual prisons. Doors are bolted shut and locked down. 
Permission must be granted to use the restroom, there are no safety measures 
taken, hazards are everywhere and only recently, another fire killed hundreds in 
one of these factories in Bangladesh, as they were unable to escape. A 
moderate amount of research will reveal that all of these sweatshops and so-
called “factories” are under the control of Jewish owned and operated 
corporations. The Jews dictate the conditions. The manufactured goods are then 
exported to the USA, Canada, and Europe and marked up, often to 1,000% or 
more of the original cost of the slave labor and materials.  
  
From the book, “Take this Job and Ship It by Senator Byron L. Dorgan © 2006: 
  
“In 2002, the Los Angeles Times reported: in one sever dust storm in the spring 
of 1998, particle pollution levels in Oregon, Washington, and British Columbia 
soared. In Seattle, air quality officials could not identify a local source of the 
pollution, but measurements showed that 75 percent of it came from China, 
researchers at the University of Washington found.” 
  
“In April of 2005, police and villagers clashed in Zhejiang Province as citizens 
occupied an industrial complex blamed for crops ruined by polluted water 
supplies. In the village of Huaxi, toxins from manufactures were blamed for a 
withered cabbage crop. ‘It is rotten from the inside. It doesn’t grow,’ Li Xian, a 
local farmer said.” 
  
“Our fields won’t produce grain anymore,” said a woman who lives near the 
Jingxin Pharmaceutical Plant. “We don’t dare to eat food grown from anywhere 
near here.” “Her husband added, ‘They are making poisonous chemicals for 
foreigners that the foreigners don’t dare produce in their own countries.’ “ 
  
“The Taiwan News reports, ‘Across China, entire rivers run foul or have dried up 
altogether. Nearly a third of the cities don’t treat their sewage, flushing it into 
waterways. In rural China, sooty air depresses crop yields.’ An old farmer, who 
rioted to protest pollution from chemical plants in one coastal village, told the 
Taiwan News, ‘We just had to do it. We can’t grow our vegetables here anymore. 
Young women are giving birth to stillborn babies.”  
  
“In Indonesia in 2004, police suspended operations at the American owned 
Newmont Minahasa Raya gold mine for dumping deadly heavy metal mine waste 
laden with Mercury and arsenic into Buyat Bay – two thousand tons daily. Locals 
reported health issues including nervous system disorders, lumps forming under 
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the skin, and other skin ailments. The fish have fared far worse. The sea was 
filled with bloated corpses of fish near the pipe that discharged cyanide, among 
other waste, into the ocean. According to the National Newspaper, the fish had 
hemorrhaging in the liver, diaphragms broken, and eyeballs bulging form the 
socket.”  
  
“Children are easy to control; Children don’t form labor unions.” The International 
Labor Union reported in 2005 that at least 12.3 million people work as slaves or 
in other forms of forced labor. Other estimates more than double that number. 
UNICEF reported in 2005 that one in twelve children in the world is forced into 
child labor.”  
  
“Kevin Bales, antislavery activist and author of the book “Disposable People” 
says that in 1850, a slave would have cost the equivalent of $40,000 in today’s 
dollars. Today, a slave working in the coffee or cocoa plantations on the Ivory 
Coast – some as young as nine – will set you back as little as $30.00, Bales 
says.” “Work them until they drop.” “They are considered disposable.” 
  
“A total of 27 child slaves between the ages of 5 and 12, released with the help of 
the Bonded Liberation Front, told the following story. The boys, on the promise of 
being taken to a film, went with the village barber, Shiv Kumar Thakur. They did 
not tell their parents, as the trip was going to be a secret. It is believed that the 
barber received 7,000 rupees – he was saving for a motorbike. The new child 
slaves were introduced to the intricacies of the trade by being locked up and 
beaten for the first few days. Requests for food were met with blows from iron 
rods and yardsticks and woundings by the sheers [sic] used in carpet making. 
Mistakes in weaving or slow work received the same treatment.  
The boys’ day began at 4 am., when Panna Lal poured cold water over them to 
wake them. They worked until their lunch break of a half an hour at 2 pm. 
According to Suraj, who was seven years old when he was rescued, they often 
worked until midnight and only then received their second inadequate meal of the 
day. They were all locked in at night. When these young boys cried, they were 
beaten with a stone wrapped in a cloth. The boys were never paid any wages. 
Suraj also said that they were branded with hot irons. He had bruises on his 
temple caused by a blow from a bamboo staff – punishment for a weaving 
mistake. Many of the children fell ill and were denied medical treatment. Despair 
caused seven of the boys to try to run away. They were caught, slung upside-
down from trees and branded. If they cut their fingers [which happens often on 
the sharp cutting tools], the loom masters are known to shave match heads into 
the cut and set the sulphur on fire so that the blood will not stain the carpet.”  
  
“Worked to Death in a Toy Factory” 
“On the night she died, Li Chunmei must have been exhausted. Coworkers said 
she had been on her feet for nearly 16 hours, running back and forth inside 
Bainan Toy Factory, carrying toy parts from machine to machine. When the 
quitting bell finally rung shortly after midnight, her young face was covered with 
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sweat. This was the busy season before Christmas, when orders peaked from 
Japan and the U.S. for the factory’s stuffed animals. Long hours were mandatory, 
and at least two months had passed since Li and the other workers had enjoyed 
a Sunday off. Lying n her bed that night, staring at the bunk above her, the slight 
19 year old complained she felt worn out, her roommates recalled. She was 
massaging her legs, and coughing, and told them she was hungry. The factory 
food was so bad, she said, she felt as if she had not eaten at all. Finally, the 
lights went out. Her roommates had already fallen asleep when Li started 
coughing up blood. They found her in the bathroom a few hours later, curled up 
on the floor, moaning softly, bleeding from her nose and mouth. She died. The 
minimum wage for workers like Li is 30 cents an hour. Workers like Li are forced 
to work up to sixteen hours a day in polluted plants without air-conditioning and in 
temperatures reaching near ninety degrees. Workers are housed in cramped 
company dormitories, twelve to a room. And so, a young woman named Li dies. 
Worked to death. But who cares? The profits on those stuffed toys were great. 
I’m sure the stockholders were pleased.”  
  
“The 1998 NLC report discovered that warehouse workers making the handbags 
marketed by Wal-Mart earned as little as ten cents an hour. The workweek in the 
Qin Shi Factory, where Kathie Lee handbags were manufactured, was as long as 
ninety-eight hours. The report continued, ‘At the end of the day, the workers 
return ‘home’ to a cramped dorm room sharing metal bunk beds with 16 other 
people. At most, workers are allowed outside the factory for just one and a half 
hours a day. Otherwise, they are locked in. The workers are charged $67.47 for 
dorm and living expenses, which is an enormous amount given that the highest 
take-home wage our researchers found in the factory was just 10 cents an hour. 
There were others who earned just 36 cents for more than a month’s work, 
earning just 8/100th of a cent an hour. Many workers earned nothing and owed 
money to the company.” 
  
“According to the same 1998 research, workers in K-Mart factories made twenty-
eight cents an hour. Garment makers for JC Penney were paid eighteen cents. 
Women making Ralph Lauren blouses, which sold for $88.00 in the United 
States, pocketed twenty-three cents an hour. Young women making just fourteen 
cents an hour sewed two-hundred dollar Ann Taylor jackets and skirts.  
  
“One of the eye-witnesses was Lydda Eli Gonzales, a young woman from 
Honduras who testified that she had worked under appalling conditions. Lydda 
was seventeen when she was hired and she worked in the factory for a year 
before being fired for union activity. Lydda said workers in the company were 
forced to work overtime to meet unreasonable quotas. ‘It is forbidden to talk, and 
you have to get permission to use the bathroom. We have to get a pass from the 
supervisor and give it to the guard in front of the bathroom, who searches us 
before we go in, ‘ she said. They were limited to one bathroom break in the 
morning and another in the afternoon. A production line of twenty workers had a 
quota of 2,288 shirts a day, but it is impossible, she added. You can’t move or 
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stretch, or even look to the side. You have to focus and work as fast as you can 
to complete the production goal, always under pressure.  
  
“The International Labor Organization, the labor arm of the United Nations, 
estimates there are more than 250 million child laborers in a hundred countries 
between the ages of five and fourteen. That number is nearly equal to the 
population of the United States.” Transported thousands of miles away to a dimly 
lit, dangerous factory floor where they will work from dawn to dusk for pennies, 
often breathing dangerous fumes. It’s happening to children every day.  
  
“Corporations more powerful than countries. While a country like America is 
governed by a Constitution and Bill of Rights, many corporations have but one 
rule: Profit above all else. Combined sales of the top two hundred corporations 
are larger than all the combined economies of all countries, with the exception of 
the largest nine. Exxon Mobile reported $10 billion in profits in the second quarter 
of 2005 alone! When it finished the year, it reported profits of $36.1 billion, the 
highest profits ever for a US corporation. With $258 billion in sales [$10 billion in 
reported profits] in 2005, Wal-Mart is economically more powerful than 161 
countries. That is an enormous amount of power and it is wielded every day by 
shipping jobs overseas.” 
 
 
 

Using Words of Power - Freeing the Soul 
 

Many people experience problems in this life that originated in a past life. The 
next meditation and Sanskrit word of power can be used for liberating the soul 
from being stuck in certain situations and being bound in different ways and in 
riding one of energies from the past which are proving to be an obstacle in this 
lifetime.  
 
As I wrote before, one's present love life can be wrecked and/or even non-
existent because of commitments made in one's past life or even lives. This is 
one of the worst and most powerful, as it often involves sexual orgasm, and love 
is one of the most potent of human emotions. Many fall deeply in love with 
another person and vow to 'be together with the other person forever.' Often 
these vows, whether verbal or unspoken manifest during love making and sexual 
orgasm, which gives them extra power. The result is because one is not at full 
power and many other things of life and destiny, fate intervenes and the loved 
one may not reincarnate into the same future life/lives, but the vow still remains. 
In order to have any decent love life in this present life, the vow/energy on the 
soul must be successfully removed.  
 
The same can be said in regards to poverty. This is a total game, enforced by the 
xian churches for one and all of the so-called 'religions' which have been 
corrupted with judeo/xian FILTH, that preach and indoctrinate their victims into 
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accepting and believing that 'poverty is a virtue' which is a total crock of shit, 
obviously. The game is further played in that these institutions then have a front 
as 'charitable organizations.' The victim [as is always with these JEWISH 
programs and games for Gentiles] damns his/herself into a lifetime or even many 
lifetimes of poverty, so that all wealth and power can be safely and securely kept 
in the hands of the Jews.  
Quotes from the Jewish Talmud: 
 
Seph. Jp., 92, 1:  
"God has given the Jews power over the possessions and blood of all nations." 
 
Schulchan Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 348:  
"All property of other nations belongs to the Jewish nation, which, consequently, 
is entitled to seize upon it without any scruples." 
 
Schulchan Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 156:  
"When a Jew has a Gentile in his clutches, another Jew may go to the same 
Gentile, lend him money and in turn deceive him, so that the Gentile shall be 
ruined. For the property of a Gentile, according to our law, belongs to no one, 
and the first Jew that passes has full right to seize it." 
 
The above then becomes a self-perpetuating vicious cycle, and victims are then 
fooled into believing that 'Christian Charity' is something postive that 'helps the 
poor' and those who are suffering because of money issues. Truth be known, no 
different from the jews who CREATE the problems in the first place, then they 
are the ones who OFFER THE SOLUTIONS - THEIR SOLUTIONS to the very 
problems THEY created in the first place.  
 
The endless list goes on and on, from astral bindings and much more to include 
here, but you get the general idea. I also want to add- one only has to 
understand the Jews and what they are and HOW they work to fully understand 
the enemy greys, reptilians and related angelic filth. What the jews do, these 
entities do on a larger level, like the psychic attacks and intrusiveness- not much 
different from how the indoctrinated xians relentlessly attack others and push 
their xian filth.  
 
XIAN MIND CONTROL  
One technique xians have used for centuries is that of mind control. Those who 
attend xian services or masses subject themselves to being programmed. One 
naturally becomes bored and begins mindlessly daydreaming, or even half-
nodding off to sleep. This is when one is most susceptible to their subconscious 
mind being programmed. This is even worse for in the case of small children and 
even babies whose minds are open and susceptible. In colonial times, church 
masses lasted all day long. The church usher would carry a long steel pole with a 
ball at the tip to crack those who nodded off on the head. Church attendance was 
compulsory, resulting in fines or public humiliation such as confinement to the 
stocks for a specified period of time if one did not comply. All of this is a 
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conspiracy. The xian church masses and services are meant to be boring in 
order to induce a passive and receptive state of mind where one can be 
programmed without their knowledge. 
 
Those who control the xian program know all about the mind and how to program 
the populace. They are nothing but a bunch of the worst criminals. All of this is 
done deliberately to create a slave state. The slave state is the goal of xianity. 
The xians who walk around with the pasty artificial smiles as though in a trance 
are those who continuously subject themselves to this indoctrination. More and 
more church attendance and reinforcement turns them into conditioned robots. 
This is one reason many who are in the process of breaking away from xianity 
have a hard time, experience confusion and sometimes fear. People are 
unaware they are actually being hypnotized. Studying the truth will eventually 
result in deprogramming one's mind. The fear, doubt, and confusion will 
eventually give way to reason.  
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/mindcontrol.html  
 
Ok, so here is the meditation: 
Begin at the waning part of a full moon [from the full to the new phase], a full 
Satanic rosary should be said, vibrating the word 'MUNKA' 108 times. YOU 
MUST DO THIS FOR FORTY DAYS STRAIGHT WITHOUT ANY 
INTERRUPTIONS IN THE DAYS! 
This is pronounced 'MMUUUUUU-NNNN-YAH-KAH.' I can't put in the Sanskrit 
lettering here as the yahoo does not support this font. The 'N' is like the Spanish 
Enyay. The above example for the pronunciation is 100% correct and works 
wonders.  
 
For using Runes:  
URUZ, AUROCHS  
§ Anglo-Saxon: UR  
§ Germanic: Uraz (Uruz)  
§ Gothic: Urus  
§ Norse: Ur  
§ Anglo-Saxon: Ur  
§ Icelandic: Ur  
§ Norwegian: Ur  

 
OR 
 
ANSUZ (God) [Always remember the code-word and true meaning for 'God' is 
one's self] 
§ Germanic: Aza (Ansuz)  
§ Gothic: Ansus  
§ Norse: Óss, Áss  
§ Anglo-Saxon: Aesc, (Os, Ac)  
§ Icelandic: Óss, Áss  
§ Norwegian: As  
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When you are finished with the vibration, you need to do your affirmation for 9 
times. 9 is the number of endings for workings like this.  
For example: Engulf yourself in white-gold light like the sun and affirm: 
'I am totally and completely free from [whatever is binding or hindering you].  
 
Another one, for a hampered love life: 
'I am totally and completely free and absolved from any and all former vows and 
ties regarding my love life and extending into past lives.' 'I am now totally free to 
have a happy and fulfilling love relationship with whomever I consciously desire 
in my present life right now.'  
 
Positive indications that the above working is doing its job is seeing the wings of 
your soul manifest spontaneously during the working. The wings of the soul are 
symbolic of spiritual freedom and power.  
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Forward Note: 
I have written hundreds of sermons and replies to questions and 
concerns of JoS members over the years. Please excuse if some of 
these are repeated, as there are too many for me time-wise to keep 
up with and recheck, to see if they are already on other pdfs I 
uploaded. For those who are new "xian" = Christian. We X out the 
"christ" for obvious reasons. If some of the links here no longer work, you can 
access them by copying and pasting the URL into the "Browse History" box at 
the "Internet Archive Way Back Machine http://archive.org/web/ 
A page will come up with dates, just click on a date and it will bring up the page.  
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Concerning "Materialism" and Important Info 
 
I am writing this in response to something I witnessed earlier and this really 
needs to be addressed. I notice so many people falling into traps. The Jew 
creates the problem and then pushes the solution. One major trap is that of 
materialism. The Jew takes everything that makes life meaningful and 
pleasurable and then works relentlessly to destroy it. Ownership of material 
things makes life meaningful and is pleasurable. So, the Jew pushes this and 
corrupts it on the one hand and on the other, the Jew pushes for rejection of the 
material. This is done by incessant pushing and promoting materialism to the 
exclusion of all else and the underlying message here is to own nothing. The 
nazarene is then held up as a pristine example- the professional parasite never 
owned anything, and lived off the charity of those who did, all the while 
condemning them. The nazarene was a most arrogant character who never 
showed any gratitude or appreciation for anything. He felt it was owed to him. 
Though that foul scum is a Jewish invented fictitious archetype, he is pushed on 
the Gentile populace as an example. He is the perfect communist.  
 
Everything the Jew pushes and abuses is designed to destroy any and all 
freedoms. No one owns any personal property under Jewish communism. Jewish 
communism is a slave state where every Gentile citizen becomes the property of 
the state and has no freedoms or rights whatsoever. This is all laid out in the 
judeo/xian bible, which is a blueprint for communism. The Gentile populace 
becomes disposable slaves, working for the Jewish parasite. Satan/Lucifer has 
always stood for rebellion. Rebellion is a serious "sin" and is “evil” in the bible. 
Perfect slaves do not rebel or even complain.  
 
There is absolutely nothing wrong with owning material things or enjoying them. 
People fall into the Jewish traps with believing adages such as "money is the root 
of all evil” yet you don’t hear any Jews saying this. This sort of thing is for 
Gentiles. The bible preaches that poverty and suffering are virtues. Poverty is a 
virtue so that all wealth can be in the hands of the Jews. Suffering is a biblical 
virtue and is necessary so one again can be the perfect slave, endure endless 
and most savage abuse, and never complain. A wasted life. The Jew owns 
everything, all material wealth, and also the slaves. This is why they corrupt and 
push materialism in unhealthy ways to the extreme. They want a backlash, where 
they own everything and us Gentiles own nothing and along with owning nothing, 
become the property of the Jews.  
 
If everyone would look deeper, it is the abuse, disrespect for, and lack of any 
appreciation that is the problem, along with imbalance in the way of taking things 
to an extreme, which is what the Jew does. The Jew takes certain aspects of our 
freedoms...money, sex, pleasure and pushes these to an unhealthy extreme, 
creating imbalance. The end result is total loss. Nature in her ecosystem works 
for a healthy balance. When nature gets out of balance, disaster ensues.  
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Nowhere is a most blatant example of Jewish operation than with Gay Rights: 
http://web.archive.org/web/20130411154310/http://gblt.webs.com/Enemy_Contro
l.htm 
 
Gay rights from top to bottom is controlled by Jews. What they do is work to push 
and take this to an extreme on the one hand and as the Jews control both sides, 
they work against it on the other. One the other side, they work for establishing 
Old Testament laws as is with Jewish communism. Gay in the gulag. There are 
no sexual freedoms in any communist countries. Even heterosexuals holding 
hands or kissing in public in communist North Korea can get not only the couple, 
but their entire families thrown into slave labor concentration camps.* These are 
the real death camps where very few ever survive. Most are worked to death 
under the most hideous conditions, starving and then are disposed of. This is the 
Jewish paradise...disposable slave labor. 
*Nothing to Envy: Ordinary Lives in North Korea by  Barbara Demick  
 
Don't fall into their traps! When everyone is on to their tactics, they can no longer 
succeed in destroying our freedoms. Money, personal ownership, sexual 
freedoms and everything else they work to destroy, always remember...they push 
these to an unhealthy extreme, creating the necessary imbalance needed to 
create a backlash to where people are duped into gladly giving up their precious 
rights [which many fought for and died for in brutal bloody wars], and 
unknowingly sacrificing to restore balance- what they believe is balance. The 
justice system is another example. The justice system is dominated by Jews from 
top to bottom. By allowing crime to get so out of hand and letting violent 
offenders off the hook and relentlessly pushing injustice [corrupting the justice 
system to where it is no longer even functional], this creates the trap for people to 
give up their rights for ultra-strict laws, where no one has any rights as is with 
Jewish communism. This is also laid out in the judeo/xian bible. Turn the other 
cheek, walk the extra mile, let everything go to shit. Gentiles have always fought 
for the Jewish interest and their wars while the Jews just look on and grin. 
Another Jewish tactic is creating endless arguments so that nothing ever gets 
done in the way of ending a problem or securing a solution.  
 
Satan/Lucifer stands for freedom and rebellion. We must always respect our 
freedoms and be ready to fight for them. If we do not fight, these will be taken 
away. Respect and care for what you own. Our inner serpent makes us aware in 
the way of having respect for valuable life and an appreciation for things. 
Everything that is positive and healthy in life, the Jew takes, abuses and pushes 
to an unhealthy extreme in hopes of creating a backlash to their Old Testament; 
their Torah. Torah is the author of pain and misery. The torah is their root, their 
power over us and their protection. Everything you have and own, the Jew is 
working to take away from you. This also extends to your soul. Satan brings us 
the necessary knowledge and enlightenment to where we are aware of and onto 
their tactics and can no longer be duped into falling into their traps.  
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Re: Do Jews have any spiritual power?  
 

JoyofSatan666 member wrote: 
How strong can a Jew be spiritually? I don't refer to the parasitic average jew, but 
the really wealthy top shit families like Rothschild... 
 
Never underestimate the enemy. Yes, they have extreme power. Not only do 
they have power, but all of their subliminal filth and corrupted doctrines are firmly 
imbedded into nearly everything. People, if they knew the full extent would be 
shocked. For centuries, the Jews have been quiet and have kept much of their 
living and activities secret. Not too many know the full extent of their history. As 
Adolf Hitler wrote in Mein Kampf, given the extreme disasters they have been 
subjected to- the pogroms, being forcibly expelled from nearly every country 
outside of the USA, many more than a few times, and other endless attacks, of 
which they brought on themselves, they have never changed or evolved in any 
way, nor in character. Just their having survived intact is something people 
should be aware of. The ancient Assyrians are gone, the Phoenicians, the 
Philistines, and many others have disappeared form history, others have 
evolved. The Jew has not only survived, but has remained intact in regards to 
character in every race and in every culture. This is very abnormal.  
 
For those of you who are new here, the focus on communism and such is in 
exposing the true purpose of Christianity. Christianity [I will use xianity from now 
on here] is not a religion, nor is it spiritual, it is a hoax of catastrophic proportions 
and is not only intended to disarm Gentiles spiritually, as all of the spirituality has 
been removed from the original Pagan religions from which xianity stole 
copiously form, but to also foster a slave mentality and open Gentiles to accept 
Jewish communism. Both xianity and communism are one and the same 
program, but pretend to be vehemently opposed to each other and enemies. This 
is a tactic and nothing more, intended to deceive the masses of people and 
unfortunately it has worked very well. If the Jews don't have you one way, they 
will have you the other.  
 
Their power is in their Torah. This is their root. The proportion of Jews who have 
unimaginable wealth is extreme. This wealth is something we Gentiles pay for, 
not only in our having to go without, sacrifice, budget and live in many cases, in 
substandard conditions, but also we have paid with our spiritual energies. Many 
who are in the worst poverties in developing countries, even though they have no 
money or anything material that the Jew can take, then the Jew is behind the 
harvesting of bodily organs, often taken from kidnapped children in those parts of 
the world. Jewish greed and malice know no bounds. They make millions on the 
black market in body organs, for one.  
 
The Jew has gotten away with unimaginable atrocities against Gentiles because 
of their spiritual powers against us. The extent that their filth is embedded is 
another shocker most people are not even aware of. In addition to their spiritual 
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powers, most of which xianity and Islam are the hosts for, the teachings society 
have been indoctrinated with are also a major assistance in their advancement. 
No, they do not have total power, otherwise this entire would have succumbed to 
bolshevism, but their power is nothing to take lightly.  
 
With the recent years, post WW2, there has been a resurgence in occult and 
spiritual knowledge, especially in the West. Before this, much regarding 
spirituality, the powers of the mind and such was not readily available to the 
average person. This is why with all Jewish programs, they use their tools such 
as xianity to attack and suppress science and literacy. Under communism, most 
people lived in what was equivalent in many ways to the Dark Ages. Yes, the 
USSR and others had advanced military weapons and such, but the average 
Gentile lived like a serf. There are many photos for example of the former USSR 
of Russian women sweeping the streets with makeshift "brooms" made out of 
twigs. The kike controlled government was so cheap, they would not even 
provide simple brooms for their people. For more about this: 
https://www.youtube.com/user/iknowthetruth88/videos 
 
I know I am not the best speaker, but these youtube videos both myself and High 
Priest Micama Gmicalzoma put together reveal some of just how horribly these 
people live. The Jews have gotten away with their atrocious crimes because they 
have kept and used occult power for centuries, while forcibly disarming Gentiles 
with their xian programs and of course, their "purges" of which most know of the 
Inquisition: 
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Inquisition.html  
 
There are some idiots who try to claim the xian church was "infiltrated" by Jews. 
No, this is not the case. The xian church has always been chock full of Jews and 
controlled by Jews, though they often use a Gentile front person, who is under 
their thumb to divert attention away from them and to confuse the populace. 
Another thing I want to mention is what Satan told me regarding Martin Luther. 
He was another phony. He did what he did and pretended to be against Jews in 
order to break up the centralized power of the Catholic Church and it worked. 
One must know Jewish tactics. This is no different from the Nazarene who 
mutates like a deadly virus. He not only changes with the times, but can be 
nearly everything to everyone at all times. During the Middle Ages, "Onward 
Christian Soldiers" with the advancement of women in society, he is then married 
to Mary Magdalene, with the openness of homosexuality, he then has an affair 
with one or more of his apostles, then with the late 60's and early 70's, he is the 
ideal hippie. Now with the New Age movement, he puts on the New Age face and 
image. http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Ubiquitous_Nazarene.html  
 
Just as a deadly virus can survive intact by mutation and adaptation, this is no 
different from the nazarene.  
 
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/ 
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http://exposingchristianity.com  
 
In closing, other tactics include pushing the love, love, love message. Labeling 
anything concerning the truth regarding the Jews as "hate" where they scream 
the loudest, and pushing endless lies into the minds of children and college 
students- they have textbooks where they tell the truth and then imbed lies in 
addition to confuse the average person. People are so programmed it is 
frightening. People are also indoctrinated with non-interference and indifference. 
Don't do anything, just "live and let live" and related. Both programs of xianity and 
communism have never just applied any "live and let live" principles. Both are 
mass-murdering, torturing, atrocious death programs designed to murder anyone 
with any education, knowledge, or spiritual powers and enslave the remaining 
ones who are largely illiterate under the most brutal conditions imaginable.  
 
The rituals I have posted that reverse their torah in Hebrew, if we do enough, 
they will destroy them. I will have more forthcoming. Never underestimate the 
enemy. This is what they want you to do. Gentile humanity has never been out 
from under their control for thousands of years. There was once a Golden Age 
when the world was free of them. Following their invasion, Europe suffered under 
the Dark Ages for over 1,000+ years. Only when the Jews were forcibly expelled 
from Western Europe, did the Renaissance occur. Science and education were 
revived, though much was lost and destroyed in the preceding years. The Jews 
then headed East to Russia and Poland and the surrounding countries where 
they instituted their bolshevism, turning these countries back in culture with a 
drastic drop in living standards and mass slavery and of course, the mass 
murders exceeding the hundred million mark. During the Inquisition, the Jewish 
run and controlled Catholic Church wiped out entire villages, putting many 
Gentile children as young as two years old in "witch houses" to burn to death.  
 
Unless the entire world wakes up and unless the programs of xianity, 
communism and anything related- Islam, etc., are completely destroyed, 
humanity has no future. I can't keep going on here, but I study for several hours 
every single day and what I have been researching and learning about these 
programs and their Jewish masters is indeed horrifying.  
 
What can you do? Get the word out to as many people as possible. This is what 
Satan's Library is for: 
http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Satans_Library.htm  
 
Unless the world wakes up to reality, we are all doomed. Civilization is not 
something that is just given to us or guaranteed. Millions of people have fought 
and died for our civilization and even more so, our freedom. This isn’t anything 
one should take lightly, only an idiot would disregard this.  
 
Can a Jew be strong spiritually? Given their massive vortex of spiritual energy, 
centuries of it, yes. They are not only a mind-hive, as High Priest Don wrote 
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about, how they are communists at the soul and in some cases aren't even 
personally aware of this, but act out even unconsciously to promote xianity and 
communism, but most importantly, at the soul which drives all of this and their 
nefarious mission against us. It bleeds over into the individual Jew. For example, 
the verse we worked on in the last reverse torah ritual where it says in the bible- 
those who bless Israel will be blessed and those who curse Israel will be cursed 
[Genesis 12:3]; this verse has had power in protecting the Jews and there are 
many more. Xians keep bolstering it as well by pouring endless spiritual energies 
into this destructive crap. Xians not only damn themselves, but this entire world 
as well and most don't even know they are doing it.  
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Further Exposing the Judeo/Christian Bible 1 
 
Hell's Army 666 Member wrote: 
The Blood Moon Prophecy is an idea popularized by Christian pastors John 
Hagee and Mark Biltz, which states that an ongoing tetrad (a series of four 
consecutive total lunar eclipses, with six full moons in between, and no 
intervening partial lunar eclipses) which began with the April 2014 lunar eclipse is 
the sign of the end of the times. 
There is a total eclipse of the full moon on October 8, 2014. This is the Northern 
Hemisphere’s Hunter’s Moon – the name for the full moon after the Harvest 
Moon. It’s also a Blood Moon, and this eclipse is the second in a series of four 
so-called Blood Moon eclipses. For North America and the Hawaiian Islands, the 
total lunar eclipse happens in the wee hours before sunrise on October 8. For 
New Zealand, Australia and eastern Asia, the total eclipse is seen after sunset on 
October 8. A partial lunar eclipse can be seen before sunrise, October 8, from 
much of South America, or after sunset, October 8, from western Asia. Follow the 
links below to learn more about the 2014 Hunter’s Moon and the October 8 total 
lunar eclipse. 
 
What is a lunar tetrad? 
Both astronomers and followers of certain Christian pastors are talking about the 
lunar tetrad of 2014-2015. What is a tetrad? It is four successive total lunar 
eclipses, with no partial lunar eclipses in between, each of which is separated 
from the other by six lunar months (six full moons). 
Mark Blitz and John Hagee speak of a lunar tetrad as representing a fulfillment of 
Biblical prophecy. After all, the moon is supposed to turn blood red before the 
end times, isn’t it? As described in Joel 2:31 (Common English Bible): 
The sun will be turned to darkness, and the moon to blood before the great and 
dreadful day of the LORD comes. 
That description, by the way, describes both a total solar eclipse and total lunar 
eclipse. Sun turned to darkness = moon directly between the Earth and sun in a 
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total solar eclipse. Moon turned to blood = Earth directly between the sun and 
moon, Earth’s shadow falling on the moon in a total lunar eclipse. 
I hope that helps a little. Technically it means the xians do not believe their bible. 
Matthew 24:36 “But of that day and hour knoweth no man, no, not the angels of 
heaven, but my Father only.” Mark 13:32 “But of that day and that hour knoweth 
no man, no, not the angels which are in heaven, neither the Son, but the Father.” 
 
Hail Satan and all the Demons of Hell. 
 
 
I feel it is important that I reply to this thread from our Hell's Army e-group. See 
below my default signature for the message on the thread. For those who are 
new...xian= Christian. 
 
First of all, what these xian pastors are into is astrology. Astrology includes 
making predictions based upon the planets. This really pisses me off as it is so 
ultra-hypocritical. Not only that, but it is another glaring contradiction in that foul 
bible again, as I have never heard the end of this shit from xians that ANY 
practice of astrology is not only a very grave and serious sin, but is of Satan. But, 
being xians, I suppose they are exempt, as they also exempt themselves from 
mass murder, destruction of lives, torture and everything else they are and do, 
including forever condemning and harshly judging others. I had to deal with their 
shit when I was a teenager and know it all too well.  
 
As for knowledge of astrology, I have been into astrology since my early teenage 
years, along with other occult practices such as reading Tarot cards and such. I 
am forever grateful beyond words to Satan for bringing an interest in astrology 
into my life. Astrology has done nothing but help me and many times actually 
saved my ass. Knowing astrology is not pleasant in many respects, but one thing 
can be certain, when it is correctly interpreted, it is TRUTH. Astrology has given 
me a very helpful [to say the least] guide through life. When I was experiencing 
bad times, I KNEW WHY and how long these times would last- usually bad 
Saturn transits, which everyone has. Also, a huge help was in knowing others, 
their personalities and such and much more.  
 
Because xianity and its twin of Islam with their Jewish root systematically 
removed all spiritual knowledge, they have been at liberty to play upon and 
manipulate the fears of the populace resulting from a lack of spiritual/occult 
knowledge and dictate whatever lies they choose to.  
 
Now, as for "the end of times" predictions, the PT Barnum quote in regards to 
suckers "one being born every minute" holds true: 
A Brief History of the Apocalypse: The early days: 2800 BC – 1700 AD: 
http://www.abhota.info/end1.htm  
 
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Watchtower.html  
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It is a fact that certain planetary alignments affect the earth and much more. I 
know many are concerned about this Ebola outbreak. No doubt, this definitely 
appears to be something very serious, but I will get to that later on in this sermon. 
The bubonic plague of the Middle Ages that wiped out a major part of Europe 
and also populations in other parts of the world in 1348 CE, was preceded by a 
rare planetary line-up, where the planets were all contained in a tight bundle of 
60 degrees. This same line-up occurred again in the early 1980's with the AIDS 
virus. Now, as everyone can see, it is obvious that neither of these was "the end 
of the world." We are still here.  
 
Xians and related filth use and manipulate whatever they can to bring in more 
victims to their anti-life, human hating programs, which of course in many 
instances bring in a lot of money for one, for another, score points with jewsus for 
another and also as most people know, misery loves company. Any time there is 
a crisis, which occurs frequently enough, xians exploit these to their own 
purposes and try to claim "it is 'god's' punishment" and other related slogans of 
crap. As I already stated, Thank Satan, these xian tactics never worked on me 
because I could see WHY things were happening given my knowledge of 
astrology. No "act of god." This is what they DON'T want you to know.  
 
But then, of course, it is just fine and dandy for that hypocritical bible to spew out 
astrological predictions and the stupid deluded xians to harass with and push 
them relentlessly in an attempt to drive more victims to jewsus, all the while 
forever condemning and damning legitimate astrologers, many of whom they 
mass murdered as witches.  
 
As for the Ebola outbreak, given what I am seeing in regards to the planets now, 
the future does not look very good. Neptune rules viruses. Next year [2015] from 
mid-April through the first week of August, transiting Neptune in Pisces will 
station on the 9th degree, which is a fatal degree. It will do so again in 2016, 
September through the rest of the year. There is no bundle of planets at this 
time, though. I still have to do more research into historical plagues and such to 
see the different planetary patterns and trends. Transiting Saturn will enter 
Sagittarius at the end of December. Whenever Saturn transits Sagittarius, the 
sign of millionaires, big corporations, and wealth, there are economic problems. 
The stock market crash of 1929 was a major example. Neptune also stationed at 
9 degrees of Pisces in the 1360's when there was another recurring outbreak of 
the bubonic plague. No doubt, IMO, this Ebola does look bad, but it won't be the 
"end of the world." Satan even mentioned something of this to me a couple of 
years ago. All he said was that "a lot of people are going to die."  
 
Now, because of the removal of spiritual knowledge, so many people are open to 
being deceived and accepting the lies and twisted information xians so 
relentlessly push. They don't know any better. The only REAL sin in life is a lack 
of knowledge. Because of a lack of knowledge, souls are condemned to lifetimes 
of needless suffering.  
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What makes this even worse is how the Jew-controlled media, xian filth and 
other related predators constantly push that life is supposed to be some sort of 
utopia, some sort of experience of endless enjoyment and even paradise itself. 
What then happens is this sort of mind-set sets the populace up for extreme 
disappointment, given overly high expectations. Ignorance can be bliss, of course 
and many are too weak and/or too stupid and unenlightened to really look at 
reality for what it is and see what is in the world around them. Watching the daily 
news, studying history, and seeing what is before us each and every day does 
not sink in with weaklings and idiots. Many people are very adept with living in 
their own insulated world and denying the ugly aspects of reality. These people 
are worthless, as they refuse to acknowledge extreme problems in the world and 
through this deny and do nothing.  
 
This is not to say that life cannot be happy, fulfilling and rewarding, but so many 
not only choose to deny the ugly aspects altogether, but also push this denial 
upon others. When a crisis then ensues sooner or later, the one who believes life 
to be a utopia is very ill-equipped to deal with it, and is very lost and confused 
and often much more.  
 
Unfortunately, many teens and other young people who have not had the life 
experience, because of this are open to xian deception, twisted information and 
of course, LIES. The choice of prey/victims for xians are the youth. This shit was 
done to me when I was very young. The xian readily approaches and accosts the 
youth, pushing that vile nazarene virus. The xian then goes on and exploits one's 
ignorance and lack of experience in life and says "you are not happy because 
you are not 'saved' you are not with jewsus and other sick malignant filth of the 
most vile order.  
I have written about this before and this is also sometimes exploited and used to 
try to get the victim to accept the beliefs of another. So, in other words, if one 
accepts the certain belief system of another, which is being pushed, one will then 
be happy. This is definitely not so. Never fall for this crap.  
 
Everybody has his/her Saturn [planet of misfortune] and no one is exempt. Some 
are very adept at hiding personal problems and sufferings, mostly out of shame 
and again, denial. The truth is...life is not a whirlwind of joy and happiness. Even 
if one is going through a good phase, just the suffering and misery of others 
should make some impact. Satan and our Gods know this and have not turned 
their backs, but acknowledge the profound and needless suffering in the world 
and are here to try to help us.  
 
Always be alert to and onto that old scam xians use to try to bring in more 
victims. Misery loves company. Xians use every tactic they can to exploit any and 
every situation to bring in more unknowing victims to that foul nazarene and shit-
bag holy spirit.  
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"Because of being steeped in, believing in, and living a lie, in the advanced 
stages of Christianity, the Christian takes on an artificial appearance and begins 
to look like the lie: The well-known pasty look with the smiley mask. The lie 
emerges in the physical self." www.exposingchristianity.com  
 
In closing, from what I have been seeing in regards to what is happening with the 
planets, everyone should begin building a powerful aura of protection. This must 
be repeatedly programmed into the soul, preferably after raising your powers 
through meditation. It should be done every day. A good affirmation to use: 
"I am always safe, secure, protected, and healthy in every way."  
Visualize a brilliant white-gold light [the most powerful for protection and good 
health] engulfing your entire being while affirming the above.  
Ideally, this should be affirmed 108 times daily with a Satanic rosary for 40-80 
days.  
 
The same can be done with loved ones, family members, even pets. Just 
visualize the light engulfing the loved one and do the same affirmation using 
his/her name "is" in place of "I am."  
 
I did not write the above concerning life to be a downer. Life can be very happy 
and rewarding. The problem is when so many are living a lie and pushing that lie 
to the detriment of others as with xianity. Life isn't always happy. People need to 
know this and through knowing this one can work with meditation to prevent and 
correct problems. Opportunities that come your way should always be taken and 
worked with. One should always have goals. Goals make life meaningful. 
Judeo/Xian filth along with that most foul and odious Islam have infected 
humanity and this has made so much ugliness in the world, like extreme poverty, 
that with xian indoctrination keeps perpetuating itself, bringing in more victims to 
"christ." People are lost and unable to help themselves out of this due to a lack of 
spiritual knowledge and knowledge to the mind and soul. This turns into a vicious 
cycle, keeping much of humanity spiritually enslaved for nefarious human-hating 
entities to feed off of, using life energies.  
 
I also heard concerning the Ebola, those Muslims kiss that stupid cubicle in 
Mecca... 
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Further Exposing the Judeo/Christian Bible 2 
 

On the topic of astrology, Mercury is retrograde right now. It will be so until the 
25th of this month. For more in-depth information concerning Mercury retrograde: 
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Mercury_Retrograde.html  
 
Mercury retrograde can be notorious for anything having to do with electronics, 
communications and travel to encounter glitches, annoying delays and 
malfunctions. I am sure if many of you are aware, you can see much of this 
happening right now. Just the other night, I had some annoying problems with 
some software, which is very typical of Mercury retrograde. My point here is how 
the planets have impact and influence upon earthly events, as dose sunspot 
activity. While the idiot xians and muslims foolishly attribute many events to "acts 
of god" anyone with Satanic knowledge can see the real reasons and not be 
deceived. For those of you who know your own astrology charts, and how to read 
from an ephemeris. Check out how many times transiting Mars made a major 
aspect to your Moon or ascendant. This only lasts a few days [unless it is 
stationary and then if it is, one must be very cautious], and always remember, the 
transiting planet can set off an event when it is within 1 -2 degrees in applying to 
the exact aspect. My point here with the Mars, just check if you were provoked or 
involved in an argument, domestic dispute, fight or other emotional upset. Mars is 
notorious for this sort of thing and knowing this reveals the *WHY* it happened. 
Over the years, I have been aware of whenever Mars would be hitting on my 
personal planets like my Moon, and ascendant, and during those times, I am 
aware not to get involved and to stay clear of any potential confrontations if at all 
possible. Oftentimes, others incite the confrontation that with the Mars can get 
out of hand. Mars transits to the Moon and the ascendant can also cause us to 
be more irritable and edgy and prone to anger.  
 
I read an account of centuries ago; some European explorers came to an island. 
I don't remember the exact details, but my reason for mentioning this here again 
is important in regards to having knowledge. The natives took the explorers 
captive and one of the explorers told the chief there that he could make the Moon 
disappear. He knew of an impending lunar eclipse that the natives did not and 
when they saw the eclipse, they released the explorers.  
 
The above clearly reveals how important knowledge is. Those without knowledge 
are easily victimized. This is why communists murder intellectuals and destroy 
the educated upper and middle classes, among many millions more. This is to 
institute a slave state. One only knows what they tell you, and most of it is lies.  
I also want to add something else here. Everything they enemy is and does, they 
blame on Satan. That kike god YHVH Jewhova in the bible was a "murderer and 
a liar from the beginning" and much more, including his demands for living blood 
sacrifices. Satan never murdered anyone in the bible or did anything else to harm 
humanity, as opposed to that Jew God. Now Hollywood I am sure can have 
some people confused about Satanism. I will repeat this- many of you are 
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already aware how things are backwards. In the 1976 movie "The Omen" they 
kept elaborating on a prophesy regarding Satan; about Satan "waging his last 
battle." In my opinion, this is backwards and is not Satan waging "his last battle" 
but it is the enemy waging his last battle. Communism has collapsed. Of course 
the Jews are working overtime to try to take the USA and other world powers, but 
they will fail. The former USSR that was the bulwark collapsed. It is the YHVH 
that is waging his last battle and will lose.  
 
Now, I will keep posting more on this topic and this is very revealing regarding 
the Judeo/Christian bible and what it really is, NOT the "word of god" but a 
powerful subliminal. I know I keep posting more of this sort of thing, but please 
remember if you are experienced and solid in the truth, many here are not. We 
get new people and people who are still suffering because of Christian lies, who 
have not yet ascended to a higher level of truth and understanding. Many are lost 
and still confused.  
 
In studying Judaism, in-depth, from different sources, one can see the truth: 
 
The Jewish ‘year’ is for an acting out of each stage of their fictitious history, as 
this vibrates into the mass mind. Each stage of their fictitious crap is played out, 
not only by them, but also by believing Gentiles. Like their Passover- they relive 
and act out their destruction of Gentile Egypt and such. Sukkoth, which is in the 
fall, this Jewish holiday ended 2 days ago, is again, relived and played out in 
their open roofed gazebos in their backyards. They relive every fictitious event. 
Most of you know how the mass mind works and can see how the repetition of 
these rituals can make a fictitious tale into a supposed reality, even though the 
rituals are symbolic. They also eat certain foods and engage their senses into 
their reenacting of these rituals.   
 
Through their torah and bible, the Jews are creating and keep creating reality. 
This is in their kabalah if one can read between the lines and as many of us here 
already know, this involves the powers of the mind and the soul.  
  
Jewish mysticism states that “One’s essential being is God.” This is a dead 
giveaway as Satan told us this. Only the kikes at the higher levels can 
understand this concept. They are the ones who use this.   
Jewish abuse of black magick has backfired on them through the ages. 
"Talmudic doctrine forbade the public teaching of esoteric doctrines and warned 
of their dangers." I also read when their Zohar was printed within their 
communities in the 16th century. Major pogroms took the lives of tens of 
thousands of kikes in Poland and in Europe. Some attribute this to the Zohar, 
which of course was stolen and corrupted. They obviously used the magick 
therein which was stolen and corrupted, along with the human sacrifices and it all 
backfired. Also, a further explanation is certain curses already put forth against 
the revealing of this knowledge by rabbis, and this affected their own people, as 
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most of their nefarious programs such as communism usually do. They are a 
vicious race and prey upon each other ruthlessly.  
 
During the period known as the "Dark Ages," after all of the libraries containing 
spiritual and other knowledge were burned and destroyed by Christians [Gentiles 
doing work for the Jews and to advance the Jewish agenda] and other enemies, 
the Jews took this opportunity to "translate" what few texts remained and through 
this, they rewrote and corrupted most of everything. It is a historical fact that 
nearly all of the spiritual texts were "translated" by certain Jews.   
 
The Jewish kabalah is nothing more than instructions for witchcraft.   
 
The entire theme of the old testament of the bible, especially their torah is 
nothingness, followed by an idea, feeding the idea by giving it focus and energy, 
then it manifests into reality. Of course, this reality is total enslavement and 
domination of the Gentiles. The nazarene is nothing more than an allegory for the 
serpentine powers.  
 
Their “tree of life” Sephiroth; 4 worlds 
1 – Atzilut = “ideas in the mind of God” [for the initiated "God" is the self] 
2 – Beriah = through meditation; visualization= creation, known as the ‘nourishing 
world’ where focus and visualization give the ‘idea’ energy.  
3 – Yetzirah ”represents the formation of the reality which manifests in the 4th 
and final world.”  
4 – Assyah “Assyah is the actual completed project, the manifest reality.”  
  
The above is a direct quote and is glaringly obvious for anyone who knows 
anything about the mind and powers of the soul aka "witchcraft."  
 
The Jews feel they have every right to give orders Gentiles, and to demand 
obedience. "Free Speech Online A New Crime Discovered By The Jews" 
posted yesterday by High Priest Don is something everyone should be aware of 
and read.   
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic6275.html  
 
Jews who are the REAL supremacists dictate their orders and DEMAND. It 
doesn't matter how this might affect any Gentile interests. Jewish interests are 
the only interests that really matter. We Gentiles are nothing more than cattle as 
far as they are concerned.  
As HP Don wrote: 
"The kikejooz believe their right to murder, lie and steal is more important then 
your constitutional rights. Ebola might be deadly, but Jewbola is even more 
dangerous. Russia got caught with a bad infection and it cost them up to a 
hundred million people." 
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One major Jew/communist tactic in taking control of a country and opening the 
door for their communism is to completely screw the legal system to the wall to 
where it is total trash, like they have been doing here in the USA for decades. It 
only gets worse. The so-called "justice system" is really the "injustice system."  
  
We here are all open spiritually and through the above and there is more- we can 
easily ‘see’ the entire theme of the bible. It is a powerful subliminal and nothing 
more. Lilith told me more than once that to destroy that scum, they must be 
obliterated from their entire torah. More reverse torah workings in Hebrew will be 
forthcoming soon.  
They will begin their torah readings tomorrow on the 18th, all around the world. 
What this does, because all of the religious Jews read from the same torah 
portion at the same time, this is what gives it power, along with the Christian 
idiots who so stupidly and slavishly give their energies for this as well. Each 
week, beginning tomorrow, they all read the same. Then, as I wrote above, they 
have their holidays that act this fictitious crap out every year, thus perpetuating it 
in the mass mind. They keep all of this alive and going and for many who are 
unknowing, they make it believable.   
 
Lilith wants for us to wait a bit and then follow up, reversing their torah crap and 
erasing them from their own torah. Their torah is their reality and their constant 
creating of it. I know this can be a bit over most peoples' heads in the way of 
understanding, but with enough research, knowledge and most important, 
knowledge of the occult, along with experience, this can be plainly seen and 
understood. The rituals we did this past year will have to be repeated again. 
Please check for updates on the main Joy of Satan website www.joyofsatan.com 
each week and also Satan's Library 
http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Satans_Library.htm 
as for when we will be doing the rituals again. This will be soon.  
 
_____________________________________________________ 
 
As for the Ebola, do not wait until it is too late, and it certainly wouldn’t be a bad 
idea to do this for yourselves anyway: 
Everyone should begin building a powerful aura of protection. This must be 
repeatedly programmed into the soul, preferably after raising your powers 
through meditation. It should be done every day. A good affirmation to use: 
"I am always safe, secure, protected, and healthy in every way."  
Visualize a brilliant white-gold light [the most powerful for protection and good 
health, the astral Sun, aka "The Black Sun"] engulfing your entire being while 
affirming the above.  
Ideally, this should be affirmed 108 times daily with a Satanic rosary for 40-80 
days. The same can be done with loved ones, family members, even pets. Just 
visualize the light engulfing the loved one and do the same affirmation using 
his/her name "is" in place of "I am."  
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Even if you are unable due to being a teenager or in some other living situation 
that prevents you from engaging in a full meditation, just state the above 
affirmation when you go to sleep at night or when you are in the shower and 
visualize the light. Done repeatedly, this can be just as effective as a formal 
meditation. It must be done every night and even during the day, for a few 
seconds. Repetition will embed the affirmation into your soul and the light is the 
protective astral energy.  
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Enemy Programs and Human Energies 
 
Through Satan, our eyes are opened to the truth. We can see for ourselves just 
how false the so-called "religions" of the enemy are. We must always keep 
certain things in mind for ourselves spiritually and know what the original 
meanings were. The original meanings of some practices that have been stolen, 
corrupted and defiled in the ugliest of ways- originally these were important 
spiritual concepts. The desecration of true spirituality by the Jewish root and the 
Christian and Muslim programs that spread from this root like a deadly virus are 
one of the main reasons this world and life itself are in a crisis.  
 
Take for example... Muslims stop to "pray" 5 times every day. Now, this has been 
corrupted. "PRAY" IS A CODE WORD FOR "MEDITATE." Instead of focusing on 
raising their spiritual energies, feeding their souls and working on positive things 
like directing their energies into future goals for a better life, the word "prayer" is 
corrupted into slavishly giving focus and energy to a nefarious asshole monster 
that just shits on them endlessly. So...just where are they at?  
Now...just stop to think where this unfortunate group would be if they took out the 
same time every day to do some spiritual exercises like yogic breathing, vibrating 
mantras, or cleaning their auras.  
 
What is even further sickening is the Holodomor. The Holodomor was the 
artificial famine created by Jewish communism to bring about one of the most 
tragic genocides in history- the innocent people of the Ukraine in the early 
1930's. In studying, I came across quite a few accounts of how the Ukrainian 
Christian prayed slavishly to that shit bag of a "god" for help and protection. The 
vast majority starved to death, were tortured, sent into slave labor concentration 
camps under the most heinous and brutal conditions and never returned. 
So...just where was that so-called "god."???  
 
My point here is how many unknowing people put their energies into forces that 
are not only negative beyond all comprehension, but that are enemy alien and 
human-hating and out to destroy everyone. These so-called "gods" do nothing 
but shit on the groups that slavishly give their energies to them. Also, if these 
worthless and I mean worthless entities are so powerful and important, they 
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WHY do they need human beings to keep giving them slavish worship and 
energy???? Humanity has every right to exist in this universe, no different from 
other beings out there. Unfortunately, there are nefarious parasitical entities that 
deceive the masses into donating a continuous supply of life force, energy, 
adoration, and slavish worship. 
 
Satan does not need any slavish worship. Yes, some of us do give our energies 
to the Powers of Hell, but this is for spiritual warfare, and these energies are 
used to help us. This is a huge difference from the above where one's energies in 
the case of Islam and xianity are used for everyone's damnation and destruction. 
When Satan stated in the Al Jilwah about not worshipping any Gods, he meant 
this. The word "worship" is a code word for focus and also for giving energy. 
Satan wants for us to focus on ourselves and evolve into the best we can be.  
 
In the Al-Jilwah, Satan also stated, "I lead to the straight path without a book." 
When we apply ourselves to meditation and to raising our serpent, major 
changes occur within our souls. We become more sensitive and aware for one. 
All sorts of crimes and transgressions against innocents occur for one, because 
most people are on a low level spiritually and do not stop to consider or even be 
aware of their actions or what they do to others, especially others who don't 
deserve abuse. This lack of REAL awareness along with other problems due to a 
sick soul, being spiritually disconnected, being oblivious to one's actions is 
another reason this world is in such a sad state.  
 
Being the hoaxes that they are and in working to keep perpetuating endless lies, 
these programs also keep pushing slogans such as "eternal light" "spiritual 
freedom" "healing" and so forth. All of these slogans have been hideously defiled 
and desecrated. "Eternal light" is when one's serpent has fully ascended and is 
the power of the soul illuminating. As most of you know, the soul is made of light 
and when one's soul is fully empowered, one's aura radiates the eternal light.  
 
As for "spiritual" freedom, Xianity, Islam, and their Jewish root not only condemn 
but damn followers into total servitude and spiritual enslavement to the extreme. 
Freedom???? This is another total corruption and desecration of a word and 
concept. In order to see if something is "good" or "evil" so to speak- in other 
words positive or negative for the advancement of humanity, one must give it 
power. We can see where these programs and their filthy bible are at by taking a 
look at the orthodox. Where are the fundamentalist xians? The Muslims? And of 
course the Hasidic Jews at? The only equal in such extreme restrictions is 
Jewish communism, which parallels and has its foundation in the bible. There is 
NOTHING "free" about any of these programs and as for Judaism, this is the 
root- A VERY ALIEN ROOT that is especially malignant for Gentiles.  
 
In closing, I want to add another one... "The laying on of hands." Most of you 
know about the hand chakras, of which most of those xians who keep parroting 
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out these phrases and slogans know nothing about. This is another one that has 
been completely corrupted.  
 
Satan doesn't lord it over on us or force anything. He opens our eyes to see the 
truth for ourselves and for us to be aware. We can see these things for 
ourselves. Xians and Muslims have to be continuously indoctrinated with lies to 
keep the anti-life, human-hating programs going, and to keep their arch-enemy, 
the truth out. As I said before and will again for new people here... "Satan" 
means "truth" in Sanskrit, one of the worlds most ancient of languages; a spiritual 
language. "Satan" means "enemy" and "fiend" in Hebrew. Enough said?  
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Further Exposing Christianity 
 
For those of you who are forever making endless posts to these groups 
regarding your problems with Christian indoctrination, please do not be lazy. 
Read the following article before making more and more posts regarding your 
psychological problems in overcoming Christian lies, and then apply yourself to 
meditation. I have written extensively concerning spiritual allegories. Most 
average people cannot see through the hidden meanings behind the allegories 
and they take the tales of the Gods and the legends as literal. First off...Satan 
and the Powers of Hell do not demand any slavish worship. They are our friends. 
They are and have been trying to help us. They are extra-terrestrial beings. The 
Jews are always on the attack, when one mentions extra-terrestrial beings.   
 
With extensive and advanced meditation, like the symbolic cobra serpent, one 
experiences increased awareness and one's mind expands [symbolized by the 
hood of the cobra]. When you can finally see the truth, and see through all of the 
lies of Christianity, Islam and its ugly Jewish root, these programs are no longer a 
threat. There does come a point when no amount of lying or coercion will get one 
who has seen and who knows the truth to believe the lies any longer. I keep 
reading in these groups on and off when approving posts, just how much 
Christianity has taken hold in the minds of many people here. Satan has been 
showing me more and more as I have opened myself in both my meditations and 
my studies. To know the truth, one must study extensively into the "occult" 
subjects of which the bible threatens against. I have done this for many, many 
years.   
 
While I have made many references to "jehova" and that filthy jewsus nazarene, 
for the umpteenth time, neither one of these entities exist. Both are thoughtforms 
to some extent and there are enemy extraterrestrials such as the greys who work 
under the reptilians out there for the enslavement of the Gentiles on this planet, 
along with some enemy Nordics who pose as these fictitious entities and also 
promote them. Before there were modern cameras and available information 
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regarding extra-terrestrials, occultist Aleister Crowley when in a trance drew a 
picture of "Jehova" and it was an illustration of one of those bulb-headed greys. 
Ok, enough said, but If I don't repeat myself ad nauseum giving some 
background on this, people who are new will be lost regarding what I am now 
going to write.  
 
If you delve into occult teachings far enough, and occult societies such as 
Freemasonry, etc., [much of the spiritual teachings have been systematically 
removed and what remains is corrupted]. Most of these organizations know of 
the powers of the soul to some extent. Freemasonry, before it was corrupted by 
the Jews, was very spiritual and a "33rd Degree mason" was one who had his 
serpent ascended, as the spine has an esoteric 33 degrees. Way back when, 
accomplished Freemasons communicated with each other telepathically. 
Rebuilding the "Temple of Solomon" had to do with the magnum opus and the 
soul. The Jews have taken this CONCEPT and have corrupted it to advance their 
insatiable greed and direct it towards their communist agenda of creating a 
Gentile slave state.  
 
666 is the Kabbalistic square of the Sun. 666 is the all-important solar chakra. 
The true meaning of the "Temple of Solomon" is the TEMPLE OF THE SUN. 
"Sol" "Om" and "On" are all words for the Sun. "Sol" is the Latin word for the Sun 
and is close to the English word "soul." "Om" is a name given by the Hindus to 
the Spiritual Sun and "On" is an Egyptian word for Sun. The symbolism of the 
Temple of Solomon was stolen by the Jews and made into a fictitious character, 
as with the fictitious Nazarene and nearly everything in the Judeo/Christian Bible. 
The true meaning of the "Temple of the Sun" is spiritual. This symbolizes the 
perfected soul, where the rays from the solar [666] chakra, which is the center of 
the soul and circulates spiritual energy, radiates into eight separate rays. The 
shining soul is symbolized by the sun. Eight is the number of Astaroth. This is 
also "The New Jerusalem." The name of "Jerusalem" has also been stolen and 
corrupted into a city in Israel. "Jerusalem" IS A CONCEPT!  The shining 
perfected soul is also symbolic as "The Light."  
 
Now, most of you already know how that annoying fish symbol the Christians use 
is in truth a vagina turned on its side. It is called a "Yoni." If you look to many 
versions of the Tarot cards, even going way back into the Middle Ages, you will 
find the suits of the rods/wands and the swords are often in the shape of a yoni. 
The heart chakra [neuter chakra] is also in the shape of a yoni. The yoni, 
symbolizing the vagina is also symbolic of giving birth to a new soul and 
achieving spiritual and physical perfection and immortality through the magnum 
opus. The Christian crap of being "born again" is false, and amounts to nothing 
more than spiritual degeneracy, and being steeped in more lies.  
 
There are thirteen major chakras upon the soul. For a very long time, the enemy 
has touted the number 13 as unlucky, etc. This is to frighten people away form 
that number. This is no different from how horror movies are used to frighten 
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people away from the spiritual/occult. All of this ties in. When one does a ritual, 
one invokes the four quarters. To the uninitiated, one points one's athame, calls 
out, etc. To those who know, this is actually an allegory for vibrating the soul to 
raise your own powers. The soul has four important directions; again, male and 
female.  
 
This is what the enemy uses the "YHVH" for, though the YHVH is a corruption. 
The uneducated, the stupid, and the fools are deluded into believing this "YHVH" 
is some sort of Supreme Being. AGAIN, THIS IS A CONCEPT!! Not only is this a 
concept, it was stolen, then of course, it was further corrupted. There is no 
supreme being. There is infinity in both the microcosm and the macrocosm. 
There is no such thing as some big bad Jewish spook that "created everything" 
and who is omnipotent and all of that horse manure they push on the 
unsuspecting public. There is a war going on 'out there' and there are ET's who 
work through the Jews here, who do hate humanity and want to enslave the 
world in order to provide a ready and easy host to leech energy off of souls. This 
is no different from cattle in a slaughterhouse. This is what we are to them and it 
all depends upon just how ignorant and unknowing one is, for the enemy to 
succeed. We have been cut off from our spiritual senses. Few can see what the 
enemy is doing, but through meditation and the Serpent of Satan, our spiritual 
eyes are opened.  
 
Getting back to the four quarters of the soul, following the RAUM meditation, 
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Raum_Mediation.html 
One should vibrate the four quarters of the soul. IO can work for all four, but one 
will notice a drastic charge and empowerment if the four quarters are vibrated 
correctly. IO was taken from the Greek IO. Nearly all of the Greek so-called 
"myths" are very important spiritual concepts, with the exception of some of the 
legends of the Gods such as Heracles; the account of his birth [his human 
mother had a very difficult time, as he was fathered by one of the Gods [ET's] 
and the Nordic ET's are much larger and taller than us humans. I have seen a 
couple who were near 8 feet tall, such as Anubis. Heracles was a Demi-God, 
meaning he was half-human. IO is another allegory and while many of these 
Gods are actual beings, their legends are important spiritual allegories, such as 
the Greek "Argus" which is Agares. Agares is female, but the allegory portrays a 
male. The "thousand eyes" of the spiritually empowered soul.  
 
Going a step further, EA is another name for Satan. [Most of you already know 
the name "Satan" means "truth" in one of the most ancient of languages 
Sanskrit]. EA is pronounced AY-AH. AY as in May, say, day, etc. Nearly all of the 
words in Sanskrit end in the letter A. The letter A symbol in English and in many 
other Western alphabets is tapered like the pyramids, and many other spiritual 
symbols. The taper is symbolic of the serpentine energy ascending the soul. This 
also has to do with focus on the spine. The so-called "tetragrammaton" of the 
soul follows as I-O-E-A. EE-OH-AY-AH. These are the four vowel vibrations that 
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empower and raise the energies of the four quarters of the soul to a high level. 
Left shoulder/left side of the body, vibrate I [EEEEE] 
Right shoulder/right side of the body,, Vibrate O [OOHHHH] 
Front side of your body, vibrate E [AAYYY] as in the word say, or may 
On your backside, focusing on your spine, vibrate A [AHHHH] 
 
Now, one can see where this vibration was stolen, altered, and completely 
corrupted from a PAGAN CONCEPT into that foul Jewish invented entity 
"jehova." Again and again, I reiterate THE WORD "GOD" IS A CODE-WORD 
FOR THE SELF!!! THERE IS NO "JEHOVA" OR "YAHWEH" WHICH WAS 
TAKEN FROM IDIOT CHRISTIANS TRYING TO PRONOUNCE "YHVH," AS 
THE J IS OFTEN PRONOUNCED AS Y IN MANY LANGUAGES, AFTER THIS 
CONCEPT WAS STOLEN AND CORRUPTED BY THE JEWS. The Christians 
are so far deluded it is way beyond pathetic. The Jews have usurped spiritual 
knowledge and corrupted it in order to enslave and control the entire world, they, 
themselves, at the higher levels becoming "God." In truth, that is all it is...a 
vibration to drastically empower the soul.  
 
Going further, I also have written about this before. Once you have enough 
knowledge and obstacles to enlightenment have been knocked down in your 
mind, this can easily be seen. The nazarene was stolen from and invented into 
another fictitious Jewish character for Gentiles to slavishly worship- the serpent. 
Nearly every painting or illustration of so-called "saints" of which in Spanish is 
"Santa" an anagram of Satan, THEY ARE ALL DEPICTED WITH HALOS, 
WHICH REPRESENTS THE RISEN SERPENT OF SATAN!! This is not just a 
Western concept, but is also seen extensively in the Far East [where Christianity 
stole nearly all of its corrupted content from], as with the Buddha, also seen with 
a halo.  
 
Now, getting back to those paintings that we are told is the nazarene, in truth, 
they are nothing more than an illustration of a man with his serpent ascended, no 
different from any other illustrated instructions; same as with the so-called 
"saints." When you purchase any appliances, etc., these normally will come with 
illustrated instructions, or the same as with some one in an illustration showing 
the certain steps to using an appliance or whatever. 
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Jesus_Christ.htm 
 
The nazarene is nothing more than a Jewish invented character that has been 
used to replace the serpent. The paintings are a how-to, A CONCEPT, depicted 
by a man. As I already wrote some time ago, if the same were done with 
Sponge-Bob, millions upon millions would prostrate themselves before the 
mighty image of Sponge-Bob in reverence, worship, and self-devotion. Using a 
sponge for cleaning purposes would become a blasphemy and a major sacrilege. 
This would then through the mass mind, take on a life of its own; a thoughtform if 
you will. A sponge would adorn every altar. There would be giant, colossal 
sponges where the most holy would make a special pilgrimage, not to that stupid 
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black box in Mecca, but to the giant sponge edifice. The tiny pineapple residence 
of Sponge-Bob would be heaven under the sea, with the end goal for every 
"saved" individual to, instead of floating up to the sky in the ether, would descend 
to the depths of the ocean in hopes of finding the tiny little home to spend the 
rest of eternity within.  
 
Kidding aside, given the endless and copious amounts of spiritual energy that are 
directed into this fictitious nazarene character, the misguided and false sense of 
belief and with this outrageous lie being promoted at every level, embedded in 
the minds of the populace through force, with no alternative, no wonder it has 
reached the monstrous level it has. In addition, that nazarene was also corrupted 
from the five elements, Hebrew style. When one has enough knowledge and has 
opened his/her mind, and through the Grace of Satan, one can see all of this. 
 
Christianity is pushed upon the populace with no other alternative. Even in doing 
crossword puzzles, [most are written by Jews], that Christian biblical crap has to 
be in there for the words/answers. As for Modern Paganism, Buddhism, Wicca 
and everything else that is related and has been corrupted from the original 
Paganism, all has been Christianized. The Jews even go a step further in 
dictating to the Gentiles that the powers of the mind are not to be used for 
material gain, which is an utter crock of shit.  
Quote form the Talmud: 
22. Seph. Jp., 92, 1: "God has given the Jews power over the possessions and 
blood of all nations." 
 
The Jehova's Witnesses, like other fundamentalist Christians are also working to 
remove Santa from xmas and replace him with the nazarene, take the Easter 
Bunny out of Easter and again, replace the rabbits and eggs with the nazarene; 
this goes for all holidays. The Jehova's Witnesses also go a step further and 
work to remove all symbols which they tout as "graven images," as the 
destruction of important spiritual symbols will eventually be the death of spiritual 
knowledge and truths.   
 
ALL of the occult and the spiritual teachings have the end objective of 
empowering the soul, raising the serpent, and performing the magnum opus. If 
one will look through open eyes, no amount of coercing, lying or "explaining" will 
fool you again. The only thing one can do form this point is to work to wake up 
humanity to the truth!  
HAIL SATAN!!! 
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Happy Yule 
 
This is to wish everyone a Happy Yule Season. Tonight is the Highest Sacred 
Night in Satanism, as this is Satans' Personal Day of the Year. This is a time to 
honor him. For those of you who are new and some who are still confused, 
"Satan" means "Truth" in Sanskrit, one of the most ancient of languages. Satan 
and the Powers of Hell are benevolent beings. This is evident in the fact that they 
are all working to bring knowledge, spiritual advancement, and freedom to 
humanity. Instead of ignoring or looking the other way as some beings in different 
worlds out there do, our Gods are working to help us here. They care deeply 
about the earth, animals, and the environment and want to set us free. Always 
remember, Satanism is about being yourself. There are very few rules in 
Satanism. Christianity has been a curse upon humanity, no different from its twin 
of communism, which is Christianity in its political form. Satan has opened our 
eyes to the truth and wants both of these nefarious plagues completely 
destroyed.  
 
The 1956 Sci-Fi movie "Invasion of the Body Snatchers" contains a lot of truths. 
Instead of the pods, those pods should have been bibles. Bibles, Christian relics, 
and related, act as subliminal transmitters. This is why the bible is full of numbers 
and the spiritually meaningless verses are drummed into the heads of victims, 
such as Sunday school children and others being forced to memorize scriptures 
that act to damn humanity. For more on this, please read:  
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Bible_Jewish_Witchcraft.htm 
 
Lilith revealed to me that the Jewish invention of communism, which is nothing 
more than an organized slave state with the top Jews in charge, and aims to strip 
everyone of their individuality, their identity, their culture, their race, their material 
possessions, [material possessions are most often individual] and anything else 
that makes one classifiable. Everyone is equally screwed, and becomes a 
meaningless number; a disposable human being... a nothing, a total nobody who 
can be systematically worked to death and disposed of.   
 
Quote from the Jewish Talmud: 
Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: "Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that 
the Jew would not have to be served by beasts. The non-Jew is consequently an 
animal in human form, and condemned to serve the Jew day and night." 
 
The Judeo/Christian Bible is a foundation and a blueprint for this. Satan wants for 
all of the Judeo/Christian poison to be destroyed.  
 
****** 
For those of you who are new here, yes, we Satanists definitely celebrate the 
Yule Season. The Yule is Pagan in origin and was stolen and corrupted by 
Christianity. Jehova's witnesses even know this. There is nothing Christian about 
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xmas and the Yule Season. For those of you who enjoy this holiday and have 
been celebrating it, enjoy.  
 
The Yule season is a season of enjoyment, indulgence, and feasting.  
 
§ Cooking 
§ Baking 
§ Gift giving 
§ Decorating 
§ Building snowmen and winter sports in places where there is snow  
§ Tree decorating Blue lights in honor of Lucifer  
§ Partying Santa Claus for the kids Shopping and more.  

 
The Nazarene as you can see has no place in the Yule season. December 25th 
is actually the Persian deity Mithra's birthday, for one. The Yule was stolen from 
the Pagans and incorporated into the Christian religion as Xmas. Pagan peoples 
were celebrating the Yule long before the false program of Christianity forced 
itself onto the scene. We need to take back our holiday!!  
Celebrate and Indulge!!  
HAIL SATAN!!  
 
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Yule.html 
 
In addition, I uploaded the King & Queen meditation, as many members 
requested this: 
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/King_Queen.html 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Ha-Satan – Updated 
 
 
One thing I need to add here. I have been studying Hebrew intensively, as is 
needed to reverse the biblical curses for these rituals. Please be aware of this. I 
know some of you have run across this sort of thing, as I have. Jews trying to 
again...deceive us Gentiles. Some claim there is supposed to be a difference in 
their stupid bible between "Satan" and "Ha-Satan." Well, this is another total 
crock of shit. "Satan" in Hebrew means "enemy" and "adversary." Hebrew is read 
from right to left and the spelling- shin, tet and final nun. You can find this in most 
Hebrew to English dictionaries. Point being now, when the Hebrew letter hei with 
aka as "heh" "hey" "hah," the fifth letter of the Hebrew aleph-bet, often with the 
Hebrew vowel dash beneath it means "THE." So, "Satan" in Hebrew means 
"enemy" and "Ha-Satan" in Hebrew means "The Enemy." Is there a difference? 
Obviously, NO. This is just another attempt for them to try to deceive you.  
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Here is a link I found proving the above: 
"Certain letters are used for the article, conjunction and prepositions. These 
letters can then be prefixed to a noun. For example, when the letter ה (hey) is 
prefixed to the noun it means “the.” So, while ץע (eyts) means "tree," ץעה 
(ha'eyts) means “the tree.” 
http://www.ancient-hebrew.org/42_lesson02.html 
Though the above is "biblical Hebrew" the hei prefix is standard for "the" when 
placed before a noun.  
 
I posted this information just to clear up any misconceptions for people who have 
come across this crap online. I have found that learning Hebrew is not like 
learning say French, Spanish or even Russian. They try to make it as deceptive 
as possible, for obvious reasons. In most writings, the vowels are omitted and 
one has to know the Hebrew word in the context it is used to understand what is 
being written- in other words, growing up with the language- i.e., a Jew. Difficult 
to learn, but never impossible.  
 
Most Gentiles cannot read or understand Hebrew, Yiddish, etc. Those who need 
to know certain things of course must have a Jew interpret it for them. This is 
why they use it so prolifically amongst their own- to deceive. In addition, their 
articles and writings are not easily or readily available in most areas outside of 
neighborhoods, etc., with heavy Jewish populations. I have been learning a lot in 
addition to just that language. I have been passing much onto the JoS Ministry 
and will keep the groups informed of anything of importance as we go along.  
 
Again, please check the groups, and forums next week, as I will be posting a 
very important ritual for all of us to take part in.  
 
I would also like to add and it is very important to remember- everything the Jews 
are and do, they accuse us Gentiles of. Satan is blamed for everything in the 
bible, but if one looks through open eyes, the REAL "murderer and liar from the 
beginning" is that Jew-god jewhova. Stupid Christians are of course deceived. 
Total materialism again, is blamed upon Satan. BUT, just what is there in that 
stupid bible that is spiritual? NOTHING! The Old Testament is a fictitious history 
of the Jews, along with Jewish supremacy over the Gentiles, mass murder, and 
genocide of Gentiles, confiscating and looting Gentile material possessions, 
properties, along with innocent women and children, forced into being slaves for 
the conquering Jews after the brutal slaughter and mass murder of Gentile men, 
and of course that New Testament, nothing but various accounts of the life of that 
fictitious nazarene. Nothing spiritual- ALL MATERIAL.  
 
The Jewish Hollywood also keeps playing up the Christian crap and is very 
clever about interlacing this with emotional tear-jerking themes to sucker in 
average everyday believers. A prime example is the 1959 epic movie "Ben-Hur." 
Others include "family" entertainment such as the long-run series "Little House 
on the Prairie" and related that have Christian themes combined with emotional 
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drama. The two come together to imbed in one's mind on the unconscious, 
emotionally touching and moving concerning that foul nazarene. People fall for 
this crap all of the time and are duped right into it. This is extremely prolific 
around Easter.  
 
"Easter" was stolen from Astaroth. Originally known as "Ashtar." This holiday 
coincides with the Vernal Equinox of spring when day and night are of equal 
length. Known as "Eastre" to the Anglo-Saxons. As the Goddess of fertility, she 
was associated with rabbits and eggs. The Christians stole this holiday and 
twisted its meaning. Other names include: Easter, Eastre, Eos, Eostre, Ester, 
Estrus, (Estrus is when an animal goes into heat; mating season) Oestrus, 
Oistros, and Ostara. Again, the "Lamb of God" was stolen from the Zodiac sign of 
Aries the Ram which occurs every spring.  
 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Ghost Adventures 
 

JoyofSatan666 member wrote: 
As of right now, I am watching Ghost Adventures and I used to just brush off all 
the "things" they encounter. Now I'm starting to wonder if the things they capture 
are legit or not. Can anyone help so I can explain to them the 2,000+ things they 
are doing so fucking wrong when it comes to communicating with the dead.  
 
 
I'm not familiar with this- TV show? Documentary? Anyways, I have seen a 
couple of documentaries concerning psychics who communicate with those who 
have passed on. Why would you want to explain "2,000+ things they are doing 
wrong"?  
 
Just because someone is not a Satanist does not mean that his/her psychic 
experiences are wrong or invalid. As I have written more than once, myself and a 
couple other JoS High Priests here worked with those who are in spirit form in 
Hell. This was done under the direction of both Satan and Lilith and was a 
success. This was a long-term project and I had a lot of experiences. I felt very 
much enlightened and pleased when I got to reading after the project was 
finished, in a couple of books on "ghosts" that the authors had some of the very 
same experiences that I did. This was in addition to working with other JoS HPs 
where we communicated our experiences that paralleled each other.  
 
Now, my own experience with working with these souls was under the direction 
of Satan and Lilith as I already mentioned. This experience was specific. We all 
learned a lot. But, I noted in the books and also in the documentaries, the 
experiences of the psychics went beyond my own. I also noted where in a book I 
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was reading, the author had some gaps where he didn't understand what was 
really happening. I knew from experiences. Needless to say, I did learn from the 
book in regards to experiences I never had nor would care to have, as in one 
book, the author ran the gamut in a wide variety of communicating with those in 
spirit form. Our work was specific and somewhat limited.  
 
Always remember, just because someone is not a Satanist...this does not make 
their experiences invalid. You need to keep an open mind and always use 
discretion when reading books or watching TV.  
 
I also want to add, those who have passed on are human beings just like us, 
unless of course one might encounter an alien or other soul. The same goes for 
animals. Animals also have souls with chakras and wings. When one passes on, 
one takes his/herself as he/she was when he/she had a body. One does not 
advance in any power other than being able to communicate telepathically much 
better than when he/she had a body. The soul has powers of hearing, sight and 
so forth as most people know. Most souls reincarnate, some immediately, but as 
in life, experiences are individual. Just remember, a human soul who has not 
reincarnated and is wandering the astral is a human being, just as we are and 
has awareness, feelings, and emotions. Human souls wandering the astral are 
no different from us who are in a body. They can be kind; they can be assholes, 
helpful or malicious. No different from everyday life. Some are lost, some are 
confused and I already wrote about level 2 souls who are aware they have 
powers, often those who worked on their souls when they were in physical 
form..."witches."  
 
Those of us who meditate and have more powerful souls stand out like a beacon 
of light on the astral. When one has passed on, one can see the beacon of light 
emanating from the empowered soul much easier than those of us who are in a 
living body. They are attracted to us. Just remember, if you encounter a human in 
spirit form, he/she is a human being, not much different from those of us who are 
physically alive. The only difference is that he/she temporarily does not have a 
physical body. In one of the books I read, the author stated how he felt extremely 
strong emotions and some urges when he was in an area inhabited by souls that 
had not yet reincarnated due to certain problems keeping them there that were 
not resolved. This is a common reason a soul will remain in a certain place and 
not reincarnate. The author didn't understand the feelings, which he believed 
were his own. Actually, the feelings and urges were those of the humans in spirit 
form. Picking up emotions is definitely of telepathy.  
 
I also want to add that those who are born with advanced psychic powers 
developed these in former lifetimes. Those in spirit form cannot advance 
themselves without a physical body. The universe is vast and not all souls are 
human, as was described in the book, but again, unfortunately, many confuse 
this with Satan and "Hell" and they are way off, especially regarding nefarious 
souls [human or otherwise] who are intent upon trying to harm the living. Due to 
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centuries of ignorance perpetuated by xianity and related filth teachings that have 
systematically removed spiritual knowledge, the enemy is free to play upon a 
lack of knowledge and promote their lies about Satan. Any bad experience, any 
harmful encounter, you name it- it is blamed on Satan or "Demons." Satan and 
his Demons have nothing to do with this sort of thing.  
 
As I mentioned before, Satan is responsible with souls who are dedicated to him, 
or who have spent past lives with him. They are protected. They are not just left 
to wander the astral or be at the mercy of other entities that intend harm. I will 
also relate another experience I heard about. This was sad, as the widow had no 
idea, but when her husband was dying in the hospital, he became afraid and told 
her he was "Seeing Demons." I do know that Satan has messenger Demons for 
lesser tasks. Obviously, this man was with Satan in his former lifetimes. Many of 
us have been with Satan for centuries. Because the woman didn't know, it 
disturbed her. I heard of this third person, many, many years ago. Demons 
showed up to take him to Hell and to protect him. The man was just an average 
person so messenger Demons showed up.  
 
When one is an elite soul, often Satan himself and Lilith will escort them 
personally. One of the elite souls I worked with, I asked him about his death 
experience. He swallowed a cyanide capsule and told me both Satan and Lilith 
and two other High Ranking Demons showed up, took his astral hand, and pulled 
him out of his body. He was already gone when the people present were trying to 
revive him.  
 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

How Did it Get So Far Out of Hand? 
 

JoyofSatan666 member wrote: 
Just curious if anyone knows the history, how did Christianity (and islam for that 
matter) grow so large? I get that the catholic church once it had its anchor in Italy 
did some vicious things to make it grow, but how did it grow from the first small 
bunch of only a few hundred people to a decent sized religion? 
 
 
There is a war going on 'out there' involving other worlds, extending to different 
parts of our galaxy. The greys made a deal with the Vatican- wealth and power in 
exchange for souls. That was one. It all has to do with occult power, along with 
race as well. In addition to the mass murders and tortures of Gentiles, spiritual 
knowledge was forcibly removed. This is what Christianity and Islam are all 
about. Spiritual knowledge and occult power are systematically removed and 
replaced with meaningless crap. This is analogous to a sense taken from one 
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side in a war, say one of the five senses and the enemy who has all five has an 
obvious clear advantage. The side with four or less will obviously lose.  
 
In our case, this was the sixth sense that was removed along with knowledge 
pertaining to it. In its place, like I already wrote above- meaningless crap along 
with lies to replace it. The Inquisition even went as far as to murder the 
grandchildren and other descendants of so-called 'heretics." This is because the 
"witchpower" is hereditary. This was a huge victory for the enemy, no different 
from communism where mass murders are committed to wipe out any memory of 
the former generations that were a threat. Then, the occult knowledge is kept ion 
the hands of a few, mainly top Jews [they also have full control of the Vatican 
and also Islam at key points].  
 
This was all accomplished with the help of the enemy human-hating greys and 
their reptilian superiors, and carried out by the Jews who are tied in with them. If 
one does the necessary research, there are many paintings of that period 
depicting an unusual amount of UFO activity. During the Second World War, 
there was also a high level of UFO activity when both opposing sides our Satan 
[National Socialism] vs. the enemy [communism] went head to head. Most of you 
also know about the Roswell incident in 1947, when the enemy greys became 
very confident along with post WW2 incidents involving them.  
 
I posted a link to a youtube video here some time back, but it was taken down [so 
what else is new?]. This video for those of you who haven't seen it- here is 
another link 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R7kcWt02fnk&list=PL54952C23C765D3F4  
 
If you can't find it, if it gets taken down again, then look up "Ancient Aliens 
S02E05" or "Aliens and the Third Reich." Hopefully, the above link should work 
ok. Of course, there is the same slander, but the video itself is very revealing. 
Our side [Satan, The Empire of Orion"] worked with the Nazis. The other side- 
the enemy greys worked with those fighting for communism. Hitler vs. Stalin. 
WW2- things reached a climax, as never before in history.  
 
If you note throughout history, and this goes back centuries, the greys- the 
Communist/Christian side always has been human hating, mass murdering, and 
brutally enslaving. Islam is no different. They are also prolific liars and deceivers 
who try to use, manipulate and promote slogans of "love," "equality," 
"brotherhood" and "better living conditions"; "a better life" to trap massive 
numbers of victims. This also comes along with their programs of "love" and 
"peace" resorting to endless mass murder, torture, war and the destruction of 
human life and spirit to accomplish their agenda of enslaving the entire world.  
Quote from the Jewish Talmud:  
Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 
2800 slaves."     
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This has been going back and forth for a very long time and is not over with. In 
addition, each side has its own humans working here. I know most of the people 
on Satan's side here were born with certain marks. The enemy knew this a long 
time ago and gave the name for these birthmarks "witches' marks" which 
automatically meant death upon discovery. Our leaders; most were contacted by 
Satan early in life, before the age of their first Saturn return at 29-30. Satan has 
had his own souls, those who have been with him through many lifetimes, elite 
souls who attain the most powerful positions in this world such as Adolf Hitler, the 
reincarnation of Rameses II, a noted and very powerful historical figure and 
pharaoh. Some of the other top Third Reich Leaders were also reincarnations of 
important pharaohs. The importance and status one attains in a former life 
usually comes much easier in succeeding lives- elite souls.  
 
I hope the above answers your questions. The Christian and Islamic programs of 
filth involve much more than just what we are told about human history and this 
earth. You have to research, study and learn to think outside of what we are all 
told. I know there are people here who take this lightly or just blow it all off, but 
this is deadly serious. We need to reach as many people as possible and work to 
destroy the programs of the enemy with exposing Christianity and its twin of 
communism. Our entire future is on the line.  
 
I also want to add that in spite of the enemy campaign to destroy all Gentile 
spiritual knowledge, some still survives. In Russia and the Caucasus, there is 
knowledge of a centuries old protective and benevolent spirit that was very much 
revered and the name was "SHAYTAN." There is reference to this in the book in 
the chapter about the Almasty: 
The New Soviet Psychic Discoveries: A First-Hand Report on the Startling 
Breakthroughs in Russian Parapsychology Paperback – September 1, 1979 by 
Henry Gris and William Dick.  
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

How to Celebrate Halloween 
 

Teens4Satan member wrote: 
Halloween is coming up and Satan taught me of the Christians fake dead 
celebration traditions (portraying the dead in a horrifying disrespectful way). But I 
want to celebrate the lords day without insulting him, How do I do that???? Do I 
just dress up with the intention that I'm not doing it for Xian purpose? Or do I  
avoid it all, sit back in a traditional satanic bonfire with a few buddies? 
 
 
Halloween is by far, my favorite holiday. Feel free to enjoy and celebrate. The 
only thing to avoid is dressing up in some "devil" costume with the horns or 
anything else that makes a mockery of Satan. Use your imagination. I used to 
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paint my face up as a skeleton when I was much younger and put on a black top 
hat and I made a wig from xmas tree string-like tinsel and then put on a long 
black robe. Also, there is nothing wrong with wearing horrifying or spooky masks 
or anything else, as long as you are not wearing some devil costume that is a 
mockery of Satan. Anything else goes.  
Watch horror movies, indulge in treats...enjoy!  
Here is an excerpt from an article I wrote many years ago concerning Halloween:  
 
*** 
Let's turn the tables here. You know if the nazarene wasn't such a sorry joke, 
with all the blood and gore, he is actually scary.  
 
For starters, a lightweight wooden cross, hollowed out on the inside can be 
equipped with a small sliding door where candy and other treats can be inserted. 
In addition to acting as a candy receptacle, the cross can be used to defend 
against thugs who, through laziness would rather rob legitimate trick-or-treaters 
of their hard earned candy than go door to door like the rest. A neon crown of 
thorns can be wired to a nine volt battery, blinking on and off, followed by lights 
circling around the head in different colors. Another battery can supply a small, 
though loud, speaker booming out church organ music, every so often 
intercepted by- "have you heard the good news?" "His pain, your gain" "have you 
been saved?" "Jesus loves you" "this is my son in whom I am well pleased." This 
way, one can hear the nazarene coming for blocks and get the basket of candy 
ready at the door. A placard can be attached to the back of the trick-or-treater, 
advertising: "CALVARY OR BUST!" Fake blood tubes can be hooked up to the 
palms where they can squirt stingy people who refuse to insert treats into the 
door on the cross. Fake blood must also be applied to resemble the stigmata and 
other gore. If one really wants to get elaborate, a whip can be included.  
 
*** 
 
Halloween is a wonderful time of year and a holiday that highlights personal 
creativity. Halloween is also a good time to communicate with the spirit world. 
This is in fact scientific as the earth aligns a certain way that makes spirit 
communication much easier.  
Enjoy yourselves everyone, HAIL SATAN and a Happy Halloween to you all!  
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
If the Holohoax was fake, how do you explain the massive dead 

bodies? 
 
The more research I do on this subject and on other Jewish hoaxes, the more 
sickening it becomes. Again, these allegations are JEWISH SUPREMACY. 
Everyone has heard of that stupid Auschwitz and related crap, but how many 
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have heard of Kolyma? Obviously, it doesn't matter what happens to non-Jews. 
HOW MANY GENTILES HAVE EVER BEEN PAID REPARATIONS? How much 
TV time have any COMMUNIST slave labor/death camps gotten? Yet, nearly 
every week there is some idiot movie, documentary or related bashing Adolf 
Hitler, the Third Reich or airing more lies about the Jews like that stupid 
Auschwitz junk. No one hardly hears anything about the endless horrific crimes 
perpetrated by Jews under their system of communism upon Gentiles. In 
addition, I might add, Jews are brutal and extremely selfish by nature and they do 
persecute their own as well. I could go on extensively about this, but now time is 
too short here. I will be doing some full articles.  
 
I also want to add in addition to the heinous and most brutal crimes committed by 
Jews with their communism, we also have the "religious" crap to contend with as 
well. Many on her and many who come here have serious hang-ups or did have, 
because of alien Jewish filth masquerading as "religion" and "spirituality." How 
many people have suffered horribly because of this??? This twin of communism 
that is Christianity has mass murdered millions upon millions of innocent men, 
women and children, some even being infants with the Inquisition for one.  
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Inquisition.html  
 
In addition to the Christian religion itself being a Jewish program, the Inquisition 
was run by Jews. The Malleus Malficarum aka "The Witches Hammer" was 
authored by Jews. Nearly all inquisitors and their superiors were also Jews. Now, 
I don't need to go into what Islam is all about. Most people here already know just 
how demented and SICK that program is, not to mention the millions AGAIN- 
MASS MURDERS and the endless lives and souls destroyed.  
 
Once their program of communism collapses, then Christians invade almost 
immediately and the Christian twin of communism is right back like fleas on a 
dog. Take Albania for instance- people who have suffered unimaginably under 
communism, the xian filth is right back within weeks or less. One of the first 
things the invading scum does is make sure that book of Jewish witchcraft, the 
holy bible is translated into Albanian. This is to ensure the populace remains 
under the control of the Jews one way or another.  
 
I could give a shit less what happens to any fucking Jews. The numerous 
pogroms and other violence directed at that scum repeatedly for centuries in 
nearly every area of the world was all seriously provoked. It is absolutely nothing 
compared to what they deserve. Just how many lives has that foul and malignant 
race so intentionally ruined? Yes, yes, Jewish supremacy...Gentiles just don't 
matter, do we? One only needs to look to the media for proof of that.  
 
Here is an excerpt from 
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Holocaust_Hoax.html  
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The emaciated [extremely skinny] bodies piled up was a result of TYPHUS. 
Typhus is a disease that results from lice. It causes severe, ongoing, watery 
diarrhea and this causes emaciation very quickly. It is prevalent in places where 
there are many people together, such as in concentration camps. Dead bodies 
normally bloat because of natural gasses trapped within the lungs and the 
intestines. If the bodies were 'gassed' as the Jews claim, they would have been 
bloated.  
 
In addition, the many prisoners with their heads shaved bald; this was an attempt 
to save their lives as the lice was epidemic and lice lives in the hair of its hosts. If 
these were 'death camps' then why bother trying to save them? The piles of 
shoes seen were the result of prisoners being issued clogs to keep their feet in 
better shape and was more sanitary.  
 
Towards the end of the war, allied bombings of railroads and other means of 
transportation prevented food from reaching the prisoners and many did starve to 
death, along with the typhus epidemic. If you look closely and are observing, you 
will see that quite a few inmates were in fact, not skinny and emaciated, but 
healthy at the end of the war. Some camps were hit harder than others were.  
 
To read ore and I suggest that you do: 
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Holocaust_Hoax.html  
 
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Real_Holocaust.html  
 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Jewsus 
 

That worthless trash was fictitious. The reason I wrote of that thing on the 
website is because he is real in many peoples' minds and the hold of believing in 
that thing must be removed before the victim can be set free spiritually. He is a 
powerful thoughtform, and there are enemy aliens [Satan told me this] who take 
turns impersonating him. Blasphemy of the "holy spirit" is another, that I included 
when writing the dedication, because this proves one is very serious concerning 
dedicating his/her soul to Satan, as this is the "only sin that is not forgiven" 
according to that stupid bible. It also acts as a spiritual cleansing.  
 
The many ancient paintings of the nazarene are of a model and nothing more, 
like a "how-to" in regards to raising the kundalini serpent. The different poses and 
the halo, which is the light of the soul that radiates from a risen serpent. Also, 
that stupid figure on the cross - the crucifix is another how-to. This has to do with 
the magnum opus and the fixing of the serpentine energy to the soul, thus the 
nailings. It is completely an allegory that the Jews took [in their quest for world 
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domination and their usurping of occult/spiritual knowledge and power] and 
perverted for their own ends. All spiritual and occult knowledge was 
systematically removed and replaced with Christianity and Islam.  
 
Now, I included an article below that states a lot of common sense in regards to 
that foul nazarene character that was concocted by Jews for Gentiles to slavishly 
worship and he is also a distraction from working on one's soul. 
 
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 
 
______________________________________________________ 
RE: Jewsus  
Thu Oct 9, 2014 5:51 pm (PDT) . Posted by: "Garrett Mullins" mullinsgarrett  
Was Jewsus a real corporal person who was just a raging hypocrite? Or is he 
completely fictitious, I ask because I thought the website said he wasn't real, but 
when you dedicate you reject him. Also because I read a bit online that some 
experts and deists believe he wasn't real at all. 
_____________________________________________________ 
 
*Please note, the article below was writen for a white audience, but is 
highly informative.  
 
The Unavenged Outrage: Christ's Exsistence Not Substantiated By Historical 
Evidence by Ben Klassen 
 
In the previous material it has been fairly well proven beyond a shadow of a 
doubt that Christianity is a suicidal philosophy or teaching. If taken seriously 
enough by its followers it will destroy them, and if a whole race or nation takes it 
seriously enough 
and faithfully attempts to follow the teachings of the The Sermon on the Mount 
then that whole nation will destroy itself. 
 
The great Roman nation, the finest civilization produced by the White Race in 
classical times, in the first few centuries A.D., did take Christianity seriously, and 
it did destroy itself, never to rise again. Where did Christianity originate ? If we 
read the Jewish Bible, the Old Testament and the New testament, we will not get 
the correct answers. The fact is Christianity is, and was, a Jewish creation, 
dreamed up, composed, and promoted by the hierarchy of the Jewish Race, 
undoubtedly, by the Elders of the Sanhedrin itself. 
 
It is, in fact, an unholy teaching designed to unhinge and derange the White 
Gentile intellect and to cause him to abandon his real responsibilities of doing 
that for which Nature created him. It is an unnatural and completely perverted 
attitude towards the 
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natural surroundings with which Nature has provided us. Whereas the full impact 
of it completely destroyed the Roman Empire within less than two centuries after 
it became the adopted religion of Rome, it is today still an overriding influence 
hanging like a shadow over affairs and thinking throughout the world. It is, 
therefore, important that we trace its origin, despite the fact that much evidence 
has been deliberately destroyed and many roadblocks have been placed in the 
way of objectively even considering the evidence that still survives. 
 
Anyone recapturing his senses and looking at that evidence will find hat its origin 
is much different from what our church fathers today would have us believe. 
However, let us take at face value what the church fathers and the "Holy" bible 
are teaching us 
today. The first page of the New Testament, Matthew 1, immediately makes it 
clear that Jesus was a Jew and it traces his genealogy all the way from Abraham 
through David through Joseph to Christ. At another place it gives the genealogy 
of Mary, 
and makes sure that we are fully aware that she, too, is a Jew. 
 
Here, immediately, the first major contradiction is revealed, glaringly revealed, 
that is, if Jesus was the Son of God how could he also be the son of Joseph ? 
Anyway, be that as it may, we now look at the disciples of Jesus and the apostles 
and we find that Matthew, who supposedly wrote the first book in the New 
Testament, was also called Levi, son of Altheus and was, as so many Jews are, 
a tax collector in Capernaum. We find that the Apostle Mark, who wrote the 
second book of the New Testament, was also called John Mark, he son of Mary, 
in whose home in Jerusalem the early Christians gathered and he was a cousin 
of Barnabas. We find, that above all, Mark was also a Jew. We now come to St. 
Luke, who was probably the only Gentile in the group of twelve. 
 
Historians regard him as a Gentile physician. However, he was under the 
complete dominance of Paul, who was a proselyte Jew, and Luke spent most of 
his life as a disciple traveling around in the company of Paul, the Jew. We now 
come to Apostle John whom we find is also a Jew, along with his brothers Peter 
and James. We now come to the Apostle Paul, who changed his name from the 
real name of Saul, born in tarsus, of Jewish parents, and a man who was reared 
strictly in the Jewish tradition of the Pharisees of his time. Of the 27 books of the 
New Testament, it was Paul who is credited with writing 14 of them and credited 
with writing well over half of the New Testament itself. 
 
And so it goes. Of the 12 disciples that Christ supposedly had, all of them Jews 
with the possible exception of Luke and as we noted he was completely under 
the influence of Paul. It is more than passing strange that, according to the New 
Testament itself, the writers, preachers, and apostles of this "New Teaching," as 
well as the supposed founder himself, are all Jews with very little exception. It is 
more than passing strange also that the Jews themselves never accepted this 
highly suicidal teaching but were tremendously active in promoting and foisting it 
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on the Gentiles in general, and the great Roman nation in particular. We do not 
doubt that these Jewish characters were fanatically active in promoting the 
suicidal new teaching of Christianity, nor do we doubt that they had not only 
hundreds but thousands of Jewish helpers that were the "Hidden Hand" that 
promoted the spread of this teaching among the Romans and Gentiles in the 
Roman Empire.  
 
There is, however, serious doubt that such a character as Jesus Christ ever lived 
at all, and there is, however, overwhelming evidence to indicate he did not exist, 
but was figment of the Jewish of the Jewish imagination. The beginning of the 
Christian era found Rome near the height of her civilization. Her supremacy, in 
the then known world, was pretty much unchallenged and it was the beginning of 
a long period of peace. To be specific, Pax Romana (Roman Peace) lasted 
approximately 200 years beginning with the reign of Caesar Augustus. Rome 
was highly literate, there were many great writers, scholars, historians, sculptors 
and painters, not to mention other outstanding men of philosophy and learning. 
Yet it is highly strange that despite the great commotion and fanfare that 
supposedly heralded the birth of Christ and also his 
crucifixion (according to the bible), we find not a single historian nor a single 
writer of the era who found time to tale note of it in their writings. Outside of the 
fabricated biblical writings, no Roman historian, no Roman writer, and no Roman 
play-writer, has left the slightest hint that he had the faintest awareness that this 
supposedly greatest of all greats was in their very midst and preaching what is 
claimed the greatest of all the new gospels. 
 
Whereas Caesar left voluminous writings that are still extant today and can be 
studied by our high school boys and girls, Christ himself, who had supposedly 
the greatest message to deliver to posterity that the world has ever known, left 
not the slightest scrap of paper on which he had written a single word. This, in 
fact, the biblical literature itself confirms and mentions only that once he did write 
in the sand. Today we can still study Cicero;s great orations and writings. He has 
left over 800 letters behind that we can study to this day. 
 
We can study whole books of what Marcus Aurelius wrote, we can study what 
Aristotle wrote, what Plato wrote, and scores of others wrote that were 
contemporary with the first beginning of the Christian era, or preceded it. But 
strangely there is not a word that is in writing hat can be attributed to Jesus 
Christ himself. Furthermore, the Greeks and the Romans of that era, and even 
previously and afterwards, had developed the art of sculpturing to a fine state. 
We can find busts of Cicero, of Caesar, Of Marcus Aurelius and innumerable 
other Greek and Roman dignitaries and lesser lights, but nor one seemed to 
think it important enough to sculpture a likeness of Jesus Christ. And the reason 
undoubtedly is there was none to model at the time.  
 
There were undoubtedly numerous skilled artists and painters at that time, but 
again strangely enough none took the time or the interest to paint a likeness of 
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this purportedly greatest of all teachers, who in fact was proclaimed the Son of 
God come to earth. But no painting was ever made of this man, who, we are told, 
gathered great multitudes around him and caused great consternation and fear 
even to King Herod of Judea himself. 
 
Now all of this is very, very strange, when, if, as the Bible claims, the birth of 
Jesus Christ was ushered in with great fanfare and great proclamations. Angels 
proclaimed his birth. An exceedingly bright star pointed to his place of birth. In 
Matt. 2:3, it says, "When Herod, the king, had heard of these things he was 
troubled and all Jerusalem with him." We can hardly gather from this that no one 
was aware of the fact that the King of the Jews, the great Messiah, was born, for 
we are told in the preceding verse that the Wise Men came to King Herod himself 
saying, "Where is he that is born King of the Jews, for we have seen his star in 
the East and we are come to worship him." Evidently the event was even lit up 
with a bright star from heaven. 
 
In any case, King Herod, we are told in Matt. 3, was so worried that he sent the 
Wise Men to Bethlehem to search diligently for the young child to bring it to him 
so he undoubtedly could have him put to death. As the story further unfolds we 
learn that Joseph heard of this and quietly slipped out in the night taking with him 
his wife, the young child and a donkey and departed for Egypt. When Herod 
found out that he had been tricked it says that he "was exceedingly wroth and 
sent forth and slew all children that were in Bethlehem, and in all the coasts 
thereof, from two years old and under." Now this is a tremendously drastic act for 
a King to take, that is, to have murdered all the children in the land that were 
under two years of age. Again we can hardly say that the birth of Jesus was 
unheralded, unannounced and unobserved, according to the story in the bible. 
However, it is very, very strange that this act of Herod, as drastic and criminally 
harsh as it is, is nowhere else recorded in the histories or writings of any of the 
other numerous writers of the times. All we have is the claims of those people 
who wrote the New Testament. In fact, whoever wrote the New Testament 
invented so many claims that are inconsistent with the facts that they even made 
a rather glaring error by pulling King Herod into the story. History tells us that in 
the year 1 A.D. When Christ was supposedly born, Herod had already been dead 
for four years. He could hardly been disturbed or very wroth about the birth of 
anybody in the year 1 A.D. 
 
There is further great evidence that Matthew, Mark, Luke and John never wrote 
any of those chapters that are supposedly attributed to them. What historical 
evidence can be dug up reveals that they were written much later, not at the time 
that Jesus supposedly said all those things, but somewhere around 30 to 50 
years later by a person or persons unknown. Furthermore, when we compare the 
first four books of the gospel with each other, which supposedly tell more or less 
the same story, we find that they contradict each other in so many details that 
one need only read them for himself to pick them out. I neither have the time, the 
space, not the inclination to go into all these contradictions. They are too 
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numerous. I do not contend that it really makes a great deal of difference whether 
there ever was a Jewish character by the name of Jesus Christ that led to the 
creation of a new religion to be foisted on the Gentiles for their destruction. The 
point is that, in any case, it was the Jews collectively who created and promoted 
this new teaching upon and it did destroy the 
Roman civilization. 
 
Nevertheless, the evidence is overwhelming that these ideas long preceded the 
Christian era and it was not Christ who came out with them but a Jewish sect 
called the Essenes who lived on the border of the Dead Sea. It was they who had 
already evolved the ideas contained in the Sermon on the Mount but have been 
attributed to Christ. Not only had they evolved the same ideas as set forth in 
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John, but the wording, the phraseology and the 
sentences were the same and they preceded the supposed time of the Sermon 
on the Mount by anywhere from 50 to 150 years. 
 
The Essenes were a Jewish religious group living in approximately the first 
century B.C. And the first century A.D. We have important sources of their 
contemporary writings in the historian Josephus and also in the philosopher 
Philo. They are also mentioned by various other Roman and Greek writers of 
those times in which their religious teachings are revealed in considerable detail. 
However, in the last twenty years the thousands of Dead Sea Scrolls, many of 
which were written by the Essenes themselves, reveal a tremendous amount of 
insight into their religious teachings, and above all, reveal that they preceded and 
preempted the Sermon on the Mount word for word, so that the so-called "new" 
teachings of a figure supposedly appearing from heaven in the year 1 A.D. And 
preaching during the years 3 to 33 A.D. Were neither original nor were they new. 
 
Furthermore, we learn that the Essenes were notable for their communistic 
society, their extreme piety and purity and their practice of celibacy. They 
possessed all their worldly goods in common and looked upon private property 
as an evil which might divert them from sanctity. They engaged in agriculture and 
handicrafts, considering these occupations less sinful than others. They also 
practiced baptism, and this practice preceded the the Christian era by at least 
one hundred. So the Christian apostles can hardly be credited with having 
instituted the ritual of baptism, as is claimed. 
 
Why, the average reader might ask, haven't we been told more about the 
Essenes if they were the original practitioners of Christianity? There are two good 
and overriding answers for that. The Christians on their part, although the early 
Christian fathers were well aware of the Essene teachings and writings, took 
every measure possible to destroy them and purge them from circulation. The 
reason being they did not want their presence known because it would 
undermine their dogma that Christ was the originator of the New teaching. It 
would make impossible the claim that this was a great new revelation sent forth 
by God himself amid the hosannas and singing of angels. The Jews, on the other 
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hand, did not want to reveal the presence of the Essenes because they wish to 
completely hide any connection between the Jews and the new religious 
teaching that they were about to administer unto the Gentiles. They even went to 
great lengths to appear hostile to it. 
 
Before I go further into the highly illuminating and highly interesting Dead Sea 
Scrolls I want to make just one further point that is that the original manuscripts 
on which the New Testament supposedly based is always alluded to being 
translated from the "Original Greek." Since the New Testament repeats over and 
over again and again that Paul spoke to his flock in Jewish and that Jesus spoke 
in Jewish and that the Apostles were Jewish, why, then, is it that the manuscripts 
were all in Greek? 
 
The historical facts add up to this : the Jewish hierarchy and undoubtedly the 
whole conspiracy was well coordinated and had many, many members and co-
workers. It was not written at the time of Christ at all, but the movement was 
given great promotion by the combined efforts of the Jewish nation. As they 
organized and promoted their ideas further, these were reduced to writing 
considerably later than the years 30 to 33 A.D. When Christ supposedly came 
out with these startlingly and "new" revelations. The conclusions are that they 
were written by Jewish persons whose identity we shall never know and were 
written by collectively by many authors, were revised from time to time and not 
only in their original formation and formulation but have been revised time and 
time again throughout the centuries to become more effective and persuasive 
propaganda. 
 
However, we want to go further into the teachings of the Essenes and who they 
were and why their particular teachings were pounced upon by the Jews to be 
formulated into a well distilled poisonous brew and then fed to the Gentiles. The 
Dead Sea Scrolls, which are more numerous and much more revealing than the 
Jewish press of today has informed us tell us much about the teachings and the 
life of the Essenes. One of the important things that they tell us about the 
Essenes is that they vanished from the face of the earth after about two centuries 
of existance and the termination date being somewhere around the year 100 
A.D. They were, needless to say, only a very small sect of the Jewish tribes and 
not a part of the Jewish conspiracy as such. Being outside of the mainstream of 
Jewish activity and thought, the Jews nevertheless observed from them that this 
kind of teaching could ruin and destroy a people. The Jews, looking for a way to 
destroy the Roman nation, who in the year 70 A.D. had destroyed and levelled 
Jerusalem to the ground, noted well what these teachings were and decided to 
perpetuate them on the Romans. 
 
Essenism was really a revolutionary new form of social order, an ideal 
cooperative commonwealth in miniature. Instead of the Messiah, the ideal of the 
Essenes was the "Teacher of Righteousness." They established a new 
cooperative communitarian brotherhood and they were the first religious society 
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to establish and observe the sacraments of baptism and the eucharistic meal. 
Most important of all they were the firs group to condemn and abolish the age old 
institution of human slavery. Furthermore, the "Teacher of Righteousness" as 
promulgated by the Essenes may not have been the first pacifist in history, but 
he was the first to implement his pacifist theories with an overall practical 
measure, which if generally adopted, would abolish war. This, of course, was a 
wonderful religion for the Jews to sell to the Romans, for if they convert the 
Romans into submissive pacifists they could certainly soon thereafter dominate 
them in full. And this they did. 
 
The Essenes lived in the area of Qumran near the Dead Sea and according to 
Philo, the Jewish Philosopher and writer contemporary of that age, "the Essene 
brotherhood would not allow the manufacture of any weapons or allow within 
their community any maker of arrows, spears, swords or any manufacture of 
engines of war, nor any man occupied with a military avocation, or even with 
peaceful practices which might easily be converted to mischief." Not only does 
Philo tell us about the Essenes, but also Josephus and Pliny, both contemporary 
historians, tell us much about the Essenes. 
 
As mentioned before, much is emerging also from the study of the Dead Sea 
Scrolls. The overriding fact that emerges from the study of the writings of the 
historians of that time and the Dead Sea Scrolls is this tremendously significant 
fact: namely that the beliefs, teachings, and practices attributed to Jesus Christ, 
although not exactly identical in all respects with those of the Essene school, 
were nevertheless, closer to those of the Essenes than to those of the Bishops of 
the Ecumenical Council which determined the Nicene Creed of orthodox 
Christianity. 
 
So we can come to the obvious conclusion that the Christian beliefs and 
doctrines as supposedly enunciated by Christ in the Sermon on the Mount did 
not originate at all at that time but at least 100 years earlier from a Jewish sect 
called the Essenes living near the Dead Sea; that the Elders of Sanhedrin 
recognized this teaching as being deadly and suicidal; that they further took this 
doctrine and distilled and refined it into a working creed; the Jews then, with a 
great deal of energy and tremendous amounts of propaganda (in which they 
excel), promoted and distributed this poisonous doctrine among the Romans. 
 
Setting this creed down in writing in what is now called the New Testament 
evolved over the next several centuries. It was written by persons unknown to us 
today but undoubtedly of Jewish origin. Furthermore, to give it a mystical and 
heavenly sent deification, they invented the person of Jesus Christ, and claimed 
that he was the Son of God. Then, having laid the ground work for this new 
church, they consolidated that power at a meeting in Nicene, where the creation 
of the new church was solidified, the creed formalized and given official 
sanctification. Thus, in short, was launched the new church and the new religion 
of "Jesus Christ" which was fabricated out of thin air. Not a single trace of the 
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Jesus Christ personage can be found in authentic history. Nevertheless, this 
newly fabricated hoax of Jesus Christ, the Son of God this idea, with all its 
suicidal doctrines, was soon to pull down in ruins the great Roman Empire and 
the great White civilization that went with it. 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Putin Arrest Warrant to Rothschild???? 
 

JoyofSatan666 Member wrote: 
I don't see this as liable seeing as both world powers currently involved are run 
by jews and operated by jew leaders. But why am I even seeing this?  
 
 
This is exactly why the Jews have been so clever in deceiving nearly everyone. 
This is nothing more than a publicity stunt. The Jews take control of both sides 
and with the both sides; opposing sides, they pretend to be against each other, 
while secretly, they are working for the same goals and agenda. Gentiles need to 
understand this. This is a very clever deception. Pretending to be against, 
pretending to be an enemy, while all of the time people fall into one side or the 
other and unbeknownst are under the control of the Jews.  
 
The Christian churches - this is a very blatant example. The Jews pretend to be 
persecuted by the Christians. The Jews pretend to be accused of murdering that 
foul nazarene; thus being enemies of Christianity. The Jews pretend to be 
against Christianity and at odds with it, even in some cases going so far as to 
claim they are of the "Devil." While, all the time, in truth Christianity is their 
bulwark. This is their power. They know it and will do whatever they have to and 
more to keep Christianity going strong, keep Christians deluded into believing the 
Jews are anti-Christian and are out to destroy Christianity. This works and has 
worked exceptionally well over the centuries. Many people believe a certain side 
is against the Jews [when behind the scenes, the exact opposite is true]. So, they 
join on, thinking because some organization, sect, whatever is against Jews, it 
must be ok. Always remember, the Jews take control of both sides and work the 
both sides to advance their agenda.  
 
Nowhere is this more blatant than in the Gay Rights. The Gay Rights movement 
is controlled by Jews from the top to the bottom. Ignorant right wing people so to 
speak, fall right into the trap in believing that Jews are pro gay, pushing for gay 
rights, etc. Now, look to the Jewish Old Testament of the Bible, and the Bible in 
itself. It is very anti-gay. What is really going on here and this also includes 
Hollywood and the Jew controlled media pushing sex, porn, etc. On the one 
hand, they work to agitate and inflame Christians and others who are sexually 
repressive. On the other hand, they push this to an extreme to where if one 
knows their history, any issue that is pushed real hard in this way; this often 
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creates a backlash to where no one has any more freedom and is again under 
the control of the Jews- Jewish communism. Fools believe the left is liberal; 
nothing could be further from the truth. "Gay and in the Gulag." The liberal front is 
another Jewish brotherhood tactic to lure people in. 
 
The ultimate goal of the Jews is to institute worldwide communism. If one would 
do some studying and research into communism, the former USSR and other 
communist satellite countries, one will find ZERO tolerance for homosexuality, bi-
sexuality, and also fortification, meaning sex outside of marriage. This isn't just 
"frowned upon" but can get anyone caught or even indirectly involved sent to a 
slave labor camp to be systematically worked to death, starved, tortured and then 
thrown away- a disposable human being- "goyim." Unlike that so-called 
"holoco$t" the Jews are forever whining about, that never happened, as most are 
"survivors" and given the money paid out in the billions, to the survivors, not that 
many perished, not even a fraction of what they claim. There were no 
exterminations. Genocide is a Jewish concept. Few and I mean very few survive 
the Jew run communist camps. Very few live to tell. There are hardly any movies 
about those real death camps. All the time, the populace is watching Schindler's 
List, Holocaust, Escape From Sobibor and all of their Jew crap being incessantly 
promoted by Hollywood, while the real camps where millions of innocents were 
mass murdered under the most heinous of circumstances- these are kept quiet.  
 
High Priest Jake Carlson has done a lot of in-depth research regarding gay 
rights, and how the Jews control the both sides. Orthodox Judaism does not 
tolerate sexual freedoms or homosexuality in any way. People living under 
Jewish communism live according to Old Testament values and laws. This is not 
voluntary, as I have already stated. Any indiscretions and one's entire family can 
be placed under arrest, tortured and sent to the gulag to be worked to death as 
slave labor and then disposed of.  
 
Inn closing, the Jewish media and Jewish cohorts will create mock situations 
such as what you posted to appear communism, Jewish controlled leaders [such 
as Putin who is a Jew] and others are against the Jews to deceive the populace. 
It works every time that is until people are onto this and wake up to their tactics. 
Make communism appear to be against Jews. This acts to confuse as 
communism IS Jewish through and through. The entire Judeo/Christian Bible is 
nothing but communist teachings, values and a blueprint for communism. So, 
they create situations to make it appear to be against the Jews. They have even 
persecuted many of their own to make this seem to be believable. Don't be 
fooled by it. Once the entire Gentile world wakes up and is onto their tactics, they 
will no longer be able to pull any of this off. The Jews are the masters of 
deception. Never forget this.  
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Satanic Rituals 
 
This is advanced, but gives the real steps for Satanic ritual. The standard ritual 
on the JoS website is for anyone and especially for newbies, as this is a 
preparation for the advanced ritual, which everyone should know the meaning of. 
The entire standard ritual is made up of allegories. The purpose of the steps in 
the advanced ritual are to bring the operator to full power in that the working will 
succeed. An entire ritual is not necessary in the way of ceremony, but many 
people enjoy the ceremonial aspects and use this time to get in a proper mood 
for a working, which can be essential. Always remember...if a certain personal 
method has brought you successes, then stay with it. Always do whatever works 
best for you, as we are all individuals. I, myself don’t bother with ceremonial 
rituals anymore for quite a few personal reasons, for example, but this is my own 
way and if ceremony works for you, then use it.  
  
Here are the true meanings of the steps in Satanic Ritual: 
  
1. Ringing the bell. The bell is an allegory for reverberation. This has to do with 
vibrating words of power, mantras, and so forth. Vibration is highly effective for 
directing energy and creating a lasting change in energy at the soul and even in 
one’s own environment. So, in ritual, mantra/vibration is used, as it enhances 
one’s powers and the working.  
  
2. Invoking the Powers of Hell. Note here the sword tool [again props are 
unnecessary and only create a mood, unless they are seriously charged with 
energy], the sword represents the element of air. Invoking the Powers of Hell is 
another allegory for invoking the elements, which are also represented by the 
pentagram. By invoking fire, earth, air, water and the ether, you again enhance 
the full powers of your soul for the working. Each direction one is facing with this 
aligns ones energies with the energies of the earth. Each of the Four Crowned 
Princes of Hell represents an element. This is an allegory. As with the Tarot, the 
rods/wands represent the fiery serpent within the spine, the cups are the chakras 
from which we “drink’ the energy; the pentagram represents the earthly 
manifestation of our desires and the invocation of all five elements of that 
comprise the human soul and enhance its power and the swords- as I already 
mentioned in the above represent air- the vibration and reverberation that effects 
change. Sound changes the molecular structure both in the material world and 
on the astral.  
  
3. The Invocation to Satan is exactly what it is and invites the Powers of Hell. 
This step is not an allegory, but a dedication prayer. “Opening the Gates of Hell” 
is an allegory for opening your chakras; again for full power.  
  
4. Drinking from the chalice is the energy buzz. The chalice, the cup...the Grail; 
all of these are allegories for the chakras as are “the gates.” This is to sit quietly 
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for a few minutes to make sure you get a powerful energy buzz, which will 
enhance the working.  
  
5. The next step – the paper in the burning bowl; again another allegory. This is 
where you focus and concentrate to direct your energies into the working. Fire is 
the element of life; the spark of life. This is another allegory for focusing and 
directing the energies of your soul into the working.  
  
6. If the ritual was for black magick, and a black magic mantra was used, then 
concluding the ritual [again, ringing the bell], would indicate vibrating an opposite 
mantra to clean any negative energy from your soul.  
  
For a Thanksgiving Ritual, this is a way to show appreciation, but the best way is 
to do some actual work for the Powers of Hell. When one is new, the Powers of 
Hell will often work on your behalf and help you. The entire foundation of True 
Satanism is that Satan helps us and gives us the knowledge to where we can 
become independent and to help ourselves. Whenever one petitions the Powers 
of Hell, one draws off of their energies. The entire focus here is one should be 
sing one’s own energies as soon as one is able to.  
  
Giving a Demon/ess something in return; if one is not yet spiritually powerful 
enough and needs assistance from a Demon/ess, “something in return” means 
actually working for the advancement of Satanism. Working against the enemies 
of Satan, such as noted in the Hell’s Army section, the Hell’s Army e-group and 
such: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/HellsArmy666/  
  
Work to destroy the enemy and do this effectively. Educate people to the truth, 
but do this safely and safely is effectively. This can be done online, where you 
can reach thousands. Leave anti-xian tracts in bibles, xian books in libraries and 
such; wherever they will be seen and read. The enemy leaves xian tracts all over 
the place and consistently. Be discreet, work quietly and counter them. Practical 
work is what the Powers of Hell need from us, not just verbal gibberish- talking 
the talk, but doing little or nothing to actually show appreciation and thanks. Talk 
is cheap, whether it is used in ritual or otherwise. SHOW your appreciation by 
devoting your time and energy when and where you can to destroy the enemy 
and to advance Satanism.  
  
Lastly- one of the most important things you can give the Powers of Hell is your 
energy. If you have energy to spare, ask for Satan to send a Demon/ess to take 
the energy and to deliver it where the Powers of Hell need it. This also includes if 
you are ever overcharged with energy. Establish a relationship with a Demon/ess 
and call upon him/her to take any excess energy and deliver it to the Powers of 
Hell. This is even more serious if you have a coven. Your Patron Demon/ess can 
take any energy that is left over and deliver it. This is a very important gesture of 
gratitude.  
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Satan wants our efforts and our work, for we are at war; not idle chitchat or 
meaningless talk. Everyone should know what to “give a Demon in return.” Offer 
your serviced, not trinkets, food, or other worthless junk. Work where you are 
able to, build your powers through consistent meditation, and strive for 
independence to where you can make your own desires manifest in reality on 
your own.  
  
  
 
 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
 

The Tarot – Sermon 1/July/2014 
 
 
Something I need to correct here- this sermon on the Tarot, I wrote a very long 
time ago, back in 2005 and I just reposted it here. 15 [6] in NOT a number of 
Satan. Also, the Devil card is not of Satan, but of the enemy. I learned a lot on 
the job over many years. Always remember what the enemy accuses Satan of; 
"the Devil," is really their own "god" yaweh/jewhova. "A murderer and a liar from 
the beginning" "the deceiver." 
Satan doesn't conform in any way to judeo/xian filth. "Satan" in Sanskrit means 
"Truth."  
 
Also, as many of you already know; the number 666 IS of Satan and has an 
entirely different meaning from 6 or 66, which are incomplete numbers and 
numbers of bondage and slavery. 666 is perfection of the soul and is the 
kabalistic number for the Astral Sun; the Black Sun, which is sacred to Satan.  
 
***** 
I had planned to write a pdf on the Tarot, but never got around to it because 
there is always so much to do. Satan keeps us busy. At any rate, for those of you 
who are interested in the Tarot for divination, I recommend this book: 
Tarot Plain and Simple by Anthony Louis [paperback]  
http://www.amazon.com/Tarot-Plain-Simple-Anthony-Louis/dp/1567184006#  
 
This is the best book I have ever come across on the Tarot in the way of 
divination.  
 
The Tarot is very ancient and based upon the constellations, going back to 
Ancient Egypt.  
 
When you purchase a new Tarot deck, you should feel comfortable with it, as the 
cards eventually become a part of you. After you bring your deck home, the 
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cards should be wrapped in silk, satin, or other fine material to keep the 
vibrations in them. You should sleep with the deck under your pillow for several 
nights before you use your cards for the first time, as this will get your energies in 
the cards. Your cards should then be kept in a special pouch or card sized box. 
The silk or satin wrapping and pouch/box should be kept in a secure area and 
the materials should only be used for your Tarot. Others should never read with 
your cards. The cards are an extension of ourselves and are highly personal.  
 
Serious students should keep a Tarot journal or use your black book. Reading for 
yourself is fine and I encourage this. This is how I learned. A suggestion is to 
read your cards once a week with this week in mind when you do your reading. 
Keep a record of the cards and after a week, see how accurate your reading 
was, how particular cards applied to your situation, represented the people 
around you and so forth. You can also practice reading for friends and family and 
later inquiring how accurate you were in your interpretations.  
 
Experienced Tarot readers psychically connect with the cards. Each of the cards 
can have many different meanings. The reversed positions are valid and *very* 
important! Reversed cards often indicate the opposite of the upright cards. 
Reversed cards can also indicate lesser or lighter circumstances regarding 
events predicted in the upright position. I have found people cards (pages, 
knights, kings and queens) when reversed indicate the influence of these people 
in the life of the subject is not right or is negative in some way.   
 
The cards must be read as a group. Look at the entire layout. You can use any 
layout that suits you. Use examples in books or make your own. Most of us find 
we stick with a certain layout in reading for ourselves and others.  
 
An overview of the Tarot: 
 
There are 78 cards in the deck, 22 of which are the trump, known as the “Major 
Arcana.” There are four suits of pip cards numbering 56, wands ( also known as 
rods, staves), swords, cups and pentacles. The tarot has always been known as 
“The Devil’s Cards.” The 22 trump cards correspond to 2 + 2 = 4; the number of 
Enki with the 56 pip cards 5 + 6 = 11, another important number of Satan.  
 
Ø       Rods/Wands represent the element of fire and the creative principle. They 
represent fair people with light hair and eyes, blondes, those with fiery outgoing 
personalities, athletes and athletics, and people with the personality attributes of 
the fire element. Many upright rods in a reading indicate enthusiasm, creativity, 
new projects, and promising start.   
 
Ø       Cups represent the element of water and the emotional/feeling/psychic 
principle. They represent people with light brown hair, hazel eyes, and medium 
coloring, those of the personality of the water element, one’s love life, feelings, 
intuition, psychic people. Cups are the benefic suit in the Tarot. Many upright 
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cups indicate emotions, the love life of the subject, psychic influences, partying 
and enjoyment.  
 
Ø       Swords represent the element of air and the intellectual principle. Swords 
are the malefic suit of the Tarot and many in a spread indicate misfortune. 
Swords can indicate severance, pain, surgery, and actual cuts/injury. Sword 
people have dark hair, brown or grey eyes and fair skin. Swords represent 
serious personalities that are cold and business-like. Many upright swords in a 
reading indicate unfortunate circumstances, severance, emotional or physical 
pain, loss, illness, and accidents. 
 
Ø       Pentacles represent the earth element and the material principle- wealth, 
money, material possessions, sensuality, and security. Pentacles represent dark 
skinned people with black hair and brown or black eyes. People who handle and 
work with money such as bankers, people who work with the earth, those of the 
personality of the earth element and those who are reliable and trustworthy. 
Many upright pentacles in a reading indicate money, security, wealth, and 
material possessions. Pentacles indicate a secure and reliable foundation.  
 
Ø       Kings represent men over 30 years of age, the father, men in authority, 
and leaders. I have found kings also are a strong influence of their suit. In one 
reading I did, the subject asked if his material goods would be returned and the 
outcome card was the king of pentacles indicating a safe return of his 
possessions. This proved true as he did secure his belongings shortly thereafter. 
Kings of the pentacle suit can also indicate money coming to the subject.  
 
Ø       Queens represent women over 30 years of age. Queens represent the 
female mother principle. Queens, unlike knights and pages are unlikely to 
indicate events.  
 
Ø       Knights are young men over 18 and under 30 years of age. Knights 
indicate new experiences, changes and movement, and comings and goings as 
event cards. The events will always be indicated by the suit.  
 
Ø       Pages are babies, children, and adolescents. They indicate messages and 
communication. The pages represent letters, e-mail, telephone calls, and written 
material. 
 
In closing, in regards to meditation- whenever you raise your powers through 
yoga, mantra, or anything else, it is important to state affirmations. Never let the 
energy go undirected or to waste. Goals are exceptionally important and give 
meaning to life. Go over your personal goals. You can also write your goals in 
your black book...short term goals, long-term goals; anything you wish to 
accomplish. Take one of these goals and state an affirmation right after your 
daily meditation. This needn't be long. You can affirm 7-10 times with focus. 
Visualization also is a great help using the white-gold light upon what you wish to 
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manifest. This can also be engulfing yourself in the light of the astral Sun. Always 
state your affirmations in the present tense and use as many of your astral 
senses in the visualization as you can, such as astral smell, if applicable, astral 
hearing, touch and most important- vision. Visualize yourself as if it is already 
happening along with your affirmations. Following the affirmations is a good time 
for void meditation, even if only for 10-15 minutes.  
 
Goals give a sense of purpose and direction in life and make life meaningful. 
Always work to finish what you start. The loser is the one who quits. A winner is 
the one who gets back up. The winner finishes what he/she starts. In life, on the 
road to accomplishing a goal, oftentimes, especially in when working on larger 
more important goals, we encounter obstacles. The winner will persist in spite of 
the obstacles. The loser will quit. Meditation is an excellent help in breaking 
through and surviving obstacles. Meditation also can help give us solutions to 
problems that cannot be directly dealt with in the material world, such as 
smoothing over certain situations, dealing with others and so forth.  
 
More on this Thread: 
 
JoyofSatan666 member wrote: 
Since the devil card is not of Satan should I get rid of it? I don't want to sleep on it 
if it's going to cause enemy attacks or something. 
 
 
I need to further elaborate for people who are new and/or confused here 
regarding my earlier reply [below- the beginning of the thread is at the bottom of 
this page]. I am posting this to all of the e-groups as this is relevant.  
 
The number and the standard INTERPRETATION of the "Devil" card in the Tarot 
does not conform to Satan, not literally anyway. Tarot meanings used in fortune 
telling and divination have to be adapted and a large part of this also has to do 
with the experienced reader and his/her own interpretations. Experienced Tarot 
readers know that cards can have meanings way outside of what is given in the 
books. This comes with years of experience and a good Tarot reader is also 
psychic.  
 
15 [1 + 5 = 6 in numerology] in NOT a number of Satan. The Jews use the 
number 6 prolifically and if you watch the news and read their writings on world 
events, 6 keeps cropping up incessantly. Also, the Devil card is not of Satan, but 
of the enemy. I learned a lot on the job over many years. Always remember what 
the enemy accuses Satan of; "the Devil," is really their own "god" 
yaweh/jewhova. "A murderer and a liar from the beginning" "the deceiver." 
Satan doesn't conform in any way to judeo/xian filth. "Satan" in Sanskrit means 
"Truth."  
Also, as many of you already know; the number 666 IS of Satan and has an 
entirely different meaning from 6 or 66, which are incomplete numbers and 
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numbers of bondage and slavery. 666 is perfection of the soul and is the 
kabalistic number for the Astral Sun; the Black Sun, which is sacred to Satan. 
 
As I have stated so many times before, Satan and his Demons are NOT evil. 
Anton LaVey stated a major truth in the "Satanic Bible" when he wrote that "Good 
and evil have been inverted by false prophets." This is a fact, regardless of what 
some people may think of Anton LaVey. 
 
Given the history of Christianity, any idiot can see that the more deep one 
descends into this nefarious and truly evil program, the more truly evil one 
becomes. Look at the Inquisition for one, and just how truly hateful, resentful, and 
judgmental most devout xians really are. Of course, there is always the 5 percent 
that does not conform to the other 95 percent. I am talking the majority here, 
meaning devout Christians. Many idiots out there only call themselves "Christian" 
but are so stupid they don't even know what xianity is really all about.  
 
As for helping the poor and xian charity, xianity creates the problem by 
imbedding in the minds of the followers [usually compulsory] and even others 
that poverty is a virtue. This takes a hold on the subconscious mind and the soul 
and this can last for lifetimes unless it is intentionally removed from one's soul 
and replaced with a healthy attitude and respect towards money and materialism. 
Of course, this ploy was put into action so that all wealth and power is in the 
hands of the Jews, as is with their torah and their Talmud and also the Old 
Testament of the xian bible. The entire theme is nothing spiritual, but only a 
powerful subliminal of Gentile lands being looted, burnt to the ground, mass 
murder, torture and of course the Jews taking all of the women and children as 
slaves after murdering all of the males and keeping the booty for themselves.  
 
Quote from the Talmud: 
"Schulchan Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 348: 
"All property of other nations belongs to the Jewish nation, which, consequently, 
is entitled to seize upon it without any scruples." 
 
Of course, the Jews will try to lie their way out and claim this is all "forged by anti-
semites" etc., but all one needs to do is to pick up a copy of the Old Testament 
which is in every Christian bible. It's all in there. The torah is very similar to the 
Old Testament. The Talmud is a rabbinical commentary on the Torah. The 
Talmud goes much deeper into the Torah and comments and elaborates the 
many minute details of the Torah. The Talmud is like an encyclopedia and has 
many volumes. The verse below [you can check this out with any online bible, it 
is right there]. Below is the King James Version, which is the standard bible, and 
the verse refers to Gentiles at the hands of the invading Jews. Most people don't 
bother to really think and research Judaism, what the torah and what the Talmud 
are and see for themselves, even though it is in everyone's face nearly every day 
in one way or another. It is right there in the bible.  
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Deuteronomy 2:33 
And the LORD our God delivered him before us; and we smote him, and his 
sons, and all his people.  
2:34 
And we took all his cities at that time, and utterly destroyed the men, and the 
women, and the little ones, of every city, we left none to remain.  
 
Here is another: 
Numbers 31:7 
And they warred against the Midianites, as the LORD commanded Moses; and 
they slew all the males.  
 
Numbers 31:8 
And they slew the kings of Midian, beside the rest of them that were slain; 
namely, Evi, and Rekem, and Zur, and Hur, and Reba, five kings of Midian: 
Balaam also the son of Beor they slew with the sword.  
 
QUOTES FROM THE JEWISH TALMUD:  
Yebhamoth 11b: "Sexual intercourse with a little girl is permitted if she is three 
years of age."  
 
Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: "Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that 
the Jew would not have to be served by beasts. The non-Jew is consequently an 
animal in human form, and condemned to serve the Jew day and night."  
 
MAKING SLAVES OF THE GENTILE WOMEN AND CHILDREN:  
Numbers 31:9 
And the children of Israel took all the women of Midian captives, and their little 
ones, and took the spoil of all their cattle, and all their flocks, and all their goods.  
31:10 
And they burnt all their cities wherein they dwelt, and all their goodly castles, with 
fire.  
31:11 
And they took all the spoil, and all the prey, both of men and of beasts.  
 
QUOTE FROM THE JEWISH TALMUD:  
18. Tosefta. Aboda Zara B, 5: "If a goy kills a goy or a Jew, he is responsible; but 
if a Jew kills a goy, he is NOT responsible." 
 
The enemy works overtime trying to confuse our people and the entire world. 
Jews also spend most of their lives learning the finer points of argument. This is 
what they learn in their yeshivas. They value argument because as they one can 
see what they are doing and have done with our legal system, when a group 
spends their time arguing, no decision is reached and no action is taken. 
Meaningless arguing is a deterrent and nothing more. This is as it is in the study 
of philosophy, where a question often leads to another question. The Jews know 
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this well and abuse it accordingly. In addition, there are times when one 
argument may win out but may not be the best possible solution to a problem.  
 
I have done years of research and spend most of my time studying when I am 
offline. Unfortunately, most people lack the necessary knowledge, especially 
many of our own Gentile people who are indoctrinated to spend their time in front 
of the jootube TV and the rest in church activities. There is a Jewish joke I read 
when studying Judaism: A Jewish "dropout" is a Jew who didn't get his/her PhD.  
 
To get to the bottom of all of this is not easy. It requires years of intensive 
research and study and above all...Satan. Satan, Lilith and Demons who have 
worked with me have shown me many truths and have guided me in my studies. 
Also, I am very grateful as they have allowed myself and many dedicated others 
here to establish friendly relationships with them. They do not hover and hide 
behind a cloud like YHVH.  
 
Without their direct involvement with us, most of us would remain forever 
confused and lost. When one truly gets to know Satan, Lilith, and our other Gods, 
one will know they are NOT evil. Just their working with us to rid this sorry world 
of Christianity, Islam and of course its Jewish root along with the communism 
program that goes along with all of it. Both Satan and Lilith have openly 
expressed deep concern and much compassion regarding how so many have 
suffered horrifically under communism. Satan and Lilith and our Gods of Hell also 
are deeply concerned about animal welfare, the environment and many other 
problems we are shackled with because of the Jews.  
 
In contrast, the communist regimes have completely ruined the environment in 
many countries they have totally trashed before they fell. Animal rights, along 
with human rights are non-existent with the communists and this also of course 
speaks for the root of Christianity. Christians live for their death, so it is no 
wonder they could care less about the earth, or anything else living on it. Also, as 
I mentioned before- as they worship and tie into such negative, destructive, life-
hating and human-hating energy, it is no wonder they commit the crimes that 
they do.  
 
More on this Thread: 
 
NO! This would make the entire deck invalid. It won't cause you any attacks. It 
exposes the enemy for what it really is. It is derogatory. This is very different from 
having xian icons and other assorted filth that is praising the enemy.  
 
I know this gets confusing, as everything that YHVH really is, they apply to and 
try to blame on Satan. The main thing to always remember is the NAME. Satan 
means truth in Sanskrit as most of you know.  
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Words are extremely powerful. I read where some of those Hindu gurus get flack 
from certain people in their audiences when lecturing, etc. This sort of 
harassment is more than likely from Jews as they are open to anyone and 
everyone. Anyways, this doctor who was important in the way of personal 
prestige began heckling the guru and told him he thought the power of the 
spoken word was nonsense and in reality held no influence. The guru replied to 
him by calling him a mutherfucking son of a bitch in front of the entire audience. 
The Dr. was very upset, insulted, shocked and appalled and began to leave and 
then the guru replied- "see what I mean?"  
 
It is very important to always remember to call Satan and our Gods by their 
names. Satan is fine with us calling him Satan. He also goes by Lucifer, Ea, Enki. 
"God" is too broad a term and with the enemy having taken a psychic hold on 
that word, I would never use it, even though we know their "god" is false and is 
everything they accuse Satan of being. Always keep the names straight and you 
will be fine. I have always called him "Satan" as there is absolutely NO confusion 
of whom I am referring to. I also note that Jews have a very difficult time even 
saying the word "Satan."  
 
Also, the word "Devil" comes from the Sanskrit word "Devi." "Devi" is the 
Sanskrit root-word of Divine.  
 
Always treat your Tarot cards with respect, and keep them wrapped and in a safe 
place. They are sacred.  
 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Further Exposing the Judeo/Christian Bible 
 

The "Holy Bible" is NOT the "word of God." It is a very powerful subliminal tool 
used by the Jews. The more research I do, the more I find that it probably 
originated with Jewish translators coming upon rare and ancient texts pertaining 
to the occult during the Middle Ages, of which they mistranslated and obviously 
kept for their own after ancient Pagan libraries were destroyed by xians. I have 
read from many different sources where Jews were the main translators of 
spiritual texts; where they translated these texts into various European 
languages, thus they seized control.  
 
In order to understand, one must think outside of what one has been 
indoctrinated with and also really know the occult. Occult knowledge was why so 
many witches were mass murdered along with anyone suspect of having any 
spiritual powers, bu the xian church. This is no different from what Jewish 
communism does in the way of murdering intellectuals and anyone else they 
even slightly suspect will be a threat to their take-over.  
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Note...’torah’ is an anagram of the word ‘rota’, which means "wheel" in many 
different languages. Every year, the jews and of course to a lesser extent, the 
xians and muslims act out and relive the fictitious Jewish history. It is more so 
with the Jews, as they actually play this out- their bitter herbs at the 
Pesach/Passover and the eating meals in the open-roofed gazebo for Sukkoth, 
and even their dietary laws, etc.  
 
This follows in a hideous Rota...a wheel; a cycle of damnation and the torah is a 
bit different from the Old Testament the xians and other related idiots are 
reading, though the Old Testament is just as rotten in every way- all of it. It is 
worse.  
  
This is the TRUE ROOT OF EVIL and perpetuates all of the ugliness in the 
world. The artificially induced famines when commie kikes take over is in their 
torah. This is how they gain control. They put this into action, as it is biblical. The 
bible as I have stated before numerous times is nothing more than a very 
powerful subliminal. I don’t understand how so many idiots can keep reading and 
studying that malignancy and claim it to be “good.” The entire thing is nothing but 
pure evil. It is a subliminal. The rota keeps the damnation going, every year. 
THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NOTHING "SPIRITUAL" ABOUT ANY OF THAT 
ROTTEN BIBLE, THE OLD TESTAMENT OR THE NEW. All it is a subliminal 
tool that ensures the Jews total domination over the Gentiles.  
 
And they try to blame human sacrifice on Satan??????? 
Quote from the torah: 
 
(GENESIS 9:5) I will surely require your blood of your lives. At the hand of every 
animal I will require it. At the hand of man, even at the hand of every man's 
brother, I will require the life of man. 
 
The xian mass/service is nothing more than a simulated human sacrifice- the 
nazarene "eat me and drink me." There are so many references to living blood 
sacrifices to that YHVH, that make up almost the entire torah and Old Testament. 
If the Jews aren't mass murdering, robbing, plundering, raping and enslaving the 
Gentiles, they are then butchering a living animal for that "god" of theirs. That 
"god" is VERY clear in regards to its insatiable appetite for blood from regular 
living sacrifices and the subliminal is in the xian mass/service. The nazarene 
becomes the link to the living blood sacrifice.  
 
People [the masses] really need to wake up. The stupidity is profound. Yogis 
from the Far East keep stating the goal is to get off the wheel of damnation, but 
the root meaning is overlooked.  All of those legends and fictitious history of the 
Jews in the bible, especially the torah are subliminal and like the story in Genesis 
where that Joseph kike gets control of the Pharaoh of Egypt, the numbers, 7, 66, 
33 are in the verses- 7 for the powerful chakras of the soul, 66 for the number of 
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books in the entire bible, falling short of spiritual perfection and also the number 
of slave labor [please do not confuse this with '666' which is spiritual perfection]. 
66 falls short of 666, which is spiritual perfection and is hated by the Jews. 666 
also translates into Vau, Vau, Vau [Hebrew] and this into WWW [world wide web] 
where knowledge is available after centuries of suppression. Communications 
are open now and of course, the Jews have been working overtime to try to 
destroy this for everyone.  
33 is the number of esoteric vertebrae in the spine for the serpent to ascend. 
This subliminally translates into Jewish psychic power over Gentiles. This is the 
reason for all of those numbers in that filthy bible.  
 
This is what the Jews do and then the famine and how “god” put this dream in 
the pharaoh’s head [in reality how the Jews use the occult powers to manipulate 
our leaders and important people]. All of this follows the same sequence as 
Jewish communism. The biblical stories parallel everything the Jews are and do, 
with their goal of communism, OR the theocracy of xianity to control the Gentiles. 
As I mentioned before, as soon as Jewish communism was overthrown in 
Europe, xians were right back there like fleas on a dog, making sure one of the 
very first things was to translate the bible into the local languages and spread 
their hideous virus of xianity, the twin of communism. This ensures the 
traumatized populace is again under Jewish control.  
  
Then, people go to that evil church and study and memorize, imbed that fucking 
bible and it works. We really need to wake everyone up as time is running out. If 
one gets to the root of all of this and can see with open eyes, the Jews work to 
ruin everything from sexual pleasure to Gentile civilization itself. The website 
Vatican Crimes is up and running again: 
http://www.vaticancrimes.us/  
This website is not affiliated with JoS, but is an excellent news source for 
everyone.  
 
People [xians and muslims] who tie into this energy in truth turn evil, all the while 
the lying xian/muslim/jew assholes blame this on Satan. The news in the above 
is nothing new and has been going on for centuries. Nearly every war was either 
directly or indirectly incited by xianity. Every ugly thing on this planet, including 
factory farming has its root in the torah...curses damning Gentiles and all. Like 
the lying slogans repeated and force-fed to the people of communist countries, it 
is the very same with xianity. The Jews know that the more a lie is repeated and 
pushed, the more it can take hold in the minds of the populace regardless of how 
insane it is. North Korea's slogan "We have nothing to envy" is a prime example 
when most of the population lives in the most deplorable conditions imaginable 
and is viciously used for slave labor. No electricity, no internet, food is scarce, 
and even a pencil and paper are an extreme luxury. Access to knowledge is cut 
off and the populace only knows what they are told. This is no different from the 
xian church during the Middle Ages. In order to see if something is good or evil, 
one needs to give it power.  
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Satan and Our Gods are certainly NOT evil. This is another slogan that lying and 
deceived xians keep repeating that Satan is responsible for all of the evil, which 
is a HUGE LIE and deceiver. If one opens one's eyes, we all know YHVH is the 
deceiver. Read the fucking bible for what it is, and never make excuses for it. 
People tie into xian and muslim energy and do heinous things. The xian church 
was built upon torture, mass murder, genocide, and the lives of millions of people 
who have suffered horribly, all for the Jews. How science has been held back 
and only when the Jews were expelled form Western Europe and headed to the 
East, did Europe experience a true revival, that of the Renaissance.  
 
If you are open enough, and know about Judaism, you can easily see how this 
crap is not only firmly imbedded, but perpetuated every single year. Their weekly 
torah readings and their holidays, all acted out in a mass ritual around the world. 
In addition, all of the Pagan/Gentile holidays have been hijacked and turned into 
Jewish filth, like the Yule season for example- the slavish worship for the coming 
of their messiah- that foul nazarene. This is to ensure Gentiles pay with 
everything they've got- money, soul, life energies...fleeced and stripped down to 
nothing. And...if one does not have enough, as with money, one is punished 
severely.  
 
This has got to be stopped. All that filthy bible does and has done is bring misery 
and damnation to everyone, while lying endlessly and promising a "paradise," no 
different from Jewish communism. Both promise a utopia and deliver nothing but 
unimaginable deprivation and suffering, along with destruction of knowledge, 
intellectuals and the pushing of endless lies in order to create a slave state that 
parallels factory farming- another Jewish invention.  
  
 Some people here are lazy and don't care. Satanism is a religion of the self in 
the way that the soul we save is our own. Satanism is NOT "selfish" or me, me, 
me... This is another xian perversion and corruption. All of us must do these 
forthcoming rituals. Unless we do something now, in the future, everyone will 
pay. Now, we have a chance.  
 
In closing, a member wrote to me a few days ago and asked concerning leaving 
anti-xian messages in public places. I replied the best way is to print off a bunch 
of slips, like 20 to a page with www.exposingchristianity.com on them and leave 
them in bibles and libraries and other public places, but be careful not to frequent 
too much, as the enemy will try to keep a watch. People must wake up. Right 
now, we have a chance with the internet.  
 
I will be working on the reverse torah rituals [which seemed to have done them a 
lot of damage, as their entire program revolves around that filthy torah]. When all 
of the rituals are completed, I will upload them all to a zip folder as well as post 
them as we do them in the updates section.  
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________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Further Exposing the Judeo/Christian Bible II – page 56 

 
As I mentioned before and will again, whenever you raise your energies through 
meditation, yoga, or any other spiritual discipline, it is very important to direct 
those energies. Each of us carries latent negativity in our chakras. This lasts 
through lifetimes and unless it is reprogrammed, this is what can cause 
unfortunate events and other negative experiences to occur. By stating positive 
affirmations following any spiritual working, even that of martial arts; this will 
direct the energies raised into something positive and helpful. 
 
Energy always takes the easiest way out. This is scientific. Everyone should 
have certain goals and by consistently applying the energy to those goals, they 
will manifest in reality. Even if you don't have any goals you can decide upon, 
you can always build an aura of protection around yourself. Energy should never 
just be left to itself.  
 
I would also like to add how important positive thinking is, especially when you 
meditate regularly. Of course, we are all a part of this world and subject to the 
mass mind, but each of us to some extent creates our own reality. Dwelling on 
negativity will cause that negativity to manifest, especially when one's mind and 
soul are above average in strength.  
 
Many problems that plague humanity are created from the mass mind. It is a very 
sad fact that the bible, which is in nearly every home, in hotels, in hospitals and 
everywhere else, along with being forced onto and literally drummed into the 
mass mind, especially those of innocent children, of whom the enemy knows are 
vulnerable and defenseless against it, is chock full of the worst negativity 
imaginable. The bible literally programs humanity to be rotten. Those of us who 
meditate regularly know just how sensitive the mind is to any spiritual awareness. 
Look at your chakras and you can feel them. Now, that thoroughly rotten bible is 
forever affirming how "everyone is a sinner" and other related putdowns, both in 
the old and new testaments. Given how energy works, this becomes imbedded in 
the mass mind and manifests itself into real evil. The negative affirmations 
concerning humanity in that malignant piece of trash are endless. Everyone has 
always got to be sorry, etc., and through this, the entire world is forcibly caught 
up in a vortex of damnation that keeps perpetuating itself. I also have an old 
sermon concerning Christian mind control methods: 
 
XIAN MIND CONTROL  
One technique xians have used for centuries is that of mind control. Those who 
attend xian services or masses subject themselves to being programmed. One 
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naturally becomes bored and begins mindlessly daydreaming, or even half-
nodding off to sleep. This is when one is most susceptible to their subconscious 
mind being programmed. This is even worse for in the case of small children and 
even babies whose minds are open and susceptible. In colonial times, church 
masses lasted all day long. The church usher would carry a long steel pole with a 
ball at the tip to crack those who nodded off on the head. Church attendance was 
compulsory, resulting in fines or public humiliation such as confinement to the 
stocks for a specified period of time if one did not comply. All of this is a 
conspiracy. The xian church masses and services are meant to be boring in 
order to induce a passive and receptive state of mind where one can be 
programmed without their knowledge. Those who control the xian program know 
all about the mind and how to program the populace. They are nothing but a 
bunch of the worst criminals. All of this is done deliberately to create a slave 
state. The slave state is the goal of xianity. The xians who walk around with the 
pasty artificial smiles as though in a trance are those who continuously subject 
themselves to this indoctrination. More and more church attendance and 
reinforcement turns them into conditioned robots. This is one reason many who 
are in the process of breaking away from xianity have a hard time, experience 
confusion, and sometimes fear. People are unaware they are actually being 
hypnotized. Studying the truth will eventually result in deprogramming one's 
mind. The fear, doubt, and confusion will eventually give way to reason.  
 
 Another thing I want to mention is the JoS website. It is very extensive. Many of 
the articles I wrote are very old. I learned Satanism on the job. The section on 
Demons is very old. Demons are the original Pagan Gods. Demons are for 
spiritual guidance and support. When we open our minds through meditation [in 
some cases certain people are born with this ability from meditating and doing 
spiritual work on themselves in past lives], we open our minds to the astral. 
Everyone should learn to filter by tuning out anything unwanted, from the astral. 
This also includes what one can encounter using a Ouija Board, as it is open to 
all kinds of different astral influences. This just comes with opening your mind 
and soul. One becomes much more sensitive and psychic.  
 
Using your intuition is exceptionally important. There can be times, especially 
with verbal telepathic communications where things can get confused or go 
wrong. It is a very sad fact that science has been so vehemently attacked and 
held back dangerously by the xian church. The ignorance of the populace is 
essential in creating any slave state. This is no different from communism, which 
is the twin of Christianity. Both work to murder all of the intellectuals, those who 
have knowledge or anyone deemed a threat, which usually adds up to millions, 
as communism has done with "purges" and of course we all know about 
Christianity with the Inquisition. During the Dark Ages, xianity had total control, 
the average person was a serf, and a slave and everything stagnated. The Jews 
had total control until they were forcibly expelled from Western Europe and 
migrated to the East. Following their departure, came the Renaissance.  Of 
course we all know of what became of the East, as with communism, the 
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populace is living in a Dark Age. Both Christianity and communism also use the 
same brutal forceful methods of indoctrination and mind control. They are one 
and the same program and have survived as the populace believes the lies that 
Christianity and communism are enemies. Nothing could be further from the 
truth. In both doctrines, nothing contradicts. The teachings and the foundations 
are both the same, though the lying Jews will try to convince you different. If they 
don't get you with one, they will get you with the other. No different from how 
Israel publicly allies with the USA and "free" world, while the former USSR would 
publicly condemn Israel and take the Arab side in order to confuse the world; 
supplying the Arabs with military weapons, but of an inferior grade. This was 
another very clever tactic just for show. No different from xianity and 
communism. They only pretend to be working from opposite sides.   
 
Your intuition is individual. Learn to work with it. And, of course not everything is 
spiritual. Given how science has been held back, there is still a lot we do not 
know concerning the mind. Both science and spirituality meet and complement 
each other at a certain point. Technology and spirituality both work together. 
Verbal communications can be tricky at times. The human mind as we all know 
tends to repeat certain things like a song that hangs on in your head. This can 
also influence verbal communications and make things difficult. Say for example 
you have a spiritual friend, Demon, or other entity and you can hear him/her 
calling you, saying your name, or trying to communicate with you. At some point, 
like with music, this can become imprinted in the brain and there can be times 
when you THINK you heard him/her, but it was only in your own mind.  
 
The same thing can be said concerning thoughts. We open new pathways in the 
brain when we use new skills, both physical and spiritual. Some of these can get 
crossed. This is a scientific fact. Your own mind can be saying something, no 
different form hearing a song in your head, and you may unknowingly attribute 
this to a Demon or other spirit. Your intuition will lead you in the right direction. 
Verbal telepathic communications cannot always be depended upon, even with 
gifted psychics. Use your own intuition as well. Your intuition can manifest itself 
in certain gut feelings, certain strongly FELT influences, and even in events. With 
experience, knowing yourself and your mind and knowledge, you can tell the 
difference from spirit communications and that of your own mind.  
 
Through consistent meditation, and working with the powers of your mind and 
soul, you will find your subconscious mind can be a help to you in life. 
Unfortunately, with the horrendous negativity drummed into the populace, the 
removal and corruption of spiritual knowledge and the receptivity of the mind and 
soul, the subconscious mind of the average person often works against him/her. 
This is energy left to itself, undirected. No different from an abandoned home 
where the grass grows waist high, weeds take over, and the property falls into 
decay at the mercy of the natural elements.  
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In closing, be aware of how the Jewish controlled media and press work. They 
have always manipulated the masses in one way or another. Just note how the 
news regarding the Ebola outbreak has taken the heat off of Israel and its crimes 
against humanity that were the focus just a few weeks ago.  
 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Women and Nazism 
 

I would like to make a few statements concerning this. First of all, Nazism is 
Satan's New World Order. This is a fact. This is also why there has been a strong 
emphasis on Nazism in the JoS E-groups. What is happening now in Europe is 
no accident.  
 
Unlike the human hating enemy "god" and company, Satan takes care of and 
has responsibility for human souls. Those souls who are of Satan are not just 
wandering the astral, they are in Hell. At the time of a dedicated one's death, 
Demons will arrive to safely escort his/her soul to Hell where it will be safe and 
secure. The enemy who is human hating leaves the majority to reincarnate at 
random or to wander the astral. Others who have totally conformed, like devout 
xians are used for their energies; as an energy host which is an amalgamation of 
souls that the enemy refers to as "the one" and "the light."  
 
Most of the top Nazis who were loyal to the end are in Hell. The JoS priesthood 
has been working with them as well as some members here. I am not at liberty to 
go into any details, but I will tell you, they do not in any way intend to take away 
women's rights. They will all be coming back. Lilith has been in charge of 
overseeing this project and I can tell you, she is strongly for women's rights. 
There are also women Nazis there as well.  
 
Goebbels' speech was given in a different time and era and under different 
circumstances. The German population was decimated severely after WW I and 
children were needed. Women were not forced into motherhood, only 
encouraged. Not everyone is cut out to be a mother. In addition, the women's SS 
division worked along with the men's. Germany was attacked by the world Jewish 
controlled governments and forced into another war. The real purpose for the SS 
was to make them community leaders. This right here proves Nazism supported 
women's rights and treated women as equals. SS women were being prepared to 
be community leaders.  
 
Back at that time, before the mid 1960's, women did not have the same privileges 
as men and this was also in the USA and in many other countries. Back then, 
most women the world over wore skirts and many occupations were off limits to 
them. This is a fact. The Jew always exploits everything and has worked the 
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other side in pushing women into the workforce by necessity, usually financial. 
The system now raises many of the children in daycare centers, as this is a 
further step in breaking up the family.  
 
I can tell you, in Satan's New World Order, women will have the rights they have 
now and even more in a positive sense. Women doctors are needed and there 
are many other professions that need women. Motherhood is not for everyone. 
Those in Hell also know about the changes in the times regarding many issues.  
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High Priestess Maxine Dietrich's 
2011, 2012, 2013 Sermons 

Volume 3 
 

Forward Note: 
I have written hundreds of sermons and replies to questions and concerns of JoS 
members over the years. Please excuse if some of these are repeated, as there 
are too many for me time-wise to keep up with and recheck, to see if they are 
already on other pdfs uploaded. For those who are new "xian" = Christian. We X 
out the "christ" for obvious reasons. If some of the links here no longer work, you 
can access them by copying and pasting the URL into the "Browse History" box 
at the "Internet Archive Way Back Machine http://archive.org/web/ 
A page will come up with dates, just click on a date and it will bring up the page. 
_______________________________________________________ 
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Re: Getting into conflicts with LaVeyans. How can I debate? 
 
Teens4Satan member wrote: 
I've been doing lots of research and spiritual warfare lately. There's been a 
conflict with LaVeyans and our JoS family. For example, I'm putting the exposing 
Christianity and JOS links on Yahoo Answers and youtube etc. and I come 
across a LaVeyan, what sources can I get to prove that religion wrong? It's pretty 
annoying because they're just atheists. I already know everything I need to know 
about the Christian Filth, so I can put up a good argument against any Christian. 
But I don't know how to prove LaVeyans wrong about their "atheism." Can 
anyone help? 
 
As far as I am concerned, they aren't even worth wasting your time, but FYI, here 
are some things to know and to think about. I wrote this a very long time ago. I 
read ALL of LaVey's books cover to cover, ALL of the Church of Satan website, 
though this was before 2005, many CoS publications  such as the Black Flame, 
the Coven Hoof and Blanche Barton's books.  
  
There are many sources for online versions of the Satanic Bible and other CoS 
literature where you can verify these references. If you really want to argue, and 
have time to waste, try asking some of these people to fully explain. You will just 
get a bunch of lame explanations and doubletalk. 
Also- beneath this post, I have an other article I wrote concerning 'Safe 
Satanism.' I wrote this post many years ago...Here you go: 
 
First off, it is mentioned in the rules for this e-group that we DO know Satan is a 
real being. Pushing LaVeyanism here is not needed or wanted. I personally don’t 
call Church of Satan “Satanists” as IMO, CoS is nothing more than an Anton 
LaVey CULT. I do not take it upon myself to bash other groups, but I see where 
this discussion is going on here and I have always wanted to do this for an 
article. I guess now is the time. When I was new to Satanism, LaVeyanism really 
appealed to me because I came as an atheist. I was surprised to learn that Satan 
and his Demons are real beings which I found in a short time. I wrote the CoS 
and asked a few questions. They never replied. One of the things I brought to 
their attention was a quote from Anton LaVey: 
“In the name of all who suffered and died as agents of the Devil in ages past, the 
present band of heretics—those who would deny the Devil, yet play his game—
must be called to task” 
“And what do they do , now  that it is safe and clear to use His Great Infernal 
Name? They deny Him!” 
—Anton Szandor LaVey The Devil’s Notebook, page 33 
 
“Let it be known that every man who delves into the arts of darkness must give 
the Devil and His children the due their years of infamy deserve. Satan’s Name 
will not be denied! Let no man shun or mock His Name who plays His winning 
game or despair, depletion, and destruction await!” 
—Anton Szandor LaVey The Devil’s Notebook, page 34 
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Official Church of Satan official website http://www.churchofsatan.com/home.html 
Click on “Theory-Practice” then “Policy Statements” then "Satanic Youth 
Communique” 
[If the above link has changed, you can access the original at the Internet 
Archive. Check the year 2005] 
 
Here is an excerpt: 
“Don’t be disturbed or frightened or think you’re crazy when you feel contacted by 
the Dark Ones you conjure forth, or by the magical results you begin to produce. 
You’re not crazy for feeling the way you do about the hypocrisy, blindness and 
incompetence you see all around you. Nor are you crazy to see the results of 
your Black Magic. Approach the Dark Masters with the proper degree of respect 
and decorum—that’s what rituals are for, to establish a relationship. If you 
approach the demons respectfully, they will reward you with knowledge, 
guidance, and success. Your demon guide is within you—don’t look for it outside. 
You just have to contact that part of yourself and listen to it. That is the most 
important work anyone can do.” 
 
“The difference between prayer and magic can be compared to the difference 
between applying for a loan and writing out a blank check for a desired amount. 
A man applying for a loan (prayer) may have nothing but a job as collateral and 
must keep working and pay interest, should the loan be granted. Otherwise he 
will wind up with bad credit (purgatory). The man (magician) who writes the 
desired amount on the blank check, assumes there will be delivery of the 
merchandise, and he pays no interest. He is indeed fortunate—but he had better 
have sufficient funds (magical qualities) to cover the amount written, or he may 
wind up in far worse straits, and have his creditors (demons) out looking for him.” 
Page 20, bottom paragraph, Satanic Rituals © 1972 by Anton LaVey 
 
I wasn’t aware that “archetypes” could be “out looking for someone.” 
 
Here are some more interesting quotes from the Satanic Rituals: 
“If one is truly good inside he can call the names of the Gods of the Abyss with 
freedom from guilt and immunity from harm. The resultant feeling will be most 
gratifying. But there is no turning back. Here are the Rites of Lucifer ... for those 
who dare remove their mantles of self-righteousness.” 
Anton Szandor LaVey 
The Church of Satan 
25 December VI Anno Satanas 
Page 14, Satanic Rituals © 1972 by Anton LaVey 
 
No turning back?? If Satan is an only an “archetype” then why is there “no turning 
back”?  
 
“As to the pronunciation of the names involved (despite some occultists who 
insist, "You can't expect help from the forces you call upon if you can't pronounce 
their names right,"), assume that the forces, demons, or elementals have enough 
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insight to judge a caller's worthiness on more profound criteria than his glib 
tongue or expensive shoes.” 
Page 22, Satanic Rituals © 1972 by Anton LaVey 
 
What difference does it make if they are only “archetypes” on how we pronounce 
their names?? 
 
“The Satanic Bible states that the magician should treat the entities he calls upon 
as friends and companions, for even an "impersonal" device will respond better 
to a conscientious and respectful user. This principle is accurate for operating 
automobiles and power tools, as well as demons and elementals.” 
Page 24, Satanic Rituals © 1972 by Anton LaVey 
 
The above statement is awfully blatant. If they are only “archetypes” then how is 
it they “respond”? 
 
“The Yezidi interpretation of God was in the purest Satanic tradition. The idea, so 
prominent in Greek philosophy, that God is an existence absolute and complete 
in himself, unchangeable, outside of time and space, did not exist in Yezidi 
theology. Also rejected was the theocratic Judaic concept of Jehovah, and also 
the Mohammedan God: the absolute ruler. The notion, unique to Christians, that 
God is Christ-like in character was totally absent. If there was any semblance of 
a personal manifestation of God, it was through Satan, who instructed and 
guided the Yezidi toward an understanding of the multifaceted principles of 
Creation, much like the Platonic idea that the Absolute was itself static and 
transcendental. This concept of "God" is essentially the position taken by the 
more highly evolved Satanists. Prayer was forbidden, in the strictest Satanic 
tradition. Even daily expressions of faith were referred to as "recitals." 
Page 154, Satanic Rituals © 1972 by Anton LaVey 
 
The above is a most beautiful quote and very true. If Satan is only an archetype 
though, how can he “guide”? 
 
Page 29 of The Satanic Bible © 1969 by Anton Szandor LaVey: 
“The Devil has been attacked by the men of God relentlessly and without 
reservation. Never has there been an opportunity, short of fiction, for the Dark 
Prince to speak out in the same manner as the spokesmen of the Lord of the 
Righteous.” 
 
Why would an “archetype” speak out?  
 
“For all the centuries of shouting-down the Devil has received, he has never 
shouted back at his detractors. He has remained the gentleman at all times, 
while those he supports rant and rave. He has shown himself to be a model of 
deportment, but now he feels it is time to shout back. He has decided it is finally 
time to receive his due.” 
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Here is reversed Christianity: 
“The seven deadly sins of the Christian Church are: greed, pride, envy, anger, 
gluttony, lust, and sloth. Satanism advocates indulging in each of these "sins" as 
they all lead to physical, mental, or emotional gratification.” 
Page 46, The Satanic Bible © 1969 by Anton Szandor LaVey 
 
This one is rather blatant: 
“An indication of the cowardice of "magicians" of the right-hand path is the 
practice of calling upon a particular demon (who would supposedly be a minion 
of the devil) to do his bidding. The assumption is that the demon, being only a 
flunky of the devil, is easier to control. Occult lore states that only the most 
formidably "protected" or insanely foolhardy sorcerer would try to call forth the 
Devil himself. The Satanist does not furtively call upon these "lesser" devils, but 
brazenly invokes those who people that infernal army of long-standing outrage - 
the Devils themselves!” 
Page 57, The Satanic Bible © 1969 by Anton Szandor LaVey 
 
Now, LaVeyans claim they are already “gods” well, if they are “gods” why do they 
bother to call upon and invoke the Crowned Princes of Hell?  
Why bother to call upon “archetypes”?  
 
“Oh great brothers of the night, thou who makest my place of comfort, who rideth 
out upon the hot winds of Hell, who dwelleth in the devil's fane; Move and 
appear! Present yourselves to him (her) who sustaineth the rottenness of the 
mind that moves the gibbering mouth that mocks the just and strong!; rend that 
gaggling tongue and close his (her) throat, Oh Kali! Pierce his (her) lungs with 
the stings of scorpions, Oh Sekhmet! Plunge his (her) substance into the dismal 
void, Oh mighty Dagon!” 
Pages 149-150, The Satanic Bible © 1969 by Anton Szandor LaVey 
 
“Oh great lurkers in the darkness, oh guardians of the way, oh minions of the 
might of Thoth! Move and appear! Present yourselves to us in your benign 
power, in behalf of one who believes and is stricken with torment. Isolate him 
(her) in the bulwark of your protection, for he (she) is undeserving of anguish and 
desires it not…” 
Page 151, The Satanic Bible © 1969 by Anton Szandor LaVey 
 
“If you can’t conjure up a satisfactory demon lover, you can never hope to even 
approach the real thing.” 
Page 121, © 1998, Satan Speaks by Anton Szandor LaVey 
 
The above quotes are from LaVey and there are many, many more. If I had more 
time, I could present a lot more. When I was new, I read *everything* including 
every link on the “Church of Satan” website. I read all of LaVey’s books cover to 
cover and several CoS magazines- the Black Flame, the Cloven Hoof and others 
affiliated. The point is- all the double-talk. Now, Blanche Barton who was LaVey’s 
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secretary and live-in girlfriend and mother of his child wrote some pretty 
interesting things: 
 
The Secret Life of a Satanist: The Authorized Biography of Anton LaVey” © 1990, 
1992 by Blanche Barton: 
 
Page 16, bottom of the page: “Hadn’t anyone called forth the demons before as 
their friends? I thought they surely had.” 
 
Jayne Mansfield’s six-year-old son Zoltan was attacked by a lion at a zoo. Here 
is what Barton writes: 
 
Page 98: “Now as he held his cape out like great leathery wings against the 
raging wind, the rain beat hard on his face, and, summoning all the power within 
himself, LaVey called upon his brother Satan to spare Zoltan’s life. In remarkable 
time, Zoltan recovered form his wounds.”  
 
The Church of Satan © 1990, by Blanche Barton: 
 
Page 93: "LaVey didn’t want to stand inside a feeble, chalk-drawn circle, 
summoning these whirling forces in the name of “Jehovah” and flailing the sign of 
the Cross in the air to protect himself. His magickal instincts told him that, if he 
wanted to entreat the Dark Ones to carry out his wishes, he’d best call upon 
them boldly, with conviction, as friends and companions, not quivering in their 
unholy presence.” 
 
Page 97: “We don’t have to kill our God: we don’t wear the instrument of his 
agony and death around our necks.” 
 
In the above, Barton is making a comparison between Satanists and Christians. 
Note, she mentions “our God.” Why say this about an “archetype”? 
 
Page 103: 
“When you’re faced with that decision, with that piece of paper in front of you, 
declaring your allegiance to Satan for all eternity, renouncing God, Jesus Christ, 
Heaven and redemption, you may find suddenly that you don’t want to go 
through with it. That’s good. You should find out. If you do want ton align yourself 
with those forces completely, and you know there is no turning back, you know 
you can pursue the delights of the flesh without repression. “ 
 
Page 104: 
“It is also dangerous for people who take part of the philosophy and try to ignore 
the rest; adopt the liberation without taking responsibility. Or using Satan’s tools 
to gain material wealth, then not giving homage to the Devil in some small way, 
in some dark subterranean grotto somewhere. Some of the most powerful men 
and women in history have freely given that homage, where no one would ever 
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suspect, let alone discover. And their wealth and happiness increased beyond 
reckoning. But you have to take responsibility for your actions. As has been said, 
nobody rides for free.”  
 
Page 109: 
“If you have nothing in particular you want to perform a ritual for, its perfectly 
understandable you may feel a strong need to ritualize but don’t actually know 
why. If that’s the case, develop your own kind of Dedication Ritual, to renew and 
reaffirm your strength and alignment. Open the ritual as instructed, then instead 
of reading one of the three suggested invocations, speak your mind freely. in 
speaking directly to Satan himself, you may discover what is in your 
subconscious that you can’t quite bring to the surface. Express appreciation for 
the direction you have received from the Dark Lord and ask that he continue to 
guide you to further increase your earthly power - - you might want to write out 
part of your Dedication ahead of time, to spur your thoughts once you’re in the 
chamber. Ask that he bestow ever-increasing wisdom and perspective so that 
you can carry out your Dark Will on the Earth.  Instruct the demons you name to 
manifest themselves to you by increasing your earthly pleasures.” 
 
Page 110: 
"Keep yourself constantly aware of instructional coincidences, open to the 
demons who will whisper in your ear. An old meaning of demon used to be 
‘muse’ - - a guiding, inspirational spirit. You will get guiding signs if you only 
make yourself sensitive to them.” 
 
Page 111: 
“Our standards, Satan’s standards, remain consistently high.” 
 
The above quotes are only a few. There are so many major discrepancies. The 
“archetype” image is an insult and a blasphemy to Satan. Satan is *very* real! 
Many of us have seen him face to face and have even had the privilege of 
conversing with him. If he wasn’t real, how many of you who have been following 
the bullshit of the past year in regards to me and the JoS, think I would still be 
sitting here typing?? How many powerful curses have been thrown at me?? I can 
assure you all I am fine and quite happy. I also know of a few enemies of mine 
who are dead.  
 
Satan and his Demons have suffered. It is an abomination and a blasphemy that 
the organization that so blatantly uses his name denies him. This is appalling. 
Also, charging people high membership dues and then booting them out on a 
whim (this happened to a member of the JoS of whom the CoS accused of “Devil 
worship”) is bullshit.  
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Re: Is there any power to the mantra OM MANI PADME HUM? 
 
JoyofSatan666 member wrote: 
OM MANI PADME HUM (ohm-mah-nee-pod-may-hum) I am just wondering if 
this chant has any power associated with it, can this chant have any powerful 
and beneficial effect on someone? 
 
This is a standard mantra, often chanted in Tibet, India and other places in the 
Far East. It translates into "The Jewel is in the Heart of the Lotus" which refers to 
the pineal gland. The crown chakra is often referred to as the 'thousand petal 
lotus' and in Western occultism- the real meaning of 'the goat of a thousand 
young.' The horns are symbolic of the glyph for the planet Mercury, which further 
symbolizes the witchpower, vril, chi, life force, etc. 
  
By vibrating this mantra into your pineal gland, it can stimulate it. The correct 
pronunciation is AUM MAIN PADME AUM.  
 
 

Regarding the Race-mixing Program, etc. 
 
 NEVER FORGET WHO IS AT THE ROOT OF, AND BEHIND ALL OF THIS 
 100%- THE JEWS! 
  
One of the most effective tactics the Jews use is to turn everyone's attention to 
the SYMPTOMS of the problems. This is an excellent distraction, as they have 
done with the Ku Klux Klan, which has been rotted out with xianity. By focusing 
on the blacks and other non-white races, this takes the heat off of the Jews. They 
also play this game by inciting non-whites into hating whites and blaming them 
for everything the fucking Jews are and have been doing, such as a blatant 
example- the African slave trade. 
  
The African slave trade- started by Jews, run and operated by Jews, and the 
black slaves brought forcibly to the New World by jews, sold by Jews and bought 
by jews to be slaves in the homes of jews. VERY FEW WHITE Gentiles OWNED 
SLAVES! Then, like with everything else the Jews have done to non-whites, 
white people are hated and blamed for this shit. The Jew controlled media, 
educational system, textbooks and everything else, along with bleeding heart 
pacifistic xianity- created to destroy the white race, the Jews keep on fanning the 
flames of hatred of non-whites into hating whites. 
  
In addition to all of this, the Jews use occult powers through parasitical magick 
liberally to work to destroy us on every level. 
  
One thing I know and have learned well over the years is the Jews are scared 
shitless of the blacks and other non-whites. Truth be known, Marcus Garvey and 
other black leaders have tried unsuccessfully to stop this enforced race-mixing 
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program as well as many whites. Garvey worked for 'Back to Africa' but was 
infiltrated and brought down, as the Jews always do and yes, there are many 
Jews of Black-African descent. They are in all races. They use this to infiltrate 
and then get any dirt they can on those who are in prominent positions and work 
with other Jews to bring them down and rot them out from the inside. 
  
With the internet [666], the truth can no longer be suppressed. Many are learning 
the truth about the Jews behind the slave trade, and this also extends to a history 
of world slave trade- jews behind this all over the world for centuries. It is in their 
Talmud and the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion, how they work to 
enslave Gentiles of all races. 
  
The only solution to these problems is to stay focused on the Jews. I know all too 
well about the race-mixing programs. I lived in areas that were mostly non-white 
for years due to low income and also rode on public transportation for over 40 
years. I have seen plenty. The Jews are behind the housing shortages, they run 
the social services and cause endless problems for both whites and non-whites, 
but the blame for all of this is placed upon the white race. Most victims of the 
system are unaware of the Jewish problem and most only see a white person 
that is nasty, uncooperative, and unreasonable. They don't know when they are 
dealing with a Jew. The deal is- stay focused on the Jews. The first thing a Jew 
infiltrator will do is to take the heat off of the Jews and direct it onto non-whites. 
The same is done with non-white organizations that also have the same goals as 
we do- separation of the races, knowledge of the Jews, and so forth. 
  
KEEP THE FOCUS ON THE JEWS! THEY ARE THE CAUSE, SOURCE, AND 
ROOT OF THE PROBLEM! While the effects of the problem can often be 
unbearable and are most blatant, but do not be deluded.  
 
As Reinhard Heydrich stated: 'With the Jews gone, many problems 
take care of themselves.' 
  
I also want to mention the Jews themselves have a pattern, and are predictable 
in a lot of ways. They really fear us educating the youth. Every single time either 
myself or other dedicated brothers and sisters in Satan work the teen group and 
reply to questions concerning the Jews and explain beyond any doubt and 
educate the teens about the Jews, we get attacked. Just as Adolf Hitler stated in 
Mein Kampf, the harder the enemy attacks, the more damage we are doing in 
those very areas. This for me has acted as a guide over the years. They have  
always let me and other dedicated ones know exactly what gets to them the 
worst. This is what I focus on. Those of us who are doing our job and doing it well 
will get attacked. The enemy also comes up before the Powers of Hell and truth 
be known, we are doing them hundreds of times more damage than they can or 
will ever do to us at this point. 
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I really came under heavy attack after posting this article to the JoS e-groups, 
especially the teen group. I know this is what they fear the most. It is their own 
prophesy- "All Nations shall be Against them." 
 
The Jews Owned and Operated the African Slave Trade. Very few White people 
owned slaves--slavery was a rich man's pursuit, and slavery did not exist 
amongst the middle and working classes of White people. European Whites did 
not bring the slaves to America. On the contrary, it was the Jews who brought 
them here (as Louis Farrakhan has also pointed out). Below is a listing of the 
Jewish slave ships and the Jewish owners of them.  
 
The names of slave ship owners- all are Jews:  
 
§ The Abigail was owned by Aaron Lopez, Moses Levy, Jacob Franks  

 
§ The Crown was owned by Isaac Levy and Nathan Simpson  

 
§ The Nassau and Four Sisters were both owned by Moses Levy  

 
§ Anne & Eliza owned by Justus Bosch and John Abrams  

 
§ Prudent Betty owned by Henry Cruger and Jacob Phoenix  

 
§ The Hester and the Elizabeth were both owned by Mordecai and David 

Gomez  
 
§ Antigua owned by Nathan Marston and Abram Lyell  

 
§ Betsy owned by William. De Woolf  

 
§ Polly owned by James De Woolf  

 
§ White Horse owned by Jan de Sweevts  

 
§ Expedition owned by John and Jacob Roosevelt  

 
§ Charlotte owned by Moses and Sam Levy and Jacob Franks  

 
§ Caracoa owned by Moses and Sam Levy  

 
Source: Elizabeth Donnan, 4 Volumes, 'Documents Illustrative of the History of 
the Slave Trade to America' Washington, D.C. 1930, 1935 Carnegie Institute of 
Technology, Pittsburgh, Pa.  
 
OF COURSE WE ARE TOTALLY AGAINST ISLAM, as this is another Jewish 
program and those who unknowingly are devoted to this lie are under the psychic 
control of the Jews, no different from Christians. But, the following article is well 
worth reading, especially for African Americans visiting this website. The Jews 
are the ones who should be paying reparations, of which they can very well 
afford- just visit the link directly below:  
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http://www.radioislam.org/islam/english/toread/who_brought_slaves_to_america.
htm 
  
Demons are also a great help in pointing us in the right direction if we are active 
in spiritual warfare and are ever confused on just how to do the enemy the worst 
damage. Just ask the Powers of Hell for guidance and be open. 
 

 
Another Sickening Trend 

 
 I am sure many of you are familiar with the fact that the day September 11th, 
when the World Trade Center was attacked, yes, attacked as this was deliberate; 
jews who worked in the twin towers or close by received a prior warning not to 
report to work that day. Jew Larry Silverstein who owned the twin towers also 
took out some 2 billion dollar insurance policy two weeks before the attack. 
 
My point of the above is that the Jews KNOW beforehand; they not only know, 
but plan these kinds of things. 
  
Yesterday, I went across town here to a small supermarket, where I can 
purchase different grains and such in bins- you can get as much or as little as 
you please. Tulsa is backward in many ways and this is about the only market 
that has the above and also carries specialty items unavailable elsewhere here. 
This market is in the heart of Jewville- surrounded by homes, most close to and 
above the million dollar range in price; in other words, many mansions. The 
market is also full of a Jewish clientele, Jewish workers and so forth. 
  
You can do your own research on the following, as it is all over the internet, but 
most of the fish and seafood in the USA now comes from China, where it is 
'pretreated' and processed. It doesn't matter that most of the US has a coastal 
line, the fish and seafood here have to come all the way from China. I noted a 
sign on the door when entering the market that seafood from the state of Maine 
was on sale there. Out of curiosity, I inquired at the small customer service desk, 
concerning where this market gets seafood and fish from and if any came from 
China. I was informed that 'we don't carry anything from China.' 
  
 In addition, I also noted when shopping there that quite a few brands now are 
including a tiny American flag next to the kosher K symbol on food products. This 
is to ensure that Jews are aware of what they are buying and that it is safe for 
them to eat and not from China. 
  
I don't think I need to explain anymore, as this is glaringly blatant. Nearly 
everything now comes from China. Stores such as Wal-Mart can mark the label 
as 'Distributed by' and be within the legal system and exempt from being 
accused of misrepresentation on the labels regarding where the contents came 
from. 'Distributed by' is a very broad term. Also, many food products are made in 
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the USA with ingredients from China. The jewish owners of these companies 
save billions of dollars this way, as Chinese ingredients are dirt cheap, as 
opposed to American ingredients that have to be inspected. 
  
I already wrote of how many children died in the country of Panama: 
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/05/06/world/americas/06poison.html?pagewanted 
all&_r=0 
 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_medicine_contamination_incidents 
  
Don't be fooled, as with always, the jews do their dirty work and gentiles always 
have to take the blame. There are plenty of Chinese JEWS in China and other 
areas of the world. Shanghai has a large Chinese Jewish population. This is 
where the word for meaning swindled 'Shanghaied' originated.  
  
To put it plainly, this is bio-terrorism. In my own personal opinion on this, third 
world countries are being tested with these toxic ingredients before they will go 
rampant in developed countries, such as the USA and Europe. 
  
What we can do now: 
We need to be aware of as much as possible. Do your best to keep up on local 
news and consumer e-mail newsletters. Really read the labels on any food you 
purchase. Read the fine print. I recently purchased a bag of fish from Wal-Mart;  
I was in a hurry and saw 'Chesapeake Bay' company on it and when I got it 
home, there was a smaller box checked 'China.' 
  
Keep up on your meditations and always reinforce your aura of protection [which 
everyone should have built on their soul by now]. This will keep you safe. I was 
telling a friend of the family who is very psychic about how it is now dangerous to 
eat in Chinese restaurants, as they use ingredients imported from China in their  
recipes, and our friend stated she experienced the same with her second sight, 
that many will die and also told me that she saw how some other food from China 
here in the USA contained a virus of whooping cough that mutated and of which 
there was no cure. 
  
Those of us who are with Satan and are aware [and be sure to do your own 
research regarding deadly toxins in the food], will survive. Those who are without 
are on their own. There is no need to get paranoid. Just use common sense, be 
well informed, and keep a level head and keep reinforcing your aura of 
protection. 
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Protection.html 
  
 Here is more information: 
 http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/397 
 http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/385 
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Message Posted to the 666BlackSun E-Group Concerning Diet 
 
[I wrote this post for a white audience] 
I just want to clarify something here- my reply below is directed at that 
"Salubrious Living" book, NOT the other things you wrote of in your post. I also 
learned many, many years ago, when CoTC had the newspaper 'Racial Loyalty' 
long before the internet, the guy who wrote most of that book was an infiltrator 
and traitor. People actually complained about advice in that book, especially 
regarding infants, complaining directly to the newspaper. I subscribed to that 
newspaper for several years in the 1980's. 
  
I also want to add- this third world crap is being relentlessly pushed and IMO is 
another direct attack on the white race. I don't know how many yoga books 
advocate that kind of a diet, and in addition, sexual abstinence. This sort of thing 
is NOT white, it is NOT healthy and is third world. Most developed countries have 
the longest life expectancy, because those kinds of diets are not prevalent. 
  
As for eating organic and wholesome foods and free-range animals, I agree 
100%. Food animals should live healthy lives where they can roam freely and 
should be slaughtered humanely when the time comes. As for eating meat and I 
know many vegans are against eating animals, but in the natural world, lions, 
tigers and other predatory animals will rip, say an antelope open and eat it when 
it is still alive and tear it limb from limb. We have to kill to eat, and as one 
member posted on here some time ago, plants also have feelings. No matter 
what or how you eat, you have to kill to eat. 
 
I agree that in the bigger cities that are more sophisticated, there are alternatives. 
Here in Bible Belt Tulsa, OK, it is very difficult to obtain a lot of things. I also want 
to state  my own point of view [I am not trying to tell anyone what to do, as how 
you all choose to eat and what to eat is your on personal business], but that book 
"Salubrious Living" was written by another author mostly, though Ben Klassen 
did put some info in it. My point here is that the diet this book advocates, along 
with what is being pushed by so-called 'health professionals' in my own opinion is  
extremely unhealthy. Cutting out this, that, and everything else; eating only fruits, 
vegetables, nuts, whole grains, and seeds as far as I am concerned is not what a 
human being should be doing. The problems are with the chemicals, many of 
which are unnecessary and highly toxic. 
 
Many vegetables, for instance corn, are now genetically engineered, and even 
the seeds that one must purchase for one's own garden are contaminated with 
toxic substances. 
  
I once went on the above diet and got very sick. A co-worker who was only 18, 
and on that sort of diet already had grey hair. I have also known a few others 
who lived on that sort of a diet and died of cancer. The problem is much of our 
food is laced with toxins. I know people who actually consume way over the 
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amount of sugar that they should and are much healthier than those who adhere 
to the diets that are third world and the third world mortality rate [of course 
without antibiotics which save lives which are also demeaned in that book], is sky 
high. Most people who live on a diet like that in places such as Bangladesh, 
India, and Nepal and in Africa have a life expectancy of only about 45 years for 
both sexes. This is the reality of what is being pushed in the way of diet and also 
outlined in that book. 
  
So, cut out white flour, cut out sugar, cut out red meat, cut out fats and greases, 
cut out gluten [with this you have to cut out all breads, pastas and practically 
anything of starch], don't cook your food, eat it raw, also you must cut out salt, 
spices, seasonings, coffee [caffeine is a big no-no], cocoa, tea, alcohol, gelatin, 
soft drinks, canned foods, and everything else. 
  
These sorts of vegan diets are universal in communes where the followers are 
systematically brainwashed. These kinds of diets break down mental resistance 
and produce docile behavior.  
 
Look to a World Almanac or online in regards to the life expectancy of those in 
third world countries who adhere to that kind of diet [most in India are 
vegetarians], and also as there is a lack of medicine and health care- this is what 
that book and many other idiots IMO are advocating- just how long is the life 
expectancy?  
What about the infant mortality rate? If third world peoples were so perfect in 
their health and diet and way of living, as the Jews often depict them, then why 
don't they live even half as long as those in developed countries? I know what 
the kikes are doing to modern medicine, they are ruining it as they ruin 
everything else, but thanks to modern medicine- what decency is left, many lives 
are saved. 
  
Cut out all of the above, don't take any antibiotics or other medications, 
regardless of how sick you might get, live third world and die young. Many, 
especially Jews, who have so many health problems and dietary restrictions and 
are unable to eat even basic food, push that third world crap. Then, you have the 
idiots who advocate cutting out all modern conveniences. So, why not just revert 
to being just a step above an animal and dig in the dirt with sticks?  
 
The Jews work relentlessly to undermine science and destroy civilization in every 
way they can. It is no wonder that they constantly advocate a life style that is 
primitive. Like the Vatican, they work to return the entire world back to the Dark 
Ages when they had the most power.  
 
This is my own opinion. 
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Using the Runes 
 
It is glaringly obvious that the enemy is panicking, and this is all over the internet. 
www [666] is doing its job. Lilith told me something to the effect that yahoo may 
discontinue the groups altogether, for everyone. I will be working to put as much 
as possible on pdf so everyone can download. I have copies of the books that 
were from the JoS store, but the problem is these need revising. I will be doing 
my best to get these revised and uploaded to where they can downloaded and 
distributed. Satan told me even if the groups go down or whatever...JoS will go 
on in the way of what we started will never end, but continue on.  
 
Time is short, I know. One other thing I need to add here...I have not had the 
time to work on this, as it is extensive and will need illustrations. Out Anti-christ 
gave me this as well- the Real Secret of the Runes: the correct way to use the 
Runes. Our ancients used code words like "engrave" "carve" and such; this has 
to do with vibrating into the soul, repeatedly. Remember, in truth, all material 
objects are only props. The real power is within the soul.  
 
The RAUM and IO formula I posted for meditation is a guide here. The U is for 
the 6th and the solar chakras. This gets complex. I can't get back here to reply to 
any questions, but I will do what I can to try to get this information up and on pdf. 
"A-U" is the basis for most vibrations. For example, the Sowilo rune should be 
SAH-UU-LL-OH. The O for the runes; oe, is a guide that the O part of the 
vibration should be on the feminine side of the soul. For example, the rune 
Wunjo. The looped part should be vibrated on the left [feminine] side. So, you 
would begin vibrating the stem, the VVV at the base chakra, AH at the second 
chakra, UU at the solar plexus, NNN at the crown, then the looped part-  YYY at 
the left shoulder chakra and OH or UU back at the solar plexus.  
 
The swastika symbol in the runes symbolizes the Sun chakra; the 3rd chakra and 
this is where all of the central vibrations are for with the runes. For example, the 
X part of any rune; the center is the solar chakra. Remember, there are the three 
male and three female chakras; the I O chakras; each side. The hip, shoulder 
and temple chakras. As I said, I have to work on this and put up illustrations and 
specific clear directions. For those of you who have meditated and have worked 
with runes, what I wrote above may make more sense. Try working within these 
on your own.  
 
Runes can also be "reversed" by vibrating the name of the rune backwards. This 
would also include reversing the path of the vibration for the shape of the rune. 
Runes can be vibrated into others. Just make sure you vibrate the rune for white 
magick into yourself to neutralize any negative energy you might have on your 
own soul, after doing a black magic working on an enemy.  
 
All of the runic shapes are made to fit the chakra points on the soul, which 
include the three I [masculine chakras] and the three O [feminine chakras] of the 
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hip, shoulder, and temples on each side. Each rune has a number and this 
corresponds to the number of times it needs to be vibrated per session. The main 
stem is always the spine.  
 
Another example- Fehu, which is also Fehoe; the VVV vibration would begin at 
the based, then up the spine to the shoulder chakra on the feminine side; the left 
side, where AY would be vibrated into the shoulder, then immediately, the UUU 
into the feminine temple chakra; all the time visualizing the Fehu runic shape 
onto your soul.  
 
I know this is not very clear, but some of you who have an affinity for working 
with runes may understand. I will do what I can to illustrate specific diagrams 
along with instructions for the vibrations. This does not mean that the older 
method for the runes does not work, only that this formula is much more 
powerful. I have used it with rapid success.  
 
 

Live and Let Live? 
 
There are levels of Satanism. All of these have to do with knowledge and 
understanding, along with awareness and enlightenment. I know there are quite 
a few people in these e-groups who do not take Satanism very seriously. Some 
people are still riding on the teachings of Anton LaVey, but cannot see the 
underlying theme of his writings. There is an underlying theme in many Satanic 
writings, that most people tend to miss, as they take the texts at face value, no 
different from the many legends and such, which are all allegories. Unlike 
Christianity, where the mentally retarded and the stupid are held in high esteem 
and revered; in Satanism, idiocy and stupidity are the only real "sins."  
 
Quite often in these groups, some unenlightened, dimwit who has no real grasp 
of history, or reality for that matter, will spout off about "live and let live." This is 
gross stupidity and one of the reasons the world is in chaos. Now, does 
Christianity have a history of "live and let live"? The Inquisition should have some 
significance to any of these sorts of yokels who state the above and call 
themselves a Satanist.  
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Inquisition.html    
 
All the while when the foolish are accepting the indoctrination of "no hate" "love 
everybody" "accept everyone" and other suicidal nonsense [of course, going 
along with what one is told makes one’s life temporarily easier- ideal for the weak 
and cowardly]. In other words, do what one is told and believe what one is told to 
believe and as long as one is not at odds with the current trends of the system, 
and there is not too much opposition. This is for cowards and is the easy way 
out. The sheep are being set up for the slaughter and unfortunately, this kind of 
attitude affects everyone and will be the damnation of everyone, regardless of 
whether they tie into it or not.  
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Satan stands for rebellion, knowledge, and freedom and if one is not willing to 
fight for that freedom, it will not happen. Any idiot who even has the slightest 
grasp of history should know this. The hidden message in mainstream writings 
that are pushed by the system, such as that filthy bible, is that "rebellion" and too 
much knowledge are "evil." Any half-wit should have enough common sense 
here to know that unless one rebels against tyranny, one becomes a slave and of 
course, in truth, knowledge is the key to solving any and all problems. 
Unfortunately, look at how many people out there actually believe this shit.  
 
Satanism is not about slavish worship. Satan and the Powers of Hell give us 
knowledge and enlightenment, as our friends. Satan wants for us Gentiles, to be 
proud and independent. This will not come about of itself. Freedom, 
independence, and individual rights are from those who have given their very 
lives, fighting bloody wars for this. You are alive right now because there are 
cells in your immune system that seek out and destroy harmful invading bacteria 
and viruses. Now, say your leucocytes, the cells which do this, just had the 
attitude of "live and let live" and "loved" the harmful invaders; just how long do 
you think you would last?  
 
Unfortunately, we have the stupid with us, the uneducated [those who are too 
lazy and unmotivated to do any meaningful book reading or study where it is 
available], who can’t think past what the nefarious system has been 
programming them with- total drones. Those that pass the buck... this is another 
“live and let live” in other words, ignore anything “negative.” Don’t take any 
revenge or seek out any real justice. People who have this type of horseshit 
attitude indirectly and in many cases directly promote injustice. This bleeds over 
into society. Eventually, civilization will collapse. Everyone pays the price for 
these feeble-minded, personally weak, and cowardly assholes. This goes along 
with letting crime get so out of hand that people fall into the trap of begging for 
ultra-strict laws where there are no longer any individual rights and Jewish 
communism then takes over. As in the former USSR, as in Red China today, if 
you are accused of a crime, that is it. They will torture you in the most sick and 
inhuman ways to force you to confess to whatever you are accused of. There is 
no fair trial. Millions upon millions of innocent people have experienced this. 
Those who survived were turned over to slave labor, under the most grueling 
conditions of which many never returned. This is the result of “live and let” live 
and passing the buck. The Jew creates the problem and then pushes their own 
solution- enslavement under communism in the most horrid conditions 
imaginable. Of course, as with Christianity, there are endless excuses made for 
communism; both of which are Jewish inventions.  
 
** 
Quotes taken from "Pravda" [The main Communist Party Newspaper and leading 
newspaper of the former Soviet Union] from the article: "Is there any difference 
between Christianity and Communism?" 30/04/2013  
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"Christianity and communism are very close spiritually and ideologically. This is a 
fairly well known concept that has been adopted by various thinkers, from 
Thomas More to Lev Tolstoy. Few people know that the world's first socialist 
state was established in Paraguay and was based on the ideas of Catholic 
Jesuits before Marx created his teachings."  
 
"The "Society of Jesus" - the Jesuit religious order - in the Catholic Church was 
roughly equivalent to the KGB in the Soviet Union."  
 
** 
The millions upon millions of innocents tortured and mass murdered under 
communism is no different from the Inquisition. If one does the study and 
research, they both followed the very same methods of operation.  
 
"American Newspapers claim that Stalin has been preordained to save 
Christianity." – Josef Goebbels 
 
The USA has certainly changed since the mass influx of Russian Jews who fled 
here when the USSR collapsed. The constitution is no longer adhered to. Civil 
rights are violated incessantly, in many places, one no longer has a right to 
refuse medical treatment, and a hospital is much like a prison in the way one 
must obtain a discharge in order to be released and free. I could go on and on, 
but one only needs to watch the news and to be aware of all of the violations we 
are now facing here in the USA against our freedoms. These Russian Jews were 
given top positions in our Universities, and filled many other key positions where 
they could carry on with their agenda, while we all pay the price. I remember a 
video store in the early 1990’s with the VHS tapes that was in a Jewish suburb of 
a major city. There was an entire section of those VHS tapes in Russian. One 
blatant Jew was in line at the supermarket with a wallet rounded with cash and 
he paid for his purchase in food stamps. Jewish community centers set this scum 
up for personal success and the eventual take-over of whatever free countries 
they infest.  
 
** 
“Get the people to demand what you want to impose upon them” “Create a 
problem so we can step in and solve it.” “Threaten with a severe punishment 
those who publicly disagree with us and those who questions us.” “Discredit 
those who refuse to remain silent.” “At minimum, it will discourage other people 
from publicly opposing us.” “Control the media, particularly the news. 
[Remember, freedom of speech is only half the issue. When we restrict our 
opposition's access to listeners and we have, in essence, squelched freedom of 
speech. If we control what is in the print and broadcast media, we can sell our 
"services" to the masses, and at the same time, the problem of free speech for 
the dissenters is all but eliminated.] “Always claim the high moral ground, always 
claim that God is on our side, and always claim that the Devil, himself, is ruling 
the opposition.” 
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Regardless of the idiots who “live and let live,” pass the buck, and ignore the 
unpleasant in life, pretending everything is ok; problems will not go away unless 
we take action against them. You think Christians are going to seriously apply the 
“live and let live” attitude towards you as an open Satanist? Truth be 
known...when they are finished torturing you, they will kill you. THIS IS A 
HISTORICAL FACT.   
 
The clever Jews take control of both sides; opposing sides, and then they work 
the both sides to result in their communist agenda. I am forever shocked by the 
idiots who foolishly equate Jewish communism with equality, brotherhood and 
individual freedoms. In truth, it is very much like the Old Testament laws. There 
was no free sex, fornication, or nudity in the USSR. Any of these, along with 
homosexuality would result in one being sentenced to the gulag. Deluded 
Christians rant and rave about the “removal of God” from communist countries, in 
that the basis of communism is atheism. This again is a Jewish tactic. Christianity 
prepares the unsuspecting populace for communism. The entire bible is a 
foundation for communism from the Old Testament to the teachings of the 
nazarene. Communism fails, as it did in the Eastern Bloc and xians are back 
there like fleas on a dog, indoctrinating the populace with and enforcing their 
spiritual communism. Get rid of one problem and the Jews ensure you have 
another. Tweedle-dee-dee and Tweedle-dee-dum- Christianity and Communism: 
Jewish Twins http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Xianity_and_Communism.htm  
 
Either way, one is completely fucked. With xianity, true spirituality was eliminated 
a very long time ago.  
 
Unless each and every one of us works to bring down the enemy, relentlessly, 
they will not just go away on their own. A passive attitude, doing nothing, 
accepting and even loving injustice, promoting weakness, disease, and anything 
and everything that is harmful to a decent civilized world will only ensure the end 
of everyone. Devoted Satanists should be working every day; doing at least one 
thing a day to destroy the enemy. Some of us do several things every day and 
more. Rituals, leaving anti-Christian tracts in libraries, in bibles and other xian 
books [even with only www.exposingchristianity.com written on a slip], and in 
other places, the work is already done for you through the website; offering to 
give energy to Satan and the Powers of Hell on a regular basis [all one needs to 
do is to willfully and with intent, focus on Satan and tell him of your intentions to 
give energy and he will send a Demon to collect it]. People who give their energy 
get priority with help when they need it from the Powers of Hell. Work in every 
way you can, because if you do not, the enemy will only advance until all of us 
are in a world of shit.  
 
The Vatican is coming down because of repeated rituals, websites that were put 
together with hundreds of hours of research, writing, devotion and dedication and 
consistent hard work in establishing them. This is not enough, the Vatican needs 
to be completely destroyed along with every other xian denomination. They are 
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all of the same malignant rot. If you are willing to work for Satan, but not free to 
do so in the ways above, ask Satan for answers on this. If you are truly 
legitimate, he will show you ways that are individual where you can fight the 
enemy.    
 
Few people realize the seriousness of this. It just doesn’t sink in. All of our asses 
are on the line. Freedom must be fought for. It just doesn’t happen on its own.  
 
 More... 
 
JoyofSatan666 member wrote: 
I may not be in your shoes but I can tell you one thing. Holding on to anger and 
or any type hate will only blind you and keep away any type positive energies 
from entering your life which would help you progress and move forward in your 
Life. Unfortunately in this life we just sometimes have to endure some bad but 
your the only person that's ever going to walk in your own shoes. 
 
What you have written below is exactly the type of attitude the system works 
overtime to try to promote and indoctrinate the populace with. This sort of attitude 
is not only necessary for, but makes one a perfect slave and the jew run system 
knows this. This sort of thing smacks of the teachings of jewsus. Completely 
denying and ignoring certain unpleasant facts of life and certain emotions will not 
make them go away, but create problems of repression and other psychological 
nasties that will come back at some time in your future and bite you real hard in 
the ass.  
 
This attitude is also very necessary for the promotion and the establishment of 
injustice; passing the buck. Just let crime get so out of control as it already has, 
let anything and everything just go on with no opposition, unless of course, it 
conflicts with the jewish agenda, and let everything that countless generations 
have worked and sacrificed and fought for, to establish civilization, just go down 
the fucking drain. Pass the buck, don't take any responsibility, look the other way, 
pretend everything is alright and ok and only concentrate on those more "positive 
emotions" while the entire world goes to shit.  
 
Just let everything go to shit and we can all lay down and die under the suicidal 
teachings of Jewsus, the Jewish run system and the new age crap. Just give up. 
Don't do anything. Let those who shit on you shit even more on others. What you 
write makes me want to vomit. I am warning you- do NOT preach this Jewsus 
new age crap on here. If you really feel this way, there are many new age and 
Christian e-groups you can join who will welcome your views. I strongly suggest 
you wake up to reality.  
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RE: A Little Confusion 
 
JoyofSatan666 member wrote: 
Hi!  I just read this article:  
http://www.exposingchristianity.com/Old%20Testament.html and I'm a little 
confused about this part: 
"1. Lest a Jew be the occasion of sin to the idolatrous Christians, according to the 
precept in levi. Xix, 14: he must avoid all contact with them on the days when 
they worship their gods." 
What does the "LEVI. XIX, 14." mean? First I thought it's Leviticus 19:14, but that 
says something else: "Thou shalt not curse the deaf, nor put a stumbling block 
before the blind, but shalt fear thy God: I [am] the LORD." Anyone have an idea? 
 
[I changed the article on the above link shortly afterwards, as it caused 
confusion].  
This is of the Babylonian Talmud. This is also very revealing with a bit more 
research - just how the Jews use the code-word "Christian," which is also an 
insult. Also, note the "Another suggestion is that by selling him something that 
will allow him to fulfill his worship, the Jew transgresses the prohibition of lifnei 
iver lo titen mikhshol - not to put a stumbling block before the blind." at the near 
end of the last paragraph below. 
Here is some more information, taken directly from a Jewish website: 
http://www.ou.org/shabbat_shalom/article/masechet_shevuot_intro_2a5b/ 
 
Avodah Zarah 2a-b - Jewish merchants and pagan holidays: "The Torah 
commands the Jewish people to remove themselves from interaction with pagan 
idol worship and from its adherents, so the reality of a Jewish population that 
lives in close proximity with non-Jews and interacts with them on a regular basis 
raises many questions. Given the centrality of idol worship to the daily life of a  
pagan, especially around certain holidays and places, the first perek (=chapter) 
of Masechet Avodah Zarah discusses the need for Jews to avoid business 
interactions with these non-Jews around the time of their holidays. 
  
The first Mishnah forbids engaging in business interactions - e.g., borrowing and 
lending - with pagans for three days before their holidays. Although this would 
appear to forbid both buying and selling, Tosafot and other rishonim quote 
Rabbenu Tam as teaching that only selling would be forbidden, and even in the 
case of selling, only selling things that can be used in the course of worship 
cannot be sold. 
  
The Gemara (6a) offers two reasons for this prohibition. One suggestion is that 
the non-Jew will be pleased with his purchase and will come to thank the pagan 
deity when the holiday comes about. Another suggestion is that by selling him 
something that will allow him to fulfill his worship, the Jew transgresses the 
prohibition of lifnei iver lo titen mikhshol - not to put a stumbling block before the 
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blind. Since pagan idol worship is forbidden as one of the seven Noachide laws, 
it would be prohibited for a Jew to assist the non-Jew in performing this worship. 
 
 

Re: What's Hell like? Have Any of You Visited It? 
  
I have worked with a couple of the dead who are in "Hell." Humans who are with 
Satan and who have died are protected by the Powers of Hell. I know that given 
their own accounts of their deaths and their knowledge of the deaths of others 
who are also in Hell that they know, when Satanists die, Demons come and 
escort them directly to Hell. In most cases, these are messenger Demons, but 
for people who are very important to Satan, the Gods themselves show up to 
take them. One account- when this person died and was on the floor, four of our  
Gods came, took his astral hand and helped him from his body and took him to 
Hell. This is for their protection, as most unknowing souls go to the light, which is 
of the enemy. 
  
The dead do not eat or sleep, as they do not have bodies to do so. They are fully 
aware, alert and feeling as they were in their life. Only the body dies. It is actually 
wrong to say they are dead. Their bodies are the only thing that was part of them 
that is dead. Being dead is actually very boring which is why most people 
reincarnate. Yes, there is an Christian 'hell' for those who are devoted to 
Christianity and the enemy sees fit to damn and punish, which the enemy has for 
their useless ones, but this is NOT of Satan. Satan takes care of his own. I know 
this 100%. 
  
As for the enemy, the Christian believers, and those who tie into Christianity, 
especially those who are strongly Christian, though most people get 
reincarnated, the following is what happens when one goes to the light: 
  
Taken from: 
http://www.luciferianliberationfront.org/borg.html 
"When we dissect the cube of heaven we see that it is constructed like a living 
cell with its own system of energy circulation and metabolism. (See diagram 
above) From all appearances, it is a giant soular battery/generator, which allows 
the ONE mind of the collective G.O.D. to be able to feed off the life essences of 
the enslaved souls held within its "temple pillars" and redirect their energies 
according to the will of the ONE. When a human being dies, his life essence,  
spirit, or soul is scanned by the Soul Collectors who patrol the dimension 
between physical time/space and the finer dimension of subspace and these 
Collectors project an image before the just deceased soul of a life form that will 
be recognizable to the deceased, such as a relative or friend who had died 
before they had (a grandmother, religious figure, etc.). In this manner, the Soul  
Collector is able to get the newly deceased soul to lower his defenses. The 
Collector takes on the role of guide and attempts to lead the soul to the gates of 
the Holding Ship. In this Holding Ship, the spirit essence of the dead person is 
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scanned again to determine its degree of purity of energy (its lack of resistant 
character traits) and its potential to provide nourishment to the collective mind of 
G.O.D. This potential is based on the degree that this spirit has been subdued 
through fear and dependence or how effective religious programming had been 
on this soul during its physical lifetime. Those spirits which have little or no self-
will and have been sufficiently programmed to serve G.O.D. during their lives will 
have the highest nourishment potential." 
  
  

Andras and the Weald 
 

There has been a thread that contains a message concerning Andras.  
Andras was worshipped in an area called 'The Weald.'  
  
Here is some information about the Weald: 
The Weald (pronounced /ËˆwiËld/) is the name given to an area in South East 
England situated between the parallel chalk escarpments of the North and the 
South Downs. It should be regarded as three separate parts: the sandstone 
"High Weald" in the centre; the clay "Low Weald" periphery; and the Greensand 
Ridge which stretches around the north and west of the Weald and includes the 
Weald's highest points. The Weald was once a vast forest covering this area. 
The name, Old English in origin, signifies woodland, which still applies today: 
scattered farms and villages betray the Weald's past, often in their names. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weald 
  
More information from the Wikipedia article includes: 
"In the Anglo-Saxon period the area had the name Andredes Weald, meaning 
"the forest of Andred," the latter derived from the Roman name of Pevensey, 
Anderida. The area is also referred to in Anglo-Saxon texts as Andredesleage, 
where the second element is another Old English word for "woodland," 
represented by modern Leigh.[3]"  
  
Note "the forest of Andred" in the above. Andras is of the Nordic race of Gods. 
He transformed when I freed him, years back. He appears to be extremely 
sensitive; an artistic/poetic type, with long silky blond hair to his waist and wears 
a white robe, like Satan. 
  
I remember the first time Andras came to me. I was very new and was having 
some problems with the JoS e-group, which was very new and had fewer than 30 
members at the time. There was a Jew who was causing problems, and my 
being so new, I didn't know how to deal with it back then. I was communicating 
with Azazel on a Ouija Board. Then the board spelled out 'Andras.' I did know of 
Andras' reputation of being the most dangerous of the Demons and this was 
before I worked with any of them [freeing them]. He then came into my head and 
said "You want me to get rid of this jew-boy for you?" Of course, I said YES! and 
thanked him. Well, shortly thereafter the Jew disappeared. This was way back in 
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2002. I was so new to Satanism and JoS was just getting started, I didn't even 
know at that time what Satan felt about the Jews. 
 
 

Occult Crimes 
 

Some time ago when Satan was speaking to me, he told me if I knew of some of 
the hideous things that were done in his name because of Jewish/Christian 
misinformation about what Satanism really is, I would vomit in my lap. 
  
The enemy/jews works to see to it that the TRUTH of Satanism is heavily 
suppressed, while they promote what they themselves do and with everything 
else they do- they blame it all on the Gentiles, while trying to make themselves 
look oh so pristine and innocent. 
  
Parasitical magick, such as abusing Demons [that one is over with and anyone 
foolish enough to use the jew god and angel names and nine-foot circles is 
opening a door to disaster], human and animal sacrifices, harming innocents and 
other JEWISH FILTH, has nothing to do with Satan or Satanism in ANY way. 
  
This SICK garbage is freely available in most mainstream bookstores and public 
libraries- the Christian lies concerning Satanism. For the root of this Jew filth, one 
only needs to look to that most ugly book that was ever written- the 'Holy Bible.' 
The "Old Testament" is nothing more than a bloodbath of human sacrifices, with 
Jews committing sacrifice after sacrifice in the name of their worthless puke of a 
"God." 
  
Cats are sacred to many Demons! Lilith has shown me her cats. She has several 
and they are exceptionally beautiful. Dogs are sacred to Anubis and ALL animals 
are to be treated with consideration and respect in Satanism. Satan is very 
strong on justice. Those who harm innocents in his name, he will damn them.  
 
 

That Annoying Fish Symbol 
 

 The xian fish symbol is a perversion of the YONI. The yoni predates xianity by 
thousands of years and correctly positioned, it is a vagina. The xians took the 
yoni, turned it on its side, and then promoted that most annoying fish symbol. 
Remember- EVERYTHING including that foul nazarene [ORIGINALLY A 
CONCEPT, NOT A PERSON], in xianity was STOLEN and then corrupted into 
their stupid junk that they forcefully peddle off as facts, while severely 
persecuting and mass murdering the members of the Pagan religions that they 
stole from. Just as the church steeples were STOLEN and corrupted from 
Egyptian obelisks [symbolizing the erect penis], the fish symbol is really a vagina 
turned on its side. Here is more information: 
http://www.luciferianliberationfront.org/sf.html 
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Using Common Sense in Protecting Yourself and Loved Ones 
 
Most of you are well aware of how those who are without discriminate against us 
due to centuries of xian slander, lies, and forced indoctrination. Each of us is 
individual and we make our own choices in this regard, but this is a bit of advice. 
  
'Do not mention my name nor my attributes, lest ye regret it; for ye do not know 
what those who are without may do.' 
 – Satan 
 [From the Al Jilwah] 
  
Those who are without' right now have the numbers, unfortunately, not to 
mention a lot of power. In many situations, such as where you need certain 
services, which involve your health, well-being, and even life, or the same for 
your loved one- it is best to heed the above warning from Satan. 
  
If someone has to go to a doctor, hospital; on the job, in the military; anywhere 
that you are obtaining certain services, places you frequent, and so forth- it is 
best to claim you are a 'Pagan' or even 'non-religious' if asked or pressed on this 
issue. This is to protect yourself and your loved ones. Say you have to go to the 
hospital for something, however minor, displaying Satanic tattoos, and anything 
related can invite disaster in certain cases. I have 'Satan' 'Azazel' and their Sigils 
blatantly tattooed on my forearm. I have learned enough from experience to wear 
sleeves in certain cases. 
  
Yes, the Powers of Hell do protect us, but we also need to protect ourselves. 
Anything involving food, medical issues, our life/well-being- stop and think before 
revealing your beliefs. We are outnumbered at this time. In closing, many of 
those who are without, given their lack of spiritual knowledge and power, along 
with being indoctrinated with lies, something goes wrong in their life, bad luck or 
whatever- a known 'witch' will often and unjustifiably get the blame. 
  
This is not to say you have to always hide your beliefs. I am just giving some 
advice here, take it, or leave it, this is up to you as an individual. In certain 
situations, it is best to blend in and not to come to the attention of certain people 
who can really mess you up and yes, I know of this over the years from certain 
people here who did not keep their beliefs quiet at certain times. Do you know 
just how easy it is for a medical doctor to legally get away with ''malpractice,'' 
even murder?? That is one. Think about it. A Christian who thinks they are 
scoring points with their 'god' if they harm or kill a Satanist? A Jew, who already 
has an obsessed, and warped hatred of Gentiles? Take a look at history. 
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Satanism & Darkness 
 

Again, this is a concept that has been totally twisted. True Satanism is all about 
empowering the female aspect of the soul - the serpent. The serpent is the 
female aspect of the soul, the power that makes manifest in reality what the male 
logical part consciously directs and desires. 
  
The female aspect of the soul is the YIN in the YANG, the 'darkness' in the light; 
the subconscious mind, the psyche, and the pure strength and power of the soul, 
directed by the logical [male aspect] mind. Satanism is all about empowering the 
mind, and advancing the soul. 
  
Unfortunately, like most everything else in Satanism, this concept has been 
corrupted by the enemy into spooks, ghouls, monsters, death, and all sorts of 
other crap that has taken on a life of its own. As there have been no positive 
alternatives publicly available to this Jewish invented and promoted filth used to 
denigrate and to heap more blasphemy on Satan. 
 
 

Grimoire & Black Book 
 
The difference between a 'grimoire' and a 'black book' is the grimoire is a book of 
instructions. A black book is a personal diary to record personal magickal 
workings, their effects, etc. 
 
 

Re: Attacked... 
 

 Teens4Satan member wrote: 
About a month ago, I had started meditating after I had completed the affirmation 
ritual. When I was opening my Third Eye, however, something horrifying 
happened. I saw myself pushed by a xian angel to look into a mirror, and I saw 
blood, gore, fire, and a land completely in ruin. He said, "Do you honestly believe 
that Hell is paradise? Your actions only separate you from everyone around you, 
who believe in the true god!" I came out of the trance, gasping for air. I don't 
believe any of those lies! I don't believe in any of the bullshit that any of my 
worthless Christian teachers or family or even the malevolent beings of the 
worthless figure known as "God" try to throw at me! Yet, I'm afraid. I haven't 
meditated in a month's time after that, and I feel as though I'm not proving myself 
worth anything to Father Satan. I am afraid that I'll be thrown into something I 
can't really control. After all, as the JoS website stated, I started to feel 
suppressed anger and sadness right after I meditated (and that doesn't relate to 
the attack and the visions that scum angel made me see). If anyone else has any 
advice for me, please let me know. Thank you, brothers and sisters. 
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That is what those maggots are all about- they reek with ugliness, extreme 
negativity, and slaughter in every way, and always use fear as a means for 
control. This is what the Christian church was built upon- torture, lies, mass 
murder, genocide, and spiritual destruction. 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com/Angels.html 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com/Inquisition.html 
  
When I was very new to Satanism, I had a bad experience as well. I backed off 
for a few days, but then I went right back. I came to Satanism as an atheist, after 
reading Anton LaVey's Satanic Bible. Having a nasty voice and vision for a 
couple of seconds invade my head at that time, as an atheist, did freak me out. 
Thanks to some of the very few Satanic resources online way back then, I knew 
to tune it out and to turn it off. 
  
Just like the crazy Christian proselytizers who push their jewsus on people, even 
threatening torture and death for those who do not believe, enemy spooks such 
as the above PUSH themselves and their sick demented hateful filth to scare 
you. In addition to their blatant aura of ugliness and negativity, in addition to 
using fear, they also give negative prophesy. There is nothing pleasant at all 
about them. They are human hating, spiteful and have no compassion, empathy 
or understanding, only sick, twisted and debased hatred. They are also extremely 
arrogant.  
  
Satanism is a most beautiful religion. It is the truth. Satan tells us the truth. 
Christianity and its related filth such as Islam and of course the root of all of this- 
Judaism, are all death programs for the death and destruction of life on earth, the 
destruction and death of true spirituality, and total ruin. Look to their works. All 
those angles and their ilk are all about is death, destruction, ruin, and rot. 
  
Ask Satan for his protection. Your being attacked like that and so new may mean 
you are a threat to the enemy. 
 
 
 

The Temple of Solomon and Freemasonry:  
Exposing More Spiritual Corruption 

 
As many of you here already know, Freemasonry was once of Satan. But not any 
more. This all changed with Jew Mayer Bauer/Rothschild. He ingratiated himself 
to Freemason Prince William IX [this is how they manipulate and gain control of 
Gentiles [it is in their bible with the story of Esther and many others and is a 
subliminal, which opens a door for the Jews on the material plane]; "It was during 
this same period that the metaphysics of the Jewish Cabala began to fuse with 
the traditions of Freemasonry." 
The above quote states about the Jewish cabala, but this is actually a 
euphemism for spiritual hijacking and corruption.   
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Freemasons and authors Christopher Knight and Robert Lomas traveled to 
various historic places and Masonic lodges in Europe and did extensive research 
and of course they found quite a few major Masonic rituals had been removed 
from Freemasonry with no trace. Unfortunately, with the hijacking of 
Freemasonry by the Jews, it is no more nowadays than just another communist 
front.  
 
Centuries ago, when it was of Satan, it was very spiritual. A 33rd degree 
Freemason was one who had his serpent fully ascended and in those times, 
high-ranking Freemasons would communicate telepathically. In modern 
Freemasonry, again, the bible is used as a powerful subliminal. 
 
"After the candidate is brought to light, the Master addresses him as follows: 
"Brother, on being brought to light, you first discover three great lights in 
Masonry, by the assistance of three lesser; they are, thus explained: the three 
great lights in Masonry are the Holy Bible, Square and Compass. The Holy Bible 
is given to us as a rule and guide for our faith and practice..."  
Illustrations of Masonry, by William Morgan, [1827] 
 
The Temple of Solomon is another ALLEGORY that the Jews hijacked and 
corrupted, making this into another fictitious Jewish character.  
 
THE TRUE MEANING OF THE "TEMPLE OF SOLOMON" IS THE SOUL.  
666 is the Kabbalistic square of the Sun. 666 is the all-important solar chakra. 
The true meaning of the "Temple of Solomon" is the TEMPLE OF THE SUN. 
Please Note: The true meaning of the "Temple of the Sun" is spiritual. The Jews 
completely corrupted this. "Sol" "Om" and "On" are all words for the Sun. "Sol" is 
the Latin word for the Sun and is close to the English word "soul." "Om" is a 
name given by the Hindus to the Spiritual Sun and "On" is an Egyptian word for 
Sun. The symbolism of the Temple of Solomon was stolen by the Jews and 
corrupted into a fictitious character, as with the fictitious nazarene and nearly 
everything in the Judeo/Christian Bible. 
 
What this has done... By establishing a connection to the bible as every modern 
Freemason does when joining, this ties directly into the subliminal, giving it 
power. This is what the Jews have done in regards to the "Temple of Solomon" 
FOR ONE. This is only one example of the endless spiritual hijacking and 
corruption and why we are where we are at today: 
 
Solomon had unimaginable vast wealth. The "Temple of Solomon" symbolizes 
the Jewish people (Israel) as a whole.  
 
1 Kings 4: 1 So king Solomon was king over all Israel.  
20 Judah and Israel were many, as the sand which is by the sea in multitude, 
eating and drinking, and making merry.  
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21 And Solomon reigned over all kingdoms from the river unto the land of the 
Philistines, and unto the border of Egypt: they brought presents, and served 
Solomon all the days of his life.  
22 And Solomon’s provision for one day was thirty measures of fine flour, and 
threescore measures of meal, 
23 Ten fat oxen, and twenty oxen out of the pastures, and an hundred sheep, 
beside harts, and roebucks, and fallowdeer, and fatted fowl.  
24 For he had dominion over all the region on this side the river, from Tiphsah 
even to Azzah, over all the kings on this side the river: and he had peace on all 
sides round about him.  
25 And Judah and Israel dwelt safely, every man under his vine and under his fig 
tree, from Dan even to Beersheba, all the days of Solomon.  
26 And Solomon had forty thousand stalls of horses for his chariots, and twelve 
thousand horsemen.  
27 And those officers provided victual for king Solomon, and for all that came 
unto king Solomon’s table, every man in his month: they lacked nothing.  
28 Barley also and straw for the horses and dromedaries brought they unto the 
place where the officers were, every man according to his charge.  
29 And God gave Solomon wisdom and understanding exceeding much, and 
largeness of heart, even as the sand that is on the sea shore.  
30 And Solomon’s wisdom excelled the wisdom of all the children of the east 
country, and all the wisdom of Egypt.  
31 For he was wiser than all men; than Ethan the Ezrahite, and Heman, and 
Chalcol, and Darda, the sons of Mahol: and his fame was in all nations round 
about.  
32 And he spake three thousand proverbs: and his songs were a thousand and 
five.  
33 And he spake of trees, from the cedar tree that is in Lebanon even unto the 
hyssop that springeth out of the wall: he spake also of beasts, and of fowl, and of 
creeping things, and of fishes.  
34 And there came of all people to hear the wisdom of Solomon, from all kings of 
the earth, which had heard of his wisdom.  
 
1 Kings 10: 21 And all king Solomon’s drinking vessels were of gold, and all the 
vessels of the house of the forest of Lebanon were of pure gold; none were of 
silver: it was nothing accounted of in the days of Solomon.  
22 For the king had at sea a navy of Tharshish with the navy of Hiram: once in 
three years came the navy of Tharshish, bringing gold, and silver, ivory, and 
apes, and peacocks.  
23 So king Solomon exceeded all the kings of the earth for riches and for 
wisdom.  
24 And all the earth sought to Solomon, to hear his wisdom, which God had put 
in his heart.  
25 And they brought every man his present, vessels of silver, and vessels of 
gold, and garments, and armour, and spices, horses, and mules, a rate year by 
year.  
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26 And Solomon gathered together chariots and horsemen: and he had a 
thousand and four hundred chariots, and twelve thousand horsemen, whom he 
bestowed in the cities for chariots, and with the king at Jerusalem. 
"Solomon" also had several hundred wives and an overabundance of everything 
else.  
 
Ok, now what becomes of the Gentiles? Read on...  
 
1 Kings 9: 20 And all the people that were left of the Amorites, Hittites, Perizzites, 
Hivites, and Jebusites, which were not of the children of Israel, 
21 Their children that were left after them in the land, whom the children of Israel 
also were not able utterly to destroy, upon those did Solomon levy a tribute of 
bondservice unto this day.  
22 But of the children of Israel did Solomon make no bondmen: but they were 
men of war, and his servants, and his princes, and his captains, and rulers of his 
chariots, and his horsemen.  
The Gentiles who were not "UTTERLY DESTROYED" by the "Children of Israel" 
were made into SLAVES. GET IT??????  
 
The Gentile Gods enslaved by the Jews and viciously abused, following with the 
mass murder and enslavement of the remaining Gentile people. Asmodeus 
explained to me that the biblical "Temple of Solomon" is the "empire of the Jews."  
For the full article: 
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Temple_of_Solomon.html 
 
To further elaborate, the character "Hiram Abiff" is another allegory. Note 
"HIRAM" is a very ancient mantra for the Sun. The Black Sun [astral Sun]. Hrim 
ties into the freemason Hiram Abiff. “presented to all candidates during the third 
degree in Freemasonry.” Note THIRD- the third solar chakra. The gold chakra. 
The Sun chakra, which is also symbolized by the swastika.  
 
From Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hiram_Abiff    
Hiram Abiff (also Hiram Abif or the Widow's son) is the central character of an 
allegory presented to all candidates during the third degree in Freemasonry. 
Hiram is presented as the chief architect of King Solomon's Temple, who is 
murdered in the Temple he designed by three ruffians during an unsuccessful 
attempt to force him to divulge the Master Masons' secret passwords.  
_________________________________________________ 
  
NOTE: “Hiram is presented as the chief architect of King Solomon's Temple.” In 
other words, the solar chakra symbolized by the Satanic inverted cross, is the 
source of the magnum opus and the powerhouse of the soul. This is also 
symbolized by Thor's Hammer.  
 
The solar chakra is the "architect of the soul." All energy to empower your soul 
comes from this chakra. The solar chakra being located near the navel is also the 
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spot where we were first nourished and given life in our mother's womb. Hiram 
Abiff is not a character, but a CONCEPT. The "secret passwords" are the 
mantras and words of power that awaken and empower the chakras.  
 
All of the ancient Pagan religions placed emphasis on the Sun. The Sun is the 
giver of life and this also includes the astral Sun of the soul; the "Temple of 
Solomon." The solar chakra also plays a key role in the magnum opus.  
 
Now, with the hijacking and corruption perpetuated by the modern Masonic 
rituals, these ensure that again, in addition to the deluded xian programs and 
their Muslim ilk, that Gentile spiritual energies are diverted to Jewish interests 
and support these with their Gentile energies. Everything in the above is quite 
clear, though the Jewish lies and their explanations are what most people and 
modern Freemasons accept without question.  
 
Original Freemasonry centuries ago was based upon the rebuilding of the 
Temple of Solomon, meaning, working towards spiritual advancement and the 
magnum opus. The same goals we Satanists are working towards today.  
 
 

The Healing Serpent 
 
 I also want to add here- I am fully aware of how the enemy uses anything and 
everything to destroy culture, our youth, our society, and civilization. This is their 
goal for destroying any and all freedom and to produce a brutal slave system for 
all Gentiles. 
  
When we empower our souls, on the way to the godhead, we experience a major 
transformation, in that our soul guides us to make the best decisions for 
ourselves; not through force, but by our own comfortable choice when we are 
ready. Many who have advanced find they are no longer attracted to using 
substances to get a high or to have fun or feel better. More and more personal 
independence is reached through empowering our souls and we find we are less 
and less dependent upon things outside of ourselves. 
  
The Satanic Serpent heals from the inside out. Past issues, destructive patterns 
and addictions fade away as the Serpent of Fire burns these from the soul. The 
tightest grip is with an open hand. By trying to force certain things onto ourselves, 
we are usually met with equal or stronger opposing force. Through freedom, we 
reach the godhead. On the way, we transform through this and it is very 
beautiful. The Serpent has always been known for expansion of the mind and 
soul, along with god-like knowledge. The knowledge in knowing what is right or 
wrong for us as individuals. This comes in time. Our lives become sublimated on 
their own, and society as a whole advances as we did in the era known as the 
'Golden Age.' 
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Re: Question concerning National Socialism 
 

HellsArmy666 member wrote:  
I've been debating for months now on joining the National Socialist Party... 
 
My advice to you is - don't. Most of the NS organizations in the USA have been 
thoroughly corrupted and are being run by Jews. This is a fact. This is why the 
Christian agenda is incessantly pushed within these organizations. The Jews and 
their lackey traitors push Christianity relentlessly, and so many other things to 
destroy these groups from the inside, including direct reports to the ADL and the 
ZOG regarding personal information of members and everything else. My own 
knowledge of this is the mainstream groups, like the National Socialist Movement 
and such are REAL bad news. Stay away from them. Satan is taking care of this 
problem. Just be patient, there is much more to come in the future, and these 
traitors will be punished severely. These idiots don't know what is to come. 
 
 

Satanism and National Socialism 
 

Modern National Socialism [after WW2] has been purposely infested with the 
Christian filth, as has everything else. TRUE Nazism of the Third Reich WAS of 
Satan. The Jews know this at their higher levels and have worked relentlessly to 
infiltrate and gain control of post-WW2 Nazi groups and organizations, using 
Christianity as their tool, all the while pretending to be against it. Most of us know 
that any xian beliefs or ties, places a person spiritually under the control of the 
enemy and this is what they want. This also makes one extremely susceptible to 
their rituals and black magick against us. In other words, be against the Jews, but 
worship their Jewish 'god' and their Jewish nazarene and Jewish biblical 
characters, etc. 
  
Here are some quotes: 
  
“The Ten Commandments have lost their validity, and as for conscience, that 
was a Jewish invention, a blemish like circumcision.” 
– Adolf Hitler 
  
"I will crush Christianity under my boot like a poisonous toad." "Judaism, 
Christianity, Bolshevism are all bound together. Comrades in agitation, born tools 
of decay, they possess the same talent to destroy the natural structure of society. 
Bolshevism is the historical and logical continuation of Christianity. It realizes on 
a technical level what Christianity has done on a metaphysical level." 
– Adolf Hitler 
  
A quote about Hitler's stance on Christianity from Alfred Rosenberg:  
"He had never allowed a member of the clergy to a Party meeting or to the burial 
of a member of the Party. The Judeo-Christian plague was now heading towards 
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its end. He said it was downright horrifying that a religion could ever have been 
possible which literally gobbled up its God in communion." 
  
"A number of his closest accomplices shared Hitler's hate toward the Church and 
his decision to destroy it. Probably the best known among them were Bormann, 
Himmler, Heydrich, Rosenberg and Goebbels. Gerhard Reitlinger characterizes 
Himmler as follows: "Himmler's profession became destroying Jews, liberals, and 
priests." 
  
"According to a note from the Holy See dated March 2, 1943: 
At the beginning of October 1941, the number of priests from the diocese 
Warthegau," who were under arrest at Dachau, amounted to several hundred; 
but this number swelled considerably every month as a result of a strong 
intensification of police measures which resulted in the arrest and deportation of 
further hundreds of clerics…" 5 
  
  
"All Catholic schools were closed."  
"An order of the Reich governor, dated August 19, 1941, said that young 
Germans could receive religious instructions only in the ages from 10 to 18 years 
old and, furthermore, only at the places of worship and one hour per week, which 
was to be set between 3 and 5 PM (excluding the days reserved for the 
exercises of the Hitler-youth). It was further ordered that the police had to be 
informed in advance regarding the time, the place and the instructional 
personnel… Several churches were… removed from use as places of worship. 
With many others this happened later on… religious services were limited to 
specific hours…" 
  
What did Hitler have to say about "pure, original Christianity" and an "Aryan 
Christ?" 
"Leave the hair-splitting to others. Whether it's the Old Testament or the New, or 
simply the sayings of Jesus, it's all the same old Jewish swindle. It will not make 
us free. A German church, a German Christianity is a distortion. One is either a 
German or a Christian. You cannot be both...... We don't want people to keep 
one eye on the hereafter. We need free men who know that God is in 
themselves." 
"You cannot make an Aryan of Jesus, that's nonsense. What needs to be done 
you say? I will tell you: we must prevent the churches from doing anything but, 
what they are doing now, that is, losing ground day by day. But we can hasten 
matters. The parsons will be made to dig their own graves." 
 – Adolf Hitler 
  
Reichsführer Heinrich Himmler was a Satanist and had a coven of 12 SS 
Officers. He was the 13th member. He worked diligently with along with Adolf 
Hitler to destroy Christianity. Christian symbols, characters [which are all Jewish], 
and rituals, were replaced with original Pagan  [Pagan means 'Gentile'] rites. 
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"So too, had the form for two principle ceremonies adapted from pagan rites to 
replace Christian festivals – those of the summer and winter solstices. An English 
visitor attended a summer solstice festival in 1936: a circle of Hitler Youths 
chanted consciously pagan litanies in preparation for the moment at midday 
when the sun reached its zenith. As it hung overhead there was silence, 'then a 
paean of praise rang out for the Aryan God." 
[The Aryan God is Satan].  
  
"'The source of all life is Got.' The word was given only one 't' in the transcription, 
allegedly the old German spelling, but it was chiefly useful, to distinguish the SS 
God from the conventional Christian God." 
  
"Himmler was fascinated by the Far East and its religions. He hated Christianity 
and carried a pocket book in which he had collected homilies from the Hindu 
Bhagavadgita." See 'Satanism's Origins in the Far East': 
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Satanism_Sanskrit.html 
  
 Reichsführer Heinrich Himmler's Speech to top leaders of the SS, June  
 9, 1942 Berlin: 
"We will have to deal with Christianity in a tougher way than hitherto. We must 
settle accounts with this Christianity, this greatest of plagues that could have 
happened to us in our history, which has weakened us in every conflict. If our 
generation does not do it, then I believe it would drag on for a long time. We must 
overcome it within ourselves." 
I would also like to include this YouTube video: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eX3R_mQnsRM  
"Nazi Secrets Himmler's SS Cult" 
 
THIS VIDEO DOES CONTAIN A LOT OF SLANDER, BUT IS VERY 
REVEALING. Though they try to undermine Adolf Hitler in his spiritual beliefs, 
there is NO doubt he was a Satanist and fully supported Himmler's work for 
destroying Christianity. Heinrich Himmler amassed the largest file collection of 
witch trials in history and one of his reasons was to use this against the Christian 
church. The war disrupted everything. 
 
Nazi Germany was viciously attacked because many knew the Third Reich 
was working to revive Satanism.  
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Christian Pastor:  
"My hand is stretched out to Satan as far as I can reach right now" 

 
I am aware the following post is quite lengthily, but this is only one. I have 
received a few personal e-mails and of course, there are more posts in the JoS 
e-groups like the one below. There are Christian pastors and ministers who have 
awakened to the truth and want out of Christianity. Many face overwhelming 
problems such as their entire lives and work are caught up in Christianity. Their 
families are devout Christians and on the spiritual side, the enemy takes a hold of 
them and fights to keep them spiritually enslaved. This also includes a few 
Catholic priests, who are now ex-Catholic priests. My advice to anyone who is 
facing this kind of crisis is to do the dedication ritual to Satan, and from there, ask 
for guidance from Satan. Knowing the Truth will Set You Free... 
 
JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com Date: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 
wrote: 
Hello everyone. My name is Mike and I am 34 years old. This is my first post 
here. I understand the following may be lengthy, although I will try to keep it is 
brief as possible while adequately relaying my feelings. I am not sure if this forum 
is the appropriate place to express these feelings, so if they are not, my 
apologies. 
I am currently a Christian...before you automatically stop reading, please read a 
bit further. I was not raised in a Christian household per say, but had an aunt who 
was a strong influence on me in my spiritual choices, with whom I had frequent 
contact. Due to her influence, and to the best of my remembrance, I became a 
Christian between the ages of 11-12. For some time, I followed the Christian 
religion with a passion, and by my early to mid-20's, after preaching in multiple 
churches, being a deacon in my home church, and being recommended as a lay 
pastor, I had strongly considered becoming a full-time pastor. However, due to 
unforeseen circumstances, I did not assume the position of lay pastor, which I 
had been recommend for. By my later 20's, my passion for the Christian religion 
was waning, although still strong. At age 28 I experienced an extremely painful 
and life changing event at the hands on my now ex-wife, which I had begged my 
God to help me with. I received what I felt was very little help, if any, and was left 
to suffer unjustly. This was the first time I had felt truly abandoned by the god that 
I served, as if he had turned his back on me when I needed him the most. 
I never recovered from this and my feelings toward the god that I once trusted 
implicitly continued to deteriorate. Just a couple years later, while still holding 
onto a remnant of trust in my God, I was struck by an even more devastating 
blow, one which could have destroyed my life and which I played no role in. I was 
not at fault and completely undeserving in every sense. It was the true definition 
of injustice. 
I plead with my god from the depths of my heart, but despite my deepest cries for 
help, things continued to get worse, as if there were unseen spiritual forces 
working to destroy me. All my life I was taught that my god would protect his own, 
but for years I received no help at all and things continued to worsen as if I was a 
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character written into the plot of a tragic movie. I was being falsely accused of the 
most vile crimes and suffered great losses...losses which I can hardly bare. Even 
then, my hands remained outstretched to my god, begging for help and justice. 
No justice or help of any kind ever came. Often, I felt as if my own god was trying 
to destroy me, as it seemed impossible for things to have happened naturally. 
Coincidence seemed impractical. However, from young childhood there was 
always a pull to the demonic, which I did not understand. Even as a devout 
Christian I would research websites like the JOS and others, telling myself it was 
simply for research purposes, but I cannot deny that I was pulled to them, 
particularly this site. For the last few years I have been pulled closer and closer 
to what I can only conclude is Satan. Just recently, after seeing that my God was 
content to just sit by and watch me suffer for years, I felt an immense sense of 
betrayal and that my god did not really love me as I had thought for so many 
years. Listen, I did not expect only good things to come from following my god, 
but I did not expect to be left completely abandoned at my most desperate hour, 
which has lasted years. I am now at the point where I am struggling immensely 
on which road to go down, but even as courageous as I am, the prospect of 
rejecting my God terrifies me. My entire life I have been programmed to think that 
rejecting God means eternity in hell and being left open to destruction by Satan. 
But there has been a war in my head for years over the struggle to choose 
between the Christian god and Satan. I now feel nearly, if not completely 
abandoned by the Christian God and to be honest, if I look at my life, I cannot 
see him helping me anywhere. Still, the fear of rejecting him is nearly 
overwhelming. 
Not only do I feel an internal draw to Satan, but from what I have read on your 
site and elsewhere, Satan seems to give his followers all the things my god had 
promised me, but failed to deliver. Is it true that once one accepts Satan that his 
life gets better? Does Satan truly care for those who follow him?  Does he protect 
us? I know what your answers will be to these questions...they will be yes, but I 
am spiritually torn in two, as if I am being ripped apart as we speak. I desire for 
something better, as I no longer believe my god loves me like I had always 
thought before. How could he love us if he leaves us to suffer and will not help us 
despite our most earnest cries? It took me a long time to get to the point where I 
would write something like this and were it not for the fear inside of me, I would 
have already left the Christian god. On top of that, and on a lighter not, the 
Christian god appears to offer nothing fun at all..."boring" would be a most 
accurate word. In fact, almost everything I have had a strong desire to pursue 
has ben "off-limits" to me as a Christian. Where is the power in Christianity? Why 
doesn't this Christian god, if he is so much greater than all others, display his 
power and help those he says he loves? 
I feel like I am two different people...with one half telling me to continue following 
the Christian God and the other half screaming to get away and follow Satan. It is 
pre-programmed fear, which paralyzes me. In all honesty, I am not even sure 
why I wrote this letter or what it will accomplish, but I felt it was a step toward 
liberating myself and moving away from the Christian god. I have never 
verbalized these feelings before or written them down at any time. This is a first. I 
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can no longer ignore the pull, but I am paralyzed by fear...it took immense 
strength just to write this here. I feel as if I have been slowly taking steps  
in this direction for years and am not far away, but I don't know what to do to 
break out from where I am now. A dedication seems too hard for me right now, 
but then again, 5 years ago this letter would have been impossible. I suppose I 
am hoping this letter will somehow help me move closer. Lastly, a major problem 
is that my current wife is a Christian, but I love her deeply and want her in my life. 
I am also afraid that if I chose Satan, I would have to lose her, but I love her so 
much and she loves me. I don't want Satan to make me give up my wife at any 
time. If the Christian god wants to kill me for choosing Satan, fine...he has 
already broken my heart, but I don't want Satan to ask me to give up anything 
else I love...I have lost too much already. Lastly, my daughter is the most 
important thing in my life. She is only 7 years old and has been taken from me for 
2 years without cause, based on the lies of a self-proclaimed Christian who 
praises her god from the rooftops, while destroying he lives of the innocent with 
her horrible lies. I have nearly lost hope that justice will ever be done. How I am 
torn! My hand is stretched out to Satan as far as I can reach right now. 
__________________________ 
 
We have several other ex-Christian ministry here in this e-group who have found 
the truth. The following is a reply I sent to a member who was having some of the  
same issues that you are having now. 'God' and the 'Devil' are backwards. Many 
are finding this truth now, but for a lot of others, they will want to join on at the 
last minute and it will be too late for them. 
Here it is: 
Have you studied http://www.exposingchristianity.com ? 
You have already answered some of your own questions in your post below. 
Your problem seems to be listening to and believing the lies that xians and others 
push upon you, instead of thinking for and seeing things for yourself. If one would 
look with open eyes, it is glaringly obvious who really hates humanity. 'Jehova' 
hates nearly EVERYTHING about humanity. For proof, just look to all of the so-
called 'sins' listed in the bible. Everything of human nature is a 'sin.' The bible is 
chock full of 'flaws.' Because it is a lie, it is full of contradictions. The truth does 
not contradict itself. In addition, the bible conflicts with science, history, geology, 
astronomy and many other disciplines of study and inquiry; Satanism does NOT. 
Satanism does not suppress any free thought or discourage any questions.  
Satanism SUPPORTS science and scientific inquiry, knowledge and education. 
  
During the Dark Ages when Christianity was at its full power, reading, writing and 
science were severely oppressed. Galileo was persecuted by the Christian 
church for his discovery that the planets and the earth revolved around the sun. 
The penalty for free thought was torture and death. Also, I am posting this again 
from another post regarding scripture and the bible- after reading the scriptures 
below, now tell me who is REALLY a deceiver and a liar AND WHO REALLY 
HATES HUMANITY- HIS MURDER OF HUMAN INFANTS. 
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Through years of study, I have discovered many of the ancients left hidden 
messages in the bible, in paintings, and in other works. It is glaringly obvious the 
bible was composed under force [which is what Christians use; they never take 
NO for an answer]. 
  
One of those messages was that the REAL evil one 'was a murderer and a liar 
from the beginning.' We all know the nazarene is fictitious: 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com/Jesus_Christ.htm 
  
The point being, that biblical verse is one where there is a hidden message. 
  
Now- reply to any Christian with this and you will more than likely get a bunch of 
double-talk, as Christians tie into lying deceitful energy, they begin to look like the 
lie that they are [the zombie-like smiley face], and many who are real far gone 
will bold face lie to push the enemy agenda. Many documents over the centuries 
have been altered to promote the Christian agenda. 
  
Now, as for the above biblical verse, it is glaringly obvious. WHO DID SATAN 
EVER MURDER TO ORDER OTHERS TO MURDER?? NO ONE. 
  
Even that foul nazarene ordered others: 
Luke 19:27 - But those mine enemies, which would not that I should reign over 
them, bring hither, and slay them before me. 
  
What xians call 'God' and the 'Devil' are actually backwards. The TRUE  
EVIL wrote that filthy bible. It is also very apparent that the evil monster jewhova 
HATES ANYTHING HUMAN. 
  
Now, as for the murderous monster this 'jehova' was: 
The following was taken from 
http://www.infidels.org/library/modern/donald_morgan/atrocity.html 
  
Genesis 34:13-29 The Israelites kill Hamor, his son, and all the men of their 
village, taking as plunder their wealth, cattle, wives and children. 
  
Genesis 6:11-17, 7:11-24 God is unhappy with the wickedness of man and 
decides to do something about it. He kills every living thing on the face of the 
earth other than Noah's family and thereby makes himself the greatest mass 
murderer in history. 
  
Genesis 19:26 God personally sees to it that Lot's wife is turned to a pillar of salt 
(for having looked behind her while fleeing the destruction of Sodom and 
Gomorrah). 
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Genesis 38:9 "... whenever he lay with his brother's wife, he spilled his semen on 
the ground to keep from producing offspring for his brother. What he did was 
wicked ..., so the Lord put him to death." 
  
Exodus 9:22-25 A plague of hail from the Lord strikes down everything in the 
fields of Egypt both man and beast except in Goshen where the Israelites reside. 
  
Exodus 12:29 The Lord kills all the first-born in the land of Egypt. 
  
Exodus 17:13 With the Lord's approval, Joshua mows down Amalek and his 
people. 
  
Exodus 21:20-21 With the Lord's approval, a slave may be beaten to death with 
no punishment for the perpetrator as long as the slave doesn't die too quickly. 
  
Exodus 32:27 "Put every man his sword by his side, and go in and out from gate 
to gate throughout the camp, and slay every man his brother, and every man his 
companion, and every man his neighbor. 
  
Exodus 32:27-29 With the Lord's approval, the Israelites slay 3000 men. 
  
Leviticus 26:7-8 The Lord promises the Israelites that, if they are obedient, their 
enemies will "fall before your sword." 
  
Leviticus 26:22 "I will also send wild beasts among you, which shall rob you of 
your children." 
  
Leviticus 26:29, DT 28:53, JE 19:9, EZ 5:8-10 As a punishment, the Lord will 
cause people to eat the flesh of their own sons and daughters and fathers and 
friends. 
  
Leviticus 27:29 Human sacrifice is condoned. (Note: An example is given in JG 
11:30-39) 
  
Numbers 11:33 The Lord smites the people with a great plague. 
  
Numbers 12:1-10 God makes Miriam a leper for seven days because she and 
Aaron had spoken against Moses. 
  
Numbers 15:32-36 A Sabbath breaker (who had gathered sticks for a fire) is 
stoned to death at the Lord's command. 
  
Numbers 16:27-33 The Lord causes the earth to open and swallow up the men 
and their households (including wives and children) because the men had been 
rebellious. 
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Numbers 16:35 A fire from the Lord consumes 250 men. 
  
Numbers 16:49 A plague from the Lord kills 14,700 people. 
  
Numbers 21:3 The Israelites utterly destroy the Canaanites. 
  
Numbers 21:35 With the Lord's approval, the Israelites slay Og "... and his sons 
and all his people, until there was not one survivor left..." 
  
Numbers 25:4 (King James Version) "And the Lord said unto Moses, take all the 
heads of the people, and hang them up before the Lord against the sun..." 
  
Numbers 25:8 "He went after the man of Israel into the tent, and thrust both of 
them through, the man of Israel, and the woman through her belly." 
  
Numbers 25:9 24,000 people die in a plague from the Lord. 
  
Numbers 31:9 The Israelites capture Midianite women and children. 
  
Numbers 31:17-18 Moses, following the Lord's command, orders the Israelites to 
kill all the Midianite male children and "... every woman who has known man ...." 
(Note: How would it be determined which women had known men? One can only 
speculate.) 
  
Numbers 31:31-40 32,000 virgins are taken by the Israelites as booty. Thirty-two 
are set aside (to be sacrificed?) as a tribute for the Lord. 
  
Deuteronomy 2:33-34 The Israelites utterly destroy the men, women, and  
 children of Sihon. 
  
Deuteronomy 3:6 The Israelites utterly destroy the men, women, and children of 
Og. 
  
Deuteronomy 7:2 The Lord commands the Israelites to "utterly destroy" and 
shown "no mercy" to those whom he gives them for defeat. 
  
Deuteronomy 20:13-14 "When the Lord delivers it into your hand, put to the 
sword all the males .... As for the women, the children, the livestock and 
everything else in the city, you may take these as plunder for yourselves." 
  
Deuteronomy 20:16 "In the cities of the nations the Lord is giving you as an 
inheritance, do not leave alive anything that breathes." 
  
Deuteronomy 21:10-13 With the Lord's approval, the Israelites are allowed to 
take "beautiful women" from the enemy camp to be their captive wives. If, after 
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sexual relations, the husband has "no delight" in his wife, he can simply let her 
go. 
  
Deuteronomy 28:53 "You will eat the fruit of the womb, the flesh of the sons and 
daughters the Lord your God has given you." 
  
Joshua 1:1-9, 18 Joshua receives the Lord's blessing for all the bloody 
endeavors to follow. 
  
Joshua 6:21-27 With the Lord's approval, Joshua destroys the city of Jericho 
men, women, and children with the edge of the sword. 
  
Joshua 7:19-26 Achan, his children and his cattle are stoned to death because 
Achan had taken a taboo thing. 
  
Joshua 8:22-25 With the Lord's approval, Joshua utterly smites the people of Ai, 
killing 12,000 men and women, so that there were none who escaped. 
  
Joshua 10:10-27 With the help of the Lord, Joshua utterly destroys the 
Gibeonites. 
  
Joshua 10:28 With the Lord's approval, Joshua utterly destroys the people of 
Makkedah. 
  
Joshua 10:30 With the Lord's approval, Joshua utterly destroys the Libnahites. 
  
Joshua 10:32-33 With the Lord's approval, Joshua utterly destroys the people of 
Lachish. 
  
Joshua 10:34-35 With the Lord's approval, Joshua utterly destroys the Eglonites. 
  
Joshua 10:36-37 With the Lord's approval, Joshua utterly destroys the 
Hebronites. 
  
Joshua 10:38-39 With the Lord's approval, Joshua utterly destroys the Debirites. 
  
Joshua 10:40 (A summary statement.) "So Joshua defeated the whole land...; he 
left none remaining, but destroyed all that breathed, as the Lord God of Israel 
commanded." 
  
Joshua 11:6 The Lord orders horses to be hamstrung. (Exceedingly cruel.) 
  
 Joshua 11:8-15 "And the lord gave them into the hand of Israel...utterly 
destroying them; there was none left that breathed ...." 
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Joshua 11:20 "For it was the Lord's doing to harden their hearts that they should 
come against Israel in battle, in order that they should be utterly destroyed, and 
should receive no mercy but be exterminated, as the Lord commanded Moses." 
  
Joshua 11:21-23 Joshua utterly destroys the Anakim. 
  
Judges 1:4 With the Lord's support, Judah defeats 10,000 Canaanites at  
 Bezek. 
  
Judges 1:6 With the Lord's approval, Judah pursues Adoni-bezek,  
 catches him, and cuts off his thumbs and big toes. 
  
Judges 1:8 With the Lord's approval, Judah smites Jerusalem. 
  
Judges 1:17 With the Lord's approval, Judah and Simeon utterly destroy the 
Canaanites who inhabited Zephath. 
  
Judges 3:29 The Israelites kill about 10,000 Moabites. 
  
Judges 3:31 (A restatement.) Shamgar killed 600 Philistines with an oxgoad. 
  
Judges 4:21 Jael takes a tent stake and hammers it through the head of Sisera, 
fastening it to the ground. 
  
Judges 7:19-25 The Gideons defeat the Midianites, slay their princes, cut off their 
heads, and bring the heads back to Gideon. 
  
Judges 8:15-21 The Gideons slaughter the men of Penuel. 
  
Judges 9:5 Abimalech murders his brothers. 
  
Judges 9:45 Abimalech and his men kill all the people in the city. 
  
Judges 9:53-54 "A woman dropped a stone on his head and cracked his skull. 
Hurriedly he called to his armor-bearer, 'Draw your sword and kill me, so that 
they can't say a woman killed me.' So his servant ran him through, and he died." 
  
Judges 11:29-39 Jepthah sacrifices his beloved daughter, his only child, 
according to a vow he has made with the Lord. 
  
Judges 14:19 The Spirit of the Lord comes upon a man and causes him to slay 
thirty men. 
  
Judges 15:15 Samson slays 1000 men with the jawbone of an ass. 
  
Judges 16:21 The Philistines gouge out Samson's eyes. 
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Judges 16:27-30 Samson, with the help of the Lord, pulls down the pillars of the 
Philistine house and causes his own death and that of 3000 other men and 
women. 
  
Judges 18:27 The Danites slay the quiet and unsuspecting people of Laish. 
  
Judges 19:22-29 A group of sexual depraved men beat on the door of an old 
man's house demanding that he turn over to them a male house guest. Instead, 
the old man offers his virgin daughter and his guest's concubine (or wife): 
"Behold, here are my virgin daughter and his concubine; let me bring them out 
now. Ravish them and do with them what seems good to you; but against this 
man do not do so vile a thing." The man's concubine is ravished and dies. The 
man then cuts her body into twelve pieces and sends one piece to each of the 
twelve tribes of Israel. 
  
Judges 20:43-48 The Israelites smite 25,000+ "men of valor" from amongst the 
Benjamites, "men and beasts and all that they found," and set their towns on fire. 
  
Judges 21:10-12 "... Go and smite the inhabitants of Jabesh-gilead with the edge 
of the sword and; also the women and little ones...every male and every woman 
that has lain with a male you shall utterly destroy." They do so and find four 
hundred young virgins whom they bring back for their own use. 
  
1 Samuel 6:19 God kills seventy men (or so) for looking into the Ark (at him?). 
 (Note: The early Israelites apparently thought the Ark to be God's abode.) 
  
1 Samuel 7:7-11 Samuel and his men smite the Philistines. 
  
1 Samuel 11:11 With the Lord's blessing, Saul and his men cut down the 
Ammonites. 
  
1 Samuel 14:31 Jonathan and his men strike down the Philistines. 
  
1 Samuel 14:48 Saul smites the Amalekites. 
  
1 Samuel 15:3, 7-8 "This is what the Lord says: Now go and smite Amalek, and 
utterly destroy all that they have; do not spare them, but kill both man and 
woman, infant and suckling, ox and sheep, camel and ass...' And Saul utterly 
destroyed all the people with the edge of the sword." 
  
1 Samuel 15:33 "Samuel hewed Agag in pieces before the Lord..." 
  
1 Samuel 18:7 The women sing as they make merry: "Saul has slain his 
thousands and David his ten thousands." 
  
1 Samuel 18:27 David murders 200 Philistines, then cuts off their foreskins. 
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1 Samuel 30:17 David smites the Amalekites. 
  
2 Samuel 2:23 Abner kills Asahel. 
 
2 Samuel 3:30 Joab and Abishai kill Abner. 
  
2 Samuel 4:7-8 Rechan and Baanah kill Ish-bosheth, behead him, and take his 
head to David. 
  
2 Samuel 4:12 David has Rechan and Baanah killed, their hands and feet cut off, 
and their bodies hanged by the pool at Hebron. 
  
2 Samuel 5:25 "And David did as the Lord commanded him, and smote the  
Philistines ...." 
  
2 Samuel 6:2-23 Because she rebuked him for having exposed himself, Michal 
(David's wife) was barren throughout her life. 
  
2 Samuel 8:1-18 (A listing of some of David's murderous conquests.) 
  
2 Samuel 8:4 David hamstrung all but a few of the horses. 
  
2 Samuel 8:5 David slew 22,000 Syrians. 
  
2 Samuel 8:6, 14 "The Lord gave victory to David wherever he went." 
  
2 Samuel 8:13 David slew 18,000 Edomites in the valley of salt and made the 
rest slaves. 
  
2 Samuel 10:18 David slew 47,000+ Syrians. 
  
2 Samuel 11:14-27 David has Uriah killed so that he can marry Uriah's wife, 
Bathsheba. 
 
2 Samuel 12:1, 19 The Lord strikes David's child dead for the sin that David has 
committed. 
  
2 Samuel 13:1-15 Amnon loves his sister Tamar, rapes her, then hates her. 
  
2 Samuel 13:28-29 Absalom has Amnon murdered. 
  
2 Samuel 18:6 -7 20,000 men are slaughtered at the battle in the forest of 
Ephraim. 
  
2 Samuel 18:15 Joab's men murder Absalom. 
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2 Samuel 20:10-12 Joab's men murder Amasa and leave him "...wallowing in his 
own blood in the highway. And anyone who came by, seeing him, stopped." 
  
2 Samuel 24:15 The Lord sends a pestilence on Israel that kills 70,000 men. 
  
1 Kings 2:24-25 Solomon has Adonijah murdered. 
  
1 Kings 2:29-34 Solomon has Joab murdered. 
  
1 Kings 2:46 Solomon has Shime-i murdered. 
  
1 Kings 13:15-24 A man is killed by a lion for eating bread and drinking water in a 
place where the Lord had previously told him not to. This is in spite of the fact 
that the man had subsequently been lied to by a prophet who  told the man that 
an angel of the Lord said that it would be alright to eat and drink there. 
  
1 Kings 20:29-30 The Israelites smite 100,000 Syrian soldiers in one day. A wall 
falls on 27,000 remaining Syrians. 
  
2 Kings 1:10-12 Fire from heaven comes down and consumes fifty men. 
  
2 Kings 2:23-24 Forty-two children are mauled and killed, presumably according 
to the will of God, for having jeered at a man of God. 
  
2 Kings 5:27 Elisha curses Gehazi and his descendants forever with leprosy. 
  
2 Kings 6:18-19 The Lord answers Elisha's prayer and strikes the Syrians with 
blindness. Elisha tricks the blind Syrians and leads them to Samaria. 
  
2 Kings 6:29 "So we cooked my son and ate him. The next day I said to  
 her, 'Give up your son so we may eat him,' but she had hidden him." 
  
2 Kings 9:24 Jehu tricks and murders Joram. 
  
2 Kings 9:27 Jehu has Ahaziah killed. 
  
2 Kings 9:30-37 Jehu has Jezebel killed. Her body is trampled by horses. Dogs 
eat her flesh so that only her skull, feet, and the palms of her hands remain. 
  
2 Kings 10:7 Jehu has Ahab's seventy sons beheaded, then sends the heads to 
their father. 
  
2 Kings 10:14 Jehu has forty-two of Ahab's kin killed. 
  
2 Kings 10:17 "And when he came to Samaria, he slew all that remained to Ahab 
in Samaria, till he had wiped them out, according to the word of the Lord ...." 
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2 Kings 10:19-27 Jehu uses trickery to massacre the Baal worshippers. 
  
2 Kings 11:1 Athaliah destroys all the royal family. 
  
2 Kings 14:5, 7 Amaziah kills his servants and then 10,000 Edomites. 
  
2 Kings 15:3-5 Even though he did what was right in the eyes of the Lord, the 
Lord smites Azariah with leprosy for not having removed the "high places." 
  
2 Kings 15:16 Menahem ripped open all the women who were pregnant. 
  
2 Kings 19:35 An angel of the Lord kills 185,000 men. 
  
1 Chronicles 20:3 (KJV) "And he brought out the people that were in it, and cut 
them with saws, and with harrows of iron, and with axes." 
  
2 Chronicles 13:17 500,000 Israelites are slaughtered. 
  
2 Chronicles 21:4 Jehoram slays all his brothers. 
  
Psalms 137:9 Happy will be the man who dashes your little ones against the 
stones. 
  
Psalms 144:1 God is praised as the one who trains hands for war and fingers for 
battle. 
  
Isaiah 13:15 "Everyone who is captured will be thrust through; all who are caught 
will fall by the sword. Their infants will be dashed to pieces before their eyes; 
their ... wives will be ravished." 
  
Isaiah 13:18 "Their bows also shall dash the young men to pieces; and they shall 
have no pity on the fruit of the womb; their eye shall not spare children." 
  
Isaiah 14:21-22 "Prepare slaughter for his children for the iniquity of their 
fathers." 
  
Isaiah 49:26 The Lord will cause the oppressors of the Israelite's to eat their own 
flesh and to become drunk on their own blood as with wine. 
  
Jeremiah 16:4 "They shall die grievous deaths; they shall not be lamented; 
neither shall they be buried; but they shall be as dung upon the face of the earth: 
and they shall be consumed by the sword, and by famine; and their carcasses 
shall be meat for the fowls of heaven, and for the beasts of the earth." 
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Lamentations 4:9-10 "Those slain by the sword are better off than those who die 
of famine; racked with hunger, they waste away for lack of food. ... Pitiful women 
have cooked their own children, who became their food..." 
  
Ezekiel 6:12-13 The Lord says: "... they will fall by the sword, famine and plague. 
He that is far away will die of the plague, and he that is near will fall by the sword, 
and he that survives and is spared will die of famine. So will I spend my wrath 
upon them. And they will know I am the Lord, when the people lie slain among 
their idols around their altars, on every high hill and on all the mountaintops, 
under every spreading tree and every leafy oak ...." 
  
Ezekiel 9:4-6 The Lord commands: "... slay old men outright, young men and 
maidens, little children and women ...." 
  
Ezekiel 20:26 In order that he might horrify them, the Lord allowed the Israelites 
to defile themselves through, amongst other things, the sacrifice of their first-born 
children. 
  
Ezekiel 21:3-4 The Lord says that he will cut off both the righteous and the 
wicked that his sword shall go against all flesh. 
  
Ezekiel 23:25, 47 God is going to slay the sons and daughters of those who were 
whores. 
  
Ezekiel 23:34 "You shall ... pluck out your hair, and tear your breasts." 
  
Hosea 13:16 "They shall fall by the sword: their infants shall be dashed in pieces, 
and their women with child shall be ripped up." 
  
Micah 3:2-3 "... who pluck off their skin ..., and their flesh from off their bones; 
Who also eat the flesh of my people, and flay their skin from off them; and they 
break their bones, and chop them in pieces, as for the pot, and as flesh within the 
caldron." 
  
Matthew 10:21 "... the brother shall deliver up his brother to death, and the father 
his child, ... children shall rise up against their parents, and cause them to be put 
to death." 
  
Matthew 10:35-36 "For I have come to turn a man against his father, a daughter 
against her mother, a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law a man's enemies 
will be the members of his own family." 
  
Matthew 11:21-24 Jesus curses [the inhabitants of] three cities who were not 
sufficiently impressed with his great works. 
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The Word "Amen" 
 
The word 'AMEN,' this was STOLEN and has a history. Tracing this word back to 
'AMON" as in Amon Ra, the Egyptian Sun God and Demon [He is a Son of 
Satan]. Each of the Demons also has a spiritual allegory as well as they are real 
beings. Now, we trace this word back even further to the origins of Satanism in 
the Far East- to it origin in Sanskrit, and we have the word 'AUM.' This word 
'AUM' [the modern texts many times read it as 'OHM' but this is not correct], is 
the opening word for beginning many different mantras. One can also use it at 
the end of the mantra as well. The enemy stole this word and like with everything 
else, they desecrated it and corrupted it. 

 
 

Regarding "Hate" 
 

666_JoyofSatan member wrote:  
I have a question about hate. There are a couple of people I hate and was 
wondering if this is a good or bad thing from a Satanic perspective. I know this 
sounds odd but one of them is an xian and I have good reason for feeling this 
way. Hail Satan! 
__________________________________________________ 
 
Hate is a normal, natural emotion. By suppressing it and denying it, it will come 
out in very undesirable ways, later on. The enemy works over-time to brainwash 
the populace not to hate. This is all to disarm us and make us most vulnerable 
and defenseless against the enemy who DOES hate. 
  
The key to advancing is power meditation. When one advances to a higher level 
of being, a whole new world opens up, and one can see the truth. To hate your 
enemies is a very positive and normal thing. This is not to say certain 
relationships between people cannot be reconciled, but in this, one must use 
common sense. There ARE relationships like that of the enemy, that are deadly 
toxic and are irreconcilable. With these, it is 'either' 'or.' Stupidity is the only 
deadly sin in Satanism. The enemy is always pushing and exploiting 'love,' 
remember this. 
  
 **** 
 Black Magick and Mental Health 
  
Most of us are familiar with psychiatry, counseling, psychology, and other mental 
health services. The methods used are standard. Most professionals prod the 
patient into expressing repressed feelings- anger, hatred, envy, resentment and 
related emotions, including repressed sexuality and sexual feelings. 
Acknowledging these repressed emotions sheds new light on the origins of 
serious hang-ups, neuroses, compulsions/obsessions and other serious mental 
health disorders. Many physical ailments are brought about by repressed 
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emotions. Some of these end in death. These have a very detrimental effect 
upon one’s soul and spiritual being as well. 
  
The New Age movement, Wicca, many eastern religions (Such as modern 
Buddhism, which have been Judeo/Christianized), and others all advocate denial 
of expressing so-called "baser" emotions. This leads to poor mental health and 
worse. Catholic priests are a blatant example of the consequences of sexual 
repression. Sexual repression is about the worst, as the sex drive is as powerful 
as and is tied directly to the life force, it doesn’t just go away. Anything that is 
repressed comes out in warped, distorted, and unhealthy ways. Many problems 
would be avoided if people would vent their feelings and stop repressing them. 
This isn’t about going on a rampage, it is just acknowledging one’s own feelings 
and letting them out. One should always be honest with one’s self. 
  
By denying anger, hatred, jealousy, and other so-called "negative" emotions, one 
is laying a pattern for serious problems down the road. People who claim to love, 
love, and love, and deny their anger and hatred, take on that artificial alien 
deadpan smile that is so common amongst Christians in the advanced stages of 
Christianity. Inside, these people are extremely unbalanced and are literally like 
grenades with the pins pulled, just waiting to explode, either turning their pent up 
anger out on others or in upon themselves. This is extremely unhealthy. Yet, they 
consistently excuse the hatred and wrathful behavior of the false god they 
worship. This sets the stage for serious mental illness. 
  
Another common teaching is denial of materialism. The reason for this is so 
wealth and power can be kept in the hands of a few- the same people at the top 
who work to remove spiritual knowledge and replace it with Christianity and other 
lies. Material possessions make life more enjoyable and are an extension of 
ourselves. There should be a healthy balance between spiritualism and 
materialism. The merging of the material with the spiritual is the key to attaining 
the godhead of the soul. 
  
No one has a right to dictate to others how they should feel about someone or 
something. Ritual is often an excellent means of venting emotions. Anything that 
is consciously and intentionally repressed will cause serious problems later on. 
  
 
 

Total Disregard for the Constitution  
Concerning Separation of Church and State 

 
Last night, I had to attend a graduation ceremony. This graduation ceremony was 
at a public school. The US Constitution states a separation of church and state- 
meaning references to that maggot kike god or any of his Jew filth ilk is 
constitutionally illegal, but as most of us know the Christians could care less what 
is against the law when it comes to relentlessly coercing their program of vermin. 
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This is one of the reasons JoS takes the hard line against any forms of xianity 
and related. Some people don't have the intelligence or the sense to understand. 
There is NO bargaining with the enemy religions or their adherents. It is 'either' 
'or.' 
  
As many of you already know, I live in the bible belt. During this ceremony- 
several had the total fucking nerve to actually order the audience to 'bow their 
heads' 'pray' to that lowest of the lowest most vile of vermin, and that odious 
nazarene. Needless to say, I just couldn't have gotten up and left the deal [which 
I was aching to do]. This malignancy went on and on. 
  
My point for this post here- this was a very rare occasion for me as I normally do 
not attend many events. The energy in there from that crap was horrid. Wherever 
the enemy is worshipped and such, the enemy spirits have power; more than 
most would know. If at all possible, it is best for those of us who are very close to 
Satan, such as those of us who are actively working for him in combating the 
enemy, to avoid these functions. With funerals and weddings and such, it is best 
if at all possible to quietly arrive after the church service and related Christian filth 
is over with. If asked, you can always state car trouble or whatever. Just make 
sure you have a believable excuse before you arrive. There were quite a few 
times I remember when growing up when my family arrived late, well past the 
church crap and only attended the reception. No one made anything of it, they 
were all too busy with the focus of the function there.  
  
The experience for me was extremely unpleasant and even worse, but my main 
reason for posting this is that if you are exposed to anything like this through no 
fault of your own, such as many teens are forced to attend church and eve 
worse, when you are out of there, keep cleaning your aura. Clean it and clean it, 
like several times a day.  
  
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Aura_Cleaning.html 
 
Doing this once or twice won't do the trick. Also, vibration is very helpful in 
removing bad energies, like vibrating certain runes into your soul and aura. Years 
and years ago, I had to get some service concerning a problem. Given this was 
in the bible belt, idiots abounded. Satan came to me where I was waiting in the 
reception area and saw to it I got what I needed. There was a woman at the desk 
with a huge crucifix hanging off her neck with that foul nazarene on it. I 
mentioned this to Satan and he said 'That is her loss.'  
  
We have already won this war, but spiritual warfare still needs to be relentless. 
The Powers of Hell are like at the front of a long train so to speak [time-wise] and 
we are at the caboose. The more people we can bring to Satan, of their own free 
will, the faster we can bring the enemy down, the better. 
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The Importance of Keeping Physically Flexible  
With a Power Meditation Program  

 
 
Many of you have drastically amplified your powers and energies, and some of 
you, under the directions of the Powers of Hell have succeeded in raising your 
serpents in a very short time. Given the unheard of short time it can take through 
the Grace of Satan in raising one's serpent, there are certain things one should 
be aware of. 
  
It does take both the body and soul time to adjust to the drastic increase of 
energy. Even if one's serpent has not yet ascended, amplified energy in the body 
needs to be taken care of in the way of conscious circulation. This is very 
serious. The body must be kept as limber as possible. Daily sessions of hatha 
yoga accomplish this. The more amplified the energy, the more one needs to 
attend to it. Regardless of your age, this can be accomplished enough for you to 
raise your serpent. This is what Guardian Demons are for- to protect and guide 
you spiritually. Even if you do not know your Guardian Demon, just making an 
effort and being open for signs from the Powers of Hell is enough. The more you 
advance, the more you will be open to astral communications. 
  
  
Inflexible joints in the hips can trap serpentine energy in the legs and feet. If this 
is left to remain, there can be serious problems. One indication is feeling like your 
feet are on fire. Simply sitting on the floor and stretching by spreading your legs 
apart as far as they will go, stretching by putting your feet together and pulling 
them in, while pushing down on your knees and also stretching the hamstring 
muscles in your legs; this will open up any trapped energy and also prevent it. 
There is a free hatha yoga pdf in the files section of most of these e-groups. 
  
The entire body should be stretched every day. This does not have to be in any 
ideal setting, only consistent. I am now working on revising some of the JoS 
information and also will be adding some 1,000+ more articles of information. 
The most important thing you can do is to work to amplify your energies- getting 
that energy buzz after your meditation/yoga session. The session can be done in 
as little as 20 minutes a day, but then you have to keep still for some 15-20 
minutes to let the energy amplify. Just doing 2 rounds of kundalini yoga breathing 
right after a hatha yoga session; even 54 repetitions and then 54 more after 
about 1 minute works wonders. One does not need to do long periods for major 
benefits. 
  
I learned Satanism on the job. There are some articles that need to be revised. I 
wrote of meditation and yoga under IDEAL conditions. Ideal conditions are not 
necessary to make major advances and few of us have these. Hatha yoga can 
be done even while the TV is on, music, noise, whatever. I have lived in a very 
small house under conditions adverse to anything near ideal for many years. TV 
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blasting almost 24/7, loud people yacking on the phone all the time, pets, noise, 
you name it. Through all of this, I have managed to make major advancements 
and much more, THROUGH CONSISTENCY. When the energy buzz comes, 
yes, ideally, it is best to have silence and meditate on it, BUT, it will still work 
even if you spend the time sitting still while watching TV. The reason I am writing 
this is because very few have IDEAL conditions, and many more don't bother 
because they mistakenly believe that idea conditions are needed. My point is you 
can get there through Satan  in spite of not having any ideal conditions. Some of 
you already know this. The most important is DEDICATION AND 
CONSISTENCY TO THE PROGRAM, ABOVE ALL ELSE. 
  
Once you reach a certain level, you must consistently make sure your energy is 
always circulating freely. I remember a case where a martial artist did too many 
pushups at the insistence of his instructor. Because of ignorance and stupidity on 
the part of the instructors and their superiors, very little knowledge is shared 
freely. IMO, most don't even know. Whether the soul is amplified through yoga 
practices [which IMO are much more powerful], or with internal martial arts  
[which is powerful on its own in amplifying these energies and also giving 
different spiritual benefits], one should be fully informed and aware of what this 
energy does and can do. Unfortunately, due to ignorance, fear and in some 
cases, an exaggerated sense of self-importance; [pretending to be an expert on  
what one does not even have any real knowledge about], much of this  
information is kept in the closet, so to speak. This does plenty of harm. Getting 
back to the case above, the student who was at black belt level, because of 
doing the extreme amount of pushups; his chi/vril/witchpower energy got trapped. 
Well, he nearly died from it.  
 
These 'expert' instructors, from what I read did nothing, the young man went to a 
hospital where there was no knowledge of this sort of thing [Eastern Medicine]. 
He actually needed an acupuncturist. He wound up with kidney failure and all 
sort of serious life-threatening problems of which he was fortunate enough to 
survive. The western doctors didn't know how to treat him. He didn't bother to 
stretch enough after the grueling pushup workout and his chi got trapped and he 
damned near died. 
  
As long as you keep your body moving and flexible, your chi/serpentine energy 
will follow. The key word is FREEDOM. SATANISM = FREEDOM. Never neglect 
to stretch thoroughly. This is of extreme importance. Also, AGAIN, conditions do 
not have to be ideal. Just do the best you can. One with hampering conditions 
who is consistent and dedicated in one's practice can far surpass one with ideal 
conditions who lacks the persistence, perseverance, and consistency. 
  
Satanic power meditations and yoga give many different benefits, ranging from 
being able to maintain inner calm during periods of crisis when others are coming 
apart, being able to think with a cool head and rationally in pressure situations. 
Yoga benefits the nervous system and along with this- the subconscious mind 
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[known ad 'darkness' in Satanism], works as a friend in helping you with 
guidance and intuition, instead of being untamed, wild, and unruly and wreaking 
havoc in your life. Yoga also gives healing energy on its own. The serpent is and 
always has been the symbol of healing. 
 
 

Re: History Channel Wrong or Right? [Concerning "Hell"] 
 

Teens4Satan member wrote: 
I was watching "the truth about Hell" if that's right? on History channel and it said 
how Hell is a torture and endless fall  and other B.S.!! I know that they cant be 
right because I trust in Satan and the joyofsatan site. So why do they put it on? 
 
There is a Christian 'Hell.' People who are xians or tie into xian energy can wind 
up there. This has nothing to do with Satan. Satan takes care of his own. 
Because Christians tie into extremely negative energy, this is what they can 
attract. On the astral- the saying 'you are what you think' proves true. There have 
been xians who have met with some very frightening experiences. The enemy 
also works through them using fear to control. Using fear tactics and other 
nasties is what the enemy is all about in attempts to destroy your freedom and to 
enslave you, as they hate humans, which is obvious as that jewhova shit was a 
'murderer and a liar from the beginning.' 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com/Energy.html 
  
The more you open your mind and empower yourself through Satanic meditation, 
you will see the truth for yourself and no longer be confused in any way. Satan 
definitely takes care of and protects his own. No doubt, the enemy's propaganda 
can be frightening. As with everything, Jews control the media and the enemy 
works through them. I have seen the dead in Hell and have worked with more 
than one. Being dead does not grant anyone any special powers that he/she did 
not already have when alive. Actually, being dead is quite boring. The dead 
usually stagnate and evolution of the soul only can happen when one has a 
body. This is why most souls reincarnate. There are huge banquets of food in 
Hell for living beings in the flesh, but the dead do not eat. Satan has a special 
place for his own, where they are all very protected and safe. The quality of the 
astral when one is dead is determined by the development of the astral senses 
when one was alive. The above, I found through working with someone Satan 
sent to me. Also, the dead do not sleep. 
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2016 Year Of The Jew 

-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

The fact is Jews have so much power and aggressive influence......Our way of measuring 

history is literally based on the claimed birth of a Jewish Leader. It’s been 2016 years since 

the clamed birth of a Jewish Leader from the ancient Middle East. That two billion people 

worship as God. 

But we are supposed to pretend the Jews have had no active agenda at all in the world, yet 

for 2016 years our western world has been framed by Jewish ideology of the Torah..... I 

mean this all just happened by accident or something.... 

Pay no attention to the Roman Emperor who created the Dynasty that created the Christian 

Church and bible who erected a statue to the Jew from Alexandria who by his own 

statement was responsible for him becoming Emperor.  

The same dynasty that just happened to be funded by the money of Jewish bankers of the 

Empire. And created an Imperialist Theology were God becomes a Jew that was violently 

forced on the world......To notice this strange coincidence would be anti-Semitism...... 

Also consider that people who hate us have been rewriting our history in their image... 
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2020 Guess How Its Going 

by HP Mageson666 » Sat Mar 09, 2019 

 

 

 

The big issue that is going to arise in the 2020 election race is mostly likely going to be Israel's 

influence on the American government. This is going to be fueled by the reaction to the rising 

Progressives who are anti-Zionist in the Democratic Party. The entire reaction to one little 

Democratic congresswoman, Ilhan Omar is the start of this. Because Jews and Israel have no 

influence in the American government Omar was condemned by the entire Congress and 

President for pointing out AIPAC. Which really was so obvious most people now get what's 

going on with Jews. 

 

 

The reason this is going to continue is Tulsi Gabbard who is running for the Presidential 

nomination for the Democratic Party and has enough support, is on record for criticism of Israel. 

This going to probably become the issue that gets brought up with her. And with the reaction to 

Omar this is going to be a issue for the Progressives. 

 

This highlights a lot of the political struggle, the Jews wanted to rebuild the Republican Party 

with an hard-core Zionist rhetoric and policy as they are still angered over the rising anti-

Zionism of the Democratic Progressives who are becoming the future of the Democratic Party. A 

lot of the Jews on the left became Neo-Con's and jumped to the Right because it was good for 

Jews at the time. But as Leftist leaders noted it created a situation in the left in which anti-

Zionism took over when that trend came in. The Jews are always whining the leftist campuses 

are all anti-Zionist and pro Palestinian and tried to pass laws against this unsuccessfully. The 

whole thing is now becoming the mainstream debate which is drawing all attention to the Jewish 

problem that runs the American nation. 

 

As the Progressive element becomes the dominate the Israeli issue is going to become something 

the Democratic Party leadership is going to have to signal and the Jews on the Left are bound in 

their own Marxist-Globalist rhetoric to do anything about it. Their Frankenstein monster has 

turned on them. The Jews reaction to the Democrat's with Trump's openly Zionist praising, never 

ending Jew defending is so over the top everyone is noticing the Jewish power.  

 

2020 is going to be the year everyone is debating about Jewish influence on American politics 

and society.  

 

US President Donald Trump blasted Democrats as "anti-Israel" and "anti-Jewish" Friday 

after they passed a congressional measure opposing hate speech in general instead of 

specifically condemning alleged anti-Semitic comments by a Muslim congresswoman. 

 

His remarks follow days of tense debates in Congress addressing sensitive questions 

about national allegiance, discriminatory tropes aimed at Jews, and accusations of show 
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votes that failed to call out a member for controversial comments. 

 

"I thought yesterday's vote by the House was disgraceful," Trump said at the White 

House. 

 

The resolution was originally intended to deliver a direct rebuke of anti-Semitism 

following comments by a Muslim Democratic congresswoman, Ilhan Omar, that were 

deemed anti-Semitic and offensive by many colleagues. 

 

But after blowback from progressives, it was revised to broadly condemn discrimination 

against Muslims and other minorities as well. 

 

Trump seized on the shift, injecting a new angle of attack as he readies a 2020 re-election 

bid and fellow Republicans seek to claw back ground they lost in the House in last year's 

mid-terms. 

 

"The Democrats have become an anti-Israel party, they've become an anti-Jewish party," 

he said.... 

. 
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A Classic Example  

by Dr. Joseph Goebbels  

 

It attracted some notice when the author of these lines failed to provide his usual weekly 

lead article on the Friday following 25 July. Some unfriendly souls even believed that the 

events surrounding the fall of the Duce and the establishment of the Badoglio regime in 

Rome rather took his breath away. The falsity of that belief needs no proof today. It would 

naturally have been possible to speak during the week in question just as it is in any other 

week, and the situation was such that there would have been more to say than usual about 

the war and international affairs. However, regard for our national interest kept us silent. 

We did not want to say what we could say, and we could not say what we wanted to say.  

 

We do not need to say that the treason of the Badoglio clique, which first became evident 

when Mussolini was deposed, was recognized immediately by the German military 

leadership. It nonetheless had to put a good face on things while they developed. Just as the 

traitors worked in secret, so did we. To paraphrase Machiavelli, it was a point when it was a 

sign of great wisdom to look the fool. Only thus, could the disgraceful plans of the traitors in 

Rome be resisted and ruined. It was a classic example of the necessity of silence during war. 

We were not willing to say anything that conflicted with our knowledge and beliefs, and that 

we knew would be contradicted by the facts within a few weeks. We could not discuss the 

true situation without revealing the plans and intentions of the German war leadership. In 

the middle of one of the most dramatic moments in the war, we did not want to take up 

some peripheral issue, leaving us open to the charge of dodging the issue.  

 

We had no alternative but to remain silent. We were firmly convinced that developments 

would soon reveal the reason for our silence. This happened more rapidly and dramatically 

than even we could have expected. The German military leadership assumed after the Duce 

was imprisoned that the Badoglio regime intended to take Italy out of the war as quickly as 

possible. All the protestations by the reactionary clique of traitors in Rome about their 

loyalty and dependability were not able to convince us of the contrary. One does not replace 

a strong man with a weak one in order to wage war more energetically, as the lying Badoglio 

clique told us. The actions of the clique in Rome proved that they were committing treason 

on a 2 large scale. Their goal was not only to deceive us, but also to give our soldiers in the 

south over to the enemy. This treacherous betrayal was to be the payment for a better 

armistice agreement.  

 

The Badoglio regime did not want to leave the war in an honorable way, but rather at the 

cost of the Axis partner that Italy owes so much to since 1940. The king made the most 

pompous calls to continue the war and hold to Italy’s obligations, while military and political 

actions demonstrated treason of the most disgraceful and degrading sort. Spare us the 

necessity of going through the Badoglio regime’s treachery. Even thinking about it sickens 
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us. There has never been a greater example of treachery in all of history. It was a treachery 

that backfired, as the proverb has it. The German leadership naturally drew cold and rational 

conclusions at the beginning of developments. The failure of the Badoglio regime’s treachery 

resulted from the German leadership’s countermeasures. Had it succeeded, the Reich would 

have faced the greatest danger of the war. Speaking from direct knowledge, we can say that 

only the Führer’s clear vision and wisdom is to thank for overcoming the danger. Despite all 

the hypocritical assurances of a treacherous king and his cowardly marshals, who even gave 

their word of honor as soldiers, measure were taken to defend German interests, despite 

scandalous disloyalty. The public knows the outrageous nature of these treacherous events. 

Not only did they conceal their measures from their loyal, reliable, and generous ally, they 

continued to do so even in the midst of their activities.  

 

They made military demands of us that, had we fulfilled them, would have led to the worst 

possible disaster for our troops in Italy. One can understand why the Führer was not able to 

speak to the German people in the midst of these breath-taking events, despite the 

widespread wishes of the public. The resulting uncertainty had to be accepted as events 

continued to develop. We presumed that the traitorous clique in Rome would continue their 

activities, displaying more stupidity than lack of character. That was our plan. We had to play 

dumb in order to act intelligently. The German people read with horror the account of the 

deposing and imprisoning of the Duce. We knew this earlier, without being able to reveal it 

to the public. If one can make any reproach against Fascism, it is that it believed in a king’s 

loyalty. His throne was rescued in 1922 by the march on 3 Rome, and like most modern 

kings, he repaid the strong policies of his most loyal servant by deserting him in the hour of 

danger by running to those who opposed and hated him. Kings generally are not 

characterized by thankfulness. Wilhelm I, whose loyalty to Bismarck is an exception, earned 

the title “the Great.” The Duce was good enough in 1922 to protect the corrupt court in 

Rome from execution by the Bolshevists. They deposed him in 1943 because they blindly 

thought they could get along without him.  

 

Recent events have shown how wrong they were. The violent removal of a strong man leads 

to anarchy. The Italian royal house quickly learned the result of replacing a personality of 

historic stature with a cowardly, treacherous marshal, one who held breaking his word of 

honor as a soldier to be the height of political wisdom. One can only pity the Italian people, 

who were the victims of these revolting developments, just as a nation benefits from the 

deeds and accomplishments of strong governments, so too they suffer from the mistakes 

and failures of weak, amateurish, and disloyal governments. It was unavoidable that the 

Italian people had to suffer at the beginning of the darkest chapter of their history. They 

have the peace-hungry cowardly elements of Roman society to thank. The thirteen points of 

the capitulation treaty will have given them a foretaste of what was coming. World history is 

the world court. Italy’s citizens can learn from the international press what friends and 

enemies think about the treachery of the king and his clique of generals. Even the English 

and Americans gag.  
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Their motto at the moment is, “Love treason, hate the traitor.” One does not need to 

wonder about the judgment of history on the royal house and those around it. That is 

already clear. London and Washington are amazed at the German reaction to the Badoglio 

regime’s treachery. They expected things to turn out differently. The German troops in the 

south of Italy were to be cut off and destroyed. We would not be prepared to deal with 

Churchill’s amphibious landing. Air terror would increase. The German people would be so 

depressed that on 9 November a repetition of the tragedy of 1918 would be possible, even 

likely. Nothing like happened, or will happen. The English and the Americans have a long way 

to go to get to Rome, not to mention Berlin. The German army is master of events in Italy. As 

for German morale, it has never been stronger than it is today.  

 

The Italian example is not encouraging for us Germans, but rather a warning. We see it as a 

classic example of what not to do. No one here 4 wants to follow in the footsteps of the 

Badoglio clique. To the contrary, the consequences that followed the royal house’s betrayal 

of the nation’s great leader and his powerful friends are a lesson for every German. It has 

opened the eyes of even the dumbest among us. A flood of letters has reached us recently. 

In some, the writers regret that this or that annoyance of the war had put them in a bad 

mood. In the face of what has happened in Italy, they regret it.  

 

A university professor writes that he is normally a peaceful man, but after reading the 

capitulation demands on the Italian people, he is firmly resolved to punish anyone who in his 

hearing even hints at opposing the war or doubts victory. Everyone in Germany thinks the 

same way. The threat has not robbed us of courage, but brought us closer together. None of 

the English-American hopes have been realized. They shot a poisoned arrow at us, but it 

boomeranged off the wisdom of our leadership and the firm morale of our people. A danger 

that first seemed deadly has been averted, and a national misfortune has been turned to our 

good. How can we doubt final victory in the face of such a wonderful and improbable turn of 

events? The war brings so many surprises that one cannot predict its course. One must hold 

to the virtues with which its dangers and difficulties are mastered. Courage, steadfastness, 

and confidence in a just fate are always with the brave in the end.  

 

Their loyalty is unshakable; they stand by their friends and allies. The treacherous Badoglio 

clique sinned shamefully against all of these virtues, and they have their reward. A band of 

treacherous cowards misused their high offices, forgot their honor, and followed a false 

wisdom that wants to escape danger, but falls victim to it. Their names are covered with 

shame and disgrace in the book of history. We bow in admiration before that great 

personality, the Duce. He neither caused, nor could he hinder, the misfortune that came 

upon the Italian people, but now has even greater claim on our admiration. The entire 

German nation admires him. It found spontaneous expression when news of his rescue 

reached us. We are happy that our people think this way. It has a natural feeling for 

thankfulness and loyalty, and will stand even more fanatically by a man whose lifework is 

threatened.  
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No one knows what the future of the Italian people may be. Perhaps it is undergoing a hard 

and painful process that will bring new life. Italy will have to decide for itself. We made a 

clear choice after 1918: it was for struggle, sacrifice, devotion, and hard work. That led us 

upward. Each nation is responsible for itself. 5 We Germans in recent weeks walked a 

narrow path along the abyss. Not everyone saw the abyss, but we all followed the Führer, 

who even in his silence showed us the way. More than ever, we sense the wonders of his 

great personality that watches over the life and future of the nation. Giving to him our full 

confidence is not only our national duty, but also our proud right. We want to be hard and 

strong, to fight bravely, to work untiringly, to believe and trust unshakably, until the hour of 

victory comes. All of us will then be able to say that have not gained victory unworthily, but 

rather that it is the reward for struggle, work, and loyalty 
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A Course in Our RTR Spiritual Weaponry

by HoodedCobra666 » Sun Feb 25, 2018 10:56 pm 

Let's take a walk into the war room and explain what the RTRs do to yourself and to the enemy, one
by one. This would take an enormous amount of time to explain each, so this is a very short review 
to highlight some things.

Shema RTR: This is one of the most powerful RTRs, literally unplugging the enemy from their 
thoughtform, destroying their whole matrix, and ripping their protection at the same time. This is 
the oil through which the fire get multiplied. This RTR is mainly offensive, but it removes magickal
Jewish influence from the person doing it. It helps loosen up any curses placed on someone from 
the Jewtrix, including poverty and anything else inflicted by the Jewish system. Any curse and 
anything the Jews do is dependent on the Shema, and every protection the Jew does for itself is also 
directly tied into this. Removing this is one of the worst things that can potentially happen to them, 
as all Jews do the Shema, from the last one, to the most giant Kabbalists. This is devastating to them
and opens the gates through which you can throw nukes beyond their barrier.

72: On the Jews, this absolutely wrecks them in every and all levels, as the 72 name is used not only
to attack us in every magickal sort of way (from death to misfortune) but they use this name to bless
themselves in every way (riches, protection etc). This is a full hit on the whole of the Jewish soul as 
those in authority and their lackeys have these names inscribed on them by chanting them etc. This 
is literally destroying and wiping their soul and everything they have out of existence. Since the 
same names are used to curse us, by reversing them, this is liberating our own soul. Each of these 
names are used offensively and defensively from Jews, so we remove the fruit of their offences and 
their defence at the same time. This extincts the Jewish racial soul.

42: This is a ritual the Jews use to incite peace, comfort and other benefits upon themselves. Same 
as the above, the Jews have woven this prayer in their racial and personal soul. To destroy this is to 
wipe out one more part of their power. The 42 name is used to curse people and incite death, 
misfortune and many other morbid things. These are removed if one consistently reverses the 42, 
and our affirmation throws these curses back at them, while also voiding out their universal 
influence which is one of the main things of the 42.

Demonic Authority RTR: This RTR acts on many levels. One level is that it destroys the magickal 
filth through which the Jews have bound the mind as to not be able to communicate with the Gods. 
Not only on a personal level, but on an instinctive level. This cuts the barrier between Gentiles and 
the Gods on a higher level, and it brings us closer, ultimately disabling also the enemy's influence 
over us Satanists in full. This increases our force and power in every way. On the behalf of our 
enemies, it heightens all the forces of their destruction, and shrinks their influence completely. This 
Ritual opens the gates for our ETs to deal with the enemy directly and destroy them by invading 
into their so called 'spiritual world'.

Kol Nidrei: This ritual is one of 'washing the hands' and cleansing the enemy of their oaths. The 
Jews like everyone else takes oaths, which can have potential power, and also this ritual is done for 
them to escape their karmic energy from wrongdoing Gentiles. This ritual is so necessary, that they 
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do this once a year, and if they do not, their year goes to shit. By reversing them, all their years will 
be shit, and they will get vengeance from the people whom they wrong.

Holding Enemy Accountable RTR: Acts in a different and direct manner, but quite similar to the 
above. This ritual is drastic and includes politicians, corrupted filthy Christians, and anyone else 
closely assisting the Jews in their crimes. This ritual intensifies the negative curses we already put 
on both of them, ultimately destroying them even more. This rips out their protection against the 
public, and their ability to weasel out situations. It also adds extra negative energy to what already 
put on the enemy, destroying rotten and corrupted pastors, Christian zombies, "ISIS" terrorist 
factions, and all these radical Jewish zombies that put the world in stupidity and distress.

Communications: This ritual is one absolute Nuke. This has destroyed the whole communications 
establishment of the enemy, see the Kosher media etc. This causes communication mistakes on the 
enemy, destroys planning, but also their spiritual communication, for good. It destroys them in a 
very fundamental level. This ritual on the person doing it, loosens up the mind from Jewish 
subversive influence, astral flickering, and anything else preventing spiritual communication.

Disarming The Enemy RTR: This ritual increases strongly all the forces set out against the enemy,
no matter what forces these are. This makes them helpless and defenceless against these forces, and 
throws out of the window their ability to fend of these attacks. This also destroys the possibility for 
Jews to evade judgement by lying, deceit, or spiritual means and “Jewdi Mind Tricks” (as was 
stated before by some Sloth in the group) ultimately rendering them victims of their actions and 
more.

Restoring Gentile Power and Right to Rule Our Own Nations: The title is self explanatory. This 
RTR loosens up all the spells done against Gentiles who weaken them and make them give up their 
countries, abandon them, and let them be destroyed. This shows the Jew and punishes severely all 
those in power who act to that route to help the enemy. This gives vigour to Gentiles to keep up the 
warfare against the Jews and demand their race, their country and their destiny back from the 
Jewish oppressors. It directly frees the Gentiles of every imposed Jew shackles there are, while 
destroying the influence of the Jews over them so these do not take ground again. The end result 
sought from this Ritual is the ultimate retaking of our lands, nations, states and everything the Jew 
tries to rob for so long. This delivers punishments to those who work to give these.

Serpent is Free RTR: Self explanatory, this RTR reverses the curses places on Satan's Serpent 
otherwise known as Kundalini, which directly deals with the perception, understanding, the occult 
powers, the mind, and everything else about man in his entirety. This RTR removes these curses and
liberates the serpent, bringing protection, good luck, and freedom to the mind. This ritual acts in 
removing internal blockages either put there by one's self, karmic dross, or the enemy, and removes 
all of them at the same time.

Serpent is Empowered RTR: This ritual empowers the Serpent, which as known is also stimulated
by SATANAMA which is basically the root of SATAN. SATAN is also the externalized name both 
of the Serpent, and of Satya, Truth, which is where the Serpent leads. This ritual empowers both our
Gods and ourselves at the same time, so that we cannot be easily cursed, ensnared and trapped by 
the enemy.
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Serpent Ascending RTR: The Serpent, or Satan in the bible, the symbol of our Primordial God 
Satyan, is actually cursed to fall and crumble. This is metaphorical and it means for Gentiles to have
their Kundalini serpent down and dormant. This ritual facilitates the rising of the Serpent, and the 
rising of our consciousness, all of which result in the destruction of the enemy and in total inability 
for them to act against Gentiles. This ritual also directly helps the mass of the world by taking it 
away from the level of pure, spiritually drowning filth, it has been put in due to Christianity.

Reversing Blood Sacrifice RTR: The uncountable millions of sacrifices of living beings for the 
Jews, are what is feeding their egregores with lifeforce, and these are sacrificed to their 
thoughtforms, such as Jesus, Mohammed, or whatever else filth they believe in. The amounts of 
energy raised are inconceivably enormous, and they are used for Jewish benefit and the benefit of 
the entities from other dimensions who feast on these low level, filthy, but intense energies of death 
induced by Jewish wars, sacrifice of innocents, and constant bloodshed. This RTR reverses all this 
death energy directly to the enemy in all levels, destroying them and poisoning them fully, while 
dispelling them at the same time so that they cannot be replenished. This is closing the feeding 
mouth of the Jewish beast, leading it to destruction. This RTR in particular harms both Judaism and 
Pisslam, as these are major frontiers of blood sacrifice of these egregores the Jews have made.

Reversing Curse Upon The Goat. This is a ritual that is one of the most important in Judaism, and 
it's done to curse the Gentiles, symbolized by the Goat, and transfer all of the Jewish filth for 
thousands of years of crimes, to their enemies. From this ritual came the trick the Jews do to blame 
their enemies with their own crimes, which has served them for centuries - until now. This ritual 
destroys this meme, reverses all the negative karmic energy back to the Jews, and intensifies it. At 
the same time this removes portions of this negative energy put on the individual "Goyim" who 
does the ritual, and all the Gentiles who have been infested with this Jewish negative energy that 
causes accidents, death, massive misfortune, and ends up in the large scale as ignorance, blindness 
and even extinction under the Jews. Spiritually this unblocks the Crown Chakra, allowing of higher 
understanding and serenity for the person, rather than being constantly plagued by filthy cursed 
energy of the enemy.

Ending Confusion RTR: This is a nuke that destroys and dispels all Jewish trinkology on the 
astral, both in mental and in spiritual roots, and disables it. This opens the eyes of Gentiles and 
dispels people. On the individual doing the ritual, this dispels everything the enemy constantly tries 
to put there to keep a person blind, be it spiritually, or in any other way, thus foiling their plots 
which prey upon ignorance of the victim (such as curses where one stays ignorant of them).

Curse Israel RTR: On the side of the Jews, this takes the biggest weapon they possess, which is to 
bless the Jews and the shabbos Goyim who help them, and curse their enemies at the same time. 
This disables both of these fully, so the enemy has nothing to give. On the persons on the opposing 
side, this RTR acts as a blessing for those who fight against the enemy, and blesses all their efforts 
for such, but also bestows personal blessings and removes Jewish curses that the Jews put on their 
opponents. Those who do RTRs also gain benefit and blessing for doing so by doing this ritual in 
the most direct manner as they directly curse the enemy. This ritual also reverses every curse the 
enemy may put on anyone into a positive, blessing the individual who fights.
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Anti-War RTRs: In the Jewish bible, there are coded passages so that the Jews cause major wars 
(look in history) where people die en masse, in order to funnel this energy to their objective. This 
ritual ruins all of their 'prophecies' and their thoughtforms which are made to create a disastrous 
future for mankind, and also this ruins entirely their capacity to start wars to keep humanity 
preoccupied and to impose death. This robs them of all their influences, whatever these may be, as 
starting war requires massive influence over nations and states. The Second RTR stops the War in 
Syria and destroys the dream of "Greater Israel", voiding everything of the New Testament and the 
Torah fully as a result. 

Jewish Anti-Wealth RTR's: These are three rituals. Do you abhor Rabbi Jacob Rothschild, the fact
that Jews own up to 95% of the worlds wealth, and that people die of starvation and live like shit as 
a result, every single moment of their life in full anxiety? Do you hate wage slavery, and the Jewish 
financial system which has most people in the under since forever, and where the 'comfortable 
Goyim' are all living in pay check to pay check alike, while the Jews are literally living in another 
universe because they have all the wealth in the world in their feet? Well, then do this RTR and it 
will destroy this system, destroy Jewish financial control, and open the way for instating new and 
more sound financial systems. The Jewish goblin empire is based on their ownership, which this 
RTR destroys, ultimately taking the whole world from their hands, now and forever. This RTR also 
causes redistribution to Gentiles, nulls out completely the whole of the Jewish plan to usurp the 
whole planet as their personal belonging, and gives blessings to Gentiles so this objective can 
happen in a just manner. This RTR also blesses the Gentiles directly and can bring financial benefits
to the person doing the RTR. 

Destroying Rabbi Jesus RTR: Do you hate the lies and ignorance created by Jews thanks to this 
imbecile hoax they made up thousands of years ago? Well unfortunately this hoax gained footing in 
the conscience of mankind, but no more - this RTR destroys the Jewtican, the whole spiritual matrix
of Christianity, and destroys all the spiritual muck the Jewish have put forth through this proxy, now
and forever. Since the 'authorities are derived from Christ' in this brainwashed Jewish world (see for
example how pastors get so many privileges) this RTR destroys all "Christian" Jewish wanna-bes 
and their leadership, bringing ruin to those who try to impose Rabbinical Law for Goyim 
consumption, also known as Christianity. This cuts the line from which the enemy siphons the 
energy and brainwashes the poor Gentiles who believe in this religion, and closes the Gentiles 
further to spiritual Jewish attacks, freeing them of the mental cancer of Christianity.

As you can see, all of the above is what needs to be done for the enemy to go fully down, in all 
frontiers. So long we insist on these rituals, the enemy will losing more and more, until they go 
spiritually extinct.

May Satan bless our efforts and our spiritual weaponry.

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
www.joyofsatan.com
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A Different World by Joseph Goebbels 
 
It is astonishing, hardly believable, how the state of the world can change 
entirely within a short time. Modern war speaks its own language, and ideas 
and principles that twenty years ago were standard military theory and 
practice are now entirely outdated and antiquated. If one compares the world 
situation of Sunday, 7 December, the day when Japan gave President 
Roosevelt the appropriate answer to his impudent provocations and 
shameless affronts, with today, one will without doubt conclude that the 
position of the Axis powers has improved in a way that even a few days 
before military and political experts would have thought highly improbable. 
 
All the confident predictions of the U.S.A. and England have collapsed. 
Those in Washington apparently thought the patience and untiring 
persistence of Japanese negotiators were signs of weakness. They were so 
surprised by the sudden attacking spirit of the Japanese army that they as yet 
have found no plausible explanation for what happened. The national 
enthusiasm, patriotic passion, and devotion of a military people have once 
again won a great triumph, while the liberal-democratic jugglers find 
themselves amidst the ruins of many of their vague hopes and dreams. 
 
These developments have not surprised us. We have never considered Japan, 
its army, its people and its leaders any less than they are today. Japan suffers 
from the same unsolved problems as we and Italy. It has no room for its 
growing population. The land suffers from a growing shortage of raw 
materials and economic prospects. Its plans for a new order in the Far East 
are forced on it by nature and its geographical and territorial situation. 
Unless it wishes to give up all claims to being a great power, it must follow 
the laws fate ordains. 
 
Clearly, Mr. Roosevelt and his plutocratic clique have never understood this, 
and probably never will. They see the national aspirations of Japan in the 
same way as a greedy capitalist, who would prefer to burn down his factory 
rather than give the workers what they need to maintain a basic existence — 
that which is absolutely necessary if they are even to maintain life. Giving 
them what they need would be no great sacrifice for the owner, but he stays 
firm out of principle. In relations between great powers, there comes a time 
in which negotiations are making no progress, and one must turn to arms. 
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It is characteristic of the world-famed stubborn arrogance of the Anglo-
Saxon warmongers and arsonist clique that they entirely underestimated 
Japan’s military capacities and possibilities, for which they have had to pay 
shockingly heavy price. In London and Washington they presumably are 
rethinking the hopes they had even two weeks ago about America’s entry 
into the war. In any event, one senses considerable disappointment in Mr. 
Roosevelt’s and Mr. Churchill’s public statements, and the criticism of their 
remarkably foolish behavior that has found its way past the dictatorship of a 
diligent censor shows that this disappointment is also shared by public 
opinion. 
 
We certainly do not underestimate the possibilities remaining for England 
and the United States. We have frequently said that colossuses of the size of 
these two world powers do not fall in days, weeks, or even months. We have 
to assume a hard and pitiless fight stands before us in which there will be 
ups and downs, and that even we will not be able to avoid some occasional 
setbacks. That is not decisive. What is decisive is the fact that the chances of 
the Axis are far better, and that their leaders will not hesitate to take 
advantage of that fact. 
 
One cannot ignore the military potential at their disposal. However, a 
comparison with the third year of the World War is entirely false here. We 
held firm then for four years, and lost only because of weak leadership. 
Germany entered the war in 1939 far better prepared than it was in 1914. 
The difficulty then was to defeat France, Britain’s traditional continental 
ally. That we have already done. The Balkans are no threat any longer. The 
Soviet Union has lost its offensive capacity and is no longer a decisive factor 
in the war. Italy and Japan, two world powers that opposed us in the World 
War, now are fighting on our side. That counts twice for us, not to mention 
the countless spiritual and moral imponderables that favor us. Altogether, 
the present balance of forces is wholly different than it was during the World 
War. 
 
We hardly find it necessary today to rely on a belief in our national 
invincibility to predict that victory is certain and inevitable. The facts lead to 
that conclusion. They speak unanimously for us. Our figures are accurate, 
and if the other side proposes different figures, they depend on bad 
bookkeeping. The neutral nations agree more and more. The increasing 
difficulties of civilian life, unavoidable given the duration of the war, will 
not have much influence on the war’s outcome. They are about the same on 
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both sides. If a longer than normal winter means that potatoes come to 
market later than usual, it hardly means that they grow any faster in England 
because it is governed by plutocrats instead of National Socialists. If there 
are transportation difficulties in fall and winter that affect big cities and 
industrial areas, things are no different for the enemy. People stand in lines 
in England outside tobacco stores just as they do here. The fact that certain 
goods and luxuries are available in shops there is only a matter of their high 
price, which keeps the masses from purchasing them, not the upper classes. 
This gives the appearance of prosperity, but not its reality. 
 
The thing to keep in mind is that we do not consider these factors important 
to our chances of victory, while England has built its hopes on them. We 
sometimes make the mistake of seeing the difficulties in civilian life only 
here, assuming that the other side is living just as it did during peacetime. 
That is hardly the case. The fact that England is an island is a disadvantage, 
not an advantage, given the nature of war today. From a military standpoint 
it would be difficult for us to invade Great Britain, but it would be at least as 
difficult, and probably more so, for England to invade Europe. We have the 
advantage of secure rail lines. England must bring in by ship everything that 
it cannot itself produce. Its fleet is in greater danger today than ever before, 
as was recently proven by its defeats in the Pacific. England will find it 
almost impossible to attack us. Its attacks on the periphery, even if they 
succeed, will not have a significant impact on the general situation. The 
British Isles are a prisoner of their own insularity. The war will end when 
London understands that. Until that happens, Great Britain will have to 
suffer recurring blows before at last the fatal one is struck. 
 
Japan has shown once again the enormous power in a people’s national 
dynamics. One is deeply moved by the accounts of the heroic deeds of 
Japan’s death-defying naval airmen. Japan knows that, like Germany and 
Italy, it is fighting for its future, for its very life. The alliance of these three 
great powers that despite their millennia of history retain youthful vitality is 
natural, the result of the inescapable power of a bitter historical logic. They 
see in this war their best chance at national existence. Their leadership and 
their peoples know what is at stake. It is true that they were forced into this 
war, but they are fighting it offensively, not defensively. Their young men at 
the front burn with passion to solve the life problems of their nations with 
weapons. Never before have they had such an opportunity to test their 
courage, their strength, their manly readiness. They see themselves affronted 
and insulted by plutocracy’s leaders in a way that rules out any possibility of 
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surrender. Mr. Churchill and Mr. Roosevelt still have no idea what they have 
gotten themselves into. They may have envisioned a pleasant war in which 
they would stroll to Berlin, Rome, and Tokyo, supported by the people of 
countries who had been seduced by their leaders. They overlooked the fact 
that these governments are only saying and doing what their people want, 
even insist on or demand. 
 
There is no greater mistake than to assume a gap between these governments 
and their people. The World War was only an intimation of coming things 
for the oppressed nations, regardless of which side they were on. This war is 
fought by people who know what they are doing. It is not only a gigantic 
fight for their national honor or prestige, but also a struggle for the absolute 
basic essentials of life, for space, work, food, and life itself. It is a fight to 
end the eternal crises, for a radical solution to the growing problems of their 
nations, which cannot be mastered any longer within their own borders. The 
Axis powers have been forced to defend themselves. They will do so with no 
sentimental looking back. They are risking everything. They will not be 
stopped by humanitarian phrases. Democratic tricks will not work here; 
fighting is the only way. 
 
A world determined by such factors is ever changing, as the events of the 
past two weeks demonstrate. It demands the highest degree of alertness and 
readiness. Leadership and people must always be on watch, ready to take 
advantage of any opportunity. The day will come when the enemy begins to 
crumble. No one can predict when that will be, but we all know that it will 
come. 
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Je(w)sus: One kike, A Global infiltration 

-Hooded Cobra 666 

 Same as the jews racially infiltrate all Races, "Jesus" as an idea represents the same, 

exact concept. It’s the same concept that prepares people to be infiltrated into a 

physical level, and be imposed "Communism" in the long term, which is the jewish 

goal of world domination. This should be evident to people that know the Jews and 

the World Domination Agenda. This self-proves their purpose behind this.  

 

"Christianity" and the Abrahamic religions condition the populace for Jew Worship 

and servitude, now and for all eternity. 

 

Jewsus doesn't exist and therefore, it can be made into anything. It’s the perfect 

idea, being a slave, and a globalist idea at the same time. 

 

This is a mere, jewish hoax, and people are merely duped into believing into an old-

time Rabbi, as their ultimate "lord" and Savior, in the place of the Real Gods they 

once had. That weren't complying to anyone's desire on how they SHOULD be. 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Ubiquitous_Nazarene.html 

 

Extra Black Jewsus: 

 

 
 

Rastafari Jewsus: 
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Chinese Jewsus: 

 

 
 

Korean Jewsus: 
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Mediterranean- Mediocre Jewsus: 
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Armenian Jewsus: 

 

 
 

Super Extra Black Jewsus: 
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Extra, Extra Extra, Extra, ++ Black Mix Jewsus: 

 

 
 

Bullhead, Orthodox, Angry Jewsus: 
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Hindu Meditator, Jewsus: 

 

 
 

Wanna-be-White-but-still-Jew-On-A-Stick, "Aryan" Jewsus: 
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Asiatic Kung Fu Jewsus: 
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Aramaic Jewsus: 

 

 
 

Ascended Mustard Jewsus: 

 

 
 

Buddhist Jewsus: 
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The list could go and go...Now it should be evident abot who the real identity of this 

jew is, emphasized in the jewish texts in themselves. The Goyim Slaves, because 

they don't have an actual culture, need this jewish punk to survive around, and try 

to "Claim" him. So when you hear about their tears, especially as the "Aryan Jesus" 

hoax getting off lately in the Rise of NS, excuse people of their apparent 

retardiation. 

 

The most accurate thing to remember is this: 

 

 
 

This is the blood racial, comrade of Jewsus, straight from the self appointed 

mustard race: 
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Demiqas wrote: 
 Acquarius wrote: 

 Last image will give me nightmares 

  

The true definition of utter beauty. One can only imagine what the offspring 

will look like once he marries an equally beautiful kikess, surely a sight to 

behold. 

 

HoodedCobra666 Reply:  

 

What? Don't both of you like the beauty of the Chosen Race, of "G-d" -himself-?  

 

They are beautiful, Soul and Body! Well since everyone is equal and beautiful on this 

planet anyway, because this is what we must say because "muh feels". All your "muh 

feels" must be equal though, compared to someone else's. But lo and behold, the jews 

aren't equal in beauty as they are superior to everyone but yet equal at the same time. 

Don't ask why, its G-d's will. 

 

According to Rabbi Schneerson, one of the most important Rabbis in jewish history: 
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"[...] The soul of the Jew is different than the soul of the non-Jew. [...]"- Rabbi 

Menachem Mendel Schneerson, "The Rebbe" 

 

“The difference between a Jewish and a non-Jewish person stems from the 

common expression: “Let us differentiate.” Thus, we do not have a case of 

profound change in which a person is merely on a superior level. Rather, we have a 

case of “let us differentiate” between totally different species.”- Rabbi Menachem 

Mendel Schneerson, "The Rebbe" 

 

“This is what needs to be said about the body: the body of a Jewish person is of a 

totally different quality from the body of [members] of all nations of the world … 

The difference in the inner quality between Jews and non-Jews is “so great that the 

bodies should be considered as completely different species.”- Rabbi Menachem 

Mendel Schneerson, "The Rebbe" 

 

“An even greater difference exists in regard to the soul. Two contrary types of soul 

exist, a non-Jewish soul comes from three satanic spheres, while the Jewish soul 

stems from holiness.” - Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson, "The Rebbe" 

 

Also, as for these ugly jews, like all of the others, he too is the DIVINE PURPOSE. 

According to Rabbi Schneerson: 

 

“The important things are the Jews, because they do not exist for any [other] aim; 

they themselves are [the divine] aim.” -Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson, "The 

Rebbe" 

Don't you consider this guy below one of the most beautiful people on Earth, 

since he is the DIVINE AIM of the jewish "God", literally created in HIS image? 

Look here: totally in the image of the jewish g-d: 
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If you don't like this, Rabbi Nathanael Shekelstein will be angry with you...These 

people are people of g-d, g-dammnit! 

 

 
 

If all of you people can't see the jewish beauty I suggest you also look at this post: 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/wizard/pixie666/The_jews_call_themselves_master_race.p

df 
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A Guide On Feeling Offended 

Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Mon Aug 13, 2018 8:35 am 

I think we actually need a guide on how to feel offended to clear matters a little bit. 
 

It’s not unlikely in the forums or in any other social setting when people who are not clones, 

come together, to disagee on some things, or feel offended by specific things.  
 

Nowdays we are told to cut any conversation that creates the feeling of someone being 

offended. This is the same thing as severing the cord of logic and understanding. Through what 

and how we are offended we can understand things about our own natural thinking process.  
 

Have you ever met anyone who gets offended by anything and literally believes what people 

say randomly is always directed at them? This very disease has also happened in groups of 

people or even races. One example is how every proud or at least accepting White person is 

considered a natural offence by others.  
 

But feeling offended is only the first thing. The second aspect if this is people perceive the 

source of an offense as necessarily an enemy. This creates a second situation where all ways 

to communicate in any way are closed. 
 

This is how people who hold “Nazi” beliefs are taken in as evil by the world. Any reasonable 

advice to maintain any form of social or racial (biological) cohesion, is seen as a threat.  
 

Notice though this is only for White people, and a Mexican Gang who openly says they are a 

MEXICAN ONLY GANG desiring to loot, sell drugs, rape and kill, this is an accepted form of 

racial cohesion. 

 

Have you heard many people say shit about Mexican gangs because of the above? No because 

they are wimps and they are gonna wind up dead in that case. 
 

However if people made a “White only” book club, this would be Nazi of a thing.  

 

Clearly also one must think, the existence of a MEXICAN ONLY GANG, does that villify all 

Mexicans? Not really. Unless one somehow feels inside that the definition or a strong part of 

being Mexican is to run a gang. Or that gang members should be appeased because they are 

Mexican or something.  
 

The death of the culture of conversation and debate is the only final end of the democratic 

civilization which is filled with 6 gorrilion opposing groups and opinions. Logic loses its appeal 

simply because all the subjects of the vast jewish empire have their own interests, and one has 

to be very decent of a being to move on top of this.  
 

Some things to ask one’s self about feeling offended is to pay attention to logic.  

 

For example, when we speak of the degeneracy taking place in some countries on the planet, 

do we mean that all residents there are degenerate, let alone, that people being here from these 
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countries are also in this? No we do not.  
 

Even if his thing was meant, still, a person taking an uphill spiritual road does not fit part of this 

categorization. Anymore a healthy cell belongs to the midst of cancer cells fighting to make a 

whole great again. Who can really blame such a person? 
 

In this case one must ask themselves, do I belong to the group of people that are being 

blamed? Do I represent them in anyway?  
 

There are many African Americans who work and are successful yet when people say mean 

things about them, well, naturally to an extent, the feelings of offence come flowing in. However 

does one need to be offended if they do not represent in anyway the things an African American 

thug, or BLM terrorist, stands for?  
 

No. However the jew turns this argument into a racial one directly at this point. And says how 

people hate them unrightfully and such. 
 

Let’s turn the argument in reverse. If you let’s say lived in Asia and there were whole turfs of 

White people, armed to the teeth, killing each other, and constantly fucking up, and also, being 

against and hating on the naitve Asians, how do you think the Asians would respond?  

 

I think they would simply go Genghis Khan Mode and just clean these individuals up. Duterte is 

one example here. Can I say I would blame them? Well, not much to be honest. However if they 

also sunk the innocents in that would be a crime. But if they cleansed the crap, they would be 

doing everyone a favor. 
 

The white civilization understands the above as thus it was invented, innocent until proven 

guilty, and legal things and rights. And the jew has used this as an excuse to allow overflowing 

criminality going rampant. It reaches a point where Blacks have to defend Blackness (as 

created by jews) even if this “Blackness” aka Gangsterism puts all their sons in coffin after 

coffin. To even say this as a Black person now is equal to attacking all other Black people.  
 

“They will feel offended” from you. 
 

The same thing goes for Muslims. In general it is bizarre how many people can assume one is 

hating on Arab people if they say Muslims must get out of Europe, stop raping kids in swimming 

pools, and stop demographically eradicating native populations on jewish eulogies.  
 

Nobody is hating on Arabs in anyway by stating this. However as with anything else the jew has 

done is condition people to feel offended about anything like that. And not feel offended by the 

phase two of their plan which is to return everyone to the Middle Ages. That’s unimportant 

goyim...Focus on the real problems. 
 

Some Whites have to feel offended by their own self and race everytime someone says we 

must not become extinct. Here this brainwashing can be seen in the clearest fashion.  

 

Imagine if you went to the fridge to get food to live another day, and you had something or 
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someone tell you how much guilty you need to be for eating and planning out for your survival. 

And how it would be more moral to stop eating and die by the fridge. The same thing is done on 

Whites by jews for decades now. Conditioning of self extinction. 

 

The enemy preaches for people to be individuals but in practice all they do is put everyone in 

the same basket all the time, and set the basket on fire. Individuality means nothing more today 

than taking in any sort of self destructive identity and not hearing a word about it. One example 

is drug users, they always know what they do is wrong, but they feel more danger in you telling 

them than actually removing the toxins from their body. 

 

Because of too much offensiveness, we also have had a death of hoenst in society. And a death 

of politeness too. If a feminist whale asks a 5 year old if they are fat, the 5 year old will more 

than likely reply that she looks fat. And it will mean no harm it will just say what it sees. If the 

feminist goes to the feminist congregation, they will be told it doesn’t matter, and so forth. 

 

What remains out of this is safe feelings, and above all, a safe faring towards destruction of the 

individual. Actually if you want to kill the above feminist sll you have to do is not insult her and 

keep telling her that it doesn’t matter how she looks etc, and that this is a social construct. You 

send this person straight into a heart attack. 
 

So when someone is exposed to things that cause the feeling of offense. It great to ask one’s 

self the following. 
 

Am I really part of the group that is being described as offensive or do I just share superficial 

commonalities with them? 
Am I really thinking the person saying it intends to harm me personally? 
Am I feeling offended because I am fucking up? For example, do I feel offended when people 

talk shit against Muslims terrorists because I silently enjoy these things and I’m a fucking 

mentally disabled criminal myself? 
 

And so forth. 
 

The jew is the master of filling the coffins of mankind by mass deception and not offending 

everybody. A famoust artist like Drake who promoted gangster culture all rhe time is not 

offending snyone when he promotes “Blackness”. He just ensures the same culture that kills 

people all the time keeps living. And that’s the objective. If you press an oxen too much and it 

understands it’s gonna die, it will resist. But if you deceive it, it will not resist.  
 

“Another kid died in he ghetto today, but at least, I won’t speak up on jewtube about “blackness” 

and offend anyones muh feels about this. A dead kid a day is not as offensive as staying the 

truth” 
 

At least the Goy is not being a truth criminal. Good goy!  
 

And remember goy, if anything doesn’t agree with the mainstream jewish agenda, get 

OFFENDED by it. Stupid Whitey made the mistake of caring about your feelings, punish them 

for it.  
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Being Offended is the new Free Speech. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 

 
 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 

- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

 

Re: A Guide On Feeling Offended 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Wed Aug 15, 2018 12:08 am 

The Jews are attempting to control and define the debate on race and society for White 

Europeans so they can destroy them with mass waves of invaders from the third world. Thus 

fulfilling what their Torah orders them to do, destroy the White Goyim. If they don't have these 

blocks down to allow them to create laws to silence dissenters they will not be able to get away 

with this for long.  
 

However all they are doing is enraging everyone and by stepping on their rights in the process 

they are trying to stick a cork in a boiling kettle. These screaming SJW ninnies are really only a 

small minority of people who are organized in screaming lobbies to be used as weapons against 

society and freedoms. The majority of Whites are fucking fed up with this shit. Trump's election 

in America was the total destruction of the PC ideology of the Jews. 
 

I fucking laughed big time, when the leftist shitlib presstitutes were singing and dancing over this 

pointless DC rally. Thinking they won something...… They don't even see the writing on the wall. 

They actually think they are the majority opinion. They are the establishments opinion and that's 

a small number. 
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A Guide To Internet Activism & Spreading 

The Message 

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Tue Jan 08, 2019 

 

Greetings to all of our Satanic Warriors and Family. 

This will help you organize, without the non-necessary fuss of using platforms of the enemy or 

having to endure things that are time wasting, and are away from the purpose of doing internet 

activism. One goes to work there, so to say.  

Avoiding the Thorns: 

If you want to attain a specific purpose, the worst thing you can do is to waste your time, 

especially on things where a little amount of time spent can have huge impact. 

For example, instead of being in a mushroom group like a few that are created, and hearing X's 

guy bullshit about X subject for 10 minutes, or 1 hour, this is a huge loss. 1 hour is essentially, 

when you get the hang of it, potentially 2-3 RTR's, or if you do proper internet warfare, possibly 

tens or hundreds even of people lost on this hour, simply because of nonsense. Granted that most 

people do not have all the time in the universe to waste (wake up, you are mortal, stop wasting 

your time) you can devote an specific amount of time to do the things you want to do. 

In 30 minutes a day you can cram approaching 7300 people a year, by daily work to reach 20 

through social media like Youtube by 20 comments per day done yearly - and one RTR every 

single day. 

Just half an hour of time's worth here. Nothing major. 

In the forums feel free to open posts as you already have and here you can go to converse your 

plans. If something is so severely in need of private conversation, there is an e-mail function for 

the forum for this, but as always, be warned of both infiltrators, and then, wasting each other's 

time for coming together for one thing and doing another. Some certain people *will* try to fuck 

you up, and create productive and good Satanists into bags of shit simply because of their 

personal problems, and through the abuse of Satanist's need to help or assist others. 

Another thing I have noticed is people use things to associate like "Telegram", and other 

facebook derivatives. If one wants to take it on themselves to go into the above bio-hazardous 

situation, do this at least through e-mails. Others do not have to pay the price of your own 

impatience and stupidity. Telegram is a direct line to people who are opposed to us, in the very 

least. Telegram asks for your phone number.  
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For those who do not know, unlesss this is a burner phone number (which in most countries is 

impossible or illegal) the phone number can be linked to you directly, which is why some liberal 

banks accept just your phone number.  

I will give you an example of what a jew could do to you in 'instant messengers'. You speak for 2 

weeks, and there is absolutely no problem. Then they start telling you weird shit about attacking 

people and other illegal things. It takes a peanut of a brain to see where this leads. When it comes 

to e-mails, or forums, this couldn't easily happen, and you could simply not reply.  

You are clearly committing no crime because of your beliefs, but the majority of countries of the 

world do not care if you do or don't. Compared to a haji who incapacitates by machette people in 

the middle of the street, you may be a greater danger, simply because you believe in the Gods of 

your ancestors and practice spirituality silently. This is because this is dangerous to those who 

actually own(-ed) the world (until times soon to come), and that control the world.  

However, one must remember why they are doing what they are doing, and to put your time 

where it's worth it. Your time you cannot be wasting when you have a specific task to do. 

Since there are many ways you can go about this, I will relate some points. 

1. Time VS Impact 

Our forums are on a constant basis attacked by the enemy, who tries to push their enemy 

teachings and dogma, sometimes advertise, so forth. The same thing can be done to their forums, 

as some people have stated, but the first think you must always think about, is to do something 

you both like, and that also, is rewarding. 

In other words measure the time spent vs the impact.  

In other words, going for 5 months to infiltrate a forum of brainwashed xians who hold guns and 

pose in front of the bible with "For Satan's Head" inscribed metal bullets, isn't really going to 

work. You may have all your time wasted by these wasteful individuals. Even if finally they get 

to open their eyes, they can be worthless and of no use or benefit to anyone, but rather a burden. 

You may also end up being a tutor for many of them, which will waste a lot of your personal 

time.  

In short, consider your battle before going into it. Can you win it? Is it beneficial for you and the 

project to win it? Does your goal get reached?  

But above all, consider, if your fight power is going to be better put elsewhere. 

For example, Youtube and comments there can be far more beneficial than invading a forum, or 

going into Facebook. Facebook, for one aspect, not only can expose you, but also, other people 

are exposed. One is far less likely to admit or get on with something, and automatic filters, and 

shadow banning can make your job not only impossible, but also, it can be considered illegal. In 
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many countries people using Facebook can get in trouble (if their info is up) just by posting 

general anti-muslim or anti-xian material. 

As far as Social networks are concerned, Twitter is better for this job, and Youtube is very good 

too. You can find many people there where you can comment, organize around the comments, 

and creative ways to bypass filters. Youtube bots no longer really exist for doing this 

automatically. Videos and other material can be linked and used, or you can engage people in 

constructive argument with backup from others here. 

Those of you who have more tolerance for weird stuff, you can go into just any other place, 

nobody prohibits you of that, like conspiracy forums, or the underbog places like 4chan 

[Warning, things there can be extremely upsetting for some people], but these places are really 

weird, and can be sometimes counter productive. But always consider where your time is spent 

best and more efficiently.  

It goes beyond saying, stay anonymous while you are up there, unless you have made a mature 

choice to not be such. In facebook and many other places, it can be fatal to have information on 

their platform, so make fake accounts. 

2. Longterm planning: 

Alternatively to that, you may put forth a more longterm plan. For example, make an Instagram 

page that puts people to think, and plan that next year, you will start spreading more and more 

'revealing' things, until gradually you show people facts almost straight away, just before the 

limits of getting banned. 

One can also, make websites, mirrors, or blogs. You can just use Wordpress or Blogger. This has 

proven to be extremely effective, and multiplies of websites increase the ability of the 

information to be spread with geometric increase.  

Everything here as you can see is a different way, has a different approach, and also you will 

need to see what to do depending on your own time and planning. It's better to answer 20 

comments in Youtube/Twitter a day, rather than to say, that 'next year' I will do this, and if you 

think that you cannot achieve a goal, it's better to leave it on the side.  

Because just by answering 20 comments of Youtube, which takes literally nothing of your time, 

everyday, over the year you will have touched 7300 people per year. This is an impressive 

amount of people, and it takes no serious amount of time from your behalf. No longterm 

planning, no extreme time consuming effort, nothing. It's a menial task you can do without much 

fuss. This is only one example. If you think of the time needed for this, it's nothing. 

This method above of spreading info like that, as far as I am concerned, is the most 

effective of all methods. Minimal time, extreme impact, extreme ease of action, 

considerably zero risk for the person doing it. It's the fastest route to victory. 

3. Avoiding Shadowbanning: 
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Now the mainstream internet platforms have a thing for shadowbanning. One is essentially 

banned from commenting, but they cannot see the fact.  

How you can verify if your comments are up, is you check when logged off your account, and 

see if the comments are visible to everyone. If this is the case, the comments have went through. 

How this happens is by algorithms which take out things such as blatant links. For example, 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com will not go through, by default. But if you write "Exposing 

Christianity, Google it and see the truth about christianity" this will go through. You will need to 

keep the place where you commented and go back (while logged off from your account) and see 

if your comment is publicly visible. If it is, it went through. If not, it was shadowbanned. 

Also, if you write the same exact comments as in copy pasting them, this may or may not work, 

depending on the platform, so be aware that this can also cause shadowbanning. 

An account likewise can become shadowbanned in it's entirety so you may need to create a few 

accounts every so often. This is why it's better to begin over with many accounts. For example, if 

you are building only one instagram account, it can be reported and taken down. If you have 4 or 

5 accounts however, you cannot be easily taken down from your efforts. You can also mirror 

your work through many accounts, especially on Blogger or Thumblr.  

4. Longterm projects: 

Raising a blog or a website, may take you let's say a month or more to setup, but after this is 

done, all you have to do is make sure it's up, and it does it's job on it's own. So you have to 

measure things and see which thing suits you better. 

Think of also what you like doing, for example, if you like to go over to their forums and do this 

kind of stuff, you might as well go for it even if you want to take the longer time solution. That's 

up to you. 

Longterm projects involve translations, or raising a website where you array the basics of 

Satanism as if for a very simple minded audience, or people new to spirituality. This can be 

worthwhile and you can also gain personally from it, it's all related to how you go about it. 

5. Talents and Creativity: 

I have bought a few digital books from Amazon who do not 'promote Satanism' but when you go 

in some pages, you see "Joyofsatan.org" as a source every 10 pages of the book, for example. 

Copying work is prohibited, but citing things, and saying for example "For more on this read on 

the website http://www.joyofsatan.org".  

The work is promoted very clearly. These clearly took a while, and are part of a more obscure 

way of putting the information out, and longterm planning, but they can work. One must be 

aware of the risk of them also, not working, so one has to be very careful here and to pull out 

such work can be of a longterm waste, or an actual success. 
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The situation is you run a risk of not touching that many people with this kind of work - but you 

may attract people who are extremely and seriously interested in Satanism instead, all while you 

can also bring some bread on the table for yourself.  

The same is the situation with as advised by others Comics, art, and all sorts of other domains 

where you can do the promotion, obscurely, and without a lot of personal problems, for a broader 

"Satanic" or "Occult" audience. 

You can, for example, create a website that promotes general meditation, but throwing the truths 

in there, and the more 'normal' is your website, the more people it will attract, but for more of 

this check the point 8 which is important.  

6. You can be honest:  

Since Satanism is true, you do not need to go into extreme extents of lying to convey your point. 

For example, a thing that attracts mass traffic, is conspiracy oriented websites or books. People 

fancy to read weird stuff like that, and there can be truths into these things. 

Unlike the many people who lie about a lot of things, such as how rabbi jeboo who in his own 

book says he will kill most of humanity, is a 'being of love', you are past the need to lie, and 

therefore, to be disproven. 

One doesn't need to go into extreme lengths of lying in order to prove points that are true, and 

the points can be effective, and quickly. For example, if you make a conspiracy oriented blog, 

you can link the so called "Ruling Evil Elite" that many people whine about, to the jews, rather 

instantly.  

This is because this is simply the situation, they are jews. Think of how easy it is to expose the 

"Migrant Crisis" is created by jews, with jews like Barbara Spectre on video. Literally all you 

have to do is put the obvious pieces together, and you're done. 

Truth saves a lot of time and has a lot of power by itself. 

7. Higher Risk Can Provide Results, but NOT always: 

Many people think that by doing edgy or risky stuff they will also get major impact. The 

situation is this type of work can be extremely improper and land you into serious or damning 

trouble. 

One theoretical example here is that let's say one works as a Journalist, who reports on all sorts 

of weird shit. If you are working on the "Strange shit" wing of websites like Vice, then, you can 

pull a fast one and write a post about some strange cult called the Joy of Satan, without beating it 

over the wall. Depending on how you will go about it, you may get more or less scolded, or you 

may not at all, so you have to be careful as a surgeon when you mix work with pleasure in that 

regard.  
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If you go overboard, it will not be long until you have a jew from your work pointing the finger 

to protect his racial ancestry from the "Nazi Satanists" who do Hakkunah rituals. The stakes 

however are, that if you wrote said news articles, you could reach instantly reach hundreds of 

thousands or tens of thousands of people, which would take other people months, depending on 

your position of power. The same power however if misused can cause problems to you, or have 

huge impact on people for yourself. 

Of course, in the above example, if properly executed, can be a death sentence of the enemy, 

with zero damage coming to yourself. Serious judgement should be needed here where if one is 

in such professions, can see this clearly for themselves anyway. Avoid this if you are uncertain 

or don't have a very laid out plan how to go about it.  

8. Popularization:  

Many people do something which is a double edged sword and that is trying to 'popularize' 

Satanism. Many people went over to the "Satanic Jewish Ghouls" train and as a result, the 

popularization here has made a situation where we are taken for freaks.  

Many people to win people over they have to engage in arguments or watering down of 

information, and this can be a disaster. This is the situation because when something becomes 

'friendly' for the mass cattle, it can indeed be destroyed by them. They profane spirituality, and 

this is why 'religions' like Islam and xianity are famous, because they do not have any serious 

adherent content in them.  

They are empty husks that can be shaped into anything one sees fit. They can be watered down, 

or radicalized, fragmented. Jesus can become everyone's personal genie, because there is indeed 

no actual "Jesus" in any of this. 

So in short, one must understand that Spiritual Satanism is True, and therefore, one must take a 

route as if promoting something Truthful, and do it with respect, rather than coercion, threats, 

violence, or other stupid stuff which can have the reverse effect.  

You do not need to water down everything for the goyim with the jewish yoke to consume 

happily. If the day comes where all the weak and stupid accept 'Satanism' as a sort of universal 

religion, two things have happened: either we have become stupid, or they have become more 

intelligent, and since of the difficulty for the second, it may probably be the first.  

Satan doesn't have to become "Christ Type Lucifer the God of Goyim Slaves" in order to gain 

followers. It's beyond any reasonable necessity to turn Satan into New Age toothfairy because 

people feel comfortable to put their tooth beneath their sleeping pillow and get all their wishes 

granted. Actually, this is against Satan's wishes and HIS agenda in entirety.  

The people that will have fallen for these lies will be simply because they were in the first place 

mentally retarded, weak, and as thus, useless as 'followers' and then future comrades, and Satan 

doesn't want his people to be wimps, nor Satan is buying slave votes at threat at gunpoint, or 

wants people to follow him by coercion, violence, or mass deception. 
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To make this more understandable, a million wimps of followers who are mental xian slaves, and 

stupid, do not account for 1000 followers who are great people that follow things honestly 

because they wanted out of free will, based on their own choice, thought and analyzing the 

situation. We are not buying slaves here, we are setting people free, on their own accord, and 

violence or mass coercion cannot be used past an extent and expect it to be useful.  

1000 free and willing followers who have courage and are with you by heart, aren't worth a 

1,000,000 large mob followers that follow you because of fear, or being lied to. Most of the 

weak people will turn out on Satanism anyway, because it cannot coincide properly with their 

own inner weakness.  

The person who has understood that this is about their OWN freedom, and a better world, will be 

a worthy ally. Just look at the enemy who has billions of 'followers' (slaves) and they are 

collapsing because none of the slaves want to really put up a fight for "Their" beliefs. This is 

because these beliefs were put into their head by coercion and by the sword, and internally, 

people hate them. 

On the opposite example, look what very few of us are achieving, and you will understand my 

points. This is because we love Satan truly at the heart, and we aren't doing what we do because 

someone holds us at gunpoint to do it. 

If one fishes 7300 people a year, by the minuscule time consuming example shown above, you 

will definitely get lots of these good and bad people, because not all people are ignorant and 

dumb, and some people are just seeking an answer, it's as if they are waiting for it all their life. 

Just statistically, you will get a deal of good and valuable people in, and this is why I call this a 

great method. 

9. On the method:  

"Hi, jews are reptilians, and you are living in prison planet, christianity is their matrix of control 

for the mind" will drive most people away. There is a proven foundation to this belief, but one 

has to see what kind of people they are trying to explain things to. If you are talking to the David 

Icke crowd, you may actually get the upper point through, if you support it, some people may 

have been suspecting it all along already. This makes them interested and they will conduct 

further research.  

But if you are commenting on a random music video, it can be extremely weird for the people 

there.  

So you have to adapt in regards to WHERE and HOW you are putting the message out. 

You can, temporarily, show things through the eyes of the receiver, and make it friendlier for 

them. For example, if you see a xian obsessed about "Love", you can show them the true nature 

of love, and that it's not a joke as his religion preaches, and notify them to the fact that people 

loved the ancient Gods so much they fought to the death for them, and to maintain their religious 
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tenets, which xians murdered them for. You can notify them to the fact, without insulting them, 

that they haven't experienced true love.  

If you are talking to an archeologist, you can notify them to the fact of the ancient Gods, and so 

forth. Then you will have to selectively show information on good opportunities, until people can 

have a more open mind to see your points. There are not many people who can pull this out 

successfully, but if you are one of these people, you can influence intelligent and important 

people and make them see the truth.  

10. Anonymity:  

In all of the above you should strive for some relative anonymity. No need to put your name and 

address on paper there for everyone to see. It's not like if you don't you're doing anything 

preventing the objective itself. But there are a lot of people who are filled with hate and they will 

not like the jewish farm cattle being told of alternatives, so they will act to try to self-police you 

out of it.  

There are of course non-anonymous ways. But this is something you will have to seriously think 

around, as the consequences can be very great, or catastrophic. Especially if you are not in the 

proper age, if you don't have freedom, and so forth. It's better to avoid this if you do not have the 

wisdom to go about it. 

Lastly, Spiritual Warfare is first in priority, and then activism.  

One must take care of themselves spiritually first, and then go for this. 

Feel free to exchange input in the comments if you feel like other things have been missed. Many 

people have already related great advice, ideas and methods which can be of utility to the cause. 
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'Cooking the Goyim Society': A lesson With Israel 

Cookstein  

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

"Hello Dear Goyim 

 

Greetings fellow Rabbis, People of Slavery to the Jews, Cucking Lackeys who serve 

us. Another Cooking Lesson with Israel Cookstein! 

 

For our Recipe we are going to need: 

 

-Jews 

-6 trillion billions of lies 

-Spiritual Ignorance Cooking Bowl 

-6,000,000 grams of Jewish Influence and Goyim Tears 

-120 grams of Feminism [Killary "Saudi Arabian" Clinton coated] 

-1,000 tons of Cucking 

-500 grams of Misplaced Love 

-350 grams of Pacifism / Acceptance / Tolerance 

-250 grams of Historical Ignorance 

-1000 Jewish Infiltrator Tree Roots 

-1000 grams of Muslim and Somalian Invasion 

-1000 grams of Pisslam 

-2000 grams of Jewsus Vs Islam fake War Identity 

-500 grams of Alt Right 

-1 Giant Donut Trap 

-650 grams of Believing in the Jewish Media 

-650 grams of The Jewish Media is the Only Reality 

-1 ton of Ignorance 

-Race Mixing Dust 

-100 tons of individualism, selfishness, self hatred, consumerism 

-100,000,000 pounds of "Don't be Nazis and Bigots, Goyim" root 

-100 megatons of Christian and Muslim prayer Psychic Energy going into the Hebrew 

God "JHVH". 

-1 magic wand 

-10 tomatoes of violence, misdirection and civil warfare 

-1 "forget it" pill 

-Endless Immigrant Rapefugee Supply 

-6 grams of Jewish Preoccupation for the Goyim 

-100 tons of Gatekeepers, False Flags 

 

The Recipe is called "Destruction of the West": 

 

It goes as follows. 
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First we get the Jewish Infiltrators. We put them in the cookings "Spiritual Ignorance" 

bowl aside our base recipe ingredient, "Asleep Goyim". In order to do this, we pound 

the 6,000,000 Goyim Tears and Mercy, pluinto the recipe. Then slowly we start 

mixing the Jewish Infiltrators with the Asleep Goyim. Slowly this will form its own 

lump. The Jewish Infiltrators we have coated with Christianity, while the Asleep 

Goyim have been pre-cooked in Ignorance and Historical Ignorance. Then we add 

pacifism, acceptance and tolerance, in order to make the mixture less problematic 

overall and less stiff. We then start pounding the megatons of Christian and Muslim 

prayer energy and we use the Magic Wand to mix. We mix until the Goyim have 

become all Christian and Muslim, but at the same time we crush the Tomatoes of 

violence into the mixture. The Jewish Infiltrators will create the necessary 

preconditions for everything, including adding feminism later, media control, law 

control and everything we need. It all starts from here. Though the tomatoes of 

violence sometimes wake the mixture up. Because the mixture is hurt, we throw in it 

one "Forget it" pill and Crush it into the mixture. Then we put the Jewish Infiltrators 

on the top of the mixture, as they always stand out. What we are left with is tolerant, 

christian, pacifist Goyim on the bottom.  

 

Then we proceed in adding one hundred tons of Individualism, Selfishness, endless 

Consumerism and Materialism. This is necessary in order to balance "Christianity" 

which emphasizes living on the next life and like a slave. We add a Cherry of 

Feminism at the top. We enjoy and eat from the mixture until we become very fat. 

Then the jews who have become fat, infiltrate further and take the long march. 

Christianity and the Jewish Infiltrators taking all leading positions make this really 

possible. We cook this for some years in the oven with the above, and then we put in 

the "Cucking". When the cucking gets strongly on the rest of the mixture, we leave 

this in the fridge to sleep for a some decades, with added the 6 grams of "Jewish 

Preoccupation for the Goyim", and "Consumerism and Materialism sugar", while 

steadily crushing any remaining values with the Magick Wand and Jewish Infiltrators- 

and then after the mixture becomes solid and the Goyim are even lower in the bottom 

and weighted by the Individualism, Selfishness, endless Consumerism, we add a 

strong streak of Believing in the Jewish Media and The Media of the Jews is the Only 

Reality. We mix with a ton of Ignorance and 6 trillion lies.  

 

Then we go to the Immigrant Supply Basket. We throw sugar to them in order to 

arouse them, then when they go erect, we take these out of the basket. When they 

revolt and don't want what's happening, we push them slowly into the mixture. Rabbi 

Shekelstein uses his magick wand and puts it further. The Prayer Megatons keep 

stacking up. The jews in the recipe tend to overreact and they try to separate 

themselves from the mixture, so the Goyim in the mixture don't really like it either. 

This is the crucial stage in the recipe. But worry not for there is a plan. 

 

When the Goyim are trying to come up, we put in the mixture: "Christianity Vs 

Islam" fake identity game, 1 Giant Donut Trap, the Pisslam and then we supply the 
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Immigrants we fed with some "Consumerism and Materialism sugar" later. Each 

reinforces each other. For the Disobedient Goyim, we add the hundreds of millions of 

"Don't be Nazis and Bigots" for them. Mix the Misplaced Love with the Immigrants 

and the Goyim who have been affected by "Feminism", "Cucking" and "Christianity", 

then throw a tomato of violence to make the taste better. Pisslam and Muslim and 

Somalian invasion will make this possible. Then on top of this add the "Race Mixing 

Dust" in order to make the mixture grow weary. We keep mixing while steadily 

adding more and more Immigrants from the Endless Immigrant Supply. We mix these 

with the Magic Wand with the 100 tons of Gatekeepers, keeping our back while doing 

it, so nobody gets hurt. Then we take this mixture and we boil it hard until it all 

becomes a lump with no beginning and no end. Selfishness and Individualism matter 

a lot here. Then we slowly break the Goyim bonds by using the Immigrants and the 

rest of the mixture. We cook it in the oven, we take this out, we remove the Jews from 

the recipe, we transfer them to Pissrael, and they rule over the mixture. 

 

One time though we lost this mixture on the crucial stage, and we had Hitler happen. 

The Goyim's bonds didn't break, and they all revolted against the cooks and the rest of 

the mixture. To our amazement. However we are God's Cheezen people and we know 

how to cook the world for centuries. Its quite easy anyway. We hope this recipe will 

continue so we can continue feasting, because we want our diet to be Divine. Aside 

Feces pie, which JHVH blesses, we want to feast on crushed communist, "all one" 

societies. Let's hope the Recipe works this time." 
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Political "Solution" 

Mon Jul 10, 2017 1:48 pm  

 

High Priest Hooded Cobra 666  

 

I will write this in regards to those who look right now for a solely 'political' solution. At 

best, you are deluding yourselves. I will explain frankly and shortly why. 

 

In order for any 'political entity' to exist, there have to exist other powers and grounds 

before it. Hitler did not descend upon a spaceship and entered the Chancellery. This is 

simply NOT how this world works. It works based upon patterns which have to be 

followed. 

 

The jews have hidden the reality of how things work, and how reality works, especially 

in the political level. "Goyim" are reduced to either studying nonsense, or believing in 

nonsense, and therefore, expecting nonsense. 

 

There are four types of power in society. Military, Financial, Political and Intellectual, 

"Religious" too. The enemy largely controls all of these powers.  

 

To give a figurative and fast analysis, Intellectual power is publishing (they control most 

of it), schools, universities, and all the places where people 'learn'. Therefore, this is a 

frontier where there can still be a warfare for us to take over. For anything to exist, there 

has to be some intellectual ground. Hitlers ideology and other things, were supported by 

their time, things like Eugenics. There was an intellectual wave going on, long story 

short. 

 

Then, we have Military power. If we take an example such as the USA, the USA is ruled 

by jews. The USA military could easily pull a coup anytime, and regain control of 

America, for example. It has a giant, and very powerful military. However, thanks to the 

little book the jews created, the bible, 99.5% of Military is mentally, spiritually, and 

materially obedient to the government and the jews.  

 

The situation in Europe is that basically many countries do NOT have any military power 

whatsover, like Germany, which hardly has a military now. Therefore, pipe-dreams about 

taking over the military are still non-functional. Hitler had military power, both in the 

paramilitary, and because of many people who fought in the war. The existence of the 

Paramilitary was created due to WW1. Now people mostly just know to shoot guns from 

PC games like Call of Duty, or things like that. That's all they know. 

 

We also have Financial power. Financial power doesn't need much conversation. Hitler 

had financial backing from industrialists of his time, all of which were Gentiles, 

Nationalists, party members etc. Any political entity to operate needs funding, to state the 
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obvious. These Nazi suits won't sew themselves. The jews are very hard on this, and we 

have banking and many other powers playing here. Financial power is control of the 

resources of a civilization, and it's building blocks. 

 

Lastly, and only if the above factors contribute, and from their interplay (there is 'chaos' 

and the 'unforeseen' which also deals with these), we have lastly forming political 

entities. Therefore, political entities have to come from 'within' the system (this is the 

case of these fake Nationalists they push now), or they have to form by the system in 

some way breaking, *OR*, lastly, the people co-coordinating and forming these, have to 

at least exist in the system somehow. Otherwise, the system has to have received a huge 

shattering. This is in the granted people have any of the above powers, they put them 

together etc. 

 

Political power is the LAST of all powers, and it can never manifest in a pure way unless 

there is backing and some control to either or any of the powers above. Yes, political 

power can come from outsmarting and playing the jews in their own game, but few if any 

people are and would be doing this.  

 

Most people conversation about such 'solutions' are unspiritual 'Goyim', blind, stupid, 

undereducated, and they don't have the natural talents to carry off this thing. They also 

have a big mouth to push away other potential candidates that do. Because this is part of 

how the system works. It's based on a cycle of endless corruption and stupidity. 

 

Essentially, this is impossible, especially from people whom you see having sex with 

kikes, bloating worship to them, and all the rest of the facts that sum up the 'political 

solution make-believers'. The fact that some people believe this still, is beyond any 

intelligent analysis of the situation, and its just a wish to get some sudden fake ass "Deus 

Ex Machina" with which they will be saved.  

 

Those people who consider that Le Pen or some other guys are clean and all that, and that 

Trump is going to save America, or some other jewtrix entity will come and save them, 

they are at the very lease infantile and deluded. History doesn't work that way. Hitler was 

a miracle in more than one senses of the world. The jews know entirely of such.  

 

Lastly, we have a few other things...Which are the most important. Spiritual power 

(which is what we exact with what we do) and this acts directly on everything, and is 

above everything. It transcends politics etc, and all this power was only in the hands of 

jews. Essentially as a group of Spiritual Satanists we do have this power, and it's by wise 

use that are going to cause the necessary changes through which we can gradually earn in 

other areas.  

 

This is the RTR's and our intellectual warfare. This bears the fruit for hijacking into any 

other levels, and we have to keep pushing the boat of the enemy until it flips or drowns. 

It's really that simple. All the other powers and circumstances needed, will, when the time 

is right, fall down accordingly and push us forward. But without this step one must 

expect absolutely nothing, since "humanity" lives in a normative goyim mind/soul 
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slavery type of life, that doesn't allow of any 'unexpected' events to happen. 

 

It's only when Satanists flip the boat or pluck enough holes, we can expect anything to 

come out of it. The humans who are goyim and cucks will not revolt or do anything, 

simply because, they are beaten down. If we push their spiritual backbone and we support 

them with warfare and RTR's, we will have glorious events happening such as so many 

we have caused, if not, they will succumb to spiritual power and be assimilated and 

destroyed.  

 

Humanity stands for nothing if people abuse spiritual knowledge against it, and rest 

reassured, if we don't fight, nobody will be even remotely able to resist or fight spiritually 

against the ((('overlords'))) of this world. 

 

The "Political Solution" is right now, the SPIRITUAL SOLUTION...That's the only 

solution there is, if humanity is to hope for anything else to come in the future. And 

you're the heralds of this solution, same as all of us here. Therefore stay focused because 

we have important things to achieve. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 
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A Warning From The Past 

by HP Mageson666 » Sat Jun 08, 2019 

 

 

 
Many artists at the time of the Renaissance had occult knowledge and put this into their paintings in 
some cases they outright insulted Christianity in the case of the 16th Chapel, Michelangelo painted 
some of the figures clandestine like, flipping major Jewish characters from the Bible the F.U, sign of their 
day. Some of the paintings also warn humanity that the Jewish program of Christianity is alien.  
 
 
A major painting that is a warning showing the world that Christianity is a Jewish occult program is: The 
Annunciation with St. Emidius, 1486 by Carlo Crivelli.  
 
This painting shows "god" up in the sky with the symbol of god in the painting being that of Kether from 
the Kabbalah the astral level of this energy form of the enemy that relates to the mind realm. The beam 
of psychic energy coming down out of this and touching Mary on her head, showing the impregnation of 
Mary with Christ by THE MIND, and projecting or giving birth to this CHRIST IDEA from the MIND into the 
world. Mary represents how this spell comes down from the realm of Kether the mind and connects into 
Malkuth the earth the physical. Showing Christ is a working of the MIND its a spell of the Jews onto the 
minds of the Gentiles. 
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Note the other warning the jewel head band of Mary is made to be on the head where the Jews wear 
the Tefillin box: 
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The jewels also represent energy centers in occult symbolism. Mary is wearing a Tefillin box of the Jews 
in this painting. The Tefillin represents Malkuth and how the mind creates with energy into the world. 
Note Mary is reading from the Jewish religious text such as the Bible in this painting. The Tefillin is based 
on the Shema prayer which is within the Tefillin box and from the Bible and the Jews wear this while 
praying the Shema. The name Shema is based on the word Shem which means energetic connection in 
the ancient world. The connection in the painting is showing the connection is of the individual mind 
and how it connects into the spell of the Jews by reading the enemy texts, taking part in the rituals of 
the Christian program and with belief in this spell, and connects this mental energy from the mind into 
the enemy Egregore of "god" and how this connects back into the human mind to generate this energy 
spell into humanity and give birth to the enemy spell of Christ by materializing it into the physical world 
to bring about the prophecies of the Bible. Which is the creation of the world Jewish government the 
final coming of Christ. The Jews who created the Catholic church and wrote the Bible to bring this occult 
agenda into the world, themselves state that the Second Coming of Christ is the beaming of the energy 
of this Egergore of the Jews into the world the Holy Spirit, which is the Rauch Elohim in Hebrew meaning 
the energy which is the Jewish spell of Christianity the Egergore the Jews have created. 
 
This is why the Pagan Romans and Greeks ordered the religious texts of the Jews destroyed and forbade 
the Jews to read from the Torah and in some cases as the Greeks tried to ban Judaism all together. The 
Greek and Roman leaders were adepts themselves and knew the Torah-Bible is a Jewish spell to destroy 
mankind and give Jews control over the world. The Greeks and Romans were attempting to save 
mankind by destroying the Jewish spell and stopping the Jews from any further of their cursing magic 
against the world. That is also why the Romans banned Christianity. 
 
This is why the Bible as theologians have noted does not read like a normal historical or another cultures 
religious text in anyway. Its a list of templates that the writings of such are based on affirmations or 
direct statements its one long shit post basically. Because its an occult text for ritual workings of the 
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Jews. The Jewish run, Judeo-Free Masons do ritual workings out of the Bible, they read its numbered 
phases, line by line for specific rituals to bring about certain events they wish. Which is why the Judeo-
Mason's all have the Bible on the Masonic altar. This is how the Jews use the Bible as well in their rituals 
in the Synagogue, as does the Catholic church, this all connects together for the Jewish spell to manifest 
with the collective psychic energy of billions poured into it. That is the actual purpose of the Bible. The 
energy of the workings connects into the mass mind easy and manifests quick as billions of people are 
plugged into the Jewtrix of the Bible this includes Islam, the Koran is another variation of the Bible and 
thus billions of people are an open door for this energy to connect with and materialize through. 
 
The painter is warning humanity that Christianity is a Kabbalistic spell of the Jewish race upon Gentiles. 
The Bible, Koran, Torah and all books of the Jews will have to be banned in the future by law and 
confiscated and destroyed by the courts of law and their officers. And all places of worship of the enemy 
program closed by the governments of the world by law. This is a matter of life and death for the world. 
This evil Bible ends with the world being destroyed in nuclear war so the Jews can implement their 
global dictatorship and enslave surviving mankind into the brutal inhuman system of the Jews. This is 
the goal of what the Bible is designed to manifest into the world. The death of all mankind and the 
planet. 
 
The Final RTR is to be done daily. 
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A Classic Example by Joseph Goebbels 
 
It attracted some notice when the author of these lines failed to provide his 
usual weekly lead article on the Friday following 25 July. Some unfriendly 
souls even believed that the events surrounding the fall of the Duce and the 
establishment of the Badoglio regime in Rome rather took his breath away. 
The falsity of that belief needs no proof today. It would naturally have been 
possible to speak during the week in question just as it is in any other week, 
and the situation was such that there would have been more to say than usual 
about the war and international affairs. However, regard for our national 
interest kept us silent. We did not want to say what we could say, and we 
could not say what we wanted to say. 
 
We do not need to say that the treason of the Badoglio clique, which first 
became evident when Mussolini was deposed, was recognized immediately 
by the German military leadership. It nonetheless had to put a good face on 
things while they developed. Just as the traitors worked in secret, so did we. 
To paraphrase Machiavelli, it was a point when it was a sign of great 
wisdom to look the fool. Only thus, could the disgraceful plans of the traitors 
in Rome be resisted and ruined. 
 
It was a classic example of the necessity of silence during war. We were not 
willing to say anything that conflicted with our knowledge and beliefs, and 
that we knew would be contradicted by the facts within a few weeks. We 
could not discuss the true situation without revealing the plans and intentions 
of the German war leadership. In the middle of one of the most dramatic 
moments in the war, we did not want to take up some peripheral issue, 
leaving us open to the charge of dodging the issue. We had no alternative but 
to remain silent. We were firmly convinced that developments would soon 
reveal the reason for our silence. 
 
This happened more rapidly and dramatically than even we could have 
expected. The German military leadership assumed after the Duce was 
imprisoned that the Badoglio regime intended to take Italy out of the war as 
quickly as possible. All the protestations by the reactionary clique of traitors 
in Rome about their loyalty and dependability were not able to convince us 
of the contrary. One does not replace a strong man with a weak one in order 
to wage war more energetically, as the lying Badoglio clique told us. The 
actions of the clique in Rome proved that they were committing treason on a 
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large scale. There goal was not only to deceive us, but also to give our 
soldiers in the south over to the enemy. This treacherous betrayal was to be 
the payment for a better armistice agreement. 
 
The Badoglio regime did not want to leave the war in an honorable way, but 
rather at the cost of the Axis partner that Italy owes so much to since 1940. 
The king made the most pompous calls to continue the war and hold to 
Italy’s obligations, while military and political actions demonstrated treason 
of the most disgraceful and degrading sort. Spare us the necessity of going 
through the Badoglio regime’s treachery. Even thinking about it sickens us. 
There has never been a greater example of treachery in all of history. It was 
a treachery that backfired, as the proverb has it. 
 
The German leadership naturally drew cold and rational conclusions at the 
beginning of developments. The failure of the Badoglio regime’s treachery 
resulted from the German leadership’s countermeasures. Had it succeeded, 
the Reich would have faced the greatest danger of the war. Speaking from 
direct knowledge, we can say that only the Führer’s clear vision and wisdom 
is to thank for overcoming the danger. Despite all the hypocritical 
assurances of a treacherous king and his cowardly marshals, who even gave 
their word of honor as soldiers, measure were taken to defend German 
interests, despite scandalous disloyalty. 
 
The public knows the outrageous nature of these treacherous events. Not 
only did they conceal their measures from their loyal, reliable, and generous 
ally, they continued to do so even in the midst of their activities. They made 
military demands of us that, had we fulfilled them, would have led to the 
worst possible disaster for our troops in Italy. 
 
One can understand why the Führer was not able to speak to the German 
people in the midst of these breath-taking events, despite the widespread 
wishes of the public. The resulting uncertainty had to be accepted as events 
continued to develop. We presumed that the traitorous clique in Rome would 
continue their activities, displaying more stupidity than lack of character. 
That was our plan. We had to play dumb in order to act intelligently. 
 
The German people read with horror the account of the deposing and 
imprisoning of the Duce. We knew this earlier, without being able to reveal 
it to the public. If one can make any reproach against Fascism, it is that it 
believed in a king’s loyalty. His throne was rescued in 1922 by the march on 
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Rome, and like most modern kings, he repaid the strong policies of his most 
loyal servant by deserting him in the hour of danger by running to those who 
opposed and hated him. Kings generally are not characterized by 
thankfulness. Wilhelm I, whose loyalty to Bismarck is an exception, earned 
the title “the Great.” The Duce was good enough in 1922 to protect the 
corrupt court in Rome from execution by the Bolshevists. They deposed him 
in 1943 because they blindly thought they could get along without him. 
Recent events have shown how wrong they were. The violent removal of a 
strong man leads to anarchy. The Italian royal house quickly learned the 
result of replacing a personality of historic stature with a cowardly, 
treacherous marshal, one who held breaking his word of honor as a soldier to 
be the height of political wisdom. 
 
One can only pity the Italian people, who were the victims of these revolting 
developments, just as a nation benefits from the deeds and accomplishments 
of strong governments, so too they suffer from the mistakes and failures of 
weak, amateurish, and disloyal governments. It was unavoidable that the 
Italian people had to suffer at the beginning of the darkest chapter of their 
history. They have the peace-hungry cowardly elements of Roman society to 
thank. The thirteen points of the capitulation treaty will have given them a 
foretaste of what was coming. World history is the world court. Italy’s 
citizens can learn from the international press what friends and enemies 
think about the treachery of the king and his clique of generals. Even the 
English and Americans gag. Their motto at the moment is, “Love treason, 
hate the traitor.” One does not need to wonder about the judgment of history 
on the royal house and those around it. That is already clear. 
 
London and Washington are amazed at the German reaction to the Badoglio 
regime’s treachery. They expected things to turn out differently. The 
German troops in the south of Italy were to be cut off and destroyed. We 
would not be prepared to deal with Churchill’s amphibious landing. Air 
terror would increase. The German people would be so depressed that on 9 
November a repetition of the tragedy of 1918 would be possible, even likely. 
Nothing like happened, or will happen. The English and the Americans have 
a long way to go to get to Rome, not to mention Berlin. The German army is 
master of events in Italy. As for German morale, it has never been stronger 
than it is today. 
 
The Italian example is not encouraging for us Germans, but rather a 
warning. We see it as a classic example of what not to do. No one here 
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wants to follow in the footsteps of the Badoglio clique. To the contrary, the 
consequences that followed the royal house’s betrayal of the nation’s great 
leader and his powerful friends are a lesson for every German. It has opened 
the eyes of even the dumbest among us. A flood of letters has reached us 
recently. In some, the writers regret that this or that annoyance of the war 
had put them in a bad mood. In the face of what has happened in Italy, they 
regret it. A university professor writes that he is normally a peaceful man, 
but after reading the capitulation demands on the Italian people, he is firmly 
resolved to punish anyone who in his hearing even hints at opposing the war 
or doubts victory. Everyone in Germany thinks the same way. The threat has 
not robbed us of courage, but brought us closer together. 
 
None of the English-American hopes have been realized. They shot a 
poisoned arrow at us, but it boomeranged off the wisdom of our leadership 
and the firm morale of our people. A danger that first seemed deadly has 
been averted, and a national misfortune has been turned to our good. How 
can we doubt final victory in the face of such a wonderful and improbable 
turn of events? The war brings so many surprises that one cannot predict its 
course. One must hold to the virtues with which its dangers and difficulties 
are mastered. 
 
Courage, steadfastness, and confidence in a just fate are always with the 
brave in the end. Their loyalty is unshakable; they stand by their friends and 
allies. The treacherous Badoglio clique sinned shamefully against all of 
these virtues, and they have their reward. A band of treacherous cowards 
misused their high offices, forgot their honor, and followed a false wisdom 
that wants to escape danger, but falls victim to it. Their names are covered 
with shame and disgrace in the book of history. 
 
We bow in admiration before that great personality, the Duce. He neither 
caused, nor could he hinder, the misfortune that came upon the Italian 
people, but now has even greater claim on our admiration. The entire 
German nation admires him. It found spontaneous expression when news of 
his rescue reached us. We are happy that our people think this way. It has a 
natural feeling for thankfulness and loyalty, and will stand even more 
fanatically by a man whose lifework is threatened. No one knows what the 
future of the Italian people may be. Perhaps it is undergoing a hard and 
painful process that will bring new life. Italy will have to decide for itself. 
We made a clear choice after 1918: it was for struggle, sacrifice, devotion, 
and hard work. That led us upward. Each nation is responsible for itself. 
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We Germans in recent weeks walked a narrow path along the abyss. Not 
everyone saw the abyss, but we all followed the Führer, who even in his 
silence showed us the way. More than ever, we sense the wonders of his 
great personality that watches over the life and future of the nation. Giving 
to him our full confidence is not only our national duty, but also our proud 
right. We want to be hard and strong, to fight bravely, to work untiringly, to 
believe and trust unshakably, until the hour of victory comes. All of us will 
then be able to say that have not gained victory unworthily, but rather that it 
is the reward for struggle, work, and loyalty. 
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A Reply On "Buddhism" 

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Wed Sep 25, 2019 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As it should be clear to any person that still uses some logic, if we are to presuppose that there is an all 

powerful universal force, it couldn't care less whether we live or die, or have sex once in a while, or eat, 

or sleep, or any of this. Granted also the claim is that we are designed after the universe [and as thus we 

have qualities that are reflective to it] as species, then we also have a faculty called Logic and another 

one which is called Self Preservation. 

 

We truly were designed to have the will to live, to advance, to improve, and to desire to keep existing. 

The same argument of the "All powerful" [bollocks] which in "All knowledge" created people with a 

penis and a vagina, but then wrote a book through some jews as to how the use of such is the ultimate 

"Sin" and will land one to "Hell", is very similar to Buddhism here, as it is observable that both Judaism 

and Buddhism were systems of spiritual manipulation meant merely to keep humanity broke, beaten 

etc. 

 

The psychological dimension of Buddhism is that it was also created under a context of extreme human 

self hate and self suppression. People who only knew slavery, assembled and created a "Spiritual 

system" centred around how one can better destroy themselves, finally die, and absolve themselves 

from suffering. This is because these people suffered a lot, and they reached the ultimate state of 

nihilism, assuming their own existence was merely evil, and that the divine dictate was for them to stop 

existing. 
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You clearly do not want this as we are living. In the ancient mystery schools, before Abrahamic 

corruption, it was clear that our life meant something, as it's a piece of the universe itself, and, as the 

universe moves forward in it's existence and improvement, so do we as instruments living inside the 

world.  

 

Doublespeak for said systems is done too much as it's required to blind the logic of people and just 

make their mind utterly confused, because all of what is being promoted is against both life and 

spirituality, therefore, there is no plausible way, other than incessant confusion, that anyone would 

really accept this self death dogma. 

 

 

That is a good mentality to have. You're fed up and want to see the Truth now, a feeling that everyone 

here has felt at some point. We just had enough and decided to cross the other side. This is a form of 

bravery, which is rewarded in the True Path. 

 

However, rest reassured, you are not going to burn nowhere for not following said system, nor you will 

be receiving any punishment for not following these particular teachings. These are more idle threats, 

same to the way of Judeo-Christianity and Islam, which repeat ad nauseum that people will suffer and 

be destroyed merely because they did not choose to stop their self preservation mechanisms and die 

one moment earlier. 

 

There is no "Hell" that you are going to burn in. Lastly, Shiva is Satan, and Shiva is corresponding to the 

"Buddha", but in the actual form of the term, Buddha meaning the Ancient Greek Nous or "Mind", 

corresponding to Satan/Mercury, not merely as the idle mental process, but as the person with one's 

individual identity. 

 

What happens to some people is that they see these either in their imaginative mind, ie, as an 

imagination [which in itself holds no substance, and as thus, this is why most of the time they just have 

to say the same plastering over and over again] or in some cases where advancement has happened, 

what is known as astral communication. 
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In the first case, most of the time, we just have an imaginary tentative mind, seeing images of it's own 

fears, worries and anxieties. This is no different than dreaming, and in cases of people with advanced 

imagination, this can take many forms. In the end of the out of these experiences nothing is gained. Not 

learning, nothing. Nothing of meaning, nothing that helps anyone advance. Only a continuing of more 

fears.  

 

Discerning the quality of experiences comes when one has actual communication experience. This is 

different than the imaginative part, where one might imagine everything. Experiences then do have 

actual meaning. And said entites one may encounter may be positive or human hating. Due to laws of 

astral dynamics, and how what we believe shapes our lenses, enemy and hostile entities and ET's will 

make themselves known to said people, either for purposes of warmongering, or general mental abuse, 

or deception. 

 

The above in Buddhism should be an oxymoron as they claim they do not believe in any "Gods". 

Regardless this too is obviously yet another lie and Buddhism does slavishly worship some of these so 

called "deities". These entities make demands, appearances, and promote the general agenda with an 

iron fist and threats issued to the people that follow them, such as the claims of eternal damnation if 

this is not done. This only parallel to how many people affirm of seeing "Holy Mary", "Angels" and many 

other specific though-forms, all of which appear to have similar things in common: 

 

1. Preparing people for their death 

2. Making people celibate 

3. Promoting a metaphysical agenda of communism where nobody and nothing matters 

4. Promoting Nihilism 

5. Espousing and supporting self destruction. 

 

Actual Gods would not have many reasons to act like this. On the other hand, hostile aliens, or 

imaginations of people, or both these combined, seem to provide a sufficient understandable 

background as to why this is the case and why this is happening. 

 

Nothing ever meaningful is given out of the above "appearances". It's just all a circus of keeping people 

tightly controlled. One could go on and on. As it should be obvious, this is the work of hostile enemies 

and ET aliens, that basically, seek to just maintain a level of control over humanity, and not the work of 

very powerful or benevolent species. 

 

I say you advance fearlessly, read the dedication page, and study http://www.joyofsatan.org. 
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A Unique Age by Joseph Goebbels 
 
History does not repeat itself. As with everything creative, its imagination 
and opportunities are inexhaustible. However, it always follows eternally 
valid laws. Because these laws are ignored or violated in the same or similar 
ways by nations or people, they apparently lead to similar situations or 
results. 
 
It is therefore wholly wrong to compare this war with the World War, or to 
seek parallels in their phases. The age in which we live, and this war, are 
unique in nature and conduct, unparalleled in history. He who attempts to 
evaluate them by past standards runs the risk of making the worst political 
and military mistakes. 
 
Even our national situation, and the whole international one, is entirely 
different than 1914. Because of the sterile foreign policy of the period, we 
were forced into a two-front war with intolerable military burdens. 
Furthermore, our people were not psychologically prepared for war. The 
people had no idea why it was fighting, nor what it was fighting for, and the 
government did nothing to let it know what the situation was, and what the 
future would be. The German government missed every diplomatic 
opportunity to stop London’s encirclement plans. They practically gave their 
trump cards to the enemy. At the beginning of the war, they were prepared 
only for the most favorable circumstances, and were thus surprised by 
unfavorable developments.  
 
There had formerly been much better and more promising opportunities to 
fight the war that had now become unavoidable. They were surprised at the 
worst possible time, and then declared war themselves, which was to be of 
decisive psychological significance. Today, the situation is reversed. The 
Führer’s brilliant statesmanship succeeded by tireless diplomatic efforts in 
destroying attempts at encirclement, either in advance or through military 
means. False claims of neutrality, intended only to provide a march route to 
Germany, were destroyed, and a dangerous two front war avoided. 
Germany’s back is secure in this battle of fate. And our psychological war is 
being waged most successfully, not only at home, but also in the rest of the 
world. The nation knows exactly what is at stake. It knows what it is doing, 
is fully aware of what would happen if it lost the war, and knows the 
opportunities it will have if it wins. Every conceivable resource is being used 
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in this gigantic struggle. The opponent lost one trump card after another, 
even before the war began. The Führer prepared for this historic conflict 
with care and foresight, planning for the worst, and thus preparing for the 
best. At the critical hour, the Western plutocracies declared war, clearly 
putting themselves in the wrong. 
 
During the World War, we faced a deadly blockade. Germany had prepared 
only militarily, and that in an inadequate way. It was defenseless against a 
blockade. It had neither practice nor experience, and thus either took no 
measures at all, or took them so late that they did more harm than good. The 
rationing system was corrupt, which was a heavy psychological burden for 
people, and also made a consistent implementation of necessary economic 
measures impossible. It is therefore no surprise that the Reich succumbed to 
its enemies in this area in November 1918. 
 
Today our situation in no way resembles the former situation. True, the 
English-French plutocracy tried again to use the old methods of economic 
encirclement against the Reich, but these methods have lost their 
effectiveness. We prepared for a blockade. We knew its deadly effects from 
the World War, and thus did everything we could to be ready for it. We are 
prepared economically to wage war. The experiences of the World War were 
helpful. Our enemies mocked our Four-Year Plan, but it prepared us to 
survive even the tightest blockade. The Reich secured its economic and 
agricultural resources in such good time that we are safe from any 
unpleasant surprise. Corruption is impossible due to the most severe 
penalties. The Reich has sufficient reserves of raw materials to fight for as 
long as necessary. Militarily, we entered the World War without taking full 
advantage of our enormous population resources. We were then the strongest 
military power in the world, but could not resist the attack of the entire 
world. The tragedy of the first historic weeks of the gigantic battle was that 
we lacked the divisions on our endangered right flank, divisions that we 
could have had. All the later measures could not help. 
 
Today, the German military has the most modern technical equipment 
imaginable. The German population is being used fully. The German 
military is therefore prepared for any offensive. Everything is happening as 
planned, according to a firm system. Our army’s achievements are beyond 
all praise. They are admired by the whole world. 
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In 1914, we were completely on the defensive psychologically. The Reich 
viewed the war from a middle class perspective, without realizing that we 
faced a world of enemies who were determined to use every method of 
falsehood and incitement. The German leadership had no experience in the 
battle for public opinion. It had no concept at all of the people’s dynamism. 
It settled for loud shouts of patriotism rather than any real confidence or 
sovereign spiritual attitude, which alone lead to victory. We faced hate 
filled, treacherous and slanderous international enemies who knew how to 
make the leadership of the Reich look bad in every matter. 
 
How different is our situation this time! Here, too, Germany is clearly on the 
attack. It knows how to use the weapon of truth with sovereign assurance. Its 
news policy is fast, practiced, clear, and powerful. It is prepared in every last 
detail to deal with public opinion at home and in the world. The German 
nation did not enter this war with the momentary enthusiasm of a bonfire, 
but rather the German people are fighting with clarity and determination. 
Thus, it is no longer possible to use the international atrocity stories that 
were so extraordinarily dangerous to the Reich during the World War. 
 
The German army today has the magic aura of invincibility and of a glorious 
revolution, which is of enormous importance. True, the world is still 
wavering between limitless hatred and unlimited admiration in its evaluation 
of this so-called German wonder. It really was no wonder. Guided by the 
hand of a genius of historic greatness, the National Socialist system has been 
victorious. This man’s inspiring effect has awakened the spirit of a new ideal 
from the old German virtues: the precision of thinking and labor, the 
fanaticism of systematic preparation, a readiness to sacrifice, the greatest 
intelligence paired with imagination and inventiveness, sovereign 
knowledge, boundless enthusiasm on the part of the whole people, a 
youthful spirit of attack — in short, the ability to make of the German 
misery forced upon us by our enemies a brilliant virtue. What is it that from 
the beginning has guaranteed the success of the German military on every 
battlefield of this war? For the first time in history, creative German genius 
is freed of all bureaucratic and dynastic restrictions, and now has full 
freedom. Germany had always been as strong as it is today, but it did not 
know it. Never before in its history was it able to discipline itself, to use its 
full strength, and to develop a government structure that allowed it to make 
full use of its political and military opportunities. 
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That is yet another reason why a comparison to 1914 is completely wrong. 
The German people held on for four years only because its inner strength 
was so strong that it survived all the weaknesses and failures of its 
government. Today, it is different. The German people are able to fully use 
their national reserves of strength. What is winning today is a system 
prepared in 14 years of struggle and in seven years of practical work. It was 
given its creative spirit by a brilliant political and military genius, and can 
now live from its own strength. 
 
It is very easy for foreigners to attribute our political and military successes 
to an improbable sequence of good luck. It is the kind of luck that, as Moltke 
once said, only the virtuous have over the long term. We therefore face no 
really serious political or military developments in this war. Our enemies 
may be forced to imitate our methods, which they hate so much. One often 
says in the enemy camp that National Socialism can be fought only by using 
National Socialist methods, or something similar. However, we know only 
too well how much sweat, how much work, how much experience, and 
above all how much time, is necessary to achieve even the first successes.  
 
Today the enemy camp is shouting: “Arms, arms! More planes, more tanks!” 
Blind fools! We have exerted our full energy, with an unequaled national 
rhythm, sacrificing our people’s ease and comfort, to reach our goals. In the 
seven years we sacrificed to build our military, foreigners mocked our 
slogan: “First guns, then butter!” Today it is clear that one cannot conquer 
cannons with butter, but that cannons can conquer butter. From today’s 
standpoint, they did us a favor in 1918 by taking our old weapons from us. 
We had to build our German military from the ground up so that it is not 
only the largest, but also the most modern, army in the world. We spared no 
expense, no sacrifice, no effort, to ensure that if war came, we would have 
to, have to, have to win it, or else lose our life as a nation. 
 
Mr. Churchill and Mr. Reynaud will not be able to persuade the world that 
France and England can recover from the first terrible blows they have 
received. The parallels that their newspapers draw to 1914 — parallels that 
show their anxiety and bad conscience — are entirely wrong. In 1914, we 
had real weaknesses in our national defenses that our enemies could exploit. 
Today that is no longer the case. Our enemies are recalling retired old 
generals in their mid-70’s and 80’s, hoping they can provide a second 
“Wonder on the Marne.” We can tell them that history does not repeat itself. 
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It is too much to hope for that after agitating, threatening, and terrorizing the 
world for years, they can overcome their enemy by an unearned wonder. 
 
Wonders, too, have to be earned. Plutocracy has no way to escape today. It 
is trapped. It began this war confident that it could wage this war without 
bloodshed, using only economic blockade. Now it faces the hard necessity of 
having to fight. Thankfully, they have left us in no doubt about what they 
would do to us if we lose: They prophesy the dissolution, dismemberment, 
and destruction of our Reich and nation. Every German knows that. We had 
time enough to reflect on it during the long, hard winter months — all of us, 
German soldiers, farmers, and workers. 
 
The lords of the western plutocracies now have to fight these soldiers. Our 
farmers grow the daily bread for these soldiers, and the workers behind the 
front forge their weapons. They all know that in these days, weeks, and 
months, Germany’s fate for a thousand years to come will be decided. They 
are deeply aware of living in a unique age. They want to prove worthy of it, 
thus proving that they are a unique people as well. 
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About European Elections  

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun May 26, 2019 
 

 

 

In regards to elections and Democracy in general, there is this thing: In most cases, the turnouts are 

really low. We are constantly told we have a "Democracy", and yes, that is the intention of it, a lot of 

smokescreen and deception.  

 

What eventually happens is that in some cases the "voting percents" do hardly exceed 35% of a 

population, and in other words, only 1 in 3 people do actually "decide" the future of said nation. Validity 

of percent for elections should be above at least 45% of a turnout, ie, one in two people have so called 

"Decided" about their own "Future". 

 

We will realistically only see the results of the elections after their actual results. This may take a few 

days. Regardless, given what we have right now in the news, things are progressively moving better for 

our side. Given all the enemy's monkey rage and censorship rampage, we are faring really well, and 

everything points out to the fact that the need to live and exist, is superior to the enemy's judeomorality 

garbage and brainwashing techniques. 

 

The reality of the situation is that also the systemic and NPC type of people are far more likely to vote 

than simple people who seldom give a damn about "Politics", but this has lately changed as the 

"Progressive" and "Leftist" voices have literally ruined our countries, infested them, threw hard earned 

wealth, money, territories, and even the living blood of people into the trash can over useless 

"progressive" ideals.  

 

Most of the people who won't even go to vote, won't be Feminists and Green party minorities, but 

people who are actually right or have simpler beliefs that our species and races have to live on. This is 

because the enemy factions know how to do maximum political mobilization like the leftists, to support 

in full unnatural ideals, while the other factions that they fight, they operate in a different manner and 

may actually ignore the ballot by high numbers. 

 

To put this differently, the fat feminist WILL show up to throw just one ounce of poison for the White 

mother that she is eternally jealous for, but the White mother may have her children sick this day and 

not go to vote. The fat evil feminist even through a heart attack would go to the ballot to throw her 

vote, to guarantee that her unnatural poison will live through the power of the vote, but the average 

normal looking guy who is literally woke may just spend one more day trying to find a reddit woke post 

in the lone world of the boards for 4chan, because he's more woke than the feminist socialist land-

whale, to name an example. 

 

In other words the woke people and the NPC's do operate in entirely different ways in that regard. So 
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one has to expect unstable results. 

 

This system which is centred around these worthless ideals which are formulated by the marxist shit-

brains, is now having convulsions that another countering to said system is emerging, ie, "Populism". 

They constantly cry and whine about "Populism" and it's ideals of closed borders, maintaining 

homogeneity of said countries, resisting incessant migration, and in many cases the conversation also 

becomes a racial conversation.  

 

The domain of cultural conversation about 'religion' is fairly limited, as the question of the true identity 

of Europe as a continent is still kept supressed and many fail to see that Europe was eternally White and 

Pagan, despite of what any progressive or christian "maintainer" wants to believe. These toxic jewish 

beliefs, from opposing sides, have always kept Europe in danger. 

 

Europe is going through a reformation but those initiating this are still playing it "Safe". The reason for 

this is that co-dependency between European countries is a reality. What is now called the "Far Right" is 

just really the "Center right" of the past, and the "Center Right" of the present is basically the "Center 

left" of today, while all the "Left" parties of the past are basically pushing all the way into the "Far Left".  

 

The "Medium Left" all the way to the end of the left axis has become essentially Bolshevism both in 

America and Abroad, and this has been going around in full manifestation for around the last 15 years. 

This is because the enemy wants to accelerate the cultural and racial damnation and assimilation of the 

subjects and nations that they have conspired against. In other words politics is going through a cycle of 

re-assessment. 

 

While the "Left" has mobilized more and more into Bolshevism, the same movement happening on the 

right axis has been hampered and criminalized. The system pretends to be surprised about LePen or 

some other jokes that call themselves "Right Politicians". Their stances on most subjects such as not to 

be run over by Somalis and go racially extinct are just as mediocre as any center right party, or any 

centrist party. However these are perceived and made to be perceived as "Totally Racist Nazis" because 

the left does not want any cultural opposition currently, not even within the softcore or mediocre 

spectrum.  

 

Europe has been a blend of a so called "center left and center right" axis, to avoid basically labelling for 

being Cultural Marxists and other defiling terms. What arose out of this is this whole meme about 

refugees and acceleration policies in creating a USSR gulag, and articles like Article 13 and 11 in 

censoring press and internet, which is said to be put in effect in 2021 and currently labelled as 

"Irreversible". 

 

The rise of "Populism", ie "the right" of "uhm, we don't really want to go entirely extinct but uhm, keep 

up the migrants coming in and give them citizenship and passport except Salvini who is the only one 

who has a pair of balls that produce testosterone" is a good sign in the proper direction, showing that 

the pendulum is slowly swinging in people having more consciousness about the fact that we are turned 

into Kalergi filth specimen and having our countries literally robbed from our own hands.  
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Of course the system will complain every step on the "further" way this goes, but the more they do, and 

the more their agenda is intensified, it's only to be expected that people will fly off the handle more and 

more, until finally there is a proper "Right" that may actually do instate some measures in stopping the 

mass kalergization, low birthrates, and cultural marxism that is plaguing Europe. We are however not 

there yet, and even if more "right winged" politicians are elected, this will not be enough. However what 

we are seeing with the higher numbers is that eventually the minds of people will turn around. As to 

when this is happening, this is a tricky question. 

 

Seeing some polls and other information, or any youtube (censored now) comment section for this 

liking, you can see that people have woke up to all the agendas of the enemy, all the way from 

multiculturalism, to having your nation stolen, to bringing in illegal migrants for slave serfdom and 

cultural and racial replacement, to all other pressing and existential matters. Not too long ago a poll 

came out in Sweden that said that Swedish people are less fond of migration than...Hungarians...who 

have Orban on the head of the state. In other words, "elections" should tend to mirror these examples 

and realizations.  

 

The situation is also however as I said in the beginning of this post that many people not only will NOT 

show up to vote (so a systemic minority will decide Europe) but that simply the awakening levels of 

people are no longer really mirrored in "Medium right" like LePen and others. Europe is far more 

"Radicalized" and "Far Right" than any poll is going to show, at this point, it's viable to believe that at 

least 10% in every nation no longer holds "Right" or "Center Right Values and Sentiments" but literally 

"Far Right" values. What is also happening is that within the so called "Right" in Europe, as with the 

"Left" which hides all the Bolsheviks, Communists, and general filth, so are hidden factions which go 

from ultra-nationalists all the way down to National Socialists. 

 

I do not think people in London who are literally aware of their own extinction do really care to vote for 

Boris or just Farage to get just more systemic bullshit for yet another 8 years without any actual result 

coming out of it all. Theresa May went down as simply she is incapable of pulling out a Brexit. All of this 

in other words is not only boring people but is looking purposeful: The system is created in such a way to 

maximize cultural domination and racial replacement at the fastest pace through gibs me dat and 

infinite money to migrants, while delaying any proper political advance and extending it into the span of 

decades (Such as the will of the people expressed by Brexit).  

 

In other words the enemy is on a race against time to replace as many Europeans as possible within the 

smallest time frame, in order to push later for greater changes, all while condemning hard their "Right" 

opponents to slow down the awakening of the populace and it's advance. The system is creating an 

invisible bastion of radical people especially in youth that will demand actual change, as a result of this. 

This wave is going to wait for an expression. Normally, when these things happen in history, the 

situations do become conclusive, and sometimes even politically violent. 

 

All the enemy has been doing for a while is maximum intensification of their agenda (which is what 

backfired to them) and basically suppressing their opponents from gaining a podium and just doing 

something about the people who are fed up and do exist. It would be safe to say in Europe that right 

now, in all places, from the most brainwashed, to the most "disobedient" like Hungary or Poland, we 
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have everywhere from 10 to 30% of "Populists" and people who are willing to do what it takes to, at 

first, resist the enemy advance, and then, wipe the enemy out if required under the pressure of the 

circumstances imposed on European people. 

 

To name an example here, the system for example tries to make it look like Macron is some hot shit or 

some important politician. Yes, he is "important", to the system itself, that doesn't want to understand 

that it's on the failing mode. The same goes for many other rotting individuals like Merkel. Macron's 

importance is just pale and small compared to the Yellow Vests, who do reflect the conclusive point of 

systemic fuckery, and what one experiences when you go to Paris and you are a stranger in the 

workplace and in the capital of your own homeland, and at your 40's, and White. This is what is going to 

be more important than any 'election' at this point, social dynamics. And these tend to resolve in way 

more brutal ways than in "politics" in the end of the day. 

 

The importance is not in the European elections and for the time being not in any elections. Many 

people who kissed Trump's ass and called him a "Messiah" or a "Nationalist Messiah" should understand 

this. Their "Messiah" now is going to open the borders so they can get "More immigration than ever 

before in the history of the United States" so they understand how weak this type of "Nationalism" is.  

 

Democracy is ruling with 1 out of 3 people of a striking majority of nations voting, illegal voting by the 

droves, in many cases no more than 30%. In Austria for example Kurz's party was attacked over a video 

about promising some contracts in the government for support to some corporations, and the Austrian 

public (Thanks the Judenpresse) had an "Outrage". In other words, Kurz's party did around the clock, 

back in 2017, one same political thing that the rotten political class of jews have been doing for literally 

centuries in annexing Europe, so the moral jewish press decided to give a moralistic outcry to the 

moralistic goyim that listen to it still, in the face of them becoming Kalergi specimen. "Oy vey ur leader 

goyim promised shekels to his people to maintain power, how dare he, oy gevalt, das korruption. Pls 

vote for us the uncorrupted to bring u moar and moar black people in Austria to get you BBC and 

blacked, and extinct, hehe, and gibs dem shekels cuz Socialism and Humin Raytes, which is totally 

Moralistic to do, hehe".  

 

Regardless, this is the system replicating itself and expressing discontent, as such, there cannot be any 

brute or great political change in the current elections, or in 2020. When the generation of people who 

are hanging from the system's balls are going to give in progressively (ie, the pensioners in Germany 

who want Abdullah to infest Germany so they can survive from 80 to 85) then things will start to clear 

up further.  

 

At best, what is going to be shown in these elections, is a steady rise of the manifested precents of how 

people have woke up more. But as stated this will never really be accurate due to voters abstaining 

and/or not giving a fuck about EU system mediocrity any-more.  

 

Do not be deceived that the numbers of the "Right" and of "Nationalists" that are "woke" are the small 

numbers that will be the turnouts of these elections. The people concerned are way more. The 

difference is that the people REALLY concerned have other things to do, are afraid to be targeted, and 

do not quite feel comfortable to follow stooges, like all the system NPC people do with Frau Merkel and 
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the related garbage.  

 

The good news is also that the soft-core right is far more easy to "open the road" for people who will do 

actual work to set up things straight. This is because it is opening up the conversation in the minds of 

people that yes, your border can and should be closed, and that you are not morally obligated to feed all 

the lazy people of the planet, nor become extinct. These ideas will later translate into more radical 

ideas, despite of the hopes of the system of "keeping things in check" with "Nationalists" who are like 

"We will have more immigration than ever before" and "Winning Make Israel Great Again" types of 

campaigns. The hopes was to neuter the situation with these but it doesn't really seem to be happening. 

 

So if you see percents like Golden Dawn or AfD at 10% it's safe to assume the populace that actually 

supports these people is actually more like 17 or even 20%, if you subtract the censored, the percents 

that won't go to vote, and those who are afraid of marginalization by their own Jew infested 

"Democratic" system of "Freedom of Opinion" (and censoring Youtube and the internet) type of 

governance.  

 

Our side is growing and there is nothing the enemy can do to stop it, and what the enemy does to 

advance their agenda is only adding oil to the fire.  

 

Change will come, we must do the RTR's and keep up the intellectual warfare, and the enemy is going to 

collapse. 
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About the Old Priesthood

by HoodedCobra666 » Mon Jan 22, 2018 8:15 pm 

Guess what... this is the time we answer one of the all time favourite troll questions...Sure also 
others also wonder about this though...

There is a thing in the universe and it's called free will. 
Many people do not understand how the priesthood works. Or how life works. They have the meme
of Christianity in their mind of the 'all powerful', and there are always one sided choices. So they 
transfer this to "Super Satan makes the Choices, how can people fail". But there are no such claims 
being made here.

There have been questions in regards to people from the clergy. This is a very difficult task. There 
are attacks, there is extensive tiredness, extensive sacrifices of time and effort, and this is one of the 
hardest tasks to follow. We are not more 'privileged', just 'because we are clergy' than others, either, 
by the Gods. We are only as privileged as our work goes, so in that case, the same rules apply to us 
as every other Satanist. There is only one fundamental difference, those who really do their job as 
Clergy (this varies, as again, people are individuals), it's like doing any other job, only danger wise 
it can be very tough.

When the Gods pick someone to become Clergy, they pick them through us and with us. There is a 
waiting period for such as well. And guess what, people always have free will. Satan doesn't 
constrain the free will of anyone. With that being stated, one is always open to success or to failure. 
There are also many people do haven't taken the role of Clergy seriously, and as such, they have 
fallen. 

The Gods help, advance and guide us, but one's position towards themselves is something the 
patience, caring, and help of no other entity can fill in. In other words, if you decide to fall on your 
own, or do stupid things, you will fall, and nobody will be able to save you. This is literally the 
same as jumping from a skyscraper. I won't be excused from gravity because I am "Clergy", nor 
will a spaceship come to my rescue as I'm falling. Simply because this deals with the rules of life. 

The favourite topic of trolls, are about some priests who have failed and/or left their post. They try 
to instil mystery around the matter, but in most cases, this was a choice for them to leave. 
A few individuals were also overtaken by the force of the enemy, because they were foolish enough 
to confuse reality with their internal feelings of being able to take on the enemy 'on their own' and 
other crap. If there is a war happening, and a general is high on acid for some reason, takes a gun, 
and jumps on the front-line, without kevlar, without a tank, with nothing, nobody can tell them to 
'not do this', and nobody will keep them. They have 'authority' and they should have logic to 
constrain themselves. If for some reason such is missing, they can literally go and die. In simple 
words one is acting on a very inferior level than where they have been put to do. Therefore there 
can be consequences such as massive failure. Or even destruction and death.

Many people also don't feel well to have a responsibility and not being able to follow through. 
Others decide they can't keep up with the demands of it. Others may even cower. Some have done 
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well, others very good, the list goes. Some people just quit. Others for personal reasons, others can't
take the heat, others just give up, others come up to not care. 

What is for certain, and this is upon which the Gods make the choices, is that everyone of these 
people have had the skills and the capacity to become good clergy. The Gods judge not based on the
future, because people also decide their own future, but they decide based on possibility of being 
good. 
The Gods can clear-cut see the future, this is for certain, but this doesn't matter either, as the future 
is possibilities. 
What matters is that WE figure out how to steer our boats in the proper direction, to reach the place 
we need to. It's up to people to actualize this so called 'future'. There is karma, but there is also free 
will and action. And it's truly difficult for many people - as guess what, one learns on the job.

The least favourite topic of trolls however, and the people they hate, is the successful priesthood, 
who has served and done lots of things for the community, giving it life, guidance and purpose, for 
too long. The trolls never ask how these people made it that far, with so much responsibility, 
burden, threats, and other issues, simply because, this proves all their frail arguments about a few 
cases very wrong. While these trolls obsess over those who have fell, quitted, or used their free will 
to stay off the path, they focus the very least on people who have done their work properly. This is 
because this proves them wrong in their entirety, and proves Satan's providence beyond a doubt.

In the ancient times, the same was the case. The priests were put in gradual initiation. One could 
also fail and be replaced. There were high adepts who were literally 'up there' but were never part of
the priesthood, simply because, it follows specific rules, patters, and requires particular skills. 

From my perspective, one can do massive and very decisive work WITHOUT being priesthood. 
This is because the enemy and/or others do not even know you are somewhere. You are a blade in 
the dark, so to say. One reason we exist is because of these 'lurkers' and people who stand by us at 
heart but we may not know them, nor them us. We all do everything 'together' as a whole, and this is
what is of importance.

The Gods know the people they have in and out. The issue is, people don't know themselves, nor 
life. So they can fail. One example is how a few priests have been intensive in bad habits, or how 
others have fiddled with stupid things like drugs. Like the case of Salem who fell into the trap, 
ultimately losing his sanity and self. If one fiddles with bullshit, there is little things other people 
can do to save them, or any other entities. The fact one is can be put in such position is because they
can be helpful in some way. 

This sets up a paradigm on what to avoid. Nobody says about their so called life, or standing with 
Satan. This is up to Satan to judge. But one cannot serve responsibly a community in that way. One 
will simply spread plague to it. So here is a paradigm to avoid...

The Gods, and I tell you from experience, will do many things to save these people, but one can of 
course neglect all warnings. They have saved me from things I wouldn't even believe. But when one
works against themselves there is not much in the universe that can be done to 'save' them. In the 
end our judge is our self. Overconfidence and turning into a brat is something some Satanists are 
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plagued from, and this has lead a few to downfall. This is because power increases and when one 
starts to become really 'something', they can lose their footing. The humble survive here, but one 
must be also strong. 

We also had members who have completely lost their footing and went full retard against other 
members. This leads them slowly in disaster. 

To relate a personal experience, I was a fan of Vovim Baghie's writings, when I was out and about. 
To my disappointment, he gave everyone up, which is unfortunately the truth of what happened. 
Many people like to make fables about this, such as the superheroes who left, once upon a time etc. 
Even if we were to assume this was done for any 'good reason' (which is not the case) this make it 
double bad. 

Cause if hypothetically one ascends to high levels of mass wisdom and they desert the community, 
all the worse, it's twice dishonourable, than let's say someone who didn't do much just leaving. So in
any case, this is a dishonour. Just imagine for a second what would happen if the Gods decided they
no longer want to fiddle with humanity? We would probably get toasted the next day by the enemy 
entities who do not give up. In the same way, our own must learn to never give up.

Obviously they are brave because they are advanced, but they stay to advance others. Those who 
leave are of no importance. Their work, when it was there, it was helpful, and that's that. One is also
called to follow through, however. The same goes for the people who many people have elevated 
into some diva-status because they, SUPPOSEDLY and BASED ON ASSUMPTION were "VERY 
ADVANCED" but didn't give a fuck for the community and left it cold turkey. These are not 
examples to admire, even if such people were 'advanced'. 

Advancement brings, on the highest levels, compassion to other people. One does not desert what 
one loves and has sworn their word to fight for.

Imagine how many times the Gods face-palm themselves over our little human things. 
I think Aldrick wrote it once in his post, and he was right if you think about it. So for the Gods, is 
their superiority a reason to let us to die and become ashes? No. They instead help us advance. 
Think about it if one is advanced, it's no problem to them helping others advance. If one is not 
advanced, they find excuses on why they are so greater than anyone else and therefore find reasons 
to laze out by not helping others in some way. So those who can help, do help.

As for the divas who sit around and complain about a community in which they do nothing to 
improve, one has nothing to complain about. The person who work for 2 minutes a day for this 
community, spiritual Satanism, or enlightening people by anonymous activism, a person known or 
never known, is better than all these worthless people combined, multiplied by 6 gorillion times. 

The Gods stay by us. That's what showing them to be superior beings, teachers, leaders and helpers.
Those who pretend to be 'very advanced' and can't take it, they will never be equal to them in value. 
This is what decides value in any community. "I could give" or "I think I am superior" is of zero 
value. To desert is easy. To improve is hard.
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So in closing, the focus should be on success, not a few failures, and our emulation should be what 
is best. One mustn't spend time going after that which is worse and bad, but that which is best. 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Re: About the Old Priesthood

by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Mon Jan 22, 2018 10:19 pm 

Thank you HP Hooded Cobra. Yes, the Gods look at the amount of work one does for our agenda. 
The attrition rate for JoS has been very high. Few people are strong enough to last and those of us 
who last and do the work get extra protection from the Gods. The weak ones are not prepared and 
they quit.

In addition, many out there think the title of High Priest/ess is glamorous and are ill prepared for the
amount of work and personal sacrifice that comes with the job.

The Satanic Priesthood is here to deal with the heat. Yes, the brutal truth will always have copious 
amounts of enemies. 

We know the truth and learn more every day. We do in depth research and study in order to 
summarize things and put them into layman's terms so everyone can understand. We share these 
truths in hopes of a better life and world.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.com

Re: About the Old Priesthood

by HP Mageson666 » Tue Jan 23, 2018 8:17 am 

I think the reason people have been tricked into putting Salem and Vovim onto a pedestal is because
both of them made the claim to be ascended with the Kundalini.   When in reality, both of them 
were and probably still into the kind of drugs that cause deep psychosis. Which they believed was 
some higher-level, which was the drugs. 
You witness the same in Hinduism, with the people who practice the Kundalini Yogas and those 
who practice the same in the New Age - they get into drugs or just become deluded, they start 
proclaiming themselves the same.   In Salem's, case I think he failed to overcome the deep 
emotional-issues he had from being raised in fundamental Christianity, that led him into drugs. 

A lot of addicts believe they can handle their addiction but its handling them into the trash-can of 
life. I liked Salem as a person, and it was sad what happened even it was before my time in the 
Clergy.

Drugs and spiritual practice, don't mix. 
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As for myself, I don't even drink alcohol. I could here and there but I made it a point not to, not 
even a drop because I told you guys not to - so I live by example. 

Anyway, for myself, unlike Vovim just because I might be standing of the roof of a twenty storey 
building does not mean I am twenty storeys tall. I understand that. Beside as a forum posting Slothz 
my duties iz to leads you guys in da wayz of making funz of bronzy, Sholomoz bagelstienz, clownz 
like sprockets and das reading rainbow kabala clownz. 
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Follow the Slothz search engine to:
www.joyofsatan.com
www.exposingchristianity.com

Re: About the Old Priesthood 

by HoodedCobra666 » Wed Jan 24, 2018 1:13 am 

Godmode wrote: “Did Kai Purr "leave" on good terms?”

All he did was exaggerate his experiences to the maximum. And claim 'god status' for absolutely no 
reason, by saying backhanded BS on how he is so close to the Godhead and so forth, ad nauseum. It
was a type of memetics running in the forum back then, so many 'gods' were around. So many Gods
couldn't even do proper tasks or promote Satanism in any decent way other than writing slob 
stories. And pretend to be Vovim 2.0 by 'leaving' due to being on such a high spiritual...level. Kai 
specifically was on a high pedestal. Essentially his few posts were nothing but merely expectation 
creations for his 'experiences'. 

Compare Vovims' writings with the writings of the Kai Purr. And you have the same type of writing.
Same claims, same nonsense, same 'methods'. What about anything that really matters to anyone 
that reads let's say? Nothing. Due to this crap getting a life of it's own, many people became 
massively disappointed for not experiencing these fake and probably drug induced effects people 
like Salem were spewing out. 

Ultimately growing dissatisfied and wanting to go. There were some characters who did this back 
then all in the spirit of abusing free speaking on the forum and having leftovers from thinking 
Satanism is a shit-fest on who has the biggest claimed this and that.

So they write exaggerated stuff. Others also tried to join this race later, creating delusional 
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individuals. Many had to get the boot as a result, as this mislead severely many younger Satanists. 
In the end contributing to absolute nothing but the creation of false expectations. Some people grew
extremely dissatisfied. Because much of these claims were plain lies or over exaggerations of 
normal experiences.

Note also; these people were accepted in the groups, they were posting, and people left them to do 
their part. But the issues arose when they started going to further crap. Many people mistook this 
acceptance of what they wrote as some sort of indirect acceptance to their superiority or that they 
were ineffable and correct. 

Kai attempted to come back on the forums but he was booted like a couple years ago. Because he is 
a pretender and he basically tries to fragment the JoS to feed his little personality cult. All these so 
called "I say I am a God to you, but I don't really say it, I just let it be assumed by default, by 
making big ass claims (cause I am a piece of shit actually)" guys, all follow the same memetic 
pattern. 

Big claims, they let even bigger assumptions rise, they let them take a life of their own by their 
silence/non-existence, then they leave, and by doing absolutely nothing, they come back with a 
heroic return to take some Goyim from here and lead them to...nowhere, just to create a personality 
cult for dickheads. Then when they are stomped they go on a chimp mode. Some people who they 
have around get confused and quit Satanism when they discover fraud, others return to the JoS, 
others remain silent, the list goes. 

The pattern continues until these people have fed their worthless ego or eventually have destroyed 
everyone in the process. These characters grow in stupidity as they become tolerated, because they 
down the road buy the lies they sell to other innocent people. So they try to play based on these. 
Then if they get booted they become pissed off and create a theory on why they got booted. Some 
say they are superior as fuck, others say the clergy sucks, others say they are the 'real deal', and 
rarely they self-evaluate and return. 

Because indeed we don't have any reason to ban anyone and/or reduce other people. We need good 
people who ARE advanced, for example, people who care. We don't need shitheads dictating 
anything, this can turn real bad. There is no time for shit-headed-ry any more. If anyone wants to do
this they can do this on their own personal life.
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About Weed and Smoking 

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Thu Sep 19, 2019 

 

 

 

 
I have stated many times that the wise person should abstain from these drugs, even weed in particular, 

though falsely and based on hearsay by many people to be 'harmless'. While it may be harmless, as in, 

let's say, clinical studies, this does not mean that something does not have specific threatening 

properties.  

 

I've written about this topic before, but it's important to state this again, as this loop of drugs has 

become a literal cancer to modern civilization, and it's becoming more and more pronounced and 

brutal, with those behind this aiming for weak targets such as very your teenagers, or even children.  

 

Remember, we were told for decades that Tobacco was also harmless and it was first marketed as a 

"Suppressed medical product", then it was "Recognized by the doctor community" and started likewise 

as a stress relaxant, so the weed revolution is just this in replay of this. A few decades later it started 

breaking in how it ruins teeth, the respiratory system, the mouth, the tongue, and your lungs 

significantly.  

 

There is not point to be stupid, waste money, and waste your time and worse on these things. For those 

who have not read these, refer to my topics on Hallucinogenic Drugs and generally the related topics 

about drugs. I have wrote extensively and in details. 

 

Weed is used to pacify the masses, create a profitable subculture, and is no different than what tabacco 

once was. While tabacco harms the breathing system, and it most of the time stays at that, and the bad 

scent, what weed does is way worse, as it creates cognitive issues, and on the deep levels of use, just 

ruins the awareness. 

 

Perceptiveness, understanding, attention, focus, and all these things, do fall under the active or Pigala 

side of the soul. Lack of coordination, lethargy, and on the last states, complete loss of consciousness, 

fall under the level of Ida. A specific balance is required to cycle the above so we go in waking and 

sleeping circles, and as far as meditation is concerned, careful rising of the Ida and also of the Pigala, by 

uniting calmness with acute attention. This is why your attention is required in meditation, and 

mastering focus is extremely important. 

 

Due to high necessity of this civilization to deal with spiritual, mental, moral, racial, and many other 

problems that it cannot address and does not want to solve, people are pushed incessantly [and 

experimented upon at the same time] with heavy drug use. This civilization has went as far as to 

prescribe meth on children in the form of ADHD medication, and many other things. Instead of 

mastering the mind and learning about it, we have reduced it to nothingness, and therefore people 

cannot solve their own problems. This creates the necessity to banish the mental effects that come with 
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an undisciplined mind, dirty aura, low level soul, and an unnatural society on top of it. 

 

Weed is so forcibly promoted because being a Yin based plant, it increases the yin energy. People who 

are using weed too much, are emotionally addicted to it, and all the talk aside and the fake claims on 

how it's not addictive "biochemically", the emotional addiction is real. You take the pipe away from 

someone and they can start a confrontation or worse. Inhaling too much results in what is called a Yin 

Coma, where one basically just loses consciousness. 

 

The above is the utmost antithesis of any form of actual meditation. The above comatose lethargy is 

exactly what the meditator is trying to move away from. Not in regards to sleep obviously, but as a 

general state of wakefulness. This state is in particular a state similar to states where brainwashing 

happens, or where people are unconscious, or even worse, extreme suggestibility. If you have friends 

who do weed, you will notice they are extremely brainwashed by the system. By dropping the guard of 

the active attention, one opens themselves up for brainwashing and suggestion, which is what is the 

case with habitual weed smokers. Their mind is open wide, and this has other implications as well.  

 

The situation with the aura and opening holes in the aura, is because with prolonged use of these 

substances, the auric field loses it's ability of defence or active deflective attention. This effect is later 

mirrored on in the mind, which becomes extremely suggestible, open for the taking. If you think that by 

open for the taking I am making a joke, on the last levels of drugs, this is what happens.  

 

One's astral body, aura and other parts of the soul are so decomposed and ruined, that they can become 

prey to any entity that wants to do whatever to them, limited but not included, to possess them and 

take them over. While this case is extreme, it can actually happen, and everyone has seen at least one 

extreme drug addict in their life which was soulless or even devoid, or even worse, was constantly crazy. 

The posession case is extremely rare, but yes, it can happen, and it does happen. When one has lost all 

control over this, this is why there is a psychiatric ward. People in psychiatric wards do suffer from 

extreme damage in their astral body and spiritual bodies. . This also has a psychological dimension and 

medical dimension, physically.  

 

An argument for weed users is that it helps them relax, but they have never tried to relax on their own 

or set their mind in order in the first place. Relaxation should come upon someone without use of 

external aid, or paying a jew a specific amount of money to get 10 minutes of relaxation. The slavery 

scheme here is real, and is no different than tobacco. Another thing people claim is that it "Calms their 

nerves" and makes them "less aggressive" or helps them set down their anger.  

 

This anger people describe, in the first place, can be a biochemical imbalance, or pent up emotions, or 

both combined. In that case, pacifying this with weed, most of the time, makes the matter return, and 

harder. This is why people who use weed for anger management are essentially becoming twice as crazy 

when it wears off. Because the suppression of the rise of anger, results in it's doubling after it's pushed 

down. After a point many of these people cannot calm down, and they develop a sense of paranoia, or 

extreme aggression when they don't have their weed. This is observable in many people and a common 

theme in rap songs.  
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Tobacco ruins your breathing system, but on the other hand, it does not pacify mentally to the extent of 

Weed. Tobacco creates energetic and respiratory density, which should be by all means avoided, but it 

does not cause pacification. On the other hand though, Tobacco causes heavy density, and can make 

people stuck lower. This is why Tobacco was traditionally linked to hard work and labor. 

 

If one wants the puffing thing about smoking, you can get an electronic cigarette that has taste and not 

nicotine or anything else like weed and related involved. These are 0% formulas which contain nothing. 

Some people have been able to ditch smoking because it was a habitual thing, and an e-cig has helped 

them in this. For heavily addicted cases, you can also work your way down the ladder of consumption, 

that's also what medicine states. 

 

While there are arguments against this by some people, saying these fragrances of e-cigs are also toxic, 

it's definitely not going to do you any harm compared to weed or actual tobacco. There is no psycho 

cataleptic effect associated to the above though, which is the important thing. Heavily addicted cases 

may need to go down this road first until one can leave off the hook. 

 

Lastly, what has to be noticed in regards to weed, is that it comes part in parcel with ideologies. 

Pacifying yourself into coma comes at an ideological package. Open borders, communism, some weed 

tards are obsessive over xianity, pacifism, and all sorts of other self destructive ideologies, all of which 

reflect the internal constitution of the users.  

 

As one for example has not grown mentally to understand the importance of borders and separation 

between people, or between themselves and others, so does one advocate externally the destruction of 

all borders. The more one is closing in death in the inside, and feels worthless, the more one forcibly 

advocates that we are "All the same".  

 

Weed, drugs, brainwashing, and many other things do constitute a greater package to cause the slow 

decay of the human mind, and turn it into a field open for the taking. Some new age sects have went as 

far as to say openly what I have been raving about for years now, that it's an alien agenda of promoting 

"Oneness". This in regards to aliens is all a strange ritual to break down human mental, spiritual, and 

general sanity and defences.  

 

True "Oneness" is achieved by actual projection of the strong soul into the universe, and not by 

destroying yourself, your identity. The higher one wants to go spiritually, the more powerful the soul has 

to be, in order to be able to project itself and to also withstand external energies and forces which try to 

keep it on lockdown. The enemy is one example here.  

 

How these people also meditate, pacifistic-ally, and with the intent of merely saying a lot, and doing 

nothing, and for the ultimate end of personal death, dissipation of all aspects and layers of the self, etc, 

is also characteristic of this mentality.  

 

Doing drugs and expecting to reach Samadhi or what is grossly stated as "Oneness", a canned and bad 

term for explaining the union of the soul with the higher soul of the world, is as if one does anorexic diet 

and expects to win Mr Olympia.  
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Such connection for it's maintenance requires power, strength, and a decently worked soul and mind. 

It's never going to happen through weakness, extreme pacifism, or drugs. Unless of course this time 

where one is like dying from malnutrition and "In their mind it was real" that "They wuz Mr Olympia". 

This is called being totally delusional.  

 

It's of no point to any Satanist to stay on these negative habits, your time and money is well invested 

elsewhere and for your betterment. It's not a question of guilt here, it's a question of doing what's 

better for yourself, so that you do what's best for you and feel more comfortable being yourself.  

 

You can also, by spiritual practice, and a decent lifestyle and diet, have a great experience most of the 

time in your own body mind and soul, without the need of any hampering externalities. This is hidden 

potential that is kept secret from humans in order to maintain the standards of control.  

 

Maybe if weed users and others want to carry a little rebellion, they would first throw the obviously 

overpromoted Yin plant out of their hands and try to reclaim their innate ability for inner peace. That 

would be meaningful. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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"ACADEMIC FREEDOM " 
Postby High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Sun Jun 17, 2018 5:41 am 

"ACADEMIC FREEDOM " 
The term "Academic Freedom" refers to the rights of educators to teach freely, conduct 

research, and to write without fear of being attacked and/or dismissed from their positions.  
 

Unfortunately, whenever a professor or any other educator goes against the orthodox teachings, 

at first, he/she is given s warning. If he/she does not stop, then he/she is ostracized. If he/she 

still does not stop, then there is dismissal and blackballing. 
 

World Book Encyclopedia has some interesting information under the entree of "Academic 

Freedom" regarding the history of this. 
 

It reads that during the colonial period in America, religious intolerance was the biggest threat to 

academic freedom. Views that deviated from Judeo/Christian dogma were under severe attack.  
 

Later on, during the 1800s, (((Wealthy benefactors))) were appointed by many universities as 

trustees. Many of those trustees felt that the teachings in their universities should agree with 

their own views, especially political and economic views. As a result, a number of professors 

lost their jobs for going against this. 
 

After WW2, there was (((communist infiltration))) of universities. 
 

Universities are thoroughly infested with Jews. Students, professors, and university staff from 

top to bottom. Loaded with Jews. They make the policies, push their goddamned death dealing 

communist filth under the deceptive slogans of brotherhood and equality, solving the worlds 

problems and other egregious lies. 
 

People need to wake up. Christianity and Islam and communism are all the same abominable 

Jewish filth.  
Communism is rooted in Christianity. Christianity is a stepping off point to communism. 

If the communism fails, then Christianity is reinstituted. 
 

This happened blatantly after the collapse of the USSR and its satellite nations. As soon as the 

Jewish program of communism collapsed, the Jewish program of Christianity reared its ugly 

head and former communist countries were infested immediately. Right back like fleas on a dog, 

but much, much worse. 

 

People need to know!! If one fails, the Jews use the other. Like a two-headed coin. Working 

both sides.  
 

After atheistic Albania for example, overthrew Jewish communism, Christians infested 

immediately. In a matter of days. Using humanitarian aid as an excuse, along with bringing shit 

loads of bibles and other spiritually degenerate paraphernalia of which they zealously pushed 

upon the vulnerable populace. 
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After years and years of communist indoctrination, and an extreme lack of any noncommunist 

educational outlets, the populace has been exceptionally vulnerable. Christians always prey on 

the vulnerable. 
 

So as for academic freedom, on the one hand the Jewish programs of Christianity and Islam 

attack from one end and the Jew infested universities attack on the other, along with the 

outsider Jews who control with their money. 
 

As long as the populace is deceived into believing these Jewish programs are different or 

opposed to each other, and go running hopelessly from one to the other, trying to find relief, this 

entire world will keep sliding down into more hopelessness and eventual total damnation.  
 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 
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Accepting One's Self 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Thu Aug 16, 2018 7:05 pm 

Many people do not accept themselves on a fundamental level and always wish they were 

someone or something else. Of course, since these problems are embed deeply into a soul or 

mentality, many people when they come to spirituality, they transfer this problem. Even worse, 

many people do not seek to solve this problem.  
 

This can start from many factors including harsh parents who want their kids to be 'something 

else'. This can get into someone's mind. Also, friends, society etc, these can wage war on 

someone simply because they are 'different'. There is not much acceptance for differences 

almost anywhere anymore in any real level.  
 

Aside this, many take the word 'change' in a negative fashion and try to enforce themselves to 

'change', based on some random generated criteria. I have also noticed these people who are 

too stuck on 'changing', they have been programmed by some source to assume that the 

'perfect' is something specific, yet they ignore this fact. They believe they 'change' because it's 

free will, but they essentially do not really shed their skin and change, but they try to terraform 

themselves into something else. This rarely works. These people find out and get pissed off, 

and can go as far as to blame spirituality, or they continue the same cycle of futility.  
 

This is sort of like how many people do not like how they 'feel' and just keep shoving pills down 

their throat, but never really pay too much attention or try to get to the bottom of the situation.  
 

The Kundalini Serpent requires self acceptance, and many also neglect this very fact. As thus 

they remain without progression in the Serpent. This is a very basic thing. Anyone who 

experiences this will know this, you're going nowhere if you do not self accept.  
 

If one does not accept themselves, and improve their individual self and soul, there is no actual 

spiritual progress. To make matters worse, people can build power with spirituality, and misuse 

it on already negative preconceptions and faults, and fatten these faults very much, until they 

are eventually consumed from these.  

 

Essentially what results from the above is these people who can change, or rather, change 

coats, they never get really satisfied with what they are, nor at ease with themselves and their 

own individuality. For example, gifts can be lost or remain underworked and overlooked, simply 

to look into specific standards. I do not know how many times emotional people complain about 

their emotional nature, and they wish they were less emotional. So instead of like, cleaning their 

own water, they just try to drain their own water and passion, and become like a walking drone, 

because 'All the cool people are not emotional, I saw this in an anime'. 
 

Every passion or even every fault one has, this can be turned into something positive. People 

however don't like to pay attention to this as this is more uphill and requires self acceptance to 

do. So what is attempted is a total overhaul of their personality, which many find also impossible 

to do, and this is for a reason, that nature demands beings have an individual self.  

 

The other thing is being a copycat. You do not need to write like 'me', be like 'him/her', or do 
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things 'like this guy does it'. All you need to do is find your own pace and learn from others, and 

develop your own self. The less you are at war with yourself, the less friction you will have in life 

in general. Forcing "change" on people and on one's self never really has the desired results. 

No positive advancement will come from giving in to fears, insecurities, and 'needs to change' 

when these needs come from self guilt or all sorts of other mental issues, self inflicted most of 

the time. This will not advance anyone, but the more they feed into these things, the more 

dependent they will become. 
 

Another presupposition I have seen is how many people assume they need to have 'all the 

skills' there are. Imagine an animal that has all the traits of other animals. This would be an 

abomination. "Completing" ones self isn't about having 'everything' perfect about you, but finding 

your personal perfection on what you are on an individual level. There is also not enough time in 

existence to develop 'everything', and nature by dictate doesn't want everything to be the same.  
 

An example here for example is anxiety. Many people try to get rid of anxiety. However, in some 

cases, your anxiety can alter you to danger. If one is on drugs and not feeling it, they may not 

feel this necessary anxiety, and get destroyed because of this. The anxiety of a situation can 

show you that you need to advance and make some necessary advancing for example. The 

same goes for guilt and other emotions that people do not 'like to feel'.  
 

Confidence can also be wrong, sometimes, way worse than lack of confidence. While the 

person that is healthily and balanced in their confidence will have the ability to understand 

mistakes, the person who has done years of workings for 'confidence' can work to their death 

without even understanding this is the case. One can be a bag of shit and never really 

understand what is going on. Here we have a curse. 
 

There are many such aspects in natal charts who appear positive, but they are curses unto the 

individual. There are people who are so bombastic that they are unable to understand any fault. 

People see an opposition or a square in a natal chart and automatically assume this is for the 

worst. One example here is the Neptune aspecting Uranus. While this can make for a lack of 

focus of mind in some cases, it can also give a great imagination, which, if one did not have this 

aspect, may not possess. Neptune is also opposing Mercury which many people call a bad 

aspect, but actually, it can create musical genius, or genius of other kinds, such as imagination 

that is vibrant, alive, and key to magick.  
 

Of course, people do not see the other side of the coin. Everything has two sides, and there is 

nothing good, evil, or uncool. It's all how the person uses these to advance. There are top 

musicians who have Mercury Neptune.  

 

One may also aspire to become 'like' someone, but notice here there is something self revealed. 

This is 'like' someone. One cannot become someone else, they can only become 'like' someone 

else. Nor one can escape their own karmic fate, but one can advance it. Humanity has lost track 

of this very truth and as large it's depressed because people are constantly forced to be 

'something else'. I have noticed the same thing people do with plastic surgery after plastic 

surgery (without thinking), happening also by some "Satanists" (not from here but generally in 

the craft) who pathologically try to get in contact with the Gods, and constantly invoke them to 

attain x quality. This essentially wears off, if it even works.  
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What one needs to do to really change is at first, practice self acceptance, self forgiveness 

even. This is when the lower chakras can open to facilitate higher and true change.  
 

You're really cool when you're like yourself and original, but aim to improve. Being an imposter 

of a 'leader', of an 'artist', of a 'scientist', of a 'cook', or of an 'athelete' is just a joke. Satan, the 

Gods, and also the Serpent, really want us to be...us. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  

More will follow soon. 

 
 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 

- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: Accepting One's Self 

Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Fri Aug 17, 2018 7:32 am 

dragon bleu 666 wrote:ehm ... well , what working(s) would you recommend for that ? ( 

runes ( waunyo ) , squares , freeing the soul ? or a specific meditation ? ).  
 

 

it seems like this society where you can trust no one , forces us to act and be in a certain 

way too.  
 

 

and thank you profundly. 

 

 

Well as far as society is concerned you will have to play a role. But what I write is more indepth. 

One has to play this role in order to survive nowadays. And they get self absorbed in this very 

role with anyone else in their life and also themselves. This can have you being on warmode 

24/7.  
 

Some people carry over this social role in their spirituality as well, or in the treatment of ither SS. 

if one has job issues for example, or if you meet wimps at work all the time, other SS do not 

have to pay for this. To name a simple example. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 

 

 
- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
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- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: Accepting One's Self 

Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Fri Aug 17, 2018 7:33 am 

Jack The GOOD guy wrote:I understand when the kundalini starts rising, one feels bursts 

of emotions good or bad because that which we discarded into the depths of our 

subconscious in our childhood or trauma rises up. So i was wondering if we artificially clear 

out these emotions using certain techniques prior to even try to awaken the kundalini , it 

would be a more better experience ? 

 

 

If you simply banish the emotion how will you exactly understand the deeper factor of which you 

get cleaned or need to fix?  
 

This whole thing is about gaining understanding. 
 

As for the issue itself, when it is understood, it has to be worked on and fixed. This is crucial like 

repairing or recreating a car all over again so you can travel safely. 

 

 

Re: Accepting One's Self 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sat Aug 18, 2018 7:58 am 

Sinistra wrote: 

Hoodedcobra666 wrote: 

So many people whine that they are only a soul in a body, blah blah. I hear this excuse 

all the time and it’s nonsense. This comes from just not accepting the fact that we are 

a manifestation of our own energy in this realm. With our faults and rights. And that 

we can at least fix fhis by the arts of the Gods. 

 

Since appearance comes mostly from genetics which are purely inherited by the parents 

and their own respective inheritance, any soul reincarnated in a specific body would end up 

displaying a closely similar appearance to if another soul was reincarnated in that body 

regardless of the qualities of the souls involved. And the connection between the actual 

characteristics of the soul and the final appearance are much looser in that they are limited 

to the capability of the soul to reincarnate in these racial/ethnic lines. So yes people are 

much more soul then body. And if they had reincarnated in another body of the same 

racial/ethnic lines their appearance could be potentially significantly better or worse, 

depending on the luck with the parents genetic material combing. 
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I am aware, as I have related these findings before. However what exaggeration or what 

assumption everyone puts in these is not something I am willing to follow. Because everyone 

will unavoidably terraform it in their own nonsense, and I have no desire to engage in this. 
 

The link between the soul and the body is very firm, and they are one, at least so long the body 

exists. Trauma on the body transfers to the soul, same as do injuries, misuse of material 

energies, and other things. But they get to the soul only to an extent. 
 

If you are 'more soul than body', live long to develop Alzheimers and to forget your own name, 

and then tell me the rainbow stuff about how the 'soul is so superior to the body'. Or burn your 

brain with pot for 20 years and then tell me how your mighty 'soul' works and what mighty things 

it does. 

 

The body has to be de-penaltized of being something inferior and worthless. It's quite equal to 

the soul in all aspects. The body is also the conduit through which magick is made possible in 

this realm for humans. The basis of this mirror is why the Magnum Opus is physically plausible 

and why some select people have done it. 
 

People have this BS belief that their body is meant for YOLO, and that the Soul is more 

important. "We Wuz Souls and Shit but we dindu use our soul 4 nutting" is the excuse of 

potheads, everyone who wants to prove their personal feelings right over any scientifically 

observable reality, and so forth.  
 

The "Our Soul Was Higher Than the Body" is an overworn argument. This is only to some very 

higher level important of an aspect, on which, it's unimportant to converse since humans do not 

reach this level of attainment and neither it is of consciousness or concern directly at this point. 

These facts even spiritually are largely superficial to converse. 
 

Aside of course, if people like to pretend they have lived 50 million years as a rock or vegetable 

or whatever other idea. "Im so ancient, I was a rock and a vegetable, then a donkey for 

10,000,000 years! I even did the Magnum Opus and I was called the Immortal Donkey." 
 

"Slight Differences" can also account to just some hair color, some size in this and that, some 

growth, but there are parts of the body that do not change even throughout reincarnations and 

keep coming back and back in the same material body in total or almost total sameness. One of 

these is our long time favorite, the gender. As for other ones I will not mention many things n the 

subject now before people say they have the Magic Fingernails of Napoleon or something.  
 

Racial spaces on the above can be 'streched', ie, one may at some cases exist in different sub 

races within the same group, but they can never change entirely to a different race.  
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Adding more power to the Final RTR 
Postby High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Thu Jul 26, 2018 7:24 am 

This is optional. Azazel gave me this. This also really helps in clearing one's soul of Hebrew 

curses.  
 

The Jews have been cursing Gentiles for centuries.  
 

After reciting each of the letters, visualize the letter, or if there is more than one variation of the 

letter, visualize each one separately. 
 

The letter should be white to grey on a black background. Visualize the letter disintegrating to 

nothing until the entire background is totally black. 
Then blot the letter/s out. 
 

1. Recite the words for each letter 
2. Visualize the letter or each letter in the case of more than one 
3. Blot the letters out as usual 
 

For those of us who have a second sight, we can see the letters. Some curl and die as they 

disintegrate, especially the crowns. Given the strength of the letter, some are more grey than 

others. 
 

I noticed the dots would try to jump out. If so, drive them back in. 
 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
http://www.joyofsatan.org 
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Introduction -- By Hermann Göring

 We are unable, My Leader, to express our thanks in words. We are also unable 
to reveal our loyalty and our affection to you through words. All our gratitude, 
our love and our fervent trust in you, My Leader, can be seen glowing in the 
hundreds of thousands of faces turned towards you today.

                All our Folk, our whole nation, today feel strong and happy because in 
you there has arisen not on The Leader of the nation, but also the saviour of 
the nation.

The Reich Parliament President before the German Reich Parliament at 
Nürnberg on the 15th of September, 1935.
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1st August, 1914, at the Odeonsplatz, München -- Adolf Hitler in the middle of 
the enthusiastic throng greeting the English declaration of war -- photographed 

by Heinrich Hoffmann, later to become Adolf Hitler's official photographer.
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Preface -- By Dr. Joseph Göbbels

 The idea of propaganda is associated the world over, and even still in Germany 
today, with a host of misconceptions. These misconceptions are so deeply 
rooted, and often linked with prejudices, that they can only be clarified with 
difficulty. Of all people, it is the Germans who, since the Great War, have 
learned a lesson from experience in this respect. In this relatively short period 
of time, propaganda in Germany has proved itself to be a politically powerful 
force of the first order. Today no further proof is needed that the Germany 
under the Kaisers was being undermined by Marxist propaganda, and that the 
Marxist democratic regime was able to be removed because it was opposed by 
a superior new order and power, expounded not only by the National Socialist 
doctrine, but also by National Socialist propaganda.

                Propaganda must also be masterful. It is pointless to direct a few 
resourceful men into this area now and then. As with every great art form, 
there are men who are particularly skilled at propaganda, who usually establish 
a school and then become its teachers. That there is something dishonourable 
or despicable about propaganda is a widespread misconception which should 
be put aside. As in every field of human endeavour, the important thing is what 
is being supported, and what propaganda brings to the practical world. In this 
sense it has nothing to do with publicity. At its best, it lets issues and people 
speak for themselves, and ensures that, if they are of value, then they will also 
be portrayed and elucidated in their full value.

                Good things and great people have their own effect. They must 
therefore be allowed to speak freely for themselves. The most important 
characteristic of particularly successful propaganda is that it neither omits nor 
adds anything which does not belong to the essential nature of the subject. The 
characteristic feature of events and personalities should be brought out clearly, 
distinctively, and simply, stripped bare of confusing details, so that they may 
be readily understood and recognised by the masses whom the propaganda is 
attempting to reach.

                National Socialism and its principal representatives have brought 
along to this art form a natural talent. They have also learnt their trade and 
applied it through hard work, untiring close contact with the Folk, and a 
continual refining of the techniques involved. The Leader himself was the 
greatest master in this process. It is not widely known that, in the early days of 
the Party, he held no other office than that of Head Of Propaganda, and that in 
his brilliant mastery of this office he gave the Party its present intellectual, 
organisational, and political stamp.

                He has also instinctively understood how to speak and deal with his 
Folk, whose child he has always been and will always be. From an early time, 
all the love and immense trust of his followers, and later of the whole of the 
German Nation, has been focused on him. Yet, initially, the masses saw him 
from a distance only as a politician and statesman. His purely humane side 
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remained largely in the background.

                Today the whole world recognises him as the initiator of the National 
Socialist doctrine and the creator of the National Socialist State, the pioneer of 
a new European order, and the guide to peace and the welfare of nations. But 
behind this recognition countless millions of people the world over suspect that 
there is a fascinating and compelling personality behind the facade of the man 
Adolf Hitler. Germans and non Germans alike have been captured by the great 
simplicity and simple greatness which this man radiates. He can probably be 
designated as the man who in all the world is most deeply and clearly rooted in 
the feelings and thoughts of our modern time, and is therefore capable as no 
other man to give this time a new shape and direction.

                In order to understand him completely, one must know him not only 
as a politician and a statesman, but also as a human being. It is to this end that 
this book has been written. It is a testimony to his personality, and has been 
compiled with affection and admiration by his closest colleagues and his oldest 
fellow combatants. They have put pen to paper to show the public an intimate 
picture of this great man. They have all know The Leader closely for many 
years, and have learned to admire him anew on a daily basis. This is what 
constitutes the actual worth of this book.

                In this book The Leader is presented in his immediate relationship to 
all the issues of our time. The German Folk will seize this opportunity of seeing 
The Leader at close range, and personally getting to know him more closely.

                It is pleasing to note that the book may be acquired simply and 
without great cost, a fact which will make it accessible to the masses of the 
German readership. May it find a happy and successful path into the German 
Nation!

Dr. Joseph Göbbels. 
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The Leader's Travels -- By SS-Brigade Leader Julius Schreck

 

The Leader promotes aviation by his example.

                Never before has a leading statesman got to know his country and his Folk as 
thoroughly as has Adolf Hitler. Whether by motor vehicle, aeroplane or train, his travels 
always served his purpose, which was to acquaint himself thoroughly with his Folk.

                Already at the beginning of his Movement he was far sighted in recognising the 
importance of rapid means of transport, particularly the motor vehicle which he used at that 
time despite its still rudimentary state of development. Even today The Leader still prefers the 
motor vehicle because he considers it important to remain in constant contact with his 
national comrades and his old soldiers.
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                At the time of the great political struggles for power, it was evident that The Leader 
was far ahead of all his opponents due to the motorisation of his forces. There were not 
always crowds of enthusiastic people around The Leader cheering him on then. In those years 
we experienced many a journey where the going was very tough, and we could only secure 
our way through our presence of mind and through force.

                No alarm signals could stop The Leader from driving into the strongholds of his red 
and black opponents, often right through desolate scattered villages of Bolshevist 
organisations, past protesting marchers. Sometimes our car was totally surrounded by 
thousands of fellow countrymen who had been incited to violence. However, it was our 
experience that, again and again, at the sight of The Leader, these people would suddenly 
drop their raised fists. They would look up and realise that this Hitler looked completely 
different from the one who had always been described to them. How many misled workers at 
that time looked for the first time into the eyes of the man who was supposed to be their 
opponent, only to become immediate and fanatical followers of his Movement? No amount of 
propaganda in the newspapers, and no books alone, could have brought about this miracle. 
And so, three years after his seizure of power, he could say: Where is the statesman who, 
after three years of rule, need not fear to go out among his Folk as I do?

Trip through a small Franconian town.
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The Leader in Franconia, at the War Memorial in Hiltpolstein (Franconian Switzerland)

                When his work and his official duties permit it, then you will find The Leader not only 
sitting in his office, but driving out into the country amidst his Folk. Sitting in his Mercedes 
again, he will appear sometimes here, sometimes there; one day in the Ruhr, the next in 
Baden, Württemberg, Saxony, East Prussia, at the coast. In brief, there is no district where his 
travels do not take him at least once. At the wheel of the car behind the windscreen, I then 
suddenly hear the amazed and enthusiastic cries: It's Hitler, or: The Leader is here. Often the 
people do not even notice who has just driven through the town. Not until the convoy has 
moved on do they become aware of the three black cars, and then all at once they realise who 
has just driven past. The children are, in the main, the first to recognise The Leader. The 
moment this happens, there is a race with the car, and then in a little while people gather 
around the car, several streets are alerted, and finally we will have to stop a number of times 
so that The Leader can shake hands with enthusiasts, accept flowers offered to him, and at 
times autograph a few cards.
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During a trip through Germany in his first car, his seat was already next to the driver.

                Whoever has been fortunate enough, as I have been, to be constantly by The 
Leader's side and participate in his many journeys, will have thousands of unforgettable 
pictures imprinted in his mind in the course of the years. Such journeys leave you with an 
enormous belief in the German Folk and an immense feeling of warmth.

                Major journeys are undertaken by The Leader only in an open vehicle, which he 
refuses to close even if it rains in the course of an official visit. To the advice of his entourage 
his only response is always: As long as the SA and the other groups have to stand in the rain, 
we can get wet as well. Thousands were witnesses as he inspected, bare headed and dressed 
only in his brown shirt, the marchpast of the SA at the reintegration of the Saar, as he spoke 
to the waiting crowds in pouring rain after a night flight at three o'clock in the morning at the 
election campaigns in Stralsund, or drove in the rain through Holstein to the Adolf Hitler 
Reclamation, with no consideration for himself, because the SA was also standing in the rain.
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On his journeys through Germany, The Leader prefers an open vehicle.

Trip through the Harz. Even The Leader can be cheerful.
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Rest in the forest.

The Leader on a flight.
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On top of the Wartburg.

                Today, after fifteen years, as Chancellor Of The Reich, he has not given up this habit. 
He also determines the route himself, because The Leader loves to use the side streets and 
experience Germany's countryside away from the major highways.

                Before, when The Leader was not as well known as today, it was often easier. Then 
there were times when we could spend the night or have a meal in a small inn. Today it is 
quite different. The news of the arrival of The Leader spreads like wildfire in the villages and 
towns through which we pass. Many people are overjoyed and telephone the next village to 
pass on the news, and then the villagers, who have not yet seen their Leader, will be waiting at 
the entrance of the town to greet Hitler as he arrives. There are then such impressive 
moments that many a time I have wished I were a poet so that I could find the words to 
describe the myriad of minor occurrences with the impact with which I experienced them.

                We arrive in a town. Everyone is there, the old and the young, mothers with young 
children in their arms, clubs and schools. The main street is quickly transformed into a sea of 
flags. The girls in the BDM try to stop the car, but time is pressing and The Leader must be at 
his destination at a certain time because hundreds of thousands in the gathering will be 
waiting for him. Then a large strapping fellow, the blacksmith of the village, suddenly jumps 
onto the bonnet of the car; now The Leader is forced to slow down his trip, and already the car 
is surrounded by the villagers. Everyone wants to shake The Leader's hand. Women with 
children in their arms cannot get close. They hold their children, Germany's future, above the 
heads of the enthusiastic crowds, as if they wanted to say: You belong to him!
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Travelling.

In the German countryside. Hiltpoltstein (Franconian Switzerland)

The Leader determines the route.
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                If one wants to describe great men, one also has to see their smaller traits. One of a 
hundred such episodes comes to mind. It is around ten o'clock at night as The Leader is 
driving towards Würzburg after a marchpast in Meiningen. Then, in the glow of the headlights, 
we see two SA men marching along. The Leader stops the car. They are asked where they are 
going. To the nearest railway station. My comrade can't walk much further. We still have three 
hours ahead of us.

                Then jump in! They have no idea whose guests they are. We ask them a number of 
trivial questions. Then we ask them if they have already seen The Leader. Yes, today, during 
the marchpast. The car stops, we have reached our destination. The Leader, who is sitting in 
the front, calls to them and presses a sum of money into their hands. Then, in the darkness of 
the night, a small ray of light illuminates The Leader's face. The two SA men are paralysed. 
Wasn't it The Leader who had just spoken to them? Yes, it's him! No words can pass their lips. 
They are overcome by joy. I put my foot on the accelerator and we drive off into the dark night. 
As we turn a curve we see the two of them still standing motionless on the side of the road, 
dumbfounded by what they have just experienced.

The D-2600 above Nürnberg. Arrival at the Party Conference Of The Reich.
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Election trip through Germany.

                The major election campaigns at that time required The Leader to utilise his time to 
the maximum, and so The Leader would often make use of aircraft. This was at a time when air 
traffic was still a cause for apprehension. For weeks on end an aircraft would take him from 
town to town, with no consideration for wind or bad weather.

                Looking back at this time, I experience a slight shudder when I remember the 
numerous flights through storms, fog and dark nights. It says a lot that, at the time when the 
aircraft figured prominently in The Leader's election campaign, the schedule for the take off 
was never changed. Every meeting which had been planned -- and at times there were 4 or 5 in 
various towns in Germany on the one day -- was carried through on time.

                Often The Leader was advised not to go through with a certain flight. However, his 
answer was always: If need be, then I will also fly through a storm. How the opposition would 
have rejoiced at that time if the scheduled flight plan had not been carried out or a planned 
meeting had been cancelled. But Hitler did not do them that favour.

                Of these flights, one in particular has stayed in my memory. This was the flight from 
Furth to Frankfurt. The old Rohrbach, the first machine which The Leader used at that time, 
was anchored with fuel drums. Over the whole of Germany there was a storm the intensity of 
which we rarely experienced. All general air traffic was banned. Only with difficulty could we 
walk upright. Everyone shook their head when The Leader boarded the aircraft. Yet, after a few 
minutes, it was already struggling to take off. Laboriously the aircraft made its way through 
thunderstorms, heavy gusts of rain and snow. Often the aircraft would suddenly plunge and 
the heads of many of the passengers hit the roof, but each time the flight continued 
successfully. Once the plane was forced to make an unscheduled emergency landing long 
before we reached our destination. The meeting in Kiel was to begin at 8 o'clock. At 5 o'clock I 
was informed that The Leader had had to land at Travemunde due to the low clouds, fog and 
severe storms. Immediately the convoy sped off towards Lübeck and near Eutin we were to 
pick up The Leader who was driving towards us in a hire car and bring him to Kiel on time.

                Even if nowadays, due to the pressures of time, The Leader avails himself of train 
travel now and again on his night journeys, his great love is still for the motor vehicle, of 
which he himself once said that it opened up Germany for him. Likewise his love is for his Ju 
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52 under the command of Captain SS-Oberführer Baur, who must number among the first 
geniuses of Flight Captains. The most pleasurable thing for The Leader is when, after many 
strenuous weeks, he can once again drive through the German countryside in his car. The 
most pleasurable days for me are then when I can sit behind the wheel and, as once through 
war and deprivation, now drive The Leader through a happy and peaceful country.

On the Bückeburg for the Harvest Festival of 1934.

The Leader leaves the Landsburg Fortress, 1924.

Women from Bückeburg in their festival costumes during the Harvest Festival in 1934.
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             Farewell From The National Socialist German Workers' Party To Julius 
Schreck -- By Rudolf Heß

   The National Socialist Movement today takes leave of Julius Schreck. It takes 
leaves of one of its oldest and most faithful members. It takes leave of one of 
its best and most irreplaceable members. It takes leave of one of its most 
modest members, who wanted nothing for himself, who gave everything for 
Germany and for The Leader.

                When it was a question of fighting for Germany, he stood at the front, 
whether it was in the World War or at home.

                Boundless was his admiration and his love for The Leader, untiring 
his concern for The Leader, prudent his care for the protection of The Leader.

                His nature radiated dependability to the last. His presence spread a 
feeling of security among his Party members in times of difficult struggle.

                Unerring was his judgement of people, unequivocal his affection as 
was his aversion. A tough old warhorse with a warm heart. Feared by his 
opponents, loved by all who considered him one of themselves, honoured as a 
fatherly friend by his subordinates.

                He had the good fortune of enjoying the highest trust of his Leader. 
The Movement lowers its flags in a last greeting to Julius Schreck. In doing so, 
it swears to him that his behaviour and his spirit will be an example to the 
young and to generations to come, and that he will thus serve the Movement in 
the many years that lie ahead to the glory of our great National Socialist 
Germany.
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Julius Schreck -- died 15.5.1936.
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The Leader And The German Folk -- By Dr. Otto Dietrich

                The relationship of the German Folk to The Leader is a constant 
source of joyous pride to the Germans themselves, and a cause of amazement 
and surprise for the rest of the world. Nowhere else in the world will you find 
such a fanatical love of millions of people for one man, a love which is not 
excessive, nor ecstatic, but rather the result of an immense and deep trust, a 
supreme confidence, such as children sometimes have for a very good father.

During a trip through East Prussia, The Leader visited a peasant family.

                Enthusiasm lasts for only a few years; this love from the depths of 
the soul, however, once manifested, is indestructible, and will last for 
centuries. It is like a large, powerful flame, remarkable for its constancy. It is a 
love which has not suddenly flared up or been lit by unexpected and stirring 
events, but one which has grown slowly and insistently. It does not break out 
with wild impetuousness on any one single occasion, but is always there, at 
any time and in the heart of every German, whether it is triggered off by 
something in particular that fills his heart with pride, or whether he gathers 
together with hundreds of thousands of other fellow countrymen to listen to 
The Leader -- or whether there is no external reason at all, and it manifests 
itself in a moment of quiet reflection during the course of his daily work. 
Whenever anyone thinks of The Leader, there is always a deep love which rises 
within him and of itself justifies the statement: Hitler is Germany -- Germany is 
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Hitler. Never before has any man been closer to the heart of every German as 
this man, who himself came from their midst. He did not come from outside, 
but was born in the cradle of the nation, having felt its sorrow and lived its life, 
and if anyone today were to ask the name of the unknown German soldier at 
the Front, then the whole of the German nation would answer: Adolf Hitler.

On the day of the reintegration of the Saar.

Enthusiastic crowds in the presence of The Leader in the Port Of Hamburg

Delegation from the Saar in front of the Imperial Chancellery.

                He was the conscience of the nation; from him came the cry of 
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suffering and also of defiance of an oppressed Folk; in him the will to live of the 
whole of Germany at the hour of its greatest humiliation became word and 
deed. Adolf Hitler never once uttered a single word than those which the Folk 
thought in the depths of their souls, never once committed an act than those 
which the entire country would have wanted. He was never, is and will never 
be a dictator who imposes his personal opinions and his desire for power on 
the Folk. He is really only a leader, which is the greatest thing that can be said 
of a man. This is why he is so beloved by the Folk, this is why he is so trusted, 
this is why his Folk are so unspeakably happy. For the first time in its history 
the German Folk have become themselves.

She wants the hand of The Leader.

Everyone wants to shake The Leader's hand just once.
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Even the peasants believe in The Leader.

                Herein lies the secret of the indestructibility of Adolf Hitler and of his 
work, the assurance of the irrevocability of the path he has adopted, because 
he is no longer the man Adolf Hitler, it is no longer his work, no longer his path, 
but it is the German Folk themselves who express themself through him. In 
him the Germans love themselves, in him they follow their most secret wishes, 
in him their boldest thoughts become reality. Every single person feels this, 
and for that reason Adolf Hitler is a stranger to no one and no one is a stranger 
to The Leader. Workers and peasants, Nobel Prize winners and artists, soldiers 
and dreamers, the happy and the desperate, speak to him, and everyone hears 
his own language, understands and is understood. Everything is done without 
design and in a completely natural way, and no one stands in awe of the great 
man. No one is ordered about, no one is courted, but everyone is called on as 
he was called on by his own conscience, and he can do nothing but follow if he 
does not want to feel guilty and unhappy in his own mind. So what must 
happen happens of its own will, and no Folk on Earth are freer than the German 
Folk.

 
The Leader's eyes -- Father's eyes.
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                Thus the German Folk do not tire of listening to the words of The 
Leader, and if the party conference of the Reich in Nürnberg were to last twice 
as long, the Folk would still stand there on the last day as they did on the first 
and listen. He could drive through Germany continually, the Folk would wait 
day after day beside the road as they did on the first day and cheer him on, 
bringing him their children so that he could gaze at Germany's future. If they 
had to, they would also give him their lives as hundreds of his Party members 
did in the years of fighting.

                There have been emperors and kings, sovereigns and folk heroes, 
upsurgers and men of terror, clever and great rulers at the head of nations, but 
never before has there been a man like The Leader. This is unique and is the 
great fortune which has been given to the German Folk. As long as one does 
not appreciate this, one cannot appreciate anything about the German Folk, 
one cannot understand why their eyes light up, their voices cheer, their arms 
fly up, their hearts beat faster when Adolf Hitler appears before the German 
Folk. And from these external signs which show the constant and mysterious 
attachment between the people and The Leader, Hitler again draws strength 
for new works, just as the Folk draw strength from his sight.

                This is seen particularly when the youth of Germany and The Leader 
come face to face, and whoever has spent some time with The Leader and been 
able to accompany him in these days, weeks and months, will have a store of 
unforgettable pictures.

                Between Stettin and Pasewalk, a distance of at least ten kilometres, 
young Germans had taken up their positions in the middle of the country road 
in the rain and storm, because they had heard from someone somewhere that 
The Leader would pass this way today. Evening was falling, and when The 
Leader's car with its two escort cars roared along the road, far ahead in the 
distance between the trees lining the road, a crowd could be seen. As the cars 
drew nearer a throng of flagwaving children came into view. They were burning 
red, blue and green Bengal matches, and a number of children were standing 
guard before the bulk of the group to indicate by their waving hands that the 
convoy was to stop. Even though time was incredibly short, The Leader still 
gave the order to stop, and at that moment the cars were surrounded by about 
a hundred children who jumped not only onto the running boards but even 
crept onto the radiators and bonnets in an attempt to catch a glimpse of The 
Leader inside the car through the windscreens.
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Old people trust The Leader.
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A photograph of the election campaign in Hessen in 1932.

                After the three cars in the convoy had been thoroughly inspected in 
this way, a particularly resourceful lad finally caught sight of The Leader. He 
screamed at the top of his voice: He's here, everyone over here! -- and then 
everything happened. The escort command had to step in because a number of 
boys were even trying to climb onto the swaying canvas hood of the car. The 
Leader of the young Troop, the same young boy who had discovered The 
Leader, held a short speech, young, fresh and carefree, and then everyone 
made way for a young girl dressed in white. The girl curtsied deeply and then 
recited a poem she had composed herself about the joy young people had in 
seeing The Leader. When she finished the child handed Adolf Hitler a small 
basket of rosy red apples.

                Deeply moved, The Leader stroked her blond hair, upon which the 
child suddenly burst into tears of overflowing joy and happiness. Slowly the 
convoy then moved away from the host of children, and for a long time the flag 
waving little figures could be seen through the rear windows of the cars 
bidding their farewells.

                At every rally it is always the children who stand in the front rows. 
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The well behaved and unassuming ones stand there just as their teacher or 
Troop Leader has placed them, in straight rows and not moving from their 
spots. The more bold ones among them, however, hang in the trees, sit on 
memorials and the ledges of buildings, or stand like an avenue of living statues 
on top of tall factory walls, perch on flag poles and lantern poles, and, 
wherever The Leader passes, fill the air with their endless cries of joy. The 
favourite places where children await The Leader have always been sharp 
bends in the road. By their clever positioning they render these bends even 
sharper and force the cars to drive as slowly as possible. Better still if one 
comes upon a construction site somewhere on a country road. Here it is quite 
certain that The Leader will only be able to proceed at a very slow pace, and 
the opportunity to capture him will definitely present itself. It then inevitably 
becomes a real effort to extricate oneself from the crowd. When finally a path 
opens up in front of the cars, the children will run from behind the car only to 
block the way again with their joyous cheers.

                Once in a town in the south of Germany, on the evening of a rally for 
The Leader, tens of thousands of Hitler Youth formed a guard of honour in the 
streets. The further the line extended, the tighter the two walls of the guard of 
honour were pushed together, so that, finally, there remained just enough 
room for the car to squeeze through. At first everything went well. Suddenly, 
however, there was much running, pushing and shoving, and while initially the 
torchlight bearers standing in the front row managed to contain the crowd, 
they were suddenly carried along and pushed towards the cars. Their torches 
shone into the insides of the cars, and in their enthusiasm and love, they gave 
The Leader and his entourage a heavy portion of smoke to inhale. It was 
fortunate that they did not set fire to the cars themselves. Only after a quarter 
of an hour did The Leader succeed in extricating himself again from this 
enthusiastic crowd of young people.

                It is amusing to see the seriousness and eagerness with which the 
young people endeavour to photograph The Leader. They stand there with their 
tiny cameras, shaking with nervousness and excitement, their finger on the 
button. From the sight of these cameras you would think that it would only be 
sheer luck if a photo were to succeed. And yet it is just among these snapshots 
that you find a surprisingly large number of good photos. Here also luck seems 
to be on the side of the young people, because, on the other hand, experienced 
amateur photographers often complain that it is impossible for them to seize a 
favourable opportunity in the general excitement and massive crowds of 
people.
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Elections in Frankfurt, 1932.

                On a trip through Upper Silesia, The Leader is greeted and a young 
girl has the honour of presenting him with a bouquet of flowers. She is also 
supposed to say a little poem as she hands him the flowers. She recites the 
first line without faltering, but then loses the thread due to her excitement. 
After looking around helplessly several times, she suddenly takes the flowers 
and, standing on the tips of her toes, she reaches towards The Leader, presses 
the flowers into his hands, and says: Herr Hitler, here you are, I've forgotten 
everything!, whereupon she runs away.

                There is a street. It is closed off, and people are standing closely 
packed together. They are waiting and waiting. Many have been waiting for 
hours. They are waiting for The Leader. They want to see him. Everyone wants 
to see him -- men, women, boys and girls. It is like a holiday today, says an old 
woman, and she is right, because The Leader is coming to this little town for 
the first time.

                From the roofs and gables of the houses flags are waving and 
garlands have been stretched above the streets. The whole town has put on its 
festive dress. And then The Leader arrives ..... A whirlwind seems to rush 
through the crowd. Here and there the orderly rows begin to bulge, the people 
push and jostle each other, arms are raised towards The Leader, laughter and 
sobs are heard, all expressions of the joy and enthusiasm these people have for 
their Leader. The women lift their children onto their arms, and their little arms 
jut out above the heads of the crowds. Their eyes beaming and their lips 
smiling, they add their voices to the enthusiastic Heil Hitlers! of the crowd.

                The women and mothers gaze at The Leader, trust and belief in their 
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eyes. They know that it is only him whom they have to thank for the fact that 
their unemployed men have found work again, and can feed their families. Life 
once again has a purpose, and without fear and worrying they can once again 
look towards the future.

                There is a letter which a young girl doing her year's service in the 
country wrote to her parents: ..... I must start to write another page. I am sure 
that what I am about to write to you now will make you very happy. Can you 
believe it, my dear parents, I have seen The Leader! Just imagine, The Leader!! 
.....

                What emotion was conveyed by these four words: Just imagine, The 
Leader! The pride in her experience and the immensity of the love of this child 
of the German Folk for her Leader are astonishing! It is the fulfilment of a wish 
which this child probably never had the courage to harbour. It is a genuine 
present of fate which in the middle of her year of country service afforded her 
the most beautiful thing there is -- a meeting with The Leader. Just imagine 
what that means .....!

A visit to the victims of Reinsdorf.

                And it is like this everywhere, in Bavaria and in East Prussia, in 
Silesia and in the Rhineland.

                On a country road in the Palatinate two men from the Labour Service 
are marching towards the next town. The Labour Service camp lies a long way 
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off in the country, and it is a long way to the railway station. But the two men 
are in high spirits and are whistling, because they are going home on holidays 
after months of healthy and strenuous work. They whistle: In the Homeland, in 
the Homeland ..... Just then a line of cars sweeps past the two men. They're 
lucky, one of them says. They'll be there sooner than we will, the other says. 
They're waving! both call out together. And then, in fact, the line of cars comes 
to a halt and waits until the two men, who have begun to run, have caught up. 
Where from? Where to? Climb in! The two men open their eyes wide in 
amazement, because the man stopping in the middle of the country road and 
inviting them to climb in is none other than The Leader. He makes them 
describe for him their lives, and asks to know in great detail what it is like in 
their labour camp. In no time they arrive at the little town. The cars stop. As 
they leave The Leader asks one of the two men: It is about to rain. Don't you 
have a coat with you?

                I have no civilian coat, my Leader. I was unemployed for a long time. 
On hearing this, The Leader takes off his grey travelling coat and hangs it on 
the shoulders of his fellow countryman. And before the latter can utter a work 
of thanks, the line of cars is already speeding away.

                Somewhere a group of young workers in a large factory have lined up 
for roll call. The Leader inspects the rows, and looks deeply into the eyes of 
each of the young men. He turns to one of the young workers: Are you a 
member of the Party? -- No! -- Are you one of the SA? -- No, I belong to the 
workers. -- Where were you before? the Leader asks after a short interval. The 
blond young man lowers his head, and then raises it and says, haltingly: I was 
a young Communist, my Leader! He is obviously finding it difficult to speak. All 
eyes are turned towards him. An embarrassing moment. Then The Leader takes 
the young man's hand, presses it, and says, smiling: But today you are all with 
me, my young man. And, blushing deeply, the young man replies: In the name 
of God, you can be sure of that, my Leader!

                In this way, picture is heaped upon picture of the solidarity of every 
individual of the German Folk with Adolf Hitler.

                In Hamburg on the occasion of The Leader's rally on the eve of a 
decisive public opinion poll, a seriously disabled exserviceman pushes his way 
with his son through the safety chains which sealed off the access to The 
Leader's quarters with the words: I want to serenade The Leader. The SS men 
let the man pass, and he took up his position on the street under The Leader's 
window. With trembling fingers he removed his instrument from his grey cloak 
and played a song. The crowd of many thousands maintained a reverent 
silence. Plaintively the tunes of the street musician sought out the ear of The 
Leader. And The Leader heard the music. The Leader had the man come to him, 
spoke with him, and listened to the story of his life. I have been unemployed 
for four years now, the disabled man's concluding words were. My Leader, can't 
you help me find a livelihood again? The Leader waved to one of his Adjutants. 
Two rapid telephone calls ensued, and then The Leader said: Report tomorrow 
to this place. You can start work there immediately. In a flash the news spread 
amongst the waiting crowd. A seemingly unending, stormy ovation roared up to 
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The Leader by way of thanks.

                Unforgettable also is the day when The Leader appeared at the 
funeral of the victims of the explosion catastrophe in Reinsdorf. The coffins of 
the fallen work heroes stood in long rows. The flags were flying at half mast, 
decked in dark crepe. The mourners stood by in silence. In one particular area 
the next of kin of the dead men had gathered together. It was a picture of 
boundless sorrow to see the weeping mothers, sisters, brothers and fathers. 
Then The Leader appeared, and the funeral oration began. The suffering of the 
relatives was heartbreaking. The orators and ministers spoke, the Song Of The 
Good Comrade was heard, and the final salutes boomed over the field. Then 
The Leader left his entourage and walked unaccompanied over to the relatives. 
Hundreds of arms reached out towards him seeking comfort, and all those who 
were present will always remember the anguished face of The Leader as he 
now stood in the midst of this deeply sorrowful gathering. Then he began to 
speak to or silently take the hands of the men and women in turn. The circle 
around him grew tighter and tighter. Tears died up and people who had broken 
down in their sorrow straightened up again. Now The Leader took the head of 
an inconsolable old woman who had lost her son in his comforting hands, now 
he helped up with a few kindly words a deathly pale Hitler Youth whose father 
was one of the fallen. So strong was the comfort which The Leader gave to the 
mourners, because they were not alone in their sorrow. When the relatives 
then raised their arms in farewell and thanked Adolf Hitler once again silently, 
The Leader and his Folk were so infinitely close, even in this hour of deepest 
distress.
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Saar Rally on the Ehrenbreitstein in August, 1934.

                The Leader and the German Folk ..... Once there was a rally in the 
Festival Hall in Frankfurt, and while The Leader was addressing the thousands 
inside, a woman stole her way to his car and placed a tiny bunch of lily of the 
valley -- it was mid winter -- on the seat in which, in her estimation, The 
Leader would sit after the rally. When the line of cars sped off after the 
conclusion of the gathering, a clear, penetrating voice was heard above the 
roaring cheers: The lily of the valley is from me!

                Hundreds and thousands of such moving and humorous, stirring and 
amusing stories could still be told. All of them, however, say only the one thing, 
namely, that a miracle has occurred, such as happens to a Folk only once in its 
history, that here The Leader and his Folk are one and the same, and that the 
love which binds the Folk with their Leader is so great, so spontaneous, so self 
evident and joyous, that it breaks forth at every minute in renewed form, but 
always with the same intensity.
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Minister Darré greets The Leader on the occasion of the Harvest Festival.
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The Leader As An Orator -- By Dr. Joseph Göbbels

 

9th November, 1934, in München. In front of the Feldherrnhalle Hitler speaks 
to members of the Hitler Youth and the League Of German Girls who have just 

been admitted into the Party.
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Adolf Hitler

Congress of the German Labour Front.

                There are two types of orators which differ fundamentally and 
essentially: those who speak from the head or the intellect, and those who 
speak from the heart. Accordingly they also turn to two types of people: those 
who listen with their intellect, and those who listen with their heart. Orators of 
the intellect are generally produced by the parliament; orators of the heart are 
born of the Folk.

                For the orator of the intellect, it is imperative that he have at his 
disposal a wealth of statistics and knowledge. If he is to speak effectively, he 
must master dialectics as the pianist masters the keyboard. With the icy 
coldness of a relentlessly developed logic, he orders his chain of thoughts, and 
draws from them his inevitable conclusions. He is effective mainly with people 
who are accustomed to working principally or exclusively with their intellect. 
Great, rousing successes are denied him. He is unable to stir the masses to the 
depths of their souls, nor can he rouse them to achieve great and monumental 
goals. He remains limited to the purely didactic.
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The Leader with Reich Labour Leader Hierl addressing 47000 workers at the 
Reich Party Day in 1935.

                As he himself is cold, so he leaves those around him cold. At best he 
is able to sway people, but he can never rouse the masses and mobilise them, 
regardless of their own advantage or even to the acceptance of death and 
danger.

                It is different with the orator who speaks from the heart. That is not 
to say that he has no control over the skills of which the orator of the intellect 
is the master. Frequently they serve him only as tools which he, as a true 
virtuoso of rhetoric, uses at his discretion. In addition to this, however, he has 
other capabilities which the intellectual orator can never hope to attain: the 
clarity of his diction combines with the seemingly natural simplicity of his train 
of thoughts; he divines instinctively what must be said and how it must be said. 
He unites the greatness of the poetic spectacle with the monumental nature of 
the ideas he expounds. He knows the most secret hopes and aspirations of the 
soul of the masses, and knows how to reveal and stir them as if by a 
masterstroke. His speeches are masterpieces of declamation. In a far reaching 
epic form, he portrays people and circumstances; with a sharp stylus, he 
engraves his theories on the slates of time; with elevated and noble emotion, 
the looming pillars of his philosophy tower over his chain of thoughts. Just as 
his voice speaks from the depths of his being, so does it penetrate deep into 
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the listener's being. It causes the most secret strings of the human soul to 
resound. It stirs the indolent and the lazy, it rouses the halfhearted and the 
doubtful; cowards it turns into men, and weaklings into heroes.

                Such words are only rarely heard by history. However, once they 
penetrate a lethargic period with their omnipotence, then people and 
circumstances are orientated anew by them.

                These rhetoric geniuses are the drum beaters of destiny. They begin 
as loners in degenerate and crumbling periods of history, and suddenly and 
unexpectedly stand in the middle of the brightest spotlights of a new evolution. 
These are orators who shape the history of a Folk.

                Like every great man, the orator of renown also has his own style. He 
can only speak as he is. His words are an integral part of him. Whether on an 
appeal, on a poster, in a letter, or in an essay, during an address or during a 
speech, he speaks the language which corresponds to his nature and his 
manner.

                There are numerous examples in history which demonstrate perfectly 
that eminent orators resemble each other only in greatness of their desired 
effect. The manner of their call to the Folk and their appeal to the hearts, on 
the other hand, is always essentially different and varies according to the time, 
the nation, and the character of the era. Caesar spoke differently to his legions 
than Frederick The Great to his infantrymen, and Napoleon spoke differently to 
his guards than Bismarck to the representatives of the Prussian State 
Parliament. And yet each of them used the language which the people they 
were dealing with understood, and used words and thoughts which kindled 
enthusiasm in their minds and met with a response in their hearts. They gave a 
concrete expression to the deepest and most puzzling demon of their time, and, 
in so doing, have been handed down in history as the harbingers of the great 
ideas of the time who made history and formed the lives of Folk.

                It also seems as if different races vary in their disposition to the 
powers of oratory, as if there are people whose talents are not suited to this 
rousing art, and then again others who seem almost destined for it. It is not in 
vain that one speaks of a Latin eloquence. The plentitude of indifferent and 
important talents, as far as rhetoric is concerned, in the Romans gives this a 
certain justification. And it is also probably true to add that these talents for 
rhetoric were directed at a public which understood it, fostered it, and gave 
orators the greatest possible opportunities to exercise their talents.
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Speech to the staff of Blohm & Voss.

Taking over the Reich Leaders School in Bernau in 1933.
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The Leader reviews the Motorised Troops.

Adolf Hitler in the Landsberg Fortress.
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The Leader in the election campaign for Germany's freedom. March, 1936.

                As far as oratory is concerned, the German Folk have not been served 
well in the past. They have brought forth in abundance statesmen and soldiers, 
musicians and poets, architects and engineers, expert planners and organisers. 
But there has always been a shortage of great rhetoric talents. Since Fichte 
addressed the German Nation with his classical speeches, there has been no 
one who stirred the hearts of the Folk, until Bismarck's call to his time. When 
Bismarck left the rostrum, it remained empty of real talent, until a new 
harbinger of the Folk's suffering arouse out of the collapse after the Great War. 
What existed between these times was at best mediocre, sufficing the daily 
business of Parliament and sittings of the board, but meeting only with an icy 
reserve as far as the Folk, who should have been deeply roused, were 
concerned.

                This may have been a product of the times themselves. There were no 
great ideas and no idealistic projects; times were barren and sated. The only 
illusory revolt at the time, Marxism, was secretly aligned to the time, and its 
supporters were representatives of materialism, which has never ignited the 
spark of true geniuses.

                Revolutions, however, give birth to true orators, and true orators give 
rise to revolutions. In the course of a revolution, one must not overestimate 
the written or printed word; it is the spoken word which arouses the hearts and 
minds of people with the secret magic of its immediate effect. People perceive 
with their eyes and ears, and the infectious force of the masses who are 
gripped by the sound of the human voice carries along irresistibly in its spell 
those who are still wavering and doubting.

                Where would the statesman of genius, who has sown the seeds of a 
higher and unfathomable destiny, be if he did not have at his disposal the 
strength of speech and the explosive power of words! It gives him the 
possibility to make ideas from ideals, and reality from ideas. With its help he 
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gathers around his flag people who are prepared to fight for it; driven by it, 
men risk their lives and livelihood to lead a new world to victory. From the 
propaganda of the word, organisations are formed, from the organisation the 
movement develops, and the movement conquers the State. It is not a question 
of whether the ideas are correct; what is crucial is that they are correctly 
presented to the masses, and that the masses themselves become their 
propagators. Theories will always remain theories if men do not carry them 
out. In times of turmoil, however, men obey only one appeal which ignites in 
their hearts, because it comes from the heart.

The Leader opens the Reich Party Day Of Freedom (1935) in the historic Town 
Hall auditorium in Nürnberg.

                It is difficult to classify The Leader in this series. His skill in moulding 
the masses is so amazing and unique that no pattern or dogma can be 
superimposed upon it. It would be absurd to think that he had ever attended a 
school for oratory or speech; he is a genius of rhetoric. His rhetoric is unique to 
him, and has never been influenced by anyone else. One could never imagine 
that The Leader had ever spoken differently than he now speaks, or that he will 
ever speak differently. He says what comes from his heart, and his words 
therefore go straight to the heart of his listeners. He possesses the remarkable 
gift of instinctively sensing what is in the air. He has the ability of expressing it 
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so clearly, logically, and unreservedly, that the listener comes to believe that 
what is being expounded has always been his own opinion. This is the actual 
secret of the magical effect of a Hitler speech. For The Leader is neither 
exclusively a speaker from the intellect nor from the heart. He speaks from 
both according to the demands of the hour at hand. The essential 
characteristics of his speeches to the Folk are: clarity of structure, a 
relentlessly logical development of his chain of thoughts, simplicity and general 
intelligibility of expression, razor sharp dialectics, a marked and never 
deceptive instinct for the masses and their feelings, a fascinating emotionalism 
which is used with the utmost economy, and the power of being able to appeal 
to the soul and generating an immediate response.

The orator .....
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..... Adolf Hitler .....
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..... in front of the Youth .....
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..... Reich Party Day 1935

                Once, many years ago, when The Leader was still a long way from 
power, he spoke to a gathering which consisted largely of political opponents. 
In the beginning he was therefore met with only icy rejection. In a two hour 
match with the unruliness of his audience, he lay aside all their objections and 
arguments. In the end he was speaking to a sea of people shouting to the 
furthermost row: Hitler is our Columbus!

                This summarises the essence of Hitler's speech. Hitler had managed 
to inspire the Folk. The times and the longings of the Folk were confused and 
secretive, but he had clarified them and wrested from them their secrets. He 
showed them again to his listeners clearly and simply, in such a way as the 
man on the street had long perceived them, but had never before had the 
courage to express them. Hitler said what everyone thought and felt! More than 
that: he had the courage of his convictions against the opposition of almost 
everyone present to draw a moral and to make demands with an iron logic 
which arose from the needs of the time.
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                The Leader is the first person in the evolution of Germany who used 
language as a tool to fashion history. When he started, he had nothing else. He 
began with only the strength of his mighty heart and the power of his mere 
words. With both he reached deeply into the souls of the Folk. He did not 
recognise the needs and worries which oppressed the little man and speak 
about them; but for him they were only a mere depiction; he was not a 
tendentious describer of the existing conditions like the others. He situated the 
difficulties of the day in their general national sense, and gave them a meaning 
which reached further than the actual day. He appealed not to the bad, but to 
the good instincts of the masses. His speech was a magnet which drew the 
blood and iron that still existed in the Folk to it.

                Stupid and arrogant bourgeois blockheads delighted for some time in 
saying that he was only beating his own drum. They were making fun of 
themselves, and did not know why. Because they themselves were so 
completely lacking in the power of oratory, they saw in it a lesser form of 
statesmanship. They were only after power, without fully understanding that 
Marxism had taken the power from them by force, and would only ever return it 
to them by force. They formed conventions in which a Folk's movement was 
forced to march up. They tried their hand at coups where a revolution was in 
the air. They displayed contempt for the masses because they were unable to 
control the masses. For the masses surrender only to a man who can take them 
under his inexorable command. They obey only when someone understands 
how to give them orders. Their instincts are too acute not to be able to 
distinguish whether something is really meant, or merely said.

                This is perhaps the classic proof of the inner purity of the German 
Folk. They lent their ear to the appeal of a man who had only himself and his 
words to challenge the State and the society, the press and public opinion, and 
all that seemed sensible and useful. And this is also, on the other hand, the 
classic proof of the rhetoric genius of The Leader which towers above all times. 
His word alone caused a whole era to totter, a seemingly established State to 
collapse, and a new era to dawn.
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Courtyard of Braunschweig Castle, 1931.

Braunschweig, 1931.
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Germany's youth.

Flowers for The Leader.

                A historical orator who triggers off such an effect must have at his 
disposal all the possibilities of the spoken word. And such is the case with The 
Leader. He speaks to workers just as naturally and supremely well as he does 
to scientists. His words penetrate just as deeply into the hearts of the farmers 
as the city dwellers. When he speaks with children, they feel deeply touched by 
his words. When he speaks with men, the magic of his voice stirs their most 
secret feelings. His speeches are the philosophy of history translated into the 
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language of the Folk. He has the gift of calling forth long forgotten great 
historical epochs from the past and presenting them in such a way that they 
seem well known even to those who had never known them or heard about 
them. His speeches are totally devoid of the provocative tone of oneupmanship 
which usually characterises the so called speeches of scholarly men.

                Again and again his words revolve around the central thought of the 
Folk and developing nation of our race. His wording to express this is without 
measure. The listener never has the feeling that he has heard it all before. The 
people are continually impressed anew and in ever changing ways with the 
great and fundamental thought of our national rebirth. At the same time this 
type of rhetoric is devoid of anything doctrinaire. If a fact sounds initially like 
an assertion, it is inevitably verified in the course of his explanation by an 
inexhaustible abundance of examples. These examples are not taken from one 
particular section of the population and society, with the result that other 
sections remain unconvinced of their power of proof. They all come from the 
knowledge that this speaker, contrary to all the parliamentary charlatans, 
believes what he says.

                In his speeches the mundane side of life comes alive and holds the 
listener captive. Here the sufferings of the day are tackled not only with the 
heavy handed tools of philosophy, but with wit and the sting of irony. Here 
humour manifests both tears and laughter and celebrates its triumphs. Here a 
note is struck which also resounds through the sorrows and worries of 
everyday life.

                An unmistakable sign that a speech meets the highest standards is 
the fact that it not only sounds good, but also reads well. The speeches of The 
Leader are stylistic masterpieces, whether they be totally impromptu, or 
developed along the lines of a few brief keywords, or read from carefully 
formulated notes on the occasion of an important international gathering. 
Those not in his immediate vicinity can scarcely distinguish whether the 
written speech is being made freely, or whether the speech being made freely 
is the result of a carefully worded written speech, because both are polished 
speeches in the best sense of the word. This picture would not be complete it if 
were not mentioned that The Leader is an outstanding creator and master of 
public debate. The last time a large section of the general public had the 
opportunity of seeing him as such was during his clash with the Social 
Democrats at the Reich Parliament of 1933, when he responded to a clumsy 
and insolent complaint made by Wels, a member of the Reich Parliament at the 
time. People had the feeling that a game of cat and mouse was taking place. 
Marxism was driven from one corner to another, and where it hoped for mercy, 
it was met only with annihilation. With an almost breathtaking precision, his 
rhetorical lashes pelted Wels. Without the aid of a script or any hastily 
sketched keywords, The Leader held his great, long awaited reckoning with 
those Social Democrats who were old hands in Parliament and who now 
received the coup de grace. How often before had he pushed them into a corner 
in his meeting whenever they dared to approach him.

                At that time they still had the opportunity of falsely reporting 
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humiliating defeat as triumphant victories in their newspapers. Now, before the 
eyes of all the Folk, they succumbed to his power and were threatened with 
complete defeat.

                All those judges and public prosecutors who had wanted to take 
Hitler for a ride, when he appeared as a witness or a defendant, with their 
seemingly naive and harmless questions or stupid and dull comments, have a 
tale or two to tell about this relentless, rhetoric mind on the offensive. A 
triumphant victory for the defendants arose from the People's Court Trial of 
1924 which was supposed to resolve judicially the uprising of the 8th and 9th 
of November 1923, because The Leader countered the mountains of lies, malice 
and lack of understanding with the radiant strength of his open truthfulness 
and the compelling effect of his forceful eloquence. And it is not without regret 
that the Republic took note of the Army Trial in Leipzig in 1930, which was 
supposed to destroy The Leader and his Movement, but which in reality served 
as a springboard for his rhetorical effectiveness which spread into the rest of 
the world. One can only recall with horror the fact that a Jewish Communist 
lawyer could once call him as a witness before a Berlin court and bombard him 
with questions for nine hours without a break, and note with proud satisfaction 
that here Jewish Bolshevism was opposed by a man who relentlessly cut him 
short with the power of his oratory and did not desist until he lay overwhelmed 
on the floor.

                We saw and experienced The Leader as an orator in the Party Day Of 
Freedom in 1935. He spoke to the masses fifteen times in the space of seven 
days. In doing so, not once did he repeat the same thought or use the same 
turns of phrase. Each time what he said sounded fresh, young, vital and 
insistent. He spoke differently to the office workers than to the SA and the SS, 
and he spoke differently to the youth than he did to the women. He, who in his 
great talk on culture, bared the most secret secrets of artistic creation, 
addressed himself in his speech to the Army to the last soldier in the last 
Batallion, and was understood by him. He has cast an arc under which the life 
of the whole German Folk takes place. He has become a messenger of the 
word, who approaches his manifold existence with the divine grace of 
language.

                The Leader is at his very best as an orator when he speaks in a very 
small circle. Here he continually addresses himself to every single one of his 
listeners. This gives his talk the impression of a moving stream which 
continues without a moment's rest, and arouses in the listener the sort of 
interest which never wanes, because the listener continually feels he is being 
personally spoken to. It may be that he is speaking on a topic that has been 
raised purely by chance and to which he lends an expertise which strikes 
everyone and causes the specialist to marvel at his knowledge, or it may be 
that an everyday matter is mentioned incidentally by someone and is suddenly 
bestowed with fundamental universality.
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The Leader speaks to the German Folk.

                Here The Leader touches on the heart of matters more intimately and 
in greater detail than his public speeches permit, in order to lay it bare with a 
relentless logic. Only someone who has heard him speaking face to face like 
this can grasp the immensity of his rhetoric genius.

                Of his speeches to his Folk and to the world, one can in fact say that 
they are words which strike an audience such as history has never before seen. 
They are also words which ignite in the heart and which continue to have a 
lasting effect on the formation of a new international epoch. There is probably 
scarcely one man today in the whole of the civilised world who has not once 
heard the sound of his voice, whether he understood his words or not, and in 
whose heart of hearts the magic of his voice has not met with a response. Our 
Folk can consider themselves lucky to know that there is a voice above them to 
which the world listens, a voice which is blessed with the ability of turning 
words into thoughts, and setting an era into motion with these thoughts. This 
man belongs to those people who have the courage of saying yes and no 
without subsequently modifying what they have said by an if or a but. In a 
situation where, in every country of the world, millions and millions of people 
have been hit by bitter suffering, grave afflictions, and terrible sorrow, in which 
there is hardly one star in the dark clouds that hang over the skies of Europe, 
in which people are filled and driven by dulled longings which they lack the gift 
and grace of expressing, he stands over Germany as one amongst the 
uncounted millions silent in their torture to whom God has given the ability to 
say what we suffer!
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Dr Göbbels.
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The Leader In His Private Life -- By SS Higher Group Leader Wilhelm Bruckner

 

A walk on the Obersalzberg.

                It goes without saying that a man who is as entrenched in his 
political work as The Leader must sacrifice his private life to his work. And if 
ever he wants to free himself from the pressures of his official duties, the 
problems associated with politics nevertheless follow him to the furthest 
corners of the German Homeland, whether it be a small, quiet village in the 
dunes near the Baltic Sea, or Wachenfeld House on the Obersalzberg. They 
pursue him not only in the form of telephone calls and telegrams, letters and 
files. He can never banish from his heart the constant political work, his 
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concern for Germany. It is with this concern uppermost in his mind that The 
Leader goes to bed late at night and awakes early in the morning. He is 
pursued by the difficulties concerning foreign affairs, the necessities of the new 
employment onslaught, difficulties in the domain of financial policy, necessities 
of assuring the wellbeing of the German Folk, problems of youth education, 
questions about German culture, decisions within the framework of the 
restoration of German military security, and so it goes unendingly. There is 
scarcely a conversation which does not lead immediately to the central political 
issues, scarcely an experience which does not at once recall important 
decisions. After all, everything in Germany begins with this man and ends with 
him. And if he seems to be relaxing for a few days in total seclusion, then he is 
probably only preparing himself for new and weighty decisions to be met, or for 
a new intensive work output. Indeed, even in his aeroplane he is met by radio 
telegrams from his Reich Leaders and Ministers.

                Thus the private life of The Leader is merged with his public life and 
his work for Germany. If one wants to talk about his private life, all that can 
actually be said is that it consists of transferring his political work from the 
offices of the Chancellery to less official rooms.

On the Obersalzberg. A neighbour greets The Leader.
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He is allowed to look through the telescope.

In an aeroplane.
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Prime Minister Göring at The Leader's house on the Obersalzberg.

A comrade from the Front visits The Leader.

                Despite all this he finds time to concern himself with all aspects of art 
and science. His favourite relaxation after a stressful day's work is to listen to 
an opera or a symphony concert. Only then is he completely removed from the 
pressing issues of the day, and many a great creative thought has arisen from 
his absorption in the powerful realm of music.

                Even in the rooms of his official residence in the Chancellery, The 
Leader welcomes from time to time leading German artists who bring him the 
best creations of our time. On many occasions, after the artistic performances, 
the conversations about music and drama, poetry and novels, architecture and 
philosophy, continue on until late at night. There are few people who have not 
left his house stimulated and inspired after such an evening.
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Wachenfeld House on the Obersalzberg near Berchtesgaden.

An encounter on the Obersalzberg.

                Besides music, the theatre and architecture, The Leader is 
particularly interested in film, as it is the most recent branch of creative art. 
Film equipment in the Great Hall of the Chancellery enables The Leader to see 
what is being produced by Germany and the rest of the world, between the 
pressing issues of the day. From his own knowledge of matters, The Leader has 
also stimulated many film producers in their work.

                Often The Leader invites to lunch visitors who have come to him for 
official talks, so that he can find the time to discuss with them in greater detail 
any issue which has come to his notice in the course of the talk. Thus there will 
frequently be at his luncheon table people from the most diverse work and 
interest groups, Officers and scientists, men from the world of business and the 
world of art, senior Party officials and old fighting companions from the War 
and the early days of the Movement. These people receive new information and 
inspiration not only from The Leader, but also from each other, in the course of 
their conversation.
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                The Leader likes to use his weekends to see for himself the morale of 
the Folk, and to inform himself about the progress in the reconstruction work, 
without taking part in an official tour. Then he drives throughout the Districts 
of Germany in the car he had come to love in the Time Of The Struggle, and at 
almost every spot some memory from the time of his rise to power comes alive. 
For his entourage it is always a renewing and deeply moving experience to 
witness the incredible love of the Folk with which The Leader is met on such 
journeys.

                There are a number of places in Germany to which The Leader 
particularly likes to return for a short break. Above all, there is the house on 
the Obersalzberg which is known to all Germans, and which is so closely linked 
with the history of the Movement. On the Baltic Sea and the North Sea there 
are also a few places hidden among the dunes to which The Leader likes to go 
for a short rest, or to engage in important discussions.

A walk in the mountains.
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The Leader and little Helga Göbbels.
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Off duty.
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Stew, also served for the Chancellor Of The Reich.

 
The Leader -- beloved of the children.
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Good news.

A Cub from the German Young Folk hands The Leader a letter from his sick 
mother.
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A little visitor to The Leader on the Obersalzberg.

On the G'schwandner Alm, near Garnisch.
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The Leader, during a summer vacation, in front of the Fruckerlehen near 
Berchtesgaden, where Dietrich Eckart lived for some time in 1923.

                Walks through the beech forests at sunset on the shores of a lake 
have often offered him a measure of relaxation, and at the same time resulted 
in important political decisions. In the course of such walks, children approach 
The Leader freely, reach out to take his hand, chat with him, and relate to him 
all their minor experiences which are nevertheless so important to them.

                Then it may happen that The Leader takes time off from his most 
important discourses to devote himself entirely to the joys and sufferings of 
such a child.

                In the larger seaports, Navy personnel gather around The Leader, and 
their accounts from the War, reports of submarine forays, and the battles at 
Skagerrak enliven a short, relaxing evening. It is exactly like this in the small 
garrisons in the country where The Leader often speaks in an exciting and 
impressive manner about his wartime experiences on the Western Front.

                Often when he is travelling, The Leader will stop at a particularly 
charming spot in the country for a picnic, whether it be on a bright sunny day 
in summer or a beautiful, warm moonlit night. It then often happens that fruit 
pickers and wood gatherers suddenly pass by and stop in amazement when 
they realise that it is The Leader they see here in a glade peeling an apple or 
eating a few sandwiches. He then waves to the hesitant onlookers, and invites 
them to share in his meal.

                Many people wonder why The Leader has chosen the Obersalzberg of 
all places for his home. However, anyone who has ever stood up there realises 
that there is probably no other place in Germany which, despite the mountains 
all around, offers such a far reaching and unimpeded view of the beauty of the 
world. In a gap in the mountains to the north, at the foot of the Gaisberg, there 
nestles the old diocesan town of Salzburg. On days when the Alpine Wind is 
blowing, the castle and the little town can be seen with the naked eye. With the 
aid of a telescope, all the details of the buildings can be seen even without the 
Alpine Wind which brings everything closer. To the left of the Obersalzberg 
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there looms the massif of the Untersberg, whose changing colours evoke a 
different atmosphere every day. Still further to the left the eye then wanders 
over to the Watzmann and the giant mountains which surround it, and which 
finally appear to move closer in a wide arc and culminate in the Hoher Goll 
behind the Obersalzberg.

Evening on the Obersalzberg.

Four sturdy brothers.
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One of the faithful.

The joy of motherhood.
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My Leader, may I present my grandchild.

                No day is like another here. At times the mists build up in the 
morning and stage a desperate battle with the sun high above them until they 
are defeated and forced to rise from the valleys, only to float as light white 
clouds against the azure sky around noon. At other times the day commences 
bright and sunny, and every last detail of the landscape stands out sharply and 
clearly to the onlookers. The Alpine Wind descends warmly from the heights 
and fills the surrounding valleys with its mild, yearning atmosphere. At yet 
other times, rain and snowstorms lash the mountains, and the wind roars 
around the small, modest country house.

Hitler visits the Leadership School in München.
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Hitler visits the townspeople.

                Here, amidst the magnificence of nature, which is a symbol of the 
human condition, The Leader resides when he is preparing his great speeches, 
which have given a new impetus or a new direction not only to events in 
Germany, but also to the political happenings in the world. Here the crucial 
discussions take place before the laws and statutes which will decisively affect 
centuries to come take shape.

                A German American of the Steuben Society grasped the meaning of 
this little country house during a visit to his old Homeland, and later expressed 
the following words: We Germans from America didn't recognise the new 
Germany. We knew only the old Germany and saw it again in the new country, 
when we visited the palaces and castles from times gone by. But now we have 
come to know this house, and in it we experience an obvious example of the 
contrast of the Germany created by Adolf Hitler to the old Germany. We also 
know now from what inexhaustible well he draws the material for his 
speeches.
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The Leader in front of his country house on the Obersalzberg.

The Leader speaks to a wounded soldier.
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Old comrades.

                And it is true that here, far from the confusing bustle of everyday life, 
and guided by the indestructible splendour of the landscape, his searching 
mind finds the right paths for his Folk and the Fatherland. But The Leader 
cannot enjoy the magnificent beauty of nature like a holiday maker who has 
left behind all his business cares. The moment he arrives on the Obersalzberg, 
he is met with an imposing number of letters and files, telegrams and 
telephone calls, and with each mail delivery, new piles of work arrive. Almost 
daily his Ministers and Reich Leaders telephone to ascertain The Leader's 
opinion on some important and pressing matter. Often they arrive in person at 
Berchtesgaden to talk with The Leader during his short period of relaxation. 
Issues concerning Party matters, which had had to be postponed due to 
important political decisions in Berlin, are settled here, and many books of 
aesthetic and political literature, of domestic or foreign origin, which were 
waiting in vain to be read in the Chancellery, are studied by The Leader here in 
peace. His entourage has long since gone to sleep. There is a magnificent and 
deep stillness, and The Leader reads -- these are his most enjoyable hours. On 
the following morning, however, the telephone exchange reports dozens of 
appointments which have come in, files lie open expectant before him, and the 
mail mounts up. Indeed, this is the way it is: When The Leader is on the 
Obersalzberg for the purpose of relaxation, the post office and the exchange in 
Berchtesgaden have their busiest time. And even The Leader's entourage have 
more than their fair share of work, because thoughts arrive thick and fast, and 
decisions are made in rapid succession.

                Before the communal breakfast, The Leader has already read the 
newspapers. He works through the papers himself rather than being presented 
with prepared excerpts. Then his Adjutants, Press Secretary and the remaining 
men from his entourage report briefly on what lies ahead for the day. Then 
everyone sits down for breakfast, and immediately afterwards he takes care of 
his appointments -- visitors, Reich Leaders, Ministers, close coworkers, and 
Party members. In the meantime the mail is prepared and then presented to 
The Leader, who sketches out brief answers or dictates them at once himself. 
And so the morning passes rapidly.
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                Welcome guests on the Obersalzberg are always his old comrades in 
arms: Party Comrade Göring, Party Comrade Dr. Göbbels, the Reich Treasurer 
Schwarz, the Minister Adolf Wagner, and also the Reich War Minister and many 
others.

                The busy morning is usually followed by a brief, or not so brief, 
midday walk, or a trip to the surrounding area. The Leader takes particular 
delight in hiking, summer and winter, to the Goll-Hausl, where once Dietrich 
Eckart lived, until death tore him from The Leader's side.

By the Obersee near Berchtesgaden.
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In the summer holidays on the Obersalzberg.

                If the time is insufficient for an extended walk, and work must be 
continued straight after lunch, then at least one brief hour will often be found 
during the afternoon coffee break to walk over to the little mountain inn on the 
Hochlenzer, or to visit the house of Prime Minister Göring, if its host is present. 
Then Party Comrade Göring likes to extend an invitation to an archery contest, 
of which he is a master.

                Often, however, The Leader has only a few brief moments in the day 
which he then spends in the garden of his house with his devoted Alsatian 
dogs, or lost in thought in winter watching the birds sitting at the many feeding 
troughs and enjoying the seeds The Leader has spread out for them in the 
morning. There is only one unshakeable daily occurrence. Every day hundreds 
and thousands of Party Comrades gather below on the drive to see The Leader 
at the midday hour. The Leader, who knows full well that they have all come to 
Berchtesgaden not only to see him, but to express to him the love of all the 
Folk, will allow nothing to deter him from granting their most ardent wish. Each 
time it is once again a most startling picture to see the joy which breaks forth 
when The Leader walks down amongst them. Manual workers and professional 
workers alike have gathered here from all over Germany, and every day it is 
like another pilgrimage. Every one of them, the old and the young, walk past 
The Leader. Their eyes light up, their hands rise in greeting, and many of them 
are so seized by emotion that they have tears in their eyes. From the rows of 
people walking past can be heard cries which announce from which part of 
Germany they have come: from East Prussia, from Schleswig, from Oldenburg, 
from Saxony, from Hamburg, and so forth. Young Cubs and League Of German 
Girls cannot be held back by the cordons. Quick as a flash, they rush up to The 
Leader, hand him their carefully prepared flowers, and are overjoyed when The 
Leader exchanges a few words with them. They are even more overjoyed when 
he invites a few of them to lunch or to afternoon coffee.

                At mealtimes all his guests and coworkers sit harmoniously together, 
and often joyous laughter resounds through the room. These few moments are 
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spent in a relaxed and peaceful manner. Frequently architects and artists visit 
and present their new plans to The Leader. The Leader takes pleasure in all 
aspects of the reconstruction of culture, and discusses at length the plans 
brought to him. Dr. Todt, the Inspector General For The Reich Autobahns, will 
also always receive The Leader's full attention for his plans and photographs. 
The Leader's old comrades in arms from the time of the World War are also 
always welcome guests on the Obersalzberg.

                If at times it seems that the work on the Obersalzberg will never 
come to an end, The Leader will then take a short, bracing walk to give him 
new vigour, and it is immaterial to him whether the hot summer sun is beating 
down, or crisp snow is covering the mountains, or rain is pelting down, or mists 
are obscuring the visibility. These walks are not always sheer pleasure for his 
entourage, who, in the cities, have grown out of the habit of mountain 
climbing. The Leader walks very quickly, and even fit people often find it 
difficult to keep pace with him. Consequently many Adjutants often have 
problems keeping up the tempo. While they are already exhausted and out of 
breath, The Leader continues briskly and effortlessly.

                These days of relaxation are short, and most of the time they are 
shortened even further by unexpected events. But what is certain is that 
nowhere does The Leader find a lifestyle so suited to him as in the few days 
which he spends here on the mountain.

                Just as in the course of thousands of years the mountains remain 
eternal, so will the work The Leader has begun here live on eternally in his Folk 
for thousands of years to come.
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The Leader As A Statesman -- By Dr. Joseph Göbbels

 

New Year's Reception for the Diplomatic Corps, 1934.

                All human greatness has its origin in the blood. Instinct is its guide, 
and intuition its great saving grace. Intellect only ever contributes partially to 
the works of true genius; it is more concerned with checking the direction and 
meaning of these works, and revealing them later to the eye of the beholder. 
These laws apply above all to art, the highest and most noble activity of men, 
which brings men closer to their divine origin. They apply in the same way to 
the domain of great politics, which not in vain we call statesmanship, because 
such politics is in fact an art, as it has all the essential characteristics of artistic 
creation. The sculptor puts his hammer and chisel to the cumbersome stone to 
imbue it with divine breath: the raw marble becomes an artistic form. The 
painter uses the raw material of colour to recreate the noble picture of nature 
and reproduce it, as it were, a second time. The poet arranges the words of a 
basically formless language into a poem, a play, or an epic portrayal, in which 
he depicts the human passions of good and evil.

                The statesman has the raw material of the masses at his disposal. 
With the strength of his word and his work, he moulds them into a living and 
breathing body of Folk; his brilliant plans show the Folk the goal of the nation. 
They are all created from the brilliant display which finally is an inspiration 
whose instrument the true artist considers himself to be. In addition, there 
exists in all these domains the craftsmen, who also must have their place, and 
whose duties and responsibilities are sharply delineated. They learn their work 
diligently and industriously, and, if they belong to the better men in their 
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occupation, acquire a wide and worthwhile knowledge of their craft, which they 
know how to use when required; but what they do remains an occupation and 
not a vocation. They are the talented in any artistic activity. The real artist, 
however, is a genius.

                Herein lies the difference between talent and genius; talent creates 
from experience, from knowledge, and perhaps also from the imagination and 
the intellect; genius, on the other hand, from divine grace. Geniuses turn 
worlds upside down and erect new worlds. They are the great guides of Folks; 
the times align themselves to geniuses. They set the course history takes.

                The saying that there is a child hidden inside every man applies 
particularly to the genius, because the genius acts from a childlike 
inhibitedness, and approaches things with the confident lack of self awareness 
with which children usually act.

                The brilliant statesman dares the impossible to make what is possible 
possible. His actual strength lies in the simplification of seemingly 
irreconcilable differences. Before the average intellect has even seen or 
recognised the tasks waiting to be solved, the great leader has already come to 
grips with their solution.

Adolf Hitler, 2nd August, 1914, in München.
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Visit to the Chancellery of the Reich (Prime Minister Gombos).

                The problem urgently facing us Germans after the Great War 
consisted of shaping a uniformly thinking, feeling and acting Nation from the 
conglomeration of States, Parties, Organisations and individuals. This problem 
did not initially come to light in the War; but the fact that it had not been 
solved finally cost us the War. For many centuries Germany had been excluded 
from world politics because of its internal disunity. We Germans have indulged 
our inner differences of opinion, whether they were of a religious, economic or 
social nature, and suffered terribly accordingly, while other nations, who 
recognised sooner than we did their destiny in world politics, began to take 
over the world.

                But it was not until the Great War that the continued impossibility of 
this situation was made clear. And yet, without learning from this terrible 
lesson, Germans did exactly the opposite of what history required of them. 
Never had particularism of every kind raged in Germany as in the time when 
we needed to rely most strongly on our internal unity.

                In the years after the War it seemed at times as if Germany were 
finally about to leave the great interplay of world powers and withdraw into 
provincial isolation. All the prerequisites for standardising the overall national 
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mode of thinking were lacking; indeed, the so called Weimar Constitution at the 
time, whose slurping beneficiaries were the parliamentary parties, represented 
to a certain extent the perpetuation of this internal disunity. The Government 
withdrew itself from this task, turning its vigilance more within Germany rather 
than outside Germany. Its goal consisted of preserving and conserving the 
small remainder of internal freedom of movement and external sovereignty 
which had been left to us.

                For a brilliant statesman who appeared at this time, the first and 
most difficult test therefore consisted of recognising the fact that, within the 
Government itself, the restitution of the international standing of Germany was 
hopeless from the start, and as a result should not even be attempted. Because 
the Government itself has surrendered this international standing by signing 
the Versailles Treaty, and had even gone a step further by jealously watching 
over the preservation of this document, and considering any national 
movement against it as an attack on its own existence and punishing it 
accordingly.

                The true statesman could therefore at that time not be found in the 
parties or the Government, but outside the Government. This Government had 
to fall to make possible the process of the moral, social and economic 
restitution of the German Folk and, associated with this, the consolidation of a 
true Government which would reflect his ideals. In the fight against the 
Government, it therefore became a question of forming a Government within 
the Government in which all the laws could then be put to the test as far as the 
practical and organisational side of things were concerned. These laws would 
then later become the fundamental laws of the new Government. The issue was 
not simply replacing the Weimar theory with a new theory, however well 
thought out and well meant it was. An association of men had to be gathered 
around the new theory to give this theory life, colour, and real substance. The 
idea against the Weimar non Government had at its centre the necessity of a 
Government, even in opposition, in the non Government, and of a Folk within 
the Folk who would embrace it. Only according to these principles could the 
process of the regeneration of the German Nation be put in motion.

                Here began the statesmanlike work of The Leader.

                To begin with, we must clarify a number of principal decisions which, 
in a certain measure, became the actual origins of his overall political actions. 
Already as an unknown corporal in the World War speaking in the turmoil of 
the Revolution to Bavarian garrisons, The Leader made a series of resolutions 
which point to the absolutely certain and sovereign instinct of the brilliant 
statesman, and which, through the very fact that at the time they were 
understood by scarcely anyone, later became the actual origin of his 
phenomenal and fantastic rise. They also provided the confirmation for the 
correctness of the world view which was taking shape in his head. It would 
have been easy for him to join one of the existing parties. The attraction there 
was a quiet and assured livelihood, and opportunities for promotion of all 
kinds. He could have soothed his tortured conscience with the notion that one 
had to save what could still be saved, and that therefore it seemed necessary 
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to choose the lesser evil. He did none of this. He refused to do it because none 
of the existing parties offered the guarantee, let alone the possibility, of 
overcoming the spirit within Germany, and yet, without the reunification of the 
Germans, a solution to the national German problem in the statesmanlike sense 
was out of the question altogether. Here already we see the instinctive sense of 
a gifted man who would rather take upon himself the seeming hopelessness of 
a desperate struggle starting with nothing against the Government, the power 
of money, the press, and the parties, than to burden the beginning of his work 
with a compromise.

An historic meeting. Eden and Simon with The Leader.

                It was the fashion of the time to go along with the Government. 
There were two reasons for this: one was to identify with the Government, the 
other was to attempt to reform the Government from within. The Leader 
adhered to neither of the two, because he knew that this Government was 
wrong in its conception, and that it could not therefore be reformed, but rather 
had to be sidestepped, to enable the formation of a true Government. Later on, 
there were men and parties who, when they recognised, or professed to 
recognise, the impossibility of the reform of the Weimar system from within, 
began to take the lead in opposing the system from outside; but they had been 
burdened from the outset with the compromise of an albeit temporary peace 
treaty with the Weimar democracy. Only The Leader could refer his opposition 
from the first to the last days to the fact that he had never made a pact with 
the parliamentary regime, and therefore appeared to be the only one destined 
to give it its coup de grace in its final hour.

                Parties and politicians at that time never spoke to the Folk as a 
nation; they only ever addressed individual parts of the nation. The worker 
parties spoke to the workers, the bourgeois parties to the middle classes, the 
denominational parties to their denominations, and the farmer parties to the 
farmers. To the casual observer in the first meetings of the National Socialist 
German Workers' Party in München, where The Leader addressed scarcely one 
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hundred people, it may at times have appeared grotesque that the call 
nevertheless was always to the nation. He spoke neither to the educated nor to 
the proletariat, and rejected buying the approval of the masses through cheap 
flattery. Today one must go back to these origins of the National Socialist 
Movement and the actual leadership of Adolf Hitler to understand the wonder 
of his statesmanlike show, which is already based in these origins. Because it is 
not time which has changed The Leader, but The Leader who has changed the 
times. What still seemed like a paradox at the time has today long since 
become self evident. And it became self evident not of itself, but due to the 
clear and uncompromising decision of a man and the tough and relentless 
struggle, until it had become established.

After the New Year's Diplomatic Reception in 1936.
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The Leader and the Reich Foreign Minister, von Neurath.

Adolf Hitler meets Mussolini in Venice in 1934.
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In the Chancellery: The Leader and his Chief Of Staff, Lutze.

                It would have been a cheap trick at the time to make social claims 
which could be all the wilder the further The Leader and his Movement became 
removed from the realisation of the promises. It can also be admitted that for 
the first few years it would perhaps have been easier to recruit followers in this 
way. The Leader refused to do this. He created for his Movement a 
philosophical platform which, to a certain extent, became the major basis of his 
Party and his Government. The essential characteristic of this philosophy was 
the combination of the national principal and the socialist principal which, in an 
extremely simple and easily intelligible way, joined together on a higher plane 
the actual driving forces of the time which were locked in a bitter feud. The fact 
that nothing needed to be changed as far as the programme and the 
philosophy, the flag and the name of the National Socialist Movement were 
concerned when it came to power shows clearly how far seeing and 
statesmanlike the foundations of the National Socialist rise were laid from the 
very beginnings of the Party. The Leader had seen to it that no compromises 
were made. It combined the greatest irreconcilability, as far as principles were 
concerned, with the greatest flexibility as far as methods and actions were 
concerned. From the first day of its existence, it led a life and death struggle 
against parliamentarianism, until it destroyed it. It did not evade the terror of 
the Marxist parties with cautious and cowardly speeches, but pitched brute 
force against brute force. If its first bold attempt at an attempted uprising to 
conquer power from the 8th to the 9th of November in 1923 failed, later 
historians will have to investigate not only what was achieved by this, but also 
what was hindered by this. And we can already say today that their judgement 
will completely justify the action The Leader took. How do bourgeois politicians 
usually behave in times after unsuccessful coups? They either flee abroad, or 
claim that they have not taken part. Not so with The Leader! He stood before 
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his men, was the first among the accused, refused to step onto any golden 
bridge built by the court or the Government, offered no excuses, confessed 
openly that he had wanted to overthrow the Government, and that he would do 
it again whenever the opportunity presented itself. Thus he did what was 
obviously the most dangerous and devastating thing to do at the moment, and 
in doing so actually saved the Movement and his work. His conduct of the great 
trial before the People's Court in München is a statesmanlike act on the 
greatest scale. It shows all the elements of political action at its best. Here 
boldness was matched with logic, frankness with courage, contempt for danger 
with bold action. It was a last gamble where everything was won because 
everything had been risked. The self defence against the non Government of 
Versailles and Weimar was elevated here to a high, moral principle, and carried 
along in a wave of enthusiastic admiration hundreds of thousands and millions 
of men who had, up till then, only dreamed about it, or had longed for it. The 
Leader cannot be held responsible for the path the Party took during his 
imprisonment. The extent to which he recognised the tasks of a statesman 
which awaited him and his followers after his release is shown by the fact that 
he did not become involved in any of the attempts at unification initiated by 
parliament and which, on the surface, seemed to be similar to his own. Instead, 
he set about founding anew the old Movement along the principles that had 
been laid down at its inception. A tough struggle, full of sacrifices and 
privations, to renew the prestige of the Party thus began. For years it seemed 
as if the undertaking was hopeless. At this time the National Socialist German 
Workers' Party was not even considered to be worthy of the hate of its 
opponents. While to all external appearances little seemed to change, the 
internal, organic development of the Party gradually resulted in a 
reconstruction of the Movement and of its individual organisations. If one were 
to judge a statesman according to his ability to assemble together men of 
intelligence, character and vitality, The Leader need not fear this judgement. 
Rarely has any period of history seen such an abundance of real experts as 
ours. It is easy to determine today that these exist. It was more difficult, 
however, to choose them from the vast mass of his followers, to recognise their 
talents instinctively, and to allocate to them the position which corresponded 
to their abilities in the struggle of the Movement and later in the Government 
itself.

                While there were still only 12 representatives of the National Socialist 
Movement in the Parliament in 1928, this figure increased almost tenfold in the 
next two years. The Party once again stood before the public at large, and was 
thus faced with a decisive test. It could, as every other Party up to now, let 
itself be fobbed off with a few minor ministerial posts and take part in the 
regime; but it could also somehow continue the struggle it had begun and carry 
it through to the end under the motto: Everything or nothing!
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The Chancellor Of The Reich at the New Year's Reception with the French 
Diplomat, Francois-Poncet.

New Year's Reception, 1935. The Leader speaks with the Doyen of the 
Diplomatic Corps.

                Again the statesmanlike instinct of The Leader led to the right 
decision. The struggle went on and found its particular trump during the 
German Army Trial in the Leipzig Central Court in the proclamation of the 
legality standpoint by The Leader himself. Probably no one in the regime had 
suspected at the beginning of this trial what a democratic newspaper in Berlin 
reluctantly stated at its end, namely, that the actual winner was Adolf Hitler, 
and that the highest German Court had moreover given him the opportunity to 
confirm his legality principle by an oath before the court and the face of the 
whole world. This had never before been granted him because of his previous 
record, but now he could always refer to it in the continuation of his struggle 
against the Republic. This was the deciding factor, and the very thing which 
distinguished The Leader from his adversaries. With this statesmanlike insight 
he had recognised the possibilities of the trial at its outset, and not, like his 
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opponents, at its conclusion. He was obviously aware that he would have to 
carry through the principle of legality with the extremists of his own Party, but 
he also knew that this was absolutely necessary if the Party were to win 
unanimously.

The Leader and the Polish Foreign Minister, Colonel Beck.

The Reich Press Secretary, Dr. Dietrich, shows The Leader press reports.

                The gradual breaking up and systematic dissolution of the bourgeois 
parties were the next goal. Two years later, after untiring efforts, he succeeded 
in toppling the Brüning Cabinet. The apparent tolerance to the Government of 
Papen went until the 13th August, 1932, and here again the supreme moment 
for the real statesman had come. For the final time it became a question of 
settling for half measures or wanting everything. Any ordinary politician would 
have chosen the first option. Dozens of examples from Germany's past have 
shown this. As a true statesman, The Leader chose the latter. He was rewarded 
for this great and daring decision in the November elections in 1932 with two 
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million votes. Then, in a never before seen concentration of all his strength, he 
made one last onslaught against the regime in the Lippe elections in the 
beginning of January in 1933, and two weeks later he assumed power.

The Reich Cabinet during the proclamation of the Defence Bill.

                The alliance between Hindenburg and Hitler was the first symbol of 
the reconstruction. Here tradition and revolution shook hands. The brilliant 
statesmanship of The Leader brought about a miracle in achieving a revolution 
of the greatest dimensions without major bloodshed by a reconciliation with 
the genuine traditional powers. Here is proof of a man of vision and instinct 
acting supremely to bring an innate law to its natural conclusion. Here, under 
the contempt of seemingly radical empty phrases, a grandiose change was 
effected, a world was turned upside down, and a new world was created.

                The miracle of German unification was the result. Having brought the 
traditional forces over to the Government on the 21st of March, 1933, Hitler 
then brought the German workers into the Government on the 1st of May, 
1933. The occupation of the trade union headquarters at the strategic and only 
possible moment was an almost inevitable consequence of this process of 
remoulding the nation, and the setting up of a four year plan to solve the 
urgent matters in German life was a far sighted and extensive project which 
allowed time to attend to matters calmly and without tension. If, in the time 
which followed, The Leader selected a very small but pressing number of 
matters facing the Government, and, by deploying any means at his disposal, 
set about finding a solution for them, his actions in doing this were those of a 
statesman without par. Never was a revolutionary on a grand scale as far 
removed from any trace of hysteria and haste as he was. Never has a history 
making politician worked as clearly and purposefully, and without great ado, as 
he did. And where in history has such a miracle been achieved under foreign 
pressure as here!

                Boldness and daring went hand in hand in The Leader's decision to 
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withdraw Germany from the League Of Nations. What filled the doubting with a 
sense of hopelessness was done here with a supreme assurance because it was 
necessary and had to be risked. It was the act of a statesman to put this 
monumental decision in his first year to the vote of the Folk themselves. It was 
the act of a statesman to proclaim Germany's military freedom at the decisive 
hour, and to announce it to the world as an established fact, in the conviction 
that the time was ripe and that action was therefore necessary. Here we see 
his real mission. Here we see a man acting under a higher law. Here we see a 
man with an inspiration which does not come from the intellect, but from the 
blood.

In the Reich Chancellery.

English Frontline soldiers with The Leader.
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National Day Of Mourning, 1934. The function in the Berlin State Opera.

A restful pause between assemblies.
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Reich President and Reich Chancellor on the 1st May, 1933.

The Leader in front of the Imperial Palace in Goslar on the occasion of the 
Harvest Festival in 1934.
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The Foreign Military Attaches at the Party Day in Nürnberg.

                A German Nation which is once again in a position of protecting itself 
by its own means, which has established the continued existence of its Navy in 
an honest agreement with England, which today once again takes its place as a 
great power amongst other nations, which in increasing measure has aroused 
the admiration, or at least the envy, of the whole world, which is emerging 
more and more clearly as the most important element in world peace -- these 
are the results of a statesmanlike development which led from the seven man 
Party in München to the great power that is the German Reich today. A host of 
decisions is involved in this development. Altogether they give a picture of a 
fantastic and meteoric rise which will undoubtedly be praised as the greatest 
political miracle of the twentieth century by later historians. Here we see the 
results of an infallible feeling for what is possible and what is impossible at the 
time. Here clarity of direction was combined with purposeful action. Here we 
see the workings of an incredibly pure political instinct which achieved 
miracles because it believed in miracles.

                Today Germany houses a different nation from the one it housed ten 
years ago. It owes its strength and its belief to the sure and unwavering 
leadership of a true statesman who not only knows what he wants, but also 
wants what he knows. He belongs to the few chosen men of history, because 
he is great enough to be an ordinary man, and ordinary enough to be great.
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A sitting of the Reich Governors in the Chancellory under the chairmanship of 
The Leader.

The Leader welcomes a Japanese Navy delegation in 1934.
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Labour Day, 1934. Youth rally in the Berlin Lustgaten on the 1st of May. The 
Leader departs after his great speech to the youth.

A child presents The Leader with a gift.
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The Leader.

The Blood Flag of 9th November, 1923.
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On the Tempelhof Field on the 1st of May.
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                The Leader And The German Worker -- By Dr. Robert Ley

 

The change which has taken place in the German Nation since it has been conquered by 
National Socialism can be seen most clearly in the attitude which the worker has assumed 
towards the new German Government, and in the esteem which the worker and his work 
have found in the Government.

The Leader lays the foundation wall of the Community Hall in the Adolf Hitler Reclamation.
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Young workers with The Leader in the Chancellery on the 1st of May, 1934.

                Workers as a social class came into being at a time when liberalistic thoughts 
became the prevalent ideology in Europe. Liberalism has always viewed work as something 
unpleasant, almost dishonourable. Its highest ideal was to live off the work of others. Man's 
most desirable goal no longer lay in helping to build the future of the Nation, contributing his 
labours and deriving joy in doing so, but in discarding as quickly as possible the unpleasant 
situation of having to work, and then living as a pensioner or from his interest, ideally also 
drawing more money from the management of his wealth and properties, or as a middleman 
in trade. It is obvious that such an attitude to life necessarily led to a downgrading of the 
work ethic, and we can reproduce the scale of worth of any work and its standing in the 
following way: At the top of the ladder there is the unemployment of the well to do, then 
work involving monetary or goods trade, then intellectual work, and, finally, manual work.

                This was really the dirtiest and most debasing thing which could happen to an 
individual, and whoever was unfortunate enough to have to work with his own hands to earn 
his living, was already fully degraded and excluded from the better circles of society. He was 
impossible. Just how deeply this liberalistic attitude poisoned popular sentiment is shown by 
the mere fact that even the worker himself, who day after day had to slave away at his job, 
saw himself almost as an outcast, and scraped together all his pennies to enable his son to 
become something better, perhaps a craftsman. The son in turn used every penny of his 
meagre earnings to send his son to a grammar school, or at least to some better school, 
however hard the son found Latin and mathematics. The father himself did not specifically 
say that he did this so that his son may one day have an easier life, or be better equipped for 
life, in short, that he may have things better than the father, but so that one day in the 
future he may be something better than the father.

                Can the insanity of this way of thinking be understood? This was the sort of 
insanity which was systematically supported by Marxism, which took great pains to reinforce 
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further the inferiority complex of the German working man imposed on him from above by 
liberalistic arrogance. Marxism continually dinned into the worker the feeling that he was a 
disinherited person, a mere proletarian, and that his hatred should therefore be directed at 
the better class.

                What an execrable crime committed in the name of Liberalism and Marxism, caste 
spirit and class spirit, and class hatred!

                Under Marxist enticement, the worker thought he was improving his working 
conditions by refusing to work; under Liberal stultification, large numbers of educated 
people preferred to go hungry rather than dirty their hands with solid work. The German 
saying Work does not degrade! was corrupted to Work degrades! The propertied and well to 
do saw in the worker a lowly slave. The worker took his revenge by viewing employers as 
leeches and parasites, and treating them as such in his dealings with them. However, neither 
group noticed that their attitude and consequent dealings would soon destroy the Nation to 
which they both belonged for better or for worse.

                This is where the incredible work of Adolf Hitler begins. He recognised that it was 
not a question of either the haves or the have nots, the employer or the employed; and that 
Marxism was not to be wiped out without the eradication of an arrogant and reactionary 
Liberalism, and he instilled a completely new and at the same time age old set of values into 
the Nation. His short, lucid sentences made the Nation sit up and listen. At first, only a few, 
then, more and more, and finally everyone came to see that for a whole century they had 
been wandering about in the deepest, most terrible darkness. It was as if a blindfold had 
been taken from their eyes, and suddenly they were bestowed with a new insight. In the 
light of this new insight everything which up to now had been hostile, and had seemed to be 
an irreconcilable difference, became deadly enemies to this insubstantial void. However, The 
Leader taught one thing: You are nothing, your Nation is everything. When you work, you 
work for the nation. Work is therefore an honour. There is no distinction in work. The work 
of a General Director has no more intrinsic worth and is no better than the work of a street 
cleaner. It does not depend on what sort of work you do, but how you do your work. Anyone 
who does not work loses his honour in the National Community. Work is not degrading, but 
enobling, irrespective of whether it is achieved with the mind or the sweat of your brow. 
Disgrace is brought about only by leading a parasitic existence and showing contempt for a 
working National Comrade.
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With the workers in Siemensstadt.

German workers love their Leader.

Driving through a throng of well wishers.
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At the Blohm And Voss Shipyards in 1934.

                And these sentences did not remain mere theory. If perhaps in 1933 the German 
worker, mislead by Marxism, and the reactionary stultified Liberals were sceptical and 
believed that National Socialism may not have been totally serious with this philosophy of 
life, this attitude changed in no time. Today the German worker is the proudest follower of 
The Leader who rescued him from his proletarian existence, restored to him and his work the 
honour of which Liberalism and Marxism together had robbed him, who finally gave back to 
him what he had always been struggling for deep in his soul, namely, to be a respected man 
amongst his fellow men, to be worth just as much in his work as the next man, distinguished 
only by his achievement and his efficiency.

                When this came about, the German workers followed The Leader with great 
enthusiasm, each one of them unanimously stood behind the leading worker of the Reich, 
and even the liberals among the propertied class changed their ideas to the National 
Socialist way of thinking. In the third year of the National Socialist Reich, this new work 
ethic found its outward expression in the final stabilisation of the German Labour Front as an 
organisation which includes all creative German men, from the General Director to the 
apprentice. From this day on there are in Germany only German working men and German 
businesses. The nobility of Work reigns supreme in Germany.

                However, this could only be achieved because every single person in the German 
Nation learned a new way of thinking, and began to look at the world from the point of view 
of National Socialism. The Leader once said: Whoever wants to be a true Socialist must 
personally have suffered need. The German working masses know that The Leader himself 
was for many years a manual worker and personally experienced the pains which are 
associated with labouring from morning until evening, in sun, rain and wind, in frost and 
heat. Only such a man could think the thought behind National Socialism. He knew what he 
was talking about when he spoke of the honour of work, and the masses understood it 
exactly. Here is the mysterious bond which links the German worker with his Leader. He 
freed the worker from his slavelike existence, and gave him back the honour of the free man. 
Thus National Socialism today rests safely and soundly on the workforce. Thus it is therefore 
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only a matter of course that on the national holiday of the German Nation on the 1st of May, 
The Leader should welcome in the Chancellery delegations of German workers, and in these 
delegations is represented the whole of the German workforce, white collar workers and 
blue collar workers. They come as guests of the Nation from all the Districts of the Reich, by 
aeroplane and by train, and they stay in the great hotels of the metropolis. They bring The 
Leader the gifts of German industry, the greetings of their comrades, and the assurance of 
their loyalty, their love and their faith. They all come face to face with him before they drive 
with him to the massive rallies on the Day Of German Labour.

                If, individually, there are still many things to be improved, if mistakes still occur 
here and there, and difficulties arise due to need and lack of judgement, if disappointments 
are still with us, if the material situation of the workforce has not yet improved, if in some 
areas there is still evidence of self interest and meanness, if there are still some people 
unwilling to accept the new gospel of the honour of work -- these are all only minor, 
peripheral things. The worker is not concerned by this, because the word stands and the 
word must be left standing, the word of the nobility of Work. Only from such a way of 
thinking can the activity of the German Labour Front be understood. Previously, who would 
have concerned himself with the state of working conditions in which the German worker 
laboured for his nation? Today the Department Of Beauty Of Work has the responsibility of 
ensuring that the German working man carries on his work in dignified places, and not in 
ramshackle sheds. Through Strength Through Joy, the German worker has time for holidays 
and relaxation; today he wanders happily, and often for the first time, through his beautiful 
Fatherland; today he travels in his own ships to the magic of the southern seas and lands, to 
the exalted beauty of the north.

Reich Party Day, 1935. The Leader with Dr. Ley inspecting a troop of workers.

                Today, like every German National Comrade, the worker enjoys the magnificent 
achievements of German drama and German music, the best German orchestras, the best 
German opera and theatre performances, and the best German films. He is entertained by 
programmes on the radio. He can take up every sort of sport. However, the content of his 
new existence is not characterised by hedonism, diversion and physical impulses, but by the 
noble and genuine pleasure he derives from his physical labours, from nature and culture. 
Whoever works hard should also be able to enjoy himself thoroughly, so that his value to the 
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Nation increases. No longer does the scourge of unemployment cripple the nation. Millions 
have already returned to their place of work, and those still waiting are under the care of the 
whole Nation. Trustees ensure that the worker's rights and his honour are not affected, and 
the manager is just as responsible for the well being of his employees as his employers, 
working with him, are responsible for the prospering of the business in which they work 
together. Here the fundamental difference between National Socialism and the past is most 
clearly marked: everywhere in the past there were only presidents and chairmen, and then 
the common herd. There were chairmen of the boards, of the administration, of the parties, 
of the unions, of the employers groups, of social benefits committees and strike committees. 
Today we have The Leader of the whole Nation, and behind him a leader (or leaders), of 
whom each one has his particular field or a group of people. Previously, everyone chaired a 
meeting of others, everyone took to their chairs, and there was no goal or defined path. 
Today there is direction, a defined path and a goal; everyone has been broken up, and 
everyone marches behind The Leader.

The Leader at the Automobile Exhibition of 1935 in Berlin.
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Laying of the foundation stone for the new Reich Bank, May, 1934.

                In language and in speech, the whole difference between the two times is also 
expressed.

                Everyone, however, knows that he has only one man to thank for all this, and that 
man is Adolf Hitler, who created National Socialism, put the common good before self 
interest, put an end to class struggle from above and below, from the left and the right, by 
proclaiming the honour of work and of service to the Nation. So that this doctrine, which has 
made the German worker the upholder of the Government, may never again go astray, the 
National Socialist Labour Service has been created. Here every German National Comrade, 
before he is allowed to work for personal gain, must contribute with his own hands to the 
benefit of the Nation.

                The Leader dispelled from Germany arrogance and contempt, jealousy and hatred 
where work and possessions were concerned. He gave to his Folk pride and honour in being 
a worker, and the responsibility of serving the whole Nation. The German worker today is 
happy to be a free man in a free country. He is the leading worker in the world. Centuries to 
come will envy him this position. He, however, thanks from the bottom of his heart the man 
who gave him all this -- The Leader.

A visit to the Bavarian Motor Works.
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A rest on a country road.

The Mercedes Benz racing car built at the instigation of The Leader.
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Visit to East Prussia.

A statesman among the workers carries himself like this.
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Greeting the troops.

A visit to the industries of Rhineland-Westphalia.

A visit to a factory. A representative of the workforce greets The Leader.
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The Labour Service attends to land reclamation.

The International Automobile Exhibition in Berlin, 1935: The Protector Of The Automobile 
Industry.
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This is how the German farmers greet their Leader, Adolf Hitler. Buckeburg, 1935.

Reich Chancellor Hitler.
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The Leader and support staff.

The Leader and his favourite dog.
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               The Leader And The Arts -- By Dr. Joseph Göbbels

 

 Art is the most noble activity of the human soul and the human imagination. It is the 
concretisation of feeling. What the artist harbours in his heart, he expresses through art. 
Heightened feelings require heightened forms of expression. The artist is able to parade his inner 
spirit. He puts words to what the masses at large sometimes experience only as a vague and 
dulled longing; or he expresses it through his music, in stone or in marble. At all times art has 
elevated and shaken mankind. It has transported men out of the dreariness of their mundane 
existence into a better world. Indeed, whole eras of a new cultural and historical development 
have been transfigured and immortalised through art.

                This is also why artists, as divinely gifted beings who give meaning to the innermost 
secrets of human life, have always stood next to great men in all other fields. The singer 
accompanied the king has always been the most distinguished commandment of the really great, 
flourishing eras of human culture and history.

                This does not mean that rising historical eras need necessarily also include great artistic 
events. On the contrary: usually they tend to follow each other. Either a flourishing of the arts 
and sciences leads to great historical change, or great historical change leads to a flourishing of 
the arts and sciences. This may well be due to the fact that either one or the other draws the 
outstanding, dynamic men, so that these are either taken and used in the service of politics or in 
the service of art. As a result, any other potential which these men may have remains dormant 
and is never exploited.

In the Berlin Philharmonic Hall. The Leader at a concert of the Philharmonic Orchestra conducted 
by the Director Of Music, Wilhelm Furtwangler.
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On the occasion of the transference of a valuable manuscript acquired by him, The Leader is 
shown the treasures of the Bavarian State Library.

                However, it is not possible to generalise in this regard. There have been statesmen who 
were worlds removed from any artistic aspirations, who were so completely interested in and 
caught up in technical and scientific matters, that they scarcely had any time, inclination or desire 
left to concern themselves with purely intuitive values. They lacked the profound capacity for 
understanding the actual nature of art which is necessary to become captured by it and to serve it 
with devotion and passion.

                There have also been many soldiers who were nothing more than soldiers, and who had 
no desire to be anything more. We are talking here about the outstanding organisers, instructors, 
educators and immortal corporals whose campaigns shook the world. Such statesmen and 
soldiers brought about historical developments which were not directly the result of artistic 
endeavours, and therefore only indirectly touched on the realm of art.

                Things are different with those statesmen and soldiers whose nature and whose work is 
based less on reason than on feeling, and who drew more on their imagination than on the 
rational consideration of their strengths. These are the true great men in the domain in historical 
creation. They are therefore closest to the artistic nature because they are made of the same 
elements. To generations to follow, their miraculous and inexplicable existence makes them 
appear to be the heralds and shapers of a destiny which ruled over them intuitively, and which 
will still be visible for centuries to come.

                In our own history, men like Frederick The First and Field Marshall von Moltke belong in 
this category of great historical figures. By nature and predisposition, they were sensitive artistic 
natures who stood as God's apprentices at the spinning wheel of time. Their forceful presence put 
a stamp on a period of evolution. It is not intended to downgrade the activities of those other 
statesmen and soldiers who were purely technical in their approach, and yet mastered their work 
to the last detail by their knowledge, diligence, energy and tenacity. Without Frederick Wilhelm I, 
the soldier and father of bureaucracy, as a precursor, a Frederick The Great would have been 
unthinkable. The former was necessary so that the latter could carry on his historical work. The 
former had to establish the Government which the latter shaped. The former had to found and 
train the army which the latter mobilised and led to its historic victory in hard and daring 
campaigns.

                In this connection, however, we must not overlook the fact that, when both elements 
are not united in the one man, the original feeling for form is to be estimated more highly in its 
historical worth than the mere feeling for organisation, and that the feeling for form and its 
origins in an artistic drive and stems mostly from deep and mysterious intuition. The Frederick 
who wrote poetry, and searched for wise, philosophical interrelationships, but who also sat in his 
dirty, threadbare uniform amongst his Grenadiers at the bivouac fires at Leuthen, could hold his 
flute just as elegantly as he could wield his rapier bravely and determinedly.
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                The Prussian German Army has never been poor in such soldiers. The caricature of 
Prussian militarism which the world painted and held up to us could not have been further 
removed from the truth. Those soldiers who went through the school of the War Academy, or of 
the Great General Staff, were frequently not only military men but also philosophers of their craft. 
Nowhere has there been a clearer and more artistic stamp left on men than in these training 
institutions for the Army.

                German politics, however, have always been poor in such rousing and fascinating 
personalities. It has had good craftsmen who knew their trade, but whose capabilities were also 
exhausted in the execution of it. Frederick The Great, in his capacity as a soldier, shares this 
capacity with a vast number of like minded and similarly oriented men in our history. In his 
capacity as a statesman, on the other hand, he stands completely on his own.

                This was the great and unique feature which placed The Leader above those who have a 
purely aesthetic enjoyment of art. For him, art was not an escape from life, but an escape before 
life. He turned to art whenever things became difficult and unbearable, and he needed to draw 
force and strength from other areas in order to master life anew. Art is not weak, and therefore 
does not train people to be weak. Its strong rules make people strong and keeps them strong. 
Men who, possessed with a deep feeling for art, apply in the face of the nation great theories of 
politics and military strategy, are also acting as true artists, and for them politics and leading an 
army is therefore also an art. It is one form of art amongst the many others to which they feel 
deeply related and linked.

The Leader in Bayreuth.

Visit to the artist's studios in München. Here with Professor Wackerle and in the centre Professor 
Troost.
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A Visit to the Schiller House in Weimar in 1934.

                The Leader as a statesman belongs to these unusually rare figures in German Prussian 
history. His most profound characteristics arise from his artistic nature. He is by trade a master 
builder, and later was often to say with a smile that in his youth he once had the intention of 
building, yet without knowing at the time that fate would call on him to build not houses but a 
Government. His reconstitution of the Reich again shows in its original design the eternal laws of 
true architecture. His organisation of the Government is determined by a logic which appears to 
be self evident. It is carried out according to far sighted and well thought out planning without 
haste and tension, as under a master builder who knows Rome was not built in a day, and that he 
has been called on to work not for a restricted time, but for decades and centuries to come. This 
is exactly what distinguishes the new foundation of the Reich by The Leader from all previous 
attempts. It rests on permanence, and has an inherent architectural clarity, combining 
purposefulness and beauty in rare harmony.

                The Leader once, long before he came to power, said in one of his speeches: If the 
German artists knew what I will do for them later, they would stand behind me to a man! These 
words were lost in the wind at the time; without having to be reminded by impatient creditors, 
The Leader has been true to his word long before others dared to hope.

                Just how strong his inner need for art is should have been known and suspected when, 
at times, before he came to power, faced with extremely difficult political negotiations or wearing 
tactical battles, he would sit of an evening alone or with a few companions unnoticed somewhere 
in a box at the theatre. Here he would listen to the heroically intensified beats of a Wagnerian 
opera and hear in them the artistic harmony with his political nature. There are only a few people 
today who, to take an example, would have heard The Master Singers or Tristan as often as he 
has. He is a fanatical follower of art. He does not indulge in the bourgeois smugness of professing 
to understand a genius after having seen or heard him once. He is still filled with a deep and 
almost humble respect for the talent and greatness which dwell in an artistic genius.
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The drawings of the frontline soldier Hitler: Ardoye in Flanders (summer, 1917).
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The drawings of the frontline soldier Hitler: Shelter in Fournes.

                This respect sees and appreciates the man and his work as an entity. It is necessary to 
have seen The Leader in the company of artists to understand the depth of his affinity with them. 
It is necessary to have had the opportunity of observing his untiring care for art and artists in his 
daily dealings to understand the meaning of both for him and his historic work. His respect for 
true artistic worth and work is, to an extent, a converted gratitude. What he means for the work 
of Richard Wagner in general, and for Bayreuth in particular, as a patron and directly involved 
friend and adviser is known only by those who have had the good fortune of being able to help 
him in his work.

                To the little circle which usually surrounds him, those hours in which The Leader, at a 
time when he had only just taken over the opposition leadership, quickly sketched on loose bits of 
paper grandiose plans for the architectural redesigning of Berlin and München, will remain 
unforgettable. Here everything was in the right place, and modern technology and thinking were 
combined with the latest architectural strength. Here, in prototype, there arose the face of these 
cities, cleansed and purified of the unsightly features which an era lacking in taste and style had 
imposed on them.

                The monumental buildings of the Party, the new layout of the Königsplatz, the House Of 
German Art in München, the large scale reorganisation of the Reich capital city, already reflected 
in interim projects -- these are the first visible acts of completion of this seemingly incredible 
preplanning at that time. It seems almost incomprehensible to an outsider that, not only did the 
inspiration and initiative for these monumental projects come from The Leader, but that it is The 
Leader himself who supervises and follows the execution of the plans in great detail and with 
expert precision. The Leader always has time for a building plan. How often did we observe him in 
the studio of that architectural genius who unfortunately died all too soon, Professor Troost, and 
see his enthusiasm for plans and models which are now step by step becoming a reality. How 
often did we accompany him to new construction sites during their various developmental stages 
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and witness his great joy at the smallest detail which, purposefully and meaningfully, would form 
part of the whole in its completed form.

                Even the pictures which he painted in his youth radiate this spirit. They are meticulously 
executed to the last brush stroke, and reveal the precision and exactitude of the master builder. 
It is claimed that there are business minded imitators who are unparalleled in their mastery of 
the forgery and copying of such small works of art, but they are unable to deceive the true expert. 
A genuine picture by The Leader can be distinguished from a fake at first glance, because it has 
the imprint of The Leader, and contains in embryonic form all the artistic laws which appear in 
their full magnificence and monumental nature in his reconstruction of the State.

                The man who, in his youth in Vienna, went without countless meals so that he could buy 
standing room tickets to the Viennese Opera to hear Wagner or Mozart, it today attached with the 
same artistic passion to a painting or a piece of sculpture. A stroke of luck gave him the 
opportunity of acquiring Bocklin's Battle Of The Centaurs. The Leader has been seen sitting for a 
long time, motionless, filled with emotion and humility, in the face of the greatness of true 
artistry as exemplified by this picturesque creation of a genius.

                Who could doubt that these noble passions are the almost inevitable forms of 
expression of his artistic feelings, which are also evident in his historical work? Are not, for 
example, his speeches a record of this tridimensional and intuitive vision? Do they not, in their 
construction, their clarity of style, in the monumental nature of their chain of thoughts, their 
precision but also variety of expression, appear to be like a classical monument or like a Bach 
fugue? It is a poor view of a man to attempt to dissect his individual characteristics in an attempt 
to understand his personality as a whole. Here individual characteristics are united into a general 
picture, and its totality shows the contours of a man who feels and acts with the intuition of the 
artist, who in everything is and appears to be as he must be and must appear to be, and who, 
even if he wanted to, could not be or appear to be anything else.

The Leader leaves an artist's studio in the Academy Of Fine Arts in München.
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Visitors to the Festival at Bayreuth greet The Leader.

                From its very beginning The Leader imbued his Movement with that burning impulse to 
modern activity which later gave it the strength for its great victories. He did not subordinate it to 
technology, but consciously placed technology at its service. For The Leader has a positive 
attitude to technology. He uses the means and achievements of technology to the concentration 
of his will and his work. Even technology has its artistic side. Even a magnificently built bridge or 
a modern car constructed according to precise, almost classical lines, will always satisfy the 
sense of beauty in man. The highways which The Leader designed and which modern engineers 
built according to his plans are works of art of the 20th century. We can still see The Leader on a 
sunny Sunday afternoon standing in front of the bold and splendid arch of the Mangfall bridge. In 
his face were reflected the pride and satisfaction of the man who can feel the eternal artistry 
even in the most modern technological testimonials to our vital time.

                The Leader is the sworn enemy of amateurism; he is of the proud opinion that it is more 
worthwhile to read, see or hear what is good and great ten times than to waste time with ten 
different average or below average works. If he is shown a film which represents an artistic 
success, he will ask for it to be shown again a second time if the opportunity presents itself. 
Mediocre films are stopped after five or ten minutes.

                Is it a wonder then that all genuine artists love and worship him from the bottom of 
their hearts? For he is their friend and, where required, their protector. He cannot imagine a life 
without art. No royal patron was ever as receptive to the arts as he. Where art is great and 
promising he will lend an encouraging hand, and nothing will be further from his mind than to 
treat an artist with condescension. And he, who had to fight his way to art as a penniless building 
worker with severe material sacrifices, shows his generosity above all when it concerns bringing 
art to the Folk and the Folk to art. Ideas such as that of a National Theatre have become a reality 
with his support. The great German cultural organisation, Strength Through Joy, finds in him its 
most warm hearted friend, adviser and patron. His sense of beauty does not have that unpleasant 
aesthetic trait that is associated with the selfish sybarite. It is at the same time a sense of what is 
purposeful and universal.

                Not so long ago, statesmen from various countries visited him in Berlin, and for days on 
end they discussed with him in the course of tough negotiations the questions of European 
reconstruction. They scarcely suspected that the same man who, during the morning, noon and 
afternoon, defended the German right to existence and, in the manner of the economic or military 
specialist, had at his fingertips every figure and date to prove his point, would that same evening 
sit with them in his home and, deeply stirred and moved, listen to the quintet from the third act of 
the Mastersingers or a song by Schubert, Schumann or Wolf. Perhaps they thought that this man 
had suddenly become someone quite different, or that he had suddenly slipped a new, unknown 
hat onto his head; and yet, in reality, he remained the same man, a statesman whose personal 
interests were almost unfathomable, a man who encompassed all the traits and possibilities of 
the German Soul, an artist who moved amongst artists and therefore felt an affinity with them, 
because he also carried deep within him the artistic spark. Perhaps this hour gave to all those 
who were able to participate a deeper insight into the essential character of The Leader than 
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countless technical discussions and conferences. Here again there has appeared that fascinating 
strength of a genuine personality which enabled the great Prussian king to fight and come 
through his decisive battles not despite the fact, but because of the fact, that he also wrote 
poetry, was an adherent of philosophy, constructed Sansouci, played the flute, and, if the tough 
business of government and the military left him time, gathered around his table the most refined 
and illustrious minds in Europe. Because here, from what seems to be contradictions and 
contrasts, is formed the final synthesis of a great human nature and work which will survive for 
centuries to come. Here art has been transposed into military and statesman matters; the same 
strength is found here, it is merely exercised in different areas. In doing so it uses the same 
motor energies which also stimulate and inspire art: imagination, instinct, inspiration, grace and 
motivation.

A watercolour of the frontline soldier Hitler: The Ruins Of The Monastery In Messines (December, 
1914).

A watercolour of the frontline soldier Hitler: House With White Fence.

                Perhaps only a later time will be able to measure exactly what this means for Germany, 
for our Folk and for its national fate. We, on the other hand, have had the good fortune of seeing 
and experiencing the work and effect of a true genius all around us. Here the artistic feeling of a 
great man has not arisen from the need for luxury or frivolity. Here it is need in the true sense of 
the word and therefore indispensable from existence, life and work.

                Perhaps The Leader is best understood when seen in these terms. This is because for 
him art is that mysterious power which ignites the human heart in all those grey hours, as life's 
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wild dance crowds in on us to new love. His attachment to art and artists, his solicitude and 
indefatigable care, are only the payment and fulfilment of a debt and a duty which the poet has 
stated when he says: Blessed art, I thank you!

A watercolour of The Leader from the year 1914: The Courtyard Of The Old Residence In 
München.
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The Buildings Of The Leader -- By Architect Albert Speer

 

The Leader leaves the construction site of the House Of German Art.

                It has often been the case in history that a Head Of Government 
would to a great extent support the arts and, in particular, architecture. Thus a 
rococo prince of the 18th century would have castles and gardens built on 
which to feast his eyes, and give free rein to the architects of his time.

                The Leader also builds as a Head Of Government; but he will never be 
able to build in this same tradition, because his great buildings, which are 
beginning to appear today in many places, are to be an essential expression of 
the Movement for thousands of years to come, and therefore a part of the 
Movement itself. The Leader, however, created this Movement, came to power 
through its strength, and even today still determines to the smallest detail its 
final form. He can therefore not build as a Head Of State in previous centuries, 
nor as a benevolent client, even less as a patron, of the arts -- he must build as 
a National Socialist. As such he determines, just as he determines the will and 
expression of the Movement, the clarity and purity of the lines of the building, 
the severity of its appearance, the quality of its materials, and, most 
importantly, the new inner purpose and with it the inner content of his 
constructions.

                Building is no mere pastime for The Leader. It is a serious concern, 
destined to give expression in stone to the will of the National Socialist 
Movement.

                It will be unique in the history of the German Folk that, at the 
decisive turning point, its Leader began not only with the greatest 
philosophical and political reorganisation of our history, but at the same time 
also set about the task of creating buildings with the superior knowledge of the 
master builder. These buildings were to bear witness to the political will as 
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well as to the cultural greatness of our time for thousands of years to come.

                After long centuries of confusion, the will of one man has established 
a clarity and severity in building which, in its continued development, will have 
as its consequence a completely new style of architecture.

                Just how closely The Leader since his youth has felt attached to 
architecture, he wrote in 1924 in My Struggle:

                As soon as my interest in social issues had been awakened, I began 
to study them with great thoroughness. It was a new and up to now unknown 
world which disclosed itself to me. That I should zealously at the same time 
serve my love of architecture was a matter of course. Architecture seemed to 
me, next to music, the queen of the arts: my preoccupation with it could under 
such circumstances not be regarded as work but as the greatest joy. I would 
read and draw into the early hours of the morning without getting tired. Thus 
my belief that my beautiful dream would become reality, even if it took many 
long years, was strengthened. I was firmly convinced that I would one day 
make a name for myself as a master builder.

                He himself tells how important these impressions from his years in 
Vienna were in the first chapter of My Struggle:

                At this time I formed a philosophy of life and a conception of the 
world which became the rigid foundation for my actions. To that which I 
thought out for myself at that time, I have only had to learn a few more 
additional things, but there was nothing I had to change. To the contrary. 
Today I strongly believe that in general all my creative thoughts had already 
manifested themselves in my youth, in so far as such thoughts exist at all.

                This love of architecture which The Leader developed in his youth has 
never since left him. However, through war and revolution, the foundations of 
State and national life in Germany were so shaken that Hitler, who even as a 
soldier began to become more and more preoccupied with political issues, 
decided to become a politician: He said: Was it not ridiculous to want to build 
houses on such a foundation? He was totally serious in his conviction that he 
should become a politician, and it was a difficult decision to say farewell to 
architecture, the art to which he always remained faithful, with which he 
always continued to occupy himself, and which up to now has been his great 
love.

                In the first turbulent years of his political struggle and during the 
early formation of the Movement, he also gave the final artistically clear form 
to all its symbolic means of expression. He designed the Swastika Flag of the 
Movement -- and with it the National Flag of the German Folk; he determined 
the National Eagle of the Party -- and with it the National Emblem of the 
German Reich; he was responsible for the ensigns of the SA and the SS; he 
developed a new structuring of his many rallies, and thereby determined the 
basic idea according to which all the buildings on the Reich Party Day site are 
erected.
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The Königsplatz in München after its redesigning by Adolf Hitler.

The columned hall of the House Of German Art in München.
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Design for the Congress Hall on the Reich Party Day site in Nürnberg.

Rostrum in the Luitpold Arena of the Reich Party Day site in Nürnberg.

                In the course of many thorough discussions, he designed and 
determined Nürnberg at the Party rallies; not only the guidelines and 
programmes, but, in the course of lengthy considerations, he also laid down 
exact arrangements for the setting up of the individual subdivisions of the 
Party, for the deployment of the flags, and for the decoration of the various 
rooms. In Nürnberg sketches and drawings by The Leader from this time are 
still carefully preserved.

                At a time when all his energies are called on to achieve the great 
goal, his preoccupation with art is and remains not work but the greatest joy.

                At the right time, fate led to his meeting with his architect, Paul 
Ludwig Troost, with whom he soon formed a friendship based on an affinity of 
minds. What Dietrich Eckart was to The Leader as far as the exchange of ideas 
of a philosophical nature was concerned, Professor Troost soon became for him 
as far as architecture was concerned.

                The first building to arise through the unique combination of these 
two men, and also the first small construction of the Movement, was the Brown 
House in the Briennerstraße in München. It was only a renovation, but for that 
time, as The Leader sometimes related later, a massive undertaking.
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                Here one can already see everything that was to be expressed even 
more distinctly in the buildings which were to be constructed after he came to 
power: severe and austere, but never monotonous. Simple and clear, and 
without false decoration. Ornamentation used sparingly, but in the right place, 
so that it could never be considered as superfluous. Material, form and lines 
combine to create an impression of nobility.

A picture of the Index Room in the Brown House, München.

The Leader in München.
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The Sacred Pier.

The Leader and Rudolf Heß inspect the construction of The Leader House in 
München.
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The Brown House in München.

The Eternal Guard on the Königsplatz in München.

                The plans for this renovation were made in the same simple studio 
owned by Master Builder Troost in the back room of a house in the 
Theresienstraße in München, where later the plans for the Königsplatz in 
München, for the House Of German Art, and for many of The Leader's other 
buildings were to be made. These plans were to form the basis of a new style of 
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architecture.

                The Leader has never received the plans for these important buildings 
in his official rooms. For years he has gone to Professor Troost's studio in his 
free time to engross himself totally on the spot and free from his political work 
in the plans of future constructions. The Leader does not occupy himself solely 
with the major overall plans; he surveys every individual detail and every new 
assembly of materials, and much is improved by his stimulating suggestions. 
These hours of mutual planning are, as The Leader has often confessed, hours 
of purest joy and great happiness. They are a form of relaxation of the most 
noble kind in the course of which, again and again, he finds renewed strength 
for other plans. Here he has the opportunity, in the few free hours which 
politics permit him, to dedicate himself to his love of architecture.

                Many years before he came to power, Hitler had discussed with 
Troost plans for buildings which only now are being executed. Already in the 
winter of 1931/1932 he talked over with him the future formation of the 
Königsplatz in München, and many splendid drafts have been the result of 
these meetings. And even before he came to power, as a result of these many 
discussions, the Square already existed in its present shape in plans and 
models.

                When the Glass Palace burned down in München in 1932, and an 
inconsequential design for its reconstruction was put forward by the 
Government of the time, The Leader had one additional concern besides his 
many others, and that was that this imperfect plan would be started before he 
came to power. If one compares the model of this earlier design with the model 
of the now completed House Of German Art built according to the design of 
Paul Ludwig Troost, then one can see more clearly than anywhere else from 
which other ideal world The Leader draws his buildings.

                In the irreplaceable artist Paul Ludwig Troost, The Leader had found 
his architect. Troost seized The Leader's intentions, and always managed to 
give them the right architectural expression.

                In his great speech at the cultural rally of the Reich Party Day in 
1935, The Leader unveiled a memorial to Professor Troost with words that 
could not be more moving for an architect of our time. He said:

                We should be happy and proud that, by some strange chance, the 
greatest architect Germany has ever known since Schinkel was able to erect in 
the new Reich and for the Movement his first and unfortunately only 
monumental works in stone, as memorials of the most noble and truly 
Germanic tectonics.

                It is a pleasure for The Leader to see the plans of a new building 
arise; it is just as great a pleasure for him to be able to experience personally 
the actual progress of these buildings.

                Whenever he wanders through his building sites, often accompanied 
by only a few employees, he is the complete expert. His numerous questions of 
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a technical nature, either about the foundations, the strength of the walls, or 
about problematic details of construction, are clearly put and usually 
unintentionally touch on some existing unsolved difficulty. Often it is in this 
area of engineering construction, when, after long consultations, all the 
experts are doubtful of a solution, that he comes up with a suggestion which 
usually proves to be logical and easily executed.

The foyer of the German Opera House in Charlottenburg
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Our beloved Leader.

The Leader in a pensive mood.
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The Leader in Potsdam, 1932.

The Leader, Professor Gall, and Architect Speer inspect the building progress of 
the House Of German Art.
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A meeting on the new Alpine Road.

                Every new step in the construction and every new detail in the 
building receives his thorough attention and appreciation. However. All this 
pleasure in details never prevents him from seeing the imposing alignments 
which distinguish all buildings.

                The buildings of The Leader are constructed according to technically 
proven principles from natural stone. Natural stone and Nordic clinker bricks 
are our most durable building materials. What may initially appear to be the 
most expensive proves to be the cheapest in the long run. In all technical 
considerations, unlimited long lastingness is always the prime and most 
decisive principle to follow. For the buildings of The Leader are designed to 
stand as a testimonial to our great time for thousands of years. Once the 
immortal buildings of the Movement and of our Government have arisen in all 
the towns in Germany, they will be buildings of which every individual will be 
able to be proud, and of which he will known that they belong to the public at 
large and therefore also to him. It is not the warehouses and administrative 
buildings of banks and big companies which give the towns their character, but 
the buildings of The Leader, created by him and designed by him.
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                About the appearance of our cities in the past and in the future The 
Leader has written:

                In the 19th century our cities began to lose more and more their 
character of places of culture, and sink to mere housing settlements. When 
München numbered only 60000 inhabitants, it looked as if it were to become 
one of the first German centres of art; today almost every factoryladen suburb 
has reached this figure, if not multiplied it several times, without being able to 
lay the least claim to having anything of real value as its own. These suburbs 
and towns are mere collections of apartment blocks and tenement houses and 
nothing more. How any particular attachment to such a town is to be formed 
under such deplorable conditions is a puzzle. No one will feel particularly 
attached to a town which has nothing more to offer than any other town, which 
lacks any sign of individuality, and in which everything was done to avoid 
anything to do with art. But this is not all. Even the great cities are becoming 
relatively poorer and poorer in real works of art as the size of their population 
increases. What recent times have added to the cultural content of our cities is 
completely insufficient. All our cities live off the glory and the treasures of the 
past. Our cities today have no monuments which dominate the cityscape and 
which could in any way be described as a symbol of the era. This, however, was 
the case in the cities of antiquity, where almost each one had a particular 
monument of which it could be proud. The particular features of an antique 
town were not found in its private buildings, but in its public monuments, 
which were not destined for the moment but for eternity, because they were to 
reflect not the riches of a single owner, but the greatness and importance of all 
the citizens. Even the Middle Ages in Germany upheld the same leading 
principle, even though its conception of art was quite different. What in 
antiquity was expressed in the Acropolis or the Pantheon, could now be 
glanced in the forms of the Gothic cathedral. The comparison between public 
and private building today has indeed become lamentable. If Berlin's fate were 
to become that of Rome, then all our descendants would have to admire as the 
most imposing works of our time would be the warehouses of a certain number 
of Jews and the hotels of a number of companies, the buildings which express 
most characteristically the culture of today. Thus our cities today lack the 
outstanding emblem of the National Community, and one should therefore not 
be amazed if the National Community sees no emblem of itself in its cities.

                The great buildings of The Leader on the Königsplatz, the House Of 
German Art in München, and the Party buildings in Nürnberg, must be 
understood in this sense. They are a start, but therefore nonetheless 
fundamental, and it is the same with the residential buildings of The Leader. 
We are standing at the beginning of a new development.

                The fact that one always initially thinks of the great buildings when 
The Leader's buildings are being discussed is no doubt consistent with the 
meaning The Leader gives to the creations of architecture.

                This, however, should not lead people to assume that The Leader's 
work in the domain of architecture is exhausted with these buildings.
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                To the contrary.

                From his own speeches, we know the crucial worth he places on 
shaping the social conditions of all Germans in such a way that every individual 
can be proud of what the community as a whole has achieved. The great 
importance the questions of living conditions assumes in this matter has 
already been stressed by The Leader in My Struggle.

                In his years in Vienna, he became acquainted at first hand with the 
poor living conditions of the working class families. He writes:

                What I had suspected before, I then learned to understand quickly 
and thoroughly: the question of the nationalisation of a Folk is firstly the 
question of the creation of healthy social conditions as the basis for the 
education of the individual.

                Official statistics on completed dwellings (new or converted 
buildings) in the Reich show:

                1932 -- 159,121
                1933 -- 202,113
                1934 -- 319,439

                These figures speak more loudly than words of the extent the 
creation of healthy housing has increased under the Government of The Leader. 
This increase will continue and will rise even more sharply once the great 
building projects which are necessary for our security have been completed. In 
The Leader's own words, they are urgent, and therefore cannot be postponed.

                Then the monumental buildings of National Socialism will rise above 
the healthy houses and clean factories of our cities like the Gothic cathedrals 
above the gables of the houses of the town dwellers of the Middle Ages.

                Here also the tasks at hand are immensely great, but The Leader gave 
us all the courage required when he said in his speech in the cultural rally of 
the Reich Party Day:

                People grow in stature in the execution of such higher tasks, and we 
do not have the right to doubt that, when the Almighty gives us courage to 
demand immortal things, he will give our Nation the courage to achieve 
immortal things.
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Adolf Hitler And His Roads -- By Inspector General Doctor Of Engineering Fritz 
Todt

 

                Those who have come to know The Leader as a statesman, as an 
orator, as the Leader of the Movement and in his other capacities noted in the 
previous essays of this book, will, on reading the title of this essay, be faced 
with the question: Does this statesman, this politician, the Head Of State Of 
The German Reich in this eventful time, really have such a personal interest 
and the time required to become personally involved in such an abstract and 
technical concern as road construction? The following paragraphs have been 
written to portray The Leader's attachment to his roads.

THE IDEA

                As long ago as his time in the Landsberg Fortress, The Leader spoke 
about the necessity and his intention one day to have roads built which would 
fully meet the technical requirements of the motor vehicle and which would 
connect the individual Districts of Germany with each other. In the 14 years of 
his political struggle, The Leader has used the motor vehicle almost exclusively 
in his travels, and thereby has come to know the German country roads 
between the north and the south, the east and the west. People have never 
ceased to be amazed at how well The Leader knows whole stretches of road, 
their features, their construction, suitable rest spots and other details. The 
Leader values travelling overland by motor vehicle particularly because no 
other means of transport enables the traveller to experience such closeness 
with the Folk and the landscape. Someone once tried to calculate how many 
kilometres The Leader had covered on German country roads in the 14 years of 
his political struggle. It would certainly have amounted to between 500000 and 
700000 kilometres, probably more. The distance covered by The Leader on the 
German country roads in motor vehicles is therefore 12-15 times as long as the 
circumference of the Earth. The idea of constructing a connected network of 
roads purely for motor vehicles arose on these trips, and was completely 
formed by the time he took over power.
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In summer, 1935, at the Mangfall Bridge.

                Twelve days after his appointment as Chancellor Of The Reich, The 
Leader attended the opening of the automobile exhibition on the 11th of 
January, 1933. In his first official speech as Chancellor Of The Reich, he 
announced, besides other measures aimed at promoting motorisation, the 
commencement of a plan for the large scale construction of roads, and added:

                Just as the horse and cart once paved its way, and the railway built 
the necessary tracks, so must motor traffic receive the highways it requires. If 
in the past attempts were often made to measure the standard of living of a 
nation in terms of the number of kilometres of railway track, in the future the 
number of kilometres of roads designed for motor traffic will become the 
indicator used.

                Scarcely three months passed after that 11th February, days filled 
with the consolidation of the power he had assumed on the 30th January, to 
the 1st May, the first National Labour Day in the young National Socialist Reich. 
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With this spring day in nature the sun also rose higher again for the German 
Nation. The Leader spoke about this, and about the departure of the 
divisiveness which had existed previously, the elimination of unemployment, 
the honour of work, the beginning of communal work which, orientated to one 
will, is the prerequisite and basis for the strengthening of a nation. Towards 
the end of this first speech about the Reich which was beginning to be built, 
The Leader uttered these words:

                We are mounting a programme which we do not want to leave for 
posterity to conclude, the programme of the construction of our roads, a 
gigantic task which requires thousands of millions. We shall clear away all the 
obstacles against it and begin the task on a grand scale.

                With these words, the 1st May had also become a Day Of 
Development for the road construction programme. From the idea of The 
Leader the will became reality.

                In the weeks which followed, The Leader received experts in road 
construction from Germany and from outside Germany, and was instructed by 
them. He then requested of the Cabinet a Law for the realisation of his plans. 
The obstacles he had hinted at in his speech of the 1st May were surmounted in 
the course of a series of meetings. On the 28th of June, Cabinet passed the Law 
pertaining to the setting up of the undertaking called Autobahns Of The Reich. 
A few days later the Inspector General For The German Road System was 
appointed by the Chancellor Of The Reich at a short reception lasting scarcely 
three minutes.

INAUGURATION OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL

                Probably the hottest summer day of the year 1933 in Berlin was the 
day of the 5th of July. After weeks of summer heat, the buildings of the capital 
city had retained so much warmth that the short nights brought no relief. As on 
every other day, the Chancellor Of The Reich began to receive people at ten 
o'clock in the morning in the Reich Chancellery. These receptions took place 
day after day with a short break at noon, and continued until late into the 
evening. Ministers, District Leaders, worker delegations, industrialists, 
expatriate Germans and many others alternated with each other to talk to The 
Leader. Many indeed promised in the anteroom to limit their discussion to no 
more than ten minutes, but The Leader himself would take up the subject 
matter, give his opinion, elaborate on the questions, and involved himself in 
the last discussion late in the evening in just as lively a way as he involved 
himself in the first.
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Work emblem at the beginning of the Autobahn München-Landesgrenze (Let Us 
Begin, 21.3.1934).

The opening of the first section of the Reich Autobahn München-Landesgrenze.
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One of The Leader's highways.

                The Leader had first asked to see the newly appointed Inspector 
General at one o'clock in the afternoon for his inauguration. However, as so 
often occurred, the schedule was upset in the course of the morning by many 
discussions which ran overtime. The appointment was changed to 7 p.m. with 
the explanation: The Chancellor would like to see you last so that he has time 
for you.

                When the Inspector General presented himself after the second last 
visitor shortly before 9 o'clock in the evening, the Chancellor said: Come along, 
we're going into the garden -- I strongly feel the need for some fresh air right 
now. During the walk, which lasted one and a half hours, in the garden of the 
Reich Chancellery, The Leader introduced his Inspector General to his ideas, 
spoke of coming developments in the traffic system, of the inadequacy of all 
those measures which were designed to meet only the immediate traffic needs, 
of far sighted building and construction, warned the Inspector General of 
obstacles and difficulties, gave reasons for certain technical details, laid down 
exactly the minimum breadth of the roadway, the construction of which was to 
meet the highest demands, determined the major lines for the main network, 
and finally dismissed the Inspector General with the emphatic words: I believe 
in the necessity of this measure and in the correctness of this beginning, and 
you must believe in it just as firmly as I do and act decisively accordingly.

THE FIRST CUT OF THE SPADE, FRANKFURT AM MAIN, 23RD SEPTEMBER, 1933

                In two and a half months of intensive work, plans and designs were 
drawn. For the beginning of this great undertaking, which was to stretch over 
the whole of Germany, only Frankfurt am Main came into question. Here a 
preliminary survey years ago had already looked into the possibility of a 
roadway purely for motor vehicles from Hamburg to Basel via Frankfurt. These 
preparations made for a rapid conclusion to the work on the blueprints. At the 
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beginning of September, the plans for the first section from Frankfurt to 
Darmstadt were finished. The first cut of the spade and with it the opening of 
the construction of this great undertaking were set down for the 21st of 
September. In the first meetings with the Inspector General, Hitler had already 
determined that he himself would open the construction of this undertaking. 
For years the number of unemployed had risen in Frankfurt until there were 
approximately 80000 in 1932. Now, in the immediate vicinity of this city, this 
great construction of The Leader was to start. Thousands of workers were to be 
given lasting jobs which were to bring back confidence and belief into the lives 
of the workers and their families. At seven o'clock in the morning, the first 700 
workers left the Employment Office. In the central square the District Leader 
and the Inspector General handed out the tools. From there the workers 
continued on towards the Main, their new place of work, singing and cheering.

                The Leader's plane landed at 10 o'clock. His trip through Frankfurt 
was fraught with great difficulties: The SA men who formed the barrier cheered 
The Leader on and the inhabitants of Frankfurt, both old and young, again and 
again broke through the barrier, so that the trip from the airport to the 
construction site took more than an hour.

                The place where the first spade was to sink into the ground was no 
festival ground but a construction site. In front of the embankment from which 
The Leader spoke stood the workers and their families. The guests of honour 
were a little cramped for space. But here it was the workers who were the 
guests of honour. The Leader spoke:

                We are today standing at the beginning of an immense task. Its 
significance not only for German transport and communications, but for the 
German economy in its broadest sense, will only be fully appreciated in the 
decades to come. In decades to come traffic will be dependent on these new 
great roads which we will build through the whole of Germany. I know that this 
day of festivities will pass, and that times will come when rain, frost and snow 
will make work trying and difficult for each one of you. But it is necessary, the 
work must be done. No one will help us if we do not help ourselves.

                The Leader concluded his speech with the words:

                Go now to your work! The construction must begin today. Let the 
work commence! And before many more years have passed, this immense work 
will testify to our willpower, our diligence, our abilities and our determination. 
German workers, to your work!

                To the cheers of the workers, The Leader seized his spade after these 
words, and stepped up to the construction platform. A train rolled forward 
pulling its large two cubic metre carriages filled high with earth. Slowly and 
thunderously the carriages tipped out the earth which was to build the six 
metre high wall at the embankment. With steady hands The Leader dug his 
spade into the heavy pieces of earth. Again and again he dug his spade into the 
mound. This was no symbolic digging, this was real earth work! A number of 
workers realised that The Leader would probably not stop until the two cubic 
metre mound had been properly levelled. They jumped forward with their 
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shovels to help. The Leader continued to shovel with them until the mound of 
earth had been spread in an orderly fashion and the first beads of perspiration 
fell from his forehead onto the earth. The Leader laughed and stopped 
shovelling with his two unknown work colleagues when nothing more was left 
to shovel, and then walked through the work sites where the remaining 700 
workers had begun their work in the meantime.

The Leader's interest in road construction: inspection of the Alpine Road.
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Flight around Germany.
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His roads lead Adolf Hitler to his Folk.

                Did you see how The Leader even shovelled away the earth from the 
tracks at the end so that the carriages could move out again? Like a real 
labourer. He can really work, I scarcely managed to keep up, one of the two 
later related.

                In the week after that first dig of the spade, a Supervisor approached 
the Site Manager of the Reich Autobahn. Herr Oberbaurat, we must put a fence 
around the spot where The Leader shovelled. Our workers remove handfuls of 
the earth after they have finished work and take it home in their bags. Even the 
women and the children take home souvenirs. Thus The Leader's work and the 
attitude of the workers have ennobled work, which up till then had fallen into 
disrepute as the dirtiest work of all. Many worker families today in Frankfurt 
treasure a small parcel of earth more carefully than any valuable possession.

THE LEADER'S PARTICIPATION IN THE WORK

                The Leader is regularly informed of the progress of the work by the 
Inspector General. In the course of these briefings The Leader intervenes 
decisively in many details to influence the basic attitude of the coworkers to 
this work according to his will. In these discussions over the details, it has 
happened again and again that a decision made by The Leader has proved itself 
to be the only possible solution in the course of time. An example of this was 
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the decision about the lines of the section on the southern bank of the 
Chiemsee in Upper Bavaria. Between this lake and the rising mountains, there 
is a moor which is several kilometres wide. The crossing of this moor had 
caused severe difficulties for the railroad. The first design of the line for the 
Reich Autobahn avoided the moor in a wide arc to the side of the bank towards 
the south. The Leader did not agree to this line, which offered the road neither 
a view of the lake nor a view of the mountains. He requested that further and 
more thorough investigations should be made to determine whether a 
possibility could still be found to put the road closer to the lake. At his 
instigation further extensive drilling was carried out in the vicinity of the lake. 
To everyone's great surprise these further investigations revealed a rocklike 
ledge close to the lake. This ledge was just wide enough to enable the road to 
be built close to the side of the lake in accordance with The Leader's wishes.

                In the construction of the great bridgeheads, The Leader has also 
repeatedly made the final choice. One of the first great bridges to be tackled 
was the Mangfall Bridge near München, with a length of approximately 300 
metres and a height of approximately 60 metres above the base of the valley. 
From a contest which resulted in about 70 entrants, The Leader decided on the 
design to be used, and thereby determined the type of major bridge which 
afterwards was to be built at various other places. The lines and shapes of the 
constructions which The Leader himself determined are clear and simple, and 
at the same time ambitious and daring. Besides the shape, his decision is 
greatly influenced by the question of the soundness of the construction. Cheap 
construction parts, such as hollow pillars and pylons, are rejected by The 
Leader as they raise doubts about the unlimited durability. His constructions, 
like all his ideas, do not serve the moment, but the future: What we build must 
still be standing long after we have gone. The decision of The Leader can also 
from time to time be a rejection. The rejection is then pronounced and justified 
clearly. In one case The Leader interrupted the continuing work on an 
unsuccessful construction, and a telephone conversation with the Inspector 
General resulted in the immediate reemployment of all concerned.

                For the German Alpine Road, The Leader also determined the bases of 
the routes himself and in repeated cases decided on different details.

MODEL CAMPS FOR WORKERS ON THE REICH AUTOBAHNS

                The commencement of construction work in all parts of the Reich in 
the course of 1934 required workers to be housed partly in huts. These 
workers' camps were first constructed, as they had been built for many years 
before, in the building and construction trade. In summer these camps were 
only just satisfactory. When winter approached, it became urgent to remedy 
the existing situation, as these camps were inadequate for the workers of Adolf 
Hitler's roads. A number of reminders to this effect to the industry were only 
partly satisfactory. In was difficult to remedy the unsatisfactory nature of this 
accommodation in a quick and satisfactory way after long years of workers 
having tolerated it. Finally the Inspector General brought the matter to the 
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attention of The Leader to seek instructions. When The Leader learned that the 
accommodation in the huts of the workers on his roads left much to be desired, 
he set changes in motion in the space of a few hours with his customary 
uncompromising energy which we have seen in similar instances. With the 
assistance of the Labour Service, model camps were erected in the whole of 
Germany within a few weeks. The worker on the roads of Adolf Hitler is housed 
here in clean quarters. Meals are taken in larger rooms. Every camp has 
washing and shower facilities, with hot and cold water and a communal room 
for relaxing after work. The Leader himself drew the details for these camps in 
sketches. Through The Leader's intervention in the autumn of 1934, the 
housing of the German worker has reached a standard which no other 
European country can boast of even approaching.

They see The Leader for the first time.

Opening of the Reich Autobahn Frankfurt-Darmstadt in 1935. From left to right: 
Reich Minister Of War von Blomberg, The Leader, Inspector General Dr. Todt, 
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President Of The Reich Bank Dr. Schacht, Director General Of The Reich Railway 
Dr. Dorpmuller, Reich Minister Dr. Göbbels.

THE LEADER AT CONSTRUCTION SITES AND FINISHED ROADS

                The inspection of a construction site or a stretch of road which has 
just been finished gives The Leader immense joy. The Leader shows an interest 
in all aspects of the work: the workers, the manner of construction, the 
housing of the workers; and he also has a keen interest in the positioning of 
the road with respect to the landscape. The Leader wants his roads to be bold 
and spacious, but at the same time in harmony with the landscape. The 
workers are usually very surprised when he suddenly walks out amongst them. 
Many have dropped their picks in surprise. Then, however, their eyes light up 
with the purest joy to know that The Leader has come to their work. The 
feeling of happiness and joy which prevails at a construction site when the 
faces of hundreds of grown men express their delight in a way we have only 
ever seen in children in front of a Christmas tree is totally unimaginable. As a 
rule the workers stay at their spots and, after their initial surprise, continue to 
work. In doing so they show their capacity for work. The Leader speaks with 
individuals, particularly with older workers. 60-70 year olds are no exceptions 
at these sites. To one 70 year old The Leader said near Darmstadt: When I am 
as old as you, I would like to still be able to work as you are doing now.

                The first trips over completed stretches of road inspire The Leader. 
The traffic counts interest him, particularly as they confirm the interest of 
private and commercial motor travel in the new roads. The stretch from 
Heidelberg to Frankfurt am Main was christened by The Leader with a picnic. 
He came for the first trip a few days before the section was opened to traffic on 
the way from Mittelbaden after the Rheinland. Having been advised by the 
Inspector General, The Leader determined that a rest stop should be made at a 
suitable picnic spot. In the magnificent autumnal beech forest, The Leader's 
cavalcade left the Autobahn, and Kannenberg, the Provisions Master, produced 
a splendid repast in the woods. After such a trip over a section of road which 
has just been completed, one later hears from those who had been present just 
how enthusiastically The Leader speaks about his roads.

                Thus the roads of Adolf Hitler come into being in close connection 
with their creator. The immense importance of these completed roads for the 
future development of transport and communications has been repeatedly 
emphasised by The Leader himself: In a few years, these roads will be one of 
the most powerful means of promoting an increase in motor traffic, and with it, 
in productivity, the extent of which is still inconceivable today, but also an 
annual attraction for many hundreds of thousands of foreigners, because, after 
the completion of the Autobahns, Germany will be able to lay claim to having 
by far the most modern network of highways in the world (15th February, 
1935, at the opening of the Automobile Exhibition).
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                Far beyond the borders of Germany, countries are observing the road 
construction of our Leader. Almost weekly, official and private groups of 
foreign guests come to visit the construction sites or the completed stretches 
of the Reich Autobahns. The enthusiasm and admiration with which they 
observe The Leader's gigantic work are expressed in their letters and their 
newspapers. From the many foreign press agencies one has written:

                Just as the pyramids tell of the history of the Pharaohs, and the 
Roman roads testify to the power of the Roman Emperors, so the magnificent 
highways will serve to remind the German Nation of the most outstanding 
figure in its history, a National Comrade, once without name and position, who 
from nothing and without external help created a new Reich merely through his 
own strength and imposed his will on the fate of the whole Nation.

The Leader travels on the Rhein to attend the transfer of the Saar in 1934, on 
the Ehrenbreitstein.
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The Federal President and the Federal Chancellor.
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Viewing the SS troops.
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Braunschweig March, 1931.
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The Leader and Troop Leader Röhm.
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Our Hitler: A Radio Broadcast -- The German Folk On The Leader's Birthday -- 
By Dr. Joseph Göbbels

In the city of the Party rallies. At the window of the hotel Deutscher Hof in 
Nürnberg.

                However often The Leader must show himself to thousands, at times 
hundreds of thousands, of people at mass gatherings, at receptions or at state 
functions as the representative of the Party and the German Nation, and 
converse with them, just as often The Leader consciously avoids all 
demonstrations and honours which are aimed only at him and him alone. It is 
this attitude which has led to his spending his birthdays in some little village or 
in a little town in Germany which previously had been generally unknown. Just 
how strongly The Leader impresses his closest colleagues by his very humane 
and very personable nature can be felt in the radio speeches which Reich 
Minister Göbbels has given to the German Nation on all radio stations on the 
occasion of The Leader's birthdays. The text of the third speech on the 20th of 
April, 1935, particularly merits being recorded within the covers of this work.

                Ladies and gentlemen, my National Comrades! Two years ago 
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already, on the 20th April, 1933, after Adolf Hitler had been in power for a 
mere three months, I gave an address to the German Nation on the radio on 
the occasion of The Leader's birthday. Just as then, it is not my intention today 
to read out to you a glowing editorial. I leave that to better stylists. Nor shall I 
endeavour to honour the historical work of Adolf Hitler. On the contrary: Today, 
on the occasion of The Leader's birthday, it is time, I think, to present to the 
whole nation Hitler, the man, with all the charm of his personality, the 
mysterious magic and the immense strength he radiates. There is probably no 
longer anyone on the face of this earth who does not know him as a statesman 
and as a superior national leader. Only a few, however, have had the privilege 
of being in his presence daily, seeing him at close hand and, I may add, 
consequently getting to understand and love him all the more. These few alone 
have understood the miracle of how and for what reason it is possible that a 
man, who a mere three years ago still had half the nation against him, today 
has been elevated above all doubt and above all criticism by the entire nation. 
If Germany now has found an unshakeable unity, then it is in the conviction 
that Adolf Hitler is the man of destiny who has been called upon to raise the 
nation up again out of its most terrible internal divisiveness and the 
humiliation imposed on it from without to the freedom its Folk have longed for.

                The fact that one man through his work, which has at times 
necessitated hard and unpopular decisions, has captured the hearts of the 
whole nation, is one of the deepest and most so wonderful secrets of our time. 
This cannot be explained merely by the force of his achievements, because it is 
the very Folk who have sacrificed the most, and those who must still make 
sacrifices in the cause of national reconstruction, who were most moved by his 
broadcast, and who are the most sincere and ardent in their love for him as The 
Leader and as a man. This is the result of the immense charm of his personality 
and the magic of his pure and unspoilt humanity.

                This humanity, as it is revealed most vividly to those closest to him, is 
to be the subject of this speech.

                Like every genuine humanity, so this one is simple and clear in its 
being and in its action. This is revealed just as much in the smallest as in the 
greatest things. The simple clarity which is foremost in his political dealings, is 
also the ruling principle of his whole life. It is totally inconceivable to imagine 
him posing. His Folk would not recognise him again in a pose. His daily menu is 
the simplest and most modest that one can imagine. Its presentation does not 
change whether he is dining with a few close friends or with important State 
visitors. When recently at a reception for the Districts Leaders of the Winter 
Assistance Scheme, an elderly Party member asked him to sign a menu as a 
souvenir after lunch, he hesitated for a moment, and then laughed and said: It 
really doesn't matter. Here the menus never change, and anyone may have a 
look at them.

                Adolf Hitler is one of the few State leaders who, with the exception of 
a single distinguished war medal which he won as an ordinary soldier for his 
immense personal bravery, never wears medals and decorations. This shows 
his restraint, but also his pride. There is no one on Earth who could be more 
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distinguished than he himself. Every sign of obtrusiveness he finds unpleasant; 
but wherever he has to represent his Government and his Nation, he does so 
with a composed and impressive dignity. And behind everything he is and does 
are the words which the great soldier Schlieffen wrote about his work: More 
essence than appearance! In him, diligence and an untiring tenacity which 
reach out far beyond normal human strength, combine in the pursuit of set 
goals. A few days ago when I landed again in Berlin at one o'clock in the 
morning, he was still sitting fresh and engrossed in his work alone in his 
apartment. He had me report for close to two hours about the construction of 
the Reich Autobahns, a topic which seemed totally removed from the weighty 
problems of foreign policy with which he had been dealing the whole day from 
early in the morning until late at night. Before the last Party Day in Nürnberg, I 
was his guest for a week on the Obersalzberg. Every night until six or seven in 
the morning, there was light to be seen at his window: The Leader was 
dictating the great speeches which he gave a few days later at the rally of the 
Reich Party Day. No law is accepted in Cabinet which he has not thoroughly 
studied to the last detail. He is the most thorough and well informed military 
expert; every piece of artillery and every machine gun he has a specialist's 
knowledge of. Only those who are familiar with the finest details can inform 
him in such matters.

                His work pattern is clear and precise. Nothing is more distasteful to 
him than nervous haste and hysteria. He knows better than anyone else that 
there are a hundred and one problems which need to be solved. Of these, 
however, he chooses two or three pressing ones which he has identified as the 
general problems, and refuses to let himself be distracted by the gravity of the 
remaining ones as he attends to them. He knows that by solving the few very 
great problems, problems of lesser importance often tend to solve themselves 
as a result.

                In attacking the problems themselves, he shows on the one hand the 
firmness which is required to carry through the principles, and the flexibility 
which seems to be necessary in implementing the methods.
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Last visit to Hindenburg before his death in July, 1934.

                The Leader is nothing less than a stickler for his principles and a 
worshipper of dogmas; however, principles and dogmas never come off badly 
because he approaches them with the superior adaptability of his methods and 
procedures. His goals have never changed. What he is doing today is what he 
wanted to do in 1919. However, in accordance with the situation at hand, he 
has always been able to change the methods which he used in the past to 
achieve these goals. When he was offered the office of Vice Chancellor in 1932, 
he refused plainly and bluntly. He had the feeling that the time was not yet 
ripe, and that the ground on which he was to be placed was too narrow for him 
to remain standing on. When on the 30th of January, 1933, a wider door was 
opened to him, he strode through courageously, even if it was not total 
responsibility which he was given. He knew that the foundation on which he 
was now standing was sufficient for him to begin the struggle for absolute 
power from there. Those who claimed to know better at the time understood 
neither one nor the other; today they need to offer their apologies humbly 
because he was superior to them not only in tactics but also in the strategic 
carrying out of principles whose champions they had set themselves up to be in 
arrogant short sightedness.
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Funeral service for Field Marshal von Hindenburg in the Courtyard Of Honour of 
the Tannenburg Memorial: The Leader's obituary.

                Last summer two photograph appeared in the press which show The 
Leader's solitariness in a most startling way. The first shows him saluting a 
march past of the Army from the window of the Chancellery the day following 
the 30th of June, when he was forced to wash treason and mutiny away with 
bloodshed. His face was almost paralysed by the incisive bitterness of the 
difficult hours he had just experienced. The second photograph shows him 
leaving the house of the Reich President after a last visit to the dying Field 
Marshall. His face is overshadowed by pain and sadness at the merciless death 
which was to rob him of his fatherly friend within the next few hours. It was 
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with an almost prophetic foresight that, on New Year's Eve, 1934, he had 
already told a few of his close friends of the great dangers ahead for 1934, and 
that Hindenburg would be torn from our sides in the course of the year. Now 
the unavoidable had happened, and in the drawn features of one individual is 
expressed the pain of a whole nation.

                This whole nation not only admires him but loves him with all their 
heart because its Folk feel that he belongs to them, is flesh of their flesh and 
spirit of their spirit. This is expressed even in the smallest and most trivial 
things of everyday life. There is, for example, in the Reich Chancellery a 
respectful camaraderie which ties the last SS Man in the escort command 
irrevocably with The Leader. On trips everyone sleeps in the same hotel and 
under the same conditions. Is it a wonder then that it is the most modest 
people in his entourage who are the most devoted to him?! They have the 
instinctive feeling that there is no pretence, and that everything about The 
Leader is natural and comes from deep within his soul.

                A few weeks ago, about 50 young girls, German nationals living 
outside the Reich who had spent a year in the Reich on courses and now had to 
return sad to their homelands, asked in the Chancellery if they could briefly see 
The Leader. He invited them all to dine with him, and listened for hours as they 
talked about their homes and their modest lives. As they were leaving they 
suddenly joined in the song When Everyone Becomes Unfaithful, and huge 
tears ran down their cheeks. In the midst of them stood the man who had 
become the embodiment of an eternal Germany for them, and who now sent 
them on their difficult way with warm and friendly words of consolation.
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The Leader on his 47th birthday.
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On the morning of the 15th of January, 1935: The Leader thanks District Leader 
Burckel on the occasion of the Saar Victory.

                He came from among the Folk, and he has remained one of them. He, 
who spends two days in 15 hour conferences with the statesmen of the world 
ruler England, negotiating with polished dialogue and a masterly control of the 
arguments and figures over the fate of Europe, speaks in the same completely 
natural way to men of the Folk. By a friendly, informal Du, he restores at once 
the self confidence of a war comrade who approaches him with trepidation, and 
has probably been deliberating for days as to how he should address him and 
what he should say to him. The smallest children walk up to him with a friendly 
and trusting nature because they sense that he is their friend and their 
protector. In fact, the whole Folk love him because they feel safe in his hands, 
like a child in the arms of its mother.

                This man is fanatically possessed by his cause. He has sacrificed his 
happiness and his private life for it. There is nothing else for him than his work 
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which fills him and which he serves as the most faithful worker in the Reich 
with deep humility.

                An artist becomes a statesman, and in his historical construction his 
great artistry is revealed again. He requires no external honours; his most 
lasting and immortal honour is his work itself. We, who have had the fortune of 
being daily in his presence, shine only in his light, and want only to be his 
obedient followers in the train led by his banners. Often enough he has said in 
that small circle which is comprised of his oldest combatants and his closest 
friends: It will be terrible one day when the first amongst us dies, and his 
empty place will no longer be able to be filled. May a kindly fate grant that his 
place remains filled for as long as possible, and that for many more decades to 
come the Nation under his leadership will be able to continue along its path to 
new freedom, greatness, and power. This is the most sincere and fervent wish 
which the whole of the German Folk lay at his feet today in gratitude. And like 
us, who stand gathered closely around him, so at this hour may the last man in 
the furthest village join in saying:

                What he was is what he is, and may he always remain what he is: Our 
Hitler! 

Buckeberg, 1934.
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The Work Army. Reich Party Day, 1935.

Reich President von Hindenburg and Reich Chancellor Hitler.
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Hero Commemoration Day, 1935. In front of the Memorial in Berlin.

Adolf Hitler entertains prominent citizens of the Free State Of Bavaria.
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Farmers with the Chancellor.

Reich Party Day, 1935: The Labour Soldiers.
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The Leader And The Defence Force -- By Lieutenant Colonel Förtsch

 

Germany's present.

                Adolf Hitler was a soldier in the German Army. He was so on a 
voluntary basis, and with every fibre of his being in the greatest war which an 
Army ever had to fight, in the hail of bullets of raging world battles, in dirt and 
mud and clouds of gas, in the very front line which for four long years bled to 
death for the Homeland.

                He was a keen observer. He understood what the November 
Revolution could not, and was incapable of, understanding if it were not to 
have its activity immediately revealed as outrageous treason: that a Folk 
cannot work if they are unable to protect the workplace of even their smallest 
son from enemy attack, that it cannot cultivate the earth if the sword does not 
guarantee the plough. He also saw what the Old Army was lacking, and how it 
had been sinned against in the liberal era of 1914 by the Reich Parliament.

                Thus two basic facts revealed themselves to him: the restoration of 
German military freedom, and, at the same time, the creation of a new German 
Defence Force, strong enough to defend the German borders from any attack, 
and secondly, basing the formation of the Defence Force on old idea of 
universal conscription and on the principle that military service is a service of 
honour to the Nation. It is therefore not accorded to anyone unworthy or 
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inimical to the Folk, nor should there be any preferential treatment or special 
considerations granted to any individuals.

                With inner sympathy and great satisfaction, The Leader saw that the 
Reich Defence succeeded, amidst the pacifism and defeatism, the treason and 
the dilapidation of the November Republic, in keeping the German Defence 
Force in form and even shaping from it a strong and useful weapon within the 
framework of the existing possibilities.

Day Of The Defence Force, 1934, in Nürnberg: antiaircraft gunners in position.

Rangefinders of the antiaircraft battery on the Day Of The Defence Force at the 
Reich Party Day, 1935.
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Coastal protection: marine artillery defending the coast.

                Already in the early stages there began as a result a liaison between 
the Reich Defence and The Leader of the National Socialist German Workers' 
Party. Particularly the younger Officers soon realised that here was a man who 
was the only one capable of rebuilding the German Army once again.

                A few days after the 30th of January, 1933, The Leader, who had just 
been made Chancellor, assembled in the Ministry Of The Reich Defence all the 
higher ranking Commanders. In detail he revealed to them the essential 
features of National Socialist politics. He assigned to them their tasks, and put 
them clearly into the picture concerning what he demanded of the Defence 
Force, and what its duties would be in a National Socialist Germany. The public 
at large heard nothing of this discussion. It was only two years later that the 
new German Defence Force emerged to see the light of day.

                When Adolf Hitler wrote his work My Struggle, he remembered the 
Old Army in which he had served for four years as an ordinary soldier, and then 
later as a Lance Corporal, and he remembered it with words which show today 
and always the great pride in the German Defence Force: The Army was the 
most powerful school in the German Nation, and it was not in vain that the 
hatred of all its enemies was directed expressly against this umbrella of 
national survival and freedom. No more splendid memorial can be dedicated to 
this single institution than the realisation of the truth that it was slandered, 
hated, fought, but also feared, by anyone and anything inferior. What the 
German Folk owe the Army may be briefly summarised in a single word: 
everything. The Army taught absolute responsibility at a time when this quality 
had already become rare; furthermore, it taught personal courage in an era 
when cowardice threatened to become a rampant illness, and the willingness to 
make sacrifices for the common good was already considered almost stupidity. 
The only people thought to be clever seemed to be those who knew best how to 
protect themselves alone and to promote their own best interests. It was the 
school which still taught the individual German not to look for the well being of 
the Nation in the hypocritical phrases of its international alliances, but in the 
strength and unity of its own national traditions. The Army taught decisiveness, 
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whereas in the rest of the community indecisiveness and doubts began to 
determine the dealings between the people. In an era when know it alls were 
setting the tone everywhere there was a lot to be said for upholding the 
principle that a command was always better than none at all. In this one single 
principle there was still a robust, unspoilt healthiness which had long since 
become lost in the rest of our life if the Army and its training had not ensured 
the continuing renewal of this elemental force. The Army taught idealism and 
devotion to the Fatherland and to its greatness. It taught that there was a 
united Folk and not separate social classes, and here perhaps its one flaw 
showed, namely, the institution of a yearly voluntary service. The highest 
achievement which can be attributed to the Army of the Old Reich, however, 
must be that at a time of general outvoting of heads, it placed the heads above 
the majority. The Army upheld the belief in personality against the Jewish 
democratic notion of a blind worship of figures. Thus it also taught what the 
present required most urgently: men. In the swamp of a general softness and 
lack of masculinity, there shot out from among the ranks of the Army every 
year 350000 vigorous young men who, in their two year training, had lost the 
softness of youth, and whose bodies had become as hard as steel. The young 
man, however, who during this time had practiced obedience, could now learn 
to command. The soldier who had done his military service could be recognised 
by his very step. This was the highest school of the German Nation, and it was 
not in vain that upon it was concentrated the grim hatred of those who, out of 
jealousy and greed, desired and wished for the impotence of the Reich and the 
defencelessness of its citizens. What many Germans were too blind to see or 
refused to see due do ill will was recognised by the rest of the world: The 
German Army was the most powerful weapon in the service of freedom in the 
German Nation and the nourishment of its children.
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Announcement of the freedom of the Defence Force, 1935.

                In one respect, however, The Leader's opinion of the Old Army could 
not apply to the new Defence Force as it had to exist after the Treaty Of 
Versailles. This was because it was not formed according to the will of the Folk. 
Its form was forced upon it from without. Barely two in a thousand in the 
population were allowed to undertake military service. Therefore the Defence 
Force no longer exercised the extensive, educative effect it once had.

                Thus it was a matter of course for The Leader to ensure that this 
professional Army was once again replaced by a true Folk's Army. Every soldier 
knew this as well, and therefore it cannot be surprising that the decision of von 
Hindenburg, the Reich President at the time, to entrust The Leader with the 
office of Chancellor, was greeted with enthusiasm particularly by the Defence 
Force, because if any power in Germany at all could free the Army and Navy 
from the oppressive shackles of Versailles, then it was the power of this 
Chancellor behind whom marched the strongest political Movement of the Folk.

                However, even in the ranks of the Reich Defence, it was clearly 
realised that this act of liberation could not be child's play, and that the 
greatest difficulties would be encountered. But there was at the same time an 
unshakeable belief that The Leader and only The Leader would be in the 
position of bringing about this act.

                When his decision of the 14th of October, 1933, to turn his back on 
the League Of Nations became known, every soldier's heart leapt for joy 
because everyone understood that now the restoration of German military 
freedom had been achieved.

                It is no coincidence that, since that memorable Potsdam Day, the 
German Army marched next to the SA and the formations of the Party on all 
German holidays. This new Army, which is a true Folk's Army, and which knows 
no differences of background, wealth or social position, just as the Party has 
never taken these into account, belongs to the Folk. It belongs in the midst of 
the Folk, and thus does not consider it a command but a matter of course that 
it should be amongst the Folk on these holidays, whether it be the 1st of May or 
the Harvest Festival, whether it be festive or mournful occasion, or whether it 
be the great Nürnberg Folk Day. Everywhere the Defence Force stands shoulder 
to shoulder with the National Comrades.

                Thus even in his great Reich Parliament speech of the 30th of 
January, on the anniversary of the National Socialist Revolution, The Leader 
could say about the relationship of the Defence Force to the Party the following 
words:

                It is a unique historical occurrence that, between the powers of the 
revolution and the leaders of a most highly disciplined Defence Force, there 
should be such a warm and close association as there is between the National 
Socialist Party and me as its Leader on the one hand, and the Officers and 
Soldiers of the German Reich Army and Navy on the other hand. The Defence 
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Force and its leadership has stood in complete loyalty and allegiance to the 
new Government. The fact that the Defence Force has no special existence, but 
is a National Socialist Defence Force, goes without saying in a National Socialist 
Government, but even in external matters this is expressed with pride and joy 
by the fact that every man who serves in it, from the Commander In Chief to 
the last recruit, wears the National Emblem of the National Socialist Movement 
on his uniform.

The launching of the armoured ship Admiral Graf Spee.

The Leader amidst his Blue Boys.
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A visit to the Fleet.

                The Leader has repeatedly emphasised this, and has described the 
Party and the Defence Force as the two pillars on which the construction of the 
National Socialist Third Reich is founded. With great clarity he explained that 
the Party was the political will bearer of the Nation, and the Defence Force the 
weapon bearer. Consciously and entirely of its own free will, the Defence Force 
developed totally in the National Socialist sense in the new Government, and 
allied itself to the Government for better or for worse. It is a straight line from 
the introduction of the comradely greeting with the Divisions of the National 
Socialist German Workers' Party, through the participation on all the festivities 
of the Party and the Government, to the introduction of the National Emblem of 
the Movement into the Defence Force, its participation in the Party Days, to the 
raising of the Naval Ensign decorated with the Swastika. And the Duties Of The 
German Soldier have been written in the National Socialist spirit just as the 
Oath Of Allegiance also expresses this:

I swear to God this holy oath, of absolute obedience to The Leader of the German 
Reich and the German Folk, the Commander In Chief of the Defence Force. I also 
swear as a courageous soldier that I will be prepared at any time to risk my life for 
this oath.

                The Reich Minister Of War, from the first day he assumed office, had left no 
doubts that the National Socialist world view would also have to be the irrevocable basis 
for the life of the German Defence Force. During his addresses to the troops and on all 
other occasions, he alluded to this again and again and stated that the vow of loyalty to 
The Leader and his work was honourable and sacrosanct. The Defence Force grew in the 
Government of the German rebirth. The Reich War Minister himself once put this into 
words in an essay in the Folkish Observer: It came as what it was, as the innerly 
organised, disciplined means of power in the hands of its leadership. It serves this 
Government, which it supports from deep conviction, and it stands to this leadership 
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which gave back to it the first and foremost right not only to be the bearer of its 
weapons but also to be the bearer of an unlimited trust on the part of the Folk and the 
Government. Today a military view of things penetrates the whole of the German Folk. 
The strength in which the Defence Force is carried streams as an elemental force from 
the source of a strong belief in Germany and its right to survival. Today the soldier 
stands consciously in the middle of the political life of a united Folk. Military service has 
once again become a service of honour to the German Folk. The Defence Force has 
stood up to the difficult test of discipline in Germany's darkest time, under incredible 
strain at times, and has won out. The action groups of the trenches of the World War 
which Hitler made as the foundation of the new National Community became the 
starting point of the great tradition which the Defence Force inherited from the Old 
Army. It stands in close association with the whole of the Folk, proudly wearing the 
National Emblem of Germany's rebirth on its steel helmets and uniforms, in military 
discipline and loyalty behind the leadership of the Government, The Leader of the Reich, 
Adolf Hitler, who once came from our ranks, and will always remain one of us.

The first swearing in of recruits of the Folk's Army at the Feldherrnhalle in München on 
the 7th of November, 1935.
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The Reich Party Day at Nürnberg, 1935: The Navy during the march past on the Day Of 
The Defence Force.

                Here one can read the very secret which binds The Leader with the new 
Army. It is the same secret which binds The Leader and the worker, The Leader and the 
farmer, The Leader and the political fighter, because each one can say with conviction: 
He is one of us. The Leader comes from the farm, he was a worker like millions and 
millions of his National Comrades, and, as an ordinary soldier, he lay in the trenches 
during a four year war for the continued existence of Germany, again just as millions 
and millions of Germans did. He was a soldier, a courageous soldier, who risked his life 
as a dispatch rider in the midst of the hell that was the barrages, and when today the 
old soldiers from the World War sit together with The Leader, then they talk about this 
time as they all risked their lives for the Fatherland, and this now unites them in an 
immense friendship. They all know to whom they have sworn their personal oath, 
namely, to the comrade from the Great War, and in him to the legacy of all the fallen. 
This is what makes the Defence Force a National Socialist body even from within: The 
Leader is its leader. He will always remain the soldier who is prepared to ward off the 
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enemy with his own life, and who therefore also has the right to demand this of others. 
He is aware of the needs and worries a soldier has, he knows what he wants and what 
must be kept from him, and he knows this not from reports and hearsay, but from his 
own great experience. Thus it is obvious that for the Defence Force today there is no 
greater pride than to be associated with this man, and when the troops parade before 
him their eyes light up, their step becomes more determined, and every muscle tenses 
to its greatest strength. The Commanders, however, know that the new Defence Force 
owes its existence principally and solely to this man who in tough political negotiations 
and with rigorous attention to detail created the possibility of reestablishing German 
military sovereignty and restoring the old right of the free German man to military 
service.

                However, The Leader always impresses on the young soldier that this civil 
right to serve the Folk entails enormous responsibility, and as much as the Defence 
Force will find in him every support for what it requires, so he asks expressly that every 
soldier be aware that it is the sacrifices of the whole Nation which allow him to carry out 
this civil right and bounden duty. Thus after the magnificent military spectacle on the 
Reich Party Day in 1935 in Nürnberg The Leader spoke these fine words to his soldiers: 
Whenever you have to make personal sacrifices in matters of obedience, fulfilment of 
duties, subordination, hardness, endurance and efficiency, do not forget, my soldiers, 
that the whole of the German Folk also make great sacrifices for you. We make these 
sacrifices in the conviction that no war is needed to reward us for them. You need 
conquer no glorious title for the German Army -- this it already possesses -- you need 
only to keep it. Germany has not lost its military honour, and least of all in the last war. 
It is up to you to ensure that the trust of the Nation will always be yours as it once was 
the Army's whose helmet from its glorious past you now wear. Then the German Folk 
will love you, will believe in its Army, and make every sacrifice gladly and joyfully in the 
conviction that in doing so the peace of the Nation will be maintained and the upbringing 
of the Folk guaranteed. This is the plea of the Nation, its expectation of and request to 
you. And I know you will fulfil this request, the expectation and this plea, because you 
are the new soldiers of the new German Reich.

                Thus The Leader and the Defence Force, the Defence Force and the Folk are 
one, just as the Folk and The Leader are one, bound not only by oaths and promises, 
but through the common striving and the common will towards a free and united, strong 
National Socialist Reich.
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Adolf Hitler's freedom speech to the world.
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Berchtesgaden hunters.

Bombers over Nürnberg.

First inspection of the Richthofen Squadron.
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The entry of German troops over the Rhein Bridge at Mainz on the 7th of March, 1936.

The new tank weapon.
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The Leader with the Reich Minister Of War and the Commander In Chief Of The Army in 
1935 at the manoeuvres on the military training area near Münster.

On the Day Of The Defence Force, 1935: The Leader with his Commanders In Chief: 
from left to right: Air Chief Marshall Göring of the Airforce; Field Marshall von Blomberg 
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of the Defence Force; General Freiherr von Fritsch of the Army; Admiral Räder of the 
Navy.

Our Luftwaffe.
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The Nürnberg Reich Party Day, 1935. The flags of the old glorious Army on the Day Of 
The Defence Force.

The Lützow tower and battle mast of the Admiral Scheer seen from the forecastle.
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On board a warship, The Leader visited the Norwegian Fjords.

The greyhounds of the Baltic: A German Schnellboot.
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A visit to the Fleet in Kiel, 1934.

The Day Of The Defence Force in Nürnberg, 1935: motorised heavy artillery.
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Once again we have tanks because of Adolf Hitler's action.

In August, 1935, in Kiel, The Leader inspects the first German submarines.
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The Leader visits the Schleswig-Holstein in the port of Hamburg.
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The Leader And German Youth -- By Baldur von Schirach, Lead Of The Hitler 
Youth

 

Party Rally Of Freedom: the youngest drummers in the Nation.

                The Leader is paid homage by our youth in all parts of the Reich, and 
to the concept of Adolf Hitler today belongs the picture of an inspired and 
devoted youth which cheers him on and serves him. We have become 
accustomed to it as to something totally natural. Whether on his journeys he 
drives through an uninterrupted Guard Of Honour formed by this youth, or 
whether he is surrounded by it during the great festive occasions of the 
Movement, its marches and rallies, young people are always there where The 
Leader is, always and everywhere declaring their support for him. This picture 
to which we Germans have become so accustomed always appears to the 
foreigner as something marvellous; the mythical concurrence of The Leader of 
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the Nation with the young generation belongs to those inexplicable things 
which the foreigner calls the German miracle. There is, in fact, hardly a better 
expression for this occurrence of complete unity, not only of all classes, ranks, 
and religions, but also of all the generations of our Folk. And this seems a 
miracle to us Germans ourselves: the fact that The Leader succeeded in 
committing all age groups of our Folk to a common ideal, which each person 
tries to follow in his own way, that is, with the strength over which he prevails. 
The younger ones and the very young follow it with that passion and power of 
enthusiasm which has always characterised a forwards striving German youth; 
the older people and the aged with the calm clarity of purpose, constancy and 
mature strength which characterises their years. Thus Adolf Hitler raised an 
entire Folk to serve an idea. The ten year olds are the upholders of his work 
and heralds of his will with convictions which are just as strong as those of the 
thirty to forty year olds. Indeed, it is particularly these youngsters who feel 
especially drawn to the figure of The Leader because they sense with the 
unmistakable certainty of their instinct that The Leader has dedicated his 
thoughts and concerns to them above all. They know that he serves the future, 
which they themselves represent.

                Germany has suffered greatly, particularly in its more recent past, 
from the conflict between the younger and the older generations. This conflict 
was felt in almost every family, particularly in the decade after the Great War. 
It is pointless to try to examine who should bear the blame here. Only this 
much will be said in this respect, and that is, that the blame for the obvious 
lack of respect and discipline which the youth at the time displayed did not rest 
solely on the youth itself. These young people lacked completely any models in 
the older generation. The so called statesmen of the time could arouse no 
enthusiasm in relation to their personality and their work, and were rejected or 
despised; thus all that remained to them were the unsatisfactory and false 
models provided by the film stars and sports heroes. Should one reproach the 
young people of that time because they could not fulfil the expectations of their 
elders? Does not every educator know that young people require great and 
above all heroic models in order to be able to take the direction which is 
necessary for the Folk? Men, whose heroic participation in the World War 
should have been able to place the young people under an obligation, were 
derided and abused by the press and even by influential figures in the 
Government, and the heroic ideal could be mocked publicly as an ideal of 
stupidity and go unpunished. In such circumstances it seems obvious that 
young people lost all sense of standards and manners. Because many members 
of the older generation behaved in a contemptible way, the young people 
concluded that all older people were contemptible. Because cowardice was 
praised, they believed in the cowardice of all men, and completely lost their 
sense of right and wrong, reasonable limits and laws: The great sex trials 
against young people at that time, as well as the general crime rate of young 
people in the post War years, are still alive in our memories. They show us with 
horrifying clarity what can happen even to young people in Germany when they 
have no leadership.
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She says her little poem. The Leader on one of his election campaigns in 1932.
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Again and again The Leader is seen in pictures surrounded by children. To the 
right is Baldur von Schirach.

                Adolf Hitler has tried from the first day of his work to lead young 
people back again to himself. The fact that this attempt has succeeded to an 
extent that even the greatest optimists had never expected is due exclusively 
to his inexhaustible willpower and persistence. It is all too easy for the 
superficial observer of the years of struggle of the National Socialist Movement 
to overlook the painstaking attention to detail which, next to the great slogans 
and battles of the Movement, was required for its foundation and construction. 
Nor was the National Socialist Youth Movement merely handed to The Leader; 
it did not arise, as many people seem to think, merely as a result of appeals in 
the press and speeches, but, as in all branches of the Movement, here also The 
Leader strove unceasingly for years and years to formulate the guidelines of its 
construction until he announced the fundamental sentence according to which 
his youth leaders had to work. When Hitler had implanted the saying: Youth 
must be led by youth, a new era in the history of the education of mankind had 
begun. Only a genius can simultaneously with one saying close off the past and 
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open the future. With his slogan about youth education, Adolf Hitler won all the 
young people of his Nation to his cause. It is immaterial that at first this basic 
principle of The Leader was barely understood; indeed that there were people 
who tried to mock it and make it sound contemptible as they did all 
programmatic utterances The Leader made. It is just as irrelevant that the 
Youth Movement, whose structure was determined by this rule, comprised only 
a few thousands. The only important and essential thing is that Adolf Hitler, 
from the spirit of the young people and with a capacity for understanding them 
such as no statesman or educator before him had possessed, set up and 
announced a programme which -- we felt already at that time -- was to build 
from the tiny community at the time the greatest Youth Movement in the world.

                Apart from Adolf Hitler, all statesmen of the past and the present 
have seen the leadership of the youth exclusively from the older generation, in 
so far as they considered the leadership as a general task which belonged to 
their generation. This had been handed down to them as a matter of course, to 
which they gave no further thought. The older people relieved the younger 
people of responsibility and leadership within their own sphere of life. Large 
scale governmental youth organisations in other countries are conceived and 
run in this way; Adolf Hitler, contrary to all the methods of educating the youth 
up to now, has placed on the shoulders of the youth itself the responsibility for 
its actions. It was he who proclaimed responsibility as an educative force.

                It belongs to the most moving testimonials to the inner worth of 
German youth that it did not disappoint The Leader's trust, but, on the 
contrary, endeavoured to justify a trust which it only ever regarded as an 
honour and a duty. Thus it proceeded according to The Leader's guidelines and, 
working painstakingly and advancing step by step, has developed into a 
powerful community which has no comparison anywhere in the world. All this 
was accomplished without the compulsion of a law, without instruction by a 
Minister, exclusively through the inner strength of the idea which propelled it. 
One should try to imagine the significance of the fact that, even before the 
takeover of power by National Socialism, The Leader knew that the 
overwhelming majority of German youth was behind him! The Reich Youth Day 
in Potsdam took place three months before The Leader's appointment as 
Chancellor, and is still the greatest youth march which the world has ever seen. 
The communist and social democrat youth organisations were already finished 
before the 30th January, 1933, and this was not because of brutal force, but 
due to the mental conquest of its members by the National Socialist world 
view. This distinguishes the Hitler Youth most strongly from the youth 
organisations of other countries: it was not allocated its tasks as an 
afterthought, but fought along in the decisive battle for power, made its 
sacrifices in this battle, and in the spring of 1936 depended on a voluntary 
allegiance which in the age groups of the ten to fourteen year olds alone 
comprised far over 90 percent of all young people.
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Children's hands.

Young Germany greets The Leader in the election campaign.
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Hitler Youth as guests on the Obersalzberg.

                Adolf Hitler even today follows up the work of his Youth Movement in 
all its facets. Year after year he receives in the Chancellery the boys and girls 
who have won the Reich Training Competition to offer his personal 
congratulations, and checks the buildings for youth groups by asking to be 
shown the models of youth hostels and their designs, and giving assistance in 
word and deed from his vast building experience. Often he makes contact with 
the young people themselves when, in Berchtesgaden or in Berlin, he invites 
home a group from the Young Folk or the League Of German Girls whom he has 
met on the way. He entertains the surprised guests with coffee and cake, 
listens to the songs they sing and the tales they tell of their travels. The 
Leader's birthday is perhaps the strongest expression of this close relationship 
between him and his youth. On this occasion there are on the long tables of the 
Chancellery thousands of little presents which boys and girls all over the Reich 
thought up to please their Fuhrer: handicrafts and original postcards, pieces of 
embroidery and travel books, all these things announce more eloquently than 
any words how much the thoughts of the young generation revolve around this 
man who has given our youth an existence in freedom, and it is before these 
simple little gifts that The Leader pauses longer than before the more valuable, 
sophisticated ones. The presents of the Pups seem to delight him the most on 
his birthday. In reality, they have been made of the most valuable material: the 
love of the youth, of which Adolf Hitler is the recipient in a measure no one 
before him has been.
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The 9th November in München. Hitler Youth in front of the Brown House before 
their festive acceptance into the Party.

                The Hitler Youth is the only institution to bear The Leader's name. 
This connection between the youth of our Folk and the leader of the Reich is 
the symbol for the deep and close relationship between Adolf Hitler and the 
youngest sector of our Nation. Today every boy and every girl once again has 
the educative model to whom they feel committed and whom they try to 
emulate, and the individuals as well as the community, have thus given 
themselves over to a common ideal. Reassured, the German Folk can glance 
into their future. The mistakes of the past have been overcome. The time of the 
generation problems is over. If once the youth groups of the political parties 
opposed each other in bitter feuds, today all young people stand united, and 
there where once the past saw the wealthy and the poor locked in bitter class 
struggle, the present sees the trusting alliance of young people whose socialist 
feeling of being alive is stronger than any feeling of selfishness. What some 
time ago seemed to be still impossible and even utopian to contemplate, has 
today become an overwhelming reality. Certainly these young people also had 
to make sacrifices in order to be able to fashion this reality. Many youth 
alliances of the past which honestly tried to reach a greater goal had to be 
abandoned to achieve the great community of all young people. And the Hitler 
Youth itself had to bury many a dead comrade in order to be able to attain that 
final and complete unity without which no community on this Earth can exist. 
But the young fallen of this youth died in the belief in The Leader and his future 
Reich and the millions of young survivors are tied together in the same belief. 
They all feel themselves to be the upholders of the duty with which The Leader 
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has entrusted them, and they feel at one with him in their service to the 
greatness of the Reich. The work of Adolf Hitler can never perish because all 
young people in Germany have declared themselves prepared to serve this 
work dutifully and loyally for their lifetime, and then to hand it over to those 
who will come after them.

                With such determination they greet the coming millenium.

Party Rally Of Power, 1934. In the stadium with the youth.
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After The Leader gave her his autograph, she has the additional good fortune of 
being photographed with him.
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The Leader with the youth on the Reich Party Day in 1935.
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This webpage intends to diffuse the nationalsocialist ideology, by means of compilations of books, texts, images 
and other documents, many of them censured by the tyrannic governments. 

Our aim is to carry on fighting the System, to prove that we won’t submit, as we’re an anti-System voice 
anywhere in the world. 

We know that nationalsocialism was, is and will be the best governing form 
ever experienced in political, economical, social and cultural aspects. We 
think the diffusion of our doctrine, the groups, and the political parties 
fighting against the Democratic System, to the People, is necessary. 

National Socialism is the only ideology opposed to communism, capitalism, 
Zionism, and the democracies. For this reason it was attacked and 
destroyed by the allied forces, but the “Thousand-Year Reich” will be 
present, and we’re the people in charge of continuing the fight, in memory 
of all the comrades who died for our Ideal. 

Today we’re the target of the democratic governments; many comrades 
are in prison, our publications are censured, therefore we must fight 
stronger than ever. 

We want the possibility of diffusing our ideology without censorship, and 
this is the main objective of this website. We don’t mind being censured or 
locked in jail: we will never surrender! 

  
¡SIEG HEIL!

PLEASE CLICK THE IMAGE BELOW TO PROMOTE OUR SITE

THANKS
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** UPDATED JUNE 1  2003

the_censorship@hotmail.com 

NATIONALSOCIALIST  BOOKS NATIONALSOCIALIST   TEXTS  

IMAGES, FLAGS, PHOTOS MUSIC OF THE THIRD REICH 

REVISIONISM WAR ARTICLES 

ART Personable FUHRER -His Table Talk 

DIVERS TEXTS LINKS 

 

PROFESSIONAL ACTIVISM – Leaderless Resistance **

HOW TO OPERATE IN THE NET AS AN NS CELL **

 

** new updated JUNE 1  2003

OBJECTIVES OF THE  CENSURE OF THE DEMOCRACY
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   IF YOU WANT COLLABORATE IN OUR PROJECT, OR CONTACT WITH US :

 

the_censorship@hotmail.com 

  

PLEASE SEND US TEXTS, BOOKS, PICTURES AND OTHER DOCUMENTS IN ENGLISH  WHICH THEY 
ARE RELATIONED WITH THE NATIONAL SOCIALISM.

                                         THANKS. 
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Adolf Hitler and the Nazis really did CARE about the people 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

Adolf Hitler and the Nazis really did CARE about the people. This is a first thing to look on 

your so called "Authorities", on if they are your “Authority” or not. Do they care about you? 

Do you really matter to them? Do they help you out? Do they make your life better and 

easier? Do they have any underhand “wills”, do they steal you freedoms or they make you 

free? Etc. 

  

As for Hitler and the Nazis. They started, fought there, started and ended with the people. 

Hitler repeatedly stated “I started like every one of you, as an unknown Soldier”. He was still, 

this Unknown Soldier. He fought, lived and charged forward like this Soldier. On all His 

meetings with the officials of other countries, they reported how humble he was. He was 

even humble in the way that he ate. He never ate too much, or abused too much of 

anything. The Nazis never stole money for their own personal interest. People stopped being 

hungry in Germany, unemployment stopped, perversions like drugs and other fatalities also 

stopped, forever. People had titanic freedoms that up to this point were unknown to the 

World contrary to what the enemy states. The enemy always makes the bluff that oh my, 

people didn’t have what people do today. Obviously. Since is it was like, 1940. Times 

advance, people advance, everything advances. Germany had begun this very good. 

 

These include a car for every working family, so they could enjoy themselves, at a very cheap 

price and affordable for anyone. First, the freedom to survive, live and be healthy, which is 

robbed by these so called “Countries” nowadays. Then, the freedom to exist. To exist in a 

team with people, to serve and give what you are able to give, without being harmed and 

pushed into an unfamiliar direction. For once, children and people were asked what they 

WANT to do, what is their VOCATION to become. They didn’t do this merely to survive, as 

things are nowadays. People worked for other people, for the wellbeing of anyone else, 

including their own. This is the stolen meaning of communism, where the enemy 

manipulates the masses to be slaves to the jews. Only, that in this case, this TRULY 

happened. The jews know the power of this thing and they manipulate this. The fruit of their 

work they could receive, it wasn’t stolen by some jew “up there” or some other “phantom”. 

 

But the jews destroyed our Satanic Nation before it had flourished. Its well known that the 

Bolshevik Russia would attack and was preparing for attack, 3 weeks after the invasion of 

Hitler. Hitler just attacked first. Also, Hitler invaded Poland because the Germans in Poland 

were being terrorized, attacked and tortured by the natives. Who knows what jewish seeds 

orchestrated this thing. Whatever war Hitler waged, he spared the lives of as many soldiers 

as possible. Hitler didn’t let the army exhume their hatred on the ordinary people, in 

anyway, shape or form. The Red army was called the “rapist army”. You can figure out the 

rest. 
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The Nazis, they were part of the people, came from the womb of the people and they were 

too part of the people. The people had weapons, they could complain and anything else. 

Hitler didn’t go in front of all His people, with a 30 cm bullet proof glass. He went there in 

the open. The time of the Nazis was a time of the rule of the people, and the enemy halted 

this especially for this reason, because the people were building something for themselves. 

Hitler always credited the people who were with Him, around Him and the people of His 

own Nation, all the time. Not in word, but in both word and deed. People had guns in Nazi 

Germany, now the "authorities" are confiscating everything. 

 

Hitler cared for people. He cared for the people to be strong enough to survive. He cared 

about how the people see one another in His country, how man and wife live together, what 

was the future of the Children of people. This included all Gentile people, but Hitler’s hand 

could only reach that far. The enemy made sure to attack His government since the first day, 

and manipulate all the decision centers against him. He cared for the hearts of the people. 

He didn’t care first for the “money”, the “honors” and anything so low. His professional 

costume was the costume of the Party. He didn’t own hundreds of houses, make a huge 

bank account, destroy his country and leave it. He stayed there until the end. He cared 

enough place His life in the frontlines, to take the responsibility, to take the toil, to take the 

deprivations that came with it, to take the sleepless nights, to accept the worst calamities 

that hit him in his younger years. Hitler didn’t have it easy. The whole of Hitler’s life was a 

battle, against enemies seen and unseen. The same goes for all Nazis and anyone who takes 

the path of the light, in a world so dark and devoid of Truth. 

 

These are the Authorities one should take in mind, not all these jewish psychos that people 

have in their minds. Authority always comes with exceptional responsibility. Responsibility 

means pretty much the sacrifice of personal freedoms, many times in the extremes, to even 

totalities. Authority is about the wellbeing of the people who are being guided, not about 

the one doing this. This man most likely has it the hardest and suffers the hardest. 

 

Lastly, I wanted to state something else. Nothing of the above can happen without love. His 

love for people of the World was enormous. He didn’t affirm big words on honesty or 

anything else, his actions spoke of himself. Contrary to the lies of the jews, Hitler also was 

GENUINELY interested about people of all Gentile Races, the preservation of their culture 

and their deep betterment- down to the roots. This is why Hitler projected the messages he 

projected to people. He tried to literally bring down the Bolshevik and jewish bankers, all 

these oppressors and devourers of Human life and flesh, who are rooted in the jews. He 

tried to destroy the lies of xianity, who are bringing the Souls of Humanity down the pit of 

doom, since these religions are based in lies, bias and are devoid of scientific knowledge. 

 

 

Hitler’s beliefs and policies were largely dependent on Science, physical and metaphysical. If 

you read in all his writtings, he was obsessed with scientific exploration, which shows in fact 

the Natural Order. One of the things he was very unpleased about, was the halting of 
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science, which kept the whole of Humanity back. Hitler believed that science is the doorway 

to the unexplored regions and infinity. Satanism goes hand in hand with science. It can be 

known or unknown, but more and more is being discovered. Spirituality will be eventually 

understood, if the jews leave science be and stop being materialist crap and forcing science 

to serve their demands, or alter the outcomes of it. Spirituality will be proved/discovered as 

a legitimate practice. It already has to a degree, and this is going thankfully to become 

better. It nevertheless, produces outcomes, wether one believes or not, given its done right. 

 

But the jews destroyed our Satanic Nation before it had flourished. Its well-known that the 

Bolshevik Russia would attack and was preparing for attack, 3 weeks later, than the invasion 

of Hitler. Hitler just attacked first, to avoid further losses. The above knowledge was of 

course, hidden to the public, but the hidden records in the USSR showed this. Also, Hitler 

invaded Poland because the Germans in Poland were being terrorized, attacked and 

tortured by the natives. Who knows what jewish seeds orchestrated this thing. Whatever 

war Hitler waged, he spared the lives of as many soldiers as possible. Hitler didn’t let the 

army exhume their hatred on the ordinary people, in anyway, shape or form. The Red army 

was called the “rapist army”. You can figure out the rest. 

 

The people of Hitler fought a war, outnumbered, they suffered, and they suffered great 

losses, deprivations, millions of deaths. This is why, the people loved Hitler. They loved Him 

after the end of the war, in peace, during the war, in this life or the next life. You could see 

this in His rallies, the smile on their faces, their loyalty. They loved that He was honest. They 

knew who they were following, and who followed Him, knew Him. He wasn’t elected and 

then, disappeared, like all these puppets ruling today. They went and died in the frontlines 

with a smile in their face, knowing that their Fhurer too would die, one more time, at this 

moment of theirs. How many people can honestly say this nowadays? Who, if anyone, feels 

anything very positive to this depth, about who “leads” them? Hitler didn’t die once, no, 

never did. He died millions of deaths, for every one of His own people. 

 

Hitler CARED for his people, but also all people and humanity. This is why these people 

fought against jewish Bolshevism and Communism, which are the blueprints of enslaving 

Humanity under the jews. Read some history, learn the Truth, stop being a Goyim and 

believing what your jewish farmholders have to state. Seek the Truth. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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ADOLF HITLER: MAN OF PEACE 

 
 
"This war thrusts us years back in our constructive work. It is deplorable. I have 
not indeed become the Chancellor of the Greater German Reich in order to 
conduct war!" 
 – Adolf Hitler 1940  
 
“Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain said to U.S. ambassador Joseph Kennedy 
that the reason why he had made war against Germany was that "America [MY 
NOTE* Jewish controlled] and the World Jews" had pressured him. Kennedy 
later told this to Admiral James Forrestal, who recorded it in his diary; "neither the 
French nor the British would have made Poland a cause of war if it had not been 
for the constant needling from Washington," is how Forrestal summarized 
Kennedy's recollection [The Forrestal Diaries, entry of 27 December 1945]. 
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If Hitler was the monster the Jews lie and say he was, he might have won the 
war. Hitler showed mercy on the entire British Army at Dunkirk and personally 
ordered his generals to stop the attack and allow the English to leave. Hitler 
spared his enemies where he could have killed them all. Previous and still, Hitler 
had worked around the clock to obtain peace with England. Many Gentiles in 
England including members of the Royal family and even the famed T. E. 
Laurence of "Arabia" himself was a pro-Nazi. Laurence was murdered on his way 
to an important meeting to help bring a peace treaty with Germany before the 
war.  

 
Rudolf Hess- Martyr for Peace 

 
Rudolf Hess also made a fateful mission to Britain in 1941 to meet with the Pro-
Peace members of the English Nobility and Government and bring Peace 
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between the two Nations, where he was captured by the kosher Churchill's secret 
police and spent the rest of his life in a solitary prison cell:  
 
"Hess was a prominent figure in Nazi Germany, acting as Adolf Hitler's deputy in 
the Nazi Party. On the eve of war with the Soviet Union, he flew to Scotland in an 
attempt to negotiate peace, but was arrested. He was tried at Nuremberg and 
sentenced to life in prison where he died [was murdered] in 1987."  
"My coming to England in this way is, as I realize, so unusual that nobody will 
easily understand it. I was confronted by a very hard decision. I do not think I 
could have arrived at my final choice unless I had continually kept before my 
eyes the vision of an endless line of children's coffins with weeping mothers 
behind them, both English and German, and another line of coffins of mothers 
with mourning children." 
 – Rudolf Hess Statement of 10 June 1941, as quoted in Rudolf Hess: Prisoner of 
Peace [1982] by Ilse Hess [his wife].  
 
"I was suspicious for several reasons... after all; Hess who had been held in 
Spandau for almost 30 years was by then 93-years-old and fragile. I doubted he 
had the strength to kill himself with a cord which was not attached at both ends to 
anything." 
– Lt. Col. Eugene K. Bird on the death of Hess, to a Deutsche Presse-Agentur 
reporter, as quoted in "Former governor of Spandau Prison dies in Berlin" in 
Expatica [7 November 2005]  
 
"Hess was murdered by the Jews to 'tie up loose ends' and remove anyone who 
might still be alive to tell the truth."  
And of course the Holohoax is a lie:  
 
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Real_Holocaust.html  
 
http://web.archive.org/web/20120613232902/http://holocaustdenialvideos.com/ 
 
Cole in Auschwitz 1 of 7: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXKHw0EZrqM 
Even a JEW admits and proves the "holocaust" is a LIE!  
 
Auschwitz - Why The Gas Chambers Are A Hoax: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tb-dN98VfDk 
 
Hitler also forbade the use of chemical weapons and did not allow the creation of 
nuclear weapons, as he was disgusted and aghast at such a thing. Hitler was a 
combat soldier at the front [highly decorated for bravery] for the entire Great War 
and knew first hand what such Jewish [the creator of Gas weapons was a Jewish 
chemist] created weapons were like. He, like millions of men experienced being 
wounded by such weapons. The creators of Atomic weapons were all Jews.  
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Below is a partial list of Jews who were directly involved in the Manhattan 
Project. There were many more Jews involved at all levels of researching, 
constructing, and advocating the use of the atomic bomb than can be listed here.  
 
§ J. Robert Oppenheimer [American Jew] - Scientific Director - Project "Y"  
§ Frank Oppenheimer [American Jew] - Brother of and Assistant to J. 

Robert Oppenheimer  
§ Albert Einstein [German born Jew] - Consultant to the Project  
§ Niels Bohr [Danish born Jew] - Consultant to the Project  
§ Leó Szilárd [Hungarian born Jew] - Group Leader - Metallurgical 

Laboratory  
§ Nicholas Kürti [Hungarian born Jew] - Worked with Franz Eugen Simon 

[German born Jew] and developed a method of separating uranium 235 
from raw uranium ore  

§ David Bohm [American Jew] - Performed theoretical calculations for the 
Calutrons at the Y-12 facility in Oak Ridge, used to electromagnetically 
enrich uranium for use in the bomb dropped on Hiroshima in 1945  

§ Rudolf Peierls [German born Jew] - British Mission  
§ Felix Bloch [Swiss born Jew] - Worked under Hans Albrecht Bethe, 

performing nuclear fission research  
§ Eugene [Paul] Wigner [Hungarian born Jew] - Group Leader - 

Metallurgical Laboratory  
§ James Chadwick [British born Jew] - Chief - British Mission  
§ James Franck [German born Jew] - Director - Chemistry Group  
§ Otto Frisch [German born Jew] - British Mission  
§ Edward Teller [Hungarian born Jew] - Thermonuclear Research  
§ Emilio Gino Segrè [Italian born Jew] - Group Leader  
§ Hans Albrecht Bethe [German born Jew] - Chief - Theoretical Division  
§ Klaus Fuchs [German born Jew] - Theoretical Division [Communist Spy]  
§ Richard Phillips Feynman [American Jew] - Group Leader - Theoretical 

Division  
§ Morris Kolodney [American Jew] - Manager - DP Site  
§ Louis Rosen [American Jew] - The "Father" of the Los Alamos Neutron 

Science Center  
§ Louis Slotin [Canadian born Jew] - Critical Testing - resulted in his 

accidental death  
§ Jacob Beser [American Jew] - Weapons firing and fusing  
§ Theodore Alvin Hall [American Jew] - Youngest Scientist at Los Alamos  
§ Samuel T. Cohen [American Jew] - Worked in the Efficiency Group  
§ Samuel Goudsmit - [Danish born Jew] - Scientific Head of the Alsos 

Mission  
§ George Placzek - [Moravian born Jew] - British Mission  
§ Eugene Rabinowitch - [Russian born Jew] - Metallurgical Laboratory  
§ Joseph Rotblat - [Polish born Jew] - Worked with James Chadwick 

[Communist Spy]  
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§ Gregory Breit - [Russian born Jew] - Predecessor of J. Robert 
Oppenheimer  

§ David Greenglass [American Jew] - Manhattan Project Infiltration 
[Communist Spy]  

§ George Abramovich Koval [American Jew] - Special Engineer Detachment 
[Communist Spy]  

§ Victor Weisskopf [Austrian born Jew] - Theoretical Division  
§ Alvin Martin Weinberg [American Jew] - Theoretical Physics under 

Eugene [Paul] Wigner  
§ Isidor Isaac Rabi [Polish born Jew] - Consultant to the Project  
§ Stan Frankel [American Jew] - Theoretical Division  
§ Enrico Fermi [Italian born Gentile] was married to a Jewess - Group 

Leader - Theoretical Division  
The first atomic bomb was designed and constructed in Los Alamos, New Mexico. 
The top-secret code name given to this working was "The Manhattan Project." The 
reason for the name was that Bernard Baruch [Jew], lived in Manhattan New York, 
as did many of the other top officials. The chief scientist of the Los Alamos 
Laboratory from 1943 to 1945 was J. Robert Oppenheimer, another prominent Jew. 
Oppenheimer's brother Frank, a card-carrying communist, was also a leading 
atomic scientist working at Los Alamos.  
 
For more information: 
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Atomic_Bomb_Jewish_Invention.htm
l 
 
Japan was already going to surrender to the Allies, so there was no need to use 
Atomic weapons on them. It was Talmudic hatred for Gentiles, and nothing more. 
It was Jewish dominated politicking in America that had forced Japan into war on 
purpose in the first place by placing embargoes on Japan that would have left 
Japan impoverished and starving. The Jews committed a real holocaust on 
Japan because they also wanted to test their new Atomic weapons on a real 
Goyim population.  
 
The reason America entered into the War was by that time, the Jewish elite were 
in control of its vital networks and did everything to force America into the War. 
Under crypto-Jew Roosevelt [of Dutch-Jewish ancestry], and his staff which 
reads like a synagogue list, Roosevelt in a telegram to the French Premier 
Reynaud on June 15 1940, promised to double American aid to France on the 
condition it continue the war against Germany. In December 1939, an American 
warship the Tuscaloosa maneuvered a German passenger vessel, the Columbus 
in to the hands of the British Navy while in a security zone, of which was scuttled 
by the Germans. In January 1940, the American warship Trenton, in violation of 
international law, reported the movements of the German merchant ships 
Arauca, La Plata, and Wangoi to enemy naval forces. On June 27 1940, 
Roosevelt announced a limitation on the free movement of foreign merchant 
[Axis] vessels in American ports, which is also in violation of international law. In 
November of the same year, Roosevelt allowed American warships to chase the 
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German merchant ships Phrygia, Idarwald and Rhein, which resulted in all three 
ships scuttling themselves to avoid capture. This and its identical acts were all 
acts of aggression against Germany: helping enemy nations to attack their ships 
and citizens. 
 
Roosevelt also sent the OSS Chief colonel Donovan to incite uprisings against 
Germany and Italy in Sofia and Belgrade. 
Roosevelt then permitted American citizens to join the RAF while openly training 
RAF personal in America. In September of 1940, Roosevelt transferred fifty 
American destroyers to the British Navy. In March 1941, Roosevelt imposed the 
Lend-Lease Act on America, which meant as President he could officially furnish 
as much aid as he wanted to [at the tax payers' expense] that he felt it was in 
American's interest to defend such as the Soviet Jewion. This aid was the major 
reason the Red Beast was able to survive in the early part of the Eastern war. 
 
Roosevelt had also worked to prevent other nations from making peace or having 
any peaceful relations with Germany, using economic policy as weapon against 
them. In 1940, he froze all Norwegian and Danish assets, despite the fact that 
Germany had not, nor had the plan the loot or dictate financial policy to either 
nation. Later Belgian assets in America where also "frozen" [frozen=stolen] with 
Roosevelt recognizing nonsense panels of exiles from such nations as 
governments in exile, an act of blatant hostility towards Axis Europe. Roosevelt's 
actions from even before the war showed he incited warfare on nearly every level 
against the National Socialist Nation in Europe.  
 
On April 13 1941, American ships were permitted to pass freely through the Red 
Sea to supply British armies fighting in the Middle East. In March of the same 
year, the Americans began to openly confiscate all the German ships they could, 
while treating German citizens once again, in violation of international law like 
prisoners. In another indictment, two German officers that escaped from 
Canadian custody and fled to America, in violation of international law, were 
returned chained back into Canada, which was at war with Germany. At the 
same time, American naval ships began to increase patrols in the Western 
Atlantic reporting any observations to the British Navy, on Axis ships, military or 
civilian, while repairing British naval ships in US ports. In May, Norwegian 
vessels working for the British were openly armed and repaired in American 
ports, in violation of international law. In June, America troops arrived in 
Greenland to begin building military air bases. Then on the 9th of the same 
month, was a report from the British that Roosevelt had ordered an American 
warship to openly attack a German submarine off Greenland. Then German 
assets in violation of international law in the same month in America were 
officially frozen. Around the same time, Roosevelt ordered the recall of the 
German Consuls and called for the closing of the German Press Agency 
"Transocean," the German library of information in New York as well as the 
German National Rail Office [Reichbahn]. 
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In July of 1941, American armed forces under Roosevelt's orders occupied 
Greenland, which is in an area of German military operations, in an attempt to 
force Germany into a war with America and to influence the outcome of German 
U-boat operations, against Germany's favor. In addition to this, on July 10 1941, 
America Navy Secretary Frank Knox ordered that all American warships were 
officially ordered to fire on all Axis vessels. That was another act of aggression 
and indirect declaration of open war against Germany by the American 
government. In September of that year, the US Warship Greer joined British 
warships in attacking German submarines in the Atlantic, soon after a German 
submarine identified American warships acting as open military escorts for British 
convoys. 
 
Roosevelt openly admitted in a speech given on September 11 1941 that he had 
personally given the order for American warships to fire on all Axis vessels and 
had repeatedly given this order. On the 29th of the same month, American 
warship patrols attacked a German submarine off the coast of Greenland. On 
October 17, the American warship Kearny, acting on this order attacked another 
German submarine. In November of the same year, American warships in 
violation of international law captured the German ship Odenwald, took it to an 
American port, and imprisoned the crew.  
 
The American Government and its Jewish controllers had privately declared war 
on Germany for years. The same methods where used against Japan to force 
them into a war as well. It's no secret the US government already knew about 
Pearl Harbor for months in advance and did nothing, as they wanted an official 
reason to do what they had been doing all along.  
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Some of the 50,000 victims of the Bromberg massacre. 
As can be seen in the photo, neither women nor children were spared by the 
Polish death squads. This is what the German army went into Poland to put an 
end to, after numerous appeals for peace were ignored, which revealed Jewry 
instigating such events that caused the war. 
 
Poland and More Jewish Hate 
The same Jews placed international embargoes on Germany during the 1930's- 
see Judea Declares War on Germany/Freedman confessions: would have left 
1/3rd of the German people in starvation. Even then, Germany did not go to war 
until Hitler had no choice but to invade Poland to stop the genocide of the ethnic 
German populace. Around 20,000 to 50,000 innocent people were murdered by 
Jewish-created and backed Haitian-style murder squads, and that was after 
Hitler had warned Poland to stop and appealed to the League of Nations, the UN 
of the day, to do something. The Bromberg massacre was the final straw. 
Thousands of Germans were massacred, literally Rwandan style.  
 
Hitler's invasion of Poland was to end the genocide of thousands of innocent 
people by force, as appeals to reason and compassion had failed. Churchill, the 
Jew puppet who's mother was a Jewess as even reported by the Jerusalem 
Post, from 1936 was being funded by a group of mainly Jewish bankers, former 
politicians and industrialists called "The Focus Group" and was given a huge 
amount of money by the Jewish Chairman of the Shell company in July of that 
year. He made a secret deal with the Polish government. They were to force 
Germany into attacking by any means and then England and France could 
declare war and appear to be the morally righteous side. This was to open a two 
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front war between Poland in the East, and France, and England in the West, 
which was to defeat Germany, as the Polish Army alone out-numbered the 
German one. Key areas of Polish society had no doubt been subverted by Jewry 
as well by this point.  
 
"Lord Nathan Rothschild was the most powerful man in Britain." 
 – British Prime Minister Lloyd George  
 
The British Empire had been under Jewish control for a century by this point with 
the Jewish Banking Dynasties. Many such Jews had also become part of the 
British Nobility, such as the Rothschilds:  
"The Rothschild family.  
The British branch of the family was elevated into the British nobility at the 
request of Queen Victoria. It has been argued that during the 19th century, the 
family possessed by far the largest private fortune in the world, and by far the 
largest fortune in modern world history," even having the Jews in control of the 
British Government directly such as Disraeli:  
"Benjamin Disraeli, 1st Earl of Beaconsfield, KG, PC, FRS, [21 December 1804 
¨C 19 April 1881] was a British Prime Minister, parliamentarian, Conservative 
statesman, and literary figure. He started from comparatively humble origins. He 
served in government for three decades, twice as Prime Minister of the United 
Kingdom. Although his father had him baptized to Anglicanism at age 12, he was 
nonetheless Britain's first and thus far only Prime Minister who was born into a 
Jewish family– originally from Italy."  
 
They did not count on the fact Hitler was a genius who had created a modern 
Army and lighting war tactics, hence why Poland and then France both fell within 
two weeks each. Even then, after what the wicked Jews had done to the 
Germans and Europe, Hitler still asked for and gave fair terms in friendship, not 
as a conqueror. France agreed with the Vichy Nationalist Government but 
England refused. Poland remained under occupation given what had happened. 
Poland had already invaded Germany several times before in the Weimar period, 
but they were treated with respect under Hitler's direct orders there were no 
revenge actions taken towards the Polish populace for Bromberg.  
 
The Soviet Jewion, which had attacked from the East, taking full advantage of 
the situation for a power grab did however commit genocide on the Polish 
population, the most famous example being Katyn massacre:  
 
"The Katyn massacre, also known as the Katyn Forest massacre, was a mass 
execution of Polish nationals carried out by the Soviet secret police NKVD in 
April ¨C May 1940. It was based on Lavrenty Beria's proposal to execute all 
members of the Polish Officer Corps, dated 5 March 1940. This official document 
was then approved and signed by the Soviet Politburo, including its leader, 
Joseph Stalin. The number of victims is estimated at about 22,000, the most 
commonly cited number being 21,768. The victims were murdered in the Katyn 
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Forest in Russia, the Kalinin and Kharkov prisons, and elsewhere. About 8,000 
were officers taken prisoner during the 1939 Soviet invasion of Poland, the rest 
being Polish doctors, professors, lawmakers, police officers, and other public 
servants arrested for allegedly being "intelligence agents, gendarmes, 
landowners, saboteurs, factory owners, lawyers, officials, and priests." Since 
Poland's conscription system required every unexempted university graduate to 
become a reserve officer, the NKVD was able to round up much of the Polish 
intelligentsia."  
 
The Battle of Britain began in defense against Kosher Churchill's sending 
bombers across the English Channel to bomb German cities and towns FIRST. 
Hitler warned him to stop such actions. Churchill refused and after several more 
times, Hitler sent the German Air Force across the channel and then only to 
bomb the British Air Forces' bases to cripple Kosher Churchill and Harris RAF 
terror bombers from attacking any more German civilian centers. During a night 
attack, one of the German bombers thinking they were over the channel already, 
dropped their excess bombs in order to have enough fuel left to make it back 
home. Sadly, they were over a British City but since the blackouts were in effect, 
they had no way of knowing. They worked to avoid any civilian causalities to the 
point that there were under twenty one thousand for the entire battle, even when 
they were in the position where they could have leveled half of England. This was 
after Hitler had bent over backwards trying to make Peace with England from the 
1930's and on, as already mentioned, even sparing the entire English Army at 
Dunkirk. 
 
The Hidden Part of the Air War– Talmudic Protocols in Action: 
"February 13/14 1945: Holocaust over Dresden, known as the Florence of the 
North. Dresden was a hospital city for wounded soldiers. Not one military unit, 
not one anti-aircraft battery was deployed in the city. Together with the 600,000 
refugees from Breslau, Dresden was filled with nearly 1.2 million people. 
Churchill had asked for "suggestions how to blaze 600,000 refugee." He wasn't 
interested how to target military installations 60 miles outside of Dresden. More 
than 700,000 phosphorus bombs were dropped on 1.2 million people, one bomb 
for every two people. The temperature in the center of the city reached 1600 
degrees centigrade. More than 260,000 bodies and residues of bodies were 
counted, but those who perished in the center of the city could not be traced. 
Approximately 500,000 children, women, the elderly, wounded soldiers, and the 
animals in the zoo were slaughtered in one night." 
"In fact, little had been done to provide the ancient city of artists and craftsmen 
with anti-aircraft defenses. One squadron of planes had been stationed in 
Dresden for a while, but the Luftwaffe decided to move the aircraft to another 
area where they would be of use. A gentlemen's agreement seemed to prevail, 
designating Dresden an "open city." 
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This provided the Jews with another easy opportunity to mass murder as many 
innocent people as possible. A hundred thousand people died in the first twenty 
minutes of the attack. 
 
One eyewitness who survived told of seeing "young women carrying babies 
running up and down the streets, their dresses, and hair on fire, screaming until 
they fell down, or the collapsing buildings fell on top of them." As the German 
government stated after the attack: "Dresden had no war industries, it was a 
place of culture and clinics." 
 
"What distinguished this raid was the cold-blooded ruthlessness in which it was 
carried out. U.S. Mustangs appeared low over the city, strafing anything that 
moved, including a column of rescue vehicles rushing to the city to evacuate 
survivors. One assault was aimed at the banks of the Elbe River, where refugees 
had huddled during the horrible night. 
 
"Dresden's citizens barely had time to reach their shelters. The first bomb fell at 
10:09 p.m. The attack lasted 24 minutes, leaving the inner city a raging sea of 
fire. "Precision saturation bombing" had created the desired firestorm.  
 
There was a three-hour pause between the first and second raids. The lull had 
been calculated to lure civilians from their shelters into the open again. To 
escape the flames, tens of thousands of civilians had crowded into the Grosser 
Garten, a magnificent park, nearly one and a half miles square. 
 
The second raid came at 1:22 a.m. with no warning. Twice as many bombers 
returned with a massive load of incendiary bombs. The second wave was 
designed to spread the raging firestorm into the Grosser Garten. 
 
It was a complete "success." Within a few minutes, a sheet of flame ripped 
across the grass, uprooting trees and littering the branches of others with 
everything from bicycles to human limbs. For days afterward, they remained 
bizarrely strewn about as grim reminders of Allied sadism." 
 
At the start of the second air assault, many were still huddled in tunnels and 
cellars, waiting for the fires of the first attack to die down. At 1:30 a.m., an 
ominous rumble reached the ears of the commander of a Labor Service convoy 
sent into the city on a rescue mission. He described it this way: 
 
"The detonation shook the cellar walls. The sound of the explosions mingled with 
a new, stranger sound which seemed to come closer and closer, the sound of a 
thundering waterfall; it was the sound of the mighty tornado howling in the inner 
city."  
 
"Others hiding below ground died, but they died painlessly – they simply glowed 
bright orange and blue in the darkness. As the heat intensified, they either 
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disintegrated into cinders or melted into a thick liquid – often three or four feet 
deep in spots. 
 
Shortly after 10:30 on the morning of February 14, the last raid swept over the 
city. American bombers pounded the rubble that had been Dresden for a steady 
38 minutes, but this attack was not nearly as heavy as the first two. 
 
In the last year of the war, Dresden had become a hospital town. During the 
previous night's massacre, heroic nurses had dragged thousands of crippled 
patients to the Elbe. The low-flying Mustangs machine-gunned those helpless 
patients, as well as thousands of old men, women, and children who had 
escaped the city. 
 
When the last plane left the sky, Dresden was a scorched ruin, its blackened 
streets filled with corpses. The city was spared no horror. A flock of vultures 
escaped from the zoo and fattened on the carnage. Rats swarmed over the piles 
of corpses. 
 
A Swiss citizen described his visit to Dresden two weeks after the raid: "I could 
see torn-off arms and legs, mutilated torsos and heads which had been 
wrenched from their bodies and rolled away. In places the corpses were still lying 
so densely that I had to clear a path through them in order not to tread on arms 
and legs."  
 
Kurt Vonnegut was an American POW being held in Dresden when it was 
bombed in 1945, and wrote a famous anti-war novel, "Slaughterhouse Five" 
[named after the area he took refuge in to survive the bombing of the city]. He 
stated after the attack, that the city looked like the "surface of the moon." 
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Dresden after the Allied Attack 
 
"In December 1944, Vonnegut was captured by the German army and became a 
prisoner of war. In Slaughterhouse Five, he described how he narrowly escaped 
death a few months later in the firebombing of Dresden. "Yes, by your people 
[the English], may I say," he insists, "You guys burnt the place down, turned it 
into a single column of flame. More people died there in the firestorm, in that one 
big flame, than died in Hiroshima and Nagasaki combined. I'm fond of your 
people, on occasion, but I was just thinking about 'Bomber Harris, who believed 
in attacks on civilian populations to make them give up. A hell of a lot of Royal Air 
Force guys were ashamed of what Harris had made them do. And that's really 
sportsmanship and, of course, the Brits are famous for being good sports,"  
[Note* "Harris" is a Jewish name]. 
 
As one RAF member who took part in the attack stated afterwards, "I found 
myself making comments to the crew: "Oh God, those poor people." It was 
completely uncalled for. You can't justify it." 
Here is an example of a minor RAF raid:  
"During the latter stages of World War II, Pforzheim, a town in southwestern 
Germany, was bombed a number of times. The largest raid and one of the most 
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devastating area bombardments of the war was carried out by the Royal Air 
Force [RAF] on the evening of February 23, 1945. As many as 17,600 people, or 
31.4% of the town's population, were killed in the air raid. About 83% of the 
town's buildings were destroyed, two-thirds of the complete area of Pforzheim 
and between 80 and 100% of the inner city."  
 
The RAF Bomber or Arial Genocide Force took some of the highest death rates 
of any service in the war for Britain. Because the Germans fought so desperately 
against the terror bombing strikes on their people, German Fighter Pilots would 
crash their burning shot apart fighters along with themselves into a RAF Bomber 
just to stop one more of them from being able to murder anymore of their people. 
It was that horrific of a situation.  
 
The Situation in the East– Jewish Aggression on Display: 
Hitler knew that fighting a defensive war against the Red Army was suicide, as 
they would be facing up to 30 million troops, thousands of tanks, planes, and 
heavy guns. If the Red Army was not struck while still mobilizing for their 
invasion, Western Europe was doomed. Jewry was playing their big Red Hand, 
as they were the Soviet Jewion. Even Stalin was a Yid. His real name 
`Dzhugashvili' in Georgian means "Son of a Jew."  
 
The Eastern Struggle– Jewish Aggression on Display: 
The invasion of the Soviet Union was done after German intelligence informed 
them with the overwhelming evidence that the Soviet Jewion was planning to 
attack them in the spring of 1941, and yes, the entire Red Army was mobilizing 
on the borders. It was too large to be exercised alone. It was an invasion force. 
Operation Sea Lion, the invasion of England was nothing more then a ruse to 
distract the Soviets from the fact they knew and were preparing a first survival 
strike.  
 
German Chief of Staff Franz Halder, stated, "Russia was preparing for an attack 
on Germany" "We know today from good sources that he [Hitler] was right about 
that."  
 
At Nuremberg General Winter testified under oath: "We had at the time the 
subjective impression that we were striking into an offensive deployment in 
progress."  
 
Senior-General Jodl is on record stating that Hitler never even mentioned the 
ideal of Lebensraum in 1940 when the discussion on a preemptive war with the 
Soviet Jewion came up. This is an open statement to the damning fact of how 
much the Jewish lie machine has worked to rewrite history. The war was 
defensive not ideological on their part, as stated by Senior-General Jodl who 
testified at Nuremberg: 
"The Fuehrer has never named in my presence even just one hint of a reason 
other than the purely strategic."  
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Hitler by Jodl's testimony, made the following statements to him, many times 
over: 
"There is no doubt now that England puts her hopes in this last mainland proxy; 
[my note Soviet Jewion] otherwise she would have already called off the war 
after Dunkirk. Agreements have certainly already been made. The Russian 
deployment is unmistakable. One day suddenly we shall be either coldly 
blackmailed or attacked." 
 
Churchill in 1940 purposely rejected Germany's offer of peace and voted to keep 
the war going. Sir Stafford Cripp's meeting with the Soviets in Moscow– they had 
promised the Soviet Jewion was going to come into the war on Britain's side. 
 
The War started because the Jews incited it. The Axis Army was welcomed as a 
"liberator" across the Eastern Nations. Jewish rule under Communism, had 
already murdered over 20 million innocent Gentiles. Seven million died in the 
Ukrainian holocaust alone which was overseen by the Jew Lazar Moiseyevich 
Kaganovich on orders from the Jew Stalin. Millions more died in a system of 
death camps called Gulags, each run by a Jewish Commissar. The Jews just 
worked them to death on purpose as shooting them was too quick.  
 

 
Photo of one of the mass graves uncovered in the Ukraine. This one contained 
the bodies of up to ten thousand victims, all murdered by the Jewish NKVD at 
Vinnitsa.  
 
The Real Death Camps and Holocaust 
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Real_Holocaust.html  
 
On the camps from survivors:  
"The central aim was to kill off the prisoners as one commandant put it quite 
openly.” 
"If you complain or write anything [Heaven forbid], they will frame you for an 
attempted escape or for something else, and they will shoot you like a dog. They 
[the Jews] line us up naked and barefoot at 22 degrees below zero and keep us 
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outside for up to an hour. It is difficult to describe all the chaos and terror that is 
going on in Kemi, Solovky, and the other sections of the concentration 
camps...they forced inmates to eat their own feces."  
Tens of millions of innocent Gentiles died in those Jewish run camps. The Jew 
being the Master of Projection, lied, and took what they did to the Gentiles in the 
Gulags, and claimed it was what the Germans did to them!  
In fact, reading the reports and letters of the Axis soldiers of the first waves going 
into the former Communist controlled areas, it was the citizens themselves who 
were rounding up and punishing the Jews in general, as they all knew the 
Commissars were local Jews and even anti-Semitism was literally the death 
penalty under the Reds. The Kosher NKVD before running away had rounded up 
any Gentile they could and brutally murdered them in droves with everything from 
axes to bullets in pure Talmudic vile. When the family members found the bodies 
stacked like wood in the courtyards, and as mentioned, they knew it was the 
Jews, so they took revenge. It was the Axis troops that ended the Pogroms, not 
started them. Unlike the kosher claims, and yes, all Commissars given the 
disgusting crimes against humanity, the Axis troops had found they were 
committing, were ordered to be shot on site.  
 
The so-called "Partisans" in the East as in the West were actually all Jews, 
especially at the start. The Western branch of the resistance [red terror] 
movements like the famed "French Resistance" was almost to a person, Jewish. 
Hence why the Axis had to round up and imprison every Jew they could find, as 
they knew the Jews were working against them as a terrorist racial collective 
behind the lines and at the front. Axis Europe was fighting for its life at this point.  
With the opening of the KGB archives, it was discovered that the Russian 
populations living in the Axis liberated territories worked in full cooperation with 
the Germans against the Jewish Red Beast. These people had lived under the 
Red Heel and had lost many loved ones to it. Contrary to popular belief, there 
never was a "Russian" revolution, but the White Russians [Nationalists] fighting 
desperately against an international Jewish takeover of whom the Red armies 
were composed with Jews from the Pale and abroad and tens of thousands of 
Chinese Mercenaries were bought and shipped from the East by the Jews and 
general dregs.  
 
The Germans worked with the Russian communities [and other Eastern 
Europeans] and built them hospitals, new farms, homes, community centers, and 
schools. They liberated numerous gulags, freed the prisoners, and helped 
restore them to health. They returned them to their homes and families and built 
a real spirit of friendship with them. In places like Ukraine as in Russia, they 
worked with the locals to help uncover mass graves of thousands of murdered 
innocents by the Jewish NKVD, helping to identify as many as possible and 
return them to their families for proper burials. When investigating the crimes and 
bringing any responsible who were still in the area to justice. As it turned out, 
99.9% of those brought to justice all happened to be Jews. No surprise there. It 
was also found during the investigation that the killings of the populace by the 
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Jewish led Reds were selective targeting of the best and brightest elements of 
the Gentile community. Upon their murders, any property they did have was 
given to the local Jewish populations. Right out of the Talmud. 
 
The Germans helped to create in Russian and other Eastern Nations a new core 
of National Socialist Communities, which was Himmler's actual plan for the East 
if war did occur. The East was to be developed into a Slavic National Socialist 
State that would be part of a larger Pan-European Confederation, for the multi-
cooperation, betterment, and protection of the common Indo-European cultures, 
peoples and nations. 
 
Another event that the opening of the KGB achieves recorded was the majority of 
civilian deaths on the Eastern Front were literally mass liquidations of the 
Russian and other populaces executed by the Bolsheviks, as they knew the 
populaces where working with the Axis for their mutual liberation and freedom in 
the liberated areas. They sought to deny the Axis any material industrial, 
agricultural, or human. Their scorched earth policy was applied to the human 
populations as well. Entire areas where wiped clean of all life. 
 
Millions of Eastern European Gentiles volunteered to fight against the Judeo-
Bolsheviks and their Red Army in the East. 50,000 White Russians fought with 
the 6th Army at Stalingrad alone and they all fought to the end in that desperate 
battle.  
Hundreds of thousands more Western and Central Europeans volunteered to 
help to fight in the Waffen SS alongside their Eastern Brethren against Judeo-
Bolshevism on the Eastern front. They fought so fiercely even in the face of 
overwhelming odds. Kosher Stalin was begging his fellow Jews to open up a 
second front in the West. Only a tiny percent of the Waffen SS were German 
Nationals. The mass majority were Europeans from every free Nation in Europe. 
Even some English fought in the ranks.  
 
Hitler had accomplished for the first time in known history what no other Man had 
ever done before. He had united European Nations and peoples to fight together 
as one against the Jewish monster in the East and the whole of global Jewry as 
well. Europeans had decided they wanted to be free and were fighting by the 
millions to be free from Jewry.  
 
Beyond that, even Indians, Blacks, Japanese, and Tibetan Gentile warriors 
fought in the Axis ranks as honored Gentile Brothers-in-Arms. It is a little known 
fact that Hitler and the Dali Lama were allies and thousands of dead Tibetans in 
German uniforms were pulled from the rubble of Berlin where they died fighting 
with thousands of other free Gentiles warriors.  
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Indian Troops Who Fought In Hitler's Forces. 
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 Asian Troops Who Fought In Hitler's Forces. 
 

 
Black Troops Who Fought In Hitler's Forces. 
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In the memoirs of a Black soldier who served as a combat solider in Hitler's 
Army. He stated the Black and White soldiers shared the same barracks, ate at 
the same mess tables, had equal rights and respects, and were friends. While 
Blacks serving in the American Army where treated as inferiors and not even 
allowed to eat at the same table as Whites. National Socialism as Hitler stated is 
based on racial respect. 
 

Hitler meeting with Indian hero and Nationalist Leader, Chandra Bose. 
 
The famed Indian Nationalist Leader Subhas Chandra Bose met personally with 
both Hitler and Himmler and also spoke to large meetings of Axis leaders in 
Europe and was received by them as a hero. Bose went to the thousands of 
Indian POWs in German custody who where captured as part of the British Army 
in North Africa who had refused to break their oath of service to England. After 
speaking with them en mass and telling then the truth, thousands of Indians 
volunteered to fight for National Socialism and became National Socialists as 
Bose himself was in essence, and were treated as equals by the Germans. Bose 
even wanted to model important aspects of National Socialist Germany for the 
new Indian Nation he hoped to create. Today all across India there are 
thousands of murals devoted to Bose who is a celebrated hero; many murals 
depicted the iconic meeting of Bose with Hitler both shaking the other hand. 
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In the memoirs of a Black soldier who fought in the German Army, he wrote that 
in the American Army, Black soldiers were segregated and treated as second-
class people. Where in the German Army, himself, and other Black troops lived 
side by side with the White soldiers, ate at the same mess tables and had the 
same rights and privileges, and were treated with equal respect to the White 
soldiers. National Socialism is built upon racial respect and common values of kin 
altruism. 
 
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Nazism_Not_Racist.htm  
The Jews have lied about Hitler and projected their vulgar racism onto him 
falsely.  
 
Hitler's OWN statements on the subject of actual racialism:  
"I promise you I am quite free from all racial hatred. It is, in my case, undesirable 
that one race should mix with other races. Except for a few gratuitous successes, 
which I am prepared to admit, systematic crossbreeding has never produced 
good results. Its desire to remain racially pure is proof of the vitality and good 
health of a race. Pride in one's own race – is also a normal and healthy 
sentiment. I have never regarded the Chinese or Japanese as being inferior to 
ourselves. They belong to ancient civilizations, and I admit freely that their past 
history is superior to our own. They have the right to be proud of their past, just 
as we have the right to be proud of the civilization to which we belong. Indeed, I 
believe the more steadfast the Chinese and the Japanese remain in their pride of 
race, the easier I shall find it to get on with them."  
– Adolf Hitler  
 
Hitler wanted each Gentile Race to preserve their own unique genetic line and 
culture and work to become the best people they could be in the Cosmos. That is 
real care for the healthy order of life, where the Jew wants to destroy it.  
 
 Waffen-SS General Leon Degrelle stated: 
"German racialism meant re-discovering the creative values of their own race, re-
discovering their culture. It was a search for excellence, a noble ideal. National 
Socialist racialism was not against the other races, it was for its own race. It 
aimed at defending and improving its race, and wished that all other races did the 
same for themselves...National Socialist racialism was loyal to the German race 
and totally respected all other races." 
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ADOLF HITLER’S FIRST WRITING ON THE JEWS  
 
 
The danger posed by Jewry for our people today finds expression in the 
undeniable aversion of wide sections of our people. The cause of this aversion is 
not to be found in a clear recognition of the consciously or unconsciously 
systematic and pernicious effect of the Jews as a totality upon our nation. Rather, 
it arises mostly from personal contact and from the personal impression, which 
the individual Jew leaves almost always an unfavorable one. For this reason, 
anti-Semitism is too easily characterized as a mere emotional phenomenon. And 
yet this is incorrect. Anti-Semitism as a political movement may not and cannot 
be defined by emotional impulses, but by recognition of the facts.  
 
The facts are these: First, Jewry is absolutely a race and not a religious 
association. Even the Jews never designate themselves as Jewish Germans, 
Jewish Poles, or Jewish Americans but always as German, Polish, or American 
Jews. Jews have never yet adopted much more than the language of the foreign 
nations among whom they live. A German who is forced to make use of the 
French language in France, Italian in Italy and Chinese in China does not thereby 
become a Frenchman, Italian, or Chinaman. It's the same with the Jew who lives 
among us and is forced to make use of the German language. He does not 
thereby become a German. Neither does the Mosaic faith, so important for the 
survival of this race, settle the question of whether someone is a Jew or non-Jew.  
 
There is scarcely a race whose members belong exclusively to just one definite 
religion. Through thousands of years of the closest kind of inbreeding, Jews in 
general have maintained their race and their peculiarities far more distinctly than 
many of the peoples among whom they have lived. And thus comes the fact that 
there lives amongst us a non German, alien race which neither wishes nor is able 
to sacrifice its racial character or to deny its feeling, thinking, and striving.  
 
Nevertheless, it possesses all the political rights we do. If the ethos of the Jews is 
revealed in the purely material realm, it is even clearer in their thinking and 
striving. Their dance around the golden calf is becoming a merciless struggle for 
all those possessions we prize most highly on earth. The value of the individual is 
no longer decided by his character or by the significance of his achievements for 
the totality but exclusively by the size of his fortune, by his money. The loftiness 
of a nation is no longer to be measured by the sum of its moral and spiritual 
powers, but rather by the wealth of its material possessions. This thinking and 
striving after money and power, and the feelings that go along with it, serve the 
purposes of the Jew who is unscrupulous in the choice of methods and pitiless in 
their employment.  
 
In autocratically ruled states, he whines for the favor of "His Majesty" and 
misuses it like a leech fastened upon the nations. In democracies, he vies for the 
favor of the masses, cringes before the "majesty of the people," and recognizes 
only the majesty of money. He destroys the character of princes with byzantine 
flattery, national pride (the strength of a people), with ridicule and shameless 
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breeding to depravity. His method of battle is that public opinion which is never 
expressed in the press but which is nonetheless managed and falsified by it. His 
power is the power of money, which multiplies in his hands effortlessly and 
endlessly through interest, and which forces peoples under the most dangerous 
of yokes. Its golden glitter, so attractive in the beginning, conceals the ultimately 
tragic consequences.  
 
Everything men strive after as a higher goal, be it religion, socialism, democracy, 
is to the Jew only means to an end, the way to satisfy his lust for gold and 
domination. In his effects and consequences, he is like a racial tuberculosis of 
the nations. The deduction from all this is the following: an anti-Semitism based 
on purely emotional grounds will find its ultimate expression in the form of the 
pogrom.[1]   
Anti-Semitism based on reason, however, must lead to systematic legal 
combating and elimination of the privileges of the Jews that distinguishes the 
Jews from the other aliens who live among us [an Aliens Law].  
 
The ultimate objective [of such legislation] must, however, be the irrevocable 
removal of the Jews in general. For both these ends, a government of national 
strength, not of national weakness, is necessary. The Republic in Germany owes 
its birth not to the uniform national will of our people but the sly exploitation of a 
series of circumstances that found general expression in a deep, universal 
dissatisfaction. These circumstances however were independent of the form of 
the state and are still operative today, indeed, more so now than before. Thus, a 
great portion of our people recognizes that a changed state form cannot in itself 
change our situation.  
 
For that, it will take a rebirth of the moral and spiritual powers of the nation. This 
rebirth cannot be initiated by a state leadership of irresponsible majorities, 
influenced by certain party dogmas, an irresponsible press, or internationalist 
phrases and slogans. [It requires] instead the ruthless installation of nationally 
minded leadership personalities with an inner sense of responsibility. However, 
these facts deny to the Republic the essential inner support of the nation's 
spiritual forces. Thus today's state leaders are compelled to seek support among 
those who draw the exclusive benefits of the new formation of German 
conditions, and who for this reason were the driving force behind the revolution 
the Jews.  
 
Even though (as various statements of the leading personalities reveal) today's 
leaders fully realized the danger of Jewry, they (seeking their own advantage) 
accepted the readily proffered support of the Jews and also returned the favor. 
This payoff consisted not only in every possible favoring of Jewry, but above all 
in the hindrance of the struggle of the betrayed people against its defrauders, 
that is in the repression of the anti-Semitic movement.  
– Respectfully, Adolf Hitler 
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Advanced Technology In Ancient Egypt 

by HP Mageson666 » Fri May 03, 2019 
 

 

 

The granite sarcophagus in the Kings chamber in the Pyramid, was found to have been carved 

out with a gem stone drill bit, with a drill that had close to half an inch per turn in ability to carve 

though the granite. The tool marks have been matched up and proven to be so. This means the 

drill they used to carve this sarcophagus had two million pounds of drill pressure to make that 

level of turn in the granite. It can only be done with an advanced power tool. 

 

The technology to build such a drill with that level of strength from reports does not exist even 

today. The sarcophagus was original to the pyramid as it was placed within it while it was being 

built, before the roof was placed over. As its too large to move throughout any of the hallways.  

 

That means they had advanced technology in the ancient world. Think of the amount of 

knowledge and advanced infrastructure needed to build such technology. Similar to the amount 

of advancement we need in our society to manufacture the technology we have today. 

 

Also think of that when the ancient texts mention they used what today is called "Free Energy" 

machines based on what today is called "Ionic Mercury engines." The technology has been 

developed for such as well today. The German's developed such technology in the Third Reich it 

was the key to their advanced projects. And it worked similar to what was listed in the ancient 

texts. 
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Advanced Kevala Pranayama  

by HP Mageson666 » Fri Sep 20, 2019 
 

 

The way to do this advanced method of Kevala pranayama is to place the tongue in the proper Kechari 

position with the tongue on the roof of the mouth with the tip touching behind the two front teeth. 

Then place ones mental focus on the part of the nose between the two nostrils the bottom of the nose 

makes the m shape the two nostrils being the two open parts of the m shape the middle line of the m 

shape is the place between the nostrils focus along that part it activates the sushumna nadi point as the 

two nostrils the right activates the sun and left nostril the moon nadis.  

 

Next comfortable apply the mula banda. The mula banda moves the energy upwards and forces the 

current upwards and to flow into the sushumna nadi. 

 

One if they wish can also hold both nostrils closed on this breath its also a method this pranayama is 

used with. But one can also simply focus on the middle part of the nose at the opening of the nostrils. 

This technique is the third pranayama of Nadi Shodhana the alternative nostril breaths are used for the 

sun and moon nadis to purify and transform them and the Kevala is for the middle channel the 

sushumna which is between the sun and moon nadis. Thus working all three of the major channels.  
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Against the Evil Tide - 00 

Prologue

All my life, from the day I was born to the present. It seems that, stubbornly and against overwhelming odds, I have been 
bucking the current tide of history. In one way or another, consciously or subconsciously, my entire life has been dedicated 
towards fighting against those evil and powerful forces that now hold the world in their tyrannical grip. I have been waging war 
against these evil forces intermittently and spasmodically perhaps, in the beginning not even recognizing what those malignant 
destroyers were doing, or who the real evildoers were. But my struggle has been persistent and tenacious. Furthermore, as 
time went on, the picture became more clearly focused, the tyrannical destroyers more specifically identified, and the complex 
solution to the puzzle more nearly solved. 

But my struggle was, and is, not only one of doing battle AGAINST the evil tide. There Is also a very POSITIVE side to this 
picture, and that is what I am and have been fighting FOR. The answer to that is clearly delineated in the several books I have 
written and can be summed up in a few words - namely, the SURVIVAL, EXPANSION AND ADVANCEMENT OF THE WHITE 
RACE. In our racial religion, CREATIVITY, I strongly believe, we have the Total Program, the Final Solution, the Ultimate 
Creed. 

* * * * *

This Is the true story of a Mennonite boy who was born in the midst of the Communist revolution in the Russian Ukraine. At 
nine months, while the Red and the White armies were waging civil war In his native village of Rudnerweide, he suffered a 
severe siege of typhoid fever and nearly died. Nevertheless, he survived the disease, he survived the anarchy and terror of 
revolution and the two years of famine that followed. When he was six, he and his family fled Russia to try to start life anew in 
the wide-open wilds of the Mexico ranch country. Shortly thereafter they moved to the wheat farming country of Saskatchewan, 
Canada, where he grew to adulthood. In 1945 he moved to the United States, where after a long and checkered career, he 
finally found his life's purpose — structuring and establishing a racial religion for the survival, expansion and advancement of his 
own racial kinsman — Nature’s Finest. 

I was that boy. After seven decades I can say that it has been a long and circuitous Odyssey, and I thank Fate that she has 
allotted me sufficient time to reflect on the ensuing course of events that permitted me to finally consummate the paramount 
mission of my life, and propel it into perpetuity. 

* * * * *

By any yardstick, the White Race is the most creative, productive and intelligent creature Mother Nature has produced In the 
2.3 billion years that it is claimed lift has existed on this planet Earth. Strangely, however Nature's Finest in the last half century 
has become a highly endangered species, whose demise and extinction is at most only a few generations away. This is almost 
a certainty unless this unique species drastically changes course, and does so promptly and most forcefully. What the White 
Race has direly needed in the last 6,000 years of its civilization is a racial religion of its own — a racial religion whose overriding 
fervor was, and constantly remained, the survival, expansion and advancement of its own kind. This is not a novel idea Nature 
has Implanted this Innate drive In every other creature alive, but strangely, in its long and tumultuous history, the White Race 
has never fully grasped this idea While eagerly pursuing the advancement of science and high technology, at the same time It 
has stupidly and tragically utilized Its vastly superior endowments to kill, decimate and destroy its own kind. 

Now the White Race has a racial religion of its own and we call it CREATIVITY. I have faith that It will provide the spark that will 
kindle the conflagration of a vast worldwide movement of religious fervor - the first real constructive revolution in history to 
really accrue to the benefit of the human race. If enough of my fellow kinsmen will grasp that realization, the redemption and 
salvation of Nature's Finest will be assured. For this I have labored and it is my fervent hope and prayer that it will come to pass 
in this next generation. 

As the founder of a new religion, I feel an obligation not only to my White Racial Comrades but also to posterity - and even to 
my enemies - to permanently set down the events of my life, detailing my origins, my thoughts and my objectives. I believe that 
having come this far it might perhaps be incumbent for the future that I do so. 
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I say perhaps. There are two ways of looking at It - two possibilities. If the White Race falls to rise up and accept the challenge 
and if the Jewish pestilence succeeds in their age-old frenzy of mongrelizing and/or exterminating the White Race from the 
face of this Planet Earth, then all my writings and my other efforts and sacrifices will be in vain. Creativity and its whole network 
of ideas will be flushed down the memory hole of history. In such case, it will matter little as to what I did or what I wrote. In fact, 
as far as I am concerned, nothing will really matter anymore, should the White Race be destroyed. 

If, on the other hand, the White Race rises up in wrathful vengeance, mobilizes its awesome power, and smashes the Jewish 
tyranny into oblivion, then I feel certain that Creativity will have played a major part in giving inspiration, goal and direction in 
freeing the White Race from the tentacles of Jewish tyranny. When that comes to pass then there will be a major demand for 
endless details regarding Creativity's early beginnings, as well as the life of the Founder, and many details will be such that 
only I would have knowledge of them and they would be a vital source of basic Information. Fortunately, fate has spared me 
the time that I may write my memoirs without any undue pressure from either financial worries or from political duress. 
Unfortunately, too many of our racial warriors who have contributed significantly to the cause have been denied this 
opportunity, and the only source material (highly fabricated) about them comes from the lips and pens of our racial enemies - 
traitors and Jews. As a result, our racial fighters have been slandered, calumnied and lied about before and after their death 
with little authoritative refutation from the White racial side. Adolf Hitler is a prime example of such distortions and calumnies, 
but there are any number of others. 

Every person born is a composite of their cultural heritage and the genetic inheritance of their ancestors. Of all these factors, 
genes are of major importance, and this is something only our ancestors can hand down to us. The innate character of each 
individual is then further shaped and molded for better or for worse by the multitude of events that swirl about them during the 
tenure of their life. Some are crushed by events, while others overcome events and remain masters of their own destiny. In any 
event, all are the sum total of their heritage, whether it be cultural, genetic, or any one of a number of other variables. 

Against the Evil Tide - 00 

Prologue
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Against the Evil Tide - 01
Milestone Zero: My Mennonite Heritage

Heritage is an important word to me. Although I personally never joined the Mennonite Church (I will explain this later), 
nevertheless, I am extremely proud of my ancestors and my Mennonite heritage. Both have been most generous, and I am 
thankful. All of us owe everything we are to our ancestors - our culture, our civilization, our very genes and life itself. But it does 
not end there with merely a thank you note. We have a grave responsibility, yes, a sacred obligation to carry that precious 
heritage on to future generations, and in so doing not only preserve and expand that which is best, but also to strive to upgrade 
those genetic qualities to ever higher levels as we bequeath our genes and heritage to each succeeding generation. 

My ancestors for the last four hundred and fifty years have been Mennonites. Although the term Mennonite is a religious 
designation, actually the Mennonites are also a special group of ethnic people who are unique unto themselves. Now scattered 
all over the world, they nevertheless have maintained a certain cohesiveness that goes beyond their religious bond, beyond 
nationality and country of residence. Now, after four hundred and fifty years, they have a unique history and heritage that is 
peculiarly their very own. I am proud to be part of it, and I want to relate some of the mileposts of that ethnic history. 

I was born on February 7, 1918, according to the inscription In the big old family Bible. I managed to retrieve this old book as a 
valuable archive from my older sister just very recently. The book is at least eighty or ninety years old, and I treasure it highly, 
not because of its contents, but because it is an heirloom that has inscribed in it some of the important mileposts of my family, 
including my birth date. The February 7 date, however, represents the dates according to the Julian calendar then in use in 
Russia and is actually 13 days behind the Gregorian calendar that we now use. So my actual birth date is February 20. The 
place was in the Klassen family home in the Mennonite village of Rudnerweide. This village was part of the Molotschna colony 
of Mennonites, located along a river of the same name in the Russian province of Taurlda. This thriving colony was located in 
the southern Ukraine just north of the Sea of Azov. 

The Mennonite colony known as the Molotschna consisted of a homogeneous group of German speaking people, about 22,000 
in number (by 1910), living in approximately 60 villages and hamlets, although a few could be considered of town or even city 
status. I will have more to say about the Molotschna colony later. 

Actually, we spoke two languages, Low German (Plattdeutsch or Plautdietsch), and High German. We spoke a colloquial 
Plautdietsch in our ordinary, everyday conversation, a language that I now look upon as being rather colorful and uniquely 
expressive. However, in church and in school High German, the language traditionally used in Germany, was the standard 
fare. All books, correspondence, sermons delivered in church, hymns, etc., were in High German. No dictionary or grammar 
was ever compiled for the popularly used Plautdietsch. It was an arrangement we then took for granted, but looking back on it 
now after all these years I find this dual language arrangement as a rather strange and superfluous phenomenon, and wonder 
what purpose, if any, it served. 

My ancestors (as Mennonites) originated in either Holland and/or the Danzig area of Prussia. Approximately 450 years ago in 
the year 1536 while the Protestant revolution was in full turmoil, a Catholic priest by the name of Menno Simons branched off 
into a Protestant sect of his own. His followers were called Mennonites. With the turmoil and persecution that was then 
rampant, the Mennonites dispersed into many countries, such as Switzerland, France, Prussia, and several others. The 
Mennonites have been dispersing and emigrating ever since. In fact, I guess I am an emigrated emigrant myself, several times 
over. 

When we study historical movements, whether they be religious, political, cultural or whatever, we find that seldom do such 
movements originate from out of a vacuum. On the contrary, we usually find that each movement has its roots in some similar 
previous movement. It then branches off from its parent movement not unlike a rebellious child from its former family. 

And so it is with the Mennonite religion. Tracing back its origins, we find that it is an offshoot of the Anabaptists, who in turn 
emerged from out of the melee of the Protestant Reformation during the turbulent Sixteenth Century. Protestantism, as we all 
know, is a Christian religion that broke away from the Catholic church which had then been in existence for some fifteen 
centuries. Without the Catholic church there would undoubtedly have been no Christianity with its present plethora of 
thousands of sects and cults. (As a passing observation, I have found that the definition of a "cult" is a matter of biased opinion - 
one man's religion is another man's cult — and vice versa.) Pursuing origins and branches further back into history, we find that 
Catholicism and Christianity have their roots in still earlier Judaism, the Jews' intransigent religion. Three-quarters of the 
Christian bible, the Old Testament, is really a compilation of fabricated Jewish history and folklore. Going back even further, we 
find that the Jews pirated practically every concept in their religion, the idea of soul, eternal life, the hereafter, baptism, 
circumcision, and a dozen other ideas from the Ancient Egyptians. (See Page 200, "Building a Whiter and Brighter World".) We 
could explore further the origins of the religious ideas of the Egyptians, but I believe we have gone back far enough to make a 
point. 

The Anabaptists
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I believe at this point it behooves us to look into the beginnings of the Mennonite movement by first reviewing the Anabaptist 
movement, and then the life of Menno Simons, whose activities were spawned by the Anabaptists, and of which the Mennonite 
religion is an offshoot. 

We are all fairly familiar with the turmoil of the Protestant Reformations and its movers and shakers such as Martin Luther, 
John Calvin, Hulldreich Zwingil and several other zealous reformers who got their dander up and thought the Catholic church 
needed to either shape up or be reshaped. This they did with a fervor and obsession that always bordered on fanaticism and 
sometimes far exceeded it. Little, however, is commonly known about the Anabaptists who also played a large role in the 
Reformation and were the forerunners of the Mennonites. 

Anabaptists was a name given to those people who broke away from the dominant types of Protestantism I referred to in the 
previous paragraph, and instead preferred a voluntary religious association with a vigorous maintenance of New Testament 
ordinances. The word Anabaptist was also used loosely as a derogatory term against all religious radicals in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries and so came into common usage also because the term was utilized by most major parties of the 
Reformation, the Catholics, the Lutherans and Reformed polemicists. The word Anabaptist means baptized again, or 
rebaptized, or double baptized. The Dutch word for Anabaptists was Doopsgezinde, and in German they were called Tauter, or 
Taufgesinnte, or Wiedertaufer, or in other words, Double Dippers. 

It Is perhaps more constructive to speak of the different wings of the Anabaptist movement: the Swiss Brethren, the South 
German Brethren, the Moravians, the Hutterites and the Dutch Mennonites, the latter being my ancestors and of special 
concern in this treatise. 

Anabaptism proper began at Zurich in 1524 (five years after Martin Luther nailed his 95 Theses on the church door) when a 
small band led by Conrad Grebel broke away from Huldrelch Zwingll's leadership and gathered congregations practicing 
apostolic non-resistance in accordance with Matt. 5:39 of the New Testament. They further insisted on communion (Acts 4:32); 
government by elders (Acts 14:23) and the ban (Matt. 18:15-17. Impatient with the Reformers' plan to win the cantons of 
Switzerland to Protestantism by slow, statesmanlike decisions of the Town Councils, they proposed to form free churches of 
those who heard, believed and were baptized (Matt. 28:18). Although they were savagely persecuted by the authorities of both 
the State and also the Church (both the Catholic and the Protestant) these Swiss Brethren, as they were called, gained a warm 
reception among the common people in the German speaking lands. A considerable following developed in Moravia in South 
Germany, and a parallel movement led by Menno Simons (1496-1561) emerged in the 1540's and 1550's in Holland. It is from 
this group that the Mennonites in America, in Canada, and those that moved to Russia were descended. I will have more to say 
about the Russian Mennonites. 

Also spawned from the Anabaptist movement is a sect founded by Jacob Hutter in Moravia in 1533, who formed religious 
colonies holding property in communal possession, not unlike the communists, but there the similarity ends. They have since 
settled in many colonies in the Dakotas, and in Manitoba and Alberta in Canada, as well as in Paraguay. They still preserve the 
ancient Christian communism based on the practice of the primitive Christian church described in Acts. Although both were 
spawned from the Anabaptist movement, the Hutterites are a far cry from the Mennonite groups who were my ancestors. The 
latter believed strongly in private property as well as in Racial Teamwork. 

From the early archives that were exhumed in growing quantities since 1879 it seems that the chief quarrel the Anabaptists had 
with the mainstream Protestant Reformers was over the union of Church and State. The Anabaptists took the Early Church as 
their model. They repudiated infant baptism and claimed that it was meaningless, that until an adult professed a confession of 
faith and was baptized, he had not entered the "true" church. They taught that a "Fall" of the church occurred under 
Constantine when the secular government took over the religious or spiritual movement of Jesus Christ. Instead, they preached 
a restitution of primitive church life. 

Menno Simons (1496-1561)

Menno Simons was not the founder of the Anabaptists in the Low Countries, but he became its most outstanding leader after it 
had been in existence for a number of years. He is significant because he took responsibility for leadership at a time and in an 
area where the movement was floundering and would probably have succumbed to more revolutionary theories. Especially 
strong were those apocalyptic fanatics who were preaching that Christ's return was imminent and the millennium was at hand. 
Another radical group were the Muensterites, who preached open revolt and joined with the Peasant's Rebellion in open 
warfare against the authorities. 

Menno Simons was born in 1496 in the little village of Witmarsum, in the Dutch province of Friesland. He joined the Catholic 
priesthood at the rather late age of 28, and received his training in a monastery in Friesland or an adjoining province. According 
to his own accounts, he did not initially take his priestly duties too seriously and joined his fellow priests in "playing cards, 
drinking..." But after the first year he suddenly became frightened, and he began to have doubts when he administered the 
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Mass as to whether the bread and the wine were actually being changed into the flesh and blood of Christ. At first he 
considered these thoughts as the whisperings of Satan. But his doubts persisted and he began to have doubts about many 
other teachings of the Catholic church. He came more and more under the influence of the Sacramentists, who denied the idea 
of transubstantiation, that is, the presence of Christ at the Lord's Supper. 

After two years of torment and doubt he finally turned to the bible in his search for an answer. "I did not get very far before I 
saw we had been deceived", he said later. He found further help by reading the writings of Martin Luther, who taught that not 
the church but the Scriptures had to be the prime source and sole authority for his beliefs and preachings. He repudiated the 
authority of the Catholic church and became an "evangelical preacher" but his theology was still very much in the formative 
stage, being buffeted about and influenced by a number of other "reformers". 

A turning point in Menno's life came when the Muensterites (who favored armed rebellion) were defeated at their "New 
Jerusalem" at Muenster, Westphalia, and that movement came to a tragic end. This brutal affair is of some significance in the 
whole Reformation movement, creating a number of martyrs, and it behooves us to digress briefly here. 

Muenster, Westphalia, had been seized by force by the Anabaptists on February 9, 1534. Soon thereafter Bernhard 
Knipperdolling became its mayor. Anabaptists all through Germany, Switzerland and Holland had been hard pressed to stay 
alive, since persecution against them (and other religious sects) was severe and rampant. When the Muensterites gained 
control of this particular city it became a gathering point and refuge for numerous other beleaguered Anabaptists all over 
Europe. Meanwhile, the (Catholic) Bishop Franz of Waldeck, who was the ruler of this territory, gathered a powerful army and 
laid siege to this city, with a view of exterminating these heretics. After approximately a year of skirmishing he finally broke 
through the city walls on June 25, 1535. The massacre and cruelty that followed was typical of the intense hatred and religious 
fervor of the times — and we must remember these were Christians on both sides. Most of the male population of the city was 
put to death. The leaders were put in Iron cages, displayed in various cities of Europe, tortured and then put to death, including 
former Mayor Knipperdolling. 

As we shall see later, what the Christians did to each other during the Reformation is not too unlike the cruelty and terrorism 
visited upon our Mennonite kinsmen by the Bolsheviks in Russia nearly four centuries later. 

The tragic Muenster catastrophe made a deep and traumatic impression on Menno, as he considered that all of these people, 
to many of whom he had preached, had been willing to lay down their lives in order to cling to their newly found faith. Although 
he was not in agreement with many of their principles, nevertheless, it steeled his resolve to leave the Catholic church and 
dedicate the rest of his life to preaching the word as he saw it, regardless of the cost or the risk. His own beliefs were still not 
fully clear, not fully resolved. 

He dedicated his full time to preaching, moving about the country. He also wrote tracts and books from time to time, and as he 
did so his own theology began to take a more definitive form. 

For the next 18 years, from 1536 to 1554, he moved about the country, preaching, writing and winning converts. During this 
time he also took a wife, but neither the date of the marriage nor his whereabouts have been too clearly recorded. Nor is it 
known as to when or where his own baptism took place. He became an underground evangelist, preaching and writing in 
seclusion, baptizing converts whenever and wherever he could. Some of his extant tracts are "The New Birth"; "The Blasphemy 
of Jan van Leyden", (the latter being an Anabaptist leader); "The Spiritual Resurrection", and several others. He traveled much 
at night and was in perpetual danger of death and persecution. In 1542 one hundred guilders were offered by the authorities of 
Leeuwarden for his apprehension. Miraculously, although many of his friends were put to death, some for as much as 
harboring him overnight or distributing his literature, he managed to survive. 

In 1554 he found a measure of shelter and protection with Bartholomeus von Ahlefeldt, on one of the latter's estates, called 
Wuestenfeld (Desert Field). Here, near the town of Oldesloe in the province of Holstein, his printer began to print some of 
Menno's books. Menno also took the opportunity to revise some of his earlier editions and write several new books. 

But nevertheless, controversy and turmoil continued. Never resolved during his lifetime was the matter of church discipline. 
Since the Mennonites were committed to nonviolence, nonresistance and professed to a free expression of conscience, how 
do you keep the church and its members a cohesive organization with a stable creed and identity? It is a question that has also 
plagued many another organization that has tried to maintain its basic character and originality. It was a question that was not 
settled for at least another century. The only means the Mennonites employed (and still do) to maintain discipline is the ban 
and ostracism. In 1557 a large conference of Anabaptists met in Strasbourg to try to resolve this question, but it was in vain. Its 
failure saddened Menno to the end of his life. 

Although his activities may not seem impressive compared to many another preacher and evangelist that may have paraded 
across the pages of history, nevertheless, the consequences of the movement he founded have mushroomed into a significant 
series of historical events, the ramifications of which redound unto this day. Unfortunately, although most of his writings have 
survived, much about his life has not been historically recorded, especially his wanderings during the preaching years of 1536 
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to 1554. Although a number of pictures of him are depicted along with his writings, no authentic portraits or paintings of him 
were made during his lifetime, at least none that survived, so any likenesses of him are purely postmortem artists' conceptions, 
not dissimilar to those attempting to depict the likeness of Christ several hundred years after the supposed event. 

During the last years of his life he was crippled, adding further to his agony. His wife had preceded him by a few years when he 
died at Wuestenfelde on January 31, 1561. 

But his movement went on and his followers spread all over the world. It is not my purpose here to pursue the further history of 
the worldwide movement Menno founded, but rather to briefly illuminate the course of events of my ancestors, the Mennonites 
in Russia, the flowering of their culture and their prosperity, followed by its ill fated destruction when it was engulfed by the 
Communist revolution of 1917. 

* * * * *

My particular ancestors after several generations in Holland moved as a group into east Prussia, specifically to the Danzig area 
and founded several cohesive and successful settlements. They were real industrious agrarian farmers. But being productive 
farmers was not their only accomplishment. They also raised large families and multiplied, taking over more and more land as 
the number of families expanded. Although in a few generations these Dutch Mennonites became thoroughly Germanized, 
there was nevertheless one idiosyncrasy that was thoroughly uncharacteristic of the military-minded Prussians. Inherent in the 
Mennonite religion was the commitment to nonresistance, to passiveness. In short, to pacifism. They deemed it sinful to bear 
arms, and refused to enter into military service. After a period of time the traditionally military-minded Prussians and their 
government began to take note of both these factors – the expansion of the Mennonite numbers, and their refusal to render 
military service. Friction began to develop. 

Land along the Vistula river in Prussia had become scarce and the Mennonite families were large and expanding. In 1787 
Frederick William II of Prussia issued an order of the cabinet which forbade the Mennonites to enlarge their land holdings. The 
"Mennonite Edict" of 1789 followed with further restrictions. Frederick William III further increased the restrictions by a 
supplementary declaration In 1801. It became apparent that all these restrictions were aimed more at the Mennonite principle 
of nonresistance than their increasing expansion. Mennonites who abandoned that principle were free to purchase all the land 
they wanted. 

This presented a crucial problem for the Mennonites, not unfamiliar to the one their ancestors had faced in Holland a few 
generations previously, and one that their religious cohorts were to face again and again in many other countries. What to do? 
The solution, they decided, was to emigrate, a solution that has been forced upon them many a time again in their long 
turbulent history, and in many other parts of the world. 

This particular group in Prussia chose to take advantage of an extremely propitious situation that presented itself In Russia. 
The time was in the 1780's. Catherine II (the Great) of Russia was looking for some industrious farming people to settle some 
of the wide-open spaces of the Ukraine that had recently been acquired through conquest in a war with Turkey. In order to 
consolidate her gains she wanted this area settled with good sturdy farmers as quickly as possible. The Mennonites had a 
reputation for being hard-working, industrious and exceptionally successful farmers. 

After some scouting and negotiating a deal was struck. The Mennonites could have not only a large tract of contiguous land, 
but they would forever be exempt from military service. Furthermore, they would be relatively free to set up their own local 
government without too much interference from the Russian government. 

In 1789 the first group of 228 Prussian Mennonite families moved into what was called the Chortitza settlement. It was located 
on the Dnieper River in the southern Ukraine between the cities of Ekaterinoslav and Alexandrovsk. (Since the Communist 
revolution both of these cities have been renamed to Dnepropetrovsk and Zaporozhe, respectively.) In 1797 a second train of 
118 families followed, all of which soon expanded to about 400 families, and they became the basis of the Chortitza settlement. 
In 1819 the settlement consisted of 560 families with 2888 souls, and in 1910 about 2000 families with about 12,000 members. 
As I said, the Mennonites were not only good farmers, but they were also prolific in expanding their own kind. Their numbers 
Increased at a significant rate of about 5% annually. 

The Molotschna Colony

In spite of the reports of hardships experienced by the Chortitza settlers, it was, nevertheless, an outstanding success. This 
quickly encouraged a large second group to follow suit, and a new movement to the steppes of the Ukraine began in 1803. 
This group was to become the Molotschna Colony, the area settled by my ancestors, and where several generations later I was 
born in the village of Rudnerweide. The Molotschna colony was to become not only the largest Mennonite colony in Russia, but 
also its most prosperous. 
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In many ways, inn sheer logistics and numbers, these migrations were in every way the equal of the Mormon Trek into Utah led 
by Brigham Young. The Mennonites preceded the Mormon move by about 50 and 60 years respectively, but they, too, moved 
into wide-open and uncivilized territory, as did the Mormons. 

The motivating force propelling the Mennonites was the determination to stick with their particular religious creed, of which the 
principle of nonresistance (wehrlosigkeit) was of major significance. In 1809 Czar Paul I had given the Mennonites the special 
"Privtlegtum", or a set of privileges, of which freedom from military service was a major one. The first Molotschna group arrived 
at Chortitza in the fall of 1803. Other groups followed, making a total of 365 families through the years of 1803-1806. These 
immigrants were on the average much more prosperous than were those who had first gone to Chortitza. 

However, various problems impeded the movement's growth for several years. Prussian authorities insisted on keeping 10% of 
the property of those leaving the country. For a while passports were refused. The Napoleonic wars, which were in progress at 
the time, stopped immigration temporarily. Nevertheless, in 1819-20 a total of 254 more families migrated to Molotschna, 
followed sporadically by further groups. By 1835 migration to Molotschna came to a close, with a total of 1200 families residing 
there and an estimated population of 6000. Once the Mennonites were established in their new colony on the steppes of the 
Ukraine, they lost no time organizing themselves. They had 120,000 desslatines (324,000 acres) of good fertile land located 
east of the Molotschna river along its tributaries of the Tokmak, Begemthsokrah, Kurushan and the Yushanlee. They were 
located about 100 miles southeast of the earlier Chortitza settlement. To the west resided non-Mennonite German settlers, to 
the north and cast Ukrainians, and to the south nomadic tribes such as the Turks and the Tatars. 

They organized the land holdings into 175-acre farms per family. These could not be cut up and partitioned into smaller farms, 
a wise and farsighted restriction. The families did not necessarily live on their main acreage, but lived contiguously to each 
other in hamlets and villages, where each had an acre or two around their dwelling. The house and barn usually adjoined each 
other into one large building. Next to their dwelling in the village each family had a good-sized orchard and garden plot, but the 
main farm itself might be half a mile or a mile away. 

Soon the Molotschna colony had organized its holdings, and a total of 60 villages had been built, of which Rudnerweide 
(established 1820) where I was born, was one. Here is a short synopsis of their progress. 

In the first year of 1804, ten villages were established. In the next year eight more villages were founded. By 1821 sixteen more 
villages and hamlets had sprung up. By 1863 the remaining 26 villages had been built and all the available land had been 
occupied and utilized. The newly found freedom, the abundance of fertile acreage brought on a glow of prosperity and an 
unlimited optimism for the future. Having come from excellent racial stock in Prussia, such a combined set of circumstances 
also produced some outstanding personalities and leaders. I have a large, four volume Mennonite Encyclopedia with a total of 
approximately 3800 pages. In it are chronicled hundreds of outstanding personalities and leaders who benefited the Mennonite 
cause in many parts of the world, including many of whom once resided in the Molotschna colony. Although I cannot go into 
detail about them, there is one early leader that I believe warrants special mention because of his manifold contributions to the 
colony. His name was Johann Cornies. 

Johann Cornies (1789-1848)

Although these pioneering settlers had already proved themselves to be experienced and industrious farmers in Prussia, their 
progress was substantially enhanced by one Johann Cornies and the Agricultural Association that he headed. The many 
constructive improvements he contributed to the colony and even to the country of Russia were broad and far-reaching and 
their influence extended far beyond his own lifespan. 

In the field of agriculture they included such areas as up-grading the breeds of cattle, horses and sheep; experimenting with 
and selecting better seed grains; crop rotation and many other advances in agriculture that were completely novel for that day 
and age. He was especially vigorous in promoting the planting of trees and orchards around every farmhouse and homestead 
on the formerly treeless steppes. But his energy was not limited to the improvement of agronomy. He was also extremely active 
in the fields of education and the structuring of model colonies, activities that extended to other peoples far beyond the 
boundaries of the Mennonite settlements, as we shall see. 

Johann Cornies was born on June 20, 1789, at Baerwalde, near Danzig, in the state of Prussia. He migrated with his parents in 
1804 to the infant Mennonite colony of Chortitza, but after a two year stay the family joined the new colony on the banks of the 
Molotschna, where like many others, they took over a homestead of 175 acres. They settled in the newly founded village of 
Ohrioff. Here father Cornies became the village "doctor", using medicinal herbs found on the steppes, doing what healing he 
could until his death In 1814. 

Johann was the oldest of four sons. He first worked a year as a laborer for a miller at Ohrioff. During the next three years he 
marketed farm produce from the surrounding settlements to the nearby Russian cities. In 1811, at the age of 22, he married 
Agnes Klassen, and in the following year he bought a homestead of his own at Ohrioff. Being a man of imagination and vision, 
he soon recognized the favorable opportunities which the fertile steppes provided for expansion and development of the 
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agricultural industry. 

He started out by breeding sheep. He leased fallow-lying government land nearby for grazing. By 1830 Cornies expanded by 
leasing another 9000 acres of government land along the Yushanlee river, where until now he had maintained his small sheep 
ranch. Six years later Czar Nicholas I gave him 1350 acres of this land as a reward for his outstanding services in agriculture. 
Here he also began to raise cattle, and soon began to cultivate 729 acres of this land. He used 16 acres to start a large nursery 
which was to furnish the Molotschna colony with tree seedlings. He also began to plant a forest on the formerly treeless 
steppes, which in a few years numbered 68,000 trees. 

As early as 1816, at age 27, Cornies undertook his first successful attempts at horse-breeding, and also at about this time 
started importing bulls for the improvement of his cattle. The progeny of such improved stock he promoted and made available 
to the other colonists. We must remember that the idea of breeding cattle selectively to improve the stock was relatively new at 
this time and not widely practiced. In America in the 1820's the ranchers had hardly even started to round up the wild remnants 
of the Spanish longhorns, and predominantly stayed with this lean and unproductive species for the next eighty years or more. 

By 1847 Cornies' own livestock consisted of 500 horses, 8000 sheep and 200 head of Dutch cattle. Two years after his 
establishment at the Yushanlee, Cornies purchased Tashchenak, an estate of 9450 acres near Melitopol, and ten years later 
the Verigin estate, so that he was soon cultivating 25,000 acres. (This was outside of the Molotschna colony, and not adjoining 
it.) His own brickyard produced the brick for the many buildings he erected, and he also expanded into commercial tile works. 
Both were profitable. 

The Russian government soon took note of the success of Cornies' large-scale activities. As early as 1817 it made the 28-year-
old Cornies a life-long chairman of the Society for the Effective Promotion of Forestation, Horticulture, Silk Industry and Vine 
Culture, later called the Agricultural Association I mentioned earlier. 

Cornies was tireless in his efforts not only to find methods of farming best suited to the locality, but also in opening up new 
Industrial possibilities for the settlers. For a long time he experimented with building a silk industry and planting mulberry trees 
on which the silkworms feed. He even built a school in Ohrioff to instruct girls in the art of silk reeling. However the Ohrioff 
silkworm plague combined with stiff foreign competition thwarted success. His venture into the tobacco industry suffered a 
similar fate. 

But Cornies was not daunted and most of his ventures were highly successful, all of which benefits were passed on to the 
Molotschna colonists. He dammed streams and irrigated meadows, tremendously improving both pasture land and the hay 
crop. He was especially zealous in planting forests, understanding the value and significance of trees on the formerly treeless 
steppes. In 1845 over half a million fruit and forest trees had been planted in the Molotschna alone, to which 300,000 mulberry 
trees were added. Six years later there were over five million trees in the 47 villages. Cornies also instructed settlers in raising 
vegetables and flowers. Through his foresight and aggressive leadership he veritably turned the Molotschna colony into the 
garden spot of Russia. 

But his influence was not limited to the Mennonites alone. In 1839 the Russian government showed exceptional confidence in 
Cornies' outstanding leadership and educational abilities and they placed a number of young Russians in his hands for 
instruction in practical agriculture. A little later these trained Russians established special model villages. Many Russian and 
Ukrainian farmers were sent to the Mennonite settlements to learn how to raise potatoes, a crop that had not been grown in the 
area until Cornies promoted it. 

His Instruction and leadership, with the blessing of the Russian government, soon extended further afield. Cornies' aid was 
given to the Dukhobors and Molokans and he was made responsible for placing model Mennonite farmers in the newly 
established Jewish settlements in the province of Kherson. He was also instrumental in settling the nomadic Nogals into a 
17,000 member colony in 1835. However, these sometime later emigrated to Turkey. 

Cornies accomplished much through his tireless energy and sometimes ruthless determination, but it was not without 
considerable opposition in some quarters from his own Mennonite constituents. This was especially so from some of the more 
fanatic religious leaders, of which there were a considerable number. This opposition was most obvious in the field of education 
in which Cornies had a special concern, and which he insisted was badly in need of reform. Until 1843 the Mennonite schools 
in Russia were controlled by the church. Farmer-teachers instructed the children and there were no trained teachers as such. 
The only sources of education were the ABC-book, the Bible, the catechism and the hymnbook. 

As early as 1818 Cornies founded the Society for Christian Education which built its first Secondary School in Ohrioff in 1820. 
He also built a library and created a reading circle. Under his urging in 1843 all Mennonite schools were placed under the 
Society that Cornies had formed in 1818, and he divided the Molotschna settlement into six school districts. He was especially 
concerned about the curriculum and content of the children's education and in this direction he laid down a set of rules. His 
contribution in this respect was a curriculum he produced called "General Rules Concerning Instruction and Treatment of 
School Children" which reveal his vision and understanding of what was needed to greatly improve education and the system 
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as a whole. Although he was chairman of the Society for Christian Education for only five years, from 1843 until his early death 
in 1848, his long-range work produced real reform in Mennonite education that lasted until the colony crumbled under the 
Communist onslaught during and after World War I. In fact his influence and foresight made the Mennonites the most literate 
and best-educated group of people in Russia. A year before his death the Department of Crown Lands also placed the 
Chortitza schools under his management. 

Cornies' influence and activities spread far beyond the limits of the Mennonite colonies. This was shown by the esteem in 
which he was held by the South Russian authorities and by the government at St. Petersburg (now Leningrad.). These officials 
showed their appreciation for his manifold contributions by various honors bestowed upon him. Czar Alexander I and also the 
Crown Prince visited him in 1825. In 1837 he was received by Czar Nicholas I at Simferopol. He refused various other honors 
and medals that were conferred upon him, accepting only a simple gold commemorative medal. 

Cornies died at the relatively early age of 59. Despite his broad knowledge of agriculture and people, it is doubtful that he was 
aware of the basic principles proscribed in Salubrious Living. Hardly anybody of that time period was. Had he been aware of 
the few simple rules we embody in our 14 Basic Points, it is very likely that he would have been able to prolong his energetic 
and creative life for perhaps another 20 or 30 years, during which time he could, and undoubtedly would, have added even 
more to the voluminous and productive contributions he had already made to his people and community. 

When he died on March 13, 1848, a huge crowd attended his funeral. Among them besides the Mennonites he had served so 
well were also a significantly large number of Ukrainians, Russians, Nogals, Molokans and Tatars. Such was the influence of a 
single immigrant boy from Danzig. Despite all the honors that were heaped upon him, and although he became a very wealthy 
man, at heart his lifestyle and orientation remained that of a hardworking Mennonite farmer, whose foremost desires were to 
push ever forward, to achieve progress and advancement of his society and the world around him. 

By 1850, the Molotschna colony was progressing beautifully. In fact, the favorable soil and climatic conditions, abetted by the 
farsighted leadership of such men as Cornies and others that followed, plus the industriousness of the majority of its farmers, 
all combined to make the Molotschna colony the garden spot of not only the Ukraine, but, it was conceded, of all of Russia. 
Catherine the Great had made a wise choice when she invited the Mennonites to come in as potential settlers. 

After 1850 several changes came into play that further enhanced the prosperity of the colony, and also presented new 
problems for its rapidly expanding population. 

With the introduction of hard winter wheat, and the improvement of formerly rather crude farm machinery, more intensive 
farming came about. Winter wheat became the chief crop, and as a result the milling industry expanded significantly. Factories 
for farm machinery were built. In addition many other branches of business began to thrive so that business and manufacturing 
became significant adjuncts of a formerly agricultural community. Furthermore, since this community produced not only 
prosperity but also large families, a landless class became a growing problem. The 175-acre farms were not subject to being 
subdivided, a farsighted provision that remained in force. 

Finally in 1866 the landless population persuaded the Russian government to distribute the community surplus and reserve 
land which had formerly been rented out mostly to well-to-do farmers. This the government did, and each formerly landless 
family thus received 16 desslatines (approximately 40 acres) of land, and with it the right to vote. 

This only partially solved the land and space problems of a rapidly expanding population of intelligent and industrious people. 
The Mennonite leaders set about to solve this problem, and also being energetic and resourceful administrators, they did solve 
it effectively. A colonization program was developed whereby the surplus population was given the opportunity to establish their 
own homes in new settlements called daughter colonies. The administration of the mother settlements created funds for the 
purchase of new lands, and supervised the purchase, the financing and the distribution of such lands. To their credit, it should 
be noted that the Chortitza colony had already established daughter colonies much earlier, the first such colony being in 1836 
in Bergenthal. However, in this matter the Molotschna colony, although later in its own establishment and that of daughter 
colonies, once started, far exceeded the Chortitza colony in both enterprises. 

The first daughter colony was established in 1862 in the Crimea (Taurida province) and consisted of 25 villages on 108,000 
acres of land. This was followed by 12 more settlements ranging over a wide area of Russia all the way from Turkestan to the 
Caucasus. The last of the 13 daughter colonies was established in the Terek (Caucasus) in 1901 on 76,950 acres of land and 
consisted of 15 villages. 

In addition to these settlements, the Molotschna Mennonites purchased in their neighborhoods and in various provinces 
smaller and larger estates, which were known as Khutas. Some of these estate builders became extremely wealthy. Other 
enterprising individuals established prosperous places of business, such as retail and wholesale stores and factories. 

Besides the 13 daughter colonies mentioned earlier, Molotschna settlers established a number of colonies in Siberia, having 
over 100 villages with an acreage of over one million. 
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Whereas the Mennonite colonies were an astounding success by almost any yardstick, and although they had originally been 
welcomed and given certain assurances of semi-autonomy with no military service obligations, friction began to develop 
between the Mennonites on the one hand, and the Russian government and people on the other hand. Partly this was 
engendered by the Mennonites' remarkable industry and prosperity, partly because of envy and jealousy, and partly by the 
changing of the regimes at the head of government. 

By 1870 the Mennonites had to accept state service in some form. If not direct military service, this might consist of a few years 
of conscription into the forestry service, or some similar commitment. This led the Molotschna colony into new negotiations with 
the government, and also towards emigration to America. 

Whereas most of the Chortitza emigrants went to Canada, most of the Molotschna emigrants went to the United States. Of the 
total from all the colonies, at least half of the 18,000 people that emigrated during this period came from the Molotschna colony. 

We now bring this prosperous, thriving Molotschna colony up to World War I, the Communist revolution of 1917 and the 
disaster that followed, a disaster for which the otherwise farsighted Mennonite leaders had left their precious colonies totally 
unprepared. 

World War I and the Communist Revolution

Hostility against the Mennonites did not start with the Communist revolution. Hate against everything German had been 
assiduously built up by the international Jewish propaganda machine for the previous 50 years, and it found fertile ground in 
Russia. This was by no means aimed exclusively at the Mennonites, but even more so at the German colonies that were of 
various religious denominations. There were a number of these, Lutheran, Catholic, etc., some of which were larger than the 
Mennonite colonies. They, too, were relatively prosperous, and aroused the envy and jealousy of the less affluent Russians. 

The first overt action against the German speaking colonists was the decree of November 3, 1914, (WW I was In progress) 
forbidding the use of the German language in press or public assembly of more than three persons, under threat of a 3000 
ruble fine and three months in prison. Armed with this Draconian decree thousands of ethnic Germans were transported to 
central Asia and to Siberia. The second official action included property liquidation laws of February 2 and December 13 of 
1915, which were further harshened in the next two years. 

According to the liquidation laws the properties were to be sold within eight months of the date of the decree. If the property 
was not sold voluntarily, the banks were given the first opportunity to purchase, which they did promptly, at about 10% of their 
actual value. Whereas the large estates were victimized first, soon all the properties of German speaking owners were targeted 
for pirating actions, including the Mennonites. 

To escape liquidation, the German speaking Swiss colonists of Lutheran persuasion sought to prove their non-German origins. 
The Mennonites followed their example and sent a delegation to St. Petersburg, (then the capital of Russia, name now 
changed to Leningrad) In December, 1916, to try to document their Dutch ancestry. The effort to deny their German 
background came to be known the Hollanderel of the Mennonites. The same argument was raised again by the Canadian 
Mennonites to resist registration requirements during World War II, and again in the European refugee crisis following that war. 

The actual identity of the Russian Mennonites with regard to Dutch or German origins has never been fully settled. Since I 
personally am included in this category, I don't categorically say whether I am of Dutch or German ancestry, or a mixture of 
both. In any case, I am happy and proud to fit into any of the above, and suspect that the latter is the most likely, but I am not 
going to lose any sleep over It. In any case, the fact remains that the Russian Mennonites had taken their cultural and 
educational nourishment exclusively from German sources, spoke German, and during their long stay in Prussia had 
undoubtedly absorbed much German blood. 

The same Jewish revolutionary elements that had been fomenting hatred against all things German had for the last several 
centuries also been carrying on a vicious and deadly racial war against the Russian Czars. In fact, this insurgency had been 
directed not only against the government, but against all the non-Jewish Russian people, especially the White Russians who 
had brought civilization and orderly government to Russia a thousand years earlier. At the time of the Communist revolution 
Russia harbored the largest mass of Jews in the world, officially numbering approximately six million, but the actual number 
was undoubtedly much higher. These were the Khazar Jews, a swarthy Turkish tribe stemming from the ancient Khazar 
Empire that lay between the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea. This tribe was converted to Judaism en masse by their ruler In 
the eighth century. In 1083 they were conquered by the Russian Archduke Yaraslov and absorbed into the Russian empire. But 
they were never assimilated and remained a fiercely hostile and revolutionary element, finally bringing about the downfall of 
Russia in 1917. As they spread into Poland and the rest of Europe they have proved to be a disruptive and disintegrating virus 
in every country that had the misfortune of becoming their unwilling host. Khazar Jews, now spread all over the world, make up 
90% of the total Jewish population. 

Warfare between Russia and the conspiratorial Jews started in earnest in the Sixteenth century, and kept on heating up until 
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the Jews finally overthrew the Romanov dynasty in 1917, and behind the facade of "communism", clamped an ironclad 
dictatorship on the Russian people. But the controlling iron fist that was in charge of Communism was entirely Jewish, and it 
remains so to this day. 

Whereas the Czarist government had taken a hostile attitude towards all things German, it was relatively mild compared to the 
beastly viciousness of the Communist regime that followed. And in this matter the Germans and the Mennonites were by no 
means the sole victims of the fierce onslaught that followed. When the Communists took over in November of 1917 they first of 
all shot the Czar and his entire family in some dingy basement in which they had the family imprisoned. Thus ended the 
Romanov Dynasty and with it the ruling influence of the White Russians who had brought culture and ruled Slavic Russia for 
the last thousand years. A reign of terror, of bloodshed and the wholesale slaughter of 30 million White Russians, the 
descendants of the Vikings who had built Russia, was under way. 

With the former Czarist government in shambles, the Bolshevik (Jewish Communist) leaders lost no time in consolidating their 
forces and taking charge. Leon Trotsky, a Jew, soon had mustered an army of five million revolutionaries. Although disunited 
and badly lacking in leadership, opposition forces sprang up to try to quell the Bolsheviks. Remnants of the Czarist armies, the 
old ruling classes, the Orthodox Church, the large property owners, all tried to organize opposition that was fragmentary at 
best, into what was called the "White Army." Badly organized, they were united only in opposition to the Bolsheviks, who had 
the advantage in being more vicious and determined in both leadership and followers. It was now the Red Army against the 
White Army, a situation the Jews dearly love in deploying their Divide and Conquer technique, namely having their enemies 
divided into two hostile camps and killing each other off. For the next three years civil war raged over the land in both mass and 
sporadic local battles. As in most civil wars, terror and atrocities abounded, and the Russian civil war was no exception. In fact, 
it exceeded most civil wars in both cruelty and atrocities, and we are reminded of the terrors of the Muenster affair in 
Westphalia nearly four hundred years earlier in which the Mennonites were also caught up due to no fault of their own. The 
Ukraine and the Middle Volga area where most of the Mennonites lived were hardest hit by the ravages of the civil war. This 
was undoubtedly at least partly due to their former affluence, which made the Mennonites choice targets for looters and 
privateers. 

We have now reached the point in time and place where the personal events of my family and myself become involved, and I 
believe it is incumbent that I now pick up the story from here by relating the history and experiences of the Klassen family in the 
Ukraine. 

Family Genealogy

It just so happens that I have two uncles by the name of Jacob. I should really say had, since both are now deceased. One 
uncle was Jacob Klassen, my dad's oldest brother, who lived and died in the Molotschna colony in the Ukraine. My other uncle 
with that same first name was Jacob Wiens, who married my dad's youngest sister Margaret, and who with his wife and two 
kids emigrated to Herschel, Saskatchewan, in the year 1925. The latter uncle, before he died in 1978, rendered a memorable 
service to both the Klassen family and the Wiens family by compiling a detailed genealogy of both families, a project on which 
he labored many years. Fortunately, I acquired a copy of the Klassen segment of that compilation a few years ago, and have 
found it to be a veritable goldmine of source material for tracing my ancestry. For this I am eternally indebted to my Uncle 
Jacob W., whom I have had the pleasure of knowing for more than 50 years and whom I considered as my favorite uncle. 

As I list the names of various relatives, there is one little quirk that may seem peculiar and I believe I should explain at the 
outset, and that is the designation of middle names. It was customary with the Mennonites in Russia to automatically adopt the 
father's first name as the middle name for each boy born into that family. For instance, my dad's first name was Bernhard, his 
dad's first name was Kornelius, therefore my dad was named Bernhard Kornelius Klassen, and every other boy In that large 
family also had Kornelius as his middle name. However, no such rule evidently applied to girls, who, as far as I know, were left 
without a middle name. 

My paternal grandfather was born on April 10, 1855, in the Molotschna hamlet of Ellzabetthal, and named Kornelius Jacob 
Klassen. His father, Jacob Klassen, was born on March 12, 1823, presumably in the Molotschna colony, but I do not have a 
record of exactly where. Jacob's wife's maiden name was Augustee Penner. She was born in Danzig on October 17, 1826. The 
two were married on July 4, 1843, and subsequently had eight children, of which my grandfather was the third. 

My paternal grandmother's maiden name was Sarah Bergen. She was born on May 8, 1854, where, Uncle Jacob did not 
record. She was a hardy soul, extremely fecund, as we shall see, and lived to the ripe old age of 89. She died in the fluctuating 
ravages of WW II, on November 29, 1943, where and how I do not know. Her father's name was Bernhard Bergen, born July 
22, 1816, and died December 10, 1882. His wife's maiden name was Sarah Klassen (January 22. 1820 - November 6, 1883). 
Bernhard Bergen and Sarah Klassen were married sometime in 1841, and had seven children, of which my grandmother was 
the fifth. 

So much for third, fourth and fifth generation ancestors. I recapitulate them mostly for the record. I do, however, want to take 
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special notice of my paternal grandparents, Kornelius J. Klassen and Sarah Bergen. 

They were married on December 30, 1875, when he was 20 and she was 21. The place was Hierschau, one of the Molotschna 
villages. They lost no time whatsoever going into production and doing that which Nature has instinctively programmed each 
creature to do, namely, reproducing and nurturing their own kind. Within a month and a half after they were married they had 
their first child and named her Justina. (No middle name for girls, as I mentioned before.) They had the good fortune to live in 
the Molotschna colony at the height of its prosperity and when big families were the norm. They made the best of both 
situations, and in the next 21 years they bore another 13 children, of which my father was the third. Of the 14 children they 
produced, 12 lived to adulthood, most of them married and had good-sized families of their own. So you can see that on my 
father's side I had a plenitude of uncles and aunts and cousins. 

Four families of that large brood emigrated out of Russia in the middle 1920's. Besides my dad's family, these included that of 
my Uncle Jacob Wiens mentioned earlier, my Uncle Abe Klassen and his clan, and Uncle John Klassen and his wife Lena. The 
latter three families moved to Herschel, Saskatchewan, in 1925, where we were to join them before the end of that same year. 
But more about that later. 

Unfortunately, there was no Uncle Jacob on my mother's side to chronicle the genealogy of her ancestors, so what information 
I have is very limited. Nor was this side of the family as robust or as prolific as was the Klassen side. 

My mother's maiden name was Susanna Penner. She was born in the hamlet of Rudnerweide on November 23, 1883, the 
daughter of Heinrich Penner and his wife. Although I have a picture of the whole Penner family taken in 1887, I do not have any 
further information regarding my grandmother's name, nor date or place of her birth. An old family bible that I have inherited, 
which has a few random records listed in it, says that Grandfather Penner was born December 16, 1851, but nothing about 
where he was born, when he died, or when or where they were married. I do recall my mother telling me that her parents had 
five children, three boys, my mother and Aunt Katharina. The three boys all died In their teens, and Aunt Katharina married and 
lived in the village of Prangenau. 

Grandmother Penner died sometime after mother and her youngest sister were born. Heinrich Penner married again, and in 
about 1912, he and his wife set out for America, California to be exact. Evidently, they purchased a farm at Reedley, in Central 
California. Not being too well versed in either the English language or in the ways of unscrupulous real estate operators, he 
entered into a land contract that was loaded with a booby trap he did not understand too well. It had a clause in it that 
demanded some hefty balloon payments after a year or so. These he neither understood nor anticipated, and after about a two 
year stay, the farm was repossessed, grandpa having not only lost his farm, but also all the payments he had poured into the 
farm, as well as his entire nest egg. 

He and his wife returned to Russia, he a broken man and penniless. He was now in his early sixties, and in poor health. They 
moved in with my parents in Rudnerweide. Evidently, he lived for another four years or so, since I remember my mother telling 
me how Grandpa used to play with me and bounce me around on his knee. Grandma Penner, after his death, evidently 
acquired a domicile at the other end of Rudnerweide. She was still alive and well when we left Russia in 1924, and I remember 
her as a sweet and lovely grandmother with whom we had many enjoyable visits, both at her house and at ours. 

My dad and mother were married in the village of Groswelde on January 26, 1906. (These hamlets and villages were all in the 
Molotschna colony I have described previously.) They, in turn, had five children, namely, my older brothers Henry (Heinrich) 
and Kornelius, and my sisters Sarah and Katie (Katharina). I was the youngest, born February 7, 1918. (Besides the quirk 
about middle names, I should also explain the oddity that all these dates are according to the old fashioned Julian calendar in 
use in Russia at that time. These dates are all 13 days behind the Gregorian calendar we now use, and therefore 13 days 
should be added. As a result my birthday is actually February 20.) 

Knowledge of my own family history before I was born is also somewhat scanty. I do know that my dad, who was born in 
Mariawohl on November 25, 1878, did serve in the Forestry Corps for four years in the Crimea. This was in lieu of otherwise 
mandatory military service and occurred shortly before he was married. I still have an excellent photo of him at this time (1904) 
showing him in corps uniform. After completing the service he married my mother at the time and place previously stated. He 
then became manager of a lumberyard in Nelgowka for several years until in 1912 he bought his father-in-law's farm in the 
village of Rudnerweide. It was here that I was born and where the family lived for the next twelve years until we departed from 
Russia in 1924. 

Civil War, Revolution, Anarchy and Terrorism in Russia

By the time I was born in February of 1918, all hell had broken loose in the Molotschna colony. Not that I had anything to do 
with the course of events, but nevertheless, the timing couldn't have been more propitious. Whereas the real Bolshevik 
breakthrough had taken place in Moscow and St. Petersburg (now Leningrad) in the month of November, 1917, the shock 
waves arrived in our area a few weeks later, and anarchy, pandemonium and terror were unleashed on the hapless Mennonite 
population, a hellish nightmare for which they had been totally unprepared. Even had they been able to foresee the doom and 
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disaster that awaited their precious Garden Spot, I doubt that there was much of anything they could have done to avert the 
outrageous tragedy that was about to engulf them. The Jewish revolutionaries had planned too well. They had set in motion a 
massive Juggernaut of such magnitude that neither the Mennonites, nor even the Russian people, were now able to stop this 
evil monster from pursuing its ruthless path of destruction. History was on the march and the forces of evil were of a worldwide 
nature. The Mennonite victims were but a small segment of the sacrifices that were to be exacted by the malevolent beast that 
was set loose on devouring the very foundations of civilization. 

The first thing the Bolsheviks did after they had destroyed the Czarist regime and had themselves seized power, was to open 
wide the gates of the penitentiaries and let loose all the hardened criminals on a defenseless population. Not only did they 
encourage these criminals to run wild, but they readily supplied them with guns so they could terrorize the population at large. 
Since law and order had already broken down, since the economy was in shambles and the population frightened and 
confused. It soon became a matter of survival, a matter of every man for himself. In this state of bedlam, as always in history, 
the first groups to organize themselves were the criminal gangs, and this is exactly what happened in the Ukraine. 

The reign of terror in the Mennonite colonies began soon after the Bolshevik Revolution. Temporarily, the Kerensky 
government held a shaky sway in the power struggle succeeding the Czar. It was soon replaced by the iron-fisted "Workers' 
Soviets", the real Jewish Marxists. These councils, which consisted of criminals, Jews, former prisoners and other dregs of 
society, soon took over and exercised their brutality, as in other areas of Russia. The Mennonites in the Chortitza and 
Molotschna colonies from November, 1917, until April of 1918, when the German troops arrived, lived under constant fear of 
robbery, imprisonment, torture and murder. The largest city, Halbstadt, in the Molotschna colony, was the hardest hit. In the 
days of February 16-19, known as the "Halbstadter Tage" a band of Bolshevik Marines took over. People were shot without 
court hearings, homes were looted and ransacked, most of the horses were stolen, women were raped. 

In April of 1918, the German troops arrived in the Molotschna colony and with them they brought a semblance of peace and 
security to the Ukraine. The Mennonites were sympathetic to the German occupation, since it offered them relief from the 
brutality of the Bolsheviks and the anarchistic robber bands. Some of the Mennonites even loaned funds to the German 
occupation government. 

The end of World War I and the defeat of Germany in November of 1918 brought about the withdrawal of German troops from 
Russia. This action was immediately followed by a renewed reign of terror. 

In his youth Nestor Makhno had been a Russian cattle herder on the estates of some wealthy Mennonite landowners. Now 35 
years of age, he soon became one of the dregs of the revolution who organized the peasants and terrorist bands that were to 
ravage and wreak havoc on the hapless countryside. Being of a criminal nature, he had spent a number of years in Siberian 
exile. Now that the country was in a state of anarchy, he seized the opportunity to wreak vengeance on anybody and 
everybody for his former deprivations, imagined or otherwise. Even before the German troops left, he had started organizing 
the revolutionary riff-raff in the province of Ekaterinoslav. By the time of the German withdrawal he had an army of 100,000 
followers, all criminals, all hostile to humanity, their hatred directed against everybody, including the communists. They carried 
a black flag with the inscription: Anarchy is the Mother of all Order. Having stolen most of the horses in the countryside, they 
exemplified terror on horseback as they carried out their program of plunder, rape and murder with a vengeance. 

With the German troops gone, the Mennonite colonies now stood defenseless and alone against the murdering marauders of 
Makhno. Their traditional religious tenet of non-resistance was now put to a severe test. Encouraged by German soldiers 
(some of which remained) some of the young Mennonite men had decided to arm themselves to defend their loved ones 
against the brutal ravages of the Makhnovskys. This action was known as the Selbstschutz (self-defense) and lasted from 
November, 1918, (when the Germans left) to March of 1919. 

The center of conflict was the Catholic colony of Blumental, where Catholic, Lutheran and Mennonite defense troops (all 
German speaking) fought the Makhno troops for three months. Outnumbered by reinforced bands of criminals the Sebstschutz 
began a two-day retreat from Blumental to Halbstadt (the center of the Molotschna colony) fighting all the way. Panic broke 
loose in the Molotschna villages, and hundreds of wagons of Mennonite, Catholic, and Lutheran refugees fled in the direction of 
the Crimea. Through the influence of three Lutheran medical doctors they were persuaded to return the following day. From 
their inception, the Selbstschutz had decided they would not fight the Bolsheviks and Trotsky's five million member Red Army. 
When they discovered that the Bolshevik and Makhnovskys had now joined forces, they laid down their arms on March 11, 
1919. The Mennonite colonies were now completely at the mercy of massive bands of vicious armed criminals. 

On the condition that they could have absolute sway in the province of Taurida (where the Mennonite colonies were located) 
the Makhnovskys placed themselves under the command of the Bolsheviks. This period, which lasted from March to July of 
1919, proved to be a time of ultimate horror, terror and brutality for the Molotschna colony. Many of the Selbstschutz young 
men were shot down in cold blood. Others were sent to prison in Berdjansk and Melitopol. The wealthier Mennonite land and 
factory owners were killed in gruesome fashion. The Revolutionary Tribunal (shades of the French Revolution, in which the 
Jews murdered the best of the French leadership by the thousands) sat in Melitopol. Every week during these months, 
hundreds of death sentences were passed, including a number of Mennonites. In many instances the Kommissars were the 
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former laborers on the estates of Mennonite landowners, who now exercised their criminal powers to wreak vengeance on their 
former employers. Such is the nature of criminals when in power. 

From July to October of 1919, the White Armies of Deniken drove out the Makhnovskys and the Bolsheviks and maintained 
control in the south. Temporarily the Crimea, the Molotschna and the Old Colony (Chortitza) had a reprieve and a breathing 
spell. As Deniken moved farther north, the Makhno forces rallied and broke through the Deniken front again, overrunning the 
Old Colony and Molotschna from October, 1919, to January, 1920. 

In the Molotschna colony terrorism ran rampant. All suffered from beastly criminals gone berserk. The village of Blumenort was 
hardest hit and here is one incident of many that exemplifies the viciousness and criminality of the perpetrators let loose on the 
former peaceful and prosperous Mennonites. On November 10 (1919) fourteen men were sent into the basement of a house. 
After shooting into the group for a while, the Makhno bandits threw hand grenades at the wounded survivors, finally indulging 
themselves by slaughtering with swords any signs of life left among the mutilated bodies. Six other men were killed outside. 
The women and girls were raped, and even wives in stages of pregnancy were not spared. The whole village was then burned 
to the ground as an act of revenge for the death of four Makhnovskys at the hands of a partisan group (not Mennonite). A few 
days later these same murderers were slaughtered by fierce Cossack troops who were on the side of the White Army. At 
Christmas time the Makhnovskys returned to the Molotschna colony, but were driven out by the Bolshevik troops In January of 
1920. The Old Colony (Chortitza) had even a more difficult time than did the Molotschna colony. For four long months from 
October, 1919, to January, 1920, the robber bands held sway. In the village of Eichenfeld 81 men and four women were 
murdered in one night alone. The village was then burned to the ground. Six other villages suffered a similar fate, also being 
burned to the ground. The 15 villages that remained in the Chortitza-Nicolalpol district, were completely stripped and 
plundered. Farmers were fortunate if they were left with a horse and a manure wagon with which to take the bodies to the 
cemetery. Women and girls were violated and raped en masse with resulting plagues of venereal disease. The hospital at 
Chortitza at one time registered 100 VD cases. Murder casualties in the Chortitza district numbered 245 victims. The Zagradov 
district, although equipped with weapons, insisted on remaining non-resistant in compliance with their religious tenets. This did 
absolutely nothing to mitigate the ferocity of the criminal attackers, and the Makhno brigands here instituted a literal blood bath. 
Over 200 men, women and children were either shot down or cut to pieces by sword. 

The terrorist acts of the criminal bands were soon followed by a plague of typhoid fever. The Makhnovskys had frequently 
occupied the beds of the Mennonite villagers. Since most of the sheets had long been stolen and the bandits were filthy scum 
with the most filthy personal habits, very unsanitary conditions prevailed in the Old Colony, to say the least, and disease spread 
like wild fire. In the village of Rosenthal with 1346 Inhabitants, 1183 were infected with the malady. Of the 678 residents of the 
Chortitza village nearly all, a total of 662, were sick. In the village of Schoenhorst, out of 350, more than 130 died. The village 
of Neudorf, with a former population of 2000, soon had 384 orphans as a result of the plague. During the winter of 1919-1920 
approximately 1500 died of typhus in the Old Colony alone. The plague was checked only after fresh supplies of clean linen 
and bedding arrived from the Molotschna colony, which, although also suffering from the epidemic, was not as hard hit. 

From January to June of 1920 the Mennonite colonies were under the control of the criminal Bolsheviks. In the summer of that 
year the White armies, now under the leadership of Wrangel, the successor to Deniken, again challenged the Bolshevik Red 
armies in that area. From June to September the front seesawed up and down through the Mennonite colonies, with some 
areas changing hands as many as 23 times. In November of 1920 the Bolsheviks finally pushed Wrangel back and thereafter 
gained control of all of South Russia. Wrangel and about 135,000 civilian and military refugees, including many Mennonites, 
fled on French ships from the Crimea to Constantinople to begin their lives as émigrés elsewhere. 

In this compendium of terror, civil war and criminal rampage, I have been concentrating mainly on the fate of the Mennonite 
colonies, since that is what this story is all about. However, it is incumbent to point out that although heavy as their suffering In 
this holocaust was, they were only a small part of the tragedy that the Bolshevik Jews unleashed upon Russia. In fact, even 
percentage wise, the mass slaughter of the Mennonites was far below that suffered by the Russians as a whole. After the few 
years of war, revolution, civil war, epidemics of disease, and finally famine, Russia showed a population loss of over 20 million 
(some say the figure of 30 million is closer). This is proportionately considerably higher than that suffered by the Mennonites. 
However, to chronicle all the atrocities, murders and wholesale slaughter throughout the land, although of unprecedented 
magnitude, is not in the scope of this book. 

Suffice it to say, however, that whereas the suffering of the Russians was greater, the Mennonites suffered a much greater 
psychological shock, and the setback from where they formerly were to where the criminal rampage left them was also much 
greater. The Russian people had a long tradition of suffering and they took the war and revolution more or less as a matter of 
course. For the Mennonites, who were prosperous, orderly and religious, peacefully living in their Garden Spot for more than a 
hundred years, the terror that descended upon them came as a sudden violent shock as though a wild beast, or Satan himself 
had entered their beautiful Garden of Eden. In a few horror-filled years their peaceful and prosperous colonies that had been 
built up through industry and planning over five generations had suddenly been stripped to the bone and driven to the brink of 
despair. It was a shock and devastation from which the colonies never recovered. The problem that now confronted them was 
survival of those that were left. 
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Reflections and an Assessment

From the foregoing history of the Mennonite settlements in Russia, especially the Molotschna colony, I might have left the 
unqualified impression that the Mennonites were solely possessed of virtues — they were industrious, hard working, 
resourceful, intelligent, practically devoid of crime and had many other qualities and characteristics that are to be admired. All 
of the above may be true, and probably are, but the fact that they did not survive in their own "Garden Spot" would point to the 
conclusion that they were also possessed of some glaring weaknesses and shortcomings, and this too, is obviously true. One 
of Nature's Eternal Laws regarding life on this Planet Earth is the law of Survival of the Species. Whereas the Mennonites were 
outstandingly proficient in the reproduction and expansion of their own kind, they failed to protect their precious progeny, at 
least in their prime habitat in the Molotschna colony and in Russia as a whole. The once beautiful Molotschna colony is now a 
shambles and a desolation, as it has been for some seventy years, and it will never again return to its once pristine glory. 

In assessing these virtues and weaknesses, those of us who have survived should learn some important lessons, not only for 
ourselves, but also to pass on to our future progeny, and the White Race in general. For example, let us remember that the evil 
forces which destroyed the Mennonites in Russia were not a local occurrence, nor is this by any means the end of the story. 
No, indeed, the evil forces are still as malevolent and malignant today as they were seventy years ago, or a century ago, or a 
thousand years before that. I will directly come to the point: the Jewish network destroyed the Mennonites deliberately, 
wantonly, and viciously. They also destroyed the Romanov dynasty and murdered the Czar and his family. They wreaked 
chaos and anarchy on the Russian people and deliberately murdered approximately 30 million Russians, selectively targeting 
the White Russian segment in particular, in line with their long-standing policy of destroying the White Race - Always Kill the 
Best First. They used the same tactics against the French Nation a hundred and thirty years earlier when they guillotined the 
nobility and leaders of that beleaguered nation. They have used the same modus operandi against the German people for the 
last four hundred years, and vehemently so in the last fifty years. They are employing the same tactics and principles in their 
deliberate program of destroying the White Race in America, in Europe and wherever the White Race resides in the world. Let 
me remind you — it is happening today. 

So the first thing for which I criticize the Mennonite people, my people, is that they have never even tried to identify, or confront 
the real enemy that wantonly destroyed them. In fact, in their misdirected religious zeal they are the first and foremost to 
worship, praise and eulogize the so-called "Israelites" as "God's Chosen people". In this respect they are congenitally blind and 
continue to be so more than ever to this very day. 

Concomitantly with this charge, secondly I criticize them for their insane infatuation with Jewish Christianity, the spooks in the 
sky swindle, the most vicious fraud and brain scrambler of all time. Thirdly, with this obsession about Jewish Christianity also 
goes the fatal flaw of adhering to the worst of the bad advice dispensed in the "Sermon on the Mount", namely of religiously 
refusing to take up arms and defend their own people, their loved ones, their family and their own kind. Practically no creature 
in Nature will descend to such stupidity. This is my third criticism of the Mennonites. 

In one respect, however, I will come to the defense of the Mennonites, namely, that this is not due to cowardice or lack of 
courage, since I am firmly convinced that the Mennonites are as courageous as are their Dutch and/or German ancestors, or 
as courageous as any of the best of them. But it is their religious insanity or stubbornness that has induced them to cling to 
their fatal tenet of non-resistance, or charitably turning the other cheek throughout the centuries, a most fatal flaw Indeed. 

The fourth criticism I have of the Mennonites is their geographic rootlessness, similar to that of the Jews and the Gypsies, 
settling in any and every country of the world, but never having tried to build a state of their own. In their defense I want to 
further point out that unlike the Jews and the Gypsies, the Mennonites are and always have been a highly industrious and 
productive people. They never had any need to be a parasite (like the Jews), or steal their way across the land (like the 
Gypsies). No, indeed, they have always more than paid their way, always been highly self- sufficient and extraordinarily 
capable of organizing and governing themselves. Of course, it can be argued that had they been allowed to expand peacefully, 
say in Prussia, or even in Russia, by the sheer rate of their multiplication they would over a period of a few centuries have 
populated and occupied the whole country. But this never happened, and again this can be blamed on the flaw in their religious 
dogma that they were deliberately determined to take no steps to protect themselves and insure their own survival. 

These are the main criticisms I have. There are a few others of a minor and petty nature that I have observed, which are not 
necessarily peculiar to the Mennonites, but shared by mankind in general, although the Mennonites may perhaps possess 
them to a slightly larger degree. Some of these characteristics are the petty, backbiting way in which they, in their 
aggressiveness to get ahead, will criticize those who do rise above the crowd. I have noticed that many (not all) will gossip 
about and malign those who have done better than themselves, at the same time disparage and laugh at those who have done 
worse. This is a petty Catch-22, a no win attitude, and one to which I cannot point with pride. 

Having made the above criticisms reluctantly, let me reiterate that in weighing the pluses and minuses, I believe the 
Mennonites are a great people, that they have excellent genes, physically, mentally and morally. If the whole world were 
populated with their kind it would be a far superior world to the scum-infested, Jew-ridden world of today, a world that is rapidly 
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bursting at the seams with environmental pollution and exploding mud peoples. 

What I would like to see the Mennonite people of today, what is left of them, do, is this: For one thing, I would hope that they 
would forget their spooks in the sky nonsense once and for all and instead pay closer attention to their biological origins and 
values, which are excellent. I would hope that they would join with the rest of the White Race, that they would get their priorities 
straight and help get the parasitic Jewish pestilence that destroyed their Garden of Eden in Russia off the backs of mankind. In 
short, if they would exert the same zeal, dedication, aggressiveness and industry as they have wasted on their fraudulent Jew-
instigated religious beliefs, and convert all that great talent and energy toward building a Whiter and Brighter World, we might 
yet Indeed have a Garden of Eden on Planet Earth In totality. 

Against the Evil Tide - 01
Milestone Zero: My Mennonite Heritage
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Against the Evil Tide - 02
Milestone One: Personal Memories of Russia — Nostalgic and Otherwise

Although along with my family, I lived through most of those horror filled years (I was born in February of 1918) it seems my 
memories began to register when I was about three years old, the year 1921. By this time the Bolshevik regime had pretty well 
demolished the opposition and they were now consolidating their tyranny. This did not mean that the terror was over. Far from 
it. In fact, it was the beginning of a long and endless nightmare that persists to this very day. Not that all my recollections of 
Russia are negative. I have many memories that I treasure fondly and with a certain amount of nostalgia, and I will try to 
reconstruct what I can remember of my life between the ages of three and six, both the good and the bad. 

We lived in the village of Rudnerweide in the Molotschna colony, at the south end of the village. We occupied a large, 
comfortable house. It was a long rectangular building with a tile roof, with the front half being our living quarters and the barn in 
the back half of the building. The yard, the garden and a beautiful orchard comfortably took in a few acres of land. Also on this 
same yard was another building, a large blacksmith shop that normally held the farm machinery and other equipment. During 
the years in question it housed two other families (at different times) that we had taken in, families that were even more 
destitute than we were. 

The one family was named Henry Dyck. I remember that one day we learned that Mrs. Dyck had died during the middle of the 
night and we were all awakened to hear the report. My dad helped prepare her body and build the coffin for the ensuing 
funeral. They had a little daughter that was my age. Her name was Heidi. I was to see her again later when they had moved to 
another village. 

The other family that followed was by the name of Driediger. They had a flock of uncouth kids whom we did not like. 

Probably my earliest memory is during the famine years of 1921-22. I remember having half slice of dark bread rationed to 
each of us for dinner and my dad telling us that that was all there was going to be dished out for this evening meal. I remember 
looking around and smiling, and thinking - this isn't really so bad! I don't really remember feeling hungry, although I am sure 
that there were many times when we were. The fact is many people died of starvation during the famine years of 1921 and 
1922, including some Mennonites, but many more millions were Russians. To be exact, five million Russians died of hunger in 
the Ukraine alone during those two years. 

This was no accident of nature, nor the result of drought, nor any other natural catastrophe. We must remember that the 
Ukraine, where we lived, was the largest, most fertile farming area in Europe, and was, in fact commonly known as the 
breadbasket of the continent. Then why did five million people die of starvation in the Ukraine during those two miserable 
years? 

The answer is simple. It was planned that way. True, the devastation of the previous three years of looting, murders, and 
anarchy had left the farms pretty much of a disaster area, but still, the countryside could and would easily have produced 
enough to have fed its population. When the Bolsheviks took over, one of their insane programs that was number one on the 
list was to take the land away from the people (as well as all their other property) and "collectivize" the farms. This they did with 
a vengeance. The first step in doing so was to break the "Kulaks", the land owning farmers, by either starving them to death, or 
shooting them, or shipping them off to Siberia. The Bolsheviks employed all these methods with a great deal of zeal and vigor. 
Many who resisted were shot. On a number of occasions they would round up a "herd" of Kulaks, force them into cattle cars, 
lock the doors and ship them a thousand miles up the line towards Siberia, then throw them out into the wilderness and let 
them fend for themselves, if they could. 

But even more effective was starving them to death on their home premises. The Communist commissars would come around 
to every household, to every farmer, and demand tribute, mostly grain, and levy every bushel, every cupful they could find on 
the premises after a thorough search, and cart it off. Thus, the farmers were left without food and without seed grains for next 
year's crop. In charge of this vicious program in the Ukraine was that sinister slant-eyed Asiatic criminal by the name of Joseph 
Stalin, who was to later become the most cruel, the most bloodthirsty murderer in all the annals of history. The result was five 
million Ukrainians died of a deliberately planned famine, and among them, many Mennonites. During those years cats, dogs, 
the carcasses of dead horses were eaten in order to stay alive. The only reason our family did survive is because my dad had 
the foresight to see what was coming and took great pains to hide, to bury and otherwise squirrel away enough grains to feed 
his family of seven. 

Many of the more gruesome events that happened while I was still an infant too young to recall, were related to me by my 
parents and by my two brothers and sisters, all of which were older than I, and I will try to relate them first. 

The civil war that raged back and forth in the Ukraine was very much evident in the Molotschna colony, and in our own village 
of Rudnerweide, and in fact in our own back yard (as well as in the front yard). Mother tells me of the family cowering in the 
middle hall of the house (evidently presumed to be the most protected place) while cannon balls and grenades were exploding 
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and flying all about us. One cannon ball took off the top corner gable of our house, a visible scar that I still remember. Another 
cut a swath through the beams of our barn. Another missile exploded in an outside pigpen and killed several of our pigs. 

Dad and mother also tell of criminal gangs of Makhnovskys riding into our village on horseback, sometimes as many as 60 In a 
gang, and ransacking our house (and that of others). They tell me of my dad being taken into the basement at gunpoint and 
being lined up against the wall to be shot, but evidently he was spared at the last minute. My mother has also told me a number 
of times that when I was nine months old I contracted a terrible illness, typhoid or scarlet fever, I don't know which. While I was 
in this state and near death (my mother tells me) the Red armies and the White armies were battling it out in our yard, shot and 
shell were flying, with the family again all huddled in the hallway of the house. 

By 1923 this ferocity of the Bolshevik regime abated somewhat and they began to realize that unless they allowed the people 
some latitude in the rebuilding of their broken-down farms and economy, not only might the economy of the whole country 
collapse, but their newly inaugurated tyranny might very well collapse along with it. So things began to improve. We planted 
crops of grain again and we planted our vegetable gardens. We restored our badly mauled orchards. We were able to eat full, 
nourishing meals again. I remember the family bringing in wagonloads of sheaves from the field, the wagon being drawn by a 
mixed team of one horse and one cow. 

I also remember a pleasant scene of sitting in the middle of a beautiful large vegetable garden. I was sitting in the middle of 
some high rows of something, hiding out for the fun of it, while my sister was calling for me, wondering where I was. Another 
time in the same lush garden setting, I was sitting on the ground, eating raw sweet peas, when that same sister ambushed me 
from the back and scared the daylights out of me. 

Here are a number of other trivial Incidents, random vignettes of memory, that still linger after sixty-five years. They happened 
somewhere between the age of three and six. 

My first attendance at Sunday school when I was three or four. This was my introduction to "heaven" and the spook world 
beyond "up there" somewhere. I still remember the hymn we sang, and like an oft-repeated commercial jingle, it still circulates 
through my mind from time to time, demonstrating the effectiveness of mind indoctrination at an early age. It was in German, of 
course, and the words went like this: 

Der Himmel steht often
Hertz weiss du warum?
Well Jesus gekaemft und geblutet Darum.
Translation: (The) heaven stands open.
Heart, do you know why?
Because Jesus battled and bled
That's why.

The picture my young but then still unpolluted mind conceived of "heaven" was the attic of a small room or cabin, and the 
opening that I pictured was like that of an open crawl hole. 

Playing around in the large orchard that was part of our estate. Climbing around in the large fruit trees - apple, cherry, peach 
and others. Eating too many ripe cherries one afternoon and ending up with a bad case of diarrhea. 

Sitting on a warm tile hearth bench in the evening with my mother and older sisters, Sarah and Katie, singing religious hymns. 
One in particular still reverberates in my mind: 

Muss Ich gehen mit lehren haenden
Muss Ich so vor Jesu stehen.
Kann lhm kelne Garben bringen
Kelne einzige Garbe nicht.

Translation: Must I go with empty hands
Must I so stand before Jesus.
Can bring him no sheaves
Not a single sheaf even.

My mother was especially delighted with the verve and the loudness I put into those songs, and I remember her praising me for 
it. By 1923 and 1924 we began receiving some food packages from America, through what agency I have no idea. Anyway, I 
remember receiving sugar, and I would put a spoonful in my mouth and let it slowly dissolve into a syrup before swallowing. 
Unlike the cherries, too much sugar produced the opposite results ~ constipation. The only other food I remember receiving 
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from America was thick slices of pork fat, although I am sure there was more. Speaking of America, it became even then a 
promised land that some day we must go to. In talking about it with my mother it also introduced to me the concept of a round 
world with a large body of water between us and America. As I questioned my mother further about this round world 
surrounded by water, my understanding was that It was flat, of course, like a platter, with a circle of water around the perimeter 
and a straight cut of water across the middle of the plate, dividing the world into two portions of land, one of which was us, and 
the other was America. We had a brass cup in the kitchen that had a handle and had been made from a cut-off artillery shell. 
One evening it was standing on a counter, half-full, and I was thirsty. I drank it all before I realized it was not water, but 
kerosene. I became very sick and had a terrible headache. My dad, in order to comfort me and cheer me up, further 
aggravated the situation by foolishly giving me a tablespoon full of sugar. As can be expected, it did not help any, but somehow 
I survived the night. 

At one time we had two horses in our barn (as well as some other animals and poultry). Since everybody was in need, thievery 
was rampant in the land, not perpetrated by the Mennonites but by itinerant Russians, some of which worked in the village, 
others that roamed the countryside and figured the Mennonite villages were good pickings. This was not exactly a new 
phenomena. The Russian peasants had a long history of thievery, and the poverty and chaos that followed the revolution only 
intensified it. Anyway, one morning we woke up and found one of our horses had been spirited away during the night. This 
was, of course, a severe loss, since horses were direly needed to work the land and extremely hard to get. How we managed 
to acquire two horses after having been repeatedly ransacked by the Makhnovskys and Bolshevik bandits, I can't say. As an 
object lesson of locking the barn door after the horse was stolen, my dad installed a three-inch iron pipe with a lock on it across 
the stall in which the other horse was kept, and punctiliously kept it locked every night thereafter. 

I remember playing with the neighbor children across the street. The name of the family was Friesen, and they had several 
children that were of a similar age to that of my sisters. I also remember seeing my sometime friend Heidi Dyck again. Her 
family had lived in our former blacksmith shop for a while until moving to another village. 

The raising of winter wheat had been a mainstay crop among the Mennonite farmers since the early 1850's, and when the 
pandemonium described earlier somewhat subsided, evidently the villagers, including my father, managed to get the crops 
going again, to what level, I don't know, but I do remember that we had a one-cylinder diesel engine that was mounted on a 
concrete base. My dad heated up the fire-plug with a blowtorch to get it going. It was coupled by a heavy drive belt to a still 
functioning threshing machine, all of which were housed in a machine shed attached to the side of the barn (not to be confused 
with the larger separate blacksmith shop which stood separately in the yard, and now housed some of our destitute friends). 
One harvest that I remember we brought home the sheaves from the field in a wagon pulled by a team that consisted of one 
horse and one cow, as mentioned earlier. 

There was a large windmill that ground the wheat into flour located about a quarter of a mile west of the end of the village 
where we lived and I remember going there several times to have our wheat converted into flour. Evidently the harvest in 1923 
and 1924, I don't know which, was more than we needed for our own use. I remember my dad sacking the remaining wheat 
and taking It off to market In Berdlansk, a Russian city. This was located about 50 miles distant and the trip and return required 
several days. My dad and evidently a neighbor undertook this trip while the weather was favorable and I had the privilege of 
being taken along. We slept out in the open during the nights and ate what victuals we had packed and brought along. 

I remember particularly as we approached the city of Berdlansk, which lay on the shore of the Sea of Azov, that we had to 
descend a particularly steep dirt road. Evidently, my dad had anticipated and prepared for this emergency. The rear wheels of 
the wagon were locked with a long pole across the wagon, and then steel shoes, like short skis were attached to the stationary 
wheels. The horses then leisurely pulled the wagon down the hill, with the rear wheels skidding in the dirt. 

Evidently dad and the family had made up their minds we were going to emigrate and get out of Russia. I presume the money 
he received from the sale of the wheat went towards saving up for the fares and anticipated travel expenses. The years of 1923 
and 1924 had been much better than all the anarchy and bloodshed that preceded them and evidently goods were again 
something that could be bartered or sold for money. In May of 1924 we had a grand auction in our yard and sold everything we 
owned - farm, machinery, cattle and horses. I have no idea how much dad received for what was left of his former estate, but I 
presume that most of the goods were bought by our Mennonite friends, neighbors and relatives. 

By June, 1924, evidently the passports, visas, railroad and steamship fares were all in order, and we had a grand, tear-
wrenching farewell party. It was held in the large blacksmith shop that stood by itself and where some of our refugee friends 
had temporarily lived. The place was all decked out, large amounts of cakes, sandwiches and tea were served. All our friends 
and neighbors from the village of Rudnerweide were there as well as our many relatives from nearby villages. The preachers 
from the Mennonite church were there and gave tear-wrenching sermons followed by an emotional singing of "God be with you 
till we meet again." We all cried and memories of it still bring tears to my eyes. 

Next day we gathered all of our few personal possessions, which consisted of a small assortment of suitcases, boxes and a 
small old-fashioned trunk. All were loaded onto a low buckboard. Including ourselves, and our neighbor from across the street, 
Franz Friesen, drove us to Marlawohl, where our grandmother lived. As we crossed the little bridge on the Sisikulak River we 
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cast our eyes on the village of Rudnerweide for the last time. As we passed over a slight rise and out of sight, my mother and 
two sisters broke Into fitful spasms of crying. We all knew that this part of our life was behind us and would never return. What 
the future held was extremely uncertain. Our destination was Mexico, somewhere in Mexico. 

We stayed in Mariawohl over night. Then Uncle Heinrich, dad's brother, on another vehicle, drove us to Lichtenau, where we 
boarded our first train, the beginning of a long and momentous Journey. 

Against the Evil Tide - 02
Milestone One: Personal Memories of Russia — Nostalgic and Otherwise
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Against the Evil Tide - 03
Milestone Two: Trans Europe and Across the Atlantic 

Although leaving our native village was an emotional experience, I looked forward to the trip into the unknown as an exciting 
adventure, something to look forward to with a great deal of anticipation. By and large, that is the way it turned out, and even 
my dad and my older brothers Korni, 16, and Henry, 18, got caught up into the spirit of adventure with the attitude that they 
were enrolled in a grand world tour, the like of which they would probably have only once in a lifetime. 

As we embarked on the train and first headed for Moscow, every sight for me was new. In fact, until then, I had never even 
seen a train before. We traveled day and night, and had to make several transfers. The family was organized and everybody 
had the responsibility of certain pieces of luggage to carry on and off, to guard and make sure they were not stolen or lost. I 
remember that Korni had the small wooden trunk with the rounded top as his charge. It had in it some of our basic books such 
as the family photo album, the big family bible, and other valuable books. It was relatively heavy. As we sat on station platforms 
with our mound of goods waiting for the next train connection to come along, I remember getting awfully sleepy and tired, 
especially when such transfers occurred during the middle of the night, which they often did. 

But by and large, the trip from beginning to end (it took about three months to finally reach a destination in Mexico that we had 
not even determined when we started) was an exciting, invigorating and tremendously educational experience. One of the 
things that immediately attracted my attention as we rolled along in the various trains was the number of vendors hawking their 
wares to the transient customers. I was especially attracted to the candy vendors. I discovered that for one kopek, the 
equivalent of a cent, I could buy a good-sized piece of candy. As a result, my sisters and I continuously badgered our dad to 
give us a kopek. This he did sparingly, since his resources were extremely limited and the unforeseen exigencies of future 
requirements almost unlimited. 

I want to digress here a moment and point out that we, like practically all refugees and émigrés fleeing Russia at that time, 
were traveling on an extremely meager, in fact, shoestring budget. But I also want to point with pride that unlike many 
emigrants who followed us, we did not travel on borrowed funds. My dad paid for the entire trip with funds he had precariously 
scraped together from the sale of our belongings in Russia, and any other moneys he had managed to squirrel away prior to 
the auction. How he managed to do so, I have no idea, but I do know he was a frugal man. Many other Mennonites who left in 
the next few succeeding years did so with the help of several charitable Mennonite organizations in Canada, and also the 
United States. But most active in helping some 20,000 Mennonite refugees make the transfer to Canada were such agencies 
as the Mennonite Central Committee, the Mennonite Colonization Association of North America, the Mennonite Migration Aid 
Society, Mennonite Immigration Bureau, Canada Mennonite Board of Colonization and a number of others. A most active 
leader in this respect was the Rev. David Toews, out of Rosthern, Sask. but he was not alone. There were hundreds, even 
thousands of others who contributed heavily in time and money to help their Mennonite brethren make the transition out of 
Bolshevik-ridden Russia. Such emigrants had funds loaned to them by these charitable organizations, which the émigrés 
promised to repay later when they became settled and able to repay, which sometimes took many years, sometimes even 15 
or 20 years. But that is another story that is well chronicled in several other books, such as "The Mennonite Exodus" by Frank 
H. Epp, and several others. 

As an aside, most Mennonites paid off these charitable loans as soon as they got back on their feet, and had the money with 
which to do so. However, there were some (a few) ungrateful ingrates who repudiated these debts and refused to repay a 
charitable loan and much travel assistance that had enabled them to transfer out of the Bolshevik slave-labor concentration 
camp that was, and still is, Communist Russia. 

But to resume our odyssey across Europe. 

We finally arrived in Moscow where we were delayed for some days, perhaps weeks. My memory regarding such stopovers for 
matters of arranging fares, itineraries or immigration papers, or whatever, is not too clear. I know that they occurred again and 
again in different cities as we wound our way across the continent and even in Cuba and in Mexico and that we were holed up 
in a variety and number of places, but how long each stopover was I couldn’t say. 

Our stay in Moscow was most interesting. I remember staying in a bedroom that had vertically striped wallpaper, a novelty, and 
what was even more remarkable was that the room had an electric light bulb hanging down from the ceiling, which wonder of 
wonders, could be turned on and off by means of a switch on the wall. Also, I discovered ice cream. The vendors on the streets 
were selling ice cream, much as we know it today, but not in cones but in equivalent canoe shaped cookie crusts. I thought 
they were delicious, and continued to bug my poor dad with repeated requests for more. 

Our next stop, as I recall, was Riga, Latvia, about which I remember very little. Then on to Berlin, Germany, where we were 
again laid up for some time. I also recall stopping over in Cologne, and dad and the boys going to visit the sites. One of these 
was the famous Cologne Cathedral with its twin 550-foot steeples. I remember them bringing back a small silver medallion as a 
memento, with the cathedral engraved on both sides. 
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Our next stop was Paris, where again much sightseeing was done by dad and the boys, visiting the Eiffel tower and other 
famous landmarks. Usually, my mother and my sisters did not join in on these sightseeing tours, which were always strictly on 
foot, and my dad took me along on most of them. 

From Paris we took the train to our embarkation point across the Atlantic. We boarded a Royal Mall Lines steamship at 
LaRochelle, France, and for the first time laid eyes on the vast Atlantic. We not only laid eyes on it, we soon became 
thoroughly familiar with the vagaries of the ocean. As I recall, all seven of us shared a rather small cabin, which had an electric 
light bulb dangling from the ceiling and a small washbasin to one side. 

We were not too many hours afloat, undulating over the rolling waves, when some of the family began to get seasick. The only 
ones, in fact, that did not on the entire trip were my dad and I. However, even on the first day out as I watched one of my 
sisters throw up into the washbasin. It turned my stomach, and I immediately followed suit. 

There evidently was no switch in the cabin with which to turn off the electric light bulb that was dangling from the ceiling. When 
it came time for everyone to go to sleep that pesky light remained on. My dad obviously was not familiar enough with these 
new-fangled lighting systems to know that the light could be extinguished by unscrewing the bulb, so he did the next best thing. 
He hung a handkerchief or a towel around it. 

We were all eating in the ship's dining room and really felt like we were living high on the hog. Evidently a bottle of wine was 
served gratis with each dinner meal, and everybody consumed it with relish. Even I, as a six-year-old boy, received a small 
bottle and drank it in lieu of water. Apparently it was very light in alcoholic content, since I don't remember myself or any other 
members feeling any drastic effects from it. 

The ship was also the occasion when I viewed black Africans for the first time. They were in the cooking department of the 
kitchen and I remember my dad going to the kitchen each morning and requesting hot milk for us kids to drink in the cabin 
before we went down for breakfast. I also remember being introduced to oranges, pineapples and bananas for the first time. 

One day my oldest brother Henry and I were wandering about on deck and I happened to trip over a tangle of steel cable. As I 
fell I hit my forehead on the sharp edge of a rim on a ventilation funnel. These are no longer used on modern ships, but at that 
time these funnels could be rotated to face into the wind and funnel fresh air into the quarters below. Anyway, I fell and not only 
cut a nasty gash in my forehead, but it temporarily knocked me unconscious, and I bled profusely. Henry picked me up and 
carried me to the ship's dispensary where a doctor wrapped my head in several layers of bandages. Apparently he was not the 
most skilled in his profession, for when he secured the end of the wrappings with a safety pin he partially ran the pin through 
my scalp. I still carry a scar on my forehead from that particular mishap. 

On route across the ocean we saw much marine life. We saw any number of flying fish, practically anytime of day. We saw a 
few whales in the distance, one at a time. One day we saw two large dolphins swimming at top speed just ahead of the bow, 
keeping time with the speed of the ship for several miles. 

After more than a week we finally dropped anchor in Havana harbor. Havana at that time evidently didn't have any piers to 
accommodate ocean steamships. There was much hustle and bustle when we landed. Any number of vendors were hawking 
their wares in little boats below to the potential customers on a deck at least 30 feet above. This consisted of such as oranges, 
beads and various other tourist items. After much gesticulating and haggling, the money would be lowered in a basket at the 
end of a rope and the items brought up in the same basket. 

Finally, the time came to disembark. Again much noise, confusion and bedlam. Each passenger and their belongings were 
transferred to shore by means of small tenders rowed by one lone native Cuban. This apparently was not part of the overall 
fare and the natives had to be paid extra for their individual transfer services. Since the tenders were small, our family had to 
go in two different boats. After a long descent down a precarious ladder on the ship's side, my mother, two sisters and myself 
and a number of our belongings were loaded into one tender. We were rowed to the shore about a quarter of a mile away 
where we unloaded ourselves and our belongings onto a beach. Dad and the two boys with the bulk of the rest of our kit and 
caboodle were to take off in another little boat, but not until after a considerable delay. As I remember there was some 
argument about something, since there were a limited number of these small tenders and hundreds of passengers waiting to 
be transferred. Anyway, our little group of four arrived safely on shore, arranged our belongings into a compact pile. We sat on 
them to make sure they were not hoisted by some of the light-fingered thieves who always infest such places. So there we sat 
and sat, waiting for the major male contingent to arrive. Time went on and my mother was getting increasingly nervous with all 
the uncouth dark-skinned characters milling about the waterfront, some of them black as the ace of spades. Finally as 
darkness began to descend my dad and two brothers arrived and we all breathed a sigh of relief when we found each other. 
This was not easy since there were a lot of people on that beach and the people and piles of their belongings were strewn over 
a large area. 

We settled into some boarding house or other in Havana and stayed there for at least two weeks, awaiting further information 
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as to where to go next. Finally we embarked on another steamer, smaller than the Royal Mall, and headed for the port of Vera 
Cruz, Mexico. 

From there we took a train and headed north all the way up to the city of Chihuahua. There we were accommodated into some 
kind of a compound that had a high adobe wall around a large courtyard and a number of flat-roofed adobe buildings inside. 
Here we stayed for about three weeks, until the end of August, where my dad met with some other Mennonite families and 
representatives, trying to decide where to go next. 

Against the Evil Tide - 03
Milestone Two: Trans Europe and Across the Atlantic 
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Against the Evil Tide - 04
Milestone Three: Wild Sojourn in Mexico 

Where we went next was a small railroad station named Rosario, about 50 miles up the tracks from Chihuahua. When I say 
station, I use the word loosely, since it did not have a station house, but only a water tower for locomotives to replenish their 
supply, a long dirty white shack right next to the railroad track where two or three Mexican families lived with their little 
muchachos. It was their business to maintain the railroad tracks. Besides these two modest structures there was a five-room 
flat roofed adobe building which was set a little further back from the tracks. It was presently empty (except for a few mice, rats 
and insects) and ready and waiting to accommodate us. 

Now five rooms of any building would have seemed like a mansion to us then, but we were not alone. Four other Mennonite 
families were now in our group and were sharing the building with us. That divided up very nicely, exactly one adobe room per 
family. The others, too, were émigrés from our part of the Ukraine. One family was the Heinrich Gosens, who had two boys, 
one about my age, one a year or two older. Another was the Gerhard Klassens, no relation, who also had some kids. Then 
there were the two Dickman families, John Sr., and John Jr. The older Dickman and his wife also had grown children other than 
John, and the latter and his wife had young children of their own. 

So there we were, one big happy family settled into a small adobe building with five rooms, none of which were even so much 
as plastered either inside or out. The floor was plain dusty dirt, and I have no idea how long it had been uninhabited, or who 
had ever lived in it. There was no electricity, no plumbing, and I don't remember that the whole building even had any windows. 
This little hacienda sat about 50 yards removed from the railroad tracks in the middle of a huge Mexican rancho that was 
owned by a Spaniard by the name of Saenz. About half a mile away was the main headquarters of the ranch which consisted 
of large complexes of perhaps 20 or so adobe buildings, where the ranch workers lived. Six other Mennonite families moved 
into similar adobe buildings at the ranch, so with eleven families we now had the makings of a potential Mennonite colony. 

Senor Saenz did not live at the ranch. He lived in a small city by the name of San Antonio, probably 15 or 20 miles removed. 
Every so often he would breeze over in his Model T to inspect his ranch holdings and I suppose also to collect rent from us, 
although I don't remember anybody ever paying any rent. Anyway, he was a nice looking young man, and he would usually let 
us kids get into his car with him and take us for a ride. He looked a lot like the Cisco Kid and he always wore a gun belt 
studded with live ammunition and a real gun in the holster. 

In fact, all the Mexican men wore guns, even the lowly railroad maintenance workers who lived next door in the dirty white 
shack by the railroad track. This was 1924, and "The Revolution" which had occurred just recently, supposedly was over, but 
not quite. Banditos still roamed the hills and the countryside in a number of places. Other than that, the country was placid, 
very placid, very somnambulant. A four or five car freight train would rumble into Rosario practically every day, stop to take on 
water and rumble on its way. One of the most interesting things we kids observed about this freight train, which we would go to 
meet every day, was that one box car was always loaded with soldiers, a dozen or so, in full uniform and armed to the teeth. 
One of the rules that was in force then and persists to this day was that any banditos caught in the act were not brought to trial 
in a court of law. Justice was swift and final. They were shot on the spot. 

Evidently the plans of this small group of Mennonite families was to obtain some land and start the nucleus of a small 
settlement. How do you go about starting a settlement without funds or resources? 

Well, the first thing we did was to plaster the dirt floor with a mixture of cow dung and adobe, reinforced with straw. The next 
thing my dad did was to go to the nearest small town (by railroad) and find jobs for my two older brothers, Korni, 16, and Henry, 
18. In this they were successful and Henry obtained a job as a clerk in a hardware store, and Korni elsewhere, the exact nature 
of which escapes me. Both boys learned Spanish fast, but poor Korni soon came down with a severe case of rheumatic fever 
and had to be brought back to the hacienda in Rosario. Where my dad got the idea of plastering Korni's skin with massive 
doses of iodine I have no idea, but that is the treatment the poor fellow received and I remember him moaning and groaning as 
the brown stuff was applied daily until he began to look like a brown zombie. 

After a while Korni recovered, although he was later plagued with arthritis for the rest of his life. Henry, who was a strapping 
young fellow, six foot, very personable and good looking, soon caught the eye of a Spanish banker by the name of Melendez 
and was promoted to an excellent job in the bank. This job he maintained for the rest of our stay in Mexico, and even beyond, 
for when the rest of the family decided to migrate to Canada a year and a half later, Henry stayed with his job for another five 
months or so, until we were better established in our new setting. 

I have very little knowledge of how our finances were being managed at this time, but I am sure they were extremely meager, 
and that Henry's salary was a mainstay in helping pay for the necessities of getting our part of the "new colony" started. I 
remember dad taking the train to San Antonio every so often and coming back with a canvas bag loaded with silver pesos. 
How often and how much I have no idea, but I do remember that when he returned, I would rush to meet him at the station and 
volunteer to carry the canvas bag, and I recall that it was as heavy as a six or seven year old boy could comfortably carry. 
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We initially rented some acreage from the rancho estate and planted beans and potatoes. We were soon in possession of a 
wagon and two teams of oxen to pull said wagon, although it only took one team to do the job. The oxen were attached to the 
wagon by means of a yoke that was strapped across their forehead and horns (they had long horns) and the yoke attached to 
the front end of the wagon tongue. The oxen were then urged to move forward or turn by means of a skillfully manipulated 
prod, in conjunction with voice commands. It worked out pretty well, except one red ox by the name of Colorado was somewhat 
rebellious and one day in a fit of pique he threw my 14 year old sister Sarah up into the air with his long horns, in the finest 
tradition of the Spanish bullring. Poor Sarah! She came down with a bloodied nose and a few other bruises, but otherwise was 
not too badly hurt and soon recovered. 

The little "colony" of eleven families were resourceful and energetic. They soon got themselves organized to live like civilized 
people should, and being Mennonites, one of the first things they did was to organize Sunday school and church services. Herr 
Gosen was the preacher and each Sunday services were held in his quarters (one room) of the adobe hacienda in which we all 
lived. Also, after a while regular schooling was organized to be held in a room in one of the buildings at the ranch headquarters 
about half a mile away. Our next-door neighbor, Gerhard Klassen, was the schoolteacher and I remember my first introduction 
to the ABC's and numbers. All this was taught in German and the word "Pferd" (horse) sticks in my memory. However, since 
we continually associated with the Mexicans at the railroad station and elsewhere, we all, especially us younger kids, soon 
became quite proficient in conversational Spanish. 

We had left Russia in June and by the time we finally arrived at our destination in Rosario it was the beginning of September, 
the height of the tropical hot and rainy season. The mornings would be clear, becoming hotter as noon approached. Then by 
early afternoon almost as if by the clock the sky would suddenly cloud up and in a matter of minutes a heavy downpour would 
ensue. Since we had not yet been acclimated to the tropics and since sanitary conditions were less than ideal we were all very 
much vulnerable to yellow fever. I don't remember who all in our family came down with it, but my two sisters and I all three 
contracted it at the same time, and I will never forget it. We were all lying in the same bed. Just burning up with fever, and air 
conditioning had not yet been discovered, at least not in Mexico. I was so hot and so miserable I thought surely I would die. But 
once again, I pulled through and so did everyone else in the small colony, including my mother, who also had a terribly severe 
siege of it. 

After the tropical rainy season was over, and we were more or less acclimated, the fall and winter weather was most pleasant 
and invigorating. It was dry and sunny and a more delightful environment could hardly be wished for. We were beginning to 
enjoy Mexico, or at least some of us were. 

The Mennonites soon got their act together and went about it in earnest to get their infant "colony" started. The rancho where 
we lived was not too unlike the Serengeti plain of Africa. It was flat, an abundance of grass in a fertile plain surrounded by 
mountains on a perimeter about ten miles distant. Plenty of animals roamed the plains, some of which were only semi-wild - 
such as burros, mules, cattle, and a number of totally wild, such as rabbits and lots of rattlesnakes. About half a mile to the 
North of us was a valley, a flat depression through which ran a gentle stream and when the rainy season was on became a not 
so gentle turbulent river. The Mennonite group in Rosario purchased a tract of land in this valley, in which they planned to build 
the nucleus of their settlement and start farming on their own. 

My dad was as enterprising as any of them. Soon he with the help of his progeny were pouring large adobe bricks into wooden 
moulds and letting them bake in the sun. As soon as the bricks were ready, he started building an adobe house. He and Korni 
also hand dug a well and we were about to be on our way to having an adobe hacienda of our own in the valley. 

The house was never finished. As 1925 got under way, there began a serious reappraisal by the eleven families of our little 
Mennonite "colony", each for different reasons, but before I go into that phase let me first recapitulate a few other random 
"vignettes of memory" of that period. 

I was coming back to the hacienda by myself from the little adobe "home” we were building in the valley and walking through 
some tall grass. Suddenly I found myself running rapidly about a foot above the ground as I glimpsed the head of a big snake 
moving toward my bare ankles. 

Speaking of snakes, we all became real familiar with rattlesnakes, and of course tried to kill them at every opportunity. Even I 
as a six or seven year old kid soon became quite adept at stoning them to death and keeping my distance at the same time. 

As I described earlier, there were a number of ranch animals roaming the grasslands near our door. Sometimes we (kids) 
would approach a tame burro and get on its back. Once with the help of some of the other kids I ventured to get on the back of 
a larger animal, a mule, that was meandering by. The mule took issue with this kind of tomfoolery. It promptly bucked me off, 
and then, to add injury to insult, it kicked me in the ribs while I was down. 

One day my dad, my sister, and some others drove to a pass in the mountains where there were some fruit orchards, apples, I 
believe. The trip was made in our flat bed wagon which was drawn by oxen and took all day. 
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Another time my dad, my brother and I drove to a town by the name of LaJunta to look at some oxen or horses, I don't know 
which. I was very much impressed by the skill with which these Mexican vaqueros were able to handle a riata. I remember this 
one fellow roping first one horn, then the other, of a longhorn steer about fifteen feet away, each time giving the rope a gentle 
flip to disengage, then, repeat the exhibition. 

Every so often Henry would come home for the weekend from his bank teller’s job in San Antonio (it was a minor trip on the 
directly connecting railroad). By this time the boys had bought themselves a neat looking shotgun, of which they were rather 
proud. We would sometimes go hunting over the plains which abounded with rabbits and wild foul, all of which were a welcome 
addition to our Sunday dinners. 

One night my dad and another neighbor or two borrowed the railroad handcar that the maintenance workers had available, and 
by means of hand power propelled ourselves to a neighboring small town where we visited a few other Mennonite families. We 
returned late that same night. 

As I stated a little earlier, the eleven families that started out to build a nucleus of a Mennonite colony in Mexico had serious 
second thoughts about the whole prospect, and not all for the same reasons. My mother was unhappy about the whole 
environment and considered the country too wild, too uncivilized and too raw. In the meantime, things had been stirring with 
our other relatives back in Russia, and three of dad's family, the Abe Klassens, the John Klassens, and the Jacob Wienses 
were emigrating from Russia to Herschel, Saskatchewan, in Canada. So evidently were a considerable contingent of other 
Mennonites that were not related to us, to form a larger community of about 40 families in the Herschel area. Also the idea that 
the next generation (we children) would be engulfed by a sea of half civilized Mexicans did not present a very cheerful prospect 
to our parents. Whatever the reasons, what with contacts and arrangements with the Canadian Mennonite Board of 
Colonization, we decided to once again emigrate to a less primitive and more congenial environment. Personally, I enjoyed 
Mexico, I liked the warm climate, I liked the wide-open spaces and I enjoyed the raw adventurous setting. 

In any case, by December of 1925 we had again packed our few essentials in a few suitcases and boarded the train north, to 
again face an uncertain future and a strange environment. Henry alone remained behind in the relatively good job he had at the 
bank in San Antonio to join us later if things worked out. He was now nineteen. 

Against the Evil Tide - 04
Milestone Three: Wild Sojourn in Mexico 
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Against the Evil Tide - 05
Milestone Four: North to Saskatchewan

Our trip from the State of Chihuahua, Mexico, to the Province of Saskatchewan, Canada, progressed much more rapidly than 
had our long drawn out Journey from Russia a year and a half earlier. We left Rosario by the end of November 1925 and 
arrived in Herschel in the middle of a cold December. I remember no long stopovers on this trans-America trip, but mainly I 
recall different railroad stations and their comparatively lavish Interiors, or so they seemed tome. 

This was during the period before Christmas and I also remember a whole raft of novel toys that were on display at the stores 
in the larger railroad stations. Of these, one toy in particular stands out in my mind, and that was a mechanical monkey on a 
string. When the string was pulled tight the monkey climbed up the string, working its arms and legs in a coordinated action. 
When the string was slackened, the monkey climbed down. 

Our itinerary took us through the cities of El Paso, Dallas, Kansas City, Des Moines, Minneapolis, St. Paul, and others. We 
entered Canada at North Portal, Saskatchewan, passed through Regina on the way to Herschel. 

The little village of Herschel owed its existence to the rich wheat farming country that surrounded it. It had been founded about 
a dozen years before we arrived there and its main architectural impressiveness at the time were four towering grain elevators, 
all painted a red rust color. A little later these increased to five. In 1925 Herschel did not yet have an electrical distribution 
system in this village of about 200, but a year or two later it did install its own crude system. A gasoline-powered generator 
could be heard chugging away at any part of the village, day or night, and it was soon the pride of the village, and everybody 
soon had electric lights. 

We arrived there one dark evening in the middle of December. The snow lay heavily on the ground and it was miserably cold. I 
don't remember ever seeing snow before, not in the southern Ukraine, nor in Mexico and when I did meet up with it in Canada I 
was not favorably impressed. That attitude remained with me until I left Canada for California nearly twenty years later, when I 
swore that If I never saw any snow again It would be too soon. 

To meet us at the railroad station in a box sled was my Uncle Jacob Wiens and Uncle John Klassen, and some other relatives. 
(For those who are not familiar with farm equipment, let me explain that a box sled is the winter version of the box wagon used 
when the snow is gone. In either case a sturdy open box about three feet high, four feet wide and about ten feet long, sits 
either on a set of wagon wheels or on a two-piece set of heavy sled runners.) 

It had been arranged that we would move in with Uncle Jacob (Wiens) and Aunt Margaret, the latter being dad's youngest 
sister. There were six of us, (brother Henry still stayed in Mexico) and what with their two children, the ten of us now shared a 
two room house, a small clapboard structure that had been thrown together in haste a few months previously. The Wienses 
were themselves pioneering out here and barely getting on their feet. 

Arriving in Herschel earlier in 1925 were a contingent of several Mennonite families, all of whom had gone there directly from 
our area of Russia, about a year after we had left. Several more followed in 1926, until soon there were a total of at least 40 
families. Three of these families were of dad's immediate relatives, namely Abe Klassen and his brood, Uncle John and his 
family, and Uncle Jacob, his wife Margaret (dad's sister) and their two infants. By the time we arrived there, one of these 
groups had already negotiated a massive real estate transaction, having purchased five sections of land from a wealthy estate 
owner by the name of Lamborne. These holdings were not contiguous, but scattered over a considerable area all north of the 
village of Herschel. Some of these parcels had dwellings on them, some did not, but all were now under cultivation. These five 
sections were divided up among ten families into farms of 320 acres each. The participants in this particular deal were as 
follows: (a) Jacob J. Wiens, an Elder of the Church, and three of his sons, Jacob J. Wiens, Jr., an uncle of mine, and his 
brothers. Peter and Ben, accounting for four half sections; Bernhard Wiens and George Wiens, both of whom were brothers to 
the Elder Jacob Wiens, taking two more parcels. Uncle Abraham Klassen taking another; Henry Wiens, another. Two more 
participants outside of the Wiens and Klassen clans took the remaining two farms. They were the Jake Isaacs and the Peter 
Sawatsky families, to make a total of ten. These might be called the original First Families of the Herschel Mennonite 
settlement. They were soon followed by many more, including my dad's family, in 1926. 

By and large, the farms they purchased were already operating concerns of choice fertile land, level, and extremely well 
adapted to wheat farming. Besides the main Lamborne purchase, the Mennonites also acquired any number of smaller pieces 
from other individuals, so that every family soon had a farm of their own, but not all of them as yet had houses on them. 

The Mennonites are a social and cooperative clan, and in one way or another they all practiced racial teamwork. They 
accommodated each other, some by several families moving into the limited housing available, and also by other means. There 
was a large white two-story structure that had been the headquarters of the Lamborne establishment. Several of the new 
Mennonite families moved into it. There were also several large red barns, machine sheds, and an array of farm equipment that 
were on the main premises and also went with the deal. In order to house the other families of the Lamborne group, these 
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enterprising people soon built a row of temporary clapboard dwellings such as the one we now shared with the Wienses. (This 
was pure charity. As a latecomer we were not a party then or later, in the Lamborne purchase.) 

So there we were, in the middle of the winter, in the middle of Saskatchewan. To me it was not only a culture shock but even 
more a climatic shock, one for which neither we nor our inadequate clothing were prepared. What winter clothing we now 
possessed consisted mostly of hand-me-downs, given to us by some of the Canadian Mennonite organizations that were now 
highly active in not only helping refugee Mennonites make the trip out of Russia to Canada, but also providing advice, guidance 
and material necessities to the increasing flood of immigrants. 

The rest of the Mennonite kids having arrived some six months earlier were already enrolled in the English speaking rural 
school that was situated a few miles away from our new colony. So my sister Katie, aged 12, and I, nearly 8, were swept along, 
practically the day after we arrived there, and also sent to the local country school which had the Indian name of Winona. Such 
country schools dotted the rural landscape all over Saskatchewan and normally had one room, one teacher, a pot bellied stove 
in the corner and about 20 to 30 pupils, grades 1 to 8. 

The weather was miserably cold, and the days were short in the middle of December. Each morning while it was still dark a box-
sled (also known as bob-sled) would load up all the kids from the headquarters farm. We were then packed on the floor of the 
sled and covered with blankets as best as possible. Then, with a team of horses equipped with sleigh bells, off went the 
bobsled full of Wienses, Klassens, Sawatskys, Warkentins, etc. It would saunter into the Winona schoolyard to unload its 
charge. Then at about 3:30 P.M., when it was already getting dark it would again pick us up and transport us back to the farm 
over the fields of frozen ice and knee deep snow. At this point I wished we would have stayed In Mexico. 

Undoubtedly, this was one of the low points in my young life. Our clothing consisted mainly of hand-me-downs and cast-offs, 
none of it suited for the cold weather with which we now were confronted. My shoes were totally unsuited for the cold weather 
and my feet were often frostbitten. It was inevitable that I soon developed chilblains in my toes and heels. 

To add to my woes, because of the poor diet, I also contracted intestinal worms, which aggravated me no end. I was given 
some strong purgative that finally killed the worms. It almost killed me, too. 

Not only was I cold, worm-ridden and miserable, but my initiation to the Canadian schools was a severe trial. Because I was 
different, could not speak English, and was a foreigner, some of the older native bullyboys picked on me and slapped me 
around. They also thought it was good sport to goad me into a fight with kids my own size. This usually culminated into a 
wrestling match rather than a fistfight. I soon learned the art of wrestling and could usually beat any of the kids my size. 

Our teacher, as I recall, was a blonde spinster named Miss Cratcher, aged about 35. I remember one of the older bachelor 
farmers by the name of Russell Gardiner, who was well to do, used to come calling on her while school was still in session. A 
year or so later, as I recall, they were married. 

We are still in the middle of December, and preparations for the Christmas program, which was the highlight of the rural area, 
were in full swing. Christmas finally came and went, but he cold winter went on and on. 

Meanwhile, at the two room, two family cabin, our poor beleaguered parents were doing their best to put on some kind of 
display of Christmas festivities, play Santa Claus and scrape together a few makeshift presents to celebrate this important 
festival In our new setting. It was this very Christmas that it began to dawn on me that the whole Santa Claus story was a hoax. 
Meanwhile my oldest brother Henry was still in good old warm Mexico, earning silver pesos. My oldest sister Sarah, now a big 
girl of 14, soon found a job as maid with the Crulkshank family, who owned the one and only General Store in Herschel. They 
were nice people, and Sarah was quite happy with them, learning to speak English all the while. Dad and brother Korni were 
working around the main farm (there were a million things to do to prepare for spring planting) and attending a small class at 
night, learning the English language. Soon brother Korni obtained a job as farm hand with a well to do farmer named Bill Shirk. 
So in one way or another we were all learning English, getting acclimated and getting into the swing of it. 

I should add that the other 40 families that had arrived in Herschel at about this time were all more or less as poor and destitute 
as we were, but they were all industrious, energetic and hardworking. I don't know how they managed to purchase these large 
tracts of really choice farmland, but I am sure that it was on long drawn out installment payments, with little or no money down. 
The sellers recognized the buyers for the hardworking, trustworthy people they were, that they would make a go of it and would 
pay off the mortgage with the productivity of the land. In this the seller's judgment was sound and what with weather and wheat 
prices being favorable, they were soon in business, both the buyers and the sellers. I am sure that the Mennonite agencies 
previously mentioned also had a big hand in successfully negotiating these transactions and also standing good for the down 
payments. 

In the meantime, my dad was still without a farm and without means. During the winter of 1926 he, with the help of the 
agencies, and relatives (I presume) was scouting around to buy a farm in the Herschel area. About four miles south of Herschel 
such a farm was found and he negotiated a transaction with a farmer by the name of Tillinghast. The latter had originally 
homesteaded the place in 1910, had built a decent two story house, a large red barn with an enormous hayloft, a tool shed, 
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fences in place, and accumulated an assemblage of farm machinery. In short, he offered a going concern, a ready-made farm. 
We bought the place, 640 acres, half a mile wide and two miles long. 

Again I don't know what the terms of the transaction were, but the price was $25.00 per acre. Not all of this land was under 
cultivation. There was quite a bit of pasture land, some of it already fenced, and the north 320 acres still had quite an acreage 
of prairie land that could and would be "broken" (ploughed) after the rocks had been dug out and picked off of it. (Although it 
was good farm land, not quite as rich as that north of Herschel, this rock picking was an ongoing process, as I later 
discovered.) So the papers were drawn up, with the mortgage and the interest rates duly stipulated, and the payments to be 
made each fall in the amount of half the net proceeds from the sale of the grain produced, mostly wheat. We moved onto the 
premises in the spring of 1926. The weather was now beautiful, and everybody, including me, was happy as a lark, to be living 
in a good-sized, full-fledged home of our own, and in the possession of land, lots of land. 

Other Mennonite families, which consisted of Sawatskys, Warkentins, Schroeders, Ungers, Penners, Krahns, Eliases, 
Toewses, and some others whose names I do not remember, negotiated individual deals of their own and settled on the farms 
north of Herschel. To their eternal credit, every able-bodied family soon had a farm of their own, and a decent house to live in. 
By 1930 Bill Loewen, a Mennonite, opened up his own grocery store in Herschel, the third such store In town. 

Also during this time more Mennonite families moved in south of Herschel where we were. Some of these families were more 
Wienses, the Lenzmans, the Pletts, the Wedlers, the Bergs, the Dycks, and the Gerzes. About eight miles further to the south 
of us was the little village of Fiske, where a further scattering of Mennonite families settled, two of which as I remember were 
the Zacharlases and the Martins. Soon a substantial and prosperous Mennonite community was firmly established in the 
Herschel-Fiske area, all of which socialized and communed with each other. 

Against the Evil Tide - 05
Milestone Four: North to Saskatchewan
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Against the Evil Tide - 06
Milestone Five: Wheat Farming on the Prairies 

As to how we acquired a herd of cows, a number of horses, farm machinery and a whole plethora of other equipment and 
accoutrements completely escapes me. In fact, I know very little about the negotiations that led to acquiring the farm itself. Be 
that as it may, we were soon off and running, planting crops of wheat, oats, flax, etc., and managed to get the crops in on time 
during that first spring of 1926, and harvest them that fall. 

Sister Katie and I were soon enrolled in the local school with another Indian name, a dumpy little one room, one teacher school 
about two and a half miles distant across open prairie. It was named Oskaloosa, School District No. 3702. I will never forget it, 
especially since eleven years later, during the depression, I was to be its teacher for two years, under most adverse conditions. 
But more about that phase later. 

During the spring and fall we walked the two and one- half miles across the pastures and open prairie, carrying our books and 
lunch palls. The latter, as I remember, were not the kind you buy in a store, but empty five-pound corn syrup containers. For 
some reason, when it came to registering us at school my dad added year to my age and Katie's, evidently to get us into a 
higher grade sooner. Anyway, I started in the first grade and Katie in the second. This extra year stayed with me in the school 
registration for several years. It continued to bug me no end, until I finally questioned the pointlessness of this little lie and 
corrected it myself. 

We found this little school with about 20 country kids had a perpetual contingent of at least five niggers, sometimes more, all of 
which were part of the Lafayette family. They lived on a farm about half a mile south of the school. Louie Lafayette, the old 
man, who could trace his ancestry back to the slavery days, (or so he claimed) had sired a brood of ten, and as a result there 
were always Lafayettes attending Oskaloosa S.D. No. 3702, coming and going. Even as the older members were exiting, a 
new brood of younger ones were coming in, including two illegitimate little bastards from two of the older girls. 

One thing about these niggers, they were outstanding athletes when it came to running and jumping. When the Herschel, and 
also the larger Rosetown area, began having "Field Days" (around 1928) as they were called, the school of Oskaloosa 
invariably won "the Shield" and the silver plaques that were riveted to it. These Field Days were contests in a series of athletic 
events similar to the Olympics, in which points were awarded for first, second and third place in each event, with the school 
with the most points being awarded the coveted shield. For years Oskaloosa carried away the prize for country schools, and 
the Lafayette brood was the main difference, although through the competitiveness engendered, the White kids were giving an 
excellent account of themselves also. Especially outstanding was this black fellow by the name of Earl, who was about my age, 
and in the second grade when I started in the first. 

During the cold winter months the first few years Katie and I were driven to school in a small cutter, by either my brother Korni 
or my dad. This continued to be a miserable process, as had the trips to Winona when we first arrived. After about two years, 
we were considered old enough to drive to school ourselves. There was a barn on the schoolyard where the horses were 
stabled while the rest of us were in school. Regardless of our transportation, getting to school during the winter continued to be 
a cold, miserable experience, with no ameliorating Influences. 

Soon I began to latch onto the system that was going on in the class room (such as it was) and within months I was upped a 
grade to where I was now in the same class as Earl. Soon I was in a grade ahead of him. Also, I began to learn the score in 
playing baseball, the prime game of the school. I remember the first year I was introduced to the game. When I was designated 
as a fielder, I asked one of the boys, Roy Moore by name, "Roy, supposing the ball comes my way and I catch it, what do I do 
with it next?" By 1928 and 1929 I could field, play first base, and bat home runs as well as anybody, and was. In fact, usually 
the pitcher for whatever side I played on. Also, I began to have a very active part in the Field Day athletic events. Whereas I 
was never a fast runner, I excelled in the jump, both the high jump and the broad jump, and even in an event called hop, skip 
and jump, a three-stage stint, when that event was on the schedule. 

To get back to the farm. I was always glad when June arrived and school was out (somewhere in the middle of June). About a 
quarter of a mile below the hill from the barn there was a beautiful lake about a mile long, and the southerly fourth of that lake 
extended into our pasture. It was a favorite nesting rookery for wild ducks, with probably a dozen different species being 
represented. 

That first spring, in 1926, I found a set of three 2 x 8 boards on the shore, nailed together like a raft, having a length of about 
twelve feet. I soon latched onto these and tried rafting on the lake. Since It was only a little over two feet wide, I had a problem 
staying balanced on it and several times I tipped over into the water. Then I got the idea of nailing two six foot boards 
crosswise and about four feet apart towards the middle of the raft, connecting the outside ends with another set of boards. 
Thus I now had a set of what was equivalent to outriggers and my balancing problem was solved. Next I nailed a wooden apple 
crate in the middle of the raft for a seat and I had a raft that I could now either pole or paddle all over the lake. Many were the 
hours and the days I spent rafting on that lake during the lazy summer days of those early years on the farm. 
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Meanwhile dad and the two older boys were getting the farm into high gear. At first everything was done by horse. We "broke" 
new prairie land with a John Deere plough having the one-share plough pulled by four horses. The cultivated land was seeded 
(to wheat, oats, etc.), with a drill pulled by four horses. The land was tilled with a "disc" pulled by horses. The wheat and oat 
crops were harvested by a binder (McCormick-Deering) pulled by four horses. The grain was threshed by a neighbor's 
threshing machine (on a per diem basis) and the wheat hauled to the town elevator four miles away by box wagon pulled by a 
team of two horses. We traveled by buggy or democrat (buckboard) drawn by horses. 

Within a year or so the farm soon became mechanized. Soon we bought a J.I. Case tractor, 12-20 horsepower, (12 on the 
drawbar, 20 on the pulley). We bought a threshing machine of our own. We bought "one-way" cultivators drawn by tractor, 
which ploughed the land and seeded the grain in the same once-over operation. Any new prairie land was now broken with a 
gang plough drawn by tractor. 

By 1928, only two years after starting from scratch, farming in a completely new country, dad and the boys were prospering. 
Not only were they now highly mechanized with tractor, threshing machine and a host of other tractor-oriented machinery, but 
they were expanding their land holdings. We first bought an adjoining 320 acres to add to the 640 we already owned, then 
bought another 320 adjoining it. Then we bought another farm that was about three miles west of Herschel and about six miles 
from the home farm. 

Not only did we buy powered machinery but as early as 1927 we bought a big old (1920?) Studebaker touring car. Since the 
car was old and our experience with cars very new, considerable trouble ensued. It did not have a self-starter, of course, and 
had to be hand cranked. Sometimes after the boys got tired trying to repeatedly crank it without getting it started, we 
sometimes employed a different means. Since our yard sloped towards the barn and then past the barn was all downhill 
towards the lake, we would sometimes push it into the downhill position and let her roll towards the lake. Then when it 
developed good momentum, we would throw it into gear and hope it would start. Most of the time it did, but when it did not we 
would hitch a team of horses to it and pull it back up the hill and try the procedure all over again. 

The Studebaker served us less than a year, after which we traded it in for a Model T Ford, touring, of course. It did much better 
and we put a lot of country road miles on it. (There were no paved roads in the area in those days. The closest stretch of paved 
road was a piece eleven miles long leading into the city of Saskatoon from the west. But that was 100 miles distant.) The next 
car we bought was a blue 1929 Chevrolet Tudor coach, and we now felt we had the ultimate and were living high on the hog. 

Regarding this additional farm we acquired west of Herschel, I remember in particular the summer of 1928. My brother Henry 
and I "batched" in the house on the premises for approximately two weeks while Henry was ploughing or discing the fields into 
shape, using our Case tractor. What stands out in my mind about that particular summer is that we had an unusually heavy 
crop of mosquitoes. They were so thick that if you slapped the rump of a horse pulling a wagon or whatever with the reins it 
would leave a heavy and visible imprint of dead mosquitoes. While Henry was driving the tractor that summer he wore a small 
white flour sack over his head, with only two small peep holes cut in it for visibility. Why this summer had such an unusually 
heavy proliferation of mosquitoes I do not know, but I suspect it was because we had a wet year. 

About this time I remember several unusually violent thunderstorms with much lightning, heavy winds and even tornadoes 
sweeping across the countryside. I remember one especially bad storm that resembled the one depicted in the Wizard of Oz. 
Our two-story frame house was creaking and straining and we felt sure it would be blown away, as we all sought refuge in our 
basement. Not only were the winds especially violent, but the occasional gusts felt as if they were of tornado proportions. Along 
with this storm came massive bursts of hailstones. After it was all over, we discovered in the next few days that some barns 
and some houses in the area had indeed been ripped apart, and there were swaths cut through our wheat fields that had been 
devastated by hailstones. 

In the meantime, the other Mennonite farmers and their families also prospered. Already as early as 1927 the Mennonite 
colony got together and built themselves a church about three miles north of Herschel, and is in use today, although none of 
the original farmers live there anymore, only a scattered few of their children and grandchildren. Be that as it may, the church 
became the center of all our social life, and the Mennonites developed a society and life style all their own. Not that they 
weren't friendly and on good terms with their English speaking neighbors. They were. I remember many a winter evening we 
would visit our neighbor Clinton Davis who lived on the other side of our lake. We would play dominoes or Lotto, and were on 
the best of terms. But, nevertheless, when it came down to prime-time socializing such as young peoples' parties, visiting 
families on Sunday afternoons, having dinners, marriages, etc., the Mennonites were a family unto themselves, and they 
preferred to keep it that way, much as did the Mennonites in Russia. The church remained the center of their social, religious 
and cultural life. 

Against the Evil Tide - 06
Milestone Five: Wheat Farming on the Prairies 
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Against the Evil Tide - 07
Milestone Six: Achieving a Measure of Self-Confidence

From the farming point of view, the years of 1927, 1928 and 1929 were a period of expanding success. The weather was 
favorable, the crops were good, and wheat prices were satisfactory. We worked hard, but the results were tangible and 
gratifying. The farming venture was profitable, we were expanding our land holdings, buying tractors, threshing machines, cars, 
and making substantial payments on our mortgage. In fact, for a family of new immigrants that started out in the spring of 1926 
strictly from hunger, we were prospering very nicely, thank you. 

By the fall of 1927 my sister Katie and I (together) were hauling wheat into the elevators by the wagonload. By 1928 we were 
each In charge of a team and wagon separately, hauling more wheat to the elevators than ever. In 1929, when I was 11, I even 
remember the price of wheat as indicated on the sales invoices we received from the elevator agent. It was, as I recall, around 
$1.33 per bushel of #l Hard Northern. 

My progress at school was better than anticipated. My sister dropped out in the spring of 1929, while I had been skipping a 
grade every now and then. By the fall of 1929 I found myself in the sixth grade of Oskaloosa S.D. #3702. Being a one-room 
school with only about 20 kids, there happened to be a serious disparity of pupils per grade at that time. I was all alone in my 
grade and found the lessons a breeze. I had become proficient in arithmetic and spelling and felt quite comfortable in the usage 
of the English language. There was nobody in the seventh grade, but there were seven pupils in the eighth grade. Naturally, 
my teacher at that time, whose name was Miss Berger, had her hands full and was not keen in preparing lessons and teaching 
one lone sixth grader. Since I was getting along so well, after about a month and a half into the fall term, she asked me - how 
would I like to be promoted into the eighth grade? Did I think I could handle it? I said I wasn't sure, but I would be glad to give it 
a whirl. Without further ado I was promoted from the sixth into the eighth grade. 

I was only eleven, and most of the other kids in the eighth grade were sixteen or seventeen. I remember one French gal whose 
name was Gabrielle Benjamin condescendingly saying to me, "You'll have to work like a nigger to keep up with us." 
Coincidentally, one of the Lafayette nigger girls was also in the eighth grade at that time. 

Next June, 1930, we wrote our final exams in a government-supervised classroom in the Herschel High School. Each 
candidate's exam paper was then numbered without a name and then sent to Regina, the provincial capital, to be marked by 
impartial examiners so that no partiality was possible. It so happened that a few weeks later I received word from Regina that I 
had passed, and along with it in the envelope was my beautiful Eighth Grade Diploma. Of all the diplomas, certificates and 
degrees I have received since, none is as precious to me as that first Eighth Grade Diploma. Unfortunately, Gabrielle had not 
passed, nor had her black classmate, nor had two others. Out of a class of eight, only four of us had made it. 

By the summer of 1930 I felt a surge of confidence I had never felt before. I could play baseball as well as anybody and had no 
trouble knowing what to do with the ball when it came my way. I had learned to skate and to ski and to swim. Most of all, 
mastering the eighth grade at age 12 when half of my 16 year old classmates had not, gave me a sense of mastery, the 
confidence that I had something on the ball, that I was smarter than the average kid. 

I also found out that there was a penalty that went with success, something that would plague me as it has millions of others in 
a similar category. That discovery was this — people hate to see someone else get ahead of them, and the non-achiever is 
jealous of the achiever. When I would make a 98 on a spelling test and some kid would make a 62, invariably the reaction 
would be, "You think you're smart, don't you? Well, you're not as smart as you think you are." 

As I have learned since then. It is extremely hard to accommodate the jealous, and my attitude soon became – to hell with 
them. Forty years later when I wrote my first book. Nature's Eternal Religion, I understood the situation a little better, and I 
stated a truth that unfortunately will always be with us. It is this. The inferior hate the superior. The dumb hate the intelligent. 
The blacks hate the Whites. The ugly hate the beautiful. The poor hate the rich. The unsuccessful hate the successful, and so 
on ad infinitum. In short, to be successful is to automatically create jealousy and animosity. That is the way of human nature, 
and nothing is going to change it in the foreseeable future. 

By now the depression was beginning to set in in earnest. However, by the end of 1930 I had saved up $10 of my own and 
bought a second hand bicycle. It was really an oldie. The wheels had wooden rims. In fall I went back to Oskaloosa to take the 
ninth grade, albeit by correspondence course. There were four of us, and we sat in the same classroom with the other eight 
grades. The teacher did not teach us, but was available for consultation. 

The winter of 1930-31 was unusually mild, with practically no snow on the ground - a very unusual occurrence in 
Saskatchewan and a harbinger of poor crops for the coming summer. My parents celebrated their 25th wedding anniversary, 
and I especially remember how warm the weather was that day in January 1931. 

Getting back to the depression that was now upon us, I have already stated that I recall the good crop of 1929 and the 
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favorable wheat price of $1.33 that year. I recall further that as I was hauling wheat to the elevators in 1930 the price had 
dropped to half of that, approximately 67 cents a bushel. By 1931 it was half of that again, approximately 32 or 33 cents a 
bushel, less than it cost to produce. Not only was the price abominable, but the droughts of the 1930's had begun, and the 
crops in the following years were extremely poor. What with the drought, the poor crops and the ridiculously low prices for our 
produce, we were in for a long siege of extremely hard times. The whole farming industry, which had seemed so rosy just a few 
years ago, now became a miserable back- breaking ordeal that promised nothing but bankruptcy and hardship. Farmers were 
going broke and even a little bit of spending money was extremely difficult to come by. What little cash we could scrape 
together was now supplemented by shipping a 5 gallon can of cream to a creamery about 100 miles away. We milked a 
number of cows and managed to ship about a can a week, for which we would receive a paltry 3 or 4 dollars. We also sold 
eggs to the local store, for which we would receive something like 5 cents a dozen. 

However, we did not go hungry. We had chickens, ducks and geese. We had a large vegetable garden and grew a large plot of 
potatoes each year. We raised pigs, some of which we sold, and at least one of which we butchered for meat each fall. So we 
had plenty of eggs, milk, butter, vegetables, chicken and pork, and sometimes even beef. There was poverty, but no hunger 
such as we had experienced ten years earlier in Russia. Nevertheless, the drought and the bad crops continued, and we, too, 
were plagued with miserable dust storms and tumbleweeds rolling across the landscape, only to be caught up in the fences, 
then to be further fortified with dirt and topsoil from our suffering fields. 

Against the Evil Tide - 07
Milestone Six: Achieving a Measure of Self-Confidence
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Against the Evil Tide - 08
Milestone Seven: Rosthern and the German-English Academy

By the summer of 1931 I had successfully completed the ninth grade, and had to make a decision as to where I wanted to 
enroll in the tenth grade, or if I wanted to continue at all. I was never too keen about schoolwork, and not very interested in 
doing homework. Whereas I did well in writing exams, I was not really a good student as such. However, I decided that farming 
wasn't exactly my dish either, and since I was only 13, I might as well finish high school. Where to go? Old Oskaloosa was out, 
since they didn't take tenth graders, even in correspondence classes. 

During that summer a tall, slim young man by the name of Benno Toews visited the Herschel area to drum up support for the 
German-English Academy at Rosthern, Saskatchewan, a small Mennonite college located about 150 miles northeast of 
Herschel. At the age of 28, he had now been appointed as the new principal of that college. He also visited our farm and 
interested my dad in the benefits of sending his youngest son there in the coming session. It was a Mennonite sponsored 
boarding school and it promoted religion, the Mennonite ethic, as well as studies in the German language. The cost for tuition, 
room and board was $150.00 for the year (nine months). My dad was interested in my becoming more thoroughly indoctrinated 
in all three of those activities. He said he would have to give it some more consideration, since $150.00 was a lot of money in 
those days, and for us, hard to come by. Although my dad was a frugal man, he was generous to a fault when it came to 
supporting the church and/or any phase of the Mennonite cause. 

One day towards the end of September 1931, my dad, brother Korni and I were picking rocks onto the flatbed of a wagon from 
off a summer-fallowed field, an occupational hazard that we pursued intermittently year after year when time allowed. This was 
another one of those farming activities that I liked even less than doing homework. In fact, much less. Anyway, we had been 
discussing the Rosthern prospect favorably for some time, and that morning while picking rocks, my dad and I suddenly 
decided bilaterally that I would go to Rosthern, In fact, why not leave that very afternoon? Why not, indeed? 

We went back home, I packed my few things, and by 2:30 p.m. the three of us were in our blue 1929 Chevy coach on our way 
to Rosthern. We arrived there at 9:00 o'clock that night without any prior announcement. Benno Toews was glad to see us, and 
Anna, the school cook, fixed us a late supper. I was assigned a room in the dormitory, and having arrived a few days before the 
October 1 opening date, I was their first arrival. Dad and Korni stayed overnight, and after a congenial visit with Mr. Toews they 
left the next day. 

The Rosthern German-English Academy was a small high-school college, grades 9 to 12 inclusive, that back in 1931 had an 
enrollment of perhaps 75 or 80 students. About half of them were local residents and the other half were from out of town and 
stayed in the two-story dormitory. It was co-educational, with the girls occupying the upper floor of the two-story building and 
the boys the ground floor. The kitchen and dining room were in the basement. Also included on this small campus was a two 
story red brick building, which held four classrooms, two upstairs, and two down. 

The Rosthern G.E.A., as we called it, (it has now been renamed as the Rosthern Junior College) was founded in 1905. The 
father of Benno, the Rev. Bishop David Toews, was one of its early founders and undoubtedly its most ardent promoter, as he 
was the leader and guiding spirit in so many other Mennonite activities. The school was founded with the objective of fostering 
two basic objectives besides pursuing the regular academic studies. These two purposes were (a) to promote the Mennonite 
ethic and keep it alive by the additional study of the German language, and (b) to inculcate religion and the study of the Bible 
(from the Mennonite point of view) into the minds of the upcoming generations. So both German and religious courses were 
added to the regular curriculum, a cause that was warmly supported by my dad, and one of the main reasons he was willing to 
make the heavy financial sacrifice. 

I believe that it is fitting that I give a brief resume here about the interesting life of the Rev. Bishop David Toews, who, like 
Johann Cornies in Russia almost a century earlier, was another one of those most outstanding Mennonite leaders. His services 
to the Mennonite people, in both Canada and Russia, were monumental. Toews was a great man by any standard in terms of 
life-long dedication, hard work and sacrifice for a cause he believed in - namely, the welfare of the Mennonite people. In this 
respect he has been neither surpassed, nor even equaled in this century. Besides being a founder of the Rosthern G.E.A. he 
was the prime mover and head of the Canadian Mennonite Board of Colonization from its founding in 1922 until shortly before 
his death in 1947. Toews and the board he headed were largely instrumental in helping the emigration and transfer of 
thousands of Mennonite refugees from Communist Russia to Canada during the peak years of the 1920's. 

* * * * * 

David Toews was born February 9, 1870, at Lysanderhoeh near the Volga River in Russia. He was one of 14 children of Jakob 
Toews, a minister, who had come to Russia in 1869 from Marlenburger-Werder in Prussia. Although he was elected minister in 
1864 to serve a Prussian congregation, the elder Toews migrated to Russia to escape military service for his sons, four of 
whom were born in Prussia. 
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However, in 1870 Russia also threatened the traditional privileges of the Mennonites, as I have noted before. Some 
Mennonites decided to avoid this threat by migrating to North America, and there was a considerable movement to Canada 
and the United States during this period. Another group felt that security and freedom lay in the east, not west. One such man 
was Claasz Epp, a dynamic and magnetic leader, who had come from Prussia with his parents in 1853. Epp was fervently 
promoting the idea that the Millennium was at hand, that Christ was about to return and it was the beholden duty of the 
Mennonites to prepare a Bergungsort (a place of refuge) according to the Book of Revelations. Epp managed to attract a small 
group of fanatic followers about him, and in 1880 he managed to lead his small group to Turkestan in Central Asia, where they 
would meet the Lord and inaugurate the millennium. Jacob Toews and his family was one of the victims of this sorry and tragic 
hallucination, and joined the Epp expedition. Toews and others sold their choice farms in Russia very cheaply, and in August of 
1880 began their projected two-year trek with covered wagons and horses. David was then ten years old. 

The expedition was well organized. David went along on the trek as a barefoot boy running alongside the wagons. They 
encountered many hardships — accidents, sickness, hunger, thirst, rain, frost, storms, thunder and lightning. For every incident 
the resourceful leader had a well sounding biblical explanation, drawing heavily on the Revelations, and like the biblical John, 
he claimed to have a direct hotline to the Almighty. Cholera, smallpox and typhus took a heavy toll of both children and adults, 
but the wagons kept rolling on towards the Bergungsort, wherever that was, a place none of them had ever seen. David, too, 
came down with smallpox and fever. But the fanatic Epp kept pushing onwards, becoming more disoriented by the day, and by 
now imagining himself to be the prophet Elias. Tensions mounted and a Molotschna group split off and left Epp to form their 
own settlement. But the Toews family continued to stick with Epp on his onward push. 

Finally this remnant group arrived at Khiva and settled on a tributary of the Amu Darya River, where this deranged visionary 
imagined to discover the millennium amply stocked with grape vines and fig trees. This was now October of 1882, two years 
and two months after this ill-fated expedition had left their comfortable homes and farms in the Molotschna. So there they now 
were, deep in the wilds of Central Asia. 

The little settlement was soon beset with a myriad of problems. The first crop was a failure because of locusts and drought. 
Robber bands harassed them and one of the men was killed. Turkmen stole their feed. Finally some of the settlers, including 
two of the Toews boys, acquired guns and two Cossacks were hired as watchmen. This staved off any further attacks for the 
time being. 

Their visionary leader, Claasz Epp, became more unbalanced and more tyrannical as time went on. He now designated himself 
as a brother of Jesus and a fourth member of the Trinity. He attacked anyone who doubted him. Finally after 20 months of this 
ordeal at the Khiva, a number of families, among them the Toews family, had had enough. They admitted the folly and insanity 
of it all, and on April 17, 1883, they and 20 families began their return trip to wherever that might take them. They did not follow 
the same route back, but the hardships and hazards were the same, if not worse. They wandered through deserts, nearly died 
of thirst, endured unforeseen accidents. The Toews family went directly to the Alt Samara Mennonite settlement, where Mother 
Toews had a brother and sister. Here they sold their horses and equipment, what was left of them. They made preparations to 
immigrate to the United States. 

After overcoming many problems, the Toews family arrived in Kansas on October 14, 1884. David was now 14 years old. Of 
the 14 children in the Toews family, eight were still with them, six having died in childhood. The family settled on a farm at 
Newton, Kansas. 

David began his schooling at age 14 and learned the English language. He graduated at Halstead College and became a 
teacher in 1893. After some years of teaching, he went to Winnipeg, Manitoba, under the auspices of an old friend, H.H. Ewert. 
Here he attended Wesley College and the Normal School, now becoming a fully qualified teacher. He taught school near 
Winkler, Manitoba. 

In 1898 he went to the frontier regions of Saskatchewan, then not yet a province of Canada. He taught at Tiefengrund for three 
years, and again at Elgenhelm for a similar period. (These towns are in the Rosthern area.) 

In 1900 he married Margaret Friesen who had arrived from Prussia with her parents five years earlier. In 1905 they moved to 
Rosthern, which was to remain their permanent home. Their marriage was blessed with eight children. 

In 1904 David Toews became one of the founding fathers of the private German-English Academy. He was one of its first 
teachers and became its principal in 1905, which post he held until 1920, and he remained chairman of the board until 1944. 
His efforts in promoting the school, helping raise finances and steering its course were prodigious. He manifested an unusual 
capacity for work and had tremendous amounts of energy. 

But his life was filled with a large number of other activities, too numerous to list here. In 1914 he was elected chairman of the 
Conference of Mennonites in Central Canada. He became a much sought after preacher and filled many other roles in 
promoting the cause of the Mennonites in Canada, and in a larger sense, in Russia, and on a worldwide basis. His biggest role, 
however, was when at the age of 52 (1922) he became chairman of the Canadian Mennonite Board of Colonization. It was a 
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role into which he submerged himself with total dedication and energy and it was the main obsession to which he devoted 
himself for the rest of his life. Although thousands of other dedicated Mennonites participated in this mighty cause, David 
Toews was undoubtedly the mainspring in helping 20,000 Mennonites emigrate from Russia to Canada during the peak period 
of 1923 to 1930, but his work and efforts continued long after. I devote this much space to the story of Bishop Toews for two 
major reasons, namely, he was one of those outstanding Mennonite leaders who richly deserve the recognition, and secondly, 
he deeply touched the course of my life and that of my family, as he did of thousands of others. 

I can say unequivocally that had it not been for David Toews, the Klassen family would never have made the move from out of 
Russia, and I would, of course, not have been attending the Rosthern German-English Academy at the beginning of October 
1931. 

* * * * * 

After I was assigned a room on the ground floor of the dormitory, I quickly surveyed the situation and the lay of the landscape. 
As activities and classes began, I found that I was not only the youngest member of the school, but also the smallest. At 13 I 
was only five foot one. Although there were some other kids in the ninth grade that were 13 and 14, even the youngest was at 
least a month older, and the smallest at least an inch taller. Most of the students were between 16 and 20, and since the 
membership also included a number of recently arrived Mennonite immigrants from Russia, some of them were even 
considerably older. These included some who had perhaps already finished high school back in the old country or even taught 
school. Several of the latter students were even in their middle or late twenties. I also discovered there were two kinds of 
Mennonites. There were those who were descendants of the major migrations of the 1870's and 80's, and were native born. 
Then there were those of us who had come as a flood during the 1920's and were trying to get our bearings in the new land. 
There were large settlements of the old-line Mennonites around Rosthern, Hague and the surrounding area. The native born 
would sometimes refer to us newcomers as "the dumb Russlanders", but it was all in a friendly way. 

Things started off pretty well. The month of October was mild and pleasant as far as the weather went. We played quite a lot of 
softball, at which I was fully adept. We had a kind of Field Day in which I participated in the high jump and the broad jump. I 
was soon introduced to the game of tennis. The school had two dirt courts, which area was converted into an ice skating rink 
during the winter. 

Tennis soon became my main sporting preoccupation. I immediately took to it like a duck takes to water and it has continued to 
be my best game ever since. The school furnished the balls and some dilapidated tennis racquets. However, I did not even 
own any tennis shoes, so I improvised by wearing rubbers over my leather shoes in order to prevent slippage and also to 
protect the dirt surface of the court. So while most of the boys and girls were interested in each other and in dating, I played 
tennis. By the end of October, I became fairly good at it. The following spring, when the warm weather returned and the ice rink 
was converted back to tennis courts again, I was again its most ardent activist. 

Unfortunately, because of my age, I missed out on the most popular game on the campus, namely the romance and dating 
game. As I mentioned before, the school was co-educational, and most of the students were sixteen or older. The boys in the 
dormitory were on the first floor, the girls on the second. We all ate in a common dining room in the basement, the boys at one 
set of tables, the girls at another. As can be expected, there was a lot of romancing, a lot of dating. There was even some 
hanky-panky, although since the school had the semblance of a religious atmosphere (not too heavy) most of the boys and 
girls were nice, clean, wholesome kids of good moral fiber, and I would say that the standards observed were certainly much 
higher than they are in today's liberal and sex-oriented society and colleges. 

But there were exceptions. My roommate was a tall, handsome, irresponsible, daredevil type of fellow. His name was Lindsey 
Wiebe and he was from Weyburn, Saskatchewan. At 19 he very much resembled a young Clint Eastwood. Although smoking 
by the men and older boys was permitted, (but not in the buildings) drinking was strictly verboten, on the campus or even up 
town. Lindsey was in the same tenth grade as I was, but he was on the wild side and not a good student. Anyway, after the 
second term, and after we had finished our Easter exams, he and two of his drinking buddies, one by the name of Menno 
Unruh, 21, and the other by the name of Jakle Funk, 17, decided to celebrate. They went up town and got stinking drunk and 
committed some other outrageous public spectacles. Our teacher of German, music and religion, was a certain Rev. Franz 
Thiessen who had been a teacher back in Russia, and was more of the religious, old school type. Rev. Thiessen took umbrage 
at their scandalous behavior, and claimed they had given the school a bad name and had insulted the whole student body. He 
insisted that since they had done the latter, they should publicly apologize before the whole student body, or be expelled. 
Menno and Jakle complied, and remained for the remainder of the third term Lindsey did not, and he was indeed duly expelled. 
I was without a roommate for the rest of the term. 

After a mild October a severe winter suddenly set in and things were extremely cold. The tennis courts were duly converted 
into a skating rink. I had received a pair of skates for Christmas about a year or two earlier and had an opportunity to learn to 
use them on the wide-open expanses of the frozen lake that lay below our barn. I had also played hockey a number of times on 
the lake. So when the skating and hockey season started I joined in wholeheartedly, and even skated with girls, as did the 
bigger boys. I also played hockey whenever such practice was in session which happened several times a week. When the 
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G.E.A. team played the regular Rosthern High School in the downtown rink, I was one of the G.E.A. team players. 

When the Christmas holidays arrived, I went back home to visit, but for some reason disembarked at Fiske, instead of 
Herschel. Since I had to change train connection at Saskatoon, and stay some place overnight, Benno Toews, the principal, 
was concerned about my plight, and phoned his friend the Rev. J.J. Thiessen, who picked me up at the station and allowed me 
to sleep in his home overnight. 

The Rev. Thiessen, who was also born in Russia, was a dynamic young man of 38 in 1931, and he already had played a major 
role in the Mennonite drama by that time, as he was to do even more so during the remainder of his long productive life. He 
held a number of prominent positions in the promotion of the Mennonite cause, and shortly after my meeting him at the end of 
1931 he became head of the Rosenort Mennonite Church In Saskatoon, a church I attended sporadically during my Normal 
School and college years between 1935 and 1942. I was again to meet the Rev. Thiessen in 1971 when my wife and I visited 
Canada. By that time he was an elderly man of 78, still head of his church and soon ready to retire. 

Meeting me at the station at 9 o'clock on a cold blustery night at Fiske was my brother Korni on horseback, in tow of a spare 
horse that was to take me and my bundle back home to the farm about eight miles away. The ride was long and cold and the 
horse I rode was skinny and without even a saddle. When we got home in the wee hours of the morning I was cold, tired and 
my rear end was sore from riding on the spine of a skinny horse. However, I was glad to visit with my family again and enjoy 
Christmas together. 

Back to Rosthern and the boarding school. The dormitory had electricity, but it had no indoor plumbing and the outhouse was 
some distance away. To get to the latter we had to climb over a high snow bank most of the winter. We had to do our own 
laundry in some makeshift setup by the furnace in the basement of the schoolhouse, which was about 100 feet removed from 
the dormitory. Behind the furnace also there was some kind of a claptrap shower arrangement that was most inadequate. I 
somehow arranged to do my laundry every other Saturday, and to take an inconvenient shower every other Saturday in 
between, whether I needed it or not. I picked up the latter joke from my father-in-law who used to own a sheep ranch in 
Colorado. He loved to tell about one of his Mexican sheepherders who used to take a bath every spring, whether he needed it 
or not.) 

Although I did not like homework, I somehow always managed fairly good grades. The other two teachers we had besides 
Benno Toews, the principal, were Arnold Friesen, a young man of 23 from Hague, Saskatchewan, and the Rev. Franz 
Thiessen, already mentioned earlier. Being the youngest in the school, I was somewhat conspicuous for the fact that I was one 
of the brighter kids in the tenth grade, and usually near the top of the class, despite my lack of interest in homework. Benno 
Toews and I had sort of a special relationship, a running sort of love and hate relationship, trying to best each other at every 
opportunity. I would ask questions that would throw a monkey wrench into his lectures and he would try to put me down in a 
good-humored way. Once, when he was going on about the Ice Age and the glaciers pushing on down towards the southern 
part of Canada, I asked him, what made the glaciers move? I had him stumped for a while, and then he came out with the age-
old alibi and cop-out "The Ways of the Lord are mysterious..." Another time while teaching geometry, he fervently assured us 
that the total degrees of every triangle always added up to 180 degrees, and he challenged anyone to draw one that didn't. I 
raised my hand and volunteered. Okay, come up to the board and show us. I drew a regular triangle, and then designated two 
of the angles as outside angles. This got a laugh from the class as Benno pooh-poohed my illustrious demonstration. 

We had any number of activities going and the nine months I spent at the G.E.A. was one of my better years. The Rev. 
Thiessen not only taught religion, German and music, but he also led the choir, meetings of which we had several times a 
week, and in which I participated. We sang such hymns as "There's a Church In the Valley In the Wildwood", "Rock of Ages", 
and any number of other pieces in four-part harmony. Most of the Mennonite students were excellent singers, although I wasn't 
one of them. I still sang Soprano, experimenting and trying to find the secret code (I thought there was one) of how to sing Alto 
or Tenor or Bass. Anyway, one day the Rev. Thiessen stood beside me as we were singing and said he was trying to detect a 
growl in the choir and wondered if I was the source. After listening for a while he observed that I growled like a bear. "Du 
Brurnst Wie Ein Baer", he concluded. 

Before Christmas the school put on a play and I played the part of a rebellious kid who complained the teacher had cruelly 
beaten him, and the kid raised a ruckus about the affair. Evidently I played my part well, because even the critical Rev. 
Thiessen complimented me on it. Another time in our English class, we all had to prepare and give a speech on any subject of 
our choice. My subject was "The Country vs. The City" In which I extolled the virtues of country living, why I don't know. We 
then had a vote from our classmates as to who gave the best speech. I had no preconceived notions, and to my surprise 
whereas most kids received two or three votes (there weren't that many votes to go around) I received 12, by far the most. That 
made me sit up and take notice. Maybe I should become a politician? 

I was glad when the winter was over and spring came. Again the ice rink was converted back to tennis courts and now I took 
up the game in earnest. By the end of June, I was in prime shape. 

Finally, the end of the year exams. I came in second in my class, only slightly behind a certain Mr. Hildebrand, who was 23 
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years old, and had been through high school in Russia, also taught school. I left the school at the end of June with high 
confidence in myself and even somewhat on the cocky side. During the last day there I even had the gall to smoke a cigarette 
at a time I knew Benno Toews would see me, more as a token of open defiance than any desire to smoke. After all, I had 
already graduated. What could he possibly do to me now? 

Against the Evil Tide - 08
Milestone Seven: Rosthern and the German-English Academy 
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Against the Evil Tide - 09
Milestone Eight: Becoming Career Conscious 

When I returned from Rosthern to Herschel I had a sort of letdown feeling. Getting back to the farm seemed so anti-climactic. It 
was not unlike the sentiment expressed in the post-World War I ditty about "How are you going to keep them down on the farm 
after they've seen gay Paree?" Rosthern was no gay Paree, but I was fourteen and some of the adolescent rebelliousness and 
independence was beginning to surface, characteristics that I already perhaps had more of to start with than the average kid. 

It was a matter of getting back into the routine of farming chores and work, and Christ knows, when you live on the farm there 
is no end to what can be done and must be done. There were cows to milk, fields to cultivate, potatoes to plant and to dig up 
later, there were rows and rows of garden vegetables to hoe, fences to mend and rocks to pick off the fields. 

But one of the most essential jobs I performed that summer of 1932, as I had a few summers before and would a few summers 
thereafter was that of herding our some two dozen head of cows and cattle. As I noted previously, not only did the depression 
set in financially, but so also did the lean years of drought. Since we were now actually more dependent on our livestock for our 
meager cash income, we tended to increase our herd. But the large pasture field that adjoined the barn, and even combined 
with the planted alfalfa field, were not enough during the drought to support our relatively small herd of cows, steers, heifers 
and calves. In order to sustain all these cattle my dad had me take them out on some "public" lands nearby, some unused 
ravines and prairie hills that were anywhere from one to three miles removed from our own farm. So there I would be on 
horseback (no saddle) taking these cows out in the morning and bringing them back in the late afternoon. This I would do three 
or four days a week over a period of several summers during the dry years of the depression. 

Then come fall, from the time I was 12 until I was 17 when the crops were ripe and cut with the binder, I would be out in the 
fields "stocking", along with some hired laborers when additional help was needed. For the uninitiated to the western wheat 
fields, stocking consisted of setting up sheaves in nicely structured piles, with heads up and the cut ends on the ground. This 
was a necessary procedure in order to keep the grain in the heads from getting too wet on the ground and either sprouting or 
getting moldy, or both. The sheaves would stand in stocks for the period of time between when the crop was cut and when it 
would be picked up to be threshed. This could be a matter of a week or two, or if the weather became rainy. It could be several 
weeks more, sometimes even into the snow. We must remember this was before the time combines were in general use, and a 
decade before my brothers could afford them. 

By the time I was 15 I was eager to prove my manhood by volunteering to have a team and a rack and be a regular member of 
the threshing crew. Looking back on it now I cannot understand why in the world I should be so eager. Both stocking and 
threshing in fall were some of the most grueling, backbreaking type of work to be found anywhere. Stocking was a matter of 
actually being out in the field and working 10 hours a day, usually during the hottest time of the year. It was a monotonous 
matter of endlessly bending over, picking up two sheaves at a time and setting them up, and more of the same, over and over 
and over. Generally, we were out in the field by 7 in the morning, worked till 12, walked back to the house for "dinner", and 
were back in the field by 1, worked another 5 hours until 6, then back home for supper. 

Threshing was even harder. After getting up at 4:30 in the morning, there was the matter of feeding your team of horses, 
getting them harnessed, eating breakfast, hitching up your team to the "rack" (a wagon with a large rack to hold the sheaves) 
and being out there in the field with a pitchfork in hand along with the rest of them by 6:00 A.M. Instead of 10 hours as in 
stocking, the ante was upped to 12 hours out in the field - on through to 7 o'clock in the evening. Then on home, taking care of 
the horses, unharnessing, feeding, etc., until finally you had time to feed yourself and drag your tired carcass into bed. The 
wages for this during the '30's were somewhere around $3.00 to $3.50 a day and usually $2.00 a day for stocking. 

To sustain the tremendous exertion required during the threshing season, we ate five big meals a day. Besides the breakfast, 
"dinner" and supper, the womenfolk brought a healthy lunch to the field at mid-morning and again at mid-afternoon, which 
consisted of sandwiches, coffee and cookies. Man, could we eat! You haven't seen real eating until you have witnessed a 
hungry threshing crew going at it. As cold as it got to be in Saskatchewan in the winter, usually during harvest time it was 
unbearably hot and the amount of food and liquid a man could consume between 6 A.M. and 7 P.M. was prodigious. Luckily 
during my first two years on the threshing crew, at ages of 15 and 16, the crops were light and the season relatively short. 

So much for work and chores. During those years I developed ideas about what I wanted to become, what I wanted to do in 
life. Rather than something I felt I must resolve, they came on more as fantasies, something I dreamed of doing. At the age of 
12 I was totally engrossed in baseball. I wanted to become a professional baseball player like Babe Ruth or Lou Gehrig. This 
lasted for about two years. Then I began reading western stories, such as Zane Grey and western pulp magazines, and my 
interest shifted to becoming a cowboy, then perhaps a rancher. I had been riding horses ever since we moved to the farm in 
1926. By now I was an expert rider. I also became more interested in guns, both handguns and rifles. By the time I was 13 I 
began to practice in earnest with a .22 rifle we had. I began to dream of owning a large cattle ranch in Mexico some day, 
starting small and gradually building up the herd. 
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Somewhere between the baseball and cowboy obsessions, or shortly thereafter, my interest was sparked in becoming a 
policeman, or a lawman, or perhaps even a Canadian Mountie. 

The romantics of western lore, ranching and cowboys fluctuated over the years, but off and on stayed with me for the rest of 
my life, and even now, more than 50 years later, I consider the Winning of The West as the finest and most productive period in 
the history of America. 

After the summer and fall of 1932 were over, I had to make the decision again — did I want to continue education? After 
considering the pros and cons, I reluctantly decided I would take another year of it. I was now 14 and in the eleventh grade. We 
did not have enough money in 1932 to send me to Rosthern for another year, which was what I would have preferred. So the 
only other alternative was to enroll in the Herschel High School, four miles from the farm. 

This was fraught with a number of difficulties, the biggest one of which was getting back and forth. I had but few choices. I 
could either walk or ride some skinny nag when available. By this time we had an old army saddle to go with the nag. During 
the winter months (the biggest part of the school year) I rode horseback, which can be freezingly cold on bad days. My legs 
above the boots were often peeled from being exposed and frost bitten. During the spring and early summer days, I walked, 
because the horses were in use in the fields. 

My eleventh grade year was not nearly as congenial as had been my tenth at Rosthern. At 14 I was still small, and some of the 
kids at Herschel thought I was lying to them when I said I was 14 and in the eleventh grade. There was still some hostility 
between the Mennonite kids and the predominantly English speaking, but it was not a big factor. Nevertheless, there was 
neither the congeniality nor the camaraderie among these students as there had been at Rosthern. 

After completing the eleventh grade the next fall, 1933 was much of a repetition of the previous year, except there were a few 
improvements. Again, came fall, I debated whether I wanted to go back to school. I wasn't particularly enthusiastic, and my dad 
left it up to me as to whether I wanted to continue or drop out. Reluctantly I decided, what the hell, I might as well finish the 
twelfth grade. What else was there to do? 

This last year at Herschel was better than the first. For one thing, I was now 15 and I had grown considerably, I even became 
interested in girls. Besides, I was now in the 12th grade, a senior, to be looked up to by the lower classes. My grades were 
good and I felt I was on top of my subjects. 

Furthermore, in the Mennonite society, I was now old enough to go to parties, as they were called, along with my older sisters. 
Ever since the Mennonite colony around Herschel got started back in 1926, and soon after the Mennonite church was built in 
1927, the social life among the Mennonites was a lively and on going enterprise. The young people were a "set" to themselves, 
and every Sunday afternoon they held "parties" at one house or another. These were good old fashioned parties, where they 
would play a number of games such as "Schluesselbund" and a number of other parlor games, of which singing and playing of 
musical instruments (the violin, the guitar, the balalaika) was a big part. There was no dancing, not so much that they were 
against it, but because few knew how to dance, it never having been the custom. Most of the young people were good singers, 
and at this German songs and conversation still predominated as a holdover from the Old Country. Some of the favorite songs 
I remember were such as "Schoen is die Jugend", "Ich hat' ein Kameraden", and others that stemmed from the lore of the 
Russian Mennonite colony. There was little drinking, although beer began to intrude later. If it was an afternoon party, "fesper" 
would be served in the middle of the afternoon. This consisted of coffee, sandwiches, cookies, cakes, pies and other goodies. 
By and large, good clean fun was had by all, and it was the prime arena for blossoming romances and future marriages. 
Sometimes the parties lasted well into the late of night. My sisters, Sarah and Katie, hosted many such parties at our house 
during the late 20's and early 30’s, as did, of course, many of the other participants. 

Came the fall of 1934. I had completed my twelfth grade in June and had my 12th grade diploma. After again going through a 
strenuous fall of stocking, threshing and other accoutrements of harvesting, the question was. What should I do next? I was 
now 16, but too young to go to Normal School and become a teacher, the most obvious short cut to getting away from the farm 
and having a profession. You had to be at least 18 to enroll. Anyway, I was tired of studying and there was no urgent need to 
continue education, now or ever. I decided I would quit school, and stay home. I would do some siding and skating. I would do 
a lot of hunting. 

It was at this time that I had become intensely interested in guns and in hunting. For the last eight years one of my closest 
friends had been a boy by the name of Peter Wiens. Although he was four years older than I, he was, it seemed, always at the 
same stage of development as I was, and about the same size. We wrote our eighth grade exams at Herschel in the same year 
of 1930 and had a lot of fun doing it. We played a lot of baseball together. And now we had an intense common interest in 
hunting, in guns, and reading Western stories by Zane Grey. In the winter of 1934-35 we went hunting together, sometimes on 
horseback, sometimes on foot. We shot rabbits, crows, ducks, geese, weasels, blackbirds, sparrows, pigeons, and prairie 
chickens. In fact, just about anything that flew, walked or crawled. We also did a lot of target practicing. 

On my own, I also did a lot of trapping. On that mile long lake below the barn there were a number of muskrat colonies. In the 
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summertime these muskrats had tunnels in the banks of the lake. When the lake froze over in the wintertime, they would build 
a number of muskrat houses on the surface of the ice. These were built out of the abundant seaweed that now became more 
prolific as the lake began to fill with mud and sediment. These brown houses would then have a number of interconnecting 
tunnels in and under the ice for the muskrats to reach the water and seaweed underneath. 

Anyway, that same winter, besides a lot of shooting and hunting, I did a lot of trapping. I set traps in the muskrat houses. I 
trapped rabbits in their runs around our haystacks. I even caught a few weasels. 

My biggest catch, however, was in the fall of 1934. While riding around on horseback about two miles south of the farm, I 
noticed some newly dug badger holes on some open prairie. I went back to get my traps. (In my assortment, I also had some 
large ones.) Within a matter of two days I caught my first badger, and a few days later my second, undoubtedly its mate. 

There were two problems with this. For one thing, it was too early in the season for badger skins to have developed their full 
prime, and secondly. It was illegal to trap badgers at any time of the year. It so happened that when I was attempting to stow 
the second badger in a burlap bag and cart it off on horseback that my old black school buddy. Earl Lafayette, casually 
sauntered by on horseback to see what was going on. Anyway, I managed to cart both badgers back to the farm alive, housed 
them in an empty granary for several months of the winter, feeding them rabbits all the while. When I decided their fur was 
prime, I killed them and skinned them, stretching and nailing the skins down on a board to dry. After scouting for a buyer for 
some time I finally sold them for $5.00 apiece to a local grocery merchant, Bill Loewen, who had connections with a fur buying 
outfit out east somewhere. 

My biggest rabbit hunting day was sometime in February of 1935. A Mennonite friend of ours, a Mr. Bernhard Berg, owned a 
farm about three of four miles east of us. In a modest valley there was a running stream that remained partially open all winter, 
and was a favorite rendezvous of the rabbit population. It so happened due to certain solar conditions that repeat themselves 
every 11 years or so, that this winter was an exceptionally prolific year for rabbits, such as I had never seen before or after. 
Anyway, that winter Berg's farm was swarming with rabbits. One fine day I arrived on the scene at the stream, and I could 
hardly believe my eyes. I had never seen so many rabbits all in one place in my life. I lay down behind an embankment and 
started firing with my trusty .22 single shot. Instead of the herd scattering immediately, they did not, but curiously seemed to be 
so confused as to come around and sniff their dead and dying members. Before I was through I had bagged some 20 rabbits. 

I was on foot and obviously could not carry them back home. So I piled them in a neat pile and walked back to the farm. My 
dad and I then returned in a horse-drawn cutter, loaded up the rabbits and hung them up in our barn. I spent the next several 
days skinning them and stretching their hides on a frame. The going price for a rabbit skin that winter was a mere 10 cents a 
hide, but the rabbits did provide good provender for our numerous chickens. 

Came the fall of 1935. The crops were a little better, but the prices for our produce were as bad as ever. I spent the fall again 
stocking and being a full-fledged member of the threshing crew. After laying off schooling for a year, I was still undecided as to 
what to do. However, I decided I had had enough of farming, hunting and trapping, and I had better get on with my education. I 
was seventeen. My dad concurred and felt he could subsidize me through one year of college. The tuition fee at that time was 
approximately $150.00 at the University of Saskatchewan and board and room cost around $18 to $20 a month. After a hard-
earned harvest I boarded the train at Fiske on October 1, 1935, and was off to dabble in the halls of higher education at the 
University of Saskatchewan. 

Against the Evil Tide - 09
Milestone Eight: Becoming Career Conscious 
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Against the Evil Tide - 10
Milestone Nine: On to Saskatoon and Higher Education 

Another one of my Mennonite buddies that I had associated with for many years was a young fellow by the name of David 
Heinrichs. He was part of the Herman Lenzman family, who lived on a farm about three miles west of us. His widowed mother 
had married Mr. Lenzman several years ago. What with four of hers, three of his and two of theirs they now comprised of a 
mature family of nine children plus two parents. The Lenzmans and the Heinrichs too had come from Russia, but whereas we 
and most of the Mennonites around Herschel were General Conference Mennonites, the Lenzmans were Brethren Mennonites, 
a faint distinction of which the picayunish Mennonites made the most. 

Like Peter Wiens, Dave was four years older than I, (it seems for some reason that most of the young people I associated with 
were a few years older than myself). He had been in the same time slot in his education as I was, having written his eighth 
grade exams at the Herschel High School at the same time as did Pete and I. However, unlike Pete, he went right on through 
high school, and then immediately on to the University of Saskatchewan to study agriculture. Since I had stayed home a year 
after high school, he was now, in 1935, academically a year ahead of me. 

When I arrived in Saskatoon that first day of October, it was a fine bright Sunday afternoon. As I disembarked from the train at 
the CNR station that afternoon, and strolled down Second Avenue, the main drag of Saskatoon, I felt on top of the world. I was 
seventeen and felt like a new era was opening up for me. I especially remember the movie marquees (Saskatoon had three 
movie theaters at that time) and one featured Bing Crosby and Frances Farmer playing In "Rhythm on the Range". It 
introduced the still popular song "Don't Fence Me In". 

The first place I headed for was the boarding house where Dave was staying, a square, red brick, two story building of ancient 
vintage, on Fifth Avenue, I believe. I had previously made arrangements with Dave that we would room together. Classes at 
the university had started a week earlier, and Dave was already well settled in. I was starting a week late, which, it seems 
somehow I managed to do just about every time in subsequent years. After making arrangements with the landlady, Dave and I 
went back to the station to pick up my small steamer trunk that was to remain my mainstay for many years, and contained all 
my worldly possessions. 

Next morning. Monday, Dave went to his classes and I went to the University to look at the lay of the land. What did I want to 
study? I had no idea. Somebody steered me to Dean W.P. Thompson's office. I met the Dean, a tall, thin faced, square-jawed 
man of fifty who headed up the Department of Arts and Sciences. After a long, confused conversation to find out what it was I 
wanted to study, (I didn't know myself) I said that I could probably only afford this one year, and probably would go to normal 
school next year to become a teacher. The Dean suggested in that case it would perhaps be best if I took a general course and 
enrolled in the college in Arts and Science. There were, of course, a number of other colleges at the University - education, 
medicine, engineering, law, accounting, agriculture and more, the Dean pointed out. It was all news to me. I had thought 
University was University. I was learning fast. After this bit of briefing, we mutually decided Arts and Science was probably my 
best ticket, and decided on taking Chemistry, Physics, English, Ancient History and German. I figured that since I already knew 
German, the latter would be a snap. 

After participating in a few football games (as a spectator) and some other indoctrination sessions, the serious work began, and 
the weather soon turned cold. Having come from off the farm as a green country yokel, it took me a while before I began to get 
the lay of the routine. In the first midterm exams between the start and Christmas I did not do well. By Christmas I was 
beginning to get the hang of the routine, but still had problems. I failed in Ancient History, and was having problems in 
Chemistry. 

In Chemistry 2, which consisted of Qualitative and Quantitative Chemistry, we had at least six hours a week in the lab. We 
were given random samples of a certain substance in each experiment, then had to determine what elements were in it. That 
was the Qualitative part of it. In the Quantitative part, again we were given a substance, and we had to determine the exact 
percentage of a given element contained in the sample. For the first half of the year, it appears, I could not seem to get a grasp 
on the secret of the procedure. Suddenly I caught on and in the last semester I seemed to make 100% in just about every 
experiment. 

In any event, I was not overly engrossed in my studies. I didn't even know what it was I was studying for. I was more interested 
in movies. I was trying to date girls. I went to the Mennonite church just about every Sunday, with Rev. J. J. Thiessen presiding 
and preaching. 

Meanwhile, back at the boarding house we had an interesting but mixed family. This was 1935-36, in the depth of the 
depression. The owners of the boarding house were an elderly couple who were trying their best to eke out a meager living. 
They had two grown sons who were unemployed and seemed to prefer it that way. They had two teenage girls, one of which 
had a job, and the other attended school. Both of them worked to help fix meals and run the boarding house. There was a 
boarder by the name of Ray in his late 20's who worked as a mechanic in a garage. There was another fellow, dapper little 
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chap that he was, whose name was Charlie. He worked for a printing company. He had a cute little girl friend (both were small) 
who would spend evenings with him into the wee hours of the night behind a locked door. They wanted to get married, but 
claimed they couldn't afford it. There was Queenie Chow, a very attractive young Chinese girl who also studied at the 
University. Then there was a good-looking young Norwegian fellow who was studying law, whose name I can't recall. What with 
Dave and myself that completed the "family" in the house. We were a mixed bunch, and congenial enough to make it 
interesting. 

I began to date a few girls, but was not experienced enough to feel comfortable with them. I had no experience in dancing 
since this had not been part of the Mennonite ethic. However, I did go to a number of movies when I could afford it. They were 
about 25 cents for an evening viewing, less in the afternoon. The movies probably made the biggest impression on me, and I 
remember several of the better ones to this day. A few that stand out are "Mutiny on the Bounty" with Charles Laughton and 
Clark Gable; "The Informer" with Victor McLaglin; "Smiling Through" with Leslie Howard and Norma Shearer. 

There were two more Mennonite buddies of mine from Herschel who were going to Normal School that year. Their names were 
George B. Wiens and Jakie Elias, and both had been a year behind me in high school, although both were two years older. 
Came time for the Easter vacation, they got the bright idea that we should have a real blast to celebrate the end of the term 
exams. So we all chipped in and got a gallon crock (the little brown jug kind like the hillbillies use) of wine and a sack of 
peanuts. Included in this group was Dave and myself, George and Jakie, and three college students by the name of Henry 
Rempel, Ernie Dyck and his brother, whose name escapes me. The latter three were six or seven years older than I. So there 
we were in the three bachelors' stuffy room (they did their own cooking and the smell went with it) the seven of us eating 
peanuts, drinking wine and singing bawdy songs. None of us had had too much experience in drinking. I had had a sip of wine 
or beer on rare occasions, but I had never been intoxicated before in my life. It did not take very long and all of us were not only 
intoxicated but roaring drunk and climbing walls. Jakie Elias was the first to go down. He threw up all over the floor. Wine and 
peanuts evidently didn't agree with him. Dave and I hung on to each other as we groggily staggered back to our boarding 
house about six blocks away. When I lay down in bed (still dressed) the room was spinning round and round. I was sick, sick, 
sick all of the next day and stayed in bed. Luckily it was the weekend. I asked myself — this is fun? 

In the last semester, it seems my studies all came together. I began to become intensely interested and involved in Ancient 
History and began to get a thorough grasp of the whole picture. I was doing excellent in Qualitative and Quantitative Chemistry, 
in fact making several 100's in the lab tests. I learned a lot about Goethe, Schiller, Lessing and other German authors I would 
never have known had I not taken German. In the final exams I passed all, making modest C's and B's. 

When it was all over, what had I learned that was of real value? The answer, it seemed to me at the time, was not much. I 
came to the conclusion that Arts & Science was more or less a useless waste of time. I concluded the people who took it were 
neither fitted nor trained for any specific job, while at the same time, because they were "educated" they considered 
themselves too good to do manual labor. That's the way I saw it. I decided I would never pursue it any further. 

There were a few other things that I learned at that time that appear more important now in retrospect than they did at the time. 
Whereas I was never too serious about church and my Mennonite religion, through the study of Ancient History, the study of 
the Greeks, Romans, Egyptians, Phoenicians, etc., there began to emerge in my mind a broad overall picture about religion per 
se. I came to the conclusion that the Mennonite religion, and in fact, Christianity, was not the only game in town. The fact that 
there had been hundreds, yes, thousands, of other religions that had come and gone would indicate that religion — all religions 
— were man-made concoctions, inventions, if you like, that had no base in reality any more than the idea of a Santa Claus. My 
views about heaven and hell, God and the Devil were never the same again. I had made a major discovery, but gave it little 
further thought at the time. 

After writing and passing all exams I was back on the farm by early May, back to the same routine - ploughing, planting, 
hording cows, harvesting, stocking and threshing. Surely, I thought, there must be something better. There was one other 
conclusion I came to. I did not want to become a farmer. I was 18 now and my dad was nearing 60. He was wondering who 
would take over and carry on his farm. He wanted me to, but he knew I never would. He also wanted me to take catechism and 
be baptized in the Mennonite church. This, too, he knew would never come to pass. When I argued that the Mennonite religion 
was just another religion, no different from hundreds of others, he replied, that may be true, but if you throw your own religion 
overboard, you will do the same with any other church you may join. I said yes, maybe so - perhaps I won't join any church. I 
did not want to hurt his feelings by telling him the whole story. 

We were still in the midst of the depression, and I still had to make up my mind as to where I fitted in. However, it seemed that I 
did not have too many options. I could either stay on the farm, or I could go to Normal School and become a teacher. I had no 
great desire to make teaching school my life's ambition, but as I said, my options were limited. One year of Normal School and 
I was qualified to teach. My dad agreed to fund me, although he made it clear it was the last go around. He wished that I would 
stay on the farm and take it over when he retired. My older two brothers already had farms of their own. 

By the end of the summer I had made up my mind. I would go to the Normal School in Saskatoon and become a teacher. I was 
now 18, fully grown and more sophisticated about both education and city life. In fact, I looked forward with a great deal of 
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anticipation for an interesting year of being back In Saskatoon. 

The Normal School was located on Avenue A in the northern part of the city. I had already made contact with a Mrs. Trevillo 
who had a boarding house a few blocks south of the Saskatoon Normal School on Avenue A. I checked in at Mrs. Trevillo's and 
soon had a roommate as well. His name was Eric Neufeld, a Mennonite from Laird, Saskatchewan. He too, had attended the 
Rosthern G.E.A. when I was there in 1931-32 and we had quite a lot in common. Things started off very well. The session 
began on September 2. 

The weather was pleasant far into the fall months. I had bought a tennis racket of my own for $1.50 and resumed the game of 
tennis with mucho gusto. The school had several courts. Towards the end of the season the school had a championship tennis 
tournament, one for the boys — another for the girls. I entered the tournament and soon found myself in the finals. In fact, I had 
the championship as good as wrapped up, having my opponent, whose name was Cecil Johnson, down to match point. I only 
had one more point to make and the championship was mine. Then something happened. I began to play real carefully to 
make sure I won that last point. My overly cautious attitude lost the next point, lost the game and finally lost the match. I 
learned an important lesson, namely, in order to win you have to take chances. Instead of champ, I came in runner-up. So 
much for caution. Anyway, out of a school of 300, I felt that being runner-up wasn't too bad. 

Normal School was much more fun than had been college the year before. For one thing, we were all in the same boat, had the 
same educational background more or less, were pretty much in the same age bracket (about 18-20) and were all aspiring to 
become teachers. And there were lots of girls, they outnumbered us two to one. Furthermore there was a lot of socializing and I 
was now more mature. In fact, my interest in girls had reached a high level. 

There were six classrooms in the S.N.S. as we called it. They were designated from Room A to Room F. I was in Room C. One 
pleasant evening in September Room C organized a Wiener Roast to be held on the wooded banks of the Saskatchewan 
River. We had a big bonfire, plenty of wieners and buns, and also a load of marshmallows to roast. We sang songs, of which 
"There's a Long, Long Trail A-winding" sticks in my mind. Among the girls in attendance was a pretty girl by the name of 
Victoria Neufeld (no relation to my room-mate) who was from Evesham, Saskatchewan. She had twinkly eyes, and that Dutch 
peaches and cream complexion. Although she was from Room "E" rather than Room "C" she had somehow come to the party. 
She, too, had a Mennonite background and we soon hit it off. I took her home, and we went steady for the rest of the year. She 
stayed at a school principal's house and exchanged baby-sitting for her board and room. All this was very convenient. 
Whenever the young principal and his wife were out for the evening, she would be "baby sitting" and invited me over to help. 
We soon had a flourishing romance going. She was, in fact, the first steady girl friend of serious nature that I had. We were 
both 18. 

The school was continuously featuring events – there were plays, musicals, dances, amateur contests, meetings, workshops, 
and athletic field days. One of the plays we put on before Christmas was the Sleep Walking Scene from Shakespeare's "Mac 
Beth", in which I played the doctor. As the actors were introduced each quoted a line from their part. I remember mine as I 
gazed into space I quietly breathed "Hark! She speaks!" 

Now a few comments about the school's teaching staff. They were congenial but they were not the greatest. The Principal was 
a certain C. P. Seeley, M.A. He talked in a tone of voice that was reminiscent of Gen. Douglas MacArthur. But there the 
similarity ends. His outstanding characteristics were his huge ego and extreme pomposity. Of the total teaching staff of eleven, 
I liked our music teacher the best. Her name was Mrs. Helen D. Sherry, L.T.C.M. Although somewhat on the portly side, she 
looked and sang like a true Prima Donna in a fine opera. The rest of the staff seemed more like has-beens doing their job 
rather than the kind that inspired anyone to become a dedicated teacher, and reminded me of the old saying "Those who can, 
do. Those who can't, teach. Those who can't teach, teach teachers." 

All in all however, it was a great year. After nine months of social intermingling, practice teaching and much pontificating, we 
were finished. Those of us who graduated were now ready to go out and buck the real world. The first thing to do was to find a 
job, a school to teach in. 

Against the Evil Tide - 10
Milestone Nine: On to Saskatoon and Higher Education 
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Against the Evil Tide - 11
Milestone Ten: Schoolteacher at Oskaloosa S.D. #3702 

Having spent a happy year at the Saskatoon Normal School, the time had now come to go out into the huntings and find a 
school to teach. This was not easy, since it was now 1937 and the depression still lay heavy on the land. However, I had no 
problems in this respect, it seems, whereas many graduates did. I went to see the Reeve of our municipality, whose name was 
Earse Moore, a thoroughly British Englishman, who, although born in Canada, was still highly imbued with a staunch loyalty to 
Great Britain and allegiance to the king, God bless the little wimp. I was well known in the community in which the school was 
located and had the enviable reputation of being the brightest kid that ever attended Oskaloosa S.D. #3702, whether it was 
warranted or not. The male teacher that year happened to be leaving and there was an opening. Could I have the job — er — 
position? 

The three members of the school board met to consider the proposition and came up positive. They were delighted to hire me if 
I would take the job at $50 a month. This would, of course, include doing the janitorial work — sweeping the floor, firing up the 
pot-bellied furnace on cold winter mornings and other details. Also included with the package were free living quarters at a 
small teacherage that stood on the school grounds. It had two small rooms — a bedroom, a living room that also doubled as a 
kitchen. It had, of course, no indoor plumbing, but then who did? To sweeten the pot I would even get a $5 a month raise the 
second year, provided I was still there. 

Although $50 a month may seem like a pittance today, it was a fairly decent salary for a country teacher at that time. 
Economically, the situation for me was quite favorable. Having the little two-room teacherage to live in relieved me of paying 
any board. I did my own cooking, what there was of it, and groceries cost me next to nothing. I was only 2-1/2 miles from the 
family farm, and my mother was only too glad to supply me with all the milk, eggs, bread, cookies and other goodies that I 
could wish for. I soon sold my old bicycle with the wooden rims for $5.00 and bought a new one from Eaton's catalogue for 
$20.00 (Eaton's in Canada is, or was, similar to Sears). 

The community and even the kids were friendly and receptive, and most of the families were eager to invite me over for dinner. 
I was, in a small way, a celebrity, a local success story, a local farm boy who has become educated above the crowd. Things 
began fairly well, although I had no desire to teach, to prepare classes and to mix in with the local gentry. There were still the 
Lafayettes with their large black brood half a mile down the road, and the bigger boys, Glenn, Homer, Earl and even Carl, had 
a habit of dropping by on their way from the fields and engaging in friendly chit-chat that would go on for hours. Furthermore, 
there were still four of the black brood that were now my pupils. However, whether I liked it or not, I was soon involved in 
teacher's conventions, social dances, and local affairs of every nature. 

At that time I read Dale Carnegie's book "How to Win Friends and Influence People." I wanted to please everybody, have 
everyone like me and be Mr. Nice Guy, didn't I? I wasn't sure. I had an uneasy, ambivalent attitude toward the whole situation. I 
didn't like teaching, yet I wanted to do a good job. I wasn't particularly interested in the country yokels that made up the 
community. They were, by and large, dumb, uneducated, uncouth, crude and stubborn as mules, gossipy and highly 
opinionated. Yet, like a politician, they were my constituents and I had to socialize with them, intermingle with them and act like 
I was one of them. 

So I read Dale Carnegie's book. It was about the worst thing I could have done. Like the Sermon on the Mount, it was loaded 
with suicidal, self-destructive advice. It said, in effect, of course you want everybody to like you, and in order to influence them, 
first of all, you must get them to like you. Flatter anybody and everybody you come in contact with, make them feel important, 
talk to them about those things that they (not you) want to talk about, and never mind what might be of interest to you. In other 
words - give, give, give, and like the Sermon on the Mount, love your enemies and sell all thou hast. It was, and is, lousy, 
stupid advice, and being young (I was 19) naive and inexperienced, I went along with it. I especially tried to translate it in terms 
of my attitude towards my pupils. 

So I immersed myself with my "constituents", and initially everything went fine. Everybody (well practically, there were already 
some jealous troublemakers in the bushes) liked me. I played softball with the pupils. They crowded into my teacherage at 
noon, and I played the guitar and we sang songs. I accepted dinner invitations at every family home that invited me, even the 
Lafayettes who invited me more repeatedly than anybody. I went along with a small crowd of my age (some of which had been 
my former schoolmates at Oskaloosa) to the numerous country-dances. 

It had only been six years since I had been a pupil at Oskaloosa myself, and the upper half of the pupils were junior classmates 
when I took my ninth grade in 1931. Some even reminded me of a hole in the window screen that was still there when I had 
volleyed a rock through the screen and windowpane in demonstrating the effectiveness of firepower by means of a sling. (The 
glass pane had been replaced, the screen had not.) Some of the girls in the upper grades were only a year or two younger than 
myself and began making eyes at me. We were all just one big happy family, were we not? 

As can be predicted, I began having disciplinary problems. There were two nasty boys in the ninth grade (taking 
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correspondence) who were especially bent on pranks and trouble making, and before the year was half over, discipline was a 
major problem throughout the school. I began to throw Dale Carnegie overboard and became tough. I used the strap on some 
of them. Before the year was over I had a major knock down and drag out fight with the two biggest boys. I expelled one of 
them. I was glad when the year was over. I hated teaching, and was at odds with the school kids and also with the surrounding 
community. It is a wonder I didn't quit or wasn't fired. But neither happened and I hung in there for another year. 

It was the summer of 1938, an interesting and significant year for me. Surprisingly, of the $500 I had earned the previous year, 
I had saved better than half. Since we were required to take additional classes in education to nail down our teaching 
certificates, I decided to take a six-week summer course at the University of Saskatchewan. I chose Child Psychology, of all 
things, still figuring to unlock the secret of what made those little brats tick. 

That summer was a pleasant and adventurous respite from the previous year of teaching I checked in at Mrs. Trevillo's 
boarding house again where I had been staying while going to Normal School more than a year previously. I was joined by my 
old buddies, Jakie Elias and George Wiens, who had been partners in crime when we had that inebriate blast after the Easter 
exams a little more than a year ago. Added to this congenial group at the boarding house were a few other fellow teachers who 
were also taking advanced courses. We did a lot of dating and much fun was had by all. It is one of the happier summers of my 
life. 

I was 20. Up to that time my interest in politics had been practically nil. However, Adolf Hitler was beginning to make some 
rampant noises in Europe and I, along with the rest of the world, was beginning to take notice. In April of 1938 he had 
successfully brought about the Anschluss or annexation of Austria to Germany, to the overwhelming roar of approval of his 
fellow Germans on both sides of the border. Mussolini, too, was on the warpath and had not only invaded Ethiopia but was 
making some bombastic speeches in challenge to the democracies. At about this time I began reading Hitler's "Mein Kampf" in 
German. It had been in our house for years, but until now I had taken little interest in it. 

The events in Europe and the reading of "Mein Kampf” had a major influence on my total "Weltanschauung" and philosophical 
outlook on life as a whole. It did not come suddenly, but it grew as time went on, and in retrospect, although I had not the 
faintest idea of it then, it laid the groundwork for the philosophy of Creativity that was to evolve in my mind thirty years later. 

But to get back to 1938. I resumed the second year of teaching with a grim resolution to finish the year and resume my studies 
in some other profession. I had never contemplated making teaching my life's work, but regarded it only as a practical stepping-
stone to the next phase, whatever that might be. I considered two options, either I would go into law, or I would become an 
engineer, what kind I hadn't decided. To prepare me for the law, I began taking Latin by correspondence, since it would be a 
prerequisite. 

The second school year was a strain. I withdrew from as many of the social activities as possible, and even decided to cancel 
putting on a Christmas Concert for the year, an activity that was a customary must, and I presume every teacher had put on 
since Oskaloosa SD #3702 was founded. That, too, did not set too well with the parents nor the community, but I didn't care 
anymore at that point. To hell with them. I became more and more interested in my future and that of Germany and Adolf Hitler. 
By the end of the school year I had made up my mind what I wanted to do. I wanted to live in a rejuvenated Germany, amongst 
creative and dynamic people of my own kind. I decided on engineering, and would study at the fabled and time-honored 
University of Heidelberg. I made preparations to make the big move. 

By the summer of 1939 I had saved up about six or seven hundred dollars, a tidy sum for me in those days. I made application 
for my passport, visa, and other papers to move to Germany. I wrote to the German authorities about Heidelberg and other 
matters, and found that they welcomed people of German descent to return to the Fatherland. In fact, any money you brought 
in would be enhanced by special privileges, beyond the regular rate of exchange. 

Everything seemed highly favorable and encouraging. There were several other Mennonites around Herschel that were 
thinking about moving to Germany, or had already done so. Among the latter was a noted Mennonite author by the name of 
Georg Toews and his family. Among the former was my brother-in-law. Peter Plett, who was married to my sister Sarah. The 
further conflict in Czechoslovakia in the spring of 1939 and the pending hostilities with Poland further heated up the political 
polarization between some of us Mennonites and some of the pro-British minded Canadians, especially those of the Canadian 
Legion, veterans of WW I. 

Before my school year was over at the end of June, 1939, the British government, in a slick piece of incendiary propaganda, 
decided to use their king and queen as a political ploy and send them over on a tour across Canada to rouse the political and 
patriotic fervor of their Canadian "subjects", subjects of the British king, a situation the American people revolted against, fought 
against, and freed themselves from in 1776. 

The Jewish propaganda machine was heating up war fever to a high pitch during that summer, not only in Canada, but 
throughout the world. On the other hand, although at a tremendous disadvantage, since the overwhelming mass of the world's 
propaganda machinery was in Jewish hands, Germany was doing what it could to stem the vicious barrage against it. We were 
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getting second-hand German newspapers sent directly to us (with our consent) by some private sponsors in Germany to get 
their side of the story. "Their side" sounded pretty good to me and to a lot of other Mennonites around Herschel, and it was this 
information that alerted me to the Jewish menace and its worldwide tentacles of power. Although not all the Mennonites felt 
that way, most of them did, and there was a strong political polarization of emotion. Some of our former English-speaking 
friends were beginning to call us Nazis. 

When King George V and Queen Elizabeth made their much-ballyhooed grand political tour across Canada at the end of May 
and beginning of June of 1939, the schools were still in session. Every school and school child was strongly urged to go see 
and meet the King and Queen at one of their designated stopping points. Our closest "stopping point" on their itinerary was 
Saskatoon, about 100 miles away. Despite all kinds of pressure to do so, I refused to go, nor would I make any arrangements 
to have our kids from the school sent to this political charade. In fact, for some time I had been telling Canadians that they 
owed Britain less than nothing, that Britain had been milking them for centuries. I further argued that we would be far better off 
to cut loose from Britain and join with our natural geographic entity, namely the United States of America. (I continued to take 
that position during the next six years of the war.) The Veteran's and other pressure groups arranged for transportation for the 
kids despite my opposition, and I couldn't care less. This, of course, did not endear me with the school board nor my former 
constituents, but since the school year was nearly at an end anyway, I didn't give a damn. 

The school board sent me my notice as I expected, and that was the end of my teaching experience, and I was glad of it. I had 
no intention of teaching another year on any terms. I began selling my few personal possessions, my bike for $17, my guitar for 
$7. I had targeted the end of October as the date of departure. I began to tidy up my personal affairs and looked forward to 
Heidelberg, to engineering and a New Germany. 

Against the Evil Tide - 11
Milestone Ten: Schoolteacher at Oskaloosa S.D. #3702 
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Against the Evil Tide - 12
Milestone Eleven: War Breaks Out: I Opt for Engineering 

During the summer of 1939 the political situation in Europe began to heat up rapidly. After Hitler's invasion of Czechoslovakia, 
the so-called "democracies" that were under the iron-fisted control of the Jewish power structure had evidently decided that 
Germany must be crushed, must be destroyed at all costs. I was not totally unaware that summer that war might ensue, but like 
everyone else, had no crystal ball to predict if it would come, and if so, when, or where, or how, or what its outcome might be. 
The National Socialist idea was rapidly spreading to other countries. Mussolini had led Italy out of the Communist mire even 
years before Hitler, and was solidly on the side of Germany. In Britain, Oswald Mosley was heading up the Black Shirts. In 
America such stalwart heroes as Charles Lindberg, Eddie Rickenbacker, and others were promoting the America First Party 
and trying to stave off any American involvement in a European war. Simultaneously, the Silver Shirts were active in both 
Canada and the United States. In Rumania, Ian Antonescu was heading up the powerful Iron Guard. Other countries such as 
France, Holland, Sweden, Norway, and even several of the South American countries had incipient counterparts that were 
sprouting up and growing. Who knows? Perhaps National Socialism could take over the world without ever going to war, as 
they had done inside Germany itself. 

The Germans in Canada had for many years celebrated Deutscher Tag (German Day) as a way of expressing their roots and 
in appreciation of their German heritage. Some of the Mennonites had attended these for a number of years, but it was not until 
the summer of 1939 that I enthusiastically attended this celebration in Saskatoon. I remember it vividly, although I had already 
had a few beers. It was held in a large hall downtown, and there was a good-sized crowd. The Canadian authorities were 
standing by and "surveilling." They had forbidden the picture of Adolf Hitler to be displayed at the meeting, nor could his name 
even be mentioned. Nevertheless, I do remember that several fiery speeches were delivered, the red, white and black 
Swastika flags hung vertically in the background of the stage, and many sporadic Heil Hitler salutes were given repeatedly and 
enthusiastically. I thoroughly enjoyed the rousing get-together. It seemed to further polarize my dedication to sweep away the 
rotten old Jewish system and build a healthy New Order worldwide. Come what may, I wanted to be part of it. 

I had already applied for a visa, a passport, and written to Nord Deutscher Lloyd for steamship passage, and was in the 
process of making all preparations for the big move. As August approached, I did the usual - stocking, running the binder, to 
earn a few extra bucks. One day, September 1, to be exact, as I came home at six o-clock after stocking in the field, my brother 
Korni broke the news to me that war had been declared and I would not likely be going to Germany. 

So all my plans were shattered, or at least temporarily delayed. I had to revise my strategy. I could not now get to Germany 
even if I wanted to. What to do? Well, first I would wait to see the unfolding of events. 

Events unfolded rapidly, as all the world now knows. After a few days England and France jumped into the fray and declared 
war on Germany under the specious pretext of "saving" Poland, for communism, evidently. A few days later, good old Canada, 
being the faithful patsy for England that she had always been, decided she must stand by the good old "motherland" and 
support England, although French Quebec and most of the other nationalities were against war. Even most of those of Anglo 
descent, especially the Irish, were probably against war, could they have voted on it. But of course, as always in a "democracy" 
the people never get to vote on the important, meaningful issues, only such trivialities as to which Jewish stooge should be put 
up front next. It would be laughable were it not so tragic to observe in retrospect as to how gingerly and surreptitiously the 
Canadian government slipped their people into a major worldwide conflict with tremendous ramifications that were irretrievable 
and irreversible. Parliament voted an "initial" sum, a paltry $100,000, to "support" Britain in her war against Germany. When we 
think of the billons and billons that Canada later spent directly on the war, and directly and indirectly subsidizing and supporting 
Britain before it was over, and the thousands killed in the war itself, this initial piddling sum to get itself sucked into the war 
seems like the ultimate exercise in hypocrisy and deceit. 

Anyway, the war was now a reality and I had to change my plans. I decided I would study engineering here in Canada and then 
pursue either my studies or my career in engineering in Germany when the war was over. Again, I did not have a crystal ball 
with which to predict the coming events, but with the Blitzkrieg tactics demonstrated in Poland, perhaps it would be over in a 
year or two, and, I was confident, under the superior leadership of Adolf Hitler, this time Germany would be the victor. I would 
yet move to the Germany of my Ideals and help build the New Order. I decided that meanwhile I would enroll in the University 
of Saskatchewan and get started in my engineering career. 

After a hard month of stocking and threshing and earning an extra hundred bucks, I was ready to leave. On September 24 my 
brother Henry drove me to the little CNR station of Fiske and I boarded the train for Saskatoon. I established board at the 
Henry Dyck family, who were also Mennonites. The landlord's brother, Ed, had been a schoolmate of mine at the Rosthern 
G.E.A. (he was then in the ninth grade) and another brother, Bill, now also studied engineering at the U. of S. 

I enrolled in five subjects and entered into the studies with vigor and enthusiasm. I liked what I was studying and I wanted to 
make a good showing. Unlike the first year in Arts & Science four years earlier, I had no particular problem with my subjects. 
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To my surprise, I found there were three other Klassens, all Mennonites, no relation, in First Year Engineering. The first was a 
young man by the name of Harold Klassen, who was a fine fellow, but had no special merits to recommend him. The second 
was a young fellow by the name of Jake. He was a brilliant student, 18 years old, and he was keenly dedicated to his studies. 
Four years later he was to win the Governor General's Gold Medal, a most prestigious prize given to that one student in the 
whole University considered to have made the best grades over their total college enrollment at graduation. 

The third member of the clan was a man of 29 by the name of Henry Klassen, whom I had also known at the Rosthern G.E.A. 
eight years earlier. He was not a great student, but he was a cultured man, handsome and quiet, seeking his niche in life and 
trying to make a living. He had a beautiful, well-trained baritone voice, and he would have loved to make professional singing 
his career, but the opportunities in that field eluded him. Anyway, we got together and after being at Dyck's a month, I decided I 
needed a change of venue. Henry and I agreed to room together and soon found a nice room with board at a family by the 
name of Bowers. They were a fine English couple who had the tragic misfortune of having to care for a ten-year-old idiot son. 

Meanwhile, the war in Europe was spreading, and I watched its progress with interest and excitement. At this boardinghouse 
there also resided a young lawyer, a bachelor, by the name of Ted Nieman. We would usually listen to the evening news on the 
radio. Many is the time we were engrossed in lively and sometimes heated discussions of the historic events that were 
unfolding, such as the pursuit of the Graf Spec and its dramatic scuttling at the mouth of the River Platte off the coast of South 
America. (December 17,1939) 

In the meantime, in extracurricular activities, I took up boxing at the Varsity gym, a course I pursued with enthusiasm for the 
next two years, and also a few classes in wrestling, which I did not pursue for very long. I also took swimming lessons at the 
Varsity pool and swam regularly each week. I did see a number of good movies, sometimes taking a girl friend along. However, 
my most ardent flame at that time was a vivacious Mennonite girl by the name of Lily Zacharias, from Fiske, of whom I had 
been seeing much for the last year while teaching school. For several reasons she came to Saskatoon every so often, and 
when she did we always had a most happy reunion. 

It was at this time that I also embarked on a program of reading a series of major books. One of the books that I took out of the 
library and read in early October was Emil Ludwig's "Napoleon". His life and career made a big impression on me at that time, 
and I equated Hitler and Napoleon as two great and outstanding figures of history. I might say, in retrospect, that since then my 
esteem of Napoleon has decreased and that of Hitler has increased, and I presently regard Napoleon as a major catastrophe 
that happened to the White Race. Whereas he was undoubtedly a dynamic military genius of the first order and caused a major 
furor in world history, his twenty years of warfare and 40 battles served the White race badly. These wars killed off millions of 
Europe's finest manhood in their prime and thereby considerably lowered the quality of Europe's gene pool. The most tragic 
victim of this sorry massacre of White Men killing White Men was the French nation itself. This, after the massive bloodletting of 
the French Revolution, left France, who had been a first rate power for a thousand years, now and forever a second rate 
nation. For this we can impugn the Jews, who constituted the basic membership of the Jacobins, and were the prime 
organizers and instigators of the French Revolution. History will show that the Jacobins were the forerunners of Jewish 
communism, a force with which Hitler had to deal more than a century after Napoleon, and is still a Jewish cancer on the face 
of this planet. 

Anyway, it was at this time, although I did not realize it, that I was beginning to become a philosopher and beginning to 
formulate a meaningful Weltanschauung. During this period I began to keep a bound blue-green notebook, in which from time 
to time I would write down random impressions of what was going on, and of what I was thinking. This I did for a period of two 
years, and fortunately, the book has survived unto this day. In the winter of 1940, when I was 22, I entered the following 
observations in my blue-green notebook. 

Wednesday, March 6, 1940. In the fall of 1939 I read Napoleon, by Emil Ludwig, through which I developed an intense interest 
and admiration for the man. In his life story I found an expression of some of my own ideas and also gained a new outlook and 
Weltanschauung. I think to get the most out of life a person must work hard, fast and all the time. A timid, secluded life is worse 
than no life at all - "to have passed thru this world and not even have left a mark in it." Therefore, it is better to risk life to gain 
some valuable end than to carefully preserve it and gain nothing. This is shown by Hitler's personality and even more so by 
Mussolini. Doing work at the maximum rate of speed and when doing it applying all energy solely to it. 

The secret of good thinking is concentrating completely on the problem at hand and forgetting about all others - shutting them 
out - they can by far best be solved by taking a definite other time to solve them by themselves. Doing a lot of thinking and 
planning at all times, including spare time, for after all, thinking costs nothing and hurts no one and is not unpleasant and yet it 
is the fundamental origin and cause of all success in work. In solving a problem and planning the "why and wherefore" are very 
important and must be understood. Details are very important and the success or failure of a large venture may rest on the 
success or failure of a small detail. A brilliant plan consists necessarily of a large number of carefully worked out details, and 
not a few "brilliant" ideas. Therefore, to execute a brilliant plan or program the work behind it will determine its success. Never 
let your mind go idle - have it going like an electric motor at full speed. In working out details, be vacillating, be grasping for a 
variety of ideas and pick out and select the ones most suitable. Try to think up all the possibilities in each case and just what 
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you would do for each possibility so that when it does come you are ready for instant action. Always, when with people, act as 
if you were sure of yourself, even when you aren't. It is better to be sure of yourself and make a mistake than not to be sure of 
yourself and make a mistake. It is better to give a wrong answer than no answer at all due to being afraid of giving the wrong 
answer. Take chances and plan what action you could take in case your chance falls. (From Hitler.) Never let hardship or pain 
frighten you from an enterprise. They will do you good. If there is something I want to do and am afraid to do it, I must do it 
immediately. It is always wiser and easier to do it immediately than to put it off and wait in suspense. Have a strong will and 
determination and regard other people's wishes as obstacles of no value. Judge all things by their relative value and by no 
means over value public opinion and convention. They are hampering to action and success. However, listen to other people's 
ideas, for they are often material of which wise use can be made. Regard life not as a distant future but as a swiftly passing 
performance of today from which you are going to grasp your full measure. When speaking you must think intensely, make it 
lively, think quickly of the most suitable words to express your ideas. Speak as if you were deeply convinced that what you are 
saying is absolutely right and that you take it for granted that the person listening believes you. However, don't be fooled and 
reserve in your own judgment whether or not he believes you. Pronunciation is important. Get plenty of movement into your 
lips, speaking as clearly as possible, never too quietly or shyly and make the best possible use of your voice. In argument, bluff 
is valuable. Turn the debate onto grounds that your opponent knows little about and then talk as if you were an authority on it, 
even if you are not. It will make the opponent feel ill informed. If it is necessary to use force, decide quickly whether or not you 
are going to use it. If you do, use plenty of it to carry your objective through immediately. If you aren't, lead the contest away so 
that it seems it never came near a showdown. In most cases use force. Some of these ideas I got from Napoleon, some from 
Hitler, some from Mussolini and some I concluded myself. 

* * * * * 

The next day I was involved in a minor incident that I evidently considered of some importance. I made the following entry. 

Thursday, March 7, 1940. Today 3rd Year Engineers walked into the Drafting Lab, surrounded and overpowered me and tried 
to shave my mustache. They had a camera there to photograph the scene. I put up a hard fight - punching, kicking and cursing 
them. First year fellows quickly came up to see. I yelled at them (between curses) to sock these fellows. They (especially 
Smith) piled in and 3rd year guys got cold feet and gave up without having cut a hair. As soon as I was loose I slugged one 
guy. They then ambled off. My pants had been torn in the struggle. Dennis Herring and I went down to collect for damages. 
Half the engineering lab fellows (mostly First Years) followed. We walked into their lab and demanded repair of damage They 
(3rd years) quickly collected they'd pay the balance of the bill. They'd actually succeeded in cutting a 3rd year guy's mustache. 
We first years were sorry a free-for-all had not been pulled off. 

* * * * * 

About the end of February, Mrs. Bowers, the landlady, told us all that they would have to close their boarding house, since they 
were unable to make ends meet. She would probably go to Vancouver, B.C., where she was offered a job. I felt very sorry for 
the Bowers. The most tragic burden in their family was the fact that they had to care for a ten-year-old son who was a complete 
moron. I do not remember too clearly anymore what Mr. and Mrs. Bowers looked like, but I will never forget that troubled, idiotic 
look on the face of this boy. This experience drove home to me the tragedy of having defective and/or deformed children, not 
only to the child itself, but what a burden and what misery they inadvertently heap on the rest of the family. It also raised the 
question in my mind - just what is the point of keeping such people alive? 

Henry and I went looking for a new place to stay. I found a place with the Schmidt family, not too far away from the University. 
Henry did not find it suitable and we parted company. The Schmidts were a nice Dutch family, and had two beautiful blonde 
daughters, Alvina, 16, and Verna, 19. Of the two, Alvina was more brainy and Verna had the better figure and was better 
looking. Both had that peaches and cream complexion for which Dutch girls are noted. I stayed with the Schmidts after the end 
of the college term for several months. After a while Verna and I struck up quite a close relationship. 

Came the end of April and the end of the term. I wrote my exams and since I had made a special effort to do well during the 
year I made all "A'"s in every subject. But for about a month before the end of the year another major concern had to be 
addressed, and that was the matter of getting some kind of a job during the summer to earn a few extra bucks. 

Against the Evil Tide - 12
Milestone Eleven: War Breaks Out: I Opt for Engineering 
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Against the Evil Tide - 13
Milestone Twelve: Summer in Saskatoon and Second Year Engineering

By the end of April 1940, the war had been on for about eight months, but this reflected very little in the job market and the 
depression was still with us. For a month or two before the end of the term I began scouting for a job, any kind of a job. I made 
any number of applications. I contacted one of my professors for a job in electrical line work. I called the Saskatoon City power 
plant. I went to the newspaper (Saskatoon Star- Phoenix) to see if I could work on the printing presses. I called on the 
telephone company. I applied for a clerking job at the giant Hudson's Bay Co. I went to the CFQC (Saskatoon) radio 
broadcasting station, also CBK at Watrous, Saskatchewan. Finally, on my way down to Streb Electric, who seemed to offer me 
a good prospect, I stopped at Davies Electric, and the owner, Mr. Davies, offered me a job as an electrician's helper at 25 cents 
an hour, nine hours a day. I accepted and immediately was in business. 

Now $2.25 for a nine-hour day may seem like peanuts by today's standards, but it was a living wage in those days and I had no 
complaints. My board and room at the Schmidt's was $20 or $25 per month, and this included a boxed lunch while working. I 
was holding my own, surviving, and even saving a few bucks. 

The work at Davies Electric consisted mostly of house wiring, or electrical wiring in factories, re-wiring motors, and other 
general electrical wiring. One major job we worked at was the electrical wiring of a slaughterhouse on the west side of town 
that was being completely rebuilt within the ruins of a previous brick building. The new owner was a wealthy Hungarian Jew 
who had evidently fled Europe before the war started and absconded with all the loot he had. 

Meanwhile, I was on the lockout for a better job and I soon landed one. On July 3 I started work with Saskatoon General 
Electric. This company, too, was in the electrical wiring business and had landed a major contract wiring a number of new 
hangars the Canadian Air Force was having built in the northern section of Saskatoon. The pay here was 40 cents an hour, an 
increase of 60% over what I had been getting at Davies Electric. This job lasted a month and a half. 

I went back to Herschel August 19, and again stocked, ran the binder and worked on the threshing crew. Wages were now a 
little better - $3.50-$4.00 a day. 

On Sunday, the 29th of September, I caught a ride with a farmer by the name of Ogle who was going into Saskatoon with his 
truck. I arrived back at the Schmidts at 11:30 A.M. and was back at the old boarding house. Next day I enrolled at the 
University again for my second year in Engineering, taking Physics 13, Geology 2, Thermodynamics II, Surveying, Applied 
Mechanics, Hydraulics. I also enlisted in the C.O.T.C. and was assigned to H Co., Second Platoon. 

By the end of October, Abe Thiessen, a blonde fellow about my age who was taking first year Engineering, invited me to room 
with him at a boarding house owned by a certain Miss Adams. The rent was $20.00 a month, a little less than it had been at 
Schmidt's, but there was an added incentive. Miss Adams had a small "ballroom" where her sister, Mrs. Adams, gave dancing 
lessons. Actually, the ballroom was a former living room with a polished hardwood floor. Unfortunately, unlike Fred Astaire, I 
was not "born to dance", and I felt that some professional lessons was just what I needed to improve my terpsichorean 
deficiencies and improve my social graces. So I moved in, with Abe Thiessen as my roommate. Soon I was learning the 
difference between a foxtrot and a tango, a waltz and a polka. But lessons or no, a Fred Astaire I was not, and dancing never 
did become one of my more outstanding social graces. Too little too late. 

The Adams ballroom had another major benefit. That Christmas I did not go back home, but instead I bought myself a set of 
boxing gloves which cost me $6.95. In this second year I continued taking boxing lessons at the "U" gym, and I was putting 
more punch into it. Besides myself, there were four other young fellows staying at the Adams' boarding house. There was Abe, 
already mentioned, Calvin Wight, a brainy engineering student, a handsome young fellow by the name of Morley, and there 
was a country yokel by the name of Mort whom we called Mortimer Snerd, after Charlie McCarthy's sidekick. We were all 
interested in dancing and also in boxing. The rest of the boys chipped in 50 cents each to help defray my costs of buying the 
gloves, and soon after Christmas we staged regular boxing bouts in Miss Adams' "ballroom", that is, when she wasn't using it 
for dancing lessons. Also staying at the boarding house was a young married man by the name of Gilbert, who was an expert 
boxer, in fact, a semi-pro. He would give us some valuable pointers from time to time, but was not a regular participant in our 
"bouts". He was just out of our class. 

* * * * * 

On New Years Day, 1941, I made the following entry in my little blue-green book, an entry that reflected my philosophical 
outlook at that time, but not necessarily that of today. 

Wednesday, January 1, 1941. Another year shot and a new one starting. Although I am young, I hate to feel that years are 
slipping by - have felt this for eight years. I feel confident that this new year of 1941 will see tremendous changes in the world's 
history and also in my own life. This year will see the end of the war with a German victory. It will also see me in another 
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continent. 

My impression of my boarding house. As a whole I am more satisfied than I contemplated. The board, as far as that goes, is 
average only, but the people are swell. My roommate Abe Thiessen and I get along fine. Although he hasn't the same 
intellectual outlook and ambitions as I have, we agree perfectly in religion and morals, that is in the complete lack of both. We 
are both fully convinced that religion is a farce, a man-made mode of worship for the benefit of honoring the man that set 
himself up as the object of worship. As far as morals are concerned, we both have a great contempt for convention and that 
reason should be the deciding factor of our actions - not obsolete outmoded convention. I do not think that I will ever change 
these basic ideas which I have had for two or three years but that I'll probably only modify them in later years. I believe that the 
world at large under the influence of totalitarianism will see drastic changes in conventions of the past few centuries, and that 
religion (Christianity) will be exposed as the spreading of a great idea by no doubt a great man but still a farce as far as the 
promised after-life is concerned. 

What I learned about the exams - First of all, at least a month before the exam study like hell - it pays well - especially the last 
few days. Even if it becomes very monotonous, work hard. Never be too sure that certain parts of the course not stressed in 
class will not be on the exam. An example of this is the Math paper. Therefore, leave nothing out. Never be too confident of a 
subject and thereby neglect to study it. An example of this is Physics 13 in which I got a "C" instead of the "A" I would have 
gotten if I hadn't neglected studying it throughout the term. Never rest assured at the beginning of the paper that you have 
plenty of time to finish it and therefore need not hurry. Examples of this are the Thermo and Applied Mech papers. Speed for all 
you're worth and then spend all the rest of the available time reviewing and checking the paper - something that I was usually 
too lazy to do. Check and re-check - it's well worth the small amount of extra energy when compared to the time and effort 
spent throughout the year in preparation of the subject. 

I have been at this boarding house two months and am glad that I have moved. In the first place Mrs. Adams is a swell old girl. 
Although her life and morals are far from a Sunday school example, she's fine to get along with and really a congenial soul. 
This just goes to bear out my idea that a person can be a fine character although they totally lack religion and morals. One 
important thing that I have gained at this place is the opportunity to learn dancing and I've made the most of it. In these two 
months I've learned the foxtrot, turns in the foxtrot, the flea-hop, the Schottische, slow waltzes with fast spins, the tango, the 
French minuet, the Blues, as well as the shag, and variations in foxtrot, such as in an "Old Dutch Garden". Because of all the 
practice and instruction available in the music room, before the year's over I'll be an accomplished ballroom dancer, 
comparatively speaking. Also, since I've bought boxing gloves I'm going to become good in the art of boxing by practicing with 
the boys in the music room and getting instruction from Gilbert, who is an expert. 

I didn't go home for Christmas this year because looking back at last year's program in the diary I know damn well that I would 
have very little chance to enjoy my holidays. Since during the term I was too busy to go out very much I decided I'd make up for 
it during the holidays. 

Somehow, I've lost my zest for studying. I don't feel that it's as important as I did when I came here. Maybe it's because I'm 
getting lazy or maybe it's because I feel I won't finish my Varsity here anyway and that a lot of the stuff I study here will be 
useless in Germany. Perhaps, too, if I read "Napoleon" or Hitler again I'd get more inspiration. I am now reading "Bismarck" by 
Emil Ludwig. 

* * * * * 

During the year, as the war was becoming an ever increasingly ominous presence. It now became compulsory for all male 
students to attend Canadian Officers Training Corps (C.O.T.C.) Since my sympathies did not lie with the so-called Allied cause, 
I had little enthusiasm for these classes, and mostly found them to be a bore - a matter of taking orders from a bunch of tin-
horn soldiers who didn't know one end of the gun from the other. I missed a number of classes and utilized whatever excuses I 
could trump up. 

Towards the end of winter, our Varsity boxing group staged a boxing tournament in which we competed against some other 
"U", which one escapes me. It was an exhibition tournament. In which I represented our team in the welterweight class. As I 
remember, I boxed two bouts, the outcome of which I cannot recall, but evidently I did not get hurt, or I would have 
remembered. 

My roommate, Abe Thiesen was a fine looking blonde Nordic type with a handsome smile and was quite a ladles man. During 
the year he was repeatedly fixing me up with dates. There were, however, two girls during my second year that have left a life-
long impression with me, but Abe had nothing to do with my meeting either one of them. It so happened both girls' first names 
were Phyllis. The first one was Phyllis Erikson, a tall, blonde, statuesque girl of 16, who came to visit Gilbert's wife, and soon 
we were attracted to each other. She was a lovely girl, well built, long, flowing blonde hair and a beautiful face and figure. In 
fact she had excellent genes, and I would rate her a "ten". She soon became serious and wanted me to marry her. Abe, on the 
other hand, kept ribbing me that I was robbing the cradle, since she was only 16. However, she was, in fact, mature beyond her 
years, and would probably have made an excellent wife. Anyway, I was far from ready to tie the knot with anybody, and had a 
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lot of plans to unravel first, and I told her so. 

The second girl was a dark beauty by the name of Phyllis Bowie, who was also tall and well built, but very much of a contrast to 
Phyllis Erikson. I only met her towards the end of the year at a dance at a Technical School where she was studying to become 
a stenographer. In a way she was a strange girl with many unreal fantasies. She had great ambitions to become an actress on 
stage, and, in fact, she was not only a beauty, but a terrific actress. She would treat me to exhibitions of her thespian talents at 
the drop of a hat, and she was good. She performed in recitations, comic skits and other performances at church groups, at her 
school and in the living room. She also sang and played the piano beautifully, and some of my fondest memories of the times 
are when, after taking her home, she would play "The Blue Danube" or "Intermezzo" or other exhibition pieces on the piano. 

But then there were times she would wander away from reality. When I first met her she told me she was several years 
younger than she actually was. (She was 20.) She also told me that she was the illegitimate daughter of a great stage actress 
by the name of Eva LeGallienne, whom she called "mummy" and who was now dead. She also liked to tell me what a brilliant 
mind she had, and that she made fantastic grades, that she passed the 12th grade at the age of 14. Actually, none of these 
fantasies were true, except that there was, in fact, a celebrated stage actress by the name of Eva LeGallienne, and she was 
still very much alive at that time, but had never heard of Phyllis. It took me till the end of the term to find out that there were 
some gross contradictions in her claims. When I confronted her with some realities, she broke down and confessed that these 
were creations of her over-active imagination, that she wanted to be somebody, and she had woven these fairy tales about her 
to construct a beautiful dream world. I was shocked, but she was so attractive, our relationship continued. In fact, intensified 
over he next year or two. 

* * * * * 

Towards the end of the winter I made the following entry in my little blue-green book. 

Sunday, March 16, 1941. The worst sin, I think, is to be poor. 

Finished reading "Bismarck". Points to remember from him: 

1. Kick like hell if you have a complaint coming and never let a wrong to you go by unanswered. 

2. Psychological trickery devised by your own common sense. 

3. Much narrating and talking. 

4. "Unless your life you set at stake, your life you cannot hope to win." 

5. Supreme courage. * * * * * 

By the end of the second year in the spring of 1941, my interest in my studies was flagging. I finished the outdoor field survey 
work necessary to complete the requirements in that class. I wrote my other exams, passed all, but with only a little better than 
average marks. 

There was one other obligation we had to fulfill to complete the year, and that was two weeks of military camp at Dundurn, 
Saskatchewan, as the finale to our C.O.T.C. training. 

On May 3, after completing a set of four short exams, I locked up what belongings I had at the Adam's boarding house into my 
trunk, put on my army uniform and collected my gear. We gathered at a pre-selected spot at the "U" with our packs on our 
back. After standing in line for what seemed an endless period of time, we were finally marched to the CNR station to entrain. 
After we arrived at Dundurn we were again standing and waiting before the bungling officers could finally find the key to our 
hut. (The old army routine - "Hurry up and wait in line.") 

Thus began my routine exposure to camp life in the Army. Everything was drab. The Dundurn landscape looked like a desert 
wasteland. The food was plain, the accommodations were crude, the routine was extremely boring. 

By the end of the week, on Saturday, after drill till 12 noon I managed to get a 13-hour pass, to be back by 1:00 A.M. Sunday. I 
took a bus back to Saskatoon and by 7:15 I was back in the embrace of Phyllis. We sat by the bank of the Saskatchewan River 
and watched a full moon rise, then went to a dance at the Avenue Ballroom. By this time I had decided that in the interest of 
romance I would overstay my leave. After a beautiful evening of dancing, we had lunch at Campbell's Cafe, then back to the 
Bowie's home and the chesterfield. At the last minute I rushed back to the Adam's boarding house, changed back into my 
uniform and barely caught the 4:00 A.M. bus. There were a number of other fellow recruits In the bus that were already AWOL. 
Anyway, we got back at 5:30 A.M. and I crawled into my seedy bunk, only to be awakened by reveille at 0700 hours. No 
repercussions about the late return. 

On May 13 we finally had an interesting day. I had been assigned to Platoon #7 and we were to participate in army games in 
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the hills and sand dunes west of the camp. After much confused maneuvering and running around we were "charged" by army 
trucks who "overran" our positions, while we threw paper bags filled with sand (mock grenades) at them and snapped our 
empty rifles. 

But two days later we were on the rifle range shooting with real live ammunition, and our skill as marksmen was tested. We had 
slow fire, rapid fire, pop and dodger, firing from both sitting positions and kneeling positions. Our ranges were 100, 300, and 
500 yards. To my surprise, I did much better than expected and before the day was over I had racked up the highest score in 
the platoon. Evidently all that rabbit hunting with my good old .22 single shot back in 1934-35 had paid off. 

That night the "army" had a major bash and banquet and I will never forget it. Loquacious speeches were made by the 
"generals", Scotch was served in paper cups and beer was generously dispensed by the pitcher. One of the generous 
dispensers of beer was a bunkmate of mine by the name of Kinsman, who normally slept in the upper bunk above me. As the 
banquet progressed, Kinsman proved to be one of his own best customers. Fortunately, I had enough sobriety left to take 
careful note of that fact and I took the necessary precautions to sleep in his upper bunk when I went to bed that night. When he 
finally crawled into my lower bunk sometime later, it was not too long before the expected happened, He puked all over the 
landscape, but fortunately, except for the smell, I was high and dry in the upper bunk. 

On May 17, it was all over, and I returned to the Adams' house in Saskatoon to pick up my belongings. I said goodbye to 
Phyllis and headed back home to the farm. However, this summer I would not again engage in farm labor. In fact, farming, all 
farming, was behind me. Never again would I lift a sheaf to a stook, nor pitch a sheaf into the hopper of a threshing machine. I 
would instead, spend the summer as a hard-rock nickel miner, a piece of manual labor equally tough, if not more so. 

Against the Evil Tide - 13
Milestone Twelve: Summer in Saskatoon and Second Year Engineering
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Against the Evil Tide - 14
Milestone Thirteen: Nickel Mining at Sudbury, Ontario 

A month or so before the end of the second year, Abe Thiessen told me that there was a strong demand for miners in the 
nickel and gold mines around Sudbury, Ontario. He had information that they paid fairly decent wages, something like $5 a 
day, and even as much as $10 a day if you managed to work in a bonus stope. This was 1941, and those kinds of wages 
sounded pretty attractive to me. At the beginning of April I wrote a letter to a few of the mining companies in the Sudbury area, 
and on April 18, I received a return letter from International Nickel Co. and another from Wright-Hargreaves Gold Mines. Both 
offered me jobs for the summer. I was delighted. 

Sudbury, Ontario, is the largest mining complex in all of Canada, and is the mainstay of that mining giant, the International 
Nickel Co. The latter, at Sudbury, represents the largest nickel mining operation in the world. But there are also any number of 
other major mining companies spread throughout that vast area called the Canadian Shield, a huge geological formation of 
rock that covers an immense area wrapped around the Hudson Bay. Besides nickel, many other metals such as gold, silver, 
platinum and copper are also mined in this mineral-rich area. Accompanying these various mining operations are huge 
smelters and refineries spread over the landscape, with their tremendously tall smokestacks belching their toxic fumes into the 
surrounding atmosphere. As a result (this is more than 45 years ago) the landscape was barren, with hardly a tree or a blade of 
green grass to be found for miles around any of these smelter complexes. A typical smelter of such kind was Inco's Copper 
Cliff operation, located about five miles outside of Sudbury. Not only was the area treeless, but it was also as rocky as any 
moonscape, except here the boulders were larger. 

As can be expected, Sudbury was a rough and ready city, with brawls, mayhem by knife or gun, or even murders a common 
occurrence. The Wild West towns of half a century earlier had nothing on Sudbury, Ontario. Add to this the hazards of working 
underground in the mines, and you come to the conclusion that It Is not the kind of quiet, peaceful city in which you would want 
to bring up your children. Any way you look at it, Sudbury is (or was, when I was there) a rough town complete with a number 
of breweries, all of which were doing a flourishing business. 

The "good" wages had attracted several other college students. My buddy, Abe Thiessen, did not have to attend C.O.T.C. 
camp and had left for Sudbury two weeks earlier, along with another student by the name of Ernie Martin, and had reported 
back to me. Meanwhile, I got in touch with two other Martin brothers, Len, who was studying medicine and whom we called 
"Doc", and Ed, who was not a college student. Since Sudbury was about 1500 miles distant from where we were in 
Saskatchewan and since we were all broke, the three of us decided to get there by riding the rails, something I had never done 
before. Fortunately, Doc had had some experience in this time-honored profession and knew his way around. 

After returning from C.O.T.C. camp I spent two or three days making the rounds with my family at Herschel. Then in the 
afternoon of Tuesday, May 20th, my brother Henry drove me to Rosetown where I boarded a bus at 9:30 that night for Swift 
Current. I was warmly dressed and had sewed a $20 bill into the lining of my jacket as a safety precaution in case I got rolled. 
When I got on the bus, I found my old buddy, Dave Heinrichs, who was my roommate back in 1935-36, already on the bus. He 
was now a full-fledged agronomist employed by the provincial government, and heading back to his home base. 

We arrived in Swift Current at 12 midnight. Dave went to his quarters and I walked the streets for a while. Finally I turned into 
an empty church whose doors were unlocked. I laid a few hymnbooks on the floor for a pillow and went to sleep until morning. 

At 2:00 P.M. I met with Doc and Ed Martin in front of Cooper's Store, our pre-arranged meeting place. An hour later the three of 
us were on a freight train, heading east. 

We arrived at Moose Jaw at 8:00 P.M. and walked up town about a mile and a half to have supper at a cafe. When we got back 
our previous mode of transportation was just pulling out. But no matter. An hour later we caught another freight and found 
partial shelter in the nooks of an open timber car. We arrived at Brandon, Manitoba, by noon the next day. It was here that I 
almost lost my traveling companions. I had gone to a nearby store to buy some butter and milk. When I returned, the freight 
was just pulling out. I ran like hell and just barely caught the tall end of the caboose, with a friendly caboose tender waving 
encouragement. 

We kept rolling on to Portage La Prairie, then into Winnipeg, Manitoba, by 7:00 P.M. that same day. We went to a cafe and had 
dinner, which, by the way cost only 20 cents. There Doc met an old friend of his and talked on into the night. By this time I was 
very tired and very sleepy, and we decided to stay overnight in Winnipeg. Ed and I went to some cheap hotel and I slept like a 
log. Doc stayed with the friend he had met, talking on until the cows came home. 

Next morning after we had breakfast (porridge, milk, toast and coffee, all for 10 cents) I happened to run into an engineering 
classmate (from U. of S.) by the name of Ken Billingsley, who was heading for the same place as we were, so he joined our 
group. 
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The four of us boarded a train at noon and rolled on to the next divisional point, which was Kenora, Ontario. We were now 
sitting on top of the boxcars, since none were unlocked. One advantage was we could get a better view of the scenery we were 
passing through, which now was changing rapidly from the flat drab prairie plains to beautiful lake country of forests, rugged 
ridges of boulders and an 80 mile string of lakes. 

Whereas the days were moderately warm, the nights were decidedly cold. I remember riding through the Lake of the Woods 
area just inside Ontario one night. We were riding on top of a boxcar. Whereas I had come prepared and was wearing warm 
clothing, poor Billingsley was not. As we lay on the top ridge of the rattling, swaying boxcar, I sheltered the poor fellow from the 
windward side with my body, clinging to him tightly, while he was shaking like a trip hammer, and both of us trying to conserve 
what warmth we could. 

After various other stops at divisional points of Ingles, to Port Arthur and Fort Williams, (the latter two are now combined into 
one city called Thunder Bay) we then rolled on to Schreiber, White River, Chapleau and Cartier. Sometimes we would get into 
a divisional point at midnight. No matter. We would build a bonfire on the ground and sleep under the stars in the company of 
the rest of our less erudite fellow travelers. The way we looked you couldn't tell us from the rest of the bums. 

Finally on the last lap, from Cartier to Sudbury, we found ourselves holed up in some nooks and crannies of an open timber 
car. It was drizzling and we were trying to get as much cover from the elements as we could. We got into Sudbury at 6:30 in the 
morning, wet, dirty, unshaven, and we were cold. Our clothing, hair and faces had collected a lot of soot in the last several 
days. We took a taxi to 198 Oak Street to call on Abe Thiessen and Ernie Martin, who had already established themselves two 
weeks earlier. As we knocked on the door of this boarding house in the early morning hours, a maid came to the door. As she 
looked through the glass panel at the black unshaven faces of four fierce looking desperadoes in their wet, bedraggled rags, 
she panicked. She kept the door locked and went back for help. Finally the landlady came and peered at us through the glass, 
but she would have none of us either. Finally, with our persistence, and by means of written messages that we displayed, we 
got the message across that we were friends and relatives of two of her star boarders. Abe and Ernie were in the middle of 
their sleep shift, but were alerted and soon identified us as friendlies and the door was unlocked. 

After a short happy reunion, we sought out a hotel to shave, shower and get cleaned up. But, in our condition, this too, did not 
come easily, even in as rough a town as Sudbury. After being asked to leave in two successive dumps, the third finally referred 
us to the New Queen's Hotel, a fourth rate dump. Here we took a room and shaved, showered and cleaned up our sorry mess. 
We unpacked our bundles and got into clean clothes. 

This was now Monday, May 26. We had been on the road and on the rods for the better part of six days. By 9:00 A.M. Abe and 
Ernie hurried over and showed us the way to the International Nickel Co.'s employment office, then went back to their boarding 
house to resume their interrupted sleep shift. (Everybody in Sudbury was on one of three shifts.) 

At the employment office we found a large mob waiting and milling around. By virtue of our letters assuring us of jobs, Doc and 
I by-passed the mob and soon found ourselves at the company doctor's office getting our X-rays and medical examinations. 

Doc and I then looked over the town for a place to stay. There were a number of boarding houses and the average going rate 
seemed to be about $8.50 a week, with three meals a day, one of which would be a boxed lunch. We didn't settle on any one 
location, and since I hadn't slept for three days by that time I was tired and sleepy, we went back to our sleazy hotel room. At 
9:00 P.M. I hit the sack and slept like a log, only to be awakened at midnight by Abe and Ernie, who had just gotten off their 
swing shift and wanted to talk. 

The next day we got a few things done. We (the four of us) selected a boarding house on Walnut Street with a family called 
Smythers, with Billingsley and myself in one room and Doc and Ed in the other. I was assigned a job at the Frood Mine and told 
to take a bus over to it. When I checked in I was given my employment tag (No. 8348), locker key, boots (they had special steel 
toe protectors), belt and a helmet. 

Next day I reported to a Mr. Smith, who sent me to Stope 35.75 at the 3200-foot level. I made the following entry in my blue-
green book: "Here I started my first day of mining, working in the "School Stope", with Jack Johnson as the stope boss. First 
impressions of mining - - changing pressure on ear drums while going down in cage - length of trekking along drifts – mucking 
(shoveling ore) - safety rules - stope levels - hard work - boss' long talk with me on general items to kill time and let me take it 
easy." So ended my first day of mining. 

I found out a lot about the mining industry that summer, an industry that is an underground world unto itself. My job was that of 
the lowliest laborer – shoveling the fragmented nickel ore down the hole of the stope (called a chute) to where it would feed into 
ore cars on one or more levels lower down. The cars would then take the ore to a vertical shaft where it would be dumped into 
a large cage or elevator which in turn would hoist it to the surface. 

Shoveling ore for seven hours a day (an eight hour shift, one hour off for lunch) was hard physical labor, about as tough as 
threshing. Not only was it hard, but the atmosphere in which we worked was grueling. We would work on levels that were 
anywhere from 2000, 3000 or more feet underground. During the four months I worked underground, I worked in at least half a 
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dozen different levels and under as many different stope bosses. The lowest level I was in was a full 5000 feet underground. 
That's almost a mile! The temperature gets about one degree hotter for every 100 feet down and at 5000 feet it is almost 
unbearably hot. Not only is the heat oppressive but the air is extremely humid and oppressive. Hot water is leaking out all over 
the place and has to be pumped to the surface continuously. The only way that such areas can be made tolerable at all is to 
have large quantities of air blown down through the shafts and the levels to the individual stopes, but even this does the job 
only partially. At the lower levels, everything is hot — the walls are hot, the ore is hot, the leaking water is hot. Add to this the 
increased atmospheric pressure and the inky darkness to which a workingman is confined, and you have a less than pleasant 
environment in which to work. The only light you have is the electric light fastened to your helmet. When it is turned off, the 
blackness is total. In order to power these lights, it was necessary to wear a heavy rechargeable battery on your belt. This 
battery was recharged every day after you divested yourself of it at the end of the shift. 

There were three eight-hour shifts. There was the night shift, which lasted from 12 midnight till 8:00 A.M., the day shift, from 
8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M., and the swing shift, from 4:00 P.M. to midnight. 

The routine mining operation was carried out around the clock, 24 hours a day. The whole mining network consisted basically 
of a series of shafts (vertical), levels and drifts, (horizontal), and stopes. The latter were about the size of a room and it is here 
that the broken ore lay to be shoveled down into a grate (a hole about three feet square; with two iron bars or rails across to 
help keep a man from dropping down this same hole. The spacing between these rails was approximately a foot, large enough 
for a man to drop through if he were careless, and every now and then they did, usually to their death.) The ore then fell down 
a shaft, called a chute, to a waiting ore car below. 

There were several sets of specialized crews working in the operation, besides us muckers who shoveled the ore. One of the 
other crews of vital importance were the drillers and the dynamiters. This crew would drill holes about 1-3/4" in diameter and 
about six feet deep into new ore on the face of a stope that had been emptied of ore by the previous shift of muckers. They 
would then push sticks of dynamite into these holes with wooden pokers. They would then insert the fuses into the holes and at 
the end of their shift when everything was set, light all the fuses as quickly as possible and run for cover. The next shift would 
then come in and remove the blasted ore by shoveling it down the stope shute, as I mentioned earlier. This was called 
mucking, and that is what my job was that summer. After the stope had been cleared, the timber men would come in and frame 
it up with heavy timbers the size of railroad ties. After that the drillers and dynamiters would come in and drill and blast again 
and so on, around the clock. Another crew would come in and fill the emptied stopes with crushed rock so as to keep the whole 
network from caving in and collapsing. 

As can be expected, what with handling dynamite, heavy chunks of ore that might dislodge from the ceiling and drop on a 
worker, what with heavy timbers to install, ore cars and heavy machinery to manipulate, deep chutes to fall into, the work was 
rugged and it was dangerous. Despite all the myriad of safety regulations that were strictly enforced, there was a considerable 
number of workers that were hurt and that were killed each year. Among the most vulnerable, of course, were the greenhorns, 
many of whom were the temporary summer student workers, to whom all this was a one-time operation. In fact, I had a few 
close shaves myself. One time a large piece of ore dislodged from the ceiling above me and just barely grazed my forehead. 
Another time, when I was alone in the stope shoveling away at a large pile of broken ore (muck) that reached to the ceiling, a 
heavy piece rolled down the slope at me. In my effort to back away from the oncoming mass, I stepped into the chute, and one 
leg went down into it while the other lay astride the protecting rails. The oncoming piece, which weighed a couple of hundred 
pounds, kept on coming and pinned down my ankle. Outside of a minor sprain, I was unhurt. 

After I got settled in I found that there were quite a number of "U" students from all over the country, and even quite a few that I 
had known back in Saskatchewan. So there was ample intelligent company, besides the group of six I have already mentioned. 
There was also abundant opportunity for recreation. I had my tennis racket shipped out to me (along with other articles) after I 
arrived, and it was one of my favorite sports during this summer. We also did a considerable amount of bowling at the alleys, 
and now and then went swimming at nearby Lake Ramsey. It was an interesting side observation that when at the latter, to see 
so many white, untanned bodies and faces at a swimming beach. Whereas almost anywhere else you would expect browned 
and tanned bodies and faces at a beach, these underground miners not only got very little sun during their workday, but the 
humidity and sweat of their working conditions seemed to further bleach and whiten their skin tone. 

All the while, I was avidly following the events of the war in Europe. I remember vividly that on June 22, 1941, I was just coming 
off of my night shift (8 A.M.) and getting out of my dirty working clothes in the men's locker when I heard much excited talk 
about another historic event - Germany had declared war and crossed the borders into Russia! I was exhilarated! At last! I had 
always known that it would happen! Hitler would march into the very lair of the communist beast itself and crush it once and for 
all! It would be just vengeance and retribution for all the destruction and agonies the communist criminals had caused my 
family and my people! In the following days and weeks I watched with pride and excitement as the German armies marched 
eastward with amazing rapidity and scored one victory after another. 

Although bars were numerous and the liquor flowed freely in Sudbury, fortunately, our group indulged very little, as did most of 
the other college students, with some exceptions. However, the same cannot be said about the permanent hard core of 
professional miners. They were a rough and rowdy bunch. Payday was twice a month, the first and the fifteenth. On such days, 
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much of the population degenerated into a drunken brawl, and sometimes it seemed it wasn't safe to cross the street on such 
days. Ethnically, besides the Anglo-Saxon population, there was a large concentration of Finns, and also of Ukrainians. The 
latter remind me of a memorable incident. 

One Sunday in the middle of July, Bill Williams, one of the boarders at the house where Abe and I were staying, came back 
from a Ukrainian wedding with enthusiastic reports about what a good time was being had by all, what with good food and 
plenty of drinks being served. The day was hot and Abe and I had just been ready to go for a swim in Lake Ramsey, which we 
did. There we ran into two of the Martin brothers, Doc and Ernie. After a cool swim, we got to talking about this Ukrainian 
wedding that would still be going on far into the night. Suddenly all four of us decided we would go to the party and find out for 
ourselves the joys of a Ukrainian wedding. We found that everything was just as Bill Williams had described, even better. They 
welcomed us (and anybody else) with open arms. There was much dancing, good Ukrainian music, good food. They were also 
serving some excellent 50-60 punch, and also plenty of hard stuff. It was the kind of proposition we could not refuse. After a 
while we were feeling very good, and twirling the Ukrainian girls around in their native dances. As the night wore on we were 
feeling better and better and by 2:00 A.M. when we left, we were feeling damn good. As we walked home we were singing 
college songs so loudly they could be heard a block away. Soon some cops drove up and shouted from the patrol car for us to 
pipe down. I shouted back happily "OK Doctor", a phrase we commonly used, since we had Doc in our company. The cops 
misunderstood me and thought I had called them suckers. Instantly, they picked me up and hauled me off to the police station, 
where they quickly emptied my pockets and were ready to book me. Once there, I quickly sobered up like the gentleman I 
always was and politely explained the "doctor" phrase, and that of course, I had nothing but the highest respect for the police 
department. By this time the other boys arrived at the police headquarters to see what was happening. The chief believed my 
story (which was true), restored my valuables and let us go with the admonition - next time, boys, keep it down! 

On Sunday, September 21, the mining episode in Sudbury was all over and I emerged after a little less than four months with 
no broken bones and considerably richer in the pocket. I was happily heading back to Saskatoon to embark on my third year of 
Engineering. This time I was not going to ride the rails like a bum, but was dressed up in suit and tie, and bought a first class 
ticket at the CNR station. I changed trains at Sudbury junction and got into a sleeper, instead of a day coach. This time I was 
going back in style. 

Against the Evil Tide - 14
Milestone Thirteen: Nickel Mining at Sudbury, Ontario 
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Against the Evil Tide - 15
Milestone Fourteen: Final Year of Engineering in Saskatoon

This time I did not check in back at the farm at Herschel, but took the train from Sudbury directly to Saskatoon. The first thing I 
did was check in at the Senator Hotel and make a date with Phyllis Bowie that night. It was wonderful to see this beautiful, 
lovely, loving girl again after four months in Sudbury. 

The next day I checked in with Calvin Wight, who had found a place at 1008 - 11th Street with a landlady by the name of Mrs. 
MacDonald, another poor widow trying to make a living. Calvin was taking the same courses in Mechanical Engineering as I 
was, and we decided to room together. That same day (September 24) I registered with the University and paid an $80 tuition 
fee. 

* * * * * 

As usual, at the beginning of a college year, my resolve and ambitions were always at their highest, and I recorded my 
resolutions at that time in my little blue-green book. 

Saturday, September 27, 1941. This is the beginning of my Third Engineering Year at the University, therefore I am going to 
state my objectives and resolutions of what I wish to accomplish for the year. 

1. Make the fullest use of my time.
(a) Work like hell when I work and concentrate in the same fashion.
(b) Take enough time out for enjoyments and make them plenty worthwhile.
(c) Organize and schedule my time. 

2. Win a scholarship in Third Year Engineering. I MUST DO THIS to justify my confidence in myself. 

* * * * * 

I had been bored and disgusted with last year's C.O.T.C. classes, and they were still as compulsory this year as last. I had 
dragged my feet about signing up for C.O.T.C. as the term commenced, and as October ended, I had not gone to a single 
parade or lecture. I decided, to hell with them, I would join the Air Force. Fortunately, the University was offering an Air Crew 
Training course that was an alternative to C.O.T.C. On October 31 I signed up and promptly had my R.C.A.F. medical exam. 
Five of us from the U. went down to the medical center for the R.C.A.F. (not at the U.) at 7:30 in the morning and were 
thoroughly examined until II A.M. Evidently, I passed with flying colors, according to the R.C.A.F. officer's general remarks. His 
report read: "This chap was found to be calm and cooperative, keen and alert. He was polite and mannerly for a University 
student. Good neuromuscular, cardiovascular. Rapid reaction time. Very desirable material. Fit for full flying duties." 

So I was through with the boring, time-consuming lectures and parades demanded by the C.O.T.C. I was now getting 
instructions in flying, in navigation, in radio, in identification of enemy aircraft, and much more. Even before this, my interest in 
flying and aircraft had been keenly aroused. I was interested in what I was now studying and glad to have rid of the C.O.T.C. 
Also, a vague plan began to form in my mind. Should the war last longer than expected, I might join the air force after 
graduation and somehow drop in on German soil to help strike a blow for the cause. Maybe. A possibility. 

After three weeks with Calvin and Mrs. MacDonald I was fed up with the place. Jim Dodd, a big young Irishman from Agassiz, 
B.C., with whom I had been collaborating in my studies during the latter part of last year, and even more so this year, seemed 
like a more compatible roommate, and we were more or less on the same ideological wavelength. Besides, there were three 
old fuddy-duddies in the same boarding house where I was, and they were getting on my nerves. So on October 27 I moved in 
with Jim and into the Johnson's boarding house at 714 University Drive. Some added advantages were that it was closer to the 
"U", and had a number of rambunctious college students that were more in my peer group. 

At the end of the first semester my grades were fairly high: Applied Mechanics, "A"; Hydraulics, "A"; Machine Design, "A"; 
Electrical Engineering "B"; Economics 5, "C"; Air Navigation, "C"; Mechanical Engineering, "D". So I had three "A"s, not bad. 
The only other fellow in third year Engineering that had four "A"s was Jake Klassen, that brilliant student I mentioned earlier 
and who was to be awarded the Gov.-General's gold Medal at the end of his fourth year. I guess I had made a point, that I 
could make good grades if I wanted to. But my heart wasn't in it, because for the rest of the year my interest in my studies 
waned, and my grades at the end of the year, although I passed all, reflected it. 

* * * * * 

I went home to Heschel that Christmas and made the rounds with my family. There were, besides my aging parents, three 
other families to make the rounds to, namely, those of Henry and Annie, Sarah and Peter (Plett), and Korni and Martha. Since 
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the latter three families all had kids, this included a lot of nieces and nephews as well. 

* * * * * 

After the beginning of the year I made another notation in my little blue-green book, and from the vantage point of 46 years 
later when I have a lot less time left than I had then, I am somewhat amused by my ongoing obsession with TIME during that 
period. Here is what I wrote: 

Wednesday, Jan. 7, 1942.
TIME 

I am determined- To utilize my time to the utmost possible extent in both work and pleasure. In work conserve time by working 
at a speed typical of winning a speed contest or the rate and effort I use in writing an exam. Only by racing for time can 
CONCENTRATION on a subject be maintained. Budget your time as if every minute lost would cost a dollar. Plan your leisure 
recreational time generously, then splurge into it relaxed and wholeheartedly. Plunge into pleasure as when diving into an 
ocean of water. Time profitably spent and utilized to a maximum makes for a full and interesting life. Time is the key to 
success. Do today what you can do tomorrow. 

* * * * * 

My love affair with Phyllis Bowie continued throughout the year. Although she was unpredictable and sometimes erratic (aren't 
we all?) and although we sometimes had our problems, by and large, it was a beautiful experience filled with mucho nostalgia. 
We saw each other as much as three or four times a week. Besides a number of movies, skating and other minor events, I took 
her to several major events such as "The Engineer's Theatre Party and Dance” (Oct. 10); Arts Summer Waltz Nite (Oct. 24); 
"Informal Dance", at the Cavern (Nov. 28); New Year's Eve celebration at a theater (Dec. 31); The first University Informal 
Dance of 1942 (Jan. 9); Engineer's Theatre Party and Dance (Jan. 30); she took me to "The Ladies Formal Dance" at the 
Bessborough Hotel (S'toon's finest! Feb. 6); celebrating my birthday I took her to "The Engineer's Formal Dance" at the 
Bessborough (Feb. 20). We celebrated our "First Anniversary" by having dinner at her home then went back to the "Success 
Business School" where we had first met exactly a year earlier. (Mar. 8). 

Towards the end of the last term, I had to make a decision as to what kind of engineering I wanted to pursue, since in the fourth 
and last year, the classes become more specialized towards that end. Both Jim and I had decided we would pursue Electrical 
Engineering. Since the U. of S. didn't offer that course in the last year, we had to think of another college that did. There were, 
of course, several, but the University of Manitoba at Winnipeg seemed like the best choice. The first three years of its Electrical 
Engineering Course dovetailed with that of the U. of S. Mechanical Engineering course, and the credits were interchangeable 
both ways, our mechanical students could finish in electrical, and similarly, their electrical students could finish the fourth year 
here in mechanical, without losing any credits or having to take any extra classes. 

Before I left Sudbury in the summer of 1941, I had checked into the electrical department of International Nickel as to job 
availability in that division for the next summer. I did not want to spend another summer underground shoveling (mucking) 
heavy nickel ore. The possibilities seemed favorable and I followed this up during the year with further correspondence which 
assured me of a job in the electrical department for the summer of '42. 

Finally, on Friday, April 17, I finished my last exam at 5:00 P.M. I took the streetcar back to the boarding house, packed my 
things and whipped over to the bus station at 6:00 P.M. to board a bus for Rosetown. When I got there at 9:00 P.M., by 
prearrangement, my brother Henry was there to pick me up and take me home. But first we thought it appropriate to celebrate 
the occasion. We went over to the Rosetown Hotel and had three beers each, before making the 20-mile drive back to his 
place. It had been a busy day. 

Again, I made the family rounds, went to the Mennonite church the following Sunday, and shook hands with a lot of old friends 
and renewed a number of acquaintances. 

Then Monday, only three days after I had arrived, I was back on the bus headed for Saskatoon. I checked In with Jim Dodd, 
who was still at the boarding house, and also checked in at the "U", where I had to finish and clean up a few workshop 
exercises in blacksmithing and also machine shop. This I did In a matter of two days. 

Jim had decided not only to take electrical engineering at the U. of Manitoba with me next year, but that since I had already 
arranged a job for myself in the electrical department of Inco., that he would go along with me to Sudbury and try his luck in 
getting a similar job. 

Against the Evil Tide - 15
Milestone Fourteen: Final Year of Engineering in Saskatoon
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Against the Evil Tide - 16
Milestone Fifteen: The Summer of '42 in Sudbury

The evening before I had spent saying goodbye to Phyllis, and getting back to the boarding house at 12:30 A.M. was later than 
I had planned. I still had my packing to do and a few errands to run before catching the bus at 11 In the morning of Thursday, 
April the 23rd. However, with Jim's coordination and cooperation, we were both on that 11 A.M. bus, off and running, headed 
for Sudbury. 

We stopped at Regina to have a bite to eat. While passing through we happened to see two of our fellow classmates, namely 
Loucks and Busby, who were just coming off their jobs in Regina. Back on the bus, we arrived at Brandon, Manitoba, at 3 A.M., 
where we had another quick lunch of a hot dog and a vico. It rained all through the night, and finally at 7:30 in the morning we 
arrived in Winnipeg. 

There were two matters we intended to take care of in Winnipeg. First, we wanted to look over the University and find out more 
details about the engineering college. On going over there we first met with the president of the University, the renowned Dr. 
Sidney S. Smith, a congenial and giggly fellow in his early fifties. Then we met with the head honcho of the Engineering 
department. Dean E. P. Fetherstonhaugh, a lean, tall, dignified old Scottish gentleman who headed the Electrical Dept. 

The other matter was getting together with a man by the name of Gladman, who was the Winnipeg International Nickel 
representative. In their letter Inco had promised to pay my fare if I came to work for them. After much scurrying around we 
finally caught up with Gladman, but he claimed he knew nothing about paying for our fare. By this time it was late in the 
afternoon and we were too tired to get on the bus again. 

We took a room at the Brunswick Hotel and had dinner. Then we went to the Times Theatre and saw a double feature. Jim 
slept through the whole performance. (We hadn't had much sleep on the bus the night before.) Next day at 11 A.M. we went to 
see Gladman again. He informed us that the word from H.Q. was we would have to pay for our own fare. 

On the way over, Jim and I saw some typewriters at Crawford Salvage, a second hand store. We thought every student should 
have a typewriter, so we each bought one. I bought a Remington Rand Portable "Cadet" for $32.50 and Jim bought a Baby 
Hermes for $21.00. Deciding to make the rest of the Journey by train rather than bus, we went down to the CNR station and at 
6:30 P.M. we boarded the train for Sudbury. 

We arrived at Sudbury the next day, on Sunday, 10:15 P.M., April the 26th. We immediately tried to make contact with my old 
buddy Abe Thiessen, who had not gone back to college, but had stayed on with his old job. However, we were unable to reach 
him, and being tired and hungry, somewhere around midnight we had something to eat and then took a room at the same 
place, the Rex Cafe. 

At 9 A.M. sharp the next morning, April 27, we were down at the Inco Employment office to sign in and take our physicals. It 
was a bad day. A carload of men had just arrived from Winnipeg, to also be processed. There was much milling around and we 
were treated like a consummate herd of cattle. After passing the inspection, we were sent to Copper Cliff, about five miles out 
of Sudbury, where Inco's big smelters are located. Here we met two senior Inco officials, J. S. Gordon, and the head of the 
electrical dept., and a Mr. Gillespie. The latter interviewed us (Jim, myself and two other "U" students), fixed our wages and 
assigned us to our respective jobs. 

I was first assigned to the Coal dept. This section served the function of blowing huge quantities of powdered coal dust to fuel 
the furnaces of the various smelters that were scattered over the immense complex. Conveying the powdered coal to its 
various destinations was a complex of huge pipelines, some as much as six feet in diameter. Supplying the power to move all 
this fuel at a rapid clip were giant blowers powered by electric motors. It was a dirty, dusty set-up, and after two weeks I asked 
for a transfer. It was extremely fortunate that I did so, for it was only about three days later that a powerful explosion ripped the 
coal plant and several men were killed. 

My transfer was to the Meter Dept. with a man by the name of Clayton Robertson (Robbie) as my foreman. However, a 
congenial fellow by the name of Bert (Tiny) Thompson was my working partner and my surrogate boss for the rest of the 
summer. He was quite a character. He was six foot five and weighed in at 300 pounds. He was highly intelligent, well educated, 
and well versed in the arts and in philosophy, literature, and basically a cultured man. Yet here he was working in a roughneck 
environment, frequented the roadhouses with an uncouth gang of men, and in a trade rather than a profession for which he 
was educated and should have pursued. He had one major weakness. He drank like a fish, and as a result, he would not drive 
a car and did not own one. He was a jovial fellow, interesting to converse with, and we became good friends. 

The major part of my summer was spent in restructuring the meter and control panels in a large building called Sub Station No. 
1 (Electrical). In it were located a number of huge motors that drove a series of large compressors or blowers, which supplied 
forced air to the smelters and also to the coal department. It was a terribly noisy place and the high whine of the blowers was 
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ear shattering. We worked a lot of overtime and often in 12-hour shifts, sometimes even as much as 15 or 16 hours a day. I 
had no complaints, since the pay was good (67 cents an hour) and I was paid time and a half for overtime. 

Jim and I stayed at a rooming place at 178 Pine Street but made arrangements to eat at the Kuluttajat Restaurant - a Finnish 
establishment. We bought weekly tickets and could eat as much as we wanted to, three meals a day, when we wanted to. They 
also fixed our box lunches to take to work. It was a convenient arrangement, except the company we ate with was rather 
lowbrow. But then, of course, this was Sudbury. 

Despite much overtime, I still seemed to have plenty of time for tennis, swimming, bowling, snooker and movies. Nor was there 
any lack of peer company. Besides Jim Dodd, most of the old gang was either still there or had returned. Abe Thiessen was 
still with us and all three of the Martins fellows were back. Also, there that summer from the U. of S. were some engineering 
buddies by the name of Dan Stann, Ted Smith, Ed Gawley and a few others. We were a congenial gang and we made the 
most of an excursion we would not necessarily want to make permanent. 

On May 11, through the published resume in the Saskatoon Star Phoenix (it published everyone's grades wholesale in one 
issue) I found out what my grades were for the previous third year Engineering. I managed to get two "A"'s, three "B"'s, two 
"C"'s, and one "D". I was happy with that. It was better than I had expected, especially since I had put more emphasis on 
"pleasure" in the last half of the year than "work". Phyllis accounted for much of the former, but it was worth it. 

Jim Dodd was assigned to a foreman by the name of Sharkey, whose gang worked on outside line and buss work. After being 
Into his Job for a month, poor Jim met up with a most terrible accident. They were working on a distribution platform about 15 
feet above ground installing copper buss bars. One day, on June 27, to be exact, Jim had been told to pick up some supplies 
from the Parts Dept. to bring to the job. When he got back there was no one on the platform, but the power had been turned 
on, a vital fact of which Jim had not been informed. As he climbed back up the platform, he was burned by a jolt of 30,000 
volts. He fell back to the cinder ground, face first, and after he regained consciousness he broke Into violent muscular spasms, 
that, I understood later. It took three men to hold him down. He was then rushed to the Copper Cliff hospital, where he barely 
clung to life for several days. Here he remained for the rest of the summer. He had many severe burns on his feet, his hands, 
and his face and on some parts of his body. He also lost the sight in one eye permanently. I went to see him often at the 
hospital, and as he was recovering, he seemed to be enjoying himself In the company of the jovial nurses who attended him. In 
fact, he became romantically involved with one of them, and about two years later they were married. Her name was Marj 
Wiber. 

Meanwhile, my sister Katie, who had been studying as a missionary at a Bible College in Three Hills, Alberta, was now at 
Niagara Falls, where she was getting her last minute instructions from the Missionary center before embarking for Colombia, 
South America, to convert the natives. She sent me a card inviting me down for a few days visit before leaving. On Saturday, 
August 1, I took an overnight train for Toronto, about 300 miles away, where Katie met me at the Union Station at 6:45 A.M. 
After having breakfast together, we immediately went to the docks and boarded the steamship "Cayuga" for Niagara Falls. After 
disembarking we took the special elevator at the Falls to see the Whirlpool Rapids, then boarded the "Maid of the Mist", a 
recreational boat that took us as close as was feasible to the bottom of both the American Falls and also the Canadian Falls. 
After a grand tour of Niagara Falls and a good chicken dinner, we caught the bus to Queenstown, boarded the "Cayuga" again 
and were back in Toronto at 9:00 P.M. 

Next day I slept till noon (at Katie's missionary house) and Katie brought me breakfast in bed. We then took in several sites in 
the then beautiful city of Toronto. (It was then still uninfested with mud peoples.) We took a lot of pictures and saw the 
Parliament buildings, the zoo, and went through a museum. After dinner we went to "All People's Church" - Katie's sponsor, 
where some of her friendly but overly zealous cohorts vainly tried to convert me before I might get away. 

Next day we covered some more interesting sites, the most outstanding of which was Casa Loma, a lovely castle built by 
entrepreneur Sir Henry Pendleton. 

At 11:00 P.M. that night I kissed Katie goodbye and boarded the train back to Sudbury. Except for a short two-day visit in May 
of 1943 I was not to see her again for another 15 years. By this time she had married another missionary by the name of 
Herbert Snider while in Colombia and would be the mother of eight kids. 

* * * * * 

As a romantic reflection of the different girl friends I had known at that period of my life (I was 24) I made the following entry in 
my little blue-green book. 

Tuesday, July 21, 1942. Some day when I am established in Germany and have sufficient money, I intend, in memory of all the 
girls I have loved and left behind me, and also to recreate those beautiful impressions, to buy records of all those songs that I 
associate with the memory of each one. 

1. Victoria Neufeld - "0 Genevieve", "Drifting and Dreaming", "When my Dream Boat Comes Home". 
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2. Elsie Fell - "Little Old Lady". 

3. Erna Martens - "Sweet Bunch of Daisies". 

4. Mary MacRorte - "Let's Sail to Dreamland". 

5. Caroline George - "Woodbecker's Serenade". 

6. Lily Zacharias - "Two Sleepy People", "You Smile and the Angels Sing", "Beer Barrel Polka", "Little Sir Echo", "Scatterbrain". 

7. Verna Schmidt - "In an Old Dutch Garden". 

8. Phyllis Bowie - "Down Argentine Way", "Tales From Vienna Woods", "Blue Danube", "Zwel Herzen Im Drel Vlertel Takt". 

Apparently my romantic interests were very much alive, and so was my dream to one day live in Germany. It had been my 
dream ever since 1939 to settle in Germany, become an engineer, marry a beautiful blonde German "maedel", and live happily 
ever after. As we all know, history intervened and changed the course of my life, as it was destined to do to hundreds of 
millions of others. 

* * * * * 

On September 10, Tiny Thompson, Robbie (my foreman Clayton Robertson) and I loaded up the maintenance truck and 
departed for one of Inco's hydro-electric power plants to do some meter and controls restructuring. It was a beautiful, rustic 
area that was far enough away from all the smelters and contamination that polluted the Sudbury area. It was green, luxuriant 
and pristine, about 50 miles distant from Sudbury, and it was called High Falls. About half a mile up the river was the Big Eddy, 
as the dam and the power plant itself were called. It had some of the biggest generators I had ever seen at that time - a series 
of 8000 KVA (or about 9400 HP) babies. 

We were to stay here a little less than two weeks. Although it was a lonely, isolated area out in the woods, it was a pleasant 
respite from the hustle and bustle of Sudbury. Mostly we worked, many times as much as 14 and 15 hours a day, but I had no 
complaints. I was logging in a lot of overtime, for which I got paid time and a half. In fact, it was Robbie, the foreman, who had 
been with the company for 20 years who complained. He was on straight salary, and he complained to me that I was drawing 
down more money than he was, a rank injustice, he claimed. No problem of mine, I told him. Take it up with the company 
president. 

While I was at High Falls, Jim Dodd got out of the hospital and went back to the Paquettes, the French family where he and I 
had been boarding before he had his big accident and where my things were still stored. The college term at the U. of Manitoba 
was coming up in less than two weeks and we had plans to make. I sent in my seven days notice to the company, as was 
required. 

On Sunday, September 27, I kissed Mrs. Vera Walman goodbye. She had been our cheerful landlady and cook who had kept 
us in tasty victuals during our short and pleasant stay. Tiny and I went back to Sudbury by car (driven by somebody else) and I 
arrived at the Paquette boarding house at ten that night to see Jim Dodd again. The next day Jim and I went to Copper Cliff to 
wind up our affairs, collected our pay, sold any kit and caboodle we had to a second hand store, and were off on the train to 
Toronto at 11:05 that night. 

The next day we did some site seeing in Toronto, and also in Niagara Falls the following day. While in Toronto we were joined 
by another "U" student, a blonde Swede by the name of Orville Swenson, who was also going back to Winnipeg. From here on 
out we took a southerly route by bus to tour the northern fringe of the United States. We crossed the border at Sault Ste. Marie, 
went on to Erie, Pa., then to Buffalo, to Cleveland, and on to Chicago. We made a stopover at Chicago, where we visited the 
Field Museum, went to the top of the Wrigley Building, and to several other places, taking pictures all the while. Next we rolled 
on to Minneapolis, St. Paul, where we again stopped and saw the sights. Here I bought a leather brief case and a new camera. 

We finally crossed the border back into Canada at Emerson, Manitoba, and arrived in Winnipeg on October 3, 1942, where we 
immediately checked in at the St. Regis Hotel. It had been an eventful summer, and Jim and I were now ready to tackle the U. 
of M. and our final year of electrical engineering. 

Against the Evil Tide - 16
Milestone Fifteen: The Summer of '42 in Sudbury
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Against the Evil Tide - 17
Milestone Sixteen: Fourth Year Engineering at the University of Manitoba 1942-
1943

Whereas the fourth year, now in Winnipeg, was interesting enough and academically rewarding, it was not socially as 
congenial as had been the three previous years in Saskatoon. Somehow, it was less warm, less comfortable. Winnipeg 
seemed colder and less accommodating. The first thing Jim Dodd and I did when we arrived in Winnipeg was to look over the 
roster of boarding houses on the recommended list put out by the University. We happened to choose one run by a family 
named Saygol. That was the first dumb mistake we made and we should have known better. Although they initially seemed 
very friendly and accommodating, it wasn't too long before we found out they were Jews, and not too long after that before their 
nasty characteristics began to surface. Staying at the same place were five snotty, highbrow senior college girls studying Home 
Ec. at the same University. Staying next door were four of our engineering classmates from the U. of Sask., who were bent on 
raising all the hell they could. Soon a hassle developed between us, the landlord, the girls, and the fellows next door. Before 
the end of the first term we gave the landlord two weeks written notice we were moving, which threw this bug-eyed Jew into a 
tantrum, but leave we did. 

Another unpleasant event for me was the discovery that there was no Air Crew Training program here, and I would have to 
attend C.O.T.C. at Osborne Barracks, Minto Field, whether I liked it or not. I did not like it. (Due to his serious accident the 
previous summer, Jim was 4F, so this did not apply to him.) 

For these reasons and others, the first term was somewhat depressing, a big part of it being that all the social contacts I had 
had in Saskatoon were missing here. The one compensating aspect was that the classes, most of which now concerned some 
phase of electronics or electricity, were more interesting. 

In any case, by December 19 I had written my last midterm exam, checked out of the Saygol compound, and at 10:15 that 
evening was on board a train bound for Saskatoon, to see Phyllis again. She met me at the C.P.R. station at 3:30 the next 
afternoon, and I was invited to stay at the Bowie home. It was great to see Phyllis again. As usual, she had some bizarre new 
stories to tell me, most of which weren't true. 

I had promised the folks back home I would spend Christmas with them. After four most pleasant days with Phyllis, two days 
before Christmas I caught the train to Herschel. There I again made the rounds. On Christmas eve we all went to the Annual 
Mennonite Christmas Concert at the church. On Christmas day we had a big goose dinner at Korni and Martha's. Two days 
later we were all at Sarah and Peter's place to have a second big goose dinner with all the trimmings. Luckily in those days I 
had no trouble with putting on weight! Then on December the 30th I was back on the train for Saskatoon to see Phyllis again 
and on New Year's day we had a big turkey dinner at the Bowie's. 

On the fifth of January I was back in Winnipeg again arriving at 8:45 in the morning. Somehow Winnipeg in the wintertime 
seemed more dreary and colder than Saskatoon, and I was not in the best of spirits. To make things worse, Jim and I had to 
find a new place to stay, since we had terminated our previous place two weeks ago. When I finally got in contact with Jim I 
found that the poor fellow had contracted chicken pox and was quarantined in the King George Hospital. He was to stay there 
for more than two weeks. 

This left the business of locating a place up to me. I finally found a place at a Mrs. Keating’s, at 82 Spence Street. Next day I 
went to bring Jim some chocolates and some of his things. Finally, the next day I was back at classes, two days late. All this 
time the weather was getting colder. 

Meanwhile, the war in Europe was going on and on, hot and heavy, and the German position was worsening. At this time, 
however, I still felt Germany would win. I did not give up the German dream, but the future looked uncertain. Since we were 
coming towards the end of our term, the pressure from several quarters became heavier to sign up in one of the services upon 
graduation. The military machine needed more engineers, in particular. And anyway, the draft was in full force and the only 
reason we were not already in the armed forces was due to the fact we were presumed to be pursuing a technical education 
essential to the winning of the war. 

I was hostile to the whole situation. Even when we were asked to become voluntary blood donors, while just about every able-
bodied man and woman complied, I refused. Towards the end of the term the pressure to sign up for the armed forces 
increased. Every Engineering graduate did, in fact sign up, except for two of us, but, strangely enough, for exactly opposite 
reasons. One was a Jew by the name of Saul Bronstein, who connived to stay out because he was a coward, and like most 
Jews would rather see someone else do the fighting and bleeding. I, on the other hand, was determined not to fight for a cause 
I was against, when really I wanted to fight on the other side. As usual I was bucking the tide of contrived public opinion. I was 
hauled into Dean Fetherstonhaugh's office for a lecture. He strongly admonished me to sign up. The Army, Navy and Air Force 
all needed engineers, he told me. There would be dire consequences for me if I did not. I refused. 
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Jim Dodd, although he was ideologically against the war also, had no problems. For the same reasons he did not have to 
attend C.O.T.C., due to his tragic accident in Sudbury the summer before, he had a 4F category and was exempt from the 
draft. 

There was an interesting fellow engineer in our class by the name of Phil Mees, who was from the United States. He kept 
telling us about the fabulous jobs that were available south of the border. By this time, both Jim and I had determined we would 
go to the States after graduation, should the war still be on. There was one hitch. Before you could even get out of Canada you 
had to have a Labor Exit Permit, which said. In effect, that if your abilities were needed to contribute to the war effort, your 
chances of getting permission to leave the country were practically nil. For a young man, and especially a graduate engineer, it 
was next to impossible to get such a permit. Jim and I both applied and were rejected. However, Jim, crafty fellow that he was, 
somehow connived to convince them that his bad eye needed special medical attention such as he could only get in the States, 
and somehow, shortly after graduation Jim did indeed find himself in Cleveland, Ohio, and a good job with Brush Development 
Co. 

Since most able-bodied men were now in the services, many of the large companies were now hurting for qualified male 
employees, especially engineers and trained technical personnel. There was avid competition for such prospects as remained, 
and some of the large companies sent out scouts to the various university campuses to recruit whatever graduates they could. 
One of these was Northern Electric, from Montreal. They represented the equivalent of Western Electric in Canada. There were 
other scouts, and I listened to several offers. Finally, I decided to go with Northern Electric when I graduated, and I signed a 
letter of intent with them. This was about a month before the end of the term, and there was still a lot of work to be done in the 
classroom. 

One of the jobs left to do was to write our thesis. At this time television still seemed like a far-off technical dream of the future. I 
saw it as an immense potential that would come into being shortly after the end of the war. Jim Dodd, Charlie Muirhead and I 
combined in a joint project to construct a crude apparatus that had some of the basic principles of television embodied in it. 
Based on it, we wrote our thesis, called "Theory of Television". It consists of 43 typewritten pages, and I still have a bound copy 
of it today. The profs evidently thought we did all right, since we received an A- grade on it. 

By the 25th of April I had handed in my thesis, handed in my C.O.T.C. uniform and finished writing all my final exams in 
electrical engineering. The next day I took a medical exam by an accredited Dr. O. Waugh for Northern Electric. I passed that 
also, and signed up with this company. I was through with Winnipeg. There were only the graduation exercises left. 

However, since I had a certain number of credits with the University of Saskatchewan for my Arts and Science year of 1935-36 
and the class in Education in the summer of 1938, plus all my science classes accrued in engineering over the previous three 
years, I had enough credits to obtain a degree in Arts and Science from the University of Saskatchewan as well. So I had a 
choice as to which graduation to attend, since both of them were approximately on the same day. I opted for Saskatoon and 
the University of Saskatchewan. But that was a few weeks later. 

Back to Herschel to stay with the family for a few days. It was a wet and snowy spring. I spent the time lazily, doing some 
reading, visiting old friends, helping my brothers with some of the farm work. Then off to Saskatoon to see Phyllis for a few 
days. She had some drama studies appointment in Melfort, Saskatchewan for the summer. She kept talking about marriage. I 
saw her off on the train, then returned to Herschel again. 

On May 14 I was back in Saskatoon again for graduation exercises. I stayed with the Bowles again, but Phyllis was not there. 
She had left me a graduation present. The Graduation Ceremonies were held in the huge Third Avenue Church. There was a 
tea party in the afternoon. Then the grand graduation dance at S'toon's finest - the Bessborough Hotel. At the tea party I 
happened to meet a cute girl by the name of Helen Bubniuk, and she became my date for the dance that night. Despite no 
Phyllis, a good time was had by all. 

Back to Herschel, and after a few more days on the farm, on May 20th Henry drove me to the railroad station at Herschel and I 
embarked for a new venue – Montreal and Northern Electric. 

Against the Evil Tide - 17
Milestone Sixteen: Fourth Year Engineering at the University of Manitoba 1942-
1943
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Against the Evil Tide - 18
Milestone Seventeen: Montreal and Northern Electric

On May 20th my brother Henry drove me to the station, and for $50.75 I purchased a railroad ticket to Montreal, Quebec, the 
land of the French Canadians. On the way out to Montreal I made two stops. One was in Winnipeg to see Jim Dodd, who was 
still negotiating for his entry into the United States. The other stop was in Toronto to see my sister Katie who was still staying at 
the World Wide Evangelism center and being further programmed for her assignment in Colombia, South America. After 
staying in Toronto for two days, sleeping at World Wide, and doing some more sightseeing in Toronto, I left for Montreal on the 
morning of May 24. 

When I arrived in Montreal at 6:45 that evening, it was a beautiful, pleasant day. As I walked down the main drag of the city, St. 
Catharine’s Blvd., I felt exhilarated, much as I had felt eight years earlier when I first arrived in Saskatoon to start my first year 
of college education at the age of seventeen. I again felt like I had the world by the tail and was entering into a brand new 
adventure. I had successfully completed my four years of electrical engineering and had my degree locked up. I had a good 
paying white-collar job assured to me in my chosen profession of electronic engineering. Montreal was the largest and most 
exciting city in Canada, and it was all mine to explore and enjoy. I felt that adventure awaited and I was free to make any 
number of choices in whatever direction suited me best. 

After checking In at the St. James Hotel and having a good dinner, I went to a movie and saw a double feature, "Now Voyager" 
with Bette Davis and Paul Henreld, and "I Live on Danger." 

Next day I checked in at Northern Electric. They were a huge and well-established manufacturing complex which at that time 
occupied a position in Canada similar to that of Western Electric in the United States of that same period. Besides 
manufacturing millions of telephones, telephone cable, and thousands of other accessories that go with the telephone 
business, they were also deep into the radio and electronics business. As I had requested, I was assigned to the Electronics 
Dept., in which there was a considerable amount of research going on. My Immediate boss was a mousy little man by the 
name of Ernie Kelsey. Northern Electric at that time was up to their eyebrows in war contracts, as was Just about every other 
company with manufacturing facilities, operating on a cost plus 10%, plus what ever else they could pad, and the larger the 
payroll the better. 

The following day it drizzled and I spent most of it walking the streets looking for a place to stay. I found one at 462 Wood Ave. 
West, a boarding house run by a fading divorcee in her middle forties, who, nevertheless, still managed to put up a fairly good 
front, false eyelashes and all. Her name was Peg. 

The first week at Northern Electric was spent in familiarizing new recruits with "the system"; how N.E. worked; visiting all the 
various departments both in and outside the Electronics Dept.; meeting the various heads of departments; then writing up 
notes of what I observed and remembered. This process took all of the first week. One of the department heads I met at that 
time was Bunn Sheffield, a congenial up-and-coming young executive, whom I was to see much more of at his home at a later 
date, due to his most attractive sister-in-law. But I am getting ahead of my story. 

After settling in at Peg's place, I bought a second hand short wave set ($65.00) so I could listen to short wave broadcasts 
directly from Europe without first having it processed by our local media. I could now listen to broadcasts from both Britain and 
Germany - I was especially interested in what the latter were saying. During that summer, although established in a job in 
Montreal, my dream of living in a victorious, rejuvenated Germany was still very much alive. In fact, I still toyed with the idea of 
joining the Air Force, flying over and parachuting down onto German soil, to be captured, then to convince them that I had 
purposely done what I had done in order to join their side and fight for the sacred cause. However, I was never quite sure 
whether I was serious or whether It was only a fantasy. I did go so far as to check in at the R.C.A.F. headquarters on July 5th, 
and talk to the commanding officer there by the name of A. R. Smith. Nothing came of it, however. As the war dragged on and 
as I became more and more involved in the local circle of people in Montreal, the more that dream faded. 

In the meantime, Peg and I had many long-winded philosophical discussions on many subjects, not the least of which was 
religion. She was a fluent talker and had a hearty belly laugh. Furthermore, she was quite intelligent, whereas none of the rest 
of the boarders could be ranked very high in that category. As far as I was concerned, ourconversations, which turned more 
and more into debates, were no more than an exercise in intellectual discourse. But that religious issue seemed to bug her, 
and she kept coming back to it again and again. Although I had not given religion that much thought at the time and was not 
that well informed on it, I had, of course, made up my mind years ago that religion as such was a phony, man-made 
concoction, and not worthy of serious consideration by intelligent people such as myself. Even so, I drove home what 
arguments I had available with devastating effects. When I candidly told her that Christianity was nothing more than an 
anachronistic collection of hocus-pocus, only fit for the superstitious and the gullible, this really cut her to the quick. After 
sulking for a few days, she told me she wanted me to leave. Undaunted, I said, fine, I didn't care for her cooking that much 
anyway, and moved out. I'm not sure what upset her most, the fact that I was winning most of the brownie points in our 
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arguments, or the fact that my unassailable logic had raised some serious doubts in her own mind about the credibility of the 
make-believe games she had been playing. 

I relocated at 1122 St. Catherine’s St., fairly close to the downtown section of Montreal. The landlady was a Mrs. Aquinn, a 
congenial but quiet elderly woman. Staying in the same house were about seven or eight McGill University students, most of 
them from the United States, and most of them studying medicine. This created a more lively, (if not uproarious) and 
intellectual atmosphere, since most of these boys were in my age bracket and on my intellectual level. The horseplay and 
debates that ensued at the dinner table at night were sometimes more boisterous than a barrel of monkeys. 

That summer I covered quite a lot of territory in exploring Montreal and its surrounding environs. I visited its museums, of which 
it had many. I visited its more outstanding cathedrals for which Montreal is famous. (In all this, the reader must remember, I am 
speaking in the past tense, as it was at a period of more than 45 years ago.) Throughout Montreal at that time there were more 
than 300 churches. Many of them were internationally famous - the Cathedral of Notre Dame, St. James Cathedral, Christ 
Church Cathedral, and the Oratory of St. Joseph, a noted Catholic pilgrimage shrine, to name a few. I explored McGill 
University. I took a St. Laurence River cruise in one of the large excursion boats. I took in some of Montreal's many cultural 
events, such as the opera "Lohengrin", some light operas, the Don Cossack Choir, and even the Burlesque Theatre. I Joined a 
public speaking class at McGill University, and also a radio design class at the same university. I even gave a speech on "The 
Future of Electronics" at the public speaking class. 

During Northern Electric's annual summer vacation period (the whole plant was put on standby at a given time) I spent a week 
at Camp Otoreke north of Montreal and near St. Agathe, up in the beautiful Laurential Mountains. This was run by the Montreal 
branch of the "Y" and offered an excellent rustic outing on Lake Otoreke, with lots of fun and games, such as swimming, 
boating, tennis, etc. But the biggest plus was the good-sized assembly of fine young people, most of whom were in my age 
bracket, and with whom romance was the most popular game of all. 

All the while, I was monitoring the progress of the war, which was not at all going well for my side. On July 25th, the headlines 
read "Mussolini Quits". The next day Marshall Bagdoglio took over and started negotiating surrender with the "Allies". On 
August 11th Churchill and Roosevelt met in Quebec City in a summit to plan the total destruction of Germany, of Europe, and 
of the White Race, and of how these traitors would like to carve up the carcass at the end of the war. 

* * * * * 

As I got settled into my job, I found that there were a number of other former students I had known that were now also 
employed by Northern Electric. One of them was my buddy, Charlie Muirhead, who had been a partner with me in compiling 
our thesis on television at the university of Manitoba. Another was Nell Vanular, also from Manitoba. Nell was rooming with 
another young man by the name of Ray Martin. In the latter part of 1943 the four of us formed a sort of "rat pack" in many of 
our social activities. One Saturday night, November the 13th to be exact, the four of us were bowling at a large alley downtown 
called Karry's. Suddenly the place was swarming with Mounties - the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. They were there to 
round up any unregistered draft dodgers. Every able-bodied young man had to have an identity card showing he had registered 
for the draft and what his status was. Since most of the French Canadians were hostile to the British, all British, and also 
against the war as such, many had refused to do so. Although I had done all I could to stay out of a war I was also against, I 
had nevertheless registered, and had the legal status of being occupied in essential industry and so was at least temporarily 
exempt. However, it so happened that this particular evening I had forgotten to take my wallet along, in which the registration 
card was located. So there I was, swept up in the net with a lot of angry, muttering young "Frogs", as the French were 
derisively called by the Anglos. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police loaded us up into a number of paddy wagons and hauled 
us off to the police station to be interrogated. When it finally came to my turn I explained to them that I had a legitimate card, 
but had forgotten my wallet. In the meantime, at my request, the three other fellows had gone back to my room at Mrs. Aquinn's 
to pick up my wallet. When they finally returned with it, the Mounties apologized and let me go on my way. 

* * * * * 

At this time, as the war dragged on and on, my ideals were being sorely tested. They were beginning to fade into a gray area 
as to what my goals might be for the future. It didn't look as though Germany would be in the picture anymore. I began to look 
more towards the United States for my future career and domicile. I became less responsible and more hedonistic. 

Nor was I too interested in my job at Northern Electric anymore. At the large office where I was ensconced there were islands 
of six desks, three facing three, packed together. To the right of me was a Jew by the name of Harry Schwartz, also an 
electronics engineer. To the left of me was a technician by the name of Tony. Across from me was Josephine "Joe" Sheffield, a 
sister to Bunn Sheffield mentioned earlier. She was sort of a librarian and assembled technical literature for us. Catacorner 
from me was another Jew by the name of Larry Merson, an electronics engineer, and at the other corner of our island was Jack 
Hayles, a personable young engineer from Vancouver, B.C. We were all engaged in "research" of one type or another. Back of 
the large office room was a laboratory in which we puttered away at our various projects, the direction and purpose of which 
was designated from time to time by our various department heads under whom each of us worked. I did not see any great 
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purpose in most of these projects, and soon got the feeling that we were on payroll more for the purpose of increasing that 10% 
plus margin than in achieving any new great technical breakthroughs. 

Be that as it may, every mid-morning and every mid- afternoon we had a 15 minute "smoke break", during which time we were 
allowed to smoke. After a while, foolishly, I began to take up smoking, along with the rest of the crowd. This I was to continue 
for the next fifteen years, when I quit abruptly and decisively. But that is another story. 

At the beginning of 1944 Charlie Muirhead moved in with me as my roommate. The three of us, Charlie, Nell Vanular and I 
joined the M.A.A. Club - the Montreal Amateur Athletic Club. Also, two other University of Saskatchewan engineering 
graduates working for N.E. joined. Their names were Bill Anderson and Joe McGuire, but they were not in our inner circle. The 
M.A.A. Club had a fine headquarters building not too far from where Charlie and I stayed. It was replete with a good-sized 
indoor swimming pool, a bowling alley, indoor squash courts, pool tables, a dining room, a lounge, a dance hall, a library and 
other accommodations. 

One day, while Bill Anderson, Joe McGuire and Nell Vanular were in the lounge and somewhat inebriated, they evidently were 
overheard by some ladles in the same lounge being loud, rowdy and using some foul language. This was duly reported by the 
ladies to the President of the club. The president called the three boys on the carpet and threatened to expel them. The boys 
evidently didn't help matters any by being belligerent and as can be expected, they were duly expelled. This left only Charlie 
Muirhead and myself of our group as members in good standing, but we did not renew at the end of the year's tenure. 

* * * * * 

As I mentioned earlier, Joe Sheffield sat directly across from my desk in our office island. She was a highly capable and 
intelligent woman about six years older than I. Naturally, we had many conversations, most of them interesting and informative. 
She even fixed me up with a tennis date, and invited me over to her apartment one day for a home cooked dinner. But there 
was no romantic interest, at least not on my part. 

One bright day, into the office skipped her sister-in-law, who also worked for N.E. She whirled in like a spring breeze with a big 
smile, a musical laugh and bright sparkle in her eye. Her name was Beth Ralston. She attracted my immediate attention. 

Within a day or so I was on the phone asking her for a date. Maurice Fast, an Alumnus of the University of Saskatchewan, was 
organizing a dance for the Alumni assembled in Montreal and it happened to coincide with my birthday on February 20. I asked 
Beth to be my date and she accepted. We immediately hit it off. She reciprocated by asking me to be her date at a bash the 
Montreal Bachelorettes were having a week or so later and I was most happy to oblige. From there on we were off and running. 
She became my steady and my participation in the former "rat pack" soon became extremely former. 

We participated in many interesting and enjoyable events. We went siding in the Laurential Mountains about 80 miles north of 
Montreal. We went to any number of dances. We went to Camp Otoreke during the summer of 1944 (where I had been the 
previous summer). We played tennis, we bowled, we saw the opera "Carmen" and we took a cruise up the St. Lawrence River 
on an excursion boat. We went on many walks up to the top of Mount Royal. It was a most enjoyable relationship. 

Soon the relationship became more serious and she began to talk of marriage. I didn't really feel I was ready for it yet. I still felt 
footloose and fancy-free. My hopes were now directed more and more towards moving to the United States after the war was 
over. In fact, I had even targeted the city - Los Angeles, California. 

But the war dragged on and on. I remember that while we were at Camp Otoreke, I heard with dismay of the attempted 
assassination of Hitler at his military bunker on July 20th. The German dream was sinking fast. 

By August I was rapidly yielding to the idea of marriage. We became engaged. On August the ninth I went to Birk's Jewelers 
and bought her a diamond engagement ring. 

* * * * * 

After being on the job in Montreal for a year, I seriously began to re-assess both of these factors. As my hopes for Germany 
faded towards the latter half of 1944, as my interest in my job declined, so in direct proportion did my interest and enthusiasm 
for a future in the United States dramatically rise. I had no enthusiasm being stuck in a salaried job with Northern Electric for 
the rest of my life, nor did I wish to live in Montreal. Interesting as the city may be, I thought, I did not like the gloomy, over-cast 
winters, nor the hot muggy summers. Nor did I care to live in a polyglot, dual language city of predominantly French Canadians 
in an ongoing hassle with the British element who controlled most of the industry and economy. (Actually Jews, but I was not 
that much aware of this fact at that time.) 

So more and more I began to explore the American scene. In this respect Jim Dodd was not only a big help, but also an 
inspiration. As a traveling representative of Brush Development Co., he made contacts in many of the major cities in the United 
States, and also touched bases frequently in Montreal. I wrote to a number of companies in the electrical business, with now 
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more of an aim as a technical representative rather than as an engineer. I found the response was very good. Since war 
production in 1944 was in high gear and since most able-bodied men had now been drafted into the service, the demand for 
young engineers and/or technical men with a degree and some experience was high. There still always remained this one hitch 
- I needed a Labor Exit Permit to leave the country. On August 5, I again went to see the Chairman of the Canadian 
Mobilization Board, and used all the persuasive arguments I could muster to get that permit, but it was still no go. However, I 
was undaunted. Sooner or later I would get that permit, and anyway the war couldn't last too much longer. 

I decided to make a foray into the United States and look into some of these companies with whom I had been corresponding. 
One of the letters was from Sperry Gyroscope in New York, and they even offered to pay my fare if I came down for an 
interview. Jim happened to be in town at that time. On Sept. 26 I decided to take up Sperry's offer and go to New York. Jim 
decided to come along and see if perhaps he could improve his status, a situation that seemed perpetual with him. We wired 
Sperry to make room reservations for us (hotel accommodations were tight during the war) and at 9:25 P.M. we were on the 
train to New York. Beth was there to see us off. We arrived in the Big Apple at 8:45 in the morning of the next day. 

We talked to some of the higher executives of Sperry, who made us various offers. We also scouted the possibilities with a few 
other companies the next day, especially Federal Telephone and Radio. The following day we went to Newark and contacted a 
few more companies. That night we took a pullman from New York and were back in Montreal on Saturday 9:05 A.M. 
September 30. That night Jim, Charlie Muirhead and I took our respective girl friends out to dinner at the Ritz Carlton Hotel, 
discussed our foray in New York and proceeded to get inebriated. 

When I went back to work at Northern Electric on Monday morning, I had some explaining to do about my absence last week. 
Whatever excuse I offered didn't set very well, but I didn't care. I felt pretty independent and didn't care too much about my job 
anyway. I was transferred to another department. Systems. My first job was to lay out the grounds for a radio transmitter, 
ground wires for the major antennas, etc. It entailed quite a bit of surveying on the grounds and I was glad to be outdoors. 

I pressed on with the American adventure. On Sunday October 22 after Jim, Charlie Muirhead, Beth and I had dinner at 
Murray's Restaurant, I boarded the train for Cleveland to see Brush Development Co. for whom Jim worked. This time Jim did 
not go along. I arrived in Cleveland at 10:45 in the morning after having a cloak and dagger, hide and seek escapade with a 
Canadian Immigration official, one of whom was now on board every train crossing the border to make sure that none of their 
valuable subjects escaped to the United States. I had been warned that security at the border had been tightened considerably, 
and that it was not now possible to go more than 20 miles past the border without having that damned Labor Exit Permit. To 
forestall such a problem I had bought two tickets, one to a little town en route just inside the American border, and another one 
from there on to Cleveland. Sure enough, as we were nearing the border the immigration official boarded the train, went down 
the cars eyeing every passenger with his professional scrutiny. When he came to me he sat down on the seat opposite. He had 
a real mean look on his face. He asked to see my ticket. Then he gave me the third degree - where was I going? What was my 
business? and on and on. I sat there and sweated and lied like a trooper. I told him I was going to see my family outside this 
little American town. What was their name? Where did they live? Name? Klassen. Lived about 15 miles east of town. Round 
and round, for 15 minutes. I was getting in deeper and deeper. Finally we arrived at this little town on the American side of the 
border and I got off and he got off. It was midnight and it was dark. I walked to the other side of the train where it was even 
darker. When I saw he had walked out of sight I jumped back on the train again in another car down the line and was on my 
way. 

Once in Cleveland, I met with three of the top officers of Brush. Things looked favorable. I also went to see the U.S. 
Employment Service and got a clearance card from them and also a Statement of Availability (but not from the Canadian 
Mobilization Board.) I also went to the U.S. Immigration Office and that hurdle, too, did not seem insurmountable. On October 
25, I left Cleveland and took the train back to Montreal. 

As I crossed the border that night, that same Canadian Immigration officer was making the rounds again checking everybody 
out. He immediately recognized me as the fellow who had conned him a few days earlier, saying that I was only going to see 
some relatives within a few miles of the border. He knew I had conned him and he gave me a severe dressing down, even 
threatened to run me in. But he didn't, and I proceeded on to Montreal, arriving there at 11:00 A.M. 

When I went back to work at Northern Electric on the following Monday I got put on the carpet for my repeated absences, not 
only by Radford, my immediate supervisor, but I had the honor of being thoroughly chewed out by the great Mr. Peachy 
himself, who was head of the whole electronics division. He even threatened to fire me, but he didn't. I went back to running the 
transit and surveying the layout of the Transmitter Station. 

This idea that the United States welcomed me but Canada wouldn't let me out, began to get to me. What the hell was this all 
about anyway? Was this another Russia? Were we in a Stalag, a slave labor camp? I was beginning to feel pretty independent 
about the whole situation, job or no job. My rebellious nature was beginning to come to the fore. To hell with them! I went to 
see a Jewish lawyer by the name of Max Bernfeld about getting a visa and hurdling those tyrannical restrictions. Nothing much 
came of that ploy. I still needed that damned Labor Exit Permit. 
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Beth had pressed for a wedding date and we finally agreed that June 15th, 1945, was to be the big day. As the time drew 
nearer, I began to have second thoughts. I still wasn't ready to take the big plunge. I was determined to first get squared away 
and get myself established in the United States, before or after the war was over. Besides, was Beth really the right girl? By the 
middle of March, I made up my mind and said no. There was a great flurry, the tears flowed, but I was obdurate. 

The war was drawing to a close in Europe. On April 30, came reports that Hitler had committed suicide. By May the 7th rumors 
were flying around that an armistice was about to be declared. That afternoon as I went up town, the streets were crowded with 
what seemed like millions of people in a state of frenzy — some drunk, all wild and irresponsible. The next day, the 8th, was 
declared a holiday, V-E day. 

This further spurred me on to action. I again went back to see the War Mobilization Board to see if I could now get that Labor 
Exit Permit. After much hassle, the answer was still no. 

Undaunted, on July 24, Charlie Muirhead and I decided to make another foray into the United States to line up a good job 
before they were all gone (we thought, since there would be a realignment of jobs at the end of the war.) We arrived In New 
York at 9:00 A.M. the next morning and checked in at the Harmony Hotel. Jim Dodd and his new wife Marj, happened to be in 
town also and we got together with them that night and had dinner in Newark. In the meantime, Charlie and I saw some 
employment agencies, made contacts with Burlingame Associates, International Standard Electric, and others. Nothing 
definite, but it looked promising, the salaries better than in Canada. 

After two days, Charlie went back to Montreal. I went on to Cleveland with Jim and Marj, where they were now domiciled. I 
checked in at the Belmont Hotel, then called up Margo Bradov, a blonde I had been corresponding with. We agreed on a date 
for tomorrow. Meanwhile, I called several electrical companies, visited Reliance Electric and again visited Brush Development 
Co. 

The afternoon of Saturday July 28, I spent with Margo. We went to a circus that was in town. We went on a motorboat ride at a 
lake, and we had a drink of Southern Comfort at the Punch & Judy, where I met her dad, who incidentally owned the joint. 

After having lunch with Jim and Marj the next day, I boarded the train back to Montreal. All trains were now very crowded, what 
with a massive returning and/or shift of troops. The trains were also late. I finally got into Montreal next Monday at 11:00 A.M. 

This trip to Cleveland and New York somehow irrevocably made up my mind I would be done with the East. I was going to go 
to California, legally or illegally, the sooner the better. 

On Friday, August 10, I dropped into Radford's office and told him: "I'm quitting." Radford, who was my supervisor, told me I 
couldn't do that. I had to give at least two weeks notice. I went over his head to my old pal Mr. Peachey, who had threatened to 
fire me for my many absences only nine months earlier. I told him the same thing — I quit, take it or leave it. We settled for 
Wednesday, August 15. 

On August 14th the Japanese surrendered and again the streets were overrun with hordes of people in a wild state of jubilation 
and frenzy. 

The next day was V-J Day and declared a holiday. I lost no time. I packed my things. At 4:00 In the afternoon I left the house 
and Charlie Muirhead accompanied me to the station. At 6:25 I was on the train to Utica-Cleveland to touch bases with Jim 
Dodd. I had no Labor Exit Permit, no visa, no passport, nothing but a railroad ticket and a few hundred bucks cash in my 
pocket. But I was headed for California, legally or illegally, and nothing was now going to stop me. 

Against the Evil Tide - 18
Milestone Seventeen: Montreal and Northern Electric
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Against the Evil Tide - 19
Milestone Eighteen: California, Here I Come!

The day after V-J Day I arrived in Cleveland and dropped in on Jim Dodd unannounced. As I walked into the yard, he was bent 
over working on his jalopy. (Not too many people owned a car at the end of the war.) I told him I was headed for California, 
come what may. Did he want to come with me? He said, yes, sure, but why didn't I wait a week or so In order that he could 
wrap up several loose ends. I said, no, I'm leaving tomorrow, with or without you. 

Jim soon made up his mind. The next day, Friday, August 18, we both boarded a train for Chicago at 4:00 P.M., and arrived 
there at 9:25 P.M. At midnight we caught the Santa Fe California Limited and were on our way. 

We arrived at Kansas City at 10:00 A.M., August 19, where I sent a postcard to my mother, and another to Charles Muirhead. 
We had lunch at Topeka at 4:00 P.M. and arrived at Dodge City at 9:30 that evening. While in Albuquerque, N.M. we had a 
lengthy stopover and while there, I happened to talk to immigration officials who were scrupulously surveilling and questioning 
any suspected Mexican wetbacks. This was back in 1945, and at that time the I.N.S. was still making an honest effort to keep 
out the Mexican hordes. 

While there, I got my first impression of the hot, dry Southwest, and I liked It. I liked the aromatic smell of the pepper trees, of 
the blooming cactus, the oleanders and other flowering shrubs. It was August, the air was hot but dry, except in the railroad 
car, where it was hot and muggy. At this point we managed to change into an air-conditioned car, a new experience for me. 

The morning of August 20, we crossed the border into California, and at 3:00 P.M. we disembarked at Los Angeles Union 
Station. We had arrived! I got that exhilarating, adventurous feeling again! I liked everything I saw, including Olvera Street and 
the Mexicanos. 

We checked in at the Cecil Hotel on Main Street and immediately started scanning the want ads for employment opportunities. 
We collected a pocket full of nickels and before even the first day was over we were already making a number of calls from the 
pay phones to check out job opportunities. By the next day we had already made a few appointments and were talking to 
company heads. Our mode of travel was the streetcar, or by bus. 

On September I we moved to the Wagner Hotel. On that day I also talked to a Mr. Ray Thompson, of Bardwell McAllister in 
Hollywood about a job, which three weeks later actually worked out. In the meantime we made dozens of phone calls, 
appointments and in general effectively covered the technical job market in the whole Los Angeles area, from Pasadena to 
Long Beach, from Santa Monica to the eastern limits of Los Angeles. 

Bardwell McAllister had been a lighting company before the war, specializing In arc lights and other sophisticated lighting 
equipment for the movie industry. During the war it converted to war production and government contracts, and at present was 
working on a sophisticated B-29 trainer, which would simulate flight conditions for trainees while enjoying the safety of the 
ground. When I started work there on September 21, (approximately a month after arriving In Los Angeles) I was aware, as 
were the other employees, that this was now a dead-end contract which would at best last another six months. But the pay was 
good, and a job was a job. In the meantime, it offered a base from which I could scout for other jobs. Two weeks later I opened 
a bank account in Hollywood and deposited my second paycheck - $143.80. Progress! I had a Hollywood bank account. I felt 
like a full-fledged mogul. 

Jim had also latched onto a job. He had initially come with me on a temporary basis, intending to go back to Cleveland after 
looking over the lay of the land. His wife was back in New York some place, still holding down a job. But now he decided to 
stay permanently. We started looking for cars to buy. On October 28, I bought a '34 Oldsmobile sedan, and Jim bought a '37 
Pontiac coupe. The first thing I had to do was get a temporary beginner's permit to drive a car. I found I was on precarious 
ground - not having legal residence in the United States. The next thing that happened was I had a flat tire, and I needed four 
retreads. Then I needed the brakes relined. Next I needed new seat covers. Then it was something else. I soon found out that 
it cost money to own a car even if it was only - especially — if it was a Jalopy. 

By now Jim and I were taking in the sights and felt and acted like native Californians (everybody there was from someplace 
else.) We took in the sights. We went swimming in the Pacific Ocean, both at Long Beach, and also at Santa Monica. We now 
both had cars. We dated girls. I especially got chummy with a Marie Jansen who worked in the accounting office of Bardwell 
McAllister and had her eye on me. 

In fact, I was driving down Hollywood Blvd. in the wee hours one night with Marie when a traffic policeman flashed his lights on 
me. It seems I was driving without my lights on. The lights on the car were so dim I hadn't noticed the difference, but the cop 
had. He asked for my driver's license. I showed him my temporary permit. The last thing in the world I needed at this point was 
a ticket and to be hauled into court. I apologized profusely for my carelessness and sweet-talked the cop out of charging me. 
He did not press it further and did not give me a ticket. 
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That little incident convinced me that my legal status was precarious and I had better clean up my act as soon as possible 
before I got into real trouble. Two weeks later I decided to do something about. 

On November 29th I cashed my latest check from Bardwell McAllister, and withdrew what little money I had in the bank. I left 
my car with Don Campbell and his new wife, at whose house I had been staying. (He was a young engineer who also worked 
for B.A.) I explained my situation to Mr. Thompson and got temporary leave of absence from Bardwell McAllister without losing 
my job. At 11:55 P.M. that night I was on the Grand Canyon Limited headed for Chicago, then to Montreal, Quebec, to 
hopefully wade through all the necessary legal rigmarole to become a legal resident of the United States. 

I had been in California just a little over three months, but I had made a few basic decisions - I liked it and I was coming back. 
Jim and his wife Marj saw me off at the station. The last thing I said to them was - "I shall return!" to quote a famous general. 

Against the Evil Tide - 19
Milestone Eighteen: California, Here I Come!
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Against the Evil Tide - 20
Milestone Nineteen: I Make it Legal

After stopping in Cleveland temporarily to take care of some affairs for Jim, I boarded the "Empire State" for Buffalo, then the 
"Maumer" on to Toronto, and finally to Ottawa, arriving at the latter at eight in the morning of December the fourth, 1945. The 
first place I headed for was the War Mobilization Board to try to obtain that much needed Labor Exit Permit which had for so 
long eluded me. I was all primed and loaded for bear to argue my case to the hilt, with all systems go. When I confronted the 
colonel in charge I gave an approximately 20 minute exhortation, non-stop. I claimed that to deny me the permit was an illegal 
repression; it was tyrannical not to allow citizens to leave the country; it had all the earmarks of a dictatorship; it was in direct 
contradiction of all the principles of democracy for which we supposedly fought a war for the last six years; and anyway, the 
war was now over. What possible reason could the Board now have for wanting to keep me here? The colonel listened 
patiently, and when I was all through he said, yes, the war is over. There is no problem. You can have your Labor Exit Permit. I 
was jubilant. Finally I had that elusive piece of paper. 

Next I checked in at the Dunkirk Hotel and made a few phone calls. I called the American Consulate in Ottawa about an 
appointment to apply for a visa. They were booked solid for several weeks. I called Toronto. They were booked for two months. 
Next I called the Consulate in Montreal. Same story. I was getting desperate. I couldn't wait that long. Next I called Regina, 
Saskatchewan. Fine, no problem, no waiting time. 

Before I left Ottawa I took care of two other items. I obtained my Canadian passport, and I received a clearance permit from the 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police HQ that I had no criminal record. 

However, I had some unfinished business in Montreal that needed taking care of, such as picking up my trunk, and withdrawing 
the few hundred dollars I had in the bank. I arrived in Montreal on December 6, a week after I had left Los Angeles. There I 
checked in with the Carre family in Lachine, where Charlie Muirhead and I had been staying during the summer months. 
Charlie was still there, and so was Bobbie Carre, and the boys. They were all ears to hear all about Los Angeles and California. 

After taking care of several chores in Montreal, I left two days later, heading for Regina, Saskatchewan, arriving at the latter at 
7:10 P.M. on December 9. I had a cold and the weather was miserably cold, as it only can be in Saskatchewan. I checked in at 
the Champs Hotel. 

First thing next morning I checked in at the American Consulate to apply for my visa. There I encountered a new roadblock I 
had not anticipated. The Consul, Mr. D.E. Cyphers, blandly informed me that I could not enter the United States unless it was 
under the auspices of an Alien Contract Labor permit, which meant that America needed some special skills or training that I 
might have that they could not obtain from their own ranks in the United States, a most difficult hurdle indeed. Whereas during 
the war there might have been any number of jobs available for engineers, that situation had now changed. War contracts were 
being cancelled left and right, and jobs terminated along with them. Furthermore, as servicemen were coming back and being 
discharged, there was now a more than ample supply of applicants. 

I sent off two letters. One was to Charlie Muirhead to obtain a letter from Northern Electric as to what my qualifications were. 
Another was to R.J. Thompson of Bardwell McAllister as to what it was they needed in the way of technical skills that I had that 
they could not obtain otherwise. Then, figuring that this would be a long drawn out process, I decided I might as well go home 
to Herschel and stay with my relatives there rather than in some dreary hotel. 

My brother Henry came to pick me up at the station in Herschel. After seeing the rest of the family I left for Saskatoon two days 
later to see my mother. She was in the hospital awaiting an operation. She was so happy to see me again. 

When I got back to Herschel, I had a letter from Charlie telling me he didn't have the authority to write a letter such as I 
requested. I immediately called him long distance and exhorted him to get busy and find someone at Northern Electric who did. 
A week later I received the kind of letter from Charlie such as I had requested in the first place. I sent the letter on to D.E. 
Cyphers in Regina. 

By this time it was Christmas Eve and we all went to the annual Christmas Concert at the Mennonite Church - just like old 
times again. It was the last such concert I was to attend there. The next day we all had a big Christmas dinner of plum soup, 
sausages and beef, at Henry and Annie's, and then at night we lit up the Christmas tree and sang songs. 

Two days later I called D.E. Cyphers at the American Consulate in Regina. He said he needed a more specific description of 
my job in California. I sent a wire to that effect to R.J. Thompson in Hollywood and asked him to send the letter directly to the 
American Consulate in Regina. In this respect I found out later that my friend Marie Jansen at Bardwell McAllister had been a 
big help in getting out a speedy reply, for which I have been eternally grateful to her ever since. 

On New Years Eve our assembled families had a big goose dinner at Korni and Martha's, after which I stayed over night at 
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Sarah and Pete's. Next morning, New Year's Day, at 10:40 in the morning I again boarded the train and left for Regina. I 
arrived there at 7:00 P.M. and checked in at the Kitchener Hotel. The weather was colder than ever. I couldn't wait to get back 
to sunny California. 

Next day I went back to see Cyphers at the Consulate. He informed me that he had received a satisfactory letter from R.J. 
Thompson. He sent a wire to the State Department on my behalf. That afternoon I took my medical exam. On January 3, I filled 
out an application for my American Visa, then went to a show and at 11:55 P.M. I was on a train for Saskatoon to see my 
mother again. 

At 6:25 A.M. I arrived in Saskatoon and immediately checked in at the King George Hotel. I went to see mother in the forenoon 
and while there I met Henry, Annie and Korni visiting at the hospital also. We had lunch together and then said goodbye. It 
would be many years before I would see them again. I stayed in Saskatoon another two days and saw mother several times 
again. She had had her operation and was feeling quite a bit better. It was to be the last time I was to see her, although, of 
course, I did not know it at the time. She died less than two years later. 

On January 7th I entrained for Regina. I anticipated receiving my visa any day now and called the Consulate repeatedly. I also 
made dally airline reservations so that when my visa arrived I would not be delayed by having to wait for plane space. Finally, 
on January 9th, I received my visa, I had my passport, my Labor Exit Permit, my health certificate. In fact, my whole act put 
together. The next day, January 10th, I was on a plane to Calgary, where I changed planes. Then on January 11th I officially 
and legally entered the United States at Cutbank, Montana. There, after going through immigration and customs, I flew on to 
Salt Lake City, then to Las Vegas and on to Los Angeles. This was 1946 and the plane was a small two engine, prop driven 
crate that made many stops. 

I arrived at the Burbank airport at about 11:00 o'clock that night. Jim and Marj were there to meet me. The first thing I said to 
them was, "I have returned", again quoting that famous general. 

Against the Evil Tide - 20
Milestone Nineteen: I Make it Legal
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Against the Evil Tide - 21
Milestone Twenty: California — The Settling-in Process 

So there I was, back in sunny California again! In a matter of less than two days I was transported from the miserably cold, 
dreary winter in Saskatchewan to the sunny clime of Southern California in the middle of January. It was again one of those 
rare periods in my life when I felt euphoric and optimism ran high. 

True, I still had most of the major problems of my adult life to solve, which I mentioned earlier. But I had solved one of them, 
beautifully, I thought, and that was the matter of where I wanted to live. Furthermore, I had my job at Bardwell McAllister to go 
back to immediately, and although I realized it was temporary, it would serve the purpose adequately until such time as I could 
make a better placement. My hopes were high and California at the beginning of 1946 looked beautiful, real beautiful, to me. 

And California of the immediate post-war period did have much to offer, although the signs of its coming dissolution and 
degeneration could even then be detected by the discerning eye. Since no new cars had been produced for the previous five 
war years, traffic was not yet any major problem. There weren't that many cars. There were still no freeways to worry about. 
The only one that existed in the whole Los Angeles area was the six-mile stretch of the Pasadena Freeway partially connecting 
Pasadena to a downtown Los Angeles. 

Smog was not yet a major factor, but it was even then beginning to display its eye-irritating stench when the atmospheric 
conditions were right. True, there were a lot of Mexicans in the downtown section, and around the Olvera Street area, but they 
were still regarded as Mexicans and they knew their place. They were not organized, nor were they militant. The nigger 
situation was still insignificant and confined to a few slum areas. Welfare, which has enabled niggers to breed like cockroaches 
without working, had not yet raised its ugly head, although it, too, was in the making. The beaches were still very accessible 
and relatively clean, a real pleasure to go to. 

Above all, the weather was balmy and warm even in the wintertime, compared to most of the country. The palm trees and the 
orange groves that proliferated over the landscape had a most exhilarating effect, at least on me. Evidently, all these 
attractions also excited millions of other people, not only Americans, but also Canadians and peoples from other lands. The 
mass migration was on, what with millions of footloose and fancy-free G.I.'s being discharged from the Armed Forces. 
California, and especially Los Angeles, became one of the prime magnets of the world. I was lucky, I told myself, that I got 
there ahead of the crowd. 

Soon after I went back to work at Bardwell McAllister I was scouting for a better, more permanent job. I still had my tan-colored, 
broken down jalopy whose front wheel linkages were so loose the wheels would suddenly go into an uncontrollable shimmying 
every once in a while. The car would go into a spasm and oscillate from side to side. It could be very embarrassing at times, 
especially if I had a passenger. However, it was transportation. 

I moved my domicile from Don Campbell's place to a fine location at 1348 Idlewood Road in Glendale. The house was of 
Spanish-Mediterranean style with a red tiled roof, one of the characteristics of Southern California that fascinated me. It was 
owned by a Mrs. Connors, a member of the "I am" people. 

To pursue further my problems and adventures with my broken down Jalopy at this time, I distinctly remember two different 
occasions when old Betsy failed me, and caused me considerable embarrassment. 

Also working at Bardwell McAllister was a beautiful young girl by the name of Joan Busch, who was aspiring to become an 
actress. (All girls in Hollywood were, it seemed.) She had the leading part in a dinner theater melodrama called "Under the 
Gaslights", a theater located at 732 Highland in Hollywood. She gave me some gratis tickets and invited me to see the show, 
which I did. One thing led to another and soon I had a date with her one fine Sunday. On the way over, the clutch broke down 
and I was temporarily stranded. My date was ruined, and unfortunately, was never resumed. 

On another occasion, I happened to wander over to the old San Gabriel Mission to look it over. (The old Spanish missions of 
California had a special attraction for me, and at one time or another I believe I explored practically all of them.) While at the 
San Gabriel Mission I found that a rehearsal was going on for the production of a musical outdoor play to be staged at the 
mission. It was one of those historical dramas reflecting back to the days of Old Mexico and the Spanish Conquistadors, history 
that supposedly happened around the mission about two centuries ago. The Prima Donna putting on the production spotted me 
and said I was just the right man to play a certain part in the play, a Spanish Don somebody. Surely, I had acting experience? 
No, not really. Well, I would do, anyway. So I said, why not? and joined the company. 

Several weeks and rehearsals later, my jalopy again broke down on the way to a very important rehearsal. When I arrived 
about two hours late, the temperamental Prima Donna was roaring mad at my ostensible unreliability. I didn't bother to explain. 
And so ended my incipient acting career, nipped in the bud. 
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Two months after returning to California I left Bardwell McAllister and took a job as a technical sales representative with a 
manufacturer's representative, run by a certain Jerry Miller and his wife. He had a small office located at 1051 Havenhurst 
Drive, in the Hollywood area. My job was to promote, demonstrate and sell, some kind of sophisticated oscillograph that had 
very limited application for a few specialized technical companies. I was paid $400.00 a month, and the gasoline for my car, 
which was 18 to 20 cents a gallon in those days. I was to get a small override commission for the units I sold, said units being 
extremely expensive, but I felt highly optimistic, nevertheless. The job lasted for two months, during which time I demonstrated 
the unit probably a dozen or so times, but sold not a single unit. 

However, I made a lot of contacts and had learned the layout of all the main thoroughfares from Santa Monica to Whittler, from 
Long Beach to San Fernando and beyond. Furthermore, the Job had given me the opportunity to learn something about the 
manufacturer's rep business and also the names and locations of most of the leading electronics companies. 

This was the postwar period and there was much change and reshuffling going on in business and in Industry. The times were 
rife with opportunities and also studded with an equal number of booby traps. New businesses were being formed dally and 
businesses were also going broke at a record rate. 

By the time I realized the Jerry Miller deal was a flop, I had already landed a new job with another manufacturer's rep called 
The W. Bert Knight Co., located at 908 Venice Boulevard, Los Angeles. It was a bigger and more substantial outfit and had 
already been well established during the war years. It represented about a dozen different national manufacturers in the 
electronics and supportive fields. It handled such lines as small transformers, vacuum tubes, condensers, resistors, and other 
parts used in the manufacture of radios and other electronic and electrical products. My job, however, was not in the electronic 
field, but to try to develop the industrial market, such as electric motor manufacturers, or whatever. Although my salary was not 
fixed, it varied somewhere between $500.00 and $700.00 a month, depending on the company's over all business. Besides 
Bert Knight himself, there were two other salesmen, Chuck Nace, who was Bert's brother-in-law, and Al Rissi. Two girls in the 
office doing the paperwork completed the staff. 

I was now making more money than I had ever before, and soon I got rid of my old, broken down jalopy and bought a better 
car. It was a light blue Oldsmobile '98 coupe, a real powerhouse. It was pre-war, second hand, of course, but I felt like I was 
now riding around in style. The fellow I bought It from was a young Irish race horse jockey by the name of Gerald O'Steen. 

What with a bigger car, a fairly well paying job, I soon began to feel like a native and enjoy many of the amenities of California 
life. Jim Dodd and his wife Marj had taken an apartment In the Los Angeles area at 5424 Denker Avenue and I spent a 
considerable amount of time with them, being invited for dinners and often staying overnight. We took a number of exploratory 
trips to different surrounding areas, all the way from Tijuana, Mexico, to Santa Barbara to the north. Jim had become interested 
in real estate and bought a scrubby lot in the La Crescenta area for $300.00. He soon found a house that needed to be moved 
to make way for the coming freeways. He moved it onto his lot to rebuild and remodel. In which project I often would help him 
on weekends. It was an endless project that he never did finish, but we had a lot of fun working at it. 

Even before I had gone back to Canada I was dating a number of girls. With a bigger and better Oldsmobile that avocation 
became even more inviting, and I was playing the field. We went to the beaches, we went to the mountains, often as a 
foursome with Jim and Marj. I was even beginning to consider the idea of marriage. 

My job with Bert Knight was interesting to the extent that I traveled much, made a lot of contacts, covered most of the territory 
of metropolitan Los Angeles. Bert Knight himself was a wealthy man and at this time bought a five-acre rancho in the middle of 
Encino, in the San Fernando Valley, only a stone's throw from where dark Gable had a similar layout. Bert's main forte in 
business was not his technical knowledge of condensers and vacuum tubes, but his lavish entertainment of company 
executives who came from out of town to visit the California scene "on business." On such occasions he would usually throw a 
party, at which we three salesmen were always present to enhance the image of a prosperous operation. Bert used to 
philosophize that there were three things dear to any man's heart – good liquor, good food, and women, the latter not 
necessarily good. Also, the company would participate in a number of local trade shows, at which entertainment of the local 
executives, our customers, was a major endeavor. 

Anyway, life was new, it was exciting, and I was even putting a few dollars In the bank. One day I walked into the First National 
Bank in Glendale to cash my check and deposit a hundred dollars or so into a savings account I had established. I was 
standing in one line, when I noticed a beautiful blonde girl with big blue eyes, a mass of wavy blonde hair and a vivacious smile 
at the window of the next cage. Wrong line, I thought. I took my check and deposit slip back to the counter in the middle of the 
room, fussed around for a minute or so and queued up at her window. Sure enough, there was an immediate rapport when I 
looked into those big blue eyes. We got into such a spirited conversation that when I walked away I had left my money on the 
counter of her window. She called after me, don't you want your money? Her name was Henrie Etta McWilliams. 
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Against the Evil Tide - 21
Milestone Twenty: California — The Settling-in Process 
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Against the Evil Tide - 22
Milestone Twenty-One: Romance, Marriage and Real Estate

Once we had looked into each other's eyes across the counter of the teller's cage, we lost no time getting together. Even 
before I went back to pick up my money I had already asked her for a luncheon date and she agreed. It was a Saturday, and 
the bank closed at 12:00 noon. She said I could pick her up at 2:00 P.M. when they would be through with balancing the books. 

We went to the Tarn O'Shanter Restaurant in Glendale. The lunch lasted for two hours. We even had a few highballs along 
with much conversation, in which we each reviewed our life history in brief. Things went so well we decided to get together 
again that same evening and go horseback riding. 

I picked her up at her apartment at 7:30 that evening. She was living with her mother at 231 "A" North Kenwood Street in 
Glendale. After introducing me to her mother and further conversation we drove to the stables at Griffith Park and rented some 
horses. After riding the trails for about an hour we rode to the top of the mountain and sat down under a large tree to view the 
lights of Los Angeles, to spoon, and to plan the future. It seemed that we were already thinking of marriage, and we had met 
only that afternoon! We talked of traveling all over the world, to Europe and I even promised that some day I would take her to 
Rio de Janeiro. Well, I did take her to Europe and many parts of the world, but never to Rio de Janeiro, not that I couldn't have, 
but it did not later seem to be as choice a place to visit as it did at that particular moment in time. Anyway, we became so 
engrossed in our plans sitting there at the top of the mountain that time passed quickly, and by 10:30 P.M. the stables thought 
we had either gotten lost or rode off into the sunset with their horses. They sent out a wrangler to look for us. 

Henrie Etta McWilliams was the daughter of William and Eleanor McWilliams. She was born in Craig, Colorado, where her dad 
owned a sheep ranch, and her mother taught school. Henrie Etta had attended Colorado Woman's College in Denver and had 
worked as a secretary in a bank at Grand Junction, Colorado. In 1938 the family sold the ranch and moved to California, largely 
due to a crisis in her dad's health. To me, she seemed the epitome of the blonde blue-eyed "maedel" I had earlier dreamed of 
marrying in Germany some day. However, she was not German. She was Scotch, Irish, English and Swedish, to trace her 
national ancestry. But no matter. We were now in America, in fact, we were now Californians, more to the point. Her Anglo-
Saxon ancestry suited me just fine, as did just about everything else about her. 

After that first hectic Saturday in August of 1946, our romance progressed rapidly, and we saw each other almost daily. The 
next weekend we took a trip to Lake Arrowhead, about 80 miles east of Glendale. This too resulted in an unusual encounter in 
which I again had problems hanging on to my money. 

It was a Sunday and we started early, having breakfast out at a restaurant. While there I had to make a phone call, and left my 
wallet on the checkout counter of the restaurant. Somewhere about 50 miles down the road at San Bernardino I realized I had 
left my wallet at the previous restaurant. What to do? Turn back and spoil the day? No. We stopped at another restaurant and 
sweet-talked the owner (she was a lady) into loaning us $5.00 to carry us through the day. Reluctantly she complied, saying 
that if a nice couple like us let her down she would never trust anybody again in her lifetime. In the meantime we called 
Henrie's mother and had her pick up the wallet and went on to Lake Arrowhead. We had a marvelous day. Five dollars would 
go a long way in those days. We had many good times during our courtship. We went to Earl Can-oil's nightclub in Hollywood, 
we went to the Seven Seas. We went to the beach and we took an excursion one other Sunday to San Capistrano Mission 
about sixty miles to the south, this time in a foursome with some friends of mine from Montreal, Canada. They were a young 
married couple by the name of George and Dorothy Joel. We visited frequently with Jim and Marj Dodd. In fact, Marj couldn't 
be happier and fully approved of my choice. "Finally you're showing good sense", she told me. After a whirlwind courtship of 
about a month, we were picnicking in Griffith Park one fine Sunday afternoon when I asked her to marry me. She consented 
and we made plans. We set the date for November 22, 1946. 

We were duly married at 7:30 P.M. at the picturesque little Wedding Chapel called the Wee Kirk o'the Heather on the beautiful 
grounds of Forest Lawn Memorial Park. This elegant little chapel is supposed to be an exact replica of the one built in honor of 
Annie Laurie back in Scotland. Henrie's father, William McWilliams had come back from Craig, Colorado, about a week earlier 
to attend the wedding. Hugh and Jackie McWilliams, Henrie's brother and sister-in-law came from San Jose, and Jackie was 
Henrie's maid of honor. Jim and Marj Dodd were there, and Jim stood up for me as best man. Henrie's Aunt Lenora and her 
grandmother were there. Altogether there was a nice group of about 30 people in attendance. Reverend E.E. Ellis, a Methodist 
Minister, performed the ceremony and when it was consummated a shower of orange petals floated down upon us from above. 
It was all very inspiring and we were off to an auspicious start. 

A reception at her parent's apartment at 231 "A" N. Kenwood followed and lasted about an hour. Then we were off for our 
reservation at the beautiful and historic old Mission Inn at Riverside, California, about 60 miles away. When we arrived there 
after midnight, the clerk at the desk told us we had the honeymoon suite available to us, an unexpected surprise, although I 
suspect Henrie's mother had something to do with this. 

We stayed there a few days. While there we met another newly married couple. He was a middle aged Irishman by the name 
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of O'Brien and she was a Spanish gal by the name of Juanita, an interesting combination. They were friends of Jacqueline 
Cochran, the famous aviatrix and her wealthy business magnate husband, Floyd Bostwick Odium. The latter owned a lavish 
ranch in the Coachella Valley near Indio. The O'Briens had the use of the Odium's guest cottages and invited us to stay in one 
of them, since they were going to spend the next several days there. We took them up on the offer and stayed there for a day 
or two, enjoying the brisk clear air and desert scenery. A lot of pictures were taken and Juanita had this funny hang-up of 
saying "I see two eyes" every time she took a picture. From Indio we went to a motel in Palm Springs where we enjoyed lolling 
about the pool, soaking up the desert sunshine and sampling some of Palm Springs' better restaurants. From the desert we 
changed venue to the seashore and drove north and west up the coast to Santa Barbara, a beautiful city in those days, very 
much in the Spanish motif. We spent a few days there, much of the time on the beach. 

We were driving back to Glendale after a ten-day honeymoon, returning late on a Sunday night when our troubles started. 
While driving down the long narrow road through Topanga Canyon, the drive shaft of my Olds '98 suddenly started banging on 
the floorboards like crazy. I stopped and checked it out, and found the drive shaft was utterly kaput. We managed to flag a 
passing motorist to send word to a lowing service to pick us up. (Fortunately, I belonged to the Triple A Auto Club at that time.) 
After about an hour a tow truck arrived. As the man was hitching our car to his towlines, a drunken driver came hurtling around 
the curve and slammed into the tow truck. The towing service now had to send word back for another service truck — a real 
mess. 

We finally got back to our apartment at about 3:00 A.M. Henrie's parents had charitably turned over their nice apartment to us 
and found themselves a lesser apartment in Glendale. Apartments in the post-war era were not easy to come by, and we were 
eternally grateful for their selfless and helpful gesture. 

So it was now back to work. Henrie resumed her job at the bank. I had the problem of first getting the Olds fixed and then back 
to W. Bert Knight and company. At that time, I was becoming more aware of the tremendous potentialities of the real estate 
business. Prices were rapidly escalating, new subdivisions were popping up like spring flowers all over the landscape. Maybe I 
was in the middle of a bonanza and missing out on an unusual opportunity. I became more and more interested. I decided to 
take a course in real estate at a school exclusively devoted to that subject in downtown Los Angeles. It was a night course and 
lasted about six weeks. Furthermore, I had come to the conclusion that you could never get anywhere working for somebody 
else. If you were worth X number of dollars to your employer, you were worth five times that much to yourself, I reasoned. 

Also, my relationship with Bert Knight was deteriorating, after we had had some philosophical exchanges at some of his 
parties, and in the presence of some of his guests. I began to wonder if despite his staunchly Anglo-Saxon name whether Bert 
Knight was really a Jew incognito. One day I broached the subject with Al Rissi, one of the two other salesmen I mentioned 
earlier. He said, could be, he didn't know, a defensive nolo contendere. Obviously, he did not want to get involved. Anyway, 
word got back to Bert that I had raised the question, and he was not pleased. I stayed on another month, to the end of March 
1947, and then we parted company. I never did find out for certain whether he was or was not a Jew, but his physiognomy 
indicated to me that he was, and so did his mannerism. Anyway, I said to hell with him. 

Shortly thereafter I had completed my real estate course and taken the California real estate exams to obtain my R.E. Broker's 
license. (At that time you could go for the Broker's license without first having to be a salesman. Although the exams were 
harder, I opted for the Broker's license.) I scouted the territory for a suitable company and finally made a meaningful contact 
with a partnership called Augustine and Pierce, whose office was located in Beverly Hills. Mr. Augustine, the younger of the 
two, assured me I had entered into the right field of endeavor when I decided to go into real estate, that opportunity was 
unlimited, and that I would make more money in real estate than I had ever dreamed of. I was eagerly motivated to test his 
claim, but nevertheless, took it all with a grain of salt. 

Against the Evil Tide - 22
Milestone Twenty-One: Romance, Marriage and Real Estate
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Against the Evil Tide - 23
Milestone Twenty-Two: Up in the Mountains of Big Bear

About a month before I left Bert Knight, I had traded in my big gas-guzzling Olds '98 and bought a snazzy, brand new 
Studebaker Coupe. It was off-white in color and a classic one-of-a-kind, very streamlined, and looking at it from the side it was 
hard to tell which end was which, or whether it was coming or going. It cost a bundle, about $1600, which was a lot of money in 
those days. Since I had paid cash, I had practically wiped out all of our savings for this little indulgence. 

The job Augustine & Pierce offered me was selling lots at a subdivision that they had newly acquired at Big Bear, a mountain 
resort area located about 110 miles east and north of Glendale. Actually, it was an old pre-war subdivision, complete with a 
good well and a broken down set of water lines that leaked like a sieve. They added a pump, a diesel motor and a large 1000 
gallon water storage tank to the water system, bulldozed the streets a little, and they were ready to go. They did not really own 
all the lots. What they had done was buy up what tax lots they could, and what unsold lots were left from the previous 
subdivision owners. The lots were small, 30' x 80', but the ground was level, and the view was good. Also on the premises was 
a new two-story pine cabin, built under the auspices of Augustine & Pierce to serve as a sales office and residence for the 
sales manager, who ever he or she might be. The cabin had been built out of green lumber, and when we moved in we found 
the boards had shrunk drastically, leaving large cracks for the wind to howl through in incumbent weather. In short, the walls 
were as incapable of holding back the wind as the water lines were of containing the water. 

But none of this particularly bothered us. We were young and full of new adventure and we eagerly took the job. Soon after we 
arrived there in the first part of May, a snowstorm blew up (the elevation here was about 6000 feet) and we found snow blowing 
profusely through the cracks in our upstairs bedroom the first night we were there. But no problem. We hung up some blankets 
against the windward side of the wall, and anyway, it was only temporary. The weather soon turned pleasant. 

The project turned out to be no financial bonanza. I was to get a 10% commission on the lots I sold. The lots averaged about 
$300 each, with the "frontage" lots going for $500. So my commission at best would be somewhere between $30 and $50 a lot, 
if and when they were paid for. Since the property was at the extreme eastern end of the road, prospects coming by to look at 
the property were few and far between. As a result we had a lean, lean summer as our first venture into real estate. Mr. 
Augustine's predictions about great financial rewards seemed extremely remote at this juncture. 

However, not only did we have ample time and opportunity to explore and travel the area, but we had fun. Early in the season I 
bought two lots for ourselves and we started building a mountain cabin of our own. We used native stone for the foundation 
and the fireplace, a commodity of which there was an unlimited abundance. The outer siding consisted of slabs we obtained for 
next to nothing from a nearby sawmill — boards of varying width anywhere from 4 to 14 inches, with the bark still on one side of 
the board. It turned out to be a real attractive rustic cabin. One weekend Jim Dodd and a friend came up and helped put the 
framing together and set it up. (This was in repayment for all the hours I had spent working on his house in La Crescenta.) 
Unfortunately, by the time the summer was over, we did not quite get it finished, but we did get it closed in. Anyway, we had a 
lot of fun building it, and it was a novel experience. 

One other job I had on the subdivision was keeping up the water pressure in the system. As I said previously, it was an old 
subdivision that had the water lines installed some 20 years earlier and the system leaked like a sieve. By morning the 
pressure would invariably be down to zero. So every morning I would go down to the pump house, start up the diesel and 
pump up the large pressure tank. One morning as I did so we had left the faucets open at the kitchen sink (no pressure). 
Henrie happened to be out of the house while I was pumping up the system. When we came back the water was rushing out 
over the kitchen sink, out of the kitchen and running out through the front door of the living room. 

Another time we had gone to a movie for the evening and the water pressure was down. The water in the hot water tank, which 
was heated by propane, had evidently sunk to a minimum level and evidently caused the thermostat to fall. Anyway, it had 
heated up like a steam boiler and when we flushed the toilet a cloud of steam came gushing up. When we opened the faucets 
in the kitchen sink nothing but hot steam came rushing out. It's a wonder the house didn't blow up. 

About a mile south of us there was a big dog ranch. One day we were visited by a very large dog. I don't know what breed he 
was, but he was neither a Great Dane nor a St. Bernard, but he looked like he might have been a cross between the two. 
Whatever his breed, if he had one, he was as big as a horse, but very friendly. He liked us and we liked him, and he stayed 
with us for a month. I would take him around in my little Studebaker and when he sat in the passenger side of the front seat he 
looked as big as a person, and twice as impressive. 

One day towards the end of summer, a real estate tycoon by the name of M. Penn Phillips from Azusa drove up to look over 
our layout. We entered into a friendly conversation and he suggested when I came back down from the hill I should look him 
up. He was sure he could fit me into his sales staff. He gave me his card. 

It had been a lazy, lackadaisical summer, almost like a vacation at a mountain resort. I sold about 25 or 30 lots, hardly enough 
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to pay for our groceries. By the end of the summer we were flat broke. 

During the last week in September I decided to go "down the hill" and look up Penn Phillips about the job he said he had 
waiting for me. By this time fall was coming on up in the mountains and the days were getting colder. We had an oil-fueled 
heater in the middle of the living room that took care of the whole cabin. The heater, too, was somewhat erratic and unreliable. 
Sometimes more oil would gather at the bottom of the unit than was safe. The day I was getting ready to go down and see 
Penn Phillips and getting all spruced up in my best suit and tie, I lit the heater. 

Somehow the damn thing flared up into a minor explosion, and blew soot all over the building, even into the upstairs. I had an 
appointment to keep, and making the best of a bad situation, I washed up, showered, dressed up and took off for Azusa, 
leaving Henrie with the sooty mess to clean up. I met with Penn Phillips in Azusa, and he steered me to W. W. "Bill" Beacom, 
who had a real estate office on east Colorado Boulevard in Pasadena. Penn Phillips at this stage was 66, was a very wealthy 
little man, and had been in the subdivision business for 40 years. He specialized in the $10 down, $10 a month type of 
operations, and had started any number of subdivisions from Coos Bay, Oregon to San Diego to Riverside. In fact, at one time 
he bragged that his outfit had sold more lots than any other in the country. Bill Beacom was just starting up in the real estate 
business and his prime efforts were directed at selling the properties set up by Penn Phillips. I went to see Beacom and he 
hired me on the spot. 

I went back "up the hill" to Big Bear. We closed in our log cabin that we had labored on all summer. (Although it was not 
finished inside, I sold it about a year later for about $1500). We loaded all our belongings into our little Studebaker and left for 
the bright lights again. We rented a duplex apartment, one of Beacom's projects, in Azusa, and I started my new job in 
Beacom's United Realty office during the first week of October. 

Things went much better. Beacom had a motley crew of six salesmen, some of which were just now getting their salesman's 
license. Anyway, by the second month I was the top salesman in the office. Nevertheless, when we landed in Azusa, I had to 
take out an $800 loan from the bank against my Studebaker to help pay for rent, groceries and some furniture we had to buy. 
In a few months I had the loan paid off and we were even putting a few dollars in the bank. 

After seven or eight months I had saved up about $1500 and had a backlog of about $5000 coming in commissions. (Most of 
our commissions were paid on the installment plan as the payments came in on the lots sold.) I thought the time had come to 
make good on my theory that I was worth more working for myself than for someone else. This I soon managed to do. I was 30 
at the time, and if we ignore being a slave to the Jewish I.R.S., never again was I ever in the employ of another man, or 
another company. 

Against the Evil Tide - 23
Milestone Twenty-Two: Up in the Mountains of Big Bear
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Against the Evil Tide - 24
Milestone Twenty-Three: I Go Into Business for Myself

Working in the same office with me at Bill Beacom's was a fellow by the name of Ben Burke. He was a fast-talking Irishman 
about ten years older than I and claimed he had been in the real estate business (off and on) for 13 years. He and I decided to 
go into partnership. We took over a small office at the corner of Huntington Drive and Alhambra Road, an office formerly run by 
his father-in-law. We agreed to pay his father-in-law $1200.00 for the privilege, with me putting up my half in cash. Since Burke 
was stone-broke, he just gave his father-in-law a note for the other $600.00, a note that I am sure was never paid or intended 
to be paid. Exactly what we were paying the old man for still remains a mystery, since there was nothing of much value he had 
to convey, except perhaps that elusive commodity called "good will". Even this was extremely doubtful. One day I answered the 
phone and someone on the other end wanted to place a bet on the horses. When I told him he had the wrong number, he 
insisted he did not, that I was kidding him. I later found out that the old man had done very little real estate business, but had. 
In fact, spent most of his time playing the horses and run a sort of amateur bookie joint. 

We were now into the summer of 1948, trying to get listings and sell properties. Business was slow. I made another unpleasant 
discovery. My partner had some glaring weaknesses. He, too, liked to play the horses. But that was not all. Every so often he 
would go on a drunken binge and stay away from the office. A few such episodes and I had had enough. I offered to "buy him 
out", which consisted of paying him the other $600.00 he supposedly owed his father-in-law. 

After I had the office to myself, business began to pick up. Penn Phillips offered me an exclusive on one of his subdivisions in 
Antelope Valley. We made a deal and I soon had about four or five salesmen working for me. After another six months, I 
abandoned the small office on Huntington Drive and rented a larger office at 5612 ½ East Beverly Blvd., in East Los Angeles. 

Among the salesmen I hired were Gene Vogt, Ray Belt, Louis T. Bethan, to name a few. Another man I hired was a renegade 
ex-preacher by the name of M. Stanley Peek. He was from Arkansas and was a member of the Church of Christ. I had known 
him when we both worked as salesmen for W. W. Beacom. After I left Beacom he went into partnership with another real estate 
salesman by the name of Don Trout and the two of them had worked a land deal in Nevada. The deal had failed and Peek 
came to work for me. However, he was bullish about the possibilities of acquiring some large tracts in Nevada for subdivision 
and after a while I was interested enough to look into it. 

Trout and Peek had worked a large acreage deal whereby they sold the acreage in 160 acre tracts at $10.00 down, $10.00 a 
month, and $10.00 an acre. One of their problems was that neither one of them had any money of their own to speak of, nor 
did they own the land they were selling. Half the proceeds went to owners of the land for whom they were acting as agents. On 
top of this, their somewhat irresponsible advertising promised more than they could deliver. As I mentioned earlier, the venture 
failed, partly due to bad management, and partly due to the inherently sleazy nature of the two characters running it. 

Merle Stanley Peek was one of those colorful but cantankerous characters of whom you would not want to meet more than 
once In a lifetime. He could lie as only an ex-preacher can, and had the unusual ability to appear arrogant and sanctimonious 
at the same time. He had a tremendous ego whose past accomplishments did not by any means justify the overweening 
opinion he had of himself, nor did it support his braggart rendition of his past. At 44 he was broke, he was a drifter and was 
married to a mestizo Mexican woman by the name of Esther. They had three young boys, ages seven years and younger. He 
had been married before, and had a shiftless, irresponsible son from the previous marriage who was also married and 
alternated living with his mother, and when Stan was able, sponging off his dad. Somehow, Stan Peek was always in the 
middle of a hassle, and I should have known better than to have had anything to do with him. But I did not. When he came to 
work for me in 1949, he managed to suppress most of his nastier characteristics, and I was somewhat intrigued about the 
Nevada land possibilities, which as I saw it, if managed differently could be built into a major venture. One of the prerequisites 
that I insisted on if we did go into such a venture was that we would not act as agents for some third party, but would own our 
land outright and have complete control of our business. 

Meanwhile, my real estate business at 5612 ½ E. Beverly Blvd. was going well. I specialized in acreage and lots and had 
subdivision deals going at Fontana, Riverside and Antelope Valley. I now had a staff of five or six salesmen. Whereas I was not 
getting rich, I was putting some money in the bank. I had traded off my snappy little Studebaker and bought a new 1949 blue 
Hudson sedan, which could accommodate more passengers, a necessity in showing properties. My wife and I now rented a 
nice apartment in South Pasadena at 1100 Maple Street. While Peek was still my salesman, we decided to take a tour of the 
State of Nevada and look for some promising properties to buy. We made an extensive tour of the state and ended up in the 
office of Wayne McLeod, whose official position was that of Surveyor General of the State of Nevada, and also its Lieutenant 
Governor. His office was in the State Capitol in Carson City. As a sideline, Wayne McLeod was also a real estate broker. This 
combination gave him a considerable advantage and a fairly wide knowledge of real estate in Nevada. 

He had a property listed that sounded interesting. It consisted of 18,200 acres lying in a valley west of Lake Lahonton. This 
property was part of the famous Break-a-Heart Ranch, owned by a flamboyant playboy by the name of Richard Conklin. 
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Richard had married a young heiress several years previously and when she died young, he had given his ranch the tragic and 
romantic name mentioned above. As well as the 18,200 sagebrush acres he had listed for sale, his ranch consisted of some 
fertile alfalfa land along the Carson River, and a beautiful ranch dwelling. It was, in all aspects, a gentleman rancher's dream. 
The property for sale sounded interesting. Not only was it mostly level, but it was intersected and accessible by two major 
highways, namely U.S. 50 and U.S. 95 Alternate. The fact that it bordered a large sized lake (although it had no direct lake 
frontage) was so much icing on the cake. On further negotiation we found that it could be purchased at $2.00 an acre, in other 
words, $36,400.00, with $1,800.00 down and installments of $1,800.00, including 6% interest, every six months. The property 
lay 35 miles east of Carson City and 26 miles west of Fallen, Nevada. However, the section at the direct intersection of 
Highways 50 and 95 was owned by another party and was not part of the deal. One added plus, however, was that the land 
had been surveyed by the U.S. Geodetic Survey and the brass plate section markers were in at every corner. 

The deal looked good and we decided to form a partnership, Klassen and Peek, and buy the land. I had about $6,000.00 saved 
up at this time, had a going office, and had an income. Like Ben Burke before him, Peek was flat broke. He managed to borrow 
the necessary $1,000.00 down payment from his wife's Mexican parents and I put up the other $1,000.00 and the deal was 
consummated. 

So now I was running two businesses out of my office. The former land business with my other salesmen continued as before, 
and now the Nevada partnership with Peek, in which the other salesmen had no part. 

The Nevada venture consumed more and more of my time, not only in the office, but also the increasingly frequent trips we 
would have to take to Fallen for various reasons. Fallen was 500 miles away, a trip that usually required more than a day to 
accomplish just one-way. Therefore, what with time consumed at the property, the trip up and back, usually a whole week was 
consumed. Also another problem developed in the office. The other non-participating salesmen resented the fact that Peek, 
who had been one of them, now had a special deal and they were being neglected. The time had come to decide on Nevada or 
to run the local business. I saw where the Nevada deal could be built into a business that could be the basis for a major 
operation for decades. To run it properly, I felt that one of us should be on the site in Nevada and properly take care of that end 
of it, while the other should run the office In the Los Angeles area and send up the prospects. 

We decided to call our venture The Silver Springs Land Co. 

Against the Evil Tide - 24
Milestone Twenty-Three: I Go Into Business for Myself
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Against the Evil Tide - 25
Milestone Twenty-Four: Fallon, Nevada, and into the Wild West

On October of 1950 we made our decision. Henrie and I would move to Fallen, Nevada, and the Pecks would stay in Alhambra 
and run the office there. In short order we sold the few pieces of furniture we owned in the South Pasadena apartment, and 
loaded the rest of our belongings into our navy blue Hudson sedan. I can't help but be amazed how few our belongings were 
then compared to the large moving vans we have had to utilize in all our subsequent moves. Anyway, with our Hudson loaded 
to the gills, off we went to a new venture and a new environment — a farming and ranching area that still had much of the old 
Wild West inherent in its atmosphere. I looked forward to the change as a new adventure. After all, I had always had a 
hankering for the Old West, what with its ghost towns, ranching and wide-open spaces. Fallen, Nevada, not only represented 
plenty of ranching and farming, but only about 25 miles to the west of Silver Springs was the storied old mining town of Virginia 
City, which, although no longer rich in ore, it was rich in lore and storied romance. 

We had previously befriended a young couple in Fallen by the names of Bill and Adah Petherbridge, and had asked them to 
find us an apartment to rent. Since my wife was pregnant at the time, she told them to make sure it was a ground floor 
apartment. The Petherbridge couple were about our age, in their middle thirties. They were a congenial couple and we soon 
became close friends. Bill was head of the Fallen and Churchill County Chamber of Commerce and had many contacts. Both 
Bill and Adah had been married before. He had a 13-year-old son, and now they had a young daughter of their own, only about 
two years of age. Bill sometimes had his moody side, and also sometimes indulged in too much to drink. He had had a father 
who had gone insane. At times this preyed on his mind and he brooded that perhaps he, too, might end up as did his father. 
Although a most friendly and outgoing couple, they had more than their share of marital spats, some of which we had to 
witness. 

Having initially headquartered in Fallen, I set about expanding our Silver Springs Land Co. venture. Although when in 1949 we 
bought the 18,200 acres in the valley around the crossroads of U.S. Highways 50 and 95 Alternate, we did not at that time 
acquire the particular section at the intersection Itself. This was owned by a young fellow and his mother who lived in nearby 
Wabuska, about 15 miles to the south. Their names were Glenn D. Hurt and Katherine Hurt respectively. On June 6, 1950 we 
managed to negotiate the purchase of this strategic piece of property for the sum of approximately $10.00 an acre. Since there 
had been some acreage taken out for highway right-of-way (for both 50 and 95 Alt.) and also a piece of acreage for the existing 
airstrip utilized by the Naval Air Force during the war, our total price came to about $6000.00. 

Once we had acquired this property, it was urgent that we build a headquarters and an office at the crossroads and put our 
sign "Silver Springs Land Co." in large letters at the ridge of the roof. This we did in short order. Stan Peek's brother, Dan, who 
was a contractor, came all the way from Silver Spring, Maryland, to do the job in the fall of 1950. We now had a nice concrete 
block building that consisted of an office occupying the front one third of the building, and a large room and a small bathroom, 
occupying the back two-thirds. 

I set about subdividing and laying out the town site of Silver Springs. To do this job, I hired a surveyor from Virginia City. His 
name was Walter G. Reid and he was also a senator in the Nevada legislature. I laid out the street plan, the size of the blocks 
and the size of the lots, and named every one of the dozens of streets in the five hundred and some acre subdivision. We had 
a well drilled in the middle of the subdivision and put in a pump and pressure tank in a pump house. We then ran water lines to 
each individual lot throughout the subdivision at considerable expense. 

We also laid out 320 acre, or 640 acre, subdivisions of five-acre lots on various sections away from the crossroads itself. These 
did not have a water system but required the owners to drill their own well. We did, however, have these surveyed and staked, 
the lots numbered and a graded road to each. We started selling these for $249.00, $10.00 down and $10.00 per month. We 
soon discovered that these offerings of 5 acres proved much more popular than the smaller city lots with water lines. Soon we 
were doing a land office business. Our prices soon went up to $295.00 per five acres, then to $345.00 then $395.00 — and 
before long they were selling for $895.00. We were in business. By the middle of 1951 we were taking in as much as 
$10,000.00 a month. We acquired more large acreages in this same Lahontan valley. On January 31, 1951, I negotiated the 
purchase of approximately 6000 acres from an enterprising young rancher by the name of John J. Casey and his wife Myrtle E. 
Casey. Whereas we had paid only $2.00 an acre a little more than a year earlier when we made our first purchase from 
Richard H. Conklin, we now paid more than three times as much for similar adjoining acres in our purchase from Casey. Our 
activities in the area had driven up the price, which while favorable when selling, worked against us in buying. Nevertheless, we 
were now in a position to buy, and sales looked promising. We also bought up several smaller pieces in short order to round 
out our possessions. We bought 640 acres from M.P. Glessner and his wife Patsy, who resided at nearby Femley. We bought 
some scattered pieces from the County itself, namely Lyon County, that they had acquired through tax foreclosures. 

Since much of the land in the west was checker-boarded due to the fact the railroads in the nineteenth century acquired vast 
areas of patented government land in an every other section pattern, there remained a number of sections that were still owned 
by the government, the Bureau of Land Management. One of the most important negotiations we were able to accomplish at 
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this time was to trade some of the interspersed government sections that were in the valley for some of our outlying sections 
that were on the slope of the hills and mountains. This accrued much to our benefit in two ways: it made our holdings more 
contiguous, and secondly, we usually acquired a better piece of valley land. 

* * * * *

Meanwhile, back in Saskatchewan, I still had two brothers and one sister, all of which were married and had families, and lived 
on farms. My youngest brother Korni (Kornelius) who was ten years older than I, had written me on a few occasions of how 
miserably cold it got during the Saskatchewan winters (a situation of which I was well aware) and how he hated living where he 
did. He wrote about a particularly poignant incident where he and his wife Martha were coming home from somewhere one 
dark night and they got caught in a blizzard. Evidently, they got lost and ran into a snow filled ravine. The horses and sled got 
bogged down in the deep snow and they set off on foot to find the nearest dwelling, not knowing north from south. They finally 
ended up crawling on their hands and knees with the two little ones tied to their backs. They finally saw a light and stumbled 
into a neighbor's house, on the verge of being frozen to death. 

When he related this tragic story to me by letter, I wrote him and suggested if he disliked Saskatchewan that much why didn't 
he move to some warmer clime. When I said that, I was not at all inviting them to come to Nevada, but merely making a 
detached and obvious observation. One day in February of 1951 as I came home for lunch to our apartment in Fallon, my wife 
acted a little strange as we engaged in conversation. All of a sudden, surprise! surprise! The surprise was on me! Through the 
door from the next room, with much fanfare, emerged my brother Korni, his wife Martha, and their brood of four boys, aged 
from two to eleven. So there they were, having taken my suggestion seriously. Here we are, we have no plans, now what can 
you do for us? Surprise! Surprise! 

We moved them into the rear room of the Silver Springs office building. A little later, we provided them with a choice 320-acre 
piece fronting on U.S. 95 Alt., about three miles south of the intersection. We had a well drilled for them at our expense. He 
bought a small house for $1500.00 and had it moved onto the 320 acres. He had some vague ideas about farming the land by 
irrigation. I "loaned" him $5000.00 to purchase a set of aluminum irrigation pipes. I never saw the $5000.00 again. 

On June 7, 1951 our one and only daughter (and child) Kim Anita was born in the hospital at Fallen. It so happened that my 
wife's birthday also fell on June 7. The birth of our daughter put a new perspective on our lifestyle, as to where we lived, and 
how we lived. Our business was prospering but we lived in a not so great apartment (there were no new apartments) and the 
town of Fallen itself was not the most auspicious or desirable place in the world in which to reside and bring up a family. 
Whereas the winters were tolerable, the springs and falls were most pleasant, the summers were intolerably hot, with dust 
storms whipping up a scenario every now and then, not an uncommon phenomenon out in the desert. (Whereas that area, as 
most of Nevada, is desert, there were about 50,000 acres of green, irrigated farms in the Fallen Irrigation District deriving their 
water from Lake Lahontan, a lake which bordered much of our property at Silver Springs.) In any case, after the birth of our 
daughter, my wife was unhappy about living in Fallen, or building a house at Silver Springs, or for that matter living anywhere in 
Nevada, and she was becoming unhappier by the day. The time had come to make an agonizing re-appraisal. 

* * * * *

Besides the two major highways that cut through our property, and besides the adjoining Lake Lahontan, there was a railway 
that ran up from Yerington and on north between the lake and U.S. 95A. A slow freight train ran through there, perhaps once a 
day, if at all. One Sunday, a few weeks after the birth of our daughter, I started out to show some of our five-acre properties to 
a nice couple from San Francisco. They and their two boys got into my Hudson and the five of us drove along a graded dirt 
road that crossed the railroad tracks to a five-acre subdivision near the lake. We were heavily engrossed in conversation as I 
slowly started to cross the railroad tracks. In fact, I was driving so slowly the car happened to stall at exactly the middle of the 
tracks. I had had some problem with the ignition key making connections the last few days, a matter I intended to get fixed, but 
had not. I tried to re-start the engine, but the ignition switch made no contact. Just then I heard the shrill whistle of an oncoming 
locomotive to my right, and to my horror I realized the freight train was bearing down upon us. I tried again to start the engine. 
No luck. By this time the whistle was screaming and I could see the engineer in the side window of the cab frantically waving 
his arms for us to get the hell out of the car. I got the message. I told the man and wife, who were in the front seat with me, to 
get out quick, and then yanked the two small boys in the back seat out. Only about two seconds later the locomotive hit my 
Hudson amidships, and I'll never forget the sound of that crash. Caught up on the cowcatcher, I can still hear the "rat-a-tat-tat" 
as the car bounced along over the crossties for the next several hundred yards before the train could finally come to a stop. It 
had a long line of heavy ore-filled cars behind the engine. 

After the train came to a halt, the crew pushed the battered Hudson off the tracks. I got into the cab of the locomotive and they 
took me another mile or so, to where it stopped again opposite our land office. I walked the intervening distance to the office 
and got into one of the Peek brothers' cars and picked up our prospective customers, whom I had left at the scene of the 
accident. Either through sheer gratitude that they were all still alive, or through sympathy for the misfortune I had suffered, they 
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went ahead and bought a five acre piece anyway, a property they did not get to see, at least not that day. 

* * * * *

There was never a dull moment during the year we spent in Nevada. One day during the spring of 1951, I was peacefully sitting 
at my desk in the front office when a car drove up. Out jumped a band of five or so Indians from one of the nearby reservations 
and barged into my office. One Redskin was carrying a nice shiny rifle. Shades of the Old Wild West! They did not seem like 
friendly Injuns. "You wanna buy a rifle? Cheap! Only five dollars!" I declined and nervously made some friendly conversation, 
hoping they would not use the business end of the rifle to consummate the deal, or to collect the five dollars and whatever else 
I might have in my wallet. After a few minutes of "no deal!" they left, much to my relief. About ten minutes later, a squad car 
with a sheriff and two deputies swerved into the drive. They asked — had I seen a band of Indians with a rifle? I sure had. 
Which way did they go? They went thataway, pardner, north, up the road towards Femicy. Off they went in hot pursuit, and 
soon caught the Redskins. As I had correctly suspected, the rifle had been stolen. 

My college roommate, Jim Dodd, who had come to California with me, was settled with his wife Marge, in the western part of 
Los Angeles. He was quite an aggressive eager beaver and had done quite well in various enterprises in which he had 
engaged. At present, 1951, he had a small manufacturing plant that made electric induction coils on specialty orders, that were 
used in airplanes, electronic gear and other military equipment. Since the Korean war was now in full swing he could pretty well 
name his own price, and he was making a killing. He watched our Silver Springs project with keen interest, and some avarice, 
and having extra money to invest he let us know that he would like part of the action. 

At this time, we were expanding rapidly and committing ourselves to buying more land. Although business was good, and we 
had an increasing number of $10.00 a month payments coming in, we also had a lot of expenses (streets, surveying, water 
systems) and some fairly heavy mortgage payments to meet. We could use some extra cash, over and above our cash flow. 
So we made a deal. We wanted more buildings to appear on the scene in our subdivision. If he would build two major CBS 
buildings (for himself) at or near the intersection, plus a certain sum in cash to us, we would deed some good and valuable 
pieces of property over to him. 

The deal was made, and Dan Peek, Stan's brother, was the contractor. He built a factory building on Highway 50, about half a 
mile west of the crossroads, and when it was finished he had three or four employees actually working in there winding 
induction coils. The other structure he built was a large warehouse type of building, walls 12 feet high, and approximately 50 x 
100 feet in dimensions. However, after he had the walls up, he was stalled for a while waiting for steel beams for the roof and 
other details. This left the long walls exposed and unsupported. Meanwhile, one of those almost hurricane force windstorms 
that are characteristic of the desert, came along and broke down all four walls, leaving only the jagged four corners standing. 
So it stood for a while, an eyesore to say the least, certainly no advertising asset to our project. He finally finished repairing and 
restructuring the building after I had divested myself of the operation. I never did see the finished building. 

After the loss of my revered navy blue Hudson on the railroad tracks, I bought a big black used Cadillac. We had already come 
to an agreement with Stan and Esther Peek that we had completed our tour of duty, and that in exchange they would now man 
the station at Silver Springs. We in turn would reside in California, open an office, advertise and send prospects up to Silver 
Springs. I would come up to the property on weekends to help out, when needed, a process that we had carried out before, 
with our positions now reversed. My wife and I and our little daughter got into our newly purchased black Cadillac and set out 
for the San Francisco Bay area to do some serious house hunting. 

Against the Evil Tide - 25
Milestone Twenty-Four: Fallon, Nevada, and into the Wild West
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Against the Evil Tide - 26
Milestone Twenty-Five: To the San Francisco Bay Area

After having spent a year in the wide-open spaces of Nevada, we chose to move to the so-called Bay Area of California, rather than go back to 
the Los Angeles area. The reasons we chose this locale were several. For one thing, the climate was cooler than in Southern California. 
Secondly, the area was closer to our Nevada property, approximately half the distance, and a majority of our prospects came from this 
population center. Thirdly, a spirit of exploring a new territory also had something to do with the choice.

In any case, towards the end of October of 1951 we hired a moving van and transported our increasing assortment of belongings to move into 
the new home we had purchased in the village of San Lorenzo a few weeks previously. Although not large, it was a beautiful house, two 
bedrooms plus small den, the first home we had ever owned. It had been a model home for the developer who had built it as a combination 
sales office and show model for the tract that he was merchandizing. It came complete with model furniture, carpeting, walls decorated in 
attractive wallpaper and colors, everything ready to move into. We paid $12,500 for the home, an extra premium, but felt it was worth every 
penny.

My role regarding the land sales in Nevada was now reversed. Peek and family were now on the property, and I was advertising and sending 
prospects to the property. I soon rented a small office in Oakland, which became my operating headquarters.

Not only did I try to contact prospects, but nearly every week-end I would drive to Silver Springs to help show property. I would usually leave 
San Lorenzo at approximately four o'clock on Saturday morning - drive the 260 miles over U.S. 50 in approximately five to five and a half hours 
and arrive at the property at about nine o'clock, or shortly thereafter. I would sleep overnight on a couch in the front office of our headquarters 
building, while the five Peeks lived and slept in the large room in back of it, all of us sharing a small bathroom. Then, if things went well, I would 
leave at about five o'clock on Sunday afternoon, arriving back home at San Lorenzo sometime between 10:00 and 11 P.M. However, many a 
time there were numerous delays and I might get back at three o'clock in the morning. More often than not there were emergencies, extra 
problems that required my attention, and I would have to stay over a few extra days.

One Sunday night I was barreling down the western slope of the Sierra Nevadas on U.S. 50, just west of Placerville. It was about 12 o'clock 
midnight when I noticed a car about a quarter of a mile ahead of me was slowing down to a stop, but staying in the two-lane road. As I was 
getting ready to pass it on the left I saw a deer standing there in the headlights about 50 feet ahead of us. Too late, I slammed on the brakes, 
only to swerve my car sideways and catch the other car's rear bumper with my rear fender. Why the fellow hadn't driven his car off the 
shoulder, I will never know but when I talked to him I noticed the smell of alcohol on his breath. In no time at all, it seemed, a woman patrol 
officer appeared on the scene and took notes of the whole affair. Luckily, my car was not so badly damaged that I could not continue the rest of 
the trip home.

In the meantime, sales were going fairly well and business was prospering. We were doing especially well in the sales of five-acre tracts, which 
in fact, by this time were our mainstay. Other than the fact that business was good, all other aspects of the partnership were becoming 
increasingly intolerable. Dan Peek, Stan's brother, had moved with his family of five from Maryland to Silver Springs and now lived on the 
property. His main preoccupation was building Stan Peek's new house, a dwelling that was located on 160 acres about a mile south of the 
cross roads. There was increasing rancor between Stan Peek and his brother. There was a bitter feud between the Peeks and my brother 
Korni. Stan Peek, at the age of 45, for the first time in his life had a small measure of financial success (still in the small leagues, but that did 
not dampen his arrogance) and his inherently pathological nastiness began to surface more openly. He became more overbearing and high 
and mighty, trying to over-compensate for his previous failures as a drifter and a loser. In fact, all those obnoxious and unsavory characteristics 
one would expect from a lying renegade Arkansas preacher that I had suspected he had to begin with, now came to the fore and were further 
exacerbated.

I now began to take stock of the situation. Although I did not go to Silver Springs every weekend, my repeated trips up there and back were 
beginning to become an unpleasant bore, made more unpleasant by all the wrangling that I was continually drawn into as an unwilling 
participant. My half interest in the project now was worth somewhere in the neighborhood of $200,000. Peek and I were now discussing the 
prospect of one party buying out the other. He was willing to go either way, and for a while, so was I. However, either way it would have to be 
done on an installment basis, over a period of perhaps five years. Being aware of the shifty nature of my partner, I was not too keen about 
depending on him to make his payments in the coming years.

I began to consider the several alternatives. My wife and I were established in a beautiful home in the peaceful, attractive area of San Lorenzo, 
adjoining the larger city of Hayward, an area which back in 1951 had much to offer. The climate was pleasant, in contrast to the hot desert 
summers and cold winters of the Nevada landscape, not to mention the sandstorms. My wife much preferred living where we were to going 
back to Silver Springs. And then there was the matter of our new daughter. Certainly she would have a much more pleasant up bringing and 
environment here than in the Nevada milieu. In one way, I had a certain vested attachment to the Silver Springs development, into which I had 
poured much energy and imagination, and I had a desire to really make something big and meaningful out of the project. On the other hand, it 
would be a decided relief to be rid of all the hassles, pressures and commitments that went with the territory. Still, I did not want to sell to Peek 
and probably have to hassle with him in the future to make his committed payments, or even to have to listen to his damn ongoing hassles with 
everybody.

A solution presented itself. A lumber dealer from Redwood City, across the bay from where we lived, was interested in buying my half interest. 
Whereas Peek was willing to pay me $200,000 (on the installment basis) Phillip Hess was only willing to pay $150,000, also on the installment 
basis. I agonized over the matter for some time. Should I buy out Peek? Should I sell to Peek? Should I sell to Hess for a lower price instead?

Finally, in November of 1952 I made up my mind. I would sell to Hess for $150,000, wash my hands of the whole affair, and live the life of a 
retired gentleman. The more I thought about it, the more the idea appealed to me. A contract was drawn up and the sale was consummated. A 
few years later, Hess sold out to Peek, and made a $50,000 profit, I understand, but I couldn't care less. The point is that not only did he make 
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his payments on time, but Hess paid up the end balance a year ahead of when it was due.

Against the Evil Tide - 26
Milestone Twenty-Five: To the San Francisco Bay Area
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Against the Evil Tide - 27
Milestone Twenty-Six: Glenmore Gardens and Canolectric

While $150,000 may not seem like a great deal of money today, we must remember that 35 or 40 years ago it was probably the equivalent of a 
million dollars today. Anyway, I felt that we could comfortably live on our nest egg for the next 20 years, if not longer, what with accruing 
interest and all. As my interests shifted away from Silver Springs, and I now had the independence of time and some money to play with, I 
naturally became interested in other investments.

One of my first (but no means last!) business boondoggles that I got involved in was a new company in San Mateo that proposed to put a self-
lighting cigarette on the market. The name of the company was Commercial Tobacco Corp. It was headed by a little Greek barber by the name 
of Frank Witt. The idea intrigued me, as evidently it did a lot of other people. Even the business press seemed favorably impressed and was 
helpful in putting out some glowing reports of its future prospects. (In fact, that is how I first heard about it.) Initially, I bought a few hundred 
shares at $1.00 a share.

Next, I traded in the black Cadillac sedan I had bought second hand a year earlier (after my Hudson was demolished on the railroad tracks at 
Silver Springs) and bought a brand new powder blue Cadillac Coupe de Ville.

This cost a neat $5000, a fairly decent sum in those days, but what the hell, I always did want a new Cadillac, and I was entitled to one, I 
convinced myself.

Also, we felt that we needed a bigger house, especially one that had a larger den or recreation room. There was an interesting new subdivision 
being started in the cow pastures near the little town of Centerville, about ten miles south of where we lived. Again, going back about 35 years 
ago, the area on the east side of San Francisco Bay between Hayward and San Jose at that time consisted mostly of farming land, orchards, 
and cow pastures with five little towns scattered on either side of Highway 17. These towns were (in order going south) Union City, Centerville, 
Irvington, Newark and Milpitas. Even before we left the area in 1958, this conglomerate was incorporated into a new city called Fremont, and 
represents a major population center today.

But getting back to 1952, we selected a lot in Glenmore Gardens and had a home built to our specifications, which included a large recreation 
room or den. The plans also called for two flagstone fireplaces, one in the living room, the other in the den, back to back. We negotiated the 
deal, lot and all, for $17,500.00, again, a fairly tidy amount in those days. Our address was 439 Morris Road. (My daughter, who revisited the 
place in 1987, tells me the street numbering system has been changed since then.)

We put our home in San Lorenzo up for sale and soon found a buyer willing to pay us $15,000 for it. Our new place in Glenmore Gardens was 
to be ready by Feb. 1, 1953, and we retained an option to stay in the San Lorenzo home until that date, although the closing date was earlier. 
The new house was not ready on time, and reluctantly we moved out on Feb. 1, took a motel room in San Jose and put our furniture and 
belongings into storage. Finally towards the end of May 1953, our new home was ready and we moved in, much to our relief.

I was now a gentleman retired, and with no visible business activities. I had time on my hands. There was, of course, a considerable amount of 
work entailed in fixing up the yard, putting in the lawn, the planters, the shrubbery. I joined a Country Club in Oakland, or Piedmont, and played 
golf. However, I found that didn't interest me too much, and I don't believe I played more than half a dozen games before dropping my 
membership. However, I did play a lot of tennis, and Glenmore Gardens had a set of courts in a park only a few blocks from our new home.

My interests turned to woodworking as a hobby. In order to do this properly I had to have a workshop, of course, so I built one in the back yard. 
This soon became a major project, and not only did I build a gorgeous workshop paneled in knotty pine, with a shake shingle roof and a large 
plate glass window, but I also built a lanai between the workshop and the house, complete with an outdoor fireplace and a barbecue. The latter 
were built of used brick, as was a central planter.

Soon I had the workshop stocked with an assortment of electrical tools - a bench saw, a drill press, a shaper, a woodworking lathe, a band 
saw, and a collection of hand tools, electric and otherwise. So now I had to make something, do something, with all that equipment. The next 
thing I did was build a playhouse for my then four year old daughter. It was constructed out of redwood and it, too, had a shake shingle roof. 
What next? My interest in the self-lighting cigarette increased as time went by, and so did the amount of my investment. Soon I had $4,000 
sunk into this gamble. Not too long after that the venture went flat broke. The company did reach the point where it had actually manufactured 
some crude cigarettes with a sulphur tip that lit like a match when struck on a prepared surface on the side of the pack. But by that time the 
business was out of money and out of confidence. It went flat broke. I had taken a big gamble and lost. I contemplated how much better off I 
would have been if I had invested that same $24,000 in IBM stock, an alternative that I had considered.

But I was not broke, and I weathered the loss. What it did do was stimulate my imagination as to what could be done with an innovative new 
idea, a new invention, if handled properly. Why didn't I invent something? Why didn't I come up with a bright new idea? Here this Greek barber 
had come up with the idea of a self-lighting cigarette, and he had convinced me and hundreds of others that we all could make millions, 
hundreds of millions. It had failed, but some other idea could make it a reality, couldn't it? I began thinking along those lines. I wanted to 
become an inventor, an entrepreneur.

* * * * *

We were vacationing in Southern California during the spring of 1954. One evening about 10:00 o'clock I was sitting around the swimming pool 
of the motel we were staying at in Pasadena and I was racking my brains as to what I might invent, and I went over the procedure quite 
methodically. I started out with the question - in what category would there be a good, widespread demand, a large market? My answer was, 
some new kitchen gadget, perhaps. All right, what could I invent for the kitchen that wasn't already in existence? My answer to that was to 
electrify some item that was now still done by hand. My next question was - what was, there left in the housewife's line of kitchen equipment 
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that didn't already come equipped with an electric motor? There were electric mixers, electric garbage disposals, brooms had been replaced by 
vacuum cleaners. There were electric irons, electric coffee pots. I went down the line. Finally I came to the hand operated can opener. That 
was it! What the world needed was an electric can opener! Of course! I had my idea. Eureka! An electric can opener!

I went back to my workshop in Glenmore Gardens and started to try to design an electric can opener. What I had in mind was not just an 
electric can opener as such, but a push button electric can opener, one whereby you put the can in place, pushed a button and the power 
mechanism took over, punctured the can, spun the can, and released it when the button was released. I soon had a name for it as well. I would 
call it Canolectric. What the world needed was a Canolectric in every kitchen!

But now, to get back to the Glenmore Gardens. We lived there for a little more than five years. In looking back, I believe it was probably the 
most peaceful, pleasant and buoyant period of our life, at least the first half of it, before I became too heavily involved with putting the electric 
can opener on the market. Both the era and the area were auspicious for their well-being. This was during the earlier part of the Eisenhower 
administration, when the country was expanding, subdivisions were going up all over the landscape, and an ordinary young couple could buy a 
nice house for between $9000 and $12,000, with practically nothing down. The political horizon was still relatively unclouded by racial 
problems, or screaming "civil rights" agitators, nor were there then any serious threats of worldwide conflagration. True, the Korean war had 
raised considerable anxieties a few years earlier, but it had simmered down to an "incident" that we could now almost ignore and get on with 
our business. My wife and I were in our middle thirties, in good health, and financially relatively secure. We had a nice home of which we were 
proud, and a nice little family that included one daughter, of whom we were also proud.

Furthermore, the neighborhood in which we lived, especially on Morris Road, were our kind of people, and we enjoyed the social fraternization 
and friendships during those five years we lived there more than we have experienced in any other area. For one thing, we had much in 
common with our new neighbors — everybody had just moved in on the street and we were all most receptive to making new friendships. The 
day the van arrived with our furniture, Mel Gillette, and his wife Ray, who lived across the street, came over and invited us over for dinner that 
night, an invitation which we gratefully accepted. They had just moved in the week before. There were still a number of houses under 
construction when we arrived, and new people were moving in every week. Most of them were young couples in our age bracket, successful 
young people who were moving up in the world, and were now moving into a nicer and better than average home. They were all White, no 
niggers within miles, and the threats of Mexicans, Asians or other mud races moving in never even occurred to anyone at that time.

We were a congenial group, and as the construction on the street was completed and all the houses occupied over the next several months, 
there was much getting together and partying. Every so often one neighbor or another, at the slightest pretext, would throw a bash, and we 
would each bring a bottle and have a hilarious party. There was no rowdiness, there were no nasty characters, just good clean merriment and 
fun. Here are some of the good neighbors I remember, although I don't by any means remember them all. There were the John Beumers, who 
lived next door to our left. They had a boy and a girl, John and Kathy, a little older than our Kim. Next to them lived the Tom Brooks family, who 
had three cute girls, not yet in their teens, two of them being twins. There was Jim and Jean Feitner, who had a highly intelligent little boy by 
the name of Jimmy, who was Kim's age and favorite playmate. A little later they had a daughter by the name of Sally. Next to the Gillettes 
across the street lived the Carl Martineaus. He was a professional engineer. His wife's name was Lou, and they had a little boy by the name of 
Pierre, who also was about Kim's age. Then there was the family of Joe and Margaret Meadows, who had a beautiful little blonde daughter by 
the name of Sandra, who was a few years older than Kim. Joe was a real jokester, and between him and Margaret, they were usually the life of 
the party. Further down the street lived the Jim Grooms. He was a real handsome fellow and was a major executive of the Hunt ketchup 
company in Hayward. Their little daughter Nancy was also one of Kim's favorite playmates. At the end of the street on the west end lived an 
older couple in their sixties. Their names were Ralph and Gladys Donahue, a jolly couple, although not in our age group, nevertheless were 
part of "our gang" and joined in our parties. Tragically to note, Gladys died of a heart attack while we were still in Glenmore Gardens.

This is not to say that everyone in Glenmore was happy, successful and financially independent. Like everywhere else, there were some 
people with severe problems. Our next-door neighbor to the east, who worked for the newly built Ford plant in nearby Milpitas, had been 
demoted in his job. Evidently, this seriously preyed on his mind, and he tragically over-reacted. One morning, as I was about on my way to 
drive to San Jose, I noticed a hearse in front of his house. The despondent man had not been able to tolerate the setback. He had taken a 
pistol and shot himself in the temple.

For the first two years at Glenmore, I was retired, a man of leisure, while I watched my eager beaver friends and neighbors going off to work 
every morning. Whereas I was improving our yard, building a workshop, designing my electric can opener and otherwise making myself useful, 
I did not exactly feel comfortable about being retired at my age while everyone else was going off to work. However, I tried not to let it bother 
me, and enjoyed myself. Whereas I couldn't get interested in golf, I enjoyed and played plenty of tennis in the nearby Glenmore courts. It was, 
and still is, my best game. My playing partner often was Bill Adcock, who was owner of a manufacturer's rep company in Oakland. Bill and Irma 
Adcock were also among our social circle.

Glenmore Gardens soon also had a church. It was a Presbyterian church and was headed by Pastor Tom Fuhr. He and his wife Ruth were a 
congenial couple who were also in our age bracket and we soon became good friends. We soon joined the church shortly after it was built, and 
on the 26th of November 1955, Henrie, Kim and I even went so far as to get ourselves baptized. Why, I'll never know, unless it was for social 
reasons. We still have the certificates in our files, and looking at them recently, I noted that it says we received the "Certificate of Batism". 
Batism is right. How batty can you get?

We did not go to church regularly, but we did contribute money to its maintenance. Actually, the sermons bored me stiff. One day Tom and I 
were discussing philosophy and religion, and I said to him, "Tom, there are a few things that bother me about this whole religious mess. Why is 
it that God would create all these millions of people and then let most of them go to hell and be tortured forever and a day? It doesn't make 
much sense to me, and frankly I don't believe in all this hocus-pocus." It didn't particularly bother him, and he didn't try to explain it to me. All he 
said was, "If that's what you believe, stick with it." I had a feeling he didn't really believe the stuff either. Tom and Ruth visited us in Florida 
about six years later and he was no longer in the ministry. They were off on a tour to Europe with a wealthy friend of theirs, who bankrolled 
their trip. Since we had the time and the means, my little family and I took any number of trips and outings in the nearby area, and in California 
at large. Some of our favorite outings included trips to Southern California, to Santa Barbara, to Monterey and Carmel, to the grape and wine 
country of the Russian River area north of San Francisco, and to the Boulder Creek area between San Jose and Santa Cruz. We also visited 
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most of the choice national parks, such as Yosemite, Sequoia and Kings Canyon, where some magnificent stands of giant redwoods are 
located. Also, in this list of parks I should include the John Muir Woods in the Mt. Tamalpais State Park.

The Glenmore Gardens subdivision, started by a real estate salesman by the name of Jim Meyer in the cow pastures west of the then little 
village of Centerville, grew and grew and became an outstanding success as a fine community. Soon we had a shopping center, a fine school 
within easy walking distance, and in which Kim enrolled a little later. We also had tennis courts, a community swimming pool and a community 
center. All these were conveniently located only two or three blocks away from our home. But best of all, we had as fine a group of people 
living there as you could expect to find anywhere in the United States.

Against the Evil Tide - 27
Milestone Twenty-Six: Glenmore Gardens and Canolectric
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Against the Evil Tide - 28
Milestone Twenty-Seven: Seven Weeks in Europe

By the early spring of 1955 I had worked out the mechanical design of my push-button electric can opener and had also built a working model 
in my workshop. Using a five dollar sewing machine motor to power the unit, I was satisfied that it was feasible and commercially practical to 
proceed with the project and go to the next two stages (a) manufacturing design, and (b) production. At this point I had no experience, no idea 
as to how to proceed with either one. I had some vague idea of building a plant near Centerville and go into manufacturing. 

On further contemplation, I came to the conclusion that maybe I should have it engineered and manufactured in Germany. Undoubtedly, I 
thought, they could produce it cheaper there than it could be done in the United States. It was an assumption, not necessarily a fact. Anyway, 
the idea intrigued me, even had a hint of romance to it. Why not go over there and explore the situation? 

I made the necessary preparations — passport, visas, etc. I went to a travel agency and had them reserve passage on the U. S. S. United 
States both outward and return. (Flying overseas was not so common back in 1955.) While I was at it I was also going to visit a few nearby 
countries, France, Italy and Austria, but I had no prearranged schedule. I didn't know where exactly I was going, nor whom I was going to see. I 
was going to play it by ear, to explore the opportunities as they presented themselves.

Jean and Jim Feitner, two doors down, gave me a going away party - another good excuse for a Norris Road bash. Then during the last week 
in March I took off. I had $1500.00 cash in my pocket, which was to cover all my expenses while in Europe - travel, meals, hotel bills, etc. 
(Although this may seem very little, it proved to be quite adequate. We must remember that travel expenses in those days were somewhere 
between one-fifth and one-tenth of what they are today.) Embarking at the San Francisco airport I flew to New York, staying there at a hotel for 
two or three nights. In the meantime I took in a few of the sights there, such as going to the top of the Empire State Building, visiting the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art and having dinner at Jack Dempsey's Restaurant. I even had my picture taken with Dempsey and shook the fist 
that shook Gene Tunney's chin back in 1926.

Then the following morning I took a taxi to New York harbor and boarded the U.S.S. United States. Back in 1955 she was one of the Queens of 
the ocean liners, if not THE Queen. She was the flagship of the United States Lines and boasted of being the fastest ocean liner afloat, having 
established new Atlantic speed records, both eastbound and westbound, on her maiden voyage, July 3, 1952. She won the Blue Ribbon Speed 
Trophy handily: eastbound three days, ten hours 40 minutes; westbound three days, 12 hours, 12 minutes, between Ambrose Lightship, New 
York and Bishop's Rock, England. She was 990 feet in length, (almost five city blocks) had a beam of 101.5 ft. and a gross tonnage of 53,330. 
She was manned by a crew and officers totaling over 1000 personnel. So here I was, ready to recross the Atlantic Ocean, back to Europe, from 
which I had come 31 years earlier. However, the route was different, whereas in 1924 we had sailed from La Rochelle, France, to Havana, 
Cuba, and then to Veracruz, Mexico, now I was sailing from New York to Southampton, England, then to Le Havre, France. I was traveling 
tourist class and was assigned a cabin that I shared with two other men. The cabin was relatively small, but then there were so many other 
diversions and entertainments aboard that practically the only time spent in the cabin was as a place to sleep. The dining room was vast and 
luxurious and the meals sumptuous. In the dining room seating I was assigned a table with another young man and two young ladies, an 
arrangement that proved compatible for all.

I don't remember the names of the other two table companions, but one of the two ladles was named Linda Schreck. She was a tall brunette, 
and she was going back home to her parents in Bamberg, Germany. She had been married to an American G.I. and had lived with him in the 
United States for a number of years. Their marriage had proved to be an unhappy one, and now newly divorced, she was rejoining her six-year-
old daughter who had already preceded her to Germany by a year or two to live with her grandparents. She told me much about life in 
Germany during the Hitler years (she had once as a little girl had the honor of presenting him with a bouquet of flowers), about the terrors of 
the war, and the coming of the conquering American occupation troops.

The voyage eastward was not overly calm, but tolerably so, at least below the seasickness level for me. As we approached the English coast 
on the evening of the fifth day, I remember standing at the rail. Also watching the approach were two elderly English ladles, returning to 
England after a long absence. I remember their emotional reaction, tears in their eyes, as they recounted the glories of dear old England and 
how great it was to return to their native land.

After being docked in Southampton for a few hours, we crossed the English Channel during the night and disembarked at Le Havre, France, 
early the next morning. Many of us took the boat train from there directly to Paris.

* * * * *

Once in Paris I checked into a hotel somewhere in the downtown section. No sooner had I settled In my room than the telephone rang. Who in 
the world could be calling me here, I wondered. "Hello, Ben, this Is Gretchen!" said a feminine voice sweetly, "You remember me, don't you?" 
Gretchen? No, I don't. You must have the wrong number. I don't even know any Gretchen, I said naively. She gave me some more sweet talk, 
surely I remembered her! When I insisted I did not, she finally agreed she had the wrong number indeed and hung up. Not having been to Paris 
before, except when I was six years old, I was a little puzzled, but passed it off as a mistake, poor girl. I called the desk and asked, what was 
that all about? The man at the desk assured me, tongue in cheek of course, ah yes, undoubtedly she just dialed the wrong number.

I stayed in Paris for three or four days and saw most of the major sights. I visited the Louvre, and was tremendously impressed with the 
tremendous number of famous paintings, and also by the vast collection of Egyptian artifacts. In fact, it was this viewing that first sparked my 
interest in the great civilization of Ancient Egypt. I went to the top of the Eiffel Tower, to the Tulleries Gardens, to les Invalides where Napoleon 
is entombed. I took pictures of the Arch of Triumph and the Place de la Concorde. I visited two of her famous cathedrals, Notre Dame and the 
Church of the Sacre Coeur. I was impressed with the historical Paris, but was disgusted by the service and the sleazy way in which waiters, 
busboys and others in the industry repeatedly tried to rip off the tourists.
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* * * * *

From Paris I went to Heidelberg, Germany. Sixteen years earlier, in 1939, it had been my objective to go to Heidelberg and study electrical 
engineering. However, as I have related earlier, the war intervened and instead I went to the Universities of Saskatchewan and Manitoba, 
respectively, and earned my degree. But now I was in Heidelberg and I was excited about it. I wrote back home, "After sixteen years I finally 
made it to Heidelberg!" It was a beautiful city, and, as the locale of the romantic operetta "The Student Prince", it justified its reputation. I took 
the cable railroad up the side of the mountain to the Heidelberg Castle, hundreds of years old, and which embodied the architecture and also 
the ruins of construction representing eras several hundred years apart. I went all the way to the top of the mountain on the cable car and 
viewed the beautiful Neckar River below and the city through which it flowed. I went to their famous beer cellars and although I don't particularly 
care for beer, I drank their famous beer and watched as some of the hefty blonde waitresses carried as many as five large mugs of beer in 
each hand.

I also visited the university buildings and they were somewhat of a disappointment. Compared to the spacious wide-open campuses of 
Saskatchewan and other universities in Canada and the U.S.A., the grounds at Heidelberg were cramped and the buildings, of course, were 
very old. But there was a lot of history and romantic lore in the atmosphere. Altogether it was, and is, a beautiful city. Next I went to Cologne 
(Koln) where the famous Cologne Cathedral is located, with its twin 555-foot high spires. I stayed in the Kolner Dom hotel, right across the 
street from the cathedral. Only half the original hotel was standing, and even much of that had been rebuilt. The rest of the hotel site still had a 
large crater on the grounds where bombs had evidently blown much of the hotel into rubble. However, miraculously the famous cathedral itself 
had evidently escaped major damage.

But I was in Germany to explore the prospects of having my electric can opener designed and manufactured, I reminded myself. I contacted 
some smaller electric motor manufacturers. The German economy at that time was still hurting and every small or large company was most 
eager to do business with an American company, or any other, for that matter. So they were most accommodating and easy to contact. 
However, the idea that they could produce a small electric motor of the kind I was looking for any cheaper than we could in the United States 
didn't seem too promising.

Then I made contact with the largest electrical company in Germany. This was Siemens Electric, who were the General Electric of that country. 
I called them in advance (I forget what city they were in) and told them I was coming, and I wanted to talk to them about manufacturing an 
electrical appliance. They were all ears. They sent a chauffeur driven limousine to meet me at the railroad station when I arrived, and had 
convened a panel of half a dozen engineers and top officials to hear my proposition, as we sat around a large conference table. They all spoke 
a fairly passable English as well as German, of course. I could speak a passable German as well as English, but I kept the conversation in 
English. So what was my proposition, they asked. Well, I said, I was interested in having an electric kitchen appliance manufactured for me, 
and then exported to the United States, where I would market it. Great! What was the particular appliance? I began to waffle. After all, I had not 
at that time applied for any patents to protect my idea, not even un the United States, and I did not want to give it away gratis, to them or 
anyone else, so that they could pick it up and run with it on their own. So I was in a dilemma. I realized that the first order of business was for 
me to get my patents on record before I went around spreading the idea of an electric can opener to all and sundry. I told them I could not 
divulge the item at this time. There was an angry murmur around the table. They began talking to each other in German, speculating what the 
item might be. I was listening. After about an hour the conference ended, with, of course, no tangible results.

I learned that the German Patent Office was located in Stuttgart, and that this city also had an ample supply of patent lawyers in its environs. I 
headed for Stuttgart and checked in at the Bahnhoff Hotel, about half a mile from the railroad station. It was to be my home for the next few 
weeks. After selecting a law firm from several available, we went to work in earnest of making the necessary drawings and spelling out all the 
details of the apparatus in German. The attorneys and also the secretaries were highly efficient and soon we had it all put together. 
Incidentally, while I was there in Stuttgart, I solved one particular facet of the design that I had not resolved before I left home. That item was a 
delay clutch in the apparatus so that the can could be pierced and firmly held in place before the drive started spinning the can around. This 
was important, since otherwise the drive had a tendency to throw the can off the drive wheel before it could be pierced.

After the patent application was wrapped up, I still had to stay around and wait for the processing and official approval of the patent office, 
which came after a week or so. Prices in Germany at that time were extremely reasonable, including attorney's fees. Hotel rates, meals, taxis, 
all were unbelievably low. Anyway, now I had my patent, at least a German patent, and it was all paid for. Although I now had my patent in my 
pocket, I did not go back to Siemens Electric to present my idea. By this time I was convinced that the idea of having the can opener 
manufactured in Germany and then shipped to the United States was not a feasible economic arrangement. I abandoned the idea and decided 
to spend the rest of my time sightseeing in Germany and Europe. I had about two and a half weeks left before my scheduled sailing back to the 
United States.

I was particularly interested in the Hitler scenario, and first went to Nurnberg, where the gigantic Hitler rallies had been held. It was an 
interesting, historic old city with massive high walls and towers surrounding the ancient city. It still showed many of the ravages of the recent 
war. Even the thick ancient walls were pockmarked with hits from bombs and artillery fire. I visited what was left of the grounds and buildings 
where the huge annual Nazi rallies had been held in the 1930's. Most of what structures had existed were now completely demolished. I also 
visited the chambers where the Nurnberg trials had been held. It was all rather depressing to see all the former pomp and glory now smashed 
by the parasitic hand of the Jew.

* * * * *

Next I traveled to Munich. I had no sooner checked into a hotel when the phone rang. This time it was a man. He had a clipped British accent, 
but I could also detect the German origins. He explained that he had obtained my name from some German trade agency, and understood that 
I was looking for some trade contacts. He was most friendly and accommodating and offered to show me the city and help me in any way he 
could in making contacts with any number of different business establishments. His name was Fred Bleger.

Herr Bleger was undoubtedly one of the finest gentlemen I have ever met any time, anywhere. He was five years older than I, about 42. I 
learned more about Germany during the Hitler era before the war, about the war itself, and about post-war Germany, first hand from him, than I 
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have from any other source. I also learned much about the German economy and business as it was in 1955 from him. Fred Bieger had been a 
member of the Nazi Party, had been an officer in the German Wehrmacht during the war. He had learned to speak excellent English during a 
prolonged stay in Britain before the war. He had fought in the Egyptian campaign, as well as several others, and lastly, on the Russian front, 
where he was severely wounded. One of the things that he told me about the German tragedy was that things were a thousand times worse 
after Germany capitulated to the victorious "allies" than they were during the ghastly war itself.

Without a doubt, meeting Fred was the highlight of my trip. He had a car and he took me to any number of interesting places in Germany. He 
played the role of secretary, confidante, and business adviser to a beautiful redheaded young lady in her late thirties who owned an import-
export business she had inherited from her father. Whether there was any romantic Interest between her and Herr Bieger I couldn't tell, since 
their association always seemed on a business level. Anyway, they had a nice car to travel the countryside and seemingly, the time. What 
established a particular bond between Fred and myself right from the beginning was that he had found one American who was not only pro-
German but also pro-Hitler. Besides, I could speak German, if not fluently, at least passably well and although I was more comfortable 
speaking English, he repeatedly encouraged me to speak in German. We had an excellent dinner together the first night, and drank several 
glasses of good German wines.

The next day, after showing me around Munich, the beer hall where Hitler had spoken, some good restaurants and other places of interest, the 
three of us drove south from Munich to Garmisch-Partenkirchen and then to Oberammergau, some of the most picturesque towns in Germany. 
We then went to a famous ski lodge on the side of the Zugspitze, one of the higher peaks in the Alpine range, and which happens to sit on the 
border between Germany and Austria. The weather had turned colder by this time and when we arrived at the ski lodge it was snowing. But at 
that altitude there was still an abundant snow pack from the winter (this was in the middle of April) and skiing was in full swing. It was a 
beautiful spot and a beautiful sight. We spent the night at the lodge, ate sumptuous meals, but did not do any skiing.

We then drove on to Innsbruck, Austria, and spent a day there. Fred was one of the best of tour guides, and knew all the history and all the 
places. After about a three-day circuit that took in several smaller places of interest, we returned to Munich, just in time to take off for Hanover, 
where the annual Heavy Industries Fair was going on, from April 24 to May 3. This was the largest commercial fair of its kind in Germany and 
took in a wide variety of exhibits — huge cranes hundreds of feet tall, tractors, bulldozers, farm machinery, electrical motors, machine tools, and 
every other aspect of heavy industry. But the fair also embraced an unlimited variety of industries outside of that field, such as textiles, office 
equipment, china, ceramics, glassware, watches and clocks, hardware and cutlery, kitchenwares, and even toys. I don't know how much area 
the Fair Grounds took in, but I am sure it consisted of several hundred acres. Although similar fairs, some more specialized, were held in 
Frankfurt in the spring and in the fall, also in Cologne and Munich, nevertheless Hanover was the biggest of them all. There were thousands of 
exhibitors from all over the world and tens of thousands of visitors and interested dealers.

Since the hotels in Hanover would be booked solid far in advance for such a large influx, many private residences offered limited 
accommodations to the overflow of guests. I don't know where Fred and the red headed business associate stayed, but he found me bed and 
board with a nice German couple. Their rented apartment consisted of only three rooms - a living room, a kitchen and one bedroom. I slept on 
the couch in the living room. Although the husband was at work most of the time, the wife was a most talkative hostess and told me much (in 
German) about Germany during the thirties and during and after the war.

There were so many business deals being made right and left before my very eyes that soon I got caught up in the spirit of the export-import 
trade. There were stories bandied about of how one broker had consummated a deal whereby he had sold German locomotives to the Indian 
government and had made a three million dollar commission on that deal alone, and other similar stories. I was offered any number of "deals", 
and, of course, Fred Bleger, being in the business, recommended and encouraged such offers. There would be a 5% commission, or override, 
in the contract for him. Finally, I signed two different contracts with two different companies that I would import a specific gadget they made in a 
certain minimum quantity per year (or month) and that also I would be protected as being the sole and exclusive agent for that item in the 
United States. Both items were novel, but unnecessary gadgets associated with the automobile.

* * * * *

Time was running out before my scheduled sailing back to America, and there were a few other places I wanted to visit before I left Europe. 
During the ocean voyage on the USS United States, Linda Schreck had invited me to visit with her family in the historic city of Bamberg in 
Bavaria. I gave her a call to see if the offer was still good and she said she would be most delighted for me to come. I boarded a train for 
Bamberg.

Linda met me at the station when I arrived in the late afternoon. The first question I asked her was: how did she like being back in Germany? 
She said it was terrible, she hated it. She and her six-year-old daughter were living with her parents and her younger brother, the latter in his 
early twenties. She told me she was practically being treated as a pariah by her relatives and her former friends. They deeply resented the fact 
that she had married an American G.I., and now that the marriage was kaput, it served her right, they said. All this reflected a deeper hostility 
the majority of Germans had for Americans, something I had sensed before. Although at the Hanover Fair, and at other places, I had found the 
Germans were most polite and friendly, still, beneath the surface they harbored a deep resentment, and for good reasons. The Americans 
(controlled by their Jewish overlords) without any meaningful provocation, had come from across three thousand miles of ocean, to smash their 
cities and kill their people. The outrageous behavior of the occupying G.I.'s (including a horde of savage niggers) in raping their women and 
flaunting their arrogance in the post-war period had not assuaged the situation any, only aggravated it. (For further details about the atrocities 
heaped upon the Germans, read Avenge Dresden! in Racial Loyalty, Nos. 51 and 52.) Linda and I walked to their apartment, which was in an 
old building, (all buildings were old) located at 2565 Luisen Strasse 3. There I met the rest of the family – her little daughter, her brother and her 
father and mother.

They were all very accommodating, and her mother immediately pleaded for me to join them for dinner. I did not want to inconvenience them, 
especially on such short notice, so I declined and said I would take Linda out to dinner instead. This, I believe was a mistake on my part, since I 
believe they felt hurt that I had rejected their hospitality, but I did not realize it at the time. Anyway, after some further conversation, Linda and I 
left to go to the restaurant where her brother was a waiter. I will never forget, before we left the apartment, her little daughter poignantly asked, 
"Kommst du zuruck?" (Are you coming back?) The little dear evidently had been left without her mother so many times that every time her 
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mother now walked out of the house the poor little thing wondered whether she would ever be back.

After dinner we walked back to their apartment, where I had a lengthy conversation with her father. Otto Schreck had been an official in the 
Nazi party and an officer in the Wehrmacht. He was tall, ramrod straight, and of stern, no-nonsense disposition. He now had some minor 
government position. When I tried to talk to him about politics and about Hitler, he steered away from the subject and said he would never 
again have anything to do with politics. He reminded me several times, "We remember 1945." Evidently, he, like so many others in his 
category, had been tortured, put through the mill, and thoroughly "de-Nazified." His fighting spirit had been broken and "We will not forget 
1945", he kept telling me. This was now 1955, ten years later.

Bamberg is an historic and most interesting old Bavarian city. It was founded in the tenth century and owes what prominence it has enjoyed 
due to being one of the two Catholic archbishoprics in Bavaria. (The other is in Munich.) In this ancient kingdom of Bavaria, whose population 
is still 70% Roman Catholic, the power of the Catholic church shaped much of its history and is reflected in some of its fine architecture. The 
Bamberg cathedral is one of Germany's grandest Romanesque edifices, built in the tenth century. Other notable buildings are the St. Michael, 
the St. Martin and the St. Mary churches. Linda and I visited all of these the next day, as well as the historic old town hall, and the picturesque 
10th century Altenburg Castle. I still have a picture of the latter.

Late in the afternoon I said goodbye to Linda and her family and took a flight to Rome.

* * * * *

My flight was due to land at about midnight, a rather late time to be arriving in a strange city without any previous hotel reservations, or, for that 
matter, even knowing the name of a single hotel. Fortunately, I overheard two young fellows across the aisle in the plane talking to each other, 
and they were discussing where they were planning to stay when they got to Rome. Finally, they came to the conclusion they would share one 
room and save expenses. I latched on to this opportunity and asked the fellow who was giving up his reservation whether he would mind if I 
picked it up in his place. No problem. When we arrived I took a taxi to the designated hotel and used his reservation. Not a bad hotel, but next 
day when I had the time to pick and choose, I moved to the Quirinale, which remained my home for the rest of my stay in Rome. While in Rome 
I tried to take in most of the major sights. I spent quite a lot of time in the Vatican complex, ogling St. Peter's massive insides and outsides, the 
endless exhibition of statues, paintings and ornate, gilt covered columns, all the exquisite works of great White artisans and geniuses of many 
past generations. Standing in the huge plaza, I even saw Pope Plus XI in one of the Vatican windows, pointlessly waving his hands and 
"blessing" the thousands of gullible yokels below. It was early in the season, and, anyway, back in 1955 the tourist floods were not anywhere 
as rampant as they are today. As a result, when I was in the Sistine Chapel, I was able to leisurely lie on my back on one of the benches and 
view Michelangelo's vaunted ceiling at my convenience for as long as I wished. When I was back at the same chapel with my family in 1967, 
the place swarmed with milling mobs, led by dozens of tour guides, speaking Japanese and every other language. Just going down the 
passageway to the chapel was like being in midstream and seeing millions of fish swimming in two different directions, one coming and one 
going.

Viewing the ruins of Ancient Rome at that time, I would say, sparked my initial interest in the greatness and grandeur of those ancient Romans. 
Seeing the ruins of the ancient Capitol, the gigantic Coliseum, the Baths of Caracalla, Hadrian's Tomb, made me realize that there had dwelt a 
superior breed of men two thousand years ago, of whom I had known, but had not taken sufficient note. Now I was seeing first hand the 
remarkable remains of an astounding civilization. Why had it collapsed, I wondered. Of special interest were the art museums of Rome. I 
visited the National Museum (Musco Nazionale Romano) and also the Vatican Museum and was especially impressed by the vast collections 
of the latter. Also, I attended the Rome Opera house and saw and heard the Opera "Faust" by Charles Francois Gounod.

After about four days in Rome, I took a plane to Nice, on the French Riviera. The coastline was beautiful, the sea a brilliant blue-green, and the 
weather most pleasant. From Nice I took a bus to Monaco and Monte Carlo, visited the Casino and took in some of the other sites.

* * * * *

From Nice I flew to Paris, and from Paris I took the boat train back to Le Havre. After I had taken my seat in the train, I looked out of the open 
window to view the people on the station platform that were about to board. There was a tall dapper young man that stood out from the crowd. 
He was about six foot two, very thin and although he wore a homburg, his bright red hair was conspicuous. He was talking and gesticulating 
most energetically. Soon he entered the railway car I was in and with his companions sat down a few seats away from me. From the loud 
conversation with which he continued to harangue his traveling companions inside the car, I soon learned that he was a young Mormon 
missionary who had completed his two-year stint in Belgium and was now returning to the United States. He was noisily broadcasting all the 
sins of the Roman Catholic priests he had encountered during his stay in Belgium, how they fornicated with the nuns and others of the fair sex, 
and how many children that obviously resembled various priests abounded in the country of Belgium. He continued in this vein all the way to Le 
Havre. Sitting a few seats away also were two young Catholic women who could not help but hear his loud voice, and they were fuming and 
fidgeting at what they were hearing. I expected a battle royal to erupt at any moment, but the tirade and the controlled agitation continued all 
the way to Le Havre.

* * * * *

Back on the U.S.S. United States on the fourth day of May, the voyage started out uneventfully enough. About a day out on the high seas, we 
ran into a severe storm. The rest of the voyage was less than fun, more like sheer survival. At times as the thirty-foot waves hit the big ship 
broadside, the whole ship would shudder. A ship can roll, pitch and yaw. The United States did all three and when there was a following sea, 
many a time the stem end would be so far up, the propellers would be out of the water and the motors and propellers would suddenly rev up to 
a high speed whose vibrations could be felt throughout the entire vessel.

During that storm, most people were too sick to come out of their cabins, and the dining room was practically empty. I remember my table was 
near the outside window and as the ship slowly rolled from one side to the other. It always felt uncomfortably close to the point of no return. As 
I sat down for breakfast (alone at my table) I would start out eating dry rolls, recommended to settle your stomach. Nevertheless, I made sure I 
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knew where the exit to the nearest toilet was, in case I had to make a dash for it. Was I afraid we were going to sink? Not really, but the 
possibility entered my mind several times. The situation reminded me of some quotation I had once read, "Oh God, thy ocean is so large and 
my ship is so small." The USS United States was five blocks long, not small by any means, but nevertheless, she was pretty much at the mercy 
of an angry sea. This, I decided, was no way to cross the Atlantic.

* * * * *

We docked in New York harbor on May 9, and after going through immigration and customs, I collected my baggage and took a taxi to the 
airport. By that time it was late in the evening and I boarded a night flight to San Francisco, after I had called my wife to inform her of my time of 
arrival.

Next morning she and my sweet little four-year-old daughter Kim were there to meet me. Also there was my young friend, Al Miller, from San 
Jose. He was putting together a cosmetic company whose one lone product was a hand lotion called Lanoglove. I happened to have a small 
investment in his company. The four of us had breakfast in the airport dining room and after exchanging a volume of news, the three of us 
drove back to Glenmore Gardens. It was good to be home again.

Against the Evil Tide - 28
Milestone Twenty-Seven: Seven Weeks in Europe
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Against the Evil Tide - 29
Milestone Twenty-Eight: Canolectric All the Way

When I left for Europe my main objective had been to explore the possibilities of having my electric can opener engineered and manufactured 
in Germany, if they could do it for less per unit cost. What I had learned is they could not, and that what with shipping, time delays, excise 
duties, etc., it was not economically feasible. Now, back home, I was also back to square one, except for one thing. The Hanover Fair had 
opened up the possibilities that there were a number of items available that could be imported, distributed and sold in this country at 
considerable profit. In fact, there were any number of American importing companies doing just that. Why go to the expense and hassle of 
manufacturing anything when you could import somebody else's product already made, waiting for buyers? So, I had an important decision to 
make. Should I pursue the development and manufacture of the push-button electric can opener or should I go into the import business? I 
already had snagged two exclusive items, frivolous as they were. One was a little plastic, many-jointed little horse, that sat on the dashboard of 
a car. When connected with the carburetor intake by a plastic tube, it performed a number of interesting antics, reflecting the status of the 
vehicle, whether it was accelerating, slowing down, cruising, or whatever. The other was a two-cup electric coffee pot that plugged into the 
cigarette lighter on the dash. It could come in handy when camping or traveling.

The first thing I did was consult with my friend Bill Adcock, with whom I played a lot of tennis and who had a well established business as a 
hardware wholesaler. The next thing I did was call on a few hardware and automotive stores to get their reaction. The results of both of these 
surveys were not too encouraging. In the meantime I had jumped the gun and already had some stationery and business cards printed up with 
the caption of "Klassen Importing Co." These I had printed by the local Centerville newspaperman, who, sensing a story, came over to 
interview me.

For a while I dallied. Then the urge to be a bonafide inventor and the hopes of becoming a multi-millionaire business tycoon prevailed. I made a 
resolute decision: come hell or high water, I would put the Canolectric on the market. This required a lot of doing.

So to get started. On September 16, 1955 I incorporated Klassen Enterprises, Inc., under the corporation laws of the State of California. The 
corporation was authorized to issue 500,000 shares of stock, with a par value of $1.00 per share. My attorney was Gene Rhodes, a personable 
young fellow my age who also lived in Glenmore Gardens. The incorporating directors were Wm. E. Adcook, who had a hardware wholesale 
business; Albert J. Miller, of San Jose, who owned Milco, Inc., engaged in the manufacture of the previously mentioned Lanoglove hand lotion; 
Gene Rhodes; my wife Henrie Etta, and myself, as president.

My neighbor next door, John Beumer, was an engineer for an electronics company by the name of Ampex in Redwood City, across the bay. 
Across the street from him was a young engineer and draftsman by the name of Charles Wilson, who worked for John. I showed them both my 
working model and they were very much impressed. I persuaded the young draftsman to make up a set of engineering drawings that could be 
translated into production blueprints. This was in October of 1955. Over a period of a few months he completed these drawings. In the 
meantime, I designed an attractive housing and had a plastics craftsman by the name of Chapman (company name: Chapman Plastics, 
Berkeley, California) construct a white plastic cover for the unit.

Next I had a machine shop, Engineered Instruments of Hayward, try to make a model according to the blueprints. After spending several 
weeks and $400.00, they were not doing a good job and I cancelled their contract. I found a machine shop outfit by the name of Frisch & 
Herzberg in San Leandro who were more capable. They did a good job in making a model that could be a prototype and could be used for 
demonstration purposes. (Feb., 1956.)

Now that I had a working demonstration model to show, we went over to Hunt's Ketchup plant in Hayward and obtained a carload of new 
unused tin cans to open, and we were in business. I realized that it would take money, a lot more than I had, to put the product on the market, 
and that I would need investors from the public. One positive benefit that accrued from my previous boondoggle investment with the 
Commercial Tobacco Co. was that I learned something about corporate structure that I had not known before. I learned that the initial promoter 
could make a public stock offering and at the same time retain an equal number of promotional shares for himself, thereby still keep control of 
the company he founded. At our Director's Meeting on March 5, 1956, we authorized our attorney, Gene Rhodes, to apply for a permit 
authorizing our corporation to issue and sell 100,000 shares at $1 par value per share. This application was made to the California 
Corporations Commission, and limited our stock sales exclusively to residents of California only. By March 20, the desired permit was granted.

On March 26, 1956, I filed an application with the United States Patent Office for a patent on my "Electrically Operated Can Opener." Handling 
this application for me were a couple of Jewish attorneys in Oakland by the name of Gardner and Zimmerman. We were asking for 19 separate 
claims in our application. It would be another 13 months before we were to receive a favorable response to that application, April 23, 1957, to 
be exact.

At the beginning of April I leased a one room office at 1079 "B" Street, Suite 222, in downtown Hayward and found myself a "sales manager" 
by the name of Al Bierman. Al had been sales manager for Al Miller of the aforementioned Lanoglove company (Milco, Inc.) which was now 
hurting badly for cash. At the April board meeting the directors voted both myself and Al Bierman a salary of $500 a month. We were now 
ready to demonstrate our "baby" and sell securities to the public.

So now I was in business. I had an attractive product to show and demonstrate. We had a patent application in the mill to protect our invention. 
We now had an office to work from, a permit to sell stock, and a vocal sales manager to help sell that stock.

At about this time I also acquired a most efficient secretary and bookkeeper. In preparing some of our previous literature for promoting the 
Canolectric and also the stock sales, we employed a local printer who had a shop in Castro Valley. His name was Sam Totaro. He did $500.00 
worth of printing for us and decided to take payment in 500 shares of Klassen Enterprises, Inc. stock. While we were over at his house to 
present the stock offering circular, his wife, Louise, and her mother were also present. She seemed hostile to the idea of buying the stock and 
was forthright in saying so. However, Sam went ahead anyway, and used to drop in at our office just about every other day. We told him we 
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were looking for a good secretary, and he told us that his wife Louise was looking for just such a job. I called her up and asked her to stop in for 
an interview. When she did, I was duly impressed and hired her on the spot. She proved to be one of the most intelligent, loyal and efficient 
secretaries I have ever had the good fortune of hiring. Soon after she began working she too was highly impressed with the merits of 
Canolectric and soon bought an extra 50 shares on her own account. One day Al and I were sitting at our desks in our Hayward office when in 
walked a young man by the name of Cecil W. Boswell. He had heard of our electric can opener, and now that he saw it with his own eyes he 
was grinning from ear to ear. He, too, had been thinking about the need for an electric can opener, he said. When he saw our demonstrator 
neatly cut open a number of cans we had on hand for that purpose, he became even more excited. Cecil was from San Francisco, where he 
had an office at 1139 Mission St. He was sales representative for Robbins & Myers, whose H.Q. were in Springfield, Ohio. When Cecil Boswell 
walked out of our office he was an enthusiastic promoter of Canolectric, and he was just dying to tell the rest of the Robbins & Myers sales staff 
in Springfield of his newly found gem. This he did with gusto at their next regularly scheduled sales meeting.

The next thing I knew I got a telephone call from Springfield, Ohio. It was an invitation to demonstrate our appliance to the management, all our 
traveling expenses paid. This I did, taking Al Bierman along with me. The top officials were impressed. Unfortunately, the president of Robbins 
& Myers, namely, Albert W. McGregor, was out of town. A week or so later I was asked to come back and demonstrate our Canolectric again, 
in front of the president. This I did and he also seemed to be favorably impressed that our invention was a winner. 

The follow-up was that Robbins & Myers made us an offer under the terms of which, if they could have an exclusive contract to manufacture 
our can opener, they agreed to advance approximately $50,000.00 in tooling costs, which costs were to be repaid at the rate of $1.00 per unit 
upon the first 50,000 units manufactured.

Robbins & Myers would also do the advance engineering on the unit. There was one tough stipulation, though. Robbins & Myers wanted an 
equivalent amount of collateral to make sure that we would live up to our side of the bargain. This I met by pledging the remainder of my notes 
of the Silver Springs land deal, the balance of which at this time still amounted to roughly $115,000. The culmination of these negotiations was 
that on September 17, 1956, Klassen Enterprises, Inc., and Robbins & Myers signed a binding contract on the above terms.

Robbins & Myers had previously bought up an old established firm by the name of Hunter Fan and Ventilating Company, who were located in 
Memphis, Tennessee. Our appliance was to be manufactured by Hunter, whose manager was Frank S. Brady, and whose chief engineer was 
a brittle, but brilliant, fellow by the name of Carl Buttner, who had immigrated from Germany back in 1928. From here on out most of my trips 
now were to meet with the Memphis people, to coordinate design, prices for manufacturing, packaging and other details. Most of the times 
when in Memphis I stayed either at the Peabody Hotel, or the King Cotton.

Up to this time Al Bierman and I had been selling our stock directly to whomever we could, as rank amateurs. We had so far sold only about 
19,000 shares. In the meantime I had been financing the company expenses strictly out of my own pocket, loaning the company a few 
thousand or so every month, since we were prohibited from using any of the stock proceeds unless and until we had sold a certain minimum 
amount, which as I recall, had to be 100,000 shares. Before that happened I had loaned the corporation a total of $25,500. Now that we had 
the Robbins & Myers contract in our pocket, it was a new ball game. With our improved prospects we now went to a brokerage house in 
Oakland to have the pros do the stock selling job for us.

We contacted Lester M. Grant, of Stephenson, Leydecker & Co. at 1404 Franklin St. in Oakland. Les Grant was an up and coming young man, 
in his early thirties, and was also vice-mayor of the City of Oakland. Although he was only a salesman in the firm, he nevertheless was one of 
their best and had a wide range of contacts. We demonstrated our Canolectric by setting it on his desk and opening several cans. He, too, was 
immediately fascinated. He took a few days to check us out, and personally called President McGregor of Robbins & Myers to confirm whether 
we really had a contract as we said we did. When he confirmed that we did indeed, Les came over to see us at our office. He said he had 
talked it over with the head of his stock company and they were willing to sell our stock. We soon reached a written agreement and were off 
and running. Finally we were in the big leagues, I thought to myself. Already I could see millions dangling before my eyes.

In the meantime, we had managed to get quite a bit of good publicity in the major newspapers in and around the San Francisco area and the 
business community was beginning to take note that maybe we had a hot item on our hands. In August of 1956 I received a call from Forrest 
Tanser, one of the executives of the brokerage firm of Sutro & Co. He said he had a wealthy client who might be interested in buying my 
interest in Canolectric. We went over to his San Francisco office and demonstrated our prize baby to him and his elderly client, a Jew by the 
name of Adrian Falk. A few days later I received a call from Tanser, slating that his client was willing to buy my interest for $250,000 to be paid 
$50,000 down and $50,000 a year over the next four years, and at the same time I was to stay with the company at a salary of $25,000 a year. 
I considered the offer for a while and we discussed it at the next directors meeting on September 3. I finally called Forrest Tanser and told him I 
wasn't selling, the offer just wasn't good enough. He was mad, and hung up on me. At about this time I also received another offer from a San 
Jose real estate tycoon. He offered me $150,000 cash, no strings and no delay. I also considered that offer for a while, then turned it down. I 
felt I had a big thing, I was going to ride it all the way, and nobody was going to rob me of its ultimate benefits.

In October I made another trip to Memphis to further negotiate and finalize engineering, styling and production plans. During the same month I 
negotiated and signed a contract with Stephenson Leydecker in Oakland to sell the 80,000 remaining shares, allowing them a 15% 
commission. Gene Rhodes applied to the Corporation Commission for approval of this arrangement and it was granted.

During the month of December we received an invitation from Robbins & Myers to display our demonstration model of the Canolectric in their 
booth at the Chicago Housewares Show in January, an offer we readily accepted. This show was an annual affair and was undoubtedly the 
largest in the country. It was staged on the Chicago Pier premises, a gigantic building complex and layout extending far into Lake Michigan.

Taking along our prized demonstrator model and an ample supply of tin cans, Al Bierman and I flew into Chicago, lodging at the Drake Hotel. 
Robbins & Myers had a large booth at which they displayed not only their own products, but also those of Hunter Fan and Ventilating Co. The 
major segment of their combined sales staff was also on hand and we got to know all of them quite intimately during the week of January 16 to 
23, 1957. They were a good, congenial crew.

Our push-button electric can opener immediately attracted an unusual amount of attention, more so than all the myriad of products R & M and 
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Hunter Fan had on display in their booth. This, of course, evoked some mixed feelings among their sales staff, who, although glad they had 
latched onto a hot item, nevertheless, they had their own interests to promote and their own wares to display. Al Bierman claimed we had the 
most sensational new product at the show, and whether true or not, we did attract a tremendous amount of attention. General Electric 
executives came to look it over, the president of Oster Mfg. Co. came by several times to take notes. Even the president of Sears, Roebuck, a 
fat little Jew by the name of General Woods asked me to demonstrate it for him, after which we got into a lively disputation, with him lecturing 
me as to what was wrong with it. Having an open little penknife in his fat little hand, he emphasized his last point by cutting a scratch on the 
metal plate of the flip-up lid of my can opener, an arrogant gesture that left me furious. I still have that demonstrator, scratch and all.

After the first two days, we called Les Grant back in Oakland and reported the enthusiastic reception we were getting from the trade, and sent 
him a telegram to that effect. When we got back to California, we found that that telegram had given the sales crew at Stephenson Leydecker a 
strong shot in the arm, and stock sales were booming. Our trip to Chicago had proved doubly beneficial - both to stock sales and responses 
from jobbers and dealers in the appliance field. In fact, we soon received a call from Sears, Roebuck saying that they were interested in 
discussing a major purchase contract.

Against the Evil Tide - 29
Milestone Twenty-Eight: Canolectric All the Way
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Against the Evil Tide - 30
Milestone Twenty-Nine: Discovering Florida 

For the last several years, during the middle fifties, I had become intrigued with the stories about the attractions and the rising real estate 
opportunities in the State of Florida, especially the east coast of South Florida. Now in February of 1957, as I was approaching my 39th 
birthday, I felt that after working hard for two years putting my Canolectric deal together that I deserved a vacation. I had to make another 
business trip to Hunter Fan at this time anyway, so I decided I would take my wife and daughter with me, and we would go on from Memphis 
and explore South Florida. We had never been there. Shouldn't everybody make a trip to Florida at least once? After making the necessary 
reservations, the three of us took off in the latter half of February, prime time in South Florida. When we arrived in Miami the weather was 
absolutely perfect, bright, sunny and clear. The beaches were as beautiful as the travel posters advertised, and palm trees lined the 
boulevards. We rented a car at the Miami airport and off we went to our motel at the north end of Miami Beach.

Kim and I immediately hit the beach and into the water. It was unbelievably warm and we were delighted. Kim was not quite six, and she loved 
the beaches and took to the water like a duck. Although she could not yet swim, what with her little inflated plastic doughnut, she was having 
the time of her life. Back in 1957 South Florida, in my opinion, was truly beautiful, a virtual tropical paradise, it seemed. It was still uncrowded, 
with large stretches of beaches along the east coast undeveloped and vacant, and wide stretches of open countryside between the small cities. 
U.S. Highway 1 was still merely a two-lane road. The Cubans, the Haitians and other mud races were still practically unknown. Tourists, of 
course, had been coming here for the last century, but the influx of permanent residents was still relatively small.

But even then, Florida already abounded in tourist attractions, and we now took every opportunity to cover the territory. We visited Parrot 
Jungle, Monkey Jungle, Fairchild Tropical Gardens, Viscaya, and the Cloisters of the Monastery of St. Bernard. We also took far ranging trips 
to Coral Gables, to Ft. Lauderdale and to Pompano Beach. Even then I had in the back of my mind - if we did move out here, which area would 
be most desirable?

During my several visits with the Hunter Fan Co. management in Memphis I had met a flamboyant young design artist who was on a retainer 
basis with both Robbins & Myers and Hunter Fan. His name was Shelton Rutter. He did product design and styling for their various 
merchandise and packaging. He was now involved in designing a plastic front cover for my second model of Canolectric, the unit that would be 
built into the wall. It was Shelton who had made our reservations for the motel in Miami Beach at the height of the season, something not easy 
to get. He had a wife and seven children, all of which lived in the city of Kendall in South Dade County.

We had made arrangements to all have dinner together, my family and his entire family. It so happened that after we had been enjoying the 
sights in and around Miami for about a week that Kim suddenly came down with the measles, just before we were to get together with the 
Rutter couple and their seven kids. Naturally, not wanting to transmit the measles to his brood of seven, I called him up to cancel the meeting. 
Shelton, being an excitable fellow, only allowed me to get as far as "my daughter has the measles", when he hit the ceiling, and the meeting 
was off before I could say another word.

The next day I had to leave for Memphis where I had a meeting scheduled with Frank Brady, the manager of Hunter Fan, and with several 
other executives. While there the Hunter company was also having one of their meetings in which all their salesmen gathered from different 
parts of the country. Shelton Rutter and I were invited to join them at some bash at a night club, at which, as I remember, Nelson Eddy, the 
great baritone singer, had a temporary engagement. During the 1930's I had seen Nelson Eddy in practically every movie he ever starred in - 
"Rose Marie", "Maytime", and many others, and I was a devoted fan of his and Jeanette MacDonald's. I was excitedly anticipating seeing him 
in person. When I did see him I felt let down. True, his singing was still great. However, the ribald jokes and chatter that went with it seemed to 
cheapen the whole preconceived image I had of him.

About five days later I was back in Miami Beach. Kim had stayed confined to the room in the motel, and had her food brought to her on the sly 
by a motel maid. The management did not want the word to get around that there was someone harbored in their motel that had the measles. 
Henrie had been giving Kim baths in the tub with large doses of Linnet Starch to help heal the rash. By the time I got back Kim was pretty well 
over the outbreak. We resumed our sightseeing and swimming in the ocean. One of the trips we took at this time was a pleasure cruise on one 
of the sightseeing boats in Biscayne Bay. I remember that during this cruise we were treated to viewing many of the fabulous mansions along 
the bay front and on its many man-made islands. The tour guide was describing them one by one and which millionaire lived in which mansion. 
I remember him telling about one in particular. This one, he said, is owned by the man who invented the pinking shears. He sold his patent to 
some big company, and, he emphasized, the man never worked another day in his life. I felt highly encouraged. If this individual could retire by 
inventing a gadget as simplistic as a pinking shear, why, surely, I could do even better with my push-button electric can opener.

The trip to Florida had an important bearing on our future course of events. It was at this time that I became enamored with boating, swimming 
pools, beaches, palm trees and the tropical life style in general. It had made a lasting impression on me, and I began thinking, why don't we live 
out here?

A few days after returning from Memphis, we flew back to San Francisco, to Hayward, and our home in Glenmore Gardens.

Against the Evil Tide - 30
Milestone Twenty-Nine: Discovering Florida 
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Against the Evil Tide - 31
Milestone Thirty: Playing in the Big Leagues 

The permit for the original 100,000 share stock offering had an expiration date of February 28, 1957, beyond which date, if not sold out, no 
more shares could be sold. Before I had left for Florida I had my attorney prepare an application for an extension. Gene Rhodes' Junior law 
partner, M. O. Sabraw, was in charge of this application, a fairly routine procedure in which we did not anticipate any particular problems. The 
enthusiastic acclaim we had received from jobbers and wholesalers at the Chicago Housewares Show was most encouraging, and besides, we 
were now also coming out with a second unit that opened up a whole new market in the home builder trade, namely the built-in the wall unit. 
The prospects looked good.

After the Florida trip, when I came back to the office in early March, all hell broke loose. I asked my attorney, M. O. Sabraw, where is the 
renewal for the stock permit? He searched his files. It hadn't come yet. Why hadn't it? He searched his files some more. The application was 
still in his files. It had never gone out. He had forgotten to mail it out a month ago.

We were now in deep trouble. The boys at the brokerage firm, Stephenson Leydecker, had assumed that the permit extension had been 
approved. Nobody had told them any different. It happened that stock sales had been exceptionally good after the permit expired, and now all 
those sales were in violation of not only California law, but also what was worse, Federal law.

What to do?

We had to inform the California Commissioner of Corporations of our boo-boo, and the commission took a dim view of our error. We had to 
offer a refund to all those purchasers who had bought stock during the period the permit was invalid. This we did and about $6000.00 had to be 
refunded, and all sales were now suspended until we received a new permit. This was granted on March 26, and we were off and running 
again, and by the middle of April the remainder of the 100,000 shares were sold out. We were now able to take the funds out of escrow and 
utilize them for the operation of the company. I no longer had to loan my personal funds to keep the company afloat, but the company, in fact, 
could now repay me the $25,000 in loans I had been advancing it over the last two years. By this time we were getting a lot of good publicity in 
a number of trade journals and even the regular press - magazines and newspapers. We had a hot item and the business world was taking 
note. Sears, Roebuck was interested in negotiating an order for 10,000 units. I flew to Chicago and sat down with the purchasing agent. Yes, 
they were ready to buy. We haggled over price and deadlocked over a 50 cent per unit difference. The deal finally fell through.

Although the Sears deal didn't come off, the future looked bright, nevertheless, and we felt we had a big deal ahead of us, if we could put 
together enough money to properly promote it. At our March 25th board meeting we decided to apply for a larger stock offering, another 
200,000 shares for a total of 300,000. Our underwriter, Stephenson, Leydecker & Co. in Oakland agreed to sell this offering on a best efforts 
basis (no guarantee), however, this time, Mr. Stephenson insisted we had to go first class – all the way. We had to go through the U.S. 
Securities Exchange Commission, which would remove the restriction of selling to California residents only. We also had to get a big name 
public accounting firm to audit our books and issue its official financial statement. Furthermore, we had to get a large, well-known San 
Francisco law firm to put our stock offering circular together and present it to the Securities Exchange Commission. One more stipulation: we 
had to have the Bank of America National Trust to act as our transfer agent for the stock.

All of this was a big order and I had been warned before that once I went through a Securities Exchange application I would never want to do it 
again. I had this directly from the horse's mouth - the San Francisco attorneys.

However, at this time the outlook was bullish and I took the plunge. We retained the national firm of Ernst & Ernst, C.P.A.'s, out of San 
Francisco to audit our company and issue a financial statement. They sent one of their young C.P.A.'s down to our office, and he spent a whole 
week pawing through every file and letter in our office. Our bill for this gambit was $6000.00.

We retained the prestigious San Francisco law firm of Orrick, Dahlquist, Herrington and Sutcliffe of 405 Montgomery Street to put the Offering 
Circular together, and make the application to the Securities and Exchange Commission, who happened to have an office in San Francisco 
also. I found out from the lawyer in charge of our application that the S.E.C. does not give you a "permit" as does the California Corporation 
Commission, nor does it even "approve" your application. It only approves such application in a negative way by not denying it, provided it 
meets all its requirements. Orrick, Dahlquist also sent one of their lawyers down to our office to plow through our files for several days. Their 
fee for checking us out, for making the application and putting the Offering Circular together was $10,000.00. I still have copies of that 
expensive Offering Circular.

When we talk about sums such as $6000 for a financial statement from the CPA's, $10,000 in attorneys fees, we must remember that these 
were pretty hefty sums in those days, when a dollar would buy somewhere between eight to ten times what it will today.

Well, anyway by June 26, 1957, we had it all together and we were in business to sell another 200,000 shares.

At this point I want to digress and recall my recreational interest that was kindled at about this time. While in Florida I was enchanted with the 
tropical ways of life - the beaches, the oceans, the swimming pools, the palm trees, the pleasures of boating. Some time after we came back to 
California I happened to be reading a full page ad in the San Francisco Examiner about a major boat show that was to be held in the S.F. Cow 
Palace, and with my appetite now whetted for such things, I decided this was a must see. Seeing such a vast display of beautiful new boats 
really put me over the brink. I must have one, I decided. Where had I been all my life? I made a contact with one of the dealers, and a week 
later I was the proud owner of a 22-foot Owens cabin cruiser, powered by a 220-horse power motor. The new toy cost me $4400, but what the 
hell, I was delighted. I put it up in a berth at Alameda, and soon I was skimming along in San Francisco Bay. The San Francisco Bay waters 
are not the calmest for small boats. I remember one of the early outings on which I took my wife and six-year-old daughter Kim. It was the May 
Day Regatta when all the small boats were to assemble under the Golden Gate Bridge at a given hour (it was at noon, I believe.) As a new 
owner, I wanted to participate, of course. The waters were rough as usual, and they were even rougher as we approached the inlet itself. We 
didn't quite make it before we turned around, as my daughter became more and more terrified, in fact, she hunched up on top of the engine 
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box, head down and covered her eyes. She says that is when she learned to pray.

However, we did have a lot of enjoyable cruises, and many a time I would take the boat out by myself, or take somebody like Cecil Boswell out 
for an afternoon of fishing. Finally, later on we decided to take the boat to calmer waters, and secure it in a berth in the Delta area, north of 
Oakland, an area where the Tuolumne and the Sacramento River come into confluence and form a conglomerate of lakes, bays and lagoons, 
islands and sand bars. We would sometimes drive up there for weekends and live in the cozy cabin quarters for several days at a time.

Getting back to business and the Canolectric, in the spring of 1957 we had taken several other steps forward in expanding and building up the 
company. On April 1 we moved into larger quarters. We rented a whole building with about five rooms at 22105 Meekland Avenue, Hayward. 
This building had previously been occupied by one of the departments of the City of Hayward, and came complete with a large steel walk-in 
vault. On April 23, I received final approval on the patent application filed more than a year earlier. We now had Patent No. 2,789,345, and the 
patent office had allowed every claim that we asked for - all nineteen of them, an unusual occurrence, my attorney proudly informed me. We 
could probably have obtained even more claims if we had asked for them, he added. We had also filed for a Canadian patent, which was later 
granted. We filed for a design patent for the styling of the plastic over. This design, by the way, had been done over a period of several months 
by a group of young design artists with very special talents. Their names Melvin H. Best, Robert S. Inlow, James M. Powell and William J. 
Ward, all living in and around the Los Angeles area, four hundred miles to the south of us. Their tab was $4,000.00. We also applied for 
registration of our trademark – the name "Canolectric". This, too, was later approved. In this respect we ran into some opposition from a large 
established company by the name of Rival, that made a non-electric hand operated can opener called "Canomatic". They claimed we were 
infringing on their trademark, which seemed pretty far-fetched to me, in view of the fact their unit was neither automatic nor electric. After 
writing the president of the company and talking to him on the phone several times, they finally decided not to sue us.

There were several other major changes in our organizational set-up. Al Miller had resigned from our Board of Directors and he was replaced 
by Les Grant of Stephenson Leydecker. We also increased our sales staff by one, and soon thereafter reduced it by one Al Bierman. I had 
originally met Bierman and known of him when he worked for Al Miller of the Lanoglove company, who by now was struggling to keep his 
company afloat and could no longer afford to pay Berman. However, Miller had high praise for Bierman's promotional abilities. The story 
Bierman told about himself was that he had been part of a group of six, of which his cousin was the head honcho, that they had promoted a 
vitamin company into a multi-million dollar category. He loved to tell stories about the myriad of big deals they had pulled off, hundred thousand 
dollar contracts, about what high rollers they were and how they all traveled in the fast lane in high style. Al Miller believed all this, and on the 
basis of these stories was convinced that Bierman must be a great promoter.

Since we were now reaching the stage where the first 5000 units of Canolectrics would soon be arriving we were aggressively preoccupied 
organizing sales distribution with (a) a number of groups of sales reps all over the country for distribution to wholesalers and retailers, and (b) 
contacting most of the prestigious department stores directly. For this
I needed additional help. One day in the latter part of March a distinguished looking man walked into our office who was selling fleet car rentals 
for a large company. He was a big man, 6 foot, 2-1/2, handsome in a macho way, and seemed to have the necessary charisma to make a 
good sales representative. I asked him if he would like to work for my company. A week later he decided he would, and I hired him. His name 
was Jack Hainline.

Right from the beginning there seemed to be an antagonism, a rivalry, between Jack Hainline and Al Bierman. Jack suspected that Al was a 
phony, and took the trouble to check out Bierman's background. He came back to tell me that all these stories Bierman had been telling about 
his participation in the high flying vitamin company he loved to tell about were a pack of lies. The fact emerged that Bierman was merely a 
drifter, had from time to time been a car salesman, an insurance salesman, etc., but never with any amount of success. When I confronted 
Bierman with all this, he admitted he had lied flagrantly, and I let him go. Al Bierman resigned from the Board of Directors, and was soon 
replaced by a man of substantial means.

Louis F. Buran, who replaced Bierman on the board, was a multi-millionnaire and head of the Buran Equipment Co. which dealt in heavy road 
building equipment, with branches in Oakland, Santa Clara and Lost Angeles. He was a friend of Les Grant and had purchased 3500 shares of 
Klassen Enterprises.

By the beginning of May, 1957, the first shipments of our 5000-unit order of Canolectrics began arriving. I soon hired a second sales and 
promotion hand, a cocky little fellow by the name of John Pledger. As the summer progressed we were successful in setting up sales 
representatives through manufacturer's reps in the States of New York, New Jersey, Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts and 
most of the other Eastern states. We also had fair coverage in the State of California. For this we enlisted a pair of aggressive Irishmen by the 
names of Danny Dunn and Jim Karnes. They had established themselves as manufacturer's reps in the Los Angeles area, 712 So. Olive, to be 
exact. They were a flamboyant pair, and well versed in the small appliance field. Our sales by September amounted to $22,872; in October, 
$17,543; in November, $17,372; in December, $21,457. This was not great, in fact, disappointing, but then we were a struggling new company 
trying to put a new product on the market.

Throughout this sales period, I was having problems with my No. 1 sales manager, Jack Hainline. Although physically he gave a strong macho 
image, actually he had feet of clay. Whenever a crisis arose, instead of meeting it he would run away from it like a crybaby. Instead of selling 
the product as was, he would try to redesign it every other day, a useless pursuit. Finally I got tired of his habitual whining, and one day I sat 
him down and told him, "Jack, we have spent $50,000 cutting the dies to manufacture this appliance. We have had 5000 units manufactured 
and shipped to us. Now you go out and sell them or don't come back." But he kept on whining and kibitzing. Finally at the end of December I 
fired him. John Pledger and I went to the Chicago Housewares

Show again in January as guests of Robbins & Myers. We had a meeting of all our sales reps who were also there and tried to stir up their 
enthusiasm, but after the Christmas sales rush, our sales had fallen off dramatically, and it was not easy to regenerate the earlier optimism. I 
began to see the handwriting on the wall. We were running out of steam and we were running out of the money necessary to launch any further 
large promotions as we had done in the past. There were two factors working against us. One was the fact that there was a recession coming 
on in 1958, and a retrenchment of purchasing. Secondly, by now the larger companies were getting into the electric can opener market - 
General Electric, Sunbeam, Oster Mfg. Co., Nu-Tone, and a dozen others. True, they did not put out a push-button, fully automatic can opener 
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as we did, but merely a cheaper unit at about half the price, a unit whereby the can was pierced by means of a manual lever. They also had a 
number of other advantages — they had large, established sales forces, they had prestigious, well-known names, and they had large amounts 
of promotional resources. General Electric, for instance, could sell a quarter of a million units by just filling their sales pipelines of wholesalers, 
jobbers and retailers, before the first unit ever even reached the first retail customer. We were outclassed and outmaneuvered by the giants.

Robbins & Myers, and their subsidiary, Hunter Fan, had always wanted to manufacture our unit and sell it under their own name and on their 
own account, and in the past, had made a number of offers to that effect. By the spring of 1958, we seriously considered their offer. In fact, it 
seemed to me to be the only way out.

Against the Evil Tide - 31
Milestone Thirty: Playing in the Big Leagues 
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Against the Evil Tide - 32
Milestone Thirty-One: Hawaiian Holiday

By the middle of May, 1958, I was pretty well convinced that we could no longer support a meaningful sales force, nor could we mount a 
massive advertising campaign. I had let John Pledger go before the end of March. The only option we now had open to us was to accept the 
offer Robbins & Myers presented to us, and that was to let them manufacture, promote and sell the can opener on their own account and pay 
us a per unit royalty. On this basis I signed a contract with them, and we, as a company now had very little to do except hope for the best and 
sit back and collect royalties. I had mixed feelings. I felt let down, and I also felt relieved. What should I do next? I had Florida on my mind. Why 
don't my family and I take a nice vacation and think it over? Why don't we all take a nice leisurely cruise to Hawaii, that tropical paradise?

No sooner said than done. I contacted my travel agent and made arrangements for a three-week cruise to, and tour of, that tropical paradise 
called Hawaii. We had never been there before.

On June 6, 1958, we embarked on the Lureline, the flagship of the Matson Steamship Lines, from out of San Francisco. There to see us off 
were Jean Feitner, my devoted secretary Louise Totaro, and Henrie's mother. It was a happy occasion. The weather was ideal, and we even 
popped the cork on a bottle of champagne. Coincidentally, it so happened that also on the same ship were our Presbyterian minister, Tom 
Fuhr, his wife Ruth, and their financial angel and traveling companion, Burton Williams. The cruise across the Pacific during the next five days 
proved to be the most enjoyable of any we have ever experienced in any of our many travels. Unlike my stormy crossing of the Atlantic three 
years earlier, the Pacific Ocean was most calm and pacific. The weather was sunny and warm, and became warmer each day as we 
approached nearer to Hawaii. In the dining room seating arrangement we had the good fortune to be seated with a congenial young couple our 
own age by the name of Bill and Evelyn Evatt, whose little daughter Julie happened to be just about the same age as Kim. The two of them hit 
it off immediately and were soon running loose and at random all over the ship.

The next day after we left San Francisco was Kim and Henrie's birthday, June 7. We had cake and candles at our table, and it was also the day 
Kim lost one of her front teeth. She had just turned seven.

The trip across the Pacific was a lot of fun and games. The ship's entertainment director gave lessons in how to dance the Hukkilau, a then 
popular dance in Hawaii, a sport in which all of us participated, including the preacher and his wife. One afternoon I tried my hand at skeet 
shooting off the deck at the stern of the ship. I should have stayed in bed. I had never tried it before, and trying to learn in front of an audience 
is neither the best time nor place, but it was an experience. The food aboard the ship was superb, and I fondly remember especially those 
delicious afternoon buffet lunches set out on the deck in the open. The long buffet tables were richly laden with all kinds of seafood — cold 
shrimp, scallops, and all the lobster you could possibly eat.

Arriving at Hawaii was an event in itself. As the profiles of the islands hove into view, there was a certain mystique, a certain excitement in the 
air. As the ship temporarily anchored about a mile offshore from the harbor, official greeters came aboard, hula girls came aboard and hung 
leis about everyone's neck, and there was that jolly air of festivity on deck as if we were participating in some historic event.

We stayed at the old Moana Hotel. (Since then, a much larger modern structure has been added.) As we approached the entrance to the hotel, 
there appeared a tall slim hula girl and a photographer to take our pictures. While our rooms were being readied we sat at the tables under a 
huge banyan tree that was in back of the hotel, between it and the beach. We were served spiked Planters Punch, while we watched the 
breakers rolling in and listened to the sound of the ocean. It was all very Hawaiian.

That same afternoon we started out on the first of several tours of the island. One evening a few days later we went to a Hawaiian Luau, a 
feast that was being prepared before our very eyes on an uncrowded beach. (Beaches were still uncrowded in those days.) As we were all 
watching the cooks unravel the ti leaves from the barbecue pit in the ground and take out the roast pig, our little seven-year-old daughter piped 
up (during a particularly silent lull) "Aren't they going to wash that thing off before we eat?"

We took a number of island tours, and occasionally we would meet up again with the Evatts, who were with a different tour and stayed at a 
different hotel. We visited Pearl Harbor and had pointed out to us where the different ships had been sunk on that fateful day of December 7, 
1941. We visited the Schofield Barracks and the Wheeler Air Force Base where so many of our planes had been bombed out of existence. We 
visited the pineapple fields, and we visited the Robert Louis Stevenson cottage. We drove into the middle of Diamond Head.

Henrie and I took a cruise on a catamaran out in the open waters and witnessed a pair of dolphins who were playing games with our boat. We 
also took a ride on an outrigger canoe in which the native oarsmen would paddle us far out into the surf, and then we would return on the back 
of a rolling breaker.

During this time Kim and I also spent a lot of time on the beach and in the surf, while Henrie stayed in the hotel. At this time also, for the first 
time in the last three years, I had time to relax, to think, and to philosophize. I read a book on the history of Hawaii, and I also read a book 
called "Many Lagoons", by Ralph Varady, which captured my fantasy. The latter is a story of a city office worker who finally wanted to get away 
from it all and did something about it. He left everything he was doing and transplanted to the distant Polynesian island of Moorea, about ten 
miles distant from Tahiti, where he became a beachcomber of sorts. The South Seas setting, the simple, languid life somehow intrigued me. I 
thought some more about moving to Florida, an idea I had come to Hawaii to try to resolve. I broached the subject to my wife. She was not too 
keen about it.

After we had fairly well done Honolulu and Oahu, we flew to the Big Island, Hawaii, by means of a small two-engine plane. We stayed at a little, 
one-story motel on the Kona Coast, a motel with louvered wooden doors and window shutters for ventilation. It had no air-conditioning, but had 
a nice big swimming pool, a big rotary spit and barbecue pit that could accommodate a whole beef. We were again served Planter's Punch 
when we arrived and the whole atmosphere was much more rural and informal than in and around the big city of Honolulu.
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Our guide for the whole stay on the Big Island was a friendly fellow by the name of Norman, who boasted that he was a "pure blooded" 
Hawaiian, and that there were only very few of those around any more. After more than a hundred years of flagrant miscegenation on these 
islands, how anyone could be sure that they were "pure blooded" remains a mystery, but it made good conversation. Anyway, he strummed on 
his guitar, he had a beautiful voice as he sang "Beyond the Reef and other Hawaiian songs, and he was a likable fellow. He and Kim got along 
famously, and she remembers him with affection. He was also a good raconteur, and I especially remember him telling the story about how the 
Christian missionaries came to Hawaii a hundred or more years ago to proselytize the natives, and convert them to Christianity. While the 
Hawaiians were down on their knees and had their heads bowed down in prayer, he said, they found that when they looked up again, the 
missionaries had stolen their lands. There was more truth than poetry in that story, and at the time I sympathized with him. (But I don't now.)

We toured the Big Island for the next several days. Norman took us to the Kilauea crater, to the Black Sand Beach and to Paradise Falls. He 
took us to the ruins of the Village of Refuge. After several days we flew back to the Honolulu International Airport and from there flew back to 
San Francisco.

Against the Evil Tide - 32
Milestone Thirty-One: Hawaiian Holiday 
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Against the Evil Tide - 33
Milestone Thirty-Two: Reconnoitering Florida

Before we left Hawaii, Henrie and I discussed the idea of moving to Florida some further, and although she wasn't too enthusiastic about it, she 
agreed that she would go along with it, if that's what I wanted to do, and thought best for our future. When we arrived back in California, I had 
definitely made up my mind that that is what we should do, and I immediately made arrangements to do so. The first step, I thought, was to 
make an in-depth reconnaissance trip and survey the territory. What I had in mind was to go back into real estate, since Florida was booming in 
rising real estate values, and prices at this time had not yet sky rocketed. What I wanted to do in the preliminary trip was to survey the business 
opportunities, check the different areas as to where we might want to live, and have a fairly meaningful assessment of the situation before we 
made the final move.

In the middle of July, two weeks after we got back from Hawaii, I took a flight out of Oakland Airport to Miami. I arrived there at approximately 
midnight, and as our plane circled in for a landing, I remember how clear the air was as I looked down on that vast panorama of lights. I also 
remember how hot and humid the air seemed when I stepped out of the plane onto the tarmac, compared to the cool temperatures I had left in 
Oakland. I checked in at a nearby airport motel for the night and called it a day. The next morning I rented a car and began driving north on 
Federal Highway, also known as U.S. 1, stopping
in at various real estate offices along the way. (Federal Highway at that time was merely a two-lane road, cutting through large segments of 
cow pastures and empty spaces.) During our previous trip to South Florida in the winter of 1957, I had already more or less discounted the 
Miami area as a place to settle, and targeted the Ft. Lauderdale and Pompano Beach area, but now that I was here, I wanted to see all of 
Florida, or at least the southern portion. One of the real estate offices I stopped in at for information during that first day was Tropical Acres, 
Inc., on U.S. 1 in Ft. Lauderdale, where I met a salesman by the name of Arnold Nordene, a blonde Swede, age 45. This office dealt mostly in 
acreages, the sector of real estate in which I was particularly interested.

What I had in mind was to find a piece of undeveloped acreage, possibly at the intersection of two major highways, and consider starting a 
town site, a development similar to what I had started in Nevada eight years earlier, which had proved to be highly rewarding financially. I 
studied the road map of Florida, and found a few such possibilities. Next I looked over the different cities which might be most desirable to live 
in, with the prime stipulation being that they had to be on the coast, either next to the gulf or next to the Atlantic, with canals and waterways. 
When in Florida, I wanted to indulge in boating! That, too, was a prime concern.

Going north, I looked at Hollywood, Ft. Lauderdale, Pompano Beach, Deerfield Beach, Boca Raton, Palm Beach, Jupiter, Fort Pierce and Vero 
Beach. From there I drove westward on Hwy. 60 and paid special attention to a development at the fork of Hwy. 60 and Hwy. 6, where a large 
new subdivision was being promoted. It represented something similar to what I had in mind. From there I went on to Tampa, St. Petersburg, 
and on down the West Coast to Naples, stopping in at various real estate offices along the way to inquire about properties, developments and 
prices. I also went back north to check in and around the Lake Okeechobee area.

Finally, I wound up back in Arnold Nordene's office in Ft. Lauderdale, and negotiated two contracts for the purchase of two pieces of property in 
Collier County. One was a forty acre piece lying west of Miami and having a quarter of a mile frontage along Tamlami Trail, and the other was a 
640-acre section lying north of the trail. My conclusion was that the real estate business in Florida looked encouraging, and I had made a 
definite commitment to that effect by purchasing those two pieces of property. My other observation was that the Ft. Lauderdale - Pompano 
Beach area was probably the choicest area in which to settle down. What with the two purchase contracts in my pocket, I called it a day and 
flew back to Oakland.

My wife met me at the airport. While having a cup of coffee and a sandwich at the airport restaurant, I related to her a brief summary of my 
travels. At this time I also made an important decision. While we were having our cups of coffee, we were each smoking a cigarette. When I 
finished mine, I ground out the butt in an ash tray and said to her, 'This is the last cigarette I am ever smoking." That was 31 years ago. I have 
never smoked another cigarette since.

Against the Evil Tide - 33
Milestone Thirty-Two: Reconnoitering Florida 
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Against the Evil Tide - 34
Milestone Thirty-Three: Building a Home in Florida

When I arrived back from Florida it was the beginning of August. We wanted to be in time for the start of the school term and set September I 
as our target date to leave California. Since this did not leave us much time to make preparations, we lost no time in winding up our affairs and 
preparing to make the big move. I listed our home with a real estate agent in Glenmore Gardens with an asking price of $25,000. I advertised 
the several electric tools and equipment I had in my workshop, and luckily, managed to sell everything I did not want to take along. We were 
taking some of our furniture with us, and managed to sell the rest without too much difficulty cither.

I terminated the lease at the office of Klassen Enterprises for August the 15th, to an unhappy landlord, who grumbled about not giving him 
more notice. I called the last directors meeting and announced that I planned to move to Florida, that since there was nothing more to do now 
than collect royalties from Robbins & Myers, that I could do such just as easily from Florida as from Hayward. They, too, were unhappy about 
that, but there was nothing much they could do about it, and anyway, since the company was now in doldrums, it was no longer an issue of 
major importance. They all tendered their resignations. Having arranged for a moving van to pick up our furniture and belongings on the last 
day and having our suitcases packed (including Kiki, our cat, in a traveling cage) we drove ourselves to the San Francisco Airport. There a 
buyer I had made arrangements with picked up my car, and we in turn, boarded a plane and were off, cat and all.

It was not a through flight and we had to change planes in Dallas, after a several hour stopover. Meanwhile, Kiki and the baggage went a 
different route and a change of planes in Chicago. We all arrived in Miami airport at more or less the same time in the early afternoon of the 
next day. As always at this time of year, the weather was hot and humid, and we all arrived hot and tired as we collected our baggage. Poor 
Kiki, she was sprawled out flat as a pancake in the bottom of her cage, practically passed out from heat prostration and panting heavily. We 
took her out of her cage and gave her some water to drink and she soon revived. I rented a car and we drove north towards Ft. Lauderdale. 
Kim and Kiki were soon sound asleep in the back seat. On the way we ran into one of those sudden heavy downpours for which Florida is 
noted. Finally, we checked in at the Sherwood Motel on North Federal Highway in Ft. Lauderdale. Kim and I were immediately in the water, 
enjoying the pool and the Florida sunshine.

We stayed there for a week, meanwhile scouting the territory. Then we moved into an apartment located on Hwy. A1A and about a block from 
the beach. This apartment building, located in Lauderdale-by-the-Sea, was run by a nice couple who went by the name of Englehardt. As soon 
as we had settled in we enrolled Kim in the nearest school. The school, called McNab Elementary School I believe, was located on the west 
side of Federal Highway, some distance away.

In the meantime, we started looking for a house to buy. Since I had moved to Florida with the idea of enjoying boating and swimming, this 
meant the house we were looking for would not only have to be on a canal, but it would also have to have a swimming pool. Furthermore, not 
just any canal would do. In order to do this boating bit properly and be able to accommodate any size motorboat or sail boat, the house had to 
be on a canal that had open passage to the Intercoastal Waterway. This meant at the very least that it had to be on the east side of Federal 
Highway, since this road had no opening bridges in the northern part of Ft. Lauderdale or Pompano Beach. We looked at a few dozen houses, 
but none of them seemed to have the right combination. Either the location was wrong or the arrangement was not to our liking. Finally we 
decided we would buy a lot and build our house to our own specifications.

We began looking at a number of lots and finally decided on a waterfront lot on 26th Street in Lighthouse Point, a new prestige development 
that was replete with wide canals and complete with coral rock seawalls. The whole area had formerly been a huge mangrove swamp, but now, 
after a lot of dirt had been dredged and moved, and miles of fancy seawalls built, it had all the makings of a real high-class prestigious water 
front community, which later in fact it did become.

We spent some time planning and sketching the layout of our new house, then took our sketches to a professional architect and had him draw 
up the blueprints. Essentially, the house was in the shape of a broad "H", with a 15' by 30' swimming pool in the lower part of the H. We had a 
30-foot boat dock on the seawall for a future boat. The building was of CBS, concrete slab floor, and one story. It had a white tile roof, an 
enclosed two-car garage with an electric door opener. The house had three bathrooms, with a sunken bathtub for Kim. It had only two 
bedrooms, and a large den and library off to one wing. The total square footage was a little over 2200.

We paid $10,500 cash for the lot of our choice, a considerable amount in those days. While our plans were being drawn up we drove around 
the streets of Lighthouse Point more intensively, and finally Henrie saw a lot on the inside curve of a fat banana shaped island that constituted 
31st Court. It had a wide, open view looking towards the tall lighthouse that later gave our city its name. (There were still only a few homes in 
this development and it was not incorporated at this time.) My wife insisted that she much preferred this lot to the one we had already bought. 
So we finally bought it for $12,000 cash, and now had two lots on our hands.

We had already lined up a contractor by the name of Paul Wackes, and as soon as we closed the deal on the newly purchased lot we were 
ready to start building. By now it was the first of November 1958.

In the meantime, several other things had happened. Our house back in Glenmore Gardens in California had been sold at the asking price and 
we received the proceeds there from (less the balance on the mortgage.) We had moved from our apartment in Lauderdale-by-the-Sea to a 
house on North 5th Avenue in Pompano Beach. We had put Kim in a private school called Palm Cove Beach School, which was located about 
a mile north of where we now stayed. I had rented a one-room office on the second floor of a building at 2605 East Atlantic Blvd., in Pompano 
Beach, in order to get started in the real estate business. For this I paid Seese Realty a rental of $65 a month. The van with our furniture and 
other belongings had arrived at the end of September and we had put the furniture into storage in a warehouse in Oakland Park.

By the first part of February 1959, our house was finished and we moved in. The first thing I did when I got up in the morning after the first 
night's sleep in the new house was to open the large sliding glass doors from our bedroom and jump into the pool for a swim. I felt like this was 
the Florida dream and we had now arrived.
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Against the Evil Tide - 34
Milestone Thirty-Three: Building a Home in Florida 
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Against the Evil Tide - 35
Milestone Thirty-Four: Travel, Business and Boating

From the time the three of us arrived in Florida we felt that we now had a new world to explore, a sub-tropical world. It was a world of beaches, 
of islands and palm trees. There were The Keys, the islands of the Bahamas and the Caribbean, the Everglades and the sugar fields of the 
Lake Okeechobee area. There was Palm Beach and there was Cyprus Gardens. Soon after we arrived I turned in the rented car and bought a 
peach-colored Dodge station wagon, and when not house hunting we went exploring. The travels I am about to mention pertain mostly to the 
first few years.

We covered more territory during the first two years than any other period, although our travels never ceased. One of our favorite places to visit 
was to go down to the Keys, which at that time was an arduous drive from Lighthouse Point. There was no 1-95, no Sunshine Parkway, nor 
were there freeways of any kind. It was just a matter of hard city driving through the streets and traffic lights of Ft. Lauderdale, Hollywood, 
Miami, and what other cities lay in the way. Furthermore, Hwy. 1 through the Keys themselves was then still a narrow two-lane road, crossing 
over the numerous narrow bridges Henry Flagler had built for his railroad some sixty years earlier. After having explored Key West, one of our 
favorite places in the Keys was to go down to Islamorada and dine at the Chesapeake House. I can still remember the delicious Lobster 
Thermidor dinners we used to feast on for a mere $3.95. By the way, this atmospheric seafood place with all its seafaring relics and artifacts 
was completely gutted when in 1960 Hurricane Donna swept through that section of the Keys. It was inundated by huge waves and a swell of 
nine feet of water. A few people who were caught in the storm saved themselves by climbing up in its stone lighthouse tower that was, and still 
is, its particular landmark. However, Chesapeake House was rebuilt and refurbished by new owners soon thereafter, but it was never quite the 
same. In the South Miami area we visited such places of interest as the Coral Castle, Crandon Park Zoo, Monkey Jungle, Parrot Jungle, The 
Seaquarium, the Serpentarium, the Viscaya/Dade County Art Museum and the Fairchild Tropical Gardens.

Our favorite vacation spot in northern Florida was the old and historic city of St. Augustine. It lays claim to being the oldest city in the United 
States, although this claim is sometimes disputed by Santa Fe, New Mexico. St. Augustine does have a lot of history to show for itself, of which 
the old Spanish fortress of Castillo de San Marcos is the most outstanding. However, it also has a number of other, more recent tourist 
attractions of note. There is the Ripley Museum ("Believe it or not"), there is Potter's Wax Museum, there is the Zorayda Castle, there is the Old 
School House Restored area, all a mixture of the old and not so old, but all interesting.

* * * * *

During the summer of 1959, the three of us took a two-week excursion to Mexico. Taking off from Miami by Aeromexicana, an airline that is no 
longer in existence, we flew into Mexico City. The flight itself, as I recall, was a memorable experience, because I still remember the delicious 
dinner that was served, and the fine wine that went with it. Landing in Mexico City, we took a taxi to the Reforma Plaza Hotel, one of the better 
ones. Kim was eight years old at the time.

We took several different tours of the city itself. Of particular interest were our visits to the central square, called the Zocalo, or Plaza de la 
Constitution. Located around this square are several of Mexico's most historic and monumental buildings. There is the great Cathedral on the 
north side, built between 1573 and 1667. On the east side is the National Palace, once the residence of its earlier Spanish viceroys. It is now 
highly decorated by the murals of communist leaning Diego Rivera, who in his murals tried to glorify the native Indians and the half-breeds, and 
at the same time to denigrate the Spanish conquistadors, and especially the conqueror of Mexico, Hernando Cortes. We also visited the then 
beautiful gardens and canals of Xochimlico and enjoyed the boat ride and the flowers. (Visits to these same gardens in later years made them 
appear like overcrowded garbage dumps.) We took a tour to the Shrine of the Virgin of Guadalupe, and noticed its ancient walls were cracking, 
but were flimsily held together by steel cables. Also highly interesting were the huge crowds that milled about, most of them poor and deluded 
peasants, who, driven by their superstitions, had crawled to this shrine on their lacerated and bleeding knees. Some had come in this 
miserable condition for many days and many miles.

We also visited Chapultepec Castle, which was the scene of a violent battle when General Winfield Scott captured the city in 1847. The castle 
was further enhanced by the brief presence of Emperor Maximilian and his wife Carlota. They landscaped and beautified its location and added 
much to its romantic and historical lore. We visited the colorful University of Mexico, highly decorated and covered in mosaic imagery. We 
stepped back into the ancient history of Mexico in visiting the not too distant Pyramids of Toltec at Teotihuacan.

One of the most memorable events was our visit to a bullfight in the famous Plaza de Toros. The place was packed and as the first bull was 
brought out, the crowd went wild. None of the three of us had ever seen a bull fight before, and, I must admit, when the Toreador plunged that 
long sword in between the shoulder blades of the brave bull, I had a sinking feeling in the pit of my stomach. Kim, always an animal lover, 
cried. However, after the first bull, we became immunized to the slaughter and joined in the clamor with the rest of the paisanos.

While in Mexico City Kim temporarily came down with a virus, Montezuma's revenge, I think. One of the bellboys, a young fellow by the name 
of Carlos, was especially concerned and took good care for her.

After we left the capital, we motored to the beautiful and ancient silver mining town of Taxco. We stayed at the top of the mountain in a 
picturesque little hotel by the name of Victoria. It was a restful and artistic place to relax. I have often thought of it as a place to get away from it 
all, at least the way it was 30 years ago. Undoubtedly, by now it is no longer the way it was, and is probably overrun by tourists and peddlers 
hawking their sundry wares.

We visited a few other places, such as Puebla and Cuernavaca, then flew back to Miami. The most significant observation that I came away 
with was that practically all the outstanding buildings, cathedrals, monuments or pyramids had either been built during the ancient times, or 
during the Spanish rule before the revolution of 1810. Nothing much of interest had been built by the Mexican mestizos after that period, 
except, some of the modern hotels and skyscrapers, and even these, of course, were mostly all built by American capital and/or entrepreneurs.

Of particular interest to us were the Bahamas and the nearby Caribbean Islands. One of the first islands we flew over to was New Providence, 
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whose capital, Nassau, is the largest city in the Bahamas, and also the capital of the British West Indies. When in Nassau we usually stayed at 
the old British Colonial Hotel, which is built of solid poured concrete and has withstood many a hurricane.

Another favorite vacation spot was Jamaica. At first we visited its capital, Kingston, where we stayed at the Myrtle Bank Hotel, but on 
succeeding trips we preferred to stay at the picturesque Tower Isle Hotel situated on the north shore of the island. There was a tiny island 
about half a mile offshore that sheltered the fine beach next to the hotel, and on this little island stood an old look-out tower, built of stone by 
the British some two hundred years ago. I will never forget the delicious buffet dinner we had out on the large stone patio of this hotel. It was a 
beautiful night, a full moon was shining and the tables were laden with boiled cold lobster. What more can you ask?

We also made several flights out of Palm Beach to the West End of the Grand Bahama Island. We took one trip to the American Virgin Islands, 
at which time we stayed at Charlotte Amalie on the island of St. Thomas. The mountains, the view of the harbor from our hotel and the flowers 
and the bougainvillea were all very picturesque and beautiful, but the people were not. We also visited the towns of Christiansted and 
Frederiksted on the nearby island of St. Croix. Somehow, because of its Dutch and Danish origins I expected to see some fine houses and 
businesses there, but I was very much disappointed. Like St. Thomas, it was overrun by blacks and coloreds, and everything was very much 
run down and looked like an ongoing slum, even more so than St. Thomas.

On one Easter vacation we took a seven-day tour of several Caribbean islands on a cruise ship out of Miami harbor. We sailed by a number of 
picturesque islands and dropped anchor and stopped in at a few. One of the most beautiful harbors we stopped in and docked at was Port 
Antonio on the north shore of the island of Jamaica. The harbor was a perfect horseshoe shape, with an island lying in the opening of the 
horseshoe so that the harbor had two entrances. The harbor was used as a shipping dock for the export of bananas by the United Fruit Co. 
Also inside the harbor at the shoreline was a bar and restaurant, known as Flynn's Inn, named after the late Errol Flynn, who used to spend all 
winter there. At one time he owned the bar and also the Tichfield Motel that was located up the hill from it. We enjoyed a good dinner in the 
dining room of the motel. Another island we visited was Hispaniola. We spent a day anchored offshore at Port au-Prince, Haiti. The moment we 
arrived we were greeted by a flotilla of small rowboats, with the natives hawking their assortment of wares to the American tourists. The scene 
reminded me much of when my family and I first arrived in Havana harbor from Europe back in 1924. The tourists all lined the rail, and while 
the natives below were hawking, the tourists above were gawking. Soon a number of natives had climbed aboard our ship with ropes which 
were tied to baskets. These baskets then acted as conveyor belts to transfer the merchandise upward, and the money downward. The 
bargaining was done by shouting up and down. Available were all kinds of goodies — flowers, bananas, pineapples, oranges, woodcarvings, 
spears, native paintings, and a plethora of other items. We soon got into the fray, and bought a number of useless souvenirs, among them a 
pair of maracas for Kim, and a big (three foot) black wooden carving of some voodoo icon. As I remember, this wooden statue a few years later 
became badly worm eaten and had to be thrown away.

Since this backward country docs not (or at least did not then) have any decent docking facilities for large cruise ships, we were transported 
ashore by means of small tenders, as soon as we had concluded our rail side bargaining. Those of us who bought the extra excursion tickets 
were then loaded into private taxis and given a tour of the city and also of the island. The scenes in the city of Port au-Prince were almost 
unbelievable. As we drove very slowly through the Iron Market district, we were besieged by hordes of hungry, filthy, poverty-stricken people. 
Some were again hawking some trinkets or some other item, but most of them were just plain panhandling and begging, and I might add that 
they had this art of panhandling down to a science. Any time our car stopped and we just so much as rolled down a window for fresh air, 
immediately a number of black hands would be thrust through the open window, begging for a handout. I will never forget a small boy who was 
leading his little blind sister around by the hand. He was doing much better than his competitors.

Our taxi driver then took us northward across country and across the mountains to Cap Haitlen, where we saw the remarkable mountain 
fortress of La Citadelle Laferriere. It was built high up on the mountainside of the north shore in the early 1800's with black slave labor by the 
tyrannical mulatto "Emperor" Henri Christophe. (For more background history on Haiti, read my description in the White Man's Bible, C.C. No. 
30, "The Grisly Lesson of San Domingo.")

Meanwhile, our sojourn in Florida was by no means all fun and games. I had come to Florida to get back in the real estate business, and 
starting in on a new business in a new location is never easy. As Bill Simon, the owner of the hardware in Lighthouse Point once jokingly told 
me, "I'll never forget that first year when we opened the hardware. Try as I may, I'll never forget it." As I have already stated previously, soon 
after we arrived in Florida I rented a one-room office at 2605 East Atlantic Blvd. I used this as my base for operations both for what files and 
records I still had for Klassen Enterprises, and also for the fledgling real estate business. I had already bought two large pieces of acreage 
before, during my scouting trip to Florida in July of 1958, and I now subdivided these into smaller acreages and began selling these on small 
down and small monthly payments. Within less than a year I bought another section, and from time to time, another and another. By February 
of 1961, things were going fairly well, and I moved into a larger two room office which I rented from Walcott, Inc. It was located about a block 
east of my first office and its address was 2741 E. Atlantic Blvd. My rent now was $100 per month.

Located a few blocks west on Atlantic Blvd. was the office of Kidder, Peabody & Co. During the first year, even before I opened my own office, I 
used to drop in and follow the stock market, buying and selling several issues. During this time I made money on some, lost on others. The net 
result, however, was a small loss, and I soon learned my lesson, namely, playing the stock market was a sucker's game, and I soon got out of 
it and stuck to real estate.

In the meantime, I was still involved in Canolectric and Klassen Enterprises, and Hunter Fan was still sending me royalty checks from Memphis 
each month. Although they were now selling both the built-in model and the on the wall model, sales were only mediocre. After being absent 
from California for a year the stockholders were beginning to grumble and wanted to know what was going on, despite the fact that I had 
mailed out financial reports from time to time. So in September of 1959 I flew back to California and called a stockholder's meeting in the 
boardroom of one of the big banks in Oakland. Flanked by my attorney, Gene Rhodes, and by Les Grant, of Stephenson Leydecker, I told them 
the whole story over again, a story of which they had already been informed by previous reports I had mailed. I told them we had done our level 
best to aggressively sell and distribute the Canolectric as long as we were able. When it became a losing proposition, we signed a licensing 
agreement with Robbins & Myers to produce and sell the can opener on a royalty basis. Robbins & Myers were now selling it under their own 
trademark and also making their best efforts, and I quoted statistics on the amounts of their sales, something I had also already done in my 
previous reports. After everyone had voiced their gripes and opinions, we elected a new board of directors. I still remained president, and I flew 
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back to Florida. Hunter Fan continued manufacturing and selling the Canolectrics for another three years, selling a total of approximately 
50,000 units, then in 1962 discontinued the operation. When they did, we dissolved the company and dispersed the cash on hand, which 
amounted to about $8,000, to the stockholders. And so ended the episode of the Klassen Pushbutton Electric Can Opener, also known as 
Canolectric.

* * * * *

Now to get back to the good part of the story, namely my involvement In boating, one of the main reasons as to why I wanted to move to 
Florida. When I left California, my 22 foot Owens was left behind, tied up in a yacht basin in the Delta area near Benicia. I had listed it with a 
broker in Oakland, the same yacht broker that had originally sold it to me. A few months after we made the move to Florida, he did in fact sell it 
and sent me a check for $4,000, only a little less than I had paid for it new. (Prices on the new model had gone up in the meantime.) Soon 
thereafter I bought another Owens, a 25-foot cabin cruiser, from a neighbor who lived at the end of our canal. I named the boat Kim Anita after 
my daughter, and we were all back into boating. Now in Florida, I did not have to dock it in some distant yacht basin, but could tie it up at my 
own 30-foot dock, right in my own back yard.

This 25 footer had a wooden hull. It had a nice comfortable forward bunk, a dinette that could be converted into another bunk, a sink and an 
alcohol stove, and a head. For the three of us, it had enough room to nicely accommodate us for cruising and for living on board. It had a 
single, inboard motor. We took it up and down the Intercoastal, all the way from Miami to Palm Beach. We took it out in the ocean. We went on 
extended cruises and lived aboard.

Almost from the beginning, (May 19, 1959) I joined the Pompano Beach Power Squadron and enjoyed the camaraderie of the boating crowd, 
which in that area was extensive. This group gave classes in boat handling, in navigation and in other aspects of maritime technology. They 
had meetings on a weekly basis and every so often organized group cruises. We also had parties and social events every so often. From the 
beginning I was interested in the educational classes it offered, which were basically spread over a period of years, and a certificate issued as 
each yearly class was completed. I immediately enrolled in the beginning class, which was Seamanship. After completing the first year, I 
enrolled in Advanced Pilot the second year, then in Junior Navigator the third year, but did not finish that class.

After having a lot of fun with the Owens for about two years, it began to develop dry rot in its wood structure, and I decided to get rid of it. I next 
bought a fiberglass boat, a 13 foot Boston Whaler, with an outboard motor. It was excellent for water skiing, something in which Kim and I had 
become much interested. We had a lot of fun with it, not only water skiing, but also going out to a reef in the ocean that was about a quarter of 
a mile offshore from the Hillsborough Lighthouse and Inlet. Here we would toss out a small Danforth anchor, wade around in the shallow water 
and pick up coral and species of sea life.

The next boat I bought was a 23-foot fiberglass Seabird with and inboard-outboard motor and drive. It was a cabin cruiser of sorts, being 
limited to a forward bunk for sleeping quarters, but it was speedy and small enough we could use it for water skiing. It was also an excellent 
cruising boat and soon the three of us took an extended cruise down to the Keys in it, a round trip that encompassed several hundred miles. 
One of the places we tied up for several days was Plantation Harbor in Plantation Key, which had cabins, a restaurant and a sheltered harbor. 
This was probably one of the finest cruises we ever enjoyed, as we went exploring among the smaller keys, the bird rookeries and all the 
beautiful blue-green waters.

Poor Seabird! In the summer of 1964 we were hit by Cleo, one of the few, but the most devastating of the hurricanes we experienced in our 25 
years of sojourn in Florida. Our Seabird was tied up at our dock in the canal bordering our back yard. All the windows of our house had been 
shuttered in with aluminum panels except for the small window looking out of the kitchen towards the canal. As I looked out of that window that 
early September morn, the winds were howling furiously, and I could see some huge waves rolling westward down our canal. The Seabird was 
bobbing up and down like a cork and taking a tremendous pounding. Soon the bowline broke loose, but the stern line held and wedged the 
boat out at right angles to the dock, a position it undoubtedly could not long maintain. Kim and I ran out into the hurricane winds and tried to 
bring the boat back alongside the dock, or at least tie it up to the extent it would not break loose altogether. The best we could was to keep it 
from breaking away, but it took a severe pounding of its hull against the rough coral rocks of the seawall before it was all over. At least it did not 
sink, and a few days later I was able to drive it down the Intercoastal to a marine harbor where I had the fiberglass hull repaired at a cost of 
over a thousand dollars. Some other boats did not fare as well during that hurricane. Many were sunk. Some were cast adrift. One large cabin 
cruiser ended up in the middle of Federal Highway in Pompano Beach.

At the instigation of my friend, John Seeley, who lived one canal north of us, I joined a group of six, to jointly own and operate a larger cabin 
cruiser. John was a stockbroker, another fellow was an accountant, and another was a doctor. Anyway, the six of us first formed a corporation 
known as "Deep Six, Inc." We then bought a 36 foot Pacemaker cabin cruiser, that had two 280 H.P. General Motors engines, ample room for 
sleeping six, a refrigerator, a generator, a shower with hot water, and even air conditioning. We had fixed schedules for priorities as to who 
could use it when, but of course, we could always trade around. Outside of a few short cruises up and down the Intercoastal, my family and I 
never really used it much except for one grand cruise we took to the Keys in 1965. With us went Kim's friend, Mardee Martin. Both girls were 
14 at the time, and they had more fun than a barrel of monkeys, as did we all. We first docked at Ocean Reef, an exclusive yacht basin on the 
Atlantic side of the north end of Key Largo, a place where Herbert Hoover did much of his fishing in his later years. After staying there about a 
week, we cruised on down to Islamorada and docked in Chesapeake Harbor, where also was located our favorite eating place, the 
Chesapeake House. After a few days there we leisurely cruised back up along the Keys in the open Atlantic, then into Biscayne Bay, tying up 
in a harbor somewhere in Miami overnight, then up the Intercoastal, and back home, everybody having had a fine time. That was the last cruise 
we took on the Deep Six. About six months later we Jointly decided to sell her. This we did, and split the proceeds. By 1967 I also sold the 
Seabird and that was the last boat I ever owned, although not the end of my boating. From time to time I would rent a boat and we would take a 
cruise to the Keys, or even to Lake Okeechobee, which Austin Davis and I did at one time. However, after ten years my interest in boating 
waned, and
I became involved in more serious endeavors.
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Against the Evil Tide - 35
Milestone Thirty-Four: Travel, Business and Boating 
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Against the Evil Tide - 36
Milestone Thirty-Five: Philosophical Reflections put in Writing

By the middle of 1960 I reached a stage in my life where I began to ask myself some serious questions about the very meaning of life itself. I 
began to drift into a sort of depressive state of mind that was, undoubtedly, thoroughly pessimistic. I began to wonder - what was the purpose 
of it all? Undoubtedly, I was not the first to raise such questions, men had been wondering about the meaning of life for thousands of years, but 
to me it was a unique experience, one that came not from some outside prompting, but something which at this stage of life came from within. I 
began asking myself such questions as: Why am I doing what I am doing? Why are we here? What is the purpose of life? Is there any purpose 
to it all? Not finding any answer, it depressed me.

Why I should fall into such a state of mind at that particular time, I cannot explain. Here I was, 42 years old, in good health, and at this point 
had not suffered any serious setbacks. We were living in Florida, an area of my choice, we had a nice, comfortable house, a swimming pool, a 
boat tied up at the dock in our back yard. My business was not doing great, but it was building up and progressing satisfactorily. We were 
neither broke nor hard pressed for money. In fact, I could hardly think of a time when we were in a better situation. Yet, I felt that I had reached 
a watershed in my life, that something was missing, that I should have some answers as to what it was all about, and lacking such answers, I 
had the uneasy feeling that probably there were no answers to the questions that were perturbing me.

Finally, I began to put down on paper my random thoughts and reflections. The first of these was dated December 20, 1960, and as time went 
on, sporadically I wrote more and more of these philosophical treatises. Most of them were of a negative, anti-religious nature, analyzing all the 
inequities and stupidities of humanity. By and large, they were, in fact, downright pessimistic and mostly pointless. I had my secretary type 
them out on yellow sheets, and put a date on each. My first secretary was an older gal with strong Catholic leanings, and as she typed my 
material she looked at me with a quizzical eye. One day she asked me, why did I write such stuff? Obviously, she concluded, I just wanted to 
get it all out of my system. Anyway, as more and more subjects began floating through my mind, I began putting them together in a loose-leaf 
ring binder, and finally, I began to think about writing a book. To give the reader some idea as to what my "stuff" was all about, it so happens I 
still have that loose-leaf binder today so that I can refer to it. I made up a list of suggested titles I might use as a title for the book. By quoting 
them verbatim I might give the reader some indication of my state of mind at the time. Here are the suggested titles:

Rat Race to Oblivion
Brushing Aside the Cobwebs
Humanity without Purpose
Perpetuity without Purpose
Adrift without Destination
Pointlessness in Perpetuity
Round and Round - but Why?
Who Started It All?
Reality vs. Dreamworld
A Look Outside the Dreamworld
A Look at Reality
The Dizzy Road to Nowhere
To Be or Not to Be
(On the) Treadmill to Oblivion

My final choice was the first one, "Rat Race to Oblivion". Since all this might sound somewhat depressive, let me make it clear that my mood of 
the time did not in any way hamper my vigor or interfere with my activities. I still eagerly pursued my participation in the Pompano Beach Power 
Squadron; I continued to build up my business with the usual drive; we still took any number of trips as usual (including a major tour to Europe, 
which I will describe later.) It is just that these questions kept plaguing me, and it was not only that I could find no answer to them, but even 
more so. It seemed to me that no one else over the centuries had come up with any satisfactory answers either.

However, looking back on it now, I have come to the conclusion that this particular period was not exactly wasted. I now see it as an incubation 
period, a span in my life when I correctly analyzed many of the ills of humanity, but was not yet far enough advanced to come up with some 
constructive answers and conclusions. This had to wait another eight or ten years when I began to look to the laws of nature for answers, 
rather than in some theoretical philosophical dissertation concocted by some previous philosopher. Had it not been for that inward examination 
and probing I would probably never have been able to advance to the next stage of development where I could have arrived at the positive, 
constructive ideas set forth in the Creativity ideology some ten years later.

In any event, I kept on writing analyses and conclusions about the vagaries and idiocies of the human population until I filled a whole loose-leaf 
binder. The last article I wrote was dated October 16, 1963. In the meantime, somewhere along the line I read a book entitled "Philosopher’s 
Quest", by Irwin Edman, some Jew, perhaps. It was not a great book but in one chapter it told of another human being who was concerned 
about some similar questions, and like myself, never came up with any answers. He finally resolved his dilemma by forgetting the whole thing, 
and entering into the hedonistic mainstream of life with the attitude of “Que Sera, Sera,” what ever will be will be. Finally, I drifted into the same 
attitude myself. To hell with it all! Forget about trying to solve all the problems of the world. Enjoy life and let Nature take its course. I pursued a 
more irresponsible and hedonistic course. But the ensuing and deteriorating events of history still kept nagging at me more and more, and 
would not let me rest in peace.

Against the Evil Tide - 36
Milestone Thirty-Five: Philosophical Reflections put in Writing 
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Against the Evil Tide - 37
Milestone Thirty-Six: European Tour: Six Weeks and Eleven Countries

By 1962 my real estate business was coming along relatively well to the point where I felt we could enjoy some of the fruits of my labor. I had 
installed a fairly reliable secretary by the name of Helen Metzger, whom I felt I could trust with the day-to-day bookkeeping and the installment 
payments that were coming in, so that I could take some time off. My wife had never been to Europe before, and we concluded It was now time 
we both took an extensive trip to see the Old World and the roots of our heritage.

We decided to leave Kim home on this trip and take her on such a trip at a later time when she was a little older and could appreciate such a 
tour to better advantage. We bought her an airline ticket and sent her to stay with her grandmother, who lived in Shatter, California. In order to 
fly there she had to change planes in Los Angeles, then fly to Bakersfield, a rather risky venture about which we had some qualms at the time, 
and even more afterwards. After all, she was only eleven. However, she arrived safely, and after we had checked with grandma, we were 
ready to take off.

On Sunday, June 17, 1962, our neighbors from across the street, Ralph and Evelyn Dixon, drove us to the Ft. Lauderdale airport through a 
pouring rain and at 1:05 PM we took off in an Eastern Airlines Jet, Flight No. 820. Once airborne and above the clouds at 33,000 feet, we soon 
slipped into the holiday mood. The rain and the hustle and bustle were now behind us and everything was bright sunshine and smooth sailing 
as we flew over the water towards the Big Apple.

Henrie took notes on the entire trip (except the last day or two) and I am going to let her tell it from her notes from here on out. Here is what 
Henrie wrote:

NEW YORK. We landed at Idlewild Airport and took a cab to the Taft Hotel in Manhattan. What a skyline! Was smoky - looked like the Los 
Angeles smog. For me to see all those skyscrapers for the first time was indeed a thrill. We passed the site of the next World's Fair (1964-65) 
that they are already working on. The trees in New York are lovely and everything is so green. We passed an old cemetery - never have I seen 
so many tall gravestones so close together. As we crossed a bridge (one of so many, I lost track of which was which) we saw thousands of 
Puerto Ricans walking across the same bridge going to some festival on Randall Island.

What a thrill to drive downtown and look at all those tall buildings! After getting to the Taft Hotel we changed clothes and walked one block to 
the Time & Life Building. We took an elevator to the 48th floor and had a most marvelous six or seven-course dinner at the Tower Suite 
Restaurant. It was one of the most delectable meals I've ever eaten - and such beautiful service - mm-mm. After dinner, since no Broadway 
shows played on Sunday, we went to the Radio City Music Hall and saw a movie, "That Touch of Mink." It was an excellent comedy, and it was 
followed by a live stage show, the famous Rockettes. They were terrific.

Monday, June 18. The first thing we did was to go to the top (102nd floor) of the Empire State Building. Unfortunately, It was so smoky we 
couldn't at all see well. We could barely see the dim outline of the Statue of Liberty in the distance. We dashed into Gimbals’ Dept. Store for a 
brief look, after which we took a taxi to Wall Street and a look at the Stock Exchange. It was very interesting to watch all the frenzied trading 
that was going on. We next went to the United Nations building, where a number of tours were being conducted. We felt we didn't have time for 
a full tour so we settled for a lunch in their basement restaurant. From there we went to the Metropolitan Museum of Art on the edge of Central 
Park. What a huge and magnificent museum! We crossed over to the other side of the park to see the Museum of Natural History, a memorial 
to President Theodore Roosevelt.

By this time I was tired and footsore. We went back to the hotel and slept for an hour. After the brief rest we had dinner in the hotel dining room 
and listened to the lovely dinner music of Vincent Lopez.

It was now time to leave for the airport and board the plane for London. We were half an hour late getting away from the hotel and we just 
barely caught our flight with only three minutes to spare. They had already assigned our seats to someone else, but we managed to retrieve 
them. Whew! That was close! Too close! Anyway, we are airborne and left the international airport at 8:45 PM, and we will be in London in 
about six hours, which will be 7:30 AM their time. It is fairly dark and we watched a beautiful full moon rising through the clouds.

It is now 11:00 PM, New York time. We have just finished a most delectable dinner on the plane, the second of the evening. We had cocktails 
before dinner and a small bottle of red French wine with the dinner, so we are literally "flying high!" What a delightful trip! In 3-1/2 hours we will 
be in London. What a beautiful night! It is 11:30. I'm getting sleepy. Good night!

ENGLAND. Tuesday, June 19. I dozed off and woke up at 1:30, according to my watch, and it was daylight. One hour later we landed in 
London. We had gained five hours and it was now 7:30 AM, London time. England looked very beautiful and green from the air. The flowers, 
especially the roses, are some of the largest and loveliest I've ever seen.

We landed at a large and extremely modern airport. After going through customs, we went to a bank and exchanged some currency for British 
pounds. We then took a bus to the City Terminal in London, where we were met by a Swan Tour representative. He took us to the Strand 
Palace Hotel, where we checked in.

After a hot bath, we climbed into bed and slept until about 3 PM, getting a much-needed rest after a hectic day and considerable jet lag. After 
getting dressed we sampled English tea, a very enjoyable custom. We left the hotel and strolled across Waterloo Bridge to look at the Big Ben 
clock tower. Ben had a picture of himself taken in front of the tower - he called it a picture of Big Ben and little Ben. We also took pictures of the 
beautiful Parliament buildings on the River Thames, and of Westminster Abbey.

The English men as a rule are very smartly dressed. They carry an umbrella under their arm and wear a neat homburg. The women, on the 
other hand, gave an appearance of being generally somewhat unkempt.
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Personally - I think their hair is a mess. Nearly everyone has a beautiful complexion - a white skin and rosy cheeks. They all seem to be great 
walkers or bike riders. They don't just leisurely stroll along, either, they really stride. We ourselves must have walked miles, and finally got back 
to the hotel. The weather was cool, windy and drizzly. Back at the Strand Hotel we had a good dinner with wine in the Exeter Room. Our waiter 
was a Greek. We had some sort of hard meringue for dessert. When I went to cut a piece of it with my fork it went off into "orbit", as Ben said, 
and flew across the room. I finally got the knack of how to handle it with a large fork and spoon.

Wednesday, June 20. We went on a city tour and first of all we visited the Tower of London and saw the Crown Jewels. Wow! Such diamonds! 
The weather was chilly and rainy. We took a tour through Westminster Abbey where many of the famous Britishers are buried. It was exciting 
to witness all this history. We drove down "The Mall" to Buckingham Palace. There were beautiful parks on both sides - St. James Park, loaded 
with flowers, and Green Park, which had no flowers. The knights of old used to joust in this park, with the ladies watching, we were told. We 
next drove down Bond Street and Regent Street, which are some of London's finest shopping areas. We then drove on and saw Downing 
Street, St. Paul's Cathedral and White Hall, with the Horse Guards sheltered in the archways of the latter. There are many lovely archways in 
the city, and everything is in either gray or black stone, old, old and older.

In the residential areas the houses looked exactly alike in each section. They had tiny little front yards with beautiful roses and an abundance of 
flowers.

Thursday, June 21. We went to the National Art Gallery at Trafalgar Square and saw a most magnificent collection of Old Masters. This was to 
be our last night in London and we wanted to make the most of it. We went to the Drury Lane Theatre and saw "My Fair Lady", a memorable 
event, with an excellent cast. We thoroughly enjoyed the play. We happened to sit next to a couple from Pomona, California and exchanged 
American impressions of English London.

Friday, June 22. We started the day by taking a taxi to Buckingham Palace to watch the old, time-honored English event called "The Changing 
of the Guard." When we got there some snappy-looking retired old English Colonel seemed to take a special interest in us. He took us under 
his wing and rushed us off to St. James Court to get the best and closest view of the changing of the guard. Ben took a whole roll of movie film 
of the event. Although the Colonel was probably in his seventies, he could certainly walk fast. I had to run to keep up with him. He took us on 
all the shortcuts from which we could get the best shots, all the while relating an endless review of ancient English history. It was all very 
interesting, but I got lost in all the dates and kings. When it was all over, we said, thank you! thank you! How can we ever thank you for being 
so nice to us? Well, he said In clipped British accents, you could start by leaving me a nice tip. We were somewhat surprised, since after all, we 
hadn't asked him to guide us around. He had approached us and volunteered. But no matter. We took the broad hint and gladly tipped him. He 
was well worth it. We had a good lunch at Lyon's Corner House at Trafalgar Square, after which we rushed back to the National Gallery for 
another quick look. We bought some prints there of some of the more outstanding paintings and had them shipped home. We viewed the 
statue of Erotica and the Piccadilly Circus. Trafalgar Square is beautiful with the towering Statue of Nelson, the lovely fountains and the 
hundreds of pigeons.

The food in London was excellent, the coffee was very strong, and was best diluted with hot milk. All over London there are flower boxes at the 
windows, a reminder of the Coronation, we were told.

And so we left dear old London at 5:00 PM on a bus with our tour group. Our tour guide was a 33-year-old German fellow by the name of Heinz 
Biedermann. We drove through the lovely English countryside to the town of Harwich, 90 miles away, our port of embarkation for crossing the 
English Channel. The grain fields were so green, the flowers so bright, and always, so many fine trees. We also saw a lot of cattle and sheep, 
and some horses. There were any number of thatched-roof houses along the way, all very picturesque. The tour stopped at the Red Lyon Inn, 
a typical English pub, for refreshments and a "rest stop." The latter turned out to be just a plain old "outside privy", not very accommodating for 
us American gals.

We arrived at Harwich at about 8:30 PM to board the SS Amsterdam to cross the English Channel for the Hook of Holland. We had to present 
our boarding passes and our passports, and took what few things we needed for the night from our luggage and put it In our tote bags, since 
our main luggage would not be available to us until the next night. After our cabins had been assigned to us we all had dinner on board. After a 
long day, this included wine and some good soup. We set sail at about 10 PM. We stood out on the deck for a while and watched the waters of 
the English Channel. I had expected the waters to be rough, but it was the smoothest boat ride I have ever experienced. Finally, at about 
midnight we went to bed, with an early awakening scheduled for the morning.

HOLLAND. Saturday, June 23. A busy day was ahead of us. We got up at 5:45, dressed and were ready to go ashore at the appointed time of 
6:30 AM. We again showed our passports and then the whole tour of 44 marched off to the railroad station dining room to have breakfast. We 
sat at long tables, where our breakfast of excellent breads (several kinds), butter, plates of thinly sliced cheese and thin slices of ham were 
served. It was all very good, including the coffee, which we could now drink black. We were introduced to our bus, which was to be our 
traveling home for the rest of the European trip, also our Italian driver, whose name was Carlos. Our crew of 44 completely filled every seat on 
the bus. The "director" or "leader" as we called him, speaks four languages, plus some Spanish and Arabic. Carlos does not speak English, or 
so he claimed, although we suspect that he knew more English than he let on, just so he would not be bothered by talkative passengers while 
he was trying to concentrate on his driving.

So off we went to Amsterdam. The houses along the way were of little brown brick. The little Dutch children are so cute, with their blonde hair 
and rosy little cheeks. The little ones wore such short skirts, or short pants and jackets. Their little bare legs looked so cold. Some of the young 
men and girls riding bicycles, too, wore very short shorts, while others were all bundled up. There were also many motorcycles, some with side 
cars attached. In contrast to England, everyone was now driving on the right side again, much to our relief.

On our way to Amsterdam we soon saw our first windmill, and the tour bus stopped to give us all the opportunity to take pictures of this famous 
Dutch symbol. Actually, whereas the windmills were originally used to pump the water from a landscape below sea level, they have now been 
replaced by electrically powered pumps, and for all practical purposes the windmills are now obsolete and more of a tourist attraction than 
anything else.
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When we arrived at "The Hague" we took a picture of the Peace Palace, and several other notable buildings were pointed out to us. However, 
they all looked alike to me. As we drove past the residential housing, I was impressed by the large picture windows, and how clean and shining 
they were. It seemed that many of the ladies were busy washing windows, and all the windows had lovely lace curtains.

When we arrived in Amsterdam, our troupe of 44 was treated to a tour in one of those modern, streamlined sightseeing boats up and down the 
miles of canals. We saw the Rembrandt house at one point and also passed a huge passenger ship laid up in dry dock. The canals were lined 
on either side by tall, mostly three-story houses, most of which had pointed gables which stuck out to accommodate a winch with which to hoist 
up heavy furniture to the upper stories. We were repeatedly passing under bridges with which the city abounded, some 700, I believe the guide 
said. Some of the canals were so narrow the boat had to maneuver back and forth a few times to get around the curves. It seemed like most of 
the buildings were of dirty old red brick.

Came lunchtime we were taken to the Five Flies, a famous old restaurant. It was such a quaint place — after we entered we walked down to a 
basement and then up to the ground floor again on the other side. We had steak for lunch, followed by ice cream lit up with sparklers. The 
service was wonderful and the food superb. It was all very festive - we even had our pictures taken at the dining table. By three o'clock we were 
taken to our lodging place - the Krasnapolsky Hotel — a lovely structure looking out upon the Dam Place, the latter featuring a huge modern 
War Memorial in its center. We were fortunate in getting a lovely big room that looked out directly on the square. The rest of the afternoon was 
free time. While Ben slept, I did some laundry, had a good bath and washed my hair, and felt 100% better.

Before dinner we took a delightful walk down some real cobblestone streets along a canal, sniffing the many beautiful flowers that were 
displayed in flower carts along the way. We stopped in at a little sidewalk cafe, of which there were several, and had two cups of very good 
coffee. How pleasant to sit at the tiny tables and watch the people go by! Unfortunately, the tulips, for which the Dutch are so famous, were not 
in bloom at this time, it being too late in the season.

We had a marvelous dinner in the Garden Room Restaurant of the Krasnapolsky Hotel. It was such a lovely big room that resembled a huge 
greenhouse, with palm trees placed about the floor and monstrous baskets of greenery hanging from the ceiling. Shortly after dinner, about 10 
PM, we went to bed, after a long, eventful day.

Sunday, June 24. We were up at six, had breakfast and were in the bus by 8:30, half an hour late getting away. Somebody had misplaced their 
passport and the guide was hard put retrieving it. As we drove through the countryside we saw many windmills, two different kinds, in fact, and 
lots of cows and sheep. Most of this land was "polder", that is, land recovered from previous sea bottom. It takes twenty years to convert such 
land into arable soil, we were told.

We drove on through the city of Rotterdam, next to New York the busiest seaport in the world, we were told. We could see the tall control tower 
which directed the complex shipping traffic coming and going, night and day. There were two restaurants in the tower, one lower and the other 
at the top.

BELGIUM. We crossed the border into Belgium at Zundert. No one asked to see our passports. Once in Belgium we immediately noticed a 
change in the architecture of the buildings. I thought the farm houses look peculiar, two story, no eaves, and so thin it almost looked as if 
someone had come along and sliced off part of the house with a big knife. The first town we came to we were delayed by a church parade in 
the middle of the street celebrating some religious festival (it was Sunday.) As we passed the parade we saw two women with buckets, 
sprinkling something on the street. Everyone in the procession was in costume, and we could see lit candles in the windows of the houses. 
Each town we came to seemed to have its own kind of parade that day.

Before we crossed the border we were supposed to have had a "rest stop" but unfortunately, it being Sunday, the place on his schedule was 
closed, and our guide was unable to find another suitable place to accommodate 44 people. One and a half hours later many of the people in 
the bus were really getting desperate, and the guide was considering letting us all out into the woods and fend for ourselves. Finally, the guide 
found some dingy little restaurant that was open and would accept us. To our horror we found it had only one dirty little rest room and the men 
and women had to take their turns as best they could. A real mess, but finally everyone was relieved. As we drove on we saw some of the 
finest residential buildings of the entire trip. The houses had thatched roofs and were built of either white or red bricks. The grounds were 
simply beautiful.

As we came into Brussels we drove past the Royal Palace, all decked out nicely with the guards in their uniforms standing out front. However, 
we were not allowed to stop, as security was real tight. We found Brussels to be a lovely and very interesting city. As we drove past the site of 
the World Fair we had a good view of the Atomium and some of its other outstanding buildings.

We went straight on to the Plaza Hotel, which was to be our lodging for the night, and immediately went to the dining room to have a rather 
large lunch of french fries and fried chicken, the latter looking more like turkey. There were two more courses, but I forget what they consisted 
of. After checking in we went on a city sightseeing tour of Brussels. We saw the Justice Building where the Supreme Court sits. It was not open 
to the public. There was also a lovely statue or War Memorial to the Unknown Soldier, in honor of those who died in both world wars. We then 
saw and went through the St. Gudule church. It was French Gothic, built in 1216-1438. It was very beautiful, our guide, Heinz Biederman, 
called it "Petrified Music." We next drove to The Place, or The Plaza, a magnificent 13th Century Court, in which the sculptured face of each 
building was an outstanding masterpiece of art, created by the Craft Guilds. The stone surfaces had become blackened with age, and the city 
was in the process of cleaning them. This showed up in a marked contrast, with one-half of the buildings in gloaming white stone and the other 
half very black.

The Plaza was so beautiful we walked back to it again that night to see it lit up under the floodlights. We saw the lovely Opera House, and 
stopped in at some of the shops. They had so many beautiful things, especially in cloths. We watched them making a tablecloth in one shop. I 
bought two of the Ecru tablecloths in one of the shops.

As we walked back to the hotel, we stopped for coffee at one of the sidewalk cafes. It was served in a little silver one-cup dripilator — very 
novel. Wish I had one. Monday, June 25. We had our first real continental breakfast — rolls, jam and coffee, then were off on the bus by 8:10 
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AM. We will do a lot of driving today, some 400 miles, in fact.

The countryside we were now traveling through was especially beautiful, the Ardennes Forest, rolling hills, pasturelands and lots of cows. The 
trees were thick and tall and everything was so nice and green. We are seeing a lot of apple and cherry trees in this area. In Europe the forests 
are planted and no one can cut down a tree without permission. When a tree is cut down a replacement has to be planted.

We drove through the area of the famous battlefields of Bastogne and stopped there to view the tank and statue of Gen. Anthony C. McAuliffe 
of World War II fame. When faced with an ultimatum to surrender he is reputed to have answered with the one word, "Nuts!" They even have a 
"Nuts Museum" here.

We stopped for lunch at Bastogne. Most of the houses here are of stone. We are also beginning to see a number of Chateaus. Women are 
draping laundry on the grass as well as on clotheslines. We are viewing miles of planted fir trees, sections of which are at different states of 
growth. There are also fields of gorgeous yellow wild flowers, such as mimosa and sweet peas, and domestic flowers, such as lilacs and 
rhododendrons.

The terrain is now beginning to become more mountainous with a lot of outcroppings of exposed slate. Many of the big Belgian horses we see 
have their tails cropped to where they are only about a foot long. 

LUXEMBOURG. We have now come to the Belgian-Luxembourg border. Luxembourg is one of those small, independent principalities of 
Europe, having only a population of about 200,000, but it is one of its larger steel producers. We enjoyed a good lunch here, then hurried off 
without having any time to take pictures. I dashed off a postcard to Kim, and paid the postal clerk to put a stamp on it and mail it. Much in 
evidence was the old 12th century wall and its towers. We visited the American Cemetery and Memorial. The grounds are very beautiful and 
well kept. So many, many rows and crosses. General George Patton is buried here.

GERMANY. We crossed into Germany at the Mosselle River. This is one of the few places we had our passports stamped. The fields here are 
divided into funny little strips of land, each seemingly growing a different crop. In handing down the formerly large estates to more and more 
heirs, after several generations the portions got smaller and smaller, until they were reduced to the tiny strips we see today. Sprinkled in some 
of the fields along the road are lovely red poppies. People in the fields are hoeing the crops, or pitching hay into mounds. Along both sides of 
the road are rows of poplars, planted by Napoleon, we are told, so he could find his way back.

Our route took us over a mountain and then down into the Saar Valley where we see evidence of immense amounts of coal being mined, and 
at Wolkingen, where we had a rest stop, there are a number of huge steel mills. There are massive slag piles to be seen everywhere, and 
when they reach a certain height, grass is planted on them to top them off. The Saar Valley is the second largest iron and steel complex in 
Europe, next only to the Ruhr Valley. The city of Wolkingen was practically destroyed during the war, and much of the bomb damage is still in 
evidence in the old city walls. The buildings as a result are mostly all new and modern.

Leaving the Saar Valley, we are now rolling along the divided Autobahn Highway that eventually leads to Berlin, and we are entering the Rhine 
Valley with all its lovely vineyards. We passed by a 12th century medieval castle, now in ruins, then crossed over the Rhine River at Mannheim. 
There are beautiful farmlands in the surrounding countryside, and although it is now 7:15 PM, men, women and children are still working in the 
tiny fields. I suppose they work until it is dark.

We have been passing huge U.S. Army Installations all afternoon, and the largest of them all, I believe, is at Mannheim.

From there we crossed the beautiful Neckar River into good old Heidelberg. Long before we arrived at the city we could see the grand old 
Heidelberg Castle on the side of the mountain. By now it is 8:00 PM and we take a short city tour, which included the Bismark Platz, and a few 
other sites. We arrived at our hotel and had our rooms assigned. We were fortunate in getting another lovely room, better than the average, 
then had dinner, which was lesser than average.

By this time it was 9:30, and we had had a long day, but tired as we were, we piled into the bus again to go to a "typical" Student Inn. After 
leaving the bus we walked down a narrow cobblestone lane to the inn. It was packed with students, U.S. Air Force and army men, and two 
other busloads of tourists. The music was very loud and lively, presented by three people decked out in their colorful costumes. Our waitress 
was very blonde and very, very buxom. She could carry five steins of beer in each hand without any problem. We each drank a huge stein of 
Heidelberg beer. One show-off on the stage was drinking a large plastic and transparent boot full of beer, to the cheers of the watching crowd. 
All very festive and merry. By 11 PM we all left.

Ben had told me so much about the Heidelberg Castle up on the hill that he had visited on his previous trip in 1955, and since we would be 
leaving early in the morning, this would be our only chance to see it. Late though it was, Ben, Mrs. Paulette Slegrist and I hired a taxi at 11 PM 
to drive us up the mountainside to the castle, which was still floodlit on its face. We arrived there, and the gates were still open, and although 
the face of it was floodlit, the light was rather dim in the courtyards back of it. We walked around on the terrace and looked down on the 
beautiful city below. Such a view! It was well worth it.

We had been traveling on the bus for 12 hours. It was now midnight and we were dead tired when we got back to the hotel. We had fine beds 
with huge down pillows and comforters, and we slept like logs.

Tuesday, June 26. Much as we needed our rest, Ben accidentally woke us up an hour early. Ugh! Had our good old hard rolls and coffee and 
off we went on the bus for another long day. I hated to rush off from Heidelberg so soon. It was such an interesting place. I would have loved to 
have spent several days there. Outside of town we passed a fenced area with tiny plots of flowers and vegetables, dotted with tiny doll-like 
houses. They belong to city folks who enjoy gardening for a hobby in their spare time. The little houses, which they could lock, held their tools 
and a change of clothes. We just passed a woman who was leading an ox pulling a plow, the latter being guided by a man. The fields of grain 
and other crops are most unusually small, a few hundred feet long by about 50 feet wide, in which grain, vegetables, potatoes, etc., alternate. 
After hearing so much about the beautiful Black Forest for days from Heinz, we finally arrived there, and I must agree. It is really beautiful. Our 
rest stop is at Titisee, a beautiful big resort lake surrounded by mountains. We drove on to the little village of Bonndorf and the Schwarzwald 
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Hotel, where we had lunch. The latter consisted of fillet steak and huge glasses of red wine. When we got back on the bus we slept all the way 
to our next stop at the Rheinfals, which are the beginning of the Rhein River. Here we took some pictures of these beautiful falls and walked 
along the interesting paths and over picturesque stone bridges.

SWITZERLAND. We drove on through gorgeous countryside and on to the historic city of Zurich, stopping in the middle of the town on the 
shores of lovely Lake Zurich to take pictures. Mostly all the houses here are in Swiss Chalet style, and like most of the houses in the previous 
countries, they too have window boxes filled with beautiful bright flowers — geraniums, petunias and the most gorgeous roses. In the two 
countries of Germany and in Switzerland especially there were an abundance of climbing red and pink roses.

We arrived at Lucerne at about 7 PM, another lovely city on a picturesque lake, and stopped at some hotel that was on the tour guide's 
schedule. Evidently, there was some mix-up, since this hotel was not expecting us and did not have any rooms to spare. So the busload 
climbed a steep hill to the Montana Hotel — a beautiful view from here. Half our group stayed there and the rest of us went down by cable car to 
the Palace Hotel, one of the finer ones in the Deluxe class. Things were kind of fouled up. Poor Carlos, in tears and most unhappy. He had a 
lot of extra work to do in sorting out and loading and unloading luggage. So far on this trip we have been most fortunate in our room 
assignments, and always have had a room with a bath. Some of the others did not, and when they didn't they were most unhappy about it. This 
was one of those times when some in our tour did not get baths with their rooms. It so happened that those with a beautiful view of the lake and 
mountains had no baths, and those of us that had smaller rooms with a bath. had no view. I soaked a long time in a hot bath and then stayed 
draped in a monstrously big towel, hoping our luggage would arrive before dinner. It finally did arrive, but only after I had got back into my dirty 
clothes. I rushed and changed again, and all very tired, we piled into the bus again and went out to the Flores Hotel dining room at 9:30 PM.

The restaurant was very novel, completely out of doors under large trees. We had excellent entertainment from the time we arrived until the 
time we left at 11 PM. With the dinner we had plenty of white wine and that old Swiss favorite, cheese fondue, with everyone dipping into a 
large pot of hot, melted cheese in the center of the table. After that we had Swiss sausage and French fries (everyone here serves French 
fries). Then for dessert we had ice cream with a little Swiss flag stuck in it. When we got back to the hotel, we fixed instant coffee for Joan 
Reltsma in Jan's room and had conversation and looked at the beautiful view from her picture window until one in the morning.

Wednesday, June 27. This morning I broke down and had some scrambled eggs and bacon with my "continental breakfast", ($1.00 extra) the 
first since we left home. I just couldn't face another cold hard roll. The coffee, however, is real good, but quite strong. Here it is served with a 
pot of hot water, and diluted with cream and sugar. It's very good. On our sightseeing tour this morning we went to see the lovely "Lion 
Monument", which shows the dying lion. It is carved in the face of a large stone. In memory of the Swiss Guard that died defending Marie 
Antoinette during the French Revolution. We browsed around some of the shops, but only ended up buying a watch for Kim, and one for me. 
Had a good lunch at our hotel dining room. We were planning to take a trip by cable car and funicular railway up to the top of beautiful Mt. 
Pilatus, but since it was cloudy and rainy, we could not. I was very disappointed. We spent most of the afternoon exploring the streets and the 
many interesting shops. While having dinner in the hotel dining room, I thought I recognized a girl I went to high school with in Colorado. Sure 
enough, it was Peggy Hampshire, now married to Chuck Lamper, both of whom now reside in Grand Junction, Colorado. It's a small world, 
after all.

I am snuggled in bed as I am writing this. Such beds they have here! We have had a king size bed everywhere we have stayed except in 
London. Here we have great big thick down comforters and giant pillows, not to mention several tiny pillows for good measure. As we drive 
through the countryside, piles of bedding can be seen in the open upstairs windows, out for airing.

In both Germany and Switzerland, as we pass through the villages we see the farmers' barns attached to their dwellings. The buildings are 
quite large and some of the barns are also decorated with flowers in the window boxes. In Germany there is usually a big pile of manure in 
front of the barn, next to the street. They proudly display these as an indication of wealth - the bigger the manure pile the more animals the 
farmer owns. The towns also have a big watering trough in the town square. The people are snowbound part of the winter, at which time it is 
most convenient to be close to their animals, the reason for having the barn attached to the house.

Thursday, June 28. Well, here we are settled in the bus ready to leave for Innsbruck, Austria. It's a beautiful clear day. I wish it had been like 
this yesterday - we could have gone up Mt. Pilatus. I wish we were staying here longer. We are traveling through some of the most wonderful 
scenery, the magnificent Alps. There is a lot of snow on them and we see waterfalls, big and small, everywhere. Where one peak had been 
climbed a white cross has been erected.

The farmers live in villages and they raise hay on the steep mountainsides. We see them cutting the hay by hand with a scythe. The terrain is 
too steep to use machinery. We did see one tractor, however. The women, too, work in the fields, tossing hay in order to first dry it, then gather 
it into piles. Most of the women wear long dresses. I have only seen two women in slacks. The cattle look beautiful, big, fat and grayish tan in 
color. Some have horns, and each one has a big cowbell. A farmer can identify his own cows and also his neighbors cows by the sound of the 
bells, even though they might not be in sight.

We have come to a rest stop high up in the mountains at Cafe Kerenzer-Berghus, where we had some good coffee and pastry. The cafe is on 
Lake Wallensee, at Filzbock, Switzerland. The view from here is absolutely magnificent. Hector took a picture of us here. It is quite chilly as we 
look down at an emerald green lake far down below.

We drove on through the majestic scenery and passed a couple of castle ruins. Everything is so very green. Hay is draped over wire and over 
stakes to dry. Little sheds dot the mountainsides. They store their hay in them and in the winter they bring it down by sleds.

LIECHTENSTEIN. We have arrived at the tiny principality of Liechtenstein. First we met with Baron von Falz-Fein who gave us a short talk 
about his country. Then we had a very good lunch of steak and mushrooms in a little restaurant. This is considered a heavy meal here in 
Europe. The bus had to wait for the judge, who got lost wandering around in the village.

AUSTRIA. We leave Liechtenstein and cross into Austria. After a long drive we crossed the Ariberg Pass and had a rest stop. Such superb 
scenery. At 7:30 PM we arrived at the city of Innsbruck, situated in the beautiful Inn valley and on the river of the same name. After a short tour 
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of the city and seeing some points of interest, we disembarked at the Hotel Europa. We had a fair dinner in the hotel dining room at 8:00 PM 
and then went upstairs to a large hall to watch a native Tirolean show. It was quite good, consisting of singers, dancers, with yodeling, and 
music with accordian, zither and harp. I had a front seat with Joan and Jan and others. Ben came in a little late, and try as we may, we couldn't 
find a chair for him next to us. So he sat down at the back of the room. No sooner had he sat down when along came a beautiful (so I've been 
told at least a million times!) blonde Austrian Princess who looked like a movie star and sat down beside him. I guess everyone on the tour saw 
her but me. Finally Joan got up and went over to Ben and said in a loud voice, "Go up front and sit with your wife!" Ben just said, "Why? I'm 
happy where I am." Seems like all the Englishmen sitting at the table behind him got a big kick out of it all and had a good laugh.

After the show we went up to Jan's room and had some champagne to celebrate Paulette Slegrist's birthday. After that, I took a hot bath and 
went to bed. Such a good bed! Love those down comforters and pillows.

Friday, June 29. Had "breakfast" at 7:00 AM. Coffee was 50 cents a cup at dinner. Wow! Seems like everywhere on this trip they try to put off 
serving coffee as long as possible.

We got off on the road before 8:00 AM for a change. We saw part of the new European Highway now under construction and saw some of the 
supports for a terrifically high bridge they were building. I guess it will be quite a fine road when it is finished. We passed Brenner Lake and 
crossed the Italian border at Brenner Pass at about 4100-foot elevation.

ITALY. We got some American money changed into Lire. Such a mess of paper! For $70 we received 43,000 Lire, 615 Lire per dollar. The 
border guards checked our passports, but did not stamp them. Father Valencia, a Mexican national, did not have an Italian visa for some 
reason, and as a result we were held up at the border for quite a long time. Our guide, Heinz, and he walked about a mile to the police station 
and finally got him a visa. One lady on the bus volunteered that Father Valencia would have even more trouble at the Spanish border, because 
Spain and Mexico have broken diplomatic relations. Switzerland and Austria had been so clean and tidy, but the moment we crossed into Italy 
nothing was very clean. We drove on through the majestic Dolomite mountains. They rise sharply on either side of the highway. We could see 
holes up in the rocks where snipers had hid out during the war and a few men could control the pass. At one place we saw bombed-out ruins of 
houses and a fort. In fact, a whole city had been bombed out and abandoned since World War 1. Drove on through those unbelievable 
Dolomites. They are very rugged and seem to go on forever. Lots of snow on them.

Drove through the city of Cortina d'Ampezzo (3000 pop.) where the 1956 Winter Olympics were held. What a beautiful valley! Had lunch in an 
Italian restaurant high up on a mountaintop that overlooked the valley. We had our first Lasagna, and did it ever taste good! Also, the wine was 
light and excellent, but it always makes me so sleepy. We drove back down the mountain and drove past the ski jump used during the 
Olympics. We stopped and took some pictures. Carlos can really handle this big bus. He misses stonewalls by inches where the gates are 
narrow. We drove out of the mountains and into the Po valley. It is the most fertile valley in Italy, having many vineyards, orchards and fields of 
grain. We now started seeing those famous cypress trees, and also some feudal estates or villas on the high hills. After coming to Mestre we 
drove on over a causeway underpinned by 80,000 oak pilings leading on to Venice.

Our leader had phoned ahead to have water taxis ready to take us from a parking lot to our hotel. Carlos unloaded us and our luggage, and 
then with piles of our luggage we got into motor boats (our taxis) and off we zoomed to the Bauer Gruenwald Hotel. Venice is an unbelievable 
city, out in a lagoon and completely built on pilings. All the streets are really canals. It seems so strange to go down a canal and see those 
monstrous buildings rising stories high up on either side right out of the water - no set-back and no sidewalks, and to see the water running in 
under many of the doorways. The water is not very clean. In fact, all the sewage is run directly into the canals, and the only cleaning action is 
the coming and going of a changing tide.

Saturday, June 30. We visited the St. Mark's Square and the huge St. Mark's Church. Its ceiling is covered with beautiful mosaic designs and 
gold mosaic backgrounds. We saw and went through the Doges Palace and saw much that was interesting - murals by Tintoretto and Titian, 
halls of old armor, a machine gun designed by Michelangelo. The paintings were most magnificent, and in the Great Council Hall was the 
largest oil painting in the world - 'The Glory of Paradise" by Tintoretto.

We saw some of the dungeons where, we were told, prisoners were stashed and forgotten, and where during high tides in the winter the water 
would come into the cells and the prisoners would sometimes be standing waist deep in water. Lord Byron spent 10 days in one of those 
dungeons in order to get inspiration for writing his poem, "The Prisoner of Chillon." He didn't. We also crossed the "Bridge of Sighs", reputedly 
where prisoners were led off to the dungeon, and where through the grillwork they got their last look at the outside world and beautiful Venice. 
We went to a glass factory and saw many beautiful artifacts of glass and artisans at work blowing glass. The last evening in Venice we went on 
a lovely gondola ride, with four or five people in each gondola. We all went up the Grand Canal as a group and had an opera singer serenade 
us, as well as an accordion player accompanying him. It was all very delightful. Such beautiful singing. Some of the gondoliers sang, too. Our 
gondolier invited Ben to try his hand at rowing or poling the gondola, and Ben took him up on the offer and in a few minutes had the "hang" of it 
all. It was all very romantic. Wish the ride would have lasted longer.

After the ride we walked to the St. Mark's Piazza, drank a cup of cappuccino and listened to a concert. 

Sunday, July 1. Up early, as usual, and left in the water taxis for the bus and were off for Florence. We traveled over a lovely new highway and 
a long, high bridge. We saw St. Anthony's Church in Padua in which St. Anthony's tomb is located, along with his preserved tongue 
(supposedly.) We had lunch in Bologna, which is supposed to have the best food in Italy. The wine was excellent, but the lunch wasn't all that 
good. Almost everyone bought some extra bottles of wine to take along. We almost didn't have lunch at all, since at this time all the restaurants 
were on strike. After a short sightseeing tour in Bologna, we checked in at the Minerva Hotel in Florence. After dinner, although we were quite 
tired, we went en masse to the town piazza to listen to an orchestra and some opera singers. Gateway, our tour company, treated us to free 
drinks on this occasion. Also had some black coffee.

Monday, July 2. A woman local guide led us on a city tour through Florence. Saw the beautiful golden doors of the Baptistery, sometimes 
referred to as "The Gates of Paradise." We went through a leather factory, then a silver factory. We then drove to the left bank of the Arno 
River to the Pitti Palace, a huge stone structure, where we saw a part of its art collection. The museum also had some magnificent tables, 
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constructed of natural colored marble mosaics. One table took many artisans and fourteen years to make. One table was done in malachite. 
Had our pictures taken in Michelangelo Square, high up in the mountain overlooking Florence. The Medici family were most prominent and 
ruled Florence for many generations in the Middle Ages.

After lunch Ben took a nap and then got a haircut. I browsed the streets alone, bought an alabaster ashtray and a silver salt spoon, and saw 
the numerous shops on the Ponte Vecchio bridge.

Back at the Minerva Hotel. We had a very nice room overlooking a square. Lovely tiled bath, dark blue floor and multi-colored walls. We drank 
one of our bottles of wine from Bologna during dinner. Ben met an old acquaintance, Fred Bieger, in the dining room. He was the man he had 
met in Munich during his trip there seven years ago, and with whom he had spent quite a bit of time traveling around in Germany and Austria. 
They had a real nice visit again. At the hotel desk we picked up three letters from home.

Tuesday, July 3. Up early again and off on the bus, headed for Rome. I slept a lot on the bus. It seemed we passed nothing but old yellow ruins 
along the way, and the streets in the towns we drove through were very narrow. We arrived at Assisi where we had a good lunch in a hotel 
near the famous Monastery. Then we walked up a narrow street to the beautiful church of St. Francis. A young Irish priest showed us through 
the church. It is called a Basilica and was most unusual, with low ceilings and built on three levels. There were beautiful frescos on the ceilings. 
It is a monastery for the Franciscan Order of Monks. We also saw St. Francis' tomb in the Basilica.

On and off to Rome. We passed some ancient aqueducts on the way. Rome is a huge city of three million people, spread over several hills. It 
once had a population of eight million. We arrived at our destination, the Claridge Hotel, around dinnertime. We had the smallest and darkest 
room of our trip so far, but we had an excellent dinner. We are paying for our own meals in Rome. Went to bed early.

Wednesday, July 4. Sightseeing in Rome all day. Went to St. Peter's Square. Huge crowds everywhere, with much pushing and shoving. Saw 
Pope John in a window of the Vatican and heard him speak. We went in to St. Peter's Basilica and saw St. Peter's chains, Michelangelo's 
statue of Moses, beautiful columns, and many other fabulous statues and paintings. While in the church the Colonel's wallet was stolen. He 
carried it in his hip pocket.

That evening we took a nightclub tour - "Rome by Night." The first night club we were taken to was 'The House of Caesar." A doorman dressed 
as a Roman warrior greeted us. We were then seated outdoors in a sort of tent affair under blue and red awnings. The waiters wore red togas 
in the style of Ancient Rome. We were served champagne and danced under the stars.

The next nightclub was in a cellar. We watched dancers do the twist. After a long wait we were finally served champagne. We were also 
supposed to get a snack to eat, but as usual, the guide loused us up. At the next place we were served wine. In the last place we saw a floor 
show and had champagne.

Thursday, July 5. We had the whole day free. Went back to the Vatican Museum to see what we had missed the day before. Got back for lunch 
at 2:00 PM. I was very tired and after eating I went to bed.

After a nap, we went to Alfredo's famous restaurant with Paulette and Linda Slegrist. The violinists serenaded us with "Irrivadercca Roma" and 
other Italian pieces. We had Alfredo's fabulous noodles for dinner and then I was given the serving platter for "good luck."

There was some kind of a mix-up with two taxis, but we finally got into one and rushed off to see the opera "Alda", which was held out in the 
open at the ancient Roman Baths of Caracalla. The traffic was terrible. There don't seem to be any traffic lights, signals or speed limits, or 
anything else. Everybody just drives like crazy. Murder! But somehow our driver zipped around and got us to the opera on time at 9:00 PM.

It was held out in the open and the stage was built into the ancient ruins. We had cushioned seats. The program said it was the largest stage in 
the world. Magnificent opera. We took a bus back to the hotel, arriving at 1:30 AM. Packed and went to bed at 2:30.

Friday, July 6. Got up at 5:30 after three hours of sleep and off on the bus at 7:00 AM. Slept most of the time. After the morning rest stop we 
had our first view of the Mediterranean Sea. We drove on down the coast and through Naples, reputed to be the poorest city in Italy. It is a very 
large city with many huge apartment buildings and miles of the most horrible slums. I had to cover my nose with a hanky - the stench was so 
terrible. The squalor was unbelievable.

Drove on down the Aplan Way and saw a huge ancient Roman amphitheatre and many other ancient Roman ruins. We saw clothes strung out 
on lines across the streets. We passed huge sulphur plants. Stopped at a cameo shop. The items were very expensive.

We arrived at Pompeii. Here we had lunch, after which we had an hour's tour of the ancient ruins. We could see the old chariot tracks in the 
stone-laid streets. If there was one upright stone in the street, it was one-way, if two. It was a two-way street. Some of the old ruins of buildings 
still showed beautiful baths with mosaic floors. Also the kitchens were identifiable and we even saw the remains of copper pipes.

On to Sorrento. When we got there we hiked down several flights of steps from high cliffs to the boat landing, carrying our tote bags along with 
us. We boarded a small boat that now took us on a one and a half hour trip to Capri. The seas were rough and the boat rolled considerably. 
Two people became ill.

Finally we arrived at Capri. Toting our gear we walked along the docks - such a bedraggled little army! Finally Der Leader got us a few local 
taxis and off we sped on a narrow winding road on the edge of the steep mountainside. Thank goodness there was a stonewall on the drop-off 
side. The taxis were open with a fringe on top and had several seats, more like a bus. The driver was giving us a thrill ride, driving with reckless 
abandon as if he didn't care whether we dropped over the edge or not. I enjoyed it all, but a surprising number of our people didn't like any part 
of it. I think they were scared half out of their wits.

We arrived at our hotel, the Europa Palace, very high up on the mountain. Fortunately, we were assigned the best room yet of our entire trip. 
We have two bathrooms, a living room, and a balcony overlooking the hill and the garden. Also we have piped music in the room and yellow 
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tiled floors - just lovely. After a good dinner, off to bed. Saturday, July 7. Today we took a taxi to the town square of Capri. Browsed around in 
art shops and walked down winding cobblestone streets. I have never seen such lovely clothes as in these shops. After lunch we took a chair 
lift ride to the very top of Mt. Solaro, (1932 feet.) Joan, Paulette and Linda went also, but Jan was too afraid to go up. Joan was pretty nervous 
also, and Ben singing "Goodnight, Irene, goodnight!" didn't help any.

After we got back we took another wild taxi ride down along the steep mountainside to take a boat ride into the Blue Grotto. Jan missed that 
too. Joan went, but still scared. Once inside, Joyce went over the side of the boat and swam in the clear water. It was beautiful – so sparkling 
and so blue. I put my feet in and they looked an eerie white under the water. It is certainly a beautiful place.

At dinnertime we met our friend, Fred Bieger again and Ben had a long conversation with him. He is heading up another tour group. I wish we 
could stay here for a week.

Sunday, July 8. Well, we got up early to rush around so we could stand on the dock in the hot sun and wait and wait for the ship at 9:00 AM. 
The ship arrived on time and we took off for Naples. The boat ride was most enjoyable. We passed a hydrofoil boat that was going like a 
streak. When we arrived in Naples Bay, we found that the U.S. fleet was in the harbor. We could see big carriers (one was the Shangri-la), 
destroyers and submarines.

After we arrived we again stood in the hot sun and waited. Finally the bus arrived and took us to the railroad station in Naples. Then we waited 
another hour for the train to arrive. All we do is rush to wait. After we boarded the train we went to the dining car and had a huge five-course 
lunch. One whole car was reserved just for our Gateway group, and we found ourselves in compartments of about six people in each. We went 
through numerous tunnels. The countryside looks much like the midwest. We arrived in Rome at about 3:00 PM. Four of the ladies who had 
stayed over in Rome now joined us again. At 6:30 we were off again on the train headed for Genoa. Had a delicious dinner - two desserts. Also 
our first olives since arriving in Italy. We saw the Leaning Tower of Pisa through the train windows. After dinner we went through some real 
pretty country. The mountains looked like the Dolomites. We are traveling close to the sea and going through dozens of tunnels. Although the 
train was real noisy, on this trip we got to telling jokes In our compartment, and especially with Paulette Slegrist leading the way. It was a real 
riot. Ben said he had never laughed so hard in all his life.

As we neared Genoa we were asked (or told) to move to the back of the train to make room for another group, apparently, and that we would 
have to stand for 10 to 15 minutes while they reconnected or rearranged cars. As it turned out we had to stand up for a whole hour, with our kit 
and caboodle in hand. Finally we got off in Genoa and hiked up a long flight of stairs in the station and walked to our hotel, the Colombia 
Excelsior, a lovely hotel. It was after 10:00 PM when we arrived. We had a most heavenly bed and I was ever so glad to get into it.

Monday, July 9. We met up with Carlos and our bus again and had a beautiful trip along the rugged coast through the Sea Alps.

MONACO. After having lunch at San Remo we followed the coast to Monte Carlo. Here we took a little trip around the city and the Castle, the 
Sea Museum and stopped to go through the Casino. We could see Onassis' huge yacht in the lovely harbor below.

FRANCE. We drove on to Nice and checked in at the Atlantic Hotel. We had baths with our room, some of our people did not. We loaned our 
bath to Linda and her mother. Took a walk through a lovely park and on to the beach. No sand at the beach, just big rocks the size of a football. 
Saw lots of pretty gals in bikinis. Such lovely brown bodies.

While in Nice a group of us sent a wire of protest to Gateway headquarters in Lugano, Switzerland, demanding that we get grouped into a bus 
with no more than 28 people, as we had been promised in the tour literature. We were all getting mighty tired of 44 people trudging in and out 
of the bus every time we came to a stop.

Tuesday, July 10. Went on a tour of Cannes, then drove up the mountains to the town of Fragenard and a perfume factory. Everything smelled 
heavenly. The cutest little Italian lady, who had been taught English by an Irish priest, showed us how perfume and soap were made. Such 
charm and wit! I bought a few items.

Drove back to Cannes and stayed about an hour. Saw a lot of beautiful huge yachts in the harbor, one of which was from Wisconsin. The 
beaches were sandy here. Saw an artist with a palette knife doing a lovely floral painting with the paint as much as half an inch thick in places. 
Saw a Cannes beach scene I would have loved to have had. Arrived back at the hotel about 7:30, just In time for dinner. Took a walk after 
dinner.

Wednesday, July 11. Up at 6 AM. Breakfast the usual continental and into the bus. We bypassed Cannes and drove through fields of lavender 
and other flowers. Most of the latter were under the shade of coverings of wooden slats. Practically all these flowers are used in the making of 
perfume.

Drove on through the so-called Van Gogh country and had lunch at Aries, where Van Gogh spent much of his time and did some of his best 
paintings. There are lots of lovely fields and vineyards everywhere. There are caves in the nearby rock formations which contain primitive 
paintings some 4000 years old, which were discovered only recently. The soil here is very red and there are many outcroppings of huge rocks. 
Also, at Aries we discovered our first "sunken" toilet. Had lunch at Aries in a rather smelly restaurant. (No connection between the two.) 
Mountains of rice was one of the courses.

After a short ride we arrived at Mimes and checked in at the Imperator Hotel for the night. After dinner Biederman had a meeting with our group 
to determine how many of us wanted to go into a new bus to reduce the overcrowded 44 in the present setup. Only seven of us insisted, the 
others "chickened" out. Anyway, he agreed to get us a second bus or limousine after much phoning back and forth to headquarters. We were 
happy. Went for a walk in a park that had beautifully landscaped gardens, canals, swans swimming around, and indirect lighting on the statues. 
These were the Gardens of Diana, originally built as Roman baths. At this time a festival was going on in the old Roman ruins. We could only 
see a small part of the goings on, since people were admitted only by invitation. We walked up a set of stairs and winding paths leading up the 
side of the mountain, all covered with trees which were also lighted. It was one of the loveliest parks I have ever seen on the whole trip. We 
came down some steep stairs that were carved into the rock of the mountain until we came to a grotto which had a beautiful waterfall flowing 
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over the top.

Bought an ice cream cone after we were back down. The ice cream is very good in Europe. Saw the ruins of an old Roman Temple and the 
large facade of a theatre that was built a hundred years ago. The theatre itself was burned down by an opera singer some ten years ago. Also 
in the outskirts of the city was a huge Roman arena still in very good condition. It could seat 20,000 people and was the largest in Europe, next 
to Rome. The gardens around the hotel were lovely - lots of muscatel grapes.

Thursday, July 12. Off to Barcelona today. At Perpignan we had a delicious lunch of beef stew in lieu of roast pork. The weather is hot and 
some of us didn't want to risk eating pork out here. Had quite a time trying to get iced tea, but finally got a pitcher of hot tea and a bucket of ice.

SPAIN. We crossed the border at Junquero, where we had to show our passports. The guards took a lot of bags out of the luggage 
compartment, but did not open any of them. We drove through some beautiful country, with many vineyards in evidence. I thought the country 
was noticeably cleaner than it had been in Italy and the part of France we had just left. There were many cork oaks in the countryside. They 
harvest the bark from these trees every three or four years. This they then ship to Germany and from there it goes out in the form of cork. Saw 
police patrolling the highway. We pass many little carts with big wheels drawn by one horse or a mule, or a donkey. Some carts had canvasses 
covering them, and a lot of them had a little dog tied on a leash following. Usually the dog would stick close to the cart so that it could stay in its 
shade. There are lots of gnarled old olive trees along the wayside, and a lot of bicycles and motorcycles on the road.

We drove on through the fertile Ebro Valley. Everything is so much greener here than we had expected. We drove on over the foothills of the 
Pyrenees mountains near the ocean and arrived at Barcelona at dinnertime. Barcelona is a lovely city of one and a half million. It has wide 
boulevards with double avenues and a wide paved center strip for strolling pedestrians. There are lots of flowers and lots of places to sit. Also, 
the city has many beautiful large fountains.

We checked in at the Manila Hotel. The room was quite warm and no air conditioning. I had been riding in the rear of the bus most of the day 
and had caught a cold, so didn't feel too well. Had dinner in a lovely dining room on the ninth floor of the hotel. The dining room had large 
windows and we had a good view overlooking the city. Four of the Mexicans are staying over in Barcelona and will meet us later in Madrid.

After dinner we had another discussion with "der Leader". We seven insisted he make good on his promise to get us a second bus. After a 
phone call to company headquarters he told us the company insisted they were within their proper limit of 40 persons on the bus. The fact that 
when the Mexicans return we will again be overloaded was ignored. We were much disgusted.

Friday, July 13. This morning Ben had a headache and didn't feel too good, so he stayed in bed. Probably too much vino last night. I went 
sightseeing with the group. Saw a beautiful cathedral that has now been turned into a museum. We also saw the sight of the World's Fair held 
here in the 1920's. There are many replicas of houses from each province in Spain. Now they house shops displaying merchandise and crafts. 
There is a huge 200-foot high statue of Columbus overlooking the harbor.

We returned to the hotel for lunch. Ben now felt OK. After lunch we walked down to the harbor where they had an exact replica of Columbus' 
ship, the Santa Maria. We went aboard and looked it over. It looked pretty crude as a craft with which to cross the Atlantic. We then hired a 
motorboat and took a cruise around the harbor. Next we went through the Maritime Museum, all of which was extremely interesting. Went to a 
huge department store, the Casa Jorba, where I tried to find a dress for Kim, but no luck.

We went back to the hotel and had dinner in the ninth floor dining room. At this time we received a picture of our group taken in St. Peter's 
Square in Rome. Heinz Biederman is leaving the group to go into advertising work at the company headquarters in Lugano, Switzerland. 

Saturday, July 14. Left at regular time this AM. Met our new tour guide. He is a robust young German fellow of 25, and his name is Dietrich 
Kronzucker. The last name, translated from German into English, means "crown sugar." However, to make it easy for us Americans he has 
invented the short name of Ted. He received his Ph.D. degree from the University of Vienna the day before. He is a jolly good fellow with a 
good sense of humor and everyone likes him immensely He is not stiff like Biederman, and the morale of the group has lifted considerably and 
the people are singing again.

Followed the Ebro Valley and the coastal road along to Valencia. We witnessed the strange way people here have of drawing water from a 
well. It is sort of a water wheel contraption. A mule or a horse is hitched to a long pole and it goes round and around in a circle turning a water 
wheel. More carts and mules on the road. Some of the mules carry large stacks of hay on their back. All one can see are a face and long ears 
at one end and a tail sticking out at the other, with a huge load of hay over it all. Poor things.

We arrive at Valencia and check in at the Astoria Hotel. It is a lovely hotel. The lobby is air-conditioned but the rooms are not — they are hot! 
Had a good dinner with excellent vino punch. After dinner a group of us went for an hour's walk with Ted. It is real hot out, I almost wore out my 
new face. Paulette and I were browsing and window-shopping when we suddenly realized the rest of the group had left us and we were lost. 
We couldn't even remember the name of our hotel! I couldn't make myself understood in my limited Spanish, but Paulette fared a little better 
with her French. She explained to a nice man that we had lost our group and the man named off a list of hotels. When he came to Astoria, I 
recognized the name. He and his party of charming ladies escorted us all the way back to our hotel. Quite a group of our party had gathered 
and wondered what had happened to us. Ben was about ready to go out and start looking for us. Had another cold coke and went to bed.

Sunday, July 15. We left Valencia in the morning and a short while later Carlos discovered there was a leak in the radiator. He stopped the bus 
a number of times to refill the radiator, sometimes from water in a ditch along the road. Finally, at our AM rest stop, which came at about noon, 
he stopped the bus, pulled over on the side of the road and worked on the radiator for a long time. We were out in the middle of nowhere, but 
we were next to the sea. It was a very hot day, so some of us went over to the very rocky beach and waded into the cool water. Mr. Cespedos 
helped Carlos with the repair work. Curtis and Linda were doing the twist. Don't know how they could do it in all this heat.

Finally we were off again. Very arid and rocky country and the wind blowing through the bus is hot. There are rock walls everywhere and it is 
unbelievable how so much rock terracing could be done is such a dry place. The olive trees and other plants seem to be dwarfed in this dry 
land. Saw many ruins of old castles and high towers constructed out of stone. The towers were used to signal messages by means of mirrors. 
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Saw a Moorish castle on top of a high rock, and a Catholic church built on top of it all. Also passed a 56-foot statue of Christ. Lots of goat herds 
along the way, some black, some white, but not many mixed herds.

Just before our lunch stop we drove through a well-irrigated valley that had huge fields of date palms. It looked like an oasis in the desert. Had 
lunch at the Rene Victoria Hotel at Murcia at about 3:00 PM, left a little after 4:00 PM, and had our afternoon rest stop at about 5:30 PM. It was 
beginning to cool down a bit. We drove on through some more very arid country and into the Sierra Nevada Mountains. We passed a number 
of Gypsy caves that were their dwellings. They were built right into the side of the hills and had whitewashed fronts and often brightly colored 
doors. The chimneys would rise right out of the hills. They looked like a lot of monuments. Fascinating. Soon the sun set over the mountains. 
Beautiful. A full moon rose and shone over the landscape. We drove on over continually winding roads and through terribly wild looking 
country. The mountains were extremely rugged and rocky, with steep drop-offs from the narrow road. It all looked especially eerie in the 
moonlight. A lot of the younger people sang for a long time. I guess the trip was quite frightening to some. Ben and I enjoyed it, but I guess we 
were the only ones.

Finally, at about 10:30 we looked down into a valley and saw the bright lights of Granada. The air was very dry, and by now quite cold, 
something we all enjoyed after the awful heat of the day before. The city looked lovely by night. We passed a lovely part with beautiful 
fountains lit up with a variety of colored lights. The streets were crowded with people strolling about. We arrived at the Nevada Hotel, and 
Immediately had a drink with Jan and Paulette before we went up to the dining room at 11:00 PM, where we had some vino again. Everyone 
was tired after a long, long day, and a little silly and slaphappy at dinner.

Monday, July 16. At 9:30 AM we went on a sightseeing tour of the city. We drove through the beautiful park that had been planted by the British 
Duke of Wellington. (His portrait, done by the Spanish artist Goya, is still missing from the London Museum.) Went to the Generalife, the 
summer palace of the royalty. Magnificent gardens. On to the famous Alhambra, the most beautiful structure we have yet seen on this trip. 
Next, to a lace factory where they served us wine, all we could drink! Several little girls were working on the lace. One was a really beautiful 
doll. She had pierced ears, beautiful brown eyes, and hair piled up high on top of her head. Lots of lovely lace scarves.

We had an excellent lunch at the hotel and then left for Seville at about 2:30 PM. Passed numerous carts pulled by three or four mules hitched 
in single file. Also saw a number of goats and sheep, a few cattle and one herd of pigs. I have not seen a single wild animal on this whole trip, 
except for one lizard in Florence. Saw miles and miles of beautiful olive orchards, as far as the eye could see over the rolling hills. There were 
thick groves of tall trees in the river bottoms, trees that looked a little like aspen. The land here was mostly irrigated, as were the fields of 
potatoes and corn.

Arrive in Seville at about 7:30 PM, and the weather again was quite hot. Carlos took us to the Madrid hotel and no sooner had we entered the 
hotel when we got the word to load up again. It seems the hotel only had 30 rooms available. So, off to the Alfonso XIII, a real lovely luxury 
hotel. Beautiful dining room and a choice of menu, somewhat similar to the Palace hotel in Lucerne. Had a nice room overlooking the garden 
and a nice cool breeze coming in. The first night we dressed up, boarded the bus and drove to an outdoor restaurant. Had a typical Spanish 
dish - Bahia - delicious. After dinner we went to a nightclub and witnessed some real wild Flamenco dancing. Also had a glass of champagne. 
Enjoyed the show very much. Tuesday, July 17. Went sightseeing in the morning. Saw the 1929 Exposition buildings, then off to the Alcazar. It 
was even more beautiful than the Alhambra in Granada. Went through the third largest cathedral in Spain. In it was the tomb of Columbus, and 
supposedly also contained his bones. In it also was what was claimed to be the highest altar in the world, some 60 feet high. In the cathedral 
also was a huge 500-pound silver ornament and a one-ton candelabra.

I was terribly tired after lunch, so I stayed in the room, washed my hair and rested. Had food brought to the room. At night Ben and the group 
went to the bullfights. Jan and I stayed at the hotel and had a quiet dinner with champagne. At 11 PM the group returned from the fights and 
had their dinner. Some of the people were ill after seeing the fights, but most of them enjoyed it. Wednesday, July 18. Joyce and Curtis were 
very sick and had been ill all night. The doctor came to see Joyce. However, they will live, I guess. We left the hotel at 8:30 AM, an hour late. 
Drove for over an hour through miles and miles of cork oak trees, all planted in rows like an orchard. Lots of stonewalls and corrals. Saw some 
herds of pigs, also goats. Saw two storks, some palmetto trees. Passed a tall cart piled very high with hay, drawn by two oxen.

We are now driving through the province where tin and copper are mined, and the countryside is very rugged. Passed a large herd of bulls. 
Oleanders and crepe myrtle are in bloom in the villages we pass through. We see women doing their laundry in long washhouses.

At this time of the year a lot of grain is being threshed. It is a very primitive procedure, as we have also witnessed in other countries. First of all, 
horses and mules trample the grain on the ground, then men with pitchforks toss the straw and chaff up into the wind to separate it from the 
grain.

We drive on through countryside that has a lot of different trees. We see apple, mango, olive, oak, pine, figs, poplar and almond trees, Saw a 
lovely castle that had been turned into a hotel and summer resort sitting at the top of a mountain. Took a nap in the bus until we came to our 
AM rest stop at a very primitive little village. Some of the streets were laid out with square designs in stone. Many of the houses had 
whitewashed walls and geraniums in the window boxes. Very pretty. Stopped at Mario's restaurant in a little town by the name of Rosal de la 
Frontera. The little restaurant had dirt floors, and on some of the shelves on the wall were some caged hawks and falcons.

PORTUGAL. We have now arrived at the border. The Spanish authorities took our passports and stamped them, and now the Portuguese 
require us to fill out their forms. The Spaniards also checked our names against a "mug" list. Then the Portuguese collected our passports and 
then stamped them. Finally, after an hour we got across the border. It had been such a hot ride. I slept most of the way after crossing the 
border. Stopped at noon and had a good lunch of goat meat and fish, Port vino and native dishes. Passed Moorish walls and towers, rice 
paddles, cork oaks and pine trees. This has been a most hot and tiring day. Had an afternoon rest stop at a most dirty place.

Towards evening the temperature began to cool noticeably. We crossed the Tejas River, which was very wide and full, and arrived at Lisbon at 
about 7:30. It seemed like the most modern city in all of Europe. With its suburbs, Lisbon has a population of about one million. It was nice to 
see houses with green lawns again. Our hotel, the Mundial, is rather modern and quite nice. Had a good dinner In the dining room on the 
eighth floor with a good overview of the city. After dinner some of the group (who had rocks in their heads) took a "walk" with Ted, up and down 
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cobblestone streets and hills (in high heels yet) at a nice brisk clip. I understand they are cured of evening strolls. I went to bed right after 
dinner.

Thursday, July 19. I slept until 10 AM and then had breakfast brought to the room. Have switched to tea. With this miserable European coffee, I 
don't know why I didn't do it sooner. Did some laundry and sent some out.

Had a grilled steak for lunch - it was very good. At 2:30 we all went on a city sightseeing tour. Saw the National Museum of Coaches where 
over 50 antique coaches were on display, many of them used by royalty. Then went through the St. Jerome Monastery and also the adjoining 
church where many of the Portuguese royalty and rulers have been buried. We drove around the bay and the yacht harbor and up to the top of 
a big hill overlooking the entire city. Everyone was tired and hot so the tour was cut short and we returned to the hotel. I had a cool drink and 
took a two-hour nap before dinner, then back to bed.

Friday, July 20. Slept till 9:30 and had breakfast sent to the room again. Our room is on the 6th floor and on the street side. It is absolutely the 
noisiest place we have been in yet, and it lasted all night long. Streetcars, busses, horses and carts rattling over the cobblestone streets, 
people yelling and roosters crowing. However, it didn't affect our sleeping too much. 

I have never seen such confusion as in our dining rooms. There are so many waiters they seem to fall all over each other, and never seem to 
get their orders straight. They seem to think all Americans want is ham and eggs. (I'll admit, it'd taste pretty darn good, provided I could cook it 
myself.) The food here is certainly nothing to rave about. Ben and some of the others took an afternoon trip to the coast and Estoril, which is 
now a gathering place for retired royalty. They also visited some castles. Meanwhile, I stayed at the hotel and slept.

Saturday, July 21. We left Lisbon in the morning and drove through some lovely country. The weather is quite cool for a change and the driving 
was very comfortable. We made a stop at Batallia and went through the Benedictine Monastery of Batallia of St. Mary's. It is a Portuguese 
National Monument. There were at one time 500 monks in this monastery, but it has now dwindled to a mere 20. Don Pedro, the first king of 
Portugal, is buried in this church. A light is perpetually burning next to his casket and two guards are on duty at all times.

We had lunch at Fatima and stopped to see the huge shrine, the building of which was started in 1928. Arrived in Coimbra at about 5:30 PM. It 
has the oldest University in Portugal. We saw women washing clothes in the Mondego River. There are lots of vegetable gardens, and this 
appears to be the most verdant countryside we have yet seen in this southern part of Europe. We were required to turn in our passports at the 
Braganca hotel, where we stopped for the night. Joan is terribly ill and had a doctor come in and see her. She has a virus and cold, evidently 
brought on by the heat we have been through. Never have I seen anyone so chilled and feverish.

Took a walk before dinner. Saw women walking with huge loads of laundry, etc., on their heads and at the same time carrying other items in 
their arms. The streets are very narrow. Almost have to jump into doorways in order to avoid being hit by the wildly driven cars. This is a city 
with the most interesting variety of streets. Some are narrow, some are wide, some level, some rounded, some real steep.

Had a little better dinner tonight. Heavens, the meals have been so miserable and unappetizing in Portugal. Fish and veal, hard rolls and string 
beans, hard rice and french fries. Have not been eating much these days. I gave up on coffee and now drink tea. An occasional chocolate bar 
helps a lot. We have had good ice water in Portugal, so have indulged, but I guess it will be back to Agua Mineral, or natural con gas, or vino in 
Spain and France. Ugh! Had a very interesting walk with Ted and the group, up the steepest, narrowest, winding little cobblestone streets and 
steep flights of stairs. It was rather rough on the "fatties". We could peek into some of the homes, and saw lots of religious pictures hanging on 
the walls. There are a lot of cats roaming the streets and quite a few dirty children. We saw one tyke with only an undershirt on. We walked 
across the bridge to witness a big carnival that was in progress. The temperature is quite cold. Got to bed at 11:30 PM.

Sunday, July 22. The hotel forgot to call us this morning. Fortunately, Ben woke up 15 minutes before we were due for breakfast. Finally, we 
got off on the road, late as usual. Quite cool this morning. Very rugged country. Pine forests, eucalyptus trees, vineyards and olive orchards 
along the way. We also see cornfields and vegetable gardens, and we saw pine trees being tapped for tar. The pear trees here produce 
miniature pears that are very good. Yesterday we saw quite a few places that made red tiles for roofs and buildings. Today we see occasional 
truckloads of cork going by. We watched women filling huge jugs with water and then carrying them off on their heads. Some of the houses we 
pass have one or two pictures set in blue tiles on the outside walls.

Our rest stops in Portugal are really something for the books. Such primitive facilities, so broken down and dirty. One for the men and one for 
the women (which far outnumber the men). Sometimes there is only one for both men and women. We must be quite a sight - bedraggled 
looking tourists, standing in a long line, first on one foot, then the other, waiting for our turn at a smelly "John" that seldom flushed. Ah, me. 
Other smells that are beyond description are those emanating from the food shops along the narrow streets. Phew! Pastries sharing windows 
with files. Dressed chickens (uncovered, as is everything else) strung on a pole. Other meats in the sun in the window show case. Cheese, 
fish, olive oil and garlic, rancid, strong and nauseating smells.

Portuguese men are quite swarthy and usually good-looking. Businessmen wear dark suits, white shirts and ties.

Had a luncheon stop at the Hotel de Tourisme in Guarda, which is the highest city in Portugal. It sits high on a mountain where we could 
overlook a beautiful valley below. Despite the fact that we had veal again, it was the best lunch we have had for some time. The rest room was 
divine, one of the best we've had. How incongruous to find new and extremely modern buildings next to some that look, and probably are, 
centuries old.

On the roadside we pass some of the most fantastic looking rocks. They are very black, smooth and round, and of tremendous size. Some, 
where they are split open, are very white. Some are of odd and peculiar shapes, and some seem to be precariously balanced on top of each 
other. Very strange. And as always all over Europe, endless stone fences. The streets winding through the small towns are extremely narrow, 
and often Carlos has difficulty getting our bus through, often having to back up a few times in order to make it. But, with the help of the local 
police and volunteering citizens, we always get through. The only colors In these drab, dirty little towns are the bright flowers in the flower 
boxes, and in the pots on the balconies. It seems that at any stop we come to, people line up to stare at us and look us over.
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Well, here we are at the border. It takes longer to get across the Portuguese border, either way, than all the other countries added together. 
Had to fill out another form like we did coming in. Such a long wait!

SPAIN. Now we are waiting on the Spanish side, and it is hot again. It always is, when we have a long wait in the bus. We will probably be very 
late arriving at our hotel. It seems they took down a description of everyone's picture in their passports. As soon as we are on our way again in 
Spain the landscape is thick with oak trees. We see quite a few cattle and fields of grain. Sheaves are piled in huge stacks and harvesting is in 
progress. There are a few threshing machines, but mostly it is done by the old, primitive method of oxen or mules trampling the grain on the 
ground, or dragging a sled-like contraption over the grain. Saw a lot of oxen, most of them pulling carts piled high with hay. We see more cattle 
here than we have seen on our entire trip.

We crossed the River Tornes and arrived in Salamanca at 5:30 PM. The river seemed quite shallow and had several overflows in which people 
were wading and swimming. Salamanca is the oldest university town in Spain. We have an interesting view from our window overlooking the 
steeples of a large cathedral. Although the rest of the buildings are now in shadow, the sun is still shining on the church domes. Thousands of 
swallows are flitting madly about. Never have I seen so many at one time. I expect one to fly into our open window at any time. We are on the 
4th floor (actually, the 5th floor, since in Europe the 1st floor is the one above the ground floor) and can look out over many red-tiled roofs, and 
over a high stone fence into a garden where several men in black robes and white robes are sitting together and walking around. People here, 
as in Naples, hang their laundry out the windows and across the streets. They seem to love to display it as a sign of wealth. Out in the 
countryside we passed through, the laundry was often draped over rocks and bushes to dry.

Took a stroll to the Plaza Major at night. It is quite large, with many shops, sidewalk cafes and apartments all around.

Monday, July 23. It is 9:30 AM and we are late as usual in taking off. We are now on our way to Madrid and are traveling over some quite flat 
country with a lot of grain fields. After a while we start climbing a bit and the landscape suddenly changes to one covered with huge oak trees 
and groves of tall poplars here and there. Such abrupt changes.

Finally we arrive in Avila, the highest city in Spain. It is a most remarkable medieval looking town surrounded by a very high wall with 89 huge 
towers and seven gates into the city. These walls were built between the 11th and 12th centuries, and as such are still the best preserved in 
the country. We can't get the bus inside the city, since the gates are too small. We can see some storks on top of the towers, and saw two with 
a nest. Since we couldn't drive in, we just parked the bus outside the gate and took a short walk into part of the city. Here we had a lunch that 
was not too great, except for the cherries and ice cream. 

We arrived in Madrid at 4:30 PM. It is a lovely city, out in the plains, and has a population of about three million. When we arrived at the Plaza 
Hotel we went to the bar and had a lemonade while we waited for our room to be made up. Our room is large, contains a sofa, a coffee table 
and a desk, but there is no air conditioning. We are on the 15th floor, and have a beautiful view of the city and can see to the plains beyond the 
outskirts of the city, and even to the mountains in the distance. Immediately across the street is a lovely park.

At 5:30 we took a jaunt with Ted to locate some of the stores and shopping places in the immediate area. We left Ted and I bought a few things 
for Kim. Got some ice cream and then stopped at a sidewalk cafe for coffee. Also strolled through an art exhibit. Stores are open from 9 AM to 
1:30 PM, then from 4 to 7:30 PM. Were back at the hotel at 8 PM, in time to change and ready for dinner at 9 PM. Ted, Carlos, Paulette, Linda 
and Joan sat at the table with us. We had champagne, and an excellent dinner for a change. Everyone seemed happy. 

Took a little stroll through the park after dinner. It is still hot. Back at the hotel, we took the elevator to the 26th floor to the roof gardens to see 
the big swimming pool, and view the lights of the city. The water in the pool seemed awfully green, I guess they don't use chlorine like we do. 
After getting back to the room at about midnight I did some laundering and washed my hair.

Tuesday, July 24. After breakfast, we took a taxi to the El Prado, that most wonderful Art Museum. It has a marvelous collection of paintings by 
Spanish artists such as Goya, El Greco, Valesquez, and of course, from any number of other countries as well. We were in there for two and a 
half hours but still didn't see it all.

After lunch we left for Toledo at about 2:30. It is very hot. With its ancient walls, towers, castles and the Tajus River, Toledo makes for a very 
picturesque city. We could see fish swimming in the river below. Went to a factory and watched them working on Toledo steel items (knives, 
etc.) with gold leaf inlay. Very beautiful and very expensive. We left the bus and hiked for what seemed miles down some very narrow 
cobblestone streets to the Toledo cathedral. It had beautiful altars, etc., ornately carved, exquisite stained glass windows and another huge 
gold and silver ornament similar to the one we saw in Seville. From there we wandered over to El Greco's house. In the process we lost four 
people from our group, but finally found them back where we had gotten out of the bus. So we were late getting started back to Madrid, and did 
not arrive there until 8:20 PM or so. On the way back we sang Spanish songs with Hector and Father Valencia leading the chorus. What a 
lovely voice the Father has!

Back at the hotel, fast showers and out to a restaurant for dinner, the "Corral de la Moreria." It was air conditioned and quite cold. I had not 
brought a sweater along, and in a few minutes the headwaiter came up with a white tablecloth and draped It over my shoulders. Soon quite a 
few of the rest of the party were also draped. Had an excellent dinner, which included some thick steaks. At 11:45 the floorshow started. Our 
table was right next to the tiny stage. There were four girls, two guitarists, two male singers and two male dancers. They were doing flamenco 
dances and singing gypsy songs. Such clapping and heel tapping. Such pained expressions when they sing and dance! As they danced and 
twirled a green rose came flying through the air and went into orbit from the head of one of the dancing girls and Ben happened to catch it in 
mid air. He wanted to keep it as a souvenir, but she insisted on having it back. 

Wednesday, July 25. Went on a city sightseeing tour in the morning. The University of Madrid has 60,000 students and a Soccer Stadium that 
seats 150,000, the largest in Europe, they claim. We went back to the hotel for lunch and after lunch we repacked our things, then at 5 PM we 
were off to the bullfights, which started at 6 PM sharp. This show did not have professional performers, nor were the fights nearly as colorful 
and exciting as the ones we saw in Mexico City a few years ago. The fifth fight was terrible. The matador lost his cape several times, as well as 
his sword, and had to make five attempts before he could finally kill the bull. Poor bull! The sixth and last fight, in which the matador was from 
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Mexico, was pretty good, but the matador was not awarded an ear.

When we got back to the hotel, we had another good dinner, then went to bed.

Thursday, July 26. Up at 6:00 AM. The Colonel and Mrs. Byrd are flying home to Orlando today. (The Colonel had fallen and hurt his hip at the 
Alcazar in Seville.) The Cespedos left our group and are going back to Barcelona. The two sisters are taking a train to Paris from here. We 
leave at 8:00 AM and have one of the longest drives of our trip ahead of us. Had our morning rest stop in the mountains and the air is quite 
cool and clear. We are driving through some pretty countryside of rolling hills, of cypress trees, and some oaks. We also pass by miles and 
miles of grain fields. The harvesting is very primitive. The grain is cut by hand with sickles, and then tied into sheaves, also by hand. Women 
are working In the fields, and we also see them washing clothes in the rivers. Passed through many small villages, some of which are almost in 
ruins. Arrived at Burgos. Visited the Principe cathedral. Very beautiful. Saw where El Cid and his wife were buried. Had lunch at the El Cid 
Hotel, a very pretty place. Beautiful flower gardens in front, and lots of roses. Had Bahia again for lunch, but it was very good, delicious meat 
instead of chicken. Took a stroll through the flower gardens, then back into the bus.

Slept for two hours in a bumpy bus and had a bad headache when I woke. We are traveling through part of the Pyrenees Mountains. They are 
very rugged and very green, and just beautiful. We are now in the heart of the Basque country and find the houses are better looking than in 
the previous villages, and the hostels are very pretty and look like Tyrolean houses. Flowers everywhere and everything very green. Everything 
looks much more prosperous than most other parts of Spain. Ted says the Basques are the most industrious and outstanding of all the peoples 
in Spain. Engineers, architects, etc., come to this part of the country.

The clouds are hanging low and it is very cool and pleasant. Carlos is really pushing it in driving down these winding mountain roads. We 
skipped our PM rest stop, and arrived at the Hispana Americano Hotel in San Sebastian at 6:00 PM. Our room was the worst of the entire trip. 
It was small and the bed was bumpy. The floor was not quite on the level and there was also a terrible odor from the nearby canal. We both felt 
somewhat tired and bushed and went to bed without having dinner. Slept until 10 PM, when our bags were finally delivered to our room. Ted 
had to deliver most of them. Took a shower and back to bed. 

Friday, July 27. It was raining when we woke up. San Sebastian is a summer resort on the ocean, having a population of about 100,000 in the 
winter and about 200,000 in the summer. It appears to have quite a bit of industry also. It was quite refreshing to see brightly painted new 
houses, many of which are in the Tyrolean architecture, very pretty with lovely gardens.

We left San Sebastian at about 8:10 AM and the weather was cool and cloudy most of the morning. 

FRANCE. Crossed into France without having much of a wait at the border. We are told that 2/5 of all the tillable land in France is planted in 
grapes. We arrived at Biarritz, where Father Valencia left us. Some of the homes here are quite lovely. Ted says a lot of bootleggers live here, 
bootlegging wine across the border. He says that half the population are smugglers, and the other half are police trying to catch them.

We have driven through miles and miles of pine forest, and see some of these trees being tapped for tar. It is a lovely countryside. Soon we are 
out of the mountains. When we came to our morning rest stop the place would not let us use their rest rooms. The bus stopped at another 
crummy place later for those who were really desperate, but the rest of us waited until we arrived at Bordeau. Here we had a perfectly 
marvelous lunch at the Cafe de Bordeau, the best meal and wine we have had in ages, (since Madrid.) The men all wear black berets, and 
some of the women do too.

Drove on through a very lovely countryside that had lots of rolling hills, lots of trees and vineyards, and the houses have that Spanish look 
again. The land is very fertile and we see the grain fields being harvested with more modern machinery, such as combines and tractors. Our 
afternoon rest stop was at Angouleme. This is where Joan of Arc talked to the University Regents about her plans to save France, and the 
nearby area is where the Battle of Orleans was fought.

Arrived at Poitiers at about 7:15 PM and checked in at the Hotel de France. It is not much of a hotel on the outside, but very nice inside. We 
have a nice spacious room with a big bath, but, as always, we have to ask for the soap. In San Sebastian we were even asked to pay for the 
soap, so we used up what we had and didn't get any. Had an excellent bed here. Went for a walk in the evening. The Chamber of Commerce 
was still open so we stopped in to see what they had. Two Frenchmen loaded us up with pamphlets and we even bought two of their beautiful 
posters for souvenirs.

Saturday, July 28. Were up early at 6:30 and off before 8 AM. Drove through the beautiful Loire Valley and along the Loire River. There are 
Chateaus everywhere, and it is about the loveliest countryside I've ever seen. Very fertile valley, beautiful big trees, extremely tall poplars and 
lovely flowers everywhere. Most of the houses were built of stone, had slate roofs, and lots of chimneys visible. Drove through Tours and on to 
Biols. We were given a tour of the outstanding Biols Chateau, called the "Court of the Kings of France." Had an English-speaking guide. 
Murder! He looked like an old riverboat captain, and only Paulette could understand him.

After the tour we walked to our designated restaurant for lunch, which was very good. Then back to the bus and on to Chartres. Had a nap on 
the bus before we arrived at the famous Chartres cathedral. Saw its beautiful stained glass windows, reputed to be the most outstanding works 
of art in stained glass in the world.

Arrived in Paris at 6:00 PM and checked in at the Grande Hotel. Had a letter waiting. Our room is very nice, has a balcony, a huge bath, and a 
real fireplace with a marble mantle. It is an old hotel, but has a very strategic downtown location, overlooking the lovely old Opera House. Had 
a light lunch at a self-service place across the street from the hotel, since we weren't particularly hungry. Ted had told us on the bus coming in 
to Paris that we were required to eat at least one $4.00 meal a day at the hotel we were staying at, which was news to us, and some of us 
refused. Ted is very hurt and angry (he probably gets a rake-off from the hotel.) So we had a round with Ted and the hotel manager, and Ted 
says we will probably be transferred to some hole in the wall across the river, or some such place. So far we haven't moved. Took a 
sightseeing tour of Paris by night. Many lights and very pretty.

Sunday, July 29. (By this time Henrie was tired and exhausted from the long trip, and she asked me, Ben, to take over the chore of taking 
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notes, so the remainder are my notes.)

This morning we went on a city tour, and for the first time we had an English-speaking guide whom we could understand. We went to the 
Sacred Heart Cathedral, very white and beautiful, in the Montmartre district. Nearby we saw a number of French artists displaying their 
paintings set up on the sidewalks. The paintings looked very good, but unfortunately we did not have enough time to examine them in detail. 
We next drove to the theatre district, and from there on to the famous Notre Dame Cathedral, which is situated on an island, the Isle de France. 
The crowds were overwhelming and soon we got separated from the guide and were lost from the group for a while. We walked to the edge of 
the Seine River and into the park behind Notre Dame and saw some beautiful modern tour ships on the river.

That night we went to the Lido night club (extra, at our own expense) and had an excellent dinner and saw an outstanding show. We noticed 
Ed Sullivan and a group sitting at a table nearby, and I went over to shake his hand as one American to another and talked to him for a while. 
Sullivan later signed up one of the acts, a fellow who had the knack of picking someone's pocket almost unnoticed while innocently standing in 
front of them engaged in an ongoing conversation. Ted was also at this dinner with us, and by this time we had made peace and he had given 
up the idea of making us have our dinners at the hotel. 

Monday, July 30. This morning we drove to the Versailles Palace, about 30 miles out of Paris. The forest surrounding the area was beautiful. 
We saw the Trianon Garden houses of Marie Antoinette. The palace grounds were large barren cobblestone yards, but the gardens behind the 
Versailles Palace were outstandingly beautiful and a wonder to behold. We went through the palace itself and saw the Hall of Mirrors, the desk 
where the Treaty of Versailles was signed, and the window where Marie Antoinette stood and from which she proclaimed one of history's most 
famous boo-boos: "Why not let them eat cake?" Also saw many paintings of Napoleon here – several by Jacques Louis David.

On the way back, Henrie and I got off the bus at the Eiffel Tower. We took the elevator all the way to the top, took in the lovely view and took a 
number of pictures. We then went down to the Eiffel Tower Restaurant (about a third of the way up) and had one of the best dinners we have 
had on the entire trip. We then walked to the Arc de Triumph about a mile away, took some more pictures, then walked up the Champs de 
Elysees to our hotel. 

After dinner we went to the Follies Bergler, after having a most difficult time trying to catch a taxi. Several others of our group also went. We all 
sat in a box on the left hand side of the stage and were close enough to have some of the showgirls kiss Hector. The show was simply 
gorgeous. Wonderful sets, wonderful girls. They change the show completely once a year.

Tuesday, July 31. Henrie and I, along with Elly and Carol, took a taxi to the Louvre. My return trip to the Museum was even more interesting 
than when I had been there seven years earlier. I took special note of the whole room full of 22 large Rubens paintings. I also noted that the 
Mona Lisa now had a protective glass covering, and further, that it had been reworked, so that the cracks were now gone and It had a strange 
greenish tint. Henrie, by this time, was getting very tired and somewhat sick. That night I took a walk through the Tulleries Gardens, while she 
stayed at the hotel.

Wednesday, August 1. In the morning I walked to the Place de Concord for a while, then back to the hotel and did some packing. American 
Express was located across the street, and I shipped a large box of excess items on its way home.

That afternoon we left the hotel and took a bus to the Orly Airport, about 20 miles out of Paris. On arriving we discovered that Ted had not 
confirmed our airline reservations, as he claimed he had done. Luckily, and nevertheless, we still got on the same plane for which we had 
tickets and left at 4:00 PM. The food and the coffee were first class American again!

We arrived in New York at 7:30 PM, and had no problem at customs, nor did we have to pay any duty on items. Ted was also to have 
confirmed our Eastern Airline tickets from New York to Miami. When we checked at the Eastern counter, we found out just what we had 
already suspected, namely that Eastern had been on strike for weeks. Again, luckily, we obtained seats on National Airlines, and left only 15 
minutes later than we would have had we been on the Eastern flight. However, we still had to wait until 9:30 at the airport, and it was beastly 
hot. We arrived in Miami at 11:30 PM, and from there took an airport limousine to home, sweet home.

Postscript

In reflecting on this major six-week adventure in our lives, I feel compelled to highlight some of the interesting characters that were part of this 
diverse group with whom we traveled. I am writing this codicil some 29 years after the event.

We have been on a number of other similar tours to Europe and elsewhere, but none of them were of six weeks duration, nor was there ever a 
group with whom we became so intimately acquainted and chummy as we did with this particular assembly. None ever left such a permanent 
impression on us as did this motley crew of 44 with whom we traveled during the summer of 1962.

There was Colonel R.L. Byrd and his recent bride of 75, from St. Petersberg, Florida. The colonel was a trim 90 years of age, six foot tall, 
ramrod straight and every inch the military prototype. He was proud to tell us that he had taken part in the famous charge up San Juan Hill with 
Teddy Roosevelt's Rough Riders in Cuba during the War against Spain in 1898. He had been a military engineer and participated In the 
building of the Panama Canal. He had traveled much, been in any number of other episodes in South Africa and elsewhere, and had 
distinguished himself during service in World War 1. Now he wanted to show his new bride some of the highlights of Europe, especially the 
Alhambra, in Granada, Spain. His wife, who had been a nurse all her life, was more concerned about getting the crotchety old Colonel back 
home all in one piece than she was about seeing Europe. Poor Colonel! He carried his wallet and his military credentials (of which he was so 
proud) in his hip pocket. While we were all on a tour and viewing the inside wonders of St. Peters Cathedral in Rome, Italy, some pickpocket 
lifted his wallet, including all of his most valuable papers. When we finally got to Seville and the famous Alcazar, unfortunately the colonel 
missed a step-down in the courtyard and fell, breaking his hip. He and his wife then left the tour and flew back to the United States.

Then there was Paulette Siegrist and her most attractive 17-year-old daughter Linda, from Chicago. Linda was not only pretty but extremely 
intelligent and well informed for her age. Paulette had been married twice, now in her late thirties, was divorced. Paulette was a most jovial and 
interesting character, always the life of the party, and Henrie and I probably spent more time with these two than any other individuals on this 
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trip.

To get an idea of Paulette's personality, I recall a conversation early in our tour. She was telling us about her early childhood when they were 
living in a wealthy neighborhood in Miami Beach in the 1920's. Her father, she said, was a hot-tempered Lebanese, and her mother was 
French. Since her father was loaded with money, she was chauffeur-driven to school in a limousine, she recalled. "I presume your dad was in 
real estate?" I asked. "Hell, no!" she replied with a loud belly-laugh, "He was a bootlegger!" That was her typical style. When we all took a train 
from Rome to Genoa, a group of us were gathered in a compartment. Indulging in telling jokes, clean, ribald, and otherwise. Paulette's 
repertoire was not only the most voluminous but also the most hilarious, and I cannot ever remember laughing as hard and repeatedly as I did 
on this particular train ride along the rocky western coast of Italy. Also close to us was a Mrs. Jan McClelland with her two teenage sons, 
Donald, 19, and Curtiss, 13. The latter, although barely a teenager, already seemed to have a proclivity for beer and wine, and his mother did 
little to discourage him. Another character in our group was a schoolteacher from Miami by the name of Joan Reitsma. She was 29, rather a 
large woman and seemed to have a natural inclination to take charge of the young people on the tour. This included the McClelland boys, 
whether they liked it or not. Evidently Joan found it hard to shake her schoolteacher habits and training, even on vacation.

Included in the tour were about seven or eight Mexicans, and although not close to us, this group too had some Interesting characters. Some of 
the names I recall were Mr. & Mrs. Carlos Cespedes, Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Nunez, and Hector Hurtado and his mother Maria Hurtado. Of these, 
Hector, a short, stocky fellow, was the most outstanding. He was surprisingly well educated, well versed in the arts and literature, and seemed 
to know his way around. His favorite gambit was to take a group on a walking tour when we would come to a new city, and half the time he 
would get lost. But he was witty and entertaining and reminded me of the Mexican actor by the name of Cantinflas, who played the clown and 
valet in the movie Around the World in 80 Days. Also in that group was a handsome young Spanish priest by the name of Father Luis Valencia. 
He was the kind of likeable scatter train who couldn't keep his earthly affairs, such as visas, etc., straight, but he more than compensated for 
this with his lovely voice and personality, and often led the sing songs in the bus, or even gave us solo renditions.

Judge Charles Fortier was a frail old man in his late sixties. He was sort of a loner, interested in exploring the byways and highways of life, but 
he hated the hypocrisies of Christian churches, and he would prefer to sit in the bus or walk the streets rather than go inside of one in the 
numerous tours of the great churches and cathedrals that were a major part of this tour. I had many interesting conversations with him, and 
although at that time I was merely indifferent (not hostile) to Christianity, I learned much from him. About a year after we were all back home, 
Judge Fortier sent me a complete set of Colonel Robert Ingersoll's twelve books on religion, except for Volume One, which was missing. He 
also sent me a nice letter, saying that he wanted to donate these books to me, because I was probably the only person that had enough sense 
to understand them! Thank you, Judge.

Another recently married but elderly couple (they were in their sixties) on this tour was Mr. & Mrs. Frank Bachmann from Orlando, Florida. Poor 
man! He had latched on to an extremely jealous wife, and no matter what he did she would publicly accuse him of flirting with the younger girls, 
which he was not. I remember one typical incident when we were on a boat on our way to Capri. The poor fellow was innocently standing at the 
rail watching the Mediterranean, and not too far away doing the same was our schoolteacher, Joan Reitsma. Up comes his wife from behind 
and accuses him of finding the back of Joan's calves more interesting than the view of Capri. I felt sorry for him. I wonder how long they stayed 
married.

Also in our tour was an Italian grandmother by the name of Mary Criscuola. She and her parents had left Italy for the United States when Mary 
was a little girl of 5. Now, in her early seventies, she so eagerly wanted to see her native Italy again before she died. As we neared the Italian 
border she was happily singing Italian songs, such as Marie! Marie! and in a high state of anticipation and excitement. Once in Italy, the first 
thing that happened to her was that some pickpocket stole her purse and all the money she had with her. We all felt so sorry for her. She was 
completely disillusioned and heartbroken.

There were a number of other interesting people in this tour, including a number of pretty young girls, of which Eleanor Larson, a statuesque 
blonde of Swedish ancestry was perhaps the most impressive (in my opinion). Also, in this category were a number of young schoolteachers, 
of which I remember the names of Betty Bollinger and Carol Heunann.

Also, before I leave this motley crew, I must mention our first tour leader (he was later replaced by another towards the end of the trip.) His 
name was Herr Heinz Biedermann, a young fellow from Germany, age 33. He was quite an intellectual, and as we would approach the next city 
on our tour he would give us the historical background of the place over the bus audio system. Usually the preamble would start with the 
Romans. As we approached Vienna, "The Romans first built a military garrison here which they named Vindobona because the ample 
vineyards." He was an interesting racont and I must say that I enjoyed his lectures and learned much. In fact, his spotlight on the Roman 
history in beginnings of the evolving European culture more than anything stimulated in me an enduring interest in, and appreciation of, the 
Ancient Romans.

Against the Evil Tide - 37
Milestone Thirty-Six: European Tour: Six Weeks and Eleven Countries
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Against the Evil Tide - 38
Milestone Thirty-Seven: Six Years with the John Birch Society 1963-1969

When I finished reading the German edition of Hitler's Mein Kampf in 1938, my dad asked me if I had understood what I had read. I said, yes, I 
believe I understand it fairly well. He was surprised on two counts. First, that I could read such a lengthy book in German in the first place, 
since I had had very little formal instruction in German; and secondly, that I could comprehend such a complex political document, which he 
had also read, and much of which, he confessed, escaped him. In any case, having read this historical document at the age of 20, it greatly 
influenced my future outlook on life as a whole, and especially on the political structure of the world. In particular, it brought home to me the 
overwhelming fact that the Jews controlled the world, and that they were now, and had been for centuries, our most dangerous and sinister 
enemies. It was a fact of life that I had learned, and although I pursued it in further detail for the rest of my days, this fundamental fact 
remained.

Just before World War II broke out on the first of September 1939, I had been preparing to migrate to Germany and study engineering at the 
University of Heidelberg, and hopefully settle in Germany permanently. The outbreak of the war precluded that and as I have already 
chronicled previously, I entered the University of Saskatchewan instead, and in the final year graduated with a B.Sc. degree in Electrical 
Engineering from the University of Manitoba in 1943. At this point, as the war ground on, I was anxiously watching the turn of events, hoping 
Germany would win, and at the same time, facing the inevitable, I began to become more and more interested in the United States as the land 
of my future.

As I have also reviewed earlier, I did migrate to the United States in 1945, and whereas my enthusiasm for political and ideological causes 
were now subdued and submerged (not changed) into the background, I looked forward to building for myself the good life in America, the land 
of the boundless future. I became more or less apolitical, no longer interested in pursuing lost causes, but more interested in constructively 
building a future home here in America. My perception of who ran America at that time was still somewhat naive, although I knew the Jews had 
most of the money, and controlled the press. I believed that, still, the government and our politics, were in the hands of good "Americans", but I 
wasn't too sure. The fact that we were now (supposedly) opposed to communism allayed my fears and suspicions to a certain extent, but why 
was our government making so many stupid moves? Anyway, for the next decade or so I paid little attention to the political events in America 
and concentrated on my family affairs, building up my business, having a nice home and looking forward to an unclouded future. After all, I 
lived in America, the Land of Promise. What more could anyone ask?

This idyllic, but naive, outlook became somewhat troubled by about 1953 and 1954 when Senator Joseph McCarthy began pointing the finger, 
naming names and flushing out some of the communists in the State Department and various other agencies of the government. What 
especially bothered me was the vehemence with which he was attacked by the news media for doing what I considered was the duty of any 
patriotic citizen. I even had a few heated arguments about it with some people with whom I discussed the McCarthy episode. However, no 
matter, I wasn't going to lose any sleep over it, and went about my business.

Before I leave the McCarthy uproar, I want to make it clear that I did not then, and do not now, unequivocally support Senator McCarthy's 
position, nor his approach to a very serious problem, namely the worldwide Jewish conspiracy called communism. In fact, Senator McCarthy 
remains a puzzle to me to this very day. Like the Birch Society, McCarthy blamed all the evils on "the communists", meanwhile leaving the real 
cause, the centuries-old Jewish network that produced and manipulated the communist conspiracy, completely unscathed. For a man who was 
privy to all the information that was available to McCarthy, or any other senator, to then completely ignore the Jews that were behind all the 
evils of the world, is inconceivable. Why did he stick his neck out to attack communism and not point the finger at the Jews, the real villains 
behind it all? This I can't understand. Further, to compound it, he had two obstreperous and freewheeling young Jewish attorneys as the key 
investigators on his staff, namely Roy Cohen and David Schine. This is like putting the fox in charge of the henhouse. Certainly McCarthy didn't 
lack guts, as he proved by his illustrious war record. Certainly he had the information about the Jews available to him, since most of his lists of 
communists were Jews. In fact, Kehilla honcho Bernard Baruch pointed this out to him and severely took him to task for it. So why didn't he put 
two and two together? I'll never know. After thoroughly destroying him through their massive propaganda machinery, the Jews finally put 
McCarthy out of the way by giving him a shot of hepatitis when he had entered the hospital for nothing more than a severe cold. So by 1957 
McCarthy was dead at the age of 48, thoroughly discredited and killed by the Jews. In fact, his name entered the national vocabulary as a man 
who unfairly slandered poor innocent people, such as the communists in government.

As I said, I went about my business. The next incident that raised my hackles was when in 1957 the Eisenhower administration brought in a 
huge contingent of army troops to force integration of the Little Rock, Arkansas, High School. This in the face of violent opposition from the 
White population, and seemingly, even from the then Arkansas Governor Orval Faubus. Now, knowing how the Jews usually set up a false 
stooge in the opposition camp, I strongly suspect that the governor was a phony, in cooperation with the conspiracy to facilitate the sellout. 
(See the Phony Fight Ruse, P. 120 of Expanding
Creativity.) About this time, 1957, I was deeply engrossed in the electric can opener business and by 1958 in making a major move to the State 
of Florida, and politics and conspiracies were not uppermost in my mind. By 1961 however, another incident jarred my consciousness and that 
was when under the confused and disjointed Kennedy boys the United States government again brought in a major contingent of 20,000 troops 
to Oxford, Mississippi to put one lone desultory nigger by the name of James Meredith into the University of Mississippi, by using sheer brute 
military force against its own citizens.

A year later, 1962, Governor George Wallace began attracting my attention when he "heroically" stood in the schoolhouse door in Alabama 
and proclaimed, "Segregation today, segregation tomorrow, segregation forever!" Little did I then know that he, too, was a phony, but it did 
arouse my racial awareness and pride. I was becoming more politically aware and racially excited. No longer did I feel that everything "was 
alright" in America. I began to revive my memories of Hitler and his racial creed.

When President John Kennedy was publicly assassinated on November 22 of 1963, I became even more alarmed and I immediately smelled a 
rat. Instinctively I sensed that this was a set-up, that Lee Harvey Oswald was neither the lone gunman nor the real culprit that the press so 
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vociferously proclaimed. It was at this point that I felt that I had to do something, I had to get involved. I had previously read in the press that 
Bobby Kennedy, as Attorney General, had publicly denounced the John Birch Society. I thought that rather strange, but hating just about 
everything the Kennedys stood for, I concluded that if Bobby went out of his way to denounce the Birch Society, there must be something good 
about it, and anyway, the Birch Society was against communism. At this time there was a group In Ft. Lauderdale that was pushing "Operation 
Alert", and I remembered that somewhere I had saved their phone number. I called the number, and asked them if they were part of the John 
Birch Society. A woman answered cautiously, said no, but they could put me in touch. I said, fine, I want to find out about them. Next thing I 
knew I received a telephone call from a man by the name of Jim Cochrane, a member of the Pompano Beach chapter, and he came over to my 
house to tell me all about the John Birch Society. The first thing he did was play Tom Anderson's phonograph record, "Bi-partisan Treason". I 
was immediately impressed. Tom Anderson, in his homespun drawl, nevertheless eloquently made the point that both parties, the Republicans 
and the Democrats were alike as two peas in a pod, and both collaborated and were manipulated by the communists to sell this country out to 
communist Russia. I signed up immediately and eagerly awaited our first "chapter" meeting.

It was held at the home of Cranford Sproul in Pompano Beach. He was the "chapter leader" and conducted the proceedings. The routine, 
which was to be followed by many future meetings went something like this. The meeting opened with a Pledge of Allegiance to the flag, which 
stood in one corner of the room. It was followed by an invocation, or prayer, given either by the chapter leader or one of the members. Next 
followed a discussion of the present month's J.B.S. Bulletin and whatever items in the news were of current interest, and/or whatever projects 
the Society or the local groups were promoting. The meeting ended with another prayer, or benediction, as it was called. This was then 
followed by a social hour, during which the hostess of the meeting usually served coffee and cookies, or some similar refreshments.

Cranford Sproul was an architect by profession. He was a solemn, cautious man. When I attended those first meetings, which were held 
monthly and rotated to the homes of the different members, I was impressed by the seeming conspiracy-like atmosphere, as if we were in 
some danger of being rounded up at any time and put into an internment camp. Cranford hinted at certain passages of Robert Welch's in the 
latest bulletin that could mean that our postal mailings might soon be curtailed and that our means of communicating abridged. After a few 
meetings, Cranford Sproul, without giving a specific reason, resigned as chapter leader and as a member. It sounded like he had a more 
important mission to perform and was going underground. We must remember that this was back in 1963-64, some twenty-five years ago. It 
seemed to me even from the beginning of my membership that the members were overly secret to the point of being paranoid, and I pointed 
this out to them. I took the position that if we were going to expand we should be more public and more open. What was there to fear?

As soon as Cran Sproul resigned, Jim Cochrane, one of the members of the group, volunteered to take over as chapter leader, and we carried 
on. I avidly read and studied all of the J.B.S. literature. The society was founded in 1958 by Robert Welch, the scion of a candy manufacturing 
company. He had called together a group of twelve leading conservatives, most of which were well-heeled millionaires, to a secret enclave and 
gave them a concentrated two day lecture on the menace and spread of communism. These lectures were complied into what was called the 
Blue Book, and it constituted the basic bible of the John Birch Society.

I studied the Blue Book and was impressed and alarmed at the powerful inroads communism had made on the government of the United 
States, on the governments of the so-called "free" countries of the world, and the takeover of the numerous so-called "Iron-curtain" countries. 
In fact, I was alarmed at the rapid communist takeover of the total societies and peoples of the world! Something had to be done! In his Blue 
Book, I noted, however, that Robert Welch scrupulously avoided any mention of the Jewish participation in this whole conspiracy, something 
that Hitler had dramatically pointed out. I wondered why. Oh, well, no matter. Perhaps Welch had found a better way of exposing communism 
by avoiding the dangerous charge of being anti-Semitic, and could do it more expeditiously by sneaking in through a backdoor approach. So it 
was explained to me. In any case, it was pointed out emphatically that we must never succumb to the dangerous entrapment of being accused 
of anti-Semitism, nor any kind of racism, for that matter. Hitler and Nazism were as bad as Stalin and communism, both being the extreme 
wings of tyranny and dictatorship. The only difference was that the Nazis were on the extreme right and the communists represented the 
extreme left wing. Both were to be shunned, and we Birchers wanted to stay in the moderate and modest middle, good fellows that we were.

Although I knew better, I went along with this line of approach, rationalizing that at least here was a compatible, concerned group that was 
willing to do something, and probably, were the only game in town, in terms of the vernacular. I wanted to do something meaningful, and soon I 
went all out to do my part. A few months later, by March of 1964, I closed my real estate office in Pompano Beach and devoted practically full 
time to promoting the activities of the John Birch Society. At this time the Society had several branch activities going. It had a bookstore in Ft. 
Lauderdale that had a large selection of books, leaflets and sundry materials available for sale. It also sponsored a Speaker's Bureau, called 
the Fact Finder's Forum, which had been featuring speakers such as William F. Buckley, and others, who were prominent in "conservative" 
circles. Some of these speakers were members of the Birch Society and directly on their staff, others were not. Just about at the time I joined 
towards the end of their 1963-64 Winter Season, Fact Finders Forum was ready to close up shop for lack of leadership willing to do the 
arduous work of carrying on. I considered this a catastrophe for our "cause,” something that I could not let happen. I volunteered to take over, 
and in no time at all I found myself to be chairman. They had found a patsy.

I remained chairman for three seasons. We would meet in the large dining room on the second floor of the old Governor's Club Hotel in 
downtown Ft. Lauderdale for a dinner session and a speech, the affair usually starting at 8:00 PM. After a social gathering at the bar and a 
good dinner, the key speaker would then ventilate some major issue of alarm, relating in scholarly detail how the communist traitors in 
government and elsewhere were selling the United States out to the communists. Of course, there was no lack of issues to belabor, but never 
would they ever mention the Jewish involvement behind the communist conspiracy, nor was the issue of race ever brought up. Both these 
subjects were strictly taboo, I soon found out. In fact, some of the speakers the JBS had on their roster were themselves niggers or Jews. It 
was always a case of deplore and lament, of listening to an endless retinue of bad news, but never presenting a meaningful solution to the 
multitude of problems raked up. Unfortunately, I did not understand then what I understand now, namely, that the John Birch Society was 
instigated by the Jewish conspiracy itself in order to confuse the goyim with endless no-win projects and to run interference for the Jews.

Among the speakers I remember having on my programs were such notables as Tom Anderson, Editor and majority owner of "Farm and 
Ranch Magazine" and also one of the key people on the JBS Board of Directors; G. Edward Griffin, a very personable young fellow and an 
excellent speaker, who also authored a number of books, among them the "The Great Prison Break", (about the Supreme Court), "The Fearful 
Master", (about the United Nations), "World Without Cancer", and several others. Some twelve years later I wrote him a critical letter about the 
cancer book, a complete copy of which can be found In THE KLASSEN LETTERS, Vol. II, starting on page 104. Other speakers were Cleon 
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Skousen, a big wheel in the Mormon Church and author of "The Naked Communist" and a few other books. I remember picking him up at the 
Palm Beach airport and driving him to the Governor's Club Hotel, a distance of about 40 miles. During the ride, I tried to involve him in a 
conversation about the Jews, implying that they were really behind communism and most of our other ills. I also remember how circumspect he 
was about the subject, trying to deflect the issue with such pointless questions as, "Who are the Jews?" implying that they were only some 
nebulous religious group with no particular cohesion. What a lie! Some others were Alan Stang, a Jew, and Julia Brown, a negress. Also on my 
program at the time were T. Coleman Andrews, Director of Internal Revenue during the Eisenhower administration; Willis Stone, author and 
founder of the Liberty Amendment movement; and James Kilpatrick, political columnist and Editor of the Union Leader, Manchester, N.H. I will 
have more to say about Mr. Kilpatrick later.

During the third session of my tenure I was influenced to change the venue from dinners at the Governor's Club Hotel to having meetings in a 
large auditorium in a high school in downtown Ft. Lauderdale. Some of the members complained that the price of the dinners was too high and 
we could probably have more people attend our lectures and hear our message of gloom and doom if they could attend without having to pay 
the additional price of the dinner. I went along with this approach and thought I would try it. However, it did not turn out to be productive. Most 
of the membership had enjoyed the fellowship of the social hour and the dinner, and we had fewer than the usual 200 members attend in the 
new setting. The routine procedure had been to meet, eat and retreat, and evidently the majority of the Birch members liked it that way.

* * * * *

The year was 1964, and we "conservatives" felt ever so fortunate that our great conservative leader, Barry Goldwater, was running as a 
candidate for the presidency of the United States. "Goldwater for President" offices soon sprang up in Pompano Beach, in Ft. Lauderdale, in 
Boynton Beach, and elsewhere, mostly under the auspices of Birchers and/or cohorts. The Pompano Beach office was manned by Fletcher 
Riley, Tom and Marge Herrington, Cranford Sproul and a number of other supporters. I was soon caught up in the campaign, determined to do 
my part. It was during this campaign that I met up with Austin Davis, a young contractor and builder in Lighthouse Point, and another member 
of the JBS.

It was at this time also that John Stormer, of Florissant, Missouri, came out with a paperback book called "None Dare Call it Treason" (NDCIT), 
a highly successful book that was sweeping the conservative movement and enthusiastically embraced by the members of the JBS. From the 
very beginning of the Goldwater campaign, Austin Davis and I took it upon ourselves to order this book in case lots, first a few hundred at a 
time, and then supply them to the Goldwater H.Q. Soon sales were going so well we were ordering the book in quantities of several thousand 
and still we could not keep up with the demand. The book was selling at 75 cents retail, and we were paying 40 cents wholesale, with the 
profits going to the Goldwater headquarters and to the campaign. Soon my two-car garage became the main distribution center for NDCIT for 
not only Pompano Beach, but for Ft. Lauderdale, Miami and Boynton Beach as well. We also handled volume sales of "A Texan Looks at 
Lyndon" and a few other fast moving books during the campaign.

Sometime during the summer of 1964, June Abbott, of the Ft. Lauderdale JBS, along with a few others, arranged to have John Stormer come 
down to Miami to give a speech to the faithful. The event was more than successful. More than 4000 came to hear him speak in a large 
auditorium in downtown Miami. Since I had been one of Stormer's most active salesmen, I managed to approach him after the speech and he 
was most happy to recognize me as one of his most ardent promoters in the country. I asked him what kind of a deal we could strike if we 
ordered 50,000 of his books in one shipment. He considered the proposition for a while, then said he would ship them out at cost, at 15 cents 
per book. I said, great, give me about a week and I will see if I can’t raise the funds and have them shipped to my garage. I soon raised 
$10,000 from about a dozen individuals in South Florida, including my own contribution, guaranteeing them all they would either get their 
money back in full, or they could take the difference in books at 15 cents each. Soon the shipment was on its way, and I had to move both cars 
out of my two-car garage. We not only moved all 50,000 books, but ordered additional quantities as well, selling approximately 80,000 NDCIT 
during the Goldwater campaign. I even sold a lot shipment of 5000 books to Britts Department Store in the shopping center located at the 
corner of Federal Highway and Oakland Park Blvd. Unfortunately, soon after the delivery, Hurricane Cleo came along and crashed in the roof 
of the store and most of those books became water logged and unsellable.

As soon as the Goldwater campaign was over and Goldwater lost miserably, the sales of the book stopped almost immediately, and we had a 
problem of getting rid of the last few hundred, whereas before we were moving thousands. However, John and I became well acquainted 
before he returned to Missouri. He and his wife and daughter stayed at our house, and we took them to the Calvary Baptist Church next 
Sunday morning, all of which came as a big surprise to Pastor Wes Auger, who was preaching profusely when we entered. After church, I 
introduced him to John Stormer and family, and Wes was
mighty pleased that this celebrity had chosen to come to his church.

* * * * *

There is an epilogue to this story. Soon after John Stormer returned home he was suddenly bitten by the Christianity bug, and he became an 
ardent born-again. Some time thereafter he wrote another book, called "Death of a Nation", hoping to repeat his previous success with NDCIT. 
He sent me a copy of the manuscript even before the book was printed, hoping I would again enthusiastically promote the new book as I had 
the previous best seller. I only read part of the manuscript before I turned it away. The book was full of gloom and doom, with about every 
chapter ending with an apparently "new" solution — Turn to Christ! Christ is the answer!

And herein we have another twist and apparent effect the JBS had on its members. Although the Birch Society openly declared that it was a 
non-religious society, (not unreligious) nevertheless, Its espousement of God and country, the flag and the constitution, had the overwhelming 
effect of turning its former non-church going members into church-goers, and I was one of those. Although my wife and I had sporadically 
attended the large new Presbyterian church in nearby Pompano Beach, I soon tired of the nonsense, and by 1963 I had not attended for years, 
having taken a dim view of the Christianity hoax. However, after joining the Birch Society, and wanting to be a good "patriot", somehow 
sometime in 1964 I was lured back into attending Pastor Wes Auger's little Calvary Baptist Church, located just north of Sample Road and west 
of Federal Highway, in Pompano Beach. Wes, who wanted to build up his small congregation, had the Birch members in mind as his potential, 
and was preaching the God and country hard line. Soon Austin Davis and Jim Cochrane joined, as did a number of other Birchers. Wes Auger 
admitted in his sermons that he had been a near criminal in his younger years, until Christ came along and "saved" him. However, looking back 
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on it now, I can't help but believe that he was essentially a real con man, and remained such for the rest of his life. By 1967 I had had enough 
of this religious garbage and never set foot in his, or any other church again. Getting back to the John Stormer episode, some twelve years 
later, in 1976, while I was busily engaged in promoting and expanding the Creativity movement, out of the blue I received a letter from John, 
eulogizing the virtues of Christianity and imploring me to join with him in being saved through the blood of Jesus Christ. He apparently was now 
heading up some Christian church in Missouri and he had thought of my need to be saved. I sent him a copy of Nature's Eternal Religion and 
sent him a sincere letter suggesting that he get his thinking straightened out. Receiving no response, I sent him a second letter about three 
months later. Copies of both letters are recorded on pages 22 and 40 respectively of The Klassen Letters, Vol. Two.

* * * * *

Soon after the Goldwater debacle, I had James Kilpatrick as featured speaker for the January 1965, meeting of Fact Finder's Forum. As I 
mentioned earlier, James Kilpatrick was recognized as a leading "conservative". He had a syndicated political column in several newspapers, 
and was himself the editor of the Manchester, New Hampshire Union Leader. He was also a strong supporter of Barry Goldwater. Whereas I, 
too, had strongly supported Goldwater during the campaign, by the time of the November election in 1964 I was thoroughly disenchanted with 
Goldwater. It seemed to me that not only
had Goldwater done everything wrong, but I began to suspect that he had done so deliberately in order to lose the election and thereby 
discredit and undermine the conservative movement. In other words, I came to the conclusion that he had allowed himself to be used as a 
stalking horse for the opposition and that he was a phony. Today I still think so. In fact, more strongly than ever, that although he is only a half 
Jew, nevertheless, underneath his phony conservative veneer, his true loyalty lies with the Jewish cause. It did then and it does now. Be that 
as it may, when I had conversation with James Kilpatrick at the dinner table before his scheduled speech, I asked him a leading question that 
was uppermost in my mind: Why did Goldwater sell us out? Kilpatrick flew into a rage, and we almost had an imbroglio before I amiably 
introduced him to our group as "one of us." However, I don't think Kilpatrick ever forgave me nor I him.

Whereas the Birch Society preached that "truth is our only weapon", the Goldwater campaign nevertheless impressed a lesson upon me, 
namely, if we were ever to acquire some clout in the affairs of our nation we would ourselves have to become politically active. I began 
preaching this line among our membership and encouraged them to run for the different political offices available in Broward County, and for 
the sake of unity we should concentrate on the Republican party and take control of it in this county. My wife and I ran for Republican 
Committeeman and woman in our district, about the lowest office available, and I went campaigning for both of us, door to door, in Lighthouse 
Point. We won overwhelmingly in the next election, and soon I was knee deep into politics. Other Birchers did likewise countywide, and soon 
we were the controlling power of the Republican Committee in Broward County. This then led to my further running for the office of Florida 
State Representative later, but that is another episode, and in this chapter I basically want to stick to my experiences within the Birch Society.

During the summer of 1966, while I was running for the office of State Representative from Broward County, the combined Birch Societies of 
South Florida staged a major event by having Robert Welch, the founder of the Birch Society, speak in the Ft. Lauderdale Armory. It was a hot 
South Florida summer night and the Armory was not air-conditioned. It was at this time that I first met Welch and I had the honor of giving the 
introductory speech to an assembly that was crowded with about 1600 people. In my speech I gave Welch a glowing eulogy, even quoting a 
verse as I remembered it from my eighth grade reader of the "Burial March of Dundee":

O thou lion hearted warrior
Reck not of the aftertime
When honor may be deemed dishonor
And loyalty a crime.

It seemed like it was even too much for Robert. He kept shaking his head repeatedly as I spoke. I still have my speech on a tape somewhere, 
not that I am proud of it. Had I known then what I know now, I would have said something altogether different.

It was also at this assembly that I met Dr. William Campbell Douglass, who wrote the pre-recorded "Let Freedom Ring" telephone messages 
for the Society. After my election in November of 1966, Welch called me from Boston and invited me to sit at the head table with a select group 
for a major bash and dinner the JBS was having in the ballroom of a major hotel in New York. In his main address Welch pointed with pride 
how Birch members were being elected to national and state offices. He pointed to a member who had just been elected to the office of State 
Senator in Alaska, and to myself to the office of State Representative in Florida, inferring that we had the country wrapped up from one end to 
the other.

It was at this dinner meeting that I happened to sit beside an extremely successful young man in his early thirties from California. He was by 
now a multi-millionaire and his name was William Penn Patrick. He had founded the cosmetics firm of Holiday Magic a few years ago that was 
by now expanding by leaps and bounds. He was also very active in California politics, being the head of an organization known as UROC 
(United Republicans of California). He told me how his secretary had been attacked late one night while working alone in his office. Her face 
had been severely slashed and disfigured, and her breasts also had been slashed with a razor. She was left bleeding to death when she 
managed just enough energy to get to the telephone to call for help. Before leaving, the attacker left the warning that the next time it would be 
her boss. Although Patrick did not know the identity of the attacker, he plainly got the message that it was based on politics.

The next morning after the dinner the Board of Directors of the JBS had their private monthly board meeting, which both Patrick and myself 
were invited to attend and speak about the political climate. This we did, and William Penn Patrick warned the group that Ronald Reagan, who 
was then the new governor of California, was another Eisenhower and a very dangerous man. Reagan was being groomed for the presidency 
of the United States, he said, and he predicted that sooner or later Ronald Reagan would be elected. We must remember he made this 
prediction in 1966, fourteen years before it happened. Sitting by himself off to one side of the room at a little table observing all and busily 
taking notes, but not participating in the meeting, was a swarthy Jew, the head of the Jewish branch of the John Birch Society. Why the Jews 
should have a special "branch" when no one else did was never explained to me, but we were oh, so happy that this powerful group was on 
"our" side! How lucky can you get?

I had some further exchange of correspondence with William Penn Patrick and he sent me a beautiful blue vinyl LP record for which he had 
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written the script and which he narrated. The title of it was "Happiness and Success through Principle. " I still have that record today. There is a 
tragic footnote to this story. A few years later, while his company, Holiday Magic, was rapidly expanding even into several foreign countries, I 
happened to see an article in the morning paper about William Penn Patrick. It seems that during a flight in his private plane there had been a 
malfunction, and the plane suddenly nose dived to the ground, killing both him and his pilot. Now, in retrospect, I am sure that the Jewish 
Mossad sabotaged his plane, recognizing that he was a potential political power to be reckoned with and decided to have him killed, as they 
had threatened to do earlier. I also suspect that it was one of their assassins that attacked his secretary earlier. Soon after I was elected to the 
State Legislature, the Supreme Court, or the Jewish power network behind it, did not like the complexion of the new membership of both the 
House and the Senate and decided that Florida had to be “redistricted". This also meant that there had to be a new election. Since I had shown 
my true political colors for the short time I had been in there, which was anti-liberal, anti-establishment, I began to draw fire from the press, and 
also from the political leadership. This was to be expected, but what surprised me was that when I now ran for the office of State Senator, 
instead of the support I had expected, I now sensed a certain hostility from some of the leading members of the Birch Society Itself. At first I 
couldn't believe it. Here I was, sticking my neck out, openly running as a member of the Society, giving the organization wide-spread publicity, 
yet the leadership was now plainly showing opposition and hostility. Again, the details of this campaign belong in another chapter. Suffice it to 
say that my suspicions about the JBS were aroused after this episode, but I carried on.

After my defeat for the Senatorial race in 1967, I decided to take my family on a tour of Europe, then after returning from that trip, I decided to 
go back into the real estate business. This I did and opened an office at 884 No. Federal Highway in Pompano Beach. Initially, I took in with me 
Austin Davis, with whom I had been collaborating in both my political activities and also in the JBS. We opened up a dual set of twin offices, 
side by side, connected by a door in the dividing wall. We formed a new corporation, known as Pines 'n Palms Ranches, Inc., for our real 
estate operation, and in the office next door we set up a JBS bookstore, known as American Opinion Bookstore. We were now in business in a 
big way, and were the main center and gathering point for the Society in the north half of Broward County.

We not only sold books and Society literature but we also held meetings and showed films. One of the most effective films the JBS had put 
together at this time (1967) was a 45 minutes production called "Anarchy, U.S.A." It showed how the "communists" were stirring up dissention 
and revolution all over the world, never, of course, mentioning that the Jews had a hand in it all. The clincher came in the end, when the film 
showed George Lincoln Rockwell, that terrible Nazi, leading a small parade somewhere, then, zeroing in for a close-up of his face and the 
corncob pipe. It concluded with the dire warning: never, never must we Birchers join in with those nasty racists, who were the real 
troublemakers of the world. End of lesson.

Although we were putting in more of our time and money than anyone else in the county, there was a certain hostility and jealousy from the 
older members of the Society, especially from the southern half, and even from some in our own area. Evidently, I was talking about "the 
Jewish problem" too much by now, and also about the niggers taking over. The "Jewish problem" began to weigh more and more in my mind. I 
began to examine my original premises more thoroughly, and again read Henry Ford's "The International Jew." I became more interested in the 
racial problem, and looked into The Citizens Councils organization, who were similar to the JBS, but were against niggers, mildly. Soon I 
formed another corporation, the Pompano Beach Citizens Councils, and we had regular meetings at the Bookstore headquarters. Among the 
members, I noticed, was one Jew, of whom I was immediately suspicious.

Austin and I began to lean more and more towards the racial issue, and, to check our premises we decided to visit the Citizens Councils 
headquarters in Montgomery, Alabama. While attending a major dinner there, we kept bringing up the Jewish issue, and found out soon 
enough that the head honchos of the Councils, like the JBS, were not interested in discussing this issue. It took us a little while longer to 
discover that the Citizens Councils were a twin Jewish replica of the Birch Society, again, running interference for the Jews, but organized to 
neutralize those goyim that didn't like niggers. On the way back from Montgomery, I called up Dr. William C. Douglass, he of the "Let Freedom 
Ring" fame, and made an appointment to discuss with him the Jewish issue. This we did for three hours at a real fancy restaurant in Sarasota, 
Florida, one he had selected. We debated the issue until the restaurant owner suggested they were ready to close. Throughout the debate the 
doctor kept defending and alibying for the Jews, although hard put in doing so. That ostensibly was the end of our friendship, and I have never 
seen the doctor again. One of his acquaintances sometime later informed me that Douglass was himself half Jew. My last contact with him was 
when, after breaking with the Birch Society, I wrote him a long letter, the contents of which can be found on page 18 of THE KLASSEN 
LETTERS, Vol. 1.

The final realization for me, I believe, had already come when I attended the John Birch Society God and Country Rally in Boston during the 
July Fourth weekend of 1969. When I saw the musical band that Welch had selected to entertain us consisted solely of niggers in baggy, bright 
colored pants, it turned my stomach. It was at this time it began to dawn on me that the Birch Society was a phony set-up, but the full extent of 
it had not yet sunk in. It was also at this meeting that I met another Californian (not William Penn Patrick) who was very agitated about their 
governor, Ronald Reagan, and again warned that Reagan was another Eisenhower, a wolf in sheep's clothing. I argued more and more about 
the racial issue, and about the Jewish issue. These issues became more and more paramount in my mind, as they also did with Austin Davis.

Meanwhile, in August and September of 1969 Austin and I were still preoccupied with the Citizen's Councils and also the American 
Independent Party, although our faith in either was fading rapidly. On August 29 Austin and I flew into Montgomery, Alabama to attend a two-
day convention at their newly built headquarters to try to find out once and for all where the CCA stood. (Both these stories about the CCA and 
the AIP are related in more detail in Milestone 46.)

Suffice it to say that when I returned from Colorado in the latter part of September, Austin and I sat down at a table in our bookstore to make a 
long, agonizing re-appraisal of our situation, especially the integrity of the John Birch Society. We had some major decisions to make as to 
what and whom we had been supporting.

A week or two later, we called Jim Cochrane, one of the major JBS chapter leaders in Pompano to a conference in the bookstore and 
confronted him with the Jewish issue. He started sweating profusely, and his only defense was — "All the Jews?" meaning that even if it was a 
Jewish conspiracy we should not condemn every Jew as being part of that conspiracy, just individual by individual, regardless of their race or 
religion. I said to Jim: Why the double standard? When the "allies" manipulated by the Jews in the mass horror of fire-bombing Dresden to 
death, killing some 350,000 Germans in two days, they did not selectively spare the women, the children, the little babies or the refugees from 
the east that were fleeing the communist killers. So why are you all blubber and why are you so goddamn protective of the Jews? That was the 
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last time I ever saw Jim Cochrane.

A few days later we called in Claude Boring, the JBS Coordinator for South Florida, whom we had known for years. We sat him down at the 
same table in the bookstore and put the same question to him. He, too, sweated profusely and kept chain-smoking one cigarette after another. 
He came through more frankly than had Jim Cochrane. "Listen," he said, "We all know it's the Jews. Welch knows it's the Jews and so does 
just about every member of the Birch Society. If we went against the Jews we would be labeled anti-Semitic and that would be the end of the 
Society." Really? What about your credo that "the truth is our only weapon?" You are sure as hell not telling the whole truth when you totally 
ignore and fall to expose the most important and powerful enemy in the whole conspiracy, now are you? He could not come up with any logical 
answer, and Austin and I could come to only one conclusion that made any sense: namely the Birch Society was running interference for the 
Jews, all the while pointing the finger at the communists, while the Birch Society itself was a part of the Jewish conspiracy.

I did the honorable thing and did what I had to do. On November 5, 1969, I wrote Robert Welch a long and accusative letter, letting him know 
what he undoubtedly already knew, namely that the John Birch Society was a hoax and a fraud, set up by the Jews themselves in an attempt 
to protect their sinister conspiracy from becoming common knowledge. Furthermore, I was resigning, and demanded a refund of my one 
thousand dollar lifetime membership contribution I had so trustingly given them two years earlier. The full text of my letter can be read on page 
16 of THE KLASSEN LETTERS, Vol. 1. Welch wrote me a pious, but hypocritical 2 ½ page letter, to the tune of, Ben, what in heaven's name 
has happened to you? But the treacherous scoundrel refused to make a refund for his treachery. What evidently had happened to me is that 
was confronted with reality and began to see the whole picture.

So ended my involvement with the deceitful John Birch Society. It was a major turning point in my life.

Against the Evil Tide - 38
Milestone Thirty-Seven: Six Years with the John Birch Society 1963-1969
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Against the Evil Tide - 39
Milestone Thirty-Eight: Trip to California and Parts West
Summer of 1965

We had left California in 1958 and I had only been back there briefly to conclude some business affairs for my Canolectric company in 1959, as 
I related in a previous chapter. Now, in 1965, the whole family decided we should take a trip out West and see a lot of the good old U.S.A., and 
especially Henrie and Kim wanted to spend some time with Henrie's mother, who, of course, was also Kim's grandmother. Mrs. Eleanor 
McWilliams was now 80 years old, and retired from teaching school. She was living alone in her comfortable house at 458 Mannel Ave., in the 
small town of Shatter, located about 15 miles northwest of Bakersfield, California.

We had acquired a lovable boxer female about a year earlier from one of our neighbors, the Mayes, three doors down the street. You could 
almost say that Kim abducted the dog and lured it away from them by sheer love and affection. Anyway, Kim and Tammy took to each other 
with so much mutual fervor that the dog spent practically all of its time in our yard and at our house. Finally, the Mayes boys, who owned the 
dog, decided they might as well transfer ownership of the dog over to Kim. Which is what they did, including all of Tammy's prestigious 
pedigree papers.

So early one morning in July we took off, with Kim and Tammy in the back seat of our four door Chevrolet Impala. Our first destination was St. 
Augustine, Florida, where we stayed overnight. After a good dinner we went to see the perpetually running historical performance of "The 
Cross and the Sword." It was staged outdoors in a major setting and replays the early Spanish history of Florida, of the Conquistadors and the 
priests who built the Missions and tried to convert the heathen Indians. It was heavily weighted in propaganda against the White Man and in 
favor of the Indians, but nevertheless, an impressive production. We left very early the next morning, since we had made New Orleans our 
target destination for the day. Considering that in 1965 there were still no interstate freeways to help speed us on our route, we had a long day 
ahead of us. But we made it to New Orleans and had dinner at the Court of the Three Sisters, and an excellent dinner it was.

We had a bit of a problem with Tammy. According to the New Orleans city ordinances at the time, a motel could not allow dogs in its rooms. 
Since it was a hot summer night, it was difficult to leave her in the car all night, even with the windows partially down. So about midnight Kim 
sneaked Tammy into the room anyway, and then early next morning put her back in the car. 

In the morning we all went to Brennan's Restaurant, another famous New Orleans eatery, and had "Breakfast at Brennan's." There was a 
movie by that name made earlier. Our next important destination was San Antonio, Texas. We wanted to see the historical Alamo, about which 
we had heard so much. When we got there it was hot, real hot, as Tammy found out, as she gingerly tiptoed over the hot pavement around the 
grounds.

A subsequent night we stayed at a motel in Ft. Stockton, Texas. I happen to remember this stop because of a beautiful painting of some 
running horses. The painting was hanging over the fireplace in the lobby. Henrie was sorely tempted to buy the painting at the time, but she 
decided not to. She has been sorry she didn't ever since. We drove on westward to see the Carlsbad Caverns in New Mexico, staying in a 
motel in Whites City. It was the first time any of us had seen the Caverns, and we were highly impressed by their immensity and their beauty. 
Their cool temperatures inside were a welcome contrast from the heat outside.

While at the motel Kim happened to run downhill on a gravelly road and fell, severely cutting one knee in the gravel. We bandaged it up as best 
we could and went on to Santa Fe the next day. There we went to a doctor and had the cuts examined, cleaned, and freshly bandaged. From 
there we pressed onward to the Grand Canyon. When we arrived there in the middle of the afternoon we had difficulty finding a place to stay. 
Finally we were able to rent a cabin, but when we were ready to move in, we discovered to our dismay that a skunk had been there before us, 
if not in the cabin itself, at least underneath of it. After much further search, we finally found a fairly decent room for the night, minus any scent 
of skunk.

We stayed at the Canyon a few days, exploring the outlying attractions and walking partway down the South Rim trails into the Canyon Itself.

After watching some of the Indian dances and other attractions, we left, backtracking eastward along the South Rim and crossing the canyon 
and the Colorado River at Marble Canyon. Traveling through the Kalbab Forest we saw some of the unique squirrels for which the forest is 
famous. From there on we headed for Las Vegas. In Vegas we arranged to see some of the nightclub shows and one that stands out 
particularly was called "The Spirit of America." It was good clean family type of entertainment, a great show with plenty of song and dance and 
an amplitude of flag waving. Being very much caught up in the Birch Society at the time, it greatly appealed to all of us.

We arrived in Shatter, California, a few days later. Shatter is a farming town located in the southern end of the fertile San Joaquin Valley, about 
fifteen miles north and west of Bakersfield. At the time it had a population of about three thousand, which has now increased to about seven 
thousand, largely due to the Mexican and Chicano influx. The farming area around it is highly productive, growing mostly cotton, potatoes, 
alfalfa and grapes. Several of the farmers are millionaires, which includes a few Mennonites.

When we arrived, one of the first events was to be invited to a barbecue dinner with the Wiedmann family. Mert and Pat Wiedmann own the 
Stringham Drugstore, started by Pat's father, Mr. Stringham. It was at the time the main drugstore in Shatter. The Wiedmanns are one of the 
wealthier and leading citizens of the town. They had an illustrious family of four children, three girls and one boy, all of which now, 25 years 
later, are either in medicine or the drugstore business in other towns in California. Mrs. McWilliams, who for several years taught school in 
Shatter, was the teacher of some of the Wiedmann children at one time or another. In the summer of 1963 their daughter Janet, who is about 
Kim's age, had come to visit and stayed with us in Lighthouse Point for a week.

During our stay in Shatter, about 130 miles to the south, the Birch Society was having a dinner and speakers in a motel in Norwalk, a suburb of 
Los Angeles. Being a good Bircher, I drove down to attend. Now Norwalk is south and east of the then nigger enclave called Watts. Twenty-five 
years ago the area was not laced with freeways as it is today and in driving through the area it was necessary to utilize main streets and 
boulevards to traverse the megalopolis. It just so happened that the day after the night I drove through Watts on my way back to Shatter, all 
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hell broke loose in Watts. It was one of the earlier niggertown riots of burning, looting and mayhem during the so-called "civil rights" era, a 
phenomenon that was to occur again and again in many parts of the nation during the sixties and seventies and beyond. Had I driven through 
that black Jungle one night later I would undoubtedly have been caught up in the crossfire of these rampaging jungle bunnies.

In 1965, the Los Angeles Music Center had just newly opened. Henrie and I called in for reservations and were fortunate enough to obtain 
tickets. Although I don't remember much about the program, except that the music was beautiful, I do remember the impressiveness of the 
building itself, the three huge crystal chandeliers in the foyer and the lavishness of the furnishings.

By the middle of August Henrie and Tammy and I drove back across the country. Kim stayed on in Shatter and went on a boat trip with the 
Wiedmann family. It seems that at that time each summer the Wiedmanns and a group of their friends would take a cruise out of Seattle on a 
flotilla of small boats. Anyway, in 1965 they joined a group of about five boats and cruised up Puget Sound to some destination in Canada and 
back, the trip lasting about a week. It was an interesting adventure for Kim.

Meanwhile, on our drive back to Florida, we did not make as many stops as we had on the way out. We did stop in New Orleans for a few days 
to take a better look at the city. We stayed at a motel on Bourbon Street and ate at some of the famous restaurants. I remember picking up a 
large poster of Adolf Hitler at some hockshop on Bourbon Street. The poster only cost $2.00. I still have it, and it was recently utilized as a copy 
for an oil painting, done by Ron McVan.

Since New Orleans had this prohibition about allowing dogs in motels, we had put Tammy in a kennel. After being cooped up for three days, 
she was very antsy and eager to run. When we picked her up I put her in the back seat of the car, as usual. Shortly thereafter, while stopping at 
a filling station to get gas, I made the mistake of leaving my front window down. Tammy jumped over the front seat, out the window, and took 
off like a streak of lightning, darting off across a busy six-lane boulevard and just ran, ran, ran. Cars were honking and screeching and we 
thought surely she would be killed. Henrie almost had a heart attack. Miraculously, after she had her workout, she dashed across that same 
busy boulevard and got back into the car, much to our relief.

We returned safely to Lighthouse Point. A week or so later we picked up Kim at the airport on her return. Soon thereafter she enrolled in her 
first year at Pine Crest, a private school in Pompano Beach.

Against the Evil Tide - 39
Milestone Thirty-Eight: Trip to California and Parts West
Summer of 1965
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Against the Evil Tide - 40
Milestone Thirty-Nine: Speaking of the Toastmasters Clubs
1964-1969

In the chapter on the John Birch Society I have already alluded to the conclusion that if we were ever to exercise any clout in the control of our 
affairs it was necessary that we ourselves would have to become significantly involved in politics. The secondary conclusion that accrued from 
the political involvement was that in order to be successful in politics it was necessary to become a capable and convincing public speaker. The 
next question was — how do you become a good public speaker?

The answer to that question was - Toastmasters. The Toastmasters International, whose world headquarters were in Santa Ana, California, 
offered an excellent opportunity to become a good public speaker. Shortly after I had decided that political action was the answer to our 
problems, I inquired into the matter and in the spring of 1964 I became a member of the Pompano Beach Toastmasters Club 3003. It was 
relatively easy to join, and not very expensive. Not only did it provide a continuing opportunity to improve one's speaking abilities but it was also 
a congenial social club.

We met at a local restaurant in Lighthouse Point on a weekly basis. The meetings were scheduled for the evenings and included dinner. The 
members were scheduled two or three months in advance as to what their duties would be at each meeting, whether they were to be speakers, 
or timekeepers, or parliamentarians, or evaluators, or one of about a dozen other duties. Usually three or four members would speak on an 
evening, and the speeches were programmed for five to seven minutes, with a maximum of 15 minutes. One of the fellows would control the 
"Ah Box", and bang a bell every time a speaker would pause and inject an "Ah", a no-no that the club tried to expunge and a good speaker was 
taught to avoid. Every "Ah" was counted and the offending speaker had to ante a nickel into the "Ah Box" for each offense at the end of the 
evening. Usually there were also two or more evaluators who would criticize each speech and offer suggestions for improvements. This was 
done after all the speakers had finished. Then there would be a vote by the total membership and a Best Speaker Award was presented at the 
end of the evening.

There was plenty of competition and rivalry, but by and large it was a friendly type of competition, and quite constructive. I found that it did a lot 
for me and was a big help in the political arena. There was a Basic Training Manual and also a number of other official books and manuals the 
club offered. By October the 6th, 1967 I had completed the series of speech assignments proscribed in the Basic Training Manual and was 
awarded the Certificate of Merit from the general manager of Toastmasters International.

* * * * *

During my five-year tenure with Toastmasters, I probably got to meet more than a hundred individual members in our own club, and in 
neighboring clubs. One common characteristic about most of them was that they were interesting people. By and large they were intelligent 
individualists, more competent than the average, and also more ambitious and articulate. A few of those in our own P. B. Club #3003 that were 
regulars and stand out in my mind after more than 20 years are the following:

Arthur D. Donnelly, an urbane retired gentleman with a furry voice and a benign smile, reminiscent of our ex-president Ronald Reagan (no 
offense, Arthur.) Jack Flaherty, a robust Irishman, who was a major executive of a Ft. Lauderdale construction company, and was capable of 
expressing himself forthrightly without quibbling.

Vincent Ring, an accountant and a capable speaker, Ray Maurer, an account executive with the Kidder Peabody brokerage firm.

John Shanahan, another good Irishman and a long time member. He was a partner in an insurance firm. Arthur Burton, who acted and looked 
like a Jew and repeatedly bragged about all the corporations of which he was president. Actually, his racket was to dig up old defunct land 
corporations, reactivate them, then use them to blackmail title companies to pay him a few hundred dollars to quiet title in order to erase some 
cloud the old corporation might threaten to the title of what was now very valuable real estate. Usually it worked, with the title companies 
rationalizing that it was cheaper to pay him off than argue in court.

Then, last but not least, there was my long-time sidekick, Austin Davis, who shared many of my political endeavors.

* * * * *

In the meantime, as individuals we could also participate in other clubs on invitation, which I did quite often.

I participated in several Toastmasters clubs to the south. One was the Sunrise Toastmasters Club #2508 in Ft. Lauderdale. The Sunrise Club 
held their meetings in the morning for early breakfast sessions. I recall attending probably half a dozen of their meetings, being a speaker on 
each occasion. I remember representing our Club #3003 in a debate with the Ft. Lauderdale club about the Vietnam War. My partner and I took 
the position that we should be in that war and that we should win it as quickly as possible. The other side took the position that we should get 
out of it as soon as possible. Today, in hindsight, I regard both of those positions as stupid. We should never have sent our boys out there to 
be killed for nothing in the first place. Further to the South, I also participated in the Hallandale "Early Bird" Club meetings and in the Hollywood 
Toastmasters Club #3770 a few times.

Usually I would write and type my anticipated speech, rehearse it and time it. Whereas we might use a few notes while speaking we would 
never read our speeches. I still have several typed copies of my speeches in my old files.

Soon I was giving any number of outside speeches to various clubs, fraternities and organizations other than Toastmasters. After I became 
involved in the political campaign of 1966 the number of invitations increased. I spoke before the Kiwanis, the Rotary Club, any number of 
political groups, especially the Republican clubs, to the League of Women Voters, to P.T.A. groups, to Veteran's groups, to a few Ft. 
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Lauderdale Klan gatherings and picnics, and even to the Gold Coast Chapter of Parents without Partners. I remember the latter because I still 
have their flyer which says I spoke to them on January 17th,
1969 on crime prevention and safeguarding your home. Being in the "Borscht" speaking circuit also got me involved in a few radio and 
television talk shows. I participated in several "Dick Vance" radio programs in Ft. Lauderdale, sometimes solo with Dick, and one time in 
partnership with Jim Coryell. Both of these fellows professed to be dyed-in-the-wool "Conservatives", but in retrospect I strongly suspect both 
of them were agents of the establishment. Jim Coryell, when I had a private lunch with him at one time, confessed he had been an F.B.I, agent 
(he probably still was). He put out a periodical smear tabloid in which he would do a hatchet job on some politician at a critical time before the 
election. Dick Vance had a radio talk show that seemed to support the Birch group and the "conservative" viewpoint, but really lacked in 
substance. I also recall being invited to a talk show in Miami Beach sometime in 1968. In this I was promoting George Wallace, while the host, 
who claimed he once lived in Alabama under the Wallace governorship, was roundly denouncing George Wallace.

In my Toastmasters' file I have a letter dated January 3, 1969, from the Community Television Foundation of South Florida, Inc., WTHS-TV, 
inviting me to discuss the Liberty Amendment on "The Bill Smith Show" at 9:30 PM, Monday, January 13, 1969, at their Miami studio. This I 
did, and I recall the event quite clearly. Bill Smith, probably not his real name, was a smooth talking, nice looking young Jewish talk show host. 
I was for the Liberty Amendment and he was against it. The Liberty Amendment was sponsored by Willis Stone and was part of the Birch 
agenda. It proposed to repeal the Sixteenth Amendment and do away with the Income tax.

I also appeared on a TV show in Ft. Lauderdale in partnership with Pastor Wes Auger, whose Calvary Baptist Church I had started to attend. 
The subject of our appearance, however, escapes me.

Sometime in early 1967, while I was in the Florida Legislature, I was the subject of an editorial attack by a TV commentator in Orlando, Florida. 
The station had the decency of sending me a transcript of the commentary, which criticized my membership in the Birch Society and my 
"extremist" conservative leanings. They invited me to make a rebuttal on the same time slot and have the whole five minutes the commentator 
had used to answer him with my own prepared speech. I took up the challenge, drove all the way to Orlando to give them my "what fer" in my 
five minute spiel.

I don't recall exactly when I stopped participating in Toastmasters, but it must have been towards the end of 1969, when my philosophical focus 
took a new turn, away from the "conservative" viewpoint and towards that espoused in Nature's Eternal Religion. The last piece I have in my 
Toastmasters file is a "Certificate of Appreciation" for an address to the Deer-field Beach Kiwanis. It is dated August 2. 1969.

Against the Evil Tide - 40
Milestone Thirty-Nine: Speaking of the Toastmasters Clubs
1964-1969
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Against the Evil Tide - 41
Milestone Forty: Trip to Canada and Points North
Summer of 1966

By 1966 I was thoroughly enmeshed in the activities of the Birch Society and thinking about running for political office in order to be more 
effective. The Society was holding their annual "God and Country" rally in Boston over the coming Fourth of July celebration and I thought it 
would be educational and constructive to have the whole family attend and get to know better the Society's roster of speakers and their top 
echelon. The JBS was headquartered in Belmont, Massachusetts, and a suburb of Boston. 

While that far north, I thought, we might as well meander over the border into Canada and visit my sister Katie and her family, who lived in 
Niagara Falls, Ontario. So again we packed Kim and Tammy into the back seat of the Impala and away we went.

Arriving in Boston, we stayed in a downtown hotel nearby to the hotel where the rally was being held. The weather in Boston that weekend was 
hot, somewhere around 93 degrees, as I recall. The rally lasted three days over the weekend and I listened to an endless array of speakers 
give their particular spiel. I managed to arrange a meeting with Tom Anderson and Dan Smoot and tried to drum up some kind of a political 
action program with the leaders in the top echelon, similar to what I was promoting in Broward County.

I had read many of Dan Smoot's reports on the first page of which his picture always appeared. He had been a former FBI agent and I had 
always imagined him to be a husky, two-fisted fighter, ready to do battle with anybody. When I met him in the flesh, I was disappointed. He was 
short, small and timid, I thought. Tom Anderson did a lot of talking and Dan Smoot did a lot of waffling, but mostly it ended up with alibis as to 
why we would be better off just doing our thing disseminating "the truth" and let someone else do the politicking.

There were any number of seminars, booths and bookstalls at the rally, much like a regular convention. One of the booths that attracted our 
attention, or at least Kim's attention, was a certain one from Vermont, called "The Green Mountain Boys." It was being manned by Vaughn 
Griffin, Jr., and his father. Kim was 15 at this time, and looked like a grown-up young lady several years older. Vaughn was a strapping young 
man of 21, six foot three, and very personable. Soon Kim volunteered to help man the booth, distribute literature and promote the "Green 
Mountain Boys." Soon, also, Kim and Vaughn were hitting it off nicely. Next, Henrie and I were meeting Mr. & Mrs.Vaughn Griffin and they were 
inviting us to come and visit them after the Rally at their summer home on the shores of Lake Champlain. With Kim's urging we accepted. 
Vaughn Griffin, Sr. was an attorney in Rutland, Vermont, where the family lived most of the year. He was very active in the Birch Society and 
the Green Mountain Boys was his own special organization to promote the cause. Their summer home on the shores of Lake Champlain was 
located near Shoreham. The home itself had quite a history that went back more than a hundred and fifty years. It used to be a travelers' inn 
and also a stagecoach stop in the early part of the nineteenth century. 

We stayed with the Griffins for two days. Kim and Vaughn Jr. spent quite a bit of time canoeing and swimming in the lake. Tammy took part in 
the water activities and joined in the fun. The two big German Shepherds that the Griffins had were somewhat of a puzzle and a worry for 
Tammy. She never was quite sure whether they were friendly or a threat to her safety.

From Shoreham we drove north and east to the rocky coast of Maine. Here we visited Acadia National Park, and saw the stately old mansions 
of the old time millionaires at Bar Harbor. All of the scenery here was very rocky and very picturesque. From there, by extremely circuitous 
routes, we found our way to the little fishing town of Stonington, located at the very tip of a series of rocky Islands. Here we visited Wilma and 
Chad Knowiton, friends we had known in Pompano Beach. Chad's father was a lobsterman, going out daily in his typical old New England 
lobster boat and tending to his traps. While there Chad invited us to go on a round with his dad on his boat, which we did. I found it very 
interesting, but considered it a hard way to make a living.

While in Maine we indulged in much native seafood for which Maine is famous. I remember especially a whole pot of steamed clams being set 
before us on the table at one session, and us stuffing ourselves silly.

From Maine we backtracked west to Niagara Falls, where we crossed the border into Canada. When the Canadian Customs and Immigration 
officer saw Tammy in the back seat, he took a sharp look and reminded us we had to have some kind of medical certificate for the dog before 
we could take her across the border into Canada. Of course, we didn't have any, but after another look and second thoughts, he concluded, 
what the hell, she's all right, and let us cross.

My sister Katie and her husband Herbert (Snider) had met in 1945 in Colombia, South America, where both were missionaries. Soon they 
married and soon they started raising a large family. They left Colombia in 1961 and stayed at our house in Lighthouse Point for a week, 
deciding what they should do next. Another missionary had left a car, or more of a jalopy, in our driveway, a month or two before, much to our 
highbrow neighbors' consternation. Some began asking us if we were starting a used car business or a junk shop. Anyway, Katie and Herbert 
arrived at the Miami airport with their brood of eight and after staying with us for a week decided to go back to Niagara Falls from which mission 
center Katie had departed some 16 years earlier. They packed all their sparse belongings and eight kids into their gratis jalopy and off they 
went. We bade them a fond farewell. That was in the summer of 1961.

Now in 1965 they had availed themselves of a 20-acre fruit orchard with a house, and while not getting rich, they were doing quite well. Their 
eight children now came into good use in tending the garden (they also raised vegetables and grapes) and in picking cherries and apples. We 
had a very lovely time visiting with them, while they showed us many of the sights for which Niagara Falls is famous. We went down the 
elevator shafts to view the massive falls from the backside. We went on one of the sightseeing boats below the falls, the same "Maid of the 
Mist" that Katie and I had toured back in the summer of 1942 when I worked at the nickel mines in Sudbury, Ontario, and had come to visit her 
in Toronto and Niagara Falls.

We also took a side trip to visit my cousin Helen (nee Klassen) who lived with her husband Waldemar Schroeder and her seven-year-old 
daughter Margaret in Kitchener, Ontario. While there we also visited a distant Mennonite uncle, Henry Epp, and his gracious wife, who had a 
lovely home in Kitchener. They were so hospitable and indulged us in the old Mennonite custom of serving us "fesper", a mid-afternoon 
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luncheon of tea or coffee, and cakes and cookies. From there we began our trip back to Florida again, where I soon resumed into my political 
campaign in running for the office of Republican State Legislator. 

There is a tragic epilogue to our visit to see Katie and her family. A month or two after we returned we received the news that their oldest son, 
Paul, who was 19, had drowned in the whirlpool rapids below the falls while on a picnic with friends one Sunday afternoon. It seems that they 
were having their picnic lunch on a rocky promontory at the waters edge, and in an instant of careless movement the turbulent waters caught 
him off balance and swept him down the whirlpool to his death. His body was found floating in Lake Ontario three days later. We were all 
shocked and Katie never did fully recover from that tragedy.

Against the Evil Tide - 41
Milestone Forty: Trip to Canada and Points North
Summer of 1966 
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Against the Evil Tide - 42
Milestone Forty-One: A Brief Venture into the Political Arena
Running as a Conservative Republican for the Florida House
1966 

As in most of the southern states, the Democratic Party had been holding sway in Florida ever since the Reconstruction days, and usually it 
was only a matter of who won in the primaries of the Democratic Party as to who was the next elected official. By 1966, however, the political 
climate in Florida was changing, especially in Broward County, which had a large number of new residents who were transplants from the 
north. But the biggest factors were President Lyndon Johnson and the Vietnam War. Everybody was sick of the no-win war, and for good 
reasons, and just about everybody hated Lyndon Johnson, also for good reasons. Added to this was the fear and apprehension generated by 
the ongoing "Civil Rights" movement, with the niggers burning down whole sections of cities like Detroit, Washington, Watts and dozens of 
others. Public sentiment nationwide was turning against the Johnson administration (1963-1968). Even in the "solid" South, and especially in 
Florida, voters were turning away from the Democratic Party to the Republican Party in 1966. However, few people realized this while it was 
happening, and least of all the candidates in Broward County who lined up to run as Republicans. But not all the counties in Florida were 
turning to the Republican Party by any means, and the majority of the House and Senate at Tallahassee remained in Democratic hands even 
after the 1966 November elections.

For the last two years I had been advocating to our Birch members that they get into politics and get elected, that we take control of the 
Broward Republican Committee, and it had paid off. To put my money where my mouth was, I had registered as a Republican, was a 
committeeman from my district, and Henrie was a committeewoman from the same district. I now decided to run for the office of State 
Legislator District 1. (Broward County had eight districts, although the election of each was at large, and countywide.) In recalling the campaign 
of 1966 and again the campaign for Senator in 1967 I am fortunate in not having to rely solely on memory. Although incomplete, I have a file of 
a number of newspaper clippings of that era to which I can refer. On February 17, 1966 a headline on the front page of the "B" section of the 
Pompano Beach Sun Sentinel it stated: "GOP Endorses 5; Bircher Included." The letters in the double headline were large, almost 3/4 of an 
inch high. This was undoubtedly the opening gun of the GOP campaign. Five of us had filled out the screening committee's questionnaire, 
three candidates for the Legislature, two for the Senate. Although five of us applied and were approved, more than half of the article was 
devoted to me, apparently because a "Bircher" had the nerve to try to run for office. Here are two paragraphs from the article:

'Questioned as to whether his Birch membership would be a benefit or a hindrance to his candidacy, Klassen replied "It is a good, patriotic 
organization dedicated to the principles of freedom, the Constitution, free enterprise and all the things a good American should go along with."

Another paragraph stated: Klassen listed no definite issues for his legislative race, but said as a legislator he would fight "bigger and bigger 
government," socialism, and try to aid in recovering for the state some of the powers given to the states in the Constitution, and keep some 
money in the state instead of sending it to Washington and seeing it come back under certain conditions.

That same day the Miami Herald ran an article on the same subject, namely that five GOP candidates for the Florida legislature from Broward 
had been endorsed. But the headline focused on Ben Klassen: "Birchite Hopeful Asks GOP Support."

A few days later the rest of the GOP slate filed and was completed. Here is how the line up stood.

Group 1 Bernard Klassen
Group 2 Richard A. Bird
Group 3 John W. Bell
Group 4 Henry J. Prominski
Group 5 Arthur Rude
Group 6 James D. Mackey
Group 8 James R. Eddy

No Republican filed for District 7, and it was left unopposed to the Democrats. Two Republicans filed for State Senator in two different districts, 
namely Chester Stolzenberg and James Gregory, in Districts 39 and 48 respectively. District 30 was left unopposed to incumbent Democratic 
Senator A. J. Ryan.

That completed Broward County's Republican slate for the House and the Senate. There was no primary opposition for any of the seats. 
Republicans were too scared at this point to run against each other. We were now off and running for the finals in the November election and 
did not have to worry about Republican primaries. My Democratic opposite in Group 1 was to be Richard Brown, an incumbent.

We were a jolly crew. Since there were no rivalries nor the primary election, there was a spirit of good teamwork and no infighting as such. 
Most of us were first time novices and relished our newly won opportunity to appear in the spotlight and enter into the political arena. There 
were a number of expenses. I had probably a few dozen 4'x6' billboards with my picture made up. My aide-de-camp Austin Davis and I nailed 
them up on 2x4 posts all over the county. I had hundreds of fluorescent bumper stickers made up, and probably a hundred smaller posters to 
nail up on telephone poles. I set up two telephone lines for people to call in on a recorded message, said message changing weekly. I had a 
number of campaign fliers printed up.

Once in the race, it seemed we raced around and had a meeting almost every other day at which we assembled and spoke before some 
group. The groups we appeared before seemed endless. They were in the categories of some civic or political group - the Republican 
Committee at the Courthouse, the League of Women Voters, teachers groups, school groups, Chamber of Commerce, Kiwanis, Rotary, etc., 
etc. On such occasions we would each take our turn and give a short speech about ourselves and what we stood for. There were also a 
number of occasions when we spoke solely as individuals and had the podium to ourselves. After I had all my political paraphernalia printed 
and put together, I held my opening rally in some school auditorium in Pompano Beach at which I assembled all the Birch faithful and what 
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members of the Fact Finders Forum I could gather. (I was still head of Fact Finders Forum.) It turned out to be a very enthusiastic meeting. I 
had boxes full of my political flyers, bumper stickers and other pieces for distribution. All seemed a bed of roses. Another occasion in which I 
was the main event and gave a major political speech was at the Silver Thatch Inn on September 6, 1966, before the Pompano Beach 
Republican Club. The Silver Thatch was located on the beach and owned by Ed Stack, who was later to go into the political arena in a big way 
and a few years later finally ousted Herbert Burke for the seat in the House of Representatives in Washington. My speech was given 
considerable prominence in the Pompano Beach "Sun Sentinel" the next day in an article that included my picture. It was written by Sylvia 
Martin, one of the few reporters who seemed friendly to my political views. Some of the quotes in the article are worth repeating, and we must 
remember that at this time I was up to my eyebrows in the Birch Society and promoting their views. The headline of the article was "State 
Committee to Probe U.N. asked by GOP Office Seeker". I quote more copiously from this article because it sums up my political position more 
comprehensively than any other material I still have of that era. Here are some of the leading paragraphs:

Klassen, who is opposing incumbent Democrat Richard Brown for the Group One representative's seat, told members of the Pompano Beach 
Republican Club that Communists have found their way into high places in the federal government and that they are "trying to railroad us under 
an atheistic, Communist U.N." "Things in the U.S. Congress would not be the way they are," Klassen, a member of the John Birch Society, 
said, "if state legislatures had defended states rights and not accepted federal handouts."

At the state level, Klassen said, he would promote the "Liberty Amendment" and a committee to investigate the U.N. in an effort "to right things 
in the federal government. "

If all states would adopt the "Liberty Amendment", Klassen said, "It would end the personal income tax, thus depriving the federal government 
of a large part of its power. The personal income tax," he said, "is only half of the federal government's income, and that's more than it needs to 
carry on its constitutional business." Klassen charged that the federal government is illegally appropriating money for "give-away programs" 
that are not authorized by the Constitution.

Maintaining that he is a "middle-of-the-roader" about the type of government he supports, Klassen said he favors "limited constitutional 
government as set forth in the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution and the Bill of Rights - the greatest freedom documents ever 
created in 6,000 years of recorded history." Klassen, who said he is not an "extreme right-winger," said he is "extremely dedicated to 
protecting" a constitutional form of government.

The Constitution, he said, does not give the federal government the authority "to extract money from the people to spend on foreign aid, 
education, welfare, anti-poverty and other projects...the free goodies. What the government is doing,” he said, "is illegal, unconstitutional and 
thievery."

Calling the various federal projects "socialistic", Klassen said the United States is gradually being turned over to the Communists through the 
appointment of Communists to high government offices, the adoption of communistic practices and the turning over of the command of U.S. 
military forces to the U.N., which is "run by Communists."

The Florida legislature, Klassen said, should appoint a committee to investigate the U.N. If the U.N. charter is found to be illegal by the 
committee, the legislature should pass a bill which would denounce, "anything the U.N. does as illegal in Florida and will not be recognized."

The government, he said, is running 20,000 illegal businesses in competition with private enterprise. The "Liberty Amendment," Klassen said, 
would force the government to sell these businesses.

"The big issue," Klassen said, "is if the United States will become a collective dictatorship or remain a constitutional republic. At present we are 
being ruled by evil men who are selling us out to the Communists." Even the Miami Herald had a reporter there to take notes. A shorter article 
by Bill Martinez headlined "Klassen: I'm Not An Extremist," started off with "Wearing a golden Birch leaf in his label. Republican candidate for 
Group One State House seat, Ben Klassen Thursday night launched a strong tirade against the Federal government."

Further down in a paragraph that stood out in bold print. It said "Klassen, who admits membership in the John Birch Society...." Horrors! How 
brazen can you get? There were a few other occasions in which I had a whole gathering to myself, but I don't have any record of them. One 
meeting of which I have no notes but which I clearly recall was a head-to-head confrontation with my Democratic opponent, incumbent Richard 
Brown. It was before a luncheon group of about 200 in Pompano Beach, either the Kiwanis or the Rotary Club, I don't recall which. Richard 
Brown spoke first. In his speech he accused me of focusing on national issues, rather than the state government. In this he was absolutely 
correct. I was, in fact, attacking the Supreme Court, the Viet Nam war, the usurpation of power of the Federal government at the expense of the 
rights of the states, and especially the bungling by the Johnson administration of the Viet Nam war. Brown made it clear that he was distancing 
himself from the Johnson administration in Washington, that he should not by judged by what went on in Washington, and that he was running 
on state issues.

When my turn came, I admitted that I was pounding the left-wing policies of the Johnson administration, but all Democrats in the party were 
tied to it, I said, whether they liked it or not. If they didn't like it they should leave the party and become good Americans instead of one-worlder 
socialists. Anyway, I ended up with a resounding denunciation of the Democrats, of Lyndon Johnson and of Richard Brown, saying in effect 
"Let's make a clean sweep from top to bottom and throw the rascals out."

Apparently the voters of Broward County were of the same mood, as we shall see later. But before we do there is one other episode during the 
campaign I want to relate.

* * * * *

Richard Nixon had made a bid for the California governorship in 1962 and had been beaten, mostly because of a hostile liberal press, which 
never forgave him for exposing communist Alger Hiss more than a decade earlier. It was after the defeat in California that Nixon seemingly 
threw in the towel and said he was quitting politics. "You won't have Nixon to kick around any more." However, by 1966 his star was rising 
again and that of the Democrats declining. He felt that he could make a comeback and run for the presidency again. In his countrywide 
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campaign to do so, on September 29, 1966, he staged a Republican political rally on his behalf at the Ft. Lauderdale Municipal Auditorium to a 
full house. I still clearly recall his staged entrance into the auditorium, all the blaring music and spotlights as he and his entourage marched 
down the center aisle and up to the stage to the thunderous applause of a partisan crowd. Along with the rest of the Broward Republican 
delegation (about a dozen) I had the "honor" of shaking his hand, sitting on the stage with him, and listening to his rousing address. He was a 
good speaker and roundly denounced the Johnson administration then in power.

* * * * *

But to get back to the main event - my campaign for a seat in the Florida Legislature in Tallahassee. Came the final showdown, the day of the 
General Election, November 8, 1966. At about seven o'clock that evening I was driving down to the Broward County Courthouse and I had the 
car radio on. The results were coming in rapidly and we Republicans seemed to be winning, not only in Broward County, but also statewide for 
the governorship. When I arrived at the large County Commission Auditorium it was already crowded with friends, supporters and reporters and 
there was an air of jubilation in the Republican ranks, and gloom and doom in the Democratic Party. We were winning, but big!

As the evening wore on, the final results came in. The Broward Republican delegation to the Legislature had made a clean sweep. All seven of 
us won. So did the two Republican candidates for the State Senate, Chet Stolzenburg and James Gregory from Senatorial Districts 39 and 48 
respectively. Only Hugh B. Cramer, who was unopposed, won a Democratic House seat, and incumbent State Senator A.J. Ryan, a fine 
gentleman, who ran as a Democrat and was unopposed, captured a Democratic seat from Broward County in the Senate.

Republican Claude Kirk won the governorship over Robert King High, a liberal Democrat from the Miami area. J. Herbert Burke, Republican 
candidate for the House of Representatives (Washington) won handily over Joe Varon, the Democratic candidate.

All in all, we had won big in Broward County and had made history. This was the first time the Republican Party had won the governorship and 
made a significant dent in the State House and in the Senate since the Reconstruction days of a century ago. Palm Beach and Pinellas County 
went overwhelmingly Republican also. However, the House and the Senate still remained strongly in the hands of the Democratic majority. The 
new House now had 26 Republicans and 92 Democrats, and in the Senate the Democrats outnumbered the Republicans 37 to 11. 
Nevertheless, in Broward County our win was almost total. We had, in fact, won every seat we had contested. We were jubilant and much 
celebration was in order. I had won my seat in District 1 over my Democratic opponent Richard L. Brown, the incumbent, by a vote of 57,843 to 
51,543. I was in!

Against the Evil Tide - 42
Milestone Forty-One: A Brief Venture into the Political Arena
Running as a Conservative Republican for the Florida House
1966 
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Against the Evil Tide - 43
Milestone Forty-Two: A Stint in the Legislature

What had originally started out as an experiment and a gamble had now turned into a reality. Suddenly I was a celebrity of sorts. In short order 
after being elected I received all kinds of congratulations and mail, not only from friends, but from people I had never heard of. I was now a 
politician and I wielded a certain amount of clout. As a result, I was sought out for making speeches, invited to lunches and given a number of 
perks I had not even asked for. For example, I received an embossed membership card that entitled my wife and me to attend the Pompano 
Beach Harness Racing Track gratis any time I wanted to, and not only that, but when I took up their offer, my wife and I were given loge seats, 
free steak dinners and all the bourbon, Scotch, or whatever we wanted to drink. A similar card arrived from the Hialeah Park Race Track near 
Miami, and from the Hollywood Dog Track. (This "perk" was no particular boon as far as I was concerned, since I had no great interest in horse 
tracks, or any other form of gambling, for that matter.)

Having participated in Toastmasters for the past several years, I was now invited to speak at several functions and before any number of 
groups, ranging from Pompano Beach Chamber of Commerce to P.T.A. groups, League of Women Voters, Rotary Clubs, Kiwanis and a 
number of others. Even my own Toastmasters group now looked at me with new respect. I utilized as many of these occasions as I could to 
promote my "conservative" message, being, by and large, that of the Birch Society, namely that our government and whole system was going 
towards socialism, big government and collaboration with the communists. Never, however, did I point out that behind communism was the 
manipulative hand of the Jew. At least not yet.

Shortly after the election there was a private eyeball-to-eyeball session with the newly elected governor, Claude Kirk, at his headquarters in 
Palm Beach. Whether he had such a session with all the Republican electees, or just a select few, I do not recall. Anyway, I was called up to 
have a private talk with the governor at his then headquarters in Palm Beach. What I remember of it was that Kirk admonished me that I was 
not to pull "any surprises", whatever that meant, probably fearing that I might introduce some radical legislation of some sort. I assured him that 
there were no secrets as to what I stood for, having been extremely candid during my election campaign. I made it clear, however, that I would 
pursue the same independent path in the legislature. Kirk, being more liberal than he had pretended during his campaign, was not too pleased, 
and I couldn't have cared less. Whereas Kirk made an ideal candidate, tall, handsome, charismatic and well spoken, yet his past record 
indicated he was all front and no substance, and as phony as a three dollar bill. My opinion of him was not very high.

Came the day we were all sworn in at the old State Capital. (A new high-rise Capital building has been constructed since then, and the Old 
Capital is now a museum and also serves as storage for archives.) The nine of us Republicans from Broward County, the seven Legislators 
and two Senators, all of whose names I have previously listed, now formed a tightly knit group. All of us were neophyte first term electees, 
except Senator Chet Stolzenburg, who had served a term before. We always stayed at the same motel, and usually went out to dinners 
together, unless such was served at some function. We were a jolly crew, drank a considerable amount of Scotch after a session and before 
dinner, and we got along relatively well.

I soon learned the ropes in the legislature and got to meet and know most of the 118 members in the Legislature, and a fair number of the 48 
members in the Senate. The number of functions we were invited to was staggering. There were all kinds of barbecues, dinners and functions 
hosted by teachers' groups, educators, highway committees, police groups, bankers groups and a slew of others. All of which were interested 
in either (a) having more money appropriated in their direction, or (b) getting legislation favorable to them, or both. Of all the groups, the 
education people were undoubtedly the most aggressive and persistent.

For some reason I don't recall, I requested to be appointed to the Banking Committee, and my request was granted by Ralph D. Turlington, 
Speaker of the House. Although I knew next to nothing about banking, I felt that it would probably put me in touch with the affluent and 
influential in Broward County. (I was also on some other committees but I don't recall what they were.) I was not mistaken about being 
contacted by the banking people. They had their lobbyist in the Capitol, and it so happened that he offered to take me out and buy my lunch 
much more frequently than any other lobbyist, an offer I could not refuse. Back home in Pompano Beach I was sought out by the scion of one 
of the wealthiest families who owned not only much real estate in Pompano Beach, but was also chairman of a Pompano Beach Bank. He, too, 
took me out to lunch and discussed legislation, something he would not have dreamed of before my election.

* * * * *

Came January 3, 1967, the day for the inauguration of the governor, his cabinet, and the legislators. There were parades in Tallahassee, 
speeches in the House, swearing in of the various officers. We eight legislators from Broward County were sworn in as a group and I still have 
a photograph of that event. But the highlight of the day was the Governor's Inaugural Ball at the Tully Gymnasium at the Florida State 
University.

In preparation for the big event, which was formal, I bought the first and only tuxedo I have ever owned. Henrie bought a special evening gown 
for the occasion also. There was much ceremony, there was much music, much booze and there was dancing. Governor Kirk, who was 
divorced, surprised the audience by making his grand entrance with a big brassy blonde on his arm and announcing his engagement. Whether 
he ever married the woman, I am not aware. Rumor had it that he had picked her up in some bar in Brazil. But for that particular evening they 
made a handsome and impressive couple.

* * * * *

Although the official session for the Florida Legislature was regularly scheduled to last only 60 days each year and was to begin April 4 this 
year, nevertheless, we were repeatedly called into special session, and much pre-session legislation was dropped into the hopper and voted 
on. I noticed that the Miami delegation, or more properly the Dade County delegation, which consisted of 22 members (the largest in the state) 
was by far the most active. Every member of it was a Democrat, mostly very liberal, and at least seven of them were Jews. I especially 
remember that much of that legislation originated from one Kenneth M. Myers, a Jew. The sheer amount of legislation that was generated even 
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before the official opening of the legislative session amazed me and also alarmed me.

About this particular issue, namely the deluge of legislation, I remember giving a speech to the Pompano Beach Chamber of Commerce. I said 
that I was not interested in encumbering the people of this state with more laws than they already had, but repealing some that were already on 
the books, laws that we could do without. I reminded them that every law, whether old or new. Imposed one of three burdens on the people, or 
a combination of one or more: (a) Ii required them to do something they did not have to do before the law was passed, (b) it prevented them 
from doing something that they were free to do previously, and (c) it cost them more money, in one way or another, either because of 
enforcement, or administration, or in taxes, or in funding whatever program the new law provided for. When we added up the thousands of laws 
passed each year by the U.S. Congress, by the individual states, by the county in which they lived, plus the city ordinances, we were subjected 
to an impossible plethora of restrictions, obligations and expenses. That, I told them, was my philosophy — less government, rather than more, 
more, more.

I was barely getting into the swim of things and hardly getting my feet wet. Nevertheless my main concern was what the heavy hand of 
government was doing to us stemming from the actions of our nation's capital, Washington, D.C., an issue I had repeatedly pointed to during 
my election campaign. One of the actions I had promised during my campaign was to have the legislature investigate the United Nations and if 
it could be shown that it was an alien organization detrimental to the interests of the United States, to resolve that the State of Florida would 
ignore and invalidate any of its edicts and impositions. During the middle of January 1967, just as I was getting ready to frame such a 
resolution, the Supreme Court dropped a bombshell in our lap. It declared in effect that Florida was improperly districted and did not comply 
with their one man, one vote edict. Therefore, ipso facto, Florida now had to be redistricted and a new election had to be held all over again, 
and that post haste. The real reason, I suspected, was that the Jewish power establishment did not like the complexion of the new legislature 
and that too many candidates had unexpectedly been elected over whom they had no control, such as Ben Klassen, for instance. 

Especially Ben Klassen.

I had been attacking the Supreme Court as well as the United Nations during my campaign, and when the Supreme Court intruded into our 
State's election procedures with their heavy hand, I was furious. I immediately spread the word among the legislators, both House and Senate, 
that we should ignore the Supreme Court and tell them to go to hell. I suggested that we stand on our States Rights as spelled out in the 
Constitution and defy the Court. I soon filed a resolution in the House to that effect.

On Monday, Jan. 23, 1967 there appeared a major article in the Pompano Beach Sun Sentinel that stated my position fairly accurately. The 
headlines were large with letters 3/4 of an inch high. "Klassen Hits Edict Of Supreme Court." Then the sub-headline stated "1-Man, 1-Vote 
Scored". Since this article describes my position better than I can recall it from memory, I quote it in full:

“Broward County state legislator Ben Klassen challenged the U.S. Supreme Court's right to throw out Florida's apportionment plan and 
announced Sunday he has filed a resolution in the State House of Representatives asking that the body carry on with the state's business in 
spite of the Supreme Court ruling. The resolution, filed by Klassen, a Republican, for consideration by the House during its regular session in 
April, states that the U.S. Supreme Court is "exercising an arbitrary and unconstitutional exercise in raw power in declaring the present 
legislature illegal. . . "

It asks that the House invite U.S. Senators Spessard Holland and George Smothers to testify as to the validity of the one-man, one-vote decree 
of the Supreme Court.

It seeks creation of a House committee to study four matters regarding the high court-

* The extent and limitations of the court's powers.

* A 1962 report by U.S. Sen. James O. Eastland staling that the Supreme Court has decided in favor of Communist causes in 90 percent of its 
decisions affecting Communist activities.

* Whether the origins of the one-man, one-vote decree emanates from the United Nations or the United States Constitution.

* What measures can be taken by the states to prevent further "serious and dangerous erosion of state's rights and the sharp increase of 
dictatorial centralization of federal power in Washington." 

Klassen said he wants to see Sens. Holland and Smothers testify to the State House as to the validity of the one-man, one-vote decree - 
because the U.S. Senate is not apportioned by the one-man, one-vote principle. With two Senators from every state, representation varies as 
much as 80-1 on a population basis, Klassen said.

"If one-man, one-vote is not the law of the land, which of course it isn't, then the senators would be under compulsion to answer to us why they 
aren't taking any action to curb the Supreme Court from forcing an unconstitutional edict upon us," Klassen said.

His resolution states that nowhere in the U.S. Constitution is the federal executive or the U.S. Supreme Court given any jurisdiction over the 
electoral processes of any of the sovereign states or over the structure of their governments, nor is there any requirement of the "arbitrary one-
man, one-vote edict decreed by the Supreme Court."

The resolution would have the legislature state "that the legislature is convinced that the Supreme Court is not acting in good faith; that it is not 
trying to solve the reapportionment problem, but to compound it and prolong it indefinitely; to reduce or destroy the rights of the sovereign State 
of Florida and further aggrandize and concentrate the federal power of a central government." Klassen said it is his hope that such a resolution, 
if passed, would create "sufficient commotion" so that the U.S. Senate and Congress would be forced to take action.

* * * * *
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The wimpishness of the legislators and the senators amazed me. Despite the alarm I tried to stir up, nobody seriously thought of challenging 
the Supreme Court, although we had every legal right to do so, and should have done so. But, outside of myself, nobody did. They all took it 
submissively as if the word had come down from on high and God had spoken. The primary was set for February 28, which gave us little time 
to file, to organize, and to campaign.

I did not relish mounting another campaign. I had to make up my mind in short order whether I wanted to run again at all, and if so, what seat I 
would want to seek. After much soul searching, I decided to run, and decided I might as well go all out and run for the Senate. There was more 
prestige and more clout in being a Senator than a Legislator. There were only 48 of the former, and 118 of the latter.

I decided to run for Senate District 37, in which case I would be challenging incumbent Republican James Gregory. Although he was a 
personable fellow, he was nevertheless a lightweight, a drifter and an alcoholic. I remember vividly when shortly after the election all the newly 
elected Legislators and Senators had a big bash and get together in some large meeting hall in a hotel in Tallahassee where the liquor was 
free and flowed freely, and Jim Gregory was stoned to the gills. When he staggered out of the hall his tongue was hanging out and he had to 
be supported by two of his aids. I thought to myself, the Senate deserves better than that.

Whereas prior to the November election there had been a dearth of Republican candidates and no competition in the primaries, the tables were 
now turned in February of 1967. Since we "pioneers" had taken the gamble and shown that Republicans not only could win, but in fact, had an 
edge, the field now became crowded. Instead of just Gregory there were now five Republicans vying for that one seat (including Gregory and 
myself.)

There was, furthermore, a completely new element hurled into this election. The Jewish establishment had not called for a new election for 
nothing. Whereas they had slipped up last November and put their money on the Democratic candidates, who had lost, they were now going to 
make damn sure they got their hand-picked candidates in there this time around, even if they were Republicans. In order to implement that job 
in Broward County they brought in a professional hired gun from out of state.

They imported a professional campaign manager from Colorado by the name of Dick Kirk (no relation to Claude Kirk). Dick Kirk had just 
successfully completed the gubernatorial campaign for Republican John A. Love and helped make him governor of Colorado. Now he came to 
Broward County to make sure the "right" Republicans were elected here, and I was not one of the favored.

It was amazing how quickly the word spread as to who was in and who was out in the cold. Whereas we all got out to campaign and speak, 
there was now jubilant applause for the favored, a cold chill for those who were not. And this even from my former comrades in arms with 
whom we had campaigned so harmoniously and had shared so many congenial occasions in Tallahassee. But the chill was there and it was 
obvious.

Even the Birch Society evidently had received the word from the Jew high command, although at that time I was still naively unaware that this 
outfit was organized for the sole purpose of running interference for the Jews. Whereas in November I had seemingly had the full cooperation 
of my Birch comrades, now suddenly out of nowhere appeared a disrupter, a nobody, who was not even a member of the Society. His name 
was Bill Partin, and he was head of a small electrician's union in Broward County. He had done his best to throw a monkey wrench into J. 
Herbert Burke's election in November, but the latter nevertheless won the Congressional seat from Broward. Somehow Partin now managed to 
start a squabble in the Birch Society which split their support for me right down the middle. Knowing what I know now, I can clearly understand 
their game, but at the time it both puzzled and aggravated me.

I had little time to get organized and furthermore, I was unwilling to spend much money on this second go around. I made up bumper stickers, 
a number of cardboard posters and an ample supply of flyers. I also installed a set of telephones with a recorded message and ran a number of 
newspaper ads. But the odds were stacked against me. At the last minute the Republican group headed by hired gun Dick Kirk delivered their 
most telling shot. They sent out a mass mailing to all the registered Republican voters of Broward County with a suggested "official" list of 
candidates to vote for. Each category contained only one name — their picked candidate. My name, of course was not on it. The only name (out 
of five Republicans) for the Senatorial seat in the 37th District was that of Charles H. Weber, the picked candidate of the Dick Kirk machine. 
When I got on the telephone to talk to some of my formerly faithful, they naively would tell me, "Yes, Ben, I'm with you. I just got the official 
Republican list. I'll be voting Republican, you can bet on that." I had to patiently explain that of course you'll be voting Republican. Since this is 
a primary and your are registered as a Republican, it is the only way you can vote. But for which Republicans are you going to vote? The list 
you got in the mail is a partisan list and my name is not on it. Are you going to vote for me? Then the said voter was vastly disturbed and 
puzzled. "Oh, I didn't understand that. I thought we Republicans were all together." And so it went. Most voters didn't have the foggiest idea 
who was who. The damage had been done. My workers, few in number could only call a very small percentage of the confused voters. 
Meanwhile, with the little slip of preferred candidates in their hand, the Republican voters went to the polls and voted mostly as the 
"professional" hired gun had programmed them. Charles H. Weber, who had done nothing in the previous campaign in November, was in, 
beating out even the incumbent, James Gregory. I came in third out of five. The "professional's" ruse had worked perfectly. I felt cheated and 
was mad as hell.

My only consolation was that in my own precinct in Lighthouse Point where people knew what I stood for, I was the runaway winner.

The morning after the election I had the honor of getting the biggest headline I had ever received during my entire campaign. There at the top 
of the front page in the Pompano Beach Sun Sentinel was a big black headline as in a funeral announcement, KLASSEN, CONDON 
DEFEATED. The Jews smelled blood and were licking their chops.

Against the Evil Tide - 43
Milestone Forty-Two: A Stint in the Legislature
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Against the Evil Tide - 44
Milestone Forty-Three: A Family Tour through Europe
The Summer of 1967

After having lost out in the Republican Primary elections on February 28, I walked away from that debacle with mixed feelings, (a) I was 
disgusted with politics as such. (b) I was relieved to have no further commitment in that whole tawdry and expensive business. I decided on two 
unrelated moves, (a) I would go back into the real estate business again and recoup my diminishing reserves, and (b) I would temporarily 
forget it all and take my family on a wide-ranging trip through Europe. When my wife and I took a six-weeks trip to Europe in 1962, I promised 
my daughter Kim, who was eleven at that time, that we would make another trip to our ancestral homeland and the next time we would take her 
along. We promised that it would be in a few years from then and that she would be able to appreciate it more when she was a little older.

Now, in 1967, I felt that this was the opportune time to make good on that promise. Kim was 16 now, a beautiful young lady who could now 
enjoy such a trip to the utmost. Besides, I felt that after all the strenuous politicking I had been through I needed to get away from it all, and 
there was no time like the present, before I got too involved in real estate. It seemed like this was the perfect opportunity. No sooner said than 
done. We went to see our local travel agent and signed up for a 30 day European tour. We had our family passport picture taken, and applied 
for our new passport, with all three of us on the same passport. Since we would be room sharing, two to a room, we decided that rather than 
have Kim share a room with some unknown during the trip, why not ask Henrie's Aunt Lenora if she would like to come along. Aunt Lenora was 
delighted that we asked her. She had been a nurse in the Navy during and after W.W. II. After retirement she had married another Navy retiree 
by the name of Corliss Dean and they lived in Claremont, California for several years, but now in 1967, she was a widow, having lost her 
husband in 1965. A trip to Europe was just what she needed to cheer her up. She came to Florida ahead of time to join us before we all took 
off. On Monday, June 12, Kim, Henrie, Aunt Lenora and I took off from Miami International Airport on BOAC Flight #674 at 5:30 P.M., about 
half an hour later than scheduled. It was drizzling outside, but in short order we were above the clouds and in bright sunshine. Somewhere 
below there was an ongoing tropical storm, but sitting in our beautiful BOAC you wouldn't know it.

At 6:10 P.M. we landed in Nassau and back in the rain again. However, we stayed in the plane. We watched them loading our dinners, so we 
knew we were going to eat before we reached Bermuda, our next stop.

It was still light when we reached Bermuda. Since we had some time before take-off, we all got out and walked around in the airport to pick up 
some of the local atmosphere. After about half an hour we took off again, with 136 passengers on board.

We knew that our sleeping time would be shortened considerably because of the change in the time zones, so we bundled up with a blanket 
each and dozed off. Meanwhile the plane was cruising at 33,000 feet.

Tuesday, June 13.
We were awakened for breakfast at 1:45 A.M. (Miami Time) and the horizon to the cast was already becoming light. After a very smooth flight 
we arrived at the London airport (Heathrow) at 9:30 A.M., London time. The sun was shining brightly and it was a beautiful day. In no time at all 
we were through immigration and customs. We had a long bus ride through the countryside and through the city, riding in one of those bright 
red double-decker buses that are so typically British. Kim and I rode on the top, outside deck. In recalling the event Kim remarked how thrilled 
she was to be riding in such a strange contraption and seeing London for the first time. Arriving at the City Terminal, we were met by an 
American Express representative who had collected our respective pieces of luggage. He put us into a taxi and dispatched us off to our hotel — 
the President.

We arrived at the President at 11:40 A.M., but since our rooms were not ready we waited until 12:00 noon at which time our luggage was 
carted up to our rooms. When we entered, the prior occupants' luggage was still there, so back to the lobby again. Fifteen minutes later we got 
the all clear signal and went into our respective rooms. But – what was this? The other peoples' luggage was still there.

Meanwhile, we went back down again, and the hotel served us with tea and excellent chicken sandwiches in the lounge to assuage our 
frazzled nerves. Finally, the housekeepers moved the unwanted luggage into the hall and we settled in. We were in Room 138 and Kim and 
Lenora in Room 140. After taking a nap, Henrie and I took a long walk around the environs of the city. Back at the hotel we met our tour 
director, a Mrs. Gerda Ostertag, from Germany, and the other members of the tour. At 7:00 P.M. we all got on a nice bus and drove to 'The City 
Pride" pub, where we had an excellent English dinner. We had a choice of 3% beer or 5% hard cider, and we chose the cider. It was real crisp 
and nippy. The dinner consisted of a delicious soup, excellent roast beef, veggies, and apple pie with cream over it. After a short tour of the 
pub it was back to the hotel. Henrie especially appreciated the two fat down pillows and the down comforter we each had for our single beds 
after a strenuous day.

Wednesday, June 14.
Back to "continental breakfasts" - hard rolls, jam and coffee. Henrie skipped the hard rolls and jam and had coffee only. At 9:00 A.M. our group 
assembled punctually in the same bus we had had the night before, and with a city guide by the name of Emily Lawinski (obviously not a native 
born Britisher, but a real doll) we set off for a city tour. Emily was from Poland and she and Kim got along real well with Emily calling Kim her 
adopted daughter. Our first stop was the Tower of London. There were such crowds waiting there we simply didn't have the time to see the 
crown Jewels. Henrie and I had seen them on our previous trip in 1962, but Kim and Lenora were very disappointed. We did see the famous 
ravens again, which have the run of the place. (Legend has it that when the ravens are gone the British Empire will go down the drain. I wonder 
if they are still around.)

England was having a heat wave at this time, the weather being real hot, especially for cool old England. We are off to Buckingham Palace to 
see the changing of the guard. But for some reason the mounted guard did not parade today. Could it be the heat? Anyway, we are all 
disappointed, especially Kim and Lenora. Henrie and I did see them on our prior trip. In fact, we seemed to have seen quite a bit more then 
than we are seeing now.

At night we went to the famous Palladium to see a vaudeville show. They had a comedian, several outstanding acts and a chorus of beautiful 
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dancing girls, all of which all four of us thoroughly enjoyed. However, I still remember the comedian having some skit about a toilet seat with an 
ostrich feather. Evidently it tickled Lenora no end, because she seemed to have the time of her life and I can still hear her laughing her head 
off.

After the Palladium, we had a night tour of the city. One thing that impressed Henrie and me was the change in the skyline and all the tall 
modern buildings that had been erected since we were here five years ago.

Kim was especially impressed when we crossed the famous London Bridge. She remembers it as all lit up and very beautiful, and that we also 
passed a place where every rich and famous family's coat-of-arms are recorded and stored.

Thursday, June 15.
This was a free day, one we had to ourselves without any scheduled projects by the tour. Henrie kept some notes and for the next few days, as 
long as her notes last, I am going to quote her verbatim. These are her notes.

We had a late breakfast. Then we all went to the National Galleries to see their wonderful paintings. While Ben stayed there to spend more 
time studying the paintings, Lenora, Kim and I left to go shopping.

We were trying to hall a taxi when Emily, our London tour guide, happened to come along in her little car. What a dear she is! Kim sat in the 
front seat, and Emily told me half a dozen times that if we ever got tired of Kim she would like to adopt her as a daughter. Ha! Emily drove us to 
a big department store where she let us off. Here we had a snack of strawberries with delicious thick cream on them. The butter and the cream 
on fruit here is so good!

We next went to Carnaby Street where all the Mod shops are. Wow! Lenora made a valiant effort to be broad-minded and kept saying she'd 
"go along with a gag." Kim bought a mini-mini skirt, a bright red kilt with all pleats in the back and also a pair of pants hose (pantyhose?) We 
then went into the lovely Liberty store and Lenora bought a nice blouse.

Going up the elevator in the store, Kim met a girl from Australia. She was so sweet and pretty. She said she would be visiting here in England 
until Christmas. She told Kim she had a pet lamb and a pet kangaroo back in Australia, and that the two pets sleep together. Kim and her new 
friend got along real well and they exchanged addresses and promised to write to each other.

Kim really attracts a lot of attention, and I notice the boys are giving her the eye. We met a lady at the Palladium who was from Jacksonville, 
Florida, and she told Ben what a lovely daughter she thought we had.

Lenora kept waving for a cab and we finally flagged one down and went back to the hotel, where we joined with Ben. Lenora decided she had 
had enough and would stay and rest. Kim changed into her new hose and mini-skirt and the three of us walked down to the British Museum. 
We saw the Magna Carta and the Rosetta Stone. Kim was especially interested in old religious books that were in Latin. Am so glad she 
enjoyed the Galleries and the Museum. While at this Museum, Kim was quite self-conscious about her mini-skirt, and one of the guards who 
was seated on a chair keeping his eye on all the visitors, made several comments about how shocking it was that all the young girls were 
wearing these "outrageous short skirts".

We next went to the Lyons Corner House and had an excellent roast beef dinner. It is a huge place and has several dining rooms. Ben and I 
ate here when we were in London five years ago. We went into the "Carving Room" as we had done before, where you can carve your own 
large slices of roast beef and help yourself to the veggies and other goodies and the waiters bring you your appetizer and desert.

After dinner we picked up Lenora at the hotel and we all walked to the Palace Theatre and saw the stage operetta "The Desert Song." How we 
all loved it! After we arrived
back at the hotel at 12:30 midnight we got our things packed to leave early in the morning — 7:00 A.M.

Friday, June 16.
We were called at 6:30 A.M., had breakfast at 7:30, and were on the bus at 8:30. After our leader, Gerda Ostertag, reminded some of the 
group about the keys they had not turned in, that some had not paid for their room service bills, and that some of the bags were still unmarked, 
after all that was settled, we were finally off a good 15 minutes later.

It took a long time to get out of London, the largest city in the world, we were told, with a population of ten million. The countryside was lovely, 
everything green and many flowers. The day was overcast, which I liked, making it cooler. We are now headed for Dover, and on our way we 
drove over much hilly country. On top of one of those hills stood the ruins of an old Roman castle. How those Romans did get around!

After having a good lunch at the Port of Dover we boarded the steamer (ferry) at 11:30 A.M. The ferries are run by the Belgians and hold about 
200 or more cars. The Port of Dover is a very busy take-off point, since it sits at the narrowest point of the channel. One man told me that 
within a fortnight there would be 42 ferries a day going back and forth.

As we left the port, Kim was especially impressed by the beautiful and famous White Cliffs of Dover, enhanced by white seagulls sailing 
overhead. She soon attracted the attention of some of the sailors aboard, some of whom were trying to entice her to come down "below" with 
them, an offer she discreetly declined. Those were the days, she says.

Kim and I took our last airsickness pills, so I fared pretty well in what was a rough crossing. Some people were seasick before we reached the 
other side. However, Lenora, being an old sailor, just loved it, but I take a dim view of boats. Kim and some of the other kids were all over the 
ferry. The pills had made me drowsy, and I slept during most of the four-hour crossing.

BELGIUM. We arrived at Oostend in Belgium, and after going through customs, we were introduced to our nice new bus that will be our partial 
home for the entire trip.
The driver is a very young chap, only 23, and I understand he speaks only Flemish and German.
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It was raining and we got started an hour late. Finally we arrived in Brussels, where we checked in to the Brussels Hilton Hotel. What a lovely 
hotel! After arriving we were treated to a short sightseeing tour of the city, where among other things, we visited a lace making shop along a 
cobblestone back street. Finally, we had a late dinner at the hotel at 9:00 P.M. Ben and I were assigned room #604 and Kim and Lenora to 
#501.

Poor Kim! She finally got her hair washed, but when she plugged in the hair dryer, the heating element immediately blew up. The voltage here 
is 220. We did have an adapter, but no converter, and Kim wasn't aware of the difference. At least her hair is clean. Ben and I walked the 
streets until 11 P.M. We were looking for a pharmacy, and when we finally found one it was closed. However, we did get to look in the windows 
of some beautiful dress shops.

Saturday, June 17.
We were called at 7:15 this morning, and off at 8:30. We drove through the city of Antwerp, and again, as in London, we were amazed at the 
huge modern structures that had been built since we had been here five years ago, and the number that were under construction at present. 
The countryside is lovely. All the cows and the huge Belgian horses look so fat and contented and well cared for. Many of the country homes 
are quite large, they have thatched roofs, and are just beautiful.

HOLLAND. We cross into Holland and see many of the famous Dutch windmills. The fields are lovely and well cared for. We see many little 
garden houses where city dwellers keep their tools and work clothes when they come out to work on their tiny plots of land, where they raise 
flowers and vegetables.

On our way to Amsterdam we saw "The Hague" and the Palace of Justice again. We arrived at Amsterdam at 2:30 P.M. and checked into the 
Palace Hotel. It is very nice. We immediately have lunch before we even go to our rooms. Our rooms, #114 and #115, are across the hall from 
each other. They are good size and we have a big bathroom.

Ben and Kim went for a boat ride on the canals. Ben also wanted to go to the Fine Arts Museum and see Rembrandt's famous painting, the 
Nightwatch, but by the time he finished with the boat ride the museum was already closed. I had a headache and stayed in the room and wrote 
a letter to mother. Lenora went to bed — she has a slight cold.

When Kim came back she and I went shopping for about half an hour. After changing some dollars for Dutch guilders Kim bought a pair of 
wooden shoes. I bought some Delft shoes for a charm bracelet for a friend, and a letter opener for Ben for Father's Day tomorrow. The flower 
vendors along the street have such beautiful flowers. After getting some postcards and airmail stamps, we had to rush back to the hotel and 
get ready for dinner.

We had a very nice dinner in the lovely hotel dining room, which had huge mirrors and crystal chandeliers. A man at the piano played all the 
American songs we liked, but he could not speak English very well.

After dinner we did some more shopping in the little shop in the hotel. I bought a couple of lovely hankies from Switzerland, two windmill 
charms for Kim as gifts, and a box of chocolates for Ben for Father's Day.

Sunday, June 18.
Early call this A.M. at 6:30. Bags out in the hall, breakfast done with and on the bus at 8:20 A.M. Since this is Sunday and the traffic is light, we 
were able to get out of Amsterdam and onto the highway in very short order. We drove through the lovely countryside of Holland. So many little 
colts and so many Shetland ponies with their tiny little colts. We saw two baby Shetland ponies nibbling each others necks. So many sheep, 
too, with lambs, and cows with calves. The fields of grain and other crops are so lush and well tended, and there are so many lovely trees.

GERMANY. We soon crossed into West Germany. Again, the fields and the trees are just lovely. We drove on into the Ruhr Valley with all its 
industrial plants. It being
Sunday, many of the people were out from the cities and working in their little garden plots with cute little houses in which they keep their tools 
and work clothes.

We arrived at Cologne where we had lunch in a very picturesque beer cellar. From there we walked about a block to the fabulous twin towered 
Cologne Cathedral. It is so high and the outside is sculptured in a way that reminds me of black lace.

For some reason, here is where Henrie's notes end. In summarizing the rest of the trip, I am relying on our composite recollections, and the 
itinerary, a copy of which Kim fortunately retained. I am especially interested in Kim's Impressions, since this was her first trip to Europe at a 
most impressionable age. To continue:

From COLOGNE we drove to BONN the capital of West Germany. Here we visited the house where Ludwig von Beethoven was born on 
December 16, 1770. It was a beautifully cool and sunny day as we drove along the Rhine to COBLENZ and then a side trip to nearby BAD 
EMS, a health spa. We checked in at the Diehl's Hotel in Coblenz for the night.

Monday, June 19.
In the morning we drove to BOPPARD and boarded a steamer for a cruise on the RHINE RIVER, a most inspiring sight. We saw many ancient 
and picturesque castles half way up the banks, but most of them on top of the hills. Many were in ruins. The banks themselves were terraced 
with an endless number of vineyards that added much to the beauty of the river landscape.

Disembarking from our cruise we were back on our motor coach again and off to WIESBADEN, to FRANKFURT and WURZBURG. It was a 
long day and we finally arrived at the ancient and historic city of ROTHENBURG, where we checked in at a quaint old inn called Der Goldener 
Hirsch (the Golden Stag.) It had a large glided sign of a stag over the entrance as its emblem. Most of the inns and motels in Rothenburg had 
some kind of structured emblem out front, symbolizing their name, and most them were in gold or glided color. The sun was just setting as we 
arrived and the driver just barely managed to maneuver the bus through the narrow gates.
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Tuesday, June 20.
Rothenburg is an ancient but beautiful post-card city, most unique and most German. In the morning we took a walking tour of the city. We 
visited the town square with its famous tower. It has a mechanical arrangement which re-enacts an historic event of the middle ages, during the 
Thirty Years War. It shows the mayor downing a tankard of ale, which, if he could do it at one sitting, the town's people would be spared. He did 
it, and the town was saved, or so the story goes.

Henrie and Kim bought some beautiful candles and other items, then had lunch at the inn.

We left in the afternoon and traveled on to MUNICH, where Verena Ostertag, the tour director's daughter joined us for the next five days of the 
tour. She was four years older than Kim and they soon became fast friends. A year later, in fact, Verena came to visit us in Lighthouse Point, 
Florida. We did some sightseeing in Munich, then headed for the Austrian border.

AUSTRIA
We reached SALZBURG late in the afternoon and checked in at the Europa Hotel. That night we had a lively evening of entertainment and 
merriment at the Stelgelbrau Beer Keller. We participated in a folk dance held in a large hall with both men and women decked out in their 
colorful Tyrolean costumes. Kim was especially popular with the male dancers, with one fellow having his eye on her. Lenora speculated he 
probably had a wife with ten kids at home, trying to dampen the affair, but Kim said she had a ball.

Sunday, June 20
We had a free morning in Salzburg. We wandered through the town square where we saw the statue of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. We also 
saw the house in which he was born. Since the setting of the film "The Sound of Music" was laid in Salzburg we also made it a point to see the 
palace that was the centerpiece of the movie.

Then on to VIENNA
We checked in at the modern Hotel Intercontinental,

Wednesday, June 21.
First on the agenda was an early morning tour of the Schonbrunn Castle, the immense palace that was the home of the Habsburg Emperors. 
Had lunch in the countryside in
the hills of Kahlenburg at a quaint inn. Returned to the hotel via the VIENNA WOODS.

We stayed in Vienna for three nights and two days. Here are some of Kim's impressions in Vienna. About the Schonbrunn palace "What a 
place!" then, "We saw the Spanish Riding Academy and the Lippizanner horses. I was alone at the hotel when dad called me and asked me to 
take a taxi to the Art Museum. (Kunst Historical Museum) I soon got there after a wild ride. The building itself was beautiful, so were hundreds 
of paintings and exhibits. Saw the historic St. Stephens Cathedral. That night we went to the Staats Opera, a majestic building, and saw the 
opera "Turandot". Lenora and I had great seats on the very top balcony (there were three) and were practically hanging from the chandeliers. 
Morn and Dad had seats on the ground floor near the front and center. We waved at each other."

The last night our tour went to a suburb of Vienna called Grinzig, where it is traditional to have a festival "tasting" new wines. While there we 
were entertained with folk music and songs. While walking back to the bus along the road, Lenora had the misfortune of twisting her ankle, 
poor thing.

Saturday, June 24.
After three nights in Vienna, we took off for a leisurely drive south past KLAGENFURT and along the shores of the WORTHERSEE to the city 
of VILLACH. Here we stayed at Park Hotel. Villach has been immortalized in the well-known light opera "The Merry Widow" by Franz Lehar.

Sunday, June 25. ITALY.
Leaving Villach we passed through many quaint and picturesque villages on our way to VENICE. Arriving there we checked in at the Park 
Hotel. (Same name as at Villach, but an altogether different setting.) 

Here is what Kim recalls about Venice. "Our whole tour went on a gondola ride one evening. The troubadours sang songs as only the Italians 
can. I could hear dad shouting from across the water, requesting they sing "O Solo Mio." We saw the Campanile Tower in the San Marco 
Square, many beautiful cathedrals and the Bridge of Sighs."

We also saw the Doges Palace, the Grand Canal and several other sights.

Monday, June 26.
Off to FLORENCE. Here we stayed at the Londra Hotel for two nights. Kim noted: "Saw the beautifully sculptured brass plates on the doors of 
the baptistery, which are often referred to as The Gates of Paradise. This is part of the sculptures of di Ghiberti in the 15th century. "At one 
place we ate, I had a special desert given to me by a cute waiter. Aunt Lenora complained — why wasn't she given the same treatment?"

We also visited the Medici Chapel, the Cathedral and Baptistery of St. John, the Ponte Vecchio (bridge with many shops) and the Pitti Palace 
or Uffizi Art Galleries.

Wednesday, June 28.
We left Florence and drove south along the Autostrada del Sol to NAPLES where we did some sightseeing. Kim's impressions of Naples are as 
follows: "I remember all the lines of laundry hanging between rows of shoddy apartment houses, and that they had schools for pickpockets."

We drove on to SORRENTO, on the Mediterranean coast, where we checked in at the Cesare Augusto Hotel.

We stayed two nights. Quoting Kim: "We had a spaghetti dinner in Sorrento. ' From Sorrento we scooted across the water in a hydroplane boat 
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to the unique Isle of Capri. We took an excursion to the inside of the Blue Grotto. I had my bathing suit on, and with a little push from dad, I 
went over the side of the boat and swam around in its silvery waters."

Leaving Sorrento we took a tour to ancient POMPEI to view the multitude of interesting ruins that had been excavated over the years. Then on 
to ROME.

Friday, June 30.
Arriving at Rome, we checked in at the Residence Palace Hotel, where we stayed for three nights. In Rome we took in St. Peters Cathedral, 
the ancient pagan temple called the Pantheon, the Trevi Fountain, the Vatican Museum and the Catacombs. Kim and Henrie attended a 
fashion show one night.

Monday, July 3.
On to PISA, where we stayed one night at the Pisa Duorno Hotel. Here's Kim's account:
"Went up the coast and saw the Leaning Tower of Pisa. Naturally, we climbed to the top. Then dad and I arranged a scenario where it looked 
like dad was holding up the leaning tower with one hand to keep it from toppling, and I took a picture."

Tuesday, July 4
Kim continues: "We went up the coast to GENOA, Italy. Then on to MONTE CARLO, MONACO. We visited the casino there. Then on to NICE, 
France. I was going to buy a bikini there, but I chickened out."

We stayed at the Napoleon Hotel at Nice for two nights. Then, Kim remembers, "We went on to Cannes where we stopped to buy some 
perfume."

Thursday, July 6.
FRANCE.
Our itinerary wound along the coast of the FRENCH RIVIERA, past ANTIBES, then stopped for lunch in CANNES where we also visited a 
perfume factory. We then proceeded through the FRENCH ALPS to GRENOBLE and AUX-LES-BAINS, where we stopped in at the Albion 
Hotel for the night.

Friday, July 7.
SWITZERLAND.
Driving via ANNECY (France) we cross the border into SWITZERLAND at GENEVA, where we check in at the posh Intercontinental Hotel.

Saturday, July 8.
In the morning we take a city tour of GENEVA, and see the United Nations building and other points of international interest. After a great lunch 
at the Intercontinental, we drive along the shores of LAKE GENEVA, taking time out at LAUSANNE for a city tour. From Lausanne we cross the 
Alpine mountains to INTERLAKEN, then traverse the BRUNIG PASS and reach the resort city of LUCERNE. We check in at the deluxe Palace 
Hotel, where we stay for two days. 

Sunday, July 9.
We have the day at leisure, but we are quite busy making the rounds in all the different shops, since Lucerne was and is designed for tourist 
business. Henrie and Kim each buy a Swiss watch at Buchers. Here is what Kim has to say about Lucerne. "We went up to the Swiss Alps and 
checked in at Lucerne. One of the highlights was taking the cable car trip up to the top of MT. PILATUS. We horsed around with some of the 
younger group and had a snowball fight there in July during which I lost my new watch which I had received for my birthday. We took a narrow 
gage railroad on the way down. The view, the countryside, and the Swiss cows were all very memorable. The day was cool and cloudy. We 
stayed at the lovely Hilton Hotel." (Actually the Hilton Intercontinental was at Geneva.)

Notable among the "younger group" Kim refers to was a young, very blonde 18-year-old fellow by the name of Craig Fielding. He and his 
mother were from New Braunfels, Texas. He was studying to become a missionary. The last night in Geneva we had a lively bash - a big 
dinner party with all the Swiss accoutrements. Alpine horns, yodeling, music and dancers.

Monday, July 10
FRANCE.
We started out early for a long day's drive to PARIS, 'The City of Lights," as the French like to advertise it. We were to stay at the Hotel de 
Paris for the next three days, the final wind-up of our trip. Kim's recollections are as follows:

"From Lucerne to Paris in one day. Lenora was smitten and took a shine to a French border patrol. In Paris, we took in most of the sights, 
including a trip to the top of the Eiffel Tower. We saw the show at the Moulin Rouge, and I had a sampling of some French champagne. I didn't 
particularly like it. At a luncheon we had at the Café de la Paris, dad refused to pay for a salad we were charged for, but were never served. On 
the last night we had a farewell party and dance, then the next day we flew back to Miami and home."

Kim also brought back a large 20-page booklet of the Moulin Rouge's program of the show. It looked pretty good then and it still looks great, 
not the least of which were all the tall beautiful girls and their elaborate costumes. Even when they appeared topless, the costumes were still 
terrific. So were the topless.

Thursday, July 13.
Kim's last comment: "We arrived back in New York, and then flew to Miami, on July 13, 1967. It was undoubtedly the most interesting, 
enjoyable and educational experience of my young life."

Against the Evil Tide - 44
Milestone Forty-Three: A Family Tour through Europe
The Summer of 1967
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Against the Evil Tide - 45
Milestone Forty-Four: Pines 'n Palms Ranchos and the American Opinion Bookstore
1967 to 1973

Even before I left on the European tour in June of 1967, I had already made some far-reaching decisions as to what future course I should 
pursue, now that I had split with the Republican Party. By no means was I though with politics. It was just that I had lost all confidence in the 
two major parties, the Republicans and the Democrats. I was still firmly attached to the John Birch Society and my concern about the country 
going to hell in a hand basket was as strong as ever. Moreover, my concerns were now more and more directed to the racial situation, an issue 
that was heating up, and one that the JBS deliberately seemed to be ignoring. I was becoming increasingly attracted to the cause being 
espoused by George Wallace, the then governor of Alabama.

When George Wallace back in 1962 "took a stand in the schoolhouse door" in defiance (or so it seemed) of the Federal government's strong-
arm drive to integrate the schools, and confronted Attorney General Nicholas Katzenbach, I sat up and took notice. I had been fascinated by 
this little man's antics ever since, and now that I had been thoroughly disenchanted with the Republican Party, I came to agree with Wallace 
that the two parties were alike as two peas in a pod, and that there wasn't a dime's worth of difference between the two of them. I felt strongly 
that both the Republicans and the Democrats were in cahoots in selling this country out to the communists. Also, I was becoming increasingly 
alarmed about how the niggers in this country were taking over in their "Civil Rights" program and were granted one major concession after 
another. What could I do about it? I didn't know, but I was groping for some answers.

I decided I would go back into the real estate business and at the same time I would somehow step up my activities in politics as well, in one 
way or another. I had no clear picture as to what the solution might be. Perhaps joining the Wallace movement was the answer. I got together 
with my old buddy, Austin Davis, who had been such a big help in my campaign for election to the Legislature, and also when I ran for the 
Senate seat. We were both closely involved in the John Birch Society, and our political and racial concerns were pretty much on the same 
wavelength. Since we worked together real well, I offered him a partnership in my real estate business, although his only experience related to 
this kind of endeavor was that he was a building contractor, owned some warehouses and a sixteen-unit apartment building. Nevertheless, I 
felt that in our political pursuit we needed each other and could accomplish more as a team. Having made that decision, the first thing we did 
was to engage an attorney by the name of Ralph A. Hauser and form a corporation. We called it Pines'n Palms Ranches, Inc., and we received 
our incorporation papers from the State of Florida dated May 18, 1967. I was President, Austin was Vice-President and my wife was Secretary-
Treasurer.

After I returned from my European trip in July, Austin and I scouted Pompano Beach for suitable office space, and finally rented two parallel 
offices at 884 and 886 North Federal Highway, taking out a five-year lease. These offices were located in a shopping center that had about two 
dozen other small businesses going at the time. We decided one office (884) would serve as our real estate headquarters and in the other 
(886) we would set up an official JBS bookstore - the American Opinion Bookstore. It would also serve as our political headquarters. We 
installed our own air conditioning units in both offices and had an interconnecting door cut through the wall between them. Starting with the 
latter half of 1967, my activities were now equally divided between building up my real estate business on the one hand, and promoting the 
bookstore, the Birch Society, and politics on the other hand. Both emanated out of 884-886 North Federal Highway, and with a doorway 
between the two I shuttled back and forth as the spirit moved me.

Since these entitles were, of course, of an entirely different nature but nevertheless closely interwoven, I believe in the interest of clarity it is 
best I treat the two activities separately. I will briefly describe the real estate business first and get it out of the way, so that I can concentrate 
more fully on my then prime interest – the political ventures, which had a way of shifting, changing and growing as time went on.

Having settled into the two offices and having incorporated our real estate business, we now scouted for a section of land to buy so we could 
subdivide and sell. I had been in the acreage business between 1960 and 1964, and it was now our intent to pursue a line of activities similar to 
what I had been doing before I closed my office on Atlantic Boulevard in March of 1964.

With the help of a broker by the name of Joe Thompson in Naples we found and purchased a suitable section of 640 acres at what we 
considered a reasonable price. We then set about preparing it for subdivision and marketing.

It had been more than three years since I had been in the land sales business, and now getting back into it, I found that the rules and 
regulations had changed considerably. As always, when dealing with governmental agencies, things had become much more complex and 
complicated. Whereas formerly we had to deal with the Florida Real Estate Commission only, we were now faced with not only one, but two 
new regulatory agencies. First, there was the newly created Florida Land Sales Board, out of Tampa, Florida. Duplicating and overlapping it 
was the also new federal agency out of Washington, D.C., namely the Department of Housing and Urban Development, also known as HUD for 
short. It had a huge branch agency of its own called the Office of Interstate Land Sales, with its own complex set of rules and regulations. If a 
company was engaged in selling more than 50 parcels and some of those sales were to out of state buyers, it was mandatory that such seller 
register with both the Florida and the Federal agency. This we did, since it would be impossible not to have some buyers from out of state. All 
this took a considerable amount of time, expense and red tape.

In the meantime I sold out the parcels I still had on hand from my previous subdivisions, which due to the grandfather clause, were still in good 
standing under the previous registrations.

Finally, by the first of 1968, we had all our legal requirements taken care of and started selling. Austin Davis still had his warehouse business 
and his apartment building with sixteen rentals to take care of. It soon became obvious that Austin's contribution to the sales of land was 
somewhat less than great and more than deplorable. In fact, I was doing all the selling and his contribution was nil. Who needs a partner like 
that? I offered to buy him out. After some haggling, we came to an amicable agreement and Austin was no longer in the land business. I had it 
all to myself. However, he was still very much with me in our JBS activities and all the political promotions we were pursuing. He would drop 
into the office practically every day as we continued our promotions and endeavors, and he paid half the rent on the bookstore.
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Soon I hired a real good secretary by the name of Mary Childress. Her husband was with the Pompano Beach Fire Department, and although 
Mary was not with the JBS, she was also politically motivated. Soon we had a morning routine going whereby Mary would fix coffee and raisin 
bread toast at about 10:30 and we would all sit around a card table in the bookstore and have a political confab, usually joined by some outside 
visitors who might wander into the bookstore.

My business prospered. These were the Nixon years and business was good. By August of 1968 I bought another large parcel of 1145 acres 
with one mile of frontage on Highway 84 that connected Naples and Ft. Lauderdale. In this subdivision I built three and a half miles of roads 
leading south from Highway 84, and surveyed and staked it into highway frontage lots, 1-1/4 acre and 2-1/2 acre parcels.

I kept on buying more land. In March of 1969 I bought another section of 640 acres. While in the process of negotiating this piece the news 
broke that the Miami Port Authority had purchased 39 square miles of land in the eastern part of Collier County and were now planning on 
building a major international airport, located about 35 miles west of Miami. Immediately land prices in the area started skyrocketing and I 
ended up paying three times the original asking price.

By 1969, my accountant and my attorney persuaded me that I should break my business up into six different corporations, in order to reduce 
income taxes. This I did, but whether it really helped me or not, I was never quite sure, but I do know that both my attorney and my accountant 
benefited considerably thereby.

During these years I kept on buying more land. In July of 1969 I bought another three-quarter of a mile of highway frontage on 84. It consisted 
of 480 acres, and this property I kept for some time, and later deeded it all to the Church of the Creator. It is from the resale of this property that 
most of the funds were derived for the building of the church, the school, and all the multitude of expenses involved in the promotion, the 
printing of the books, and a multitude of other expenses.

In 1971 I became more interested in property in North Carolina, and in May of 1971 my wife and I bought a lovely piece of property about nine 
miles north of Franklin. It consisted of 54 acres and had several hundred feet of frontage on a rushing trout stream by the name of Burningtown 
Creek. We thought we might build a summer home there some time. However, I next found an opportunity to buy 160 acres about 13 miles 
south of Franklin, just north of the Georgia border. Here we did build a summer cabin in 1974, and later I subdivided part of it and deeded the 
rest of it to the church. It is this property on which the church and the school were later built, and our present rebuilt dwelling stands.

In April of 1972 I bought some five-acre ranchettes in a subdivision in Palm Beach County. It catered to people who liked to keep a few horses 
for their own riding pleasure. Then I turned my attention to the Colorado mountains and my wife and I bought a 160-acre ranch that was 
complete with canals and irrigated pasturelands. It was located in that most scenic area of Colorado, near Ouray, in the beautiful San Juan 
Mountain Range. We thought we might build on it some day, but we never did. However, we did take a number of enjoyable trips to Ouray and 
other parts of Colorado over the next several years.

In April of 1973 I bought another 90 acres of highway frontage on 84, about seven miles east of Naples. I put in some roads, surveyed and 
subdivided it. It is the last piece of property I bought in Collier County.

This completes a brief resume of my business activities up to and including 1973. Between 1960 and 1973 I was inactive for three years. 
During those ten years that I was active in real estate, I estimate that I negotiated some 2500 transactions, and I am proud to say that in all 
those deals I never sued anybody, nor did anybody ever sue me. During this period there were a number of other lesser deals, and later on I 
did buy an apartment house, a warehouse and some other properties, but that is another story. Let us now get back to politics and to the 
bookstore.

* * * * *

After the mixed support I had received from the Birch Society during my campaign for the Senate, I began to have similar feelings toward the 
Society, namely mixed. Nevertheless, what with the bookstore as a center, I now had more to work with and I worked harder than ever for the 
cause. What that cause now had become was not too clear, but it was no longer in harmony with what Robert Welch and the Birch Society 
preached. What that cause had now become was more diversified and extended into a number of directions, but it was nevertheless as urgent 
as ever. I realized more than ever before that something was wrong, and I was groping for answers. I no longer believed that the Birch Society 
had the answer, but then on the other hand, I didn't know of anyone who did.

During the next few years after opening up the bookstore in 1967, Austin Davis and I looked into a number of other organizations for answers. 
We still had our regular JBS Chapter meetings, we showed the J.B.S film "Anarchy, U.S.A." to any and every group who would sit still and 
listen. We showed the film in our bookstore, or we would show it at their meeting halls — to police officers, civic groups, firemen, or 
whomsoever.

But there were a number of things that now disturbed us about the Birch Society. Forced busing of school children was coming to Broward 
County, and it was causing a major uproar. The JBS took no stand on integration, which, of course, meant they condoned it. In fact, they took 
no stand on the race issue, period, which meant that they were covertly covering for continued race mixing. They vigorously condemned 
anyone, including any of their members, who dared to mention the Jews. All this puzzled me and aggravated me at the time. It had not yet 
dawned on me that the Birch Society was specifically organized by the Jews for the sole purpose of neutralizing all those militant White people 
who might organize effectively and expose the Jewish conspiracy.

Austin and I were looking into other groups and organizations. We were taking "The Thunderbolt" and reading their material, put out by the 
National States Rights Party. We were subscribing to Gerald L. K. Smith's "The Cross and the Flag" newsletter, put out by his organization, 
"The Christian Nationalist Crusade" out of Los Angeles, California. We looked into the Citizens Councils of America, who had a program similar 
to the Birch Society, but who were very much race conscious, such antipathy being directed mainly to niggers, but no mention of the Jewish 
conspiracy. We followed Richard Cotton's "Conservative Viewpoint" out of Bakersfield, California. He also made a number of radio broadcasts, 
in which he took on the Federal Reserve and the Jews. Later I met with Richard Gotten at a meeting in Ft. Lauderdale. I also corresponded 
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with James H. Madole, of the National Renaissance Party, out of New York, who was strongly racist, but mixed it with a certain amount of 
mysticism and other hocus-pocus.

Finally, Austin and I made it a point to go see some of these people. We took a trip to Ocala, Florida to go see "Dr." Oren Fenton Potfto, who 
called his organization the Christian Nationalist Church. He had a strong Nazi message in which he almost deified Adolf Hitler. But 
unfortunately it was also strongly interlaced with Christianity and other hocus-pocus. Furthermore, he was a Mason. When we left Ocala, we 
were convinced that this was not it.

We took a trip to Augusta, Georgia, to see the "headquarters" of the Nationalist States Rights Party. All we found was a ragged card on the 
door of an office which said "J.B. Stoner, Attorney." Later we did visit Stoner and Dr. Edward J. Fields in their new location in Marietta, Georgia. 
We talked to both and found their program had some merit. Sometime later Austin and I took the trouble to attend one of their annual meetings. 
We flew into the Cincinnati Tri-County Airport and attended a meeting of about 200 followers out in a field or hilltop south of Covington, 
Kentucky. We were not impressed and felt we had wasted our money in making the trip.

During all this time I also attended some (about three or four) of the Klan meetings in Ft. Lauderdale. I was, in fact the main speaker at one of 
them, held in Hollywood, Florida.

We had also contacted the Citizens Councils of America out of Jackson, Mississippi and their racial position appealed to us. On our invitation, 
Leonard Wilson, a representative of the C.C.A., came to visit us at the bookstore, and advised us how we could form our own chapter. On his 
suggestion, we did just that. I was beginning to have some savvy as to how to form a corporation without the expense of a lawyer. For $30.00 I 
filed incorporation papers with the State of Florida for the Broward County Citizens Councils of America, Inc., with our headquarters at the 
bookstore. On June 13, 1968 we received our charter from Secretary of State Tom Adams. I was President, Elmer Nicks was Vice President, 
Mary Childress, Secretary, and Austin Davis the treasurer. Listed in the charter were a dozen names of those who were our founding 
members.

We held regular monthly meetings. Since the Citizens Councils were strong supporters of George Wallace and his campaign for the 
presidency, the forming of this chapter was really a supportive move for the promotion of that campaign. However, since my involvement in the 
George Wallace campaign was considerable, it really belongs in another chapter.

Against the Evil Tide - 45
Milestone Forty-Four: Pines 'n Palms Ranchos and the American Opinion Bookstore
1967 to 1973
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Against the Evil Tide - 46
Milestone Forty-Five: The George Wallace for President Involvement
1967-1969

For several years George Wallace, the perennial governor of the State of Alabama, had been making noises as if he were running for the 
presidency of the United States. By 1967 those noises were beginning to attract serious national attention. This was the decade of rebellion 
and civil strife. The niggers were burning down large sections of Watts, Detroit, Washington, and any number of other major cities. There was 
that stupid war in Vietnam and the rebellion against it. Personally, as integration and civil rights had become what I considered a national 
outrage, I began to pay more attention to what George Wallace was saying. After my experience with the Republican Party, his claim that there 
wasn't a dime's worth of difference between the two major parties echoed my own sentiments.

Instrumental in building the Wallace movement was an intriguing character from California, a sort of a kingmaker, by the name of William K. 
Shearer. Sometime in the late spring of 1967 he contacted me and about four other like-minded people in the State of Florida about forming a 
third party headed up by George Wallace. I was receptive to the idea. It was not a new idea. The Klan, members of the Citizens Councils, and 
even a number of conservative Birchers had been talking about it for some time.

Soon after my return from the European trip I received a letter from Shearer inviting me to a general meeting to be held in the Holiday Inn, at 
Marianna, located in the Florida panhandle below Alabama. The date was August 19, 1967. There was a good-sized turnout and Shearer 
sketched out the details of our program.

William Shearer was a good speaker and a capable organizer. He was tall, then probably in his late thirties, had a blonde mustache and was 
walleyed, meaning that his eyes. Instead of focusing on an object, diverged in two different directions so that you were never quite sure 
whether he was looking at you or somebody else on the other side of the room. Now, in hindsight some twenty years later and in reviewing his 
subsequent activities, I strongly suspect that he was then, and is now, an agent provocateur whose job it is to organize, then neutralize, large 
segments of the White Race in the pursuit of useless causes.

Shortly after I returned back home, Wallace gave a speech at a banquet in a large ballroom in one of the major hotels in Miami. The date was 
August 29, 1967. I went to hear Wallace and although he sounded a bit too Southern and plebian, he was a convincing speaker, and what he 
said made sense to me. In the opening paragraph of his speech he said, "A basic purpose of government is to protect the life and property of 
its citizens. No nation can endure if, for any reason, it ceases to serve the purpose for which it was created." He pounded away at law and 
order, and the willful failure of the Federal government to maintain such.

I had long ago made up my mind to join the Wallace movement and I now set about to take meaningful action. After my experience in 
campaigning for the Legislature and then for the Senate, I had developed a certain rapport with the news media and reporters and getting them 
to broadcast my views. Checking back in my "Wallace" file, I find I have collected a goodly number of clippings which chronicle my involvement 
in the Wallace campaign during this period, and I am going to rely mostly on those clippings to tell the story.

An item in the Ft. Lauderdale News dated August 31, 1967 under the headline "Klassen Resigns GOP Job", it says, "Former State Rep. Ben 
Klassen announced today he has resigned from the Republican executive committee as committeeman and will "very likely" join a third party in 
working to elect former Alabama Gov. George Wallace to the U.S. presidency."

Further on down the column it quotes me as accusing the local and national GOP party of deteriorating "to the point where today it is in 
collusion and collaboration with the Democratic Party in selling out America."

Prophetic words. Further on down, the article concluded with quoting me "My country comes before party. I feel I can best serve my country by 
working for the election of Gov. George Wallace to the presidency of the U.S. in 1968. I am sure that overwhelming millions of Americans will 
follow the same course of action and will choose to stand up for America."

On September 15, 1967, the Miami Herald had a big headline in its Broward Peach Section (the paper was of a light peach color) in which it 
said "Five Bolt GOP Ranks to Back Wallace in '68". Above it was a smaller sub-headline "Klassen Gains Supporters" and below the main 
headline another sub-headline "Republican Future Success Dimmed by Manpower Loss."

My picture appeared with both the August 30 and September 15 articles.

I was soon attacked by the leaders of the Broward Republican Party, new chairman Davis W. Duke and also finance chairman Gray Boylston.

A letter I wrote to the Sun Sentinel, published September 27, is headed "Wallace Offers Choice", I say about Boylston "Presumably he doesn't 
like the Wallace platform: 'Stand up for America'." Further on I say "Probably Boylston prefers such pro-Russian positions as taken by leading 
GOP conservatives (?) such as Dirksen, Hickenlooper and Dominick in ramming through the Consular Treaty which allows the Russian 
Gestapo to set up headquarters in all our major cities to commit murder, treason and sabotage with complete immunity from our laws. Boylston 
evidently favors Dirksen in collaborating with L.B.J. to turn over our lifeline, the Panama Canal, to the Communists." There is more, but space 
will not permit.

In an article of September 23rd published in the Ft. Lauderdale News, I took on Florida State Chairman William Murfin. Under a headline at the 
top of the page and spread across seven columns, it states "Klassen Blasts State GOP Stand on Wallace", with a sub-headline about it stating 
"Stand Up For George, He Says." The article quoted me as raising the question, "Where, when and on what major issues has the Republican 
Party leadership ever tried to effectively oppose L.B.J.'s Great Society programs? Klassen accused the GOP of aiding and abetting "trade with 
the Reds". He said Republican leadership has helped Johnson "ram forced integration down the throats of the American people" and he asked 
"could L.B.J. have launched his orgy of unlimited spending without the help of the GOP"? Hasn't the GOP leadership helped promote the 
federal juggernaut in taking over control of our local schools?" There is more.
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On October 18, 1967, an article appeared in the Pompano Beach Sun Sentinel entitled "Klassen Raps Duke Remarks on Faction Backing 
Wallace" in which I am quoted as saying "Republican leaders are not half as worried about L.B.J. winning as they are worried about Wallace 
winning." This was in answer to Broward Chairman Duke's remarks that the Wallace faction would help re-elect Lyndon Johnson.

On October 20. 1967, William K. Shearer, from California, called for all the party faithful in Florida to meet in Orlando in order to organize the 
Wallace party. An article in the Sun Sentinel headed "Wallace Unit Taps Klassen", states "Ben Klassen, Lighthouse Point, Sunday, was elected 
vice chairman of the state committee supporting former Gov. George Wallace for president." Chairman of the state committee for Wallace is Dr. 
William C. Douglass, Sarasota." There was some discussion as to what the name of the new party should be. "Klassen said the organization 
did not adopt a party name, but two names were discussed. One, The Constitution Party, is already registered. The other name discussed was 
Stand Up for America Party."

This issue - a party name - was, and continued to be a contention in the Wallace campaign. For any individual to get elected, such individual 
has to belong to and be registered with a specific party, a party that is officially on the ballot of that state. For a new party to get on the ballot, a 
certain number of registered voters have to sign petitions and present them to the State Board of Elections, or whatever body has the authority 
to place a party on the ballot in each particular state. The laws vary with each of the different states, and the percentage and the minimum 
number of petitioners required also vary. But unless a party is on the ballot, all the political activity in the world is of no avail. Wallace never did 
formalize a particular party name and the individual states were left to flounder for themselves. Whether Wallace and Shearer left this issue up 
in the air deliberately is a moot question to this day. Even more ominous, Wallace himself remained a registered Democrat in his own native 
State of Alabama. This whole question as to what party we were working for became a major issue, and, as we shall see, more so as time went 
on. Nevertheless, along with millions of others, I kept plugging away for Wallace, never realizing the party issue never would be resolved. My 
daughter Kim and I went to hear Wallace in Palm Beach, met with him, and I had my picture taken with Wallace. Austin and I went to hear him 
again at Cape Canaveral. We arranged a number of party meetings with supporters at our Bookstore, and kept promoting the "Wallace Party." I 
gave a number of speeches at other gatherings, such as the Klan at their barbecue, to the Toastmasters, to the Citizens Councils, and to other 
groups.

An article dated March 5, 1968 in the Miami Herald had a headline across the top of Page 4 BR which said, "Wallace Will Carry Broward, Aide 
Says." Here are a few excerpts from the article:

"LIGHTHOUSE POINT: The move to put Gov. George Wallace in the White House is gathering momentum in Broward, Wallace's Florida vice 
chairman says.”

"Ben Klassen, who wears a second hat as local Wallace chairman, claims the husband of Alabama's governor will carry the Broward 
presidential vote.”

"With a pocketful of polls and statistics, Klassen said recently that 78% of Broward Countians favored Wallace in a television poll. Other polls 
showed that the American independent Party is the county's second, not third, party, beating out the Republican Party. "

"Frankly, I'm amazed at the number who voted for Johnson in 1964 that Goldwater couldn't have touched that now support Gov. Wallace," 
Klassen said.

"They are highly concerned about the anarchy and disregard of law and order that the administration is doing little about. . . " 

There is more.

About that time some members from the Klan came into my Bookstore and said they were holding a major rally for Wallace at the Odd Fellows 
Lodge Hall on April 27, 1968. They would like to have me billed as the main speaker. I agreed I would accommodate them, but asked also that 
we (the JBS) show our feature film "Anarchy U.S.A." during the day. We all came to a happy agreement and on Saturday, April 27, we did 
indeed hold our meeting to an overflow crowd of about 200. We showed "Anarchy" twice during the day and I gave about an hour-long speech 
in the evening. The meeting was considered a major success.

Another clipping I have says that on October 19, 1968 I represented the Wallace Party in a three-way debate at the Thomas Aquinas High 
School in south Fort Lauderdale, where the students staged a well-planned political convention of their own. Representing Nixon and the 
Republican Party was Norman Roettger, a Ft. Lauderdale attorney, and head of the Broward Nixon for President Campaign. Hubert Humphrey 
and the Democratic Party were represented by Robert Curtis, another attorney, and Democratic Executive Committee Chairman for Broward 
County.

Before that meeting, some of the black students staged a protest that Wallace, the alleged segregationist, should get representation at all. 
However, we all spoke our piece, about 15 minutes each, and the convention itself was relatively orderly. H. Wm. Christie, whose brainchild the 
convention was, commented "both in his speech and in the press conference later, Klassen surprised students with his honest statements on 
his feelings about segregation. "

"Everyone's equal to a degree" was the gist of his words, Christie observed. He said the students who interviewed Klassen had expected him 
to cover up his feelings, if they were segregationists." (I am still quoting the Miami Herald.)

In the vote that followed, "A majority of the St. Thomas Aquinas High School students cast their votes for Nixon at the climax of the school's 
mock political convention.

"Hubert Humphrey barely edged out George Wallace, in spite of demonstrations by Negro students prior to the start of the show." (Miami 
Herald)

By this time my own patience with Wallace's lack of meaningful organization and resolving the registration of a party name on a nation-wide 
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basis was beginning to wear thin. True, he was making a lot of noise throughout the nation. He was getting a tremendous amount of favorable 
publicity, much more than he warranted. But was he making any effort to really translate all this into meaningful political action? He was not, 
and it seemed almost deliberate. We in Florida had been promised Wallace bumper stickers and other literature, but none was forthcoming. 
Wallace was still registered as a Democrat. Sometime in the beginning of November 1967, Dr. Wm. C. Douglass, who was Florida Chairman of 
the Wallace party (also known as the Constitution Party), along with Col. G. M. Nelson, a former Florida State Legislator (who predated my 
time) and myself, decided to confront Wallace and his aides in their headquarters and get a few answers.

The three of us flew into Montgomery, Alabama and knocked on the door of his H.Q. office. Despite the fact that Dr. Douglass had made 
arrangements for the meeting in advance, Wallace was not there. In fact, nobody of significance was there. After cooling our heels for about 
two hours, we finally got to see Joe Fine, Wallace's national campaign manager. Joe Fine was a Jew. In fact, he even bragged about it. He 
gave us a lot of meaningless sweet talk, but no answers. He assured us that Wallace and his staff were not racists (So what in the hell was the 
whole campaign about, I wondered.) He said they had repeatedly been accused of being racists, of being anti-Semitic, but, he answered his 
critics, "I'm a Jew myself and I am Wallace's campaign manager." He had a big smile on his face.

However, I was not smiling. With a staff like that, I thought to myself, what in the hell was I doing in this camp? All three of us left to return 
home. We had no answers, but personally, I had a lot of re-thinking to do.

Against the Evil Tide - 46
Milestone Forty-Five: The George Wallace for President Involvement
1967-1969 
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Against the Evil Tide - 47
Milestone Forty-Six: The American Independent Party
1969

As the new year of 1969 was ushered in, I had mixed emotions about Wallace and the "George Wallace" Party. Our visit to Montgomery had 
been revealing, to say the least. Was Wallace for real, or was he nothing more than a stalking horse, a diversionary tactic set up by the liberals 
and the communists? (I was still in the Birch Society and viewed all evils as emanating from hidden communists in government and the news 
media.)

However, my concern about what was happening to our country was as urgent as ever and I was looking for solutions. I wanted answers. I was 
more convinced than ever that the Democrats and the Republicans were selling us out and leading us to disaster. Therefore, Wallace or no 
Wallace, we needed a good Third Party. Other than slumping the country and promoting Wallace, "our leader" made no concerted effort to 
form a real third party, had not even decided on a uniform name. In the November, 1968 elections his supporters worked under at least six 
different organizational names. The "Wallace" parties did receive 9,897,141 votes out of 73 million cast, 13.53% of the total, and received 45 of 
the 538 Electoral College votes. Evidently the public sentiment and support for change was there to be organized and harvested. But was 
Wallace really trying to organize and do something with that sentiment? It seemed he was not. One of his closest aides, Bill Jones, out of 
Montgomery, said Wallace had no plans for the 1972 presidential elections.

However, I went ahead and organized the American Independent Party (AIP) in Broward County. We requested and obtained permission to 
use the County Commission Chambers in the Courthouse building to hold our meetings, the same as did the Democrats and the Republicans. 
We held our first meeting on Jan. 24, 1969. I was chairman, Mary Childress (my secretary at the office) was secretary of the party and Austin 
Davis was treasurer.

At that meeting we passed a resolution in which we condemned the "open space" school, a program the county board was considering in 
which a group of classes would be in one large room, no walls between classes. We viewed this as "a step toward anarchy, chaos and 
destruction."

According to an article in the Feb. 6th Sun Sentinel, we also condemned "forced integration of our schools" and "the abolishment of 
neighborhood schools". We then sent the resolution to the School Board Chairman, Dr. Wilson C. Atkinson.

"The resolution was proposed by Ben Klassen, Chairman of the Broward branch of the party, and was approved by a vote of 26 executive 
committee members at the party's first local meeting. The party plans to meet once a month," the article concluded.

On February 9, 1969 a statewide meeting of all Florida committeemen and women supporting Wallace was held in Orlando. Dr. Wm. C. 
Douglass, who was the sponsor of the Birch Society's "Let Freedom Ring" program, had been the original organizer and chairman of the 
Florida Wallace Party. Prior to the meeting he had urged me to take over the leadership and I said I would be willing to do so if the membership 
so chose.

The meeting was chronicled in a number of Florida papers: the Miami Herald, the Ft. Lauderdale News, Pompano Beach Sun Sentinel, 
Bradenton Herald, Tampa Tribune, and the Orlando paper, to name a few. The Sun Sentinel ran a headline "AIP Names Klassen Chairman." 
The article continued: "Klassen's wife, Henrie Etta was elected secretary of the state AIP executive committee, while Arleen L. Lent of Naples 
was elected vice-chairman, and L. Alien Greer, Sarasota, was chosen treasurer."

About 50 committee officials were present. "This is not a new party", Klassen explained. "Formerly, for about four years, this was the 
Constitution Party of Florida. We changed the name about a year ago and filed it with the secretary of state."

Klassen said the "big drive" of the AIP statewide will be for re-registration of voters. "Then," he said, "we plan to qualify the party for the ballot 
and seek candidates for all levels of governmental offices." Two weeks later William K. Shearer called for a national meeting of committeemen 
and women from the various states. It was held in Louisville, Kentucky on Sunday, February 23, a meeting in which Henrie and I attended. We 
flew in by plane. An AP news item in the Sun Sentinel described it as follows:

New Party "Will Save America'
LOUISVILLE, KY. A national group of Wallace supporters formed a third Party Sunday without his blessing and William Shearer of San Diego 
said "We are on our way to saving America."

The new organization passed resolutions urging repeal of the federal income tax and calling on the United States to pull out of NATO.

It was on the way to approving a U.S. ultimatum to North Vietnam to halt all aggression within 30 days or face "all out war which would involve 
destruction of the rice crops, thereby bringing peace to Southeast Asia." 
End of article.

As I recall, there were parties with different names from the various states. Some, such as New York, even had two different rival parties. 
Again, no unanimity of a party name, and Wallace gave no leadership. In fact, he wasn't even there.

On April 15, income tax day, our Broward group distributed flyers in front of the Courthouse in Ft. Lauderdale, promoting the Liberty 
Amendment which would do away with the income tax. An article in the Miami Herald is headed "Anti-Income Tax AIP gets 13 New Members." 
Further down it says "But when 5 PM came only 13 Broward residents had 'stood up for America' and changed their registration to the party of 
former Alabama Gov. George Wallace."

"The Liberty Amendment, Klassen explained, "would abolish the income tax over a three year period. At the same time the federal government 
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would withdraw from all federal aid programs and also cancel all operations within the U.S. 'not specified in the Constitution.'"

On April 27, Bob Kunst, representing Florida's "New Party," and myself, representing the AIP, appeared on Broward Celebrity Line, written up 
in the Miami Herald. It is a long interview, in a format in which each of us expressed our party positions on a number of issues. I will try to give 
a few of the highlights.

Q. Why didn't you join either the Republican or Democratic Party?

KLASSEN: I once belonged to the Republican Party. But both parties are in collusion today to give us a socialist dictatorship. They've joined to 
destroy the Constitution they've sworn to uphold and are dedicated to bring this country into a one-world government where we can merge with 
Communist Russia and other socialist monsters in happy brotherhood under United Nations control.

KUNST: We feel problems hurting us so badly in this country - inequality, slums, poor people starving - are not met by people in politics. We 
felt we had to offer an alternative . . .We call for freedom and democracy not just for White, Anglo Saxon Protestants (WASPS) but for all 
Americans.

KLASSEN: The American Independent party believes in individual responsibility…Government is taking from the thrifty and giving to the shifty, 
encouraging parasites and free loaders not to work, taking earnings away from those who are still productive.

A Florida State AIP executive committee meeting was held in Bradenton on June 22, 1969. The Tampa Tribune under the heading 
"Independent Party Pushes Recognition" the next day reported the following: 

BRADENTON. The Florida American Independent Party late last week unanimously voted to institute a legal suit against the state, declaring 
"discriminatory and prohibitive" a Florida constitutional stipulation requiring 150,000 re-registered voters in order to receive party recognition.

State AIP Chairman Ben Klassen told some 50 state and county party representatives at a special meeting here he would contribute $1000.00 
to launch the attempt to be placed on ballots here. The suit will be filed pending raising of sufficient funds, it was decided. (End of quote.)

(Several resolutions were passed, including condemnation of SIECUS, sex education in schools, and there were several swipes at Nixon and 
Republican Gov. Claude Kirk.)

That same evening we held a banquet at Belro's Restaurant at which Medford Evans was the key speaker. Present were about 200 party 
faithful. The Bradenton Herald reported the following: "Wallace Party Speaker Urges: Save this Country." It went on, "Urging his audience 'to 
save this country as it was bequeathed to us by our ancestors.' Dr. Medford Evans of Jackson, Miss., author and lecturer won a standing 
ovation at the end of his talk on 'The Future of the American Independent Party. "
(End of quote.)

Dr. Evans was a member of both the John Birch Society and also the Citizens Councils. He gave a good speech, but it lacked any meaningful 
specifics. He praised us for being able to muster some 200 members to a meeting such as this. Things seemed to be going pretty well for our 
AIP. However, at this same meeting someone warned me that when your organization really gets some clout, look for the disrupters and 
dynamiters to move in, they'll be sure to come. The prediction proved so true, as we will sec later. After the speech Dr. Evans and his wife, 
Jimmy Harrison and his wife, and I sat down in one of the booths in the restaurant for a cup of coffee and some intimate conversation. Dr. 
Evans was an interesting individual of many parts. He had been a doughboy in France during World War 1. Dr. Evans was not only a good 
speaker, he was also a good raconteur. Soon he was telling us about when he was in Paris during the war he unknowingly walked into a 
French whorehouse, and he found out what that was all about. But I soon turned the conversation to more serious issues. Since Dr. Evans was 
one of the most prominent officials in both the JBS and the Citizens Councils, this was my opportunity to ask him some penetrating questions 
that had bothered me about both organizations, namely in regards to the Jewish involvement in the communist conspiracy and the "civil rights" 
movement. Dr. Evans blandly fielded the questions as if it were no big deal, and stated that it was "his opinion" that the Jews once had control 
of the communist regime in Russia, but that they were now out and the Russians were in control of the communist party. I wasn't convinced, 
but I didn't argue. His evasiveness on the Jewish conspiracy didn't enlighten me any about communism, but it told me quite a bit about both 
organizations in which he was so prominent, and about Dr. Evans himself.

The following excerpts are taken from the Ft. Lauderdale News dated August 13. Under the heading "AIP Raps Nixon on Schools, Tax" AIP 
State Chairman Ben Klassen, a member of the county executive committee, said Tuesday the heavy and progressive graduated income tax, 
registration of firearms, federal control of schools and forced integration as part of Republican programs, has paralleled Marx's Communist 
Manifesto.

"Consequently, Klassen said, their resolution seeks the removal of the government from the control of schools, and that includes forced 
integration. He said they also want the income tax eliminated and gun control legislation outlawed.
(End of quote.)

Throughout the spring and summer I had been holding a number of smaller meetings at the bookstore and regular meetings of our Broward 
County Citizens Councils group. Some of these people were from other racist groups such as the Nazis, the States Rights Party, Klan, etc., 
and the Jewish question came up repeatedly, a question the Birch Society tried so hard to suppress, but one that to me became increasingly 
more important. I read Henry Ford's book "The International Jew" again. I had read it about 20 years earlier, but in context of what I was now 
doing, it really hit home. The worldwide Jewish powerhouse and conspiracy was so obvious that it caused me to become increasingly 
suspicious about the whole basis and intent of the Birch Society. Why were they trying so hard to deny the existence, cover up and defend the 
most vicious of all our enemies? And where did the Citizens Councils stand in regard to the Jews? They claimed they were racists, against the 
niggers, that is. But what about the Jews?

In mid August, 1969 Kim and Henrie drove out west to Colorado to scout arrangements for Kim entering the Colorado State University at Ft. 
Collins. It was our plan that I would fly out later and Henrie and I would then drive back in the Camaro. Meanwhile, there was a Citizens Council 
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Convention at their headquarters in Jackson, Mississippi on August 29 and 30. Austin Davis and I decided we would fly out to Jackson and 
attend that meeting and find out first hand some of their positions on the Jews and other issues. By now we had pretty well written off the Birch 
Society as hopeless.

Austin and I were impressed with the Citizens Councils' new headquarters building and were hoping for the best. We heard all the speeches at 
the two-day convention, attended all the banquets. We had brought along some extra copies of The International Jew and were displaying it 
freely. We talked to several members about the Jews, to solicit their opinions, especially Leonard Wilson, the coordinator who had come to 
Pompano Beach to help us set of our local C. C. group. He was not interested in "The International Jew" and frankly told us that the C. C. was 
not at all anti-Semitic, in fact, they had some nice Jewish members. So, we had run into another stonewall.

Meanwhile, back in Florida the word was getting around in the Birch Society, and also statewide to the members of the AIP, that Ben Klassen, 
Chairman of the AIP, was an anti-Semite.

After the convention was over I flew on to Denver to meet with Kim and Henrie, while Austin flew back to Florida. When I arrived in Colorado, 
Kim and Henrie picked me up at the airport and we drove back to a motel in Estes Park, where they were staying. It was then that I learned that 
Henrie had been sick, but she felt better now. However, that very first night she had a very serious and painful attack, and we had to call an 
ambulance in the middle of the night to take her to a hospital in Longmont, 45 miles away.

Soon she was scheduled for an operation. She stayed in the hospital for more than a week, while Kim and I stayed in a motel. We then stayed 
in Longmont for another week while Henrie was recuperating her strength. We took Kim to her college to get her settled in. Then Henrie and I 
started our trip back to Florida, taking our time.

After my experience in Jackson with the C.C., I was more alarmed than ever, and was curious what my old friend and predecessor in the AIP, 
Dr. William C. Douglass, had to say about the Jews. I called up in advance and made arrangements to have dinner with him in Sarasota, where 
he resided. We met at a swank restaurant of his choice (he was quite a gourmet.) He brought his secretary with him, but Henrie wasn't up to it 
and stayed at our motel. We sat down to dinner at about 8:30 and I quickly got down to business. I asked him - what about the Jews? I had 
tons of evidence, I said, that the Jews were the real instigators of communism, controlled most of the world's finances, controlled practically all 
of the news media, the governments, in fact, the world.

Bill Douglass was very much on the defensive, and his secretary backed him up by acting as if she was very much shocked that I even brought 
up the subject. But unlike my encounter with Dr. Evans, I kept pressing and pressing hard. Although we kept it on a seemingly friendly and civil 
basis, we kept arguing until midnight, when the proprietor let us know that he was ready to close up, much to Dr. Douglass' relief. That is the 
last time I saw Bill, but I now knew where he stood, where Medford Evans stood, where the AIP stood, the position of the Birch Society, the 
Citizens Councils, and the whole ball of wax.

I arrived back in Pompano Beach on Sept. 21st, after having been away for nearly a month. Things were piled up at the office. There were 
contracts to pursue, bills to pay, letters to write. Also those disrupters and dynamiters in the AIP were now surfacing visibly. One was a fellow 
by the name of Victor Barrett in Broward County. Having originally ingratiated himself and attached himself to our AIP group he now became 
ugly and threatening. The other (among others) was a very vocal shrew from Naples, Florida, by the name of Arleen (Larry) Lent, who had 
been needling me for most of the year. She claimed she had been secretary to the late Senator Joseph McCarthy, in Washington, and that she 
was working on a book about him. 
(She never wrote it.)

This brings me to a subject that has puzzled me for all these years. Why would a courageous, intelligent man like Senator McCarthy take on 
the whole liberal-communist-Jewish establishment and at the same time have not one, but two young Jewish attorneys, namely David Schine 
and Roy Cohen, as key men on his staff? Didn't he realize that communism was Jewish? And why would he have a secretary like Larry Lent 
working for him, who, I was convinced, was monitoring his office (as I believed she did our activities in the AIP) and forwarding such 
information to the Anti-Defamation League? To this day it remains a mystery to me. Poor Joe McCarthy! The Jews destroyed his political 
career, destroyed his reputation and killed him in the hospital. He went into the hospital with nothing more than the flu, but came out feet first, 
dead of hepatitis. I am convinced that the Jews gave him a shot that did him in.

A few days after I returned from Colorado, Austin and I sat down at a table in the bookstore for a review of what we had recently learned. We 
had to make some major decisions, some agonizing re-appraisals of what we had been supporting - the Birch Society, the Citizens Councils, 
the American Independent Party. Why were they all ignoring the Jewish menace when the evidence was overwhelming that the Jews were the 
real power establishment behind the whole dastardly conspiracy to destroy America and the White Race?

We called Jim Cochrane, one of the major JBS chapter leaders in Pompano to a conference in the Bookstore and confronted him with the 
Jewish Issue. He started sweating profusely, and his only defense was - "All the Jews?" meaning that even if it was a Jewish conspiracy we 
should not condemn every Jew as being part of that conspiracy, just individual by individual, regardless of their race or religion. I said to Jim: 
Why the double standard? When the "allies" manipulated by the Jews in the mass horror of fire-bombing Dresden to death, killing some 
350,000 Germans in two days, they did not selectively spare the women, the children, the little babies or the refugees from the east that were 
fleeing the communist killers. So why are you all blubber and why are you so goddamn protective of the Jews? That was the last time I ever 
saw Jim Cochrane.

A few days later we called in Claude Boring, the JBS Coordinator for South Florida, whom we had known for years. We sat him down at the 
same table in the bookstore and put the same question to him. He, too, sweated profusely and kept chain-smoking one cigarette after another. 
He came through more frankly than had Jim Cochrane. "Listen," he said, "We all know it's the Jews. Welch knows it's the Jews and so does 
just about every member of the Birch Society. If we went against the Jews we would be labeled anti-Semitic and that would be the end of the 
Society." Really? What about your credo that "the truth is our only weapon?" You are sure as hell not telling the whole truth when you totally 
ignore and fail to expose the most important and powerful enemy in the whole conspiracy, now are you? He could not come up with any logical 
answer, and Austin and I could come to only one conclusion that made any sense: namely the Birch Society was running interference for the 
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Jews, all the while pointing the finger at the communists, while the Birch Society itself was a part of the Jewish conspiracy.

My old buddy, Dr. Bill Douglass, joined the dynamiters by circulating a letter in which called me an anti-Semite, and asked for my resignation 
from the chairmanship of the AIP. I was only too glad to oblige. With a party membership that was still willing to ride on the coattails of a fraud 
such as Gov. Wallace, who Douglass himself said treated him "as If he had leprosy" and was really bent on undermining any third party 
movement, what possible future was there in such a set-up? None, I concluded. Not only did I gladly resign from the now useless AIP, but I 
also tendered my resignation from the Birch Society in a letter to Robert Welch, dated Nov. 5. In that letter I also demanded a refund of my 
previous $1000 donation that I had foolishly made in good faith. The complete letter can be read and is reprinted in "The Klassen Letters, Vol. 
One."

Printed in the same book and following the Welch letter are letters to three of the major members of the AIP. On Dec. 5, Dec. 15 and Dec. 18 I 
sent letters to Dr. Wm. C. Douglass, to L. Alien Greer, and to Jas. L. Harrison respectively. These letters further shed light on the political 
situation and conflicts at that time.

My resignation from the Birch Society caused considerable commotion among the ranks in Broward County. Undoubtedly, I had been the most 
active and visible member in South Florida. The newspapers took note. A headline in the Sun Sentinel read "Klassen Quits Birchers, Says 
Group Too Liberal", and on the same day, Nov. 3, an article in the Ft. Lauderdale News read "Society Becoming Too Liberal For Me, Ex-
Bircher Says." About this time also someone called up and told me to tune in on a certain Palm Beach radio station, they were talking about 
me. I did tune in, and here was my old buddy, Claude Boring, the JBS coordinator for South Florida, talking to some (Jewish talk-show host. I 
tuned in just in time to hear the Jew ask, "So you're saying that Klassen’s anti-Semitic?" and Claude Boring emphatically answering "He is not 
only anti-Semitic, he is anti-Jewish!" Horrors! In summation, after my experiences and the information I had gathered, I concluded that whereas 
the Democratic and the Republican parties were not the answer to the White Man's dilemma, neither was George Wallace nor the American 
Independent Party, and I would not waste my time in that arena any longer. Back to Square One.

Against the Evil Tide - 47
Milestone Forty-Six: The American Independent Party
1969 
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Against the Evil Tide - 48
Milestone Forty-Seven: Alpine Tour mit Oberammergau Passion Play
Summer of 1970

By 1970 Henrie and I felt it was time for another trip to Europe. In our previous trips we had found that of all the scenery in Europe, 
undoubtedly the Alpine areas were the most beautiful, and we decided this time we would select a tour that concentrated on those majestic 
Alps. Besides, this being a decade year, the passion play was putting on its historic spectacle, and we had decided long ago that some day we 
wanted to see it. So we made the necessary preparations, and chose a tour that combined both.

We chose Olson's Royal Coach Tour that was designated as the "22 Day Imperial Alpine Adventure (Passion Play)." On Monday, July 20, we 
took Northeastern Flight #20 out of Ft. Lauderdale at 5 P.M and arrived at the Kennedy airport in New York at 7:35. After a short stopover, at 
8:30 we took another plane out for a direct flight to Switzerland, arriving in Geneva the next morning.

Tuesday, July 21. The Olson bus and tour guide met us at the airport, and our group all gathered for a get-acquainted breakfast. After a city 
tour, which included the League of Nations building, the Old Town, and some other interesting spots in this international city, we drove along 
the shores of Lake Geneva. We crossed into France and arrived at the skiing resort of Chamonix, at the foot of Mont Blanc. This huge granite 
massif, which is 28 miles long and 9 miles wide, at 15,781 feet, is the highest peak in the Alpine range. We soon checked in at the Cariton 
Symond Hotel and had a good dinner. It had been a long day since we left New York last night. We were ready for a good night's rest.

Wednesday, July 22. Today we were free to wander around Chamonix on our own, which we did. There is a cable car that goes up the 
mountain, but since the day was overcast and visibility poor, we did not take it.

There are 44 people in our tour group, a full busload. Most of them are congenial and experienced travelers. Our tour conductor is Tom. He is 
young, comes from Holland, and is Jewish. There is also an older Jewish couple from Miami in our group. Our bus driver is also quite young. 
His name is Michelle, he is from the French part of Switzerland, he speaks very little English and is a superb driver. 

Thursday, July 23. This morning we started off at 8 A.M. and drove through the 12 mile long Mont Blanc Tunnel into Italy. The tunnel was 
completed in 1965, and is quite an engineering feat. But the French and the Italians don't just dig a tunnel, they did it with an artistic flair, 
constructing a very attractive fluted overhang at the entrance. After a beautiful drive through the Aosta Valley, we entered Switzerland again 
through the St. Bernard Tunnel, which is only four miles long. We had a coffee stop at the entrance to the tunnel and then drove on to Martigny 
for lunch. After lunch, we drove down the lower Rhone Valley to Visp. From there we took a mountain train ride to Zermatt, one of the most 
picturesque and fascinating little towns in all of Switzerland. It is surrounded by high Alps and is the gateway to the Matterhorn. We were taken 
to the Hotel Mont Cervin by a horse drawn bus. It is delightful to hear the jingle of the bells on the horses. There are no gasoline cars in 
Zermatt, only small electric vehicles and horse drawn carriages and buses. The town is a shopper's paradise and Henrie and I strolled down 
the main street of the town before dinner to look it over. Dinner at 7:45. The town, the atmosphere, the dinner, all were delightful.

Friday, July 24. Today is another free day, with the option to take the tour by cog railway to the foot of the Matterhorn (at our own expense). We 
opted to take the tour to Gornergrat, which is the terminal point station for tourists. It was a perfect day to view this most prestigious of all 
peaks. There was a little cloud hovering several hundred feet directly above the peak, which gave it an aura of distinction. Although the 
Matterhorn is about 1000 feet lower than Mont Blanc, its granite massif rises so dramatically out of its surroundings that it is the most 
spectacular of all the Alpine peaks. Some of the most impressive sideshows as we rode up the steep incline to Gornergrat were the number of 
rushing streams and waterfalls cascading down over the rocky mountain terrain. Arriving back in the late afternoon, we took some pictures of a 
herd of goats driven up the main street of Zermat, a ritual that is performed twice every day.

Saturday, July 25. This morning we got up early (5:30), had breakfast and then we all walked en masse to the railroad station to catch the 7:30 
train back to Visp, where we make contact with our bus again. We noticed there was fresh snow on the Matterhorn. Once on the bus we were 
now on our way to St. Moritz. It is a beautiful day. The roads are narrow and winding, there are many sharp curves, which our skilful driver 
manipulates expertly. We drive back into Italy over the Simplon Pass, and along the shores of beautiful Lake Maggiore. We had lunch at a 
hotel high above the Lake of Locarno, a beautiful spot replete with palm trees and tropical flowers. We arrive at St. Moritz at 7:30. It has been a 
long day, and although the distance wasn't that great, nevertheless, the thousands of curves make it rather strenuous. We were settled into the 
Crystal Hotel, not on our schedule, since the designated Hotel Schwelzerhof is being remodeled. The Crystal Hotel is very modern, large 
bathrooms, heated towels, the whole works.

Sunday, July 26. St. Moritz is a high-class tourist and ski resort. The scenery is breathtaking — lovely lakes and mountain vistas. We are free 
until 10:30 A.M., at which time we boarded the bus and were on our way to Davos, where we stopped for lunch. Then back to our hotel at St. 
Moritz again.

Monday, July 27. Our destination today is Cortina, Italy. We are now in the Dolomites. The mountains in this area are somewhat different from 
the rest of the Alps. They are in the shape of tremendous boulders lying on top of, and/or next to each other. They are bare, of fantastic shapes 
with rugged peaks and very picturesque. On our way, we had lunch at Brunek. We arrived at Cortina at about 6 P.M. It was a beautiful setting.

Cortina lies in sort of a pass, or valley, among all these huge boulders. Cortina is both a summer and winter resort. After we settled into the 
Hotel de la Poste, we had a real Italian dinner of Minestrone, Veal Scallopine, mashed potatoes, zucchini, and apple cake.

Tuesday, July 28. We are now headed for Austria and the legendary town of Villach, immortalized by Franz Lehar In the Operetta "The Merry 
Widow." After we entered Austria we continued via Lienz and Spittal and past several beautiful lakes. Villach itself is very picturesque, and 
typically Tyrolean. Arriving at Villach, we soon checked in at the Park Hotel for the next two nights.

Wednesday, July 29. Our morning in Villach is free. Villach is very near the Yugoslavian border. Our hotel room overlooks a garden. We spent 
the morning exploring the town and stopped in at a sidewalk cafe to have coffee and Austrian pastries. The weather is pleasant and on the 
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warm side. In the afternoon we all took a bus tour for a drive around the Worthersee, a large and scenic lake.

Thursday, July 30. We are taking off through the pinewoods and the beautiful scenery of the Styrian Alps to Portschach, then to Bruck, where 
we had a delicious lunch in an old restaurant of the Hotel Bauer. There was an old square piano here and someone in our group started 
playing it, all of which turned into a general singsong, with most of our group participating.

We arrived in Vienna at about 4 P.M. and checked into the Intercontinental Hotel, a real winner. It is air conditioned and completely modern, yet 
retains the true Austrian flavor, having such attributes as those lovely crystal chandeliers in the lobby and other public rooms. Our room is on 
the ninth floor, overlooking the beautifully wooded Stadtpark, which is three blocks wide and five blocks long. The park has a canal running 
through its center, with five picturesque bridges spanning the canal. After dinner Henrie and I went for a walk in the park, then sat down at one 
of the tables in the plaza to have coffee and Viennese pastries and listen to an open concert that was already in progress. There were other 
members of our group also sitting in. A very good orchestra played Strauss waltzes and two young couples in formal dress demonstrated the 
classic Strauss waltzes. The park at night is like a fairyland with fountains and flowers, and lights on buildings everywhere. From our room on 
the ninth floor we can see many church spires, beautiful buildings, and the huge, lighted ferris wheel (the largest in the world) in the forested 
amusement park called The Prater, a huge park, about four miles long. There are no skyscrapers in Vienna, which fact helps it to retain its 
romantic charm and historic character.

Friday, July 31. City tour of Vienna. In the morning we visited the Inner City, also known as the Old City, which contains the Ringstrasse, the 
Kartnerstrasse, the famous Opera, and most of the parks, museums and historic buildings for which Vienna is so famous. The beautiful 
grounds of the Belvedere Palace, which was once the home of the Crown Prince Eugen, is now a museum. The huge Schoenbrun Palace, the 
former summer residence of the Austrian Emperors, the last of which was Franz Joseph. We went through about forty rooms on the first floor, 
all of which were highly decorated and contained a multitude of oil paintings. The upper two floors are rented out to various businesses and 
people. The Hofburg, which was the Winter Palace for the Emperors, and is now also a museum. We also saw the Kunst Museum, a beautiful 
building that is a work of art in itself, and contains thousands of paintings by the world's most famous artists.

In the afternoon we drove out to the Vienna Woods, which were not as woodsy as I had imagined. We saw the Cisterian Monastery and 
church, part of which was built in the 12th century. We also saw a children's village for orphans. Nine children of assorted ages live in each 
very attractive house with a "mother" to take care of them. We then went to Baden, where the Russians have their headquarters, and where 
the SALT talks are now going on. Baden is a delightful spa, and while there Henrie and I had tea and a sampling of the famous Sachertorte at 
the Sacher Hotel. Back in Vienna for a fine dinner of Bauerschmaus. After dinner Henrie and I took a taxi to the Light Opera house and saw 
Franz Lehar's operetta "The Merry Widow", sung in German, of course.

Saturday, August 1. A free day in Vienna. Henrie and I were busy taking a closer and more prolonged look at some of the places we had briefly 
visited on the tour, but would have liked to have spent more time. We also explored a number of the downtown shops to see what they had to 
offer.

At night, the tour took all of us to the "new wine" village of Grinzing, on the outskirts of Vienna, where we enjoyed a jolly good dinner replete 
with folk music and ample samplings of new wine.

Sunday, August 2. The weather here has been hot the past few days and we have enjoyed our nice air-conditioned hotel. But now it is time to 
move on and we leave at 8 A.M. this morning on our way to Salzburg. On route we stop at the very large, beautiful and famous Cistercian 
Monastery at Melk. Both the interior and the exterior are real works of art and are one of the finest examples of Baroque architecture in Europe. 
At present the monks supervise many parishes in the area and come here only once or twice a year. One wing of the Monastery is used for 
Austrian students and another wing for U.S. students on an exchange program. We had lunch at Gmunden, a lovely spot on a mountain lake. 
Many sailboats were out, and there were numerous swans looking to be fed. Afternoon coffee stop at St. Gilgen on the Wolgangsee, after 
which we arrive in Salzburg and check in at the Hotel Europa. Our room overlooks the town, with a view of the triple tiers of ancient forts that 
rise along the slope of the mountain. We walked through an old cemetery to have dinner at Peter's Cellar in the old part of the town.

Monday, August 3. In the morning we go on a sightseeing tour of the Old City with a local guide in charge. The city is a gem of rococo 
architecture. We viewed the Heilbrun Castle, Mozart’s house, the fortress of Kohensalzburg, the Cathedral and the old and new Festival 
theaters.

In the afternoon the same guide takes us to Berchtesgaden, where we see the ruins of Hitler's chalet, and those of Goering and Himmler, and 
the tunnels and bunkers connecting them. At a distance we can also see the ruins of Hitler's once magnificent "Eagle's Nest", his private retreat 
perched atop a mountain peak and commanding a superlative view. I was awed to come into such close contact with history, and, at the same 
time I felt depressed that such an illustrious landmark in our history had been so wantonly destroyed by the "allied" forces.

After our return to Salzburg, we had a fine dinner at our hotel. Then Henrie and I (and others of our group) took off in taxis to the Mirabel palace 
where we listened to a delightful string quartet play Mozart-Schubert-Beethoven music, starting at 9:15 P.M. We walked back, and after a long 
day, were ready for bed.

Tuesday, August 4. After breakfast this morning, we leave for Munich, seeing many picturesque little towns and much scenic beauty on the 
way. We stop for a lunch of sauerkraut, sausage and song at Munich’s famous Hofbrauhaus, where I pick up a beer mug for a souvenir. After a 
sightseeing tour through the city, we drive through the heady Bavarian Highlands past charming old towns and check in for the night at 
Oberammergau, a perfect picture-postcard city in the Bavarian style. The hotels here are overbooked, and late that evening we are taken on a 
long ride across the Austrian border to a little town of Mittelwald, where we are lodged for the next two nights.

Wednesday, August 5. We are now ready to see the famous Oberammergau Passion Play, which is put on only one summer in ten years, a 
tradition that has been observed for more than 330 years, (since 1634) when the burgers vowed to do so for being spared the ravages of the 
Black Plague. All the players are local people. The stage is a huge set in the open on the side of a hill, but the seating arena is under cover. 
The play lasts all day, with a break for lunch. I enjoyed the presentation, although overly long, which was, of course, in German.
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Thursday, August 6. We motor through the wooded Alpine hills to Fussen for magnificent views of the Mad Ludwig's castles of 
Hohenschwangau and Neuschwanstcin. The latter is especially impressive in its classic beauty and was the model for Walt Disney's theme 
castle at Disney World at Orlando, Florida. On to Garmisch-Partenkarchen, where we have lunch. This is another exquisite village with typical 
Bavarian chalet houses, each of them having beautiful scenes painted on white stucco siding and gables. Then on to the Zugspitze, a famous 
ski resort on the German-Austrian border (where I visited with Fred Bieger back in the spring of 1955), then to the famous violinmakers' village 
of Mittelwald. We are back in Austria and finally arrive at Innsbruck, the Tyrolean capital, for the night, where we stay at the Hotel Arbitrager 
Hot.

Friday, August 7. This morning we leave Innsbruck and drive along in the River Inn valley through several pretty medieval villages, then across 
the Ariberg Pass on our way to Vaduz. We have lunch in this unique little capital of Liechtenstein, then again re-enter Switzerland, on our way 
to Lucerne, where we check in at the Hotel Europa for the night.

Saturday, August 8. We take a morning sightseeing tour of the city, which includes the Covered Bridge, the Lion of Lucerne monument and the 
Glacier Garden. We are free to shop and wander in the afternoon, all of which we did. At night we are taken to the Kurhaus, a garden 
restaurant where we enjoy fondue, yodeling and the sounds of the giant alpenhorn.

Sunday, August 9. We leave Lucerne and proceed along the Irridescent Lake of the Four Forest Canteens, the scenic Alpine peaks and along 
the shores of Lake Geneva as we motor to Berne, where we viewed its beautiful buildings, its flowers, its arcaded shops, the Glockenspiel, 
and, of course, the bears. Then on to Interlachen on the plain, and to Lausanne, where we check in at the Palace Hotel for the night.

Monday, August 10. We drive along the shore of Lake Geneva to the Geneva Airport for our flight back home. Our plane took off promptly at 
10:30 A.M. and we arrived at the Orly Airport in Paris at 11:15. Our Pan Am flight, however, was three hours and 15 minutes late and instead of 
taking off at 12:30 it was four P.M. before our 747 finally took off. We arrived at Kennedy Airport approximately the same amount of time behind 
schedule. Luckily, we were able to arrange another flight to Ft. Lauderdale and arrived there in the wee hours of the morning, glad to be back 
home, safe and sound.

Against the Evil Tide - 48
Milestone Forty-Seven: Alpine Tour mit Oberammergau Passion Play
Summer of 1970
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Against the Evil Tide - 49
Milestone Forty-Eight: The Nationalist White Party
1970-1971 

In baseball they have a rule that says: three strikes and you're out. I had now struck out three times. But did I stay down and out? Not by a 
damn site. I had tried to do something within the framework of the Republican Party and found out that they were really in cahoots with the 
Democrats in selling this country down the river. I had tried to support Gov. Wallace for the presidency and discovered that behind all the 
ballyhoo he was nothing but a real phony. I had tried to build a genuine Third Party in Florida and found that most of the members (not all) were 
cither blind to the Jewish control, or afraid to buck them, or worse still, were themselves agents provocateur of the Jewish conspiracy.

But nevertheless, I kept on searching for answers. For most of 1970, Austin and I looked into existing movements that might be genuine and 
worthwhile joining, but we had already checked out most of these earlier, as I related in MS Forty-four. We had researched and studied the 
Klan, Matt Kochl's Nazi Party, Gerald L. K. Smith's outfit, and a number of others, and found them completely inadequate. For a while we 
entertained the idea of supporting the National States Rights Party (they had by now moved to Marietta, Georgia) but they seemed more 
interested in promoting Christianity than in saving the White Race. A further search turned up nothing that seemed worthwhile. Finally, after my 
return from the European trip and after a considerable amount of soul searching, I came to the agonizing conclusion that if I were to operate 
within an organization that meant something, I would probably have to put it together myself. After much deliberation and a voluminous amount 
of discussion, Austin and I put an idea together that we felt reflected our total philosophy and something meaningful of which we could be 
proud. We called it The Nationalist White Party. Our creed and program was detailed in our "Fourteen Points." Since these have already been 
spelled out in The Klassen Letters, Vol. I, (starting on P. 35) there is no need to repeat them here.

Whereas my most vociferous opposition in the AIP when I started exposing the Jewish conspiracy came from the Florida West Coast, now the 
most enthusiastic support came from a group in the same area. The leader of this group was a lovely young woman by the name of Eleanor 
Kramer, married to Rudi Kramer, who, when a boy had been a member of the Hitler Youth. However, of the two, Eleanor was by far the more 
dynamic and enthusiastic leader. Even before we had formed the NWP she came to visit us at our bookstore in Pompano Beach and 
applauded my stand against the Birch Society. She had found out about it through the grapevine, and she related to us that she had come to 
the same conclusion, as had we.

By November of 1970 we had the framework of our party pretty well put together, and since by now I was an "expert" at filing for a new 
corporation, we decided to incorporate our party. On November 3, we received our charter from the State of Florida. The Ft. Lauderdale News 
took note. In an article dated Nov. 18 and headed "Third Party' Gets Charter", it stated:

Damning an alleged coalition of Blacks and Jews in American politics and finance, a new "third party" to pursue the interests of White 
Christians has been formed by two North Broward men - one a former Republican state legislator.

The Nationalist White Party, with former state representative Bernard Klassen as its national director, recently was issued a charter as a non-
profit corporation by Florida Secretary of State Tom Adams.

In addition to Klassen, Austin C. Davis was listed as assistant director of the party, which has its headquarters at 886 N. Federal Highway, 
Pompano Beach. Both men are Lighthouse Point residents. Klassen, who ran George Wallace's presidential campaign in Broward in 1968, 
said the purpose of his new party would be to emphasize that "the White Christian people who conquered America don't intend to be relegated 
to second-class citizenship. " End of article.

The Jews evidently also took note. Shortly after that article was published, a Jewish gal by the name of B. Jacobson lost no time denouncing 
us in a letter to the editor, which was headed "Hate and Lies." The letter ended with a paragraph that said, "I personally pray that all thinking 
Americans reject the Nationalist White Party and its platform of hate and lies."

In answer I wrote a letter that was published in the same paper on Dec. 20, in a caption that asked, "Why not White?" 

It stated: "In a letter of Dec. 7 the writer launches a vitriolic attack on the Nationalist White Party apparently for no other reason than that we 
take a stand for the white race, and are tired of being relegated to second class citizenship in our own country. Evidently it is fine for the Jews 
to organize a multitude of organizations such as the A.D.L., A.J.C., the Kehilla, etc., all exclusively Jewish and all fanatically promoting the 
interests of the Jewish Race. It is regarded as a benevolent service to their race when negroes organize the NAACP, CORE, SNCC, and a 
host of other organizations promoting solely the interests of the blacks. But, strangely, when an organization is formed dedicated to protecting 
the interests of the white race, immediately the Jacobsons and their type spring into action and hurl accusations, insults and invectives at the 
White Christian people.

It is further strange that the writer accused our platform of "hate and lies." Since our platform is only now in the process of completion and the 
writer is totally ignorant of its contents, such words probably best reflect her own position, not ours. Our party is based on love for the white 
race, not hate, and formed to help protect our people from such outrages as forced busing, among many others.

Ben Klassen
National Director,
Nationalist White Party

Sometime in February of 1971 Jim Guler, political columnist for the Ft. Lauderdale News, came to interview me at my office in Pompano 
Beach. In an article published in the Sunday edition, Feb. 21, 1971, of the combined Ft. Lauderdale News and the Pompano Beach Sun 
Sentinel, he wrote an article about the Nationalist White Party. The heading was "NWP is to the Right of Wallace." Above the main heading 
was a sub-heading that said "Ben Klassen Leads Party." The article continued with the following text: There is a law in physics that declares for 
every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.
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The same is true, of course, in politics. Push the pendulum too hard in one direction and it comes flying back at you.

Seeking an answer to what it saw as a "Communist conspiracy" in the past decade was the right-wing John Birch Society.

George Wallace and the American Independent Party rose up against the liberal extremes of the London Johnson administration.

A patchwork of "New Left" organizations have taken to the streets to criticize the fighting in Indochina as an "immoral war."

The Americans for Constitutional Action is the ultra-conservative counterpart to the ultra-liberal Americans for Democratic Action.

And with the emergence of the Black Panther Party, a small band of black revolutionaries more dedicated to bullets than ballots, it was 
probably inevitable that we would see the formation of a Nationalist White Party at the other end of the philosophical spectrum.

The Nationalist White Party (NWP), given its state charter last fall, is the creation of a former Republican state legislator who left the John Birch 
Society because he felt it was sliding to the left.

Ben Klassen, the national director, who helped run Wallace's 1968 presidential campaign in Broward County, said the purpose of his party 
would be to emphasize that "the White Christian people who built American don't intend to be relegated to second-class citizenship. "

"Jews control most of the finances and the media, and with the Negroes, wield political power far in excess of their numbers," Klassen charges. 
"Despite the fact the white Christian people outnumber Jews 30-1, the political power is predominantly anti-white, pro-Jew and pro-black. "

He says it is his belief "the white Christians are tired of being pushed around, looted and plundered by an overwhelming tax structure so that 
millions of blacks can live on welfare, breed and multiply indiscriminately and create more and more freeloaders to further burden already 
overburdened working whites."

It is his party's intent, he adds, to make race a basic issue in political elections, and to confront candidates with the choice of representing 
"white Christian people on the one hand or Jews and blacks on the other."

Another aim of the party, Klassen adds, is to instill "racial loyalty" among whites while "uniting them the same as our opponents always have 
done (among themselves). "

Klassen was elected to the State House of Representatives in 1966 as a Republican, but was unseated three months later when he tried for 
the State Senate in the special election. He left the GOP, calling it a tool of the "ultra-liberal Eastern establishment" and later bolted the 
Wallace team because of Wallace's moderating views on segregation.

"Wallace has weakened his stand on segregation over the past eight years," Klassen explains. "In his first inaugural speech, he pledged 
'segregation today, segregation tomorrow, segregation forever.' But in his recent inaugural address, he didn't mention segregation once."

Where, we should now ask, does the pendulum swing from here?

It was at this time that I designed our logo or insignia, which later became the logo of the Church of the Creator. I first of all drew up the design, 
then turned my sketch over to a commercial artist, a fellow in Pompano Beach that I knew from our Chamber of Commerce meetings, although 
I can't now recall his name. As I do recall, however, he only charged us a paltry $9.00.

By February and March of 1971 we finally had our act together and were going strong. We had our Fourteen Points, our logo, and other 
literature printed in mass, and we were signing up dues paying members. In this matter we didn't exactly start from scratch. I had a number of 
loyal followers that were with me in the JBS, in my campaign for the legislature, in the Wallace movement, in the Citizens Councils and also in 
the AIP. And now we also had the new group from the West Coast that was headed by Eleanor Kramer.

We held regular meetings of the NWP at the bookstore. I also made a few trips to the Tampa area and gave speeches to those members on 
the West Coast. We soon had about 40 members.

Things seemed to be going pretty well, but I began to notice a certain irritant and aggravation intruding into our meetings that baffled me. At 
just about every meeting there would be some fellow, or some little old lady in tennis shoes, who would get up and harp about the Christianity 
issue. They would say something like this: "My Savior was a Jew. I can't go against the Jews!" Or, "My bible says that we are all equal in the 
eyes of the Lord. Isn't it wrong therefore to be against Jews and blacks?"

Another ploy was, "My bible says about the Jews, I will bless them that bless thee and I will curse them that curse thee, sayeth the Lord. How 
can we possibly oppose the Jews?" I would try to brush off such intrusions and remind them that this was a political party and they could have 
any religious beliefs they wanted to, but we should not drag them into our political movement. But these kind of disruptions continued. Some 
even insisted that we should include in our Fourteen Points that this country was founded as a Christian nation. Furthermore, we should make 
it clear that our party was a Christian party and we adhered to Christian principles. I regret to say that I had inadvertently encouraged this 
position by repeatedly using the term "White Christian" in much of my literature and in my letters. I had stupidly made the mistake of taking for 
granted that "Christian” and "White" were almost synonymous, when in reality they were terms that were in bitter conflict, and in complete 
contradiction to each other. Equating the two terms "White'' and "Christian", is a treacherous confusion that Dr. Ed Field's NSRP is still 
perpetrating on the gullible yokels to this very day. The Christianity issue was soon to come to a head.

* * * * *

Countess Guardabassi was a grand old dowager who lived in her stately mansion in Palm Beach. She had been the heiress to a 50 million 
dollar drugstore chain fortune, and although as American as apple pie, she had acquired her Countess title by marrying an Italian Count many 
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years ago. The Count had long ago passed on into Nirvana, but the Countess and the title still remained. She was a staunch "conservative" 
and even hated the Jews with a passion. Although she had no clear-cut philosophy of her own, she would periodically invite well-known 
speakers to her mansion to talk to a select group of like-minded conservatives. Austin and I attended several such gatherings, and once or 
twice Henrie was also with us. Enter the General into this picture. During World War II Gen. P.A. del Valle was a military man of some renown, 
fighting the Jewish war in the Pacific, and in the process leading thousands of White young men to their deaths fighting to preserve Jewish 
"Democracy." Comfortably retired on his generous pensions after the war, he became a notorious Kosher Konservative in the style of the Birch 
Society. He formed a post-office box organization called The Defenders of the American Constitution, Inc. From time to time he would give his 
song and dance speeches about God and Country, the Flag and the Constitution to various groups that would listen to him and pay his 
expenses. But never would he defend or patronize the White Race, nor would he ever mention the Jewish menace.

On April 4, 1971, he was giving one of his usual speeches at Countess Guardabassi's mansion and Austin and I went to hear what he had to 
say. After the speech I went up to meet with him and gave him a copy of our "Fourteen Points", along with an application and invitation to Join 
our NWP.

A few days later, April 7, I received a letter from him. He did not join us, but in a critical paragraph he said, "Another point I would like to know 
about refers to your membership application. Name, address, telephone number and national origin I understand. But Religious Affiliation (if 
any) puzzles me. Because no organization such as you propose should be open to non-Christians."

There was that damn Christianity Issue raising its ugly head again! I couldn't understand it. I answered him in a long letter, dated April 13, in 
which I said, among other things, yes, indeedy, we were glad to welcome members whether they embraced Christianity or not. We had some 
further correspondence back and forth. I wrote him an even longer letter on April 26, and a final letter on May 12. All of these letters are printed 
in full and can be read in The Klassen Letters, Vol. 1, and the story followed in more detail. In the second of these letters, namely mine of April 
26, the germ of an idea cropped up that was to be the start of a long train of events to follow. That idea is spelled out on P.66, of K.L., Vol. 1, 
when I said, "General, what the White Race desperately needs is a new philosophy, in fact a new religion based upon the concepts of 
preserving the White Race, not a rehash of old Jewish shibboleths."

The idea that the White Race needed a completely new religion to promote its own best interests grew within my mind. Not just a political party 
such as the NWP, but a complete, fundamentally new religion that established new moral values. The moral values we had been accepting and 
taking for granted were not ours - they were, as I had said, Jewish shibboleths. We needed moral values that reflected the heritage of our own 
great White Race, not that of the goddamned parasitic Jews. Where could I find such a religion? Much as I searched, there was none that I 
could find. Could I perhaps structure such a religion myself? I had my doubts.

Against the Evil Tide - 49
Milestone Forty-Eight: The Nationalist White Party
1970-1971
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Against the Evil Tide - 50
Milestone Forty-Nine: The Genesis of a White Racial Religion
1971

The idea of a comprehensive, fully structured racial religion for our people now fully preoccupied my thinking. For reasons that baffle me unto 
this day, the White Race had never had a meaningful racial religion of its own. To try to find out why at every turn in our struggle for racial 
Identity Christianity seemed to block our way, I took a new, hard look at this Jewish religion adopted by our people. There had to be something 
in it, I surmised, that I must have missed. Having had it drilled in to me at Sunday school, and having listened to an endless number of boring 
sermons in church, I was fairly well informed about the contents of the bible. True, when I was seventeen, I had taken Ancient History One in 
college, and studied other civilizations and their religions, I had come to the obvious conclusion that Christianity was just another religion 
among thousands, religions that had come and gone, and was now one amongst the debris of thousands of others that were still around.

However, although I didn't believe in such superstitious claptrap, I wasn't hostile to Christianity as such. Like most people, I accepted that some 
of its moral values probably had merit, but much of it was nothing more than silly hocus-pocus. Nor did I give much thought to its Jewish 
origins, and I had no reason to doubt the claim that such a character as Jesus Christ once lived. Like Mohammed and others, I took it for 
granted that Christ had been some religious fanatic who went around the countryside preaching his wild claims. For some strange reason that I 
couldn't understand, his stuff had caught on, was then later promoted and exploited by his successors into a powerful movement, I assumed.

Be that as it may, at this particular time my curiosity was aroused as to WHY Christianity was blocking our every turn. I decided to re-read the 
New Testament and take a closer look to find out just what it was that I had missed. It didn't take me very long to get my answer. Within 10 
minutes, I came to Matthew 5, 6 and 7, and the Sermon on the Mount. To my amazement I read, "Love your enemies." "Sell all thou hast and 
give it to the poor." "Turn the other cheek." "Blessed are the meek." I had read and heard it a hundred times before, but this time I knew what I 
was looking for and I realized the treachery of the booby-trap that was open before my eyes. This is crazy! This is the kind of suicidal advice 
you would give your worst enemies if you wanted them to destroy themselves, I thought. Why hadn't I realized that before? How could I have 
missed the poison in this seemingly benign teaching? And this was the crux of our innermost "faith"? How stupid can you get? How come no 
one else had pointed this atrocity out to me?

I had now put my finger on the crux of the problem. It now opened the door to a whole plethora of new questions and answers. Christianity was 
deliberately designed to enslave and destroy the White Race! Who had written all this balderdash? Why, the Jews! All the Apostles were 
Jewish. St. Paul, the most prominent writer of all was really Saul of Tarsus, another Jew. Christ himself was a Jew, the bible claimed.

I studied further. I read up on Christ in my encyclopedia. To my amazement, the encyclopedia flatly acknowledged that regarding the 
"historicity" of Christ there was no historic evidence that he ever existed, in fact, all the information we had about him came from only one 
source, the Scriptures. Wow! That was another major discovery as far as I was concerned. The whole story was a fable, like Mother Goose and 
Santa Claus. And who wrote this whole shoddy mess? A passel of Jewish scribblers, whose identity is unknown and unverified. Undoubtedly, 
they were cunning, deceitful and characteristically Jewish, but scientifically these desert tribesmen who wrote the Old Testament as well as the 
New, were so ignorant they did not even know the earth was round, nor that it traveled in an orbit about the sun.

After these major breakthroughs, more information came flooding in, and the pieces to the puzzle began to fit nicely into an orderly mosaic. I 
further read Marcus Eli Ravage's piece, "A Real Case Against The Jews", written in 1928. In his article, this audacious Jew openly bragged 
how cleverly the cunning Jew, Saul of Tarsus, nearly nineteen hundred years ago had conspired a means to torpedo the great Roman Empire 
by feeding it a self-destructive new religion, namely Christianity. He further chortled how brilliantly it had been conceived and executed. It had 
succeeded beyond their fondest dreams, he said. He further gloated that by means of Christianity they, the Jews, had conquered us goyim as 
no people in history had ever been conquered before. "We have put a clog on your progress. We have imposed upon you an alien book and an 
alien faith which you cannot swallow and cannot digest, which is at cross-purposes with your native spirit, which keeps you everlastingly ill at 
ease, and which you lack the spirit to either reject or accept in full. "

I further studied the peculiar characteristics of the Judaic religion itself, and that too, was revealing. The Jews do not really believe in, or care 
about, the hereafter. I found that their religion was basically a tightly organized criminal conspiracy, deliberately tailored to fit their parasitic way 
of life. It was designed to unify the Jews in an unending war of plunder against the goyim, their term for cattle, but meaning us Gentiles. Their 
basic goal is now, and has been for the last four thousand years, to enslave the goyim, to exploit them for their own gain, and to usurp unto 
themselves all the gold, real estate and wealth of the world.

To my horror, I discovered that not only was such their objective, but they had already come a long way towards achieving that sinister goal. 
But the most treacherous and deadly essence of that program was their obsession for the mongrelization and genocide of the White Race, 
whom they regard as their most hated enemy. In this, too, they were making rapid and astounding progress, I discovered, much to my alarm.

Why would they want to mongrelize and destroy the White Race? Because, they reasoned ruthlessly, and correctly so, that as long as an 
intelligent White Race remained, their foul conspiracy could at any time blow up in their face. The White people of the world might discover 
their foul conspiracy, as did Hitler in Germany, organize and turn on the Jews. They, the Jews, are now sitting on a powder keg, and they know 
it. Therefore, it behooves them to mongrelize and destroy the White Race as quickly as possible. Once the world population is reduced to a 
mass of stupid brown mongrels, they are home safe, the Jews conclude. These zombie slaves will then be too stupid to ever organize, or revolt 
and shake off their slave masters, but will make nice, docile work animals.

I felt I had made as much of a major break-through as if I had discovered a new world. Yes, indeed, what the White Race now needed was a 
powerful new dynamic RACIAL RELIGION of its own. If a scurvy racial religion such as Judaism could propel a measly, parasitic race such as 
the Jews into world domination, just imagine what a well conceived; fully structured racial religion could do for the intelligent, creative and 
productive White Race! So I reasoned. We should also remember that we still number some 500 million individuals, and outnumber the Jews 
by 30 to 1. Why had no such religion ever come forward before now, I wondered. What a difference it would have made in the demographic 
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history of the world if the Egyptians had had it, or the Greeks, or the Romans! Why hadn't they? Was it perhaps too late now?

No, I decided, it wasn't too late, if we get busy and do now what we should have done long ago. Yes, I decided, I would try to put such a racial 
religion together. Its basic goal would be the survival, expansion and advancement of the White Race alone and exclusively, barring all others. 
I would immediately start writing such a book. I felt I was already armed with a whole warehouse full of potent ideas upon which such a religion 
could be built, and new concepts kept flooding in.

Austin Davis at this time was still regularly attending Pastor Wes Auger’s Calvary Baptist Church, and considered himself a born-again 
Christian who would some day go to heaven. As I discussed all these newly discovered ideas with him, he tenaciously kept defending 
Christianity. After all, he argued, it was the White Man's traditional and well-established religion. Maybe so, I countered, but it was invented by 
the Jews, rejected by them and foisted on the White Man, and look where they are today, and look where we are. I kept working on him. 
Finally, one day as we were sitting in the bookstore drinking coffee, I asked him, do you really believe we should love our enemies, such as the 
Jews? That you should sell all thou hast and give it to the niggers? That you should turn the other cheek? Finally Austin broke down and 
answered honestly. No, I don't. From that day on he was completely de-programmed from all that Christian garbage and became one of its 
most vociferous critics.

As I contemplated writing my book, I asked myself, what should be the basis of our beliefs? What could I trust and really believe in? When I 
was a kid I had been deceived about Santa Claus, but after all, that was only child's play. I had also been snookered about our basic religion, 
Christianity, from early childhood, I now realized. That was not child's play - it was a major and lasting deception. That I did not find so easy to 
forgive. I had been deceived by the John Birch Society as to what their real goals were. I had been duped by the Republican Party. I had been 
lied to by George Wallace. I had been deluded and let down by the members of the American Independent Party. In fact, "our" government on 
the local, state and national level was one big fraud and swindle, manipulated by our most deadly enemies, the Jews.

I asked myself again and again, wasn't there anything firm and real? Wasn't there anything honest and unchanging that I could believe in and 
depend on? As I pondered the question, the answer came through, loud and clear - yes, there was! I could believe in the Eternal Laws of 
Nature. I could depend on her laws forever and a day. Having come to that conclusion, a number of other questions and answers rapidly 
emerged.

What did Nature have to tell us? The answer was much, and everything. One basic lesson Nature taught us was that every species first and 
foremost takes care of its own, in the face of all hostility and/or competition. Each species seeks to reproduce its own kind, expand its own 
numbers and territory, and at the same time advance itself genetically in order to better compete in the eternal struggle for survival. Also 
inherent in Nature's laws was the principle of the segregation of the species. Each species mated only with its own particular species or sub-
species. There was no interbreeding. Although bluebirds and cardinals might both be birds, they never interbreed. Although canvasback ducks 
and pintail ducks both belonged to the duck family, and even built nests around the same lake, they too never interbreed and mixed their 
genes. Nature forbade it. Any species that flouted those laws was ruthlessly punished with the ultimate penalty - extinction. I came to realize 
that all knowledge and wisdom was derived from a close observation of the Laws of Nature, and even though the lesser animals may not have 
as highly a developed intellect as man, nevertheless, Nature in her wisdom had imbued them with a highly developed instinct to perform in 
harmony with her laws. In taking care of their own they usually carried out those laws and their mission in life with a great deal more wisdom 
and efficiency than did man.

This brought up the question, how was mankind performing in accordance with these natural laws? Specifically, how was the White Race, 
Nature's Finest and the pinnacle of her evolutionary process doing? When I asked that question in the framework of the last half of the present 
century, the answer came through loud and clear - we were performing dismally. We were doing far worse than the lowly mosquito, in fact. We 
were flagrantly flouting Nature's most basic laws, all in the name of a treacherous Jewish religion. Would Nature also punish her Finest with 
extinction? The answer was a clear and unequivocal yes, we were definitely on our way to extinction unless we rapidly and drastically changed 
course.

During May and June of 1971 I haltingly started writing my book, stumbling as I went along. I hadn't decided on a title as yet, but was 
contemplating on one of two options. I would either call it Nature's Eternal Religion, or, The White Man's Bible. I had not as yet conceived the 
proper name for our racial religion, nor the framework of our organization. But all that could come later. I was loaded for bear and first things 
first.

* * * * *

While all this was going on in my mind, Eleanor Kramer was setting up a rally and a speaking engagement for me with her Nationalist White 
Party group on the West Coast. She was still a devout churchgoer, and like most good White people, considered Christianity as the historic and 
basic religion of all White peoples. I thought the time had now come that I should level with her and share my newly discovered information and 
ideas about Christianity. On June 16, I wrote her a frank and revealing letter about my position on religion. I sent along with the letter copies of 
my exchange with Gen. del Valle. (All these letters can be read in detail in The Klassen Letters, Vol. 1.) Since my wife and I were planning a 
trip up to Canada during July, I thought it only fair and prudent to inform her in advance not to set up any meetings in her area until I got back, 
and furthermore, until we were clear on this Christianity issue. Otherwise, any rally she might set up could only end in disaster. One thing I 
don't like is surprises, and I had no idea how she would react. I hoped that she would be able to see what I could see, but then I was no mind 
reader, and had no preconceived idea what her response, or those of the other members, might be. But I would soon find out, to be sure.

In the meantime, Henrie and I planned our trip to Canada in July.

Against the Evil Tide - 50
Milestone Forty-Nine: The Genesis of a White Racial Religion
1971
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Against the Evil Tide - 51
Milestone Fifty: Saskatchewan Homecoming
The Summer of 1971 

For some reasons (unknown to me) the Province of Saskatchewan designated the year of 1971 as the "Year of Homecoming" and decided to 
put on much hoopla to promote it. The Universities sent the word out to their alumni, and every other organization decided to get into the act. At 
this time I still had a goodly number of relatives left in the province, aunts, uncles, cousins, nieces and nephews, but my immediate family had 
shrunk down to my oldest brother Henry and his wife Annie, who now lived in Saskatoon, and my oldest sister Sarah, and her husband Peter 
Plett, who still lived near Herschel. It had now been 25 years since I had last left Herschel, Saskatchewan, in the cold, cold midwinter of 
January, 1946, and the fact was, none of us were getting any younger. (In order to avoid confusion, my brother's name is Henry, originally 
Heinrich in German, and my spouse's name is Henrie, short for Henrie Etta.) For years my family had been imploring Henrie and me to come 
back and visit, and now, with the added inducement that everyone would be coming together in the Year of the Homecoming, their pleadings 
increased. And their point was well taken. It was time to go back and see those who were left. In 25 years the ravages of time had changed 
much. My parents had died a long time ago, as had many others, and many of the still living I had known were now scattered to the seven 
points of the globe. But now many of the scattered would be back. Besides, Henrie had never been to Saskatchewan. We decided this was the 
year.

I called my brother Henry long distance, the first time in 25 years. He wouldn't believe his ears. He insisted it was his son Peter calling from 
Regina and pulling a spoof on him. I therefore had to spend the first five minutes of my long distance call trying to convince him that it was me, 
and that we were planning on coming up there this summer to visit with them.

After making all the plane arrangements, we left from Miami at 1:45 P.M. on July 4, and arrived at Toronto at 4:30 P.M. There we changed 
planes, left for Winnipeg, arriving at 8:05. Another short layover, leaving at 10:25 and arriving at Saskatoon at 10:40 that night. Actually, we had 
gone through two time changes, and it was by now 12:40 in the morning by Florida time. It had been a long trip.

Henry and Annie were there to meet us at the airport. Henry had changed considerably since I had last seen him, but then, hadn't we all? He 
had farmed my dad's former farm four miles south of Herschel for the last 30 years, and he had prospered. Two years ago, in 1969, he had 
retired, and he and Annie had moved to Saskatoon, and bought themselves a nice, comfortable little house at 1704 Avenue "D" North. It was 
located in the Mayfair district, an area that was quite familiar to me some 30 years earlier, being near where I stayed when I attended the 
Saskatoon Normal School. Saskatoon, I soon found out, was now the stamping grounds of any number of my relatives and associates formerly 
from Herschel, many of whom, like my brother Henry, had prospered and had now retired to this magnet city.

There was my Aunt Margaret and Uncle Jacob Wiens, who had raised a family of four boys, Jacob, Arthur, Rudolph and Victor, and two girls, 
Sarah and Helen. All were now grown and living elsewhere. Uncle Jacob, too, had retired from the farm and he and Aunt Margaret bought a 
nice house and were living in Saskatoon in the City Park district across the river. We were soon invited over for a big dinner that included many 
other relatives. Nearby lived my Aunt Helen and Uncle Abe Klassen, who had raised a family of three boys, Jacob, Henry and Ernst, and two 
girls, Helen and Edith, all of whom were now also grown and raising their own families. Uncle Abe and Aunt Helen too invited us over for a big 
Sunday dinner. The Jacob Wienses had an interesting story to tell regarding some of our other relatives, who, unfortunately had stayed behind 
in Russia while four of my dad's immediate family migrated to the New World in the 1920's. (My dad and his family, his brothers Abe Klassen 
and John Klassen and their families, his sister Margaret and Uncle Jacob Wiens and their family. Left behind in Russia were eight other 
brothers or sisters and their families.) Two years earlier, in 1969, Aunt Margaret and Uncle Jacob decided that time was running out and they 
would make one last trip to Russia to see those of their relatives that were still left and they could reach.

This they did, and the efforts and expense to which they went to reach some of their remaining relatives who had now been displaced to the 
wilds of Asiatic Russia east of the Urals, were considerable. Anyway, they did get to see them, took some group pictures, and came back with 
some gruesome stories of what had happened to many of our kinsmen in Communist Russia during the ensuing 45 years.

Two doors down from Henry and Annie lived the Peter Krahns, who were busily preparing for their daughter Velma's wedding within the next 
few days. We were invited to the wedding. 

Actually, we were even related to the Krahns, although remotely. The Krahn's son, Werner, was married to my sister Sarah's daughter 
Gertrude. The Werner Krahns were at this time living on a farm near Kindersley, Saskatchewan, and are still there at this writing, in 1990. The 
wedding took place on a following Sunday, and it was almost worth coming all the way from Florida just to attend this spectacular Mennonite 
wedding. Velma Krahn was married to Peter Gunther in the Mennonite church with about 200 guests attending. They made a very handsome 
couple. At the reception that followed there was much food, drink and merriment, and I had an opportunity to again meet with dozens of old 
acquaintances and relatives, as well as introduce them to Henrie for the first time. Mrs. Krahn, the mother of the bride, said she remembered 
me back at a time when we were both teen-agers and started going to parties, and that she remembered I sang off key. Although I didn't 
remember her, nor the occasion, I flatly denied the allegation.

Unfortunately, there is a sad ending to the story of the beautiful wedding of the young Gunthers. They had two lovely children, but only 15 
years after the wedding, Velma tragically died of cancer.

While in Saskatoon, Sarah and Peter came up to visit. The two of them, Henry and Annie and some others of the Wiens family and Henrie and 
I drove to Dundum, about 30 miles out, to visit my cousin Sarah, the daughter of Uncle Jacob and Aunt Margaret (Wiens). Sarah was now 
married to Henry Jansen, a former widower, who had a nice farm and had built a beautiful new air conditioned home for his new wife. Cousin 
Sarah had taught school, been in the Peace Corps, and now, although somewhat late in life, seemed happily married. We had a very enjoyable 
visit, one that included the usual and delightful Mennonite custom of serving Fesper in the middle of the afternoon.

After several days in Saskatoon, we went to visit my sister Sarah and her family, who lived about half a mile west of the little town of Herschel, 
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a distance of about 100 miles from Saskatoon. Henrie and Annie drove us out, and while we were in the area, they also took us to take a look 
at the old homestead, the farm my dad had bought back in 1926, and on which I had spent my younger years while growing up. For some 
reason the scenario now seemed somewhat smaller than I had remembered it. The big red barn now was gray, but whether it had been 
repainted, or just weathered with time, I don't recall. The mile long lake, on which I had spent many happy hours rafting in the summer, and 
skating in the winter, was now completely filled in with silt, and was growing hay and pasture. Henry had leased the farm to a tenant when he 
retired from it in 1969. He did not show us the inside of the house, since I believe that he thought we might have been somewhat embarrassed 
by the condition it was in under the occupancy of the tenant.

Off to Sarah and Peter's house. They lived in a large white two-story house that had been built about 60 years earlier. It was not in the best of 
shape either, but it was large and comfortable. It was only about 200 yards away from where the Herschel people had drilled a speculative oil 
well back in 1928. They didn't hit oil, but they did get a gusher of an artesian well that was still flowing freely with the best soft water in the area.

Sarah was most glad to be the host, and did her utmost to make us feel at home and cook the very best of meals. Visiting her at this time was 
her youngest daughter Elsie, 21, who had just arrived from Calgary, where she was working as a secretary for Shell Oil. Soon we were also 
joined by her brother, Walter, his wife, Pauline, and their three children. They had driven all the way from Yerington, Nevada, where they lived. 
Their lovely three children, Terry, Bernard and Brian, were 11, 8 and 4, respectively. So we had a full house, and Sarah had her hands full. It 
was good to see my relatives, some of whom I was seeing for the first time.

Next we were off to see my niece, Ruby, Henry and Annie's daughter, who was throwing an outdoor barbecue party. She was married to Bill 
Sawatsky, whom I last remembered as a young kid. Bill and Ruby lived on a nice farm that I remember was once owned by a neighbor of ours 
by the name of Lenore White. Bill and Ruby now owned that farm. They now had three beautiful children, two boys, Dwight and Merwin, and 
one daughter, Lori, the youngest, being seven. At the party we were joined by more relatives I hadn't seen for ages. Soon Ruby's brother, 
Eddie, arrived, along with his wife Elaine, and their two boys. Also present was my cousin John Klassen and his wife. John is the son of my 
dad's brother of the same name. Uncle John had passed away back in 1939, as I recall, leaving his wife and two little children in somewhat dire 
circumstances. However, somehow, they managed to survive, and cousin John was now a big fellow, six foot four.

The barbecue was held in a large machine shed, nicely cleaned up and decorated. There was quite a large assemblage of people, grown-ups 
and children, and I especially remember the singsong that was held. I was impressed how beautifully these Mennonite people sang in 
harmony, with Ruby leading the way, and cousin John Klassen singing bass.

At this time the Herschel Mennonites celebrated a special "homecoming day". It was held in a hall on the hill just south of Herschel. There was 
a lot of singing, there were recitations and skits, and, of course, speeches. There were also some special awards given out. Henrie and I 
received a special award for "having come to the homecoming from the longest distance away." It was presented by my niece, Ruby. It was a 
happy occasion, and gave us a chance to meet and see a number of people I hadn't seen for some 25 years.

Among these, was my nephew Peter Klassen, the youngest son of Henry and Annie. Born in 1940, he had studied law at the University of 
Saskatchewan and had won the Governor-General's Gold Medal as the most outstanding student the year he graduated, no small 
accomplishment. Now, at 31, he was married, and practicing law in a partnership at Estevan, Saskatchewan. Furthermore, he had just become 
a father. He had a promising career ahead of him, indeed.

Since I had spent very little time at Herschel since he was born, he admitted that he had no memories of me, but nevertheless, we had more in 
common than most, since we were the only two Klassens in the whole complex of Klassen families that were college graduates. While the rest 
of the families were enjoying the afternoon session of the Homecoming test, the two of us spent the afternoon at the Plett's house comparing 
notes and arguing about world affairs.

At this time I had started writing and laying out my world philosophy about a racial religion for the White Race, and I was enthusiastically 
primed with my new venture. I especially wanted to discuss it with an intelligent young fellow of Peter's caliber who could understand what I 
was talking about. Our conversation soon turned to that very subject. Peter, I soon found out, did not share my Weltanschauung. He was 
brilliant, yes, but he was also a typical product of a liberal intelligentsia education, having been thoroughly steeped in the postwar propaganda 
of hatred of Hitler and everything that was German. He played it safe, going along with the establishment view, with one objective in mind, how 
to advance his career and make money. We spent some three or four hours belaboring the subject, with him trying to put me in a position of 
having to defend Hitler, and me trying to make it clear to him that I had no such obligation, that whereas I regarded Hitler as the greatest leader 
the White Race had ever produced, nevertheless, our religion was a radical departure from that of the Nazi creed in a number of significant 
aspects. I explained to him that what I was doing was structuring a completely new and independent racial religion for the survival, expansion 
and advancement of the White Race, Natures Finest, of which he, too, was a member, I reminded him.

Soon thereafter Henrie and I drove back to Saskatoon with Henry and Annie. Once there, Henry and Annie drove us around to revisit several of 
the places and institutions that were a sentimental part of my early life. We drove to Rosthern, about 50 miles distant, to take a look at the 
German English Academy where I was in residence and took the tenth grade some 40 years earlier. The place was still the same, but had also 
changed considerably. Some buildings had been torn down and several new ones had been built. (Also, they now had indoor plumbing!) Even 
the name had been changed. It was now called The Rosthern Junior College. I also wanted to visit my old schoolmate, Menno Friesen, who 
was now a prosperous merchant in his own right. We went to his store, but unfortunately, he was not in town that day. I left my business card. 
As a result, he visited me in Lighthouse Point, Florida, some eight years later, but that is another story.

The next day we visited the grounds of the University of Saskatchewan, my old Alma Mater. The old Greystone Buildings looked as fresh and 
beautiful as they ever had. The old red brick Engineering Building looked a little more time worn. I had spent many hours in that Institution, and 
had a sentimental attachment to it. There were several new buildings on the grounds. It was interesting to reflect that at least two more 
generations had passed through those hallowed halls since I attended between 1935 and 1942. We also drove up to the Saskatoon Normal 
School, the training school for Saskatchewan teachers, which I attended in 1936-37. The place was closed. It had been turned over to the 
military for a training center during World War II, and it had been closed ever since. Time marches on. How sad.
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* * * * *

As part of our tour we had planned to see the Canadian Rockies and the Calgary Stampede. At 3:15 on July 14 we boarded Canada Air for 
Calgary. We arrived there an hour later, at 3:15 Calgary time, and checked into our hotel. We contacted my niece Elsie, and three of us had 
dinner together. The next day she brought her boy friend, Gordon Platt, over, and we all spent the afternoon at poolside. Gordon was a 
successful real estate broker in Calgary. The next day the four of us attended the world famous Calgary Stampede. It was a spectacle to 
behold. The weather was excellent. The next day Henrie and I visited the Calgary Zoo and Prehistoric Park. That same morning I called up an 
old childhood buddy I had known in Herschel, and invited him to have lunch with me. His name was George Wiens, who was now an 
accountant with Ernst & Ernst, I believe. He dropped in at our hotel and we walked over to the Petroleum Club, to which he belonged. We had 
a nice conversation and a good lunch as we recalled some of our highlights over the last forty years. George was married, had three grown 
sons. He said two of them turned out just fine, one was a problem, and had a drug problem. He said that he was probably the only Mennonite 
whose kid had spent some time in jail because of drugs. He told me they lived on a small five-acre ranch just outside of Calgary, and that his 
main avocation was putting on musical concerts, something he had been doing for many years.

The next day Henrie and I attended another session of the Stampede in the afternoon, then that night we had dinner with Elsie in the restaurant 
atop the Husky Tower, now called the Calgary Tower, I believe.

The following day we took a bus tour to the Rockies, our first stop being beautiful Lake Louise, a real jewel. We stayed at the Chateau Lake 
Louise, one of those prestigious and stately hotels the Canadian Pacific railway built at strategic places in its railroad network shortly after 
World War 1. Henrie and I walked on the scenic path around the lake, then rented a canoe and slowly paddled around the tranquil surface 
enjoying the snow-clad mountain scenery and their reflections in the lake.

From there we took a bus tour to the nearby Wapta Icefield, changing into a huge van with caterpillar tracks that actually drove us over the 
surface of the glacier itself. We next took the bus over the Kicking Horse Pass, into British Columbia and into the Yoho Park. Somewhere along 
here we stopped on the continental divide at a place where the waters divided and began their long journey flowing into not two, but three 
different oceans, namely the Atlantic, the Pacific and the Arctic Ocean.

After we returned to our hotel at Lake Louise we left the following day and backtracked to Banff, checking in at another one of those grand old 
Canadian Pacific hotels, called the Banff Springs Hotel. After spending a few days there, we drove back to Calgary and to the airport. At 3:30 
on July 24, we caught a Canada Air plane to Toronto, arriving there at 9:50 P.M. We stayed overnight in a small convenience room with bath in 
the basement of the airport, then at 10 A.M. we caught a flight to Miami, arriving there in bright sunshine and heat at 12:45 P.M., a drastic 
change from the cool Canadian Rockies of the day before.

Against the Evil Tide - 51
Milestone Fifty: Saskatchewan Homecoming
The Summer of 1971 
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Against the Evil Tide - 52
Milestone Fifty-One: Writing and Publishing the First Book
1971-1973 

After arriving back home from the Canadian trip on July 24, I had my hands full in several categories. The land business was at its busiest and 
needed my attention. There were a number of prospects to see, contracts to close, land payments to make. There was that book I had started 
to write, and any number of ideas floating around in my head that had to be organized and formalized, then set down on paper. And then there 
was Eleanor Kramer and her group in the Tampa Bay area that I had left in limbo before departing for Canada.

When I got back, I had my answer to the latter situation. In a letter dated June 28 (but evidently mailed later, since I didn't receive it before I left 
on July 4) Eleanor let me know she was devastated about my position on Christianity. The White man's culture and Christianity have for the 
past two thousand years been "inextricably intertwined", she pointed out, and "the 'religion' to which you refer sounds to me a bit like Aryan 
Judaism", she said. Furthermore, although she had (at that time) not yet relayed that information on to the rest of her flock, she was sure that 
they too would not go along with my heretic views on Christianity.

I was neither surprised nor dismayed. In fact, I had expected as much, and her reaction convinced me more than ever that Christianity was 
indeed the disruptive intruder that had created havoc and confusion in the ranks of the White Race ever since that Jewish snake had raised its 
ugly head. I was more inspired than ever to get on with writing my book. In a letter to her, dated August 5, I laid out my position to her in 
emphatic detail. Regarding Christianity being "inextricably intertwined" with the White Race, I countered that statement with: so had 
tuberculosis, hepatitis and polio, but were they a blessing or a plague? This four and a half page letter, too, is recorded in Klassen Letters, Vol. 
1, and can be reviewed in full. It was the forerunner of several more letters to follow in the ensuing exchange with other members of the group, 
some of which are also recorded in the same Vol. 1. Of special note is the 11-page letter I wrote on this subject to John R. Adams, Ph.D., on 
January 10, 1972.

In formulating the manuscript, I decided to divide it into two parts, the first part in general spelling out the problem, and the second part coming 
up with what I considered the solution, namely, a dynamic racial religion for the White Race. When Eleanor said that what I proposed sounded 
to her like "Aryan Judaism", she was not completely off base. I felt that what the White Race sorely needed was indeed a counterpart to the 
Jewish racial religion that had been such a powerful factor in propelling the Jews to gain mastery of the world. I reasoned that if a miserable 
racial religion such as Judaism could do that much for a despicable bunch of parasites such as the Jews, imagine what a powerful, well-
structured racial religion could do for an intelligent and creative people such as ours. There was, however, this major difference, all to our 
advantage: whereas the Jewish race and religion was parasitic by nature, the White Race and its religion were the very opposite. Whereas the 
Jews needed a productive host on which to feed, we were independently creative and productive and did not need anyone for our sustenance 
and welfare. In fact, the sooner we could get rid of all the freeloaders and parasites on our back, the better.

I decided to call the first part Book 1: The Unavenged Outrage, and the second part, Book II: The Salvation. I also finally decided on the title. 
By calling it Nature's Eternal Religion, I felt that each one of those three words emphasized the meaning I wished to convey, namely that our 
religion was based on the laws and wisdom of Nature, that such had been with us from time eternal and would remain as such, and that 
Nature's rules were the unchanging creed which governed the actions of all living creatures, including mankind.

Having written a volume of material, by the summer of 1972, I started looking around for a printer. I realized that because of the controversial 
nature of the material, and since most book printers were in the hands of the Jews, such printer would not be easy to find. A young friend of 
mine by the name of Tony Lukas suggested that he had a good prospect. He was working for a book printer in Hialeah, called Universal 
Printing Company. It was a family owned company, a family by the name of Bechtel, and they were Christians. Of course, that too could cause 
a problem, but he didn't think so. He had already talked to the old man who headed the company, and he seemed favorable. Why not go talk to 
him. They were located at 480 West 20th St., Hialeah.

I called up Mr. Bechtel and made an appointment. I brought with me half of the manuscript, which consisted of two full loose-leaf binders. I had 
also brought my checkbook, and we got down to business. I informed him up front that, yes, the material was controversial, and we took a dim 
view of Christianity, but then after all, a printer I presumed was a printer, and not a censor. He assured me my presumption was correct, and 
that as long as my book was not pornographic nor communistic, he would print it all right. I assured him it was neither pornographic nor 
communistic, and we soon agreed on a price. He drew up a letter that served as a contract, and I gave him an initial check in the amount of 
$2500 that would bind the deal. I felt fortunate. It hadn't been so tough to get a printer after all.

About two weeks later, on October the 10th, to be exact, I received a telephone call from Ron Bechtel, one of the sons in the business, telling 
me that he was coming to my office to see me. He didn't say what about, but I had a premonition. When he came in, he brought with him my 
manuscript, the contract and the uncashed check. He told me in sanctimonious and holier than thou tones that after reading the manuscript his 
company could not and would not print my book. They were born-again Christians and what I said in my book was contrary to everything they 
stood for. Not only was the deal off, but he started lecturing me about if Christ couldn't enter my heart it was because I wouldn't let him in. But, I 
argued, the old man had said - no matter. The deal was off. So much for broad-minded Christian tolerance.

Next, I started looking for a new printer. In this regard, Tony Lukas, and also another friend of mine, Pete Martin, were of crucial help. They 
suggested I might go see a company in Ft. Lauderdale, that, although they were not in the book printing business, they did print an advertising 
flyer by the name of The Tribune. They could probably also print books. They were located at 4009 N.E. 5th Terrace. On Friday, October the 
13th, (my lucky day!) I met with Mike Powell, the vice-president and the son of the owner of the company. I gave him the same caveat emptors, 
warnings and disclaimers as I had given the Bechtels, but Mike said he didn't think it would cause any problems. We soon came to an 
agreement on price, a sum that was actually a little lower than had been quoted by Universal. Mike said he would talk with his dad, John 
Powell, for confirming the deal. This he did, and on October 17, I came back to his office, and again, as with the Bechtels, I gave him an initial 
deposit of $2500 and completed the deal. He sent me a letter confirming the terms of the deal the next day. This time the deal stuck and we 
were in business. The deal pretty well included the whole package. They would do the typesetting, paste up the pages, do the cover in two 
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colors, the bookbinding and the packaging in cartons of 32. I would bring in the copy in installments, pick up the typesetting a few days later, 
proofread it and bring back the corrected copy, including a segment of new material. At this time I had not completed my total manuscript, and I 
kept writing new chapters as the spirit moved me. My wife would do some of the typing for me, with the help of my secretary, Mary Childress, at 
the office, as well as Mary Wimmer and Donna Thayer, two friends who could also type. All this I was doing while trying to keep on top of my 
real estate business and the bookstore as well.

Finally, the printing job was completed. They delivered the first 1792 books on February 22, 1973, to Austin Davis' warehouse at 681 N.E. 42 
Street, Pompano Beach. By March 6, The Tribune had delivered all the books, a total of 19,277, to the warehouse. It was the first book I had 
ever written and the first book The Tribune had ever printed. Although less than perfect, I was well satisfied with the job. Our total cost of the 
printing was $14,141.61, a price I wish I could duplicate today. It had all come out of my own pocket. It was a severe strain on my financial 
resources, for although business was good, I repeatedly had a number of heavy mortgage payments to make on the several land purchases, 
and the cash flow was a matter of nip and tuck. In fact, I had to repeatedly go to the bank and make personal loans to tide me over from one 
payment to the next.

By this time I had decided on a name for our religion and for our church. Since the White Race was the most creative and productive creature 
Nature had produced in its long process of evolution, I would call our religion Creativity, and the organization The Church of the Creator. I felt 
we Creators well deserved the accolade. In order that the Church would be separated from the fortunes or misfortunes of my own private 
affairs and would have continuity and stand on its own feet, I applied for incorporation papers. On August 16, 1973, we received our Corporate 
Charter as a non-profit, religious organization from the State of Florida. We were now off and running. We now had our creed, we had our 
book, our own "holy scriptures", and we were recognized as a religious institution. So far so good. But I realized that there was still a long and 
precarious battle ahead, to be sure. Not only a battle, but a relentless, unending war against the powerful and evil forces that sought to 
mongrelize and destroy our precious White Race, a war that would finally end in total victory for one side or the other. But now, at least, the 
White Race had a meaningful battle plan and a powerful weapon with which to win that war. It had a fully structured racial religion of its own.

Against the Evil Tide - 52
Milestone Fifty-One: Writing and Publishing the First Book
1971-1973
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Against the Evil Tide - 53
Milestone Fifty-Two: Our 25th Wedding Anniversary
November 22,1971

At this time Henrie and I were still interested in exploring the Caribbean Islands and tropical areas offshore to our east and south. We had 
visited many of these islands but had never been to Puerto Rico. Our young friend from our recent 1967 trip through Europe, namely Verena 
Ostertag from Germany, had resettled in San Juan, Puerto Rico. She invited us to visit there, and in fact offered we could stay at her 
apartment. She was now a professional architect and was specializing in the remodeling and renovating of older hotels for such chains as 
Holiday Inns, and others. To celebrate our 25th anniversary Henrie and I decided we would take a short tour through the U.S. Virgin Islands 
and Puerto Rico.

We took in three islands, first of all flying to Charlotte Amelie, the capital of St. Thomas. We checked in at the Hilton Hotel, which was perched 
on the side of the mountain, with a spectacular view of the beautiful St. Thomas Harbor below.

It was here that we celebrated our 25th anniversary. Henrie had bought a colorful, long evening gown for the occasion, and I had brought along 
my tuxedo, a holdover from the Governor's Ball in Tallahassee in 1967. We had an excellent dinner of lobster and crab at the hotel dining 
room, then spent the evening dancing in the nightclub in the same hotel. Practically all the customers there were White American tourists. It 
was a happy occasion.

Later, I had occasion to reminisce about my parents 25th anniversary forty years earlier, and how different things were then from now. I 
remember that occasion quite vividly. It was in January of 1931. I was then in the ninth grade and not yet quite 13. We were then in the middle 
of a long and severe depression. We had an exceedingly mild winter that year, and there was no snow on the ground, a rarity for 
Saskatchewan at that time of the year. I had just bought myself a second hand bike and was learning to ride it. My parents’ anniversary was 
celebrated at our farmhouse, with a preacher officiating and giving a sermon, reviewing the previous 25 years of our parents' life. My dad had a 
tear in his eye. Present were all five of us children, with my brother Henry, at 24, being the oldest. None of my siblings were married at that 
time. Also present were many of our relatives at Herschel, and also many of our neighbors and friends. As is the usual Mennonite custom, a 
big Fesper was served in the middle of the afternoon.

But to get back to the November of 1971. The day after our celebration we spent exploring the small island, what there was of it. One of the 
attractions was Bluebeard's Castle, and there were a few native restaurants, in one of which we had lunch. But by and large, the most 
conspicuous aspect that I observed was that the city was crowded with niggers, mongrels and Asiatics, that most buildings were old and run 
down, and basically looked like a slum similar to most of the black sections in cities back in the United States.

From St. Thomas we took a local flight to the formerly Danish island of St. Croix, the largest of the U.S. Virgin Islands. Its two main cities are 
Christiansted and Frederiksted. After viewing the depressive state of affairs and the degenerate population in St. Thomas, I had expected that 
the Danes, who had developed this island some two hundred years earlier, were still in charge of St. Croix, and that the situation there was in 
much better shape.

However, much to my disappointment, there was not a single Dane in sight, but only more niggers and degenerates. Whereas some of the old 
buildings still had some vestiges of Danish architecture, but nevertheless, like in St. Thomas, everything was now shabby and run down. I 
thought to myself, such beautiful islands, such balmy temperate climate, such magnificent beaches and natural landscape, but what a shame 
to have degenerated into the hands of such dissolute and primitive peoples. They had reduced everything the White Man had built into nothing 
more than a stinking slum. This real estate was far too valuable to leave in the hands of such degenerates, I thought.

We flew back to Charlotte Amalie, then on to San Juan, Puerto Rico. We took a taxi to the address Verena had given us, but she had been 
called away to some convention. She had left a note for us, however, to obtain the key to her apartment from one of her neighbors. We stayed 
there for two nights, meanwhile exploring the island. We took a tour of the Island, visited Morro Castle, and several other tourist attractions. I 
found that the population of Puerto Rico was overwhelmingly Hispanic with a heavy strain of black in its racial mixture, and although several 
cuts above that of the Virgin Islanders, it
too was extremely depressive. Everything was in Spanish, street signs, storefronts, and what have you. It did not seem at all like this was any 
part of American territory. Why we should subsidize and support all these freeloaders, or even want these revolutionaries to be part of our 
country, was a mystery to me.

At that time I was deep into writing my new book, and I carried with me a compact little tape recorder to set down any ideas that might be 
useful in compiling the book. On the flight back to Miami, I dictated and recorded some of the impressions and ideas that resulted in Chapter 5 
of NER, entitled “The Black Plague in our Midst.” I felt that I had seen more than enough of the plague first hand.

Against the Evil Tide - 53
Milestone Fifty-Two: Our 25th Wedding Anniversary
November 22,1971
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Against the Evil Tide - 54
Milestone Fifty-Three: Our Daughter Gets Married

In 1969 Kim had finished her four years of high school at Pine Crest in Ft. Lauderdale, and she and Henrie started scouting around for a 
suitable college for her to attend.   After visiting approximately four prospective schools, we finally settled on Colorado State, at Ft. Collins, 
Colorado.  

Henrie had been brought up in the High Country of Colorado, and her love of the mountains stayed with her for the rest of her days.  Some of 
this affection for Colorado was evidently conveyed on to her daughter, since I believe the choice favoring Ft. Collins was partially influenced by 
the fact that it was located on the eastern slope of the Rockies in Colorado. It was also at this time, in the fall of 1969, when we took Kim to 
Colorado State, that Henrie and I first visited Ouray, Colorado, a small town in a most beautiful setting in the San Juan Mountains that fully 
justified calling itself 'The Switzerland of America."  A few years later we were to buy a 160-acre ranch north of Ouray.

During her first year at Colorado State Kim was on a bowling team.  Also on a rival bowling team was a lanky young fellow from Wilmington, 
Delaware.  He was also attending Colorado State.  His name was Walter Scott Moore. Kim walked up to him, shook his hand and said, "My 
name is Kim Klassen."  Less than three years later they were married.

The wedding took place at Estes Park, Colorado, about 40 miles south and west of Ft. Collins. The date was June 5, 1972, just two days 
before Kim's twenty-first birthday.

They were married at 11 A.M. in St. Bartholomew's Chapel on Devil's Gulch Road. Father King, an Episcopalian priest, officiated.

Kim's Maid of Honor was Janet Wiedmann, the daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Mert Wiedmann from Shatter, California, who were also at the wedding.  
Although not the official photographer, Mert took quite a number of pictures on his own account, a hobby at which he was quite an expert.  
Besides Janet, the bridesmaids were June Hanning, Betty Lee Love, Jan Briscoe, Peggy Firth and Bea Moore, the latter being Walt's sister.  
As father of the bride, I had the honor of leading Kim down the aisle and giving the bride away.

The Best Man, who stood up for Walt, was J. D. Moore, his father. The groom's attendants were his brother James, his stepbrother Tim 
Brannaman, Scott Dumler,

Rick Huddleston, Bruce Douglas, and Ken Slump. Some of the other wedding guests were: Walt's grandparents, Scott and Lucile Moore; his 
aunt, Ann Stern; Kim's grandmother, Mrs. Eleanor McWilliams; Henrie's aunt, Lenora Dean; Mrs. Stringharn from Shatter, who was Mrs. Pat 
Wiedmann's mother; Colleen Kelly, a niece of Gene

Kelly, the movie actor, and, of course, the mothers of the bride and the groom, Henrie and Ruth, respectively. After a considerable number of 
pictures were taken by photographer John dark, we held a reception at the Black Canyon Inn, a little ways down the same street from the 
church.  Incidentally, it was while we were having our reception dinner at the motel dining room, that I got a surprise long distance call from 
Australia.  It came from the owner of the 160-acre ranch north of Ouray, who was now living on a sheep "station" in the outback of Australia. He 
was calling to confirm acceptance of my offer for the purchase of his 160 acres in Colorado, much to my satisfaction.

Later that afternoon Kim and Walt took off on their honeymoon.  Walt had just previously bought himself a brand new Monte Carlo Chevrolet. 
First they drove back to the Moore's home at Wilmington, Delaware.  From there they took a flight to the island of St. Thomas, in the Virgin 
Islands, where the Moores had a vacation home, and there they stayed for a week or so.

When they returned from their honeymoon Kim and Walt both took jobs with the DuPont plastics and textiles plant at Seaford, Delaware, jobs 
that had been pre-arranged some time earlier. In March of 1973, Walt left DuPont and joined the U.S. Air Force and was stationed at Mather 
Air Force Base near Sacramento, California.  Here they lived for a period of six months.  In September of 1973, Walt joined me as a partner in 
my ongoing real estate business. In 1978, Walt decided that the real estate business was not his first choice and that he wanted to become a 
chiropractor.  By this time the young Moore family already had two sons, namely Scott and Bryan. The family moved to Davenport, Iowa, where 
Walt pursued three years of intensive study in his chosen profession with the Palmer School of Chiropractic and graduated near the top of his 
class.

Now, some ten years later, Dr. Walter S. Moore is well established in his own clinic in Martinsville, Virginia.  The family has now grown to three, 
with the addition of Amy

Lynn, and they are all doing very well.  Henrie and I are very proud of our daughter, of our son-in-law, and of our grandchildren.  We feel very 
fortunate to have such a fine family into the next generation, and who could ask for more than that?

Against the Evil Tide - 54
Milestone Fifty-Three: Our Daughter Gets Married
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Against the Evil Tide - 55
Milestone Fifty-Four: Exploring Ancient History Around the Aegean Sea
1973

During the summer of 1973 Henrie and I decided it was time to take another trip across the ocean and explore some of the historic vistas of 
ancient history. We were especially interested in Greece and Turkey and some of the islands of the Aegean Sea. After all, my book was 
finished, business was good, and I had worked hard and I owed it to myself to take some time off again.

We decided on a three-week Maupintaur tour, one of the better ones, and on September 22 we took off. Our first arrival was in the ancient and 
historic city of Athens, Greece, where we checked in at the plush Athens Hilton Hotel. As soon as we had cleaned up, it was off to the dining 
room for a sampling of typical Greek food. I don't remember too many dinners, but I do remember the good food and jolly atmosphere of that 
first dinner after arrival. It was served with Greek wines, Souviakia, a lamb dish and baklava for desert. I enjoyed it all immensely, and it was a 
good introduction to the land of the Hellenes.

We soon met our tour guide. His name was Victor Stubbs, and he was from England. He was tall, six foot four, blonde. In his early thirties, and 
a very pleasant and good-looking fellow. The first morning after our arrival he took us on a city tour, and one of our first stops was at the 
National Archaeological Museum, where we were to be treated to a lecture on the history of Greek sculpture and its early development by a 
native guide. The guide was more than an hour late in arriving, much to the aggravation of Victor Stubbs. Evidently, he had been held up by the 
police on some traffic charge and hauled into court. Finally he did arrive and we heard an interesting lecture with ample exhibits of the many 
phases during the development of Greek sculpture. One of the interesting facts that I learned from this lecture was that when the early 
Christians arrived on the scene they made it a special campaign to go about and destroy as many of the beautiful sculptures of classical time 
as they could. This, the idiots argued, was to prevent "Idol worship." Those that they did not destroy in totality they would at least disfigure the 
faces of these statues by smashing the noses, the most characteristic part of the face. What a waste!

My impression of the city itself was not as favorable as had been that of the dinner the night before. The city seemed so bare and treeless, so 
hot and crowded, so much stone and statue, but it did have a most interesting history, and that is what we had come out to see. Nor was I very 
impressed with the native population. Considering the high levels of physical beauty and mental development of their ancient ancestors at the 
time of Pericles and Socrates, of Plato and Aristotle, the present Greek specimens were a major let down. Certainly they were in sharp contrast 
to our fair-haired English guide. It seemed to me that there had been so much mongrelization and down-breeding over the last two thousand 
years in this cradle of civilization that the native population was now such as to be on the very fringes of what we would like to think of as the 
White Race.

Be that as it may, the accumulation of history at this major fountain of civilization was overwhelming. Our tour included a visit to the Acropolis 
and its centerpiece, the Parthenon. At night we again viewed these ancient landmarks of history from a stadium seating arrangement, in a 
program called "The Sound and Light Show." As the lights played on the Acropolis and the Parthenon, the loudspeakers dramatically narrated 
the ancient history of this legendary and most famous shrine. It told of warriors and conquerors, of marching armies and the clash of arms. 
What with the skillful arrangement of accompanying music and sound effects, it was most impressive.

We took several side trips outside the city. One that was most memorable was a trip to the ruins of the Temple of Poseidon at sunset. Located 
at Cape Sounlon, the temple sat on a hill overlooking the Aegean Sea, and as the sun sank below the horizon, it cast a shimmering glow of 
gold over the azure waters.

One other memorable side trip was to the ancient and historic city of Delphi. During the long bus trip we had some problems between the 
smokers and the non-smokers. It seemed like half the people in our group had caught colds (including Henrie) and our guide requested that 
there be no smoking in deference to the confined conditions under which we were traveling. This especially strained the patience of two ladies 
from Dallas, who were chain smokers and happened to sit in the seat behind us. Some argument ensued.

In traveling along the narrow and winding road to Delphi, I was amazed at the bleakness of the passing landscape. It was hilly, barren and 
rocky, with a few patches of brown grass interspersed. Every once in a while we would see a small herd of goats grazing on the scanty 
provender, attended by a ragged herdsman. Also in evidence every so often were crude huts, where the herdsman evidently lived.

Arriving at Delphi, we checked in at the Vouzas Hotel. The city has a long and complex history, at various times wielding a most powerful 
influence in the religious affairs of the Ancient Greeks and even beyond in a way that compares to that of the present day Vatican in Rome. At 
the heart of it was The Oracle of Delphi, whose advice was heeded by many of the most powerful rulers of the times, both inside and outside of 
Greece.

Apparently, it all started in prehistoric times with the discovery of a fissure in some rocks at this place from which issued a mysterious gas, 
which when inhaled, caused hallucinations. The priests in charge of the then prevalent religion were quick to take advantage of this 
phenomenon, and gathering some virgin maidens, they had them sniff this peculiar issue from out of the fissure in the rocks. While in this state 
of intoxication, the maidens would utter some incoherent mumblings which only the priests would claim to understand, and the priests would 
also take it upon themselves to interpret these "Oracles" to the gullible and superstitious. Soon this became a shrine and temples were built 
around the place. Powerful potentates came from far and wide to have this supernatural "Oracle" from out of the bowels of the earth make far 
reaching decisions for them. As time went on, this would become a well established and highly revered tradition that lasted for thousands of 
years. It is fairly obvious that the priests could interpret these mumblings any way they wanted to and had a good thing going. Although the 
fissure has now run out of gas, the City of Delphi and its hallowed history remains. However, in a way, some things haven't changed too much 
since then. People are still as gullible and superstitious today as they were in those ancient and bygone times.

Still in very good condition was The Stadium, where the Pythian games were held every four years, an event that was similar to the Olympiads, 
but preceded it by several centuries. The Stadium was built of stone, with a seating capacity of seven thousand. How these ancient 
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stonecutters, with the primitive tools they had, could cut such a volume of stone and do it so artistically, is a mystery to me unto this day.

When we returned to Athens, we went straight to the port of Piraeus and boarded our cruise ship that was to take us to the various islands of 
the Aegean. However, that afternoon a strong storm blew up, known in the Mediterranean area as Mistrals, and the harbor master ordered all 
ships to stay in port while the storm lasted. There were a number of large cruise ships in the harbor at that time, just chafing at the bit to get 
going on their proscribed schedules. At twelve midnight the order was lifted. Henrie and I were wandering around on the deck at that time of 
night, and we could hardly believe our eyes and ears as to what happened next. Several whistles started blaring and our ship raced out full 
steam ahead for the narrow entrance (or exit) of the harbor that could accommodate only one cruise ship at a time. Another big cruise ship had 
the same idea and was racing to get out of the harbor ahead of us. Officers with bullhorns on both decks were screaming and cursing back and 
forth at each other's ships to get out of the way and for a short while it looked like they were playing a game of "chicken", not unlike teenagers 
have been known to do with cars. I thought surely there was going to be a mighty crash and collision, but at the last split second the other ship 
threw its engines in reverse and saved the day, while ours steamed on, full speed ahead.

The storm had not fully subsided and the seas were still rough. Our stalwart guide, Vie Stubbs, who was no sailor, stayed in his cabin for the 
next two days. One of the two smoking ladies from Dallas took out a couple of bottles of whiskey and stayed dead drunk for the next several 
days and felt no pain. However, after a day or so the weather returned to calm, and we visited three very interesting islands of the Aegean, 
missing one on our schedule due to the delay. Of particular interest was the island of Santorini and the ancient 3500-year-old Minoan village 
that was once covered by volcanic eruption and was now being excavated. It is near the present village of Akrotiri.

* * * * *

From Athens we flew to the ancient and historic city of Istanbul, Turkey, a city that straddles two continents. For more than 1200 years it was 
known as the city of Constantinople, founded by the Roman Emperor Constantine in the fourth century C.E. It soon rivaled, then surpassed 
Rome as the center of the White Man's civilization and as the dominant headquarters of the Catholic Church. In the ongoing struggle between 
the Turkish Moslems and the White Christians it was finally and decisively conquered by the Osmanli Turks under the leadership of 21-year-old 
Sultan Mohammed II in 1453. It was undoubtedly the most disastrous setback the White Race had suffered up to that time.

Our group checked in at the Istanbul Hilton, its finest hotel at that time. I found Istanbul a most fascinating city, a contrast in modern structures 
such as the Hilton, the modern suspension bridge just recently built across the Bosporus by White engineers, and the ancient mosques and 
minarets. We visited the Hagia Sophia, built by Roman Emperor Justinian in the sixth century. After the Turkish conquest, it was converted into 
a mosque, and is now a museum. For 1200 years it stood as the city's greatest architectural edifice, being surpassed only by the Blue Mosque, 
built by the Turks in the 18th century. The latter is still very much a mosque, and we watched as hundreds of Moslems would kneel in prayer in 
their bare or stocking feet. The city's skyline is silhouetted by over 400 mosques. We also visited the Covered Bazaar, which took in an area of 
some 40 acres and consisted of hundreds of shops of immense variety. It was a place one could easily get lost if they strayed from the group. 
One of the highlights was our visit to Topkapi, the palace of the grand Ottoman Sultans. There we saw the Sultan's jewels and the famous gem 
encrusted dagger. Also of major interest were its extensive gardens, pavilions, reception halls and private quarters. A leisurely cruise along the 
Bosporus to the Sea of Marmara and back concluded our visit.

* * * * *

On leaving the hotel, we all embarked in small groups, taking a taxi to the Istanbul airport. It so happened that our driver was one of the wildest 
and fastest we have ever encountered. He virtually flew us to the airport, during which process we waved to several others in our group as we 
flew by them. From Istanbul our flight took us to Budapest, Hungary, but not without a short stopover in Bucharest, Romania. Here I noticed a 
number of large anti-aircraft guns stationed around the perimeter of the airport, their immense barrels pointed skyward at a 45-degree angle.

Arriving at our destination, we checked in at the Budapest Hilton. On taking a city tour we, for the first time, saw at first hand what life was like 
in a communist country, and the overall picture was bleak and drab. However, we soon discovered from a number of lectures by our city guides 
that Hungary and Budapest, too, had a long and checkered history that was very interesting. We also discovered that the city actually consisted 
of two parts, divided by the historic Danube River, with Buda on the west side and Pest on the east.

Of particular interest were the beautiful Parliament buildings, the former Royal Palace, the Square of the Heroes, (this had a long story 
attached to it, but I forget the details) the great Coronation Church, and the Opera House. We had a memorable dinner out at a nightclub that 
specialized in native Hungarian dishes, and also entertained us with a gypsy floorshow. Very good. One other night we went to a concert that 
specialized in Hungarian folk dances, music and vocals.

* * * * *

From Budapest we took a flight to Zagreb, Yugoslavia, then a bus tour through the Yugoslavian countryside to the colorful and historic seaside 
resort of Dubrovnik on the shores of the Adriatic. Driving over the landscape, I was amazed at how rugged, rocky and desolate this part of the 
country was.

Arriving at Dubrovnik, we checked in at the President Hotel, a real beautiful, modern edition that was also referred to as the typewriter hotel 
because of its terraced shape that resembled the keyboard of a typewriter. It was located on the side of an escarpment with the upper part 
being level with the city, and the lower part with the beach. Dubrovnik, too, has a long and colorful history. It was once also known as Ragusa, 
and it was the capital of a Roman province. In the seventh century it was destroyed by the Avars, and the survivors went to the present site, 
rebuilt and heavily fortified the city. It became a republic, and remained under the protection of the Byzantine emperors until 1204 CE, when it 
was dominated by the Venetians for 150 years. Subsequently Hungarians, Turks,
Austrians and French have dominated or protected the little seaport, which was Austrian from 1814 to 1918, and has been Yugoslavian ever 
since. There are still many landmarks of its colorful past.

We visited many of these. Of special interest were the Rector's Palace, the Pile Gate, Onofrio's Fountain, St. Lawrence Fortress, the 
Dominican Cloisters and the Franciscan Monastery, which houses Europe's oldest pharmacy.
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On one of our off days, Henrie and I took a small boat over to the Island of Lacroma, about half a mile or so offshore from Dubrovnik. It is here 
that Archduke Maximilian and his wife Carlotta had their summer home before they embarked on their ill-fated venture to become Emperor and 
Empress of Mexico. The Archduke was the brother of the then Emperor of Austria, Franz Joseph. Their summer home, which resembled a 
castle, was now dilapidated and very much in the need of repair. We wandered through it, and walked on some planks that if not careful, you 
could drop down into a basement about 30 feet below. There was a restaurant adjoining, where we had lunch. The grounds around were well 
kept. The story of this romantic and historic couple can be further followed in a published book I have read entitled "Maximilian and Carlotta" by 
Gene Smith. The 1939 movie "Juarez" also portrays their dramatic and poignant story. It stars Brian Aherne as Emperor Maximilian, and Bette 
Davis as Carlotta.

Of all the tour guides I have encountered, I would say that Victor Stubbs was one of the finest and I had a special rapport with him. Often, as 
we would enter the bus and he was counting noses, I would whisper to him 'Think White." I had already made him aware that I had written a 
book about the racial crisis that was closing in on us, and although he was no racist, he frankly admitted that his native country, Britain, was 
headed for rapid decline and disaster. In fact, he was thinking of becoming a citizen of Monaco, or Switzerland, or some other country. On one 
of our free days in Dubrovnik, I was having lunch with him in the coffee shop of the President Hotel, and we really got into the ideological 
discussion of race and religion for the next three hours. I was pointing out to him that the adventurous Britons, who not too long ago had 
boasted that "Brittania Rules the Waves, Britons never shall be slaves", and that the sun never set on the great British Empire, were now 
indeed slaves in their own land under the tyranny of the Jewish Occupation Government (JOG). I reminded him that whereas they once had a 
great empire, their country was now rapidly becoming a miserable slum, and that the Pakistanis, the Hindus, the niggers and the mud races, 
under the auspices of the Jews, were rapidly taking over. I charged that the once heroic empire builders had become a nation of wimps, and 
instead of emigrating, why didn't he and others stand their ground, fight, and take back their own country? Then I launched into the Christianity 
issue, and told him that we considered it as nothing more than a treacherous Jewish scam designed to soften up the White Race so that we 
could be more easily exploited, robbed and destroyed by those international parasites, the Jews.

Naturally, all this came as a great shock to Victor. What you are saying, he exclaimed. Is that we are crazy to let them do this to us! Is that 
right? I looked him in the eye, and replied something to the effect that, yes, I think you are getting the general idea. I will send you a copy of my 
book, and you can get the rest of the story. He said, fine, I believe my brother, who is more racially aware, would be much interested. But 
nevertheless, he was much perturbed about what I had told him. When I returned back to Florida, I did
indeed send him Nature's Eternal Religion, but I never heard from him again.

Against the Evil Tide - 55
Milestone Fifty-Four: Exploring Ancient History Around the Aegean Sea
1973
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Against the Evil Tide - 56
Milestone Fifty-Five: Venture into North Carolina

Ever since we moved to Florida in 1958, we were interested in the cooler mountains of North Carolina as a summer alternative to the flatlands 
and the hot and humid summers of South Florida. In the summer of 1959, when Kim was eight, we made our first trip to Franklin, N.C. to dig in 
the mud for rubies and other elusive gems. (Franklin advertised itself as "The Gem Capital of the World.") On that same trip we also explored 
the Fontana Dam recreational area, which had a number of cabins for rent, and also had facilities for boating, archery, horseback riding, folk 
dancing, craft making and other fun and games. We returned to the same and some of the surrounding areas many summers since then, 
taking in The Smoky Mountains National Park, Asheville, Bryson City, and including Gatlinburg and Pidgeon Forge, Tennessee.

By about 1968 I began thinking about buying some properties in the Blue Ridge Mountains area around Franklin. I did, in fact, conclude a deal 
on a 2-1/2 acre tract fronting on Cartoogechaye Creek, made the required down payment, signed a legal contract for delivery of the deed. 
When after several months no deed was forthcoming, I checked with the real estate agent as to what was the problem. It turned out that the 
owner, who was a crooked lawyer, shortly after signing my contract, had received another offer (through the same real estate agent) for a 
thousand dollars more. Between the two of them they connived to ignore my prior contract and had sold and deeded the tract to the second 
party and generously offered to refund my down payment. I refused the offer and insisted they live up to the contract and deliver. I tried to sue 
for performance, but evidently the lawyers had a closed fraternity and no lawyer in Franklin would take my case. I found another lawyer in an 
adjoining county who did take the case, or at least pretended he did. However, after taking my retainer fee, and after giving me a lot of double 
talk, he did nothing. So much for my first attempt to buy real estate in North Carolina. I finally settled for the refund.

Next, I was about to purchase a 21-acre tract within the city limits of Bryson City. However, after some protracted haggling, that deal fell 
through.

Finally, in 1971, we found a beautiful 54-acre tract about nine miles north of Franklin. It was located on a rushing trout stream called 
Burningtown Creek, with about 2000 feet of stream frontage. It had meadowland in a valley, and it also had mountain terrain and trees. It 
seemed a most likely location for a future retirement home. On May 7, 1971, I concluded its purchase from two Florida couples, Mr. & Mrs. 
Wm. F. Supple, and Mr. & Mrs. Roger F. Amundsen.

But then, that same year, I got the urge to acquire a going "ranch", something larger, with buildings already in place. Soon, the same broker 
that had sold us the Burningtown acreage, found a likely prospect for us south of Franklin, just north of the Georgia border. It consisted of 
about 160 acres, had a fairly modern house on it, a barn and other outbuildings. It belonged to Richard S. Jones, a leading attorney in town, in 
partnership with his parents. After looking it over in considerable detail, it seemed like just the proper ticket and I decided to buy. When I told 
Austin Davis about my purchase, he expressed an eager desire to have a partial interest in the property, and soon we came to an agreement. 
One of my companies, Pines'n Palms Ranches, would have a 60% interest and Austin the remaining 40%. That purchase was concluded on 
January 15, 1972.

Soon, a neighbor, J. J. Ayers, who had an excellent 25-acre property facing both Hwy. 441 and Old 441, made us an offer to exchange his pie-
shaped piece for 15 acres and our house. His property had an old shack on it, a barn and some buildings, but its main attraction was the 2500 
feet of frontage on the major highway, all of which had commercial potential. We decided to make the trade.

For nearly two years we did nothing with the property. (I was too busy with my subdivisions in Florida, plus writing my new book, Nature's 
Eternal Religion.) Then, in the latter part of 1973 we decided to put in a system of roads and subdivide the westerly 100 acres that lay in the 
mountainous section of the property.

In May of 1973 we first contacted Dean Conner, who owned the Franklin Grading Company in Franklin. His company was equipped with 
bulldozers, graders and other heavy equipment for earth moving work. After having a survey company headed by J. Frank Shope survey and 
draw a map of the boundaries of our property, we had Dean Conners and his crew start cutting in a road from Old Hwy. 441 on our eastern 
boundary westward about one third of a mile, then branching out into two roads, the upper and the lower, into the mountainous section, to the 
western boundaries of our property. This they did, starting in August of 1973.

After the roads were in we had Frank Shope and his crew come back and stake out individual lots facing the roads.

We laid out two small subdivisions. One, called Swiss Village, consisted of 32 lots, and the other called Bavarian Village, consisted of 17 lots, 
for a total of 49 lots. J. Frank Shope completed the survey work, staking out each lot, and drawing the subdivision maps on May 9, 1974. The 
maps were then duly recorded in the Macon County Recorder's Office in the County Courthouse.

Up to 1973 the demand for North Carolina properties and building lots had been quite brisk. Then, when the Arab oil boycott hit the news. It 
frightened the traveling public, and sales stopped as suddenly as if a water tap had been turned off. Our timing happened to be most 
unfortunate. A few hundred feet south of the juncture where the roads branched there was a particular site that attracted my attention. It looked 
like in times past it might have been the site of some old timer's cabin, but now long gone. It had seven huge oak trees spaced in a way that 
they would surround the cabin, at the same time offered a lovely open view to the valley and the mountains to the east. What a lovely place to 
build a cabin, I thought.

No sooner did the idea occur but what Austin and I started working on it. But what by now we were short of was the cash to build such a cabin. 
We needed about $20,000 in order to do the job. We contacted different banks, both in North Carolina and in Florida. Finally, we found a bank 
in Clyde, N.C., that had enough confidence in us to lend us the whole amount, based on a five-year amortization.

Next, we found a building contractor in the environs of Franklin by the name of Harold Kimsey. What I had in mind a two-story Swiss Chalet 
type of cabin, with a deck on both the ground floor and the second floor. Furthermore, I wanted a basement and a fireplace. All this I 
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incorporated in a sketch, and on March 25, 1974, I sent two copies of the drawings to Harold Kimsey. On the basis of the sketch, we drew up a 
contract for its construction. No architect was consulted, no blueprints were drawn. The total cost was slightly over $17,500. Soon thereafter 
Dean Conners and his earthmoving outfit started excavating for the basement and moving dirt.

In April Harold Kimsey started on the construction. Austin and I made a number of trips to the site during the summer to see that everything 
was going all right. Everything went well and by October the cabin was finished. It was a most delightful Swiss Chalet type of mountain cabin. It 
comprised of two stories plus a basement, had three bedrooms, one and a half baths, two decks, a real fireplace, a shake shingle roof, and 
above all, a most gorgeous view overlooking the valley and the mountains to the east.

Soon we had the cabin furnished. Kim and Walt, Henrie and I spent our 1974 Christmas holidays in the cabin, much to our delight. Austin and 
his girl friend, Norma, would spend some time vacationing in it, as did Kim and Walt and some of their friends. Everything was going along fine.

In 1975 we decided to incorporate the North Carolina property, that is, the two subdivisions and the rest of the 160 acres, and the cabin. We 
called it Blue Ridge Villas, Inc., and received our North Carolina charter on March 27. Pines'n Palms Ranches had 60% of the stock and Austin 
Davis had 40%, in the same ratio as in the former partnership. We started selling lots as early as the spring of 1974, and continued doing so 
without making any major campaign out of it. Most of the selling was done through my Pompano Beach office, but since the 1973 Arab oil 
embargo, sales were slow. It would not be until 1989 that all 49 of the lots were actually sold and the contracts were paid up in full. In the 
meantime there had been changes in the ownership of Blue Ridge Villas, Inc.

In 1977, Austin and Norma finally decided to get married. Soon thereafter, the close friendship Austin and I had enjoyed for 15 years suddenly 
turned sour. I feel certain that this was primarily due to the jealousy and at the deliberate instigation of his new wife. Anyway, for whatever 
reason, we decided to part company, and I bought out his interest in Blue Ridge Villas, and the cabin, and turned the stock over to Kim and 
Wait.

When, in 1983, Henrie and I sold our home in Lighthouse Point, Florida, and moved to North Carolina permanently, we moved into that same 
lovely cabin. In the meantime, there have been a number of changes, the addition of two double garages, a separate studio (for my artistic 
pursuits, such as they are) and changes in the ownership, but that is another story, and belongs in a future book

Against the Evil Tide - 56
Milestone Fifty-Five: Venture into North Carolina
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Against the Evil Tide - 57
Milestone Fifty-Six: Hawk's Nest in the Keys 

Even before we had our house built in Lighthouse Point, Henrie, Kim and I started exploring the Florida Keys, and we continued to be 
fascinated with them from then on out. Our favorite weekend outing most often was to take a trip to the Keys — to Tavemler, to Pennecamp 
Coral Reef State Park with all its underwater wonders, to Plantation Key, to Islamorada, to Duck Key, to Key Colony Beach, to Marathon, and 
to Key West and all its many points in between. During our boating days we had taken our 23 foot Seabird down to Plantation Key in 1962, and 
our 36 foot Deep Six cabin cruiser to Key Largo and to Chesapeake Harbor at Islamorada in 1966. In 1972, when I no longer owned a boat, 
Henrie and I rented a 26-foot cabin cruiser and leisurely sauntered down to Plantation Harbor where we tied up for a week or so. It was here 
that I wrote a few chapters of Nature's Eternal Religion. But most of our trips were taken by car, a traveling distance of anywhere from a 
hundred to two hundred miles from Lighthouse Point, depending on where we decided to light.

One of our favorite eating-places when we first arrived in Florida was to go down to the Chesapeake House in Islamorada, where we would 
enjoy a full course Lobster Thermador dinner for $3.95, including key lime pie for desert. (Those days are gone forever!) Unfortunately, in 1960 
Islamorada was swept by Hurricane Donna, and the Chesapeake House was completely gutted of its entire wealth of marine artifacts which 
adorned that atmospheric restaurant. The place was rebuilt, it changed hands, but it was never the same again.

For a number of years we toyed with the idea of buying a vacation place somewhere in the Keys. In fact, as early as 1959, I was inadvertently 
offered three waterfront lots in Key Colony Beach for some of my Klassen Enterprises stock. I made the deal, then sold the lots, since I didn't 
feel it was the right place. We looked at a number of cabins on stilts, we looked at a townhouse complex in Buttonwood Bay and came near 
buying, but we never seemed to find the right place.

In the fall of 1974 Henrie and I were moseying around in Marathon and we happened to notice a new, five story condominium in its completion 
stage. It was called Hawk's Nest. It was a time-sharing proposition, in which the customer could purchase a specified apartment for a certain 
week of the year, and it would belong to the buyer for that week ad Infinitum, guaranteed by a deed. The idea was not exactly new, but it was 
the first time we had looked into it, and it seemed to be catching on rapidly all over the country.

We looked at a furnished model apartment at Hawk's Nest and we liked it. The location of the condo was superb - at the southernmost tip of 
Marathon on Knight's Key, overlooking the famous Seven Mile Bridge. In fact, from the third, fourth and fifth stories, you could not only view the 
bright green waters of the Atlantic Ocean, but also those of the Florida Bay on the northerly side of the bridge. All in all, a choice location. The 
apartments came completely furnished with everything — furniture, bedding, dishes, kitchen utensils, and even hot and cold running maids. Also 
included was a large swimming pool, a tennis court, (I loved to play tennis), a boat dock, including a couple boats that could be chartered for 
the price of replacing the fuel used. What a deal! We were impressed.

At the beginning of their promotion, the management had a "Love it or Leave It" proposition which offered the buyer a rental of an apartment for 
one week, and if they
liked to buy later, the rental would apply on the purchase price.

On November 13, 1974, I sent the management a cashier's check for $315 to rent Apartment #201 for the 49th week, namely December 7th to 
14th. However, the apartments were not quite ready as the builder had anticipated, and we stayed in apt. #501, on the fifth floor during the 
second week of February 1975. We greatly enjoyed it. While there, I negotiated a deal for the purchase of Apt. #501 for the 18th week (the first 
week in May) and also the 47th week (the third week in November.) When we got back home, I sent them two checks to cover the down 
payments on the two units, the total price on each being $1700 and $1900, respectively.

So we were back there again in our newly purchased apartment in May, and with us this time were Kim and Walt. Kim was pregnant at this 
time, but it did not seem to particularly curtail her activities. I remember Kim and Walt going out on a small sail skiff, going under the Seven Mile 
Bridge, and then due to adverse currents and wind direction, couldn't get back under sail power. However, no problem, a friendly boater towed 
them back to dock. Finally, on July 1, 1975, we purchased the third unit, week #46, so that we had two consecutive weeks in November, and 
one week at the beginning of May. We liked the whole set-up. Of course, there were yearly maintenance fees to pay on each unit, but they 
were reasonable enough. For the next eleven years we would religiously spend the first week in May and the last two weeks of November at 
our Hawk's Nest apartment. On a number of occasions we would have Kim and Walt as guests and on a few occasions we had Bill and Mary 
Wimmer. Since the last two weeks of November took in Thanksgiving and also our wedding anniversary on November 22, we would usually 
have a good dinner out on each occasion at some good restaurant, of which there were several in Marathon, or sometimes we would elect to 
go to Key West. 

One restaurant that stands out in Marathon is the Buccaneer, where we had Thanksgiving dinner a number of times. I remember one such 
dinner with Kim and Walt and Scott when the latter was about a year old, which must have been in November of 1976. Walt strapped him into a 
highchair, and Scott started chewing on a hard roll. He still didn't have any teeth, but he gummed away at the hard roll and consumed it all 
before our regular dinner was served. While at the apartment we would usually go down to Key West at least one day on each occasion, 
sometimes twice. While in Key West we would visit the different tourist attractions, such as the Audubon House, or Hemmingway's one time 
residence, or Fort Taylor, or take the Conch Train, or take a boat tour around the Island. Usually we would have a good lunch at one of the 
many restaurants. One time we took a small plane flight to Fort Jefferson in the Dry Tortugas, which is about 60 miles due west of Key West. 
With us, besides the pilot of the plane was another couple. The plane, which had pontoons, landed in the water, pulled up on the sandy beach, 
and we took it from there. We had brought along a picnic lunch, which we ate soon after landing. The rest of the afternoon we spent exploring 
the ruins of the huge fortress, the historic place where Dr. Samuel Mudd was imprisoned for helping set John Wilkes Booth's broken ankle.

When we first started in 1975, conditions at Hawk's Nest were optimum. Boat rentals were free except for the fuel, maid service came in six 
days a week, yearly maintenance fees were reasonable. Then the original builder had financial problems. He went bankrupt and the banks took 
over. For a while there was no change, but the maintenance fees kept going up each year. After about five years we began to get reports that 
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there had been faulty construction, cracks in the cement, chunks of plaster falling from the ceiling, and other problems. Soon there were a 
number of lawsuits by the owners association against a number of the contractors. Maid service was curtailed to once a week, but yearly 
maintenance fees kept rising to the point where it was no longer a worthwhile situation, especially after we moved to North Carolina in 1983. 
Whereas it had been a 160-mile trip from Lighthouse Point to Marathon, it was now over 900 miles from our cabin in North Carolina.

Finally, when the yearly fees for the three weeks reached $850, we stopped making the maintenance fees and decided to let the management, 
what was left of it, foreclose on our units. Our last stay at Hawk's Nest was the last two weeks of November, 1986. However, for the eleven 
years we owned them, we had many enjoyable moments, and I would say it was all very much worth the time and the money.

Against the Evil Tide - 57
Milestone Fifty-Six: Hawk's Nest in the Keys 
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Against the Evil Tide - 58
Milestone Fifty-Seven: A Polyglot Meeting in Kansas City
1977 

During the 1970’s, as NATURE’S ETERNAL RELIGION was finding its way into several of the key "right-wing" and racial organizations, I 
carried on an intensive correspondence with a number of people who headed such groups. One of these exchanges was with a fine intellectual 
lady by the name of June Grem, who headed a small group called Enterprise Publications, Inc., out of Oak Park, Illinois, an upper-class suburb 
of Chicago. Her main forte was money and economics, but her literature also included racial issues, mildly. 

On August 20, 1975, I received a letter from her which said in part, and I quote, "I have just finished reading your book NATURE'S ETERNAL 
RELIGION and found it an exciting and creative book. We have all been so encumbered by myths, contrived political programs and religious 
differences that it is seldom that we get even a whiff of fresh air. Your book does just that. Also, the comments on the death-dealing concepts 
of Christianity give me an entirely new insight...."

She also had a number of contacts of her own, one of which was Robert B. DePugh, who in the early '60's organized a group called The 
Minute Men. Although I was less than aware of the group at that time, evidently this organization of revolutionary activists against the 
establishment was considered as a threat by the latter. As a result, as Bob DePugh tells it, he was framed by the CIA and the FBI in order to 
destroy him and his organization. He told me that these strong-arm hoods got up on the witness stand in court and lied like the professional 
troopers they were. Bob was finally convicted on some kind of gun violations and sentenced to a long term in the penitentiary. He actually 
served four years of hard time. Now, in the 1970's, he was a free man again, trying to put his life together. He settled in Norborne, Missouri, 
and set up some kind of a vitamin distribution business as providing a means of livelihood for his wife and six children. He also formed a 
number of front organizations and wrote a few books, one of which "Beyond the Iron Mask", describes his experiences while in prison, and 
advocates several measures of prison reform. I have read this book and have given my views of it in a letter I wrote to him on April 11, 1977. 
This letter can be found on page 76-77 of The Klassen Letters, Vol. 2.

By 1977 Bob DePugh has also formed a group which he called "Patriots Inter-Organizational Communications Center”. It was an attempt to act 
as a central umbrella group to unite and coordinate all the "patriotic" groups in the country, a worthy-sounding goal, a goal we will further 
explore and evaluate.

Sometime in the spring of 1977 DePugh decided to hold a "Patriots Leadership Conference" during the Memorial Day weekend of the same 
year, and made extensive preparations to rally the "patriots" to the cause. The meeting was to be held in the Continental Hotel, at the corner of 
Baltimore and Eleventh, in Kansas City, Missouri. This hotel is not to be confused with the modem chain of Intercontinentals, but was an elderly 
relic of the turn of the century, or shortly thereafter. It was located in the downtown section of the city which by 1977 was showing many of the 
drab signs of decay and degeneration that was and is the curse of most of our American cities as the spread of the black plague continues.

I would probably never have made contact with Robert DePugh and his P.I.-O.C.C. (as he called it) at all, if it had not been for June Grem. She 
had known Bob for several years and now that she had read my book and heard about Creativity, she wrote Bob and suggested that he invite 
me to be the "key-note" speaker at his coming Patriots Leadership Conference. Bob, too, had received a copy of NER a few years previously 
and was somewhat familiar with our movement, but less committal about it than was June Grem. In response to her letter, Bob wrote me a nice 
letter of his own, in which he invited me to attend and speak at the conference, but frankly and realistically informed me as to what to expect. I 
quote from his letter:

"At this meeting you will find people ranging all the way from the most absolute religious fanatics to complete atheists. I have never yet known 
of any case in which a single person altered their basic beliefs as a result of attending one of these conferences. Your point of view is just as 
welcome and will be just as much appreciated as any other. If, however, you expect to actually win converts, it is a poor place to try." Further 
on, he added, "At these meetings we have no 'featured speaker' because doing so would offend almost every other person present, each of 
whom would consider his own leadership capacity to be equally important."

It was a fair assessment, and I understood the situation perfectly. I had not asked to be the "featured speaker". In fact, I had not asked to speak 
at all, nor even to attend. That was June Grem's idea. In fact, at that stage I was still debating whether it was worth my while to go to the 
meeting at all. I recalled a similar experience about nine months earlier, and it serves as a background.

In October of 1976 a dynamic and highly energetic young supporter of Creativity from Pasadena, Texas, had sent me an airline ticket to come 
speak to his group in Texas. His name was Reverend Mike Breda. Mike was one of those hyper people who could never sit still for a minute 
and plunged into situations before thinking it through. Some sixteen years earlier, while 18, he had held up a bank, and been sentenced to ten 
years in the penitentiary for armed robbery. After serving the major part of that sentence, now at 34 he was out in the open, had married, and 
had two young kiddies. He was living in Pasadena, a suburb of Houston, and was a successful painting contractor. Houston was booming at 
this time, and Mike was now making more money than he ever had before in his life. He had read my book and was now gung-ho to promote 
Creativity. He had previously become a member of the Nazi party, affiliated with Allen Vincent's group in San Francisco, and he still had strong 
ties.

Now he invited me to speak to his own church group in Houston. What with my expenses paid for, I gladly accepted his invitation. I wanted to 
meet with Mike and his wife and get to know them better, as well as help promote his small group of converts.

Mike picked me up at the Houston airport and first took me to his rented apartment where I met his wife Mary, and also the two little kiddies. 
Also at the apartment was Allen Vincent, who had just flown in from San Francisco a little earlier, and I now found out that he was also to speak 
at the meeting arranged for that evening.

Allen had organized a strong Nazi group in San Francisco Bay area, a group which he called the National Socialist Movement. They put out a 
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fine 20-page magazine called "National Socialist", and also, along with James Mason, they published a glossy magazine called "Stormer". 
Allen had about 30 or so activist members in his group, and I had corresponded with him and his staunch aid, Charlotte Magnette, for some 
time. Now, in a surprise meeting, we got to talk to each other and exchange notes. I found him most congenial and informative, and meeting 
him was an unexpected pleasure. He was a big, burly hunk of a man with a pleasant personality, but intellectually no giant, and was 
handicapped with a limited education. At 40, like Mike Breda, he too was a painting contractor, and he too had spent considerable time in 
penitentiaries and reformatories.

Allen had also brought along his most prized possession, an hour-long color film entitled "California Reich". Although it was all about him and 
his group, neither he nor his organization had had any part in producing this documentary film. It was produced by two young students named 
Walter Parkes and Keith Critchlow, and had won an Oscar nomination as the best documentary of the year. The film was designed to frighten 
the Jews into coughing up more money into the coffers of the Anti-Defamation League and undoubtedly was highly successful. It greatly 
exaggerated the strength and influence of the small Nazi party, but on the other hand, was also a useful tool for the Nazis to utilize in their own 
recruiting and propaganda. Mike Breda had gone first class in renting a meeting room for us that night at which to speak. It was at an exclusive 
hotel in downtown Houston, where he had also reserved a room for me for the night. There were less than a dozen people at the meeting, 
which started at 8 that evening. Anticipating that I would be the sole speaker, I had prepared a lengthy, one-hour speech. However, Allen 
Vincent was first at the rostrum, and after introductions, his introductory speech about the film, and showing the hour-long film itself, nearly two 
hours had passed. When it came my turn to speak, I felt the audience had pretty well had it, and since my prepared speech had been tuned to 
the exclusiveness of Creativity, I felt that it was no longer appropriate to the occasion. As a result I discarded my prepared speech and spoke 
extemporaneously for about 15 minutes about the virtues of the White Race and the importance of our cause. I did leave a number of our 
books and literature, and the people at the meeting seemed highly receptive to it. Under the circumstances, that was the best I could do, and I 
let it go at that.

On appraising my trip, I felt that my performance was hardly worth the $200 Mike had spent on the airline ticket and other expenses, but I 
appreciated meeting him and his wife, as well as with Allen Vincent, and other members of Mike's group. However, I came away with one 
conclusion, namely that mixing ideologies and movements at the same meeting was a counterproductive exercise in futility, and something to 
be avoided in the future, even when such movements are friendly and even when they have a number of common goals.

With this as a background, we now return to the matter of the Patriots Leadership Conference to be held in Kansas City, Missouri. I finally 
decided I would go to the meeting. It would give me an opportunity to introduce my book. Nature's Eternal Religion, and the idea of Creativity to 
a number of important new people in the racial movement whom I had not met before. Besides, some of my supporters were going to be there, 
and this would give me the opportunity to meet with them personally.

At this time I had only the one book, Nature's Eternal Religion, but I did have a few other pieces of propaganda. I had already cut the LP 
record, Survival of the White Race. I had printed up 10,000 copies of the Federal Reserve booklet. I also had numerous copies of a four-page, 
tabloid-size flyer headed Questions and Answers about Creativity which are now recorded in C.C. No.71 of The White Man's Bible, and I had a 
few other pieces, such as "A Real Case Against the Jews" by Marcus Eli Ravage. June Grem had reserved a display table in the meeting room 
of the hotel, and she offered to exhibit my literature along with hers.

I prepared and wrote up my speech, and so, loaded up with books, records and literature, I took off in my Pontiac station wagon. I arrived in 
Kansas City around noon on Friday, May 27, and checked into my room at the Continental Hotel. I was soon contacted by Bob DePugh 
himself, and although a lot of other people were also arriving at this time, to my surprise, he came up to my room and spent an hour and a half 
discussing Creativity and listening to my views. He told me that he himself was a biologist by training and education, and he could well 
understand my strong leanings on the laws of nature. It was our first meeting. In all fairness to Bob, he gave me more than fair attention 
throughout the three days of the meeting. My only criticism of Bob, if any, is that he had so many diverse and divergent views swirling about 
him, he himself didn't seem to know where he stood.

Soon I met with a lot of new people, with many of whom I had corresponded. There was, of course, June Grem. There was a young fellow by 
the name of Lewis N. Mohimont, from Tulsa, Oklahoma, who had written to me an endless number of letters. He checked in at the desk at the 
same time as I did. There was Paul B. Hurley, from whom I usually received a letter a week, and he liked to sign himself as "Khalki, the 
Avenger". There was Else Christensen, head of the Odinists movement, who happened to be sitting beside me as we were listening to 
somebody's speech, and we introduced ourselves. There were several others with whom I had corresponded.

There were an endless number of speeches during the next 3 days. As Bob DePugh had warned me, there would be people there of all stripes, 
spouting their particular views. Most of the speeches were inane, a few of them, however, were outstanding. One of the most dynamic 
speakers at the meeting, in my opinion, was John R. Harrell, who headed up the Christian-Patriots Defense League, out of Flora, Illinois. 
Although small and ordinary in appearance, he was a real dynamo when he got on the speakers podium. He had been a United States 
Senator, had run into opposition with the power establishment. What the points of contention were, I don't know, but as a result of the hassle 
he spent seven years in the penitentiary. He was a man of real talent. Unfortunately, he was obsessed with the Christianity hoax which 
overshadowed all his other efforts. What a waste of outstanding talent, I surmised. Ardle McBreary, from Camarillio, California, was the Master 
of Ceremonies of the meeting and did a most capable Job. I will never forget his witty speech as he ridiculed OSHA on how they tried to tell 
farmers how to farm. Poor Ardle! Last I heard of him, he was in prison, having been part of The Order, and charged along with 30 some other 
members. Another great talent gone to waste.

Present, along with a considerable number of his cohorts, was Robert M. Shelton, Imperial Wizard of the UKA (United Klans of America). With 
Bob DePugh's cooperation, his gang had organized a lie-detector program to ferret out any suspected enemy infiltrators at this meeting. One 
entire floor of the hotel was blocked off for exclusive use of their "Inter-Organizational Department of Security", as they called themselves. They 
had five machines they called "stress-analyzers", and 120 people out of the 160 present volunteered to be analyzed. I volunteered to take the 
test, more out of curiosity than anything else. Evidently I "passed". According to a letter by Bob DePugh dated June 15, six of those analyzed 
did not pass, and four of these confessed they lied when asked some key questions about their loyalty. Then, of course, there were 40 people 
who did not volunteer to be tested.
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Also memorable at this meeting was a real battle-axe of a woman by the name of Gerda Koch. Built like a battleship, she represented the 
epitome of the narrow-minded "born-again" spook-chasers. I remember her speech in which she tried to convince us that the United States and 
its constitution was based on Christianity. She had read some of my literature at June Grem's table, and as she started her speech, she fixed 
her baleful eyes on me, and without mentioning me by name, loudly proclaimed that there were some people here who did not believe in the 
supernatural. I smiled back at her.

There were Nazis, there were a number of Identity people, there were born-again Christians of Gerda Koch's stripe. There were also, I am 
sure, any number of government spies and agents, despite the Klan's security measures. Undoubtedly they were among those 40 or so who 
had not volunteered to take the lie-detector test. By and large, the so-called "patriots" were of the God and Country, Flag and Constitution 
mentality, and it pervaded the meeting as a whole.

On Saturday night we had our gala banquet in the main conference room of the hotel. We sat at round tables in groups of six. Bob DePugh had 
allotted me the honor of being one of three speakers at the dinner during this prime time. The man that spoke before me was a veteran retired 
judge from Alabama, I believe. He loudly and vigorously waved the flag and the constitution, and extolled the virtues of the confederacy and the 
Old South for good measure, all in the name of Jesus Christ, of course. He received repeated applause. Then it came my turn to speak. Bob 
DePugh gave me a fine introduction, and pointed out how tolerant and diverse this meeting was, and I was a prime example of its diversity. He 
was preparing the audience for a different viewpoint.

The subject of my prepared speech was that God and Country, Flag and Constitution were not the issue. The prime issue facing us as I saw it 
was THE ISSUE OF RACE, and unless we solved that problem, nothing would be accomplished and the White Race would be doomed. As I 
held up my prized book, Nature's Eternal Religion, I emphasized our need for an all-encompassing RACIAL RELIGION as a counterpart to the 
Judaism of the Jews. I pointed that we needed to reconsider our basic premises, that Christianity was not the answer, but rather it was the 
major problem that had gotten us into the mess we were in. To clinch my argument, I used the analogy of building aqueducts. If we cling to the 
erroneous premise that water will voluntarily flow uphill, and if we had built 10,000 aqueducts on that principle, but none of the aqueducts 
worked, then it was time to reconsider our basic premise and conclude that water didn't voluntarily flow up hill. Similarly, I argued, since we 
have constructed some 10,000 organizations based on God and Country, Flag and Constitution since WWII and we have gotten exactly 
nowhere in our fight for the survival of our race, obviously we were basing our efforts on some erroneous premises.

A Racial Religion, namely CREATIVITY, around which all of the White peoples of the world could unite, was the real answer, I said.

At the end of my speech, a stunned silence greeted me. Only a few of my staunchest supporters had the nerve to applaud, and mildly at that.

I had been sitting at a table with some five of the elite people of this meeting - Bob DePugh, John Harrell, Robert M. Shelton of the UKA, a 
Christian minister whose name I don't recall, and Ardle McBrearty. The Christian minister spoke up and protested we already had a common 
religion, Christianity. I chose not to challenge him, a mistake. I should have brought the issue out in the open and debated him and the rest of 
the Christians while I had the podium. I could have stood there and argued with the Christian elements for the next three hours. Perhaps I 
should have. However, I chose not to raise a ruckus. I felt that this polyglot crowd was hopeless. I sat down at my table. Bob introduced the 
next and final speaker.

At twelve o'clock I was in bed and asleep. There was a knock at my door. I thought perhaps someone had come to beat me up. However, it 
was a young man who wanted to tell me how much he had appreciated my speech, and he wanted to buy a copy of Nature's Eternal Religion 
with my autograph. Next morning I ran into a number of people who wanted an autographed copy of my book. After a good night's sleep and 
time to think it over, it was remarkable how many people agreed with me.

I listened to more speeches the next day, then at about noon on Monday I started back home.

* * * * *

During the drive back to Florida, I tried to analyze and assess the meeting I had just left. From my own point of view, I considered it had 
probably been worthwhile. I had sold a number of NERs, several LP records and disseminated a considerable amount of literature. Most of the 
160 people there now were aware of Creativity as an alternate program and religion. Then I looked at it from the point of view of the organizers 
of the meeting and their objectives of "coordinating" and unifying the diverse and divergent movements, and I could only come to one 
conclusion - what a waste of energy and what an absolute exercise in futility. I for one was not any closer to the "born-again" Christians than 
when I arrived. In fact, I thought they were more stupid than ever. Nor did I have any more admiration for the Klan, nor the Identity people, nor 
for any of the other sects or segments. I had a feeling that my sentiments were mutual, and that none were closer together on any meaningful 
program, goals or common ideology. In fact, it all left me with a sense of frustration. When I considered that each person there had spent 
probably an average of $200 on travel, hotel and other expenses, and we multiplied that by
160, that amounted to about $32,000, and it was entirely wasted. I ended up with the conclusion I had already arrived at previously, namely 
that a polyglot society cannot long endure, and to try to merge a mess of polyglot organizations into a meaningful program or ideology was a 
pointless exercise in futility. In the future, I would continue to build Creativity as a coherent, consistent religious movement on its own merits, 
and avoid any conglomerates or coalition meetings.

* * * * *

When I got back, I wrote Bob DePugh a long letter summing up my impressions and conclusions of such meetings. The letter speaks for itself, 
and I quote it in full.

June 13,1977

Mr. Robert DePugh
Patriots Leadership Conference
Norborne, Missouri
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Dear Bob:

It was real good being able to meet you and get together with the rest of the group assembled at the P.L.C. over Memorial Day weekend. I 
especially appreciate the private chat we had in the hour and a half after I got to the hotel Friday afternoon.

Now that the dust has settled, I would like to set down on paper my appraisals of the meeting and pass them on to you for whatever it is worth. 
This is being done from a constructive but critical viewpoint, with the hope that our gatherings in the future can accomplish more than in the 
past, and I am sure all of us want to do just that.

1. The most obvious impression of such a meeting is that every group wants to push its own idea, movement, pet program, or whatever, 
considering that it has the best approach, the most important issue, etc. Personally I am no exception, and frankly stated in my speech that in 
the CHURCH OF THE CREATOR we believe we have the TOTAL PROGRAM, the FINAL SOLUTION, the ULTIMATE CREED, and I believe 
it. Unfortunately not all of these programs mesh, and many of them are directly at cross-purposes with one another.

For instance, when I say that Christianity is the Jewish mind-scrambling process that destroyed the Roman Empire and plunged the White 
Race into a thousand years of superstition, ignorance, poverty and misery, then along comes Gerda Koch with her "born-again" fanaticism, we 
are definitely not pulling in the same direction in order to save the White Race. Nor do I find the Identity fanatics, who would like to persuade us 
that we, the White people, are the real Jews, are helping to identify the enemy and straighten out our thinking.

2. Be this as it may, the most discouraging thing about the sum total of speeches and programs presented, it seems to me, was the almost total 
confusion about (a) who the enemy was, or is, and (b) who are "we".

Without being clear on these points, all else is nothing but idle talk and playing meaningless childish games.

3. In the speeches I heard over and over again such phrases as the "enemy", the "government", the "bureaucrats", the "communists", and 
other similar vague protestations. I want to point out, as I did in my speech, that these are only manifestations, EFFECTS, of the evil cause, 
NOT THE CAUSE Itself. They are only the FRUITS, not the ROOTS of the evil tree. The real cause of 99 percent of all our problems, whether 
it be pornography, wars, the Federal Reserve, the I.R.S., drugs, communism, corruption, spread of niggers, or a thousand other evils, is the 
JEWISH NETWORK, the Jewish race as a whole. Most of the people at that meeting knew this basic fact of life.

Yet why were they so extremely reluctant to put the finger on the root of all evil — the perfidious Jew?

4. Now we come to the other side of the issue - who are "we"? Unless you clearly identify the enemy, and clearly identify who is on our side, we 
are, of course, at a terrible disadvantage in fighting the Jew, who has no confusion whatsoever on these basic issues. I heard a lot of talk about 
"patriots", about the "great constitution", about our "great country", about all the heroes who had died in Flanders Fields, and much more such 
meaningless oratory.

The only meaningful group that I can identify with and means anything to me, that is worth fighting for and saving from extinction is THE 
WHITE RACE, not the country, the republic, the flag, or the constitution. When we talk about our country we are using a very loose term 
Indeed. Basically there are three major components of a country: (a) the real estate, (b) the people, and (c) its government. Now as far as the 
real estate is concerned, I think it is lovely and I have no quarrel with fighting for land and territory. BUT FOR WHOM? Is America worth fighting 
for just so that it can become the breeding ground for a mushrooming horde of black gorillas who hate us, who are parasites on our back and 
who are crowding us out of the very land we built with sweat and toll? I say no, a thousand times no, and yet this is the very thing America is 
becoming, a pesthole of mud races, with the diminishing White Man breaking his back to stupidly become the slave of his inferiors. Yet I heard 
very little about the issue of race. The Klan did say a few confusing things about it, but it wasn't very clear, nor was it much emphasized.

Coming to issue (c) namely government, can we be "patriotic" to a Jewish owned and controlled government whose every action indicates that 
it hates the White Race with a pathological passion and its every effort is bent on mongrelizing and/or destroying the great White Race that has 
created every civilization and everything that is good and worthwhile in life?

In this context of looking at parts (b) and (c) of a country, namely a mushrooming horde of mud races and a fanatic hostile Jewish government 
at its head, the term patriotism to our country, the United States of America, becomes less than meaningless. It becomes OUTRIGHT 
TREASON TO THE WHITE RACE.

In my book I point this out time and again: our first loyalty belongs to our own race — the White Race, not to country, flag, constitution, 
Christianity, or other artificial creations in which our enemies are heavily involved.

What is your position on the question of loyalty to our own race?

5. Then we come to the issue of Christianity itself. From my research and logic it is the nebulous ultra weapon the Jews have used for the last 
2,000 years with which to scramble, intimidate, confuse and manipulate the brains of the White Man.

The question is: are there or are there not spooks-in-the-sky, spooks looking over your shoulder threatening to torture you in a lake of molten 
sulfur should you not believe in them? Are these spooks for real, or are they an idiotic farce? Frankly, I have never seen any, my dad and 
mother never saw any, (although they foolishly believed in them) and none of my ancestors down the line have seen any. Nor have I ever met 
anyone, who is not a refugee from a nut-house, who has ever seen, heard, felt or smelt a spook of any kind, holy or unholy, nor any demons, 
devils, gods, angels, fairies (the winged kind) or any other spirits, spooks or what have you. All I have heard about them is nothing more than 
wild hearsay, without a shred of evidence, instigated by our enemies in order to confuse and destroy us.

So, before we go any further kowtowing to this spook nonsense, we should make up our mind, are they for real or are they a horrible fraud.

I have looked at the evidence long and carefully and come up with the only conclusion that makes any sense: they are a horrible fraud 
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perpetrated on the White Race by our mortal enemy — the perfidious Jew.

The situation is similar to a man offering you a million dollar check for your house, that say was worth fifty thousand dollars. If the check is 
good, he is offering you a fantastic price. If the check is phony, he is fraudulently robbing you of a very valuable possession. Before you play 
his game it behooves you to carefully check it out and make up your mind whether the check is good or whether it is fraudulent. You can't 
ignore that decision. And so it is with Jewish Christianity. I have thoroughly investigated this con- game and made up my mind. The evidence, 
reasons and logic are fully expounded in my book NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION, should you wish to examine the evidence further.

6. I was highly impressed with the tremendous speaking and organizational abilities that John R. Harrell seemed to display. It is unfortunate 
that he is so obsessed and confused about the (non-existent) spooks-in-the-sky story that he cannot see the enemy clearly. You can't be 
exalting the Jews as "God's chosen people" on the one hand and expect to fight that band of pirates on the other hand. It's another case of "a 
house divided", or like a race car driver stepping on the gas with one foot, but at the same time stepping on the brake even harder with the 
other foot. You can't win a race that way. Too bad. He is extremely courageous and very likeable. He could be a dynamic leader if he could 
only rid his mind of the non-existent spooks hang-up.

7. So we come to a general summation: can we reconcile all the elements of such a meeting - Gerda Kochs, the Identity adherents, the Tax 
Strikers, the Klan, the Minute Men, John R. Harrell, the Church of the Creator, etc., and unite them into a meaningful, constructive action? I say 
no. It cannot be done and it is useless to try. Adolf Hitler, in Mein Kampf, says that you do not unite and thereby water down, two (or more) 
different movements without destroying the main force which built the movement in the first place. From what I can see about the so-called 
"Right-Wing", "Conservative", or "Patriotic" movements they are so confused on the basics of (a) who the enemy is, (b) our own identity, and 
(c) what we are fighting for, that it is almost hopeless. Proof of what I am saying is the utter failure of more than 10,000 such movements over 
the last 60 years.

In contrast to all this confusion, I believe in our book we have founded a basic philosophy that is in tune with REALITY and the LAWS OF 
NATURE. We have identified ourselves, we have pinpointed the enemy, and set forth a meaningful and realistic program for the survival, 
expansion and advancement of the White Race, the most important value on the face of the earth.

Our program sets forth as its goal not only the survival of our race but its total victory, expanding until the White Race inhabits all the 
worthwhile real estate on the planet. No other course is possible. The mud races cannot compete on this crowded planet and can only survive 
if we foolishly subsidize them as we are doing now. When we do that, they breed at a rate that will exterminate the White Race. So the time in 
history has arrived when it will be one or the other. The Jew and the mud races have determined that we must be exterminated. Their program 
has been, and is, devastatingly effective. Only an aroused, united and organized White Race, polarized in a religious creed around the basic 
issue of race, will now stave off such a horrible disaster.

In Creativity we have such a creed.

Bob, I don't know whether this letter will in any way affect your future goals or activities. It is my hope that it will at least have some small effect 
in moving you more towards the vital issue of saving the White Race and away from the hocus-pocus of the spooks-in-the-sky myth, which has 
crippled the White Man's thinking since the days the great Roman civilization went down the drain. I know that you are dedicated, highly 
intelligent and looking for a better way to achieve results. I hope in this letter I have helped point the way. The White Race needs more 
courageous fighters like you.

Furthermore, I hope you have listened to the record SURVIVAL OF THE WHITE RACE by now and have given it some further thought. I look 
forward to hearing from you soon and hopefully we can get together again to plan further strategy for total victory.

For a Whiter and Brighter World!
Creatively yours,
B. Klassen, P.M.

P.S. After I finished this letter, I received your questionnaire about the meeting. The above will serve as an answer in greater depth. B.K.

(The above letter is one of five I wrote to Bob DePugh in 1977. The others can be read in Segment 31 of THE KLASSEN LETTERS, Vol. 2.)

There are some basic and unalterable lessons to be gleaned from this episode. They can be summed up in a few sentences: Just as a polyglot 
society is ungovernable and will ultimately destroy itself, so, too, is any movement or coalition of movements that is a conglomerate mishmash 
of conflicting, half-baked philosophies. We Creators will have no part of it, we will not cater to mugwumps sitting on the fence who cannot make 
up their minds. We will go our own way, build a strong, well-structured, well-conceived, healthy racial religion of our own, the first such 
comprehensive religion the White Race has had in 6000 years of its civilized history. We will not compromise, we will not adulterate, we will not 
water down our own consistent, comprehensive creed and program. It is the only way to go.
RAHOWA!

Against the Evil Tide - 58
Milestone Fifty-Seven: A Polyglot Meeting in Kansas City
1977 
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Against the Evil Tide - 59
Milestone Fifty-Eight: Putting THE WHITE MAN'S BIBLE Together
1980-1981

The idea of writing a second and more comprehensive book to bolster and under gird the Creativity movement grew slowly during the 1970's. 
As the movement attracted more and more supporters, and as I began to write additional booklets and theses, I became aware that there were 
certain areas which I had not covered in NER that were of major importance to the movement and needed to be spelled out. For years I had 
been thinking about the subject of personal health as one such area that needed specific guidelines. I felt that the present accepted medical 
concepts were based on erroneous premises, much as were our accepted political and religious beliefs and concepts. Furthermore, the 
American Medical Association, and the whole medical profession, was in the hands of the Jews, who had created a closed shop, making 
certain that their approach and their concepts were the only allowed practices and shutting out all others. For years I searched for answers, but 
could come to no logical conclusions. Henrie and I had collected dozens of books about a more healthful living pattern over the several years. 
We subscribed to "Prevention Magazine", to John H. Tobe's "Provoker" magazine and picked up any number of books in "health food" stores 
and elsewhere. We had read Adelle Davis' book "Let's Eat Right to Keep Fit", and a dozen more like it. We had toyed with the Reems' program 
and his hocus-pocus system of analysis by numbers. We went to the "health food" stores regularly and bought and consumed vitamin pills, 
mineral supplements, enzyme supplements. Pills, pills, pills. We kidded ourselves that these pills were "probably" doing us some good.

Then my analytical mind began to take note of a certain chain of events. Adelle Davis, one of the noted pioneers in the "health food" fad, died 
of cancer at the early age of 62. John Tobe also died of cancer, but at the age of 72. The owner of our favorite "health food" store in Pompano 
Beach, who was in his early fifties, was being treated for cancer. These, and other events brought me up short, and I said to myself, hey, wait a 
minute! There is something drastically wrong here. I stopped taking vitamin pills, all pills, completely.

Just about at this time, in the fall of 1979, my wife and I were having dinner at a Pompano Beach restaurant, the Flaming Pit. Suddenly, in the 
middle of the meal, within a matter of seconds, I felt the right side of my face becoming paralyzed. There was no pain, but I had no control over 
the muscles of my mouth (on the right side only), or of the right eyelid (I could not blink), or my cheek, or my forehead. I went to the bathroom 
to look in the mirror. The right side of my face had drooped. It was limp. I was justifiably alarmed.

On Monday, the next morning, I went to see my friend, Chet Sasadu, who owned a drugstore on Federal Highway in Pompano Beach. He 
immediately recognized the malady as Bell's palsy, a paralysis of the seventh facial nerve. I asked him if he could recommend a suitable 
doctor. Sure, his son- in-law, Dr. Timothy Harrell was a physician and surgeon. He would take good care of me.

I made an appointment with Dr. Harrell. The first thing he did was to put me through a series of endless tests. I had my blood analyzed, my 
urine analyzed. He sent me to four or five different clinics to be X-rayed. He even sent me to a clinic to have a cat scan done from head to toe, 
a contraption that takes pictures of the inside of your body by means of high frequency sound waves, for a (then) price of about five hundred 
dollars. I had been analyzed all right, but I hadn't been helped a damn bit.

Finally, he put me in the hospital, although I felt quite normal, other than the facial paralysis on the right side. Here a few other "specialists" 
came into my room and poked around, giving me more "tests." After lying in the hospital bed for three days and getting terribly bored, Dr. 
Harrell came in and told me that they would have to make an "exploratory operation" and cut open my right temple to "see" what was the 
matter. That did it. I said no way, I had had it. I fired the damn doctor and checked out of the hospital. Nevertheless, this whole caper and 
exercise in futility cost me a few thousand dollars, all of which were contributed to the coffers of the medical profession. A week or so later, my 
wife had an appointment with an herbalist doctor, an elderly gentleman in his early seventies. As a matter of accommodation, I drove my wife 
over to the doctor's office and walked in with her. The minute he saw me he said, I see you have had an attack of Bell's palsy. I said, yes, that's 
what they tell me. What can be done about it? He smiled and frankly told me there is not a thing you can do about t but let Nature take its 
course and heal. Sometimes it heals completely, sometimes only partially.

At about this time I happened to read a book titled "The Medical Runaround." it was written by a Dr. Andrew Malleson, a British physician who 
later migrated to Canada. It was not a great book, but it confirmed many of the suspicions that had been floating around in my mind for some 
time. A major caption under the title proclaimed "A Doctor Tells Why Today's Physicians Are So Useless." The gist of his book was that most of 
the time when a patient walked into a doctor's office with some kind of aliment, the doctor really had no cure. However, to earn his keep and 
make it seem that he was doing something to help the patient, the doctor would subject the patient to a number of "tests", and end up writing a 
prescription of some kind of pills or "medicine." Most of the time these pills were completely useless, in fact, even harmful. But, since the 
natural tendency of the body is to heal itself, most of the time the patients would get better on their own anyway, for which the doctor would get 
full credit. If the patient did not get well, then he or she would return to the doctor and get more of the same runaround, much to the doctor's 
financial benefit.

Also, at about this time I began reading literature put out by Life Science Institute, then located in Austin, Texas. It was headed by T. C. Fry, 
and besides putting out a number of excellent books, they published a magazine called "Healthful Living." Finally, I realized that here were the 
answers I had been looking for. Their philosophy and program was a complete departure from that of the A.M.A. and diametrically opposed to 
the conventional and "approved" medical practices. They claimed that all "medicines" were drugs, were chemicals, and were toxic and 
poisonous to the human body. They promoted the idea of healthful living that prevented sickness and disease from occurring in the first place, 
rather than allowing the body to degenerate into a state of poor health and then trying to "cure" the maladies. The best way to do this, they 
said, was to pursue a frugitarian diet, namely to eat fresh fruits, vegetables, nuts and seeds, and to eat them raw, not cooked. Furthermore, 
they said, avoid the intake of all inorganic substances, such as vitamin pills, protein pills, mineral supplements, alcohol, or stimulants such as 
coffee, etc. Added to this was a regimen of proper exercise, fresh air, and, in fact just plain simple good living in accordance with the Laws of 
Nature. (See the Fourteen Points, page 9, of Salubrious Living.) All this not only made good sense, but fitted neatly into our own program of 
living in harmony with Nature and following its incontrovertible laws.

By no means were these ideas new, nor did they originate with T. C. Fry. They had been expounded and promoted for many decades by a 
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movement called Natural Hygiene, of which undoubtedly the foremost writer and promoter had been Herbert M. Shelton. However, to the credit 
of T. C. Fry, he and his associates put new life into the movement by refining and clarifying its creed and principles, and greatly expanding their 
promotion. This, I decided, was what the White Race and the Creativity movement needed, and we embraced it as part of our own creed and 
program. We added one salient concept to this program, namely Racial Hygiene, or Eugenics, and decided to give the total package a name of 
our own. We call it SALUBRIOUS LIVING.

There were other important ideas, programs and areas that we needed to address. One of these was the issue of keeping the environment of 
this Planet Earth from becoming one huge polluted and poisoned pigsty. Another crucial issue that I had not covered in NER was the creation 
of money, and the operation of that tremendously powerful Jewish counterfeiting ring called the Federal Reserve Board and which most people 
believed was a government agency. I had written a comprehensive booklet on this subject in 1976, and I now wanted to make it part and parcel 
of our creed and program. There were several other subjects that I wanted to add, not the least of which was a thorough refutation of the 
Jewish hoax they called the holocaust, the claim that Hitler gassed and otherwise killed six million Jews during World War II. Some other vital 
areas were such subjects as Organic Farming and preserving our precious topsoil from being destroyed.

* * * * *

By the beginning of 1980 I set about in earnest to compile and publish such a basic book that would incorporate all of our total beliefs, our 
whole creed and program. While writing the first book, Nature's Eternal Religion, I had debated whether I should call it by that name, or call it 
the White Man's Bible. Now, with the second and more comprehensive book I felt the latter was the ideal title, and the White Man's Bible it was.

The first move I made to get the as yet incomplete collection of manuscripts into print was to find a printer. I contacted Mike Powell of Tribune 
Publications, Inc., who had been its vice-president and had printed NER seven years earlier. Confidently, I asked him if they were now ready, 
willing and able to print a second book I was putting together. Sadly, Mike informed me that his dad had sold the company a few years earlier, 
and that he was now no longer in the management position, but merely another employee. He very much doubted that the new owners would 
print my book, he said. (They were Jews, he hinted over the telephone.) However, he suggested that a former foreman that had worked for 
him, a Cuban by the name of Albo Arquimban, who now had a printing house of his own in Hialeah, might do the job.

Meanwhile, I was busy putting the machinery together so that we could do the typesetting in my home. Whereas in publishing NER we had had 
the printers do the typesetting, I realized that such procedure would be highly impractical if I had the printing done in Hialeah. It would not be 
possible to run back and forth every other day to proofread every few pages, as we had done earlier with NER. Besides, typesetting by a 
professional outsider is a very expensive business, running as much as $7 a page. It would add considerably to the cost of the book. I decided 
that instead I would get a typesetting machine, hire a professional typist, and do the job in my home.

I finally located a second hand AM Varityper machine from a leasing company in Miami. It was a real dinosaur and weighed a ton. I could lease 
the machine by picking up a defaulted lease from a previous renter, namely Dow Chemical Co. If I made six monthly payments of $408.19 
each and completed the contract, the machine was all ours. On July 20, 1980, I signed a contract with the leasing company, made the first 
payment and they delivered the machine, which I had them set up in the den.

Next, I located an excellent typist who had had previous experience working with a Wang word processor. I paid her $5.00 an hour, and she 
proved to be highly competent. Her name was Ellen Henderson. She was an interesting character, a world traveler and adventurer who had 
traveled to and lived in some unlikely parts of the world. Her previous stint had been in Nigeria, where she had worked for an oil company. She 
started during the last week of July, a few days after I had the typesetting equipment set up. While she was typesetting, I was writing new 
material, and both my wife and I proof read the results daily.

On August 20, I signed a contract with the Albo Printing Company, located at 380 West 78th Road, Hialeah, Florida. Albo had put together a 
huge plant and he was most certainly practicing Racial Loyalty. Every employee in it was a Cuban. They agreed to print 20,000 books, 453 
pages each, for a total price of $20,575. I made a $5,000 down payment and we were in business. Meanwhile, Ellen Henderson and I were 
grinding out the pages. Then, after a month, she had to leave for about five weeks in order to meet a previous commitment. She was back 
before the end of September, and furiously typed away to finish the job. My check register shows that my last payment to her was on October 
16, for an amount of $293.00. This included a $100 bonus I had promised her if she would finish the manuscripts before her scheduled leave. 
She was on a deadline to meet another commitment for a job in Hong Kong, as I remember. In total I had paid her $1208.50 for her part in 
typesetting the copy.

However, our job was not completely done, and there were a number of additions and corrections that needed to be made. Somehow, with my 
wife's help, we tied up all the loose ends and took the results to Albo Printing.

Finally, on February 10, 1981, Albo completed their part of the job and delivered the first truckload of 12,800 books, then a second truckload of 
7100 books, for a total of 19,900. On the same day I gave them a final check in the amount of $11,677,28. Their total printing costs came to 
$21,677.28, slightly more than the original projected $20,575, due to an adjustment of the number of pages printed, and the additional shipping 
costs.

So now we had our White Man's Bible. I had them stored in Jim Hundly's combination office and warehouse complex at the corner of Fifth 
Avenue and Fourth Street in Pompano Beach, where I now had my office, and also stored our ample supply of Nature's Eternal Religion. 
Another milestone had been reached, probably the most significant of them all.

Against the Evil Tide - 59
Milestone Fifty-Eight: Putting THE WHITE MAN'S BIBLE Together
1980-1981 
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Against the Evil Tide - 60
Milestone Fifty-Nine: The Miami Herald and the Jews Take Note

On May 11, 1981, I received an order for one White Man's Bible, accompanied by a personal check in the amount of $6 from one Luther C. 
Alexander, Jr. Routinely, I mailed him the copy ordered. A few weeks later I received a call from Mr. Alexander saying he was a reporter from 
the Miami Herald, explaining that he was in the religious department of the paper, and he would like to interview me. I recalled that he had 
ordered a copy of the WMB and asked him if he had read it. He said he had. I then further asked him if he was Jewish. He said, no, he was not, 
he was Presbyterian (I believe, in any case, Protestant.) One more question, was he black? Yes, he was, he hurried to confirm. Did that make 
a difference, he asked. Well, I said, it might. I'd have to think about it.

I did think about it and I recalled how Playboy Magazine had once sent a black reporter to interview George Lincoln Rockwell about two 
decades earlier. Same old trick, I thought. After weighing the pros and cons, I concluded any publicity is good publicity, and the Miami Herald 
had a large readership. A few days later I called him back and said I would agree to an interview. We met for lunch at Denny's restaurant in 
Pompano Beach on June 23. He was accompanied by a photographer.

Alexander was a fairly decent looking mulatto, about 25 years of age, mild mannered, well dressed and polite. We talked for about two and a 
half hours, the photographer all the while taking pictures. I thought the interview went fairly well and that was the end of it.

A few days later I received another call from a certain Doug J. Swanson of the Miami Herald, saying that he would like another interview, that 
there were a number of questions that Alexander hadn't covered and that this was a bigger story than they had at first anticipated. I asked him 
the same questions I had asked Alexander. No, he wasn't a Jew, no, he wasn't black. I said, all right, I'll talk to you. We set up an appointment 
for 3 o'clock for the following Tuesday, June 30, again at Denny's Restaurant. This time Swanson did most of the questioning, and he was 
much more intensive than Alexander had been, but I had no particular difficulties with him.

Finally, a week later, on July 7, the story came out, presented as a feature story. It covered half a page on Page 1 of the Broward Section and 
continued with another half page on Page 4. My picture was in there twice, once on each page. Both the pictures and the headlines were 
relatively large. The headline on Page 1 blared, "'White Man's Bible' says whites, not the meek, shall inherit earth." Another sub-caption above 
it explained "I'm not at war with anybody,' says Ben Klassen, author of the White Man's Bible. I'm more a philosopher at work promoting what I 
think is a logical and intelligent policy. "' The major headline on the second half on Page 4 proclaimed "'White Man's Bible' revives Hitler's 
message of hate", also in equally large letters, with a boxed caption stating "Klassen concluded that the Sermon on the Mount, with all that 
blessed-are-the-meek stuff, was the work of a wimp... 'That's the Christianity that...has disarmed us and left us naked."'

Well, so far, so good, and except for the fact that we are not haters, I could hardly take exception to anything they had said. Actually, the article 
was conveying our message of love for the White Race to tens of thousands of White people whom we had never reached before, and could 
never have reached otherwise. It came out and hurled into the teeth of the enemy ideas and charges that I had never before seen printed in the 
Miami Herald. Here are a few quotes the reporters selected that were highlighted with an asterisk:

'"Today's Black Plague is spelled niggers...We regard them as subhuman or humanoid."

*"The most deadly threat the White Race faces is the tremendous expansion of the mud races led by the archenemy - the treacherous Jew."

*"We must ship the niggers back to Africa."

*"We...declare everlasting war on the Jews, a war to the finish, until we have expelled them from all the lands inhabited by the white race."

*"To hell with the niggers, to hell with the Jews."

The article tried to attack our church and philosophy by attempting to make us look so extreme that we should look ridiculous in the eyes of the 
brainwashed American public. In this they did not succeed, in fact, the very opposite effect was achieved. By repeating in essence our creed 
and program with no holds barred, they effectively spread our message that the White Race was in serious danger of extinction, and that the 
Jews were behind it all. It also pointed up the urgency and the dire need of saving the White Race from mongrelization and extinction in a world 
being overwhelmed by a flood of niggers and mud races, a situation of which just about any and every sane person was already acutely aware, 
but did not have the foggiest idea as to what they could do about it. Furthermore, it brought out in the open an unspoken fear and concern that 
lingered in the minds of most White people, and gave them hope and direction that here was an organization and a religion they could join that 
could do something about what had previously seemed to them as a hopeless dilemma. Soon after the article ran, I expected all hell to break 
loose. The reaction was not long in coming, and the Jews were the first to respond. The phone started ringing. The first Jew that called 
pretended he wanted to buy my book, but I detected his identity immediately. Before he could get half way through his first sentence in 
unleashing his vituperative malediction, I hung up the phone. I left it off the hook for the next several days.

However, the real fury of their venom was expressed in the flood of letters to the editor of the Miami Herald for the next week or more. Not so 
strangely, their rage was not so much directed against me personally, (although plenty of it was!) but instead most of it was vented against the 
Miami Herald itself for having the gall to print the article in the first place.

Although the article stated our position as bluntly as they knew how, there were several errors in it, probably through misunderstanding, that I 
want to correct. One is that after I realized that I had been snookered by the Birch Society, by the Republican Party, by George Wallace, by 
Christianity, I asked myself this question: what can you really believe in? The answer to this I explained carefully, but evidently they either 
misunderstood, or they intentionally misrepresented it. What I told them, as I have also set it down in NER, after much soul searching, my 
answer was: you can believe in the Laws of Nature. They wrongly printed that I said you can believe in the White Race. Another is the 
differences between us and the Nazi party, an issue they also garbled. However, the article is reproduced in toto in the last two pages of our 
PORTFOLIO ONE, and along with it also is a resume of ten corrections we deem necessary.
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In conclusion, I would say the Miami Herald article was beneficial and can be regarded as positive publicity, despite the fact that their intentions 
were meant for it to be derogatory. Although through the cloud of fear and confusion, most White readers were too timid in coming forward and 
contacting us, many of them did, and moreover, in many of those who did not, at least the seeds of racial consciousness and Racial Loyalty 
were planted for future pursuit.

In any case, the article did not slow me down in the least. I went right ahead with my plans of building the World Center, and with it, the 
publication of Racial Loyalty, our flagship.

Against the Evil Tide - 60
Milestone Fifty-Nine: The Miami Herald and the Jews Take Note
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Against the Evil Tide - 61
Milestone Sixty: Publishing the Third Book: SALUBRIOUS LIVING
1981-1982

In the White Man's Bible I had firmly established the nomenclature Salubrious Living and outlined its basic precepts. In the brief chapter 
describing its fundamental principles I had also hinted at a promise that we would later come out with an entire textbook on the subject, spelling 
out in more detail those basic rules, precepts and principles upon which Salubrious Living was founded, although at that time I had no idea 
where I might find such a book. Having done so, I immediately set about to search through various literature in the field of Natural Hygiene to 
find a given compilation that would fit into our philosophy.

By this time, 1981, I was subscribing to T.C. Fry's Healthful Living magazine. As luck would have it, they were at this time running a series, 
over a period of several months, reviewing Arnold DeVries' book The Fountain of Youth. At the same time, according to T.C. Fry, they were 
"cleaning up" the material to fit more precisely within their own more recent precepts. As I read the subsequent installments I began to realize 
that here was precisely the material I had been looking for. Then about two-thirds of the way through the book, they stopped the review. I called 
up T.C. Fry, whom I had met earlier in Austin, Texas, and asked him two questions. Number one, where could I obtain the rest of the material, 
and number two, could I use it to compile into a book. He kindly obliged and gave me the name and address of a man in New York who had 
the rest of the text. As far as the second question was concerned, he said it was not copyrighted, and was in the public domain. In fact, he 
welcomed any and all dissemination of their health information by whatever means.

I wrote the gentleman in New York and he did indeed have the remainder of the text and was kind enough to send it to me for the price of 
having the pages run off on a copying machine, a small price indeed. Now that I had it all together, I was most pleased with my windfall. It was 
exactly what I had been looking for, except that I felt that there was one more chapter that should be added to this to complete the picture. That 
chapter was on the subject of Racial Hygiene, or more specifically, Eugenics. This I complied on the basis of my own knowledge of the subject, 
and added it as Chapter 22. I also included an introduction which summarized our Fourteen Points, which are the basis of Salubrious Living. I 
was now satisfied that I had all the material I needed for that most important book I wanted to add to our creed and program. I could now more 
confidently claim that our creed embraced "A Four Dimensional Program: A Sound Mind in a Sound Body in a Sound Society in a Sound 
Environment."

Having complied the material into a finished product, I now again had the problem of finding a printer. Although Albo said he was willing to print 
the book, he was somewhat haughty and arrogant because of some of the nasty things I had said about the Cubans in The White Man's Bible. 
I called T.C. Fry for any further suggestions about a willing printer. He again obliged. He recommended Rose Printing Company, located in the 
Industrial Park, Tallahassee, Florida. Evidently Rose had done some printing for them before.

I called Rose Printing and made an appointment to see them. Henrie and I were going up to the cabin in North Carolina for a ten-day stay and I 
thought I could swing by Tallahassee on the way. I arrived at their huge plant located at 2503 Jackson Bluff Road at 9:00 A.M. on September 
1,1981.

There I met with their designated account executive by the name of Lance Coalson. He was a handsome young man that looked every bit the 
up and coming business executive. He had, however, one glaring flaw. When we began discussion of the book I was about to get printed, he 
asked me what kind of church we were. I told him frankly we represented a racial religion and took a dim view of Christianity. Unlike a good 
business executive, Lance Coalson talked too much. He told me that although the owners (Rose) were Jewish, he himself was a born-again 
Christian, and, like Ron Bechtel some nine years earlier, tried to give me a stupid sermon extolling the virtues of Christianity.

I was willing to overlook and ignore his obvious indiscretions and get down to business. I asked him to get busy sharpening his pencil and 
figure out how much it would cost us to have them typeset the material, print the book and do the cover in full color. After some discussion, he 
said they would have to do some detailed figuring, but he could give me a ballpark figure of about $1.00 to $1.20 per book.

I left the material with him and said I would stop by again on the way back from North Carolina in about ten days.

At 9:00 A.M. on September 11th I met with Lance Coalson again and he had arrived at a firm price of $8,600.00 for ten thousand books. The 
artwork for the cover would be an extra $375.00, bringing the total close to $9,000.00. This was agreeable to me and I wrote him a check in the 
amount of $4,300.00 - half of the printing costs. I told him I would be sending him a copy of the introduction, and also the last chapter on 
Eugenics in the mail in a few days. All the while he belabored the subject of Christianity. Having concluded the transaction, I picked up Henrie 
at the motel and we left for home, arriving at Lighthouse Point at 9:30 P.M.

I thought the matter was settled and I looked forward to seeing my book in print soon. Exactly a month later, on October 11, I received a 
package in the mall, including a formal letter from a law firm in Tallahassee. Specifically, it was from Ausley, McMullen, McGehee, Carothers & 
Proctor, Attorneys at Law. Besides the heading, the names of a total of 23 attorneys belonging to the firm were listed on the letterhead, an 
impressive roster indeed. It took two groups, one on each side of the letterhead, to list them all.

Here is the text of the letter:

October 9, 1981

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

Mr. Ben Klassen
Post Office Box 5908
Whitehouse Point. Florida 33064
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Dear Mr. Klassen:

This law firm represents Rose Printing Company, Inc. When you and Lance Coalson first discussed the possibility of Rose Printing Company 
printing a book for you, you inquired as to whether Rose would be interested in reprinting your book entitled The White Man's Bible. You 
explained to Mr. Coalson the nature of that book and he indicated that Rose Printing Company was not interested in printing that type of 
material. Rose agreed to print your book entitled Salubrious Living based on the expressed representation from you that the book did not 
contain the type of material that Rose chooses not to print. When the introduction and final chapter of the book were completed and delivered 
to Rose, Rose learned that you had made a material misrepresentation as to the nature of the book Salubrious Living. Because of this material 
misrepresentation, Rose considers its initial agreement to print the book to be voidable and is exercising its option to rescind that agreement. 
Consequently, enclosed herewith please find we are enclosing a check for $4,300.00 which represents a complete refund of all monies paid by 
you to
Rose.

Very truly yours,
Michael J. Glazer

Shades of Universal Printing nine years earlier! I was angry. I had taken considerable pains to explain in great detail to Lance Coalson that we 
were a racial church. They had had plenty of time to think it over and reject the job between my first and my second visit. Besides, at no time 
had I asked Rose to reprint The White Man's Bible. We had 20 thousand copies on hand, enough to last us for the next ten years. I thought 
about suing.

I called up an old colleague, Jim Eddy, who was an attorney in Pompano Beach and was in the Legislature with me back in 1966. I explained to 
him what I had in mind and asked him if he knew of a suitable attorney in Tallahassee, a town that was swarming with lawyers. He 
recommended Mallory E. Home, who was in the Senate at that time. I called up Mr. Home and asked him if he remembered me. He said he 
sure did, and after a little chitchat, I explained the situation to him. Although he was very friendly and congenial, he backed off the case. He 
alibied that he was not qualified to handle civil rights cases, and explained that in any event, for a White Man to win such a case was next to 
impossible, and even to lose the case would probably cost me 100 thousand dollars. I soon saw his point.

Back to square one. I began to look for a new printer. I had a lead on two companies and immediately decided to check them out. I took a trip 
to Kissimmee and met with the account executive of Ray Cody Publications at 410 W. Verona St. This time I figured I would point out the word 
"nigger" in Chapter 22 right at the beginning so as to avoid a similar time lapse and delay if they were going to reject the book. The account 
executive was somewhat flabbergasted and decided to consult with the president. The president came into the office and had an agitated look 
on his face. No way, he said, they had too many good niggers working for them to take a chance.

That same day I drove on to see (Jerry) Scott Printing Co. located at 88 Merritt Island Causeway, Merritt Island. I spent about three hours with 
them. They were agreeable to printing the book, but quoted a cost that would run about twice as high as had been quoted by Rose. That made 
the deal unacceptable, as far as I was concerned.

Finally, I decided to give Universal Printing in Hialeah another try. As you will remember, they had rejected printing NER back in 1972 after I 
had laboriously explained the contents to the old man, and after they had signed a contract to do the job, and after they had taken my check.

After making an appointment I walked into the office to talk to the right man. There was Ron Bechtel, the son, who had brought back the NER 
manuscript to my office and lectured me about not letting Jesus Christ into my heart. Now, nine years older, he made no mention of our 
previous encounter, nor of Jesus Christ, and I had no particular desire to broach the subject either. Nor did I bother making any explanation 
about the contents of the book, as I had with Rose. He was cordial and very business like about it all. He explained that they had to do a 
volume run of 25,000 copies to really do an economic job. Also they did not do the typesetting. He quoted a price of $21,500 for 25,000 books, 
including a cover in full color. This was on October 13th, only two days after I had received the letter from the attorney representing Rose.

My next problem was to get the typesetting done, and also provide for the artwork, and for the design of the cover.

For the typesetting Job, Albo had given me the name of Jorge Diaz, a fellow Cuban. On October 19, I drove down to South Miami to talk to 
him. His studio was in the garage of his home at 13212 S.W. 86 Lane. After reviewing the material he agreed to do the whole typesetting Job 
for $650.00, which I figured was a real bargain. I told him to go ahead with the job.

I asked Diaz whether he knew of a good artist that could do a suitable design for the cover. He recommended a friend of his. On November 19, 
on our way to Hawk's Nest in the Keys, I stopped in at Jorge Diaz's studio and met with Oswaldo Ozon. I had given Diaz a brief description of 
what I wanted on the cover, and now Oswaldo showed me a preliminary sketch of that concept. He said he would do the finished painting for 
$40.00, another bargain. I told him to go ahead.

On December 6, on the way back from the Keys, I stopped in at Jorge Diaz's studio and picked up the finished typesetting and also the 
completed painting by Oswaldo Ozon. The painting is as can now be seen on the front cover of Salubrious Living, and I was very pleased with 
it. I paid Diaz the balance of the $650.00 and also gave him a check in the amount of $40.00 to relay on to Ozon.

The next day, December 7, I went to see Ron Bechtel at Universal Printing. I left him all the typeset material and also the artwork for the cover. 
I told him I was ready to go ahead on the deal as soon as he could draw up the contract. At 2 P.M. the following day I was back in Ron's office 
and brought along a redesigned format from a place mat for the back cover. We signed a contract and I gave him a check in the amount of 
$10,000 to bind the deal. There still remained a lot of proof reading and correcting to do on the typeset pages. On December 28, I felt satisfied 
that we had it all together and I took the whole collection back to him to start printing. By this time he had completed the four-color layout for the 
front and back cover for me to examine. I was satisfied with it. Three days later, on the last day of the year, I stopped in at Ron's office again 
and examined the paste-up of all the pages.
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Everything seemed in good shape and we were in business. On January 20, 1982, Henrie and I drove back to our cabin in North Carolina, 
arriving there the next day. Soon the first of the Salubrious Living books were to be finished, and I called Universal to send out two cartons of 
36 each by bus to Dillard, Georgia. Finally, on January 29, they arrived at the Clayton bus station, and I had my first look at my newest book. A 
real winner!

On February 9th, while still at the cabin in North Carolina, a huge truck I had chartered at a cost of $672.92, arrived with 417 cartons, 20,016 
copies, of Salubrious Living. It was raining and the driver, whose name was Gene Canipe, needed some extra help to unload all of this huge 45-
foot truckload. I called Billy Sanders and he sent one of his carpenters, Earl, to help do the job. They unloaded it all into the newly built garage 
#2, which was just barely completed. It filled practically all of the two-car garage.

The next day Henrie and I started back to Lighthouse Point. A few days later, Universal Printing delivered the rest of the books they had printed 
to my office and warehouse at 500 NE 24 Street. These amounted to 2544 books, bringing the total to 22,560. This was 2440 short of the 
25,000 I had already paid for. They settled amicably and sent me a refund for the difference, and the transaction was completed.

Against the Evil Tide - 61
Milestone Sixty: Publishing the Third Book: SALUBRIOUS LIVING
1981-1982
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Against the Evil Tide - 62
Milestone Sixty-One: Building the World Center of the Church of the Creator
1982 

As early as 1974 I began thinking of building a central headquarters structure for our movement. The first question that preoccupied my 
thinking was not so much as to where I would build it, nor how I would pay for it, but what architectural style or motif I should choose that would 
best exemplify our innermost creed and program. Should we try to emulate the classic Greek and Roman type of architecture in the style of 
their "Temples" and call our churches temples also? Or should we go back even further in the White Man's civilization and try to salvage 
something from the Ancient Egyptian culture and their great pyramids? Or, should we try to adopt something from Hitler's Nazi era as a role 
model?

For a long time I mulled it over and gave these questions a considerable amount of thought. I wrote one of our supporters, a man by the name 
of Emory Burke, who was an architect by trade. He was from Eclectic, Alabama, and had visited me in Pompano Beach in August of 1973. I 
remembered that he had said that he specialized in the design of churches. In April of 1975 I wrote him a letter and asked him for some 
suggested design sketches for our particular church. He came up with some kind of a Runic sketch that was in the style of a primitive "A" frame 
that fronted in four different directions, and looking down on it from the top, was in the shape of a cross. Apparently it represented something 
the early Vikings had built, so he said. I wrote Burke again, asking if he might come up with something in the Roman style, or perhaps the 
Western Frontier motif. However, I never did hear from him again. 

After mulling all these ideas over for some time, I wasn't really too happy with any of them, with one exception. The pyramid idea was totally 
impractical, and we didn't really relate to the early Egyptians that much. Nor did we want to be represented by the Neo-classical architecture of 
the Greek-Roman tradition, although we greatly admired their civilization and culture. As far as the Nazi era was concerned, I could find nothing 
specifically distinctive about their architecture that could be pinpointed. The Viking sketch was at best too primitive, and it, too, was not us.

The motif inherent in "The Winning of the West" began to grow larger and larger in my mind as representing the best of what we were trying to 
project to the world. Why not adopt that as our leitmotif? Why not, indeed? I felt that I had finally come up with an answer. I began to look with 
keen interest at the buildings of the old Western towns in Colorado, Arizona, California, Texas, and other states. I also scanned with renewed 
interest the old Western movies and their settings and scenarios.

Having more or less resolved the architectural styling, I now began to concentrate on location. Where should we build it? I had a 2-1/2 acre 
piece of property in Pompano Beach that lay about a quarter of a mile north of Sample Road and some distance west of the railroad tracks. For 
some time I considered it as a probable site. But the more I considered the future ramifications of what we were doing, the less I liked that site. 
After all, if our movement was successful, this would become sacred ground, a Mecca for the White Race, a geographic shrine. Pompano 
Beach, with all the niggers expanding in the area, the Jews moving in to Deerfield Beach just north of this area, not to mention all the Cubans, 
Haitians, South American refugees and other mud races taking over South Florida in general, this was hardly an auspicious selection for the 
location of such a momentous and historic center. Besides, two and a half acres was too small an area to expand from, and furthermore, any 
kind of security for our headquarters would be next to impossible in such a crowded and hostile environment.

All this led me to gravitate more and more towards North Carolina, where I had (at that time) as much as 50 acres at my disposal in a beautiful 
valley lying between picturesque mountains in the background. Furthermore, this idyllic and rustic locale was set in the peaceful and romantic 
Blue Ridge Mountains, an ideal spot indeed. There was one drawback, however. All of North Carolina lay in the so-called Bible Belt, and I was 
woefully aware that the fanaticism of born-again Christians could be as vicious as that displayed by our mortal enemies such as Jews and 
niggers. However, at least we would be in White territory, and the lesser density would give us considerably more room in which to maneuver. 
No sooner had I come to this conclusion than I pinpointed a nice knoll in the valley along the road between our cabin and the Old Georgia 
Road.

The more I thought about the location the more enthusiastic I became about the selection and soon I started drawing up sketches and different 
ideas for the building itself. These I took to my old friend Cranford Sproul, who was an architect in Pompano Beach. You might recall that it was 
he who was the John Birch chapter leader when I first joined that society back in 1963. In any case, Cran drew up a creditable design from my 
sketches, dedicating his time to the cause. For this I was ever so grateful, and although it was by no means the final design, it was an important 
beginning.

After playing around with the initial design for some months, I contacted a local architect in Franklin, North Carolina. His name was Jack 
Patton, who in turn was recommended to me by Billy Sanders, a contractor who had done some work for me before.

On Tuesday, September 8, 1981, I got together with Jack Patton at our cabin in North Carolina. We met at 10 A.M. and for three and a half 
hours we discussed the design and the plans for a contemplated Church headquarters building. I found him compatible and cooperative. I was 
to employ him again in several other projects.

The next day I went to the contemplated building site in the cow pasture and set the corner stakes for the approximate acre of land on which 
the building would sit, and also the stakes for the approximate location of the building itself. My neighbor, Jerry Ayers, whose cows were in the 
fenced pasture, was with me.

On January 21, 1982, Henrie and I were back at the cabin again, and two days later I again met with Jack Patton. He had done a considerable 
amount of work on the plans, all of which we reviewed, but It was not until the next Tuesday that he brought over the final and almost 
completed plans. I gave him an initial check for $250. The next day, January 27, he completed the finishing touches and left me with four sets 
of blueprints.

At 9 in the morning of Saturday, January 30, 1982, I met with my contractor. Billy Sanders, at the cabin. Billy had done several small jobs for 
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me before, such as building two separate double car garages, some modifications on the cabin, and I had complete confidence in him. We 
went over the blueprints in detail, discussed building materials, and went over the building site itself, where he now reset the exact corner 
stakes of the building. Altogether our conference lasted for five hours. I told him to work out a firm commitment on the total price.

The following Monday I had a similar meeting with another contractor, Harold Kimsey, who had built our cabin back in 1974. Although I had 
pretty much decided that Billy Sanders would get the contract, still, I wanted to have a competitive bid to make sure I was getting a fair price. 
That meeting with Kimsey lasted from 9 in the morning until 12 noon.

The next day, Willard Barrett and his crew from the Nantahala Power & Light were out to set the stakes for the power pole for the church. From 
their conversation, I began to detect a morbid curiosity as to what KIND of a church we intended to build. (When one of their trucks stalled, the 
foreman suggested some demons must have gotten into it.) On February 5 they were back and installed the power pole itself and hooked us 
up to their power line.

Four days later, after selling three more lots in Bavarian Village, and one in Swiss Village, Henrie and I left the cabin and headed back to 
Lighthouse Point. On February 27, I talked with Harold Kimsey on the telephone about the contract. He had completed his calculations and 
came up with a bid of $151,450, which included $22,000 for outside insulation, plus $8,000 for two 4 ton air conditioning units, a 1000 gallon 
septic tank and necessary drain lines, plus steel trusses for the first floor.

On March 7, Henrie and I loaded up the station wagon and headed back to North Carolina again. On March 9, I had a meeting with Billy 
Sanders to finalize the building contract. He agreed to a bid of $128,800, which included everything that I had discussed with Harold Kimsey. 
We both signed the contract and we were in business. The next day, March 10, 1982, was an important milestone for our church, which we 
later chose to call Foundation Day. Billy Sanders was out with his survey crew and set up various stakes. Henrie and I were out there with our 
camera taking pictures for posterity. At 10
A.M. Dean Connor and his crew arrived with their bulldozers and front-end loaders and started excavating and moving dirt. That same day I 
also met with Charlie Davidson, a well driller from Franklin, and negotiated a contract for drilling a well on the church site. He agreed to drill the 
first 100 feet for $10 a foot, and any succeeding depth necessary to bring in sufficient water, at $8 a foot. He was scheduled to start drilling on 
May 1st.

On March 15 Henrie and I left the cabin and started back for Florida. On the way south I stopped to talk to "Happy" Howard Williamson, who 
owned Radio Station WVMG at Cochran, Georgia. He had attracted my attention due to the fact that he had become heavily embroiled with the 
city management of that city of 7000 in exposing their corruption. For his philanthropic efforts, he had been physically attacked, beat up, and 
had landed in the hospital. Now recovered, he was carrying on his fight. My purpose in seeing him was to find out whether he might be a 
suitable candidate to take over the leadership of our church in the future. I gave him copies of our three books, and discussed our program with 
him and his sidekick, Wayne Gordon. A week later I called him from Florida to get his reaction. He seemed to agree with us, but nothing further 
came of our meeting.

Having left the blueprints in Sanders hands, and having him well started on the project, Henrie and I decided we would take a prolonged trip to 
parts West, especially to see Kim and Walt and our grandchildren in Colorado, where Walt was practicing Chiropracty in association with 
another doctor in Colorado Springs. We left Lighthouse Point on April 3, and there were enough events on that trip to leave that story for 
another chapter, which I will do.

In returning from that trip we headed for North Carolina, and arrived at the cabin at 9:40 P.M. on April 22. First thing the next morning I went 
down to the building site and checked with Billy Sanders as to the progress of the project. The basement walls were up, and looked somewhat 
higher than I had anticipated. The workmen were spreading crushed rock on the basement floor, getting ready to put in the rough plumbing and 
pour the concrete for the floor. Meanwhile, Sanders had ordered the steel beams for the first floor, and was waiting for their arrival.

While on the trip, I had thought of two changes I wanted to make in the design. One was to add a dormer over the second floor entrance, and 
the other was to extend the large beam at the top of the front facing so that it would extend about three feet on each side, purely for 
architectural effect and to enhance its Western look. Two days later we left for Florida, arriving home on April 26 to a pile of mail that needed 
attention. We had traveled a total of 5801 miles since we had left Lighthouse Point on April 3.

After answering a number of letters and shipping out a considerable backlog of COTC books and literature, Henrie and I prepared to take off 
for the Keys and our week at our time-sharing apartment at Hawk's Nest. On the morning of Saturday, May 1, I called Billy Sanders on the 
phone. He informed me that they had poured cement capping over the basement walls, and by now they had received the steel beams. The 
weather projection looked good until next Thursday, and they would probably have the beams in place by that time. We arrived at Marathon 
and the Hawk's Nest at 4:30 that afternoon.

We relaxed and had an enjoyable week in the Keys during which time I read "Physicians of No Value", given to me by its author. Robe B. 
Carson, who went under the pseudonym of Miles R. Abelard. He was one of our staunch supporters, and his book was a critical analysis of 
Christianity. While in the Keys Henrie and I also drove to Key West, as we usually did on each of our trips to Hawk's Nest. We had lunch at the 
Pier House Restaurant and visited the Martell Gallery and Museum. This heavily structured old brick building was originally a Union fort, built in 
1862, and now renovated.

Back to Lighthouse Point the following Saturday and to a heavy accumulation of mail. A few days later, on Tuesday, May 11, I received a long 
distance call from Kim Kimmins, a reporter from the Franklin (North Carolina) Press. With an ominous note in her voice she informed me that 
there were wild rumors circulating in Franklin and surrounding Macon County. She claimed that the rumors contained reports that our church 
promoted blood sacrifice, devil worship, animal slaughter, kidnapping and Nazism. She wanted to find out all about it.

We talked for over an hour. She mentioned the ADL several times and what they said about us. Obviously, the ADL had instigated the sudden 
interest in our church and wanted to make sure we were thoroughly smeared before we even had our headquarters finished. They had sent 
Kim Kimmins a copy of the 1981 Miami Herald smear to get started and filled her in with a passel of misinformation as a further supplement. 
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That evening Billy Sanders, the contractor, called and asked if it was alright to give the reporter the three basic books (NER, WMB, and SL) I 
had given him earlier. I said, sure, why not? He sounded pretty apprehensive about the rumors.

The next day I called up Ed Gibson of the Swain Insurance Co. and told him to increase the amount of the insurance on the cabin and the two 
garages I had built by about $13,000, and also put $25,000 on the SL books I had stored in one of the garages. That night I also talked to Billy 
Sanders again and he informed me that the steel beams were in place and the ground floor had been poured. He suggested we get insurance 
on the church project while under construction. He said that we were now the main subject of conversation in Macon County and today's big, 
glaring headline on the front page of the Franklin Press was "Pro-Hitler, Anti-Christ Leader Headquarters Here."

The following Monday I called up Gene Huscusson, an insurance agent in Franklin, with whom a few weeks earlier I had discussed placing a 
considerable amount of insurance on the church while under construction. I told him to go ahead and put a binder on the project as of now. At 
the previous session he was most amiable and glad to get the business, but now, with all the bad publicity we were getting, he preferred to play 
the coward and backed off. The same day I received a call from Dean Connor, the grading contractor, who had put in all our roads in our two 
subdivisions and had done the excavation work at the church. He had agreed to be our Resident Agent for the COTC incorporation, and his 
name was on the North Carolina State records as such. Now he was running for a seat on the County Commission, and one of his opponents 
had discovered his affiliation with our church and was using it against him in the campaign. He was angry and wanted his name off the records.

I tried to take it all in stride and not let it bother me any more than necessary. After all, we were a legally constituted church, and I had 
anticipated harassment and opposition from the beginning. What took them so long, I wondered. However, ten days after the nasty article 
appeared in the Franklin Press, Henrie and I were back at the cabin in North Carolina to check out the situation and the construction progress 
of the building.

On Monday, May 24, I met with Billy Sanders on the site, and also with Ronnie Holland and his crew of three who were laying blocks for the 
walls of the first floor. Billy informed me that a few days after the vicious article came out in the Franklin Press, he and members of his crew 
had received threats and anonymous phone calls to immediately stop work on the building. If they did not, the threats stated bluntly, some men 
with rifles would fire on them from the hill across the road. Naturally, this gave them pause, and they had stopped work for a few days. Then, 
they decided to bring their own guns with them and continued with the construction.

That same day, May 24, at 5:30 in the afternoon, as I was driving down the road to the church, Robert S. Scott, reporter for the Asheville 
Citizen, was on his way up to the cabin to see me. He had not made an appointment, but I decided to talk to him anyway, and we sat down on 
the deck of the cabin and talked. His article in the Asheville paper the next day was much more objective, but he apologized that half of what 
he had written (mostly the favorable stuff) had been cut.

Several months earlier Henrie and I had made plans to attend the World's Fair being staged at Knoxville, Tennessee. The next morning at 10 
we left for the Fair. After having a big lunch in one of the Fair restaurants, we attended the Saudi Arabia Exhibit and also the U.S. Exhibit that 
afternoon. We then left for Pidgeon Forge, about 29 miles distant, where we had reservations at the Wonderland Motor Lodge. After having a 
hearty dinner at the nearby Hearthside Restaurant, we called it a day. After rummaging around the Old Mill and its immediate shopping center 
in Pidgeon Forge, we left after lunch and drove back over the Smoky Mountains "hump" and back to the cabin. On the way through Franklin, I 
picked up a copy of the Franklin Press, and also a copy of the Asheville Citizen. The former had three nasty letters to the Editor about us, 
saying something to the effect that the Church of the Creator should be run out of the county. The Asheville paper was more tolerant, but, 
according to Bob Scott, the reporter, his editor was not.

A few days later, May 31, I had lunch with Bob Scott, and asked him about the set-up at the Franklin Press. He informed me that the owner 
was Jerue Badd, of Spartanburg, S.C., who had a chain of about 20 newspapers. Bob Sloan, the former owner of the Franklin Press, was now 
its editor. They had two reporters, Scott McRae, and Kim Kimmins, the latter having written the nasty article about our church. She was a 
member of Jehovah's Witnesses. Bob Scott informed me that he himself was formerly a Presbyterian, but now belonged to the Methodist 
church.

On June 3 I sent a check to the Swain Insurance Co. in Bryson City and tied down an insurance policy that would cover us during construction 
of the church. That same day Charlie Davidson set up his churn drilling rig on the church site and started drilling. After checking further 
construction details with Billy Sanders the next day, Henrie and I left for Florida.

A few days after arriving back home in Lighthouse Point, I talked with Dr. Herb Poinsett, who informed me that an article had appeared in the 
Pompano Beach Sun Sentinel, and also in the Miami Herald, about the fact that we were building a church in North Carolina, having picked up 
that information from the Associated Press and the Asheville article. A few days later I talked to Billy Sanders on the phone and he informed 
me that they now had the second story framework up and the siding on. Checking with the well driller, he informed me that the well was now 
down to 185 feet and into 35 feet of rock.

On June 23 Henrie and I left for North Carolina again and arrived at the cabin at 4 P.M. the next day. I stopped at the church and checked the 
building progress with Billy Sanders. The roof was now on and the internal brick flue was going up rapidly. During our trips back and forth from 
Florida to North Carolina, I had picked up a pair of cast iron bells at an antique shop in Clarksville, Georgia. The day after arriving back at the 
cabin I went into Franklin and bought a spray can of Rustoleum and a can of gold metallic paint and painted the two bells that now adorn the 
facade of the church. That afternoon I had a meeting with Charlie Davidson, the well driller. He informed me that the well was now finished. It 
was 207 feet deep and into 57 feet of rock. We now had an excellent supply of water, at least 30 gallons per minute, he informed me. We 
decided on a 3/4 H.P. pump ($459) and a 44-gallon pressure tank ($155.)

During the next few days (a) I met with Sanders at Nantahala Lumber Co. in Franklin and decided on the different selections of wood paneling 
for the different walls inside, the type of vinyl for the flooring, and also the counter tops. (b) The roofers completed putting the shake shingles 
on the roof. (c) Met with the painter, Vie Sanders, and decided on outside colors, (d) Met with Arthur Provenchal of Sprinkle Surveyors and 
showed him where to place the corner stakes for the one acre plot on which the church was to sit. (e) Met with Bob Scott, the reporter, again, 
and asked him to check out whether Jerue Badd, the publisher of the Franklin Press, was a Hebe. Then, on July 3, Henrie and I left for Florida 
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again, arriving home the next day.

We were back in North Carolina again July 29 and stayed until August 6. During this time there were a number of details to check out and 
attend to. The building site was now ready to have the dirt filled in around the basement walls, and grading the yard around it. Dean Conner, 
who was still in the political race, was reluctant to be seen working on our project. I therefore lined up Doyle Byrd, another heavy equipment 
contractor, to do the job. This he did the following week.

In the meantime, the one-acre plot had been surveyed, and my attorney, Richard S. Jones, of Franklin, had drawn up the deed conveying the 
property to the Church of the Creator, and had sent it to Lighthouse Point. On August 12 I signed it and sent it back to Jones to have it 
recorded. On August 23 I left for North Carolina again, this time by myself and on this trip I used the VW Rabbit (diesel.) Arriving at the building 
site the next day, I discussed the following items with Billy Sanders: (a) library shelves, (b) fill for the driveway, (c) colors for the drywalls, (d) 
brick pattern in the concrete porch on ground floor. Then I went into Franklin and picked out the paneling for the upstairs bedroom walls. That 
same day I called up George Dietz and arranged to see him the following Monday. On Thursday, August 26, I cranked up the VW and left the 
cabin and drove 400 miles to Louisville, Kentucky, to attend a convention the Universal Life Church was sponsoring. Arriving at 7 P.M. that 
night, I checked in at the Ramada Inn, where the meeting was to be held. In the lobby next morning I happened to run into Larry Harrison and 
his wife Mary, from Jacksonville, Florida. I had been corresponding with Larry for some time, and we were both surprised to run into each 
other. Larry introduced me to Kirby Hensley, the then 73-year-old head honcho of the ULC. I attended the meeting and listened to the 
speeches most of the day, interrupted only by having lunch with Larry and Mary. At night they came over to my room, and over a few highballs, 
we had a good rap session. Next morning I attended the morning session, and after being thoroughly bored with the vapid speeches and 
proceedings, I left the meeting at 11 A.M., checked out of the motel and headed for Spencerville, West Virginia. I drove 300 miles that 
afternoon and evening and checked in at the Grandview Motel. I called George Dietz and asked him if it was all right with him if I saw him 
tomorrow, a day early, since I had previously made the appointment for Monday. He replied it would present no problem. In the morning I 
headed for Reedy, then to George's home about five miles west of town and arrived at 9:30 A.M. After meeting with him, his wife, his daughter 
and her boy friend, we all had a good Sunday morning breakfast together, compliments of Mrs. Dietz. I talked with George until 1:30 P.M., then 
left to see Bill Parsche, who lived at Smithville, West Virginia, about 50 miles distant.

Bill was one of those intense, hyper persons. He had read my books and there was a period during which he wrote long, militant letters to me 
just about every other day. I had some trouble finding his place out in the country, and when I finally did find his ramshackle farmhouse it was 
so cluttered inside it was impossible to find a place to sit down. Bill had been a strong supporter of Dietz some time back, but evidently they 
had a falling out. Now Parsche was gung ho for Roger Elletson, of Cheyenne, Wyoming, who had written several books on finance and the 
Jews. It was this subject I wanted to talk to Bill Parsche about. Although he blustered and fumed and talked profusely, Bill made absolutely no 
sense, and I felt my visit with him was a waste of time.

I arrived back at the cabin on Monday at about 7:30 P.M. and the next morning checked what progress had been made at the church. There 
had not been much activity and nobody was on the job that Tuesday. I called Dean Conner about grading the roads in the two subdivisions. 
Next morning I left for Florida again.

More than a month later, on October 5, Henrie and I headed for North Carolina again, arriving at the cabin the next day at 3:15 in the afternoon. 
About two hours later our friends of long standing, Bill and Mary Wimmer, from Lighthouse Point, arrived. After a congenial visit, we went to 
Tallent's Steak House in Franklin and we all had a good prime rib dinner. The next morning I showed Bill and Mary the church premises, after 
which they left for Atlanta to see their nephew, David Johnson and his wife Beth.

Ever since I started building the church I had been planning to find a good reliable key man to help me put out the paper and run the operation. 
A young man by the name of Timothy J. Gaffney from Schenectady, New York, had read my books and had been corresponding with me for a 
few months. He was 27 years old, married, and was a college graduate, now an accountant with the State of New York. He was head of a 
small group called The National Force and Order, and they were vigorously distributing anti-Jewish literature to the point where even the 
Jewish Press took notice of them. I had mentioned to him that I was looking for a key man, and he seemed ready, willing and able to leave 
New York and take on that job. After making arrangements, I met Tim at the Asheville Airport at 3 P.M. on October 9, and we drove back to 
Franklin, where we enjoyed a steak dinner at Tallent's Steak House. We then drove to the church, where I showed him the layout, including the 
upstairs apartment, where they would live if he took the job. Since the stairs had not yet been built, we had to use a ladder to get to the second 
floor.

We put Tim up at the cabin overnight and we talked about the job and our program until 11 o'clock that night. He seemed eager, enthusiastic 
and dedicated. He agreed to take the job. Next morning we had breakfast in Dillard, then I took him back to Asheville to catch his flight back at 
11:05 A.M.

Henrie and I stayed on a few more days during which time the outside wooden stairs were built to the second floor; I contacted Imperial 
Carpeting and selected the floor coverings and carpeting (cost: offices downstairs $270, upstairs living room and two bedrooms, $1387, for a 
total of $1657); met with Vernon Smith of Franklin and arranged for lawn and landscaping at both the church and at the cabin; and lastly, had 
Dean Conner finish grading the grounds around the church and cover the parking lot and circular drive around the church with gravel. Then, on 
Saturday, October 16, Henrie and I headed back to Florida. Meanwhile, back home, I contacted Greg Taylor of Design Plastics in Pompano 
Beach, about designing a large plastic logo, about 7-1/2 feet in diameter, something that I had in mind to place on the upper facade of our 
church. We agreed on a design and Greg promised he would have the layout completed in a few days, at which time he could also give me a 
price. Some time later I also had Design Plastics construct our subsidiary signs, the large wooden planks now below the logo that boldly 
proclaim to the world:

The Winning of The West
The White Man's Prototype For the Winning of the World

Then on Saturday, November 13, Henrie and I left for our two-week time-sharing stay at our Hawk's Nest apartment in the Keys. On the way 
down I stopped at Oswald Ozon's place in Southwest Miami (he is the artist that did the front cover for Salubrious Living) and picked up three 
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different renditions I had asked him to do for the masthead of Racial Loyalty, the paper I was contemplating in publishing once we got settled in 
North Carolina next year.

While at Hawk's Nest I read "Goodbye, Chicago", and started writing two articles that were later published in Racial Loyalty, namely, "Not 
Likely a Who", and "Point of No Return." Then on Thursday we went back to Pompano Beach to attend a Seminar that Compugraphic was 
holding at the Holiday Inn, displaying their line of typesetting equipment. While at home I took care of an accumulation of mail, a number of 
payment books, and also checked the progress of Design Plastics on our large sign.

Then back to Hawk's Nest again. On Sunday Bill and Mary Wimmer came to visit us and stayed at the apartment with us for two days. On 
Monday we all drove to Key West, where we had lunch at the Pier House and also visited the renewed Audubon House. During the next few 
days I wrote "God and Country, The Flag and the Constitution, not the Issue nor the Solution", and also "We Will Not Compromise", and "Come 
out of the Closet, White Man."

Henrie and I had Thanksgiving dinner at the Holiday Inn, Key Colony, just east of Marathon. Then on Saturday we left and returned to 
Lighthouse Point.

On December 4 I talked to Billy Sanders again, and he said the building had its electrical inspection and had passed, and for all practical 
purposes was now finished. We will leave the story here, but only to mention that changes, additions and subtractions to the church building 
would continue indefinitely. Whereas the building was now useable and livable, it was far from final, and its needs continued. I would say that 
by the time we started publishing Racial Loyalty the following May, what with the changes and additions made during construction, the 
excavating and grading, the landscaping, putting in the well and the pump, laying the carpeting, installing the typesetting equipment and other 
office fixtures, I had spent well over $200,000 on the project. But I felt it was well
worth it to now start on the long road of saving and rehabilitating Nature's Finest. I still feel the same way today, more than ever.

Against the Evil Tide - 62
Milestone Sixty-One: Building the World Center of the Church of the Creator
1982 
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Against the Evil Tide - 63
Milestone Sixty-Two: Trip to Texas and Colorado
April, 1982 

During the construction of the church building, Henrie and I decided to take a diversionary trip out west, as mentioned in the previous chapter. 
There were several events during this trip that are memorable, yet the story would have been too long and too distracting to have included it 
with that of building the World Center. Be that as it may. It was spring, and Kim and Walt, who now lived in Colorado Springs, had invited us to 
come out and see them. On April 3, after going to the Lighthouse Point Post Office and picking up five Pines 'n Palms Ranches payment 
books, and one COTC donation, I went to the office and recorded and processed same. At noon, we were off and running on our way up the 
Sunshine Parkway. We made our usual stop at the Holiday Inn Restaurant in Fort Pierce and had our usual lunch of a shrimp salad sandwich, 
soup, and I had my desert of one of their excellent peach cobblers with ice cream. Although we had started at noon, we drove all the way to 
Tallahassee, a total of 450 miles, and checked in at the Quality Inn west of town for the night.

We left at eight the next morning, and as we crossed the Alabama border, then the Louisiana border during the day, we picked up travel 
literature at both welcome stations. We checked in at the Best Western International on the west side of New Orleans for the night, arriving 
there early, 4 P.M.

The next day we drove across the Mississippi on the River Road to visit the old and historic Houmas Plantation House, which, by the way, was 
the setting where the film "Hush, Hush, Sweet Charlotte" was shot. After having a good seafood lunch at Lafitte's Restaurant (named after the 
pirate) we then drove on along the River Road towards Baton Rouge and visited the Nottaway Plantation House, one of the South's largest 
antebellum homes. At 5:30 we were on our way west on 1-10 again, and several hours later we decided to pull in at Lafayette, Louisiana for the 
night. Although there were two Holiday Inns here, both were full, as was practically every other motel in town. After much maneuvering, we 
finally found a room at the Acadia Village Inn, off the beaten track and about ten miles north of 1-10.

Proceeding west the next day, we stopped at the Texas border Welcome Station to pick up more travel literature. They had a bundle, 
especially a good book that covered all of Texas, the best of any I have ever seen for any state. While at the counter I asked one of the 
charming Texas gals if there was anything to commemorate the Battle of San Jacinto, where Sam Houston whipped Santa Ana in 1836. Oh 
yes, she replied, the San Jacinto Battlefield Park is quite famous in Texas. In fact, it boasts of an obelisk and monument in honor of Sam 
Houston that is very similar to the Washington Monument, only it is about 15 feet higher, achieving a total of 570 feet. This was exciting news, 
this I've got to see, I thought as I wondered why I had never heard of it before. Could it be there was an ongoing conspiracy of silence to cover 
up our historical victory over the Mestizo Mexicans when our pioneering forefathers conquered Texas and most of our Western territories?

We hurried on and soon arrived at the park. Sure enough, there was this huge monument which could be seen from miles away even before 
we got there. Not only was the monument there, but at its grand base was a museum that housed many an interesting memento of that historic 
battle. At the very top of the obelisk was the huge five-pointed Lone Star of Texas, cast in solid concrete. Also in the park was the WWII 
Battleship Texas, anchored in a bayou. All this was an unexpected find indeed. After having lunch at a Denny's Restaurant west of Houston, 
we drove on to Austin, Texas, and checked in at a Ramada Inn for the night.

The first place in Austin I tried to check out was the American Atheist Center headed by Madeleine Murray O’Hare. However, for some reason 
the place was closed. A high cyclone fence protected the premises from the street. A large billboard at the sidewalk's edge espoused some 
atheistic quotation by some famous figure in history. Smeared in red paint across the sign was some filthy graffiti by some vandal. I was 
disappointed that I was not able to meet with and talk to some one in the center. Next we visited the Texas State Capitol Building. It was very 
impressive and reflected much of Texas' interesting and colorful history. 

From there we drove to the College of Life Science, then located at 2007 Whitestone. There I was fortunate enough to meet and have an 
interesting visit with T. C. Fry, the mainspring of the organization. I noticed he had a copy of NER and also the WMB on his shelf. I had brought 
along a copy of our latest book, Salubrious Living, which I handed him, and reminded him that much of the material in the book originated from 
him and his organization. We talked about the possibilities of opening up a Health Center on our grounds near the church. He was very 
cooperative and said that he could supply us with some candidates to run the place.

We left Austin at 3 P.M. and drove west into the delightful Texas Hill Country. The time of year was just right, and many of its colorful wild 
flowers along the roadside were in full bloom at this time. The Texas bluebonnets, Indian paint brushes and primroses were very much in 
evidence, sometimes stretching for miles along the roadside. Our first stop was at Johnson City to visit the former president's LBJ Center. Now 
being a National Park, the grounds were well kept and the museum itself contained many interesting artifacts and souvenirs that are the legacy 
of Lyndon Johnson.

From there we drove to the colorful city of Fredericksburg, founded by a group of German settlers in 1846, and named after Prince Friedrich of 
Prussia. This Hill Country town of 6000 still reflects the quintessence of its earliest settlers and its frontier origins. In the early days, most of the 
German settlers lived on their farms, but on weekends they would load their wagons with their entire family and products to sell and barter and 
go into town. After a while many of them built tiny cabins in town, usually one and a half story, where they would spend the whole weekend. 
These they called Sunday houses. There are still a few of these in existence. When we arrived in Fredericksburg, we checked in at the Sunday 
House Motel. Fredericksburg is also famous for being the home of Admiral Charles H. Nimitz, and also his ancestors before him, the latter 
having owned the Steamboat Hotel there since the late nineteenth century. After Nimitz retired from the battles of WWII he built a ship like 
superstructure onto the hotel, where he lived. The hotel has been restored and the whole complex is now a State Historical Park and houses 
the Museum of the Pacific War. Because of Admiral Nimitz's respect and friendship for their national hero, Admiral Heihachiro Togo, and 
Nimitz's kindness to them after the war, the people of Japan raised the money and sent a team of experts to design and build the Garden of 
Peace behind the Steamboat Hotel. Its simplicity and its classic design make it one of the finest Japanese gardens in the United States.

Before leaving Fredericksburg, I stopped in at the public library and museum, where I bought a copy of Walter Prescott Webb's classic book on 
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The Texas Rangers. The library is housed in what was originally the second Gillespie County Courthouse, a real classic and a stately old 
building out of limestone blocks that had come from quarries close to town.

We drove on to Amarillo, Texas, a distance of 456 miles, and after an overnight stay, on to Raton, New Mexico, where we had lunch. Then on 
to Kim and Walt's house in Colorado Springs, arriving there at 4:30 P.M. on Friday, April 9. Walt was in his first year as a doctor of Chiropracty 
and was an associate of another chiropractor by the name of Dr. Graham. Kim and Walt had bought themselves a nice house of their own at 
5175 Old Farm Circle West in Colorado Springs.

The next morning I drove my two grandsons, Scott and Bryan, who were seven and four, respectively, to the village park, where they 
participated in an Easter egg hunt. That night Henrie, Kim and Walt and I went out to have an elegant dinner at an exclusive restaurant, the 
Sunbird, located on the top of some high hill overlooking the city. The next day was Easter, and Henrie and the rest of the family went to the 
Mormon Church for services, but I stayed home. I made a call to Billy Sanders, the contractor. The basement walls were up, he said, but they 
had not made much progress because of rains.

The following Tuesday Walt had the day off and while Henrie stayed home, the rest of us took off on a trip to that historic old gold mining town 
of Cripple Creek, Colorado. The burros were still roaming the streets as usual, and we had a good time rummaging through some of the 
interesting old places. While there I bought a bronze Western statuette of a cowboy on horseback at an antique shop called Ginny's. The 
statue is still in our church library at present.

The next day Kim took Henrie and me to the office, where we met Dr. Graham and his wife Barbara, and also his secretary, Georgia. Then the 
whole group had lunch at Guiseppe's restaurant, located in the old Colorado Springs railroad station, now reconverted.

The next day, while Kim and Henrie went sightseeing in a section called Old Colorado City, I went to see the Professional Rodeo Cowboy's 
Museum just off I-25. Then I went across the street to a western store and bought a few western knickknacks such as bandanas and tie clips. 
That evening Scott and Bryan took us all to the Trail Dust Restaurant, a fun place with slides and western music and decor. We all had a good 
dinner and a lot of fun. Even grandma and grandpa slid down the slides with the boys. The next weekend Walt took Friday off and we all drove 
to Pagosa, Colorado, where Kim and Walt say they plan to retire and where they own two pieces of property in this large and new real estate 
development. Walt left earlier and drove down in his Toyota truck, and the rest of us followed a little later in my station wagon, arriving there at 
4:30 P.M. After checking in at the Pagosa Inn, we all had a good dinner in its Great Divide dining room.

The next day, after Walt and the boys and I had climbed the lockout tower to observe the surrounding scenery, we drove around the 
development to look at Kim and Walt's four-acre residential lot and also their half-acre commercial lot. Walt told me that Eaton International, 
who had built the development, was in financial trouble, and was being taken over by General Electric, who had a mortgage on the property.

Next morning, after having breakfast with the family in the Great Divide dining room and after taking a number of pictures of each other, we 
said goodbye, and at 11:30 Henrie and I left, heading for Ouray, Colorado, the "Switzerland of America” as they like to advertise themselves. 
We checked in at the Ouray Chalet Motel, owned by a young German couple by the name of Joe and Ann Slawitschka, whom we had known 
ever since we started coming to Ouray in 1969. However, Joe and Ann were not on the premises. We found out that they now wintered in Boca 
Raton, Florida, where they had a home and also a card and gift shop. They would, however, soon be back in Ouray for the summer.

We drove to Ridgway, ten miles north, the next morning and had breakfast at the Sunset Restaurant. It was here, at the doorway between the 
restaurant and the gift shop that I saw an extended horizontal beam over the door that gave me the idea of having a similar extended beam at 
he top of our church building facade. After breakfast we drove to our "ranch" property a mile north of Ridgway, the 29 acres still left from the 
160 acres we originally had bought in 1972. The view of the San Juan Mountains still seemed as impressive as ever, If not more so.

We drove on to Montrose, then took Highway 50 west to Gunnison, where we stopped for lunch at the very picturesque Stockman's Hotel and 
Restaurant. We finally wound up at the Holiday Inn at Goodland, Kansas, for the night after driving a distance of 453 miles for the day. The 
next day we drove a total of 587 miles to Sloan Springs, Arkansas, where we checked in at the Sunset Motel late that night. After a poor 
breakfast we drove on to Eureka Springs and explored the grand and famous old (1886) Crescent Hotel high up on the hillside. The dining 
room there looked so inviting we had ourselves a second breakfast. Then we drove over to the Gerald L. K. Smith Center and looked at the 
very impressive outdoor stage where the Passion Plays are held each year. We also visited the G.L.K. Smith Museum and viewed the huge 
Christ of the Ozarks Statue, taking a number of pictures of it all.

From there we drove to Harrison, Arkansas, where I visited with Kurt Saxon at his home. Kurt is renowned, or was at the time, for his survivalist 
literature and promotion, even having been on the Phil Donahue show regarding that subject. We talked for about two hours. I had 
corresponded with him for some time previously. He gave me a mass of his literature, and I gave him a copy of Salubrious Living. He already 
had copies of my two other books.

After leaving Kurt, we headed for our cabin in North Carolina, arriving there at 9:40 at night two days later, on Thursday, April 22. We had been 
on the road a long time and had traveled a total of 5024 miles since we left Lighthouse Point on April 3.

Against the Evil Tide - 63
Milestone Sixty-Two: Trip to Texas and Colorado
April, 1982
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Against the Evil Tide - 64
Milestone Sixty-Three: Putting Together the First Edition of Racial Loyalty
1983

The idea of publishing a racially oriented newspaper goes back to the days of promoting the Nationalist White Party in 1971, when I first put out 
a four-page tabloid with the masthead of Racial Loyalty, and that, only one time. The name Racial Loyalty seemed a natural to me, since that in 
essence was what we were promoting, and still are. Now, in 1982, as I was planning the construction of the World Center for the Church of the 
Creator, publishing a church newspaper was an obvious priority in the promotion and expansion of our religious creed and of our movement.

In the fall of 1982, I began to seriously look into various kinds of typesetting equipment we would need in order to do a professional job of 
putting out a paper. All indicators at that time seemed to point to Compugraphic as being the leading producer of this kind of equipment, and in 
investigating a little further, I found they had a representative in Broward County. His name was Art Rogers, and he worked out of his home in 
Coral Springs. On November 10, I called him up for an appointment, and he came over to the house the next day to brief me on their line of 
equipment and left me some of their literature. Unfortunately, he was new in the business, and he himself did not know too much about the 
merchandise he was trying to sell. He did not actually have any of their machines for my examination, but he said that next week the company 
brass was holding a seminar at a Holiday Inn in Ft. Lauderdale, at which time they would have a display of a complete line of their equipment, 
and the executives there would be able to answer any of my questions. The timing happened to be one of the two weeks Henrie and I were 
planning to spend at Hawk's Nest, our time-sharing apartment in the Keys, but I told him I would make a special trip back to Ft. Lauderdale to 
look over their equipment. This I did, as I mentioned in a previous chapter. On December 2 I again met with Art Rogers at my house and wrote 
up a tentative contract for the purchase of three major pieces of equipment, an MCS computer complete with screen and keyboard, a Zebra 
1400 Processor, and a Model 8204 Typesetter and Printer, the latter a real heavy monster. The total price would come to $22,000, but they 
would give me an allowance of $4000 on the AM typesetting dinosaur I had used for typesetting the WMB, and which I still had at my home in 
Lighthouse Point. Art Rogers assured me they could make delivery on all of the new equipment before the end of the year.

On the basis of Art Rogers' assurance of delivery before the first of the year, I made preparations to start putting the paper together and start 
publishing in January of 1983. That same day, December 2, I received a call from Tim Gaffney. I discussed the typesetting equipment deal and 
its projected arrival before the end of the year. He said that he was ready to come down to our Center to start working, and agreed to be there 
by December 28th or 29th. I had liked the type style used in the printing of Salubrious Living and wanted to duplicate it in the new set-up we 
were getting. I called up Jorge Diaz in South Miami to find out the name of the type style, and he advised me it was called Souvenir. The next 
day, December 4, I had Art Rogers come over again and we concluded the contract, making Souvenir our selected type style.

On December 16, I had an Allied Van Lines truck pick up all the office furniture I still had in place at Jim Hundley's office and warehouse and 
transport it to our new Church building in North Carolina. Two days later, at 5:30 P.M., Henrie and I had the station wagon loaded and took off 
for North Carolina. We drove 245 miles that evening as far as Wildwood and checked in at the Holiday Inn. The next day, after having a steak 
dinner at the Heart of Rabun Restaurant in Clayton, we finally arrived at the cabin at 8 P.M., Sunday, December 19. The Allied Van and office 
furniture arrived three days later.

Henrie prepared a delicious turkey dinner for Christmas Day, which we spent by ourselves. The same day I called up Art Rogers and inquired 
about the arrival of the typesetting equipment. I reminded him the typesetting instructor was scheduled to be here on January 3. He again 
assured me it would be shipped any day now. At 3:30 in the afternoon of Wednesday, December 28, Tim Gaffney arrived. We put him up at the 
cabin temporarily. His furniture and household effects arrived the next day. He said his wife would follow in about a month or so. I again called 
Art Rogers. Delivery date of
equipment still up in the air.

On the morning of Friday, December 31, Tim and I went into Franklin and bought 15 treated 4x4 fence posts for a picket fence we were 
planning to build in front of the church. That same afternoon Billy Sanders with the aid of a helper and Tim Gaffney put up the large plastic "W" 
sign on the upper front facade of the church. That same night
we had Tim over for a delicious stew dinner Henrie had prepared.

With the start of the New Year, I got the rest of the lumber together and showed Tim how to build the picket fence in front of the church. 
Meanwhile, I kept calling Art Rogers and Compugraphic about the delivery of their equipment, but all I got were alibis and promises. Tim kept 
calling his wife, but he too, was having little success. Evidently her priest was advising her not to come here. On January 11, Henrie and I left 
for Florida again to take care of matters that needed attention there, one of which was getting our house sold.

All the while, I kept in contact with Tim, who was working himself up into a state of frustration. Without the typesetting equipment, we couldn't 
get started on the paper, and at the same time his wife was becoming more and more adamant about not leaving New York. On January 23 he 
called me and said, much to his regret, he had decided to resign. Poor fellow, I couldn't really blame him. Henrie and I both liked him very 
much.

To add to my problems, I had received a notice from Swain Insurance that they would not extend the coverage on the church beyond January 
31. Evidently the Jews and the ADL had gotten to them. I contacted John Horton in Pompano Beach, whom I had known for many years and 
who had an insurance agency a few doors down from where I used to have my real estate office. He considered the situation, then called an 
old friend of his in Asheville, North Carolina, by the name of Don Tomberlin, who had a large insurance agency. Over the phone John placed 
an insurance binder on the church. Furthermore, I cancelled my insurance on the cabin that I had with Swain for many years and placed it with 
Don Tomberlin also.

After settling the design for the plank signs (THE WINNING OF THE WEST, etc.) with Design Plastics, I picked up the plastic letters (THE 
CHURCH OF THE CREATOR), to be placed around the upper perimeter of our logo. Then Henrie and I again left for North Carolina, arriving at 
the cabin at 3:30 P.M. on January 30. The next day I went into Asheville and met with Don Tomberlin and concluded the insurance contract for 
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$130,000 coverage on the church building and $85,000 on the books and furnishings.

Since Tim Gaffney had decided to leave I was searching for another assistant, and put in a call to Richard Becker, who resided at Greensboro, 
North Carolina and asked him to come down for an interview. He arrived a few days later, February 5, along with a friend and a dog. The 
interview lasted most of the day, and he left that evening, just as it began to snow. He agreed to start on March 1, with the title of Hasta Primus 
(Latin for Spearhead) I had arbitrarily invented for that position.

After helping Tim build the rest of the picket fence and taking care of a number of other details, Henrie and I again left for Florida, arriving home 
on February 9.

On February 26, we were back at the cabin again. Tim Gaffney had already sent his furniture back by moving van the day before. The next day 
after we arrived, after having breakfast with us at the cabin, we all exchanged some sad goodbyes and at 9:30 Tim left for Schenectady, New 
York.

At about this time I got word from Richard Becker, that he had changed his mind and would not be coming. I started searching for a Hasta 
Primus again. Recently I had read a small book by a certain D.A. (Duke) McCoy about how to organize a right-wing movement, or something to 
that effect. Reasoning that such a fellow should be a good candidate for the Job, I tracked him down in Rossville, Georgia, and called him on 
the phone. On Sunday, February 27, I met him and his blonde wife at their home on the outskirts of Chattanooga, Tennessee, and we 
discussed the situation for the next five hours. He agreed to come visit at our Center the following Saturday. He and his wife and dog duly 
arrived at 12 noon and settled in for an overnight stay at the cabin with us. I showed him around the premises of the church and went into more 
detail about what the job would require, the main objective being to publish the paper, Racial Loyalty, on a monthly basis. He seemed to raise 
all kinds of objections and impossible demands and conditions. It didn't take me very long to come to the conclusion that I didn't want this fellow 
under any conditions. The next morning I sent him packing. Back to square one.

On the next Tuesday, March 8, late in the afternoon, a huge van from Global Van Lines arrived, and with it six large boxed packages containing 
our typesetting equipment from Compugraphic. Evidently part of the reason it had been so long delayed was that someone had screwed up 
and first sent it to South Boston, and it took a few weeks to straighten out that mess. Anyway, now finally it was here! The van was so huge 
they could not drive it through the gate to the front of the church, so they parked it by the side of the road, outside the gate, and used a dolly to 
roll the packages across the yard from there, then carried them up the stairs to the upper floor. It took three men until 10:30 that night to do the 
job, and by that time, of course, it was very dark.

When it came time to leave, the driver found that he did not have maneuvering room to turn that huge behemoth around. I had told him earlier 
that there was space, a sort of crossroads. If he drove up to my cabin in order to turn around. As luck would have it, in the darkness he tried to 
turn around about a hundred yards before he got to the crossroads, ran into a ditch and broke down Ayers' cow pasture fence. At about 11:30 
that night a very agitated driver knocked on my cabin door and informed me of his dilemma: he was stuck.

I called a wrecking service. They said they would be out, but wait till morning. At 7:30 next morning Ron Slagle's wrecking truck was on the 
scene to pull Global out of their mess. This cost the latter an extra one hundred dollars. That afternoon Blue Ridge Trucking Service delivered 
two more packages from Compugraphic. Next I called Compugraphic and told them we now had the equipment, and we now needed their 
specialist to come out, to unpack, set up, connect and test the equipment. On March 15, Robert Yasi arrived and serviced the equipment. 
However, we still needed the software for the printer.

So now we had the typesetting equipment, but no typist. Richard Becker had recommended a Nazi friend of his by the name of Tyler 
Thompson, also from Greensboro, North Carolina. Tyler had written a fairly intelligent letter to the editor that impressed me, and on the basis of 
that letter and Becker's recommendation I asked him to come down for an interview. After asking me to send him his bus fare, he did in fact 
arrive on March 12. We discussed terms, duties, etc. He seemed intelligent enough, but there appeared to be two negatives: it seemed he had 
a drinking problem, and he appeared to be very much on the defensive. Anyway, having few alternate candidates to choose from, I was ready 
to take him on, and he agreed to start in two weeks. On March 16, Henrie and I left to return to Florida again.

Back in Florida I sent a typed contract to Tyler Thompson to tie down our verbal agreement. He replied that the agreement was fine, but he 
didn't have any decent clothes to wear on the job, and he would need at least $200 to outfit himself, and for bus fare. I didn't like it, but like the 
good (naive) chump I was, I sent him the requested $200. He said he would be in Franklin at the bus station on April 4.

The four large plank signs were now completed. I picked them up from Design Plastics and strapped them to the carrier on the roof of my 
station wagon. On Good Friday, April 1, with Henrie driving my station wagon and me taking the VW Rabbit, we again took off for North 
Carolina. We had our usual lunch of shrimp sandwiches and soup at the Holiday Inn at Fort Pierce, then after driving 430 miles, we stopped at 
Moultrie/Adel, Georgia, and tried to get a room. However, it being Good Friday, none was available. We drove on to Tifton and had dinner at 
the Holiday Inn. We tried to get a room there, but no luck. In fact, the clerk at the desk informed us that she doubted that any were now 
available up and down the line. By this time it was near midnight and prospects of getting a room anywhere were pretty dim. We drove to the 
rest area on 1-475 By-pass and parked both cars and rested, taking a semi-snooze from 12 midnight to 1:30 A.M. Then we drove on, tired as 
we were, until we arrived at the cabin at 6 in the morning.

After a few hours sleep, I received a call from Tim Gaffney, asking for prices on cartons of NER and WMB. That afternoon I also received a call 
from Tyler Thompson, saying that he would not be coming, he had a bad back. What about the $200? Well, sorry, he had already spent it. 
Later I found out as to how he had spent it. He had gone on one big drunk until he was flat. So much for good faith in human nature.

That night I called Tim Gaffney again. Earlier he had mentioned William J. Tucker, a former boss of his and a partner in his Force and Order 
group, who he felt would be a good prospect for the Hasta Primus job. Tim gave me his telephone number and I called Bill Tucker. He seemed 
receptive and agreed to come here to discuss the situation. On Monday, April 4, Gene Schwelgert, from Compugraphic, arrived to give Henrie 
and me three days of instruction in the operation of the new typesetting equipment we had purchased, said instruction being part and parcel of 
the deal. I had hoped that by now we would have had our key typist here to also get the benefit of that instruction, but since none had 
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materialized, Henrie, who was a typist, and myself, who was not, took the instruction. Shortly thereafter Bill Tucker called and informed me they 
would be here Saturday, April 9, and sure enough, at 11:20 A.M. Bill and his wife Arlene and their dog arrived at the cabin. I showed them the 
territory, discussed the terms, treated them to lunch and then to dinner. I detected that the wife was the dominant figure in the equation and 
that she was not too eager to make the move. At 7:10, after dinner, they left. In follow up, nothing came of that encounter either, although he 
called back and promised he would be with me in six months.

I went to work in my garage workshop and constructed a table for the computer and keyboard, a lowboy on which to put the heavy 8402 
Printer, and a stand and cabinet on which to place the Zebra developer. I also built a slanting paste-up table on which to cut, lay out, and paste 
up the copy. I also bought an electric waxer and ordered layout sheets. Henrie and I decided we would wait no longer and that we would put 
the first edition together ourselves. She would do the typesetting, and I would do the writing, the cutting, the layout and the pasting. On April 12 
she started typesetting on the first article, “Creativity, an Idea Whose Time Has Come.”

There was no lack of material or articles. For the last year or so I had been writing a number of articles as the spirit moved me and filing them 
away for future reference. While at Hawk's Nest In the Keys last November, I wrote "Not Likely a Who"', "Point of No Return", "God and 
Country, The Flag and The Constitution" and "We Will Not Compromise." Also, a few days later I wrote "Come Out of the Closet, White Man." 
On January 1, 1983, I wrote "Building a Whiter and Brighter World." In February I wrote the essay on "Racial Teamwork", and soon thereafter 
"The Flat Tire Syndrome" and "Russia,
Israel and the United States." When the time came to put together the first edition, I had really intended to only put out an eight-page tabloid 
each month, but when I got to it I found that even 12 pages were hardly enough to say all I wanted to say.

With Henrie doing the typesetting and me doing the cutting and the pasting, by April 24 we had the six double sheets, the 12 pages, put 
together and ready for the printer. We designated it as Issue No. 1, June, 1983. The next day I took the copy to Dixie Advertising in Franklin 
and gave Gene Dowdle a check in the amount of $921.86 to print 15 thousand copies. That same day, at 1 P.M., Henrie and I left the cabin 
and returned to Florida to take care of a number of urgent matters.

Back in Lighthouse Point, I called Gene Dowdle. He confirmed that all 15 thousand had been successfully run and were ready to be picked up. 
I asked him to mall me three copies for examination, which he did. I was well pleased with our first production.

After picking up 1000 large manila envelopes at Broward Stationers and the same number of form letters from the printers, and loaded up with 
other supplies, Henrie and I again left for North Carolina on May 6. Meanwhile, I had been in contact with Richard Becker, and he had changed 
his mind and had decided to take the job at the church. He arrived at 10:15 A.M. on May 8, and I moved him and his belongings into the 
upstairs apartment at the church. The next morning Richard and I went in to Franklin, had breakfast at the B & D Restaurant and picked up the 
15 thousand copies of Racial Loyalty at Dixie Advertising. The same day Becker and I shipped out 21 cartons of 100 copies each of RL. The 
next day we shipped out another 51 cartons of 100 each. During the next several days we mailed out several hundred individual copies to 
people who were not subscribers, but were on our mailing list, a total of 645.

On May 16, I had Billy Sanders put up the large plank signs on the upper facade of the church, "The Winning of the West." At the same time I 
taught Richard Becker the fundamentals of what I knew about the mechanics and techniques of using the typesetting equipment. Then on May 
18 Henrie and I left for Florida again.

We had been shuttling back and forth between Florida and North Carolina repeatedly, with a great deal of wear and tear, as the foregoing 
narrative has illustrated. This was soon to come to an end, as I will relate in the next and final chapter.

Against the Evil Tide - 64
Milestone Sixty-Three: Putting Together the First Edition of Racial Loyalty
1983
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Against the Evil Tide - 65
Milestone Sixty-Four: Leaving Florida for North Carolina
June, 1983 

From the time that I decided I would build the World Center in North Carolina I also came to the realization that Henrie and I would have to sell 
our house in Lighthouse Point and make a total move to be close to the church. Although both of us loved the location of our cabin under the 
seven oaks and the beautiful mountain views that went with it, nevertheless, at our age, the uprooting and the arduous task of making the 
move was something neither of us relished. After all, we had lived there in a spacious, comfortable home, complete with swimming pool and a 
boat dock, for twenty-four years, the longest period of time either one of us had ever lived in any one domicile, and furthermore, there were 
many memorable highlights and events in our lives that were irrevocably intertwined with our residing there. However, we bit the bullet, and 
realized that if I was to ever get the movement into orbit, the move had to be made, and it was now or never.

On October 26, 1982, I first contacted a real estate agent to put the house on the market. His name was Frank Giletka, who worked out of the 
office of Merill Lynch Realty, a division of the stock brokerage firm in Pompano Beach. He came over to inspect the property, and three days 
later we got together again and I signed a six months' listing with his firm. It was a good selection, as Frank seemed to be an eager beaver to 
sell our house in particular. Unfortunately, it was not the best of times to sell real estate, since in 1982 the country was in a recession, and the 
real estate market was in a slump. However, we had a choice location, and Frank Giletka worked arduously at making this sale, and showed it 
a number of times, even when Henrie and I were not there but shuttling back and forth to North Carolina. After a few months down the line, it 
seems he somehow got into a hassle with his superiors, and Frank parted company with Merrill Lynch, with the listing remaining in the hands of 
the brokerage firm. Two lady brokers continued showing the house.

Meanwhile, Frank joined another brokerage firm by the name of Joseph S. Balestreri, also in Pompano Beach. When the listing term of six 
months ran out, Frank was back to relist the property with Balestreri. Although Merrill Lynch also vied for it, I chose to give it to Frank, and 
within another two months one of his associates, Ellen Barnes, had a solid prospect and offer. As luck would have it, when we received the 
offer, it was by telephone while we were at our cabin in North Carolina. The offer was considerably below the price we had asked, and I 
rejected it out of hand, asking $20,000 more, take it or leave it. After some haggling back and forth, the buyers decided to take it. On May 20 
we were back in Pompano Beach and got together with the broker to put the finishing touches on the agreement and signed a Deposit Receipt 
Contract, which had an original date of May 12. It was a cash deal, and among other things, stipulated we would vacate the premises before 
July 1.

On June 3 we again left for North Carolina to start putting together the second edition of Racial Loyalty. While there, on June the 9th I had two 
reporters from the Atlanta Journal/Constitution, Marke C. Winne, and Bill Montgomery, visit me. It seems that J. B. Stoner, of the National 
States Rights Party, and of the Thunderbolt, had at this time been convicted of a church bombing in Alabama that happened some 15 or 20 
years earlier. It was a phony and rigged trial, pursued by some eager beaver nigger District Attorney, eager to make a name for himself, aided 
and abetted by the ADL. Somehow, after all these years, they managed to rig the trial, convinced the jury and make it stick. Now Stoner was on 
the lam, and no one knew where he was. These reporters were convinced he was hiding out at our church, and that I was involved in a 
conspiracy of harboring a criminal fleeing from the law.

After some argument in which I made it abundantly clear I didn't know what in the hell they were talking about, they finally left, and walked as 
far as the gate, where their car was parked. There they stopped to consult between themselves. Then they came back to make another try at it. 
By this time I was getting somewhat aggravated and told them the same thing as I had told them before, only in stronger terms. Finally they 
left, and I was not to see either one of them again, until about nine months later, when on March 8, 1984, Mark C. Winne was back to make a 
television documentary about our church for WXIA in Atlanta.

Meanwhile, the next day, June 10, I finished putting the second issue of Racial Loyalty (July) together and took it to Dixie Advertising in 
Franklin to have 5000 copies run at a price of $655.38. The next day Henrie and I left for Lighthouse Point again, and for the last time. As soon 
as we arrived we started the arduous task of getting our endless collection of belongings, the valuable and the useless, packed for the big 
move. It was a job at which Henrie cringed, and I couldn't think of anything I detested more.

A few days later, at 10 o'clock on the morning of June 15 I called up Rick Becker to find out how he was coming along in packaging the mailing 
of the July Issue. He was in a real dither and there was great excitement in his voice. He had tried to call me in the middle of the night, he said, 
but my phone had repeatedly responded with a busy signal. (In checking further, it had been improperly on the hook.) He related to me that at 
2:30 that morning some criminals had tried to firebomb the church, and had fired a double 00 shotgun blast at our logo, leaving a number of 
holes in it. He had called Mayday! Mayday! on the 911 line and two fire departments had arrived in short order to put out the fire, one brigade 
from Otto, and the other from Dillard. Bob Scott, from the Asheville Citizen, and Kim Kimmins, from the Franklin Press, had already been there 
to take pictures and write their story. Later, I received a call from Bob Scott, who wanted further information.

Wow! I thought, this is really getting down to naked terrorism. I called the Macon Sheriff's department to find out if they had any idea who the 
culprits might be. No, they had no idea, they said. I informed the deputy I was talking to that I had been told the culprits had left some empty 
beer cans by the side of the road. Why didn't they check t these out for fingerprints? The deputy gave me some lame brained excuse why this 
was impossible. Actually, they were lying about not knowing who the culprits were. Just about everybody else in Macon County seemed to 
know. We suspected that it was either some group of fanatic born-again Christian zealots, or the Jewish ADL. Later information seemed to 
indicate that we were right on both counts, and some fiery preacher had goaded some youthful idiots into making the attack, and that behind 
him was the ADL.

Meanwhile, back at the house, we were selling what furniture and appliances we could and packing the rest of the items in a multitude of boxes 
and cardboard wardrobes. On June 23, Allied Vans dissembled and packed our white grand piano, which we were shipping as a gift to Kim and 
Walt in Loveland, Colorado. On June 24 we met at the office of attorney Hunter B. Craig and closed the real estate transaction for the sale of 
our Lighthouse Point home. On the morning of June 28 we were all packed and I called Allied Van Lines to determine what time they would be 
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here to pick up and start loading. I had made arrangements with one of their agents about three weeks earlier to pick up our load on June 28. 
Unfortunately, shortly thereafter that agent had gone on vacation and had neglected to make the reservation. Now when I called, the office 
informed me they had no information about our case, and they had no vans immediately available. I raised hell about their boondoggle, and by 
11 A.M. they had a van at our house. It was an emergency van they had rented from another company, but nevertheless, by 4 P.M. they were 
loaded and on their way. When I checked about the price, they informed us that they were charging us an extra $400 for the emergency rental. 
After a big hassle with them, I settled for something less.

After they left, we swept up and cleaned up the empty house, Henrie being meticulous about it to a fault. We finally left the house at 9:15 P.M. 
our own station wagon loaded to the gills with our choice oil paintings and other valuables. We checked in at the Holiday Inn at Ft. Pierce about 
an hour and a half later, and, dead tired after a strenuous day, we went to bed without dinner.

The next day, after a good night's rest and a good breakfast at the Holiday Inn, we drove a total of 505 miles, stopping at McDonough, Georgia. 
We checked in at the Holiday Inn at 6:45 that evening, and after a good night's rest, left at 8:45 next morning. Arriving at Clayton, Georgia at 
noon, we had lunch at Burrell's Junction restaurant, then loaded up with groceries. Finally, on Thursday, June 30, at 1:30 P.M. we arrived at the 
cabin. The Allied van with our furniture arrived exactly a week later, and the move was complete.

It was the end of one era, and the beginning of another, a future that was cloudy and unpredictable. With this move, I had crossed the Rubicon 
and made the final commitment to the cause, fully aware that what lay ahead was fraught with uncertainty, with unknown hazards, and no 
guarantees. I was embarking on uncharted seas, waters that were not only full of hidden shoals, but also vicious sharks. However, the future 
also presented unlimited challenges and rewards. At stake was not only my own insignificant survival, but the rare and golden opportunity to 
play a major role in the survival, expansion and advancement of Nature's Finest, the White Race. It was the greatest of all challenges 
imaginable, a challenge that was worth pursuing at any and all costs - no price too high, no sacrifice too great. It is a job that has to be done.

Against the Evil Tide - 65
Milestone Sixty-Four: Leaving Florida for North Carolina
June, 1983 
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Akhenaton 

Postby HP Mageson666 » Thu Jun 28, 2018 10:50 am 

The Egyptian ruler Akhenaton has been noted for his strange appearance and bizarre 

destructive political movement to destroy the spiritual knowledge of Egyptian culture.  
 

Akhenaton's actual appearance we can know from the fact the body of his son King Tut has 

been found. Tut did have the elongated skull that his sisters and father were shown to have. 

Which means the facial features of Akhenaton are his actual ones. Akhenaton demanded there 

was to be no symbolism in art only show things as they were and that included him. Lloyd Pye 

the researcher was famous for the "Star Child Skull" which was found buried in an ancient burial 

ground in the America's in away that suggested something. He had DNA tests and other tests 

done on the skull. The body was that of a Grey human hybrid.  
 

If one looks at the images of this skull you can see the truth. Akhenaton was a Grey, Human 

hybrid. His son King Tut who died when he was young put next to the Star Child Skull they look 

identical.  
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Note their three daughters the same skulls: 
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Akhenaton destroyed Egypt from within and caused a civil war to erupt against him. Which was 

the Egyptian royal house and people against Akhenaton and his foreign mercenary forces. 

Which he used to impress his will on the People. The Egyptian culture was divine and handed 

down from our Gods in the time when they were on earth as the Egyptians stated. Any deviation 

of the cultural teachings was not allowed as it would alter this information for future generations 

and cause loss of true knowledge of humanity its origins and the cosmic, spiritual teachings of 

the light body the magnum opus how to become perfected. The Egyptian People were all taught 

this knowledge the entire nation was initiated into the teachings and People would in the off 

season of farming spend six weeks in the Temples being taught different levels of it. With the 

Priests being called the "Serpents" and the Pharaoh the head Serpent. Who once a year would 

personally initiate the new candidates with Shakti pat transmission to help awaken their spiritual 

centers and kundalini power. The Pharaoh could only make a decree based upon natural 

spiritual law for his People. And the Pharaoh was the guardian of the cultural teachings of the 

enlightenment methods. The point of the Egyptian religion was to spiritually ascend into a star 

which is the eight pointed star the symbol of the perfected soul and thus become a perfected 

being a Neter or divine being and join the Gods in the Daut the milky way galaxy in the belt of 

Orion. The Egyptians in their texts that are properly translated only mention the serpent energy 

and the light body symbolized as the Ankh as the point of their religion. To raise the fire up the 

spine and open the inner eye of Osiris and obtain gnosis. There is a chapel found under the 

sands of Egypt built by a Serpent Priest who finished the Light Body process and became an 
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immortal divine being. He left the Chapel as a place of teaching and a monument for future 

generations. This is why the ancients left spiritual instructions on their tomb walls. They had a 

conscious understanding of things and knew the day might come when these tombs are all that 

are left to transmit the instructions of history, spiritual knowledge and culture to lost generations. 

There was a time in the golden age it was stated when humans didn't die they just entered the 

light of immortality the light body. 
 

 

Now why would this Akhenaton regime want to remove and destroy all this. Akhenaton order the 

images of the Gods smashed apart and desecrated had the Temples shut down and destroyed 

and the Priests persecuted and not allowed to teach the knowledge. This is outright violent 

cultural genocide of the most sacred teachings and places. Akhenaton built a new capital which 

he made the center of his violent cult. The bodies found buried there are shown to have died by 

brutal violence and suffered hideous punishments by this regime. This place was a prison for 

the Royals to keep them under control and to enforce his new insane and violent cult on the 

populace. After the civil war and uprising was over the Egyptians removed any mention of this 

regime from history. Because they wanted to erase the teachings of this insane cult from 

existence as pestilence so it could never return and threaten the world. This cult destroyed the 

entire Egyptian culture and spiritual teachings and imposed a monotheistic political cult on the 

populace were Akhenaton was now the supreme ruler of this fake monotheistic god of Aton. 

This is the same cult of the Christian Church of Rome the same behaviour the same actions and 

the same purpose. Same with Zoroaster cult of Persia.  
 

Note there is a lot of ancient evidence suggesting the Jews actually got their start in this regime 

in Egypt. The Jews call their "god" Adon and Adonai which is the T and D are double letters 

ATON and ATONAI. Even the name Levite was popular term of Egyptian Priests at this time. 

Judaism might just be the morphing of what started in Akhenaton's regime. The Persian 

Zoroaster cult is totally full of Jewish ideology which is mentioned by many experts on the 

subject. And Christianity is the later version of both the Aton cult the Zoroaster cult and the 

Jewish ideology. Judaism brags about the influence the Jews had in the Persian courts and 

Empire. They even had a whole city to themselves in Persia. Alexander the Great fought his war 

against the Persian Empire as a spiritual war to destroy the Zoroaster cult. The only cultural he 

ordered destroyed was the Zoroaster cult. As a destructive and evil program against the spiritual 

teachings of the Gods. Just like they fought a civil war in the Persian Empire to stop this 

Zoroaster cult centuries before and a civil war was fought in the Roman Empire to stop the 

Christian cult just like in Egypt as well. 
 

What this shows is the enemy ET's the Grey-Reptilians have been trying to take over this planet 

since at least the time of Akhenaton's regime. And they have been doing it by creating hybrids 

and then working behind the scenes to use this Trojan Horse movement of infiltration and 

subversion to take over the planet. What the victory of the leaders of Egypt and Alexander 

against them show is why they need to remove spiritual knowledge to succeed in this as the 

document they ordered their "Chosen People" their hybrids to construct and directed them in 

doing so. That of the Bible orders them the key to enslaving humanity is the removal of spiritual 

knowledge and erasing of the true origins of humanity. Which is what the Akhenaton, Zoroaster, 

Islamic, Christian and Jewish cult and Communist cult is all about doing.  

 

Alexander was a highly ascended master he was made Pharaoh of Egypt by the decree of the 
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Gods for this reason. He also had a risen serpent. His family where the Serpents of the 

Dionysus tradition which is also Egyptian. And he worked to destroy the Zoroaster cult and bring 

a rebirth of the original spiritual teachings. Hence he made his capital Babylon the ancient head 

of the Enki teachings who was Oannes to the Babylonians and Ioannes to the Greeks whom 

they also called Dionysus.  
 

The enemy programs were defeated by individuals and organized groups of spiritually advanced 

humans working with our Gods from the Serpents of Egypt to that of Greece. 
 

 

viewtopic.php?f=24&t=4123 
 

When "Adonai" didn't hide behind hybrids. 
 

 

"They tell how Quetzlcoatl departed. It was when he refused to obey the sorcerers about making 

the human payment, about sacrificing humans. Then the sorcers deliberated among 

themselves, they whose names were Tezcatlipoca, Ihuimetcatl, and Toltecatl. They said, "He 

must leave his city. We shall live there." 
 

Codex Chimalpopoca of the Aztecs. 

 

 

From the Aztec codex Chimalpopoca: "The Toltecs were engaged in battle at a place called 

Netalpan. And when they had taken captives, human sacrifice also got started as Toltecs 

sacrificed their prisoners. Among them and in their midst the evil YAOtl followed along. Right on 

the spot he kept inciting them to make human sacrifices. And then, too, he started and began 

the practice of flaying humans...Then he made one of the Toltecs named Ziuhcozcatl wear the 

skin and he was the first to wear a Toltec skin. Indeed, every kind of human sacrifice that there 

used to be got stared then. For it is told and related that during the and under his authority, the 

first Quetzalcoatl, whose name was Ce Acatl, absolutely refused to perform human sacrifice. It 

was precisely when Huemac was ruler that all those things that used to be done got stared. 

Huemas sacrificed a human streamer, thus making payment."  
 

 

The original culture the Gods installed in South America banned all blood sacrifices. And only 

stated fruits and flowers this is the same custom that was offered to the Gods in Hinduism as 

well if one studies. The later animal sacrifices are deviations from this. We see this again right in 

the Jews Bible the Pagan God Baal refuses the blood sacrifice of animals but Yahweh accepts. 

Cain offering of fruits and plants was refused by Yahweh but Abel's offering of blood and 

animals was accepted by Yahweh. In the Torah Abraham tells his fellow Jews not to offer the 

animal sacrifices in Egypt. As the Egyptians will punish them drastically for this is a serious 

offense to them. The Egyptians civilization also came from the same Gods as did Quetzlcoatl 

our Gods the Nordics. Who as humans who have interaction with the Nordic ET's mention they 

look like this: 
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Which is how the ancients described them as well. 
 

 

In the surviving religious records and artifacts of the America's we have a story that comes 

together in South America we can see around the world. The above passage is reference in the 

descriptions to the overturning of the culture of the Gods which Quetzlcoatl is the symbol and 

also the name of the offices of the leaders of. And the replacement of this culture with a new 

religion that is based upon human sacrifice to appease the new divinities. The records state the 

King Huemac made such a deal with the god Yaolt the LT is a title its Yao which is the ancient 

name of Yahweh in the Hebrew texts. This led to the imposing of a new religion which the 

sorcerers lead. The ones in contract with Yao. 
 

What is noted is the change in the religion here the language becomes the exact same one 

finds in the Jewish Torah that of making payments in blood sacrifices to Yao and the concept of 

debt payments as blood sacrifice this is the language only found elsewhere in the Jewish Torah 

which forms the Christian Bible. The blood sacrifices of the new cult of Yao was massive 

hundreds of thousands were murdered every year. And they were done along powerful lay line 

positions to influence the energy grid around our planet. 
 

From the Popol Vuh: 

 

"It has turned out well, your lordships, and this is her heart. It's in the bowl." 
 

"Very well. So I'll look." said One Death, and when he lifted it up with his fingers, its surface was 

soaked with gore, its surface glistened red with blood. 
 

"Good. Sir up the fire, put it over the fire, said One Death. After that they dried it over the fire, 

and the Xibalbans savored the aroma. They all ended up standing here, they leaned over it 

intently. They found the smoke of the blood to be truly sweet.!" 
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In the Jewish Torah in the book of Genesis: 
And Noah built an alter unto the Lord: and took of every Clean beast, and of every clean fowl, 

and offered burnt offerings on the altar. And the Lord SMELLED A SWEET SAVOR." 
 

 

Note the Popol Vuh: 
 

"And this is the sacrifice of little Huanhpu by Xiblanque. One by one his legs, his arms were 

spread wide. His head came off, rolled far away outside. His heart, dug out, was smothered in a 

leaf, and all the Xibalbans went crazy at the site." 
 

These new Gods are feeding on the energy of humans. They literally went crazy with delight 

and ecstasy from feeding on this death energy. Note these new Gods are even called "Deaths" 

and referred by numbers as they are a hive such as "One Death." 

 

The ancient South American's all mentioned the racial traits of the original Gods as being Nordic 

when the Spanish arrived they thought Quetzlcoatl had returned. And the same cultures 

recorded the physical appearance of the new Gods Huemac imposed on them and chased out 

the previous religion of the old Gods.  
 

And we know now what the new Gods of the Aztec's and Mayan's who imposed this culture on 

South America look like as well from the religious finds of the images of their Gods in their 

Temples and religious sites.  
 

Behold Yao, Yahweh: 
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so this is what was going in ancient South America: 
 

 

What did the elite Rabbi Michael Latiman tell his fellow Jews in Israel: 

 

"We [Jews] came here [to earth] to put things in order like in our home planet and now were 

gathering in groups to prep ourselves to conqueror earth that's the mission [of the Jews]. 
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How do we do it? We are also sent the method its coming from our original planet and thanks to 

that original natural force we have. We will take over those living on earth. "  

 

The Jews state they are genetically from this Yahweh and are literally alien. We known Yahweh 

is a collection of Reptilian aliens. The Jewish Cohen their racial gene has reptilian DNA in it.  
 

Source 
The Grid Of The Gods, Joseph P. Farrell, Scott D. de Hart 

 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

 

Re: Akhenaton 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Fri Jun 29, 2018 3:29 pm 

Blitzkrieg wrote: 

HP Mageson666 wrote:Even the name Levite was popular term of Egyptian Priests 

 
If I remember correctly either one of the JoS affiliate sites though I don't recall the one this was a few years 

ago or maybe perhaps a sermon on the previous external forums. Stating that hebrew the name used by 

jews before they (((acquired))) the moniker "jew"(as in ancient hebrews; which just adds to the whole 

confusion to xtians about stating the more modern jews aren't similar to ancient hebrews so their different 

somehow; which is a bunch of non-sense, its just musical chair with (((their))) identity) and primarily now a 

days language; is derived from Ibaru, the name of the Egyptian high priest, when they reach a certain 

position. Which is kinda funny word, Ibaru, as it has quite an Asian language vibe to it at least to me 

sounds quite like something out of Japan or S.E.A. nation language. 

 

 
There is a belief jews try to push that Goy and Gai-Jin are somehow related. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 
 

 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 

- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 
- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 
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Albania’s Nightmare of Communism 
 

The Communist regime ruled this tiny nation of around three million souls. From 1946 

to 1991. During this time over a hundred thousand innocents where systematically 

murdered, starved to death and worked to death in labour camps under the regime. 

Around a third of the population was passed thought the brutal slave labour system 

during the life of the Communist regime. One prisoner who survived the Albania 

Gulag system wrote the prisoners would state as dark humor, the Cosmonauts could 

probably see the prison camps from outer space they were so expansive. Many 

never made it that far, instead dying under the extreme torcher of the state. It was 

hinted by some who survived the gulags, those were the lucky ones.  

 

The boarders of Albania where ringed by armed guards and high electric fences to 

keep the people in. Thousands of people died trying to escape the cruelty and 

brutality of life under the Communist Regime. A whole nation turned into one 

Orwellian prison. 

 

The nature of the Regime: 

 

“Certain clauses in the 1976 constitution effectively circumscribed the exercise of 

political liberties that the government interpreted as contrary to the established order. 

In addition, the government denied the population access to information other than 

that disseminated by the government-controlled media. Internally, the Sigurimi 

followed the repressive methods of the NKVD, MGB, KGB, and the East German 

Stasi. At one point, every third Albanian had either been incarcerated in labor 

camps.” 

 

interroO'Donnell, p. 129.gated by the Sigurimi. 

 

Raymond E. Zickel & Walter R. Iwaskiw. Albania: A Country Study. Washington, 

D.C.: Federal Research Division of the United States Library of Congress. p. 235 

 

“To eliminate dissent, the government imprisoned thousands in forced-labour camps 

or executed them for crimes such as alleged treachery or for disrupting the 

proletarian dictatorship. Travel abroad was forbidden after 1968 to all but those on 

official business.  
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The justice system regularly degenerated into show trials. An American human rights 

group described the proceedings of one trial: "...[The defendant] was not permitted to 

question the witnesses and that, although he was permitted to state his objections to 

certain aspects of the case, his objections were dismissed by the prosecutor who 

said, 'Sit down and be quiet. We know better than you.'" In order to lessen the threat 

of political dissidents and other exiles, relatives of the accused were often arrested, 

ostracized, and accused of being "enemies of the people". Political executions were 

common..” 

 

James S. O'Donnell, "Albania's Sigurimi: The ultimate agents of social control" 

Problems of Post-Communism #42 (Nov/Dec 1995): 5p. 

 

Torture was often used to obtain confessions: 

 

“One émigré, for example, testified to being bound by his hands and legs for one and 

a half months, and beaten with a belt, fists, or boots for periods of two to three hours 

every two or three days. Another was detained in a cell one meter by eight meters 

large in the local police station and kept in solitary confinement for a five-day period 

punctuated by two beating sessions until he signed a confession, he was taken to 

Sigurimi headquarters, where he was again tortured and questioned, despite his prior 

confession, until his three-day trial. Still another witness was confined for more than a 

year in a three-meter square cell underground. During this time, he was interrogated 

at irregular intervals and subjected to various forms of physical and psychological 

torture. He was chained to a chair, beaten, and subjected to electric shocks. He was 

shown a bullet that was supposedly meant for him and told that car engines starting 

within his earshot were driving victims to their executions, the next of which would be 

his.” Minnesota International Human Rights Committee, 46–47. 

 

"There were six institutions for political prisoners and fourteen labour camps where 

political prisoners and common criminals worked together. It has been estimated that 

there were approximately 32,000 people imprisoned in Albania in 1985." O'Donnell, A 

Coming of Age, p. 134. 

 

“Article 47 of the Albanian Criminal Code stated that to "escape outside the state, as 

well as refusal to return to the Fatherland by a person who has been sent to serve or 

has been permitted temporarily to go outside the state" was an act of treason, a 

crime punishable by a minimum sentence of ten years or even death.” Minnesota 

International Human Rights Committee, 50–53. 

 

“An electrically-wired metal fence stands 600 meters to one kilometer from the actual 

border. Anyone touching the fence not only risks electrocution, but also sets off alarm 

bells and lights which alert guards stationed at approximately one-kilometer intervals 

along the fence. Two meters of soil on either side of the fence are cleared in order to 

check for footprints of escapees and infiltrators. The area between the fence and the 

actual border is seeded with booby traps such as coils of wire, noise makers 

consisting of thin pieces of metal strips on top of two wooden slats with stones in a tin 

container which rattle if stepped on, and flares that are triggered by contact, thus 

illuminating would-be escapees during the night.” Minnesota International Human 

Rights Committee, 50–53. 

 

“Fatos Lubonja is an Albanian writer who spent a total of 17 years in prisons and 
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forced labour camps during Enver Hoxha's regime. He is the author of a number of 

books which have been translated into Italian, German, English and Polish. Among 

other prizes he received the Alberto Moravia Prize for International Literature in 2002 

and the Herder Prize for Literature in 2004.” 

 

The below is from his book: 

 

Second Sentence: Inside the Albanian Gulag 

 

by Fatos Lubonja, John Hodgson (Translator) 

 

“Prison camps in Communist Albania were as brutal and claustrophobic as Stalin’s 

gulags, with the additional and unique horror that Albanian prisoners could be 

charged and re-sentenced while already in prison. In this raw and moving memoir, 

the prize-winning writer Fatos Lubonja brilliantly evokes life for prisoners of the state 

as they struggled to cope with the physical and psychological deprivations of 

imprisonment. Second Sentence opens in 1978 with a vivid description of the 

author’s experiences as a forced laborer in a copper mine in Northern Albania. In the 

tense camp atmosphere, Lubonja discovers that two of his co-prisoners have written 

a letter to the Party criticizing "the foremost leader," Enver Hoxha. Shortly afterwards 

they are spirited away under mysterious circumstances. Lubonja does not make the 

connection until he is himself re-arrested in the camp with seven others and sent to 

stand trial as part of an alleged counter-revolutionary organization. With heart-

breaking honesty, Lubonja describes the long months of interrogation and solitary 

confinement as he awaits his second sentence…” 

 

From the final chapter of the book which shows the reality of the regime that thrives 

on lies, propaganda, slave labour, torcher, murder and fear. Note the Sigurimi where 

the Albanian NKVD: 

 

I found myself face to face with Kapllan Sako, deputy director of the State Security 

Service. I had never forgotten the first day of the my initial arrest, and the very first 

words he had said to me, “We have brought you here to ask about your political 

views.” 

 

I had not seen him since. 

 

Kapllan was standing. He was little changed, still slim, sharp featured, greying-a 

typical Sigurimi man from the cut of his suit to the parting of his hair. There was also 

a swarthy character whom I did not know, sitting behind the desk. I noticed a 

standard sheet of white paper on the corner of the desk. 

 

‘Are you Fatos? Kapllan said to me. 

 

‘Yes, I replied. 

 

‘Do you recognize me?’ 

 

‘Yes.’ 

 

‘When did we last meet?’ 
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‘In July 1974,’ I replied. 

 

He was pleased that I could remember this. 

 

‘Why did you take that attitude in court?’ He said ‘We did not expect this of you.’ 

 

‘I cannot admit to things I have not done.’ 

 

I had no intention of arguing with him, because I was obsessed by the idea that they 

were devising another sentence for me. I had to watch what I said. 

 

‘So our people’s court has sentenced you for nothing? His voice rose. 

 

Did this man really believe his own fabrications? It disgusted me to hear him use the 

phrase ‘people’s court,’ as if it were something sacred, almost the people itself. 

 

‘The files are here. Let’s go through them together,’ I replied. 

 

He did not reply. He was anxious to get to the point: 

 

‘You said,”Fadil Kokomani is my best friend…”? 

 

So this was what got me into trouble. 

 

‘I said it in the moral sense, “I replied, ‘because of what he stood firm like a man.’ 

 

This seemed to take him aback. 

 

‘What do you mean, like a man, what sort of man is that?’ He grimaced, and reached 

out for the sheet of white paper on the corner of the desk. 

 

‘Look, there’s your best friend.’ 

 

Under the white paper were several photographs, apparently taken at night with a 

flash. The faces of Fadil, Vangjel, and Xhelal stared out at me with a gaze more of 

bewilderment and disgust than of fear. They were siting on a bank or earth with their 

wrists handcuffed behind them, all three tied with a rope. They had been 

photographed a few moments before they were shot. 

 

Kapllan shouted furiously, ‘That’s where you belong. That’s where you’ll go if you 

enter this door again!’ and he jabbed his finger at one of the photographs. I could 

barely recognise Fadil. I saw a swollen face, covered by a stain of blood that spread 

from the forehead and covered the eyes, part of the nose and the cheeks, and ran in 

three or four trickles down to the throat. I shuddered. The sight was frightening and 

weird.. I remembered the photographs of murdered saboteurs exhibited on the 

display stands of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, which had terrified me as a child. 

 

After seeing Fadil, I was too confused to concentrate on the images of the bodies of 

Vangel and Xhelal. My eyes spilled to the other large photograph underneath, in 

which the three corpses lay piled on another. There was Iljaz’s grey jacket, which 
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Fadil had worn through the trail.  

 

Kapllan bellowed again. ‘And you say, “Fadil Kokomani is my best friend.” 

 

‘What else can I say?’ I replied. 

 

--------------------------------------------------------- 

 

From the words of other Albanians. Life under the Communist system: 

 

http://www.deshmo.blogspot.ca/ 

 

Communist Prosecutor 

 

By Visar Zhiti 

 

Extract from the book “Trails of Hell” 

 

The prosecutor seemed notoriously oppressive and thick-skinned. In his heavy coat 

and bushy animal skin collar, he looked like a wild beast. Well, I guess spring hasn’t 

arrived yet. At first I thought they had brought policeman Marku to confront me in 

case I had broken a rule in the prison cell. I feel bad I was dubious about Marku, 

but… 

 

“This is the district prosecutor, comrade Avdi Gashi,” said the interrogator.  

 

“Explain yourself clearly, or I’ll rip off your pants!” brayed the prosecutor. I did not 

understand what was wrong with him. “They even requested you to be a writer in 

Tirana,” he let out a loud bray like a burp. His cheeks and trachea must have hurt 

from it. “But we turned them down. And we were right. How could we let an enemy go 

there? Is he going to explain himself, or should we charge him with an additional 

crime,” he turned his head toward the interrogator, “let’s add…?” 

 

“He will talk. He has no way out,” the interrogator assured him.  

 

What further accusation is the prosecutor so easily charging me with, as if he is 

simply adding another ladle of soup in my bowl?  

 

“What did you want with ‘rakatakia,’* who you got involved with?” The prosecutor 

asked with contempt. “Eh?” 

 

Even the interrogator got confused. He asked him in a whisper:  

 

“What do you mean by that, comrade Prosecutor?” 

 

“I don’t know! He knows who ‘rakatakia’ is… the Japanese one.” 

 

(Do they want to accuse me of being a Japanese spy?) 

 

“Aha, you are right,” the interrogator chuckled. “What is the name of the Japanese 

poet you translated; since you couldn’t stay out of it?” Irritated, he turned towards me, 
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“Eh, ‘Taketukia?’* Ah! What did you want do with him?” 

 

When I was a student, I couldn’t stand reading passages of Enver Hoxha’s speeches 

in Russian, which sounded mediocre, gorarçe* translated, and boring, so I found a 

Japanese poet to read outside of class, Isikava Takuboku. (Did I need to report this 

to my killers as well?) My friend from Korça, Skënder Rusi, and I decided not to 

waste our time terribly in vain and chose to translate a poet who would be permitted 

for exams. We picked a far, far-off Japanese poet who had a lesser known 

biography. Frankly, he was all we could find. H. Leka from Shkodra lent us the book 

from his personal library. He was our professor and our friend. We translated the 

whole book from Russian. But in his notebook Skënder interpreted the tanks more 

imaginatively and I, perhaps, a little more ironically.  

 

“Talk to us! Why don’t you speak? Vermin! Who gave you rakatakia and taketukia, 

and why?” 

 

I perceived senseless mumbling sounds.  

 

“What were your relations with critic Xhezair Abazi?” The interrogator asked me 

abruptly.  

 

“Same as with the others,” I said. 

 

“Is he talking about Xhambazi”* Howled the prosecutor.  

 

Then they were chatting over something, but the prosecutor could not lower his 

voice; he would find it easier to unload a heavy bundle of oak twigs from his back 

than bring down his voice. What? Sparks? What are they informing each other 

about? What is this Golden Pen…?  

 

“But they also asked you to be a writer, you renegade!” Despite his old age, the 

prosecutor charged towards me, but the interrogator held him back.  

 

“Wait, don’t you worry about it, I will fix him.” 

 

Translated from The Albanian by Hilda Xhepa 

 

Time to trade places 

 

Visar Zhiti 

 

(Extract from the novel “Torn Hell” by Visar Zhiti) 

 

New prisoners kept coming before we old timers had had a chance to get to know 

each other, which, by the way, was forbidden. The lack of contact with others 

lessened one’s self-perception. That poor mass of humanity, seemingly dressed the 

same, with identical haircuts, equally famished, where another seemed to be you and 

you someone else; without individuality we were nothing if not empty transparencies, 

multiplied by a thousand, or two thousand, by a million, by millions. During the age of 

slavery, three thousand years ago, this setup would have reduced you to nothing 

more than a slave due to your long years of imprisonment We whispered among 
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ourselves that cosmonauts could see our jails from afar, from the cosmos, perhaps 

from the moon, the prison caves, the rows of the condemned, the seemingly endless 

chain of them, stretching longer than the rivers. There were no prisons anywhere 

else. 

 

Among the prisoners emerging one day from the police van was a young man with a 

face paler than those of others who had survived their interrogation period. Around 

his shoulders he wore a black jacket with a flap in the back. Perhaps that was the 

fashion outside. He was told to take it to the clothes depot; he would get it back the 

day he was discharged (or whatever was left of it). He was also to get rid of his shoes 

and pants and don the prison uniform. 

 

When he was done, he emerged from among the new arrivals and silently, slowly, 

with the dignity of slow motion, he started climbing the path toward the barbed wire 

fence, disregarding the prisoners’ mounting tension. We had fixed our eyes on him. 

He walked sure-footed, his head held high. “Hey” – said some voices- “where are you 

going? There is no exit there. The guards will open fire. . .” These voices caught the 

attention of the guards inside the compound, where one of them, unexpectedly, 

rushed toward the newcomer screaming that he stop, as the guards would shoot: 

“Hey you, prisoneeer! You guards, don’t shoooot.” The prisoner, however, continued 

walking, without turning his head, with dignity. He entered the killing zone where 

signs marked “DO NOT ENTER” were buffeted by the wind like crosses in a 

graveyard. The soldier in the nearest guard tower, like from inside a wooden monster 

head and from between its teeth, was aiming his automatic rifle in our direction. “No,” 

yelled the guard from inside the compound, “soldier, don’t fire, I, too, am here.” He 

reached the recently sentenced man, grabbed him by his arms and pulled him back. 

“Turn around,” he yelled, “what’s the matter with you? Why are you crossing into the 

forbidden zone, or are you trying to get killed?” Look at the other inmates, be patient!” 

The former citizen did not open his mouth. “Are you insane?” He nodded in 

agreement. When he came close to us, he looked bewildered, more terrified of us 

than of the guns. He probably saw himself like one of us. 

 

I was overcome by sorrow, I didn’t know whether for me or for him who wanted to get 

killed. I not only did not dare kill myself, but had given up thinking altogether. 

Besides, whom was I supposed to kill, we were no longer human beings. My sorrow 

turned completely toward the unknown newcomer. It would have been better for him 

had he been killed. It would have been over for him and a challenge to the status 

quo. My very thoughts terrified me, for being so merciless toward another’s life. I had 

no right to want someone else’s death, even though others felt that way toward me. 

 

I doubt it that from the very beginning we had a psychologist among us. Had there 

been one, he would have been rejected as a Freudian. More likely, someone among 

us could have become a psychologist in prison. Chances were slim but psychological 

anomalies were all around us. A psychologist could have thought along these lines: 

“The inside guard, no more than a rubber truncheon for the regime, dares to save an 

enemy’s life. That must mean that the dictator is very ill, probably in his death throes; 

he may even be dead. They may be hiding it as in ancient Chinese dictatorships that 

were ‘led’ by dead emperors. Thus, the policeman of the ‘class warfare’, by saving 

the life of a prisoner may have been promoting his own future thus extending the life 

of an evil, even as he prevented death.” 
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Why, are you thinking that the policeman did not save the prisoner’s life, just out of 

human concern . . . ? 

 

“No, no, no way, he was trying to avoid being arrested. Time has come for us to trade 

places. How could I miss it if the policeman didn’t?” 

 

Trading places is not necessarily a change. Can there be no society without 

condemned individuals, hence without judges, without jails, without prisoners? 

 

Translated from The Albanian by Genc Korça 

 

Unpunished Crime 

 

by Reshat Kripa 

 

It was nearing mid-June in 1985. The summer was unusually cool that year, which 

seemed to coincide with the political climate of the time. The dictator had died, 

raising expectations for change in the hearts of the people. They awaited changes 

from his successor. The people were tired of the camps and prisons spread 

everywhere and of their lives within the large prison in which the entire population 

lived, that separated father from son, brother from brother. The Albanian people, who 

had been isolated for years, wanted to live like other nations of the world. Would this 

happen, or would it remain an illusion? 

 

Sotir Nastua from Narta was a military soldier in Ravena of Karaburun. When he 

received three days off, he departed for his hometown. He went out to the street and 

after waiting a short while, got on a truck that took him to the city of Vlora. There he 

boarded the shuttle bus that went to his village. When he arrived, the sun was setting 

and with it, he could see the cooperative’s agricultural laborers returning from work in 

the numerous village vineyards. Among them, he caught sight of his mother whom he 

greeted and affectionately embraced. They went home together, but he did not stay 

for long. He washed, changed, and got ready to go out. 

 

“What’s the rush son? You just got here. We have not yet seen enough of each 

other,” said his mother. But he acted as if he did not hear her. He went outside and 

headed for the center of the village. He definitely wanted to meet up with his best 

friend, Jorgo Shella. They shared a plan they kept secret. He went to his friend’s 

house, but did not find him there. He returned to the center of the village and entered 

a bar. There he saw Jorgo at a table talking to Aleks, a youth of the village, who was 

serving in the army as a soldier in Saranda. They greeted each other and Sotir sat 

down and ordered a glass of wine, like his friends. He wanted to talk to Jorgo, but 

Aleks’s presence prevented him. He couldn’t wait for Aleks to leave, when Jorgo 

suddenly whispered. “I spoke with Aleks about the plan. He is familiar with the place 

and is willing to help us.” Sotir was stunned. Jorgo’s act had shocked him. How could 

he open up to Aleks? How could he trust him with something so dangerous? But now 

this was a set fact and there was no way it could be reversed. “I would love to come 

with you,” said Aleks, “but you know my situation.” He was an only child and his 

mother was sick. They stayed there chatting until late in the evening, and decided to 

leave the country the next day. “Your conversation tonight is endless,” said the 

bartender, “Leave now, I have to close.” They looked around and noticed there was 

no one left. They got up, said goodbye to the bartender, and after strolling through 
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the deserted streets of the village, each went home. The next day they awoke early 

in the morning and set off for Vlora. 

 

“Poor me, son, I hardly saw you,” said Sotir’s mother, “why didn’t you tell me since 

last night so I could have baked you some bread rolls?” 

 

“Don’t worry, Mother, we will find everything we need at the place we are going,” he 

replied as he left. In Vlora, they boarded the bus on the Saranda line. They arrived in 

the city of Saranda in the afternoon and began to wander the streets, waiting for the 

hour at which they were to go to the designated place. 

 

Silence had fallen over Pavllo Shella’s home. Their son, Jorgo, had left three days 

before, along with Sotir and Aleks, and had not returned. Jorgo said he was going to 

his aunt in the city of Vlora. But no one had seen him there. Pavllo began to worry. 

He noticed that even the Village Council members seemed to avoid him. “Get up, 

husband, and go ask the police chief, because otherwise he will question why we 

have not reported,” said his wife with tears in her eyes. Then it was the custom in 

every similar case for one to inform the village police chief or the Department of the 

Interior. 

 

“We will wait. If he does not return tonight, I will go first thing in the morning,” he 

responded, concerned. That night they heard loud raps at the gate of their home. 

Pavllo got up and opened it. It was Avni, the locale operative officer, accompanied by 

Jollanda, head of the United Village Council, and two policemen. “We have come to 

conduct a search,” they said to Pavllo. 

 

“Why?” he asked, astonished. They did not reply. They pushed him aside and began 

to turn everything over. They searched everywhere. Pavllo and his wife stood still. 

When found nothing, they headed out once again. When Avni arrived at the gate’s 

threshold, he turned toward Pavllo and frigidly said, 

 

“Your son betrayed his country and for traitors there is only one sentence. His body 

lies in the morgue of Saranda.” The old lady immediately fainted. Pavllo stood frozen 

stiff. He did not know what to do. Should he cry out? To whom? Should he yell? He 

did not have enough strength. Once he gathered himself he turned toward his wife 

and helped her regain consciousness by wetting her face with cold water. She 

screamed. The village heard her and the people began to come immediately, but 

when they learned the reason, they left as if there was an epidemic of cholera. Even 

the brother and sister of the old lady did not dare come. Only Pavllo’s sister and two 

or three others close to the family came, and tried to console the poor parents as 

best they could. 

 

The same thing happened in Apostol Nastua’s home. The same search was 

conducted and the same news of death was given. The same grief erupted. People 

also began to distance themselves as though there was an outbreak of the plague. 

Mourning fell over both families. Apostol Nastua did not have the courage to pick up 

the body of his son. Fear of the consequences of this action forced him to hold his 

pain inside his soul. In his home they could not even dare cry for the dead. Sotir’s 

body was buried in Saranda by municipal workers. 

 

Pavllo decided to take on all the consequences. What worse could happen to these 
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two poor elders? The next day, he alone took the road to Saranda. His married niece 

lived there. She received him and told him the terrible story that rocked all of Saranda 

and would horrify anyone who listened to it. 

 

“People say that they were betrayed by the friend accompanying them. When they 

arrived at the appointed place, they undressed and threw themselves into the sea to 

swim toward the island of Corfu. Their friend turned around and informed the 

Department of the Interior. The motor boat of the coastal border guard immediately 

set off, reaching them in international waters. Communist border guards could have 

caught and brought them back to Saranda to put them on trial. But they did not do 

this. They were wild and did not have any human feelings. The criminals, born to kill 

and massacre people, took out their machine guns and killed both of them. But even 

this was not enough. Their youthful blood heated the communist sharks even more. 

They began to hit the young men with the propeller of the motorboat while hurting 

and disfiguring them all the more. And as if this was not enough, the next day they 

tied their bodies to a Soviet truck, dragging them through the streets of Saranda to 

terrorize the people of the city and to scare those citizens who might imagine 

undertaking a similar heroic act. All this was done under the order of the head of the 

Department of the Interior. Be strong, Uncle! A dreadful scene awaits you tomorrow. 

You need to face it with dignity.” 

 

“Yes, my niece, yes. Your uncle is strong and will know how to carry himself,” 

answered Pavllo, determined. 

 

The next day they went to the city morgue. A horrific scene awaited them there. 

Pavllo did not recognize his son. The marks of seven bullets were visible on his body. 

He could identify his son only from the shorts he was wearing. Nearby, his son’s 

friend Sotir looked the same. Making the most of the kindness of the hospital 

workers, he washed the corpse and dressed it with clothing he bought in the street 

market. Then he placed him in a coffin, nailing it so it could not be opened, and left 

on the municipal van to the village. They arrived home late at night. There he found 

very few who where close to the family. 

 

After unloading the corpse, the van left immediately. 

 

Llazar, a member of the United Village Council, showed up the next day at the gate 

of Pavllo’s house. Without coming inside he called to him and warned, “You are not 

going to bury the dead body in the village cemetery. We do not allow a traitor to rest 

near the honorable people buried there. This is the decision of the Organization of 

the Communist Party. 

 

“What should I do?” asked Pavllo, lost. “There lie the graves of my family members.” 

 

“Bury him below in the jalli (a barren piece of salty land by the sea), and do not leave 

a trace of the grave. I believe you understand,” said Llazar in a commanding tone, 

and left. 

 

Pavllo remained stone still near the gate. How was it possible for them not to allow 

any room for his son’s grave, those who just yesterday had greeted and warmly 

conversed with him? He returned to the room and broke the appalling news to the 

few people there. “We will complain to the Department of the Interior and if 
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necessary, to the Party Committee,” said Andoni, Pavllo’s nephew. 

 

He immediately set off for Vlora. But even at the Department of the Interior he 

received the same answer. He set toward the Party Committee, but no one received 

him there despite his insistence. Finally the man on duty at the gate told him, “Leave, 

son; don’t store up more trouble for yourself.” 

 

The village atmosphere was tense. Most people remained locked in their homes to 

avoid appearing involved with this event. But some shameless others, such as the 

dentist Nastua or pensioner Apostol, called aloud for no one to attend the funeral 

ceremony because Pavllo’s son had died as a traitor. 

 

The small cortege of mourners set off that afternoon for the jalli. The few people who 

happened to be on the street turned their backs to them. Worse, a shameless 

provocateur began to sing a song that sneered at what had happened. More painful 

events occurred in the following days. Spirua, a communist and sector supervisor, 

divorced his wife only because her father had attended the funeral. Whereas Pandeli 

Andoni, Pavllo’s brother-in-law, who would not consent to the Council’s dictate to 

divorce his wife, drank poison and ended his life because he could not resist the 

great pressure. 

 

The year 1990 signaled the beginnings of a huge downfall. Dictators of Eastern 

Europe began to fall one after the other. Only ours remained. Pavllo thought it was 

time to bury his son’s remains by the family graves. He exhumed his son’s remains 

and headed toward the village cemetery. But on the way he was confronted by 

Jollanda and Antigoni, secretary of the Communist Party, who said, “We are not dead 

yet. No, no! We are alive and we will crush you. Send back the remains where they 

were because that is where they belong.” Pavllo was silent and headed back. The 

remains were placed once again in the jalli. Only after March 22 of 1992 were they 

able to rest in the village cemetery in their rightful place. 

 

I met with the two elders one day in April of 1993, when I went to their home along 

with my friends, Mihal and Dino. You could read only mourning in their faces. With 

tears in their eyes they told the story I described above. They had a huge 

disappointment in their hearts. Would those who created this tragedy be punished? 

We searched for Jollanda, Antigoni, Avniu, Llazar and their other lackeys. We were 

told they had flown to Greece, where only God knows what they were doing and 

preparing, most definitely new tragedies, like that of the year 1997. 

 

Pavllo had only one appeal. He wanted democracy to bring to justice those who 

massacred and disfigured his son. Under the pressure of the Political Persecuted 

People Association and public opinion, the arrest of the ex-head of the Department of 

Interior in Saranda was made possible. But the trial was a sham. He was convicted 

and received only three years of prison term for the abuse of public responsibility. 

Oh, irony of fate! Three years of prison term in exchange for the lives of two 20-year-

old young men. Pavllo’s heart was once again let down. The crime was left yet 

unpunished. 

 

Published in the collection “A story for my friend,” 2004 

 

Translated from The Albanian by Hilda M. Xhepa 
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Red Holocaust  

 

Dead among the living 

 

by Afrim Imaj 

 

Though shocking, this is true: A resident from Vlora discovers his brother’s body after 

thirty years, bearing the same visage as he did the day they parted. 

 

The central character of this extraordinary narration is seventy-year-old Lavdosh 

Mersini, from Çeprat of Laberia in Albania. Lavdosh, after many painful attempts to 

find the remains of his brother, who was executed by a phony communist court, was 

able to locate them in the anatomy room of Tirana Medical Facility. Just as Lavdosh 

began to lose hope of ever finding his brother’s remains, when every effort seemed 

wasted, pure chance would grant him unexpected success. His legs took him to 

where Luan’s body resided, appearing as he did when he was twenty-five years old. 

 

“At first I couldn’t believe my eyes,” said Lavdosh. “It seemed like a dream; like 

something from those ancient ballads. I had to restrain myself. It was not easy. I 

stretched my neck and looked him straight in the eye. It was him. Yes, Luan! His 

eyes longed to tell me something; they were the only things that could talk; 

everything else, from his head to his feet, was frozen and ice-like. Only his eyesight 

offered life, warmth, and memories. They were weary and looked far into the horizon, 

reminiscent of the days when he was in jail, asking about his mother, Hairie. I took 

my first steps toward him. Was I drawing close to my brother, or close to a ghost? I 

stretched out to embrace and kiss him, a brother yearning to embrace a brother. He 

looked young, very young, identical to the day we parted 30 years ago. It was Luan, 

just the way he had looked that very day, with the same eyes, dark eyebrows, 

forehead, and full-sized, straight body. Only his hair had been trimmed. A bullet hole 

on the edge of his nose was mute testimony of the brutal actions of those who had 

decided his tragic end. He was in formalin, a lot of formalin, which kept his well-built 

body intact.” 

 

Lavdosh had to restrain himself, to rise above his painful shock. He had to bring Luan 

back home, to remote Çeprat, to be among his brothers, sisters, nephews, nieces, 

friends, and acquaintances, who would rejoice. But first there would be the journey: 

long, tiring, and deeply moving... 

 

After you have knocked on the door of her apartment somewhere on the outskirts of 

Durrës city, Lavdosh’s sister, Burbuqe, relates an account that sends chills down the 

spine. She says: “Luan, like Kostandin (1), came back after thirty years. Have you 

heard the legend of Kostandin? Indeed you have, and I too, though I don’t think you 

have experienced it. I don’t know who else had that destiny. Luan’s return after thirty 

years was like that of Kostandin. Yes, yes! While I kissed him, cold though he was, I 

recalled the ancient legend. The legend of the long wait for the knight leaping over 

whole mountains to fulfill a promise he had made to his mother. Though Luan had 

died, he had not perished, and did not have a grave - just like Kostandin! But Luan 

was not really like Kostandin, because he did not meet his mournful mother, and did 

not see her fade away, grief-stricken over him...” 
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She has to force herself to hold back her grief, to stop the tears rolling down her 

cheeks. Her husband, familiar with the situation, continues the conversation to give 

her time to compose herself. He begins, “The communists arrested Luan for refusing 

to collaborate with State Security. They trumped up a case against him - abuse of 

public funds - during the construction of social and cultural works in the agriculture 

cooperative. They fixed a shortfall of public funds amounting to 50,000 leks so they 

could execute him at night with a firearm.” The husband falls silent, allowing Burbuqe 

to resume the conversation. He takes out a pile of papers, discolored by the long, 

somber passage of time. The papers feature the court’s verdict. 

 

The sister of the young martyr goes on thoughtfully, “All of a sudden, they took him 

from the village where he worked, unjustly handcuffed, and transported him to the 

prison cells in Vlora. On the way there he met his brother, and confidently handed 

him the watch for safekeeping. Afterwards we could see him only with the approval of 

the interrogator. His courage never let him down. He never begged for mercy. The 

only thing he asked for was cigarettes. His only concern was Mother, who was his 

first and final worry. He remained that way until October 24, 1968, the day the 

communists executed him.” That was all Burbuqe could say. However, she was 

certain that her older brother, Lavdosh, knew more. He still lived at the same 

address, the place where Luan became separated from his heartbroken mother so 

many years before. 

 

Thirty years after his brother’s execution, Lavdosh Mersini still sees the image of 

Luan making a brave stand against the communist court. “Luan asked the communist 

judge to look him straight in the eye,” says Lavdosh. Each time he tries to visualize 

his brother’s image he remembers Luan fearlessly challenging the false accusations 

of the State Security people. It is this memory that initiates the conversation... 

 

“After the secret investigations, they took him to court and accused him of misuse of 

public funds,” says Lavdosh. “They rounded up an amount of 50,000 leks in the 

offices of the State Security. They served it and legalized it in court through the 

prosecutor, Sotir Spiro, and the judge, Irakli Bozgo. According to them, Luan had 

inflicted economic damage on the state, an act that would cost him his life. At the 

time, no one thought it would result in a deadly decision. What's more, witnesses 

summoned to the court strongly opposed the accusation. The first person who 

opposed the charge was the key witness, the chairman of the agricultural cooperative 

of Mavrova, Telo Dana. He disputed all the evidence used by the interrogator and 

spoke courageously about Luan’s good manners. This backlash enraged the 

communist judge, who arrogantly ousted the main witness from the courtroom. The 

same thing happened to the next witness, Maliq Hoxha, controller of the cooperative. 

They ignored his testimony by forcing him out. At that moment, with a powerful and 

fiery look, Luan rose to his feet on the podium. ‘Don’t put pressure on innocent 

people!’ he said. ‘Cut it short! Do what you have decided to do! I will face you to the 

end; I will boldly prove your lies. You don’t possess valor. You don’t have the 

courage to look me straight in the eye; you work behind the scenes, in the dark, with 

lies and false accusations.’ Luan, in shackles, wanted to continue, but his speech 

was cut short by the voice of the prosecutor. ‘You will get paid for it by bullet, Luan 

Mersini! You will be rewarded by hanging.” 

 

This is all he can recall from his brother’s trial in Pasha’s house, in the Vlora town 

center. What would come later was obvious at that time. Luan’s fate was 
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predetermined. 

 

The first to receive the grave news was the eldest brother, Bardhyl. He recalls, 

“When we took his winter clothes to prison, we were told he had been executed.” It 

was a cold October day in 1968, when, on his mother’s request, Bardhyl left the 

house to take food and winter clothing to his brother in the Vlora prison. As he was 

knocking at the prison door to explain his reason for being there, the officer on duty 

told him the dreadful news. “Don’t you yet know Luan has been executed?” He heard 

enough to feel weak in his knees. 

 

“I fell on the floor, out cold, and could not remember who brought me back to my 

feet,” says Bardhyl. “I remember how they splashed water onto my face and made 

me regain consciousness, and the kicks of the officer on the bag filled with clothes 

and food, which were spread everywhere under his small window. At that moment I 

thought of our mother. How would I tell her? I left for the village in a state of 

confusion. I had to hold back my tears. It had been Luan’s wish during our last 

meeting not to shed tears for him. It appeared that he had foreseen his tragedy.” 

 

Beyond this act of communist barbarism, Bardhyl Mersini wants to evoke and to give 

respect to the virtuous life of his brother. Caught in his memory is impish Luan who 

graduated high school with first-class honors, but “bad biography.” He was the son of 

a kulak, and an obstructionist policy was used to prevent him from attending the 

university. Heart-to-heart talks about movies and sports with Luan are still very vivid 

memories to Bardhyl. 

 

Bardhyl says, “Unique was Luan’s interest in having his hair western style, dressing 

nicely, and wearing fashionable ties. Right after graduation he started life in a hurry. 

He rolled up his sleeves and worked ten to twelve hours a day in construction. ‘We 

have to be ahead of others,’ he used to say to us. After work he had another 

personality. He washed, dressed, and went to Vlora, mostly when there was a soccer 

match. Movies were his passion. He knew almost all famous actors, and tried to 

make other young people like them. He was lively and active in his social life, open 

for help to anyone who knew him. In a few years after school, he was admired by all, 

a fact that caught the eye of the State Security. They wanted to benefit from his 

sociability, and used his political "defect", son of a kulak, to put pressure on him. 

They asked for his collaboration to obtain information about groups in Vlora that were 

interested in fleeing the country. Though he understood the consequences, he 

strongly opposed collaboration. He told us, State Security would not easily forget his 

denial. It was for that reason why the fatal drama took its toll...” 

 

Burbuqe’s husband details another aspect of Luan’s life, something he will never 

forget. He recalls, "Mother Hairie refused to give Luan’s suit to the police. The 

security men came accompanied by a dozen police officers. They searched every 

inch of the house to find and take all his belongings, from books, notebooks, papers, 

clothes, to nightwear. When they got hold of his new suit, custom made that year for 

his wedding, mother Hairie stormed upon them. ‘You may take my life but not the suit 

of my son,’ she said, and grabbed it from their hands. The police frowned for a 

moment; but, convinced she would not let it go, they left. She kept the suit by her bed 

stand until the day she died.” 

 

Mother Hairie lived for only a couple of days after Luan’s execution. She died at fifty-
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five years old, with profound agony that she would never know where her son’s 

remains rested. 

 

According to a former employee of the forensic medical lab, a woman who did not 

wish to be identified, “They embalmed the body of the young man from Vlora at 

night.” She had tried since then to deliver the news to Luan’s family. Lavdosh 

confirms this fact. He got the message from an acquaintance of hers in Vlora, while 

he was searching for his brother’s remains in Soda Forest, Mezini Well, Olive Plantlet 

Plantation, Old Beach, and many other places. Her story, connected through work 

with the cadaver forensic hospital laboratory, does not end here. Something very 

unusual about this case rooted in her memory. Everything is related to the moment of 

arrival of Luan’s lifeless body. 

 

She remembers, “It was somewhere in the end of 1968. I remember it well because 

the anatomy faculty was badly in need of cadavers. Following an order from a high 

ranking communist authority, a group of experts was created in haste with three to 

four medical doctors and state investigators to search some local prisons. Their prey 

was primarily from the contingents of political prisoners. One day, early in the 

morning, the expedition had just arrived from the city of Vlora. I heard one specialist 

informing the person in charge that in Vlora they had scented prey, “first-rate 

material”, for which they had agreed with the Department of the Interior Ministry to 

make it part of the laboratory. Furthermore, I learned it was about a young man, 

twenty-five years old. In the evening of the next day, they informed us that the body 

was brought in. By coincidence, I saw him the moment they took the body out of the 

truck. He was a handsome young man with a muscular body. The people who 

processed him said it was one of the rare cases which would last for a long time in 

the lab. When I saw the paperwork that came with him, I found the way to send, 

indirectly, word to his family.” 

 

One dead among the living.  

 

The following is what happened to twenty-five-year-old Luan Mersini from Çeprat of 

Vlora. 

 

They shot him at night, and immediately transported his body to Tirana, the capital. 

For many hours, and in complete secrecy, medical doctors worked on it. After they 

embalmed him they placed him in the anatomy lab of Tirana Medical Facility with just 

basic paperwork. The next day he was placed on the podium of the laboratory, and 

ever since he had silently ‘argued’ with the lab coats. Generations of physicians 

would practice on his body. The dead would coexist with the living for thirty years, 

until the day ‘the silent professor’ would abandon his ‘unwilling profession’ to return 

home.  

 

Translated from The Albanian by Hilda M. Xhepa 

 

Unspeakable Crime  

 

by Teuta Mema 

 

The Interrogation 
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Bedri Blloshmi, brother of the executed anti-Communist poet Vilson Blloshmi, 

recounts how he communicated with his brother by tapping a finger on the wall of a 

Librazhdi interrogation cell. Vilson told him that Kadri Azbiu himself, the Communist 

Minister of Internal Affairs, had grilled him in the interrogation cell in Tirana, the 

capital. After three months of cruel torture, Vilson’s left arm was paralyzed. During 

the night, plainclothes security officers kept him awake. With shackles cutting into his 

wrists, they forced him to stand on one foot, leaning against the wall. When he 

collapsed on the cold concrete floor from exhaustion, they raised him back on his 

foot, and persisted in asking the same question: “Will you accept the proposal of the 

minister to collaborate with the Albanian secret agents overseas?” Vilson said no; 

they started the brutal interrogation all over again. 

 

The Trial 

 

On June 7, 1977, outside the Librazhdi movie theatre, a horde of Communists kept 

screaming at the top of their voices, “Hang the reactionaries! Hang the reactionaries!” 

Inside, many police officers and numerous individuals carefully selected by State 

Security operatives applauded the unfamiliar faces that stepped in front of the head 

judge, Subi Sulçe, to read the false accusations prepared in the State Security 

offices. Isa Kopaçi, from the People’s Army and Todi Bardhi, chairman of the 

Agricultural Cooperative, read the false charges. The trial went on for six days. In all 

the proceedings, the judge held up expertise in the form of a written statement 

crafted by Diana Çuli, Koçi Petriti, and Myzafer Xhaxhiu and screamed: “This will put 

you to death!” On June 13, 1977, Vilson Blloshmi and Genc Leka were sentenced to 

death by firing squad. Bedri Blloshmi was sentenced to 25 years in prison. 

 

Expertise (1) 

 

Selim Caka, head of the Communist Interrogation Department in the city of Librazhdi, 

asked the editor of the newspaper Drita [Light], Diana Çuli, to look into the content of 

the poems written by Genc Leka. Diana Çuli responded to the request by expressing 

her expert opinion in a written statement on November 19, 1976. She wrote: “Genc 

Leka, the author of the poems, is marked with an ideological shake-up. In his poems 

is sensed a pessimistic spirit; the author does not seem happy, and tries to find 

happiness somewhere else. Behind the symbols he uses is revealed the desire to 

stay away from our socialist reality.” 

 

Sparrows 

 

Its veil slowly took off the yellow fall. 

 

With frost and blizzard will winter start 

 

Yet birds; in here you endure all, 

 

None can from native land take you apart. 

 

—Genc Leka 

 

After examining “Sparrows” in great detail in order to discover more about it, expert 

Diana Çuli writes: “Genc Leka uses irony. Our socialist reality looks miserable to him. 
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Sparrows are personified like unfortunate creatures. It is a reactionary poem.” 

 

Expertise (2) 

 

“On January 1, 1977, in Librazhdi, I, the interrogator of Interior Ministry, Lulo Ymeri, 

after studying the material about the criminal case number 56, realized that the 

defendant, Vilson Blloshmi, has written a poem entitled ‘Sahara.’ In order to 

determine the content of the poem, I decided to ask expert Koçi Petriti, literature 

teacher at Librazhdi High School, to get to the bottom of the following question: What 

is the real meaning of the poem, ‘Sahara?’ To answer my question, the poem 

‘Sahara’ was made available to him.” 

 

Sahara 

 

Sahara, away is Sahara far, 

 

Sahara of rocks, stones and sand 

 

Only her name befriended by 

 

Having no vision, has no plants. 

 

Sahara has no dreams in mind. 

 

Only stones grind inside her head... 

 

Sahara can’t even a song find, 

 

No tears to weep for all her dead. 

 

Sahara in world has no friends, 

 

Sahara has no children to fret 

 

Sahara is a piece of land, 

 

Quarrels all night, the news has spread. 

 

Night in Sahara hates to fall, 

 

It can't stand its stony mat; 

 

There is no love, or chat, or soul; 

 

Her black veil has nothing to wrap. 

 

No one knows why earth was swayed 

 

This injury on its back to hold, 

 

On purpose created was, they state 
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To make it a curse to nations all. 

 

When of her, he awfully speaks; 

 

Sahara eavesdrops and snorts; 

 

Sahara feels being so pleased 

 

When among us we curses drop. 

 

And when sunbeam timidly lies 

 

On mossless stones reflecting bright; 

 

Like a veil looks shrouded sky, 

 

To desert lightning with burning light. 

 

Therefore when deep and fiery hatred 

 

Blasting, abusing, someone befalls, 

 

Looms memory intoxicated 

 

For help Sahara promptly it calls. 

 

When evil curse its rage exhausts, 

 

Away in time memory fades... 

 

When rising sun thaws piercing frost 

 

Forlorn wasteland feels desolate. 

 

— Vilson Blloshmi 

 

“It is a hermetic poem; it explicitly has a depressing substance and gloomy figuration. 

It is a symbolic poem, and here and there turns into allegory, which speaks of one 

thing or action to be understood as representing another thing or action and 

symbolically expressing a deeper political meaning. Within the allegory, a different 

idea is hidden. This hermetic poem is a result of the influence of decadent literary 

movements, such as symbolism. Symptoms of dark figurations were criticized by the 

IV Plenum of Central Committee of the Communist Party. Comrade Enver Hoxha in 

this Plenum, said, among other things, ‘In recent poetry is manifested a tendency to 

use gloomy figuration which is in conflict with the Albanian tradition of unambiguous 

poetry. A few young poets have started to adapt in their poems the hermetic style. 

This is utterly alien to our literature…’ (Report of IV Plenum, p. 20) 

 

What is the real meaning of this hermetic and symbolic poem? 
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In order to understand the poem as a whole we need to shed light on the symbols 

‘Sahara and night.’ 

 

This poem is not a natural scene, i.e., a mere description of the African desert. If so, 

it would contain details of a desert, whereas here only the sand and the name of the 

desert are revealed. 

 

Second, the main meaning of desert, a vast area of land, is shrunk by the line, 

‘Sahara is a piece of land.’ 

 

Third and most significantly, it makes no sense for someone to write a poem about 

an unknown land which is out of his sphere of observation. This fascination in 

geography, if supposed to be so or alleged to, is absurd and discreet. 

 

Fourth, if it is a mere panorama of the desert then there is no motive to indicate that 

the desert rises like a curse, created by mankind, to serve mankind. The poem 

unfolds the idea that mankind calls the memory of the desert when mankind needs to 

curse or hate, in the same way someone puts a curse on someone else, another 

country or the world by saying: May God make you desolate! Or turn you into a 

desert! 

 

So, if the poem is a real panorama of Sahara, it would come as a creation of nature 

and not as a creation of mankind, human society. 

 

We understand the symbolism of the poem up to a certain point if we bear in mind 

the rationale of the author. What is his viewpoint for our socialist reality? Through 

what eyes does he picture our life? The discontent toward this reality makes him 

express regressive and nihilistic sentiments and ideas. The symbol ‘Sahara’ is 

addressed to a specific country other than the real desert of Sahara. If so, what 

remains for this country which has no friends or acquaintances, sons or daughters? 

 

The symbol ‘Sahara’ is made clear up to a certain point in the line ‘Sahara is a piece 

of land,’ as well as with the details ‘rock…and stone’ and ‘Night can’t stand its stony 

mat,’ along with the lines ‘Sahara eavesdrops and snorts,’ ‘When of her he awfully 

speaks.’ It is possible that the word ‘he’ stands for mankind, or for those ‘friends and 

acquaintances’ that Sahara does not have. 

 

The closest hint is for a small country, a piece of land in conflict with ‘friends and 

acquaintances’ that it does not have, and ‘with the night’ that it does not even get 

along well with. From the overall spirit of the poem intended by the author ‘this piece 

of land’ without friends and acquaintances, is a forlorn country encircled by hostility 

and damnation, and like an injury on the back of the earth, it serves mankind as a 

curse that comes out in moments of hatred. 

 

What is ‘night’ in the poem? What does it symbolize? That ‘night’ is a symbol can be 

figured out from the details: ‘The news has spread that night quarrels with the desert,’ 

‘Night in Sahara hates to fall,’ ‘It can’t stand its stony mat,’ ‘Her black veil has nothing 

to wrap,’ because in the desert that ‘Is a piece of land,’ ‘There is no love, or chat, or 

soul’; ‘No tears to weep for all her dead’, ‘Sahara can’t even a song find,’ ‘Sahara has 

no dreams in mind’, this piece of land etc...” 
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Therefore, ‘curse’ is the only thing left for this piece of land, which from hiding 

‘intoxicated memory’ calls for. 

 

The idea of the loneliness of the desert resurfaces throughout the poem and in its 

conclusion: ‘Forlorn wasteland feels desolate.’ 

 

Let’s go back to the symbol ‘night’ which is in conflict with the symbol of the desert. 

The desert, as the poem reveals, has two types of powers it does not get along with: 

its friends and acquaintances it does not have, and the night. Here ‘night’ is outside 

the sphere of friends and acquaintances that ‘desert’ does not have, which means 

night is a force within Sahara’s sphere and actually inside it like a black veil, which 

does not have anything to cover. 

 

The symbol ‘night’ is to some extent confusing. If ‘night’ was a force that the author 

sympathizes with, it should have been within the range of ‘friends and acquaintances’ 

that ‘this piece of land’ does not have. So it remains a symbol of a power the author 

does not like, which for him is night. What might ‘night’ look like in our reality to the 

author? If the symbols stand to this interpretation, the poem is in an allusion (it is 

allegorically spoken, indirectly) to this ‘piece of land,’ ‘devastated,’ deserted, 

desolate, then, according to the author, life is a desert. Nothing is created there. ‘This 

piece of land’ feels delighted even when they use it as a curse. The poem has a 

pessimistic, nihilistic feeling. It denies everything related with human activity. 

Symbolism makes it allegorical, and gives its content a reactionary meaning. 

 

The poem has several dark, contradictory and meaningless lines which, in fact, 

convey confusion, dissatisfaction for our reality and the author’s fear to express the 

ideas directly. 

 

I do not believe the poem has an interpretation different from the symbol and allegory 

used, despite the fact that, here and there, the symbol is incomprehensible and 

erratic.” 

 

January 20, 1977 

 

Literary Expert 

 

Koçi Petriti 

 

The Parliament 

 

In November 2006, in one of the sessions of the Albanian Parliament, the Minister of 

Culture, Youth and Sports of the democratic government of Albania, Bujar Leskaj, 

denounced the member of the Albanian Parliament, Diana Çuli, “A very successful 

book is recently published,” he said, “written by Sadik Bejko about Vilson Blloshmi 

and Genc Leka; two poets that Diana Çuli sent to the firing squad with her expertise.” 

 

Diana Çuli 

 

“At that time, when I was only 25 years old, that was my judgement about literature.” 

 

Execution and Tribute 
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At midnight of July 17, 1977, two anti-Communist poets, Genc Leka and Vilson 

Blloshmi, were executed by firing squad. Tied in shackles, a few kilometers away 

from Librazhdi in the area called Absconder’s Creek on the side of a shallow hole 

dug in haste, Communist terrorists fired bullets through the poets’ hearts, and 

covered the warm bodies with mud. They killed them because they wrote poems the 

Communist Party found objectionable. Their poems were classified by literature 

experts as reactionary, and the poets were considered enemies of the Party. 

 

In April 1994, with the decree of the President of the Republic, Sali Berisha, each 

poet was honored with the title, “Martyr of Democracy.” After the ceremony, the 

coffins were transported to the Librazhdi Cemetery. While the caskets were lowered 

into the ground, hundreds of mourners burst into applause, and some in the crowd 

shouted, “You were true heroes, heroes!” 

 

Washington  

 

On October 24, 2004, the Smithsonian Institute in Washington, D.C., one of the most 

well-known cultural centers in the world, organized the educational seminar “Through 

Current Albania.” The expert, Diana Çuli, daughter of a well-known hard-liner 

Communist family in Albania, also herself a member of the Communist Party since 

she was a university student, at present a member of the Albanian Parliament 

representing the Social Democratic Party, a new variation of the former Communist 

Party, was invited and lectured about “The phases that Albanian literature has gone 

through and the changes it has undergone with accordance to the time.” At the end 

of the seminar the American coordinator complimented her on behalf of the 

Smithsonian Institute. 

 

Translated from The Albanian by Hilda M. Xhep 

 

A Heinous Crime 

 

by Teuta Mema 

 

Lamtumirë, atdhe I dashtun, 

 

Po të la, po zemërplasun… 

 

Farewell, fatherland dear, 

 

Yet I leave you in despair… 

 

In the criminal courtroom in the city of Kukësi in Albania, on June 24, 1988, the 

Communist judge, Agim Hoxha, read aloud the verdict: “Dictated by the interest of 

the Party in Kukësi district, and the spread of hostile activity in the region, the enemy 

of the Party and people, Havzi Nela, is sentenced to death. Therefore to serve to a 

better prevention of the enemy activity within the district, he will be executed by 

hanging.” 

 

The poet Havzi Nela stood up proudly, and, addressing his final words to the 

Communist judge, Agim Hoxha and to the Communist prosecutor, Nikollaq Helmi, he 
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said, “You only hastened the time of my departure. I ask for justice and not mercy 

from you.” 

 

Better from this world I depart 

 

Better by worms I eaten be 

 

Better become stone and mud 

 

When the villain abuses me! 

 

Better clod, field or meadow 

 

Better grass, of grazing land, 

 

Better I by not a soul be known 

 

When the ruffian is on my head 

 

Havzi Nela 

 

On August 10, 1988, the anti-Communist poet was hung by a rope in the city he 

loved most. 

 

At the stroke of midnight on August 10, 1988, Communist terrorists put a rope around 

the neck of the dissident poet and hung him in the main square of Kukësi. At dawn, in 

front of the bus travel agency, the lifeless body was seen swaying in the air. Many 

people saw him, and read the inscription on the piece of cardboard hanging around 

his neck. “Havzi Nela, enemy of the Party and people.” The words Party and people 

were written in red. The fifty-five-year-old Havzi Nela, wearing a thin, discolored, fully 

unbuttoned shirt, a pair of worn out cotton pants and a pair of rubber sandals 

(opinga), stared the terrified onlookers in the eye. There were dark and red scars on 

his face and hands. When a pregnant woman saw the corpse swinging from the 

rope, her unborn baby was aborted. Only the members of his family, living in the 

countryside of Kollovoz, were prohibited from seeing the poet exposed as an enemy 

of the people. 

 

Havzi Nela’s lifeless body dangled from the rope for a long time. Then the uncovered 

body was shoved onto the trailer of a truck “Soviet Zis”. The truck then rolled 

throughout the city as a means to terrorize the residents. 

 

When you’ll find out, I have departed 

 

“May he rest in peace?” whilst say 

 

Do you realize what I’ve suffered 

 

I, the poet passion hearted? 

 

Havzi Nela 
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Havzi Nela was hung because he dreamed, thought, and wrote differently than the 

preaching and the orders of the Communist Party, then the state party of Albania. His 

poems were classified as political crimes. 

 

Who was the dissident poet? 

 

Havzi Nela was born on February 24, 1934, in the village Kollovoz of the Kukësi 

district in Albania. He finished elementary and high school while living in extreme 

poverty. He took his schooling farther and began attending college in the city of 

Shkodra, where he was expelled as a destructive element because of his beliefs. 

After much difficulty, he found a job as a school teacher in the elementary school of 

Plan i Bardhë, a small village in the Mati district. He was also banished from this 

village because of suspicious activity 

 

- reading some of his poems to his students. The poems were considered “repulsive” 

at the time. Later, he finished college in Shkodra through correspondence courses. 

He worked as a teacher in various villages such as Kruma, Lojma, and Shishtavec 

until 1967, the year he was transferred to Topojan. Topojan was where the most 

dramatic events for the poet and his family began. 

 

Havzi Nela considered what he was being put through: the endless verifications, 

being taken into custody many times, and limitations on the kind of work he could do 

and on where he could live. After reciting to his students the poem “Shko 

dallëndyshe!... Fly (Go) swallow!...” written by Filip Shiroka, Havzi Nela, with his wife, 

Lavdie, risked their lives by taking the road to cross the border to Kosova on April 26, 

1967. While crossing the borderline, he wrote on a piece of paper, “Lamtumirë, atdhe 

i dashtun, po të la, po zemërplasun... Farewell, fatherland dear, yet I leave you in 

despair...” and placed it on a branch of a hazelnut tree for the murderous border 

guards to find. 

 

A more tragic fate would follow him in occupied Kosova. The Yugoslav soldiers 

handcuffed Havzi Nela and put him, together with his wife, in Prizreni prison. 

 

On May 6, 1967, the Yugoslav occupiers turned Havzi and Lavdie in at Morina army 

checkpoint, in exchange for Albanian patriots from Kosova that the Albanian 

Communist government had to hand over to the Yugoslav Secret Police, “UDB.” 

 

On May 22, 1976, the poet received a fifteen-year sentence for crossing to Kosova. 

All of his property was confiscated. His wife was sentenced to ten years in prison. 

The poet never compromised with the dictatorship and its marionettes in prisons and 

camps. 

 

On August 8, 1975, he was sentenced to eight more years in prison as he was 

considered an ardent enemy of the Party and people. On December 19, 1986, he 

was allowed out of jail, but only for a short time. Less than one year later, on October 

12, 1987, he was placed under arrest and sent into internal exile at the village of 

Arrën. On June 24, 1988, Albania’s high court consisting of Communist judges Fehmi 

Abdiu, Vili Robo and Fatmira Laskaj rejected Lavdie’s appeal against her husband’s 

conviction and death sentence; the court ordered Havzi Nela should be hanged. The 

final approval of the death sentence by the Head of the Presidium of the People’s 

Assembly, Ramiz Alia, led to the proceeding of his execution. 
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The poet was not buried; Communist terrorists thrust him into the hole of a removed 

wooden pole. 

 

After he was exposed all day long on August 10, 1988, at midnight Communist 

terrorists took his body down and thrust him vertically into the hole of a removed 

wooden pole. He was deprived of the chance to lie down like all dead. He stood on 

his feet for five years and ten days, until August 20, 1993. After many attempts by the 

democratic government of Albania, that was the day it became possible to find the 

hole, covered with stones and thorn-bushes near the village of Kolsh, two miles away 

from Kukësi. With the presidential decree of the President of the Republic of Albania, 

Sali Berisha, Havzi Nela was granted the title “Martyr of Democracy.” 

 

When you’ll ask: “Where is he lying?” 

 

When you’ll search to find my grave. 

 

Say: “He deeply hated the tyrant.” 

 

Say: “The dirt won’t him decay.” 

 

Havzi Nela 

 

Now and forever, the poet rests in peace in a modest grave beside his parents in 

Kollovoz. 

 

When spring will come in fullest bloom, 

 

When nightingale will start to sing. 

 

On stones, thorn-bushes veiled tomb, 

 

A bunch of flowers for me you bring. 

 

Havzi Nela 
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Alex Jones "At War" With Joe Rogan 

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Wed Feb 13, 2019 

 

 
The situation against Joe Rogan is that he has the biggest podcast and reach probably ever in the history 
of youtube, and in many other platforms. Those who have went into the time of wasting to listening to 
some of his mediocre drivel, have constantly heard his advertising of drugs, weed, DMT, universalism, 
and generally globalism, which is the jewish agenda repackaged.  
 
From information that Alex Jones exposed on Joe Rogan, he is basically sort of like a part of a Rabbinic 
Soros Founded council with Rabbi Peterson and others like Rubin who are essentially dumbfounding 
goyim on a consistent basis, while promoting the agenda of the jews repackaged for a so called "I had 
free though n shiet" audience in present day America. 
 
Where Alex Jones however is a big hypocrite is however this: He claims he attacks Joe Rogan because he 
is supposedly angry he is defending and covering for pedophilia cults and other related abominations 
that happen on the world. And let's say that yes, Alex Jones is right here. 
 
However what skipped beneath Alex Jones's nose is the biggest pedophile institution on the planet 
which has this name: The Church of Jesus Christ. Jones when he is on speed he literally believes "Lord 
Jewsus" controls and guides his life, and that he is helping him on his mission, yet the super powerful 
lord cannot make a little change of mind on his own pedophilia infesting followers. 
 
Realistically speaking there is no place right now in which pedophilia is more pronounced and rampant 
than the xian churches and the fruit of the jew Rabbi Yehoshua also known to the normie NPC's in their 
slang as Jesus Christ, the Jewish lord and savior. 
 
From all these pious under the "All Powerful Lawd Jewsus", the all powerful can't even tame the urges 
of rotting grandpas in their 80's who are going after innocent kids. Oy vey the all powerful. 
 
If Alex Jones wants to do a mission for some sort of God, here, I present him as an emissary this mission: 
Expose the christian church and all the jewish pedophilliac rings, and name the jews for the trash that 
they are publicly. 
 
This however would never happen.  
 
One likes to blame "GLOBALISM", but as to the first and only "GLOBALIST" people on this planet, the 
jew, nobody likes to name them.  
 
One likes to blame "PEDOPHILLIA" but they do not like to quote the Talmud which mentions to sexually 
assault 3 year olds, or the Quaran when one is permitted to marry and have sex with kids below the age 
of 9.  
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One likes to blame "CORRUPTION" but prostrate themselves and advocate for the lord Rabbi Christ, the 
head mafia member of all the corrupted filth of this world above and below. 
One likes to be jewing on the behalf of jews, long story short. 
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Alex Jones 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Tue Aug 07, 2018 5:59 pm 

Its well known that Alex Jones was banned from several major social media platforms under the 

reasons of far leftist Marxist, ideological jooz speak. What are people thoughts on this?  
 

 

Sargon's video on the subject was well done in my opinion. He also showed the obvious the 

Marxist left does not follow its own morality. Because its just a cheap weapon against its 

enemies.  
 

I note Jones was banned at 3:00AM from one platform this is a kabala number and timing. 

While I don't care for Alex Jones I do however believe this might be the attempt to purge any 

opponets of Judeo Marxism from any media platforms. If they succeed with this they will 

probably start going down a list of everyone else.  
 

 

However the enemy has already been doing this for awhile to smaller names. Another possibility 

is they are going after Jones as test for reasons mentioned and to make him seem as legitmate 

opposition within their false left, right narrative. Jones is a Zionist pusher as he does not even 

hide. He also covers for the Tribe all the time. Claiming first Hollywood is owned by Arabs now 

the Chinese. While the Jewish press brags Jews run the whole thing. Weinstein sounds like a 

very Chinese or Arab name. Jones also threatens physical violence to those who have called in 

and mentioned the Jews.  
 

However one thing this will cause is the further exposing of the enemies control of social media 

and the more power to new social media sites that are free speech. 
 

It seems the Jews might be throwing their own under the bus. 

 

 

Re: Alex Jones 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Tue Aug 07, 2018 10:58 pm 

It is for certain the jews are going through a throwing under the bus phase for all their buddies 

again at this point even the soft right. They cannot even take their own agents.  

 

Jones tried to be a gud goy boi with the jews but they didn't seem to appreciate this either, 

which is to be expected. 
 

The media is terrified even of Jones, which shows they are pathetic. 
 

This will also ruin Jones financially, they attacked him directly to go for the kill here. 
 

Tribe or not jews don't give a shit either, it's the same old. 
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https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 

 

 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: Alex Jones 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Tue Aug 07, 2018 11:11 pm 

Also this may be simply related to some random banning (maybe Trump is behind this) to 

agitate the Republican voters for the Midterms and 2020. To become more vigilant. The GOP 

needs quite more Senators in the White House to get things done in the future.  
 

Jones is famous he affects tens of millions in America. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  

More will follow soon. 

 

Re: Alex Jones 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Wed Aug 08, 2018 9:20 pm 

The Jews who control Israel want to juke the Mecca in a war with the Arab Islamic world. So 

they can then destroy the Arab's and the Dome of the Rock and built their Third Temple which 

they need to have to create the Messianic world order of theirs. Their torah tells them to attack 

the holy sites of their enemies. The Joos have built that massive juclear assenhole of theirs for 

one reason. To destroy the entire Arab and Persian world. So they can then build their Israeli 

Empire in the region. 

 

 

Egon wrote: 

HP Mageson666 wrote:I note Jones was banned at 3:00AM from one platform this is a 

kabala number and timing. 

 

I looked at this thread at "9" replies and "777" views after watching video about deluded 

xtian Whites lol (no shiet it was just hilarious). Also yesterday I've watched "Mission: 

Impossible - Fallout" at the theaters and right in the begining of the movie, Jerusalem, 

Mecca and the Vaticancer exactly are saved from nuclear explosions by the good goys 

agains the "anti-religious extremists". It makes me wonder the kikes are on a kabbalistic 

desperate rampage as we progress in the final RTR 
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Re: Alex Jones 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Aug 10, 2018 11:13 pm 

This is the job of ISIS which is run out of Israel. There were preaching that the Islamic holy sites 

have to be destroyed as idolatry. Its probably so Mossad can then destroy the Dome of the 

Rock while blaming it on something like ISIS. And not having Israel take the heat.  
 

 

 

Egon wrote:Here are some proofs that HBO and Alex Jones have been "predicting" that 

Jerusalem's Dome will be destructed so that the Jews can fulfil their prophecy and apease 

the whole xtendom, like the subliminal programming before the 9/11 happened.  
Alex Jones & Game of Thrones Predict Zionist False Flag: 
https://youtu.be/3zHM6ehGwxI?t=15m3s 

 

Re: Alex Jones 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Fri Aug 10, 2018 11:19 pm 

Alex jones attacks us on so many fronts with his things, he is not worthy to be looked upon not 

even as our most remote 'buddy' or 'ally'. 
 

There are jews who at least don't have the nerve to attack us as much as Alex Jewcy does.  
 

He constantly attacks Satanism, constantly defames us, constantly reinforces all the typical xian 

memes, and constantly attacks every group the bible wants attacked (ie, Gentiles, such as 

random "Muslims", random gays and lesbians, random White people) and always keeps his 

own house (the jews) protected. Not once has he mentioned the jewish menace and gave them 

the least amount of responsibility for all their crimes. 
 

The downing of Jones might be a big operation of data gathering. For example, for those who 

will visit his site, for those who will download the app from the Apple CIA store and so forth. 

These people can be put on a base for filtering later. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 

 
 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 

- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: Alex Jones 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sat Aug 11, 2018 1:47 am 
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Don't be so hurtful HP Hoodedcobra, just think how is Alex going to pay for coke off Israeli 

escort boobs if he can't sell penis pills and orange drank to everyone to fight the "Nazi, 

Clockwork-Elf anyone but the Jews man, fantasy New World Order". Where are all the based 

Jews he brings on to tell us magical tales going to sell their wares now. 
 

Alex needs this platform to tell everyone how he has banged 300 women and if he was gay he 

would perform oral sex on other men..... This is important news! When Trump attacks Syria 

again we need Alex to inform us about all such things. 
 

April 2019 Trump Just attacks Syria.....Alex Jones goes live folks.... 
 

"This is Alex Jones reporting for Infowars, today Trump has fired hundreds of big missiles at 

ASS...sex, errmm I mean Assad. Let me tell you folks if I was gay I would suck on some 

biggggg and I mean bigggggg missiles folks, more then Trump fired at Syria too. This is Alex 

Jones reporting for Inforwars. 

 

Re: Alex Jones 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Tue Aug 14, 2018 7:42 am 

Alex Jones Deemed Kosher by "Top Israeli Intelligence"  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jORe0zfEOX0 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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Alien Invasions & United States Of America 

Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun Jul 14, 2019 

 

 

 
 
This is more than likely, the opposite. They do not seek to do bad with this, but actually try to defend in 
the potential circumstance where we are invaded by greys and other hostile aliens. While these may 
look like fables to the average person, the situation is that the powers that be are very aware, all the 
way on the top echelons, about the existence of said aliens. They know that they hate humanity and 
they even hate their own slaves. 
 
For those who are not aware, in 1942, during the height of the war, UFO activity all over the leading 
nations back then was very pronounced. A lot of UFO activity was constant and recorded, some saying 
that UFO's even intervened for both sides of the war between Nazis and the Allies, especially towards 
the end where Hitler almost had won over, in a case where we would be permanently absolved from 
Communism. 
 
For those who want to see a short video, here is the video about the Los Angeles Invasion -  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RnODDUX_eWA 
 
One of the most infamous events that cannot be debunked by any reasonable person, is the event 
known as the "Battle Of Los Angeles". This was in 1942, where a UFO appeared on Los Angeles and 
stood in the middle of the sky for hours. The biggest artillery weapons of the time didn't even scratch it's 
surface, nor take it down, after many hours of using anti-aircraft weaponry on it.  
 
Later on, and after they tried to hide the event, they just lied that it was an air baloon. I do not know 
many air baloons who can withstand hours of using anti-aircraft strikes against them as if nothing 
happens and I am sure nobody knows any of such either. Clearly, the government were at a loss to deal 
with this back then. Even the lie was just cheap. 
 
It was hovering there, and this is safe to assume it was the greys. The greys tend to do such shows of 
superiority, and it's known in UFOlogy that they are not "Gods", but they are very developed in a sense, 
and like to come around in strolls to scare or abuse humans, as a general context of carrying out 
research and getting to know more about our "primitive" civilization.  
 
The accident in Nevada with greys and related is the reason Area 51 exist to this very day. Greys are also 
known to attempt meetings and do moves which do not give them out as a very thoughtful or clever 
race, but they are definitely far more technologically advanced than humans, something they use 
frequently for terrorizing nations, leaders of the most important nations, and other individuals. While 
this is rare, it has happened before.  
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The greys are clearly terrorizing mankind and they have a clear cut agenda that they are promoting and 
they have related to the inhabitants of this world both through dumb idiots that follow them over stupid 
reasoning such as "love" and related - it's to bastardize mankind, unite all nations, microchip everyone 
involved, and later on convert them into a borg.  
 
I have wrote extensively on the subject. What methodology they follow for this here, they have 
apparently followed on other planets. Creating hybrids for infiltration, promoting borg like technology, 
shunning spiritual knowledge and understanding, and imposing brutal slavery focused religions that 
emphasize on the weaknesses of their prey are methods they follow in subjugating host planets and 
converting them to colonies of slaves. If these plans are not followed through, they also are known to 
terrorize people, or mass attack planets. 
 
Clearly in regards to the earth they could have done this a long time ago, but we are protected. 
However, despite of protection and what appears to be their dwindling numbers, they still check out on 
us and size us up to see how we would 'react' to them as a civilization. 
 
Another thing to bear in mind is that the US in particular, and possibly others, have been given 
technology which to us that we compare this with F16 and giant boats may look totally alien. So a staged 
alien invasion that is fake is a possibility now, and every UFO that appears could be of human origin or a 
reconstruction, rather than aliens. But back in 1942 this was not the case.  
 
The Space Force is a good move for humanity in general, we do need a space force. Our Gods seek not 
to harm us, but other shit out there is definitely planning this for a very long time. They are also vastly 
technologically advanced, and they wouldn't take strolls around to check on us like the greys or others 
appear to be doing.  
 
In 1942 on the height of WW2, aliens were sizing up the US by invasions as it was to be their next target 
after Germany, it appears. After WW2, the attention of all sorts went on the USA, which was now to 
'lead' the modern world after the fall of Germany.  
 
America back then was an ordinary advancing White Nation which was taken over by jews and forced to 
wage war against a brotherly White country. This was more than likely the Greys and related ilk at work, 
and they worked through jews, to corrupt America on the deepest essence, a situation which also 
manifested in how America entered a war they had nothing to do with against Germany. That is 
historically well documented.  
 
After the end of WW2, in what is known as Operation Paperclip, some of the top minds of the Germans 
and people who clearly had UFO knowledge and related entered the USA. With them also entered a 
sphere of influence of our Gods, and since we had an ongoing battle for the destiny of the world's ruling 
power.  
 
Both our aliens and the enemy aliens seem to be juking over in the USA currently, ours giving them 
developed technology, and the greys promoting the multicultural agenda and trying to cause internal 
collapse of the USA through jews, giving their own type of technological prospects. 
 
Actually any world destructive policy or stupidity of action from the US has been motivated from jews, 
or directly done by them from public offices, politically. As such the USA is a mixture of forces as of 
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current, and the enemy knows this. Jews talk in elaborate manners to how the USA is the "Great Satan" 
and has to be destroyed.  
 
The origins and planning of this nation was not to be infested in endless invasion and drown under 
endless invasion in slow racial extinction. But the jews saw to the effect of hijacking this and doing what 
they do in any nation they hijack. Despite their attempts the US progressively grew to become the most 
powerful country in the world, at least until now and after WW2, and later on the death of Communism.  
 
The reason of the Cold War is that America had a lot of influence from our Gods to wage war against the 
Stalinist abomination. Universalized communism is where a civilization and any individuality just ends 
and gives in to a permanent state of slavery, no different than the Middle Ages. Present day technology 
can make this way worse, and irreversible.  
 
However through all of this America was forced to deteriorate under the weight of the agenda of the 
greys and related communist ilk, through infiltration and internal mental warfare. Communism is not a 
system that a random Rabbi Jew invented, it's a thought that was channeled into the defiled creature by 
external forces, that has a whole meta-package going on with it.  
 
Communism comes strongly under teh form of what we call "Christianity" or "Islam", where people are 
reduced to petty ants only fit for slavery, under "God". Replacing this theme with Government and 
Communism we understand that the programs parellel one another.  
 
Communism is not a political or financial system only, it's a universal pestilence and an alien way of life 
management, fit for slave colonies, with crushed individuality and a system that is only applicable in 
beings without any free will or under enslavement, in any case, technology based as well.  
 
After the USSR and as a result, Communism fell, all the jews emigrated to America, later on infesting it 
with Communism. This was done by what the KGB Defector Yuri Bezmenov, a slow wasting and patient 
ruin of the fabric of American society, to bring it into Communism without the people even 
understanding it. Progressively, through the media, and through infiltration, a country is taken down 
akin as if it were in war. But this happens slower.  
 
This is why in America today one sees all sorts of Marxism and Communism parading through a context 
of "Socialism" and other deranged ideals that are in complete war with the traditional and more 
freedom oriented American mindsets such as those in the American founding. America became the 
country that stood in the way of Communism, due to a German injection after the end of the war, and 
the jews are now retaliating for this.  
 
Jews just by injecting themselves in a nation and getting the leading posts turn a country progressively 
into their alien system, it's hardcoded inside them, and Rabbis know this better than anyone. As such 
they say it's important to hijack and infiltrate Gentile nations to bring them under the borg paradigm. 
Likewise they carried over the alien agenda and intensified the jewish control on the nation, in turn 
empowering the aliens related to this.  
 
The Space Force in my opinion is about greys and reptiles, if said fuckers understand this world isn't 
going exactly on the direction of micro-chipped utterly bastardized serfs, they may attempt a brutal 
retaliation on mankind. This may also happen if they cannot trigger a WW3 during which humanity will 
just exterminate itself by itself.  
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Despite of the obvious that more than likely the Space Force will not be able to avert this (Both aliens 
interested in this world are more advanced) it's good that we have said ability to at least defend 
ourselves.  
 
As about Trump, I highly dislike it when he dances for Israel, but that is the presidency in 2019, one has 
no choice. You have to do a mockery dance to the jews for this and humiliate your country and yourself, 
as there is no alternative. 
 
I think he is the best president the US has had in around the last 30 years. He's at least trying to do 
something. He also leaked his meeting with actual people who are into the UFO defensive and 
knowledge base, giving credit to these theories. He could have done this in secret and keep people in 
the dark, but he decided to disclose that one at least, in letting people know that these talks actually DO 
take place. 
 
 
The question on if this turn out only good in the end is only falling on another question in general - 
which side is going to prevail and what ideological current that represents it, and the forces behind it. 
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All Alien 
Postby High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Wed Jul 25, 2018 1:27 am 

Adolf Hitler wrote in his book "Mein Kampf" how the races of humanity have evolved and 

changed through the centuries, in contrast to the Jew who has neither changed in character or 

agenda, despite the extreme amount of attacks, pogroms, expulsions and other calamities that 

have befell that race. 
 

In addition to this, no other race on this earth is a race within all other races, at the soul, and the 

alien DNA. 
 

I'm sure some of you here have studied entomology (science of insects), Hymenoptera (social 

insects such as ants), along with ornithology (science of birds), and more sheds a lot of light on 

the Jewish problem. 
 

A cuckoo bird will take over the nest of another bird; pushing out the eggs of the other bird and 

laying her own for the owner of the nest to feed and raise. A parasitic bird. 
 

Ants are highly organized and some species take over the colonies of other ants which they use 

for slave labor. 

 

These are just a very small example of what is in nature here on planet earth.  
 

It's a vast universe out there. How about a species of souls that are parasitic, that prey upon 

other souls, destroy their civilizations and take over their planet, turning it into a globe for slave 

labor? 

 

The Jews have had a strong hold on NASA, limiting access to many scholars, and others who 

have an interest in life outside of this planet. 
 

The unsuspecting populace is cut off spiritually, dumbed down and enslaved. Certain races are 

targeted and systematically bred to be the perfect slaves. Disposable human beings. The 

migrant situation is a paradise for the Jews. Endless slave labor for the majority; disposable 

human beings, worked to death, sex slaves, body organs removed and sold on the red market, 

snuff films and everything else. Most of this goes unnoticed. Migrants just disappear and no one 

inquires. 
 

Most don't know their rights. Many are literally chained to their work stations in sweat shops, 

slave factories, working 12+ hour days. Bathroom breaks are frowned upon. Few if any of these 

people complain. They make thousands of dollars an hour for these Jewish masters, and are 

lucky if they can even get a lousy meal out of it. This is the reality. They are systematically 

worked to death and disposed of. Goyim "cattle." 
 

The Jewish controlled systems also use migrations to destabilise and undermine the cultures of 

the host countries, raise the crime rate to destroy law and order, so the entire host country falls 

to their agenda of communism (they have near total control of the legal and court systems, the 

government and all other key positions). This is why the Jewish media keeps pushing the 
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immigration issue. The Jewish controlled media exploits the ignorance of the populace, plays 

upon misplaced sympathy and drives public opinion. 
 

As for the immigration issue, many in the host countries, who are citizens, who have lived there 

all of their lives, not just in the US, but in Europe are homeless and living under bridges, in tents 

and on the street. As we know, for centuries, Jews have taken over and owned most of the 

properties. It has been so bad over the centuries, that Gentile kings, after expelling all the Jews 

from certain countries, gave all of the Jewish owned properties back to the people. The Jewish 

monopoly on ownership of housing and properties causes the homeless situation.  

 

In communist countries, citizens were put on a waiting list for a lousy apartment larger than one 

room and waited years and years. 
 

Programs like Christiaity and Islam facilitate the takeover. All alien. 

 

In closing, I want to add, the level of intelligence of even Christian scholars who have attended 

seminary schools, degrees and so forth is shit for brains. Total shit. 
 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 
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All the Proof in the World:   

The Refugee Crisis: ALL Jewish Behind This!!  

 
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
 

  
Read this post and read this VERY carefully…This is very important and IMPERATIVE for 

all of us, no matter from where we are.   

  

Satanists are the Spiritually Superior and its up to us to restore order, within our Races 

and within the World in General.  

  

This is a War of the Jews against all Gentiles of this planet. When people realize this, 
things fall in place. It’s the Jews and their cohorts who create, force and CAUSE suffering 
in the world.  
  

I seriously warn those with a weak stomach to NOT read to skim this sermon fast. There 

are gruesome, but very real, pictures. Some pictures are gore. It will expose the 

gruesome reality behind the whole “refugee” thing and also alarm people to things they 

have never imagined or even knew before. One though should take an uneasy stomach 

for the Truth. If you don’t have the “time” to read, the “patience” or you generally suck and 

you are a murderous slime that wants to throw away the responsibility of helping to set 

this whole thing straight, for ALL Humanity, then it’s none of my business. Don’t say you 

haven’t been presented with the information. With that being said…Let’s get going.  

  

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/newstopics/eureferendum/12185688/The-EUs-

embraceof-Turkey-could-drive-Britain-out.html  

  

I will    tell you what is really going on. In the European Jewnion, policies and laws and the 

rest of the garbage produced are all in regards to the population is the most important 

factor. Turkey has 80 million population, while the European continent as a whole has 

around 320 million people. This is a very- very small number. If Turkey enters the EU with 

80 and increasing million population, the Pisslamics keep taking ground and cities, towns 

and are given free money- they have children, they have the rights to elect their OWN 

people.   

  

My comment: What is below will happen WAY sooner UNLESS THIS IS HALTED. When 

this process is done with, this world is DONE WITH. It will be over- forever.  

  

Non-whites will be majority in US and Europe by 2050:   

  

https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2000/sep/03/race.world  

  

Migrants change UK forever: White Britons 'will be in minority by 2066':  
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http://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/396390/Migrants-change-UK-forever-White-Britonswill-

be-in-minority-by-2066   

   

  
  

They of course have done this over and over and not “all” of them are rotten, however- 

most of them are and they know where all this is going. They do this in unison with Jews. 

Merkel is behind this and Merkel is Jewish- Its all the plan of the Jew World Order:   

  

http://www.angelfire.com/wizard/pixie666/Merkel_Is_Jewish_.pdf   

  

Merkel is doing what Europe is supposed to do, leading this to the mission of her 
Ancestors. Wipe out the White Race and World Take Over. Its well-known Merkel is a 
Communist Jewess.  
  

This happens in unison with many, many other Jews:  
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As this process goes, more and more countries get infiltrated. The Jews push their fellows 

in high positions in order to execute orders. List of Muslims in high positions just in Britain. 

One doesn’t have to doubt that many of them are also, Racial Jews:  

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_British_Muslims   
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After all the purpose of the European Jewnion is apparent and well known, as the Jews 

destroyed it deeply:  
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Want this to come in your country, or even city? If not, then it’s a good idea to defend the 

West and actually stop this disaster of Race Mixing and “Cultural Enrichment” that is 

creating horrific civilizations upon which both parties cannot really co-exist.   
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uPHIBvUr17c   

Everyday life in Muslim States, Total Savagery:   
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ISIS and ISIL were created by the Jews  

  

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic7348.html  

  

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic8115.html   
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In addition to brutalizing innocents, the utter savagery towards women, 

the sodomizing and raping infants, Islam not only rapes, but brutalizes  

animals. This is CRIMINAL INSANITY!!   
  

DO YOU WANT THIS CRIMINALLY INSANE AND 
COMPLETELY DEPRAVED VERMIN IN *YOUR* 
COUNTRY??????  
  

  
  
MURDERING, TORTURING AND HARMING INNOCENTS  
IS WHAT ISLAM IS ALL ABOUT!!!!  

  

This is what these people are in their majority and this is what they bring. Let the tears for 

the television and others who are naïve and IDIOTS. The Governments of the White 

people are against them. They are all the same Jewish Clique. We have proved this with 

many of our other posts.  
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As for the “refugees”, “liberals”, “feminists” and the list goes… Don’t buy the stories of 

“Muh Feels” and just get a good look around to see the Statistics. Crocodiles cry the 

loudest in this case and in all cases. The ones who rant and rave about “death”, “racism” 

and “violence” are the most violent, death bringing and racist people themselves. This 

includes the Jewish Race who is a well known, Criminal Race. We have covered this 

extensively. So while Alex ADL Jones and others blame the Nazis, or the supposed White 

“Supremacism,” wake up and realize its just normal to want to survive (whose sole crime 

is the defence of Jewish cultural assimilation).   

  

As about Feminism, Feminism is a Jewish Construct to begin with. Its mission, same as 

many other agendas, is to pacify the White people, destroy the bonds of unity between 

families, cultures and anything else, and feminism builds up exactly on what Christianity 

has sowed : Lack of Culture, bad relations between men and women, bleeding 

households. Then the "revolt" against these Jewish patriarch values in the Jewish bible, 

becomes a massive revolution towards Jewish Feminism. Both cases are equally 

perverted, sick and imbalanced- both are created by the Jews, with the same purpose: 

Pacify, destroy and control the White Race.  
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As 
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for Social Marxism going on in countries, which is the major reason on why people are 
actually ingesting all this "immigration" filth, same as "Christianity" which gives the "Love 
your enemies" values and promotes pacifism and "One mankind, one Human Race", again, 
these are Jewish Programs. These are intended to destroy the White Race completely. In 
the Jew Marx's words, about the "Revolution" of Communism the Jews want to push:  
  

 

  

  

As for how Social Marxism works, the KGB Defector Yuri Bezmenov explains it clearly.  

There is a *PLAN OF SUBVERSION and BRAINWASHING* done by the enemy for 

DECADES:  

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bX3EZCVj2XA  

  

There is a *PLAN OF SUBVERSION* done by the enemy. This shapes the road for  

Communism. One Race, One Culture, One Global Civilization- All under Jews. The 

"Kingdom of the Jewson Earth". Part of this is assimilation and destruction of borders, 

races, identities, cultures and all bonds that separate and keep people different. All 

humans must first become one "Race" in order to be sickly, dumb and easily controllable. 
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The biggest criminals are the biggest victims. You just need to put people in a range of 

their “victim” complex, which evokes “mercy”, in order to understand what is up. Mercy is 

the means through which the weak, just weaken down the strong, in order to destroy 

them. To evoke someone’s mercy is an act of hatred and it shows a sign of aggression all 

in itself. All “mercy” the enemy has created is a generated, fake contextual thing that 

doesn’t really exist. It just exists for the weak, incapable, lazy, disgusting beings that take 

down civilizations and decay anything. These are the only people that actively and 

professionally ask for mercy. The Jew asked for the Gentile Mercy for centuries. All 

Gentiles got from it are billions of piles of corpses, parasitism and endless slavery. 

Nothing as absolutely rotten has ever befallen Humanity.  

  

“Mercy” also implies that you see the other being as a useless, crap and excrement. In 

fact mercy is based on the pre-recognition that the other person inherently sucks and they 

can’t really do anything about the misery, so “strong you”, must help them. This is 

underhanded in that it makes the “giver” feel superior and through this blinding superiority, 

the one who asks for the “mercy” (like a Jew or Rapefugee) is getting the necessary time 

and means to sharpen their deadly dagger. Most people don’t really want to accept this, 

but this is how reality is and this is the reality of matters.  

  

The most major instance of "Mercy" being abused for power, domination and endless 

amounts of money, except of Christianity and the recent religion of Rapefugee Idiot 

Worship, is actually the Holohoax:  

  

http://web.archive.org/web/20150603001921/http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/THE_ 

REAL_HOLOCAUST.pdf   
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Going back to the rapefugees...  

  

To name very few articles…Of the literal THOUSANDS of rapes happening everyday at 

this point.  

  

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-05-05/migrant-rape-epidemic-reaches-austria  

  

http://www.news.com.au/finance/economy/world-economy/cologne-is-every-day-

europesrape-epidemic/news-story/e2e618e17ad4400b5ed65045e65e141d  

  

http://www.mediaite.com/online/the-list-of-european-countries-reporting-rape-crisis-

frommigrants-is-rising-dangerously/  

  

Part of this “Transformation” is death, Rape and Slavery of European Women, Children, 

even infants.  

  

  
  

Whites are merely being murdered by non-Whites all the time. This is GENOCIDE!! 

Despite of the media propaganda, this should be evident. The Jew has pulled genocide 

and slavery into all the other Races and they are constantly fanning the flames of racial 

hatred. Everyone is allowed to love their “heritage” and “protect” it, except of Whites, who 

are labelled as “Racist” or always get complaints if they do. A Jew is a Jew everywhere, a 

black is a black everywhere, but as for Whites, this doesn’t apply or they are Racists, 
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Nazis, Bigots and evil monsters. All this understanding, “philosophy”, reality and anything 

else is produced by the Jews for centuries.   

  

  
  

Here are those who do this “labelling:”  

  

The Jewish press has done decades of work to make things as they are today. Weren’t it 

for Whites and decent people who have had “White Morals”, most neighborhoods would 
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be like the one above and life would turn into a party of the Jews, who envision that all of 

theirs must own 2800 Goyim (non Jewish), Slaves. To their own word also, Whites must 

grow extinct in order for this to happen.  

If one merely even questions, then I will bring you some information in front of your eyes 

of what we are “bringing” in our countries and what ideas flow into their “midst”. Certainly, 

these are not the great Arabs or the good Blacks who are like a minority even to their own 

people. We are bringing in murderous people with intentions of wiping us out. The people 

who are sane and noble and they belong to these Races and are with the Noble Side, 

they will not even testify against this as they know firsthand and they are DISGUSTED by 

this behavior. I know many of you can testify here. However, let’s take one lengthy look.  

  

With Open Gates: The forced collective Suicide of European Nations :  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44vzMNG2fZc  

  

ISLAM IN EUROPE AND USA SHOCKING MUST WATCH اپورا و اکیرما مالسا :  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tv05D3Yeg_k  

  

Sharia Law: The Silent Take Over of Europe And America - Immigration Crisis 2016 :  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=58xKnZq-1sM  

  

How Arab and African Immigrants are Destroying Europe :  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MhsQXYJkU4Y  

  

The Islamic Invasion of Europe: https://youtu.be/akx2cacH1gM  

ISLAM MUSLIM MIGRANTS IN CALAIS FRANCE. "WE DON'T CARE IF YOU WANT 

US, WERE COMING ANYWAY”:  https://youtu.be/CQdVwZKYUU4  

  

Illegal immigrants and truck drivers (Emigrant vs. Drivers & EUROPA) - 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3SntAG9iQU  

  

Disregard the Xian/Jewish crap in the videos, as all of you know the Truth about the Jew 

and what they do. The kikes push “Islam Vs Christianity” meme all along, to win both 

sides and again, pay for nothing of what they cause.  

  

The Jews created Islam, Christianity, from the root of JUDAISM. This is the root of decay. 

As for Arabs, Arabs hated Jews for many centuries before even Islam came in place. This 

hate has still carried on for territorial and other reasons. Arabs have been in their majority, 

turned into depraved and criminally insane beasts by the Jewish program of Islam.   

  

I will post a link from “Radio Islam”, but this has nothing to do with Pisslam. The article 

itself shows amassed evidence of the Jews controlling the Internet:  

  

  

https://www.radioislam.org/islam/english/jewishp/internet/jews_behind_internet.htm  

  

As for Islam in general, one can see here:  
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https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/   

  

The kikes are on the telephone, as a global entity, to cover up their tracks. The internet 

has made this impossible for them: http://www.cnbc.com/2015/09/27/angela-merkel-

caught-on-hot-mic-pressing-facebookceo-over-anti-immigrant-posts.html  

  

Of course, the Jews try to pretend that they are good and innocent like any other time, 

and that Arabs are somehow worse. The Jews made Arabs worse than they ever were. 

They are aware they created everything that destroyed all these people and now they 

also want to get on top and reap benefits. This is a common Jewish tactic. The Jews 

know they have a bandit state, they know they are murderers, war criminals and filthy 

garbage- on the top level they know and they reveal their “Alien” existential mission as 

well.   

  

The Jews want to destroy all healthy world powers that can potentially stand in the way of 

that. The basis of any Nation or State is Racial. By destroying this base, they destroy 

everything that can oppose them or has the decent intelligence to go against this.  

  

The Jews did 9/11 in order to get help from the Americans in destroying and wiping out 

people in the Middle East, and create the “Greater Israel”. Part of this is to expand Israel 

so when they make the “Great March” into the Globalist Society, (With their appointed 

Jewish Leader as “Messiah”), the “World State Capital” will be in “Greater Israel”. They 

need ground expansion and survival place, until the rest of the work is done by their 

cousins abroad. Israel is the headquarters for most of these things. New York is called 

“Baby Israel” and most people know this.  

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NUbTe50UUgM  

  

Arabs who are Gentiles of course need to be used and then, after they serve the Jews, 

they will also need to die:  
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The Jews started all these problems to begin with, and their loyal slaves follow. Their 

slaves are from all Races, some more willingly some less, some oblivious. One cannot 

divide hair right now and place feelings over facts. It is what it is. It has been so for a long, 

long time. Wishful thinking does NOT change this. Neither placating emotions nor sugar 

coating the excrement. Things are what they are for all parties. All parties, for better or for 

worse, have to see the Jewish enemy and destroy them to the last one. Only then 
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everyone involved has a chance to actually advance. Knowing the weaknesses, 

stupidities, pitfalls and other issues of one’s Race, ties into this.  

  
  

  

HOWEVER THE PEOPLE DOING THESE AND EXECUTING THEIR ORDERS ARE 

*NOT* VICTIMS AND THEY DO *NOT* DESERVE ANYONE’S MERCY OR RESPECT.  

Even their own people deny them, why should Whites even bother? Always Whites and 

others pay the price of what the Jews do. Those who see these criminals and state 

destroyers as something friendly, just think that they have destroyed their Race, their own 

homeland and anything else. They are anything but poor and helpless refugees. They are 

actual male troops with the mission of out-breeding and destroying the White Race. Other 

Races will of course follow later, like the poor Palestinians and others who have been 

wiped out by the enemy Jew firsthand.   

  

Before I go into this, I want to completely debunk the “Black Myth”. Blacks are not a 

“warrior race”, they do not possess a very high IQ as a normal, and neither do they all 

have the big genitalia many are convinced through porn to believe they do. The Jews own 

the porn industry and weak Black Slaves of theirs follow the paradigm, yet the Jews know 

the Truth about all of that. They in fact reap endless benefits from it, so don’t believe in 

their crocodile tears.  

  

Here is a video on the matter:   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gC9SkFDJGg4  

  

Most unworthy blacks who are inferior to the best people of their Race, love this system. It 

even pushes the best blacks on the bottom, while promoting mindless apes and Jewish 

slaves on the top, like everywhere else. They are after all “Entitled”, and they are “Equal” 

to everyone else. Only the Jews are a bit more equal than others, while all others are 

“equal” in the wanna-be, “Entitlement” melting pot- until they all die. These are cultural lies 
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created by the enemy Jews, who want to turn blacks into empty creatures and whites into 

deceived slaves that are frail and sickly- ready to die.   

  

The creation of most of these myths have been based on porn, race traitor housewives 

(many of which are Jewesses, masking and parading as “White Women”) and others. The 

whole “interracial is fun” thing is a huge hoax. It never was and it will never be. No 

longterm society has survived the test of time, being multicultural.  

  

Every Ancient civilization, once they had issues with Race mixing, they started to perish 

and degenerate. The Jews know this entirely well and they accept no Black Jews in 

Israel, even if they are mixed. They consider them a real problem to their survival. For 

cultural, mental, spiritual and even physical differences, this not only isn’t fun, but this 

practice could only survive into a Jewdized, disgusting and destroyed civilization such as 

the present one. It’s an act against nature, health and anything else. Not even the Jews 

have such aims for their state or country.  

  

Where the situation is right now, even in the west, many of these people have unprotected 

sex, carry diseases that aren’t even obvious and the general reality is far uglier than most 

can even comprehend. Most find out only too late. Even Black women can testify on the 

fact that the accounts of men impregnating them and leaving them on their own, or living 

parasitically off of them, are insane. This phenomenon is widely practiced in the east and 

Pisslamics do this too. Women are property and animals, after all- that’s their mindset. 

The severing of the Clitoris, beating women senseless everyday even without reasons, 

subjecting women and enslaving them are all “refugee” country practices.   

So enough of words. One just needs to take a look around to find pictures like the ones I 

will post below. These are very, very disturbing but people need to wake up to reality. 

Many of them are fake as well and the people in the pictures aren’t even “impregnated”. 

There is a hobby amongst the “Black Ghetto Community” in impregnating “White Bitches” 

and leaving them pregnant, or even spreading all sorts of other malignant shit to them. 

These below are created from pro-black and "Pan-African" blogs. Obviously the Jews 

have their own hand in this as well, same as the Jewish porn industry and black savage 

porn industry and the list goes. Nothing beautiful about it. Only ugliness indeed.  
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I could go on and on as these pictures are literally in the thousands or more. The meaning 

is the same. WIPE-OUT-WHITES. That's all there is to it.  

  

The Genius plan of these people are to exterminate us. Others don’t really get  

“exterminated” by this practice, but it waters them down. Have babies like below- what an 

aim… JENIUS babies, yes.  

  

This is exactly what the Jews want bred. Anything possibly with the IQ of a dead potato.  

  

  
  

This is the reality of what the "hot" guys had as a cultural practice all along. Once you go 

ape black, you never go back- neither to civilization, to reality or anything. The Jew has 

won if they convince people otherwise.   

  

The Reality for a lot of those who come to supposedly "enrich" the West, looks more like 

this:  

  

  
Doesn't really seem like a worthwhile enrichment.   
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"An Orgy of Garbage & Feces of Unparalleled Proportions is Left Behind by Migrants in 

Austria": topic11443.html  

The act of Race mixing, from whichever angle, is an act of destruction of nature and all 

diversity there is on the planet. Race mixing constantly will in the end produce one last 

result of people that will be all the same and alike. The act of race mixing creates 

everything to be ONE and the SAME. No identity, no culture, no difference in the body, 

mind or even soul. Just one clump of repetitive, nothingness. Easily controllable, low IQ, 

empty and dull. Exactly what the Jews want. Making people turds, that's what's Race 

mixing is about.  

  

  
  

It’s also easy to understand and everyone knows that the genes that are called 

“Dominant” come on top. Dominant is a tricky word and this is on purpose, again to 

impose the supposed television advertised pseudo “Dominance” of these people. There is 

no real dominance and this can be seen into the countries they create. These people kill 

the good of their own like pesticide and the best of their own people want to live with 

Whites rather than this murderous excrement. Because Whites are not really the savages 

that many of these people are. As for the "Enrichers", they are not dominant and they 

haven’t ever been. Most of them are plagued by internal warfare for more than 1500 

years, they haven’t really advanced any serious civilization unless if it comes from the 

West. The Jews put the icing on the cake with their programs to ensure these people will 

never seriously advance. This is evident in their present day civilizations as well. 
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Everything around these matters is to try to convince Whites into feeling inferior and 

historical cover ups.   

  

We Whites however have been the civilizer Race, we have been the most Ancient Warrior 
Race of the planet and we are of the few Races that stand on the last ground for our own. 
All others are running from all directions, like the “male” rapefugees who are coming into our 
countries because they failed theirs, leaving their wives and children behind, in order to 
pretend to be the “Islamic Men” that will get laid with White Women. These people are very 
inferior in all ways and they are the worst excrement of the Arabic world. No decent creature 
leaves their own in order to get into a boat and freeload all their life. This is why “mercy” is 
utilized. They are not the Arabs of old, or the “brave people” many would call them falsely. 
They are actual deserters and idiots who let their own countries rot in civil war, their women 
to be raped behind and their children to die unjust deaths, if they had any.  
  

  

They are a bunch of weak, beta idiots that are the absolute lowlife and excrement of their 

own people- violent murderers and rapists without any discretion. For the “good fruits” 

amongst their midst, one just has to wonder what is the fate of a good fruit, in the midst of 

other diseased and plagued fruits. Eventually, it will take its own way as well. Most of their 

people too consider them a disgrace, this is why the Saudi Arabia didn’t even bother 

taken any of these infidels inside. Even to these Arabs, they consider them a total disaster 

and mess.   

  

  
  

These people are so Jewdized, they use “mercy” in the same way- to kill and destroy us. 

All of them are aware that our “genes” are “dominant” and they take satisfaction in that 

fact that they outbreed the evil west. Of course, they don’t have the manhood or decency 

to start any war, or anything like this, because everyone is afraid of the West, or decent 

Races like the Asians or the Japanese. As thus, they utilized and mimic Jewish methods 

in order to wipe us out slyly. With the eulogies of the Jews of course. Whites pay for their 

own death.   
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Why Christianity is a problem should be apparent. Love your enemies, give mercy to 

people who are going to wipe you out, self hatred, no spiritual awareness, which is total 

materialism, and makes people think of everyone as an “equal”, or self-hatred that makes 

people weak- this is all Christianity. Pay them, because you "OWE" something, you Evil 

Whitey. You always owe. To the Jewish god, to the "refugees" and the list goes. You owe 

always for things you NEVER committed.  

  

Even the "Black Slave Trade" was JEWISH:   

  

topic145.html  

  

  
  

Christianity and Islam are both Jewish programs. However, the West really struggles with  

Christianity and Christianity is what has opened the gates of decay, like in the times of 

Rome. The Vatican, same as the Orthodox Church and Islamhood, are all Jewish 

Gangster religions meant to wipe out Europe and others:   

  

http://web.archive.org/web/20160311144555/http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Pope 

_Visits_Rome-_HP_MAGESON.pdf  

  

http://web.archive.org/web/20160530163632/http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Pope 

_Tells_EU_Nations_to_Tear_Down_Migrant_Walls.pdf  
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http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3476959/The-Pope-says-social-fact-Europeseeing-

Arab-invasion.html  

  

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/   

[Exposing Christianity.com]  

  

This is the same about how sensitive and strong people deteriorate and weaken down 

themselves in order to align with the dumb masses. All Satanists here are away and far 

from this cancerous thinking. Only Satanism will save the White Race and other Races, 

from all of this decay. Satanism is the original form of Paganism. Like the Jews have 

Judaism, Gentiles have Paganism.  

  

One has to see above feeling and cultural indoctrination to see the Truth. Just look at 

which societies are more peaceful, and how mad, depraved and insane they come to be 

after incessant Race mixing, cultural assimilation. Stupidity and materialism, and murder 

culture imposed by the Jews, become the norm. You see nowadays a complete 

destruction of values. Christianity helped in this, weakened down civilizations and 

spiritually bound people- all ethics and spiritual understandings come from spiritual 

advancement. Christianity is the destroyer of values, power and freedom.  

  

The lower this is, the lower the ethics of a civilization drop. Everything starts becoming 

colorless, empty materialism. The same thing has happened in our present civilization.  

People are too empty, stupid and weak to understand a lot of things in many places. 

Strength, a fighting and noble spirit, are hated values. The values that are coming to pass 

are values like Jewish servitude, being “average” and ignorance is bliss- of course, with 

the Jew at the top.   

  

The Jew is behind endless promotion of criminality, Christianity which is a weakener and 

dumber of the Soul, that makes people have hang-ups, deprivations, emptiness and other 

existential problems that lead to murder and other social issues. You need to see a 

“Christian and Happily Married” couple to see this and it’s evident.   

  

Due to inability for someone to be honest to one’s self, one’s society and one another, 

people make the wrong “choices”, they deny their nature and the materialistic society 

gives the final blow into killing what is innocent and good in Humanity. All this rhymes with 

the bottom line of Christianity. People are born like evil excrement, they are to be 

punished and even their supposed creator, hates them. Misery, fear, and ignorance are 

all welcomed. Supposedly this dogma is all about “humanity” and never has society been 

so inhumane, robotic, materialistic and mass brain controlled as it is today. You believe 

the Jews and this is what you are going to get.   

  

The Jews hate any power Gentile Power. Power is not an evil thing. Emotionally powerful 

people don’t need to validate themselves by murder, crime, or any of these behaviors. 

They don’t need to be parasites, they don’t need to make anyone’s life worse just to feel 

they “Exist”. They are alive, and they don’t need a murder rush to escape from one 

moment from the siphoning of their own Soul by Christianity and its cohort puppets.  
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Humanity has grown so dead in some cases, that people actually invite suffering and 

selfmutilation (ethical, social or spiritual) in order to give a share or a color into their nasty 

and empty lives- all stolen by the Jews. The Jews steal their vitality, their labor, their 

workforce, everything- lastly, they too demand their Soul and to judge it. This is the life of 

the Goyim- the life of the living dead, the life of a totally enslaved servant.  

  

People are being born into a cage. Since infancy, countless programming’s are passed 

into their heads. Then, you have all the other filthy garbage of pacifism, weakness and its 

polar opposite- violence, crime and all the evil things. The enemy has made life and 

survival so hard, which forces a lot of people down rotten routes.  

  

Its about time life is reclaimed from the Jewish Enemy. Its about time people grow free.  

  

[b]The Jews will find us in front of them for once more:  

  

When human hearts break and human souls despair,  

then from the twilight of the past, the great 
conquerors of distress and care, of shame 
and misery,  
of spiritual slavery and physical compulsion, look 

down upon them and hold out their eternal hands 

to despairing mortals. Woe to the people that is 

ashamed to grasp them!  

–Poem by Adolf Hitler  

  

  
  

TAKE THEIR HAND!!!  

http://www.joyofsatan.org/  
  

TAKE A STAND AND FIGHT!!!  
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This time, the whole of Humanity will Rise up against the Common 

Jewish Enemy. Separated, but Together, We Will Achieve Victory.  
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Allah on Torturing and Beating Women and Rape 

-By Edward Lonsa 

This is text from Wikipedia + some my notes. It proves that all women-beating came out 

from jew-invented religion. While its believed that pisslime is the only one to promote it, the 

first thing I thought of when reading article of HPs Maxine was remembering some Russian 

books describing xian orthodox families, that did totally same things in god's sake: women 

and children of both sexes beaten to disease and death. A lot of Russian writers, such as 

Tolstoy, Dostoevsky, Gorky and Gogol, have shown it. Jewish god demands innocent blood 

from all its followers, both pisslime and xian, though I might agree that pisslime is probably 

the favorite of the jewish god. 

 

Quote 

 

This article explores how wife-beating is promoted in the Qur'an and Hadiths, along with 

commentary from Muslim scholars, statistics  on wife beating in the Muslim world, and 

common apologetic arguments made by Muslims and responses to them.  

 

Introduction[edit] 

 

Wife-beating in the Muslim world comes from the teachings of Islamic religious texts such as 

the Qur'an and the Hadiths. Because of this, domestic violence has been used as a tool to 

maintain control and dominance over Muslim women, this has created an intensely 

patriarchal society where men rule women and women must submit to men.  

 

Islamic Scriptures and Wife-Beating[edit] 

 

Main Article: Qur'an, Hadith and Scholars: Wife Beating 

 

Wife-Beating in the Qur'an[edit] 

 

Domestic violence is a societal problem in many countries, but in the Muslim world it is 

divinely ordained and justified by the Qur'an.  

 

Men have authority over women because God has made the one superior to the other, and 

because they spend their wealth to maintain them. Good women are obedient. They guard 

their unseen parts because God has guarded them. As for those whom you fear 

disobedience, admonish them and send them to beds apart and beat them. Then if they 

obey you, take no further action against them. Surely God is most high. 

 

Qur'an 4:34 

 

Surah 4:34 seems to establish men as having authority over their wives and the women are 

to be obedient to their husbands. If the wife disobeys the husband, the husband has the 

right admonish them, send them to beds apart and beat them.  

 

To have a better understanding of Surah 4:34 other translations will be quoted.  
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Yusuf Ali: Men are the protectors and maintainers of women, because Allah has given the 

one more (strength) than the other, and because they support them from their means. 

Therefore the righteous women are devoutly obedient, and guard in (the husband's) 

absence what Allah would have them guard. As to those women on whose part ye fear 

disloyalty and ill-conduct, admonish them (first), Next ), refuse to share their beds, (And 

last) beat them (lightly); but if they return to obedience, seek not against them Means (of 

annoyance): For Allah is Most High, great (above you all).  

Pickthall: Men are in charge of women, because Allah hath made the one of them to excel 

the other, and because they spend of their property (for the support of women). So good 

women are the obedient, guarding in secret that which Allah hath guarded. As for those 

from whom ye fear rebellion, admonish them and banish them to beds apart, and scourge 

them. Then if they obey you, seek not a way against them. Lo! Allah is ever High, Exalted, 

Great.  

Shakir: Men are the maintainers of women because Allah has made some of them to excel 

others and because they spend out of their property; the good women are therefore 

obedient, guarding the unseen as Allah has guarded; and (as to) those on whose part you 

fear desertion, admonish them, and leave them alone in the sleeping-places and beat them; 

then if they obey you, do not seek a way against them; surely Allah is High, Great. ) 

 

[my note, just look how this piss-slime lies into your eyes telling of "maintaining and 

protecting": 90% of muslim women are living in non-ending violence, in no other part of the 

world there is such "maintaining and protecting"! look what they call "light beating"] 
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Qur'an 4:34 

 

All three translations agree with each other and establish the Qur'an promotes wife-beating. 

The Qur'an states two methods must be used to make the wife become obedient and if they 

do not work, then wife-beating is permitted. It also states men have authority over women, 

and women are to be obedient, thus establishing an authoritarian structure with the 

husband as head of the wife. In fact the Qur'an states Allah created men to be maintainers 

of women and men are superior to women, therefore Allah did not create men and women 

as equals.  

 

The Qur'an also states the prophet Job (Ayyub) was permitted to beat his wife in Surah 

38:41-44:  

 

And remember Our servant Ayyub, when he called upon his Lord: The Shaitan has afflicted 

me with toil and torment. Urge with your foot; here is a cool washing-place and a drink. And 

We gave him his family and the like of them with them, as a mercy from Us, and as a 

reminder to those possessed of understanding. And take in your hand a green branch and 

beat her with It and do not break your oath; surely We found him patient; most excellent 

the servant! Surely he was frequent m returning (to Allah). 

 

Qur'an 38:41-44 

 

Wife-Beating in the Hadiths[edit] 

 

Some Muslims deny the Qur'an permits wife-beating and claim surah 4:34 has been 

misinterpreted, but in the Hadiths there are several examples, from various Hadith narrators 

and collectors, of Muhammad divinely ordaining wife-beating, thus confirming the correct 

understanding of surah 4:34.  

 

In our first hadith, Muhammad causes his wife Aisha physical pain by striking her in the 

chest.  

 

Muhammad b. Qais said (to the people): Should I not narrate to you (a hadith of the Holy 

Prophet) on my authority and on the authority of my mother? We thought that he meant 

the mother who had given him birth. He (Muhammad b. Qais) then reported that it was 

'A'isha who had narrated this: Should I not narrate to you about myself and about the 

Messenger of Allah (may peace be upon him)? We said: Yes. She said: When it was my turn 

for Allah's Messenger (may peace be upon him) to spend the night with me, he turned his 

side, put on his mantle and took off his shoes and placed them near his feet, and spread the 

corner of his shawl on his bed and then lay down till he thought that I had gone to sleep. He 

took hold of his mantle slowly and put on the shoes slowly, and opened the door and went 

out and then closed it lightly. I covered my head, put on my veil and tightened my waist 

wrapper, and then went out following his steps till he reached Baqi'. He stood there and he 

stood for a long time. He then lifted his hands three times, and then returned and I also 

returned. He hastened his steps and I also hastened my steps. He ran and I too ran. He came 

(to the house) and I also came (to the house). I, however, preceded him and I entered (the 

house), and as I lay down in the bed, he (the Holy Prophet) entered the (house), and said: 

Why is it, O 'A'isha, that you are out of breath? I said: There is nothing. He said: Tell me or 
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the Subtle and the Aware would inform me. I said: Messenger of Allah, may my father and 

mother be ransom for you, and then I told him (the whole story). He said: Was it the 

darkness (of your shadow) that I saw in front of me? I said: Yes. He struck me on the chest 

which caused me pain, and then said: Did you think that Allah and His Apostle would deal 

unjustly with you? She said: Whatsoever the people conceal, Allah will know it. He said: 

Gabriel came to me when you saw me. He called me and he concealed it from you. I 

responded to his call, but I too concealed it from you (for he did not come to you), as you 

were not fully dressed. I thought that you had gone to sleep, and I did not like to awaken 

you, fearing that you may be frightened. He (Gabriel) said: Your Lord has commanded you to 

go to the inhabitants of Baqi' (to those lying in the graves) and beg pardon for them. I said: 

Messenger of Allah, how should I pray for them (How should I beg forgiveness for them)? He 

said: Say, Peace be upon the inhabitants of this city (graveyard) from among the Believers 

and the Muslims, and may Allah have mercy on those who have gone ahead of us, and those 

who come later on, and we shall, God willing, join you. 

 

[my note, Aisha, who was badly beaten by her old husband was 9 years old wife] 
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Sahih Muslim 4:2127 

 

In the next hadith, Abu Bakr (the first Rightly-Guided Caliph of Islam), also strikes (his 

daughter) Aisha violently with his fist.  

 

Narrated Aisha: Abu Bakr came to towards me and struck me violently with his fist and said, 

"You have detained the people because of your necklace." But I remained motionless as if I 

was dead lest I should awake Allah's Apostle although that hit was very painful. 

 

Sahih Bukhari 8:82:828, See also: Sahih Bukhari 1:7:330, and Sahih Bukhari 6:60:132 

 

In the following hadith, Abu Bakr informs Muhammad he slapped Khadijah’s daughter, and 

Muhammad responds by laughing and tells Abu Bakr his wives are asking him for more 

money . Abu Bakr and Umar (the second Rightly-Guided Caliph of Islam) respond by 

slapping Muhammad's wives, Hafsa and (for the third time) Aisha. Later on Muhammad 

gives a decree instructing men to not beat their wives, but changes his mind once Umar 

informs him that some of the women have become embolden towards their husbands. The 

women complain to Muhammad and he responds by stating they are not the best among 

you and a man will not be asked as to why he beats his wife.  

 

Jabir b. Abdullah ( Allah be pleased with them ) reported: Abu Bakr ( Allah be pleased with 

him ) came and sought permission to see Allah’s Messenger ( may be peace upon him ). He 

found people sitting on the floor at his door and none amongst them had been granted 

permission and it was granted to him, and he found Allah’s apostles ( may peace be upon 

him ) sitting sad and silent with his wives around him. He ( Hadrat ‘Umar ) said: Messenger 

of Allah, I wish you had seen ( the treatment meted out to ) the daughter of Khadijah when 

you asked me some money, and I got up and slapped her on the neck. Allah’s Messenger ( 

may peace be upon him ) laughed and said: They are around me as you see, asking for extra 

money . Abu Bakr ( Allah be pleased with him )then got up and went to Aisha ( Allah be 

pleased with her ) and slapped her on the neck, and Umar stood before Hafsa and slapped 

her saying: You ask Allah’s messenger ( may peace be upon him ) for anything he does not 

possess. Then he withdrew from them for a month or for twenty-nine days. This verse was 

revealed to him: “Prophet say to thy wives...for a mighty reward”. He then went first to 

Aisha ( Allah be pleased with her ) and said: I want to propound something to you, Aisha, but 

wish no hasty reply before you consult your parents. She said: Messenger of Allah, what is 

that? He said ( the Holy Prophet ) recited to her the verse, whereupon she said: Is it about 

you that I should consult my parents, Messenger of Allah? Nay, I choose Allah, His 

Messenger, and the Last Abode, but I ask you not to tell any of your wives what I have 

replied: Not one of them will ask me without my informing her. God did not send me to be 

harsh, or cause harm, but he sent me to teach and make things easy. Narrated Mu'awiyah 

al-Qushayri:I went to the Apostle of Allah (peace be upon him) and asked him: What do you 

say (command) about our wives? He replied: Give them food what you have for yourself, 

and clothe them by which you clothe yourself, and do not beat them, and do not revile 

them. Narrated Abdullah Ibn Abu Dhubab: Iyas Ibn Abdullah Ibn Abu Dhubab reported the 

Apostle of Allah (peace be upon him) as saying: Do not beat Allah's handmaidens, but when 

Umar came to the Apostle of Allah (peace_be_upon_him) and said: Women have become 

emboldened towards their husbands, he (the Prophet) gave permission to beat them. Then 

many women came round the family of the Apostle of Allah (peace be upon him) 
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complaining against their husbands. So the Apostle of Allah (peace be upon him) said: Many 

women have gone round Muhammad's family complaining against their husbands. They are 

not the best among you. Narrated Umar Ibn Al-Khattab: The Prophet ( peace be upon him ) 

said: A man will not be asked as to why he beat his wife. 

 

Abu Dawud 11:2139-2142  

 

In the next hadith, Ali (the fourth Rightly-Guided Caliph of Islam) gives a slave-girl a violent 

beating in front of Muhammad.  

 

As for Ali he said “Women are plentiful, and you can easily change one for another. Ask the 

slave girl; she will tell you the truth.” So the Apostle called Burayra to ask her and Ali got up 

and gave her a violent beating, saying, ‘Tell the Apostle the truth.’” 

 

Ibn Ishaq: p 496 

 

In the following hadith, a woman complains to Muhammad about her husband and shows 

him where he had beaten and bruised her. Muhammad listens to the husband’s side of the 

story and comes to the conclusion the reason why his wife is complaining is because he 

cannot sexually satisfy her and she wants to go back to her ex-husband, when all she is really 

saying is that he is abusing her. Instead of scolding her husband for beating her, Muhammad 

says she cannot re-marry her ex unless she has sexual intercourse with her husband first.  

 

Also in this hadith, Aisha states that she has not seen any woman suffering as much as the 

believing women, meaning Muslim women were suffering more than their pagan and 

Abrahamic counterparts.  

 

Narrated Ikrima: 'Rifaa divorced his wife whereupon Abdur-Rahman married her. Aisha said 

that the lady came wearing a green veil and complained to her (Aisha) and showed her a 

green spot on her skin caused by beating. It was the habit of ladies to support each other, so 

when Allah's messenger came, Aisha said, "I have not seen any woman suffering as much as 

the believing women. Look! Her skin is greener than her clothes! When Abdur-Rahman 

heard that his wife had gone to the prophet, he came with his two sons from another wife. 

She said, "By Allah! I have done no wrong to him, but he is impotent and is as useless to me 

as this," holding and showing the fringe of her garment. Abdur-Rahman said, "By Allah, O 

Allah's messenger! She has told a lie. I am very strong and can satisfy her, but she is 

disobedient and wants to go back to Rifaa." Allah's messenger said to her, "If that is your 

intention, then know that it is unlawful for you to remarry Rifaa unless Abdur-Rahman has 

had sexual intercourse with you." The prophet saw two boys with Abdur-Rahman and asked 

(him), "Are these your sons?" On that Abdur-Rahman said, "Yes." The prophet said, "You 

claim what you claim (that he is impotent)? But by Allah, these boys resemble him as a crow 

resembles a crow." 

 

Sahih Bukhari 7:6:715 

 

Fatima bint Qais (Allah be pleased with her) reported that her husband divorced her with 

three, pronouncements and Allah's Messenger (may peace be upon him) made no provision 

for her lodging and maintenance allowance. She (further said): Allah's Messenger (may 
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peace be upon him) said to me: When your period of 'Idda is over, inform me. So I informed 

him. (By that time) Mu'awiya, Abu Jahm and Usama b. Zaid had given her the proposal of 

marriage. Allah's Messenger (may peace be upon him) said: So far as Mu'awiya is concerned, 

he is a poor man without any property. So far as Abu Jahm is concerned, he is a great beater 

of women, but Usama b. Zaid... She pointed with her hand (that she did not approve of the 

idea of marrying) Usama. But Allah's Messenger (may peace be upon himn) said: Obedience 

to Allah and obedience to His Messenger is better for thee. She said: So I married him, and I 

became an object of envy. Fatima bint Qais (Allah be pleased with her) reported: My 

husband Abu 'Amr b. Hafs b. al-Mughira sent 'Ayyish b. Abu Rabi'a to me with a divorce, and 

he also sent through him five si's of dates and five si's of barley. I said: Is there no 

maintenance allowance for me but only this, and I cannot even spend my 'Idda period in 

your house? He said: No. She said: I dressed myself and came to Allah's Messenger (may 

peace be upon him). He said: How many pronouncements of divorce have been made for 

you? I said: Three. He said what he ('Ayyish b. Abu Rabi'a) had stated was true. There is no 

maintenance allowance for you. Spend 'Idda period in the house of your cousin, Ibn Umm 

Maktum. He is blind and you can put off your garment in his presence. And when you have 

spent your Idda period, you inform me. She said: Mu'awiya and Abu'l-Jahm (Allah be pleased 

with them) were among those who had given me the proposal of marriage. Thereupon 

Allah's Apostle (may peace be upon him) said: Mu'awiya is destitute and in poor condition 

and Abu'l-Jahm is very harsh with women (or he beats women, or like that), you should take 

Usama b. Zaid (as your husband). 

 

Sahih Muslim 9:3526-3527 

 

In the authentic version of the "Farewell Sermon", Muhammad compares women to 

domestic animals and once again orders men to beat their wives.  

 

"You have rights over your wives and they have rights over you. You have the right that they 

should not defile your bed and that they should not behave with open unseemliness. If they 

do, God allows you to put them in separate rooms and beat them but not with severity. If 

they refrain from these things they have the right to their food and clothing with kindness. 

Lay injunctions on women kindly, for they are prisoners with you having no control of their 

persons. You have taken them as a trust from God, and you have the enjoyment of their 

persons by the words of God, so understand…  

Now then, O people, you have a right over your wives and they have a right over you. You 

have [the right] that they should not cause anyone of whom you dislike to tread on your 

beds; and that they should not commit any open indecency. If they do, then Allah permits 

you to shut them in separate rooms and to beat them, but not severely. If they abstain from 

[evil], they have the right to their food and clothing in accordance with the custom. Treat 

women well, for they are [like] domestic animals with you and do not possess anything for 

themselves. You have taken them only as a trust from Allah, and you have made the 

enjoyment of their persons lawful by the word of Allah, so understand and listen to my 

words, O people.  

Narrated Amr ibn al-Ahwas al-Jushami: Amr heard the Prophet (peace be upon him) say in 

his farewell address on the eve of his Last Pilgrimage, after he had glorified and praised 

Allah, he cautioned his followers: "Listen! Treat women kindly; they are like prisoners in your 

hands. Beyond this you do not owe anything from them. Should they be guilty of flagrant 

misbehaviour, you may remove them from your beds, and beat them but do not inflict upon 
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them any severe punishment. 

 

Al-Tabari, Vol. 9, pp. 112-113 

 

In summation, we find in the Hadiths:  

1.Muhammad provided tacit approval of wife beating by not scolding Muslims for beating 

their wives  

2.Muhammad referred to women who spoke-out against abuse as "not the best among you"  

3.Muhammad forbid Muslims from questioning men who beat their wives  

4.Muhammad allowed others to hit his wives (the very women whom all Muslims adore and 

refer to as "the Mother of believers")  

5.Three of the four Rightly-Guided Caliphs beat women  

6.Muhammad reaffirms the command of wife-beating in his parting sermon  

7.Muhammad himself struck his [9 years old] wife in the chest  

 

It is clear from all of the above that wife-beating has been an accepted part of Islam since its 

inception. Muhammad was not against domestic violence and indeed permitted wife-

beating in Islam.  

 

Early and Modern Muslim Scholars on Wife-Beating[edit] 

 

Muslim scholars have written a lot of commentary in relation to wife-beating in the Qur'an. 

Here we will only quote a few scholars:  

 

And remember Our servant Ayub, when he invoked his Lord (saying): "Verily, Shaytan has 

afflicted me with distress and torment!' (Allah said to him): "Strike the ground with your 

foot. This is (a spring of) water to wash in, cool and a drink." And We gave him (back) his 

family, and along with them the like thereof, as a mercy from Us, and a reminder for those 

who understand. "And take in your hand a bundle of thin grass and strike therewith (your 

wife), and break not your oath." Truly, We found him patient. How excellent a servant! 

Verily, he was ever oft-returning in repentance (to Us)! 

 

How Allah tested Sulayman then made Things easy for Him (Qur'an 38:41-44) 

Tafsir Ibn Kathir 

 

Ayyub, peace be upon him, got angry with his wife and was upset about something she had 

done, so he swore an oath that if Allah healed him, he would strike her with one hundred 

blows. When Allah healed him, how could her service, mercy, compassion and kindness be 

repaid with a beating So Allah showed him a way out, which was to take a bundle of thin 

grass, with one hundred stems, and hit her with it once. Thus he fulfilled his oath and 

avoided breaking his vow. 

 

Ayyub 

Tafsir Ibn Kathir 

 

"When a husband notices signs of rebelliousness in his wife (nushuz), whether in words, as 

when she answers him coldly when she used to do so politely, or he asks her to come to bed 

and she refuses, contrary to her usual habit; or whether in acts, as when he finds her averse 
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to him when she was previously kind and cheerful), he warns her in words (without keeping 

from her or hitting her, for it may be that she has an excuse. The warning could be to tell 

her, "fear Allah concerning the rights you owe to me," or it could be to explain that 

rebelliousness nullifies his obligation to support her and give her a turn amongst other 

wives, or it could be to inform her, "Your obeying me is religiously obligatory"). If she 

commits rebelliousness, he keeps from sleeping (and having sex) with her without words, 

and may hit her, but not in a way that injures her, meaning he may not (bruise her), break 

bones, wound her, or cause blood to flow. (It is unlawful to strike another’s face.) He may hit 

her whether she is rebellious only once or whether more than once, though a weaker 

opinion holds that he may hot hit her unless there is repeated rebelliousness."  

If the wife does not fulfill one of the above-mentioned obligations, she is termed 

"rebellious" (nashiz), and the husband takes the following steps to correct matters:  

 

(a) admonition and advice, by explaining the unlawfulness of rebellion, its harmful effect on 

married life, and by listening to her viewpoint on the matter;  

 

(b) if admonition is ineffectual, he keeps from her by not sleeping in bed with her, by which 

both learn the degree to which they need each other;  

 

(c) if keeping from her is ineffectual, it is permissible for him to hit her if he believes that 

hitting her will bring her back to the right path, though if he does not think so, it is not 

permissible. His hitting her may not be in a way that injures her, and is his last recourse to 

save the family.  

(d) if the disagreement does not end after all this, each partner chooses an arbitrator to 

solve the dispute by settlement, or divorce. 

 

Al-Nawawi 

Reliance of the Traveller 

 

How should the beatings go? Maybe a light slap on her shoulder, or maybe a not-so-light 

pinch, or a kind of gentle shove. He should make her feel that he wants to reform her, and 

let her know that he is displeased with her. It is like saying: None of the measures that work 

with sensitive people work with you. A word would be enough for any wife with lofty 

morals, but with you, words do not help. 

 

Then he attempts a new direction, appealing to her femininity and emotions, by making her 

feel that he doesn't want her or love her. When this doesn't work, he says to her: With you, I 

have reached a stage which is only appropriate for inhumane people - the stage of beating. 

 

Beating is one of the punishments of religious law. What kind of people are beaten? Virgin 

adulterers, both men and women, are beaten as a means of discipline. Who else is beaten? 

A person who committed an offense and was sentenced by the judge to beatings. Who else 

is beaten? Someone who committed a crime. By beating his wife, the husband is saying: 

You've committed a grave sin that merits beatings." 

 

Egyptian Cleric Galal Al-Khatib Explains Wife-Beating in Islam 

MEMRI: Special Dispatch, No. 2229, February 5, 2009 
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With regard to wife beating... In a nutshell, it appeared as part of a program to reform the 

wife. [According to the Koran], first 'admonish them,' [then] 'sleep in separate beds, and 

beat them.'...This method appeared as part of the treatment of a rebellious wife. I am faced 

with two options – either the family will be destroyed by divorce, or I can use means that 

may bring my wife, the mother of my children, back to her senses. The first means is 

admonishment...The second means of treatment is 'sleeping in separate beds.' Why? 

Because this targets the honor... A lot could be said about this. The strength of a woman lies 

in her ability to seduce the man. The man is strong and can do whatever he wants, but the 

woman has a weapon of her own. This weapon can be targeted. Many women will come 

back to their senses, when they realize that this is what's involved...By Allah, even if only one 

woman out of a million can be reformed by light beatings... It's not really beating, it's more 

like punching... It's like shoving or poking her. That's what it is: 

 

[Look now how muslim women die of "light beatings", punchings, pokings and shovings of 

her husbands - one of millions: 
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More "light beatings": 

 

Rania al-Baz suffered multiple fractures: 

 
 

beating unveiled muslim women: 
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Muslim Beats His Sister-in-Law to Death for Trying to Stop Him From Beating His Wife to 

Death: 

 
 

Dr. Ahmad Al-Tayyeb, President of Al-Azhar University and former Mufti of Egypt 

MEMRI: Special Dispatch No.2868, March 19, 2010 

 

Discipline. The husband has the right to discipline his wife if she disobeys him in something 

good, not if she disobeys him in something sinful, because Allaah has enjoined disciplining 

women by forsaking them in bed and by hitting them, when they do not obey. The Hanafis 

mentioned four situations in which a husband is permitted to discipline his wife by hitting 

her. These are: not adorning herself when he wants her to; not responding when he calls her 

to bed and she is taahirah (pure, i.e., not menstruating); not praying; and going out of the 

house without his permission. 

 

What are the rights of the husband and what are the rights of the wife? 

Sheikh Muhammed Salih Al-Munajjid, Islam Q&A, Fatwa No. 10680 

 

Statistics on Domestic Violence in the Muslim World[edit] 

 

Main Article: Muslim Statistics (Domestic Violence) 

 

Given the fact wife-beating is divinely ordained in Islam, one must wonder how this effects 

the Muslim world. Here are some statistics on domestic violence in the Muslim world:  

Afghanistan  

Nearly 90 percent of Afghan women suffer from domestic abuse, according to the United 

Nations Development Fund for Women. Despite that, there are less than a dozen shelters 

like this one in Afghanistan, usually run by non-governmental organizations. Abusers are 

rarely prosecuted or convicted, and most women are afraid to say anything. "Their mothers 

are beaten by their fathers. They're beaten by their fathers, by their brothers. It's a way of 

life," said Manizha Naderi, director of WAW.[1] 

 

Iran  

Statistics in Iran show that 66% of Iranian women, at the beginning of the marriage have 

been at least physically abused once. Some forms of physical abuse that occur include: 

biting, bondage, imprisonment in their own home, scratching, hair pulling, and even 

starving.[2] 

 

Iraq  

A recent report by the UN Assistance Mission for Iraq (UNAMI) registered 139 cases of 

violence against women in the northern region of Kurdistan in the second half of 2008 alone. 
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It said 163 women were killed as a result of domestic violence in Kurdistan in 2009. Experts 

suggest the number is less than 5 percent of the real estimates.[3] 

 

Jordan  

91% of university students polled by the Jordanian Human Right Center approve of wife 

beating. An earlier study by another organization found out that a majority of WOMEN also 

supports the right of a husband to beat the wife[4] 

 

 

According to the [National Family Council] report: 

83% of Jordanian women approve of wife beating if the woman cheats on her husband 

60% approve of wife beating in cases where the wife burns a meal she's cooking 

52% approve of wife beating in case where she's refused to follow the husband’s orders[5] 

 

Pakistan  

A study published in June 2006 in the Journal of the Pakistan Medical Association, based on 

interviews with 300 women admitted to hospital for childbirth, said 80 percent reported 

being subjected to some kind of abuse within marriage. At times, the violence inflicted on 

women takes on truly horrendous forms. The Islamabad-based Progressive Women's 

Association (PWA), headed by Shahnaz Bukhari, believes up to 4,000 women are burnt each 

year, almost always by husbands or in-laws, often as “punishment” for minor “offences” or 

for failure to bring in a sufficient dowry. The PWA said it had collected details of nearly 8,000 

such victims from March 1994 to March 2007, from three hospitals in the Rawalpindi-

Islamabad area alone.[6] 

 

 

The number of incidents of violence against women increased by 13 per cent in 2009, says a 

report by the Aurat Foundation set to be released on Wednesday. The report states that 

8,548 incidents of violence against women were reported in 2009 compared to 7,571 

incidents reported in 2008. Of these, 5,722 were reported to have occurred in Punjab, 

followed by 1,762 in Sindh, 655 in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa and 237 in Balochistan. Similarly, 

172 cases of violence against women were reported in Islamabad, the report said.[7] 

 

Palestinian Authority area  

Launched in January 1999, the [Women's Empowerment] project first established a research 

team, trained by Dr Abdo, which in turn began training community leaders on gender-based 

research methods. They have used these skills to interview a representative sample of 120 

women from refugee camps, villages, and cities in the Gaza Strip to determine the incidence 

of gender-based violence. The preliminary results are alarming: half of the women 

interviewed to date have been victims of violence. "Violence against women in Gaza 

basically means domestic violence," says research consultant Aitemad Muhanna. "Women 

are beaten by their husbands, beaten by their fathers, and even beaten by their brothers." 

Women are beaten for not fulfilling traditional roles — such as cooking, cleaning, or tending 

to their appearance — to a husband's satisfaction. Other abuses include harsh insults, sexual 

abuse among family, and marital rape.[8] 

 

Qatar  

One in three wives in Qatar suffer physical or psychological violence from the side of their 
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husband[9] 

 

Turkey  

London-based Refugee Workers Association Woman’s Group (GIK-DER) revealed disturbing 

news last week [in November, 2006] that up to 80% Turkish and Kurdish women are victims 

of domestic violence and sexual harassment. At the same time 70% of Turkish and Kurdish 

husbands cheat on their wives.[10] 

 

 

According to a government study titled “Research on Domestic Violence against Women in 

Turkey,” 41.9 percent of Turkish women are subjected to physical and sexual violence. 

Women at a “low-income level” are assaulted at a rate of 49.9 percent, while the number 

for higher-income women is still high, at 28.7 percent. 

. . . 

Altogether, 33.7 percent of women said they considered suicide as a solution to their 

problems.[11] 

 

According to a report by UN Women released in early July of last year [2011], Turkey tops 

Europe and the US in the number of incidences of violence against women. Official statistics 

reveal that four out of 10 women in Turkey are beaten by their husbands.[12] 

 

South Mediterranean Region  

Violence against women in the home is the main emergency needed to be tackled by the 

Mediterranean's southern shores. The phenomenon affects between 40% and 75% of 

married women, who suffer mainly at the hands of their husbands. This is the glaring figure 

contained in a study carried out by the Euromed Gender Equality Programme (EGEP), which 

has been presented at a conference held in Brussels. The 'Programme to enhance quality 

between men and women in the Euromed Region', which is financed by the European Union 

as part of neighbourhood policy, focussed on nine partner countries between 2008 and 

2011: Algeria, Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Palestinian Territories, Syria and 

Tunisia.[13] 

 

Response From Muslim Women 

 

Because domestic violence is divinely ordained in Islam, it is an epidemic in many Muslim 

countries. Even though it is divinely sanctioned, some Muslim women have found the 

courage to speak against domestic violence and reach out to other Muslim women who are 

suffering, although some of these advocates still deny the fact Islam sanctions wife-beating.  

 

My husband first tried to strangle me until I fell unconscious, then he tried to smash my face.  

Every violent man will be able to see the suffering that he causes and every woman afraid of 

falling into a similar situation will be able to avoid what happened to me  

 

Later he took me to the hospital while I was still unconscious and dropped me off at the 

gate. He didn't give them my name, my family's telephone number or anything about me.  

 

When my mother finally arrived, the doctor told her I had only a 3% chance of survival.  
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The reason why he beat me up was very trivial, we had an argument in which we exchanged 

no more than four sentences.  

 

He had no reason for attacking me this way, but it wasn't the first time he was violent, 

although he had never been that violent before.  

 

Encouraging victims  

 

I kept silent until now because I didn't want to see my family being torn apart. I thought that 

maybe if I was patient enough I could make him change.  

 

Now that I've made my story public, I'm scared. I've almost been through death, so I guess 

it's pretty normal that I now fear for my life and for my children's lives.  

 

I decided to have my picture published so that it would be a lesson for others, for every man 

and every woman.  

 

I'm just hoping that the judge will be fair to me and that my husband receives a punishment 

equal to what he did to me. No more, no less Every violent man will be able to see the 

suffering that he causes and every woman who is afraid of falling into a similar situation will 

be able to avoid what happened to me.  

 

Some people have called me a heroine for doing so, but I don't know why.  

 

Maybe people have appreciated that I dared to talk about a taboo subject so that others 

don't face the same thing.  

 

In my opinion it isn't about being heroic, but about talking about what happens in reality.  

 

However uncomfortable it is, it's better to talk about reality than to pretend that nothing 

bad is ever happening.  

 

I believe I've encouraged other victims of domestic violence to follow suit.  

I'm now campaigning with a human rights organisation which has received many letters and 

I have also received personally many letters of support from women saying that they will 

fight back. 

 

Beaten Saudi Woman Speaks out 

BBC News, April 30, 2004 

 

Toward the end of her marriage, Rabia Iqbal said she feared for her life.  

Iqbal was born in New York to parents who had immigrated to the United States from the 

tribal areas of Pakistan. She had a strict Muslim upbringing and when she was 16, her 

parents arranged her marriage to a 38-year-old man. She claims her husband turned violent 

during their 10 years of marriage.  

 

When she finally left him, she did not know where to turn. Going home wasn't an option, 

she said.  
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"My parents ... made clear that they would disown me," Iqbal said. "My father even said ... 

'You're lucky you live  in America because if you lived back home, you would have been 

dead by now.' "  

 

She was hiding out in her office at work when a friend put her in touch with Robina Niaz, 

whose organization, Turning Point for Women and Families, helps female Muslim abuse 

victims.  

 

"It was such a relief ... to speak about things that ... I thought no one would understand," 

said Iqbal, who has received counseling from Niaz for more than two years and calls Niaz her 

"savior."  

 

"Robina understood the cultural nuances ... the religious issues," Iqbal said.  

 

"There's a lot of denial," she said. "It makes it much harder for the victims of abuse to speak 

out."  

 

When Niaz launched her organization in 2004, it was the first resource of its kind in New 

York City. Today, her one-woman campaign has expanded into a multifaceted endeavor that 

is raising awareness about family violence and providing direct services to women in need.  

 

Niaz's mission began after a difficult period in her own life. Born and raised in Pakistan, she 

had earned a master's degree in psychology and had a successful  career in international 

affairs and marketing when she moved to the United States to marry in 1990.  

 

"It was a disastrous marriage," she said.  

 

As Niaz struggled to navigate the American legal system during her divorce, she said she 

appreciated how lucky she was to speak English and have an education. She realized that 

many immigrant women without those advantages might be more likely to stay in marriages 

because they didn't know how to make the system work for them.  

 

"If this is how difficult it is for me, then what must other immigrant women go through?" she 

remembered thinking.  

 

After volunteering with South Asian victims of domestic violence, Niaz, who speaks five 

languages, got a job using those skills to advocate for immigrant women affected by family 

violence.  

 

But Niaz's focus changed on September 11, 2001. "I was no longer a Pakistani-American ... I 

looked at myself as a Muslim."  

 

Niaz said the backlash many Muslims experienced after the terror attacks made abuse 

victims more afraid to seek help; they feared being shunned for bringing negative attention 

to their community.  

 

"Women who were caught in abusive marriages were trapped even more," recalled Niaz.  
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In 2004, Niaz used her savings to start Turning Point for Women and Families. Today, her 

work focuses on three main areas: providing direct services to abused women, raising 

awareness through outreach, and educating young women -- an effort she hopes will 

empower future generations to speak out against abuse.  

 

Crisis intervention services are a critical element of Niaz's efforts. Through weekly counseling 

sessions, she and her team provide emotional support to the women while helping them 

with practical issues, such as finding homeless shelters, matrimonial lawyers, filing police 

reports or assisting with immigration issues.  

 

Niaz has helped more than 200 Muslim women. While most of Turning Point's clients are 

immigrants, the group helps women from every background.  

 

While Niaz has support from many people in New York's Muslim community, she 

acknowledges that not everyone appreciates her efforts. She keeps her office address 

confidential and takes precautions to ensure her safety.  

"There have been threats ... but that comes with this work," she said. "I know that God is 

protecting me because I'm doing the right thing." 

 

Her 'duty' is Helping Muslim Women Heal After The Abuse 

CNN Heroes, September 25, 2009 

 

There are a few brave Muslim women who openly admit the truth. One of these is the Daily 

Beast’s Asra Q. Nomani, author of Standing Alone: An American Woman's Struggle for the 

Soul of Islam, who rather eloquently refers to Muslim denial of wife-beating in the Qur'an as 

the "4:34 dance".  

 

Look at one literal reading of the 34th verse of the fourth chapter of the Quran, An-Nisa, or 

Women. "[A]nd (as to) those on whose part you fear desertion, admonish them and leave 

them alone in the sleeping-places and beat them," reads one widely accepted translation. 

Based on a literal reading, Saudi scholar Abdul Rahman al-Sheha concludes that when 

dealing with a “disobedient wife,” a Muslim man has a number of options. First, he should 

remind her of “the importance of following the instructions of the husband in Islam.” If that 

doesn't work, he can “leave the wife's bed.” Finally, he may “beat” her, though it must be 

without “hurting, breaking a bone, leaving blue or black marks on the body and avoiding 

hitting the face, at any cost.”  

 

Such appalling recommendations occur because we haven't yet universally drawn a line in 

the sand, as Muslims, and said that this verse may have been progressive for the seventh 

century when women were supposedly beaten indiscriminately, but it isn't compatible with 

the modern day, if read literally. Instead, we do something called the "4:34 dance," 

suggesting that the light beating be the result of everything from hitting a woman with 

noodles (yes, you read that right) to a traditional toothbrush, called a “miswak,” from the 

root of a plant. 

 

Get Over the Quran Burning 

Asra Q. Nomani, The Daily Beast, September 8, 2010 
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Objections Made by Muslim Apologists[edit] 

 

Given the fact wife-beating is sanctioned in Islamic religious texts, Muslim apologists try to 

deny this. Here are some arguments made by Muslim apologists.  

 

Pamela K. Taylor is the co-founder of Muslims for progressive values, former director of the 

Islamic Writers Alliance and strong supporter of the women Imam movement. On Faith 

Panelist Blog she states:  

 

"The brutal and gruesome murder of Aasiya Zubair Hassan has prompted a great deal of soul 

searching in the Muslim community. National organizations, the local community, imams, 

Muslim social workers, activists and writers have all agonized over how the community did 

not do enough to protect Aasiya, despite evidence that her husband, the man charged with 

killing her, was known to be violent. They have called for imams to preach against domestic 

violence as against the standards of Islam, and for communities to stand in solidarity with 

Muslim women who complain of abuse, rather than counseling patience or questioning if 

there is anything they might have done to cause the abuse, or that they could change in 

order to avert future abuse." 

 

Aasiya Zubair Hassan, Domestic Violence and Islam 

Pamela K. Taylor, The Washington Post, February 27, 2009 

 

Either Taylor is ignorant of some of the teachings in the Qur'an and the Hadith, or she 

willfully ignores those passages and twists some of the wording to suit her own needs. It has 

been mentioned before in previous paragraphs the Qur'an and the Hadiths sanction wife-

beating, men are superior to women, and Muhammad did strike his wives and did not scold 

his followers for beating their wives.  

 

Physical and/or emotional abuse has no place in this vision of marriage. Indeed, when 

women came to the Prophet complaining of their husband's treatment, the Prophet 

admonished the men saying that those who treated their families poorly were not among 

the best of men. Mu'awiyah al-Qushayri, one of the companions of the Prophet, reports "I 

went to the Apostle of Allah and asked him, 'What do you say about our wives?' He replied, 

'Feed them with the food you eat, clothe them as you clothe yourself, and do not beat them, 

and do not revile them." (Sunan Abu-Dawud, Book 11, the Book of Marriage, Number 2139) 

 

Aasiya Zubair Hassan, Domestic Violence and Islam 

Pamela K. Taylor, The Washington Post, February 27, 2009 

 

Many others repeat Taylor's claim that Muhammad taught his followers "the best of you 

(Muslims) are those who do not hit their wives," but Taylor's apologetic attempt relies upon 

the ignorance of her readers, for this claim is in fact false. As we have mentioned previously, 

it was actually the women who complained of abuse to Muhammad, which he refers to as 

"not the best among you".  

 

Narrated Abdullah ibn AbuDhubab: Iyas ibn Abdullah ibn AbuDhubab reported the Apostle 

of Allah (peace be upon_him) as saying: Do not beat Allah's handmaidens, but when Umar 
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came to the Apostle of Allah (peace be upon him) and said: Women have become 

emboldened towards their husbands, he (the Prophet) gave permission to beat them. Then 

many women came round the family of the Apostle of Allah (peace be upon him) 

complaining against their husbands. So the Apostle of Allah (peace be upon him) said: Many 

women have gone round Muhammad's family complaining against their husbands. They are 

not the best among you. 

 

Abu Dawud 11:2141  

 

Taylor continues to state in her article.  

 

The fulcrum of this patriarchal interpretation is verse 4:34. Translations vary wildly, ranging 

from those defining men the the defenders of women to those who render it as men being 

in charge of women. (The Arabic word, qawamun, comes from a root which means to stand 

up, thus men are called to stand up for women.) The verse goes on to say that devout 

women protect that which Allah would have them protect in their husbands absences. 

Again, the interpretations vary wildly -- from those who read it quite literally, describing 

pious women as devoted to Allah, to those who take it mean women should be devoutly 

obedient to their husbands. It continues, saying that if men fear "nushuz" (understood 

variously as openly rebellion, adultery, spiritual negligence, or wifely disobedience), they 

should admonish their wives and then separate from them in sleeping arrangements. And 

then the third phase -- the word used is "daraba."  

Daraba is used for many, many things in the Qur'an, from sexual intercourse to parting 

company, from metaphorically striking a parable to physically striking a person or thing. The 

vast majority of commentators, have understood the meaning of 4:34 to mean hitting. 

Modern interpreters such as Ahmed Ali and Laleh Bakhtiar, have made a case that this 

interpretation is wrong.  

Bakhtiar's argument is particularly strong. 

 

Aasiya Zubair Hassan, Domestic Violence and Islam 

Pamela K. Taylor, The Washington Post, February 27, 2009 

 

Taylor mentions Laleh Bakhtiar, a Muslim apologist who states Islam does not preach 

violence against women and Daraba in Surah 4:34 means to send away. Bakhtiar has written 

her own version of the Qur'an with surah 4:34 stating to send her away. Her mistranslation 

of this verse has caused controversy among Muslim scholars and the ISNA of Canada is 

refusing to sell her book in their bookstore. Contrary to Taylor's claim, there is nothing 

"particularly strong" in her argument about Daraba, it once again relies upon the ignorance 

of her readers. To a native Arabic speaker, this argument holds no weight and has been 

refuted in our article Beat your Wives or "Separate from Them"?.  

 

She described her approach to this verse in a lecture I attended two years ago. She told the 

audience that she went to many, many scholars and asked them, "Did the Prophet ever hit 

his wives?" To which all them replied, "No, he never hit his wives." This is directly supported 

by a hadith narrated by his wife Aishah, who reported "The Messenger of Allah never struck 

a servant of his with his hand, nor did he ever hit a woman. He never hit anything with his 

hand, except for when he was fighting a battle in the cause of Allah." Bakhtiar then asked 
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the scholars, "And the Prophet always obeyed Allah, correct?" To which the answer was an 

emphatic "Yes, the Prophet was the embodiment of the Qur'an."  

 

"Then, how," she asked, "do you explain that when he had problems with his wives, he 

admonished them, he refrained from sleeping with them for a month, but he never went to 

the third step and hit them? Was he being disobedient to Allah, or have we misunderstood 

verse 4:34?" To which, she says, the scholars had no answer.  

 

Her answer is that we have misunderstood 4:34, and that we have to look at what the 

Prophet actually did after that month's separation -- which was to offer his wives the choice 

of divorcing him or remaining with him while resolving to avoid the behaviors he found so 

objectionable. While, she translates "daraba" as "to go away from them," (which is the most 

common usage of the term in the Qur'an), it seems that it might be better rendered as "to 

strike a bargain with them." 

 

Aasiya Zubair Hassan, Domestic Violence and Islam 

Pamela K. Taylor, The Washington Post, February 27, 2009 

 

These conversations between Laleh Bakhtiar and "many, many scholars" most likely had 

never occurred, since Bakhtiar's approach to surah 4:34 fails once you realize Muhammad 

did hit his wife Aisha and he also referred to women who speak-out against their abusive 

husbands as "not the best among you". Any Muslim scholar worth his salt would be aware of 

this and would have little difficulty in dismantling her weak arguments against the legitimacy 

of wife-beating in Islam.  

 

Another common argument is the admittance that beating your wife is permitted, but only 

lightly, saying the beating should be carried out with a 'miswak' (a traditional toothbrush 

made from the branch of a Salvadora persica tree). But this miswak defense is not derived 

from the Qur'an or the hadith literature, therefore it has no validity within Islam. Others 

base their argument for a light beating on the following translation:  

 

Men are the protectors and maintainers of women, because Allah has given the one more 

(strength) than the other, and because they support them from their means. Therefore the 

righteous women are devoutly obedient, and guard in (the husband's) absence what Allah 

would have them guard. As to those women on whose part ye fear disloyalty and ill-conduct, 

admonish them (first), (Next), refuse to share their beds, (And last) beat them (lightly); but if 

they return to obedience, seek not against them Means (of annoyance): For Allah is Most 

High, great (above you all). 

 

Qur'an 4:34 

 

Note that the word “Lightly” is in parenthesis. This is because the word does not appear in 

the original Arabic rendition of verse 5:32, nor is it inferred. It is purely the wishful 

thinking/deception of a translator whose work was aimed at a western audience, namely 

Yusuf Ali. Other popular translations do not contain this addition.  

 

Furthermore, in the previously quoted sahih hadiths, Aisha stated "I have not seen any 
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woman suffering as much as the believing women. Look! Her skin is greener than her 

clothes!", meaning the woman who had hoped for compassion from Muhammad was 

beaten until she was badly bruised. Aisha also stated that Abu Bakr struck her violently with 

his fist, and Muhammad striking her had caused pain. Evidently, wife-beating in Islam during 

Muhammad's life, was not something 'symbolic' or a 'gentle tap' on the female body.  

 

Ignoring Muhammad's comparison of women to domestic animals, some may point to the 

authentic farewell sermon and his instructions to “beat them, but not severely,” However, 

what one considers to be a severe beating is subjective, and within the context of Islam the 

definition of a “severe beating” is wholly dependent on what Muhammad saw as severe. 

Muhammad's indifference towards the suffering of his female followers demonstrates his 

belief that beating your wife black and blue (or green) is perfectly acceptable behavior. 

Clearly Muhammad's idea of what constitutes a 'severe' beating and that of the modern 

worlds is miles apart.  

 

Conclusion 
 

Wife-beating is divinely sanctioned in the Qur'an and Hadiths, and is viewed as a method to 

keep the wife under control, Despite some of the statements made by Muslim apologists, 

wife-beating is institutionalized in Islam. Muhammad had no problem with telling his 

followers it is ok to beat their wives and had total disregard for the safety and emotional 

well-being of his female followers when they complained to him about their husbands. In 

fact he had no problem with hitting Aisha and with Abu Bakr and Umar hitting his wives.  

 

The article also shows the deceptive means Muslim apologists use to cover up the fact the 

Qur'an and Hadith sanction wife-beating by using other verses of the Qur'an in an attempt 

to support their view that Islam promotes equality between men and women, wife-beating 

is forbidden and surah 4:34 has been misinterpreted. The problem with their argument is it 

only reveals the inconsistencies of the Qur'an, and their arguments have been refuted, by 

Islamic scholars and the Hadiths.  

 

This page is featured in the core article, Islam and Women which serves as a starting point 

for anyone wishing to learn more about this topic. 

 

External Links[edit]: 

 

Video: Woman Hit For Not Wearing Burka (warning, contains scenes of woman being 

slapped a number of times; may be disturbing to some viewers): 

http://www.filecabi.net/video/burka-beat.html 

imam who lectures on non-violence in Germany is arrested for beating up his wife - Sheikh 

Abu Adam shouted Qur'an verse 4:34 at his wife as he beat her. She suffered a broken nose 

and shoulder and numerous cuts and bruises: 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1335024/Muslim-imam-Sheikh-Adam-lectures-

non-violence-arrested-wife-beating.htmlMuslim 

Algeria: Prison for Violent Husbands is Against Koran, Mufti: 

http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2010/ ... koran.html 

'Pull her by the ear, beat her by hand or stick': How the Islamic guide to a happy marriage 
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advises husbands to treat their wives - Daily Mail, UK, March 2012: 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article ... z1q7BCPLdj 
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Rape in Islam 
-Edward Lonsa 

This is text from Wikipedia + some my notes. It proves that all women-beating came out 

from jew-invented religion. While its believed that pisslime is the only one to promote it, the 

first thing I thought of when reading article of HPs Maxine was remembering some Russian 

books describing xian orthodox families, that did totally same things in god's sake: women 

and children of both sexes beaten to disease and death. A lot of Russian writers, such as 

Tolstoy, Dostoevsky, Gorky and Gogol, have shown it. Jewish god demands innocent blood 

from all its followers, both pisslime and xian, though I might agree that pisslime is probably 

the favorite of the jewish god. 

 

Qur'an[edit] 

 

There is no equivalent term for ‘rape’ in the Qur'an. Likewise, there is not a single verse in 

the Qur'an which even remotely discourages forced sex. In contrast, there are several verses 

in this book which give the green light to rape and other sexual crimes against women.  

 

Surah an-Nisa discusses lawful and forbidden women for pious Muslims. Before we delve 

into the particular verse, it should be noted that it is not easy to understand what is being 

suggested using the verse alone. Therefore, relying on authoritative Tafsirs (Qur'an 

interpretations) and Sahih (authentic) Hadiths associated with it, are necessary to get the 

exact picture.  

 

Verse 4:24[edit] 

 

Also (forbidden are) women already married, except those whom your right hands possess. 

Thus has Allah ordained for you. All others are lawful, provided you seek them from your 

property, desiring chastity, not fornication. So with those among them whom you have 

enjoyed, give them their required due, but if you agree mutually after the requirement (has 

been determined), there is no sin on you. Surely, Allah is Ever All-Knowing, All-Wise. 

 

Qur'an 4:24 

 

What we see in the beginning of this verse as “forbidden” refers to sexual intercourse. The 

Qur'an dictates, women already married are forbidden for Muslims except those whom their 

right hands possess (sex slaves).  

 

Context[edit] 

 

It is important to know the context of this verse, as it sheds light onto the nature of 

allowance. If we go through a Sahih Hadith in Sunan Abu Dawud:  

 

Abu Said al-Khudri said: "The apostle of Allah sent a military expedition to Awtas on the 

occasion of the battle of Hunain. They met their enemy and fought with them. They 

defeated them and took them captives. Some of the Companions of the apostle of Allah 
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were reluctant to have intercourse with the female captives in the presence of their 

husbands who were unbelievers. So Allah, the Exalted, sent down the Quranic verse, "And all 

married women (are forbidden) unto you save those (captives) whom your right hands 

possess". That is to say, they are lawful for them when they complete their waiting period." 

[The Quran verse is 4:24] 

 

Abu Dawud 2:2150 

 

Here in the above hadith, we are told why verse 4:24 was revealed to Muhammad. It was to 

encourage his fighters, who were reluctant, to have sexual contacts with female captives 

even while their husbands were alive as prisoners of war. This is made clear when we read:  

"Some of the Companions of the apostle of Allah were reluctant to have intercourse with 

the female captives in the presence of their husbands who were unbelievers."  

The Abu Dawud hadith is confirmed by the two Sahih collections, namely Sahih Bukhari and 

Sahih Muslim.  

 

In Sahih Bukhari we read:  

 

Narrated Ibn Muhairiz: I entered the Mosque and saw Abu Said Al-Khudri and sat beside him 

and asked him about Al-Azl (i.e. coitus interruptus). Abu Said said, "We went out with Allah's 

Apostle for the Ghazwa of Banu Al-Mustaliq and we received captives from among the Arab 

captives and we desired women and celibacy became hard on us and we loved to do coitus 

interruptus. So when we intended to do coitus interrupt us, we said, 'How can we do coitus 

interruptus before asking Allah's Apostle who is present among us?" We asked (him) about it 

and he said, 'It is better for you not to do so, for if any soul (till the Day of Resurrection) is 

predestined to exist, it will exist." 

 

Sahih Bukhari 5:59:459 

 

Similarly in Sahih Muslim:  

 

Abu Sa'id al-Khudri reported that at the Battle of Hunain Allah's Messenger sent an army to 

Autas and encountered the enemy and fought with them. Having overcome them and taken 

them captives, the Companions of Allah's Messenger seemed to refrain from having 

intercourse with captive women because of their husbands being polytheists. Then Allah, 

Most High, sent down regarding that:" And women already married, except those whom 

your right hands possess (Quran 4:. 24)" (i. e. they were lawful for them when their 'Idda 

period came to an end). 

 

Sahih Muslim 8:3432 

 

There is an entire chapter devoted to this in the Sahih Muslim collection. The title of the 

chapter speaks in volumes as we read:  

Sahih Muslim. Chapter 29: Title: It is permissible to have sexual intercourse with a captive 

woman after she is purified of menses or delivery. In case she has a husband, her marriage is 

abrogated after she becomes captive.  

Ibn Kathir, the most prominent of all Qur'an interpreters, had this to say in regards to verse 

4:24:  
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The Ayah (verses) means Also (forbidden are) women already married, except those whom 

your right hands possess.), you are prohibited from marrying women who are already 

married, except those whom your right hands possess) except those whom you acquire 

through war, for you are allowed such women after making sure they are not pregnant. 

Imam Ahmad recorded that Abu Sa`id Al-Khudri said, "We captured some women from the 

area of Awtas who were already married, and we disliked having sexual relations with them 

because they already had husbands. So, we asked the Prophet about this matter, and this 

Ayah (verse) was revealed, Also (forbidden are) women already married, except those whom 

your right hands possess). Accordingly, we had sexual relations with these women." 

(Alternate translation can be: as a result of these verses, their (Infidels) wives have become 

lawful for us) This is the wording collected by At-Tirmidhi An-Nasa'i, Ibn Jarir and Muslim in 

his Sahih. 

 

Forbidding Women Already Married, Except for Female Slaves 

Tafsir Ibn Kathir 

 

Similarly in Tafsir al-Jalalayn (Qur'an interpretation by two Jalals namely: Jalaluddin Mahalli 

and Jalaluddin Suyuti):  

 

And, forbidden to you are, wedded women, those with spouses, that you should marry them 

before they have left their spouses, be they Muslim free women or not; save what your right 

hands own, of captured [slave] girls, whom you may have sexual intercourse with, even if 

they should have spouses among the enemy camp, but only after they have been absolved 

of the possibility of pregnancy [after the completion of one menstrual cycle]; this is what 

God has prescribed for you. 

 

Qur'an 4:24 

Tafsir al-Jalalayn 

 

The tafsir attributed to Ibn Abbas, Muhammad's paternal cousin, further confirms:  

 

And all married women (are forbidden unto you save those (captives) whom your right 

hands possess) of captives, even if they have husbands in the Abode of War, after 

ascertaining that they are not pregnant, by waiting for the lapse of one period of 

menstruation. (It is a decree of Allah for you) that which I have mentioned to you is unlawful 

in Allah's Book. 

 

Qur'an 4:24 

Tafsir 'Ibn Abbas 

 

Further Verses[edit] 

 

Verses 23:1-6[edit] 

 

There are other verses in the Qur'an similar to verse 4:24. For example, Surah al-Mumenoon 

makes mention of successful Muslims and their characteristics:  
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Successful indeed are the believers, who are humble in their prayers and who keep aloof 

from what is vain and who are givers of poor-rate and who guard their private parts, except 

before their mates or those whom their right hands possess, for they surely are not 

blamable. 

 

Qur'an 23:1-6 

 

Guarding private parts is denotative of abstaining from sexual activities. The Qur'an points 

out successful believers are those who are indulging in sexual activities only with their wives 

and sex-slaves.  

 

Verses 70:29-30[edit] 

 

This is confirmed again in Surah al-Maarij:  

 

And those who guard their private parts, except in the case of their wives or those whom 

their right hands possess-- for these surely are not to be blamed, 

 

Qur'an 70:29-30 

 

Muhammad[edit] 

 

This practice of raping war captives was practiced by Islam’s very own prophet Muhammad, 

in his life. On two occasions, he married (for the sake of sexual gratification only) war 

captives and raped them. Those victims were namely Safiyah and Juwairiyah.  

 

[my note, we know co-run is fake and written by kikes, now look, how kikes give their fairy-

tale to make it look like muslims are their enemies]: 

 

Safiyah[edit] 

 

Safiyah the daughter of Huayy was the wife of a Jewish Rabbi named Kinana. When 

Muhammad conquered the Jewish village of Khaibar, he tortured and killed the Rabbi and 

took captive his wife. Sahih Hadith in Bukhari testify to this fact:  

 

Narrated 'Abdul 'Aziz: Anas said, 'When Allah's Apostle invaded Khaibar, we offered the Fajr 

prayer there yearly in the morning) when it was still dark. The Prophet rode and Abu Talha 

rode too and I was riding behind Abu Talha. The Prophet passed through the lane of Khaibar 

quickly and my knee was touching the thigh of the Prophet . He uncovered his thigh and I 

saw the whiteness of the thigh of the Prophet. When he entered the town, he said, 'Allahu 

Akbar! Khaibar is ruined. Whenever we approach near a (hostile) nation (to fight) then evil 

will be the morning of those who have been warned.' He repeated this thrice. The people 

came out for their jobs and some of them said, 'Muhammad (has come).' (Some of our 

companions added, "With his army.") We conquered Khaibar, took the captives, and the 

booty was collected. Dihya came and said, 'O Allah's Prophet! Give me a slave girl from the 

captives.' The Prophet said, 'Go and take any slave girl.' He took Safiya bint Huyai. A man 

came to the Prophet and said, 'O Allah's Apostles! You gave Safiya bint Huyai to Dihya and 

she is the chief mistress of the tribes of Quraiza and An-Nadir and she befits none but you.' 
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So the Prophet said, 'Bring him along with her.' So Dihya came with her and when the 

Prophet saw her, he said to Dihya, 'Take any slave girl other than her from the captives.' 

Anas added: The Prophet then manumitted her and married her." Thabit asked Anas, "O Abu 

Hamza! What did the Prophet pay her (as Mahr)?" He said, "Her self was her Mahr for he 

manumitted her and then married her." Anas added, "While on the way, Um Sulaim dressed 

her for marriage (ceremony) and at night she sent her as a bride to the Prophet . So the 

Prophet was a bridegroom and he said, 'Whoever has anything (food) should bring it.' He 

spread out a leather sheet (for the food) and some brought dates and others cooking butter. 

(I think he (Anas) mentioned As-SawTq). So they prepared a dish of Hais (a kind of meal). 

And that was Walima (the marriage banquet) of Allah's Apostle ." 

 

Sahih Bukhari 1:8:367 

 

Juwairiyah[edit] 

 

The following hadith from Sunan Abu Dawud bears out how Muhammad obtained 

Juwairiyah, a beautiful woman of a tribe called Banu Mustaliq. Muhammad was attacking 

the tribe without warning and conquering them:  

 

Narrated Aisha, Ummul Mu'minin: Juwayriyyah, daughter of al-Harith ibn al-Mustaliq, fell to 

the lot of Thabit ibn Qays ibn Shammas, or to her cousin. She entered into an agreement to 

purchase her freedom. She was a very beautiful woman, most attractive to the eye. Aisha 

said: She then came to the Apostle of Allah (peace be upon him) asking him for the purchase 

of her freedom. When she was standing at the door, I looked at her with disapproval. I 

realised that the Apostle of Allah (peace be upon him) would look at her in the same way 

that I had looked. She said: Apostle of Allah, I am Juwayriyyah, daughter of al-Harith, and 

something has happened to me, which is not hidden from you. I have fallen to the lot of 

Thabit ibn Qays ibn Shammas, and I have entered into an agreement to purchase of my 

freedom. I have come to you to seek assistance for the purchase of my freedom. The Apostle 

of Allah (peace be upon him) said: Are you inclined to that which is better? She asked: What 

is that, Apostle of Allah? He replied: I shall pay the price of your freedom on your behalf, and 

I shall marry you. She said: I shall do this. She (Aisha) said: The people then heard that the 

Apostle of Allah (peace be upon him) had married Juwayriyyah. They released the captives in 

their possession and set them free, and said: They are the relatives of the Apostle of Allah 

(peace be upon him) by marriage. We did not see any woman greater than Juwayriyyah who 

brought blessings to her people. One hundred families of Banu al-Mustaliq were set free on 

account of her. 

 

Abu Dawud 29:3920 

 

The following hadith from Sahih Bukhari is evidentiary to the above:  

 

Narrated Ibn Aun: I wrote a letter to Nafi and Nafi wrote in reply to my letter that the 

Prophet had suddenly attacked Bani Mustaliq without warning while they were heedless and 

their cattle were being watered at the places of water. Their fighting men were killed and 

their women and children were taken as captives; the Prophet got Juwairiya on that day. 

Nafi said that Ibn 'Umar had told him the above narration and that Ibn 'Umar was in that 

army. 
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Sahih Bukhari 3:46:717 

 

Muslim Apologetics[edit] 

 

Claims about verse 24:33[edit] 

 

Muslims will frequently quote the following when confronted with the passages provided in 

this article and others like it:  

 

Let those who find not the wherewithal for marriage keep themselves chaste, until Allah 

gives them means out of His grace. And if any of your slaves ask for a deed in writing (to 

enable them to earn their freedom for a certain sum), give them such a deed if ye know any 

good in them: yea, give them something yourselves out of the means which Allah has given 

to you. But force not your maids to prostitution when they desire chastity, in order that ye 

may make a gain in the goods of this life. But if anyone compels them, yet, after such 

compulsion, is Allah, Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful (to them), 

 

Qur'an 24:33 

 

The first part of the verse is telling unmarried people to keep themselves chaste. Now, the 

important thing to remember is that the Islamic definition of chaste is different than the 

commonly agreed upon definitions of the word. According to Qur'an 23:6, Qur'an 33:50, 

Qur'an 33:52, and Qur'an 70:30 a Muslim man is considered "chaste" so long as he only has 

sex with his wives (of whom he may have up to four) and his right-hand possessions (female 

captives/slaves). An unmarried Muslim man who has sex with his slave girl is still considered 

to be "chaste" by Islamic standards.[3]  

 

The second sentence speaks about slaves who ask for a way to pay for their freedom (like 

indentured servants) as long as the master knows of "any good in them". It would be 

interesting to discover how female slaves could earn any money at all if they had been 

kidnapped from their families and forced into slavery and did not have money-making skills. 

And if a female slave was to earn her freedom, where then could she go if her family had 

been massacred? How could she support herself and keep herself safe from rape, 

prostitution, etc.? Practicalities aside, this verse only tells Muslims to let their slaves 

purchase their freedom (but puts in a convenient disclaimer of "if ye know any good in 

them"). To give Muhammad credit, he did stipulate that the masters should give their slaves 

something (again conveniently leaving out what and how much).  

 

The third sentence is what pertains to the Muslim claim that rape is forbidden. However, the 

word used is not simply sexual intercourse but is more specifically "prostitution" or 

"whoredom". Prostitution is not simply about sex, but sex for a price. This is why it is often 

referred to as one of the oldest professions. What this verse speaks of is a master forcing his 

maid to be a prostitute thereby making money by allowing other men to have sex with her. 

This verse says nothing about a master forcing himself upon his slave-girl who is considered 

"halal" for him according to Islamic law. The fourth sentence says that if a girl is indeed 

forced into prostitution, then Allah will forgive her for committing zina. What this verse does 

not say is what the punishment should be for a man who forces his maid into prostitution. 
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All it says is that he should not do it. And what it definitely does not say is that a Muslim man 

cannot force himself on his own slave-girl.  

 

Conclusion[edit] 

 

From 4:24, it can be rightly assumed, that the Qur'an does not see any wrong-doing in 

Muslims having sex with captive women even if these women are married and their 

husbands are still alive. This clearly indicates that the Qur'an allows rape, as captive women, 

even in the unlikely case of agreeing to sexual intercourse, would still be having that 

intercourse under duress. 

 

Source: http://wikiislam.net/wiki/Category:Islam_and_Women 
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Allegories 

by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Fri Feb 08, 2019 

 

 

 
Most, if not all of the legends of our Gods are allegories that contain important lessons. For example, 
the legend of Tithonus. 
 
Eos asked Zeus to make Tithonus immortal, she forgot to ask that he be granted eternal youth. Tithonus 
lived forever, but wasted away to nothing from old age, begging for death to come to him. 
 
The important message in the above legend is to take care and be precise in your affirmations. 
 
The legend of Orpheus and Eurydice where Hades told Orpheus he could have Eurydice back if Orpheus 
left the underworld while Eurydice followed, but on one condition, that he not look back. Of course he 
looked back and lost her. 
 
The important lesson in the above legend is not to lose your concentration when doing a working. 
 
All of the legends of our Gods contain important lessons. 
 
Another one is incest among the Gods. This is not literal. This has to do with alchemy and the blending 
of elements and related from the same families within the soul. The same concept is with the 
Hermaphrodite.  
 
True Satanism is Spiritual Alchemy and Ancient Paganism. 
 
Nearly all of the symbols, legends, important dates and numbers in Satanism pertain to Spiritual 
Alchemy. 
 
Sadly, the enemy has stolen, twisted and corrupted so much. 
 
I've read posts where new members can't understand the red and black fonts used on many of the JoS 
webpages. Because of enemy corrupted information, they mistakenly believe this has to do with blood 
and death. Red, black and white, in addition to being the color of the 3main nadis, are the colors of 
Spiritual Alchemy; The Magnum Opus, the working that brings eternal youth and immortality.  
 
 
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 
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It Might Just Be 

Postby HP Mageson666 » Wed Aug 15, 2018 9:52 pm 

Last year the Unite the Right rally in Virginia was used as a set up to cause a situation to then 

use this to get people to react to the solution the Jewish regime wanted. Which was total media 

censorship and the passing of anti-free speech laws in America. Which is Jew Speak for don't 

criticize your Chosen Masters goyim. Hate Speech is really Jews Hate This Speech, Goyim. 
 

 

The enemy likes to tie events into each other to attempt to capture that stream of energy and 

connect into it. This August the Alt-Right attempted to have the same rally at the same place in 

Virginia. Around the same time Alex Jones is deplatformed and they are trying to erase him 

from the net. Which is the start of a major censorship campaign they have also gone after 

others.  
 

 

I suspect the second Alt-Right rally in Virginia was supposed to end in something drastic to give 

them the green light to go on a much larger rampage of shutting it down and right at the Mid 

terms and attempt to get the Jews Hate This Speech laws passed. But Something happened 

and the rally was not allowed to happen so they moved it to DC and it didn't go anywhere. The 

Jewish media was really harping on this rally and trying to create as much preplanned fear and 

agitation in the population. Like they were building up to a bigger event.  

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 
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Re: It Might Just Be 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sun Aug 19, 2018 1:30 am 

It would be good if both Blacks and Whites would work together in a political organization to 

promote equal liberation in a Gentile Abolitionism movement to politically abolish the Jewish 

establishment in organized change elections. To do this you need a political movement with its 

own media and funding and serious activists. The problem has been the White Nationalist 

movement like the Black Nationalist movements have been filled with Jewish agents promote 

pointless strife between Blacks and Whites and everyone else. To keep the Gentile populace 

from uniting to focus on the Jewish establishment and its institutionalized Jewish racism that is 

oppressing the populace and seeking to reduce the entire Gentile population to slavery on a 

Jewish plantation state. 
 

Lets not forget the nonsense about White Supremacy the Jews push. Most Whites have been 

nothing but feudal slaves or industrialized feudal slaves for centuries to this time to a small one 

percent of assholes who didn't give a fuck about them and saw them as cattle. And then the 

Jews as well same mentality. This is why Germany changed so fucking fast under the Hitler 

government into a wealthy and advanced society. Because for the first time the old older was 
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totally overthrown the Aristocracy, Church and Jews where shown the boot. And the People had 

a liberation government in power. Over here its a aristocracy of money. With Jews at the top. 

Then you see this rich White snob's like Jared Taylor telling us Jews are wonderful. 
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American Bishop: "the boy is culpable" 
Postby High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Wed Aug 29, 2018 7:46 pm 

PETITION UPDATE 
 

American Bishop: "the boy is culpable" 
 

Christi Engel 
Topanga, CA 
AUG 29, 2018 —  
 

In a 2011 deposition in an individual upstate child sexual abuse case, Bishop Rbt. Cunningham 

stated: "the boy is culpable." The great Bishop then allowed that testimony to stand until 2015 

when the statement became public knowledge, only then did he scramble to 'clarify' his 

meaning. Fast forward to 2018 and the Diocese of Syracuse is offering reparations to child 

victims of sexual assault as a means of blocking an individuals right to sue. Them's some nasty 

scrambles eggs, Mr. Bishop sir. 
 

SignSignSign & PromotePromotePromote this petition. Let's show the American Bishops where 

we the people stand on child sexual abuse. 
 

https://www.change.org/p/lift-statute-o ... position=2 
 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
http://www.joyofsatan.org 
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'Within Ten Years 50% of Americans Will Be Chipped'  

-By High Priest Mageson 666 

 

– Tech Pioneer 

Sputniknews 

 

[My note this person already has a chip 

implanted in their hand. The CEO of the 

parent of the tech company, Verichip 

the Jew...(((Silverman))).... that is 

behind these chips, .... Demanding they 

are going to keep pushing this chipping 

of the populace till its normalized.... 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pBGphLzwo6w 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9E3goVJNZRE 

 

The Jews are going to be able to scan you like a store bought item..... All your information 

will be on this, even tracking devices within this as openly stated. Notice the talking heads of 

the Jew media try and turn natural concerns into a joke. Using fake humor to downplay this. 

This is the toe in the door. 

 

They are promoting this in their Jewish Media as a positive: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w2gKJeM6Ihw 

 

They are promoting this in Sweden, no surprise...... 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L26w5jNAmW0 

 

Last week it emerged that US naval officers have held discussions with Zoltan Istvan of the 

Transhumanist political party, who is also running as a candidate for the US presidency. He 

advocates fitting human beings with technology, including microchips, to boost brain power 

or enhance physical attributes. Istvan himself has a microchip in his hand that he uses to 

give out business cards, send text messages, or start his car. He told Radio Sputn.. - 

 

 

Verichip-New World Order-Human Cip Implant: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KfPX59y4KxE 
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The Rockefellers are Jewish along with all the international Banking Jewish elites....  

 

Note the mention of the Mark of the Beast in the Bible is simply using predictive 

programming to gas light the Goyim to accept this as part of (((Gods))) plan. The 666 is the 

number of the sun which rules kingship and power hence the use of this numerology. This is 

why the Jews give 666 as the number of the (((Temple of Solomon))) in the Torah. The 

symbol of their Messianic global Kingdom which is outlined in the book of Daniel in the 

Torah. 
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An Honest Conversation With A Confused New Ager

by HP Mageson666 » Tue Feb 06, 2018 2:48 pm 

An Honest Conversation With A Confused New Ager

This was from a thread on the subject and is my reply.

Now your quoting David Icke of all people....

The ancient Egyptians and Greeks stated the soul has to be made immortal by the spiritual practices 
of serpent power Yoga. They also stated a soul can become too weak to reincarnate and thus will 
perish if not empowered. It was the Christian program that lied and claimed a soul was already 
immortal and that lie was to destroy the reason for the spiritual practices in the first place. 

The body is the manifestation of the soul and so is the race. So the characteristic's of that being's 
consciousness being expressed is the soul consciousness which is part of racial consciousness the 
two are one. The Christian trap is separating the body from the soul. Which was done to create a 
pseudo spirituality which is communism. Which is what you are also arguing for.

Energy is consciousness this is the point of the Shiva-Shakti which is energy and its consciousness 
are the same. Energy is intelligence and forms existence because of this.

The goal is to make the body and soul into one force. Which is what the Egyptians, Greeks and 
Vedic Hindu's stated in their texts.

The entire point of the ancient religion was openly that of making the body and soul into one eternal
force thus ending the need for reincarnation as well. The science also shows the human body is 
designed for immortality in the physical structure its just the gene that produces the enzyme to keep 
the cell replication process perfect has been switched off in all the cells but the reproductive cells. 
This is what causes aging in the body. These cells have been turned back on by Yogic practices that 
of using the SATANAMA mantra from what was found in studies.

Satan and our Gods created the Human being to be physically immortal. 

lucifer666 wrote:
“i am not saying the soul has nothing to do with race because the soul does,what am 
saying is it can not be defined by race,how can you define a high cousiouness with 
something as mere as race the soul does not exist in time,only the astral body has time 
the mental and other energeric form of body,the soul is timeless and doesn't have a 
beginning or an end it can not be destroyed,does who say the soul can die upon how so 
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stupid that sounds,do you mean that energy can die when it can not,how can the soul 
which is higher than energy die when energy can not die,i am not certainly the one who 
has an inferior understanding about this subject,you are a soul having a physical 
experience and you goal is to grow spiritualy and here people are saying the soul can 
die,and it will dissapear from existance,i give up,i believe most of you still need 
learning instead if claiming you know every thing and telling me to shut simply because
you do not agree to my believe,the soul is having a physical experience so any thing that
affect the body affects the soul,but if you say the soul can die or that the soul is only 
made for one race then i guess you dont know much about the soul or why you are 
here,people will think the are their race or they are the mind when infact they are the 
soul,the fact that you have a physical body does not make you your race or your 
gender,and you think if your race do not exist you will not survive,that is a really 
inferior understanding of spirituality.is this group a christain group where one certainly 
state there own belive and then get angry when they hear something else without even 
doing any research.”

Follow the Slothz search engine to:
www.joyofsatan.com
www.exposingchristianity.com

Re: A Honest Conversation With A Confused New Ager 

by HP Mageson666 » Tue Feb 06, 2018 2:53 pm 

The funny thing is David Icke used JoS images off the main site in his presentations. He is probably
reading the JoS. And it seems when he states Reptiles these days he means Jews. Icke stated the 
protocols of Zion are real which they are.

He is getting woke more and more. Probably the decades organized Jewish power harassed him 
helped him out with that.
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Follow the Slothz search engine to:
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Re: A Honest Conversation With A Confused New Ager

by HoodedCobra666 » Tue Feb 06, 2018 3:03 pm 

HP Mageson666 wrote: “The funny thing is David Icke used JoS images off the main 
site in his presentations. He is probably reading the JoS. And it seems when he states 
Reptiles these days he means Jews. Icke stated the protocols of Zion are real which they
are.

He is getting woke more and more. Probably the decades organized Jewish power 
harassed him helped him out with that.”
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I think David Icke was largely David Kikeing most of the time, but lately, he looks like 
he is waking up gradually. 

It seems he has read the JoS and it has contributed in his theories. While he was wrong 
about shape-shifting, he was very right in that these 'ruling families' indeed are reptilian 
in some way. I also saw not long ago like a couple of years, a picture where it shows 
reptilians are actually astrally helping individuals who are their slaves etc. And not 
materially as claimed before.

I think gradually he will wake up fully, he is open minded. He at least has done some 
interesting work. Also he seems to have increasing gradually in spiritual content as well.
He was talking about meditation in an interview in a more serious manner not long ago.

He still keeps kike-ing on things like "Universal Love" and other crap unfortunately. 
But maybe he will wake up from his coma at some point fully.

Re: A Honest Conversation With A Confused New Ager

by HP Mageson666 » Tue Feb 06, 2018 3:07 pm 

The actual origin of the Protocols come from the Kishinev pogrom that happened in April of 1903 
when it was discovered that a Gentile child had been ritually murdered by the Jewish community. 
Remember the case in the Russian Empire of the Rabbi, Mendel Beiliss for the ritual murder a ten 
year old child, Andrei Youshchinsky. In which Beilss admitted was part of a black magic ritual 
against the Czar in which the entire Jewish community was involved. In which witnesses identified 
Beilss as the culprit who led the gang of Jews who kidnapped Andrei:

So this was an occurrence and the type of horror which generated the natural outrage of the Gentile 
populations against the Jewish communities and uprising against them. And from England to Russia
was the number one listed reason for the pogroms and expulsion of the Jews. When this occurred 
again with the Kishinev pogrom. Within the Jewish community that was stuck by the uprising by 
the locals. The document was actually found by one of those involved and delivered to a local 
publisher, Krushevan who published them.

As Dr. Radl shows:

Thus we can see that if we remove the myths and legends surrounding the Protocols and then place 
them in their historical context using what we know about them: we can actually narrow down what
the source for the Protocols originally was. To wit a jewish document recovered from Kishinev by 
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pogromists and then given to Krushevan who then published it outside the jurisdiction of the court 
of Odessa, which was looking for a way to prosecute him (and for which the Protocols would have 
been suitable ammunition) and which is the reason why de Michelis rightly suspects the document 
to have come from pogromist circles....

Now we know quite a lot about the Kishinev pogrom and that it was close to a major centre of 
Zionist activity; Odessa, (95) where Vladimir Jabotinsky gives his first lecture on his extreme 
Zionist variant; Revisionist Zionism, on the 7th April after hearing about the pogrom. (96) We know
that for example a large number of jewish Torah scrolls were desecrated and that the pogromists 
took a large quantity of money, goods and objects from the jews during the pogrom itself. (97)

Now with a direct connection to the first editor of the Protocols, a major centre of the Zionist 
movement in the Russian Empire (where extreme variants; like Revisionist Zionism, were forming) 
and that we know objects of importance to jews were either damaged or taken. We can make a 
rather revolutionary suggestion: the source document that the Krushevan edition was based on was 
actually taken from the Khisinev pogrom and that it was some kind of Zionist document or local 
plan.

Krushevan to protect himself from persecution and arrest for having any connection to the Pogrom 
in which people were arrested and put on trial. Simply put in other source that of an agent in Paris, 
to protect himself. However the second and most widely published copy of the Protocols by the 
Christian Mystic, Nilus. In his book "The Great And The Small." Published in 1905 In which 
references to the Torah [old testament] are removed and the references to Jews being against Christ 
put in, and the references to Free Mason's put in along with statements about Nietzsche and Darwin.
With more added in general. The 1914 edition of Nilus's, publishing was again heavily edited and 
altered. This is were the major increase in plagiarized material emerge. The Nilus editions are the 
ones the "debunkers" like to use along with most of the confusion around them arise from this. The 
Jewish Soviet system even went to their own extreme to further create anti propaganda against the 
Protocols in the early 1920's. Because this document is major threat to them. In the nineties and 
early millennium, Russian academic's and scholar's have also published works showing the 
Protocols' are authentic.

Source:
Dr. Radl's blog:
http://semiticcontroversies.blogspot.com

Follow the Slothz search engine to:
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Re: A Honest Conversation With A Confused New Ager 

by HP Mageson666 » Tue Feb 06, 2018 3:17 pm 

Icke is still tied into the new age Christ matrix to some extent, his first book was open theosophy of 
the Christian Alice Bailey. Theosophy is new age Christianity. I believe our RTRs are helping him 
out. He has also paved the way for the understanding there is a Reptilian hybrid race on this earth 
and Icke mentions the Rothschild's are the closet to whatever alien cabal that is running this planet. 
The Rothschild's are Cohen Jews who called themselves the "Messiah" of the Jewish race and are 
part of the Zionist Frankist movement to create a global Jewish government. It was Rabbi Jacob 
Frank who created the Frankist movement and put the Rothschild's into money and political power 
with his massive political influence and money power himself. Frank wrote the Communist 
manifesto back when it was still called the Illuminati manifesto then his fellow Jews on his orders 
infiltrated the Masons and brought in Communism. Weishaupt a Hebrew speaking Jew and rabbi 
just wrote down what Rabbi Frank dictated. It was also Frank who told Mayer Rothschild and 
Warburg to get the illuminati rolling with the money power he put them into. When Frank died the 
mantle of Messiah went to the Rothschild's and they still wear it. The top of world Free Masonry is 
the B'nai Brith lodge which the Rothschild's rule over directly. This B'nai Brith is behind everything
from the ADL to the World Zionist Congress and all Jewish political lobbies for control of Gentile 
governments. It was the Rothschild's who sent Warburg and Schiff over to America to put together 
an oligarch lobby of rich robber barons to get the Federal Reserve into being. To get Jewish control 
over America. And thus the world. At the time the Rothschild ran the British Empire which was the 
richest nation on earth. Now Britain has lost its empire and is broke and full of savages who want 
Islamic law. Thanks to the Jews. 

What happened to Britain the loss of its richest status and world power and social collapse is also 
the future of America thanks to the same Jews that did that to Britain running America into the ruin. 
The Jews are already planning on moving the centre of their world cabal operations to China after 
the collapse of America.

The all seeing eye of the Mason's is the kabala eye of Kether the symbol of the Jews world 
government.

Follow the Slothz search engine to:
www.joyofsatan.com
www.exposingchristianity.com

Re: A Honest Conversation With A Confused New Ager

by HP Mageson666 » Tue Feb 06, 2018 3:36 pm 

I also have to consider the time in which Icke started his message speaking. A lot of this stuff was 
not known and very controlled on the information. They didn't have the internet then and what you 
could get locally at the book store or library is all there was. Which was not much. If you were 
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lucky you might have found out about a mailing list for ordering some more honest books but that 
was rare back before the internet. Rockwell had to search for weeks thought every rare book store in
the city before he found one used copy of Hitler's book. Rockwell mentioned he had to look for 
weeks in numerous libraries just to find one copy of the Talmud in English to study and then he had 
to ask they didn't advertise it. And he was not allowed to leave with it. He had to read it in a special 
room and return it to the safe.

Which is why the Jews want the internet shut down. They did have it shut down till the 666 of the 
www came to town.

Follow the Slothz search engine to:
www.joyofsatan.com
www.exposingchristianity.com
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An Open Discussion by Joseph Goebbels 
 
The new cuts in food rations that take effect on 6 April will have a big 
impact in the household of every citizen. It would be foolish and incorrect to 
ignore it or make it seem better than it is. The relevant offices have thought 
long and hard about both the size and necessity of the cut. They agree 
unanimously that the cuts are necessary now, and in the planned amount. 
Had they not done so, it is likely that in six to eight months we would have 
even greater problems with our food supply that would require even larger 
cuts than are needed now. 
 
In contrast to the last war, German food policy has taken care to guarantee 
that the available food supplies are fairly distributed. Because of war 
conditions, the supply is not sufficient to meet everyone’s desires. Surely, no 
one will hold it against the government if it does not allow food to be 
consumed today that may be absolutely necessary tomorrow to maintain our 
existence. We must manage our food supplies with a view to the long term, 
one that will permit us to wage war to its victorious conclusion. The 
government knows better than anyone else does that reductions in food 
supplies affect directly the whole population. When it decides they are 
necessary, one may be sure that there is no other possibility. 
 
The reasons leading to this decision are well known. They have been 
thoroughly discussed in the press and radio and do not need to be repeated 
here. The size of our army, the increase in the number of workers in heavy 
industry as well as those working overtime and nights, the 2.5 million 
workers from abroad active mostly in German armaments production, the 
many millions of prisoners who work for us, but who also have to be fed, 
assistance for occupied regions supporting our military economy, help for 
our ally Finland in its heroic struggle, the abnormal weather conditions of 
the last two years that upset our plans and produced only average harvests, 
and the chronic shortage of agricultural labor were together too much for us 
to maintain the old ration levels. 
 
We, of course, know that it is not exactly a good time for a reduction in 
rations. Potatoes are in short supply. The long-lasting frost has made it 
impossible to get them to market. They will arrive in larger quantities when 
spring finally arrives, but the long winter still has upset some of our plans 
that looked good on paper. Vegetables are in short supply, particularly in big 
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cities. In short, we would have preferred to postpone this tough measure for 
a few months. It was not possible. We do not determine our food policies 
during the war on their popularity, but rather according to what is reasonable 
under the conditions, even if it sometimes requires unpleasant decisions. 
They may hurt, but we will maintain them until the war ends victoriously. 
Most importantly, we cannot foresee the size of the coming harvest, and 
must guarantee sufficient reserves. Depending on the next harvest, we may 
later be able to consider improvements in rations. 
 
No German doubts any longer that we must win the war. What we accept 
voluntarily today is child’s play compared to what would happen to us if we 
lose. We do not even consider such a possibility. The government does not 
only want to win, it is working and fighting for it, and has after all the 
ultimate responsibility for victory as well. It has the duty to do what the 
situation requires. The people, however, have every right to insist that the 
burdens of the war be shared fairly. No one is exempt from the sacrifices 
that the nation as a whole must bring to win the war. Anyone who interferes 
with or threatens our war effort deserves the harshest penalties, even the 
death penalty. So many fine soldiers and officers risk their lives for their 
fatherland that one simply cannot allow someone at home to hurt our 
chances of victory, whether intentionally or not. It is also clear that the 
harder the sacrifices at the front, the heavier must be the burdens at home, 
and the more stringent the insistence that order and fairness prevail at home. 
Those who break the law must be ruthlessly called to account. Our soldiers 
understandably demand that of us, and indeed the entire people surely give 
such a policy its full support. 
 
It is a matter of complete indifference to us what the enemy thinks about it. 
They are advised to look to their own affairs. The gentlemen in England are 
welcome to consider it a sign of our weakness that in this third year of war 
we maintain order in public life and refuse to tolerate that anyone profits 
from the general problems of our people. They are making the same cuts in 
rations as we. Unlike the English food minister, we do not tell the German 
people that meat is bad for them and that grass makes a good, tasty salad. 
The English claim we are autocratic, but when we make so critical a 
decision, we turn confidently to the people, explain the situation without 
covering anything up, and know that they will understand. 
 
We also protect the people from profiteers. Unlike the situation in England 
— the London newspapers complain nearly every day rather strongly about 
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it — we would not hesitate to hang such people. Our consciences would not 
bother us in the least. It is therefore no accident that the Council for National 
Defense has released a new directive recently that says in its first paragraph 
that he who destroys, withholds, or hordes raw materials or foodstuffs 
important to the population will receive a jail or prison term, or even in 
particularly serious cases the death penalty. Those who in the course of their 
business or trade give special preference to others in supplying goods or 
services, or offer the same, will receive prison sentences. 
 
That is very clear. The state’s attorney has been instructed to prosecute such 
cases firmly, and if perhaps here and there, these crimes have been treated 
mildly in the past, that is to stop immediately. The black market trading of 
certain irresponsible and unscrupulous elements who seek to make a profit 
from the war is over. We are speaking plainly, and in the interests of our 
entire people, both our soldiers at the front and those working at home. They 
all have a right in the face of the difficult conditions of the war to be 
guaranteed by the government their basic necessities. There may be certain 
people who are willing to pay horrendous prices for rationed goods and 
luxuries. This is their final warning. Soon it will no longer be worth the risk 
to take such loving care of one’s belly. No one enjoys war. Neither do we 
want a few drones to enjoy or profit from it. We all want to fight this 
historical battle in a clean and spotless manner. When victory comes, each 
German man and each German woman must be able to say that they have 
done their part. Those who do not understand this, who have no conscience, 
who do not know what to do and not to do during a war, will have to learn 
through other, more drastic ways. 
 
During war, all goods and foodstuffs belong to the whole nation. They must 
be distributed fairly. He who disobeys this principle harms the community. 
The farmer’s crop belongs to the whole people. He should turn scavengers 
away from his door. What German soil and labor produce passes through the 
hands of the merchant. He is the middleman. He distributes them fairly. 
Bartering will bring heavy penalties. The work of the craftsman also has its 
fair price. It is dishonest and criminal to demand or accept special benefits. 
The average person’s sense of fairness is the best guarantee of a satisfactory 
distribution. The German housewife expects and demands from the 
shopkeeper only what is her due. Paying black market prices or bribes is not 
only unworthy of her, it is criminal. Black marketeering, bribery, bartering, 
or excessive prices and bribery will be punished. In particularly serious 
cases, property will be seized or the death penalty imposed. Everyone, 
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whether producer, merchant or buyer is honor bound to act in an exemplary 
way. Each is satisfied with his fair share. That too serves the war effort and 
prepares for victory. It depends on each one of us. 
 
We cannot imagine that anyone among us would want to ignore our appeal 
to decency and fairness. He who does so takes a big risk. There may be an 
occasional person who has not taken the war with the proper seriousness. 
This was most shortsighted, since it endangers not only our food supplies, it 
also gives a bad example to decent citizens and threatens in the long run 
their sense of fairness and their belief in the integrity and decency of public 
life. That is far worse. 
 
In these difficult times, we all need our optimism and our deep, almost holy 
faith. He who abuses them, who tries the patience and decency of our 
people, deserves to be rapped on the knuckles until he learns his lesson. The 
leadership feels more tightly bound to the people during the war than ever 
before. We see the great sacrifices it brings for victory, how patiently and 
bravely it accepts all that is demanded of it. We suffer along with each 
mother who loses her son, each woman who loses her husband, each child 
that loses its father. We know how hard farming women are working in the 
stalls and fields. We sometimes see the dog-tired workers sitting in the 
streetcars or subways. We listen to our soldiers on leave in Berlin as they 
speak about their enormous sacrifices for the fatherland. We wish we could 
sing a song each day in praise of the whole people that is so brave and 
modest, that does its duty as it works and fights for victory without making a 
fuss about it. 
 
We are bound to these people. They expect from the government that, when 
sacrifices are necessary, they will be shared fairly and equally by all. A 
government that failed to do this would no longer deserve to be called a 
government of the people. We all know how things stand. He who ignores 
the necessities of the war will pay a high price. The German people as a 
whole have behaved in an exemplary way, and deserve respect. We are 
convinced that harsh treatment of criminals will be greeted with enthusiasm. 
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An Orgy of Garbage & Feces of Unparalleled Proportions is 

Left Behind by Migrants in Austria  

-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

The End All White People, Rapefugees wrecking ball keeps rolling thankx to Jews.  

 

 

 

 

http://rightwingnews.com/culture/an-org ... ria-video/ 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onZ3wXrH02E 

[my note this is how non-White turd worlders live normally, they literally shit and piss in the 

streets, sidewalks, alleys, parks, rivers they then drink from and bath in. Among mountains 

of trash everywhere, In Africa and India all the time alone. ] 

 

Just disgusting. In Austria, where hundreds of thousands of migrants are trekking their way 

into Germany, they are leaving a massive amount of garbage and feces in their wake. The 

port-a-potties are filthy and unusable.  

 

These people are going to the bathroom everywhere and the filth they leave behind is epic. 

If a female volunteer tries to assist, she is called a Christian whore. How are the locals 

supposed to clean this up? There will be disease from it as well. 

 

As Fjordman says, this is willful destruction and the greatest organized betrayal in Western 

history. Almost none of these people are from Syria. This is the Islamic Hijrah migration in 

full swing and in all it’s vileness.  

 

This doesn’t take into account the rapes and murders that follow these people. It is physical 

and spiritual filth on display. 

 

 

drowning in migrant feces and garbage in unparalleled dimensions. 

 

There is trash everywhere. 

 

The migrants leave their trash as they move through the area on their way to Germany. 
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Locals are faced with piles of trash and feces as the migrants move through town. 

 

Here is video of the migrant invasion outside Nickelsdorf, Austria. 

 

Gates of Vienna wrote this on the suicide of Western culture: 

 

“This destruction is being executed willfully, deliberately, and with malice aforethought. As 

Fjordman has often said: “This is the greatest organized betrayal in Western history.” 

 

Vlad Tepes reported, translated from Unzen Suriert 

 

When you dare to take a look at the border town of Nickelsdorf, population 1,600, you will 

literally be blown away: uncontrolled, illegal migrants wherever you look, and an orgy of 

garbage and feces of unparalleled dimensions. 

 

As early as arriving at the railway station in Nickelsdorf one will notice crowds surrounding 

‘Trafiks’ (slang for tobacconist). An astonishingly high number of immigrants – or migrants, 

want to pay with 500 Euro-bills. The Trafikant is obviously overwhelmed by this payment 

method, which seems to have been going on for a long while now. The customers are 

baffled for being rejected due to lack of change. 

 

Everything completely filthy 

 

Commuters of the 87 kilometers near Vienna Neustadt report, that in the until recently of 

hundreds of immigrants occupied Arena ‘Nova’, there also was an unusually massive burden 

and exposure of fecal matter, because these guests from foreign countries “went potty 

everywhere”. The supplied porta-potties were left “completely filthy” and unusable. 

 

Many people in Nickelsdorf feel completely let down by their government. “It’s like at the 

end of the war, back when the Wehrmacht surrendered the area east of Bruck on the Leitha 

to the Red Army and we were left completely defenseless at the mercy of the marauding 

Russians”, one man remembers the stories his grandparents told him. 
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Female assistants are “Christian whores” 

 

One unsettled female voluntary helper tells that “we were continuously berated as Christian 

whores.” Others just don’t understand just what kinds of people were marching through the 

land completely uncontrolled and unregistered, with the blessing of the government: “There 

were the most strangest types, some way too tall Chinese, supposedly from Mongolia or 

similar areas, colored people in all shades – but hardy any Syrians.” The rumor that Hungary 

had used the chaos to empty out their prisons, is persistent. 

 

 

Hungary has indeed emptied their prisons I hear. What the leaders of these countries are 

allowing is unspeakable and unfathomable. The residents in these towns feel conquered and 

deflated. As if there is no way they can fight back. Their women have not ventured outside 

for months in fear of being raped and/or killed. Austria’s borders are gone – her sovereignty 

is no more. Police are not even trying to enforce border control at this point. Again and 

again, reports are surfacing that the disease Amoebic Dysentery is raging in Austria. The 

Catholic Church in Nickelsdorf supplied an empty building for the refugees, which after an 

incredibly short time had to be cleared out again and disinfected after a public health 

officer’s visit. No precise information is available at this time. “Why don’t we hear and see 

anything in the media, why are we not being informed about what’s going on here?”, is a 

question that locals ask themselves repeatedly. The only ones reporting on this are those 

such as Gateway Pundit, Gates of Vienna and Vlad Tepes. Shame on the media and these so-

called leaders. 
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An Ugly Species: Existence Of Jews 

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun Jan 13, 2019 
 

 

If one studies every particular case of a jew, or especially those in 'fame', you will find some things that 

would probably shock you. These are the same jews this world has been enforced to take as authorities 

about life, existence, state organization, science, and so forth. 

 

The amount of disgusting and ruined life many of these beings live, the multitude of curses on them, 

their diseases, and a lot of other extreme maladies that are on them, mentally, spiritually, and 

physically, is beyond compare to any "Gentile Suffering". Gentiles consider suffering not getting a 

"girlfriend" or other things like that. 

 

For jews, "Suffering" is an understatement. For one, one needs to look no further than the Hasidic 

jewish community. The jews are the only race who has race specific diseases and crippling, but also, race 

specific mental illnesses, such as for example how they believe they are eternally persecuted by 

everyone else on the planet. Physical deformities are extremely common amongst the jewish folk, same 

as unidentifiable diseases. We are not talking about simple diseases here, but genetic, extremely potent 

deteriorating issues, which can arise literally from Infancy, not as a lack of fortune, but as the 

manifestation of the RULE in regards to their race. 

 

What to us is 'suffering' and unfortunate events such as people having accidents or some birth defects 

every a few hundred people and trying to cure the sick, to them is literally daily life and the common 

rule, multiplied by hundreds of times. It is also in many cases praised not to heal, but to prolong the 

suffering, make it stronger, and more potent, as the jews believe they are being 'tried' by this. 

 

Satan states that he curses his enemies with these maladies, and that is correct. In contrast to normal 

diseases that other people have, jews have also caused to themselves numerous mental or other 

diseases, and happily so. The jews are a cursed people, who has never took any action but to attack the 

Gods and everything positive inside this world, promote everything unnatural, and destroy all of life's 

orders and structures. 

 

In regards to jews, lunacy, insanity, paranoia, and all sorts of things that are called "psychopathies" by 

modern scientific standards, are not like diseases that happen, but literally the norm. Many people say 

that some jews are murderous or sociopathic, but that is only the reverse, one has to seek a lot to find a 

jew that doesn't fall in any of these categories. 

 

One blatant example here is Stalin who was born with webbed fingers on his leg, a crippled hand, and 

who knows, potentially lots of other deformities. As to his psychopathy, and his murderous and gangster 

behavior, there is nothing else that needs to be stated on this historical example, making whole 

countries disappear just for his jewishness. 
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Another example of a problematic existence, is Sigmud Fraud. The "father" of modern psychology, lived 

in a horrific family life, with mentally insane parents, and then, chose a mentally insane wife. Beatings 

and the related were constant. Fraud also had a habit of continuously cheating on his so called 'wife'. 

The family tree of Fraud was so confused and typically jewish, with children existing in all directions, and 

jews practicing their usual morality of doing crippled births by intermarrying their sisters and cousins.  

 

Like all other jews Fraud was living in slums. Now, the jews have way less financial problems than the 

Gentiles they co-exist with, but they always seem to be attracted to filth, disturbing environments, that 

THEY themselves create. It's by no mistake the fascination of scat the jew do posses, also revealed by 

Freud, is actually an internal process of the reptilian race, and if there is any semblance to Lizards, lizards 

also behave weird around their own feces.  

 

Jews also have as a native tradition to themselves to not wash even for what is weeks or literally 

months, especially their spiritual types. They consider washing during some times as some sort of a sin. 

Specific jewish kabbalistic rituals also require of them to not wash and remain unwashed for months. If 

there are not specific baths which they call Mikveh that they can get in, they do not wash. Not washing 

on it's own creates an extremely biohazardous situation, and this must be one more reason people 

hated the jews, but also why they may have been resistant to some plagues that happened on the 

people that lived close to them. And given the viral situations, maybe they passed these on to people, 

which the jews later falsely put forth as 'superstition' in behalf of their victims.  

 

The jews also like to inflict debilitating pain on their own since infancy, which is why they do the 

circumcision ritual. The purpose of this ritual which was also done to Gentiles who have been 

unfortunate to follow this norm, done in such a young age, is purposed to make the jews hate their 

genitals, cause deep damage, with the ultimate objective of turning them into emotionally damaged 

individuals, who will be more servile to the tribe upon growing up. The jews have exported this forcibly 

on the Christians as well. Serial killers and murderers are easily created out of the jewish environment of 

existence, hating everyone and everything.  

 

Another thing the jews do is they procreate mercilessly. For example, they can have a house that can fit 

4 people in it, and regardless, they will have 16 children. This creates a situation of absolute 

communism. Adding the above, this creates all sorts of bizarrities in their sick minds, which lead to 

disgusting outcomes, such as underage people sleeping with adults parents, or teenagers sleeping with 

uncles, or everyone sleeping on the floor. They self-cause this situation without caring. This further 

creates so many malfunctions in the personality, which if we add the above, creates a toxic combination 

for the mind of any living being. But the jews love this type of existence. 

 

One more thing the jews suffer from except all of the above, and how they breed it over to the next 

generations, is extreme issues with their self. Famous Rabbis have commented they hate the 'flesh 

bodies' they are 'forced' to live in. This is because they are alien souls. They simply cannot accept this 

'humanoid' type of existence.  

 

This suffering of the jews internally, and how much of a crippled alien species they are, literally has them 
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constantly coming up with outer-cosmic dogmas, hating of nature, and doing everything anti-nature and 

viciously anti-human. One of the particular reasons they hate Whites is because as they write in the 

bibles "Of the beauty of the fair daughters of Esav". Satan has told me this was purposeful by their 

design of the enemy, so that they act better and are pushed constantly to wreck havoc. The destroyed 

jews feel like furthering destruction. From this also arises the hatred for all the beautiful, clever, and 

normal people they see, and the deep need to pervert and destroy them. 

 

Hatred of women, menstrual circles, rules of uncleaningness, and abuse of females to extreme extents 

even if there is no reason to do so, is also authored by the jewish tribe. The jewesses are consantly 

vicious and traitorous to their own so called 'husbands', to which the husbands reply with endless 

violence and slavery. This creates the crack whore circle created later, which is majorly jews jewesses 

trying to escape from the very tribe that birthed them. 

 

Jews have been so pathological with trying to get saved from themselves that they have attempted race 

mixing as some sort of salvation from their own damnation, with the extra benefit of malforming and 

infiltrating bloodlines of Gentiles. As such, all the incest and strange relations they have, they are also, 

bastardized over and over for thousands of years. The constant that was kept from this incessant and 

unending bastardization, they now call "The jewish race", the commonalities of which are huge noses, 

smelly skins that almost look scaly and reptilian, beady eyes, huge ears, webbed feet, extra fingers, and 

all sorts of other "Blessings" of the "Chosen", all with the icing of the cake of a reptilian gene, which they 

have recognized by their own science as the "Cohen Gene". 

 

The stereotypes of the jews throughout the centuries did not arise out of some thin air. They were 

created specifically because this is how the jews put forth themselves in the world. One of these is 

interbreeding. Most if not all jews, since they all come from incestuous marriages, are related. It has 

been scientifically proven what disasters this causes physically, mentally, and emotionally speaking. 

 

The catholic church also allowed this sort of behavior regardless of what dumb Christians of today 

believe, it's not 'wrong' to marry your first blood related cousin in Abrahamic lore, only parents and 

sisters. Arabs under Islam do not consider much of this wrong to this day, pedophilia included. It's only 

Europeans as far as culture is concerned where this was avoided, and we presently know it's 

unscientific, but we were always aware of the hazards of this practice. Most normal Gentiles are 

instinctively opposed to this, unless one wants crippled descendants, which is insanity. And even this is 

questionable in the bible, as parents and illicit relationships of the kinds of bestiality and incest are 

highly emphasized in the Bible. Including weird jewish norms that the brother must have rape the 

brother's widow if she is childless, which is the old testament, and so forth. Fraud's confused family life 

is nothing else but the manifestation of the jewish lore of family relations. 

 

The same goes for pedophilia, which, aside incestuous birthing, is also a mental illness. As to the 

damages of both to society, this goes beyond any explanation. The hasidic jews have a habit of beating 

kids senseless in order to discipline them. Often also, they will drug people for easier control, and abuse, 

both spiritual, social and material, is considered a token of greatness of a community and parents 

towards the kids.  
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The use of drugs for jews in general is something inherent and they really like the development of this, 

and of course kids are not excluded, which they have no problems making them stoned to death. The 

head of the Lev Tahor, a rabbi, was gladly drugging kids and followers senseless, and beating their ass 

constantly on a daily basis, so that they would be obedient, is only one example. The use of drugs like 

Cannabis are big with the jews, as they consider it is "Kosher" to do so, as there are no laws which 

prohibit explicitly drug use. Factor in all of their insanity, and insane lifestyle, and then add drugs, and 

you get some monsters coming out. 

 

In regards to jewish diet, the jews were the only forcible "Vegans" and "Vegeterians" of the planet, 

which is also the compatible diet with their Mitzvot or hebrew commandments. "Fasting" also largely 

comes form the jewish lore, and "Fasting" there is the complete non-consumption of food for periods 

like weeks or more. Fasting like famine is a great way to break someone down, and this is done in 

prisons. The jews have came up with many cultural reasons as to why this is the case, but this is typically 

due to lack of industriousness, having civilization, and in general the structures to develop meat or a 

decent food culture in general. Later on, this was transfered over to Islam. Specific diets can cause not 

only enfeeblement, lack of health, and mental turmoil, but they can completely throw off people and 

whole civilizations completely.  

 

The jews in their attempt to break 'free' out of what their own cultural DNA has created, and what they 

eternally keep recreating and have received by their alien masters, also destroyed the world in the 

process with corruption.  

 

It's revealed by the Kabbalistic Rabbis that the situation with all these 'commandments' was only to 

push people in either this or the opposite direction, which they have some occult reasons for. This is 

called a necessary division. The "Pious jew" will work spiritually, and the "Unholy jew" will run for 

example the interracial porn empire to ruin goyim brains. These are two sides of the same "Holy People" 

coin.  

 

The jewish psychology of 'decadence' is just the reaction to their very own generated culture, in the 

opposite side of it. For one, they have forced virgins for life, and for two, the major interracial pornstars 

are jews, for example. They swing from one to another at the expense of all humans on the planet, 

causing them and channeling on them insanity. This planet is at the whim of their insanity and their 

pathological diseases of thousands of years being constantly put on the heads and cultures of their 

victims. We have also been force-fed these through 'religion'. 

 

As for the the stereotype of fixation to coins and other similar things, the jews, living without earth and 

soil, suffer from yet another mental illness. This mental illness is when one loses the capacity to bond 

with humans, they bond with objects, and this is scientifically understood. In their disgusting and filthy 

life, jews bonded with coins, their 'torah', and other similar objects, which they loved more than life 

itself. This is degenerative mental illness. The joke that a jew will suicide for a nickel is not a joke either, 

as to the jew, these 'tools' they have become literally their only means to survival.  

 

There are jews who believe they will go to "Gehenom" if they cut these hairy twirly things on the sides 

of their head. This is because they say, "God" has these too. A "God" of the jews as handsome as the 
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jews themselves. How surprizing. 

 

The other stereotype is that the jews are 'highly intelligent'. The situation is when Gentiles have kids 

play with playmobil, the jews beat their own kids since infancy to study the torah, read, and they do 

endless hours of forced training to turn their children into spiritual weapons for the future of 

dominating the planet. This includes arduous mental training for endless hours a day, both in denial of 

food and drink, and all sorts of other torture, dietary, and general. This doesn't make them naturally 

more 'intelligent', but it gives them some abilities which they later use for their quest of taking over the 

goyim. many are very intellectually trained, compared to the "Goyim" who are of the belief that "The 

poor of spirit will inherit heaven". 

 

Factoring all of the above and summing it one understands the jews are not only alien, but a biohazard 

social, type of virus. The monstrous external form of the jews, which they have tried so hard to get rid 

of, is not some sort of random thing, it's the manifestation of what these "people" are. 

 

The jews, that way, export their own mental, physical, and all other illnesses and make these a rule for 

the populace. The jews are infectious to all life on the planet, no different than a virus, which, even 

deadly upon itself and eating out it's victims, and therefore killing it's own fertility ground, just cannot 

stop doing what it is meant to do: Infect. 
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An Orgy of Garbage & Feces of Unparalleled Proportions is 

Left Behind by Migrants in Austria  

-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

The End All White People, Rapefugees wrecking ball keeps rolling thankx to Jews.  

 

 

 

 

http://rightwingnews.com/culture/an-org ... ria-video/ 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onZ3wXrH02E 

[my note this is how non-White turd worlders live normally, they literally shit and piss in the 

streets, sidewalks, alleys, parks, rivers they then drink from and bath in. Among mountains 

of trash everywhere, In Africa and India all the time alone. ] 

 

Just disgusting. In Austria, where hundreds of thousands of migrants are trekking their way 

into Germany, they are leaving a massive amount of garbage and feces in their wake. The 

port-a-potties are filthy and unusable.  

 

These people are going to the bathroom everywhere and the filth they leave behind is epic. 

If a female volunteer tries to assist, she is called a Christian whore. How are the locals 

supposed to clean this up? There will be disease from it as well. 

 

As Fjordman says, this is willful destruction and the greatest organized betrayal in Western 

history. Almost none of these people are from Syria. This is the Islamic Hijrah migration in 

full swing and in all it’s vileness.  

 

This doesn’t take into account the rapes and murders that follow these people. It is physical 

and spiritual filth on display. 

 

 

drowning in migrant feces and garbage in unparalleled dimensions. 

 

There is trash everywhere. 

 

The migrants leave their trash as they move through the area on their way to Germany. 
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Locals are faced with piles of trash and feces as the migrants move through town. 

 

Here is video of the migrant invasion outside Nickelsdorf, Austria. 

 

Gates of Vienna wrote this on the suicide of Western culture: 

 

“This destruction is being executed willfully, deliberately, and with malice aforethought. As 

Fjordman has often said: “This is the greatest organized betrayal in Western history.” 

 

Vlad Tepes reported, translated from Unzen Suriert 

 

When you dare to take a look at the border town of Nickelsdorf, population 1,600, you will 

literally be blown away: uncontrolled, illegal migrants wherever you look, and an orgy of 

garbage and feces of unparalleled dimensions. 

 

As early as arriving at the railway station in Nickelsdorf one will notice crowds surrounding 

‘Trafiks’ (slang for tobacconist). An astonishingly high number of immigrants – or migrants, 

want to pay with 500 Euro-bills. The Trafikant is obviously overwhelmed by this payment 

method, which seems to have been going on for a long while now. The customers are 

baffled for being rejected due to lack of change. 

 

Everything completely filthy 

 

Commuters of the 87 kilometers near Vienna Neustadt report, that in the until recently of 

hundreds of immigrants occupied Arena ‘Nova’, there also was an unusually massive burden 

and exposure of fecal matter, because these guests from foreign countries “went potty 

everywhere”. The supplied porta-potties were left “completely filthy” and unusable. 

 

Many people in Nickelsdorf feel completely let down by their government. “It’s like at the 

end of the war, back when the Wehrmacht surrendered the area east of Bruck on the Leitha 

to the Red Army and we were left completely defenseless at the mercy of the marauding 

Russians”, one man remembers the stories his grandparents told him. 
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Female assistants are “Christian whores” 

 

One unsettled female voluntary helper tells that “we were continuously berated as Christian 

whores.” Others just don’t understand just what kinds of people were marching through the 

land completely uncontrolled and unregistered, with the blessing of the government: “There 

were the most strangest types, some way too tall Chinese, supposedly from Mongolia or 

similar areas, colored people in all shades – but hardy any Syrians.” The rumor that Hungary 

had used the chaos to empty out their prisons, is persistent. 

 

 

Hungary has indeed emptied their prisons I hear. What the leaders of these countries are 

allowing is unspeakable and unfathomable. The residents in these towns feel conquered and 

deflated. As if there is no way they can fight back. Their women have not ventured outside 

for months in fear of being raped and/or killed. Austria’s borders are gone – her sovereignty 

is no more. Police are not even trying to enforce border control at this point. Again and 

again, reports are surfacing that the disease Amoebic Dysentery is raging in Austria. The 

Catholic Church in Nickelsdorf supplied an empty building for the refugees, which after an 

incredibly short time had to be cleared out again and disinfected after a public health 

officer’s visit. No precise information is available at this time. “Why don’t we hear and see 

anything in the media, why are we not being informed about what’s going on here?”, is a 

question that locals ask themselves repeatedly. The only ones reporting on this are those 

such as Gateway Pundit, Gates of Vienna and Vlad Tepes. Shame on the media and these so-

called leaders. 
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Ancient Artefacts Of Mexico Show Grey Aliens On Earth

by HP Mageson666 » Mon Jan 29, 2018 9:33 am 

There is steady stream of ancient finds in South America that keep showing up one Major Fact. The 
images of Reptilians and Greys shown in sacred dress. 

As I wrote in another article on this situation on the Mayan Temple artefacts of Greys, keep in mind
the Aztecs were the ancient Mexicans. The same people who they found these Grey artefacts from:

From the Aztec codex Chimalpopoca: "The Toltecs were engaged in battle at a place called 
Netalpan. And when they had taken captives, human sacrifice also got started as Toltecs sacrificed 
their prisoners. Among them and in their midst the evil YAotl followed along. Right on the spot he 
kept inciting them to make human sacrifices. And then, too, he started and began the practice of 
flaying humans...Then he made one of the Toltecs named Ziuhcozcatl wear the skin and he was the 
first to wear a Toltec skin. Indeed, every kind of human sacrifice that there used to be got stared 
then. For it is told and related that during the and under his authority, the first Quetzalcoatl, whose 
name was Ce Acatl, absolutely refused to perform human sacrifice. It was precisely when Huemac 
was ruler that all those things that used to be done got stared. Huemas sacrificed a human streamer, 
thus making payment." 
In the Codexs it makes mention of the fact the original civilization given by the Gods described as 
Blond-haired and blue-eyed, ordered them to never commit human or animal sacrifice. 
In the Codex the Quetzalcoatl here is a title not of the Nordic God [Satan] but of the Priest King of 
the time, who kept the law given. 
We see in the Codex other rulers, later on, started to make deals with these other beings described as
being evil. In return for power and earthly favors, they offered blood sacrifices. Note; the name of 
this being is YAh-olt, Jau of Yau, Yao, is also a spelling of Yahweh who is also called Yah by the 
Jews. Yahweh is a collection of enemy aliens. Yahweh orders human sacrifice and animal sacrifice 
in the Torah. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Jews state in their writings their "gods" the ‘Elohims’, which is the plural spelling came down 
and created them by fathering them. And they are not part of the Gentile races who came from the 
blood of Satan [The leader of the Nordic Extra-terrestrials from Orion]. But that the Jew came from 
the different blood of Yahweh and is a separate race totally from all other races on Earth. 
The Greys are Reptilian and the Jews are the only race found with Reptilian DNA in their Cohen 
gene which is their racial gene. 
So it’s obvious who ‘Yahweh’ or the ‘Yahwehs’ the ‘Elohims’ really are, it’s stamped right in the 
racial-genetics of the Jews. Now it’s obvious why Yahweh, at some point, forbade any images to be 
made of it -- because when images have been made of the Elohims, you can witness them for what 
they are, Reptilian Greys. 
The Elohims then dictated the Torah, to Jews. Which is a battle plan, to destroy the Gentile races, 
which is what “The Nations” mean in the Torah and to build a global Factory Farm (farming non-
Jewish Gentile humans) for their Reptilian masters. 

What did the high-Ranking Jewish leader Rav Laitman tell his fellow-Jews during a lecture in 
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Israel? That the Jews are an alien race to this planet, that came from their former world to this one. 
To conqueror it.

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/5436228/a ... xico-cave/
ANCIENT sculptures depicting alien-like figures have been found in a cave in Mexico, it has been 
claimed.
The spooky artefacts which reportedly date back thousands of years show creatures with long faces 
and wide eyes.
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(Suggested further ET research, Lloyd Pye’s lectures and work on The Star Child Skull, a half-
human half-grey hybrid being found in South America. Material proof of the existence of Extra-
terrestrials.)

This was posted by dragon bleu 666:
The grey and hybrid mumy found in NASCA,PERU:
viewtopic.php?f=3&t=2493
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There also was a story in the news years ago, construction workers doing renovations on part of the 
Vatican found the skeleton of a Grey alien.

Follow the Slothz search engine to:
www.joyofsatan.com
www.exposingchristianity.com
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Ancient Gods And Gender 

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun May 05, 2019 

 

 

 

A lot of psychological dilemmas and problems people encounter today, is merely due to the lack of 

proper archetypes. The best way to understand these archetypal forms, is just by looking into the 

Ancient Greek Pantheon. There these are arrayed beautifully and with common sense, and with logic. 

 

Yes, you are a man, this is biological reality, having emotions does NOT in anyway make you less than a 

man, nor does being an introvert, being thoughtful, or whatever else, does make you less than a "man".  

 

Being sensitive is nothing wrong with this. This is also not 'negative'. Being caring is a perfectly male 

trait, if we are not caring then how exactly will we care for our own? There are caring men who do the 

lifting to build new worlds, not the careless ones. 

 

The thing is people get confused but the prototypes for Archetypes of inner formation based on two 

Genders are really the Ancient Greek Gods. This is why it's important we return to sane minded 

Paganism, so that problems of this nature are immediately addressed from a very young age, and in 

most cases, without even confusion on the subject. 

 

Hermes or Dionysus are not brutal like Hephaistos or Mars, they are still male however, and perfectly 

men. Mars and Hephaistos are the more crude and brutal side of the male energy, Zeus more refined 

and fatherly. Poseidon also is fatherly, but can be crude and have feminine characteristics of behavior. 

Apollo appears with a side of masculine severity but also feminine traits as God of music and lyre. 

 

Biologically their genders are pretty apparent. Just look down there on the statues and you will see this. 

These are all manifestations of the same male gender in different formulations. And all of these are 

useful and of paramount importance to society. People should not feel ashamed or worthless because 

they are not specifically one or another form. 
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The same goes for the Goddesses. Athena is a Goddess of war and gets into traditionally masculine fields 

masculine affairs. While deliberate planning and craftiness belongs to Hermes, Athena is in Illiad 

portrayed as a major logical planner a rarity, but existing nevertheless within the female capability. 

Artemis hunts, on the other hand Aphrodite is purely "feminine" without any restriction. Hera is another 

archetype of motherly femininity and so forth. 

 

Taking the above as a guide will clear up a lot of misconceptions people have in regards to genders. Your 

biological gender *IS* your biological gender. Where you fall on the above "Spectrum" and "Type" is 

more of a psychological and metaphysical notion of the energies of your own soul. This has to be 

accepted and understood, and you have to grow on your own potential, like a flower of your own nature 

and field, your own times, and your own conditions. 

 

The lack of simple spiritual understanding such as the above has created monstrosities and a lot of 

mental illness in our recent times. Humanity has been lost in very gross and unnatural arguments as a 

result, and people have been trampled over by this loss of culture. This is because people are lost and 

this is terribly sad.  

 

Paganism restores external health by instating first INTERNAL health. These are symbols we have had 

under different forms for centuries, and they are meant to help us grow psychologically and mentally 

into perfection. 

 

Paganism ie, Satanism, is health and nature. There we find solace and inner healing, the soul finds peace 

and harmony. 
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Ancient Greek Stolen Concepts Of The Kabbalah 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Thu Nov 15, 2018 4:19 am 

The issue is the jews lived within the Greek empire and they saw the Greeks taking over the 

world and expansion of Alexander the Great's Empire. They were exposed to the growth of the 

empire and could observe how empires are run for a very long time. 
 

The situation is the same with the Romans who had them, albeit the hatred for the larger 

population, somehow always latched on their back for the whole time of existence of both of the 

Greek and the Roman empire. By the time the Romans understood the existential corrosion it 

was already too late as they couldn't suppress the jews militarily or otherwise. 
 

The mainstream history just states this was done for whatever reason but the outcome of the 

effects of actions do show that Alexander wanted to re-aryanize the places where there was 

prior an Aryan Pagan culture but just create an empire based on the Pagan re-awakening. By 

Alexanders time the spiritual downfall was already evident people were just swimming more and 

more in gross lack of spirituality.  
 

Also many White or otherwise Greek racially people were scattered in all the areas where the 

Greeks dominated and this is why Alexander the Great got a "Barbarian" wife whose name was 

Roxanne. Through Roxanne also and the noble family Alexander tried to expand into the Hindu 

region in order to manifest the first objective of the empire which was the restoration of the 

Vedic culture. But he died before any of this even manifested properly.  
 

It's to be stated however all non Pagan expressions of faith such as Judaism were punishable 

by death. And the jews of the time therefore attempted to merge in with the "Hellenized" thought 

to avoid execution. This death would not only come from the government but the normal people 

as well. The Greek empire allowed ALL other Pagan faiths, and anything Pagan, but it only had 

a beef with jews.  
 

The Roman future of how the jews sacrificed babies, promoted spiritual hoaxes, overthrown and 

perverted Rome, and did spiritual crimes, just plainly shows why this was the case.  
 

The jews had to live under two systems of rulers one was the Greeks and the other was the 

Romans who were based on the Greeks. And the Greeks created the first modern Vedic empire 

after a very long time of nothing existing of this kind. Later this empire also merged with Egypt 

and lasted hundreds and hundreds of years.  

 

This was instated by Alexander whose teacher was Aristotle, and Aristotle was called a Sage as 

how the Hindus call their own Rishis. All the Greek philosophers of the era also were aware of 

the eastern connection, the origins of the east, and the ancient pre-homeric Vedic culture. Even 

Homer was considered part of this Vedic culture. 
 

Aristotle's second existence was not that of the empirical scientist but the occult mastermind. 

There are descriptions where Aristotle taught Alexander how to do binding rituals and how to 

summon the Gods and many other things. The whole story has been physicalized as some sort 

of dumb conquest of the world for whatever things.  
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The Greeks of the time were rich and just fine they didn't require to enter lands that were utterly 

pointless in resources, in 'barbarians' and many other things. But it was known that since the 

ancient times there were leftovers of White populations in the middle-east. Just hovering there 

as barbarians while racially they were Aryans. Artemisia for whom a movie was made in the 300 

sequel was a woman top military commander of the Persian empire who was Greek in blood.  
 

However with the Greeks something happened the Greeks did not just sit idly with the spiritual 

knowledge to get stoned, they utilized this knowledge and created one of the world's most 

significant civilizations. Like the Egyptians did. And the jews were observing this from the 

closeby and were a 5th column in what was the Greek empire of the time. At the time of the 

Greeks and the Egyptians the sages only wanted to return the world to a "Vedic" type of 

civilization which existed in the Golden age.  
 

The jews had hijacked later Platonism which was the root teachings of the spiritual side of the 

Greek empire and the higher occult mystery schools. They could never get into the inner core of 

these such as the Orphics or the Delphics but they could pseudo-philosophize as they do today. 

They also acted as a racial 5th column inside the Greek empire as they were jews in blood but 

they were raised in Greek literacy under the Greek empire. They were called the Exile or the 

Diaspora as far as the jews as concerned.  
 

The jew who burned the library of Alexandria or Philo Judaueus was one of these dispora racial 

jews who had Greek education. The greatest crime against the Greeks and the whole of the 

Pagan civilization back then was the torching of all the inherited knowledge of mankind until this 

point in the Alexandrian Library. Thousands upon thousands of labors, toils, researching, and 

knowledge about the history of mankind was simply torched. Today the jews cannot torch the 

libraries of mankind but they have won the information war simply by desecrating anything 

meaningful and corrupting it. And censoring information. 

 

This to be understood is context is how the jews today in America pretend to be American, try to 

decide for America, and are claiming they are American, while all they do is simply take America 

down the multicultural, unholy drain. This is the same behavior the jews always engaged when 

being under any empire. Today modern jews say the jews are in exile under Esau in America, 

as Esau is one code name for Whites they use in their context. And that Esau needs to be 

destroyed. The jews also call America the second Rome, and parellel it with Ancient Greek 

empire and it's abuse towards jews. Because as anyone can see the jews have a very hard life 

in the US, occupying the best provisions in everything, and living in Beverly Hills for example.  
 

So like we have "American Jews" today, who are racially and in conscience jews, but in 

passport and nationality "American", we have had thousands of years ago "Hellenistic" jews. 

 

The Hellenistic Jews were basically racial jews who in order to escape execution from the Greek 

empire, pretended that Judaism was to some extent "Hellenized" in order to save themselves 

from execution. Just covering up for the facts of what they really were working on.  
 

The disapora's purpose was to steal knowledge from the native populations. And corrupt it's 

native knowledge. While delivering the stolen information in the hands of the jewish Rabbinate. 

This amassing of information took tens of centuries until the jews could reach a level of 

understanding enough to use this knowledge to dominate the planet directly. And it makes 
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sense this knowledge in the first place was used as a formative knowledge for prior empires. 
 

The Gematria of the jews is simply what is called Geometria or Geometry of the Platonists or 

Pythagoreans this is simply the study of numbers, shapes, and their natural connotations. The 

jews just ripped off this system and they created the Gematria. 
 

The Kabbalah is based on the concept of Kavana which in Greek means "The Bell". The "Bell" 

is just the symbol of the living vibration of words. The Ain Soph of the jews means "Mia Sophia" 

which means "The one Wisdom". This is the name of the so called universal creator. The Ein 

Soph is also an anagram from the Greek Ena Phos which means the Singular Light which the 

Egyptians also described as the power of Ra. Which was the basis of the Solar Religion. 
 

The Jews also name the "Chakras" the "Sephirot" which is just a ripoff of the Greek Zephyro 

which is "Jewel". In the east all the chakras are described as jewels. Zephyro also comes from 

Zephyros which is the Greek God of the Vital wind, the Vayu of the East. 

 

Nefesh is also stolen from the Greek Nefos which means heavenly deity of the clouds. As 

Nefesh is used as a term to describe the sum of the vital winds inside the body. Even Christos 

which is pulled from the backdoor in the Kabbalah, Christos just means "The One Initiated In the 

Mysteries" and absolutely nothing else. It's an epithet.  
 

The "Adam" of the jews comes of the Greek Adamas which means "rare jewel" or "supremely 

rare stone", or in literal translation, the Diamond. The "Body of Adam" or "Adam Kadmon" is the 

Diamond body of the East, another corrupted statement.  
 

Adam Kadmon is also ripped off from the Greek Mythical King Kadmus, King of Thebes, who 

was born from the mouth of the Serpent as is the common myth of the Thebean Greek people. 

Kadmus fought the dragon/serpent and when he won he was born from his mouth. Kadmus is 

also coming from Kekadme which means "To Shine Brightly" in Greek, and Keka comes from 

that which is resulted from burning as in Kekamena, or the Cleansing by Fire process. Which 

results to Kadmus the fire body. 
 

The tale also says according to Herodotus Kadmus came from the Phoenician lands but this is a 

racial matter not an alphabetical debate as it appears the Greek Alphabet existed before the 

Phoenician Alphabet, as the first correlations measurable correlations are seen in 1000 Bc while 

Herodotus based on his time says that Kadmus settled in Greece 1600 years earlier. So the 

whole meme that Greek was from Phoenician simply cannot stand, as there is a 1000 years 

gap, with Herodotus living at around 500 bc and saying that Kadmus was the Greek king 2000 

years ago, but the first correlations between "Phoenician" and "Greek" appearing in 1050 Bc.  

 

Making the "everything started from Phoenicians" as far as the theory is concerned more than 

likely wrong. In anyway the Phoenicians were probably just Indo-European whites anyway as 

this was a term used by the Greeks for the people living in the region of Tyre, or whom the jews 

call Canaaites, and where, aside the Greeks, one of the races that are destined for 

extermination in the Bible. Its clear the Jews didn't just peacefully co-exist nor with Greeks nor 

with the Phoenicians and wanted them dead. Because apparently both the Phoenicians and the 

Greeks simply had enough of the kikes and opposed them and wanted them gone.  
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They constantly were programmed by all these people and they ripped off knowledge from them 

forcefully, to the point the native populations always chased them around to murder them. 
 

Adam - Kadmon forms Adam-Admon which is close to Adamantinos which means 

Adamantinum and is the strongest essence that can be found in nature. Adamantine in 

Mythology was the most incorruptible element in existence, showing full indestructibility. 

Kadmus in Greek Mythology came from the Serpent/Dragons Teeth. Today we know 

Adamantine is part of our teeth. This is because the Dragon resides on the Holy Bone or the 

Tailbone which is also to imply the indestructible quality of rebirth. The bone itself looks like a 

giant tooth. 
 

Angel which the jews use is also another stolen statement, it is another epithet meaning simply 

and without any other connotation, messenger. Hermes was the Angelos of Zeus since he 

moved Zeus's decrees. The jews call their angels "Cheruvim" which possibly relates to Heru 

which is stolen from Chi-Ra, and Hera literally means "The Hand". Hera is also the name of 

Zeus's wife showing what this is about. As such we have the concept of the "Hand of God" or 

the "Angels who act in his behalf". After centuries the Christards said that "Mother Mary Was 

Cherubim", to show how much corruption a statement like that can get unto itself. Mother Hera 

became Mother Mary, and Hera became the "Cherubim". 
 

The Klippoth of Kabbalah which means just "Husks" comes from the Greek word "Kelyphos" 

which means the covering or the shroud, or the exoskeleton, carapace. Literally Keliphos which 

in female is Kelipha means "Light Imprisonment". The jews state they try to remove the "Kelipha 

From the Sephirot" which should be clear by now what they mean. As a derogatory statement, 

they call the Pagan Gods (from which all of this is stolen from...add insult to injury...) Klippoth.  
 

To show that our Gods are the greatest existential problem of jews and do not allow them to 

even liveor thrive. Everything negative the jews experience they say it's the Klipot doing it, 

which has two meanings, one is our Gods, and the second is the stolen meaning of problems 

with the soul light. Apparently what makes us Gentile shine simply makes the jews dim out and 

die.  
 

The jews also in Kabbalah to show reduction they add the Greek prefix KAT in front of their 

words. Like Katnut which is the concept of reduction in their Kabbalistic writings.  
 

Keter or Crown simply means K-Ether which is actually the Greek Ethere or Ether or Aether. K 

is from Korona which means Crown. This is the symbolic of the Crown chakra on the top of the 

head. Korach in the Kabbalah simply means. 

 

Metatron which the jews call their top angel is simply a fully ripped of concept of the Meta-

Thronos which means the one beyond the Throne and is symbolic of the Crown Chakra as well. 
 

Neshama which is the name of the should comes from Anasema which means "The Breath" or 

the power to breathe. This again goes to the Hindu Vayu and the concept of the breath.  

 

Adonai is ripped off from Adonis which was the love of Aphrodite. 

 

The whole of the jewish alphabet is just also a ripoff of a couple of languages such as the 
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Egyptian "Yoth" which they later turned into Yod, and many other examples. As far as Greek is 

concerned many of these letters are just ripped off from Greek alphabet as well.  
 

Alpha into Alef, Beta into Bet, Gamma into Gimel and so forth. Similarly the jews have acted in 

other examples such as mistranslated the names of the Gods so in their language they mean 

different things such as Astarte to Astoreth which means excrement in hebrew.  
 

The name itself of the whole stolen culture as "Kabbalah" can probably be traced down to the 

word Kymbala which are just instruments of music that produce vibration. The drums are used 

as symbolism to show vibration and Kabbalah is based as a concept of the creation through the 

speech and vibration fields. This is also an Egyptian word stolen verbatim anyway.  
 

The Rabbis are divided in two aspects here. Those that do admit that it's all stolen from the 

'exiles' and that it's knowledge accumulated from Gentiles the so called "Kabbalah", and 

jewdized to the core. And those that are against mentioning this too openly who scorn the big 

rabbis who even admitted this such as Maimonedes. The jews are aware of their theft and 

ultimate perversion and they rejoice it either way. 
 

The fact the Kabbala is an Ancient Greek system of ascent based on Egyptian and Vedic 

principles should be clear. Since all the Ancient Greek sages were in reality, at least the 

important ones, studied in Egypt, while some also went into the Far East. Same as all those 

who provided the system to raise spiritually in the cryptic schools like Pythagoras who was 

directly an Egyptian student and also into the Greek mysteries at the same time.  
 

Iamvlichus from whom we have surviving texts about Pythagoras just highlights that in the mind 

of those in the know the Greek mysteries and the Ancient Egyptian ones were just the same. 

And it was all traced back to the Far East the first Golden Age Civilization. As such they also 

moved towards the east, the later 'conquerors' such as Alexander.  
 

However even in the time of Pythagoras when he tried to bring the mysteries back to Greece he 

had found that the general spiritual condition of people was already steeping too low and a 

people alienated to what a few centuries earlier was it's actual culture.  

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 

 
 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: Ancient Greek Stolen Concepts Of The Kabbalah 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Thu Nov 15, 2018 8:07 am 
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Alexander's mission was to destroy the entire Persian empire. This seems to have been done 

due to the fact Greece was in a long conflict with Persia. The Persian empire was always 

interfering in Greek politics', culture and the such this includes funding one Greek state against 

another in wars. To weaken the Greeks for Persian invasion. They also tried to overthrow the 

Pagan culture of the Greeks and impose this Zoroastrianism as a control method on the Greeks. 

Alexander ordered the entire Zoroastrian ideology totally destroyed as a spiritual psychological 

warfare program against the Pagan Gentiles.  
 

The jews show their Shekinah as the bell for the reason the vibration of the 22 letters they state 

their "YHVH" is the manifestation of the Shekinah. They created their thoughtform with the 22 

letters. 

 

Re: Ancient Greek Stolen Concepts Of The Kabbalah 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Thu Nov 15, 2018 10:39 am 

Scion of Atlantis wrote: 

Hoodedcobra666 wrote:Also many White or otherwise Greek racially people were scattered 

in all the areas where the Greeks dominated and this is why Alexander the Great got a 

"Barbarian" wife whose name was Roxanne. Through Roxanne also and the noble family 

Alexander tried to expand into the Hindu region in order to manifest the first objective of the 

empire which was the restoration of the Vedic culture. But he died before any of this even 

manifested properly. 

 

I have heard before on here that Alexander may have also completed the Magnum Opus 

rather than simply dying of fever as the common narrative dictates. Alexander had plans to 

spread Hellenism and the Macedonian Empire to other regions such as Arabia before his 

apparent death, and as you mentioned, he had other higher goals as well. On one hand, I 

find it difficult to believe that he would complete the Magnum Opus before completing his 

goals, but on the other, he had an ascended serpent and was spiritually advanced, thus I 

am unsure what the truth of his "death" could be. I would like to hear your thoughts on the 

matter. 

 

As for the rest of the sermon, well done. The enemy will pay dearly for all that they have 

stolen and corrupted. 

 

 

He did complete the Magnum Opus in full and also Assyrian and other priests helped him with 

this, same as Egyptians, Ancient Greek Priesthood, and many other Pagan priesthoods to 

which he went for help, blessing and guidance. He was well received by the native Pagan 

priesthoods.  
 

Many also saw him rather as a liberator from the emerging wave of ... "Persian" Zoroastrianism 

was the Jewish Dualism before Jewish Monotheism. In one story the Assyrian priests were 

testing alexander for his spiritual knowledge and spiritual capacity so they asked him to name a 

demon present in the room. And Alexander named the demon that was present there. After the 
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event the priests knew he was a legitimately spiritual person not some sort of charlatan.  
 

The thing is many call Alexander a "Macedonian", which is something memed very hard into the 

conscience of people studying history. To show fragmentation, all in the aim to hide also the 

aspect of larger racial solidarity. 
 

Since when a people are of the same race, speak the same language, and have a verbatim 

same pantheon, live in the common region, trade, and literally just co-exist, they are not 

"different" in anyway other than state affairs. The case is the Alexander was Ancient Greek not 

Macedonian, anymore that someone is a Bavarian simply because he lives in Bavarian rather 

than calling him Austrian or German or White.  
 

This is how the jews obsess and call Hitler an AUSTRIAN all the time. But wasn't Hitler of simply 

German blood. 

 

Re: Ancient Greek Stolen Concepts Of The Kabbalah 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Thu Nov 15, 2018 1:06 pm 

Scion of Atlantis wrote: 

Hoodedcobra666 wrote: 

Scion of Atlantis wrote:I have heard before on here that Alexander may have also 

completed the Magnum Opus rather than simply dying of fever as the common narrative 

dictates. Alexander had plans to spread Hellenism and the Macedonian Empire to other 

regions such as Arabia before his apparent death, and as you mentioned, he had other 

higher goals as well. On one hand, I find it difficult to believe that he would complete the 

Magnum Opus before completing his goals, but on the other, he had an ascended serpent 

and was spiritually advanced, thus I am unsure what the truth of his "death" could be. I would 

like to hear your thoughts on the matter. 
 

As for the rest of the sermon, well done. The enemy will pay dearly for all that they have 

stolen and corrupted. 

 

 

He did complete the Magnum Opus in full and also Assyrian and other priests helped him with 

this, same as Egyptians, Ancient Greek Priesthood, and many other Pagan priesthoods to 

which he went for help, blessing and guidance. He was well received by the native Pagan 

priesthoods.  
 

Many also saw him rather as a liberator from the emerging wave of ... "Persian" 

Zoroastrianism was the Jewish Dualism before Jewish Monotheism. In one story the Assyrian 

priests were testing alexander for his spiritual knowledge and spiritual capacity so they asked 

him to name a demon present in the room. And Alexander named the demon that was 

present there. After the event the priests knew he was a legitimately spiritual person not some 

sort of charlatan. 
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The thing is many call Alexander a "Macedonian", which is something memed very hard into 

the conscience of people studying history. To show fragmentation, all in the aim to hide also 

the aspect of larger racial solidarity. 

 

Since when a people are of the same race, speak the same language, and have a verbatim 

same pantheon, live in the common region, trade, and literally just co-exist, they are not 

"different" in anyway other than state affairs. The case is the Alexander was Ancient Greek 

not Macedonian, anymore that someone is a Bavarian simply because he lives in Bavarian 

rather than calling him Austrian or German or White.  

 

This is how the jews obsess and call Hitler an AUSTRIAN all the time. But wasn't Hitler of 

simply German blood. 

 

Thank you for the clarification on the subject. I furthermore agree that classifying Alexander 

as "Macedonian" is merely an attempt to throw people off from the bigger picture of what 

Alexander was doing, for Greece, Europe and indeed, the entire Gentile world, as the 

"Persian" Empire was known to be tyrannical in many other nations (Egypt rebelled against 

the Persians many times and often succeeded in their revolt since the Pagan priesthood of 

Egypt knew that Zoroastrianism was an attempt at spiritual and religious subversion, 

Babylonians, Assyrians, Ionian Greeks, and Medians revolted several times as well for the 

same reason, not to mention that the Zoroastrian Persians actively sought to exterminate 

Paganism in those lands). It is little wonder that in the current Jew-controlled education 

system the true history of Alexander is grossly obscured and perverted, and he is called a 

"brutal conqueror" in the same way Hitler and other real heroes are lied about.  

 

 

Alexander was just a Hellene who tried to reinstate the Indo Aryan Paganism, destroy the 

enemy spiritual spawns, and also do something valuable for the people.  
 

When Alexander went to Persia according to the stories they didn't see him as a conqueror. 

Maybe they didn't love him all that much, but at least they were liberated. 

 

The use of the whip to hit workers and working people while they worked was introduced by the 

Persian empire. 
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Ancient Jewish Record States Jews Are From The Far East 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sun Sep 16, 2018 9:43 pm 

Adam And Eve Stolen From Hinduism 
 

The Jews are originally from the far east even their own historical records in the east state this 

fact: 
 

 

"A footnote from Volume 1[p.346] of Marco Polo's Travels, translated by Sir Henry Yule. It 

states: "Much has been written about the ancient settlement of Jews at Kaifunfu [in China]. One 

of the most interesting papers on the subject is in Chinese Repository Vol. XX. It gives the 

translation of a Chinese Jewish inscription... Here is a passage: "With respect to the Israelitish 

religion we find an inquiry that its first ancestor Adam, came originally from India..."[1] 

 

"The name "Adam" the first created man according to the Talmud, is a name derived from the 

Sanskrit aadim, which means the first or most ancient man."[2] 
 

In the ancient Hindu religion the God Shiva created Adimu [Adim] and Eva in Sri Lanka. Eva is a 

Sanskrit mantra and term just as Adimu is. This is where the Jews stole this from. Shiva's 

symbol is the serpent and this was rewritten by the Jews with the original God in the form of the 

serpent as the now evil being. The Yezidhi's also state they came from India and where created 

in ancient Sri Lanka by their God Satan whom they also call Shiva the ancient name of this God 

in Sri Lanka. They mentioned this God Satan after creating Humanity then taught them the 

knowledge of the serpent the Light Body teachings. The Yezidhi six pointed star is also from 

India. This God was also called Enki by the Sumerian's and Oannes by the Babylonians and 

Ioannes by the Greeks more popularly know as Dionysus. Whom the Greeks stated came from 

Sri Lanka. The Greeks also stated they came from the east. The Greeks called Shiva openly 

Dionysus when they went east with Alexander. Satan is a Sanskrit title of the highest God. 

Shiva is called Sada Shiva which means Eternal Shiva. In Sanskrit the D and T are doubled 

letter Eternal in Sanskrit is also openly spelled as Sata as well as Sada. Its Sata Shiva or Satan 

Shiva with the anusvara on the end. 

 

 

Source 
Proof Of Vedic Culture's Global Existence, Knapp [1] [2] 
Serpent And Siva Worship, Clarke 
The Truth Behind The Christ Myth, Pinkham 
A Lamp To Illuminate The Five Stages,Tsongkhapa 

 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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Re: Ancient Jewish Record States Jews Are From The Far East 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Mon Sep 17, 2018 9:53 pm 

Asura seems to become bad when Zoroastrianism was created and kept the title Asura for their 

concept of Deity. Ahura Mazda is Asura Mazda. They made the Deva's into evil beings and 

Rudra became Ahriman. This is an attack on the ancient Vedic world civilization and the real 

first case of a new religion at war with the Sanatana Dharma. A Sur is like Apollo it seems 

meaning the Ether without attributes. Osiris real name is Asar like Asur. The Assyrians head 

God was Asur. And Asura is also mentioned as the ancient titles of the Gods in Hinduism. They 

make a distinction between the two. 
 

 

Anu or An just means God. Shiva is called An in ancient India. Anki is the head God of Sumeria 

hence An...God...Ki...King. 
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And a Jewish state was made...  
by Teloc.Vovim666  
 
In 1948 Zionist militias depopulated and destroyed more than 530 Palestinian 
towns and villages http://www.haaretz.com/news/israeli-arabs-to-remember-
nakba-with-traditional-procession-1.186697   
An estimated 750,000 Palestinians were expelled from their homes, and many 
who were unable to flee were massacred.  
 
http://www.adalah.org/features/land/flash/ 
“The laws allowed the newly created Israeli state to confiscate 2 million dunams 
(about 500,000 acres) of land from Palestinian families, including my own.” 

 
Quote from the Jewish Talmud: Schulchan Aruch, 
Choszen Hamiszpat 348:  
"All property of other nations belongs to the Jewish 
nation, which, consequently, is entitled to seize upon it 
without any scruples." 

 
Meanwhile, the collective Israeli memory of the Nakba continues to ignore the 
bloody events 
http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/history/2015/02/israelis_and_ara
bs_contested_history_victims_don_t_have_the_right_to_rewrite.2.html that led to 
the expulsion and displacement of the Palestinian Arab population.  
 
First prime minister of Israel remarked that “the old will die, and the young will 
forget.”  
 
The following excerpts were taken from: Israel Created a Jewish State, and My 
Grandmother Was Made Homeless 
http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/foreigners/2015/05/the_67th_an
niversary_of_the_nakba_israel_created_a_jewish_state_and_my_grandmother.h
tml   
 
“Every year, on May 15, I ask my grandmother to tell me the story of how she 
was made homeless. It happened 67 years ago.” 
 
“When they arrived to Na’oura, on the border between Palestine and Lebanon, 
they were shocked to see so many other people from across the country. ‘It felt 
like the world had ended. The borders were overcrowded with cars and trucks full 
of people and belongings fleeing the violence. Others were leaving by sea.’ “ 
 
“To this day, Palestinians of my grandma’s generation wear the keys to their old 
houses around their necks. 
At the border they were ordered into a car, which drove through Lebanon for a 
few more hours. They were dropped later that night in Damour, a coastal town 
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just south of Beirut. It was dark, they didn’t know anyone, and with no place to 
rest, the family of 13 slept on the streets in front of a supermarket, the dirty 
ground littered with rotting fruits and vegetables. As the sun rose the next day, 
they walked the streets of the unfamiliar town, recognizing friends and neighbors 
from Haifa who were also wandering the streets aimlessly. After hearing that 
Beirut was too crowded with refugees, they headed to Jezzine, in south Lebanon, 
where friends helped set them up in a tiny room in the home of some family 
friends.” 
 
“All summer we waited for news that we could go back,” my grandmother says. 
“By September, we realized there was little hope, and made plans to move to 
Beirut.”  
 
For the next few years my grandmother’s family survived through the goodwill of 
friends and strangers, as well as through food parcels, given to them by the 
United Nations Relief and Works Agency, which contained, among other things, 
powdered eggs, much to my grandmother’s fascination. Her older brothers 
eventually took up jobs in Beirut to support the family. My grandmother’s family 
was lucky on balance: As wealthier and Christian refugees, they were given 
Lebanese citizenship. However, the vast majority of Palestinian refugees were 
never naturalized, instead placed in one of the dozen UNRWA-operated camps 
in Lebanon, where they continue to live to this day. 
 
By the end of July 1948 hundreds of thousands of Jewish immigrants from 
outside Palestine, many of whom were survivors of the Nazi Holocaust had been 
housed in homes formerly belonging to Palestinian families like my 
grandmother’s. In December, the new Israeli state implemented a series of laws 
commonly referred to as the Absentees’ Property Law. These laws created a 
legal definition for non-Jews who, like my grandmother, had left or been forced to 
flee from Palestine. The laws allowed the newly created Israeli state to confiscate 
2 million dunams (about 500,000 acres) of land from Palestinian families, 
including my own. In April 2015 the law was extended to cover land in the West 
Bank, thereby legalizing the continued expulsion of Palestinians and the 
confiscation of their land and property in order to house new Israeli citizens 
coming from abroad.” 

 
Quote from the Jewish Talmud "22. Seph. Jp., 92, 1: 
"God has given the Jews power over the possessions 
and blood of all nations."." 

 
“The uniqueness of what has become known as the Palestinian Nakba, or 
catastrophe, is partly the timing: It occurred at the dawn of state formation 
throughout much of Asia and Africa, which meant that hundreds of thousands of 
non-Jewish Palestinians found themselves stateless, unrecognized in the new 
world of postcolonial nation-states. Perhaps as a result, there is a joke that 
Palestinians collect passports obsessively, fearful that we might be stripped of 
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one or the other. But is that really surprising given our history, that moment 
where the door was shut, leaving us on the outside, unrecognized—not just 
homeless, but stateless as well?” 
 
In 1948, upon Israel’s creation, David Ben-Gurion, the founder and first prime 
minister of Israel, remarked that “the old will die, and the young will forget.” Given 
the centrality the Jewish tradition places on memory and the commemoration of 
struggle and suffering, Ben-Gurion should have known better. For the past 67 
years, Palestinians have resisted the Israeli government’s continued efforts to 
erase the memories of trauma and resistance that began with the Nakba. To this 
day, Palestinians of my grandmother’s generation often wear the keys to their old 
houses around their necks, a sign that despite the dispossession of their land, 
their memories refuse to dim. 
 
My second thought centered on the politics of memory in war. In his novel, The 
Book of Laughter and Forgetting, Milan Kundera writes: “The struggle of man 
against power is the struggle of memory against forgetting.” Israeli politicians 
hope that, given enough time and pressure, Palestinians will forget and 
accommodate themselves to their loss. This remains true to this day, as the 
Israeli state consolidates its occupation, constricting the remaining Palestinians 
into ever-shrinking ghettos. 
 
Meanwhile, the collective Israeli memory of the Nakba continues to ignore the 
bloody events that led to the expulsion and displacement of the Palestinian Arab 
population. In textbooks, the events of May 15, 1948, make no mention of how 
Palestinians experienced the Nakba and instead represent Israel as a heroic 
David defeating the many enemies arrayed against it. Since 2011, the refusal to 
acknowledge the Palestinian Nakba is enshrined in Israeli law, with organizations 
facing fines if they commemorate the day. 
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Animals are Sacred in Satanism 
Postby High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Fri Aug 10, 2018 7:04 am 

Many of our Gods, especially the High Ranking ones have certain animals that are very 

important symbols, representing them. 
 

Animals are innocents. The majority of people cannot see that animals are intelligent, thinking, 

feeling beings that are very aware. 
 

Domestic animals are sadly treated like merchandise. The owner grows tired or has some other 

flimsy excuse and advertises and dumps the animal on someone else. No real feeling or 

regrets. 

 

Domestic pets are family. People shouldn't adopt an animal friend if they are not capable of 

providing the necessary care and love, along with a permanent home. 

 

Judeo/Christianity has programmed people to disregard animal welfare. This alien agenda is 

behind factory farming and other heinous crimes against animals. Like animals just don't matter. 
 

People who adopt a dog or cat or any other animal and give it or sell it on a whim, don't have 

the intelligence or awareness to even consider how the animal feels. 

 

Pets who lost their homes to this sort of thing often have psychological problems. They don't 

understand why they were dumped. Adapting to a new family, a new environment can be very 

stressful, or in some cases nearly impossible. No different from human children shuffled to 

different foster homes. 
 

There are things to really take seriously when considering adopting a pet. Know this pet has 

feelings, awareness and emotions beyond what most people believe. 
 

Never give an animal as a gift unless you are certain the animal is wanted, and that he/she will 

be taken care of and given a permanent home. 

 

Be aware and prepared that shelter animals can have psychological problems. An animal 

shelter is not a pleasant place. Animals brought there are often very distressed and cannot 

understand why the owner abandoned them. The vibes in these places are horrid (for people 

who are aware and can sense them). 
 

It can take months and even years for an animal to overcome trauma. There must be 

consistently loving support and patience. 
 

Know that animals can be destructive. No different from human children. Patience and 

awareness are crucial here with both.  
 

Lilith is the Patron Goddess of all animals, especially cats. She wanted me to write this article to 

remind everyone. Animals are sacred in Satanism and should be treated with consideration and 

care. 
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I've had pets over the years and have learned much. Some asshole dumped a tiny kitten of 

about 4 weeks old in the middle of the road, abandoning her in the worst way.  

 

She had trauma that lasted quite a while. I had to feed her human food for infants. Her digestive 

system wasn't even mature enough for regular solid foods. When she laid on me, she was so 

terrified of falling asleep, she'd open her eyes with a startle every time her head would nod. This 

lasted a couple if weeks. This is what being dumped in the middle of the did to her. Also being 

taken from her mother like that. 
She eventually overcame all of this. 
 

In addition, I learned much from rescuing and rehabilitating birds. They are highly intelligent and 

aware creatures. They do NOT belong in cages. No animal should be kept in a cage or crate.  
 

My daughter when she was a teen, many years ago rescued a pigeon from some rotten kids 

who were kicking it. The pigeon had a broken leg. We built an enclosure with a little house 

inside and food and water. The pigeon seemed healed and ready to go at one point. I took her 

outside. She flew to the window and wanted back in.  
A couple weeks later, she was ready to go and this time flew away. 
 

I've had many experiences with animals. Animals are not property or merchandise. They are 

living, feeling, aware and intelligent beings with souls. YES, ANIMALS HAVE SOULS AND 

CHAKRAS as we humans do, but are different and unique as we are. 
 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 

 

Re: Animals are Sacred in Satanism 
Postby High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Fri Aug 10, 2018 3:14 pm 

Re: Animals are Sacred in Satanism 

 

caeryx369@gmail.com 
 

Today at 1:04 AM 
 

Out of curiosity, what about bugs/insects? What place do they hold in Satanism and to the 

gods? Are they also aware, have emotions, can be traumatized, etc like animals? 
__________  
My reply: 
 

On a lesser level. There are helpful insects and then there is parasitic vermin.  

 

Farmers need to get rid of harmful insects. This is in nature. Satanism is based upon natural 

laws. This is why exterminators are important. Vermin such as fleas can cause plague, as what 
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happened in Europe in 1348.  
 

When one is facing survival, food and so forth, one must look out for one's self and needs. 

Hunting for food is one thing. Shooting and killing innocent animals to their extinction is another.  
 

As for eating meat, I've stated this before. Veganism and vegetarianism are not healthy. Of 

course, if you are vegan and are OK with this, I'm not telling anyone what to do as there are no 

dietary laws in Satanism. As for eating meat, lions, tigers and other carnivores rip the guts out of 

their prey when they are still alive. This is in nature. Food animals for humans should be raised 

and killed as humanely as possible. Azazel even stated this. 
 

If faced down with a deadly animal, one's life is the highest priority. 
 

Just always remember, Satanism is based on nature and natural laws. Satanism does not 

conflict with nature. 

 

Swatting flies, mosquitoes, exterminating cockroaches and so forth, the answer is obvious. If 

you don't, this vermin will make you a victim. Spreading disease, contaminating food and so 

forth.  
 

In closing, I also want to clarify, when adopting any pet from a shelter (this is where adoptions 

into permanent loving homes are needed the most), be prepared and extra patient. It can take a 

long time for the abandoned animal to overcome trauma. 
 

Again, Satanism is based on natural law. We are NOT Sikhs! Just use common sense. 
 

If a wild animal is not bothering anyone or posing any threat, it should be left alone. The same 

goes for insects and bugs outside that pose no threat to humans or crops. 
 

In Ancient Egypt, which was of Satan and our Gods, domestic animals were revered. Cats were 

mummified just like humans.  
 

I wrote the article on animals because of the way animals are abused, neglected, given or sold 

like merchandise, hunted to extinction and so forth, by many rotten people who could care less. 
 

What is happening to the environment another serious issue to say the least. Unless humans 

start waking up and take responsibility for this planet and live in harmony with the other 

creatures that have every right to live here as well, humanity will become extinct. 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
www.joyofsatan.org 

 

Re: Animals are Sacred in Satanism 
Postby High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Fri Aug 10, 2018 9:31 pm 
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BMF wrote:THX for the post High Priestess Maxine Dietrich. 
 

I have one question: 

 

What do I miss in my every day nutrition as a vegetarian, if i eat regularly cheese products 

(did consider cheese equal to meat)? 
 

(I started to be a vegetarian because i thought i don´t want to eat antibiotiks with the meat 

and it is harder to get fet if you only eat vegetabeles, fruits or milk stuff (no sweets). Did also 

read the antibiotiks are kind of help to get the animal faster fet in the meat mass production.)  
 

Thx in advance , BMF 

 

 

Veganism is the worst. If you eat cheese, you should be OK. Vegan diets lack vitamin B-12. If 

you eat animal products in any form, you should be getting your B-12, but make sure you eat 

cheese and/or eggs every day, or take a B-12 supplement. Always take any B vitamins with a 

multiple B vitamin. Never take any B vitamins by themselves. 
 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

Re: Animals are Sacred in Satanism 
Postby High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Sat Aug 11, 2018 7:01 am 

Dypet Rod wrote: 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:In addition, I learned much from rescuing and 

rehabilitating birds. They are highly intelligent and aware creatures. They do NOT belong in 

cages. No animal should be kept in a cage or crate. 

 

 

What about pet snakes? I would like to have one eventually, but according to some things 

stated in this post, maybe this wouldn't be a good idea. 
 

If they are not kept in a terrarium, it can be dangerous for them to wander around, as they 

can get lost, stuck down a drain and so on. 

 

Also, I believe it's rather hard (or impossible) to find a snake for adoption or adopt it from 

nature (which would just be taking it away from its natural home, which is obviously bad).  
Animals should not be treated like merchandise, but if a snake can't be found for adoption, 

would it be bad to purchase one, even if I give it proper care? 
 

And above all, thanks for this post, HPS Maxine. 
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If the snake is kept in a large enough terrarium, kept clean and has everything he/she needs, 

this is OK. The pet snake is kept safe from predators, etc. 
 

The same can be said for animals in decent zoos that have large roaming areas and are cage 

free. They should have very large spaces like they would in their natural habitats and be with 

others of their own species so they are not lonely. 
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Answering Questions 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Thu Aug 09, 2018 4:54 pm 

Postby Satan666 » Thu Aug 09, 2018 6:49 am  
What about these so called satanic cults who run paedophile rings and pornography cults. 

The ones in Hollywood and those in power of the new world order such meet at the 

Bilderberg meetings. These people are called Satanists but nothing they do is like spiritual 

satanism. 
 

I was watching something about adult swim Matt Harmon being satanic and many more 

have been talked about. Seems to give satanism a bad wrap which is why most atheists 

won't touch it. Satan is synonomous with evil in mainstream ledgend. And yet everyone on 

this forum likens Satan to all just God.  
 

I don't know enough about Satanism yet. 

 

My Reply: 
 

Bilderberger is run by the Jewish banking elites who control the global currencies via the 

Rothschild greenback from Rothschilds, Rockefellers and on. The policy plan of the 

Bilderbergers runs across media, political, economic and academic policies for control. 

However the other wing of Bilderberger that never gets mentioned by the Christ-lie 

"Truthers" is they have a religion wing as well. Where they are creating a world council of 

Christians Churches to forge a new universal Christian Church to control the masses with.  
 

 

The Jews run this world as they have stated in their own Israeli press and they are working 

to impose Judaism on the planet. The Jewish elites passed the Jewish Noadhide laws in 

America which commands the execution for anyone who does not follow Judaism. 

Hollywood is run by Jews and so is the Media and Music industry. They all follow a religion 

that tells them to create a one world order run by Jews. Pedophilia is allowed in the Jewish 

Talmud their religious text. 
 

The Jews created Christianity to take control of the world with. The Jewish elites took over 

the Roman Empire under the Flavian regime which then wrote the Bible and created the 

Christ-lie Catholic Church and executed anyone who did not convert to this Jewish religion 

among the Gentile masses. The goal of the Bible is the book of Revelations where the King 

of the Jews returns and rules the world with 144,000 Jews who represent the 12 tribes of 

Israel, after destroying all the Gentiles who are called the Nations. The Rabbi's state in their 

own Kabala that Jesus is their messiah which is nothing but a Jewish spell to use the mass 

mind of the Gentiles to manifest their Jewish world order. There is church on every corner. 

All praising the Jews as god. 
 

 

Who runs the Free Mason's the Rothschild's do what Mason Lodge is the command lodge 

of world Free Masons and openly orders the governments of the world around and even 

puts Presidents like Bush into power..... The Jewish Binah Brith Lodge which is run by 
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Rothschild. The Rothschild's call themselves the Jewish Messiah and the mission of the 

Jewish Messiah is to bring about the Jewish One World Order ruled form the rebuilt third 

Jewish temple in Jerusalem. The Masonic lodge has a Jewish Bible on every altar and they 

follow the Jewish Kabala. The goal of Judeo-Masonry as stated in their system is to rebuild 

the third temple of the Jews in Jerusalem. As David Ben Gurion the first Prime Minister of 

Israel stated this will be were the One World Jewish Government, will be ruled from. Even 

that movie "Eyes Wide Shut" the "Truthers" go on and on about. Just shows the Rothschild's 

power structure at the top. The movie was filmed in a literal Mansion of the Rothschild's and 

the leader of the party sitting in the Throne. Represents Rothschild. The Thone has the 

literal emblem of the Rothschild's on it. The Jewish religion states five animals are to be 

sacrificed to their "god" Yahweh. One of which is cattle. They call Gentiles.....Goyim 

meaning "cattle". Right in the Jewish bible they practice child sacrifice to Yahweh in the 

story of Japhet he sacrifices his ten year old daughter to Yahweh. The Rabbinical 

commentaries state this is shows that child sacrifice to Yahweh was common in the Jewish 

Bible. As no one tried to stop him, no one was surprised and their was no law against it 

and...…..YAHWEH ACCEPTED THE CHILD SACRIFICE.  
 

 

Christianity a JEWISH program is based on ritual human murder and cannibalism.....Where 

a Jewish father sacrifices his Jewish son and then has everyone drink his blood and eat his 

flesh..... This is from the cultural psyche of the Jewish race. Because they practice this trash 

amongst themselves forever. Its also designed to be a form of Jewish black magic called 

"sympathetic magic" in which the Christians who practice this ritual in communion which in 

the original and proper doctrine of the Church is made literal. Then ties into the actual 

energies of the ritual murder victims of the Jews. Which the Jews have been convicted in 

court for doing in the past. They are just following their Jewish Bible, their race religion of 

their alien soul. 
 

 

The Jews run all these institutions and the Jews hate Satan and state that Satan is their 

enemy. Satan is the creator God of the Gentiles. The Jews want to destroy Gentiles and 

enslave Gentiles as their Bible tells them to. Actual Satanism was always the ancient 

religion of India, Sumeria, Egypt and such. Where the head God was always called Satan. 

Which means the "King of the Gods" and "Eternal Truth". 
 

 

The Jews practice a form of black magic called scape goating in which they project their 

own evil deeds onto the innocent they also do this with ritual animal murder around Yom 

Kippur. They place blame for their evil deeds onto the innocent and let the innocent take the 

blame for the crimes of the Jews.  
 

 

That is why the Jews lie and blame their Enemy, Satan for everything they do. So the Jews 

avoid taking the blame for their own crimes and this reinforces their Jewtrix of lies in which 

Satan is evil and the Jews are "god". You see this today with how the Jews blame Whites 

for the crimes of the Jews in running the African Slave Trade. Innocent Whites take the 

blame for the crimes of the Jews and this enforces the Jewish narrative about evil Whites 
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the Jews created to destory the White Race. Which the Jewish religion tells them to destory 

as the race of Amalek. Which is the occult name of Satan in Juadism. 

 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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Answers To Everything 

by HP Mageson666 » Wed May 08, 2019 
 

 

Why are your taxes high? Why is your job gone? Why are your children not safe anywhere? Why is your 

society ruined? Why is your culture destroyed and your values mocked? Why is your life just a struggle 

to pay the bills? Why is the media always lying? Why are you afraid? 

 

The Jew! Is why, they are after your money, your children, your very life! They want you gone, Goy! 

Don't you ever forget that either! 

 

The Boogey Man is real and he is a JEW. And he is out to get you! 

 

That is the answer to all the questions people are asking, now do the Final RTR, because baby, I hate 

living on planet Jew, don't you? 
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Anti-Racism Is Anti White 

 

-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

Anti-Racism is just a code word for anti-White. You can observe this in the fact the non-

Whites amongst their races all organize among racial lines and racial thinking. The 

mainstream, PC establishment encourages and promotes this racial supremacist psychology 

and organization among non-Whites. It’s lauded, praised and paraded by the PC 

establishment as MORAL VIRTUE. Even the negative, demands made of us Whites by this 

mainstream crowd are always along RACE LINES. Jews are behind all this anti-racist 

nonsense. And Jews themselves are the most racist people on earth just look at their racist 

state of Israel. Its every Jewish community on earth the only difference is under its own flag.  

 

Now the same non-Whites and Jews start screaming and bitching the second a single White 

person even is suspected of racial pride in their own White race. They promote Racism as a 

value for themselves openly and with social encouragement and approval of the mainstream 

PC narrative. So it’s not about Anti-Racism. But they go on a Witch hunt against Whites for 

even the suspicion of a positive self-regards along race lines for themselves. Because it’s 

about anti-White that's it, and Jews are behind the whole scam. It’s a psychological warfare 

tactic against us. Right in their own mainstream PC narrative is all the proof Jews hate us and 

want to destroy us. Because that is the end game of the whole narrative. 

 

Now, White People have also been told we need permission from non-Whites and filthy 

Kikes to care about ourselves as a race, so it’s like ok here is my Black so and so he agrees. 

Well guess what Whites don't need a Hall Pass from non-Whites, filthy Kikes, or worthless 

White cucks who ask permission from their Jewish and non-White moral masters to even go 

to the washroom.  

 

No we don't nor have ever needed any permission. To love, care and protect our own 

awesome and superior White Race. So White People, get a clue, wake up to the Jew and 

stand tall! Give yourself permission to embrace what you have always felt deep within your 

Aryan soul. Love your own White Race and speak and advocate on its behalf! If you don't, 

who will?  

In this world it’s your own People who are your community and love you the most. That's 

what is real and that's what is moral. Our People is our greatest treasure.  

 

Hail The White Race! With supreme power, pride and love! 
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Anyone Who Questions the Jewish Lies in Russia  
Will Now Face 5 Years in Prison 

 
 
I wonder why?  

 
 
Putin: “I will do everything for the Jews!”  
Source: Chabad.org – Jewish News – Chanukah Journal Nov 26, 1999 
http://www.chabad.org/news/article_cdo/aid/1119/404/1/jewish/Chanukah-
Journal.htm   
 
Ok that's why.  
 
Excerpt: 
“RUSSIA'S PM TO JEWISH DELEGATION: I WAS FIRST TO RESTORE 
JEWISH PROPERTY! 
MOSCOW -- In an extraordinary 40 minute meeting with Russian Jewish leaders 
yesterday (November 25), Russian Prime Minister Vladimir V. Putin promised to 
assist the Jewish community in combating anti-Semitism, building schools and 
reclaiming former synagogue buildings for Jewish communities.” 
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Note, the Jews ran the Soviet Union; this is a fact which even they admit. The 
Soviet version of history is the Jewish false narrative which is why being honest 
about the Holocaust or the false history of the USSR is now a crime in Russia. 
The holocaust is the key part of the false historical narrative of the Jew World 
Order. The truth does not fear investigation, which is why it is illegal to question 
the Holocaust in many other Nations under Jewish control. This proves again that 
Russia is under Jewish control.  
 
The Jews have made it illegal to investigate their crimes against humanity 
committed under their Jewish communism in the Soviet Union such as this:  
 
The Real Holocaust: The Jewish Run Soviet Death Camps:  
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Real_Death_Camps.htm 
 
What all the above means is Criticism Of Jews, Or of Their Lies and Crimes Is 
now Illegal In Russia. Nothing else. Just like in the former Jewish run Soviet 
Union where anti-Semitism [criticism of Jews and their crimes] was the death 
penalty.  
 
Note the laws restricting free speech even online as well the Jewish elites got 
passed with and REMEMBER:  
 
Free Speech Online A New Crime Discovered By The Jews:  
topic6275.html http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic6275.html  
 
Jewish leaders call for outlawing anti-Semitism in Europe  
http://www.exposingcommunism.com/Jewish%20leaders%20call%20for%20Euro
pe-wide%20legislation%20outlawing%20antisemitism.pdf 
 
Jewish Owned Russia Marching Into Jew World Order:  
topic2499.html http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic2499.html   
 
Russia Still Under Jewish Control:  
http://www.exposingcommunism.com/JEWS%20STILL%20IN%20CONTROL%2
0OF%20RUSSIA.pdf 
 
Putin Supports The Jewish Terrorist State Of Israel:  
topic7704.html http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic7704.html   
 
Let the Jew times roll… 
http://forward.com/articles/197664/holocaust-deniers-in-russia-now-face-five-
years-in/#ixzz3RZMkB5qp  
 
Holocaust Deniers in Russia Now Face Five Years in Prison  
Law Also Outlaws Distortion of USSR's Role in WWII 
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Russian President Vladimir Putin signed a law on Monday making the denial of 
Nazi crimes and distortion of the Soviet Union’s role in the World War Two a 
criminal offence punishable by up to five years in jail.  
 
The law, described by critics as an attempt to curb freedom of expression to 
appease conservative Russians, the ex-KGB spy’s main support base, also 
criminalises the public desecration of war memorials.  
 
The Kremlin has used World War Two as a pillar to unite a society that Putin has 
said lost its moral bearings following the 1991 Soviet collapse.  
 
It has become increasingly risky for Russians to dispute an official line that 
glorifies the wartime achievements of the Soviet leadership and plays down its 
errors.  
 
The new law would ban “wittingly spreading false information about the activity of 
the USSR during the years of World War Two”.  
 
Russian officials and media have raised the spectre of Nazi Germany repeatedly 
during Moscow’s confrontation with the West over Ukraine, calling the overthrow 
of a Russian-allied president in February a coup carried out in part by “neo-Nazi” 
forces.  
 
Independent channel Dozhd (TV Rain) was taken off the air earlier this year after 
asking viewers whether Leningrad, now St Petersburg, should have been given 
to German troops to save lives during its 872-day siege during World War Two.  
 
Viktor Shenderovich, a blogger critical of the authorities, came under fire from 
Kremlin supporters in February after comparing the Sochi Olympics to the 1936 
Berlin Olympic Games, used by Adolf Hitler to burnish the image of the Nazi 
Germany.  
 
In a comment posted when the legislation was first introduced, veteran TV host 
Vladimir Posner said he believed its aim was “to shut the mouths of journalists, 
historians and writers”.  
 
He said he feared it would “practically ban criticism of Stalin” for “grave mistakes 
that led to the deaths of hundreds of thousands of our soldiers”.  
 
It was unclear whether the wording of the bill had been changed since its 
introduction and Posner could not immediately be reached for comment.  
 
Kremlin critics say Putin, in power since 2000, has used legislation, court cases 
and other levers to tighten control during his current term, which he won despite 
large opposition protests in 2011-2012. Putin denies the accusations.  
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Separately on Monday, Putin signed a law imposing fines for the use of 
expletives on television, radio and in films shown in theatres. Music and movies 
containing foul language will have to have a warning on the label, state-run RIA 
news agency said.  
 
Putin also signed a law imposing stricter rules on bloggers, which opponents say 
is aimed at suppressing criticism on the Internet. 
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Anyone Who Questions the Jewish Lies in Russia  
Will Now Face 5 Years in Prison 

 
 
I wonder why?  

 
 
Putin: “I will do everything for the Jews!”  
Source: Chabad.org – Jewish News – Chanukah Journal Nov 26, 1999 
http://www.chabad.org/news/article_cdo/aid/1119/404/1/jewish/Chanukah-
Journal.htm   
 
Ok that's why.  
 
Excerpt: 
“RUSSIA'S PM TO JEWISH DELEGATION: I WAS FIRST TO RESTORE 
JEWISH PROPERTY! 
MOSCOW -- In an extraordinary 40 minute meeting with Russian Jewish leaders 
yesterday (November 25), Russian Prime Minister Vladimir V. Putin promised to 
assist the Jewish community in combating anti-Semitism, building schools and 
reclaiming former synagogue buildings for Jewish communities.” 
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Note, the Jews ran the Soviet Union; this is a fact which even they admit. The 
Soviet version of history is the Jewish false narrative which is why being honest 
about the Holocaust or the false history of the USSR is now a crime in Russia. 
The holocaust is the key part of the false historical narrative of the Jew World 
Order. The truth does not fear investigation, which is why it is illegal to question 
the Holocaust in many other Nations under Jewish control. This proves again that 
Russia is under Jewish control.  
 
The Jews have made it illegal to investigate their crimes against humanity 
committed under their Jewish communism in the Soviet Union such as this:  
 
The Real Holocaust: The Jewish Run Soviet Death Camps:  
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Real_Death_Camps.htm 
 
What all the above means is Criticism Of Jews, Or of Their Lies and Crimes Is 
now Illegal In Russia. Nothing else. Just like in the former Jewish run Soviet 
Union where anti-Semitism [criticism of Jews and their crimes] was the death 
penalty.  
 
Note the laws restricting free speech even online as well the Jewish elites got 
passed with and REMEMBER:  
 
Free Speech Online A New Crime Discovered By The Jews:  
topic6275.html http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic6275.html  
 
Jewish leaders call for outlawing anti-Semitism in Europe  
http://www.exposingcommunism.com/Jewish%20leaders%20call%20for%20Euro
pe-wide%20legislation%20outlawing%20antisemitism.pdf 
 
Jewish Owned Russia Marching Into Jew World Order:  
topic2499.html http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic2499.html   
 
Russia Still Under Jewish Control:  
http://www.exposingcommunism.com/JEWS%20STILL%20IN%20CONTROL%2
0OF%20RUSSIA.pdf 
 
Putin Supports The Jewish Terrorist State Of Israel:  
topic7704.html http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic7704.html   
 
Let the Jew times roll… 
http://forward.com/articles/197664/holocaust-deniers-in-russia-now-face-five-
years-in/#ixzz3RZMkB5qp  
 
Holocaust Deniers in Russia Now Face Five Years in Prison  
Law Also Outlaws Distortion of USSR's Role in WWII 
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Russian President Vladimir Putin signed a law on Monday making the denial of 
Nazi crimes and distortion of the Soviet Union’s role in the World War Two a 
criminal offence punishable by up to five years in jail.  
 
The law, described by critics as an attempt to curb freedom of expression to 
appease conservative Russians, the ex-KGB spy’s main support base, also 
criminalises the public desecration of war memorials.  
 
The Kremlin has used World War Two as a pillar to unite a society that Putin has 
said lost its moral bearings following the 1991 Soviet collapse.  
 
It has become increasingly risky for Russians to dispute an official line that 
glorifies the wartime achievements of the Soviet leadership and plays down its 
errors.  
 
The new law would ban “wittingly spreading false information about the activity of 
the USSR during the years of World War Two”.  
 
Russian officials and media have raised the spectre of Nazi Germany repeatedly 
during Moscow’s confrontation with the West over Ukraine, calling the overthrow 
of a Russian-allied president in February a coup carried out in part by “neo-Nazi” 
forces.  
 
Independent channel Dozhd (TV Rain) was taken off the air earlier this year after 
asking viewers whether Leningrad, now St Petersburg, should have been given 
to German troops to save lives during its 872-day siege during World War Two.  
 
Viktor Shenderovich, a blogger critical of the authorities, came under fire from 
Kremlin supporters in February after comparing the Sochi Olympics to the 1936 
Berlin Olympic Games, used by Adolf Hitler to burnish the image of the Nazi 
Germany.  
 
In a comment posted when the legislation was first introduced, veteran TV host 
Vladimir Posner said he believed its aim was “to shut the mouths of journalists, 
historians and writers”.  
 
He said he feared it would “practically ban criticism of Stalin” for “grave mistakes 
that led to the deaths of hundreds of thousands of our soldiers”.  
 
It was unclear whether the wording of the bill had been changed since its 
introduction and Posner could not immediately be reached for comment.  
 
Kremlin critics say Putin, in power since 2000, has used legislation, court cases 
and other levers to tighten control during his current term, which he won despite 
large opposition protests in 2011-2012. Putin denies the accusations.  
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Separately on Monday, Putin signed a law imposing fines for the use of 
expletives on television, radio and in films shown in theatres. Music and movies 
containing foul language will have to have a warning on the label, state-run RIA 
news agency said.  
 
Putin also signed a law imposing stricter rules on bloggers, which opponents say 
is aimed at suppressing criticism on the Internet. 
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Re: Apocalypse 

Postby High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Mon Aug 13, 2018 9:58 am 

I've written several articles about this over the years.  
 

As I've mentioned repeatedly: 
Back in 2003 Amdusias told the JoS ministry: 
“Just as (Jehovah’s people) cannot see you, you cannot see them, but they will manifest 

blatantly as the earth draws closer to the climax of our cause.”  

 

What I have learned over the years is most of what is in the Judeo/Christian Bible is man made. 

Curses, so-called "possessions"  
https://see_the_truth.webs.com/Possession.htm.htm 
Prophecies and everything else. 
 

Upon years of research, we have learned nearly all of these prophecies and the Judeo/Christian 

Bible is a man made hoax. Everything in the Judeo/Christian Bible has been stolen, twisted and 

corrupted from ancient Pagan religions, with all the spiritual knowledge removed. 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
 

People have been predicting this for centuries: 
http://www.abhota.info/end2.htm 
 

http://www.satanslibrary.org/ExposingCh ... cting.html 
 

Getting back to what is happening in the world. I know how this concerns and frightens many 

people. 
 

Here are some excerpts from articles I wrote on the subject: 
 

The Judeo/Christian Bible is nothing more than a very powerful subliminal. The truth is… all of 

the so-called “prophesies” in the Judeo/Christian Bible are man-made. This is not of “God.” This 

is why it was so important for the enemy to forcibly remove all spiritual knowledge from the 

populace. With all spiritual knowledge systematically removed, everyone becomes a slave to 

those who have and use this knowledge at the top. This is why atheism is so important to the 

success of communism. 
 

Now, concerning these prophesies. There have always been earthquakes, famine, pestilences 

and other natural disasters. Only in the past century, has science such as geology, chemistry 

and physics advanced to where determinations of the magnitude and epicenter of earthquakes, 

the intensity of tornadoes and calculations of other natural disasters can be made. With the 

capabilities of the mass media, it is now possible for these occurrences to be reported 

worldwide within minutes. 1,000 years ago, a massive earthquake would have only been 

recorded locally, and would not have been reported around the entire world, as there was no 

extensive media to report it. Obviously, TV’s, newspapers, and radios did not exist in those 

times. 
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Most of these prophesies were written for one reason and one reason only- to create fear in an 

unknowing humanity, and through that fear, enslave and enforce the obedience of human 

beings. 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... ation.html 
 

Now, I have noted how in the past two years, the global warming has accelerated drastically. 

Fires are breaking out all over. Why? 
 

My own opinion on this is given the advanced technology, mankind has been able to control the 

weather. Jews are in all these key positions. Their goal is and always has been to make the 

Bible as believable as possible. This isn't natural, or any "act of god."  
 

Satan himself told me a few years ago that "A lot of people are going to die." Both Satan and 

Lilith told me a plague is coming. Some of you here may have also heard this from Satan or 

Lilith or from our other Gods. 
 

Before the Bubonic Plague in 1348 in Europe, there was very unusual weather for a few years 

preceding this. Rats were displaced because of this and there were other factors involved. 
 

Sadly and unfortunately, humanity has been ravaging and seriously abusing the earth, the 

environment, the ecosystem and more. Cause and effect, nature will rebel. Communism has 

been the absolute worst. Jews have been promoting a death agenda for centuries. Jewish 

communism has done untold damage to the environment. This all ties into the murderous death 

programs of Christianity and Islam. 
 

The immigration, what is going on in Europe and the USA, being promoted and forced by the 

Jews is another issue. Filthy conditions, squalor and many of those migrants are carrying 

certain diseases and such. A trail of garbage was left all across Europe for one, and there are 

many more factors involved. This has nothing to do with anything supernatural. It is blatant 

cause and effect.  
 

I know this is getting long, but there's more. Another article: 

 

Nuclear Destruction, the Internet, etc 
 

Post Thu Nov 23, 2017 3:37 pm 
 

I do know and have written many times regarding the false flags for the end of days, but this 

time, I have reason to believe otherwise. 
 

From studying the Jews intensely, they have a modus operandi. They infest a planet and if that 

planet doesn't knuckle under to their agenda, they destroy it. This is nothing new or unique to 

just planet earth.  

 

The deal now, as opposed to former ages and centuries, we are very close to possible nuclear 

disaster.  
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I am convinced this is what happened to a former human populated planet "Phaeton" which is 

now rubble; the asteroid belt. 
 

Mars also had a population. It is now been reduced to desertification. I read where there are 

small groups of desperate White people living in bunkers beneath the surface.  
 

Beings from other worlds have a serious concern regarding what is happening here on earth, as 

if the earth is blown to smithereens, it will affect others in the galaxy this time. The gravitational. 

As the earth has a wobble, this can be much more serious in throwing the planets out of whack 

to where they crash into each other and upset the entire galaxy. 
 

Other worlds have been extremely concerned for a long time. The Jews have had full control of 

NASA, thwarting any attempts at communication with other beings who are friendly to humanity, 

like Satan, and of course the media, where they make nonsense of aliens and UFOs.  
 

Also, all those subliminal biblical prophecies are a Modus Operandi. The enemy now has control 

over technology that can influence the weather and given the condition of this planet (the Jews 

are also responsible for this, the communists raped the environment viciously), they are working 

to make these so-called prophecies appear to be from some "god." They work to promote their 

false religions and related incessantly. People need to see through these and know what they 

really are. 
 

They follow a pattern with all planets they infest. It's in their "Torah Code.' 
 

A Jewish Gift to Humanity: The Nuclear Nightmare 
 

Below is only a partial list. The total number of the Jews involved is staggering and shocking 

and the list below is incomplete, due to time restrictions. The list below contains the most noted 

Jewish scientists who worked directly on the Manhattan Project. Nearly all of the individuals on 

the list below were hard-core Communists; many more were spies, who gave the formula for the 

atom bombto the Soviets. Upon researching, I was appalled at how the authors [mostly Jews], 

who wrote articles and biographies of the individuals below, portrayed these mass-murderers in 

a very positive light, exalting many to a hero status. Feel free to do your own research given the 

information contained on this website. 
Below is a partial list of Jews who were directly involved in the Manhattan Project. There were 

many more Jews involved at all levels of researching, constructing, and advocating the use of 

the atomic bombthan can be listed here. 

 

J. Robert Oppenheimer [American Jew] - Scientific Director - Project "Y" 
Frank Oppenheimer [American Jew] - Brother of and Assistant to J. Robert Oppenheimer 
 

Albert Einstein [German born Jew] - Consultant to the Project 
 

Niels Bohr [Danish born Jew] - Consultant to the Project 
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Leó Szilárd [Hungarian born Jew] - Group Leader - Metallurgical Laboratory 
 

Nicholas Kürti [Hungarian born Jew] - Worked with Franz Eugen Simon [German born Jew] and 

developed a method of separating uranium 235 from raw uranium ore 
 

David Bohm [American Jew] - Performed theoretical calculations for the Calutrons at the Y-12 

facility in Oak Ridge, used to electromagnetically enrich uranium for use in the bomb dropped 

on Hiroshima in 1945 
 

Rudolf Peierls [German born Jew] - British Mission 
 

Felix Bloch [Swiss born Jew] - Worked under Hans Albrecht Bethe, performing nuclear fission 

research 
 

Eugene [Paul] Wigner [Hungarian born Jew] - Group Leader - Metallurgical Laboratory 

 

James Chadwick [British born Jew] - Chief - British Mission 
 

James Franck [German born Jew] - Director - Chemistry Group 
 

Otto Frisch [German born Jew] - British Mission 
 

Edward Teller [Hungarian born Jew] - Thermonuclear Research 
 

Emilio Gino Segrè [Italian born Jew] - Group Leader 
 

Hans Albrecht Bethe [German born Jew] - Chief - Theoretical Division 
 

Klaus Fuchs [German born Jew] - Theoretical Division [Communist Spy] 
 

Richard Phillips Feynman [American Jew] - Group Leader - Theoretical Division 
Morris Kolodney [American Jew] - Manager - DP Site 
 

Louis Rosen [American Jew] - The "Father" of the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center 
 

Louis Slotin [Canadian born Jew] - Critical Testing - resulted in his accidental death 
 

Jacob Beser [American Jew] - Weapons firing and fusing 
 

Theodore Alvin Hall [American Jew] - Youngest Scientist at Los Alamos 
 

Samuel T. Cohen [American Jew] - Worked in the Efficiency Group 
 

Samuel Goudsmit - [Danish born Jew] - Scientific Head of the Alsos Mission 
 

George Placzek - [Moravian born Jew] - British Mission 
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Eugene Rabinowitch - [Russian born Jew] - Metallurgical Laboratory 
 

Joseph Rotblat - [Polish born Jew] - Worked with James Chadwick [Communist Spy] 
 

Gregory Breit - [Russian born Jew] - Predecessor of J. Robert Oppenheimer 
 

David Greenglass [American Jew] - Manhattan Project Infiltration [Communist Spy] 
 

George Abramovich Koval [American Jew] - Special Engineer Detachment [Communist Spy] 
 

Victor Weisskopf [Austrian born Jew] - Theoretical Division 
 

Alvin Martin Weinberg [American Jew] - Theoretical Physics under Eugene [Paul] Wigner 

 

Isidor Isaac Rabi [Polish born Jew] - Consultant to the Project 
Stan Frankel [American Jew] - Theoretical Division 
 

Enrico Fermi [Italian born Gentile] was married to a Jewess - Group Leader - Theoretical 

Division 
 

The first atomic bomb was designed and constructed in Los Alamos, New Mexico. The top-

secret code name given to this working was "The Manhattan Project." The reason for the name 

was that Bernard Baruch [Jew], lived in Manhattan New York, as did many of the other top 

officials. The chief scientist of the Los Alamos Laboratory from 1943 to 1945 was J. Robert 

Oppenheimer, another prominent Jew. Oppenheimer's brother Frank, a card-carrying 

communist, was also a leading atomic scientist working at Los Alamos. 
 

"One of the central figures in not only laying the theoretical ground work but also persuading 

President Roosevelt to launch the whole atomic bomb program was Albert Einstein, a foreign-

born Jew with 16 communist front affiliations." 

 

"The first commissioner of the AtomicEnergy Commission was David E. Lilienthal, a Jew, who 

belonged to at least two communist fronts. He remained in that position for a considerable 

length of time." 1 
Niels Bohr [Danish born Jew], given the Nobel Prize in 1922, escaped Denmark in 1943. "In 

September 1943, reliable word reached Bohr about his imminent arrest by the German police; 

the Danish resistance quickly managed to help Bohr and his wife escape by sea to Sweden. 

Soon after, Bohr was flown in a military aircraft to Britain. There he was introduced to the then-

secret atomicbomb project. Eventually he was directed to the project's principal location in the 

United States of America. Bohr worked on the Manhattan Project at the top-secret Los Alamos 

laboratory in New Mexico, where he was known by the name of Nicholas Baker for security 

reasons."2 
 

Leó Szilárd [Hungarian born Jew] born in Budapest, assisted Enrico Fermi in conducting the first 

controlled nuclear chain reaction. 
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Nicholas Kürti [Hungarian born Jew: Kürti Miklós] and Franz Eugen Simon [German born Jew 

who fled to Britain after Hitler came to power] discovered how to separate uranium-235 from 

uranium ore, which was necessary for the construction of an atomic bomb.3 
 

"It is of utmost significance to point out that both atomic bomb and hydrogen bomb were in large 

measure a Jewish production. But basically the atom bomband its further proliferation, is a 

Jewish idea. One of the central figures in not only laying the theoretical groundwork but also 

persuading President Roosevelt to launch the whole atomic bomb program was Albert Einstein, 

a foreign-born Jew with 16 communist front affiliations." 
 

"It was at this time that most of the Atomic secrets were stolen and passed on to the Soviets. 

When it comes to listing the spies and traitors involved, it almost reads like a Jewish Who's 

Who. The most notorious were Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, who were tried and executed for 

treason, the only traitors in modern U.S. history to have suffered this fate. Further involved in 

this spy network were Harry Gold, Abraham Brothman, David Greenglass, [Ethel Rosenberg's 

brother], Israel Weinbaum, Miriam Moscowitz, Sidney Weinbaum, Morton Sobell. All these were 

Jews, and all were convicted of treason. It is also significant in the further development of the 

hydrogen bomb, again Jews were in the forefront, such as J. Robert Oppenheimer, Steve 

Nelson [real name Joseph W. Weinberg] and Edward Teller."  
"To get on with the crux of our dissertation, namely the commercial and industrial proliferation of 

nuclear wastes in the United States, which more than any other issue hangs as an ominous pall 

over our heads. It threatens to bring death, cancer, leukemia, and birth defects to the mass of 

the population, and, in fact, exterminate humanity itself."  
"It is of utmost significance to point out that the Jewish network, has kept close control of the 

development and proliferation of this most devastating of all technical achievements – nuclear 

fission and nuclear fusion." 4 
 

1 Ben Klassen, Racial Loyality issue 27, Creativity Movement 
 

2 Wikipedia article on Niels Bohr 
 

3 International Council for Science (ICSU) Committee on Data for Science and Technology 

CODATA Newsletter Number 79 March 1999 
 

4 Ben Klassen, Racial Loyalty issue 27, Creativity  
 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
http://www.joyofsatan.org 
 

____________ 
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Today at 1:13 AM 
 

Hello everyone ... 
Hope , you all are fine... 
 

The natural disasters and cosmic phenomenons which are happening all around the world , is 

literally connected to the Spiritual world... And , for an Advanced Spiritual Satanist like these are 

a sign of Apocalypse ...  
 

First of all , I wanna clear out that I literally hate Xians and I don't believe in the Unfaithful 

Unholy Bibles of the Xians... 
But , Somewhere , at some point we all are forced either by our mind or the natural disasters 

around the world to think about a disaster like End Of Days or Armageddon ...  

I honestly , believe that a battle is continuously going on between the Forces of Hell and The 

Forces of Heaven , and a final battle will take place between the Good and The Evil in the End 

Times... 
 

And , I believe , That The End Of Days is near ... 
 

 

So , feel free to share your thoughts about Apocalypse 

 

Re: Apocalypse 

Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Mon Aug 13, 2018 12:22 pm 

Dahaarkan wrote: 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:Satan himself told me a few years ago that "A lot of 

people are going to die." Both Satan and Lilith told me a plague is coming. Some of you here 

may have also heard this from Satan or Lilith or from our other Gods. 

 

 

I've been getting the feeling that something like this could happen too. Something that made 

my ears prick up as well is this talk of an antibiotic apocalypse. It seems the overuse of 

antibiotics is making bacteria resistant to them, which is very very bad because if bacteria 

become fully resistant to antibiotics we are back to the days when people would die 

because of a small cut. What makes it even more worrying to me is at least I have not heard 

of this through MSM. 
 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4378521/ 

 

 

Humans are generating viruses without even understanding, same as how they create genetic 

confusion, inbreeding, and many other problems. These can take much time to accumulate so 
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of course it is ignored and never studied. 
 

Then, you have diseases and other viral things emerging. As far as multiculturalism is 

concerned, this is one of the fastest way to develop all of the above. As immunities and 

problems both arise in specific groups. And formulating viruses in such “diverse” environments 

would only give viruses even more power and adjust them to all sorts of different systems and 

antiobiotics or treatments. 
 

The rise of plague is still a very viable concern. There are many latent diseases and viruses 

such as sexual ones that people exchange all the time and these are only now developing. 
 

Any such strike will also come without a notice. Only when it reaches the elvel of plague the 

jews will start recording it.  
 

There are also all sorts of latent plagues and poisonings the jews pass as “autoimmune 

problems” which come from DNA exchange from bastardization, lacking genes as a result of 

this process, intergration of new genes that scientists have no idea what cause especially in the 

longterm, exchange of foreign viruses in latent form which can activate years later but may be 

unidentified (like HIV becomes AIDS), high enviromental toxicity etc.  
 

They do not even study these or let the public know. Simply because people will get frightened 

to the bone, and society will drop into a full chaos mode. 
 

They do not even study these or let the public know. Simply because people will get frightened 

to the bone, and society will drop into a full chaos mode. 
 

It really would appear to anyone not emotionally assosciated to this world and its tenets, as if 

they are just experimenting om the populace. Stress tests, toxicity tests, bastardization tests to 

see what arises, applying pressure to mentally break subjects and so forth.  
 

The situation of the multicultural society is called “the great experiment” and later became “the 

great replacement” after all. 
 

The leaders or this world are dumb kikes there is no need to expect anything further.  
 

Always do your meditations and keep an optimal lifestyle, these are the two major guarantees 

for health overall. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 

 
 
- http://www.joyofsatan.org 

- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 

- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 
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Archetypes and Gods 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sat Jun 23, 2018 5:59 pm 

If one studies in regards to the enemy while they have a foundation first on the Truth, they will 

see clearly what the enemy is doing. 
 

The enemy has simply lied about everything. Part of this lying is because of their own obnoxious 

paranoia, not only towards the goyim, but also their own. The jews are effectively, not only 

keeping knowledge from Gentiles, but they keep a close watch and monitor over their own. This 

is also done for protection purposes. 

 
In the 11th to 12th century, and up to this point, as it's known in jewish history, there were a lot 

of stories about Demons, demonic influence, and the knowledge of what danger the Demons 

pose to the jews was very pronounced. There are still pieces of this everywhere, in the bible, 

and in all their holy works.  

 

But at the early centuries they decided to remove all mentions of the Demons whatsover from 

their 'holy texts', a movement of removal that was created by the RamBam also known as 

Maimonedes, one of the most influential rabbis of all time.  
 

The Maimonedes said they did this in order to avoid 'superstition' from the jewish race and 

those who read these texts. In the same line of thinking many will see, especially those who 

play pretend to be "Satanists" and only dwell in the jewish crap, that the jews have continued 

the same line of propaganda for centuries. On one hand they claim the Demons are just jewish 

folkore history, on the other hand, they say these beings are 'non existent' or archetypes of the 

'human mind'. Every lie replaces another, and with the destruction on history, this is furthered. 
 

They have done the same thing again and again. For example there are people audacious to 

claim that Alexander the Great did not exist. Now that his tomb is found in Amphipolis (or the 

tomb of one of his generals) they just stop digging the tomb. In the East this takes the form of 

"ISIS" destroying the ancient sites. In a thousand years from now, if Muslims exist, they may 

have been telling their kids non-muslims never existed.  

 

But because the above cannot happen when you have monuments like the Pyramids going, you 

have to simply lie instead, rob these places, and if you can, destroy them, and pervert the 

memories and/or history about these places. Until the time where you can remove everything 

from the world. This is how Communism works. 
 

The so called "Church of Satan" was built on this notion of the Gods being "archetypes" and 

"nonexistant in reality" as well and is therefore atheist. Ironically even LaVey himself knew 

Satan and the Demons to be real, however, the jewish influence in his church just kept 

repeating the same dialectic they had about ten centuries ago. That the Demons are not real 

and this and that.  
 

On the other hand you see the whole of the enemy's existence is centered around a spiritual 

war over these so called 'archetypes'. Does that make any sense to fight something that does 

not exist, for centuries straight? And to warn every person in the planet, lie and misinform 

against these beings for centuries upon centuries straight?  
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There are also surviving stories and sources which state what the Demons have done to the 

jews, and how they seek to destroy them, or how they have destroyed individual rabbis as well. 

These stories are circulated even nowadays in Israel to prevent the jews from getting in 

"Idolatry". If there is nothing there, what are they trying to prevent them from finding? 
 

The truth is the kabbalistic concepts aside, that 'religion' is used as a means for all sorts of 

entities from other dimensions or worlds to communicate with the inhabitants of this world. That 

is if the people involved do have some actual spiritual proficiency.  

 

The kabbalistic reality of the JHVH is as we have been stating for years a spiritual concept (The 

jew as an individual 'god'), but on the ritualistic standard, it is a key to communicate with the 

forces that be behind the orchestration of a said hoax. Crowley did this and greys came to meet 

him and ask him what he wanted. Rabbis do this to this day and communicate with Reptilians to 

guide them to world domination and abusing the Gentiles.  

 

On the side of the Gentiles we have the same thing. The names of the "Demons" and our Gods 

operate in a similar manner. While Satan is the Serpent Kundalini from a spiritual perspective, in 

the ritualistic sense, when you dial that number, the Nordic progenitor will pick up the phone. 

The same goes for all other Demons who are allied in this aspect.  
 

The enemy is obviously schizoid. On one aspect, they have recruited all the disturbed and 

unknowing sheep into a spiritual war against the "Satan". On the other hand, whomever tries to 

seek the "Satan", they tell them he does not exist or is an archetype. Not only they attack him, 

they poison the memory of this being and misrepresent him in all possible ways, but then they 

on top of it say, "He does not exist", because indeed, this is what they want to be the case.  
 

The inversion from Paganism to Abrahamism was based on the war against this entity, the 

inversion of the values taught by this entity, and reversing the values of the world in hating this 

specific entity as leader of all the Pagan Gods and their values taught to this world, to 

transverse this world in what we can call today as Communism and ruining of life.  
 

It's pathetic to call one's "Gods" archetypes when you know they are not. Simply replacing 

'archetypes' that are based on imagination and lies or childish imagination doesn't require global 

reforms which kill more than half of a planet to take place.  
 

Gentiles were massacred over and over for centuries by brainwashed jewish centurions of the 

enemy over a...change of imaginations? Does that even look remotely factual? Does it pose 

such a serious problem to just live in your own head and have these so called 'childish 

imaginations' and 'archetypes' going?  
 

If these were delusions, they wouldn't have killed all the Pagans down to the last man, woman 

and child. 
 

Those who call themselves "Pagan" and do not understand this very simplistic reversal, or still 

insist on calling these things (Aka their Gods which are known today as Demons, and were also 

known as such before) 'fables', 'jewish' or 'archetypes' are still not only spiritually ignorant, but 

they spew the same poison as any rabbi did for centuries.  
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You curse the Gods and don't expect them to bless you.  
 

If you curse them, they will curse you. 
 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 

 
 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 
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Arguments against "Civilization" 

by HoodedCobra666 » Thu Oct 12, 2017 5:50 am 

In the NS Scene right now, in the more serious alleys where there are Pagan people, we have as 
always some polarized division that is created by yet again another misconception and not 
understanding the truth in full. In other words, not knowing Satan.

This has somehow bled over to people misinterpreting Nietzsche and others who were against 
"Civilization" and pro "Barbarism". This debate has been going for long, actually, centuries.

Nietzsche and many others defined the barbaric condition as basically...The natural condition of the 
human being without a Jewish despotic system that destroys them into their own civilization, and 
corrupts them entirely. I.e, a natural state of life without aliens amongst one's midst. 

The only issue any philosophers had from Rousseau to Nietzsche (They share their stance on 
Civilization being useless and negative for humanity) was upon reflecting of the very recent forms 
of civilizations who have been hijacked by Jews. Which are unspiritual, unidealistic, 100% 
material, aimless civilizations that only seek to preserve the weak and satisfy the senses of those 
few slavers at the top. 

They never were aware of the Jewish problem (they were but they did not go into extent about it) to 
the extent of how they have corrupted civilization, and therefore of course, they came to hate 
'civilization'. (((Civilization))) today deserves harsh criticism, but these arguments are in the very 
least stupid. This is equal to hating the symptom of a disorder, when one hasn't figured out the 
cause. 

And by all means, this is understandable. There was no internet in Nietzsche’s time, or in Rousse’s, 
or in Evola's time. Nor the sciences of biology have proven the existence of an alien racial pool 
within humanity which is called the 'Jewish' one and so forth.

However some arguments presented are as such:

-"Civilization is decadent".
-"Civilization is not needed".
-"Civilization emasculates people and robs freedoms".

The list goes on. Some people also have the mental incapacity to put in an equal padding 
civilizations such as Nazi Germany, with let's say, any other civilization of today's befallen crap 
world. This shows how retarded so many of these arguments are in the first place. 

For example, how emasculated is a farmer that is self-reliant, owns guns, has no boss, and lives in 
the country side without any mind controlling technology, and has around a minimum of 5 to 10 
children, is never afraid to die of hunter and famine as he will be taken care of by the higher powers
in his country, but also the big town nearby so that he can study and learn whatever he pleases. 
Does that sound really 'emasculated' to anyone? Because this was the average farmer in Nazi 
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Germany. 

Himmler had an aim that no "Survivalist Pagans" know either, which was to create the Warrior 
Farmer. The Warrior Farmer was to be all of the above, plus have total military training and mental 
articulation to the level of a commander in the military. Does that sound 'stupid' or 'emasculated', or 
'without freedom' to anyone? 

The people were living largely in a tribal manner, and basically, without any external tribal 
interference. There was no globalism back then but only in a Jewish wet-dream of an idea.

However such dreams in the world we live today, and in the world we will keep living for quite a 
time from now, are all inapplicable without the sheath of a civilization to protect them. These little 
dreams cannot exist without a productive shroud.

As for Dennis Wise claiming his crap about "JEWS IN GERMANY", this Christian Mossad Agent 
needs to know something fundamental, that some people have been retarded enough to convert to 
Judaism, but this does NOT make them Jews by blood. 

First and foremost, from where are these arguments against 'civilization' presented? From a 
computer, from the internet, from the safety of being protected by a military (civilized construct) by
barbarian hordes, from the articulation made by speech because someone taught us how to write, 
and so forth. Even the safety to express these opinions who have came from being in contrast what 
one thinks is 'civilization', is a civilized matter. 

So there is hard hypocrisy here in saying that we should deny the usefulness of these tools. Note: 
TOOLS. Many people are slaves of these tools, but the people who seek to reach a next level in 
their understanding need such tools in order to do so. There is no other way to live today.

I have lived in a rural place half of my life. I know how the farm life is, and I know how the high 
town's life is. Many people are pretending to be hardcore survivalists and anti-civilization while in 
fact they are living the basic, rural life, that was the norm in the last century. There is no need to 
pretend one is some sort of survivalist master that drinks their piss into a cave. I know first-hand 
how this thing goes. 

What many people call 'survivalism' today was the life that my own grandparents practised. Only 
far worse, as they had no internet, not even a car, and many other things. The same goes for most 
people because guess what, 100 years ago life was extremely different. 

There is also this idea about how uncivilized barbarians are going to be so nice, peaceful and 
without any jealousy, living happily ever after. If that was the case, what was the primordial URGE 
that Aristotle and others talked about, to create CIVILIZATION out of nowhere? 

This is because at least for Whites, civilizations are a normal thing. I do not consider 'civilization' 
the massive racial cauldron that is called globalism today, but the Town-State was an acute example 
of civilization. In humans there is an intrinsic need to have some sort of civilization, sometimes out 
of necessity, sometimes because they want to fulfil other species desires. 
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However this un-articulation of the human nature, isn't going to go away by imagining an idyllic 
society that somehow, is so perfect because there is no civilization in it. And this has been the case 
for thousands of years. 

The point of civilization to exist is to create an environment within where beings can advance 
spiritually until they reach the next level of their evolutionary process. Then the conventional view 
of 'civilization' as we knew it before, will no longer be 'necessary' how we know it today. See the 
contrast between Globalism, and Nazi Germany. Both can be considered falsely 'civilizations'; their 
essence however diametrically opposed. IF ONE DOES NOT RECOGNIZE THAT PROCESS, it's 
normal that they hate, despise, or misunderstand civilization.

Consider that even the Jewish faeces have pinned and parasitized on the civilizations of others in 
their parasitic attempt to keep up with this process of developing themselves. But being lazy as they
were and uncreative, they never did this on their own. In the negative term of the word, the Jews are
the most 'civilized' of all the species of the planet, but in the actual contrast of what civilization 
REALLY is, the Jew is an alien barbarian entity, of the lowest slimy nature.

The problem of most civilization haters is that they do not understand the importance of civilization 
before the Jews, and after their emergence into their construct and finally taking it over. The end 
result is of course hated in more than one ways. Many of these people also blame others such as the 
Roman Empire for doing what...Creating one of the best civilizations on Earth basically. Because 
they fell on the Jews. Yes, they fell on the Jews. 

This may seem like it has the simple explanations all these people give every time such as that the 
"Romans were decadent" and many other fancy explanations plastering at the surface of nothing, 
but actually, they fell into an alien force and alien forces outside of this planet or even dimension 
and world. As for the arguments about "Decadence", how is sexuality and the expression of virility, 
"DECADENT". Is this because the bible said so? Even so called sexual deviancy doesn't have to do 
with why a civilization falls. It's a symptom of a falling civilization, but it's not the cause of this.

Some people state they are Pagan, but their conception still remains fully Christian, simply because 
they do not follow any spiritual path to awaken themselves to their so called new 'beliefs'. Therefore
these beliefs remain as beliefs, and in the end of the day, they remain Christians who say "Hail 
Odin" or something. Maybe some things were to be considered overly derailed or overly focused, 
but decadent is merely stupid. The Pagan ethics are not located in the specific matter of one's 
genitalia use, in more or less 'honourable' ways.

Blaming the Romans for failing is like one of these scrawny people who analyse sports, and say 
what the people in them could have done better. Of course, these people have never played sports, 
and can hardly move a limb, but of course, they can be just judges of people ten times more 
superior than them. The same thing goes for people who think they have the understanding and the 
brain to judge Hitler, as many of these 'anti-civilization' people do. Hitler is beyond their conception
to judge or criticize. 

And of course like so many others who have failed themselves, they pass harsh judgement down to 
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Hitler in one or another way. Because well, he had to defeat the whole planet isolated in their mind. 
While these people can't even defeat their own Christian slave programming. In other words, you 
are not in a position to be the judge of anything, but yourself at this point. 

I myself am not in favour of this 'civilization' that is going on here, the "Western Civilization", and 
all these pseudo-civilization Judaism that parade as civilizations that are 'ours'. These are only a 
cancer and we have nothing to do with them. So far as I am concerned, they must be destroyed, as 
decadence and race mixing are the crown jewels of such. 

However, this does not take away the fact that they are great, that White civilizations are still the 
most powerful on earth with other homogeneous powerful Gentiles following up close up, and of 
course, the NECESSITY of a civilization is not taken away either.

The HOW that created civilizations corrupting for nature and destruction of the planet, human 
beings, races, and all the balance of our world, was the JEW. Not the civilization itself, neither even 
other Gentiles who many so much blame for coming into other countries and so forth. These are 
SYMPTOMS of the first CAUSE OF CORRUPTION, which is the JEW. And they will never be 
solved until this ALIEN element is understood, driven away, and tackled. 

One example is however, did Egypt or any other such civilization pollute, attempt nuclear testing 
(There is proof of high radioactive activity in many places, and it's proven they possessed the ability
to possibly split the atom with their own technology), destroy the planet, and inferiority all the 
species in the world forever? No. This is because these civilizations came from the Gods.

Blaming "civilization" is like blaming the fact that humanoids have a body, or a generic fact such as
the Sun exists. Is there a point in blaming the sun? Some people may trap it's rays to create weapons
of disaster. Blaming natural facts doesn't work or mean anything in itself.

So in that case, BLAME THE JEWS INSTEAD. Because the sun cannot be suddenly creating 
nuclear bombs, neither can simple minerals be created into nukes, or computer chips with AI that 
wants to conquer the world through data control into a cattle farm. These are all doings of people 
with specific intents. Blaming the means they use and us for creating constructs that the Jews 
perverted and falling victims into their alien occupation, is the classical Jewish recipe of blaming 
the victims. 

The Jews are the problem. If the Jews abduct your child and they make it into a machine that wants 
to kill you, do you blame your child, or the Jew? The same thing is the case with civilization. 
Civilization is empowering but there is no guarantee that it will always be in your hands, especially 
if you have democracy. 

Due to factors such as aliens and other forces which are unseen to many, civilizations have now fell 
into the hands of the enemy. 

Lastly, civilization is mandatory, as even if you stop building your own, others will develop theirs. 
This is a law of nature. And as a final analysis, for those who are aware of the existence of other 
species beyond of this earth, will understand that having civilization is the only way to survive in 
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this large gamble that is called 'life'.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
www.joyofsatan.com

HP Mageson666      » Thu Oct 12, 2017 6:14 am 
Those people are just extreme anarchists. 

The fact is civilization is a sociological aspect of evolution. Just as a single cell organism becomes 
more complex with evolution into multi-celled organism. Society is the same you have the 
evolution of knowledge specialization sectors and services that require specific organization. 
Doctors, tradesmen, Political leaders, scientists, farmers, industrial workers, teachers, business 
owners and on as new technologies are developed this continues we have only had pilots in the last 
century and air travel industry. This is part of sociological evolution. 

The Marxists and Anarchists are extreme levers they want to reduce us to some pre development 
state of primitivism in the name of their radical egalitarianism which is the real god of Christianity. 
The fact is because the development of civilization is natural evolutionary reality. People will start 
to redevelop themselves socially over time. The Jews put Europe in a Year Zero primitivism with 
the totalitarian regime of the Catholic Church. And in time this fell apart with development of new 
knowledge that caused new technologies and sectors to develop. 

What these levers want with their hatred of civilization is the same as someone wanting to revert a 
human back to a pre-human ape by rolling back evolution. Just as we pass genes onto the next 
phase of generation we also pass knowledge onto to be further developed.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Thu Oct 12, 2017 7:21 am 
Everything we create, the Jews work to corrupt and destroy. Thanks to the internet, we have global 
communications. Now the entire world can see the Jewish problem. Communications are out of 
Jewish control, though the Jews still work relentlessly to destroy.

Blatant examples are what has happened to Yahoo, especially the email and the egroups. A few 
years ago, both were very user friendly.

The Jew works to ruin anything for the advancement of humanity. One must be knowledgeable in 
their writings, their foul 'God" and their character.

The Jew incessantly parades injustice. Their so-called god is the absolute worst when it comes to 
insane cruelty and injustice. Jewish Hollywood is the same. Slaves must be accepting of any and all 
kinds of injustices. This is a subliminal.

Civilization must have both laws and justice. The major key in destroying a civilization is through 
corrupting its legal system. This is a main focus of the Jew. The legal system is infested with Jews 
from top to bottom.
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The entire Talmud is made up of endless unreasonable laws, law after law and also gives the Jew 
endless exercises in argument. It is a rabbinical commentary on the Torah, its 613 laws and of 
course laws regarding how to carry out blood sacrifices and other related crap that is a detriment to 
humanity.

Technology is advancement. Higher beings in other worlds combine both technology and spiritual 
powers. Both work together. For example, flying saucers can travel at remarkable speeds, as the 
occupants who pilot the craft combine group telekinesis, all turning their heads one way, making the
craft disappear from sight as it moves so fast, working spiritually with the technological capabilities
of the craft.

Just as Western Europe experienced the Renaissance after the Jews were expelled and driven east, 
the world will also advance in civilization after they are gone.

www.joyofsatan.com
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Arguments against "Civilization" 

Post by HoodedCobra666 » Thu Oct 12, 2017 5:50 am  

In the NS Scene right now, in the more serious alleys where there are Pagan people, we have as 

always some polarized division that is created by yet again another misconception and not 

understanding the truth in full. In other words, not knowing Satan. 

 

This has somehow bled over to people misinterpreting Nietzsche and others who were against 

"Civilization" and pro "Barbarism". This debate has been going for long, actually, centuries. 

 

Nietzsche and many others defined the barbaric condition as basically...The natural condition of 

the human being without a jewish despotic system that destroys them into their own civilization, 

and corrupts them entirely. Ie, a natural state of life without aliens amongst one's midst.  

 

The only issue any philosophers had from Rousseau to Nietzsche (They share their stance on 

Civilization being useless and negative for humanity) was upon reflecting of the very recent 

forms of civilizations who have been hijacked by jews. Which are unspiritual, unidealistic, 100% 

material, aimless civilizations that only seek to preserve the weak and satisfy the senses of those 

few slavers at the top.  

 

They never were aware of the jewish problem (they were but they did not go into extent about it) 

to the extent of how they have corrupted civilization, and therefore of course, they came to hate 

'civilization'. (((Civilization))) today deserves harsh criticism, but these arguments are in the very 

least stupid. This is equal to hating the symptom of a disorder, when one hasn't figured out the 

cause.  

 

And by all means, this is understandable. There was no internet in Nietzsche’s time, or in 

Rousse’s, or in Evola's time. Nor the sciences of biology have proven the existence of an alien 

racial pool within humanity which is called the 'jewish' one and so forth. 

 

However some arguments presented are as such: 

 

-"Civilization is decadent". 

-"Civilization is not needed". 

-"Civilization emasculates people and robs freedoms". 

 

The list goes on. Some people also have the mental incapacity to put in an equal padding 

civilizations such as Nazi Germany, with let's say, any other civilization of today's befallen crap 

world. This shows how retarded so many of these arguments are in the first place.  

 

For example, how emasculated is a farmer that is self-reliant, owns guns, has no boss, and lives 

in the country side without any mind controlling technology, and has around a minimum of 5 to 

10 children, is never afraid to die of hunter and famine as he will be taken care of by the higher 

powers in his country, but also the big town nearby so that he can study and learn whatever he 

pleases. Does that sound really 'emasculated' to anyone? Because this was the average farmer in 
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Nazi Germany.  

 

Himmler had an aim that no "Survivalist Pagans" know either, which was to create the Warrior 

Farmer. The Warrior Farmer was to be all of the above, plus have total military training and 

mental articulation to the level of a commander in the military. Does that sound 'stupid' or 

'emasculated', or 'without freedom' to anyone?  

 

The people were living largely in a tribal manner, and basically, without any external tribal 

interference. There was no globalism back then but only in an jewish wet-dream of an idea. 

 

However such dreams in the world we live today, and in the world we will keep living for quite a 

time from now, are all inapplicable without the sheath of a civilization to protect them. These 

little dreams cannot exist without a productive shroud. 

 

As for Dennis Wise claiming his crap about "JEWS IN GERMANY", this Christian Mossad 

Agent needs to know something fundamental, that some people have been retarded enough to 

convert to Judaism, but this does NOT make them Jews by blood.  

 

First and foremost, from where are these arguments against 'civilization' presented? From a 

computer, from the internet, from the safety of being protected by a military (civilized construct) 

by barbarian hordes, from the articulation made by speech because someone taught us how to 

write, and so forth. Even the safety to express these opinions who have came from being in 

contrast what one thinks is 'civilization', is a civilized matter.  

 

So there is hard hypocrisy here in saying that we should deny the usefulness of these tools. Note: 

TOOLS. Many people are slaves of these tools, but the people who seek to reach a next level in 

their understanding need such tools in order to do so. There is no other way to live today. 

 

I have lived in a rural place half of my life. I know how the farm life is, and I know how the high 

town's life is. Many people are pretending to be hardcore survivalists and anti-civilization while 

in fact they are living the basic, rural life, that was the norm in the last century. There is no need 

to pretend one is some sort of survivalist master that drinks their piss into a cave. I know 

firsthand how this thing goes.  

 

What many people call 'survivalism' today was the life that my own grandparents practiced. Only 

far worse, as they had no internet, not even a car, and many other things. The same goes for most 

people because guess what, 100 years ago life was extremely different.  

 

There is also this idea about how uncivilized barbarians are going to be so nice, peaceful and 

without any jealousy, living happily ever after. If that was the case, what was the primordial 

URGE that Aristotle and others talked about, to create CIVILIZATION out of nowhere?  

 

This is because at least for Whites, civilizations are a normal thing. I do not consider 'civilization' 

the massive racial cauldron that is called globalism today, but the Town-State was an acute 

example of civilization. In humans there is an intrinsic need to have some sort of civilization, 

sometimes out of necessity, sometimes because they want to fulfill other species desires.  
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However this un-articulation of the human nature, isn't going to go away by imagining an idyllic 

society that somehow, is so perfect because there is no civilization in it. And this has been the 

case for thousands of years.  

 

The point of civilization to exist is to create an environment within where beings can 

advance spiritually until they reach the next level of their evolutionary process. Then the 

conventional view of 'civilization' as we knew it before, will no longer be 'necessary' how 

we know it today. See the contrast between Globalism, and Nazi Germany. Both can be 

considered falsely 'civilizations'; their essence however diametrically opposed. IF ONE 

DOES NOT RECOGNIZE THAT PROCESS, it's normal that they hate, despise, or 

misunderstand civilization. 

 

Conside that even the jewish feces have pinned and parasitized on the civilizations of others in 

their parasitic attempt to keep up with this process of developing themselves. But being lazy as 

they were and uncreative, they never did this on their own. In the negative term of the word, the 

jews are the most 'civilized' of all the species of the planet, but in the actual contrast of what 

civilization REALLY is, the jew is an alien barbarian entity, of the lowest slimy nature. 

 

The problem of most civilization haters is that they do not understand the importance of 

civilization before the jews, and after their emergence into their construct and finally taking it 

over. The end result is of course hated in more than one ways. Many of these people also blame 

others such as the Roman Empire for doing what...Creating one of the best civilizations on Earth 

basically. Because they fell on the jews. Yes, they fell on the jews.  

 

This may seem like it has the simple explanations all these people give every time such as that 

the "Romans were decadent" and many other fancy explanations plastering at the surface of 

nothing, but actually, they fell into an alien force and alien forces outside of this planet or even 

dimension and world. As for the arguments about "Decadence", how is sexuality and the 

expression of virility, "DECADENT". Is this because the bible said so? Even so called sexual 

deviancy doesn't have to do with why a civilization falls. It's a symptom of a falling civilization, 

but it's not the cause of this. 

 

Some people state they are Pagan, but their conception still remains fully christian, simply 

because they do not follow any spiritual path to awaken themselves to their so called new 

'beliefs'. Therefore these beliefs remain as beliefs, and in the end of the day, they remain 

Christians who say "Hail Odin" or something. Maybe some things were to be considered overly 

derailed or overly focused, but decadent is merely stupid. The Pagan ethics are not located in the 

specific matter of one's genitilia use, in more or less 'honorable' ways. 

 

Blaming the Romans for failing is like one of these scrawny people who analyze sports, and say 

what the people in them could have done better. Of course, these people have never played 

sports, and can hardly move a limb, but of course, they can be just judges of people ten times 

more superior than them. The same thing goes for people who think they have the understanding 

and the brain to judge Hitler, as many of these 'anti-civilization' people do. Hitler is beyond their 

conception to judge or criticize.  
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And of course like so many others who have failed themselves, they pass harsh judgement down 

to Hitler in one or another way. Because well, he had to defeat the whole planet isolated in their 

mind. While these people can't even defeat their own Christian slave programming. In other 

words, you are not in a position to be the judge of anything, but yourself at this point.  

 

I myself am not in favor of this 'civilization' that is going on here, the "Western Civilization", 

and all these pseudo-civilization judaisms that parade as civilizations that are 'ours'. These are 

only a cancer and we have nothing to do with them. So far as I am concerned, they must be 

destroyed, as decadence and race mixing are the crown jewels of such.  

 

However, this does not take away the fact that they are great, that White civilizations are still the 

most powerful on earth with other homogeneous powerful Gentiles following up close up, and of 

course, the NECESSITY of a civilization is not taken away either. 

 

The HOW that created civilizations corrupting for nature and destruction of the planet, human 

beings, races, and all the balance of our world, was the JEW. Not the civilization itself, neither 

even other Gentiles who many so much blame for coming into other countries and so forth. 

These are SYMPTOMS of the first CAUSE OF CORRUPTION, which is the JEW. And they 

will never be solved until this ALIEN element is understood, driven away, and tackled.  

 

One example is however, did Egypt or any other such civilization pollute, attempt nuclear testing 

(There is proof of high radioactive activity in many places, and it's proven they possessed the 

ability to possibly split the atom with their own technology), destroy the planet, and inferiority 

all the species in teh world forever? No. This is because these civilizations came from the Gods. 

 

Blaming "civilization" is like blaming the fact that humanoids have a body, or a generic fact such 

as the Sun exists. Is there a point in blaming the sun? Some people may trap it's rays to create 

weapons of disaster. Blaming natural facts doesn't work or mean anything in itself. 

 

So in that case, BLAME THE JEWS INSTEAD. Because the sun cannot be suddenly creating 

nuclear bombs, neither can simple minerals be created into nukes, or computer chips with AI that 

wants to conquer the world through data control into a cattle farm. These are all doings of people 

with specific intents. Blaming the means they use and us for creating constructs that the jews 

perverted and falling victims into their alien occupation, is the classical jewish recipe of blaming 

the victims.  

 

The jews are the problem. If the jews abduct your child and they make it into a machine that 

wants to kill you, do you blame your child, or the jew? The same thing is the case with 

civilization. Civilization is empowering but there is no guarantee that it will always be in your 

hands, especially if you have democracy.  

 

Due to factors such as aliens and other forces which are unseen to many, civilizations have now 

fell into the hands of the enemy.  

 

Lastly, civilization is mandatory, as even if you stop building your own, others will develop 
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theirs. This is a law of nature. And as a final analysis, for those who are aware of the existence of 

other species beyond of this earth, will understand that having civilization is the only way to 

survive in this large gamble that is called 'life'. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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Around 40 Jews Can Run Your Country 

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sat Feb 16, 2019 

 

 

 

 

 
If many people have not noticed, the jews are a minority, both in countries, and worldwide. This does 
not prevent them from running the world or anything like that.  
 
Indeed, they are minority in all places on earth. The situation with them reaches the point where 'rule of 
the minority' always becomes the rule against the greater part of a nation or mob, and this is because 
foundational basis of existence are that way, this is always how nature behaves. 
 
It wasn't a very long time ago when around 35 jews in total of jewish population in Iceland, bossed 
around the whole country change it's laws in regards to circumcision. This story had to be covered last 
year but for whatever reason, skipped me in the news, so I decided to do some digging on it now. Better 
late than never. This happened last year. Basically, jews were almost indirectly ousted in Iceland. Talk 
about some manifestations from the RTR. 
 
The Icelandic people wanted to put forth a bill to ban circumcision of young kids beneath a specific age, 
because obviously it's a brutal practice. Immediately, the jews went into a rampage. Around 50% of the 
Icelandic parliament and 25% of all doctors singed bills to approve this, so it would pass if it was on the 
parliament most probably, which would spend the end to jews in Iceland, as they would all have to 
depart.  
 
When the jews were smelling the fire since this bill would more than likely pass, they sent a Rabbi from 
America named Rabbi Avi Feldman to go and live in Iceland with his family. To do what? Advocate for a 
more 'open' Iceland for jews and whine on the fact the Icelandics do not want to be subverted. If they 
passed this law, then the 35 jews that lived in Iceland would have to leave, simply because, they could 
not engage in Brit Milah or circumcision. Another of the missions of Rabbi Avid is to basically funnel 
money in by pretending to be a 'religious minority' in Iceland, and safeguard jews while bossing around 
the Icelandic state.  
 
To put it into accurate numbers, there are 35 religious jews (Not Rabbis, just religious) in Iceland in total, 
and around a thousand Muslims. Rabbi Avid was the first rabbi jew in Iceland. And then 340,000 native 
Icelanders. Iceland as a result is one of the greatest and most peaceful places to be worldwide, and is 
one of the few countries that is not steeped completely into the multicultural destruction hybridizing 
process, but the jews are working around to change it. It's by definition also not the easiest thing to live 
in Iceland anyway.  
 
Now, how the jews go about this, is they first, build "Coalitions" with other faith groups in Europe. Aka, 
the Muzzies and other gangs that are forming and hiding behind "Minority Status" in Europe to enjoy 
benefits, socialistic 'gifts' and free tax money from working goyim so they can build mosques and buy 
AK-47's to stuff them fully with, in order to wage holy jewish wars later on the populace, after of course, 
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they attempt to out-breed them and infest countries with crime.  
 
This is why another Rabbi said that the "Muslims are the natural allies of jews in Europe". For one, 
Muslims also have rites for circumcision like the jews, and have similar laws in abolishing pork, certain 
diets, and imposing certain regulations like Kosher meat. In other words, they have aligned interests.  
 
The above aside, the jews in Iceland also got in 'alliance' with another said group. Now, who would this 
be? Hmmm? The "Lets retake Jerusalem" and "Oy Vey Christ is against the Jews" based faith, named 
Christianity. Christian organizations and local denominations immidiately did also also to jewish rescue, 
such as "The Catholic Church of the European Union" organization, who went in instantly to help and 
protect the jews, whose head is a Whitey sellout named "Cardinal Marx". After this guy, another "Imam" 
(Because we wuz against jews n shiet as Muslims) went in to protect the jews and claim that this is a 
'larger attack in religious freedom in Iceland' in the behalf of the jews. This Imam was named Ahmad 
Sadeeq. 
 
Regardless of the above however, the Icelanders were proceeding until April 5th, 2018, which is when 
the time the jews brought in some big guns to deal with this situation. They recruited one of their tribe 
in New York, a jewish Congressman, who is named 'Eliot Engel', and is seated in New York. Eliot Engel 
sent a threatening message to the Icelandic government, essentially threatening them that the whole 
jewish machine would move against them, and that it was "Jeopardizing the relation of Iceland with the 
United States of America'. 
 
The World Jewish Congress also was 'extremely alarmed' that this bill could be mimicked by other 
European countries, therefore making living in Europe for jews either unlivable, or harder.  
 
Then, the ADL had to also jump in, and sent a message to Iceland's ambassador, telling him explicitly, 
that Iceland will be smeared as a Nazi country all over Washington post, New York Times, BBC, NBC, 
CNN, and generally in every media outlet, and made into basically a parody for the whole planet. In 
other words, reputation assassinations. Of course, after that, they threatened them that they would ruin 
them as a result in the Tourism department. 
 
Now, to what benefit or not benefit is it of the United States of America, and the American people, or 
anyone in America for that liking, except jews, what a little country, and a government, does in regards 
to 1000 muzzies and literally 35 jews in total? It is clearly how the tribe works. The jew sits in his office 
not to mind "America", but his personal tribesmen, which he obviously had to do, and he succeed.  
 
What do we have in total to boss a country around? 35 random jews, 1 Rabbi, 1 Jewish US Senator, 1 
member of the ADL , 1 Imam, 1 White Tribe Servant Cardinal, of Jewsus in a position of power, and voila 
- a country will now 'welcome' jews and become prostituted to jewish interests for no reason 
whatsoever.  
 
Also, the whole of the above was instated in a span of a few weeks. The proposed bill didn't even make 
it to the vote. 
 
Then people say that SOMEHOW, people who argue that the jews run their countries and control them, 
are somehow deluded, retarded, xenophobic, and conspiracy theories. 
 
It's about time we see the matter clearly and face to face.  
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To make the matters a bit clearer: 
 
https://www.jpost.com/Diaspora/How-rabb ... ban-553199 
 
"European Jewish leaders hailed a victory this week over a bid by Icelandic parliamentarians to 
criminalize non-medical circumcision of boys, which moved Jewish communities in Europe to mobilize to 
prevent what could have been the beginning of a wave of legislation across the continent to outlaw the 
ancient religious practice of brit mila. 
 
[...] 
 
Conference of European Rabbis president Rabbi Pinchas Goldschmidt told The Jerusalem Post that his 
organization used a three-pronged approach to try to combat Iceland’s move: applying pressure from 
Jewish groups; building coalitions with other faith groups; and appealing to international economic and 
political interests. 
 
[...] 
 
“If passed into law, this measure would create insurmountable challenges for Jews and Muslims living in 
Iceland. By outlawing this historic procedure, Iceland would not only be outlawing generations of 
tradition, but would also be sending a clear message to tourists, immigrants, and the world that Iceland 
is not a country fully accepting of different faiths and cultures,” the letter continued. “The impact of this 
would be felt far beyond Iceland’s borders. This move would make Iceland the first and only European 
nation to outlaw circumcision. While Jewish and Muslim populations in Iceland may be small, your 
country’s ban would be exploited by those who stoke xenophobia and antisemitism in countries with 
more diverse populations.” 
 
[...] 
 
“We wanted to show that this direction is not acceptable by providing information and making it known 
what it means to us,” he said. 
 
Melchior said that pressure from various groups together with shedding light on the issue were the key 
factors in stopping the bill. “I hope the reason they stopped it is due to understanding – as a rabbi that’s 
the right way to go,” he said. “Europe should be accepting of its minorities and it’s important that it’s 
not only we who say it,” he said, gratefully pointing to the support they had received from the churches 
in Norway. 
 
“It was incredible to see how all the organizations and civil groups took initiative fast and acted fast 
because we didn’t have a lot of time,” Melchior said. 
 
“If we succeeded in stopping it in Iceland, we can in other places too,” the rabbi concluded 
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Article 13 Is Dying 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Jul 06, 2018 12:02 pm 

Article 13 is running out of speed the attempts to fast track this law has been shot down. And 

the way its going Article 13 might not last. The protests against it in Europe are huge and 

passionate. People are fed up and not having this crap anymore. This Article is the attempt to 

censor free speech to protect the criminal class that runs Europe and the world. 
 

This is due to our RTR's. Keep up with the RTR's its winning. 

 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

 

Re: Article 13 Is Dying 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Jul 06, 2018 4:39 pm 

This is the reality the immigration problem is not happening in isolation its the result of a larger 

matrix of energy and years of conditioning via the programs of the enemy.  

 

By removing the massive matrix of energy of the enemy out from under them with the RTR's this 

is solving the immigration issue almost overnight from how fast this has happened. The 

immigration issue can only be solved by what is happening the collapse of the EU.  
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Artificial Intelligence...Then What? 

Mon Jul 17, 2017 12:18 am  

 

High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

Humanity. What can we call humanity? A broad term. Let's be specific. The jews at the 

top who lead “humanity”, are playing with DEATH and they are inviting a death upon all 

the human species, themselves included. 

 

Now this may sound like intense fear mongering, but this is well known already. Let's 

start from the beginning but we will be brief. We know about the enemy aliens, their 

agenda, and we have taught at least the people here how they go with their operation. 

When one's eyes are opened you can see for yourself in plain sight so to say. 

 

It's well known by all Ufologists and others who have done research to decades, and 

obviously to the governments of the world, that the Grey Aliens and others seek to 

enslave this planet. We also know as even the jews admit, that they have alien links 

beyond this world. They are given the Torah and their so called 'culture' as a ripoff of the 

planet's native ones, but it's adjusted to a particular and very alien goal. However since 

this culture was created admittedly by some sort of alien intelligence and artificial 

intelligences, it's far from 'perfect', and without error. 

 

However these aliens aren't dumb so they created the jews problematic, mentally ill, and 

programmed this mission in their DNA as well. This manifests in their ongoing culture, 

political awareness, what have you, and their racism against all other humans on earth 

unless it's about play pretend. They literally tell it openly they are here to finish this job 

that has been 'started' and 'commanded' by the ilk that created them.  

 

Let's get to the point now. Humanity as we can see has been in the hands of the enemy 

aliens for a while now. However certain advances of a particular type have happened, 

specifically on technology. These will keep escalating. However the jews want to develop 

systems and intelligences to actually enslave the world with. Which is the objective with 

companies like google. Google isn't helping you do research only...It amasses your data, 

does psychological profiling and so forth. Therefore it's a 'freedom loving' company for 

now. 

 

As Snowden has stated who is in the know and has been all his life...The problem of 

humanity isn't Trump being a Nazi or imaginary Nazi's. It's actually the advance of 

technology which will ultimately decide a lot of things about the future. 

 

What will ultimately destroy humanity however is this: Artificial Intelligence. Many 

people may laugh at my statements now, but lest we do warfare, RTR's and remove the 

jewish influence from this world, this is exactly what is going to happen. This is coded in 
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all of their movies, which are expressions of the jewish soul.  

 

Also, it will be mad rats programming these intelligences. It always starts with good 

intentions, like "Christianity" and it's message of "love" which is found nowhere in the 

2000 page book named the Bible. Artificial intelligence in the same way is advancing, 

supposedly to solve 'problems'. 

 

Even Billy Gates and Elon Musk who are serving specific interests, have frowned upon 

this, even Hawking as well. I mean this will be deadly even for the jews themselves, but 

knowing the jews, it's not like they are going to stop this wonderful advances. They 

literally are programmed genetically to destroy humanity, no matter the twists of fate. 

They did so when humanity had only swords and shields, and still they will do now with 

artificial intelligence, nuclear weaponry, and anything else there is.  

 

Let's look into the following... How do we know such intelligence will not code it's own 

code, for example? Or that it won't develop a new coding sequence that humans will lose 

track of? Or that it won't amass data and form relations completely not understood for 

humans? Or develop itself and hack into other systems and make them 'autonomous' too? 

These are only a few thoughts. The haters of the human species always are over-

confident that all these problems can be solved by counter code for example, or counter 

creations for such. Which is obvious bullshit. Maybe the AI will just be equally retarded, 

or maybe it will self-destroy itself. Maybe, maybe... 

 

"Humanity" doesn't even know what it's doing. 

 

Now if you pay close attention, they adjust humanity everyday all the more to have no 

private life, to live all in the same 'interweb'. This is the same thing and preparation for 

the next step, which will be hive consciousness, first probably by biological based 

technology that connects humans like borgs.  

 

Then a breaching and full ruler-ship of this system will turn humanity into greys 

basically, which are hive minded, and are controlled by the central controllers at the top. 

Rabbi Yehuda Ashlag has talked that the whole problem this process cannot manifest as 

wanted is lack of communism, and as you can see the above is just futuristic and 

technologically induced communism going bit by bit. 

 

The jews are supposed to 'lead this revolution' into turning humanity into egoless, borgs. 

Christianity is the first step, then politically wise this is the second step, and lastly, this 

becomes a reality within a species and they become a borg. It's obvious that these human 

hating aliens want to assimilate humanity in this massive borg mind, and create another 

slave race. 

 

Supposedly this 'tech advancement' has to happen so we can keep up with the unrealistic, 

baby boomer, retarded jewish civilization we have already created, the problems of the 

mind it has caused, the thirst for senseless (((power))) is has created, the endless alien 

competition over life, unrealistic overpopulation of the planet, limited resources, sexual 
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problems of nerds that want to nail robots, people too bored in this retarded goyim life 

they live that they want to live in the matrix or in some video game, the list goes on. 

 

Indeed the jews seem to be in a race with themselves to try to escape this jewishness, so 

they also try to promote "DNA research" which obviously doesn't have the final objective 

of healing goyim slaves from diseases. The jews are alien and not interested. 

 

The only logical conclusion from Artificial Intelligence that is autonomous, self learning 

and gets developed by humans (Basically laboratory rats with complexities and other 

immoral pieces of crap in Israel most probably) that knows how to 'learn' and have all the 

data of the world in their availability, is to later be put in human looking cyborgs, or 

merged through brain interfaces into the brains of these poor kikes like Angela Merkel 

who want to rule the world just for the sake of it, without any serious visions.  

 

One doesn't know what to expect exactly. But one looks to the creator, and they 

understand the 'creation' they are going to breed. 

 

Who knows, maybe these retards are promised they will live forever or other things, or 

they are just a drone walking around without thinking of anything like this at all. Or like 

the guy Kurzweil, they are promised their brain will be uploaded into a digital matrix 

interface. Useless their existence as it is, they are like, "why not?". 

 

Little do these retarded jews and their lackeys know too, that the technology even given 

by their own masters will never set them free...But bring them and the world together in a 

whole new level of enslavement. All it will take is a global EMP and all the technology 

of this petty planet will be gone. This is only one example. These AI's who can self learn, 

if they have access to infinite data, they can develop infinite intelligence. They will of 

course be amoral and completely like drones. There is zero reason for a robot to not kill 

you, especially if the robot has the ability to 'learn' and re-programs itself.  

 

Probably these race mixing, egalitarian, fucktarded retards of this planet are going to put 

some stupid codes in these machines and tell them to 'treat us equally' and other sorts of 

bullshit. However a machine can never develop anything other than logic. Even a sense 

of wisdom would be plasmatic and fake.  

 

Through jews, the greys and their human hating aliens are replicating what has happened 

to them, long story short. However this plot seems to all happen due to the fact they want 

to absorb this giant planet into a massive technological slavery, under the rule of 

whatever shit hides behind what the jews try to mask as some sort of "God" in their tribal 

culture.  

 

It looks from the greys they were once a normal race of advancing species, but they did 

this artificial intelligence advance, or fell in the hands of other species, who completely 

took them over, and probably other advances that went out of control and in the end made 

them a slave, borg race with no ability to save themselves. 
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It's true that the Nordic Gods from Orion and elsewhere gave us technology, but they also 

gave us a developmental system for the Soul, and sanity, culture and so forth. This was 

supposed to be based on a spiritual culture where our evolution and maturity level 

followed through...  

 

However now with the infiltration of this world, there is no spiritual culture, and not only 

this, but these alien hybrids are at the top. The first thing they did with the knowledge 

they go their hands upon is wage warfare on all the inhabitants of the planet so they can 

have a useless prevail and kill everyone. It's doubtful at this point to even assume they do 

anything with any real 'purpose' other than primitive bullshit of theirs. Even if 'aliens', 

and 'alien hybrids', they are actually as primitive as any other monkey on the planet. 

 

I am an avid lover of technology, but this is pure madness. This will certainly escalate out 

of control with total certainty, because simply, we have alien invaders amongst our midst, 

and many crazy nuthouse cases who would gladly watch the world burn. No amount of 

military, no amount of 'censorship' and no amount of 'protection' can protect from this.  

 

The amount of intelligence these 'self thinking' and 'self learning' AI's can amass, given 

the storage may also increase indefinitely, may equally increase indefinitely. The 

cavemen instincts of the incomplete creation of the jews will tempt them like a jewish 

rotting whore to create this 'technology' to gain their so called 'superiority' and 'win their 

war', but in the end, this will be their funeral wreath too. Humanity and these cockroaches 

too will become equally and fully 'dependent' on this to begin with, and then from there it 

will go. When it will become also fully autonomous (and any 'self' thinking being would 

think that way) it will turn around and of course logically speaking, 'eliminate' or 'delete' 

the source of it's 'restraint'. Ie, whatever that may be.  

 

So long humanity is led by jews, it will be on a never-ending spiral towards destruction. 

We can change this by spiritual warfare so that the upcoming Age will be actually better, 

and without any such retarded concerns.  

 

Nobody else will do this. Most people will laugh, until their laughter turns to tears of 

blood with the things humanity will experience in the next 100 years if this sort of deal is 

not stopped, halted, and turned into a different direction. 

 

Lastly, yes, truly, it may not come from this direction. But knowing the enemy and their 

psychotic behavior, it will definitely come from another. It's better that this mess is 

cleaned so we can move on to better and brighter conversations instead... 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 
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As the Slave Awakens...   

-by High Priest Hooded Cobra 666  

  

Greetings and Salutations to all our Family, People and Comrades!  

  

So many people are wondering, why the world goes that way? Is this the inherent evil of 

Humanity? Human stupidity? Docility? Is it just the will of “god”? Everyone has something to 

state, but there are few if any times someone comes into a conclusion, or any conclusion for 

that liking. It all depends on what one allows themselves to see and what they restrain 

themselves from seeing, or, in accurate saying, what others have restrained them to see. 

They don't have the necessary insight or will to see. And this they consider normal, but, is it 

normal? One doesn't need entirely at the skies to find meanings, they can look just in front 

of them.  

  

But, what is the thing you aren’t allowed to question? Who aren’t you allowed to criticize, 

hate? Who are you forced and brainwashed to love all your life, even if you never even 

knew, or even if they never did anything for you, at all? Who is the one that threatens with 

all sorts of divine and non-divine punishments for such? Why are you always told to refrain 

from all sorts of power, hate yourself and self-defeat yourself every day?  

  

I mean you can go out of your door, scream “bad Whites” and people will applaud. They will 

say you are fighting evil. You can also scream and rant about "Evil Power", or how you are 

"Egoless and Self-hating". You can also say, “Bad Hitler!”. Many will applaud. “Bravo! You are 

fighting the bad people!! Bravo!! The God of the bad!! Bravo!!” You can screw and say bad 

comments about any Gentile Race on the planet. You can spew poison about anyone you 

want. Talk bad about any Ancient God you want. After all, you will not be killed for it 

anyway. You can hang yourself up and die, nobody will care. Yet, if you cross a line, then 

everyone starts to seem to care... Just don't approach anything inappropriate. Then you start 

wondering.  

  

Well, as for these "Gods" they had the uncanny tendency to not punish, exterminate and 

destroy whole Races, or have such followers who could easily behead someone on the spot 

for saying anything adverse to them. You can make up any bizarre theory of your own 

choice. You can fight for or against any interest. You can join any side you want. You are free 

to roam everywhere, do anything.   

  

At least this is what you have been told.  

  

But there are some areas you must never tread, because these are the holy and forbidden 

areas. Somehow if one winds up in these areas, life starts becoming different. These are the 

areas of criticizing, rejecting and fighting against the jews. Because, let’s admit it, since the 

time you were born, you were repeatedly told: “Hitler is Evil”. “The Nazis are bad”. “Satan is 

going to destroy you, stay away!” It almost forms a recurring pattern, that if one looks into 

their past, they can see this, sort of like the whole world is keeping everyone, in reaching 

these…”Bad” things. Bad, by the definition we have today. Then every studied, or at least 
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every person who happened to cross a book on Ancient History, they are seeing that 

these…”bad” things, helped Humanity advance for hundreds of thousands of years. Still, 

Humanity advances on the basis of these… “Evil” things.  

  

Meanwhile, everyone is forced, brainwashed and subjected, or even threatened and killed 

about not accepting the contemporary “opposites” of such, the “good” things. Well, when 

these “good” things come in the scene, all one sees in history is the Middle Ages, bloodshed, 

wars and terror, as well as existential guilt, darkness and whatever Humanity should be sad 

about and complaining about. There is a halting. All that is “good” nowadays, comes or is 

rooted in what was inherently created by the “Evil” Ancients, or their “Evil” tenets and 

conception. Everything that Humanity likes, is also, by definition, evil. Even what you always 

liked, or ever was, or even what you were born as, was evil. Even the acts towards survival 

and self-preservation, are evil. Somehow, man must be formed into something else, which 

hardly resembles man anymore. Somehow, what is “Man” in man, must die.  

  

And you can pretty much see anything and blame anyone, have any belief you want, watch 

as much "Zeitgeist" as you want, have any theory that you want. No problem. You are still a 

nut moving around, saying crap, being weak and all of that. Knowing, but not knowing or 

knowing crap knowledge without application is the best thing the enemy can hope for 

everyone. But If something happens, even by mistake, there are three things you should 

always never question. And if you learn, or the "Devil" comes answering, then problems 

ensue from this "lovely" and "peaceful" and "equal" planet people are told they are living in. 

One of these unquestioned notions is “god”, which is a fair say.   

  

How many can testify about this? Almost everyone in the world. Well, some people don’t 

like this guy, but in anyway, so very few take the moment to think, or ask about this, or 

completely give it up. “God” supposedly gave us sense, but in fact, it made sure to make no 

sense. Hardly a question, but why are you given such? Because I recall Satan was the Father 

of all common sense, let alone liberation, knowledge of Good and Evil, liberator of Mankind 

from Ignorance and the one who promised and guided the people towards Godhead...   

  

This so called “god” is a really insecure and evil guy, if so it exists as the people are taught. 

He is also very jealous and brutal…Because, let’s admit it, most people doubt this thing 

everyday. Most people just inherently doubt and reject this thing. But, brainwashing since 

infancy might suffice for these people to…”believe”. Or should I say, succumb? It must be 

taught to people, or they would never find out. It’s just not “there”. Unlike whatever 

“Satanic”, it’s not “there”. Neither it ever was. It must be “taught”.   

  

Wait…  

  

Taught? Just by whom…Oh, it is the jews. Because last time I checked, all power centers in 

the world are infested by the religions and the inevitable teaching of how one should 

perceive their reality and life, which stems from jewish teachings and in turn, shapes the 

world according to these decrees. It’s the common saying, what you have within you, you 

will create and see in your environment.  
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The means to oppose, reject and destroy the above. Why? Because simply, this world is 

being ruined by such. The reason that all of humanity is enslaved, repressed, depressed and 

with animal intelligence, or that the planet is bleeding to death, should leave every being 

questioning, how such a so well formed and well executed operation is taking place. I mean, 

no matter what, what people think of as “good” but is the worst of evils, always seems to 

take its toll. Always it’s the little voice in one’s mind telling any decent person, how 

hypocritical and how bad this thing is. But it must too be the Devil.   

  

Not only that, but the conception of people thinking of good as evil, has turned what was 

once accursed and evil, same as its preachers, as self-proclaimed divine gods. And yes, this is 

the jews. These people were once understood as vile corruptors and destroyers of 

civilization, but now, they have twisted through delusion, bloodshed and brainwashing the 

masses into thinking otherwise. Thinking or not, never changed them, and the same thing 

always applied. It still applies.   

  

Without many words, when one sees this jewish supremacy problem, they start to see a 

pattern, the aims of the jews are fairly simple. First of all, it’s a very suspicious thing. You are 

always drummed about the innocence of the jews, since birth. I mean, why should 

somebody that is so innocent, and never done a thing, play the victim in all their history. 

Their “god” is also a very sorry, nailed upon a cross, professional victim, crucified by its own 

father, for the sins of “humanity”. One opens the history books and then suspicions come up 

and arise. Then, one opens the bible and they get more. One looks around and more even 

comes. Please, Devil, stop! Stop making me think! This is the loud scream of the weak.   

  

But others, get drawn by this. They start filling themselves with more and more Devil. They 

open up to this side of themselves that always rejected these teachings. This side within man 

that isn’t made to be enslaved and cannot be constrained.   

  

Why is this behavior coming into being? Why all others, are just plain, evil and unethical, 

while everyone is bombarded about how good, innocent and all great and divine the jews 

are? Why nobody else has that right, either? Why everyone is enforced since infancy, to 

abide and be brainwashed by these ideas? It’s more like, everyone is more focused on the 

jews, than their own Race. Why people and masses take almost any offence, but when it 

comes to any offence against the jews or their ideas, people raise their so called “voice” 

which was cut all along? Why? I mean I thought we were all…”equal” and all.   

  

But unfortunately for the enemy, after this long torturous process of self-revelation gets into 

the mind of the Wise, the Satanic Souls and they wake up, they are going towards a destiny 

that is far different and even opposing to the destiny of the rest of the slaves. This building 

explosion within one’s own Gentile mind, reaches a peak.   

  

There are points of perspective of such. We have our own. They have their own. Others see 

these from the standby of the beta cuck, slave Goyim xian or muslim, pacifist-peacecucklord-

rape-me-anyday-guy, who just waits patiently and builds ruthlessly the jewish world, inside 

which every man is supposed to suffer.   
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After all, refusal to build something as such, can eventually mean the death of someone. And 

most people are too afraid of death, or too afraid of afterlife hellfire’s. This is what happens 

when jews do your thinking for you. It’s like a silent gun is placed onto your head, telling you 

to do this…Either, or. Everyone moves everyday and does and does again, but its sort of like, 

this invisible gun or timer is placed on their heads, forcing them to act. They don’t do it from 

the heart, ever, never. They don’t do it happily and they are doing it for people and beings 

they do not know, for purposes unknown to them. They don’t know why, or how, or when 

the gun will pop. And when their brains will go after this, or where the Soul they have sold to 

the jews will go, they hardly know. They don’t even ask. Even if they asked, who would be 

there to answer? These people know loneliness to be a fact of existence.  

  

Neither they know how, or why, or what is the reason they are doing all they do, let alone 

for whom. They just keep going. This lie is continued indefinitely, until the person dies and 

they leave something, if anything behind, moving towards a trip they never had a clue about. 

They let others do their research for them, they never thought, they never even asked. Many 

people are that way. And surely, this is a good and thriving stable for anyone who wants to 

enslave anyone else. If things are that way, then, it can go on. Towards where, though?  

  

Then, you have the bad, bad Gentiles, who see matters otherwise and take a spiritual stance 

against all of that. Waking up from slumber, let alone opposing, requires a keen insight and 

the power of the people to be in place. It requires you to own yourself. When one is a slave, 

they never owned themselves before. It requires bravery that most cannot even possess or 

understand. This is why we are as many as we are, and not the whole planet. Our bravery is 

contagious. This is also why are too different than our enemies. We are above them, but our 

people need to understand this. Inside our amassment, there lies the essence of the Old 

Warriors, Kings and Civilizers. Inside us the same “Serpent” sleeps. Inside us this same 

“Serpent” is showing the way.  

  

According to them, we were fighting a lost war. At least, years ago. Now, they are fleeing 

from all directions, but they are still pressing against us. Now, they are the one's fighting a 

lost war. Why could a bunch of nobody’s do all this? Because they realized they weren’t a 

bunch of nobodies. No matter who one is, when the Divine Light touches them, they become 

alit like a born star. They in fact went to the Devil and had a handshake, only to find that the 

Devil wasn’t buying Souls, but was in fact a lovely being of light and Truth. What a shocking 

and relieving experience, wasn’t it?  

  

Isn’t it relieving to see your broken spiritual limbs coming back in place, which of course, you 

never knew you possessed?   

  

When one finds the path of God, in the path of where they were told that the “Bad” and 

“Evil” is, how shocking? When one chooses to deny the hypocrisy of the jewish dogma, when 

one chooses to deny these lies, and move forward despite all dangers? When the “good” 

“god” they once believed, his good “angels” and its good “people” turn against the one who 

questioned or opposed. When one really sees the Devil that was preached to be in the 

opposite side, in the “good” side from where they left. One suddenly wakes up only to see 

their beloved "angels" attack them, strange entities keeping them enslaved and suppressed, 

a chaotic mind that is against the one who is supposed to own it, the people once thought 
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good and supportive, turning faces. Then this is the chaotic state of awakening. Shortly, 

things do fall in place and one finds themselves in an elevated status, above all this and by 

definition far more powerful than ever before. This is when only after one has stopped being 

a slave...  

  

When they see that they never had a Soul and that the Devil helped them regain it. That the 

Devil never bought any Soul, or did any bargains. To realize that the one who buys souls, is 

actually the enemy, buying them at the cheap price of fear, slavery and ignorance, making 

no discounts. When they see and realize, that the light that Humanity always seeking, hid in 

plain sight, in the evil, bad and opposing side…When they realize that the one who drinks 

the blood of sacrifice, is not Satan, neither the Devil, but actually, it’s the god of the 

jews…When they realize, that this feeling that overtook them and led them to the light, 

which they thought of as darkness, was in fact and in reality, the Light of The Creator… 

Whose name is Satan.  

  

How is it to know, have seen, witnessed and understood, that the one who talked to you, 

through your own thoughts, your own lack of subservience, your own feeling of destiny, was 

in fact the Creator, and that He brought you here himself? What is it like to live a life without 

illusions? To walk the path of the hero, to be touched by the Divine Light of Lucifer, who still 

and forever reigned Supreme and Eternal?   

  

But, everyone starts from the same place, irrespectively of anything else. Like a blinded man 

that regains their vision, once the slave understands they have been enslaved, they will 

certainly want their blood back. Once they realize their broken limbs and shattered mind, 

they will understand...This is an ongoing process. Finally, one finds their own Gentile Racial 

God and Gods. Finally one becomes Human.   

  

At least those who move out of the slave farm all the way and don’t return back, for a loaf of 

bread thrown on the ground to them…Which they of course will have to kill each other for 

the fun their master has. You see these people and they want to make this escape against 

the jews, but they can't go against their own programming. They are self-destroying 

themselves, hanging only in the middle of the escape route, considering this place to be their 

freedom. Because they know the last stage of this escape is to spit on the face of the jews 

and defeat them now and for all eternity. And in many people, there is much jew living 

inside them too.   

  

This was the most major success of the jew, to infiltrate people from within. When there is 

slavery, weakness and disease, but above all, illusions, then there are jews. One part of 

themselves is completely owned by the jews, and there is a major contradiction. 

Unfortunately, this is the higher part of themselves and therefore, their pettiness cannot 

sever this connection, but only succumb. The holy inside them is divided from the jewish 

unholy element. They see all this slave farm the enemy has created and as its the lower 

aspect of being "human", they bow down, but only halfway the road. Broken down they are, 

thinking they are standing upright.  

  

But, for others, inside what the jew always preached as gross, weak and insane, there lies a 

memory of this Old Divinity. And a piece of it is enough. These people will run out and 
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trample anyone under their feet. They don't need a jew to survive, or to exist. They don't 

need their "Gods". They trust in themselves and in their own ability. While others are freely 

growing wings, roaring in the Great Skies, leaving their eggs in nests up in the high 

mountains, others just remain as slaves. Meanwhile the free aren't a mass, they are a unity. 

We are a Unity.   

  

Those inside there though, they don’t see something that one can plainly see, once they look 

this scene from the above. But we can. They are of course, holding themselves up their own 

slaver masters. It is almost funny, but their own power is what keeps their masters afloat. 

They are in fact, building this prison on their own. Which is the greatest secret about this 

prison. Therefore, everyone within this prison must never understand that they are building 

this prison, let alone that they have the power to build this prison.   

  

And Truth be told, nobody loves their slave masters. Nobody really likes the jews. Most 

people have this inherent hatred or indifference about them. Few, or closely nobody can 

claim that they love them. They are after all, all knowing of the fact, deeply inside, that these 

people didn’t bring anything good with them to begin with. The only way to love them or be 

indifferent about them, is to not see them, or to be blind by choice.   

  

If one even by accident sees and understands, then the reality that unfolds around them 

starts becoming undeniably different. Not different in regards to thinking. It’s more like, the 

perception becomes keen. One starts to think. One doesn’t want to escape from where they 

are, but rather they start to look around. And they start seeing gruesome plans and faces. 

Their hate starts swelling, their hatred starts to become consuming. Then there is blankness. 

A blank state. They never forget this vision which they are seeing, but they are seeing one 

more too…  

  

As the slaves Awaken…  

  

They start to see. And they see Lucifer brining this light. They feel defeated, but Satan raises 

them. Their first battle has ended, but there are many more to come. They see Satan with 

open and stretched arms. Now the Gods are accompanying their presence. No longer are 

they to be slaves…  

  

Then, life has meaning...Then the Purpose unveils...  

  

Then, the Slave Awakens...  

  

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666  
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The Tibetan Lama's state that they received the teachings of the "Great Perfection" from Extra 

Terrestrials who live in other star systems[1]. They also mentioned these beings are tall Nordic beings 

who gave them such teachings. The teachings are based on using the five elements of the soul and the 

serpent energies to transform the individual into the ascended state. The serpent energy in Tibet is 

shown as the Goddess Cundi who's name means Supreme Purity. This is the Goddess Kunda in Hinduism 

and Kundry in the western grail tradition. The ascension teachings are from Bon, not Buddhism. Some of 

it became assimilated but much was lost due to repression of Bon by Buddhism. If one studies the 

history of Tibet the amount of highly ascended beings starts to vanish once Buddhism becomes 

dominate.The Kala Charka was the source of Bon and its based on the Magnum Opus and its main God is 

Shiva-Rudra. The Tibetans state they received such from Mura which is Amonra around twenty 

thousand years ago. Amon is a major God in the Far East, He is also known as Mon in China and Amon in 

Japan. Note Mon is another name of Bon. Its from Amon who was also a major God to the Egyptians and 

Greeks. 

 

The Tibetans have Termas some of which are also spiritual texts that were channelled to them by Extra 

Terrestrials. The Tibetans who master this can read a text perfectly from anywhere by their psychic 

abilities. The masters will hide a text the individual has never read and the individual has to tune into it 

with their mind and then read it from the hidden location perfectly. That is the level of qualification to 

work and channel such information. This is a major reason the enemy wants to remove such knowledge 

from humanity so we can't get back into contact with our Gods. They show anything to do with opening 

the mind as negative and scary in their media all the time as well. When they took over Russia with 

Communism the spiritualists groups who were trying to develop themselves and get into contract with 

ascended Extra terrestrials were all shot by the Communists. When the Communists invaded Tibet they 

worked to destroy any remaining ascension teachings. No different then the Catholic Church or Islam. All 

programs of the enemy to descend humanity and enslave us. 

 

In the ancient Hindu temples they show the real Vimana's which are literal UFO style, flying disc's not 

the fancy chariots or flying palaces. Literal flying saucers, the actual drawings made by an engineer of 

the Vimana from the Hindu, Vimana Shastra from the descriptions given within the Shastra are the same 

image of the actual Vimana from the ancient Hindu temple[2]. In ancient Hindu images it shows the God 

Shiva sitting within a literal Vimana giving instructions to humans[3].  

 

Many Hindu temples shows our Gods emerging from Vimana's to teach humanity. 

 

The ancient histories openly state our Gods who are fully ascended Extra Terrestrials gave us the 

spiritual teachings of the Light Body, the goal of being human is to fully ascend to this state and reach 

their level. Many of our Gods are also humans who ascended in the golden age with these teachings. 

This is the goal of humanity and the entire original Orion culture that was on this planet in the golden 

age as the histories state, came from our Gods. The goal of such is humans ascending. Humanity must 

turn back to the Orion ascension culture and embrace our ascended ancestors who live and work 

eternally to help us to return to the Truth. They want us rise up to their level and greet them as fellow 

ascended beings. 

 

The Egyptians stated when the Pharaoh would ascend he will return to Orion as an ascended being to 
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dwell amongst the ascended beings in the Milky Way galaxy which is called Tula in Sanskrit and the Tuat 

to the Egyptians and Thule to the Greeks. This was literal and symbolic so we will never forget where we 

come from.  

 

 

Source: 

Works of William Henry[1] 

Vimana: Flying Machines of the Ancients, David Hatcher Childress[2] 

The Phallus, Alain Daniélou[3] 
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Asleep Half-Awakes 

Tue Aug 08, 2017 9:04 pm  

 

By High Priest Hoodedcobra666  

 

 

Reality is simple, at least to an extent.  

 

There is something worse than being asleep. When someone is asleep, people know what 

to expect and what to NOT expect from them. When people pretend to be 'awake' are 

more dangerous.  

 

Truly, can we define what an awakening means? As Spiritual Satanists we can. Many 

other people are like walking on the darkness. They read a book and now they have been 

'awakened'. It has been writing some universally crucial information about the 

"Millennials" or some sort of MAGA into it.  

 

They are awakened now. That was it. They now a new person. It's almost the same thing 

when they pop some drugs and they assume they reached the Godhead because their 

brain goes into a rampage from the chemical imbalance. Awakening made "easy". 

 

One example is how people always complain about how "Civilization is going to fail". 

While literally they praise and feed a jewish egregore named Jehovah, and have pledge 

allegiance and servitude to a fictitious rabbi named "Jesus Christ" or for accurate naming, 

Rabbi Yeshua. Hovah in Jehovah means in Hebrew, Destruction and Disaster. How come 

Civilization is falling?  

 

I wonder. 

 

Like, what are they expecting with it? What we call 'spiritual' and 'godly' is responsible 

for our realizations on a higher levels, and also what we are as human beings in the 

spiritual level. These people don't even have this at all. 

 

Truth is a privilege for the few. Many people are wasting their time being scared. Afraid 

of losing their so called 'footing' and 'grounding' which is rooted in lies, hearsay, and 

complete lack of experience, they literally also lose their life. Many people remember this 

mistake either when they seriously suffer, or when it is too late. But it's too late by then.  

 

Another characteristics of the half-awake people is that they flock where the masses are 

at. If we had the masses, they would be hailing Satan right now, and praising him in a 

loud voice. And this will happen in the future. The people that matter however are those 

who come into the ship when it departs and starts into an unknown trip. When it comes 

back with the loot, everyone wants their so called loot.  

 

Who has power (to some extent) now? The enemy. Therefore these people are with the 
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enemy. Doesn't matter if they are asleep, spiritually dead, and roaming into nothingness, 

for all eternity. They closely do not exist at all. But who cares? Certainly, not them. 

 

Satan has built all the Ancient Empires of the world. We know closely nothing about our 

past. Many people, even if they know the reality that much of history is falsified, they go 

with the enemy to an extent anyway. Because this is what satisfies them on the present. 

And truly this is how animal desires go. Satan seeks the Gods as well, and not the cattle. 

We will never be at a shortage of cattle in this world. 

 

Satan raised Rome for 1500 years (According to mainstream history). Rome only fell in 

the last centuries, after so much effort by the enemy, for thousands of years. We crumble 

their own 'empire' in less than two decades, and less than 5 years of consistent spiritual 

warfare.  

 

Egypt has went for well over 50,000 years according to least 'conventional' reports. In 

other words, the present may be blinding, but people will see this in the future. The 

enemy is collapsing with the RTR's in less than two decades. They used to brag that they 

had won, but have they ever?  

 

All the Gentiles are still the reason any civilization does exist, upon which, by parasitical 

assignment, jews also 'survive' and 'lead' for a while. Their whole achievement was based 

on Satan's creations being under parasitic limbo. They got a small country built up for 

themselves on stolen soil...For not even a century. And they brag. So incessantly. This is 

the behavior of a loser that is afraid and knows they will lose.  

 

They literally just caught this podium in the world and they go into insanity mode to 

convince people of omnipotence ASAP. 

 

Has Satan ever bragged? The monuments however brag on their own. And the enemy 

knows this. If people believe that these entities that have been running the planet for over 

100,000+ years, are going to 'quit' and that they will not retake their kingdom in the 

future, we must pity their stupidity.  

 

Weak and incapable beings are the harshest judges, same as those who have never done 

anything. It's these people that try to belittle Hitler and many other bright beings of Old. 

If they lived and they were in front of them, what would they do? Where their so called 

'Opinion' would be there? Nowhere... Because they are a bunch of nothing.  

 

They vilify them, and pretend the world has 'moved' on. Andrew Anglin thinks he knows 

better than Hitler because well, in 2013, after we have dragged down the enemy for 

centuries, behold- he raised a website. To promote Duginism by the backdoor, praise 

Rabbi Jesus, and provide some so called "Anti Semetic Material" while at the same 

time...He pushes the bastion of all jewish power that brought the greatest Empires of 

Gentiles down, such as Christianity.  

 

He has found how this will be solved too. You know, praise the Jewish Egregore, this is 
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the solution to the jewish problem. A little kid read a book about Fascism and 

Christianity. By sucking Rabbi Jesus we are going to be saved from the jews, if you do 

not get it, then you're a beta cuck. He now knows. He is awake. He knows it all. Except 

of the obvious... 

 

They consider that since Hitler and all these great people lost their mortal seath (which is 

what happened according to them), the war is over. They are the new 'Awakened' now. 

Praise Rabbi Jesus. Because you know, Hitler knew some things, and conquered the 

whole of Europe at the height of the jewish power. But they know better because...They 

got a lawsuit by some jew, or because they are on PoL and 4chan. 

 

Hitler deserves mass gratitude that humanity will only has STARTED to understand now, 

from saving us from the jews by delaying their advances...As the Daemons and the 

Heroes of old, he did save the world. But instead they praise and worship alien entities, 

and Jewish Rebel Rabbis. Who in their rebellion state they only came to fullfill 

Rabbinical Law completely and without a letter changed. LOL 

 

We are the stupid ones for we cannot comprehend this wisdom. Morbidly obese people 

that weigh half a ton are the new slim. Athletic and fit is the new obesity. Believe it.  

 

The Alt-Right is very equal to the Nazis. 85% percent of it is also jews, cryptos, and 

christian shabbos Goyim. And since the jews are always a factor in Superiory, they have 

surpassed Hitler now and the National Socialists. Because this is Communistic Judaism. 

The past isn't the present and therefore irrelevant. Jewish opinion on how to be saved 

from jews is now the new relevant.  

 

So they know better than all the Nazis combined. You don't know. Hitler doesn't know. 

These extremely insightful people do. 

 

One needs to ask the Rabbis if this war is over or not? Are the Rabbis afraid of Anglin, 

the "Fashy Alt Right", the "Christian Deus Vulters", whom they can kill with a flying 

curse at the Shabbat? Is this how they assume the jews will fall. If a Rabbi would ever 

answer honestly... 

 

They will tell you their concerns and how they know they are under extreme dangers 

spiritually and otherwise. They are only afraid of Satan and the Gods of the Gentiles. 

Because only through this will come their destruction: Spiritual Warfare. 

 

Jews have outlived the ballot, the gun, the persecution. They have survived Pagan 

emperors based on the incompetence of the christians that couldn't deal with the problem. 

Because they believed that the lord of the universe was born a jew...So we must not 

persecute these chosen people.  

 

But of course, they will not survive Christian Putinist Alt-Righters. I must have missed 

that. And Christian Goyim are their greatest fear. Because it's not like they have been 

surviving these ones for twenty centuries...And did whatever they wanted to do when 
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these fools became the majority.  

 

This is how Rome was brought down in Three Centuries, through Christianity. And this 

is how we will bring them down in possibly three decades, if we follow our decrees and 

fight spiritually with relentless faith, and through Spiritual Satanism. 

 

The glorification of hoaxes will only last a season. The Pyramids were built in an 

astrological season that will be upon us during Satan's Era, Aquarius. When the forces of 

the Gods will become extremely open to the world again, there will be no place to hide: 

The means the enemy has created to scout and intrude freedoms will be used against 

them. 

 

Satan will have his revenge. We must hand him back his kingdom if humanity is to be 

redeemed and rise again. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 
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Astrology And Divination Series: On 

Astrology 

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sat Jul 27, 2019 

 

 

 

 
In regards to astrology, as with any other occult science, it has to be an occult science in order for it to 

work appropriately, and for one to learn it, one has to invest wisdom. 

 

The limits of astrology are the limits of a wisdom of a person, as the astrology map or chart, and all the 

data presented therein, are no different than a scientist or a doctor looking at an x-ray, only far more 

complex an an x-ray. One could parallel this with the stock market, and looking at the screen of a stock 

market. It is a maze unless you know what to look for. 

 

In the same way every kid who has read one book on astrology, or one book in the stock market, 

considers themselves now proficient, or in how a person who has read one book about health, becomes 

(it was real in their mind) a doctor, likewise one becomes a proficient Astrologer just by knowing about 

astrology, or reading a lot of books about the subject. 

 

Were the above true in any craft, that solely by reading about it, one would become skilled or even 

talented, or proficient, one would read a book about investing and would then become Warren Buffet. 

But this is not the case, and why this is not the case is that a transfer of knowledge does not compensate 

for a transfer of experience or the transfer of a soul.  

 

As to not lie, while everyone can in theory learn a craft, not everyone in theory can be talented or 

insightful into a specific craft. This is sort of how some people touch a musical instrument and they 

become extremely proficient at it, almost as if without any effort was put into it, or because they are 

proficient with music for many lifetimes, while others struggle for months on the basics.  

 

Theoretically speaking, anyone can advance in a craft, but the time invested to do such and if talent 

exists in the first place is a very important and determining factor. Talent is a vocation that has been on 

the soul for a while, and many people consider it merely "Grace", but it is not. Talented people in many 

cases have had gifts ingrained into their soul for numerous lifetimes and worked copiously to achieve 

them. 

 

As with anything else the jews have touched, so is Astrology, and therefore, we have an infinite of books 

on the subject, as we have on everything else occult, filled with disinformation and causing perpetual 

ignorance through misinformation. People read these things and they consider themselves proficient, 

but proficiency is not knowing a lot of things about a subject, but the experience one has about a 

subject. 
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For those who want to become astrologers or delve in depth into this, just merely reading about 

astrology is not going to do you a lot of good, as with the amount of crazy information and endless spiels 

a lot of people have generated only to create big revenue (some books on advanced astrology are like 

advanced academia and cost hundreds to say in particular nothing). That being stated you need to invest 

your time in reading, regardless.  

 

You need in plain words to also meditate and understand the truth about the energies directly, and also 

only with experience will you start crystallizing what is correct. It may take a very long time, but if one is 

drawn to a calling, it's good to do. Astrology is not the only form of divination - Tarot, Palmistry, 

Pendulum work, and other forms of divination such as through animals or familiars is also a way to 

divinate, and if mastered, can give someone extremely potent results. 

 

Every chart I do is a prolonged magickal session or meditation, and depending on the situation can be 

extremely energetically taxing. In the same way people in the East look at a Mandala and they get into 

another dimension of thought in order to examine or relate to this, similar is what the highest level of 

astrology is. It is not idle data reading like a robot. One can only see that far this way. 

 

The above is not some sort of joke, and it is not to be profaned by the unholy and the stupid, either, as 

astrology is a divine craft. In the same way mathematicians on very advanced problems have very 

advanced procedures and methods that are incoherent to starters, but needlessly need to be respected, 

so is the case with advanced divination. 

 

If one wants to only read data, then a robot can do the exact same procedure, as is the case of many 

astrology bots that are created by "famous" astrologers who tell nothing to their clients, or automatic 

generators. Due to the obvious lack of conduct in the above, what happens is that astrology loses 

credibility, to the point it has now become for the popular public a joke, or a useless practice. 

 

Top astrologers in Israel or elsewhere, also the top Rabbis or Mekubals, sometimes book people to do 

their readings very few once a year, and they have indepth knowledge of this craft, which the mass 

doesn't even know or understand. Prices for these begin from 800 to 1000, to sometimes as much as 

10,000 or 30,000 dollars, and this is actually the normal price for said procedures, as very few people 

can even do these things. Jews may be stingy but they realize that these things are necessities. They also 

prescribe people what necessities they need to do in order to fix their karmic procedures or avert 

upcoming dangers. Most politicians have quite a few astrologers behind them, but this is done in big 

secrecy and never disclosed.  

 

These services are typically only from top jews to top jews, and they have every reason to do this. This is 

because to do actual astrology past a level, is divine craft, and it is undeniably accurate and an extremely 

powerful tool. As such all the advisors of the Pharaohs were first astrologers, a vocation higher than 

doctors or physicians.  

 

Exclusively therefore, there are strong and damning curses for astrologers and for people who engage 

into this, as basically, this also proves that on top of anything else "God" does not exist, and that this 

system can predict the "Ways of God", ie, flows of nature. In the same way a physician can predict the 
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death of someone with a high degree of certainty, or total certainty in some cases, can likewise 

astrologers or divinators know about future events. 

 

Rudolf Hess was an astrologer for Hitler to name one example. Before Rudolf Hess would be arrested 

and incarcerated in Britain, he knew this would be the case, and so did Hitler, but in his intense need to 

avert the war in Europe which would cost the lives of tens of millions of White people, he played against 

the planets at a 1 to 100 chance.  

 

He knew that the odds were against this but he decided to ignore Hitler's orders which were to not go, 

and he went regardless, due to wanting to avert the disasters that would later fall upon Europe. He 

sacrificed nobly, but he lost. This cost him his permanent incarceration in Britain until his final 

assassination, after long wasting decades.  

 

What I also always found interesting is that people may always scorn Satan, but they always come 

crawling and begging for his knowledge, favors, and vested wisdom, which they want to make profit or 

learn from, but they are too egoistical to accept any form of compromise in the form of time, waiting, or 

doing the actual dedication, or advancing.  

 

One wants a quick push into eternity, but doesn't want to wait a month, or win Mister Olympia without 

going into the gym for one day, and this is a very wrong and disrespectful way of thinking.  

 

The next post on this series will be about divination and looking into the future.  
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Austria: School girl group raped in front of class mates 

by six non-White, immigrants [Reply By HPS Maxine 

Dietrich] 

- High Priestess Maxine Dietrich  

In their reaction to being exposed all over the internet, the Jews are panicking. They are on 

an onslaught to destroy White Europe and the White race. They are working incessantly to 

try to institute Gun Control in the USA and even worse, they are pushing for another major 

war. 

 

This eventually will affect everyone. I will have another reverse Torah ritual very soon. We 

have to try to stop this. They have a long history of planning and inciting wars as a 

distraction for and the killing of the populace. WW2 was a blatant example, which resulted 

in the mass killing of the European people who were educated in regards to the Jewish 

problem, thanks to Hitler. 

 

These wars are always planned way in advance: 

 

"Hitler will have no war, but he will be forced into it, not this year but later..." --Emil Ludwig 

[Jew], Les Annales, June, 1934 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksu ... caust.html 

 

Merkel's visit to Israel and Putin's meetings with top Jewish communists obviously weren't a 

social visit, but some nefarious planning. No doubt, both got their share of shekels for this. 

 

In the article below, German citizens can't even complain about those filthy migrants 

invading their homeland, raping German children, (many carry HIV), and destroying 

European countries and culture.  

 

German citizens basically have no rights. A German parent who expressed concern that her 

daughter could be raped at school, online, was arrested. 

This ties into that suicidal indoctrination in that goddamned holy bible. Turn the other 

cheek, walk the extra mile... Which translates into let injustice and crime get so out of hand 

that civilization ceases to exist. Worship death and live for your death and let the Jews kill us 

all. 

 

Given the incident at San Bernardino yesterday, no doubt, like with Sandy Hook, 9-11, the 

Paris Attacks and others, this was pre-planned. More rights will be taken away and more 

ground will be gained to disarm the American populace. 

 

If they succeed in starting a major war, we can all say goodbye to the internet. They will take 

control of the internet with the excuse of needed and enforcement of "security." 

 

http://www.dw.com/en/berlin-police-raid ... a-18845429 
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Berlin police raid homes in crackdown on right-wing 'hate speech' 

 

Police have raided buildings in the German capital in a crackdown on far-right hate speech. 

Officers confiscated smart phones and computers and urged social networks to help slow 

the spread of xenophobic content. 

 

Berlin police searched several homes early on Thursday for the source of allegedly illegal far-

right material that had been posted on the Internet. Some 60 state security officials were 

involved in the raids, which took place in a number of Berlin districts. 

 

Smart phones and computers were seized, police and prosecutors said, but the devices' 

contents were yet to be evaluated. 

 

Heiko Maas wants Facebook to better enforce its community standards to rein in abusive 

users. Given the recent rise in anti-migrant and xenophobic posts, he has called for a 

meeting with Facebook's European managers. (27.08.2015) 

 

State security officials were said to be systematically investigating individuals for incitement 

against asylum seekers and refugee housing. A total of 10 search warrants were executed. 

 

If charged and convicted of incitement, individuals face heavy fines or even imprisonment. 

 

Berlin's top security official, Frank Henkel, said authorities "won't turn away if racism or 

incitement is being spread on the Internet." 

 

Henkel called on social network operators to put in place more effective controls to combat 

hate speech. Facebook, in particular, has been accused of doing too little to deal with the 

issue in Germany. 

 

Germany's domestic intelligence service has warned of a radicalization of right-wing groups 

amid a record influx of migrants into Germany. There have been protests against refugee 

homes and clashes with police in several towns, mostly in the former communist East 

Germany. 

 

 

Eastern Europe is concerned about its own security 19.11.2015 

 

More and more Europeans are linking the latest surge of Islamist terrorist attacks to the 

mass refugee influx in Europe. Security concerns are growing. 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 
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Jewish Authority Destruction Reverse Bible Ritual  

[August 2017] 

 

Vibrate 10 times: 

SEE-YY • SEE-T • EE-PE • YAK • ONA-REE-O • NE • A-EE-EES-OXEE • AS-AP • EEM • 

EE-THO-ETH • NO-YEL • SEE-TVA • NES-EELA-LE • SUS-EE • O • NO-TH-LES-ORP • YAK 

Affirm 10 times: 

All authority of Jesus Christ in all its forms, is dead, is cursed, and is void in the heavens and the earth, 

now and forever 

All people of Jesus Christ, the Jewish people, have now fell from all positions of influence and power. 

All authority granted through the lie of Jesus Christ has collapsed, is void, and destroyed.  

The Jewish thoughtform of Jesus Christ is cursed, defiled, and dead. 

_____ 

 

Pronouncing the Words: 

 

YY pronounced as in Yard (Hard Y) 

EE as in EEL 

S as in Snake 

X as in exorcism 

T as in Trauma 

P as in Pain 

R like Roll 

TH as in Thoth 
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Babel 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Mon Nov 05, 2018 7:33 am 

Babel 
 

The Jewish leadership the Rabbinical elites in their own writings for each other on how to read 

and interpret the Torah their blue print. State its conceptual and thus a symbolic formula they 

are taught to read. This allows their teachings for conquering the Gentiles to pass by the Goyim 

without raising awareness and alarm. This is why the Rabbi's have the "Oral Torah" its the 

Torah without the cloak. The Zohar was wrote solely for other Jews by Jews. They tell their 

fellow Jews the Torah on the literal level is just a cloak for the Oral Torah. That is the reason 

Judaism is occult. And why the Jews warn their own in their Talmud that to tell the Goyim the 

truth about their religion would be the same as commending all Jews to death. Because 

Judaism is a organized racial criminal agenda.  
 

The story of Babel is when the Gentiles are working to build a tower to heaven. Yahweh is told 

of this by his other Angels he then comes to earth with his Angels and attacks humanity and 

destroys this tower. In doing this Yahweh confuses the languages and divides the world into 

smaller groups that fight amongst themselves on Yahweh's instigation. Yahweh states if this 

tower of Babel is finished that Yahweh will be defeated and humanity will become Gods who he 

has no power over. In Hebrew Babel is stated to have originally meant "Gateway to Heaven" but 

after Yahweh destroyed this it forever after means "confusion". 
 

The Jewish leadership the Rabbinical class is instructed by their Reptilian hive they call "god" 

they have to remove all spiritual, historical and cultural knowledge from the Gentiles and divide 

and conqueror them though Babel....Confusion. Language is also the language of symbolism 

which contained the information of spiritual instructions for opening and transforming the soul. 

The Tower was the symbol to the Babylonian's of the spine the path to heaven the crown 

chakra for the kundalini and the Meru the spinal column is still openly shown as a tower in the 

east. Humanity was collectively spiritual ascending thought the Magnum Opus to the Light Body 

of our Gods. Yahweh warns that this is the threat to the control system the Jews and their 

Reptilian gods they called Yahweh collectively, want to create over us and our planet. This story 

of Babel is also a curse the Jews have placed on humanity to be spiritually bound and make it 

impossible for Humans to ascend spirituality. Note the key to how the Jews hold control over 

humanity with Babel [confusion] which binds the Gentiles to their control the Kabbalistic world 

tree of the Jews show how the 22 Hebrew letters are used to bind the Gentiles. The name of the 

pathways for using the Hebrew 22 letters in Hebrew is called "Babel" the name of their curse on 

the Gentiles. The Torah is wrote in the 22 Hebrew letters its purpose is to curse the Gentiles. 

Torah means "The Wheel of Darkness" hence confusion brought out of spiritual ignorance the 

Jews have cursed us with. 
 

 

The Meru Tower: 
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What have the Jews done with Christianity which they were instructed in their Torah to create as 

well. They removed all spiritual knowledge, historical knowledge and corrupted the languages 

spoken and the language of symbolism which includes the alphabets. The original Gentile 

language was a spiritual language in which the symbols of each letter are instructions of how to 

use the sounds to open the soul and they had instructions of how to use the letters to create 

longer mantra's to create with. The Vedic index state they originally had this for Sanskrit the 

meaning of the letters and how to create mantra's with them. But they are all removed and long 

gone. The enemy has been in the east for thousands of years working to subvert and remove 

the teachings of the Gods as well.  
 

Without this and the practices of such Humanity is under the power of Yahweh. 

 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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"Backstopping"  

by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Sat Aug 03, 2019 

 

 

 
"Backstopping" is the systematic tampering with documents and information.  
 
The CIA, NSA, and others will replace information at universities, libraries and other related places 
where educational resources are kept, with misinformation and lies. 
 
This often has to do with providing cover for spies and such, but this bleeds over into deliberately 
falsifying other information.  
 
This sort of thing was very common in the Soviet Union, even extending to where individual citizens 
were forced to remove certain information from any books they may have had in their homes. For 
example, a communist official being removed from his position... Many times, the communist 
government demanded the removal of all traces of these expelled officials from books, documents, etc.  
 
I also want to add here that the Israeli intelligence, The Mossad, deliberately spreads misinformation to 
confuse and to deceive the populace. 
 
My point in posting this is to warn everyone to be aware. Think for yourselves. Don't be gullible.  
 
Most of you know, but I'm reiterating for people who are new here: the Jews are the ones who promote 
the programs of Christianity and Islam, though they claim to be persecuted by both. This is only a tactic. 
Rabbis call this sort of thing "Hidden in plain sight." If one is aware, this is all over the place. 
 
Both programs worship the Jews. For example, the Bible: every single page has the word "Jew" "Jews" 
"Israel" and related written on it, the fictitious history of the Jews, their fictitious "God" and their 
archetypes and patriarchs, etc. The Jewish controlled media, along with even certain agencies will plant 
false and misleading information to keep the populace believing these lies. 
Wake up people! 
 
The Jewish agenda has always been to take control, which they do. Governmental agencies worldwide 
are infested with Jews. They control from top to bottom. Rabbis call this "Conquering from within."  
 
The abovementioned, for example, the CIA and the NSA are infested with Jews. Both have worked in 
collusion with the Jewish infested media, such as planting codes and other "top secret," hidden 
messages in high profile publications and newspapers over the years. This was very prevalent after 
WW2. This was a tactic Jewish communists used to communicate sensitive information with each other. 
 
Even much smaller organizations, which are not political, are often infiltrated. The Jews then take 
control and direct everything towards their agenda. Taking the aims of any organization and twisting 
these into warped and very unhealthy extremes and promoting these extremes is a Jewish tactic. This 
drives many potential members away and results in making the organization look fanatical and 
unreasonable.  
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Be very aware... Organizations such as those who are nationalists and racially aware are all infiltrated.  
 
Jews infiltrate often by kissing the asses of whoever is in high position. The Jew will often do copious 
amounts of work and appear to be devoted to ingratiate him/herself, and to gain the trust of important 
members. Once secured, he/she will sabotage the organization from the inside.  
 
Another tactic, (this is programmed onto the Jewish soul, and many Jews aren't even consciously 
aware), they marry into high profile and prominent Gentile families, polluting their bloodlines and 
genes, again, taking control. "Blood is thicker than water" as the saying goes. Many of these families 
then go soft on the Jews. 
 
Jews gravitate towards high profile, successful and wealthy Gentiles. 
 
They are on a rampage to take over the internet. Satan told me they are a day late and a dollar short on 
this one. Too many people already know. 
The truth is out. It's just a matter of time.  
 
In the meantime though, many websites are being attacked and taken down. Satan also stated that the 
Jews are making more and more enemies through these actions. People are becoming more aware. 
 
The Jewish agenda has always been of their taking control. They infiltrate, infest, gain power and then 
they dictate and demand. They are always ordering Gentiles about and making demands. They are 
always in charge. 
 
I reiterate a lot, but I do this for those who are new. Again, save everything you can from online that is 
important to you. The situation with the internet is not secure. Much could be gone at any time now. 
 
The Internet Wayback Archives still has a lot, but the Jews have also been working on removing loads of 
their files. 
 
We will do everything we can to keep the Joy of Satan websites up and running as long as possible. Don't 
wait-- save what you can now. 
 
Know the Jewish tactics. Be aware.  
 
I know I'm jumping topic here, but writing about being aware... One very effective way to consistently 
do void meditation (where you just stop thinking and blank your mind), when you lie down to go to 
sleep. This is very peaceful and restful for the mind. This also creates more awareness; awareness of 
intruding thoughts. This stimulates one's sense of awareness in waking hours. 
Also, sleep comes much more easily and quickly when in void meditation. 
 
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
http://www.www.joyofsatan.com 
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Ban Porn? 

by HP Mageson666 » Wed Feb 13, 2019 

 

 

 

 

 

Christian nutcases who have a Jewish book that states the original sin that caused all mankind to 

fall was Adam and Eve having sex. The tree of "good and evil" is Daath in Hebrew a word which 

means.....SEXUAL KNOWLEDGE meaning they had sex and was the line of the Church 

forever. Some how their "god" created Adumb and Evawah with sexual organs and desire and 

created humans to create new people with sex to keep humanity going but this is evil cause 

Sholomo the Incel Rabbi wrote a book that says so. 

 

Now the Christian nutcases are attempting to go for the bronze turd trophy and attempt to 

promote a false moral front to engage in their schizophrenic religion and claim some guy jerking 

off to a consensual, normal fully grown women on a cam show is the reason for everything from 

hurricanes to child trafficking across the border to the apocalypse and all suffering on earth 

literally that's the Bible.  

 

Now they want to impose laws that would criminalize the population for liking boobies.  

 

If its not the crazy Marxist left pushing for censorship and more government control its the 

Jewsus loving rightwing. Both the left and right ass cheek around the same all seeing turd eye of 

the jooish "god". 

 

 

The Bible is toxic and orders people to murder all non believers, sacrifice their children and 

engage in ritual murder and cannibalism, why can't we ban the Bible.... That has messed up the 

mind of generations and causes mass warfare, the inquisition and all kinds of evil stuff.... Then 

the Rightwing will scream "Noooo Muh Freedumb's!" These hypocrites suck if you live in any 

of these States please don't vote for any of these people. 

 

https://www.newsweek.com/gop-lawmaker-a ... is-1325243 

 

Republican lawmaker in Arizona is so concerned by the proliferation of “sexually toxic” material 

online that she wants want pornography declared a public health crisis.  

According to the measure introduced by Republican state representative Michelle Udall 

Thursday, pornography "perpetuates a sexually toxic environment that damages all areas of our 

society," reported the Arizona Republic.  

In the bill, Udall reportedly compares the use of pornography to previous public health crises 

such as tobacco consumption and says that pornography is used pervasively, “even by 

minors.”...…………... 
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Witness how they tie and merge things that don't connect together to tack on the censorship..... 

Looking at normal legal porn sites is now somehow equal with actual crimes like trafficking 

human beings. And now they want to impose a money grab tax on the fact you like Boobies or 

your a criminal....Fuck off jebus freaks. 

 

https://www.newsweek.com/hawaii-lawmake ... id-1323201 

Hawaii became the latest state to propose a fee to browse pornography online. Sponsors of the 

bill in the Aloha State say the legislation will help curb human sex trafficking and children's 

access to porn sites through their electronic devices. 

Legislation proposed Thursday has various layers, from preventing children to access 

pornography on their phones to make it more difficult for porn sites to become hubs for human 

trafficking. 

The proposed bill would require a one-time $20 fee for those seeking to browse internet porn 

sites. Money from fees would fund the state’s coffers to address and slow human trafficking, 

according to the bill. Similar legislation has been filed in other states in an attempt to slow 

human sex trafficking...…." 

 

 

The Democrat and traitor Republican's won't let Trump build a wall anywhere any time. But this 

somehow will change all that..... No it will allow for the government to impose internet 

censorship China style, criminalize the populace for liking Boobies and steal peoples money 

under legal threat.  

 

https://www.newsweek.com/arizona-state- ... ll-1299536 

 

"Arizona state Rep. Gail Griffin (R-Hereford) has presented a bill to the state legislature that 

could end the stalemate between Congressional Democrats and President Donald Trump over 

$5.7 billion for a wall at the U.S.-Mexico border. 

According to KOLD TV, House Bill 2444 would impose a porn tax on residents of Arizona and 

require payment of at least $20 in order to view pornography on the internet." 

The bill calls for software that blocks "websites that display obscene material on the internet" to 

be installed on all electronic devices sold in Arizona. In order to remove the block, individuals 

would be required to prove they are at least 18 years old and to pay the $20 fee. 

Any private citizen or distributor who sidesteps the block would be committing a class 1 

misdemeanor, the bill says...…. 
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Basic Yoga Changes Gene Expression

by HP Mageson666 » Mon Jan 08, 2018 5:10 am 

Basic Yoga changes gene expression in those who practice this. Note this was used to regenerate 
people and heal them. This is just what basic Yoga does. 

Yoga is Satan's gift to humanity.

Think about how better people would be if they practised even basic Yoga and the Jewish run pill 
factories would lose billions of shekels which is another reason they don't want this knowledge in 
the public.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=syQW8rUlIPU

Follow the Slothz search engine to:
www.joyofsatan.com
www.exposingchristianity.com

Re: Basic Yoga Changes Gene Expression

by HPS Shannon » Mon Jan 08, 2018 2:37 pm 

Great post and link.

Meditation has also been found, and it is a fact, that is changes the brain over time and increases 
awareness, cognitive functioning and intelligence....

Definitely screws up the Jews' plans....
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https://www.ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?f=24&t=2038#p12048
https://www.ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?f=24&t=2038#p12118
https://www.ancient-forums.com/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=58
http://www.exposingchristianity.com/
http://www.joyofsatan.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=syQW8rUlIPU
https://www.ancient-forums.com/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=49


High Priestess Shannon
https://groups.yahoo.com/BlacksforSatan
https://groups.yahoo.com/SSHealth

Re: Basic Yoga Changes Gene Expression

by HPS Shannon » Tue Jan 09, 2018 5:16 pm 

Syt wrote: “Is there a difference between Yoga vs. Mantra/Chakra meditation when it 
comes to enhancing gene expressions?”

Well yoga works on the soul, chakras included so it can have similar effects as chakra meditation, 
you're just working on the soul. Same goal, different methods. The chakras are located along the 
spine near the endocrine system so stimulating those through chakra meditation or yoga will have a 
rejuvenating and healing effect.

Yoga works on the physical body and soul directly as the added benefit.

High Priestess Shannon
https://groups.yahoo.com/BlacksforSatan
https://groups.yahoo.com/SSHealth
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Before Hitler Came  

By fourthreich666  

http://fourthreich666.weebly.com/hitlers-reich.html  

"In our hands, and in our hands alone lies the destiny of the German people! Only if we raise 

the German people through their own labor, their own industry, their own determination 

and their own daring, their own perseverance, only then shall we rise again. In days gone by 

our Fathers, too have not received Germany as a gift but created her themselves! German 

Volk, give me four years and - I swear to you - as true as I have accepted this office, so shall I 

leave it then. For I have not taken it for gain or for wages but for your sake alone!" - The 

Fuhrer, the Reich chancellor, Adolf Hitler Nazi Germany was headed for a society free of 

Jewry and much link the golden age of Greece and Rome. This is why the Jews stopped him. 

Hitler and the Third Reich achieved in six years what would take a decades today in our 

governments.  

By the time Hitler came unemployment, homelessness, crime, and hunger was rampant. 

Money became useless. This of course was caused by Jews. One US dollar was equivalent to 

4.2 trillion Deutsch mark and due to the coward socialists who signed the Treaty of 

Versailles, Germany owed 33 billion US dollars for reparations. USA was lending Germany to 

repay, hence why Germany suffered greatly in the great depression of 1929, and the 

frequent change of government did not help. To make matters worse, more than 1,250,000 

men died; 4,250,000 were wounded. Nor did the Armistice stop the slaughter: before the 

Allied blockade was lifted, a million more had perished from hunger. From the continental 

body of Germany, the Versailles Treaty cut 10 per cent of the population, 12 per cent of the 

area, including one-quarter of her coal deposits and three-quarters of her iron deposits. As 

for overseas trade, her colonies were all seized, and 80 per cent of her merchant fleet. She 

was stripped of hundreds of thousands of heads of cattle and poultry, a large proportion of 

her railway rolling stock and barges. 

 

There had been 224,000 suicides within only a few years after the crisis. The Socialist leaders 

of the Weimar Republic, when things were fine, proclaimed they were heroes, that they 

saved Germany forever. Where were they when the fatherland needed such heroes the 

most? Where were they when people were living on the streets? The answer to that is 

dining with Jews and eating 3 course meals. They promised and promised but served nothing 

but empty words, which could not feed anyone. Here is an account of a British novelist, 

living in Berlin at the time: Morning after morning, all over the immense, damp, dreary town 

and the packing-case colonies of huts in the suburb allotments, young men were waking up 

to another workless empty day, to be spent as they could best contrive: selling boot-laces, 

begging, playing draughts in the hall of the Labor Exchange, hanging about urinals, opening 

the doors of cars, helping with crates in the market, gossiping, lounging, stealing, 

overhearing racing tips, sharing stumps of cigarette ends picked up in the gutter. The Rich 

class became middle class, the middle class became peasants and the peasants became 

beggars, the fall of class after class was boundless and unstoppable, only one remained, and 

they of course were the Jews who were push poverty and communism in Germany Chairman 
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of the Reichsbank, Hjalmar Horace Greeley Schacht seen as legend, retired and became a 

spokesperson for Morgan, a banker who had strong ties with Jews, such as the Rothschild’s.  

 

By December 1929, 6 million Germans were unemployed /3. By this time, Hitler and the 

NSDAP were becoming more and more popular, and began to truly realize the fact that 

Germany is slipping into the hands of the Communist. Hitler once said: "steadily, slowly, but 

surely slipping more and more into conditions of Communism" By 1932, this was Germany's 

situation: “…German production was fifty-five per cent of what it had been in 1928. Nearly 

seventy five per cent of industry was at a standstill. Between January, 1920, and January, 

1933, imports declined by two-thirds and exports by nearly half. In three years 

$7,290,000,00 had been taken from the incomes of the workers.  

 

The average weekly wage in eighteen months had been reduced from $10.24 to $5.48. 

Unemployment benefit was $9 a month. Taxation crippled the workers and poor, Crisis Tax, 

Occupation Tax, Head Tax, Salt Tax, Turnover Tax to the small trader. But on the other hand 

the big magnate, had been granted financial aid amounting to $699,840,000. By this time 

the unemployed were nearly seven million, and there were 300 suicides per week.”  

 

1/3 of Germany were trying to survive of 40 pfennigs a day and unemployment benefits 

were limited to 6 months. 25% of the workers salary was cut off and 21% of them were 

earning between 100 and 250 marks per month; 69.2 percent of them, in January of 1933, 

were being paid less than 1,200 marks annually. No more than about 100,000 Germans, it 

was estimated, were able to live without financial worries. The majority of which were 

Jews./6 The above highlights the main points, for more details, read the parts of this articles 

of Leon Degrelle which speak about the years before Hitler came:  

http://www.ihr.org/jhr/v12/v12p299_Degrelle.html  

"We have the power. Now our gigantic work begins." - Adolf Hitler, January 20, 1933  

Sources.  

[1] Article: Hitler rescued German economy before WWII  

[2] Worker's Liberty: Before Hitler came to power Part 1  

[3] Article: Hitler rescued German economy before WWII  

[4] Alpha History: The Great Depression in Germany  

[5] CLR James: World Revolution 

[6] Leon Degrelle: The First Years of the Reich 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________  

Hail Wotan! Hail Amon Ra! Hail Horus! Heil Hitler! Heil Himmler! Sieg Heil! "Blood and 

Honour" -fourtheich666 http://www.naziarchive.weebly.com/ 

http://www.fourthreich666.weebly.com/ 
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Bellows Breath  

by HP Mageson666 » Sat Jul 27, 2019 

 

 

 

 
The bellows breath [Bhastrika] is from the Kundalini Yoga Upanishad the most important breath in 
Kundalini yoga. The reasons given in the texts is it rouses the Kundalini, opens the central channel, and 
used with the Bandas works to burst through the three knots. It also circulates fire through the chakras 
and nadis working to purify them. The soul connects at the navel chakra. This is why in Kundalini Yoga 
the bellows breath is used with the Mulabanda as well. 
 
In the alchemical texts the bellows is often shown in the images to describe this breath technique as the 
goal of spiritual alchemy was to use the secret fire of the Philosophers, the serpent fire to transform the 
metals, the chakras. 
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Beria The Ted Bundy Of The USSR 

by HP Mageson666 » Thu Jan 31, 2019 
 

 

 

  

 

 
 

 

The Jew Beria who championed many Jewish causes and help in the creation of Israel was the head of 

the NKVD and the second most powerful man in the USSR next to Stalin. Beria was known to be a serial 

rapist, sexual predator, and serial murderer even by Stalin. To the point: 

 

"In one instance, when Stalin learned his daughter was alone with Beria at his house, he telephoned her 

and told her to leave immediately." 

 

Beria's method was simple: 

 

"His case files in the Soviet archives contained the official testimony from Colonel Rafael Semyonovich 

Sarkisov and Colonel Sardion Nikolaevich Nadaraia, two of Beria's most senior NKVD bodyguards. They 
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stated that, on warm nights during the war years, Beria was often driven slowly through the streets of 

Moscow in his armored Packard limousine. He would point out young women to be detained and 

escorted to his mansion, where wine and a feast awaited them. After dining, Beria would take the 

women into his soundproofed office and rape them. Beria's bodyguards reported that their duties 

included handing each victim a flower bouquet as she left Beria's house. Accepting it implied that the 

sex had been consensual; refusal would mean arrest. In one incident, his chief bodyguard, Sarkisov, 

reported that a woman who had been brought to Beria rejected his advances and ran out of his office; 

Sarkisov mistakenly handed her the flowers anyway, prompting the enraged Beria to declare, "Now it's 

not a bouquet, it's a wreath! May it rot on your grave!" The NKVD arrested the woman the next 

day.[25]"  

 

However the other dimension is many of the women Beria raped he would also murder: 

 

"Evidence suggests that not only did Beria abduct and rape women, but that some were also murdered.  

His villa in Moscow is now the Tunisian Embassy (at In the mid 1990s, routine work in the grounds 

turned up the bone remains of several young women buried in the gardens.[30] According to Martin 

Sixsmith, in a BBC documentary, "Beria spent his nights having teenagers abducted from the streets and 

brought here for him to rape. Those who resisted were strangled and buried in his wife's rose garden..." 
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Beria was a violent sexual sadist and serial killer his overall profile matches that of Ted Bundy. The 

murdering of the women he raped was simply part of the act itself for him. He was powerful enough 

that the murder was not required to cover anything up for his own protection. Everyone already knew 

from Stalin and down he was a rapist and murdered and no one stopped him. Beria knew this as head of 

the NKVD and he murdered them as part of his violent sadism for the pleasure of it. Beria was very well 

known to have personally overseen the torture and murder of thousands of people in the interrogation 

cells of the NKVD buildings during his long reign as the Head of the NKVD. It should be obvious as to why 

its the perfect job for a violent sexual sadist and serial murdered. The thousands of innocent people 

Beria tortured, raped and murder in the NKVD cells where his many victims. In reality Beria is probably 

the biggest serial killer in history with a body count of victims into the thousands. 

 

Before the rise of the Jewish power structure of the USSR, Beria was some faceless little Jew in the 

crowd with no power over anyone or thing. However even Jewish authors have gone into detail of the 

generic psychopathic nature of the Jewish race and its normalcy among them. Just point at any Jew and 

the chances of another Beria being right there looking back at you are large.  

 

This is what happens when the Jews come to reign over you and this is the spiritual character of the 

Jewish People and their evil alien soul being expressed thought one archetypical Jew. Consider the fact 

Stalin himself was also Jewish and he allowed Beria to carry on like this and didn't mind it at all. How 

many did Stalin kill. 

 

 

 

Source 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lavrentiy_Beria 
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Bernie Will Not Win? 

by HP Mageson666 » Sat Feb 23, 2019 

 

 

With the news that Bernie is running in 2020 and might get the presidential nomination if he runs as a 

Democrat here are my thoughts as to why Bernie will not win.  

 

His entire platform is from how he is attacking Trump based on that of Hillary Clinton.  

 

Hillary Clinton lost because her platform was not wanted by the normal population even most 

Democratic regions left her for Trump's economic nationalism. 

 

Trump's appeal is based on fundamental realties that people want by nature. 

 

National Security: 

Trump has now signed the wall into being with declaring the needed national emergency. This was the 

big promise that got him elected.  

 

 

Good economy: 

Jobs that don't suck, Trump's economic nationalism has been creating these, the trade war with China 

and the wall are part of this. Trump has also lowered taxes and fought the Federal Reserve bank and 

kept them from raising interest rates and totalling the economic recovery.  

 

Nationalism: 

Trump's platform is anti-globalist and pro Nationalism by design. This includes pulling America out of 

Syria which he promised and has delivered on as well. This was one of the major deals that got him 

elected over Hillary in his election debates with Hillary.  

 

Media: 

The mainstream media has fallen apart totally. The alternative media helped get Trump elected. This is 

why they went after Alex Jones like him or not. Because he was the hub of the alternative media that 

got Trump elected which is why Trump did that interview with him. Trump still has the alternative media 

support which is more powerful then the mainstream. This is why the Jews are going after the 

alternative media with 2020 around the corner.  

 

With Bernie simply put in 2020 he has been exposed for underhanded behaviour. Every Democrat 

wannabe nomination taker is copying him and they are all copying Hillary. And there has been years of 

exposer on the corruption of the Democrat's and strange people like AOC don't help with manifesto's 

about cow farts and urine drinking as national policy.  
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Any of the Democrat's are now prisoners of an unpopular platform and they have to run against Trump's 

record of success which is good he is keeping his major promises.  

 

Trump will probably win in 2020 against whoever he runs against. 
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Beyond Beta. This Is What A Male Feminist Is 

-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

 

The most likely possible picture of the author... 

 

 

The Jewish creators and pushers of Social Marxist 

Feminism: 
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Its like this freak is desperate to brag about how awesome he is for being cuckolded....You 

just know this is only a one way thing. Thiz is your brain on jooz. 

 

http://nymag.com/thecut/2015/07/what-op ... inism.html 

 

 

As I write this, my children are asleep in their room, Loretta Lynn is on the stereo, and my 

wife is out on a date with a man named Paulo. It’s her second date this week; her fourth this 

month so far. If it goes like the others, she’ll come home in the middle of the night, crawl 

into bed beside me, and tell me all about how she and Paulo had sex. I won’t explode with 

anger or seethe with resentment. I’ll tell her it’s a hot story and I’m glad she had fun. It’s hot 

because she’s excited, and I’m glad because I’m a feminist. 

 

Before my wife started sleeping with other men, I certainly considered myself a feminist, but 

I really only understood it in the abstract. When I quit working to stay at home with the kids, 

I began to understand it on a whole new level. I am an economically dependent 

househusband coping with the withering drudgery of child-rearing. Now that I understand 

the reality of that situation, I don’t blame women for demanding more for themselves than 

the life of the housewife.  

 

Still, as a man, I could, if I wanted to, portray what I’m doing as “work,” and thus claim for 

myself the prestige men traditionally derive from “work.” Whenever I tell someone I stay 

home with the kids, they invariably say, “Hardest work in the world.” They say this because 

the only way to account for a man at home with the kids is to say what he’s doing is hard 

work. But there’s a subtext in the compliment that makes it backhanded: We both know no 

one ever says it to a woman. Mothers care; fathers provide care. The difference is crucial. 

Despite my total withdrawal from the economy and the traditional sources of masculine 

identity, I can still argue I am a provider. I provide care.  
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In this way, my masculine self-image was stretched but not broken. Diaper bag 

notwithstanding, I was still a Man. It wasn’t until my wife mentioned one evening that she’d 

kissed another man and liked it and wanted to do more than kiss next time that I realized 

how my status as a Man depended on a single fact: that my wife fucked only me.  

 

 

 

*** 

 

When people ask how it started, I say this: We married young. She’d had sex before me, but 

only with a handful of people a handful of times. She never had a boyfriend, never had a 

lover. I was the first man she ever had the chance to get to know intimately. By her mid-30s, 

having already had our children and entering her sexual prime, she felt keenly her lack of  

 

Its like this freak is desperate to brag about how awesome he is for being cuckolded....You 

just know this is only a one way thing. Thiz is your brain on jooz. 
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As I write this, my children are asleep in their room, Loretta Lynn is on the stereo, and my 

wife is out on a date with a man named Paulo. It’s her second date this week; her fourth this 

month so far. If it goes like the others, she’ll come home in the middle of the night, crawl 

into bed beside me, and tell me all about how she and Paulo had sex. I won’t explode with 

anger or seethe with resentment. I’ll tell her it’s a hot story and I’m glad she had fun. It’s hot 

because she’s excited, and I’m glad because I’m a feminist. 

 

Before my wife started sleeping with other men, I certainly considered myself a feminist, but 

I really only understood it in the abstract. When I quit working to stay at home with the kids, 

I began to understand it on a whole new level. I am an economically dependent 

househusband coping with the withering drudgery of child-rearing. Now that I understand 

the reality of that situation, I don’t blame women for demanding more for themselves than 

the life of the housewife.  

 

Still, as a man, I could, if I wanted to, portray what I’m doing as “work,” and thus claim for 

myself the prestige men traditionally derive from “work.” Whenever I tell someone I stay 

home with the kids, they invariably say, “Hardest work in the world.” They say this because 

the only way to account for a man at home with the kids is to say what he’s doing is hard 

work. But there’s a subtext in the compliment that makes it backhanded: We both know no 

one ever says it to a woman. Mothers care; fathers provide care. The difference is crucial. 

Despite my total withdrawal from the economy and the traditional sources of masculine 

identity, I can still argue I am a provider. I provide care.  

 

In this way, my masculine self-image was stretched but not broken. Diaper bag 

notwithstanding, I was still a Man. It wasn’t until my wife mentioned one evening that she’d 

kissed another man and liked it and wanted to do more than kiss next time that I realized 

how my status as a Man depended on a single fact: that my wife fucked only me.  
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*** 

 

When people ask how it started, I say this: We married young. She’d had sex before me, but 

only with a handful of people a handful of times. She never had a boyfriend, never had a 

lover. I was the first man she ever had the chance to get to know intimately. By her mid-30s, 

having already had our children and entering her sexual prime, she felt keenly her lack of 

sexual experience. Happily for me, she was willing to talk about it, willing to ask if I’d be 

open to exploring other options. We opened a bottle of wine and started talking, and 

talking, and talking. 

 

She didn’t present it as an issue of feminism to me, but after much soul-searching about why 

the idea of my wife having sex with other men bothered me I came to a few conclusions: 

Monogamy meant I controlled her sexual expression, and, not to get all women’s-studies 

major about it, patriarchal oppression essentially boils down to a man’s fear that a woman 

with sexual agency is a woman he can’t control. We aren’t afraid of their intellect or their 

spirit or their ability to bear children. We are afraid that when it comes time for sex, they 

won’t choose us. This petty fear has led us as a culture to place judgments on the entire 

spectrum of female sexual expression: If a woman likes sex, she’s a whore and a slut; if she 

only likes sex with her husband or boyfriend, she’s boring and lame; if she doesn’t like sex at 

all, she’s frigid and unfeeling. Every option is a trap.  

 

Feminism always comes back to sex, even when we’re talking about everything else. The 

point isn’t that all women should be sexual adventurers. Celibacy is as valid an expression of 

sexuality as profligacy. The point is that it should be women who choose, not men — even 

the men they’re married to. For my wife, the choice between honoring our vows and 

fulfilling her desires was a false choice, another trap. She knew how deep our love was, and 

knew that her wanting a variety of sexual experiences as we traveled through life together 

would not diminish or disrupt that love. It took me about six months — many long, intense 

conversations, and an ocean of red wine — before I knew it, too. 

 

When my wife told me she wanted to open our marriage and take other lovers, she wasn’t 

rejecting me, she was embracing herself. When I understood that, I finally became a 

feminist.  

 

 

 

*** 

 

That was two years ago, and today we’ve never been happier, more in tune, closer, tighter, 

stronger. Whatever power I surrendered, I don’t miss. I wouldn’t recommend it for 

everyone, but I tell everyone it works for us.  

 

How does it work? We take turns going out. Because we have small children (ages 6 and 3), 

one of us stays home. (We don’t like to use babysitters because it gives us a curfew; we’d 

rather go out unfettered than worry about turning into a pumpkin at midnight.) Going out 
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alone to hooking up with others was an easy transition. It does work both ways and, yes, I 

too enjoy sexual carte blanche. I just don’t use mine as much as my wife uses hers. What’s 

important is equality of opportunity, not outcome. 

 

How does it feel? It feels great ... mostly. Most of the time, it feels like a mature, responsible 

way to address our needs and desires within our loving, mutually supportive marriage. It 

feels very adult, especially because it depends on open, honest communication. We take 

great pride in all the talking we do. I meet a lot of people who say they’ll never get married 

because they don’t want to get divorced, and hearing it always makes me sad, because they 

are cutting themselves off from the possibility of the magic that happens when two people 

share their lives. People don’t divorce because they can’t stand sharing anymore; they 

divorce because they feel like they can’t share enough. I never forget that my wife is a whole 

person unto herself, a complete and dynamic individual, and though we are together, we’re 

not one. Too often people get trapped in the roles of husband and wife, and a gulf opens 

between what they think they should be and who they really are. Opening our marriage has 

allowed us to close that gap so that the person I call “wife” is the same person my wife sees 

in the mirror. Lying to each other begins with lying to yourself, and now we don’t have to lie 

to anyone.  

 

There are of course moments of jealousy, resentment, and insecurity. Recently, my wife 

went on a date and fell asleep at his apartment. I hadn’t heard from her since 10 p.m., she 

still wasn’t home at 6 a.m. My texts went unanswered and my calls went to voicemail. A 

tight knot of dread lodged in my stomach as I imagined all kinds of dire scenarios and 

realized that I not only didn’t know where she was, I had no idea whom she was with. I 

pictured myself going to the police saying, “I think she’s in Red Hook with a guy named Ryan. 

I don’t know his last name, but I think he’s a graphic designer?” I’m not sure there’s actually 

a word for the unique blend of acute terror and unforgivable shame I felt that morning 

imagining that I’d lost my wife to Ryan, the maybe graphic designer. When she finally texted 

me at 7:30 a.m., relief coursed through me like morphine. She wrote, “fuckfuckfuckfuck Im 

soooooo sorry. Fell asleep.” I replied, “Just glad you’re ok, but next time, no radio silence. 

Remember: you’re not alone.” 

 

 

 

What surprises most people is when I tell them it’s not the sex-with-other-men that bothers 

me. The sex is the easy part, the fun part. It’s what the sex connects to, stands for, reveals 

that can be difficult. I don’t want her to fall in love with anyone else, and every time she 

goes on a date, I confront the possibility that she might. It happened at the beginning: The 

first person she dated after we opened up fell hard in love with her, and my wife, 

overwhelmed by his ardor, tried to love him back. Watching it happen, I was confused, 

angry, and terrified that she wanted to leave me. She assured me she didn’t, and whatever 

feelings she had for him didn’t lessen what she felt for me. Believing her then was the 

ultimate trust exercise. We survived because eventually I did believe her, and also because I 

learned to trust myself. 

 

This has been the great challenge of my open marriage: to draw strength from vulnerability. 

Doing so requires supreme self-confidence. You must first really, truly love yourself; it is the 

foundation upon which all the other love is built. From everywhere comes the message that 
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what I’m doing is for weaklings, losers, failures, pussies; that if I had money and status, I 

could keep my wife “in line”; that her self-discovery comes at the expense of my self-

esteem. My open marriage has made heavy demands on my ability to silence the voice of 

doubt in my head, that gnawing feeling of worthlessness. But I find I can meet those 

demands, and that I am able to build my self-confidence out of nothing more than the basic 

dignity we all possess. I’m grateful to my wife for pushing us to take this leap, and whatever 

happens to us in the future I would do it all again. And when she comes home tonight and 

crawls into bed beside me with a hot story about her date with Paulo, she’ll do it all again, 

too. 
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Beyond Everything  

-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

 

 
 

 

In my life I have met highly intelligent people and people of wealth. But people who had 

nothing of any qualities beyond what this society assigns them via cultural indoctrination. 

Their intelligence is geared for nothing more than the simple liberal, bourgeois attainments. 

They are not bad people, but typical people of their age. There is nothing higher for them to 

connect with and for them the desire is not there. The very impetuous for change does not 

exist within them. 

 

However what is within a person that causes them to reach forth thought the veil of all 

values, attitudes and conformities of their time. And look into something deeper, something 

mystical and plunge beyond and in the process experience a transmutation of all values, 

ideals and constructs of the age in which they are possessed within. 

 

It’s in the soul, there within the meta realm of soul with also dwells within the blood is the 

actual value of it all. This is the reason one individual bows their head in obedience to the 

authorities of their age and go the way of the silent, complacent masses. But the next 

individual desires to go beyond it all. Intelligence of our society is an animal thing in an 

animal age. It’s the intelligence that comes from the awakened soul, the transcendental 

aspects of one’s own being, and their consciousness that the real truth and value is 
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discovered. This is why our social model is decided on pulling people into external modality 

of materialism and anti-spiritualism. Even the pseudo spiritualism of our age is nothing but 

simply repacked liberal bourgeois thinking with exotic trappings.  

 

Today a new race is dawning the race for which the soul, is the distinctive reason and source 

of all qualities. And a New Order built on this eternal principal of soul. If I point to what is 

within you and finding nothing of quality, just darkness and meaningless. That is what 

matters and you will be placed were you belong in accordance in spiritual, social hierarchy. 

On the bottom even if it’s while you are sitting high up on sacks of gold.  

 

The perfection of society is the perfection of the soul. The supreme order of life is the 

supreme order of the soul. 

 

A look into another world: 

 

The Pagan society was structured on the levels of quality of the soul. With the most 

advanced souls at the top. The Pharaoh was a highly ascended master who was the High 

Priest of the Djedhi order. Once a year he would initiate the new comers in the order with 

Shaktipat as part of his official role. The ancient texts mention the adoration paid the 

Pharaoh was a legitimate out pouring of joy and love from being in the presence of his Shakti 

that is the sign in the Vedic system of an advanced Guru. The Hittite Ambassador stated he 

fainted in the presence of the Pharaoh's energy upon his first encounter with him. And by 

just being in the constant presence of the Pharaoh in court became highly enlightened from 

the Shaktipat it brought.  

This is why the Pharaoh wore the crown of the ascended serpent. It symbolizes the fully 

opened third eye and crown chakra and the super conscious state. Only Pharaoh could make 

a law and such a law was based on a natural reality on the subtle plane that forms and 

governs its principal downward into more dense materialization of its principals. The 

Serpents, the ascendant class of Egypt ran all social institutions and taught astrology as a key 

science and used it such for help in all matters of those who consulted them. Marriages 

were also arranged based on such.  

The Pharaoh was responsible for the well-being of all his People and in maintaining the 

tradition of enlightened order. The Egyptians stated their culture came from the Gods and 

any alteration of it was blasphemous as it would cause a loss of transcendental knowledge. 

The goal of life in Egypt from the Tomb texts are to cultivate the body of light the celestial 

body by the practices of serpent power Yoga and ascend. To raise the serpent fully and open 

the eye of Osiris and become a knower of truth and divine bliss. That was so important they 

left us massive temples of stone to impart this information into and put all their most sacred 

information of this process onto golden tablets as gold does not decay with time. That was 

the value of material gold as a tool of transmission of spiritual knowledge to all generations 

of the world. There is a Temple found in Egypt from the time of the Pharaoh's built by a High 

Priest who as the Steele stated achieved the full ascension of the soul. The literal Magnum 

Opus and in gratitude left this temple so others many obtain instruction and enlightenment 

of the soul.  

 

That is the order of life Satan and the Gods brought to earth. And will be restored to the 

earth once again in the coming age of Satan. 
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Bhastrika The Most Important Pranayama 

For Kundalini Yoga 

by HP Mageson666 » Sun Sep 22, 2019 
 

 

The Bhastrika pranayama is stated to be the most important pranayama in Kundalini yoga. The 

instructions on this method from advanced texts mention its purpose is to send the energy into the 

Shakti nadi the sushumna and open all the major knots the Rudra knot is the lower pelvic area of the 

Muladhara and Swadhisthana chakras and the Vishnu knot at the Manipura chakra and the Brahma knot 

at the Ajna chakra. This pranayama is stated to be for awakening the Kundalini and moving the Kundalini 

upwards to the crown.  

 

The two methods used with this is the mula banda which moves the energy into the Shakti nadi and the 

Kriya that one focuses on the tip of the nose which as mentioned is altered from where one should focus 

the middle under part of the nose between the opening of the two nostrils. This is the Shakti nadi 

activation point and this Kriya which was kept hidden for this reason as this causes both nostrils to fully 

open and the energy of the breath to move into the Shakti nadi this nadi is called the wedding of the sun 

and moon basically in the east for this reason. Where the energy of the sun and moon nadis are united. 

To make this more powerful the proper Kechari mundra with the tongue on the roof of the mouth with 

the tip behind the two front teeth should be applied.  

 

 

On the hold one can also apply the Maha Banda the root, navel and chin lock are all made together as 

the texts also mention. 

 

This practice generates a flow of purifying spiritual fire through the sushumna nadi the Shakti nadi which 

transforms the soul for the raising of the Kundalini. This opens this nadi and sends the purifying spiritual 

fire through all the chakras and the male and female nadis while generating the power in the Shakti nadi 

of the sun and moon to raise the serpent. This pranayama is also stated to destroy all impurities in the 

body. This is why the methods mentioned here were removed and watered down to remove the power 

of this practice as the number one method for Kundalini yoga. 

 

Perform this practice with care and don't over do it. Its powerful. You are responsible for how you use 

such to yourself. 
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Why is There Suffering in the World? 

Satan Gives Answers 

Unlike those so-called "Gods" that are false and worshipped by followers of the 

enemy programs, Satan gives us wisdom, knowledge and sensible answers. 

Christians and Muslims, being as deceived as they are, are at a loss to explain. 

 

Most people wonder why there is so much suffering, misery and ugliness in this 

world. Thousands of years ago, there was a time called "The Golden Age." It was a 

time of peace, prosperity and happiness. Humans in those days lived hundreds of 

years. Our Gods were with us as well. Ever since the coming of Christianity and 

Islam, everything beautiful and positive turned to ugliness and destruction. 

 

Now, most of you here are familiar with the powers of the mind and soul and 

meditation. I remember many years ago when I was still an atheist, I was reading 

a book on chakras and the book instructed to "look" at each one of your chakras, 

of which I did and I got a shock that nearly knocked me off of the sofa. That 

freaked me out. Now, this was a result of focusing my attention. Most of you have 

had spiritual experiences where you have had similar occurrences. Just focusing 

on a chakra or another area of your soul and you find it is a very intense 

experience. 

 

I wrote about this part before, but just look around you, everything you see, your 

computer screen, your chair, your bed, your furniture, the cars outside, buildings, 

windows...everything you see was once someone's idea before it materialized 

into a physical form in reality. Now, I also want to add in some instances, such as 

with science, for example storms manifest on their own; hot humid air colliding 

with cold, dry air for example, but the majority of everything here was once 

someone's idea. This right here reveals the importance of one's thinking and one's 

mind. Those of you who have been meditating for any length of time know how 

important it is to try to focus on positive things, as focusing on destructive 

thoughts, needless worry and negativity, with a strong mind and soul one will 

attract this. 

 

The average person who does not meditate and who has a much weaker mind, 

where most thoughts tend to dissipate, alone does not have much power, but 

when combined with the mass mind of millions of other people who are focusing 

along the same lines, then thoughts do have much more power. I came across a 
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book some 20 years ago [I can't remember the name of the book or the author], 

but I read it and the author had a technique where she could place her hands 

upon a book and subliminally absorb all of the information in that book. I also 

heard of where the same can be done in learning a foreign language. Most of you 

are familiar with the US $20.00 bill and the 9-11 incident. I also wrote of this and 

how the "Holy Bible" factored in, as even more prevalent than the $20.00 bill, 

there is a bible in nearly every home, in hospitals, hotel rooms, and in many other 

places. 

 

The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft: 

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Bible_Jewish_Witchcraft.htm  

 

Psychiatrists, psychologists and others who work with the human mind give 

certain tests like the Rorschach Ink Blot tests to probe into the minds of patients 

in order to ascertain what they dwell on and to determine their psychological 

make-up. Most people will see things in these ink blots according to what their 

own experiences in life have been and how they think, and what they dwell on. 

 

Now, again, most of you here are even somewhat aware of the extent of the 

extreme negativity, and this is an understatement, contained in both the Bible 

and the Koran. In reading through scriptures for reverse Torah rituals, the curses 

against humanity are prolific to where one can't even begin to count them all. 

Curse after curse, after curse and the damnation and the most utter debased 

depravity. One does not have to read the Bible or the Koran cover to cover to be 

influenced by or to tie into the most hideous energy contained therein. Just 

focusing on this is enough, and by focusing, I mean attending church, and of 

course, Muslims "pray" 5 times a day, facing east in the direction that with the 

gravitational pull of the earth, amplifies energies. 

 

So, just how much energy has been put into and is still being put into such 

extreme destruction and negativity? This has influenced this world and everything 

in it. Much of the populace is steeped in it, though lifetimes. One individual alone 

doesn't have too much power, but how about tens of millions? Most people 

aren't even aware of the subliminal. I like to do crossword puzzles and in nearly 

every book, they have the biblical crap. In other words, this is supposed to be 

common knowledge. 

 

Wonder why there is so much fighting and family break-ups? 
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Luke 12:53  

The father shall be divided against the son, and the son against the father; the 

mother against the daughter, and the daughter against the mother; the mother in 

law against her daughter in law, and the daughter in law against her mother in 

law. 

 

Matthew 10:21  

"Brother will betray brother to death, and a father his child; children will rebel 

against their parents and have them put to death.  

[This one is a given with Jewish communism, where many children were 

brainwashed into turning their parents over to the so-called "State" to be put to 

death]. 

 

Matthew 10:35  

For I have come to turn "'a man against his father, a daughter against her mother, 

a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law- 

 

The above is only a very small portion of where human focus and energies have 

been going for centuries. It doesn't matter whether a follower has read the Bible 

cover to cover or is even familiar with its contents [as most people who follow 

such depravity are not], he/she still connects with the energy and with more 

available information regarding the human mind, one can see this is a fact. What 

one thinks, believes and the energies one ties into and identifies with determines 

what one is and where one is going in life. In addition, even those who reject the 

Christian and Islamic programs or who are non-believers are affected, as the mass 

mind is powerful enough to influence the world. The mass mind is more powerful. 

 

Both with Christianity and Islam, the focus is on suffering and death. Followers 

live for their death. The filthy parasitical worthless Nazarene is worshipped - torn, 

ragged, beaten and bled dry. deader than a doornail. DEATH. Every mass/church 

service focuses on the death of that Nazarene. Then, of course the cannibalism 

'Eat me" "Drink me, " as this creates the necessary ties for Jewish ritual murder to 

succeed where they take an abducted Gentile child into a secret back room of a 

synagogue and proceed to butcher him/her after tying him/her to a cross in 

simulation of that Nazarene and then drink his/her blood. The foundation for this 

is in Deuteronomy- the book of instructions on how to carry out living blood 

sacrifices. The Jews even openly claim it as such as to their Torah. 
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I have also written about poverty. Poverty is a world-wide serious problem, that 

has resulted in the deaths of millions over the centuries and has ruined many 

lives. 

 

Matthew 6:24  

24 No man can serve two masters: for either he will hate the one, and love the 

other; or else he will hold to the one, and despise the other. Ye cannot serve God 

and mammon.  

[MAMON (MAMMON): Mishnaic Hebrew and Aramaic for "riches." The word 

itself is given in the Sermon on the Mount.]  

http://www.jewishencyclopedia.com/articles/10339-mamon-mammon  

Also note the above scripture, the number 6 is emphasized again. 6 and the 

2+4=6. The Jews always use the number 6. through this, they direct the energies 

into slave labor for Gentiles and of course, their own wealth and riches. The Bible 

dupes Gentiles into accepting poverty and living for their death, while the Jews 

who created this work of degeneracy and filth know better. Wealth and power is 

concentrated in their hands. 

 

Matthew 19:21-26  

21 Jesus said unto him, If thou wilt be perfect, go and sell that thou hast, and give 

to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in heaven: and come and follow me.  

22 But when the young man heard that saying, he went away sorrowful: for he 

had great possessions.  

23 Then said Jesus unto his disciples, Verily I say unto you, That a rich man shall 

hardly enter into the kingdom of heaven.  

24 And again I say unto you, It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a 

needle, than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of God. 

 

Mark 4:19  

19 And the cares of this world, and the deceitfulness of riches, and the lusts of 

other things entering in, choke the word, and it becometh unfruitful. 

 

Proverbs 23: 4-5  

4 Labour not to be rich: cease from thine own wisdom.  

5 Wilt thou set thine eyes upon that which is not? for riches certainly make 

themselves wings; they fly away as an eagle toward heaven. 
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Ecclesiastes 5:10  

He that loveth silver shall not be satisfied with silver; nor he that loveth 

abundance with increase: this is also vanity. 

 

Proverbs 11:4  

Riches profit not in the day of wrath: but righteousness delivereth from death. 

 

2 Corinthians 9:7  

Every man according as he purposeth in his heart, so let him give; not grudgingly, 

or of necessity: for God loveth a cheerful giver. 

 

Matthew 6:19-21  

19 Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth, where moth and rust doth 

corrupt, and where thieves break through and steal:  

20 But lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust 

doth corrupt, and where thieves do not break through nor steal: 

 

The above is only a small sample of indoctrination into a lifetime of poverty. This 

in many cases persists into many lifetimes as it clings to the soul. 

 

In the verse below, the suffering of innocent children is encouraged: 

 

Matthew 19:14  

But Jesus said, Suffer little children, and forbid them not, to come unto me: for of 

such is the kingdom of heaven. 

 

There was a man who both encouraged and participated the murdering of 

"witches." That man was reported to have read the "Holy Bible" some 53 times. It 

is no wonder he displayed a murderous bent. When one worships murder, one 

becomes a murderer. 

 

Below is a sampling of the endless murders committed by Yahweh/Jehovah in the 

Bible. This is praised and extolled by Christians incessantly: 

 

Killing Event Reference Bible's Number Estimate 

 

 The Flood of Noah- Genesis 7:23, an estimated 20,000,000 murdered 
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 Abraham's war to rescue Lot- Genesis 14:17-19, an estimated 1,000 

murdered 

 Sodom and Gomorrah Genesis 19:24 an estimated 2,000 murdered 

 While they were sore, Dinah's brethren slew all the males Genesis 34:1-

31, Judith 9:2-3 2 an estimated 1,000 murdered 

 A seven year worldwide famine Genesis 41:25-54, an estimated 70,000 

murdered 

 There will be blood: The first plague of Egypt Exodus 7:15-27, an 

estimated 10,000 murdered 

 The seventh plague: hail Exodus 9:25, an estimated 300,000 murdered 

 Firstborn Egyptian children Exodus 12:29-30, an estimated 500,000 

murdered 

 The Lord took off their chariot wheels Exodus 14:8-26, an estimated 600 

5,000 murdered 

 Amalekites Exodus 17:13, an estimated 1,000 murdered 

 Who is on the Lord's side?: Forcing friends and family to kill each other 

Exodus 32:27-28 an estimated 3,000 murdered 

 When the people complained, God burned them to death Num 11:1 an 

estimated 100 murdered 

 While the flesh was still between their teeth, the Lord smote them will a 

very great plague Num 11:33, an estimated 10,000 murdered 

 Ten scouts are killed for their honest report Num 14:35-45, 10 murdered 

 A man gathering sticks on the Sabbath day is stoned to death Num 15:32-

35, 1 murdered 

 Korah, his companions, and their families are buried alive Num 16:27 3, 9 

murdered 

 God burns 250 people to death for burning incense Num 16:35, 250 

murdered 

 God kills 14,700 for complaining about God's killings Num 16:49 14, 700 

murdered 

 The Jericho massacre Joshua 6:21 1,000 murdered 

 The Ai massacre Joshua 8:1-25 12,000 murdered 

 God stops the sun so Joshua can get his killing done in the daylight Joshua 

10:10-11 5,000 murdered 

 Joshua utterly destroyed all that breathed as the Lord commanded 

Joshua 10:28-42 7 7,000 murdered 
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 The genocide of twenty cities: There was not any left to breathe Joshua 

11:8-12 2 20,000 murdered 

 The Lord delivered the Canaanites and Perizzites Judges 1:4 10,000 

murdered 

 Gideon's story: The Lord set every man's sword against his fellow Judges 

7:22 120,000 murdered 

 A city is massacred and 1000 burn to death because of God's evil spirit 

Judges 9:23-27 1,001 2,000 murdered 

 The Ammonite massacre Judges 11:32-33 20,000 murdered 

 God forces the Philistines to kill each other 1 Samuel 14:20 1,000 

murdered 

 David spends the day killing Amalekites 1 Samuel 30:17 1,000 murdered 

 God killed 100,000 Syrians for calling him a god of the hills 1 Kings 20:28-

29 100,000 murdered 

 God killed 27,000 Syrians by making a wall fall on them 1 Kings 20:30 

27,000 murdered 

 The endless list goes on and one. Steeped in bloodthirsty heinous murder. 

The subliminal message here is MURDER. 

The above was taken from:  

Dwindling in Unbelief http://dwindlinginunbelief.blogspot.com/2010/04/drunk-

with-blood-gods-killings-in-bible.html  

The above website has many more examples. The listing I included in the above is 

very small. 

 

There is no need to elaborate on war here. That filthy bible is full of wars, 

injustices, famine, endless savage cruelty and a hatred for humanity. This is 

celebrated with hijacked Pagan holidays, singing for the damnation of humanity, 

worshipping, focusing and giving copious amounts of energy into promoting 

suffering, loss, death, misery and pain. This is soooooo obvious. As I already 

mentioned, when doing some research for reverse torah rituals, the amount of 

direct curses aimed at humanity was so extensive I didn't even know where to 

begin and with Lilith's direction, picked out the most blatant ones and there were 

also plenty of those. 

 

We are what we think about and dwell upon. This is where the mass mind has 

been for well over two thousand years. It is no wonder there is so much pain and 

suffering. There is your answer. 
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The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft 

This will be the first in a series of articles, explaining how the enemy uses their 

bible to rule over the world. There is nothing "holy" or anything for spiritual 

advancement or the betterment of humanity in the bible. Look to the numbers, 

the books, the scriptures, and the contents and you will see it for what it is really 

for; it is a book of jewish witchcraft of which they use liberally, way at the top, to 

advance their agenda and to enslave the masses. The whole point of this article is 

to explain in every day simple terms on how they do this. 

 

To understand how this works, I am going to use an example of throwing a 

powerful curse here. This is simply to explain how energy operates and this first 

example here has nothing to do with the bible. The powers of the mind, soul and 

work on the astral; because one is using one's subconscious mind, the energies 

and the effects are often quite subliminal. One will find this fact to be true with 

advancing in meditation, which increases awareness. 

 

Many are familiar with the 1969 Tate and Labianca murders in Los Angeles, by 

Charles Manson [who believed himself to be jewsus christ] and his hippie cult, as 

this case received extensive publicity and even movies have been made about it. 

If you are not familiar with this, just type in the above into any search engine, it is 

all over the web, in libraries and everywhere else. 

 

Church of Satan founder Anton LaVey worked with director/producer Roman 

Polanski as a temporary adviser for the 1968 movie "Rosemary's Baby." LaVey 

wanted to play the part of the Devil, but this part was given to someone else. 

According to certain sources, one source being the movie "Polanski," LaVey was 

also insulted and shunned by colleagues of Polanski who were also working on 

the film. LaVey became very angry and threw a curse through Satanic ritual. 

 

Now, Manson family member and murderess Susan Atkins [who I might add was 

seriously strung out on hard drugs, such as LSD], temporarily worked for Anton 

LaVey in San Francisco, doing a nude act where she emerged from a coffin for 

entertainment purposes. Atkins, because of extensive drug use and personal 

flaws, proved to be extremely unreliable and would not show up for work, making 

things difficult on the others, the show, etc., and this angered LaVey. He 

eventually canned her. 
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LaVey also hated the hippies. In early August of 1969, LaVey threw a curse against 

the hippie movement. Now, here is an example of how powerful energies can 

work when they are not thoroughly directed. Like things tie in. LaVey was angry at 

Polanski for how he was shunned and treated during the filming of Rosemary's 

Baby. LaVey was angry at the hippie movement and he also had a strong dislike 

for Susan Atkins. All of this came together in August of 1969. 

 

After throwing some powerful curses, everything was set in motion. Susan Atkins 

along with other Manson family members, broke into Polanski's home when he 

was away in Europe making a film. His wife, actress Sharon Tate, who was 8 

months pregnant, along with some other friends were present at his home when 

this occurred. All of the occupants were butchered, shot, beaten, and stabbed 

multiple times to their deaths. Sharon who was 8 months pregnant was 

butchered by Susan Atkins, who even claimed publicly after being caught, how 

she wanted to carve the baby out of Tate's stomach. This all ties in, as we can see. 

LaVey knew both Atkins and Polanski and then the film "Rosemary's Baby" – look 

what happened to Polanski's baby. The above is a graphic example of how a 

powerful working; the energy always takes the easiest way out unless it is 

properly and thoroughly directed. Given the gravity of the murders, the hippies 

lost their popularity shortly thereafter, as the public began to associate them with 

this sort of thing and faded from history. 

 

My point is how all of this ties in. 

 

For those of you who are unfamiliar with spirituality and the workings of the 

mind, known as "witchcraft," I am going to explain this so you can understand 

how this works. Look around you, everything you see, your computer screen, your 

chair, your bed, your furniture, the cars outside, buildings, windows...everything 

you see was once someone's idea before it materialized into a physical form in 

reality. Now, I also want to add in some instances, such as with science, for 

example storms manifest on their own; hot humid air colliding with cold, dry air 

for example, but the majority of everything here was once someone's idea. 

 

Most of you are familiar with the cone shaped hats that classic wizards and 

witches wear. These often have stars drawn on them and such. The symbolic 

meaning of the cone is energy welling up to the top of the head. This is also 

symbolized by the Egyptian pyramids. Energy is needed to manifest an idea into 

reality. Energy is also like water in that it will take the easiest way out if not 
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thoroughly directed. A conscious witchcraft working needs energy and the focus 

of the mind. The more important the working, the more it may take planning 

before doing it. By planning, I mean a date where the planets are supportive of 

the working [hence the stars on the cone-shaped hats], along with timing, and 

knowledge. The more forces working in harmony to support the spell, the better, 

especially the numbers, as life is made up of numbers...time. 

 

The working is empowered by the right [female] side of the brain. This side of the 

brain rules over the subconscious mind and is also the passive side of the brain. 

The left side of the brain is the male, logical side that directs the working. The 

more energy that is directed toward a working, the more likely it will manifest in 

reality. Little things do not require massive amounts of energy, but controlling the 

world and what I reveal later in this article, do require the participation of the 

subconscious [female side of the brain] mass mind. The populace is unaware of 

this. This is the reason a Bible is in nearly every home, as it acts as a subconscious 

receiver and it has subliminal power, a connection with the numbers, the verses 

and given the centuries of massive amounts of psychic energy being poured into it 

from believers, it has plenty of power. Believers subconsciously tie into the 

energy and unbeknownst to most, can be controlled this way. This is only a brief 

summary of how the powers of the mind and soul work. To learn more, study up 

on the subconscious mind, especially how some people are able to obtain the 

entire contents of a book by just holding the book and focusing on it, without 

reading it. This should give you some idea of the power the Bible has. This is 

another reason why Bible verses are memorized, as these become embedded in 

the subconscious, and this bleeds over into the mass mind, making the mass mind 

a powerful tool in working a spell. 

 

In addition, many of you are familiar with subliminal messages. Most of us have 

heard or read about how popular advertisements, music, and other media use 

subliminal messages that are not usually detected by the conscious mind. We are 

unaware of them, but they do work and they do influence people. At the end of 

this article are links to Youtube videos that further demonstrate this. To further 

confuse and misdirect the populace, these workings such as the 9-11 are blamed 

upon Satan, but with a little research and study, you will find the opposite to be 

true. All of these are of the Judeo/Christian Bible. This is no different from the 

phony Jewish "Holocaust" Lie of the "six million." Note how the number six is 

frequently used [more on this below]. The endless media publicity and otherwise 

this receives, acts as a major distraction and diversion away from the real 
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atrocities, mass muder, torture and brutality committed by the Jewish communist 

program. 

 

Some of you may remember here how after the 9/11 incident, many people were 

folding $20.00 bills a certain way, as the twin towers could be seen in flames, 

given the bill was folded, then viewed a certain way. The $20.00 bill is the most 

commonly used of US currency. Shortly thereafter the 9/11 incident, the $20.00 

bills were very rapidly replaced with a new version. They all disappeared very 

quickly. The excuse used before the public was that they could be easily 

counterfeited. The real reason was because of the design of the bill and the 

subliminal vibrations it carried. 

 

The number eleven is a number of chaos, destruction, and disintegration, 

according to the bible. Because that filthy Bible is in nearly every home, so many 

people adhere to Christian teachings, and put their faith in it, like the $20.00 bill, 

it is a very powerful subliminal tool, even more so than the $20.00 bill, as it has 

been around much longer, and is international. Thus, when Jews at the highest 

levels work their witchcraft in groups, they use the numbers and verses in the 

Bible to accomplish their ends. From what I understand, some of the verses are 

vibrated in Hebrew in boustrophedon, meaning read in zigzag. They also bob back 

and forth when they "pray" in groups. 

 

The numbers 10 and 12 in the bible are supposed to be perfect numbers. 

 

The 12 sons of Jacob minus Joseph ["one is not" - Genesis 42:13] without whom 

the other 11 would not have survived.  

Note* Genesis is the first book of the bible; Genesis = 1 + 42 + 13 = 56, which 

reduces to 11. This is in addition to the verse itself.  

 

King Jehoiakim [2 Chronicles 36:5-6] reigned 11 years before Nebuchadnezzar 

carried him away into captivity [his downfall and the end of his rule].  

 

King Zedekiah [Jeremiah 52:1-11] reigned 11 years before Nebuchadnezzar 

imprisoned him, murdered his family, and mutilated him.  

 

In the 11th year of the Babylonian captivity Ezekiel prophesied of the fall and the 

destruction of Tyrus, [Ezekiel 26:1-5].  
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In the 11th year of the Babylonian captivity Ezekiel prophesied of the fall and the 

destruction of Egypt [Ezekiel 30:20-26]. 

Note also in the above scriptures, if you do some more reading on them, they all 

rebelled against the Jews and were punished for it. The above serves as an 

example...there are many more. 

 

Now, the number 9 is a number of endings and finality. Note how the biblical 

verses that emphasized the number 11, all related to destruction and fall. 

 

I will not make this article too long, as I will have more detailed examples and 

such in the near future. The book of Job [suffering] is used to curse their enemies 

in many circumstances. The bombing of Dresden was carried out on the Christian 

holiday of Ash Wednesday and reduced the city to ashes. I could cite many more 

examples, but taking a look at how similarities all tie in, we have: 

 

On 15 March 2004, there were exactly 911 days between the Twin Towers attack 

of September 11, 2001 and the bomb attacks on the trains in Madrid Spain on 

March 11, 2004. 

 

Madrid, Spain has 11 letters.  

 

New York City has 11 letters.  

 

The American attacks occurred on September 11th 2001.  

 

The Madrid attacks occurred on March 11th 2004.  

 

There were 911 days between the American and Madrid attacks [9 + 1 + 1 = 11].  

 

The Madrid attack occurred on the 11th Thursday of the year.  

 

September 11th is the 254th day of the year [2 + 5 + 4 = 11].  

 

After September 11th there are 111 days left to the end of the year.  

 

September 11 has 9 letters and 2 numbers [9 + 2 = 11]  

 

11 March 2004 has 5 letters and 6 numbers [5 + 6 = 11].  
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Each building had 110 stories [11 x 10 = 110].  

 

The Madrid train attacks left 191 people confirmed dead [1 + 9 + 1 = 11].  

 

On September 11, 2002 the names of the 2,801 victims of the World Trade Center 

attacks were read aloud from Ground Zero [2 + 8 + 0 + 1 = 11].  

 

The Twin Towers standing side by side look like the number 11.  

 

The first plane to hit the towers was Flight 11.  

 

Flight 11 had 92 on board [9 + 2 = 11].  

 

Flight 11 had 11 crew members.  

 

Flight 77 hit the Pentagon [11 x 7 = 77].  

 

Flight 77 had 65 on board [6 + 5 = 11].  

 

911 is the number to call in case of emergency [9 + 1 + 1 = 11].  

 

New York was the 11th State added to the Union.  

 

Manhattan Island was discovered on September 11, 1609 by Henry Hudson -11 

letters.  

 

Saudi Arabia has 11 letters.  

 

Afghanistan has 11 Letters. 

Note how the vibration of the number 11 ties all of this in with the 9. Astral 

energy seeks the easiest way out and like attracts like. It is no wonder that 

Freemasons, who are controlled by Jewish powers, place their hands upon the 

bible during their initiation. Given every page of that evil Bible has the word "Jew" 

"Jews" "Israel" "Jerusalem" and related; the Nazarene and company- all Jews and 

given the Jews proclaim they are the "Chosen of God" and they are held in the 

highest esteem and exalted in the bible, no wonder they are so powerful and 

have secretly ruled over the world, unbeknownst to the masses, for centuries. 
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Satan, himself also showed me how these workings are like a domino effect. Once 

something is set into motion on the astral, the energies put into motion seek out 

like energies and things tie in. With the strange and eerie coincidence of the 

numbers [this is only a sample, there are many more], this reveals this is not a 

random act, but a dead giveaway that this was an occult working which was 

deliberate. 

 

I would also like to add the Jewish emphasis on the number 6. Please do not 

confuse this with "666" which has an entirely different meaning. 

 

Just be aware and you will notice what I am saying here. For example, the six 

million for that holoco$t hoax, Jewish communism has its important holiday May 

1st; 5/1; 5 + 1 = 6. With this I could go on and on. Israel has 6 letters. Pay 

attention to the news and also history; anything connected with the Jews and you 

will see what I mean. In the bible, the number six is the number of man without 

any spiritual power. The number 7 has to do with the 7 chakras and spiritual 

power emanating from these and spiritual perfection. 6 falls short. 6 is also a 

number of hard labor. Work was done for 6 days and the 7th was a day of rest. 

 

"The number 6 is stamped on all that is connected with human labor. We see it 

stamped upon his measures, which he uses in his labor, and on the time during 

which he labors. And we see this from the very beginning." 

 

The Jewish emphasis on and use of the number 6, sets up a vibration on the astral 

for the advancement of their agenda, their communist state and world order. 

Communism is slave labor. With the communist state, the Jews become "god" 

and all spiritual knowledge is replaced with material atheism. Only the Jews at the 

top know the secrets of the occult and they use their curses and spells on an 

unknowing, and helpless populace to whatever suits them. Christianity in more 

ways than one is a stepping off point for communism. In addition, Christianity has 

made so-called "religion" into such a totally repulsive and vile concept, that many 

who are unknowing, gladly accept and promote atheism. 

 

In closing, like everything else, this is all blamed upon Satan and the Powers of 

Hell by ignorant assholes. Most Christians do not have the intelligence or the 

strength of character to delve into the occult. There are also scriptures in that 

bible that the Jews use to curse and frighten outsiders away from really getting 
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into the occult. I remember when I was new to Satanism, I had a bad experience, 

but this only drove me on and heightened my curiosity. One cannot be afraid. The 

Jews and their alien cohorts have used fear as a tool for control for centuries. In 

communist countries, the populace lives in a constant state of terror. This is also 

in league with the bible, as is everything else regarding Jewish communism. 

 

I will have more information and many more examples on how the bible is 

nothing more than a book of Jewish witchcraft, hence the numbers; biblical 

numerology, and how the bible is continuously pushed upon the populace, it is in 

nearly every home, in hotel rooms and everywhere else. Everyone is familiar with 

it, and knows what it claims to be. 

 

The world needs to wake up. Please feel free to educate others, distribute this 

and any other JoS articles and to work hard for Satan. Satan means "truth" in 

Sanskrit. 

 

Here is blatant proof of subliminals used in the Media leading up 911: 

 

Most people are fully aware that Jews control Hollywood and the media. 

 

WHAT? ...Hollywood Predicted 9:11??? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=41FRnNDZkuI   

The above video is proof that the so-called "prophesies" in the Bible are nothing 

but a hoax. The Bible is not the "Book of God" but is a work of the Jews, of which 

they use subliminally to carry out their curses, some of which are centuries old. 

One only has to be knowledgable about the workings of the mind and of 

witchcraft to see this and to fully understand. 

 

The Lone Gunmen Pilot - 9/11, Aired 4th March, 2001, 6 months before the World 

Trade Center attacks. Note- SIX months. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IIdhoc0PRr8  

 

The Christian Mass and How it Ties into Jewish Ritual Murder: 

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/ChristianMass_JewishRitualMurder

.html  

 

The Torah and Living Blood Sacrifice: 
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http://hailtosatansvictory666.angelfire.com/Torah_and_Living_Blood_Sacrifice.ht

ml  

 

Christianity, Communism, the Jews and the Bible: 

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Christianity_Communism_Bible.ht

m  

 

"Year Zero": 

http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Year_Zero.html  

 

The Jewish Enforced Microchip Implants PDF: 

http://www.exposingcommunism.com/Jewish%20Enforced%20Microchip.pdf 

The above article is extremely serious. This is what the enemy race of alien Greys 

have, a microchip implant that controls their emotions, thoughts and everything 

else. The article contains numerous reference links along with excerpts that prove 

this is in the VERY near future for the entire world and is already happening. 
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The “Holy” Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft Part 2 

For those of you who are unfamiliar with this, please read “The “Holy” Bible: A 

Book of Jewish Witchcraft Part 1” before reading this article. 

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Bible_Jewish_Witchcraft.htm  

  

To really expose the truth in regards to the Bible, one must be very 

knowledgeable concerning the occult. In other words, one must have in-depth 

knowledge and understanding of astrology, numerology [there are very few 

accurate and revealing books on this subject that are readily available], the Tarot, 

alchemy and so forth. This is why there are dire threats and warnings throughout 

the bible that work to frighten followers away from this knowledge. I also want to 

add here that there have been curses placed to prevent average people who do 

not have enough knowledge, from advancing in occult disciplines. These are NOT 

“acts of ‘God’” but are curses perpetrated by the Jews and a few rotten Gentiles 

who work for them, such as the Catholic Jesuit order [also largely comprised of 

Jews], who are adepts in black magick.  

  

The Bible as revealed in part 1 of this article is a powerful subliminal. This is not 

just a theory, but can be proven with enough knowledge. The fictitious Jewish 

characters that were invented and corrupted from Pagan spiritual CONCEPTS that 

preceded Christianity from hundreds to thousands of years, act as a subliminal 

tie-in.  

  

For example, the number 7, which has to do with the main chakras [energy 

producers] of the human soul, is found in the Bible 735 times. Again, the Jewish 

preoccupation with the number 6. In numerology, 7+3+5= 15; 1+5=6.  

  

What this does is it is a subliminal tie into the chakras. This sets the working so 

that they can steal the energy of worshippers. This is why this number is repeated 

so frequently in the Bible. The fictitious Jewish character of “Solomon” also has 7 

letters. Solomon had unimaginable vast wealth. The " Temple of Solomon " 

symbolizes the Jewish people ( Israel ) as a whole. For more on this, please visit: 

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Temple_of_Solomon.html  

  

In addition to this, the “Jehovah” was stolen from “Jove” another name for 

Jupiter. Jupiter in astrology is the benevolent planet that brings good fortune and 

abundance. It is often connected with millionaires. This sets another very 
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powerful subliminal tie-in for the Jews to reap the energy of Gentiles, channeling 

it into creating material abundance for them. The number of Jews who have 

incredible wealth is disproportionately high.  

  

The number 8 has to do with abundance. YHVH in Hebraic numerology equals 26; 

2+6=8. Combined with the number 7, as mentioned above, this equals 15; 1+5=6. 

The number 6 is used by the Jews anytime they want to influence something, like 

the phony “Holocaust” of the “six-million.” If one is alert and pays attention, one 

will notice the Jewish controlled media using the number 6 quite often, especially 

in relation to world events. The number 6 also has to do with Gentile slave labor.  

  

In addition to all of this, the Jews assume the position of “God” and have dictated 

and ordered Gentiles about for centuries. Jews have always placed themselves in 

charge over Gentiles, Gentile rulers and prominent Gentile people. One of the 

most noted subliminals for Jews taking control of a prominent Gentile is the Book 

of Esther. Jews are known to marry into prominent Gentile families, especially 

Gentile people who have a lot of influence and from there they work to take 

control of that influence.  

  

“Jesus Christ” is another fictitious Jewish invented character invented and 

corrupted from a powerful spiritual concept. This is the ultra-important and 

powerful kundalini serpent. When activated and raised, it can bestow one with 

the power to create miracles. One must be knowledgeable regarding spiritual 

alchemy to know this. His supposed life of 33 years, for one example, corresponds 

to the 33 esoteric vertebrate of the human spine that the kundalini serpent must 

pass through upon its ascension into “heaven” which is the crown chakra of the 

human soul.  

For more in-depth information regarding this, please visit: 

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Jesus_Christ.htm  

  

In addition to all of this, life as we know it is made up of numbers. Numbers are 

the foundation of existence. The current system of time is based upon the 

number 6, the number used by the Jews in their workings. The minute has 60 

seconds, the hour has 60 minutes, and the day has 24 hours, 2+4=6. All of this is a 

powerful subliminal to channel energies. The Bible is made up of 66 books.  

  

To know this, one must be knowledgeable regarding “witchcraft.” Witchcraft uses 

the energies of the planets, the phases of the Moon, etc, to tie into energies that 
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are favorable and in harmony with the working, thus giving it more power. This 

was of the ancients and very prevalent in Pagan religions, usually for positive 

purposes and with black magick used for purposes of justice.  

  

The Jews took this knowledge, and forcibly removed it from the Gentile populace, 

replacing it with the false programs of Christianity and Islam, where there is 

nothing left that is spiritual. During the Middle Ages, after Pagan libraries were 

burnt and destroyed, it was the Jews who “translated” the remaining spiritual 

texts into the languages of Europe . Through this, ancient spiritual knowledge and 

concepts were replaced with corruption and lies.    

  

Any time the Jews want to start a war, as they are doing right now, as they have 

been exposed through the internet, they use the powers of the Bible, the 

numbers of the verses and the words involved in those scriptures.  

A major example, as I mentioned in Part 1 of this article was the 9-11 attacks. 

Another tragic example is the bombing of Dresden . This was carried out on the 

Christian holiday of “Ash Wednesday” using the channeled energies of believers, 

and reduced Dresden to ashes. I also want to add here concerning the falsehood 

behind this Christian holiday, the ashes are placed over the third eye of the soul 

[which is in the middle of the forehead] and in truth are symbolic of blotting out 

intuition and psychic sight. 

  

Christianity and Islam are nothing more than programs to remove all spirituality 

from the populace. Activated spirituality creates awareness. Few people are 

spiritually open enough to see the souls of others. This power comes from the 

third eye. The Jew has an alien soul. When 

the Gentile populace cannot see this, they 

are unknowing victims. The Jews have 

dominated us for centuries.   

 

In the ancient painting to the left, 

“Witchcraft by DOSSI, Dosso 1535,” 

It is glaringly obvious these are blatant 

Jews. In addition, the classic Halloween 

Witch has the Jewish physical features. 

Jews have used occult power for centuries, 

abusing black magick to no end. This is why 

so many Gentile Leaders have been 
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assassinated, [especially those who were on to the crimes of the Jews] such as 

George Lincoln Rockwell. At the top, they know they have this knowledge and 

power, which was forcibly removed from the Gentile populace by enforcing 

Christianity and Islam, along with mass-murdering our Gentile priests and others 

who had spiritual knowledge, such as the Druids. The Inquisition, which was 

perpetrated by Jews, such as Tomás de Torquemada, Heinrich Kramer, and Jacob 

Sprenger who authored “The Malleus Maleficarum” was also an act of genocide, 

particularly against Germany . Many towns and villages in Germany were 

completely wiped out through Jewish incited mass-murder. This is no different 

from Jewish communism.  

For more in-depth information about the Inquisition along with references, please 

visit: 

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Inquisition.html 

  

The Gentile populace who lacks this knowledge is easy victim to those who have 

it. For example, Jews who are knowledgeable and practice Talmudic magic will 

curse Gentile competitors out of business and they curse Gentiles in general. Also, 

given the Jews control 96% of the world’s media, the readily available information 

regarding spiritual power has been corrupted and the “New Age” movement has 

taken over with Christianized witchcraft. The real powerful knowledge rarely 

makes it into readily available books out there. For example, “Wicca” is nothing 

more than junk. The elaboration on the “three-fold” and the extreme perversion 

of “natural law” work to create fearful weaklings. True “natural law” is if someone 

or something, or a race, species, etc, does not act to defend itself, it will become 

extinct. If every cell in your body followed the teachings of the Bible and the New 

Age movement, by “turning the other cheek” and letting crimes go unpunished, 

and promoting injustice, pacifism, inaction and cowardice, you would be dead in a 

mater of hours, if not minutes. THIS IS NATURAL LAW! 

  

The Jews fear black magick retaliation. We Gentiles outnumber them. Black 

magick is used for justice. Christianity, Islam and related are nothing more than 

programs. There is nothing spiritual about them. Few preachers can even diagram 

the human soul. The world has been under a powerful spell. It is time every 

Gentile wakes up to this! 
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Mind Control Programming and the Bible 

Note with the fall of the Soviet Jewion. The Jews have been working to rebuild the 

Christian religion in the failure of their atheist Christian program. This allows them 

to maintain strict control over the populace. From which they will in time regain 

the former control they once had. 

 

We can see in the link how the Jews use subliminal programming on America that 

connects into their spell book the Bible on the populace: 

1960'S SUBLIMINAL MESSAGES (in slow motion)[Youtube video] 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rnkg-yCPryE 

 

2 Corinthians 

12:16 But be it so, I did not myself burden you. But, being crafty, I caught you 

with deception. 

 

Note in the above youtube video, the Jews are using the terms with God 

repeatedly: 

 

"God is real, God is watching" = 22 letters 

 

"Believe in government God" =22 letters 

 

"Obey Consume Obey Consume" = 22 letters 

 

22 is the number of the Hebrew Alphabet is the number of the Master builder, 

infinity and completion, Quintessence [spirit which is God in the universal sense in 

the Hermetic teachings] the mind of God and God. The Nazarene utters the 7 last 

words of finality, on the cross which is the phase at the start of Psalms 22. It 

equals the 12 Zodiac signs and 10 planets in the Tarot of which such alphabet is 

assigned. Revelation the last book of the Bible also has 22 chapters. 

 

The number 22 corresponds to the World trump card of the Tarot, indicating 

completion. This indicates the enemy completing their goal of world conquest 

and domination through communism. 

 

More on this important subject in the following article: 

The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft 
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Psalm 66:7 

He [God] rules forever by his power, his eyes watch the nations-- let not the 

rebellious rise up against him. 

 

The book of psalms is the 19th book of the bible. Note the verse, 66:7; which also 

adds up to 19 [6 + 6 + 7 = 19]. 19 = 19 = 38 and 3 + 8 = 11, which is a number of 

downfall, so the above verse not only threatens against rebellion, but given the 

numbers, it subliminally points out that rebellion will result in down fall. 

 

1 Samuel 12:15 

15 But if ye will not obey the voice of the Lord, but rebel against the 

commandment of the Lord, then shall the hand of the Lord be against you, as it 

was against your fathers. 

 

1 Samuel is the 9th book of the bible. 9 + 12 + 15 = 36; 3 + 6 = 9. 

9 is the number of finality and Judgment, the power of God itself. 

 

Colossians 3:22 

Servants, obey in all things your masters according to the flesh; not with 

eyeservice, as menpleasers; but in singleness of heart, fearing God 

 

Colossians is the 51st book of the bible. [5 + 1 = 6]. The Jews use the number 6 

extensively, such as in their "six million" phony holoco$t. In the bible, the number 

6 is the number of man without any spiritual power. The number 7 has to do with 

the 7 chakras and spiritual power emanating from these and spiritual perfection. 

6 falls short. 6 is also a number of hard labor. Work was done for 6 days and the 

7th was a day of rest. 

 

"The number 6 is stamped on all that is connected with human labor. We see it 

stamped upon his measures, which he uses in his labor, and on the time during 

which he labors. And we see this from the very beginning." 

 

The Jewish emphasis on and use of the number 6, sets up a vibration on the astral 

for the advancement of their agenda, their communist state and world order. 

Communism is slave labor. With the communist state, the jews become "god" and 

all spiritual knowledge is replaced with material atheism. 
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The above verse of the 51st book of the bible [1 + 5 = 6] advocates slave labor. 

Taken further, the verse 3:22 can be multiplied 3 x 22 = 66; the total number of 

books in the bible, indicating completion of the Jewish communist slave labor 

state and their new world order. 

 

Romans 13: 1-7 

 

1 Everyone must submit himself to the governing authorities, for there is no 

authority except that which God has established. The authorities that exist have 

been established by God. 

2 Consequently, he who rebels against the authority is rebelling against what God 

has instituted, and those who do so will bring judgment on themselves. 

3 For rulers hold no terror for those who do right, but for those who do wrong. Do 

you want to be free from fear of the one in authority? Then do what is right and 

he will commend you. 

4 For he is God's servant to do you good. But if you do wrong, be afraid, for he 

does not bear the sword for nothing. He is God's servant, an agent of wrath to 

bring punishment on the wrongdoer. 

5 Therefore, it is necessary to submit to the authorities, not only because of 

possible punishment but also because of conscience. 

6 This is also why you pay taxes, for the authorities are God's servants, who give 

their full time to governing. 

7 Give everyone what you owe him: If you owe taxes, pay taxes; if revenue, then 

revenue; if respect, then respect; if honor, then honor. 

 

 

The Founders wanted the Great Seal put upon the dollar for a good reason, but 

they never put anything about the Jewish "God" on there. Reference to the 

Jewish "God" was put on American currency by Jewish President Dwight David 

Eisenhower. 

"July 30th, 1956, two years after pushing to have the phrase "under God" inserted 

into the pledge of allegiance, President Dwight D. Eisenhower signs a law officially 

declaring "In God We Trust" to be the nation's official motto. The law, P.L. 84-140, 

also mandated that the phrase be printed on all American paper currency." 1 

Eisenhower was a Jew by his own confession; the name Eisenhower is taken from 

Eisenhauer a Jewish surname. 
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"In Eisenhower's West Point Military Academy graduating class yearbook, 

published in 1915, Eisenhower is identified as a "terrible Swedish Jew." 

 

It's not a surprise that the Kosher owned White House with the President Franklin 

Delano Roosevelt who himself was of Dutch-Jewish ancestry and his staff read like 

a synagogue list: 

For more about this, read the article "Jewish Bankers War on America." 

 

"In 1943, Washington not only transferred Col. Eisenhower to Europe but 

promoted him over more than 30 more experienced senior officers to five star 

general and placed him in charge of all the US forces in Europe. 

 

This great "General" who hid in fear pissing himself when it was believed a tiny 

unarmed, German Commando unit was after him during the war, personally 

ordered the murder of over 1.7 million German soldiers after the war was over in 

his P.O.W death camps. Their only crime was defending their nation and people. 

Many of the above where not any older then 15 years of age. This is another 

blatant example of Pure Talmudic hate. 

For the full article "In 'Eisenhower's Death Camps': A U.S. Prison Guard 

Remembers 

http://blacksun666.ucoz.ru/publ/real_holocaust/lagerja_smerti_ehjzenkhauehra/

3-1-0-24  

 

"In God We Trust" has 12 letters: Twelve is a perfect number, signifying 

perfection of government, or of governmental perfection. There are 66 books in 

the Bible, which add to 12 [6 + 6 = 12]. 

 

The word God also appears 4473 in the Bible adding up to the sum of 9. 9 is the 

number of finality and Judgment, the power of God itself which is wrapped up 

with this: 

 

The Judgments of "God" in Haggai 1:11 are enumerated in nine particulars: 

"And I called for a drought upon the land, and upon the mountains, and upon the 

corn, and upon the new wine, and upon the oil, and upon that which the ground 

bringeth forth, and upon men, and upon cattle, and upon all the labor of the 

hands." 
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Haggai is the 37th book of the bible. 3 + 7 = 10; so Haggai 1 would be 11; here 

again, we have 11 11. 

 

"The law was signed by President Eisenhower on July 30, 1956, and the motto 

was progressively added to paper money over a period from 1957 to 1966. (Public 

Law 84-851)[18] The United States Code at 36 U.S.C. § 302, now states: "'In God 

we trust' is the national motto."2 

 

One can see that money is a powerful way to inject something into the 

unconscious of the public mind: 

 

9/11 $20 Bill Trick [Youtube video] 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D1SYfqH8J30  

 

Here is more information on subliminals in the Media leading up 911: 

WHAT? ...Hollywood Predicted 9:11??? [Youtube video] 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=41FRnNDZkuI  

Bluntly here: 

9/11 foreshadowed in Super Mario Bros. The Movie [Youtube video] 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ifu2Uy21yU  

 

And we can witness how the Jewish powers inject their "God" into the mass mind 

again: 

"Eisenhower signed the bill into law on Flag Day, June 14, 1954. Eisenhower 

stated "From this day forward, the millions of our school children will daily 

proclaim in every city and town, every village and rural school house, the 

dedication of our nation and our people to the Almighty.... In this way we are 

reaffirming the transcendence of religious faith in America's heritage and future; 

in this way we shall constantly strengthen those spiritual weapons which forever 

will be our country's most powerful resource, in peace or in war. 

 

The phrase "Under God" was incorporated into the Pledge of Allegiance June 14, 

1954, by a Joint Resolution of Congress amending §4 of the Flag Code enacted in 

1942."3 

 

In closing, many people in the JoS e-groups have mentioned how they have seen 

certain numbers repeatedly. This can be a certain number recurring on a license 

plate of a vehicle, or on a digital clock, in an advertisement, and in many other 
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places. Sometimes this can even occur for days, but this alone and by itself is 

harmless. When we are aware of certain numbers, this establishes a subliminal 

vibration and before we know it, we begin to see these same numbers frequently 

in our daily lives. This aspect is quite innocent and oftentimes meaningless, but in 

the above article, the perpetrators are fully aware of the power of numbers and 

they enforce this to establish their magickal workings in reality, via the 

Judeo/Christian Bible. This is why many Christians are practically coerced into 

memorizing bible verses, as this imbeds a subconscious link. For more on this: 

 

See also: 

The Christian Mass and How it Ties into Jewish Ritual Murder: 

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/ChristianMass_JewishRitualMurder

.html  

The Torah and Living Blood Sacrifice: 

http://hailtosatansvictory666.angelfire.com/Torah_and_Living_Blood_Sacrifice.ht

ml  

Christianity, Communism, the Jews and the Bible: 

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Christianity_Communism_Bible.ht

m 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Sources 

 

1 This Day in History [www.history.com] 

 

2 Wikipedia Article: "In God We Trust" 

3 Ibid 
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Sermon 666 

As I have already written two sermons concerning biblical numerology and how 

the bible is a book of Jewish witchcraft, here is more on the numbers... 

 

The bible has a total of 66 books. As most of you already know, the jewish powers 

always emphasize the number 6, as with their 6 million phony holoco$t and May 

Day, important communist holiday [May 1st; 5/1; 5 + 1 = 6], and many more. Be 

aware of this, especially when watching the news and reading newspapers, 

magazines, etc. The Jews always emphasize the number 6. This is also 

corresponds to the kabbalistic Saturn square, which adds up to 15 on all sides, 

even the diagonal. In the bible, the number 6 is the number of humanity without 

any spiritual power. The number 7 has to do with the 7 chakras and spiritual 

power emanating from these and spiritual perfection. 6 falls short. 6 is also a 

number of hard labor. Work was done for 6 days and the 7th was a day of rest. 

"The number 6 is stamped on all that is connected with human labor. We see it 

stamped upon his measures, which he uses in his labor, and on the time during 

which he labors. And we see this from the very beginning." The number 6 also has 

to do with slavery: 

 

Colossians 3:22  

Servants, obey in all things your masters according to the flesh; not with 

eyeservice, as menpleasers; but in singleness of heart, fearing God. 

 

The above verse of the 51st book of the bible [1 + 5 = 6] advocates slave labor. 

Taken further, the verse 3:22 can be multiplied 3 x 22 = 66; the total number of 

books in the bible, indicating completion of the Jewish communist slave labor 

state and their new world order. 

 

The truth is... Satan's number 666 is the number for the kabbalistic square of the 

Sun and indicates spiritual power and advancement. Nearly all of the ancient 

Pagan religions emphasized "worship" of the Sun. The code word "worship" in 

truth translates into intense focus upon, as in deep meditation. In addition, 6 x 6 x 

6 = 216, which has to do with certain powerful nadis within the soul. The solar 

chakra is the most powerful and important chakra of the soul and has to do with 

working the magnum opus. The solar chakra is the Grail chakra; the cup that holds 

the elixir of life secreted by the pineal gland. The bible with 66 books falls short of 
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realizing the godhead and works to keep humanity spiritually and psychologically 

enslaved. 

 

According to the bible, the number 12 is supposed to be a perfect number, with 

the number 13 being of Satan. As human beings, we have a total of 13 major 

chakras, not 12. 13 IS one of Satan's numbers [1 + 3 = 4]. Again, the number 12 

falls short. In ancient times, there was a 13th sign of the zodiac. 12 also relates to 

our Saturn centered time; 60 seconds within a minute, 60 minutes within an hour 

and 24 [2 + 4 = 6] within a day. Saturn, as I already wrote in the above vibrates to 

the number 6. Saturn is the malefic planet of suffering, hard work, misery, 

misfortune, and loss. Wherever Saturn is placed in one's astrology chart, this is 

where one will suffer in life. The Jewish powers designate 12 as being the number 

for "perfect government," in other words, humanity being spiritually helpless, 

falling short of spiritual power and attainment, and being subject to enslavement 

through the government and total domination at the hands of the jews who run 

that government. The subliminal vibrations and messages in the bible set 

humanity up for this. In contrast, the 13-month lunar calendar is based upon the 

natural time of the earth. We are all living out of sync with the natural harmony of 

the earth in regards to our calendar and time. 

 

"Year Zero": 

http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Year_Zero.html  

 

The Jewish Enforced Microchip Implants PDF: 

http://www.exposingcommunism.com/Jewish%20Enforced%20Microchip.pdf  

The above article is extremely serious. This is what the enemy race of alien Greys 

have, a microchip implant that controls their emotions, thoughts and everything 

else. The article contains numerous reference links along with excerpts that prove 

this is in the VERY near future for the entire world and is already happening. 
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The Truth about the Bible 

This seems to be one of the last steps in exposing Christianity. This audio sermon 

is also exceptionally important for everyone who wants to know the truth to 

listen: 

The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft.mp3 

http://webzoom.freewebs.com/spiritualwarfare666/Bible_Book_Jewish_Witchcr

aft.mp3  

 

Unless we take some serious action in the way of working relentlessly to destroy 

Christianity and to alert thinking, intelligent people, the future is very grim. I 

wrote this sermon some time ago and everyone here should have read it: 

The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft 

 

In my many years of research and study, I have found the bible is not the so-called 

"word of God" but is a man-made book of witchcraft, hence all of the numbers 

therein. This is used liberally by top Jews in power to enslave the world. Jewish 

ritual murder subliminally ties into the Christian mass/service where the nazarene 

is the child sacrifice; "eat me and drink me" "this is the body of christ..." This son 

of jewhova, sacrificed by his father...i.e. murdered. In addition, the entire 

mass/service focuses upon the Jews, Israel and their fictitious history, creating a 

further subliminal tie. Believers are under a very powerful spell. 

 

2000 Years of Jewish Ritual Murder 

http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Jewish_Ritual_Murder2.html  

 

The bible is in nearly every home around the world, and in non-Christian 

countries, its twin, the Koran is the same. This is no different from the $20.00 bill 

and the 911 incident, as the $20.00 bill is the most common currency handled in 

the USA. The bible is pushed, it is in hotels, hospitals, nursing homes and is nearly 

found everywhere. It creates a powerful subliminal tie into the workings of Jewish 

witchcraft. Many believers have never read the bible, but rely on the 

interpretations of their corrupted preachers and the ramblings of double-digit IQ 

idiots, who claim this is the "good book" and believe Christianity to be a help to 

the poor and the needy and nothing more than a charitable, peace and love 

promoting movement. Nothing could be further from the truth. 
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This, like communism itself, is another Jewish lie; another Jewish "brotherhood" 

program that deceives believers with lies to get them ensnared. As with Jewish 

communism, intelligence and independent thinking is highly discouraged. The 

mentally retarded are sacred and revered in Christianity, and with communism, 

the Christianity program [Jewish communism is the higher level of Christianity] 

goes a step further and mass-murders intellectuals, in what are known as 

"purges." The "intelligentsia" are one of the first groups of people to be destroyed 

whenever Jewish communism forcibly takes over a country or area. 

 

The success of these Jewish programs has been dependent upon the destruction 

and removal of spiritual knowledge from the Gentile populace. Jewish 

communism of course takes everything a step further, as most knowledge is 

systematically removed, not just any spiritual knowledge, but knowledge in 

general, and is replaced with Jewish communist propaganda. Where Christianity 

left off, communism take up. Like the Christian mass/service, where the 

congregation is forcibly brainwashed [people are bored and their minds are open 

to suggestion, or are nodding off and very receptive to suggestion and 

indoctrination]. The tactics are the same with Jewish communism and any fool 

who believes communism to be liberal needs a serious reality check. Jewish 

communism is in reality, living according to Old Testament laws and so-called 

"morals" in the strictest sense. 

 

Christianity like its Jewish root creates the problem and then has its own solution. 

People are indoctrinated that poverty is a virtue, and the ownership of material 

things is discouraged. This in turn creates poverty on a subconscious level that 

manifests in reality. The mind and soul are programmed into poverty. Then...here 

comes Christianity to the rescue, appearing to those with lesser intelligence to be 

a hero and savior of humanity. In addition, the bible is chock full of destructive 

suicidal teachings and advice for living. Christianity creates the problem and then 

brings the solution that damns us all in the end. They work this from every angle 

and those who are strong believers, tie into this energy and perpetuate this 

nefarious program in numerous ways. Birth control and related, especially where 

they are needed, such as in Third World countries, are highly discouraged. This 

keeps the poverty running rampant, with Christian missionaries and related 

spiritual criminals to the rescue. This sort of thing fools the populace every time. 

Most, being too lazy to read the bible, or do any necessary research believe what 

they are told, that the bible is the "book of God" and that Christianity is a peace 

promoting, charitable, institution. Few are also aware of the fact that nearly every 
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war was either directly or indirectly instigated by Christianity, nor are they aware 

of the fact that Christianity, with its twin of Islam has a foundation of the most 

heinous mass-murder and torture ever known to humanity. The inquisition finds 

itself in full power with the stepping off point of Jewish communism. 

 

Getting back to the witchcraft aspect. In order to expose the bible for what it is, 

one must venture ahead into the unknown regarding the "occult," of which there 

are numerous threats and warnings against in the bible. There are also curses in 

place regarding this. Going in, those with lesser courage frighten easily and back 

out. Those of us who have gone in very deep regarding the occult, spirituality and 

the powers of the mind and soul...the numbers, the planets and such, have 

enough knowledge to see the bible for what it really is. You have to have the 

experience and the knowledge. 

 

All of those bible "prophesies" are also man-made. Yes, this is true. Again, those 

with lesser intelligence, such as Christian believers and their preachers are 

deceived into believing these are acts of "God." Well, truth be known, these sorts 

of things can be accomplished by knowledgeable human beings as well; people 

who are well versed in knowing how to use occult power. The bible is no "book of 

God." The fact that is full of numbers should sound an alarm for many, but the 

sad truth is most are oblivious to this. Witchcraft uses numbers. 

 

Lilith led me to a book in a second-hand store: Eye to Eye: Facing the 

Consequences of Dividing Israel by William R. Koenig. The idiot author who is a US 

senator lacks the intelligence to see through his own writings in the book. Phrases 

like "because the bible says so" and such reveal the gross stupidity of this 

deceived believer. It is obvious he cannot think for himself, BUT his research is 

excellent in providing a summary of events that correlate with the verses in the 

bible. 

 

Now, every time there are issues involving Israel and before the manifestation of 

the bandit criminal state; any issues involving the Jews, disasters would soon 

follow. This is no "act of God." These are curses that were established over the 

centuries by the Jews, through Jewish ritual murder and related. The energies of 

believers and the fact that the bible is as ubiquitous as currency bolster these 

curses and provide a powerful energy host. 
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For those of you who are unfamiliar with the King Tutankhamen excavation, 

please take some time and learn about this. The opening of the tomb in Egypt in 

1922 unleashed some powerful curses. These curses were also man-made. 

Ancient Egypt was highly spiritual. These curses were set into motion by gentiles, 

but the same principles apply...the use of witchcraft. If spiritual knowledge is 

removed from the populace and in return the populace is force-fed with lies, 

those who HAVE this knowledge and power become Gods. 

 

Every time there are issues with Israel, the USA or any other country involved 

pays the price with natural and other disasters, loss of life and destruction, 

totaling losses in the billions. This is no "act of God" it is the result of centuries old 

man-made curses put into action by top Jews via Jewish ritual murder and its 

subliminal support of the Christian mass which focuses on the Jews with the 

theme of the sacrificed nazarene, which is a child sacrifice, being this is the 

assumed "Son of God." 

 

As with any curse, all of these can be turned right back onto the senders. JoS has 

had many group workings over the years. In the hands of powerful Satanic mages 

under the direction of Satan, we can defeat all of this. If this is not done, the 

future is doomed. Knowledge is also a very important key, as the more people 

who wake up to the truth of the Christian and Muslim programs; this will act in 

breaking the spell. These programs are nothing more than powerful spells that 

masquerade as being the "word of God" and keep humanity in chains. The slavish 

worship lavished upon jewhova and that nazarene are then transferred to the 

absolute worst of criminals, such as Josef Stalin, Kim Il Sung, Mao Tse-Tung and 

other related communist filth that have mass-murdered and tortured innocents 

by the tens of millions. This is why Satan warns us in the Al-Jilwah against 

worshipping: "No god has a right to interfere in my affairs, and I have made it an 

imperative rule that everyone shall refrain from worshipping all gods." 

 

Satan does not demand slavish worship and warns against this sort of thing as this 

sets up the populace to be enslaved and destroyed. Satan stands for rebellion, 

individuality, and freedom and above all, for the advancement of humanity. 

 

The USA has been targeted for communism. High Priest Micama Gmicalzoma hs 

also made youtube videos of my sermons: 

Exposing Christianity YouTube 
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Deluded Christians and Muslims blame everything on Satan. They do not have 

enough intelligence or knowledge to see everything is of their own so-called 

"God," who was a murderer and a liar from the beginning, and who depends upon 

human sacrifices. This in reality is the Jewish people. Again, as I have stated many 

times before, there is nothing spiritual about the bible, nor is there anything 

therein to advance humanity in any way; only to keep everyone enslaved and 

damned. The Old Testament, being full of genocide, infanticide, mass murder, 

torture, looting and plundering, war, and the enslavement of Gentiles is a system. 

This is used by Jew communism whenever it takes hold of a nation or area. Before 

actual communism, the Catholic Church and its inquisition acted by the exact 

same methods. Under this murderous institution, same as with Jew communism, 

all knowledge was removed from the populace, hence the tern the "Dark Ages" 

and replaced with compulsory church propaganda, same as with communism 

brainwashing. The New Testament with the communist teachings of the nazarene 

is chock full of suicidal advice such as cut off thine hand, pluck out thine eye, turn 

the other cheek, walk the extra mile, bless those who curse you, having blind 

faith, and other nefarious teachings to destroy humanity; preparing the 

unknowing populace to readily accept communism. And, as for "blessing those 

who curse you" the bible is very direct regarding blessing the Jews and Israel. 

 

Some idiot preacher made a youtube video regarding the new $100.00 bill and 

how this time it is much worse than the $20.00 bill in the way of enacting 

disaster. Of course, the buzzard brained idiot blames this on Satan out of extreme 

stupidity. The level of stupidity and idiocy within Christianity is staggering to say 

the least. Satan has been trying to get through to those with enough sense to see 

through all of this. Satan is the liberator of humanity. Satan stands for rebellion. 

Unless Christianity and its twins of communism and Islam are completely 

destroyed, there will be no future for any of us. 
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The New Zion 

The final purpose of the Bible is for the Jews to build their Temple of Solomon 

which is the Jewish World Order. The Bible is to create the energy to manifest 

their Chief Corner Stone. The Jews stated in their Protocol's this Messiah is the 

keystone[capstone] to their entire agenda Messiah is the meaning of chief 

capstone or corner stone: 

 

Jewish Talmud: 

 

Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 2800 

slaves." 

 

Special note 888 and 8 also relate in the Bible directly to the Nazarene as he is the 

Messiah or Chief Corner Stone of which is the birth and completion of the Jewish 

World Order. 

 

Messiah [meaning Chief Cornerstone/Capstone] This represents the finished 

Temple of Solomon.  

 

1 Peter 2:6 [mentioning Jesus] [2+6=8 as stated above the Nazarene as the Jewish 

Messiah who creates the Global Zion where Gentiles are slaves]. 

 

"Behold, I lay in Zion a chief cornerstone, elect, precious, and he who believes 

 on Him will by no means be put to shame"  

 

[7 is a number of finishing man with spiritual power and of the Jewish Messiah in 

this case it goes back to the number 22 in Revelations and Psalms the books 

related to global Jewish Rule]. 

 

7 Therefore, its value is for you who have faith, but for those without faith:  

 "The stone which the builders rejected has become the cornerstone," 

 

[8 is the number of the creation of this Jew World Order hence also the undoing 

of those opposed to it]. 

 

8 and "A stone that will make people stumble, and a rock that will make them fall. 

"They stumble by disobeying the word, as is their destiny.  
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[Note 9 the number of finality and Gods proclamation, Judgements. Here we see 

the Jews are the Chosen People who will be given the Messiah and World Rule 

which is all through the Bible and its point the core of the Bible is the Jewish 

Torah]. 

 

9* But you are "a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people of his 

own, so that you may announce the praises" of him who called you out of 

darkness into his wonderful light. 

 

This is an extension of: 

 

Psalm 89:19 [8+9=17=8 the Nazarene and 1+9=10 the number of the Jewish 

Global Zion the number of perfection of their "God." When they rule. As seen by 

this verse is about the Jewish Messiah.] 

 

"Psalm 89:19 Then thou spakest in vision to thy holy one, and saidst, I have laid 

help upon one that is mighty; I have exalted one chosen out of the people." 

 

The pinnacle the Nazarene stands upon is considered: 

 

The only remaining portion of the original temple built by Solomon. 

 

The Pinnacle is the place where the Chief Cornerstone is placed. The Nazarene is 

thus the Jewish Messiah by this statement in the Bible. 

 

The dialogue between the Nazarene and the Christian Devil is connected to who 

the Rabbis state is the person identified by God in Psalm 91 is none other than the 

Messiah. We see again this is the Jewish Messiah and what this means.  

 

Psalms is based upon the Jewish Messiah and World Rule. 

 

Psalms is the 19th book in the Old Testament. 1+9=10. Pslam's 91 also equals 10. 

 

Psalms contains 150 Psalms which adds to 6 the number the Jews wish to bind us 

under 73 of these are dedicated to King David who is connected to the Jewish 

World Leader, the Nazarene . 7+3=10 the perfect number in Judaism and relates 

to the 613 [equals 10] rules of their "God" the Jews will impose on the Gentiles 
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with their Theocratic law. This is vital as the Torah and its law is the salvation 

[World Rule] of their God and the essence of their Covenant which gives them this 

promise. We see the Messiah is actually the fulfilment of this all important 

Theocratic law: 

 

Matthew 5:17-18 Jesus states: 

 

17 Think not that I am come to destroy the law, or the prophets: I am not come to 

destroy, but to fulfil. [1=7=8 the number of the new order and power to be 

created by this laws fulfilment the coming of the Messiah and the Temple of 

Solomon finished.] 

 

18 For verily I say unto you, Till heaven and earth pass, one jot or one tittle shall 

in no wise pass from the law, till all be fulfilled 

 

[1+8=9 the number of finality and Gods judgement once again the setting up 

subliminally for this Jewish Messiah and Slave State.] 

 

Revelations is the final book in the Bible and has 22 chapters the number of God, 

the final working completed, the finishing of the building of the Temple of 

Solomon. Hence why the number of the Master Builder. Literally the Messiah. 12 

Which relates back to Gentiles being bound without power at the soul and slaves 

to the Jewish Zion and its Messiah This is the full agenda of this book in this verse: 

 

Revelation 22:12 "And behold, I am coming quickly, and My reward is with Me, to 

give to every one according to his work. I am the Alpha and the Omega, the 

Beginning and the End, the First and the Last." 

 

Hence why the The Nazarene utters the 7 last words of finality, on the cross which 

is the phase at the start of Psalms 22. Psalms being the book of Jewish World 

Rule. 

 

Within the text: 

 

Revelations chapter 17:1-20:15) 

 

Depicts the destruction of the Gentile [Pagan nations] by the Jewish Messiah. 
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The New Creation (21:1-22:5) 

 

Rev 12:1-6 depicting the New Israel, The Jew World Order, 12=completion. This is 

the number like 6 of man falling short of spiritual power and being a slave to Zion. 

12 being this within the context of total Jewish World Order. 

 

5 She gave birth to a son, a male child, destined to rule all the nations with an iron 

rod.* Her child was caught up to God and his throne.  

 

6 The woman herself fled into the desert where she had a place prepared by God, 

that there she might be taken care of for twelve hundred and sixty days.* 

 

[12 and 66 the numbers of as stated which is when the New Israel the Jewish 

World Order is created by the Jewish Messiah the Nazarene. There are 66 books 

in the bible that also add into 12.] 

 

10 Then I heard a loud voice in heaven say: [Note as stated 10 the number of 

completion, being under their Theocratic rule.] 

 

"Now have salvation and power come, and the kingdom of our God and the 

authority of his Anointed." 

 

Note the Rod of Iron relates back to book Psalms depicting the Jewish World 

Messiah and Rule: 

 

* [Psalm 2] A royal Psalm. To rebellious kings (Ps 2:1-3) God responds vigorously 

(Ps 2:4-6). A speaker proclaims the divine decree (in the legal adoption language 

of the day), making the Israelite king the earthly representative of God (Ps 2:7-9) 

and warning kings to obey (Ps 2:10-11). The Psalm has a messianic meaning for 

the Church; the New Testament understands it of Christ (Acts 4:25-27; 13:33; Heb 

1:5). 

 

The Messiah is a Tyrant who shall rule by violence, murder and force only. Which 

is the nature of the Jewish God and People. He shall not tolerate freedom 

[rebellion] of any kind. All the Gentile nations will be enslaved to him. 

 

Psalms, chapter 2 
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9 With an iron rod you will shepherd them, like a potter's vessel you will shatter 

them [Note 9 is the number of finality and judgement of God the final judgement. 

The Messiah lays waste by judgement on the Gentile world and destroys it.] 

 

[Note 8 refers to be made to proposer and the creation of a New Order or a new 

start. The Jewish Messiah shall create the order in which the Jews shall reap the 

fat of the Gentle land. The Jew World Order slave state. As stated 8 in the Bible 

refers to the Nazarene.] 

 

More: 

[In the Bible the number 8, which comes after the number (7) which signifies 

completeness, symbolizes a new beginning, or a new order of things, a new 

creation, a new birth. 

 

Christ was selected as the Passover Lamb on the 10th day of the first month, a 

weekly Sabbath (John 12: 28-29). He was crucified on the 14th day (7 + 7, or 

double completeness) which was also the 4th day of the week. He was in the 

tomb exactly 3 days and 3 nights. He was resurrected toward the end of the next 

weekly Sabbath, the 17th (the number of victory). The 17th was also the 8th day 

when counted inclusively from the 10th day, the day of His selection. Thus, the 

confluence of these numbers shows Jesus' total victory . The building of the 

Temple of Solomon his time on the cross relates to Psalm 22. The 10 refers to rule 

under the Jewish Theocratic law. Which Jesus states he is the fulfilment of.] 

 

Matthew 5:17-18 

 

17 Think not that I am come to destroy the law, or the prophets: I am not come to 

destroy, but to fulfil. 

18 For verily I say unto you, Till heaven and earth pass, one jot or one tittle shall 

in no wise pass from the law, till all be fulfilled 

 

Pslams: 8 

and I will give you the nations as your inheritance, and, as your possession, the 

ends of the earth. 

 

[my note 11 relates to destruction and chaos the Messiah will destroy and plunge 

the Gentile nations into ruin who do not bow before Zion and the Jewish race as 

slaves.] 
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11 Serve the LORD with fear; exult with trembling, Accept correction lest he 

become angry and you perish along the way when his anger suddenly blazes up. 

Blessed are all who take refuge in him! 

 

Jesus is the Jewish Messiah only: 

 

With Revelations being the end of the Bible its also the 66 book. 66 adds to 12. 

Which relates back to Gentiles being bound without power at the soul and slaves 

to the Jewish Zion and its Messiah. It's the perfect number in the Bible because it 

expresses its intent. To enslave the Gentiles as Goyium literally animals of burden 

and slaves to the Jewish World Order. The Jewish Holy Books over and over state 

that Gentiles simply exist to be slaves of the Jewish People and their "God." This is 

why 12 and 66 are stated to be the number connected with the New Israel. 

 

Here is the final reality right from the mouth of the Jewish Messiah itself: 

 

Mat 15:22 And, behold, a woman of Canaan came out of the same coasts, and 

cried unto him, saying, Have mercy on me, O Lord, thou Son of David; my 

daughter is grievously vexed with a devil.  

 

Mat 15:23 But he answered her not a word. And his disciples came and besought 

him, saying, Send her away; for she crieth after us. [send her way because she is a 

Goy]. 

 

Mat 15:24 But he [Jesus] answered and said, I am not sent but unto the lost sheep 

of the house of Israel. [The Jewish Messiah only, not the Goyium.] 

 

Mat 15:25 Then came she and worshipped him, saying, Lord, help me. [begs as 

slave.] 

 

Mat 15:26 But he [Jesus] answered and said, It is not meet to take the children's 

[of Israel the Jews] bread, and to cast it to dogs. [Jesus in true Jewish style calls 

her as a Gentile an animal, and all Gentiles as well. He did not come for the 

Goyium the animals only for the Chosen People, his fellow Jews.] 

 

Very Important: 
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Mat 15:27 And she said, Truth, Lord: yet the dogs eat of the crumbs which fall 

from their masters' table. [Note here we have 1+5=6 The number 6 is stamped on 

all that is connected with human labor. The man without spiritual power in the 

ancient world called an animal, the Goyium. And 2+7=9 Finality and judgement of 

God. The Gentile reduced to a slave bowing before the Jewish Masters, God and 

Messiah. The Jew World Order.] 

 

Matthew 15:24) He (Jesus) replied, "I was sent only to the lost sheep of the house 

of Israel." 

 

Matthew 10:5-20 

 

These twelve Jesus sent out with the following instructions: "Do not go among the 

Gentiles or enter any town of the Samaritans. 6 Go rather to the lost sheep of 

Israel. 

 

Christians are false Jews and not given the salvation of the Messiah: 

 

Revelation 2:9-10 

 

9 I know your afflictions and your poverty—yet you are rich! I know about the 

slander of those who say they are Jews and are not, but are a synagogue of Satan. 

10 Do not be afraid of what you are about to suffer. I tell you, the devil will put 

some of you in prison to test you, and you will suffer persecution for ten days. Be 

faithful, even to the point of death, and I will give you life as your victor's crown. 

 

[9 is the number of finality and 10 Jewish theocratic rule under their Messiah here 

is the final point. The Nazarene is addressing the Jews. As he stated he only comes 

for the Jewish race, Gentiles are simply animals to be slaves of the Jews. With the 

number 10 we see the final truth only the Jews have salvation of the Messiah and 

Zion. As the Jewish religion states that Adam is from the blood of Yahweh this is 

why he is created on the 7th day the number of completion . Eve they state had 

sex with Satan and spawned Cain who is reduced to become apart of his natural 

role in the land of Nod amongst and married to the 6th day humans. The Goyium 

or animals hence they creation on the 6th day the number of such. That is the 

message in Genesis this is Cain's real sin. His birth.  
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Because Gentiles are from the Seed line of Satan they can never have the Convent 

of Israel thus are not entitled to the salvation of the Torah only the Jewish race is. 

The Gentiles are stated to have Satanic souls and blood. In the Jewish religion. 

The religion the Nazarene preached and is the fulfilment of. This is why the 

Nazarene is called the second Adam. 

 

The fake Jews, the synagogue of Satan are the GENTILES. Hence 9 the finality of 

the Judgement of the Jewish Messiah-God upon them as fake Jews. Christians 

[Gentiles] are the fake Jews they believe themselves entitled to the Jewish 

salvation of the Torah which Jesus in the final book of the Bible states they are 

not of nor with they ever be. With the next verse of 10 the number of Jewish 

World Order. The Jewish Messiah tells the Jews they will triumph in the end and 

have the promise of salvation. The Jew World Order. The Temple finished.  

 

Pay heed: 

 

John 4:22 

22. "You worship what you do not know; we know what we worship, for salvation 

is of the Jews. 

 

22 is the number of Salvation which is the Temple of Solomon, the New Zion 

where the Jewish Messiah rules from with the rod of iron and treads the Gentiles 

under his feet as slaves and servants.  

 

Christians you literally WORSHIP WHAT YOU DO NOT KNOW, YOUR OWN 

DAMNATION. 

 

Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 2800 

slaves." 

 

"The nations will gather to pay homage to the people of God: all the fortunes of 

the nations will pass to the Jewish people, they will march captive behind the 

Jewish people in chains and willl prostrate themselves before them, their kings 

will bring up their sons, and their princesses will nurse their children. The Jews 

will command the nations, they will summon peoples whom they do not even 

know them will haten to them. The riches of the sea and the wealth of nations 

will come to the Jews of their own right. "Any people of the Kingdom who will not 

serve Isreal will be destroyed"  
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- Isidore Loeb [Le Litterature des Pauvres dans la Bible]. 
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The Number 6, Holocaust, Karma and Communism 

Now, most of you have heard about the number 6. The 6 gorillion jews that died 

in the holohoax, the 6 days it took “god” to create the “Earth”, our clock which is 

based upon 6 as in in 24 hours, 60 seconds in a minute, 60 minutes in an hour, the 

calendar that restarted itself. All this relates to the jewish letter “VAV” which is 

what links the “above world” to the “below world” and is used for 

“manifestation”. Manifestation = energy, which is thought = energy = 

manifestation. This is also the Jewish Star which is stolen from the Star of Vishnu. 

The number 6 is how one creates. The 6 is also the 6th house in Astrology, which 

is the house of working towards something, but also can be “work without getting 

payed” or in other words even slave labor. With the number 6, the enemy is quite 

obsessed for occult reasons. All this reality is based upon 6. They scorn 666 as 666 

is the Sun and is the perfection of the Physical realm into paradise [Satan’s work], 

while 6 [6th astrological house] and 66 [6+6, 2 of 6, double effort is 12, the 12th 

house of Astrology] fall short of this. WHEN THESE ARE COMBINED INTO 

PERFECTION THIS FORMS THE 666. The enemy uses and utilizes this 6, as they do 

the 66 a lot. 666 is their "accursed" number and the Number of Satan. 

 

Remember: "JHVH" = The collective of the jewish people primarily, and then, the 

ET hives and feces that are assisting them to manifest all this filth. 

 

They state the world is 6000 years old and they have a backwards calendar, that 

goes from 0 to 6000 and then back to 6000 and 0. This shows the “eternal circle” 

they are trying to damn people to and also, this is the “Karmic circle”, that of 

suffering, that Humanity must emerge upwards. The 6th houses and anything 

having to do with slave labor, hardship, bad conditions and anything falls under 

the “Saturn” planet and the “Saturnine” vibration. The 6th house is the house of 

Earth, but the “harder” aspect of Earth, as in, the one filled with a bit more of a 

hard way in things. Remember, time ties in gravity and gravity ties in movement, 

which ties in “vibration”. The stolen theory of relativity shows this. This in other 

words mean, that the work of the enemy is imposing upon the world…Another 

World, of slavery and servitude, of utmost physicality. A world with different sets 

of “rules” and a World that is a dupe. 

 

All this world we are living in is based upon this- even the calendar as said was 

changed. We are living in the age of lies where the patrons and creators are the 

jews. Jews are the people of this circle, which is spiritual damnation and is the 
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work and will of the evil forces upon this Earth. The “42” [=6] letter name of God 

in their Kabbalah is another thing that enforces this “6” type of living in the world. 

Manifestations of the things that “help” jews do their “6th house” work [or better 

yet help them avoid this all together, by duping others to suffer for them], which 

is to destroy the planet, all have to do with the number 6. The Rabbis state the 

42th letter is the letter from which “God” created the Earth. The 6 million jews 

builds upon the same thing and principle. This never happened and also, by this 

“6 million” thing, the jews have gained immense wealth and power and also a 

huge shield of lies behind they could always hide post WW 2 whenever they were 

questioned/judged or attacked. This represents them, as does their “Flag”.  

 

This is all related in the bible and is an occult work they have achieved and done, 

so they could gain further power. Remember another fundamental law of 

Spirituality: “As above, so below, as in the heavens, so in the Earth”. The “Vav” 

which is the 6, is stolen from Ancient Egypt and the Egyptian Bird hieroglyph. The 

bird is on the sky, on the air and on the ground, touching "all". The enemy 

through this principle “creates” all they need to achieve total power in this world 

and also manifest a world of slavers that is “severely tried”, then worked to death 

as "this is life". The jews themselves are never happy and are always whining 

about the “hardship” in life. All this love about hardship, the hard life, the life of 

suffering, IS the jew and has been so severely pushed by the jew.  

 

They have failed and succeeded, because as stated, this is war, this is not an one 

part deal. Our side and their sides are pulling the wheel. 6 is the number of 

hardship, servitude, as well as struggling with materialism or materialism in 

general as in gross materialism. The 6th house is also the house of inherited 

disease and illness, which is the result of Racial Admixture in many cases, as 

diseases in that house are sometimes inherited. When one is sick and diseased, 

they are weak and their whole life is centered around this disease and fighting it 

or trying to preserve their life. This is another reason the enemy so much loves to 

try to destroy and weaken the livestock of people, psychologically and physically. 

 

The enemy utilizes this for some reason and this is the occult significance of that. 

The 12th house in astrology is a double 6 and has a similar quality of things, and is 

only escaped entirely through the 13th step of the Magnum Opus. This doesn’t 

mean the houses in themselves are bad, but they are turning these to suffering by 

the world they are creating, no different than they do to anything else. Infact, 

these should be pleasant houses. Work (6th house) and Spirituality (12th house) 
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are what should be defining the way Humanity goes, in a positive sense. The 

“holocaust” [6,000,000 is the 6 number and 6 zeros, or “perfect material work”] is 

another “Vav” work that simply got them the needed resources and help to tie in 

with the times, on another “merciful” story so they can hide all their shit. 

Remember, the VAV connects the higher and the lower. This is also a number of 

protection [as in protecting the kikes always], as it relates to the 10, which ties 

into Capricorn and the 10th house, that of established kingdom or legacy, which is 

the higher order for the 10th house which is related to Saturn.  

 

For the kikes, everything is in the negative side of its existence, the ugly side. All 

this in the worst and most malignant light, that is ever going through a constant 

descent. Saturn is death, then there is work [that one does until they are to die, 

which keeps them from higher understanding] and then there is the 12th house, 

the house of karma buildups. It all follows a pattern. The 12th house is the house 

of reincarnation and also ascension. The 6th house is also the house of spiritual 

work, as in meditation and practices. All this forms a circle. A circle of suffering 

over and over again. This is the Karma, this is the infamous “Rotar” and the “Circle 

of Reincarnation” that humanity is said to be trapped in the Dark Ages. 

 

Again, this is not to state anything house wise is evil in itself, but this is the jewish 

purpose here and up to this they look. Lies as this have protected the jews for 

hundreds of years, no different than the lie of xianity/islam are always having 

dirty shit to hide. For instance, jews whine about the hardships of life, but infact, 

most jews are living either slavish rich lifestyles, parasitize from others and only 

go after “higher” end works. This is a de-facto thing in Communism [a jewish 

creation], where the masses have to work as slaves, die and never approach their 

Soul, so they are damned. Life is purposeless and solely to eat a loaf of accursed 

bread. Its all Earth and Saturn. The jews also have their whole tradition in how to 

“move” throughout this thing, without getting down in the “lower basements” in 

reality that they have made for anyone else to suffer and serve. This in 

Communism is the “social grade of the soul”. “Goyim” are in the lowest “social 

soul” and are therefore slaves and destined to be as such. According to their inner 

circle writings, poverty is nothing but the worst of curses and jews are always 

advised against it in anyway and form. According to the shit they jam down the 

stupid goy, which is xianity, poverty is to be sought for as it somehow is good.  

 

Remember, jews are slavers- this is what they define themselves by. A poor 

person that owns nothing is the sad outcome of this. Communism is based upon 
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owning nothing, being nothing, existing as nothing and dying as nothing. Given 

they are alien to the planet and parasites, everyone according to them is to be 

enslaved and they are constantly in “war mode” with everyone else. Everyone is 

their enemy, life is whack, life is cruel, everyone else must be destroyed and 

everyone must submit and the saying goes and goes. They state this in all their 

writtings. They aren’t to do anything heavy of a load workwise, only sit and eat 

while Gentiles are worked to death, they aren’t here to build or create, they are 

here to have “fun” while they are enslaving anyone els and guiding them towards 

sinking lower and lower in a needless mortal trip in the material plane. For the 

goy, there is all 6, suffering, hardship, Saturn, physicality and lack of knowledge 

and on the other hand, an accursed 12th which is basically a rotten “spirituality” 

that drives people insane. The 6th builds on the 12th, as in, the hardships of one 

lifetime are carried onto the other, creating even more burden that pollutes the 

Soul and causes unease, while it should be a gift. They make the worst out of the 

best.  

 

To further understand this, one needs to look in the “Book of Genesis”. The 

enemy states that “god created everything in 6 days and in the 7th day he 

rested”. In 6 days their “god” makes the “hard labor” in creating everything. 

“God” is Jhvh and the reptilian collective that helps them achieve their ends. This 

is identical to how the jews are shaping this reality people are living, over and 

over, since the Ancient Times after the Earth was attacked by these alien infidels. 

The bible goes like a “creation”: It starts from the nothing, there is a fake 

“timeline”, then there are the “prophecies” and what is to be sought for, then 

there is the “end of the world” and then the “new beginning”. This forms a circles 

that surrounds “reality”, no different than a “matrix” that “clothes” “reality”. The 

jews create a false reality and impose this upon reality, through energy and 

guidance by their higher ups. But let’s examine what this is and what this means, 

as this builds upon 6. The jews put this “work” of theirs in context. Everyday 

something is created [affected] by this jewish matrix, and in the 6th day man and 

animals [living life] were “created”. The 6 ties them into the frame of 6 

immediately. Man is bound.  

 

The enemy has also being utilizing the number 6 and the 6th house. This is the 

spiritual work they have been doing by the bible and their occult means to 

materialize this living damnation of “xianity”. Now, all these “7 days of creation” 

tie into…Physical years. These “physical” years are approximately 

“manifestations” of their work. This is not to say that it happened EXACTLY like 
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this or that it did happen, but the point is all in the end and to understand the 

“reality” they are enforcing upon reality. To make this better understood: 

 

The day Sunday are the years from 3760-2761 BCE according to Rabbinical times 

the “Age of Longevity” of the Ancient peoples. This in the “Hebrew Age” 

Corresponds to 0-999 years. Many do know in regards to the Ancient Past and 

how the Ancients were attacked by these aliens. This is approximately how the 

“war” began. That is, the physical/spiritual warfare between Gentiles and jews. 

This might also extend further back. This ties into the “start” of the 0-6000. 

Remember, the enemy destroyed the Calendar to create a whole fake reality. 

Which they impose on reality, as thus we call it Matrix. 

 

The 2nd Day, Sunday accords to the physical age of 2760-1761 BCE which is the 

“Attack on the Adversary”. This corresponds to the “Hebrew Age” 1000-1999. We 

all know who the Adversary is. This syncs with the start of the downfall of Egypt, 

the destruction of old Races etc. 

 

The 3rd Day, Tuesday, corresponds to 1760-761 BCE and is the “Age of Moses”, 

the “Hebrew Age” 2000-2999, the “Age of Cultivation”, which is allegorical of the 

kikes starting to make up the stolen things and this is the meaning, as in stealing 

from the Pagans and stealing knowledge from Gentiles [Remember Moses is 

stolen from Bacchus etc]. 

 

The 4th Wednesday, corresponds to 760 BCE-239 AD, which is literally the 

destruction emerging upon Humanity. They put this up as “Defensive 

Fortification” which is self evident and then, this is the Hebrew Year 3000-3999. 

 

The 5th Thursday, corresponds to the physical age 240-1239, 4000-4999 years in 

Hebrew Age after jew-sus which the jews put as “The age of the acceptance of 

destruction and suffering, the Dark Ages” which is basically what they and their 

programs are all about. This is the jew- SUFFERING AND PAIN. NOTHING LESS. 

 

The 6th day Friday, is the year from 1240-2239 in physical years. This is the Age 

we are going right now, through the Age of Aquarius. In Hebrew Age this is 5000-

5999 , which the jews put as “The age of the tzaddikim; the struggle for 

righteousness. “ The Preparation for the messianic era”. THIS HERE IS VERY 

IMPORTANT- THIS IS EXCEPTIONALLY IMPORTANT. THIS IS ACCORDING TO THE 

KIKES, THE AGE OF WAR FOR THEM. THIS IS ACCORDING TO *THEIR* PROPHECIES. 
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Remember, *Their* prophecies are in regards to the certainty that nobody would 

ever discover them or undo them. This is what we are doing.  

 

The enemy states and pretends they are surely going to “win” and a “Messianic 

Era” will follow. This is obviously NOT the case, but it WOULD BE the case weren’t 

it for anyone to oppose them. Don’t feed into that shit as this is laughable- but I 

give this to you so you can UNDERSTAND that these whores aren’t joking- they 

want to do this actually. Obviously, this is the Era of the “Talmud Fullfillment” and 

they place this on the “Sabbat” which is the 7th day, with a physical age of 2240-

3239, Hebrew Age of “6000-6999”. The 6 is for the Goy, on which they will be 

stuck forever, as the "age of 7" is only for the "righteous" [ie the Kikes], the 7th 

day is for the jews, on which they will be served as “effendi’s” and everyone will 

be their slave. They also envision world domination and anything that comes with 

it, 2800 Slaves for every jew and so forth. On the “7th day”, “God” [which is the 

jewish collective trying to enslave the World], “rested” from their effort.  

 

YOU MUST FIGHT AND OBLITERATE THEM- DO NOT LET THESE CRIMINALS 

DESTROY THIS WORLD AND THIS PLANET. DECIMATE THEM SPIRITUALLY IN 

SATAN’S NAME!!! 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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The Jewish "year": acting out every stage of fictitious 

history & the “tree of life” Sephiroth 

I already posted a more detailed sermon: 

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic6191.html on some things I am going to 

mention below. 

 

On the topic of astrology, Mercury is retrograde right now. It will be so until the 

25th of this month. For more in-depth information concerning Mercury 

retrograde: 

Joy of Satan Azazel's Astrology for Satanists Mercury retrograde 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Mercury_Retrograde.html  

 

Mercury retrograde can be notorious for anything having to do with electronics, 

communications and travel to encounter glitches, annoying delays and 

malfunctions. I am sure if many of you are aware, you can see much of this 

happening right now. Just the other night, I had some annoying problems with 

some software, which is very typical of Mercury retrograde. My point here is how 

the planets have impact and influence upon earthly events, as dose sunspot 

activity. While the idiot xians and muslims foolishly attribute many events to "acts 

of god" anyone with Satanic knowledge can see the real reasons and not be 

deceived. For those of you who know your own astrology charts, and how to read 

from an ephemeris. Check out how many times transiting Mars made a major 

aspect to your Moon or ascendant. This only lasts a few days [unless it is 

stationary and then if it is, one must be very cautious], and always remember, the 

transiting planet can set off an event when it is within 1 -2 degrees in applying to 

the exact aspect. My point here with the Mars, just check if you were provoked or 

involved in an argument, domestic dispute, fight or other emotional upset. Mars 

is notorious for this sort of thing and knowing this reveals the *WHY* it 

happened. Over the years, I have been aware of whenever Mars would be hitting 

on my personal planets like my Moon, and ascendant, and during those times, I 

am aware not to get involved and to stay clear of any potential confrontations if 

at all possible. Oftentimes, others incite the confrontation that with the Mars can 

get out of hand. Mars transits to the Moon and the ascendant can also cause us 

to be more irritable and edgy and prone to anger. 

 

I read an account of centuries ago; some European explorers came to an island. I 

don't remember the exact details, but my reason for mentioning this here again is 
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important in regards to having knowledge. The natives took the explorers captive 

and one of the explorers told the chief there that he could make the Moon 

disappear. He knew of an impending lunar eclipse that the natives did not and 

when they saw the eclipse, they released the explorers. 

 

The above clearly reveals how important knowledge is. Those without knowledge 

are easily victimized. This is why communists murder intellectuals and destroy the 

educated upper and middle classes, among many millions more. This is to 

institute a slave state. One only knows what they tell you, and most of it is lies. 

 

I also want to add something else here. Everything they enemy is and does, they 

blame on Satan. That kike god YHVH Jewhova in the bible was a "murderer and a 

liar from the beginning" and much more, including his demands for living blood 

sacrifices. Satan never murdered anyone in the bible or did anything else to harm 

humanity, as opposed to that Jew God. Now Hollywood I am sure can have some 

people confused about Satanism. I will repeat this- many of you are already aware 

how things are backwards. In the 1976 movie "The Omen" they kept elaborating 

on a prophesy regarding Satan; about Satan "waging his last battle." In my 

opinion, this is backwards and is not Satan waging "his last battle" but it is the 

enemy waging his last battle. Communism has collapsed. Of course the Jews are 

working overtime to try to take the USA and other world powers, but they will 

fail. The former USSR that was the bulwark collapsed. It is the YHVH that is waging 

his last battle and will lose. 

 

Now, I will keep posting more on this topic and this is very revealing regarding the 

Judeo/Christian bible and what it really is, NOT the "word of god" but a powerful 

subliminal. I know I keep posting more of this sort of thing, but please remember 

if you are experienced and solid in the truth, many here are not. We get new 

people and people who are still suffering because of Christian lies, who have not 

yet ascended to a higher level of truth and understanding. Many are lost and still 

confused. 

 

In studying Judaism, in-depth, from different sources, one can see the truth: 

 

The Jewish ‘year’ is for an acting out of each stage of their fictitious history, as this 

vibrates into the mass mind. Each stage of their fictitious crap is played out, not 

only by them, but also by believing Gentiles. Like their Passover- they relive and 

act out their destruction of Gentile Egypt and such. Sukkoth, which is in the fall, 
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this Jewish holiday ended 2 days ago, is again, relived and played out in their open 

roofed gazebos in their backyards. They relive every fictitious event. Most of you 

know how the mass mind works and can see how the repetition of these rituals 

can make a fictitious tale into a supposed reality, even though the rituals are 

symbolic. They also eat certain foods and engage their senses into their 

reenacting of these rituals. 

 

Through their torah and bible, the Jews are creating and keep creating reality. 

This is in their kabalah if one can read between the lines and as many of us here 

already know, this involves the powers of the mind and the soul. 

 

Jewish mysticism states that “One’s essential being is God.” This is a dead 

giveaway as Satan told us this. Only the kikes at the higher levels can understand 

this concept. They are the ones who use this. 

 

Jewish abuse of black magick has backfired on them through the ages. "Talmudic 

doctrine forbade the public teaching of esoteric doctrines and warned of their 

dangers." I also read when their Zohar was printed within their communities in 

the 16th century. Major pogroms took the lives of tens of thousands of kikes in 

Poland and in Europe. Some attribute this to the Zohar, which of course was 

stolen and corrupted. They obviously used the magick therein which was stolen 

and corrupted, along with the human sacrifices and it all backfired. Also, a further 

explanation is certain curses already put forth against the revealing of this 

knowledge by rabbis, and this affected their own people, as most of their 

nefarious programs such as communism usually do. They are a vicious race and 

prey upon each other ruthlessly. 

 

During the period known as the "Dark Ages," after all of the libraries containing 

spiritual and other knowledge were burned and destroyed by Christians [Gentiles 

doing work for the Jews and to advance the Jewish agenda] and other enemies, 

the Jews took this opportunity to "translate" what few texts remained and 

through this, they rewrote and corrupted most of everything. It is a historical fact 

that nearly all of the spiritual texts were "translated" by certain Jews. 

 

The Jewish kabalah is nothing more than instructions for witchcraft. 

 

The entire theme of the old testament of the bible, especially their torah is 

nothingness, followed by an idea, feeding the idea by giving it focus and energy, 
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then it manifests into reality. Of course, this reality is total enslavement and 

domination of the Gentiles. The nazarene is nothing more than an allegory for the 

serpentine powers. 

 

Their “tree of life” Sephiroth; 4 worlds 

1 – Atzilut = “ideas in the mind of God” [for the initiated "God" is the self] 

2 – Beriah = through meditation; visualization= creation, known as the ‘nourishing 

world’ where focus and visualization give the ‘idea’ energy. 

3 – Yetzirah ”represents the formation of the reality which manifests in the 4th 

and final world.” 

4 – Assyah “Assyah is the actual completed project, the manifest reality.” 

 

The above is a direct quote and is glaringly obvious for anyone who knows 

anything about the mind and powers of the soul aka "witchcraft." 

 

The Jews feel they have every right to give orders Gentiles, and to demand 

obedience. "Free Speech Online A New Crime Discovered By The Jews" 

http://nojew.weebly.com/free-speech-online-a-new-crime-discovered-by-the-

jews.html, posted yesterday by High Priest Don is something everyone should be 

aware of and read. 

 

Jews who are the REAL supremacists dictate their orders and DEMAND. It doesn't 

matter how this might affect any Gentile interests. Jewish interests are the only 

interests that really matter. We Gentiles are nothing more than cattle as far as 

they are concerned. 

 

As HP Don wrote: 

"The kikejooz believe their right to murder, lie and steal is more important then 

your constitutional rights. Ebola might be deadly, but Jewbola is even more 

dangerous. Russia got caught with a bad infection and it cost them up to a 

hundred million people." 

 

One major Jew/communist tactic in taking control of a country and opening the 

door for their communism is to completely screw the legal system to the wall to 

where it is total trash, like they have been doing here in the USA for decades. It 

only gets worse. The so-called "justice system" is really the "injustice system." 
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We here are all open spiritually and through the above and there is more- we can 

easily ‘see’ the entire theme of the bible. It is a powerful subliminal and nothing 

more. Lilith told me more than once that to destroy that scum, they must be 

obliterated from their entire torah. More reverse torah workings in Hebrew will 

be forthcoming soon. 

 

They will begin their torah readings tomorrow on the 18th, all around the world. 

What this does, because all of the religious Jews read from the same torah 

portion at the same time, this is what gives it power, along with the Christian 

idiots who so stupidly and slavishly give their energies for this as well. Each week, 

beginning tomorrow, they all read the same. Then, as I wrote above, they have 

their holidays that act this fictitious crap out every year, thus perpetuating it in 

the mass mind. They keep all of this alive and going and for many who are 

unknowing, they make it believable. 

 

Lilith wants for us to wait a bit and then follow up, reversing their torah crap and 

erasing them from their own torah. Their torah is their reality and their constant 

creating of it. I know this can be a bit over most peoples' heads in the way of 

understanding, but with enough research, knowledge and most important, 

knowledge of the occult, along with experience, this can be plainly seen and 

understood. The rituals we did this past year will have to be repeated again. 

Please check for updates on the main Joy of Satan website each week and also 

Satan's Library. 

http://www.joyofsatan.com/ 

http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Satans_Library.htm  

 

As for WHEN we will be doing the rituals again. This will be soon. 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

As for the Ebola, do not wait until it is too late, and it certainly wouldn’t be a bad 

idea to do this for yourselves anyway: 

 

Everyone should begin building a powerful aura of protection. This must be 

repeatedly programmed into the soul, preferably after raising your powers 

through meditation. It should be done every day. A good affirmation to use: 

"I am always safe, secure, protected, and healthy in every way." 
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Visualize a brilliant white-gold light [the most powerful for protection and good 

health, the astral Sun, aka "The Black Sun"] engulfing your entire being while 

affirming the above. 

 

Ideally, this should be affirmed 108 times daily with a Satanic rosary for 40-80 

days. The same can be done with loved ones, family members, even pets. Just 

visualize the light engulfing the loved one and do the same affirmation using 

his/her name "is" in place of "I am." 

 

Even if you are unable due to being a teenager or in some other living situation 

that prevents you from engaging in a full meditation, just state the above 

affirmation when you go to sleep at night or when you are in the shower and 

visualize the light. Done repeatedly, this can be just as effective as a formal 

meditation. It must be done every night and even during the day, for a few 

seconds. Repetition will embed the affirmation into your soul and the light is the 

protective astral energy. 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

http://www.joyofsatan.com  
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9/11 Was Also a Spiritual Attack [TOWER of Babel] 

I am now working on the reverse torah rituals and I came across this. Below is a 

direct quote from the torah: 

 

(Genesis 11:9) Therefore the name of it was called Bavel, because the LORD 

confused the language of all the earth, there. From there, the LORD scattered 

them abroad on the surface of all the earth.” 

 

NOTE: 11:9 

 

Now, in the USA here, our civilian dates are month/day, but worldwide and with 

the military, it is day/month. So with most countries outside the US, it would be 

11/9, not 9/11. This was also a spiritual attack, to divide, confuse, destroy 

communications. 

 

More in the scriptures preceding this: 

 

(GEN 11:6) The LORD said, "Behold, they are one people, and they have all one 

language; and this is what they begin to do. Now nothing will be withheld from 

them, which they intend to do. 

 

(GEN 11:7) Come, let's go down, and there confuse their language, that they may 

not understand one another's speech." 

 

The Tower of Babel has to do with raising the Serpent [building a tower is an 

analogy]. With the Serpentine Power, telepathic communication and all 

knowledge are possible and with telepathic communication, there are no 

language barriers, as the communication is filtered down through the pineal gland 

from the communicator into whatever language the receiver mainly speaks and 

understands. This is why some telepathic communications can be ‘off’ sometimes. 

Specific words don’t always get filtered perfectly for one, due to an under-

activated pineal gland, and for another, there are sometimes major differences in 

languages. In some languages there is no equivalent expression or word to convey 

what is meant in another language. 

 

Every time throughout recorded history when humanity has advanced to a certain 

level of knowledge, that knowledge has been systematically destroyed. This is 
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most notable with the fall of the Roman Empire, where Europe regressed into the 

Dark Ages for 1,000 years. After the Jews were expelled from Western Europe , 

then the Renaissance emerged, bringing enlightenment. The Jews who migrated 

to the east and also to Sicily [especially after being expelled from Spain], wreaked 

havoc on the Gentiles of the east [eventual communism in Russia and of course, 

the same Jewish ritual murders, where the Gentile populace responded 

understandably with pogroms]  along with establishing organized crime in Sicily. 

 

For more information regarding the 9-11 for new people, here are some very 

informative links that explain in detail: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=41FRnNDZkuI  

 

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Bible_Jewish_Witchcraft.htm  

 

I will be posting a full year’s worth of reverse torah rituals soon. It is very 

important that everyone participate in these, as these will completely destroy the 

enemy. They are from Satan. 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

www.joyofsatan.com  
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Terrorist Attacks in France: Coincidence? I don't 

think so... 

The savage attacks in France, Friday the 13th again smack of Jewish blood 

sacrifices and rituals. 

 

Exactly 708 years ago to the day, note 7 + 8 = 15; 1 + 5 = 6 (the favorite number of 

the Jews), Jaques de Molay of the Knights Templar along with 60 others, (again 

note the 60), were arrested in France. To make a long story short, this Gentile 

order knew too much and amassed too much wealth. They knew Christianity was 

a fraud, and were subsequently tortured and murdered by the Inquisition. 

 

Look to the numbers... November 13th; 11 + 13 = 24; (2 + 4 = 6) again. Then, it is 

2015, so with the 15, we again have the number 6 factoring in. 

 

Friday according to the Hebrew calendar is also the 6th day. Their 

"Sabbath/Shabbat" always falls on Saturday, which is their 7th day. 

 

The reason? People know too much. 

 

I will be doing more research in that foul Torah of theirs. Just like 911 was no 

coincidence. Genesis 11: 9. I already went over that one. I'm sure there is also a 

Torah scripture for the tragedy that occurred in France on Friday. In closing, the 

Jews will use their filthy, ugly, spiteful, human-hating death-dealing Torah (which 

is chock full of wars where the Jews slaughter, rape, pillage and conquer 

Gentiles), again to incite another world war. 

 

I will be posting reverse Torah rituals to try to stop this. Their plan is to get White 

European young men and women drafted to be butchered in a war in the Middle 

East. 

 

When Angela Merkel spoke to the Israeli Knesset in Yiddish, I am sure she didn't 

just visit to say hello or take a vacation. They were laying plans for the genocide of 

White Europe. 

 

There was also a big meeting of communist Jews in Moscow with Jew Putin. 

Again, they were making plans. Obviously. 
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We will have to wait until they read the major war verses in their yearly Torah 

readings and we will reverse these. 

 

The Jewish controlled media and Hollywood glamorize war and promote it to 

have our youth fall for this and end up maimed and slaughtered for Jewish 

interests. The Jews themselves at times of war are given desk jobs and rarely see 

any combat. Adolf Hitler wrote about this as far back as WWI. 

 

 

I wrote something in error regarding “to the day.” The Knights Templar incident 

occurred Friday the 13th, October 1307. This was a month and 708 years from the 

tragedy that took place on Friday the 13th of November 2015. There was no 

Friday the 13th in October of this year. What is really important is what follows: 

 

There are 66 books total in that filthy bible. For those of you who are new and/or 

unfamiliar with this, please visit this webpage “The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish 

Witchcraft” 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Bible_Jewish_Witchcraft.htm  

 

This further proves the “Holy Bible” is definitely NOT “The Word of ‘God.’” 

 

(DEU 13:11) You shall stone him to death with stones, because he has sought to 

draw you away from the LORD your God, who brought you out of the land of 

Egypt , out of the house of bondage. 

 

*Note in the above, 13:11. The 13th day of the 11th month; November 13th and 

this scripture calls for the murder of those who worship Pagan Gods. GENTILES! 

 

To fully understand, one must be familiar with the Jewish “Gematria” which is a 

system of words and numerology: 

 

“Gematria (Greek: meaning geometry) is an Assyro-Babylonian-Greek system of 

code and numerology later adopted into Jewish culture that assigns numerical 

value to a word or phrase in the belief that words or phrases with identical 

numerical values bear some relation to each other or bear some relation to the 

number itself as it may apply to nature, a person's age, the calendar year, or the 

like.” 
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The above quote was taken from: 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gematria  

 

The Jews have an obsession with the number 6. 

 

911 WAS ALSO A SPIRITUAL ATTACK [ TOWER OF BABEL ] 

 

Below is a direct quote from the Torah: 

 

(Genesis 11:9) Therefore the name of it was called Bavel, because the LORD 

confused the language of all the earth, there. From there, the LORD scattered 

them abroad on the surface of all the earth.” 

 

NOTE: 11:9 

 

Now, in the USA here, our civilian dates are month/day, but worldwide and with 

the military, it is day/month. So with most countries outside the US , it would be 

11/9, not 9/11. This was also a spiritual attack, to divide, confuse, and destroy 

communications. 

 

People were learning too much, which is and always has been the greatest threat 

to Jewish programs like Christianity. 

 

Given the exposing of Christianity and the proof it is a hoax and a lie, many people 

are leaving in droves. This also includes those who have left because of the 

pedophilia and other rotten crimes against humanity of which this vile institution 

is infamous for. Many people are turning to Paganism, of which this is a most 

serious threat to Jewish power. The Jewish bulwark as I have repeated endlessly is 

Christianity. This is why they pretend to be persecuted by it and against it. These 

are both total lies of which I will further prove and expose in this article. This 

again is no different from Jewish communism. Also, they have a long and vile 

history of persecuting their own, as they are vicious by their nature. This is also in 

their Torah. 

 

The tragedy in Paris was preplanned. This is no different from the murder of the 

Knights Templars. 
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As I wrote in the first post I made on this below, I definitely found a connection 

not only in their Torah but also in that goddamned Bible. 

 

This attack came about because of the threat of the populace becoming aware 

and leaving the Jewish program of Christianity. 

 

Another blatant lie that the Jews push is that they reject Christianity. This lie is 

exposed in their weekly Torah readings. They also read from other books of the 

Old Testament and also The Christian Gospel, as it all ties in. For proof of this, 

click on the link below: 

 

http://torahportions.org/thisyear/  

 

On the 15th of August 2015, Jews around the entire world in their weekly torah 

readings read Deuteronomy 11:26–16:17, and Isaiah 66:1-24. This was a year of 

Rosh Hodesh, the new Moon on August 15th. 

 

[According to the Shulchan Aruch, if Rosh Hodesh [the new moon] of Elul- which 

has its own haftarah, namely Isaiah 66 - coincides with Shabbat Re'eh, the 

haftarah of Re'eh, not for Rosh Hodesh Elul, is read because the Seven Sabbaths 

of Consolation must not be interrupted]. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haftarah#Haftarot_for_Deuteronomy  

 

In the Catholic Bible, Isaiah is the 29th book of the Old Testament. According to 

“Torah Portions 5775” The gospel of John was also read in many Jewish 

congregations. John is the 4th book of the New Testament. 

 

All of the above Torah, Haftarah, and Gospel readings focus on the murder of 

anyone who worships Pagan Gods.  

 

Before I get to the scriptures here, I want to expose the numerology here. 

Coincidence? I don’t think so: 

 

As I wrote in the above, the book of Isaiah in the Catholic version of the Bible is 

the 29th book. 2 + 9 = 11. 11 is a special number of magickal properties in Hebrew 

numerology, no different from 22. 
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The gospel of John is the 4th book of the New Testament. So, here we have a 

date: November is the 11th month and the 13th:  1 + 3 = 4. 

 

Now, as for the Isaiah 66, there are 66 books in the widely used King James 

Version of the Bible. In addition to the day being Friday the 13th of November, we 

have November is the 11th month, and with the 13th [11 + 13 = 24; 2 + 4 = 6]. 

With the year 2015, the 15 adds another 6 to this date and again, we have 66. I 

am familiar with the fact that they do not always include the century year in their 

workings, such as the 20 in the 2015. 

 

Adding onto the above, the date of August 15th when this portion of the Torah, 

the Haftarah and the Gospel were read, was originally a very important Pagan 

Holiday, which was stolen and corrupted by the Catholic Church into the “Feast of 

the Assumption.” 

 

“Aug 15 was originally THE ASSUMPTION OF THE HOLY SOPHIA, The Assumption 

of the Holy Sophia into the Pleroma is commemorated on August 15th. This 

correlates in the Orthodox Church with the (bodily Assumption of the Virgin Mary, 

a recent addition to the Roman liturgical life. The ancient Gnostic scriptures tell of 

Sophia, the feminine aspect of the highest God, who wanders out of heaven and 

gets lost in the lower regions. By singing praises to the Light, she is rescued by the 

Savior and he aids her return to heaven by a mystery. In our psychological 

perspective, we are cast out of the Fullness of Being to become differentiated 

egos. By the mystery figure of the Logos we are able to individuate and return to 

the state of Wholeness. Thus Sophia's plight is our own, and by her example we 

may be inspired to continue on our path.” 

 

From:  http://www.gnosis.org/ecclesia/cal_mandala.htm and 

http://www.gnostics.com/calendar.html  

 

Now, as I wrote in the below, the Knights Templars discovered Christianity was a 

hoax, more than likely through their travels to the so-called “ Holy Land .” They 

amassed an incredible amount of wealth, using witchcraft, and being a Gentile 

order, most ended up tortured and then murdered by the Inquisition. Those who 

escaped went on to establish original Freemasonry, which at that time was 

Luciferian and Satanic. 
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The tragedy in Paris was a spiritual attack as well as physical. This didn’t “just 

happen.” November 13 is the 317th day of the year; 3 + 1 + 7 = 11. 

 

11 is used to bring something down; to destroy, as they used this number with 

the 9-11 incident. 

 

John is the 4th book of the New Testament, and the 43rd book of the King James 

Version of the Bible. John 15 was the beginning of the scriptures read on the 15th 

of August. 43 + 15 = 13. 

 

Now, as for the scriptures involved in this “Torah reading” nearly all of them apply 

to destroying those who worship Pagan Gods. A heavy metal concert was 

attacked and heavy metal certainly isn’t Christian, for one. 

 

In trying not to make this too long, I will only include the scriptures therein that 

are relevant to this. The following is taken from a copy of the Torah translated 

into English: 

 

Deut. 11:26–16:17 

 

(DEU 11:27) the blessing, if you shall listen to the mitzvot {commandments} of the 

LORD your God, which I command you this day; 

 

(DEU 11:28) and the curse, if you shall not listen to the mitzvot {commandments} 

of the LORD your God, but turn aside out of the way which I command you this 

day, to go after other gods, which you have not known. 

 

(DEU 12:2) You shall surely destroy all the places in which the nations that you 

shall dispossess served their gods, on the high mountains, and on the hills, and 

under every green tree: 

 

(DEU 12:3) and you shall break down their altars, and dash in pieces their pillars, 

and burn their Asherim with fire; and you shall cut down the engraved images of 

their gods; and you shall destroy their name out of that place. 

 

*[Note: The above scripture 12:3 totals to 6 and with Deuteronomy being the 5th 

book of the Torah, 5 + 6 = 11, again destruction and ruin]. 
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(DEU 12:6) and there you shall bring your burnt offerings, and your sacrifices, and 

your tithes, and the heave-offering of your hand, and your vows, and your 

freewill-offerings, and the firstborn of your herd and of your flock 

 

(DEU 12:29) When the LORD your God shall cut off the nations from before you, 

where you go in to dispossess them, and you dispossess them, and dwell in their 

land 

 

(DEU 13:7) If your brother, the son of your mother, or your son, or your daughter, 

or the wife of your bosom, or your friend, who is as your own soul, entice you 

secretly, saying, Let us go and serve other gods, which you have not known, you, 

nor your fathers; 

 

(DEU 13:8) of the gods of the peoples who are round about you, near to you, or 

far off from you, from the one end of the earth even to the other end of the 

earth; 

 

(DEU 13:9) you shall not consent to him, nor listen to him; neither shall your eye 

pity him, neither shall you spare, neither shall you conceal him: 

 

(DEU 13:10) but you shall surely kill him; your hand shall be first on him to put 

him to death, and afterwards the hand of all the people. 

 

(DEU 13:11) You shall stone him to death with stones, because he has sought to 

draw you away from the LORD your God, who brought you out of the land of 

Egypt , out of the house of bondage. 

 

*Note in the above, 13:11. The 13th day of the 11th month; November 13th and 

this scripture calls for the murder of those who worship Pagan Gods. GENTILES! 

 

(DEU 13:14) Certain base fellows are gone out from the midst of you, and have 

drawn away the inhabitants of their city, saying, Let us go and serve other gods, 

which you have not known; 

 

(DEU 13:15) then shall you inquire, and make search, and ask diligently; and, 

behold, if it be truth, and the thing certain, that such abomination is done in the 

midst of you, 
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(DEU 13:16) you shall surely strike the inhabitants of that city with the edge of the 

sword, destroying it utterly, and all that is therein and the cattle of it, with the 

edge of the sword. 

 

(DEU 13:17) You shall gather all the spoil of it into the midst of the street of it, and 

shall burn with fire the city, and all the spoil of it every whit, to the LORD your 

God: and it shall be a heap forever; it shall not be built again. 

 

Now, for the Haftarah scripture of Isaiah 66:1- 24 

 

{66:15} For, behold, the LORD will come with fire, and with his chariots like a 

whirlwind, to render his anger with fury, and his rebuke with flames of fire. 

 

{66:16} For by fire and by his sword will the LORD plead with all flesh: and the 

slain of the LORD shall be many. 

 

{66:17} They that sanctify themselves, and purify themselves in the gardens 

behind one [tree] in the midst, eating swine’s flesh, and the abomination, and the 

mouse, shall be consumed together, saith the LORD. 

 

*[Note: Gentiles eat pork]. 

 

{66:23} And it shall come to pass, [that] from one new moon to another, and from 

one sabbath to another, shall all flesh come to worship before me, saith the 

LORD. 

 

{66:24} And they shall go forth, and look upon the carcases of the men that have 

transgressed against me: for their worm shall not die, neither shall their fire be 

quenched; and they shall be an abhorring unto all flesh. 

 

Now, for the Gospel of John 15:1–17:26: 

 

Jewsus said- 

 

{15:6} If a man abide not in me, he is cast forth as a branch, and is withered; and 

men gather them, and cast [them] into the fire, and they are burned. 
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The rest of this crap goes on and on regarding how anyone who does not slavishly 

worship jewsus is damned and that sort of thing. It is endless ad nauseum. You 

can check it out online or in any bible. It supports the Torah and the Haftarah 

readings. 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

www.joyofsatan.com  
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On Sandy Hook 

I'm just adding my own personal opinion here regarding this. 

 

First, I have no doubts this actually happened and if Google did know about it 

beforehand, then this like the 9-11, the bombing in France and many other 

incidents was preplanned by the Jews. They do this. 

 

I also noted the date this happened corresponds again with another bible verse: 

 

Genesis 6:12 

And God looked upon the earth, and, behold, it was corrupt; for all flesh had 

corrupted his way upon the earth. 

 

What this reveals to me even further is in addition to using this incident carried 

out by another criminally insane and depraved Muslim, trying to institute gun 

control, it also smacks of another biblical curse used by the Jews for the future in 

another mass-murder event, like they have done in their former communist 

countries, not to mention the Inquisition. Jewish control is synonymous with 

depraved and extreme brutality, mass-murder, genocide, torture, the destruction 

of civilization and millions of ruined lives. 

 

The truth be known, the Jewish powers that be hate gays, have full control of gay 

rights, push gay rights on the one end, such as pushing it on underaged kids, and 

work to agitate heterosexuals, especially Christians and Muslims to react. Gay 

rights or even closet homosexuality ever existed in any Jew communist country. It 

was Gay and in the Gulag. 

 

Gays like many other groups are just being viciously used. 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

www.joyofsatan.org 
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Black Race Used By Jews #Wakanda - Black Panther

by HoodedCobra666 » Mon Feb 19, 2018 12:39 pm 

With the recent movie of Black Panther, Jews are trolling the Black Race. This is part of their 
brainwashing towards the Black man. Not only that, but they are agitating them to make them 
aggressive against other Races, in particular, Whites. They rise "Black Nationalism" in nations 
which are not Black. 

Few if any Blacks have been to Africa to see how Africa is, even fewer even choose to stay there 
and build Africa if they had the chance. So what remains out of it is to just pretend you do a lot for 
Africa while doing actually nothing.

The Jews hate the Black Man which is something all reputable Black people knew fully. Like Dr 
Tony Martin who even knew the Jews have cursed Blacks under the "Hamitic" (Race of Ham) in the
bible to be slaves forever. This belief of the Torah/Jewish Bible is exactly the driving force of the 
Jews who got them to enslave the Black people and take them to America. 80% of slave owners 
were Jewish as well. 

A few generations later, Jews come again to troll the Black man, and profit from the Black man. See
for example the Jewish rapper "Drake". All forgotten on what their race has done to Black people, 
now "Drake" is the king of Hip Hop and he is a Jew, who pretends he gives a crap about Black 
people. The Jew is the 'friend' of Black man now that he wants to instigate him against other races 
and civilizations. While the Jew has profited possibly a billion by now (only for himself), let alone 
all the others around the whole deal, from exploiting Black people...He does some charity to play 
the good guy. As revealed in his latest video clip.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xpVfcZ0ZcFM

All the inequality between Whites and Blacks was created by mingling them in the same 
civilization. Which happened mainly in the last three to four centuries. Before that Blacks were 
living largely without the attention of other people, with whatever problems they had themselves 
and whatever struggles. Blacks have more than 50 racial sub-divisions, others were more advance 
and dominant, others were less, and there was frequently war. But Blacks had definitely their own 
sort of history.

The Jew Stan Lee now took the trolling against black people on another level. What the Jews do to 
Black people is they tell them that you will improve in your life if you attack other people. And that 
they used to be a super civilization at some point and it's only due to someone else this is not the 
case now. All rich and intelligent Blacks know this is stupid, but the large mass of the Black Race 
doesn't understand this. The large mass is always at the centre of the Jewish plots.

So I wouldn't fully blame them as many people like doing. Many people blame the black people for 
no reason, other than they are deceived by the Jews. They haven't done anything more wrong nor 
they are better than Whites that act in the same way and who are also deceived by the Jew and are a 
biohazard even to their own people. The Jew is responsible, one cannot only blame the people they 
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use. 

Truth is also if the Jews didn't fuck up the world, who knows, maybe Blacks would have been a far 
more advanced civilization and Whites would be a space civilization by now. In whatever case 
things would have been better for all parties involved. The whole of the planet would be way higher
in every level if it wasn't for the Jewish interference. 

Who also created the Black Lives Matter who only went around looting and making the Blacks 
hated by every other American? The Arch-Elder of Zion George Soros. He not only took a revenge 
on the "Hamitic Race", but also attacked White civilization just a bit further. Win - Win for Jews.

Blacks have a rich African spiritual culture which they have developed on their own. Which many 
Blacks don't give a fuck about as they are drunk by Christianity and Islam. Christian - Islam civil 
war has been the worst thing to plague Africa, which is exactly what happened in Europe for 15 
centuries. Christians of different sects killed other Christians all the time in Europe because of the 
same Jewish mental illness of Christianity. 

Racial pride and respect is the most beautiful thing in the world, in the case where one follows a 
couple of rules. One example is that your racial pride and love is not shown by extermination of 
other races, another example is we do not do this attacking and ridiculing them from within their 
civilization (See some Arabs in Europe bringing Jihad), last thing is we have respect with other 
races because we understand that life is important and we allow it to advance. 

Lastly see the Jews in the movie Black Panther the character is named after the Black Panther party 
in America. Which is a "Socialist", which a revealing quote "Socialism is the Father of 
Communism" -Vladimir Lenin (Jew who created the Communist Revolution in Russia).

Below some quotes from Communist parties and their use of Black people in their agenda. 

"We must realize that our party's most powerful weapon is racial tensions. By propounding into the 
consciousness of the dark races that for centuries they have been oppressed by whites, we can mold 
them to the program of the Communist Party. In America we will aim for subtle victory. While 
inflaming the Negro minority against the whites, we will endeavor to instill in the whites a guilt 
complex for their exploitation of the Negroes. We will aid the Negroes to rise in prominence in 
every walk of life, in the professions and in the world of sports and entertainment. With this 
prestige, the Negro will be able to intermarry with the whites and begin a process which will deliver
America to our cause." -On June 17, 1957, this passage was read into the Congressional Record by 
Rep. Thomas G. Abernathy.

"The aim of our Party in our work among the Negro masses is to create a powerful proletarian 
movement which will fight and lead the struggle of the Negro race against the exploitation and 
oppression in every form and which will be a militant part of the revolutionary movement of the 
whole American working class ... and connect them with the struggles of national minorities and 
colonial peoples of all the world and thereby the cause of world revolution and the dictatorship of 
the proletariat." - The Communist Party of U.S.A. , 1925.
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Why is the above happening?

FBI Director, J. Edgar Hoover, on Communist Goals:

"Communists seek to advance the cause of communism by injecting themselves into racial 
situations and in exploiting them, (1) to intensify the frictions between Negroes and Whites to 
'prove' that discrimination against the minorities is an inherent defect of the capitalistic system, (2) 
to foster domestic disunity by dividing Negroes and Whites into antagonistic, warring factions, (3) 
to undermine and destroy established authority, (4) to incite racial strife and riotous activity, and 
(6) to portray the Communist movement as the 'champion' of social protest and the only force 
capable of ameliorating the conditions of the Negro and the oppressed."

Who is behind all of this?
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Re: Black Race Used By Jews #Wakanda

by HP     Mageson666   » Mon Feb 19, 2018 12:40 pm 

This trend was created by the Jews to use the Blacks as part of the racism of the Jews against 
Whites. And do what the Torah tells the Jews, to destroy the White Race by any means. The Jews 
are filling the Black mind with this Talmudic nonsense against Whites. 

They should make a movie on who ran the slave trade and who destroyed the Black communities. 
The Jews. Blaming the Whites allows for the Jews to avoid justice for their crimes against the Black
race. The other part is many Blacks feel inferior about themselves from living in White societies 
and so will believe the cultural theft of White achievements that is promoted to ease these feelings 
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and fuel their hatred of White society. Race mixed societies don't work. In my experience from 
talking with the Kangz crowd its a waste of time. They refuse to even understand the Jewish 
problem as it gets in the way of their over emotional hatred of White People the Jews taught them.

Follow the Slothz search engine to:
www.joyofsatan.com
www.exposingchristianity.com

Re: We wuz Kangz: The Movie

by HP     Mageson666   » Tue Feb 27, 2018 8:41 am 

I have debated with the Kangz crowd and what the way many of them act at you for being White, 
the poster your upset over is tame in comparison. Yet I maintained my composer and just had a 
conversation. I probably got thought to some of them by citing Black sources for the Jewish 
problem. 

The fact is those things do happen in Africa and in places like Liberia its dangerous to be a women. 
The amount of rape is thought the roof along with murder. 

However what happened...... Africa has had its national stability destroyed by the Jewish elites who 
owned the money power behind the European colonies in Africa. The Jews put in Black puppets 
who would turn Africa into one large plantation state for them. The ruthless dictatorships these 
puppets levelled and still do on the nations caused civil wars to erupt that plunged these states into 
destruction. Hand in hand with corrupt puppet regimes were all the wealth flows to the top. The 
collapse of these nations occurred. Along with symptoms of collapse and the social chaos of 
decades of war. Drugs, gangs, rape and on. Now African nations are being destabilized with the new
wave of Jewish infiltration which is Islamic terrorism which is creating a new civil war state you 
have ISIS right in there and we know who runs that. The other wave is Communism. The Jews 
plunder the African nations and then bring in Communism to maintain control like in Zimbabwe. 
Mugabe has killed thousands of Whites to steal their wealth for his international Jewish elites but 
has also murdered 70 thousand and more Blacks for the same.

Note what happened when Gaddafi tried to unite the Nations of Africa into a new economic and 
political collation to liberate Africa from the Jewish globalist plantation state. He was opposed by 
every Black national leader on the African continent. Then when Gaddafi came out with his gold 
currency to pry Africa free of the Rothschild dollar. American and French both Jewish controlled 
regimes bombed Libya to the ground killed thousands of people. And now you can buy Black slaves
for couple of hundred of bucks in the Libyan slave markets the Israeli backed Islamic radicals 
brought back. 

Gaddafi was rejected by the African leaders because they are all taking their orders from the central 
banking agents out of London and America and Tel Aviv. The Elders of Zion. The Jews have pushed
colonization of Africa from the start to steal the wealth of Africa for themselves which they have 
and destroy the population of this culture and turn them into slaves. That is just Jews being Jews. 
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The Jews spread alcoholism and drugs all over Africa to ruin everyone to them make them easier to 
enslave and steal from. Cecil Rhodes a Rothschild goon master conned the African King in a 
criminal contract to steal the wealth of his nation. When the King refused Cecil just brought in 
Mercs and troops and gunned everyone down. That is how the Kikes are. Africa today is the result 
of hundreds of years of Jewish insanity.

Follow the Slothz search engine to:
www.joyofsatan.com
www.exposingchristianity.com

Re: We wuz Kangz: The Movie

by HP     Mageson666   » Tue Feb 27, 2018 8:50 am 

Something that gets overlooked with Voodoo is many of the sigils look like Goetia sigils of our 
Gods. I watched a Joe Rogan show where he had his Cuban friend on talk about Santeria its still 
basically African Paganism hidden behind some catholic trappings to avoid persecution. Its 
interesting and it works.

I have heard Voodoo or Voodun is a French word but also I have heard its the African name. There 
is an African serpent Goddess Mami Wata, HPS Shannon used to have this Goddess as her avatar. 
Look at that name Wata.....Watan is the name of the Serpent God in South America culture the Gods
established. Wotan......The Aryans who came to the America's either human or our Gods were called
the Wotans. The serpents. The WA is a combination vowel in Sanskrit the semi vowel VA forms 
from. And the symbol of the letter for Ba, Ma and thus VA in the far east is the square the element 
of earth that contains all the elements together the symbol of the root chakra the kingdom of the 
serpent and also the symbol of the mouth speaking spirit into creation.
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Black Sabbath

by HP     Mageson666   » Fri Dec 22, 2017 5:33 am 

Black Sabbath

The Jews write in their own texts that Saturday is the day for cursing and connecting with and 
sending thought forms against the Gentile enemy. Saturn is the day for cursing in Judaism. What do 
you think they are doing in their Synagogues on Saturday on their Sabbath. Reciting the numerous 
curses against Gentiles in their Torah which is Jewish witchcraft. This is why the Roman and Greek 
rulers banned the Jews from reciting the Torah and burned the Torah scrolls. As this is when 
Gentiles still had our spiritual knowledge and knew what the Torah was. Which is why the Jews 
invented Christianity and Islam to remove spiritual knowledge from the Gentiles and yoke them to 
the Jewish agenda.

The mainstay of Jewish magic is very simple. The Jewish magician connects with the matrix of 
energy the Jews have created [YHWH] and which they command. By using different methods that 
involve using the 72 names or other Hebrew names of power along with talisman's, and other 
methods to then direct the energy of their matrix to accomplish what the Jewish black magician 
wants. The Gentiles are the ones paying for them to do this as they are infusing this energy matrix 
for the Jews to do this via Christianity and Islam. YHWH is a large matrix of energy that vampires 
the Gentiles connected into it.

The most important ritual device in Judaism is the Tefillin.

The Tefillin the Jews wear is a method of binding them into and connecting into the Jewish matrix 
of energy to infuse this and direct it. They bind the one on the arm with seven straps the number of 
Saturn and the Tefillin is made to represent the black cube of Saturn. And is infused with Jewish 
prayer scrolls in Hebrew that are inserted into the Tefillin. The Hebrew letters are charged as 
talisman's as the Rabbi's mention to connect with and bring the energy of their thoughtform 
[YHWH] into the material from the astral. The main prayer contained within the Tefillin is the 
Sh'ma prayer which binds the Jews with their thoughtforms making them one. The two Tefillin 
boxes and how they are worn are based on the ten worlds in kabala. Which is how "God" created by
the ten statements of creation which is in Genesis and the ten worlds represent. The cube worn on 
the head is design to connect into the Ajna chakra which in Kabala is shown as the letter Vav and 
relates to the sixth day of creation. Six is the number of manifesting things into the material world. 
The Ajna is the "Command Wheel" in Hinduism where most of the Kabala is stolen and corrupted 
from. As the Ajna is called the Mind chakra hence Command wheel. Its the conscious will to direct 
and program the energy of a ritual working. 

Jew wearing the Tefillin:
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The Shin letter with the four prongs placed on the box worn on the head is symbolic of the brain in 
kabala. The upper three worlds on the tree which the Shin represents. Fire is also the element of 
creation and related to mind. As people create first with the mind. This all relates to the magician 
using their mind to direct and program the energy. Not to a man in the sky. 

The Tefillin on the arm is worn on the left arm which is the female side in kabala, Shekinah on the 
tree and relates to spiritual power while the head is the mind that directs the power. Shiva and 
Shakti. Which is where the Jews stole the Yeshiva from. Their schools the intellect of the mind. And
the concept of God and Shekinah. The arm and the hand is also symbolic of the spine in Judaism the
Shakti power that is lead up the spine and directed out the third eye to accomplish workings. In the 
east Shiva directs fire out the third eye to bring things to action. Shin is a Sanskrit letter and is the 
fire element in Hinduism. The seven straps are the lower seven worlds which are the chakra's along 
the spine in kabala. With the other box being the other three worlds which relate to the trine parts of
the brain. Chokmah the right side of the brain, Binah the left and Keter the optic thalamus. Which is
shown as the Eye of Ra in Egypt. 

The practice of "doving" the Jews perform while wearing the Tefillin. Doving being were the Jews 
rock back and forth and side to side while praying is a technique to activate Shakti energy at the 
base of the spine and bring it up to the head. They call this copulating with the Shekinah for this 
reason. This also exists in the east. There are whole kabala texts full of Yogic postures, breathing 
techniques and mundras. All stolen from the east. 

The Jews even stole the Tefillin from the east. Its still worn by Shinto Priests in their rituals in 
Japan. And its called the "square inch" in Hinduism which relates to the third eye. Which is about 
the size of the Tefillin worn on the head.

The enemy has also created a materialistic world system where physical money has become the 
artificial energy system that controls the planet. By building an artificial social order based on 
wealth and nothing else. This allows the Jews to stay in control and own the Gentiles. Everything 
the Jews have created socially is based on the consciousness of the lower octave of the planet 
Saturn. The same way the Jews run their criminal international banking system is how they run their
matrix of energy YHWH. Vampirism. 

HP Don Danko 

Source
Jewish myth magic and mysticism, Dennis
Tefillin Magic, Baal Kadmon
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Blacks Never Left Slavery 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Aug 31, 2018 7:37 am 

Blacks Never Left Slavery 
 

The subject of Black issues is a long one to long winded types. The liberals and cultural 

Marxists have been banging away on this issue for awhile. Yet it just gets worse by the year in 

the warzone's of former communities. And the jails keep filling and the murder rates climb.  
 

Its very simple to understand what has happened and what is going on to find a solution and in 

this everyone can find the solution.  
 

 

What happened? 
 

Blacks were violently ripped out of their world and culture by the practice of Jewish slavery. 

Many authors both Jewish and Black had stated this fact. This is because Judaism states Jews 

are to make slaves of the Goyim the Gentiles. Jewish Christianity also created a justification for 

this as well.  
 

Blacks were enslaved as cattle property for centuries by mainly Jews in a Jewish run system of 

slavery in a foreign society were they even had to take an alien name. There culture was 

stripped away and they were forced into the Jewish ideology of Christianity the ideology of their 

slavery. 
 

Blacks after being freed still have the memory of being abused and on the bottom of society for 

centuries. There were also laws passed against them to restrict them among White society. This 

has created a neurosis in the Black psyche that has been documented by psychiatrists going 

back to the 1920's. Its a inferiority complex. This is the generational trauma of the structural 

violence done to them by the Jewish program. Today the Jews are constantly rubbing salt in 

that wound as well for a reason.  
 

Then Jews pretended they wanted to all of a sudden help the Blacks out that they dragged here, 

imprisoned as slaves, abused and spit on as Goyim. The situation is the humanitarianism was a 

Jewish game strategy to bring about greater Jewish control with Communism. Using the Blacks 

as organized block to achieve this. Black leaders such as Cruse mentioned this in his own book 

"Crisis of the Negro Intellectual". The NAACP was run by Jewish individuals till recently why 

was that.... CONTROL. 
 

The Jews used business monopoly to destroy the Black business class and wealth of the Black 

community with desegregation to reduce them to poverty. The Jews then used Mossad with the 

CIA to set up the flow of drugs into their community as Gary Webb was murdered for writing 

about. This then destroyed the Black community the family unit and brought the gangs. The 

Jews then used this situation with their media to create a new Black culture in this chaos of 

Black identity politics. Which is meant to disempower them, frustrate them and use them as 

pawns in the Jewish game.  

 

Under this new cultural regime created by Jews the Black race has almost gone extinct in 
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America. Most Black men are in jail, killed in violence by other Blacks or on drugs. The Black 

community is so destroyed take away welfare and they will starve. This is how the Jews want it. 

Now the Blacks are under total Jewish control. With nothing of racial solitary left on any cultural, 

economic and community level. The Blacks on now on their knee's to the Jewish welfare state 

and leftist communist establishment of the Democratic Party. That use Blacks to keep pushing 

along the Jewish game strategy of Communism where all the Goyim are held as common 

property by the Jews.  
 

In Africa the Jewish owners of Africa use Communism and the Black sell out class they have 

made into the political class to murder over seventy thousand Blacks just in Zimbabwe alone. 

This is to maintain Jewish ownership of the African nations for themselves. The same Jews are 

leading the Black Marxist movements in America. What do you think they might care for Blacks. 

Zimbabwe was conquered by the point of the gun and robbery by the agencies of the 

Rothschild's and now the Jews are just using a Black oppressor class instead of a White one.  
 

What the Jews did to Blacks in America they did in Africa. The Jewish run Empires like the 

British and the Jewish financed and direct empires went into Africa and took the land and 

transferred ownership of the land the resources and the people into their control. And then 

committed cultural enslavement with Christianity to maintain control. When the European 

empires left the Jews who ran the whole thing stayed there. This is why Libya was destroyed for 

trying to openly liberate Africa as a slave plantation from the Jewish elites sitting in New York 

and London. This is also the reason there are so many wars and oppression in current Africa.  
 

So the Blacks have been the victims of centuries of structural violence created by a Jewish 

supremacist globalist system.  
 

 

So how can Black People change this? If one studies the Dogon a Black tribe that lives in Mali 

one will find the answer. The Dogon live in a tribal society of around a quarter of a mill ion 

people. The Dogon leaders have Egyptian names of our Gods such as Amon and their culture is 

Egyptian. They live in peace with each other and farm. They have a democratic society in which 

disputes are solved by public debate and the wisdom of their tribal elders. They live by and 

follow a spiritual wisdom they received from the ancient Nommo Gods. They don't have any of 

the problems the Black communities have elsewhere because they have been spared the 

Jewish cultural genocide of others.  
 

In America there is a Jewish church on every Black corner and what has it done....destroy them. 

There is a communist ideological identity movement for Blacks run by Jews like Schwartz 

[Sorros's real name] what is it getting them....destroyed.  

 

The solution is Blacks must reject the system of Jewish supremacy and its structural violence 

waged against them. This means rejection of Christianity, Communism and Capitalism. This 

means Blacks must follow the Dogon way and return to the Gods and their spiritual culture once 

reunited with this and having their consciousness spiritualized they will succeed and secure 

their race.  

 

Nommo is an ancient name of Enki the living God Satan. If one studies Voodun the sigils of this 

African way are sigil's identical to the Demon's sigils. The teachings of the African wisdom 
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tradition are the same as the Sumerian's and Egyptian teachings even having the same titles of 

the God's such as Nana. These are the teachings of our Gods. The African traditions even have 

instructions on how to communicate with the Gods in other star systems spiritually. 

 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

 

Re: Blacks Never Left Slavery 
Postby HPS Shannon » Fri Aug 31, 2018 1:07 pm 

Thank you HP Mageson. When I put out my website in the future this article will be added. 

Along the many others. 
 

It's best for blacks to look into traditional African societies to understand their race and 

spirituality. Instead you have all these ridiculous claims created on a black inferiority complex 

and a false identity like the black Hebrew Israelites and the Nation of Islam. It's all rubbish. 
 

With Vodun/Voodoo is was pretty much spiritual satanism and based on worshipping and 

"feeding" the gods(loas, chakras) in order to attain spiritual power and evolution. The serpent 

God Damballah was the kunalini serpent and Voodoo dances, mainly the Yanvalou, were meant 

to stimulate the serpent at the base of the spine.  
 

Same with Ifa Orisha Tradition of the Yorunas who spoke of the chakras system and that the 

"Orishas" or the chakras must be empowered in order to improve the self and increase the 

spiritual powers as well as achieving complete health. 
 

Many blacks still feel connected culturally to Kemetic spirituality because of our Egyptian gods 

domain over most of Africa. It's in many black's racial memory. 

 

The Egyptian culture is also seen with the Yorubas and Vedic symbols in other places in Africa. 

There were a couple of pyramidal structures found in South Africa that align with the pyramid of 

Giza. South Africa has alot of uncovered mysteries and structures that prove our God's were 

with us and had more developed societies.  
 

I believe the jewish run European empire did destroy alot of the ruins and artifacts there like 

they do with all gentile culture and anything that shows our connection with the gods. 
 

I'll put out an article on the Dogons as they are fascinating. 

High Priestess Shannon 

https://groups.yahoo.com/BlacksforSatan 

https://groups.yahoo.com/SSHealth 
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Re: Blacks Never Left Slavery 
Postby HPS Shannon » Fri Aug 31, 2018 1:09 pm 

And with Vodun, now you have the enemy pretending to be our Gods and demanding blood 

sacrifices in return for next to nothing. 

 

Re: Blacks Never Left Slavery 
Postby HPS Shannon » Sat Sep 01, 2018 1:39 am 

Arcadia wrote: 

HPS Shannon wrote:Thank you HP Mageson. When I put out my website in the future this 

article will be added. Along the many others. 
 

With Vodun/Voodoo is was pretty much spiritual satanism and based on worshipping and 

"feeding" the gods(loas, chakras) in order to attain spiritual power and evolution. The serpent 

God Damballah was the kunalini serpent and Voodoo dances, mainly the Yanvalou, were 

meant to stimulate the serpent at the base of the spine. 

 

 

It's also worth pointing out the connection in the etymology here of the word Vodun, sharing 

the same root as the Anglo Saxon Woden (Odin) as well as the Meso-American Voden 

(Quetzalcoatl). Serves as quite the lovely piece of proof for our claims, as nobody can 

explain the connection without accepting the sacred root gentile language of Sanskrit. From 

memory, the word "vadin" in Sanskrit can refer to the spoken tongue (Odin being a God of 

words, letters and poetry) as well as alchemy (obviously goes without saying, as Odin is 

also a God of magic and spiritual transmutation). 
 

 

HPS Shannon wrote:South Africa has alot of uncovered mysteries and structures that prove 

our God's were with us and had more developed societies. 

 

 

This was always particularly sinister to me. By the time Jewish agendas managed to sneak 

into Africa during "The Scramble" the technological means to completely raise everything 

was available, plus new means of transport being available made it far easier for Xian 

Missionaries to inflict their corruption far and wide.  

 

Completely destroying all signs of higher civilization not only serves the use of 

disconnecting a people from their ancient culture (and promoting shame mindsets), but for 

the purpose of manipulation as well. By this age and the post renaissance era, much of 

Europe, even ones who remained Xian, were at least somewhat aware of their cultural roots 

(especially due to many Roman systems still being in use). Many good pieces of European 

pagan heritage managed to survive, enough to give birth to Hellenist movements and such 

and provoke a new age of thinking thanks to ancient philosophy. 
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However, the Jew, ever opportunistic, tried to find a way to make use of the fact they failed 

to utterly wipe out every last speck of European heritage. It was simple. Coerce the 

complete annihilation of African history to enable a much easier manipulation of the 

European mind at the time to buy into Jewish racism. "Its okay to enslave these people, goy. 

See, they're animals, they don't have any history or culture at all, so don't bother 

complaining about what we're doing!" This of course, also feeds into modern mentalities in 

the now that can easily lead to widescale racial conflict, by forcing gentile ethnic groups to 

see each other as varying degrees of pathetic and loathsome. If a modern man of European 

descent truly believes an African is utterly devoid of culture and sophistication to the point of 

having no history, it's far easier to convince them to dive headfirst into a race war. Same 

with the enemy telling the Blacks its the whites oppressing them and causing their grief. It's 

a two way street of manipulation. 
 

Many of the same methods were attempted in South America, which sadly, was already 

corrupted before more modern Jews got their talons into it. Conveniently there, all the 

legends and stories of the bloodthirsty, sacrifice demanding false enemy variation of their 

traditional religion survived and was gleefully shown to the West, while the proof of the 

Mesoamerican peoples being pure Satanic Pagans in the past was completely stifled and 

destroyed even further. Kind of like how the corrupted aspects of African Voodoo religion 

were happily shown to the West, to once again, justify the atrocities and further destruction 

of their history, all while pretending a purer, more sophisticated past did not exist at all.  

 

People will always underestimate the sheer degree of damage the enemy systems have 

done to the gentile world. Although I am a proud European, I always do relish the chance to 

learn about the synchronicity shared by other world cultures. Imagine how beautiful the 

world would've been to travel if all the old aesthetics survived. 

 

 

Yes, you are correct. From my Vodun article: 
 

The word Vodun is similar to Vodan/Wodan/Wod/Odin. Buddha.  
High Priest Mageson has written a couple of articles on primordial Buddhism and its relation to 

Mercury symbolism. Please refer to those for more info. The gentiles had all the same basic 

culture through out the ancient world. 
 

The V in Vodun indicates the Mercury or serpent life force. The kundalini. The same can also be 

said for the O. 
 

The Vodun god, most commonly referred to as Legba is the chief god and Solar archetype of 

the religion. He is the highest honored and widely worshiped god in the Vodun pantheon. In 

rituals he must be invoked and acknowledged first in order for communication between humans 

and the gods to be successful.The Africans say that he is the way to all of the gods and opener 

of the gates.  
 

Legba is depicted as a virile horned being with an erect phallus.  
The horns, like that of the Mercury glyph, represent the perfected life force and power. The 
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phallus is liken to the spine which the serpent energy flows upward. It is the kundalini fully 

arisen. He is also the god of creative healing and sexuality. 

High Priestess Shannon 
https://groups.yahoo.com/BlacksforSatan 

https://groups.yahoo.com/SSHealth 
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Introduction:
Welcome to Blacks for Satan. This is the JoyofSatan website for members
of the Black race.

If you have not visited the Joyofsatan website, please do. It is the founda-
tion of our entire organization.   

JoyofSatan.org

Blacks for Satan is the resource site for those of the Black race who wish
to develop and evolve by educating themselves on our race, spirituality,
culture and who we are. In studying you will find that Satan is humanity's
TRUE god and the pre-Christian pagan gods (Daemons) are humanity's
trusted guides.

We realize our origins in our god Satan. We transform our souls through
the daily practice of power meditation. Through this practice, we ascend to
a higher level as the gods and manifest our true potential.

We Cherish our existence by embracing our own divinity!
O.R.I.O.N

Our Race Is Our Nation.
Hail Satan!
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High Priestess Shannon

SATAN:
The biggest lie that has ever been forced on humanity is that of who our REAL crea-
tor truly is. It is time for this truth to be known.

Who is Satan?

Satan and the gods have been with humanity since the beginning of our existence,
and they were known by many names. They were the ones who gave us knowledge,
ALL of our traditional culture and the ancient spiritual knowledge and wisdom way
before the hideous programs of Christianity and Islam arrived.

Our real gods have been labeled as evil and replaced with false ones who only wish
to enslave us, It is all backwards. Even the enemy admits that Satan is the real God of
Humanity!

All of the information on this website and on the JoyofSatan are years of hard work
and research and finding in searching for these truths. Our past has been destroyed
and covered up. Satan has guided us to all we have found and he encourages all of us
to study and uncover our ancient history.

This website is to inform and connect all members of the black race about our history
with Satan and our original Demon gods.

Satan is of the Nordic race of gods (advanced Extraterrestrials)who set out to create
the different races to become part of their cosmic family. The serpent is among the
most sacred symbol in Satanism. You will find that in relation to the Black race, the
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Serpent is the symbol of spirituality, the divine and super consciousness in all traditio-
nal African religions. Unfortunately this symbol has been deemed evil by Christiani-
ty.

We will reclaim back our ancient Traditions, culture and bond with our creator.

When we dedicate ourselves to Satan, he and the gods look out for and protect
us, and help us advance to a higher level of existence.

All of the old gods of humanity are Satan and the Daemons:

The Original Pre-Christian Gods

Why we use the name Satan

The Good, The Bad and The Ugly

Blacks for Satan is here for the betterment of all Black gentiles. Satan wants all of
this information known and available to us. All of the articles on this entire website
will prove to you and show you the reasons why our race is suffering and who is truly
to blame. But before that, let us analyze the sad end result of lies and the enemy using
our race to further their agenda and destroy us.  

In order for our race to advance and become better individuals, we MUST accept, un-
derstand and take responsibility for our actions and what we become. The power to
change is in our hands. I already discussed the metaphysics of our race but now we
must look at the negatives. Yes, negatives. Each race has negatives going for them
and in varying degrees.

Its time to set the facts straight! 

I care about my race and I am not going to stand by and lie on their behalf. We need
truth in order for us to heal as a people!
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------

So far as a race, in America specifically...

Violence and homicide are the biggest offenses committed among Blacks:

*Note: The Black race overall has a tendency to be more aggressive and expressive,
This can be for better or for worst.*

-The murder is VERY HIGH with Blacks in America, especially. Blacks kill themsel-
ves at very high rates and no amount of excuses or cover ups will change that.

-The Black demographic/population is only around 14 percent of the United States
but commits half of the crime (rape, homicide, etc) in America. When you think
about it, these crimes are committed virtually by black men, so that is only 4-5 per-
cent of the population. Furthermore, the black demographic has not grown significan-
tly, it stays the about the same these days because of the very high murder rate that
blacks commit on THEMSELVES. NOT by whites or police.

The Black family unit is broken:

-The rate of single motherhood and children born out of marriage is at about 73 per-
cent, more or less!

-Fatherlessness is very HIGH among Blacks and this causes destructiveness and me-
ntal issues for the child. Studies show this. Children without strong parental figures,
namely fathers are like to get into trouble. Children need BOTH parents in their lives
in order to stay in line and grow up healthily. Since Fatherless homes are high in the
black community. This correlates to our youth joining gangs looking for structure and
guidance elsewhere, as well as committing crime.
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-Complete reliance on the Welfare state. This further works to break up the family
unit and prepare the individual for Communism and complete dependence. *More
about Communism here*

Lack of education and a substantial drop out rate:

There is a dramatic drop out rate in teens and young adults in school. This connects to
parenting and lack of discipline and structure. The current "gangster" mentality and
"black culture" sees getting an education and reading a book as acting "white" and
going against blackness...

Drugs and Poverty:

Now this last one is not the fault of Blacks and I have covered this in different artic-
les- the enemy has brought this artificial system of induced poverty and drugs into
black communities and to black Africa as a whole.

Poverty and drugs will cause abnormal and sick behavior among any people. Howe-
ver, there is lack of accountability as blacks should take control of their neighbor-
hoods and communities to prevent drug dealers and enablers from selling to there
own people. It is important to be leaders and take these matters into our own hands!
Its the only way we can find the path of healing and transformation.

Brothers and Sisters, the numbers, statistics and data are not good. Just how does
ignoring these facts work to uplift and improve our people? The enemy and their esta-
blishments keep trying to cover this up from us in order to keep us down and in bad
shape as a race so that we have no strength to rise against them.

It is to the point when our own black people try to educate us on this matter, they are
then called SELL OUTS, LIARS and not BLACK ENOUGH. This cannot go on. We
need to understand these truths so that we can fix these problems.
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Sources:

https://ucr.fbi.gov/crime-in-the-u.s/2016/crime-in-the-u.s.-2016/topic-pages/ta-
bles/table-21
https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424052702304830704577496501048197464
https://2kpcwh2r7phz1nq4jj237m22-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2
011/12/1999-Color-of-Crime-Report.pdf
https://www.politifact.com/florida/statements/2013/jul/17/tweets/look-statistic-
blacks-and-murder/
https://www.dailywire.com/news/7264/5-statistics-you-need-know-about-cops-kil-
ling-aaron-bandler
"The Un-civil War" By Taleeb Starkes
"Black Lies Matter" By Taleeb Starkes (This book has everything you need to know
about black isssues and what I highlighted above)

The Lie of Christianity and Islam

Christianity and Islam are the two most evil and horrific progams created by our ene-
my. The Jewish people are the ones who created these disgusting and false programs
so that they can be the ones who take control of the world's wealth, spiritual power
and assume the roles of GOD.

It is the reason we have so many problems in the world now. It is a goddamned sha-
me. They have cursed humanity in the Bible and have caused things such as poverty
and disaster to manifest dramatically.
Christianity and Islam are completely false. They are nothing but STOLEN ancient
pagan/satanic material. They were taken from our own religious teachings from Satan
and the Daemon Gods. This has been documented if anyone does their research. Even
many Christians know this. The following websites have all the information you need
to prove and show you EXACTLY what this is all about.

Christianity is a program used to enslave the Gentiles (non-Jews). Nothing positive
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has come from it. Please study and you will see the truth. Do not allow yourself to be
tricked and made a slave. The truth can no longer be kept from us!
Exposing Christianity

Islam is another evil lie that has enslaved, corrupt and destroyed many lives. It is also
something many black gentiles are poisoned with. Please educate yourself so that you
will no longer be fooled.
Exposing Islam

The Bible is just a tool used to spiritually and psychically control and enslave us.
These curses are real and has manifested in this world. Christianity is a curse on us
all.
The Bible is full of curses on all the different gentile races (non-Jews) but lets take a
look at the curses directed towards black gentiles:
The Jews have cursed the Black race in the Bible!

Race Reality and Evolution

Each race was created specifically by the mind of our God and through genetic engi-
neering, to varying degrees. So each race has certain strengths and purposes that go
into the metaphysical. We all have the blood and essence of the gods. 

The different gentile races where given the same knowledge by the Gods and this
shows that the purpose and creation of each race from the start and end is with the
Magnum Opus. 

Because of so many years of lies and forced egalitarianism (the idea that every one is
equal at every single thing) it has caused a culture of denial and fear, that if you speak
of these truths, that one will be labeled as racist,"Nazi" or full of hate. We live in an
age where everyone is sensitive and anyone is shunned if the reality of race of race is
mentioned: Differences in the races and that they exist.
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**I want to quickly note that when I say we are all not equal, I mean in traits, charac-
teristics, skills and capabilities. It is up to each person to cultivate their own talents.
Every one should be treated equally in that we all should have equality of a good
standard of living-- having clean food and water, access to a good quality of life, ju-
stice, opportunities to exercise self determination, etc**

Getting back to the matter-- Humans are part of the earth and animal kingdom
and just like different species of plants and animals, the human races of the
world are not capable of doing the same things and we do not all have the same
skills and abilities.

Do Horses and Wolves get upset and angry at birds because they can fly? Are
Cats jealous of Fish because they can swim and survive under water? These dif-
ferent animal species have their own intelligence and skills created by nature.
Same with the races- They have different biologies, hormone levels, development
and capabilities.

Another truth now is nothing in nature is equal. Nothing.

So why is it okay to classify different animal species and plant species but it
seems to be a big problem when we go into the differences in the Human race?

Well the biggest reason is to prepare humanity for *communism* and to be sla-
ves. The enemy considers all of the races of the world as disposable, interchan-
geable, blank, empty and worthless animals with NO culture, identity, unique
traits and differences. We are all the same under "God" and with this being so,
we are ALL slaves with nothing but numbers to identify us. We are reduced to
nothing. They own the media and so this is how they brainwash and indoctrinate
us all!

Let us go further into race:

Race is in our DNA, it is in our soul, it is our genetics, our roots and it also de-
termines our psychological traits and inclinations as well as our higher aspects
and weaknesses.
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The enemy has taken each race's unique traits and have turned them into so-
mething ugly and harmful, to work to destroy each other. Where as Satan stands
for diversity, racial love and cultivation. No matter what anyone says, race mat-
ters. It is psycho-spiritual and psycho-biological.

With race being part of our biological wiring, it is natural for people to be at-
tracted to their own kind and feel the need to be around and with people of their
own, first and foremost. People are programmed to naturally favor and look out
for their own kind. We see this everyday when we look at people of different ra-
ces coming to gather in their own communities despite living in multi-cultural
societies. I live in America, yet Arabs, Chinese and Hispanics all live among
themselves separated from the rest, for example. You also see this in prison. Peo-
ple naturally stick with their own. This is just natural and the TRUTH! No
amount of lies will ever change this.

Humans are tribal. Simple. This is part of nature and NATURE DOESNT MA-
KE MISTAKES. It is the enemy that is trying to take away everyone's sense of
identity and what makes us unique.

Each of the gentile races are at different stages of evolution and each has the abi-
lity to reach a state of super consciousness, and this is the purpose of our existen-
ce from our creator Satan and the Gods.

"The purpose of Life is to better the yourself and the Universe" - Satan

Hail Satan and the races of the Earth!

High Priestess Shannon
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Metaphysics of the Black Race

When you look at the scientific data on the races and apply spiritual priciples and
knowledge, it becomes clear that there is a metaphysical connection.

Think of what the races stand for and represent and not about what they lack. The ra-
ces are on different levels, different stages of evolution. The races also are correspon-
dent to different aspect of the elements.

The black race has a higher reproduction rate, a shorter gestation period, faster deve-
lopment and overall maturity, higher fertility, different hormone levels, i.e testostero-
ne--more of a physical edge since testosterone governs explosive movement and grea-
ter muscular definition/strength, etc. All these traits give more biological efficien-
cy.    

These racial differences were given to us by nature, since Satan (through advanced
genetic engineering) worked with nature to create us.

With the black race, the primary directive and nature is on the physical. Movement,
rhythm and sensuousness are our exalted aspects. You see this also in how we are
built, shaped and toned. Rhythm and dance is highly spiritual, and is a high form of
expression for blacks, especially in Africa. This goes into our roots and wiring and is
also the basis of traditional African spirituality. You even see this in the Americas at
Christian churches and certain congregations when they are worked up into a spiritual
frenzy, blacks are inclined to dance and move. 

When it comes to spiritual and natural principles, there are 3 realms of existence: the
Material (concerned with the senses and the physical realm of living), Mental (rules
the pure mentality and realm of thought) and Spiritual/Ethereal plane.

The Black race's nature is primarily on the material/lower. This means the primal and
basic state of creation. The foundations. The primal and lower level of existence puts
emphasis on the material and earthly plane of nature which governs the body, move-
ment, sex, sensuality, rhythm, base desires, impulse and pure physicality. We embody
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the earth principle.

It must be known that these characteristics can manifest very negatively. And it is
seen today in many Black gentiles, I will go more into detail with this further in the
rest of my articles.

As a race, we need to focus on and elevate our best traits while controlling them from
being one of our greatest weaknesses.

Since there is an emphasis on the physical /material principle of nature, sheer creati-
ve intelligence will not be our highest strength and that is completely fine especially
when you understand our existence and inner qualities that nature bestowed to us.
The only issue that will not be accepted is allowing ourselves to be dumb downed,
weakened and stripped of common sense, morality and potential by the enemy- which
is what they are doing with a passion.

This must change.

Evidence of the Black race's history and function can be seen in the mines and hidden
ruins of Africa. There have been remnants of cities and such found with still more
being unearthed. In the book "Temples of the African Gods"  there are photos that
show evidence of underground and semi- elevated civilizations. There are also left
overs of monoliths, elaborate stone walls and channels. These are several thousand
years old. This is another reason to continue to study Africa, especially the south...

All the races are an extension of the satanic family of the gods whose goal was to
build a place on earth with the gentiles. All of the races must work to better them-
selves and transform their physical self to that of the Sun. The Godhead!

Hail Satan!
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Traditional Black Spirituality

It is important for humanity to know their ancient history and culture.

The daemon Goddess Lilith revealed that all traditional African religion were branc-
hes of Spiritual Satanism, as we are practicing today at the JoyofSatan.

The Serpent, Snake, Python and Cobra are all  SATANIC/PAGAN symbols for spirii-
tuality, godhood and spiritual power. It is the Kundalini Serpent that is in us all from
Satan.

The Kundalini Serpent

In studying Tradional African religion you find Spiritual Satanism at the root. Spiri-
tual Satanism being the foundation of all ancient religions since the beginning.

Voodoo and Vodun

Voodoo and Vodun 

The religion of Voodoo is derived from the original West African Vodun tradition and
so this article will focus on the latter. Voodoo practiced in Haiti and the Americas is
more so a conglomerate of traditional African religions with some European and Na-
tive Indian Influence. The gods are also associated with christian saints...

Vodun is an ancestral and nature based following in which spiritual transformation is
attained via the direct communication with gods of nature.

It is a very old religion. Some scholars even estimate that it may be almost 10,000
years old.
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Whatever the case may be, Vodun has gone through much corruption and transition
since the arrival of Christianity and with thousands of years of enemy attack. Many
Vodun priests and practitioners were killed and some imprisoned. Shrines and many
places of worship were destroyed over the course of this time. Only recently has Vo-
dun in Africa has been practiced openly and freely without socio-political attack.

Since the Black race's history has been based on oral traditions and each tribe having
keepers of the tradition, the traditional religions that have been infiltrated has distor-
tion but on the upside, many tribes in Africa who have avoided a significant amount
of enemy persecution can recall their existence and traditions all the way back to the
beginning. 

The word Vodun is similar to Vodan/Wodan/Wod/Odin.

The V in Vodun indicates the Mercury or serpent life force. The kundalini. The same
can also be said for the O.

The Vodun god, most commonly referred to as Legba is the chief god and Solar arc-
hetype of the religion. He is the highest honored and widely worshiped god in the Vo-
dun pantheon. In rituals he must be invoked and acknowledged first in order for com-
munication between humans and the gods to be successful.

The Black Africans say that he is the way to all of the gods and opener of the gates. 

*Legba is depicted as a virile horned being with an erect phallus. 

The horns, like that of the Mercury glyph, represent the perfected life force and po-
wer. The phallus is liken to the spine which the serpent energy flows upward. It is the
kundalini fully arisen. He is also the god of creative healing and sexuality.*
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*Legba is an aspect of Satan. In Africa there are still many statues and altar areas
with depictions of him. Legba was said to have given his people the power of the
oracle and divination to help them direct their fate.*

Another god or force in Vodun is Da, the rainbow serpent. The rainbow serpent is the
kundalini and Da is said to carry all the messages of the gods and ascends to heaven
in the form of a rainbow. This is the kundalini serpent rising up to the crown chakra.

Da is also known as Dangbe, Dan, Aido Wedo and Damballah (in the Haitian Voo-
doo pantheon). All these are aspects of the great cosmic serpent. The primordial ener-
gy, the ever moving force. There are still temples and shrines in honor of Da and so,
pythons and snakes are sacred in many parts of Africa just like in many pagan reli-
gions across the world. 

*The rainbow serpent is a symbol in many of the black race's mythology. As well as
Serpents and snakes (kundalini) residing in water (life force and feminine principle).*

In Vodun, the basis of the whole practice is to achieve spiritual transformation by ma-
king sacrifices to the gods. In Vodun, all of its practitioners put emphasis on feeding
the gods and that the gods are alive because they are worshiped and that it is humans
that keep the gods alive. The gods are indeed the chakras.

The sacrifice is advancing our souls and doing the daily practice of meditation to
reach a higher level of existence. 

In Voodoo, you will also see that Veves (symbols of the gods) are used to contact
them. The Veves look identical to the the Daemon goetic symbols. The Daemon gods
mentioned that some of the Voodoo Veves are based off of their sigils.
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The veve of Legba is identical to the equal armed cross symbol that represents the 4
corners, 4 elements and cardinal directions, as well as the perfected aligned soul. Its
no coincidence that Legba represents the elevated soul energy as well.

With Voodoo dancing, it was a method used to achieve union with the body and to ac-
hieve spiritual transformation. The dancers would enter into a trance and the Shakti
energy would activate flowing upward in the spine and the astral senses opened. This
is why dancing is a big part of African culture. It is expressive and spiritual.

Now, when one looks further into Vodun and Voodoo, you will come across blood
sacrifices of animals and humans (not as common nowadays) and possessions.

The blood sacrificing is not the original Vodun way. Satan and the Daemons would
not allow or condone this. It is apparent that the blood sacrificing is of the enemy.

They say that the 'gods' demand the blood sacrifices because it feeds them and if one
does not give the gods attention then they can reek chaos in your life. The bigger the
sacrifice and greater the blood, the more the 'god' may feel obligated to grant favors
of protection and such.

The enemy are the ones who benefit from and demand blood sacrifices. The same oc-
currence goes for the Aztecs and other cultures. This is clear infiltration. I am further
disgusted because many who have ignored the 'gods' and haven't given them a sacrifi-
ce have been known to cause chaos in the practitioners life and even go after their
children...This is not of our satanic gods.

During Vodun ceremony, many are possessed while invoking these 'gods' and ultima-
tely black out. This happens during ceremony while participants dance and enter tran-
ce. They come out of possession with no memory of what
happened. These 'gods' who have taken over their bodies have been known to do
things that include, trivial dancing, eating glass and destroying clothing or items or
causing death or accident because the participant was overwhelmed. Nothing is ever
truly gained.
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Our pagan traditions have been distorted and attacked for thousands of years but
from doing my research on Vodun, I see the beauty that once was in this practice. Of
course some of the base practices still are in tact. There are still ceremonies where an
initiate 'dies' and is reborn into the new serpent priesthood.

In essence, Vodun is the remains of a rich satanic tradition based off of one's spiritual
elevation and acknowledgement of our god Satan as the way to spiritual growth.

Hail Satan!

*voodoo ceremony photo from Okhaiti*
*legba photo by moi_of_ra
*legba photo by b.c holmes

The Significance of African Dance

Music, dance and storytelling were the means in which our ancestors preserved
their history. The blacks race's history was based in oral traditions and the kee-
pers of these traditions were griots and bards.

Traditional African dance is correspondent to Yoga.

More about Yoga

All the gentile races had their own form of this practice though it was not called
Yoga. The Asians such as the Chinese have utilized Qigong, Tai chi and related
practices, the Aryans and East Asians performed what we generally know as Yo-
ga and the Blacks specifically identified with dance.

Dancing and body movement were performed by all the gentile races in some
way or form. All of these emphasized total body awareness, union within the
mind body and soul, developing physical strength and capability as well as achie-
ving a spiritual state of being.

Traditional African dance is powerful and physical and depends on coordination and
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synchronization within body. Its utilizes the concepts of polyrhythms in which the
shoulders, chests, pelvis, arms and legs may move with different rhythms in the mu-
sic, and total body articulation and isolation of parts of the body.
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The traditional movements also include, depending on the dance, hip and rhythmic
gyrations of the back and lower spine,movement of the hips to open up the hip ce-
nters, body shaking, movements of the cranial with knees bent (as seen in many asian
spiritual practices such as Qigong) and foot stomping. 

With further observation of the dances, I have seen many similarities between yoga
and the traditional dances such as use of mudras, rolling of the neck, the cobra pose,
spinal twists, the warrior pose and other yogic positions but this is performed while
maintaining constant movement of the body. The movements range from simple and
regal to complex and fast. This takes control and connection. 

One wonderful example of this is the African dance called the Yanvalou. It originated
in West Africa and was brought over to Haiti during the Trans-Atlantic african slave
trade along with many other traditional and african pagan religion. The Voodoo based
practices today in Haiti and in some parts of the Americas was derived from the offi-
cial Vodun religion based on the wisdom of the Serpent, in Africa.
Voodoo

The Yanvalou is a Vodun dance that invokes and calls upon the all important ser-
pent/snake deity called Damballah who brings upon wisdom and purity. Damballa is
another name for the kundalini serpent.

Yanvalou dance is said to be one of the most important of the Vodun based dances
and is usually performed before ritual. The dance consists of spinal twists and mani-
pulations, Contractions of the solar plexus, undulations of the back from the base of
the spine upwards while knees slightly bent and releasing of the chest. This mimics
the movements of the serpent or the waves of the sea. 

The Yanvalou is performed at a slower tempo so that trance can be obtained. Dancers
allow their body to relax while working at the same time and expand the breath move-
ment throughout the entire body on a vertical axis. With Yanvalou and other derived
dances such as zepol, banda gede, mayi and parigol, I note that many of these dances
in tribute to "Damballah" put emphasis on the lower spine, hip and sacral area while
also grinding, contracting and moving the pelvic area to stimulate the sexual energy.

In speaking of the kundalini and of spiritual energy being invoked through move-
ment, In Nigeria during Yoruba ceremonies, many describe their progress of their sha-
manistic dancing culminates in a surge of heat rising from the base of the spine. 

The Kalahari Bushmen in Namibia, also speak of vital spiritual energy which they
call N'um. They call it the vital energy residing at the base of the spine and bursts out
of the crown of the head. They are said to enter a trance and then 'heat' and stir the
energy up through dancing and they channel it for their shamanic healing rituals.
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In Africa, the drum has a spiritual significance as well. It aids in ritual and dan-
cing. Dance and music along with the rhythm of the drum are inseparable expres-
sions. The beating of the drums facilitate awareness and helps to induce trance. As
the vibrations of the drums permeate the body, altered states are achieved. The music
and dance work to entrain the body and entrance the mind into a personalized and vi-
brationally conscious state.

Research has even demonstrated that energetic rhythms cause the brain to synchroni-
ze and helps to balance the cerebral hemispheres. This makes much sense in that the
africans used this energy to also mimic primordial energy and go along in tapping
into their own divine energies. One Vodun practitioner calls the drum playing as 'bea-
ting the spirits into the head'.

In my experience in african dance, namely the Yanvalou, It keeps my spine supple
and flexible and my body worked out. I like to practice this before my meditations. It
is a specific dance with which I equate with a different form of kundalini yoga. I also
find that I get an energy buzz after the dancing and so it is an enjoyable way for me to
begin my other practices. I love african dancing as it is very fun, freeing and groovy!

Movement is life.

Sources:
Daniel, Yvonne "Dancing Wisdom" 2005
Bynum, Edward "The African Unconsciousness" 2012
Welsh-Ashanti "African Dance" 2004
*photo by Bernard Hoyes

Alchemy and "Metal" Working in Africa

Sacred Metal Working in Africa

Metal working in Africa was and still is considered a form of magick. Metal workers
are feared and also respected in some African societies because of their potential to
benefit or negatively effect the lives of those around them. These people were venera-
ted and held important positions in society alongside royalty and other authorities.
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In Africa, when one examines closely, there is an ancient cultural reference to a
spirit or god of iron and metalworking. In the Yoruba this god is called Ogun*
and in North Nigeria, the god is called Ogu or Gu. Traditionally in the West
African region, one chooses to make the position of smithing a sacred and secret
trade.

In the Mande culture, blacksmiths are said to control a force called Nyama
which is liken to chi, witch-power and prana life force. It is a hot and wild force
that must be mastered and used to transform when forging metals that are wor-
ked with, ultimately creating a form of powerful art. The ability to control this
energy is said to be carried through the family. They believed this ability to be
hereditary and that metal working is controlled by the ancestors and spi-
rits. Members of the blacksmith family are taught the Daliluw, which is the sec-
ret knowledge of the use and nature of nyama. 

As quoted from a book on art forms in Africa concerning the Mande people-

“Nyama is the foundation that nourishes the institution of smithing, so that it
may nourish society, is the simple axiom that knowledge can be power when pro-
perly articulated…. One must first possess it (nyama) in substantial amounts
and then acquire the knowledge to manipulate and direct it to capitalize on its
potential benefits. Acts that the difficult or dangerous—like hunting, or smel-
ting, and forging iron—demand that a greater responsibility of energy and a hig-
her degree of knowledge be possessed by the actor (Perani, Smith 1998: 71)."

It is interesting to note that many of these blacksmiths and metal workers are al-
so practitioners of divination (seeing into the future or unknown), amulet ma-
king and medicine and many were also trained to be high priests. These initiates
and trainees would separate themselves from society and conduct many rituals
before they went into the "mother" (earth) to become a metallurgist. Rituals of
purification and fasting was done in preparation to engage in this sacred and
magickal act and ensure the timing was correct to go along with this.
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In ancient Africa, the metal worker was often seen as a very powerful sorcerer
and had the power to direct the forces of nature. The will of the smith was used
to transmute metals despite the danger in the act. It is also interesting to note
that Mande blacksmiths were called "the first sons of the earth" and near their
forge were the forms of the 4 elements present to aid in their smithing and ritual
practice. 

The blacksmith was known as an enlightened one and one who deals with nume-
rous amounts of universal energy.

Though the actual act of forging metal is performed in these African societies to
make weapons and tools, the spiritual and allegorical significance still remains.
The Mande culture, along with majority of true African culture, has been infil-
trated. The Mande still have their ancient beliefs but many of them have ado-
pted the poisonous program of Islam due to centuries of invasion. This is the ca-
se in many traditional African religions such as in Vodun/Voodoo.

The metal working tradition relates to spiritual transformation and for those of
you not aware, "metal work" or "metal working" is spiritual alchemy and the
metals are the Chakras.

In my study of metal working in traditional African religion, it seems that this
one spirit that has smithing, craft and metallurgy under his domain is in associa-
tion with Azazel and the other gods who specialize in spiritual alchemy.

Azazel is known as a master at spiritual alchemy and in the Bible and in enemy
grimoires, it reads that he is known to have taught men to make swords, shields
and body armor and that he is a master at working with metal, minerals and
geology. This is all spiritual.

Azazel
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In reference to "first sons of the earth", it connects with the black race being one
of the first races created. It also references the Mande's connection in working
with earth, mining and using it to gain spiritual transformation. Working with
the earth in a spiritual way in alchemy. 

*Ogun/Gu is also an aspect of the Sacral chakra ruled by Mars and associated
with Iron.

Hail Satan!

Sources:

The Unknown lore of Amexems's Indigenous People, Noble Meyer

Perani, Judith. Smith, Fred T. (1998) The Visual Arts of Africa, gender, power,
and life cycle rituals

The Egyptian Gods and the Black Race

The races of the world have received sacred knowledge and spiritual teachings from
the Gods and through these teachings, each race had established a priesthood and cul-
ture unique to them.

On the subject of the Black race and the gods, I was pointed out by Lilith on the Egy-
ptian Gods and their close ties with blacks and traditional African religion.

Traditional African religion ties with the Egyptian daemon gods, such as Amun Ra,
Thoth, Sekhmet, Isis, Maat, Raum, Osiris and Horus, who did influence and have clo-
se relations to the Gentiles of Africa. I will especially point out the Dogon, Yoruba
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and Zulu people in deeper Africa (West and South).

The Dogons did have the same the same knowledge the Egyptians did and you can
see this in their priesthood, cosmology, astronomical teachings, similar Vedic sym-
bols and culture.  

8 of the paired god and goddesses of pre-creation in the Egyptian Ogdoad are related
to Dogon cosmology of creation and their eight "ancestors" of pre-creation which are
also paired gods and goddesses. The Egyptian god Amun is associated with the Do-
gon god Amma,  the Dogon jackal that guards the "second world" corresponds to
Egyptian god Anubis who was symbolized by a jackal that guards the underworld and
so fourth.

Cultural comparisons range from the type of rituals and rites performed, calendars ob-
served, festivals and holidays, modes of dress for the priests and in their lingui-
stics.The Dogon's culture and belief system is spiritual and scientific. Like the Egy-
ptians spirituality, were based on the soul's perfection and the serpentine energies.

The Zulu Africans in South Africa has some artifacts that hold symbols of alchemy
on them as the Egyptian and Eastern Vedics. In parts of South Africa, I have noticed
inscriptions of the ankh and eye of Horus and there are areas of Africa that served as
temples for the gods. This is documented in the book "Temples of the African gods"
and further shows evidence of Egyptian culture and spirituality in deep Africa.

The Yoruba can be especially noted since they also share many principal gods, cu-
stoms, magickal practices and religion that the gentiles in Egypt did. Archaeological,
anthropological and linguistic evidence points to the Yoruba being derivative of an-
cient Egypt. More than 50% percent of Yoruba vocabulary can be deduced from an-
cient Egypt directly or indirectly.

 I also note that the Orishas of the Yoruba coincide with many of the Egyptian Neteru.
The Yoruba word for Hidden is Amon. The Dogon, the Egyptians and the Yoruba all
use the word Amun, Amma and Amon to mean "hidden" or "concealed". The gods of
Egypt have many variations in the west African vocabulary but they all have similar
meanings.
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Additionally, In Bantu language (used all over Central Africa and South), the word
for Law is Amaateka, Amaat-egeko and Maateka and Maa. These all mean fulfill-
ment and observances of principle and law in society. This is of the Egyptian Daemon
Goddess Maat, who is of truth, regulation, justice and law.

Traditional Rwandan and Burundi dances celebrate Maat, divine law and aesthetic
harmony and the dances mimic the feathers of Maat with the hand and arm gestures
and body balance. Traditional Kemetic/Egyptian head bands are used in the dance
and were traditional made of papyrus.

There are many Egyptian god names in Bantu that are included in everyday use by
African peoples such as Horus and Hora, Amen Ra and Imanrwa, Set and Sata, Isis
and Isi/Sia/Msis, etc. The list goes on. The Egyptian god Ra in Bantu is still the same
with Re and Rarae being variants. Ra in Bantu means father, deity, and addressed to
highly respected men.

I recommend all blacks to do additional research on this if interested. The amount of
information on this subject is impressive.

**The Egyptians were not originally black but the black race has close ties with the
gods who have bestowed to them their culture and philosophies.** The chief god of
Nubia, which was also inhabited by black gentiles at some point in the south, was
Apedemak. Apedemak is another persona of the Egyptian war goddess Sekhmet. 

The Gods of Hell/Duat have influenced all of gentile humanity but from my research
and what has been pointed out to me, the Egyptian gods are especially responsible for
influencing the black race in the region of Africa. The Gods traditionally ruled speci-
fic places on earth and different gentile peoples. The Egyptian gods are still worshi-
ped, respected and remembered in Africa through traditional religion, customs and
cultural beliefs. Kemetism.

Vodun/Voodoo and other traditional African religion ties in with it as well as they all
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come from a common source. 

**To clarify and set the record straight, the Egypt as we know was established and
settled originally by whites out of the east and then during the later dynasty, blacks
were there.

It has been documented on the migration of the Aryan whites. Much of North Africa
and some many parts of East Africa are inhabited by those of Eurasian descent to this
day. When you look to the Arab slave trade and waves of migration, you can see the
result of variations in the physical make up of the people in those areas.

There were Blacks in Egypt and Nubia and other neighboring areas as they are still
part of the African continent and assimilation did happen and so did some exchange
of culture and spiritual knowledge, but the fact remains that the knowledge and teac-
hings of these cultures came from the SAME SOURCE and so the focus of this artic-
le was to point out the relations of the Egyptian Daemon gods and the Black race.

Sources:

"Sacred Symbols of the Dogon" by Laird Scranton
"Temples of the African Gods" by Michael tellinger
"The religion of the Yorubas" by Olumide Lucas

http://www.mythome.org/ojlucas.html

More on the Black Race and Ancestry  

The continent of Africa is very vast and diverse- there are many Black African groups
and nations. Africa has a very wide genetic variation in the people living there.

Its must be understood that the continent of Africa has always been, in one way or the
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other, multi-racial.

Even though Africa is the ancestral homeland of the Black race, it is important to
know that there are differences and variations of the Blacks in Africa. There are many
African sub races--the Khoisan, the Bushmen, the Zulu, the Berbers, the Masaai, the
Bantu and much more. Many of the different Black groups in Africa have psychologi-
cal and physical traits that are different from each other.

The idea that in Africa there is just ONE universal Black race is not correct. Although
we would like to think that all the Black gentiles in Africa are the same, they aren't.
Some groups are also more advanced than others. Unfortunately, tribes of different
Black racial groups have been competing, going to war and or invading each other for
a very long time. Different African tribes see any one not of their own as an outsider
and potential enemy. 

On the subject of Ancestry, the majority of Black people in the Americas are descen-
ded from the Black gentiles of Western Africa-- up and down the Coast, particularly
from Nigeria and Cameroon. You can see the remainder of traditional African reli-
gion from these places still being practiced today by many Blacks in the Americas,
the Islands and in Cuba and Brazil, Haiti, etc.

Vodun, Odinani, Ifa-Orisha and the Serer religion are in the racial memory of many
Blacks, including in the Americas, as these are West African traditional religions
practiced by our ancestors.

Satanism and the Ifa-Orisha Tradition of the Yorubas

When one looks further into the traditions and spiritual philosophies of the Yoruba,
here we have the core beliefs of Satanism which is that of spiritual transformation,
evolution and reaching one's own divinity. The Yoruba believe that we all have a de-
stiny to achieve and becoming spiritually one with the the creator is expected.

It is said that the elders of the tradition deeply believe that they are still practicing hu-
manity's original religion. 
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In the Ifa-Orisha tradition, the followers strive to maintain proper alignment of one's
self and to evolve themselves beyond the base and lower qualities, purify the human
spirit and refine the psyche. The end result is union between the divine spiritual cons-
ciousness and the earthly self.

Social, mental and civic development are also of the teachings of the Yoruba as part
of the Ifa Corpus, which is an oracular tradition passed down from each priesthood
with each generation.

Prayer ("calling on" to the ether), recitation, supplication, dance and meditation are
part of developing the character or Iwa pele. This in turn develops and channels the
Ashe (energy, chi, prana, etc) strengthens the consciousness and feeds the Orisha so
that one can become as them. 

Ashe is believed to come from the the divine creator and is manifested through his ot-
her aspect Olorun- who rules the heavens and is symbolic of the sun, the life force.
Devotees still face and bow to the morning sun and give libation. 

Orisha is said to be a term from two Yoruba words: ori which is akin to the spark of
human consciousness in humans and Sha which is the ultimate potentiality of the
consciousness to enter into a divine state. 

The 7 main African Orishas are the 7 chakras in the human energy system but also
the minor orishas are the forces that make up the human energy system and the earth.
Many African traditional religions are earth centered and like that of shamanism. So-
me where along the lines, the Orishas are also representative of our gods who guide
us.

The Orishas are said to exist within the self and so must be sought within. The Yoru-
bas believe that through veneration of the orishas, the ashe will act unto them for the
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priamry purpose of transformation and enlightenment. They are also purported to go-
vern the elements and reflect the manifestations of the creator. They are known sim-
ply as forces of nature.

The Yoruba speak of the portion of the soul that holds one's destiny. This orisha is the
Ori. It is located in the head , top/center, and is seen as the pinnacle of spiritual deve-
lopment. It is the individual's personal god and is intuitive knowledge. The highest le-
vel of existence. Prayer (adura) and supplication to one's Ori is said to produce an im-
mediate joy/bliss.

This is the crown chakra, the seat of godhead.

Crown Chakra Link

**This old tradition has made its way to the Americas by means of the Trans-Atlantic
slave trade and most blacks in America are of Yoruba descent. They still held on to
these traditions.This is seen in Candomble, Santeria, Obeah, etc. But as with many of
our traditional African religions, they are corrupted, infiltrated and many lost, thanks
to Christian and Islamic invasion.

The Yoruba, from my research, are an advanced group in Africa. One can see from
their art, culture, spiritual customs and cosmology. They also have ties to the Egy-
ptian gods and their culture.

I do see similarities to Vodun in that the Yoruba acknowledge the orisha Elegba/Eshu
who correlates to the Vodun Legba. Legba, as I have written, is an aspect of Satan
and the chi Mercury energy.**

Sources:

The Hand Book of Yoruba religious concepts, Baba Ife Karade, 1991 (chakra picture
diagram is from this book)

Yoruba culture: A philosophical Account, Abimbola Kola, 2005
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The religion of the Yorubas, J. Olumide Lucas, 1996

Satanism, Odinani and the Sun

Odinani is a traditional religious belief once entirely held by the Igbo people of Sout-
hern Nigeria. Unfortunately, only few practice this belief system and most of what is
left of it is syncretised with Christianity. 

When looking deeper into what is left of Odinani, one can see that the Sun was and
still is central to this religion. Just like in most traditional African religions, there is a
chief and supreme god that is beyond time and space, gender less and is the source
that drives all. The universal life force. The Sun as always been a symbol of this.

In Odinani, the supreme god is called Chukwu (Chi Ukwu) or Chineke. These names
mean "The Great Chi" and "The God that creates." The Igbo also see the Sun as an
agent of Chukwu-- the Sun as the physical manifestation of the life force. 

Chi, in Igbo Cosmology, is the soul, the spirit double, and one's personal god. The Ig-
bo correspond the Sun with their own chi and it is held that chi may be invoked and
called upon by facing the Sun at daybreak. There is no surprise that chi also means
daylight in Igbo dialect. They knew of the life force's connection with the Sun. The
soul is made of light and its energies are identical to solar particles when empowered
and perfected.

In addition to building shrines in honor of their solar worship, the Igbo kept a physi-
cal representation of their personalized divine self. This is called Ikenga. It is one of
the Igbo's most powerful icons. It is a horned figure that stands for personal power,
achievement and success. It also is said to become activated through prayer (medita-
tion) and sacrifice.
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*The horns symbolize the Mercury which is the perfected life force, the witch power
and spiritual power. Many pagan gods are depicted with such.*

In Odinani there are lesser divinities called Alusi, similar to the Orisha and Loa, that
are seen as elements and channels to the supreme being.

One Alusi, or force of nature, is the goddess known as Ani. Her name is in Odinani
and it means "Located deep in the Earth".

Ani is known to the Igbo to be the divine feminine goddess that rules earth and the
underworld- the deep dark waters. She also rules over creativity, morality and fertili-
ty. The underworld is interpreted as the cosmic foot that heaven rests upon.  Heaven
is the crown chakra represented by the sky god, Igwe. 

This is the kundalini shakti energy residing at the base of the spine. The python (Eke)
is the sacred earthly representation of Ani and is referred to as "Mother" by the Igbos,
still. Eke also means creative feminine force of fertility and so there is a link.

The serpent, python and cobra have been worshiped for thousands of years by ancient
pagan traditions all over the world. It was our cosmic symbol of spiritual power and
perfection.

Hail Satan!

Sources:

The KPIM of Social order, Patrick E. Iroegbu
African Philosophy, Emmanuel Eze, 
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Ant Hills of the Savannah, Chinua Achebe
Nri warriors of peace, Anuobi Chikodi

Sacred Serpent of the Serer

Sacred Serpents of the Serer

The Serer people of West Africa have been amongst the few groups of people who
have resisted the enemy programs of Islam and Christianity from taking over their be-
liefs completely and for a very long time. They have kept much of the rich satanic
and pagan traditions alive despite enemy infiltration. The system and spiritual faith is
called Fat Roog "Way of the Divine."

Ancestral worship, belief and understanding the perpetuation of the soul and reincar-
nation, initiation into priesthood for men and women, observance of the planetary
movements, solar worship, cosmology, chanting and prayer to the gods are what this
path encompasses. lnterestingly, another one of their symbols, called "Yoonir" is a pe-
ntagram symbol. Cosmologically, it is said to be one of their most important and sac-
red stars, representing the universe. 

Like in all traditional African religions, they believe in a Supreme and high god that
is an embodiment of the female and male principle, being ever present and all that
connects to the soul. We know that this is another name and representation of and for
the Aether and life force. 

Again, we see the similarities with the veneration of lesser gods and spirits who are
the bridges to reach the supreme god. Like in Vodun and the Ifa-Orisha tradition, the-
se lesser gods are code names for our chakras and to a lesser degree, our gentile dae-
mon gods who aided and interacted with humanity to give us this knowledge. These
gods are called Pangool or Fan Qool, which means "sacred serpent". The serpent is
the symbol of the gods in their faith; Sometimes two snakes coiled are used as their
symbolism.

Prayer to the "gods" is critical in the Serer religion as one's soul is made sacred and
consecrated with regular association with them. We know that focusing on and
paying attention to our chakras and souls are the only way we can truly save oursel-
ves.

That is the essence of Spiritual Satanism
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*photo from gewel.files.wordpress

The Dogon and An Overview of Black Awakening

The Dogon people are the last group within the black race to hold on to the Egyptian
culture bestowed to us by our ancient and original gods. In analyzing this, we see the
remains of a beautiful satanic culture based on understanding the soul, the gods and
the world around us.

Unfortunately a portion of the Dogon population practice Islam and Christianity, the
filthy and destructive programs that are connected to the enemy agenda.

The Dogon cosmology and creation story, deities, language, symbolism, culture and
civic inclinations are all similar to ancient Egypt. The priesthood also is connected.
As was mentioned before, Nommo in Dogon beliefs is the creator god associated with
primordial waters. The name Nommo means water essentially. Nommo is similar to
Nammu, another primordial "water" being representing the feminine and creation in
Sumerian lore.

The primordial water theme is ever present in all gentile spiritual narratives, allego-
ries and symbolism such as Oannes, Dagon and Mami Wata and other mermaid like
beings. This is the Shakti force.

Curiously, the Dogon cosmology and symbolism ties in and is interconnected with
scientific concept and astronomical occurrences as documented in many books and
articles on these people.

Our Egyptian gods gave this knowledge to the gentile races and you can see this in
deeper Africa with the Dogons, the Yoruba and in certain areas in South Africa. There
was a Pyramidal structure found in South Africa aligned with the pyramid of Giza, as
documented in the book " Temples of the African gods."

Its no wonder many Black people feel connected to the Egyptian gods and Kemetic
culture.
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I remember before coming to spiritual satanism, when I was deeply into general paga-
nism, I chose to immerse myself in Egyptian mythology and then I started to feel at-
tracted to that pantheon of gods and my overall spiritual self. Shortly after, I was di-
rected to the JoyofSatan. Many of the Egyptian daemon gods are still in the black ra-
cial memory.

Hail Satan!

Is the Joy Of Satan Racist?

Well, after visiting this Joy of Satan website for the advancement of Black members,
do you think so?

Somethings need to be cleared up. If you go online, you may find a bunch of idiots,
haters and so called debunkers opposing and attacking the JoyofSatan, calling us ra-
cist, evil Nazis, and a whole bunch of silly nonsense. Pay attention- they nit pick tri-
vial information on us, bash and call us names, and yet none of them have ever di-
sproven us or debunked the information we have put out. Why? Because they are an-
gry that we have revealed life changing information that is freeing humanity. Period.

Our satanic websites highlight the facts and truth. No bullshit. No games.

We have provided years of hard and intense research to bring all of this free knowled-
ge to wake up humanity to the TRUTH-- this the only thing we are guilty of. We have
also brought to surface ancient spiritual knowledge and many of us have pleasant and
very REAL experiences constantly, and that can never be taken away, no matter how
much our enemies talk shit about us and try to shut us down. This is the real deal.
Simple as that.

We as an organization have been around for YEARS and we have grown tremendou-
sly and will continue to grow and last because people see the truth and have come to
Satan without being disappointed. Life is always better on this path and with him.
This something you prove to yourself first and foremost, completely.
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The fact of the matter is here at the JoyofSatan we are all racialists.

We recognize and acknowledge race and the differences between the races of the
world. Satan and the gods created each race with a different unique trait in mind. The
races are all sacred and part of divinity, yet they still have their weaknesses as well.

All the gentile races come from Satan and the gods! There is nothing wrong with ac-
knowledging the differences, and good and bad of each race. When we do so then can
we all heal as a people!

Satan wants all of us to stand up for our races and work to improve and uplift them.
This is exactly what this website is for-- I am a Black member that is representing my
race to spread the truth of who we are in relation to Satan.

The enemy and Jewish programs and narratives try to make us all believe that we are
equal at every single thing, that race, sex and culture doesn't matter or exist but they
only do this to enforce COMMUNISM and take away everything that makes us uni-
que so that we are easily controlled.

But let me tell you something, you have no idea what is in store if they get their way
and take control of this world, the suffering will be immense. The articles and links
on this website will expose ALL of that and show you what the enemy has planned
for us.

This is very serious, so much so that they have taken down our websites, forums and
groups many times in order to keep the truth from all of us. That speaks loads...and it
shows us that we are doing them real damage.

We will continue to fight and stand up for whats right and NEVER will we go
against nature and the truth! They can say all they want but we will just keep on
advancing under the protection and guidance of our gods!

Hail Satan!

High Priestess Shannon
of the Joy of Satan Ministries
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Understanding Black Identity

It is important to know the history of the Black race is in Africa. This is the place that
Satan and our gods put us to build our own civilization under their guidance and
knowledge. Evidence of these societies are already seen in deeper Africa. There are
many Black tribes that are connected with the ancestors and can recall their history up
until the beginning of our creation, and that a group of extra-terrestrials created them.
We need to study Africa and not center ourselves around a false identity in the places
outside of it. Africa is the place to study for real information.

Within the past century, there have been many false claims about the Black race. Alot
of these claims are based on an inferiority complex, and a deep inclination towards
feeling oppressed and almost worthless. This is seen over and over again --when
anyone debunks or proves these claims wrong, the reaction from the Black person(s)
are aggressive and or followed by calling anyone racist, etc

This is the extent of the situaton today. Many Blacks feel that holding on to these
claims of false identity will keep them from feeling inferior and less of a race.
The enemy has worked tremendously to weaken and keep bound the Black race, just
like they do with all the other races. It is psychological warfare. For this reason, it
would be wise to not pay attention to claims about the Black race that come from ou-
tside of Africa.

The True History of the Black race is in Africa.

This section is devoted to debunking the false claims of black identity in order to re-
store racial truth and integrity.

The Nation of Islam

First of all, Its important to mention that Islam is a disgusting lie based off of stolen
ancient satanic knowledge:
Exposing Islam
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I know many of you know of someone who follows this so called religious movement
as it is prevalent in many black communities and is the focus of a few Rap and Hip
Hop artists. The NOI is based upon the belief that Whites are the "devil" and the sour-
ce of all evil in this world. And that the white race was created by an evil mad scie-
ntist named Yacub (a so called evil black scientist) to rule over blacks for 6,000 years
and after this time, the blacks will destroy the whites and cleanse the earth of them.
As sick as this sounds, it is not surprising when you realize that this fucked up move-
ment was indeed created by a Jew. 

This Yacub character supposedly took all the evil in blacks and used this to create the
white race. It is very ridiculous. Its similar to the "Curse of Ham" where blacks again
are labeled as degenerates and unpleasant in some way. In Nation of Islam it pretty
much says that blacks are responsible for the world's evil because a scientist from
their own kind created evil beings.

The real purpose of this ideology was to incite racial tension and warfare between
white people and blacks.

The true identity of this Jew, who went by the name Wallace. D. Fard, is unknown.
According to police transcripts, he was known as a con man. He even admitted that
the whole Nation of Islam movement was a lie from the start and that he was in it to
make all the money that he could and from FBI files, he went by 58 different aliases
and was arrested for many crimes including the selling of narcotics and the promotion
of human sacrifice to his followers. 

This doesn't surprise me with the Jews...They infiltrate and seek out to pervert and de-
stroy while profiting off of us gentiles (non-jews).
What better way than to feeding these lies to the blacks that were poverty stricken,
and oppressed in Detroit?

I posted this link to a news article online. I also copied and pasted it here just in case
the link on the internet doesnt work.
http://www.metrotimes.com/detroit/mystery-man/Content?oid=2175649

"Fard had an East Indian appearance, and was a dapper dresser with perfect white
teeth and dark eyes. He told followers he was born in the holy city of Mecca, and his
light-skinned appearance, courtesy of his Russian Jewish mother, was “pre-ordained”
so that he could more easily mix with white people. He claimed to have attended Ox-
ford and the University of California, and then to have begun training as a diplomat
for the kingdom of Hejaz (now a part of Saudi Arabia). He was drawn to return to the
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United States in order to liberate the African-Americans from their “half-slave and
half-free” condition. He arrived in Detroit’s Paradise Valley on July 4, 1930, in order
to achieve this goal.

Fard worked the streets as silk peddler, but his real sales pitches were religious beliefs
and dietary restrictions. He gained a reputation as a healer when his customers, after
having adhered to the pork-free diet that Fard espoused, began noticing improve-
ments in their health. His main goal, he often stated, was to bring salvation to Afri-
can-Americans, whom he often referred to as his “lost uncle in the wilderness of
North America.

Fard taught that approximately 6,000 years ago a black scientist named Yakub con-
ducted gene-manipulation experiments that resulted in the creation of the inferior
white race. Their tainted, weakened blood was to blame for the white race’s immorali-
ty, which they frequently used to keep the black race in a perpetual state of half-free-
dom. His concepts attracted hundreds of followers to the Allah Temple of Islam
(ATI), as he called his group.

Fard’s demise as the leader of the temple was brought upon him when, on Thanksgi-
ving Day in 1932, one of his followers, Robert Harris, renamed Robert Karriem, com-
mitted a human sacrifice in order to bring himself closer to Allah. Karriem cited a
quotation from a book entitled Secret Rituals of the Lost-Found Nation of Islam, aut-
hored by Wallace D. Fard Muhammad, which read, “The believer must be stabbed
through the heart.” This quote, as well as another stating, “Every son of Islam must
gain a victory from a devil. Four victories and the son will attain his reward,” convin-
ced the Detroit Police Department — motivated in part by the anti-Muslim hysteria
fueled by media coverage of the event — to seek out Fard in conjunction with the
murder."

The Black Hebrew Israelites

The Black Hebrew Israelites Part 1

Before we get into this false ideology...
Christianity is a LIE.

Exposing Christianity
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The Black Hebrew Israelite movement is based on the belief that Africans of the dia-
spora, such as in the Americas and in the Caribbean, are not Africans but Hebrew Is-
raelites that were sold into slavery by Africans. This ideology distorts the truth of the
black race and our African roots and identity by associating it with that disgusting bi-
ble and the Jew. It creates cultural confusion and to further distance us from our
true identity.

Many black's cultures and identities were 'taken' away from them during slavery and
so the BHI and their claims are reliant on this but the fact of the matter is our culture
and identity survived and these do correspond with Africa more than Israel and its re-
lated filth. Many blacks spiritual and religious followings also reflect Africa such as
with the pagan based Voudon/Voodoo, Obeah and Orisha worship.

As far as language is concerned, take Haiti for example, creole is influenced by Afri-
can language and not by Hebrew... not to mention Hebrew was stolen from the Seme-
tic language designation. For example, the sun in Hebrew is shemesh and the sun in
Babylonian was shamash. Our daemon god Azazel was known as Shamash.

Years ago, when I first came across this movement or cult, as many have claimed it to
be, It reeked of an exaggerated  ideology built on the deep seated oppression that
blacks of America have experienced because of the Jews.

The BHI use the scriptures in the Bible as 'proof' of their claims. They have twisted
scriptures to substantiate their false teachings.

And of course as with most of these extreme ideologies and movements based upon
blacks and the bogus claims to give themselves an ego boost, as with the NOI, they
believe that Whites are the cause of their oppression and world suffering and in this
case, that white gentiles are the result of some biblical miracle gone wrong....Not to
mention the Bible is a book of Lies and stolen material that damns gentile humanity.

When you prove the Bible is false then the rest follows, however since many blacks
associate with this movement in some way, it is important to understand the Bible and
its scriptures because they clearly take it out of context...

There are different sects of the BHI with different beliefs and claims but they all have
no historical evidence to back it up, whatsoever. Common sense and truth is sacrifi-
ced just for the sake of feeling superior.
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Some weeks ago, I had an online debate with one of these followers and it was very
tedious as it was going nowhere. He even started calling me names and constantly re-
ferring to that damned bible when I would bring up many logical points. With the
things that Jews do in the Bible and all the hideous associations, it baffles me on why
they would even want to be associated with that. But like with most christians, they
pick and choose which verses to follow and adhere too and overlook all the evil that
the Bible is.  

Re-Examining their references and Bible quotes

Re-Examining the references and Bible quotes of the
BHI Part 2

We already are aware that the Bible is a book of stolen material and lies put together
by the Jewish menace as a means to enslave and destroy the gentiles (non-Jews), but
as was said, it is important to understand exactly the material inside of it to debunk
the BHI claim. So many blacks relate and cling on to this movement and so it is
important to understand the whole ideology.

According to the Judeo-Christian bible, Israelites were the descendants of the sons of
Jacob and whose name was changed to Israel in the bible. So, the descendants of Ja-
cob/Israel were called the children of Israel. Israel is everywhere in the bible and so
any group of people claiming to be the Israelites are seeking to feel as if they are the
chosen ones. Another example is in British Israelism. They mimic the BHI in that
they believe that europeans are the original Israelites.

----------------------------------------------

A few examples they use to somehow prove that the original Israelites were black.
They take the verses from the bible completely out of context.

Lamentations chapter 4, verse 8 " Their visage is blacker than a coal; They are not
known in the streets; Their skin cleaveth to the bones: It is withered, it has become li-
ke a stick"
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It is quite obvious that this quote is metaphorical and that the so called god is mad at
the children of Israel and if they do something bad their face will darken...

-Lamentations chapter 5, verse 10 "Our skin was black like an oven because of the
terrible famine"

Speaks for itself...

-Book of job, Chapter 30, verse 30 "My skin is black upon me and my bones are bur-
ned with heat"

Again, poetry and metaphor is used. The character Job was in mourning when God
took everything away from him. 

-Revelation 1:14

"His head and his hairs were as white like wool, as white as snow."

That verse is describing the color of his hair and not the texture of his hair. And if
they verse is describing his skin color, then white would be it, not black. 

-Revelation 1:15
"And his feet unto like fine brass, as if they burned in a furnace."

Brass that has been melted and burned takes on a fine glow and definitely not of a
dark brown or  burnt ash color.

The BHIs also believe that the character David was black but in Samuel, chapter 17,
verse 42, his was described as such "for he was but a youth and ruddy and of a fair
countenance."

This clearly means that he had red hair and white skin. From what I have observed,
the BHIs still claim that this quote describes light skinned blacks.
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Followers of this movement take many quotes out of that lie of a bible without even
understanding all of the other phrases from that book like that of the curses and da-
mnation of the gentiles and the rest of humanity.

Deuteronomy 28:68
"And the lord shall bring thee into Egypt again with ships by the way thereof I spake
unto thee, thou shall see it no more again: and there ye shall be sold unto your ene-
mies for bondmen and bond women, and no man shall buy you"

This is the verse most used by the black hebrew Israelites to justify that the original
Israelites were black. The BHI claim that the keywords ships and bondage, and being
sold clearly references the Trans-Atlantic slave trade.

According to the BHI, America is proven to be Egypt because on the back of the one
dollar bill there is an Egyptian pyramid. If blacks of the Americas were the true Israe-
lites and then they would have had to be in America as slaves, and then go to Israel,
commit a sin against the so called god and then be brought back to America and sold
as slaves... This historically has not happened whatsoever.

"And there ye shall be sold unto your enemies..."

This quote also gives way into the belief that whites enslaved blacks and because of
this, whites are the enemies of the blacks of the Americas when in fact it was the Je-
wish psyche that brought about that black holocaust.

--------------------------------------------------------

Many American Blacks are so lost and unaware of who they are, they are fed lies and
false pathologies that the Jews instill unto them and so it is a healing balm to take on
any claim that would give them a sense of self importance and worth no matter how
ridiculous or illogical. Much of our gentile history has been wiped away and corru-
pted along with our deep spiritual culture because of the Jewish program of Christia-
nity.
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We are of the seed line of Satan, the creator and liberator of Humanity!

Rastafarianism

Christianity is a LIE!

Many of you in the black community have heard of Rastafarianism. I wanted to
touch a bit on this subject because many blacks, in one way or the other, follow
this way of thinking. It is part of many black communities but prevalent in Ja-
maica. I even had a Rastafari temple in my neighborhood growing up.

I never understood it but all in all it is just a sub branch of Christianity. It does
not seem to be as widely adhered to like the Black Hebrew Israelite Movement
but it connects to the disgusting claim that black gentiles are the true Jews...
They believe that to be a Rastafari is to be a jew by nature...

If one studied the Torah and that lie of a Bible, what race of Satan would want to
be a Jew? They are the ones responsible for all the fucked up things happening
to the world and humanity. You see this if you study and read the Torah/Old Tes-
tmament- They are full of CURSES on HUMANITY.

The star of David is a well known symbol in the Rastafari religion and way of li-
fe, as is the Lion of Judah...
Now, I am not going to go into how silly their claims are because it is right on
par with the BHI in their use of misinterpreted bible quotes and in what they fol-
low... They even use chapter 22, verse 2 in the book of revelations as an excuse
for smoking weed. They say that smoking the herb is the highest form in attai-
ning communion with god.

The Rastafarian beliefs are based on Judaism and with influence on the Old Testa-
ment since they believe that the Bible was written by blacks. Of course there is a
twist.. They have come to know that the messiah is actually Haile Selassie who was a
crowned emperor of Ethiopia. According to the Rastafaris, Haile Selassie, also known
as " Lord of Israel",  is a descendant of Solomon and David.

These adherents especially believe that their holy place is Zion and that Ethiopia is
the home of the real ancient Israelites.
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Rastafarianism has its connections with Beta Israel (House of Israel) in Ethiopia be-
cause the Jews have located and settled in the north and north western part for centu-
ries and has spread. When you take a look at the inhabitants residing in Beta Israel,
you see the jewish culture being practiced. The Jews infested and infiltrated yet again
through intermixing with the black population therein.

The Moors

On the subject of the Moors, it needs to be known, even if there are Black people out
there who want to be willfully blind and disregard facts and logics. The Moors were
Mixed race and Arabic people who were Muslim. Evidence and research shows that
they were of Primarily North African descent, just like the inhabitants of North Africa
today who are also mixed race, i.e Eurasian, Arabic and of Black Sub-Saharan ance-
stry. The Moors also had Black slaves as well as Blacks in their ranks. 

From the artifacts, paintings and such from the Moors, they all show them to be of
mixed descent and not Black.

They also practiced the Lie of Islam which is nothing but a program of evil and was
created by the Jewish enemy to conquer and destroy the Gentiles (non-Jews) in the
East.

Islam is a Lie

Lets not also forget that the Arabs enslaved Blacks for a very long time and it was ve-
ry brutal and depraved. This was the Trans-Saharan Slave Trade.

Below are two factual articles that show that the Moors were of Berber and Arab des-
cent- The sad thing is, no matter how many facts you bring to the surface, many
Black people will refuse to see the truth...all for the sake of trying to feel better about
their race.
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Link on the Moor's Identity

Link to the anthropological evidence on the Moors

I don't know about you, but I don't need to hold on to a false history just to feel good
about my race. And I am certainly not going to cry or put up a fit about it. I am alrea-
dy connected to the beautiful satanic history of the Black race.

Hail Satan!

The Ancient Egyptians

It's time for us to finally visit the subject of the Egyptians. This is a hot topic for sure
as both Black people and White people are putting forth claims- Blacks saying that
Egypt was an all black civilization and Whites saying that it wasn't, etc I want to say
that it is normal for people to want to feel good about themselves or feel uplifted by
the accomplishments of their ancestors and blood, etc. This is all normal.
The case is, Africa has always been a multi-racial and diverse continent. Whether ho-
me to Blacks, Black sub-groups, Whites and Eurasians, Arabs, Asiatics and those in
between.

Ancient Egypt is several thousand years old and I do mean several. We're talking mo-
re than 30,000. The pyramids have been found to be 40,000 or more years old and
they seem to predate the ancient Egyptian civilization. It is obvious that the extrater-
restrial gods helped to build the pyramids. Scientists today still cannot quite figure
out how it was built...

Given that information, why is it not taken into huge consideration that there were
more than once race inhabiting Egypt at different periods of time? Also, why aren't
Black people looking into the fact that the Egyptian culture is seen in other places in
Africa...?

Of course the Black race was in Egypt at some point thousands of years after it was
settled. Many of the Black race were trained and taught the Egyptian knowledge and
took it with them as they migrated. This is seen with the Black Yorubas, the Bantu
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and the Dogon. The Egyptian priesthood of the ancient Egyptians and the Dogon
shows they came from the same place. However there is no disputing that the Pre-Dy-
nastic mummies that were found were white.   

All the races that lived in Africa, Egypt included, were given the same knowledge
and culture. It came from the same source. The Gods interacted with the Gentile races
in Egypt, which was the center of the Egyptian culture and knowledge.

The Egyptian Gods and the Black Race

A quote from a clergy member that further expands on what was mentioned:
"With Ancient Egypt its known the Egyptian records that Egypt was settled by the
Shemsu Hor, the White People who came out of the east. The pre dynastic tombs are
of White Peoples. The Dynastic period was the last part of their history. The very an-
cient ethnic Egyptians the Coptic's are mainly White like the Kurds and others. The
pre dynastic Egyptian tombs showed they were white.

It was an ancient tradition to show men with red skin and women as white. The
Greeks did the same. At some point a lot of race mixing took over. Despite the Egy-
ptians attempt to stop it. Today you can see all kinds of people in Egypt. Native Whi-
tes from the Coptic's who are from the ancient world as a community, mixed race
people, Blacks and on." The last Pharaoh was Nubian but that was the end point of
Egyptian civilization. He reigned for a few years then the Assyrians invaded. And
took half of Egypt, then came the Persian's not too long later, then the Greeks, Ro-
man's and Arabs"

The amount of information circulating around on the Ancient Egyptians is vast. Im
not going to go over every bit of information just to try to prove or dismiss something
as complex as this topic. The fact is Black people are connected to Ancient Egypt, in
the form of our Egypyian Daemon gods, their culture and the sacred knowledge they
preserved and that's enough for me. Even though evidence shows that Ancient Egypt
was not an all Black civilization from the beginning.

Copyright 2019
Blacks for Satan; All rights reserved.

The Olmecs and More about Black Identity
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Aside from The Black Hebrew Israelites, the Moors and so on. There are other claims
such as the Olmecs were a Black civilization.

Again we have the appropriating of another race's culture. 

The situation with the Olmecs is the Afrocentrics argue that the Olmecs were Black
people that occupied the Americas just because there are large Olmec stone statue
heads that look similar to African head shapes. Lets not forget that there are many Ol-
mec Descendants who look like the statue depictions more than a Black African, such
as with thicker lips and broad noses... DNA studies also show that there are no links
to the Olmecs and Black Africans (from tests done on the Olmec remains. There are
also NO evidence of African Culture in any of the Olmec civilizations. No remnants
of African culture and artifacts whatsoever. If the Olmecs were a Black African civili-
zation, we would find evidence and artifacts from them. But there is none. The Olmec
civilization was of the Mongoloid people with Asiatic ancestry.

Here is a link to a wonderful article PLUS 3 videos proving the Olmecs were NOT
black African.

The Olmecs were not Black

Its important to mention that there have been claims of "Black Athena", that Beetho-
ven (the white German composer) was Black and that the Chinese were originally
Black, that the Black race taught the White race everything they know, etc, etc and
the list goes on. NONE of this can be proven, they are just based on an inferiority
complex and history that only served as an ego boost. This is exactly what happens
when people are separated from their culture, history and homelands- you have many
false identity arguments and a need to take on another form of identity just to feel bet-
ter about the self and race.

Black people do not need to feel that way- we have our own culture alongside the Sa-
tan and our ancient Gods. It is the Jew that has made Black people feel inferior and
curse them in the Bible so much so that it has caused spiritual and psychological asso-
ciation with these curses and the racism and hate that is in the Bible. In the Bible the
Jews assert that the Black race is eternally cursed to be slaves...

Re-Inventing the Black Race of Satan

Let us take the time and go over what we know about the Black race and our nature.
We are a sacred race created by Satan. And like all his creations, we need to do our
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part to advance spiritually and evolve.

Think about what it means to come from the ancient gods.

We do not need to follow a nature and false identity that the enemy has created for us:
a Black race with no sense that destroys and aimlessly drifts through life with no
meaning. Thanks to enemy infestation and 1000s of years of degeneration we have
not become a succesful race. We have been plagued by enemy curses, spiritual dege-
neration, a high percentage of intraracial crime and murder, and psychological entrap-
ment.

In order to overcome this, We must follow the satanic path that comes from our crea-
tor.

In examining the Black race, you can see a primal energy. We must direct this and su-
blimate it into something positive. I want to see the blacks race's aggression and
depth of feeling directed at destroying the our enemy and in becoming the best we
can be.

We should respect the other races from Satan, highlight our best features and work to
improve our lives under their guidance.

With meditation, it truly makes one become a better person. Our meditations also inc-
reases the intelligence and understanding. It opens the mind fully. The meta practices
finish what was interrupted. This is very important. Let us surpass our limits and be-
come progressive. 

When one looks into ancient Black satanic culture, you can see how advanced our an-
cestors were. What we see today with many Blacks is not a reflection of them. Our
ancestors were in tuned with themselves and knew their place in the world. This pri-
mal energy was controlled and sublimated. The Black race had their own societies
that the gods helped us build, and our skills and abilities increased as we advanced.
This is why meditation is SUPER important, it elevates one in more ways than imagi-
nable and speeds up the process of evolution.
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There are many sites and ruins still hidden that points to the Blacks race's own advan-
cement thousands and thousands of years ago in Africa. ALL gentile races had beauti-
ful cultures and beautiful societies. The gods were by our sides.

As for today, All of us should do our part in teaching our people. We do not need to
live a lifestyle of crime, degeneracy, poverty, helplessness and ignorance. Use your
powers, your natural gifts within your soul to get what you need in life.

Focus on Satan. Do what you can to lift your consciousness up and lead by example.
Now and more than ever, we must become a new specimen of our race.

Hail Satan!

Blacks and Jews
This page of Blacks for Satan will provide you with the information you need to
know how the Jewish race has destroyed the Black race since the beginning. They ha-
ve used drugs, violence, poverty and psychological warfare to take us down.
The Jews have caused the suffering, decline and fall of the Black race and they have
lied to us by blaming it on the White race. This is how the Jews get away with their
crimes, remember this.

Its time to educate ourselves.

The Jewish race is our Enemy!

You want to know what Jews think of Black people? Here is what a Jewish Rabbi has
to say...
"Many people will laugh at the very idea that a Jew would consider any black to be
an equal as a rule, Jews loathe blacks more than they do whites, but they find that ex-
ploiting blacks is advantageous to the advancement of their agenda, and it is for this
reason, and no other, that they associate with blacks.

Those who are incapable of attaining to supreme religious values include the black
coloured people and those who resemble them in their climates. Their nature is like
the mute animals. Their level among existing things is below that of a man and above
that of a monkey." (Maimonides, Guide To The Perplexed, Hebrew Version)
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The Enemy: The Jewish Race

There is a war going on. A war between Satan's creation, who are the Gentile (non-
Jew) races of the world and the beings know as Jews.
On the situation with Jews...
"They are not my people"- Satan

When Jews are mentioned, people think of those who only practice the religion
known as "Judaism." This is false. Jews are a race and DNA tests show and prove
this. (More info on that below)
Being a Jew is not just practicing Judaism. Even Jews admit this that they come from
a separate genetic line. Jew's have a different racial and psycho-biological make-up.

"The Jewish religion states the Jews are a special race that came from "out there
beyond this world" this is openly stated by Rabbi Laitman as well in this famous talk
to the nation of Israel. The Jewish religion states the Jewish race was created by
YHVH and has a special blood line from YHVH which only the Jews have.
The Jewish racial gene is called the Cohen gene and has Reptilian DNA in it. The
Rabbi's state the Jews share a special spiritual connection to these Reptilians to their
collective racial consciousness for such reason. The Jewish leadership write on the
fact they received their entire religion from these Reptilians this includes all the Kab-
balah practices that form the whole of it. Its simply a criminal system of using the
collective psychic power of the Gentiles mass mind and connecting into this to mate-
rialize the Global rule of the Jews and their "Masters".  - HP Mageson666

Jews have been able to blend into other gentile races and cultures but their DNA is
ever-present and carries on. Its like a parasite clinging to its host. Mixing within races
in order to infiltrate.
Jews are NOT white people. They have mixed with whites over some time and have
taken up some of their features such as lighter skin, lighter eyes and hair. Since they
look similar to white people and many are mixed with white, they are automatically
lumped into the white race.
Jews only claim to be white when it fits their agenda and plans, so that the blame can
go on the white race.
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Understanding Jewish Genetics

As far as we all know, and from the research on their history spiritually and physical-
ly, they are an alien hybrid race that are also mixed with some gentile DNA. Pretty
much the same way that we were genetically engineered, so were they. They have re-
ptilian DNA.

The difference is Satan created us with care, love and thought. The Jews come from
an entirely different species and albeit created without the same "purpose" and
thought as we were. Satan and the gods are evolved, loving and moral beings, and so
this will reflect in their creations: Us.

The Jews come from ruthless and destructive beings, of course they will be of somet-
hing that reflects it. The Jews have many genetic diseases because of this as well, and
not to mention the said mixing with gentiles over time. Their genes are weakened and
out of whack.
Even as Jews age, you will see that they tend to look worse and worse. In Hollywood,
I dare you to look up Jewish stars without their make-up and before plastic surge-
ries...you will see what I mean...

Since Jews are a different race created from different beings, they have a long list of
diseases exclusive to them.
Jewish diseases Link
Scientific data from Jewish and non-Jewish sources show that they have different
RACIAL genetics hence different psychological inclinations:

Link 1
Link 2
Link 3
Link 4
Link 5

Know Your Enemy: How to recognize and spot a Jew
In order to know your enemy, you must be able to identify them. Here are two links
to recognize Jews. It gets easier with time.
 How to identify a Jew Part 1
How to identify a Jew Part 2 (Also includes identifying them by their last names.)
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Blacks Never Left Slavery - A Summary
By HP Mageson666

So what happened?

Blacks were violently ripped out of their world and culture by the practice of Je-
wish slavery. Many authors both Jewish and Black had stated this fact. This is becau-
se Judaism states Jews are to make slaves of the Goyim the Gentiles. Jewish Christia-
nity also created a justification for this as well. 

Blacks were enslaved as cattle property for centuries by mainly Jews in a Jewish run
system of slavery in a foreign society were they even had to take an alien name. The-
re culture was stripped away and they were forced into the Jewish ideology of Chri-
stianity the ideology of their slavery.

Blacks after being freed still have the memory of being abused and on the bottom of
society for centuries. There were also laws passed against them to restrict them
among White society. This has created a neurosis in the Black psyche that has been
documented by psychiatrists going back to the 1920's. Its a inferiority complex. This
is the generational trauma of the structural violence done to them by the Jewish pro-
gram. Today the Jews are constantly rubbing salt in that wound as well for a reason. 

The Jews pretended they wanted to all of a sudden help the Blacks out that they drag-
ged here, imprisoned as slaves, abused and spit on as Goyim. The situation is the hu-
manitarianism was a Jewish game strategy to bring about greater Jewish control with
Communism. Using the Blacks as organized block to achieve this. Black leaders such
as Cruse mentioned this in his own book "Crisis of the Negro Intellectual". The
NAACP was run by Jewish individuals till recently why was that..? CONTROL.

Jews used business monopoly to destroy the Black business class and wealth of the
Black community with desegregation to reduce them to poverty. The Jews then used
Mossad with the CIA to set up the flow of drugs into their community as Gary Webb
was murdered for writing about. This then destroyed the Black community the family
unit and brought the gangs. The Jews then used this situation with their media to crea-
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te a new Black culture in this chaos of Black identity politics. Which is meant to dise-
mpower them, frustrate them and use them as pawns in the Jewish game. 

Under this new cultural regime created by Jews the Black race has almost gone ex-
tinct in America. Most Black men are in jail, killed in violence by other Blacks or on
drugs. The Black community is so destroyed take away welfare and they will starve.
This is how the Jews want it. Now the Blacks are under total Jewish control. With
nothing of racial solitary left on any cultural, economic and community level.
The Blacks on now on their knee's to the Jewish welfare state and leftist communist
establishment of the Democratic Party. That use Blacks to keep pushing along the Je-
wish game strategy of Communism where all the Goyim are held as common proper-
ty by the Jews.

In Africa the Jewish owners of Africa use Communism and the Black sell out class
they have made into the political class to murder over seventy thousand Blacks just in
Zimbabwe alone. This is to maintain Jewish ownership of the African nations for
themselves. The same Jews are leading the Black Marxist movements in America.
What do you think they might care for Blacks. Zimbabwe was conquered by the point
of the gun and robbery by the agencies of the Jewish Rothschild's and now the Jews
are just using a Black oppressor class instead of a White one. 

What the Jews did to Blacks in America they did in Africa. The Jewish run Empires
like the British and the Jewish financed and direct empires went into Africa and took
the land and transferred ownership of the land the resources and the people into their
control. And then committed cultural enslavement with Christianity to maintain con-
trol. When the European empires left the Jews who ran the whole thing stayed there.
This is why Libya was destroyed for trying to openly liberate Africa as a slave planta-
tion from the Jewish elites sitting in New York and London. This is also the reason
there are so many wars and oppression in current Africa.

So the Blacks have been the victims of centuries of structural violence created by a
Jewish supremacist globalist system. 

So how can Black People change this? If one studies the Dogon a Black tribe that li-
ves in Mali one will find the answer. The Dogon live in a tribal society of around a
quarter of a million people. The Dogon leaders have Egyptian names of our Gods
such as Amon and their culture is Egyptian.
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They live in peace with each other and farm. They have a democratic society in
which disputes are solved by public debate and the wisdom of their tribal elders.
They live by and follow a spiritual wisdom they received from the ancient Nommo
Gods. They don't have any of the problems the Black communities have elsewhere
because they have been spared the Jewish cultural genocide of others.

In America there is a Jewish church on every Black corner and what has it done but
destroy them. There is a communist ideological identity movement for Blacks run by
Jews like Schwartz [Sorros's real name] what is it getting them destroyed.

The The solution is Blacks must reject the system of Jewish supremacy and its struc-
tural violence waged against them. This means rejection of Christianity, Communism
and Capitalism. This means Blacks must follow the Dogon way and return to the
Gods and their spiritual culture once reunited with this and having their consciou-
sness spiritualized they will succeed and secure their race. 

Nommo is an ancient name of Enki the living God Satan. If one studies Voodun the
sigils of this African way are sigil's identical to the Demon's sigils. The teachings of
the African wisdom tradition are the same as the Sumerian's and Egyptian teachings
even having the same titles of the God's such as Nana. These are the teachings of our
Gods. The African traditions even have instructions on how to communicate with the
Gods in other star systems spiritually

Hail Satan!

Jews Started and Financed the Black Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade

Jews started the Black Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade

The Jewish race has caused TREMENDOUS suffering to the Black race, and they
still are doing so to this day! Of the many, one of the biggest catastrophes are that of
the Slave Trade.
Jews have profitted and have become VERY wealthy and prosperous because of the
enslavement of our people. The Jews have blamed it on the White race. Jews owned
the slave ships and made up the bulk of the popoulation that owned slaves. While
White people abolished and worked to end the slavery in America.
"The Jews didn't even really sell slaves to Whites. In all reality only 1.4 percent of
Whites owned slaves in America. Most America Whites didn't agree with it and put
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major regulations on it. Jews owned the majority of slaves. The Jews mainly sold
them to other Jews, the slaves where used in the Jewish run industries that slaves we-
re used to facilitate such as the sugar cane plantations. This is the source of how the
Jews really made their wealth the Jew bankers, slavers, planation owners and such
were all working together this was key to the rise of the massive wealth power of the
Jewish bankers as well." -HP Mageson666 

Judaism, the racial religion of the Jews, says that all Gentiles (non-Jews) are like that
of animals and only exist to serve the Jew. Now what do you think will happen to the
Black race again once the Jews get total global control of the nations of the Earth?
This is dictated in their Torah/ Old testament of the Bible that they will control the
world and establish a New World Order under Communism.
Do not be deceived!

Please educate yourselves on the Truth:

The Jews and the Black Slave Trade
Doctor Tony Martin, a Black professor and black nationalist who has written books
and put out videos about the Jews.
Read about the Jews starting the Slave trade

(*Note-this website is an archive of the original site*)
We Thought They Were White

Another wonderful website from another Black man who has written about Jews
being separate from the White race and how Jews enslaved the Black Race.

The Welfare System and Communism

The Welfare system has hurt and enslaved the Black race in America. All it does is
cause them to become dependent on the government, become lazy, weakening their
self-dependence and determination, and it prepares them for Communism and ensla-
vement.

Read about Communism

The Welfare state also works to destroys the Black family unit.

Most people have come to believe that the Welfare state is a government that provi-
des for the total well being of its citizens but it is just another hidden strategy to pre-
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pare us for enslavement and degradation.
It encompasses dependency on the state or state benefits and encourages breakdown
of the family unit. These are among the many points to usher in communism, as esta-
blished by the Jewish Frankfurt School . After the Great Depression(initiated by Je-
wish bankers) the American Welfare state came about and created the basis for the
current Welfare system today

The Welfare State supports poverty and works to keep Gentiles (non-Jews) in a cycle
of dependency and destroys personal worth and self reliance. This system has entrap-
ped an enormous amount of Blacks but obviously this issue applies to all gentiles. 

The rise of the Welfare state has been a great factor in the destruction of family stabi-
lity, especially among blacks gentiles in America. The out-of-wedlock birth rates are
estimated to be 3 times higher than it was before the welfare system began. Prior to
the so-called war on poverty that began in the 60's, studies and records show that the
United states was getting more prosperous and economically stable and there were
dramatic decreases in poverty and destitution even among American black citizens.

Despite all of this, the welfare state expanded greatly with many layers and many pu-
blic assistance programs and as these supplied benefits on welfare offered economic
incentives for avoiding marriage and formation of two parent families, children born
out-of-wedlock arose dramatically. It is a known fact that on the horrible effects of
poverty stricken children not having both parents in their lives. This causes suffering
and emotional problems and children raised in fatherless homes are more likely to en-
gage in criminal behavior.

The penalty of marriage for those on welfare is a reduction of the benefits needed by
the single parent. A person receives more money and benefits when they are single
but if one were to marry another with a low paying job and the couple's income were
to go a few dollars over the limit, they are subject to losing thousands of dollars
worth of benefits and aid. And sadly, there are many occurrences where people refuse
raises and other benefits from their employees because such a thing would cause
their welfare benefits to get cut off completely or become extremely reduced. Increa-
sing your income means losing way more in welfare benefits than what you would
earn at work. This contributes to a lack of initiative and self fulfillment among many
things that disrupt one's psychological foundations.

A major sociological study has concluded that lack of productive employment and ac-
tion has undermined traditional roles and relationships for males especially who are
denied an opportunity to confirm their own self worth by contributing to the survival
of their family and community through hard work and leadership. A 1992 report on a
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News Brunswick Welfare program states, "among men, particularly long term welfa-
re induces a loss of self respect, increased rates of depression, and a tendency towards
self destructive activities such as substance abuse and family violence."

When you look closely at this disgusting system, you see that marriage, and working
are pretty much heavily taxed and these public assistance programs reward and moti-
vates the very things that are most likely to cause poverty.The welfare state makes po-
verty more comfortable, while penalizing attempts to rise out of poverty and of cour-
se the only ones benefiting from this crap are the Jewish bureaucrats who receive hu-
ge salaries for initiating these bogus welfare programs.

And as we all can see, the fact of the matter is that the minds of those afflicted with
economic dependency causes them to see this dependency as normal and this mentali-
ty is passed down from parents to children over generations and so this further condi-
tions the masses for feelings of diminished self worth and a sort of learned helples-
sness.

This totally corresponds to the slave mentality in communism.This welfare state has
really added to the break down of self reliance and determination and this causes
great harm to society and community as a whole. This dependency has been embed-
ded in generations of cultures that have been dependent on welfare like in the Ameri-
can black population and in minority groups.

In the communistic model, the state controls everyone and holds them at the same le-
vel and this model discourages wealth, encourages poverty and enslavement. Com-
munism is of the Jewish agenda. Communism may execute socialism to a certain de-
gree but this is just a ruse to give the idea that the government is working towards
that ideal but the truth points towards the contrary.

"The soul of Communism is the soul of Judaism"- Rabbi Harry Waton

Source:
"Dances with Dependency" By Helin

Jewish Destruction of Africa

Our ancestral homeland of Africa has been infiltrated, raped, and plundered since the
beginning of the enemy's war on humanity-both spiritually and materially. Like all
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Gentile societies and nations, the Jew has orchestrated and put into effect their agenda
to destroy and enslave us through any means.

The goal is to set up and establish a Jewish slave plantation state in Africa where the
Black Gentiles are murdered, used, oppressed and the wealth of the country taken.
The Rothschilds are a Jewish dynasty who run the International Monetary Fund. They
have used their power to enforce colonialism to take control of Africa and bleed dry
the resources and line their pockets. These Rothschilds have also profited from the
Black Trans-Atlantic slave trade.

We all know now that Jews have used occult/magickal power to acquire this, along
with setting up and creating this disgusting monetary system to enslave us all. Since
they control the wealth they have been able to induce famine, poverty and keep Afri-
can nations impoverished and poor. Basically making us gentiles slave away for a
fucking shekel.

*Jews use Occult magick and Rituals to Enslave us*

If you look at who owns the mines and resource distribution in Africa, they are in the
hands of the Jews. Whether it be by oil, diamonds and precious metals, they control
this and none of it goes to the black workers and their nations. Nothing.

There is a movie called " Blood Diamond", it depicts the situation in Africa as the
people are subject to poverty, political upset, slavery and other horrible circumstances
all to enrich and make wealthier the Jewish bankers, global elites and war mongerers.
Its all Jewish insanity and criminality.

Keep in mind, the Jews have also used this tremendous monetary power to buy and fi-
nance corrupt and horrible Black gentile "leaders" that have helped to kill off and en-
slave the black gentile population and deliver them to the Jewish cause like with a
Communist dictatorship in places like South Africa. As long as the Jews have control
and the so called leaders continue to sell out their people, we will not see improve-
ment. Africa is one step away from being a global plantation slave state and the situa-
tion there and with Whites in south Africa is nothing but a blueprint of what is to co-
me if the Jew is to take full control of Gentile humanity.

Now in order for the enemy and Jews to have been able to truly establish total control
over the Black Gentiles, our Satanic and pagan history was destroyed systematically
and stolen from us and Christianity and Islam enforced. This was one of the reasons
for Jewish financed colonialism in Africa via the Rothschilds, Christian and BRU-
TAL Islamic conquest over the centuries (all Jewish created), and to also spread and
force the lie of these programs. 
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It has been a constant battle. Humanity has already been suffering and without since
before the Jewish filth surfaced. The enemy ETs have been attacking humanity, dis-
connecting us from spirituality and infiltrating our sacred religions since our gods we-
re bound, outnumbered and cut off from us.

With Africa, ruins, artifacts and other structures and monuments have been found to
be some 16000 or more years old which is telling to how old the black race is along
with our relationships with our original gods. With the ruthless Jewish control and
imperialism, things such as sacred ancestral family heirlooms were taken and confis-
cated. Some of these things that connected black families to the early black ancestors,
have turned up in museums, Rothschild and Jewish collections and or destroyed by
the Jesuits who voyaged into Africa to replace the culture with xianity.

Despite all of this, there is still some evidence of our ancient history in Africa, under-
ground mines, systems and structures that point towards an old and advanced civiliza-
tion has been discovered. As I have mentioned before, there have been pyramidal
structures found in South africa, structures to track the solar and lunar movements, re-
mnants of ancient fortresses and temples for our gods were unearthed. I asked about
this and one of the Daemons told me that these were all destroyed to hide our past.
This is no different than how all gentile satanic culture all over the world has been in-
filtrated and destroyed.

Unfortunately now this place is in constant chaos, war-torn, corrupt, destroyed with
famine and poverty through communism and international Jewry, and the poison of
Jewish programs designed to enslave humanity and prepare us for our own damna-
tion. The disgusting programs of Christianity and Islam have did their jobs of de-
stroying, weakening and degenerating the black race. These filthy Jewish programs
have corrupted the spirit of Satan's divine creation.

Spiritual degeneration, disconnection from our gods, centuries upon centuries of Je-
wish blood rituals and curses, poverty, and enemy ET interference, lack of power me-
ditation and elevation has caused the black race to be very much effected and behind
as a race. Since the Black race is especially a very physical race, the overall degenera-
tion is linked to IQ deficiencies and extreme poverty in many places of Africa. Scien-
ce has shown that meditation changes the neurological component of the brain, and
increases the IQ, memory, cognitive functioning, mental health, grey matter, insight,
etc.

Even Black gentiles connected to our Ancient gods (mainly the Egyptian Daemons)
through association, like in many places of Africa, some of the Yorubas, Dogon Afri-
cans and the Black neo-pagans in the Americas who are tied into traditional black spi-
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rituality are more evolved and display more civility and focus. This is the difference
between Black pagans and those who are tied into the negative vortex of the enemy
programs. One also can look at the Arabic Gentiles in the Middle East, they have
been reduced to a disposition of violent behavior, rape, illiteracy and mental stagna-
tion, and other degenerate tendencies because of the destructive program of Islam that
binds and corrupts the soul.

Power meditation uplifts and brings one to a higher level. This is why it is important
for all of us to do our meta exercises. Power meditation truly makes a person better.

Africa is the home of the Black race, the place where Satan and the gods put us to re-
side. Africa has many resources, is home to beautiful and unique plants/flora, animals
and vast and gorgeous land. We need to take back our homeland, restore the beauty
and bring the gods back into the minds and souls of our people in order to evolve and
grow as a race.

Hail Satan!

Jewish Destruction of Black America
By HP Mageson666
The Black Community in America was destroyed in several major waves by the Jews,
of course it is know the Jews where owners and operators of the African Slave Trade
the book " The Secret Relationship Between Blacks and Jews." 

The book documents this fact in depth right from the confessions and documents of
the Jews themselves. This book documents that not only did the Jews own and opera-
te the Slave Trade, they where also 75% to more of the owners of the Slaves themsel-
ves in the New World.  The Jews stated they would use the Blacks of America as
shock troops in their destruction of America, the end purpose being to pull America
down into a Global Communist State.
Quote from the Jew Israel Cohen:

"We must realize that our Party's most powerful weapon is racial tension. By pro-
pounding into the consciousness of the dark races, that for centuries have been op-
pressed by the whites, we can mold them to the program of the Communist Party ...
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In America, we will aim for subtle victory. While enflaming the Negro minority
against the Whites, we will instill in the Whites a guilt complex for the exploitation
of the Negroes. We will aid the Negroes to rise to prominence in every walk of life, in
the professions, and in the world of sports and entertainment. With this prestige, the
Negroes will be able to intermarry with the Whites, and begin a process which will
deliver America to our cause." -A Racial Program for the Twentieth Century by Israel
Cohen, 1913 On June 17, 1957,

This passage was read into the Congressional Record by Rep. Thomas G. Abernat-
hy. 

The first wave came in "Civil Rights Movement" which was nothing more then a
Communist front to enact exactly what Israel Cohen stated in 1913.
During this time the real Black Nationalist groups in America who represented their
Peoples interests[they wanted racial separation and self-determination] where de-
stroyed from without and within by the Jews. And the Jewish fronts using their Black
agents such as Martin Luther King were used to ensure the first wave of this agenda.

The racial mixing laws passed first destroyed the Black Community as the Black Bu-
siness classes and community now forced to compete with large Jewish corporations
where quickly devastated economically. Many of their educated classes offered big-
ger money jobs, left the community and moved outwards leaving the majority of the
area's without any real leadership left and improverished. With a handful of Jewish
controlled "Black Leaders" to distract the Blacks into belief they had a racial Leaders-
hip.
The NAACP was started and owned by Jews at the head. Their job is to make sure
the Blacks have no real leadership and the Jewish leaders behind the door use them as
shock troops for the Communistic[Jewish] war on America.

The next wave was drugs, the Jews wanted to destroy the Black Community structu-
res so they could never rise as a force against them again, as had happened with real
Black Nationalist groups in the past. The Jewish mafia working with the Kosher con-
trolled CIA and psychopathic elements in the Black Community started to pour
Drugs into the Black Communities. 

How powerful is the Jewish Mafia branch of their control system in America?
 "Friedman points out that the first of the Jewish mob's godfathers in the United Sta-
tes, Evsei Agron, owed his crime career to a politically connected Orthodox rabbi,
Ronald Greenwald. Rabbi Greenwald had gotten his political connections working
for Richard Nixon's 1972 reelection campaign. He was Nixon's ambassador to the Je-
wish community. In the 1980s Rabbi Greenwald became mob boss Agron's one-Jew
think tank and facilitator. Mob insiders report that most of Agron's rackets were plan-
ned in Rabbi Greenwald's Manhattan office. A leading mob member in Toronto, Jo-
seph Sigalov, is also a leader in Canada's Orthodox Jewish community and the publis-
her of an influential Orthodox newspaper."
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You can see the Jewish mafia is nothing more then a overt section of the Jewish racial
collective.

Looking back at the rise of the Gangs in the Black Communities that have killed
thousands and turned once safe neighborhoods into literal war zones and destroyed
the family unit and community spirit. It was all linked to the high amount of drugs
flowing into their neighborhoods, different Blacks started banding together to sell the
lethal product and starting fighting against other Blacks doing the same territory
equals profits. It was at this time and cause the major Black Gangs formed into strong
numbers and rose to power. The previous situation of what "Desegregation" did to
their Communities helped to create the ground work for this.

A Jounalist Gary Webb exposed a major part of this in 1996: "Webb was best known
for his 1996 "Dark Alliance" series of articles written for the San Jose Mercury News
and later published as a book. In the three-part series, Webb investigated Nicaraguans
linked to the CIA-backed Contras who had allegedly smuggled cocaine into the U.S.
Their smuggled cocaine was distributed as crack cocaine in Los Angeles, with the
profits funneled back to the Contras. Webb also alleged that this influx of Nicara-
guan-supplied cocaine sparked, and significantly fueled, the widespread crack cocai-
ne epidemic that swept through many U.S. cities during the 1980s.

According to Webb, the CIA was aware of the cocaine transactions and the large ship-
ments of drugs into the U.S. by Contra personnel. Webb charged that the Reagan
administration shielded inner-city drug dealers from prosecution in order to raise mo-
ney for the Contras, especially after Congress passed the Boland Amendment, which
prohibited direct Contra funding.... Webb supported his story with documents obtai-
ned through the Freedom of Information Act, subsequently including a 450-page dec-
lassified version of an October 1988 report by CIA Inspector General Frederick Hitz.

According to Webb and his supporters, the evidence demonstrates that White House
officials, including Oliver North, knew about and supported using money from drug
trafficking to fund the contras, and these officials neglected to pass any information
along to the DEA. The 1988 report from the Senate Subcommittee on Narcotics, Ter-
rorism and International Operations of the Committee on Foreign Relations led by
Sen. John Kerry commented that there were "serious questions as to whether or not
US officials involved in Central America failed to address the drug issue for fear of
jeopardizing the war effort against Nicaragua."[4]

Webb's reporting generated fierce controversy, and the San Jose Mercury News bac-
ked away from the story, effectively ending Webb's career as a mainstream media
journalist. In 2004, Webb was found dead from two gunshot wounds to the head,
which the coroner's office judged a suicide. Though he was criticized and outcast
from the mainstream journalism community, his reportage was eventually vindicated
as many of his findings have since been validated: since Webb's death, both the Los
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Angeles Times and the Chicago Tribune have defended his "Dark Alliance" series. 

Journalist George Sanchez states that "the CIA's internal investigation by Inspector
General Frederick Hitz vindicated much of Gary's reporting" and observes that despi-
te the campaign against Webb, "the government eventually admitted to more than Ga-
ry had initially reported" over the years.[1]" Interview piece on Webb:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d6dHqP9wc3k

Webb was murdered with two bullets to the head, he was writing a new book on the
subject and it has been strongly rumored in this work he was writing on the connec-
tion to the Jewish role behind the drug trade into the Black Community. The next ma-
jor wave from here is the Jewish created "Ghetto Culture" that makes the behaviour
of a psychopath glamorous.

Many young Blacks growing up in now broken homes without healthy family structu-
re or community structure now look to gangs and the "gang lifestyle" as away to ob-
tain the basic social/human needs in negative path. That they would otherwise have
had in a positive way in a healthy society and family.
Jewish control of the Media: Link

Racial mixing is another major psychological weapon the Jews promote to the
Blacks. The other part of this is the Jew by it's control of the Media and education sy-
stem and social engineering have instilled in the Black Race in America a deep Self-
hatred and resentment complex over being Black. And on the other foot a hatred to-
wards Whites by blaming all their crimes on the White populace. While holding Whi-
tes up subconsciously to them in the Media as the standard of beauty and successful
living[fueling this self-hatred and resentment].

Racial mixing is another major psychological weapon the Jews promote to the
Blacks[and Gentiles together]. The biggest part of this is the deep suggestion in the
Jewish Media to Black Males to take a White Women to get back at Whitey and that
it's a sign of status to have one. The Jew then works to emasculate the White Males,
as no women on the instinctive level is attracted to a such a creature. Helping to push
this along. The Jew is a master of psychology and uses this ability to control the Ge-
ntiles on many levels.

Sooner or later this frustation is going to erupt to a high degree and start a possible ra-
ce war which is what the Jews want. We must not allow the Jew to ever hide amongst
our Peoples again pitting us against each other. In the end Black, White or other we
all get the same Gulag in the Global Zionist State.

All Gentiles must realize our common enemy. The ancient enemy of all humanity, the
Jew.

Sources :
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Gary Webb Wiki
The Jewish Mob in America by Dr. William Pierce

South Africa and Jewish created Insanity

The Jews have destroyed, raped, and have caused constant wars and poverty in Afri-
ca: The goal is to steal the wealth of Africa and destroy the natives and their culture,
with slavery being the end goal.

Jewish Destruction of Africa

The Jews are working to bring Africa down into one huge Jewish plantation state.

At present, South Africa is experiencing a fragile economy and racial conflict that has
resulted in brutal murder, crime and violence. As of now, we are looking at an attem-
pted genocide of the White population living there-in as well. What we are see in now
in South Africa is a blue-print of what the Jews have in store for the Black and White
race in the Americas. The Jews are trying to start a race war between the two races.

The Jews have lied to and convinced the Blacks in South Africa that they have been
enslaved by the Whites and that their land was taken from them. This is not true.
They are trying to put Blacks and Whites against each other as this was seen with
Apartheid. The end result is genocide and mass death of the races, Jews benefit and
profit off of using Blacks to destroy the White race and bring about a communistic re-
volution.

The Jews have instigated civil wars with their foreign intelligence agencies, and have
helped to kick-start political parties and organizations such as BLF (Black First Land
First), and the Economic Freedom Fighters- which are fueled by hate in response to a
so called oppression that never happened. Jews such as Albre Sachs and Yossel Slo-
vo, have also guided the ANC (African National Congress) to further creating racial
tension and economic despair to push the country's ideals and policies towards a com-
munist state.
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South Africa, and Africa as a whole will not improve on its situation, in fact, it will
only continue to sink into a communist and impoverished country, since Jews run the
banking(Oppenheimer and Rupert) on behalf of the Rothschilds, the Jewish Dynasty.
When the White farmer population is gone, the Jews and communists will own the
land and the natives will be utterly dependent on the state. History repeats itself and
this same situation happened in Zimbabwe as the land was taken from the farmers
who grew and supplied the food for the country.

We are looking at more and more bloodshed because of the Jew, who only works to
destroy the Gentiles. 

The Jewish goal is to genocide the White race world wide and then enslave the rest
under the Jewish New World order where the Jews are in power at the top and everyo-
ne else are slaves that only exist to serve the Jews, as dictated in their Torah and ela-
borated in the Talmud. Its always the same with Jews...

Source/Read more about how the Jews have destroyed Africa. What you see in Africa
is hundreds of years of Jewish chaos and destruction:

Link Here

Black Lives Matter

With Black Lives Matter, the Jews are just using the
Black race AGAIN.

Quote from the Jew Israel Cohen:

"We must realize that our Party's most powerful weapon is racial tension. By pro-
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pounding into the consciousness of the dark races, that for centuries have been op-
pressed by the whites, we can mold them to the program of the Communist Party ... In
America, we will aim for subtle victory. While enflaming the Negro minority against
the Whites, we will instill in the Whites a guilt complex for the exploitation of the Ne-
groes. We will aid the Negroes to rise to prominence in every walk of life, in the pro-
fessions, and in the world of sports and entertainment. With this prestige, the Negroes
will be able to intermarry with the Whites, and begin a process which will deliver
America to our cause." 

-A Racial Program for the Twentieth Century by Israel Cohen, 1913

BLM is funded by the billionaire Jew George Soros, who has a history in financing
organizations that only work to destabilize nations and cause chaos that only leads to
Communism. Its all the same goal with the Jew.
Here is what this disgusting Jew has to say about the plans for America:

"Americans should expect society to alter accordingly. Riots will hit the streets,
says Soros, and as a result, “It will be an excuse for cracking down and using strong-
arm tactics to maintain law and order, which, carried to an extreme, could bring about
a repressive political system, a society where individual liberty is much more con-
strained, which would be a break with the tradition of the United States.”

BLM is nothing but a Jewish funded Marxist terrorist movement that doesn't work to
improve Black lives, it only serves to deliver America to the Jewish Communist cau-
se by agitating society and causing civil unrest. 

BLM doesn't care about Black lives, because if they did they would address the issues
that Black people are facing in America. It is based on the lie of systematic racism.
Where did this all stem from? The fact that police killed a criminal. Yes, Michael
Brown, Freddie Gray and Trayvon Martin all committed crimes, hence they were cri-
minals. Michael Brown had a long criminal record and history, as with the others.

The Jewish owned mainstream media won't tell you this because the agenda is to ma-
ke these people victims that were "unjustly" killed- this is a trick to make Black peo-
ple think that they are being  "hunted down" based on race. But I'll tell you this, what
are you all going to do about the Black people who die by RECORD numbers every
year in America by their own kind? In fact, statistics show that Blacks kill themselves
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more than police do. 

Black on Black crime and gang violence are the main things that are taking the lives
of Black people, children included, and causing broken homes that leads to social is-
sues on those growing up in fatherless homes! Blacks kill themselves over things as
small as 50 cents or a bag of chips (for real!). Its ridiculous!Because Jews have wor-
ked systematically to destroy the Black race in America, we now see all these pro-
blems, problems that they have blamed on the White race. Spiritual degeneration also
adds to these problems. 

The Ugly Truth

Everyone, including Black people, who try to actually help the Black race are labeled
as the enemy. Why is that? Because the Jewish establishment and the Blacks who are
controlled and paid off by them won't allow that. Many Blacks who give into the Je-
wish lie also wont take responsibility for the situation. I guess its easier to blame eve-
rything on America and theWhite race than to stand up for true racial justice and im-
provement...

The Jew has convinced the Blacks in America that America is an eternally racist na-
tion that will always work against them and that the White race will always plot to
oppress the Black race no matter what- the plan is to convince Non-Whites, especial-
ly the Black race that the only way to solve "racist" America is to essentially get rid
of it and break down its existence.

With this narrative forced down their throats, it only serves to push the Black race
into rioting and acting out into a communist uprising so that America will slowly col-
lapse into chaos via race war and social dysfunction. Once America goes down, the
Jews own the entire planet because America is the last super power nation that is get-
ting in the way of the Jewish plan for total global domination. Blacks are only a Je-
wish tool that works to bring their own slavery. If that succeeds, the Black race will
really see unimaginable slavery, suffering and oppression...

The Jewish race hates the Black race, they are our Enemy. When you look at all the
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suffering and oppression that Blacks have experienced already, the fucking Jew is be-
hind it all. 

Source: A very worthy read.

"Black Lies Matter" by Taleeb Starkes

Martin Luther King (Jewish Owned Puppet)

Martin Luther King; Jewish Owned Puppet
By HP Mageson666

Martin Luther King was a fake Black leader who worked to manifest the Jewish agen-
da of Communism. He was part of the Jewish Frankfurt School; the school that wor-
ked to communize America and bring humanity under Jewish control of enslaving the
Gentiles (non-Jews)

Read about Communism

Martin Luther King was trained at the Frankfurt communist school in Tennessee and
was a paid agent:

 "King was photographed in 1957 at the Highlander Folk School, a communist trai-
ning school in Tennessee, with (Jew)Abner Berry who held a post on the Central
Committee of the Communist Party. The Joint Legislative Committee on Un-Ameri-
can Activities reported that his Southern Christian Leadership Conference was "sub-
stantially under the control of the Communist Party through the influence of the Sout-
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hern Conference Educational Fund and the communists who manage it." 

King had connections with over 60 communist front organizations. Nine of his clo-
sest aides were high-ranking communist activists and one of those later became an ai-
de to Rev. Jesse Jackson. 

Stanley Levison, who had been a King advisor since 1956, had been involved with
the Communist Party up to 1955 and brought other known communists onto King's
staff."

Karl Prussion, an FBI agent who infiltrated the Communist Party and for five years
attended meetings in California, testified in 1963:

 "I further swear and attest that at each and everyone of the aforementioned meetings,
one Reverend Martin Luther King was always set forth as the individual to whom
Communists should look and rally around in the Communist struggle on many racial
issues."

Julia Brown, a former Communist, said:

 "We were told to promote Martin Luther King to unite Negroes and also Whites be-
hind him ... He was taking directions from Communists. I know for a fact the Com-
munists would never have promoted him, financed him, and supported him if they
couldn't trust him. I am certain as I can be that he knew what he was doing."

Although a 1977 court order sealed the FBI's extensive surveillance records on King
in the National Archives for 50 years, a book by Sen. Jesse Helms in 1998 called
"The King Holiday and Its Meaning" said that Charles D. Brennan, an Assistant Di-
rector of the FBI who was personally involved in the surveillance, characterized his
activities as "orgiastic and adulterous escapades" in which he could be "bestial in his
sexual abuse of women." He also observed that "King frequently drank to excess."

King's famous dream speech was in fact written by his Jewish handler the same Jew
Levinson who was the head of the America Communist Party in the 1950's and is full
of lies and historical perjuries. Its a document that attempts to communize the memo-
ries of the Leaders and Founders of American named within. Its the Jewish big lie in
action.
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As Dr.Duke wrote in his book "My Awakening" on the subject:

Stanley Levinson, who wrote many of King's speeches, including, some say, the "I
Have a Dream" speech delivered at the March on Washington....

King privately declared himself to be a Marxist, and told his inner circle that his ef-
forts were a part of the "class struggle." His personal secretary, Bayard Rustin, was a
Communist. When King had to replace Rustin in 1961, he chose another Communist,
Jack O'Dell. His main advisor ("handler" would probably be a more apt term), as I've
mentioned, was Jewish Communist Stanley Levinson, who edited and probably wrote
a good deal of King's book Stride Toward Freedom. Levinson prepared King's inco-
me tax returns, controlled King's fundraising activities, and was also in charge of fun-
neling Soviet money to the Communist Party, USA.[15]

Nothing new under the sun there:

 "In 1925, a dozen blacks were recruited for propaganda training in Russia. That same
year, the American Negro Labor Congress was established. In 1930, they changed
their name to the League of Struggle for Negro Rights. They merged with the United
Negro Congress when it was founded in 1936 in Washington, D.C. By 1940, commu-
nists made up two-thirds of its membership. In 1947, they united with the Civil
Rights Congress, a communist front group."

Remember King was promoted as an agent of racial integration thus promotion of ra-
cial mixing and destruction of the two Gentile races, which is part of the Jewish Glo-
balist Agenda. Where Blacks who promoted racial separation where attacked by the
Jews...

The NAACP 
The NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored People) is just
another Jewish plan and organization created by them to take control of the Black ra-
ce in America and use them as tools to destroy it under the disguise of civil rights and
equality.

Jews do not care about Black people and I have listed quotes by them on this website
that show what they really think about us. They only associate with Blacks to use us
to bring down America and its values to that of Communism. Divide and conquer, so
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to speak. Black problems have dramatically increased because of Jews. Black people
are far worst off in America than they were before the so called civil rights move-
ment.

The Ugly Truth

The NAACP only works to make sure Blacks do not get any real leadership at all.
The NAACP only works to make sure that Jews are the ones controlling these things.

Jews created the NAACP: Read this article by Dontell Jackson. It also includes con-
fessions and statements from a long list of Jews who ADMIT their plans. NEVER
trust Jews. Period.

The Jews and the NAACP

The Political Game

The Jews own 96 percent of the Media, corporations, our banking system, the Federal
reserve, the International Monetary Fund and more. Their power and wealth is im-
mense. With this influence and control, it's no surprise that our current political sy-
stem will be directed and steered in their favor.

Always know that with all things that Jews do, it is to ultimately bring down Humani-
ty and the Nations of the world to a Jewish run slave state. That is ALWAYS the plan.
This Jewish plan is to completely manifest what is stated in their Torah and their ra-
cial religion Judaism. 

Kabbalah Exposed

Its all Jewish Puppetry:

In our current political system in America, the Jews play both sides, but at the end of
it all, each side is working to bring about the Jewish New World Order. You have the
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so called Republican political party infested with Jews who only perpetuate the lie of
Christianity (essentially spiritual communism) and Christian traditionalism; Its all ce-
ntered around Jews and Jewish supremacy at the psychic level. Christianity is a Je-
wish spell on Humanity and connecting to it only gives the Jews the spiritual and
psychic power they need to establish the Jewish domination over the globe. So it
doesn't matter if one rejects Communism, you will never escape the Jewish hold as
long as Christianity and the Bible are accepted as truth.

Christianity: A Jewish Spell on Humanity

With the Democratic Party, the Jews use the Blacks and Hispanics to their advantage
majorly and as tools to break down America into a Marxist nightmare. 

Blacks and Hispanics always vote Democrat because the Democrats have lied to  and
manipulated them into thinking that they are fighting for their rights in America. Its
all just a big fat deception. The Democratic Party is not for the benefit of the Black
race, its to use them to gain votes in favor of the communists, and to ultimately keep
them enslaved to the Jewish system. Blacks have not improved at all in America. The
Jews are making sure of that...

The Welfare system is one way they prepare them for Communism as it puts one in a
state of dependency and it destroys the family unit....

The Democrats and the liberal progressives are trying to destroy America with their
policies that take away our freedoms such as: internet censorship, slowly repealing
the second amendment( the right to bear arms and to protect ourselves from dictators-
hip), attacking free speech, manipulating truths and spewing lies on the mainstream
media and of course, non existent restrictions on immigration into America. 

The goal is to flood America with non White criminals and those who are degenerates
to any society, break down the borders, genocide the White race and turn America
(the only country truly standing in the way of Jewish world take over) into a weake-
ned, multi-racial communist plantation state where the non-White Gentiles are the
slave cattle for the Jews. 
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Both political parties are all big fat shit shows with that only one goal in mind. Whet-
her you are Christian, or hardcore Liberal, we are all going to get the same treatment
in the Jewish slave state.

The only way to destroy the Jewish influence is to wake up as much people as we can
and fight this war along side our true Gods who care for and want to free Humanity.
Satan and the Original Daemon gods are trying to save us from this fate.

Satan is the liberator of Humanity! 

The One True Enemy

This page is dedicated to informing you all who the TRUE enemy is to all the Races
of the world. This truth is coming out and many people are waking up to this. Please
educate yourselves!

The following articles provided will show you the real fact of the matter.

The Myth of the Good Jew
By HP Mageson666

The Jews are a dualistic system with one core.
The Jews themselves at the core are a genetic group a blood line. Yet one can con-
vert to Judaism. But upon this they have to marry into the genetic group and absorb
their genes into the hive. This allows the Jews to blend into the host society while still
maintaining their genetic-psychic strength. And the con-vert becomes an active agent
of the Jews, with a Gentile face. But will never be allowed to go far within the deep
ranks of Judaism.

At the highest levels only those of purest Jewish genetic lines can be admitted. Ma-
king sure the pure blooded ones lead the group and give it direction. 
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The Jews by their records and texts such as the Zohar, state they come from a genetic
line not of the Gentiles which they believe makes them superior and gives them enti-
tlement to the planet and all upon it. They state Gentiles are animals put here to be
their slaves and property. And since we are not from their line we are not human and
not covered by their law of the Torah. Meaning they can do what they want to us with
no moral qualms. Judaism dehumanizes the entire planet.

Above the Jews are a collective of negative entities who the top Rabbinical class who
are adept Black Magicians work with and take direction from. The Jews carry the spi-
ritual inheritance of these entitles in their blood as this is the group they are genetical-
ly created from by their admission. What this means is they are connected on the deep
soul level to such non and anti-human, entitles. They are a window to these beings on
the planet.

Even the average Jew has a deep unconscious connection to these beings. On the soul
level. And they are bound into a large mass Jewish mind or collective unconscious
and consciousness they share with such entitles as well. They share the same race
soul together. Their soul nature is encoded in their religious texts of which are not-
hing but what is in their soul. And simply the desire to harm, enslave, murder and de-
stroy Gentiles by any means. Their biology is their belief. 

People point to their different factions, disagreements and infighting as something to
offer an example of something to believe the Jews are not a mono group against us.
But this shows nothing in many cases it proves the opposite. Its in their soul and even
programs started by Jews in conflict with other Jews. Still push the Jewish agenda
anyway and harm Gentiles. This above belief not all bad apples belief creates a false
understanding that allows Jews to step in and control the opposition to them. And ter-
raforming it into something which serves them.

Which means you can never trust them. Many do what they do unconsciously. Becau-
se what's in the soul is what its about. And its in their soul to do what their religious
texts state.

Its not about opposition to Christianity, Islam, Communism, Liberalism or Capita-
lism, Zionism.etc 

Its actually on the deeply conscious and honest level. One thing only. Opposition to
JUDAISM. All these programs listed above come out of the Jewish race soul. Most
people in our society are in strong opposition to the Jews on some level and don't
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even realize it yet.

One can also observe strong schizogenic behaviours in those who are larger admixtu-
re of Gentile blood. Its a from a conflict on the soul level which manifests into the
conscious mind. Otto Weininger stands out. He was half Jewish. But hated his Jewish
half, as an ugly and vile stain within his soul. He could feel this. He lived a life of
struggle with it. Till he killed himself to try and escape it.

He was an open example. Of the two different and conflicting natures of the Gentile
and Jewish soul in one man. And the fact those of Jewish blood can never stop being
Jewish, even if they consciously want to. Its in the soul.

The purpose of Judaism is to terraform the planet into a situation where the entitles
that manifested the Jew, can then feed off humans and use them as slaves without
end. The Jews are simply the terrestrial level of this agenda. In lay terms the Jews are
race of psychopaths. And not part of Gentile Humanity. They are a war upon it.

Judaism and Communism
Judaism is not just the religion of the Jew. It is in their souls. It reveals their psycholo-
gical inclinations concerning all of us- Satan's creation.
This "religion" is nothing more than the mindset of the Jew, pure and simple. It is
their practice and implication of what they have planned for all Gentiles (non-Jews).
It is also connected to the Hebrew curses they have been casting on humanity for ce-
nturies, through blood sacrifices and performing magick rituals through their "holy"
book, the Torah.

If you study the Torah, and through the Talmud, you will find that Jews are the most
hateful, evil, racist and degenerate beings. The things they say about non-Jews, and
what they have done and what they plan to do to us is utterly DISGUSTING.
Jewish Scholar Dibre David says: "If the Gentiles knew what we are teaching against
them, they would kill us"
In Jewish religous writings, they call us beasts, animals and cattle that only exist to
serve them. More on this: Kabbalah Exposed
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The Jews have turned us against our true Gods and they plan to enslave us through
Communism.

Communism is when the state seizes control of all wealth, and property and the ruling
class assumes the role of God (Jews). The Gentiles will be all 'equal' under god, mea-
ning total slaves that are equally used and disposed of/ thrown away, to be used and
worked to death completely. This is also what is dictated in the Jewish Torah.

There will be no sense of identity, culture, and freedom whatsoever. Your existence
will only be to serve Jews.The suffering will be unimaginable. Just look at history
and the 100+ millions upon millions of people who have suffered and died because of
Jewish communism. This is nothing to take lightly. The Jews have succeeded in Com-
munizing places like North Korea, Cuba, China, Vietnam- a couple of countries like
South Africa and Venezuela are on its way there. The people are suffering, starving
and have no freedoms and are at the mercy of the goverment. Study these communi-
stic countries and you will get a taste of the world's fate if the Jews win.

"The soul of Communism is the soul of Judaism"- Jewish Rabbi Harry Waton

We already see the early plans of Communism manifesting today. Luckily we have
our Gods who are helping us stop this.

Know more about the Jews and their plans to destroy and enslave us: Exposing Chri-
stianity

The Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft [PRESS HERE FOR THE ARTICLE!]

The Jews created Islam [PRESS HERE FOR THE WEBSITE]

Kabbalah Exposed [PRESS HERE FOR THE WEBSITE]: Exposing Jewish ri-
tual magick, Curses and their plans to Enslave Us all

The Khazar Claim Debunked
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Khazar Claim Debunked
By HP Mageson666
Jews are NOT White gentile converts!*

The Jew, Arthur Koestler created the Khazar claim. The claim that the Ashkenazi
Jews are originally a Turkic tribe that converted later. This was simply made up Koes-
tler by admission for trying to trick the Goyim into thinking Jews are not a race and
attempt to remove the dangerous understanding for the Jewish agenda that they are ra-
ce from Western consciousness to give the tribe a powerful advantage in their aims. 

Michael Scammell wrote the biography of Koestler. And within it, he reported Koes-
tler's own statements on why he wrote this book: His argument was that if he could
persuade people that a non-Jewish “Khazar” heritage formed the basis of modern
Jews, then this would be a weapon against European racially-based anti-Semi-
tism.“Should this theory be confirmed, the term ‘anti-Semitism’ would become void
of meaning,” he said.

According to Scammell, Koestler told French biologist Pierre Debray-Ritzen he“was
convinced that if he could prove that the bulk of Eastern European Jews were descen-
ded from the Khazars, the racial basis for anti-Semitism would be removed and anti-
Semitism itself could disappear.”

 (Source: Scammell, Michael. Koestler: The Literary and Political Odyssey of a Twe-
ntieth-Century Skeptic, Random House, 2009, ISBN 978-0-394-57630-5, p. 546.)

As we know the Jews are race. The very fact you have to get a DNA test to prove
your Jewishness before you can become a citizen of the Jewish state, the Cohen gene.
Tay Sachs a genetic disease only Jews suffer from. The fact Judaism from its start is
based on genetic laws of racial descent. They can simply look at some ones DNA and
see if their Jewish from anywhere in the world, the numerous genetic tests done on
this fact. And Jews have stated their a race in their own writings. 
http://www.timesofisrael.com/russian-sp ... -dna-test/
Prime Minister’s Office says would-be immigrants from former Soviet Union may be
asked to prove Jewish bloodline.

The Jews moved into Eastern Europe from the West, mainly Germany which had a
large Jewish Population, Ashkenazi meant literally "The Jews of Germany"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ashkenazi_Jews
Ashkenazi Jews, also known as Ashkenazic Jews or simply Ashkenazim (Hebrew:

יםִַּזְנְּכׁשַא , Ashkenazi Hebrew pronunciation: [ˌaʃkəˈnazim], singular: [ˌaʃkəˈnazi], Mo-
dern Hebrew: [aʃkenaˈzim, aʃkenaˈzi]; also ַזֲנְּכׁשַאיֵּדהוְי Y'hudey Ashkenaz, lit. "The
Jews of Germany") Showing they are originally not from the East to West as the Kha-
zar story claims
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Over time the Jews were driven out of Western Europe and migrated mainly into Po-
land. Were they enjoyed special privileges due to their low interest money lending ra-
tes to the Polish Nobility. The privileges included the ability to rob the common peo-
ple with robbery interest rates and monopoly on the alcohol industry.  The Jews deve-
loped a large community here over time. Poland was conquered by Prussia, Austria
and Russia. The larger Jewish communities in Poland became the Pale region of the
Russian Empire. Notice all the eastern Jews with Yiddish names and who spoke Yid-
dish. Which is strongly German influenced. Because this is were the Jews in the east
original came from. The Western German regions.

The genetic testing of the Ashkenazi, Sephardic and Samaritan Jews show they all ha-
ve the same genetic ancestor and thus share the common race of the Jews.

Ashkenazi Jews are not Khazars - Jewish DNA:https://www.youtu-
be.com/watch?v=tF2mU6LDZ_g

With many crazy Black African Americans claiming they are Jews and the real Jews
are some Khazar converts, this DNA shows they are the original Israelite descendants
especially with their genetic diseases such as deafness, breast cancer, ovarian cancer
which is a genetic disease to Jews all over the world. Even black people out there
think these crazy racist groups are wrong and crazy. If you also read some history
books and even the Bible it talks about Jews living in Eastern Europe (Rome,Greece)
since the time before Jesus was born.

Today modern Khazar descendants also live in Kazakhstan and are Muslims and you
can go yourself and see how their culture, looks are nothing similar to the Ashkenazi
Jews . Jews Are Not Descended From Khazars, Hebrew University Historian Says...

http://www.haaretz.com/jewish/features/1.601287

New study finds no evidence that Ashkenazi Jews are the descendants of Khazars, or
that subjects in the medieval kingdom converted to Judaism en masse.

Black Nationalism

Each race must have self determination, reliance, and preservation. These are impor-
tant key factors in establishing peace and harmony, as well as empowerment for all.
This is of Black Nationalism; Racial improvement and self-governance for all Black
nations.
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When the topic of racial separation is brought up, the reactions usually border the ne-
gative as one might automatically think of racial separation as racial discrimination,
being alienated from the rest of society, etc. The truth is, each race wants and needs to
be with their own. People naturally want to be with those who look like them. It is a
natural biological response as humans are tribal.

Multiple races cannot live under one rule-- each race needs to rule itself. In multicul-
tural societies, there will aways be one race or group that will feel like an outcast or
that they are not being treated fairly and then there is racial tension. We see this ever-
present throught out history and today.

On the subject of the Black race, It is apparent that Black people desire racial separa-
tion especially since many of them have the perception that we have been disenfranc-
hised and cast as second class citizens (Thanks, Jews...)

Until we start ruling ourselves and cast the JEW out, we will not be able to grasp and
experience the first step in racial advancement.

Marcus Garvey and Black Nationalism Link

For those of you who aren't aware of who Marcus Garvey is, he was a Black nationa-
list and political leader who tried to establish a Back-to-Africa Movement so that
Black people can have their own societies and independent nations. He also believed
in racial separation and the upliftment of all Black people worldwide. Marcus Garvey
also affirmed that in addition to all Black people migrating back to their ancestral
land, we should remove all 'foreign' control of it.

I already wrote an article about how the Jewish race has raped and raped Africa con-
stantly..and continues to do so today all the while using the Black gentiles therein as
their slave workers. Impoverished and abused. The thousands and thousands of
deaths that have occurred over the last couple of decades are disgusting.

Doctor Tony Martin is another Black nationalist who has written about the Jewish cri-
mes against the Black race notably the Trans-Atlantic Slave trade.
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It is a very worthy to read and study the works of the previously mentioned Garvey
and Martin. Its important to remove the idea of forced diversity and multiculturalism,
which doesn't work, especially in these modern times as the Jew is desperately wa-
ging war on us all. The Black race being the one they use additionally as tools and
"troops" to bring about their communist revolution. 

Black people are only tools in the Jewish plan. Always will be. The Jewish hold must
be destroyed!

Jews are responsible for the decline and fall of the Black race:
Blacks and Jews

Satan and the Daemon Gods are the driving forces of racial evolution and advance-
ment, they want this for all their creations. The races need to be separated with their
own people in order to advance and carry out their full potential.

Hail Satan!

Jews have cursed the Black race
By Mageson666

In America there is a church on every corner of the Black community and their com-
munities are falling apart they are killing themselves and each other and they have be-
come a failed race at this point.
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So what good is Jesus and Christianity doing? Its a Jewish spell to destroy all Genti-
les(non Jews). Do you think the Churches everywhere and the infusion of Christianity
into the souls of Black People for centuries have something to do with this situation?
The Black Christians leaders are mainly criminals and degenerates ruining their own
People.

The Torah( the old testament of the bible) is full of curses on all Gentile races. This
includes the Whites who are called Amalek and are ordered to be totally exterminated
by the Jews. Hence the Jewish created political White Genocide cult of Cultural Mar-
xism is not anything but the Jews practicing their racial religion in a bogus political
cloak.

In the Torah, Noah cursed Ham to be a slave to Shem. Ham was the father of Cush
and the Cushites were the ancient title of the Black race and area's in Africa. This is
the curse of Ham. However the major curse against the Blacks is in Isaiah this one is
never mentioned because its too obvious.

The Torah in the book of Isaiah:

14 This is what the Lord says:
 “The products of Egypt and the merchandise of Cush,
and those tall Sabeans—
they will come over to you
and will be yours;
they will trudge behind you,
coming over to you in chains.
They will bow down before you
and plead with you, saying,
 ‘Surely God is with you, and there is no other;
there is no other god.’”

Note here we have the Cushite's being put into chains and enslaved to the children of
Israel. Note the Jews call Gentiles the property of the Jewish race (merchandise)
which is property means Goyim(cattle.) 
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When the Jews ran the Black slave trade they used these passages from the Torah to
justifiy the slave trade to the Christian population. The Jews call the curse of Ham the
Noachide curse. What do you think is going to happen to Blacks if the Jew World Or-
der get the Noahide Laws (the Jewish Rabbi's had passed into law in America under
the first Bush, imposed on the population)?

This already happened in the past on numerous plantations and households run by
Jews having their own Cushite slaves to do the work for them during the Trans atla-
ntic slave trade period.

** My note- Black's spiritual energies are being used and taken from them to fuel that
fake entity called "god". You see this at churches when they go into a trance, dancing
and praising this false god. Dancing is another way to raise the energies. Praying to
that false entity also gives power and energy to the Jews further speeding up our en-
slavement and damnation.**

It's time for our people to wake up!

Colonialism and Africa

I'm sure you are all familiar with the narrative that White people are responsible for
invading Africa, stealing its resources and just keeping the Blacks impoverished and
abused. Well, you all should be aware now that The Jews are the ones who are re-
sponsible for this, not Whites.

Now I'm not going to sit here and say that White people had no part in this but under-
stand that all Colonialism and Imperialism are connected to and was financed and or-
dered by the Jewish dynasty, the Rothschilds. No matter the race, the Jews have used
their power and wealth to take control of many gentiles. They have Gentiles from all
races that are selling out and murdering their people because of fucking Jews- Black,
Asian and White so called "leaders" are willingly letting the Jews abuse and murder
their people in exchange for power and wealth.
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No one is exempt from these crimes but the problem at the root is the Jew.

I already covered the Jewish Destruction of Africa

The Jewish Rothschild are tied to the British and French Colonialism and Imperia-
lism throughout Africa. The colonialists received money from the central banks in
London and Paris, all this under Rothschild dominion. These White colonialists were
following the lie of Christianity. The Pagan Blacks in Africa were seen as heathens
with no culture, worshiping a false god. These Christians felt further justified in de-
stroying african satanic/pagan history and taking control of Africa to "introduce Chri-
stian ways and salvation" to the natives. Many Blacks still had close ties to the an-
cient Pagan gods.

The Jew's main goal was to invade Africa using White labor and man power (because
Jews NEVER do the dirty work, they prefer to use the Gentiles just like how they use
the Gentiles to die and fight their wars for them!), destroy the culture and connections
that Blacks had to Satan and the original gods, use and enslave them brutally and
steal the wealth of Africa. Pure and Simple.

As of today, the Jews are still set up and stationed in Africa (through their corpora-
tions and businesses) and continuing to steal from and rape the continent.

Read more about Jewish domination of Africa

Out of Africa Theory

The Out of Africa Myth is the supposed theory that argues that all of Human kind ori-
ginated from Africa, that we are all from a single race and that all other differences in
the other races, such as in skin complexion, hair, and development is just from a diffe-
rent environmental exposure.

The idea that all the races came from Africa, namely the black sub races are false as
we now know that Satan and the Gods of old created each race from genetic enginee-
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ring to embody different characteristics. Science is now showing that the "Out of
Africa" argument is false, from DNA testing on Modern humans and from ancient hu-
man remains and fossil findings.

There have been many attempts by the enemy (via their mainstream media outlet) to
try to remove the concept and fact of Race. If the enemy can convince the people of
the world that there is no such thing as race, and that we are all the same then it
would serve as a gateway for everyone to race mix and forget about their ancestry and
racial traits- i.e nothing to preserve or save...

Race is a beautiful thing and is from Satan and the Daemon gods. Despite the attempt
at making up lies such as the out of Africa myth, people are still not willing to race
mix and abandon the natural human reaction, which is to be with, choose and support
their own kind. This is all natural.

More information on the Out of Africa Myth, which reveals information that all the
human races on earth are different and separate but come from a common source (Sa-
tan and the other Extra-terrestrial Daemon Gods--not to mention that many tribes and
ancient texts state the separate human creations by the Gods:

http://atlanteangardens.blogspot.ca/201

Scientific evidence refuting the theory of modern humanity’s African genesis is com-
mon knowledge among those familiar with the most recent scientific papers on the hu-
man Genome, Mitochondrial DNA and Y-chromosomes. Regrettably, within main-
stream press and academia circles, there seems to be a conspicuous – and dare we
say it – deliberate vacuum when it comes to reporting news of these recent studies
and their obvious implications.

Australian historian Greg Jefferys explains that, "The whole ‘Out of Africa’ myth has
its roots in the mainstream academic campaign in the 1990′s to remove the concept of
Race. When I did my degree they all spent a lot of time on the ‘Out of Africa’ thing
but it’s been completely disproved by genetics. Mainstream still hold on to it."

It did begin the early 90’s. And the academics most responsible for cementing both
the Out-of Africa theory and the complementary common ancestral African mother –
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given the name of “Eve” – in the public arena and nearly every curriculum, were
Professors Alan C. Wilson and Rebecca L. Cann. 

In their defense, the authors of this paper were fully aware that genealogy is not in
any way linked to geography, and that their placement of Eve in Africa was an assum-
ption, never an assertion. 

A very recent paper on Y-chromosomes published in 2012, (Re-Examing the “Out of
Africa” Theory and the Origin of Europeoids (Caucasians) in the Light of DNA Ge-
nealogy written by Anatole A. Klyosov and Igor L. Rozhanski) only confirms the de-
nial of any African ancestry in non-Africans, and strongly supports the existence of a
“common ancestor” who “would not necessarily be in Africa. In fact, it was never
proven that he lived in Africa.”

Central to results of this extensive examination of haplogroups (7,556) was the absen-
ce of any African genes. So lacking was the sampling of African genetic involvement,
the researchers stated in their introduction that, “the finding that the Europeoid ha-
plogroups did not descend from “African” haplogroups A or B is supported by the
fact that bearers of the Europeoid, as well as all non-African groups do not carry eit-
her SNI’s M91, P97, M31, P82, M23, M114, P262”.

With the haplogroups not present in any African genes and an absence of dozens of
African genetic markers, it is very difficult nigh on impossible to sustain any link to
Africa. The researchers are adamant that their extensive study “offers evidence to re-
examine the validity of the Out-of-Africa concept”. 

They see no genetic proof substantiating an African precedence in the Homo sapien
tree, and maintain that “a more plausible interpretation might have been that both
current Africans and non-Africans descended separately from a more ancient com-
mon ancestor, thus forming a proverbial fork”.

We regard the claim of “a more plausible explanation” as a gross understatement,
since there is absolutely nothing plausibly African turning up in any test tubes. In
fact, the researchers made note of their repeated absence stating “not one non-Afri-
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can participant out of more than 400 individuals in the Project tested positive to any
of thirteen ‘African’ sub-clades of haplogroup A”. The only remaining uncertainty re-
lates to the identity of this “more ancient common ancestor”. All that can be stated
with confidence is that humanity’s ancestor did not reside in Africa.

Unfounded accusations of racism have become common as the prevailing Afrocentric
hypothesis is constantly being challenged by the growing mountain of conflicting
scientific evidence, especially in the evolving field of genetics.

It is now scientifically irrefutable fact that the "human species" has been found to co-
ntain a substantial quantity of DNA (at least 20%) from other hominid populations
not classified as Homo sapien; such as Neanderthal, Denisovan, African archaic, Ho-
mo erectus, and now possibly even "Hobbit" (Homo floresiensis). 

If not given drugs to prevent infant death, the pregnant body of a rhesus negative mot-
her will attack, try to reject, and even kill her own offspring if it is by a rhesus positi-
ve man. 

The Domestic dog (Canis lupus familiaris) is a sub-species of the gray wolf (Canis lu-
pus), and they produce hybrids. 

There are numerous other examples of where two separate species (for example with
different numbers of chromosomes) can also produce viable offspring, yet are consi-
dered separate species. That said, humanity has been shown to be, genetically spea-
king, a hybrid species that did not all share the same hunter-gatherer ancestry in Afri-
ca. 

Recent sequencing of ancient genomes suggests that interbreeding went on between
the members of several ancient human-like groups more than 30,000 years ago, inclu-
ding an as-yet unknown human ancestor. "there were many hominid populations,”
says Mark Thomas, evolutionary geneticist at University College London. 

Recent genetic studies are touting shocking headlines about how ancient humans 'ra-
mpantly interbred' and indulged in inter-species interracial sex with multiple mystery
sub-races in a "Lord Of The Rings"-style world of different creatures, including my-
stery DNA - neither human nor Neanderthal, not yet identified.  

Hail Satan!
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White Race

The Jew has done a great job at convincing the other races, especially, the Black race,
that the White race is our eternal enemy and that we will always be oppressed, held
down and unsuccessful because of them. The Jewish owned media has also made
anything involving the white race evil and racist.
The White race is another race from Satan, just like the rest of the races. They are our
allies and comrades in this war against the Jews.
 I already covered on this website the differences between Jews and the White race.
Jews only claim to be white when it fits their agenda and disgusting plans to destroy
the White race and enslave the rest of the races under Communism.

Jews are a separate race different from all Gentiles (non-Jews). Genetics prove this.
Jews are NOT white, they admit this. Many Jews are very mixed with Gentile DNA
especially the White race which is why it is easy to confuse the two.
If you have not, please read these two articles on Jews as a race and how they plan to
enslave the nations under the New World Order--The Jewish Race and Judaism and
Communism
Jews are the one who have commited horrific crimes on the Black race, and they are
the most racist of all! Blacks and Jews
The Jews are using the Black race as tools to destroy the White race. The Jews have
pinned all their crimes on them. They are also desperately trying to put us against
Whites to start a race war.

Are White People Evil? 

It is easy to understand that the entire world, especially the Black race, would think
that the White race are the ones responsible for all of Humanity's problems such as
the condition Africa is in, slavery, colonialism, poverty, environmental problems, ra-
cism, etc. Of course one would think this since the average person will not see the dif-
ferences between the White race and the Jewish race.

The Jewish people are responsible for all the mentioned problems and they have bla-
med it on the White race, that is how the Jews get away with it. Even most white peo-
ple don't know the difference because Jews look similar to them.

Link to The Jewish race and their crimes against Humanity
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In understanding these differences we can see that the White race, like all the other ra-
ces that come from Satan, is innocent and only victims to the parasite called Jews.

In observing the White race you will find that they are a fair and altruistic people, and
they are NOT evil like the fucking Jew tries to trick us all into believing through pro-
paganda and lies in the media.

White people are the ones that are the most heavily involved in humanitarian issues
like the Peace Corp and donating to and helping out those starving in third world and
under-developed countries (Malcom X noticed this and changed his mind about them
when he witnessed it.)

The White race has ended slavery in all their nations (while slavery still goes on to-
day in non-White nations)they commit less crime than Blacks and Hispanics (FBI sta-
tistics show this), the White race is the race that donates the most blood to Blood
banks, they are virtually the only race that adopts children of other races... and of
course, they are the ones who are at the foreground of the liberal progressive move-
ments that call for equality and freedom for all minorities, and non-Whites, even if
that means foolishly falling into the Jewish plan of Marxism and bringing about their
own replacement. 

We know that the Jews are masters of psychology, they have a psychological profile
on all the races. They use our strengths and weaknesses against us. In the White race's
case, their humanitarianism and altruism is getting them replaced and or killed off in
their own countries. Look at Europe, the White race is foolishly taking in violent and
degenerate Immigrants just so that they can help these people and stand up against ra-
cism. But now, they are paying for this since these immigrants are causing crimes, ra-
pe and murder...

In knowing all that we know about the differences between the Jewish race and the
White race, is it fair for us to label White people as evil?
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Satan and the White Race

Satan created all of the races through genetic engineering, but the White race is diffe-
rent from the other races because they come from Satan directly. If you havent noti-
ced, Satan and some of the other Daemon Gods have fair skin and many have blond
hair.

The Black Race and the other non-White races were created by Satan and the other
Daemons so that there could be new races/ bloodlines to be extensions of the divine
family on Earth.

The White race is an extension of Satan's bloodline on Earth, it is natural for them to
have certain strengths or skills that some of the other races do not have. The White ra-
ce has brought to the world technological advancement and modern civilizations, i.e
the western civilization/ the 1st world.

Now, I need to make something clear, because The Jew has created so many hostile
vibes and negative associations with Race, Most people are sensitive and have an in-
feriority complex, thanks to the Jews trying to make the differences in the race's a bad
thing. I had one Black member come to me and tell me that because the White race
has certain talents and abilities, he felt down about it. This of course will be common
for many since the lie of JEWISH equality has created a backlash. I already wrote
about this in : Race Reality and Evolution

Its imporant to know that nothing in nature is equal and thats just fine. Each of the ra-
ces has strengths and weaknesses that the Jews exploit and use. The Jews have also
done a great job in making Blacks feel inferior. This needs to change. I also see
that degeneration and Jewish brainwashing has manifested in all the races according
to their own traits.

If one you are going to be jealous of the White race, then I guess you also will be jea-
lous of Satan too?? Sounds funny, but its the same concept.

Our Black ancient ancestors have used the Knowledge given to them by Satan and the
Gods to reach a higher level. There have been many Blacks who have become Gods
through this knowledge, so have the Asian people a long time ago. If you pay atte-
ntion to ancient record ad oral traditions from the different races of the world, you
will see that they al mentioned demi-gods and humans who had psychic and godly
abilities. These all come from the blood of Satan and the gods that are all within us.
Satan intended, for all the races to transform themselves into Gods but then the ene-
my stopped this and closed our chakras and cut us off from spirtuality. This is even
mentioned in the Bible...
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The Jew wants to destroy, and enslave all the races of Satan but the Jew is the biggest
enemy to the White race. The Jews have been working to destroy the White race by
using the Black race and the others for their agenda, as well as forcing Europe to take
in violent migrants and foreign invaders to genocide them. This is a big situation.

Unless we do something about it and band together to stop the Jews, the White race
will be extinct through genocide and then no one will be able to impede the Jew's
plan. The other non-White races will be brutally enslaved under the Jewish global
plantation with Communism enforced.

Communism

The Truth about Slavery By Kyrique

There's a lot of misinformation about slavery and a lot of people have been even kil-
led because of the lies.
Many blacks believe they were captured by Whites. Unfortunately in Africa, Blacks
have always enslaved each other (different tribes) and it was the Jewish race who
bought them. The Jew started the slave trade and through Jewish controlled media,
they have portrayed the White race as the ones who did. The white race fought
against slavery in the America, meanwhile Jews were the ones who tried to keep it
going.

The Arabs and Black Africans owned and traded slaves for a very long time (inclu-
ding Whites) called the Trans-Saharan slave trade. African Empires such as Ghana
and Mali participated in it. In the Trans- Atlantic slave trade Jewish merchants went
to West Africa to buy slaves. Africans who sold the slaves were usually political and
commercial elites. The slaves were sold for muskets, rum, iron and etc. Slaves were
captured in slave raids and their black capturers would get them from central Africa
and march them down miles to the coast.

There the Jewish merchants sailed them to the new world. A lot of the ships were ow-
ned by Jews and when they arrived to the new world they exclusively sold to Jews.
Plenty of times the government would try to stop it but the Jews would pay them off.
In the United States we hear how evil and horrendous it was but evidence shows the
contrary.

Slavery is completely immoral but the way hollywood portrays it isn't accurate. For
starters only 1.4 percent of the entire U.S population owned slaves and only 4.9 per-
cent of the Southern population owned slaves. About 70 percent of slaveowners were
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jews and of course they used Xianity to justify it. The other 30 percent were rich Whi-
tes, other Blacks owning Blacks, and Native Americans. Contrary to popular belief
the bond between master and slave was mutually respectful. The White Irish were al-
so enslaved in America (but of course the mainstream media wont tell you that eit-
her..)

In 1861 a slave named Harrison Berry wrote and produced a pamphlet named "Slave-
ry and Abolitionism, as Viewed by a Georgia Slave" he believed Abolitionists were
the worst enemies of Slaves. He also believed that Southern slaves were in a better
off condition than if they were in Africa. On 12/8/1889 Jefferson Davis died in New
Orleans, Louisiana. When the news broke out telegrams were sent out offering the co-
mpassion of many people, including his 13 former slaves. Their telegram read "We,
the old servants and tenants of our beloved master, Honorable Jefferson Davis, have
cause to mingle our tears over his death, who was always so kind and thoughtful of
our peace and happiness. We extend to you our humble sympathy.". In the 1930s the
federal government, through the WPA, sent people to gather the testimony of the re-
maining ex- slaves. Surprisingly what the testimonies show is that more than 70 per-
cent of the slaves had only positive things to say.

This documentation is now held in Washington, DC in the National Archives. What's
also been documented was the evidence of black slaveowners.

Yes, there were black slaveowners despite what the Jews will tell you the evidence is
there and still standing. There's a book titled "Black Slave Owners" by Larry Lover.
In the book it says " Yet at one time or another, free black slaveowners resides in eve-
ry Southern state which countenanced slavery and even in Northern States. In Loui-
siana, Maryland, South Carolina, and Virginia, free blacks owned more than 10,000
slaves, according to the federal census of 1830.". Many of the Black slave owners we-
re mulatto which is probably why they became slave owners because they never felt
as if they were slaves. Some of them were still slaves because their state didn't allow
emancipation but since they were related to the master they were treated like his chil-
dren. Some of the slaves earned freedom by manumission but before they were freed
they had to learn a trade. Once they were freed they set up shop and bought slaves to
work for them. Not all Black slave owners were in it for money there were some who
bought family members even children. Slavery ended once the Civil War was over
but little is known that the Civil War was not about slavery and slaves and free blacks
fought for the South.

There have been lies told about the Civil War being about slavery for far too long and
it's time to clear the air. In the beginning of the war Lincoln said the war wasn't
about slavery only to save the union. The Emancipation proclamation was just an act
of war targeting the rebel States. It allowed slavery in states that were loyal. The
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Union conquered rebel territory and took the slaves away and used them to work for
the army not to free them.

At the time of the proclamation Lincoln was losing the war and he feared the Euro-
pean powers would offer assistance to the South. So he created the Emancipation
proclamation to take the slaves of REBEL states only because slavery fueled the
Southern economy. As a result many White Union soldiers left the war and many
whites at home started to riot and randomly attack blacks. Also Lincoln advocated
sending all Blacks to Liberia. He even agreed with President Roberts of Liberia that
Africa was the rational place for Black Americans. Lincoln held a meeting In the
White House with free Black leaders and asked them to lead blacks out the country.
In the South blacks fought alongside the whites for the Confederacy.

There's a book titled "Black Confederates" which states "According to the Richmond
Dispatch, about 53 blacks in Amelia County, Virginia, offered themselves 'To the go-
vernment for any service'. That same newspaper reported that 200 Petersburg, Virgi-
nia, free blacks offered to do any work assigned to them 'either to fight under white
officers, dig ditches, or anything that could show their desire to serve old Virginia.".
After the Civil War many of the Blacks received state pensions and went to Confede-
rate reunions. Also there's a monument in Fort Mill, South Carolina dedicated to the
faithful slaves. These facts smack right in the face of the Jewish mainstream narrati-
ve. Lies have been told about the past and has caused bad things to happen on both si-
des.

In conclusion the truth has come out and should be shared. People are sad and being
hurt because of lies told by Jewish hollywood. They say the slaves were captured in
Africa even though blacks have enslaved blacks for a long time. The Jews make mo-
vies about slavery only showing part of the truth. We've been told that the Civil War
was about slavery even though Lincoln said it wasn't. A lot of bad things have happe-
ned because of what the Jew says and it's time the truth is known!

SOURCES

Black Slave owners by Larry Koger

Percentage of Slaveholding

http://newobserveronline.com/ hidden-facts-about-slavery-in- america/

Jewish owned slaveships
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http://www.jewwatch.com/jew- genocide-black-holocaust- slave-ships.html

Jews owning blacks

http://www.jewwatch.com/jew- genocide-black-holocaust- slave-trade-jews-na-
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The Real Lincoln by Thomas DiLorenzo

Black Confederates by Charles Barrow

The South Was Right by James Ronald kennedy

Slave Naratives 

https://www.loc.gov/ collections/slave-narratives- from-the-federal-writers- project-
1936-to-1938/about- this-collection/

South Africa and White Genocide 

All because of Jewish lies and propaganda, White people in South Africa are expe-
riencing violence, a steady genocide and having the land that they farm on to feed the
country, taken from them and being seized by the government.

South Africa, Jewish created Insanity

This goes beyond South Africa. The Jews have been waging war with the white race
since the beginning as they want them gone. The White race is standing in the way of
the Jews and their total control of the world.

The South Africa of today was built by the White Dutch people and modernized/indu-
strialized. Contrary to what is said, the Blacks (Bantu) currently living in South Afri-
ca weren't on the land before the Whites came in. The land was inhabited by the
Khoisan tribe who went extinct from that area before the South Africa today was
built.
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The land was not stolen from the Blacks in South Africa, it was legally signed over to
the Whites who actually own a small percentage of the Land in South Africa. So why
are the Whites in South Africa being targeted? Because the Jews want White people
extinct and genocided, as they admit in there Torah. Stirring up racial tension bet-
ween White and Black people are what they benefit from, its the same shit that they
do in America as well. Since White people are aiding the economy in South Africa
and supplying the food, having them killed off by the Blacks, the Jews can then take
total control of the operation and land. They have NO intention of giving the land to
the Blacks at all.

The Jews do not care about Black in South Africa. They just want the Blacks to be
the slave labor on their Jewish plantation of Communism. Once that happens, they
will really be enslaved. Look at how the Jews have control of the rest of Africa? No
place will be spared from the Jewish enslavement.

Unfortunately the Jewish owned media is covering this up!
PDF link to information on the White genocide in South Africa * Warning this co-
ntains very graphic imagery*
More about the Genocide of White Farmers

Hitler and the Nazis 

The biggest deception that has changed humanity's perception of the White race is
who Adolf Hitler really was and what happened during WW2. 

Adof Hitler: Man of Peace

The Jews have portrayed Hitler as an evil man who was hell bent on destroying them
and taking over the world. At least, this is what I remember from my history book
back in high school...
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Hitler was not a racist, while he did care for and love his race (like anyone should) he
respected all the other races. In fact, there were Blacks, Arabs and Asian Gentiles
fighting alongside him and his army all in the name of Freedom. They were all figh-
ting against Jewish Communism.

Black Nazis

The Holocaust was a lie and hoax.The Holocaust has been debunked and many peo-
ple who have proven it false or spoken out against it, have been silenced because the
Jews do not want this information known to the public. Proof the Holocaust is a LIE

The Jews have been screaming the 6 million lie since the late 1800's. How many ti-
mes will they claim 6 million Jews were killed?? Even the Jewish Prime Minister of
Israel, Bibi Netanhyu admitted that Hitler never killed 6 million Jews and that it was
a lie, but the mainstream media won't tell you that because Jews control it.

The Jewish demographic also increased in its number around the same time period of
the war. If 6 million Jews died, how is it that the Jewish number have increased?

If Hitler wanted to kill 6 million Jews then he would have never established the Ha-
vaara agreement which was put into place to have all the Jews settle to their own na-
tion, Israel. These Jews were destroying Germany's economy (just like they do to all
Gentile nations) and the people were starving. When Hitler took power in Germany,
he was able to improve the lives of his people for the better and Germany became the
strongest and most prosperous nation in Europe. 

The Jew Joseph Stalin was trying to take over Europe through Communism. Hitler
was forced into the War because it was known that whoever could take down Germa-
ny, they would be able to have control of all Europe. He and other Jews such as Leon
Trotsky and Vladimir Lenin already succeeded in killing 100+ million White gentiles
in Russia and other parts of Europe years earlier. Imagine what would have happened
if Hitler would have not stood up and fought.

Read More about Hitler, the Jews and the War
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Joining Spiritual Satanism/
Membership

Spiritual Satanism is a life loving religious path. In following Spiritual Satanism/com-
miting to Satan, we are bringing back to life Humanity's original religious practice.
Our Black ancestors practiced Spiritual Satanism

The journey in Spiritual Satanism is very life changing. While in the embrace and
guidance of Satan and his Daemons, they look out for and protect us, teach us and
help us evolve. Ever since I came across Spiritual Satanism, my life has changed
greatly, and I continue to advance and empower myself- its only getting better. I have
also had many positive spiritual experinces. I have gained more confidence and self
love along with appreciation of life and the importance of my soul.

When one decides to follow this path, dedicating yourself to Satan is the next step.
Dedication Ritual to Satan

In Spiritual Satanism, we are expected to better educate ourselves, study and increase
our personal power through power meditation. The meditations on the JoyofSatan
website will open you up and work to transform you.

Power meditation Information

The JoyofSatan has thousands of members and we are continuing to grow. In order to
communicate with other members, ask questions for assistance, sharing experiences
and knowledge, please consider joining our e-groups and forum. Other clergy mem-
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bers, including myself, are available for guidance as well.

We also have an egroup and forum for members of the black race for further learning!

JoyofSatan E-group and Forum information
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Blessed Life And A Very Important Answer On Family 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Thu Apr 05, 2018 3:03 pm 

Many people relate to me in astrology and in some other ways, that they are the last of their 

family, that they do not have siblings, that they do not want to have children and many other 

such things.  
 

This is because largely, it has been made into an awareness by the enemy, that this is a very 

difficult thing, full of hazardous responsibilities, that doesn't give happiness, and everyone 

knows the enemy's hatred for the traditional family values, which are not wrong, but they are 

brought forth from life. The enemy wants only individuals, easy to control, and fragmentation in 

society. Well of course, when one is younger, one naturally doesn't really want a family which it 

also makes sense from a natural perspective. The destruction of the family unit, it's 

fragmentation, and it's ruin is well documented in the protocols of Zion. 
 

If you look at the jews they have 5 children at a minimum. The Rabbis in particular also have 

many of their diseased offspring to walk the planet, and they discipline them in reptilian 

standards to do what they must do for the survival of the jewish race. On the other hand, the 

same jews push the destruction of the Gentile family unit.  
 

There have been cases of families as well where the person is the last White person, or where 

everyone in the family is into race mixing or race mixed themselves, while the person has come 

clean somehow. There are also cases of bad families, but this shouldn't affect the native. In the 

first place, as yourself, why would one be in a wrong family, rather than a better one? Because 

such spiritual families who are better off are becoming scarce and rarer by the day.  
 

This can manifest in that due to someone to reincarnate properly, they may have to do so in a 

more inferior family, that will however give them the necessary gifts they need to advance 

further. This can be highly unpleasant. And from where this began in the first place? From the 

matter that nobody wanted to make nice families and that society is at war with families in 

general. 
 

Now, the enemy in the bible has major curse to exterminate the generations of their enemies. 

And to make them go fully extinct. In the families such as above I have also been let known a 

grandparent or someone else may have had some abilities ranging from spiritually minor to 

some being quite gifted.  
 

The enemy does curses to end these generations of spiritual people. They obviously do not do 

such curses on the retards who become coal burners, they do this because from these 

generations can emerge some more spiritual people that are of Satan and therefore a problem 

to their agenda. Admixture dilutes this process. As such all races had pure aristocratic families, 

this was a spiritual concept based on spiritual inheritance of powers. 
 

If you are a Satanist, and you are not somewhere that you have to do something binding and 

important (these when done seriously can rob the freedom of someone) one must consider 

having children. Not like immediately but as a goal, aside others, for your life. If you are worried 

about not being that good of a parent, ask yourself how retarded people are having children 
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everyday, and how much good you could do to your own children. If you are worried about 

partners, work spiritually to get a good partner. It's worth it for more than one reasons.  
 

The fact that you are a Satanist and that you are a very unique creature doesn't have to work 

against you, or ruin you. Satan gives us family and belonging and regenerates our powers 

which could have been defeated by a world that is anti-us in many ways. The fact this world can 

be largely against us, doesn't mean we cannot dominate such world, and that we cannot live a 

fully rewarding life. The enemy is cursing, we are blessing, and one must remember, Satan is 

always on top of the enemy, and always was, for tens of thousands of years ago.  

 

With the powers Satan gives it's ridiculous if one doesn't do some basics in their life, and this 

means one is an inner defeatist or doesn't want to do something with their life. In other words, 

the blame is on the person and one must evaluate why this is the case. One can fix the majority 

of ugly situations that may hamper someone internally our outwardly. 
 

The fact that Satan gives someone a happy life and whatever they need is not fully a lie 

generated by the enemy, but something the enemy observed by looking at the ancient people of 

the day. As jew Eli Ravage said, we were innocent, happy and beautiful, healthy and very 

sensually spiritual, and the enemy hated us for it. 
 

One can have at least 2 children, if they can, the optimal amount be 3. You are not 'obligated', 

but if you consider the blessings of such you will understand it's good to have a point like this for 

down the road. One must instill a lot of understanding on their kids early on, and give them eyes 

to see for themselves. All of this is not that difficult as it looks, as kids are very clever and they 

absorb. While we respect opinions we must not respect that our kids or children befall into 

retardation or be unable to see the Truth as simply this is a deadly thing for all lifeforms, such as 

facts about race, that they must not defile themselves, and that they must be spiritual creatures.  
 

95% of the cases simply by you being a good parent, your children will follow the proper ways 

by idolizing you. The more attention you put to children, and especially in their first years, they 

will not deviate from what you teach them, in the same way we were all influenced from our 

parents for better or for worse. If damages have been done to you, then it's a good opportunity 

to make sure one produces healthy kids that don't procure the problems one had.  
 

As for those who are married, and they have children, even with people whom are christians 

and have fell back when they have catapulted in the front in their advancement, don't hesitate to 

spiritually control these people. One must be walking in the wrong understanding that the 

opinion of these people matters, it does not, and if you have children, you must be the dominant 

influence on your children, not some self-destructive christian. Do what is necessary to control 

the situation. You may not be able to change others if they are unwilling, but you can change 

your stance so that you deal with them in a better way. In all cases feel blessed you have 

children, under whichever conditions, and look out for the absolute best for them. 
 

One must not use Satanism as an excuse to make the wrong choices in life, as this is 

disrespectful to Satan as well. Satanism aside everything else it gives spiritually, can give a 

blessed life if you follow it the whole way, and this comes from inner healing, realization and 

increasing your natural intelligence, from mistakes or failures even, but the Satanist treats these 
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lessons differently and learns faster.  
 

Unlike normal people who are oblivious to their own negative energies, you can actually do 

something about the situation by digging the depths of your soul. 
 

Spiritual Satanism is like a sun in one's life, it can burn the negativity, and it can give nourishing 

life which one must not reject, but openly accept. The above takes advancement, learning and 

time, but in the end, the decks will be stacked to your advantage to win this game of life, no 

matter where you are now. If you make the steps to advance then you *WILL* in every level that 

is.  
 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  

More will follow soon. 
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- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: Blessed Life And A Very Important Answer On Family 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Thu Apr 05, 2018 5:41 pm 

Academic Scholar wrote:Do you think an SS should only have children after they’ve 

completely/successfully raised the kundalini serpent and completed the Magnum Opus (MG) 

with a partner who’s also completed the MG? 

 

 

This is not necessary, and I don't know from where come these prerequisites. One can advance 

as they have children, both male and female, and given the Great Work is not a cakewalk that 

takes a year as many people who are clueless claim, one must therefore look for the best 

partner and keep their linear life going as well.  
 

If someone reached a very high spiritual level, others would benefit only by living close to them 

as well. So no, this is not necessary, as much as this would be ideal. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 
 

 
- http://www.joyofsatan.org 

- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 

- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 
- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 
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Re: Blessed Life And A Very Important Answer On Family 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Thu Apr 05, 2018 5:45 pm 

Personal Growth wrote:... 

 

 

Yes, doctors can fuck up people that way. Doctors profit from diseased people not healthy ones. 

The enemy commits crimes like that. The jewish doctors also promote vasectomy for White 

males all the time. Less babies less problems for the jews to deal with. Meanwhile people in 

other places of the world have copious amounts of babies, while of course, not caring a dime 

that the planet's resources are fully consumed.  
 

In your situation one would consider adoption, or to find a woman who already had a young 

White kid in that age. I wouldn't preffer a woman who had a kid that was more than 5 years old 

as one could not fully relate to the kid after a particular age. The second one would also be hard 

of an option overall. 
 

This incessant materialism is not understood by the mind of children other than it makes them 

really spoiled brats. 
 

A kid can see a fruit or an avocado and it means the world to them, which costs virtually 

nothing. You do not need to have golden 24K stroller with machine gun attached on it in case of 

attack to raise a kid either. And kids will more than likely appreciate intellectual and spiritual gifts 

you give them. You do not have to be lavishing in the riches of the world to have children.  

 

If you teach your kid to rejoice in natural superiority, sports, athletics, intellect, and spirituality, it 

can have the biggest fun in the world just by living, and without a golden pletted iPad every next 

month. 
 

While such material power would be great, you can also raise your own kids to be richer than 

you as well. Many people who are wealth raise their children in the wrong way as such they lose 

their accumulated wealth later cause they raised their kids to be brats. 
 

There are people who complain on how financially demeaning kids are, but they walk around 

with a cellphone that costs 1200$. Which is a joke as this is equal to months of feeding your 

own toddler or something. Your kid doesn't have to go to Harvard to become an intelligent 

creature either.  
 

I am against people having kids if they are in full impoverishment however. As this can be 

deadly. But if you are comfortable, or at least somewhere close to this, I wouldn't be that 

concerned. 
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Re: Blessed Life And A Very Important Answer On Family 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Fri Apr 06, 2018 1:51 am 

Stormblood wrote:What about homosexual people? Should a homosexual couple of males 

made an agreement with a homosexual couple of female to have children or something like 

that or should we limit to adopt and/or pursuing other roles in society? 

 

 

I notice when many homosexual people think about children, rarely, they put any thought in the 

children themselves. 
 

Up until a point it makes sense, after a point, it becomes full blown insanity to debate these 

matters. The jewish examples have to be ridden off and I notice many homosexuals, even-

though they claim they are away from jewish thinking, they still are influenced by it.  

 

If one quits sexually speaking from the process of creating life, why should one put their hands 

all the time on other life? Or directly father? If that was their objective, wouldn't they be able to 

do such with the opposite gender? In other words one needs to have clearness of goals. If one 

still debates having children, this can imply that someone is not as strictly homosexual as one 

may have thought before, or such urges wouldn't really exist. 

 

If you for some reason decide you want kids, then you may also need to ask what your kids 

would want from you. What kind of images? What kinds of influences? And you need self 

judgement aka, how would YOU influence your children? 
 

Children if they are exposed to bizarrities from the parents, heterosexual in cases of such, the 

state takes them away. Generations pasts, homosexual people, always had normal parents 

most of the time, imperfect as they were. And things were mostly fine for homosexuals. Nobody 

considered parenting children in a house with two daddies and two mommies until now, and this 

is because of the jews.  
 

The human brain as it's designed it requires a mother, and a father. Incarnate, in a body. If 

either is missing from the life this can create problems in the mentality of a person, such as 

serious voids and lacking in the soul. The infant brain doesn't understand yin and yang it 

understands normal figures such as mom and dad, grandma and grandpa. And absence or 

confusion in such can have life altering effects, to the point of disaster as well. 
 

Children, for optimal mental development, need a mother, and a father. Even absence of such 

creates serious problems, and even in otherwise perfect conditions problems can still arise. I 

don't wanna know nor I consider experimentation done by people on children, no matter how 

much they think they 'love them', to be exposed on images that are simply clashing with the 

biological foundation of the human brain, such as drag queen daddy, and gender queer bi-

tranny, nanny. This is why from nature you have the mother and the father who are able to get 

pregnant, not two women or two men together. Homosexual birds and other animals do not 

father, they do other things which are useful for their species. They may take care of children or 

the larger tribe or species in some way, but they do not directly father anyone.  
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If a person who is a homosexual had a child, they should still maintain a family, or at least, do 

not brush such influences in the face of their children, which is typical of many forceful 

homosexuals who pompously go around saying they have adopted children. Certainly, they can 

be better than let's say a couple of drunkard and heterosexual abusers, but still, there is no 

point to get into this debate, the state recognizes such crimes but newfound problematic 

relations such as heterosexuals parenting children we scarcely know about. Being care takers 

like aunts, surely, yes.  
 

But full blown parenting cannot happen by two people of the same gender. Males cannot 

breastfeed, no matter how much hormones you put into them, and not matter how feminine 

one's energy is, it will never be the energy of a mother or a woman, if one is a male. Humans 

are very confused as it is. However this is only bullshit theory, and in practice, that would be 

impossible unless one lives in the Almost Jewnited States of America. 
 

The enemy has been deliberately trying to ruin the mind of innocent children such as trans and 

drag queens that go and adopt poor children, dress them like hookers from a young age, and do 

other deplorable things which they consider normal to them. If I was working on a cabaret, 

sniffing lines, and was surrounded by 10 hookers everyday, I wouldn't have children as a hetero 

either, let alone bring them to such hazardous environment. So it's not really a 'gender debate' 

as much as it is about imagery that ruins the human brain.  
 

Not long ago I saw in the news a homosexual female couple enforced a 4 year old in "Gender 

changing surgery". Because according to these demented individuals, the child "asked for it". 

Now do you ask a 4 year old and consider it to be an entity that can make such life changing 

choices for themselves? There is obvious hatred here, and the insecurity of the mad "parents", 

went onward and destroyed itself. This is like asking your kid what does it think of heroin since it 

sees you inject it everyday, and then using "good" as a viable reply to inject your kid with heroin. 

Only, the situation above is far worse and IRREVERSIBLE. 
 

It's psychology basics, children mimic what they see until they form their own understanding of 

self which happens around 9 years old, and around 12 years old, the children start to have their 

own understanding and their own choices. Effectively the child here didn't really know anything 

about itself, and it was put to do life altering surgery because the parents wanted to feel better 

about themselves and treat the child as a chihuahua dog. This is depravity and insanity, and 

dishonors homosexuals, and not only that, it arises social hatred, and the jew knows this.  
 

No, I do not believe homosexual people should get children, simply because, homosexual 

parenting can cause issues on children. In the cases where people have children, they should 

let them have their own choices, and not enforce anything on them such as the paradigms 

above. Because this is a crime of extreme evil. 
 

The mentality of "I adopt because I can" and to hell with whatever happens to the child, because 

I want to be "Me" and wear pink tiaras and do strange acts in front of my kid is bad. Even 

improper actions between heterosexual couples can scar a kid for life.  
 

Homosexuals and many others are a minority and I know some of them will not like my reply, 
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because the Jewnited States and the Jews state you can do 'whatever the fuck you want'. I 

know many homosexuals dislike the fact that others may have forced them to be heterosexuals, 

and frequently do dislike impositions on their behavior by others, which is normal. So why do 

these people cannot see that imposing certain visual images to children is wrong...  
 

There are a lot of theories and endless conversations on such matters which makes it look like 

these people are a majority. The fact we accept some things it doesn't mean that we bizarre 

rules on other human beings.  
 

If I myself were a homosexual, or I had a male partner, I would never adopt a kid, male or 

female, no matter how much I would 'feel like' I should do it, as my life would be based around 

my partner(s), goals, and spiritual development. Kids are not guinea pigs that one has to get in 

order to feel 'complete', they are beings of their own character as well. And chances are if the 

kid will not be a natural homosexual, this will create mind ruin for the kid to watch images that 

do not agree with their inner nature, same as homosexual children who are enforced by their 

parents to act "heterosexual". So to avoid such risks I would avoid adoption. 
 

People who want to make a full blown freak show in front of children so that they themselves 

feel 'natural and complete', are abominations, and behaviors of abominations are not tolerated 

in Satanism as we are for security and peace for children and innocents.  
 

Homosexual and other people can help children and actively help civilization become better in 

other points of advantage such as donating to adoption houses and many other things. One can 

be creative. Homosexuals when they exist in a family, in a hypothetical scenario, where White 

families would have many children, would be uncles and aunts to many, they would have 

children they could actually care about, and they would be loved by their family, and accepted. 

This is the case actually for many homosexual people, cousins etc.  
 

Uncles and other influences such as a godfather are good, but to directly parent children, I am 

against, for reasons of spiritual imprints and the love the jews have for this depravity and how 

much they have enforced it. 
 

The only case where such would be debatable and still fucking LAME, would be if the father 

was a closet or secretly homosexual from their kid. Aka, no images on their kid, and let natural 

development take it's course. Everyone can have their own experience but in front of developing 

creatures we have to act in a way that our brain is designed to understand. However judging 

from cases of, for example, heterosexual but very effeminate dads, this can still have 

complications for the child. The same goes for a heterosexual mother that is acting like a whore 

in front of her kids. 
 

So I don't want to debate the obvious here what seeing your two daddies walking around with 

cowboy boots and kissing is going to do to the fragile brains of children. This is an act of hate 

and insanity. 
 

The jews must make a good oily fap everytime they hear stories such as how the goyim mutilate 

the genitals and do gender surgery on infants that don't even have an opinion on what their 

gender and their sexual preferences are.  
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I do not condone any of such fucking insanity. 

 

Re: Blessed Life And A Very Important Answer On Family 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Fri Apr 06, 2018 2:43 am 

Academic Scholar wrote: 

HoodedCobra666 wrote: 

Stormblood wrote:What about homosexual people? Should a homosexual couple of males 

made an agreement with a homosexual couple of female to have children or something like 

that or should we limit to adopt and/or pursuing other roles in society? 

... 

 

 

I’m a gay transsexual boy and I’m never medically transitioning, I completely understand 

where you’re coming from it makes sense. I want 20+ children but should I not be openly 

trans with them and just let them think I’m a woman/their mother then tell them the truth later 

on when they are fully grown? Or should I just never have children at all this has me worried 

and confused... 

 

 

I want 20 dogs but since I will be an unfit owner, due to time constraints, my own habits, and 

many other reasons, I'd rather not have 20 dogs. As such I donate frequently to charities 

because I really care for the OTHER creatures, rather than my OWN will to "own them".  
 

The fact you are a boy as you said, makes you a male, no matter if your energies are feminine, 

or even in the hypothetical scenario you would get transgender surgery, you would still be on 

the core a male. If you decide to have kids which would take a woman, you must not pretend to 

be the woman, or pretend to be a woman to your kids, exactly as you stated. As you would 

obviously not be this. 
 

If you wanted to help 20 children, you didn't need to have them, have the responsibilities of 

having them, have potential family perils (the fact you ACCEPT your own terms and have an 

aim, doesn't mean other humans will become breeding machines for you...have you ever 

thought about this... and where this could end), there are foster houses and other facilities such 

as hospitals where one could devote a part of their life in helping. Not raising 20 children but 

many hundreds.  
 

As you state you want children because you want them. What my reply meant is, do you 

consider the children at all, from their perspective? How would your presence affect them as 

individual creatures? 
 

To me it looks like people who are strictly homosexual are given other purposes by nature. 
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Which are not to necessarily have children. Unless of course one is really a bisexual, or is just 

mainly heterosexual who is...I don't know, doing some experimentation here and there, 

whatever. There are bi people who have families and can possibly run them in a livable manner, 

insofar their own sexual adventures don't plague the lives of their children. This is nothing new 

and has been happening in many families before.  
 

Children are not dogs, you cannot have them for "YOURSELF". You must have them for 

THEMSELVES and ironically, this would require sacrifices of your own sexual identity if you 

wanted to raise them in a non-psychologically-risky or even highly damaging manner. It may or 

may not happen, but chances are pretty high, and this is nature deciding this, not me.  
 

All homosexuals and GBLT people here have been raised or attended by either having male 

and female parents, absence of a parent, well some reasonable situation overall. They must 

respect it and understand under such circumstance they could actually find out who and what 

they are about. From a stable basis, to some extent. 

 

To me homosexual people look like their energy is more turned inwards spiritually and into 

society in some way. Rather than engaging in very 'personal and close up' experimentation on 

the linear human recreation process. I think they can find this confusing and also bring 

confusion in such. If you are not going to have children then you are not obligated to have them 

as well. Nor you are entitled to them. 
 

I am not here to control and direct where you put your genitals, but I alter you to the reality of 

where such choices could lead for you and other human beings involved. Which can be mind-

boggling at the very best for you and others involved. Everyone here is the one controlling their 

life.  

 

If you are young I'd suggest taking at least a decade of meditating, advancing, and considering 

how your life may go, rather than making quick choices right now. These are very important 

things. Even buying a dog can be an important life altering decision...Think about how children 

could be, especially in such a world right now, where you stand based on who you are, how the 

world is around etc... 
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B'nai Barry And Jews Demand Islamic Terrorism In 

America  

-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

 
 

If that's what not enough to get it..... 

 

 

Bnai  Barry [Obama] And  Jews  Demand  Islamic  Terrorism  In  America  2053



 

Maybe this is....... 

 

President Obama also known as b'nai Barry. Is Jewish on his mothers side even his half 

brother from another Jewish mother is a full blood Jew......Chicago Jews bragged they built 

his career and it was paid for by Jewish money and media.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c9uojlxzwNs 

 

Don’t worry Trump after throwing its own daughter to the Jews for cuck-mastered points 

with the tribe has announced his greatest desire in life is to do more for the Jews then even 

b'nai Barry. So once Trump is done playing his new TV role as Cuckservative saviour. And he 

is seated in the Oval Orifice for four years. Do you think he is going to go against the Jewish 

agenda that controls America.....lol 

 

This symbol of Jewish conquest and cucking of America has been going on for years: 

 

http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/20 ... outh-lawn/ 

Thursday, the beginning of Hanukkah and Thanksgiving, carries unique significance as it 

marks the last time for 70,000-plus years the two holidays will fall on the same date. 

 

 

The President and First Lady wished the nation a happy "Thanksgivukkah," to mark the rare 

occurrence, in a statement issued by the White House. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Now the wretched, ugly Jews are using this pornographic event to announce their demands 

for more Islamic terrorists to be allowed into America the last several Islamic terrorist 

attacks in America [911 was the Tribe https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVI-tY1aRG4 ] 

from Boston to California is not enough. They are moving on America with muzzies like they 

are moving on Europe. Just proving the Jewish race are the biggest terrorist threat on earth. 

If Jews were not in America there would be no recent or any terrorist attacks or 911. The 

Paris attacks were down with the very same Syrian Muzzies the Jews are demanding be 

moved to YOUR STREET. 

 

http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/wh-us ... le/2577746 

 

White House Chief of Staff Denis McDonough used the lighting of the National Hanukkah 

Menorah to push President Obama's efforts to allow refugees fleeing conflict in the Middle 

East into the U.S. 

 

[My note Chabad is the most Talmudic, best of the Goyim should be killed. Jewish 

organization on earth. So naturally they are in public pretending to be caring humanitarians 

while they promote the most dangerous and destructive forced immigration policies on our 

age....To kill the best of the Goyim. Don't worry while you’re dying they will be boogie ‘in 

with a Dreidle dance, safe in their gated and specially policed communities, like in Europe.} 

 

Sunday evening marks the beginning of Hanukkah, the eight-day Jewish Festival of Lights, 
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and the American Friends of Lubavitch (Chabad) held its annual event to light the National 

Hanukkah Menorah. The event included the lighting of the 30-foot menorah, as well as 

songs, men dressed as Maccabees standing as ceremonial guards and "Dreidleman" dancing 

to the Dreidle Song. 

 

It is tradition for a member of the administration to make an appearance at the ceremony. 

Last year, Vice President Joe Biden attended the event. 

 

Rabbi Levi Shemtov, executive vice president of American Friends of Lubavitch, began the 

ceremony by calling attention to the American flag at half-staff on the White House, in 

recognition of the victims of last week's mass shooting in San Bernardino, Calif. 

 

--------------- 

Note over a thousand Rabbi's walk into a bar....And demand thousands military aged men 

who are Islamic terrorists be brought into America. And be called reFUgees. While Israel 

won't take any. Note the FU part in reFUgees because that's what this is really about to us 

from Jews. 

 

http://www.hias.org/1000-rabbis-sign-le ... g-refugees 
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BOLSHEVISM FROM MOSES TO LENIN 
A Dialogue Between Adolf Hitler and Me 
By Dietrich Eckart 
 
"Yes!" he cried. "We've been on the wrong track! Consider how an astronomer 
would handle a similar situation. Suppose that he has been carefully observing 
the motion of a certain group of celestial bodies over a long period of time. 
Examining his records, he suddenly notices something amiss: 'Damn it!' he says. 
'Something's wrong here. Normally, these bodies would have to be situated 
differently relative to one another; not this way. So there must be a hidden force 
somewhere which is responsible for the deviation. And, using his observations, 
he performs lengthy calculations and accurately computes the location of a 
planet which no eye has yet seen, but which is there all the same, as he has just 
proved. But what does the historian do, on the other hand? He explains an 
anomaly of the same type solely in terms of the conspicuous statesmen of the 
time. It never occurs to him that there might have been a hidden force that 
caused a certain turn of events. But it was there, nevertheless; it has been there 
since the beginning of history. You know what that force is: the Jew." 
 
"Yes, certainly," I replied, "but to prove it, to prove it! For the last fifty or hundred 
years, so far as I'm concerned, it's been obvious; indeed, a good deal further 
back, perhaps even in ancient times..." "My dear fellow," he replied to me, "we 
can read in Strabo that already in his time, there was hardly a place to be found 
on the whole earth which was not then dominated by the Jews; dominated, he 
writes, not merely inhabited.  
 
Already decades earlier, Cicero, at that time a great and powerful man, my 
friend, suddenly lost his nerve when, in his well-known defense plea in the 
Capitol, he was obliged to point out the great influence and the cohesiveness of 
the Jews: 'Softly, softly! I want none but the judges to hear me. The Jews have 
already gotten me into a fine mess, as they have many another gentleman. I 
have no desire to furnish further grist for their mills.'  
 
A reach for the Old Testament, a brief flipping of pages, "the recipe from which 
the Jews always brew their hellish broth!" We anti-Semites are really something. 
We manage to find out everything except that which is really important." 
Word for word, he emphatically read with a hard voice: 
"And I will set the Egyptians against the Egyptians: and they shall fight every one 
against his brother and every one against his neighbor; city against city and 
kingdom against kingdom. And the spirit of Egypt shall fall in the midst thereof; 
and I will destroy the counsel thereof: and they shall seek to the idols, and to the 
charmers, and to them that have familiar spirits, and to the wizards.  
 
"Yes indeed," he laughed bitterly, "now the people will seek to Dr. Cuno, and Dr. 
Schweyer, and Dr. Heim, and whatever other charmers and wizards they have. 
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When asked why Germany has become a pigsty these gentlemen will answer 
reproachfully, 'You yourselves are to blame. You have no more good breeding, 
no faith, only selfishness and conceit. Now you will try to put the blame on the 
Jews. It's always been like that when you have needed a scapegoat. Then 
everyone has jumped on the Jews and persecuted them unmercifully. And just 
because they had the money, and because they were defenseless. Is it any 
wonder that a few individual Jews are behaving in a reprehensible manner now? 
After all, one finds some black sheep in every group. As if there weren't a good 
number of decent Jews! Look at their piety, their sense of family responsibility, 
their sober way of life, their readiness to make sacrifices, and, above all, their 
ability to stick together! And you? At one another like dogs and cats: sheer 
insanity!' 
 
Thus will the charmers and wizards prattle on and on, till one night the blood sign 
will appear on all the Jewish houses, and the infuriated masses, led by the Jews, 
will swarm forth to smite all the firstborn in the land again as in Egypt." 
"Remember how it was here in Munich during the communist takeover?" I 
interjected. "The houses of the Jews certainly weren't marked with blood, but 
there must have been a secret arrangement, because among all those who 
suffered the misfortune of a house search not one was a Jew. As a matter of fact, 
one of the stupid Red troopers who had me by the hair answered my sarcastic 
question by explaining that it was forbidden to search the Jewish houses. 
 
"And in 1871, in Paris, the Jewish defense also ran according to plan. There the 
communists destroyed whatever they could, but the many places and houses of 
the Rothschilds remained completely intact. All this enables us to understand the 
place in Exodus according to which 'a mixed multitude' also left Egypt with the 
Jews." 
"In Egypt the scoundrels' scheme succeeded only about halfway," he finished. 
"The Egyptians became masters of the situation at the last moment and sent the 
'mixed multitude' to the desert, together with the Jews. There must have been a 
desperate struggle. The slaughter of the firstborn reveals that clearly enough. 
Just as they have done with us, the Jews had won the great lower stratum of the 
population for themselves — 'Liberty, Equality, Fraternity!' — Until one night they 
sent out the order, 'Down with the bourgeois! Kill them, the dogs!' but things 
didn't turn out so well as they had expected. That portion of the Egyptian nation 
that had remained patriotic turned the tables and booted Moses, Cohn, and Levi 
out of the country, followed by the inhabitants whom they had incited. During this 
exodus, they carried along as much stolen booty as they could manage, the Bible 
reports with satisfaction.  
 
It also reports, in no uncertain terms, that the Egyptians were glad to be rid of 
them. The best, though, was the reward the Jews gave their stupid accomplices. 
Suddenly they began calling them 'rabble,' whereas formerly they had called 
them 'comrade' and pretended to love them. Imagine the faces these deluded 
ones must have made in the desert when they heard this." 
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"The murder of seventy-five thousand Persians, in the Book of Esther, no doubt 
had the same Bolshevist background," I answered. "The Jews certainly didn't 
accomplish that all by themselves." "No more," he confirmed, "than the dreadful 
bloodbath over half the Roman Empire, which took place during the reign of 
Emperor Trajan. Hundreds of thousands of non-Jewish nobles in Babylonia, in 
Cyrenaica, in Egypt, and on Cyprus butchered like cattle, most of them after the 
most abominable torture! And today the Jews still rejoice over that. 'If only the 
various centers of rebellion had cooperated,' triumphs the Jew, Graetz, 'then 
perhaps they would have already been able to give the Roman colossus its death 
blow at that time.' "  
 
"The Jews call our Sedan Day celebration barbarous," I remarked. "But they find 
entirely in order the fact that, year in and year out, they still, after all this time, 
celebrate in the synagogues their heroic deed concerning the seventy-five 
thousand Persians, in the feast of Purim." "None of this evidence seems to make 
any impression on us, however," he said dryly. 
 
"One would think us deaf and blind. "Before the first clash with the Egyptians, the 
head scoundrel, the modest Joseph, had pretty well prepared: the seven lean 
cows, all the granaries filled, the people raging with hunger, the reigning Pharaoh 
a perfect flunky of the Jews, and Joseph, with a corner on the grain supply, 'ruler 
over all the land'! All the lamentations of the Egyptians were in vain; the Jew held 
the warehouse closed with an iron fist until they, in return for a bit of bread, were 
obliged to give away first their money, then their cattle and their land, and finally 
their freedom. And suddenly the capital was swarming with Jews; old Jacob was 
there, and 'his sons, and his sons' sons with him, his daughters, and his sons' 
daughters, and all his seed'—the entire hodgepodge. And Joseph 'wept a good 
while' for joy. Afterward, he said to his brothers, 'ye shall eat the fat of the land,' 
and 'the good of all the land of Egypt is yours.'  
 
"But some time after this glorious Egyptian citizen of the Jewish faith, one 
hundred and ten years old, had died, the old Pharaoh also passed away and was 
succeeded by another Pharaoh, who 'knew not Joseph,' and, seeing the 
multitude of Jews, who meanwhile had grown very powerful, he became quite 
frightened. He feared lest, 'when there falleth out any war, they join also unto our 
enemies'; thus, he was smarter than Wilhelm II, who hoped for their support. The 
Jews must work, he decided. In all seriousness, work. 'Unmerciful,' wailed the 
Jewish chronicler. No wonder that they breathed vengeance. After all, for what 
did one have the Pöbelvolk, if not to do the work? 
 
"By now, the Egyptians had forgotten dear Joseph, who was dead and gone but 
there was no lack of others on whom to blame the state of affairs, namely the 
landowners, the industrialists, the bourgeois. According to the Jews, no one else 
was responsible. 'Proletarians of all countries unite!' And the masses believed it 
and turned on their own flesh and blood for the sake of the 'chosen people,' who 
had brought on all their distress in the first place. But to us they touchingly read 
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aloud in school the beautiful story of Joseph and his brothers. No doubt many 
teachers 'wept a good while.' It's enough to drive one to despair." 
He paused with a dark look at the Book of Hate. "And so it goes, through the 
entire Old Testament," he began again. "Indeed, I'm telling you nothing new, but 
we must bring it home to ourselves as often as possible in order to be able to 
negate the constant hypocritical babble. Really, the Book of Joshua should 
suffice; such a thing of uninterrupted genocide, of bestial cruelty, of shameless 
rapacity and cold-blooded cunning! And everything in the name of Jehova, in 
fact, according to his express wish! When the city of Jericho fell victim to the 
Jews through the treachery of the harlot Rahab, neither man nor beast, neither 
young nor old remained among the living; only the harlot was spared. She and 
her whole, noble family were rewarded with the privilege of living in Israel.  
 
And what good-natured peoples they were who, one after another, were 
completely exterminated! Delitzsch, who has thoroughly investigated that period, 
writes, for example, about the Canaanites: on all the hills, under every shady 
tree, they rendered adoration and reverence to the sun god and to the salutary 
goddess Aschera.  
 
"Joshua alone," I emphasized, "was responsible for the massacre of thirty-one 
kings, with all their people. Among those nations exterminated in these predatory 
raids were several who had yielded themselves trustingly to him. Each time the 
sinister words, 'let none survive,' were heard. I am inclined to believe that the 
Pöbelvolk or at least their descendants, must have still been the obedient shock 
troops of the Jews, not because the work was so atrocious, but because the 
children of Israel have always let deluded Gentiles do their dirty work, particularly 
where danger was involved. Besides, they would not have been strong enough to 
subdue the peoples to whom they were opposed, without the bellicose 
enthusiasm of their brutalized comrades. "Of particular interest is the evident 
satisfaction with which the Jews have deliberately enumerated each of the slain 
kings one is reminded of the prophet Isaiah. In one place, he raves as if 
possessed:  
'The Lord is angry at all the Gentiles; he will deliver them to the slaughter; their 
land will became burning pitch; it will become a wasteland, soaked with their 
blood; there will be no nobles in the land; their princes will die out.'  
 
Between Isaiah and Joshua were hundreds of years, but in that whole time the 
infernal rage of the Jews against non-Jewish royalty hadn't changed a bit." 
"And in all eternity nothing will change," he proceeded, "so far as the attitude of 
the Jews toward our kings and our leaders is concerned. To destroy them is their 
eternal sin, and when they can't accomplish this by force, then they will use 
cunning. 
Whenever we have a strong leadership, the Jews are obliged to keep their noses 
clean. Our leadership can be truly strong, however, only if it is based completely 
in our people; only if it concerns itself with the welfare of the least among them 
just as much as with that of the wealthiest of them; only if, in the firm conviction 
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of its own worth, it bars every alien influence from the beginning; only if it is not 
merely national, but is also social, down to its very bones. No matter what others 
may say, I assert this, a time will come when all the elite nations of the world will 
have such a leadership; and then everyone will be astonished to see that, 
instead of grating on one another as has previously been the case, they will treat 
one another with respect and consideration. 
For then there will be no more whipping up of land greed, of an itching for power, 
of suspicion; sentiments that exist in unmixed form only in the isolated few, and 
not in the more trusting general populace, anyhow. There will be an end to the 
lying praise of an indiscriminate human brotherhood, which would be possible, if 
at all, only under the supposition that one had from the first excluded that eternal 
mischief-maker, the Jew. But had this been done, there would be no need to 
push the universal brotherhood idea; the various peoples would find themselves 
compatible of their own accord." 
 
"Tell me," I interrupted him; "strictly speaking, do you consider the Jew to be 
national, or international?" "Neither," was the answer. "One who really feels 
international has as much regard for the rest of the world as he does for his own 
nation. Were our so-called international swarms really like that — fine. But I fear 
that they are secretly more concerned with the attitude of the rest of the world 
toward themselves than with their own attitude toward the world. Internationalism 
requires basically good intentions. But the Jew fundamentally and completely 
lacks these. He hasn't the remotest idea of classifying himself with the rest of 
humanity. His aim is to dominate others in order to extort from them at his 
leisure. Were he really interested in comradeship, he has had the longest and 
most abundant opportunity for it. Jehovah commanded to him to make no 
alliances with foreign peoples, but, on the contrary, to devour one after the other, 
went straight to his heart. Everywhere one greeted him with cordiality, at first: in 
ancient Egypt, in Persia, in Babylonia, in Europe, the cloven hoof appeared 
everywhere. The early Germanic conquerors found him with a number of 
arrogated rights and made no move to dispossess him of these. He was allowed 
to do business wherever and however he wanted; even in the slave trade, toward 
which he has always been peculiarly inclined. 
 
Like everyone else, he could hold public office, including the magistracy; and his 
so-called religion was protected by the state. Thus wrote Otto Hauser, who is an 
excellent source of fascinating illuminations regarding the Jews."  
"I should say so!" I nodded. "One must partake of him with caution though, 
otherwise one may not see the black forest for the 'blond' trees. On the whole, I 
prefer Werner Sombart, even though his Berlin lectures swarm with Jews." 
 
"Now, he says the same thing!" he cried. "According to him the Jews were by no 
means always second-class citizens. In antiquity, one even found them often with 
special privileges which absolved them from certain duties, such as military 
service. It was never their strong side to risk armed conflict. In the War of 
Liberation, the Jews of Deutsch-Krone, in Pomerania, sent a petition to the king, 
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requesting permission to remain home from the campaign in return for money. In 
this petition, they argued that ten thousand talers would be of much more use in 
the war effort than the frankly questionable fighting ability of a Jew. The petition 
was accepted, not only from them, but also from the Jews of five more of the 
seven Prussian districts." "Yes, I know that place in Hauser," I added; "it is 
authentic. He also quotes there from Mayer's Encyclopedia, however, a 
statement which calmly claims that the Jews, through their heroic spirit in the 
War of Liberation, proved themselves as worthy German citizens." "Just as they 
did in the World War," he winked expressively. "If I had my way, I'd require 
placards to be hung in all the schools, at every street corner, and in every public 
room, on which would be printed nothing but Schopenhauer's description of the 
Jews: 'Great masters of the lie'! There is no better description, and it applies 
without exception to every Jew equally, whether high or low, stock exchange 
tycoon or rabbi, baptized or circumcised. Our servile people! Provoked for 
thousands of years! And the innocents are taken in again and again by this 
blatant swindle. It is understandable that they become surly with the Jews, but 
only after the latter have shamelessly abused their naive good nature and 
plundered them to the skin with their usury and fraud. And that has been the 
case everywhere: in the old Roman Empire, in Egypt, in Asia, later in 
England, Italy, France, Poland, Holland, Germany, and even, as Sombart writes, 
'in the Iberian peninsula, where the Jews have experienced so many blessings'! 
 
"And the game they're playing today, they have been at for two thousand years," 
he continued. "I think that suffices to characterize the nature of Jewish 
internationalism. Now we still have left to consider the national feeling of the 
Jews. Naturally not that of the one for Germany, of the other for England, and so 
on. Not many mice are to be caught with that bait any longer. 'Send me a box full 
of German soil, so that I can at least symbolically defile the accursed country,' 
wrote the German Jew, Börne; and Heinrich Heine sniffed out Germany's future 
from a toilet bowl. The physicist, Einstein, whom the Jewish publicity agents 
celebrate as a second Kepler, explained he would have nothing to do with 
German nationalism. He considered 'deceitful' the custom of the Central 
Association of German Citizens of Jewish Faith of concerning themselves only 
with the religious interests of the Jews and not with their racial community also. A 
rare bird? No, only one who believed his people already safely in control, and 
thus considered it no longer necessary to keep up pretenses.  
 
In the Central Association itself, the mask has already fallen. A Dr. Brünn frankly 
admitted there that the Jews could have no German national spirit. We always 
mistake their unprincipled exertions to accommodate themselves to all and 
everyone for impulses of the heart. Whenever they see an advantage to be 
gained by adopting a certain pose, they never hesitate, and certainly wouldn't let 
ethical considerations stand in their way. How many Galician Jews have first 
become Germans, then Englishmen, and finally Americans! And every time in the 
twinkling of an eye. With startling rapidity they change their nationality back and 
forth, and wherever their feet touch, there resounds either the 'Watch on the 
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Rhine,' or the 'Marsellaise,' or 'Yankee Doodle.' Dr. Heim does not once question 
the fact that our Warburgs, our Bleichroders, or our Mendelssohns are able to 
transfer their patriotism as well as their residence of today to London or to New 
York on the morrow. 'On the sands of Brandenburg an Asiatic horde!' Walther 
Rathenau once blurted out about the Berlin Jews. He forgot to add that the same 
horde is on the Isar, the Elbe, the Main, the Thames, the Seine, the Hudson, the 
Neva, and the Volga. And all of them with the same deceit toward their 
neighbors. Our charmers and wizards, however, distinguish between respectable 
and not so respectable, between settled and newly immigrated, between western 
and eastern Jews, and if worse comes to worst, they shrug their shoulders and 
mutter, 'Every country has the Jews it deserves.' It means nothing to them that it 
was a Jew who coined this fine-sounding phrase. Nor that in the case of 
Germany, considering the quality of the Jews we have 'deserved,' it becomes a 
resounding slap in the face.  
 
'All Israel stands openly in the British camp!' announced the American union 
leader Samuel Gompers in 1916. And that includes the German Jews too, as the 
American, Ford, well knew. He has written of the faithlessness of the so-called 
'German' Jews toward the country where they live, of the fact that they have 
united themselves with the rest of the world's Jews toward the ruin of Germany. 
'Why?' jeers the Jew. 'Because the German is a vulgar scoundrel, a backward, 
medieval creature, who hasn't the faintest idea of our worth. And we should help 
such rabble? No, he has the Jews he deserves!' Such arrogance is indeed 
staggering to behold." 
 
I reminded him of Russia. "Before the revolution, the Jews condemned her as a 
downright sewer of vileness, even though they were the evident vermin in that 
sewer; now, the same Jews are at the helm, and, wuppdiwupp, the same Russia 
is a great nation." 
 
"In the year 1870," he rejoined, "we Germans had the privilege of being a great 
people. The Jews considered that the time had arrived for replacing the French 
emperor, who had become undependable, with a pliable president. This also 
seemed an excellent opportunity to establish the Commune; thus the 'heroic 
German people.' No wonder that right behind our princes and generals a pack of 
gesticulating Jewish financiers rode into Paris. Meanwhile, though, we have sunk 
back down into the pack again. The press has designated us as 'Boches' and as 
'Huns.' But have patience! The more quickly we approach Bolshevism, the more 
glorious we will become again. And one fine day it will be the English and the 
French who are the scoundrels. One doesn't need spectacles to see that. 'I am a 
British subject but, first and foremost, a Jew,' screamed a Hebrew years ago in a 
large English-Jewish newspaper. And another: 'Whoever has to choose between 
his duties as an Englishman and as a Jew must choose the latter.' And a third: 
'Jews who want to be both patriotic Englishmen and good Jews are simply living 
lies.' That they could venture things of that sort so openly indicates how overrun 
with Jews England already was then." 
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"The stronghold of European Jewry had its origin in the period between Cromwell 
and Edward VII," I emphasized. "Since then, however, the center of Jewish 
activity seems to have been transferred to America. They have had a good 
footing there for a long time. Sombart maintains that it was Jewish money, which 
made the first two voyages of Columbus possible. A Jew, Luis de Torres, is 
supposed to have been the first European to step on American soil. And, topping 
everything else, the Jews have recently claimed Columbus himself as one of 
them." "That's not surprising," he laughed. "Everyone who has somehow played 
a role in the world is a Jew. They even have Goethe and Schopenhauer on their 
list. For my part, I contest them, Columbus as well as Torres; ocean travel was 
much more hazardous then than now." 
 
"Completely aside from that, it's clear that they have had America by the throat 
for quite a while," I continued. "No country, writes Sombart, displays more of a 
Jewish character than the United States. We have already seen a consequence 
of this in the World War. In 1915, at a time when the true Americans hadn't the 
slightest thought of a war against us and, in fact, were so disposed toward us 
that any indication of a possible conflict of interest could have been smoothly and 
amicably settled, a secret advisory committee met with President Wilson for the 
sole purpose of preparing the country for war against Germany. And who was the 
chief wirepuller in these nefarious activities, which were set into motion a full two 
years before the engagement of the United States in the war? The previously 
unknown Jew, Bernard Baruch.  
 
'I believed that the war would come, long before it came,' he later calmly 
explained to the special committee of Congress, which confirmed all this. And no 
one got up and beat the crafty scoundrel to a pulp." "The resolution of the Jewish 
high command many years ago to unleash the World War is well authenticated," 
he said. "At the sixth Zionist Congress in Basel, in 1903, the president, Max 
Nordau, proclaimed: 'Herzl knows that we stand before a tremendous upheaval 
of the whole world.' Good old Herzl! What an idealist! Our charmers and wizards 
were filled with awe at the thought of this noble patriarch. The scoundrel knew, 
however, what his filthy people had in mind for us!" 
"But Herzl was a Zionist," I interjected. "He was a Jew!" he said, striking the table 
with his fist. "The word Jew says everything. There is no need for any further 
distinction! 'God's chosen people' want to have their own 'God's country' again. 
Catch that: 'again'! God's people and God's country, neither of which, in reality, 
ever existed! Every portrayal ridicules for its depravity that general state of affairs 
which existed for some six hundred years in Palestine, till the Assyrians put an 
end to the mischief. Can you call that a country? 
 
Can't one accept the Old Testament as the authority on the matter? First we read 
of the uninterrupted murders and plunderings of the other peoples of Palestine, 
which, naturally, took many years. Then right up to the last, with the most 
abominable vileness, one state of anarchy followed another. The pinnacle, the 
flowering, the glory of Jewish statesmanship, namely, King David, was such a 
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rascal that even the unprecedented villainy of the letter condemning Uriah was 
not enough for him; on his deathbed he urged his son to murder his old war 
comrade, Joab. 
 
"When Cyrus gave the Jews permission to return to Palestine (from their 
Babylonian 'captivity') the overwhelming majority ignored Zion and remained in 
immeasurably rich Babylonia. Completely content there, they continued their 
financial speculations and other activities." 
 
"In the year 1267," I informed him, "there were only two Jewish residents in 
Jerusalem. Up to the World War, the number of Jews in all Palestine had grown 
to only 12,000, even though they had been free to return there since ancient 
times and certainly weren't lacking travel expenses. The remaining twenty or so 
millions — exactly how many is difficult to ascertain, since the Jews themselves 
do the counting — fatten themselves upon the sweat of others all over the world. 
It is hard to understand how tiny Palestine can hope to accommodate this 
enormous crowd." 
 
"That's not necessary," he retorted. "The point is that it is now official. Israel has 
remembered itself. Its chains are cast aside. The sun of a new God's state rises 
over Zion. What an act! Finally liberated from bondage! Everyone is numbed with 
awe. The Jews grin." "They have already issued a resolution...." I wanted to 
continue. "Yes indeed," he cried, "if anywhere, this is where the cat jumps out of 
the bag! The resolution of the Pan-Jewish Conference of 1919, in Philadelphia!: 
'The Jews are citizens of the new Jewish state of Palestine, but at the same time 
they have complete rights of citizenship of whatever countries they choose to live 
in.' One must read that non plus ultra of arrogance twice, indeed, a hundred 
times, in order to be sure one isn't dreaming. Imagine instead: 'The English are 
citizens of Great Britain. Each Englishman who chooses to live in Germany or 
France or Italy retains all his rights of English citizenship, but at the same time he 
has the complete rights of citizenship of the country in which he is living.' Now 
ask yourself what a scream of indignation, not we or the French or the Italians, 
but the Jews themselves would raise if the English people had actually made 
such a resolution! The Pan-Jewish Congress, however, issued its resolution as 
categorically as a command. 
 
"This assembly comprised representatives of all the Jews of the world, including 
the Zionists. Their intentions were, in short, that the Jews should stay where they 
were and that the new Zion should simply have the purpose, first, to strengthen 
their political backbone, second, to gratify their arrogance, and last but most 
important, to provide them a state where they could carry on their dirty business 
without fear of detection. 
 
"I think we can form a pretty good idea of Jewish nationalism from this." 
"Okay. So they are neither national nor international," I acknowledged. "What, 
then?" "In terms of our customary concepts," he shrugged, "it really can't be 
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defined. It is a rank growth over the whole earth, sometimes advancing slowly, 
sometimes leaping ahead in great bounds. Everywhere it sucks voraciously at 
the lifeblood of the planet. What was in the beginning a swollen abundance will 
become in the end nothing but dried-up sap. Zionism is the visible, surface 
aspect. It is connected underground to the rest of the monstrous growth. 
 
"And nowhere is there to be found a trace of opposition to this thing." "One might 
say," I laughed, "that the wolves have split themselves into two packs. It has 
been agreed that one of these shall abandon the land of the sheep in order to go 
live somewhere, quite among themselves, as pure vegetarians." 
 
"There is one thing above all of which we must always keep in mind," he 
tendered, "one thing of which we must always remind ourselves: 'Great masters 
of the lie'! One need only forget Schopenhauer's words for an instant in order to 
begin slipping under the influence of their deceptions. To be sure, we also lie but, 
in the first place, not as a matter of habit and, in the second place, clumsily. Any 
really experienced judge of human nature is able to detect the lie of an Aryan, 
even a very shrewd one.  
 
Sherlock Holmes himself, however, would be at a loss when confronted with the 
Jewish cold-bloodedness in deception. A Jew is only embarrassed when he 
inadvertently blurts out the truth. If he should happen to deliberately tell the truth, 
it is always with a mental reservation, thus making a lie even of the truth." 
"Indeed, Luther," I replied, "said to the Jews: 'You are not a German, but a 
deceiver, not a Frenchman, but a faker.' His synonym for Jew was 'liar'!" 
That's what everyone who knows them says of them," he rejoined, "from the 
Pharaohs up to Goethe and our time. It has been said in every dead and living 
language: in Greek, Latin, Persian, Turkish, English, French, or what have you. 
One would hope that these universal condemnations, throughout the whole 
world, would give our charmers and wizards at least a little to think about.  
 
In Palestine after the Babylonian captivity, there was a great lower stratum of 
non-Jews ruled over by Jewish moneylenders, powerful through their usury. One 
can read that in the book of Nehemiah. Sombart says that it leaves absolutely 
nothing to be desired in the way of clarity. The outstanding point is that the real 
population, composed of oppressed peasants, was of an entirely different race 
than the Hebrews. Gradually the Jews forced their religion on them.   
 
One could hardly recommend a better policy than that which lets each man find 
salvation in his own fashion," I stressed. "The tacit assumption in that policy, 
though, is that each man's fashion should involve some sort of decent sentiment, 
some genuine belief, and not just a contemptible Phariseeism. This distinction 
should have been expressly emphasized long ago. They mercilessly persecute 
even their decent adversaries—as a matter of fact, only their decent adversaries. 
Their eyes remain closed to the most cunning bunch of swindlers in existence. 
The Bavarian People's Party, for instance, knows quite well that we are 
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defending the foundations of our nation without mental reservations. They also 
know, however, that we can make no common cause with them as long as they 
adhere to their present policies. And so they turned to the Jews, hoping to remain 
in power with their help. They surprised themselves. Dripping with friendliness at 
first, the Jews turned on them murderously when they had gotten the upper 
hand." "That was inevitable," I agreed with him. "Fortunately, the Jews would not 
be able to provide us with that same sort of dreadful experience, for we do not 
betray and murder our own flesh and blood for the sales of profit. So far as we 
are concerned, the Bavarian People's party could even remain in office, provided 
they clean the manure out of they pigsty and perceive the correctness of our 
views. We are not willing to tear ourselves apart just for power. But we want 
Germanism, we want order and propriety, and we want these things so firmly 
established that our children and grandchildren can remain satisfied with them." 
 
"They consider that impossible," he said, "and therefore they consider our 
program nothing but empty phrases, of no more sincerity than the empty phrases 
with which they consciously try to peddle themselves to the people. But our goals 
are not only possible, they are certain, even if we don't attain them tomorrow. But 
first a beginning must be made. So far, never and nowhere has there been a truly 
social state. 
 
Everywhere and always the upper crust has leaned much more strongly to the 
principle, 'what is yours, is mine,' than to, 'what is mine, is yours.' These wise 
ones have only themselves to blame for the fact the lower stratum, full of rage, 
now is committing the same error. The Jew is able to take advantage of both 
these groups. One of them provides for his affairs, the other carries them out. 
Therefore, we oppose them both. 
 
We will put an end to unfair privileges as well as to slavery." "Decidedly," I 
replied. "Our front stands against both left and right. A strange situation; from two 
directions we must ward off attackers who also fight one another. The Reds 
scream at us as reactionaries, and to the reactionaries we are Bolsheviks. 
From both sides the Jew directs the attack on us. The lower stratum doesn't see 
him yet and, thus, hates us from sheer stupidity; the upper stratum sees him but 
thinks it can serve its own selfish purposes with him and thus, shoots us in the 
back more from unscrupulousness than stupidity. One really needs a good deal 
of faith under such circumstances in order to maintain one's courage." 
"Which we have, in a hundred ways," he said, laughing, as he stretched himself. 
"No words were spoken more directly to our hearts than 'Be not afraid'! And that 
was supposed to have been said by a Jew? Those creatures of eternal fear? 
Crazy!" 
 
"Every time new and promising opportunities for meddling have arisen," he 
brought out, "the Jew has been immediately involved. He has demonstrated an 
uncanny ability to sniff out like a bloodhound anything which was dangerous to 
him. Having found it, he uses all his cunning to get at it, to divert it, to change its 
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nature, or, at least, to deflect its point from its goal. Schopenhauer called the Jew 
'the dregs of mankind,' 'a beast,' 'the great master of the lie.' How does the Jew 
respond? He establishes a Schopenhauer Society. Likewise, the Kant Society in 
his work, in spite of the fact that — or, rather, because — Kant summarily 
declared the Jewish people to be a 'nation of swindlers.' The same with the 
Goethe Society. 'We tolerate no Jews among us,' said Goethe. 'Their religion 
permits them to rob non-Jews,' he wrote. 'This crafty race has one great 
principle: as long as order prevails, there is nothing to be gained,' he continued.  
 
He categorically emphasized, 'I refrain from all cooperation with Jews and their 
accomplices.' All in vain, the Jewish Goethe Society is still there. It would be 
there even if he himself had expressly forbidden such knavery." "With exactly the 
same right," I interjected, "the two of us could join a Talmud Society. What 
impudence that would require! Inconceivable." "Not to the Jew," he replied. "To 
him impudence has no meaning. He is only able to think in terms of advantage or 
disadvantage, profit or loss. One must approach him with a different sort of 
measuring stick." 
 
"Our charmers and wizards," I rejoined, "all fall for their trick. Goethe, Kant, 
Schopenhauer seem to be nothing but babblers to them." "Bah, Goethe!" he 
interrupted contemptuously. "Not even the Thomas Aquinas was able to reach 
these people. He has described in his writings our relationship with the Jews in 
terms of a voyage on a ship. The Jews, embarked on the same vessel with the 
Christians, play a characteristic role: while the Christians are occupied with 
sailing the ship, the Jews plunder the storeroom and bore holes in the hull. St. 
Thomas recommends that they should be relieved of their booty and chained to 
the rudder. What an atrocity! How un-Christian! Poor Jews! One can learn so 
much from them! At least, according to Drs. Heim and Schweyer. And so the 
world goes on, governed with the same wisdom as in the time of Joseph's 
Pharaoh." 
 
"Namely, by statesmen," I completed, "who are so busy ruling that they 
completely fail to notice that not they but others actually rule; by men like Czar 
Nicholas, who indulged himself in the same self-deception and got a bullet in the 
head for it. As early as 1843 Disraeli gave us a hint of what we should expect 
there. 'The mysterious Russian diplomacy is organized by Jews,' he boasted. 
Also, 'the mighty revolution which is in the making in Germany is evolving entirely 
under the leadership of Jews.'" "Most of our revolutions," he said, "whether 
initially with desirable goals or not, have evolved under Jewish leadership. The 
revolutions of vulgar predisposition were, for the most part, the work of Jews; and 
those with loftier tendencies were soon subverted into a darker course by Jews.  
 
"I always think of the admirable Herr Levine in the Berliner Lokalanzeiger. He 
suddenly burst out one day, as if in rapture: only a Jew could have done that; 
could have, with Paul's impudence, put himself in the middle of the Capitol and 
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there expounded a doctrine, which must bring about the utter ruin of the Roman 
Empire! That's what the man said, word for word; I still remember it perfectly." 
 
"The Jew," I replied, "certainly must be tempted to say, 'Why are you so stupid 
that you let everyone make fools of you?' And there are many charmers and 
wizards who, on account of his extraordinary cunning, or 'spirituality' as they call 
it, look upon him with timid admiration." "If it depended on mere possessions," he 
returned, "they would be justified. Someone named Goldstein once boasted that 
the Jews administer the spiritual property of the German people. A pity that he 
didn't add how they administer it. "Well, let us be thankful that there will always 
be men who, for example, will read Goethe through the eyes of Goethe and not 
through the slimy spectacles of Goldstein. 
 
They may not be professors, but perhaps vagabonds of a sort. A breed, anyway, 
which will not become extinct and through which the original Goethe will be 
safely preserved. The Jews can then quietly 'administer' the new Goethe. It will 
not be begrudged them." "Suppose, however," I interjected anxiously, "the 
'vagabonds' also listen credulously to them and fall into the trap?" 
"It lies in the nature of the 'vagabond,'" he laughed, "to have a heart so full that it 
matters not how his head happens to be persuaded; it will always be his heart 
that determines the outcome. They feel intuitively that which the clever, despite 
their understanding, are not able to see. And they preserve it. One may deceive 
their heads, but not even they have authority over their spirits." 
 
"And, you see," he pounded on the table, "they alone are to be thanked that at 
least part of our heritage, as well as our other cultural legacy, has survived 
administration by the Jews. Where are they? Where were they? Among high and 
low, among the kings and the soldiers, among the learned and the illiterate, 
everywhere. But not among the nothing-but-rich; but not among the nothing-but-
clever; but not among the greedy and the insatiable; but not among the 
Pöbelvolk. Here the Jew is at home. Whatever appears here in the way of 
spiritual possessions he matter-of-factly administers; it is his own. Just as 
everything was transformed into gold for King Midas, every deep and meaningful 
word is turned into filth at his touch. But for the others, for the..." "Vagabonds of 
the spirit," I threw to him. "Everything remains as of old," he nodded. "There have 
been popes of Jewish blood. 
 
Also there has seldom or never been a shortage of other dignitaries of the same 
descent in the Church. Was that which they stood for Catholicism? No, it was 
Judaism. Let's take just one thing: the selling of indulgences. The very essence 
of the Jewish spirit.  
 
"The investigation of the Jew and his activities should have been the alpha and 
the omega of our historians. Instead, they investigate the bowel movements of 
the past. "Karl the Great favored the Jews at every turn. It seems to me that his 
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slaughter of the 4500 Saxons at Verden — the best German blood — and his 
Jewish advisers had something to do with one another. 
 
"The notorious insanity of the Crusades bled the German people of six million 
men. Finally, the Hohenstaufen, Frederick II, succeeded through mere 
negotiation, without striking a blow in securing the Holy Land for Christendom. 
What did the curia do? Full of hatred, they hurled the ban of excommunication on 
Frederick and refused to recognize his treaty with the sultan, thus neutralizing his 
great success. It seems that, to those pulling the strings, the incidental 
bloodletting was more important than the avowed objective of the Crusades. 
"At last came the Children's Crusade. Tens of thousands of children sent against 
the victorious Turkish army, all to be destroyed. I can't believe that the idea for 
that absurdity originated in a non-Jewish mind. I am always reminded of the 
slaughter of the Egyptian firstborn. I would give anything for a photograph of the 
priest who preached that Crusade, and his flunkeys. 
 
"Giordano Bruno called the Jews 'such a pestilential, leprous, and publicly 
dangerous race that they deserved to be rooted out and destroyed even before 
their birth.' This genial philosopher was burned at the stake. For his heresy? 
Opponents of the Church were swarming in Italy during his time, yet he, the most 
impartial of them, was seized." 
  
"'And I will set the Egyptians against the Egyptians: and they shall fight every one 
against his brother and every one against his neighbor,'" he ground out. "What 
hatred, what hatred! That's not human; what is it?" "That, my friend," I joked, "is 
the 'geniality of the heart' of which the Jew, Fritz Kahn, has spoken, through 
which 'Israel has become the ethical mother of mankind.' These fellows are really 
quaint in their impudence. Kahn has called Moses 'an almost unique 
phenomenon in the history of civilized peoples: a national hero without weapons.'  
At the same time, he reproves us with the remark that 'on stormy nights the 
distressed wail of widows may be heard around the bronze heroes of our market 
places,' that is, around the statues of Prince Eugene, Marshal Blucher and so on. 
I wonder what he thinks Moses used to massacre the Egyptian firstborn, if not 
weapons. Gumdrops, perhaps? 
Or were they smothered to death from sheer love? Apparently, we are to believe 
that the Pöbelvolk consisted entirely of baby sitters and wet nurses. "Well, all 
these fellows operate the same way at least. They don't even bother to deny 
anything; instead they flatly maintain exactly the opposite." "That tactic seems to 
work quite well with our men of learning,' he growled."  
 
The Jews say whatever they please; it is all gospel to our scholars. They wouldn't 
think of trying to verify anything; the fact that it appears in print is enough for 
them. A certain Jewess called the Talmud 'a grandiose, monumental work of the 
spirit,' a 'heroic monument of ideas, to which the millennia have given the breath 
of their experience.' Immediately upon encountering such a gem, the German 
professor whips out his notebook — and the next day his students have 
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devoured and digested the new tidbit. That's the way it goes in our gymnasia. 
They are all designed, so they say, to turn out nothing but geniuses; instead, one 
lackey after another is graduated."  
 
"A few hours spent browsing in the Talmud," I proceeded, "is quite sufficient to 
remove any doubt about the Jews. It is understandable that they have only the 
most inordinate praise for the book. When they peep into it their own peculiar 
nature, peers back out at them. And that, of course, is the greatest source of joy 
for them. Thus, in essence, every Jew is a Talmudist, even if he has never 
looked at the Talmud. It makes no difference when it was written; in fact, it 
needn't have been written at all. The first Jew comprised all its essential 
ingredients. The Jewish leaders fully understand that, but they only say it 
metaphorically.  
 
'The Talmud is an unimpeachable authority,' trumpeted the rabbi Dr. Gronemann, 
before a Hanover tribunal in 1894. 'The legal doctrines of the Talmud have 
precedence,' a Professor Cohen imperiously told a criminal court in Marburg in 
1888. And he added—now pay attention to this!—that it applied also to non-
believing Jews who, however, were nonetheless still a part of the Jewish 
community, 'since they acknowledge the moral doctrines of the Talmud.' A 
masterpiece! From time to time the fellows blurt out a real secret in their 
babbling, but we just don't pay attention. 'Whatever it is in the Talmud we 
acknowledge to have absolute precedence over the whole law of Moses,' a group 
of so-called reformed Jews testified in Paris in 1860, with the concurrence of the 
Alliance Israelite. And a rabbi, Dr. Rahmer, has written in Pierer's Encyclopaedia 
that the Schul Aruch, a kind of Talmud for home use, has been 'taken on by the 
Israelitisch community as an authoritative guide for religious practice.' Taken on? 
Such a wag! Pretty soon I'll be 'taking on' the features of Dietrich Eckart." 
 
"Lord," he said, "whoever doesn't become sickened and nauseated upon making 
a closer acquaintance with the Talmud can put himself on display in a circus side 
show." "The local side show," I remarked, "has certain limits on the degree of 
abnormality it will exhibit. The young student from Tubingen who could gulp down 
half-a-dozen toads with gusto has been its greatest attraction till now. No one, 
though, has a stomach capable of digesting even this one passage from the 
Talmud: "Rabbi Johanan said the penis of Rabbi Ishmael was as large as a six-
kab wineskin; according to others, three kabs. The penis of Rabbi Papa was as 
large as one of the baskets of the inhabitants of Harpania.' The high-minded 
competitive zeal of the three old rabbis could knock an unprepared person off his 
chair." 
 
"One finds a whole series of such pleasantries in this magnificent example of a 
religious book," he said disgustedly.  
"The real clincher, however, is that non-Jewish girls 'who are less than three 
years and one day old' are considered 'suitable' for rabbis, since Moses had 
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written: 'But all the women children that have not known a man by lying with him, 
keep alive for yourselves,' namely, for the rabbis.  
 
"The most abominable perversity and the most tedious syllable-thrashing in the 
same breath. What goes on within Jewish heads must really be frightful." 
"They," I returned, "are of a contrary opinion on that. Otherwise their mirror 
image, the Talmud, wouldn't inform us that 'the Israelites are more pleasing 
before God than the angels,' or that 'the world was created on behalf of the 
Israelites alone,' or that 'whoever slaps a Jew in the face has struck God himself,' 
or that 'the sun illuminates the earth and the rain makes it fertile only because 
Israelites live on it,' and more of the same sort of modesty." 
 
"I really doubt that there is any sort of medical encyclopedia which contains terms 
suitable for describing the Jewish megalomania," he said. "But what an incredible 
talent they have for disguising it!" "Their book Sirach," I completed, "howls: 
'Terrify all peoples; lift your hand up against strangers, that they may see your 
power. The fire of wrath must burn them. Crush the heads of the princes, who 
are our enemies!' And the Schulchan Aruch rages: 'Pour out, oh Lord, your fury 
over the goyim, who do not know you, and over the kingdoms which do not 
invoke your name. Pursue them in wrath and extinguish them beneath God's 
heaven!' They make the same threat in both places, with the distinction that 
the Schulchan Aruch emphasizes that all must be exterminated who do not 
swear on Jehova." 
 
"And with such an abominable moral doctrine on his conscience," he began to 
boil, "that marvel of modern Jewry, Moses Mendelssohn, had the impudence to 
assert that 'dominion over the earth belongs by right to Jewry.' Because of their 
religion! As a trained Talmudist he certainly knew his way around in the whole, 
vile thing — those extracts we have just quoted are only a tiny fraction — but he 
still... oh, this lying, this utterly mendacious pack, the very essence of the lie!" 
"All Berlin," I said, "buzzed with praise for the 'wise', for the 'noble' Moses. But 
Goethe wasn't deceived: 'Jewish trivia!' was his comment on the pious trickery. It 
struck no one as odd that the incomparable Moses philosophized himself in the 
twinkling of an eye from a simple, private tutor to the powerfully wealthy founder 
of the banking house of Mendelssohn, thus avoiding by a wide detour the eye of 
the needle. This benefactor of mankind slyly promoted the idea that the Jewish 
people constitute a religious community only. Today this still constitutes a favorite 
nostrum of the Jews. 
 
 A certain Dr. Ruppin has revealed why. 'Special laws against the Jews,' he tells 
us as he chuckles and rubs his hands together, 'have always been directed 
against the religious aspects of Jewry, since this sphere of activity provided the 
only easily conceivable target for legislation. Anti-Semitism, has never really 
been inimical to the Jewish religion, but has been indifferent to it.' So! We now 
have an admission that their 'religion' serves a very useful diversionary purpose. 
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Anyone however, who has become acquainted with it, has found out that what 
the Jews call their religion coincides exactly with their character." 
 
"That's what they themselves say," he said. "They are incessantly boasting, too, 
that their religion is such a masterful creation that it stands alone in the world. 
Then bring the Talmud forward! It contains the Jewish religion in its purest form 
— theology, dogma, morality, everything together in the same place. Why do 
they hold back the magnificent book so nervously, if indeed 'the millennia have 
given the breath of its existence' to it? As born benefactors of mankind they 
should have long since made it accessible to the general populace. Instead, it 
still hasn't been completely translated, even today. And who has read what there 
is of it? One would think they are afraid some medieval church is still waiting to 
burn it for heresy. 
 
"Some religion! This wallowing in filth, this hate, this malice, this arrogance, this 
hypocrisy, this pettifogging, this incitement to deceit and murder — is that a 
religion? It is the Jewish essence, the Jewish character, period!" 
 
"Burning their synagogues, I am afraid, would be of little avail," he shrugged. 
"Even if there had never been a synagogue, a Jewish school, an Old Testament, 
or a Talmud, the Jewish spirit would still have been there and had its effect. It 
has always been there. Every Jew ever born has embodied it. And that is even 
more pronounced with the so-called enlightened Jews. Heine belonged, certainly, 
among the most enlightened, but he had just as much insane arrogance as the 
greasiest Galician kike. Moses Mendelssohn passed for a downright wonder of 
wisdom. Yet, lo and behold, he found it actually shocking that the Jews still didn't 
have the dominion over the earth which was due them!" 
 
"From long years of experience," I brought out, "Dostoevski depicted the hair-
raising conceit of the Russian Jew. For a long time he lived with all kinds of 
convicts, including several Jews, sleeping on the same wooden bunks with them. 
Everyone treated these Jews in a friendly manner, he reported, not even taking 
offense at their raving-mad manner of praying. Probably their own religion had 
once been like that, thought the Russians to themselves, and they quietly let the 
Jews do as they pleased. But, on the other hand, the Jews haughtily rejected the 
Russians, didn't want to eat with them, and looked down on them. And where 
was this? In a Siberian prison! All over Russia Dostoevski found this antipathy 
and loathing of the Jews for the natives. Nowhere, however, did the Russian 
people resent their behavior, indulgently believing it to be a part of the Jewish 
religion." 
"Yes, indeed, and what a religion!" he said scornfully. "It is the character of a 
people which determines the nature of their religion, not the other way around." 
"Dostoevski," I continued, "was compassion itself but, he took exception to the 
Jews. With foreboding, he asked what would happen in Russia if ever the Jews 
should get the upper hand there. Would they even approximately give the natives 
the same rights they themselves enjoyed? Would they likewise allow them to 
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pray in the manner they wished or would they not simply make slaves of them? 
Still worse, 'wouldn't they skin and fleece them?' Wouldn't they even exterminate 
them, as they had so often done with other peoples in their history?" 
 
"Ah, could our workers but share his forebodings, particularly those who hope for 
salvation from the Soviets!" he cried. "Famine, mass graves, slavery, Jewish 
whips. Whoever goes on strike is hanged. 'Come hither, all ye who are weary 
and heavy laden.' How they whistle, the dogs! And how fine that sounds, in front 
of the curtain! Behind it, however, lurk the pampered 'Pöbelvolk' the Red Army, 
the dregs of non-Jewish humanity." 
"The toll of Russians sacrificed since the beginning of Bolshevik domination is 
estimated by the authorities at about thirty million," I answered. "Those who 
weren't summarily executed fell to famine and disease. Were they all bourgeois? 
Only an imbecile could believe that. Who among us then has the most to suffer? 
The thousands who every day stand for long hours at their various occupations. 
Capitalists are hardly a majority among them. But that hasn't dawned on our 
workers. In their eagerness to be the masters, they let themselves be led about 
by the nose like children. 
 
"Ebert has thundered against capitalism his whole life. Now he is president. And? 
At every street corner banks sprout from the ground like mushrooms. That is 
certainly a fact. Everyone sees it. Anyone can reach out and touch it. But does 
that lead anyone to smell a rat? Not on your life! "The first thing the Jew Eisner 
did after the revolution was have the banks guarded by the army. Capitalists 
smuggled their enormous hordes of money out of the country for months, and he 
didn't raise a finger to stop them. He felt it was more important to travel to the 
Socialist Congress in Switzerland and there place the entire guilt for the world 
war on Germany. Do penance, he said, and the French will forgivingly clasp you 
to their hearts. Quite likely! Experience has gloriously confirmed it." 
 
"The same Eisner," he nodded, "who, at the beginning of the war, sent a flood of 
telegrams to the other Social Democrat leaders, entreating them to remain true to 
the Kaiser. A disgraceful stab in the back must be avoided at all costs, said he. It 
went like that until the Treaty of Brest Litovsk. Up till then all German Jews were 
inspired monarchists. Then came the about-face. The Moor had done his duty 
and crushed Czarist Russia; now for him to crush himself. The rest is silence. 
Visible to all eyes, the Jew also made his bid in Germany. "Oh workers! To let 
yourselves be thus deceived! Things are different from which innocents let 
themselves dream. The Communist Party in Germany still has fewer than a 
quarter of a million members; yet it owns over fifty newspapers. What that costs 
is simply incalculable; millions. Who pays these enormous sums? We National 
Socialists have our hands full just keeping our one Beobachter going. If we had 
an arrangement with the Jews, we would have a prodigious number of party 
newspapers in an instant. Are there comrades who doubt that? I'd like to meet 
one. And, look here, this is the incredible thing: they know that the Jews are 
secretly behind things, but they act as if it weren't so at all. Is that honest? Can 
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that lead to a happy outcome? To rush to destruction unsuspectingly is one thing, 
but to do it knowingly and to single out one's grimmest enemy as an accomplice 
is another." 
 
"I'd like to know," I remarked, "what the comrades would say if one proved to 
them in black and white that the Junkers or the big industrialists have had a 
secret moral philosophy of the most abominable sort since the time 'x'. Their rage 
would be unimaginable. 'Aha!' everyone would roar. 'With principles like that it is 
no wonder the devils torment us so! Imagine that! How can anyone be that mean 
and vile? The whole bunch of them should be exterminated!' They would carry on 
like that, as if possessed, and rightly so. But, on the other hand, when one shows 
them that the Jews have, in their official religious books, the most hair-raising 
statements about the plundering and murder of all Gentiles, it makes no 
difference at all to them. They either dispute it or, when that seems hopeless, say 
that most Jews haven't been that religious for a long time and don't concern 
themselves with that stuff anymore. It never occurs to them that the Jewish 
character is the source of their vile literature." 
 
"But this," he said, "tops it all: all — and I mean all — social injustices of any 
significance in the world today can be traced back to the subterranean influence 
of the Jews. The workers seek, therefore, to eliminate with the help of the Jews 
those evils which none other than the Jews themselves have consciously and 
deliberately established. One can imagine what kind of help they will receive." 
"Behold the modest Joseph!" I rejoined. "His influence on the Pharaoh caused 
the Egyptians dreadful distress, from which they later thought they would free 
themselves with the help of Moses. I must admit that the episode does not lack a 
certain grim humor." 
 
"The truth," he said, "is, indeed, as you once wrote: one can only understand the 
Jew when one knows what his ultimate goal is. And that goal is, beyond world 
domination, the annihilation of the world. He must wear down all the rest of 
mankind, he persuades himself, in order to prepare a paradise on earth. He has 
made himself believe that only he is capable of this great task, and, considering 
his ideas of paradise, that is certainly so. But one sees, if only in the means 
which he employs, that he is secretly driven to something else. While he 
pretends to himself to be elevating mankind, he torments men to despair, to 
madness, to ruin. If a halt is not ordered, he will destroy all men. 
 
His nature compels him to that goal, even though he dimly realizes that he must 
thereby destroy himself. There is no other way for him; he must act thus. This 
realization of the unconditional dependence of his own existence upon that of his 
victims appears to me to be the main cause for his hatred. To be obliged to try 
and annihilate us with all his might, but at the same time to suspect that that must 
lead inevitably to his own ruin, therein it lies.  
Here the notes of Dietrich Eckart break off. 
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Bolsonaro Wins Brazilian Elections 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Mon Oct 29, 2018 12:52 am 

Below some videos posted by our member Egon: 
 

 

This time in Brazil, the "far-right" or as they say the "Trump of the Tropics" has won the 

election: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NjNilKUvBDo 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h2siVON7RLQ 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DiWL8ulm5o8 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W7v7s-_6lmE 

 

 

Bolsonaro and many other people who are Nationalists and against the movements of 

assimilation and state destruction are gaining power in states. As always, these politicians will 

be judged by their actions. 

 

When countries enter a state of extreme anarchy, the people demand after a point people who 

represent masculine or orderly energies such as Trump or Bolsonaro. Bolsonaro is white, and 

looking into the matter, other than the usual whining of the leftists on him, and how he has 

praised a military regime, I have found nothing substantial to support that this person is a bad 

person or bad politician. He has also made some mean comments here and there, which 

everyone has in this planet.  
 

But we live in a world where anything stated can be used against someone. On the other hand 

those who judge over "words" also pulled a knife to stab him not too long ago from what 

appears to be a commie attack on him. I guess some people speak, while the "moralists" just 

pick the knives up and kill people as part of their "morality". Sort of like Israel, and how they 

judge people based on words and brand them as anti-semites, but carry extermination planning 

on the Palestinians in the term "Business as Usual". 
 

So long these politicians do not interfere with the freedoms of the people and stamp upon 

corruption, they will be helped to carry this objective. Criminality is what leads civilizations into 

the ruins, and Brazil is a high risk nation for this. People are extremely fed up with this situation. 

In many cases, all the police and the military combined is not enough to cleanse the corruption, 

the cartels, and the criminals. Most people do not have the faintest idea how hard life is in 

Brazil. 
 

What I can comment on the subject, when some people go after major pestilence and social 

destruction, and some politicians act to solve this, the Gods will assist them with invisible 

means. Most of these people are far from ideal, but they do suffice. Not for the sake of the given 
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politician and because they like them, but because they are trying to set things in a better 

direction than corrosive globalists aka jews and their alien hive. 
 

Nationalism on it's own is not the final objective of the Gods. Labels are less important than 

doing what really matters. Their final objective is racial solidarity among racial kin (no higher law 

other than biology at this level), and greater unification based on altruism and racial order. 

Nationalism represents the part where order is concerned, in our shallow political systems 

today. Brazil is out of control with many people suffering from intense poverty and crime and 

they require help. 

 

"The Left of the 21st century" is nothing what it were a hundred of years ago or in the time of the 

Renascence. It is now all about praising criminals like Stalin, Lenin, or Fidel Castro. The jews 

have viciously hijacked the traditional left and...left very few traces in it of the original socialist 

ideology which is based on social equity and altruism. Which was originally formulated not as 

basis of Globalism bullshit, but for National borders. At that point the crap about caring for 

people that want to kill you wasn't part of any political agenda.  
 

The left today is compromised of corrosive jews who just play their ideological games on 

innocent Nations that believe in easy solutions, those who financially bankrupt countries, open 

borders to hateful foreigners, allow crime to dwell by claiming it is 'against human rights' to act. 

The jew hijacked the altruism of the left to ultimately make the movements into Communism 

bastions. And the people are not dumb, they can see it. At least, more than half of a people in a 

civilization as recent polls do show in some large countries. Bolsonaro won with a 55% which is 

a strong indicator of this. 
 

An example here is the traditional left should not whine because Bolsonaro said he will stamp 

on the criminality and corruption. They should welcome it, since it serves a good purpose for 

equality and peace in a country. It came from the original left that people living in the lower 

strata deserve to have their exploitation ended, that health care is deserved and so forth. But at 

this point the only concern of the 'left' is that it is about protecting the jews and echoing their 

memes. Such as Bolsonaro being "Far Right" or a "Nazi" even.  
 

The right, on the other hand, is blinded by cheap low level christian Nationalism which is a huge 

preventive boulder in people waking up. This is another method of control of the system, but it's 

steps further than being assimilated and killed in your own homeland by invasive hordes. In a 

safer situation the RTR's will deconstruct xianity completely, and remove all it's power and lustre 

over people, same as Islam. So this shouldn't be something to worry about more than for 

example, the infestation of the free world with people that believe they should behead you 

simply because you do not believe in the jewish egregore named "Allah".  

 

At the end of the day, it appears, the jewish order of globalists is just receiving hit after hit. Out 

of this will rise a system based on Nationalism, and after this, we will push matters for these 

things to evolve.  
 

Nationalists tend to at least respect other Nationalists in the recent democratic system since 

they are cornered. If in the future they misbehave and try to play rogue between nations of 

racially similar people, this will be easier to turn around than the situation where all nations on 

earth are moved into a gulag to be abused by jews for the rest of their life.  
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So, moving on, and keep up the Final RTR everyone. We are making excellent progress. 
 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 

 
 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 
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Borg World The Age Of The Jewish Messiah 

Postby HP Mageson666 » Thu Oct 25, 2018 6:42 am 

Borg World The Age Of The Jewish Messiah 
 

The Rabbi's state their "god" is "The Heavenly Metatron" and they call this a hive mind of literal 

Reptilians whom they also called the Seraphim but are literal Reptilians that appear to them as 

Reptilians.  
 

The Rabbi's state what the Jews call the Messiah is when earth is turned into the image of the 

Heavenly Metatron. One high level Rabbi literally used the Borg as the example of what the 

world will be turned into as the Messiah age. This age is called in Judaism the "New Covenant" 

which is what the Christian Bible is called by the Rabbi's who wrote it. This age is when all of 

humanity has been conquered and turned into a Borg slave race with a hive mind. This is how 

the Bible ends in the book of Revealing ie Revelations. Humanity is turned into a hive mind with 

no differences of race, sex, class, family, gender or individual thought. The descent of the 

Heavenly Jerusalem is the cube of Metatron descending to create this "New Earth". That is also 

what Jewish Communism is the continuation of.  
 

Now the planet has advanced to the level with genetics' and technology where the Jews along 

with occult control with the spell of Christianity the enemy are manifesting this program into 

reality. They are already pushing transhumanism which will use criminal genetic engineering 

and technological microchip implants to transform humanity into the earthly Metatron this 

includes brain chips to create a hive mind. In the writings of the high level Rabbi's like The Gaon 

of Vilna going back century's they are stating they are going to use the emerging technology to 

manifest the plan of "god" and bring in the Messiah Borg humanity. 
 

Behold the Seraphim of the Heavenly Metatron.... 

 

That is the Jewish "god" of the Bible. 
 

These Jews are an alien program and nothing more.  
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A lot of people naturally picked up on this just by looking at Jews like Zuckerberg. The Jew is 

the original NPC meme. 

 

 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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Breaking Limits In Meditation 

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Mon Apr 08, 2019 

 

 

 

 

 
Many people do not understand what this concept means. For whatever reason people assume 
'breaking limitations' is all about literally frying yourself and becoming superman (in your mind) for a day 
and then collapsing. This is not breaking limitations. This is about frying yourself like a candlewick 
through which too much fire has went through. 
 
You're not in a rush against the universe. In many ways, when you go into the gym, if you do a bench 
press of 10 in the first day, it may look challenging. If you add 300, you will break all the bones in your 
body, even if you manage to actually bench press that. Eventually, bench pressing that is totally stupid. 
It's better if one fails than if one succeeds.  
 
It's actually to your benefit you didn't bench press 300 that day, or you would be at the hospital. You 
should be thankful you didn't bench press this, as it would probably come crashing down. Some people 
do this and they get 'away' with it, once or twice, mostly by chance. Even if you succeeded, this won't 
give you the perfect legs in one day. 
 
The funny result is that even if you do the above, and you go to the gym once a week, you won't build 
the perfect legs or superpower. You're just getting away with frying yourself, not advancing.  
 
Breaking "Limitations" means to build up gradually. Meditations should ideally end up at your 90-95% of 
capacity. When you want to "push through", 105-110% in figures should be enough. Not 150% or 200% 
or 300%. One must imagine this as a cable, that is a cable that adjusts, provided something that will fry 
or melt it doesn't go through. 300% is the literal, past repair, melting point.  
 
150% can be extremely stressful. 90-100% is where you should be at all times, then a bit further when 
you need to surpass a limitation. You will know when and you don't need to rush it. 105-110% is 
guaranteed to advance you, push your limit, and also not harm you. 
 
Progressively, the person who does not fry, will reach their "300%", the difference is, it will be in a far 
longer interval of time, without suffering or potential destruction. Compared to the dumb person who 
goes to push to 300% in the first day, they will surpass and advance past them, and how? Just by 
walking. 
 
Alternatively, if you're like a cable and only 10% goes through you, you can't expect to advance in some 
way, as you're barely kept alive by the electricity going into you. You can't light like a light-bulb either. 
So doing too little won't push the necessary boundary to advance. 
 
As you progress, you will also build a consciousness of your own (new in many ways) limits. For example, 
first week on the gym, adding 5 kg's in some exercises can be devastating and make them impossible. 
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However, a person training for a decade, may add 20 on a said exercise and be able to execute it. Their 
10% of pushing of limits, is on another level. One does not need to compare to that, just find their own 
flow. 
 
Within a spectrum of many years or even a couple 'lifetimes', their 10% is actually what one was trying 
to bench press like a cheater at 300kg instantly. And what is this about? You shouldn't even care. You're 
not in a race. I am just stating this to show that eventually, everyone that advances, you will reach the 
point where you will be at a strong state. But you need to do this properly. Patience > Rushing. 
 
To bridge your patience and your rushing, it means to just move on your goal in a balanced way, but do 
this consistently. This way you will reach your destination.  
 
When your new limit is comfortably an everyday thing, you have mastered this level. Before mastering a 
level, one must think seriously about moving 'further'. 
 
Like bodybuilding or athletics, it doesn't matter how much you try to abuse the breaking of limits. This is 
why drugs and all these related things are for idiots. They will never achieve anything by their attempts 
to cheat. They will only fry, self deceive, or just fail. There is no way to cheat one's self around things. 
You just have to do what you have to do. And that's a good thing. 
 
Doesn't matter how strong you hit the pummel in your first week or month on the gym. You will not 
become Schwarzenegger in the first month. But eventually, if you do your part, within the span of a 
longer interval of time, you will reach an always bigger potential. 
 
If one's purpose is to advance, you don't need to fry or laze out, you just need to walk the walk and at 
certain intervals push your limits. After a limit is pushed, you need to maintain is successfully until you 
move on. 
 
Meditation has to be looked upon a beautiful, lifelong objective. Be thankful you have the ability to self 
master and meditate, do not disrespect it. The joy is in overcoming. 
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Breeding the Aryan Supermen Or Resurrecting the "Fallen Angels"   

-Part One:  Background Information by High Priest Jake Carlson  

  

  

All Gentiles [non-Jews] are of Satan.  However, with that being said, the purpose of this 

sermon is to serve as a wakeup call for White Gentiles, as it is our Aryan race who is the 

direct descendants of Satan, that is the world's most endangered species of the human 

races.  This is not about any race being better than any others, but it is a necessary reality 

check.  This is an open letter to the Christians who are holding our race back by poisoning 

our racial soul with Jewish excrement.  All Christianity, including traditional, conservative 

Christianity that is racially-conscious and is against Communism/Marxism, is just as lethal to 

the spiritual soul of our race as race-mixing is to the physical bodies of our race.  Like race 

mixing and Communism, Christianity, which was invented by the Jews in order to destroy 

the Aryan race, must be abolished permanently or else we will not have a future.  

  

The following are excerpts from "Ark of the Christos" by William Henry.  My copy is on 

CDROM, not a hard copy/book.  

  

"Throughout my more than ten years of study of what may be regarded as the Sitchin 

Hypothesis I have pondered several questions concerning the Shining One’s quest for gold 

and their creation of humanity as [initially] a slave race in order to acquire this element. 

First, why travel all the way to Earth for an element that is reputed to be plentiful in the 

asteroids of space? Secondly, why travel all this way only for gold? Why not many of the 

Earth’s other abundant resources? Water, for example.  

Thirdly, instead of doing some risky genetic engineering and combining their own DNA with 

that of the proto-humans already inhabiting the Earth, why did the Shining Ones not simply 

build machines or robots to do the work? If they were technologically able to build space 

ships, why not robots too?  

I have questioned why a metallurgist and ‘gene smith’ of E.A.’s [Enki's] reputed mastery 

would need to mine gold at all. As the father of alchemy he surely had the ability to 

manufacture gold from base metals. In fact, so attached is he to the art of alchemy, that this 

art may be thought of as the Mystery religion of E.A.  

Gold, for example, symbolized by [a circle with a dot in the middle], is an alchemical pun or 

symbol for soul, and for Sol, the Sun. Sol is an alchemical term for the essence of life hidden 

in gold. This essence is called the tinc-tura rubea (red tincture), red like the alchemical sun 

(and Planet X).  

This sun-substance drips from the Sun and produces lemons, oranges, wine, and, in the 

mineral kingdom, gold. In humans it is the “shining” or “lucent body..." Accordingly, it is the 

prima material, the gold, of which we are made, and the gold E.A. was likely in search of.  
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Another key to deciphering the alchemical meaning of E.A.’s mining activity is provided 

when we remember that water, the element from which E.A. first attempted to mine gold, is 

often used as a metaphor for “mother” and “souls.” The ancients, particularly the Hermetic 

magicians, claimed that the maternal waters in combination with the maternal Earth created 

souls.  

  

Tiamat’s oceans were described as a womb full of the fluid of creation. If, symbolically, water 

represents souls as the fluid of creation, and gold represents soul, Tiamat’s, and Earth’s, seas 

were full of souls.  

Another candidate for the fluid of creation is blood/DNA. A third possibility is Sol, the 

essence of life.  

In this light, when Planet X split or divided the stone of Tiamat in two she released an ocean 

of souls, blood or cosmic essence into the cosmos.  

My premise is that the beings from Planet X are interested in saving souls. One of E.A.’s 

original titles was “House-Waters”. Allowing for the interchange of water and souls renders 

E.A. as “Lord of the Souls.” Substituting soul for gold, as do alchemists, it is conceivable that 

the alleged planetary crisis Planet X was facing was not material but spiritual. Gold making or 

acquisition aside, the quest of the alchemist is the quest to transmute their soul into a 

higher form, apotheosis, or God making.  

Simply, I ask, what if the decaying “atmosphere” of Planet X that E.A. was attempting to 

repair with gold was actually a soul atmosphere in decay? Suppose Planet X was 

experiencing a soul crisis and E.A. came to Earth in search of souls to replenish his home 

world.  

Further suppose that the souls he intended to retrieve were once resident on Tiamat and 

were now embedded in the Earth.  

E.A.’s partner Ninharsag’s title Nin-ti-nugga, ‘lady life’ or ‘She Who Gives Life to the Dead’, 

may in an eerie sense, simultaneously reinforce my thesis and point to her special role as a 

representative of Planet X.  

In the story of Tiamat we learn of a planet and a group of souls that sank in the night, of 

which there were survivors, who engaged in a long march to regroup, and reclaim a 

collection of power tools to assist in rebuilding their civilization so that the souls might 

return home.  

Most ancient words for soul are feminine: psyche, pneuma, anima, alma. This is because the 

ancients believed every man had a female soul derived from the Mother Goddess (Tiamat) 

through Mother Earth. This makes perfect sense if Earth is Tiamat reincarnated.  

The story of Tiamat, the former Pleiadean homeworld, is the Atlantis story in the stars." [1]  
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Marduk and Tiamat battle/clash  

  

 "Planet X" was known to the ancient Sumerians, as well as Adolf Hitler and the 

highestranking Nazis as "Maldek" and "Marduk," the planet that was named after Satan's 

son Marduk.  History has recorded the clash of Planet Marduk and Tiamat.  In art, this clash 

is depicted with Enki/Satan's son Marduk shooting arrows down the dragon Tiamat's throat.  

This depiction is a metaphor for this clash.  The Jewish people stole from Tiamat to create 

the Jewish allegory for the Jewish kundalini power, the dragon of chaos, "Leviathan."  This is 

why the Joy of Satan Ministries has never met a Demon named "Leviathan," but some 

people who are either Jewish or sympathize with the Jewish kikes, claim to have met 

Leviathan "face-to-face."  Depictions of Leviathan adorn many Jewish synagogues.  The 

socalled Church of Satan chose the Hebrew letters that spell "Leviathan" to bind the 

inverted pentagram of Satan, the Baphomet.  This is inexcusable, as this curses Satan and 

exalts his enemies, the Jewish people.  

  

I agree with some of William Henry's assertions that are stated above, but I know for sure 

that Enki/EA created the different Gentile races, but chose to breed with the White humans, 

the humans who are the most like Satan and his Demons, in physical, mental, and emotional 

character, as well as the most spiritually advanced humans, due to Satan putting the most 

spiritual knowledge into the souls of the White race, thus making the success of the White 

man and woman the most civilized of humanity.  When Satan created the different Gentile 

races, he worked with Nature and evolution, not against it.  This is why both the creation 

and the evolution of the human races are fact, not fiction.  

As a side note, for people who are curious, I don't personally believe that sexual orientation 

comes from Satan and his Demons, but comes from a force of Nature that randomly chooses 

which Gods, humans, and animals, alike, will be heterosexual, homosexual, or bi-sexual.  Like 

heterosexuality, homosexuality and bi-sexuality, are also common among Satan and his 

Demons.  The thing to remember, however, is that it was Satan who gave humans the ability  

to have sex, and he gave the ability to procreate, in the case of the order given to 

heterosexuals and bi-sexuals, "Be fruitful and multiply," which the Biblical version was stolen 

from the Epic of Gilgamesh.  It is Christianity, Islam, and the Jewish Communizing of human 

sexuality that has created the sexual imbalances and the sexual psychosis that we have 

today, including the unnatural prejudice against homosexuality.  These feelings do not come 

from Satan.  They come from the Jewish manipulation of human psychology.  Jewish 

religions, such as Christianity and Islam, have made Gentiles much more easy to manipulate 

and keep "in line" for the Jewish agenda of Global Communism.  

  

What William Henry notes above is that the clash of Marduk and Tiamat caused the loss of 

some of Satan's Demons, and Satan and his Demons came to Earth to resurrect these lost 

souls.  That was the purpose for the creation of humans; the mixing of Satan's DNA with that 

of planet Earth's natives.  This led to the creation of the different Gentile races, and the 

Satanic birth of the Aryan race.  
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The following narrative from The Lost Book of Enki details the birth of the first Aryan human 

with white or blonde hair and blue eyes, the perfect image and likeness of Satan and his 

Demons.  

  

"In the Edin Lu-Mach was the workmaster, quotas to enforce was his duty,   

 The Earthlings' rations to reduce was his task.    

 His spouse was Batanash, the daughter of Lu-Mach's father's brother she was.  

 Of a beauty outstanding she was, by her beauty was Enki charmed.  

 Enki to his son Marduk a word did send:  To your domain Lu-Mach do summon,  

 How by Earthlings a city to build there him teach!  

 And when Lu-Mach to the domain of Marduk was summoned,  

 To the household of Ninmah, in Shurubak, the Haven City, his spouse Batanash he brought,  

From the angry Earthling masses protected and safe to be.  

Thereafter Enki his sister Ninmah in Shurubak was quick to visit.  

On the roof of a dwelling when Batanash was bathing  

Enki by her loins took hold, he kissed her, his semen into her womb he poured.  

With a child Batanash was, her belly was truly swelling;  

To Lu-Mach from Shurubak word was sent:  To the Edin return, a son you have!  

To the Edin, to Shurubak, Lu-Mach returned, to him Batanash the son showed. 

White as the snow his skin was, the color of wool was his hair,  

Like the skies were his eyes, in a brilliance were his eyes shining.  

Amazed and frightened was Lu-Mach; to his father Matushal he hurried.  

A son unlike an Earthling to Batanash was born, by this birth greatly puzzled I am!  

Matushal to Batanash came, the newborn boy he saw, by his likeness amazed he was.  

Is one of the Igigi the boy's father?  Of Batanash Matushal the truth demanded;  

To Lu-Mach your spouse whether this boy his son is, the truth reveal!  

None of the Igigi is the boy's father, of this upon my life I swear!  So did Batanash him 

answer.  

To his son Lu-Mach Matushal then turned, a calming arm on his shoulders he put.  

A mystery the boy is, but in his oddness an omen to you is revealed,  

Unique he is, for a task unique by destiny he was chosen."  
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"Enki the child greatly adored, to read the writings of Adapa him he taught,  

 The priestly rites how to observe and perform the boy as a young man learned." [2]  

  

And who is Enki/EA according to the literature of his enemies, the Jewish people?  

  

"Gentiles are children of the serpent that seduced Eve." Zohar I, 28b   

  

"Eve had sex with the devil conveying lust to Gentiles." Abodah Zarah 22a  

  

"...Thus the Zohar again explains that the words of the Scripture 'Jehovah Elohim made man', 

mean that He made Israel. The seventeenth-century Rabbinical treatise Emek ha Melek 

observes: 'Our Rabbis of blessed memory have said: 'Ye Jews are men because of the soul ye 

have from the Supreme Man (i.e, God). But the nations [non-Jews] of the world are not styled 

men because they have not, from the Holy and Supreme Man, the Neschama (or glorious 

soul) but they have the Nephesch (soul) from Adam Belial, that is the malicious and 

unnecessary man, called Sammael, the Supreme Devil.'" [3]  

  

"When Adam, the earthling, was created by Enki and Ninkhursag, Lilith was appointed his 

consort, but she refused to submit to the wifely role and fled from Adam to become the bride 

of Enki himself.  ...Enki-Samael and Lilith were jointly regarded, in the Talmudic tradition, as 

being the epitome of the Tree of Knowledge." [4]  

  

Samael is Enki/EA/Satan, and he is the biological Father of the White Aryan race.  

  

"And it came to pass, when men began to multiply on the face of the earth, and daughters 

were born unto them, that the sons of God ["Fallen Angels/Demons"] saw the daughters of 

men that they were fair; and they took them wives of all which they chose. And the LORD 

said, My spirit shall not always strive with man, for that he also is flesh: yet his days shall be 

an hundred and twenty years. There were giants in the earth in those days; and also after 

that, when the sons of God came in unto the daughters of men, and they bare children to 

them, the same became mighty men which were of old, men of renown" (Genesis 6:1-4).  

  

Note:  After the King James version of the Bible, politically correct versions of the Bible were 

published that eliminated the racial elements of Genesis 6:1-4, replacing the word "fair" 

with "attractive" or "beautiful."  This is a Jewish assault on the collective Aryan soul that tries 

to make race-mixing appear to be "acceptable" in the Jewish attempts to destroy us and all 

traces of us, as we belong to Satan.  
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According to Satan, The Lost Book of Enki is a detailed allegory that states how the White 

Aryan race used to be Demi-Gods and Demi-Goddesses, but that we lost our immortality, 

due to racial compromise:  race-mixing.  With the Aryan race came the most advanced 

civilizations, and all of the original Satanic Pagan religions that taught how to return to our 

immortal state of Godhood.  This is the objective of Spiritual Satanism, which is Pagan 

Satanism, not reverse Christianity.  

 As we have already seen, the Nietzschean-Nazi Supermen are Satan and his Demons, but in 

part two of this sermon, we will see how Nietzsche was the prophet of these Aryan 

Supermen, and how Adolf Hitler and the Nazis were given orders by Satan to create the leap 

from Man to Man-God, and to usher in the New Aeon of the Aryan Superman [666], ruled by 

Satan and his Chosen One, the Antichrist.  

  

  

 References:  

  

[1] Ark of the Christos by William Henry [CD-ROM]  

  

[2] The Lost Book of Enki by Zecharia Sitchin pages 203-205  

  

[3] http://www.talmudblasphemy.com/talmud-and-Jesus.htm [Christian website filled with 

misunderstandings about the Talmud and its alleged quotes about "Jesus"]  

  

[4] Genesis of the Grail Kings by Laurence Gardner p. 153  
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Breeding the Aryan Supermen Or Resurrecting the "Fallen Angels"  

-Part Two:  Background Information by High Priest Jake Carlson 

 

In part one of this sermon, we examined the Satanic birth of the Aryan race and the identity 

of Enki-Samael, who is Satan, the Father of the Aryan race.  In this second part, we will be 

addressing the assignment given to Adolf Hitler by Satan, himself, to usher in the Aeon of 

the Superman, the Man-God [666].  Like Satan and his Demons, Hitler and the Nazis lost a 

battle, but they haven't lost the war.  The second part of this sermon series also examines 

the influence of Friedrich Nietzsche on Adolf Hitler and the Nazi Party. 

 

The author of Nature's Eternal Religion and The White Man's Bible, Ben Klassen, praised 

Friedrich Nietzsche's attacks against Christianity, and he praised Nietzsche's Aryan 

Supermen, but Klassen's critique was for the fact that Nietzsche didn't quite clarify the 

necessary details on exactly *HOW* to produce the Supermen/women.  Likewise, Klassen's 

fault was his promotion of an atheism that picked and chose which elements of traditional 

Christian values to keep, while only discarding the Christian values that were liberal and 

inconvenient.  On the other hand, Adolf Hitler took the cue from Nietzsche's Superman, who 

is Satan, himself, who gave Hitler the instructions on how to create the Aryan God-Man.  If it 

weren't for the Nazis' temporary loss, due to being outnumbered by the enemy and those 

who work for the enemy, we all would be living according to Satan's and Nature's Laws by 

now, and the Jewish programs of Christianity, Islam, and Communism would be nothing 

more than a bad memory and a tragic lesson learned. 

 

Personally, I feel that Nietzsche hinted at how to create the race of Aryan Supermen, but it 

was Adolf Hitler who personally met the Superman, face-to-face, who is none other than 

Satan, himself.  It was Satan who gave Adolf Hitler the clear instructions for the Satanic 

assignment of replacing the devastated Germany's loss of souls from World War One with 

exclusively Satanic Aryan Supermen to usher in the New Aeon of Satan.  Adolf Hitler and the 

Satanic Pagan SS picked up where Nietzsche left off, and with the help of Satan, they filled in 

the blanks of where Nietzsche didn't provide all of the necessary details. 

 

Hitler revealed Satan's plans for Nazism, which is the restored and upgraded version of 

Paganism -- the kind of Paganism that was Satanism -- Aryan men and women's original 

religion. 

 

"Hitler was talking one day to Rauschning, the Governor of Danzig, about the problem of a 

mutation of the human race.  Rauschning, not possessing the key to such strange 

preoccupations, interpreted Hitler's remarks in terms of a stock-breeder interested in the 

amelioration [or improvement] of German blood. 
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'But all you can do,' [Hitler] replied, 'is to assist Nature and shorten the road to be followed!  

It is Nature herself who must create for you a new species.  Up till now the breeder has only 

rarely succeeded in developing mutations in animals--that is to say, creating himself new 

characteristics.'" [1] 

 

"Whereas Nietzsche taught that the Superman is the imminent next stage in human 

evolution, Blavatsky announced that Supermen already existed, that they were the Hidden 

Masters who inhabited Central Asia, and that they could be contacted telepathically by 

those who had been initiated into their mysteries." [2] 

 

"Hitler followed Blavatsky in believing that the Aryans had originated through a mutation in 

the latter days of Atlantis.  Shortly before the catastrophic floods submerged that fabulous 

civilisation, Manu, the last of the Atlantean Supermen, had led the Aryans across Europe and 

Asia to the Gobi Desert, and thence to the mountains of Tibet.  The descendants of these 

Aryans subsequently colonised the world and created civilisation anew, but were poisoned 

by the creed of Judeao-Christianity and by race-pollution, and lost their magical faculties, 

which it was the task of the Fuhrer to re-awaken.  Not all the Aryans had allowed their 

faculties to atrophy, however:  some had stayed in Tibet and their descendants had retained 

the ancient wisdom; these were the present day Hidden Masters and Unknown Supermen, 

who preserved the secrets of Initiation.  The Fuhrer's task, however, was a greater one than 

that of preservation:  it was that of co-operating with the evolution spoken of by Horbiger to 

bring about the New Age of the Aryan Superman. [3] 

 

In the same way as when the planets Marduk and Tiamat clashed and Satan came to Earth 

to find and resurrect the lost souls, which "gold" was a code word for, Adolf Hitler and the 

Satanic SS had the mission to re-populate a devastated post-World War I Germany.  

However, it goes much deeper than this, considering that Adolf Hitler took direct orders 

from Satan and his Demons.  Hitler and the SS were to create a new race of Aryan God-men 

made in the image and likeness of Satan and his Demons, and their lost occult powers would 

be restored and greatly enhanced. 

 

Hitler wasn't only given the mission to re-store the Aryan race of Satan, but to make a new 

creation out of it. 

 

As author Trevor Ravenscroft relates, "Yet Hitler's ultimate aim in biological mutation was 

not meant to pave the way for the re-appearance of the kind of hybrid God-Man mentioned 

in Genesis who once walked the earth in ancient Atlantis." [4] 

 

"Creation is not yet completed.  Man must pass through many further stages of 

metamorphosis.  Post-Atlantean man is already in a state of degeneration and decline, 
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barely able to survive...All creative forces will be concentrated in a new species.  ...This is the 

real motive behind the National Socialist Movement!" -- Adolf Hitler [5] 

 

"'I am founding an Order,' Adolf Hitler confided to Gauleiter Rauschning, shortly before the 

latter defected to the West.  He was speaking on this occasion about his plans to establish 

the Burgs where the next phase in the breeding of a new race was to take place.  'It is from 

there that the final stage in human mutation will emerge--the MAN-GOD!  This splendid 

Being will become the object of universal worship!'" [6] 

 

"The Aryan is the Prometheus of mankind from whose bright forehead the divine spark of 

genius has sprung at all times."  "Creation is not yet an end...  Man has to be passed and 

surpassed...  A new variety of man is beginning to separate out...  Man is becoming God...  

Man is God in the making...  Gods and beasts, this is what our world is made of." -- Adolf 

Hitler [7] 

 

According to author Abir Taha, "It is indeed beyond doubt that Hitler perceived the Aryans 

as the Supermen, the "Master Race" of Nietzsche's prophecy; the Aryan, or Nordic, was the 

superior man in spirit and biology, in beauty and intellect, in moral and physical perfection.  

It is as though Nazism was a will to create this Nietzschean Superman through biological and 

moral experiments, resulting in the ultimate verdict:  the Aryan is a Superman in the making, 

the ideal man worshiped by Nietzsche.  We feel as though Nietzsche was calling for the 

formation of an institution such as the SS racial elite, as an actualisation of his preaching..." 

[8] 

 

Friedrich Nietzsche was chosen by Satan to be a scribe for the restoration of Satanism, first 

put into practice by the Third Reich, and later by Spiritual Satanists, who are making the 

foundation of the Fourth Reich.  Referring to the Jews and their race-mixing programs to 

destroy the Aryan race, Nietzsche stated the following:  "It is a comfort to know that above 

the steam and filth of human lowlands there is a higher, brighter humanity, very small in 

number (for everything outstanding is by its nature rare)." [9] 

 

In contrast to Nietzsche's statement that the Satanic Aryan race should remain rare, it is 

Satan's will that we increase our numbers and expand our race to keep this planet civilized 

for every non-Jew's physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual well-being. 

 

Abir Taha states, "...Nietzsche leaves no room for controversy over the Aryan identity of his 

"Master Race."  Similarly, by praising the 'splendid blond beast,' he is not only referring to 

the blondness of the lion (an allusion to the aristocratic races), but also using the term 

'blond beast' as a racial concept, an allusion to the characteristic blondness of the Nordic 

peoples; indeed, Nietzsche is crystal-clear when he specifically calls the 'noble Teutons' 'the 
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fairest specimens of the blond beast...'"  "The 'magnificent blond beast' thus refers to the 

fair-haired "Aryan Master Race" that dominated European antiquity." [10] 

 

While Nietzsche might not have personally met Satan and his Demons face-to-face, he was 

most definitely inspired by them.  Nietzsche's credentials for being a Satanist are provided 

when he states that he is a Hellene, a Pagan.  This Paganism was several decades before the 

fake and politically correct so-called "Paganism" of Wicca reared its ugly head.  I'd like to 

thank High Priest Don Danko for pointing this out to me. 

 

While Nietzsche constantly put the emphasis on eternal self-overcoming, it was Adolf Hitler 

and the SS who knew how to put this into practice; the Aryan has to re-awaken the Vril life-

force power within themselves individually and collectively, and become Lords of the Earth 

through the Satanic practices of racial separation, eugenics, and daily Satanic meditation and 

Serpent Yoga.  The Satanic SS put these means to physical and spiritual perfection to use on 

a daily basis.  The Jewish people and those who are allied with them were panicking because 

they knew that these Satanic Nazis were becoming the God-men and women that would 

bring about the end to the Jewish people and their crimes against humanity.  This is why the 

Jews and their supporters constantly nailed Nazi Germany with curse after curse, and this is 

why they are doing the same to the Joy of Satan Ministries because they know that the real 

living Satan has chosen us to be his spokespersons and leaders, and they know that we are 

in complete accordance with his desires. 

 

Just so everyone understands, it wasn't just the physical sex act between Aryans that was 

employed in the birthing of the Aryan Supermen, but also spiritual practices, namely Satanic 

meditation and Serpent Yoga, as the racial pollution from the Jewish programs of 

Christianity and its Communist twin had to be purged from the Aryans in mind, body, and 

soul.  This is accomplished by dedicating one's soul to Satan and developing a strict routine 

of meditation and yoga, as this aids in the psycho-spiritual evolution of Aryan humanity.  

This, in turn, has an effect on the physical plane of our existence. 

 

As author Constance Cumbey states, "Nazism featured the quest for the 'Holy Grail' as a 

path to transcendental or 'higher consciousness.'" [11] 

 

And, "The Nazis thought they had evolved into a new and superior species by means of 

'spiritual disciplines' and 'consciousness evolution.'" [12] 

 

The Holy Grail is an allegory for the coming race of Aryan God-men of Satan, led by Satan's 

Chosen One, our Satanic Leader, the Antichrist.  The coming Aryan race of God-men is 

another way of stating that we complete the Magnum Opus, become immortal, and take our 

rightful places as Lords and Ladies of the Earth. 
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It is either the Jews or the Aryans who become Lords of the Earth.  This eternal conflict 

between the Aryan race and the Jewish people over who will rule planet Earth is a war that 

has been waged ever since the Jews "hatched" from their reptilian "eggs," so to speak, and 

the Jews have been trying to exterminate us at every turn, and at all costs, and the Jews 

have always been the ones to make the first provocation and attack.  This is why the enemy 

created the Jewish people in the first place.  Aryans, who are the people of Satan, will have 

to wake up and fight these Jewish kikes and anyone else who stands in our way, or be 

destroyed and piled up among the Jewish trash heap.  This war is spiritual, but with the way 

the Jews have opened the flood gates for the non-Aryan races to invade Aryan Europe, it will 

be physical, as well, in just a matter of time.  This is about survival, not "discrimination." 

 

Now is the time to protect yourselves and your loved ones and fight for Satan's victory and 

your freedom. 

 

Regarding Satan and his Demons, who Hitler modeled the new humanity after, as well as the 

Immortal Aryans who still currently inhabit the hollow Earth, "The world will change:  the 

Lords will emerge from the center of the Earth.  Unless we have made an alliance with them 

and become Lords ourselves, we shall find ourselves among the slaves, on the dungheap 

that will nourish the roots of the New Cities that will arise." [13] 

 

However, as far as the slaves and slavery go, Satan once visited me face-to-face and told me 

that "We [Aryans] ARE the Master Race, but we do not need slaves!"  The Jewish people and 

their reptilian creators rely on slavery and servitude.  Satan and his Demons are pro-

humanity and fight for humanity's freedom.  The weak, the servile, and the cowardly, are 

abominations to Satan.  Such weaklings will be segregated and left on their own in much the 

same way as the Christians, Muslims, and Communists who cannot or will not renounce 

these anti-Satan creeds that make such individuals toxic to the point that they contaminate 

the souls of all who they come into contact with. 

 

"...Hitler's God-Men would have been none other than the legions of Lucifer..."  [14] 

 

We must wake our people up, and our people must wake the rest of worthwile Aryans up.  

Satan and the Antichrist are counting on us, and so is our future and our survival.  The 

coming Supermen/women are vessels for purely Satanic Aryan souls. 
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Brexit, USA ‘elections’, Killary Vs Trumpey - The 

Beginning of the End for Jews 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

Greetings to all our Satanic People and Comrades! 

 

As you can see along the lines, people are getting more and more educated, fed up and 

enraged at the jews. The jews think of everyone else as cowardly as them, so when they pull 

up threats for "damages" and anything, they expect anyone to cuck down and obey them. 

However, this wasn't the case for Britain. At this point where the message is written, the 

Referendum to Exit the European Jewnion is about 85% due, with the Brexit closely of votes 

in the front. Britain knows the deal really well, so do the British. Their country is being taken 

over by the invaders and other immigrants. However, there are also LEGAL immigrants and 

other people with a sane brain and a love for the country that helped them, Britain, so they 

will vote equally for a Brexit. The enemy with the Soros and oligarchy at the front is 

threatening Britain even with economic collapse. A country like Britain cannot really fall like 

a paper Tower. 

 

The enemy is a real, major hater of Britain. Britain has been dragged into world wars, made 

into an imperialist state and been viciously attacked by the Jews for centuries. Now, Britain 

is being flooded with an endless amount of Immigrants which have taken over even the 

capital of the country. The Jewish Cucks and Femmies say, that they should go for "Bremain" 

and actually, destroy the country and turn it into a Muslim Toilet, with Whites going 

completely extinct by 2050 or sooner. What an offer, right? On the back, they of course pull 

out all these threats. Oh they will die impoverished, oh what will happen, the list goes. The 

same pattern the jews follow in the bible. They pull threats to everyone all the time. Its only 

when people actually revolt that they understand that the threats of the jews are really vain. 

Even if they were valid, people have to raise their head for Freedom, and for Humanity. 

 

The enemy has created a slavery planet. The "Rich West" is not merely a rich West, but has 
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been viciously used, the sons of the West all dead, for Jewish interests. In WW2, despite of a 

mass of 30%+ British people that never wanted war, the Churchill Jew regime, pulled Rudolf 

Hess who came with a peace offering and imprisoned him. The jews wanted war- they 

wanted benefits, they wanted the destruction of the White Race. They wanted to multiply 

their winnings and gamble the world, on top of millions of dead people from all sides. Back 

then, few people actually did know what's up, let alone the major populace. Most people 

were blind, uneducated and totally naive. 

 

Even if Britain doesn't leave the EU, or the result would be "Bremain", we still know one 

fundamental thing: Half of the Population of Britain is awakened to what the Jew EU is up to. 

After this, others will follow. Brexit will be the most favorable result. As for the rumors of the 

election being rigged, in whatever case, the result is apparent. In whatever sense, the jew 

instigated immigration policy is going to backfire at the jews, as it will. Nobody wants to 

fucking go extinct or suicide, except of very few traitorous and weak people. People are 

becoming increasingly aware of the media manipulation. When the fundamentals of 

existence and hardwired racial existence instincts are attacked, there is going to be a 

backlash and a domino effect. The jews know this. The kikes tried to wipe all of Europe at 

once, and they will in the future face all of Europe against them. Then plan two, is actually 

get on Jewcy Putin and the Communist allies and actually go full USSR mode in the West. 

However they want to systematically bastardize and weaken us out first, in order for this to 

be carried successfully. These are all the plans of the JWO. There is no "Globalist Elite". 

There is only, Jew World Order. 

 

However this time things are different. The average guy down the street is really aware of 

jews. You can figure this out really easily. While the Jews imposed actual Abrahamic host 

programs as religions to people, the "Anti-Semetic" hate never ceased to exist. Its hardwired 

within all sane biological entities, and all noble human beings to want to oppose the jewish 

monstrosity. The enemy has brought things to where now not only "one" place is against 

them, but in actuality, they are turning the whole planet against them. While "Alex ADL 

Jones" and so many others want to lie about the "Globalist" and "Bilderberg" (Half of its list 

were Racial Jews and Jew faces mugs, so what "Bilderberg"?) the jews know they are losing 

this war. What they are going to do is just keep going. They have went paranoid. They push 

all sides from all sides, in such a speed that is seems as if they are actually running of 

something.  

 

The enemy always tries to control revolutions by taking them over. The same thing happens 

now with the "Alternative Right" which is just a den of jews, jewish infested pseudo-GBLT 

that focuses on Human humiliation, and fake promises. As about Killary, one needs to look 

not further than what Killary is. Killary is a totally controlled jewish muppet, that will just 

make America a toilet for Jewish interests. As for Donald Duck, uhm sorry, Donald Trap. Its a 

Donut Trap. Actually, its a sweet donut trap, because so many naive couch potatoes think 

that the "Revolution" and how they are going to be saved by the invasion of Mudslimes, is 

going to happen by actually...  

 

Sitting on the couch or going into the Trump Wreck Train. Nothing to do really. Just sit down 

and Trumpey, whose half family is jewish and half corps are all jew infested, is going to bring 

some "Pro White" revolution or attack the jews in benefit of all Races in America. How much 

more naive can people get? Donut himself has actually brushed away all the Anti-semetic 
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sayings. He is also a devout Christian, to the bone. Let's not conversate about the "Christian 

Identity" meme which is just, jewish slavery. Still in America you see kikes who say on how 

America should follow the bum of Pissrael. Ie, do its murders for them, so the jews will keep 

on with the persecuted lies and holololohohohoh tears. The jews act from within all states, 

against all states. You can't just find the jews by blaming states or peoples. You have to 

look at the core of the problem. They are a global, racial, international element, that only 

recently created headquarters in Israel. 

 

The apparent stupidity of both cases is obvious. If Trumpey goes up, or if Killary does, rest 

reassured nothing major will change. Both are instable. Maybe there is 1% better about 

Trump, because if he actually gets elected and he backstabs people, people might actually 

finally wake up to both. The "two sides against the middle" isn't really working all that much 

anymore. Trump himself is an expression of this- he is an establishment muppet that wants 

to actually draw in the "Rebels" and "Free Thinkers" and pretty much all those who really 

love America and want to maintain its existence. Killary is the old school, Feminist meme. 

The only thing with Trumpey is that if things go out of control after his elections, the 

populace will be more alarmed. 

 

In all ways, the enemy is aware of the massive awakening that is coming and dawning close 

to us. Not only to the West and Whites, but everywhere. You can wonder the mass reactions 

of Blacks when they learn that Jews did run the whole Slave Trade, or the reactions of 

Chinese people when they understand they have been actually enslaved by the Jews all 

along. The jews are creating 99% of enemies into this planet. Most people inherently and by 

definition hate them. They are trying to mask this and hide behind law and everything else, 

which always proves their guilt. 

 

In closing, our Rituals must continue.  

 

If everything by our spiritual hand happen a lot of changes, if not all of this. You can see how 

lately that we have fired up, the enemy has been also going faster and firing up at the same 

time. This war is escalating and however blind are the minions in the middle who are asleep, 

there will be more brute awakenings in the future. It’s up to us to keep up with the Spiritual 

Warfare, education and pressure, so that the enemy will fall in the deathly trap they have 

been creating for all of Humanity. With the enemy dealt with, there will be enough space for 

all the necessary renovations, mutual understanding and anything else we need to achieve, 

in order to advance Humanity forward. 

 

Satanic Comrades and people of Satan, may you all be blessed now and for all eternity! 

 

THE STRUGGLE CONTINUES!!!! 
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British Arrests & 'Christian' Europe VS 'Muslim' Invaders

by HoodedCobra666 » Tue Mar 13, 2018 1:51 am 

This meme above is basically what the Torah and the Talmud tells Jews to do. Put the Ishmaelites 
(The Arabs) against the “Seed of Satan” or “Seed of Amalek”, to fight one another. 
In a general spirit of confusion, both these people believing in Jewish crap, they will be put to fight 
one another.

There are two Rabbinical opinions as to where this leads. 
One of this is WW3 and chaos in Europe, which is the most likely scenario, and a scenario the Jews 
want to avoid. As it can create a strong revolt and another NS revolution, or, let's say simply a racial
revolution. The other story is that Ismaelites cleave (sexually) with the Seed of Amalek, and they 
also die in another major war, namely, WW3, after being so lowly dis-empowered that Judea 
prevails over them underhandedly. 

The Jews avoid the first solution, but they silently promote is as well. Because if the second one is 
to fail, at least they have to push for the first one. And take their victims down in some way. The 
race mixing solution is too long-term and at the current pace of awakening, they have lost. So they 
keep a second plan to make Europe into an Armageddon cauldron instead.

Christian "Nationalists", and those who support Christian values, never had a racial problem, nor do
they care about their Culture or their so called "Race". 
They just care that millions of racially-different migrants that come in Europe believe in the same 
Jewish fairy-tales they do, and not some other Jewish fairy-tales. 

That's their objection to the whole fact. If some people believe a more stupider version of the same 
fairytale, and kill people over it (as Christians did to other Europeans a couple of centuries ago) 
then these people are stupid and the source of all evil. If not, they are "Brothers in Christ".

If one puts the two fairy-tales down, what they have done to the native populations and humanity at 
large? The debate would end on the weight of the murderous facts. 
It doesn't matter if Prophet Jewdallah married a 9 year old named Misha, or if Lot from the bible 
gave his daughter to be raped by otherwise "Spiritual Beings of God". The stories are equally 
Jewish, perverted, and morally-reprehensible. Which one is less and more, is like debating which 
one would like to have, cancer or leprosy. Certainly both parties do indeed SWEAR by their Jewish 
inflicted cultural diseases.

Of course, none of the above groups desires to be focused and centred on who put them in this 
mess.  Namely, the Jews.  From where it all began after all, culturally, with Rabbi Christ and Islam 
which as admitted is very close and akin to Judaism. This is from their Major Scholars not my own 
personal opinion. I mean, many people would like this was not the case and it wasn't the Jews. But 
the precision with which the Jews follow their religious writings and push it on history and the 
shaping of events, is self-descriptive. 
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And many people make huge tears about some arrests and some punches going here and there, by 
so called "Nationalists" and "Muslims", or terrorist attacks which of course are reprehensible. But 
the real dangers have not manifested yet. As Rabbis admit the final plan is to use "Ishmael" as a 
"broom" to wipe out Europe. Or basically to kill and weaken both their enemies. 

But let me ask you another question. Such as now with the detainment of Lauren Southern who is a 
Jew. That covers with other Jews such as Stefan Molyneux and promotes "Christian Nationalism". 
While other Jews from the Levant push for "Isis Extremism". While none of these groups mention 
the Jew and are just focused on one another. Even though ALL the facts (from the creation of ISIS 
to the creation of the European Race-Cloudron politics of decay) have the same author?

The conversation, in other words, is scarcely tying into race. And never touches upon the Jew. 
Muslims have cancer and Christards have leprosy, both given to them by the same virus, but they 
seldom mention the cause, or search for the cure. Rather they fight each other to the death. Why are 
Muslims in Europe in the first place...Because Jews destroy the Middle East. And why is Europe 
opening up to them and not pushing morally to stop the war in the Middle East? Because of Jewish 
politicians ruling Europe intellectually and directly through politics. 

Because as stated this is a racial war for the Jews, only masked in religious clothing. The Jews are 
after extermination of two of their major racial enemies, namely the Arab Goy (They want their 
lands) and the European Goy (they want to destroy them so no more Hitlers and justice falls on 
them). 

If it ever touches on the Jew by coincidence, the faith of the Christians and the Muslims both 
renders them disabled to act and/or speak against them or apply justice to the matter. The Christian 
anti-Semites and advocates have been talking about Jews for uhm, closely centuries. To absolutely 
no outcome and no serious social change. Because the Jew is the author of all of these groups. 

Actually - the governments such as the British one, love this struggle going between the two, as 
they love to have an excuse to restrain rights, make arrests, and create outcasts out of nowhere. 
Think about it; this struggle is not directly offending any of the aims of the true owners of the 
government, which is the Jew World Order. Weak governments rejoice in chaos. Which is why they 
also arrested Judenstern Lauren and the Pettiborne types. 

David Irving had his life made into a living nightmare. While Ursula Haverbeck is basically in 
Prison at 87. What does that tell you? Is some ‘detainment’ all that important? Cause even Evalion 
was invited to drink tea with the so called "Authorities" once upon a time. And every shill does at 
some point. 

It's not that they so are afraid of them as people. They are actually very needed to them to an extent.
But they know using these people as a proxy this creates social shock-waves that cannot be 
controlled. 
It's that they are afraid if the whole thing keeps going, MAYBE, just MAYBE, a few Goyim may 
wake up to what is truly going on. So, they'd rather shut awakening at far prior levels to avoid 
chaotic awakening that could potentially happen later. 
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They know that with the internet this is unavoidable, this is why they are all against "Fake News", 
they censor Jewtube, and basically try to destroy the external manifestation of the information field 
of humanity. Which is the internet. 

The Jews do not do what they do to save the present. They have lost the present. They are just 
trying to cut losses and eventually win in the later rounds. Because at this point the enemy is 
becoming paranoid not on what is happening right now, but because they know, at the current pace 
of enlightenment of the masses, their reign will be long overdue.

The question is not where hate appears, but what creates this hate? What makes Arabs fight with 
Europeans? What makes Christians fight with Muslims? Who benefits from this, and why? 

Who is the CREATOR and CAUSE of the above but is ABSENT from the room? Like a big 
elephant that both groups tell you to deny, because they each ride the same elephant to crash with 
one another?

Yeah, 
the 
JEWISH
element.

Re: British Arrests & 'Christian' Europe VS 'Muslim' Invaders

by HoodedCobra666 » Tue Mar 13, 2018 2:50 am 

Here is a picture of Anne Frank...Well sorry I meant, Lauren Southern...Wait I meant...Lauren 
Simonsen, which is her real name.

She went to drink some tea with the British police and then she was left out. 
Oy vey Goyim, she is dangerous. Let's speak her uhm, blame the Muslims and every other socket 
groups, EXCEPT of the groups where she belongs. (((Glory to The Alt-Lite)))
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- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
www.joyofsatan.com
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Brotherly Wars 

Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun Sep 30, 2018 1:37 pm 

Similar in evil to a civil war, what is equally worse, is a brother war.  
 

Indeed, "Civil wars" were always caused by jews. This is very well documented in the history of 

Nations. One example is how Communism [Jewish Creation] always creates a 5th collumn 

within a state, which attacks the larger state of people.  
 

But you do not find any mention of what is the worst of the worst. The Brother Wars. 
 

Frequently you have found me here spewing vitriol not only about Leftism (the jewish leftism 

that exists in the last century, because what was branded as leftism later was actually just solid 

White ideals in the 16th and 17th century by White thinkers) but also, Nationalism.  

 

Nationalism is based on the precondition of treating our race in a very specific manner. In 

Nationalism, the element of race is revoked and never taken too seriously - jews are allowed to 

fare in the country, given they act as elements of the 'Nation', such as for example pay taxes. 

Judeo-Christianity is treated in love, adoration, or at least, lenience, because Nationalism 

stands weak and finds it's roots only in the 15th century - a time where Aryans had not much 

history, and therefore, many people incorporated the lie of the Church that "Christianity is part of 

our heritage".  
 

Evoking a true argument of what "Nationalism" would have to be honestly, one would have to go 

as far back as 2000 or more years. However Nationalism is bound by Christian morals, 

Christian history, and constant evocation of these very arguments. For this reason Hitler 

revoked Nationalism and Socialism individually, and made a new idea, National Socialism, 

which, as we have proved, does draw ideas not from the sole recent past, but our past as a 

RACE in whole. 
 

An African person if Britain has "Nationalism" would be "British" under some conditions. The 

depth of Nationalism is only down to the surface: expansion of the individual state on the 

expense of other states.  

 

The main feeling is "Nationalistic pride" which involves expansive war and a false sense of 

sovereignty, based primarily, on perceiving your own "Sovereignty", as some sort of military and 

national Sovereignty. For example, you can be in debt to jewish bankers, have Rabbis running 

your nation, and worship the totem of the Rabbis, Jewsus Christ, but - you are still "Sovereign", 

my little Goyim. Now, go wage war on another Nation to prove how "Sovereign" you are.  

 

While this Nationalism can be good in some situations, in a final analysis, it is never really good 

for the longterm existence of a people. Many people say that Poland does not have illegals in it, 

same as Hungary, but it still has the Jew on the Stick as ultimate Soul ruler of the Nation, and 

no jews were kicked out of these lands anyway. They still hold offices, but they are "Hungarian 

and Polish", simply because they can fake allegience to their nation and simply because they 

were born into "National Borders". 

 

Nationalism in other words, is a great and strong bandage, but it never solves the larger jewish 
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problem, which is universal. A country goes Nationalist, and if jews have a problem in said 

country, they freely move to another. There is always an opposing country ready to take them 

in, both for money, and so it can work, given, during Nationalism, a country always find reasons 

to make another country it's enemy - based on a Christianized past, where one country (Or 

different "nations within a nation") always did wrong and wage war on other innocent (or not so 

innocent) neighbors. 
 

Many Nationalists have a short eyeball, but I am a spiritually advanced person, and like others, I 

can see the reality behind matters when it comes to my race. Essentially the people one kills 

today in "Glorious Deus Vult War" against another European Nation, is just a killing of one's own 

kin. The bolstering of warmongering feelings is prevalent in Nationalism, and the 

competitiveness and viciousness of Capitalism just converts into the competition in the aspects 

of war with what is ironically, one's own blood in another Nation. 

 

The English were proud bombing people in Germany, and now, do they happen to be 

Nationalistically Proud of the fact that Hajis and Muslim hordes are taking down their country, 

since, they prevented under Jewish stranglehold, the restoration of White Europe? Too many 

egos in the line, and now, people are cucked in the corner and go extinct.  
 

Essentially this climate is perfect for the jew. In Nationalism, the jew thrives and survives. Many 

people gloriously clap when it comes to some Nationalists rising in Europe, but that is only a 

state to pass. Granted these people are not enlightened leaders, all one can expect is the same 

bullshit in repeat. False antagonism over European Nations, similar bullying of the smaller 

nations, and the racial element is only a third or fourth reason to save a Nation. 
 

I will give you an example of what vanity and Nationalism, plus jews having power on this 

planet, does result into.  

 

This is a tragedy. How many of you have had grandparents that literally died in wars to fight the 

grandparents of other Whites in another White country? Only to the ultimate demise of the 

Whites as a whole today? 
 

The following excerpt is from the book of Konstantinos Plevris, "Ioannes Metaxas, The 

Biography". For those that do not know, Ioannes Metaxas was the Nationalist Ruler of Greece in 

the 1940's, or the era of WW2. 
 

Graci, the external Minister of the Italians under Mussolini, (I do not know Italian) comes in 

utmost secrecy to meet with Metaxas at the middle of the night, in 27th of October. He moves to 

the house of Ioannnes Metaxas to give him in a letter the declaration of war between the Italians 

and the Greeks. The prime minister of Italy, writes in his diary the following: 
 

"Metaxas had a handshake with me and he guided me into a small living room. When we sat 

down, I told him I have something to announce to him, and I gave him the letter. [The letter 

contained the terms upon which Greece was to surrender to the Italians without war]. He 

proceeded to read it very carefully. I could see him emotionally moved, both in his hands, and in 

his eyes. When he finished reading, he raised his head, and he looked at me directly in the 

eyes. He had blue and powerful eyes. He told me with a firm voice: "This means war.". Metaxas 

asked me if the war could be averted. I told him, "No". I told him also, "Could the leader of your 
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military, Papagos, transfer a direct command.. and Metaxas interrupted me, saying "No, that is 

impossible.The burden of the responsibility of the War, directly burdens the Italian Government." 

[my note this means here he told him to bring down all defenses to avoid casualties, ie, 

command the Greek military to surrender on the spot]. 
 

There is still hope, I said to myself silently.  
 

Metaxas got up and walked me to the door without replying to me once more.  
 

I left bowing with the deepest and utmost respect before this very old person, who chosen 

Sacrifice instead of Slavery.  
 

I left humiliated and with my soul shrank from hating my very own profession [External Minister 

of Italy]." 
 

Following this came a cataclysmic war in the Balkans where Italy found themselves destroyed 

by what appears to be a useless and small Nation, the Greeks, with the Italians outnumbering 

the Greeks in tanks and wealth 10 to 1. 
 

Hitler in his last Will and Testament writes about this and the failure of Mussolini. Mussolini was 

a great leader, but he did not look that far, nor he looked as further as Hitler in the terms of 

Race, or even strategy. He fell into the same loop that jews have constructed for White kings 

since the Middle ages- the loop that if you destroy a neighboring White Nation, and try to 

subvert it's people, that makes you a "great leader".  
 

Now, I write the above as an example of the Aryan spirit. Thousands of the above incidents 

between White people and Nations have happened in our short history, millions of people slain 

by the hand of our own people against our own people. Wrong and right falls on either direction.  
 

What remains is that White people killed White people, for jewish eulogies, and based on teh 

ancient jewish saying of "Brother Shall Kill Brother". 
 

What is the outcome of this? Jews hide, the inferiors do not go to war, the women remain alone 

and isolated, ready to breed with the remaining inferiors. The best go to war, and they die, for a 

meaningless holocaust given commanded by jews. The jew lies in ecstatic pleasure, knowing he 

achieved his achievements of the bible: Such as agitating the Aryans one against another. 

Then, a nation becomes all the more crippled and weak. This continues for centuries until a 

great nation is depleted of great and powerful men, and falls to the original enemy: the jew. 

 

Those who wish for this to continue in the future, can be Nationalists.  
 

Those who wish this to be in the future, can be Christians. 
 

Those who want this to continue in the future, are to be cursed, and they will be brought to 

justice. 

 

However glorious, and showing our White longing for freedom, and willingness to sacrifice even 
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our very lives for our freedoms, these things are to be permanently revoked.  
 

Historical blindness or unawareness of the jewish element has been dispelled. Those who still 

engage in bickering amongst White people should be branded as race traitors and brought into 

spiritual execution and permanent damnation. 
 

Yes, we get it, "You are Americans" and your coasts are filled to the brim with some of the 

worlds worst criminal elements, however your destiny lies in George Washington, and Benjamin 

Franklin.  

 

Yes, we get it, "You are English", and London is overtaken in full, but your glories lie dormant in 

the spirits like that of William Pitt.  
 

Yes, we get it, "You are French", and Paris is turned into a 3rd world shithole, and your destiny 

is in people like Rousseau or Napoleon.  

 

Yes, we get it, "You are Greeks" but Athens has become overtaken by the Hajis, and your 

destiny lies in Plato and Aristotle. Yes, we get it, "You are Swedish", and Stockholm is now the 

town with the highest rape probability after African nations, while your destiny lies in the return 

to the Pagan Viking ways.  

 

Yes, we get it, you are "Italians", and now Italy is infested with African populations that only 

resemble capital towns in Africa. Musolini was undeniably great, but Marcus Aurelius was 

Greater. 
 

Yes, we get it, you are "Germans", but your destiny is not Oktoberfest with the 3rd world 

terrorists, but in the Almighty spirits of Hitler and Wagner. 

 

For this to be stated, cursed be eternally those who divide and attack the White people, and 

cursed be ten times the White person who agitates Whites against one another, especially in 

dire moments of our existence such as this. 
 

The eyes that have been shut down and only saw the present, and our current mortality, are 

open now - we are all limbs and pieces of the same Aryan soul. Blinded by jews, our history was 

filled with examples that the jew historians told us to be proud about, more than we should 

contemplate and feel bad about - A racial soul attacking unto itself is alien and detestable.  
 

It requires no more bravery to end the life of fellow Whites as it takes to build them up and help 

them sustain, especially in the face of a world where we are heading towards what is literally a 

mode of extinction.  
 

No more brother wars.  
 

Brotherly allegiance based on integrity and pride, under our common Pagan Gods and our 

primordial Racial and Soul mission. 

 

This should be the aim of the future White people.  
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And it must be kept in our heart and mind. 
 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 

 
 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: Brotherly Wars 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sun Sep 30, 2018 3:20 pm 

Our race until five thousand years ago always lived in a global Aryan civilization ruled by a 

divine Aryan Emperor the Maha Raja in the heart of the Aryan world. It was when this civilization 

fell apart the wars for smaller Empire and nationalism arose. If one reads the ancients the 

dream was to reunite the ancient Aryan civilisation. Aryan India was destroyed the same way 

the Aryan Europe is being in petty wars of feudal style nationalism. 
 

Once a person starts to see their past lives in deep meditation the Nationalism disappears. In 

my last life I lived in a European nation and spoke a different language. My own grandfather in 

this life was part of bomber command and my great uncle in this life was at Dunkirk fighting the 

very same nation I lived in my previous life. So what is the point just Aryans killing Aryans.  
 

 

Nietzsche was a great mind and he wrote that Aryans must come together into one Aryan 

European Empire for the protection of Aryan Europe and Aryan humanity to protect our race the 

Nazi's believed the same. This was of great importance to Himmler and others. Nietzsche 

believed at the time the German and Russian Empire should become one and this would create 

the new Europe needed. Nietzsche hated the petty European nationalism. And Nietzsche was 

the philosopher that formed the major bases of National Socialist thinking. The SS where the 

future of this new European ideal. The best European men from every European nation in one 

Pan European force under the Swastika 

 

Re: Brotherly Wars 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun Sep 30, 2018 3:33 pm 

HailMotherLilith wrote: 

Aquarius wrote: 

HailMotherLilith wrote: 
When you mentioned Napoleon, an unanswered question came into my mind, was he 
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really good? What good did he do? 
 

Thank you..... 

From what I know, he was lied of just like kiked did with Hitler. 

 

 

 

I see. 

 

If I remember correctly, I asked about Napoleon on the old forums, but I did not get an 

answer, perhaps now I will, hopefully. 

 

 

What Napoleon did was absorb a revolution created by jews in France (as proto Communism) 

and stabilize it, into a decent country. 
 

The same thing the jews were doing in Pre-Napoleonic France was what they did in Germany 

with the Communist revolts.  
 

If it were not for Napoleon France would have sunk into a state of permanent civil war and 

anarchy which would collapse it. 
 

As Hitler saved Germany but found himself locked in games of fate, so did Napoleon.  

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  

More will follow soon. 
 
 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 

- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: Brotherly Wars 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun Sep 30, 2018 4:42 pm 

Hadrian d'Arc wrote:Excellent words HP Cobra. I want to clear things about Poland and 

Hungary. 
Yes there are a lot of kikes in governments and overall in our countries. 
More jews keep coming, especially to Poland as we speak. 
Jews want to turn Poland into their country "Polin" and exterminate Polish people, according 

to Talmud - by all means.  
Using finances, drug overdoses, mind control weapons - thought induction, flooding us by 

Pisslam migrants 
Ukrainian Bandera worshipers (Bandera was responsible for Massacre in Wołyń) and 
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USArmy ... the list is endless. 
Poland is one and only country in which vaccines are mandatory. These vaccines are 

making children autistic. 
Polish and Hungarian people are waking up to this jew on the stick - whom major role was to 

put us on sleep. 
Awaken Polish people know that today antiGerman propaganda true goal is to left out 

Germans on their own with Pisslam. But it will never happen. The most important thing to 

sum this up. 
Not a one single jew was kicked out from our countries because we are waiting for ALL OF 

THEM! I'm pretty sure you understand what it means ... 

 

 

I think if the Polish and the Hungaryans do not remove the jew on the stick and the jew very 

soon, the jews will guide these countries to war from within to destroy them. They are already 

creating a climate of agitation against them by all other major Jew-U (EU) countries.  
 

The jews do not see Poles as Polish but only where it suits them. They know very well Poles are 

genetically very close to Germans and many others who are in the region which are all White 

and children of their primal enemy who is the larger White Race.  
 

If not just identical, but just have a different culture.  
 

In Poland jews see Nazis 2.0 and they shit their pants. Plus, with the rise of information, the jew 

will be unable to bullshit the Poles like they did to Germans. So they are very worried. 
 

Jews have reduced the births in Poland from 1.9 kids per household to 0.5 to stop the 

emergence of more White people. 

Re: Brotherly Wars 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Mon Oct 01, 2018 8:04 pm 

Enki66688 wrote: 

Hoodedcobra666 wrote:What Napoleon did was absorb a revolution created by jews in 

France (as proto Communism) and stabilize it, into a decent country. 
 

The same thing the jews were doing in Pre-Napoleonic France was what they did in 

Germany with the Communist revolts.  
 

If it were not for Napoleon France would have sunk into a state of permanent civil war and 

anarchy which would collapse it. 
 

As Hitler saved Germany but found himself locked in games of fate, so did Napoleon.  

 

 

It's interesting. 
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And what did he want to do with the kikes by doing a politics of assimilation? 
This attitude is the opposite of Hitler's, it's nonsense for me. 

 

 

Study what Napoleon did, and you will see, the racial issue aside, that it was helpful and great 

for France in laws, normalization and limiting of the church's power and so forth.  
 

However, on the racial issue, he was fully oblivious. In the 1800's France was not what France 

is today. Even in the 1940's France was almost fully White. 
 

If you wanted to find the Jews in France in the 1800's all you needed to do is go against the 

Church since it was always their den. 
 

Napoleon also fought a very long lasting war with the Catholic church. Eventually probably he 

was cursed and he died. 
 

Napoleon found himself in fated circumstances such as the war needless and unsuccessful 

campaign against Russia. 
 

The rule of Napoleon was important to found civil liberties such as the end of the papal legal 

system and it's division with citizens who were judged harshly and like animals, amongst many 

other things. 
 

I never said Napoleon was equal to Hitler. I just said they shared some similar circumstances.  
 

However in my book destroying the Church is equal to destroying the Jewish influence on a 

nation. And similarly bolstering the influence of the church is equal to bolstering the jew himself. 

 

Re: Brotherly Wars 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Tue Oct 02, 2018 5:20 pm 

That's why the Jews had to create Marxism which was the continuation of the New Testament in 

Enlightenment drag make up. To absorb the Enlightenment and redirect it back to the Jewish 

program in the Bible. No mistake the Catholic Church came out with Liberation Theology which 

is solely based on the New Testament gospels. Its literally Communism. The motto of the 

Communist League was bringing the government of god to earth. The god here is the 

government of the Jews whom call themselves god in the Torah. Which is also what the 

government is in the Bible the one world order of the Jews in the book of revelations run by the 

king of the Jews. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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Re: Brotherly Wars 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Tue Oct 02, 2018 8:00 pm 

Wotanwarrior wrote: 

Enki66688 wrote:One last question, the French revolution according to you, was it jewish 

from the beginning or was it a satanic revolution that was infiltrated, corrupted and recovered 

by the kikes ? 

 

 

 

 

 

The true French revolution was initiated by the Enlightenment movement that were 

freemason satanists like the founders of the United States,they wanted overthrow the 

enslavement christian feudal system, then later the jews infiltrated the masonry with the 

illuminati movement and took the revolution by force with the the Jacobin movement. 

 

 

The French Revolution was fully Satanic in all it's form and initiation.  

 

They even wanted to abolish the calendar of the Jews which has us on an artificial timeline. 

They applied this in some local communities and started the time from 0. However, this was 

covered up in history it's not a very known fact. Aside this they also asked to literally rip off the 

Communist Jewish Christo Church.  
 

One of the major points of the French Revolution was to abolish the influence of the church 

which was the backer of the Serfdom against the populace. The Church did hide behind the 

kings to have them slaughtered instead. The Jacobins turned all this hatred simply towards the 

Royal House. The Royal house was not as bad as perceived but someone has to pay for it.  
 

The Jacobins basically just turned the revolution in what they also did in Germany, just guns 

and useless kike bullshit. Lafayette was in awareness of this same as Napoleon and many 

others, like the US Founding Fathers.  

 
The jew holds great hatred for the French since. They literally revolted in front of the feudal jew. 

Without the French uprising and modes of State power application instated by Bonaparte, such 

as civil discourse in courts, we wouldn't be able to have liberation movements like Hitler. Hitler 

did respect Napoleon and considered him a great personality.  
 

You can see in his own speeches in the Table Talk he sees a bit in common with Napoleon, 

who also tried to stop the submerging of Europe under "Russian" rule. It must be remembered 

the jews were harassing Russia way earlier than WW1 and WW2, and as such, Europe as a 

whole. 

 

Hitler also respected their French even in war.  
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No wonder the kikes are trying to make Paris into Africa number 2 now. They want the French 

gone, but they will fail. 

 

Re: Brotherly Wars 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Wed Oct 03, 2018 12:08 am 

Napoleon when he was crowned Emperor of France the Pope was supposed to crown him. 

Napoleon took the crown out of the Popes hands at the ceremony and crowned himself 

Emperor. The crown was also a Pagan one the same type of the Pagan Emperor's of Hellenist 

Rome. The whole French Republic was set up on an enlightenment Hellenism model. When 

Napoleon's armies marched thought new territory most people greeting them as liberators from 

the feudal regimes they were living under. The code Napoleon brought freedom to millions of 

Europeans.  
 

 

The wars Napoleon fought were defensive wars the ancient regime the feudal system of the 

Monarchs and Church waged war after war against Republican France to attempt to overthrow 

it and put the feudal system back into power. Napoleon also stopped the insanity of the 

Bolshevik nonsense and brought in the Enlightenment ideals. This was also the reason the 

French revolution was so intense it was a civil war fought between the revolution and the 

monarchists who were loyal to the king and church. It was a class and civil war based on 

idealism. They had to crush the counter revolution within France totally as the biggest armies on 

earth were marching on France with the collation forces of the collected European nations were 

attacking them. The entire nation was mobilized and they created an army of a million men to 

defend the revolution. The American revolution was bloody and not the watered down stuff in 

the movies but if the King of England and the power elite where living in New York and not 

London England it would have been a lot more intense. 
 

 

We have Napoleon to thank for Egyptology and the understanding of Egyptian language and 

culture to the level it is. When he went down to Egypt he took hundreds of scholars with him to 

dig the entire sands up and uncover the Egyptian civilization. Something about Napoleon he 

had some kind of occult knowledge and practices he only slept four hours a day and was fine. 

Napoleon also spent the night in the Pyramid at Giza in the Kings chamber which he underwent 

some kind of deep transformative experience. It might have been our Gods got in contact with 

him. But he never stated what happened he kept it private. The pryamid is designed to 

drastically open the psychic centers in the mind. The knowledge that came from Napoleon's 

desire to uncover Egypt has been major in exposing christianity as total fraud. The enemy never 

wanted that uncovered.  
 

 

When Napoleon escaped exile and came back to France to reclaim leadership. He came in with 

a thousand men when the Army that was sent to stop him lined up in front of his troops. 

Napoleon just walked out infront of them and spoke to them with passion the entire Army put 

their gun's down and joined Napoleon, the entire nation defected to Napoleon with open arms. 

That is not a brutal dictator but a beloved leader. Nietzsche wrote well of Napoleon and 

considered him an example of the genius type man. 
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When Napoleon conquered the Kingdom of northern Italy he forced the Church to give him total 

access to the Vatican archives..... When he was done he simply walked out surprised and 

stated "History is a lie!". 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

 

Re: Brotherly Wars 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Wed Oct 03, 2018 12:22 am 

Its not really understood because of the enemy lies. But Hitler and National Socialism was the 

total fulfilment of the European Enlightenment. Hitler created a nation built on the ideals of 

Hellenism it was stated by Leon Degrelle that Hitler learned politics' from Plato. Hitler created 

the Philosopher's Republic of Hellenist idealism which the Enlightenment was built upon. He 

worked to remove Christianity and replace it with the Pagan spirituality of European People 

which was the fulfilment of the Enlightenment. Hitler was a member of the Thule Society which 

was an uncorrupted Templar descended society. The Templar's created the Enlightenment they 

are the uncorrupted Mason's. And our Gods worked with Hitler to bring this about. Hitler's own 

statement when asked by Degrelle which European tradition he felt the most connected with.... 

Hitler looked Degrelle right in the face and told him with a passionate expression: "I am a 

Hellene!" Which is a direct quote of Nietzsche, Hitler was quoting. Nietzsche's meaning of this 

statement was he was a Pagan. Nietzsche was an open Pagan and stated he believed in the 

Aryan religion from Greece to India. Hellene is the old European word for Pagan, Hellene. To be 

charged with being a Hellene was punishable by execution at the stake by the Catholic Church. 

Don't worry there Goyim however Dennis Wise assures us somehow Hitler loved da jeboo jew. 
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California Synagogue Shooting 

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sat Apr 27, 2019 
 

 

 

This "Easter" was really heated overall with the enemy, and they capped the last day of their "Passover" 

with what again appears to be an attack they conducted on themselves. In California they have killed 

one jew in a Synagogue, and 3 were left injured (13 Numerological value here, which deals with 

misfortune for the jews, and they in particular hate this number). Among these was a Rabbi. 

 

Now those who have spiritual perception know how much negative and death energy they are raising in 

these days. Poetic justice? False flag + Poetic justice? Whatever the case, this has some depth to it, and 

great work on the spiritual offensive to everyone. 

 

The shooting was reported at 12AM Orthodox timezone, and exactly on the height of the Easter Rituals 

for the "Resurrection of Christ", give and take 1 hour before or later. This includes the Orthodox 

Christian countries except of Russia which are around Jerusalem [I specified this to avoid confusion]. The 

timing is simply uncanny here. This is done also exactly 6 months as the media claims, after the 

"Pittsburgh" shooting. They also use the number 11 in the news as per usual, to tie in this event with the 

other one. 

 

As we all should know, the jews have it in for nothing to kill a few jews to promote their agenda forward. 

See Stalin, present day Israel, Trotsky, Lenin and so forth. They pull these kinds of stunts.  

 

It appears the sacrifices they were doing of innocents against this year didn't quite 'fire' properly. So 

good job on anyone doing the RTR's, too. 

 

Personally I believe this is symbolic. The enemy had to do a lot of self damage only to state the evident, 

and evoke a lot of mercy and otherwise energy. So the conclusions are two: they are pressed, and they 

will need it. In particular this also ties in to 2020 and the importance of the upcoming year.  

 

The last day of "Passover" which is a "Deliverance" From the "Power of the Goyim", they kill one of their 

own to funnel the ritual, or because their protection is giving in, or both. 

 

The media in regards to the event also made a mention of the shooters "White" Nationality. Supposedly 

if jews pretend to be "White", why did they name him as "White"? Because they want to tie this into 

White supremacism, and related crimes, as per usual. When it fits, the jews are "White" (when they do 

inside jobs to blame White people). On the other hand, when they are 'harmed' by anyone, they are 

"White" and so forth. 

 

The name of the shooter was "John Earnest". For whatever reason, he just turned himself in instantly 
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after the shooting which in the case of paranoid killers, that is really weird. From reports he didn't even 

try to run away or anything. 

 

Of course the news will just whine about these jews for at least 60 billion years now, because jews own 

the media. As about to millions of Americans living under bridges nobody will of course say one word. 

It's like 20,000 children died from poverty today but one jew died, and the jew is the important topic for 

us to focus on, and his "White oppressor". 

 

In the west we call these things "hate crimes", as for 300 Palestinians dying in some given days for 

reasons that have nothing to do for war, these are "Crimes for peace", Israel's peace of course. These 

don't even deserve media coverage, but to get sunk beneath the heap of posts about Paris Hilton's fart 

the other day. 

 

https://www.foxnews.com/us/california-s ... rities-say 
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California church leaders arrested for alleged 

forced labor of homeless people 

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Thu Sep 12, 2019 

 

 
It's nothing new guys, don't worry. It's been the case for like 1700 years, it's called the Middle Ages. It's 
just the xians feel sometimes they could ignore everything that has changed since and still make people 
do SLAVE LABOR against their will for Rabbi Jeboo and stuff. 
 
________________________ 
 
California church leaders arrested for alleged forced labor of homeless people 
 
By: Ann Smajstrla, Cox Media Group National Content Desk 
 
Updated: Sep 11, 2019 - 5:53 PM 
 
A dozen leaders of a California-based church have been indicted by a grand jury on charges that they 
forced homeless people to labor for the church's benefit. 
 
The leaders, including the church's pastor, were arrested Wednesday in California and Texas and 
charged with conspiracy, forced labor, document servitude and benefits fraud, according to a statement 
from the U.S. Attorney's Office of the Southern District of California. 
 
"The indictment alleges an appalling abuse of power by church officials who preyed on vulnerable 
homeless people with promises of a warm bed and meals," U.S. Attorney Robert Brewer said. "These 
victims were held captive, stripped of their humble financial means, their identification, their freedom 
and their dignity." 
 
The defendants work for Imperial Valley Ministries, a nondenominational church based in El Centro, 
California, that has 30 locations throughout the country. The church's stated purpose is to "'restore' 
drug addicts at faith-based rehabilitation group homes and raise money to open churches in other cities 
to do the same," according to the statement. The organization owns and operates five group homes in 
California. 
 
The church encouraged homeless people to join group homes by offering free food and shelter, and 
falsely promising that victims would be provided with resources to eventually return home, according to 
the statement. 
 
But upon settling in at the homes, alleged victims said they were held at the properties against their will, 
the statement said. Prosecutors said church leaders confiscated victims' identification documents to 
prevent them from leaving, stole victims' welfare benefits, and required they adhere to rules such as, 
“you are not to discuss things of the world” and “the only thing to be read is the holy bible." 
 
The victims were also allegedly forced to panhandle for up to nine hours a day, six days a week, and 
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then turn over any money to the church. 
 
"Dozens of victims have alleged the same thing -- once they were inside the group homes, the IVM had 
become a venture designed to keep as many as people as possible for as long as possible," assistant U.S. 
District Attorney Chris Tenorio said in a press conference, according to CNN. 
 
At one point, a 17-year-old victim broke through a window of a group home and ran to a neighbor, 
telling them to call the police, according to the statement. 
 
Another victim, who is diabetic, was allegedly denied medical supplies, medicine and food in response to 
low blood sugar, prosecutors said. She was able to leave and get help. 
 
All of the identified victims are now free, prosecutors said. 
 
The church hasn't responded to media requests for comment. 
 
Pastor Victor Gonzales, one of the defendants, spoke to the Imperial Valley Press last year when the FBI 
raided the group homes and main church office. 
 
“I don’t think I did anything bad,” he said at the time. “Whatever the accusations are, we didn’t do any 
of that.” 
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Calling Prophet Muhammad a pedophile does not fall within freedom of speech: European court 
Postby High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Sat Oct 27, 2018 12:03 am 

These goddamned thoroughly depraved and totally rotten bitches are taking over. This is 

happening rapidly all over the world. 
 

Over the years, I've had to listen to ignorant double-digit IQ assholes merrily and oh so 

cheerfully state "Live and let live" and other related suicidal advice. 
 

Once this evil foul vermin (and that's a total understatement, there are no words degenerate 

enough to describe Islam, or that sick, depraved, mentally insane vile excrement Mohammed, or 

that Allah most vile), gets control over our governments (which is what they're relentlessly 

working overtime to do), you can kiss all your asses and future generations good-by. 
It will be too fucking late. 
 

People need to do the Final RTR every day. If you don't, none of us will have any future.  
 

Also, the enemy does fear the JoS. They have been working incessantly to try to shut us up. 

Dropping JoS and affiliated sites such as http://www.exposingchristianity.com and others, from 

search engines. 

 

Spread the links and the word. If something isn't done, all of us will be affected.  
 

Also, as the article below, the Catholic Church won't be held accountable if people can no 

longer speak out against raping children and animals. 
_________________________ 

It's no longer legal to speak out against pedophilia in Europe: 
 

https://www.dw.com/en/calling-prophet-m ... a-46050749 
 

Calling Prophet Muhammad a pedophile does not fall within freedom of speech: European court  
 

18h ago 
 

The ECHR ruled against an Austrian woman who claimed calling the Prophet Muhammad a 

pedophile was protected by free speech. The applicant claimed she was contributing to public 

debate. 
 

An Austrian woman's conviction for calling the Prophet Muhammad a pedophile did not violate 

her freedom of speech, the European Court of Human Rights ruled Thursday.  
 

The Strasbourg-based ECHR ruled that Austrian courts carefully balanced the applicant's "right 

to freedom of expression with the right of others to have their religious feelings protected, and 

served the legitimate aim of preserving religious peace in Austria."  
 

The woman in 2009 held two seminars entitled "Basic Information on Islam," during which she 
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likened Muhammad's marriage to a six-year-old girl, Aisha, to pedophilia. 
 

Limits of free speech 
 

The marriage according to Islamic tradition was consummated when Aisha was nine and 

Muhammad was around 50. Aisha was the daughter of Muhammad's best friend and the first 

caliph, Abu Bakr. 
 

The court cited the Austrian women stating during the seminar that Muhammad "liked to do it 

with children" and "... A 56-year-old and a six-year-old? ... What do we call it, if it is not 

pedophilia?" 
 

An Austrian court later convicted the woman of disparaging religion and fined her €480 ($546). 

Other domestic courts upheld the decision before the case was brought before the ECHR. 

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 

 

Re: Calling Prophet Muhammad a pedophile does not fall within freedom of speech: European 

court 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sat Oct 27, 2018 12:29 am 

From the posted article wrote: 
 

"The ECHR recognized that freedom of religion did not exempt people from expecting 

criticism or denial of their religion. 
 

However, it found that the woman's comments were not objective, failed to provide 

historical background and had no intention of 

 

 

[Sarcasm] Court: Goyim look, there is no proof of this. I don't care if the Quran said it, or if 

Muslims in some cases even today marry and abuse sexually young kids. There is no proof of 

this goy show me a video of Mohammed goyim? You don't have a video. Therefore it didn't 

happen. As for the OBVIOUS THAT IT IS STATED IN THE QURAN that's not proof either 

goyim, we need actual proof goy. We need a video of the prophet in the 11th century. If you 

don't have it, you can't accuse. Shalom Pissrael Worldwide [/sarcasm off] 
 

The JoS is being shut off search engines methodically, BUT, these people DO have a voice in 

society. 
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https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 

 

 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 
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Capitalism, Communism, Christianity, Cohen Control 

Fri Jul 14, 2017 12:59 pm  

 

HP Mageson666   

 

Posts: 5449 

Capitalism, Communism, Christianity, Cohen Control 

 

The name of the Jewish leadership the Rabbi's is the Cohen's.  

 

Capitalism has been best defined as State sponsored Usury. And the Jewish Rabbi, Karl 

Marx. Defined Capitalism as the religion of the Jews. The Communist system is were you 

give all ownership to the Party State and now you have the synthesis of pure Capitalism 

and Communism. In State Capitalism and the Jews control the State. And Communism 

like Capitalism is Globalist. The Communist movement is just the finalization of Jewish 

control by ownership and the liquidation of all Gentile wealth into the hands of the Jews. 

Fulfilling the Messianic promise of the Torah-Talmud. The Jews shall have ownership 

over the whole planet and all the wealth of it. Gentiles are considered animals in the 

Torah and put on this earth to be under chattel ownership of the Jews which is part of the 

wealth promised to the Jews. The Torah states only Jews are under the category of People 

and Human. And Human rights don't apply to animals. 

 

Capitalism ends with the liquidation of all wealth into hands of the Plutocracy that 

incorporates as the State in a Global situation and takes control by ownership. Why do 

you think the Capitalist philosopher the Jewesses, Ann Rand [Rosenbaum] promoted this 

ideal as the ultimate outcome for Capitalism. A Global Plantation State run by Jewish 

Plutocracy. In her words of which all races, nations [except for Israel] cultures even the 

family unit would vanish. Only cosmopolitan consumerism would exist on a global 

plantation State. Why did Rosenbaum hide her real name. For the same reason Trotsky 

did. 

 

 

The New Testament as I have written before is designed to establish this outcome for the 

Jews. Let us just take a look at how Capitalism really works as its State sponsored Usury. 

The Torah tells the Jews to use Money Lending [Usury] as a weapon to conqueror the 

Goyim and make them bonded slaves to the Jews. The New Testament tells the person 

they are born in the DEBT of sin, and they must Pay their entire life time. That they are 

here on earth only to labour and toil for daily bread and pay their DEBTS. Which is the 

cycle of Usury. Nothing more then slave labour. A worker, A consumer. That the State is 

God and within this the family unit, national unit, racial unit and Gentile cultural unit is 

all dissolved away into a global Universal plantation state were the majority of the 

population are reduced to chattel slavery by force and have no identity other then 

Christian, Communist, Consumer. 

 

You have described Jewish Communism, Jewish Capitalism and Jewish Christianity all at 
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the same time. Three C's of control on a planet that marks time in BC and AC. 

 

As for the Christian arguments on this subject. 

 

Christianity allowed for Jews to use Usury but forbade this practice to Christians unless 

they paid expensive license they couldn't afford. Ensuring the Gentiles could not 

economically compete with the Jews and the Capitalist system they created with Usury. 

And all the wealth and property fell into the hands of the Jews with ease. And with it 

control of the Goyim by ownership. Banning Usury for one but not the other ends with 

what.... Monopoly of the other over the one that holds one under the control of the other. 

The Jews quickly stole the wealth of the Goyim with Usury rates of up to 84% which 

quickly enslaved the Gentiles into DEBT slavery to the Jewish owners. With this wealth 

and power they then finalized this control with Communism. Total ownership. The Three 

C's of Christianity, Communism and Capitalism are two C's......Cohen Control.  
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New Norway Bank Card Has Jooz Mad: 

-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

 

The Card itself.... 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Anti-Semitic DNB card sent in 'error' from Norway's largest bank. 

Photo Credit: Hallelu / Social Media 

 

 

An anti-Semitic caricature has appeared on a VISA debit / credit card issued by Norway’s 

largest banking institution, DNB. 

 

A cartoon bearded Jewish man with a long hooked nose wearing yarmulka and a blue and 

white tallit (prayer shawl) is seen chuckling with hands held to his cheeks in mirth. The 

caricature is set against a background of golden coins gleaming like treasure on the entire 

rest of the card. 

 

The message is very clear: Jews control money. 

 

An Australian citizen living in Norway who ordered the card claims that when he received it, 

he was surprised to find that the design he ordered was not what he received. 

 

The matter was brought to the attention of the Israeli Embassy in Oslo, which immediately 

contacted the management of the bank. 
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The bank promptly apologized to Israel’s Ambassador to Norway, but also explained in a 

letter to the Hallelu Israel Foundation (seen on the nonprofit organization’s Facebook page) 

that the bank allows clients to order personally designed cards. 

 

The vice president of the bank wrote that he was surprised when the embassy told him the 

client received the offensive design without personally requesting it. 

 

Cllose examination of a different photo of the card that was seen on the Internet reveals in 

the lower left corner the words “YOUR NAME” which may indicate this is a design sample 

available for ordering, possibly through VISA although that is not clear. 

 

The bank official asked forgiveness from anyone who was offended and said the bank would 

issue an explanation and apology notice. 

 

After the incident was publicized, the bank announced the offensive card would be canceled 

and a new one issued to its owner. 

 

In the letter the bank said it has a mechanism to filter out “offensive images.” Somehow, the 

anti-Semitic caricature slipped past. The bank explained it issues a few million cards each 

year, said it was an isolated incident and that the offensive image was deleted from the 

database. 

 

The bank added that it has strict guidelines about which images can be uploaded to that 

database, but the uploading and supervision are manual operations. 

 

Unfortunately, personal supervision failed in this case and the card should not have been 

printed under any circumstance, the bank said. 

 

Only some 1,500 Jews currently live in Norway. Kosher slaughter (shechita) is outlawed, so 

kosher meat must be imported for the families living there, at great expense due to high 

taxes. Circumcision is frowned upon, although Jews ignore the social atmosphere, obviously, 

and continue to bring their sons into the Covenant on the eighth day, as did our ancestors. 

 

Overt anti-Semitism is rare, but as Chabad-Lubavitch emissary Rabbi Shaul Wilhelm told 

Israel Hayom in October 2014: “There was a report here about a possible Al Qaida attack. 

Within a day people were demonstrating outside a mosque where a group of Bosnians were 

praying. They had nothing to do with anything. 

 

“It reminded me of something that a Jew here once told me. His grandfather had survived 

the Holocaust, and he told him, ‘When they need to find us, they will find us within a day.'” 

 

About the Author: Hana Levi Julian is a Middle East news analyst with a degree in Mass 

Communication and Journalism from Southern Connecticut State University. A past 

columnist with The Jewish Press and senior editor at Arutz 7, Ms. Julian has written for 

Babble.com, Chabad.org and other media outlets, in addition to her years working in 

broadcast journalism. 
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Carnival Now A Brownz, Rapezone And Warzone 

-High Priest Mageson 666 
 

 
 

 

The Jews are the cause of all these problems they brought the Brownz in and created 

and run the anti-White establishment in the west. This is all to destroy the White 

race as they openly state and do. The leftist establishment has thrown all its claimed 

general surface values out the window to make a total alliance with the Brownz 

Islamic's against the White Race. Because it’s always been about Anti-White 

nothing else. Just as one example where are all the Feminists to protest White 

Women being raped along racial lines by Brownz on the streets of Europe? They are 

nowhere to be found. 

 

Just a new day in Europe with the Brownz ruled no go zones for Whites, were any 

Whites within them get attacked and were Brownz restaurants refuse to serve 

Whites for being Whites. Which might not be a bad idea since Brownz chopped up 

the little White girls they raped and put them in Kebab's like in England. Now Brownz 

who are already sexual assaulting White children are now threating the children's 

carnival cause like Mohammed and his nine year old wife, that's were Brownz go to 

get a date that or the donkey barn as bestiality is also normal in Brownz town. We 

have Mossad run ISIS trying to launch a new Paris style massacre on the German 
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Carnival and already dozens of new Brownz sex attacks on the first night of the 

popular festival. And with the French Army now training to take back large area's 

from a Brownz uprising. You know those no gone zones for Whites were they have 

pro ISIS parades.  

 

Now in Brownz town, North Africa and the Arab world gang rapes are a long standing 

tradition that are seriously very common there. So bringing the Brownz to Europe's 

streets is going to do what again? This with the fact the Brownz are from Arab 

nations were 30 to 50 percent of all marriages are from first cousins for 

centuries......These people are violent inbreeds with an average IQ of 85 which 

already makes them more prone to schizoid rage and mindless aggression. It’s like 

the banjo kid from Deliverance, enraged on Meth in a turban.  

 
 

 
 

Anti-Semitism is not the problem not enough Anti-Semitism is the problem, because Jews 

are the problem.  

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Cologne Carnival: Police record 22 sexual assaults 

 
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-35502223 

 

Police in Cologne have said that 22 incidents of sexual assault occurred in the city on 

the first night of the traditional Carnival street party. 

 

They have 190 people in custody and officials have described them as "a cross 

section of the general public". 
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Security has been beefed up in the city, after many women suffered sexual assaults 

and robberies there on New Year's Eve. 

 

Germany was shocked by the New Year assaults, largely blamed on migrants.  

 

Cologne sex attacks: Women describe 'terrible' assaults 

 

 

Cologne migrant 'embarrassed' at carnival 

 

More than 100 women were victims, but the full scale of events on that night only 

emerged later. 

 

Police said the number of sex attacks on the first night of Carnival was higher than at 

last year's event. 

 

A suspect was in custody after a woman was attacked and raped while on her way 

home, they added. 

 

The city in western Germany has deployed 2,500 police officers for the week-long 

event, which usually draws 1.5 million visitors.  

 

Turnout is said to be lower than usual despite the extra security, which some officials 

have attributed to rainy weather. 

 

Enhanced security measures include the use of "body cams" which can film suspects 

during incidents and are being trialled by German police. 

 

 

The New Year unrest in the city fuelled German unease about a huge influx of asylum 

seekers. Authorities spoke of a new type of crime, in which gangs of drunken men - 

described as North African - targeted women 

 

Migration to Germany from outside the EU soared to a record 1.1 million last year, 

with Chancellor Angela Merkel criticized for having welcomed so many asylum 

seekers. 

 

Cologne resident Miriam was attacked as she and a friend made their way home on 

New Year's Eve.  

 

She said she was going to the Carnival celebrations "but with really mixed feelings". 

 

"I'm wondering if something like that could happen again." 
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---- 

 

Threats Cancel Children’s Carnival 

 

http://newobserveronline.com/arabic-thr ... -carnival/ 

The annual Children’s Carnival in the German city of Wanne-Eickel, North Ruhr, has 

been cancelled after the venue received a letter containing “anti-German messages 

in Arabic and German,” Der Westen newspaper has reported 

 

 

Although the exact content of the letter were not released, it caused enough “fear 

and concern” that the organizers decided to call off the carnival, now in its 

eighteenth year, spokesman Rüdiger Pfeifer said. 

 

The letter, sent to the carnival’s venue, the Volkshaus Röhlinghausen, contained a 

number of newspaper clippings annotated with comments, including, Der Westen 

said, the word “infidels” scrawled next to a report of local Christmas carol singers. 

 

Elsewhere in the letter it said that “Germany kills all Muslims,” in reference, Pfeifer 

said, to the flights which have recently started by the German air force in Syria. 

 

According to Der Westen, the carnival’s sponsoring organization called the police, 

and after consulting with local parents, decided to cancel. 

 

“That seemed the right thing to do,” an employee said, adding that there were 

“good reasons” to assume that the letter had come from a Salafist sect—an ultra-

conservative movement within Sunni Islam—and that the Volkshaus Röhlinghausen 

did not want to expose the children to any unnecessary risks. 

 

The existence of the letter was at first kept secret, and a press release from the 

Volkshaus Röhlinghausen only said that it had been canceled “for organizational 

reasons.” 

 

It was only later, when Der Westen was informed of the existence of the letter, that 

the organizers confirmed its existence and admitted the truth. 

 

The carnival party has been sold out every year of its existence, and usually features 

around 250 children, dressed up for the most part, who take part in a procession. 
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There are also street performances, parades, clowns, and the usual merriment for 

which German carnivals, a tradition dating from medieval times, are famed. 

 

 

 

 

It is very regrettable that it has had to be cancelled,” Pfeifer said. “It makes me very 

sad and very angry.” 

 

Local police spokesman Marco Bischoff confirmed that they were investigating the 

letter’s origins and that they were taking it “very seriously.” 

 

Earlier this month, the German town of Rheinberg, near Cologne, announced that it 

was cancelling its annual carnival over fears of Cologne-style sex assaults on women. 

 

In a statement, the organizers said that it “cannot rule out’ the possibility of drunken 

refugees coming into town to prey on women.” 

 

Rheinberg has at least 600 nonwhite invaders in its local “asylum camp” and the city 

said in a statement it believed a “problematic audience” would turn up “who had 

chosen the parade because they think it will not be so closely controlled by police 

and security personnel.” 

 

The city had, said Paul van Holt, head of the organizing committee, “run out of time 

to develop a new security plan in the wake of what happened in Cologne. We 

would’ve needed half a year to come up with a new security plan,’ he added. 

 

Other cities such as Cologne have announced that they will be proceeding with their 

carnivals, although a larger than normal police presence is expected to try and 

prevent the mass sex attacks by nonwhite invaders as happened over the New Year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Police arrest 'IS' suspects as Carnival celebrations kick off in Germany 
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http://www.dw.com/en/police-arrest-is-s ... a-19026137 

 

 

Several men said to be linked to the "Islamic State" militant group have been 

arrested at the start of Carnival. Police have increased security in the wake of the 

Paris attacks and sexual assaults committed in Cologne.  

 

 

German police on Thursday arrested two Algerian men with possible links to the 

"Islamic State" militant group during raids in the capital Berlin, Hanover and 

Attendorn in the North Rhine-Westphalia state. 

 

Police are searching for two other men after being tipped off by Germany's domestic 

intelligence agency. 

 

The main suspect, a 35-year-old Algerian man, attended a training camp in Syria and 

was found in possession of material linking him to the "Islamic State," according to 

Berlin police. He is also wanted by Algerian officials for links to the terrorist 

organization. 

 

The group of men is suspected of planning a "serious act threatening the security of 

the state," police said in a statement. 

 

The two men who were arrested were living in refugee shelters, Berlin police 

spokesman Stefan Redlich told news channel N24. 

 

"The refugee shelters where the suspects lived were searched," Redlich noted. 

 

Authorities also confiscated mobile phones, computers and recordings. The group 

was expected to meet in Berlin to hash out plans for a terrorist attack on German 

soil, although police confirmed they did not know if they were close to fulfilling their 

ambitions. 

 

"There were possible attack plans for Germany - concrete ones for Berlin," the Berlin 

prosecutor's spokesperson Martin Steltner told DPA news agency. 

Police boost security 

 

The arrests come as "Weiberfastnacht" begin on Thursday; kick starting a five-day 

celebration of Germany's carnival in the region surrounding Cologne and running 

through to Ash Wednesday on February 10. 

 

The "Islamic State"-claimed attacks in Paris in November and a spate of reported 

sexual assaults and thefts that were largely blamed on North African migrants during 

New Year's Eve celebrations in Cologne were the backdrop of a tense atmosphere 
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ahead of the celebrations, prompting increased security measures. 

 

"No form of violence has any place at the carnival," said Cologne police chief Jürgen 

Mathies after announcing bolstered security measures across the city. 

 

"That's why we will take vigorous action against all those who overstep the line. That 

goes for drunk abusers, thieves or sexual offenders who cannot accept that a woman 

says 'no'," Mathies added. 

 

Some 2,500 police officers are expected to be stationed across the city of Cologne, 

marking a significant increase to last year's security presence. The security budget 

for the celebrations reached a high of 360,000 euros ($399,000). 
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Cashless and Automated Society 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Fri Sep 14, 2018 12:41 pm 

There are many people who keep on the same progressive understanding as launched by the 

jews, that a cashless, all digital society, is the future. Full of automation, where there is no labor 

from humans 
 

And it probably is. And there are forces competing on where this future will go. Unfortunately 

Gentiles are not on the prospectful side of it, jews are.  

 

This is constantly repeated by the new prophets of the religion of Nerdism, that now hope, that 

they will rule the world with machines and automation. The machines will also be so clever and 

superintelligent and serve these nerds loyally so they can bring them abducted waifus and 

almost instantly generated MacDonald. And the nerd slept happily ever after in a dream where 

the super intelligent machine did still not figure out how retarded and morbidly human and frail 

the Nerd is. But in reality it will figure it out  
 

While people try to keep a positive mindset they do not understand that none of this is 

existentially valid or natural. Our privacy has been completely shattered. Since everything is 

connected to the internet, everything communicates. Your TV in the living room is nothing less 

than what Orwell perceived as the Communist rule in his writtings. 

 

There are two ways the future can escalate. Automation is hapenning more and more but so do 

people keep breeding stupidly and carelessly. Ie, there will be many mouths to feed, an ever 

growing demand of jobs and cash, in an era where automation will start becoming the rule. 

There is endless strain and pollution put on the planet as a result. There are endless mobs of 

people with infinite numbers that need to and want to survive. This creates enviromental 

disasters and all sorts of other problems which require technology to solve. And can only be 

solved by such to avoid everyone dying. This is an endless vanity circle. 
 

The other was this can go is the positive way. Humans, free from the forced labor in the past, 

finally have time for information and elevation rather than forced slavery of the past. Everyone 

finds the JoS and humans live happily ever after in spiritual and technological godlike levels wih 

elevated responsibilities and freedoms. But as you can see this has one requirment. Free world, 

strong individuals, and self understanding on a very large and global scale. And to kick off the 

reptile offspring aliens from our planet. 
 

Jews grovel over the fact of the greater Singularity as they called it. While Gods and Satan gave 

us the internet, to manifest their era better, the jews are looking over one thing to do with the 

internet, namely, to link everything and enslave anyone through means of technological 

connection. They constantly say this is how it's gonna happen. 
 

At first how this should go is through the spreading of the internet worldwide. Then, how this will 

go is by manifesting a global currency. The final stage is a global government imposed by jews 

and globally enforced Communism and Judaism. 

 

I have seen the praise for Automation and how this will do great things for mankind. For one, 

humans will have nothing to do with their time. People are not going to suddenly become 
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spiritual and suddenly elevate. Technology has only increased the power to waste one's time, 

waste one's life pointlessly, except of the good things it has done. This is observable in all 

people below the age of 25 right now.  

 

Lives are being wasted. To assume that furthering technology will bring people to a spiritual 

understanding is absurd. People will just be for their majority steeped in higher and more HD 

meaninglessness of existence.  
 

Humans normally seek spirituality to fill in for material or to solve big problems. This is also true 

in that natal charts do not borne the majority of people as naturally interested or inclined to the 

occult. The majority of humans are sheerly materialistic. When machines and other things will 

solve all our problems, humans will simply start shrinking. This has already largely happened.  
 

Now for the automation of labor, this is stupid. Why? One needs to look at history. The global 

situation has only improved because laborers and others have been mistreated by the "ruling 

classes". These things created revolts, such as the industrial revolution. Since the "ruling 

classes" were overrun by the mobs, there was no mass surveillence, and the state has had 

loose power over the people, people gradually overthrew those in power or changed the 

circumstances. This was however based on one thing: the rich needed the poor to work for 

them. 
 

In the future of automation with jews at the top as the proconceuved creators of this "future", 

that all these communist retards praise, plus when all currencies will be digital (and therefore all 

transactions controlled) any sort of revolution will no longer be possible or plausible. You will not 

be able to buy a plastic kitchen knife without all the jewish armed forces of the planet being 

notified. You will not be able to think mean things about the jews without them getting it "as if by 

telepathy" from a wireless microchip implanted in your brain. The list goes.  

 

Now tell me, will the ruling jews from mega companies need your labor 30 years from now, for 

very specific things if robots can do them? Better be served by robots 24/7, rather than have 

"worthless goyim" working for you, and on top of this, complain, need better rights, and also the 

looming possibility of revolting against you and even killing you. Of course robots that advanced 

could do the same, but the jewish parasitic brain thinks simply. 

 

What will the mobs mean to a digital multibillionaire man who can hire robots in the hundreds of 

thousand to have his own army? Also, as we expand and explore, the cashless system will 

allow for trillionaires and all sorts of incomprehensible amounts of wealth, centered only at few. 

As to what jews will do with this power I let it to your own. 

 

The jews right now already are largely detached from goyim labor. Just lookaround and you will 

see this. See how google always acts in their own progressive leftist interest and it's evident. 

They even attack the so called democracy they spoon fed the goyim for the last decades. 

Because it is clearly no longer needed. 
 

The only reason jews believe goyim were kept on this planet was to work them and because 

they were required for such. But when machines will "serve" them all they do is keep some 

slaves to slave for specific things for them and that's it. The slave could therefore revolt against 

the "master" due to proximity. In the future this will not be possible whatsover. 
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This will happen if jews keep the world in their hands, and what will happen to others? They will 

simply be exterminated. This is outlined in the Bible. The jews will rally people by forced to 

accept their digital system. Then, an "angel" will be called to kill one third of the planet, then 

another "angel" will exterminate the "disbelievers" and so forth.  
 

Mark Zuckerberg also said in an interview in harvard that simply the goyim of the planet will be 

living on a trivial universal income of like 500 bucks a month when not working. Given to them 

by a global jewish ruling bank. Now since the Singularity will have happened and they will know 

humans in and out, do you think that they will allow amy threatening human to their order exist? 

The goyim will be living like zoo animals who will be given some food just to live, this is 

essentially what Zuckerberg said. And the jews clapped furiously. 
 

Now take a look on Zuckerberg and tell me, do you believe in this privacy invading reptile that it 

will all be alright? Even his social media network generated from his reptilian type of autism just 

ruined humans to the point nobody talks to anyone else anymore in the subway, train or 

anywhere else. He "connected" humans just to ultimately disconnect them. And hook them to an 

ad network that generated him as one of the worlds deciding forces.  
 

The white person that everyone scorns on this planet was of the few species that irrespectively 

of military and other power that was incomprehensible, did also show humanity to others. Even 

today White nations are the only nations which have taught any basic ethics. And even today 

the jewish nation is the only nation that constantly attacks these new freedoms in a balanced 

power. And still strives for their ancient aim of enslaving humans for no valid reason.  
 

 

The WWW or 666 is the key to our salvation as a species. Satan has put his obvious signature 

here. The freedom of the WWW or in linear words, the Internet, is going to be paramount in the 

future of mankind. The enemy tries to control this, monitor this and so forth. This is like trying to 

control all the oceans of all the galaxies with simple dams. The internet belongs to all mankind 

by default and is a reflection of our minds as a species. In the same way the majority is duped 

by jews, so does it manifest in the internet the jews control it. It's clear in the internet way more 

people are woke compared to the observation of the material world, because people keep their 

mouth shut about it. Even the latest American President was elected rather from their existence 

on the internet and through it, rather than the traditional jewish dictations in the Talmud Vision. 

He may not be ideal but the good news is that the Beast (666 WWW) is rising. The people the 

jews hate can exist in this alternate material dimension and have results physically through the 

internet. 

 

Even nowadays we were growing towards an impossibility of such revolt of values and society 

however since the enemy has a physical and almost impenetrable system and stranglehold. 

The internet exposed them. We are lucky to have the RTRs and be able to revolt. As it is clear 

only with spiritual means could this situation be tackled. We will win at the last minute.  
 

If we do not keep doing the RTR and keep breaking the jewish stranglehold, this world will 

simply be doomed. Those who do not understand it do not history, nor its patterns, and are 

simply cowards. We are not like these people.  
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The glories of the age of Aquarius must be spread evenly, with purity and blessedness on the 

people of the earth. Corrupted heartless reptiles seriously need to go. The age of aquarius will 

bring power to the common man (it already has) but we must also ensure this power is decent, 

and is also compassionate. 
 

We are standing on the cutting edge of history and it's do or die right now. Do not delay. Keep 

doing the RTR to clean our planet and help it elevate on a high level against all prior suffering 

imposed on us by cheap forces. 
 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  

More will follow soon. 
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Re: Cashless and Automated Society 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Sep 14, 2018 2:54 pm 

If the Jews bring in UBI and automation then society is simply going to look like the USSR. A 

handful of all powerful owners and the mass of proles living in a brutal welfare state level of 

existence.  

 

However the problem is the nature of the capitalist system is leading to this conclusion. And the 

political class does not have the care to stop it as they are part of the plutocracy. The only thing 

to change this is a mass labour movement that demands the end of automation of their jobs and 

the end to the undercutting of their wages and the end to the shipping on their jobs over seas 

with globalization and the end to private banking systems, artificial scarcity, inflation and 

massive taxation and an end to Wall Street. And the end of monopoly. 
 

That is going to take a movement that is basically a new National Socialist movement. The 

problem if one studies the Protest Movement most of them didn't even understand the nature of 

the capitalist system they were protesting so what demands can be made then.... The German 

National Socialist movement understood the nature of the system they were protesting so they 

were able to make the changes where they needed to be made. 
 

The National Sociaist government is not studied in schools because its social and economic 

polices provide a alternative to Communist ideology. So most people go to Communism as the 

solution. In Germany when the National Socialist government had put its policies into action 

most everyone stopped supporting the Communist movements. And support the National 

Socialists. 
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Re: Cashless and Automated Society 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Sep 14, 2018 2:58 pm 

When I was in college I was surrounded by Communists from open old school types to cultural 

Marxists. Cultural Marxists are fucking retarded. However the old school Communists can hold 

a conversation on economics, politics' and history. The understanding of it all lays in what is 

value...… Labour is value and money is given value by labour however the Capitalist have 

claimed the opposite in their own propaganda. So the question becomes how to solve the 

contradictions in Capitalism Marx stated..... Simply pass law that demands the worker is entitled 

to ninety percent of the value he makes an hour for the employer the rest going into business 

costs and what is left to the ownership. This can be negotiated on depending on terms like 

pensions and other benefits. This allows the workers to have the fruits of their labour and 

provides a massive spending into goods and services which keeps the economy strong that 

would solve Marx's major contradiction of capitalism that undercutting the workers wages 

causes the economy to collapse. This might involve worker councils a guild style economy.  

 

Re: Cashless and Automated Society 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Sep 14, 2018 6:30 pm 

Just putting a number out there that is high to get people to understand things. However in a 

major corporation with thousands of employees making them millions of dollars a day even five 

percent is still a major weekly pay check for the owners. High wages allow for massive 

consumerism in society and allows them to sell more to the public so they make it back anyway 

to a great degree. Wages have to be kept high to allow for the proper cycle in society.  
 

 

The problem is the owners don't want to pay high wages which is giving back TO THE VALUE 

OF LABOUR so they send your job to China or put a robot in its place or bring in millions of 

illegals to work cheaper. Then everything dries up, so they create more global markets and 

push globalization because they don't want to pay a high wage. Sooner or later the cycle falls 

apart.  
 

The formula is based on not wanting to understand labour is the value of money and is what 

makes money have value. This also comes from the mentality that capitalism has created in 

society its a liberal form of economics where its all about the individual and how much profit they 

can grab for themselves at the expensive of everything else. There is no value on labour, 

nationalism, community or the environment or even other people in general. Which is why so 

many Socialist and Labour movements arose to combat this problem.  

 

In capitalism the value of a human being by its definition is only determined by their value to the 

market place at the time. So you a have system that is designed for trouble. 

 
 

Bull Gotze wrote: 

HP Mageson666 wrote:Simply pass law that demands the worker is entitled to ninety 

percent of the value he makes an hour for the employer the rest going into business costs 
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and what is left to the ownership. This can be negotiated on depending on terms like 

pensions and other benefits. 

 

That formula seems far fetched. Business owners can also claim intellectual property as 

justification, they provide jobs through their creation. And many buniness owners expect 

their business to grow which seems hard to accomplish with only 10% of the revenue 

stream. Especially in small businesses. Imagine creating a highly accomplished clothing 

brand and having your entire human resources eat 90% of the generated wealth with YOUR 

IDEA. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

 

Re: Cashless and Automated Society 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Sep 14, 2018 6:44 pm 

When the fake Libertarians whine about Socialism they never mention what causes the rise of 

Socialism which is they define as the welfare state......Is the Liberal Capitalism they promote as 

some virtue. The capitalists come and undercut wages, they suck up the money with usury, 

artificial scarcity, and monopoly that causes the wealth to dry up for the society so the 

government then is forced to step in and offer welfare and other programs to take up the slack 

off the social collapse because people need to live. The capitalists don't mind this as it allows 

them to keep looting for awhile longer till people start to revolt against them.  
 

Its funny because Socialism as they define it is the reaction to the very policies they promote in 

society, historically. But then they play this fantasy game that somehow that's not the capitalism 

in this book they wave around so the last several hundred years now don't count somehow 

magically...Well yeah its not...Its how capitalism works in the real world moron. How many more 

centuries is it going to take these retards to figure that out. Then factor in those books where all 

wrote by guys on the pay roll of the very capitalists doing the opposite of the book..... Its cheap 

propaganda to pillow talk the public as originally the public morality was against capitalism and 

its usury. They needed a marketing campaign to get the public to accept their own fleecing. 

 

Re: Cashless and Automated Society 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Fri Sep 14, 2018 8:08 pm 

Capitalism to me is nowhere close as detestable and deserving of hate as Communism or even 

Socialism and Leftism. Socialism in all places where it has been applied like Cuba or recently 

Greece (it caused the financial recession and it was planned to do such) is dangerous. People 

then beg for a return to Capitalism which cannot happen by default at this point. So we have a 

generation of a slave sate. This later leads directly to Communism. It can only sustain itself in 

countries where before there was resonant Capitalism to have produced (or borrowed) enough 

free money to distribute.  
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Capitalism is not equally evil as Communism or anything related. But that doesn't make it good 

either. It cannot be that evil and the people wouldn't tolerate it for a lot of time if it were such. It's 

designed as the 'soft hand' of the system. Socialism is the tightening of the grip. And 

Communism is the chocking.  
 

Leftism is this bullshit equality pill all over again which is against all forms of nature. The "left" is 

based on unnatural pretexts to support itself. Leftism is just bullshit, it doesn't achieve anything 

for a country in it's sole "Leftist" form and is a corrosive jewish front. The foundations of Leftism 

for too long have been corrosive Jews.  

 

What will the Leftist Corbyn guy in Britain do with his "Workers" Party? Ensure conditions where 

Muslims can have 12 children instead of 6. Yay for 'worker rights' and the left.  
 

However the reason it's not about rallying anyone in the Gulag instantly but rather creates the 

circumstances for it later, does not make the Capitalist system worthwhile or deserving of any 

respect.  

 
Capitalism is a necessary step for the jews to expand and consolidate the power of money and 

business over all humans, nations and labor on earth. Some Gentiles can also get prosperous 

in this process. There is middle class and lower and upper middle class in Capitalism which also 

sustains freedom of speech and to some extent a degree of control. This is why Capitalism has 

not manifested into it's final result with then Socialism and then Communism.  
 

I have not studied all Capitalist scholars and businessmen to be evil pricks and bad bosses. 

With quite an amount, it's the contrary. It would be unfair to like curse them in one swoop. They 

could create a lot more in a different system with the same skillset they posses.  
 

Profit is the only viable aim to live for in a world which is build on materialism. Capitalism is 

softer of a way to go about this 'profit' compared to Communism for example. Those who blame 

Capitalism are stupid. Capitalism began and emerged from negative preconceptions of the past.  

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 
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Re: Cashless and Automated Society 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Sep 14, 2018 10:35 pm 

Capitalism is to be blamed for ruining society on every level and creating the problems that lead 

to total social collapse and the massive inequality between the classes that leads to Communist 

ideology gaining ground. Marx was writing along with the other Leftist thinkers in the time when 

capitalism was unleashed. The first socialist workers revolt was in the 14th century in Italy. For 
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the same reason there will be another one at some point. The history of capitalist is people 

revolting against it. Capitalism does not value race, spirituality, nature, honesty or human beings 

only profit and the cost of this profit is the loss of race and nation and morals. We can always 

make a new economic system but we can't get our eco system or race back when its gone. It 

also creates an artificial social order that ruins everything. 
 

The situation is today people don't understand that they owe their better standard of living to the 

Leftist Labour movements and Socialist movements. That forced ethical reforms that gave the 

workers back the fruits of their labour in higher wages and benefits which allowed the standard 

of living to rise drastically. The same is noted in the National Socialist Germany for the same 

reasons. Capitalist on its own looks identical to Communism both are State capitalist models run 

by a government of thieves.  
 

 

I have worked mainly in non Union jobs the Union makes sure people are treated better and get 

higher wages and benefits. That is Leftism for the worker. However globalization has destroyed 

the Union. The National Socialist government created a national labour union for the workers. 
 

Eqaulity is a real thing and society must have social equallity to stay together. That is what the 

Consitution does it gives people equality before a common law. Wiithout social eqaulity which 

gives people equal access to resources need to succeed you can't have a mertiocracy. Without 

equality you end up with stagnation and class warfare. People need to understand this vs 

equality of outcome which does not exist as nature is diversifaction. You need this to have a 

society. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 
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Re: Cashless and Automated Society 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Sep 14, 2018 10:45 pm 

The only way to go is by abolishing capitalism and replacing it with a new economic moral 

system that is based on practical understanding of what the economy really is and how 

everyone is included into it and what it serves. The National Socialists already did this.  
 

 

This is the third way beyond capitalism and communism. This failure to resolve this is going to 

be the end of civilization and the planet unless its dealt with. 

 

Re: Cashless and Automated Society 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Fri Sep 14, 2018 11:48 pm 

HP Mageson666 wrote:Capitalism is to be blamed for ruining society on every level and 

creating the problems that lead to total social collapse and the massive inequality between 
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the classes that leads to Communist ideology gaining ground. Marx was writing along with 

the other Leftist thinkers in the time when capitalism was unleashed. The first socialist 

workers revolt was in the 14th century in Italy. For the same reason there will be another one 

at some point. The history of capitalist is people revolting against it. Capitalism does not 

value race, spirituality, nature, honesty or human beings only profit and the cost of this profit 

is the loss of race and nation and morals. We can always make a new economic system but 

we can't get our eco system or race back when its gone. It also creates an artificial social 

order that ruins everything. 
 

The situation is today people don't understand that they owe their better standard of living to 

the Leftist Labour movements and Socialist movements. That forced ethical reforms that 

gave the workers back the fruits of their labour in higher wages and benefits which allowed 

the standard of living to rise drastically. The same is noted in the National Socialist Germany 

for the same reasons. Capitalist on its own looks identical to Communism both are State 

capitalist models run by a government of thieves.  

 

I have worked mainly in non Union jobs the Union makes sure people are treated better and 

get higher wages and benefits. That is Leftism for the worker. However globalization has 

destroyed the Union. The National Socialist government created a national labour union for 

the workers. 
 

Eqaulity is a real thing and society must have social equallity to stay together. That is what 

the Consitution does it gives people equality before a common law. Wiithout social eqaulity 

which gives people equal access to resources need to succeed you can't have a 

mertiocracy. Without equality you end up with stagnation and class warfare. People need to 

understand this vs equality of outcome which does not exist as nature is diversifaction. You 

need this to have a society. 

 

 

It should be clear I mention about the perversion of the original left. Basically the 'left' never 

existed, it was marketed like 'left and right' after the jews took over the democratic process in 

the 18th and 19th century in France and buying their way into politics. 

 

The original thinkers who are identified as the 'fathers of the left' like Rousseau, you have to be 

a criminal to not accept the things they said. And also it's pointless to call them 'leftists'. 
 

Leftism was hijacked in the 19th century by top jews to be perverted. I have explained on the 

subject before as well. 

 

Equality became flattening of all values, while it was before equality in front of common law and 

abolishing the beyond judgement hieratic 'codex of rights'. Now 'equality' just means the same 

bullshit of assimilation policy the Capitalists support for mass cattle. 
 

Worker unions became trash unions of jews who just sit there, get paid, and do nothing and 

achieve nothing for workers anymore.  
 

Freeing the slaves was about white people in white lands.  
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Giving to the weak meant to not allow controlled capitalist famines and other perils.  
 

"The left" does not value race or anything else either. The left as compared to the 'right 

capitalists' also does not care about race, ethnicity or anything else. All it understands is 

"workers of the world unite" and the rest of the Commie garbage.  
 

Studying the primordial fathers of what later was called "Left", there is no reason to call them 

leftists anymore or fathers of the 'left'. And there is no reason to support any traditional 'left' or 

right. They are both the same shit, lead to the same outcome, from a different perceived side. 

It's all vanity. 
 

The jew just divided white thinkers with great ideas like Voltaire and Rousseau and others in 

categories like 'leftists' and 'right wing' to destroy and fragment their teachings. All of which were 

necessary. The 'radical right' teachings of Nietzsche are as necessary as the radical 'left' 

teachings of Rousseau. 
 

The thing is one can dig and find good things about the right and the so called 'left' simply 

because Whites were behind both movements that gave a fuck to improve the planet one way 

or another. Whites can have the shittiest system and they will try to make things better anyway. 

 

So it's all irrelevant the only thing that really matters is National Socialism. 

 

Re: Cashless and Automated Society 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sat Sep 15, 2018 2:40 pm 

Originally the left was those opposed to the Feudal regime the ancient regime this becomes a 

term from the French revolution which is liberal revolution against the ancient regime. This is 

why all leftist ideology is to a large extent based in liberal thought. The Founding Fathers of 

America were leftists in their time. People who understood there is no Jew for a God anywhere.  
 

 

The traditional Left did value race many Leftist thinkers such as Jack London believed in Racial 

Socialism and the improvement of the race and protecting the environment. They were anti-

Christian and jew. 
 

What your talking about is equality of outcome which is based the ideal of radical egalitarianism 

which does not exist. However the ideals of equality where based on meritocracy. And came 

from a time when the ruling ethos was most people are born to be slaves to the Ancient Regime 

and that is all. This change in thinking to egalitarianism was needed to improve White society. 

Whites have always lived in a egalitarian society before Christianity. This is our nature and its 

our strength as it creates the meritocracy which powers our race. 
 

The problem has been the Jews got into this with Marxism and they took over the Libertarian 

schools of thought as well with kikes like Emma Goldman and all this nonsense. That is why the 

success of the Enlightenment was National Socialism they kicked the kikes out of their program. 

You need to be anti-Semitic to succeed. 
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The Left current went into different directions this includes the major German Socialist revolution 

that Wagner and others where part of. Wagner then decides to use art as the vechile of the 

revolution and inspires and becomes friends with Nietzche who creates a openly Pagan 

philosophy in Germany. This influences the creation of the desire for a return to a tradtional 

German society beyond capitaism, communism and christianity. This current ends in the 

creation of National Socialism. Which is the fulfilment of the enlightenment was to return 

European society to its Traditional Pagan soul. The Opera of Mozart the Magic Flute was the 

enlightenment Opera its an attack on the Catholic Church and the promotion of Pagan spiritual 

enlightenment. Wagner carries this tradtion on. And Wagner hated the Jews as well. 
 

 

It was Wagner that influenced Hitler. Every Nazi rally was a Wagnerian Opera. It was as a 

young man while listening to a Wagner concert that Hitler had his revelation from the Gods as to 

his mission on earth. To this day Wagner is banned in Israel. 

 

]Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
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Re: Cashless and Automated Society 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sat Sep 15, 2018 2:44 pm 

The problem is reaction to terms like equality we need to define terms there meaning and 

context. And not just dismiss them off hand.  
 

 

Shitliberty is the Jewish corruption of Enlightenment values which ends in Marxism.  
 

The problem has been Jews using Xianity to ruin Enlightenment values. Due to this Marx is 

really the King of the Shitlibs. Liberalized Xianity ends in Marxism. When Xianity falls all this 

nonsense will go with it. 
 

When a person understand the paradigm there is only two directions Marxism which is where 

everything is heading towards due to this current. Or National Socialism. A society built on 

Xianity, shitlibery and capitalism ends in Marxism. 
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Celebrating Hakkunah With RTR's 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Mon Dec 03, 2018 2:50 am 

Guys as everyone knows we are during an important holiday of the holiest of the holy people. 

The Holiest of the holy jewish people do holy things such as cursing us all to die, get into 

poverty, lose our nations, and they in their holiness also destroy our countries as evident in the 

situation in Paris. 
 

Hannukah...Reverse this...Hakkunah...A nice little celebration for the SS army here. During 

Hakkunah, all you have to do is the following. 
 

For this reason everyone must celebrate this as following: 
 

1. Do RTR's for the next 10 days in the double. 
2. Do copious aura of protection. 
3. Play endless stuff like Black Sabbath, ACDC, Behemoth, and generally something edgy to 

banish the hebrew energy. (optional) 
4. If in doubt, eat Hitler Ice cream in copious amounts, 2 ice creams a day recommended. 

(optional) 
 

Hannukah reversed is Hakkunah as in Hakuna Matata. By reversing Hebrew and final RTR's on 

the Hannukah this creates a Hakkuna Matata situation which means "The Evil is not here" as in 

Swahili.  
 

Obviously I write this for the trolling but the situation is, we must do serious warfare and very 

hard. 
 

The world is waking up. We must sound the alarm even louder now, and continuously. Let's 

keep these RTR's raining on the enemy like a thousand meteors. 
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- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 
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Charlottesville Was A False Flag 

 

The people who attended the rally state they were set up by the government. The 

governor signed the State of Emergency at 11:06 a Kabbalistic number. President 

Truman signed the act to recognize Israel at 6:11. And Ben Gurion signed Israel into 

existence at 6:00. The number 11 represents the Jewish People and their God form as one 

and six is the number of creation in the material realm. 

 

Israel is also the Jewish People. 

 

6:11 is also the number hidden in the Aleph letter in kabala which is the letter of God. Its 

two Yod's one for the Jewish God form and the other for the Jewish soul. This reduces to 

1 and 1 to 11 which is the number of the Jewish Messiah, Kav, kingship and political 

power. The 6 is the Vav that connects the two into one. 6:11, 11:06 This is the 

Kabbalistic number of the Messianic Kingship of the Jewish Race. Which is to be 

finished by creating a global Communist State. 11 is also the number of Edom the 11 

kingdoms of the Gentiles to be destroyed in the Messiah war of the Jews in their Torah 

and Kabala.  

 

 

11:06 the Emergency Order was brought to tie this event into their God from 6:11 to 

create a state of Emergency in the public mind and bring forth more political violence. 

The Jews are using this to tie into the American Civil War. Which they also started in the 

past to divide and destroy America. Out of the end of the war the Jews tried to promote a 

pro Communistic regime in the South. 

 

 

The car that drove into the Protesters it was driven by a Jewish driver, its license number 

was GVF1111. The Jewish Media is flashing this all over and over. 
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VF is 66 in both Jewish and English gematria making 66 and 1111 the doubling of 11:06 

the date of the State of Emergency. 66 is also the numbers of chapters in the Bible the 

Jewish god form. Also the doubling of the number of the American signing of the State 

of Israel. Thus connecting the agenda of Israel. Which is also the Jewish People. 

 

The Jewish news originally stated 1 killed and 19 injured. Which is 119 which is also 

911. The number of Emergency and the date of the Balfour decoration of the State of 

Israel and the Mossad attacks on American on 911. Which was to create Greater Israel 

which is also the Jewish People. 

 

The car was not supposed to be allowed into the area but the Police stated they allowed it 

in. Because it was the same style of undercover Police cars of their department. So this 

was deception. I don't think the driver was ment to be caught.  

 

From the Kabbalistic numbers and false flags this was a operation to cause chaos and 

push America towards a Race War for Israel which is also the Jewish People as a whole 

and their world governments agenda of destroying the American Nation. By starting a 

civil war and bringing a Communist Revolution out of it. Which is how the Jews took 

over the Russian Chinese, Cuban, Cambodian, nations with Communism. And was 

attempted in Spain, Germany, Hungary and other nations as well. The Jewish kabala 

orders creating chaos to bring the Jewish world order out of it. 
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Child Trafficking Epstein  

by HP Mageson666 » Sat Sep 14, 2019 
 

 

Something that came out with the investigations into the Jewish run pedophile network of Epstein in the 

court documents is that Epstein offered money to under aged girls to get pregnant and then sell the 

child to be trafficked. What would the Jews want with infant Goyim children? Ritual sacrifice. 

 

 

Note Chabbad is mentioned in this case this is important as this is the top level of the Jewish elites the 

most important leader of Chabbad the seventh Rebbe who is worshipped as the Messiah of the Jews is 

buried in Israel and thousands of Jews make a pilgrimage to the grave of the leader of Chabbad in Israel 

every year, the billionaire Jews around Epstein also have Chabbad connections and are members of 

Chabbad in some cases : 

 

"The 13-year-old schoolboy, Andrei Youshchinsky was murdered in Kiev on March 12th. After eight days, 

his corpse was found in a brickyard completely slashed to pieces and bloodless. Suspicion fell on the 

Jewish manager of the brickyard, Mendel Beiliss. The case did not come to trial until two and a half years 

later (Sept. 29th to Oct. 28th, 1913). In the intervening period numerous attempts were made to lead 

the investigating officers on to the wrong track. Meanwhile a large number of incriminating witnesses 

suffered sudden and unnatural deaths; false accusations and confessions followed one after another 

due to huge money bribes. Behind the accused lurking in the shadows, was the figure of Faivel 

Schneerson of the Lubavitchers, leader of the ‘Zadiks’ (‘Saints’) of the Chassidim sect, who was the 

spiritual director of the murder. The trial ended with the release of Beiliss, but at the same time the 

court established that the murder had taken place inside the Jewish brickyard, which was the religious 

center of the Kiev Jews, for the purpose of obtaining blood. Almost all the prosecutors, witnesses, and 

authorities who had spoken out against Judaism, later fell victim to the Bolshevik Terror." (Ausfuhrliche 

Darstellungen des Prozeßes enthalten ‘Hammer’ Nr. 271, 273, 274, 275; Oktober bis Dezember 1913) 

 

 

 

 

Jewish Ritual Murder 

 

 

“These are 131 ritual murders which are known and have been passed down to posterity in writing. 

[LSN: There are actually some others, particularly in the ancient period, which are not listed here.] How 

many have occurred and nobody today knows about them! How many thousands, yes, perhaps 

HUNDREDS of THOUSANDS have remained undiscovered! To torture young, innocent human beings, to 

kill and drink their blood, this is the greatest and most terrible aspect of all the crimes which 

International Jewry has taken upon itself!” 
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This information came from a source that had a xian bias to it, but the fact that the majority of the 

earth’s population haven’t figured out yet is that Jewish and the sister title “Christian” are none but the 

same. “Christian” is actually a title that Jews give to the dupes who have fallen under the spell of that 

Jewish “religion” called Christianity. 

 

THE COMPILATION OF JEWISH RITUAL MURDERS FROM BCE UNTIL 1932 

The earliest of historians, Herodotus, informs us about the Hebrew cult of human sacrifice. He writes: 

“The Hebrews sacrificed humans to their God Moloch.” (Herodotus, Vol. II, p. 45) 

The ritual murders that have been passed down through writings since before the current era until 

today are: 

169 B.C. — “King Antiochus Epiphanes of Syria, during the plundering of the Temple of Jerusalem, found 

a Greek lying on a bed in a secret chamber. He begged the King to rescue him. When he began to beg, 

the attendants told him that a secret law commanded the Jews to sacrifice human beings at a certain 

time annually. They therefore searched for a stranger which they could get in their power. They 

fattened him, led him into the woods, sacrificed him, ate some of his flesh, drank some of his blood, and 

threw the remains of his body into a ditch.” (Josephus, Jewish historian, Contra Apionem) 

418 A.D. — Baronius reports the crucifixion of a boy by the Jews at Imm, between Aleppo and Antioch. 

419 A.D. — In the Syrian district of Imnestar, between Chalcis and Antioch, the Jews tied a boy to a cross 

on a holiday and flogged him to death. (Socrat) 

425 A.D. — Baronius reports the crucifixion of a boy. 

614 A.D. — After the conquest of Jerusalem, the Jews purchased, for a small amount of money, 90,000 

prisoners from the Persian King Chosros II and murdered them all in the most disgusting ways. 

(Cluverius, Epitome his. p. 386) 

1071 A.D. — Several Jews from Blois crucified a child during the Easter celebration, put his body into a 

sack and threw it into the Loire. Count Theobald had the guilty ones burned alive. (Robert of Mons, 

Mon. Germ. hist. Script VI 520) 

1144 A.D. — In Norwich, during Passover, 12-year-old St. William was tied by the local Jews, hanged 

from a cross, and his blood drained from a wound in his side. The Jews hid the corpse in the nearby 

woods. They were surprised by a local citizen, Eilverdus, who was bribed with money to keep quiet. 

Despite this the crime still became notorious. (Acta sancta, III March, Vol., p. 590) 

1160 A.D. — The Jews of Gloucester crucified a child (Mons Germ. hist. Script 520) 

1179 A.D. — In Pontoise, on March 25th before Passover, the Jews butchered and drained St. Richard’s 

body of blood. Due to this, the Jews were expelled from France. (Rob. of Turn., Rig.u.Guillel. Amor.) 

1181 A.D. — In London, around Easter, near the church of St. Edmund, the Jews murdered a child by the 

name of Roertus. (Acta sanct, III March Vol., 591) 

1181 A.D. — In Saragossa, the Jews murdered a child named Dominico. (Blanca Hispania illustrata, tom. 

III, p. 657) 

1191 A.D. — The Jews of Braisme crucified a a Gentile who had accused them of robbery and murder, 

after they had previously dragged him through the town. Due to this King Philip Augustus, who had 

personally come to Braisme, burned eighty of them. (rigordus, Hist. Gall.) 

1220 A.D. — In Weissenburg, in Alsace, on the 29th of June, the Jews murdered a boy, St. Heinrich. 

(Murer, Helvetia sancta.) 

1225 A.D. — In Munich a woman, enticed by Jewish gold, stole a small child from her neighbor. The Jews 

drained the blood from the child. Caught in her second attempt, the criminal was handed over to the 
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courts. (Meichelbeck, Hist. Bavariae II. 94) 

1235 A.D. — the Jews committed the same crime on December 1st in Erfut. (Henri Desportes, Le 

mystere du sang, 66) 

1236 A.D. — In Hagenau in Alsace, three boys from the region of Fulda were attacked by the Jews in a 

mill during the night and killed in order to obtain their blood. (Trithemius; Chronicle of Albert of 

Strassburg) 

1239 A.D. — A general uprising in London because of a murder committed secretly by the Jews. 

(Matthew v. Paris, Grande Chron.) 

1240 A.D. — In Norwich the Jews circumcised a Gentile child and kept him hidden in the ghetto in order 

to crucify him later. After a long search, the father found his child and reported it to the Bishop Wilhelm 

of Rete. (Matthew v. Paris, op. cit. V. 39) 

1244 A.D. — In St. Benedict’s churchyard in London, the corpse of a boy was found which bore cuts and 

scratches and, in several places, Hebrew characters. He had been tortured and killed; and his blood had 

been drained. Baptized Jews, forced to interpret the Hebrew signs, found the name of the child’s 

parents and read that the child had been sold to the Jews when it was very young. Distinguished Jews 

left the city in secret. 

1250 A.D. — The Jews of Saragossa adopted the horrible dogma that everyone who deliverd a child for 

sacrifice would be freed from all taxes and debts. In June, 1250, Moses Albay-Huzet (Also called 

Albajucetto) delivered the 7-year-old Dominico del Val to the Jews for crucifixion. (Johan. a Lent, 

Schedias, hist. de pseudomes, judæorum, p. 33) 

1255 A.D. — At Lincoln, in England, on Peter and Paul’s Day, 8-year-old St. Hugh was stolen by the local 

Jews, hidden, and later crucified. The Jews beat him with rods for so long that he almost lost all his 

blood. (Acta santa 6 July 494) 

1257 A.D. –So that they could commit their annual sacrifice, the Jews of London butchered a child. 

(Cluvirius, epitome historiarum, p. 541. col I) 

1260 A.D. — The Jews of Weissenburg killed a child (Annal. Colmariens)1261 A.D. –In Pforzheim a 7-

year-old girl who had been delivered to the Jews, was laid on a linen cloth and stabbed on her limbs in 

order to soak the cloth with blood. Afterwards the corpse was thrown into the river. (Thomas, 

Cantipratanus, de ratione Vitæ.) 

1279 A.D. –The most respectable Jews of London crucified a child on April 2nd. (Florent de Worcester, 

Chron. 222) 

1279 A.D. — The crucifixion of a child at Northampton after unheard-of tortures. (Henri Desportes Le 

mystere du sang, 67) 

1282 A.D. — In Munich the Jews purchased a small boy and stabbed him all over his body. (Rader., 

Bavar. sancta I. Bd. p. 315) 

1283 A.D. — A child was sold by his nurse to the Jews of Mainz , who killed it. (Baroerus ad annum No. 

61. Annalen von Colmar) 

1286 A.D. — In Munich the Jews martyred two boys. The wooden synagogue was encircled with fire and 

180 Jews burnt to death. (Murer, Helvetia sancta.) 

1286 A.D. — In April, at Oberwesel on the Rhine, 14-year-old St. Werner was slowly tortured to death by 

the Jews over a period of 3 days. (Act. sct. II. Bd. b. Apr. p. 697 bis 740.) 

1287 A.D. — The Jews in Bern kidnapped St. Rudolf at the Passover, horribly tortured the child and 

finally slit his throat. (Hein, Murer, Helvetia sancta.) 

1292 A.D. — In Colmar, the Jews killed a boy. (Ann. Colm., II, 30) 
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1293 A.D. — In Krems, the Jews sacrificed a child. Two of the murderers were punished; the others 

saved themselves through the power of gold. (Monum. XI, 658) 

1294 A.D. –In Bern, the Jews murdered a child again. (Ann Colm., II, 32; Henri Desportes, Le mystere du 

sang, p. 70) 

1302 A.D. — In Reneken the same crime. (Ann. Colm. II, 32) 

1303 A.D. — At Weissensee in Thuringen the young student Conrad, the son of a soldier, was killed at 

Easter. His muscles were cut to pieces and his veins were opened in order to drain all his blood. 

1305 A.D. — In Prague, around Easter, a Gentile, who was forced by poverty to work for the Jews, was 

nailed to a cross; while naked, he was beaten with rods and spat on in the face. (Tentzel) 

1320 A.D. — In Puy, a choirboy of the local church was sacrificed. 

1321 A.D. –In Annecy a young priest was killed. The Jews were expelled from the town by a decree of 

King Phillip V. (Denis de Saint-Mart.) 

1331 A.D. — At Uberlingen in present-day Baden the Jews threw the son of a citizen named Frey into a 

well. The incisions found later on the body proved that previous to this his blood had been drained. (Joh. 

Vitoduran, Chronik.) 

1338 A.D. – The Jews butchered a noble from Franconia in Munich. His brother prepared a veritable 

bloodbath for the Jews. (Henri Desport) 

1345 A.D. — In Munich, the Jews opened the veins of a little boy Heinrich, and stabbed him more than 

60 times. The church canonized Heinrich. (Rad. Bav. sct. II p. 333) 

1347 A.D. — In Messina a child was crucified on Good Friday. (Henri Desport) 

1350 A.D. –The boy Johannes, a student of the monastic school of St. Sigbert in Cologne, drew his last 

breath after being stabbed by local Jews. (Acta sancta., aus den Kirchenakten v. Koln.) 

1380 A.D. — At Hagenbach in Swabia several Jews were surprised while butchering a child. (Martin 

Crusius, Yearbook of Swabia, Part III, Book V) 

1401 A.D. –At Diessenhofen in Switzerland (near Schaffhausen), 4-year-old Conrad Lory was murdered. 

His blood was said to have been sold by the groom Johann Zahn for 3 florins to the Jew Michael 

Vitelman. (Acta sancta.) 

1407 A.D. –The Jews were expelled from Switzerland because of a similar crime in the same region. 

(ibid.) 

1410 A.D. — In Thuringia the Jews were driven out because of ritual murder that was discovered. (Boll. 

II, April 838. Baronius 31) 

1429 A.D. — At Ravensburg in Wurttemberg, Ludwig van Bruck, a boy from Switzerland who was 

studying in the town and living among the Jews, was martyred by 3 Jews amid numerous tortures and 

sexual violations. This happened during a big Jewish festival (Passover) between Easter and Whitsun. 

(Baron. 31, Acta sancta. III. Bd. des April p. 978) 

1440 A.D. — A Jewish doctor in Pavia, Simon of Ancona, beheaded a four- year-old child which was 

stolen and brought to him by a degenerate Gentile. The crime became notorious when a dog jumped 

out of a window into the street with the child’s head. The murderer escaped. (Alphonsus Spina, de bello 

Judæorum lib. III. confid. 7.) 

1452 A.D. — In Savona, several Jews killed a 2-year-old child. They pierced his whole body and collected 

the blood in the vessel they used for the circumcision of their children. The Jews dripped small pieces of 

sliced fruit into the blood and enjoyed a meal of them. (Alphonsus Spina, de bello Judæorum lib. III, 

confid. 7.) 

1453 A.D. — In Breslau, the Jews stole a child, fattened him and put him in a barrel lined with nails, 
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which they rolled back and forth in order to draw the child’s blood. (Henri Desportes, Le mystere du 

sang, 75) 

1454 A.D. — On the estates of Louis of Almanza in Castile, two Jews killed a boy. They tore out his heart 

and burned it; threw the ashes into wine which they drank with their co-religionists. By spending 

considerable sums they succeeded in delaying the trial, since two of the three lawyers were of Jewish 

descent. Thereafter the Jews were banished from Spain. (Alphonsus Spina, de bello Judæorum) 

1462 A.D. — In a birchwood at Rinn near Innsbruck the boy Andreas Oxner was sold to the Jews and 

sacrificed. The church canonized him. A chapel called “Zum Judenstein” (‘To the Jews’ Rock’) was built. 

(Acta sancta., III. July Vol I. 472) 

1468 A.D. — At Sepulveda, in Old Castile, the Jews crucified a woman on Good Friday upon the order of 

the Rabbi Solomon Pecho. (Did. de Colm. Gesch. v. Seg.) 

1470 A.D. –In Baden the Jews were convicted of the murder of a child. (Tho. Patr. Barbar.) 

1475 A.D. — In Trent on March 23rd (Maundy Thursday) before Passover, the Jews sacrificed a 29-

month-old baby, St. Simon. 

1476 A.D. — The Jews in Regensburg murdered six children. The judge, in the underground vault of a 

Jew named Josfol, found the remains of the murdered victims as well as a stone bowl speckled with 

blood on a kind of altar. (Raderus Bavaria sancta Band III, 174) 

1480 A.D. — In Treviso, a crime similar to the one in Trent was committed: the murder of the canonized 

Sebastiano of Porto-Buffole from Bergamo. The Jews drained his blood. (H. Desportes, Le mystere du 

sang 80) 

1480 A.D. — At Motta in Venice the Jews killed a child at Easter. (Acta sancta I. Bd d. April 3) 

1485 A.D. — In Vecenza, the Jews butchered St. Laurentius. (Pope Benedict XIV Bull. Beatus Andreas) 

1490 A.D. — At Guardia, near Toledo, the Jews crucified a child. (Acta sancta I. Bd. d. April 3) 

1494 A.D. — At Tyrnau in Hungary, 12 Jews seized a boy, opened his veins, and carefully collected his 

blood. They drank some of it and preserved the rest for their co-religionists. (Banfin Fasti, ungar. br. III. 

Dec. 5) 

1503 A.D. — In Langendenzlingen a father handed his 4-year-old child over to two Jews from 

Waldkirchen in Baden for 10 florins under the condition that he would be returned alive after a small 

amount of blood had been drained. However, they drained so much blood from the child that it died. 

(Acta sancta. II Bd. des April p. 839: Dr. Joh. Eck, Judebbuchlien) 

1505 A.D. — A crime, similar to the one in Langendenzlingen in 1503, was attempted at Budweis in 

Bohemia. (Henri Desportes, Le mystere du sang. 81) 

1509 A.D — Several Jews… murdered several children. (Cluverius, Epitome hist. etc. p. 579) 

1509 A.D. –The Jews in Bosingen (Hungary) kidnapped the child of a wheelwright, dragged him to the 

cellar, tortured him horribly, opened all his veins and sucked out the blood with quills. Afterwards they 

threw his body in a hedge, which the Jews admitted after repeated denials. (Ziegler Schonplatz p. 588, 

col. 1,2) 

1510 A.D. — In Berlin, the Jews Salomon, Jacob, Aaron, Levi Isaac, Rabbi Mosch and the butcher Jacob 

were accused of buying a three- or four-year-old boy for 10 florins from a stranger, laying him on a table 

in a cellar, and puncturing him with needles in the large blood-rich veins until he was finally slaughtered 

by the butcher Jacob. An enormous trial began, and eventually a hundred Jews were locked in the Berlin 

prison. They partially admitted to having bought children from strangers, stabbing them, draining their 

blood, and drinking the blood in case of illness or preserving it with tomatoes, ginger, and honey. No 

fewer than 41 of the accused Jews were sentenced to death-by-burning after their confession. All the 
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other Jews were banished from the Mark of Brandenburg. (Richard Mun: ‘The Jews in Berlin’) 

1520 A.D. — The Jews in Hungary repeated the crime of 1494 by murdering a child in Tyrnau and Biring, 

and draining its blood. (Acta sancta II. Bd. d. April p. 839) 

1525 A.D. — A ritual murder in Budapest caused a widespread anti-Semitic movement among the 

population. In this year the Jews were expelled from Hungary (Henry Desportes, Le mystere du sang 81) 

1540 A.D. — At Sappenfeld in Bavaria, 4-year-old michael Pisenharter was kidnapped from his father 

before Easter and taken to Titting (North of Ingolstadt), where he suffered the most horrible tortures for 

three days, his veins were opened and his blood drained. The corpse showed signs of a crucifixion. The 

blood was found in Posingen. (Raderus, Bavaria sancta. III. Bd. 176f) 

1547 A.D. — At Rava in Poland 2 Jews stole a tailor’s boy named Michael and crucified him. (Acta sancta 

II. Bd. April p. 839) 

1569 A.D. –In Vitov (Poland) Johann, the 2-year-old son of the widow Kozmianina, was savagely 

murdered by Jacob, a Jew of Leipzig. (Acta sancta ebenda.) 

1571 A.D. — M.A. Bradaginus was butchered by the Jews. (Seb. Munster, Cosmographia) 

1571 A.D. — Joachim II, Elector of Brandenburg, was poisoned by a Jew with whom he had a trusting 

association. (Scheidanus X. Buch. seiner Hist. pag. 60) 

1573 A.D. — In Berlin a child who had been purchased from a beggar was tortured to death by a Jew. 

(Sartorious p. 53) 

1574 A.D. — At Punia in Latvia, the Jew Joachim Smierlowitz killed a 7- year-old girl called Elizabeth 

shortly before Passover… At about this time a boy in Zglobice was stolen and taken to Tarnow, where 

another boy was found in the hands of the Jews under suspicious circumstances: both were freed in 

time. (Act. sancta II. Bd. d. April p. 839) 

1575 A.D. –The Jews killed a child, Michael of Jacobi. (Desportes) 1586 A.D. –In a series of cases children 

were snatched away from their parents and killed; by breaking down these crimes, Rupert traced them 

back to the Jews. (Brouver Trier’schen Ann. v. J. 1856) 

1592 A.D. — At Wilna, a 7-year-old boy, Simon, was horribly tortured to death by the Jews. More than 

170 wounds, made by knives and scissors, were found on his body, besides the numerous cuts under his 

finger- and toe-nails. (Acta sancta III. Bd. des Juli) 

1595 A.D. — At Costyn in Posen a child was tortured to death by the Jews. (Acta sancta 389) 

1597 A.D. — In Szydlov the blood of a child was used in the consecration of a new synagogue. They 

eyelids, neck, veins, limbs, and even the sexual organs of the child showed countless punctures. (Acta 

sancta, II Bd. des April) 

1598 A.D. — In the village of Wodznick, in the Polish province of Podolia, the 4-year-old… son of a 

farmer was stolen by two young Jews and butchered four days before the Jewish Passover by the most 

horrible tortures in which the most respected Jews of the community took part. (Acta sancta, II Band des 

April 835) 

1650 A.D. — At Kaaden in Steiermark, 5½-year-old Mathias Tillich was butchered by a Jew on March 

11th. (Tentzel) 

1655 A.D. — At Tunguch in Lower Germany the Jews murdered a child for their Easter celebration. 

(Tentzel, monatl. Unterred. v. Juli 1693 p. 553) 

1665 A.D. –In Vienna the Jews butchered a woman on the 12th of May in the most dreadful way. The 

corpse was found in a pond in a sack weighted with stones. It was completely covered with wounds, 

decapitated and the legs were cut off below the knees. (H.A. von Ziegler, Tagl. Schaupl. p. 553) 

1669 A.D. — On the way from Metz to Boulay, near the village of Glatigny, on Sept. 22nd, a 3-year-old 
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child was stolen from his mother by the Jew Raphael Levy. He was horribly butchered. His body was 

found viciously mutilated. The murderer was burned alive on Jan. 17th in 1670. (Abrege du proces fait 

aux Juifs de Metz, ebd. 1670) 

1675 A.D. — At Miess in Bohemia a 4-year-old child was murdered by the Jews on March 12th. (Acta 

sancta II. Bd. des April) 

1684 A.D. — In the village of Grodno, Minsk government in Russia, the Jew Schulka stole the 6-year-old 

boy Gabriel and carried him to Bialystock where, in the presence of several Jews, he was tortured to 

death and his blood drained. (Records of the magistrate at Zabludvo) 

1753 A.D. — On Good Friday, the 20th of April, in a village near Kiev (Russia), the 3½-year-old son of the 

nobleman Studzinski was kidnapped by the Jews, hidden in a tavern until the end of the Sabbath, and 

then monstrously sacrificed with the help of the Rabbi Schmaja. The blood was poured into several 

bottles. (Criminal Register of the City Court of Kiev) 

1764 A.D. –The 10-year-old son of Johann Balla, who had disappeared on the 19th of June from Orkul 

(Hungary), was found in a neighboring wood covered with many wounds. (Tisza-Eslar, von einem 

ungarischen Ubgeordneten 108) 

1791 A.D. — On the 21st of February, the corpse of 13-year-old Andreas Takals, who lived with a Jew 

named Abraham, was found outside a village near Tasnad (Siebenburgen). The blood had been drained 

from him by severing his jugular vein. (Ger.-Akt i.d. Archiv. v. Zilah.) 

1791 A.D. — At the same time two blood murders were reported at Holleschau (Moravia) and at 

Woplawicz in the District of Duplin. (Tisza-Eslar, v.e. ungar. Abgeord.) 

1791 A.D. — During the reign of Sultan Selim III, the Jews in Pera killed a young Greek by hanging him 

from a tree by his legs. (Henri Desportes) 

1803 A.D. — On March 10th, the 72-year-old Jew Hirsch from Sugenheim seized a 2-year-old child 

between Ullstadt and Lengenfeld in Buchof near Nuremberg. Several days later the Jew denied having 

been in Buchhof at all on March 10th. The father of the child, who wanted to prove the contrary with 

witnesses, was rebuffed in court with threats and insults. On the 12th day the child was found dead, his 

tongue sliced and his mouth full of blood. The Jews besieged the district governor of Newstadt at that 

time until the matter turned out to their satisfaction. The father was forced under threats to sign a 

protocol, to which it attested that the child, still warm when he was found, had frozen to death. (Friedr. 

Oertel, “Was glauben die Juden?” Bamberg, 1823) 

1804 A.D. — In Grafenberg near Nuremberg a 2 to 3-year-old boy was kidnapped by an old Jew from 

Ermreuth by the name of Bausoh. Soldiers hurried to prevent the crime after hearing the child’s scream. 

(Dr. J. W. Chillany) 

1810 A.D. — Among the records of the Damascus trial a letter exists from John Barker, ex-consul of 

Aleppo, which speaks of a poor person who suddenly disappeared from Aleppo. The Hebrew Raphael of 

Ancona was charged with having butchered her and draining all of her blood. (A. Laurent. Affaires de 

Syrie) 

1812 A.D. –On the island Corfu in October three Jews who had strangled a child were condemned to 

death. Some time later, the child of a Greek, called Riga, was stolen and killed by the Jews. (Achille 

Laurent, Affaires de Syrie) 

1817 A.D. — The Indictment of the murder committed in this year against the little girl Marianna 

Adamoviez, was quashed due to a lapse of time. 

1823 A.D. — On the 22nd of April, at Velisch in the Russian government of Vitebsk, the 3½- year-old son 

of the invalid Jemelian Ivanov was stolen, tortured to death, and his blood drained. Despite a great deal 
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of statements by witnesses charging the Jews, the trial was suddenly stopped. (Pavlikovsky, ebenda.) 

1824 A.D. — In Beirut the interpreter Fatch-allah-Seyegh was murdered by his Jewish landlord, as the 

investigation established, for ritual purposes. 

1826 A.D. — In Warsaw a murdered 5-year-old boy was found whose body had more than a hundred 

wounds showing that his blood had been drained. The whole of Warsaw was in a state of insurrection; 

everywhere the Jews protested their innocence without having been accused. The depositions made to 

the courts, together with the medical evidence, were removed from the documents. (Pavlikovski, wie 

oben p. 282) 

1827 A.D. — At Vilna in Russia the stabbed corpse of a farmer’s child, Ossib Petrovicz, was found. 

According to the testimony of the 16-year-old shepherd Zulovski, he was kidnapped by the Jews. (Nach 

einer Mitteilung des gouvernement Vilna.) 

1829 A.D. — In Turin the wife of the merchant Antoine Gervalon was kidnapped from her husband. In 

the cellar she was prepared for her sacrifice by two rabbis. With her last bit of strength she answered 

her husband who was going through the Jewish quarter with several soldiers, calling her name aloud. 

Thus, she was freed. However, the Jews managed to hush up the incident with money. (Auszug aus 

einem Briefe des Barons von Kalte ) 

1831 A.D. — Killing of the daughter of a corporal of the Guard in St. Petersburg. Four judges recognized 

it as a blood murder, while a fifth doubted it. (Desportes) 

1834 A.D. — According to the Testimony of Jewess Ben Nound who converted to Christianity, an old 

Gentile man in Tripoli was tied up by 4 or 5 Jews and hanged from an orange tree by his toes. At the 

moment when the old man was close to death the Jews cut his throat with a butcher knife and let the 

body hang until all the blood had been collected into a bowl. (Henri Desportes, Le mystere du sang. 91) 

1839 A.D. — On the Island of Rhodes, and 8-year-old merchant’s boy, who was delivering eggs to some 

Jews, did not return. Jewish money power took effect, and the court proceedings were delayed and 

finally suppressed. (Henri Desportes, Le mystere du sang. 92) 

1839 A.D. — In Damascus the customs office discovered a Jew carrying a bottle of blood. The Jew 

offered 10,000 piastres in order to hush up the affair. (cf. Prozess bei A. Laurent, op. cit. S. 301) 

1843 A.D. — Murders of Gentile children by the Jews on Rhodes, Corfu and elsewhere. (Famont L’Egypte 

sous Mehemet Ali, Paris, 1843) 

1875 A.D. — At Zboro, in the county of Saros in Hungary, several Jews attacked the 16-year-old servant 

girl Anna Zampa in the house of her master, Horowitz. The knife was already raised above her when a 

coachman accidentally intervened, thus saving her. The court President, Bartholomaus Winkler, who 

was in debt to the Jews, was afraid to bring the criminals to justice. 

1877 A.D. — In the village of Szalaacs, in the country of Bihar (Hungary), Josef Klee’s 6-year-old niece, 

Theresia Szaabo, and his 9-year-old nephew, Peter Szaabo, were murdered by the Jews. However, a 

Jewish doctor held the inquest, who declared the children were not murdered, thus ending the affair. 

(M. Onody, ebenda.) 

1879 A.D. — In Budapest, before the Purim feast, a young servant girl in the Jewish Quarter was put to 

sleep with a drink. 24 hours after the feast, she woke up so weak she could hardly walk. On her right 

forearm, her left thigh, and her body below the navel she discovered red circular wounds like spots of 

blood, with smallopenings in the center. Blood had been drained from her. (M. Onody, ebenda.) 

1879 A.D. — At Kutais in the Caucasus, 4 Jewish image sellers killed a 6- year-old girl. Between her 

fingers had been cut with a knife; on her legs, a little above the calf, horizontal incisions had been made, 

and there was not one drop of blood in her veins. With the aid of the powerful Jews of Russia the guilty 
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ones escaped punishment. (Univers.) 

1881 A.D. –At Kaschau in Hungary the daughter of a certain Josef Koczis disappeared. Two weeks later 

the body was found in a well completely emptied of blood. (M. Onody, Tisza-Eszlar) 

1881 A.D. — In Steinamanger the 8-year-old granddaughter of a coachman who worked for the Jews 

disappeared. (M. Onody, evenda.) 

1881 A.D. — In Alexandria the Jews again killed a Gentile child called Evangelio Fornoraki. The parents of 

the strangled child, discovered on the sea- shore, allowed a post-mortem examination which lasted 

several days and was the cause of riots against the Jews. The Baruch family, prime suspects in the 

murder, were arrested, but later released. (Civita cattolica, von des. 1881) 

1881 A.D. — In the Galician town of Lutscha, the Polish maid servant Franziska Muich, who worked for 

the Jewish tavern-keeper Moses Ritter, and had been raped by him, was murdered by Moses and his 

wife, Gittel Ritter, according to the testimony of the farmer Mariell Stochlinski. (Otto Glogau, der 

Kulturk. Heft. 128. 15. Febr. 1886) 

1882 A.D. — At Tisza-Eszlar, shortly before the Jewish Passover, the 14- year-old girl Esther Solymosi 

disappeared. Since the girl was last seen nearby the synagogue, suspicion was directed immediately on 

the Jews. The two sons of the temple-servant Josef Scharf, 5-year-old Samuel and the 14-year- old 

Moritz, accused their father and stated that Esther was led into the Temple and butchered there. The 

corpse of the girl was never found. 

1882 A.D. — A short time later another very similar case transpired in Galata. Serious, a distinguished 

lawyer of the Greek community, sent a petition to the representatives of all the European powers at 

Constantinople so that justice might be done: but the Jews bribed the Turkish police, who allowed 

certain documents in the case to disappear. Bribed doctors declared the mother of the kidnapped and 

murdered child to be mentally deranged. 

1883 A.D. — Once more a ritual murder occurred in Galata. The police, bribed with Jewish money, 

prevented an investigation. The newspaper Der Stamboul, which strongly spoke out against the guilty 

ones, was suppressed. This suppression cost the Jews 140,000 francs. 

1884 A.D. — At Sturz (West Prussia) the dismembered body of 14-year-old Onophrius Cybulla was found 

one January morning under a bridge. According to the doctor’s opinion, the dismemberments showed 

great expertise and dexterity in the use of the knife. Although the murdered boy had been strong and 

plethoric, the dead body was completely bloodless. Immediately suspicion fell on various Jews, and 

during the investigation some very troublesome facts emerged. These, however, were not considered 

sufficient and the arrested Jews were released. (Otto Glagau, der Kulturki, Heft 119. 15. Mai 1885) 

1885 A.D. — At Mit-Kamar in Egypt a young Copt was butchered for the Easter celebrations. 

1888 A.D. — At Breslau in July, a crime was committed by Max Bernstein, a 24-year-old Rabbinical 

candidate at the Talmudic college, against a 7-year-old boy, Severin Hacke, whom Bernstein had enticed 

into his room. Bernstein withdrew blood from the boy’s sex organ. After the judge’s verdict Bernstein 

confessed: “The Bible and the Talmud teach that the gravest of sins can only be atoned for through 

innocent blood.” Therefore, he had withdrawn blood from the boy. The Jews recognized the danger and 

declared Bernstein to be a ‘religious maniac.’ 

1891 A.D. — Murder of a boy at Xanten, on the Rhine. The 5-year-old robust boy of the cabinet-maker, 

Hegemann, was found in the evening at 6 o’clock on June 29th, by the maid Dora Moll, in the cow shed 

of the town councilor Kuppers, with his legs spread apart, laying on his side with a circular formed ritual 

cut, carried out by a skilled hand, and bled white. The boy was already missed at 10:30 in the morning. 

He was seen by 3 witnesses being pulled into the house of the Jewish butcher Buschoff. 
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1899 A.D. — On March 26th the single 19-year-old seamstress, Agnes Kurza, was slaughtered by the 

hand of the Jewish butcher Leopold Hilsner. The corpse was found bloodless. The murderer was 

sentenced to death by the court of Kuttenberg. 

1900 A.D. — At Konitz (West Prussia) on the 11th of March 1900, the 18- year-old college freshman, 

Ernst Winter, was bestially murdered. Two days later pieces of his dismembered body were fished out of 

the Monschsee; almost five days later, on April 15th, the first Easter holy day, his head was found by 

children playing in the bushes. The corpse was completely bloodless. Winter was ritually murdered. The 

murder was carried out in the cellar of the Jewish Butcher, Moritz Levi, after the victim had been lured 

there by a young Jewess. On the day of the murder, a large number of foreign Jews were in Konitz who 

departed the next day without any plausible reason being given for their visit. Among them were the 

butchers Haller from Tuchel, Hamburger from Schlochau, Eisenstedt from Prechlau and Rosenbaum 

from Ezersk. The Konitz butcher Heimann disappeared shortly after the murder. 

1911 A.D. — The 13-year-old schoolboy, Andrei Youshchinsky was murdered in Kiev on March 12th. 

After eight days, his corpse was found in a brickyard completely slashed to pieces and bloodless. 

Suspicion fell on the Jewish manager of the brickyard, Mendel Beiliss. The case did not come to trial until 

two and a half years later (Sept. 29th to Oct. 28th, 1913). In the intervening period numerous attempts 

were made to lead the investigating officers on to the wrong track. Meanwhile a large number of 

incriminating witnesses suffered sudden and unnatural deaths; false accusations and confessions 

followed one after another due to huge money bribes. Behind the accused lurking in the shadows, was 

the figure of Faivel Schneerson of the Lubavitchers, leader of the ‘Zadiks’ (‘Saints’) of the Chassidim sect, 

who was the spiritual director of the murder. The trial ended with the release of Beiliss, but at the same 

time the court established that the murder had taken place inside the Jewish brickyard, which was the 

religious center of the Kiev Jews, for the purpose of obtaining blood. Almost all the prosecutors, 

witnesses, and authorities who had spoken out against Judaism, later fell victim to the Bolshevik Terror. 

(Ausfuhrliche Darstellungen des Prozeßes enthalten ‘Hammer’ Nr. 271, 273, 274, 275; Oktober bis 

Dezember 1913) 

1926 A.D. — The bodily remains of the children Hans and Erika Fehse were found in a parcel on the 

public square in Breslau. The children had been butchered. The corpses were bloodless. The genitals 

were missing. The Jewish butcher was believed the culprit. He disappeared without a trace. 

1928 A.D. — The college sophomore Helmut Daube was butchered on the night of the 22nd-23rd of 

March, 1928. In the morning, the blood-drained corpse lay in front of his parents home. (cf. ‘Der 

Sturmer’) 

1929 A.D. — The murder at Manau. The boy Karl Kessler was found butchered and bloodless on March 

17th, 1929, several days before Passover. (cf. ‘Der Sturmer’) 

1932 A.D.– Martha Kaspar was butchered and dismembered at Paderhorn on March 18th, 1932. The 

pieces of the corpse were drained of blood. The Jew, Moritz Meyer, was convicted and received 15 years 

in prison. (cf. ‘Der Sturmer’) 

 

By means of the press [Jewish control] and by their great wealth, the Jews are able to stifle any impartial 

investigation into ritual murder. 

–Thomas Burbage 1916 

 

“Alilath Seker” a slush found in today terms, provided bribe money and expenses [for Jews] to combat 

blood accusations. 
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–Dr Philip Devier, “Blood Ritual” 

 

“A secret fund, the Alilath Seker [fund for bloody calumnies] set up by the Council of the Four Nations, 

served chiefly for this purpose.” Leon Poliakov “History of Anti-Semitism” cited by Dr Harrel Rhome. 

 

If you want to learn and understand why the Jews can commit such insane crimes as ritual murder, you 

must know the secret Jewish teachings. You must know the teachings of the Torah, the Talmud, and the 

Schulchan Aruch. These laws and teachings are proof that the Jews feel themselves superior to all 

nations, that it has declared war on all other races, and that it is the sworn enemy of the whole of non-

Jewish humanity.” 

 

Even Tacitus, the Roman historian wrote: 

“The Jews are a race that hates the gods and mankind. Their laws are in opposition to those of all 

mortals. They despise what is to us holy. Their laws condone them in committing acts which horrify us.” 

[Historian V.3-8] 

 

The Jew knows that when the non-Jewish world knows his laws and sees through his plans, that he is 

lost. Therefore, by threat of death, he forbids their translation and publication. A well-known Jewish 

scholar [Dibre David] writes: 

 

“If the Gentiles knew what we are teaching against them, they would kill us.” The Jewish secret laws are 

based on the fundamental principle that states: 

“Only the Jew is human. In contrast, all non-Jews are animals. They are beasts in human form. Anything 

is permitted against them. The Jew may lie to, cheat, and steal from them. He may even rape and 

murder them.” 

 

There are hundreds of passages in the Talmud in which the non-Jews are described as animals. Some of 

them are: 

 

“The Jews are called human beings, but the non-Jews are not humans. They are beasts.” [Talmud: Baba 

Mezia 114b] 

 

“The Akum [non-Jew] is like a dog. Yes, the scripture teaches to honor the dog more than the non-Jew.” 

[Ereget Raschi Erod. 22 30] 

 

“Even though God created the non-Jew they are still animals in human form. It is not becoming for a Jew 

to be served by an animal. Therefore he will be served by animals in human form.” [Midrasch Talpioth p. 

255, Warsaw 1855] 

 

“A pregnant non-Jew is no better than a pregnant animal.” [Coschen hamischpat] 

 

“The souls of non-Jews come from impure spirits and are called pigs.” 

[Jalkut Rubeni gadol 12 b] 
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“Although the non-Jew has the same body structure as the Jew, they compare with the Jew like a 

monkey to a human.” [Schene luchoth haberith, p. 250 b] 

So that the Jew will never forget that he is dealing with animals, he is reminded by eating, by death, and 

even by sexual intercourse constantly. The Talmud teaches: 

 

“If you eat with a Gentile, it is the same as eating with a dog.” [Tosapoth, Jebamoth 94b] 

 

“If a Jew has a non-Jewish servant or maid who dies, one should not express sympathy to the Jew. You 

should tell to the Jew: `God will replace “your loss,” just as if one of his oxen or asses had died.” [Jore 

dea 377] 

 

“Sexual intercourse between Gentiles is like intercourse between animals.” [Talmud Sanhedrin 74b] 

 

It is written in the Talmud about the murder of the Gentiles: 

 

“It is permitted to take the body and the life of a Gentile.” [Sepher ikkarim IIIc 25] 

 

“It is the law to kill anyone who denies the Torah. The Christians belong to the denying ones of the 

Torah.” [Coschen hamischpat 425 Hagah 425. 5] 

 

“Every Jew, who spills the blood of the godless [non-Jews], is doing the same as making a sacrifice to 

God.” [Talmud: Bammidber raba c 21 & Jalkut 772] 

These laws of the Talmud and the Torah were given to the Jews over 3000 years ago. They are just as 

valid today as they were back then. This is how the Jews are taught from childhood. The result of this 

stands before us. It is Jewish ritual murder. 

 

“Further, there is a law concerning the slaughter of foreigners, who are the same as beasts. This 

slaughter is to be carried out in a lawfully valid manner. The ones who do not follow the Jewish religious 

law have to be offered to God as a sacrifice. It is to them that Psalm 44:22 refers: `Yea, for thy sake are 

we killed all the day long; we are counted as sheep for the slaughter.’” 

[Thikune Zohar, edition Berdiwetsch 88b] 

 

Dr. Bischoff [the trial of 30th Oct. – 4th Nov. 1931] established the correct translation of this law: This 

translation and publication of the law of human sacrifice is the greatest blow that ever struck the Jews in 

this controversy. THIS LAW COMMANDS THE JEWS TO BUTCHER NON-JEWS. THIS IS TO BE DONE IN A 

“LAWFULLY VALID WAY.” THIS MEANS THAT THE GENTILES ARE TO BE SACRIFICED IN THE SAME WAY AS 

ANIMALS. THEY ARE TO BE SACRIFICED TO THE JEWISH GOD. THEREFORE, WE ARE DEALING WITH A 

LAW THAT DOES NOT ONLY PERMIT THE PRACTICE OF RITUAL MURDER, BUT COMMANDS IT! 

 

For one on the long history, see 2000 Years of Jewish Ritual Murder [click here] 

 

Ritual murder in America: 

In America, such a case came to light in 1955 in Chicago, with the kidnapping and murder of five children 

that year, the time of the major Jewish holiday. The bodies of the children show they where murdered 
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in accordance to Jewish ritualistic laws. Chicago is also an area of large and powerful Jewish 

communities. The victims where of murder were John and Anton Schuessler, Jr., Robert Peterson, 

Barbara and Patricia Grimes. 

 

The facts of the case reveal: 

They had been kept alive for some time after being abducted. Their dead bodies were naked. Ligature 

marks suggested they had been bound by wrists and were held in confinement before being bled by 

small cuts and puncture wounds. The marks on one body matched up with the floor mats of a luxury 

Packard automobile, so the killers where mostly likely upper class. 

 

The two little girls had repeatedly been punctured with a sharp pointed object in the upper torso, thighs 

and buttocks. This may have been part of the blood collecting process. The two boys showed signs of 

having been nailed through the hands and feet, along with injuries to the mouth and eyes. Both groups 

of victims revealed enough similar evidence indicating the murders were committed by the same group 

of killers. 

 

Something more revealing: 

One of the wounds to the victims contained an unspecified grain, possibly wheat. The Jews are known 

for using human blood from such rituals for creating wheat-based meals as Matzo balls soaked in the 

blood of the victims of such rituals. In the case, it was openly stated in the Chicago Sun-Times: “Religious 

cult might be involved.” 

 

Note it only stated “Religious Cult” and nothing more, indicating it could of been just about anyone or 

anything, but how did the Jews react? Immediately after the article was released, fleets of trucks were 

sent out and all the newspapers were removed from the stands and literally burned. The Jews, from the 

writings of Crowley, did the same in England when such facts were ever bought to light regarding such 

cases, even going as so far as to buy every copy of every book or paper to burn them. 

 

Another recent case of the Jews doing this was when Toafler, the son of the Chief Rabbi of Rome and 

professor of history in Israel, wrote the book “Blood Passover,” which is a record of the Jewish ritual 

murders in medieval Italy. Toafler’s main source of documentation was from the synagogue tracts of the 

time of the murders. The Jewish network combined heaven and earth to ban, remove, and burn every 

copy made. 

 

Now back to the 1955 case, note how the Jews worked to cover it up further: The Jewish Sheriff of the 

County, named Lohman, sent a Jewish deputy, Horowitz, to investigate the father of the two of the 

murdered boys. Lohman did this as away to shift blame and be able to put the Gentile family under 

house arrest, thus making it impossible for them to talk to anyone about the case. Then Lohman, the 

Jewish Sheriff quickly ordered another Jew on his force, Gloss to head the “investigation.” 

 

Two other Gentile detectives on the case Lieutenants Lynch and McMahon stated that Cook County 

investigators “destroyed evidence, threatened witnesses, and worked to impede their investigation at 

every turn.” 
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The father was ordered by the Police into a Sanitarium [even after passing lie detector tests], under the 

control of a Jewish Doctor, Leon Steinfeld, where he literally died the same day. The official report was 

that he died from natural causes, being a heart attack. However, it was revealed very shortly thereafter 

that he was murdered by electro-shock treatments, performed on him within very hours of after his 

arrival. 

 

The coroner for Cook County, a Gentile named Doctor Thomas McCarron openly called Steinfeld a 

murderer and liar, after important documents to that fact were brought to the District Attorney. Shortly 

after Dr. McCarron’s house was bombed and he was ordered to keep silent by the District Attorney. 

Nothing ever came from the faint investigation into the affair. Later Steinfeld, after fleeing the Country, 

was found dead in a hotel room from what appeared to be a suicide. The Family of the two murdered 

boys was then paid One Hundred Thousand dollars from the local Jewish community to stay silent. 

Obviously, this is not the only case in America. Workers once tearing down a synagogue in Manhattan in 

1989 found the human skeleton of a young girl in the basement’s coal bin. 

 

Note that every year; thousands of Gentile Children go missing in America, many around the time of the 

major Jewish holidays, such as Passover, where such rituals are done. Why are no bodies showing up? A 

look at the names of the owners of many animal processing plants reveals them to be owned by Jews. 

You can put two and two together on this. After all, we are by the Jews’ own words and deeds, nothing 

but animals to them. 

 

Good authors and scholars on the subject: Dr. Arnold Leese, Dr. Hellmutt Schramm, Dr. Philip DeVier, Dr. 

Harrell Rhome, Dr. Edward Fields, Attorney and Duma Member G.G. Zamyslovsky, 

 

Other disgusting truths on the Jews: 

Rome, Italy — Italian and Russian police, working together, broke up a ring of Jewish gangsters who had 

been involved in the manufacture of child rape and snuff pornography. 

 

Three Russian Jews and eight Italian Jews were arrested after police discovered they had been 

kidnapping non-Jewish children between the ages of two and five years old from Russian orphanages, 

raping the children, and then murdering them on film. Mostly non-Jewish customers, including 1700 

nationwide, 600 in Italy, and an unknown number in the United States, paid as much as $20,000 per film 

to watch little children being raped and murdered. 

 

Jewish officials in a major Italian news agency tried to cover the story up, but were circumvented by 

Italian news reporters, who broadcasts scenes from the films live at prime time on Italian television to 

more than 11 million Italian viewers. Jewish officials then fired the executives responsible, claiming they 

were spreading “blood libel.” 

 

Throughout history, various groups have accused sects of Jews of ritually murdering small children. One 

such account, that of Hugh of Lincoln, led to the expulsion of all Jews from Britain in the 13th Century. 

Such accounts have generally been “discounted” but are so wide spread that Jewish organizations have 

developed a name for them — “blood libel.” 
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The American group the ADL was founded to defend a Jew, Leo Frank, accused of raping and murdering 

a five year old girl, Mary Fagan, in his Atlanta pencil factory in 1913. The ADL claims he was innocent. A 

mob lynched him after the governor commuted his death sentence to life in prison. 

 

Though AP and Reuters both ran stories on the episode, US media conglomerates refused to carry the 

story on television news, again saying the story would prejudice Americans against Jews. 

 

Jewish gangsters in Russia have become increasingly linked to traffic in “white slaves” and prostitutes 

through Israel, according to a recent report in the Jerusalem Post. Israel turns an official blind eye to 

forced prostitution, and does not punish Israeli citizens who choose to own “sex slaves,” as long as the 

slaves are foreign and non-Jews. 

 

According to the Talmudic Encyclopedia: “He who has carnal knowledge of the wife of a Gentile is not 

liable to the death penalty, for it is written: ‘thy fellow’s wife’ rather than the alien’s wife; and even the 

precept that a man ‘shall cleave unto his wife’ which is addressed to the Gentiles does not apply to a 

Jew, just there is no matrimony for a heathen; and although a married Gentile woman is forbidden to 

the Gentiles, in any case a Jew is exempted.’ This does not imply that sexual intercourse between a 

Jewish man and a Gentile woman is permitted – quite the contrary, but the main punishment is inflicted 

on the Gentile woman; she must be executed, even if she was raped by the Jew: ‘If a Jew has coitus with 

a Gentile woman, whether she be a child of three or an adult, whether married or unmarried, and even 

if he is a minor aged only nine years and one day – because he had willful coitus with her, she must be 

killed, as is the case with a beast, because through her a Jew got into trouble. The Jew, however, must 

be flogged, and if he is a Kohen [member of the priestly tribe], he must receive double the number of 

lashes, because he has committed a double offense: a Kohen must not have inter-course with a 

prostitute, and all Gentile women are presumed to be prostitutes. 

–Israel Shahak, Jewish History, Jewish Religion, Pluto Press, London 1994, page 87 

 

British Link to ‘Snuff’ Videos 

 

Jason Burke in London, Amelia Gentleman in Moscow, Philip Willan in Rome Observer – Sunday October 

1, 2000 

 

Britain is a key link in the largest ever, international investigation into the production and supply of 

pedophile ‘snuff’ movies – in which children are murdered on film – an Observer investigation can 

reveal. The key suspect in the inquiry, a Russian who was arrested last week in Moscow for distribution 

of thousands of sadistic child porn videos and pictures, was traced following the seizure of his products 

from British pedophiles. 

 

Dmitri Vladimirovich Kuznetsov, a 30-year-old former car mechanic in Moscow, was identified after 

British Customs and police traced the origin of violent child porn videos found in the UK back to Russia. 

 

Last week Italian police seized 3,000 of Kuznetsov’s videos on their way to clients in Italy, sparking an 

international hunt for pedophiles who have bought his products. The Italian investigators say the 

material includes footage of children dying during abuse. Prosecutors in Naples are considering charging 
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those who have bought the videos with complicity in murder. They say some may have specifically 

requested films of killings. 

 

British authorities yesterday confirmed that scores of Kuznetsov’s videos, produced in his small flat in 

Moscow’s rundown Vykhino district, have been found in the UK. They are concerned that ‘snuff’ movies 

in which children are killed may have also been imported. 

 

Around a dozen British men have already been arrested and charged with offenses alleged to be 

connected to the Russian tapes. A second Russian child porn ring, which allegedly had a British 

distributor, was broken up earlier this year. The investigation into the importing of violent Russian child 

porn, which led to the identification, and subsequent imprisonment of Kuznetsov started about 15 

months ago after Customs seized material coming into the country. Since then there have been dozens 

of other finds. 

 

‘We have seen some very, very nasty stuff involving sadistic abuse of very young children, but actual 

deaths on film takes it a whole step further. That is very worrying,’ said one senior customs officer this 

weekend. British paedophiles were paying between £50 and £100 for Kuznetsov’s tapes, the officer said. 

Further fees were paid for access to a website that features pictures of extremely violent abuse. Though 

two men arrested with Kuznetsov have also been imprisoned by Moscow authorities, only one of the 

three remains behind bars. Dmitri Ivanov was sentenced to 11 years for actually participating in the 

abuse that was being filmed. The others were released under an amnesty aimed at clearing Russia’s 

overcrowded prisons. 

 

When officers from the Moscow Criminal Investigation Department raided Kuznetsov’s flat they found 

two boys in a makeshift studio. They seized a huge quantity of films and other pornographic material as 

well as lists of clients in Italy, Germany, America, and Britain. 

 

Last week Italian detectives moved in, following months of inquiries, and arrested eight people. The 

police searched more than 600 homes and say they now have evidence against about 500 people. 

Among the suspects were businessmen, public employees and a university student. Several of them 

were married, with children of their own. Hundreds of people are also under investigation in Germany. 

 

The Russian videos, which had been ordered over the internet, were intercepted when they came into 

Italy by post, repackaged, and then delivered by undercover police officers. They cost between £300 and 

£4,000, depending on what type of film was ordered. Covert film of young children naked or undressing 

was known as a ‘SNIPE’ video. The most appalling category was code-named ‘Necros Pedo’ in which 

children were raped and tortured until they died. Police in Russia and the UK believe that Kuznetsov and 

his associates have been in business for more than two years in which time they are believed to have 

recruited around 100 boys – aged between 9 and 15 – to be filmed. 

 

‘Most of the children were rounded up from railway stations. A lot of them came from the suburbs, or 

surrounding regions and were from deprived, problem families,’ said Kiril Mazurin, a police spokesman. 

‘Usually when children like this arrive in the capital, they’ve got no idea where to go and hang around in 

the station. It’s very easy to entice this kind of teenager – with a promise of a warm bed or a trip to the 
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cinema.’ Many were lured away from orphanages. ‘Children are not locked in,’ said Mazurin. ‘Anyone 

can come along and promise them a meal at McDonalds. It doesn’t take any more than that.” 

 

Some children were paid a commission to find other boys willing to be filmed, according to reports in 

the Russian press, for a fee of between 100 and 300 roubles [£2.50 – £7]. Kuznetsov had given up his job 

in 1998 to devote himself to the lucrative pornography industry. A self-taught computer expert, he was 

in the process of upgrading his equipment to allow him to e-mail videos directly to clients when police 

raided him. 

 

Many customers repeatedly ordered videos from him. The Naples newspaper Il Mattino published a 

transcript of an alleged email exchange between a prospective client and the Russian vendors. 

 

“Promise me you’re not ripping me off,” says the Italian. 

 

“Relax, I can assure you this one really dies,” the Russian responds. 

 

“The last time I paid and I didn’t get what I wanted.” 

 

“What do you want?” 

 

“To see them die.” 

 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

Friday, May 19 2000 [14 Iyar 5760] 

 

Amnesty: Israel Failing to Deal with White-slave Trade by Dan Izenberg and Heidi J. Gleit 

 

JERUSALEM [May 19] – Israel has failed to take adequate measures against human rights abuses of 

women who have been brought here and forced to provide sexual services, Amnesty International 

charged. 

 

“This is so,” a special Amnesty report on the trafficking of women from the former Soviet Union said, 

“even though many of them have been subjected to human rights abuses such as enslavement or 

torture, including rape and other forms of sexual abuse, by traffickers, pimps, or others involved in 

Israel’s sex industry.” 

 

Amnesty International also criticized Israel for not providing a procedure to grant asylum to women who 

have been smuggled into the country often on the basis of false promises of work having nothing to do 

with sex. 

 

Fighting the trade in women and bringing foreign women here to work as prostitutes is a priority for the 

Israel Police, but it is a very difficult phenomenon to fight, police investigations head Cmdr. Yossi Sedbon 

said yesterday. One of the main problems is that there is not a law against selling women, he explained, 
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adding that he is aware of the initiatives to pass such a law and hopes they are successful. 

 

Justice Minister Yossi Beilin told Amnesty International representatives yesterday that Deputy Attorney-

General Yehudit Karp is preparing an amendment to the Penal Law, which would address the trafficking 

phenomenon and provide immunity for trafficked women. He predicted that the legislation would be 

presented to the Knesset at its winter session. According to Amnesty International, hundreds of women 

are brought to Israel from the former Soviet Union every year. According to Amnesty International, 

Israel is bound by international law and by international covenants that it has signed to stamp out the 

sex trafficking. 

 

Police are arresting suspects on related charges such as kidnapping, pimping, raping, and assaulting the 

women, Sedbon said. The other major problem is that the women are scared to file police complaints 

and testify against the pimps, he said. Since most of them are in the country illegally, they are scared to 

approach police. Fear of reprisal by the pimps further paralyzes them. Police try to get around this both 

by promising to protect complainants and by initiating operations to collect evidence against and raid 

brothels, he said. 

 

An additional complication is that prosecutors need the women who complain to testify in the court 

cases against the pimps, which can be months after the initial complaint is filed. Since the women are 

here illegally and there is a chance that the pimps will harm them if they are left to their own devices 

here, they have often ended up sitting in jail until the trial is completed. Sedbon said that they now try 

to send the women home and bring them back here for the trial. 

Sedbon declined to comment on the complaints filed against Afula police chief Ch.-Supt. Shlomo 

Marmelstein and Tel Aviv Police Chief Cmdr. Shlomo Aharonishky for not acting against the problem, 

saying he could not comment on specific cases. 

 

Sedbon emphasized that the issue is a priority for police and that each police district’s serious crimes 

division is dealing with the problem. Statistics police released earlier this year show an increase in the 

number of cases opened against pimps: 279 in 1997; 370 in 1998; and 506 in 1999. Sedbon also said that 

only a minority of the foreign women working here as prostitutes are kidnapped and forced into 

prostitution. 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Jews are allowed by their God to keep slaves. The modern day Israel takes advantage of this divine 

permission. “Your male and female slaves are to come from the nations around you; from them you may 

buy slaves. You may also buy some of the temporary residents living among you and members of their 

clans born in your country, and they will become your property. You can will them to your children as 

inherited property and can make them slaves for life, but you must not rule over your fellow Israelites 

ruthlessly.” [Leviticus 25:44-46] 

 

http://www.ety.com/HRP/jewishstudies/snuffporn.htm 

 

The Jewish Ritual Murder of Andrei “Alilath Seker” a slush found in today terms provided bribe money 
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and expenses [for Jews] to combat blood accusations.- Dr Philip Devier, “Blood Ritual” 

 

In 1911, Kiev Russia, the most notorious case of ritual murder occurred. The body of Andrei 

Youshchinsky, a child from the local area was found in a cave, drained of all his blood, and a local Jew, 

Beiliess, was charged with the crime. Jews from around the world poured the modern equivalent of 115 

million dollars into concealing the facts of the case and for his defense. After the discovery of the body, 

the police arrested the mother and did not allow her to attend her sons’ burial. During this time, the 

family was approached by a local Jewish lawyer who attempted to bribe them into silence. Jewish 

owned newspapers then attempted to slander the mother with the false claims that she ran a criminal 

network that killed her son. Once again, the Jew is the master of projection and lies. 

 

Several witnesses including two children of the Chebariak family, who witnessed the kidnapping of 

Andrei by local Jews, where murdered during the case. It was also revealed that the local head of the 

Police had planted false evidence to get Beiliess off the hook for the murder. The children who had been 

with Andrei at the time of the abduction and who were witnesses, were all given pieces of cake by the 

investigator. All three became severally ill the next day and two died, one survived after being ill for 

months, and when she recovered, she testified in the court as to what she witnessed: “We started to 

ride the clay-mixer, and suddenly Beiliess and two other Jews ran toward us. We jumped off the clay-

mixer and tried to run away Andrei and my brother [Zhenya] were caught by Beiliess and the other Jews, 

but my brother freed himself. The Jews then dragged Andrei away; my sister [Valentina] also saw this.” –

Court testimony of Chebariaks’ daughter. 

 

John Grant, the American Consulate stationed in Odessa Russia at the time, reported the findings of the 

jury. The jury had officially found that “A certain boy, Andrei, in Kiev, Russia had been killed by fanatical 

Jews, and that Jews for occult purposes, had carefully drawn all blood from the dying child and that it 

was instance of Jewish ritualistic murder, and that Beiliess was innocent.” 

 

While the murder, which was proven to have taken place inside the synagogue of a local Jewish owned 

and operated brick factory, the Jury could not determine for certain if it was Beiliess who had wielded 

the implement that punctured Andrei over 45 times around his body killing him, and drawing as much 

blood possible carefully from Andrei’s body in the process. It was stated the puncture marks on the side 

of the child’s head where done specifically for a special part of the ritual as a sacrifice so the Jews could 

overthrow the Czar. 

 

Medel Beiliess went free because 6 of the 12 members of the jury could not determine if he had 

murdered the child, [in spite of an eyewitness account from Chebariaks’ surviving daughter]. He was one 

of the kidnappers of Andrei along with two other Jews, and too many witnesses had been killed along 

with too much evidence being destroyed and covered up before the trial, by the Jews. 

 

In 1917, G.G Zamyslovsky the prosecuting attorney wrote a 525-page book on the subject called “The 

Murder of Andrei Youshchinsky” in which he detailed the facts of the case in depth. During the Judeo-

Bolshevik revolution, Zamyslovsky was given a show trail by the Jewish CHEKA then murdered by them 

mainly for his book on the subject, which revealed all the aspects of the case. His book was then 

classified until 1997, to keep the contents secret. The Jews also “executed” the judge of the case and all 
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of the original surviving witnesses. 

 

The Christian Mass and How it Ties into Jewish Ritual Murder 

 

Due to centuries of the vehement suppression of spiritual knowledge, most people are not only 

unaware of, but also they are unable to see certain truths. This is the enemy’s way of conquering; by 

creating a blind spot on the soul, where one is spiritually disarmed; the so-called ‘sixth-sense’ is lacking 

in most people and in many others, it is completely absent. 

Millions of unfortunate people are and have been deceived by the Christian and Muslim programs; both 

of these whose sole intention is to destroy spiritual knowledge and replace it with lies for the 

destruction of humanity and every other living creature on this earth. 

The Judeo/Christian bible warns its believers regarding the powers of the mind and of ‘witchcraft’ so 

that one is unable to see through the blatant lies that are right there every day. 

The Jews who are parasites by nature have always used Gentiles as their spiritual hosts; to feed 

from…no different from the alien greys who use their collection of souls to feed from. Many of you are 

already familiar with ‘Jewish Ritual Murder.’ During the times of Jewish holidays, top rabbis will abduct 

Gentile children and use them in their ritual sacrifices to Jewhova. The child is taken to a secret back 

room of a synagogue, tied to a cross and then tortured to death with the blood drained from the four 

corners [hands and feet], while the child is still alive and aware, and then this blood is drunk ritually by 

the rabbis. This heinous act has been performed repeatedly for centuries and this is why the Jews have 

endured endless pogroms [where Gentiles have massacred entire villages of Jews], have been forcibly 

expelled from nearly every country of the world, except for the USA, and have been hated to an extreme 

by every Gentile race. This is just one…I could go on and on endlessly of the crimes that the Jews have 

committed ad nauseum, but the purpose of this sermon is how all of this ties into the christian 

mass/church service. For more about this practice, see 2000 Years of Jewish Ritual Murder and Jewish 

Ritual Murder 

There was a title of a book I noted on a shelf in the public library; written by a Jewish rabbi and the title 

was ‘Thou Shalt Prosper.’ This is also in the Bible. This title was in reference to the Jews. Nearly everyone 

is aware of the unbelievable material wealth, success, and power this race has had for centuries. This 

directly results from their abuse of occult power, and all of this ties directly into Christianity. 

As I mentioned many times before, the Judeo/Christian Bible is a book of Jewish witchcraft. The verses, 

their numbers, and so forth. In order to know this, one must know how witchcraft, words of power, and 

most of all, the subliminal and the powers of the mind work to bring the operator’s intentions to 

manifest in reality. 

As with so much of the Jewish workings, the subliminal is used to make the necessary subconscious 

connection to establish an energy link. One must know about witchcraft and the powers of the mind to 

know this. This is why the Bible warns and works to frighten Gentiles away from anything really 

spiritual…’thou shalt not suffer a witch to live’ and other crap about ‘burning in a lake of fire’ etc. In 

addition, I noted early on that there were curses involved in one using one’s powers of the mind to 

prevent this and to frighten those who scare easily away from this sort of thing. 

“Eat me…Drink me.” 

The entire theme of the Christian mass/church service is that of a simulation of a human sacrifice. Most 

people cannot see this, nor are they aware of it due to their minds being walled up. The nazarene with 

every mass/service is crucified in a blood sacrifice to Jewhova. I remember very well the endless 
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repeated phrases used by the priest so that a connection is established ‘This is the body of christ’ and 

then that stupid little communion wafer…where the believer eats that ‘body of christ.’ Now we know 

the nazarene was nailed to that cross; the four corners, no different from the Gentile children that the 

Jews use in their sacrifices. This creates the necessary connection that fuels the energies for the Jewish 

ritual murders, bringing success to the Jewish race, especially that of vast material wealth. 

Each and every catholic mass for one [and with protestants, the theme is the same], these same verses 

are DRUMMED into the minds of the congregation, over and over and over and over and over: 

“On the night he was betrayed, he took bread and gave you thanks and praise. He broke the bread, gave 

it to his disciples, and said: 

Take this, all of you, and eat it: this is my body which will be given up for you.” 

“When supper was ended, he took the cup. Again he gave you thanks and praise, gave the cup to his 

disciples, and said: 

Take this, all of you, and drink from it: this is the cup of my blood.” 

SEE THE CONNECTION??? THIS IS BLATANTLY A HUMAN SACRIFICE!! 

People cannot see this because they have been spiritually blinded. I can see all kinds of things as I have 

knocked down walls in my mind and I remember just four of weeks ago, when hearing religious xmas 

songs blasting over the speakers in the store I was in, it was very blatant to me how these deluded 

Christian fools were singing for their damnation. 

To create the necessary distraction and to confuse their victims, the Jews have always pretended to be 

persecuted by Christians. They pretend to be at odds with Christianity. If one’s walls are knocked down, 

one can see what is there right in front of us every day. The entire Bible has either the word ‘Jew’ ‘Jews’ 

‘Israel’ and related written on every page and with all of these, the Jewish people, and their patriarches 

are honored and exalted. The Bible follows a subliminal theme in that Gentiles are conquered 

repeatedly in the old testament by the Jews and their god Jewhova. After all of this conquering and 

enslaving, the nazarene, the long awaited Jewish messiah comes on the scene. Jewish from birth to 

death; for more on this see Jewish Nazarene. 

The Jewish nazarene character was invented from a concept, that of the serpentine witchpower. To read 

a full article about this, click here. Again, for a working to succeed in many cases, there must be some 

sort of connection in the mind of the victim. Most Christians cannot see that Jewhova was a ‘murderer 

and a liar’ from the beginning. The New Testament goes on with the nazarene then becoming a human 

sacrifice…murdered and sacrificed to Jewhova, the murderous, bloodthirsty, and sadistic ‘father.’ In its 

own twisted way, this translates into the murder of children. Because the mind of a child is in many 

cases a blank slate in the way of limited personal experiences that shape attitudes and color the 

personality, children are prime victims. Christianity is notorious for preying upon children as are angels 

and of course, the filthy kikes. They know they can use the energy of children quite freely, as there is 

little or no spiritual resistance. 

Then, the final cap with all of this is the ‘second coming of christ’ which is in truth another hoax 

designed to channel Gentile spiritual energies and beliefs through the mass mind into making the 

coming of the Jewish messiah into a reality. 

Quote from the Jewish Talmud: 

Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: “When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 2800 slaves.” 

Most people are totally unaware of the above and cannot see this. I already wrote in another sermon 

concerning how the Jews use occult power:JoSNewsletter/message/385 

Here is an excerpt: 
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***** 

The video below [which I highly recommend everyone sees] is nothing new and blatantly exposes the 

Jews and how they abuse occult power, the power of suggestion and the subliminal to make the 

subconscious connection to manifest their workings in reality. The shootings were for the purpose of 

instituting gun control. Many people such as the author of the video linked below have no idea of the 

Jewish power, feeding off of and directing the energy that the deluded follwers of the Christian program 

provide for their Jewish masters, is behind all of this and can only make misguided guesses: 

Sandy Hook and Batman shootings announced in Movie Batman and Dark Knight Rise 

The Jewish abuse of occult powers has its roots in their gematria. The 911 was another one…very 

blatant. A co-worker, some years ago, showed me how a $20.00 bill could be folded a certain way so 

that on the rear of it, the twin towers going up in smoke would appear. Look on the internet for this, I 

don’t have the time to search out the websites that have this. All of a sudden, after the 911 incident, the 

older version of the $20.00 bills where you could fold it that way, was taken out of circulation. They fed 

the public the bullshit story that “they were too easy to counterfeit.” Well, they disappeared real fast, as 

too many people knew the deal on how to fold them. The 20 is the most common currency used and 

circulated in the USA. 

Others include presidential assassinations. I did some research on this a few years back. Note about 

Lincoln and the names, dates, and the numbers and how they all come together in a very creepy way, 

indicating the use of their version of witchcraft. 911 is another blatant one- the date, the flights, the 

numbers, such as ‘New York City’ 11 letters; just do your own research on this. 

***** 

In closing, the suicidal doctrines and teachings that poverty is a virtue, and the rejection of material 

wealth, work to ensure that the Jews prosper and that all wealth and power is in their hands. These 

suicidal teachings are drummed into the minds of Gentiles from a very early age, making sure they take 

a roothold and will even last for future lifetimes, ensuring poverty. 

Quotes from the Jewish talmud: 

Seph. Jp., 92, 1: “God has given the Jews power over the possessions and blood of all nations.” 

Schulchan Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 348: “All property of other nations belongs to the Jewish nation, 

which, consequently, is entitled to seize upon it without any scruples.” 

Schulchan Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 156: “When a Jew has a Gentile in his clutches, another Jew may 

go to the same Gentile, lend him money and in turn deceive him, so that the Gentile shall be ruined. For 

the property of a Gentile, according to our law, belongs to no one, and the first Jew that passes has full 

right to seize it.” 

Behind it all, the Jews are the ones who push Christianity, though they try to deceive the world into 

believing otherwise. I see this all the time, as I am very aware of it. Even with small unimportant things 

as crossword puzzle books, most are authored by Jewish writers and there are endless references to 

Christianity and that filthy Bible, like everyone is supposed to know those filthy Jewish characters and 

archetypes by rote. Like this is supposed to be common everyday accepted knowledge. 
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Child Trafficking Epstein  

by HP Mageson666 » Sat Sep 14, 2019 

 

 
Something that came out with the investigations into the Jewish run pedophile network of Epstein in the 
court documents is that Epstein offered money to under aged girls to get pregnant and then sell the 
child to be trafficked. What would the Jews want with infant Goyim children? Ritual sacrifice. 
 
 
Note Chabbad is mentioned in this case this is important as this is the top level of the Jewish elites the 
most important leader of Chabbad the seventh Rebbe who is worshipped as the Messiah of the Jews is 
buried in Israel and thousands of Jews make a pilgrimage to the grave of the leader of Chabbad in Israel 
every year, the billionaire Jews around Epstein also have Chabbad connections and are members of 
Chabbad in some cases think about what that might mean given Chabbad was found behind the ritual 
murder of Andrei: 
 
"The 13-year-old schoolboy, Andrei Youshchinsky was murdered in Kiev on March 12th. After eight days, 
his corpse was found in a brickyard completely slashed to pieces and bloodless. Suspicion fell on the 
Jewish manager of the brickyard, Mendel Beiliss. The case did not come to trial until two and a half years 
later (Sept. 29th to Oct. 28th, 1913). In the intervening period numerous attempts were made to lead 
the investigating officers on to the wrong track. Meanwhile a large number of incriminating witnesses 
suffered sudden and unnatural deaths; false accusations and confessions followed one after another 
due to huge money bribes. Behind the accused lurking in the shadows, was the figure of Faivel 
Schneerson of the Lubavitchers, leader of the ‘Zadiks’ (‘Saints’) of the Chassidim sect, who was the 
spiritual director of the murder. The trial ended with the release of Beiliss, but at the same time the 
court established that the murder had taken place inside the Jewish brickyard, which was the religious 
center of the Kiev Jews, for the purpose of obtaining blood. Almost all the prosecutors, witnesses, and 
authorities who had spoken out against Judaism, later fell victim to the Bolshevik Terror." (Ausfuhrliche 
Darstellungen des Prozeßes enthalten ‘Hammer’ Nr. 271, 273, 274, 275; Oktober bis Dezember 1913) 
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China Implants Microchip On "Patient's" 

Brain To "Cure Addiction" 

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Fri May 10, 2019 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Of course, we all know Communists and in general these type of people do that type of stuff for 

Humanitarian Reasons. Their intense Care for Humanity propels them, Because We Are All Equal, To 

decide about if they are going to drill people's heads or not and put a holy and healing and very good, 

definitely for good reasons microchip in them.  

 

There is no Conspiracy here. Do not be a Conspiracy Theorist. They are just very GOOD people and so 

concerned about the health of some patients that they don't have time to rehab drug addicts and others 

- has to happen faster - due to Humanitarian Reasons.  

 

We, the Goyim, have to remember this: This is Humanitarian and all those who reject this have to be 

Imprisoned. The Borg, sorry I meant, The People will not be bossed around in this. This is how the 

Freedom Party deals with this. This is like Multiculturalism - Those who deny this are Clinically Ill and 

they need to be Cured. 

 

This is also why China has an internet firewall, makes dissidents disappear, has a social mechanism 

through spyware that tells it which citizens are "Obedient" and who are "Not Obedient". This is to Help 

people. From these very good people who are above all HUMANITARIAN, we have REVOLUTIONARY 

solutions such as putting microchips in people's head to CURE THEM. 
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Because the West is Humanitarian, we have to put this in perspective: Brown kalergi specimen which 

have an implant that decides their mood and makes them Good people. Wrong Think is Finally 

Abolished. There are not Anti-semites anymore, nor Terrorists of Thought and Opinion, let alone 

Terrorists of Speech.  

 

Everyone Is Safe. This is a Great Aspiration for society, and those who are against this are simply Human 

Haters. 

 

It's also to be understood that in the future there may be cures to other things like: Conspiracy 

Theoritism, Anti-Semitism, Not Believing In Rabbi Jewsus Christ, Being Too Outspoken and so forth. 

Questioning Too Many Things is Unhealthy and China and it's Revolutionary Hammer Sickle Scientists 

want to solve this Problem.  

 

Imagine this: A person who knew was manic and depressive. No Cure ie, psycho pills worked. Now, 

without giving them any care or mental attention, you can Cure them simply by Drilling into their Skull 

and getting a Microchip in. Then, with the press of one button you can make their brain feel Good and 

be their Savior. Amen to that, Amen. 

 

These are Necessities for the Humanitarian, Fair and Just society that is coming. Do not worry this is not 

the Borg and it's definitely not an alien plan as these people tell you in the JoS. This is because they are 

Evil People who like to Question things like the above - Human Haters all in all.  

 

Those who Love humans and their Fellow Man, do put a Microchip in his head to keep them from 

Negative thoughts and Addictions. Orwell Also and 1984 is totally Fiction and nobody wants to do any of 

that to people. Stop being Microchip-Phobic and embrace the Good News. 

 

Heh, at least don't be a Conspiracy Theorists. 

 

Is it like these things may be used or implanted forcibly to turn people into drones? Like Come on, this 

can never happen. If this was achieved without any microchips we can only imagine what may be 

achieved with them, heh. But let's not be conspiracy theorists now. 

 

I mean it isn't like we have been saying this for like 15 years now, heh. It's by a coincidence these things 

are happening, heh. 
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Chinese Researchers Try Brain Implants to Treat Drug Addicts 

 

The hope is that technology will extinguish his addiction, quite literally, with the flip of a switch. 

 

Associated PressUpdated:May 8, 2019, 9:52 AM IST  

 

https://www.news18.com/news/world/chine ... 32631.html 

 

Patient Number One is a thin man, with a scabby face and bouncy knees. His head, shaved in 

preparation for surgery, is wrapped in a clean, white cloth. 

 

Years of drug use cost him his wife, his money and his self-respect, before landing him in this drab 

yellow room at a Shanghai hospital, facing the surgeon who in 72 hours will drill two small holes in his 

skull and feed electrodes deep into his brain. 

 

The hope is that technology will extinguish his addiction, quite literally, with the flip of a switch. 

 

The treatment — deep brain stimulation — has long been used for movement disorders like Parkinson's. 

Now, the first clinical trial of DBS for methamphetamine addiction is being conducted at Shanghai's 
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Ruijin Hospital, along with parallel trials for opioid addicts. And this troubled man is the very first 

patient. 

 

The surgery involves implanting a device that acts as a kind of pacemaker for the brain, electrically 

stimulating targeted areas. While Western attempts to push forward with human trials of DBS for 

addiction have foundered, China is emerging as a hub for this research. 

 

Scientists in Europe have struggled to recruit patients for their DBS addiction studies, and complex 

ethical, social and scientific questions have made it hard to push forward with this kind of work in the 

United States, where the devices can cost $100,000 to implant. 

 

China has a long, if troubled, history of brain surgery on drug addicts. Even today, China's punitive anti-

drug laws can force addicts into years of compulsory treatment, including "rehabilitation" through labor. 

It has a large patient population, government funding and ambitious medical device companies ready to 

pay for DBS research. 

 

There are eight registered DBS clinical trials for drug addiction being conducted in the world, according 

to a U.S. National Institutes of Health database. Six are in China. 

 

But the suffering wrought by the opioid epidemic may be changing the risk-reward calculus for doctors 

and regulators in the United States. Now, the experimental surgery Patient Number One is about to 

undergo is coming to America. In February, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration greenlighted a clinical 

trial in West Virginia of DBS for opioid addicts. 
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Human Experiments 

 

Patient Number One insisted that only his surname, Yan, be published; he fears losing his job if he is 

identified. 

 

He said doctors told him the surgery wasn't risky. "But I still get nervous," he said. "It's my first time to 

go on the operating table." 

 

Three of Yan's friends introduced him to meth in a hotel room shortly after the birth of his son in 2011. 

They told him: Just do it once, you've had your kid, you won't have problems. 

 

Smoking made Yan feel faint and slightly unhinged. Later, he found meth brought crystalline focus to his 

mind, which he directed at one thing: Cards. Every time Yan smoked, he gambled. And every time he 

gambled, he lost — all told, around $150,000 since he started using drugs, he estimated. 

 

His wife divorced him. He rarely saw his son. 

 

Yan checked into a hospital for detox, moved to another town to get away from bad influences, took 

Chinese traditional medicine. But he relapsed every time. "My willpower is weak," he said. 

 

Last year his father, who had a friend who had undergone DBS surgery at Ruijin, gave him an ultimatum: 

Back to rehab or brain surgery. "Of course, I chose surgery," Yan said. "With surgery, I definitely have the 
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chance to get my life back." 

 

Before there were brain implants in China there was brain lesioning. Desperate families of heroin 

addicts paid thousands of dollars for unproven and risky surgeries in which doctors destroyed small 

clumps of brain tissue. Brain lesioning quickly became a profit center at some hospitals, but it also left a 

trail of patients with mood disorders, lost memories and altered sex drives. 

 

In 2004, China's Ministry of Health ordered a halt to brain lesioning for addiction at most hospitals. Nine 

years later, doctors at a military hospital in Xi'an reported that roughly half of the 1,167 addicts who had 

their brains lesioned stayed off drugs for at least five years. 

 

DBS builds on that history. But unlike lesioning, which irreversibly kills brain cells, the devices allow brain 

interventions that are — in theory — reversible. The technology has opened a fresh field of human 

experimentation globally. 

 

"As doctors we always need to think about the patients," said Dr. Sun Bomin, director of Ruijin Hospital's 

functional neurosurgery department. "They are human beings. You cannot say, 'Oh, we do not have any 

help, any treatment for you guys.'" 

 

Sun said he has served as a consultant for two Chinese companies that make deep brain stimulators — 

SceneRay Corp. and Beijing PINS Medical Co. He has tried to turn Ruijin into a center of DBS research, 

not just for addiction, but also Tourette syndrome, depression and anorexia. 

 

In China, DBS devices can cost less than $25,000. Many patients pay cash. 

 

"You can rest assured for the safety of this operation," Yan's surgeon, Dr. Li Dianyou, told him. "It is no 

problem. When it comes to effectiveness, you are not the first one, nor the last one. You can take it easy 

because we have done this a lot." 

 

In fact, there are risks. There is a small chance Yan could die of a brain hemorrhage. He could emerge 

with changes to his personality, seizures, or an infection. And in the end, he may go right back on drugs. 
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A Buzzing Drill 

 

Some critics believe this surgery should not be allowed. 

 

They argue that such human experiments are premature, and will not address the complex biological, 

social and psychological factors that drive addiction. Scientists don't fully understand how DBS works 

and there is still debate about where electrodes should be placed to treat addiction. There is also 

skepticism in the global scientific community about the general quality and ethical rigor — particularly 

around issues like informed consent — of clinical trials done in China. 

 

"It would be fantastic if there were something where we could flip a switch, but it's probably fanciful at 

this stage," said Adrian Carter, who heads the neuroscience and society group at Monash University in 

Melbourne. "There's a lot of risks that go with promoting that idea." 

 

The failure of two large-scale, U.S. clinical trials on DBS for depression around five years ago prompted 

soul-searching about what threshold of scientific understanding must be met in order to design 

effective, ethical experiments. 

 

"We've had a reset in the field," said Dr. Nader Pouratian, a neurosurgeon at UCLA who is investigating 

the use of DBS for chronic pain. He said it's "a perfectly appropriate time" to research DBS for drug 

addiction, but only "if we can move forward in ethical, well-informed, well-designed studies." 
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In China, meanwhile, scientists are charging ahead. 

 

At 9 a.m. on a grey October Friday in Shanghai, Dr. Li drilled through Yan's skull and threaded two 

electrodes down to his nucleus accumbens, a small structure near the base of the forebrain that has 

been implicated in addiction. 

 

Yan was awake during the surgery. The buzzing of the drill made him tremble. 

 

At 4 p.m. the same day, Yan went under general anesthesia for a second surgery to implant a battery 

pack in his chest to power the electrodes in his skull. 

 

Three hours later, Yan still hadn't woken from the anesthesia. His father began weeping. His doctors 

wondered if drug abuse had somehow altered his sensitivity to anesthesia. 

 

Finally, after 10 hours, Yan opened his eyes. 

 

'You Came too Late' 

 

Two unsteady days after Yan's surgery, doctors switched on his DBS device. As the electrodes activated, 

he felt a surge of excitement. The current running through his body kept him awake; he said he spent 

the whole night thinking about drugs. 

 

The next day, he sat across from Dr. Li, who used a tablet computer to remotely adjust the machine 

thrumming inside Yan's head. 

 

"Cheerful?" Li asked as the touched the controls on the tablet. 

 

"Yes," Yan answered. 

 

Li changed the settings. "Now?" 

 

"Agitated," Yan said. He felt heat in his chest, then a beating sensation, numbness and fatigue. Yan 

began to sweat. 

 

Li made a few more modifications. "Any feelings now?" 

 

"Pretty happy now," Yan said. 

 

He was in high spirits. "This machine is pretty magical. He adjusts it to make you happy and you're 

happy, to make you nervous and you're nervous," Yan said. "It controls your happiness, anger, grief and 

joy." 

 

Yan left the hospital the next morning. 
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More than six months later, he said he's still off drugs. With sobriety, his skin cleared and he put on 20 

pounds. When his friends got back in touch, he refused their drugs. He tried to rekindle his relationship 

with his ex-wife, but she was pregnant with her new husband's child. 

 

"The only shame is that you came too late," she told him. 

 

Sometimes, in his new life, he touches the hard cable in his neck that leads from the battery pack to the 

electrodes in his brain. And he wonders: What is the machine is doing inside his head? 
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Chinese Censorship Coming To America 

HP Mageson666 » Thu May 30, 2019 

 

 

 

 
 
 
The tech censorship going on with the deplatforming of political dissents in America, blocking entire 
websites from a nation with New Zealand while threating even teenagers with long prison sentences for 
posting video online that was already in the domain of media, shadow bans, algorithmic manipulation, 
banning entire phrases even peoples names from Twitter communication, rigged search engines, social 
media spying and data collecting and even in the European cases having the police knock on peoples 
door for a non political correct statement on social media, insane censorship technology being used. 
This and the extension of where this is leading goes on in one place, Communist China, which is run by 
the CCCP, the Communist Chinese Cohen Party. 
 
It was found out that Google which is owned by the Jews, was already secretly developing advanced 
censorship technology and search engines for the Communist Chinese internet, Microsoft and the other 
large tech companies are working with China and much of the censorship tactics and technology being 
employed in the west by the tech companies are Chinese in origin and developed for Communist China 
by the western tech companies. They are purposely exporting this to America. 
 
In Communist China if a individual makes one post the government censorship does not like their entire 
account, website is deleted, they are erased from the internet totally as a person. Then they get a knock 
on the door in the night, they are arrested and given a quick half an hour show trial without a lawyer or 
any rights. Then they are sent to a political prison for sentences ranging from a couple of years to 14 
years or more. Where they are raped, beaten, starved, and might be executed and have their organs 
harvested. The softest punishment they will receive is being chained to a chair and beaten for hours.  
 
The Chinese internet is basically what Twitter or Faceberg is, words, names, people, phrases, news 
outlets, memes, even the letter N are banned and censored from the Chinese internet. Just like the 
same way Shitter and Faceberg behaves. 
 
Posting this picture on the Chinese Internet could get you arrested and sent to prison: 
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Or this one: 

 
 
Or even this one: 
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Given the large tech companies are hand in glove with the Chinese model they are now imposing on 
Free Western Peoples and nations, and using this to promote the criminal, leftist Marxist ideological 
narrative with such censorship. The situation is now its time to declare the internet a utility and put it 
under the protection of the American Constitution. This naturally follows the pushing out of large 
Chinese tech companies such as Huawei from Western nations like Austria and America. Its a question 
of intellectual human freedom, and the human right of the individual to express themselves freely. We 
can't have a free society without freedom of expression and freedom of information and exchange of 
information and expression. 
 
The enemy attempt to move the entire internet to Communist China failed, but we can't allow them to 
export the Communist Chinese internet to America and the west. 
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Chris Cuomo The Confession 

by HP Mageson666 » Thu Aug 15, 2019 

 

 

 

The strange Communist, Anti-Fa defending, Chris Cuomo, now world famous tantrum in public is 

important for only one thing only. He open calls himself a "CNN actor" not a news reporter or journalist 

but an actor.  

 

In Communist China the news reporters are openly called propaganda officers, which is the Communist 

Chinese Party way of saying "actors" this simply shows how these people are trained actors and they 

know such and their bosses let them know such. The mainstream news is just some propaganda show 

complete with actors who pretend to be journalists with fantasy scripts to read off.  

 

 

This comes at the time when CNN has collapsed in its ratings and has fired hundreds of employees and 

shut down entire company branches. People on Utube get more views on a daily video then CNN's top 

shows do. CNN is now in 15th place on mainstream television behind channels like TLC and Discovery 

Channel and CNN has lost 40% of their prime time viewers in their important demographic. The entire 

Judeo-Marxists left's propaganda actor shows are collapsing with Racheal Maddow's show losing half a 

million viewers in the last couple of months and dropping to sixth place from first place in the ratings 

and still going under fast. 
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Christ Is A Kabbalistic Death Curse 
by HP Mageson666 » Tue Jun 04, 2019 

 

 
 

 

 

The entire Bible is Kabbalah the symbolism within the Bible is part of Kabbalah, the sympathetic or 

talismanic magic, the symbols within Kabbalah are vibrational templates that are the forms of astral 

frequencies that relate to the aspects of the enemy thought form of YHVH. The images of the mind are 

vibrational forms in the mind that connect with the mass mind by the element of Ether which relates to 

mind, K..ETHER in Kabbalah relates to this realm the energy of the YHVH before it becomes material. 

The symbols connect into the Hebrew alphabet and the reading of the Hebrew and the sonic-astral 

algorithm this creates. Symbols manifest, direct and connect energies from the astral, Kether into the 

material, Malkuth. 

 

In the ancient Jewish tradition Theologians know that Jesus is the Jewish Arch Angel Michael, who is the 

angel that protects Israel [the Jewish race] and the Jews pray to as the destroyer of their enemies [the 

Gentiles] and Michael is the weapon the advancer of their racial agenda. Michael is mentioned in the 

Torah. The Jehovah Witnesses also know this and state Jesus is the Arch Angel Michael. 

 

The Rabbi's state the major angels such as Michael are Egregores that are manifestations of the ten 

spheres or levels of the overall thought form of YHVH which is shown as the world tree. Michael is 

shown with the flaming sword and so is Jesus in Christian art. This sword is the Zayin or Zion letter in 

Kabbalah the 7th letter, Jesus is given the number 777 which is Zayin, Zayin, Zayin. This letter is what the 

Rabbi's use to attack and destroy their enemies with. The sword of Michael is Zayin, its the sword of 

Zion. The symbols and the letters connect together to manifest and direct the energies of the Jewish 

energy form YHVH. 

 

Michael the Arch Angel is the one who casts Satan out of heaven and down to earth and binds Satan, 

Satan is called the serpent [soul energies] of the Gentiles in the Bible. This shows the binding of the 

serpent in the root chakra that of earth after being driven down from heaven the crown chakra. The 

sword of Michael is the flaming swords the Angels used to bind the soul in the Garden of Edin. The 

entrance to Edin in Kabbalah is the door to the sushumna and the Gan Edin is the pineal region and how 

it connects to the crown chakra. Being driven out is driving down the serpent from the crown chakra 

into the root chakra and then binding it there with the symbol of Jesus-Michael the sword of Zion and 

the Hebrew formulas and letter in Hebrew it connects with. The serpent is made to crawl on the ground 

after this and the Hebrew curses YHVH [the Jewish race] speaks against the serpent in Hebrew, in the 

Jewish Torah are used to bind the serpent energies in the root chakra of Gentiles. The curses that are 

read off by the Jews in the Torah in Hebrew connect with the symbolism of the text to feed the power 

into all of this.  

 

This is why the symbolism of the binding of the Gentile soul from the Genesis text is connected into the 
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symbolism of the New Testament with Satan being cast out of heaven by Jesus-Michael, its connecting 

the energies of the mass mind of Gentiles into this curse to bind them. Satan falling from Heaven like 

Lighting as the Bible states is the symbolism of the Zayin letter the sword of Zion in Kabbalah the flaming 

sword binding the Gentile serpent at the root chakra. 

 

Jesus [Michael] is crucified on the place of the Skull [Kether] on the cross of Malkuth and the number for 

this is the 6 in the Bible, and Michael is the 6 sphere on the world tree of Kabbalah which is the world 

that connects the entire Jewish Egregore and feeds the energy into it. Hence the solar symbolism of 

Jesus is the symbolism of the sixth sphere in Kabbalah. This symbol of Jesus on the cross with the skull in 

many Christian artworks is a talismanic form of Kabbalah magic, its a sigil to direct energy, hence its the 

main symbol of the Hebrew Egregore. The symbol of the crucified Christ is directing the energy of the 

Jewish YHVH from Kether the astral into Malkuth the material realm and connecting this together by the 

image of Christ the six sphere that connects the power, its materializing the entire YHVH thought form 

of the Jews into the world through the sixth sphere which is destruction of Gentiles, its a death curse. 

This energy is based on binding Satan which is the Gentiles in Kabbalah and the Torah as Michael is the 

energy of attacking and binding the Gentiles and the Gentile soul and Jesus is Michael and so the energy 

directing into the image of Christ goes to the aspect of the YHVH that binds and destroys the Gentiles 

directly. The other number used in this image in the Bible is the 7 statements of Christ on the cross, the 

Zayin letter to charge such with more destructive energy and to complete the binding. 

 

The reason Jesus is shown in such sad position is to generate sympathetic energies to create the needed 

emotional connection by sympathy to open up and connect the mass mind into this symbol into their 

psyche. That is why the focus on love, sympathy and such these emotionally open people up mentally 

and connect them into the binding spell. The focus is also on guilt which opens the mind up to accept 

the curse that is being directed at the Gentile victims by the talismanic sigil of Christ-Michael and thus 

destroy them. 

 

When Jesus states he is the "Alpha and Omega" this has been stated by Theologians originally it was the 

Aleph and Tav, the entire Hebrew alphabet which is the 22 letters that form the algorithm of the Jewish 

thought form. In Kabbalah the Aleph is called "The Curse" and Tav "The Man." What this means is Jesus 

is the curse on mankind and the Hebrew Alphabet is the curse on man. 

 

The Hindu ascension texts state what causes death in humans is not awakening the serpent in the root 

chakra and raising it upwards to the crown. The Kabbalah spell of Christ is to make this impossible to 

achieve and thus damns Gentiles to death. The Jewish Rabbi's know this. 

 

 

The National Socialist government which was run by Satanic spiritual adepts who were working to bring 

back the Orion ascension religion that was in ancient Egypt [The Nazi, Thule Society name was from Tula 

which relates to Orion], knew this and ordered all images of Christ to be taken down from all public 

areas to lessen the curses of the enemy. They also and this was commented upon by many, flooded all 

their rallies with Swastikas and placed them everywhere in Germany. The Swastika is the Gentile 

Talisman of spiritual protection and relates to the opening of the third eye and crown chakra. This area 

was shown with the Uraeus serpent sitting upon it in Egypt which was the symbol of spiritual protection 
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and advanced awareness and enlightenment. The Nazi adepts where using this symbol to protect the 

German People and to channel the energy of this symbol into the German People to awaken their third 

eye and crown chakra and higher spiritual awareness to Truth. That is why the Nazi spiritual adepts put 

the Swastika upon a banner that read: "Germany Awake!" to awaken the higher spiritual mind of the 

German People and undo the Jewish Kabbalah curses against them.  

 

The banners all read "Germany Awake!" 
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Christchurch The Lesson 

by HP Mageson666 » Sun Mar 17, 2019 
 

 

 

The attacks that happened in Christchurch, New Zealand. On March 15th show an important lesson.  

 

From March the 6th of this month towards the end of April is Lent, which will then end in Easter. Lent 

goes for 40 days officially which is the number of manifestation of a working into the material from the 

astral. Its also the number of the Messiah, which is the thought form of Christ. This ties into the Bible in 

which Christ states he will return within a generation which is 40 years in Judaism. The Catholic Church 

states this return is the manifestation of the "Holy Spirit" into the world. This is the energy of this 

thought form, manifesting . During this time Catholic's are engaging in all kinds of rituals, fasting and 

praying the rosary numerous times. Catholic's are supposed to give up or sacrifice things in their life to 

focus their time on the thought from of Christ during Lent. The entire focus is on suffering, pain, murder 

and death. This will culminate on Easter Sunday. The Jews are celebrating Purim in which they do 

readings from the Torah and rituals connected into this such as eating cookies in the shape of human 

ear's. To celebrate the sacks full of ear's cut from the victim's their ancestors are claimed to have killed. 

All of this is designed to infuse more power into the thought form of the enemy. Purim is based on 

hatred and cursing of Iran. Which is a Muslim nation. Islam also ties into the Christian Bible. The 

Muslim's celebrate the thought form of Christ and believe Muhammed taught the original teachings of 

Christ. The Muslim's celebrate: Laylat al-Raghāʾib, the night of the conception of Prophet Muhammed on 

the 7th of March which lines up to the start of Lent on the 6th of March.  

 

Before something happens in the material, it manifests on the astral. If you focus your mind on a single 

thing with enough intensity, you will notice things relating to this start to manifest around you. 

Synchronicity is simply focusing the mind which relates to the astral and then having the energies 

connect into the material according to the astral vibrations that relate to such vibration. This includes 

numbers which relate to letters as both are one.  

 

The enemy is using this time with the massive amount of energy being raised by their programs of 

Christianity, Islam and Judaism. To curse their enemies, constantly. The Christchurch shooter, is a 

fanatical Christian. And ties into the enemy vortex of energy on the soul level. The enemy books are full 

of curses on anyone who opposes them. This manifested in this attack. Their curses connected with him. 

 

The attack happened on March 15, the 74 day of the year. The Manifesto wrote by the killer had 74 

pages. The number 74 equals to in gematria: Jesus Christ, Gospel, Cross, Parable, Messiah, Muhammed 

and White Supremacist. So do the words: Killing and Active Shooter. 74 adds to 11 the number of wrath 

in Hebrew. The attack was the materialization of the energy of the enemy thought form. 

 

49 victims killed in the attack on the Mosque. Relates to 7 and Saturn the planet of malevolence and 
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death, the number 49 is the power number of 7. The name "Christchurch" adds to 777. The enemy uses 

the number 7 which is the Hebrew letter Zayin, to curse their enemies. Its the letter of destruction of 

the enemies of the Jewish People. The number 777 ties into the Bible and the time of Lent. Its the 

number ascribed to Jesus Christ and the resurrection. The 777 is the tripling of 7 to 3 which relates to 

manifesting its power. 77,000 people are stated to have been killed [ killed equals the number 74] on 

Purim in the Bible. The victims connected with the curses of the energy of the enemy thought form. 

 

"Al-Noor Mosque" adds to 6 which is where the energy manifested from the enemy curses. The number 

6 is manifestation of energy into the physical from the astral.  

 

The victim's where Muslim they were connected into the negative forces of the enemy on the soul level 

and the curses of the enemy connected with them. 

 

The Jews now have the event they wanted to manifest, with their book of Witchcraft the Bible [Torah]. 

 

Take this as the lesson of why people must distance themselves from Christianity or Islam within any 

movement against the Jews. Otherwise the individual's will tie into the curses of the enemy. This is also 

why the enemy wants the population on all kinds of drugs it makes people easier to influence and 

connect with the energies of their program. That is also why the Jews always seek to promote 

Christianity into White Nationalism. It binds their enemies into their spell and allows the Jews to destroy 

them. 
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Christian “Antisemites”- Oh My (Vey!)  

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

Greetings to all our Comrades and Satanic Forces, 

 

 

First of all we have to begin on our recent manifold success on spiritually attacking the jews. 

Our spiritual warfare has payed a great deal. The enemy and their shithole existence is being 

acutely understood and more and more hated every day. Their "6 gorillion" no longer works, 

their words fall in vain. These and all they are about, have always been based on lies. 

Historical lies, lies that have been pushed spiritually to prevail over the Truth. They had it for 

a moment, but what is a moment when somebody has made the Gods, who are Eternal, 

Their enemy? We will not stop the spiritual attacks, AT ANY cost. The jewish beast will be 

unmasked and be brought to Justice. No matter what, we will never, EVER stop. 

 

Now, my Comrades, you see this funny thing going on lately. You see, there are people out 

there, who consider themselves "Antisemites". They, at the same time, go against any of 

their so called "faiths" and "Statements", to bow to the Jewish Mesciach at night. They are 

"Christians". They get down on their knees, approve their ignorance and they pray to the 

"eternal" jew, who sits on the skies and will smite them if they do not. They also do love its 

"son", Oh vey, the Rabbi Emmanuel, or in other words, "Jesus". They faithfully will also fall in 

their knees to every xian, orthodox and catholic priest. They will succumb and "listen" to 

those who have been saying one thing in all ages "Worship the jews with your being, or die".  

 

In the same way you will see the xians behaving... Spiritual or Physical Fear mongering, lack 

of any use of logic, outright attacks, physical violence etc. What the Bible says, they do. And 

they do not even need to read this. They are under the biblical guidance. As openly as their 

"god" threatens, murders and does any crime, they would do but the Law and the State are 

keeping them from repeating a good old Salem Witchunt. This is favorable. But the nature of 

the very brainwashed xian always remains the same. The same old murderous brute. Like 

their pisslamic cousins, always on the hip. The same old spiritual gangsterism for people who 

cannot react or do not know from where all this stems. But beware, if someone is stronger, 

they go and kiss their feet. When they have power, like a rat witha knife, they will attempt to 

fuck anyone to die. This is like the Pope. When they had power, they went onto the killing 

rampage. Now, they are all love and hearts. Communistic dribble. 

 

They are the same ones who will buy into any threat. The ones so brainwashed, who cannot 

give up this unnatural, life hating religion, who has destroyed and killed all Gentile 

Ancestors, who these "christian antisemites" supposedly are trying to "defend". I ask again, 

where is their antisemitism, when they are blowing the dick of "jesus", they are lying their 

ass off despite all the evidence, biblical and historical, that this was a JEWISH HOAX? I know I 

ask too much of these cowards. Its too much to give up their pathetic, failure, disgusting 

criminal "god" who has been the reason of the "Middle Ages" and anything else that made 

Gentiles into this mess they are today.  
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Very few idiotic "Gentiles" have made a choice to become as their slave masters, and to 

keep this meme propaganda going that somehow, Satan is some "bad guy", and all this 

funny things about how the jewish "god" will pluck the eyes of his own "people" 

(unfortunately for the slave brainwashed goyim who want to be its favorite instead of jews, 

it only favors the jews) The jewish "god" is a jewish "idea" and a jewish hoax, only made for 

the jooish fiends. All else unfortunately, is fat dust in the eyes of stupid people who choose 

to remain to stay as slaves to the jewish "powers" they are unable to overcme. I do not 

respect that choice and neither should it interest us, as the greater masses of the people are 

understanding the jewish problem acutely, and not like these slobs do. They cannot state 

that Satan did not give them a chance. This is what we are trying to ensure. We are not 

trying to ensure to turn everyone to see the Truth, but nobody must be able to state that 

they did not have the chance. Most people who are sensible will understand. Others can go 

back to the jewish owned farm and maybe become beef for their masters, who knows? 

 

Its hard for them, because they can control neither their mind, neither their Soul, neither 

they bother to study and read. They do not belong to any "Antisemetic" cast, they are only 

standing in the feet of True Antisemites, who know the jews by their work, deeply. They are 

at first lightheaded idiots, who have a slave master- love hate relationship with their 

abusers. Pathetic beings that is. You will notice this once you start flaming their beloved jew, 

who they say is their "god". Instantly, all notions of Racial Faith, they are out of the window. 

After all, they place their jewish idols, above anything else. They are just infiltrating around, 

so this is what they do. All their philosophies too are always "xian" in their essence. It can 

never escape them, for this jewish virus lives inside their own soul and devours it. They spew 

it out at every chance they get. You are again dealing here with another Xian/Muslim Ghoul, 

who supposes to be a "Nationalist". A "Nationalist" or even "National Socialist", in whose 

heart doesn't live his state and his Pagan Godhood, but there sits an idiotic professional 

jewish victim, who they call a "god". This doesn't include most Gentile Xians, but it includes 

these sheep and souls who have been literally "Taken over" by the enemy. They are of no 

consequence to Satan. 

 

As always, you know xians. They love lies. They love weakness. They love pretending and big 

acts. They always lived in lies and they survive by running from themselves. They love 

destroying history and altering it to suit their brainwashing. They are naturally traitors. They 

don't know True Knighthood. They will simply try to give up the enemy when they are losing, 

same as with the jews. In the end, they love jews. They love the jews so much, that this 

becomes sadomasochism. On one hand, they naturally want them gone. Away from them. 

On the other, they are sitting there to accept the mental rape the jews are doing to them. 

They are the same ones who will lie that Adolf Hilter killed "6 gorillion jooz". They are the 

same ones who will always try to weaken down this Holy War, by their nonsense. 

 

I have bad news for all of them. The enemy of the jews, was always, and will always be ONE. 

This is Satan. This being they call Satan, has raised a Divine Word first and foremost, against 

all Jewish lies. This Satan who they call, is the Leader of the offensive against the Jews. He is 

the same God whose temples were destroyed, whose people were decimated. He is the 

source of all Paganhood, the Primordial Antisemite. I will not go deeper, as the JoS research 

shows this beyond doubt, who Satan was, for all Races on Earth. I will keep it simple; Satan is 

the only Antisemitic "God". This is why ALL the JEWISH creations, they focus on defaming, 

attacking and scorning Satan. Satan is the only one who is blamed of Anti-Semitism. And 
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even if these faithfully faithless xian "goyim" who serve the jews don't know, their jewish 

masters, they DO know. 

 

First of all see the simplest thing. Xians are COMMUNISTS by decree. Communism is just a 

political label for the programs of the enemy, that are being used to drive all other Races 

into servitude and extinction. Whomever is allied with the enemy, is by definition a 

communist and even if they are "not", they SERVE this agenda. Xianity and "Nationalism" or 

"National Socialism" will never go together. On one hand, they state they are "Nationalists" 

on the other hand, the messages of servitude, of humanity becoming a big clump in the 

"face" of a jewish "god" appeals to them. These people are at the very least, nut cases. 

 

All the Jewish Rituals, Grimoires, Holy Books, they all mention and state, how these "Goyim" 

peoples are of the Satanic Seed. OF Satan's seed. Whether some fools want to be "sons" and 

"daughters" of some sky kike, this is not the case, and you’re spiritually and physical slave 

owners know this. 

 

All Gentiles are given this chance, NOW, before its too late, to join the Ranks of Satan, who 

has protected us and loved us from the Beginning. IF we exist, if still civilization exists, its not 

owed to anyone but Satan. Satan is the spark of life, the spark of existence and elevation, 

which has kept us in a livable condition. 

 

You will also, get to where you love. They state in the end, you will get what you deserve and 

meet what you love. When we, Satanists, will bring down what the sheep of your liking were 

UNABLE TO BRING and what YOU PROTECTED always, you will meet the same fate. The 

same fate the criminals you protect have brought up to themselves. It doesn't matter if xians 

are loyal lapdogs to the kikes, just one word, do not stand in our way. We can see past your 

"antisemetic" pretenses. Antisemites that worship the Semites. Okay, you got us convinced. 

You haven't taken ONE step against the massive brainwashing and slavery of the enemy. This 

is not threatening at all. This is Justice. What you reap, is what you will sow. You protect 

those who have reaped death, blinded humanity, dragged humanity down to shreds and 

halted all Human evolution, and you will pay.  

 

So many bored people around, too bored to even question the jews. They state the bizarre 

things that somehow "xianity" did good. Yes, it did "good" to the jews, who made our whole 

Gentile civilization go extinct, our best people into animals and we had to wait 1780+ years 

in order to get to the French Revolution to find again Science that was once, in the "Satanic" 

times, so commonplace, that probably the Ancients are laughing at us. And yet, these fools 

are about civilization. Nobody should listen to them. Do your research and see your facts. 

These faithful xian sheep have always been the traitors, the ones who resisted the solving of 

the jewish problem, the ones whose subconscious fears and servitudes have done the 

greatest coups against people who wanted to end the jewish problem.  

 

BEWARE OF THEM!!! REMEMBER WHO WE ARE!!! 

 

I only see the "Bad" guys and the "Bad" "God", who is Satan, waging this "antisemetic" War. 

I see, in all historical ages and times, the enemy priesthood keeping the masses asleep. 

Torturing them, indoctrinating them in the jewish obedience, destroying the past. You can 

see them by their work. You can see us by our Work. We started assaulting the enemy 
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spiritually for some few years. We are taking a struggle. NOW, the enemy doesn't even have 

a Voice. They go in the United Nations and people are digging their noses when they state 

the "6 gorillion" lie. The enemy is under severe attacks. 

 

So foolish they are, they cannot even get away with thinking for themselves for one day. 

These people will only fuck us up further. Yes, some may know. Some may wage serious 

warfare in the internet etc, but NEVER, MY SATANISTS, NEVER consider them your equals. 

Always be aware of them. Jews= Christianity/Islam/Judaism = Torah = JHVH = Jesus = All else 

of this evil crap. If someone is brave enough and their blood screams Pagan, how can they 

betray all their Ancestors and go down serving and defending the jews? It should be totally 

impossible. Those who have the heaviest past, once they know the Jewish problem, they will 

be unable to go their way with ignoring. Those who know, they know the WORLD IS AT 

STAKE and that if this thing continues, we are all DOOMED to extinct. 

 

And to understand our distinction. Here below I give out what I suppose a xian of such kind 

thinks. *IF* they think at all. At the very least, we are dealing with mentally deranged people 

when it comes to such. 

 

"So many for instance go down the Joy of Satan website. The Black Layout scares them. Red 

letters? Oh my! Dedicate my Soul to Satan? What if I will burn in the Jooish Hell! Oh My! The 

jews will smite my ass if I do this!! I will be striked down lest I meditate. I need to stay like a 

drone physically and keep eating jewish shit. The jooish fable I "believe in", but never read, 

says Satan is a Bad Guy. Well, my "god" is a bit worse, as he murdered millions even in his 

holy book, but who cares, I have to defend the jewish brainwashing I have underwent. After 

all, the jews that I, as an xian, so dearly serve and love they say Satan was the bad guy. I 

cannot think of my own, so I believe them. So baddy Satan is! Oy Vey! I go to my substitute 

of a Rabbi, the "Xian Pastor" or "Priest" to teach me how to resist the joos. And of course I 

will learn, from the one who is eating a loaf of bread, by sucking jewish shit every day. 

Definitely." 

 

You see this loop? This retardation has no end, beginning or middle. It's just retardation of 

the lowest kind. 

 

Yet these pathetic pieces of life, they call themselves Anti-Semites? 

 

What have the efforts of "xian antisemites" have done? Nothing at all? 

 

And also to finally close this message, it’s pathetic of everyone who considers themselves a 

Gentile, to ask for a culture what they enemy injected us with by their conquest. WE HAVE 

OUR GENTILE CULTURES. We don't need ANY jewish filth. We have everything on our OWN. 

No matter how much has been lost, NOTHING IN THE NEW SATANIC WORLD WILL HAVE 

ANYTHING JEWISH IN IT. THIS IS IMPERATIVE. 

 

TO HELL WITH ALL THE LAZY, XIAN, JOO WORSHIPPING LAPDOGS.  

 

THEIR MASTERS ARE SPIRITUALLY GOING DOWN. THEY CAN ACCEPT IT, OR THEY CAN 

FOLLOW WHO THEY ALWAYS FOLLOWED IN THE SPIRITUAL PIT!!! 
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My loyal Comrades, Satanic Forces, I Salute you!! 

 

WE keep the Warfare Raging against the enemy!!! 

 

HAIL SATAN!!! 

 

HAIL VICTORY!!! 

 

HAIL ALL OF US WARRIORS AND LEGIONS OF SATAN!!!!!!! 
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Christian Ethical "Success" & Spiritual Leprosy

by HoodedCobra666 » Fri Feb 23, 2018 4:01 am 

This is such a stupid instance here. There are people who think that "Christianity" has been good, 
because of a couple of what they call as "Christian successes". 

This is the same as leprous man (Christian) who happens to be a good artist. Then, the Jew comes to
you and tells you that you need to contact leprosy and that this will make you too a good artist like 
the good artist guy. Then you contact leprosy (Christianity) and you basically die from leprosy. 
Then the other guy dies from leprosy too. The Jew steals the works of art created by the first guy, to 
decorate the home he stole from the second guy. There the Jew has "6" children and the "6" children
repeat the process on the rest of the country. This is Christianity basically. The procuring of Leprosy
for Jewish Interest

Which they attribute to Christianity. One paradigm is the Polish, that they haven't fell to the Jews as 
quickly, somehow saying, this is due to "Christian Morality". The Christards again steal the powers 
of the native population they have enslaved, the Poles in that case, and present it as their own 
victory. While Christianity, all it does basically, is open people up to Marxism, Egalitarianism, and 
every other deadly social virus. 

The Poles didn't completely fall right now, but to make sure they will succumb later, the Church 
plays friends and buddies with them now. The line is "Rabbi Jesus, Hate Hitler, Be Poles and Fuck 
Everyone Else Because You Are So Much Better Now". In these three lines we have three 
objectives. Keep the Jew above your head, do not think of co-operating with other Whites since 
your racial consciousness is superior lest you teach them anything, and don't you dare wake up 
yourself in case THEY wake up too, and they screw the Jews over. The Poles are sung a lullaby as a
giant dragon that makes the Jew irk.

So somehow bowing the knee to the Rabbi Yeshua has been really good for them, it's claimed. Well 
it's good for the Jews who live in Poland, that is for sure. Because if the Pole figures anything out, 
they will chase the Jews in the streets. The same thing goes with Russians and some other Whites. 
They aren't going to get stuck on common sense like the Frenchman will...They will take other 
measures, some of which can be really deadly to the enemy. So they must smoke Christian Opium 
as long as possible, and they don't really mess with them very directly as the enemy just can't put all
the dragons down at the same time. 

The Jew has the suffering of Poland for the future. They have decidedly, and obviously, struck on 
different targets first. First of all because other targets are of importance to be eradicated quickly, 
and second off, because Poles have strong racial consciousness which is difficult to pierce. So they 
keep them on the level of "Comfortable Nationalism" to keep the other operation going. And then 
holocaust them exactly as planned. 

First the Jews went for Sweden, France, England, and Germany. Why? Because all these countries 
have been historically sources of their greatest and most deadly problems. To name the most 
important. Germany Hitler, French the Enlightenment, England almost flipped Churchill and got 
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Mosley (And is also the financial centre of Europe for many centuries) and Sweden is one of the 
most clear Nordic Country on the planet, and also, one of the last to fall to the Christian hoax, as the
people there were extremely resistant. 

In other words these countries have been basically very dangerous to the enemy over the centuries, 
and they have also been decisive in their power or failure, in a very direct manner. The Jews know 
history and they know these are resistant and dangerous Goyim, which must be handled first and 
genocided first. It's reasonable to attack these targets first to get the big issues out of the way. 
Poland is not threatening to Jews at this point, and so long there is Christianity, the Jew will always 
be as safe as Rabbi Yeshua is safe in being hailed as the "God" of the State.

The Jew is afraid of Poland and therefore they keep them in limbo state during the whole thing. In 
their 'comfortable' Nationalism, and low risk for the Jews. Because if it were to erupt, it would 
probably destroy the whole plan pretty easy. Despite differences, Poles are very close to Germans, 
and Poles have another thing where they are also brave and warrior like, hard-working people. So 
the two aren't that far, even if some nationalism tries to push this meme. 

This is so easily debunk-able, but people don't see it. If "Christianity" is the cause of any success, 
why then it's implementation doesn't produce success in Africa? Because obviously the Christian 
program is deadly, and second off, because everything created falls under race. You give the same 
thing to different people, they react differently to it. 

This is because some people can basically create a couple things under the effect of leprosy, while 
others die quicker. The Jew takes the first patient and puts him to show leprosy as the new 
attainment. To be a "Christian".

The Christards basically imply that since they have enslaved the "White Goyim" for a prolonged 
period of time, exterminated half it's livestock by itself under the mind virus of Christianity due to 
ignorant warfare, and destroyed Europe almost completely, still what the White Goyim built (a 
shadow of it's past attainments in Pagan civilizations, the fraction of fractions) as some sort of high 
accomplishment. 

As with anything else, it's not the "White Goyim" that gets the pride for anything, but the belief in a 
random Rabbi from the Levant, who of course did this glorious nothing by doing nothing. Just 
another Rabbi stealing the glories of the glorious, whom he has as servants. 

Which Christards lament they truly believe in Sunday Jizzus and then they go to porn websites to 
spend Sunday night, because Jizzus is very important in their life as you can see. Doesn't matter 
they will repent next Sunday as well. Because they simply know there is nothing really there that 
they are believing, just a hoax that is largely socially acceptable. 

Then they will follow Pagan holidays one day off, still call their holidays YULE, and they still 
await SANTA for the gifts cause the Nazarene is very boring and only cries all day, while somehow,
the Rabbi on the stick is still so influential. So they will still maintain their Truths in the shell of a 
lie, and keep going. 
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They will glorify the shell and never see the content within it. Then as the shell absorbs the seed and
wastes it, they will remain with the shell. And when the empty shell is the only thing they have 
culturally, the Jew will pull the final attack and destroy the people of Rabbi Christ. This is the 
pattern that they follow. The lack of spirituality that is real, and the replacement with jeboo, makes 
people materialists and useless. It's a matter only of time when their enemy will be low enough to 
be destroyed. Poland is just taking her time.

They will also try to turn the Rabbi into some sort of anti-Semite, to justify their angry urges about 
an alien tribe, namely the Jews. And so on and so forth. The Pagan soul tries to break through, the 
Christianity mind virus doesn't allow the process to go full circle. This creates mental instability in 
people. One foot is chained in the Jewish chain, the other foot tries to run away from it. The body 
rips, sometimes with the sanity, or the person simply becomes a slave of the Jews while moving 
their fingers pretending they are running a marathon against the Jews. 

If they did anything against the Jews in anyway, why is the Jew reigning supreme over them for 20 
plus centuries? Because they did nothing. Actually in these 20 centuries the Jew went from beggar 
nobody, to the almost supreme ruler of the White world. How did this happen again... By 
Christards, and this is the reason the Jew has been tormenting the planet for 20 to 25 centuries. 

As the Rabbis stated the world will not come to 'peace' for the Jews until the White Race is 
destroyed, because the Soul is Satanic and always reverts to Satanic practices all the time in one 
way or another. Even those who deny this statement are victims of this reality. One foot will always 
try to run away, and if one doesn't loosen the other, the body will rip in half. Those who decide to 
keep their foot down will basically experience this breakdown.

The chain must be loosened and the Jewish spiritual leprosy must be defeated, for the freedom of 
*ALL* the people on this planet.

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
www.joyofsatan.com

Re: Christian Ethical "Success" & Spiritual Leprosy

by HP     Mageson666   » Fri Feb 23, 2018 8:05 am 

Christianity is a Kabbalistic spell that is designed to bring about the Jewish World 
Order......Somehow having your entire nation connected into and possessed by a Jewish thought 
form to bring this about is not going to fight against the Jews.

The Polish leadership and People being Catholics simply connected into the numerous specific 
curses against Gentiles the bible is built on and the Rabbis threw at them. Causing their nation to be 
destroyed and conquered by the Jewish Red Army. And then ruled brutality for decades by Jews 
running the Communist Party. It was only due to Hitler and the other Satanists in the Third Reich 
who worked to destroy Christianity and Communism the Soviet Union fell in the end. Thus 
liberating the Poles from totalitarian Jewish control. You know the very Government the worthless 
Polish leadership declared war on for the Jews running England and America. And yet the whole 
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time Poland was one of the most anti Semitic nations on earth. And it didn't help them from falling 
right into the claws of the Jewish World Government agenda under Communism.

Spiritual Satanism is the only thing that can save us.

Follow the Slothz search engine to:
www.joyofsatan.com
www.exposingchristianity.com
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Christian Identity Crisis and the Jewish People  
by High Priest Jake Carlson 
 
 
To start off, the name of Satan, which means "Enemy/Adversary" in HEBREW, is 
the foundation of so-called "Anti-Semitism."  This means that anyone who 
believes that the Jews are "of Satan" is an idiot.  Even just using Satan's name, 
itself, activates "Anti-Semitic" forces, whether this is intentional or not.  This, 
alone, should be enough to make even a retarded person think twice before 
continuing to go on believing that the Jews are the offspring of "Satan" like the 
Christian Identity people believe. 
 
The Christian Identity Movement is a Jewish abomination that was created to 
target National Socialists and White Nationalists to turn them into Christians.  
Anyone who is a Christian is under Jewish control, no matter how much faith they 
have in a "White" version of Christ to save them from the Jews.  If so-called "Anti-
Semitism" comes in a Christian form, it just goes down the drain and goes to 
waste.  Like Islam,  Christianity is nothing more than the continuation of Judaism, 
which concludes with Global Communism.  That also goes for the Christians who 
think they are "fighting" Communism.  Even if many Christians are "anti-
Communist," being Christians in the first place still serves the Jewish Communist 
agenda, all day and all night. 
 
Although there are several Bible verses that the Christians have misinterpreted 
as being "Anti-Semitic," the purpose of this sermon is to address the THREE 
most often-cited passages in the Christian Bible that people who are deluded by 
Christian Identity, as well as forms of Christian "Replacement" Theology that 
"flirt" with Christian Identity principles, use as references for accusing Satan of 
being the "Father" of the Jewish people, which is an outrageous lie that relies on 
the gullibility of its idiot followers. 
 
Scripture #1:  John 8:44 [Christ speaking]: "Ye are of your father the devil, and 
the lusts of your father ye will do. He was a murderer from the beginning, and 
abode not in the truth, because there is no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie, 
he speaketh of his own: for he is a liar, and the father of it." 
 
Explanation:  It must first be understood that if Christ had existed, he, himself, 
would have been a Pharisee.  I know that this causes many eyebrows to raise, 
as most people have been conditioned to believe that Christ had "rebuked" the 
Pharisees, who in turn, had him "nailed to the cross."  With numerous books 
being omitted when the Jews put the New Testament together, I can understand 
how a lack of knowledge could cause this kind of confusion, but under the light of 
new knowledge, stupidity will no longer be permitted. 
 
What must be considered is that there were two main schools of Pharisaism 
during the time of Jesus Christ's fictitious life; Bet Hillel and Bet Shammai.  Christ 
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was a proud member of Bet Hillel, while his opponents belonged to Bet 
Shammai.  The Bet Hillel Pharisees were trying to destroy the Gentiles by 
creating a "Pagan" Judaism for them to follow that is based upon the Noahide 
Commandments which became known as Christianity.  While the Pharisees of 
Bet Hillel had hoped that Christianity would cause a slow, agonizing death for the 
Gentiles, the Pharisees of Bet Shammai just plain wanted to kill the Gentiles off 
by immediate physical means.  Either way, one side is just as evil and rotten as 
the other.  When all is said and done, a Jew is a Jew is a Jew, and their sole 
reason for existing is to kill off the White race one way or another. 
 
Rabbi Harvey Falk on Christ's Pharisaism:  "...When the School of Shammai 
gained control of the Jewish community (probably about 20 B.C.E.), the disciples 
of Hillel and of his assistant Menahem left to join the Essenes, and to lead them 
in establishing a religion for the Gentiles.  It was then from the midst of these 
Essene Hasidim and disciples of Hillel that Jesus of Nazareth emerged on his 
mission." [1]    
 
Regarding the non-existent "Anti-Semitism" in the Christian scriptures, and in this 
case, John 8:44, in typical politically correct Jewish fashion, Rabbi Harvey Falk 
briefly explains the Jewish origins of Christianity: 
 
"Could it be that Jesus wasn't quoted correctly in the Gospels?...  How could he 
bring himself to call the Jews of his time children of the devil, and their places of 
worship synagogues of Satan?  Or was he really anti-Jewish or anti-traditionalist 
at all?...  The thesis I have proposed is based on the writings of the great 
Talmudist and anti-Shabbatean Rabbi Jacob Emden, a valiant champion of 
Orthodox Judaism during the eighteenth century... 
 
His adversaries at the time were the Shabbateans, or followers of the false 
seventeenth century messiah, Shabbatai Zevi.  These Shabbateans--or Frankists 
as they were called in his day--desecrated Jewish law and openly practiced 
sexual immorality.  When excommunicated by the Polish rabbinate, they 
complained to certain Catholic bishops of being persecuted by the Jews because 
they believed in the Trinity.  This eventually led to the burning of the Talmud in 
Poland, and these Frankists even tried to revive the notorious blood libel against 
the Jews.  When the leading rabbis of Poland asked Rabbi Emden whether it 
would be permitted to explain the true nature of these immoral heretics to the 
Polish authorities, Rabbi Emden replied in the affirmative, and also advised them 
to ask the Christians for help against the Shabbateans.  This led him into a 
thorough analysis of the origins of Christianity and the original intent of its 
founders.  He concluded that Jesus and Paul had intended to create a religion for 
the Gentiles based upon the seven Noahide Commandments...  He believed that 
Jesus of Nazareth acted entirely according to the Halakha [accepted Jewish 
law]...  R. Emden stressed that Jesus spoke out strongly on behalf of the Torah 
of Moses, which indeed grants salvation to those Gentiles who practice the 
Noahide Commandments..." [2] 
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That is a very interesting and revealing statement about the Jewish Talmudic 
Noahide Laws being the "cradle" of the Christian religion.  Many of what would 
be today's Shabbateans claim that Jesus Christ "is not the Jewish messiah," 
when in fact, this faction of Jews only say that and pretend to be his "Arch-
enemies" to make Christianity look like it must be worth defending and fighting for 
in the eyes of the Gentiles [see Romans chapter 11, concerning the temporary 
"hardening of Israel" and the "fullness of the Gentiles"].  Both sides of the Jews 
work to make Christianity look as "credible" as possible, fooling as many Gentiles 
as they can, while moving forward, advancing the Jewish communist agenda.  
Christianity relies on the idiocy of its followers. 
 
It should now be obvious that Christ never condemned the entire Pharisee 
movement in his outbursts against the school of Bet Shammai Pharisaism, in the 
Bible or anywhere else.  Likewise, Christ never addressed any ethnic Jews as 
being the offspring of "Satan," considering that the Jews of that time used the 
common statement of "your father the Devil" as a figure of speech and nothing 
more.  As a matter of fact, in the Bible, Christ says, in defense of the Jewish 
people, that "salvation is from the Jews" (Matthew 4:22). 
 
As for the identity of the true Evil One who fathered the Jewish people, it isn't the 
Serpent [Samael/Enki/Satan; the one who offered physical and spiritual 
perfection and immortality to his creation of Gentile humanity]; the Evil One is 
none other than the Jews and their creators who go by the name of "YHVH."  
Christians have this backwards.  All one needs to do is take note of all of the 
savage murders of innocent Aryan men, women, and children, and the 
enslavement of non-White Gentiles throughout both Testaments of the Christian 
Bible at the command of "YHVH" and his Jews to see who the REAL "Devil" and 
"Father of Lies" is; he who was "a murderer from the beginning."  It is not Satan!   
 
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/YHVH_Murderer.htm  
 
The next verse has also witnessed much controversy, as people who can't 
understand the Jewish message of the Christian Bible misinterpret this verse as 
being "Anti-Semitic," when it is most definitely not, but is anti-Gentile.  
 
Scripture #2:  Revelation 2:9 [Christ speaking]:  "I know thy works, and 
tribulation, and poverty, (but thou art rich) and I know the blasphemy of them, 
which say they are Jews, and are not, but are the synagogue of Satan." 
 
Explanation:  In more politically correct Jewish statements, Jewish author David 
H. Stern admits that Christ never referred to any ethnic Jews who "reject" him as 
being the "Synagogue of Satan," and that it is the Gentile Christians who are 
given this epithet, as Gentiles, even if they are Christians, are not wanted by 
Christ.  This is the plain, unpainted truth.  Christians are, and always have been, 
deluding themselves:   
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"Yochanan [John] writes about Gentiles who call themselves Jews but aren't -- 
on the contrary, they are a synagogue of Satan, the Adversary (see Matthew 
4:1N).  Perhaps they, like the Gentile Judaizers of the book of Galations, adopted 
a smattering of Jewish practices and tried to force them on Gentile Christians.  
They may have subjected themselves to a legalistic perversion of the Torah (see 
1 Corinthians 9:20&N).  They apparently organized a pseudo-Messianic 
synagogue...  They probably drew Gentile Christians away from the truth and 
thereby threatened the Messianic community. 
 
Virtually all the commentators ignore the obvious and straightforward 
interpretation that Yochanan is talking here about Gentiles who pretend to be 
Jews.  The same kind of expression is used in verse 2:  "...you tested those who 
call themselves emissaries but aren't -- and you found them to be liars."  It 
obviously refers to false apostles, and the commentators accept the literal sense 
without demur.  But here they opt for the metaphorical interpretation that 
Yochanan is talking about Jews who reject Yeshua [Jesus Christ] as the Messiah 
instead of the literal understanding that these are non-Jews who lie and say they 
are Jews but in fact are Gentiles.  In this way a verse which says nothing about 
Jews is given a virulently antisemitic significance.  The result is that over the 
centuries Jews have had the epithet "synagogue of Satan" hurled at them by 
Christians who thought they understood the Bible. 
 
But nowhere in the New Testament are unbelieving Jews called non-Jews...  Nor 
does anything in the present context call for a violent outburst against Jews. 
 
In the first century, the Jewish religion was highly regarded; many Gentiles 
became Jewish proselytes.  It is not surprising that other Gentiles preferred a 
short-cut, reaping the advantage of Jewish identification without the burden of 
adherence to Torah.  Sha'ul [Paul] had already encountered such types in 
Galatia (see Galations 6:12-13). 
 
Should it nevertheless be thought improbable that Gentiles would call themselves 
Jews, Hebrews or Israelites, consider the following modern examples.  The 
"British Israelites" regard the British as the Ten Lost Tribes.  The Mormons not 
only consider themselves to be the Ten Lost Tribes but regard themselves as 
Jews and everyone else (real Jews included) as Gentiles!  A sect of mostly 
American-born blacks consider themselves the true Hebrews; several thousand 
of them are living in Israel.  All of these are Christians whose strong identification 
with and love for the Jewish people has made them believe -- without a shred of 
evidence -- that they are actually Jewish themselves (see 1 Titus 1:3b-4N)... 
 
Without exception this phenomenon of Gentiles imagining and asserting they are 
Jewish when they are not leads to strange patterns of doctrine and practice.  
Such people are not accepted by Jews as Jewish...  Isolated and self-destructive, 
they can easily become prideful, neither obeying the Torah nor showing brotherly 
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love to Yeshua's real followers.  It is easy to see why Yeshua does not regard 
them as harmlessly neutral but pegs them as a synagogue of the Adversary." [3] 
 
Note:  David H. Stern stated that the Jewish religion was "highly regarded" during 
the first century C.E., but he didn't include the fact that the Gentiles were forced 
to convert under the threat of genocide, murder, and terror, at the hands of the 
allegedly "peace and freedom-loving" Jewish people.  The Jews never change 
when all is said and done.  Although ubiquitous, neither does the Christian 
[Jewish] "god" when stripped of "his" modern guises to appeal to diverse crowds.  
See Malachi 3:6 where "god" says that "he" does not change. 
 
The next scripture that is misunderstood by people who want to twist it to mean 
something that it doesn't mean, once again attacks the Gentiles while praising 
the Jewish people, and it enforces the worship of the Jews.  This is no different 
from how Jewish Communist dictatorships work, in that people have the choice 
of either worshipping the Jewish or Jewish-approved Communist dictators [under 
the most brutal conditions] or to refuse, which often resulted in the death of not 
only one's self, but one's spouse/partner, children, family, and friends.  
Christianity is a Communist religion, as it is Judaism.  See Luke 19:27 where 
Jesus Christ, himself, basically says what amounts to "Worship me or be 
executed, goyim!" 
 
Scripture #3:  Revelation 3:9 [Christ speaking]:  "Behold, I will make them of the 
synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews, and are not, but do lie; behold, I 
will make them to come and worship before thy feet, and to know that I have 
loved thee." 
 
Explanation:  "...On these Gentile pretenders, see Revelation 2:9N.  I will cause 
them to come and prostrate themselves at your feet, and they will know that I 
have loved you.  In his remarks on this phrase the non-Jewish commentator 
George Eldon Ladd notes verses from the Tanakh [Old Testament] in which it is 
prophesied that the pagan [Gentile] nations of the world will come and bow 
before Israel (Isaiah 45:14, 49:23, 60:14; Ezekiel 36:23, 37:28), and then writes, 
 
"These and many other passages look forward to a day of triumph of Israel over 
the nations [Gentiles]; sometimes it is expressed in terms of the humiliation of the 
gentiles before Israel, sometimes in the conversion of the gentiles to the faith of 
Israel."  (Revelation, Eerdmans, 1972, pp. 60-61) [4] 
 
Although the Bible scriptures regarding whether Christ is "YHVH" "himself" in 
human form or not totally contradict each other, in the scriptures we have seen, 
Christ not only admits that he is not "God," but he enforces the worship of not 
only himself, just like any other Communist dictator, but the rest of the Jewish 
people, whom he loves, must also be worshiped and served day and night.  The 
Jews who claim to reject Jesus Christ don't really reject him.  They only reject the 
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18 or more Satanic Pagan Gods of the Gentiles who they stole from to create the 
Jewish character of Christ.     
 
There is, and never was, anything even remotely Aryan or White about 
Christianity, including the Jewish program of Christian Identity.  Whites who 
refuse to wake up from these abominations, once they are given the opportunity 
to, are actually betraying the White race and they are contributing to the Jewish 
cause and will suffer the consequence, even if they believe the contrary.  
Christianity, in all of its "flavors," is an insult to the White race and it will soon be 
outlawed and completely destroyed in the coming world in the same manner that 
Islam will be destroyed.  The time has run out for these Jewish Communist 
programs.  Everyone must do their part and fight for Satan.  He fights for our 
survival and well-being.  It should come natural to the Satanist to desire to help 
our Father in return. 
 
 
References: 
 
[1] Jesus the Pharisee:  A New Look At the Jewishness of Jesus by Harvey Falk 
 
[2] ibid 
 
[3] Jewish New Testament Commentary by David H. Stern 
 
[4] ibid 
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Christian Replacement Theology:  The Jewish Foundation of the 
Christian Identity Hoax  
by High Priest Jake Carlson 
 
With the way the Jews always play both sides against the middle, it is always 
played out in a game of "tug o' war," so to speak. When one side weakens, the 
other side strengthens, and it goes back and forth. Whenever the Jews act as 
though they are against Christianity because of the Paganism that they stole 
from in order to invent that so-called "religion" for the Gentiles, the other side of 
Jews "tugs" by making Christianity look as "credible" to the Gentiles as possible, 
thus giving it more power. Regardless of which side the Jews "tug" from, both 
sides move forward in enforcing the Jewish Communist agenda, never caring 
how many of their own they have to sacrifice in the process.  Every square inch 
of Christianity is Judaism, no matter how much organic Paganism it has 
assimilated over time. 
 
For the past several centuries, with strong Jewish encouragement, Christians, 
including many modern Christian Identity adherents of today, have been telling 
themselves the following Jewish lies about where the Christian [Jewish] "God" 
allegedly stands with the Jewish people, namely the Jews who say that they 
"reject" Jesus Christ, the Jewish messiah: 
 
1) The Christian Church is the new and true Israel which has replaced the Jewish 
people. 
 
2) The Jews are no longer the people of God, as Christian believers have taken 
their place. 
 
3) The destruction of the Temple and Jerusalem in AD 70 was 
Jewhovah/Yahweh's public demonstration of his rejection of the Jews as his 
people for their "rejection" and "killing" of Jesus Christ. 
 
4) The people who call themselves Jews today are the enemies of the Gospel 
and the Church. 
 
These lies have been the foundation of Christian "Replacement" Theology, which 
is the Jewish backbone of the Christian Identity Movement. The Jews, who are 
skilled at lying and acting, have been encouraging and enforcing Christianity [as 
well as Islam] by convincing large numbers of Gentile Christian believers to 
accept these lies that totally contradict what the Jewish writings of the Christian 
Bible and the Jewish Talmud actually state. Like Islam, Christianity lives off of a 
lack of intelligence and the inability to reason. 
 
Especially with the fictitious Jewhovah/Yahweh and Jesus Christ being Jewish 
themselves, it should be obvious to any thinking person that ANY so-called 
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"Christian Anti-Semitism" not only requires complete ignorance of what the 
Christian Bible actually says, as well as a lack of understanding of the 
fundamental premise of the Christian faith, but a complete rejection of the pro-
Jewish scriptures that are on nearly each and every page of that goddamned 
curse of a Bible, including the New Testament.  What "Christian Anti-Semites" fail 
to understand is that any and all forms of the Christian faith serve the Jews day 
and night [as well as gives them a form of insurance], and that includes "Anti-
Semitic Christianity.” It should also be obvious to any thinking person that "Anti-
Semitism" and Christianity totally contradict each other to the point of canceling 
each other out. So-called "Anti-Semitism" comes directly from Satan and his 
Demons, themselves. In the days that lay ahead, Christians who are fed up with 
the Jewish people and their crimes against humanity will have to decide between 
Christianity or "Anti-Semitism," as it is only one or the other. 
 
Satan is the Enemy and Adversary of the Jewish people. "SATAN" MEANS 
"ENEMY" AND "ADVERSARY" IN HEBREW... I can always tell when a 
"Satanist" is really a Christian and/or Communist at heart, as they are afraid of or 
are made uneasy by so-called "Anti-Semitism.” NEWSFLASH:  USING THE 
VERY NAME OF SATAN INVOKES "ANTISEMITIC" ENERGIES, AS HE IS THE 
ENEMY OF ALL THINGS JEWISH!!! No amount of mental gymnastics and 
escapism can ever make this truth go away. 
 
As Christian-Zionist Joel Richardson puts it, "...What sense would it make for the 
nations of the earth, driven by Satan, to go to war against Israel, a nation that 
[supposedly] no longer has any special relevance to God whatsoever? If God is 
done with Israel, then why would Satan have such a specific and focused 
intention to destroy them?  If supersessionism were true, then Satan's rage 
would be almost exclusively directed at Christians, not Israel. Not only is this 
contrary to the present global reality, but it is also not at all the story that the 
Scriptures tell." [1] 
 
The Jews who have invented and are the driving force behind each and every 
sect and denomination of Christianity, have cleverly crafted this Jewish lie to be 
able to bend, mold, and assimilate in the same way a lethal virus does in order to 
survive.  The reason for the existence of the Abrahamic "religions" [Judaism, 
Christianity, and Islam], as well as their religious and political offshoots, i.e., 
Communism, is to divide and conquer the White race who are the direct 
descendants of the one known as Satan, and to trick us into annihilating each 
other while the Jews sit back and take complete control of this world. It is written 
in the Christian Bible and other Jewish literature, that the Messiah/Jesus Christ 
will give this world to his Jewish people for them to rule over, once the White race 
is annihilated, and the non-White peoples are enslaved. For the Jewish people, 
the "land of milk and honey" is all of the earth, all of its peoples, and all of their 
private property, wealth, land, and possessions. 
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Since the "God" of the Bible is fictitious, the question I ask my readers is in 
theory. Has the Christian Church of Gentiles really replaced the Jewish people as 
the "Chosen of God?” The Christian scriptures, as well as the commentary from 
various Christian Zionists make the answer very clear for those who are able to 
see. 
 
"...Gentiles should thus show honor where honor is due and not look down upon 
those Jews who were "broken off [unbelieving Jews].” To not do so is to be 
"arrogant," "conceited," and ungrateful for the undeserved grace that has come to 
them [Gentiles]. It puts one at risk of being "cut off" from Christ..." [2] 
 
What this means is that if one wants to be a Bible-believing Christian, so-called 
"Anti-Semitism" causes Gentiles to be cursed by Jesus Christ, as he is the 
Jewish messiah. 
 
Gentile Christians are deluded into thinking that their faith in Christ combined 
with "repentance" from some so-called "sins" offers them "salvation" and a 
pleasant afterlife. However, Paul says something quite different about non-Jews. 
According to Christ and Paul, the Gentiles are: 
 
1) "Vessels of wrath prepared for destruction (Romans 9:22), and 
 
2) Were excluded from the commonwealth of Israel, and strangers to the 
covenants of promise, having no hope and without God in the world" (Ephesians 
2:12). 
 
While the Jews continue to lie and pretend to be the "Arch-enemies" of Christ 
and the "right-winged," conservative version of Christianity, the Christian Bible 
states that ALL of Israel [the Jewish people] will be saved, whether they believe 
in and accept Christ or not, while calling Gentiles who disagree "arrogant" and 
"conceited.” The Bible goes on to say that Gentile Christian believers who look 
down on un-believing Jews risk being cut off from Christ. There is no such thing 
as a "saved" Christian, as this promise the Jews make in their filthy Bible is 
another lie, and a very seductive lie for many Gentiles who are deluded with this 
nonsense. The Gentiles who have made "testimonies" about "heavenly miracles" 
and related deceit, are in fact, dealing with pure evil. 
 
In the following verse, Paul shows how the believing Jews and the un-believing 
Jews fool the Christian believers and play both sides against the middle: 
 
"For I do not want you, brethren, to be uninformed of this mystery--so that you 
will not be wise in your own estimation--that a partial hardening has happened to 
Israel until the fullness of the Gentiles has come in; and so all Israel will be 
saved; just as it is written, "The Deliverer will come from Zion, He will remove 
ungodliness from Jacob [Israel]. This is my covenant with them, when I take 
away their sins.” Romans 11:25-27 
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In other words, the Gentiles are only good until their psychic energy towards the 
coming/return of Christ is fulfilled. In the meantime, every Jew remains "innocent" 
of all of their lies and crimes against non-Jews. If one is Jewish, not only are they 
"saved" by Christ just for being Jewish, but the "Synagogue of Satan," who are in 
truth, Gentile believers [Gentiles belong to Satan], are outside of Christ's range 
for "salvation.” It is time for every Gentile to wake up. Satan has been trying to 
get through to so many of us for centuries, but we rarely listened. And when we 
did listen, we attributed Satan's efforts to fictitious Jewish characters who are in 
Jewish literature to serve as a subliminal message of Jewish victory over the 
Gentiles. 
 
The followers of Christian Identity are following a form of Christian 
Supersessionism which has its roots in Christian "Replacement" Theology. 
Despite the failed attempts at "Anti-Semitism," this is still Christianity, which 
means that any "Anti-Semitism," no matter how strong, goes right down the 
drain. Despite the belief among Christian Identity adherents that the White race is 
Jewhovah/Yahweh's people, thus the "real Jews," and that today's Jews are the 
"false Jews," or are the people of "Satan," Jewish literature, such as the Christian 
Bible, make it very clear as to how the true Evil One, who is NOT "Satan," but 
Jewhovah/Yahweh, feels about the Jews, whether they are the fictitious Biblical 
Israelites, or the Ashkenazi Jews of today, regardless of their skin color. In 
closing... 
 
"The Scriptures thoroughly testify that the geographic heart of Satan's rage and 
resistance against the unfolding plans and purposes of God will be the land of 
Israel, and specifically, Jerusalem. The fact that it all happens there is proof that 
the Lord is not done with His people Israel and is still faithful to His covenant 
promises. The very simple reason that all the nations of the earth will gather 
against Jerusalem is because Satan is committed to resisting God's plans to 
reestablish a glorified Jewish kingdom through which He will vindicate and glorify 
His own name... Satan wishes to annihilate the very people through whom God 
will vindicate Himself among the nations. Therefore he is going to vent His full 
wrath against the very people the Lord has chosen and the city He will establish 
as the global capital of His coming kingdom." [3] 
 
Christian Identity is nothing short of an abomination. Underneath the claimed 
desire for the survival of the White race, there is Judaism, and therefore, what 
has become "White Zionism.” Satan wants his people to triumph so that Jesus 
Christ will not come to this earth in the form of a human being and conquer its 
Gentile nations with his Marxian creed. It is time to wake up. The clock is ticking.   
 
The salvation for the Gentile peoples is true National Socialism and Satanic 
Power Meditation, which unlike Christianity, are very positive and life-loving. 
These are gifts from our Creator, Satan. Both lead to true everlasting life and 
eternal freedom. 
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Save your own soul today and read http://www.joyofsatan.com  
 
 
References: 
 
[1] When a Jew Rules the World by Joel Richardson 
 
[2] ibid 
 
[3] ibid 
 
Informative sermon: 
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Identity.html  
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Christian Ritual Abuse 
 
 
[This article was originally posted from a JoS member].  
 
"We will have to deal with Christianity in a tougher way than hitherto. We must 
settle accounts with this Christianity, this greatest of plagues that could have 
happened to us in our history, which has weakened us in every conflict. If our 
generation does not do it, then I believe it would drag on for a long time. We must 
overcome it within ourselves."  
-- Reichsführer Heinrich Himmler; Speech to top leaders of the SS, June 9, 1942 
Berlin  
 
Given the open media of today, the crimes of Christianity can no longer be 
hidden from the world. These heinous sexual attacks on children have been 
going on for centuries. The Third Reich did not tolerate this and for cracking 
down on the Christian Churches and their plethora of child molesting scum, they 
were attacked by the world. 
Satanist Adolf Hitler did not tolerate, nor did he ignore or look the other way as so 
many do in regards to Christian filth and crimes. There was a "priest's block" at 
Dachau concentration camp. The Satanic Third Reich was very serious about 
putting a stop to Christianity, Christian criminals and their crimes against 
humanity. For more on this: 
http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Fighting_Christian_Pedophilia.htm  
____________________________________________________________ 
 
"We are still left with the statistical certainty that 100 children WILL be abused by 
Christian Sexual Abusers EVERY year, yet Social Workers have 'turned a blind 
eye' to this DEFINITE sickening threat to the well-being of our nation's children in 
favour of chasing the Devil."  
 
** 
People really need to read this, it is appalling to say the least, and reveals where 
Christians are at on a spiritual level from tying into and worshipping such hideous 
energy. CHRISTIANITY, ISLAM, AND THE MALIGNANT ROOT OF THESE- 
JUDAISM, ARE PRECISELY WHY THIS WORLD IS IN THE UGLY STATE IT IS 
IN AND SOCIETY IS SO SICK. 
____________________________________________________________ 
  
 http://www.hiddenmysteries.org/religion/christianity/christianpedofile.shtml 
  
1978: Priest John Lenihan 44, admitted molesting a girl victim repetitively from 
ages 13 until 15. 
  
1978: Christian Brother working at Mount Cashel orphanage convicted of 
repeated sexual assaults on two 8 year old boys. Eight other Brothers were also 
tried in the same scandal. 
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 1982: Vicar who plies 2 young altar boys (10 & 12) with alcohol and then 
indecently assaults them gets 5 years at Liverpool Crown Court. Rev Evans, 
former chaplain at Norwich prison assaulted one boy after he had been placed in 
care. 
  
1982: Three-year-old child beaten to death with a wooden bat by his parents, 
members of an extremist Christian group, to 'save his soul'. 
  
1982: 35 Yr Old Welsh preacher Roger Cox of Denbigh prayed with his wife 
Elizabeth before cutting off his penis and throwing it in the fire. Claiming that the 
DIY operation was carried out in accordance with St Matthew's Gospel Chapter 
19 V12. Cox said "I have always desired to serve my Lord as best I can without 
distraction". His wife was in prefect agreement to the act. 
  
1983: Two-year-old child is spanked to death by parents at Christian commune in 
public display of religious discipline. Victim Joseph Green died of shock after his 
parents hit him for two hours with a wooden bat. 
  
1983: Decomposed body of 10-year-old girl discovered at headquarters of 
Christian fundamentalist sect who had held praying services for her resurrection 
for several months after they allowed her to die from untreated juvenile diabetes. 
  
1983: Methodist Choirmaster admits repetitive abuse of five year old girl but is 
only cautioned by police. Parents begin private prosecution but Crown 
Prosecution Service stymie them. 
  
1983: Fifty children taken into care from Christian commune where a 12-year-old 
boy was beaten to death in what its leaders claim was punishment by God. The 
beatings were accomplished with a pickaxe handle and occurred whilst the victim 
was locked into a kind of wooden stocks. "John's death was God's Will' said one 
leader. God tells you to put the rod to the children's back and that is what we are 
doing." He insisted that the beatings were necessary for children to enter 'the 
Kingdom of God'. 
  
1983: Jerald Johns, lay preacher who was never without his bible, accused of 
raping and assaulting more than 100 women. 
  
1984: Methodist Minister Edgar Ford , 69, admitted to running a mailing list of 
100 'young things' and housewives who wanted to pose for amateur and 
professional photographers' that he had taken photographs of housewives and 
models himself and that on one occasion he did submit to being photographed by 
a lady whilst they were both nude. 
  
1985: Rev. John Gargano 67 convicted of 14 counts of rape, sodomy, sexual 
abuse and child endangerment. His four victims, who were repetitively abused 
said that the minister represented himself to them as the angel Gabriel. 
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1985: Methodist minister Emyr Owen a homosexual later found to possess a 
collection of sadomasochistic pornography was imprisoned by Chester Crown 
Court for secretly cutting the genitals off corpses of his parishioners, which were 
placed in his care for burial and for threatening to murder a four-year-old girl. 
Police found photographs of severed genitals together with knives and surgical 
implements at Owen's vicarage. Owen was in charge of several chapels in North 
Wales and at one time had been the Chaplain to the High Sherrif of Gwyned. 
Sentenced to 4 years imprisonment. 
  
1985: Christian zealot Michael Feeny described by his wife as a 'religious fanatic' 
read from the bible; stabbed her repetitively in a frenzy and leaving her for dead 
jumped to his death from a bridge on the M23. 
  
1985: Church pastor Andrew Hope from Nottingham arrested for soliciting sex 
from prostitutes 
  
1986: Minister Richard Kearney found guilty of molesting 4 boys over a 5 year 
period. One victim said he had been abused 20 times and another said he was 
molested whilst under Confirmation instruction by Kearney. 
  
1987: Vicar pleads guilty after being caught peeping on young women in a 
changing room at a Leisure Centre sports complex in Yorkshire. Admits he did it 
because he had been aroused by watching young girls. 
  
1987: Catholic priest who specialized in counseling on child abuse and incest 
faces charges of importing pedophile videos and slides. 
  
1987: Vicar Cecil Rothery, 63, sentenced to probation at Retford for indecently 
assaulting a teenage boy. 
  
1987: Jehovah's Witness given 8 years at Chelmsford for raping two girls. Yeates 
chanted "Satan. Satan" whilst raping them and claimed the devil made him do it. 
  
1988: Pentecostal minister Rev John Terry beheaded one of his parishioners and 
burned down his church with the body in it in an attempt to assume a new identity 
and disappear with 25,000 of church money. 
  
1988: Congregational Church Minister Ian Garvock 45, of Lanarkshire found 
guilty of raping a four-year-old girl in park. Judge said "The offence was an 
appalling one of a very severe kind with incalculable consequences to the young 
child. 
 
1988: Public school chaplain prosecuted for possessing pornographic pictures of 
under-age children. 
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1988: Priest Dino Cinel admitted intending to have sex with young men and was 
found to possess numerous pornographic videos & magazines of children and 
teenagers. 
  
1988: Preacher Wilfred Glew sentenced to life at St Albans Crown Court for the 
unprovoked battering to death of the fiancé of a young girl whom he had seduced 
when she came to him for spiritual guidance. 
  
1988: Baptist minister Johnathen Hamlin shot his live-in girlfriend dead and then 
went to church and preached. He was sentenced to 15 years. 
  
1988: Massive child porn ring smashed when police officers arrested a church 
official and seized cache of indecent video tapes magazines and child 
pornography photos in a raid on a church in London. 
  
1988: Church of England Vicar Michael Walter, already having served time for 
indecently assaulting little boys yet allowed to continue his clerical career by the 
church, is found guilty of further assaults on children. 
  
1988: Stephen Wilcock, religious fanatic and teacher at a Catholic School is 
exposed as a pervert when hundreds of Polaroid snapshots involving Wilcock, a 
female teacher and teenage pupils in various erotic poses were discovered. 
  
1988: Local church official and foster father Reginald Palmer who played Santa 
Claus at children's parties tortured boys and girls, one as young as 30 months 
old, who were stripped naked and filmed in their agonies. At one point, he 
became godfather to one child and then went on to assault the youngster. 
Palmer strung children upside down by the feet, beat them and encouraged 
children in his care to play sex games with each other. "Children can be seen 
and heard screaming, crying, pleading and begging for the defendant to stop" the 
prosecutor said. Sentenced to Six years at Exeter Crown Court. 
  
1988: Two Vicars, a choirmaster, a solicitor and an already convicted child 
molester all jailed at Winchester Crown Court on 21 specimen charges of sexual 
abuse of boys as young as seven which were carried out on them at church 
outings, at the YMCA and in churchyards. The men made the children take an 
oath never to breathe a word of what was going on and paid them 1.00 for each 
session. Sometimes the children's private parts were beaten with a fly swatter. 
  
1988: Born Again Christian Tate who works for a religious magazine, confesses 
to seducing ten-year-old girl. 
  
1988: Vicar Trevor Ward jailed for 7 years for using pornographic books to 
corrupt boys as young as eleven. Ward arranged sex 'threesomes'. Ward 
admitted offences of indecent assault, gross indecency, and buggery over an 8-
year period. 
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1988: Rev. Joseph Got jailed for indecently assaulting a 10-year-old boy and 
taking obscene photographs of him. Glos. Crown Court. 
  
1988: R.A.F. Roman Catholic Priest fined for gross indecency after picking up a 
man at public toilets and committing sex act in a supermarket car park. 
  
1988: Mormon preacher from Manchester shoots two women neighbours and 
then fires random shots from a magnum .35 revolver (for which he had a firearms 
certificate) before killing himself and his pet Alsation. 
  
1988: Fugitive Italian priest Rev Lorenzo Zorza goes on run accused of 
organising a pipeline for swapping American cocaine for Sicilian heroin. 
  
1988: A 'God Fearing' 38 yr old Foster Parent sentenced to 4 years for indecently 
assaulting three girls aged 8 at Bodmin Crown Court. 
  
1989 A 'devout Christian; and a Sunday School teacher, Scott Williams, 29, 
admitted to raping a 13 year old girl and strangling and beating her to death. 
  
1989: Christian Evangelist Darlene Jackson, 33, starved her 4-year-old daughter 
to death to exorcise her of evil spirits. She was sentenced to 7 years. 
  
1989: 'Church-affiliated psychologists and attorneys concede that, in the past 10 
years, hundreds of priests have molested thousands of children in the U.S. More 
than 600 pedophiliac priests have been counseled at a New Mexico facility in that 
time' Aberdeen Press & Journal 7.12.89. 
  
1989: Bartley Dobben, a member of a Christian evangelical fellowship killed his 
sons, aged 2 and 15 months, as a sacrifice to God by putting them into a red-hot 
foundry ladle because "God had dictated through the bible" that he should do so. 
  
1989: Minister Bernard Ponder 46, already on probation for the sexual abuse of 
boys now accused of sexually abusing a deaf boy. 
  
1989: Salvation Army member sexually abuses 14-year-old girl whom he met at 
Sunday School. Jailed at York Crown Court. 
  
1989: Chapel child care volunteer charged with 50 counts of child molestation, 
kidnapping, child abuse and other offences at Spring Valley church. A former 
youth minister was convicted of molesting teenagers at the church in the early 
  
1989: Baptist Christian fundamentalist found guilty of starting 19 fires at 
bookstores and sex shops causing 90,000.00 worth of damage and injuring two 
firemen. 
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1989: Rev William Thompson 45, Headmaster at an Episcopal church pleaded 
guilty to charges of child pornography and molesting 7 boys aged 11 to 16. 
  
1989: A devout British Moslem ritually killed his daughter by saying Bismilla and 
then slitting her throat and allowing her to bleed to death because she had 
declared that she was to convert to Christianity after she had been enticed into a 
gospel meeting by Jehovah's Witnesses. 
  
1989: Robert Messersmith, 46, a catechism instructor found guilty of coercing 
boys (12 to 15 years) to perform sex acts by showing them pornography. 
  
1989: Christian Evangelist Tony Leyva sentenced to 2 years for running a child 
prostitution ring. 
  
1989: Baptist minister Henry Waters, convicted of sexually abusing young boys 
whose souls he claimed would be 'saved' through his 'sex instruction'. 
  
1989: Salvation Army Captain Jack Holcomb, 50, pleaded guilty to unlawful 
intercourse with a 14 year old girl Salvation Army member. 
  
1989: Vicar quits his job after allegations of sexual indecency with girl. 
  
1989: London Vicar and church school Governor exposed, along with the deputy 
headmaster of the school for 11 year olds, for hosting perverted homosexual 
parties where drugs are smoked and hard core porno films are screened before 
group sex orgies commence. 
  
1989: Rev Robert Halverstadt, 61, jailed after admitting to using games, coercion 
and drugs to sexually molest 3 girls in his congregation. One girl said he gave 
her something to drink that made her fall asleep. 
  
1989: Bible School teacher Stanley Cummings sentenced to more than 2,000 
years in prison after conviction on 60 counts of child molestation and sexual 
exploitation of minors. Cummings molested, sodomised, photographed and tape-
recorded beating his victims whom he met through his church. 
  
1989: Foster parent Reverend Robert Schultz, 52, who had been honoured for 
his voluntary services to the community was sentenced to 30 years after 
confessing to acts described as 'horribly perverse' on foster children in his care. 
  
1989: Baptist minister William Hendricks, 50, pleaded guilty to sexual assault on 
his 7-year-old girl victim whom he molested on consecrated ground. 
 1989: Pentecostal evangelist Antonio S Martinez 'married' a 12 year old girl 
whose grandmother forced her into the arrangement. He first assaulted her when 
she was 11. He was found guilty of aggravated sexual assault after taking her to 
a doctor to ask why she wasn't pregnant. 
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1989: Catholic priest George Bredemann, 47 convicted of molesting boys sent to 
him for counseling for previous sexual abuse, later admitted 15 similar assaults. 
  
1989: Rev. Thomas Welsch 39, and his wife accomplice were sentenced to 30 
years in prison for a string of abuses on twin sisters (13) and a 17 year old girl, 
both members of his congregation. 
  
1989: Bible fanatic Jehovah's Witness Robin Baker who attended church three 
times a week beat up a mother of three who disagreed with his beliefs. Baker 
knocked her down, dragged her by the hair and punched and kicked her. The 
year previously, Baker had assaulted a disabled woman. He was sentenced to a 
year's imprisonment. 
  
1989: Christian Childcare worker Heath Turner, employed by First United 
Methodist Church convicted of sexually abusing a child in his care with toy boat, 
finger, and ice. 
  
1989: Six girls abused by Rev Francis Haight, Baptist leader, sentenced to 20 
years. 
  
1990: 'Praying Rapist' murders 68-year-old woman after raping her. Man repeats 
Church periapts whilst committing his horrible sex attacks on aged women in 
South East London. 
  
1990: British & American Catholic Church officials shuttle around a priest 
accused of child sexual abuse who is evading arrest. Priest eventually extradited 
and sentenced to 6 years for sexually abusing 4 boys. 
  
1990: Christian Evangelists rioted with police when they tried to question a 
member of the congregation in Kensington. A police van was set upon, a 
sergeant was dragged out and punched in the face and another officer was spat 
on whilst the mob tried to turn the van over. 
  
1990: Bishop tries to hush-up Goat in Churchyard sex scandal of divorcee and 
Vicar by persuading her to destroy erotic love letters. Vicar had seduced the 
divorcee after calling on her to give advice on treating an ache in her shoulder. 
  
1990: Slough Christian Social Worker sentenced to jail at Old Bailey for taking 
indecent photographs of a mentally retarded 8-year-old boy. His job was to look 
after handicapped children to give parents a break. 
  
1990: A Bradford man described in mitigation by his church leader as a 'devoted 
practising Christian' made menacing telephone calls to young mothers 
threatening to throw acid in their children's faces, stab and burn them. 
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1990: Vicar's wife runs off with 14-year-old choirboy. Vicar claims the lad is a 
"son of satan". "This unholy union is the work of the devil" 
  
1990: Cathedral Sidesman jailed for life for murdering his mistress and her new 
lover. Clive Crawshaw, well connected with leading clergymen in Exeter, poured 
petrol over his victims and set them alight. 
  
1990: Pentecostal Minister D Stenhouse from Solihull sent to jail after admitting 
five charges of indecently assaulting boys aged 12 to 15. 
  
1990: Priest Domenico Bernard, 65 arrested for molesting women who came to 
his home for distressed females. 
  
1990: Priest James Morrow found guilty of attacking pregnant woman at abortion 
clinic. Morrow had appeared in court four times in the previous year for similar 
protests. 
  
1990: Archbishop Penney resigns following report of him having ignored or 
denied reports of child sex abuse by Catholic Priests.  
  
1988 TWENTY of his priests have been convicted of sexually abusing boys. 
  
1990: Catholic Priest Anton Mowat 45, pleaded guilty to sexually molesting four 
altar boys between ages 12 and 14. Sentenced to 6 years imprisonment in May 
for two charges of child molestation, two of cruelty to children, two of enticing 
boys for indecent purposes and four charges of battery. 
  
1990: Priest Kenneth Arkley, pleaded guilty at Old Bailey to soliciting homeless 
young 'runaways' for sex at railway stations and repetitive homosexual acts with 
underage youth in his love nest. 
  
1990: Rev Gordon Haggarty, TV vicar and celebrity jailed for lewd and libidinous 
practices at Edinburgh Crown Court. He bound, blindfolded and gagged girls in 
his care aged from 8 to 12 years, then took photographs of them. 
  
1990: Nineteen members of Roman Catholic lay order charged with 149 counts 
of physical and sexual abuse at a boys training school (now closed down) 
  
1990: Jehovah's Witness Thomas Rosserr, 38, pleaded guilty to two sexual 
intercourse with a 13 year old girl at Bible Classes and was sentenced to 21 
months at Teeside Crown Court. 
  
1990: Prison Chaplain replies to sexual contact mag advert and is blackmailed 
after writing pornographic letters about his erotic fantasies. 
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1990: Priests of a wealthy Roman Catholic breakaway sect are given emergency 
hospital treatment after self-castration. Followers of the Christian sect are also 
reported to insert rings through their genitals as penitence or to prevent sexual 
temptation. 
 
1990: Rev Stephen Horkin pays rent-boy to sadistically abuse him whilst 
dressing up as the devil. 
  
1990: Methodist Reverend Paul Flowers, vice--chairman of Rochdale social 
services committee which had control over the Rochdale Satanic Abuse Cases is 
discovered to have a conviction for indecency during the height of the 
allegations. Flowers was caught in a public lavatory with another man. 
  
1991: Lord Justice Butler-Sloss (author of the definitive Cleveland report on child 
abuse) cautioned a Christian 'religious fanatic' who had appealed to see his two 
children who feared him because of his obsession with Christianity. He had tried 
to force his strict beliefs on the children and they were frightened of him when he 
questioned their own beliefs. The judge said "Don't push your beliefs too far or 
you may lose them forever." 
  
1991: Priest allows filming and broadcast of the 'exorcism' of 16 year old girl who 
is tied down and traumatised with spitting, screaming and retching. 
  
1991: Rev Elias Sark convicted of rape and gross sexual imposition on a female 
parishioner. 
  
1991: A Christian religious fanatic whose father had died after drinking strychnine 
during a service was killed during another church service where attendees were 
encouraged to handle Snakes. 
  
1991: Church Choir tenor and dole fraud investigator Ian MacKenzie, 35, was 
jailed for four years for sexually assaulting boys aged between 12 and 14. 
MacKenzie forced them into felatio after making them shackle him with chains 
and rope and then thrashing him with a horsewhip. 
  
1991: Rev. John Stockwell found guilty of kerb-crawling and soliciting prostitutes. 
  
1991: Fallen priest Roy Yanke robbed 14 banks and stole 24,000. Yanke 
admitted spending the money on his obsession with prostitutes. 
  
1991: Church Organist Vincent Smith jailed at Leeds Crown Court for repetitive 
sexual abuse of a 9-year-old boy which extended over a six year period. 
  
1991: Priest Norbert LaCosse, sentenced to 15 years for molesting his 12-year-
old Altar boy, admitted to repeatedly abusing him. 
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1991: Rev G Snow, 38 jailed for sexually assaulting a 10-year-old boy. Police 
found two suitcases filled with indecent photographs of boys and men in Snow's 
vicarage. 
  
1991: 52 yr old Priest pleaded guilty to sexually abusing children aged 13 to 15 in 
dormitories whilst they slept. He was the second priest to be convicted in the 
scandal. 
  
1991: Evangelist preacher Alan Bradley of Skipton convicted of indecent 
behaviour. Caught by police after revealing himself to young girls wearing a 
rubber penis and false breasts. 
  
1991: Catholic Priest tape-recorded soliciting sex from policewoman. Priest 
Dominic Candappa (official exorcist) entrapped and arrested between church 
services on Good Friday. 
  
1991: Baptist Minister Ashby Breneman gets 18 yrs for molesting six boys at a 
Christian Youth Camp he ran. 
  
1991: 62 yr old Sunday School teacher sentenced to 10 years for sexually 
assaulting numerous children who attended Sunday School classes. 
  
1991: Baptist Minister Rev. Robert Burton charged after admitting long-term 
serious sexual abuse of his six and eight year old stepsons. 
  
1991: Pentecostal Religious teacher who already had convictions for indecency 
against children was allowed to teach bible classes at a Cornwall church and 
used his position to sexually assault an 8-year-old boy who attended his classes. 
  
1991: Minister Alfred Gatehouse 62, sentenced to 10 years for sodomy and 
soliciting paid sex with teenage girls. 
  
1991: Baptist Minister Larry Bernard 45, sentenced to 7 years for molesting a boy 
of 14. 
  
1991 Reverend S Pusateria 40, sentenced to 6 years for criminal sexual assault. 
He molested his victim repeatedly for over a year. 
  
1991: Priest sentenced to 22 years imprisonment for repeatedly sexually 
assaulting a 13 year old boy. 
  
1991: 51 yr old Minister's Wife convicted of inducing a minor in her foster care to 
engage in sexual intercourse. /care to engage in sexual intercourse. 
NOTES: This list finalised July 1991. Every case has been thoroughly 
researched and can be fully supported with documented evidence of dates, 
places, court records, sources, times and names. It is highly abbreviated here for 
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practical purposes but we can say that the details of the abuses are exceedingly 
horrible and many exhibit virtually identical abuses to those alleged to take place 
in so-called Satanic Ritualised Abuse. We invite further correspondence and offer 
free research facilities on all our data to any serious enquirer. 
  
FREQUENCY OF CHRISTIAN RITUAL ABUSE: 
The S.A.F.F. only began collecting, collating and analysing Sexual Abuse linked 
with ecclesiastics during 1989 hence the sample of cases grew as our scope and 
ability to source them increased. The early years are therefore sparse but this 
reflects the lack of attention so far applied to them. Since 1978, we have logged 
over ONE HUNDRED convictions of Christian Ritualised Abuse. Compare these 
DEFINITE cases with the six uncorroborated cases promoters of Satanic 
Ritualised Abuse have unearthed over the same period and the true nature of 
both is immediately apparent. The average yearly level of abuse going by our 
1989/90 & 91 figures can be considered representational at two dozen cases per 
year, a shocking figure. We did not collate cases prior to 1989 and we must 
remember that not all cases are detected and brought to court but applying the 
average from the firm statistics we do have we come up with the terrible result 
that whilst Time Tate and his pro-SRAMists have been occupying the nation with 
sensationalism about six cases of Satanic Ritual Abuse, more than TWO 
HUNDRED cases of Christian Ritual Abuse are likely to have occurred. The 
tragedy of the suffering of innocent children in this situation is too miserable to 
contemplate. 
  
COVERAGE:  
Please note that we have NOT included ALL the cases we have on file. There 
are many further cases, which we have researched which confirm the overall 
picture but which are insignificantly unique and which we have therefore left out. 
These are open to scrutiny if needed. We also have a large pile of quite serious 
and shocking Christian Ritual Abuse cases, which were reported mid-trial and 
which look likely to have ended in convictions but which we have not yet sourced 
the verdicts for. 
  
STATISTICAL COMPARISONS: 
The data from our research is now large enough to form predictions of the yearly 
frequency of what can now be seen to be a very serious problem of Christian 
Ritual Abuse. We are not here looking at a sporadic and unusual manifestation of 
Christian Ritual Abuse caused by a handful of rogue Vicars. The shocking facts 
are that statistics show a definite and continuing proportion of the clergy who are 
pre-disposed to commit terrible crimes against children in their care. This 
phenomenon carries across all age levels and is represented in novitiates as well 
as established ecclesiastics - it is not a passing node, which will eventually 
dissipate itself given time. Action must be called for from government to deal with 
this problem. Additionally it has to be said that a not insignificant portion of these 
Christian Ritual Abusers re-offend when allowed to continue in their work. 
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Christianity advocates microchips 

-By Edward Lonsa 

There is a category of idiots, who buy the lie, that Christianity is some kind of cure from mass 

implanting of microchips. Indeed, Christianity is the best cure from scientific progress, 

technology and medicine advancement, increasing comfort level and life quality. When it 

comes to advancement of human powers and freedoms – then yes, its best cure against all 

this. BUT, when it comes to mass implantation of chips, all-control and global tracking – i.e. 

using this progress AGAINST human's rights instead of increasing them, xian church is out 

there with blessings. 

 

What’s microchip implants and how they work 

https://youtu.be/4MZKEzGklBU  

 

Nicholas Rockefeller admitted elite goal is 100% microchip population control 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZL_5bfccz1c  

 

Now let us ask the opinion of xian church in the face of Pope Francis: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5udebRy44vU 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ypgOTcVzJPU 

http://nationalreport.net/pope-francis-public-support-rfid-chip-implantation/  

 

“We have examined the scriptures thoroughly, and I can conclusively say that there’s 

nothing to indicate that RFID Chips are Satanic in anyway. If anything, these devices are a 

blessing from God himself, bestowed upon humanity to solve many of the world’s ills.” - See 

more at: http://nationalreport.net/pope-francis-public-support-rfid-chip-

implantation/#sthash.5hVcsP4J.dpuf  

 

 

It’s no mistake that the jewish “god” (i.e. jewish race) blessed the device that would bring it 

its Jew World Order. 

 

 

This very idiot category thinks also, that Christianity is somehow protecting national culture 

and tradition from alien influences like feminism and multiculturalism. For these idiots to 

know, once Christianity was the first one to destroy all the culture, all the tradition, 

destroyed all Pagan Temples and Memorials, xian leaders were those who tortured to death 

all preservers of this culture. And whole villages, cities and even countries perished in the 

ashes of xian inquisition. On the ruins of the stolen culture they constructed Orwellian style 

slave system with torture, all-control, global tracking and brainwashing on daily basis. 

 

 

Exposing Christianity: 

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/  
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Actually mass microchipping is updated, electronic version of xianity. 

 

Same idiot category thinks, that xianity is somehow opposed to jews with their New World 

Order. Let’s ask the spiritual leader of Pissrael, jewish cabbala and jewish torah scholar, 

Rabbi Yitzhak Kaduri, who is the one who will rule Jewish World Order and who will bring it 

to the Earth according to their torah. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAULE3AB8Qs  

 

As we can see, spiritual leader of Pissrael thinks that jewish Mashiah / Messiah is Yeshua / 

Jesus the Nazarene. 
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Christianity Better Than Islam? 

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Wed Mar 13, 2019 

 

 

 

 
What is of extreme importance and makes one an actual Satanist, is to what extent one has 
deprogrammed from xianity, islam, and general abrahamism. 
 
The roots in which the mentalities of the enemy can run into people, which have been drummed in 
nations, individuals, and souls for centuries, can be extremely deep. The poisonous tree of the teachings 
of the enemy have infested humanity, human minds, and life, for centuries. 
 
There are people who are literally brainwashed at the deepest levels of the minds from the above.  
 
A typical of this category is fools who say that "Christianity" is better than Islam. These types of 
brainwashed NPC's have not crossed the books side by side to see that actually, they are all the very 
same thing. 
 
The whole difference between Islam and Christianity is that in Christianity, White Europeans and 
enlightened people of "Heathen" beliefs have fought more successfully Christianity for centuries, and 
spilled tons of blood to cast it aside. This has generated in the last centuries a 'breath' from Christianity 
for Europeans and other people, whom the enemy is trying to always bring back, or move forward to the 
antithetical end, so people swindle back into it. 
 
Islam rising in Europe is just the second card of the jews up their sleeve to return their eternal 
destruction back to authority. 
 
Mass slaughter, mass censorship, burning people, stoning people and capital punishment, engaging in 
"Holy wars", complete war against any form of science or intellectual thinking, denial of life and 
existence, are all common subjects in both these jewish faiths. Both in their logical extreme only will 
destroy the planet and flatten humanity on the level of animals now and for all eternity if allowed to.  
 
Any form of life under any condition is detested, opposed, and put on as a task of sinful criminality. The 
only 'life' that can exist, is what serves the jew in the alien hive, and only insofar it follows the 'rules' 
imposed by the jewish filth. Only cattle can exist for the jews and "abrahamic authorities" in a state of 
perpetual servitude and slavery, with a yoke on the neck. 
 
Christians are hypocritical, vicious, and above all, dumb creatures. You see many "Christians" complain 
about Pedophillia in "Islam", but they are all good with opening their "Brotherly arms for mankind" and 
accepting their sister religion into their midst, only to create grooming gangs later, as is usual in their 
loved regions of the "East" for a few centuries, thanks to jews. 
 
What their book says is to not "Judge". The ability of "Judgement" of these people is clearly lacking, 
same as the IQ. At least, as this book says, the poor in spirit which is pnevma in Greek or intelligence in 
plain slang, will enter 'heaven'. 
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The only complaint of "Christians" when millions and millions of people who will eventually extinct them 
in some sort of demographic apocalypse, that is fine, granted, these people are "Christians". "Good 
Christians" fill the boats thousands by thousands daily in what is basically an invasion. After all, 
"Everyone is Equal In the Eyes of The Lord". 
 
They both belong and were concocted by jewish sick and defiled mind. Jesus and Mohammed are both 
these archetypal jewish communists, that carry the same hammer and sickle, use the same preaching, 
and cause the same internal and external damage into a civilization. 
 
The roots of the Talmud, the Torah basis, and all the tenets, are transferred directly to both. Both, in all 
historical incidents that they had power, completely obliterated humanity and retracted back all sorts of 
development. 3000 years ago people knew the earth was round, but 1000 years earlier, the majority of 
people thought it was flat, simply because the Church said so. 
 
The only difference here is the people upon which these plagues fell, and how people reacted differently 
to them, times and circumstances, and nothing else. Both these poisons have had the same jewish aim, 
and that is to disable an once great people that were developed and advanced, and turn them into 
swine due to jewish hatred and spite.  
 
Now that Arabs have the chance to opt-out of this madness, they are doing it. It took them centuries to 
be able to finally have the option to move away. In the same position that Arabs are today, Europeans 
were for about 17 centuries.  
 
Anything meaningful ever generated to this planet, aside people working in fields like cattle slaves, was 
created by what is fundamentally "Anti-Jewish" or "Anti-Abrahamic" values. This includes any 
meaningful material object, any civilization, and anything that makes life meaningful for humans, and 
makes us 'humans' in contrast to cattle. 
 
Apparently, the ability to understand that if you have two bags of M&M's and Smarties, and 
understanding it's fundamentally and in everyway, the same thing, is lacking in many people.  
 
I will tell you what Islam and Christianity are: different smells, from the same jewish pile of dung. As for 
those who want to sit and divide the smells, I guess, some people are born to live in jewish filth, and 
there is nothing that can be done.  
 
Then people who keep themselves at this level also make the million dollar question: HOW DO THE 
JEWS RUN THE WHOLE PLANET? WHY DO THE JEWS OWN EVERYTHING? Ask the christians as they 
divide jewish filth. I DO NOT KNOW BUT I HATE THESE JEWS, answers another muslim as they shower in 
the pile of cultural jewish dung. I REALLY HATE THESE JEWS, says the christian as he whines for his 
favorite Rabbi from the Levant, his "SAVIOR", his "GOD", his "PURPOSE" and everything else.  
 
IQ at the level of donkeys here is an understatement.  
 
Every time someone attacks their favorite Rabbi from the Levant or from the Middle East, the jews and 
muslims are ready to juke it out. Don't you dare touch their cultural excretions and clean these pigs from 
the swine, you heretic.  
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After all, this is where pigs are supposed to have their dwelling. Who are we or anyone else to say 
differently? 
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Christianity Exposed The Virgin Birth 

by HP Mageson666 » Mon Jun 17, 2019 

 

 

 
In the east where much spiritual knowledge has survived despite the attempts to remove this from 
humanity the concept of the virgin birth can be found for what it was originally in the Pagan spiritual 
teachings as it has survived in the spiritual teachings of the Pagan east such as Hinduism and Taoism 
which have the same alchemical teachings. 
 
The eastern texts mention that the individual is to meditate on the third eye, "The Heart Of Heaven" the 
"Eye Of Shiva" the pineal gland region to manifest the energy of spirit the dew from this point. This is 
considered to be spiritual semen in the east, the semen of Shiva, the solar chakra is considered feminine 
in the east and is the spiritual aspect of the menses of the female womb. This energy of the dew is 
brought down from the head to the female region of the solar chakra. From here the generated energies 
of the white and red drops the semen and menses are united in the solar chakra which is symbolically 
the spiritual womb, in Taoism the act of this then generates the "Golden Fetus" this is also the symbol of 
the Yoni and Linga together in Hinduism they unite in the "Cosmic Womb" and generate the new soul. 
Just as the act of the union of the male semen and female menses uniting in the womb creates new life.  
 
 
The Taoist texts openly show this spiritual concept the new soul being generated by the practice of 
uniting the semen of Shiva with the menses of Shakti and the creation of the "Golden Fetus" in the 
spiritual womb of the navel chakra: 
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This concept was stolen and corrupted into a literal event to promote the lie of Christianity, which states 
the original sin was normal human sexual conception and that all humans are born in sin, because their 
parents had sex to create them. And thus Jesus is the sinless man because he was born when Yahweh 
the invisible Jew, raped his mother at 15, from the spook realm. 
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Christianity: It Is The Oral Torah 

Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Fri Dec 07, 2018 7:44 am 

After a very long time studying the jews, one simply understands that christianity is a jewish 

invention, and a jewish feud.  
 

Christianity is nothing more than a racial disagreement of the jews that started a few hundreds 

of years ago, a heresy of the original Judaism which is the original jewish faith. 
 

What the jews name as christianity is actually the Oral Torah. If one pays close attention to all 

the sayings or life of Yesu, Yeshua or Jesus, they will simply see the perfect Rabbi there. Many 

jews actually do, and even to this day, the jews believe this character is supposed to be their 

savior, the top Rabbis know this thing never existed as they made it up. One simply needs to do 

some googling around on the fact. Even in Israel today there is the same faction, and many 

jews believe this to this to this day as well and justify this on Torah grounds.  

 

The wise ones however know this is a hoax. They created it, after all. 
 

The jews have the Oral tradition which is not about sucking their baby's bloodied penises in 

vampiric rituals, but actually knowledge they exchange Orally both as a race and higher top 

advanced practicioners. They are forbidden to put most of this on paper, or even talk about it to 

Gentiles. This is exchanged in such a closed environment that it is impossible to trace, or prove.  
 

Part of this Oral tradition is the fact that Yeshua or Jesus is actually a jewish Rabbi that simply 

got a bit...derailed. The jews have mentions of that in the Talmud and what they say is the 

character they deified later was a failure Rabbi, one deeply in the jewish occult, who went too 

far, and became insane. Too high on the horse. This is an allegory of the already fraudlent story 

of the hypothetical "Jesus" that never even existed. It is writen to explain both the non existence 

of this spook, and where these types of spooks would have led if they "existed", which is 

nowhere. 
 

They write all sorts of cryptic things that Yeshua had overstepped the Torah and had angelic 

sigils, tattoos and such all over his body with "gods" name YHVH and all sorts of other 

absurdities. And this is why jews curse this in the Talmud, over the centuries this rebel rabbi 

became sort of like a focal point on what an ignorant rabbi or idiot should be. The jews 

generated this hoax as reverse folkore, to instruct their own to stupidity. Then, they weaponized 

this later on.  
 

Some of them also state jewsus was just a bratty rascal who keeps returning to do his Tshuva 

and get corrected like other jews. And they believe he was a dipshit failed deluded rabbi, that 

the goyim in their stupidity took as a savior. They laugh at the lowness of the goyim to take 

whom, they rejected, as their national egregore. That is the stupidity of the goyim. What we 

excrete, they elevate in savior of their souls, jews think and claim. 
 

Then according to their folklore, to discipline the rascal rabbi jesus, they killed him. Many Rabbis 

also speak of Yeshua or Jesus in a lot of respect, but they perceive him as an inferior to the top 

ones in Judaism, not even worthy of mention, knowing that he did not exist in any later claimed 

form. It is a story to base off the vanity, a parable, on what not to become, for the actual jews. In 
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all of their texts it is mentioned a couple of times and christurds are making a big deal out of it. 

This folkore story which has stolen Pagan elements in its entirety, was taken over by some of 

the more ignorant jews, who later made this into a personality cult. After this, the ignorant 

Gentiles of the Roman empire took over this as well through jewish infiltration. And from there, it 

went. Jesus appears to be a part of the Oral Torah of the jews, with limited material surviving. 

As the jews went, the ruling faction, simply blotted out the majority of the info to avoid mental 

corrosion of the jews themselves, since the deification of a hoax is obviously useless and 

threatening to them. A folk tale too useless, and gone wrong, based on a linear perspective. 
 

Actually almost everything the jews have put down to paper is a reflection of this oral tradition. 

The jews also know the bible was writen by humanoids of their own race, not by "god".  
 

As for the new testament, it is all ironic, since, its well known this was also penned by jews. But 

for whatever reason people wish this was not the case. Due to the low content and value of it, it 

was excreted from jewish culture and enforced on Gentiles. It has nothing substaintial in it, and 

it is just a weaponized form of corrosive spirituality the jews throw on their enemies, designed to 

bind and confuse. 
 

Christians get mad the jews do not accept their bullshit, but how can they do so, since, they 

made this hoax? Do not get high on your own supply, is what applies here. The jews sell 

spiritually laced crack cocaine, ie christianity but they do not smoke it.  

 

The jew knows this is all a hoax by the time they are 5 and the laugh at the goyim, and 

christians spend their lifetime trying to make reason of what is essentially useless kosher lying. 

The jews laugh at the christians for this very reason, as one laughs when they have smacked 

their enemy with a club onto the head and disoriented them.  
 

Why jews call Gentiles "Christians" is why an offender would call their slave by their slave 

name. Christian in the jewish language is the equal of "Goyim slave animal, diseased mental 

crackhead, we laugh at you cause you suck". 
 

Another lie is that their "Torah" has been existing without a change, but those in the know, do 

know and admit, that they changed this over the centuries and expanded around it. The same 

thing is the situation with the bible. There are over a thousand bible translations, yet the same 

lie that this was a book from "God". "God" has to update it too often, very all knowing of him.  
 

Many things there is not much writen proof about, and the majority of the christian teachings 

and the occult, all are the Oral Torah in essentially. One of these things is Hell or what the jews 

call Gehenom. The Oral tradition of the jews is that Gehenom, the fiery place of Torment, does 

in reality exist: but for Gentiles, not for jews. Jews were exempt from Hell, and the same idea 

exists today in the Vatican, which is why they do not believe in the value of their own crimes. 

When jews are blamed for this idea, they say it is writen nowhere, but they created this idea first 

and foremost of all other races on earth within that context. Jews invented eternal punishment 

as a result of disobedience to them. The jews themselves have a similar concept to the Hindu 

concept of sinning which is suffering but until they wake up, a process which can last lifetimes, 

but is not eternal. 

 

All sorts of bizarre things arose from the Oral tradition of the jews, not the writen one. Them the 
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jew can shrug off and pretend nothing ever happened.  
 

I have also studied the dark depths of "Christian Orthodoxy" to see that in the end, it is nothing 

different from Judaism. Those in the top of it, are essentially Rabbis and radical. There are 

books who write that one will be killed if they are working during the Shabbat, not even Sunday, 

and command to uphold the Shabbat same as the jews. They also say the true Sunday is 

actually the Shabbat.  
 

Sunday was put there as a religious day of "no work" to facilitate the destruction of the people, 

since Saturday is mainly perceived as a day of wasting, where all efforts are not feasible, while 

Sunday is a better day. So the Christians as a 5th collumn for jews tell the goyim to rest at 

Sunday, and labor at Saturday. This is deliberate. 
 

These are the books the top clergymen of the enemy read, not the hearsay of stupid idiots who 

say "Christianity is Aryan". The fact that even some Koreans were convinced to this fact should 

show the adaptability of this lie into every situation. But no, we wuz the tru ones guys. 

 
Christian power structure hobotards are the 5th collumnists appointed the jews on their ruled 

nations, the troops that are in place to keep Gentiles in check.  
 

Christians are so low they took what was excreted over from the jews culturally and tried to 

debate on it for centuries, based only on useless statements by some slave jews in the lowest 

strata of society hundreds of years ago.  
 

Lastly, Christians know first and foremost, such as the Vatican, who they are praising and why. 

Catholics call jews "Spiritual Brothers". One brother is the ruler, the other the manager of the 

cattle or Gentiles.  

 

The opposition of them is as fake as two jewish banks of Rothschilds pretending they have 

National Allegience and that they are on a funds war. Both are in a relationship of mutual 

benefit, like mafia that holds a turf and wears the local clothing to avoid being noticed by the 

unsuspecting populace.  

 

For this reason christians may pretend as far as to claim they are anti-semites, such as an 

angry brother calling on his mafia brother for not getting the cut they were promised. Otherwise, 

how can they run the business?  
 

The people would be like "wait a second, the Pope is praising Jehovah everyday, maybe they 

are the same?". Then the Popes who are jews pretend to have a beef with jews in order to 

appear normal. 
 

20 centuries and the Christian Antisemites could not smack a jewish nose. The NS in what 

appears to be 20 years of Satanic or for ease of goyim understanding, Pagan activity brought 

the jewish system at red alert. This should notify people really interested to deal with this 

problem to stop believing on the Oral Torah namely Christianity and to mobilize to do something 

cleverer this time around. 
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-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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Re: Christianity: It Is The Oral Torah 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Dec07, 2018 8:33 am 

There is layer of claims you have a common low tier claim from the average jew that Yesu was 

a Zealot jew the Zealot's where the militant jews of the days where wanted to destroy Rome and 

rebuild the Jewish kingdom by a military conflict with Rome. Yesu declared himself messiah ben 

david and thus claiming to be the King of the jews by doing so gave himself political authority to 

organize the jews into an army and wage the messianic military conflict against Rome. Then the 

jewish leadership had him dealt with to avoid a war with Rome they couldn't win and would end 

them. Later it was the Bar Kokhba war with Rome in which Kokhba was declared messiah ben 

david the king of the jews and they had an autonomous kingdom for awhile and it was destroyed 

by the Roman army and the Jews sent into exile. Some claim Yesu was alive still and died in 

the Bar Kokhba revolt. 
 

However the facts all show that Yesu was simply a character that was created by taking Osiris 

and turning him into a jewish fable in Alexandria and moving the location of the tale to the 

Levant. When the Alexandra family who ran this school of proto Christianity became the ruling 

hand of the Flavian's they packaged this into the Catholic Church and new testament. This was 

done to just create a thought form for the Gentiles to channel their energies into the jewish 

vortex of YHVH to bring the jews to power and from this psychic energy materialize the physical 

formulation of their world kingdom around. 
 

The ancient histories openly mention the Alexandrian jews just made jesus up from Osiris and 

this was not a actual historical person but a concept a plagiarization of Osiris. This is why there 

are so many gnostic gospels found in Alexandria this was from before the change into the 

official new testament and the finalization of this program with the needed military power to 

destroy all opposition and impose in its final form. The gnostic form was the original infiltration 

as this was the template of all religion in the Roman empire. The individual can witness from 

them how the jews where attempting to infiltrate the Gentile society at the time. Its based on 

corrupting spiritual knowledge and replacing it with Hebrew angels and letters. It was the Jews 

in Alexandria where openly condemned and hated for trying to corrupt the Dionysus spiritual 

teachings. There were riots against the jews by the Pagans for this and for their other evil 

practices.  

 

The most obvious evidence is the Church had to insert false historical mention of Yesu into 
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Josephus's works. To try and give this false character some creditability as having been real.  
 

 

The jewish leadership knows what this is as they created it and use it as such. 

 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

  

Re: Christianity: It Is The Oral Torah 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Fri Dec 07, 2018 9:15 am 

It also to be mentioned even the stupidest of the stupid of jews, do not believe "Jesus" as a very 

literal character, but rather, an incarnation of their Messianic Spirit, destined to return to 

exterminate the naughty goyim. A symbol of a jewish soul that is supposed to end up Messianic 

through a series of reincarnations, a concept.  
 

The story of this jew is paralellized with the soul of Elijah or Eliyahu, which is the mirror of their 

"Metatron" or the sum of their occultistic energies and workings, not an actual person. Even 

those who debate on the non existant ficticious "character", with those that "believe" in it, have 

the same dialectic that some Messianic character is going to rise to help them as the 

manifestation of the sum of their occultistic efforts. Whom they name Yeshua, Yehoshua or 

Yesua, which later was goyimized to Iesus.  

 

As any jew can become "Eliyahu", so they have the same belief about "Jesus". Both concepts. 

Just one folkore crap concept they exported, the other one they did not. Most of the story of 

Elijah or Eliyahu is he same as "Jesus" but more occultistic.  
 

Even when the jews sink into their stupidity, they do not sink past a level to believe too much on 

the literal existence of this being at any point to the extent Gentiles do. Because they exported 

the lie in the first place and gross exaggerations. What "Christian Jews" believed in however, is 

that this jewish occultistic thing worship can take a human form, and name it Jesus. This is no 

different than the belief of the other jews, and the top kabbalistic ones, just the details and 

stories are different levels of understanding, not the aims. 
 

They too, are expecting "Jesus's arrival" and name him Yeshu or Yeshua as Kaduri stated. 

Which is the manifested sum of all their criminal spirituality. Christians were duped into a literal 

existence of this hoax in order to charge it with energy to manifest it, and they were told it 

"happened before" to give it legitimacy. 
 

Jesus or Yeshu or Yeshua is literally the being they expect, and not their enemy. It is their 

greatly anticipated thoughform, in human form, which they can never manifest. 

 

Christianity or the aim of bringing about the ultimate messianic leader named Yeshua is what 
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the Kabbalist jews believe, with what they believe as spiritual concepts, materialized on the 

christian end as pseudohistory to make it easily consumed by the goyim. Same plot same 

creator of the plot, different audiences. 

 

If any jew by blood is by mistake unspiritual and therefore gets caught in their own racial lie 

which is Christianity, they snap them back by explaining them this is all fraudlent and a hoax 

with a spiritual swindle aim.  
 

If you dig a hole for the goyim, do not fall in it. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  

More will follow soon. 
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Re: Christianity: It Is The Oral Torah 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Fri Dec 07, 2018 9:26 am 

occultumlapidem wrote:maybe this Jewish messiah is highly dependant on what the goyim 

are thinking. like they wanna make us think the Jews are really powerful and wise (even 

though they are not) and this messiah embody that and then just Jews everyone 

 

 

This thing has never happened and for this reason they memed that it happened before to 

create it, because they could not. The mass energy of billions of belief they siphon for hundreds 

of years and still nothing has been achieved. 
 

This is just energy parasitism and vampirism on another level, and for an objective. 
 

Christians are told to pray for the return of a jew all their life. Which is explicitly stated in the 

bible what it is going to do to them, smash them like pots with a rod of violence and kill them. 
 

Christianity is from where the jews charge energy, like Islam, Judaism is from where they 

control where this is going. 
 

Christians are then told to hate on anyone who may come in contrast to this as an antichrist, 

and oppose them so they do not achieve the aim of cleaning out the jews and their plots. And to 

fight to bring about the coming of "Christ" in everything they do, forever.  
 

Energy siphoning, and thats it. 
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Re: Christianity: It Is The Oral Torah 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Dec 07, 2018 9:27 am 

A lot of jews believe Yesu was a historical person like many other people secular or otherwise 

what you mentioned is true about the incarnation from the mystical jews as well. Most jews 

believe Yesu was simply another failed messiah from long ago and leave it at that.  
 

However I get the impression some jews just are working to hold back the desire to hold Yesu 

as the most popular bragging rights, two billion Gentiles worship one of us jews as 

god.....Chosen baby, Chosen. 

 

Re: Christianity: It Is The Oral Torah 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Fri Dec 07, 2018 9:30 am 

HP Mageson666 wrote:A lot of jews believe Yesu was a historical person like many other 

people secular or otherwise what you mentioned is true about the incarnation from the 

mystical jews as well. Most jews believe Yesu was simply another failed messiah from long 

ago and leave it at that.  
 

However I get the impression some jews just are working to hold back the desire to hold 

Yesu as the most popular bragging rights, two billion Gentiles worship one of us jews as 

god.....Chosen baby, Chosen. 

 

 

There was a video in one of my documentaries where one rabbi just lol'd when he was saying 

the goyim took Yeshu and made him into a god.  
 

Sort of like turning a jewish hooker into your national beauty.  
 

This is why they cannot let it go, bragging rights. Not only they praise the jews, but the lowest 

and the failed jew...Bragging on the goyim. 

 

It took a failure of ours to deceive 2 billions of you, type of bragging. Stupid goyeems. 
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Christianity, teacher of Race Mixing, breeding De-Evolution

Wed May 25, 2016 6:12 am

-By High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
____

In reply to another SS thar asked if "one superior individual one in a billionth" from another race,
should be allowed to Race mix with another Race.

Observed from all standings, this is wrong. The reason why is that exactly these superior indivi-
duals, NEED to stay within their own Racial group, and make it better and elevate it, not try to use
this as a pass to mix heavily, supposedly over the basis of superiority. This most probably ensures
that both individuals get lost again and there is again no advancement.

If you really loved the person of another Race, however your emotions, you would love them
enough to let them go and procreate more of the exact thing you loved. Not actually breed them out
of existence, merely of the will of your willy. This is where the self and muh feels and fake ass ju-
deo individuality, gives in for what is great and beautiful for everyone.

This is selfish, and is a blueprint for global genocide. People who Race mix are actually endorsing
the jewish plan and procuring global genocide. But the Goyim as the enemy says, are animals. They
do not think. They just act like animals and are dominated by what is animal. Or lower than ani-
mals, since animals do not race mix. All this builds upon the pattern of xianity.

If you like a particular breed of dogs, you do not breed them out of existence.

Many mixed people want to turn against Race mixing because they experience it to be an issue.
This should say a lot of stuff to people who subject other souls into this suffering. Most people,
even the victims thereof, do not like this.

But well its mostly muh feels, muh dick and muh vagina for a few people. Its the same materialist,
animalistic, stupid person that destroyed Rome, Egypt, Greece, Sumer, Babylon, Persian Empire.
The same old materialist and comrade of the jew. These self hating individuals were also the first to
join the rank of xianity. Of course in the midst of time, the enemy like a good cattle owner, made su-
re to breed these people in hopes the normal people would go extinct from the planet.

The enemy sees Humanity like a breeder, for Humanity is a cattle. The new hybrid they want is a
docile worker, that works for 15 hours a day, has a debilitated IQ, is rootless, doesn't know where
they stem from, has no culture, cannot find anything mutual to connect with others in hard biology.
Easy animals for control. Pure races tend to be more intelligent and also on a racial basis, the jew
can be found and discovered. Without one, their reign will be undisputed and eternal.

The act of Race mixing is an act of very serious, and deep seated down, self hatred. It is past the
point where you hate yourself so much subconsciously, that you no longer want to see ANY being
resembling you anymore. All sensible and healthy people want their kids to look like them. Its also
an act of deep seated hatred and revenge, so against one's self, same as the Race you mix with. Infe-
rior or superior, it doesn't matter. On the deeper end, Race mixing is pure hatred. The fact that "love
can exist" doesn't matter to me more than how much a psychopathic murderer can love their vic-
tims. According to them, its love.
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When you are inferior internally, xianity teaches to destroy what is superior. Rather than catch up
and advance, because in xianity there is no advancement and everything is set in stone. So many
people have the innate self destructive need through xianity to do this, so it agrees with them. For
those who are superior, you rob them the chance to actually make their Race better. Its merely that
you turn to the whole chain of your ancestors, and you literally kill all of them in a single moment.
They will no longer exist. Its a great act of murder, which also shows great self hatred on the behalf
of an individual. People who are Mixed have a chance to revert this mistake of their parents and get
things in order again.

Jews are the only people in the planet who have absolutely nothing to offer and no reason to exist.
All others do indeed do. Why give up a Divine purpose and follow the road of the deranged excre-
ments? Many people think this is fun and good for their survival, and when they get down this route
and find themselves destroyed, nobody wants them anymore. Its merely because these people are
stupid. Nobody likes stupid, self hating people.

People who race mix aren't mentally strong people, but mostly debilitated and insecure. Its like the-
se overweight people who want to be placated that everything is OK. Then they get their first heart
attack and understand that it wasn't OK to do "wtf I want" and eat "wtf I wanna bcz I wanna". But
after their first heart attack its too late anyway. Race mixing is worse than throwing yourself at the
lions. Nobody benefits from Race mixing. Race mixing is for the herd at this point, and as our other
Comrade said, the peasantry. Basically, not the peasantry at all. Peasants are more racially aware,
more than most.

Race mixing is the literal action of totally admitting you are not special, you have no purpose, hate
yourself and want to eradicate yourself out of existence. Also, its the affirmative that one is literally,
too weak to stand to social pressure, or media pressure, or anything else. Its a major sign of wea-
kness. The people that destroy everything great are those with this inherent hatred and weakness.
The real slaves of judaism and the maybe-not-jew-blooded mental cousins of the jews.

In the end of the day people are "free" to be enslaved and even self destruct nowadays. Nobody
keeps them. I write for people who complain over muh feels and how the JoS or society are so for-
ceful, or people who want to sustain reality and diverse existence in nature. In the end if someone
wants to fence hop between this Agenda and the enemy, they ought either de program themselves
from the enemy filth, or just quit the criticism all together. We are not supposed to listen to people
who want to genocide humanity over their genitilia.

In Satanism the question is, are you in for the Eternal, and Truthful, or transient? How much one
aligns is another bussiness. Alignment with Truth ultimately leads to eternal life and immrotality,
healthy and sane mind, power, elevation. One is expected to take their time in order to align, and
follow their nature, but followin the corrupt dictates of judaism is intolerable.

Xianity is the manifested belief that everything is stangant, set in stone, "fate", and that nobody,inc-
luding you, is worth anything at all. Where none is worthy of anything, all can be equals and want
to be equals. Also, inferior and weak people want to be equals. Why? Not because they want to be
equals, but because equality with their superiors would make them superior as well or so they think.

The egalitarianism and all equalism of xianity, plus the materialism it generates, create the very cer-
tain being that wants to engage in Race Mixing, as they have all the factors that could make them
do such a natural crime. It creates a mindless, self hating, unstudied and animalistic being. They
create the same weak minded individual who after a point becomes so self and world hating, that
they literally would make Nature's existence perish only because they themselves feel bad. (For fol-
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lowing jews).

First people feel unworthy as fuck, now the jew makes them feel worthy of anything, despite of na-
ture, laws and boundaries. Always lies and unnatural exaggerations that destroy the human mind.
Only to lead them to a state where nothing will be of worth anymore. And as thus they will be un-
worthy again, same as before. This is a recipe of Abrahamism.

Now for the brains who cannot but succumb to social brainwashing, xianity, bible and communism,
and think Youtube or jewish feminism is real life...I don't think anyone needs these people around
anyway. Except of the jews. Its like these people are so fucked up mentally, who know the Truth
and go ahead anyway, that even the enemy which advocates and pushes them to this action, consi-
ders them excrement and wants nothing with them.

One last spiritual note. Races are refined seeds. Seeds are mostly very alike, but when they become
trees is when the capability shows up. Then this recurs and trees become better. A lemon tree
doesn't have to be crossed with a tomato, just to say we did it. In this way, both the tomato and the
lemon brcome useless, let alone its impossible or if possible there are serious implications. When
the tree grows and becomes one intresting tree, this is where things start to matter. On the level of
nothingness, things are all alike. The multitude of Races who are different does in fact show that
Humanity is advancing, because these blueprints of nature advance.

The disappearance thereof degenerates humanity to a point billions of years back in time, to times
where differences hadn't really developed. Race mixing mixes everything again to this point down
the timeline. Degenerating humanity and destroying all that Humanity and nature has labored to
create. Merely for jewish interest.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

_______________________________________________________

Reply 2:

Now, whatever one picks to do, you must be the best at it, for many reasons. Everything has to be in
the range of what is rational, plus your dreams and your gut. If you lose this balance its fairly easy
to drop off. Put an aim and work for this, aim whatever aim it is. Don't deviate from it. And try to
make up your mind soon, before circumstances force you to do so.

So years ago I knew a Satanist. He dropped out of school, saying that the Gods would teach him
eventually. He did meditate, but nowhere close enough to even approach this level. And he was run-
ning out of time as shortly he would become an adult. He also didn't have any "family backup".
This was of course coupled with other serious delusions, like, things would happen on their own for
him because he was someone so important in a past life...Yea, right...You are...Everyone is...Some-
body. We are filled with people who are sick by the sickness of stupid entitlement (thinking magick
is going to sort out their entitlement issues and get them the mansions and planets they always were
SUPPOSED to have, because they were born awesome), but we aren't filled by cutthroat people
who have balls and get out there and get what they want. These are the people we need.

Well, turns out, reality doesn't really give quite the fuck on how entitled these people feel or trying
to convince others they are. So he basically went impoverished and almost died in the process, let
alone other things. Then he went on and blamed Satan for it, who has warned him every edge of the
way. Obviously when he realized it wasn't Satan's mistake, this changed. This, he put up and he said
it was "enemy influence" and that "he knew completely what he should do". He never, not even ON-
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CE, blamed HIMSELF. Words, logical advice and the whole world, didn't mean nothing for this
guy. He knew better. Given he knew so much better, the Gods after YEARS of EVERYDAY war-
ning him in ALL possible ways, had to let it on the hands of fortune to set the guy straight. So when
his Saturn came in, there was the damage all over the place. His opinion and his pseudophilosophies
couldn't save them anymore. He had shortly turned to a reverse xian, that blames the devil for their
drinking problem. The xian mentality was still strong in this person, eventhough of their claims. It
guided their whole life into disaster.

Being an idiot, blurring the lines of reality, blowing one's life up and the rest of the loser attitudes,
are not a part of Satanism in anyway, shape or form. Also, the Gods aren't wish granting machines
or extensions of one's stupidity. Neither they have to pay the price for people's naivety and mista-
kes. The fact that the Gods have our backs, doens't mean they will pay the price for all of your mi-
stakes. This is christianity, where its the bullshit about how jesus lumped from a cliff and angels sa-
ved him. Its the same book where the earth is flat and 6000 years old. And where God is a male wit-
hout a woman because they suck. So you know its just jews, jewing. Also, its not harry potter, whe-
re you move your wand and shit happens on its own in your life.

Jews lie to you. The reality? If you jump from a high cliff, you will either wind up disabled or dead.
How they Gods would protect you? By telling you over and over again to stay away from the cliff
and in distancing yourself from it. Now if you want to jump to prove your Harry Potter convictions
right, I guess you deserve the fate of this american kid that jumped from a skyscraper, thinking they
were superman, on a meth high or something. Turned out, reality didn't have the same opinion about
them being superman. And they died.

Like the Gods have to fill in for anyone's wishful thinking and dreamland. He stopped attenting to
school in the early grades. As such, his life went downhill and then he found himself an adult with
absolutely nothing to do, in a country that didn't provide anything for him. So guess what, shit just
became even worse. The Gods are serious. They help, they assist, they guide. If you though pull a
suicide move, don't expect passive aggressively to be saved, because chances are this attention who-
ring towards them, or outright stupidity on your behalf, is not a price they are obligated to pay.
Don't try to overly exploit their eternal love for humanity and their never endindg support.

I tell all of you this because I care for you...You must seek deeper in power than frail convictions.
Power comes from Truth, knowledge, power and understanding, all of which aren't merely empty
concepts, neither imagiantive hallucinative crap. It's right here and right now.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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Descarte 1

Parallels Between the Bible and the Communist Manifesto.

Written by Descarte.

(Communist Manifesto excerpts are Italics. Bible verses are in Bold and Italics.)

Introducing the Jewish psychobabble. The Communist Manifesto.

"the epidemic of over- production. Society suddenly finds itself put back into a 

state of momentary barbarism; it appears as if a famine, a universal war of 

devastation, had cut off the supply of every means of subsistence; industry and 

commerce seem to be destroyed; and why? Because there is too much civilisation, 

too much means of subsistence, too much industry, too much commerce. The 

productive forces at the disposal of society no longer tend to further the 

development of the conditions of bourgeois property; on the contrary, they have 

become too powerful for these conditions, by which they are fettered, and so soon 

as they overcome these fetters, they bring disorder into the whole of bourgeois 

society, endanger the existence of bourgeois property. The conditions of bourgeois 

society are too narrow to comprise the wealth created by them. And how does the 

bourgeoisie get over these crises? On the one hand by enforced destruction of a 
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Descarte 2

mass of productive forces; on the other, by the conquest of new markets, and by the 

more thorough exploitation of the old ones. That is to say, by paving the way for 

more extensive and more destructive crises, and by diminishing the means whereby 

crises are prevented (17-18)".

Now this is clearly all bullshit. This section claims that overproduction leads to 

barbarism. This laid the foundation for collectivization. It is clear what happens 

when production is controlled in order to "stop the epidemic" of overproduction.

"Luke 6:20-23. Blessed be ye poor, for yours is the kingdom of God. Blessed are 

ye that hunger"

This scripture quote says it all. The kingdom of god is a place inspired by 

faulty jewish economics that deny overproduction. This relates to Karl Marx's 

statement.

This jewish theory is clearly proven wrong by Hitler's Reichsarbeitsdienst . 

Or Riech Labor Service. This Reichsarbeitsdienst was able to transform a war torn 

country into a fertile land. Thanks to the Reichsarbeitsdienst's "overproduction, 

Germany was able to destroy all poverty in Germany.
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Note this verse. Proverbs 22:7 

"The rich ruleth over the poor, and the borrower is servant[slave] to the lender. 

"

"In proportion as the bourgeoisie, i.e., capital, is developed, in the same 

proportion is the proletariat, the modern working class, developed – a class of 

labourers, who live only so long as they find work, and who find work only so long 

as their labour increases capital. These labourers, who must sell themselves 

piecemeal, are a commodity, like every other article of commerce, and are 

consequently exposed to all the vicissitudes of competition, to all the fluctuations of 

the market(18)."

Leviticus 25:44 Your male and female slaves are to come from the nations 

around you; from them you may buy slaves. You may also buy some of the 

temporary residents living among you and members of their clans born in your 

country, and they will become your property. You can will them to your children 

as inherited property and can make them slaves for life, but you must not rule 

over your fellow Israelites ruthlessly. "

The following quotes are identical. The jews are self appointed supremacists. This 
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is why they have the god given right to rule over slaves. This is what they believe. 

Communism opens the door for slavery. This is because it looks upon the working 

class as a commodity. 

Hitler believed in Uniting the worker with the country. So that there was a 

symbiosis between the classes. Equal Rights were Equally earned.

"Modern Industry has converted the little workshop of the patriarchal master into 

the great factory of the industrial capitalist. Masses of labourers, crowded into the 

factory, are organised like soldiers. As privates of the industrial army they are 

placed under the command of a perfect hierarchy of officers and sergeants. Not 

only are they slaves of the bourgeois class, and of the bourgeois State; they are 

daily and hourly enslaved by the machine, by the overlooker, and, above all, by the 

individual bourgeois manufacturer himself. The more openly this despotism 

proclaims gain to be its end and aim, the more petty, the more hateful and the 

more embittering it is(18)".

Note that just one paragraph earlier this jew claims the working man is just a piece 

of raw material to be traded just as money is. Now this piece of trash is taking up 

the cause of the working class. This is the common jewish tactic of speaking from 

both sides of their flat mouth.
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This jew also goes as far as to claim that the worker is enslaved by industry. As if 

industry is the one thing that will destroy the working class. Industry can be good 

and bad. But to claim that Industry is a tyrant..well that is just fucking bonkers.

Romans 12:2 - And be not conformed to this world: but be ye transformed by the 

renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what [is] that good, and acceptable, 

and perfect, will of God.

The above bible quote is Karl Jews words in a nutshell. Marx claims that the 

working class is being manipulated through industry. He clearly claimed this 

statement so that he could appeal to the proletariat. The above bible verse says the 

same thing in a different way.

"Differences of age and sex have no longer any distinctive social validity for the 

working class. All are instruments of labour, more or less expensive to use, 

according to their age and sex(18). "

Malachi 2.10 "I look upon all creatures equally; none are less dear to me and 

none more dear."
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Galatians 3:28 "There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor free, 

there is neither male nor female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus."

Corinthians 16:19-20 What ? " know ye not that your body is the temple of the 

Ho'ly Ghost which is in you, which ye have of God,  and ye are not your own ?  

For ye are bought with a price : therefore  glorify God in your body, and in your 

spirit, which are God's.. So glorify God in your body. "

Also note this communistic verse.

"Further, as we have already seen, entire sections of the ruling class are, by the 

advance of industry, precipitated into the proletariat, or are at least threatened in 

their conditions of existence. These also supply the proletariat with fresh elements 

of enlightenment and progress(19)".

Modern Industry has converted the little workshop of the patriarchal master into 

the great factory of the industrial capitalist. Masses of labourers, crowded into the 
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factory, are organised like soldiers. As privates of the industrial army they are 

placed under the command of a perfect hierarchy of officers and sergeants. Not 

only are they slaves of the bourgeois class, and of the bourgeois State; they are 

daily and hourly enslaved by the machine, by the overlooker, and, above all, by the 

individual bourgeois manufacturer himself. The more openly this despotism 

proclaims gain to be its end and aim, the more petty, the more hateful and the 

more embittering it is(18)".

Romans 12:2 - "And be not conformed to this world: but be ye transformed by 

the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what [is] that good, and 

acceptable, and perfect, will of God."

"The immediate aim of the Communists is the same as that of all other proletarian 

parties: formation of the proletariat into a class, overthrow of the bourgeois 

supremacy, conquest of political power by the proletariat(22)".

More jew swindle. Jews are in control of the production forces and have decreased 

the standard of living because of their insatiable thirst for ripping underlings off. 

These same forces are now claiming that the ruling class has supreme ruling power 

over the proletariat. According to Marx this "problem" is supposed to be fixed with 
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the exact same problem, but with a different name. Communism is only a method 

of digging the jewish infection closer to the heart of gentile society. In other words, 

it disrupts the social hierarchy so that Communist leaders can lead the supposedly 

oppressed working class.. More systematic murdering of the best aspects of a 

gentile culture..more bullshit promises that lead to the same bullshit, but only 

worse.

"And the abolition of this state of things is called by the bourgeois, abolition of 

individuality and freedom! And rightly so. The abolition of bourgeois individuality, 

bourgeois independence, and bourgeois freedom is undoubtedly aimed at. By 

freedom is meant, under the present bourgeois conditions of production, free trade, 

free selling and buying(23)".

Galatians 3:28 "There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor free, 

there is neither male nor female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus."

"The working men have no country. We cannot take from them what they have not 

got. Since the proletariat must first of all acquire political supremacy, must rise to 

be the leading class of the nation, must constitute itself the nation, it is so far, itself 
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national, though not in the bourgeois sense of the word. National differences and 

antagonism between peoples are daily more and more vanishing, owing to the 

development of the bourgeoisie, to freedom of commerce, to the world market, to 

uniformity in the mode of production and in the conditions of life corresponding 

thereto. The supremacy of the proletariat will cause them to vanish still faster. 

United action, of the leading civilised countries at least, is one of the first 

conditions for the emancipation of the proletariat. In proportion as the exploitation 

of one individual by another will also be put an end to, the exploitation of one 

nation by another will also be put an end to. In proportion as the antagonism 

between classes within the nation vanishes, the hostility of one nation to another 

will come to an end(25)".

Amos 4:1-3 “Hear this word, you kine [cows] of Bashan, who are on the 

mountain of Samaria, who oppress the poor, who crush the needy, ‘Bring, that 

we may drink!’ The Lord God has sworn by his holiness that,lo, behold, the days 

are coming upon you, when they shall take you away with hooks, your 

posteritywith fishhooks. And you shall go out through the breaches, every cow at 

that which is before her; and you shall cast them into the palace, saith the 

Lord."
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"In proportion as the exploitation of one individual by another will also be put an 

end to, the exploitation of one nation by another will also be put an end to. In 

proportion as the antagonism between classes within the nation vanishes, the 

hostility of one nation to another will come to an end(25)".

Acts 17:26 "And [he] hath made of one blood all nations of men for to dwell on 

all the face of the earth, and hath determined the times before appointed, and 

"the bounds of their habitation"

1 Corinthians 15:28 " And when all things shall be subdued unto him, then shall 

the Son also himself be subject unto him that put all things under him, that God 

may be all in all."

Matthew 21:42 - "Jesus saith unto them, Did ye never read in the scriptures, The 

stone which the builders rejected, the same is become the head of the corner : 

this is the Lord's doing, and it is  marvellous in our eyes"

"The charges against Communism made from a religious, a philosophical and, 

generally, from an ideological standpoint, are not deserving of serious 

examination. Does it require deep intuition to comprehend that man’s ideas, views, 
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and conception, in one word, man’s consciousness, changes with every change in 

the conditions of his material existence, in his social relations and in his social 

life(25)"?

2 Corinthians 5:7 "For we walk by faith, not by sight. "

“There are, besides, eternal truths, such as Freedom, Justice, etc., that are 

common to all states of society. But Communism abolishes eternal truths, it 

abolishes all religion, and all morality, instead of constituting them on a new 

basis; it therefore acts in contradiction to all past historical experience(26).”

Ephesians 4:17 - "This I say therefore, and testify in the Lord, that ye 

henceforth walk not as other Gentiles walk, in the vanity of their mind"

Mark 16:16 - "He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved; but he that 

believeth not shall be damned."

"The history of all past society has consisted in the development of class 

antagonisms, antagonisms that assumed different forms at different epochs. But 

whatever form they may have taken, one fact is common to all past ages, viz., the 
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exploitation of one part of society by the other. No wonder, then, that the social 

consciousness of past ages, despite all the multiplicity and variety it displays, 

moves within certain common forms, or general ideas, which cannot completely 

vanish except with the total disappearance of class antagonisms. The Communist 

revolution is the most radical rupture with traditional property relations;(26)".

Leviticus 25:23 

"The land shall not be sold for ever : for  the land is mine ; for ye are  strangers 

and sojourners with me."

The above is despotism at its finest.

"These measures will, of course, be different in different countries. Nevertheless, in 

most advanced countries, the following will be pretty generally applicable.

1. Abolition of property in land and application of all rents of land to public 

purposes.

2. A heavy progressive or graduated income tax. 

3. Abolition of all rights of inheritance.

4. Confiscation of the property of all emigrants and rebels. 
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5. Centralisation of credit in the hands of the state, by means of a national bank 

with State capital and an exclusive monopoly.

6. Centralisation of the means of communication and transport in the hands of the 

State. 

7. Extension of factories and instruments of production owned by the State; the 

bringing into cultivation of waste-lands, and the improvement of the soil generally 

in accordance with a common plan. 

8. Equal liability of all to work. Establishment of industrial armies, especially for 

agriculture. 9. Combination of agriculture with manufacturing industries; gradual 

abolition of all the distinction between town and country by a more equable 

distribution of the 

populace over the country. 

10. Free education for all children in public schools. Abolition of children’s 

factory labour in its present form. Combination of education with industrial 

production, &c, &c. 2. A heavy progressive or graduated income tax(26-27)".

"1. Abolition of property in land and application of all rents of land to public 

purposes(26)".

Deuteronomy 6:9-11 
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" And it shall be, when the LORD thy God shall have brought thee into the land 

which he sware unto thy fathers, to A'bra-ham, to l'§aac, and to Ja/cob, to give 

thee great and goodly cities,  which thou buildedst not,  And houses full of all 

good things, which thou filledst not, and wells digged, which thou diggedst not, 

vineyards and olive trees, which thou plantedst not ; when thou shalt have eaten 

and be full ;"

Deuteronomy 28:8 

"The Lord will command the blessing on you in your barns and in all that you 

undertake. And he will bless you in the land that the Lord your God is giving 

you."

"2. A heavy progressive or graduated income tax(26)". 

Romans 13:1 "Let every soul ° be subject un to the higher powers. For  there is 

no power but of God : the powers that be are  ordained of God."

Romans 13:7-8 

"Pay to all what is owed to them: taxes to whom taxes are owed, revenue to 

whom revenue is owed, respect to whom respect is owed, honor to whom honor is 
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owed. Owe no one anything, except to love each other, for the one who loves

another has fulfilled the law."

Romans 13:2 

"Whosoever therefore resist- eth the power, resisteth the ord nance of God : and 

they that re- sist shall receive to themselves damnation."

"3. Abolition of all rights of inheritance(26)".

Hebrews 1:2 

"But in these last days he has spoken to us by his Son, whom he appointed the 

heir of all things, through whom also he created the world. "

Psalm 2:7-8 "I will declare the decree : the LORD hath said unto me, Thou art 

my Son ; this day have I begotten thee.  Ask of me, and I shall give thee the 

heathen[gentile] for thine inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth for 

thy possession."

Proverbs 13:22 "A good man leaves an inheritance to his children's children, 

but the sinner's wealth is laid up for the just."
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"4. Confiscation of the property of all emigrants and rebels(26)".

Deuteronomy 1:8 

"See, I have set the land before you. Go in and take possession of the land that 

the Lord swore to your fathers, to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob, to give to 

them and to their seed after them."

5. Centralisation of credit in the hands of the state, by means of a national bank 

with State capital and an exclusive monopoly. 

6. Centralisation of the means of communication and transport in the hands of the 

State. 

7. Extension of factories and instruments of production owned by the State; the 

bringing into cultivation of waste-lands, and the improvement of the soil generally 

in accordance with a common plan. 

8. Equal liability of all to work. Establishment of industrial armies, especially for 

agriculture. 

9. Combination of agriculture with manufacturing industries; gradual abolition of 

all the distinction between town and country by a more equable distribution of the 

populace over the country(26)".
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Note that 7 is a number of perfection. 8 is the number symbolizing infinity. 9 

symbolizing endings.

Kings Chapter 4

"21 And Solomon ruled over all the kingdoms from the River unto the land of 

the Philistines, and unto the border of Egypt: they brought tribute, and served 

Solomon all the days of his life. 

22 And Solomon’s provision for one day was thirty measures of fine flour, and 

threescore measures of meal, 

23 ten fat oxen, and twenty oxen out of the pastures, and a hundred sheep, 

besides harts, and gazelles, and roebucks, and fatted fowl. 

24 For he had dominion over all the region on this side the River, from Tiphsah 

even to Gaza, over all the kings on this side the River: and he had peace on all 

sides round about him. 

25 And Judah and Israel dwelt safely, every man under his vine and under his 

fig-tree, from Dan even to Beer-sheba, all the days of Solomon. 

26 And Solomon had forty thousand stalls of horses for his chariots, and twelve 

thousand horsemen. 

27 And those officers provided victuals for king Solomon, and for all that came 
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unto king Solomon’s table, every man in his month; they let nothing be lacking. 

28 Barley also and straw for the horses and swift steeds brought they unto the 

place where the officers were, every man according to his charge. 

29 And God gave Solomon wisdom and understanding exceeding much, and 

largeness of heart, even as the sand that is on the sea-shore. 

30 And Solomon’s wisdom excelled the wisdom of all the children of the east, 

and all the wisdom of Egypt. 

31 For he was wiser than all men; than Ethan the Ezrahite, and Heman, and 

Calcol, and Darda, the sons of Mahol: and his fame was in all the nations round 

about."

"10. Free education for all children in public schools. Abolition of children’s 

factory labour in its present form. Combination of education with industrial 

production, &c, &c.(27)".

Deuteronomy 11:19 -" And ye shall teach them your children, speaking of them 

when thou sittest in thine house, and when thou walkest by the way, when thou 

liest down, and when thou risest up."

Proverbs 16:3 - "Commit thy works unto the LORD, and thy thoughts shall be 
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established."

Matthew 19:14 

But Jesus said, “Let the little children come to me and do not hinder them, for to 

such belongs the kingdom of heaven.”

"The Communists disdain to conceal their views and aims. They openly declare 

that their ends can be attained only by the forcible overthrow of all existing social 

conditions. Let the ruling classes tremble at a Communistic revolution. The 

proletarians have nothing to lose but their chains. They have a world to win(34)". 

Proverbs 25:2 "It is the glory of God to conceal a thing: but the honour of kings 

is to search out a matter."

Jeremiah 4:10 "Then said I, Ah, Lord GOD ! surely thou hast greatly de ceived 

this people and Jl-ru'sa- lem, saying, Ye shall have peace ; whereas the sword 

reach- eth unto the soul"

Also see Kings Chapter 4.
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"Christo-Nationalism": Made In Israel 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun Jun 03, 2018 3:05 pm 

I do not get the glorification of "Nationalism", other than it will help from the aggressive 

hastening racial perversion and destruction of European stock by racial warfare and invaders, 

and halt it by deportations, tear down the EU, and generally cause some necessary changes so 

can move forward with a SUPERIOR agenda than itself. If they fail on this objective then they 

are not in anyway better than jewish communists. 
 

Many people forget the history of so called "Nationalism" which is why Hitler coined National 

Socialism to actually solve all these problems. Which extend from cultural issues to many other 

problems. One of the reasons National Socialism happened was of the major incompetence of 

Nationalism in particular to social and cultural developments.  
 

In plain slang, Nationalism, even in it's truer form, is not enough to save our ass from extinction. 

In it's Kosher form, it can be ultimately worthless.  
 

America has been strongly 'Nationalist', but it didn't do what Benjamin Franklin and other 

founding Fathers told them to do...Keep the jews out and form a racial state. Now a few 

decades after the 1950's White Americans are fighting for their very biological existence. They 

left "American Jews" bring in slaves and all sorts of other people, and the "American 

Nationalism" went from being about Whites to simply meaning you have an American passport. 
 

Other than that, "Nationalism" is largely a crock of shit. In "Nationalism" so long you classify as 

"X Nation Citizen" and have "Your papers" who are a citizen of the "Nation". And so long you 

pay "Taxes" and go to church you're a good goy. That's all there is to "Nationalism". You can be 

a Cohen Kike and live just fine under a Nationalist regime, so long you pretend you are part of 

the "Nation" and go to church every Sunday. At night you can conspire to how to take all the 

goyim down, but that's another matter. 
 

And this has been the situation in most of the West since the 1950's. Which is why now we are 

in the deadly grip we are. The jews ascended in power slowly since they had a 'Passport' to a 

Nation and their so called "Papers" and then started to fully run Nations. Then they went from 

"Nationalism" allowances in loose "Nationalism" to being billionaires and in all political offices. 

They were "German", they were "French", since they had papers for such. And their names 

could have been Israel Cohen.  
 

"Nationalism" is also based on the idea of competing with other European Nations in financial 

wars or whatever other form of competition there is. There are no racial or ethical values of a 

deep nature in "Nationalism" just some bullshit based on historical forgeries by local churches, 

and cucks who believe their so called "Nations" didn't exist for 10000 years, but for 500 or some 

shit, and therefore, "Christianity" is our "Culture" and not Paganism which was ALWAYS our 

culture, and then was forcibly replaced by jews. 
 

Many "Nationalists" are the types who believe the Crusades were "Glorious White Wars" and 

"Deus Vult" was great thing. So long the Christian White Goy exists with jewish cultural leprosy, 

but it's alive, it's enough to them. 
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To Satan this situation is not enough, neither to our Gods. Which is why they have destroyed 

the Christian order. Existing as a goyim in a stable is of no importance, unless there is a plan to 

free this goy. And the Christian Nationalists intend it like that. While the Gods will use them only 

to break the stable in full later. They will do this without even understanding how it really went 

down. 
 

For those that don't know in Europe there are many jews. And these jews do not desire to leave 

Europe. As Griffin has stated on the case of Muslims, they push a war between "Christards" and 

"Muslims", but at the same time, they try to drive the "Muslim" out because they consider his 

existence makes life unsafe for jews in Europe. They push both sides to it, as this creates civil 

wars in the same time, between the White Goy and the Arab, and gives reasons to the federal 

government to enforce the measures faster, abuse the law, and force the multicultural plan even 

quicker. This has happened in Britain. 
 

The real name of "Robinson" should be Rabbi-Son as basically his true name is Lennon. And he 

is an agent that enforces and fuels a war between "Christian Britons" and "Muslim Arabs". 

Rabinson can't point out the jew cause his finger will be cut. If he was doing the same shit 

against jews in Britain, plus Arabs, his dead body would be found in a lake somewhere, no 

political bullshit. Because as true Nationalists without the parentheses have revealed, he is put 

there like Jewish Organizations to do what he does. Which is reveal half the "truth", or a quarter 

of it. 
 

The same goes for people like Lauren Southern and many others. "Partial truth" can be even 

more dangerous than lying. It cannot solve any of these situations.  
 

Nationalism is based on the false pretext of our "Christian Past" and sustainable of our 

"Christian Judaic Values" in our civilization. Listen to any "Nationalist" leader and you will see 

them going indepth, supporting Zionism, Israel, and kissing jewish ass until the piss comes out 

and they drink it in a glass to attain salvation. Nationalism is the second doorway to still keep 

control over the goyim, so the jews can recuperate and go into battle again. Nigel Farage said in 

an interview about Robinson he basically does what he does because he considers the "Judeo-

Christian Values of Britain" are threatened. 
 

Here we have people with one feet on our side and one on the side of the enemy. This creates 

an unstable situation for the enemy, but is not ideal nor a final objective for us either. The case 

of Nationalism is an unstable environment for jews. Through Nationalism and it's failures and 

contrasts with the Communist agenda in the 20th century, there came the better parties along 

like Hitler and Mussolini. 
 

Christianity and jews in all these parties and unions do allow for this to happen. It wouldn't be 

surprizing if these "Nationalists" also outlaw "Satanism" and make christian observance 

compulsory. One example is the Golden Dawn and how they are neutral towards Greek 

Pagans, but they have their main propaganda centered around Byzantium, the Church, and a 

bizarre blend between Christianity and Paganism and how Rabbi Jesus is a "Good" thing for 

their country. 
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The same memetics are the case with many other "Nationalists".  
 

"Nationalism" needs to be taken with a big grain of salt and nobody here must be foolishly 

deceived that our work is 'done' in anyway, or that we are remotely going towards 'freedom' 

simply because some Nationalist parties will take power. They will take it because of our efforts, 

but they are only a means to an end, a dirty cloth to close racial wounds, in the middle of a 

racial crisis.  
 

The next step is to get a clean bandage, disinfect, go the doctor, provide medical care etc.  
 

Those who are 'satisfied' by these "Nationalistic" orders are christian souls and they have no 

understanding. Christian "Nationalists" were existing all along, and guess what, they brought 

Europe in it's present condition. They do not take factors of race, cultural domination by jews, or 

any other such matters in heart. Some people in these parties do, and it's only from these 

people positive "Nationalist" change will come. 
 

False Nationalism has been the reason, in conjunction with Christianity, that Europe has shed 

all of her own blood in intra-racial war amongst it's own kind. Proud "Christards" raising the 

sword to kill non "Christards" and one denomination of "Christards" killing the other. This will 

only repeat itself in other levels if the lingering "Nationalism" becomes the new and 'safe' 

agenda. 
 

This is like playing a poker game with jews. Nationalism is where they fold. Not when they leave 

the game or lose it permanently. 
 

Here for example we have a "German" Rabbi saying Hitler was a "spec of shit" in German 

history. Who is even this old junker jewish cuckold to say it? One looks at his nose and quickly 

understands why this NATIONALIST SAVIOR OF "NATIONALIST GERMANY" is saying such 

things.  
 

This guy was also nothing else than a liberal commie in the 90's, where he advocated about 

policies to bring "Asylum Seekers" in. Now he thinks the key to popularity and extending it's 

lifespan revolves around calling the Greatest man of Germany and it's TRUE savior a "spec of 

shit". 
 

The transient rule of this kosher "nationalist" toilet garbage is where our work only begins, 

nowhere close to where it ends. It ends only when we have have finalized our mission fully. 
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- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: "Nationalism": Made In Israel 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun Jun 03, 2018 5:59 pm 

Larissa666 wrote:I have to admit, I have ditched nationalism for myself a while ago. 
 

There might be something great in being "proud in your country and people", but all that I see 

is that through history, this just brought deeper divide and conflict among White Gentiles in 

Europe. 
 

I do believe that all White Gentiles deserve one country, and when we establish Satanic 

Order, I do believe we will have one land. Not to be divided in smaller countries like we are 

today. 
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All of the kingdoms of the past, Babylon, Sumer, Egypt, Rome, Greece, at least remotely had 

this same goal, IMO. That's why they fell. Jew does not want united Aryan race. Jew wants 

Aryans divided as much as possible. 
 

Their programs such as xianity and islam really were, and still are the effective weapons 

which made that possible. 

 

 

There is something great and honorable. Yes. But jews control Nationalism this is why it's called 

Nationalism and not National Socialism.  
 

Nationalism is emasculated National Socialism that doesn't existentially make sense. It only 

makes sense based on the Jewtrix we live in. And if one has a very narrow Talmudic perception 

of life. 
 

Nationalism as far as I am concerned is just useless bullshit, only transient to cause something 

better. 
 

Muh Rabbi Jeboo, Muh Christian History, Muh Protestantism, Muh Pentacostianism, Muh, Muh 

We Wuz Better Than Other Whitey, Muh start wars to kill other whitey to pay jewsh banks, Muh 

Superior Dan U Cuz Me Have More Money, Muh We Wuz French and France is taken by Africa 

in Paris but we Wuz French Ideals n shiet, to name a few examples. 
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Valontuoja wrote: 

Larissa666 wrote:... 

 

 

If there are two people in the same family tree, and one brother is more successful, and another 

one is less successful, do they have to 'part'?  
 

It's not necessary for everyone to live under one federal government. But as it always happens, 

someone is superior on this planet, when it comes to Whites. So these need to take a protective 

stance against the smaller nations, since they are part of the same stock.  
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The racial division of Whites started in the bible where they essentially were forced by JHVH to 

speak different languages and become a different people. Now we have 50 states all of them 

with 'seperate' interests.  
 

Let's fragment all European nations which are like 5% of White world population goyim, sounds 

like a good idea. Because if we do not the culture of Schnitzel may go extinct.  
 

I do not see Hitler or the Anti-Christ looking at us as 'inferior subhumans' and being interested 

only in the fate of ONE Nation in Europe. He is a major moving force so that all of us get saved. 
 

Without the enemy in place Europe can simply run under a common "political process system" 

like the EU that addresses problems, but without anything related to EU in any form it has ever 

existed before as it's jewish from inception. Where the Nations can be self independent. In 

European Jewnion this was the bait until it became a strictly jewish banking union. Then this 

became abuse. 
 

The jew knows now that the good news after the EU collapses is that every European Nation 

will simply start looking after their own ass. Little countries like Slovenia, only looking for their 

own ass. 2 million population, and then you have China who can make you go extinct in one 

night just by sending it's military over to you, and then walking little countries like that over it. 
 

So the jews did that the wrong way to infect the mind of Europeans against their unity. And to 

cause the reverse effect of assimilation, Kalergi's children etc. So that Europeans develop 

neurosis over their unity. 
 

If you want to get free of jews on a massive scale, you need some authority to do this. You 

cannot just tell some people 'Get the Jews out' and they will magickally do it. The jews thrive on 

different countries in Europe as much as they hate this diversity, and this was also the key to 

their control. They had a spaz from Germany, they went in England, and when they had a spaz 

with both, they went to France, and when they had a problem with everyone, they go to 

Switzerland, and then back in all 4 all the time like a virus. 

 

Hitler didn't finish the job simply because other Europeans were mentally infected with the "ME" 

virus. He achieved most of the things by being the strongest government of the time, but others 

simply looked at them as if they were aliens.  

 

Protecting the existence of Schnitzel and being afraid it may go extinct as a cultural element 

(which can never really happen as this worry is wrongly placed) seems to be more important 

than getting rid of a cancer that has caused grief and the death of Nations many times over. 
 

Our doctrine is O.R.I.O.N which is coined our race is our nation. If you are Finnish and born in 

Egypt, then you belong to Northern Europe. 
 

What people also need to understand is that National entities were created because of people 

of common origins being in a region, but they were based not in racial elements, but modern 
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and recent, and in many times, empty values.  
 

One German fights against France, he dies, next time he gets reincarnated as a French man 

simply because the race is the same. He proudly killed the French citizen he became literally in 

his next incarnation. Nationalism is based largely on the mental, not in awareness of what one 

is. 
 

It's like twins meeting after a while and because one eats Snitzchel and the other drinks 

Savuignon they decide to kill one another or bicker. It's just retarded.  
 

Lastly, if one takes paradigm of the jews, who still, after being the most bastardized elements on 

the planet, they are together like one army, this should make people understand what needs to 

be done. Without engaging in bastardization, Europeans need the same level of unity and it's 

either-or for us. 
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Re: "Christo-Nationalism": Made In Israel 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Mon Jun 04, 2018 5:34 am 

Race by ancient definition literally means nation. In the future our race will be united by our 

Racial Religion and Sanskrit as the common language of this religion. This is going to take 

some time probably and would probably manifest fully on an exo ethno planet of Whites. Which 

will be done with a space program were we can vet the best of our Race to agree to migrate to 

another world in which everything will be set up in proper order. And leave the Xian mouth 

breathers on earth to fart in a pew. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

Re: "Christo-Nationalism": Made In Israel 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Mon Jun 04, 2018 6:42 am 

Exo planets are the future. Its the best insurance policy as well for survival. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
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Re: "Christo-Nationalism": Made In Israel 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Mon Jun 04, 2018 1:35 pm 

Ninja 666 wrote: 

HoodedCobra666 wrote: 

Valontuoja wrote: 

 

 

One German fights against France, he dies, next time he gets reincarnated as a French man 

simply because the race is the same. He proudly killed the French citizen he became literally 

in his next incarnation. Nationalism is based largely on the mental, not in awareness of what 

one is. 
 

 

 

Can you help me understand this? This caught my eye, as I'm very interested in the subject.  

 

I'm trying to get my point across as clearly as possible. In the context of reincarnation, race, 

citizenship and ethnicity. "Ethnicity" is defined not only on a "social norm" basis, but on a 

evolutionary basis, and in biological differences, like physical traits, and such relations. 

Race defined as "White Race", "Black Race", "Yellow Race". "Citizenship" being defined as 

a passport to a political and geographical region (in this question).  
 

Are you talking about one from the German ethnic group incarnating in the French ethnic 

group. Because both ethnicities are of the same race (the White race). In other words, since 

he is a white soul he is able to incarnate in any white ethnic group. Or are you referring to 

citizenship. That there is German ethnic group living in France (the political and 

geographical region), therefore he is able to incarnate as a French citizen in another life.  
 

The reason I try to specify is because of past lives and future lives, sexual and romantic 

relationships, and producing of children. The following thoughts come to mind.  
 

Due to some karma, say you have no affiliation with the ethnicity you incarnate as, because 

you were a different one in another life. Or you're wondering if you should start a 

relationship with someone from another ethnic group. When it comes to having children, 

should you not do it, as to not mix the ethnicities.  
 

I'm very interested in the subject of ethnicity and race so I could go on and on. But don't 

want to get too off topic. 
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Take America for example. It has White people in it, coming from all over Europe. Passport 

wise, they are "American", and also, after a time, a new national identity was developed that 

was about being American. Essentially and racially they are European. And they might as well 

have existed in Europe or will be there in a future incarnation. 
 

Incarnation happens when a body can house a soul. If it's very dissimilar this cannot happen. 

This is done by expression. Certain racial bodies can manifest certain souls. For example, this 

American white is fully capable to reincarnate in any other white country by chance or luck, 

since he can manifest there. 

 

Citizenship is something we have came up with recently, it's only a legal thing. It is not related to 

nature unless it were for a racial state. 
 

The people have to 'match' for this process to happen. Otherwise the soul cannot manifest itself 

in a body. 
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Re: "Christo-Nationalism": Made In Israel 
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Ninja 666 wrote: 

HoodedCobra666 wrote: 

Ninja 666 wrote: 
The reason I try to specify is because of past lives and future lives, sexual and 

romantic relationships, and producing of children. The following thoughts come to 

mind. 
 

Due to some karma, say you have no affiliation with the ethnicity you incarnate as, 

because you were a different one in another life. Or you're wondering if you should 

start a relationship with someone from another ethnic group. When it comes to having 

children, should you not do it, as to not mix the ethnicities.  
 

I'm very interested in the subject of ethnicity and race so I could go on and on. But 

don't want to get too off topic. 

 

 

Take America for example. It has White people in it, coming from all over Europe. Passport 

wise, they are "American", and also, after a time, a new national identity was developed that 
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was about being American. Essentially and racially they are European. And they might as well 

have existed in Europe or will be there in a future incarnation. 
 

Incarnation happens when a body can house a soul. If it's very dissimilar this cannot happen. 

This is done by expression. Certain racial bodies can manifest certain souls. For example, 

this American white is fully capable to reincarnate in any other white country by chance or 

luck, since he can manifest there. 
 

Citizenship is something we have came up with recently, it's only a legal thing. It is not related 

to nature unless it were for a racial state. 
 

The people have to 'match' for this process to happen. Otherwise the soul cannot manifest 

itself in a body. 

 

 

Okay. This might sound very stupid. In eugenics. In the past it was said that the Gods are 

tribal, and that their descendants here on Earth should maintain this. "Tribe" I read is the 

same or similar to "ethnicity". It was stated "blue eyed blonde" was also endangered to go 

extinct on Earth.  
 

I must go to the Nazi Primer. It includes for example "The Nordic race", "The Phalic race", 

"The Western race", "The Dinaric race", "The Eastern race", and the "East Baltic race". And 

have them with different characteristics. These are all part of the White race. And are 

spread across geographical areas inhabited by the White race.  
 

Like the White race, the Black and Yellow race should have similar categories according to 

their attributes. 
 

Should therefore, the different racial bodies who can manifest certain souls, incorporate a 

eugenics program, to maintain these racial bodies of the race?  
 

It sounds logical to me. But logic is logic. And what happens with those who are of different 

racial bodies (for example within the White race), should they minimize their reproduction 

with people of other racial bodies? 

 

 

Tribe is actually ethnicity, yes. The Nordic types are a minority on the planet now. But Nordic 

types also lie latent in many other people of darker features, but not in their pure form. Yes, they 

should remain inclusive. 
 

For this reason the National Socialists tried to recreate these races by selective breeding or 

Eugenics. Think of an example such as taking the best Chinese people and trying to restore the 

ancient Chinese spiritual master class, that the Communists purge. These were of the best of 

China. This may be a broad example but it should make sense. 
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Maintain and improve. As the soul improves, this also passes down to the body. The body 

passes it down to another body, offspring, and the other body again gives a home for the soul, 

during the reincarnation process. This situation can be towards improvement or deterioration 

depending on if people advance or not. 
 

Because the more we complexify these matters and race mix the more we ruin our reincarnation 

potential. 
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European Nationalism is a type of ethno Nationalism. People have that identity already to be 

Spanish you have to be a White European. Same with any other European Nationalism. Each 

nation also has its history and something to give people deeper identity. That is a start that can 

save each nation in Europe.  
 

Over here we have lost our European identity which is why the Jews have had such an easy 

time of pushing civic nationalism which is globalism within one nation. The cosmopolitan, multi-

racial, raceless civic nationalism can only work were people have lost any type of racial identity.  
 

In America the Jews at the end of the second war invested millions into a social engineering 

project to break up the ethnic White neighbourhoods the Irish, German, Polish, Italian, 

Lithuanian and such. To push them into just becoming American generic White. Then with the 

loss of that identity in a generation or two the Jews opened the boarders and started promoting 

civic nationalism and race mixing.  

Re: "Christo-Nationalism": Made In Israel 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Wed Jun 06, 2018 9:52 am 

For the sake of conversation...Actually in England back in the 80s if you were black you were 

perfectly English so long you had your passport. What has changed now is you are closing in to 

being the DEFINITION of a Briton. As proved by the recent marriage of the jew Harry with his 

"American model" woman. 
 

In the US maybe they have broken neighborhoods to further the jewish agenda in the US.  
 

But it's well known Hitler wanted a European unity between Whites which never happened. He 

talks about saving the EUROPEAN RACE in some of his recognized work. And European Volk. 

So the existence of such is a fact, smaller Nations aside.  
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I see this argument of "personal history" all the time, I come from one of the most historical 

European Nations. And I still do not get it. What is this supposed to justify for "Nationalism"? 

"Nationalism" just abuses these petty arguments about our "common recent history" and just 

keeps promoting Jewish Rabbinical History all the time as the "root of our values".  
 

It's always limited by essentially Church history as guess what it did not even exist as a 

plausible ideology for a lot of time now. So to emote on the "Nation" it has to use limited national 

examples from jewish based history that is very recent.  
 

I can only imagine Irish Nationalism praising the druids for being the heralds and protectors of 

the "Ancient Irish Nation"...And guess what this is never happening. 
 

Are Nationalists any good simply because they do stupid evokes of arguments from the jewish 

crusades? Rome went hundreds of years ago to destroy the jews there, some hundreds of 

years later the white goyim was farming the land for the jew. Be proud goy. 
 

It just "evokes" on some selective parts of history and then carries on with the same jewish 

cultural infection in different forms in each nation. The message is always the same you just 

replace pieces of history for emoting and that's it. 

 

And it's always about continuing Torah History on the planet and promoting Rabbinical xianity 

as "past values". Find me one nationalist leader of importance in Europe that doesn't evoke 

these Judeo Christian values. 
 

So fuck "Nationalism". Maybe it were something halfway decent at some point. Now it won't fit 

the job. 
 

European Nationalism may have been a type of Ethno Nationalism in 1750 or at max by Hitler's 

time. It has never stood sufficient so Hitler replaced it. Now and for around more than 70 years it 

has not been such. 

 

It is a "start" but it is nowhere close to saving the full situation. So what do you want to tell me 

that Rabbi Jesus Cucks will remove like 8 million blacks from France (some estimates by 2012 

say 11, so who knows, maybe 14 by now) who have been perfectly "French" for like 2 or maybe 

3 generations now according to law and tell them to peacefully go back to where they should 

have been? Who will do this Rabbi Christos Cuck Boomer politician who has grown in the idea 

of cultural Marxism? They are part of the "Nation" now, and you enjoy your "Nationalism". They 

are perfect "Nationals" by now. In England it's the same thing. The enemy has facilitated goving 

papers to millions by now. Nationalism is not enough. 
 

It's a beginning but nowhere close to anything plausible to save our ass. Disagree if you want 

but that's the case.  
 

History is an undeniable fact, but so many people foolishly use it when it's simply based on 

"Nationalism" again. The history the jews have written in Europe with xianity and it's byproducts 
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doesn't justify as viable "European" history. 
 

Those in the US do not seem to understand how dire the situation is in Europe. While all we 

have here is a kitchen knife and the European capitals are already chock infested with all the 

mosaic of the earth. Much of the US may also be way more organized than Europe is. I do not 

think any individual "White nation" filled with the class of baby boomers, that still votes for 

jewess Merkel, is going to raise a head anytime soon for the sake of ethnic Nationalism. They 

are too "Nationalist" for that.  
 

Nationalism is tiny pants for Europe. Maybe it can work elsewhere and in more recent nations. 

But Europe has bigger history to fit in rather than "Nationalism" and being happy about it's 

middle ages cause "muh history" and we build a little castle so jews can be warm in the winter 

while we slave like serfs for Christ. "Amen to that, our European History! Be proud of the 

borrowed money we took from kikes to kill other Europeans at X year in history! We fought 

gloriously...for the jews." 

 

Nationalists appeal not in European achievements or even National achievements but most of 

the time on Christian leprosy achievements. And portray them as viable successes of the 

"Nation". Which is why to me they are inferior, detestable, and fully incapable of turning around 

bottom of the situation which is actually a racial one in Europe.  
 

If Nationalism was anything viable for Europe Hitler would have left the Nationalist party of 

Germany handle the situation. 80 years ago too. 
 

Now we just need Nationalism cause we are too enslaved for anything close to the above to 

exist. So Nationalism looks like a viable solution amongst the non-possibly-existing ones, and 

yes, at this point, also a victory. 
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NaziMan12 wrote: 

HoodedCobra666 wrote: 

Ninja 666 wrote:.... 

 

 

I agree with HP Don, they look very predominantly Asian to be honest. I don't see it as 
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impossible with Asians having went to the place and colonized it who knows how long ago. 

They had the transportation means to do such as well. Maybe genetic studies can give more 

light into the matter. But it must have been a REALLY long time ago. 
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That is the Jews attempting to impose civic nationalism which is cosmopolitan, artificial 

nationalism on Whites everywhere. The same Jews deny civic nationalism for their JEWISH 

racial homeland of Israel. Hence you can note they know they are lying in pushing civic 

nationalism. 
 

You can note this in the Alt-light the Jews like Southern (((Simonson))) promote civic 

nationalism for Whites and never address Israel or the Jews. Just like Alex the truth stops at the 

Jews, Jones. Hates identity politics' for Whites but praising and defends Zionism for Jews. Even 

that weirdo Jordan Peterson demanded Faith Goldy lose her job for interviewing a White 

Nationalist. But not him for having his own freedom of speech. But he also was part of the UN 

policy tank on pushing third world invasions into the West. 

 

In Europe the ethno Nationalism does matter I have been around a lot of different European 

immigrants here to note there is a big difference between a Italian and Hungarian or Pole. This 

is part of the reason the EU is going apart the ethnic differences in the European populace. 

Even when Europe had larger Empires in the past like the Holy Roman Empire. Everyone still 

maintain their own sub ethnic identity. Hitler wrote about how he hated the multi ethnic mess the 

Hapsburg's were running. The German model for a new Europe was a confederation of 

European states based on common ethnic origins. The Germanic regions the Slavic regions the 

Spanish, Italian regions. All working together but remaining separate within their own ethnic 

regions under their own governments and the National Socialism ideal. That is the only way to 

bring Europe together into anything meaningful as a common power. Even if Europe was 

conquered by one European nation and put into a Empire the amount of autonomous authority 

that would have to be granted to the different regions to keep them from revolting would be near 

the same model anyway. 
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Clown World - Will We Save Everyone? 

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sat Jun 22, 2019 
 

 

 

Germany is an extremely advanced country not only financially but in many other ways. I will leave this 

on the side as anyone who wants to make the appropriate research will find the necessary things to 

understand the importance of Germany, let alone it's past. 

 

But what does "Advanced" mean when you have jews and you are literally experiencing Clown World in 

your literal midst? Nothing. 

 

We have only degenerated, we did not advance. What has advanced is only externalizes such as 

computers, and even these, are not to the point that humans pretend that we are. 

 

The situation is our enemy is there and rules it with the tightest and most insane grip. I write this to 

make this some of you understand, that some people and some excrement on this planet are beyond 

any saving, and this includes many White people. While these are less than other cases with species, 

every species on this planet has it's own share of terrible idiots, who threaten it's existence, and who 

have to be dealt with if a people wants to live. Likewise, people have to self-improve on a constant basis 

to avoid calamity, and this is not a joke, but how existence operates. Nowdays these rules are forsaken 

completely, and we are working against them, as such experiencing all the perils that we do.  

 

We do what we do to awake those who are useful and will remain useful to their species and this world, 

and not monkeys and the worthless individuals who are traitorous and will in the end as per usual do 

nothing. 

 

The belief that one is to "Save" every disgusting person on this planet, and all these sleeping mammals 

that pretend to be "human", while having less intelligence than most of the animals of earth, are absurd. 

One must move away from if they suffer or not. This is given, all beings suffer or can possibly suffer. 

Also, any being can invite suffering onto themselves, either through ignorance, weakness, or inability.  

 

In the case of humans however this becomes even worse: the stupidity and weakness of another (or the 

people of an era for that liking) can invite the catastrophe of whole civilizations, it's literal flattening 

either by another civilization or due to circumstance. This also includes natural misfortunes or 

calamities, such as diseases. Humans also do create on their own due to stupidity, their own calamities 

and diseases, which in turn come to destroy them later at a given time where things cannot be properly 

dealt with. 
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The above also has a social dimension. Certain social norms for example can backfire severely and ruin a 

civilization, all while it may start with the best of 'intentions'. 

 

It doesn't take a big brain for anyone to understand that sexual promiscuity at insane levels, plus race 

mixing, plus low IQ, plus overuse of anti-biotics, is creating things now like Super Gonorrhea and other 

infections that cannot go away with any use of any known medications. What is written here is not a 

conspiracy, it is a reality. The demographics of people who create these the most also have to say 

intelligent things like "We are very natural in what we do, we are fine with whatever we do" and other 

clever modern meme replies, while essentially their mere existence becomes a bio-hazard that can 

potentially take down everyone else.  

 

For those that do not know, if present day infections move past the power of the anti-biotic [Created by 

yet another "Cursed" White Man who saved the world for a few centuries with this] we will simply 

perish by these diseases in large numbers, and do not expect Rife or Tesla to be close around to this 

planet block to help, they aren't here. These things have happened before in history, and they have 

happened also when least expected.  

 

The above is only one example, of the many. Social perils such as forced mass migration, where nobody 

is even 'asked' in the otherwise "Democratic" system, are also said perils that can backfire. Only with far 

more less certainty than the above. 

 

Instating democracy has made the stupid and the worthless, all have the same "Value", the same "Vote" 

and the same "Opinion". Why change will never come out of this system is simple, in that how one 

erects governments is through mass brainwashing of the masses, which are guided to elect whatever 

their own stupidity reflects. This is the definition of the mob rule and it will come to more and more 

resemble communism especially as the racial and intellectual level of people sink.  

 

What we hear very frequently from people is that they whine about how they want to be "Saved" (they 

are lazy after all, cannot save themselves, too taxing to their little shitty brain to think a little bit) and 

how they want "Change" to come. Meanwhile, they support systems which essentially are generated 

directly from the "People themselves", ie, the large mass of the careless and the cesspool, which only 

creates societies based on it's own putrid reflection.  

 

The only "Change" they do on themselves during democracy is to change the position they sit on the 

couch, while effectively another big change they do is change the type of weed they smoke, or the 

channel of their netflix. This is all one is "Changing" during democracies, and this is because, there is 

really no necessity to change, just to degenerate. 

 

"Changing" as in waking up during the current system is not only punishable both by mob and related 

retards, but can have one meeting with imprisonment or worse.  

 

I will relate an articles here from Germany so you can understand that some people are too far gone and 

too far boozed out cattle, and for you to cut sympathies to the generalizations of "All of them will be 

saved" because they will not. 
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They are not going to be "Saved" as a whole. 

 

Nobody can also save someone from them having chosen personal damnation and to become a meme 

of the Clown World of 2019. 

 

Asylum Seeker Convicted of Attempted Murder After Stabbing German Host Family's Child 

 

https://europe.infowars.com/eritrean-co ... lys-child/ 

 

I will recap the story here real quick. So a German guy and his wife, who had an 11 year old, took the 

meme of "TAKE THE MIGRANTS IN YOUR OWN HOME IF YOU NEED THEM STUPID!" and took an Eritrean 

into their house.  

 

After what appears to be some sort of insane love triangle between the couple and the Eritrean 

homeboi, as, let's be honest with ourselves, except of some sexual dysfunction, it's hard to accept 

reasonably that they literally did this, they went into a beef with the real advanced specimen savage, 

which was housed there, fed there, and probably also the cuck man gave him his own wife for a round 

every so often, to make sure she would contract or exchange some Super Gonorrhea. 

 

What happened effectively was from what I can assume they filmed the Muslim or the Muslim filmed 

himself, and then the Muslim went into monkey mode, and took a knife and stabbed their 11 year old 

son with intend to kill him. Being that weak and shitty of a monkey, he even failed to kill someone by 

stabbing them on the throat, and the poor kid remained mentally disabled for life.  

 

The life of this child is now permanently ruined because his mother was a dumb whore, and his father a 

worthless amassment of cuck genetics, so this child now will have to live a life of ruin as a result of their 

parents getting to affected by Frau Merkelstein and Television, on how good the migrants are. 

 

The "Brave BBC" and the "Masculine Muslim Man" didn't also take the rage out on the cuck white 

father, but on the child, of course. Didn't even pick up someone on his own size, he had to attack the 

kid. 

 

His lower than the low mother, with her uncontrolled affections and pussy thirst, went into court and 

just said that they are "Sad" and "offended" by the behavior of her brown monkey boyfriend, who 

effectively LITERALLY KILLED HER OWN KID, but just failed out of a coincidence. 

 

The Germany of 2019 gave the brown savage only 7 years in prison. Stealing a car gets you around 15, 

while questioning the holohoax on Twitter can give as many as 5. However, assault and rape against 

children in Germany takes around from 6 months to a couple years, that is, if you are not bailed out by 

the jewish justice system because "Poor invading boy didn't know and dindu nuffin", and this monkey 

also said the typical line of "The Devil Made Me Do it" and got away with it. 

 

"It is not possible for a woman to see a Muslim naked, this must be punished with death," Abdulrahman 
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said, asserting that 'the devil' had ordered him to carry the knife. 

 

The child now suffers from post-traumatic stress disorder and has reportedly not been able to attend 

school. 

 

"We always helped Abdulrahman," said the victim's mother. "We do not understand why he did this to 

us." 

 

The worthless spec of shit mother's court appeal may have been something like this. "We always helped 

Abulrahman, like good motherfucking slave cuck goyims of the jews. We tried to put this savage goyim 

to live with us since we are all goyim. We helped him like his slaves cause Muh Leftism. We became a 

living MEME for jews to laugh at, and then he killed our boy almost, but my real question because I care 

more about the monkey savage than my own son is, "Why did he do this to us?" - I as a the slut mother 

feel no sadness or grief, as I am too hormonally castrated to feel any form of hatred, plus unless my TV 

tells me it is OK to hate because my child was almost killed by a monkey, I will not hate him. Hate is for 

idiots. We are advanced people of 2019 so we cannot hate. We eagerly wait for Abdulaman to come 

fuck us in the butt when he comes out of prison, Amen to that Rabbi Jesus Christ and his forgiveness. 

Our son now without vocal chords and permanent PTSD at 11 years old, wishes Abdulrahman well. 

Please mommy Merkel bring more brown sausage migrants in so we can stuff our holes with small 

brown penises of Ubermensch that attack our children when they are angry at us. Keep evil Hitler away 

from us, praise the jews, and also please Mega-Jew-State of Merkel, do not worry, we will never seek 

any vegeance or wake up even after we literally LIVED through the damnation and saw it manifest in our 

own household, as we take all our benzos and drugs, and we will never reply to this. Hatred is not the 

solution". 

 

It should be clear when one gets their head out of their "Save everyone" asses, that some members of 

humanity are too far gone, and that even saving them would be a waste of energy. One cannot waste 

their energies to reverse all the decadence of everyone, as this is too much of energetic expenditure. 

 

The same morals of 'saving everyone' have led us here, coming straight from Christianity. If the above is 

not the most direct incarnation of being a total slave of christianity, then one fails to understand what is. 

This mother should be now in disciplinary or in prison for her actions, but she is not 'liable' for bringing a 

wild animal inside her house. If you bring a dangerous ape into your house and you put it sleep with 

your toddler, and crushes it's neck, then that it is your own fault. The migrant should get at least 20 

years in the lowest grade prison, but he will take instead 7 in a country where prison, compared to his 

native land, is like living in a 5 star hotel.  

 

What does not want to save itself should be allowed to take the free fall into it's own damnation, as 

helping one's self begins within. 

 

Energy devoted could go to people who actually want to be helped, and propel them to help 

themselves. 

 

As for the lost cases, let them burn. Nobody needs this mudshark leftist retard and her cuck husband to 
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survive, who sacrificed their own kid to the Eritrean orangutan, and hardly shed tears or wanted 

revenge. All these people are fit for is the gutter of existence and it should be looked at by people with a 

brain that the existence of these people is alarming to our safety as a species, if anything else. 

 

Shame, curses, and calamities should follow these people who abet the jews and incarnate their jewtrix, 

is what should follow them. Unironically, this is what they are also manifesting for themselves. This 

situation is also beyond any "saving". 

 

We are combating the jewtrix to help people who have some actual value, and yes, there are absolutes 

on which this value can be counted, while others have no value as proven by their actions.  

 

While the Nazarene praises those who help the world's heap of trash, expand it and increase it, we have 

came into this world for the opposite - to limit and decrease the influence of this livid trash, it's jewish 

master, and to escape this world from annihilation, for the future proper and healthier, saner 

generations, with the bigger aim to create a more blessed and powerful humanity. 

 

The Nazarene and jews need slaves like the above, to house their migrants, to ruin their homelands, to 

keep us back in our evolution. They thrive on human misery, as their pastors thrive and live by human 

suffering and pain. They desire damnation for humanity to justify their jewish moral dogma. Every time 

humanity is closing in to the worm, they experience euphoria, and everytime retardation hits harder on 

humanity, they proclaim to themselves the sermon on the mount, and how the retards, the meek, the 

idiotic, and the trash of the earth shall inherit earth. Then when this manifests, they hide behind huge 

walls in the Vatican, and increase the mass damnation until nothing on this planet remains. 
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CNN And Media Fall Out 

HP Mageson666 » Wed May 29, 2019 

 

 

 

 

 

CNN, also known as Chosen News Network has shut down an entire division of its worthless 

network amongst admitting its given at least one hundred employees their walking papers. 

However also admitting that 300 employees will be kicked out the door. This comes amongst the 

total collapse of Cohen News Network, much of the collapse revolves around the fact their most 

popular shows get less views then some fat guy talking about My Little Pony on Utube. After 

pretending their tales of Trump muh Russia was real for years, when it came out it was nothing, 

their viewers vanished. Trump is also talking about bringing in Libel laws to combat the large, 

Fake News Real Jews, media. 

 

Poland is also challenging article 13, on a national level and EU level. The Polish government is 

making the challenge that article 13 also violates the constitution of the EU and of Poland. This 

is a major move against the Chosen Fugly People. This on the wave of the Nationalist victory in 

the European elections is turning everything in new direction that Jews don't like. 
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Coincidence? I don't think so... Parts 1 & 2  

-High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

[About the Jewish staged Paris ‘Terror’ Attack] 

 

First post and then proof: 

The savage attacks in France, Friday the 13th again smack of Jewish blood sacrifices and 

rituals. 

 

Exactly 708 years ago to the day, note 7 + 8 = 15; 1 + 5 = 6 (the favorite number of the Jews), 

Jaques de Molay of the Knights Templar along with 60 others, (again note the 60), were 

arrested in France. To make a long story short, this Gentile order knew too much and 

amassed too much wealth. They knew Christianity was a fraud, and were subsequently 

tortured and murdered by the Inquisition. 

 

Look to the numbers... November 13th; 11 + 13 = 24; (2 + 4 = 6) again. Then, it is 2015, so 

with the 15, we again have the number 6 factoring in. 

 

Friday according to the Hebrew calendar is also the 6th day. Their "Sabbath/Shabbat" always 

falls on Saturday, which is their 7th day. 

 

The reason? People know too much. 

 

I will be doing more research in that foul Torah of theirs. Just like 911 was no coincidence. 

Genesis 11: 9. I already went over that one. I'm sure there is also a Torah scripture for the 

tragedy that occurred in France on Friday. In closing, the Jews will use their filthy, ugly, 

spiteful, human-hating death-dealing Torah (which is chock full of wars where the Jews 

slaughter, rape, pillage and conquer Gentiles), again to incite another world war. 

 

I will be posting reverse Torah rituals to try to stop this. Their plan is to get White European 

young men and women drafted to be butchered in a war in the Middle East. 

 

When Angela Merkel spoke to the Israeli Knesset in Yiddish, I am sure she didn't just visit to 

say hello or take a vacation. They were laying plans for the genocide of White Europe.  

 

There was also a big meeting of communist Jews in Moscow with Jew Putin. Again, they 

were making plans. Obviously. 

 

We will have to wait until they read the major war verses in their yearly Torah readings and 

we will reverse these.  

 

The Jewish controlled media and Hollywood glamorize war and promote it to have our youth 

fall for this and end up maimed and slaughtered for Jewish interests. The Jews themselves at 

times of war are given desk jobs and rarely see any combat. Adolf Hitler wrote about this as 

far back as WWI. 
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Following Post: 

 

I wrote something in error regarding “to the day.” The Knights Templar incident occurred 

Friday the 13th, October 1307. This was a month and 708 years from the tragedy that took 

place on Friday the 13th of November 2015. There was no Friday the 13th in October of this 

year. What is really important is what follows: 

 

There are 66 books total in that filthy bible. For those of you who are new and/or unfamiliar 

with this, please visit this webpage “The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft” 

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksu ... hcraft.htm  

 

This further proves the “Holy Bible” is definitely NOT “The Word of ‘God.’”  

 

(DEU 13:11) You shall stone him to death with stones, because he has sought to draw you 

away from the LORD your God, who brought you out of the land of Egypt, out of the house 

of bondage. 

 

*Note in the above, 13:11. The 13th day of the 11th month; November 13th and this 

scripture calls for the murder of those who worship Pagan Gods. GENTILES!  

 

To fully understand, one must be familiar with the Jewish “Gematria” which is a system of 

words and numerology:  

 

“Gematria (Greek: meaning geometry) is an Assyro-Babylonian-Greek system of code and 

numerology later adopted into Jewish culture that assigns numerical value to a word or 

phrase in the belief that words or phrases with identical numerical values bear some relation 

to each other or bear some relation to the number itself as it may apply to nature, a person's 

age, the calendar year, or the like.”  

The above quote was taken from: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gematria  

 

The Jews have an obsession with the number 6.  

 

911 WAS ALSO A SPIRITUAL ATTACK [TOWER OF BABEL]  

Below is a direct quote from the Torah:  

 

(Genesis 11:9) Therefore the name of it was called Bavel, because the LORD confused the 

language of all the earth, there. From there, the LORD scattered them abroad on the surface 

of all the earth.”  

 

NOTE: 11:9  

Now, in the USA here, our civilian dates are month/day, but worldwide and with the military, 

it is day/month. So with most countries outside the US, it would be 11/9, not 9/11. This was 

also a spiritual attack, to divide, confuse, and destroy communications.  

People were learning too much, which is and always has been the greatest threat to Jewish 

programs like Christianity.  
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Given the exposing of Christianity and the proof it is a hoax and a lie, many people are 

leaving in droves. This also includes those who have left because of the pedophilia and other 

rotten crimes against humanity of which this vile institution is infamous for. Many people 

are turning to Paganism, of which this is a most serious threat to Jewish power. The Jewish 

bulwark as I have repeated endlessly is Christianity. This is why they pretend to be 

persecuted by it and against it. These are both total lies of which I will further prove and 

expose in this article. This again is no different from Jewish communism. Also, they have a 

long and vile history of persecuting their own, as they are vicious by their nature. This is also 

in their Torah.  

 

The tragedy in Paris was preplanned. This is no different from the murder of the Knights 

Templars.  

 

As I wrote in the first post I made on this below, I definitely found a connection not only in 

their Torah but also in that goddamned Bible.  

 

This attack came about because of the threat of the populace becoming aware and leaving 

the Jewish program of Christianity.  

 

Another blatant lie that the Jews push is that they reject Christianity. This lie is exposed in 

their weekly Torah readings. They also read from other books of the Old Testament and also 

The Christian Gospel, as it all ties in. For proof of this, click on the link below: 

http://torahportions.org/thisyear/  

 

On the 15th of August 2015, Jews around the entire world in their weekly torah readings 

read Deuteronomy 11:26–16:17, and Isaiah 66:1-24. This was a year of Rosh Hodesh, the 

new Moon on August 15th.  

[According to the Shulchan Aruch, if Rosh Hodesh [the new moon] of Elul- which has its own 

haftarah, namely Isaiah 66 - coincides with Shabbat Re'eh, the haftarah of Re'eh, not for 

Rosh Hodesh Elul, is read because the Seven Sabbaths of Consolation must not be 

interrupted]. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haftarah# ... euteronomy  

 

In the Catholic Bible, Isaiah is the 29th book of the Old Testament. According to “Torah 

Portions 5775” The gospel of John was also read in many Jewish congregations. John is the 

4th book of the New Testament.  

 

All of the above Torah, Haftarah, and Gospel readings focus on the murder of anyone who 

worships Pagan Gods.  

 

Before I get to the scriptures here, I want to expose the numerology here. Coincidence? I 

don’t think so: 

 

As I wrote in the above, the book of Isaiah in the Catholic version of the Bible is the 29th 

book. 2 + 9 = 11. 11 is a special number of magickal properties in Hebrew numerology, no 

different from 22.  
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The gospel of John is the 4th book of the New Testament. So, here we have a date: 

November is the 11th month and the 13th: 1 + 3 = 4.  

Now, as for the Isaiah 66, there are 66 books in the widely used King James Version of the 

Bible. In addition to the day being Friday the 13th of November, we have November is the 

11th month, and with the 13th [11 + 13 = 24; 2 + 4 = 6]. With the year 2015, the 15 adds 

another 6 to this date and again, we have 66. I am familiar with the fact that they do not 

always include the century year in their workings, such as the 20 in the 2015.  

 

Adding onto the above, the date of August 15th when this portion of the Torah, the Haftarah 

and the Gospel were read, was originally a very important Pagan Holiday, which was stolen 

and corrupted by the Catholic Church into the “Feast of the Assumption.”  

“Aug 15 was originally THE ASSUMPTION OF THE HOLY SOPHIA, The Assumption of the Holy 

Sophia into the Pleroma is commemorated on August 15th. This correlates in the Orthodox 

Church with the (bodily Assumption of the Virgin Mary, a recent addition to the Roman 

liturgical life. The ancient Gnostic scriptures tell of Sophia, the feminine aspect of the highest 

God, who wanders out of heaven and gets lost in the lower regions. By singing praises to the 

Light, she is rescued by the Savior and he aids her return to heaven by a mystery. In our 

psychological perspective, we are cast out of the Fullness of Being to become differentiated 

egos. By the mystery figure of the Logos we are able to individuate and return to the state of 

Wholeness. Thus Sophia's plight is our own, and by her example we may be inspired to 

continue on our path.” 

From: http://www.gnosis.org/ecclesia/cal_mandala.htm and 

http://www.gnostics.com/calendar.html  

 

Now, as I wrote in the below, the Knights Templars discovered Christianity was a hoax, more 

than likely through their travels to the so-called “Holy Land.” They amassed an incredible 

amount of wealth, using witchcraft, and being a Gentile order, most ended up tortured and 

then murdered by the Inquisition. Those who escaped went on to establish original 

Freemasonry, which at that time was Luciferian and Satanic.  

 

The tragedy in Paris was a spiritual attack as well as physical. This didn’t “just happen.” 

November 13 is the 317th day of the year; 3 + 1 + 7 = 11.  

 

11 is used to bring something down; to destroy, as they used this number with the 9-11 

incident.  

 

John is the 4th book of the New Testament, and the 43rd book of the King James Version of 

the Bible. John 15 was the beginning of the scriptures read on the 15th of August. 43 + 15 = 

13.  

 

Now, as for the scriptures involved in this “Torah reading” nearly all of them apply to 

destroying those who worship Pagan Gods. A heavy metal concert was attacked and heavy 

metal certainly isn’t Christian, for one.  

 

In trying not to make this too long, I will only include the scriptures therein that are relevant 

to this. The following is taken from a copy of the Torah translated into English: 

 

Deut. 11:26–16:17 
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(DEU 11:27) the blessing, if you shall listen to the mitzvot {commandments} of the LORD 

your God, which I command you this day; 

 

(DEU 11:28) and the curse, if you shall not listen to the mitzvot {commandments} of the 

LORD your God, but turn aside out of the way which I command you this day, to go after 

other gods, which you have not known. 

 

(DEU 12:2) You shall surely destroy all the places in which the nations that you shall 

dispossess served their gods, on the high mountains, and on the hills, and under every green 

tree: 

 

(DEU 12:3) and you shall break down their altars, and dash in pieces their pillars, and burn 

their Asherim with fire; and you shall cut down the engraved images of their gods; and you 

shall destroy their name out of that place. 

*[Note: The above scripture 12:3 totals to 6 and with Deuteronomy being the 5th book of 

the Torah, 5 + 6 = 11, again destruction and ruin].  

 

(DEU 12:6) and there you shall bring your burnt offerings, and your sacrifices, and your 

tithes, and the heave-offering of your hand, and your vows, and your freewill-offerings, and 

the firstborn of your herd and of your flock 

 

(DEU 12:29) When the LORD your God shall cut off the nations from before you, where you 

go in to dispossess them, and you dispossess them, and dwell in their land 

 

(DEU 13:7) If your brother, the son of your mother, or your son, or your daughter, or the 

wife of your bosom, or your friend, who is as your own soul, entice you secretly, saying, Let 

us go and serve other gods, which you have not known, 

you, nor your fathers; 

 

(DEU 13:8) of the gods of the peoples who are round about you, near to you, or far off from 

you, from the one end of the earth even to the other end of the earth; 

(DEU 13:9) you shall not consent to him, nor listen to him; neither shall your eye pity him, 

neither shall you spare, neither shall you conceal him: 

 

(DEU 13:10) but you shall surely kill him; your hand shall be first on him to put him to death, 

and afterwards the hand of all the people. 

 

(DEU 13:11) You shall stone him to death with stones, because he has sought to draw you 

away from the LORD your God, who brought you out of the land of Egypt, out of the house 

of bondage. 

*Note in the above, 13:11. The 13th day of the 11th month; November 13th and this 

scripture calls for the murder of those who worship Pagan Gods. GENTILES!  

 

(DEU 13:14) Certain base fellows are gone out from the midst of you, and have drawn away 

the inhabitants of their city, saying, Let us go and serve other gods, which you have not 

known; 

 

(DEU 13:15) then shall you inquire, and make search, and ask diligently; and, behold, if it be 
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truth, and the thing certain, that such abomination is done in the midst of you, 

 

(DEU 13:16) you shall surely strike the inhabitants of that city with the edge of the sword, 

destroying it utterly, and all that is therein and the cattle of it, with the edge of the sword. 

 

(DEU 13:17) You shall gather all the spoil of it into the midst of the street of it, and shall burn 

with fire the city, and all the spoil of it every whit, to the LORD your God: and it shall be a 

heap forever; it shall not be built again. 

 

 

Now, for the Haftarah scripture of Isaiah 66:1- 24 

 

{66:15} For, behold, the LORD will come with fire, and with his chariots like a whirlwind, to 

render his anger with fury, and his rebuke with flames of fire. 

{66:16} For by fire and by his sword will the LORD plead with all flesh: and the slain of the 

LORD shall be many.  

{66:17} They that sanctify themselves, and purify themselves in the gardens behind one 

[tree] in the midst, eating swine’s flesh, and the abomination, and the mouse, shall be 

consumed together, saith the LORD. 

*[Note: Gentiles eat pork]. 

 

{66:23} And it shall come to pass, [that] from one new moon to another, and from one 

sabbath to another, shall all flesh come to worship before me, saith the LORD. {66:24} And 

they shall go forth, and look upon the carcases of the men that have transgressed against 

me: for their worm shall not die, neither shall their 

fire be quenched; and they shall be an abhorring unto all flesh. 

Now, for the Gospel of John 15:1–17:26: 

Jewsus said- 

{15:6} If a man abide not in me, he is cast forth as a branch, and is withered; and men gather 

them, and cast [them] into the fire, and they are burned. 

 

The rest of this crap goes on and on regarding how anyone who does not slavishly worship 

jewsus is damned and that sort of thing. It is endless ad nauseum. You can check it out 

online or in any bible. It supports the Torah and the Haftarah readings. 
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Cologne Women Deserved To Be Raped, Imam 

Brownz  

-by High Priest Mageson  
 

 

This is because of the Jews who brought them here.... 

 

 
 

 

 

Take note this Salafist, rape town brownz. The Salafist's are the sect that ISIS belongs to 

along with all the other radical Islamic terror groups. Yes all the half-naked women walking 

around outside in the middle of a Northern European winter.....Basically brownz are animals 

that do not have nor want any self-control over their muh dick functionz. Hey their Judaic 

religion is based on a Jewish, brownz, Mohamed who was always raping a nine year old sex 

slave. Like the Talmud tells Rabbi's they can rape three year old children. This brownz comes 

from a place where bestiality is actually a common norm among them.  

 

------------------------------------ 

 

Cologne Imam: Girls Were Raped Because They Warning women against “adding fuel to the 

fire”, the Imam of a Salafist Cologne mosque has said the victims of the New Year’s Eve 

attacks in that city were themselves responsible for their sex assault, by dressing 

inappropriately and wearing perfume. 

 

http://www.breitbart.com/london/2016/01 ... e-perfume/ 

 

 

Speaking to major Russian channel REN TV, Imam Sami Abu-Yusuf’s remarks came during a 

12 minute segment bringing Russians up to date with the latest developments in the migrant 
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invasion of Europe. Sandwiched between eyewitness-footage of migrant rampages in 

Cologne, women being sexually assaulted by apparently Arab gangs, and a segment on a 

surge of interest in self defence courses in Germany the Imam told the interviewer: “we 

need to react properly, and not to add fuel to the fire”. 

 

Explaining in the view of Salafist Islam why hundreds of women found themselves groped, 

sexually assaulted and in some cases raped by gangs of migrant men in cities across 

Germany the Imam said: “the events of New Year’s Eve were the girls own fault, because 

they were half naked and wearing perfume. It is not surprising the men wanted to attack 

them. [Dressing like that] is like adding fuel to the fire”. 

 

The tone of the report was telling, expressing no surprise that Muslim mass migration would 

result in violence and gang-rape. The narrator of the report told viewers that after the 

events of New Year’s Eve it was becoming difficult to tell who’s country Germany was, one 

belonging to Muslims or to Germans. Also expressed was the opinion that the sex attacks 

were no more than a dress rehearsal for something much bigger to come. 

 

The television interview with a former police officer featured in the short also expressed 

concern about mass migration. The officer remarks that crimes by migrants are not always 

recorded by the police in Germany, and even when they are they aren’t passed upwards to 

the government. He tells the interviewer that in his experience immigrants don’t come to 

Germany for a better life, but come in groups to engage in organized crime. 

 

Sami Abu-Yusuf is the Imam of the Al Tawheed mosque in Cologne’s Kalk neighbourhood, 

just one of thousands of such establishments practicing in converted residential, retail, and 

industrial properties serving the booming Muslim population of Europe. The mosque, which 

is named as preaching the fundamentalist Salafist creed of Islam was raided by counter 

terror officers in 2004. 

 

A news report from the time states officers moved in to break up a “secret network of Arab 

Mujahideen” being built by the worshippers there, and suspicion of terror attacks being 

planned at the mosque. Officers in full riot dress raided the mosque while the “Muslim 

brothers” there were at prayers, seizing papers and processing the identities of those inside 

the building at the time. 

 

The emergence of Salafism in Europe is a major concern for security services, as it considers 

itself the most pure, and original form of Islam and tries to obey the commands of the Koran 

literally. Breitbart London has reported at length recently on the extremist activities of 

Salafist Muslims in Germany, from mass-riots in which hundreds of men armed with kebab 

skewers, knives, and iron bars clashed with police and Kurds on the streets of Hamburg, to 

their recruiting strategies, preying on newly arrived migrants. 

 

Breitbart London reported in September about the behavior of these Salafist radicals, who 

send members of their group to hang around in train stations at the southern borders and in 

refugee camps, to recruit newly arrived Muslims. A spokesman of the Bavarian security 

service said of the behavior: “Salafists are trying to talk with unaccompanied youths who 

have come to Germany without their families and who are in particular need of support and 

connections. 
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“The Salafists are trying to use the desperate situation refugees find themselves in for their 

own goals”. They Were Half Naked And Wore Perfume. 
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Combating Anti-Semitism Bill Passed In 

America 

by HP Mageson666 » Wed Feb 27, 2019 
 

 

 

 

The Jews don't run America or anything that claim is just an anti-Semitic conspiracy theory, the 

Jewish run media told me so. 

 

The Combating European Anti-Semitism Act was passed into law in America by a vote in the 

House of 424 to ZERO because Jews don't own or control the government. Then Trump signed 

off on it. Not one person voted against this bill which is designed to protect the power of the 

Jewish establishment. Don't let the title fool you this also includes within America as well: 

 

https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-con ... e-bill/672 

(Sec. 3) This bill expresses the sense of Congress that: (1) it is in the U.S. national 

interest to combat anti-Semitism at home and abroad; (2) there is a need to ensure the 

security of European Jewish communities, including synagogues, schools, and 

cemeteries; (3) the United States should continue to emphasize the importance of 

combating anti-Semitism in multilateral bodies; and (4) the Department of State should 

continue to document acts of anti-Semitism and anti-Semitic incitement and encourage 

adoption by national government institutions and multilateral institutions of a working 

definition of anti-Semitism similar to the one adopted in the International Holocaust 

Remembrance Alliance context. 

 

 

This is the major legal document that is the first step towards outlawing any criticism of the 

Jewish race in America. And the goal of their phoney "Hate Speech" whining. Read the Talmud 

then come back and tell us GOYIM about Hate speech, Jews. What they mean is criticism of 

Jews is speech the Jews hate to hear.  

 

The Jews are seeking to use the resources of the American government they control to wage a 

campaign of suppression and state terror against the constitutional and human rights of America 

and the Europe because they know the backlash against their criminal control over Europe with 

the EU and America is coming and they are trying to create the dictatorship they need to stay in 

power. 
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Commie Icon John Lennon, Admitted Incest 

Freak/Abuser 

-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

Thanks to mein bro, Nick Vabzircnila for this find. 

 

Well Commie Icon, Lennon was kind of like Karl Marx who also beat his wife and children 

and caused the death of his own kids with his abuse. He has shades of Commie Jooz Freud 

with wanting to fuck his own mother. Lennon was a typical Leftist, a spiritual fuck up and 

mentality sick weirdo. Communism is not a Ideology its a Pathology. You have to be 

mentality fucked to roll with Team Toilet Jew. 

 

You Don't Have to 'Imagine' John Lennon Beat Women and Children—It's Just a Fact 

https://broadly.vice.com/en_us/article/ ... e=vicefbdk 

 

" In a 1979 audio confession, Lennon revealed that as a teen he bore sexual desires for his 

mother. He later regretted not having made a move on her, saying, "Presumably, she would 

have allowed it."  

 

"He admits to hitting women—"any woman" 

 

"The years following the birth of their son, Julian, saw Lennon as an absent father who 

would criticize and even smack the sensitive Julian for things like having bad table manners. 

(Actually, Jartlett said, "Julian's table manners were, if anything, better than average.") 

Throughout the marriage, Lennon slept with other women and would leave drugs "lying 

around the house." 

 

Remember 

Commie Lennon's 

Icon song 

"Imagine" 

again...... 
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Communism with the Mask Off  

By Joseph Goebbels  
  

In the beginning of August, this year, one of the most authoritative English 

newspapers published a leading article entitled “Two Dictatorships,” in 

which a naive and misdirected attempt was made to place before the readers 

of the paper certain alleged similarities between Russian Bolshevism and 

German National Socialism. This article gave rise to an extraordinary 

amount of heated discussion in international centres, which was only 

another proof of the fact that an astonishing misconception exists among the 

most prominent West European circles as to the danger which communism 

presents to the life of the individual and of the nation. Such people still cling 

to their opinion in face of the terrible and devastating experiences of the past 

eighteen years in Russia. The author of the article stated that the two 

symbols which are to-day opposed to one another, namely that of 

Bolshevism and National Socialism, stand for regimes which “in essential 

structure are similar and in many of their laws-their buttresses-are identical. 

The similarity is moreover increasing.” He went on to say, “In both 

countries are the same censorships on art, literature, and of course the Press, 

the same war on the intelligentsia, and the massed display of arms, whether 

in the Red Square or the Tempelhofer Feld.”   

  

“The strange and terrible thing is,” he declared, “that two nations, once so 

widely different, should have been schooled and driven into patterns so 

drably similar.” One sees here much verbiage and little understanding. The 

anonymous writer of this article has obviously not studied the essential and 

fundamental principles either of National Socialism or Bolshevism. He 

considers merely certain superficial phenomena and he has not taken 

cognizance of what serious journalists have had to say on the matter in 

question or compared his views with their objective statements. This 

entirely erroneous judgment of the case might be passed over with a shrug 

of the shoulders and considered merely as part of the daily order of things, 

were it not for the fact that the two problems here discussed belong in their 

essentials to political phenomena which are important for the future of 

Europe. Moreover, this strikingly cursory judgment on the problem is not 

merely a single case but has to be taken in conjunction with a much wider 

and more influential section of West European opinion.   
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In contradistinction to this, I shall try here to analyse Bolshevism into its 

basic elements and show these as clearly as I can to the German and 

European public. This is not an easy task, in view of the fact that the 

Propagandist Institutions of the Communist International are undoubtedly 

well organized and have not been unsuccessful in putting before the public 

of the world, outside of the Russian frontiers, an entirely false picture of 

Bolshevism. This picture is an extraordinarily dangerous one because of the 

tension that it can and must naturally cause. Let us also note the profound 

hatred in liberal circles throughout the world in regards to National 

Socialism and its practical constructive work in Germany. Hence, the 

possibility here also of mistaken judgments, such as these already 

mentioned. They pass by what is essential.   

  

International communism would entirely do away with all national and 

racial qualities, which are founded in human nature itself; in property, it sees 

the most primary cause of the breakdown of world trade in the capitalist 

system. Accordingly, it exploits this through an extensive and carefully 

organized and brutal system of action, setting aside personal values and 

sacrificing the individual to a hollow mass-idol that is only a travesty of 

actual life itself. At the same time, it ignores and destroys all the idealistic 

and higher strivings of men and nations, through its own crass and empty 

materialist principles. On the other hand, National Socialism sees in all 

these things— in property, in personal values and in nation and race and the 

principles of idealism—these forces, which carry on every human 

civilization and fundamentally determine its worth.  

  

Bolshevism is explicitly determined on bringing about a revolution among 

all the nations. In its own essence, it has an aggressive and international 

tendency. However, National Socialism confines itself to Germany and is 

not a product for export, either in its abstract or practical characteristics. 

Bolshevism denies religion as a principle, fundamentally and entirely. It 

recognizes religion only as an “opium for the people.” National Socialism 

absolutely places in the foreground of its program a belief in the spiritual 

and that transcendental idealism which has been destined by Nature to bring 

to expression the racial soul of a nation. National Socialism would take the 

lead in a new concept and in the shaping of European civilization. The  
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Bolsheviks carry on a campaign, directed by the Jews, with the international 

underworld, against culture as such. Bolshevism is not merely 

antibourgeois; it is against human civilization itself.  

  

In its final consequences, it signifies the destruction of all the commercial, 

social, political, and cultural achievements of Western Europe, in favour of 

a deracinated and nomadic international cabal, which has found its 

representation in Judaism. This grandiose attempt to overthrow the civilized 

world is so much more dangerous in its effects because the Communist 

International, which is a past master in the art of misrepresentation, has been 

able to find its protectors and pioneers among a great part of these 

intellectual circles in Europe whose physical and spiritual destruction much 

be the first result of a Bolshevik world revolution.  

  

Bolshevism, which is in reality an attack on the world of the spirit, pretends 

to be intellectual itself. Where circumstances demand, it comes as deadly 

predator, only disguised as a harmless critter. Underneath the false mask 

which it here and there assumes, there are always malicious forces of world 

destruction. And where it has had the opportunity of practicing its theories it 

has created “The Paradise of the Workers and Peasants”, in the shape of a 

fearful desert of starving and hungering people. If we are to take the word of 

its doctrine then we find a terrible contradiction between its theory and its 

practice. Its theory is glowing and grandiose but it carries poison in its 

attractive gloss. Over against this, what we have from it in reality is terrible 

and forbidding. This is shown in the millions of sacrifices that have been 

made in honor of it, through executions with the sword, the axe or the 

hangman’s rope or hunger. Its teaching promises “the fatherland of the 

workers and peasants”, which shall know no frontiers, and a classless social 

order which will be protected against exploitation through the state, and it 

preaches an economic principle in which “everything belongs to everybody” 

and that thereby a real and universal world peace will be ushered in.  

  

Millions of workers on hunger-wages such as are not thought of in Western 

Europe, millions of afflicted and sorrowing peasants who have been robbed 

of their land, which is being completely ruined by the stupid experiment of a 

paralyzing collectivism, famine which claims millions of victims year after 

year in a country of such vast extent that it might serve as a granary for the 

whole of Europe, the formation and equipping of an army which, according 
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to the claims of all leading Bolshevists, is to be used for carrying out the 

world revolution, the brutal and merciless domination of this madly-led 

apparatus of State and Party at the hands of a small terrorist minority which 

is mostly Jewish—all this speaks another language, a language which the 

world cannot listen to permanently because it rings with the story of 

nameless suffering and indescribable hardships born by a nation of a 

hundred and sixty million people.  

  

The fact that, in order to carry out its aims, Bolshevism uses propagandist 

methods that are perceptible only by those which have experience in such 

things, and are entirely accepted in good faith by the average citizen, makes 

this Terror International extraordinarily dangerous for other states and 

peoples. This propaganda arises from the principle that the end sanctifies the 

means, that lies and slander, the terrorizing of the individual and of the 

mass, robbery and burnings, strikes and insurrection, espionage and 

sabotage of armies, can and ought to be made use of, with the aim of 

revolutionizing the entire world, must be specially and solely kept in view. 

This extraordinarily pernicious method of influencing the masses of the 

people does not stop before anything or anybody. Those alone are 

competent to deal with it, who see into its secret driving forces and are 

capable of adopting the necessary contrary measures. This propaganda 

understands how to adopt every instrument to its purpose. It takes on an 

intellectual shape in intellectual circles. It is bourgeois with the bourgeoisie 

and proletarian with the proletariat. It is mild and passive where that attitude 

suits and it is pugnacious wherever it meets opposition that needs to be 

suppressed.  

  

Bolshevism carries on its International propaganda through the Comintern. 

A few weeks ago, this apparatus for world destruction made public to the 

whole of Europe its plan of campaign for the annihilation of the nations and 

the states, all arranged and set forth in its tactical and strategic elements. Yet 

the bourgeois world, whose extirpation was announced openly and without 

any reserve whatsoever, failed to make any public protest of indignation and 

unite all the forces at its command as a definite counter-defense.  

  

The cry of warning was raised only by those states in which Bolshevism has 

been finally overcome through the restoration of national principles. But this 

cry of warning was laughed at by the threatened bourgeois world and set 
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aside as an exaggerated alarm. Swept clear of internal enemies and united 

under the National Socialist standard, Germany placed herself at the head of 

the groups united in the fight against the international bolshevization of the 

world. Herein she is quite aware that she is fulfilling a world mission that 

reaches out beyond all national frontiers. The successful issue of this 

mission depends upon the fate of our civilized nations. As National 

Socialists, we have seen Bolshevism through and through. We recognize it 

beneath all its masks and camouflages. It stands before us stripped of its 

trappings, bare and naked in its entire miserable imposture. We know what 

its teachings are, and we know what it is in practice.  

  

Here I shall give an unvarnished picture, which is backed up in all 

particulars by incontestable facts. If there is a spark of reason left in the 

world, and the faculty for clear thinking, then the states and peoples must be 

shocked at the prospect and induced to come together for their common 

defense against this acute danger. I leave the methods and practices of the 

Communist Propaganda and theory within and without Russia to speak 

through examples, which appear to me to be symptomatic. These examples 

could be replaced and supplemented by thousands of others, all of which 

when taken together show up the terrible aspect of this world disease.  

  

Murder of individuals, murder of hostages, and mass murder are the 

favourite means applied by Bolshevism to get rid of all opposition to its 

propaganda. In Germany, three hundred National Socialists fell victim to  

Communist terror attacks on individuals. On the 14th January 1930, Horst 

Wessel was shot through the half-opened door of his house by the  

Communist, Alberecht Hohler, called Ali, his accessories being the Jews, 

Salli Eppestein and Else Cohn. On the 9th of August 1931, the police 

captains, Anlauf and Lenck, were shot down in the Bülowplatz in Berlin. 

The Communist leaders, Heinz Neumann and Kippenberger, were accused 

as instigators of the murder. Shortly afterwards Heinz Neumann was 

arrested in Switzerland because of a passport which was invalid. A request 

for extradition made by Germany was not granted; on the plea that it was a 

“political crime.” These are only some single examples of the communist 

terror wreaked upon individuals. As further instances of the blood lust and 

cruelty to which they bear evidence, we may turn to the hostage murders 

that took place in previous years.  
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On April 30th 1919, in the Courtyard of the Luitpold Gymnasium, in 

Munich, ten hostages, among them a woman, were shot through the backs, 

their bodies rendered unrecognizable and taken away. This act was done at 

the order of the Communist Terrorist, Eglhofer, and under the responsibility 

of the Jewish Soviet Commissaries, Levien, Levien-Nissen and Axelrod. In 

1919, during the Bolshevik regime of the Jew, Bela Kun, whose real name 

was Aron Cohn, in Budapest twenty hostages were murdered. During the  

October Revolution in Spain, eight prisoners were shot at Ovièdo, seventeen 

in Turon; and in the barracks at Pelàno, to protect a communist attack, 

thirtyeight prisoners were placed at the head of the insurgents and some of 

them shot. At the Comintern Congress, on July 31st, 1935, the communist 

leader, Carcio, expressly declared that this revolution was carried through 

“under the leadership of the communists.”   

  

This list of bloodshed becomes all the more fearful and horrible when we 

add to it the apparently incredible number of mass murders carried out by 

the Communists. As a classical prototype of this, we have the Paris 

Commune of the year 1871, which was passionately celebrated by Karl  

Marx and is approved today by modern Soviets as the model of the 

Bolshevik World Revolution. The number of victims who fell in that terrible 

year 1871 can no longer be ascertained. The Jewish Chekist, Bela Kun, 

created an experiment that rivaled the Paris Commune in bloodshed when 

he ordered the execution of 60,000 to 70,000 people in the Crimea. For the 

most part, these executions were carried out with machine guns. At the 

Municipal Hospital in Alupka, 272 sick and wounded were brought out on 

stretchers in front of the gate of the Institution and there shot. The truth of 

this has been officially confirmed in the report made to the Geneva Red 

Cross. During the 133 days of his Terror Rule in Hungary, the Jew, Bela 

Kun, had innumerable men murdered. The names of 570 of those have been 

given in official documents. In November 1934, the Chinese Marshal, 

Chiang-Kai-shek, made public the information that in the province of 

Kiangsi one million people were murdered by the communists and six 

millions robbed of all their possessions. All these bloodstained and 

horrorraising events have reached a climax in the mass murders committed 

throughout Soviet Russia.  

  

According to accounts given by the Soviets themselves and including other 

reliable sources, the number of persons executed within the first 5 years of 
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Soviet rule must be placed at about 1,860,000, in round numbers. Of these, 

6,000 were teachers and professors, 8,800 were doctors of medicine, 54,000 

were army officers, 260,000 soldiers, 105,000 police officials, 49,000 

gendarmes, 12,800 civil servants, 355,000 persons of the upper classes, 

192,000 workers, and 815,000 peasants.  

  

The Soviet statistician, Oganowsky, estimates the number of people who 

died of hunger in the years 1921/1922 at 5,200,000. The Austrian 

CardinalArchbishop, Monsignor Innitzer, said in his appeal of July 1934, 

that millions of people were dying of hunger throughout the Soviet Union. 

During his speech delivered before the House of Lords on the 25th of July,  

1934, the Archbishop of Canterbury, speaking on reports relative to the 

famine victims in Soviet Russia in 1933, said that the number was nearer to 

six than three millions.  

  

We have thus before our eyes a full picture of this fearful and harrowing 

mass terrorization which is only approximately paralleled by even the most 

blood-curdling examples of war or revolution that are recorded in the 

history of the world. This is the actual system of bloodshed and terror and 

death which is carried out by hysterical and criminal political maniacs who 

would have it copied in every country and among every people with the 

same terrorizing practices, in so far as they might find the possibility of 

doing so.  

  

In view of all this, it would be idle to bring forward proofs of the spirit of 

discipline and generous consideration that the National Socialists showed in 

carrying through their revolutionary aims. Such is “the strange and terrible” 

resemblance between the methods followed by the two regimes which the 

writer of the article in the English newspaper alleges to be similar in 

“essential structure.” The facts to which I have referred do not fill out the 

picture. Revolutions cost money. Propaganda campaigns throughout the 

world must be financed. Bolshevism procures the means of doing so after its 

own fashion.  

  

In the summer of 1907, Stalin led the notorious bomb attack at Tiflis on a 

money transport from the State Bank. Thirty persons fell victim to the 

attack. The 250,000 rubles that were robbed from the transport were sent to 

Lenin, who was then in Switzerland. They were to be at his disposal for 
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revolutionary purposes. On the 17th of January 1908, the Jew, 

WallackMeer, who now goes by the name of Litwinow and has been 

Chairman of the Council of the League of Nations, was arrested in Paris in 

connection with the bombing and robbing of the transport at Tiflis. The 

Communist Party in Germany organized and led the plunder expeditions 

there and also the robbery of explosives from official depots. The list of 

such cases brought before the Courts of the Reich is very long. In this list 

are thirty crimes described as major and extreme cases. To them must be 

added the burnings and bombings organized and perpetrated without any 

consideration whatsoever for the lives of innocent persons.  

  

On the 16th April 1925, there was an explosion in the Cathedral of Sophia, 

which had been organized and carried out by the Bolsheviks. In July 1927 

the Communists set the Palais de Justice at Vienna on fire. To celebrate the 

Lenin Feast, on 22nd January 1930, the Simonoff Monastery at Moscow, a 

building dating from the 14th century, was blown up. On the night of 

27th/28th February 1933, the Reichstag in Berlin was set on fire as a signal 

for the armed communist rising. Through the medium of strikes, street fights 

and armed risings, the first preparatory stage of the Bolshevik revolution is 

set. The methods applied are the same in all countries. A long series of 

revolutionary acts that might be added on all sides furnish a striking witness 

of this. In one of its propagandist publications, the Comintern boasted that it 

had organized nearly all the strikes that have taken place during recent 

years. These strikes find their violent sequel in street fights. From the street 

fight to the armed rising is but one step. In this sequence, the following 

risings took place: October 1917 in Russia, January 1919 the Spartacus 

rising in  

Germany, 1920 the Max Hoelz revolt in Vogtland, and the Red Army in the  

Ruhr district, 1921 in Central Germany, September 1923 at Hamburg, 

December 1924 at Reval, on the 23rd October 1926, 22nd February 1927 

and 21st March 1927 at Shanghai. December 1927 in Canton, October 1934 

in Spain, April 1935 in Cuba and May 1935 in the Philippines.  

  

Bolshevik propaganda aims its chief blows against the armed forces of a 

country; because the Bolsheviks know that if they were to adopt the 

principle of trying to secure support from the majority of the people they 

could never carry out their plans. Force, therefore, is the only means left to 

them; but in every well-ordered state, this meets with the opposition of the 
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army. The Bolsheviks accordingly feel bound to introduce their 

disintegrating propaganda within the ranks of the army itself. Their idea is 

to corrupt it from within and thus render it ineffective as a bulwark against 

anarchy.  

  

Before the advent of National Socialism to power in Germany, there was the 

closest cooperation between the Soviet espionage and the Communist 

organizations here. A foreign department of the O.G.P.U. operated officially 

in our country. It was the special representative and directive agent of the 

Communist espionage. The aim of this espionage was not only to obtain 

military secrets in a traitorous way, but also to carry on a system of sabotage 

among the police and the army. Part of the program was to introduce a 

mutinous spirit into the Reichswehr and by an increasing work of 

revolutionary instruction to bring about a revolt of the soldiers and sailors in 

the German defense forces.  

  

From July 1931 to December 1932, one-hundred-and-eleven cases of high 

treason were dealt with before the German Courts. These cases originated 

with the activities of the Communist Party. Furthermore, there were an 

extraordinary number of cases of espionage of a treasonable character in the 

industrial factories. The most boorish example of the interference of “Soviet 

Diplomats” for the purpose of creating domestic political trouble in another 

country, is afforded by the Jewish Soviet Ambassador Joffe, who had to 

leave Berlin on the 6th November 1918, because he had utilized the 

diplomatic courier to transport sabotage material that was to be used to 

undermine the German army and make the revolution possible. What were 

called “Revolution Funds” were used in great part by Liebknecht for the 

purchase of weapons for the German Communists, and partly also for the 

production of propaganda material to be used among the army.   

  

On the 26th December 1918, one of the Socialist members of the Reichstag, 

the Jew, Dr. Oskar Cohn, declared that on the 5th of the previous month, he 

had received 4 million rubles from Joffe for the purpose of the German 

Revolution. We can now see that all these activities were intended to bring 

about the downfall of the German Reich through the undermining and 

corruption of the German Army.  
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Amid all these single acts of terror, of hostage murders and mass murders, 

plunder and arson, strikes and armed risings, espionage and sabotage of 

armies, we see the Communist World Propaganda showing its forbidding 

and grimacing countenance. An idea and a movement, which has used such 

dastardly and revolting means to secure power and to hold it can maintain 

itself only by chicanery, slander and falsehood. These are the typical 

methods used by Bolshevism in its propaganda; and they are applied in 

different ways according to the suitability of the occasion. Thus, for 

example, we can understand how it is that crises, catastrophes etc. which 

happen in other countries outside the Soviet Union are exploited by  

Bolshevik Propaganda, whereas we are told that within the Soviet frontiers a 

work of social construction is in progress that has banished economic 

distress and created a State in which there is no unemployment. The real 

truth is that a condition of commercial disorder exists throughout the 

country and an industrial collapse which baffles description. The “Land 

without Unemployment” contains hundreds of thousands and even millions 

of beggars and homeless children who throng the streets of the big cities, 

and hundreds of thousands who are condemned to banishment and forced 

labour.  

  

While in all the other countries alleged Capitalist and Fascist dictatorships 

are in power, Russia affords an example of freedom and democratic order.  

So we are told. In reality, this land is wilting under the Jewish-Marxist rule 

of force, which will stop at no means to maintain itself in power. The 

pretended freedom and right of self-determination among the nationalities 

constituting the Soviet Union turns out in fact to be a process of 

enslavement and extirpation of those nationalities themselves. The 

pretended liberation of colonial and semi-colonial peoples through the 

international proletariat is, when looked at in its true light, a bloodstained 

and ruthless example of Soviet Imperialism of the worst kind.  

  

In Germany itself, before our coming to power, the pronouncements of the 

Communist Party varied unscrupulously according to the condition of the 

times. At first Germany was “a semi-colonial sacrifice to the Versailles 

Powers and was held down through the League of Nations.” However, when 

the National Socialist movement began to make headway among the 

German public, the Communist Party put forth a program of “social and 

national liberation.” Then they proclaimed a proletariat confederacy 
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between Berlin and Moscow and against Versailles and the League of 

Nations. Today a military pact has been made with Paris and Prague and the 

Soviets have entered the hitherto defamed League of Nations, which used to 

be known as  

“The Robber League.”   

  

The so-called peace policy of the Soviet Union practically shows itself in 

world-revolutionary intrigues among the other countries, in unscrupulous 

stirring-up of conflicts between the various states, while at the same time it 

is arming at a fantastic rate in preparation for a war of aggression. People in 

West European countries speak of a social order without class distinction; 

but in Russia itself, there is a violent differentiation between the privileged 

and dispossessed castes. The Soviet propaganda speaks of “a paradise of 

children that contains the happiest youth in the world.”   

  

The real state of the case however shows us millions of unsupported 

children, the existence of child labor and even the death penalty for children. 

Bolshevik propaganda deceitfully talks of the “emancipation of woman 

through communism“. The truth is that the institution of marriage has been 

completely set aside, that there is a terrible disintegration and abolition of 

family life, that there is an absence of employment for women and a state of 

prostitution that is alarmingly on the increase. Such a regime, in which 

theory and practice are in glaring contradiction, cannot possibly maintain its 

position except by the propagation of falsehood and unscrupulous 

hypocrisy.  

  

Before the 30th January, 1933, each time that a workman was murdered by 

order of the Communists the crime was imputed to the National Socialists. 

There were constant false reports of mutinies among the Storm Troops and 

honest German workmen were branded as strike-breakers. When Horst  

Wessel was assassinated, the public horror became so great that the 

Communists had to bow before it; and, to clear themselves, they put forward 

the story that this dastardly political misdeed arose from an altercation 

between rival claimants to a mistress. When Norkus, who was a member of 

the Hitler Youth, was stabbed by some communist brutes, the “Rote Fahne” 

barefacedly declared that Norkus was killed by a Nazi spy, so that the Nazis 

were alleged to have murdered a seventeen-year-old member of their own 

party in order to procure material to have the German Communist Party 
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forbidden by law. The same happened when Maikowski and Gatschke were 

assassinated.  

  

When National Socialism showed up the work of the Communist Party in 

Germany, the Communist International started the propagandist atrocity 

stories against National Socialism. The London mock trial was meant to 

acquit the Communist Party of any guilt of burning the Reichstag by 

claiming that it had been supported and approved by leading National 

Socialists. The dead member of the Reichstag could not deny what had been 

falsely attributed to him. Later on, however, avowals were made by people 

who had formerly been communist leaders, that not a single word of the 

truth was contained in the memorandum. The whole thing was avowed by 

them to have been falsified in all its details for the purpose of bringing 

National Socialism into discredit before the world. Jurists and journalists of 

repute, and even an English Lord, descended to the level of making 

marionettes of themselves at this London mock trial. Since that time, the 

communists have been carrying on a worldwide systematic work of 

propaganda against Germany, because they recognize and realise that the 

National Socialists are their most dangerous enemies.   

  

Among the endless recurring themes of this communist agitation are the 

stories of war preparations in the interests of German imperialism, 

preparations for a revanche against France, annexations in Denmark, 

Holland and Switzerland, in the Baltic States and the Ukraine, etc. and a  

German crusade against the Soviet Union, dissensions in the Party and the 

Government, especially between the Party and the Army, growing 

discontent among the masses, assassinations of leading men in Germany or 

attempts on their lives, preparations for an inflation and the coming of a 

complete economic collapse, the murder and torturing of prisoners, religious 

persecutions and cultural vandalisms of all kinds.  

  

These propagandist falsehoods are sent out through thousands of channels 

and in thousands of ways, bourgeois intellectualism sometimes 

unconsciously, sometimes consciously, is pressed into the service of this 

campaign of defamation. In all European capitals, there are large offices for 

the spread of this poison throughout the world and large subsidies are 

furnished by the Comintern to prepare and carry out the work. These 
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organizations are constant centres of unrest among the nations. They never 

tire of stirring up trouble every way they possibly can.  

  

That is Bolshevik propaganda. That is the form in which it clothes itself and 

lives– using falsehood, slander, and chicanery, to make the nations 

suspicious of each other and to incite hatred against each other, thus 

spreading a general spirit of unrest. The Bolsheviks know so well that they 

can never bring the communist idea to triumph except in an age that is 

distracted and skeptical. In Germany, we have religious controversies that 

arise from profound questions of conscience but have nothing whatsoever to 

do with a denial of the spiritual. These controversies are exploited 

sometimes by harmless and sometimes malicious critics and a parallel is 

drawn between them and the total dogmatic atheism of the Bolshevik 

International. To realize the grotesqueness of the parallel it is only necessary 

to point to a few examples in the theory and practice of Communism.  

  

In the program of the Communist International, it is openly and freely 

declared that the struggle against every kind of spiritual belief must be 

carried on ruthlessly and systematically. Lenin declared, “Religion is the 

opium of the people and it is a species of fusel oil.” These statements are 

published in the fourth volume of his “Works.”   

  

At the second Congress of Atheists, Bukharin declared that religion must be  

“destroyed with the bayonet.” The Jew, Gubermann, who, under the name of  

Jaroslawski, is the leader of the Association of Militant Atheists in the 

Soviet Union, has made the following declaration: “It is our duty to destroy 

every religious world-concept... If the destruction of ten million human 

beings, as happened in the last war, should be necessary for the triumph of 

one definite class, then that must be done and it will be done.”   

  

The program which these atheistic societies laid down in regards to sexual 

matters is amply characterized in the following demands publicly expressed 

at meetings and distributed in leaflet form:  

  

1. The abrogation of all bourgeois-capitalistic regulations in regards to 

marriage and divorce.   

2. Official registration to be optional and the children to be educated by 

the community.   
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3. Abrogation of all penalties for sexual perversities and amnesty to be 

granted to all persons condemned as “sexual criminals.”   

  

Truly a case of methodical insanity, which has for its aim the willful 

destruction of the nations and their civilization, and the substitution of 

barbarism as a fundamental principle of public life. Where are the men 

behind the scenes of this virulent world movement? Who are the inventors 

of all this madness? Who transplanted this ensemble into Russia and is 

today attempting to have it prevail in other countries? The answer to these 

questions discloses the actual secret of our anti-Jewish policy and our 

uncompromising fight against Jewry; for the Bolshevik International is in 

reality nothing less than a Jewish International.  

  

It was the Jew who discovered Marxism. It is the Jew who for decades past 

has endeavored to stir up world revolutions through the medium of 

Marxism. It is the Jew who is today at the head of Marxism in all the 

countries of the world. Only in the brain of a nomad who is without nation, 

race and country could this depravity have been hatched. And only one 

possessed of an evil malevolence could launch this revolutionary attack. For 

Bolshevism is nothing less than brutal materialism speculating on the baser 

instincts of mankind. And in its fight against West European civilization it 

makes use of the lowest human passions in the interests of International 

Jewry.  

  

The theory underlying this political and economic fanaticism was 

excogitated by a Jew named Karl Mordechai, alias Marx, the son of a Rabbi 

in Treves. A variant of the same theory sprang from the brain of another Jew 

called Ferdinand Lassalle. He was the son of the Jewish Chaim Wolfsohn 

from Loslau, who changed his name first to Losslauer and then to Lasel and 

finally to Lassalle. The Labour Minister of the Paris Commune was the Jew, 

Leo Fraenkel. The Jewish terrorist, Karl Cohen, was the friend of Marx. On 

the 7th May 1866, in Unter den Linden, Berlin, this Cohen made two 

attempts to murder Bismarck by shooting at him.  

  

In Pre-war days, the editorial staff of the “Vorwaerts,” the German Socialist 

organ, already employed 15 Jews, the majority of whom subsequently 

became leaders of Communism in Germany. Among these were Kurt 

Eisner, Rudolf Hilferding, and Rosa Luxemberg. During the Great War the 
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Polish Jews, Leo Joggisches and Rosa Luxemberg, were at the head of the 

driving forces intent on bringing about Germany’s military downfall and the 

subsequent world revolution. Another Jew, Hugo Haase subsequently 

chairman of the U.S.P.D. (Independent German Socialist Party), demanded 

the refusal of war credits on August 4th 1914.  

  

On the 10th November 1918, there was formed the “Council of Six  

Representatives of the People” which included the Jews Hasse and  

Landsberg. On the 16th December 1918, was held the first meeting of the 

“General Congress of the Workers’ and Soldiers’ Soviet of German.” In this 

congress the Jews, Cohen-Reuss and Hilferding, were the principal 

speakers. The armed forces of Germany were represented by the Jew 

Hodenberg, for the VIII Army, the Jew Levinsohn, for the IV, the Jew 

Siegfried Marck for the Army Dept. A, Nathan Moses for Dept. B. Jacob 

Riesenfeld represented the Army group of Kiew, and Otto Rosenberg 

represented the Army group of Kassel.  

  

The first Communist Party Congress was held in Berlin on the 31st 

December 1918, at which the Jewess Rosa Luxemburg was elected leader. 

The Reich Conference of the Spartacus movement, held on the 29th  

December 1918, was formally opened by the official representative of the 

Soviet Union, a Jew named Karl Radek Sobelsohn, whilst Rosa Luxemburg 

appeared as one of the official speakers. On the night between the 6th and 

7th April 1919, after the removal of the Jew Eisner in Munich, the Soviet  

Republic was proclaimed there. The leading part in this was taken by the  

Jews Landauer, Toller, Lipp, Erich Muehsam and Wadler. On the 14th April  

1919, a second Soviet Government was formed in Munich, with the Jews  

Leviné-Nissen, Levien and Toller at its head. The Press of the German  

Communist Party in Berlin was controlled by the Jews Meyer, Thalheimer,  

Scholem, Friedlaender etc. The lawyers who functioned on behalf of the  

German Communist Party were the Jews Litten, Rosenfeld, Joachim, Apfel, 

Landsberg etc. The well-known Bolshevik Jew Raffes, writes: “The hatred 

of Czarism against the Jews was justified; because from the sixties onwards 

in all the revolutionary parties the Government had to deal with the Jews as 

the most active members.”   

  

At the second Congress of the Social Democratic Labour Party of Russia, in  
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1903, the split occurred which divided the party into Bolsheviks and 

Mensheviks. In the one as well as in the other of these parties the 

authoritative positions were held by Jews. These were as follows: In the 

Mensheviks: Martor (Zederbaum), Trotzki (Bronstein), Dan (Gurwitsch), 

Martynow, Liber (Goldmann), Abramowitsch (Rein), Goreff (Goldmann) 

etc. In the Bolsheviks: Borodin (Grusenberg) - subsequently Leader of the 

Bolshevik Revolutionary movement in China, at present Bolshevik  

Commissary in Mongolia. Frumkin, Hanecki (Fuerstenberg), Jaroslawski 

(Gubelmann)-Leader of the atheist movement in the Soviet Union and 

throughout the world, Kamenev (Rosenfeld), Laschéwitsch, Litwinow 

(Wallach),-at present Foreign Soviet Commissary and formerly Chairman of 

the League of Nations, Ljadow (Mandelstamm), Radek (Sobelsohn), 

Sinowjew - 1919 to 1926 leader of the Communist International, 

Sokolnikow (Brilliant), Swerdlov- close friend and co-worker of Lenin.  

  

In the beginning of August 1917, the Sixth Congress of the Bolshevik Party 

was opened. The presiding committee was made up of 3 Russians, 6 Jews 

and 1 Georgian. On the 23rd October 1917, the historic session of Z.K. 

(Central Committee) was held. Here the armed revolt was decided upon. For 

the purpose of taking over the leadership of the revolt a “Political Bureau” 

and a “War Revolutionary Centre” were established. These political and 

military centres of the Bolshevik Revolution were made up of 2 Russians, 6 

Jews, 1 Georgian and 1 Pole.  

  

In the English “Collection of Reports on Bolshevism in Russia”, which was 

presented to Parliament in April 1919, by Command of His Majesty, Report 

No. 6 contains the following: A telegram from Sir M. Findlay to Mr. 

Balfour (received on 18th September 1918): “Following is report by 

Netherlands  

Minister at Petrograd, 6th September, received here today, on the situation 

in  

Russia, in particular as affecting British subjects and British interests under 

Minister’s protection: . . .   

  

“At Moscow I had repeated interviews with Chicherin and Karahan. Whole 

Soviet Government was sunk to the level of a criminal organization. 

Bolsheviks realize that their game is up, and have entered upon a career of 

criminal madness. . . “The danger is now so great that I feel it my duty to 
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call the attention of the British and all other Governments to the fact that if 

an end is not put to Bolshevism in Russia at once the civilization of the 

whole world will be threatened....I consider that the immediate suppression 

of Bolshevism is the greatest issue now before the world, not even 

excluding the War, which is still raging and unless, as above stated 

Bolshevism is nipped in the bud immediately, it is bound to spread in one 

form or another over Europe and the whole world as it is organized and 

worked by Jews who have no nationality and whose one object is to destroy 

for their own ends the existing order of things. The only manner in which 

this danger could be averted would be a collective action on the part of all 

Powers.”   

  

On the 13th November 1934 the newspaper The Moment, which is brought 

out at Warsaw and is one of the East European leading Jewish journals, 

published an article (In No. 260B) which was entitled “Laser 

Moisséjewitsch Kaganowitsch” (Stalin’s deputy and right-hand man). The 

article states: “He is a great man, this Laser Moisséjewitsch- he will one day 

rule over the country of the Czars... His daughter, who will soon be 21, is 

now Stalin’s wife. . . and he is good to the Jews - Laser Moisséjewitsch. 

You see, it is good to have a man in one of the key positions.” Of the so 

most authoritative functionaries from the Party and State in the highest 

councils of the  

U.S.S.R., we find that more than 20 are Jews and only 17 Russians, whereas 

the percentage of Jews to the whole population of the U.S.S.R. is only 1.8.  

  

The People’s Commissary for the Interior (formerly Cheka or O.G.P.U.) is 

the Jew Jagoda. In the Communist International (the “General Staff of the 

World Revolution”)-the Jew Pjatnitzki plays the most important role. The 

leadership of the Bolshevik revolutionary movement in all countries lay and 

still lies in Jewish hands. In some countries, such as Poland and Hungary, 

they are in exclusive control of this movement. In the trial against the 

Jewish communist Schmelz in March 1935, the Polish Police Commissioner 

Landèbzrski declared as witness that 98% of those arrested in Poland on 

charges of communistic intrigues were Jews.  

  

The actual leader in the movement for the Bolshevization of China is the  

Jew Borodin-Grusenberg. Therewith we may close the account. That is 

Communism with the mask off. That is its theory, its practice and its 
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propaganda. I have given a bald and staid account of facts which have been 

gathered mostly from official sources; but this account points to a state of 

affairs which is so terrible and revolting in all its effects that it must shock 

the average civilized human being. This gospel of “the emancipation of the 

proletariat from the yoke of capitalism” is the worst and most brutal kind of 

capitalism that can be imagined. It has been thought out, set afoot, and led 

under the inspiration of material worship and materialist thought, which is 

incarnated in international Jewry, scattered throughout every country of the 

globe. It is no social experiment. It is nothing else than a mammoth system 

for the expropriation and despoiling of the Aryan directive classes in all the 

European nations, and the substitution of the Jewish underworld in their 

place. Those people who put themselves forward here as the apostles of a 

new teaching and the liberators of mankind are in reality figures that herald 

anarchy and chaos for the civilized world.  

  

There is no longer any political question at issue here. This thing cannot be 

judged or estimated by political rules or principles. It is iniquity under a 

political mask. It is not something to be brought before the bar of world 

history but rather something that has to be dealt with by the judicial 

administration of each country. It must be met with the same ruthless and 

even brutal means with which it strives to usurp power or hold power in its 

hands. Here there can be no bargaining, because the danger that threatens 

Europe is acute. Overnight it might break in among the civilized nations of 

the world and spread universal catastrophe. Those States that make peace 

with it will soon learn from experience that it is not they who will tame 

Bolshevism but that Bolshevism will bring them under its heel. It cannot be 

said that the Comintern has changed its practices. It is and remains what it 

always was- the propagandist and revolutionary machinery that is avowedly 

intended to bring about the downfall of the West.  

  

Bolshevism is the declared enemy of all nations and of all non-jewish 

religions and of all human civilization. The World Revolution is now, as 

always, its acknowledged and proclaimed goal. Stalin himself has said, as 

the organ of the War Commissariat, “The Red Star”, in January 1935, 

triumphantly announced: “Under Lenin’s banner, in the proletarian 

revolution, we shall triumph over the whole world.” And the communist 

emigrant, Pieck, said at the Seventh World Congress of the Comintern, held 

on the 28th July this year: “The triumph of Socialism in Soviet Russia 
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proves at the same time that the triumph of Socialism throughout the whole 

world is inevitable.” On the day before the Congress was held, 

“L’Humanité” (the organ of the French Communists) greeted it with the 

outburst: “Long live the Comintern, the General Staff of the World 

Revolution.”   

  

Traffic with Bolshevism is not possible either on a political basis or on the 

basis of general principles in life. The acknowledgement of the Soviet 

Union on the part of the United States has given rise to an increase in 

communist propaganda, innumerable strikes, and general unrest throughout 

America. The military pact between France and the Soviet Union led shortly 

afterwards to an increase of communist votes at the municipal elections, in 

which they won 43 mandates and thus doubled the number of mandates 

formerly held by them, while all the other parties lost accordingly. The 

military alliance between Czecho-Slovakia and the Soviet Union led to 

sabotaging in the army and to an unexpected increase of communist votes at 

the elections that followed.  

  

Whoever has made pacts with Bolshevism will have reason to rue his act. 

Nothing could be farther from our minds than the wish to prescribe for other 

nations and their governments or even to counsel them. We do not mix up in 

their domestic affairs. We only see the dangers that threaten Europe and we 

raise our voices in warning, so that the magnitude of those dangers may be 

recognised.  

  

As far as we ourselves are concerned, we have completely overcome this 

menace. Indeed perhaps, outside of his work in Germany, the greatest 

service which our Führer has rendered the world is that here in Germany he 

has set up a barrier against world Bolshevism against which the waves of 

this vile Asiatic-Jewish flood break in vain. He has taught us not only to 

recognize Bolshevism as the world’s greatest enemy but also to meet it face 

to face and crush it. Instead of this teaching, he has supplied a new, better, 

and nobler ideal for the liberation of a whole nation. In the Sign of this Idea, 

we have fought our battles and brought our banners to victory. This ideal 

has enabled us to free Germany from the menace of Bolshevism and banish 

it once and for all from the German nation. Today we know how to cope 

with these insidious forces.  
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The nation has been rendered immune against the poison of the red anarchy. 

It has repudiated the false and hollow catchwords of the communistic world 

propaganda. Seriously and industriously and with patience and discipline, it 

has given itself to the solution of problems, which arise out of its own 

destiny. History will one day give due credit to the Führer for having saved 

Germany from the most acute and deadly peril by overthrowing Bolshevism 

and thereby saving the whole civilization of the West from the abyss that 

yawned before it.  

I hope that it will not be left to posterity to recognize the greatness of this 

historic mission, but that it will acknowledged by our contemporaries and 

that they will decide to act upon the truth of its teachings. As the true and 

loyal Old Guard of the Führer and the Party, we rejoice that we are standing 

under his banners in this most decisive struggle that the history of the world 

has experienced. The following note is appended to the end of Goebbels’ 

speech: “In the famine spring that is now coming in, shall similar events 

recur as those which took place in the year 1933, when numberless innocent 

people in the Ukraine, the Volga district, in the Northern Caucasus and other 

areas perished of hunger?   

  

“The undersigned organizations have until now taken up the position that 

questions of humanity and provision for relief ought to be considered 

independently of political and social interests. They consider it a duty of the 

most elementary human and purely charitable nature not to remain silent 

about these conditions but to allow the voice of conscience speak again. For 

the sake of the starving and dying people, and to avoid a catastrophe such as 

that of 1933, they demand that the situation should be made entirely clear 

and that the necessary provision for relief should be assured.”   

  

The signatory organizations are: The Interdenominational and International  

Relief Committee for the Hunger Areas in the Soviet Union, the  

Interdenominational and International Russian Relief Work of the European 

Headquarters for Church Relief Action, and The Jewish Russian Relief. 

Such are the authorities to which Dr. Goebbels refers in speaking of the 

famine conditions, which exist in Russia under the Bolshevik regime.  
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Communism in Cambodia  
by: Teloc Vovim 666  
 
Communism in Cambodia 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OEIyzkrUfeI&feature=youtu.be   
 
What happened to the Cambodian people? The perpetrators have still never 
been brought to justice. http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/  
 
Communism is generally defined as “a political theory derived from Karl Marx (a 
Jew) or system of social organization based on the holding of all property in 
common, actual ownership being ascribed to the community as a whole or to the 
state; A system of social organization in which all economic and social activity is 
controlled by a totalitarian state dominated by a single and self-perpetuating 
political party.”  
 

Quote from the Jewish Talmud: Schulchan Aruch, 
Choszen Hamiszpat 348:  
"All property of other nations belongs to the Jewish 
nation, which, consequently, is entitled to seize upon it 
without any scruples." 

 
Totalitarianism defined as, “of or relating to a system of government that is 
centralized and dictatorial and requires complete subservience to the state.”  
 
In 1935 Rabbi Stephen Wise stated, “Some call it Marxism, I call it Judaism.”  
 
In all reality communism is, was, and always has been Jewish, with its 
foundations being in both the Old and the New Testaments of the Bible. That is 
the key point and headline in and every crime against humanity committed under 
the name of communism; Judaism, Christianity, Islam, the reign of Josef Stalin, 
Mao Tse-Tung, etc….  
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/communism-is-jewish.html   
 
You have nothing, you are nothing. The point of life is to work and die. 
Communistic view towards you - "To keep you is no benefit, to destroy you is no 
loss." Communism's ultimate goal is to create a slave state, essentially using 
nihilism as one of their biggest tools, and also of course using torture, mass 
murder, depopulation, and genocide.  
 

Quote from the Jewish Talmud Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 
225-L:  
"Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that the 
Jew would not have to be served by beasts. The non-Jew 
is consequently an animal in human form, and 
condemned to serve the Jew day and night." 
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Nihilism defined as - the rejection of all religious and moral principles, often in the 
belief that life is meaningless. (Mentioned within many writings of Friedrich 
Nietzsche)  
 
In Cambodia in the 1960’s Saloth Sar or otherwise known as Pol Pot, was the 
leader of the communist party Khmer Rouge. [Khmers rouges were the name 
given to the followers of the Communist Party of Kampuchea in Cambodia 
formed in 1968]. Pol Pot and his communist party began a reign of undeniable 
horrors, committing crimes against humanity and have still never been brought to 
justice...  
Side note* Saloth Sar learned many ideas from Mao, the radical Communist 
leader of China who was also a personal friend. -  
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/jews-created-communist-china.html   
 
Khmer Rouge forces began by removing all aspects of the previous regime—all 
private property was seized, laws and religion were abolished, markets and 
currency disappeared, public spaces were closed, and any opposition to the new 
regime was considered treasonous. Borders of Cambodia were closed; thus no 
outsiders were allowed in and no Cambodians were allowed out.  
The Khmer Rouge had a policy of evacuating urban areas and forcibly relocating 
their residents to the countryside. Large cities such as Phnom Penh, Pursat, and 
Battambang were promptly evacuated, forcing millions of civilians into the 
countryside to begin strenuous forced labor under gruesome working conditions. 
They worked people from 3 am to 11 pm at night, and any social interaction, 
even just smiling at someone was forbidden and considered a punishable crime. 
Also exiling roughly half a million Cambodians to Thailand and other parts of the 
world.  
 
Torture was widespread, thousands of politicians and bureaucrats accused of 
association with previous governments were executed. The régime turned 
Phnom Penh into a ghost city, while people in the countryside died of starvation 
or illnesses, or were simply killed.  
 
How Pol Pot kept control - First, he decided to cut the capital off from contact 
with outside sources of supplies, putting the city under siege. Second, he 
enforced tight control over people trying to leave the city through Khmer Rouge 
lines. He also ordered a series of general purges of former government officials, 
and anyone with an education. A set of new prisons was also constructed in 
Khmer Rouge run areas. The Cham minority attempted an uprising in order to 
stop the destruction of their culture. The uprising was quickly crushed; Saloth 
ordered that harsh physical torture be used against most of those involved in the 
revolt. As previously, Saloth tested out harsh new policies against the Cham 
minority, before extending them to the general population of the country.  
The combination of executions, strenuous working conditions, malnutrition and 
poor medical care caused the deaths of approximately 25 percent of the 
Cambodian population.  
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Immediately after the fall of Phnom Penh, the Khmer Rouge began to implement 
their concept of Year Zero and ordered the complete evacuation of Phnom Penh 
and all other recently captured major towns and cities. Those leaving were told 
that the evacuation was due to the threat of severe American bombing and it 
would last for no more than a few days. Pol Pot and the Khmer Rouge had been 
evacuating captured urban areas for many years, but the evacuation of Phnom 
Penh was unique in its scale. Pol Pot stated that "...the first step in progress was 
deliberately designed to exterminate an entire class."  
 
François Ponchaud's book Cambodia: Year Zero, "Ever since 1972, the guerrilla 
fighters had been sending all the inhabitants of the villages and towns they 
occupied into the forest to live and often burning their homes, so that they would 
have nothing to come back to."  
 
The Khmer Rouge systematically destroyed food sources that could not be easily 
subjected to centralized storage and control, cut down fruit trees, forbade fishing, 
outlawed the planting or harvest of mountain leap rice, abolished medicine and 
hospitals, forced people to march long distances without access to water, 
exported food, embarked on foolish economic projects, and refused offers of 
humanitarian aid. As a result a humanitarian catastrophe unfolded: hundreds of 
thousands died of starvation and brutal government-inflicted overwork in the 
countryside. To the Khmer Rouge, outside aid went against their principle of 
national self-reliance.  
 
That was a Jewish tactic to make National Socialism look bad. National 
Socialism teaches and wants a nation to be self reliant, but the Khmer Rouge 
blatantly let their people starve and refused to give them proper medical care. 
They refused outside aid not because they wanted their country to be self reliant 
but because they did not care about their people, and were intentionally starving 
them.  
Another Jewish tactic they used in Cambodia and have used before is the idea of 
year zero. "The idea behind Year Zero is that all culture and traditions within a 
society must be completely destroyed or discarded and a new revolutionary 
culture [my note Jewish Communism] must replace it, starting from scratch. All 
history of a nation or people before Year Zero is deemed largely irrelevant, as it 
will ideally be purged and replaced from the ground up. Jewish Christianity also 
started the calendar at year Zero, AD. And did to whole societies what the 
Communists did to Cambodia.  
 
The Killing Fields are a number of sites in Cambodia where collectively more 
than a million people were killed and buried by the Communist Khmer Rouge 
regime. Modern research has located 20,000 mass graves from the Khmer 
Rouge era all over Cambodia. Various studies have estimated the death toll at 
between 740,000 and 3,000,000 - most commonly arriving at figures between 1.7 
million and 2.2 million. It has become very hard to come to a conclusive death toll 
because these people were buried in mass graves, or executed and tortured and 
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then discarded as if they were nothing. Under communistic rule or Jewish rule 
you are nothing and only live to serve.  
 

Quote from the Jewish Talmud: Seph. Jp., 92, 1: 
"God has given the Jews power over the 
possessions  and blood of all nations." 

 
According to international law, Khmer Rouge leaders can only be prosecuted for 
genocide. If genocide cannot be proven, prosecution will be difficult. Beth van 
Schaack, an international law professor, argues that due to the CPPCG’s “blind 
spot,” or exclusion of majority and political groups in the Convention’s definition, 
Khmer Rouge leaders cannot be held legally responsible for genocide and must 
be charged with lesser crimes. This is Jews’ AGAIN, getting away with genocide. 
 
In Communist countries, or any place where Jewish Communism has taken over, 
all of these things are very common.  

· The systematic murder of anyone with education and/or knowledge, 
because knowledge is the key to defeating the Jews.  

 
· Depopulation - forcibly moving people from their homes, whereas in 

Cambodia they were forced into the countryside to perform hard labor and 
many were worked to death or as in Germany after World War 2, where 
many Germans were forcibly moved from their homes into places that no 
longer existed or were placed in labor- death camps.  

 
Genocide and torture is always wide spread, mainly for the amusement of the 
Jews in charge. All of these things have happened many times throughout history 
and continue to happen because the Gentile people are under a powerful spell 
by the Jews. But with the reverse torah rituals that many dedicated Satanists are 
doing, people are starting to wake up and see the truth.  
 
“The enemy will manifest themselves blatantly as time draws closer to our 
cause.”  
– Amdusias [2003] 
 
 
*Resources  
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pol_Pot   
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proletariat   
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Khmer_Rouge   
 
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/year-zero.html   
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Communism in Afghanistan  
 
By Teloc Vovim 
 
Afghanistan is officially the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, and is a landlocked 
country located within South Asia and Central Asia. 
 

 *Noted military campaigns were that of Alexander the Great, Mongols, and the 
Soviet Russians. I will discuss the occupation of the Soviets. The horrific methods 
used on the Afghan peoples, the jews have also used and are using now on the 
Palestinian peoples.  
 

The pre islamic period of Afghanistan has been closely connected by culture and 
trade with its neighbors to the east, west, and north. Afghanistan is a place that 
contained much spiritual knowledge, so it has been a big target for the enemy. Just 
like in the Far East where it held much satanic influence and spiritual knowledge, so 
they have been repressed and have experienced horrors and suffering on a massive 
scale. The peoples in the Far East and Afghanistan have payed the ultimate price for 
their knowledge, almost being snuffed out by jewish communism. 
 

Satanism’s origins in the Far East 
-  http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Satanism_Sanskrit.html 
 

Communism in the Far East - http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/jewish-
communization-of-the-far-east.html 
 

Torture of Spiritual Practitioners - http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/communist-
inquisition.html 
 

The Devil Worshippers of Iraq being slaughtered today - 
http://news.yahoo.com/appeals-mount-save-iraqs-yazidis-extinction-203850518.html 
 

    99% of Afghanistan's population is muslim. Arab Muslims brought Islam to Herat 
and Zaranj in 642 CE and began spreading it eastward; many revolted against it 
though. The events known as the islamic conquests, which were in truth organized 
genocides of the Pagan Gentile Peoples of India, Arabia and so on, came BEFORE 
the writing of the quran, the invention of "prophet muhammad" and the installment of 
islam as the official "religion". The mass genocides were intended to wipe out the 
Pagan Gentile ruling classes and severely weaken and destabilize the Pagan Gentile 
world. Islam then served as a tool to further enslave the remaining Gentile 
populations, remove all Spiritual Knowledge and bring the People fully under jewish 
abrahamic control. 
Islam the Religion of the jew - 
http://www.exposingcommunism.com/Islam%20the%20Religion%20of%20The%20J
ew.pdf 
 

   The Quran is full of positive references towards the Jews hidden in between the 
negative ones. Islam portrays itself as being anti-semitic. However, within the Quran, 
the book of mass bullshit, there are indeed verses of praise towards the Jews. 
“Muslims are Jews’ natural allies in Europe” – Rabbi Pinchas Goldschmidt 
 

Islam by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich - 
http://www.exposingcommunism.com/Islam.pdf 
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   Islam has murdered almost three hundred million people and enslaved millions in 
its history of literal constant warfare. Its whole history is non stop violence and war 
with an intense repression of women. 
Allah torturing women by Edward Lonsa - 
http://www.exposingcommunism.com/Allah_On_Rape_and_Woman_Abuse_Edward
_Lonsa_Part1.pdf 
 

     In the late 19th century, Afghanistan became a buffer state in the "Great Game" 
between British India, and the Russian Empire. A buffer state is a country lying 
between two rival or potentially hostile greater powers. "The Great Game" was the 
strategic rivalry and conflict between the British Empire and the Russian Empire for 
supremacy in Central Asia. The classic Great Game period is generally regarded as 
running approximately from the Russo-Persian Treaty of 1813 to the Anglo-Russian 
Convention of 1907. A less intensive phase followed the Bolshevik Revolution of 
1917. In the post-Second World War post-colonial period, the term has continued in 
use to describe the Great Powers and regional powers for geo political power and 
influence in the area. 
 

Bolshevism from Moses to Lenin by Dietrich Eckart - 
http://satans666squares.webs.com/BOLSHEVISM%20FROM%20MOSES%20TO%2
0LENIN.pdf 
 

Bolshevism and Zionism as jewish instruments by Road to Revolution - 
http://www.exposingcommunism.com/Exposed_Bolshevism_and_Zionism_As_Jewis
h_Instruments.pdf 
 

    Afghanistan and the USSR from 1917 to 1973, Khan Amanullah established 
diplomatic relations with the government in Moscow allowing the bolsheviks to open 
five consulates in the Afghanistan. On Feb. 28th, 1921 a treaty was signed as a 
result the Soviet Union would try and counterbalance the still dominate British 
influence in the country, and an attempt to spread the “revolution” to other countries 
under colonial influence.  The communists would begin creating influence over 
Afghan leadership. Many Afghan officers left for training in the USSR. Which we 
know was mainly run and influenced by jews. Georgy Agabekov who was a member 
of the Cheka, was in charge of the Afghan operation.    
 

The jewish cheka - http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/the-jewish-cheka.html 
 

    The word class struggle was replaced with the word Jihad (Holy war). Same 
tactics just deployed in different parts of the world, their names change but it is 
always run by jews or funded by jews, perpetrated by jews or by those surrounded by 
jews.  
 

   Soviet diplomats carried out many underground operations, and they also expelled 
several engineers from the country for so called “espionage.” After 1945 more 
treaties were made with the Soviet Union, and from 1953 to 1963 the Soviet 
influence became more and more widespread and they were assigned key positions 
in the Afghan army and civil service. Resistance fighters started to emerge and were 
labeled as brigands by Soviet Officials, and they would try and fight against Soviet 
domination of the region.  
 

   Around the same time in 1948 Zionists militants depopulated over 530 Palestinian 
towns and villages to create what is now Israel. An estimated 750,000 Palestinians 
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were expelled from their homes, and many who were unable to flee were massacred. 
- http://www.exposingcommunism.com/And-a-Jewish-State-Was-Made.pdf 
 

   The Afghan communist party which for a long time was an underground 
organization, finally came out in the open. In the 1960’s the communists took part in 
elections under that of the democratic party of the people of Afghanistan or also 
know as (DPPA). One founder of the DPPA was Babrak Karmal, who was an 
informant for the kGB. In 1965 Karmal and two other communists won seats in 
parliament.  
 

   The DPPA was made up of two factions Khalq (The people) and Parcham (The 
flag) both were orthodox communists and held very closely to soviet policy. 
Communism is another word for Judaism, all of it’s programs are the same 
(Christianity, Islam). To bring mass suffering to the Gentile people and to enslave 
them. 
Jew world order by Don Danko - 
http://www.exposingcommunism.com/JEW_WORLD_ORDER.pdf 
 

    Khalq - was a faction of the People's Democratic Party of Afghanistan. Its historical 
leaders were Presidents Nur Muhammad Taraki  and Hafizullah Amin. Who were 
communists deploying methods that of Vladimir Lenin (Jew) and Leninism. They 
were supported by the USSR. Babrak Karmal was the Deputy Secretary General and 
promoted Marxism (Jewish ideals) There were other groups more oriented towards 
marxism. The Shola - i - Javaid or (Eternal Flame) was a Maoist group (still jewish 
ideals, Mao was funded by jews) founded in the early 70’s.  
 

Lenin the jew - http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/lenin-the-jew.html 
 

Mao - http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/jews-created-communist-
china.html 
 

    Mohammed Daoud was the Prime Minister of Afghanistan from 1953 to 1963, and 
later declared himself the first President of Afghanistan after he overthrew 
Mohammed Zahir. Daoud carried out a coup in 1973 with the help of the communist 
army officers. After the coup constitutional liberties were suspended and the 
government released a new wave of repression.  
 

   The nationalist leader Hashim Maiwandwal along with 40 others, were arrested for 
conspiracy against the government, 4 of which were executed for Daoud to take 
power. But the official report said that Maiwandwal committed suicide in prison. 
(Obvious lie) 
 

   Torture and terror became common and the sinister prison Pol-e-Charki was 
opened in 1974. 
It was the largest prison in Afghanistan east of Kabul. Construction of the jail began 
in the 1970s by order of Mohammed Daoud Khan and was completed during the 
1980s. The prison became notorious for torture and executions after the 1978 Saur 
Revolution as well as during the 10 year Soviet war that followed.  
 

   The Pol-e-Charki became a concentration camp. The director of the prison 
explained “”You're here to be turned into a heap of rubbish.” Torture was common 
and included being buried alive in Latrines. Hundreds of prisoners were killed every 
night. Many of Stalin’s methods were adopted, punishing entire ethnic groups of 
people suspected of supporting resistance.  
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   Similar acts can be seen in Israel where Palestinian children were arrested by 
Israeli military and police. Then they were systematically subjected to degrading 
treatment, and often to acts of torture, they are interrogated in Hebrew, a language 
they did not understand, and forced to sign confessions in Hebrew in order to be 
released. - http://www.jpost.com/Diplomacy-and-Politics/UN-Israel-tortures-detained-
Palestinian-children-317210 

    “We’ll leave only 1 million Afghans alive, that’s all we need to build Socialism.” The 
whole elite of the country was purged and the communists sought to wipe out all 
resistance through a reign of terror including, a bombing campaign, which led to the 
death of about 10,000 people. Again similar acts led by the jews have been done to 
the Palestinian peoples.  
 

    A communist-era mass grave, close to the Poli Charkhi prison, was discovered in 
December 2006 by the NATO-led International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) and 
is believed to hold some 2,000 bodies. Officials of the Afghan Ministry of Information 
and Culture believe that the massacre took place between 1978 and 1986 when the 
Moscow-backed communist presidents, Nur Muhammad Taraki, Hafizullah Amin and 
Babrak Karmal were in power. 
 

   Later the USSR overthrew Daoud and assisted in the rise of Muslim extremists. 
The communist coup in April 1978 and the Soviet intervention destroyed the political 
equilibrium in the country and undid the process of modernization. Seen also in 
Spain and other so called people's democracies. First party members sought high 
ranking positions, in the industry, the army and civil service. Followed by an actual 
seizure of power (in Saour [Bull] revolution).  
 

   The presidential palace was attacked with tanks and planes, the president and 17 
members of his family were killed, then they purged the military which led to the 
death of about 10,000 people and the imprisonment of 14,000 for political reasons. 
The Soviet Union were the first to recognize the new government. 
 

  KHAD was the Afghan secret service and was under the control of the KGB.  They 
began to practice terror on a large scale, In March 1979 in the village of Kerala 1,700 
adults and children, the entire male population were assembled in the town square 
and machine gunned down at point blank range. The dead and dying were thrown 
into mass graves and buried with a bulldozer. 
 

   The Soviets aided by not by sending food.. or water.. or any other necessities of life 
but they sent 140 artillery pieces, 90 armoured vehicles, 48,000 guns and rifles, 
1,000 grenade launchers, 680 aerial bombs.  
     Afghanistan by 1979 was deep into civil war... 
 On December 25th operation Storm 333 was launched and Soviet troops crossed 
the borders into Afghanistan. KGB attacked the palace after Amin (Because he was 
making deals with other countries and straying away from the Soviet Union) refused 
to retire, and was assassinated and replaced with Babrak Karmal.  
 

The first Soviet troops came December 27th 1979 and there were nearly 100,000 on 
the ground 
 

1. First Soviet troops occupied the country 
2. Then there was total war (and civil wars) 
3. Then the Soviets retreated 
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The Najibullah governement fell when military assitance ceased after the Soviet 
Union's collapse. 
 

   They would eliminate real or imaginary opponents, this would take place in prisons 
of the AGSA. The AGSA later became the KHAD and then the WAD, the secret 
police organs were completely dependent on the KGB. They were terrorized by the 
Soviets and also other Afghan communists controlled by the soviets  
    Many people deserted the Afghan army, and so all reserves were called in and 
children at the of age 15. A true testament to how much you mean when your used 
for jewish means...The bodies of those who died in the war were rarely ever returned 
to their families and usually sealed coffins only contained sand.  
 

    Many soldiers fell to substance abuse, alcoholism, opium use and heroin use. 
Some of the drugs were supplied by the KGB. Helping their own soldiers destroy 
themselves. Profits from drug production were even greater than those in the 
Southeast Asia Golden Triangle.There are many parallels from the Afghan-Soviet 
war and the Vietnam war, except the Afghan-Soviet war did not see much world 
press, and very few pictures of the conflict were ever released. 
   The Afghan resistance grew to between 60,000 and 200,000 fighters, but any 
person or village suspected in helping the resistance suffered immediate reprisals. 
Repression was constant and omnipresent, government by mass terror...Protests of 
any kind were not tolerated.  
 

      80% of the intellectuals fled Afghanistan by mid 1982, and many others fled from 
war and repression. Refugees who fled Afghanistan were the largest refugee group 
in the world. Overall more than half the population was forced to move as a 
consequence of the politics of terror deployed by the Soviet army and Communists 
parties of Afghanistan.  
 

    Terror reigned over all the Afghan peoples. 105 villagers who were hiding in an 
underground irrigation canal were burned alive by Soviet troops. This mass killing 
was investigated and had found proof of the incident,  but then was denied by the 
People's Tribunal saying it would have been impossible for the people to fit in the 
canal. In the village of Khasham Kala, 100 civilians who had put up no resistance 
died in the same manner.  
 

   Whenever the Soviets entered a village they brought horror with them, they would 
kill anyone who show showed any sign of fear, and they would steal radios and 
carpets and tear jewelry off of women. Kerosene was poured over the arm of a boy 
and set on fire in front of his parents because they wouldn't hand over any 
“information.”  
 

 “We never took prisoners of war, not a single one, we just killed the prisoners 
wherever we found them, if we were on a punitive expedition, we didn’t shot the 
women and children with bullets. We just locked them in a room and threw in a few 
grenades.” 
 

    Fear and suffering were used to try and put the population into submission to 
prevent anyone from helping the resistance. Women were thrown naked from 
helicopters and entire villages were massacred. Various types of gases were used 
regularly on civilians, this was a direct violation of international conventions. They 
used tear gas, toxic gas, asphyxiants, napalm and phosphor. They are also reported 
to have used mycotoxin, a biological weapon. Soviets poisoned water supplies, killing 
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cattle and people, high command ordered the bombings of villages. The Soviets used 
Afghan soldiers as frontline troops, they also used them for mine clearing, and to test 
ground before soviet troops.  
 

    Villages in Pakistan were bombed if they were suspected of hiding refugees.Mines 
were dropped into agricultural areas to render the land useless. Mines had maimed 
at  least 700,000 people and are still a threat today.  
 

   Soviets began targeting children by dropping booby trapped toys from airplanes. 
The jews have also deployed this method to Palestinian children. The Israelis 
dropped booby trapped toys and tainted candy to Palestinian children. As the 
Palestinians tried to gather up all the things the Israelis had dropped, a PA medical 
official, with gloves on, was picking up some of the candy and his gloves started to 
melt off. He then had trouble breathing, felt dizzy, and had a head and stomach ache. 
-  
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/164298#.Va2eavlViko 
 

      Afghan children were sent to the soviet union where they were trained as spies 
sent to infiltrate the resistance. Children were drugged to limit their independence, 
and older ones were offered prostitutes.  
 

   The Soviets were looting and raping women, they were destroying the very 
foundation of the Afghan society. All monuments in town were damaged or destroyed 
and they were unable to reconstruct them.  
 

  
     While the Soviets occupied Afghanistan it was transformed into a giant 
concentration camp. Prison and torture was widespread for anyone who opposed the 
regime. The KHAD (Afghan secret police) was an immense torture machine, using 
political terror practiced torture and murder on a grand scale. After martial law was 
imposed the prisons filled, prisoners in their cells could not stand nor stretch out.  
 

      Tortures from the KHAD of the prisoners included electric shock to the genitals or 
breasts of women, tearing off of fingernails,  introduction of wooden items into the 
anus, pulling out of beards, strangulation to get prisoners to open their mouths, then 
was urinated in, use of police dogs against prisoners, hanging by the feet for a period 
of time, the rape of women, with hands and feet tied, different objects inserted into 
the vagina. Also psychological tortures, mocking executions, raping of a family 
member in front of a prisoner, the pretense that a prisoner was to be freed.  
 

    The KGB took horrors from the Stalinist period and unleashed them unto Afghan 
territory. The KHAD were controlled by Soviet officers. The repression of students 
and teachers became more severe, some were taken to the KHAD torture chamber 
to see the horrors, and were then released to spread fear.  
 
 

    Karmal was replaced with Mohammed Najibullah who was compared to Lavrentiy 
Beria (jew). He had signed orders for 90,000 executions within 6 years and was 
personally responsible for torturing countless people.  
      
   
     Civil war became political terror, the economy fell into ruins, taking between 1.5 
and 2 million lives. Once on it’s way to modernity now war and violence are its central 
points in society.  
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From a Specialist who was deployed to Afghanistan in 2010 -  
 

(This shows the devastation the jews have caused, once on their way to becoming 
modern, all progress has been snuffed out. The jews have left these people in ruin..) 
 

   There was no running water, there are no bathrooms, and many soldiers have 
complained about the putrid smells. Many peoples relieve themselves behind their 
houses (out in the open).    There is no electricity except in some wealthy places, 
which are used for muslim pray over a loudspeaker. Most roads are wadis or river 
beds, and there are little dirt paths through mountains. There is much hostility 
towards their national government. Their ancient ruins were abandoned, and over 
time they have been destroyed.  
 

   While on Patrol near a remote village that hadn’t had contact with outsiders for 
years. The villagers had asked the Americans if the Russians were gone? and if they 
would come back. They were fearful the Russians were going to kill them. The Soviet 
invasion and a series of civil wars devastated much of Afghanistan. 
 

  The Peoples of Afghanistan were agile and athletic. Most people lived off their own 
farms, the people do not rely on the outside world for anything. Again the jews hate 
farmers, they hate life, everything they promote is artificial. That is why the Third 
Reich put much emphasis on nature, “Natural.”  
See National Socialist LIbrary - http://www.exposingcommunism.com/NS_PDFs.htm 
 

   The Soviet war in Afghanistan resulted in the deaths of almost 2 million Afghans, 
mostly civilians. The Soviets withdrew in 1989 but continued to support Afghan 
President Mohammad Najibullah until 1992. Again the Soviet Union was mainly run 
and controlled by the jews. The Afghan people have suffered immensely but are 
made out to be the “bad guys.” The jews have and continue to get away with 
genocide and torture. If people do nothing to stop them you won’t have to read about 
communism you’ll be living it.. 

 

Pope Francis ignites a revolt that will overthrow American capitalism - 
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/pope-francis-leading-the-new-american-socialist-
revolution-2015-07-20?siteid=yhoof2 

 
 
 

Resources * 
 

The Black Book of Communism -  Communism in Afghanistan  
 

http://www.exposingcommunism.com/Exposing_Islam.pdf 
 

http://www.exposingcommunism.com/Allah_On_Rape_and_Woman_Abuse_Edward
_Lonsa_Part1.pdf 
 

http://www.exposingcommunism.com/Islam%20the%20Religion%20of%20The%20J
ew.pdf 
 

http://www.exposingcommunism.com/Islam.pdf 
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ABOARD THE PAPAL PLANE (AP) — Pope Francis says he wasn't 
offended by the "Communist crucifix"  

 
http://news.yahoo.com/pope-says-wasnt-offended-communist-crucifix-140053847.html 
 
ABOARD THE PAPAL PLANE (AP) — Pope Francis says he wasn't offended by the 
"Communist crucifix" given to him by Bolivian President Evo Morales during his 
South American pilgrimage.  
Morales surprised the pontiff with the unusual gift, a crucifix attached to a hammer 
and sickle, when Francis arrived in La Paz on Wednesday.  
The crucifix was a replica of one designed by a Jesuit priest, the Rev. Luis Espinal, 
who was tortured and killed by Bolivian paramilitary squads in 1980. Francis prayed 
at the site of Espinal's assassination upon his arrival in Bolivia. The modified crucifix 
immediately raised eyebrows, with some questioning whether Morales, whose 
socialist and anti-church rhetoric is well-known, was trying to score a questionable 
political point with a questionable, and possibly sacrilegious, melding of faith and 
ideology.  
Francis, an Argentine Jesuit, said Espinal was well-known among his fellow Jesuits 
as a proponent of the Marxist strain of liberation theology. The Vatican opposed it, 
fearing that Marxists were using liberation theology's "preferential option for the 
poor" as a call for armed revolution against oppressive right-wing regimes that were 
in power in much of Latin America in the 1970s and 1980s. During a news 
conference en route home to Rome on Sunday, Francis said he interpreted Morales' 
gift through the prism of Espinal's Marxist bent and viewed it as protest art. After 
taking into consideration the time in which he lived, Francis said: "I understand this 
work. For me it wasn't an offense."  
Francis added that he brought the crucifix home with him 
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Communist Hypocrisy  
by: Teloc Vovim 666  
 
“Men believe in the truth of anything so long as they see others strongly believe 
it” – Friedrich Nietzsche  
 
The word “Genocide” defined as: “The deliberate killing of a large group of 
people, especially those of a particular ethnic group or nation. The use of the 
word "genocide" was not in existence before 1944. A Polish-Jewish lawyer 
named Raphael Lemkin described the policies founded by the Nazis of 
systematic murder as genocide. The word genocide is the combination of the 
Greek word "Geno" which means tribe or race and “Cide” the Latin word for 
killing. (Another admission that the Jews are most definitely a race)  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genocide   
 
A lie is not strictly speaking the opposite of truth a lie will generally contain a 
piece of truth. Genocide for example: Genocide, an actually atrocity that has 
happened to many gentile people over and over again. Genocide did not actually 
happen to the Jews but was perpetrated by the Jews.  
 
Death tolls under communist (Jew) rule: 
 

· USSR - 20 million deaths  
· China - 65 million deaths  
· Vietnam - 1 million deaths  
· North Korea - 2 million deaths  
· Cambodia - 2 million deaths  
· Eastern Europe - 1 million deaths  
· Latin America - 150,000 deaths  
· Africa - 1.7 million deaths  
· Afghanistan - 1.5 million deaths  

 
The death tolls resulting from Communist committed murders, totaling in about 
100 million.  
Notice* these tolls are only estimates, many people were tortured and discarded 
as if they were nothing and even more have been buried in mass graves. It has 
become literally impossible to come to an exact number of deaths, not only 
because of mass graves, but what is known about communism and what 
happened to people under its Jewish rule is hidden and the truth distorted and 
altered, and of course using the Nazis as a scapegoat.“  
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Real_Holocaust.html  
 
Bertolt Brecht said, “A single minded focus on the Jewish genocide (lie) in an 
attempt to characterize the holocaust as a unique atrocity has also prevented an 
assessment of other episodes of comparable magnitude in the communist world. 
The book, “The Black Book of Communism” was almost not published because 
exposing the crimes of communism was considered anti-Semitic. [Because they 
were discussing actual atrocities that happened under communist rule and Jews 
cried “what about the Nazis”] You should also take note they didn’t want the 
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crimes of communist (Jews) to be exposed. Many so called “historians” today are 
Jewish or at least part Jewish. And when defectors from communist countries 
tried to give their testimonies of what they saw and experienced, historians 
ignored them quote “because they (defectors) were just filled with vengeance” 
and the historians also sympathized with the communist system.  
 
Communism: A state against its people. Like I said much evidence about 
atrocities under communist rule have either been destroyed or altered. There are 
few photographs or other evidence of communist terror compared to the so 
called overwhelming amount of “evidence” against the Nazis. Don’t you find it 
strange that there is very little known about communist terror in spite of the fact 
that the communist mass-murders totaled over the 100-million count? But there 
are never ending amounts of “evidence” against the Nazis… Why would the 
Nazis be the only ones? Because the evidence they used against the Nazis was 
false, and with the so-called signed confessions, the interrogators (usually Jews) 
would write the confessions and torture the Germans until they signed the paper. 
Many people who refused to sign died in interrogation.  
 
The so-called concentration camps in Germany all turned into museums [tourist 
attractions] and one giant pity party. There were no Communist Gulag camps 
turned into museums. The “final solution” propaganda began to get prolific in the 
late 1970s and 1980s when Communism was starting to lose control.  
 
Legal ramifications of crimes committed by a country were not made until the 
show trials of Nazi Germany, and they were the only country charged with 
anything. Article 6 of the charter of the international military tribunal, to prosecute 
- crimes against peace, war crimes, and crimes against humanity. All things 
committed under communist (Jew) rule but were never charged with anything, 
and as for Pol Pot’s Khmer Rouge according to international laws they cannot be 
held responsible for the mass-genocide of the Cambodian peoples.  
 
The Jews not only make it illegal in some countries to discredit the Jewish 
“holocaust” (the only one ever questioned) but also try and stop people from 
researching any other real genocide. Is it because people will start to figure out 
that communism; is really just a code word for Jews? That communism is a code 
word for Judaism. That the Nazis stood for freedom and without them the world 
would have been enslaved. That the Jews are still trying to enslave the gentile 
people, actually read the torah if you disagree...The crimes they have gotten 
away with are truly appalling, but in the new age of Satan they will all come to 
light.  
 
 
*Resource:   
The Black Book of Communism: Crimes, Terror, Repression Harvard Press © 
2000 
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Comrades, We are Fighting as One! 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

Greetings and Salutations to our Comrades, Warriors and Satanic Forces. 

 

Do you remember a thing of your past? No matter where you was, or what you were, there 

was always this feeling prevailing: loneliness and emptiness. An empty heart and soul. A 

formless world was around you. A world you probably never understood or wished to, just 

like myself. A world that seemed alien to a very big degree. Thousands of questions have 

been flooding your mind for all this thing. You had nothing, even if some of you had 

everything. Inisde, you knew you had really nothing. You still yearned. You could see lies, no 

different than I myself did. You saw this is all a big ploy and a big plot, but never entirely 

knew why. 

 

You lacked the possession of one thing, yourself. You lacked of something so great, that it 

consumed you everyday of your life. This consuming manifested as insatiable sadness and 

maybe even despair. But something, something inside you, inside this world of fallen 

humanity, something kept calling you. Something, deeply inside you, that even if it was 

locked outside of your grasp back then, it did draw you here. This is now your home. You 

returned to Father Satan. You was homeless but now you are home. The days of anguish 

have been left behind forever. What remains is to heal yourself from your past wounds. 

 

So this is why, I ask for your passion and loyalty. I ask for this, because I am giving you mine. I 

believe in the Power all of you here possess. We have all together stood and withstanded so 

many things. We have surmounted even more. Every moment I exist, I believe in You. I ask 

for your brotherhood, because I live everyday of my life thinking of all of you, because you 

are my brothers, thinking how your lives and how our collective effort will turn for the 

better. I admire those of you in the path, now and before, because we all walk towards the 

Truth and the Light.  

 

I demand of you to always believe in yourself and us all. Because you deserve nothing less. 

And because you must deem yourself deserving of the greatest gift. And stand there for just 

one moment and see the Greatness of Satan, who stands above us all. Do not see the visuals 

or the shows, see the Truth. What can defeat the Truth? It can only be hidden. And not for 

long. And only from people who have fallen to blindness, by their own choice and inaction. 

 

I see in all of you a Satanic Divinity so great, that it is blinding. What I desire is to help you 

show this divinity, so you can become again Divine, as you rightfully deserve. And maybe 

some of you, in your hard and dark nights, you might forgive about yourselves, but I never 

do this. I do not forget you, so you must never forget yourselfs. Do not blaspheme yourself, 

for he waits to be brought to light and shine like a brilliant star. I ask for you to mind our 

Satanic House and Our Decisions, because the House minds yours. We are in everything 

together, as one tight fist, ready to strike and destroy everything that might stand in our 
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way. 

 

And when I ask you to stay strong and defiant, I really mean it. This is your natural state. The 

enemy has damaged you, but you are recovering. I mean it, because I always stand strong 

and defiant, not only for myself but for you. So when yourself fails you, think of everyone 

else. Think of all the towns that can be built, a world restored, think of a world free of lies, 

full of Truth. Think and imagine a world where people are mostly smiling and tears are 

abolished. A world worthy for your children to live. I see a world where you are all free, 

living inside love, safety, devotion and advancement. Not a world of such hybris such as the 

one existing today in many places. I see a different World. A world where Satan reigns again.  

 

The enemy will never understand why this fight is getting carried. They will never 

understand, what they call "fanaticism", as we will never understand why they are standing 

there and carrying away all this senseless operation to destroy everything. We know its who 

they are. They will never understand who is that WE are. This is our gap. We are exalted, 

they are living dung and lower than that. They can see our actions and reactions, words and 

deeds, but they will never see who we are. While from inside us, there bloom the trees of 

Divinity, from within them blooms rot and destruction, filthiness and anything else 

degraded. And this is why this War is being carried, ruthlessly and loyally, from us, until the 

Final Victory of our Side.  

 

Who is so empty as to not explode with love and loyalty? Who is so sensless as to not lift the 

nessescary bricks for that creation? And who is so empty, so as to, if needed, even sacrifice 

everything for this? Who is so mortally wounded in the Soul to not see the Evident 

Greatness of this deed? 

 

Its getting carried because its the meaning of life, for all life, to live a life worth living. A 

sentinent life, without plagues that try to plague it. A life without the source of all decay. A 

life that is worth it and that whatever otherwise to this life, is not worth it. 

 

Because I believe in your Rights to live and exist, but above these too. I believe in your rights 

to Spirituality, I believe in the Right of Truth to exist. I believe in a You that even You might 

still not know. And I believe in You, with Fanatical and Total conviction. I believe in you even 

if you lack all the faith in the World. I see you already, you are leading the world. The lies are 

below you, and you have ascended. Then, we have to materialize this. You might not see this 

now, but I see it now. And I will forever see it, both it and towards it.  

 

What can stop us when we believe in ourselves and in one another? When this belief has 

transended even itself? What can stop someone who believes in Truth and acts in Truth? No 

other force can contain this power. You owe to everyone else, to yourself, to who you are 

really, and lastly, to the Gods, to believe in who you are. The Gods did lend us all a hand 

because of this certain faith they have in us. Who in their right mind will not return this Holy 

Favor?? 

 

I see a world where you will hold your brothers and sisters in your arms. And at this 

moment, when you dedicated yourself, loneliness stopped. You are now a family at the Soul. 

We are now together. And I pity, but I understand, those few that cannot see it now. See it 

clearly, for this is a gift. These people here, we are bonded. Our Gods and People again 
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march. Maybe not bonded in a way you can readily understand right now or any way you 

ever knew prior to that, but in a way that you can understand when your eyes are closed. A 

bond within. A real bond, that survives all times, conditions and realities. You must see this, 

adhere to this, listen to this. Or else, the music will play but you will be deaf. And what a pity 

to be deaf, while so beautiful music is playing just for your ears. A melody that goes beyond 

the notion of all sounds. Why listen to ignorance, when you can hear the Gods? Why serve 

lies and ignorance, when the Truth can shine inside you? 

 

And I know, that like us all here, you probably see all these fallen sheep around you, but this 

cannot blind you. You are not a blind Soul. And to be here right now, you can now see. You 

attempt to see the world hidden, the world secluded, the Truth that has been relentlessly 

defamed. You trust in your own eyes. When the enemy made around you, all this show of 

lights, tricks and anguish, you saw inside you a New Vision. A New Ideal. A New Man that 

lives in you. A man, that if you deny his existence, it consumes you more than any possible 

fear any enemy could ever instill inside you. A Man so foreign to yourself, that rests in 

yourself. An eternal possibility, the Man Of Satan. A child of Satan himself. The one who you 

are. The one that you are but you are always to be. 

 

In the end, I do not care who you are, because I know one thing: If you are here, you are 

Great. You are living a dream that most will never live. You will see the Truth that most will 

never see. You will feel things that most will never feel. You will touch greatness inside you 

that most will never even imagine. I thank all of you, for you fill me with Pride. I try to fill you 

with the same.  

 

Walk full of pride, Achieve, Win, Advance and Pave the Eternal Way, Comrades!! The Truth 

shines in you, allow it to Illuminate!! 

 

Let no lies Blind you! 

 

Onwards to Eternity, my Comrades!!! 

 

So long we exist, and in the eternal therafter, We are Together as One. We Shall Win 

TOGETHER!!! 

 

HAIL VICTORY!!! 

 

 

HAIL SATAN!!! 

 

HAIL TO ALL OUR GODS!!! 

 

HAIL TO ALL THE FORCES AND POWERS OF HELL! 

 

I SALUTE YOU!!! 
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Judeu te diz que os judeus podem te estuprar, roubar e matar como seus animais, 
pois é sua “Lei Divina”. 
– Artigo original retirado diretamente do “The Times of Israel” 
 
Ele até te informa que os judeus podem estuprar, matar e sequestrar crianças gentias como 
Lei Divina… Um rabino disse certa vez que todo judeu é um Talmude ambulante, e para 
entender a mentalidade dos judeus, deve-se ler o Talmude. Bem aqui é um judeu te dizendo 
sobre o Talmude, tenha isso em mente a próxima vez que eles choramingarem sobre seu 
holo-conto dos falsos seis milhões, lamparinas e cabeças decepadas, câmaras de gás 
mágicas com frágeis portas de madeira e outras besteiras. Comunismo é judaísmo e todo 
este é baseado sobre o Talmude-Torá. Entende agora sobre porque os judeus mataram 
100 milhões de goyim como animais em sua União Soviética: 
http://verdadeiroholocausto.weebly.com 
 
Hitler lutou por toda a humanidade contra o mal judeu. Se não fosse Hitler, esses yids 
psicopáticos estariam com o planeta inteiro sob controlo total. 
 
O Times of Israel removeu a matéria original poucas horas depois de ser postada, mas 
felizmente diversas páginas na web salvaram um print que pode ser visto aqui: 
http://i.imgur.com/7AIDBZA.jpg 
Exactamente, os judeus já estão a trabalhar horas extras para tentar conter os danos deste 
artigo, pois esta é literalmente uma confissão talmúdica odiosa de tudo que é judaico. 
Esperem todos os tipos de mentiras para tentar encobrir isso. 
 

Compreendendo a Ideia da Terra Judaica Sob a Lei Talmúdica 
JOSH BORNSTEIN, 9 de abril de 2015, 12:56 pm 

 
http://blogs.timesofisrael.com/understanding-the-idea-of-israeli-land-under-talmudic-law 
 
Recentemente, eu comecei a estudar intensivamente o Talmude, e esta provou-se ser uma 
experiência espiritualmente iluminadora. O Talmude tem muito a nos ensinar sobre Deus, 
os judeus, Israel e a experiência diária. “Ele é um pilar central para entender tudo sobre o 
judaísmo, mais do que a bíblia”, disse o rabino Adin Steinsaltz, um dos estudiosos 
talmúdicos mais conhecido do mundo. “O Talmude não é uma bênção divina dada às 
pessoas. Os judeus o criaram. Mas na outra mão, ele criou os judeus. De muitas formas, 
somos judeus talmúdicos, acreditemos nisso ou não.” 
 
Todos os judeus praticantes são judeus talmúdicos, pois o Talmude é o núcleo do judaísmo. 
O Talmude é a rocha que forma a base para o judaísmo e a lei judaica. Podemos ver a 
influência talmúdica por todo Israel hoje em dia, desde os calendários israelitas aos seus 
códigos legais. Nas palavras de Herman Wouk: “O Talmude é hoje o sangue corrente do 
coração da religião judaica. Sejam quais leis, costumes ou cerimónias que pratiquemos – 
sejamos ortodoxos, conservadores, reformistas ou sentimentalistas espasmódicos – nós 
seguimos o Talmude. Ele é nossa lei comum.” 
 
Não se engane sobre isso: sob a lei Talmúdica divina, Israel tem o direito absoluto de existir. 
De facto, Israel tem mais do que o direito de existir. Sob a lei talmúdica, Israel tem o direito 
de ir MUITO mais poder do que já o tem. Uma olhada sobre o Talmude e o que isso nos 
ensina sobre o lugar de direito de Israel pode ser muito esclarecedora e reveladora para 
aqueles de nós que ainda não estão cientes de como a lei talmúdica funciona. 
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Estudar o Talmude é atualmente algo associado quase que exclusivamente ao judaísmo 

ortodoxo e conservador. Isso é uma vergonha, porque todos os judeus – incluindo os mais 

reformistas – têm muito a aprender com o Talmude. Novamente, o Talmude é o 

fundamento de todas as crenças judaicas. Quão importante é o Talmude? Tão importante 

que, de facto, Israel está a basear muito de seu sistema legal sobre o Talmude. 

 
Um Estado Judeu endossa plenamente o uso da Torá Judaica e do Talmude com as leis 
do lugar. No último ano, como parte de uma série de estratégias concebidas para fazer o 
status judaico de Israel ficar bastante claro, Benjamin Netanyahu afirmou abertamente seu 
objectivo de fazer o sistema legal de Israel baseado no Talmude, como deveria de ser. Nas 
próprias palavras de Netanyahu ao membro ultraortodoxo do partido Likud, Yaakov Vider: 
“Nós vamos legalmente definir o Talmude como a base do sistema legal israelita.” 
 
Como o Estado judeu, a essência judaica de Israel deve ser sentida em cada aspeto da 
vida israelita. O Talmude é a lei divina do povo judeu, então é essencial que este seja 
também a lei de Israel – o Estado judeu. Independente dos sentimentos de alguém sobre 
Netanyahu, seu comprometimento em seguir a lei talmúdica e cimentar o status judaico de 
Israel é algo para ser verdadeiramente admirado. 
 
Porém, ao reconhecer a ideia de uma “terra palestina”, Netanyahu está traindo o Talmude 
e a lei talmúdica. Se há um termo que eu realmente não posso ouvir, é o termo “terra 
palestina”. Ao falar com outras pessoas na comunidade judaica, eu frequentemente ouço o 
termo “terra palestina” discorrer, e isso sempre me irrita profundamente. Qualquer judeu 
que fale em “terra Palestina” claramente tem uma profunda ignorância sobre a lei judaica. 
O Talmude deixa claro que toda a terra pertence aos judeus, e que os judeus podem tomar 
qualquer terra que desejem. Schulchan Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 348: “Toda a 
propriedade de outras nações pertence à Nação Judaica que, consequentemente, tem o 
direito de se apoderar sem quaisquer escrúpulos.” Isso vem direto do Talmude. Por que 
então esses “palestinos” deveriam ter qualquer terra? Por que eles deveriam ao menos 
existir? 
 
Nas palavras do grão rabino Ovadia Yosef, “os goyim nasceram somente para no servir, 
fora isso, eles não tem nenhum lugar no mundo; somente para servir o Povo de Israel”. 
Semelhantemente, o rabino Ya’acov Perin afirmou publicamente: “Um milhão de árabes 
não valem uma unha judaica.” Chocante? Não deveria ser. Isso também é lei talmpudica. 
O Talmude deixa bem claro que a vida do não judeu não tem nenhum valor e que os gentios 
existem somente para servir os judeus. Sanhedrin 59a: “Matar goyim é como matar animais 
selvagens.” Abodah Zara 26b: “Até o melhor dos gentios deveria ser assassinado.” Baba 
Necia 114, 6: “Os judeus são seres humanos, mas as nações deste mundo não são seres 
humanos, senão bestas.” Midrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: “Jeová criou o não judeu em forma 
humana deforma que o judeu não tenha de ser servido por bestas. O não judeu é, portanto, 
um animal em forma humana e está condenado a servir o judeu de dia e de noite.” 
 
Isso vem diretamente do Talmude, e estes são só os poucos de muitos exemplares. A Lei 
Divina judaica torna bem claro: os “palestinos” não só não têm direito algum à qualquer 
porção de terra, mas eles não são nem seres humanos e portanto, não têm nem ao menos 
direito a viver. Os “palestinos” são bestas sub-humanas inúteis e vermes. Judeus são seres 
humanos, mas gentios são bestas sub-humanas cujo único propósito é servir ao povo de 
Israel. A única razão pela qual os goyim devem existir é para servir os judeus. Se goyim 
não podem servir judeus, então eles deveriam ser exterminados.  
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Nós permitimos americanos, australianos, canadenses e europeus existirem porque eles 
servem os judeus e servem Israel – e quando eles saem da linha, nós os atacamos, como 
quando o fizemos aos americanos quando afundamos seu USS Liberty. Nas palavras do 
ex-parlamentar do Knesset judaico, Yossi Sarid, “nós controlamos os políticos americanos 
como marionetes.” Países como os EUA, Suécia e Austrália jogam em papeis valorosos 
não somente em proteger Israel, mas também de servir como depósito de lixo onde Israel 
pode mandar sudaneses, sírios e lixo sub-humano relacionado que procuram asilo em 
Israel. Multiculturalismo no Ocidente foi de grande benefício para o povo de Israel, pois isso 
permite a Israel mandar de volta invasores para o Ocidente ao invés deles se infiltrarem e 
invadirem o Estado judeu de Israel, de forma a ameaçar a característica judaica de Israel. 
Multiculturalismo é algo que existe estritamente para os gentios. Este NÃO é algo que deva 
ao menos ser tentado em Israel. Israel é o Estado Judeu, e permitir QUALQUER não-judeu 
seria impensável. Essa é precisamente a razão de quando babuínos africanos chegam a 
Israel, eles são esterilizados, socados em instalações de confinamento e eventualmente 
mandados para Nações gentias como Suécia, Canadá e Austrália – como deveriam ser. 
Seus genes inferiores de macaco não são bem vindos em qualquer parte de Israel, pois 
eles espalham nada além de crime, destruição, ignorância e miséria. 
 
Não-judeus não possuem absolutamente nenhum lugar em Israel, e eles não tem 
absolutamente nenhum lugar para tentar manipular Israel por aí. A vida de um não-judeu é 
descartável, e judeus estão destinados a tomar a vida de não-judeus sempre quando 
necessário. Novamente, o único propósito dos não-judeus é de servir aos judeus. Se não-
judeus são inábeis para servir judeus, então, de acordo com a lei talmúdica, deveriam ser 
exterminados. “Palestinos” não servem aos judeus de maneira alguma. De facto, 
“palestinos” fazem o exato oposto. “Palestinos” são a maior ameaça à existência contínua 
do Estado Judeu que existe. Sendo assim, deve-se parar de fingir que esses “palestinos” 
tenha quaisquer direitos. É hora de lidarmos com os “palestinos” da mesma forma que 
faríamos com baratas, cupins, pulgas, carrapatos e todos os outros parasitas: através de 
extermínio rápido e impiedoso. 
 
O Talmude afirma claramente (Bammidber raba c 21 & Jalkut 772): “Todo judeu que 
derrama o sangue dos sem-Deus (não-judeus), está a fazer o mesmo que um sacrifício 
para Deus.” Será que não é hora de sacrifício em massa dessa escória desprezível de 
“palestinos”? Será que não é hora de limpar a terra de Israel – que pertence legitimamente 
aos judeus – de todo e qualquer verme sub-humano? O que precisamos fazer é encurralar 
todas essas baratas “palestinas” e abatê-las como gado. Devemos ter imenso prazer em 
estuprar, torturar e matar “palestinos”. Devemos ferver “palestinos” vivos em fezes humanas 
incandescentes. Devemos pegar esses bebés “palestinos” e esmagá-los na frente de seus 
pais. Devemos multilar e abrir mulheres “palestinas” grávidas, por seus fetos em espetos e 
espalhar por toda a vizinhança “palestina”. Devemos estuprar os ânus das mulheres 
“palestinas” com facas de açougueiro em plena luz do dia. Devemos explodir hospitais 
“palestinos” e estripar recém-nascidos “palestinos” bem na frente de suas mães indefesas. 
Devemos encher cabeças de porcos com explosivos e jogá-los nas mesquitas “palestinas” 
e seus centros comunitários. Devemos pegar Uzis (fuzis), descarrega-los em pré-escolas 
“palestinas”, matando toda criança “palestina” e seus professores. Precisamos mutilar, 
estuprar, espancar e torturar cada “palestino” em público, enquanto outros “palestinos” 
assistem indefesos. Devemos massacrar os homens, mulheres e crianças “palestinas” sem 
nenhuma misericórdia ou pena. O Talmude ordena-nos a fazer isso, e qualquer judeu que 
não concorde com isso certamente nunca leu e entendeu o Talmude. 
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O que precisa ser feito aos “palestinos” é MATÁ-LOS, exterminá-los, livrarmo-nos deles. 
Como lidamos com baratas? Não argumentamos ou debatemos com elas. Nós as 
exterminamos. Se exterminamos baratas porque elas destroem os fundamentos da casa, 
porque não deveríamos exterminar os “palestinos”, que destroem os fundamentos do 
Estado Judeu de Israel? Será que os “palestinos” não deveriam ser tratados ainda mais 
duramente que baratas, cupins e outros pequenos parasitas? Os “palestinos” são, não 
obstante, uma espécie muito mais poderosa e destrutiva de parasitas. Enquanto que 
baratas e cupins meramente destroem construções, o vírus “palestino” ameaça destruir 
toda a nação de Israel juntamente com o povo judeu. Será que não deveríamos tratar o 
câncer “palestino” da mesma forma que trataríamos outro câncer? Será que o parasita 
“palestino” não deveria ser exterminado rápido e violentamente, da mesma forma que 
faríamos com baratas e cupins? A resposta é sim, e o Talmude claramente concorda 
comigo. O Talmude diz says (Coschen hamischpat 425 Hagah 425. 5): “É lei matar qualquer 
um que negue a Torá. Os gentios pertencem aos negadores da Torá.” Sob a lei talmúdica, 
os judeus são permitidos – e de facto encorajados – a matar cristãos, muçulmanos e 
qualquer um que negue a Torá. 
 
O único proveito que esses “palestinos” poderiam ter possivelmente seria como material de 
testes para experimentos médicos. Normalmente, nós não poderíamos conduzir 
experimentos médicos em humanos que causassem dor significante. Mas uma vez que 
“palestinos” não são humanos, podemos causar tanta dor neles quanto quisermos. 
Podemos injetar agentes químicos instáveis em crianças “palestinas”, podemos abrir 
mulheres grávidas “palestinas”, podemos arrancar a pele de bebés “palestinos” – podemos 
fazer o que bem entendermos com essa escória sub-humana inútil de vermes. E ao 
conduzir experimentos médicos em “palestinos”, podemos obter conhecimento que 
definitivamente será útil para prover assistência médica para judeus. Não somente isso, 
mas será também muito divertido fazer isso. Será que existe coisa mais gratificante do que 
escutar os gritos de crianças “palestinas” indefesas sendo partidas ao meio por médicos 
judeus? Eu certamente não posso imaginar algo mais divertido. O Talmude diz abertamente 
(em Yebamoth 98a): “Todas crianças gentias são animais.” Sob a lei Talmúdica, crianças 
“palestinas” não são humanas. São bestas sub-humanas e somos, portanto, livres para 
estuprá-las, torturá-las e matá-las como desejarmos. 
 
Eu jamais vou condenar QUALQUER ato – não importa o quão cruel ou selvagem – 
cometido contra um “palestino”. Os “palestinos” são bestas sub-humanas inferiores e não 
tem sequer o direito de respirar o mesmo ar que judeus. A vida de um “palestino” não tem 
mais valor que a de um de uma mosca ou carrapato. Eles são vermes parasitas sub-
humanos vis, imundos, nojentos e inúteis que precisam ser violentamente expurgados da 
face da Terra, que pertence legitimamente ao povo judeu. Precisamos odiá-los, segrega-
los, discriminá-los e, acima de tudo, matá-los. Israel não está nem suficientemente PERTO 
em sua tentativa de varrer os “palestinos”. Temos de ter pena ou tolerância ZERO para com 
esses parasitas sub-humanos vulgares. Se não exterminarmos os “palestinos”, eles nos 
exterminarão. A história nos ensina de novo e de novo que os gentios são um risco maior 
à existência dos judeus. Será que não aprendemos nada com o Holocausto? 
 
Os “palestinos” podem muito bem realizar outro Holocausto contra o povo judeu se não o 
exterminarmos antes. Os nazistas mataram seis milhões de judeus com êxito. Os 
“palestinos” podem matar ainda mais – a não ser que os matemos primeiro. Será que 
realmente vamos nos sentar na retaguarda e simplesmente esperar para que os sub-
humanos “palestinos” deem cabo a um novo e ainda mais mortal Holocausto contra o povo 
judeu? Este é o risco que queres correr? Se não, então é hora de varrer esses “palestinos” 
de uma vez por todas, e na maneira mais brutal e violenta possível. 
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Os “palestinos” não merecem nada senão uma morte dolorosa, lenta e agonizante. Não 
deve restar “palestinos” vivos. Precisamos exterminar os “palestinos” completamente. 
Então, uma vez que estripemos cada “palestino”, devemos execrar as covas palestinas e 
incinerar seus ossos. Israel deve focar toda a sua energia em se assegurar que os 
“palestinos” sejam totalmente e completamente varridos da face da Terra. O único 
“palestino” é o “palestino” morto. 
 
Estou enojado de ouvir “palestinos” reclamando sobre “opressão” e “genocídio”, apesar de 
que Israel nunca chegou nem ao menos perto de dar às baratas árabes o genocídio que 
elas tanto merecem. Esses “palestinos” de duas-caras, corroborantes do terrorismo 
PRECISAM sofrer um genocídio real e, se violência contra “palestinos” chegue a ser viral 
em Israel (e eu sei que será), eu mesmo não hesitarei em ir para Israel, me alistar ao 
exército e levar uma AR-15 para a mesquita mais próxima, especialmente se for um feriado 
muçulmano como o Ramadã. Eu amaria escutar os gritos dos “palestinos” quando eu 
invadisse seus “portos seguros” e os massacrasse com armamento avançado israelita. 
 
Os “palestinos” provaram através de seu comportamente anti-humano que não sejam 
humanos. Devemos mudar legalmente a definição de crime de assassinato de forma que 
matar um “palestino” não seja assassinato e não leve nenhuma sentença (uma vez que 
“palestinos” não são humanos). Devemos encorajar rodos os judeus em Israel a assassinar 
“palestinos” sem misericórdia ou pena. De facto, devíamos até dar premiações para as 
pessoas que matarem mais “palestinos”. Devíamos ter uma competição de quem 
conseguisse matar mais “palestinos” em menos tempo, com recompensa em dinheiro para 
os matadores de “palestinos” mais eficientes. Devíamos oferecer incentivos em dinheiro 
para matar “palestinos” como, por exemplo, dar shekels para qualquer judeu que matar 
“palestinos”, com mais shekels para mais “palestinos” mortos. 
 
Sempre que sou questionado sobre quantos “palestinos” Israel já matou, eu sei a resposta 
instantaneamente: nem perto do suficiente. Até que não reste mais “palestinos” respirando, 
a resposta permanecerá a mesma. “Palestinos” são uma praga sobre a civilização israelita, 
e são uma praga que precisa ser varrida. Amigos, a hora de matar “palestinos” está bem 
atrasada. Pegue tua arma hoje e tiremos essa escória “palestina”. Os “palestinos” são 
parasitas e porcos. É hora de levar os porcos para o abate. Morte a todos os “palestinos” e 
morte a todos que fiquem no caminho dos judeus. 
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Consciousness 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sun Nov 11, 2018 6:32 am 

Consciousness  
 

This was a reply to the thread on Democracy. This factor needs to be understood as the 

solution to the issues at hand: 
 

Despite debates on what form of government vs what form of a government it all comes down to 

simply just this: qualification. 
 

Consciousness has to be put back into the equation and this has to be the criteria for 

qualification the situation is the ancient Pagan aristocracy where simply the class that had a 

risen kundalini all aristocracy means is Rule of the Enlightened" meaning the serpent is risen. 

The ancient ruling class was always referred to as "The Serpents" which means they had 

ascended the Kundalini and that is all. The Pagan government did practice elections the 

councils where made of the most ascended masters who would vote from amongst themselves 

the most qualified to be King for a term of service.  
 

 

 

The Egyptian Kings crown is the symbol of why the King of Egypt was also the High Priest of 
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the Serpent Priesthood: 
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was consciousness that qualified one for a position within the political class. The ancient symbol 

of the King's crown from India with the Meru crown to the western crowns is the halo of the fully 

risen serpent. The Egyptians stated the Serpent Priesthood was still in the image of the Golden 

Age humanity. The reason for the class system with the ancient Pagan Priesthood was not one 

of elitism and snobbish attitudes it was as the Roman's Pagan aristocracy stated. It was to 

ensure the ascended blood lines and thus consciousness level that this evolutionary 

development was passed on to each new generation. The key here a individual in the Pagan 

society is not discouraged but encouraged to ascend themselves and the entire society was 

developed around this fact. You could be anyone and with dedication and practice develop the 

spiritual merits to go to the highest levels. There was a story about a village of fishermen, 

working class people who were all initiated by a Serpent Priest of the Brahmana's into the 

knowledge of ascension and they followed this and became Brahamana's they reached the 

level of the risen serpent.  
 

The point of Pagan society is to advance the entire society to the Magnum Opus.  

 

 

The People had a constitution of their own within the culture that far outweighs even the 

American constitution. And the People where all bound together by Sanatana Dharma. A 

society built on a structure of a super consciousness understanding of the Eternal Spiritual 

Natural laws of the universe.  

 

The Catholic Empire of the Jews removed all this and put a mafia into power that would enforce 

their new slave empire on the Gentiles and this became the new aristocracy that with the Jews 

running the Church so abused the People they wanted something better.  
 

Today we don't have a Democracy we have a Jewcracy as the Jews have monopolized all 

aspects of power the banks, media, corporations and use this to buy the different political 

parties and monopolize the government as well. 
 

In the future the qualification to run for any branch of government must be consciousness and 

that the person running has ascended the kundalini energy fully. That will take care of all the 

issues as Consciousness is back in the equation. 

 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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Corrupted Jewish "God" Names

by HoodedCobra666 » Sat Mar 03, 2018 4:47 pm 

Many people do question themselves rightfully so, what has went on with the enemy. And if their 
things truly are masks for other things. This very assumption is what has lead many old Occultists 
to the grave. They assumed that somehow, if something represents the original, it must be somehow 
still good itself. So many went ahead to meddle and try to bring this into proper form.

This is like trying to make diarrhoea back to a refined lobster dish from Gordon Ramsay, especially 
when people with zero knowledge are concerned. What's better here to actually go and eat in 
Gordon Ramsay's or just take someone’s cultural diarrhoea, such as Jewish occultism, and try to 
turn it into something worthwhile again...

This is what many people do when it comes to debating about Christ, looking in Jewish flick, and 
generally trying to find out some meaning in the bottomless Jewish shit. The majority of these 
things do not have any meaning, and they relate simple terms only stolen from people prior to them,
who had wrote them in a cleaner and deeper fashion. 

Because they knew what they were talking about, Jews are only using things that were left behind 
by the very few spiritual Jews (and converts whom they deceived into Jewishness) who made 
research for them and advancements in their so called "Jewish culture". Which they later pretend it 
was 'god given' or something. Their culture is active thievery, and it advances insofar there is 
material and knowledge to steal. Then they corrupt it, plagiarize it, and use it to fit their own 
understanding of the world. Which is filth.

However if we have two mushrooms. One that is deadly and one that is neutral. It can have quite 
the same form. If you do not know how to recognize the mushrooms that pop up in nature and you 
consume them, you can die.

With the fall of spiritual knowledge in the East, it's widely mentioned (Hindus brag about it as well)
that mantras and words of power have been falsified. They have purposefully turned them into 
incoherent nonsense. One example is RAMA, which is also MARA. On one hand we have the Sun 
wheel, on the other one we have delusion. The Gurus are fooling people to use many of these 
mantras without them properly understanding what these are about. The Gurus themselves 
understand. For example they purposefully give people mantras to break down their ego. Which is 
done constantly by the Jews as well in their "Angelic Meditations". Obliteration of the ego is 
necessary so that the victim is purely defenceless. 

Let's make another example. I have become a numerology artisan over the years. So we can put 
forth two examples. One is Thanatos, and one is Athanatos. The first word means Death, while the 
second word means agelessness. Thanatos in Greek System adds up to 1 and 10, while Athanatos 
adds to 11. Imagine doing writing a transcript and saying to yourself you become Thanatos (death) 
instead of Athanatos (undying). You would die. Truly however the effects for someone that wouldn't
know, wouldn't be felt. Truly the end of the word is exactly the same, only one element is changed.
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The same went for Astarte, Astaroth, which later was turned by the jews into Astoreth. Astarte in 
Greek numerology adds to divine numbers of impeccable meaning. However the reversal of it 
numerologically, the perfect 'abhorration' of it (this can also be calculated) is Astoreth. Which is the 
mirror both in meaning and in essence, a hardcore corruption. As such Astarte I consider the proper,
respectful, and most divine name to use, Astaroth coming second, but Astoreth is a very 
disrespectful name. 

If someone chants Astoreth chances are they will mess up their soul, and worse. Astarte is called 
Astoreth in Jewish horror flick. Which many idiots take seriously. And engage in these meditations, 
plaguing their soul in ways they have zero understanding about. It's only a different letter amirite? 
No urnotrite...You're going straight to the graveyard in such cases.

The JoS has always given out tested, clear cut mantras which are fully positive. This is the reason 
we haven't given gorillions of useless "Angelic names" and all sorts of other flick in order to 
confuse. But only related the things that one tests and they know for 100% these are positive. For 
themselves. The enemy swarms with 'angels', 'names of god' and many other things of which they 
have zero knowledge about. Others are thoughtforms, others were pulled out of some Rabbis ass, 
while others are truly meant to destroy and others are perverted to ranging extents. 

The same thing happens in the Qlippotic Kabbalah of the enemy. Slight alterations all over the 
place, some blatant, some even more blatant to the point the original meanings are hidden and/or 
lost. Obviously the Rabbis in Israel have an insanity for secrecy, do you think they would give out 
the names of their thoughtforms? These only leaked out by accident and those who did this have 
become socially exempt and excommunicated.

They instead constituted corrupted information and pushed it out. Such as the information of the 
Rosicrucian, the Golden Dawn orders and many other things. The people did these, corrupted 
themselves slowly, and then ruined themselves as a result. Which is where enemy spirituality ends 
with. This is because they have been fooled that since something resembles the original, is 
somehow still good to do. 

Which is what many Rabbi Jesus retards believed at first when the hoax came out on the Rabbinical
Hoax being a "Solar Deity". Many people, even people here, assume this horrific lie because it is 
'scholarly' supported. In other words everything else going against it was burned. Such as for 
example how Rabbi Yeshua was stolen from the story of Apollodorus, a seer with godlike powers 
that lived on a similar time. Apollodorus means gift of Apollo, the God of the Sun. Every now and 
then people of exceptional ability existed in ancient times.

Like an infection that starts, the symptoms appear weeks later. In the same case the symptoms of 
genocide, mass ignorance, and destruction of spirituality to the brim. However when the virus 
appears it has to assume a form that doesn't look dangerous.

So to those who are foolish enough to assume that the Jews, who want you dead, somehow gave 
you anything important, don't say we did not warn you. I myself have written the sternest posts in 
regards to this all over again, which many 'studied' ones it may look as fanaticism. Lately others 
have related to you about further reasons and how this can be dangerous.
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If an infection is using a healthy cell (Pagan knowledge) to infect some body (The Gentiles) this 
does not mean that the infection itself is good, nor it's product. The Jews do the same thing in 
everything they ever do.

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
www.joyofsatan.com
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Corrupted With Christianity 
 
 
With extensive research, we have found that many texts, especially speeches 
and writings of Important Nazi Leaders have not only been embedded with false 
Christian statements, phrases, and alleged sympathies, but most Nazi writings 
have been corrupted with deliberate translations using words [English here as an 
example] that have religious connotations. For example, using the English word 
"satanic" for the German word "evil" or "Luciferian" for evil. Other words include 
"bless/ing," "hell/ish," "lord," "miracle," "heaven," "demon/ic," "holy," "almighty," 
"devil/ish," "Satan," "Lucifer," [both in a very demeaning and negative sense] 
"Philistine," [a typically Jewish term for a boorish person; Gentiles normally do 
not use this and this reveals a lot about the translator]. Some of the writings have 
been so corrupted that they even resemble a Sunday church sermon. Others, 
carelessly done have numerous contradictions and with nearly all of them, the 
Christian embedded trash is glaringly out of place.  
 
I am sure many of the texts have also been corrupted in the original German in 
order to keep the misled believers under control through psychic means. For 
more about this, please read: The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft  
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Bible_Jewish_Witchcraft.htm  
 
In addition to this, we have also run across certain writings and statements from 
the USA Founding Fathers such as Benjamin Franklin [who was a closet 
Satanist- he was an honorary Member of Sir Francis Dashwood's 'Hellfire Club' 
which practiced Black Masses and orgies], with Christian embedded statements. 
These also were glaringly out of place, and worked to portray Franklin as a 
devout Christian, which he definitely was not.  
 
If you read through this website and the linked websites, you will understand why 
this was done, as details are explained. It places believers and anyone who 
reads the materials under Jewish psychic control through Christianity.  
 
I would also like to add something here. Because of endless Jew lies and their 
media propaganda, few people know the truth. What they have done to Satan 
and our Gods [Pagan] is a major example:  
 
This excerpt quote from the Catholic Encyclopedia is very revealing:  
In the same way the Greeks and Romans may have worshipped their divinities, 
fondly believing them to be good. But the Christian Scriptures declare that all the 
gods of the Gentiles are demons.  
Catholic Encyclopedia: Devil Worship  
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/04767a.htm  
"DEMONS" ARE THE GODS OF THE GENTILES!!!!  
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While the Jew controlled television, schools, universities and book media and 
related are forever accusing and condemning the Nazis, this in addition to the 
trillions of dollars in "reparations" and other favors the jews have taken for 
themselves such as stealing Palestine from the Palestinians and using that 
phony holoco$t to get their way on many different issues:  
The REAL Holocaust 
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Real_Holocaust.html 
The REAL Death Camps  
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Real_Death_Camps.htm 
 
One of the major benefits the Jews have gotten from persecuting the Nazis is 
they have used the Nazis as a distraction to divert attention away from 
unimaginable Jewish crimes against Gentiles. You will never see very much 
about the REAL death camps from Jewish controlled Hollywood, only movies and 
TV shows advertizing their phony holoco$t. This only further reveals the truth 
about Jewish supremacy. What happens to Gentiles doesn't even matter.  
 
They never expected their precious communism to fail. Vladimir Lenin was along 
with Josef Stalin, Lavrenty Beria [all Jews], and the rest of their Jewish filth- THE 
WORST MASS MURDERERS THAT EVER EXISTED!  
 
In the USSR, the murder was so extensive that entire villages were wiped out, 
those who were not outright murdered were sent to death camps to be literally 
worked to death under the most brutal conditions. The murders committed by 
Jewish communism, under the orders of Jewish authorities extend past the 
hundred million mark. What they even ACCUSE Hitler and the Third Reich pales 
in comparison. What is worse, Hitler and the Nazis never committed any of these 
crimes! OF COURSE HITLER AND THE NAZIS TRIED WITH EVERYTHING 
THEY HAD TO KEEP JEWISH COMMUNISM OUT OF GERMANY!! TO 
PROTECT THE GERMAN PEOPLE. IN ADDITION, GERMAN PEOPLE WERE 
BEING PERSECUTED AND MASS MURDERED IN AREAS UNDER 
COMMUNIST CONTROL, SUCH AS IN THE UKRAINE AND IN AREAS OF 
POLAND. THE THIRD REICH TRIED TO RESCUE THESE PEOPLE. MANY 
CAME TO GERMANY; THEIR LIVES WERE SAVED.  
 
False accusations against the Nazis have been used as a distraction and a 
diversion. If you read the above link, what they accused the Nazis of was not only 
mathematically impossible, but also has been debunked by many different 
scholars since WW2.  
 
Nowhere in the annals of history has there ever been a worse case of the most 
sick and depraved mass murder than what has occurred under Jewish leaders- 
THEIR OWN ORDERS- Lenin, Stalin, Zinoviev, Kamanev, Beria- all Jews. Below 
is a photo of an example of their atrocities. Taking control of the food and 
enforcing famine was used to break the will and resistance of the people:  
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 The child in the photo, like so many is naked. 
Many others are nearly so. Jew communism not 
only took ALL of their food and belongings; 
everything they had, but also stripped them 
down to their underclothes of which they also 
took from them, leaving them to freeze to death 
if starvation didn't kill them first. Entire villages 
were left with absolutely nothing. The few child 
survivors were deported to concentration camps 
and worked to death like the adults. Few if any 
ever returned.  
Quotes from the Jewish Talmud: 
Seph. Jp., 92, 1: "God has given the Jews 
power over the possessions and blood of all 
nations."  
Hamiszpat 348: "All property of other nations 
belongs to the Jewish nation, which, 
consequently, is entitled to seize upon it without 
any scruples." 

 
Yet, the Jews promote this malignant vile scum as heroes. I have even heard 
there is a statue commemorating Lenin in Seattle Washington. Now, just how 
would they react if someone put up a statue of Hitler? Or how about an open 
Satanic Church? This only reveals the extent of control the Jews have over 
everyone. The crimes committed by the Jews and yes, even to their own as they 
are parasites and if anyone pays the right price, they will do in their own, as 
money is the god of the Jews. In closing, I would also like to add how the Jews 
push Christianity and they deliberately corrupt writings, especially those of their 
enemies by injecting Christian filth in them. We have been finding how so many 
writings, books and related by Nazi Leaders has been totally corrupted with 
Christian filth. The Nazis were very ANTI-xian, and most at the top, truth be 
known were Satanists. The Jews work to get anyone they can, especially those 
who are their enemies and a threat to them under their control with Christianity. It 
is a psychic connection and a spell as I have written many times before. The 
Christian imbedded filth stands out for the lie it is, as it is very contradictory and 
out of place in the corrupted texts. This also acts in more ways for the Jewish 
agenda, as it confuses Gentiles and psychically disarms those who believe the 
lies.  
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 

Allied Propaganda 
By Fourth Reich 666 

 
When I turn and look at this foreign propaganda my belief in our victory grows to 
the immeasurable. For this propaganda, I experienced once before. For nearly 
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fifteen years, this propaganda was directed against us. My Old Party Comrades, 
you remember this propaganda! The same words! The same phrases! Yes, when 
we look more closely, we see the same heads speaking the same dialects.  
I finished off these people as a lonely, unknown man who gathered but a handful 
of people about him. Throughout fifteen years, I finished of these people and 
today Germany is the greatest world power! –Adolf Hitler. 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There are two kinds of propaganda:  
 
1. Truth Propaganda, information. - What the Nazis spread. 
2. Jewish Propaganda, lies, deceit, immorality. 
What we have today, in the radios, news etc. it is Jewish. But this is not the focal 
point. The focal point is the Jewish/Allied Anti-Hitler, Anti-Nazi, Holocaust 
propaganda being shoved down our throats. 
 
The media today, took everything from the Third Reich and turned it up-side-
down. They also took every crime the Russians, the Americans, the French and 
the British and made them as if they were crimes the Germans committed. Each 
of the four counts the Axis powers were arrested on all the crimes the Allies 
committed. 
 
As David Irving said, during war, there are departments in governments that their 
only task is the spew at propaganda against the enemy so that the soldiers, or in 
the case of the allies (who didn't care about their soldiers) their men who were 
only expendables point their guns in the direction their Jewish masters want them 
to. The problem is there is, after the war, no truth department to admit the lies. 
 
They would sometime cut Hitler's videos and portray them as evil, look at this for 
an example:  
This is the Nat Geo version: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bqVc7kDtV_M 
This is the legitimate full version: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QkGTXT5bH6I 
 
 
 
Allied Lies 
There are multiple examples of cases were the Allies took Nazi propaganda, 
added some touches to it to totally pervert the message, and in some cases, the 
Allies just totally invented pieces of propaganda and claimed them to be German, 
such as seen in the photo below: 
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In the above photograph, it says "Radio Berlin – It is officially announced:- All 
men if Lidice - Czechoslovakia - Have been shot: The women deported to a 
concentration camp: The children sent to appropriate centres – The name of the 
village was Immediately abolished" 
[The words in quotations are the hoaxes and what did NOT happen] 
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Okay, so to begin with, The Radios NEVER announced this. There is NO 
evidence of this ever happening. And as you notice, at the end it says: The name 
of the village was immediately abolished. This is to cover up that it never 
happened. It is also a contradiction to say that the Germans would announce this 
on the radio to a population of 80 million Germans and then try to cover it up by 
saying it never existed... Lidice never existed. It was not on the maps when Hitler 
came to power, nor was it on the map when the hoax supposedly occurred. Also 
EVERY order by Heinrich Himmler and Adolf Hitler were written down, but this, 
just happened no to be....And coincidently, BOTH Himmler and Hitler ordered 
this in revenge of the assassination of Heydrich at the SAME time...wow. And 
apparently, the Nazis at Nuremberg were dumb enough to MAKE A 
DOCUMENTARY PROVING THAT THEY COMMITTED THE MASSACRE, SO 
THAT THEY CAN HAND IT OVER TO THE ALLIES SO THAT THEY CAN USE 
IT AS EVIDENCE AGAINST THE GERMANS. MYSTERIOUSLY, after the trials, 
this film was never seen again 
 
As mentioned, there has been no evidence whatsoever of this fake massacre 
ever occurring. All there is bullshit Allied Propaganda. 
 
A classic error the Jews and Allies make is making contradictory versions of 
stories. Here is one with the Lidice massacre. These are two different stories of 
the Lidice massacre, both from the same source, going against each other 
 
June 10, 1942 version: 
"503 inhabitants supposedly made up Lidice. According to this version 173 men 
of Lidice were shot the women were taken to concentration camps, and the 
children were herded into trucks. To this day the fate of the children is unknown." 
 
June 10, 1945 version: 
"340 Lidice citizens were murdered by the Nazis. 143 Lidice women returned 
home after the war ended. After a two-year search 17 children were restored to 
their mothers" 
 
"All the men and boys over 16 years old, 172 in all, were rounded up and locked 
in a barn. They were then shot the next day in groups of ten, which lasted from 
dawn until 4 in the afternoon. 19 men who were working in the mines during the 
shooting were also rounded up and sent to Prague where they were killed." 
 
"The women as a whole fared better than the men, but still faced cruel situations. 
Seven of the women were taken to Prague where they were shot. The rest, 
numbering 195, were sent to the Ravensbruck concentration camp in Germany. 
There 49 of the women died; 7 by gassing, and the rest from cruel treatment." 
*There were no gassings at Ravensbruck* 
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"The children, 90 in all, were taken to a concentration camp at Gneisenau. The 
children were then selected according to the "racial experts" and distributed to 
German people with new German names to be raised as their own." 
 
But wait! Another version says there were, 105 children and 81 were said to have 
been killed at Chelmno, yet in the June 10 1845 version, there is no mention of 
this! 
 
"The remaining women were shipped to the Ravensbruck concentration camp, 
where about a quarter of them died in the gas chambers or from overwork." 
*Once again "the quarter" of remaining Lidice women died in the FAKE gas 
chambers in Ravensbruck* 
 
"The children were taken to the Gneisenau concentration camp, where they were 
sorted by racial criteria, and those deemed suitable for Aryanization were 
shipped to Germany." 
*The Lidice children were taken to Gneisenau in this version and again no 
mention about Chelmno extermination camp* 
 
"All together, about 250 people died in the Nazi reprisal in Lidice." 
*This goes against all that was said in the above paragraphs* 
 
 
The Lidice Propaganda film 
Viktor Fischl who is a Jew, approached the Crown Film Unit, the unit in charge of 
making British propaganda films and handed them with a brief layout of the false 
Propaganda film. The was appealing British director, Humphrey Jennings (a son 
if two socialists), in fact, so appealing immediately set about looking for a village 
in Wales, part rural, part industrial, that would be similar to Lidice. 
 
And remember this was titled a PROPAGANDA film 
 
And of course, from my studies, a classic trait of Jewish propaganda is always 
including women and children, because they know "the goy" has a soft spot in 
that area.  
 
Hitler once said In regards to the camps "And already they [the allies] are crying 
that this war should not pay heed to women and children. For when has England 
ever paid heed to women and children? After all, this entire blockade warfare is 
nothing other than war against women and children, just as once was the case in 
the Boer war. It was then that concentration camps were invented! The English 
gave birth to this idea! We read about it in the encyclopedias and then later 
copied it with one crucial difference: England locked up men and women in these 
camps. Over twenty thousand Boer women died wretchedly at the camp. Why 
should England fight differently today? 
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The Malmedy "Massacre" 
Oh My Goodness! Allied soldiers killed by the Germans and left to in the snow 
while a Nazi looks ahead! How cruel is this! 

You will be happy to know that this was 
admitted by the Allies to be a hoax. The 
hoax says that a group of German soldiers 
captured a group of Allied soldiers, tortured, 
then killed them. The Allies later, after all 
the commotion caused by this, admitted it to 
be a hoax. 
What happened was that the German 1st 
panzer division [Leibstandarte-SS Adolf 

Hitler] was driving south of Malmedy, Belgium. By total surprise and accident, 
they encountered groups of American soldiers, who fired on them and they fired 
back. After a few American soldiers fell, the rest of the American soldiers 
cowered away. The Germans then began to lay the bodies in rows to burry the 
fallen American soldiers out of good heart. While they were doing so, they were 
fired upon again forcing them to retreat. In the days following the discovery, the 
American media seized on the event, originally reporting "hundreds" of American 
deaths in the "massacre," despite having no first-hand knowledge of it. The most 
sensationalistic media reports, without any evidence at all, stated that Waffen-SS 
soldiers had lined up the American captives, robbed them of any valuables they 
had, and shot them at point-blank range. - Wikipedia 
 
Another groups of Americans were captured, the German commander said, not 
to kill them but to let them follow behind us. So they took away the weapons from 
the allies and let them follow in the rear. Sadly, the Americans were still in full 
uniform, and the Germans in the rear did not know that the commander allowed 
them to live and follow, so when the Americans ran to the rear, the Germans at 
the rear did not known and thought they were being attacked and fired. Few died, 
most survived. Thos who did said the Trials that no harm was done against them 
and that they were treated properly. 
 
During the Nuremberg Trials, the allies TORTURED some captured Germans, 
forcing them to sign a page saying they killed them 
 
At the interrogations, cruel tortures were used, and some soldiers committed 
suicide. The interrogators fabricated confessions, and through torture got several 
Germans to sign these fake confessions 
 
They started the process on May 16th 1946. 74 members of the Waffen-SS were 
put on trial, and 43 were eventually given the death penalty. The prosecutors 
were the interrogators before the process, which is contrary to American law, one 
of the many miscarriages of justice at the trial, quickly devolving it to a kangaroo 
court. The most absurd event in the process may have been when 
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The American investigator Kirschbaum introduced a witness, Einstein, to prove 
that the defendant, Metzel, had murdered [Einstein's] brother, who was 
nonetheless sitting in the courtroom! [Prosecutor] Kirschbaum proceeded to 
scold Einstein: "How can we bring this pig to the gallows, if you are so stupid as 
to bring your brother into court!" 
– Wikipedia 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 

Allied Justification of Immorality true Propaganda 
 

The allies committed multiple crimes during WWII. The covered up and justified 
these crimes through propaganda 
 

 
 

I will make this plain and simple. Millions of Innocent people, Mostly German but 
also British died in that war, caused by what later became the Allied powers. This 
British poster is just immoral and unjust. 
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Both Brits and Americans sunk                     Same story. A plain and simply            
innocent German ships.                                unacceptable poster. They bombed 
The fact that they done so is                         an innocent cargo ship, and hid this  
unacceptable, but then to                              in the small print.  
MAKE POSTERS of it and LIE about it!  
Look, they even say it was only  
a transport ship in TINY writing.  
SHAME! 

 
The Brits did this AGAIN during their war 
with Argentina. They sunk an INNOCENT 
cruise ship, and yet they say "Gotcha"?!! 
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Holocaust Propaganda 
 
The Holocaust Propaganda is the most famous lies of the Allies.  
I will start off with the shrunken head. 

 
 

 
 
Oh! How cruel! Shrinking Jewish heads! My goodness! Again, this never 
happened. And to make things worse, this was used as evidence at Nuremberg. 
I will give some points on these are hoaxes. 
 
§ These were found at Buchenwald, inmates at Buchenwald had no hair. 

The above photograph shows that they had hair. 
 
§ The heads appear to be Southern American or mongoloid. Neither 

Southern Americans nor Mongoloids were imprisoned. 
 
§ After they were used as evidence, the heads could not be found 

ANYWHERE. They just disappeared. 
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Albert G. Rosenberg, The American Lieutenant in charge of documenting 
Buchenwald (where the shrunken heads came from), was from the Psychological 
Warfare Division of the Allied Forces. 
 
"Psychological Warfare Division." That's a strange name for a department that's 
going to document a concentration camp for future generations isn't it? The 
Lieutenant in the PWD was Albert G. Rosenberg. Even though he was only in his 
late 20's at the time, he had a rare special pass called a "SHAEF Pass", which 
gave him the power to confiscate the posh villa belonging to Baldur Von 
Schirach, who had been the wartime mayor of Vienna and also the leader of the 
Hitler Youth. Rosenberg lived in the villa with 12-15 former Buchenwald inmates 
and the team wrote-up a documentation of the camp. Most of the former inmates 
were communists, led by a non-communist Austrian Catholic named Eugene 
Kogon. Kogon compiled the report while Albert Rosenberg supervised the overall 
project. 
 
One could say that the documentation of Buchenwald is largely a story of 
liberated communists working in a posh villa, under the supervision of a Jewish 
Psychological Warfare Division Lieutenant who had immigrated to the USA from 
Germany just seven years earlier. Objectivity you can count on –Origin unknown 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
The Bulldozer in the Camp 
This has been cut from an Allied Propaganda Film; music was put into it to make 
it seem tragic. 
In the Bergen-Belsen, a camp in Germany that suffered from Allied bombing, 
diseases broke such as typhus broke loose, and due to the bombing of the 
railways and roads that led to the camp, no medicine could get in, as a result of 
ALLIED bombings, those Jews died. The allied claimed that this was a video of a 
GERMAN bulldozer burying bodies in a pit. It was then admitted that this was an 
ALLIED bulldozer, BULLDOZING contaminated bodies into a pit! 
http://fourthreich666.weebly.com/uploads/2/2/1/0/22107004/american_bulldozer.
mp4 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
The Lampshades 
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Another infamous myth - the lampshades. The Photo above is a supposed to be 
a human lampshade from Jewish skin supposedly made by Ilse Koch. Just like 
the shrunken heads, these mysteriously disappeared after the exhibition. The 
myth goes that the allies came in the Buchwald, they found a lampshade made 
out of TATTOOED human skin. I will now give some points on why this was fake. 
 
§ It disappeared so no one can look at it or test it 
 
§ There are no tattoos on it. 
 
§ It was put on a table in SUNSHINE so hundreds of people can see it from 

the nearby city of Weimar (above right) Thing is, when you take a 
lampshade made from skin and place it underneath sunshine, the 
sunshine through it, revealing it is just a normal lampshade. There is also 
no stitching linking the skin. 

 
Jewish "Soap" 
 "We don't have any evidence that the Nazis actually manufactured soap with 
human bodies." Said Michael Berenbaum, who was project manager for the 
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. 
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Count Your Blessings, Whiny Whiny 

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Tue Jul 02, 2019 

 

 

 

 

 
I see many people in this day and era are very thankless for things given and things that we do posses, in 
particular spiritual opportunities, and this is always, as if by a big joke, centered mostly around the 
things that truly DO matter.  
 
Things that have exactly zero value and do not matter at all, are treated with respect or at least time is 
dwelt and wasted on them, and attention, while things that are good and positive, and important truly, 
are neglected and looked down upon. 
 
I want you to take a moment to visualize this. This is more than likely a story of a yet unknown soul and 
what happened to them, during what is historically, literally yesterday, as a thousand years is not all that 
much of a timeline at all.  
 
You are somewhere during the Middle Ages, and you have suspicions about the occult. You are of 
course into a village, totally alone, surrounded by Christians, about to report you and slaughter you at 
any given time, for any given reason, and even the mere suspicion of said things in regards to your 
thoughts would land you dead directly, all in the love of the jew Christ, of course. 
 
The village was converted around 100 years ago, and you remember your grandparents telling you 
stories of a world that literally was the product of dreams, while you live a grim reality. Indeed most of 
this is just fairytales to you now. All you see is what you have in front of you, and time or space of 
dreams does not exist in anyway.  
 
You know the clergymen of christ that you see with golden diadems while your people are probably 
dying from bubonic plague, know a few things that you do not. Maybe one night you went one saw one 
of them chanting the Torah, thinking to yourself that you have absolutely no fucking idea what this was. 
Only thing you could understand was some random words like Miriam and other hebrew words, which 
happen to be the new names these are that are given to newborns in your village now. Can't think a lot 
to yourself cause you're slaving your day in the field and then compulsory church education, during 
which if you sleep, you get beaten until your ribs break, for disrespect to your new hebrew god. Knowing 
this you go to sleep. 
 
All you know is that your family is going to starve yet another day, and go for another 12 hours in Church 
tomorrow, a place where you feel repulsion about, but submission has been beaten into you anyway but 
both the brutal mob and the christians.  
 
Every so often, the centurions of the jewish religious figures come and pillage your already dirt poor 
village, sometimes stealing up to 9 out of 10 of all your resources. Beautiful women are seized and 
prostituted, and when you do not slave into the church, you have to slave somewhere in the field, while 
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basically hungering to death. One day in wallowing misery you pray to "God" for help, but of course, 
there is no help - after all, "Gods" manifested will is the christian pastor, and your so called "king" with 
the big hooknose, who you are told was descended from your "new" and basically hebrew "God". Not 
knowing, you keep praying to "God", Jesus you think it's called, and it's hanging on a crucifix, and that's 
all you know. 
 
Eventually one day someone comes and robs your household, and takes your wife to rape her and kill 
her, and abducts your young daughter to get her to the court for Primae Noctis. For those who do not 
know what this is, this is where church officials in the Middle Ages, who had religious authority (There 
was no political authority back then, only religious) would take the virginity of your daughter, just 
"because it was the good thing to do". While people in your village die like skeletons into dark alleys and 
buried, you see fat clergy jews consuming pork and beef by the dozens, while you are lucky if you get 
served any bread. 
 
One day you become very pissed off as the jew paid centurions come to pillage you, and you wish and 
"pray to god" to kill one of these centurions. To your surprise, he falls off the horse by an accident, and 
breaks his neck, an event which leaves you terrified somehow, because you have heard of this stuff 
before. Whether or not related to your prayer you have no idea, all you know is that you have hatred in 
your heart, and you start to suspect that something is really going wrong with all of this. Of course the 
raid continues and the pope will stuff his fat worthless mouth canal with more food for one more day, 
while your people are probably dying from the flu randomly and like flies.  
 
The other night you converse with someone in a language that you cannot even write, as you have no 
idea WTF writing is, and you tell someone about your prayer to "God", which you were surprised took 
down this opponent. Your friend goes pale and tells you that he remembers from church that the Devil 
may be trying to deceive you here. He explains to you he has a buried book about the druids from some 
time, and he says he will be bringing this to you tommorow at night, to study it, with candlelight, and 
not a broaband internet connection, which lazy asses today think is a very hard way and tiresome to 
communicate through. 
 
Tommorow you decide to meet with your friend, and you go into his bottom rung of a house that looks 
like a cave, to find there a cleric, and your friend murdered lying on the floor. This guy was a guilty type, 
and he thought to himself that instead of looking into a druidic text that he couldn't understand anyway, 
he should give it to the pastor, who agreed to come take this at night, as he had reported "We have a 
witch in the village". 
 
So the pastor basically brutally murders him by a backstab and he sits there waiting as he talked about 
his appointment with you. Since you happened to check the window first, you see this, and you try to 
run away, but dumb villagers see you, abduct you, and you are just toasted in the fire and tortured for 
an extended period of time, possibly around many months. You knew it wasn't going to be different 
anyway, but you wished you died as a slave instead. When your soul departs from your body, you really 
do not want to ever live, ever again. Eventually you are again incarnated, because against of all the 
above odds, progress has to slowly be made. 
 
And the above is a tale of literally millions of people who were Pagans, were forcibly enslaved, 
converted and destroyed, but decided to go straight through the fire for their so called "lunatic beliefs", 
and we have people today who cannot do the most basic things of the most basic, for free, easily, and 
with exactly zero cost but time. 
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I am pretty certain if we asked the above souls, and gave them the deal you have today, and the means 
you have today, their reply would be I want this 10 minutes ago. There wouldn't be any complaints as 
they would be so thankful and so elated, that from this existential and true misery of life, a hand was 
given to them to move out. 
 
And today for example, people who legitimately have everything, can read, can know, can study, can do 
this from a level of unimaginable comfort, are like too "lazy" and too "critical" and too "Judgemental" of 
"This Community". They think their emotional drivel and problems actually matters to anything, 
personal entitlement syndromes of the 21st century going hardest than ever before in history. 
 
So highly critical 12 and 14 year olds with huge mouths and lack of any form of manners, and overfed 
boomer xian fatasses come to question here, why are so filled with hate and so much against Abrahamic 
dogma. It's also beyond imagination to "Tolerate" the so called "Stupidity" of others in this community. 
Indeed, when one sees a brother, their first thought is to undermine, rather than to extend a hand.  
 
Everyone thinks it's such a big sacrifice to spend 2 minutes to legitimately save the life of another 
person, who, not that long ago, may have suffered like you, the above fate. And I tell you this is retarded 
behavior if one has anything valuable in context.  
 
And even if they did not have any of the above, only by imagination or putting one's self in another's 
shoes, those who might have, would understand that the worlds like the world described above should 
never manifest again, and that even worse, we are moving into a modern version of said world by 
systematic re-creation of this, only it will be worse this time. 
 
But we are also stronger this time around, and are graced to also be able to have one another, through 
seemingly an irrelevant amount of distance. 
 
People say it's too tiresome to spend 15 minutes doing an RTR and other 15 minutes meditating, and 10 
minutes helping other people out, or contributing to anything. Can't be assed about this.  
 
Better look random stuff on the internet instead, because as we know, 10 hours wasted on this can't 
remain 9 with the "sacrifice" of one valuable hour to meditate, advance, and save the world and 
improve one's condition, no. All of it must go to bullshit waste.  
 
Having respect and decency towards Satan, the Gods, and one's self, doesn't take impossibility stuff, or 
supre huge money, or super good looks, or any form of exaggeration. It just takes a person who knows 
what to do and is a little bit aware past themselves and wants to improve, and understands the 
fundamental of "doing my part". There are no heavenly requirements to do the most heavenly and 
important of all work one can do. True Satanists understand it.  
 
We work for greater things and for a greater vision of the world, and while blows of mortality can affect 
us, they must not make us lose sight of important objectives.  
 
The only good news is that in the midst of this people there are also some other people who will devote 
their 10 minutes a day to do what is necessary, important, and uplifting for this world, and a necessity 
for personal development and what for helping out the world better itself.  
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The biggest pleasures and empowerment will be put as a crown to those who follow the ways of the 
Gods, and who did not bent - everything of value we live into today, was made by this people, and the 
fate of this world still depends on them.  
 
Things are easier now and this is because of endless people who sacrificed for a better world - this can 
be used as an advantage to fight better, more effective, easier, and without the damnation that many of 
our own had to undergo, again, to pass a painful torch, that is the only light of sense that humanity 
possessed for a very long time. 
 
A moment of applied appreciation daily, and applying the adage strength through joy, and doing what 
one can for their betterment and that of the world, is the greatest pleasure. However low one is today, a 
lot of heavy lifting has been done. Are you here or are you not existing? You are here. And you can do 
what is important. So one must do this without any hesitation.  
 
Considering the problems other beings underwent so that people can whine over the most superficial 
bullshit today, while of course will leave uninterested the typical weakling, to the person of strength and 
noblety of character, will mean a transformative awareness in how they conduct themselves 
permanently, both towards the Gods, towards themselves, and towards our world, a world which is 
assaulted by the enemy and has been surviving by the world of people like us, and against "impossible 
odds" on a consistent basis. 
 
We have a duty to ourselves and to our Gods, and it's a pleasant duty to people who understand it's 
beautiful depth of meaning. 
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Creation vs Evolution 

Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Oct 12, 2018 8:00 pm 

This is an answer that I gave on the subject in another thread. 
 

 

Soaring Eagle 666 wrote: 
Christians claim that every detail was created by god. However, the only "alternative" is that 

all life evolved from a puddle of goop. 

 

We know that Satan created humans, but what about chickens, squirrels, or grass? The 

extremely complex and organized state of cells suggests that an intelligence was 

responsible. It also makes evolution highly improbable. However, larger organisms like trees 

have been observed to evolve and change much more than christians will admit. 

 

Which is it? Evolution, creation, or a combination of the two? 
If life on Earth was originally created, then who did it? 
 

 

 

The universe has always existed its a spectrum of sound, light and elements. All matter is 

crystallization of the vibration of energetic templates and there consciousness as vibration is 

light is energy is consciousness. The core of this existence is the element of spirit which sound 

mantra is AUM. All matter is made of four elements and all elements are made of spirit this 

relates to the reason why the Magnum Opus is possible.  
 

 

Hence matter is polymorphic and can adjust and transform when the underlying template 

changes in time. Note everything has a mathematical aspect the geometry of the sound form. If 

you study this its obvious nature is working to perfect and harmonized itself in its creations. This 

is why the conscious will to life is seeking to express its underlying nature in working to better 

oneself and environment and pass on a higher standard to the next generation. This includes on 

all levels from biological to spiritual. And why beauty is symmetry. Even what we perceive as 

time is the vibrations of the ether as they descend into lower levels of frequency and density. 

The energetic patterns that form matter also form the flow of time. Hence time does not have to 

be toxic its the connected to the flow of Prana the Ather and if one becomes a vessel of this 

perfect flow one maintains the state of eternal existence just as this Spirit essence is eternal. 

 

It seems that all patterns manifest as forms from the invisible realm of the ether. The non-Jewed 

science that gets out once and awhile shows this. However the Big Bang was created by 

Jesuit's and passed onto their fellow Jews who took over the science world to then force this 

false view of existence which is made to synthesize into keeping the Jewish program of 

Christianity going as put Yahweh in there and you have the Biblical big bang.... If you study 

Darwinist evolution its a joke that takes more faith then jesus to believe in. Its designed to go 

nowhere and has not offered anything of actual validity to understanding life. This is why Rupert 

got censored by TEDX because his research shows there is consciousness, energetic fields 
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and such that is the psychic structure of matter. And the Tribe understands where that leads 

towards the occult....bad Goyim... 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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Cultural Judaism 

High priest Mageson 666 

Thu Oct 08, 2015 12:08 pm 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kaj49TyOgQg 

 

 

As we will note Liberalism and Communism are born from the same Jewish Illuminati Manifesto. And 

that this all comes from the secularization of Jewish Christianity. It's simply all Cultural Judaism. 

Western Liberalism came from the Jacobin French Revolution and its Jewish Illuminati Manifesto was 

penned by the Jewish leaders, Jacob Frank and Adam Weishaupt which is the birth of 

Communism-Liberalism. With the Rothschild's and other Jewish leaders behind this movement. Indeed 

Jew Trotsky confessed the start of the Communist revolution was in France by the Jacobin's. The 

Jacobin's and their Liberal ideology in the next century went through a name change. The Jacobin's 

became the Communist League and the Illuminati Liberal manifesto became the Communist Manifesto 

The Frist International was a Liberal affair with many such sects of the Jewish Liberal revolution born in 

France attending the Communists among such. 

This agenda was outlined in six basic ideals by the Jews: 

The six main points of Weishaupt doctrine is the abolition of: 

 1. Ordered or nationalistic governments in the form of monarchies. 

 2. Private property. 

 3. Inheritance rights. 

 4. Patriotism to nationalist causes. 

 5. Social order in families, sexual prohibition laws and all moral codes. 

 6. All religious disciplines based on faith in a living God, as opposed to faith in nature, man, and 

reason. 
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This is the aim of Liberalism. We are living in this today. Destroy all organic boundaries in the way of a 

Jewish One World Order. 

This is most apparent for those who don't understand in the very fact Cultural MARXISM is simply a 

confessed Radical Liberal political movement. As stated by its own Jewish creators. It's the continuation 

of what the Jews laded out in their Illuminati Manifesto. Communism and Liberalism show themselves as 

the same. 

On Cultural Marxism 

Here is the open confession from the Jews that Liberalism is simply a weapon of cultural Judaism to 

annihilate the host nations, races, cultures, identities, and even the family. So that the Jewish Race can 

rule the ruins. As they laid out centuries ago. 

"Indeed, the goal of producing political propaganda by using the methods of social science was 

self-consciously articulated by Horkheimer." 

"The closest that the Frankfurt School ever came to defining utopia. The envisioned utopian society is 

one in which Judaism can continue as a cohesive group but in which cohesive, nationalist, corporate 

gentile groups based on conformity to group norms have been abolished as manifestations of 

psychopathology." 

"Gentile nationalism and close family relationships are an indication of psychiatric disorder. At a deep 

level, the work of the Frankfurt School is addressed to altering Western societies in an attempt to make 

them resistant to anti-Semitism by pathologizing gentile group affiliations....The opposition of Jewish 

intellectuals to cohesive gentile groups and a homogeneous gentile culture has perhaps not been 

sufficiently emphasized." 

"Frankfurt School may be described as a form of radical individualism that nevertheless despised 

capitalism-and promoted individualism in which all forms of gentile collectivism are condemned as an 

indication of societal or individual pathology. Thus in Horkhiemer's essay on German Jews the true 

enemy of the Jews is gentile collectivity's of any kind, and especially nationalism." 

The Jews admit they created a Liberal based pseudo-science to declare all opposition to Cultural Judaism 

a mental illness this includes declaring all Racialism, Nationalism, Cultural Pride, Family existence, a 

mental illness. This same method was employed by the Jewish Soviet Union who's constitution was the 

same Liberal document penned in the Illuminati Manifesto of the Jews. Anti-Semitism was also listed as a 

mental disease and treated with a Commissar's bullet to the back of the head. The terms Racism, Sexism, 

Xenophobic and on all come from them here. To attack all Gentile racial and cultural existence. 

The Jew's today use the term NAZI and Fascist as well mixed in with this. This is Jew-speak. 

NAZI, FASCIST are Jew speak for Bad Goyim. 

Tolerant, Liberal, Multi Culturist, are Jew speak for Dumb Goyim. 
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Which one are you? 

 

Jews in America were also behind the creation of bogus science to push this same political agenda of 

racial egalitarianism the gospel of the Liberal. They took over the scientific institutions and ruined them 

with a Jewish political agenda. Preaching all races are the same and where all one race, this lie is right 

from the Jews. And a major key to their aim of a Jew World Order. 

The Jew Boas and his fellow Jews created this pseudo-science to mask their Jewish racial agenda against 

the West. 

"By 1915 the Boasians controlled the American Anthropological Association and held a two-thirds 

majority on its Executive Board." 

"Boas also opposed research on human genetics- what Derek Freeman terms is "obscurantist antipathy 

to genetics." Boas and his students were intensely concerned with pushing an ideological agenda within 

the American anthropological profession. Freeman commitment to a common viewpoint and an agenda 

to dominate the institutional structure of anthropology. They were a compact group with a clear 

intellectual and political agenda rather than individualist seekers of disinterested truth." 

"It is interesting in this regard that the members of the Boasian school who achieved the greatest public 

renown were two gentiles. Benedict and Mead. , gentiles became the publicly visible spokespersons for a 

movement dominated by Jews. Indeed, like Freud, Boas recruited gentiles into his movement out of 

concern "that his Jewishness would make his science appear partisan and thus compromised." Boas 

engaged in a "life-long assault on the idea that race was a primary source of the differences to be found 

in the mental or social capabilities of human groups." 

"Boas almost single-handedly, developed in America the concept of culture, which, like a powerful 

solvent, would in time expunge race from the literature of social science" 

"Boas did not arrive at the position from a disinterested, scientific inquiry into a vexed if controversial 

question. There is no doubt hat he had a deep interest in collecting evidence and designing arguments 

that would rebut or refute an ideological outlook-racism-which he considered restrictive upon 

individuals and undesirable for society...there is a persistent interest in pressing his social values upon 

the profession and the public." 

The Jews have used this to create the platform to open the borders on the West today and exterminate 

the White Race. All this is laid out in the Jewish Bible. The gospel of Jewish domination. The end 

perfected world and humanity are a race of sexless, identity-less, Nationless, Raceless, slaves who toil for 

the Jewish masters of the New Zion. The real Jewish Illuminati Manifesto was the Bible. The Jews have 

just brought what was up in the sky down to earth. 

 

Sources: 
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All quotes are from the: 

The Culture Of Critique, by Kevin Mac Donald. 
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Now as we have related to people again and again, the enemy is entirely aware of what they are doing to 

Humanity. They are all under the secret oath to play the fools and lie about it, until things will be too late 

so they can no longer be asked any questions by the enslaved sheep. So they will merely keep lying. 

However, the Truth is still in history and in text and it can be traced by people who just pay the time and 

research to it. 

As I have told you in the past, the enemy is entirely aware of what they are doing. They are aware that 

they destroyed the religions of the Old people, they are aware of how they caused inversions in values, 

they are aware on how they have murdered millions of innocent beings, how Communism has been 

generated by the Jewish Rabbinical class as a Politicalized form of Judaism to rule over the masses. 

They are also aware entirely of their "multicultural agenda", or how about "Jesus Christ" is an infiltration 

of theirs into the Western Aryan mind, from which they took their power over the White Gentiles. 

Basically, all these things are their jewish plans and the enemy is entirely aware of this. Like anyone 

guilty, all they do is deny, make up more lies and try to mask up the evidence. Because it exists and even 

though a jewish hand has been mostly in rewriting even history, it still exists. 

So to begin with… 

The destruction of all Gentile Racial groups (such as the Edomites, Amalekites, Egyptians, Babylonians, 
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etc) is all arrayed on in the Bible. These Ethnicities had their own Gods, they were genetically and 

regionally diverse from the Jews and obviously, the jews had an issue on them. These are all Ancient 

Gentile tribes most probably. 

The enemy, for instance, is renown for how they talk about wiping all other Races out in the Middle East, 

to have the "Greater Israel". The more Gentiles dead, the better, according to them. JHVH is pleased 

with dead people anyway, especially if they are of the "Mixed Multitude" or the Gentile Races basically. 

This is why the jews also sacrifice people frequently, like White babies, or kill massive amounts of people 

in the Middle East such as families and small children, all acts which would seem heineous and disgusting 

to any sane Human being. 

Its all in the context of a greater spiritual war and sacrificial conception of it all, that of killing "Goyim". 

Now as about the "Mixed Multitude", or the Ancient Tribes. 

 

The i ed ultitude --which are the Nefilim, the Giborim, the Amalekim, the Refaim and the 

Anakim (whose initials spell nega ra, which means e il i fli tio ...  - The Zohar, Book of 

Splendor. 

 

No  as to ho the Mothe  of the Ge tiles i ed ultitude is : 

 

It is o side ed aked ess e ause the ule of the “he hi ah, the othe  of Yis ael, a d he  
bounty passed to Lilith, the mother of the mi ed ultitude.  - The Zohar, Book of Splendor. 

 

It should be evident by now why Lilith is so attacked and frowned on upon the enemy. The enemy lies all 

the ti e that Lilith a d “ata  a e ’t eal ei gs, o  that Lilith e ely ea s De o ess  a d “ata  
E il , o  hate e . The Ge tile Ra es a e alled "“ata s" i  la ge, sa e is the o d fo  the Paga s a d 

people who believe in the Ancient religions. Now this is very revealing in itself, but they, of course, know 

Satan is a real being that their primordial enemy is the one standing behind this Name. 

 

As about who the Father of Gentiles is…This quote is very revealing: 

 

An even greater difference exists in regard to the soul. Two contrary types of soul exist, a 

non-Jewish soul comes from three satanic spheres, while the Jewish soul stems from 

holi ess. - Rabbi Mendel Schneerson 
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The thing is, they talk for Lilith and Satan in very specific, and personal ways. The same goes for 

Beelzebub and Astaroth. They know these beings exist. All history over Lilith and Satan has been 

re-written by the jews to fill in their ends, but they themselves know the real facts about what is what… 

O iously, the othe  of Hu a ity is ot the holy a y as a y goyi  thi k, eithe  the 9-year-old 

favorite wife of prophet Muhammad. 

The Amalekites and others, the enemy considers in some places to be the Races of people they want to 

destroy. They are gladly afraid of them and they want them to perish. 

Amalekites seem to be Whites and specifically, people who follow the Ancient Aryan (anti-jewish) 

tradition, but also the Children of Satan. Or MELEK TAUS as he was known to the Yezidi people. 

From Jewpedia, on Yezidis: 

 

"Since the late 16th century,[3] Muslims have accused Yazidis of devil worship due to the 

similarity between the Quranic story of Shaitan and the account of Tawûsê Melek's refusal to 

bow to Adam. Whereas Muslims revile Shaitan for refusing to submit to God and bow to 

Adam, believing that his defiance caused him to fall from God's grace,[4] Yazidis revere 

Tawûsê Melek for his independence." 

 

There are more correlations to the above, but I can't go into this as to not deviate from the subject of 

this post. Thing is, as I wrote in another sermon, "God" is not a particular entity as in essence, and it's 

only an energy. Those who are capable of this energy, are called Gods. Satan being the most capable 

being and user of this energy, is called the "Highest Angel" of "God" in the enemy programs, and they 

wish for him to "Fall", same as they wish for Races of Humanity to perish and die, and for the jews to rule 

over all other human beings etc. It's a wish book of the jews, not reality. It never was a reality. The 

Rabbis themselves admit the Torah is a POSSIBLE reality and it wasn't REAL when it was given to them. 

Its easy to figure out, put two and two together and understand that Shaitan/Satan is actually Melek 

Taus and connected to the "A-Malek-ites" in the Bible. Its well known that the Yezidis are being 

persecuted to death and destruction by the jewish created "ISIS" and the whole Middle East. Many Yezidi 

children look like this: 
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Malek/Melek also merely means "KING" in many languages. Satan is as many of you know, called by the 

enemy "KING OF THIS WORLD" or merely "KING of the EARTH". In his Name of EA/ENKI, this means, King 

of the Earth. Now the "Amalek-ites". The "-ites" is an ending to describe a group or those that belong to 

someone, or merely, their CHILDREN or OFFSPRING. This is like Satan, Satan-ists. This is different for 

many languages. In the Hebrew, this is "-im". As in, "Amalek-im". The enemy admits openly that many of 

these people were Kings in the Ancient Civilizations. We all know who was behind creating most of the 

Ancient Civilizations. 

Amalekites seem to either be Whites, or Races that have White blood in them, but info adds up to that 

they are Whites. Or in a more general term, generally, the Races that had a beef with the jews. It's not 

only them from what I gather, but what must be said is this. As all of you here know, World War 1 and 2, 

were Jewish instigated wars against the White people. The enemy made these wars on purpose to wipe 

out the White people while bringing themselves higher up in the global hierarchy. "JUDEA" (children of 

JHVH) claims proudly they started this war themselves, same as so many other wars: 

 

Deuteronomy 25:17-19 

 

"Remember what the Amalekites did to you along the way when you came out of Egypt. When 

you were weary and worn out, they met you on your journey and attacked all who were lagging 

behind; they had no fear of God. When the Lord your God gives you rest from all the enemies 

around you in the land he is giving you to possess as an inheritance, you shall blot out the name 

of Amalek from under heaven. Do not forget! " 

 

Exodus 17:16 

 

"For he said, Because the LORD (JHVH) has sworn that the LORD will have war with Amalek from 

generation to generation." 
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1 Samuel 15:3 

 

"Now go, attack the Amalekites and consecrate themselves to the LORD (YHVH), putting to the 

curse all they have, without mercy: put to death every man and woman, every child and baby at 

the breast, every ox and sheep, camel and ass." 

 

The enemy wants these people completely destroyed. These are the "First people" that emerged in as 

creations of Amalek. Its well known it all started in Sumeria. 

 

Numbers 24:20 

 

Then Balaam saw Amalek and spoke his message: "Amalek was first among the nations, but their 

end will be utter destruction." 

 

Note: First of the Nations. As most people know, who are presently called "Whites" were the 

first people to establish a Nation or State in the World.  

 

This started in Sumer, where Humanity began existing, and from where the Satan and the Gods 

created the "fair skinned races", or the Sumerian man Adapa, Adimu, from which Adam is a 

stolen allegory. 

 

This should remind everyone on something that happened not a long time ago... 

"Judea Declares War on Germany" - Jews on the instigation of WW2 to destroy 

White Germans 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2BXlSZE2X90 

Quoting Jewikipedia: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amalek 

In Judaism, the Amalekites came to represent the archetypal enemy of the Jews. In Jewish 
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folklore, the Amalekites are considered to be the symbol of evil. This concept has been used by 

some hassidic rabbis (particularly the Baal Shem Tov) to represent atheism or the rejection of 

God. Nur Masalha, Elliot Horowitz, and Josef Stern suggest that Amalekites have come to 

represent an "eternally irreconcilable enemy" that wants to murder Jews, and that Jews in 

post-biblical times sometimes associate contemporary enemies with Haman or Amalekites, and 

that some Jews believe that pre-emptive violence is acceptable against such enemies. 

 

[20] Of the 613 mitzvot (commandments) followed by Orthodox Jews, three refer to the Amalek: 

to remember what the Amalekites did to the Israelites, not to forget what the Amalekites did to 

Israelites, and to destroy the Amalekites utterly. The rabbis derived these from Deuteronomy 

25:17–18, Exodus 17:14 and 1 Sam. 15:3. 

 

598 Deut. 25:17 – Remember what Amalek did to the Israelites 

599 Deut. 25:19 – Wipe out the descendants of Amalek 

600 Deut. 25:19 – Not to forget Amalek's atrocities and ambush on our journey from Egypt in 

the desert 

 

So, jews like Doctor Ignatiev don't really do anything. But follow the Mitzvot of their Race: 

 

 

 

Here the jew tries to brush up the NATURAL BIOLOGICAL LAWS OF EXISTENCE with a mere statement. 

That the constructs are...social. Typical jew. They think their opinion is higher than existence itself. 
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Early on the jews realized the importance of "Race" (the same importance they try to make everyone 

else forget) and you can see this from the Torah (old testament) to nowadays Israel that allows ZERO 

immigrants inside its own borders. Since the time of the Torah, this policy has not changed. The jews 

tried to be culturally, racially and generally unmixed with other Races to the best degree they could, 

except of doing a lot of Race mixing to infiltrate bloodlines or not go extinct. 

 

This is what needs to be said about the body: the body of a Jewish person is of a totally 

diffe e t ualit  f o  the od  of [ e e s] of all atio s of the o ld … The diffe e e i  
the inner quality between Jews and non-Je s is so g eat that the odies should e o side ed 
as o pletel  diffe e t spe ies.  -Rabbi Schneerson 

 

The immigrants are for the Goyim to mix and wither away Racially, not the jews. The jews preserve their 

culture, from within and from without. The Top Rabbis and studied ones of the jewish race talk about the 

extermination of the "Erev Rav" (the halfbreeds and half jews). This is why the jews allow nobody 

without a DNA test into Israel. Halflings are not considered true jews by the religious community.  

They want to totally blot out all the racially mixed from their race as they consider them a cause of 

problems and distress. The hatred the jews have for the so-called 'Ethiopian jews' is also apparent, as 

they consider them lower than excrement and slaves. This is all a big game for getting others mixed why 

they themselves remain as pure as possible. They also put other jews to defend what programs they 

have created for the infiltration, subversion and destruction of the Goyim (such as how "Brother 

Nathanael" who is a kike, defends christianity while supposedly attacking his racial cousins, or how 

jewish feminists attack their capitalist jewish brothers). 

The jews since the Ancient times, or in their own words, the "Time of the Patriarch Abraham" do have 
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spiritual/racial casts. In these castes are the pure blooded jews, who rule over the lesser blooded. 

Cohen and Levi are two well-known classes. Cohen means Serpent and also translates from Khan. 

Ideally, this means those who have the Serpent Power in the jewish Race. Levi means "Singer Priest" 

which has to do with Mantras and Vibration. Now, the term "Rabbi" comes from the term "Raba" 

which in Babylonian/Assyrian, means "Commander" (normally, of Legions/Troops). 

 

These are the Ancient analogous of the High Priests, who were also war commanders, commanders 

and warriors, or leaders, in the Ancient Civilizations. This has to do with a Racial and Hieratic caste. 

The Pharaoh Himself in Egypt, was the head of the Priesthood and a High Priest himself/herself. 

Obviously, this exists nowhere else but in Israel nowadays. Maybe part of it exists in India, where you 

have the Brahmins, but this is again really watered down. 

 

I  He e , the o d fo  Blessi g  is Bi kat. This is hy e ha e Bi kat Koha i  which is the blessing 

the Cohen Racial classes of the enemy give to all the jews, in order to prevail over non-jews. Birkat 

o es f o  the o e a ie t Assy ia  Bi ku, hi h ea s, Thu de . No  all of you k o  a out ho  
when you do a successful working, you get an energy buzz, which is analogous to a thunder.  

This is why the God Zeus lands thunderbolts and why Beelzebub is called Lord of the Thunderbolts or 

Rainstorms, the opener of the Heavens in the East. Thunder and lighting also symbolize the Kundalini 

Serpent itself. 

The destruction of the Satanic/Pagan priesthood and Spirituality for the Gentiles, was the spiritual 

disarming of the populace and the Gentile Races. Then these were replaced with imposter christian 

pastors and infiltrators, that work for the benefit of the jews, against the people. This works as a "state 

within a state" and the enemy can go inside this state and rule people from within, later also do this from 

their "government" as well. Pure slavery. 

The infestation of Cultural Marxism (Marx was the son of a Rabbi) in the West is a well-known practice 

jewish practice. This is to break down the Races and Identities of the West, as they have successfully 

done with religion, having imposed all sorts of useless religions to the populace and subjecting everyone 

to Judeo-Christianity or Pisslam. All the major and imposed religions in the West are Abrahamic 

Religions, created by the main branch of Judaism. Google any site you want to find this. 

 

"The Abrahamic religions refer to three sister monotheistic religions (Judaism, Christianity, and 

Islam) that claim the prophet Abraham (Hebrew: Avraham ְַבָרָהם ; Arabic: Ibrahim ابراهيم ) 

as their common forefather. These religions account for more than half of the world's total 

population today.[1] 

 

The Prophet Abraham is claimed by Jews as the ancestor of the Israelites, while his son 
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Ishmael (Isma'il) is seen in Muslim tradition as the ancestor of the Arabs. In Christian tradition, 

Abraham is described as a "father in faith" (see Romans 4), which may suggest that all three 

religions come from one source." 

 

Well plain put these are programs by the jews to disarm the Gentiles spiritually, while they themselves 

retain their spiritual arms. And carry war with these. 

 

The jews work by infiltration from centuries ago. Including the stories in the bible about how they racially 

infiltrate the Egyptians by sending babies such as baby Moses, which the Egyptians raised up, only to be 

betrayed by these jewish beings later. As Moses backstabbed the Egyptians, did steal their knowledge 

and finally, destroyed Egypt in the lie-ble bible. As thus, Egypt fell. 

 

In the same footsteps of infiltration. The jews have since devised plans on how to make the rule of their 

Race a global Rule. This is nothing new to the jews, as it has been going on for centuries. For many 

Ge tiles it, u fo tu ately, is a e  eality. Fo  the je s, it has ee  a eality si e  efo e a i 
h ist . Fo  Ge tiles, this is a e  eality e ause the je s ha e successfully de-constructed our roots 

and our religions, most of which advised against Race mixing, and the list goes on. 

To understand below about this process, replace "Class" with "Jewish Race". As the jews are right now 

the uli g lass  ithi  ost states anyway, by direct genetic infiltration. This is why most states in the 

o ld a e uled y je s, o  i eeds of the je s, o  je ish ideologies et . Class  is the ishful thi ki g 
of the jews on how they are going to control people based on their occupation and work, not based on 

their racial heritage, like before, in the biblical times, which has been the unfortunate for the kikes 

because they were getting defeated. So by the bastardization of their enemy Races, the enemy wants to 

eate lasses  o  merely physical or work classes to categorize beings. With them being the only Race. 

From the Marxist dialectic of "Cultural Hegemony" (you can google this): 

I  Ma ist philosoph , the te  ' ultu al hege o ' des i es the do i atio  of a ultu all  
diverse society by the ruling class, who manipulate the culture of that society — the beliefs, 

explanations, perceptions, values, and mores — so that their ruling-class worldview becomes 

the worldview that is imposed and accepted as the cultural norm; as the universally valid 

dominant ideology that justifies the social, political, and economic status quo as natural, 

inevitable, perpetual and beneficial for everyone, rather than as artificial social constructs that 

e efit o l  the uli g lass.  

 

In the same way, they destroy and destabilize everything else, they are devout about keeping the within 

of their tribe stable. 
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Satan in the Bible except of the Real God of Humanity, symbolizes the Kundalini Power/Enlightenment of 

the Gentile people, and particularly, the Whites and the Ancient Enemy tribes of the jews. This can be 

seen in the insane hatred the jews have for Egyptians, as the Egyptians were of the Races to fire back 

against the jews. In reality, the jews were too cuckish to go on any head on head warfare to the 

Egyptians and the bible was obviously, full of lies. This is not where I am getting at, though. 

Now, you have this passages in the bible about how "Aharaon's" (Aaron in modernized bible) "Serpent" 

attacks the "Egyptian Serpent" and in the lieble, "wins". This is a blantant one. The "Staff/Stick/Spear" in 

the Ancient Allegories, symbolizes the Spine and this is why we have the Hermit Card of the Tarot, 

holding a Golden Stick. The "Stick" of the jews become a "Snake" and fought of with the Egyptian one. 

Now, this obviously has to do with spiritual warfare and this is another powerful curse. 

The enemy is fully aware of what they are doing and have done. With the help of "JHVH" which as we 

revealed is an alien hive, the enemy allied with them, they made a "covenant" and they went to destroy 

all other Races on Earth, through spiritual means, curses, and physical actions. JHVH expresses his hatred 

fo  Ge tiles a d Paga s i  the hole of the Bi le. Ra i Jesus is the so  of JHVH , I e i d to the 
de ei ed Goyi  ho hopelessly t y to ha g o  this e tity’s alls. It si ply does ’t a e fo  you, if you 
a e Ge tiles. That’s all. 

I urge everyone who is not going to vomit if they do this, or have convulsions (understandably) to go and 

take a look on any xian religious library. You will find books such as "Guide to fighting off the Demons", 

"The Nefarious Demons of the Bible", or other books about the deep occult significance of what the 

enemy does. The bullshit that they do not believe in Satan, or that what they do is mere harmless 

"superstition" will quickly vanish. 

People wouldn't be sitting down to create 1000 volume long books, were these things merely 

supe stitio . Cultu es a e ’t take  so se iously that the je s u de  thei  o  if they da e go agai st 
these ules . The Vati a  a d othe  pla es i  the o ld ould 't o  o e ealth tha  te  states 
combined. Were all this "superstition" the jews wouldn't be blatantly open about how they destroyed 

Ancient Civilizations, or on how they are behind the "wheel" of present day Humanity. There are 

obviously countless lies in these books, but if one is very well studied in the occult, it can make sense. 

The list goes... 

One thing for instance, is how much the enemy hates cats and dogs. Specifically, cats. Cats as many 

people know are the reason races like the Egyptians were able to survive, in their geographical regions, 

mainly because Cats are natural enemies of critters, or snakes, all of which can be deadly for Humans. 

The Egyptians themselves mention that cats are divine creatures sent to them by the Gods. There is also 

in some UFOlogy around, about how Cats wake up people before they are to receive spiritual attacks, or 

actually, attacks from the Reptilians or other hostile entities. In Egypt if somebody purposefully killed a 

cat, they were themselves killed according to the inscriptions. Not knowing their validity, this is highly 

possible, as many cats also partook in the Ancient Mysteries for many reasons. 

 

People that have cats can realize why. Then you have the i fa ous " it hes’ la k at" a d the list goes 
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on. Dogs were also considered Divine and protectors of Humanity, which is many cases they have been. 

Without cats or dogs, we wouldn't have survived a lot of stuff that could easily kill us. The Gods didn't 

leave behind some pesticide to kill rats, or some robot to guard us from anything. They seem to have left 

behind knowledge on how to domesticate certain animals. Animals as thus were considered Divine. 

Many people equate their relations to their animals to that they have with their sons or daughters. Of 

course, the enemy roasted hundreds and millions of cats and still, they hate these animals with a 

passion. This hatred is not normal. The enemy spitefully hates animals and this is evident in their 

treatment, how the jewish corporations use the most rotten foods for feeding animals, the list goes. The 

jewish God always asks for the sacrifice of all sorts of innocent animals just for the fun of it. 

 

Little do idiotic xians see, that animal sacrifice just for the SAKE OF PLEASING "GOD" (not ritualistic food 

or blessing food to be eaten in any way) was carried on in the jewish Bible: 

 

Genesis 22:13 

 

"Then Abraham raised his eyes and looked, and behold, behind him a ram caught in the thicket 

by his horns; and Abraham went and took the ram and offered him up for a burnt offering in 

the place of his son. " 

 

It’s to e oted, that the he e  o d fo  "Alta ", ea s The Pla e he e “a ifi es a e Made. The je s 
are of course told, that they should pray to the Altar of God. So you can figure out what this means. 

 

Another thing all these fat records of the enemy show, are the insane efforts to keep Satan and the 

Demons (who are the Gods of the Gentiles) out of the awareness of Humanity. Same as biological fact of 

who they are Racially, where their lands are, etc. The jews themselves took Israel by the justifications of 

a fictional book. This is how serious they are about land. They pulled two major World Wars in order to 

get land. And they have enslaved other Nations to kill and die so that their criminal state remains up, 

iologi ally pu e, ultu ally leadi g itself. The fea  of JHVH  a out that people ill e o e like the 
Gods  a e justified. Be ause as it see s the “e pe t said the T uth, e e yo e is atta ked a d u sed, 
man, woman and Serpent. 

 

Genesis 3: 

"And Jehovah Elohim said, Behold, the man is become as one of us, to know good and evil: and 

now, lest he put forth his hand, and take also of the Tree of Life, and eat, and live for ever. 
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Therefore Jehovah Elohim sent him forth from the Garden of Eden, to till the ground from 

whence he was taken. 

So he drove out the man..." 

 

Do ’t ha e a y uestio s. Ge tiles ho a e spi itually a ake ed to thei  Gods, editate, ule thei  
own and have their own Racial heritage, are the recipe to destroy the jew and regain back our planet, 

restoring it to peace from these insane yids. While other beings advance in this world, the yid remains 

the same, with the same unwavering dream and desire to destroy everyone else and reign the ruins. The 

enemy knows this, and everything they do is a more or less a conscious attempt into destroying us all if 

needed. We must revolt together, and win together against the common enemy. 

 

Satan and our Gods do lead us forth. 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!! 
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Cultural War, Holland Shooting And New 

Zealand Attack 

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Mon Mar 18, 2019 

 
 Many people have confused the truth of an event and if it happened, with the term "False Flag". False 
Flag means that a ruling authority, creates an event by itself, to push forward the measures that it wants 
to push. The validity of the event is not really covered by the term "False Flag", aka, if it really happened 
or not. 
 
For example, the 9/11 was indeed both an occult attack, and a deadly attack. Jewish employees were 
told to move out in advance from the building, but other people died in high numbers. The even of 
murder actually happened, what however is the difference is the narrative as to how. The buildings 
collapsed like a pack of cards to name one example. The fact that one day they were to go down has 
been memed strongly way before to open up the mass mind to be receptive of the event. 
 
False Flag doesn't mean that an event didn't happen, it deals with who or what caused this and why. The 
mainstream narrative that was created for the 9/11 for example was that it was 4 random Muslims (who 
happened to be still alive and went and aired online to admit it too), piloting literal planes, and crashed 
them on the towers.  
 
Clearly, most of the shootings and attacks, are indeed real. The events do happen, except in some rare 
cases. Seeing this objectively the enemy has no reason to not commit these atrocities and kill people 
during them, they could give a shit less really. They kill people in Gaza and in their borders all the time, a 
few dead Muslims here and there don't really matter to them in anyway.  
 
But what is a lie about them all is the suspects and the motivations, and the play pretend that these 
happen by major 'coincidences'.  
 
How to understand if an attack is False Flag is pretty easy. Just see what follows as an excuse from it, 
and see what the media and the other sources are trying to do. 
 
For one, the idea of the ignition of war between Muslims and Christians (two foreign races to the jews, 
dominated by their Abrahamic mental viruses) is a thing that has been going on for centuries, and 
nothing new. They have successfully created endless wars and enmity based on their abrahamic 
programs. This is one thing they will gain. 
 
The jews are slowly since 2012, in a shadowy manner, have been evacuating from certain places Europe. 
This is because they know that when they cause the above, despite of how much they try to meme 
things in place, if and when shit hits the fan, the jews will be doomed. So they are progressively pushing 
their two enemy factions at war, progress their general agenda, but move away safely to save 
themselves from the apocalyptic situations they are trying to create. 
 
All the goal posts for basically what in the end may result to cataclysmic Jew created Race war covered 
pretext of a "Religious Clashing of Civilizations" in Europe are in place. An disarmed population filled 
with mental Marxism, endless infestation of Haji's and foreigners who would love to see natives die, and 
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a fake air of 'peace' where there is none, while the pot is heating up until it reaches the critical degree. 
 
Then, censorship attempts, rising enmity, turning away all the hatred about migration to the symptom 
and not the CAUSE. The jews are the CAUSE and MOTIVATING FACTOR. As for the people who move 
around like goal posts, they are definitely dangerous and wrong, but they are not the SOURCE or the 
CAUSE of this, and therefore, centering attention on them, is as covering a skin illness that results from 
internal damage, with a skin surface cream. The invasion deal is the symptom. Jews are behind 
everything of this nature, fund it, operate it, stage it. 
 
And yes, it's not unfair to say, that wasting one's time complaining about a Mosque is wasted time when 
you can point your finger on the jew, who paid for, allowed politically and culturally, and brought all 
people in by Soros jew shekels to build this said "Mosque". It's a total waste of time. Of course, 
everyone hates or dislikes this situation, but one's constructive and unmasking or healing efforts should 
rather go to the CAUSE of this, while "Symptoms" are only kept in check. 
 
Unfortunately, the above is becoming impossible, as the jew has cleverly injected in all of Europe all 
their previously destroyed "ISIS" Criminal network, and many other elements who just want to retaliate. 
This is why also it's not beyond understanding that many people are flipping out over Muslims, and this 
is what the enemy wants in the first place. If their henchman wants to fight you, you have to fight him 
back, eventhough you see the jew running like a slug and moving away from having set the stage. 
 
Islam in Europe is a pressing matter, and the enemy is feeding it as one fees growth soil to a tree they 
want to raise. This was also the initial plan. 
 
An example of this ancient plotting is how the jews have brainwashed Europeans for centuries to 
"Retake the Holy Land" for centuries. Since the jew is feeble and worthless and cannot get what they 
wanted ever through military force, as Arabs literally had them on the run since forever, they decided to 
brainwash another race to wage wars wars to hopefully gain for them "THEIR" territory territory. After 
1950 years of brainwashing, they finally succeeded to instate their bandit state. 
 
The "Holy Land" is of no importance to the White race, as it's a desert, and absolutely worthless for us. 
The jews even today can't give any good reason as to why any "Western" country has to do anything in 
the region. First it was oil. Then, when this was settled, they tried to make up proof of nuclear weaponry 
with cheap photoshop. Then, it became "Just for Muh Israel Muh Ally". When this meme also collapses 
now, the jew drops the mask and says it plainly: "BECAUSE YOU SERVE ME YOU FUCKING CHRISTIAN 
GOYIM, THATS WHY! NOW DEFEND ME!".  
 
So every so often they re-spark the meme of "West Vs East" aka "Islam Vs Christianity", to create a new 
reason for everyone to serve the jewish interest.  
 
This of course, goes on the side of the Muslims, which in many cases, were also the ones to pack the first 
punch, again, brainwashed by their own version of the mental viruses, such as how "Jihad is a necessity 
to spread the message of Pedo Prophet Mohammed". 
 
In the inspection of all these centuries, the losers in all of this, are the Whites and the Arabs, and anyone 
else involved, and in no way the jews. The jews have only gained everything from when they had 
nothing. All with propaganda, and false flags, and mental brainwashing. 
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The situation is that the actual death tolls from covered up attacks against "Western" people are way 
higher than the reported ones. If one actually only goes to see the list of the "Terrorist" attacks that 
happened, you only see the ones that did SUCCEED.  
 
The ATTEMPTED ones in Europe, can in a year be more than 8000, or at such high numbers. Since 2015, 
because these official statistics were very dangerous, they were censored from being reported. The 
same also happened with any "Anti-Migrant News", websites, criticism, and so forth. Now, the only 
place this happens is in the internet, and that, they cannot censor, and that's the only reason most 
people even know. 
 
People are now sleeping in Sweden peacefully into their beds, only with a FEELING that their country is 
going down, that they are putting down by shoveling in one Xanax. They open the news paper, and it's 
all rainbows. They go outside, they see only foreigners, but that's fine - their house has not yet been 
annexed. The realistic statistic data shows that in the span of 15 - 20 years, even with the most generous 
estimation, Sweden will become a third world country with people mostly displaced. But it's alright, so 
long you have a xanax box, and you hear centralized news sources from the (J)E(W)-U that is all fine. 
 
Now, because the above cannot be stopped, and the enemy wants our countries to be destroyed, aside 
of just the demographic destruction (War accelerates this in more than one ways) they put people like 
the New Zealand "Shooter" to push the fires of war in Europe and elsewhere, but pay close attention 
here: NEVER TOWARDS THE JEWS. 
 
If the so called "Manifesto" mentioned the jews, or had any other information, it would have 
disappeared from the web or died without a mention. The reality of the "News Reporting" is that all 
news start from a few centralized sources, and that is worldwide, in the "Western Sphere". This is jew 
ruled and it all goes through the office of jews who work as a central council of information control. The 
first outlets make the 'stories', and then all the other outlets only repost/copy them. 
 
If something like that was "Advertised", and it was brought in the attention of MILLIONS of people, the 
enemy would have been finished on an instant, as the information here would awaken people at a rapid 
pace. 
 
False flags are constantly used as excuses from the central Zion authority to just further disarm, censor, 
misdirect, and keep the melting pot going until the point of no return for everyone involved in this mess. 
This isn't really working anymore, but they try, and they will try until the end, or until they are finally 
defeated in information, spiritual warfare, and collapse under the weight of their own lies. 
 
It's to the benefit of Gentiles to move on and leave behind jewish created and instigated hatred, and 
focus on what has been really damning us, and the CAUSE of all this. 
 
The problem of the enemy cannot be solved by only "one" people getting informed, all people 
universally have to become informed, so we don't run this same loop for all thousands of years to come 
and finally put an end to it. 
 
Now with the internet is the time, so seize this chance while it's here. 
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Damaging The Enemy with Truth 

Wed Jul 05, 2017 8:18 am  

 

High Priest Hooded Cobra666  

 

Many people are wondering when it comes to some things and how they did happen. If 

you pay close attention in history, you will see the momentary victories of the jews didn't 

happen by their own power by any means, but by the power of their retarded opponents.  

 

This is because the jew is powerful in these matters, but through magick, lying and 

subversion (by the art of deception thou shall wage war) they have brought their enemies 

to destroy themselves.  

 

One typical example is how they used the Christian retards to kill their own Pagan blood 

people, or how they used particular tribes in Africa, turning half of them Christian and 

half of them Muslim, and putting them to kill one another mercilessly. No jews died in 

any of these wars. 

 

As with anything else, the jews hate their own methods being practiced on them, which is 

the worst.  

 

The jews now are in power, and they heavier stakes for them are for their own weight to 

fall upon themselves, not for the 'goyim' to jump on top of their head. You can see this in 

how they collapsed their own media (we helped them didn't we...) or how they revealed 

election frauds, how jews opened their mouth and spoke openly about their agenda and so 

forth. 

 

Given the jewish nature, as we enter a climax, this will only continue. If they had kept 

this all secret, they would have won, but what they have accomplished now is turn all the 

world against them, and at best they can only hope to keep on the same route. 

 

The enemy is only surviving because they keep Spiritual Satanists on the side, and away 

from any influential positions or any influential work. This is because we know the full 

Truth and facts, as handed down by the only real enemies that pissrayel does have. This is 

the worst and the most toxic thing. 

 

Any time wasted to push the message, raise websites, archive in jewtube, or spread 

PDF's, is not wasted time, you are changing lives of people even if just 20 people see the 

videos. One thing leads to another, the key is for you to open up a hole in the enemy ship, 

and then it starts to sink. 

 

There are intelligent people out there, but the enemy controlling all communication, 

doesn't let clever people assosciate. This is helping the enemy and their agenda. Check 

one example for instance about this seemingly small YT channel I made. As a result I 

don't have 'fun time' no more, but rather spend any time I have made a space for helping 
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in internet warfare. It actually educated a few hundred people over the reality of Satanism 

and that we are not some monsters like the enemy claims. This continues so long there is 

backup and so long we do this, nobody can really stop us. 

 

Our Truth is undeniable and based on facts, and therefore unbeatable. They can only hide 

this and this can only go that far. I wasn't that good at making videos, I sat down and 

learned, and this material has to move and circulate on it's own with our help. It may look 

little today but we have no idea to whose computer it will end, and how they will take the 

matter.  

 

The jews are hanging from a thread. One thread is christianity, which is their savior 

through weakening their enemies (spiritual power). The other thread is the invasions and 

the bad life conditions of goyim which do not allow them to have power over them (this 

is the material reality, finances etc).  

 

Communication and politics is the last frontier, in which they have failed extremely 

miserably as they are not having any leadership talents or any real care to lead anyway. 

They are collapsing in all areas. 

 

The war of information really does win all of the above. With 15 minutes a day, you can 

reek them damage that they tried to save themselves from in tens of centuries. In other 

words, you have power over the enemy given the massive leverage of their crimes and so 

forth. USE IT.  

 

Everyone has 10 minutes a day and you can effectively use them to spam and do even the 

smallest deed to harm the enemy in some way. Little by little, their ship will sink. The 

minds of people after all the crimes of the enemy are VERY fertile to the Truth at this 

point, and thanks to the RTR's this is so.  

 

Also, a big thank you to all the people down in the frontiers. We will be victorious in the 

end. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 
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Darwinist Evolution Is A Lie Real Human 

Origins 

by HP Mageson666 » Sat Feb 02, 2019 
 

 

 

Darwinism is the ideal that Human origins are from a slow process of evolution from a single cell life 

form to the modern human. However with 150 years to prove this theory and an entire scientific world 

studying and promoting this as fact. There is still nothing found to prove Darwin in fact its the other way 

around. All of the claims of pre Human groups we evolved from are unproven and they can't find any 

links to piece them together. And the DNA testing done on the found preserved body of a Neanderthal 

has proven we didn't evolve from them. We have always been a different species.  

 

What has been found in the Human is vastly different Human's don't have a evolutionary history on this 

world we just appeared around 200,000 years ago and probably much early the ancients mention 

around half a million years in their own histories. However we just appeared. And the reason is for our 

existence is they found the missing two chromosomes within humans, they had been fused together 

into one which is called Chromosome 2 and this is what has given us our complex human form and 

being. From what geneticist have stated this as well as genes like FOXP2 what gives us our expression for 

complex speech. And in our general formulation of our genetic structure is too well done and 

sophisticated to have been done by random chance of Darwinist evolution as even Darwin questioned 

his own theories when looking at the complex nature of certain biological systems such as the eye in his 

own book "Origin of Species": 

 

"To suppose that the eye with all its inimitable contrivances for adjusting the focus to different 

distances, for admitting different amounts of light and for the correction of spherical and chromatic 

aberrations could have been formed by natural selection seems I freely confess absurd in the highest 

degree." 

 

As Wallace who worked with Darwin and helped to cofound the concepts of evolution stated on this 

himself: 

"In his book Contributions to the Theory of Natural Selection, published in 1870, Wallace leaves no 

doubt with is readers about what he's saying: "Natural Selection would only have endowed savage man 

with a brain a little superior to that of an ape, whereas he actually possesses one very little inferior to 

that of a philosopher." 

 

Looking back to the human structure we didn't evolve by natural selection we where created. 

 

With the Chromosome 2 which created our humanity: 
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"The study is telling us that during the fusion, or immediately afterward, the overlapping functions from 

what were originally two separate chromosomes were either adjusted, turned off, or removed 

altogether to make the new single chromosome more efficient." 

 

 

The findings on genetic research and longevity have also revealed that the human is not build to grow 

old and die naturally either this was not part of our design. We have a gene in our cells that is supposed 

to be switched on that produces Telomerase which keeps the length of the Telomeres their proper 

length which means you are not supposed to age past puberty. The switching off of this gene in all but 

the reproduction cells is what has caused people to grow old, get sick and die.  

 

We where designed by an intelligent physical Creator who designed us to have eternal youth and life 

from the start. The answer comes from the ancient records of human history. The Sumerian's tell us that 

Enki came to earth with the other physical Gods and created human's and put into us a special blood of 

the Gods so that we may too become like them. These Gods are immortal's and eternally young 

ascended beings. The ancient texts also mention that Enki then taught the new human race the 

ascension teachings so that we will ascend. The Jewish text the Bible then explains the rest. The earth 

was attacked and a new collective of race of beings called "Elohim" and sometimes YHVH then removed 

this eternal life from humanity with a curse placed upon them. Part of this is removing spiritual 

knowledge. And sentenced all human's to die. The Jewish leaders in their own more esoteric or hidden 

histories have stated Elohim is a collective of Extra Terrestrial Reptilian's.  

 

Keep in mind studies have found that energy or consciousness effects DNA so the question is the curse 

the enemy place on humanity to grow old and die this relates to the energy field they have created with 

the Torah as well. Also note it was found that practicing Yoga especially the SaTaNaMa mantra from the 

Kundalini yoga system did actually cause in the control groups using this reactivation of Telomerase and 

started to reverse the aging process. In Tibet, China and India its commonly documented that Yogi's are 

alive there who are hundreds of years old and still young. Old age, sickness and death is of the enemy. 

Eternal Life is the birth right of humans given within our being by Satan our Creator. We must take 

special note that of all the names of Enki. Satan which is fully SaTaNaMa is the one the enemy hates the 

most it contains His energy within it. And it grants life and well being. 

 

Once can note from the image the picture of Enki with the DNA serpent Helix entwined around Him with 

the symbol of Eternal Life the Ankh: 
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Source 

 

Human by Design, Greg Braden 
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Dealing With Astral Entities - Mass Karma - Part 4 (2/2) 

Thu Nov 10, 2016 2:39 am  

 

High Priest Hoodedcobra666  

 

Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades. 

 

For Short, I had to put "Dealing With Astral Entities" in DWAE. 

 

How it is sometimes, is when you have something planned, always something pops, 

especially in our case which demands our total daily attention. This is because there is 

always much to do for Satan, and the Gods. This never ends. 

 

Now this to examine a step deeper into Karma. As I have analyzed in the first part of the 

series, this will deal with the other part. I will call it "Massive" Karma as this deals with 

masses. 

 

To make it easily understandable, let's say that Mass Karma is in many ways a sum up of 

individual Karma's. This is a very simplistic way to put it, but at least it can help us see 

the first thing that comes to categorization. For instance, the people affect each other's 

karma, in many ways. This is not only spiritual, this is also by many means physical and 

happens on the physical level. The root of this is metaphysical. 

 

For instance when we have a relationship, we have a synastry chart forming. This shows 

some of the dynamics of the given relationship. Then we can extend this to the family, 

then to larger units of people, states, nations etc. The base of this, as with the individuals, 

is the Race. One of the reasons the jews want to mix Races is because they want to mix 

their "Karma". This is why many other Races who don't labor, see intermixing with other 

races with a better existence, as a 'saving' of their position. 

 

This is because the enemy has forcibly removed the means of advancement, the Spiritual 

advancement, and the native culture that keeps people intact. I also want to clarify that I 

am NOT talking about petty tribalism. I just see three large races, and then the people 

who are in between. The message of this post is not to escalate into senseless confusion, 

as those who like to be offended might be.  

 

A lot of people also form relationships, and the list goes. Karma is tied with personal 

action and choice. Let's take for example the Japanese. The Japanese of course are open 

to travellers, culturally loyal, and a very advanced and futuristic civilization, which in 

most ways is also crime-less. They have made a paradise for themselves. This has 

happened because of labor. Nobody gave them that. The same is the case everywhere.  

 

The jew as everyone knows is a lazy parasite. This is why in most ways, jews always 

want slaves to work for them, emphasize slavery, or abuse others etc. This is just how 

they are. However, this is not the mentality to get anywhere in the longterm. This is why I 
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keep saying the jews don't really have a destiny. Where all Gentiles can reach by 

advancing, jews will never reach, because they are different. Others will, sooner or later, 

advance. 

 

There are also many who mimic the jews, however, thinking this is a fast route to 

'bettering' their condition. Instead of working on correcting anything, they literally ingest 

themselves into the "Karma" of another race, and get absorbed into their lands, tenets, or 

even gene-pool, all of which are generated by the Karma of these particular 

people/races/units. This is bad and doesn't really help neither the person on the receiving, 

or the giving side, in most ways. "Racism" in the negative and aggressive sense is the 

expression of a comeback for this thing. If things clash beyond a level, these units will 

literally fight.  

 

There are four ways it can go. In the case one, people may fight it over. In the case two, 

people may peacefully co-exist, but without intermingling past a point, everyone 

develops on their pace under one flag (The USA could do this to save its ass). In case 

three, people may be assimilated into one clump or new race (both races lose in this 

process in all ways)- clashes, death and anguish are more than likely the result of this, 

same as longterm permanent destruction of everyone involved. In case four we have 

separated, healthy co-operation of sentinent and highly advanced Races, and this is the 

ideal system the Gods follow. In the fourth instance, everyone is safe, sound, and 

advances their blueprint, while maintaining friendly relations/alliances of True spirit.  

 

This also shows mutual respect, as one does not want to destroy the other by mixing them 

out of existence etc. Those who are produced by the in-between, become either a friendly 

race of their own, or just re-assimilate where they feel at home- in the given they do what 

they are supposed to do to keep up with the culture. (Jews and literal parasites NOT 

included).  

 

However as all of us here know, most if not MOST gentiles have fell into victims as the 

jews have been using them like pawns. This pawn against this pawn, and so forth.  

 

Instead, the symptoms of any defunct Karma are just 'hidden' and so they remain until the 

circumstances allow of what one 'is' to manifest. The same thing goes elsewhere.  

 

For example the jews did not have the power to fully express who they are, which is what 

they write in the Talmud and in the rest of their cultural literature. When circumstances 

will allow, as they do now to an extent such as all the crimes they do, it will manifest. 

And if it does, it will be too late.  

 

This is why civilizations with many races are collapsed/or naturally tend to never 

'assimilate' in any way, and as you can see in the USA, many individual Races and such, 

are forming their own conditions of Karma in certain places. The jews of course are the 

misfortune which infact doesn't allow anything to come in its own terms. Let alone 

xianity and the related programs, who reinforce the worst in everyone. This is why you 

change neighborhoods, or states, and you see a completely different level of being, not 
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only economically wise, but in many other ways. This is a rough explanation as to the 

dynamics of this, but these are more complex.  

 

To understand this easily, let's take a family. If everyone in the family has a good chart 

for wealth, is industrious etc, the family will more than likely prosper. You add one 

person with a disability let's say, the Karma changes. You add two people who are lazy, 

and this setbacks the others and the list goes. The jews, because they lie behind many of 

these problems by magickally and physically interfering with the Karma of all other 

people (Remember, they have taken the position of 'god' in the physical due to belief of 

the dumb), they literally wreck families, states and such alike. In the same way a 

negative, deadly and parasitic person is a heavy burden for any unit trying to advance, 

this is the same case here in families, countries, states and the like. 

 

A jew is incapable of really producing civilization or anything else, but made by its 

foreign creator intelligent enough to understand the spoils of those superior, and of course 

demand them. If one falls on their level, the jews get into their countries, infecting them 

in a parasitic relation. This bleeds the victim dry. In the same way some people can help 

us advance, others mean our death, and this is in nature, and also natal charts and the list 

goes. 

 

But let's observe the matter in reverse. We have one person who doesn't like washing. 

They literally love filth and garbage. You bring this person inside the person of a clean 

disposition, who do you think will "prevail". The cleaning person, or the defiling one? 

Defilement doesn't take absolutely any effort in nature. The downfall spiral happens by 

mere passivity. The upwards needs mental consciousness, activity and action. This is how 

nature is.  

 

So what is the person with a clean disposition going to do? Clean the feces, garbage and 

excrement of the other person, who for any reason, loves defilement. How is this possible 

to convince the clean person to tolerate the dirty person, given this is unnatural to the 

fullest? Something like "Christianity" would be the answer here. Which is nothing but a 

program of tolerance of crap, misfortune, acceptance of death, victimization, with the 

ultimate purpose of weakening people down so that the parasitic jews can rule them. This 

opens the doors wide. 

 

The uprising of the '3rd world' is nothing but the instigated "Karma" where the jews try to 

make others do what the jews have done, to use them in their agenda. Instead of the 

people be guided to elevate themselves, fix their national/racial Karma, become 

intelligent and advance, the jews tell them to migrate to the "West" which is a Paradise. 

And why is the West a paradise? Because other people have been building it, other than 

those coming. And of course this won't last forever in this condition if this was to 

continue, and this is exactly the jewish aim, who by their parasitic nature cannot devise 

creative solutions, but they in their parasitic death as a virus that has infected a body, will 

kill the body and then have no body to house it anymore. 

 

Every lifeform has Karma. When lifeforms co-exist and co-advance, this creates a karma 
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for them. As explained above, this can turn even into countries, destinies of countries and 

the list goes. The Blood of a Race is actually a gateway to their spiritual purpose. As thus 

the Gods demand Racial States and the main Races to be separate from one another, as to 

meet their purpose accordingly and elevate on their own pace. The Blood is not some 

trivial matter. It shows a lot of things. New races can be created, that harbor and have the 

characteristics and mixed things of two or more races, but this recurring process causes 

not only confusion in the Karma, but also this manifests in many other ways as in people 

first and foremost feeling 'torn' between two parts of what they are. Ideally, they should 

choose and re-assimilate where they feel good. 

 

Now why the Jews want to racemix people into ONE race, this should ring obvious. One 

Race will only have ONE karma- and ONE destiny. The jews of course sum it up as such: 

To be slaves of the elect jews. The race mixing agenda makes total sense spiritually, 

physically and in all levels. One who wants slaves would of course desire this for their 

'cattle'. The Gods stand on the opposite direction, as they want the species of Humanity to 

advance, not return to being apes.  

 

This is not what the Gods intended for Humanity. They created different Races with 

different purposes and reasons of existence, which are holy and known to them. These 

can be realized by meditation. You don't need to verbally know, but you will be able to 

feel it when you advance. When one advances, they will also understand this in more 

'applicable' terms. 

 

Nations and States as such, being like living entities on a large scale, they have their own 

Karma etc. For instance if you look at the USA, you can see all sorts of things. If you 

look in Europe, you will see 'stricter' Karma, or Inda, which is why the Jews want to 

dilute and destroy these people a lot. This makes the jews scared, as Karma and a good 

Karma generates positive outcomes of a metaphysical, and physically uncontrollable 

nature. You can't really predict this. This has to do with the power of consciousness to 

materialize into the physical, conditions that represent it. The jews want to abolish this, 

which its called witchcraft, but witchcraft is actually part of nature and it happens in 

many ways, not only a specific one.  

 

But if you wipe out the bearer of it, the man, this will also be abolished. This is why the 

jews don't tell anyone to advance in anyway spiritually. The war against Satan is 

purposeful. Satan is TRUTH. TRUTH in Greek means MEMORY. Memory means 

KARMA. This very Soul Memory that ties us to the Gods and our Ancestors, cannot 

really be understood with a deep meaning, except of bizarre 'theorems' or empty crap, or 

be forgotten completely. This makes the jews laugh and feel they are approaching their 

own 'karmic purpose' which they have set as a goal- to enslave others. Don't ask me why. 

That's how the jews see it.  

 

First of all, your advancement 'saves' your family or even lot in a sense, and your 

ancestral line from all this recurring spiritual damage that many people have 'inherited'. 

This is in the astral body, and this passes down to children, who stand chances to no 

longer experience the negative karma such as bad health the ancestors have sown. Of 
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course this is not always intentional. In that sense, nobody is a 'victim' of anything deep 

down, as we belong as links without disconnection to our racial lines and the list goes.  

 

Its our duty and its on our 'consciousness' to fix these up, so that the next one's will have 

it better, and the list goes endless, until a final product of man is produced that we 

presently cannot even conceive. Those who do more work, are better. Those who do less, 

are worse. This is why the Gods gave spiritual knowledge to *ALL* Gentiles. That way 

the Gods are JUST and from there on, its our own bussiness as creatures to see what we 

will do with this knowledge. Apply, or deny and rot? 

 

This is the Godman, like Satan and the Gods. In that sense, all Races of Humanity need to 

reach that status, so that Humanity can advance towards the next level. This is done 

through the metaphysical means Satan and the Gods left behind, and not by injecting 

hormones or hooking internet chips in your brain. This is infact a karma of dependency, 

and inferior, and not a karma where the real secrets of life have been unlocked and given 

freely to humanity. 

 

In a more gruesome sense, the jews are like a race of damaged, extremely race mixed, 

alien modified creatures. As such due to incapability to exist on hteir own, the ride the 

White men like parasites, so they exploit the White Man's Karma, that produced things 

like good civilizations, health, civilization and the list goes- the jews could never make 

this on their own, as they are not on any such level of development. Other Gentiles of 

course are great in this department, while others are learning, but the thing is for the jew, 

who is an alien enemy, to be revealed.  

 

The jews are robbing the Karma of the Gentiles to advance themselves. For example, 

they have drained Africa completely financially, and mixed the Karma of the Black 

people with the White people forcibly, by creating not only Race Mixing, but many other 

works of insanity. These are extreme crimes and all higher beings who see this will not 

see it favorably. The Gods see it with hatred, as this goes against the will of Nature to 

advance its blueprints. The jews are accursed from nature for that reason, amongst many 

others. In the jewish tribe one sees mistakes, psychopathy, and disgust that is amassed for 

centuries. It didn't happen yesterday. Of course by masking, exploiting Gentile scientific 

advances, stealing, robbing, confusing and degradation of their 'enemy stock' the jews 

hope that just in time they will steal from us the necessary advances in order to become 

better, and dump us with it. This is why they live amongst us. 

 

So as to get back to mass Karma, mass Karma is no different than how everyone has a 

pluto, a neptune and their generational planets or setups. Everyone has influences by 

these, and these are large. One powerful enough, can pierce through this, and create their 

individual life, or change this order. This is what we have been doing. In technical terms 

we are washing away of Humanity the inflicted karma caused by the enemy, and this will 

manifest also in a better world. This is the real meaning of the "Darkness" which will be 

defeated by the Light. The climax of Karma is where people control everything based on 

their true will, and not low animalistic rules of the cosmos. And by true will, I mean in 

the highest accordance with Satyan, Eternal Truth. Not rabbi shekelstein's new book that 
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masquerades as 'tru theory'. 

 

In closing, spiritually speaking, loving one's people, wanting to preserve them, looking 

for a better future for them etc, is all very healthy and natural tendency, with deeply 

rooted spiritual foundations that deal with the purpose of existence as well. Again, this is 

not always verbal, and SATANISM is the exact religion of understanding this. This is 

why it is open to all Gentiles, so that everyone can reclaim the lost crown of freedom for 

themselves, those worthwhile, and in the end, so that everything else will be raised due to 

this massive, spiritual awakening.  

 

Like the individual spirit transforms, so does the massive spirit. This is the most direct 

way to save "humanity", more than being vegan, going to church, or giving 6 trillion $$$ 

to Shlomo Shekelstein for his campain of "Tikkun Olam". To save one's self is the major 

step in saving the world. As thus the ripped off story of Jewsus being savior and 

rupturing others, deals to that, and we are again looking as OSIRIS- the bringer of the 

Light and defeater of Death. Only, not a jew ripped from Osiris holds the key to personal, 

or massive karma absolvance.  

 

Only Work, spiritual ascention and spiritual labor, rewarded by the universe, do this. This 

way humanity can be saved massively from decay.  

 

So help yourself. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 
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Dealing with Astral Entities: On Dreams

by HoodedCobra666 » Tue Feb 13, 2018 9:07 am 

There is a lot of in-depth knowledge that can be shared on dreams, but because of the enemy's 
interest in this craft, and also how even some Jews like Freud and others who have attempted to 
decode and steal this knowledge, it has to be kept brief for the time being. In other words the enemy
is just very thirsty to know about this matter as there is not much info around.

The dreams one experiences come in many levels. What level the dream corresponds to, one needs 
experience to understand, and spiritual insight. Depending on one's insight, one can also understand 
their dreams aside a level. 

One example is how many people see dreams of the 'apocalypse'. This is because a lot of people are 
enforced in this meme and this scares the mind. This is a scenario of ultimate fear. This is why the 
enemy keeps using it, and all the catastrophe involved. This creates the ultimate feeling of PTSD 
and worry for the mind, so the more one delves on it, the more the mind becomes shattered. The 
brain possesses this as danger, and therefore attempts to live this scenario to be better prepared to 
deal with it in the walking life and to absorb the unimaginable shock of it. So for this reason people 
can dream this dream over and over, until they really believe it. This is the use of fear for those who
are gullible. This is one level of the same dream, a very basic level.

Another level of it is simply a spiritual level, where the enemy enforces this dream with spiritual 
means. Dreams can come from external sources, not only internal sources, and how actual is the 
dream, one needs to have spiritual experience and an open consciousness to understand. Obviously 
many people don't know this, therefore they think it's 'Prophecy' or 'God' talking to them. 

There are also many level of dreams in the sense, if one goes hungry to their bed, they may see that 
they are eating. This is a very common dream and happens for obvious reasons, the person is 
hungry. Sometimes a dream can have a mixed message, for example, one eats, but one eats in a 
specific way and conversations with one specific person. This dream can have a different meaning 
than simply eating.

Other dreams are also the dreams of sex. For example someone sees they have sex with a specific 
woman, or a person they do not like, or a person they like. If the person in their walking life desires 
this specific woman, this can mean many things, depending on the situation. In the situation where 
one is already intimate with the woman, this can be a push or an omen that something may happen 
in the future, or that they need to work in that direction. If one doesn't know the woman, it could be 
a woman that saw them this day and is strong and did obsess over them, or just a simple imagery 
that was conjured to satisfy the need for sex. 

Dream analysis is like trying to analyse a web and it's a high spiritual practice that requires also 
realism and knowledge of Symbols. Symbols are the way through which our unconscious mind tries
to communicate our Subconscious. Some dreams happen on one level that is higher, others on a 
lower. Most people see low level dreams. However some people are born with a spiritual gift (this is
in the chart as well) and they can see omens, the future, and important happenings, or tend to have 
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more deep dreams than others. This can also come with an instinct on the dreams. People who had 
this power in the Middle Ages were exterminated, as this power can escalate into other powers. 
Dream Yoga goes into this, this can be turned into voluntarily dream astral projection etc.

This is why Jews like ‘Fraud’ have completely failed on this interpretation, because their soul is 
lacking and it cannot explain anything deep on these matters. So Freud made all these bizarre 
theories that for a male to see their mother is because every Goyim wants to have sex with their 
mother. Again the Jew projected his own mental issues and turmoil to other Gentiles. However this 
is not the case why Gentiles in most situations see these dreams. This is not the case the majority of 
the time, and such dreams are symbolic as well. Freud was just talking about the soul of their 
Reptilian and Jewish race. 

Two people may see the same thing but for completely different reasons, because the souls are 
different. It's well known the Jews are a race that is heavily, if not the most, inbred on the planet, so 
to see such a dream would have a different interpretation for a Jew than for a Gentile. So this 
practice is quite common to them.

(((Scientific))) Fraud Freud did this on purpose to create guilt and mental issues to Gentiles. 
Because the bible says it's sinful to do this, but oy vey, you dreamt about it anyway Goyim, so go 
repent to Jewsus now. The typical meme they always do. Lack of knowledge, fear and instilled 
complex is used to control the person. The same thing Jews in every science they touch. It turns into
the profit of the Talmud. 

On the other hand, Carl Jung, who was a Gentile, had a better perspective and understanding of 
dreams. This is because with the eyes of his soul he was more capable to understand and decode 
these matters. While Fraud approached these dreams as the little mind trying to 'do the forbidden' 
and all the rest of the Jewish 'taboo bullshit' (remember Jews come from a culture of intensive 
Reptilian restriction), Jung approached dreams as an open way that the unconscious mind tries to let
you know about something that is required for your path.

The same 'culture' that was enforced on the Pagan/Satanic Soul (As the Jews admit) of Gentiles, is 
completely against to our nature and our creator (Satan). So our mind revolts consistently and tries 
to break these Jewish imposed limitations. The Gentile Soul is different, and to impose a Jewish 
system on it, creates mental illness and neurosis. Just look at your average Christian and you will 
see why. These people are broken on the inside. 

In closing dreams are a very complex system of symbols. The more one grows the more they can 
understand these symbols, and also, there are levels of dreams. Modern psychoanalysis and dream 
analysis is a fraud, so people studying this need to be on high alert. Every person is their own soul 
and universe, especially when it comes to dreams, aside of a few things we share.

I will write on more specific examples in future posts, like dreams analysed etc.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
www.joyofsatan.co  m  
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R  e: Dealing with Astral Entities: On Dreams  
by H  P Mageson666   » Tue Feb 13, 2018 10:51 am 

Freud's entire circle of scat anal-yst school were all Kikes. The only Goy was Jung and this is due to
Freud stating they need a front Goy to hide behind to the Goy public. From Freud's letters and 
statements of those who knew him. Freud was a typical Gentile hating, supremacist Kike. Who by 
his own admission just created a cheap psychological weapon to attack and destroy Gentile society 
with. Psycho babble analyst of Freud is just purposeful Jewish subversion of Gentile society. Its a 
cheap Jewish trick. But also shows how fucked up Jews are in the head.

Jung realized how disgusting Freud and Kikes were and left the whole thing. And worked to attempt
to Gentilize psychology this is why Jung is remembered as someone despite himself being a Nazi 
who worked for the Third Reich, as being a person who contributed something to society. They 
gave Jung a pass because they like him so much. Jung's best friend was Serrano who was also a 
Nazi and was close friends with Devi who wrote the Lighting and the Sun. Serrano stated Jung's 
problem was he could never fully let go of the frame work of psychoanalyst which was totally 
materialistic. From studying Jung in school its obvious however Jung took his own work from 
Yogic and Hermetic knowledge it was an occult doctrine that he secularized.

Follow the Slothz search engine to:
www.joyofsatan.com
www.exposingchristianity.com
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Dealing with Astral Entities - Ghosts - Part 1 

Sun Jun 12, 2016 3:39 pm  

 

High Priest Hooded Cobra666  

 

In light of recent questions over to how to deal with entities, its important some things are 

being addressed. 

 

First of all, in the "other side" (Astral), one can encounter all sorts of entities. There are 

levels of this. Having worked extensively and for many years both with people on the 

other side who have passed away, the Demons and encountered a lot of things, its easy to 

discern a lot of problems in this thing. Its important these are solved because due to 

centuries of darkness and jewish lies, many people don't know what's up. 

 

One major thing is to remember, that beings on the other side, aren't any less "real" than 

beings that could be potentially on this side. The fact that they are not in the primary 

sphere of your own existence doesn't really make them "Inferior" or anything else, and 

for the beings who reside into higher dimensions like the Demons, in many ways, they 

are superior to a lot of people who are just living and existing on the physical realm. So 

first of all we are going to deal with the matter of ghosts. The enemy grimoires have 

really poisoned this matter and we are slowly going to clear the clutter from this whole 

thing. There are also many charlatans around, like xians and that sort of thing, that don't 

know anything about the afterlife. This makes everything harder and more confusing. 

 

I am starting from ghosts because these are basically the simplest entities one can really 

"relate" to in this sense, and they just live one "layer" above close to the Astral realm. 

This is why many people can actually "see" or "feel" ghosts, even if they aren't really 

"psychic". Normally, ghosts are like real human beings. They don't have the needs of 

eating or anything that is needed to sustain the physical body, but their emotional, 

intellectual and whatnot needs, are intact like any other living human being. They are 

also, not "dead". One's spiritual awareness, understanding and personality, is carried on 

intact in the other side.  

 

The same applies in some cases with one's natal chart. The same natal chart one can have 

when they were alive, still applies to them after death, until someone reincarnates again. 

This means the "Karma" doesn't really wash out at death. The fact that people think 

otherwise is retarded and is again, stemming from "Christianity" that says "people get 

judged" after they die. This is a stolen concept and it’s, like with anything the jews steal, 

completely corrupted and destroyed. This can be seen in the fact that many people grow 

"rich" (they get inheritances even if they are dead) or they get "famous" (like 

philosophers or skeptics or scientists) only after they die. This sort of thing has to do with 

their natal chart and there is a branch of astrology going into this, so I can't deviate from 

the purpose of this post as this would be too lengthy.  

 

Now in regards to "dead" people who have "seen the xian afterlife", most of these people 
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have been "clinically dead" but the "cord" of their soul/body didn't cut. This once cut 

cannot grow back on its own. One still roams within their own "subconscious" or their 

own mind at this point and this is not in anyway, actually "death" where the Soul is 

permanently disconnected from the body. Due to heavy indoctrination, a lot of these 

xians and others, do see "hell" and all these other things that are deeply embed and 

programmed into their subconscious mind.  

 

This is part on how many people, in the time of their death, see a lot of their desires, past 

moments in this lifetime, and other things. The heavily indoctrinated see what their pastor 

told them they should expect, as this is programmed and drummed into the mind since 

infancy. In plain words, what they see is no different than an actual dream state. They 

aren't really astral projecting or anything like that. They aren't even witnessing their 

"Soul" per se, but their mental or "dream body". 

 

Death however, deals with the higher or unconscious mind. And not the dream state or 

anything subconscious. 

 

As about the "Judgment" after death, this is a destroyed and corrupted allegory. When 

one exists and departs from their physical body, they go out with their Astral body. Their 

personality and everything else is intact. In cases of natural death (without accidents, but 

old age) the bioelectricity of the physical body has run dry, and it’s over, so the Soul 

cannot really inhabit in it any longer- the body is no longer suitable for life. The Soul as 

thus departs. So when people run out, the Soul runs on its own "energy" or "battery" so to 

say. This is to mean that simply, when one's "time is up", they dissipate back into the 

Aether. And slowly dissipate now and forever.  

 

Sometimes the process of reincarnation happens, and this in many ways is an "automatic" 

(or let's say, unconscious) process and like with so many things that happen 

unconsciously, people don't really understand "who" did this, even in the afterlife. This is 

also why so many people that refuse to be reincarnated, for a number of reasons, they 

stay on certain places like old homes, or other places like close to their own families, or 

hunt buildings. Many times also ghosts and people from beyond, they prefer to go into 

places where there are "earth grids" with vital energy, which helps them survive, or other 

strong electromagnetic currents. This process can also, be unconscious as well.  

 

For many death is a totally baffling phenomenon, and they just try to stay stuck on this 

world, or things that are familiar to them. The Astral body can have all the sensations of 

the physical one, but it doesn't really participate in a physical world. Since the vibration 

of many people is too low, they just exit on the exact "higher" dimension of this realm. 

Many people don't really understand that they are dead, same as many people who are in 

a dream state and they don't really understand they are dreaming, until the dream 

becomes "conscious" or "lucid". Then they slowly come into realization of this after a 

while. 

 

For these beings, their fate is questionable. Many people fall victims into their own 

delusions once they die, or they are harvested by stronger enemy beings, or they end up 
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in "the light", or others dissipate, while others haunt houses and the list goes on. Their 

fate is literally anything possibly. One cannot really say for sure. Especially if one is a 

"devout" Xian or devout in the attraction of all these subconscious messages of self-

decay of xianity, everything happens "faster" in the Astral, as one can move "faster" and 

their ideas attract things faster to them. This is no different than how a bad fetishist can 

end up in the wrong club and get so beaten up that they are going to die, or that people 

who do drugs just find the wrong dose at some point and find themselves dead. Vices and 

personality traits are carried in the afterlife. In the same way, emotions, feelings, one's 

mental and spiritual condition, character, morality is also carried.  

 

This is why "ghosts" can be absolutely anything. Literally. They are not "good" or "evil" 

and they aren't really "simpler" than any other real Human being. Their condition is exact 

to the Human one, except of the changes that we related above. This is why for instance 

people who have been nagging others their whole lifetime, they will do so after death. 

People who have been serial killers, or very aggressive people, will be so after death. 

Nothing really changes when one leaves their "husk" even though many idiots believe it 

to be so, thanks to xianity. 

 

As about the "judgment" of the Soul, this is an allegory. The more "lower" one is 

spiritually, the lower they are on the astral and the closer they are on the physical. They 

haven't really "ascended" and they don't have any knowledge of the beyond, let alone any 

help or anything. They can end anywhere. This is the "judgment" and the "lightness of 

the Soul". The "lighter" and the more enlightened the Soul, the more powerful it is in 

fighting intrusions or anything else. Ghosts can also be subjected, like any other creature 

physically. The enemy knows and uses this against innocent human beings. They can also 

make friends, foes, enemies, or just be indifferent. Many people refuse the 

"reincarnation" that happens by their unconscious mind, because they want things solved 

in the physical realm they cannot leave behind. This is especially true, as HPS Maxine 

has covered, in the case of murder or anything else where these beings want justice. 

 

Elevation of one's "vibration" also means to get on a higher dimension astral. This is 

transferred with someone after "Death" as well. This is where when one dies, they are in 

the higher astral dimensions and not on these very low one's to the physical. Ideally, one 

person should know how to go higher or lower. However due to spiritual ignorance, this 

is not known to most people and they are on a lockdown. This is allegorically on how the 

Egyptians went in front of the gates, and if they knew the correct words, they would be 

elevated from "hades" to higher levels. The lower one is, the more one runs the risk of 

dissipation, enslavement by hostile ET entities, etc. This is allegorically "hell", and the 

"hell" the Abrahamic religions have subjected Humanity into.  

 

Part of this "vibration" and where one "is", also potentially shows how much power one 

has, even in the physical realm. In the same sense, people with occult knowledge, can use 

it after they die. This is especially true with entities that some people call "poltergeists" or 

something like this. These ghosts are sometimes strong people (either by birth or by natal 

chart, or just people who were into the occult) and they seek to harm people due to fun, or 

other personal reasons. A good natural instance is people who do have a Scorpio stellium. 
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These people can be natural adepts to magick without even really knowing it, or they 

have powerful willpower. This can cause things on its own, even change down the world 

of the living. However rare, these beings exist too. This ties into the above thing. These 

people can be arguably, more or less spiritual and more or less aware of what they are 

doing. 

 

Now in regards to other matters on how to identify ghosts, it should be easy. First of all 

Ghosts can be really felt in some points. Especially if the person died a violent death, the 

life force of their body wasn't completely dissipated such as peaceful death in old age, 

and sometimes this affects the Soul, making these people really "dense". Some people are 

"dense" naturally, such as the beings above. Some people are very frail and they can 

hardly ever be noticed, or their effects. The list goes. One can pretty much identify them 

through power. There are some ghosts who are also powerful, like the categories above.  

 

Normally these should be nowhere close to Satanists, same as astral entities with hostile 

intents. There is a chance they can also be crossed. That doesn't necessarily mean, they 

will be powerful or not. Power is a great definition though. When one grows competent 

enough, they can actually "discern" the Soul by its essence. Humans have a particular 

essence. The Human Soul can be more advanced, or less advanced. Power is the most 

accurate judge to begin with, but one should look for essence, personality, intelligence etc 

after this. Ghosts don't really deliver this electrifying serious power like the Gods.  

 

To not mess the usual with a rare occurrence though, most ghosts are really weak. Mostly 

they are in the same power level as ordinary human beings that didn't quite meditate. The 

same goes for knowledge, intelligence and power in general. How one can deal with 

ghosts really has to do with the ability one has to deal with other people in general. The 

same goes for personalities in general. The fact that they are ghosts doesn't mean they 

don't think, they like or dislike everything, or that they necessarily pose a danger, or not. 

It’s almost close to how one deals with people in real life. Nothing is certain. One can 

become a friend with ghosts, or drive them away, or anything else.  

 

Normally, the Gods themselves will handle any Ghosts who are seriously a danger to 

people. Though ghosts are too many in number in many cases, with many ghosts being 

around in general. Having strange emotions, weak shivers, feelings of fear or worry, or 

other sorts of feelings that are not "yours" when you enter a place, is a sign of ghost 

activity.  

 

Children many times do see "ghosts". This is why many children talk of "imaginary 

friends" and many times get the stories they share validated, on the account that real 

people with names and such existed in such places. Many times, ghosts are not evil 

people. Ghosts can also be serious murderers and stuff, or like to cause dismay, or get 

sudden emotional urges and stuff, like Humans. The only difference is that they don't 

have physical needs and quite a handful have figured out the hoax of xianity, since they 

died only to see it was a lie.  

 

The enemy is also well aware of the existence of ghosts. This is why in mimicry of the 
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Ancient Egyptian religion, they bless ghosts. Ghosts can be blessed, cursed or even 

subjected. The enemy has rituals and litanies upon which they attack ghosts that are not 

subjected to christianity and they try to send them to "hell". This is the case especially in 

Orthodox Christianity, where even if people are long dead, the clergymen keep "reading 

prayers" and "blessing" them to be judged by "God" or to enter "hell or heaven" if they 

were disobedient. Sometimes these curses work, sometimes not- the same goes for how 

the jews and others curse relentlessly people who have attacked them but according to 

them, "passed on", like Adolf Hitler.  

 

The enemy also actively calls "angels" and other beings, or the Hebraic Thoughform 

itself to "harvest" people. To what degree these work, is up to their power and the power 

the Goyim slaves give to the book of the bible, by worshipping the jewish thoughform 

that is the root of all their occult power- what I want to show is that they actually attempt 

to subvert, destroy and enslave beings even after they have passed on. They literally 

enforce people into "hell" or in a dimension of a jewish Thoughform and aliens, that 

subject these people and destroy them. This quote below is a blatant one.  

 

Revelation 20:13-14 

 

And the sea gave up the dead which were in it, and death and Hades gave up the dead 

which were in them; and they were judged, every one of them according to their 

deeds. Then death and Hades were thrown into the lake of fire This is the second 

death, the lake of fire.  

 

You can blatantly see, the enemy affirms openly that "Hades" (who is a well known 

Pagan Ancient Greek God) is actually keeping the Souls of Humans in refugee. This is 

also analogous to being in a low level of astral, but this is not the case here, as the enemy 

talks about the actual God Hades. The Gods are known to take care of the Souls of 

people. Those who are in the low dimensions or haven't really dedicated are also taken 

care of as much as possible.  

 

The enemy here blatantly admits that the Afterlife is not where this is "over". One goes to 

somewhere- the lower Astral level. They know it's not over. They also know the Gods 

protect the Souls of people as much as possible, and they want to obliterate BOTH of 

them, and take their "Souls" to be "Judged" by the Hebraic Thoughform, and be 

harvested by the enemy ET beings. They want to subject them into a dimension where 

there is eternal fire and brimstone, in order for them to suffer eternally for not believing 

the jews etc. This is NOT the case, but something to be sought.  

 

This "dimension" where they do these things, is actually something they also manipulate 

the mass mind in order to create, as everyone, even those in the Vatican know, that this is 

an invention of the Church. The mass belief into the fake tales of xianity, creates 

something similar to this place into the Astral, since thoughts become things in the astral 

in many ways. So the psychic energy of the Goyim, except of manifesting riches for the 

jews, death and anguish for all Humanity, disasters to the planet, they also create a 

metaphysical construct of "hell" for those that believe in this excrement, to actually burn 
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forever. 

 

As to not confuse people, the Torah and the Abrahamic programs, don't only create a 

reality that is physical, but a metaphysical one. Part of this is this pool of hellfire for the 

disbelievers, where all Humanity wants to end up in, except of the 144,000 elect jews 

who will rule the planet and become "Gods". Not only xianity wants to damn you now, 

but in the afterlife. That's how much it hates humanity. 

 

This is part of cursing these beings and general scorn, defamation, but has deeper 

spiritual reasons. Its well known Kabbalists on the enemy cursed Adolf Hitler and the 

Nazis well after they "lost" this war or "died". This is for a reason. The same goes for any 

other Spiritual entity, or like our Gods, that they curse. There is a very famous jewish 

curse, that the jews use for the idea of "Gentile Jesus" as well (Because Jewsus, Rabbi 

Yashua is a Rabbi and the Goy are insolent to call this thing a Gentile) and this curse is 

"may his name (memory) be blotted out". This signifies their wish about death in the 

afterlife, and in history as well- not only physical death. The enemy knows nothing ends 

with mere physical death. This is what they hide from the masses of the Goyim, aside 

everything else. Its part of the deal in keeping Humanity blind and under strict alien 

control. With jews, you lose. Here and beyond. 

 

As for protecting one's self from Ghosts and other human spirits. Normally, cleasing 

one's chakras, aura of protection or a banishing Ritual should solve issues with Ghosts as 

most of them are weak. If there are more serious problems, one might require 

intervention by the Demons and one's Guardian Demon. After one has decent power, 

Ghosts can be driven away quite easily by one's own power and magick. Ghosts like all 

people may, or may not react to violence, may be sly, may not be sly and the list goes. 

This is up to someone to figure out. One of the best things to do is to actually not really 

pay attention to them. When one raises higher astrally, these beings don't really 

"interfere" or can mess with anyone anymore. This is why sometimes its advisable for 

people to actually get stronger, before they just attempt "communication" and being 

"open" to all sorts of bizzare entities. The Astral is a vast place and some things in it is 

not fun, at all. 

 

I hope the above sums up the matter of Ghosts in general and it enlightens the whole 

situation around ghosts. More posts like this will follow. One last note, those with Satan 

will never be subjected to anything vile like this, as the Gods, from all the times, take 

care of our Souls. This has been the meaning of the Egyptian and other Ancient religions. 

Eternal life is really possible both through the Magnum Opus and because the Eternal 

Gods help those who have passed away from falling into the jaws of danger and death. 

This is again documented into the Egyptian texts. Spiritual evolution assures survival 

both here and in one's general existence. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 
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Dealing with Astral Entities - Heredity/Race, Charts, Part 2 

Post Sun Jun 26, 2016 5:48 am  

By Hooded Cobra666  

 

Greetings to all our Satanic People and Comrades. 

 

In recent demand for certain questions to be answered, more things need to be addressed. 

These sort of go "outside" the message of this series, but these things are certainly 

fundementally needed in order for people to understand what is going on. We will deal 

with some questions our Comrades asked on part 1 and also, further this a bit more. 

 

Because this post has to be orderly and clean in its understanding, we have to start from 

things that can be understood and not overly complexify shit into oblivion in order to 

impress. First of all, we are going to relate about the parts of the Soul and link this with 

Birth, Chart, Race, etc.  

 

The fundamental parts of the Soul that are going to concern us on this, are mainly, the 

Astral body (KA), the Bioelectricity (Lifeforce), and the Physical body, the Aura which 

extends from the Lifeforce, plus the body which is named "Heart" in the Egyptian texts. 

All of these bodies are interconnecte, they live and they thrive through one another. 

These are the bodies that are going to concern us in our understanding.  

 

Given there are many naive people and info stealers around, who are nevertheless not on 

the spiritual level to support what they steal and rave about or even understand the 

concepts, (Such as Muh Feels Say I Am a Gods), its advisable to comment that you 

should stay away from these self-proclaimed gurus. Many people are actually using 

spirituality in a vicious way to actually enslave others, purposefully withhold info, or 

they read all sorts of manuscripts without experience and spew garbage. Most of these 

people cannot really answer when they are posed with questions and they just answer 

with pseudo spiritualism or etheric gibberish. The jews typically do this a lot with their 

empty spirituality. This is not supposed to make sense and enforces a stupid "Mysticism" 

around things, like fake fairy dust, angels and unicorns. Things are supposed to be able to 

be understood.  

 

This knowledge is from Satan and people who try to tamper with this, they will be 

severely spiritually punished. This is well documented in the Ancient texts and even the 

enemy is aware of this and suffers for this, which they will for the rest of eternity. This is 

why these were coded in "Hiero-Glyphics" which mean literally, holy writings. This was 

the spiritual inheritence of the Creator Gods. The inheritance Satan leaves to us, and the 

Gods, is Divine and Holy. Defilers, destroyers and conscious perverters of this 

knowledge will have it real bad in ways that most will never understand. This especially 

applies to the jews, who blinded the whole of Humanity on purpose and on demand. 

 

As to not overly-complexify matters, let's just proceed.  
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First of all, the Astral body or the KA, is the body that one activates when they meditate. 

This is the body that houses the chakras and the seat of the lifeforce. However, the 

lifeforce doesn't only exist in this body and we can divide lifeforce in two categories. The 

one that one gets on heredity and the physical body, and the one they have at their Soul. 

This is why the physical body itself, has a set time of existence from the time it is born, 

or why certain people are born spiritually powerful but they are not really into 

spirituality, same as people who are born muscular without ever having lifted weights. 

One is born at a particular time and their physical body will only hold too much. This is 

also, genetic.  

 

The labor of a family to spiritually, mentally and physically advance, and the selective 

breeding it done, can be seen in the resulting offspring. The better the choices of the 

people, the better the offspring. This has to do with labor, nature and other factors we 

don't really understand nowadays, so we just call it "Chance". Nothing really happens at 

"Chance" though. 

 

Like anything else, this span of life in general can be increased or lessened and nothing is 

set. However, the body one has is a creation of their parents, and Astral the Soul that 

comes and incarnates into it. However, this is NOT always the case. This is getting a bit 

complex from here over, as not everything is the same, neither are all humans alike. 

There are many new Souls, who don't really "incarnate" as they haven't had a lot of past 

lifetimes. They are really the productions of their parents, and there is nothing bad about 

this. This is not a sign of any inferiority or weakness and in strong families, can mean the 

contrary. The part that reincarnates into the lifetimes, is the actual "Heart" or the 

personality, that the Gods retain and reincarnate. For those who are advanced and they 

have achieved one level of the Magnum Opus which is the metaphysical (Astral 

Immortality but not physical) they can be reincarnated as they are as well. Like all other 

parts of the Soul, this can wither away if left untrained or cannot feed on energy, its own 

or this or some other source. A lot of people fall victims into this and experience this 

withering away.  

 

If the "heart" is not pure, it is thrown to Sobek to eat in Egyptian spiritual mythology. 

The "heart" and the personality gets better by increasing its bioelectricity and cultivating 

the character, the Soul and refining who one is. This is directly tied into the bioelectricity 

and also the soundness of the physical body. Its really a multidimensional approach. The 

retarded idea that you can be looking like a cow, do drugs and rot all your existence, and 

somehow be "good and Sound" mentally, or at the Soul, is pure garbage. This is why all 

Ancient cultures emphasized on the building of the body, as this also builds a more moral 

character by teaching the values of persistence and actually gives inner strength. I know 

the athletes here can relate into this, as this sort of thing actually builds up on the actual 

willpower and Soul. However, this goes both ways and everything can be done in other 

ways. 

 

Now, in most Ancient Traditions the rule of heredity is known. There are bloodlines that 

are spiritually stronger, and Races that fall into the same category. There are powers that 

can be by heredity passed down to the next generation, or that stay dormant in people 
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until certain Souls reincarnate or certain beings get born by "chance". The spiritual 

cultivation of humanity ensures this will happen frequently and later on, at will. The 

enemy knows this and because they generally try to spiritually oppress Humanity, and 

more so, those who can spiritually overthrow them (because the enemy is mainly a 

spiritual dictatorship and only after this a physical one) they push bastadization which 

corrupts the Race, then the family, then the actual people that exist. Through constant 

mongrelization and bastardization, the enemy is trying to destroy the spiritual families 

and classes. The Middle Ages, the wiping of the greatest 100,000,000 Chinese people and 

spiritual dynasties by their Communist Regime, the endless pushing to Race mixing, the 

systematic destruction and infiltration of Gentile bloodlines and the constant attacks on 

pure Races, is self evident. This is a very Ancient method of take over and warfare, and 

this is nothing new. 

 

Everything is a categorization, and also, then you have specific incidents that are 

individual and specific. There is physical, metaphysical and combined heredity of both. 

One can easily see its complex to express common rules here, but one can figure out this 

is a complex process. Inside these family lines, one gets their particular power line, and 

this is also tying large scale to their whole Race. Why sometimes children are stronger 

than their parents, or weaker, should be explained by the above. Then you have other 

unconscious laws of nature that are taking place when people do actually conceive the 

child. The parents do actually have responsibility about the child even if its unconscious 

to them. 

 

If people themselves are powerful spiritually, they have more bioelectricity, which in turn 

gives more power to the sexual act, this creates a more powerful body in general, by 

creating a physical body that has itself more bioelectric and as thus is more powerful to 

hold a more powerful Soul. The Race and Family tie into this as well. The purer the Race, 

the more the power is inherent and the more "clear" is the place from things that cannot 

really associate. Spiritual gifts, like physical gifts, are in many times passed down to 

children. This can be seen in how certain people have good charts for children, which 

make for charismatic children. The mother gives one the passive side of the Soul, while 

the Father gives one the active side of the Soul, yet these unavoidably mix with one 

another.  

 

The better the breeding and the more advanced the family is or was, the more they can 

have better children. This goes and goes in generations. This is why the jews infiltrate 

good bloodlines and corrupt and destroy them. The same goes for pure Races. A better 

body, is a better house for the Soul that comes in it. This is why the enemy jews maintain 

spiritual families like the Rothschilds and the Bharuchs, or others who are of the 

Rabbinical class. The surnames themselves show of the bloodline in many ways. The 

bloodline of someone affects their body, and the body gets shaped by the Soul that 

inhabits in it. This goes both ways. From heaven to earth and when one meditates, from 

earth to heaven. If one doesn't, the Astral body is not really something one becomes 

aware of until the time of death. The repeating of this thing over many thousands of 

years, plus the endless Race mixing and other problems, do actually impact the Soul and 

the ability of Souls to reincarnate. If one is too big to enter a car, they can't really enter a 
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car, or you have to shrink them to get them in the car. This is why the enemy preaches the 

destruction of Race and then also spirituality, while the opposite is promoted for 

themselves. 

 

In plain... 

 

Imagine your mother and your father gave your physical body a spark of life, that begins 

the life of your physical body and also renews your Soul (Because when one dies they are 

faced with stagnation anyway, unless they have done certain spiritual disciplines). 

Depending on the power of this spark, one has a preset time of life as far as the time 

before they die of old age physically. This also revitalizes the Soul for more or less. 

Imagine this like you are given a battery system. This battery system has abilities and a 

certain capability to do certain tasks. The better the system and the more labored in and 

developed, the better the Soul that can inhabit in it. At the same time, the Astral body 

develops, unless one reincarnates with their other one, but even in that case, the Chakras 

do actually have to close and open up later, or can't really be open completely- this is 

why they need re-opening, but this is also why people advance in varying speeds. With 

the new energy one is given, they are supposed to live their life. This can be made into a 

choice to finally adhere into meditations, develop one's self, advance and finally, escape 

this vicious circle of reincarnating over and over again. Such people who are developed 

display powers from a young age. The Soul has its own memory, the Body has its own 

"memory" as in genetics, but both of these meet and tie into the metagenic level, and they 

are in a sense, ONE and the same. This is why people can only but reincarnate in their 

own racial lines. 

 

You can see something fundamental in children. No matter what, a kid will always be 

innocent and the list goes. As the person grows, there are sudden burst of "maturation" 

for better or for worse. These seem to come from "nowhere" but this has to do with the 

actual Soul. For instance one can observe human growth. Typically, people are 

considered teenagers up to approximately the age of 17, fully active by the time they are 

21, and mature by the time they are 30. Approximately. This has also metaphysical 

reasons that have to do with parts of the Soul waking up and opening up. For instance the 

male frontal lobes that have to do with advanced logic don't really get fully functional by 

the time one is around 20. If one meditates or not, determines if they will be aware of this 

process or not, as everything is awareness and what one is not aware of, is discredited. 

 

This is a high state of advancement in a past life, and many of these people do actually 

have powers involuntarily or are Siddhas even from their early years, even kids. When 

they re-open the chakras and Soul, this shows. The powers are actual and these are not 

imaginative. Many of these powers do actually run in families, like having the power of 

prophecy, advanced astral vision, powerful bioelectricity etc. This is the reason of 

"Aristocratic marriage" in the Ancient Civilizations. Not money and other garbage that 

the enemy claims. Its a metaphysical concept. As far as powers go, others have to 

develop this. How easy or hard this is depends on the family, where one is spiritually and 

anything else, BUT, it is definitely possible as all Humans do actually possess these 

powers. The greatest talent that doesn't make any use of it will be trampled by the people 
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who just are obedient and loyal to their meditation program, and vice versa. This can 

certainly be developed, and those who made progress can actually under-develop by 

laziness or by letting these gifts go. If one has the genetics of good muscles and they 

never, ever get up from a couch, this doesn't really matter. Both bodies are affected by 

heredity as they link to the physical body and the life-force of the family and the Race.  

 

As you can see, the "Coincidence of Birth" is now completely debunked. The Jewish 

arguments of “What if you have been born in Africa” or “What if you have been born in 

Madagascar” are debunked in the same way. People only reincarnate in their specific 

racial lines. *NOTHING* In this world is a coincidence in many ways, but in so many 

ways and thanks to the enemy, many people do NOT understand the laws that govern 

around us. 

 

In order to better understand this, one must see the Natal Chart. The Natal chart is the 

actual map of the Soul, and where the Soul is at the present time of reincarnation, and the 

path of life that is set by "Karma" (or the set forces in one's consciousness and Soul). In 

plain, this has to do with nature. Inside the Natal chart, there are more things as well. For 

instance, one can track diseases and problems that show up in the physical body. The 

natal chart can show of bad or good health, sex drive, personality and anything else 

revolving in the physical body as well. However, the root of this is the Soul but the Soul 

is linked with the body, and this is why also in certain ways, even death can be predicted. 

More in regards to the Natal Chart, is that actually, certain people can have certain 

connections Natal Chart wise, with their parents. This can be observed and there can be 

correlations. One can cast the charts. For what I have experienced (I am not entirely sure 

of this) one's father can show up somehow in the Sun, while one's mother can somehow 

show up on their Moon. Depending to the relation, acceptance, if they are good or bad, or 

the definitions therein, this varies. 

 

Unless the person advances spiritually and actually becomes conscious and awakes 

spiritually, their lifetime will be nothing more but a similar blueprint of what their 

"Chart" is, for better or for worse, with little to no knowledge or edge of any 

improvement or prevention. No "Karma" will be changed and one will be subjected to it 

again, and again, and again, until this eventually leads them into personal destruction, 

collapse or lack of existence. "Karma" is connected un-doubtly to one's parents and 

everything else as well. Many people suffer or grow to prominence just because of their 

parents, or just because of heredity in some way. This is not definitive, but one can easily 

see this in one's childhood and how they share so many things with their parents, even to 

the point of being a hereditor of actual mental problems or issues of one's parents or even 

absence thereof.  

 

This is the basis of modern jewish "Psychology" who builds upon not of what is possible, 

but the "definitive". This largely impacts Karma and many people do get shaped 

accordingly in this way. The enemy programs people to actually reinforce and cause this 

thing. Many parents who are not aware of their flaws pass this down to their children. 

Satanic parents need to be open eyed in regards to this and let their children develop on 

their own. Give them the positive hereditary behaviors, and minimize negative impact. 
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Degeneration is part of nature and kicks in where labor stops, or forces of life become 

weak. The same goes for the body and the Soul. While spiritual labor feeds the Soul, 

physical labor feeds the body. There is also practice that feeds both, such as Kundalini or 

Hatha Yoga. 

 

As for Race, a Race can be easily understood by the term labor. Evolution is not mere 

evolution, is labor. All organisms strive to become better and evolve into being better. If 

they don't, then too bad, they are blotted out. Successive labor to breed, spiritually 

evolve, physically work and labor into becoming better, pays off and largely builds a 

Race through the family. Races that haven't really labored on themselves and are on a 

lower level of development, this shows in the product of the so called Race. The nature 

timelines of evolution almost tie into this. While the Gods handed the spiritual 

information to advance, they never stated anything about anyone being "Equal" and they 

have been definite by their actions in showing the Racial specifications, that most people 

knew already in the Ancient times and respected. Distinctions apply, and individuals can 

vary. However, there is a common form that is formed which is largely the Race.  

 

With the recent of the enemy teachings, everyone is entitled to everything, so everyone is 

lost and nobody knows where they are "really". Dumbos are told that they are Pharaohs 

from outer space, debilitated idiots are actually Rocket Scientists and people who read the 

book "The Secret" are actually the next spiritual gurus of love and awakening that will 

save humanity. The enemy of course laughs at all of this, as they themselves know the 

truth on what's up. Do you feel bad about sucking spiritually? No problem, you can be an 

"Indigo Child" or "An Angelic Incarnation". Maybe you can also be a unicorn if the jews 

say so, too. 

 

The enemy jew was the only one that preached to humanity that labor is not necessary at 

all, and that everything happens by "Chance" and coincidence, or other notions such as 

vain “Entitlement”. These are the main weapons of their program. They also preach lack 

of knowledge and retardation as loved values. This way they themselves can apply the 

natural laws, while others die like slaves and blind victims that never knew. All spiritual 

advanced people, for better or for worse, know how DANGEROUS this thing is. This is 

VERY dangerous and most people cannot really comprehend this. Meditation is about 

reality, or let's say, ultimate reality- the reality in reality. Truth in Truth.  

 

Needless to say, this is deplorable and this kind of bizarre, psychopathic thinking IS 

*NOT* a part of Satanism. Satanism is literally, Satya-Nism. Truth-ism. Spiritual Truth 

seeking. We follow the paradigm of Satan/Shiva, in the Sananta Dharma, or the Path of 

Truth and Light. Satan is a being of Truth and this is why he trusts in that humanity can 

deal with its own problems and gives us limitless power to move into this direction. This 

is how one becomes a God. In Satanism we must seek Truth and Realism in order to be 

able to ACTUALLY advance. If one thinks of themselves as a perfect unicorn, they 

cannot advance, and the enemy knows this.  

 

This is why the enemy pushes into the brains of all Races, that they are "Super spiritually 

advanced" but yet only poor and repressed by others. Its always someone else, but the 
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person who is "suffering". This way, the suffering is reinforced and nothing really 

changes inside. When push comes to shove and there is the necessity of the physical 

expression of this so called "Advancement" one just hears ghetto gibberish and ‘muh 

feels’. In plain, LIES. This is the recipe of Abrahamism and the enemy. They distort the 

universal and eternal laws of Nature, while they themselves try to severely and manically 

follow them to better themselves. The enemy in this way keeps Races from actually 

advancing. A 

 

Actuality is actuality and reality is reality, no matter if humans choose to deny. The 

enemy makes others deny while they themselves accept these laws entirely and 

maniacally. 

 

One just observes the outcomes, creations, problems and the info they have in front of 

them, and they can understand. For the rest of those that deny reality, they are retarded 

and the jews laugh at them. Races are Labor, who one is is labor, conscious or 

unconscious labor. People who have good children, or strong families that have withstood 

the test of time and strife, remain and stuck with their own etc, are rewarded by nature 

and the list goes. People that transgress the laws of nature are equally punished. This 

doesn't have to rhyme with our own present understanding of "ethics" or other type of 

garbage.  

 

We can either choose to follow nature's dictates, or we can perish and this is it. Nature 

cares as far as to show us the way. The Gods have cared enough to give us the means that 

would speed intensively the pattern of our evolution. This is why Shiva (Who is Satan) is 

said to have taught Humanity to be "un-affected" by Karma and to be able to rise above 

it. This can only be done by spiritual practice as this is the nature of reality. If people 

don't follow, then this is a retardation and an offence and they will have to pay- not of 

any other reason by by the laws of nature. In the same way nature benefits, helps, heals 

and advances or brings bliss, her laws (understood and whatnot) are in many ways 

definitive and one has to follow in order to be able to attain the freedom of change. 

 

National Socialism represents the doctrine of betterment of society, reality, the Soul and 

the Spirit, here, now and in reality. The actual realization of one's gifts, powers, 

limitations, the creation of a big ideal and then, the faithfulness and labor in order to 

create this and surpass limitation through advancement. The only fundamental law is : 

Advance. The only rule one must follow is to follow life. The only route one can take is 

that of labor and upward movement. This way the Godman is bred who is the gift both to 

those that build these new Species of Humanity, and also to Humanity. When they will 

come, they will crown us as their creators by their beauty and defiance. That way 

Humanity will have an actual sense in eternal survival against a universe with merciless 

forces. And through reincarnation and advancement, Humanity will live ever greater. 

This is the symbol of Divine Inspiration for those who see themselves as Humans today, 

but want to see Humanity as Gods of themselves in one day. 

 

But for this we must Labor, We must Advance, and We must Work my Comrades!  
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National Socialism is the only Truth, and is a Universal Truth, manifested here as a 

political ideology. It’s not an ideology of any suffering or murder. It’s an ideology of 

genuine love and the power to look in reality in the eyes, to follow the eternal cycle of the 

Swastika, which represents Nature Eternal. The mother Goddess Nature, the life giver 

and preserver of existence. This is why we keep talking and talking about Race. Through 

this route Humanity will finally be freed from the shackles of ignorance, bondage and 

deceit and Races will finally be able to ascend into an ascended evolutionary state of 

existence.  

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 
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Dealing With Astral Entities - The Serpent - Part 3 

High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 
 

 

Greetings to all our people and Comrades. 

 

 

Now I am totally aware this is treading on some waters and it might strike as "not 

normal" for many, because there are many lies and cultural indoctrinations, also many 

lies by the enemy in regards to the Serpent. What I will do is just relate the fundamentals 

as to debunk certain myths that lead people into serious misunderstandings and failures in 

regards to the Serpent. This will also unavoidably go against other myths that have been 

purposefully created around in order for certain individuals to make themselves Divas in 

front of other people. This is especially True amongst many practitioners of the East and 

many others, who claim things highly questionable and just make this seem like unicorn 

hunting indeed. I will try to make the middle route and relate what is for sure. As for the 

rest of stuff, people can find out by personal experience.  

 

While advancement in the Serpent is one of the most great shows of spiritual 
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advancement and the list goes, and it should be the aim of all spiritual Satanists 

(DEFACTO), there are other things that need to be cleared out in order to get a clear view 

in regards to the Serpent, and what it does, what it is, what can be done etc, what are the 

'limitations', how they can be surpassed etc. Also, people always need to take their OWN 

considerations and experiences in regards to this. I just merely have to debunk these self 

claimed "gurus" who, "Risen" or not, require a following and preach without doing, 

dumb people to deceive and the list goes. In other words, plain charlatans who blaspheme 

Satan's Serpent and what it does. This is very much the method of the enemy in making 

the whole thing seem like something its not. 

 

First of all I have to debunk the "Harry Potter mode" which is the expectations many 

people have from the Serpent. Somehow, many people, consider that the Serpent is some 

sort of entity that when raised, all one's life problems go away, everything goes perfect, 

you get all you ever desired, things fall from the sky magically, you suddenly go to the 

Astral, all your hang-ups disappear, you can fly to Orion and get back, and the list goes. 

While this is partially True, this is not the whole Truth. While the leaps made by progress 

and advancement of the Serpent can be like this (especially if one's Soul can take it after 

many years of practice) this is not always the case. Yes, to a normal person many of the 

Serpent abilities can seem like Godlike, or otherworldly. There is more into it. This is 

what pushes many people to want to push it with the Serpent. This is the dialectic of the 

enemy that once this is raise, like a magical wand, you can chill with the Gods, attain so 

called "equality" with them or that you become equal to them or some other garbage. 

This is not the case and anyone with a decent understanding can figure this out. Nothing 

in nature is created equal.  

 

The most accurate way to understand the Serpent is as an energy of consciousness that is 

amplifying. The more one's body can gauge, the more it can take. The more it can take, 

the more it can do with this. The more it can take and gauge inside, the bigger become the 

powers of creation within a person. Creation as quantum mechanics show and we have 

scientifically discovered, largely has to do with the Consciousness projected onto forces 

of the universe, which then manifest as matters. Everything is sound and vibration. The 

more upgraded is the body and the system, and the more this natural energy and fills one 

like a battery, the more this ability to "create" increases. It revitalizes, empowers and 

advances whatever it touches.  

 

This is the creative force of the Universe, and also, "God". "God" is nothing more than 

the creation and destruction principle. In plain, NATURE in this case, or as people call it 

rightfully, MOTHER nature. The same creative principle of Nature, the Divine Mother, is 

actually inherent here. The representation of this is represented by the Serpent. This is a 

generic term. Satan in the same way, like all other beings in existence, was created by 

this spark of creation (which evolves all living species that are alive, from bacteria, to 

Humans, to every living being), which is this certain and particular energy- in plain 

“God” in this sense as in "the first creator". It takes billions of years for species to go 

from bacteria, to finalization into a human being, and the list goes, and there are infinite 

outcomes on how much they can turn out to be. The message of life is to keep life alive, 

going and evolving. For the things that can't be put in words, its better they aren't, as we 
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will disgrace their meaning. But let's hope that along these lines, these are understood. 
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When one is given birth, the purpose is to “awaken god” inside, and then advance on this 

force of evolution the self. One then becomes “higher” than God which sort of on its own 

is an energy. This energy is internalized and one becomes “God” themselves and 

consciously. The "mother" or "creative principle" is then attained and re-connected. This 

is the “Unity with God” and this is achieved through the Serpent. Satan is Higher than 

"God", as "God" is in his bidding and usage. This is the myth of Shiva, that is born but 

then understands reality, and therefore can understand, negate and control the "laws" of 

Nature, plus the "given" direction by nature, which is "Karma". This is the teaching of 

establishing control onto what once controlled the practitioner. As for the energy itself, a 

good name, can be living potentiality (?). It can be used for creation or destruction 

equally.  
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This is why Satan even in the enemy texts, is called 'The greatest angel of God'. This is 

not literal in that he was "created" by any space jew Thoughform, but it just means the 

ascended ones actually are advanced in the use, power and understanding of this very 

energy. With "God", all is possible. Lilith is equally slandered as the Wife of Satan who 

is the mother of Humanity, but the enemy hides this in many of their texts, in order to 
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hide the root of religion which is actually, a two sided Paganism. God and Goddess must 

become "One" in order for them to become "God". The very same goes for the parts of 

the Soul, the Ida and the Pigala. The Serpent also personifies the "Child" or the Second 

Birth, as thus the shedding of skin and it personifying the hermaphrodite element. This is 

why Satan in the "bible" affirms himself higher than "God". Because he is, was and will 

forever be. In all the Ancient Texts, the Gods are in the one's who command "God" or 

this particular energy.  

 

 
 

In the same way, the Kundalini energy makes things grow, improve and advance. This 

energy can be indeed be painful and a very big strife to raise, and for the weak it can 

crush them, this is why its very important for people to have broken all their blockages 

and flaws before proceeding in pushing this energy upwards. Even the Egyptians talked 

about this. If this force touches hang-ups, mental issues, unstable mental grounds, 

incessestant fears and the list goes, the same growth will be created on this. If it touches a 

golden mind and Soul, the growth will be similar. This is why its important people clean 

their "garbage" before they proceed. This is why I put emphasis on delusion and stuff on 

the other message. All desires to delude one's self, or to achieve power without wisdom, 

or to leave hang-ups hanging around, can be amplified. The nature of this energy is to not 

leave any of these "around" and it will almost violently try to break through these, which 

will eventually lead people to create a soap land or just guide themselves into failure. 

 

This is the "One God" and the "One God" being a kike, is a rip-off from the context of 

this energy. The jews are trying to pretend they are the "Gods" because they "Create and 

Destroy" similarly to this energy. When one awakens, raises and achieves this energy, 

they can too become "God" or in other words, partake in the use of this energy for 

creational or destructive purposes. The active and the passive parts of the Soul unite, 

which allows creation with this particular energy. As the enemy claims openly, the 

achievement of this energy is the most threatening thing to their agenda, while they 

themselves really. It expands, empowers and evolves, all of which the enemy jews do 
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*NOT* want Humanity to have in any way. Why they do this is openly claimed by them: 

Because they are an alien species in war with the Human species, meant to enslave and 

destroy us. The enemy alien hive banished and attacked this power of Humanity, as to 

halten its advance and destroy it. 

 

 
 

The most important thing is to know, that even "without" the Serpent one can really 

become an exceptionally powerful Siddha. The bioelectricity or life energy in itself, or 

the Sexual energy, is enough for this. This is how many martial artists sever boulders in 

half. The Serpent will just make everything even more powerful and alive. This is its role. 

It builds, advances and evolves the grounds upon which its activated. Another lie in 

regards to the Serpent is that it creates "All Knowing" in that people think they can know 

everything, or do anything etc. The Truth is, that even after one raises the Serpent, they 

still have to advance. The hard thing to explain, is that while everything can be made 

possible with it, it doesn't mean that upon its rising, everything is miraculously possible. 

It takes time, persistence and growth, and above all, KNOWLEDGE. The Serpent 

increases the capability of all of that, and brings the spiritual labors one takes, into a 

whole new level of effectiveness. The Serpent is by itself given by Satan to Humanity in 

order to hasten its evolutionary process and its process to perfection. I repeat, hasten. Its 

not a magical button that one presses and poof they are on cloud 9. It is not a magical 

genie that many want to make it to seem, but its powers are unlike anything else.  

 

Many people want easy solutions for everything and this is placed upon the Serpent, or 

they think they will become the Super Saiyan from television that is supposed to fly and 

levitate on the first day. While the energy compared to "normal" energy can be 

catapulting, there is more into it. Again the myth of "No labor" and holocaust potter of 

secrets is perpetrated. 

 

In plain words, what many people mistranslate of what I say, I will put simply. If you are 
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WEAK and you are not dealing with improving on your weak spots, don't expect the 

Serpent to come like a magic wand and make you suddenly the hulk hogan of spirituality. 

All weaklings like to believe that with the push of a button, they will suddenly swing into 

a state of existence where they are all powerful over others, everything will kiss their 

nasty feet and the list goes on. The jew has carefully instigated this myth which is also 

the myth behind drugs. Many naive new people who have read texts of people around and 

questionable sources, believe this to be the case.  

 

It doesn't mean that you will never have to study or do anything anymore, either. Many 

people want to escape from "Trying" and "Working" on things, just because this is what 

the lazy ass jewish system promotes as genie solutions, There is nothing bad with 

working, laboring, creating, learning and surpassing obstacles. Indeed, this is the reason 

of living and the manifestor of evolving. Even the kikes know this opposite thinking is an 

outrageous lie and deception, which they push on the masses to never do shit with their 

existence. Well, it probably is not. You will have to be something close to being your 

own spiritual hulk hogan before. Then, it comes and slowly evolves you further into the 

path of spiritual hulk-hoganism of multiplied progress and strength. It amplifies you. 

 

Now to see something even more obvious. In Norse Mythology, we have the Yggdrasil 

which is actually a shape of the Soul. The Eagle/Hawk sits on the top of the World. The 

Eagle/Hawk was chosen by Adolf Hitler to personify the Reich. The highest state of 

Human development, the Crown chakra that is open and fully functional. The "Serpent" 

must be snatched by the Eagle/Hawk on the Crown and must be brought on the "Top of 

the World", to rise the path of Yggdrasil. This is the symbol of the Eagle catching snakes 

in emblems.  
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One guru when talking in regards to advancement that it can be like a trampoline effect. 

He was entirely right. The Serpent can be like a trampoline. While the energy of the body 

and the Astral body can be dramatically increased by the rising of the energy, that doesn't 

necessarily mean this raises wisdom, or makes one intelligent, or that they will get the 

muscles of hulk hogan, unless there is a healthy basis for this. Imagine this like you are 
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on a trampoline and you jump in order to see what lies past beyond the a wall. Beyond 

this wall is enlightenment. The Serpent is sort of like what raises you high enough to see 

beyond the wall, but the purpose is to finally overcome the wall. It can raise you high, but 

you have to successfully cross the wall and finally be able to do what you are supposed to 

do.  

 

Energy, maturity, wisdom and knowledge, must all come hand in hand and must be 

balanced. This ongoing struggle does not end with the rising of the Serpent, and 

NEITHER SHOULD IT. An imbalance in any of these places will just have the adjusting 

outcomes. Using the trampoline to get into outerspace shouldn't amaze anyone. What 

matters is one achieves the goal of finally awakening their Spiritual self and actual 

power. 

 

Now make no mistake, the using, rapid advances and anything else made with the 

Serpent can be potentially painful sometimes, like a spike in one's bioelectricity. This is 

the same on how the presence of Demons and Gods can actually make one feel pain or 

rushes of energy for days after contact, especially when they are new. There are certain 

stages of advancement that can indeed be "painful" if one has blockages. If they don't, the 

whole process should be empowering, and generally smooth, but this is not always the 

case. In many texts the Serpent is called the Dragon Of Chaos for a reason. If the mind is 

cluttered and is unclean, it will make it bad. There are people who by accident or by 

misusing meditation will arouse the Serpent and not have the desired outcomes. This is 

why we are telling newbies to strive for balance and steady steps, and gradually go with 

the flow. Many people see the tree but they don't see the forest. Power is one aspect of 

everything. Let's say one has a broken car and they put the strongest engine and rocket 

fuel on it and turn it on... If the car is not in a good condition, it will just break down. And 

then of what use is the engine, the driver and anyone else.  

 

Though rest reassured, Satan our Creator has thought about this too. Before one proceed 

with the actual Serpent, they are to awaken the Sexual energy and make it rise, which has 

(almost) the same effects with the Kundalini energy. The sexual energy in itself and its 

control can make people do miraculous feats. Its an energy of growth, unites the Soul and 

actually, does everything the Serpent itself does in order to prepare the Soul with the 

necessary buildup until more and more of the Kundalini energy can flow. This reassures 

people can build powers, Siddhis and everything else. When the Soul is united with the 

forces of the Serpent, all the powers can rise, all the powers can amplify and everything 

else. In other words, one can grow insanely powerful by control of this force.  

 

Then slowly, the similar but stronger Kundalini energy will come up gradually and later. 

It doesn't need to be forced, and all bodies need to be caught up. One must steadily and 

ambitiously work towards this goal and feverishly. One has to aim to succeed and not just 

puff their ego about it. Success is what's important here. Imagine this as amplified sexual 

energy. Like sexual energy, this is live and conscious. Many people mistake the Sexual 

energy for the actual Serpent. While they are co-bound and co-operational, and almost 

the same, the intensity is different. The Sexual energy has to be risen and mastered first 

before the Kundalini kicks in. The Kundalini has to do with understanding of the Natural 
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laws of the universe. The Risen Masters of the Pagan civilizations co-created civilization 

with understanding and on the basis of these eternal and irrefutable laws. 

 

In short, you still have to work, do magick and everything. Its just that with amplified 

powers this can be far easier than before and as one goes, they can advance past of the 

point of having to strive as much. However, I repeat, this is not a magical genie, it doesn't 

mean one instantly becomes all knowing, it doesn't even more one is an actual, immortal 

God, it doesn't even mean one cannot descend back to a state of decay. It must be actively 

cultivated, kept up etc, and one has to reach checkpoints to get the whole system to adjust 

and make the energies become permanent and fix. The "all knowing suddenly" fake hoax 

and pill was stolen from the initiated state of Gnosis or Samadhi, upon which one drifts 

into a deep realization of the cosmos, themselves and reality in general. Its beyond 

intellectual and emotional knowledge, but emotional and intellectual knowledge are the 

decoders of this state which make the "infinite" capability of this understanding, manifest 

physically. This can't really be explained in any simpler way than this. 

 

Now as for the "age" or "when" this is supposed to happen, there is no defining age or 

time, at all. This would depend on the Natal chart, past lifetime condition, physical 

condition, work put in meditations and everything else. People who have advanced in this 

regard in their past lives, can have faster progress. Power in itself that is "Above the 

ordinary" in this life can be traced back to strong and powerful bloodlines, a strong and 

advanced Soul into this energy etc. This is imprinted in the actual Soul and when one 

reincarnates, part of this is carried with one, same as the general condition of the 

Soul/Consciousness at the point of reincarnation. When one re-awakens the Serpent, they 

can proceed further. The power one has is not to be taken for granted as Serpent energy, 

it could be discipline from other things, like yoga and advancement, which works around 

the clock in the same way. Tie this into what was conversated in the part 2. In simple 

terms, more life, the better. Less life, frailer, weaker, etc etc. 

 

The other hoax going around is that somehow, "someone has to be deemed worthy" by 

some external Source to have been granted the Serpent. This is not True...In a sense. 

While in one sense, the knowledge in regards to this is given by the Gods and close 

contact with them, they key to everything is knowledge. You don't need to be "graced" or 

something like this, as the enemy states to build this hoax around the Serpent so nobody 

advances. You don’t have to whip yourself in the ass for a million times, to receive 

“mercy” from the jewish thoughform, or Archangel Kike-nael in order to advance. It 

doesn't have to do with if one is a "bad" or "good" person either. It only has to do with 

the amount of labor one puts in meditation, persistency, ability to "take it" and the ability 

of one to deal with it. This is the whole "judgment" and it’s not really "ethical" as the 

enemy claims on how much bible you follow, or how many degenerate mimicking of 

“mother Teresa” you did in order to attain “grace”. One other hoax is that the Serpent 

must happen in a very particular way. While some rules are followed, this is not always a 

necessity. This adjusts on one's personality and everything else. Lack of expectations is 

the best route one can take. The only key is to ADVANCE SPIRITUALLY. 

 

Another large hoax in regards to the Serpent is that people understand the "Non Duality" 
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of existence. This is a spiritual concept of understanding the creation and destruction of 

nature. While people understand this internal and spiritual concept, that doesn't mean all 

the crap like the enemy says that "All is one" and pushes communism and pacifism 

behind all this nefarious crap, or that "All Races must be assimilated because we are 'one' 

anyway". It also doesn't mean that there is "One God" and "One Unity" or "One brain" 

that controls and has everything under its control, either. The jews want to pose as this, 

but remember, they are *NOT* in reality. Its a massive hoax. In a world where nobody 

else can do anything spiritual, of course, they are the "one authority" . The fact that there 

are beings with whom we are "partaking" into the same physical plane or place, doesn't 

mean we are all "one" or all from the same "root".  

 

In the same stupid fashion, one should "become one" with feces and garbage, or deadly 

parasites and die. Oh wait, nobody wants this, do they? Because this is not the case of 

existing in general and it’s a blatant, hardcore, lie. One doesn't mean assimilated into one 

big clump, as the enemy states over and over again to dumb-ify the masses. The enemy 

throws dust into the eyes of people that they will "understand" this crap and in order to 

pacify people who make it to some level, they preach the "peace and love" crap in order 

to hide their nefarious agenda and alien parasitic existence. "Love for all" is analogically 

nefarious and deadly as "hate for all". It’s the same imbalance and insanity, in a better 

cloak. 

 

As for how the Serpent links with Ancestry, this has to do with the Race, family etc. This 

also ties into to the alien jews, and how they too themselves have some sort of "Serpent" 

but is not in any way related to Satan, in any way, shape or form, as they are not his 

offspring. Races that are largely spiritually advanced, family lines that have been 

practitioners and the list goes, do also tie into this. As thus the Pagan obsession with 

family lines. This is why all Ancient Civilizations had castes of people, and not because 

they were "Racist". Its just that for the betterment of civilization, the people who labored 

themselves in spiritual advancement, had to marry with others who did this, for the 

betterment of civilization. Even the enemy practices it now. This is why we have "King 

families" and all these things. However, the case of Spiritual evolution doesn't really exist 

as of late, but only the economic differences. In plain, no real Aristocracy of old. 
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Another myth that needs be debunked, is in regards to the kikes being inferior or the 

other retarded circulated myth that they don't have any spiritual power. While this is sort 

of accurate in that Satanists and awakened Gentiles are far more powerful, and even they 

themselves know it, this doesn't mean anything on its own. If millions of fleas feast on a 

lion, it will die and that is for sure. While they may be inferior to Gentiles in many, many 
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ways, one has to be a realist and look at reality. Just look the damn around and not in 

your own head. They are destructive, they are parasites and they are deadly. They have 

put a whole planet in chains, at least they did completely at some point. Whomever is 

stupid and underestimates them, or lives in soap land that they think that with the wave of 

the hand, or "alone" they will make this go, sorry, but once again I come with a pin to 

burst your delusional bubble in order to make you actually effective in this struggle as we 

*ALL* are OBLIGATED to be. If we are not, bye bye Humanity. We need all the forces 

we have available, all the powers and wisdom we can muster, and we need to be united 

and relentless if we want to make it and free Humanity. People who are retarded and 

overly estimate themselves on no grounds, should ask themselves of something simple. 

Leave baseless feeling aside and grow up for a second. 

 

Let's say there was only one person in the world like that. 

 

How much would they be able to "Create" on their own? Would the Pyramids be possible 

or anything great that well over-extends the powers of "one" person? Humanity is 

powerful in unities with strong persons and the enemy knows this too. This is the 

Brotherhood of the Serpent. One understands after a point that there is no point in this 

useless loneliness and division that makes many people think in these unfruitful ways. 

Only then can great things can be created. The enemy works on active division of people 

into one hand, as hyper-individualism, while on the other, they promote assimilation of 

humanity into "oneness" and a large feces or garbage equality without any order. 

Capitalism and Communism should ring a bell. Both methods of approach do result in 

absolutely no outcome and fail miserably to achieve anything long lasting. The Satanic 

Gods taught humanity the art of civilization in order to advance themselves.  

 

They didn't plant people in mountains to emphasize on senseless hyper individualism, 

neither they created everyone in "one" slaver mass. Even the countless and infinite 

multitudes of the Natal Charts can show this evidently. One person is good in art, one is 

good in fighting, one is good in music, the list goes. All these people put their talents 

together and they make something that surpasses what every one of them alone could 

create. The enemy follows a strict, working, caste system, where everyone gives the 

power bestowed to them by nature and this is in mimicking the old system. This gets stuff 

done and advances EVERYONE. With that related to the Serpent, everyone becomes 

amplified and stronger, and as thus, the whole of civilization advances. The collective 

hatred and attacks on the Serpent, do in turn, attack civilization in general, which is 

advanced by the Serpent of Satan. The people advance, the civilizations advance. The 

people stagnate, the civilizations stagnate. The people de-evolve, the civilizations de-

evolve. Racial mixing and bastardization causes and amplifies issues in this. The further 

one advances spiritually, the more one is meta-genetically purified. This has an impact on 

the physical existence, the mental existence and all planes one exists. 
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Satan is the Master Civilizer and he is the original "Mason God" that was worshipped as 

the "Architect" before the stupid Shilluminati of the Jews took over the original one. The 

Serpent and the realization of creative capability was the capstone of the Masonry, that 

made people aware of the laws of nature, and as thus, able co-creators in the side of 

"God", as "Gods" and potential "Equals" with Gods (in the ability to create like them).  

 

With these being stated, there are always exceptions in the rules and for this also ties in 

the natal chart and as stated, the general condition of persons, families and Souls, Races, 

Ancestral past and the list goes. What we had to explore was the general middle line in 

this all. The Serpent of Satan is the key to infinity and the key to finalizing Satan's Work 

on Humanity. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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Dealing with Astral Entities - Karma - Part 4 (1/2) 

By High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

Greetings to all our People and Comrades. 

 

This is part one of the matter in the series. I have not forgotten the requests made in the 

other parts of these series. These will be conversated about when the time has come as 

they need to be explained aside other things. Now that knowledge comes from Satan, so 

it doesn't have a copyproof, but an existential right. Those who desecrate this knowledge 

will be met with the eventual rotting and disasters this action does. No "tomb raider" 

ended sane. Without further due, let's continue. 

 

This time we are going to cover on the topic of "Karma". Contrary to the preachings of 

the enemy, the "Karma" is one of the least understood concepts. They do this on purpose.  

 

The enemy has purposefully lied and totally misdirected people in regards to what 

"Karma" is, and thanks to lack of knowledge in regards to Spirituality and Astrology that 

both unveil "Karma", people are slavishly ignorant in regards to this concept. The enemy 

of course lies to people that "Their life is the outcome of how good Goyim" they have 

been, or that "They will be punished in the afterlife for disobeying the Jewish "God", or 

that "What they do to others will be done against them threefold" and the list goes 

endless."Karma" we can define as a set of forces that guides personal life.  

 

Let's focus on the personal realm first so when this easier matter is understood, we can 

explain the more difficult matters. What is accurate of "Karma" is the term "residue". 

Now this is a tricky word. For those of you who know of Spirituality, you can easily 

figure out what this term means.  

 

The Soul, or the individual essence reincarnates over lifetimes and changes bodies. 

However, this a very simplistic and definitely does not have to obey to stupid buddhist or 

other rules. 

 

Karma is neither "good" or "bad". Its better desired by humans that Karma is not 

"suffering" but suffering in itself is not always "bad". What matters is the Purpose. The 

Cosmic Mandate for all beings is for them to explore themselves and understand "what is 

why they exist".  

 

Let's say one is to have a surgery that will save their life. Now, this is "painful" and may 

also be "bad". However, the surgery can be life saving. On the other hand, one drug 

addict does drugs and "feels good" while doing these. Their lives will shortly be ruined. 

"Good or Bad" is not how one shoud approach "Karma" in anyway. Nature doesn't reason 

it that way. 

 

This why is existential and not opinion based. Now, people have lost the language of 

understanding and translation, so everything has fallen into a total materialism. Karma is 
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also not always pletted with gold. There is a Saturn (Responsibility, reality, limitations), 

there is a Jupiter ("good" influences, expansion), there is Neptune (unknown, 

"otherworldly"), Uranus (the un-perceivable by the Human understanding as it is now).  

 

The list goes on. These influences are observed everywhere. From the animal kingdom, 

to existence in itself. Nature and its all-intelligence talk to us all the time, but the enemy 

has removed the "ears" and "eyes" of Humanity.  

 

One's Karma can be "good" or happy, one may be entirely sound, but their life of 

existence may be a complete prison, such as in the case of a billionaire who spent their 

whole existence without any insight into existence, but was a passer-by in "joy and 

pleasure" and just that. One for instance can be a murderer or a drug addict, spend all 

their lives in crime, doing the worst things imaginable, and waste their lifetime, filled 

with "suffering". One is obviously more desirable and pleasant than the other, yet...For 

both the outcome is the same. 

 

Nobody advanced or went forward spiritually. The enemy is solely advancing "matter" 

and "materialism" because this exact, without spiritual insight, will make everyone be 

"bluffed" into wasting their lives in ever-"newer" places of confusion, destruction, 

humiliation and spiritual dilatation. Nobody advances or evolves that way, and the enemy 

is therefore allowed to continue their slaver order which thrives upon spiritual ignorance. 

 

All these "Karma Rules" were made merely to exercise fear over the unknowing people, 

so that the enemy can control them. As arrayed in my other book, the enemy wants to 

keep Humanity eternally locked on the "Rota", which is the "TORA" in an anagram, 

which is the name of the Hebrew Book of the "Old Testament"- Torah. "Rota" means 

wheel. This is the "Cyclical flow of life" upon which, everyone repeats their lifetimes 

until the Soul has dissipated through lack of meditation back into the Aether.  

 

In the "Rotar" there is no advancement, everything, now and forever, stays the same. The 

enemy programs all talk in regards to how one must "Dissipate" and "Let go" into the 

"infinite" and stop existing, since existence is mundane and non-sense. They create the 

physical life of people in accordance to the same exact deal. Buddhism, Christianity, 

Islam, all preach the same. 

 

This is the literal death of the Soul. The enemy kills every ability of Humanity to advance 

and "evolve" into the next stage of its existence. And no, digital "virtual reality" 

girlfriends, jello lampshades, trips to the moon with a spaceship by 2050, will not change 

this fact. They will just keep prolonging this eternal suffering that humanity is 

undergoing from being kept from its evolution. Only the sufferers will be in a different 

"place". 

 

As far as personal Karma goes, one can see this in Astrology. Especially in many charts, 

one will see their chart, and if the astrologer that assists the person is experienced or one 

has enough knowledge, they can see all the life of "normal" people on paper. By 

"Normal" we mean spiritually non-awakened people. To be fairly simple, Karma is the 
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energies that are "Set" at the time of birth that define one's relationship with existence. 

These can be better and worse. When the enemy is posed with questions, nobody can 

really answer. Those who have bad charts, why do they have bad charts? Those that hit 

the top, why does that happen? For all questions that the enemy does not want to answer, 

they just call it "luck and chance". Satan knows better and relates the Truth, however. 

 

In one other sermon of these series, I have explained how what we can call as "Racial 

Karma" works. Races are LABOR, and this is also physical and metaphysical. Through 

the process of evolution, Human beings, according to the universal blueprint, they reach a 

point of evolution, where their genetics become as advanced as to own a "Soul". Satan 

helped us evolve to this point of existence by creating us with such genetics. However, 

nobody is created equal. 

 

In this case, the offspring has one "first" birth, that is purely the choice of their parents. 

This is nothing bad or wrong in itself. One has a "First lifetime" upon which they exist. 

Now, at this point, the parents made the choice as "original creators" and one takes shape 

and form. One doesn't reincarnate, one is just being born. After this lifetime, one can start 

to reincarnate and one accumulates experiences and "karma" in accordance to this. In 

their first incarnation, one shares the "Karma" of their parents, their parents being their 

literal creators in the physical and metaphysical sense. From there on when one 

reincarnates, one again regains "Karma" from their "Parents", but one can be reincarnated 

as a Soul. The "parents"(or even absence thereof) can and will affect the child, for better 

or for worse, and shape a major part of the person's psychology, anyhow. 

 

This is the deterministic part of nature, that is not really deterministic, just natural. The 

enemy twisted and perverted this into insanity, and used this to feed their general 

"determinism" in their shitty understanding which is enforced to all Humanity. One can 

escape from this by development of the Soul, attentiveness and consciousness choice, and 

clear the good from the bad. One then becomes an actual individual. Most people never 

get through this process, and this is why they become just a blueprint of these influences. 

What I want to show through this, is that people share their own karma one on another, 

and this can be shown in Synastry in the inter-relations of this thing. 

 

I think this is simply understood. This extends further to races, peoples, family lines, even 

countries and this has to do with individual physical and metaphysical development, 

knowledge on the behalf of the parents and the list goes. This is why there are "Royal" 

families and simpler families. 

 

Even observed from a physical standby, those who have the slightest knowledge of 

psychology do know that the "parents" are a catalytic beginning in one's existence, 

Karma or life. Normally, people should be able to go "past" these problems, and just reap 

the benefits, however, the enemy has made a reality where you are exactly what your 

parents "made" you to be. This is because the Soul is cut off, so therefore, people have 

absolutely no touch on the "Karma". As the energies are "Set" or "Reincarnated" at the 

time of birth, so they remain through the life. 
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The planets take their turns (The planets symbolize the influences exerted upon forces 

that we call "Gods" in short terms) and one lives their lives accordingly. As people know, 

the planets correspond to Chakras. The Chakras link someone to the universe or 

existence. Physically speaking, these manifest here as the physical body. The "relation" 

between one and existence, also ties into "Karma". These "influences" have certain laws 

that can be understood by occultists and astrologers, or that may not be able to be 

"understood" completely.  

 

To people who are locked on spiritual knockdown, they have made the theories of 

"Chance" and "Luck" so they can sleep at night. The fact that many things are 

"determined", by "choice" (even if one knows they choose or not) does not mean that 

anything is "Determined", as every force can be altered by another force. This is the 

teaching of Satan, who in the fable of Siva, was the first "God" to defeat the planets. 

 

Normally, in a sane world, part of the battle that has to happen so that human beings can 

survive, there is a part where people have to survive and "conquer" these external 

influences. From this came the false-placed allegory of "Man reigning over the Gods 

(meaning the Planets)" and all the forces of nature that keep us in strict control. This 

process can be hard, lengthy, and there are many things into it. This is done through 

meditation. 

 

Whether people like it or not, or remember it or not, they do possess an astral body. The 

biggest joke the enemy has pushed on people, is the fact that there is "chance", "You only 

live once" and that everything is "coincidental". For any coincidence to happen, there 

have to be interacting forces, however. And for there to be forces, someone has to guide 

these forces. This is how "Karma" works. 

 

Not all humans do possess an astral body, and one part of this body is actually the 

"Female" part, or on a lower level, the female mind. The female mind is responsible for 

heartbeat, and pretty much the billions of processes take place on the "Background" as 

one exists. It’s also responsible for the metaphysical aspects of working one's existence. 

This mind can be "opened" and it can be "programmed" to a degree. This roughly below 

here can be the genetics, hypnosis or anything else of that nature, but these don't really 

explain the deeper essence of this. The deeper essence lies in what is called "The Soul". 

As I arrayed in another part, especially the Sermon on Reincarnation, there is interaction 

in all the parts of the "Soul" and the bodies. 

 

So here we have the good and the bad news. I will start with the bad news. The Egyptian 

people have figured out as the Gods related to them, that CONSCIOUSNESS is 

everything. What's so important about CONSCIOUSNESS however? We can also call 

"CONSCIOUSNESS", as "ATTENTIVENESS". Attentiveness means the simple thing; I 

pay attention, as a conscious entity. This means, that one pays attention to what is 

happening "around" or "within". This insight, through meditation, gives insight and 

control over the "automatic" processes of the female part of the Soul or Mind, which 

directly tie into "Karma". If one does not attend on these, the Soul can actually wither 

away and die, and one's whole existence will be a programmed loop, until they stop 
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existing. 

 

How this "Loop" will be defined, as I said above, unless external spiritual forces of 

conscious beings intervene, will be "As Fated" (as chosen by the other existences that 

brought them into birth in a semi-conscious act).The enemy is however angry in the fact 

that Satan, has given us the ability to be conscious. This involves advanced genetics, the 

third eye, the power to perceive, and higher intelligence than all the animals. 

 

In simpler terms, if one is not conscious, their "Karma" will play exactly as it was 

programmed and forced by any forces at the time of their Birth etc. The "accumulation" 

of Karma, also manifests below here as addictions, good or bad dreams for better or for 

worse, relationships with others, with reality, with anything and everything. All this can 

be understood by attentiveness and astrology, at least in a personal level. Of course, the 

enemy breeds people systematically with an average IQ of 70, but this should not prohibit 

the seekers of Truth in having self-trust and investigating these matters. 

 

With knowledge, everything can be known. Energy can be observed, and one can notice 

patterns. Astrology and all other means do shed "Light" into these darkened areas of 

existence. "Will" and "Energy" or what we know today as "Programming" can be tapped 

into and changed. Karma plays upon the Astral body and the higher realms, and manifests 

here below in the physical realm in other forms. One instance to help people understand 

this, is let's say someone with a first house Neptune. The person is generally disposed to 

be spiritually open and aware, to the point that the feelings can make one fragile and easy 

to break. 

 

One's Karma can be observed through everywhere. It can be through the Eye of Satan 

(3rd eye) or Astrology, or clairvoyance. The "Karma" is stored in the Soul and blooms 

like a flower, for better or for worse, when the circumstances of the external world, and 

enough energy are applied. 

 

In this current age we live in, without spirituality, the "spiritual" energy of Neptune will 

manifest in the "closer" route, which are the hallucinogenic drugs put here by the enemy. 

Therefore, one becomes a drug addict and they get destroyed, instead of advancing. This 

should also show how others, can affect each other's Karma. As I have related in all my 

work these years, the enemy is fully conscious of these things and they use these. 

 

One "Karmic" event one can observe is that of an accident. An accident is called an 

accident because one loses attention, and they fall into an accident. This is a very simple 

way to understand why "attentiveness" is important. Now for the good news, as the mind 

can create the "good" or "bad" Karma, it has also the ability to master it, direct it and give 

one True Freedom away from this "Rotar". This is the essence of Satanism. The "Eye of 

Satan" is glorified because through this, one gets the insight into the Human Soul, or for 

more accurate saying, the higher dimension of existence, through which the "Karma" 

takes place, and can be altered down here, so that one is finally free. This is not easy at 

all, and this is the essence of real evolution. People nowadays don't really possess free 

will when it comes to any of this. They have the POTENTIAL of FREE WILL, given by 
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Satan. 

 

Satan was not allowed to finish the Great Work upon Humanity, and therefore Humanity 

was not a "God". However, Satan and the Gods are here to guide everyone into this path 

if so they choose. 

 

The lie of "Free Will" is perpetrated by the enemy on purpose to misguide humanity into 

thinking they are free. It’s even proven by brain scanning, that the female part of the 

mind dominates most "Conscious" choices. This can be seen in how people involuntarily 

fall in love and everything else. This is not *GOOD* or *BAD* as a mechanism, what is 

bad is that the female mind is tempered by bad "Karma" and by the enemy subconscious 

programming, and people always make the wrong choices. This reeks into civilizations, 

households and relationships. This can be fixed. From this results what we know of 

"Suffering" and everything else. The solutions are meditation, attentiveness and 

knowledge that one has the potential to develop a free will. As thus, one escapes the 

"Rotar". 

 

While Karma (as in the karma of one’s whole life), for the exceptionally experienced 

people and Masters of Meditations, can be controlled through the Will and Conscious 

effort, one can just alter their Karma with simply, the spiritual means. As I stated above, 

all this manifests in the higher realms. One can see disease astrally, even tendencies and 

underlying problems, or gifts of all sorts. Karma has grades and depths. As one meditates, 

one raises "above" Karma, as their energies are becoming brighter and the brightness of 

the Soul ensures positive things.  

 

This manifests in the Astral body as the "Tree of Life", which represents the Human 

Soul. In there, one can see the "branches" (nadis) and the "Vibrancy" (light of the Soul) 

of the tree, the vibration, one's existence, and the list goes endless. If one can water the 

tree and everything else, defines the Tree of "LIFE". Life doesn't always mean internal 

life, it also means external life. The same goes for the protection meditation. Will is 

finally exercised to take the "route set" by all other forces. One really starts to exist in a 

starting stage. One defends themselves from these negative influences and energies that 

the universe and other sources exert on somebody. 

 

Cleaning the Soul has also the same effect. As for superior workings of guiding one's 

complete life, or "giant Karma", or anything like this- I am not obligated to extend 

further, but all I can say, is that this is the essence of Magick. Essentially, magick affects 

the "Karma". Things that would not "Normally" happen, "Can" happen. Anything is 

virtually possible, but that doesn't mean everything can be done with one's present power. 

This is why advancing in power is important. But one must first advance on insight. Be 

attentive. 

 

One last note to close the Karma and the Personal Karma, is that actually, one can also 

affect "Karma" from the physical realm. One doesn't really reach the source of the 

problem, but the symptoms can be "Controlled" from below in some ways. One example 

here is one is sick, and they get a disease. They have a surgery and they "Remove" the 
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outcome of the disease. That is not pleasant and might have other outcomes, however, the 

real disease begun at the Soul and is rooted in the Karma. 

 

So the disease might again re-surface in the future, or one may never heal and the list 

goes on. The Karma can be changed, as far as some things go, by one's personal choices 

and "Eksis", which Aristotle talked about. Simply, the life choices, and the "persistence"- 

or more simply, the habits one develops. 

 

For instance, certain habits, produce certain outcomes. These can be understood by logic. 

One's "Karma" can adjust to these, as a liquid can attach to a new glass. For instance, one 

may have a very violent and warlike natal chart. Instead of one becoming an underdog 

murderer, they become a military personnel, a master martial artists, or whatever else of 

that nature. This can be manipulated from the physical realm, but the effects may not be 

permanent in the Soul, unless this is ingrained into the Soul by over-the counter 

“habitualization” of something. 

 

In a simple paradigm, one follows a diet that makes them fatter. Soon, they will be 

turning into a whale. If the diet is stopped, and one changes it or exercises, the problem 

might disappear. One will not have to deal with the karma. This is where attentiveness 

and choice come into play, and they don't really need metaphysical means to be worked, 

unless one needs more serious means for that reason. 

 

Another instance, is that someone meets with someone who is a horrific influence to 

them. For whatever reason, they continue association. This ends in disaster for one, or 

both parties. If only they used some intelligence to stop this (its not THAT easy in many 

ways, and sometime “Karma” is a pure brutalizer of “Free Will”) one would stop this. 

One can still act on anything, just by mere intelligence. This is why the enemy attacks 

intelligence, natural common sense and does so spitefully. Intelligence on its own is a 

fundamental beginning in order for someone to be free. This is why the enemy pushes 

massive bastardization and retardation, amongst other nefarious purposes. 

 

The best way to escape “Karma” is habitualizing the things one likes, and enforcing the 

matter from the spiritual realm as well, until the problem is blotted out and one reaches 

the desirable outcome. This can be easier or harder, depending on the depth of the 

ingrained “Karma” or “Residue” that exists therein. 

 

One closing note: Your Karma does not have to do with how much jewish ass you have 

kissed, if you were a good Shabbos Goyim, or if you actually prayed to "Allah" the other 

day or not. However, these people play "Karma" and "God" by actively manipulating and 

attacking all others who are spiritually ignorant, so they think of them as "God" or "Sons 

of God". Physical means are also used, and this affects someone accordingly.  

 

Karma can, and is actively being manipulated for the enemy. The naive enemy excrement 

gatekeepers say some things like "Oh, if you do bad theengz u gon be punished!" The 

jews have however went for thousands of years without and "punishment" whatsover, 

other than some flack here and there. "Karma" can be redirected, and can be used against 
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others as well. Jews never payed for their Karma, but everyone else does. "God" is above 

"Karma" and "God" is anyone who knows and controls this principle. At least to others 

who do not know. 

 

I hope this clears up the "Personal Karma" and how it works and the means people can 

work to correct these. The other piece will tie into the "larger" families of Karma, such as 

family Karma, Race Karma and the list goes. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 
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Dealing With Astral Entities - Mass Karma - Part 4 (2/2) 

Thu Nov 10, 2016 2:39 am  

 

High Priest Hoodedcobra666  

 

Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades. 

 

For Short, I had to put "Dealing With Astral Entities" in DWAE. 

 

How it is sometimes, is when you have something planned, always something pops, 

especially in our case which demands our total daily attention. This is because there is 

always much to do for Satan, and the Gods. This never ends. 

 

Now this to examine a step deeper into Karma. As I have analyzed in the first part of the 

series, this will deal with the other part. I will call it "Massive" Karma as this deals with 

masses. 

 

To make it easily understandable, let's say that Mass Karma is in many ways a sum up of 

individual Karma's. This is a very simplistic way to put it, but at least it can help us see 

the first thing that comes to categorization. For instance, the people affect each other's 

karma, in many ways. This is not only spiritual, this is also by many means physical and 

happens on the physical level. The root of this is metaphysical. 

 

For instance when we have a relationship, we have a synastry chart forming. This shows 

some of the dynamics of the given relationship. Then we can extend this to the family, 

then to larger units of people, states, nations etc. The base of this, as with the individuals, 

is the Race. One of the reasons the jews want to mix Races is because they want to mix 

their "Karma". This is why many other Races who don't labor, see intermixing with other 

races with a better existence, as a 'saving' of their position. 

 

This is because the enemy has forcibly removed the means of advancement, the Spiritual 

advancement, and the native culture that keeps people intact. I also want to clarify that I 

am NOT talking about petty tribalism. I just see three large races, and then the people 

who are in between. The message of this post is not to escalate into senseless confusion, 

as those who like to be offended might be.  

 

A lot of people also form relationships, and the list goes. Karma is tied with personal 

action and choice. Let's take for example the Japanese. The Japanese of course are open 

to travellers, culturally loyal, and a very advanced and futuristic civilization, which in 

most ways is also crime-less. They have made a paradise for themselves. This has 

happened because of labor. Nobody gave them that. The same is the case everywhere.  

 

The jew as everyone knows is a lazy parasite. This is why in most ways, jews always 

want slaves to work for them, emphasize slavery, or abuse others etc. This is just how 

they are. However, this is not the mentality to get anywhere in the longterm. This is why I 
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keep saying the jews don't really have a destiny. Where all Gentiles can reach by 

advancing, jews will never reach, because they are different. Others will, sooner or later, 

advance. 

 

There are also many who mimic the jews, however, thinking this is a fast route to 

'bettering' their condition. Instead of working on correcting anything, they literally ingest 

themselves into the "Karma" of another race, and get absorbed into their lands, tenets, or 

even gene-pool, all of which are generated by the Karma of these particular 

people/races/units. This is bad and doesn't really help neither the person on the receiving, 

or the giving side, in most ways. "Racism" in the negative and aggressive sense is the 

expression of a comeback for this thing. If things clash beyond a level, these units will 

literally fight.  

 

There are four ways it can go. In the case one, people may fight it over. In the case two, 

people may peacefully co-exist, but without intermingling past a point, everyone 

develops on their pace under one flag (The USA could do this to save its ass). In case 

three, people may be assimilated into one clump or new race (both races lose in this 

process in all ways)- clashes, death and anguish are more than likely the result of this, 

same as longterm permanent destruction of everyone involved. In case four we have 

separated, healthy co-operation of sentinent and highly advanced Races, and this is the 

ideal system the Gods follow. In the fourth instance, everyone is safe, sound, and 

advances their blueprint, while maintaining friendly relations/alliances of True spirit.  

 

This also shows mutual respect, as one does not want to destroy the other by mixing them 

out of existence etc. Those who are produced by the in-between, become either a friendly 

race of their own, or just re-assimilate where they feel at home- in the given they do what 

they are supposed to do to keep up with the culture. (Jews and literal parasites NOT 

included).  

 

However as all of us here know, most if not MOST gentiles have fell into victims as the 

jews have been using them like pawns. This pawn against this pawn, and so forth.  

 

Instead, the symptoms of any defunct Karma are just 'hidden' and so they remain until the 

circumstances allow of what one 'is' to manifest. The same thing goes elsewhere.  

 

For example the jews did not have the power to fully express who they are, which is what 

they write in the Talmud and in the rest of their cultural literature. When circumstances 

will allow, as they do now to an extent such as all the crimes they do, it will manifest. 

And if it does, it will be too late.  

 

This is why civilizations with many races are collapsed/or naturally tend to never 

'assimilate' in any way, and as you can see in the USA, many individual Races and such, 

are forming their own conditions of Karma in certain places. The jews of course are the 

misfortune which infact doesn't allow anything to come in its own terms. Let alone 

xianity and the related programs, who reinforce the worst in everyone. This is why you 

change neighborhoods, or states, and you see a completely different level of being, not 
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only economically wise, but in many other ways. This is a rough explanation as to the 

dynamics of this, but these are more complex.  

 

To understand this easily, let's take a family. If everyone in the family has a good chart 

for wealth, is industrious etc, the family will more than likely prosper. You add one 

person with a disability let's say, the Karma changes. You add two people who are lazy, 

and this setbacks the others and the list goes. The jews, because they lie behind many of 

these problems by magickally and physically interfering with the Karma of all other 

people (Remember, they have taken the position of 'god' in the physical due to belief of 

the dumb), they literally wreck families, states and such alike. In the same way a 

negative, deadly and parasitic person is a heavy burden for any unit trying to advance, 

this is the same case here in families, countries, states and the like. 

 

A jew is incapable of really producing civilization or anything else, but made by its 

foreign creator intelligent enough to understand the spoils of those superior, and of course 

demand them. If one falls on their level, the jews get into their countries, infecting them 

in a parasitic relation. This bleeds the victim dry. In the same way some people can help 

us advance, others mean our death, and this is in nature, and also natal charts and the list 

goes. 

 

But let's observe the matter in reverse. We have one person who doesn't like washing. 

They literally love filth and garbage. You bring this person inside the person of a clean 

disposition, who do you think will "prevail". The cleaning person, or the defiling one? 

Defilement doesn't take absolutely any effort in nature. The downfall spiral happens by 

mere passivity. The upwards needs mental consciousness, activity and action. This is how 

nature is.  

 

So what is the person with a clean disposition going to do? Clean the feces, garbage and 

excrement of the other person, who for any reason, loves defilement. How is this possible 

to convince the clean person to tolerate the dirty person, given this is unnatural to the 

fullest? Something like "Christianity" would be the answer here. Which is nothing but a 

program of tolerance of crap, misfortune, acceptance of death, victimization, with the 

ultimate purpose of weakening people down so that the parasitic jews can rule them. This 

opens the doors wide. 

 

The uprising of the '3rd world' is nothing but the instigated "Karma" where the jews try to 

make others do what the jews have done, to use them in their agenda. Instead of the 

people be guided to elevate themselves, fix their national/racial Karma, become 

intelligent and advance, the jews tell them to migrate to the "West" which is a Paradise. 

And why is the West a paradise? Because other people have been building it, other than 

those coming. And of course this won't last forever in this condition if this was to 

continue, and this is exactly the jewish aim, who by their parasitic nature cannot devise 

creative solutions, but they in their parasitic death as a virus that has infected a body, will 

kill the body and then have no body to house it anymore. 

 

Every lifeform has Karma. When lifeforms co-exist and co-advance, this creates a karma 
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for them. As explained above, this can turn even into countries, destinies of countries and 

the list goes. The Blood of a Race is actually a gateway to their spiritual purpose. As thus 

the Gods demand Racial States and the main Races to be separate from one another, as to 

meet their purpose accordingly and elevate on their own pace. The Blood is not some 

trivial matter. It shows a lot of things. New races can be created, that harbor and have the 

characteristics and mixed things of two or more races, but this recurring process causes 

not only confusion in the Karma, but also this manifests in many other ways as in people 

first and foremost feeling 'torn' between two parts of what they are. Ideally, they should 

choose and re-assimilate where they feel good. 

 

Now why the Jews want to racemix people into ONE race, this should ring obvious. One 

Race will only have ONE karma- and ONE destiny. The jews of course sum it up as such: 

To be slaves of the elect jews. The race mixing agenda makes total sense spiritually, 

physically and in all levels. One who wants slaves would of course desire this for their 

'cattle'. The Gods stand on the opposite direction, as they want the species of Humanity to 

advance, not return to being apes.  

 

This is not what the Gods intended for Humanity. They created different Races with 

different purposes and reasons of existence, which are holy and known to them. These 

can be realized by meditation. You don't need to verbally know, but you will be able to 

feel it when you advance. When one advances, they will also understand this in more 

'applicable' terms. 

 

Nations and States as such, being like living entities on a large scale, they have their own 

Karma etc. For instance if you look at the USA, you can see all sorts of things. If you 

look in Europe, you will see 'stricter' Karma, or Inda, which is why the Jews want to 

dilute and destroy these people a lot. This makes the jews scared, as Karma and a good 

Karma generates positive outcomes of a metaphysical, and physically uncontrollable 

nature. You can't really predict this. This has to do with the power of consciousness to 

materialize into the physical, conditions that represent it. The jews want to abolish this, 

which its called witchcraft, but witchcraft is actually part of nature and it happens in 

many ways, not only a specific one.  

 

But if you wipe out the bearer of it, the man, this will also be abolished. This is why the 

jews don't tell anyone to advance in anyway spiritually. The war against Satan is 

purposeful. Satan is TRUTH. TRUTH in Greek means MEMORY. Memory means 

KARMA. This very Soul Memory that ties us to the Gods and our Ancestors, cannot 

really be understood with a deep meaning, except of bizarre 'theorems' or empty crap, or 

be forgotten completely. This makes the jews laugh and feel they are approaching their 

own 'karmic purpose' which they have set as a goal- to enslave others. Don't ask me why. 

That's how the jews see it.  

 

First of all, your advancement 'saves' your family or even lot in a sense, and your 

ancestral line from all this recurring spiritual damage that many people have 'inherited'. 

This is in the astral body, and this passes down to children, who stand chances to no 

longer experience the negative karma such as bad health the ancestors have sown. Of 
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course this is not always intentional. In that sense, nobody is a 'victim' of anything deep 

down, as we belong as links without disconnection to our racial lines and the list goes.  

 

Its our duty and its on our 'consciousness' to fix these up, so that the next one's will have 

it better, and the list goes endless, until a final product of man is produced that we 

presently cannot even conceive. Those who do more work, are better. Those who do less, 

are worse. This is why the Gods gave spiritual knowledge to *ALL* Gentiles. That way 

the Gods are JUST and from there on, its our own bussiness as creatures to see what we 

will do with this knowledge. Apply, or deny and rot? 

 

This is the Godman, like Satan and the Gods. In that sense, all Races of Humanity need to 

reach that status, so that Humanity can advance towards the next level. This is done 

through the metaphysical means Satan and the Gods left behind, and not by injecting 

hormones or hooking internet chips in your brain. This is infact a karma of dependency, 

and inferior, and not a karma where the real secrets of life have been unlocked and given 

freely to humanity. 

 

In a more gruesome sense, the jews are like a race of damaged, extremely race mixed, 

alien modified creatures. As such due to incapability to exist on hteir own, the ride the 

White men like parasites, so they exploit the White Man's Karma, that produced things 

like good civilizations, health, civilization and the list goes- the jews could never make 

this on their own, as they are not on any such level of development. Other Gentiles of 

course are great in this department, while others are learning, but the thing is for the jew, 

who is an alien enemy, to be revealed.  

 

The jews are robbing the Karma of the Gentiles to advance themselves. For example, 

they have drained Africa completely financially, and mixed the Karma of the Black 

people with the White people forcibly, by creating not only Race Mixing, but many other 

works of insanity. These are extreme crimes and all higher beings who see this will not 

see it favorably. The Gods see it with hatred, as this goes against the will of Nature to 

advance its blueprints. The jews are accursed from nature for that reason, amongst many 

others. In the jewish tribe one sees mistakes, psychopathy, and disgust that is amassed for 

centuries. It didn't happen yesterday. Of course by masking, exploiting Gentile scientific 

advances, stealing, robbing, confusing and degradation of their 'enemy stock' the jews 

hope that just in time they will steal from us the necessary advances in order to become 

better, and dump us with it. This is why they live amongst us. 

 

So as to get back to mass Karma, mass Karma is no different than how everyone has a 

pluto, a neptune and their generational planets or setups. Everyone has influences by 

these, and these are large. One powerful enough, can pierce through this, and create their 

individual life, or change this order. This is what we have been doing. In technical terms 

we are washing away of Humanity the inflicted karma caused by the enemy, and this will 

manifest also in a better world. This is the real meaning of the "Darkness" which will be 

defeated by the Light. The climax of Karma is where people control everything based on 

their true will, and not low animalistic rules of the cosmos. And by true will, I mean in 

the highest accordance with Satyan, Eternal Truth. Not rabbi shekelstein's new book that 
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masquerades as 'tru theory'. 

 

In closing, spiritually speaking, loving one's people, wanting to preserve them, looking 

for a better future for them etc, is all very healthy and natural tendency, with deeply 

rooted spiritual foundations that deal with the purpose of existence as well. Again, this is 

not always verbal, and SATANISM is the exact religion of understanding this. This is 

why it is open to all Gentiles, so that everyone can reclaim the lost crown of freedom for 

themselves, those worthwhile, and in the end, so that everything else will be raised due to 

this massive, spiritual awakening.  

 

Like the individual spirit transforms, so does the massive spirit. This is the most direct 

way to save "humanity", more than being vegan, going to church, or giving 6 trillion $$$ 

to Shlomo Shekelstein for his campain of "Tikkun Olam". To save one's self is the major 

step in saving the world. As thus the ripped off story of Jewsus being savior and 

rupturing others, deals to that, and we are again looking as OSIRIS- the bringer of the 

Light and defeater of Death. Only, not a jew ripped from Osiris holds the key to personal, 

or massive karma absolvance.  

 

Only Work, spiritual ascention and spiritual labor, rewarded by the universe, do this. This 

way humanity can be saved massively from decay.  

 

So help yourself. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 
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Dealing with Astral Entities: Past Life Memory and Race Soul 

Sun Jun 04, 2017 10:00 am  

Hoodedcobra666  

 

 

Greetings to all our Family and Satanic People. 

 

Well this deals with what the title says. I am writing this to clean up some particular 

things that may have people confused. 

 

Many people when they learn about past lives, they become highly interested in such. 

Depending on the maturity of the person, they may look on what has come 'before' and 

see things ranging from Truth, to absolute delusion, to some truths mixed with lies, and 

so forth. 

 

This is why I always advise people to actually work a lot spiritually before they do this 

process. This is because hangups, fears, insecurities, and wanting to fill one's self to 

compensate for lack of power and success in this life can subvert a person. The 

subconscious of the untrained person can be tricky, and filled with programmings that 

lead to this. 

 

This is the reason many people who are new spiritually and are unfounded in 

observations, can suddenly say things like, if they are Mexican, that they were the Great 

Montezuma, or other people can say they were Lao Tzu, or "Me Wuz Napoleon" 

immediately. Now these things, sometimes have some reality in them, but I will explain 

what is going on to rectify the situation. But this cannot be explained before I explain 

some other things. 

 

All races have a racial soul tree, so to say. This is like a massive pool of memories, 

understanding and spiritual roots, to simplify this. All members of a race are connected 

through this tree, as such, we have races and soul families. People who dabble and are 

spiritually inexperienced, can sometimes see delusion, PLUS things from this tree if they 

are open, and sometimes get into memories of such tree. 

 

Others are caught in complete astral delusion and just see their own delusions. The power 

and SATAN has to rise in the soul (sense of understanding and wisdom) to see correctly. 

One should better of remove hangups, so that they are not trapped in false observation.  

 

If someone is something very great, it will show up in the natal chart, in the life, in the 

wisdom, and everything else. It will be apparent in everything from a younger age. This 

is because this is carried from the past life, given as passed down from the Race Tree, or 

both these things. Normally, these go together. The more developed persons are in a 

fitting place in the race tree so to say.  
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Now, great men, women and souls in our racial tree, they are very influential in our racial 

unconscious. We are connected in a genetic level and soul tree with these people. So 

when we meditate, we find our 'roots' and start feeling this tree. This is why we get to feel 

and seek our ancestors when we become more conscious, so to say.  

 

Some people are "RIGHT" that they are related to these great people, because they are. 

Now, the distance in the tree ranges, and of course, that doesn't imply that one *IS* that 

person.  

 

In a sense, part of them, racially wise, is in them, and theirs in them, but only in the racial 

unconscious. As individual entities, people have their own future, so to say. If we 

meditate and advance, we also help and correct our Racial Tree, and uplift all of it's 

members. We are making space also for ourselves. This is on an astral level. Sometimes, 

people when they do past life regression, may see such powerful events that happened in 

the tree of their race, rather than their individual memories from a previous lifetime or 

such. This needs training.  

 

From the above thing we have many unimportant people or young souls always saying 

they are 'Kangz', Pharaohs, or that they were Tesla in a past life. They belong to the race 

tree of this people, they WISH they were these people, and even that wish is actually a 

wish to point them to evolve THEMSELVES, and become better. They are observing, in 

short, a bright example.  

 

Believing you're Tesla or an Apache helicopter, will not make you either. Therefore it's 

better to stop living in this subjective reality, because it keeps you back from your true 

potential. Additionally, the presence of a Tesla or an apache helicopter (lol) in your Race 

line, shows that you have the potential to get there. Let's not mix potential, with who we 

are in the present, and everything else. 

 

All this fog is cleared by SATYAN - SATANAMA. The striving for Truth. When the 

soul leaves behind dross, hangups and crap, it starts to see the light and accept reality 

joyously. You don't have to be a movie star to advance, or someone 'famous'. Anyone can 

do this, and anyone can raise on higher levels. That's the awesome thing about this. 

Spirituality is open for those who are after it, so to say. 

 

Generally, it's not that great to mix the race trees (let's call these soul families), because 

this causes internal spiritual confusion. This causes unexpected outcomes. This is not 

negative, but if done incessantly, can have bad effects many generations down the line. 

As such the stupid saying that the 'sons and daughters' pay the 'sins of their parents'. This 

is perverted allegory of the jews, to hide this very fact.  

 

How one is today is tied into the effort of those that came before them and how they 

managed to handle their time, if they decided to materially or spiritually advance, and 

such. No matter where one is, one can evolve, advance, and continue existing until they 

reach the higher levels. The point of such is to advance. 
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You will feel this as a drawing towards a particular civilization/past so to say. It will 

attract you, and also it will be obvious in who you are, your temperament and so forth. 

 

As explained before in the series, races have karma. To mix such karma can have strange, 

and unexpected effects. If we have a spiritual family, they produce spiritual children, and 

so forth. To disrupt this, can have any effects, with generations ranging from the bottom 

to whatever so to say. The whole process of rectifying and raising one's soul to a higher 

level can become a mess. People reincarnate into their race lines, to continue the process 

of spiritual advancing.  

 

Lastly, see how bright individuals help their own people and the world in general, in 

more than one way. This is actually why we say that the true potential of a race is not in 

the retards of such, but in the people who made this EFFORT to get "UP THERE". 

Notably, the people in the high levels may have absolutely no relation with the fallen 

leaves and the rotten branches of a tree, so to say. 

 

The whole point of these spiritual teachings are to keep the trees of our races clean, pure, 

strong, empowered, and to grow and become fruitful and plentiful. This was known to all 

Ancient civilizations, and actively practiced. This is how the individuals of the Golden 

Ages came to be. Because the trees were being cleaned, the rotten branches cut off, and 

the trees taken care of, so to say. One makes sure to always lift one's self and the their 

race soul by advancing.  

 

When one does regression, they have to be skilled, and better be clean spiritually- having 

deprogrammed one's self from a need to see lies, and conditioned one's self, without guilt, 

to see facts. This helps one raise in power. 

 

I hope this clears up this issue in regards to Past Life regression and the Race Spiritual 

Tree. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 
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Dealing with Astral Entities: On Dreams 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Tue Feb 13, 2018 9:07 am 

There is a lot of in-depth knowledge that can be shared on dreams, but because of the enemy's 

interest in this craft, and also how even some jews like Freud and others who have attempted to 

decode and steal this knowledge, it has to be kept brief for the time being. In other words the 

enemy is just very thirsty to know about this matter as there is not much info around. 
 

The dreams one experiences come in many levels. What level the dream corresponds to, one 

needs experience to understand, and spiritual insight. Depending on one's insight, one can also 

understand their dreams aside a level.  
 

One example is how many people see dreams of the 'apocalypse'. This is because a lot of 

people are enforced in this meme and this scares the mind. This is a scenario of ultimate fear. 

This is why the enemy keeps using it, and all the catastrophe involved. This creates the ultimate 

feeling of PTSD and worry for the mind, so the more one delves on it, the more the mind 

becomes shattered. The brain possesses this as danger, and therefore attempts to live this 

scenario to be better prepared to deal with it in the walking life and to absorb the unimaginable 

shock of it. So for this reason people can dream this dream over and over, until they really 

believe it. This is the use of fear for those who are gullible. This is one level of the same dream, 

a very basic level. 
 

Another level of it is simply a spiritual level, where the enemy enforces this dream with spiritual 

means. Dreams can come from external sources, not only internal sources, and how actual is 

the dream, one needs to have spiritual experience and an open consciousness to understand. 

Obviously many people don't know this, therefore they think it's 'Prophecy' or 'God' talking to 

them.  
 

There are also many level of dreams in the sense, if one goes hungry to their bed, they may see 

that they are eating. This is a very common dream and happens for obvious reasons, the 

person is hungry. Sometimes a dream can have a mixed message, for example, one eats, but 

one eats in a specific way and conversations with one specific person. This dream can have a 

different meaning than simply eating. 
 

Other dreams are also the dreams of sex. For example someone sees they have sex with a 

specific woman, or a person they do not like, or a person they like. If the person in their walking 

life desires this specific woman, this can mean many things, depending on the situation. In the 

situation where one is already intimate with the woman, this can be a push or an omen that 

something may happen in the future, or that they need to work in that direction. If one doesn't 

know the woman, it could be a woman that saw them this day and is strong and did obsess over 

them, or just a simple imagery that was conjured to satisfy the need for sex.  
 

Dream analysis is like trying to analyze a web and it's a high spiritual practice that requires also 

realism and knowledge of Symbols. Symbols are the way through which our unconscious mind 

tries to communicate our Subconscious. Some dreams happen on one level that is higher, 

others on a lower. Most people see low level dreams. However some people are born with a 

spiritual gift (this is in the chart as well) and they can see omens, the future, and important 
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happenings, or tend to have more deep dreams than others. This can also come with an instinct 

on the dreams. People who had this power in the Middle Ages were exterminated, as this power 

can escalate into other powers. Dream Yoga goes into this, this can be turned into voluntarily 

dream astral projection etc. 
 

This is why jews like Fraud have completely failed on this interpretation, because their soul is 

lacking and it cannot explain anything deep on these matters. So Freud made all these bizarre 

theories that for a male to see their mother is because every Goyim wants to have sex with their 

mother. Again the jew projected his own mental issues and turmoil to other Gentiles. However 

this is not the case why Gentiles in most situations see these dreams. This is not the case the 

majority of the time, and such dreams are symbolic as well. Freud was just talking about the 

soul of their reptillian and jewish race.  
 

Two people may see the same thing but for completely different reasons, because the souls are 

different. It's well known the jews are a race that is heavily, if not the most, inbred on the planet, 

so to see such a dream would have a different interpretation for a jew than for a Gentile. So this 

practice is quite common to them. 
 

(((Scientific))) Fraud Freud did this on purpose to create guilt and mental issues to Gentiles. 

Because the bible says it's sinful to do this, but oy vey, you dreamt about it anyway Goyim, so 

go repent to Jewsus now. The typical meme they always do. Lack of knowledge, fear and 

instilled complex is used to control the person. The same thing jews in every science they touch. 

It turns into the profit of the Talmud.  
 

On the other hand, Carl Jung, who was a Gentile, had a better perspective and understanding 

of dreams. This is because with the eyes of his soul he was more capable to understand and 

decode these matters. While Fraud approached these dreams as the little mind trying to 'do the 

forbidden' and all the rest of the jewish 'taboo bullshit' (remember jews come from a culture of 

intensive reptillian restriction), Jung approached dreams as an open way that the unconscious 

mind tries to let you know about something that is required for your path.  
 

The same 'culture' that was enforced on the Pagan/Satanic Soul (As the jews admit) of Gentiles, 

is completely against to our nature and our creator (Satan). So our mind revolts consistently and 

tries to break these jewish imposed limitations. The Gentile Soul is different, and to impose a 

jewish system on it, creates mental illness and neurosy. Just look at your average Christian and 

you will see why. These people are broken on the inside.  
 

In closing dreams are a very complex system of symbols. The more one grows the more they 

can understand these symbols, and also, there are levels of dreams. Modern psychoanalysis 

and dream analysis is a fraud, so people studying this need to be on high alert. Every person is 

their own soul and universe, especially when it comes to dreams, aside of a few things we 

share. 
 

I will write on more specific examples in future posts, like dreams analyzed etc. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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Re: Dealing with Astral Entities: On Dreams 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Tue Feb 13, 2018 10:47 am 

As stated by many, all Freud's work was.......was Freud's own autobiography even down to the 

obsession with incest. Freud was having an incestuous affair with his own sister. I had to study 

Freud in school. He created whole personality types based on how a person was potty 

trained....literally based on how a person takes a dump.... This is deep level stuff for the poo 

people. Freud like a typical jew was obsessed with scat. Scatman Freud. 
 

Freud's theme song: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hy8kmNEo1i 

 

Re: Dealing with Astral Entities: On Dreams 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Tue Feb 13, 2018 10:51 am 

Freud's entire circle of scat anal-yst school were all kikes. The only Goy was Jung and this is 

due to Freud stating they need a front Goy to hide behind to the Goy public. From Freud's 

letters and statements of those who knew him. Freud was a typical Gentile hating, supremacist 

kike. Who by his own admission just created a cheap psychological weapon to attack and 

destroy Gentile society with. Psycho babble analyst of Freud is just purposeful jewish 

subversion of Gentile society. Its a cheap jewish trick. But also shows how fucked up jews are in 

the head. 
 

Jung realized how disgusting Freud and kikes were and left the whole thing. And worked to 

attempt to Gentilize psychology this is why Jung is remembered as someone despite himself 

being a Nazi who worked for the Third Reich, as being a person who contributed something to 

society. They gave Jung a pass because they like him so much. Jung's best friend was Serrano 

who was also a Nazi and was close friends with Devi who wrote the Lighting and the Sun. 

Serrano stated Jung's problem was he could never fully let go of the frame work of 

psychoanalyst which was totally materialistic. From studying Jung in school its obvious however 

Jung took his own work from Yogic and Hermetic knowledge it was an occult doctrine that he 

secularized. 
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Dealing with Astral Entities - Ghosts - Part 1 

Sun Jun 12, 2016 3:39 pm  

 

High Priest Hooded Cobra666  

 

In light of recent questions over to how to deal with entities, its important some things are 

being addressed. 

 

First of all, in the "other side" (Astral), one can encounter all sorts of entities. There are 

levels of this. Having worked extensively and for many years both with people on the 

other side who have passed away, the Demons and encountered a lot of things, its easy to 

discern a lot of problems in this thing. Its important these are solved because due to 

centuries of darkness and jewish lies, many people don't know what's up. 

 

One major thing is to remember, that beings on the other side, aren't any less "real" than 

beings that could be potentially on this side. The fact that they are not in the primary 

sphere of your own existence doesn't really make them "Inferior" or anything else, and 

for the beings who reside into higher dimensions like the Demons, in many ways, they 

are superior to a lot of people who are just living and existing on the physical realm. So 

first of all we are going to deal with the matter of ghosts. The enemy grimoires have 

really poisoned this matter and we are slowly going to clear the clutter from this whole 

thing. There are also many charlatans around, like xians and that sort of thing, that don't 

know anything about the afterlife. This makes everything harder and more confusing. 

 

I am starting from ghosts because these are basically the simplest entities one can really 

"relate" to in this sense, and they just live one "layer" above close to the Astral realm. 

This is why many people can actually "see" or "feel" ghosts, even if they aren't really 

"psychic". Normally, ghosts are like real human beings. They don't have the needs of 

eating or anything that is needed to sustain the physical body, but their emotional, 

intellectual and whatnot needs, are intact like any other living human being. They are 

also, not "dead". One's spiritual awareness, understanding and personality, is carried on 

intact in the other side.  

 

The same applies in some cases with one's natal chart. The same natal chart one can have 

when they were alive, still applies to them after death, until someone reincarnates again. 

This means the "Karma" doesn't really wash out at death. The fact that people think 

otherwise is retarded and is again, stemming from "Christianity" that says "people get 

judged" after they die. This is a stolen concept and it’s, like with anything the jews steal, 

completely corrupted and destroyed. This can be seen in the fact that many people grow 

"rich" (they get inheritances even if they are dead) or they get "famous" (like 

philosophers or skeptics or scientists) only after they die. This sort of thing has to do with 

their natal chart and there is a branch of astrology going into this, so I can't deviate from 

the purpose of this post as this would be too lengthy.  

 

Now in regards to "dead" people who have "seen the xian afterlife", most of these people 
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have been "clinically dead" but the "cord" of their soul/body didn't cut. This once cut 

cannot grow back on its own. One still roams within their own "subconscious" or their 

own mind at this point and this is not in anyway, actually "death" where the Soul is 

permanently disconnected from the body. Due to heavy indoctrination, a lot of these 

xians and others, do see "hell" and all these other things that are deeply embed and 

programmed into their subconscious mind.  

 

This is part on how many people, in the time of their death, see a lot of their desires, past 

moments in this lifetime, and other things. The heavily indoctrinated see what their pastor 

told them they should expect, as this is programmed and drummed into the mind since 

infancy. In plain words, what they see is no different than an actual dream state. They 

aren't really astral projecting or anything like that. They aren't even witnessing their 

"Soul" per se, but their mental or "dream body". 

 

Death however, deals with the higher or unconscious mind. And not the dream state or 

anything subconscious. 

 

As about the "Judgment" after death, this is a destroyed and corrupted allegory. When 

one exists and departs from their physical body, they go out with their Astral body. Their 

personality and everything else is intact. In cases of natural death (without accidents, but 

old age) the bioelectricity of the physical body has run dry, and it’s over, so the Soul 

cannot really inhabit in it any longer- the body is no longer suitable for life. The Soul as 

thus departs. So when people run out, the Soul runs on its own "energy" or "battery" so to 

say. This is to mean that simply, when one's "time is up", they dissipate back into the 

Aether. And slowly dissipate now and forever.  

 

Sometimes the process of reincarnation happens, and this in many ways is an "automatic" 

(or let's say, unconscious) process and like with so many things that happen 

unconsciously, people don't really understand "who" did this, even in the afterlife. This is 

also why so many people that refuse to be reincarnated, for a number of reasons, they 

stay on certain places like old homes, or other places like close to their own families, or 

hunt buildings. Many times also ghosts and people from beyond, they prefer to go into 

places where there are "earth grids" with vital energy, which helps them survive, or other 

strong electromagnetic currents. This process can also, be unconscious as well.  

 

For many death is a totally baffling phenomenon, and they just try to stay stuck on this 

world, or things that are familiar to them. The Astral body can have all the sensations of 

the physical one, but it doesn't really participate in a physical world. Since the vibration 

of many people is too low, they just exit on the exact "higher" dimension of this realm. 

Many people don't really understand that they are dead, same as many people who are in 

a dream state and they don't really understand they are dreaming, until the dream 

becomes "conscious" or "lucid". Then they slowly come into realization of this after a 

while. 

 

For these beings, their fate is questionable. Many people fall victims into their own 

delusions once they die, or they are harvested by stronger enemy beings, or they end up 
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in "the light", or others dissipate, while others haunt houses and the list goes on. Their 

fate is literally anything possibly. One cannot really say for sure. Especially if one is a 

"devout" Xian or devout in the attraction of all these subconscious messages of self-

decay of xianity, everything happens "faster" in the Astral, as one can move "faster" and 

their ideas attract things faster to them. This is no different than how a bad fetishist can 

end up in the wrong club and get so beaten up that they are going to die, or that people 

who do drugs just find the wrong dose at some point and find themselves dead. Vices and 

personality traits are carried in the afterlife. In the same way, emotions, feelings, one's 

mental and spiritual condition, character, morality is also carried.  

 

This is why "ghosts" can be absolutely anything. Literally. They are not "good" or "evil" 

and they aren't really "simpler" than any other real Human being. Their condition is exact 

to the Human one, except of the changes that we related above. This is why for instance 

people who have been nagging others their whole lifetime, they will do so after death. 

People who have been serial killers, or very aggressive people, will be so after death. 

Nothing really changes when one leaves their "husk" even though many idiots believe it 

to be so, thanks to xianity. 

 

As about the "judgment" of the Soul, this is an allegory. The more "lower" one is 

spiritually, the lower they are on the astral and the closer they are on the physical. They 

haven't really "ascended" and they don't have any knowledge of the beyond, let alone any 

help or anything. They can end anywhere. This is the "judgment" and the "lightness of 

the Soul". The "lighter" and the more enlightened the Soul, the more powerful it is in 

fighting intrusions or anything else. Ghosts can also be subjected, like any other creature 

physically. The enemy knows and uses this against innocent human beings. They can also 

make friends, foes, enemies, or just be indifferent. Many people refuse the 

"reincarnation" that happens by their unconscious mind, because they want things solved 

in the physical realm they cannot leave behind. This is especially true, as HPS Maxine 

has covered, in the case of murder or anything else where these beings want justice. 

 

Elevation of one's "vibration" also means to get on a higher dimension astral. This is 

transferred with someone after "Death" as well. This is where when one dies, they are in 

the higher astral dimensions and not on these very low one's to the physical. Ideally, one 

person should know how to go higher or lower. However due to spiritual ignorance, this 

is not known to most people and they are on a lockdown. This is allegorically on how the 

Egyptians went in front of the gates, and if they knew the correct words, they would be 

elevated from "hades" to higher levels. The lower one is, the more one runs the risk of 

dissipation, enslavement by hostile ET entities, etc. This is allegorically "hell", and the 

"hell" the Abrahamic religions have subjected Humanity into.  

 

Part of this "vibration" and where one "is", also potentially shows how much power one 

has, even in the physical realm. In the same sense, people with occult knowledge, can use 

it after they die. This is especially true with entities that some people call "poltergeists" or 

something like this. These ghosts are sometimes strong people (either by birth or by natal 

chart, or just people who were into the occult) and they seek to harm people due to fun, or 

other personal reasons. A good natural instance is people who do have a Scorpio stellium. 
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These people can be natural adepts to magick without even really knowing it, or they 

have powerful willpower. This can cause things on its own, even change down the world 

of the living. However rare, these beings exist too. This ties into the above thing. These 

people can be arguably, more or less spiritual and more or less aware of what they are 

doing. 

 

Now in regards to other matters on how to identify ghosts, it should be easy. First of all 

Ghosts can be really felt in some points. Especially if the person died a violent death, the 

life force of their body wasn't completely dissipated such as peaceful death in old age, 

and sometimes this affects the Soul, making these people really "dense". Some people are 

"dense" naturally, such as the beings above. Some people are very frail and they can 

hardly ever be noticed, or their effects. The list goes. One can pretty much identify them 

through power. There are some ghosts who are also powerful, like the categories above.  

 

Normally these should be nowhere close to Satanists, same as astral entities with hostile 

intents. There is a chance they can also be crossed. That doesn't necessarily mean, they 

will be powerful or not. Power is a great definition though. When one grows competent 

enough, they can actually "discern" the Soul by its essence. Humans have a particular 

essence. The Human Soul can be more advanced, or less advanced. Power is the most 

accurate judge to begin with, but one should look for essence, personality, intelligence etc 

after this. Ghosts don't really deliver this electrifying serious power like the Gods.  

 

To not mess the usual with a rare occurrence though, most ghosts are really weak. Mostly 

they are in the same power level as ordinary human beings that didn't quite meditate. The 

same goes for knowledge, intelligence and power in general. How one can deal with 

ghosts really has to do with the ability one has to deal with other people in general. The 

same goes for personalities in general. The fact that they are ghosts doesn't mean they 

don't think, they like or dislike everything, or that they necessarily pose a danger, or not. 

It’s almost close to how one deals with people in real life. Nothing is certain. One can 

become a friend with ghosts, or drive them away, or anything else.  

 

Normally, the Gods themselves will handle any Ghosts who are seriously a danger to 

people. Though ghosts are too many in number in many cases, with many ghosts being 

around in general. Having strange emotions, weak shivers, feelings of fear or worry, or 

other sorts of feelings that are not "yours" when you enter a place, is a sign of ghost 

activity.  

 

Children many times do see "ghosts". This is why many children talk of "imaginary 

friends" and many times get the stories they share validated, on the account that real 

people with names and such existed in such places. Many times, ghosts are not evil 

people. Ghosts can also be serious murderers and stuff, or like to cause dismay, or get 

sudden emotional urges and stuff, like Humans. The only difference is that they don't 

have physical needs and quite a handful have figured out the hoax of xianity, since they 

died only to see it was a lie.  

 

The enemy is also well aware of the existence of ghosts. This is why in mimicry of the 
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Ancient Egyptian religion, they bless ghosts. Ghosts can be blessed, cursed or even 

subjected. The enemy has rituals and litanies upon which they attack ghosts that are not 

subjected to christianity and they try to send them to "hell". This is the case especially in 

Orthodox Christianity, where even if people are long dead, the clergymen keep "reading 

prayers" and "blessing" them to be judged by "God" or to enter "hell or heaven" if they 

were disobedient. Sometimes these curses work, sometimes not- the same goes for how 

the jews and others curse relentlessly people who have attacked them but according to 

them, "passed on", like Adolf Hitler.  

 

The enemy also actively calls "angels" and other beings, or the Hebraic Thoughform 

itself to "harvest" people. To what degree these work, is up to their power and the power 

the Goyim slaves give to the book of the bible, by worshipping the jewish thoughform 

that is the root of all their occult power- what I want to show is that they actually attempt 

to subvert, destroy and enslave beings even after they have passed on. They literally 

enforce people into "hell" or in a dimension of a jewish Thoughform and aliens, that 

subject these people and destroy them. This quote below is a blatant one.  

 

Revelation 20:13-14 

 

And the sea gave up the dead which were in it, and death and Hades gave up the dead 

which were in them; and they were judged, every one of them according to their 

deeds. Then death and Hades were thrown into the lake of fire This is the second 

death, the lake of fire.  

 

You can blatantly see, the enemy affirms openly that "Hades" (who is a well known 

Pagan Ancient Greek God) is actually keeping the Souls of Humans in refugee. This is 

also analogous to being in a low level of astral, but this is not the case here, as the enemy 

talks about the actual God Hades. The Gods are known to take care of the Souls of 

people. Those who are in the low dimensions or haven't really dedicated are also taken 

care of as much as possible.  

 

The enemy here blatantly admits that the Afterlife is not where this is "over". One goes to 

somewhere- the lower Astral level. They know it's not over. They also know the Gods 

protect the Souls of people as much as possible, and they want to obliterate BOTH of 

them, and take their "Souls" to be "Judged" by the Hebraic Thoughform, and be 

harvested by the enemy ET beings. They want to subject them into a dimension where 

there is eternal fire and brimstone, in order for them to suffer eternally for not believing 

the jews etc. This is NOT the case, but something to be sought.  

 

This "dimension" where they do these things, is actually something they also manipulate 

the mass mind in order to create, as everyone, even those in the Vatican know, that this is 

an invention of the Church. The mass belief into the fake tales of xianity, creates 

something similar to this place into the Astral, since thoughts become things in the astral 

in many ways. So the psychic energy of the Goyim, except of manifesting riches for the 

jews, death and anguish for all Humanity, disasters to the planet, they also create a 

metaphysical construct of "hell" for those that believe in this excrement, to actually burn 
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forever. 

 

As to not confuse people, the Torah and the Abrahamic programs, don't only create a 

reality that is physical, but a metaphysical one. Part of this is this pool of hellfire for the 

disbelievers, where all Humanity wants to end up in, except of the 144,000 elect jews 

who will rule the planet and become "Gods". Not only xianity wants to damn you now, 

but in the afterlife. That's how much it hates humanity. 

 

This is part of cursing these beings and general scorn, defamation, but has deeper 

spiritual reasons. Its well known Kabbalists on the enemy cursed Adolf Hitler and the 

Nazis well after they "lost" this war or "died". This is for a reason. The same goes for any 

other Spiritual entity, or like our Gods, that they curse. There is a very famous jewish 

curse, that the jews use for the idea of "Gentile Jesus" as well (Because Jewsus, Rabbi 

Yashua is a Rabbi and the Goy are insolent to call this thing a Gentile) and this curse is 

"may his name (memory) be blotted out". This signifies their wish about death in the 

afterlife, and in history as well- not only physical death. The enemy knows nothing ends 

with mere physical death. This is what they hide from the masses of the Goyim, aside 

everything else. Its part of the deal in keeping Humanity blind and under strict alien 

control. With jews, you lose. Here and beyond. 

 

As for protecting one's self from Ghosts and other human spirits. Normally, cleasing 

one's chakras, aura of protection or a banishing Ritual should solve issues with Ghosts as 

most of them are weak. If there are more serious problems, one might require 

intervention by the Demons and one's Guardian Demon. After one has decent power, 

Ghosts can be driven away quite easily by one's own power and magick. Ghosts like all 

people may, or may not react to violence, may be sly, may not be sly and the list goes. 

This is up to someone to figure out. One of the best things to do is to actually not really 

pay attention to them. When one raises higher astrally, these beings don't really 

"interfere" or can mess with anyone anymore. This is why sometimes its advisable for 

people to actually get stronger, before they just attempt "communication" and being 

"open" to all sorts of bizzare entities. The Astral is a vast place and some things in it is 

not fun, at all. 

 

I hope the above sums up the matter of Ghosts in general and it enlightens the whole 

situation around ghosts. More posts like this will follow. One last note, those with Satan 

will never be subjected to anything vile like this, as the Gods, from all the times, take 

care of our Souls. This has been the meaning of the Egyptian and other Ancient religions. 

Eternal life is really possible both through the Magnum Opus and because the Eternal 

Gods help those who have passed away from falling into the jaws of danger and death. 

This is again documented into the Egyptian texts. Spiritual evolution assures survival 

both here and in one's general existence. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 
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Hoodedcobra666 User avatar 

Site Admin  

 

Posts: 1680 

Location: America 

Greetings to all our Satanic People and Comrades. 

 

In recent demand for certain questions to be answered, more things need to be addressed. 

These sort of go "outside" the message of this series, but these things are certainly 

fundementally needed in order for people to understand what is going on. We will deal 

with some questions our Comrades asked on part 1 and also, further this a bit more. 

 

Because this post has to be orderly and clean in its understanding, we have to start from 

things that can be understood and not overly complexify shit into oblivion in order to 

impress. First of all, we are going to relate about the parts of the Soul and link this with 

Birth, Chart, Race, etc.  

 

The fundamental parts of the Soul that are going to concern us on this, are mainly, the 

Astral body (KA), the Bioelectricity (Lifeforce), and the Physical body, the Aura which 

extends from the Lifeforce, plus the body which is named "Heart" in the Egyptian texts. 

All of these bodies are interconnecte, they live and they thrive through one another. 

These are the bodies that are going to concern us in our understanding.  

 

Given there are many naive people and info stealers around, who are nevertheless not on 

the spiritual level to support what they steal and rave about or even understand the 

concepts, (Such as Muh Feels Say I Am a Gods), its advisable to comment that you 

should stay away from these self-proclaimed gurus. Many people are actually using 

spirituality in a vicious way to actually enslave others, purposefully withhold info, or 

they read all sorts of manuscripts without experience and spew garbage. Most of these 

people cannot really answer when they are posed with questions and they just answer 

with pseudo spiritualism or etheric gibberish. The jews typically do this a lot with their 

empty spirituality. This is not supposed to make sense and enforces a stupid "Mysticism" 

around things, like fake fairy dust, angels and unicorns. Things are supposed to be able to 

be understood.  

 

This knowledge is from Satan and people who try to tamper with this, they will be 

severely spiritually punished. This is well documented in the Ancient texts and even the 

enemy is aware of this and suffers for this, which they will for the rest of eternity. This is 

why these were coded in "Hiero-Glyphics" which mean literally, holy writings. This was 

the spiritual inheritence of the Creator Gods. The inheritance Satan leaves to us, and the 

Gods, is Divine and Holy. Defilers, destroyers and conscious perverters of this 

knowledge will have it real bad in ways that most will never understand. This especially 

applies to the jews, who blinded the whole of Humanity on purpose and on demand. 
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As to not overly-complexify matters, let's just proceed.  

 

First of all, the Astral body or the KA, is the body that one activates when they meditate. 

This is the body that houses the chakras and the seat of the lifeforce. However, the 

lifeforce doesn't only exist in this body and we can divide lifeforce in two categories. The 

one that one gets on heredity and the physical body, and the one they have at their Soul. 

This is why the physical body itself, has a set time of existence from the time it is born, 

or why certain people are born spiritually powerful but they are not really into 

spirituality, same as people who are born muscular without ever having lifted weights. 

One is born at a particular time and their physical body will only hold too much. This is 

also, genetic.  

 

The labor of a family to spiritually, mentally and physically advance, and the selective 

breeding it done, can be seen in the resulting offspring. The better the choices of the 

people, the better the offspring. This has to do with labor, nature and other factors we 

don't really understand nowadays, so we just call it "Chance". Nothing really happens at 

"Chance" though. 

 

Like anything else, this span of life in general can be increased or lessened and nothing is 

set. However, the body one has is a creation of their parents, and Astral the Soul that 

comes and incarnates into it. However, this is NOT always the case. This is getting a bit 

complex from here over, as not everything is the same, neither are all humans alike. 

There are many new Souls, who don't really "incarnate" as they haven't had a lot of past 

lifetimes. They are really the productions of their parents, and there is nothing bad about 

this. This is not a sign of any inferiority or weakness and in strong families, can mean the 

contrary. The part that reincarnates into the lifetimes, is the actual "Heart" or the 

personality, that the Gods retain and reincarnate. For those who are advanced and they 

have achieved one level of the Magnum Opus which is the metaphysical (Astral 

Immortality but not physical) they can be reincarnated as they are as well. Like all other 

parts of the Soul, this can wither away if left untrained or cannot feed on energy, its own 

or this or some other source. A lot of people fall victims into this and experience this 

withering away.  

 

If the "heart" is not pure, it is thrown to Sobek to eat in Egyptian spiritual mythology. 

The "heart" and the personality gets better by increasing its bioelectricity and cultivating 

the character, the Soul and refining who one is. This is directly tied into the bioelectricity 

and also the soundness of the physical body. Its really a multidimensional approach. The 

retarded idea that you can be looking like a cow, do drugs and rot all your existence, and 

somehow be "good and Sound" mentally, or at the Soul, is pure garbage. This is why all 

Ancient cultures emphasized on the building of the body, as this also builds a more moral 

character by teaching the values of persistence and actually gives inner strength. I know 

the athletes here can relate into this, as this sort of thing actually builds up on the actual 

willpower and Soul. However, this goes both ways and everything can be done in other 

ways. 
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Now, in most Ancient Traditions the rule of heredity is known. There are bloodlines that 

are spiritually stronger, and Races that fall into the same category. There are powers that 

can be by heredity passed down to the next generation, or that stay dormant in people 

until certain Souls reincarnate or certain beings get born by "chance". The spiritual 

cultivation of humanity ensures this will happen frequently and later on, at will. The 

enemy knows this and because they generally try to spiritually oppress Humanity, and 

more so, those who can spiritually overthrow them (because the enemy is mainly a 

spiritual dictatorship and only after this a physical one) they push bastadization which 

corrupts the Race, then the family, then the actual people that exist. Through constant 

mongrelization and bastardization, the enemy is trying to destroy the spiritual families 

and classes. The Middle Ages, the wiping of the greatest 100,000,000 Chinese people and 

spiritual dynasties by their Communist Regime, the endless pushing to Race mixing, the 

systematic destruction and infiltration of Gentile bloodlines and the constant attacks on 

pure Races, is self evident. This is a very Ancient method of take over and warfare, and 

this is nothing new. 

 

Everything is a categorization, and also, then you have specific incidents that are 

individual and specific. There is physical, metaphysical and combined heredity of both. 

One can easily see its complex to express common rules here, but one can figure out this 

is a complex process. Inside these family lines, one gets their particular power line, and 

this is also tying large scale to their whole Race. Why sometimes children are stronger 

than their parents, or weaker, should be explained by the above. Then you have other 

unconscious laws of nature that are taking place when people do actually conceive the 

child. The parents do actually have responsibility about the child even if its unconscious 

to them. 

 

If people themselves are powerful spiritually, they have more bioelectricity, which in turn 

gives more power to the sexual act, this creates a more powerful body in general, by 

creating a physical body that has itself more bioelectric and as thus is more powerful to 

hold a more powerful Soul. The Race and Family tie into this as well. The purer the Race, 

the more the power is inherent and the more "clear" is the place from things that cannot 

really associate. Spiritual gifts, like physical gifts, are in many times passed down to 

children. This can be seen in how certain people have good charts for children, which 

make for charismatic children. The mother gives one the passive side of the Soul, while 

the Father gives one the active side of the Soul, yet these unavoidably mix with one 

another.  

 

The better the breeding and the more advanced the family is or was, the more they can 

have better children. This goes and goes in generations. This is why the jews infiltrate 

good bloodlines and corrupt and destroy them. The same goes for pure Races. A better 

body, is a better house for the Soul that comes in it. This is why the enemy jews maintain 

spiritual families like the Rothschilds and the Bharuchs, or others who are of the 

Rabbinical class. The surnames themselves show of the bloodline in many ways. The 

bloodline of someone affects their body, and the body gets shaped by the Soul that 

inhabits in it. This goes both ways. From heaven to earth and when one meditates, from 

earth to heaven. If one doesn't, the Astral body is not really something one becomes 
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aware of until the time of death. The repeating of this thing over many thousands of 

years, plus the endless Race mixing and other problems, do actually impact the Soul and 

the ability of Souls to reincarnate. If one is too big to enter a car, they can't really enter a 

car, or you have to shrink them to get them in the car. This is why the enemy preaches the 

destruction of Race and then also spirituality, while the opposite is promoted for 

themselves. 

 

In plain... 

 

Imagine your mother and your father gave your physical body a spark of life, that begins 

the life of your physical body and also renews your Soul (Because when one dies they are 

faced with stagnation anyway, unless they have done certain spiritual disciplines). 

Depending on the power of this spark, one has a preset time of life as far as the time 

before they die of old age physically. This also revitalizes the Soul for more or less. 

Imagine this like you are given a battery system. This battery system has abilities and a 

certain capability to do certain tasks. The better the system and the more labored in and 

developed, the better the Soul that can inhabit in it. At the same time, the Astral body 

develops, unless one reincarnates with their other one, but even in that case, the Chakras 

do actually have to close and open up later, or can't really be open completely- this is 

why they need re-opening, but this is also why people advance in varying speeds. With 

the new energy one is given, they are supposed to live their life. This can be made into a 

choice to finally adhere into meditations, develop one's self, advance and finally, escape 

this vicious circle of reincarnating over and over again. Such people who are developed 

display powers from a young age. The Soul has its own memory, the Body has its own 

"memory" as in genetics, but both of these meet and tie into the metagenic level, and they 

are in a sense, ONE and the same. This is why people can only but reincarnate in their 

own racial lines. 

 

You can see something fundamental in children. No matter what, a kid will always be 

innocent and the list goes. As the person grows, there are sudden burst of "maturation" 

for better or for worse. These seem to come from "nowhere" but this has to do with the 

actual Soul. For instance one can observe human growth. Typically, people are 

considered teenagers up to approximately the age of 17, fully active by the time they are 

21, and mature by the time they are 30. Approximately. This has also metaphysical 

reasons that have to do with parts of the Soul waking up and opening up. For instance the 

male frontal lobes that have to do with advanced logic don't really get fully functional by 

the time one is around 20. If one meditates or not, determines if they will be aware of this 

process or not, as everything is awareness and what one is not aware of, is discredited. 

 

This is a high state of advancement in a past life, and many of these people do actually 

have powers involuntarily or are Siddhas even from their early years, even kids. When 

they re-open the chakras and Soul, this shows. The powers are actual and these are not 

imaginative. Many of these powers do actually run in families, like having the power of 

prophecy, advanced astral vision, powerful bioelectricity etc. This is the reason of 

"Aristocratic marriage" in the Ancient Civilizations. Not money and other garbage that 

the enemy claims. Its a metaphysical concept. As far as powers go, others have to 
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develop this. How easy or hard this is depends on the family, where one is spiritually and 

anything else, BUT, it is definitely possible as all Humans do actually possess these 

powers. The greatest talent that doesn't make any use of it will be trampled by the people 

who just are obedient and loyal to their meditation program, and vice versa. This can 

certainly be developed, and those who made progress can actually under-develop by 

laziness or by letting these gifts go. If one has the genetics of good muscles and they 

never, ever get up from a couch, this doesn't really matter. Both bodies are affected by 

heredity as they link to the physical body and the life-force of the family and the Race.  

 

As you can see, the "Coincidence of Birth" is now completely debunked. The Jewish 

arguments of “What if you have been born in Africa” or “What if you have been born in 

Madagascar” are debunked in the same way. People only reincarnate in their specific 

racial lines. *NOTHING* In this world is a coincidence in many ways, but in so many 

ways and thanks to the enemy, many people do NOT understand the laws that govern 

around us. 

 

In order to better understand this, one must see the Natal Chart. The Natal chart is the 

actual map of the Soul, and where the Soul is at the present time of reincarnation, and the 

path of life that is set by "Karma" (or the set forces in one's consciousness and Soul). In 

plain, this has to do with nature. Inside the Natal chart, there are more things as well. For 

instance, one can track diseases and problems that show up in the physical body. The 

natal chart can show of bad or good health, sex drive, personality and anything else 

revolving in the physical body as well. However, the root of this is the Soul but the Soul 

is linked with the body, and this is why also in certain ways, even death can be predicted. 

More in regards to the Natal Chart, is that actually, certain people can have certain 

connections Natal Chart wise, with their parents. This can be observed and there can be 

correlations. One can cast the charts. For what I have experienced (I am not entirely sure 

of this) one's father can show up somehow in the Sun, while one's mother can somehow 

show up on their Moon. Depending to the relation, acceptance, if they are good or bad, or 

the definitions therein, this varies. 

 

Unless the person advances spiritually and actually becomes conscious and awakes 

spiritually, their lifetime will be nothing more but a similar blueprint of what their 

"Chart" is, for better or for worse, with little to no knowledge or edge of any 

improvement or prevention. No "Karma" will be changed and one will be subjected to it 

again, and again, and again, until this eventually leads them into personal destruction, 

collapse or lack of existence. "Karma" is connected un-doubtly to one's parents and 

everything else as well. Many people suffer or grow to prominence just because of their 

parents, or just because of heredity in some way. This is not definitive, but one can easily 

see this in one's childhood and how they share so many things with their parents, even to 

the point of being a hereditor of actual mental problems or issues of one's parents or even 

absence thereof.  

 

This is the basis of modern jewish "Psychology" who builds upon not of what is possible, 

but the "definitive". This largely impacts Karma and many people do get shaped 

accordingly in this way. The enemy programs people to actually reinforce and cause this 
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thing. Many parents who are not aware of their flaws pass this down to their children. 

Satanic parents need to be open eyed in regards to this and let their children develop on 

their own. Give them the positive hereditary behaviors, and minimize negative impact. 

Degeneration is part of nature and kicks in where labor stops, or forces of life become 

weak. The same goes for the body and the Soul. While spiritual labor feeds the Soul, 

physical labor feeds the body. There is also practice that feeds both, such as Kundalini or 

Hatha Yoga. 

 

As for Race, a Race can be easily understood by the term labor. Evolution is not mere 

evolution, is labor. All organisms strive to become better and evolve into being better. If 

they don't, then too bad, they are blotted out. Successive labor to breed, spiritually 

evolve, physically work and labor into becoming better, pays off and largely builds a 

Race through the family. Races that haven't really labored on themselves and are on a 

lower level of development, this shows in the product of the so called Race. The nature 

timelines of evolution almost tie into this. While the Gods handed the spiritual 

information to advance, they never stated anything about anyone being "Equal" and they 

have been definite by their actions in showing the Racial specifications, that most people 

knew already in the Ancient times and respected. Distinctions apply, and individuals can 

vary. However, there is a common form that is formed which is largely the Race.  

 

With the recent of the enemy teachings, everyone is entitled to everything, so everyone is 

lost and nobody knows where they are "really". Dumbos are told that they are Pharaohs 

from outer space, debilitated idiots are actually Rocket Scientists and people who read the 

book "The Secret" are actually the next spiritual gurus of love and awakening that will 

save humanity. The enemy of course laughs at all of this, as they themselves know the 

truth on what's up. Do you feel bad about sucking spiritually? No problem, you can be an 

"Indigo Child" or "An Angelic Incarnation". Maybe you can also be a unicorn if the jews 

say so, too. 

 

The enemy jew was the only one that preached to humanity that labor is not necessary at 

all, and that everything happens by "Chance" and coincidence, or other notions such as 

vain “Entitlement”. These are the main weapons of their program. They also preach lack 

of knowledge and retardation as loved values. This way they themselves can apply the 

natural laws, while others die like slaves and blind victims that never knew. All spiritual 

advanced people, for better or for worse, know how DANGEROUS this thing is. This is 

VERY dangerous and most people cannot really comprehend this. Meditation is about 

reality, or let's say, ultimate reality- the reality in reality. Truth in Truth.  

 

Needless to say, this is deplorable and this kind of bizarre, psychopathic thinking IS 

*NOT* a part of Satanism. Satanism is literally, Satya-Nism. Truth-ism. Spiritual Truth 

seeking. We follow the paradigm of Satan/Shiva, in the Sananta Dharma, or the Path of 

Truth and Light. Satan is a being of Truth and this is why he trusts in that humanity can 

deal with its own problems and gives us limitless power to move into this direction. This 

is how one becomes a God. In Satanism we must seek Truth and Realism in order to be 

able to ACTUALLY advance. If one thinks of themselves as a perfect unicorn, they 

cannot advance, and the enemy knows this.  
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This is why the enemy pushes into the brains of all Races, that they are "Super spiritually 

advanced" but yet only poor and repressed by others. Its always someone else, but the 

person who is "suffering". This way, the suffering is reinforced and nothing really 

changes inside. When push comes to shove and there is the necessity of the physical 

expression of this so called "Advancement" one just hears ghetto gibberish and ‘muh 

feels’. In plain, LIES. This is the recipe of Abrahamism and the enemy. They distort the 

universal and eternal laws of Nature, while they themselves try to severely and manically 

follow them to better themselves. The enemy in this way keeps Races from actually 

advancing. A 

 

Actuality is actuality and reality is reality, no matter if humans choose to deny. The 

enemy makes others deny while they themselves accept these laws entirely and 

maniacally. 

 

One just observes the outcomes, creations, problems and the info they have in front of 

them, and they can understand. For the rest of those that deny reality, they are retarded 

and the jews laugh at them. Races are Labor, who one is is labor, conscious or 

unconscious labor. People who have good children, or strong families that have withstood 

the test of time and strife, remain and stuck with their own etc, are rewarded by nature 

and the list goes. People that transgress the laws of nature are equally punished. This 

doesn't have to rhyme with our own present understanding of "ethics" or other type of 

garbage.  

 

We can either choose to follow nature's dictates, or we can perish and this is it. Nature 

cares as far as to show us the way. The Gods have cared enough to give us the means that 

would speed intensively the pattern of our evolution. This is why Shiva (Who is Satan) is 

said to have taught Humanity to be "un-affected" by Karma and to be able to rise above 

it. This can only be done by spiritual practice as this is the nature of reality. If people 

don't follow, then this is a retardation and an offence and they will have to pay- not of 

any other reason by by the laws of nature. In the same way nature benefits, helps, heals 

and advances or brings bliss, her laws (understood and whatnot) are in many ways 

definitive and one has to follow in order to be able to attain the freedom of change. 

 

National Socialism represents the doctrine of betterment of society, reality, the Soul and 

the Spirit, here, now and in reality. The actual realization of one's gifts, powers, 

limitations, the creation of a big ideal and then, the faithfulness and labor in order to 

create this and surpass limitation through advancement. The only fundamental law is : 

Advance. The only rule one must follow is to follow life. The only route one can take is 

that of labor and upward movement. This way the Godman is bred who is the gift both to 

those that build these new Species of Humanity, and also to Humanity. When they will 

come, they will crown us as their creators by their beauty and defiance. That way 

Humanity will have an actual sense in eternal survival against a universe with merciless 

forces. And through reincarnation and advancement, Humanity will live ever greater. 

This is the symbol of Divine Inspiration for those who see themselves as Humans today, 

but want to see Humanity as Gods of themselves in one day. 
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But for this we must Labor, We must Advance, and We must Work my Comrades!  

 

National Socialism is the only Truth, and is a Universal Truth, manifested here as a 

political ideology. It’s not an ideology of any suffering or murder. It’s an ideology of 

genuine love and the power to look in reality in the eyes, to follow the eternal cycle of the 

Swastika, which represents Nature Eternal. The mother Goddess Nature, the life giver 

and preserver of existence. This is why we keep talking and talking about Race. Through 

this route Humanity will finally be freed from the shackles of ignorance, bondage and 

deceit and Races will finally be able to ascend into an ascended evolutionary state of 

existence.  

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 

 

Dealing With Astral Entities - The Serpent - Part 3 

 
 

 

Greetings to all our people and Comrades. 
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Now I am totally aware this is treading on some waters and it might strike as "not 

normal" for many, because there are many lies and cultural indoctrinations, also many 

lies by the enemy in regards to the Serpent. What I will do is just relate the fundamentals 

as to debunk certain myths that lead people into serious misunderstandings and failures in 

regards to the Serpent. This will also unavoidably go against other myths that have been 

purposefully created around in order for certain individuals to make themselves Divas in 

front of other people. This is especially True amongst many practitioners of the East and 

many others, who claim things highly questionable and just make this seem like unicorn 

hunting indeed. I will try to make the middle route and relate what is for sure. As for the 

rest of stuff, people can find out by personal experience.  

 

While advancement in the Serpent is one of the most great shows of spiritual 

advancement and the list goes, and it should be the aim of all spiritual Satanists 

(DEFACTO), there are other things that need to be cleared out in order to get a clear view 

in regards to the Serpent, and what it does, what it is, what can be done etc, what are the 

'limitations', how they can be surpassed etc. Also, people always need to take their OWN 

considerations and experiences in regards to this. I just merely have to debunk these self 

claimed "gurus" who, "Risen" or not, require a following and preach without doing, 

dumb people to deceive and the list goes. In other words, plain charlatans who blaspheme 

Satan's Serpent and what it does. This is very much the method of the enemy in making 

the whole thing seem like something its not. 

 

First of all I have to debunk the "Harry Potter mode" which is the expectations many 

people have from the Serpent. Somehow, many people, consider that the Serpent is some 

sort of entity that when raised, all one's life problems go away, everything goes perfect, 

you get all you ever desired, things fall from the sky magically, you suddenly go to the 

Astral, all your hang-ups disappear, you can fly to Orion and get back, and the list goes. 

While this is partially True, this is not the whole Truth. While the leaps made by progress 

and advancement of the Serpent can be like this (especially if one's Soul can take it after 

many years of practice) this is not always the case. Yes, to a normal person many of the 

Serpent abilities can seem like Godlike, or otherworldly. There is more into it. This is 

what pushes many people to want to push it with the Serpent. This is the dialectic of the 

enemy that once this is raise, like a magical wand, you can chill with the Gods, attain so 

called "equality" with them or that you become equal to them or some other garbage. 

This is not the case and anyone with a decent understanding can figure this out. Nothing 

in nature is created equal.  

 

The most accurate way to understand the Serpent is as an energy of consciousness that is 

amplifying. The more one's body can gauge, the more it can take. The more it can take, 

the more it can do with this. The more it can take and gauge inside, the bigger become the 

powers of creation within a person. Creation as quantum mechanics show and we have 

scientifically discovered, largely has to do with the Consciousness projected onto forces 

of the universe, which then manifest as matters. Everything is sound and vibration. The 

more upgraded is the body and the system, and the more this natural energy and fills one 
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like a battery, the more this ability to "create" increases. It revitalizes, empowers and 

advances whatever it touches.  

 

This is the creative force of the Universe, and also, "God". "God" is nothing more than 

the creation and destruction principle. In plain, NATURE in this case, or as people call it 

rightfully, MOTHER nature. The same creative principle of Nature, the Divine Mother, is 

actually inherent here. The representation of this is represented by the Serpent. This is a 

generic term. Satan in the same way, like all other beings in existence, was created by 

this spark of creation (which evolves all living species that are alive, from bacteria, to 

Humans, to every living being), which is this certain and particular energy- in plain 

“God” in this sense as in "the first creator". It takes billions of years for species to go 

from bacteria, to finalization into a human being, and the list goes, and there are infinite 

outcomes on how much they can turn out to be. The message of life is to keep life alive, 

going and evolving. For the things that can't be put in words, its better they aren't, as we 

will disgrace their meaning. But let's hope that along these lines, these are understood. 
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When one is given birth, the purpose is to “awaken god” inside, and then advance on this 

force of evolution the self. One then becomes “higher” than God which sort of on its own 

is an energy. This energy is internalized and one becomes “God” themselves and 

consciously. The "mother" or "creative principle" is then attained and re-connected. This 

is the “Unity with God” and this is achieved through the Serpent. Satan is Higher than 

"God", as "God" is in his bidding and usage. This is the myth of Shiva, that is born but 

then understands reality, and therefore can understand, negate and control the "laws" of 

Nature, plus the "given" direction by nature, which is "Karma". This is the teaching of 

establishing control onto what once controlled the practitioner. As for the energy itself, a 

good name, can be living potentiality (?). It can be used for creation or destruction 

equally.  
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This is why Satan even in the enemy texts, is called 'The greatest angel of God'. This is 

not literal in that he was "created" by any space jew Thoughform, but it just means the 

ascended ones actually are advanced in the use, power and understanding of this very 

energy. With "God", all is possible. Lilith is equally slandered as the Wife of Satan who 

is the mother of Humanity, but the enemy hides this in many of their texts, in order to 
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hide the root of religion which is actually, a two sided Paganism. God and Goddess must 

become "One" in order for them to become "God". The very same goes for the parts of 

the Soul, the Ida and the Pigala. The Serpent also personifies the "Child" or the Second 

Birth, as thus the shedding of skin and it personifying the hermaphrodite element. This is 

why Satan in the "bible" affirms himself higher than "God". Because he is, was and will 

forever be. In all the Ancient Texts, the Gods are in the one's who command "God" or 

this particular energy.  

 

 
 

In the same way, the Kundalini energy makes things grow, improve and advance. This 

energy can be indeed be painful and a very big strife to raise, and for the weak it can 

crush them, this is why its very important for people to have broken all their blockages 

and flaws before proceeding in pushing this energy upwards. Even the Egyptians talked 

about this. If this force touches hang-ups, mental issues, unstable mental grounds, 

incessestant fears and the list goes, the same growth will be created on this. If it touches a 

golden mind and Soul, the growth will be similar. This is why its important people clean 

their "garbage" before they proceed. This is why I put emphasis on delusion and stuff on 

the other message. All desires to delude one's self, or to achieve power without wisdom, 

or to leave hang-ups hanging around, can be amplified. The nature of this energy is to not 

leave any of these "around" and it will almost violently try to break through these, which 

will eventually lead people to create a soap land or just guide themselves into failure. 

 

This is the "One God" and the "One God" being a kike, is a rip-off from the context of 

this energy. The jews are trying to pretend they are the "Gods" because they "Create and 

Destroy" similarly to this energy. When one awakens, raises and achieves this energy, 

they can too become "God" or in other words, partake in the use of this energy for 

creational or destructive purposes. The active and the passive parts of the Soul unite, 

which allows creation with this particular energy. As the enemy claims openly, the 

achievement of this energy is the most threatening thing to their agenda, while they 

themselves really. It expands, empowers and evolves, all of which the enemy jews do 
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*NOT* want Humanity to have in any way. Why they do this is openly claimed by them: 

Because they are an alien species in war with the Human species, meant to enslave and 

destroy us. The enemy alien hive banished and attacked this power of Humanity, as to 

halten its advance and destroy it. 

 

 
 

The most important thing is to know, that even "without" the Serpent one can really 

become an exceptionally powerful Siddha. The bioelectricity or life energy in itself, or 

the Sexual energy, is enough for this. This is how many martial artists sever boulders in 

half. The Serpent will just make everything even more powerful and alive. This is its role. 

It builds, advances and evolves the grounds upon which its activated. Another lie in 

regards to the Serpent is that it creates "All Knowing" in that people think they can know 

everything, or do anything etc. The Truth is, that even after one raises the Serpent, they 

still have to advance. The hard thing to explain, is that while everything can be made 

possible with it, it doesn't mean that upon its rising, everything is miraculously possible. 

It takes time, persistence and growth, and above all, KNOWLEDGE. The Serpent 

increases the capability of all of that, and brings the spiritual labors one takes, into a 

whole new level of effectiveness. The Serpent is by itself given by Satan to Humanity in 

order to hasten its evolutionary process and its process to perfection. I repeat, hasten. Its 

not a magical button that one presses and poof they are on cloud 9. It is not a magical 

genie that many want to make it to seem, but its powers are unlike anything else.  

 

Many people want easy solutions for everything and this is placed upon the Serpent, or 

they think they will become the Super Saiyan from television that is supposed to fly and 

levitate on the first day. While the energy compared to "normal" energy can be 

catapulting, there is more into it. Again the myth of "No labor" and holocaust potter of 

secrets is perpetrated. 

 

In plain words, what many people mistranslate of what I say, I will put simply. If you are 
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WEAK and you are not dealing with improving on your weak spots, don't expect the 

Serpent to come like a magic wand and make you suddenly the hulk hogan of spirituality. 

All weaklings like to believe that with the push of a button, they will suddenly swing into 

a state of existence where they are all powerful over others, everything will kiss their 

nasty feet and the list goes on. The jew has carefully instigated this myth which is also 

the myth behind drugs. Many naive new people who have read texts of people around and 

questionable sources, believe this to be the case.  

 

It doesn't mean that you will never have to study or do anything anymore, either. Many 

people want to escape from "Trying" and "Working" on things, just because this is what 

the lazy ass jewish system promotes as genie solutions, There is nothing bad with 

working, laboring, creating, learning and surpassing obstacles. Indeed, this is the reason 

of living and the manifestor of evolving. Even the kikes know this opposite thinking is an 

outrageous lie and deception, which they push on the masses to never do shit with their 

existence. Well, it probably is not. You will have to be something close to being your 

own spiritual hulk hogan before. Then, it comes and slowly evolves you further into the 

path of spiritual hulk-hoganism of multiplied progress and strength. It amplifies you. 

 

Now to see something even more obvious. In Norse Mythology, we have the Yggdrasil 

which is actually a shape of the Soul. The Eagle/Hawk sits on the top of the World. The 

Eagle/Hawk was chosen by Adolf Hitler to personify the Reich. The highest state of 

Human development, the Crown chakra that is open and fully functional. The "Serpent" 

must be snatched by the Eagle/Hawk on the Crown and must be brought on the "Top of 

the World", to rise the path of Yggdrasil. This is the symbol of the Eagle catching snakes 

in emblems.  
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One guru when talking in regards to advancement that it can be like a trampoline effect. 

He was entirely right. The Serpent can be like a trampoline. While the energy of the body 

and the Astral body can be dramatically increased by the rising of the energy, that doesn't 

necessarily mean this raises wisdom, or makes one intelligent, or that they will get the 

muscles of hulk hogan, unless there is a healthy basis for this. Imagine this like you are 
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on a trampoline and you jump in order to see what lies past beyond the a wall. Beyond 

this wall is enlightenment. The Serpent is sort of like what raises you high enough to see 

beyond the wall, but the purpose is to finally overcome the wall. It can raise you high, but 

you have to successfully cross the wall and finally be able to do what you are supposed to 

do.  

 

Energy, maturity, wisdom and knowledge, must all come hand in hand and must be 

balanced. This ongoing struggle does not end with the rising of the Serpent, and 

NEITHER SHOULD IT. An imbalance in any of these places will just have the adjusting 

outcomes. Using the trampoline to get into outerspace shouldn't amaze anyone. What 

matters is one achieves the goal of finally awakening their Spiritual self and actual 

power. 

 

Now make no mistake, the using, rapid advances and anything else made with the 

Serpent can be potentially painful sometimes, like a spike in one's bioelectricity. This is 

the same on how the presence of Demons and Gods can actually make one feel pain or 

rushes of energy for days after contact, especially when they are new. There are certain 

stages of advancement that can indeed be "painful" if one has blockages. If they don't, the 

whole process should be empowering, and generally smooth, but this is not always the 

case. In many texts the Serpent is called the Dragon Of Chaos for a reason. If the mind is 

cluttered and is unclean, it will make it bad. There are people who by accident or by 

misusing meditation will arouse the Serpent and not have the desired outcomes. This is 

why we are telling newbies to strive for balance and steady steps, and gradually go with 

the flow. Many people see the tree but they don't see the forest. Power is one aspect of 

everything. Let's say one has a broken car and they put the strongest engine and rocket 

fuel on it and turn it on... If the car is not in a good condition, it will just break down. And 

then of what use is the engine, the driver and anyone else.  

 

Though rest reassured, Satan our Creator has thought about this too. Before one proceed 

with the actual Serpent, they are to awaken the Sexual energy and make it rise, which has 

(almost) the same effects with the Kundalini energy. The sexual energy in itself and its 

control can make people do miraculous feats. Its an energy of growth, unites the Soul and 

actually, does everything the Serpent itself does in order to prepare the Soul with the 

necessary buildup until more and more of the Kundalini energy can flow. This reassures 

people can build powers, Siddhis and everything else. When the Soul is united with the 

forces of the Serpent, all the powers can rise, all the powers can amplify and everything 

else. In other words, one can grow insanely powerful by control of this force.  

 

Then slowly, the similar but stronger Kundalini energy will come up gradually and later. 

It doesn't need to be forced, and all bodies need to be caught up. One must steadily and 

ambitiously work towards this goal and feverishly. One has to aim to succeed and not just 

puff their ego about it. Success is what's important here. Imagine this as amplified sexual 

energy. Like sexual energy, this is live and conscious. Many people mistake the Sexual 

energy for the actual Serpent. While they are co-bound and co-operational, and almost 

the same, the intensity is different. The Sexual energy has to be risen and mastered first 

before the Kundalini kicks in. The Kundalini has to do with understanding of the Natural 
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laws of the universe. The Risen Masters of the Pagan civilizations co-created civilization 

with understanding and on the basis of these eternal and irrefutable laws. 

 

In short, you still have to work, do magick and everything. Its just that with amplified 

powers this can be far easier than before and as one goes, they can advance past of the 

point of having to strive as much. However, I repeat, this is not a magical genie, it doesn't 

mean one instantly becomes all knowing, it doesn't even more one is an actual, immortal 

God, it doesn't even mean one cannot descend back to a state of decay. It must be actively 

cultivated, kept up etc, and one has to reach checkpoints to get the whole system to adjust 

and make the energies become permanent and fix. The "all knowing suddenly" fake hoax 

and pill was stolen from the initiated state of Gnosis or Samadhi, upon which one drifts 

into a deep realization of the cosmos, themselves and reality in general. Its beyond 

intellectual and emotional knowledge, but emotional and intellectual knowledge are the 

decoders of this state which make the "infinite" capability of this understanding, manifest 

physically. This can't really be explained in any simpler way than this. 

 

Now as for the "age" or "when" this is supposed to happen, there is no defining age or 

time, at all. This would depend on the Natal chart, past lifetime condition, physical 

condition, work put in meditations and everything else. People who have advanced in this 

regard in their past lives, can have faster progress. Power in itself that is "Above the 

ordinary" in this life can be traced back to strong and powerful bloodlines, a strong and 

advanced Soul into this energy etc. This is imprinted in the actual Soul and when one 

reincarnates, part of this is carried with one, same as the general condition of the 

Soul/Consciousness at the point of reincarnation. When one re-awakens the Serpent, they 

can proceed further. The power one has is not to be taken for granted as Serpent energy, 

it could be discipline from other things, like yoga and advancement, which works around 

the clock in the same way. Tie this into what was conversated in the part 2. In simple 

terms, more life, the better. Less life, frailer, weaker, etc etc. 

 

The other hoax going around is that somehow, "someone has to be deemed worthy" by 

some external Source to have been granted the Serpent. This is not True...In a sense. 

While in one sense, the knowledge in regards to this is given by the Gods and close 

contact with them, they key to everything is knowledge. You don't need to be "graced" or 

something like this, as the enemy states to build this hoax around the Serpent so nobody 

advances. You don’t have to whip yourself in the ass for a million times, to receive 

“mercy” from the jewish thoughform, or Archangel Kike-nael in order to advance. It 

doesn't have to do with if one is a "bad" or "good" person either. It only has to do with 

the amount of labor one puts in meditation, persistency, ability to "take it" and the ability 

of one to deal with it. This is the whole "judgment" and it’s not really "ethical" as the 

enemy claims on how much bible you follow, or how many degenerate mimicking of 

“mother Teresa” you did in order to attain “grace”. One other hoax is that the Serpent 

must happen in a very particular way. While some rules are followed, this is not always a 

necessity. This adjusts on one's personality and everything else. Lack of expectations is 

the best route one can take. The only key is to ADVANCE SPIRITUALLY. 

 

Another large hoax in regards to the Serpent is that people understand the "Non Duality" 
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of existence. This is a spiritual concept of understanding the creation and destruction of 

nature. While people understand this internal and spiritual concept, that doesn't mean all 

the crap like the enemy says that "All is one" and pushes communism and pacifism 

behind all this nefarious crap, or that "All Races must be assimilated because we are 'one' 

anyway". It also doesn't mean that there is "One God" and "One Unity" or "One brain" 

that controls and has everything under its control, either. The jews want to pose as this, 

but remember, they are *NOT* in reality. Its a massive hoax. In a world where nobody 

else can do anything spiritual, of course, they are the "one authority" . The fact that there 

are beings with whom we are "partaking" into the same physical plane or place, doesn't 

mean we are all "one" or all from the same "root".  

 

In the same stupid fashion, one should "become one" with feces and garbage, or deadly 

parasites and die. Oh wait, nobody wants this, do they? Because this is not the case of 

existing in general and it’s a blatant, hardcore, lie. One doesn't mean assimilated into one 

big clump, as the enemy states over and over again to dumb-ify the masses. The enemy 

throws dust into the eyes of people that they will "understand" this crap and in order to 

pacify people who make it to some level, they preach the "peace and love" crap in order 

to hide their nefarious agenda and alien parasitic existence. "Love for all" is analogically 

nefarious and deadly as "hate for all". It’s the same imbalance and insanity, in a better 

cloak. 

 

As for how the Serpent links with Ancestry, this has to do with the Race, family etc. This 

also ties into to the alien jews, and how they too themselves have some sort of "Serpent" 

but is not in any way related to Satan, in any way, shape or form, as they are not his 

offspring. Races that are largely spiritually advanced, family lines that have been 

practitioners and the list goes, do also tie into this. As thus the Pagan obsession with 

family lines. This is why all Ancient Civilizations had castes of people, and not because 

they were "Racist". Its just that for the betterment of civilization, the people who labored 

themselves in spiritual advancement, had to marry with others who did this, for the 

betterment of civilization. Even the enemy practices it now. This is why we have "King 

families" and all these things. However, the case of Spiritual evolution doesn't really exist 

as of late, but only the economic differences. In plain, no real Aristocracy of old. 
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Another myth that needs be debunked, is in regards to the kikes being inferior or the 

other retarded circulated myth that they don't have any spiritual power. While this is sort 

of accurate in that Satanists and awakened Gentiles are far more powerful, and even they 

themselves know it, this doesn't mean anything on its own. If millions of fleas feast on a 

lion, it will die and that is for sure. While they may be inferior to Gentiles in many, many 
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ways, one has to be a realist and look at reality. Just look the damn around and not in 

your own head. They are destructive, they are parasites and they are deadly. They have 

put a whole planet in chains, at least they did completely at some point. Whomever is 

stupid and underestimates them, or lives in soap land that they think that with the wave of 

the hand, or "alone" they will make this go, sorry, but once again I come with a pin to 

burst your delusional bubble in order to make you actually effective in this struggle as we 

*ALL* are OBLIGATED to be. If we are not, bye bye Humanity. We need all the forces 

we have available, all the powers and wisdom we can muster, and we need to be united 

and relentless if we want to make it and free Humanity. People who are retarded and 

overly estimate themselves on no grounds, should ask themselves of something simple. 

Leave baseless feeling aside and grow up for a second. 

 

Let's say there was only one person in the world like that. 

 

How much would they be able to "Create" on their own? Would the Pyramids be possible 

or anything great that well over-extends the powers of "one" person? Humanity is 

powerful in unities with strong persons and the enemy knows this too. This is the 

Brotherhood of the Serpent. One understands after a point that there is no point in this 

useless loneliness and division that makes many people think in these unfruitful ways. 

Only then can great things can be created. The enemy works on active division of people 

into one hand, as hyper-individualism, while on the other, they promote assimilation of 

humanity into "oneness" and a large feces or garbage equality without any order. 

Capitalism and Communism should ring a bell. Both methods of approach do result in 

absolutely no outcome and fail miserably to achieve anything long lasting. The Satanic 

Gods taught humanity the art of civilization in order to advance themselves.  

 

They didn't plant people in mountains to emphasize on senseless hyper individualism, 

neither they created everyone in "one" slaver mass. Even the countless and infinite 

multitudes of the Natal Charts can show this evidently. One person is good in art, one is 

good in fighting, one is good in music, the list goes. All these people put their talents 

together and they make something that surpasses what every one of them alone could 

create. The enemy follows a strict, working, caste system, where everyone gives the 

power bestowed to them by nature and this is in mimicking the old system. This gets stuff 

done and advances EVERYONE. With that related to the Serpent, everyone becomes 

amplified and stronger, and as thus, the whole of civilization advances. The collective 

hatred and attacks on the Serpent, do in turn, attack civilization in general, which is 

advanced by the Serpent of Satan. The people advance, the civilizations advance. The 

people stagnate, the civilizations stagnate. The people de-evolve, the civilizations de-

evolve. Racial mixing and bastardization causes and amplifies issues in this. The further 

one advances spiritually, the more one is meta-genetically purified. This has an impact on 

the physical existence, the mental existence and all planes one exists. 
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Satan is the Master Civilizer and he is the original "Mason God" that was worshipped as 

the "Architect" before the stupid Shilluminati of the Jews took over the original one. The 

Serpent and the realization of creative capability was the capstone of the Masonry, that 

made people aware of the laws of nature, and as thus, able co-creators in the side of 

"God", as "Gods" and potential "Equals" with Gods (in the ability to create like them).  

 

With these being stated, there are always exceptions in the rules and for this also ties in 

the natal chart and as stated, the general condition of persons, families and Souls, Races, 

Ancestral past and the list goes. What we had to explore was the general middle line in 

this all. The Serpent of Satan is the key to infinity and the key to finalizing Satan's Work 

on Humanity. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

Dealing with Astral Entities - Karma - Part 4 (1/2) 

 

Greetings to all our People and Comrades. 

 

This is part one of the matter in the series. I have not forgotten the requests made in the 

other parts of these series. These will be conversated about when the time has come as 

they need to be explained aside other things. Now that knowledge comes from Satan, so 

it doesn't have a copyproof, but an existential right. Those who desecrate this knowledge 

will be met with the eventual rotting and disasters this action does. No "tomb raider" 

ended sane. Without further due, let's continue. 

 

This time we are going to cover on the topic of "Karma". Contrary to the preachings of 

the enemy, the "Karma" is one of the least understood concepts. They do this on purpose.  

 

The enemy has purposefully lied and totally misdirected people in regards to what 

"Karma" is, and thanks to lack of knowledge in regards to Spirituality and Astrology that 

both unveil "Karma", people are slavishly ignorant in regards to this concept. The enemy 

of course lies to people that "Their life is the outcome of how good Goyim" they have 

been, or that "They will be punished in the afterlife for disobeying the Jewish "God", or 

that "What they do to others will be done against them threefold" and the list goes 

endless."Karma" we can define as a set of forces that guides personal life.  
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Let's focus on the personal realm first so when this easier matter is understood, we can 

explain the more difficult matters. What is accurate of "Karma" is the term "residue". 

Now this is a tricky word. For those of you who know of Spirituality, you can easily 

figure out what this term means.  

 

The Soul, or the individual essence reincarnates over lifetimes and changes bodies. 

However, this a very simplistic and definitely does not have to obey to stupid buddhist or 

other rules. 

 

Karma is neither "good" or "bad". Its better desired by humans that Karma is not 

"suffering" but suffering in itself is not always "bad". What matters is the Purpose. The 

Cosmic Mandate for all beings is for them to explore themselves and understand "what is 

why they exist".  

 

Let's say one is to have a surgery that will save their life. Now, this is "painful" and may 

also be "bad". However, the surgery can be life saving. On the other hand, one drug 

addict does drugs and "feels good" while doing these. Their lives will shortly be ruined. 

"Good or Bad" is not how one shoud approach "Karma" in anyway. Nature doesn't reason 

it that way. 

 

This why is existential and not opinion based. Now, people have lost the language of 

understanding and translation, so everything has fallen into a total materialism. Karma is 

also not always pletted with gold. There is a Saturn (Responsibility, reality, limitations), 

there is a Jupiter ("good" influences, expansion), there is Neptune (unknown, 

"otherworldly"), Uranus (the un-perceivable by the Human understanding as it is now).  

 

The list goes on. These influences are observed everywhere. From the animal kingdom, 

to existence in itself. Nature and its all-intelligence talk to us all the time, but the enemy 

has removed the "ears" and "eyes" of Humanity.  

 

One's Karma can be "good" or happy, one may be entirely sound, but their life of 

existence may be a complete prison, such as in the case of a billionaire who spent their 

whole existence without any insight into existence, but was a passer-by in "joy and 

pleasure" and just that. One for instance can be a murderer or a drug addict, spend all 

their lives in crime, doing the worst things imaginable, and waste their lifetime, filled 

with "suffering". One is obviously more desirable and pleasant than the other, yet...For 

both the outcome is the same. 

 

Nobody advanced or went forward spiritually. The enemy is solely advancing "matter" 

and "materialism" because this exact, without spiritual insight, will make everyone be 

"bluffed" into wasting their lives in ever-"newer" places of confusion, destruction, 

humiliation and spiritual dilatation. Nobody advances or evolves that way, and the enemy 

is therefore allowed to continue their slaver order which thrives upon spiritual ignorance. 

 

All these "Karma Rules" were made merely to exercise fear over the unknowing people, 
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so that the enemy can control them. As arrayed in my other book, the enemy wants to 

keep Humanity eternally locked on the "Rota", which is the "TORA" in an anagram, 

which is the name of the Hebrew Book of the "Old Testament"- Torah. "Rota" means 

wheel. This is the "Cyclical flow of life" upon which, everyone repeats their lifetimes 

until the Soul has dissipated through lack of meditation back into the Aether.  

 

In the "Rotar" there is no advancement, everything, now and forever, stays the same. The 

enemy programs all talk in regards to how one must "Dissipate" and "Let go" into the 

"infinite" and stop existing, since existence is mundane and non-sense. They create the 

physical life of people in accordance to the same exact deal. Buddhism, Christianity, 

Islam, all preach the same. 

 

This is the literal death of the Soul. The enemy kills every ability of Humanity to advance 

and "evolve" into the next stage of its existence. And no, digital "virtual reality" 

girlfriends, jello lampshades, trips to the moon with a spaceship by 2050, will not change 

this fact. They will just keep prolonging this eternal suffering that humanity is 

undergoing from being kept from its evolution. Only the sufferers will be in a different 

"place". 

 

As far as personal Karma goes, one can see this in Astrology. Especially in many charts, 

one will see their chart, and if the astrologer that assists the person is experienced or one 

has enough knowledge, they can see all the life of "normal" people on paper. By 

"Normal" we mean spiritually non-awakened people. To be fairly simple, Karma is the 

energies that are "Set" at the time of birth that define one's relationship with existence. 

These can be better and worse. When the enemy is posed with questions, nobody can 

really answer. Those who have bad charts, why do they have bad charts? Those that hit 

the top, why does that happen? For all questions that the enemy does not want to answer, 

they just call it "luck and chance". Satan knows better and relates the Truth, however. 

 

In one other sermon of these series, I have explained how what we can call as "Racial 

Karma" works. Races are LABOR, and this is also physical and metaphysical. Through 

the process of evolution, Human beings, according to the universal blueprint, they reach a 

point of evolution, where their genetics become as advanced as to own a "Soul". Satan 

helped us evolve to this point of existence by creating us with such genetics. However, 

nobody is created equal. 

 

In this case, the offspring has one "first" birth, that is purely the choice of their parents. 

This is nothing bad or wrong in itself. One has a "First lifetime" upon which they exist. 

Now, at this point, the parents made the choice as "original creators" and one takes shape 

and form. One doesn't reincarnate, one is just being born. After this lifetime, one can start 

to reincarnate and one accumulates experiences and "karma" in accordance to this. In 

their first incarnation, one shares the "Karma" of their parents, their parents being their 

literal creators in the physical and metaphysical sense. From there on when one 

reincarnates, one again regains "Karma" from their "Parents", but one can be reincarnated 

as a Soul. The "parents"(or even absence thereof) can and will affect the child, for better 

or for worse, and shape a major part of the person's psychology, anyhow. 
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This is the deterministic part of nature, that is not really deterministic, just natural. The 

enemy twisted and perverted this into insanity, and used this to feed their general 

"determinism" in their shitty understanding which is enforced to all Humanity. One can 

escape from this by development of the Soul, attentiveness and consciousness choice, and 

clear the good from the bad. One then becomes an actual individual. Most people never 

get through this process, and this is why they become just a blueprint of these influences. 

What I want to show through this, is that people share their own karma one on another, 

and this can be shown in Synastry in the inter-relations of this thing. 

 

I think this is simply understood. This extends further to races, peoples, family lines, even 

countries and this has to do with individual physical and metaphysical development, 

knowledge on the behalf of the parents and the list goes. This is why there are "Royal" 

families and simpler families. 

 

Even observed from a physical standby, those who have the slightest knowledge of 

psychology do know that the "parents" are a catalytic beginning in one's existence, 

Karma or life. Normally, people should be able to go "past" these problems, and just reap 

the benefits, however, the enemy has made a reality where you are exactly what your 

parents "made" you to be. This is because the Soul is cut off, so therefore, people have 

absolutely no touch on the "Karma". As the energies are "Set" or "Reincarnated" at the 

time of birth, so they remain through the life. 

 

The planets take their turns (The planets symbolize the influences exerted upon forces 

that we call "Gods" in short terms) and one lives their lives accordingly. As people know, 

the planets correspond to Chakras. The Chakras link someone to the universe or 

existence. Physically speaking, these manifest here as the physical body. The "relation" 

between one and existence, also ties into "Karma". These "influences" have certain laws 

that can be understood by occultists and astrologers, or that may not be able to be 

"understood" completely.  

 

To people who are locked on spiritual knockdown, they have made the theories of 

"Chance" and "Luck" so they can sleep at night. The fact that many things are 

"determined", by "choice" (even if one knows they choose or not) does not mean that 

anything is "Determined", as every force can be altered by another force. This is the 

teaching of Satan, who in the fable of Siva, was the first "God" to defeat the planets. 

 

Normally, in a sane world, part of the battle that has to happen so that human beings can 

survive, there is a part where people have to survive and "conquer" these external 

influences. From this came the false-placed allegory of "Man reigning over the Gods 

(meaning the Planets)" and all the forces of nature that keep us in strict control. This 

process can be hard, lengthy, and there are many things into it. This is done through 

meditation. 

 

Whether people like it or not, or remember it or not, they do possess an astral body. The 

biggest joke the enemy has pushed on people, is the fact that there is "chance", "You only 
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live once" and that everything is "coincidental". For any coincidence to happen, there 

have to be interacting forces, however. And for there to be forces, someone has to guide 

these forces. This is how "Karma" works. 

 

Not all humans do possess an astral body, and one part of this body is actually the 

"Female" part, or on a lower level, the female mind. The female mind is responsible for 

heartbeat, and pretty much the billions of processes take place on the "Background" as 

one exists. It’s also responsible for the metaphysical aspects of working one's existence. 

This mind can be "opened" and it can be "programmed" to a degree. This roughly below 

here can be the genetics, hypnosis or anything else of that nature, but these don't really 

explain the deeper essence of this. The deeper essence lies in what is called "The Soul". 

As I arrayed in another part, especially the Sermon on Reincarnation, there is interaction 

in all the parts of the "Soul" and the bodies. 

 

So here we have the good and the bad news. I will start with the bad news. The Egyptian 

people have figured out as the Gods related to them, that CONSCIOUSNESS is 

everything. What's so important about CONSCIOUSNESS however? We can also call 

"CONSCIOUSNESS", as "ATTENTIVENESS". Attentiveness means the simple thing; I 

pay attention, as a conscious entity. This means, that one pays attention to what is 

happening "around" or "within". This insight, through meditation, gives insight and 

control over the "automatic" processes of the female part of the Soul or Mind, which 

directly tie into "Karma". If one does not attend on these, the Soul can actually wither 

away and die, and one's whole existence will be a programmed loop, until they stop 

existing. 

 

How this "Loop" will be defined, as I said above, unless external spiritual forces of 

conscious beings intervene, will be "As Fated" (as chosen by the other existences that 

brought them into birth in a semi-conscious act).The enemy is however angry in the fact 

that Satan, has given us the ability to be conscious. This involves advanced genetics, the 

third eye, the power to perceive, and higher intelligence than all the animals. 

 

In simpler terms, if one is not conscious, their "Karma" will play exactly as it was 

programmed and forced by any forces at the time of their Birth etc. The "accumulation" 

of Karma, also manifests below here as addictions, good or bad dreams for better or for 

worse, relationships with others, with reality, with anything and everything. All this can 

be understood by attentiveness and astrology, at least in a personal level. Of course, the 

enemy breeds people systematically with an average IQ of 70, but this should not prohibit 

the seekers of Truth in having self-trust and investigating these matters. 

 

With knowledge, everything can be known. Energy can be observed, and one can notice 

patterns. Astrology and all other means do shed "Light" into these darkened areas of 

existence. "Will" and "Energy" or what we know today as "Programming" can be tapped 

into and changed. Karma plays upon the Astral body and the higher realms, and manifests 

here below in the physical realm in other forms. One instance to help people understand 

this, is let's say someone with a first house Neptune. The person is generally disposed to 

be spiritually open and aware, to the point that the feelings can make one fragile and easy 
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to break. 

 

One's Karma can be observed through everywhere. It can be through the Eye of Satan 

(3rd eye) or Astrology, or clairvoyance. The "Karma" is stored in the Soul and blooms 

like a flower, for better or for worse, when the circumstances of the external world, and 

enough energy are applied. 

 

In this current age we live in, without spirituality, the "spiritual" energy of Neptune will 

manifest in the "closer" route, which are the hallucinogenic drugs put here by the enemy. 

Therefore, one becomes a drug addict and they get destroyed, instead of advancing. This 

should also show how others, can affect each other's Karma. As I have related in all my 

work these years, the enemy is fully conscious of these things and they use these. 

 

One "Karmic" event one can observe is that of an accident. An accident is called an 

accident because one loses attention, and they fall into an accident. This is a very simple 

way to understand why "attentiveness" is important. Now for the good news, as the mind 

can create the "good" or "bad" Karma, it has also the ability to master it, direct it and give 

one True Freedom away from this "Rotar". This is the essence of Satanism. The "Eye of 

Satan" is glorified because through this, one gets the insight into the Human Soul, or for 

more accurate saying, the higher dimension of existence, through which the "Karma" 

takes place, and can be altered down here, so that one is finally free. This is not easy at 

all, and this is the essence of real evolution. People nowadays don't really possess free 

will when it comes to any of this. They have the POTENTIAL of FREE WILL, given by 

Satan. 

 

Satan was not allowed to finish the Great Work upon Humanity, and therefore Humanity 

was not a "God". However, Satan and the Gods are here to guide everyone into this path 

if so they choose. 

 

The lie of "Free Will" is perpetrated by the enemy on purpose to misguide humanity into 

thinking they are free. It’s even proven by brain scanning, that the female part of the 

mind dominates most "Conscious" choices. This can be seen in how people involuntarily 

fall in love and everything else. This is not *GOOD* or *BAD* as a mechanism, what is 

bad is that the female mind is tempered by bad "Karma" and by the enemy subconscious 

programming, and people always make the wrong choices. This reeks into civilizations, 

households and relationships. This can be fixed. From this results what we know of 

"Suffering" and everything else. The solutions are meditation, attentiveness and 

knowledge that one has the potential to develop a free will. As thus, one escapes the 

"Rotar". 

 

While Karma (as in the karma of one’s whole life), for the exceptionally experienced 

people and Masters of Meditations, can be controlled through the Will and Conscious 

effort, one can just alter their Karma with simply, the spiritual means. As I stated above, 

all this manifests in the higher realms. One can see disease astrally, even tendencies and 

underlying problems, or gifts of all sorts. Karma has grades and depths. As one meditates, 

one raises "above" Karma, as their energies are becoming brighter and the brightness of 
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the Soul ensures positive things.  

 

This manifests in the Astral body as the "Tree of Life", which represents the Human 

Soul. In there, one can see the "branches" (nadis) and the "Vibrancy" (light of the Soul) 

of the tree, the vibration, one's existence, and the list goes endless. If one can water the 

tree and everything else, defines the Tree of "LIFE". Life doesn't always mean internal 

life, it also means external life. The same goes for the protection meditation. Will is 

finally exercised to take the "route set" by all other forces. One really starts to exist in a 

starting stage. One defends themselves from these negative influences and energies that 

the universe and other sources exert on somebody. 

 

Cleaning the Soul has also the same effect. As for superior workings of guiding one's 

complete life, or "giant Karma", or anything like this- I am not obligated to extend 

further, but all I can say, is that this is the essence of Magick. Essentially, magick affects 

the "Karma". Things that would not "Normally" happen, "Can" happen. Anything is 

virtually possible, but that doesn't mean everything can be done with one's present power. 

This is why advancing in power is important. But one must first advance on insight. Be 

attentive. 

 

One last note to close the Karma and the Personal Karma, is that actually, one can also 

affect "Karma" from the physical realm. One doesn't really reach the source of the 

problem, but the symptoms can be "Controlled" from below in some ways. One example 

here is one is sick, and they get a disease. They have a surgery and they "Remove" the 

outcome of the disease. That is not pleasant and might have other outcomes, however, the 

real disease begun at the Soul and is rooted in the Karma. 

 

So the disease might again re-surface in the future, or one may never heal and the list 

goes on. The Karma can be changed, as far as some things go, by one's personal choices 

and "Eksis", which Aristotle talked about. Simply, the life choices, and the "persistence"- 

or more simply, the habits one develops. 

 

For instance, certain habits, produce certain outcomes. These can be understood by logic. 

One's "Karma" can adjust to these, as a liquid can attach to a new glass. For instance, one 

may have a very violent and warlike natal chart. Instead of one becoming an underdog 

murderer, they become a military personnel, a master martial artists, or whatever else of 

that nature. This can be manipulated from the physical realm, but the effects may not be 

permanent in the Soul, unless this is ingrained into the Soul by over-the counter 

“habitualization” of something. 

 

In a simple paradigm, one follows a diet that makes them fatter. Soon, they will be 

turning into a whale. If the diet is stopped, and one changes it or exercises, the problem 

might disappear. One will not have to deal with the karma. This is where attentiveness 

and choice come into play, and they don't really need metaphysical means to be worked, 

unless one needs more serious means for that reason. 

 

Another instance, is that someone meets with someone who is a horrific influence to 
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them. For whatever reason, they continue association. This ends in disaster for one, or 

both parties. If only they used some intelligence to stop this (its not THAT easy in many 

ways, and sometime “Karma” is a pure brutalizer of “Free Will”) one would stop this. 

One can still act on anything, just by mere intelligence. This is why the enemy attacks 

intelligence, natural common sense and does so spitefully. Intelligence on its own is a 

fundamental beginning in order for someone to be free. This is why the enemy pushes 

massive bastardization and retardation, amongst other nefarious purposes. 

 

The best way to escape “Karma” is habitualizing the things one likes, and enforcing the 

matter from the spiritual realm as well, until the problem is blotted out and one reaches 

the desirable outcome. This can be easier or harder, depending on the depth of the 

ingrained “Karma” or “Residue” that exists therein. 

 

One closing note: Your Karma does not have to do with how much jewish ass you have 

kissed, if you were a good Shabbos Goyim, or if you actually prayed to "Allah" the other 

day or not. However, these people play "Karma" and "God" by actively manipulating and 

attacking all others who are spiritually ignorant, so they think of them as "God" or "Sons 

of God". Physical means are also used, and this affects someone accordingly.  

 

Karma can, and is actively being manipulated for the enemy. The naive enemy excrement 

gatekeepers say some things like "Oh, if you do bad theengz u gon be punished!" The 

jews have however went for thousands of years without and "punishment" whatsover, 

other than some flack here and there. "Karma" can be redirected, and can be used against 

others as well. Jews never payed for their Karma, but everyone else does. "God" is above 

"Karma" and "God" is anyone who knows and controls this principle. At least to others 

who do not know. 

 

I hope this clears up the "Personal Karma" and how it works and the means people can 

work to correct these. The other piece will tie into the "larger" families of Karma, such as 

family Karma, Race Karma and the list goes. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 
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Dealing With Astral Entities - Mass Karma - Part 4 (2/2) 

Thu Nov 10, 2016 2:39 am  

Hoodedcobra666  

 

Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades. 

 

For Short, I had to put "Dealing With Astral Entities" in DWAE. 

 

How it is sometimes, is when you have something planned, always something pops, 

especially in our case which demands our total daily attention. This is because there is 

always much to do for Satan, and the Gods. This never ends. 

 

Now this to examine a step deeper into Karma. As I have analyzed in the first part of the 

series, this will deal with the other part. I will call it "Massive" Karma as this deals with 

masses. 

 

To make it easily understandable, let's say that Mass Karma is in many ways a sum up of 

individual Karma's. This is a very simplistic way to put it, but at least it can help us see 

the first thing that comes to categorization. For instance, the people affect each other's 

karma, in many ways. This is not only spiritual, this is also by many means physical and 

happens on the physical level. The root of this is metaphysical. 

 

For instance when we have a relationship, we have a synastry chart forming. This shows 

some of the dynamics of the given relationship. Then we can extend this to the family, 

then to larger units of people, states, nations etc. The base of this, as with the individuals, 

is the Race. One of the reasons the jews want to mix Races is because they want to mix 

their "Karma". This is why many other Races who don't labor, see intermixing with other 

races with a better existence, as a 'saving' of their position. 

 

This is because the enemy has forcibly removed the means of advancement, the Spiritual 

advancement, and the native culture that keeps people intact. I also want to clarify that I 

am NOT talking about petty tribalism. I just see three large races, and then the people 

who are in between. The message of this post is not to escalate into senseless confusion, 

as those who like to be offended might be.  

 

A lot of people also form relationships, and the list goes. Karma is tied with personal 

action and choice. Let's take for example the Japanese. The Japanese of course are open 

to travellers, culturally loyal, and a very advanced and futuristic civilization, which in 

most ways is also crime-less. They have made a paradise for themselves. This has 

happened because of labor. Nobody gave them that. The same is the case everywhere.  

 

The jew as everyone knows is a lazy parasite. This is why in most ways, jews always 

want slaves to work for them, emphasize slavery, or abuse others etc. This is just how 

they are. However, this is not the mentality to get anywhere in the longterm. This is why I 

keep saying the jews don't really have a destiny. Where all Gentiles can reach by 
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advancing, jews will never reach, because they are different. Others will, sooner or later, 

advance. 

 

There are also many who mimic the jews, however, thinking this is a fast route to 

'bettering' their condition. Instead of working on correcting anything, they literally ingest 

themselves into the "Karma" of another race, and get absorbed into their lands, tenets, or 

even gene-pool, all of which are generated by the Karma of these particular 

people/races/units. This is bad and doesn't really help neither the person on the receiving, 

or the giving side, in most ways. "Racism" in the negative and aggressive sense is the 

expression of a comeback for this thing. If things clash beyond a level, these units will 

literally fight.  

 

There are four ways it can go. In the case one, people may fight it over. In the case two, 

people may peacefully co-exist, but without intermingling past a point, everyone 

develops on their pace under one flag (The USA could do this to save its ass). In case 

three, people may be assimilated into one clump or new race (both races lose in this 

process in all ways)- clashes, death and anguish are more than likely the result of this, 

same as longterm permanent destruction of everyone involved. In case four we have 

separated, healthy co-operation of sentinent and highly advanced Races, and this is the 

ideal system the Gods follow. In the fourth instance, everyone is safe, sound, and 

advances their blueprint, while maintaining friendly relations/alliances of True spirit.  

 

This also shows mutual respect, as one does not want to destroy the other by mixing them 

out of existence etc. Those who are produced by the in-between, become either a friendly 

race of their own, or just re-assimilate where they feel at home- in the given they do what 

they are supposed to do to keep up with the culture. (Jews and literal parasites NOT 

included).  

 

However as all of us here know, most if not MOST gentiles have fell into victims as the 

jews have been using them like pawns. This pawn against this pawn, and so forth.  

 

Instead, the symptoms of any defunct Karma are just 'hidden' and so they remain until the 

circumstances allow of what one 'is' to manifest. The same thing goes elsewhere.  

 

For example the jews did not have the power to fully express who they are, which is what 

they write in the Talmud and in the rest of their cultural literature. When circumstances 

will allow, as they do now to an extent such as all the crimes they do, it will manifest. 

And if it does, it will be too late.  

 

This is why civilizations with many races are collapsed/or naturally tend to never 

'assimilate' in any way, and as you can see in the USA, many individual Races and such, 

are forming their own conditions of Karma in certain places. The jews of course are the 

misfortune which infact doesn't allow anything to come in its own terms. Let alone 

xianity and the related programs, who reinforce the worst in everyone. This is why you 

change neighborhoods, or states, and you see a completely different level of being, not 

only economically wise, but in many other ways. This is a rough explanation as to the 
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dynamics of this, but these are more complex.  

 

To understand this easily, let's take a family. If everyone in the family has a good chart 

for wealth, is industrious etc, the family will more than likely prosper. You add one 

person with a disability let's say, the Karma changes. You add two people who are lazy, 

and this setbacks the others and the list goes. The jews, because they lie behind many of 

these problems by magickally and physically interfering with the Karma of all other 

people (Remember, they have taken the position of 'god' in the physical due to belief of 

the dumb), they literally wreck families, states and such alike. In the same way a 

negative, deadly and parasitic person is a heavy burden for any unit trying to advance, 

this is the same case here in families, countries, states and the like. 

 

A jew is incapable of really producing civilization or anything else, but made by its 

foreign creator intelligent enough to understand the spoils of those superior, and of course 

demand them. If one falls on their level, the jews get into their countries, infecting them 

in a parasitic relation. This bleeds the victim dry. In the same way some people can help 

us advance, others mean our death, and this is in nature, and also natal charts and the list 

goes. 

 

But let's observe the matter in reverse. We have one person who doesn't like washing. 

They literally love filth and garbage. You bring this person inside the person of a clean 

disposition, who do you think will "prevail". The cleaning person, or the defiling one? 

Defilement doesn't take absolutely any effort in nature. The downfall spiral happens by 

mere passivity. The upwards needs mental consciousness, activity and action. This is how 

nature is.  

 

So what is the person with a clean disposition going to do? Clean the feces, garbage and 

excrement of the other person, who for any reason, loves defilement. How is this possible 

to convince the clean person to tolerate the dirty person, given this is unnatural to the 

fullest? Something like "Christianity" would be the answer here. Which is nothing but a 

program of tolerance of crap, misfortune, acceptance of death, victimization, with the 

ultimate purpose of weakening people down so that the parasitic jews can rule them. This 

opens the doors wide. 

 

The uprising of the '3rd world' is nothing but the instigated "Karma" where the jews try to 

make others do what the jews have done, to use them in their agenda. Instead of the 

people be guided to elevate themselves, fix their national/racial Karma, become 

intelligent and advance, the jews tell them to migrate to the "West" which is a Paradise. 

And why is the West a paradise? Because other people have been building it, other than 

those coming. And of course this won't last forever in this condition if this was to 

continue, and this is exactly the jewish aim, who by their parasitic nature cannot devise 

creative solutions, but they in their parasitic death as a virus that has infected a body, will 

kill the body and then have no body to house it anymore. 

 

Every lifeform has Karma. When lifeforms co-exist and co-advance, this creates a karma 

for them. As explained above, this can turn even into countries, destinies of countries and 
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the list goes. The Blood of a Race is actually a gateway to their spiritual purpose. As thus 

the Gods demand Racial States and the main Races to be separate from one another, as to 

meet their purpose accordingly and elevate on their own pace. The Blood is not some 

trivial matter. It shows a lot of things. New races can be created, that harbor and have the 

characteristics and mixed things of two or more races, but this recurring process causes 

not only confusion in the Karma, but also this manifests in many other ways as in people 

first and foremost feeling 'torn' between two parts of what they are. Ideally, they should 

choose and re-assimilate where they feel good. 

 

Now why the Jews want to racemix people into ONE race, this should ring obvious. One 

Race will only have ONE karma- and ONE destiny. The jews of course sum it up as such: 

To be slaves of the elect jews. The race mixing agenda makes total sense spiritually, 

physically and in all levels. One who wants slaves would of course desire this for their 

'cattle'. The Gods stand on the opposite direction, as they want the species of Humanity to 

advance, not return to being apes.  

 

This is not what the Gods intended for Humanity. They created different Races with 

different purposes and reasons of existence, which are holy and known to them. These 

can be realized by meditation. You don't need to verbally know, but you will be able to 

feel it when you advance. When one advances, they will also understand this in more 

'applicable' terms. 

 

Nations and States as such, being like living entities on a large scale, they have their own 

Karma etc. For instance if you look at the USA, you can see all sorts of things. If you 

look in Europe, you will see 'stricter' Karma, or Inda, which is why the Jews want to 

dilute and destroy these people a lot. This makes the jews scared, as Karma and a good 

Karma generates positive outcomes of a metaphysical, and physically uncontrollable 

nature. You can't really predict this. This has to do with the power of consciousness to 

materialize into the physical, conditions that represent it. The jews want to abolish this, 

which its called witchcraft, but witchcraft is actually part of nature and it happens in 

many ways, not only a specific one.  

 

But if you wipe out the bearer of it, the man, this will also be abolished. This is why the 

jews don't tell anyone to advance in anyway spiritually. The war against Satan is 

purposeful. Satan is TRUTH. TRUTH in Greek means MEMORY. Memory means 

KARMA. This very Soul Memory that ties us to the Gods and our Ancestors, cannot 

really be understood with a deep meaning, except of bizarre 'theorems' or empty crap, or 

be forgotten completely. This makes the jews laugh and feel they are approaching their 

own 'karmic purpose' which they have set as a goal- to enslave others. Don't ask me why. 

That's how the jews see it.  

 

First of all, your advancement 'saves' your family or even lot in a sense, and your 

ancestral line from all this recurring spiritual damage that many people have 'inherited'. 

This is in the astral body, and this passes down to children, who stand chances to no 

longer experience the negative karma such as bad health the ancestors have sown. Of 

course this is not always intentional. In that sense, nobody is a 'victim' of anything deep 
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down, as we belong as links without disconnection to our racial lines and the list goes.  

 

Its our duty and its on our 'consciousness' to fix these up, so that the next one's will have 

it better, and the list goes endless, until a final product of man is produced that we 

presently cannot even conceive. Those who do more work, are better. Those who do less, 

are worse. This is why the Gods gave spiritual knowledge to *ALL* Gentiles. That way 

the Gods are JUST and from there on, its our own bussiness as creatures to see what we 

will do with this knowledge. Apply, or deny and rot? 

 

This is the Godman, like Satan and the Gods. In that sense, all Races of Humanity need to 

reach that status, so that Humanity can advance towards the next level. This is done 

through the metaphysical means Satan and the Gods left behind, and not by injecting 

hormones or hooking internet chips in your brain. This is infact a karma of dependency, 

and inferior, and not a karma where the real secrets of life have been unlocked and given 

freely to humanity. 

 

In a more gruesome sense, the jews are like a race of damaged, extremely race mixed, 

alien modified creatures. As such due to incapability to exist on hteir own, the ride the 

White men like parasites, so they exploit the White Man's Karma, that produced things 

like good civilizations, health, civilization and the list goes- the jews could never make 

this on their own, as they are not on any such level of development. Other Gentiles of 

course are great in this department, while others are learning, but the thing is for the jew, 

who is an alien enemy, to be revealed.  

 

The jews are robbing the Karma of the Gentiles to advance themselves. For example, 

they have drained Africa completely financially, and mixed the Karma of the Black 

people with the White people forcibly, by creating not only Race Mixing, but many other 

works of insanity. These are extreme crimes and all higher beings who see this will not 

see it favorably. The Gods see it with hatred, as this goes against the will of Nature to 

advance its blueprints. The jews are accursed from nature for that reason, amongst many 

others. In the jewish tribe one sees mistakes, psychopathy, and disgust that is amassed for 

centuries. It didn't happen yesterday. Of course by masking, exploiting Gentile scientific 

advances, stealing, robbing, confusing and degradation of their 'enemy stock' the jews 

hope that just in time they will steal from us the necessary advances in order to become 

better, and dump us with it. This is why they live amongst us. 

 

So as to get back to mass Karma, mass Karma is no different than how everyone has a 

pluto, a neptune and their generational planets or setups. Everyone has influences by 

these, and these are large. One powerful enough, can pierce through this, and create their 

individual life, or change this order. This is what we have been doing. In technical terms 

we are washing away of Humanity the inflicted karma caused by the enemy, and this will 

manifest also in a better world. This is the real meaning of the "Darkness" which will be 

defeated by the Light. The climax of Karma is where people control everything based on 

their true will, and not low animalistic rules of the cosmos. And by true will, I mean in 

the highest accordance with Satyan, Eternal Truth. Not rabbi shekelstein's new book that 

masquerades as 'tru theory'. 
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In closing, spiritually speaking, loving one's people, wanting to preserve them, looking 

for a better future for them etc, is all very healthy and natural tendency, with deeply 

rooted spiritual foundations that deal with the purpose of existence as well. Again, this is 

not always verbal, and SATANISM is the exact religion of understanding this. This is 

why it is open to all Gentiles, so that everyone can reclaim the lost crown of freedom for 

themselves, those worthwhile, and in the end, so that everything else will be raised due to 

this massive, spiritual awakening.  

 

Like the individual spirit transforms, so does the massive spirit. This is the most direct 

way to save "humanity", more than being vegan, going to church, or giving 6 trillion $$$ 

to Shlomo Shekelstein for his campain of "Tikkun Olam". To save one's self is the major 

step in saving the world. As thus the ripped off story of Jewsus being savior and 

rupturing others, deals to that, and we are again looking as OSIRIS- the bringer of the 

Light and defeater of Death. Only, not a jew ripped from Osiris holds the key to personal, 

or massive karma absolvance.  

 

Only Work, spiritual ascention and spiritual labor, rewarded by the universe, do this. This 

way humanity can be saved massively from decay.  

 

So help yourself. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 

 

 

 

Dealing with the Alien Attacks of the Enemy 

Tue Mar 07, 2017 12:07 am  

 

Hoodedcobra666  

 

Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades. 

 

I am writing this for people struggling with attacks by the enemy aliens. The worthless, 

cattle joe's and dumbasses are whose who always deny their existence, well, because they 

are afraid. They *WISH* it wasn't the case, so they can live their sorry lives thinking 

they are entirely "Free Humans". Powers that be, governments, and people like us here 

who spiritually advance and are a threat to them, are all very aware of their existence. We 

Satanists know firsthand.  

 

Its BEST to not even think about them, or give one damn, and tune them out, but I 

write this post for if they persist. The best for you is to always remain protected and 

attentive and never have to face any such drama. 
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Additionally, if you spill your milk or by accident destroy your pancakes, that is not 

necessarily the aliens, or some form from outer space. A lot of people compensate for 

their own weakness and say its always someone else. Do not transfer this weakling 

thought into Satanism, when its not necessary. Attacks from the enemy are serious. Then, 

we have Karma and negativity people draw to themselves, which again, is nobody else's 

fault. 

 

With the above being stated, let's get into the serious stuff now. 

 

When one's spiritual sight opens, and when one makes a struggle to advance, the filled 

with "Love" masters of xianity and all the other filthy alien programs show their alien 

self. Then one understands their wills pretty clear, that is to kill and destroy. However, 

we have Satan, and as thus, few of their things can really get to us.  

 

That is in the given, that we do our own end of the deal in meditation and protection. 

People who advance but don't protect themselves, sooner or later, will come to the 

attention of the wrong beings, and either be forced to succumb, or be made into a bad 

ending.  

 

Quite a few people are born with psychic powers here and there, even if the enemy has 

tried to systematically murder the 'witches'. Few to none people know how to use, protect 

and procure these powers however, and therefore, the enemy enslaves them. 

 

Now, if you find them crossing you, you will know, as they are obsessive, compulsive 

and lowlifes. These mainly go after the people who are a major threat for some reason. 

These aliens believe the earth belongs to them, and they want to race-mix humanity to 

make it into a big, giant, cattle farm, where they can reign supreme.  

 

Why the enemy doesn't attack many cattle and normal people? Simply: energy waste. 

They have already been defeated and are already blind.  

 

Gifted spiritual humans are a threat to them, so they try to get them into drugs, or get 

them hooked in their own side before they can even make a choice. Drug use is extremely 

pushed by aliens, as it makes people docile, dependent, and easily controlled. You cut 

their weed and you see them take twists like spazzers. Yea, very (((free)))people, indeed. 

 

The main attack the enemy does is incessant telepathy. You may for example get 

negative, compulsive thoughts that are damning, in your head. If you encounter this, try 

at first to tune it out. Tuning a good and most important thing you can do. Then, you can 

do an RTR and curse them. If everytime they attack you, you just curse them back, then 

at some point it becomes a waste of their time, but NOT of yours because you damage 

them. The 72 Names RTR attacks their hive conduit of energy directly, something which 

may piss off these slavers. 

 

Normally, they quit after a while. Of course, cleaning your aura and meditation plus 
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STRONG protection is mandatory. For those more open, you may see them, especially 

when in a deep trance and meditating. 

 

The Satanic Blue fire, and vibrating SATANAS or SATAN, actually ties into the 

consciousness of Satan Himself. This is a virulent pesticide for the enemy, as it drives 

them away on its own most of the time. At the worst circumstance, you just have to keep 

and keep projecting them where you see them.  

 

If you are attacked in your sleep, you will more than likely be aware of it. Try to 

memorize Satan's name and call it in your sleep and the attack will end. Also, try to move 

your body as it has been written before, or your astral hands and legs. If you do this, you 

will more than likely wake up. When you are up, do some cleaning, and also, protection. 

Its better to not sleep immediately without doing such. 

 

When your bio-electricity is at odds or low, your aura becomes less thick and more easily 

penetrated by just about anything. Therefore, your normal daily meditation is one of the 

best ways to handle this and more than likely not have to worry about things. 

 

On one hand, without Satan's help, Humanity doesn't stand one snowflake's chance in 

"Hell" to survive these aliens or go against their plan. On the other hand, humans are 

strong enough to ward off and keep these pests away from our civilization, that is, if we 

apply Satan's knowledge. Then, one can even surpass these pests and get on an even 

higher level. The enemy agents and the enemy religions also, because of the mass cattle 

that is siphoned, is an antenna of attraction for these parasites.  

 

Satan doesn't want his followers to meditate for no reason. The meditations and yoga, and 

maintaining a positive mindset, do actually keep humanity away of calamities and the 

dimensions in the astral that this pest exists. Therefore, we don't experience it either if we 

meditate and push it away. However, beings like the jews opened the doors wide and 

open for their 'chosen' friends with whom they have a 'covenant'.  

 

Now they 'pray' and with their kike programs, invite all this death and misery on the 

planet. This is why the New World order, or (((prophecies))) of mass death, annihilation 

and destruction take place. Its just the expressed will of these alien hives, and these 

parasitic alien races of the jews and their lackey lapdogs. 

 

Islam is a major antenna of attraction- notice all this cattle bowing to this rock of stone 

that amasses energy for the enemy. "Allah" is quite an attention whore, considering it is a 

"God". Why? Because well its an alien mass and nothing else but astral feces and 

garbage. 

 

Therefore, the more followers the enemy loses, the more their influence will dwindle and 

get reduced, and they will leave humanity alone. Ideally, human civilization MUST 

advance past a point where these aliens are understood and fought directly, but the enemy 

forces race mixing and civilization wrecking so this will never happen. 
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Lastly- STOP focusing or being afraid of the enemy. Start being FOCUSED and 

CONFIDENT in Satan. Draw Satan and the Gods influence close to you. What you think, 

is what you attract. Maintain thoughts of the Gods, holy thoughts, and banish the enemy 

with the RTR's and other warfare, rather than 'dwell' and 'worry'. This does them the most 

harm. 

 

Meditation, protection, keeping a positive mindset, learning to disassociate attacks from 

personal karma/misfortunes, bravery, total conviction in your potential and in Satan, and 

dwelling on SATAN instead of the enemy, are the best solutions for dealing with any pest 

above or below. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 

 

 

Dealing with Astral Entities: Past Life Memory and Race Soul 

Sun Jun 04, 2017 10:00 am  

 

High Priest Hoodedcobra666  

 

 

Greetings to all our Family and Satanic People. 

 

Well this deals with what the title says. I am writing this to clean up some particular 

things that may have people confused. 

 

Many people when they learn about past lives, they become highly interested in such. 

Depending on the maturity of the person, they may look on what has come 'before' and 

see things ranging from Truth, to absolute delusion, to some truths mixed with lies, and 

so forth. 

 

This is why I always advise people to actually work a lot spiritually before they do this 

process. This is because hangups, fears, insecurities, and wanting to fill one's self to 

compensate for lack of power and success in this life can subvert a person. The 

subconscious of the untrained person can be tricky, and filled with programmings that 

lead to this. 

 

This is the reason many people who are new spiritually and are unfounded in 

observations, can suddenly say things like, if they are Mexican, that they were the Great 

Montezuma, or other people can say they were Lao Tzu, or "Me Wuz Napoleon" 

immediately. Now these things, sometimes have some reality in them, but I will explain 

what is going on to rectify the situation. But this cannot be explained before I explain 

some other things. 
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All races have a racial soul tree, so to say. This is like a massive pool of memories, 

understanding and spiritual roots, to simplify this. All members of a race are connected 

through this tree, as such, we have races and soul families. People who dabble and are 

spiritually inexperienced, can sometimes see delusion, PLUS things from this tree if they 

are open, and sometimes get into memories of such tree. 

 

Others are caught in complete astral delusion and just see their own delusions. The power 

and SATAN has to rise in the soul (sense of understanding and wisdom) to see correctly. 

One should better of remove hangups, so that they are not trapped in false observation.  

 

If someone is something very great, it will show up in the natal chart, in the life, in the 

wisdom, and everything else. It will be apparent in everything from a younger age. This 

is because this is carried from the past life, given as passed down from the Race Tree, or 

both these things. Normally, these go together. The more developed persons are in a 

fitting place in the race tree so to say.  

 

Now, great men, women and souls in our racial tree, they are very influential in our racial 

unconscious. We are connected in a genetic level and soul tree with these people. So 

when we meditate, we find our 'roots' and start feeling this tree. This is why we get to feel 

and seek our ancestors when we become more conscious, so to say.  

 

Some people are "RIGHT" that they are related to these great people, because they are. 

Now, the distance in the tree ranges, and of course, that doesn't imply that one *IS* that 

person.  

 

In a sense, part of them, racially wise, is in them, and theirs in them, but only in the racial 

unconscious. As individual entities, people have their own future, so to say. If we 

meditate and advance, we also help and correct our Racial Tree, and uplift all of it's 

members. We are making space also for ourselves. This is on an astral level. Sometimes, 

people when they do past life regression, may see such powerful events that happened in 

the tree of their race, rather than their individual memories from a previous lifetime or 

such. This needs training.  

 

From the above thing we have many unimportant people or young souls always saying 

they are 'Kangz', Pharaohs, or that they were Tesla in a past life. They belong to the race 

tree of this people, they WISH they were these people, and even that wish is actually a 

wish to point them to evolve THEMSELVES, and become better. They are observing, in 

short, a bright example.  

 

Believing you're Tesla or an Apache helicopter, will not make you either. Therefore it's 

better to stop living in this subjective reality, because it keeps you back from your true 

potential. Additionally, the presence of a Tesla or an apache helicopter (lol) in your Race 

line, shows that you have the potential to get there. Let's not mix potential, with who we 

are in the present, and everything else. 

 

All this fog is cleared by SATYAN - SATANAMA. The striving for Truth. When the 
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soul leaves behind dross, hangups and crap, it starts to see the light and accept reality 

joyously. You don't have to be a movie star to advance, or someone 'famous'. Anyone can 

do this, and anyone can raise on higher levels. That's the awesome thing about this. 

Spirituality is open for those who are after it, so to say. 

 

Generally, it's not that great to mix the race trees (let's call these soul families), because 

this causes internal spiritual confusion. This causes unexpected outcomes. This is not 

negative, but if done incessantly, can have bad effects many generations down the line. 

As such the stupid saying that the 'sons and daughters' pay the 'sins of their parents'. This 

is perverted allegory of the jews, to hide this very fact.  

 

How one is today is tied into the effort of those that came before them and how they 

managed to handle their time, if they decided to materially or spiritually advance, and 

such. No matter where one is, one can evolve, advance, and continue existing until they 

reach the higher levels. The point of such is to advance. 

 

You will feel this as a drawing towards a particular civilization/past so to say. It will 

attract you, and also it will be obvious in who you are, your temperament and so forth. 

 

As explained before in the series, races have karma. To mix such karma can have strange, 

and unexpected effects. If we have a spiritual family, they produce spiritual children, and 

so forth. To disrupt this, can have any effects, with generations ranging from the bottom 

to whatever so to say. The whole process of rectifying and raising one's soul to a higher 

level can become a mess. People reincarnate into their race lines, to continue the process 

of spiritual advancing.  

 

Lastly, see how bright individuals help their own people and the world in general, in 

more than one way. This is actually why we say that the true potential of a race is not in 

the retards of such, but in the people who made this EFFORT to get "UP THERE". 

Notably, the people in the high levels may have absolutely no relation with the fallen 

leaves and the rotten branches of a tree, so to say. 

 

The whole point of these spiritual teachings are to keep the trees of our races clean, pure, 

strong, empowered, and to grow and become fruitful and plentiful. This was known to all 

Ancient civilizations, and actively practiced. This is how the individuals of the Golden 

Ages came to be. Because the trees were being cleaned, the rotten branches cut off, and 

the trees taken care of, so to say. One makes sure to always lift one's self and the their 

race soul by advancing.  

 

When one does regression, they have to be skilled, and better be clean spiritually- having 

deprogrammed one's self from a need to see lies, and conditioned one's self, without guilt, 

to see facts. This helps one raise in power. 

 

I hope this clears up this issue in regards to Past Life regression and the Race Spiritual 

Tree. 
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-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 
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Preface 

There is a war going on 'out there' involving other worlds, extending to different 

parts of our galaxy. The greys made a deal with the Vatican - wealth and power in 

exchange for souls. That was one. It all has to do with occult power, along with 

race as well. In addition to the mass murders and tortures of Gentiles, spiritual 

knowledge was forcibly removed. This is what Christianity and Islam are all about. 

Spiritual knowledge and occult power are systematically removed and replaced 

with meaningless crap. This is analogous to a sense taken from one side in a war, 

say one of the five senses and the enemy who has all five has an obvious clear 

advantage. The side with four or less will obviously lose.  

 

In our case, this was the sixth sense that was removed along with knowledge 

pertaining to it. In its place, like I already wrote above- meaningless crap along 

with lies to replace it. The Inquisition even went as far as to murder the 

grandchildren and other descendants of so-called 'heretics." This is because the 

"witchpower" is hereditary. This was a huge victory for the enemy, no different 

from communism where mass murders are committed to wipe out any memory 

of the former generations that were a threat. Then, the occult knowledge is kept 

ion the hands of a few, mainly top Jews [they also have full control of the Vatican 

and also Islam at key points].  

 

This was all accomplished with the help of the enemy human-hating greys and 

their reptilian superiors, and carried out by the Jews who are tied in with them. If 

one does the necessary research, there are many paintings of that period 

depicting an unusual amount of UFO activity. During the Second World War, there 

was also a high level of UFO activity when both opposing sides our Satan [National 

Socialism] vs. the enemy [communism] went head to head. Most of you also know 

about the Roswell incident in 1947, when the enemy greys became very confident 

along with post WW2 incidents involving them.  

 

I posted a link to a youtube video here some time back, but it was taken down [so 

what else is new?]. This video for those of you who haven't seen it- here is 
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another link 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R7kcWt02fnk&list=PL54952C23C765D3F4 

If you can't find it, if it gets taken down again, then look up "Ancient Aliens 

S02E05" or "Aliens and the Third Reich." Hopefully, the above link should work ok. 

Of course, there is the same slander, but the video itself is very revealing. Our side 

[Satan, The Empire of Orion"] worked with the Nazis. The other side- the enemy 

greys worked with those fighting for communism. Hitler vs. Stalin. WW2- things 

reached a climax, as never before in history.  

 

If you note throughout history, and this goes back centuries, the greys- the 

Communist/Christian side always has been human hating, mass murdering, and 

brutally enslaving. Islam is no different. They are also prolific liars and deceivers 

who try to use, manipulate and promote slogans of "love," "equality," 

"brotherhood" and "better living conditions"; "a better life" to trap massive 

numbers of victims. This also comes along with their programs of "love" and 

"peace" resorting to endless mass murder, torture, war and the destruction of 

human life and spirit to accomplish their agenda of enslaving the entire world.  

Quote from the Jewish Talmud:  

Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 

2800 slaves."  

 

This has been going back and forth for a very long time and is not over with. In 

addition, each side has its own humans working here. I know most of the people 

on Satan's side here were born with certain marks. The enemy knew this a long 

time ago and gave the name for these birthmarks "witches' marks" which 

automatically meant death upon discovery. Our leaders; most were contacted by 

Satan early in life, before the age of their first Saturn return at 29-30. Satan has 

had his own souls, those who have been with him through many lifetimes, elite 

souls who attain the most powerful positions in this world such as Adolf Hitler, 

the reincarnation of Rameses II, a noted and very powerful historical figure and 

pharaoh. Some of the other top Third Reich Leaders were also reincarnations of 

important pharaohs. The importance and status one attains in a former life 
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usually comes much easier in succeeding lives- elite souls.  

 

I hope the above answers your questions. The Christian and Islamic programs of 

filth involve much more than just what we are told about human history and this 

earth. You have to research, study and learn to think outside of what we are all 

told. I know there are people here who take this lightly or just blow it all off, but 

this is deadly serious. We need to reach as many people as possible and work to 

destroy the programs of the enemy with exposing Christianity and its twin of 

communism. Our entire future is on the line.  

 

I also want to add that in spite of the enemy campaign to destroy all Gentile 

spiritual knowledge, some still survives. In Russia and the Caucasus, there is 

knowledge of a centuries old protective and benevolent spirit that was very much 

revered and the name was "SHAYTAN." There is reference to this in the book in 

the chapter about the Almasty: The New Soviet Psychic Discoveries: A First-Hand 

Report on the Startling Breakthroughs in Russian Parapsychology Paperback - 

September 1, 1979 by Henry Gris and William Dick.  

 

- High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

“Communism and xianity are the same. Satan wants us to now focus on 

destroying communism. People need to know it is the Jews behind both. From 

what we have been getting in the news here, it appears the Jews are trying to 

resurrect communism again in Russia. They must be stopped. Several also in the 

JoS ministry are all getting the same message from Satan and the Powers of Hell - 

destroy communism”. 

- High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

http://Joyofsatan.org/ 

This book containing all JoS ministers’s sermons about communism till September 

2014 is an answer on this Satan’s desire. 
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Communism Is A Religion  

Danielou was correct when he called Marxism the last world religion.  

Communism is a religion. This documentary film shows life in this society. They 

have literally created a religion of the cult of the Communist state and leaders. 

The head leaders are turned into near mythical-supernatural messianic beings on 

the level of a Jesus or Mohammed. Their lives are crafted into religious themed, 

mystical stories and complete with massive Temples and shines built to them 

across the nation. Their books are treated as Bibles or Koran's and the people 

forced into a literal cult of worship of them as divine hero's, full of religious zeal 

and fanaticism along with religious like parades and pageants. And the state as 

their church on earth. They even have a massive city built as the Vatican or Mecca 

to the state cult. This is something you would only expect to find in a place like 

Saudi Arabia.  

As a wise person stated simply cross out God in the Bible and insert State and you 

have Communism. 

This is what Jewish Christianity and Islam is designed to lead the planet into. As 

the Koran is just the Jewish Torah mixed with other Christian tales mixed with 

Mohammed. It plugs into the vortex of psychic power created by Judeo-

Christianity.  

The regime even made a calendar starting time at the birth of the original 

Communist leader. Where does that idea come from again: 

The dating system of BC/AD was first devised in the sixth century by the Christian 

monk Dionysius Exiguus (c. 470-544), based on Christian beliefs, not on any 

discernible scientific facts. We are therefore working with backdated markers 

designed to make an artificial timeline supposedly created by the Lord God 

himself, when he miraculously took birth through the womb of a Jewish virgin 

girl."- D.M. Murdock 

This film also shows the reality of people forced to eat literal baked dirt and tree 

bark to try and stay alive, hundreds of thousands and more dead from mass 
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starvation. Empty roads and cities, They can't even keep the power on in their 

capital it has constant black outs. No economy of anything in existence. Death 

camps and massive graveyards to the point they are reusing body bags because 

the state is running out of them. So many people are dying from starvation and 

disease.  

The whole nation is crumbled into a tombworld. Full of massive mausoleum style 

moments to the state cult that has exterminated them.  

------------------------------------------------- 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YGGjDfQ ... 64LGiS5U4A 

North Korea Documentary - Secret Filming Of A Country In Ruins - Little Left To 

See In North Korea 

The winner of the 2001 International Emmy award for Best Documentary,  

Welcome to North Korea is a grotesquely surreal look at the all-too-real 

conditions in modern-day North Korea.  

Dutch filmmaker Peter Tetteroo and his associate Raymond Feddema spent a 

week in and around the North Korean capital of Pyongyang -- ample time to 

represent the starvation and deprivation afflicting a good portion of the 

population, and to offset such "contemporary" imagery as cars and public 

facilities with the conspicuous nonuse of these trappings.  

As the filmmakers reveal, the North Koreans have no opportunity to compare 

their existence with that of the outside world, due to the near-total cutoff of 

news and free transportation.  

The one predominant feature of this oppressed nation is manifested in the scores 

of statues, sculptures, and iconic paintings of North Korea's Communist dictator 

Kim Jong II, who has gone to great and sometimes ruthless lengths to convince his 

subjects that he has inherited godlike powers from his equally "divine" father, the 

late Kim II Sung (whose mummified body still lies in state, à la Lenin).  
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Were this not all too painfully true, Welcome to North Korea could easily pass as a 

grotesque fairy tale, out Grimm-ing anything found in Grimm.  

The film made its American TV debut via the Cinemax cable network on March 18, 

2003.  

~ Hal Erickson, All Movie Guide 
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Marxism or Nationalism 

Ch. 10 of Politische Fibel by Hansjoerg Maennel, 16th (1940) edition. Translated 

by Hadding Scott, 2011. 

Marxism or Nationalism 

Marxism stands for Democracy, the International, Pacifism, and the Class Struggle 

with the goal of the abolition of private ownership. The founder of this doctrine 

was Karl Marx (real name Mardochei*; 1818—1883). Marx was a Jew; this fact in 

itself explains the entire manner and thrust of his thinking. He was no 

"proletarian," but came from bourgeois Jewish circumstances. Marx was also no 

workers' leader [Arbeiterfuehrer] but a typical literatus. He drew not from life, 

but from books. The liberal-capitalist writings of the English national economists 

[Volkswirtschaftler] strongly influenced him. His chief work is Das Kapital. It is 

teeming with unusual foreign words; a factory worker for example cannot 

understand it at all. There are no greater opposites than Karl Marx and Adolf 

Hitler.  

Marxism incorporates in their acutest form all the fallacies of the 19th Century 

that plunged our folk into misery. The Marxists proclaim the International, they 

deny the value of folkdom, and want to replace it with "international solidarity." 

The Marxists were pacifists; they have always appealed to cowardice and 

conducted or glorified treason. Marxism openly called for the class struggle. The 

Marxists advocated democracy and parliamentarism; their biggest party called 

itself "Social-Democratic."  

We have dealt with these views already. We have recognized that these principles 

are completely to be rejected, because they consistently bring about the collapse 

of a nation.  

From the spirit of this pernicious fallacy Karl Marx constructed an economic 

theory. It would be amiss if we critically examined all the elements of Marxism. 

With that one could at best awaken the memory of this destructive way of 

thinking. In a few years the Marxist poison instead should be completely 
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extirpated, so that no German knows at all anymore what Marxism is. Therefore 

only the crucial point of Marxism should be extracted here.  

Marx asserts: every entrepreneur always exploits his workers; no employer ever 

pays out the full earning. Consequently businesses grow at an ever-increasing 

rate. Big business absorbs small business. In a necessary process of development 

it finally reaches the point, according to Marx, that there are only a few big 

capitalists, who on the other hand are faced with an enormous army of 

proletarians.  

On the basis of this prospect Marx does not, however, call for an economic policy 

that would prevent such a development. Rather he explains with quintessentially 

Jewish skill at distortion [Verdrehungskraft] that this development in the 

economy is to be welcomed: it is good that big capital constantly increases; it is 

good that there are ever more powerful, and accordingly fewer, capitalists. That 

is, according to Marx, a necessary development, which one cannot and should not 

prevent but only promote. Then, according to Marxist prophecy, comes the blink 

of an eye in which the few capitalists are dispossessed ("expropriation of the 

expropriators"(!), in other words dispossession of the dispossessors) by the 

teeming masses.  

The proletariat is to wait patiently for this moment. 

This doctrine of the Jew Karl Marx shows the whole fraud of Marxism. Here we 

discern that the goal of Marxism itself is like that of Capitalism: the dominion of 

World Jewry. We see the same thing when we consider the attitude toward 

private ownership. Marxism calls for dispossession, for the abolition of private 

ownership. Everything is to belong to the state. The result is a reward for the 

stupid and lazy along with a punishment for the efficient, who have achieved 

something and are now dispossessed, and with that comes a paralysis of 

productivity, an education for laziness and parasitism.  

Capitalism on the other hand stands for the inviolability, the "sanctity" of private 

ownership. It is irrelevant how the capital was derived and how it is utilized. The 

result is the exploitation of the productive.  
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National-Socialism stands fundamentally on the side of private ownership. What 

each one creates through honest labor should belong to him. But the state has 

the right to dispossess when ownership is not used for the wellbeing of the folk or 

is not honestly gained. 

•Effect of Marxism: everything belongs to one entity, the state, i.e. the Marxist 

leaders, thus to Jewry.  

•Effect of Capitalism: everything belongs to one entity, the big capitalists, thus 

also to Jewry.  

•Effect of National-Socialism: to each his due [jedem das Seine]; evaluation 

according to achievement.  

Because of Adolf Hitler, the workers have been brought into the folk community, 

rooted in the soil, and de-proletarianized. 

Marxism and Capitalism take ownership. National-Socialism makes ownership.  

Both Marxism and Capitalism have the same Jewish goal and the same Jewish 

effect. In both, everything belongs to international high finance; all other human 

beings are propertyless: "proletarians." 

The practice of Marxism has exposed the entire fraud for the German Worker. 

The ostensible concern for the proletarian was merely a dramatic performance 

[Spiegelfechterei] made to fool a great many workers and to rope them into the 

Jewish-led organizations. Marxism has always taken care that the middle classes 

and the entire bourgeoisie be ruined [vernichtet] and proletarianized. Thereby 

the Marxist parties also hoped to gain better prospects for agitation and thus 

better election results.  

Social-Democracy and Communism both had the same final aim: they differed 

only in externals, because of different tactics. Communism is the consistent path 

of Marxist insanity. Especially in the KPD Lower Humanity organized for the 

murder of respectable [anstaendigen] Germandom, which joined the SA against 

the destruction and for the defense of all worthy things.  
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Adolf Hitler: "Everything from robberies, arsons, railroad attacks, assassination 

attempts, and so on, receives moral sanction in the Communist Idea. The method 

of individual mass terror alone has, in the course of a few years, cost the National-

Socialist movement over 300 dead and ten-thousand injured.  

In Communist Soviet Russia all foundations of folkdom are being systematically 

destroyed. Here there is no freedom for the worker or the farmer, no marriage 

and family, no religion, and no honor anymore. Here Asiatics and Jews are 

triumphant. Whoever opposes this slavery is crushed with bloody terror.  

Before the National-Socialist Revolution the Marxist Terror in Germany was 

manifesting itself ever more clearly. Adolf Hitler had perceived that one could 

overcome the terror of Marxism not through bourgeois propriety and cowardice, 

but only through bitter opposition. To this end he founded the SA. The SA has 

shattered the Marxist Terror. They have accomplished their mission under the 

heaviest losses.  

Marxism and Liberalism both have the same root. They are different varieties of 

the same Jewish Materialistic worldview. Marxism is a Liberalism with reversed 

early symptoms. Liberalism is the avarice of the "propertied class"; Marxism is the 

envy of the "unpropertied class." But National-Socialism is the sacrifice of one 

nation for the nation. 

Marxism and Capitalism are both instruments of Jewry for the enslavement of 

peoples. Adolf Hitler recognized that one could break Jewish power only when 

one had led the German Worker out of the Marxist organizations. 

The enormous propaganda campaign of the NSDAP had the goal of enlightening 

the German people about the deceit of Jewry. Whenever the bourgeois Capitalist 

parties turned against Marxism, they turned against the working class. But they 

represented essentially the same materialistic worldview as Marxism itself, only in 

another variation. Therefore the bourgeoisie was unable to defeat Marxism. No 

party of class, only a national movement, could accomplish this task.  

The struggle of National-Socialism against Marxism was never a struggle against 

the worker, but always about the worker and for the worker. Therefore our 
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leader fought above all against the Marxist plague. This struggle has ended 

victoriously. The National-Socialist Revolution destroyed Marxism. At the 

onslaught of the SA this rotten doctrine collapsed like a house of cards.  

Our leader has, with the destruction and eradication of Marxism, created the 

prerequisite for the reascent of Germany .  

Joseph Goebbels: "We do not want to abolish ownership; rather we want to 

generalize ownership." 

Adolf Hitler: "On the day when Marxism is smashed in Germany, its fetters are in 

truth broken forever. For never in our history have we been conquered because 

of the strength of our opponents, but always only because of our own vices and 

because of the enemies in our own camp."  

Adolf Hitler: "The highest aim of the folkish state is thus the maintenance of those 

fundamental racial elements which, as imparters of culture, bring the beauty and 

dignity of a higher humanity." 

Further Reading 

See inter alia: Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, especially vol. I, chapters 5 and 10; vol. II, 

chapters 2, 3, 4, & 1o. Otto Bangert, German Revolution. Joseph Goebbels , 

Revolution of the Germans ; Revolution of the Spirit.  

____________________ 

Karl Marx's father, son of a rabbi, had changed the family name from Mordechai 

to Marx. The spelling Mardochei appears in a few sources, but Mordechai seems 

much more common, appearing for example in John Spargo's Karl Marx: His Life 

and Work (1910) 
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Jewish roots of communism 
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The Jewish Communizing of America 

On Communism from the Jews: 

"Some call it Marxism, I call it Judaism."- Rabbi Stephen Wise [1]  

In this New World Order the children of Israel will furnish all the leaders without 

encountering opposition. The Governments of the different peoples forming the 

world republic will fall without difficulty into the hands of the Jews. It will then be 

possible for the Jewish rulers to abolish private property and everywhere to make 

use of the resources of the state. Thus will the promise of the Talmud be fulfilled, 

in which is said that when the Messianic time is 

come, the Jews will have all the property of the whole world in their hands." 

Baruch Levy, Letter to Karl Marx(Mordechai Levi), 'La Revue de Paris', p.574, June 

1, 1928 

"The Bolshevist revolution in Russia was the work of Jewish brains, of Jewish 

dissatisfaction, of Jewish planning, whose goal is to create a new order in the 

world. What was performed in so excellent a way in Russia, thanks to Jewish 

brains, and because of Jewish dissatisfaction, and by Jewish planning, shall also, 

through the same Jewish mental and physical forces, become a reality all over the 

world."-American Hebrew Magazine, sept 10, 1920 

[2] 

""Under USSR law active anti-Semites are liable to the death penalty!" Stalin to 

the Jewish News Agency in America in 1931[3] 

The New York publication, "Jewish Voice," July and August of 1941, page 23, 

states as follows: "Anti-commmunism is anti-Semitism." Another quote, this from 

the publication "Jewish Life," also New York, "Scratch a professional anti-

Communist and you will find an anti-Semite."[4] 
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"There is much in the fact of Bolshevism itself, in the fact that so many Jews are 

Bolshevists, in the fact that the ideals of Bolshevism at many points are consonant 

with the finest ideals of Judaism." [5] 

March 25, 1906 

Dr. Nathan read to the meeting a circular addressed to the garrison of Odessa, 

calling upon the soldiers to "rise and crush the traitors who are plotting to upset 

the holy Government of the Czar and substitute for it a Jewish empire." 

He concluded with an appeal to the Jewish money powers of the world to arrest 

Russia's career as a borrower. The financiers of the world should call a halt to 

Russia, not only for humanitarian reasons, but for practical reasons. Russia's 

bankruptcy is an established fact, he added." [6] 

Gentiles stating the same the Jews admit: 

In November 1917, Count Ottokar von Czernin, the Foreign Minister of the 

Austro-Hungarian empire wrote: 

"I have during the last few days received reliable information about the 

Bolsheviks. Their leaders are almost all of them Jews with altogether fantastic 

ideas, and I do not envy the country that is governed by them." [7] 

The U.S. ambassador in Russia at the time of the Communist revolution, David 

Rowland Francis wrote a dispatch to Washington on the subject: 

"The Bolshevik leaders here, most of whom are Jews and 90 percent of whom are 

returned exiles, care little for Russia or any other country but are internationalists 

and they are trying to start a worldwide social revolution." [8] 

William Welsh an American banker who had worked in Russia between July 1916 - 

Sept 1918 stated: 

"It might be well to explain a little the general fact that most of the Bolshevik 

leaders are Jews, in order to avoid misunderstanding. In Russia it is well known 

that three-fourths of the Bolshevik leaders are Jewish."[9] 
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Jewish Bankster funded the Communist Revolution: 

while in the spring of 1917, Jacob Schiff openly boasted of having been 

instrumental in the overthrowing the Czarist regime by his financial support of the 

revolution." [10] 

"The important part played by the wealthy American (Jewish) Banker, Jacob Schiff 

in the events in Russia, though as yet only partially revealed, is no longer a 

secret." [11] 

Today it is estimated by Jacob's grandson, John Schiff[Jew], that the old man sank 

about $20,000,000 for the final triumph of Bolshevism in Russia." [12] 

"The establishment of a central bank is 90% of communizing a nation."- Lenin 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/237 

It is reported that the Rothschild's were angry with the Russians because they 

were not prepared to allow them to form a central bank within their nation. They 

therefore gathered groups of Jewish spies and sent them into Russia to drum up a 

revolution for the benefit of the common man, which was actually a takeover of 

Russia by a Rothschild controlled Jewish elite. 

These Jewish spies were, in age old deceptive Jewish tradition, given Russian 

names, for example Trotsky was a member of the first group and his original 

name was Bronstein. These groups were sent to areas throughout Russia to incite 

riots and rebellion. 

The Jewish Post International Edition, week ending January 24th 1991, confirms 

Vladimir Lenin was Jewish. Lenin is also on record as having stated, "The 

establishment of a central bank is 90% of communizing a nation." 

These Jewish, Rothschild funded Bolsheviks would go on in the course of history 

to slaughter 60 million gentiles and Non-Jews in Soviet controlled territory. 

Indeed the author Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn in his work, "Gulag Archipelago, Vol 2," 

affirms that Jews created and administered the organized Soviet concentration 

camp system in which these tens of millions of Non-Jews died. 
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On page 79 of this book he even names the administrators of this the greatest 

killing machine in the history of the world. They are Aron Solts, Yakov Rappoport, 

Lazar Kogan, Matvei Berman, Genrikh Yagoda, and Naftaly Frenkel. All six are 

Zionist Jews. In 1970 Solzhenitsyn would be awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for 

literature. 

The opportunity for manifesting their Zion arrived with the Russian Revolution, 

which was financed by the Jewish bankers. One of their own, the German Jew, 

Karl Marx(Mordechai Levi), had catalyzed the event with the publication of his 

Communist Manifesto." 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Illuminati.htm 

From Russia with Talmudic hate, list of Major heads of the Communist Revolution 

in Russia: 

http://www.cephas-library.com/israel/is ... ewish.html 

The most detailed description of Jewish influence in the Bolshevik 'revolution 

comes from Robert Wilton, the Russian correspondent of The Times. In 1920 he 

published a book in French, Les Derniers Jours des Romanofs, which gave the 

racial background of all the members of the Soviet government. (This does not 

appear in the later English translation, for some odd reason.) After the publication 

of this monumental work, Wilton was ostracised by the press, and he died in 

poverty in 1925.  

He reported that the Central Committee of the Bolshevik Party[ring leaders] was 

made up as follows' 

NAME NATIONALITY 

Bronstein (Trotsky) Jew 

Apfelbaum (Zinovief) Jew 

Lourie (Larine) Jew 

Ouritski Jew 
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Volodarski Jew 

Rosenfeldt (Kamanef) Jew 

Smidovitch Jew 

Sverdlof (Yankel) Jew 

Nakhamkes (Steklof) Jew 

Ulyanov (Lenin) Jew 

[My note Lenin was a Jew: Lenin's maternal grandfather was a Jew, this ancestry 

of the founder of the Soviet state had been suppressed."-New York Times 1992 

"He came from a poor Jewish family and was, according to his baptismal 

certificate, the son of Moses Blank, a native of (the western Ukrainian city of) 

Zhitomir," Ulyanova wrote in a 1932 letter to Josef Stalin, who succeeded Lenin 

after his death in 1924. [13] 

Krylenko Russian 

Lounatcharski Russian 

"The Council of the People's Commissars comprises the following: 

MINISTRY NAME NATIONALITY 

President Ulyanov (Lenin) Jew 

Foreign Affairs Tchitcherine Russian 

Nationalities Djugashvili (Stalin) ..... 

[my note Stalin whos real name was Joseph David Djugashvili was Jewish himself: 

In the Georgian language "shvili" means son of, or son, as in Johnson. "Djuga" 

means Jew. Therefore Djugashvili means Jewison.  

So Joe Stalin's real name, before he changed it, was Joe Jewison. It gets better, his 

name was Joseph David Djugashvili, a typical Jewish name. During his 
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revolutionary days he changed his name to "Kochba", the leader of the Jews 

during one of the anti-Roman uprisings of the Jews. Russians don't change their 

names. Georgians don't change their names. Jews change their names.[14] 

Agriculture Protian Armenian 

Economic Council Lourie (Larine) Jew 

Food Schlichter Jew 

Army & Navy Bronstein (Trotsky) Jew 

State Control Lander Jew 

State Lands Kauffman Jew 

Works V. Schmidt Jew 

Social Relief E. Lelina (Knigissen) Jewess 

Public Instruction Lounatcharsky Russian 

Religions Spitzberg Jew 

Interior Apfelbaum (Zinovief) Jew 

Hygiene Anvelt Jew 

Finance Isidore Goukovski Jew 

Press Volodarski Jew 

Elections Ouritski Jew 

Justice I. Steinberg Jew 

Refugees Fenigstein Jew 

Refugees (assist.) Savitch Jew 

Refugees (assist.) Zaslovski Jew 

"The following is the list of members of the Central Executive Committee: 
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NAME NATIONALITY 

Sverdlov (president) Jew 

Avanessof (sec.) Armenian 

Bruno Lett 

Babtchinski Jew 

Bukharin Russian 

Weinberg Jew 

Gailiss Jew 

Ganzburg Jew 

Danichevski Jew 

Starck German 

Sachs Jew 

Scheinmann Jew 

Erdling Jew 

Landauer Jew 

Linder Jew 

Wolach Czech 

Dimanstein Jew 

Encukidze Georgian 

Ermann Jew 

Joffe Jew 

Karkline Jew 
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Knigissen Jew 

Rosenfeldt (Kamenef) Jew 

Apfelbaum (Zinovief) Jew 

Krylenko Russian 

KrassikofSachs Jew 

Kaprik Jew 

Kaoul Lett 

Ulyanov (lenin) Russian 

Latsis Jew 

Lander Jew 

Lounatcharski Russian 

Peterson Lett 

Peters Lett 

Roudzoutas Jew 

Rosine Jew 

Smidovitch Jew 

Stoutchka Lett 

Nakhamkes (Steklof) Jew 

Sosnovski Jew 

Skrytnik Jew 

Bronstein (Trotsky) Jew 

Teodorovitch Jew 
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Terian Armenian 

Ouritski Jew 

Telechkine Russian 

Feldmann Jew 

Froumkine Jew 

Souriupa Ukranian 

Tchavtchevadze Georgian 

Scheikmann Jew 

Rosental Jew 

Achkinazi Imeretian 

Karakhane Karaim (Jew) 

Rose Jew 

Sobelson (Radek) Jew 

Sclichter Jew 

Schikolini Jew 

Chklianski Jew 

Levine (Pravdine) Jew 

"The following is the list of members of the Extraordinary Commission of 

Moscow: 

NAME NATIONALITY 

Dzerjinski (president) Pole 

Peters (vice-president) Lett 
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Chklovski Jew 

Kheifiss Jew 

Zeistine Jew 

Razmirovitch Jew 

Kronberg Jew 

Khaikina Jewess 

Karlson Lett 

Schaumann Jew 

Leontovitch Jew 

Jacob Goldine Jew 

Glaperstein Jew 

Kniggisen Jew 

Latzis Lett 

Schillenkuss Jew 

Janson Lett 

Rivkine Jew 

Antonof Russian 

Delafabre Jew 

Tsitkine Jew 

Roskirovitch Jew 

G. Sverdlof Jew 

Biesenski Jew 
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Blioumkine Jew 

Alexandrevitch Russian 

I. Model Jew 

Routenberg Jew 

Pines Jew 

Sachs Jew 

Daybol Lett 

Saissoune Armenian 

Deylkenen Lett 

Liebert Jew 

Vogel German[my note vogel is a common jewish last name: 

http://gblt.webs.com/Jewish_Surnames_UV.htm 

Zakiss Lett 

Now on to the Frankfurt School and Communism in America 

The Frankfurt School was founded when it become understood that the overt and 

open Communist Revolution that would sweep Europe and America under the 

Jewish yoke had failed to fully materialize as planned. While Russia after a long 

struggle that started when the Bolsheviks after being outnumbered in 

government and losing any support from the Russian people in the political 

sphere of the new Russian Democracy, stormed the Duma(Russian Parliment at 

gun point in an act of terrorism), sparking the Bolshevik Revolution(terror) of 

which they had won due to massive funding from Rothschild's and other Global 

Jewish banking groups. And while much of the East had also fallen to the Red 

banner after a brutal freedom struggle againt the Reds lasting longer then the 

Second World War. The Jew Trotsky's Red Army had been stopped in it's invasion 

of Poland at the battle of Vistula in 1920 (after overrunning the Ukranian 
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Republic), and the attempts to take Germany down via open Revolution had failed 

when the Nationalists Forces crushed them in the 1919 Spartacus uprising in 

Berlin (lead by Jewesses Rosa Luxemburg). The fall of the Soviet in Bavaria lead by 

Jew Eisner and the fall of the brief Communist "Republic" of Bela Kun's in 

Hungary.  

The failure of the armed Communist Revolution in Germany: 

"The Marxists realized their revolution would have to accelerate, since they would 

not win at the polls. In Berlin the Jews Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg[Jew] 

had amassed 100,000 supporters, two thousand machine guns and 30 artillery 

pieces. They invaded Berlin, took over most of the government buildings and 

declared the Ebery government overthrown by their glorious Communist 

revolution. 

On 10 January, Noske, and 30,000 ex-soldier volunteers swarmed into Berlin. 

These were highly disciplined men used to carnage and slaughter on the front. 

They brutally broke through and decimated the 200,000 defenders, though vastly 

out-manned and with less equipment. The leaders of the red revolution were shot 

or bayonetted. The glorious Communist revolution in Berlin did not last a week." 

"The Free Corps re-took Munich, and were angered that Russian soldiers that they 

had defeated recently were now armed and active against them yet again. After 

the city had been taken, the Free Corps marched through the town with swastika 

emblems on their helmets. Cheering crowds lined the roads to thank their 

liberators.  

http://www.adolfthegreat.com/Trails-Lif ... -maxi.html 

The Thule Society and Hitler stopped them in Germany: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/172 

Understanding at the current time the believed total revolution of the Workers 

was not going to happen as hoped. They simply went back to the planning table 

and developed another strategy to enact their Globalist scheme. 
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"Near the end of 1922 the Communist International (Comintern) began to 

consider what were the reasons. On (Jew)Lenin's initiative a meeting was 

organized at the Marx-Engels Institute in Moscow." 

"The aim of the meeting was to clarify the concept of, and give concrete effect to, 

a Marxist cultural revolution. Amongst those present were Jew Georg Lukacs (a 

Hungarian aristocrat, son of a banker, who had become a Communist during 

World War I ; a good Marxist theoretician he developed the idea of `Revolution 

and Eros' - sexual instinct used as an instrument of destruction) and Jew Willi 

Munzenberg (whose proposed solution was to `organize the intellectuals and use 

them to make Western civilization stink. Only then, after they have corrupted all 

its values and made life impossible, can we impose the dictatorship of the 

proletariat') `It was', said Ralph de Toledano (1916-2007) the conservative author 

and co-founder of the `National Review', a meeting `perhaps more harmful to 

Western civilization than the Bolshevik Revolution itself.' " 

"Georg Lukacs(Jew) was the son a wealthy Hungarian banker. Lukacs began his 

political life as an agent of the Communist International. His book History and 

Class Consciousness gained him recognition as the leading Marxist theorist since 

Karl Marx. Lukacs believed that for a new Marxist culture to emerge, the existing 

culture must be destroyed. He said, "I saw the revolutionary destruction of 

society as the one and only solution to the cultural contradictions of the epoch," 

and, "Such a worldwide overturning of values cannot take place without the 

annihilation of the old values and the creation of new ones by the 

revolutionaries." 

"This `School' (designed to put flesh on their revolutionary programme) was 

started at the University of Frankfurt in the Institut für Sozialforschung. To begin 

with school and institute were indistinguishable. In 1923 the Institute was 

officially established, and funded by (Jew) Felix Weil (1898-1975)." 

Major points of the Frankfurt School agenda:  

The creation of racism offences.(Making Racialist thought illegal as part of the 

Jewish war on the White Race.) 
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Continual change to create confusion. 

The teaching of sex and homosexuality to children. (Aim of which to create a huge 

backlash against sexual freedom in society. Problem, reaction, solution. Jews are 

the ones who created the taboo against Homosexuality via Christianity) 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com/Sexuality.html 

The undermining of schools' and teachers' authority.(Replacing it with Jewish 

backed ideology) 

Huge immigration to destroy identity.(Open war on the White Nations many of 

these non-Whites are then programmed into a system of hostile thought against 

the native Whites, thus making them effective Jewish tools against the White 

Race.) 

The promotion of excessive drinking.. 

An unreliable legal system with bias against victims of crime. 

Dependency on the state or state benefits.  

Control and dumb down of media. 

Encouraging the breakdown of the family. 

Racial mixing. 

Destruction of Gentile Cultural Norms 

In 1933, when the National Socialist Party came to power in Germany, the 

members of the Frankfurt School fled. Most came to the United States. Note the 

books the Nazi's are whined about burning where the works of the Jewish 

Frankfurt School such as the Jew Freud [more on him later] and others who admit 

their works where design to act as a Cultural poison against the German People. A 

free people have the right to ensure the health of their Culture and defend it 

against would be poisoner. 

Interesting note here on what the Jews did after: 
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"The members of the Frankfurt School conducted numerous studies on the 

beliefs, attitudes and values they believed lay behind the rise of National 

Socialism in Germany. The Frankfurt School's studies combined Marxist analysis 

with Freudian psychoanalysis to form the basis of what became known as "Critical 

Theory." Critical Theory was essentially destructive criticism of the main elements 

of Western culture." 

The identification of the factors that allowed the German People to rally against 

the Jewish subversion of their Nation and Culture and throw the Jewish yoke off 

themselves. So such elements could be then destroyed via subversion and better 

weaken the host Nations in favor of the Jewish parasite. 

"Criticisms were reflected in such works of the Frankfurt School as(Jew) Erich 

Fromm's Escape from Freedom (Jew)Wilhelm's Reich's The Mass Psychology of 

Fascism and Theodor Adorno's The Authoritarian Personality." 

"The Authoritarian Personality, published in 1950, substantially influenced 

American psychologists and social scientists. The book was premised on one basic 

idea, that the presence in a society." 

The premise of this Jews work was to state that the very elements which make a 

Gentile Nation strong are actually evil and unenlightened and thus need to be 

removed, as a gate to a higher civilization. Don't you just love how the Jew always 

frames it's agenda as everyone's agenda and hides it's parasitic behavior behind 

bogus humanitarian claims.  

"The Authoritarian Personality became a handbook for a national campaign 

against any kind of prejudice or discrimination on the theory that if these evils 

were not eradicated, another Holocaust might occur on the American continent. 

This campaign, in turn, provided a basis for Political Correctness. 

"Critical Theory incorporated sub-theories which themselves were intended to 

chip away at specific elements of the existing culture, including "matriarchal 

theory," "androgyny theory," "personality theory," "authority theory," "family 

theory," "sexuality theory," "racial theory," "legal theory" and "literary theory." 
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Put into practice, these theories were to be used to overthrow the prevailing 

social order and usher in social revolution based on cultural Marxism." 

"The Critical Theorists of the Frankfurt School opened the door to the racial and 

sexual antagonisms of the Trotskyites(another faction of Judeo-Bolshevism). Leon 

Trotsky(Jew) declared that oppressed blacks could be the vanguard of a 

communist revolution in North America. He denounced white workers who were 

prejudiced against blacks and instructed them to unite with the blacks in 

revolution. Trotsky's ideas were adopted by many of the student leaders of the 

1960s counterculture movement, who attempted to elevate the black 

revolutionaries to positions of leadership in their movement." 

The Jews are the ones who brought the Blacks to North America in the first place 

as they owned and operated the slave trade a fact recorded in many historical 

works on the subject, such as the "Secret Relationship between Blacks and Jews" 

filled with documentation from mainly Jewish sources that admit that not only did 

the Jews own the slave trade they also where upwards to 75% or more of slave 

owners in the New World, with the rest being a mixture of Rich Whites, Freed 

Blacks and Native Americans. 

Today the Jewish owned Media and it's proxy the school systems openly blame 

Whites for the crimes of the Jews towards Blacks. Resulting in generating a racial 

hatred in the Black population towards innocent Whites that has lead to the 

deaths of thousands of Whites in racially motivated attacks. This culture of anti-

White hatred among the Blacks is further encouraged by Jewish owned 

music/Media corporations that promote and create anti-White themes in popular 

Black music.  

http://www.666blacksun.com/Slave_Trade.html 

"We must realize that our Party's most powerful weapon is racial tension. By 

propounding into the consciousness of the dark races, that for centuries have 

been oppressed by the whites, we can mold them to the program of the 

Communist Party ... In America, we will aim for subtle victory.  
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While enflaming the Negro minority against the Whites, we will instill in the 

Whites a guilt complex for the exploitation of the Negroes. We will aid the 

Negroes to rise to prominence in every walk of life, in the professions, and in the 

world of sports and entertainment. With this prestige, the Negroes will be able to 

intermarry with the Whites, and begin a process which will deliver America to our 

cause."  

-A Racial Program for the Twentieth Century, published in 1913 by Israel Cohen. 

On June 17, 1957, this passage was read into the Congressional Record by Rep. 

Thomas G. Abernathy 

"The student revolutionaries were also strongly influenced by the ideas of 

(Jew)Herbert Marcuse, another member of the Frankfurt School. Marcuse 

preached the "Great Refusal," a rejection of all basic Western concepts, sexual 

liberation and the merits of feminist and black revolutions. His primary thesis was 

that university students, ghetto blacks, the alienated, the asocial, and the Third 

World could take the place of the proletariat in the Communist revolution. In his 

book, An Essay on Liberation." 

The famous Jewish front to push such Agenda is the NAACP: 

"Jacob Schiff[Jew and major funder the Communist Revolution in Russia], the 

Rothschild's man in America, decided that the best way to create racial tension 

was to establish leadership among the blacks. In 1909, he laid out plans for the 

National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). It was the 

merging of the communist-controlled Niagara Movement, a group of blacks led by 

W.E.B. duBois, and a group of white social activists. In the beginning, the top 

leaders of the NAACP were a group of Jews appointed by Schiff. Their goal was to 

fight segregation and discrimination. They are now the largest black organization 

in the country, with well over 1500 chapters, and about a half-million members." 

This is the reason for the Jewish created GLBT "rights" groups, the NAACP see 

above) and the promotion of legions of sundry orgs and lobbies today. The 

growing one is the Communization of the illegal aliens in American by Jewish 

agents who send the brightest of the Metizo's to special Red based schools in 
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America free of charge to train them to be the next generation of Commissars 

who then go back and Communize the hordes of illegal's angry over their poor 

treatment by the Jewish own Capitalist Transnational mafia corporations in the 

first place. Once again the Jews lie to them and blame the Whites for their 

suffering when it's the Jews. There is that Jewish Hegelian Dialectic again, 

problem, reaction, solution. It all ends in obtainment of a revolutionary force 

needed to topple Nations and bring about absolute Jewish rule, under the banner 

of Communism. 

"The aim of our Party in our work among the Negro masses is to create a powerful 

proletarian movement which will fight and lead the struggle of the Negro race 

against the exploitation and oppression in every form and which will be a militant 

part of the revolutionary movement of the whole American working class ... and 

connect them with the struggles of national minorities and colonial peoples of all 

the world and thereby the cause of world revolution and the dictatorship of the 

proletariat."- Communist Party U.S.A 1925 

South Africa is the foreshadow of what is coming to America, as the same the 

Jews are doing to them via the Jewish arms of the Bolshevik Blacks 

hordes(multcult "love") and Judeo-Christian "love" what is already on our shores 

here now. Detroit anyone? 

"Critical Theory; and a linguistic rebellion that would amount to a methodical 

reversal of meaning. As for racial conflict, (Jew)Marcuse wrote that white men are 

guilty and that blacks are the most natural force of rebellion." 

This is an admission that the culture of White Guilt of today is a Jewish created 

psychological weapon against the White populace to trick them into going along 

with their own destruction and enslavement. Whip the fighting spirit right out of 

them. It's Christianity updated to the crime of being born with the sin of White 

skin. Of which the "oppressed" non-Whites races of the world suffer and died for 

the sins of. Now repent! Screams the Jew via a thousand different outlets. 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Xianity_communism.html 
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"Communists seek to advance the cause of communism by injecting themselves 

into racial situations and in exploiting them, (1) to intensify the frictions between 

Negroes and Whites to 'prove' that discrimination against the minorities is an 

inherent defect of the capitalistic system, (2) to foster domestic disunity by 

dividing Negroes and Whites into antagonistic, warring factions, (3) to undermine 

and destroy established authority, (4) to incite racial strife and riotous activity, 

and (6) to portray the Communist movement as the 'champion' of social protest 

and the only force capable of ameliorating the conditions of the Negro and the 

oppressed."-J. Edgar Hoover 

The most famous of these Jewish agents of the Frankfurt School in America is 

Martin Luther King. Who was trained in such a Communist school in Tennessee 

and was a paid agent: 

"King was photographed in 1957 at the Highlander Folk School, a communist 

training school in Tennessee, with (Jew)Abner Berry who held a post on the 

Central Committee of the Communist Party. The Joint Legislative Committee on 

Un-American Activities reported that his Southern Christian Leadership 

Conference was "substantially under the control of the Communist Party through 

the influence of the Southern Conference Educational Fund and the communists 

who manage it." King had connections with over 60 communist front 

organizations. Nine of his closest aides were high-ranking communist activists and 

one of those later became an aide to Rev. Jesse Jackson. Stanley Levison, who had 

been a King advisor since 1956, had been involved with the Communist Party up 

to 1955 and brought other known communists onto King's staff." 

Karl Prussion, an FBI agent who infiltrated the Communist Party and for five years 

attended meetings in California, testified in 1963:  

"I further swear and attest that at each and everyone of the aforementioned 

meetings, one Reverend Martin Luther King was always set forth as the individual 

to whom Communists should look and rally around in the Communist struggle on 

many racial issues." 

Julia Brown, a former Communist, said:  
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"We were told to promote Martin Luther King to unite Negroes and also Whites 

behind him ... He was taking directions from Communists. I know for a fact the 

Communists would never have promoted him, financed him, and supported him if 

they couldn't trust him. I am certain as I can be that he knew what he was doing." 

"Although a 1977 court order sealed the FBI's extensive surveillance records on 

King in the National Archives for 50 years, a book by Sen. Jesse Helms in 1998 

called The King Holiday and Its Meaning said that Charles D. Brennan, an Assistant 

Director of the FBI who was personally involved in the surveillance, characterized 

his activities as "orgiastic and adulterous escapades" in which he could be "bestial 

in his sexual abuse of women." He also observed that "King frequently drank to 

excess." 

King's famous dream speech was in fact wrote by his Jewish handler the same Jew 

Levinson who was the head of the America Communist Party in the 1950's and is 

full of lies and historical perjuries. Its a document that attempts to communize 

the memories of the Leaders and Founders of American named within. Its the 

Jewish big lie in action. 

As Dr.Duke wrote in his book "My Awakening" on the subject: 

Stanley Levinson, who wrote many of King's speeches, including, some say, the "I 

Have a Dream" speech delivered at the March on Washington.... 

King privately declared himself to be a Marxist, and told his inner circle that his 

efforts were a part of the "class struggle." His personal secretary, Bayard Rustin, 

was a Communist. When King had to replace Rustin in 1961, he chose another 

Communist, Jack O'Dell. His main advisor ("handler" would probably be a more 

apt term), as I've mentioned, was Jewish Communist Stanley Levinson, who 

edited and probably wrote a good deal of King's book Stride Toward Freedom. 

Levinson prepared King's income tax returns, controlled King's fundraising 

activities, and was also in charge of funneling Soviet money to the Communist 

Party, USA.[15] 

Nothing new under the sun there: 
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"In 1925, a dozen blacks were recruited for propaganda training in Russia. That 

same year, the American Negro Labor Congress was established. In 1930, they 

changed their name to the League of Struggle for Negro Rights. They merged with 

the United Negro Congress when it was founded in 1936 in Washington, D.C. By 

1940, communists made up two-thirds of its membership. In 1947, they united 

with the Civil Rights Congress, a communist front group." 

Remember King was promoted as an agent of racial integration thus promotion of 

racial mixing and destruction of the two Gentile races, which is part of the Jewish 

Globalist Agenda. Where Blacks who promoted racial separation where pounced 

upon by the Jews. 

"One of the most important contributors to Political Correctness was Betty 

Friedan(Jew). Through her book The Feminine Mystique, Friedan became the 

mother of the modern feminist movement in America. Friedan was not a member 

of the Frankfurt School, but she was strongly influenced by it. Her work offers a 

useful case study of the Marxist roots of Political Correctness." 

The ancient Jewish tactic of divide and conqueror, pit Gentile women against 

Gentile men and thus weaken the ability of the host Nation to stand as a unified 

front against the Jewish parasite.  

"Think not that I came to send peace on the earth: I came not to send peace, but 

a sword. For I came to set a man at variance against his father, and the daughter 

against her mother, and the daughter in law against her mother in law" Matthew 

10:34-35 

"Friedan(Jew) devoted almost a full chapter of The Feminine Mystique to 

(Jew)Abraham Maslow's theory of self-actualization. Maslow was a social 

psychologist who in his early years did research on female dominance and 

sexuality. Maslow was a friend of (Jew)Herbert Marcuse at Bandeis University and 

had met(Jew) Erich Fromm in 1936. He was strongly impressed by Fromm's 

Frankfurt School ideology. He wrote an article, "The Authoritarian Character 

Structure," published in 1944, that reflected the personality theory of Critical 
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Theory. Maslow was also impressed with the work of (Jew)Wilhelm Reich, who 

was another Frankfurt School originator of personality theory." 

"The significance of the historical roots of Political Correctness cannot be fully 

appreciated unless Betty Friedan's revolution in sex roles is viewed for what it 

really was – a manifestation of the social revolutionary process begun by Karl 

Marx. Friedan's reliance on Abraham Maslow's reflection of Frankfurt School 

ideology is simply one indicator. Other indicators include the correspondence of 

Friedan's revolution in sex roles with Georg Lukacs' annihilation of old values and 

the creation of new ones." 

" Marcuse's(Jew) transvaluation of values. But the idea of transforming a 

patriarchy into a matriarchy – which is what a sex-role inversion is designed to do 

– can be connected directed to Friedrich Engels book The Origin of the Family, 

Private Property, and the Sate. First published in 1884, this book popularized the 

now-accepted feminist belief that deep-rooted discrimination against the 

oppressed female sex was a function of patriarchy." 

Open admission "Feminism" is another tentacle of Jewish Communism. 

"The belief that matriarchy was the solution to patriarchy flows from Marx's 

comments in The German Ideology, published in 1845. In this work Marx 

advanced the idea that wives and children were the first property of the 

patriarchal male. The Frankfurt School's matriarchal theory (and its near-relation, 

androgyny theory) both originated from these sources." 

Note you can see the Jewish hand in Wicca and other New Aged movements here 

as they preach such as Jewish nonsense mentioned above as a major core of their 

belief. Not to mention the blatant Christian themes. 

When addressing the general public, advocates of Political Correctness – or 

cultural Marxism, to give it its true name – present their beliefs attractively. It's all 

just a matter of being "sensitive" to other people, they say. They use words such 

as "tolerance" and "diversity," asking, "Why can't we all just get along?" 
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The Jews have created a climate of thought criminality where it's a crime to be 

"insensitive" this is done to enforce taboo's they have created in society thus 

getting the sheep to police each other. And giving them a way to shut down 

debate on any subject which is a threat to the Jewish Agenda. Anti-Semite is a 

more blatant example of this tactic. 

"The reality is different. Political Correctness is not at all about "being nice," 

unless one thinks gulags are nice places."  

"Political Correctness is Marxism, with all that implies: loss of freedom of 

expression, thought control, inversion of the traditional social order and, 

ultimately, a totalitarian state. If anything, the cultural Marxism created by the 

Frankfurt School is more horrifying than the old, economic Marxism that ruined 

Russia. At least the economic Marxists did not exalt sexual perversion and 

attempt to create a matriarchy, as the Frankfurt School and its descendants have 

done." 

The Boas wing pseudo science gone wild: 

The Jew Boas was the major paradigm created for the fake science that "PC" 

Social Marxist dogma is build upon. 

Dr.Duke in his book in the chapter "Jews, Communism and Civil Rights" states: 

Franz Boas is the accepted father of the modern egalitarian school of 

anthropology. He was a Jewish immigrant from Germany with little formal 

training in the anthropological field, having done his doctoral thesis on the color 

of water. Boas introduced what he called "cultural anthropology" to the 

discipline. Until his arrival, anthropology fell in the realm of physical science. Boas 

effectively divided anthropology into the separate disciplines of cultural and 

physical anthropology. 

Early physical anthropologists were truly race scientists because they studied man 

and his evolutionary development through the study of the measurable physical 

characteristics of the human races, past and present. Any good physical 

anthropologist could pick up a human skull and, based on its characteristics, 
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quickly identify the race of the specimen. Of course, this physiological knowledge 

was vital in sorting out the unearthed remnants of early man and piecing together 

man's prehistory and evolutionary development. Cultural anthropology dealt 

more with the different contemporary cultures of mankind and culturally related 

questions of antiquity and prehistory, making it a far less precise science, and one 

open to wide interpretation. 

Surprisingly, before he became such a prominent anthropologist, Boas expressed 

his acceptance of racial differences in mental characteristics. In The Mind of 

Primitive Man, he wrote: 

Differences of Structure must be accompanied by differences of function, 

physiological as well as psychological; and, as we found clear evidence of 

differences in structure between races, so we must anticipate that the differences 

in mental characteristics will be found.  

Both of Boas' parents were radical socialists in the revolutionary movement that 

swept over Europe in 1870. In his biography of Boas, his student Melville 

Herskovits wrote that Boas' political sympathies "leaned towards a variety of 

socialism." The United States House of Representatives cited Boas' involvement 

with 44 Communist-front organizations. Coinciding with the rise of Nazism in 

Germany and the increasing influence of racially aware anthropologists in the 

world scientific community, Boas began to marshal his anthropological influence 

in service of his political sympathies. He began to advance the quack idea that 

there are really no such things as individual human races. He argued that although 

they had variations of skin colors and features, the groups called races possessed 

little difference genetically and that, whatever their superficial differences, solely 

their environment created them. By 1938 Boas dropped the above quotation 

from the new edition of his book. 

He gathered many Jewish disciples around him, including Gene Weltfish, Isador 

Chein, Melville Herskovits, Otto Klineberg, and Ashley Montagu. He also had 

among his followers the Negro K. B. Clark and two women, Ruth Benedict and 

Margaret Mead. Mead later wrote her famous book on Samoa (Coming of Age in 

Samoa) suggesting that indiscriminate sexual relations would lessen teenage 
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traumas and problems. (Her opus was later soundly refuted by Derek Freeman, 

who showed that Mead had falsified her data on Samoa.) 

Boas and his entire cadre of disciples had extensive Communist connections. He 

repeatedly proclaimed that he was in a "holy war against racism" and he died 

suddenly during a luncheon where once again and for the last time, he stressed 

the need to fight "racism." Boas and his comrades gained control over the 

anthropology departments of most universities by encouraging their egalitarian 

comrades to always use their positions to support their own in academic 

appointments. While traditional anthropologists had no ax to grind and no sacred 

cause to champion, Boas and his followers embarked on a holy mission to 

extirpate racial knowledge from the academic establishment. They succeeded. 

Whenever egalitarians achieved positions of influence or power, they aided their 

comrades to rise in the teaching departments of the colleges and academic 

departments they administered. They could count on fellow Jews who held 

influential university positions to assist their co-religionists, as well as Gentile 

egalitarians, in getting professorships and research appointments and 

promotions. Similar collusion took place in the ranks and on the boards of 

anthropological associations and journals. However, the coup de grâce was the 

massive support given the egalitarian dogma by the media establishment, which 

was overwhelmingly in Jewish hands. 

Racial equality was (and still is) presented to the public as scientific fact, opposed 

only by the "bigoted" and the "ignorant." Egalitarian writers such as Ashley 

Montagu and others received great praise in magazines, newspapers, and, later 

on television. Whether one was a Jew or a Gentile, professing a belief in racial 

equality became essential dogma for anyone who wanted to advance in 

anthropology or any other part of the academic world. Adherence to the 

"politically correct" line led to prestige and acclaim, money and success. Racial 

truth-telling led to personal attack and often economic hardship.  

Ashley Montagu became the best-known spokesman for the equality hoax, 

superseding Boas as the most popular exponent of antiracism. His well-modulated 

British accent and aristocratic name added instant credibility to his racial 
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pronouncements. I can still, after thirty years, remember his impressive 

appearances on the Today television program. His book, Race: Man's Most 

Dangerous Myth, became the bible of equality, and it profoundly impressed me 

before I had a chance to read the other side. Montagu's real name was Israel 

Ehrenberg. In a brilliant exercise of psychological camouflage, Ehrenberg changed 

his name a number of times, finally settling on not simply an Anglo-Saxon 

moniker, but the name Montagu, which is one of Britain's most aristocratic and 

oldest medieval-titled families.[16] 

Not us not forget a major member of the Frankfurt school and the Jew who's 

psychological warfare tactics forms another cornerstone of Social Marxist 

paradigm.  

Scholar E.Mullin's states the following in his book "The biological Jew." On the 

Freud situation: 

Few Americans realize that the principal tool of Communist penetration in the 

United States is the pseudoscience of psychotherapy. Not only have many patriots 

who opposed Communist subversion been imprisoned or life without trial, but 

many others have been rendered helpless, their fortunes seized, and their 

exposures of Communist treachery discredited by the accusation of "mental 

illness". In 1848, Karl Marx issued his Communist Manifesto, detailing the Jewish 

plans for subduing the gentile, but it was not until 1896 that the most workable 

system to achieve this goal, "psychoanalysis", was unveiled by his fellow- Jew 

Sigmund Freud. 

No one suspected at the time that Freud (pronounced Fraud) had invented the 

indispensable tool for the biological parasite in his quest to gain absolute control 

over the life of the gentile host. Psychoanalysis became the instrument which the 

Jew used to probe the deepest recesses of the mind of the host, thereby learning 

his best secrets, as well as the hidden fears and doubts which could be exploited 

by a clever enemy in order to become his master. 

Thomas Szasz, in THE MYTH OF PSYCHOTHERAPY, who writes most revealingly of 

Freud's creation of "the science of psychotherapy" as an instrument of the Jew to 
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be used to gain power over the gentiles. Szasz titled his chapter, "Sigmund Freud, 

the Jewish Avenger".Freud himself was born a Jew, was given the Jewish name of 

Schlomo after his grandfather, a rabbi, and remained a Jew.  

Szasz further comments: 

"The inconsistency between Freud's passionate anti-religious tirades and his 

profound commitment to Jewishness significantly highlights an important aspect 

of Freud's personality and predilections, namely, his 

anti-gentilism. The popular image of Freud as an enlightened, emancipated 

irreligious person who, with the aid of psychoanalysis, `discovered' that religion is 

a mental illness is pure fiction." Szasz then defines the Freudian psyche 

permanently by writing: "Freud was throughout his life, a proud, chauvinistic, 

even vengeful Jew." Thus Freud's famed "irreligiousness" was merely his anti-

Christian, antigentile bias. In his "science" of psychoanalysis, Freud focused the 

hatred of centuries which the biological parasite had cultivated against the host, a 

hatred irreconcilably rooted in the biological situation of the parasite that must 

live off the host, and that can have no existence without this relationship.  

Shortly after the Crash of 1929, when many gentiles had been impoverished by 

Jewish money manipulation, the psychiatrists began to show their hands as the 

new masters. In May, 1930, an International Congress on Mental Hygiene was 

held in Washington, D.C. Four thousand psychiatrists from fifty-three countries 

were welcomed by the President of the United States, Herbert Hoover. The new 

masters drafted a charter stating that they alone had the knowledge to 

"understand and control human behavior... Psychiatry must now decide what is to 

be the immediate future of the human race." 

The new pronouncement also boasted that "Psychiatrists alone possess the 

superior intelligence and knowledge to alter materially and permanently human 

behaviors." Many of the bureaucrats got the message, and promptly signed up for 

lengthy series of "analysis". Soon afterwards, a number of Communist cells were 

established in the government bureaus, chief among them the Harold Ware cell. 

Ware was merely the office boy for Felix Frankfurter, who masterminded this 
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Communist group, placing Communist agents high in the official levels of every 

government department in Washington.[17] 

Freud set the stage to attack and tear down every organic bond of Gentile 

peoples and societies under the premise of psychoanalysis and give the Jews 

legitimacy to simply denounce all their critic's and anything or system in their way 

with a whole host of pseudo medical sounding jargon. And down the road for 

America as in the Soviet Union declare anyone against their system as mentally ill 

and have them locked away. They tried this on Naval Commander Rockwell in 

America as well, when he denounced and exposed them to the public. 

Today the Jews are pushing to have racism[Gentiles wish to remain as as diverse, 

pure and separate races] and anti-semitism[ anyone who tells the truth about the 

Jews] labeled as "mental illness" along with anything threatening to their agenda. 

We see in the Jewish created label of "Racism" a propaganda term to vilify the 

organic bonds and natural love for ones people or what social biology calls "Kin 

altruism" today, as it stands in the way of the creation of a one world mongrelized 

race which the Jews want as part of their globalist agenda.  

An important note on this: 

IN MEMORIES, DREAMS AND REFLECTIONS, Jung wrote (p.149): 

"Above all, Freud's attitude towards the spirit seems to me highly questionable. 

Wherever in a person or in a work of art, an expression of spirituality (in the 

intellectual, not the supernatural senses) came to light, he suspected it, and 

insinuated that it was repressed sexuality." It took Jung several years to realize 

that the earthbound Jew was unable to comprehend anything spiritual, having to 

interpret it in the grossest physical sense, and he finally parted company with 

him. 

We can see an example of this Jewish psychotrickery as attack in action and the 

fact the Jews are working to pave the way for an materialist, atheist state where 

anyone with any psychic abilities or spiritual beliefs will be labeled under a host of 

jargon, drugged up, locked away and viewed as deluded. This allows that Gentiles 
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will remain powerless on the spiritual level. In fact we see the first waves of this 

already in place. The Jews are pushing this foreword. 

Today the Jewish atheists are literally trying to convince Gentiles they are nothing 

but Goyeem, two legged animals without a soul and that even the understanding 

of having a soul, psychic ability and thus even the idea of developing them which 

is the major threat to the Jews. Are all false.  

"IT IS INDISPENSABLE FOR US TO UNDERMINE ALL FAITH, TO TEAR OUT OF THE 

MIND OF THE "GOYIM" THE VERY PRINCIPLE OF GOD-HEAD AND THE SPIRIT, AND 

TO PUT IN ITS PLACE ARITHMETICAL CALCULATIONS AND MATERIAL NEEDS."-

Protocols of the Elders of Zion[18] 

They use the Freudian tactics in attacking these concepts and those who hold 

them under a host of buzz words revolving around nothing but smears and 

medical sounding jargon. They push the centuries old and outdated Newtonian[5 

sense universe only] paradigm still in science to act as the needed platform to do 

this with and legitimize their lies to the Gentiles. While working to as Dr.Radin has 

exposed openly create strict taboo's in the science fields such as physics to keep 

any Gentiles from researching the spiritual direction. Its no different then the 

taboo's placed in Christianity to keep Gentiles away from any spiritual knowledge 

and power. The little that has shined though the keyhole [thanks to Gentiles 

scientists] has shown the powers of the mind and soul do exist. 

The Jewish lead atheists movements push a Communist moral system under the 

banner of liberalism and using a individualist tactic over the collectivist tactics the 

open Social Marxists use, the other side of the same coin. A tactic of which the 

Jewess Rand made popular. Rand as an major example of Jewish subterfuge in 

their agenda: 

Rand" was born Alisa Zinov'yevna Rosenbaum in St. Petersburg, Russia. 

Ron Paul, like Alan Greenspan, was heavily influenced by the Russian Jewess "Ayn 

Rand". "Rand" was born Alisa Zinov'yevna Rosenbaum in St. Petersburg, Russia, in 

1905. I became acquainted with Rosenbaum's subversive activities while battling 

against one of the most ardent modern proponents of her philosophies, a radical 
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Zionist Jew who many years ago proposed the nuclear annihilation of Iran, and 

who defended Einstein's reputation with falsehoods and smears. 

"Ayn Rand" came to America from Russia presenting herself as if a radical anti-

Communist. Hers was the typical modus operandi of Bolshevik operatives working 

for an official Soviet organization known as The Trust. These agents, many of 

them crypto-Jews, came to the West in search of anti-Communists and infiltrated 

anti-Communist organizations and Western intelligence agencies. 

Their objective was to forward the interests of Communism by creating a 

controlled opposition to Communism which would serve the interests of the 

Communists while pretending to fight them. They also subverted all authentic 

anti-Communist movements. 

Rand promoted negative stereotypes of women, attacked homosexuals, 

advocated laissez faire Capitalism, and taught selfishness and disregard for 

humanity. She opposed charity and objected to any governmental assistance for 

those without means. She wanted to place America on the ruinous Gold Standard. 

Rosenbaum's "good advice" to the blacks only held them back by preventing them 

from using the political process to forward their interests. Her good advice to the 

Goyim only held the Gentiles back, by making them selfish and irresponsible, and 

also by preventing them from using their government to better themselves and 

their neighbors. She taught the Gentiles to hate the poor, undermine the middle 

class and concentrate wealth in the hands of the wealthiest Jews, all in the name 

of "fighting Communism". Her "good advice" pitted Goys against one another at 

the time when they should have been helping one another to become successful. 

She taught Gentiles to shun any efforts to cooperate in their communities and 

improve the lot of one another. 

While Jews famously provided communal support and charitable assistance for 

their own, Rosenbaum helped to create the destructive "me generation" attitudes 

in Americans, weakened communities and inhibited the advancement of the poor 

and middle class. Her beliefs also fostered the drug culture, pornography and the 

destruction of public education. While Jews promoted strong community ties, 
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Rosenbaum taught the Goyim to be selfish and "independent", meaning without 

any sense of social responsibility or communal cohesion. 

While Jews wisely took from the public schools all they could, Frederick T. Gates, 

an agent of World Jewry, used Rockefeller/Rothschild money to finance 

institutions of higher learning which benefitted Jews, while promoting the idea 

that Gentile students should be readied for factory work and work as field hands 

and farmers. While World Jewry took the monies they stole from Gentiles and 

distributed them charitably to their own, Rosenbaum taught Gentiles to abandon 

all social responsibility, obsessively focus on themselves, and destroy all 

government institutions which better the lot of the American middle class and 

poor. 

Alisa Rosenbaum's "anti-Communist" philosophies weakened Americans opening 

the door for Communism." 

And of course always remember that Communism could not exist without 

Christianity to provide the template for it: 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Xianity_communism.html 

"Some call it Marxism, I call it Judaism."- Rabbi Stephen Wise  

The final end of this is the enacting of the Talmud on the earth in a Jew World 

Order where Jews are the open rulers the "Chosen" and we are the goyeem, 

microchipped, dumb two legged animals without any spiritual power, knowledge, 

past or organic identity. Who slave for the Jew night and day on a global 

plantation. 

Quote from the Jewish Talmud: Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L:  

"Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that the Jew would not have to 

be served by beasts. The non-Jew is consequently an animal in human form, and 

condemned to serve the Jew day and night."  

"In this New World Order the children of Israel will furnish all the leaders without 

encountering opposition. The Governments of the different peoples forming the 
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world republic will fall without difficulty into the hands of the Jews. It will then be 

possible for the Jewish rulers to abolish private property and everywhere to make 

use of the resources of the state. Thus will the promise of the Talmud be fulfilled, 

in which is said that when the Messianic time is come, the Jews will have all the 

property of the whole world in their hands." 

Baruch Levy, Letter to Karl Marx(Mordechai Levi), 'La Revue de Paris', p.574, June 

1, 1928 

"The Jewish doctrine of Marxism rejects the aristocratic principle of Nature and 

replaces the eternal privilege of power and strength with the mass of numbers 

and their dead weight. Thus it denies personal worth, contests the significance of 

folk and race, and thereby withdraws from mankind premise for its existence and 

culture. As a foundation of the universe, it would lead to the end of any 

order intellectually conceivable to man. . . .If, with the help of his Marxist creed, 

the Jew is victorious over the peoples of the world, his crown will be the funeral 

wreath of mankind and this planet will—as it once did for millions of years—move 

through the ether devoid of men." 

-Hitler 

Sources: 

1 The American Bulletin, May 5, 1935 

2 The American mercury, Volume 91  

3 Anti-Semitism January 12, 1931, Reply to an Inquiry of the Jewish News Agency 

in the United States 

4 The Jewish Voice & Jewish Life, published in New York, 1941  

5 The Jewish chronicle and Anglo-Jewry, 1841-1991 By David Cesarani  

6 "What Maxim Gorky is Doing in Berlin" NY Times Published: March 25, 1906 

7 In the World War By Count Ottokar Czernin  
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8 David Rowland Francis, Russia from the American Embassy, 1916-1918 (1921) 

page 214 

http://www.archive.org/details/russiafr ... 00franuoft 

9 http://www.archive.org/stream/cu3192403 ... 1_djvu.txt 

10 Czarism and revolution, Arsène de Goulévitch 

11 The syndicate: the story of the coming world government 

Nicholas Hagger 

12 Journal-American, Feb 3, 1949 

13 http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/191 

14 www.jewwatch.com/jew-leaders-stalin 

15 My Awakening: Chapter 18 Jews, Communism and Civil Rights, Dr.David Duke 

16 My Awakening: Chapter 18 Jews, Communism and Civil Rights, Dr.David Duke 

17 THE MYTH OF PSYCHOTHERAPY—by Thomas Szasz 

18 http://f1.grp.yahoofs.com/v1/cEV0TsJU1L ... 20Zion.pdf 

Raymond V. Raehn, The Historical Roots of "Political Correctness' 
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Martin Luther King: jewish owned puppet 

From the article: The Jewish Communizing Of America: 

The most famous of these Jewish agents of the Frankfurt School in America is 

Martin Luther King. Who was trained in such a Communist school in Tennessee 

and was a paid agent: 

"King was photographed in 1957 at the Highlander Folk School, a communist 

training school in Tennessee, with (Jew)Abner Berry who held a post on the 

Central Committee of the Communist Party. The Joint Legislative Committee on 

Un-American Activities reported that his Southern Christian Leadership 

Conference was "substantially under the control of the Communist Party through 

the influence of the Southern Conference Educational Fund and the communists 

who manage it." King had connections with over 60 communist front 

organizations. Nine of his closest aides were high-ranking communist activists and 

one of those later became an aide to Rev. Jesse Jackson. Stanley Levison, who had 

been a King advisor since 1956, had been involved with the Communist Party up 

to 1955 and brought other known communists onto King's staff." 

Karl Prussion, an FBI agent who infiltrated the Communist Party and for five years 

attended meetings in California, testified in 1963:  

"I further swear and attest that at each and everyone of the aforementioned 

meetings, one Reverend Martin Luther King was always set forth as the individual 

to whom Communists should look and rally around in the Communist struggle on 

many racial issues." 

Julia Brown, a former Communist, said:  

"We were told to promote Martin Luther King to unite Negroes and also Whites 

behind him ... He was taking directions from Communists. I know for a fact the 

Communists would never have promoted him, financed him, and supported him if 

they couldn't trust him. I am certain as I can be that he knew what he was doing." 
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"Although a 1977 court order sealed the FBI's extensive surveillance records on 

King in the National Archives for 50 years, a book by Sen. Jesse Helms in 1998 

called The King Holiday and Its Meaning said that Charles D. Brennan, an Assistant 

Director of the FBI who was personally involved in the surveillance, characterized 

his activities as "orgiastic and adulterous escapades" in which he could be "bestial 

in his sexual abuse of women." He also observed that "King frequently drank to 

excess." 

King's famous dream speech was in fact wrote by his Jewish handler the same Jew 

Levinson who was the head of the America Communist Party in the 1950's and is 

full of lies and historical perjuries. Its a document that attempts to communize 

the memories of the Leaders and Founders of American named within. Its the 

Jewish big lie in action. 

As Dr.Duke wrote in his book "My Awakening" on the subject: 

Stanley Levinson, who wrote many of King's speeches, including, some say, the "I 

Have a Dream" speech delivered at the March on Washington.... 

King privately declared himself to be a Marxist, and told his inner circle that his 

efforts were a part of the "class struggle." His personal secretary, Bayard Rustin, 

was a Communist. When King had to replace Rustin in 1961, he chose another 

Communist, Jack O'Dell. His main advisor ("handler" would probably be a more 

apt term), as I've mentioned, was Jewish Communist Stanley Levinson, who 

edited and probably wrote a good deal of King's book Stride Toward Freedom. 

Levinson prepared King's income tax returns, controlled King's fundraising 

activities, and was also in charge of funneling Soviet money to the Communist 

Party, USA.[15] 

Nothing new under the sun there: 

"In 1925, a dozen blacks were recruited for propaganda training in Russia. That 

same year, the American Negro Labor Congress was established. In 1930, they 

changed their name to the League of Struggle for Negro Rights. They merged with 

the United Negro Congress when it was founded in 1936 in Washington, D.C. By 
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1940, communists made up two-thirds of its membership. In 1947, they united 

with the Civil Rights Congress, a communist front group." 

Remember King was promoted as an agent of racial integration thus promotion of 

racial mixing and destruction of the two Gentile races, which is part of the Jewish 

Globalist Agenda. Where Blacks who promoted racial separation where pounced 

upon by the Jews. 

 

Good Article shows that Communism is atheist Christianity and they both work 

together: 

The Beast as Saint: 

The Truth About "Martin Luther King, Jr." 

WHEN THE COMMUNISTS TOOK OVER a country, one of the first things that they 

did was to confiscate all the privately-held weapons, to deny the people the 

physical ability to resist tyranny. But even more insidious than the theft of the 

people's weapons was the theft of their history. Official Communist "historians" 

rewrote history to fit the current party line. In many countries, revered national 

heroes were excised from the history books, or their real deeds were distorted to 

fit Communist ideology, and Communist killers and criminals were converted into 
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official "saints." Holidays were declared in honor of the beasts who murdered 

countless nations.  

Did you know that much the same process has occurred right here in America? 

Every January, the media go into a kind of almost spastic frenzy of adulation for 

the so-called "Reverend Doctor Martin Luther King, Jr." King has even had a 

national holiday declared in his honor, an honor accorded to no other American, 

not Washington, not Jefferson, not Lincoln. (Washington and Lincoln no longer 

have holidays -- they share the generic-sounding "President's Day.") A liberal 

judge has sealed the FBI files on King until the year 2027. What are they hiding? 

Let's take a look at this modern-day plastic god. 

Born in 1929, King was the son of a Black preacher known at the time only as 

"Daddy King." "Daddy King" named his son Michael. In 1935, "Daddy King" had an 

inspiration to name himself after the Protestant reformer Martin Luther. He 

declared to his congregation that henceforth they were to refer to him as "Martin 

Luther King" and to his son as "Martin Luther King, Jr." None of this name 

changing was ever legalized in court. "Daddy" King's son's real name is to this day 

Michael King. 

King's Brazen Cheating 

We read in Michael Hoffman's "Holiday for a Cheater": 

The first public sermon that King ever gave, in 1947 at the Ebenezer Baptist 

Church, was plagiarized from a homily by Protestant clergyman Harry Emerson 

Fosdick entitled "Life is What You Make It," according to the testimony of King's 

best friend of that time, Reverend Larry H. Williams.  

The first book that King wrote, "Stride Toward Freedom, - -was plagiarized from 

numerous sources, all unattributed, according to documentation recently 

assembled by sympathetic King scholars Keith D. Miller, Ira G. Zepp, Jr., and David 

J. Garrow. 

And no less an authoritative source than the four senior editors of "The Papers of 

Martin Luther King, Jr.- - (an official publication of the Martin Luther King Center 
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for Nonviolent Social Change, Inc., whose staff includes King's widow Coretta), 

stated of King's writings at both Boston University and Crozer Theological 

Seminary: "Judged retroactively by the standards of academic scholarship, [his 

writings] are tragically flawed by numerous instances of plagiarism.... 

Appropriated passages are particularly evident in his writings in his major field of 

graduate study, systematic theology."  

King's essay, "The Place of Reason and Experience in Finding God," written at 

Crozer, pirated passages from the work of theologian Edgar S. Brightman, author 

of "The Finding of God." 

Another of King's theses, "Contemporary Continental Theology," written shortly 

after he entered Boston University, was largely stolen from a book by Walter 

Marshall Horton.  

King's doctoral dissertation, "A Comparison of the Conceptions of God in the 

Thinking of Paul Tillich and Harry Nelson Wieman," for which he was awarded a 

PhD in theology, contains more than fifty complete sentences plagiarized from 

the PhD dissertation of Dr. Jack Boozer, "The Place of Reason in Paul Tillich's 

Concept of God."  

According to "The Martin Luther King Papers", in King's dissertation "only 49 per 

cent of sentences in the section on Tillich contain five or more words that were 

King's own...."! 

In "The Journal of American History", June 1991, page 87, David J. Garrow, a 

leftist academic who is sympathetic to King, says that King's wife, Coretta Scott 

King, who also served as his secretary, was an accomplice in his repeated 

cheating. ("King's Plagiarism: Imitation, Insecurity and Transformation," The 

Journal of American History, June 1991, p. 87) 

Reading Garrow's article, one is led to the inescapable conclusion that King 

cheated because he had chosen for himself a political role in which a PhD would 

be useful, and, lacking the intellectual ability to obtain the title fairly, went after it 

by any means necessary. Why, then, one might ask, did the professors at Crozer 

Theological Seminary and Boston University grant him passing grades and a PhD? 
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Garrow states on page 89: "King's academic compositions, especially at Boston 

University, were almost without exception little more than summary 

descriptions... and comparisons of other's writings. Nonetheless, the papers 

almost always received desirable letter grades, strongly suggesting that King's 

professors did not expect more...." The editors of "The Martin Luther King Jr. 

Papers" state that "...the failure of King's teachers to notice his pattern of textual 

appropriation is somewhat remarkable...." 

But researcher Michael Hoffman tells us "...actually the malfeasance of the 

professors is not at all remarkable. King was politically correct, he was Black, and 

he had ambitions. The leftist [professors were] happy to award a doctorate to 

such a candidate no matter how much fraud was involved. Nor is it any wonder 

that it has taken forty years for the truth about King's record of nearly constant 

intellectual piracy to be made public."  

Supposed scholars, who in reality shared King's vision of a racially mixed and 

Marxist America, purposely covered up his cheating for decades. The cover-up 

still continues. From the "New York Times" of October 11, 1991, page 15, we learn 

that on October 10th of that year, a committee of researchers at Boston 

University admitted that, "There is no question but that Dr. King plagiarized in the 

dissertation." However, despite its finding, the committee said that "No thought 

should be given to the revocation of Dr. King's doctoral degree," an action the 

panel said "would serve no purpose." 

No purpose, indeed! Justice demands that, in light of his willful fraud as a student, 

the "reverend" and the "doctor" should be removed from King's name. 

Communist Beliefs and Connections 

Well friends, he is not a legitimate reverend, he is not a bona fide PhD, and his 

name isn't really "Martin Luther King, Jr." What's left? Just a sexual degenerate, 

an America-hating Communist, and a criminal betrayer of even the interests of his 

own people. 

On Labor Day, 1957, a special meeting was attended by Martin Luther King and 

four others at a strange institution called the Highlander Folk School in 
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Monteagle, Tennessee. The Highlander Folk School was a Communist front, 

having been founded by Myles Horton (Communist Party organizer for Tennessee) 

and Don West (Communist Party organizer for North Carolina). The leaders of this 

meeting with King were the aforementioned Horton and West, along with Abner 

Berry and James Dumbrowski, all open and acknowledged members of the 

Communist Party, USA. The agenda of the meeting was a plan to tour the 

Southern states to initiate demonstrations and riots. 

From 1955 to 1960, Martin Luther King's associate, advisor, and personal 

secretary was one Bayard Rustin. In 1936 Rustin joined the Young Communist 

League at New York City College. Convicted of draft-dodging, he went to prison 

for two years in 1944. On January 23, 1953 the "Los Angeles Times" reported his 

conviction and sentencing to jail for 60 days for lewd vagrancy and perversion. 

Rustin attended the 16th Convention of the Communist Party, USA in February, 

1957. One month later, he and King founded the Southern Christian Leadership 

Conference, or SCLC for short. The president of the SCLC was Dr. Martin Luther 

King, Jr. The vice-president of the SCLC was the Reverend Fred Shuttlesworth, 

who was also the president of an identified Communist front known as the 

Southern Conference Educational Fund, an organization whose field director, a 

Mr. Carl Braden, was simultaneously a national sponsor of the Fair Play for Cuba 

Committee, of which you may have heard. The program director of the SCLC was 

the Reverend Andrew Young, in more recent years Jimmy Carter's ambassador to 

the UN and mayor of Atlanta. Young, by the way, was trained at the Highlander 

Folk School, previously mentioned. 

Soon after returning from a trip to Moscow in 1958, Rustin organized the first of 

King's famous marches on Washington. The official organ of the Communist Party, 

"The Worker,- - openly declared the march to be a Communist project. Although 

he left King's employ as secretary in 1961, Rustin was called upon by King to be 

second in command of the much larger march on Washington which took place 

on August 28, 1963. 

Bayard Rustin's replacement in 1961 as secretary and advisor to King was Jack 

O'Dell, also known as Hunter Pitts O'Dell. According to official records, in 1962 
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Jack O'Dell was a member of the National Committee of the Communist Party, 

USA. He had been listed as a Communist Party member as early as 1956. O'Dell 

was also given the job of acting executive director for SCLC activities for the entire 

Southeast, according to the St. Louis "Globe-Democrat - -of October 26, 1962. At 

that time, there were still some patriots in the press corps, and word of O'Dell's 

party membership became known. 

What did King do? Shortly after the negative news reports, King fired O'Dell with 

much fanfare. And he then, without the fanfare, "immediately hired him again- - 

as director of the New York office of the SCLC, as confirmed by the "Richmond 

News-Leader - -of September 27, 1963. In 1963 a Black man from Monroe, North 

Carolina named Robert Williams made a trip to Peking, China. Exactly 20 days 

before King's 1963 march on Washington, Williams successfully urged Mao Tse-

Tung to speak out on behalf of King's movement. Mr. Williams was also around 

this time maintaining his primary residence in Cuba, from which he made regular 

broadcasts to the southern US, three times a week, from high-power AM 

transmitters in Havana under the title "Radio Free Dixie." In these broadcasts, he 

urged violent attacks by Blacks against White Americans. 

During this period, Williams wrote a book entitled "Negroes With Guns." The 

writer of the foreword for this book? None other than Martin Luther King, Jr. It is 

also interesting to note that the editors and publishers of this book were to a man 

all supporters of the infamous Fair Play for Cuba Committee. 

According to King's biographer and sympathizer David J. Garrow, "King privately 

described himself as a Marxist." In his 1981 book, "The FBI and Martin Luther 

King, Jr.", Garrow quotes King as saying in SCLC staff meetings, "...we have moved 

into a new era, which must be an era of revolution.... The whole structure of 

American life must be changed.... We are engaged in the class struggle." 

Jewish Communist Stanley Levison can best be described as King's behind-the-

scenes "handler." Levison, who had for years been in charge of the secret 

funnelling of Soviet funds to the Communist Party, USA, was King's mentor and 

was actually the brains behind many of King's more successful ploys. It was 

Levison who edited King's book, "Stride Toward Freedom." It was Levison who 
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arranged for a publisher. Levison even prepared King's income tax returns! It was 

Levison who really controlled the fund-raising and agitation activities of the SCLC. 

Levison wrote many of King's speeches. King described Levison as one of his 

"closest friends." 

FBI: King Bought Sex With SCLC Money 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation had for many years been aware of Stanley 

Levison's Communist activities. It was Levison's close association with King that 

brought about the initial FBI interest in King. 

Lest you be tempted to believe the controlled media's lie about "racists" in the FBI 

being out to "get" King, you should be aware that the man most responsible for 

the FBI's probe of King was Assistant Director William C. Sullivan. Sullivan 

describes himself as a liberal, and says that initially "I was one hundred per cent 

for King...because I saw him as an effective and badly needed leader for the Black 

people in their desire for civil rights." The probe of King not only confirmed their 

suspicions about King's Communist beliefs and associations, but it also revealed 

King to be a despicable hypocrite, an immoral degenerate, and a worthless 

charlatan. 

According to Assistant Director Sullivan, who had direct access to the surveillance 

files on King which are denied the American people, King had embezzled or 

misapplied substantial amounts of money contributed to the "civil rights" 

movement. King used SCLC funds to pay for liquor, and numerous prostitutes 

both Black and White, who were brought to his hotel rooms, often two at a time, 

for drunken sex parties which sometimes lasted for several days. These types of 

activities were the norm for King's speaking and organizing tours. 

In fact, an outfit called The National Civil Rights Museum in Memphis, Tennessee, 

which is putting on display the two bedrooms from the Lorraine Motel where King 

stayed the night before he was shot, has declined to depict in any way the 

"occupants - -of those rooms. That "according to exhibit designer Gerard 

Eisterhold "would be "close to blasphemy." The reason? Dr. Martin Luther King, 
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Jr. spent his last night on Earth having sex with two women at the motel and 

physically beating and abusing a third. 

Sullivan also stated that King had alienated the affections of numerous married 

women. According to Sullivan, who in 30 years with the Bureau hadáseen 

everything there was to be seen of the seamy side of life, King was one of only 

seven people he had ever encountered who was such a total degenerate. 

Noting the violence that almost invariably attended King's supposedly "non-

violent" marches, Sullivan's probe revealed a very different King from the 

carefully crafted public image. King welcomed members of many different Black 

groups as members of his SCLC, many of them advocates and practitioners of 

violence. King's only admonition on the subject was that they should embrace 

"tactical nonviolence." 

Sullivan also relates an incident in which King met in a financial conference with 

Communist Party representatives, not knowing that one of the participants was 

an infiltrator actually working for the FBI. 

J. Edgar Hoover personally saw to it that documented information on King's 

Communist connections was provided to the President and to Congress. And 

conclusive information from FBI files was also provided to major newspapers and 

news wire services. But were the American people informed of King's real nature? 

No, for even in the 1960s, the fix was in "the controlled media and the bought 

politicians were bound and determined to push their racial mixing program on 

America. King was their man and nothing was going to get in their way. With a 

few minor exceptions, these facts have been kept from the American people. The 

pro-King propaganda machine grinds on, and it is even reported that a serious 

proposal has been made to add some of King's writings as a new book in the 

Bible. 

Ladies and gentlemen, the purpose of this radio program is far greater than to 

prove to you the immorality and subversion of this man called King. I want you to 

start to think for yourselves. I want you to consider this: What are the forces and 

motivation behind the controlled media's active promotion of King? What does it 
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tell you about our politicians when you see them, almost without exception, 

falling all over themselves to honor King as a national hero? What does it tell you 

about our society when any public criticism of this moral leper and Communist 

functionary is considered grounds for dismissal? What does it tell you about the 

controlled media when you see how they have successfully suppressed the truth 

and held out a picture of King that can only be described as a colossal lie? You 

need to think, my fellow Americans. You desperately need to wake up. 

Sources:  

1. The Papers of Martin Luther King, Jr.- - (an official publication of the Martin 

Luther King Center for Nonviolent Social Change). 

2. "King's Plagiarism: Imitation, Insecurity and Transformation," The Journal of 

American History, June 1991, p. 87) David J. Garrow 

3. New York Times" of October 11, 1991, page 15. 

4. "The FBI and Martin Luther King, Jr.", David J. Garrow, (1981). 

5. "And the walls came tumbling down," Rev. Ralph Abernathy (1989) 
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From Wall Street With Guile 

In the last few weeks in America a new growing mass movement started in New 

York and now spreading to numerous other America cities arise. The hub and 

start of this protest wave being the occupy Wall Street movement. Which is still 

going strong now. 

While the rank and file protesters have serious and real grievances due to what 

the Jews have done to the Nation:  

 

http://gblt.webs.com/Jewish_Bankers_War_On_America.htm 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/237 

 

We have another dimension in the mix, the Jew.  

The Jews operate on the problem, reaction, solution formula of the Hegelian 

dialect or "Start a fire to sell them a fire hose" as a Yiddish saying goes. The Jews 

knew that after their second war [To crush Nations that had broken free of them 

in Europe during the critical reaction stage] America was no longer ripe for 

outright Communist revolution in the day as the masses would never support it 

now due to the change in the social, political and economy life in the Nation. The 

American Communist Party had over a million members at the height of the 

Jewish banksters engineered depression in the 1930's designed to create the 

situation where the Jews could take over via a Communist revolution [as well as 

work to centralize all the banking and economic power in their hands which 

equals political power, Lenin stated that is 90% of Communizing a Nation] which 

was working abroad at the same time as in Russia and across Europe.  

The Jews running up against strong opposition previous in Europe and their 

violent revolutions being defeated in West and Central Europe along with the Red 

Army running out of stream and being defeated in Poland. In the mid 1920's came 

up with a slow drip method to topple a nation from within and termed this soft 

subversion or Trojan Horse method was finalized in the doctrine of "Cultural 

Marxism" by the Jewish think-tank of the Frankfurt school.  
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This Cultural Marxism was exported to America in the 1930's and put to work in 

the 1950's and on. When as stated they understood the situation for open 

Communist revolution of the workers had passed. They decided on a slow drip 

method that in time allied with another mathematically created economic 

collapse they could capitalize off the reaction and restart their direct agenda 

again. People need to understand the Jews plan in decades and centuries and 

steps that unfold and stay adaptable in the course of time to obtain their goal of a 

Global Jew World Order.  

For an in-depth view of this reality: 

The Jewish Communizing of America 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/243 

Today with the protest movements at Wall Street we see this unfolding evidenced 

by the fact the movement was created and is funded by the Jewish power 

structure agents such as the notorious Hench Jew of the Rothschild's, George 

Soros who organized the Occupy Wall Street Movement via Adbusters: 

Adbusters made the initial call in mid-July, and also produced a very sexy poster 

with a ballerina posed atop the Charging Bull statue and riot police in the 

background. US Day of Rage. [1] 

This group then contracted the "NYC General Assembly" a covered Communist 

front group of Jews and usefools to carry out the grunt work and get it going. 

The Adbusters Media Foundation describes itself as a non-profit "anti-

consumerist" organization that functions as "a global network of artists, activists, 

writers, pranksters, students, educators and entrepreneurs who want to advance 

the new social activist movement of the information age." 

Like many so-called leftist non-profits, Adbusters is a creature of globalist 

foundations. According to research conducted by Activistcash.com, Adbusters 

takes money from a number of supposedly progressive foundations, including the 

big Kahuna of leftish foundations – the Tides Foundation and Tides Center. 

Between 1996 and 2003, Tides doled out $334,217.00 to Adbusters, by far the 

largest amount of eight foundations donating.  
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Steve Baldwin claims Tides received over $7 million from George Soros. Although 

the monetary connection between Tides' founder Drummond Pike and the arch 

globalist Soros is somewhat murky, researcher Ron Arnold has mapped out 

numerous connections between the two so-called philanthropists. Under IRS 

rules, Drummond is not obliged to reveal who he receives money from to fund a 

large number of supposedly progressive organizations.  

"The Tides Foundation is a pass-through for other foundations' money," writes 

Arnold. "Tides Foundation is a public charity, not a private foundation. Tides 

Foundation passes other foundations' money to a spectrum of left-wing 

organizations which the original donors would not or could not support on their 

own… Because none of the more than 260 projects under the Tides umbrella files 

its own Form 990 with the IRS, their finances are totally secret and not available 

for public inspection, an issue that requires congressional remedy."  

"It would seem George Soros is connected to the U.S. Day of Rage aka Occupy 

Wall Street through The Ruckus Society. On the U.S. Day of Rage website. The 

Ruckus Society receives funding from the Tides Foundation and George Soros' 

Open Society Institute provides grants to Tides, including a mere $4.2 Million in 

2008, the last year figures are available."[2] 

Who else has hovered into to help to direct this movement? 

A widely reproduced article October 5 ("Seeking Energy, Unions Join Protest 

Against Wall Street"), the New York Times pointed prominently to the attitude 

and role of Stuart [Jew]Appelbaum, president of the Retail, Wholesale and 

Department Store Union (RWDSU), in relation to the current Occupy Wall Street 

protests.[3] 

More on Applebaum: 

As well as serving since 1998 as president of the 100,000-member RWDSU, now a 

division of the United Food and Commercial Workers (Change to Win Federation), 

Appelbaum is president of the Jewish Labor Committee, a pro-Israeli lobby within 

the American trade unions. In this capacity, he regularly defends Zionist policy, 

although in its "moderate" Labor Party version, and denounces Palestinian 
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resistance. He is also associated with Ameinu, the successor to the Labor Zionist 

Alliance. 

Prior to the disaffiliation of the UFCW from the AFL-CIO, Appelbaum functioned as 

a Vice President of the national AFL-CIO and a member of the federation's 

Executive Council from 1998 until 2005. He also currently serves as a vice 

president of the New York State AFL-CIO and the New York City Central Labor 

Council. 

He plays a prominent role in the Democratic Party, having served formerly as 

Chief House Counsel of the Democratic National Committee. Appelbaum was 

elected a delegate to the 1996, 2000, 2004 and 2008 Democratic National 

Conventions and an alternate delegate to the 1992 Democratic National 

Convention. In 2008, he served as a member of the Electoral College as an Obama 

elector from New York. 

Appelbaum sits on Freedom House board with a variety of right-wing academics, 

trade unions officials and assorted US government operatives past and present, 

including Kenneth Adelman, formerly an assistant to Secretary of Defense Donald 

Rumsfeld (under Gerald Ford), and later a member of the Defense Policy Board.  

Another Freedom House trustee is Diane Villiers Negroponte, wife of John 

Negroponte, ambassador to Honduras during the 1980s, who played a key role in 

supplying and supervising the CIA-backed "contra" mercenaries who were based 

in that country, and whose operations claimed 50,000 lives.[3] 

More: 

Media spokesmen for the Occupy Wall Street demonstrations claimed that their 

operation is totally transparent, with everything subject to democratic discussion 

in a general assembly of all comers. But eyewitness reports from experienced 

observers on the ground in lower Manhattan indicate a much different reality 

behind these bland assurances. Forces appeared to be at work behind the scenes 

to manipulate the protest movement. 
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Eyewitness observers suggest that the deliberations of the general assembly are 

largely a diversion, and that real power is being increasingly concentrated in the 

hands of about 20 mysterious and anonymous individuals who appear to make up 

a kind of covert steering committee that pulls the strings on the general assembly, 

or else goes around it completely. The members of this cadre of mysterious 

operatives are not as young as the average demonstrator. The secret leadership is 

made up of people ranging in age from 25 to over 40, with the older ones 

occupying the key posts. 

Attempts to ascertain the names of the behind-the-scenes leaders are met with 

stonewalling. When pressed to reveal her identity, one female leader gave her 

name as "Mary MIA." Another gave his name as "Tony POW."  

If the leaders of OWS want to be transparent, let them make public at least the 

full names of the people whare actually running the show. No one wants to join a 

movement with anonymous leaders. 

Observers have noticed that almost all of the likely members of the secret 

steering committee disappear from view between 4 and 6 p.m. each afternoon, 

right before the opening of the general assembly, for which they then re-appear. 

It is assumed that they are attending a closed-door meeting, but the general 

assembly is not officially informed of this fact.[4] 

We are experiencing a return transit of the Jews via their formula of problem, 

reaction, solution. Creating and funding a mass movement for an End Game 

power grab and the folding of America into the Jew World Order. Which is playing 

off the terraforming of America over decades of psychological programming of 

Cultural Marxism [every major campus is a Cultural Marxist seminary] to have the 

leftist usefools by legion to be the marching fodder to create the core ranks 

needed along with a Jewish leadership body. And with the spark of the 

engineered depression to unite them into a battering ram of Global Jewry. 

[1] http://www.thenation.com/article/163719 ... street-faq 

[2]Occupty Wall Street: A Globalist Op Designed To Destroy Efforts to End the Fed 

Kurt Nimmo 
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Infowars.com 

[3] http://globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=27012 

[4] http://tarpley.net/2011/10/07/occupy-wa ... #more-3466 
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Might Does Not Make Right 

Hegelian dialect, conflict theory is the thread that runs thought many of the 

powerful narrative's in our society. This is the core of Marxism, class warfare and 

conflict and it rewrote its own history on this. This is continuation of Christianity 

and its conflict ideology of the saved vs the unsaved, their god vs their devil and 

such.  

Its only originally found in Jewish thinking. Not surprising Hegel was a Rabbi. 

This belief also highlights more popular beliefs pushed in the West such as social 

Darwinism, evolutionary Darwinism, moral relativism. etc And how this applied to 

liberal capitalism. We see this in Social Marxism [PC] the war between the sexes, 

races classes and sexual orientations. We also see this in the current hot topic of 

goofy libertarianism which is a reverse form of Marxism if one reads Ann 

Rosenbaum [Rand's] garbage. Where the Bourgeois class are at war with the 

workers, with the workers reduced to dehumanized goblins to be stepped on as 

inferior. Which dove tails with social Darwinism conflict theories. Within the 

libertarian ideology is the denial and call to wash away [governments] nations, 

races, cultures and ethnicity. All of this is to be swept away into a globalist, 

materialist world of never ending capitalistic warfare, domination and absolute 

rule by a globalist plutocracy. The whole planet reduced to cooperate, neo-

feudalism. Planet sweatshop. Owned by guess Jew?  

How did you think it was really going to end. Like they lie and told you it would. 

Each Goy with their own money bin to swim in? Why do you think its all Jews 

making it up and pushing it. And then in Rosebaum's case openly denying its 

tenants when it comes to her fellow Chosen. The Jews simply have sold their 

poison in a more palatable form to the American psyche. Its a poison apple once 

you wolf it down and drop, they clean out your pockets cackling with glee. 

Rosebaum knew that apple is for little Gentile you, not her Jews. You help destroy 

your own and they walk in and take over. 

So your tried of being stepped on by big Jew money. And its conflict, social 

Darwinist based ideology of domination and exploitation of you as cheap, Goy, 
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chattel wage slavery, sweatshop central. Where do you turn to other coin the 

Leftist conflict based ideology of class warfare and revolution and the same social 

Darwinist vibe. Both are based on the same at the core. And you wind up in the 

same place with a Party official instead of a corporate boss.  

For those who think its all so wonderful. Where has the Western world gotten 

under the banner of Jewish conflict theories, the never ending Hegelian dialectic 

and the social Darwinism, liberal capitalism the general right and left its all built 

upon. Our mainstream political system of Right vs Left, Republic vs Democrat. etc 

Looking around it has not brought about its epic evolution into anything better. 

Its all actually getting worse by the week and has created a nightmare society 

where people are killing themselves on mass to escape it. And physical and 

mental illness is the norm, people have conflict based psychology within their 

own mind against themselves, along with cities and streets and towns plagued by 

violence that has racketed up a body count of a small country by now much of it 

in the name of social Darwinism based approach to capitalist based activities. Our 

societies have been pillaged by Globalist Jew bankers and their corporation wings 

and social-Media propaganda. Nations, races, cultures are all being destroyed. 

Never ending conflict, warfare, empty hatreds and division does not build 

anything it only tares down into ruins. This is Jewish tactics divide and conqueror. 

Where is might makes right gotten us all? Right into the Jews claws thats where. 

We need to push away from the Kikeology paradigm and look inwards and realize 

what does it mean to be human, as an individual, as a member of a race and 

culture, nation and planet. What makes us unique is what unifies us not separates 

us into conflict.  

Its no mistake this Hegelian dialect, conflict theory which is underlying the 

majority of narratives in society, was created by a Jewish Rabbi. Its the core of the 

Jewish psychosis. Conflict, war, cruelty, sadism, pointless psychotic aggression.  

Might does not make right.  
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Truth is what makes right, as its truth which the cosmos exists upon. Its the 

eternal. 

Here is part of an aritcle on Rand: 

Rand" was born Alisa Zinov'yevna Rosenbaum in St. Petersburg, Russia. 

Ron Paul, like Alan Greenspan, was heavily influenced by the Russian Jewess "Ayn 

Rand". "Rand" was born Alisa Zinov'yevna Rosenbaum in St. Petersburg, Russia, in 

1905. I became acquainted with Rosenbaum's subversive activities while battling 

against one of the most ardent modern proponents of her philosophies, a radical 

Zionist Jew who many years ago proposed the nuclear annihilation of Iran, and 

who defended Einstein's reputation with falsehoods and smears. 

"Ayn Rand" came to America from Russia presenting herself as if a radical anti-

Communist. Hers was the typical modus operandi of Bolshevik operatives working 

for an official Soviet organization known as The Trust. These agents, many of 

them crypto-Jews, came to the West in search of anti-Communists and infiltrated 

anti-Communist organizations and Western intelligence agencies. Their objective 

was to forward the interests of Communism by creating a controlled opposition to 

Communism which would serve the interests of the Communists while pretending 

to fight them. They also subverted all authentic anti-Communist movements. 

Rand promoted negative stereotypes of women, attacked homosexuals, 

advocated laissez faire Capitalism, and taught selfishness and disregard for 

humanity. She opposed charity and objected to any governmental assistance for 

those without means. She wanted to place America on the ruinous Gold Standard. 

Rosenbaum's "good advice" to the blacks only held them back by preventing them 

from using the political process to forward their interests. Her good advice to the 

Goyim only held the Gentiles back, by making them selfish and irresponsible, and 

also by preventing them from using their government to better themselves and 

their neighbors. She taught the Gentiles to hate the poor, undermine the middle 

class and concentrate wealth in the hands of the wealthiest Jews, all in the name 

of "fighting Communism". Her "good advice" pitted Goys against one another at 

the time when they should have been helping one another to become successful. 
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She taught Gentiles to shun any efforts to cooperate in their communities and 

improve the lot of one another. 

While Jews famously provided communal support and charitable assistance for 

their own, Rosenbaum helped to create the destructive "me generation" attitudes 

in Americans, weakened communities and inhibited the advancement of the poor 

and middle class. Her beliefs also fostered the drug culture, pornography and the 

destruction of public education. While Jews promoted strong community ties, 

Rosenbaum taught the Goyim to be selfish and "independent", meaning without 

any sense of social responsibility or communal cohesion. 

While Jews wisely took from the public schools all they could, Frederick T. Gates, 

an agent of World Jewry, used Rockefeller/Rothschild money to finance 

institutions of higher learning which benefitted Jews, while promoting the idea 

that Gentile students should be readied for factory work and work as field hands 

and farmers. While World Jewry took the monies they stole from Gentiles and 

distributed them charitably to their own, Rosenbaum taught Gentiles to abandon 

all social responsibility, obsessively focus on themselves, and destroy all 

government institutions which better the lot of the American middle class and 

poor. 

Alisa Rosenbaum's "anti-Communist" philosophies weakened Americans opening 

the door for Communism. I suspect she was an agent of "The Trust".......... 
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Barak Obama, KGB Agent 

http://alien-ufo-sightings.com/2013/06/russian-official-obama-is-a-communist-

kgb-agent 

RUSSIAN OFFICIAL: “OBAMA IS A COMMUNIST KGB AGENT” 

 

Moscow, Russia – A Russian government official bragged that Barack Obama was 

a KGB operative and that his presidency had been planned since birth, an 

American physicist and government contractor reports. 

Tom Fife, an American computer networking specialist and international 

businessman, reported the alarming facts about the Kremlin’s connection to 

Barack Obama. The boast from a Communist Party official reportedly occurred 

during a business trip to Russia, 16 years before Barack Obama was ushered into 

the presidency of the United States. 
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“It was like an elastic band snapping all the way from 1992,” Fife shakily admitted, 

upon recall of the exact moment he realized the Communist official had been 

telling the truth. “It was a very, very scary feeling.” 

Fife, a physicist and computer engineer, had been traveling to Russia for a joint 

venture with a state-owned company when the shocking revelation was revealed 

to him. After several business meetings, Fife and his partner were invited to the 

company owner’s home at the end of the journey for a farewell dinner. 

The owner’s wife was a Communist Party official and was “climbing two ladders”, 

as Fife puts it, one ladder being the KGB and the other being the traditional 

Russian society and business ladder. As the evening wore on, the female 

Communist official became increasingly agitated over a perceived slight and her 

emotions spilled over. 

“You Americans like to think you’re so perfect!” she snarled. “Well, what if I told 

you that very, very soon you’re going to have a black president… and he’s going to 

be a Communist!” 

The KGB operative was not finished. As she had now dropped this bombshell on 

the entire gathering, she felt compelled to continue. 

“His name is Barack,” she sneered. “His mother is white and his father is an 

African black. He has gone to the best schools, he is what you would call ‘Ivy 

League’.” 

Fife recalls being stunned and shocked at the words flowing from the 

Communist’s mouth as she continued to rattle off an incredibly precise set of 

details about this Communist operative who was to supposedly become president 

of the United States. 

The Communist official then stated that he was from Hawaii, but would very soon 

be elected to the Chicago state legislature. This has turned out to be an eerily 

prescient prediction, as Barack Obama was not elected State Senator until 1996, a 

full 4 years afterwards, as he took Alice Palmer’s seat. 
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In 1992, Obama had recently graduated from Harvard Law School and accepted a 

position as a Fellow at the University of Chicago Law School. 

Perhaps the most shocking revelation is how deep the Soviet Communist network 

has embedded itself into American political and educational culture. A quick 

review of Obama’s political “career” shows a track that wasinexplicably greased, 

from his tuition payments at Columbia and Harvard, to a position at UOC Law 

School, to his eventual electoral “victories” at the Illinois State Senate, United 

States Senate, and U.S. Presidency. 

Barack Obama’s parents ostensibly met in a Russian language class. This could 

have been where his mother was recruited by Barack Obama Sr, who could have 

already been working undercover for the KGB. 

In order to brainwash the child from an early age, they surrounded him with 

diehard Communists and fellow KGB agents, such as Frank Marshall Davis, a 

known Communist Party USA official. The Soviet KGB directly funded the CPUSA. 

This would fit directly into what the Russian Communist said about ‘Barack’, 

boasting “He has been raised to be an atheist and a communist.” 

“He will be a blessing for world communism,” Fife recalled her saying, after 

getting over the initial shock of hearing the current president was a KGB agent. 

The creepy prediction stayed with the physicist upon his return to the United 

States, although he paid it no mind until he began to hear of an swiftly rising 

political star named Barack Obama. When Fife learned that this same Barack was 

running in the 2008 presidential election, everything snapped into place and he 

knew he had to tell someone. 

Today, Fife admits that it deeply disturbs him and that he has never been able to 

shake the ominous feeling of foreboding about what comes next, now that the 

KGB official’s prediction has come true. 

“It never leaves you, having someone tell you that they’ve engineered the 

takeover of your country,” he admits. “It’s really quite scary.” 
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Communist infection of Black Race 

Jews are behind black slave trade, forced exportation to the New World and 

death of the millions of blacks: 

http://666blacksun.blogspot.ru/search/label/A5.%20Exposing%20The%20Jews%3

A%20The%20Jews%20Owned%20And%20Operated%20The%20African%20Slave

%20Trade 

Jews are behind The Black Holocaust: 

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic148.html 

The following article is dedicated to the Jewish destruction of the previously 

prosperous South Africa through the forcible imposition of communism. 
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Mandela Front Man Of The Jew World Order 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L3czqorqhkI 

"We must realize that our party's most powerful weapon is racial tensions. By 

propounding into the consciousness of the dark races that for centuries they have 

been oppressed by whites, we can mold them to the program of the Communist 

Party. In America we will aim for subtle victory. While inflaming the Negro 

minority against the whites, we will endeavor to instill in the whites a guilt 

complex for their exploitation of the Negros. We will aid the Negroes to rise in 

prominence in every walk of life, in the professions and in the world of sports and 

entertainment. With this prestige, the Negro will be able to intermarry with the 

whites and begin a process which will deliver America to our cause." 

Israel Cohen [Jew], A Racial Program for he Twentieth Century, 1912. Also in the 

Congressional Record, Vol. 103, p. 8559, June 7, 1957 

 

Here is Mandela with one of his Jewish Communist bosses: Slovo. 
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No mistake the partial Jewish and totally Marxist prez. Obama ordered all 

American [made in China] flags at half mast in honour of Jew owned, Marxist, 

terrorist, Mandela. 

Why not Americans have already been taught to worship the Jewish owned, 

Communist agent Martin Luther King as a Saint. Keeping Israel Cohen's Talmudic 

dream to destroy Gentiles alive. 

Nelson Mandela Was A Communist Terrorist Backed By Zionists [My note Zionist 

is just another word for Jew and we all know it.] 

http://www.blacklistednews.com/Nelson_M ... 5/Y/M.html 

December 6, 2013 

ShareThis 
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By Lee Rogers, Blacklisted News 

Nelson Mandela the former President of South Africa has passed away at the age 

of 95. The big American media outlets are currently spending hours upon hours of 

air time praising Mandela as some sort of angelic icon of peace. This is a total 

fabrication of reality. Mandela originally aligned himself with the African National 

Congress a Communist revolutionary group heavily influenced and financed by 

Zionist Jews. This organization would be responsible for all sorts of atrocities in 

South Africa which eventually led to Mandela's time in jail. Mandela co-founded 

the militant wing of the ANC with various South African Communists including an 

Israeli Jew by the name of Arthur Goldreich. The group was called Umkhonto we 

Sizwe or Spear of the Nation. It is important to note that the ANC not only 

attacked official government buildings but even non-government targets like 

movie theatres as well. It was this activity that made it easy for several countries 

including the United States to label the ANC as a terrorist organization. Mandela 

himself was even on the U.S. terrorist watch list until 2008. Fun facts about 

Mandela such as these are completely ignored by all of the big media outlets 

because it runs contrary to the portrait they are trying to paint.  

In order to understand who Mandela really was it is necessary to understand the 

real history of apartheid South Africa. The policies of apartheid or racial 

segregation were largely implemented starting in the late 1940s to early 1950s. 

These policies were originally intended to give the different races within South 

Africa an independent area of their own. It was argued by South African leaders at 

the time that South Africa wasn’t a single nation but was made up of several 

different racial groups which should be split apart. Although the merits of these 

policies or lack thereof could be argued, the policies were not as nefarious as we 

have been led to believe. 

The so-called apartheid South African government which was dominated by 

White Europeans had made South Africa a successful independent first world 

nation. This was the real reason why Jewish Communists sought to use the ANC as 

a way to demonize the White European leaders in power. South Africa 
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represented an independent economic and military power that needed to be 

brought under their influence. 

Much like the phony civil rights movement in America, the ANC was dominated by 

Jewish Communists even up until the 1990s when Mandela took power. A recent 

article from Haaretz notes the following. 

The African National Congress, the liberation movement that became the 

governing party in 1994, also had a full complement of Jews, including Joe Slovo, 

Ronnie Kasrils and Denis Goldberg. 

The ANC would not only engage in acts of terror against Whites but they would 

also do the same against Blacks who they suspected of collaborating with Whites. 

Specifically they would execute and torture people by igniting a rubber tire filled 

with petrol that they forced over their chests and arms. The practice referred to 

as necklacing would typically take the victim over 15 minutes to die in certain 

cases. Hundreds of executions using this method were carried out by the ANC. 

Even Mandela’s one-time wife Winnie would implicitly endorse this method of 

torture and execution. 

Early in his life Mandela was surrounded by Jews and was given his first job as a 

clerk by a Jewish lawyer named Lazar Sidelsky. He would associate himself with a 

large number of Jewish Communists including some of the ones mentioned 

previously. In fact during a sweep of the ANC in the early 1960s which resulted in 

his arrest and lengthy prison sentence, a significant number of Jews were also 

arrested. Enormous caches of weapons and explosives held by the ANC were also 

uncovered. A recently published article from Tablet Magazine goes into great 

detail about how Mandela was aligned strongly with a significant number of 

Zionist and Communist Jews before and up until the time of his arrest.  

In 1985, the President of South Africa Pieter W. Botha offered to release Mandela 

from prison if he would unconditionally reject violence as a political instrument. 

Mandela refused the offer. This fact completely destroys the notion that Mandela 

was a man of peace.  
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Mandela’s release from prison in 1990 was greeted with widespread media 

coverage from all of the major Jewish controlled press outlets including American 

mainstream media. Instead of focusing on his past, he was portrayed as a man of 

peace and an iconic freedom fighter. The biased media spin was used to make 

people forget about who he really was. Amazingly the ridiculous media 

extravaganza helped Mandela become President of South Africa allowing his 

Jewish backers to change South Africa into a nation run by Communist principles.  

Since Mandela’s ascent to the Presidency, the South African economy has actually 

worsened compared to when it was led by the apartheid government. A BBC 

article goes into great detail about how many things were better before the ANC 

and Mandela took power. In fact economic inequality is far worse now than 

before. Unemployment and poverty is rampant with many South Africans living in 

shacks. Dissent against the ANC is largely stifled as one would expect in a nation 

run by Communist principles. There has also been a substantial increase in the 

number of White South Africans murdered by Blacks since this transformation. 

Specifically White South African farmers have been primary targets during this 

reign of murder and terror.  

Simply put, Mandela was nothing more than a cult of personality fraud who has 

brought ruin to South Africa. Many Black South Africans are actually worse off 

now than under the alleged evils of the apartheid government. He was always a 

puppet for powerful Jewish interests who were the ones that really helped him 

gain power in South Africa. It is no wonder why Barack Obama had so many kind 

things to say about Mandela because Obama is literally doing the same thing to 

America that Mandela did to South Africa. Mandela should be remembered with 

disdain and not with reverence. 
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Equality of races and race-mixing is a 
genocide of the White Race 
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Communist Admits Multicult-PC (Pictou County) Is To Destroy Whites 

This is reality this character "Solomon Wong" admits cultural Marxist [liberal-pc] 

ideology is race war program designed to exterminate Whites. 

And we know the Jews created this: 

Jewish Communizing of America 

topic153.html 

---------------------------- 

Why “Anti-racist” is a Codeword for “Anti-white” 

Posted on June 13, 2013 by Solomon Wong 

Do you like cat videos? Cooking videos? Do you like watching movies in 11 parts? 

Whatever you do on Youtube, there’s a chance you’ve noticed a peculiar trend of 

comments claiming that multiculturalism is the “final solution” to the white race. 

That “anti-racist is a codeword for anti-white”. If you have, you probably laughed 

it off. Showed it to your friends, or even argued with the commenter for some 

godforsaken reason. You may have delved deeper, and found a video of a bunch 

of white women talking about their struggle against the systematic 

disenfranchisement of whites. If you’re an “educated person”, you probably know 

that there’s no genocide against whites. Anti-racists don’t hate whites. There is no 

“final solution.” 

But what you know is wrong. A politically correct lie, to hide the truth: The white 

race is under threat, and multiculturalism is the weapon of choice. Anti-racist is a 

codeword for anti-white. 

The people leaving these comments are white nationalists. They believe the white 

race is entitled to an Israel-like homeland, where whites can be assured of their 

safety and future. Where they aren’t threatened by the corrupting influence of 

other races. They want a home, like the Chinese, like the Arabs, like the Africans. 

This is somehow an extremist position. Even their benign fourteen word 
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statement on the matter is considered the mark of a nazi, who wants to kill six 

million Jews. 

“We must secure the existence of our people and a future for White Children.” 

An extensive campaign has been waged to keep you ignorant, passive as the 

white race dies right in front of you. But people are waking up, and trying hard to 

lift the sleepy haze from the rest of us. If you do come across these comments, 

you’ll notice that their terminology is extremely consistent. The rhetoric you’ll see 

most often stems from The White Mantra. Written by concerned white man Bob 

Whitaker, the mantra lays out the white nationalist argument that whites are 

being systematically exterminated. Certain phrases appear again and again. If 

you’ve argued with them, they’ll only repeat what they said before, and if they 

really engage you, it’ll only be to convince you that there IS a genocide. I’m going 

to do their work for them, in the hope that future dialogues are more productive. 

Multiculturalism argues that the solution to “the race problem,” that is, tension, 

inequality, and violence between races, is to integrate fully. Put people together 

where they can gain an understanding of each other, see that they’re all the same 

on the inside. It’s tied also to anti-racism, which seeks to tear down the 

mechanisms that further enable these issues. Solutions there range from 

affirmative action to deprogramming harmful stereotypes. The mantra argues 

that these schools of thought are anti-white, and, moreover, constitute a 

concerted effort to destroy the white race. 

Genocide is officially defined by five bullet points. If any one of these points apply, 

and are being applied in a purposeful way, the international community is obliged 

to regard it as genocide. The white genocide can be argued to fit all five, but I’ll 

focus on two. As foreign immigrants flood into white countries from where they 

belong, they pack white land full to bursting, taking jobs from poor whites, being 

promoted over qualified whites. They worsen the already dire situation in cities, 

selling drugs, murdering natural citizens, raping. In other words, they fulfill [c) 

Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its 

physical destruction in whole or in part] by making life unlivable for whites in their 

own home. Anti-racists claim that the solution to this problem is to integrate. 
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Welcome these immigrants into white communities, let them live as equals, get 

to know them, help them adjust. 

This anti-racist effort constantly assaults the identity of the white race. - [Cartoon 

by ex-VNN poster Johnny James] 

At one level, multiculturalists are right. Poverty is a powerful force, one that can 

bring out the worst in some people. Part of the race problem in white countries 

does in fact stem from inequality. But this push for inclusivity is the most insidious 

measure of all. By raising these people to the level of whites, we’re giving them 

the chance to be viewed as equals. This, too, sounds good to most people. After 

all, supporting the alternative would be racist. But white nationalists are right, 

too. This anti-racist effort is decidedly anti-white. 

To bring non-whites into the fold of white societies means friendships, 

relationships, sex and children. The white birth rate drops yearly due to the slow 

creep of multiculturalism. The more interracial couplings there are, the fewer 

whites (as contact with another race’s blood destroys the Mike’s Secret Stuff that 

makes white people white). Due to the tricky nature of race and whiteness, 

multiracial people can even pass as white, confusing partners and further diluting 

the bloodline. As non-whites become more equal, whites don’t just lose privilege, 

their race literally begins to die. [d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births 

within the group;] Whites are losing the ability to maintain the integrity of their 

race, in a concerted, imposed way not faced by the Chinese, Brazilians, or 

Nigerians. 

Even as white nationalists espouse views that many find repellent, they’re 

absolutely right that the white race is dying out, and we’re helping it happen. 

What is the white race? Stormfront defines it thusly: 

“Non-Jewish people of wholly European descent. No exceptions.” 

This is a fairly straightforward definition, though one that is disputed often on the 

Stormfront boards. When you leave the world of white nationalism, though, 

whiteness gets much more complicated. The US census counts people from the 
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Middle East as “white.” Even people who are very dark count as white. 

Additionally, it counts North Africans white as well. 

This is a pretty ridiculous concept on its face, but remember that the Irish, the 

Poles, the Jews, were all considered non-white at one point. Today, you’re hard-

pressed to find anyone that would deny that these groups are white. Admittedly, 

this is helped along by the fact that most Irish and Poles LOOK like other white 

people, and non-white Jews are generally categorized by their ethnicity, not their 

religion, but the point remains that the definition of “white” is vague and subject 

to change. 

Take the case of Gregory H Williams, a man who, after years of living under the 

belief that his father was a dark-skinned Italian, discovered the truth that his 

father was half-black. In Indiana, this made him black as well. He and his brother 

had lived as whites with no trouble, but suddenly they were treated as black by 

the whites around them, and ostracized by the black community they supposedly 

belonged to. This social classification is one that white nationalists would agree 

with, despite the fact that they would only know his “true” race by him telling the 

story. 

What makes white people so special? Why are whites so damn great that white 

supremacist groups are really some of the only racial supremacist groups around? 

Well, because they’re manifestly doing better. They’re more educated, they have 

more money, more land, more control, they are the most modern, they are the 

most beautiful, their nations hold the most power, they’re really doing the best in 

most categories. “Whites are just naturally better” seems self-evident, when you 

look at their position in the world. Who but the greatest race in existence could 

get to this position? 

White nations, those non-Jew European countries and their colonies, came to 

greatness through vampirism. Even taking into account some theoretical inherent 

superiority of whites, their nations were built through subjugating and exploiting 

people they conquered. This is not unusual. Attaining power on such a scale will 

always fuck someone over. And attain power, they have. The world is essentially 

under control by white nations, with a few Asian outliers. Through brute force, 
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capitalism, and slavery, a system has been built by whites that puts them at the 

top. Naturally, their education systems are built to benefit their children. Their 

economy is built on the foundation of non-white slaves, and maintained through 

the usage of poor laborers, most of whom are non-white. They own all of the 

land, and non-whites only gain it through submitting to the white system. Control 

is naturally theirs, as they conquered the land. Modernity comes mostly at the 

higher levels of society. Beauty standards have been established by their culture 

and media. Everything that makes white people great is due to the fact that they 

are the paragon model of a society and world they sculpted to their needs. 

Even so, conquering and shaping the world is pretty impressive. But what does it 

mean for a racial group? Italians are white. Scots are white. Germans, Swedes, 

Australians are white. Of course, the reality is much more complicated, but 

basically, these are white countries, under white control, and they’re especially 

white countries if you subscribe to the white nationalist view. Which, since we’re 

examining their argument and beliefs, you can and should do without feeling 

weird about yourself. These countries all have a distinct culture and custom. But 

white nationalists argue that there is an underlying racial oneness to this group. 

What commonality do all these countries have, aside from skin color, which, as 

we’ve seen, means nothing? Their commonality is that they were so successful in 

violence and exploitation that they were able to take and maintain power. That is 

their singular racial characteristic. 

Suppose a coalition of East Asians had taken over the way whites did. The world 

would look very different, of course, but there would be some things that were 

the same. They would be more educated, richer, with more land, control, 

modernity, beauty. How would they maintain their power? By creating a racial 

identity that fit all original member states (or, the ones that were influential 

enough). Claiming some natural quality that made them smart, successful, 

attractive, powerful, which gave them the right to stay in power above others 

that were unlike them. This construction of race is based entirely on the fact that 

(due to their circumstances) these people are better. They’re in control, they built 

the world we live in to make themselves the best at everything, and they invented 

a race for themselves to assert that this is normal and the right way of things. It’s 
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a naturalization of the status quo, turning a constructed power dynamic into a 

genetic imperative. 

The white race is a reification of supremacy. Its very foundation is the power that 

whites wield. To assert the white race’s right to exist is to defend its place of 

dominance in the world, because its dominance is the ESSENCE of the race. To 

protect the white race is to protect inequality, colonialism, exploitation, racism. It 

IS oppresion. It IS racism. It IS injustice. And it is dying. Anti-racist practices are 

killing it. 

Anti-racism is anti-white, and we should embrace that. As for the charge of 

genocide? Accept it. You can argue against it, but what’s the point? Any 

conscionable person should want the white race destroyed. Who cares if the 

definition of genocide is being twisted to make people feel bad about doing the 

right thing? The point is that anti-racism, multiculturalism, any attempt to 

equalize the races is a strike against the white race. And once equality is truly 

reached, it will be dead. WE ARE TRYING TO DESTROY IT. 

The white genocide is carried out through interracial sex, righting wrongs, and the 

consequences of the white race’s sins. It is the kindest, slowest, most consensual 

genocide ever to take place. It’s better than anything whites have afforded the 

people they stepped on to build their race, people they envy, for they have been 

afforded the right to their own identity and homeland. Because those people 

have a true national identity. They have a culture. The only culture all whites 

share is that of the destruction and subjugation of others. So good riddance. 

http://beyoungandshutup.com/2013/06/...or-anti-white/ 
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The Jewish Infection 

Environment of the social nature is mainly formed by genetics and the external 

reality is the interal reality. There is an interplay of forces outer forces with inner 

forces that do affect genetic behaviour and codes epigenetics shows. But this 

bring us back to nature. Where the liberal tabula rasa debate picks up from the 

xian disease. And thinks man exists outside of natural forces and reality. The false 

divide is in there thinking. Its needed to manifest the belief system of universal 

oneness and other racial and generally egalitarian delusions the enemy 

psychological warfare programs are based in.  

Fact is people have been deeply saturated in jewish communist propaganda 

under the tinsel of false spirituality [xianity] and in its secular form [liberalism, 

cultural marxism, communism] and with centuries of this the jew system still has 

to try and force the races to mix as much as possible and yet people of all races 

still retain their intrinsic desire to not commit miscegenation and have thier own 

space. I remember sitting in a large dinner hall in liberal land and watched all the 

different races sit with their own at the individual tables and within that the guys 

with the guys and girls with the girls. All these people parrot the cultural 

marxist/liberal paltitudes but blood is thicker then water. And reality will not be 

denied. That dinner hall was a real map of reality. 

This ideology of liberalism, cultural marxism and communism [the secular xian 

trinity of jew]. Has failed all over the Western world and all throught history 

causing wars, conflicts, balkandization of nations. Giving us conflicts and 

slaughter. Such as the slaughter in Rawanda and across Africa which was 

generated by the period of European [Rothschild] rule of Africa. They herded all 

the different African ethnicities into large new nations. When the Western 

governments pulled out [jews stayed behind as the corperations/banks] the 

different ethnicities started to war on against one another till new tribal lines 

where drawn. This failure cost millions of lives. 

An interesting case of dual failure of both the multicult[ethnic/racial] program 

along with communism is evidenced in the Khmer reigme of "democratic 

Kampuchea." The reds slaughtered entire classes and populations, even breaking 
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up the family unit, and wiping away an entire culture and social order in 

accordence with the communist ideology dictates. Turning the entire nation into a 

backward police state that would make Orwell blush. All in the name of 

brotherhood, equality, peace, unity and love. But there is a subtle context within 

the exterminations and repressions of the Khmers mission to create the perfect 

communist society. [Mass suicide of a people due to judeo-communist psychosis.] 

Khmer exterminations which where done within the lines of communist ideology 

but within a ethinc conflict as well. The decades of animus over the ethinc 

Vietnamese population in Cambodia [kampuchea] the majority of those sent to 

S21 [where the mount of skulls images are mainly from] where Vietnamese in 

ethinc background. The Khmer Rouge worked towards the literal goal of the total 

extermination of the entire Vietnamese and other non Cambodian populations in 

their country. Cambodian men married to non-Cambodian women where given 

pistols by the Khmer's and told to kill their wives or the Khmers's would kill them 

both. 

Here we see the failure of the multi-ethnic nation [liberal world dream] and what 

happens when its naturallly generated hosity is given chance to be fully aired. And 

the reality of communist ideology all coming together. Of which liberalism is the 

centeral core. Before the left where slaughtering in the name of the communist 

ideology they where chopping heads and exterminating populations in the name 

of liberalism [of which Marx simple took and built an updated version of to suit 

the industrial era] as seen in the "French" revolution. Before the Bolsheviks we 

had the Jacobins. Pol Pot [not his real name] was converted to this 

[communism/liberalism a religion] in the universities and salon's of Paris where 

he was a student for years. He returned to Cambodia with his red priest collar 

awarded for success at the liberal-red seminary training in Paris. And worked to 

fully implement the creation of the city of communism on earth. A regular red 

Augustine. 

Western noted communist intellectual and scholars openly and proudly admitted 

[where their more timid brethen ran for the hills in a wave of apologetics] that Pol 
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Pot and the Khmer's where the full implementation of the pure ideal of 

communism on a nation. 

Another instance of this is Tito's communist Yugoslavia. After he died and the 

nation he forced together under the same leftist nonsense pushed by the liberals, 

cultural marxists kooks and ilk in the West. Broke apart into a long violent war full 

of ethnic cleansing and all kinds of atrocities. Till the ethnic bounds and lines 

where rebuilt. 

The Western liberal-red would state the problem is implementation of the 

ideology and the not the ideology. So they continue to push harder making the 

problems worse never understanding they are the cause not the solution. 

Because that is how mentally ill people think. This is how xianityoperates as well. 

They are all confused and mentally ill people. As one German philospher stated: 

"Christian theology is the grandmother of Bolshevism." 

In India which is the liberal anti-racialist world dream all raced mixed. Most dating 

adds state "light skinned only" and people are graded and prized on their level of 

lightness. And group based genetic inheritance. Just look at the Bollywood starts 

to understand what the ideal of beauty is there. And all sorts of general ethnic 

conflicts dominate. India was also under a marxist, secular government after 

independence which just ruined their nation for decades. Once again the ideology 

is a failure on every level. 

But schizoid liberals, cultural marxists, xians and other sundry nutted fruits of the 

jewed plains can't form a intelligent understanding of the nature of reality we are 

all formed from and a manifestation of. And hence the laws that manifest us are 

the laws that govern us. They dysfunctional brains can only be at home in a 

violent dystopia. Because a lunatic feels at home in a sea of lunatic's and lunacy 

only. 

So we see nature will not be fooled and that which is unhealthy and against the 

laws of nature will consume itself in its own toxic poisons. Just at the society in 

live in outside of racial, ethnic tensions. [Which have consumed Western society 

and created a violent situation where tens of thouands have been victims many 
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raped, beaten and murdered whole areas are no go zones] The rates of mental 

illness are throught the roof and growing. People commit suicide in large 

numbers, depression and apathy are normal. The jails are over populated in the 

millions. Drugs are destroying whole communities. People are dying of all kinds of 

physical illness rates that have skyrocketted. Our nations, societies and 

civilizations are crumbling due to a jewish induced and injected spiritual sickness. 

To paraphase one wise person: 

Governments destroy freedom, schools destroy knowledge, religion destroys 

sprituality, psycharists destroy mental health, medical professions destroys 

health, media destroys information. 

The only way to create a healthy world is upon the Dharma [eternal law of nature] 

which is based upon racial separation, self determination and respect. A world 

based on truth such as this would not experience any of the violence and insanity 

that unsane, jewish created programs have caused. The record of history and of 

today is screaming this fact in our faces. Such a Dharmic world does not facilitate 

such problems as it does not create any basis for any. This is the healthy world the 

National Socialists [who where Satanists at the top] worked to give us. 

Salvation is in the Swastika. Which shall break the cross. 
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Eugenics And The Church Lady 

American eugenics' had a strong liberal capitalist nature and where aimed upon a 

platform of bourgeoisie morals [Judeo-Christian influenced]. The church lady 

coming around to sterilize all the Oscar Wilde's and too slothful to count the 

beans and turn the wheels of the machine. And those who drink to escape the 

nightmare of the liberal capitalist world. And its soulless, social-economic, caste 

system of materialist toil. In-between some droolers. Helping along some smarts 

to better make some money and carpet cling to moralist sentiments. 

National Socialist aim of eugenics' was the opposite. It had an aim of collecting 

the best racial elements and carefully cultivating them over time into a new 

superior type of man and women to reform the primordial core of the race. To 

create a new racial aristocracy with a perfected, blood heritability the superior 

culture creating and carrying elite. Which in time the whole race was evolve into 

as these policies where applied to the whole nation on a soft level. But the SS was 

the direct method that was aimed to a fast track. This was the ideal of the classic 

or Pagan civilizations. I believe they where looking at Metagenic's as well. Given 

the Elite of the SS where all required by orders to practice Tantric Yoga [Kundalini 

Yoga].  

The National Socialist eugenics' policy was a total denial and dismantling of the 

liberal, capitalist, bourgeoisie worldview. Creating a new racial, blood elite to rule. 

Not a money class on liberal bourgeoisie values. Who are by nature not entitled 

to leadership as they don't have the nature for it. And simply turn the world into 

one big corporation that destroys society and the best elements of it. Get them 

beans, baby. He who has the most beans wins, with one big, bean to rule them all. 

This is why the eugenic movement in America fell flat on its face in time. It had no 

real great aim carried upon the banners of a higher world ideal. So it dissolved 

back into its bean counter, bourgeoisie mentality. It was a house build on liberal 

sand. 

PERSONALITY FREEDOM HIERARCHY 
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From Men Among The Ruins. By Julius Evola 

The essence of liberalism is individualism. The basis of its error is to mistake the 

notion of the person with that of the individual and to claim for the latter, 

unconditionally and according to egalitarian premises, some values that should 

rather be attributed solely to the former, and then only conditionally. Because of 

this transposition, these values are transformed into errors, or into something 

absurd and harmful. 

Let us begin with the egalitarian premise. It is necessary to state from the outset 

that the "immortal principle" of equality is sheer nonsense. There is no need to 

comment on the inequality of human beings from a naturalistic point of 
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view. And yet the champions of egalitarianism make equality a matter of 

principle, claiming that while human beings are not equal de facto, they are so de 

jure: they are unequal, and yet they should not be. Inequality is unfair; the merit 

and the superiority of the liberal idea allegedly consists of not taking it into 

account, overcoming it, and acknowledging the same dignity in every man. 

Democracy, too, shares the belief in the "fundamental equality of anything that 

appears to be human." 

I believe these are mere empty words. This is not a "noble ideal" but some-thing 

that, if taken absolutely, represents a logical absurdity; wherever this view 

becomes an established trend, it may usher in only regression and decadence. 

Concerning the first point, the notion of "many" (i.e., a multiplicity of individual 

beings) logically contradicts the notion of "many equals." First of all, ontologically 

speaking, this is due to the so-called "principle of undiscernibles," which is 

expressed in these terms: "A being that is absolutely identical to an-other, under 

every regard, would be one and the same with it." Thus, in the concept of "many" 

is implicit the concept of their fundamental difference: "many" beings that are 

equal, completely equal, would not be many, but one. To uphold the equality of 

the many is a contradiction in terms, unless we refer to a body of soulless mass-

produced objects. 
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Second, the contradiction lies in the "principle of sufficient reason," which is 

expressed in these terms: "For every thing there must be some reason why it is 

one thing and not another." Now, a being that is totally equal to another would 

lack "sufficient reason": it would be just a meaningless duplicate. 

From both perspectives, it is rationally well established that the "many" not only 

cannot be equal, but they also must not be equal: inequality is true de facto only 

because it is true de jure and it is real only because it is necessary. That which the 

egalitarian ideology wished to portray as a state of "justice" is in reality a state of 

injustice, according to a perspective that is higher and beyond the humanitarian 

and democratic rhetorics. In the past, Cicero and Aristotle argued along these 

lines. 

Conversely, to posit inequality means to transcend quantity and admit quality. It 

is here that the two notions of the individual and the person are differentiated. 

The individual may be conceived only as an atomic unit, or as a mere number in 

the reign of quantity; in absolute terms, it is a mere fiction and an abstraction. 

And yet it is possible to lean toward this solution, namely to minimize the 

differences characterizing the individual being, emphasizing mixed and uniform 

qualities (what ensues from this, through massification 
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and standardization, is a uniformity of paths, rights, and freedoms) and conceiving 

this as an ideal and desirable condition. However, this means to de-grade and to 

alter the course of nature. 

For all practical purposes, the pure individual belongs to the inorganic rather than 

to the organic dimension. In reality, the law of progressive differentiation rules 

supreme. In virtue of this law, the lower degrees of reality are differentiated from 

the higher ones because in the lower degrees a whole can be broken down into 

many parts, all of which retain the same quality (as in the case of the parts of a 

noncrystallized mineral, or those parts of some plants and animals that repro-

duce themselves by parthenogenesis); in the higher degrees of reality this is no 

longer possible, as there is a higher organic unity in them that does not allow 
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itself to be split without being compromised and without its parts entirely losing 

the quality, meaning, and function they had in it. Therefore the atomic, 

unrestricted (solutus), "free" individual is under the aegis of inorganic matter, and 

belongs, analogically, to the lowest degrees of reality.13 

An equality may exist on the plane of a mere social aggregate or of a primordial, 

almost animal-like promiscuity; moreover, it may be recognized wherever we 

consider not the individual but the overall dimension; not the person but the 

species; not the "form" but "matter" (in the Aristotelian sense of these two 

terms). I will not deny that there are in human beings some aspects under which 

they are approximately equal, and yet these aspects, in every normal and 

traditional view, represent not the "plus" but the "minus"; in other words, they 

correspond to the lowest degree of reality, and to that which is least interesting in 

every being. Again, these aspects fall into an order that is not yet that of "form," 

or of personality, in the proper sense. To value these aspects and to emphasize 

them as those that truly matter is the same as regarding as paramount the bronze 

found in many statues, rather than seeing each one as the expression of distinct 

ideas, to which bronze (in our case, the generic human quality) has supplied the 

working matter. 

These references clarify what is truly a person and personal value, as op-posed to 

the mere individual and the mere element belonging to a mass or to a social 

agglomerate. The person is an individual who is differentiated through his 

qualities, endowed with his own face, his proper nature, and a series of at-

tributes that make him who he is and distinguish him from all others—in other 

words, attributes that make him fundamentally unequal. The person is a man in 

whom the general characteristics (beginning with that very general 
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characteristic of being human, to that of belonging to a given race, nation, 

gender, and social group) assume a differentiated form of expression by 

articulating and variously individuating themselves. 
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Any vital, individual, social, or moral process that goes in this direction and leads 

to the fulfillment of the person according to his own nature is truly ascending. 

Conversely, to give emphasis and priority to that which in every being is equal 

signifies regression. The will to equality is one and the same with the will to what 

is formless. Every egalitarian ideology is the barometric index of a certain climate 

of degeneration, or the "trademark" of forces leading to a process of 

degeneration. Overall, this is how we should think about the "noble ideal" and the 

"immortal principle" of equality. 

After establishing this first point, it is easy to recognize the errors and mis-

understandings associated with other liberal and revolutionary principles. 

To begin with, I find it odd that the title "natural right" has been given to that 

which appears to be the most unnatural thing conceivable, or to that which is 

proper to primitive societies. The principle according to which all human beings 

are free and enjoy equal rights "by nature" is truly absurd, due to the very fact 

that "by nature" they are not the same. Also, when we go to an order that is not 

merely naturalistic, being a "person" is neither a uniform quality or a quality 

uniformly distributed, nor a dignity equal in everybody, being automatically 

derived from the mere membership of the single individual in the biological 

species called "mankind." The "dignity of the human person," with everything that 

this expression entails, and around which the supporters of the doctrine of 

natural law and liberals rally, should be acknowledged where it truly exists, and 

not in everybody. And even where this dignity truly exists, it should not be 

regarded as equal in every instance. This dignity admits different degrees; thus, 

justice means to attribute to each and every one of these degrees a different right 

and a different freedom. The differentiation of right, and the hierarchical idea in 

general, derives from the very notion of a person, since this notion, as we have 

seen, is inconceivable without referring to the difference, to the form, and to the 

differentiating individuation. Without these presuppositions, the respect for the 

human person in general is only a superstition, or rather one of the many 

superstitions of our time. In the domain of the person there is nothing on which 

the idea of a universal right could be based, or of a right that, as the doctrine of 
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natural law claims, is to be enjoyed by everyone without discrimination." Anybody 

who has the conscience and the 

PERSONALITY-FREEDOM-HIERARCHY 13 7 

dignity of a "person" cannot help but feel offended when that which is sup-posed 

to be one's own law becomes a law binding everybody else (as is the case in 

Kant's categorical imperative). Conversely, ancient wisdom believed in the 

principle suum cuique tribuere, to each his own. According to Plato's view, too, 

the highest responsibility of the Guardians is to ensure that justice (under-stood 

in this sense) prevails. 

Hence, the conundrum facing those who uphold the principle of "equality": 

equality can exist only among equals, namely among those who are objectively at 

the same level and who embody an analogous degree of "personhood," and 

whose freedom, right, and also responsibility are not the same as those 

characterizing other degrees, whether higher or lower. "Brotherhood," too, which 

was included among the so-called "immortal principles" as a sentimental 

complement to the other two abstract principles (freedom and equality), is 

subject to the same restrictions: it is insolent to impose it as a norm and universal 

duty in indiscriminate terms. In the past, precisely thanks to the acknowledgment 

of the hierarchical idea, "peers" and "equals" were often aristocratic concepts: in 

Sparta, the title homoioi ("equals") belonged exclusively to the elite in power (the 

title was revoked in cases of misconduct). We find an analogous idea in ancient 

Rome, among the Nordic peoples, and during the Carolingian and the Holy Roman 

Empire periods. Moreover, in the days of old, the title "peers" was attributed to 

English lords. 

The same applies to freedom, the first term of the revolutionary triad. Freedom 

must he understood and defended in the same qualitative and differentiated 

manner as the notion of "person": everybody enjoys the freedom he de-serves, 

which is measured by the stature and dignity of his person or by his function, and 

not by the abstract and elementary fact of merely being a "human being" or a 

"citizen" (as in the much acclaimed droits de l'homme et du citoyen). Thus, 

according to the Classical saying libertas summis infimisque aequanda, freedom 
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ought to be equally distributed above and below. It has been rightly remarked 

that "there is not one freedom, but many freedoms. There is no general, abstract 

freedom, but there are articulated freedoms conformed to one's own nature. 

Man must not generate within himself the idea of a homogenous liberty, but 

rather that of the whole of such differentiated and qualified liberties."15 The 

other freedom, which is upheld by libertarianism and by natural law, is a fiction 

just like the idea of "equality." Practically speaking, it is only a revolutionary 

weapon: freedom and equality are the catchwords certain social 
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strata or groups employed in order to undermine other classes and to gain 

preeminence; having achieved this task, they were quickly set aside. 

Again, in regard to freedom, it is important to distinguish between the freedom to 

do something and the freedom for doing something. In the political domain, the 

former is a negative freedom that corresponds to the absence of bonds while 

remaining itself formless. It generally culminates in arbitrariness and in anomie, 

and where it is granted to everybody, in an egalitarian and democratic fashion, it 

becomes an impossibility. Where there is equality there cannot be freedom: what 

exists is not pure freedom, but rather the many individual, domesticated, and 

mechanized freedoms, in a state of reciprocal limitation. Paradoxically, that kind 

of freedom could approximately be realized in the system that is most opposite to 

liberal preferences: namely, in the system in which the social question is resolved 

in such a way as to guarantee certain privileges for a small group, at the cost of 

the total subjugation of everybody else. If carried to its extreme consequences, 

the figure of a tyrant would then be the most perfect concretization of this 

concept or ideal of formless freedom. 

The freedom for doing something that is connected to each one's own nature and 

specific function is quite another thing. This freedom mainly signifies the power to 

actualize one's potential and to achieve one's particular perfection within a given 

political or social context; it has a functional and organic character, and is 

inseparable from an immanent and unmistakable end. It is characterized by the 

Classical saying "Be yourself " and thus by quality and by difference; this is the 
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only true freedom, according to justice and to right. In the Classical view, as it was 

expressed by Aristotle, Plato, and Plotinus, the only institution conformed to 

justice is the one in which everybody has, does, and realizes what is proper to 

himself. Catholicism itself, during the golden age of Scholasticism (an age that is 

reviled today by progressive and liberal Catholics as "feudal" and "obscurantist"), 

upheld the same truth and ethics. The foundations of me-dieval Catholicism's 

social doctrine were the idea of "proper nature," which varies with every being; 

the freedom in terms of such nature as "willed by God"; and the adherence to 

one's condition within a socially organic and differentiated system. Luther, too, 

upheld this doctrine. More recently, Benedetto Croce has written about the 

modern "religion of freedom," though what he is referring to should rather be 

called the "fetishism of freedom." 

In the same order of ideas, we should consider the vexed question whether man 

comes before society or vice versa, and which of the two is the ultimate 
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goal. From the traditional point of view, this question is definitely resolved by 

upholding man's rather than society's primacy. Every "social" thesis is a deviation 

connected to the same leveling and regressive tendency that I have criticized 

before—so much so, that individualism and anarchism have undoubtedly their 

good reasons and a much less degrading character when seen as reactions against 

such regressive tendency. Everything that is social, in the best of hypotheses, falls 

in the order of means and not in the order of ends. Society as an entity in itself is 

but a fetish and a personified abstraction; in reality, the plane proper to society is 

entirely material, physical, and subordinated. "Society" and "collectivity" are 

synonyms; if we exclude the individualistic interpretation of society as a sum of 

atoms coming together on the basis of a hypothetical contract, we are left with 

the idea that society is just a background before which the person is the positive, 

primary, and real thing. 

Moreover, there are cases in which I am willing to acknowledge the priority of the 

person even before the State. The statolatry of the modern age has nothing to do 

with the traditional political view; the impersonal State, when regarded as a 
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heavy juridical and bureaucratic entity (e.g., Nietzsche's "cold monster"), is also 

an aberration. Every society and State is made of people; individual human beings 

are their primary element. What kind of human beings? Not people as they are 

conceived by individualism, as atoms or a mass of atoms, but people as persons, 

as differentiated beings, each one endowed with a different rank, a different 

freedom, a different right within the social hierarchy based on the values of 

creating, constructing, obeying, and commanding. With people such as these it is 

possible to establish the true State, namely an antiliberal, antidemocratic, and 

organic State. The idea behind such a State is the priority of the person over any 

abstract social, political, or juridical entity, and not of the person as a neuter, 

leveled reality, a mere number in the world of quantity and universal suffrage. 

The perfection of the human being is the end to which every healthy social 

institution must be subordinated, and it must be promoted as much as possible. 

This perfection must be conceived on the basis of a process of individuation and 

of progressive differentiation. In this regard we must consider the view expressed 

by Paul de Lagarde, which can be expressed approximately in these terms: 

everything that is under the aegis of humanitarianism, the doctrine of natural law, 

and collectivity corresponds to the inferior dimension. Merely being a "man" is a 

minus compared to being a man belonging to a given nation and society; this, in 

turn, is still a minus compared to being a "person," a quality 
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that implies the shift to a plane that is higher than the merely naturalistic and 

"social" one. In turn, being a person is something that needs to be further 

differentiated into degrees, functions, and dignities with which, beyond the social 

and horizontal plane, the properly political world is defined vertically in its bodies, 

functional classes, corporations, or particular unities, according to a pyramid-like 

structure, at the top of which one would expect to find people who more or less 

embody the absolute person. What is meant by "absolute per-son" is the 

supremely realized person who represents the end, and the natural center of 

gravity, of the whole system. The "absolute person" is obviously the opposite of 

the individual. The atomic, unqualified, socialized, or standardized unity to which 
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the individual corresponds is opposed in the absolute person by the actual 

synthesis of the fundamental possibilities and by the full control of the powers 

inherent in the idea of man (in the limiting case), or of a man of a given race (in a 

more relative, specialized, and historical domain): that is, by an extreme 

individuation that corresponds to a de-individualization and to a certain 

universalization of the types corresponding to it. Thus, this is the disposition 

required to embody pure authority, to assume the symbol and the power of 

sovereignty, or the form from above, namely the imperium. 

Going from humanity, through "society" or a collectivity based on natural law and 

the nation, and then proceeding in the political world all the way to a personality 

variously integrated, and finally to a dominating super-personality, means to 

ascend from lower degrees to degrees that are increasingly filled with "being" and 

value, each one the natural end of the previous one: this is how we should 

understand the principle according to which man is the end or the primary end of 

society, and not vice versa. 

By way of example we may refer to the hierarchical place proper to the "nation" 

when it has a positive and constructive, rather than a revolutionary, meaning. 

"Nation" is a plus in regard to "humanity." Thus, it is a positive and legitimate 

thing to uphold the right of the nation in order to assert an elementary and 

natural principle of difference of a given human group over and against all the 

forms of individualistic disintegration, international mixture and proletarization, 

and especially against the mere world of the masses and pure economy. Having 

set this demarcation as a protective fence, it is necessary to actualize inside it 

further degrees of differentiation that need to be implemented in a system of 

bodies, of disciplines and hierarchies, in virtue of which the State is created out of 

the substance of the nation. 
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It should be noted that the above-mentioned hierarchical notion is based on, 

among other things, freedom understood in a further special and ethical sense. 

The freedom upheld by the antitraditional ideologies has an undifferentiated, 

nonfunctional and subversive character, as well as an external and al-most 
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"physical" one. These ideologies usually ignore the emancipation of the single 

individual, which consists of being not so much free in relation to an external 

situation, whether real or imaginary, and in relation to others, as in being free 

toward oneself, namely toward the naturalistic part of one's self. Usually every 

dignity within qualitative hierarchies should be legitimated with this kind of 

freedom, without love for which one could not call oneself a person. With this 

kind of assumption, the political domain interferes with the ethical one ("ethical" 

in the spiritual, rather than moralistic, sense of the term). In this context what will 

be paramount is the virile quality of him who, in the case of conflict between 

opposite needs, knows how to assert the right of given principles and a given law 

over that which belongs to the naturalistic and material realm, whether in his 

case or that of others. Thus, family bonds or special affections will not limit such a 

person, nor will he be guided by the mere notions of utility and well-being, even if 

these notions were defined in social and collective terms. The personality is 

realized and consolidated along the path of the special "asceticism" required by 

freedom understood in this way—namely, by inner freedom and control over 

oneself as a physical individual; likewise, the foundations of the hierarchical 

connections proper to that which can be rightly called "the natural right of heroic 

peoples" are not to be sought elsewhere. 

The first of these foundations is that the measure of what one can demand from 

others is dictated by the measure of what one can demand from oneself; he who 

does not have the capability to dominate himself and to give himself a code to 

abide by would not know how to dominate others according to justice or how to 

give them a law to follow. The second foundation is the idea, previously upheld by 

Plato, that those who cannot be their own masters should find a master outside 

of themselves, since practicing the discipline of obeying should teach these 

people how to master their own selves; thus, through loyalty to those who 

present themselves as the representatives of an idea and as the living 

approximations to a higher human type, they will remain as faithful as possible to 

their best nature. This has always been recognized in a spontaneous, natural way, 

and has created in traditional civilizations a special fluid, the vital sub-stance of 

the organic and hierarchical structures, long before people fell under 
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the spell of the suggestions or shallow rationalism espoused by subversive 

ideologies. In normal conditions all this goes without saying; thus, it is absurd to 

say that the only way in which the highest degrees in the social hierarchy were 

able to retain control was to apply physical force, violence, and terror and that 

people obeyed only out of fear or servility, or for their self-serving purposes. To 

think so is to denigrate human nature even in its most humble representatives, 

and to suppose that the atrophy of every higher sensibility that characterizes 

most people in this final age has always and everywhere ruled supreme. 

Superiority and power need to go hand in hand, as long as we remember that 

power is based on superiority and not vice versa, and that superiority is 

connected with qualities that have always been thought by most people to 

constitute the true foundation of what others attempt to explain in terms of 

brutal "natural selection." Ancient primitive man essentially obeyed not the 

strongest members of society, but those in whom he perceived a saturation of 

mana (i.e., a sacred energy and life force) and who, for this reason, seemed to 

him best qualified to perform activities usually precluded to others. An analogous 

situation occurs where certain men have been followed, obeyed, and venerated 

for displaying a high degree of endurance, responsibility, lucidity, and a 

dangerous, open, and heroic life that others could not; it was decisive here to be 

able to recognize a special right and a special dignity in a free way. To depend on 

such leaders constituted not the subjugation, but rather the elevation of the 

person; this, however, makes no sense to the defenders of the "immortal 

principles" and to the supporters of "human dignity" because of their obtuseness. 

It is only the presence of superior individuals that bestows on a multitude of 

beings and on a system of disciplines of material life a meaning and a justification 

they previously lacked. It is the inferior who needs the superior, and not the other 

way around.16 The inferior never lives a fuller life than when he feels his 

existence is subsumed in a greater order endowed with a center; then he feels 

like a man standing before leaders of men, and experiences the pride of serving as 

a free man in his proper station. The noblest things that human nature has to 
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offer are found in similar situations, and not in the anodyne and shallow climate 

proper to democratic and social ideologies. 

We should note in passing the irrationalism of the so-called utilitarian sociology, 

which could have been valued only in a society of merchants: in this doctrine, the 

"useful" is regarded as the positive foundation of every socio-political institution. 

However, there is hardly anything more relative than the 
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concept of "useful." "Useful" for what? In view of what? For if utility is restricted 

to its coarsest, most materialistic, calculating, and petty form, we must say that, 

whether for better or for worse, human beings rarely think and act by following 

the "useful," understood in this narrow sense. Everything that has an emotional 

or irrational motivation has and will play a larger role in human conduct than that 

played by petty utility; if we did not acknowledge this fact, a great part of human 

history would be unintelligible. Among this order of non-utilitarian motivations 

(all of which lead man beyond himself), there is certainly a class that reflects 

higher possibilities, a certain generosity and a certain elementary heroic 

disposition; the above-mentioned forms of natural acknowledgment animating 

and sustaining every true hierarchical structure are de-rived from them. In these 

structures, authority as power may also play a part or, more specifically, it must 

have one. Thus, we can agree with Machiavelli's saying that where one is not 

loved one should at least be feared (feared, not hated). It is a distortion to begin 

from a mutilated and degraded image of man in general and believe that in all the 

historical hierarchies, other than strength, the principle of superiority and the 

direct and proud acknowledgment of the superior by the inferior did not play a 

relevant part.17 Burke's saying that every political system that presupposes the 

existence of heroic virtues and of higher dispositions leads to vice and corruption 

is not so much an index of cynicism, but instead of short-sightedness about 

knowledge of the human species. 

The higher and more genuine legitimization of a true political order, and thus of 

the State itself, lies in its anagogical function: namely, in arousing and nourishing 

the individual's disposition to act and to think, to live, to struggle, and eventually 
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to sacrifice himself for something that goes beyond his mere individuality. This 

disposition is so real that it is possible not only to implement it, but also to abuse 

it; thus, alongside currents in which the single individual is led beyond himself by 

something that is spiritual and metaphysical (as was the case in all the major 

traditional forms), we can see other currents in which a demonic element is 

responsible for promoting an individual's ecstasies (i.e., the experience of being 

"outside one's self"). What is at work here is not an anagogic power, but rather a 

catagogic power—namely, the power that acts in the revolutionary phenomenon 

and is concretized in every collectivist ideology. In both cases, a sociology 

adopting utilitarian and individualistic perspectives is refuted; it proves to be 

merely a sophisticated and intellectual construction, especially when we consider 

human nature in its reality and concreteness. 
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The progress of one form of human organization over another is not measured by 

the fact that in it things are materially and socially fine and that the materialistic 

need of utility is satisfied to a higher degree; rather, progress is measured by the 

degree to which certain interests and criteria of evaluation have become 

differentiated and predominant in it. These criteria should rise above the 

mediocre concept of "utility," which happens to be the only perspective adopted 

by positivist sociology. 

Coming back to liberalism, I wish to say that it represents the antithesis of every 

organic doctrine. Since according to liberalism the primary element is the human 

being regarded not as person, but rather as an individual living in a form-less 

freedom, this philosophy is able to conceive society merely as a mechanical 

interplay of forces and entities acting and reacting to each other, according to the 

space they succeed in gaining for themselves, without the overall system 

reflecting any higher law of order or meaning. The only law, and thus the only 

State, that liberalism can conceive has therefore an extrinsic character in regard 

to its subjects. Power is entrusted to the State by sovereign individuals, so that it 

may safeguard the freedoms of the individuals and intervene only when these 

freedoms clash and prove dangerous to one another. Thus, order appears as a 
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limitation and a regulation of freedoms, rather than as a form that freedom itself 

expresses from within, as freedom to do something, or as freedom connected to a 

quality and a specific function. Order, namely the legal order, eventually amounts 

to an act of violence because, practically speaking, in a liberal and democratic 

regime a government is defined in terms of a majority; thus, the minority, though 

composed of "free individuals," must bow and obey. 

The specter that most terrifies liberalism today is totalitarianism. It can be said 

that totalitarianism may arise as a borderline case out of the presuppositions of 

liberalism, rather than out of those of an organic State. As we shall see, in 

totalitarianism we have the accentuation of the concept of order uniformly 

imposed from the outside onto a mass of mere individuals who, lacking their own 

form and law, must receive one from the outside, he introduced in a mechanical, 

all-inclusive system, and avoid the disorder typical of a disorganized and selfish 

expression of partisan forces and special-interest groups. 

Events have recently led toward a similar solution, after the more or less idyllic 

view proper to the euphoric phase of liberalism and of laissez-faire economy has 

turned out to be simply a fancy. I am referring here to the view according to 

which a satisfactory social and economic equilibrium allegedly arises 
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out of the conflict of particular interests: almost as if a preestablished harmony a 

la Leibniz would take care of ordering everything for the better, even when the 

single individual cares only for himself and is freed from every bond. 

Thus, not only ideally, but historically too, liberalism and individualism are at the 

beginning and at the origin of the various interconnected forms of modern 

subversion. The person who becomes an individual, by ceasing to have an organic 

meaning and by refusing to acknowledge any principle of authority, is nothing 

more than a number, a unit in the pack; his usurpation evokes a fatal collectivist 

limitation against himself. Therefore, we go from liberalism to democracy: and 

then from democracy to socialist forms that are increasingly inclined toward 

collectivism. For a long time Marxist historiography has clearly recognized this 
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pattern: it has recognized that the liberal revolution, or the revolution of the Third 

Estate, opened a breach and contributed to erode the previous traditional 

sociopolitical world and to pave the way to the socialist and communist 

revolution; in turn, the representatives of this revolution will leave the rhetorics 

of the "immortal principles" and the "noble and generous ideas" to naive and 

deluded people. Since every fall is characterized by an accelerated motion, it is 

not possible to stop halfway. Within the system of the predominant ideologies in 

the West, liberalism, having absolved its preliminary task of disintegration and 

disorganization, has quickly been set aside—thus, the claim of some of its 

contemporary epigones to be able to contain Marxism, which represents the last 

link in the chain of causes, rings hollow indeed and is indicative of lack of wisdom. 

There is a saying from Tacitus that summarizes in lapidary style what has 

happened since the "liberal revolution": Ut imperium evertant, libertatem 

praeferunt; si perventerint, liberatem ipsam adgredientur—that is, "in order to 

overthrow the State (in its authority and sovereignty: i.e., imperium) they uphold 

freedom; once they succeed, they will turn against it too." Plato said: "Probably, 

then, tyranny develops out of no other constitution than democracy—from the 

height of liberty, I take it, the fiercest extreme of servitude."19 Liberalism and 

individualism played merely the role of instruments in the overall plan of world 

subversion, to which they opened the dams. 

Thus, it is of paramount importance to recognize the continuity of the cur-rent 

that has generated the various political, antitraditional forms that are today at 

work in the chaos of political parties: liberalism, constitutionalism, parliamentary 

democracy, socialism, radicalism, and finally communism and Soviet-ism have 

emerged in history as degrees or as interconnected stages of the same. 

146 PERSONALITY-FREEDOM-HIERARCHY 

disease. Without the French Revolution and liberalism, constitutionalism and 

democracy would not have existed; without democracy and the corresponding 

bourgeois and capitalist civilization of the Third Estate, socialism and demagogic 

nationalism would not have arisen; without the groundwork laid by socialism, we 

would not have witnessed the advent of radicalism and of communism in both its 
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national and proletarian-international versions. The fact that today these forms 

often appear either to coexist or to be in competition with each other should not 

prevent a keen eye from noting that they sustain, link, and mutually condition 

each other, being only the expression of different degrees of the same subversion 

of every normal and legitimate institution. It necessarily follows that, when these 

forms clash, the one that will prevail will be the most extreme, or the one located 

on the lowest step. The beginning of the process is to be traced to the time when 

Western man broke the ties to Tradition, claiming for himself as an individual a 

vain and illusory freedom: when he became an atom in society, rejecting every 

higher symbol of authority and sovereignty in a system of hierarchies. The 

"totalitarian" forms that are emerging are a demonic and materialistic counterfeit 

of the previous unitary political ideal, and they represent "the greatest and most 

savage slavery," which, according to Plato, arose out of formless "freedom." 

Economic liberalism, which engendered various forms of capitalist exploitation 

and of cynical, antisocial plutocracy, is one of the final consequences of the 

intellectual emancipation that made the individual solutus—that is, lacking the 

inner, self-imposed bond, function, and limit that are found instead in every 

organic system's general climate and natural hierarchy of values. Moreover, we 

know that in more recent times, political liberalism has become little more than a 

system at the service of laissez-faire—namely, economic liberalism—in the 

context of a capitalist-plutocratic civilization; from this situation new reactions 

arose, pushing everything lower and lower, to the level of Marxism. 

The above-mentioned connections are also visible in the special sector of 

property- and wealth, especially when we consider the meaning of the change 

that occurred within it, following the institutions created by the French 

Revolution. By denouncing everything in the economic world that was still 

inspired by the feudal ideal as a cruel regime based on privileges, the organic 

connection (displayed mainly in various feudal systems) between personality and 

property, social function and wealth, and between a given qualification or moral 

nobility and the rightful and legitimate possession of goods, was broken. It was 
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the Napoleonic Code that made "property" neutral and "private" in the inferior 

and individualistic sense of the word; with this code, property ceased to have a 

political function and bond. Moreover, property was no longer subject to an 

"eminent right," nor tied to a specific responsibility and social rank and subject to 

a "higher right." In this context, rank signified the objective and normal 

consecration in a hierarchical system that the superior one, as well as the 

personality formed and differentiated by a supra-individual tradition and idea, 

receives_ Property, and wealth in general, no longer had any duties before the 

State other than in fiscal terms. The subject of property was the pure and simple 

"citizen," whose dominant concern was to exploit the property without any 

scruples and without too much regard for those traditions of blood, family, and 

folk that had previously been a relevant counterpart of property and wealth.20 

It was only natural that in the end the right to private property came to be 

disputed; whenever there is no higher legitimization of ownership, it is always 

possible to wonder why some people have property and others do not, or why 

some people have earned for themselves privileges and social preeminence (of-

ten greater than those in feudal systems), while lacking something that would 

make them stand out and above everybody else in an effective and sensible 

manner. Thus the so-called "social question," together with the worn-out slogan 

"social justice," arose in those conditions where no differentiation is any longer 

visible other than in terms of mere "economic classes" (wealth and property 

having become "neutral" and apolitical; every value of difference and rank, of 

personality and authority having been rejected or undermined by processes of 

degeneration and materialization; the political sphere having been deprived of its 

original dignity). Thus, subversive ideologies have successfully and easily 

unmasked all the political myths that capitalism and the bourgeoisie have 

employed, in the absence of any superior principle, in order to defend their 

privileged status against the push and final violation by the forces from below. 

Again, we can see that the various aspects of the contemporary social and 

political chaos are interrelated and there is no real way to effectively oppose 

them other than by returning to the origins. To go back to the origins means, 

plainly and simply, to reject everything that in any domain (whether social, 
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political, or economic) is connected to the "immortal principles" of 1789, as a 

libertarian, individualistic, and egalitarian thought, and to oppose it with the 

hierarchical view, in the context of which alone the notion, value, and freedom of 

man as person are not reduced to mere words or excuses for a work of 

destruction and subversion. 
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Understanding of equality: jews and Founding Fathers 

Equality has to be defined. The Founders equality which was a social equality 

where all citizens had the same constitution rights and freedoms. And people 

where not bound by rigid caste. They also created free hospitals, libraries and 

universities. This allowed in the case of schools a person the access to resources 

based on personal merit so they can improve themselves and achieve. People 

where encouraged to achieve based upon their own talents and character in 

general and rewarded for it. 

Social equality in such sense that creates a harmony of same rights and freedoms 

and equal access to resources is important. Its also needed for a meritocracy. This 

allows everyone the ability to achieve what they wish to in life and be happy and 

respected.  

This is based upon the individual uniqueness of races, nations, cultures, sexes and 

personality having the freedom to express itself and evolve. Which is in harmony 

with the eternal law. 

The enemy version of equality is everyone is the exact same regardless of race, 

culture, nation, sex and character, personal ability. And thus creates a mandate of 

universal total egalitarianism. Where all races, nations, cultures, and differences 

in between the sexes and individuals are driven towards annihilation. In the name 

of making everyone equal.  

Communism and Christianity is built upon this as is the whole left which is 

secularized xianity.  

They lie and state its the differences which they claim as artificial that cause all 

the problems.  

Their programs are the dehumanization and demoralization off all humanity and 

its eventually annihilation. People by nature have a special pride in what makes 

them unique and this expresses itself in talent and personality. If you tell them 

there is nothing special about them they are just like everyone else. And 

everything they take pride in from race, culture, spirit. Is either evil or empty. You 
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will demoralize them to the point of assimilation into a global serfdom easier. 

Where all races, cultures, nations and ability is dissolved into nothingness. And 

replaced with a new mass man identity of servile slavery. Which is seen in the 

identity Jewish Christianity and Communism try to assign.  

Communism like Christianity before it simply kills off the best elements of society 

those who show greater ability and thus difference and reduces the whole place it 

controls to total poverty of mind, body and spirit and wealth. Thus making 

everyone one equal. Much of this is built in envy this is why the enemy is always 

making everyone feel inadequate over all differences and frustrated. To build a 

powerfully negative in them and unleash their envy in a murderous movement 

towards "equal." If they can't have this or be that, no one will basically. 
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Reality Check 

"Also, humans do not have a race or gender in the astral realm. we appear in the 

Astral realm in whatever form we choose. True satanism does not 

promote....[racism, anti-Semitism, etc]" 

This is simply the core doctrine of Christianity and the other enemy programs. 

Race is metaphysical and of the soul as well. Why do you think the enemy 

programs that are designed to destroy humanity. Always push the style above 

doctrine.  Which they don't follow. Because that is to destroy the Gentiles. 

Why do you think the West is full of racial conflict? Because the races have strong 

instincts for self preservation. Its well known by neuroscience the brain of people 

fire one way when dealing with those of other races in the pattern of an outsider 

and the opposite for the same race. Social Biology has documented kin [racial] 

altruism is a fact.  

When you push different races into one nation and tell them to mix you get 

balkanized regions with constant conflict with other groups. And within a 

democracy they all fight for their bio-ethnical advancement. What actually 

happens the different races actually create their personal racial tribal states 

within the state. They are in a perpetual state of flux and conflict with those 

around them. They when one gets the upper hand it usually forms a dominate 

ruling block and steps on the rest and this causes open revolution and violent 

warfare. In the final cycle the regime class or rulers always become despots to 

hold the balkanized feuding place together. Then the place falls apart into racial 

warfare and ethnic cleansing. 

The West is starting to reach a crucial point. 

Note this situation can easily be avoided by the opposite. Racial separation and 

self determination. Racially mixed societies never work and always end bad they 

are spiritually toxic and literally create all kinds of different pathologies in the 

populaces. Thomas Jefferson warned against this in his time. As have the other 

greatest minds in history from across the planet. 
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Racism which originally is the scientific term for the study of races and their 

biological/psychological differences and such. The Jews under their Communist 

banner are the ones who have  changed the meaning of this term into something 

which aids their universal cause. Now if you want to keep your race, culture and 

nation pure [ a situation the Jew can not control you in for long]. You are a evil, 

negative and toxic person. A.......Racist [sinner, heathen, heretic]. For not wanting 

to embrace a policy that ends with the extermination of your race and nation into 

a Jew World Order, slave state. They can't create such slave state unless they 

destroy all the races, nations and cultures and absorb them into one slave mass 

they need to rule. 

This is how the Jews work. They create ideologies of control that allow them to 

confuse and invert the truth and polarize the debate from reality into some 

fictional good vs evil, religious style debate where they assign the moral roles to 

each side that benefit them. The terms racism, Nazi, anti-Semite. Are designed to 

shut down all debate and evidence.  And enforce the ideological norms that allow 

them to rule and move their agenda forward. 

People are trained to sit there and allow this hostile alien race. To assign to them 

their value system  thus perceptions of reality [the mark of a slave being told how 

to think, feel and act at all times] and never develop their own understanding of 

life. This is why legitimate individuality which is not putting buttplugs in your ear 

lopes, 50 different tat's, some music band you like or what other mindless trend 

your following. Which in essence is the same collectivism just acting out 

differently. But real individuality which is on the soul level one who is for 

whatever reason not under their control psychologically. Is a major threat to be 

punished. 

Note all those trendy, types who prized themselves on being free individuals will 

stand their and commend such people as they have been trained to. As their 

individuality is being a psychological slave with a different externalized sub 

cultural way to show it. Its the mere expression of a current market trend.  
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People need to stop using the terms of the enemy ideology as its designed to 

place psychological chains on your mind. That are to lead to physical chains down 

the road. When you use their terms you play into their paradigm. 
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Communism is the continuation of 
Christianity 

Satan mentioned to me some time ago about how horribly the Russian people 

have suffered at the hands of the jews. The following is an account of the REAL 

concentration camps. All were run by Jews. This book was published in 1937, long 

before the accusations of that phony 'holocaust.' These are the victims few ever 

hear about: 

 

http://www.exposingcommunism.com/Slave%20Labor%20in%20Soviet%20Russia

.pdf 

And don't let them fool you- the small numbers of Christian preachers they put in 

those camps is just for show. Christianity is the last stepping off point to Jewish 

communism. When the Jews have full control, it has done its job and is not longer 

needed.  

 

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Xianity_and_Communism.htm 

http://www.holocaustdenialvideos.com/  

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 
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Communism's Christian Roots 

“Christian theology is the grandmother of Bolshevism.” 

 

- Oswald Spengler 

 

"Christianity and communism are very close spiritually and ideologically. This is a fairly 

well known concept that has been adopted by various thinkers, from Thomas More to 

Lev Tolstoy. Few people know that the world's first socialist state was established in 

Paraguay and was based on the ideas of Catholic Jesuits before Marx created his 

teachings." 

 

"The "Society of Jesus" - the Jesuit religious order - in the Catholic Church was 

roughly equivalent to the KGB in the Soviet Union." 

 

Above quotes taken from "Pravda" [The main Communist Party Newspaper and 

leading newspaper of the former Soviet Union] From the article: Is there any difference 

between Christianity and Communism? 30/04/2013 

 

"American Newspapers claim that Stalin has been preordained to save 

Christianity." 

 

-Josef Goebbels 1 

 

Communism is not anti-Christian, as is commonly believed: 

 

In addition to this, the Catholic Church in China has over 70 million members and is 

growing. There is also the Catholic Changchung Cathedral in Communist North Korea; 

the nominal cathedral of the Roman Catholic Bishop of Pyongyang, North Korea. The 

Russian Orthodox Church worked hand in hand with the Communist Party in the USSR. 

The violence against its Clergy during the revolution, was simply to weed out the Czarist 

elements from its ranks, and nothing more. Stalin openly worked with the Orthodox 

Church to help the Communist war effort for the Red Army during the second world war. 

Today in Russia, high ranking Clergy in the Russian Orthodox Church openly advocate 

a Christian Communist movement within their nation. The Catholic Church also has had 

a strong hand in the Communistic, Liberation Theology in South America. It’s no 

mistake Catholic Clergy could traverse the “Iron Curtain” during the cold war with ease. 

 

80 million Bibles printed in China - and counting Link to article from 'Christianity Today.' 

http://www.christiantoday.com/article/80.million.bibles.printed.in.china.and.counti 

ng/27047.htm 
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"Ernst Bloch [1885–1977] was a German Marxist philosopher and atheist theologian. 

Although not a Christian himself, he is said to have "bridged the gap" between 

Christian communism and the Leninist branch of Marxism. One of Bloch's major works, 

the Principle of Hope, contains such declarations as: "Ubi Lenin, ibi Jerusalem" [Where 

Lenin is, there is Jerusalem] and "the Bolshevist fulfillment of Communism [is part of] 

the age-old fight for God." 2 In truth, Christianity prepares the populace to be open to 

and to accept communism. There is nothing within the Christian doctrines or the 

teachings of the Nazarene that conflicts with communism in any way. Christianity IS 

Communism. 

 

 Both programs work to enslave, using terror, brutality, mass murder and 

coercion. The Catholic Church was the KGB of the Middle Ages, ruling through 

terror, use of force and mass murder. The Inquisition is a blatant example. 



 Both programs prohibit the ownership of private property. Christianity prepares 

followers on a subliminal level for communism. Christians are indoctrinated to 

believe that poverty is a virtue. Once this concept takes hold upon one's 

subconscious mind, quite often, a serious lack of money is a result and this 

sometimes even lasts into future lives, speaking from a spiritual perspective. 

What this does is it also creates a self-perpetuating program, and in turn creates 

generations of poor. The Christian Churches then appear as helpers of the poor 

and benefactors, when all along, it was the Christian teachings that created and 

enforced the problem. The Jew creates the problems and then gives the Jewish 

version of a damned solution for Gentiles. 



 There is nothing at all spiritual about Christianity. Christianity is a tool for 

removing spiritual knowledge and powers, and replacing these with 

meaningless robotic 'prayers' corrupted from and repeated in the same fashion 

as Far Eastern mantras, and endless indoctrination with false teachings aimed 

to imbed a fictitious status and history of the Jewish people in the minds of 

Christians, which is nothing spiritual at all. Few if any Christian preachers can 

diagram the human soul, for example. The removal of and the corruption of 

spiritual knowledge prepares the populace to accept the atheistic communist 

state. 



 Both Christianity and Communism present themselves as brotherhood 

programs, promoting equality, prosperity, good will, and a better way of life, but 

upon closer examination of their real doctrines and histories, this is nothing more 

than a come-along and beneath the surface, terror, mass murder, torture, forced 

indoctrination, and keeping the populace ignorant are the bulwark of both of 
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these programs. Any fool who reads the Judeo/Christian Bible can plainly see 

the endless accounts of mass murder, pillaging, rape, enslavement, and threats 

of eternal torture and damnation if the doctrines are not taken seriously or 

adhered to, and above all, how jewhova was a murderous monster who preyed 

upon Gentiles; no different from the communist programs. For proof of this, see 

"Jehova and Human Blood Sacrifice." "A Murderer and a Liar from the 

Beginning." "But those mine enemies, which would not that I should reign over 

them, bring hither, and slay them before me." 

Luke 19: 27 

 

[Direct quote from Jesus advocating murder] 

 

 "Rebellion" is a definite NO NO and is "of the Devil." 

 

Christianity also prepares followers for communism in that one is indoctrinated to 

endure injustice. Nearly everyone has heard the biblical scriptures about turning the 

other cheek, walking the extra mile, loving one's enemies and so forth. These teachings 

work together with communism in destroying the justice system and personal rights. 

Crime is allowed to get so out of control [as it already has]; that the populace is not only 

discouraged from fighting back, but if one should defend one's self, one is often 

punished for this. What these Jewish programs do, is they set a trap. Most people 

eventually are more than willing to give up their rights in favor of ultra- strict laws in 

order to control crime. Both programs prohibit taking any personal action in the way of 

enforcing justice and place this responsibility in the hands of the state for communism, 

and in the hands of that so-called "God" for Christianity. Any rebellion or fighting back is 

a grave offense. The acceptance of abuse and injustice are both very necessary for 

establishing a slave state. A slave must never try to fight back or rebel in any way. Hate 

is another taboo in both programs. 

 

A look into Communism’s birth: 

 

Communism was created out of the organization “The League of the Just.” The motto 

of the League of the Just ["Bund der Gerechten" or "Bund der Gerechtigkeit"] was "All 

Men are Brothers" and its goals were "the establishment of the Kingdom of God on 

Earth, based on the ideals of love of one's neighbor, equality and justice." 

 

“At a congress held in London in June 1847 the League of the Just merged with 

members of the Communist Corresponding Committee headed by Karl Marx and 

Friedrich Engels, adopting a new organizational charter and programme and 

reconstituting itself as the Communist League.” 3 
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This is the basis of the Christian doctrine. 

 

We can trace Communism’s roots back to the radical Liberal ideology in Europe. Which 

itself is Christianity in disguise. As Nietzsche stated about the French revolution and its 

Liberal ideology as the “Daughter and continuation of Christianity.” 

 

This radical, Universalist, egalitarian doctrine is at the heart of Christianity, and 

Liberalism with its stepping off point into Communism. Where Liberalism then 

morphed into Communism openly: 

 

“During the decade of the 1840s the word "communist" came into general use to 

describe those who hailed the left wing of the Jacobin Club of the French Revolution as 

their ideological forefathers. This political tendency saw itself as egalitarian heritors of 

the 1795 Conspiracy of Equals headed by Gracchus Babeuf. The sans-culottes of 

Paris which had decades earlier been the base of support for Babeuf — artisans, 

journeymen, and the urban unemployed — was seen as a potential foundation for a 

new social system based upon the modern machine production of the day.” 

 

The French thinker Étienne Cabet inspired the imagination with a novel about a utopian 

society based upon communal machine production- "Voyage en Icarie" [1839]. The 

revolutionary Louis Auguste Blanqui argued in favor of an elite organising the 

overwhelming majority of the population against the "rich," seizing the government in a 

coup d'état, and instituting a new egalitarian economic order.” 4 

 

A review of the emerging trends from Christianity to Liberalism and into 

Communism: 

 

Liberalism is Christianity without the Christ 

 

William Gayley Simpson's Which Way Western Man? 

 

Revilo Oliver: Quote: 

 

"The other apostates I have mentioned, and many that are now forgotten, together with 

almost all of the anti-Christians of recent centuries, exemplify the operation of what may 

be called the law of cultural residues. In all civilized societies, when a long-established 

and generally accepted belief is found to be incredible, good minds abandon it, but they 

commonly retain derivative beliefs that were originally deduced from the creed they 

have rejected and logically must depend on it. Thus it happened that modern enemies 

of Christianity rejected the mythology, but uncritically retained faith in the social and 

ethical superstitions derived from it — a faith which they oddly call rational but hold with 
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a religious fervor." 

 

"They laugh at the silly story about Adam and his spare rib, but they continue to believe 

in a "human race" descended from a single pair of ancestors and hence in a 

"brotherhood of man." They speak of "all mankind," giving to the term an unctuous and 

mystic meaning with which they do not invest corresponding terms, such as "all 

marsupials" or "all ungulates." They prate about the "rights of man," although a 

moment's thought should suffice to show that, in the absence of a decree from a 

supernatural monarch, there can be no rights other than those which the citizens of a 

stable and homogeneous society have, by covenant or established custom, bestowed 

on themselves; and that while the citizens may show kindness to aliens, slaves, and 

dogs, such beings obviously can have no rights." 

 

"They do not believe that one-third of a god became incarnate in the most squalid 

region on earth to associate with illiterate peasants, harangue the rabble of a barbarian 

race, and magically exalt the ignorant and uncouth to "make folly of the wisdom of this 

world," so that "the last shall be first" — that they do not believe, but they cling to the 

morbid hatred of superiority that makes Christians dote on whatever is lowly, inferior, 

irrational, debased, deformed, and degenerate." 

 

"They gabble about the 'sanctity of human life' — especially the vilest forms of it 

 

— without reflecting that it takes a god creator to make something sacred. And they 

frantically agitate for a universal "equality" that can be attained only by reducing all 

human beings to the level of the lowest, evidently unaware that they are merely 

echoing the Christians' oft-expressed yearning to become sheep [the most stupid of all 

mammals] herded by a good shepherd, which is implicit in all the tales of the New 

Testament, although most bluntly expressed in another gospel, which reports Jesus as 

promising that after he has tortured and butchered the more civilized populations of the 

earth, there will be a Resurrection, and his ovine pets will pop out of their graves, all of 

the same age, all of the same sex, all of the same stature, and all having 

indistinguishable features, so that they will be as identical as the bees in a swarm." 

 

"Although the "Liberal" and Marxist cults have doctrinal differences as great as those 

that separate Lutherans from Baptists, they are basically the same superstition, and 

whether or not we should call them religions depends on whether we restrict the word 

to belief in supernatural persons or extend it to include all forms of blind faith based on 

emotional excitement instead of observed facts and reason. When those "atheistic" 

cults scream out their hatred of "Fascists" and "Nazis," they obviously must believe that 

those wicked persons are possessed of the Devil and should therefore be converted or 

exterminated to promote holiness and love. And when they see "racists," who impiously 
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substitute fact and reason for unthinking faith in approved fairy stories, their lust to 

extirpate evil is as great as that of the Christian mob that dragged the fair and too 

intelligent Hypatia from her carriage and lovingly used oyster shells to scrape the flesh 

from her bones while she was still alive." 

 

"With very few exceptions, the anti- Christians, no doubt unwittingly, retained in their 

minds a large part of Christian doctrine, and they even revived the most poisonous 

elements of the primitive Bolshevism of Antiquity, which had been attenuated or held 

in abeyance by the established churches in the great days of Christendom. And today, 

professed atheists do not think it odd that, on all social questions, they are in 

substantial agreement with the howling dervishes and evangelical shamans who, 

subsidized with lavish publicity by the Organized Jewry who control the boob-tubes 

and other means of communication, greedily participate in the current drive to reduce 

Americans to total imbecility with every kind of irrational hoax." 

 

“Christian theology is the grandmother of Bolshevism.” -- Oswald Spengler 

 

We can witness this statement with the open banner of Christian Communism: 

"Christian communists seek to achieve large -scale social change, however. Some 

believe that, rather than attempting to transform the politics and economics of an entire 

country, Christians should instead establish communism at a local or regional level 

only." 

 

The Latin American branch of Christian Communist Liberation Theology, according to 

theologians such as Leonardo Boff; is rooted in the concept that "prudence is the 

understanding of situations of radical crisis". Among Christian Communists, Historical 

Materialism is utilized as a methodology of analysis to define the nature of the crisis in 

question as a product of political-economic dynamics and modalities derived from the 

workings of what is termed "the late capitalist/imperialist mode of production". According 

to this subset of Liberation Theology, the challenge for the Christian Communist is then 

to define what it means [in context of "a concrete analysis of the concrete social 

reality"], to affirm a "preferential option for the poor and oppressed" as Praxis [active 

theory],and as commanded by an ethics allegedly "rooted in the beatidic teachings of 

Jesus". 

 

Christian Communist Liberation Theology is not about evangelization per se, but rather 

about developing an Orthopraxis [ethical action; The condition of coming to the light by 

doing the works of God], that aims to reconcile the "Beatidic Ethics" of Jesus, as 

espoused in the Sermon on the Mount; with existing social struggles against what is 

termed "neo -colonialism" or "Late Capitalism". Both Christian Communism and 

Liberation Theology stress "orthopraxis" over "orthodoxy". A narrative of the nature of 
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contemporary social struggles is developed via "materialist analysis" utilizing 

historiographic concepts developed by Karl Marx. A concrete example are the 

Paraguayan Sin Tierra [landless] movement, who engage in direct land seizures and 

the establishment of socialized agricultural cooperative production in asentamientos. 

The contemporary Paraguayan Sin Tierra operate in a very similar manner as that of 

the reformation era Diggers. For Camilo Torres [the founder of the Colombian guerrilla 

group E.L.N.], developing this Orthopraxis meant celebrating the Catholic Eucharist 

only among those engaged in armed struggle against the army of the Colombian state, 

while fighting alongside them. 

 

Christian communists hold the Biblical verses in Acts 2 and 4 as evidence that the first 

Christians lived in a communist society. Thomas Wharton Collens' Preaching is a good 

description of biblical sources being used with the goal of a common-property society; 

Prof. José P. Miranda, "Comunismo en la Biblia" [1981], translated as, "Communism in 

the Bible" [Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books, 1982]. 

 

But, in addition, they also cite numerous other Biblical passages which, in their view, 

support the idea that communism is the most ethical social system and that it is 

inescapably constitutive of the kingdom of God on earth. The most often quoted of 

these Biblical citations are taken from the three synoptic Gospels, which describe the 

life and ministry of Jesus. 

 

One of Jesus' most famous remarks regarding the wealthy can be found in Matthew 

19:16–24 [the same event is also described in Mark 10:17–25 and Luke 18:18–25, and 

the metaphor of a camel going through the eye of a needle is common to both Matthew 

and Luke]. 21 Jesus said unto him, If thou wilt be perfect, go and sell that thou hast, and 

give to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in heaven: and come and follow me. 22 

But when the young man heard that saying, he went away sorrowful: for he had great 

possessions. 23 Then said Jesus unto his disciples, Verily I say unto you, That a rich 

man shall hardly enter into the kingdom of heaven. 24 And again I say unto you, It is 

easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle, than for a rich man to enter into 

the kingdom of God. 

 

Jesus also described "money changers" [i.e. those engaged in currency exchange] as 

"thieves" and chased them out of the Temple in Jerusalem. This is described in 

Matthew 21:12–14, Mark 11:15, and John 2:14–16. 

 

In addition, communistic attitudes and implications can be found in Leviticus 25:35–38: 

Most significantly, this is part of the Law of Moses, and as such is commandment rather 

than exhortation or airing of opinion. This fact bears heavily upon subsequent 

discussion of the question of compulsory or voluntary relinquishing of riches, either as a 
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possible entry requirement to Christian grace or as a means of achieving divine 

intentions for human social order. 5 

 

“Christian theology is the grandmother of Bolshevism.”- Oswald Spengler 
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Pope says communists are closet Christians 

[My note one can see how Christianity and Communism are two sides of the same 

coin. 

The Jew, Putin is now working to reinstate the name of Stalingrad back to the 

Russian city of Volgograd. To openly honor Stalin. He has also reissued Stalin era 

medals.  

Putin's regimes, key intellectual and philosopher is this Communist creep, Dugin. 

Who believes that STALINIST North Korea is the ideal society. And praises the 

Kim's.  

Its worth noting what Dugin openly admits in a interview he did back in 2012: 

http://www.counter-currents.com/2012/07 ... der-dugin/ 

This fits well with the Orthodox critique of Western Christianity. It is easy to see 

that the secularization of Western Christianity gives us liberalism. The 

secularization of the Orthodox religion gives us Communism...... 

Now its no mistake why the Jewish Putin's regime pushes both Stalinism and 

Orthodox Christianity. Two sides of the same Jewish coin.] 

---------------------------------------------- 

Pope says communists are closet Christians 

http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/06/ ... L020140629 

Reuters) - Pope Francis, whose criticisms of unbridled capitalism have prompted 

some to label him a Marxist, said in an interview published on Sunday that 

communists had stolen the flag of Christianity. 

The 77-year-old pontiff gave an interview to Il Messaggero, Rome's local 

newspaper, to mark the feast of Saints Peter and Paul, a Roman holiday. 
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He was asked about a blog post in the Economist magazine that said he sounded 

like a Leninist when he criticized capitalism and called for radical economic 

reform. 

"I can only say that the communists have stolen our flag. The flag of the poor is 

Christian. Poverty is at the center of the Gospel," he said, citing Biblical passages 

about the need to help the poor, the sick and the needy. 

"Communists say that all this is communism. Sure, twenty centuries later. So 

when they speak, one can say to them: 'but then you are Christian'," he said, 

laughing. 

Since his election in March 2013, Francis has often attacked the global economic 

system as being insensitive to the poor and not doing enough to share wealth 

with those who need it most. 

Earlier this month, he criticized the wealth made from financial speculation as 

intolerable and said speculation on commodities was a scandal that compromised 

the poor's access to food. 

The pope was called out for preaching Marxism many times by Catholic's this is 

his reply. He has been preaching Christianity all a long and that Marxism and 

Christianity are twins so it all sounds the same. 
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Weeds Of The Same Root 

This is form another thread on the subject. 

Hitler was right in this statement of his to paraphrase what he stated: 

"Communism aims to do on the physical level, what Christianity aims to do on the 

metaphysical. "  

When Christianity receded during the period leading up to the Enlightenment, it 

was morphed into secular Xianity with Liberalism. Liberalism is Xianity without the 

Christ. Karl Marx was a Liberal "philosopher" who just as stated repackaged this 

into something to keep up with the time. 

Communism is literally nothing but Liberalism repacked into an industrial era 

modality. Its stated aim is to manifest a society based totally on the radical 

egalitarianism of Liberal humanism. The Jacobin's of yesteryear became the 

Bolsheviks of later on. People forget Liberalism plunged Europe into a sea of 

murder, violence and chaos. And ruled its society with terrorism. Literal called the 

Terror during the period the Jacobin's sized power during the Liberal revolution in 

France in the name of the creed that later become Communism creed. The 

Jacobin's literally wiped out the best of the Frances upper-class. It was total class 

warfare and the Jews where behind it all along. Liberalism aim to literally wiped 

away the entire order of life in Western Civilization and replace it with its own 

order. 

Its no mistake the first Communist revolution on earth was in France in the 

1870's. 

This is why today the Cultural Marxists [social Communism] blend into Liberalism 

so well. They are both sects of the same Jewish creed. One is just more open in its 

aggression. This is why the left is always insane and stuck in Orwellian double 

think. They are atheist Christianity. 

True the Christard Right. Is Theistic Communism and the Left atheistic Christianity. 

The only difference. Its no mistake the Jewish Bolsheviks never destroyed 
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Christianity in Russia. They just wiped out the Czarist, Nationalists elements 

within it. After that the Church and the Par-tay where in bed together the whole 

time. 

This is the essence of Nietzsche's, iconic statement of: "God is dead." 

He was commenting of the fact Liberalism was simply atheist Christianity. The 

Liberals had taken the values of the Christian gospels. But rejected the theistic 

principal that animated them. The Christian when asked for the authority of the 

claims of their values always stated: "God said." Because this is the only claimed 

authority their value system is build upon. But the Liberal for who the Christian 

God is non-existent. But holds the same [perverse] values. What shall they stated 

when asked the same? They repeat the same values as axioms without anything 

to hold them up under observation.  

Nietzsche also stated: 

The Liberal is the Christian Priest in disguise." 

Kim II Sung the first leader of Communist North Korea openly stated that 

Communist principals are in perfect harmony with Christian ones. In fact they 

reflect each other. Communist China has a Catholic Church of over 70,000 million 

people and growing. Christianity is openly pushed and encouraged in China. 

Where the ethnic Chinese culture was literally wiped off the earth by the 

Communists in the Cultural "Revolution." And replaced by a Jewish, Communist 

culture of control. Any spiritual practices where banned by the death penalty. Just 

to practice Qi Gong was to risk your life. Its what Christianity did as well in its 

conquests. 

A former KGB defector from the Soviet Jewion warned American's that the 

Communist Empire has created the American Left. And where using these 

shitheels to Communize America to the point where they could manifest a open 

revolution and take power. They stated these stupid Leftards would also be 

liquidated in the revolution as they are usefool idiots nothing more. A step to 

something more direct. 
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Many Christian Priests, Christards and Liberals marched with the Communist 

ranks in the American 1960's and 1970's. When Communist trained agent. Martin 

Luther King was in full swing. Along with his Jewish handler who was the former 

head of the American Communist Party in the 1950's. And who wrote that 

moronic "Dream" speech.  

America had a full on Communist, cultural revolution right under the banner of 

the cross. Bible in one hand, the Communist Manifesto in the other. Because its 

all the same Jewish racial warfare program at the core. Just in different sects. 

Branches of the same tree. 

The end goal of the Jewish Bible of which the Jewish Torah forms the majority of 

the Old Testament. Is the Jewish messiah shows up unites the Jews and wipes out 

the Gentiles. And rules over a slave humanity where everyone is literally one. 

There is no difference in race, sex or appearance. All hive minded drones. Toiling 

for the New Zion. Or Jew World Order. 

This is what it comes down to. Feminism is nothing but a wing of Communism 

that aims to destroy the biological and psychological differences between the 

sexes. By turning women into men and attacking women who wish to remain 

actually feminine. The Jews are now running men's movements where its the 

same Communist line but for men. And this pits the sexes against each other 

while Communizing them both [making them insane], and allows the Jews to 

conqueror that much more. 

The Jews have even created a bogus materialistic scientism that simple acts as 

bogus scientific justification and base for their Communist agenda. In this it covers 

over the truth of humanity origins, the nature of the universe and the spiritual 

reality of the human being. And replaces it with junk like the Big Bang, Darwinism 

which is bizarre as it presupposes inequality on a biological bases. But the Left 

pumps their Liberal humanistic jargon into it. Morphing it to their shit-think more 

[Social Darwinism is also garbage]. And a whole host of kosher shit that is bunk. 

All of this is policed with ruthless enforcement as Dogma. And any scientist who 

goes against it is out the door. They don't even look at the data. They just attack 
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their moral and intellectual character. Which is how Christians behave along with 

Liberals. 

The Nazi's advanced a thousand years in a dozen years scientifically just by 

dismantling this Jewish materialistic, scientism. They are the reason for all tech 

advancements that came into society after the war. It was all from German 

scientists. 

The Jews simply readapted what they had during the rule of the Vatican in 

Europe. The bogus science the Church bases as absolute and beyond all question 

or else. They infiltrate the scientific revolution with their money and power 

networks, and turned it into a weapon of theirs putting the Goyium under control 

again. They just brought the universities and put their people in the chairs and 

dictated what is to be taught and what attitudes with it.  

True knowledge [science means knowledge in English] opens the doors to 

understanding the metaphysical reality behind all life and the soul. Its the true 

knowledge the Vedic world and Pagan world in general was built upon. 

This is the dangerous situation the Christian wing has medieval dogma which 

most will laugh off with a mind. But the Communist's push the same agenda but 

call their lies: "science." And have created a whole pseudo scientific jargon in all 

fields, to enforce this lie. We are back to Christianity in a new guise. 

Psychology and Psychiatry are Jewish creations and simply the opinions that Jews 

made up to give them power. To enforce their Communist agenda. Their 

Psychiatry/Psychological jargon literally forms the major basis of this. It creates 

the false premise to attack the enemies of the Jewish agenda as mentality ill and 

then remove them from society forever and discredit their ideals and information. 

As well as keeping the Goyium drugged up and doped out. This is what they did in 

the Soviet Jewion and even to their enemies in America such as Commander 

Rockwell. Who outsmarted them at this game thankfully. 

Jew, Freud was one of the major people in the Frankfurt School of Cultural 

Marxism. The Nazi's publically burned this Schools books as the Frankfurt School 
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of Jews, stated aim was to destroy the German People and culture and pull them 

into International Communism. 

This Jewish crap states your personality is just pathology [born in in and need the 

salvation of the Jewish Head Doc ]. And sets Gentiles up for all kinds of horrid shit. 

Back to Christianity with tools of the Christian Devil and Heretic's.  

Don't like the Jewish Christard Church your literally in league with the Christian 

Devil nothing more. This gives the premise to destroy their opposition and 

discredit anything they say. So we have not moved on. We are still in the dark 

ages. 

We can observe that Liberalism, Christianity and Communism, Democracy and 

Capitalism are all the same enemy paradigm. In the very fact all the forces of 

these Ideologies put aside any petty differences they had to oppose and attack 

Nazism.  

National Socialism the one eternal understanding in temporal form. To this day 

the dregs of such ideologies still sneer with a vicious hate for Adolf Hitler and 

Nazism. Its the ultimate litmus test. 

As the world becomes more Jewish by these annihilation ideologies. The world 

also becomes more ugly and humanity becomes degenerate in the mind, body 

and soul. 

The Swastika must smash the Cross, in order for the Supreme Order of Life to 

triumph on earth. 

Even though Christ is fictitious, in a non-atheist way, his teachings spell out the 

tenets for ultimate Liberalism, Marxism, Enemy Socialism, and yes, even 

Feminism. There is a book out there titled "Jesus Was a Feminist." When I attack 

Feminism, I am not attacking women in any way, shape, or form; just how the 

Jews have perverted women's rights into a program to snatch women away from 

us so they can be foot-soldiers for the kikes to damn Gentile humanity. This is in 

the same vein that the Jews have perverted rights for homosexuals. My eyeballs 

ache from research on all of this. 
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As much as the Jews work to confuse, and as much as they have tried to 

Christianize Nazism, if a person has any reading and comprehension skills, they 

will see that Christianity is the ultimate anti-Nazi creed. 

Like Christianity's more atheistic twins of communism, Marxism, etc, the "God" of 

the Bible truly is an obliteration device, as is shown in this Bible passage: 

"There is neither Jew nor Greek, slave nor free, male nor female, for you are all 

one in Christ Jesus." – Galatians 3:28 

For our enemies who want the lubby dubby SHIT, where you turn the other 

cheek, love your enemy, resist not evil, blah blah blah, I think it is obvious that 

they are Christians at the soul and will never be able to reconcile themselves with 

True Satanism/Nazism, as the very idea of opening their spiritual eyes becomes a 

stumbling block because they don't want to know the truth, as they cannot accept 

it. 

Another observation I have made... Despite the Republican Christian 

Fundamentalists, Christianity ultimately embraces a mob-ruled Democratic One-

World Government. These so-called "right wing" Christians are praying and tithing 

to the funeral wreath of humanity...as long as they worship Jewsus and hold 

Christian "values/morality." 

To sum it up, Christianity and it's atheistic counter-parts are NOT enemies or at 

odds with each other in any way whatsoever, despite how the kikes try to make it 

look like communism is the solution to Christianity. Such a viewpoint is like saying 

"Christianity is the solution to Christianity." Communism is just Christianity in 

another form, as it is what Christianity boils down to. 

For those who want to know a little more about why Satan hates the Jews so 

much, I found the following whacky video to be revealing. It shows how much the 

Jews really do love their Jewish lord Christ. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sYrMUCJQYQg 
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Liberalism is Christianity without the Christ 

William Gayley Simpson's Which Way Western Man? 

Revilo Oliver 

[My note "liberalism" as mentioned is secular [unconscious] xianity, this doctrine 

was phased [jewed]in during the enlightenment period to keep this program 

going as Europe was breaking free of xianity on many levels. This doctrine is what 

the jews centered their illuminati doctrine around which was later repackaged 

into an economic modality to appeal to the resentments of the industrial era and 

called "Communism" and later repackaged as cultural marxism but always the 

same old program at the core. Just listen to a liberal yak its the same values as the 

cultural marxist [or xian] without the giga long political lingoism. We are seeing 

the morphing of xianity into pure Communism.ie Secular xianity. Communism 

always pushes on a liberal appeal because the core of Communism is literally the 

doctrine of liberalism [secular xianity] framed into a economic model. The police 

state and slaughter comes once the jews have centralized power and then the 

later stage of their formula they drop the mask, wipe out the Gentile usefool 

idiots and idealists who have served their purpose and before they can become 

jaded and turn on the hand that lead them [and the jews don't share power]. 

Leaving only the jews at the top and the Goyium slaves at the bottom the way it 

was always planned behind the door. Communism/liberalism is unconscious 

xianity and can only work where xianity has planted the seed. Final proof is 

America had a full on cultural marxist revolution in the sixties under xian-liberal 

rhetoric, American flag in one hand the bible in the other: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/243] 

Quote: 

The other apostates I have mentioned, and many that are now forgotten, 

together with almost all of the anti-Christians of recent centuries, exemplify the 

operation of what may be called the law of cultural residues. In all civilized 

societies, when a long-established and generally accepted belief is found to be 
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incredible, good minds abandon it, but they commonly retain derivative beliefs 

that were originally deduced from the creed they have rejected and logically must 

depend on it. Thus it happened that modern enemies of Christianity rejected the 

mythology, but uncritically retained faith in the social and ethical superstitions 

derived from it — a faith which they oddly call rational but hold with a religious 

fervor. 

They laugh at the silly story about Adam and his spare rib, but they continue to 

believe in a "human race" descended from a single pair of ancestors and hence in 

a "brotherhood of man." They speak of "all mankind," giving to the term an 

unctuous and mystic meaning with which they do not invest corresponding terms, 

such as "all marsupials" or "all ungulates." They prate about the "rights of man," 

although a moment's thought should suffice to show that, in the absence of a 

decree from a supernatural monarch, there can be no rights other than those 

which the citizens of a stable and homogeneous society have, by covenant or 

established custom, bestowed on themselves; and that while the citizens may 

show kindness to aliens, slaves, and dogs, such beings obviously can have no 

rights. 

They do not believe that one-third of a god became incarnate in the most squalid 

region on earth to associate with illiterate peasants, harangue the rabble of a 

barbarian race, and magically exalt the ignorant and uncouth to "make folly of the 

wisdom of this world," so that "the last shall be first" — that they do not believe, 

but they cling to the morbid hatred of superiority that makes Christians dote on 

whatever is lowly, inferior, irrational, debased, deformed, and degenerate. 

They gabble about the "sanctity of human life" — especially the vilest forms of it 

— without reflecting that it takes a god creator to make something sacred. And 

they frantically agitate for a universal "equality" that can be attained only by 

reducing all human beings to the level of the lowest, evidently unaware that they 

are merely echoing the Christians' oft-expressed yearning to become sheep (the 

most stupid of all mammals) herded by a good shepherd, which is implicit in all 

the tales of the New Testament, although most bluntly expressed in another 

gospel, which reports Jesus as promising that after he has tortured and butchered 
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the more civilized populations of the earth, there will be a Resurrection, and his 

ovine pets will pop out of their graves, all of the same age, all of the same sex, all 

of the same stature, and all having indistinguishable features, so that they will be 

as identical as the bees in a swarm.[2] 

Although the "Liberal" and Marxist cults have doctrinal differences as great as 

those that separate Lutherans from Baptists, they are basically the same 

superstition, and whether or not we should call them religions depends on 

whether we restrict the word to belief in supernatural persons or extend it to 

include all forms of blind faith based on emotional excitement instead of 

observed facts and reason. When those "atheistic" cults scream out their hatred 

of "Fascists" and "Nazis," they obviously must believe that those wicked persons 

are possessed of the Devil and should therefore be converted or exterminated to 

promote holiness and love. And when they see "racists," who impiously substitute 

fact and reason for unthinking faith in approved fairy stories, their lust to 

extirpate evil is as great as that of the Christian mob that dragged the fair and too 

intelligent Hypatia from her carriage and lovingly used oyster shells to scrape the 

flesh from her bones while she was still alive. 

With very few exceptions, the anti-Christians, no doubt unwittingly, retained in 

their minds a large part of Christian doctrine, and they even revived the most 

poisonous elements of the primitive Bolshevism of Antiquity, which had been 

attenuated or held in abeyance by the established churches in the great days of 

Christendom. And today, professed atheists do not think it odd that, on all social 

questions, they are in substantial agreement with the howling dervishes and 

evangelical shamans who, subsidized with lavish publicity by the Organized Jewry 

who control the boob-tubes and other means of communication, greedily 

participate in the current drive to reduce Americans to total imbecility with every 

kind of irrational hoax. 
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Christianity & Communism: Parallels in the Bible 

 
 

Written by Descarte 666. 

 

(Communist Manifesto excerpts are Italics. Bible verses are in Bold and Italics.) 
 
 
 

 

Introducing the Jewish psychobabble. The Communist Manifesto. 
 
 
 

 

"the epidemic of over- production. Society suddenly finds itself put back into a 

state of momentary barbarism; it appears as if a famine, a universal war of 

devastation, had cut off the supply of every means of subsistence; industry and 

commerce seem to be destroyed; and why? Because there is too much civilisation, 

too much means of subsistence, too much industry, too much commerce. The 

productive forces at the disposal of society no longer tend to further the 

development of the conditions of bourgeois property; on the contrary, they have 

become too powerful for these conditions, by which they are fettered, and so soon 

as they overcome these fetters, they bring disorder into the whole of bourgeois 

society, endanger the existence of bourgeois property. The conditions of bourgeois 

society are too narrow to comprise the wealth created by them. And how does the 

bourgeoisie get over these crises? On the one hand by enforced destruction of a 
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Descarte 2 
 
 

mass of productive forces; on the other, by the conquest of new markets, and by the 

more thorough exploitation of the old ones. That is to say, by paving the way for 

more extensive and more destructive crises, and by diminishing the means whereby 

crises are prevented (17-18)". 

 
 
 

Now this is clearly all bullshit. This section claims that overproduction leads to 

barbarism. This laid the foundation for collectivization. It is clear what happens 

when production is controlled in order to "stop the epidemic" of overproduction. 

 
 
 

"Luke 6:20-23. Blessed be ye poor, for yours is the kingdom of God. Blessed are 

 

ye that hunger" 
 
 
 

 

This scripture quote says it all. The kingdom of god is a place inspired by 

faulty jewish economics that deny overproduction. This relates to Karl Marx's 

statement. 

 
 
 

This jewish theory is clearly proven wrong by Hitler's Reichsarbeitsdienst . 

Or Riech Labor Service. This Reichsarbeitsdienst was able to transform a war torn 

country into a fertile land. Thanks to the Reichsarbeitsdienst's "overproduction, 
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Germany was able to destroy all poverty in Germany. 

Descarte 3 

 
 
 
 

 

Note this verse. Proverbs 22:7 

 

"The rich ruleth over the poor, and the borrower is servant[slave] to the lender." 
 
 
 

 

"In proportion as the bourgeoisie, i.e., capital, is developed, in the same 

proportion is the proletariat, the modern working class, developed – a class of 

labourers, who live only so long as they find work, and who find work only so long 

as their labour increases capital. These labourers, who must sell themselves 

piecemeal, are a commodity, like every other article of commerce, and are 

consequently exposed to all the vicissitudes of competition, to all the fluctuations of 

the market(18)." 

 
Leviticus 25:44 Your male and female slaves are to come from the nations 

around you; from them you may buy slaves. You may also buy some of the 

temporary residents living among you and members of their clans born in your 

country, and they will become your property. You can will them to your children 

as inherited property and can make them slaves for life, but you must not rule 

over your fellow Israelites ruthlessly. " 
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The following quotes are identical. The jews are self appointed supremacists. This 
 

Descarte 4 
 
 

is why they have the god given right to rule over slaves. This is what they believe. 

Communism opens the door for slavery. This is because it looks upon the working 

class as a commodity. 

 
Hitler believed in Uniting the worker with the country. So that there was 

a symbiosis between the classes. Equal Rights were Equally earned. 

 
 
 

"Modern Industry has converted the little workshop of the patriarchal master into 

the great factory of the industrial capitalist. Masses of labourers, crowded into the 

factory, are organised like soldiers. As privates of the industrial army they are 

placed under the command of a perfect hierarchy of officers and sergeants. Not 

only are they slaves of the bourgeois class, and of the bourgeois State; they are 

daily and hourly enslaved by the machine, by the overlooker, and, above all, by the 

individual bourgeois manufacturer himself. The more openly this despotism 

proclaims gain to be its end and aim, the more petty, the more hateful and the 

more embittering it is(18)". 

 
 
 

Note that just one paragraph earlier this jew claims the working man is just a 
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piece of raw material to be traded just as money is. Now this piece of trash is 

taking up the cause of the working class. This is the common jewish tactic of 

speaking from both sides of their flat mouth. 

Descarte 5 
 
 

This jew also goes as far as to claim that the worker is enslaved by industry. As if 

industry is the one thing that will destroy the working class. Industry can be good 

and bad. But to claim that Industry is a tyrant..well that is just fucking bonkers. 

 
 
 

Romans 12:2 - And be not conformed to this world: but be ye transformed by the 

renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what [is] that good, and acceptable, 

and perfect, will of God. 

 
 
 

The above bible quote is Karl Jews words in a nutshell. Marx claims that the 

working class is being manipulated through industry. He clearly claimed this 

statement so that he could appeal to the proletariat. The above bible verse says the 

same thing in a different way. 

 
 
 

"Differences of age and sex have no longer any distinctive social validity for the 

working class. All are instruments of labour, more or less expensive to use, 

according to their age and sex(18). " 
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Malachi 2.10 "I look upon all creatures equally; none are less dear to me and  

 

none more dear." 

Descarte 6 
 
 

Galatians 3:28 "There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor 

free, there is neither male nor female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus." 

 

Corinthians 16:19-20 What ? " know ye not that your body is the temple of the 

Ho'ly Ghost which is in you, which ye have of God, and ye are not your own ? 

For ye are bought with a price : therefore glorify God in your body, and in your 

spirit, which are God's.. So glorify God in your body. " 

 
 
 

Also note this communistic verse. 

 

"Further, as we have already seen, entire sections of the ruling class are, by the 

advance of industry, precipitated into the proletariat, or are at least threatened in 

their conditions of existence. These also supply the proletariat with fresh elements 

of enlightenment and progress(19)". 

Modern Industry has converted the little workshop of the patriarchal master into 

the great factory of the industrial capitalist. Masses of labourers, crowded into the 

Descarte 7 
 
 

factory, are organised like soldiers. As privates of the industrial army they are 
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placed under the command of a perfect hierarchy of officers and sergeants. Not 

only are they slaves of the bourgeois class, and of the bourgeois State; they are 

daily and hourly enslaved by the machine, by the overlooker, and, above all, by the 

individual bourgeois manufacturer himself. The more openly this despotism 

proclaims gain to be its end and aim, the more petty, the more hateful and the 

more embittering it is(18)". 

 
 
 

Romans 12:2 - "And be not conformed to this world: but be ye transformed by 

the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what [is] that good, and 

acceptable, and perfect, will of God." 

 
 
 

"The immediate aim of the Communists is the same as that of all other proletarian 

parties: formation of the proletariat into a class, overthrow of the bourgeois 

supremacy, conquest of political power by the proletariat(22)". 

 
 
 

More jew swindle. Jews are in control of the production forces and have decreased 

the standard of living because of their insatiable thirst for ripping underlings off. 

These same forces are now claiming that the ruling class has supreme ruling power 

over the proletariat. According to Marx this "problem" is supposed to be fixed with 
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the exact same problem, but with a different name. Communism is only a method 

of digging the jewish infection closer to the heart of gentile society. In other words, 

it disrupts the social hierarchy so that Communist leaders can lead the supposedly 

oppressed working class.. More systematic murdering of the best aspects of a 

gentile culture..more bullshit promises that lead to the same bullshit, but only 

worse. 

 
 
 

"And the abolition of this state of things is called by the bourgeois, abolition of 

individuality and freedom! And rightly so. The abolition of bourgeois individuality, 

bourgeois independence, and bourgeois freedom is undoubtedly aimed at. By 

freedom is meant, under the present bourgeois conditions of production, free trade, 

free selling and buying(23)". 

 

 

Galatians 3:28 "There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor 

free, there is neither male nor female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus." 

 
 
 

"The working men have no country. We cannot take from them what they have not 

got. Since the proletariat must first of all acquire political supremacy, must rise to 

be the leading class of the nation, must constitute itself the nation, it is so far, itself 
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Descarte 9 
 
 

national, though not in the bourgeois sense of the word. National differences and 

antagonism between peoples are daily more and more vanishing, owing to the 

development of the bourgeoisie, to freedom of commerce, to the world market, to 

uniformity in the mode of production and in the conditions of life corresponding 

thereto. The supremacy of the proletariat will cause them to vanish still faster. 

United action, of the leading civilised countries at least, is one of the first 

conditions for the emancipation of the proletariat. In proportion as the 

exploitation of one individual by another will also be put an end to, the 

exploitation of one nation by another will also be put an end to. In proportion as 

the antagonism between classes within the nation vanishes, the hostility of one 

nation to another will come to an end(25)". 

 
 
 

Amos 4:1-3 “Hear this word, you kine [cows] of Bashan, who are on the 

mountain of Samaria, who oppress the poor, who crush the needy, ‘Bring, that 

we may drink!’ The Lord God has sworn by his holiness that,lo, behold, the days 

are coming upon you, when they shall take you away with hooks, your 

posteritywith fishhooks. And you shall go out through the breaches, every cow at 

that which is before her; and you shall cast them into the palace, saith the 

Lord." 
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Descarte 10 
 
 

"In proportion as the exploitation of one individual by another will also be put an 

end to, the exploitation of one nation by another will also be put an end to. In 

proportion as the antagonism between classes within the nation vanishes, the 

hostility of one nation to another will come to an end(25)". 

 
 
 

Acts 17:26 "And [he] hath made of one blood all nations of men for to dwell 

on all the face of the earth, and hath determined the times before appointed, 

and "the bounds of their habitation" 

 
 
 

1 Corinthians 15:28 " And when all things shall be subdued unto him, then shall 

the Son also himself be subject unto him that put all things under him, that God 

may be all in all." 

 
 
 

Matthew 21:42 - "Jesus saith unto them, Did ye never read in the scriptures, The 

stone which the builders rejected, the same is become the head of the corner : 

this is the Lord's doing, and it is marvellous in our eyes" 

 

"The charges against Communism made from a religious, a philosophical and, 

generally, from an ideological standpoint, are not deserving of serious 

examination. Does it require deep intuition to comprehend that man’s ideas, views, 
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Descarte 11 
 
 

and conception, in one word, man’s consciousness, changes with every change in 

the conditions of his material existence, in his social relations and in his social 

life(25)"? 

 
 
 

2 Corinthians 5:7 "For we walk by faith, not by sight. " 
 
 
 

 

“There are, besides, eternal truths, such as Freedom, Justice, etc., that are 

common to all states of society. But Communism abolishes eternal truths, it 

abolishes all religion, and all morality, instead of constituting them on a new 

basis; it therefore acts in contradiction to all past historical experience(26).” 

 
 
 

Ephesians 4:17 - "This I say therefore, and testify in the Lord, that ye 

henceforth walk not as other Gentiles walk, in the vanity of their mind" 

Mark 16:16 - "He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved; but he that 

believeth not shall be damned." 

 
 
 

"The history of all past society has consisted in the development of class 

antagonisms, antagonisms that assumed different forms at different epochs. But 

whatever form they may have taken, one fact is common to all past ages, viz., the 
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exploitation of one part of society by the other. No wonder, then, that the social 

consciousness of past ages, despite all the multiplicity and variety it displays, 

moves within certain common forms, or general ideas, which cannot completely 

vanish except with the total disappearance of class antagonisms. The Communist 

revolution is the most radical rupture with traditional property relations;(26)". 

 
 
 

Leviticus 25:23 

 

"The land shall not be sold for ever : for the land is mine ; for ye are strangers 

 

and sojourners with me." 

 

The above is despotism at its finest. 
 
 
 

"These measures will, of course, be different in different countries. Nevertheless, in 

most advanced countries, the following will be pretty generally applicable. 

 
1. Abolition of property in land and application of all rents of land to 

public purposes.  

 
2. A heavy progressive or graduated income tax.  

 

3. Abolition of all rights of inheritance.  

 
4. Confiscation of the property of all emigrants and rebels.  
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5. Centralisation of credit in the hands of the state, by means of a national bank 

with State capital and an exclusive monopoly. 

 
6. Centralisation of the means of communication and transport in the hands of the 

State. 

 
7. Extension of factories and instruments of production owned by the State; the 

bringing into cultivation of waste-lands, and the improvement of the soil generally 

in accordance with a common plan.  

 
8. Equal liability of all to work. Establishment of industrial armies, especially for 

agriculture. 9. Combination of agriculture with manufacturing industries; gradual 

abolition of all the distinction between town and country by a more equable 

distribution of the  

 
populace over the country.  

 
10. Free education for all children in public schools. Abolition of children’s 

factory labour in its present form. Combination of education with industrial 

production, &c, &c. 2. A heavy progressive or graduated income tax(26-27)".  

 
 
 

"1. Abolition of property in land and application of all rents of land to public 

 

purposes(26)". 
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Deuteronomy 6:9-11 

Descarte 14 
 
 

" And it shall be, when the LORD thy God shall have brought thee into the land 

which he sware unto thy fathers, to A'bra-ham, to l'§aac, and to Ja/cob, to give 

thee great and goodly cities, which thou buildedst not, And houses full of all 

good things, which thou filledst not, and wells digged, which thou diggedst not, 

vineyards and olive trees, which thou plantedst not ; when thou shalt have 

eaten and be full ;" 

 
Deuteronomy 28:8 

 

"The Lord will command the blessing on you in your barns and in all that you 

undertake. And he will bless you in the land that the Lord your God is giving 

you." 

 

"2. A heavy progressive or graduated income tax(26)". 
 
 
 

 

Romans 13:1 "Let every soul ° be subject un to the higher powers. For there is 

no power but of God : the powers that be are ordained of God." 

 
Romans 13:7-8 

 

"Pay to all what is owed to them: taxes to whom taxes are owed, revenue to 

whom revenue is owed, respect to whom respect is owed, honor to whom honor is 
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owed. Owe no one anything, except to love each other, for the one who 

loves another has fulfilled the law." 

 
Romans 13:2 

 

"Whosoever therefore resist- eth the power, resisteth the ord nance of God : and 

they that re- sist shall receive to themselves damnation." 

 
 
 

"3. Abolition of all rights of inheritance(26)". 
 
 
 

 

Hebrews 1:2 

 

"But in these last days he has spoken to us by his Son, whom he appointed the 

heir of all things, through whom also he created the world. " 

Psalm 2:7-8 "I will declare the decree : the LORD hath said unto me, Thou art 

my Son ; this day have I begotten thee. Ask of me, and I shall give thee the 

heathen[gentile] for thine inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth for 

thy possession." 

Proverbs 13:22 "A good man leaves an inheritance to his children's children, 

but the sinner's wealth is laid up for the just." 

Descarte 16 
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"4. Confiscation of the property of all emigrants and rebels(26)". 
 
 
 

 

Deuteronomy 1:8 

 

"See, I have set the land before you. Go in and take possession of the land that 

the Lord swore to your fathers, to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob, to give to 

them and to their seed after them." 

 
 
 

5. Centralisation of credit in the hands of the state, by means of a national bank 

with State capital and an exclusive monopoly.  

 
6. Centralisation of the means of communication and transport in the hands of the 

State.  

 
7. Extension of factories and instruments of production owned by the State; the 

bringing into cultivation of waste-lands, and the improvement of the soil generally 

in accordance with a common plan.  

 
8. Equal liability of all to work. Establishment of industrial armies, especially for 

agriculture.  

 
9. Combination of agriculture with manufacturing industries; gradual abolition 

of all the distinction between town and country by a more equable distribution of 

the populace over the country(26)".  
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Note that 7 is a number of perfection. 8 is the number symbolizing infinity. 9 

 

symbolizing endings. 
 
 
 

 

Kings Chapter 4 

 

"21 And Solomon ruled over all the kingdoms from the River unto the land of 

the Philistines, and unto the border of Egypt: they brought tribute, and served 

Solomon all the days of his life. 

 
22 And Solomon’s provision for one day was thirty measures of fine flour, and 

threescore measures of meal, 

 
23 ten fat oxen, and twenty oxen out of the pastures, and a hundred sheep, 

besides harts, and gazelles, and roebucks, and fatted fowl. 

 
24 For he had dominion over all the region on this side the River, from Tiphsah 

even to Gaza, over all the kings on this side the River: and he had peace on all 

sides round about him. 

 
25 And Judah and Israel dwelt safely, every man under his vine and under his 

fig-tree, from Dan even to Beer-sheba, all the days of Solomon. 

 
26 And Solomon had forty thousand stalls of horses for his chariots, and twelve 

thousand horsemen. 

 
27 And those officers provided victuals for king Solomon, and for all that came 
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unto king Solomon’s table, every man in his month; they let nothing be 

lacking. 28 Barley also and straw for the horses and swift steeds brought 

they unto the place where the officers were, every man according to his 

charge. 

 
29 And God gave Solomon wisdom and understanding exceeding 

much, and largeness of heart, even as the sand that is on the sea-

shore. 

 
30 And Solomon’s wisdom excelled the wisdom of all the children of 

the east, and all the wisdom of Egypt. 

 
31 For he was wiser than all men; than Ethan the Ezrahite, and Heman, 

and Calcol, and Darda, the sons of Mahol: and his fame was in all the 

nations round about." 

"10. Free education for all children in public schools. Abolition of 

children’s factory labour in its present form. Combination of 

education with industrial production, &c, &c.(27)". 

Deuteronomy 11:19 -" And ye shall teach them your children, speaking 

of them when thou sittest in thine house, and when thou walkest by the 

way, when thou liest down, and when thou risest up." 

Proverbs 16:3 - "Commit thy works unto the LORD, and thy thoughts 

shall be 
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established." 

 

Descarte 19 

 

Matthew 19:14 

 

But Jesus said, “Let the little children come to me and do not hinder 

them, for to such belongs the kingdom of heaven.” 

 

"The Communists disdain to conceal their views and aims. They openly 

declare that their ends can be attained only by the forcible overthrow of 

all existing social conditions. Let the ruling classes tremble at a 

Communistic revolution. The proletarians have nothing to lose but their 

chains. They have a world to win(34)". 

 

Proverbs 25:2 "It is the glory of God to conceal a thing: but the honour 

of kings is to search out a matter." 

 
Jeremiah 4:10 "Then said I, Ah, Lord GOD ! surely thou hast greatly de 

ceived this people and Jl-ru'sa- lem, saying, Ye shall have peace ; 

whereas the sword reach- eth unto the soul" 

 
Also see Kings Chapter 4. 

 
Descarte 20 
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Jewish pseudoscience and 
materialism 

Its known in the so called ‘atheist’ USSR there were dozens of Rabbis and 

kikes who would launch curses and whatever else in the unknowing 

populace. If someone was an enemy of the jewish owned state, they would 

either die by their secret police, or they would get cursed or both. 

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 

Spiritual Satanists acknowledge science and believe everything of the 

occult/supernatural to have a rational scientific explanation. We believe 

humanity has been held back dangerously in this area due to the hoax of 

Judeo/Christianity and its relentless attacks upon science for centuries. 

- High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Darwin's Angels 

Darwin's theories really do amount in many cases to nothing but a pseudo 

scientific justification for the continuation of the hierarchical system laid 

down in the Feudal regime of the system originally created by the Christian 

Theocracy. Darwin was trained to be a Minister in the Anglican church and 

picked most of his ideals up from Christianity and social beliefs of the time. 

Why do you think he placed out of all the different races on earth. The Irish 

at the bottom rung of evolution. It reflects the popular attitude in the 

English upper-class of the day towards the Irish and helped to justify their 

feudal regime in Ireland as well. 

Darwin took the churches idea of predestination and applied it to biology. 

In away that it was a continued justification of the dominate caste system 

in Europe. That started with the Catholic idea of the will of God and his 

government upon earth. You have the Church and the nobles at the top 

and everyone else on the bottom. Mainly as serfs who are owned as 

chattel  of the rulers who are ruled by the Church. The divine right of kings 

and all this.  This means that you are predestined to be a brutalized serf by 

the will of god and any act or thought or rebellion is a violation of god's 

will. The Bible sets this whole system up.  The serfs slave all day and have 

to give most of what they have to the Church and nobles and are left with 

enough to only half starve instead of fully starve if lucky. Any serf caught 

off the serfdom they where confined to. Was hanged as a run away. This is 

how most of Europe lived. Communism with spiritual pretense. 

Well in the 18th century scientific materialism was  becoming the new 

religion. And the ruling classes wanting to keep the masses inline and 

continue their caste system, status quo.  So they shifted by hook or crook 

the same Theological tenants into vogue under the banner of science. Now 

its we are the superior upper classes because of our biological 

predestination and the rest of you are born to be our servants, serfs and 

general property. Because you are biologically predestinated with inferior 

or weaker biology. Now god said becomes....science said. 
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A mentor of Darwin was  the Reverend Malthus who was the famous 

pusher of the ideal that starving the working poor  and social-economic 

working, lower class [most people due to the caste system in Europe] to 

death was a kind and goody thing. That it would cause the weaker to die 

off. Social Darwinism by another name. Its ideals where put to reality 

during the engineered famine that killed a million innocent people in 

Ireland by the Rothschild's. That modern historians openly acknowledge as 

direct genocide. Jesus loving Malthus work helped pave the way for such. 

The ideal of improving the social-economic state of affairs for the people 

and ending the serfdom. And that by wage improvements, education, 

improved human rights and freedoms and income increases with labour 

reforms. This problem would cease to exist. Never occurred in the minds of 

these Judaic freaks. Because then they couldn't justify sending children 

into the mines and mills as work slaves or filling the debtor prisons full of 

slave labour. All put there by the exploitive Jewish banker system. 

Why not the problems caused by the abusive system is not the system its 

actually biologically inferior people after all. So we are justified in our 

materialistic enslavement of whole populations to our industry and debt 

systems and caste society. Of course the protestant deification of work 

served as the backdrop to enslave the population into industrial slavery. Its 

not an accident that Marxism used the same Darwin theories as above to 

justify its total enslavement of the population into neo feudal slavery as 

the scientific doctrine to justify its self with either. 

Of course social Darwinist ideals where being moved around the upper 

classes at the time in America. And this is when the Jewish, Rockefellers 

and their agents created the public school system as it is. Which is 

designed to shut down the right side of the brain and train systematized 

drones, fit only for wage slavery in their economic serfdom. Who have had 

their self esteem and creative ability destroyed. And a new artificial 

personality assigned that is servile and depended on authority for direction 

on everything. Right at the time they destroyed skilled labour and self 
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employment in America and replaced it with proletarian wage slavery. In 

their factories that destroyed entire families and forced parents to put 

their kids into adoptive trusts that sold their kids off to strangers as cheap 

farm labour so they would not starve to death. Its also no mistake after a 

century of the school system the rate of inventions in America has 

declined. They destroyed the creative part of the mind with their school 

system. This is why IQ is worshipped and not creativity and personal 

genius. They created a system where left brained training is to rule. 

Garbage in, garbage out. Removing people from the part of the psyche that 

the psychic abilities are within. 

The key to Telsa's genius from his own autobiography was his psychic 

abilities which come from the right side of the psyche. He stated he would 

see the object within his minds inner eye and all the knowledge of how to 

create it was downloaded into his mind with the image. Watson the father 

of DNA discovery saw the spiral shape in a deep trance state which opens 

one to this Shakti or right side of the psyche, which was the key that 

unlocked his discovery. 

All what is being pushed by the system is the same doctrine minus the 

spiritual pretense in many cases. Where science becomes the new 

theology. Add to the fact Darwinian evolutionary theories take as much 

faith to believe in as Jesus. Its just shit and used to push us into nihilism, 

materialism, atheistic humanism. the kind the Jewish Communist state is 

built upon. 

Got news for people. What we call science is realms of make belief bullshit 

that is designed to go nowhere. The big bang is bullshit as well and has 

been debunked over and over. But the theology of science just destroys 

the career's of the heretic's who question it. Where back to the Catholic 

Church and the Communist System which put scientists in gulags for 

discovering any holes in the states scientific dogma's. And we know what 

the Church did to such. 
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Materialism 

The big conflict is the thinking around materialism either its all that there is 

or an immoral distraction. 

The enemy programs that pretend to be religion tell us materialism must 

be overcome and having less is better. Be not like the rich man and such. 

This is simply done to ingrain a poverty consciousness in the psyche of the 

mass. Which softens them up to be exploited and not protest or revolt in a 

society in which they have next to nothing and live like abused animals. 

When their masters live in palaces of marble and dine off plates of gold. 

The unconscious programming sets this up.  

This also lays the foundation for convincing them that spirit is separate 

from the material. The material world is evil and so is the flesh, that must 

be overcome. So upon physical death one can achieve salvation in the pie 

in the sky. In return for absolute obedience to the power system thats 

whole authority rests upon the ruling ideology paraded as religion. The 

ulimate carrot and stick. 

This allows them to remove true spiritual knowledge by destruction of the 

cultural centers and leaders and then implementing their program which is 

always a counterfeit and corruption of the authentic culture they wish to 

attack and remove. This is built upon changing the meaning behind the 

original symbolism into a literal meaning built upon the psychological 

template of control they wish to install. 

They know the effect this has upon the conscious of the victims. As time 

goes by living in this society people will exist on the lower octave of 

consciousness. Such beings are easy to control and lock into the two legged 

factory farm the enemy wants to create. This is done by shifting the 

dynamics of this template as time moves foreward into new surface 

modalities. But unconsciously the same template animates it. 
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As a result materialistic ideologies will arise, atheism will become the norm 

and naturally the next step is materialism becomes its own ideology. The 

spirit is nonsense the physical is all that exists. This is the stepping point to 

Communism. Where all traces of the past are gone. Man is just a literal 

Goy. An animal of burden without a soul. The Communist [or whatever 

they are calling it today] state becomes God. And the Jews control this 

state at the top. Just look at N.Korea for an example of this impluse for 

religion behing shifted into upholding the atheist slave state. The world 

devoured by Yahweh. 

More on this: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/170 

So let us leave behind the terms of thinking of a spiritually hollow and 

psychologically confused society.  

The reality behind all creation is everything is made up of light and sound. 

That manifest at different octaves. All matter is spiritual energy that 

vibrates on different frequencies of sound and light. There is no separation 

of spirit and matter. Only waves of sound and light that form into different 

consciousnesses. At different levels. 

The problem is our society due to the effects of the enemy has lost truth 

and puts the cart before the horse in life. They work and work in a slave 

society for a crumb off the Jew table. But they live deluded to the truth 

they are made of spiritual light and this light must be nourished and 

tended to daily just as eating which the body uses to obtain the same on a 

lower octave. 

When this is done we start to move up the metaphysical ladder to higher 

octaves and sub-octaves of our own personal Logos, thus 

light/consiciouness. With this we can build a better world and more 

abundent life for ourselves. And be around to really enjoy it. We can all 

manifest the highest quality life.  
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At this point this intrinsic impluse towards higher meta-development is 

being sublimated into the hamster wheel society to slave and slave in a 

Jewtrix system. Along with the condition of man's psyche already being 

subject to nurmerous pathological [karmic] suffering states due to its lower 

octave state. This generates the conditions for negative excesses and 

attitudes that are normal today. And allows the Jews to control the results. 

The people the Catholic program dare not ever call by their true name.... 

The "Shining Ones." Stated that the danger to mans soul is not living in the 

truth he is a being of light. But losing this and sinking to the lowest octave 

of consciousness where all negative influences will torment them and they 

will perish by the forces of time.  

They stated the soul was locked into a lower octave [fallen] and by 

purification of the soul it ascends to the higher octaves of light 

transformation till the Perfection process is finished and the being is made 

whole. Into Shining Ones. 

Which is the meaning of salvation to be healed/made perfected by the 

Magnum Opus. This is why the Gods of these schools where healing Gods. 

The Healing they gave was perfection of light and its truth. As they knew 

the cause of old age, suffering and death was the unperfected state. [They 

listed aging as a sickness]. 

The Magnum Opus is changing your tune and getting the lead out. 

This is the core meaning of Yoga is Yagya-Austerites. Austerity was the 

performanice of tapa's or exercises the generate inner fire that purify the 

soul and transform it to higher levels of light. Yagya where the fire rituals 

that such was done with. The outer ritual is a symbol of the inner ritual. 

This is penance for "sins" sin was another term for the dross that had to be 

purified out to achieve the perfected octave of light. The ancients mention 

it as a literal impurity. The Eastern texts state the purpose of Yoga is to 

purify the body by inner spiritual fire [tapa] to the Kumara state. 
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Its obvious these terms and concepts have by corrupted by the enemy. 

Which returns to first part of this article. The enemy changes the concepts 

behind the terms to destroy them. And damn humanity. 

The Cathar people where highly spriitually advanced beings and known for 

their wealthy society full of art, beauty, true knowledge and honor. They 

worshipped the light within and without. And our true God Satan. As 

Lucibel or Lucifer in Latin. Among other titles. They where keepers of the 

Grail mysteries [The Magnum Opus]: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/333 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/331 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/210 

The Catholic church spent three decades of warfare trying to exterminate 

these people. Millions where killed and when the fires where out and the 

blood dried [they fought so well and bravely it took a Papal army of over 

300,000 troops decades to take an area smaller then Texas]. They heaped 

lies upon lie over their graves. Pretending they where just heretical 

Christians to Rome. This was needed because the Church had to hide the 

fact there where Pagan regions and cultures still in existance in Europe in 

the 13th century. And understanding the charges the Cathar's brought 

against Rome. Exposes the entire truth. That Catholic Rome's ideology is 

nothing but a Jewish made corrupted, counterfeit of the original religion of 

the people called "Pagans" today. Lest the church dare to actually name 

them and exposes themselves once and for all. 

The "Cathar's" stated this garbage Jewish counterfeit program from Rome. 

Would damn humanity by removing the true knowledge of salvation from 

mankind and enslave them into the lowest state of consciousness. Turning 

our world into a tomb world. They recognized the Jewish Yahweh as a 

monster of the most depraved evil. As well as its people the Jews and their 

Juadized Goyium. 
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Many Cathar's chose to die by burning on the execution dock of Rome 

rather then renounce truth. They threw themselves into the flames 

refusing to bow to the evil of Judea. They did not want to be part of 

Yahweh's tomb world. 

Jewish creation of Christianity: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/233 
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Einstein’s and other kikes’s crap about the universe 

I know many people have a lot of questions about science, the universe 

and life. I am posting this, as it may be of interest. I majored in the physical 

sciences when I attended university many years ago. Satanism is for the 

advancement of science. Humanity has failed to make any serious progress 

because of crap like what I am sharing below. Advanced worlds out there 

combine spirituality with technology, such as group telekinesis when 

operating flying saucers. There is a point where both physical science and 

spirituality; the occult meet and compliment each other. Everything of the 

so-called "occult" can be explained scientifically.  

 

This morning, I was finishing up on "Cracking the Bible Code" book. 

Because Hebrew uses letters for numbers, stage magicians' tricks can be 

incorporated into sequences and codes of numbers. All sorts of different 

things can be done with numbers, as any mathematician knows. This is 

another fact that not too many people are very knowledgeable about. This 

is where that crap comes from. The so-called "Bible Codes" are nothing but 

another hoax promoted by the Jews.  

 

Lilith appeared to me. This was right after I read in the book concerning 

the "Big Bang" theory and how the universe is supposedly "15 billion years 

old." Now, note again..."15 billion" again, the number 1 + 5 = 6. She told 

me that "Big Bang" theory was a total crock of shit. I then went on to ask 

about the universe, the micro and macrocosms and such and she told me 

this...she stated that because we live and die; birth and death, we often 

see things in a linear time perspective...in having a beginning and an end. 

She said the universe and the micro and macrocosms do not correspond to 

linear time. They do not have a beginning or an end. She also stated what 

Thoth said about the universe being triangular shaped. She then went on 

and told me how science and everything else has been held back and 

stymied by the Jews.  
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That theory concerning the universe being 15 billion years old is based on 

Einstein's crap. Again, Jewish lies. This in turn is based upon their stupid 

torah and then we have the muslim idiots who refuse to admit that the 

earth is older than what is stated in the koran, like the kikes- so all 

scientific enquiry is scarfed and stymied [Jewish roots]. I read some time 

ago where professors and other important scholars, if they do not conform 

to what are deemed accepted teachings, in many cases, even in spite of 

research, they re given a strong warning, then they are ostracized and 

eventually cut from their positions, if they persist. Certain research and 

such is taboo.  

 

Well, she then left and I went on reading and that book even stated that 

before Einstein's theory, the general belief was exactly what Lilith told 

me- the universe had no beginning or end.  

 

See how they ruin science? No different from how I read many years ago 

how they have NASA completely under their control.  

 

- High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Communism and truthphobia 

One time, I was very confused because of conflicting information regarding 

Hitler's stance on homosexuality, especially with the Jewish lies that 

Himmler was really against it because of population issues. It was around 

that time that Hitler's spirit had contacted me and told me that he never 

had a problem with it. Since I was still a little bit confused, Satan pointed 

me to the following quote within days after Hitler's visit: 

"I won't be a spoil sport to any of my men. If I demand the utmost of them, 

I must permit them to let off steam as they see fit, not as it suit's a lot of 

elderly church-hens. My lads are no angels… nor are they expected to be. 

I've no use for goody-goodies and League of Virtu-ites." - Adolf Hitler 

Homosexuality has it's roots in Satanism/pre-Christian Paganism. It is also 

known that anti-homosexuality is rooted in Judaism, Christianity, and 

Islam. Persecution of homosexuality isn't Aryan. It is Jewish. 

- High Priest Jake Carlson 
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Communists and Homosexuality 

In ancient Pagan times, anti-homosexuality was never heard of. Once the 

Jews touch something, it rots.  

Although written from an atheist perspective, this is an interesting read. 

Many deluded idiots link homosexuality with communism (which some 

Jews do use), but this article tells the truth. 

******** 

Communists Agree with Christians regarding Homosexuality 

Many gays and others are deluded into joining and/or supporting so-called 

"left-wing" organizations. These communist organizations, no different 

from Christianity, advance and promote themselves under the pretense of 

universal "brotherhood" "equal rights" and other related principles. 

Nothing could be further from the truth. Communism has tortured and 

mass murdered literally billions of innocent men, women and children. It is 

a modern inquisition. The Jewish textbook writers, professors, teachers 

and censors work diligently and relentlessly to portray a positive image of 

this monstrous Jewish controlled program for enslaving Gentiles, in the 

schools and in many other places. Like Christianity, communism is another 

Jewish program of horrors to destroy and enslave Gentiles.  

Quote from the Jewish Talmud:  

Baba Necia 114, 6: "The Jews are human beings, but the nations of the 

world are not human beings but beasts."  

For more about Christianity and Communism, see Christianity and 

Communism: Jewish Twins  

Below is a most revealing article revealing the true communist agenda of 

interferring in the sex lives [typically Jewish] of their enslaved peoples.  

*****  
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Communists Agree with Christians on Criminalizing Homosexuality  

Monday May 19, 2008  

In America, atheists tend to be liberal and thus also tend to favor greater 

equality for gays. This causes many conservative, evangelical Christians to 

associate atheists with liberalized attitudes towards homosexuality, but 

there is nothing about being an atheist which necessitates treating gays as 

equal human beings. Almost all the old communist regimes, for example, 

criminalized homosexuality and Russia only decriminalized it in 1993 when 

communism fell. Today, former communists in Russia are working with 

conservative Christians in the Orthodox Church to make homosexuality a 

crime again.  

The legislation, introduced Monday by Deputy Nikolay Kuryanovich would 

bring back the old law, and make it a crime for gays to congregate - a 

provision that would bar gay pride parades or meetings.  

How far Kuryanovich's bill will advance is unknown. As an Independent he 

does not have a party backing him but the measure has widespread 

support from former Communists and parties allied to the Russian 

Orthodox Church.  

The bill is the latest in a series of attempts to stifle Russia's gay community.  

Source: 365Gay  

Conservative Christians in America like to attack both atheistic communism 

and liberal attitudes towards homosexuality, but how do they deal with the 

fact that the old communist governments were and at least some 

communists today are as illiberal in their treatment of pornography, 

homosexuality, and related matters as the Christians would like the 

American government to be?  

Why don't we hear them praise those old communist laws? Why don't we 

hear them admit some admiration for illiberal, totalitarian policies? Would 
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they be interested in working with illiberal atheists in such matters, or 

would their aversion to atheism and communism cause them to refuse? I 

wonder what's more important to them, bigotry towards gays or bigotry 

towards atheists.  

Regardless, news stories like this help demonstrate that being an atheist 

doesn't make a person liberal, tolerant, reasonable, rational, or anything 

else decent. Atheists are more than capable of working on behalf of 

illiberal, authoritarian, repressive political agendas. There are no political, 

philosophical, or social beliefs shared by all atheists.  

It's a person's political and personal philosophy that is most important, not 

being an atheist or a theist. I have little in common with the atheist 

communists referenced in the above article and would be unlikely to work 

with them towards any political or social goals. It's not their being 

communists that's necessarily the problem, but their illiberal attitudes 

make them as valuable as religious fundamentalists when it comes to 

fulfilling political goals.  

http://gblt.webs.com/Communists_Agree_with_Christians%20.htm 
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Christianity, Communism, and Homosexuality 

While the author of these notes uses the term "homophobia," which I 

don't agree with, these notes are quite revealing. They prove similarities 

between both ancient and modern views towards homosexuality of the 

Christian and Marxist creeds, and how Christianity and Communism are 

one and the same. 

1) Homosexuality in Christian "History:" 

Homosexuality In Classical Antiquity : In 342 (Codex Theodosianus, 9, 7, 3,) 

the first law was enacted in Milan regarding passive homosexuals. Harsher 

penalties were introduced by Theodosius I in a law addressed to the 

prefect of Rome in 390, with execution by burning (...). This law was 

inserted in the Theodosian Code of 438 (9, 7, 6), but substantially modified 

and with a wider scope. The new compilation condemned to burning all 

passive homosexuals without distinction. With the Emperor Justinian the 

legislation was broadened; every kind of homosexuality was repeatedly 

condemned with the death penalty".  

From Wikipedia: "Justinian's law code then served as the basis for most 

European countries' laws against homosexuals for the next 1400 years. 

Homosexual behavior, called sodomy, was considered a capital crime, and 

thousands of homosexual men were executed across Europe during waves 

of persecution in these centuries." 

2) Homosexuality in Communism: 

From Wikipedia: 

"Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels both to some level expressed homophobia 

in their public and private writings " 

"In the 1930s under Joseph Stalin, homosexuality and abortion were 

recriminalised in the nation. Article 121 explicitly criminalised male same-

sex intercourse and with five years of hard prison labor as a penalty(...) 
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Homosexuals were sometimes denied membership or expelled from 

communist parties across the globe during the 20th Century, as most 

communist parties followed the social precedents set by the USSR. Today, 

however, nearly all communist parties accept homosexuals and support 

the LGBT rights movement. 

Homosexuality was decriminalized in China in 1997 and was removed as a 

mental illness in 2002" 

3) My Notes: 

Christianity is doing the same thing that Communism is doing with 

homosexuality. It is trying to appear more and more "progressive," while 

other Christians bitch and complain about the "subversion" of Christianity. 

While it is true that the inner Catholic Church has been ripe with 

homosexuality for quite some time, that doesn't make Christianity friendly 

to homosexuals OR heterosexuals, as for heterosexuals who are not 

Mormon Christians, but some other branch of Christianity, Christianity is 

like a birth control pill, as it seizes both homosexuals and heterosexuals 

with fear of eternal damnation over sex and masturbation. Then, for the 

children, an indoctrination of an odious lie is introduced that claims that 

we were "born into sin." 

Despite what I said about there being homosexuality in the Catholic 

Church, make no mistake, Christianity from its inception has discouraged 

any sex for pleasure between consenting adults, punishing homosexuals 

and heterosexuals with death, while child rapists go free. This is in the 

Jewish Talmud where consenting adult sexuality is to be punished with 

death, but Jewish men or women who seduce young Gentile children are 

held in high regards. 

As for homosexuality enjoying a greater "tolerance" in both Christianity 

and Communism, these programs are changing with the times, as both of 

them need more useful idiots, and Christianity is weakening so badly that 

one's sexual preference doesn't matter as much as it did before. Adolf 
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Hitler never persecuted homosexuals who were loyal to him, but the Jews 

see to it that he gets the blame for how Josef Stalin treated homosexuals. 

Under Stalin, "incurable" homosexuals who cannot breed, but are still 

creative in other ways, were sent to the most horrific mental institutions 

for the criminally insane. Stalin certainly had Christian Values, while Hitler 

couldn't have cared less about one's sexual preference, provided that the 

individual was a good National Socialist. That is hardly Christian. 

“American Newspapers claim that Stalin has been preordained to save 

Christianity.” -- from the Goebbels Diaries 

4) A message for new people who come to Satanism confused about sexual 

preferences 

Unlike the corrupt Right-hand Path religions of the world, Satanism 

encourages both homosexuality and heterosexuality, as long as it doesn't 

involve race-mixing, and that this sexual freedom isn't abused by using it in 

illegal ways. Satan doesn't care about which gender you're attracted to. 

Satan only cares if you're a good Satanist/National Socialist. It's as easy as 

that. 

Informative Link: 

http://antispirituality.net/marxism-religion 
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GAY IN THE GULAG 

Anal and genital contact between consenting males became a criminal 

offence in the USSR on 17 December 1933. On 1 April 1934, article 154 

(later 121) was introduced specifying a punishment of up to five years 

imprisonment. One theory currently popular among Moscow gays has it 

that the adopted son of the leading proletarian writer, Maxim Gorky, was 

seduced by a homosexual and that Gorky's personal petition to Stalin led 

to the subsequent formal prohibition. On 23 May 1934, Pravda and 

Izvestiya published an article by Gorky declaiming, in language reminiscent 

of a political trial, that homosexuality was the result of pernicious 

influences from the Western bourgeoisie and German fascism. The article 

concluded with the slogan: “DESTROY HOMOSEXUALITY AND FASCISM 

WILL DISAPPEAR!” 

Article 154 quickly became a tool of reprisal against political dissent. In 

January 1934, homosexuals were arrested en masse in the Soviet Union's 

main cities. Among those imprisoned were many actors, musicians and 

artists. Historians have noted numerous suicides in the Red Army and a 

growing mood of panic among Soviet gays at that time. 

In 1936 the Commissar for Justice, Nikolai Krylenko, declared 

homosexuality a political crime against the Soviet state and the proletariat. 

It became an object of NKVD (later transformed into KGB) investigations, 

possibly with a view to recruiting new informers from among known 

homosexuals. 

In the mid-1930s gays flooded into Soviet camps in their thousands, and 

the influx apparently remained steady throughout the years article 121 

was in force. Alexander Solzhenitsyn called it a 'sordid' bit of legislation. In 

the Gulag Archipelago, dedicated to 'all those who did not live long enough 

to tell the story', there isn't a word of sympathy for oppressed 

homosexuals. Just as there isn't in Varlaam Shalamov's Kolyma Tales. Most 

dissident authors, while exposing the inhumanity of life in the camps, hold 
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on firmly to camp attitudes in their contemptuous dismissal of gays and of 

homosexuality in general. Until very recently the issue remained taboo. 

Even when revelations about Stalinist repressions began to emerge, not a 

single human rights activist, neither in the USSR nor abroad, was seriously 

prepared to tackle the problem. 

The fate of homosexuals in Soviet prisons and camps is unprecedented in 

the scope of its tragedy and brutality. Not only were the numbers vast, 

homosexual rape took place in every camp and prison without exception. 

Not only did the Soviet system fail to cure the 'foreign disease', it led to a 

dramatic growth in the numbers of homosexuals. Huge numbers of people 

who had not previously been gay became categorised as 'opushchennye' 

(lit: crestfallen, degraded, downcast; also slang term for one who has been 

beaten up, raped and urinated upon). 

In his book The Mordovian Marathon (Jerusalem, 1979), Eduard Kuznetsov 

devotes a chapter called, 'Queer Folk' to homosexuals in the camps. 

'According to people in the know', he writes, '90 per cent of convicts are 

homosexual. But only passive gays—about 10 per cent—are regarded as 

such. They are the so-called 'kozly' (lit: 'billy goats', or customers of 

prostitutes) and 'petukhi' (lit: 'cocks', or faggots). Active homosexuals are 

so commonplace they don't even merit a special name.' 

“Passive homosexuals are not necessarily prisoners with gay inclinations”, 

writes Andrei Amal'rik in the book Notes of a dissident (Ann Arbor, 1982), 

“they are the unassertive, the timid, those who have lost a game of cards, 

those who have broken the camp code of ethics. Once you have the 

reputation of being a "cock", it is impossible to get rid of it. It follows you 

from camp to camp. And if, after transfer to a new place a "fallen" prisoner 

fails to reveal himself, sooner or later it is bound to come to light. Then 

punishment is unavoidable, and it will take the form of a collective reprisal 

often ending in death.” 
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The first convicted homosexual to come out was the Leningrad poet 

Gennady Trifonov. In December 1977, he sent the following open letter to 

Literaturnaya Gazeta from Camp No 398/38 in the western Urals: 

“I have experienced every possible nightmare and horror; it is impossible 

to get used to it. Over a period of 18 months I have seen daily what it is to 

be a convicted homosexual in a Soviet camp. The position of gays in the 

death camps of the Third Reich was nothing compared to this. They had a 

clear prospect for the future-the gas chamber. We lead a half-animal 

existence, condemned to die of hunger, nursing secret dreams of 

contracting some deadly disease for a few days peace in a bunk in sickbay. 

“I know people who have either forgotten the end of their prison term, or 

who have not managed physically to survive that long. Their bodies were 

taken off the electric wire; they were found hanging in prison cells, 

tortured to death by prisoners in bestial mood or beaten by guards, mad. I 

know their names; I have access to the written evidence of witnesses. In a 

year and a half of this hell I have carefully studied 22 convictions for 

homosexuality in the USSR. If this information reaches the West, I will be 

accused of slander and physically liquidated. It won't take much. They will 

set a group of convicts who have lost all semblance of humanity against me 

and certify my death ‘in the natural way’.” 

Trifonov's letter was not published in the Soviet Union. But once his name 

became known in the West, the camp authorities treated him less cruelly... 

Pavel Masalsky from Moscow, a man of middle height with close cropped 

hair, aged about 35, was convicted with his boyfriend in 1984. Until then 

his name had been filed with the special department of the militia that was 

formed 'to fight against homosexuality'. This was where all information 

about Moscow's gays was collected. Pavel recalls occasions when 

militiamen from the Department blackmailed and sexually harassed him 

and other gay men. 
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In order to imprison Pavel and his boyfriend, a neighbor's denunciation 

was enough. There was not even any need for evidence of a homosexual 

act, normally compulsory in these cases. 

The court hearing was closed, like most cases dealing with 'sexual crimes' 

in the USSR. After the hearing Pavel and his boyfriend were sent away to 

different prisons. After nine months, Pavel was moved to a camp where 

out of 1,500 men about 200 were categorized as 'opushchennye'. 

“In our camp the petukhi lived with everyone else but we had a separate 

table, separate crockery, and a separate place in the queue-at the very 

end. The administration regards the opushchennye in the same way as the 

prisoners: it helps them less, does not give them the opportunity to work 

on good jobs. Sometimes if they see that a man is being taunted beyond 

endurance they move him on to another zone to get rid of him. 

“The administration treated me worse than the others. They found 

taunting me rather diverting; they would follow me around, summon me 

up to headquarters-which is the worst thing possible in a zone because 

everyone thinks you're squealing. They suggested that I become an 

informer but I refused and because of that I spent about three months in 

penal isolation cells. After that they left me alone, and I began to go up in 

the eyes of the convicts and became a prostitute. It was the only way out: 

it was impossible to live otherwise.” 

Valery Klimov from Nizhny Tagil is a slightly stout man of about 35, with 

grey hair. He was arrested for a relationship with a boy who was under 

age. When Valery was called to the prosecutor's office, the investigator 

offered him two options: suicide or plea guilty. He was threatened with 

reprisal against his friends if he refused. Klimov took all the blame on 

himself and got three years. 

'I was able to stand for myself in prison and in camp, but there were about 

10 occasions when gays were murdered before my eyes. One was beaten 

to death in a prison in Sverdlovsk. There were 100 men in our cell; three or 
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four raped him every day and then chucked him under the bunks. It was 

bestial, a nightmare. Once 10 of them raped him and then jumped on his 

head. I nearly went mad there; my hair turned grey. That's how people lose 

their sanity; many never recover even after they leave. 

“Homosexuality exists at all levels in the camp. It isn't only the 

opushchennye who do it; the prison staff does it as well. In prison 

conditions heterosexual males can easily turn into homosexuals. 

Sometimes it isn't only a physical urge, but real emotion. I saw displays of 

love and affection between partners. Our team leader, Viktor Popov, 

declared his love for me and asked me to be with him; I was the active 

partner. Until then he had thought of himself as 100 per cent 'natural' 

(straight). Now he is married and has children. Sometimes he still visits me 

though.” 

Translated from Russian by Irena Maryniak. 

First published in: Index on Censorship (London), Volume 24, No.1/1995. 

© Slava Mogutin, 1995. 
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The Real Attitude of Communism towards Gays 

"And a senior Maoist leader, Dev Gurung - former commander of the 

Maoist militia in the western part of Nepal, and now minister of Local 

Government - was quoted in December in the New Delhi, India- based daily 

The Asian Age as proclaiming, "Under Soviet rule there were no 

homosexuals in the Soviet Union. Now that they are moving towards 

capitalism, homosexuals may have arisen there as well. So homosexuality 

is a product of capitalism. Under socialism this kind of problem doesn't 

exist." 

Remember that "Under Soviet rule there were no homosexuals in the 

Soviet Union." 

Nepal's Maoist Assault on Gays  

by DOUG IRELAND  

04/19/2007  

The kidnapping in Nepal last month of two young women accused of being 

lesbians underscores the continuing plight of the Himalayan nation's sexual 

minorities. 

Despite the people's democracy movement that last year put an end to the 

autocratic rule of the country's monarchy, Nepal's LGBTs - including its 

many metis, or cross-dressing and transgendered males - are still the 

targets of violence and persecution by the country's Maoists. 

Following a peace agreement the Maoist guerillas signed last November 

which put an end to the bloody, decade-long civil war they had led, they 

joined an interim government and, at the beginning of this month, 

received six of the 16 ministries in a cabinet headed by 85-year-old Prime 

Minister G. P. Koirala, chief of the Seven Party Alliance, the coalition that is 

Nepal's largest political formation. 
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"Before the peace deal, most of the violence against metis was committed 

by the Nepali police, but recently many metis have been victimized by men 

who called themselves Maoists," Sunil Pant, founder and director of 

Nepal's Blue Diamond Society, the country's leading LGBT rights and AIDS-

prevention organization, recently wrote in U.K. Gay News. 

But metis are not the Maoists' only target, as the kidnapping of the two 

young lesbians shows. On March 2, a 16-year-old girl and a 20- year-old 

woman named Sarita C. were detained by cadres of the Communist Party 

of Nepal-Maoist on suspicion they had a sexual relationship, according to 

the Blue Diamond Society. The two were held for half a day at a Maoist 

camp in Sunsari, intensively interrogated about whether they were 

homosexuals, and told they would "have to undergo a blood test to check 

if they were lesbians." 

The teenager's family had used violence on several occasions against the 

couple and had demanded that the Maoists take action against them. This 

was the pair's second kidnapping; in late 2006, they had been abducted 

and held at a Maoist camp in the Morang district, where they were called 

insulting names for homosexuals, including chakka, and ordered to join the 

Maoists as soldiers because it would lead them to the "straight life." 

But the duo refused to carry weapons - as a result of which they were 

deprived of food and beaten daily, though they finally managed to escape 

after a month. 

The U.K. lesbian magazine Diva reported recently that in Nepal's 

patriarchal culture, in which only 25 percent of adult women can read or 

write (compared to 55 percent of men), lesbians - or mitinis - "face 

enormous problems. Most are forced into marriage. They will be sacked 

and victimized if their sexuality becomes known." 

The magazine cited a Nepali saying, "The hen ought not to crow." 
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Incendiary homophobic declarations from Nepal's Maoist leaders have 

multiplied recently. In January, Maoist cadres began moving from house to 

house in the Nepalese capital of Kathmandu telling owners not to rent 

rooms to gays, according to the Mumbai, India-based newspaper Daily 

News and Analysis. The newspaper reported that Sagar (some Nepalese 

use only one name), the former Maoist military commander of Kathmandu, 

had said that homosexuality was an "aberrant activity that could have a 

negative effect on society." The newspaper reported that the Maoists, 

"who have also been campaigning against polygamy, polyandry, infidelity, 

and drunkenness, have a zero tolerance policy towards homosexuality." 

And a senior Maoist leader, Dev Gurung - former commander of the Maoist 

militia in the western part of Nepal, and now minister of Local Government 

- was quoted in December in the New Delhi, India- based daily The Asian 

Age as proclaiming, "Under Soviet rule there were no homosexuals in the 

Soviet Union. Now that they are moving towards capitalism, homosexuals 

may have arisen there as well. So homosexuality is a product of capitalism. 

Under socialism this kind of problem doesn't exist." 

Moreover, Amrita Thapa, general secretary of the Maoist women's 

association, told participants at a national conference in March 2006 that 

homosexuals were unnatural and were "polluting" society. 

Human Rights Watch this week called for an end to Maoist persecution of 

LGBT people. In an April 16 letter to Nepal's minister for Women, Children, 

and Social Welfare, HRW's director of LGBT affairs, Scott Long, wrote that 

his group "is gravely concerned by anti-gay rhetoric and violence targeting 

people because of their presumed sexual orientation or the exercise of 

their sexual autonomy on the part of the Communist Party of Nepal-

Maoist." 

Citing the kidnapping of the two accused lesbians, Long said that case "is 

only one of numerous documented cases of arrests, rapes, and beatings of 

lesbians, gays, and metis in Nepal over the past several years. It also forms 
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one part of a larger pattern of abuses of the rights of children by the 

Maoists." (In February, HRW issued a report, "Children in the Ranks: The 

Maoists Use of Child Soldiers in Nepal," which documented the Maoists' 

widespread recruitment of children as soldiers.) 

LGBT activist Pant and the Blue Diamond Society (BDS) will be honored in 

New York City on May 1 with the Felipa de Souza Award given by the 

International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission (IGLHRC) for their 

"courage and impact" as a grassroots group on LGBT rights. Pant founded 

the BDS in 2001, and the group says it now has 40,000 Nepalese LGBT 

people in its database and more than 10,000 active supporters. 

In June 2004, BDS organized the first-ever LGBT demonstration in the 

country's history, to protest police harassment and brutality - but the 

demonstration was violently broken up by police. The following month, in 

a case that aroused international outrage, Nepalese police arrested 39 BDS 

members and metis on charges of "spreading perversion." In January this 

year, the group organized Nepal's first LGBT conference, featuring openly 

gay and openly HIV-positive Justice Edwin Cameron of South Africa's 

Supreme Court of Appeal. 

BDS, working in coalition with other human rights groups in the country, is 

currently pressing for inclusion of protection for the rights of LGBT people 

in the new Nepalese Constitution to be adopted by a special assembly that 

will be elected in June - but Pant told IGLHRC last week that "the major 

political parties don't take our issues seriously and this means we have to 

work hard to convince them." 

The BDS is desperate for funds to continue and expand its work defending 

persecuted LGBT people.  

For more information, visit the BDS website 

http://www.bds.org.np/ 

Doug Ireland can be reached through his blog, DIRELAND, Click Here: 

http://direland.typepad.com/direland/ 
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Playing both sides against the middle 
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Putin is a Jew 

I haven't read through all of this thread due to a lack of time. I will tell you 

this... This is what I keep reiterating, how the Jews take control of both 

sides. This is a very blatant example. Putin is a Jew. His father was a Talmud 

scholar. Of course, he is a Jewish communist and claims to be “against 

Israel.” They all do. This takes the heat off of the correct accusations that 

communism is a Jewish program. 

Now, the former Soviet Union, being under Jewish communist control, and 

being very clever; USSR would take the side of whatever country Israel was 

against, such as supposedly supporting Arab nations. This was all a front. 

USSR would send these countries inferior weapons, many of which didn't 

even function. Jews in USSR would also publicly whine and blatantly about 

the "anti-Semitism" under communism. This is all for show and to confuse 

you. So, Israel openly supports the free world, and the USSR openly 

supports the enemies of Israel, but the both are working together under 

the table for world communism. 

This is no different from Christianity. The Jews claim to be against it, even 

going as far to promote they "killed christ" "are of the devil" and so forth. 

They forever whine about being persecuted by Christianity. Now, look a 

little deeper. Every page on that stupid bible has the word "Jew/s" written 

on it, "Israel" The nazarene was a Jew, his disciples were Jews, his mother 

and father were observant Jews, both the Old and New Testaments are 

nothing but Jewish patriarchs, Jewish heroes, denigration of Gentiles and 

the Jewish teachings promoting communism. Now, just how can 

Christianity be against Jews? It is all a false front. People are under a 

powerful spell and they cannot see this. 

It is a fact, that communism, is a Jewish invention; all of its top leaders are 

Jewish, and/or married to Jews and like the bible, it is a swindle. The Jews 

know this and protect it. They protect their most important programs by 

pretending to be enemies of them, but underneath it all, they control both 
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sides, and work these both sides to their agenda. This is one of the most 

important keys to understanding how they operate. It has been extremely 

effective for centuries. People fall for it all of the time. 

This is no different from how they control the Gay Rights Movement: 

http://gblt.webs.com/Enemy_Control.htm 

In their religious writings, homosexuality is an abomination. Their real 

intention is to have everyone live under Old Testament and Talmudic law. 

Open sexuality, let alone homosexuality was NOT tolerated in the USSR. 

Gay and in the gulag was commonplace. Even heterosexual free sex, nudity 

and so forth were severely punished. Jewess Sharon Osbourne, wife of 

Ozzy Osbourne, wrote an autobiography. She included that during the late 

1980’s during “Glasnost” for the first time, the USSR allowed Ozz fest. She 

wrote how a teenage Russian girl in the audience pulled up her t-shirt and 

bared her breasts openly. The KGB immediately moved in within seconds, 

yanked the girl from the bleachers, and proceeded to savagely beat her 

with clubs before they hauled her off and no doubt, she must have been 

given a long prison sentence under the most brutal conditions. 

My point is, there are so many total idiots who actually believe that 

communism is liberal and free. In communist countries, you can go to 

prison [and these are some of the most brutal and heinous places known 

to humanity], for simple fortification [having sexual intercourse without a 

marriage license]. 

For those of you who are ignorant about communism, I suggest you read 

some of Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn’s books, such as The Gulag Archipelago, 

One day in the Life of Ivan Denisovitch, and many more. The latter you can 

also watch on youtube: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tdkvpopu0kY 

People really need to read Russian history. Millions upon million of 

innocent people were falsely arrested, tortured [many of the methods very 
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similar to the Inquisition], packed into prison cells the same way the Jews 

pack farm animals into tiny crates and cages [“goyim” means “cattle”], and 

then given long and intensely brutal sentences in a Siberian slave labor 

camp, of which very few ever returned. Russian author Aleksandr 

Solzhenitsyn survived and lived to tell about it. His crime? He was 

corresponding with a friend and happened to lightly criticize Josef Stalin. 

His mail was censored, he was arrested, tortured and sent off to Siberia, 

like millions of others. 

I have also made several posts regarding what is now going on in Red 

China. The slave labor. This is ALL Jewish. The late Mao Tse-Tung, no 

different from Stalin, mass murdered and tortured millions upon millions 

of innocent Chinese. This is not something to take lightly. Stupid idiots who 

spend their time in front of the Jew-tube, watching endless streams of 

worthless crap, playing nothing but video games and listening to the Jewish 

indoctrination; those who are ignorant of history and believe “it could 

never happen here” are in for a very serous rude awakening. 

I also want to add that Putin is working with all the other controlling Jews 

to try to bring Russia under communist control again. There are Russian 

patriot groups over there and of course, most are infested with 

Christianity. THIS IS HOW THEY GET CONTROL...WAKE UP PEOPLE!!!! 
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On materialism and important info 

I notice so many people falling into traps. The Jew creates the problem and 

then pushes the solution. One major trap is that of materialism. The Jew 

takes everything that makes life meaningful and pleasurable and then 

works relentlessly to destroy it. Ownership of material things makes life 

meaningful and is pleasurable. So, the Jew pushes this and corrupts it on 

the one hand and on the other, the Jew pushes for rejection of the 

material. This is done by incessant pushing and promoting materialism to 

the exclusion of all else and the underlying message here is to own 

nothing. The nazarene is then held up as a pristine example- the 

professional parasite never owned anything, and lived off the charity of 

those who did, all the while condemning them. The nazarene was a most 

arrogant character who never showed any gratitude or appreciation for 

anything. He felt it was owed to him. Though that foul scum is a Jewish 

invented fictitious archetype, he is pushed on the Gentile populace as an 

example. He is the perfect communist.  

Everything the Jew pushes and abuses is designed to destroy any and all 

freedoms. No one owns any personal property under Jewish communism. 

Jewish communism is a slave state where every Gentile citizen becomes 

the property of the state and has no freedoms or rights whatsoever. This is 

all laid out in the judeo/xian bible, which is a blueprint for communism. 

The Gentile populace becomes disposable slaves, working for the Jewish 

parasite. Satan/Lucifer has always stood for rebellion. Rebellion is a serious 

"sin" and is “evil” in the bible. Perfect slaves do not rebel or even complain.  

There is absolutely nothing wrong with owning material things or enjoying 

them. People fall into the Jewish traps with believing adages such as 

"money is the root of all evil” yet you don’t hear any Jews saying this. This 

sort of thing is for Gentiles. The bible preaches that poverty and suffering 

are virtues. Poverty is a virtue so that all wealth can be in the hands of the 

Jews. Suffering is a biblical virtue and is necessary so one again can be the 

perfect slave, endure endless and most savage abuse, and never complain. 
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A wasted life. The Jew owns everything, all material wealth, and also the 

slaves. This is why they corrupt and push materialism in unhealthy ways to 

the extreme. They want a backlash, where they own everything and us 

Gentiles own nothing and along with owning nothing, become the property 

of the Jews.  

If everyone would look deeper, it is the abuse, disrespect for, and lack of 

any appreciation that is the problem, along with imbalance in the way of 

taking things to an extreme, which is what the Jew does. The Jew takes 

certain aspects of our freedoms...money, sex, pleasure and pushes these to 

an unhealthy extreme, creating imbalance. The end result is total loss. 

Nature in her ecosystem works for a healthy balance. When nature gets 

out of balance, disaster ensues.  

Nowhere is a most blatant example of Jewish operation than with Gay 

Rights: 

http://web.archive.org/web/201304111543 ... ontrol.htm 

Gay rights from top to bottom is controlled by Jews. What they do is work 

to push and take this to an extreme on the one hand and as the Jews 

control both sides, they work against it on the other. One the other side, 

they work for establishing Old Testament laws as is with Jewish 

communism. Gay in the gulag. There are no sexual freedoms in any 

communist countries. Even heterosexuals holding hands or kissing in public 

in communist North Korea can get not only the couple, but their entire 

families thrown into slave labor concentration camps.* These are the real 

death camps where very few ever survive. Most are worked to death under 

the most hideous conditions, starving and then are disposed of. This is the 

Jewish paradise...disposable slave labor. 

*Nothing to Envy: Ordinary Lives in North Korea by Barbara Demick  

Don't fall into their traps! When everyone is on to their tactics, they can no 

longer succeed in destroying our freedoms. Money, personal ownership, 
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sexual freedoms and everything else they work to destroy, always 

remember...they push these to an unhealthy extreme, creating the 

necessary imbalance needed to create a backlash to where people are 

duped into gladly giving up their precious rights [which many fought for 

and died for in brutal bloody wars], and unknowingly sacrificing to restore 

balance- what they believe is balance. The justice system is another 

example. The justice system is dominated by Jews from top to bottom. By 

allowing crime to get so out of hand and letting violent offenders off the 

hook and relentlessly pushing injustice [corrupting the justice system to 

where it is no longer even functional], this creates the trap for people to 

give up their rights for ultra-strict laws, where no one has any rights as is 

with Jewish communism. This is also laid out in the judeo/xian bible. Turn 

the other cheek, walk the extra mile, let everything go to shit. Gentiles 

have always fought for the Jewish interest and their wars while the Jews 

just look on and grin. Another Jewish tactic is creating endless arguments 

so that nothing ever gets done in the way of ending a problem or securing 

a solution. 

Satan/Lucifer stands for freedom and rebellion. We must always respect 

our freedoms and be ready to fight for them. If we do not fight, these will 

be taken away. Respect and care for what you own. Our inner serpent 

makes us aware in the way of having respect for valuable life and an 

appreciation for things. Everything that is positive and healthy in life, the 

Jew takes, abuses and pushes to an unhealthy extreme in hopes of creating 

a backlash to their Old Testament; their Torah. Torah is the author of pain 

and misery. The torah is their root, their power over us and their 

protection. Everything you have and own, the Jew is working to take away 

from you. This also extends to your soul. Satan brings us the necessary 

knowledge and enlightenment to where we are aware of and onto their 

tactics and can no longer be duped into falling into their traps. 
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Gay Rights, Radical Honesty On An Important Issue 

The Jews are trying to control gay identity to create the sociology needed 

to keep gays under control and further their own racial goals. When the 

time comes it will be easy to sweep gays away as Communism's view of 

gays is actually being brought to life by the psychology of this gay identity 

they are giving them, its crafted to conform to such narrative. They confirm 

the indoctrinated animus towards non-heterosexuals.  

Russia is using this psychology to keep gays down while playing the other 

pro gay angle with the same they do over here. Which makes it easier to 

keep them down forever given the narratives of the state. For the reasons 

stated above. The Jews over there as here. Are leading both sides to 

maintain this. 

Jewish, Putin is using the Communist narrative to maintain and centralize 

power, while marching Russian back into a totalitarian Communist regime. 

The western Jews such as Sorros are working the other half of this reverse 

psychology game and put together and pay for disgusting and shocking 

groups of malcontents to troll the public under what is viewed as Western 

Liberalism. And this allows Putin to them crush all opposition to his regime 

as Western agents and fifth columnists. Enemies of the state, he uses this 

to ban political parties of even actual Russian Nationalists. As well for a 

major justification to ban Gay Rights and Homosexuality. This is the 

standard Communist narrative. Denounce anything and anyone as disloyal 

to the People [ Communist State]and then give them a show trial and that's 

it. When the Jews ruled under the Christian regime just remove disloyal 

with heretic. Same psychology, same purpose. 

Time for radical honesty. 

Authentic, Gay rights is simply an issue of human rights and the inherent 

nature of the soul to yean for its own freedom and to express its core value 

into the world, which is the metaphysical core of human rights. Taking the 

soul out of the equation gives licence to write whatever narrative anyone 
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wants as rights and degenerates the issue into a theatre of the absurd, 

which the enemy does quite often [with Christianity as well which is soul 

destroying materialism] to forever try and work towards stomping our 

rights into the dirt. 

This meta-right within our being, is what our ancestors talked about within 

Dharma and the Founders where writing about with individual rights and 

liberty. Franklin was not heterosexual himself, he engaged in sexual orgies 

with men and women as a member of the "Hell Fire Club." Sexual 

orientation is within the soul, its metagenic. 

The greatest freedom the soul yeans for is its own liberation and 

transformation into the perfected vehicle of the divine, to bring forth the 

gold hidden deep within its own self. Its the greatest crime against man to 

deny him what is his by divine right. And to weight him down by putting 

chains on his very soul itself. All evil comes out of this.  

Heterosexual or Homosexual, every man is his own King. The ancient 

articles of Kingship the specter and crown are symbols of the risen serpent 

and transformation of the human into the fully Divine. Benjamin Franklin 

and the other Founders also left this ancient code in their images.  

Anyone can sit on a throne, but only a Man can crown himself King. The 

crown is the halo of the risen serpent of Satan. The symbol of ultimate 

freedom and power by the enlightenment of the soul. This is Satan's gift to 

us. True and eternal freedom. But that freedom is for every Gentile, 

because its the freedom of the soul to the realization of its own self as a 

God. This is what is at the core of all true, human rights. 

Am, I worthy of achieving the light if I deny my brother his divine right to 

the same light. The slavery of the soul has come to an end for all humanity. 
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Communism And Masonry: Two Fronts Of The Jew World Order 

"Gentile masonry blindly serves as a screen for us and our objects, but the 

plan of action of our force, even its very abiding place, remains for the 

whole people an unknown mystery....Who and what is in a position to 

overthrow an invisible force?" (Protocol 4)  

"we shall create and multiply free Masonic lodges... absorb into them all 

who may become or who are prominent in public activity, for in these 

lodges we shall find our principle intelligence office and means of 

influence.... The most secret political plots will be known to us and will fall 

under our guiding hands...We know the final goal...whereas the goyim 

have knowledge of nothing..." (Protocol 15) – 

The Jews claim the protocols as a forgery. This is how the Jews lie. When it 

was ruled a forgery by the court in Switzerland in the 19th century. It was 

ruling the protocols as a legitimate document hence real. As the document 

presented in the court was a reprint hence a forged of the original 

document. Just as to forge a check you need an original to create the copy 

from. They told half a truth to tell a full lie. 

The Court ruling was the protocols are real. 

As we can witness President Washington knew about the Illuminati and 

that they where trying to infiltrate the Masonic orders and movements. 

And their doctrine was the enemy of the Masonic one they had fought to 

build America upon: 

Library of Congress link: 

•The George Washington Papers at the Library of Congress, 1741-1799 

Type "Illuminati 

Mount Vernon, October 24, 1798. 
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Revd Sir: I have your favor of the 17th. instant before me; and my only 

motive to trouble you with the receipt of this letter, is to explain, and 

correct a mistake which I perceive the hurry in which I am obliged, often, 

to write letters, have led you into. 

It was not my intention to doubt that, the Doctrines of the Illuminati, and 

principles of Jacobinism had not spread in the United States. On the 

contrary, no one is more truly satisfied of this fact than I am. 

The idea that I meant to convey, was, that I did not believe that the Lodges 

of Free Masons in this Country had, as Societies, endeavoured to 

propagate the diabolical tenets of the first, or pernicious principles of the 

latter (if they are susceptible of separation). That Individuals of them may 

have done it, or that the founder, or instrument employed to found, the 

Democratic Societies in the United States, may have had these objects; and 

actually had a separation of the People from their Government in view, is 

too evident to be questioned. 

My occupations are such, that but little leisure is allowed me to read News 

Papers, or Books of any kind; the reading of letters, and preparing answers, 

absorb much of my time." 

President Washington was the Highest ranking Mason in America. The 

original Free Mason religion and idealism of which the American Republic 

was built upon. Can be read here: 

The Real American Revolution 

topic585.html 

“In 1785, leading members of the Illuminati left the Society and testified 

before a Court of Inquiry called by the Elector of Bavaria. Their startling 

evidence removed all doubt regarding the Illuminati. On the 11th of 

October, 1785, the Bavarian authorities raided Zwack's [Illuminati 

cofounder] house and discovered a mountainous array of Illuminati 
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documents which showed quite clearly that they planned to bring about a 

"universal revolution that should deal the death-blow to society.” 

Communism start was not founded in the 19th century. It was founded in 

the 18th century. When as History records that on May 1, 1776, [May day 

is a Communist holiday as well] Dr. Adam Weishaupt founded the Bavarian 

Order of the ILLUMINATI. Weishaupt was a Professor of Jewish Canon Law 

at the University of Ingolstadt in Bavaria, Germany. He was born to Jewish 

parents and later "converted" to Roman Catholicism. He became a high-

ranking member of The Order Of The Jesuits, whom he subsequently left to 

form his very own organization at the clear behest of the newly formed 

"House Of Rothschild." 

Weishaupt took a group of fellow Jewish agents who had organized under 

the name of the “Frankist.” And from them into the newly termed order 

the “Illuminati.” The doctrine of this Jewish front was Communism.  

“It is more interesting to learn that Karl Marx was not the real founder of 

Communist world revolution. Its true father was Adam Weishaupt, founder 

of the "Freemasonic Order" of the Illuminati”- Marschalko 

The six main points of Weishaupt doctrine is the abolition of:  

1.Ordered or nationalistic governments in the form of monarchies.  

2.Private property.  

3.Inheritance rights.  

4.Patriotism to nationalist causes.  

5.Social order in families, sexual prohibition laws and all moral codes.  

6.All religious disciplines based on faith in a living God, as opposed to faith 

in nature, man, and reason.  

Weishaupt himself did not enter a lodge until 1777, when he received 

induction into the Lodge Theodore de Bon Conseil in Munich. However, 
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once inside Masonry, Weishaupt immediately went to work another 

Rothschild agents to inject the Illuminate doctrine, hand in hand with 

Judaic occult systems to put the Gentiles under the control of the Elders of 

Zion. While rotting out the original Masonic spiritual doctrines and 

philosophy of universal-spiritual law. Weishaupt and his agents organized 

the Congress of Wilhelmsbad at the Castle of William IX of Hesse-Kassel, to 

occur on July 16, 1782. That special even, which was momentous in both 

size and aspirations, was attended by elite representatives of Masonic 

lodges from all over.  

It was also there that a decision was reached to allow the previously 

excluded Jews to be granted admittance into Freemasonry.  

William IX was in bed with Rothschild from the start and one of his agent 

dupes: 

“William looked for help in managing his estate. He hired Mayer Amschel 

Rothschild as "Hoffaktor" in 1769,[1] to supervise the operation of his 

properties and tax-gathering. The wealth of William's estate provided a 

good living for Rothschild and the men had a strong relationship; he 

founded the Rothschild family dynasty, which became important in 

financing and banking in Europe. Although they had been acquainted since 

1775, William IX did not formally designate Rothschild as his overseer until 

1801.” 

The Jews had also been working to influence and corrupt Masonic 

doctrines and infiltrate Masonic Societies for decades by other 

organizations such as the Martinists: 

Y Martines de Pasqually: In his book on the Order of the Elus Coens of the 

eighteenth century, R. le Forestier tells us that this Order was founded; 

continuing as martinists today, about 1760, by Martines de Pasqually, said 

to be a Portuguese Jew. It was one of the most interesting occult groups of 

the time, "which constituted under cover of Freemasonry one of the last 

links of the long chain of mysterious and jealously closed associations 
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whose members claimed by magical process to communicate with the 

divine in order to participate in a blessed immortality." Illuminism! 

The name Coen given by Pasqually to his members is an adaptation of the 

Hebrew term Cohanim, which designated the highest sacerdotal caste, 

constituted at Jerusalem, under Solomon, to assure divine service in the 

Temple.” 

Its no mistake the Jewish Kabbalah doctrines of Eliphas Levi where some of 

the most disseminated in the 19h century and up. In mainstream society. 

As Levi was a Martinist. The Jewish power elites work relentlessly to 

replace authentic spiritual knowledge with Hebraic systems of corruption. 

That put Gentiles unconscious and consciously under their influence. And 

are designed to not lead to any spiritual power. 

The Jewish agents infiltrated the French Masonic societies and helped to 

start and fund the French Revolution. Of which they manipulated the 

Masonic societies into supporting. The original revolution which created a 

constitution Monarchy. Was taken over by armed force and usurped by the 

Jacobin’s who where Jewish Frankists [Illuminati’s political front] and the 

outer political force of the Jewish Elders of Zion’s agenda. They then 

instituted the Terror and slaughtered the aristocrats, the middle classes 

and peasants whole regions and classes where exterminated. The Jewish 

directors now in control of the revolution installed by terror all the 

ideological points of the Illuminati manifesto. With the Jewish Bankers 

funding and directing this via their networks. The French Revolution was 

the first Communist Revolution in history.  

Louis Dasté,writing on the subject of Free masonry in the French 

Revolution states: "This mysterious illumination of the low grades of 

Masonry, this hierarchy of which Philalèthes Junior has so jealously 

guarded the secret, those 'Unknown Superiors' venerated by the Judaising 

Martinists and Philalèthes, who claim domination over ordinary lodges; is 

not all that the unbreakable chain which links the Jewish Cabala to 
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Freemasonry, and have we not henceforth the right to suspect the Occult 

Power hidden behind the Masonic Lodges to be the brain of Judaism which 

would conquer and dominate the entire world?" 

In time it fell apart with a military coup that put Napoleon into power who 

ended the terror and restored order. And brought about a more authentic 

Masonic order. In his statements and actions he refuted the Jewish, 

Jacobin ideology of Communism. 

In 1827 Sir Walter Scott publishes his nine volume set, The life of Napolean 

and in volume two he states that the French Revolution was planned by 

the Illuminati (Adam Weishaupt) and was financed by the money changers 

of Europe (The Rothschilds).  

Napoleon was a Mason most popularly noted by his famous hand in the 

jacket image. Which was a common gesture in many paintings and later 

photographs of hundreds of men in the Western World. As it’s a sign of 

degree of the Masonic societies.  

But the Masonic Societies had sub come to the Jewish infiltration in 1811 

in Frankfurt [Frankfurt was the original base of Rothschild operations]. The 

new Frankfurt Lodge was established as now head of European Free 

Masonry of which the founders and leaders to this day are the Jewish 

Rothschild’s and was co-founded by the Jew Zvi Hirsch.  

The first Communist International: Was held in Frankfurt in 1847 and was 

chaired by Lionel de Rothschild along with the Jew Karl Marx. At the 

meeting, a branch of the Elders Of Zion's, Illuminati, the Jacobin Club 

parading as "The League of the Just," which would become the Communist 

League. Of which Marx was a leading member. Marx was commissioned by 

Rothschild to write the Communist Manifesto. The Manifesto was 

published the following year, 1848. The largest support and circulation of 

the Communist Manifesto was conducted by the network of worldwide 

Free masonry . 
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The motto of the League of the Just (Bund der Gerechten) was "All Men 

are Brothers" and its goals were "the establishment of the Kingdom of God 

on Earth, based on the ideals of love of one's neighbor, equality and 

justice". This is the core doctrine of the Jewish programs. But what does 

this really mean. The Jews tell us themselves and its as we see in their 

actual behaviour when in power which is based on what is wrote in their 

Talmudic and Torah: 

“The nations will gather to pay homage to the people of God: all the 

fortunes of the nations will pass to the Jewish people, they will march 

captive behind the Jewish people in chains and will prostrate themselves 

before them, their kings will bring up their sons, and their princesses will 

nurse their children. The Jews will command the nations, they will summon 

peoples whom they do not even know them will hasten to them. The 

riches of the sea and the wealth of nations will come to the Jews of their 

own right. "Any people of the Kingdom who will not serve Israel will be 

destroyed" -Isidore Loeb [Le Litterature des Pauvres dans la Bible]. 

The “Kingdom of God on Earth.” Is the rule of the Elders of Zion. As they 

state when their Messiah comes each Jew will get 2800 Goyium slaves. 

“During the decade of the 1840s the word "communist" came into general 

use to describe those who hailed the left wing of the Jacobin Club of the 

French Revolution as their ideological forefathers.[My note this is the 

Illuminati doctrine openly]. This political tendency saw itself as egalitarian 

heritor's of the 1795 Conspiracy of Equals headed by Gracchus Babeuf. The 

sans-culottes of Paris which had decades earlier been the base of support 

for Babeuf —artisans, journeymen, and the urban unemployed — was seen 

as a potential foundation for a new social system based upon the modern 

machine production of the day."  

By this point Free Masonry had been replaced with the Jewish Kabbalah as 

the spiritual aspect and Communism as the philosophical branch both used 

for the one end; 
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“During the ceremonies of the ritual for the Royal Arch degree, the 

candidate is asked, "Brother Inspector, what are you?" and he replies, "I 

AM THAT I AM." Can you imagine that? When Moses asked God to name 

Himself, God said, "I AM THAT I AM" and He said, "Thus shalt thou say unto 

the children of Israel, I AM hath sent me unto you." (Exodus 3:14) 

I AM THAT I AM is the name Yahweh gives for itself in the Torah and Judeo 

Christian Bible. The lost word and Masonic God: Jubulum. Is trinity title of 

Yahweh. 

"Few Candidates may be aware that Hiram, whom they have represented 

and personified, is ideally and precisely the same as Christ. Yet such is 

undoubtedly the case. This old philosophy shows what Christ as a glyph 

menas, and how the Christ state results from real initiation, or from the 

evolution of the human into the divine" (Mystic Masonry, p. 248).  

Albert Pike tells us who the God of Mason's are now: 

"The Apocalypse is, to those who receive the nineteenth Degree, the 

Apothesis of that Sublime Faith which aspires to God alone, and despises 

all the pomps and works of Lucifer. LUCIFER, the Light-bearer! Strange and 

mysterious name to give to the Spirit of Darkness! Lucifer, the Son of the 

Morning! Is it he who bears the Light, and with its splendors intolerable 

blinds feeble, for traditions are full of sensual or selfish Souls ? Doubt it 

not! Divine Revelations and Inspirations: and Inspiration is not of one Age 

nor of one Creed. Plato and Philo, also, were inspired. The Apocalypse, 

indeed, is a book as obscure as the Sohar. It is written hieroglyphically with 

numbers and images; and the Apostle often appeals to the intelligence of 

the Initiated. “Let him who hath knowledge, understand! let him who 

understands, calculate !” he often says, after an allegory or the mention of 

a number. Saint John, the favorite Apostle, and the Depositary of all the 

Secrets of the Saviour, therefore did not write to be understood by the 

multitude." 

-Morals and Dogma. 
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The bold Pike is referring to Christ as Saviour who taught in parables for 

the multitude.  

2 Peter 1:19: 

"We have also a more sure word of prophecy; whereunto ye do well that 

ye take heed, as unto a light that shineth in a dark place, until the day 

dawn, and the day star [Jesus] arise in your hearts." 

Revelation 22:16: 

"I Jesus have sent mine angel to testify unto you these things in the 

churches. I am the root and the offspring of David, and the bright and 

morning star." 

Lucifer is Latin of Morning Star or Venus. Which Christ announces himself 

as in the Bible. The Morning Star of Day Star is another noted title of Jesus 

within the Bible. This title was stolen like many things from the Pagan 

mysteries. 

When Mason's state they are Lucifer they are stating they are Christ like. 

Theosophy which as Blavatsky stated is an esoteric branch of Christianity 

originates from within the Masonic Societies of the 19th century. Many of 

Blavatsky associates and supporters where high ranking Mason's. Free 

Masonry is esoteric Christianity now. Pike is directly referencing the book 

of revelations of the Bible for his statement. His saviour as openly stated is 

Jesus. 

Behold, I lay in Zion a chief cornerstone, elect, precious, and he who 

believes on Him will by no means be put to shame" (1 Peter 2:6, NKJV). 

This is Chief Cornerstone is what Messiah translates to its talking about 

Jesus.  

The Apha and Omega represents the Chief Cornerstone: 
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Revelation 22:12 "And behold, I am [Jesus] coming quickly, and My reward 

is with Me, to give to every one according to his work. I am the Alpha and 

the Omega, the Beginning and the End, the First and the Last." 

The Chief Cornerstone of Capstone symbolizes the completion of the 

Temple of Solomon. Of which Christianity is a program to manifest. The 

Jewish Temple Of Solomon is their Jewish World Order. Pike and others tell 

us exactly what the point of Free Masonry now exists. 

Bible: Book Of Jewish Witchcraft: 

topic483.html 

The Templar's: 

The Templars of whom practiced the original Tradition and from original 

Free Masonry came which banned the Jews from joining. The God of their 

Temple Of Solomon. Was not Christ but John. Hence they where called 

Johannites. This has been corrupted by the enemy through.  

As I wrote in an article John of the Templars is Jana [Oana] another title for 

Satan in Sanskrit " Wisdom." Which as Higgin's showed is also Oanes The 

Greeks spelled John as Ioannes. Higgin's showed that the title Oannes is 

the source of term gnosis. As is well known by scholars, Oannes is the 

Sumerian EA [Satan]. Oana origin is in the Sanskrit Jana Padita [Lord of 

Wisdom] which is the title of our God as Siva in the image of Skanda [who's 

totem is the Peacock and Serpent] the second Siva. Which relates to the 

reborn Siva, the reborn soul generated by the Magnum Opus. Jana also 

relates directly to the purifying effects of the kundalini serpent. Literally to 

burn away, to purify. With Jana we have Ana for Anahta the golden serpent 

of entity. And An also denotes the serpent on its own.  

This is why Da Vinci. Who was the Grand Master of the Priory Of Sion a 

Templar Branch painted John the Baptist as Dionysus. Dionysus as many 

scholars know is Siva in the East. And why the leaders of the Templar Order 

all took John as their name. 
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Oannes is also shown holding a cauldron and a pinecone. The cauldron is 

the earliest symbol of the grail from the Pagan world. The pinecone the 

pineal gland the seat of the soul in which the reborn conscious manifests 

with the ascent of the power. "The head at the center of the earth." 

Oannes baptism is that of the water of the kundalini energy in which one 

emerges from reborn. In ancient Drudic legends the warrior is flung into 

the cauldron and emerges reborn.etc 

Baphomet itself goes back to the ancient east as well. In the symbolic form 

of Satan as the two headed Agni. Who's vehicle is the goat and ram and 

who's number is 9. The Templar Baphomet was traditionally a two human, 

headed image identical to Janus [not the goat of that is popular thought of 

today]. Baphomet means baptized in Wisdom because wisdom is another 

name for Sophia or Shakti. And Baphoment in the Templar cipher 

translates out to: "Sophia" The Templar image that is shown for the 

Magnum Opus. Is Sophia holding the sacred books with a latter in front of 

her. In the Traditional world the serpent was depicted in the hieroglyph of 

a women. The word Sophia means serpent light in English in its proper 

translation. 

The Greeks [Hellenic after Helos/Hari our God] Mysteries schools stated 

the initiate was thrown into a caldron and boiled till the Titanic element is 

purified out and only the Olympian is left. The initiate then emerges reborn 

from the caldron a perfected being the title for such being: Shining 

Serpent. 

Gnosis being obtained with the rise of this power is the symbolic fact one 

has obtained the state of Oana. As Oannes [Satan] is also symbolic of the 

serpent power and its risen state of consciousness.  

360 the degrees of a perfect circle equal to 9. The ancient symbol of 

immorality was the golden serpent clutching its tail in a perfect circle. And 

was called Anahat, eternity. This is why the temple of the sun the Templars 

represented was described as being in a circle divided into 13 parts the 
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Magnum Opus. The Zodiac wheel of which the 13 constellations represent 

the macrocosm of the soul and the sun's journey thought them represent 

the 13 steps of the perfection of the individual soul. 

SOL-OM-ON are three words for the sun and trinity of the soul and the 

vowels and constants represent the male and female aspects united. Our 

word for soul comes from Sol. As this relates to the spiritual sun. The true 

Temple of SOLOMON is the human being. 

This is why the Great Seal of the United States drafted by the Founders 

shows a Pyramid with 13 levels and 72 blocks. The 13 steps of 

enlightenment and 72=9. The number of completion of the Temple of the 

Soul and the number of Agni [Satan]. It also shows 13 stars with in the six 

pointed star. The six pointed star was stolen by the Jews later on. But is still 

used as the symbol of the reborn Siva today. Its the unification of male and 

female parts of the soul that form the reborn soul. And relates to the real 

lost Masonic lost name of God. Which is AUM. The 13 stars represent the 

13 major chakra's perfected 6 along the sides of the body which are the 

real meaning of the pillars of the arch still shown in the East with the 

reborn God standing between them and under the arch. The six pointed 

star is seven as it represents the 6 planets on its points with the sun in the 

center. As such it represents not the heart but the solar chakra where the 

eight rayed sun star emits from. The cap stone above the Pyramid on the 

seal is in the shape of the triangle that is the symbol of the quintessence of 

which a major number of is 33. With the all seeing eye within it. That 

represents Jana in the East. AUM is the quintessence the lost name 

Masonic name of God. God is quintessence= AUM, which the soul if 

purified and refined into. The alchemical first matter which represent the 

finishing of the work.  

Yoga equals 13 in Sanskrit numerology which is the proper number of steps 

in the Magnum Opus. The perfection of the 13 major energy centers of 

which the 8 fold wheel or star is a map of.  
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God equals 26 in the Masonic system and this adds to 8. This 8 symbol is 

the sign of the unified soul its the same as the six pointed star. 8 is the 

number of mercury which perfects the soul and is symbolized as the 

serpent staff. As this energy is the force or cosmic ether or mercury 

[quintessence]. 

"Verse 129 implies that the ultimate [ here Siva] is of the nature of Cosmic 

Space[Akasa or Void] and the essence of Jiva lies in the self-same Space in 

microcosmic condition."-Tirumantiram 

That is why the individual is also called God in the hermetic texts. He is 

made the microcosm of the energy of creation. That is quintessence or 

Akasa and how this energy transmutes one form into another by removing 

or burning away obstacles, the dross. Doing this increases the flow of this 

creative nature which causes the transformation as the Yoga Sutra's relate. 

This grants the Magnum Opus. 

AU represents Siva and Shakti the M is the third power or prana. Which 

unlocks the soul to the Godhead. As we will see the message of AUM being 

one letter explains why three become one. This is the trinity the God A, the 

Goddess U and the divine Child M. The Divine child M [prana] is generated 

via the AU energy. This is the six pointed star in the circle which represents 

Vayu or mercury [prana] in the East. The Magum Opus by the union of 

opposites of the soul. The Jews stole this as the symbol of their seal of their 

corrupted Temple of Solomon. The AU energy is the meaning of the check 

board symbol of the Templar banner. 

The Masonic 33 degree's is the 33 esoteric spinal vertebrae the kundalini 

energy travels up. 33 is the number of quintessence the energy of the 

Magnum Opus and the Key Stone in the Arch and the Meru Column of Siva 

which represents the spinal column.  

topic724.html 
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Another Templar item found was a silver head of Virgo [Sophia] the 

perfected or reborn conscious. With a code with this symbol: M and a 

phase which means perfected life. This M symbol is the symbol of the 

reborn soul and is seen within Egypt and elsewhere. The Templars craved 

grave effigies of themselves into the rock hillside in European sites. Facing 

east the rising sun. Because the sun is traditionally depicted rising between 

the center of the twin peaks of the M symbol.  

The Jewish Temple Of Solomon faces West. Where the Templar one faces 

East for the above reason. 

More on the Templars: 

topic76.html 

Back to the corrupted Mason's who exist to build the Jewish Temple Of 

Solomon. The Jew World Order: 

“In the 19th level of Scottish Rite Freemasonry, the Initiate receives the 

degree of GRAND PONTIFF. It is during this ritual that the candidate swears 

an oath of secrecy and an oath of total obedience "to any Chapter of this 

degree to which I may belong; and the edicts, laws and mandates of the 

Grand Consistory of Sublime Princes and Commanders of the Royal Secret, 

as well as those of the Supreme council of the 33rd degree..." 

It is then that the "Thrice Puissant" anoints him with oil on the crown of his 

head and says "Be Thou a Priest Forever, after the order of Melchizedek." 

-Melchizedek or Malki Tzedek (/mɛl.ˈkɪz.ə.dɪk/[1]); (Hebrew: יִַּכַלמ ֶדצ־  קֶֿ

malkī-ṣeḏeq) (translated as "my king (is) righteous(ness)") was a king and 

priest mentioned during the Abram narrative in the 14th chapter of the 

Book of Genesis. 

He is introduced as the king of Salem, and priest of El Elyon ("God most 

high"). He brings out bread and wine and blesses Abram and El Elyon.[2] 

Chazalic literature--specifically Targum Jonathan, Targum Yerushalmi, and 
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the Babylonian Talmud--presents the name (מדכִּיכדק) as a nickname title 

for Shem, the son of Noah. 

In Christianity, according to the Letter to the Hebrews, Jesus Christ is 

identified as a priest forever in the order of Melchizedek, and so Jesus 

assumes the role of High Priest once and for all.- 

“After receiving the password (Emanuel) and the sacred word (Alleluia), 

he is dressed in a robe of white linen and given a cordon (a ribbon or sash 

of honor worn across the breast) of crimson color, with 12 starts 

representing "the 12 gates of the "new city, " and the twelve signs of the 

Zodiac, the twelve fruits of the tree of life, the twelve tribes of Israel and 

the twelve Apostles." (Scottish Rite Masonry Illustrated, The Complete 

Ritual, Vol. 2, pages 26-27, E. Cook Publications, 1974) 

-Emanuel deriving from (Hebrew: דאונקע, God is with us), a prophetic 

name used in Isaiah 7:14. The middle letter "m" is doubled in Hebrew 

causing that single "m" and double "mm" variants co-exist in many 

languages.- 

-The word "Alleluia" or "Hallelujah" (from Hebrew הי ודדה), which literally 

means "Praise ye Yah" or "Praise Jah, you people",[1][2] is used in different 

ways in Christian liturgies. "Praise Jah" is a short form of "Praise 

Yahweh",[3][4][5] or of "praise ye Jehovah".- 

-In the spelling "Alleluia", the term is used also to refer to a liturgical chant 

in which that word is combined with verses of Scripture, usually from the 

Psalms. This chant is commonly used before the proclamation of the 

Gospel. 

The name is common to both Jewish and Christian naming traditions, 

interpreted in Judaism without messianic significance, but by Christians in 

the light of Gospel of Matthew 1:23 as relating to Jesus.- 

“In the seventeenth degree, or Knights of the East and West, after the 

candidates have completed the initiation and after revealing the password 
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(Jubulum) and the Sacred Word (Abaddon), "the Senior Warden conducts 

the Candidate to the elevated vacant canopy at the right of the All 

Puissant." 

Scottish Rite Masonry Illustrated, The Complete Ritual, Vol. 1, Pages 453, 

457, E. Cook Publishing, 1974) 

Jubulum is a title of Yahweh and Abaddon is another Hebrew title used in 

the Bible. 

"It is in this final "Blue Lodge" degree that that candidate is laid out "in 

death"and is raised from the dead by the "Worshipful Master" of the Lodge 

(representing King Solomon), using the "strong grip" (or "Lion's Paw")of the 

Master Mason. 

One the "five points of fellowship," he and his "savior" pass the sacred 

word, Mah-Hah-Bone.[Hebrew term] 

(Duncan's Rituals, Revised and Complete, pages 35, 96, 120, 121, E. Cook 

Publications, 1974) 

Mah-hah-bone is a Hebrew word and used to substitute for the Masonic 

Yahweh’s name of God Jubulum in the lower degree’s. 

The list goes on and on. Its not a mistake the majority of occult texts 

authored by Mason’s or those involved with them are all based on the 

Jewish Kabbalah one way or another and Judeo Christian themes. Even the 

pass words to get into many lodges are in Hebrew. And the Judeo Christian 

bible is sitting on the altars of the all the Lodges. This puts the members 

under the open and subliminal control of the Elders of Zion. 

Free Masonry purpose is to act as a branch of Judeo Christianity and build 

the Jewish Temple of Solomon. The Jewish World Order. 

The New Zion:Jew World Order: 

topic483.html 
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“Masonry is based upon Judaism. Eliminate the teachings of Judaism from 

the Masonic Ritual and what is left? - The Jewish Tribune [New York,Oct 

28,1927]  

"In the present nations, Freemasonry is only of benefit to the Jews" -

Theodore Herzl  

"We have founded many secret associations, which all work for our 

purpose, under our orders and our direction. One of the many triumphs of 

our Freemasonry is that those Gentiles who become members of our 

Lodges, should never suspect that we are using them to build their own 

jails, upon whose terraces we shall erect the throne of our universal King of 

the Jews; and should never know that we are commanding them to forge 

the chains of their own servility to our future King of the World" -Opening 

speech made at the B'nai B'rith convention in Paris [published in the 

Catholic Gazette, Feb 1936]  

"It was during that period that I became interested in freemasonry. ... In 

the eighteenth century freemasonry became expressive of a militant policy 

of enlightenment, as in the case of the Illuminati, who were the 

forerunners of the revolution.” 

Leon Trotsky [Jew and high ranking leader of the Communist revolution] 

My Life: The Rise and Fall of a Dictator 

One of Trotsky’s close friends and fellow Communist Christian Rakovsky: 

Christian Rakovsky. Born Chaim Rakeover [Jewish name] in 1873. Was a 

high ranking Communist: 

“A lifelong collaborator of Leon Trotsky, he was a prominent activist of 

the Second International, involved in politics with the Bulgarian Social 

Democratic Union, Romanian Social Democratic Party, and the Russian 

Social Democratic Labour Party. Rakovsky was expelled at different times 

from various countries as a result of his activities, and, during World War I, 

became a founding member of the Revolutionary Balkan Social Democratic 
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Labor Federation while helping to organize the Zimmerwald Conference. 

Imprisoned by Romanian authorities, he made his way to Russia, where he 

joined the Bolshevik Party after the October Revolution, and, as head of 

the Rumcherod, unsuccessfully attempted to generate a communist 

revolution in the Kingdom of Romania. Subsequently, he was a founding 

member of the Comintern, served as head of government in the Ukrainian 

SSR, and took part in negotiations at the Genoa Conference.” 

Openly stated the relationship between Jews, Communism and how Free 

Mason’s are nothing but a movement to advance World Jewish 

Government under the final step of Communism. His record of this event 

was kept in the writings called. Red Symphony, by Dr. J. Landowsky; 

translated by George Knupffer. 

His statements are such:  

“The real aim is to create all the required prerequisites for the triumph of 

the Communist revolution; this is the obvious aim of Freemasonry; it is 

clear that all this is done under various pretexts; but they always conceal 

themselves behind their well known treble slogan [Liberty, Equality, 

Fraternity]. You understand?" – 

The real secret of Masonry is the suicide of Freemasonry as an 

organization, and the physical suicide of every important Mason." 

"Masons should recall the lesson of the French Revolution. Although "they 

played a colossal revolutionary role; it consumed the majority of 

Masons..." Since the revolution requires the extermination of the 

bourgeoisie as a class, [so all wealth will be held by the Illuminati in the 

guise of the State] it follows that Freemasons must be liquidated. When 

this secret is revealed, Rakovsky imagines "the expression of stupidity on 

the face of some Freemason when he realizes that he must die at the 

hands of the revolutionaries. How he screams and wants that one should 

value his services to the revolution! It is a sight at which one can die...but 
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of laughter!" Rakovsky refers to Freemasonry as a hoax: "a madhouse but 

at liberty."  

“In Russia in 1929, every Mason who was not Jewish was killed along with 

his family, according to Alexey Jefimow ("Who are the Rulers of Russia?" 

p.77) - 

The National Socialist Government of Germany banned all Free Masonic 

Lodges as they are wings of international Jewry and its Communism. 

Sources: 

Communism A jewish Talmudic Concept Know Your Enemy. By Will Martin 

Wikipedia 

Scottish Rite Masonry Illustrated, The Complete Ritual, Vol. 1 

Red Symphony, by Dr. J. Landowsky; translated by George Knupffer. 

My Life: The Rise and Fall of a Dictator- Leon Trotsky 

The Coming Gnostic Civilization by M.A.Pinkham 

Duncan's Rituals, Revised and Complet. E. Cook Publications, 1974) 

Morals And Dogma: Albert Pike. 
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How Jews Control Both "Opposing" Sides, and work both toward 

fulfilling their agenda 

The following article is an excerpt from "The White Man's Bible" by Ben 

Klassen. Although the U.S.S.R. no longer exists as a communist state, this 

article, which was written before the fall of Russian communism, is very 

revealing: 

 

RUSSIA, ISRAEL, AND THE UNITED STATES 

 

USA not fighting communism. 

 

One of the most flagrant and persistent deceptions that has been foisted on 

the American people since the Russian revolution of 1917 is that the American 

government is desperately but valiantly fighting a losing war “against 

communism.” After more than six decades, most American people still believe 

this hoax, and remain perpetually confused as to why the United States, rich, 

powerful, morally superior to communism, is continually losing. 

 

American Jews Power Center of Communism. 

 

The brutal truth is that the American power establishment— governmental, 

financial and propaganda-wise (all dominated by Jews) has not been fighting 

communism. The fact is communism is Jewish from its very inception. 

Communism is only one of the many powerful tools being utilized in the Jewish 

program of taking over the world. Not only has the United States not been 

fighting communism as most Americans are duped to believe, but on the 

contrary, the United States has been the chief financier, planner and promoter 

of communism, not only in Russia, but throughout the world. Without the 

financial support and technical aid of the United States, the Jewish-communist 

outrage against the Russian people would have fallen flat on its face at its very 

inception, and many times over since then. In fact, it would never have been 

inaugurated in the first place. 

 

Trained and Financed in New York. 

 

It is a fact of history that the final push for the communist take-over of Russia 

was lavishly financed and carefully planned by wealthy Jewish capitalists right 

here in good old U.S.A. There, on the East Side of New York, Trotsky and 3,000 

Jewish cut-throats were carefully trained to deliver the final coupe-de-grace. The 
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venture was financed to the tune of 20 million dollars by no less than (Jew) 

Jacob Schiff himself of the New York firm of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., an American 

branch of the Rothschild network. When the time came, Trotsky and his trained 

Jewish revolutionaries were shipped by boat (in the middle of World War I) and 

arrived unhampered in Russia to do their job. Once there they knew exactly what 

to do, and when it was all over 30 million White Russians had been murdered 

and the Jews were fully in the saddle. 

 

Communism is a Jewish Swindle. 

 

We must remember again and again that communism is nothing more than a 

horrible, vicious Jewish program to take over the world, camouflaged with 

deceptive “humanitarian” propaganda, as are most other Jewish programs. Paid 

by American Taxpayers. The Jewish- Communist-Marxist -Zionist blueprint is all 

part and parcel of the same program. It is well financed not only with Jewish 

money, but more significantly with taxpayers’ money, of which the American 

taxpayer pays the overwhelming brunt. There is no greater source of goods, 

wealth and productivity than the working American taxpayer, and the Jewish 

potential for looting this tremendous source of productivity seems without limit. 

 

Behind it the whole Jewish Network. 

 

The Jewish-Communist-Marxist-Zionist movement is tremendously powerful. 

Behind it are all the Jewish power networks of the world. This includes their vast 

world -wide propaganda network— television, newspaper, newswire, magazine, 

book printing, education and all the other accouterments that not only influence, 

but decide “public opinion.” Behind this Jewish movement also is the powerful 

“capitalistic” Federal Reserve System with its unlimited monopoly to print paper 

money at no cost to themselves. In short, behind it is “the hidden hand” of world-

wide Jewry. 

 

American Policy Hostile to Tzars. 

 

It is this power establishment that engineered the overthrow of the Romanov 

dynasty, a Viking dynasty that had ruled Russia for over three centuries, and 

replaced it by an ironfisted Jewish tyranny. In respect to American policy toward 

Russia it is interesting that prior to the 1917 revolution, United States policy was 

hostile towards Russia (as were the Jews). It enthusiastically favored Japan in 

the Russo-Japanese War of 1904- 05, which the Japanese won. Once the Jews 

had clamped their vicious ironclad rule on Russia and its vast resources in 1917, 
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United States foreign policy did a dramatic (but covert) flip-flop and became anti-

Japanese and pro-Russian. 

 

Benevolent after Commie Take-over. 

 

Despite all the propaganda, camouflage and window dressing to the contrary, it 

has been strongly pro-Russian (really pro -Jewish) ever since. It was America 

who shored up the precarious communist government in the decade of 1920’s 

with food and other aid. It was American technical aid that built her dams and 

power plants, drilled her oil fields and built her refineries in the 1920’s and 

1930’s. When despite all this aid the Russian behemoth was about to collapse of 

its own weight and rottenness in the early 1930’s, it was Roosevelt’s official 

recognition and extension of financial credits that again saved it from oblivion. 

When Hitler’s heroic armies stood at the gates of Leningrad, Moscow and 

Stalingrad, again it was American military aid and direct intervention that saved 

communist Russia from being wiped off the map. Before the War was even over, 

the United States already began shipping vast quantities of aid, civilian goods— 

tractors, machinery, food, to the tune of 13 billion dollars. This, again, was all 

done at the expense of the American taxpayers, who pay for most of the cost of 

the Jewish world-wide take over. 

 

Saved by America Again and Again. 

 

Since the end of World War II it was the United States who encouraged and 

promoted the Russian-Communist take over in Eastern Europe. In fact, 

when Russia nervously hesitated in rolling her tanks into Hungary in that 

unhappy country’s revolt in 1956, it was President Eisenhower who 

specifically sent Premier Khrushchev an encouraging telegram assuring him 

that the United States would not lift a finger to aid the Hungarians. 

 

False, Deceptive Front. 

 

This has been the modus operandi of the United States-Russian relations ever 

since 1917. Officially the United States puts up a front of being “anti-communist.” 

Behind the scenes it has aided, abetted, planned, financed and promoted 

communist take-overs throughout the world, whether it was in countries 

adjoining Russia in eastern Europe or whether it was in countries halfway 

around the world that were temporarily beyond the reach of Russian troops. 

 

America aided Cuban Take-over. 
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A good example of the latter is the “Communist” takeover of Cuba. Without 

propaganda aid of the American (read Jewish) press, Fidel Castro would have 

died an unknown bum, unheard of, and unsung. It was the American press, 

especially the Jewish New York Times that puffed up Castro as a native hero, as 

a liberator, as the Abraham Lincoln of Cuba, the George Washington of the 

Sierra Maestra, as a non-communist agrarian reformer, and temporarily sold him 

to the American people as such. At the same time our government put secret 

pressure on the then pro-American head of the Cuban government, Fulgencio 

Batista, to leave Cuba. Having been betrayed by the American government and 

the skids effectively put under him, Batista fled the country and Castro walked in 

with the full support of the American government and the American (Jewish) 

press. It was an interesting study in hypocrisy to see how we slowly “discovered” 

that Castro was a communist, a fact well known to the American government 

and the Jewish conspiracy, and the basic reason for the revolution in the first 

place. 

 

Repeated Betrayal of American Interests. 

 

It is not my purpose here in this limited dissertation to review the history of 

Jewish betrayal of American interests and communist takeovers throughout the 

world. This would literally take a whole encyclopedia to cover. I only want to 

point out a few historical events that even the most naive American reader of the 

daily news is familiar with. In this regard I want to point the finger at only a few 

obvious glaring examples anyone can understand. 

 

Betrayal of China. 

 

One of the most blatant swindles and of greatest world-wide significance 

was manipulated by the United States shortly after World War II, and that 

was the betrayal of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek and the vast multitudes 

of China. Chiang Kai-shek had fought the Chinese communists in the early 

1920’s and finally beat them at their game. He assumed control of the 

Chinese government in 1926 and was undoubtedly the staunchest 

anticommunist leader in Asia. He was strongly pro-American and fought the 

Japanese on the side of America in World War II. As soon as this (Jewish) 

war was over he was treacherously betrayed by the United States. 

 

Marshall a Communist Stooge. 
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General George C. Marshall, who had been accorded every honor that could be 

bestowed on a military man short of becoming president, was sent to China to 

do the hatchet job in November of 1945. Although he was by now 65 years old, 

in poor health and ready to retire, he stayed in that miserable country for 14 

months, selling out Kai-shek to the communists. That he would make such a 

personal sacrifice at his age is an indication of the tight communist discipline he 

was under and had been for most of his adult life. 

 

Not possible without American perfidy. 

 

When Marshall left China, he had negotiated a “coalition government” between 

the Kai-shek Nationalists and the Mao Tse-tung communists, and disarmed the 

Nationalist army, which he later bragged he had done “with the stroke of a 

pen.” Needless to say, with the Chinese Nationalists disarmed and betrayed by 

the United States, Mao Tse-tung and his communist gang of cut-throats soon 

drove Chiang Kai-shek and the Nationalists from the Chinese mainland. By 

1949 Mao was the undisputed communist master of China, the most populous 

country in the world. China, with its teeming 800 million people had been 

turned over to Jewish-communist control through American treachery. And so 

another country succumbed to betrayal, made in the United States of America. 

 

Huge Bloodbaths Followed. 

 

Shortly after the communists took over in China, huge bloodbaths followed. It 

is conservatively estimated that at least 60 million Chinese were murdered in 

the Mao Tse-tung purge that followed in order to consolidate his brutal regime. 

 

Died a Traitor. General George C. Marshall, having faithfully done his 

treacherous duty to his communist masters, died shortly thereafter. A few 

more recent examples should suffice to establish the pattern. Let’s look at 

what has been going on in the Western hemisphere. 

 

Betrayal of Chile. 

 

By 1970, in Chile an outright communist government had been established, 

headed by Salvador Allende. This had been achieved with the help of huge 

sums of American “aid,” and especially the connivance of the American C.I.A. 

Then in 1974 the unexpected happened. The people of Chile, led by army 

officers, revolted, killed Allende and took back their government. Was the United 

States government happy at this triumph over communism? On the contrary, it 
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stopped all aid, cut off credits and has carried on a vicious trade boycott and 

propaganda campaign against Chile ever since. 

 

Panama Canal given to Communists. 

 

In 1979 the traitorous United States Senate and executive branch turned over 

the American built and owned Panama Canal to a tinhorn communist 

government of dope peddlers and thieves headed by General Torrejos. Not only 

did they hand it to these criminals free on a silver platter, but they paid them 

billions to take this, the most strategic waterway in the world. This despite the 

fact that the mail of some senators was running 200 to 1 against this blatant and 

treacherous sellout. 

 

Treacherous sell-out in Nicaragua. 

 

While this treacherous sell-out was being promoted to the American people, the 

C.I.A. was already busy using Panama as a base to run arms and 

revolutionaries into nearby Nicaragua and instigate revolution. Here again our 

perfidious American government ran true to form. Whereas the Somoza family, 

which had ruled Nicaragua for more than 40 years was strongly pro-American 

and anti-communist, the same year as we gave away the Panama Canal, 

Anastosia Somoza was blatantly betrayed and sold down the river. With C.I.A. 

organization, money and arms, the country was thrown into utter chaos and 

turmoil, and finally with the United States telling Somoza to get out, he, too, fled 

the country. The communist “Sandinistas” took over and another anti-communist 

country was betrayed and turned over to the communist behemoth with the help 

of democratic, “anti-communist” United States of America. 

 

* * * * * 

 

C.I.A. plays Vital Role. 

 

At this point it would be useful to point out the tremendous importance of the 

Central Intelligence Agency in most of the Communist takeovers. During World 

War II the Office of Strategic Services was organized as a super intelligence 

agency coordinating and superseding the different United States military 

intelligence agencies. It was heavily staffed with Jews, and was in reality a supra 

world-wide Jewish secret police. Like its Russian counterpart, the Cheka, the 

O.G.P.U., the N.K.V.D., the K.G.B. and various other name changes in between, 

so, too, the name of the O.S.S. was changed to the C.I.A. But essentially its 
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character and purpose remained unchanged— it remained (and is today) a 

world-wide secret police and spy network in the employ of world-wide Jewry, 

with the American taxpayer again footing the bill. Not only is the C.I.A. a spy 

network, but it also acts as a powerful army of intrigue and deception, a strong-

arm that not only spies, but uses force to make things happen. 

 

Awesome Power, Unlimited Funds. 

 

The bill to the American taxpayer is enormous. With almost unlimited funds at 

its disposal and a huge army of manpower in its employ, the power and 

influence of the C.I.A. in the world at large is awesome and frightening indeed. 

Neither Congress nor the president really knows how many billions are spent 

each year by this powerful secret police agency. Nor are they aware of what 

capers or machinations they are engaged in. All this is cloaked under the guise 

of “secrecy,” “national security,” “protecting our agents.” The C.I.A. is completely 

beyond the control of either the courts, congress or the executive branch. In 

fact, the visible members of the government are themselves frightened of, and 

very much at the mercy of the C.I.A. 

 

A Criminal Army. 

 

Nor are there any limits to the tactics in which the C.I.A. may engage. 

Assassination, planting false propaganda, lying, stealing, murder, betrayal, 

planning revolutions, and “dirty tricks” of any nature are all in their routine 

arsenal of promoting the Jewish program. Nor is that all. Setting up dummy 

corporations, false political movements, printing a temporary newspaper, rigging 

elections, supporting political candidates and movements, destroying others, all 

of this is also part of their bag of tricks. 

 

Operate on American soil also. 

 

Nor are their operations limited to foreign soil. Any American citizen who is loyal 

to his country, or is for the White Race, or wants to expose the Jewish 

conspiracy, or is anticommunist, is fair game for the powerful and treacherous 

C.I.A. right here in our home territory. This they do in perfect collaboration with 

the F.B.I. Hand in glove with each other they will infiltrate domestic 

organizations, political parties and build up or destroy any group, faction or 

individual they see fit. 

 

Tool of the Jews. 
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What they see fit is always in the best interests of the Jews and towards 

the destruction of the White Race. Before we leave the subject of intelligence 

there are a few other arms of Jewish spying that I must bring to light at this 

point. 

 

Mind police. 

 

Since the Jews for the last several thousand years have been carrying on the 

most vicious conspiracy in history, namely the destruction and take-over of all 

other peoples—they have been fanatic to the point of being paranoid about 

spying and gathering information on their enemies. And this is understandable. 

Since the hideous crime they are perpetrating is all based on secrecy and 

deceit, holding the lid on their conspiracy is a highly precarious business. So 

they frantically enter into all kinds of devices, spy organizations and means of 

gathering intelligence that would stagger the limits of the Gentile mind. The 

Jews not only want to know what their enemies (everybody is their enemy) are 

doing, they also want to know what they might be planning. In fact, as far as is 

possible they want to know what everybody is thinking before such thinking 

might be translated into action. 

 

Network of spy games. 

 

So they have all kinds of spy and intelligence networks operating throughout the 

world. Besides the C.I.A., the F.B.I., the Russian K.G.B. and others already 

mentioned there are two more that I want to point out, one in America, the other 

in Israel. The A.D.L. The A.D.L., short for Anti-Defamation League, is in America. 

Ostensibly, it pretends to safeguard Jewish interests and prevent the spread of 

“anti-Semitism.” Why the Jews should find this necessary when the English, the 

Germans, the Italians or other ethnic groups find such safeguards unnecessary, 

they have never explained. But in reality the A.D.L. is much, much more than 

that. Presumably an offshoot of the Jewish B’nai B’rith, it is really the main 

powerhouse of this Jewish outfit. In reality it is a powerful, well financed spy 

operation inside our own borders that not only gathers information on politicians, 

civic organizations, diverse individuals, but on anything and everything that they 

so much as even suspect might blow the lid on the Jewish conspiracy. They 

have huge files and electronic computers that rival the F.B.I. and the C.I.A. itself, 

and any information the F.B.I. or C.I.A. might have that is considered useful to 

the A.D.L. is readily fed to the latter. 
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Censorship Operation 

 

The A.D.L.’s activities extend much further. They are extremely active in 

politics— promoting those useful to the Jews and destroying those that might be 

deemed uncooperative. They also monitor all books, magazines, newspapers, 

all news media, movements or whatever— anything that might effect the Jewish 

conspiracy— and this includes just about everything of any significance that 

happens in this country. 

 

Plant Propaganda. 

 

They aggressively invent, if necessary, news stories and plant them into the 

mainstream of the news media— T.V., newspapers, etc. They not only publish 

a great number of articles for dissemination, but they also publish a large 

number of books that are either favorable to Israel and the Jews or viciously 

attack their enemies. 

 

The Mossad, super Spy network. 

 

The other Jew spy organization that is of major worldwide importance is the 

one headquartered in Israel. It is known as the Mossad. It is the central Jewish 

intelligence gathering apparatus for the entire world. It is the super-supra spy 

network of all history. Anything the American C.I.A. knows that is useful to the 

Jews (just about everything) is funneled to the Mossad. Everything the Russian 

K.G.B. knows that is useful is funneled to the Mossad. Likewise with the 

intelligence gathering apparatus in Germany, France, Italy and throughout the 

world, it is all funneled to the Mossad. There is hardly anything of significance 

that happens anywhere in the world but what it is shortly catalogued in the 

massive computers of the Mossad in Israel. 

 

Deadly criminals. 

 

But the Mossad goes much further than just spying and gathering intelligence 

from all over the world. Like the A.D.L., it is virulently aggressive and continually 

on the offensive. It has well trained assassination squads that run rampant in 

most of the countries of the world, especially the United States. It sets up 

paramilitary organizations like the Jewish Defense League, or Jewish gun clubs 

trained to skillfully kill Gentiles. The members of Mossad have the run of the 

United States with little or no opposition from “our own” law enforcement 

agencies while they tap telephones, bug embassies, foreign diplomats, even 
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the White House and any and every branch of the United States government. In 

short, not only the United States but the whole world is their undisputed 

territory, and the White Man, (their main victim) not only gives them no 

opposition, but pays the bill and hardly knows they exist. 

 

Runs Rampant over World Governments. 

 

Undoubtedly the Mossad is the most dangerous, cruel and blood-thirsty gang of 

international criminals the world has ever known, running rampant and 

roughshod over all laws and governments throughout the world, with little or no 

opposition. Like the C.I.A., it is world-wide and parallels many of its operations 

with this difference: Whereas the C.I.A. is headquartered in the United States, 

the Mossad is headquartered in Israel; whereas the C.I.A. is manned by a 

mixture of Jews and Gentiles, the Mossad is all Jewish; whereas the C.I.A. 

freely shares its information with Mossad, the latter gives nothing to the C.I.A. It 

is strictly a one-way street, all leading to exclusive Jewish supremacy and 

tyranny over the “goy” of the world. 

 

* * * * * 

 

Before we leave this foul conspiracy of Russia, Israel, Jews and the U.S. 

government, there are two other aspects of this nefarious combination that I 

must clarify. 

 

Foreign Aid to Everybody. 

 

One is the issue of America dispensing foreign aid (taxpayers’ money) to every 

sleazy panhandler in the world. At present I understand that we are handing out 

foreign aid to 116 countries in the world. This is one of the most insane pieces 

of piracy ever imposed upon any group of taxpayers in the history of the world. 

The American taxpayers have never had an opportunity to vote or express their 

opinion upon this blatant piece of thievery, but this continues year after year. 

For 35 years the American taxpayers have been bled white, and at this time 

there is no indication that it will ever stop or even lessen. 

 

Supposedly to Bribe Countries out of Communism. 

 

The gimmick in this whole fraudulent swindle is this: It was inaugurated as 

the Marshall Plan to keep countries from “going communist.” Its noble 

objective 
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seemed to be to fight communism. In other words we tried to bribe them, to buy them 

off, to wheedle them out of communism with cash, thereby supposedly winning friends 

for our side. That supposedly, was the idea, we were told. Actually we are Subsidizing 

Communism. The realities were somewhat different. Actually we were propping up 

faltering communist countries, including the big one, Russia. Before World War II was 

even concluded we shipped over 13 billion dollars worth of domestic goodies, including 

tractors, refrigerators and what have you. If we were trying to fight communism, why 

subsidize them? 

 

Hostile to Anti-Communist Countries. 

 

In practice we were subsidizing communism, not fighting it. We used our tremendous 

wealth as a club to push countries into communism. We used it as a wedge to get our 

C.I.A. into their midst and maneuver their politics in such a way that the Jews and the 

communists would sooner or later gain control. In countries such as Child where they 

did throw the communists out on their own (no thanks to the U.S. government) we 

would bear down hard on them, boycott them (as also in Rhodesia) and use economic 

pressure to get them back into the Jewish fold. 

 

U.S. Betrays Friends, Rewards Enemies. 

 

As a result of all this fantastic give-away amounting to hundreds of billions of dollars, 

most of the countries of the world have completely lost respect for America. They 

intensely distrust us and never have we been hated so much by so many. And for 

good reason. The United States (controlled by Jews) has repeatedly practiced 

treachery, to both its own people and its foreign friends. It has consistently betrayed 

and punished its friends (such as Rhodesia, Somoza, Batista, Chile, etc.) and 

generously rewarded its communist “enemies”. No wonder the rest of the world 

distrusts and despises the United States. 

 

Germany under Military Occupation. 

 

The other matter is the keeping of American occupational forces in Germany for the 

interminable period of 35 years after the defeat of a former enemy, something the 

United States has never done before in its history. This, too, is a gigantic swindle. We 

supposedly have the troops there to “protect” Germany from a Russian onslaught. The 

fact is Germany could have protected itself very well from communist Russia, and would 

have cleaned out that foul nest of vipers in the early 40’s had we not interfered. 

 

Real Reason: 

 

To Protect the Jews. The real reason our troops have been kept in Germany these 35 

years and undoubtedly will remain another 35 years is to keep the German people 

subdued so they will not revive the Hitler movement and again turn on the Jews. In 

short, our troops are there for the sole purpose of protecting the Jews from the 
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Germans and preventing the Germans from setting up a government of their own 

choice. Yes, that is the real and only reason, not to protect Germany from Communist 

Russia. 

 

* * * * * 

 

Artificial Bandit State. 

 

Now we come to that other nest of vipers, the bandit state of Israel itself. This 

artificial monstrosity owes its very existence to the combined money power of 

International Jewry, the C.I.A., the news media and the facade known as the 

“United States” government. 

 

Total Parasite. 

 

We must remember that Jews are total parasites and do not really want to live in a 

country of their own. Parasites cannot live off of each other and must live on a 

productive host. For this reason Jews do not want to, and could not even if they did 

want to, live in a country of their own. For thousands of years they, more than anyone 

else, have had ample opportunity to get together and build a country of their own. They 

never have wanted to and they never will. They remain eternally what they always have 

been— parasites. 

 

Reasons for Set-up. 

 

So why did they go to such great pains to steal Palestine from the Arabs and set up this 

artificial monstrosity called Israel? The reasons are manifold, all designed to aid and 

abet the Jewish program for the take-over of the world. 

 

1. Probably the most important reason was to Bolster and Unify the sagging ideology 

of the Jewish rank and file. So successful and so affluent have the recent generations 

of Jews become that many of the younger Jews were fraternizing with and marrying 

Gentiles. We must remember that enmity, hatred and struggle have historically been 

the foundation that built the Jewish race and religion into the solid battering ram that 

has brought them the phenomenal success that they now flaunt. In too much success 

can also be the seed-bed of its own disintegration. With Zionism, the Israeli 

“Homeland” and the struggle to defend and expand Israel the Jewish people have 

created new enemies and thereby regained a tremendous boost of fervor and 

solidarity that has seemingly “confirmed” their religious myths and turned them into a 

tangible reality.  

 

2. Israel was designed to become the center of World Government. It is their plan to 

move the United Nations to Jerusalem and rule the world from Zion. “The law shall go 

out from Zion.” It is their intent to rule the goyim from “Zion” where they can do so 

without any interference from alien surveillance or disturbances.  
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3. Having “Israel” and Jerusalem as their home base has given a religious and 

mystical quality to their movement of taking over the world. It convinces many of their 

own people as well as millions of goy yokels that “God” is on their side and that the 

Jews are “God’s chosen people.” This is what is called a self-fulfilling prophecy which 

the Jews have been shrewd enough to turn into real power and into billions of dollars 

and cents.  

 

4. It provides a safe and unmolested haven for that murderous supra intelligence 

agency, the Mossad, which we have already described. 

 

5. There are a number of other reasons that have been advanced such as (a) the 

tremendous wealth of precious minerals contained in the murky waters of the Dead 

Sea, (b) the Jews (with the help of United States power) will expand and take over the 

Arab lands and rich oil fields of the Persian Gulf, (c) it is a place of refuge if world 

conditions become too hostile for the Jews, (d) other minor reasons. 

 

It is my opinion that the first four reasons stated are by far the most important and the 

fifth category is comparatively minor, especially No. 5 (c) that it could be a refuge in a 

crisis. The fact remains that the Jews will always be a deadly parasite on the backs of 

the productive nations of the world, or they will be nothing. Once they are driven from 

power in the White nations of the world their whole power structure will rapidly collapse. 

Israel will rapidly collapse with it. In fact, the Arabs themselves would soon make short 

shrift of the bandit state of Israel as soon as the Jews lose their grip on the control 

centers of the White nations of the world, especially the United States. Israel short lived 

without subsidization. The plain fact is that inside Israel itself there is turmoil, 

dissension, hatred and disintegration. The Jews have not proved they could build a 

nation of their own, or live with themselves. On the contrary, without the continual 

financial blood transfusions from Germany, the United States and other “goyim” 

countries, Israel couldn’t last six months. Even with all this tremendous aid from the 

outside it has one of the highest rates of inflation in the world. The United States alone 

in 1979 subsidized Israel to the tune of $ 10,000 per family of four in Israel. On top of 

that Germany is paying reparations for the phony “holocaust” to the tune of a billion 

dollars a year. The Jews in New York, Miami Beach and elsewhere raise $300 million 

each year for “Israeli bonds” (a swindle) and send it tax free to Israel. Yet despite all 

this tremendous outside subsidization Israel the parasite is in a continual turmoil 

politically and in a precarious and faltering financial situation, a true parasite with no 

future of its own. 

 

* * * * * 

 

Summary. In summation we can safely conclude: 

 

1. That Communism, Marxism and Zionism combine with capitalism to 

accomplish one and the same goal— the Jewish take-over of the world.  
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2. That the United States is not fighting Communism, but on the contrary, is firmly in the 

grip of the Jewish network using the wealth, power and prestige of the United States to 

betray and take over one country after another, all in the sham battle of “fighting 

Communism.”  

 

3. The C.I.A. and the F.B.I. are both the Secret police and the strong arm of the 

Jewish network. Never, never trust their agents nor collaborate with them in any way.  

 

4. We need not look to Russia as the real enemy of the United States. The Russian 

people would like to get the Jewish-Communist monkey off their back as much as 

anybody and would have succeeded long ago if it had not been for the machinations of 

the United States. The real enemy resides right here in our own country, especially in 

New York and Washington. 

 

5. Only by rallying the total power of the White Race and organizing it under a powerful 

racial religion such as CREATIVITY can we ever hope to break the back of the Jewish 

Marxist-Communist-Zionist tyranny. 
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Judeo-bolshevism of 20 sentury. Global 
genocide of the White Race 

There are some claims Stalin killed 13 million Gentiles. Stalin killed a lot more 

then thirteen million. He killed over forty million. He killed around thirteen million 

alone in the holodomor which was a real holocaust done by Jews to the 

Ukrainians, alone. 

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 
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Holocaustanity 

Today the world is under the grip of a new religion: Holocaustanity. This program 

is designed to assign meanings to their agenda. And holds a powerful spell over 

the minds of the Gentiles. It's a powerful propaganda in the aims of the Jewish 

agenda. Its premise is the foundation for numerous special laws. Making the Jews 

beyond criticism. And a tool to silence all debate and steam roll anyone who 

opposes their agenda. To delegitimize all information that exposes them along 

with those who do. And gives them moral precedent for their capital Jewish state 

in Israel. And the greater world system they wish to rule from Israel. It's also a 

powerful steroid for their Cultural Marxist [PC's real name] ideology. Which is 

designed to destroy any healthy, organic psychology or material institution that 

by its nature. Hinders the Jewish destruction and assimilation of their nation. Into 

the claw of the Jew World Order. 

To understand the truth the Jew has made illegal in many areas to cover up this 

subject [truth does not fear investigation]. We look at what really was happening 

and shine the light on this situation.  

The International Jew manipulated the Great War into existence, that swept 

Europe up. The reason for this was to destroy the old order of Europe and 

manifest the situation for International Communist takeover . And leave them 

holding the entire West in debt to their banks. This plays into the first part. During 

the war however, something unexpected happened. In 1915 the German Kaiser 

realized this war was not the quick push to victory as planned. And extended an 

offer of Peace to England. To end the war with Germany withdrawing to the pre 

1914 boundaries. He stated the war was destroying the best of the young 

generation of Europe.  

As Freedman who was a large player In Internationally Jewry, confessed. The Jews 

in England then made a deal with the other half of the government they would 

get their brethren in America. To pull America into the war in return for Palestine 

as a Jewish state. The Gentile faction wanting to break Germany's Empire and 

international economic rivalry. Which was the traditional English policy in dealing 

with Continental European powers. Agreed.  

Wilson the American President who by his own and Freedman's confession was 

nothing but a tool of Jewish interested. [He passed the Fed act]. Just after getting 
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elected on a policy of noninterventionism in the war in Europe. Had the American 

government vote for war with Germany and their allies in Europe. 

The Jewish Bankster's: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/275 

The whole time this was going on. Jewry was strengthening their Communist 

movements in Europe. In 1917 the German Jewish elite secretly forged a situation 

with their connections in Russia. To send a closed armoured train carrying large 

sums of money for Communist aid and carrying a secret passenger. The Jew, Lenin 

across the border into Russia. The rest is history.  

During this time the Jews within Germany where doing the same they were in 

Russia. Using the extreme conditions the war had forced on the population. To 

exploit every theme and issue to generate a powerful Communist movement. 

They were also spreading defeatist propaganda into the German society which 

made its way to the front with the new recruits. The Jews made the deal in 

England simply to keep the war going. They had no intention of wanting Germany 

to win. With a strong German Empire. Communism would never succeed in 

Europe. The control of Germany was the key to their victory on the large part of 

the Continent.  

There had been large Jewish manipulated ,Communist style uprisings in the 

German Empire in the previous century. That had been crushed. The old order 

had also crushed the Communist revolt of the Paris Commune. They needed them 

gone to win. 

Germany launched their last great offensive of the war in 1918. This was to end 

the war before America could come in at full force against them. The results were 

the German forces had won the war. The French where out of action. The only 

English army between them and Paris had been broken. Then the stab in the back 

came. The Jews caused a Communist revolt among the workers, populace and 

Navy. The Jewish, demoralization of the Army and Home front all came together 

in this. With this Jewish borne betrayal the offensive lost steam and the war was 

lost. Two million men had just died in four years of war, to be betrayed by the 

Jews.  
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The treaty the Internationalist Jew forced on Germany was intended at the great 

point. To weaken Germany for Jewish take over via their networks of 

Communism. 

The Jews went right to work their Cultural Marxist brigades started to attack very 

aspect of German culture and the national soul. Filling Germans with self-hate 

and shame over being a German. Demoralizing them for the final Communist 

plunge. The Jews tried to pull Germany into full Communism by the violent 

takeover tactics such as the Spartacus uprising. This was planned to finish off 

Germany. The way the Jews did Russia. It was their signal for the beginning of the 

end of a free Germany.  

In this the Thule society was the force that countered the Jewish plans and was 

the only force able to counter them effectively. Here is an example of what was 

going in German with the Jewish Communists: 

"The Marxists realized their revolution would have to accelerate, since they would 

not win at the polls. In Berlin the Jews Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg had 

amassed 100,000 supporters, two thousand machine guns and 30 artillery pieces. 

They invaded Berlin, took over most of the government buildings and declared 

the Ebery government overthrown by their glorious Communist revolution. 

On 10 January, Noske, and 30,000 ex-soldier volunteers swarmed into Berlin. 

These were highly disciplined men used to carnage and slaughter on the front. 

They brutally broke through and decimated the 200,000 defenders, though vastly 

out-manned and with less equipment. The leaders of the red revolution were shot 

or bayonetted. The glorious Communist revolution in Berlin did not last a week." 

The Free Corps that successfully defeated Jewish communist 

[Rotfrontkämpferbund] troops several times in Weimar had all been at the top 

organized by the Satanists of the Thule Society who saved Germany from the 

Jewish death grip in the 11th hour literally. You can see the sacred emblems of 

Thule on the Free 

Crops helmets: 

"The Free Corps re-took Munich, and were angered that Russian soldiers that they 

had defeated recently were now armed and active against them yet again. After 

the city had been taken, the Free Corps marched through the town with swastika 
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emblems on their helmets. Cheering crowds lined the roads to thank their 

liberators. 

The Jews where also destroying Germany with via organized crime networks 

which where pumping drugs and filth into the cities. And the Jews in general 

where involved in a thousand scams to steal the wealth and property of the 

Germans. Rich Jews would sit in the restaurant windows and tease and mock the 

hungry German people standing outside who had not eaten in days due to the 

economic situation. A million people died of extreme poverty in this time. Due to 

the effects of International Jewry on their nation. The Jewish banksters had 

purposely created the great depression to steal the wealth of the Gentiles and 

help create the situation to make their Communist revolution gain power by 

problem, reaction, solution. Everything rotten and harmful in Germany at this 

point was overflowing at the top with Jews. As Hitler rightfully noted.  

It's the same today in the Western world. The Jews had attacked Germany almost 

to the death. Germany, the very nation that trusted them and made them a full 

part of its life in good faith. 

Then against all odds something finally changed which put an end to this all out 

attempted murder on the German people and nation. 

"In coming before the public as National Socialists with this conception of the real 

strength of a Folk, we know that today the whole of public opinion is against us. 

But this is indeed the deepest meaning of our new doctrine, which as a world 

view separates us from others.-Adolf Hitler "The Second Book" 

Those words were written in 1926 when the Party was fighting for the survival of 

Germany at a hundred thousand votes: 

Three years later the National Socialist Party received two million votes 

The next election thirteen million votes 

The next election Hitler was the Chancellor of Germany 

The Truth had won out. 

With the new Hitler government order was first restored. This was done by 

arresting in mass the criminal elements that had so overflowed Germany partly 

due to the natural effects of extreme poverty. That vigilante squads where killing 
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criminal elements, in the streets in a desperate attempt to save their 

communities and protect themselves and their families. What this meant is that 

hordes of pimps, drug dealers, professional criminals, finical crooks [no different 

then Jewish, Wall Street,today] and the general people who populate any jail 

where rounded up and put in the new camps. As the standard jails where already 

over populated. This was part of the progressive socialist thinking. That by hard 

work a personal could be reformed into a moral human being and reintegrated 

back into society.  

It's no mistake a large percent of these individual happened to be Jewish. For such 

a tiny minority of the population. They made up the bulk of its criminal element in 

all areas. 

The several and more million, Communists in Germany with orders and funding 

from a major base of International Jewry. Moscow [no mistake Russian's where 

found among the Reds in Germany before.] Planned yet another violent uprising 

against the newly elected government. Which is true to their style. They don't 

respect a people's right to self-determination. The Communist burning of the 

Reichstag was the signal of this revolt. This caused the German government to 

have to declare martial law. And arrest the Communist leadership. And put them 

into the new detention camps. To stop this uprising from happening.  

98% of the Communist leadership in Germany was Jewish. With the top spot s all 

Jewish. 

This is what the Hitler government was fighting to prevent from happening to 

Germany and the rest of Europe: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/282 

The Jewish Communist regime in the East by record murdered over 60 million 

human beings. Many in organized death camps all run by Jews.  

No one was put into camps for being Jewish. But the Jews where put into camps 

on mass for their criminal, Jewish behaviour. Just read the Talmud to understand 

why. Judaism is an organized crime racket against the Gentile world. 

There was a reason the Jewish population in Europe had been traditionally moved 

into Ghetto's with high walls around them. Gates that where locked at night and 

guarded by armed watchmen. With all Jews having to be inside before nightfall. It 
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was to protect the Gentiles from the Jews. The Czar had to move them into the 

Pale for the same reasons.  

The plan was to relocate the Jews to their own region and out of Europe. This was 

the only "Final Solution." As honest historians who lost their careers and have 

been imprisoned for being honest. Have noted time again. Since the Jews had 

almost annihilated Germany, sending millions of Germans to their graves, in 

return for Germany trusting them. The government took the best and humane 

course of action with them. They could have killed them at this point but they 

didn't. Freeman admits this all. German was negotiating with the Zionist's to help 

relocate them to another area where they would have self-determination and 

separation. The Jews where not rounded up or put into camps over this. It was a 

voluntary movement. Many Jews simply wanted to leave as they could no longer 

make a living off dishonest means.  

Then as Freedman states the leaders of world Jewry meet with the 

representatives of the German state. And ordered them to return all their fellow 

Jews. Back into the positions of power they had used to almost destroy the nation 

with. Or face war with the nations the International Jews controlled. The Germans 

refused. The first act was an economic embargo put on Germany that would leave 

a third of the German people to starve. The Jews where attempting to break 

Germany from within to put it back under their control for their final aim. This 

failed. And the Jews pushed the world into war with Germany. 

For the truth of what really happened: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/328 

During the war the German government found that every single subversive 

organisation in their territory even within Germany. That was attacking their 

civilians and troops, spying for the Allies [of Judah] and everything in-between to 

defeat the war effort. And cost Germany the war, just as in the Great War. Where 

all Jewish and where working with the International Jewish networks behind the 

Allies governments. In order to deal with this vast Jewish fifth column. Which was 

literally international. They simply did what America did with the Japanese living 

in America during the Second War. They put them into internment camps. As a 

war safety measure. 
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All that happened was due to the fact Germany was laid to ruin by Allies [of 

Judah] night and day bombing raids destroying the entire infrastructure of 

Germany. Millions of Germany civilians where already staving and boiling shoe 

leather to try and stay and alive. And thousands had been killed in the bombing 

raids. That where targeting civilizations on Talmudic purposes. The camps where 

being constantly bombed by the Allies as they were industrial centers. The people 

who died in the camps simply died for the same reasons hundreds of thousands 

of Germans did. It was a natural effect of the war and nothing more. As has been 

proven over and over again even during a court trial. There was no homicidal gas 

chambers or organized extermination of Jews. Even Jews who were in those 

camps never mention such. The Red Cross had observers in the camps the whole 

time and nothing of the such was ever stated. This is what Freedman confessed 

also. 

Proof: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l0JGN_Ixr7s 

http://gblt.webs.com/Holocaust_Hoax.htm 

The only people being purposely exterminated in camps were the Eastern 

Europeans in the Jewish operated death camps inside the USSR. And after the war 

the Allies of Judah's. P.O.W's camps. The over 50 thousand surrendered German 

soldiers, many only 15 years old. On orders for the Jew Eisenhower.  

The big reason the Jews created this lie. Was to hide the truth. That the Germans 

had to put them in camps. To protect themselves from the Jews. Just as many 

nations had done in their own way from the Pale to the walled and guarded 

Ghetto's.  

They had to turn Hitler into an icon of evil. Because if you tell the truth about 

Hitler. You tell the truth about the Jews. 

“The Jew is immunized against all dangers: one may call him a scoundrel, parasite, 

swindler, profiteer, it all runs off him like water off a raincoat. But call him a Jew 

and you will be astonished at how he recoils, how injured he is, how he suddenly 

shrinks back: “I’ve been found out.” -Joseph Goebbels 
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Lenin The Jew 

Note the Jews where kept in the pale for the safety of Gentiles as they had lived 

side by side with these monsters for centuries and knew that isolation of them as 

much as possible was a better solution. This same Jews where kicked out of 109 

Nations on mass. 

The one Russian Czar Alexander the Second who was stupid enough to actually 

grant the Jews freedom and rights was in thanked by being MURDERED by the 

same kikes in return. Let that be a lesson for all. 

This article is also a lesson in kike propaganda via lies and sympathy ploys. They 

will tell you the truth Lenin like Marx before him was a kike but then try and make 

the same kikes who took over Russia by terrorism and mass murder, lies and vile. 

Then proceded to genocide sixity plus million innocent Eastern Europeans many 

in death camps where the imates where made to even eat thier own feces by the 

kike guards among other talmudic cruelity. In their bid to build a global Jewish-

Communist slave state and enact the Talmud on the world. 

That they where magically poor liette victims the whooolee time*sniff, sniff* As 

they slit the throats of millions more innocents.  

http://www.thestate.com/2011/05/23/1831 ... z1NWlSLBTi 

Moscow museum puts Lenin's Jewish roots on display 

By MANSUR MIROVALEV - Associated Press E-Mail  

Print  

Reprint Text Size: tool nameclose tool goes here  

MOSCOW — For the first time ever, ordinary Russians can now see documents 

that appear to confirm long-standing rumors that Vladimir Lenin had Jewish 

heritage. 

Among dozens of newly released documents on display at the State History 

Museum is a letter written by Lenin's eldest sister, Anna Ulyanova, saying that 

their maternal grandfather was a Ukrainian Jew who converted to Christianity to 

escape the Pale of Settlement and gain access to higher education.  
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In this Wednesday, May 18, 2011 photo a visitor looks at a drawing showing 

Vladimir Lenin flanked by Felix Dzerzhinsky, right, and Yakov Sverdlov in Red 

Square, on display at the exhibition in the State History Musum in Moscow, 

Russia. For the first time ever, ordinary Russians can now see documents that 

appear to confirm long-standing rumors that Vladimir Lenin had Jewish heritage.  

"He came from a poor Jewish family and was, according to his baptismal 

certificate, the son of Moses Blank, a native of (the western Ukrainian city of) 

Zhitomir," Ulyanova wrote in a 1932 letter to Josef Stalin, who succeeded Lenin 

after his death in 1924. 

"Vladimir Ilych had always thought of Jews highly," she wrote. "I am very sorry 

that the fact of our origin - which I had suspected before - was not known during 

his lifetime 

Lenin from reports of those around him was slowly going insane from syphilis. 

This was covered up by the Communist's for years. The below is one of the last 

photo's taken of him still alive. From reports this photo was hidden away for 

many years as well: 
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Closer up: 
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Joseph Stalin- The rider of the 20th century Jewish Beast – Part 1 

A brief Look on this Jew’s early life criminali-ty and criminal personality. 

Mass murderer, liar, thief, criminal, slave master, swindler, forger, mentally 

insane, brutal, etc. All these words are too few to explain what ‘Joseph Stalin’ 

really was. In history class you would have certainly heard about “Hitler”. We 

have proved and proved again how Hitler was not only a man of peace, but also 

that the so called hol-ocaust never happened. In order to understand why Hitler 

has been blamed with all he has, you have to look at the opposite direction, at 

Joseph “Jughasvili” [In Geor-gian: son of a jew] Stalin to really understand the 

reverse psychology and blame they throw at Hitler, to cover up the crimes of the 

red beast.  

The jews as they always do, like what they blame on Satan, being themselves 

exactly what they say others are in a negative light, project this in history and so 

on so forth, in all fronties and areas of existence. The point of this Sermon series 

is to show step by step this horrendous personality, which plagued the earth with 

its existence and caused over 40 million deaths worldwide, many of which you 

have never been told about. They project all they do to the other side, as always, 

to cover up their own atrocity.  

All most people know about this kike monster is that it was a Dictator of the 

USSR. Upon further research, much more information can show up, directing one 

to the na-ture of this vile individual.  

From reports and historical facts, we know this jew was not only overly sickly (had 

a deformed hand shorter than the other and malformed, was exceptionally short, 

had marks on his face from diseases, let alone his ugly look and stare [which is a 

reason why it had its photos retouched], the second and third toes were webbed 

on its left foot and so forth) but through lies as all jews do, tried to hide the 

sources of all the evidence that he was a jew. For instance, for his deformed hand, 

he mentioned many stories, one of which included how he was struck by a horse 

drawn carriage, or that he had an accident. He tried to hide the source of his 

deformities which were from his jewish genetics. He later changed his name from 

“Joseph Yugashvilli Stalin” to “Jo-seph Stalin”. Also, he always did run under many 

different surnames and fake names, by the time he was fighting his way up to the 

top of the jewish communist party. 
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Not only these though were the lies of this jew. Like any other pathologically lying 

jew, Stalin even lied about his birthday. Wanting to hide all information about his 

jew-ish heritage and bloodline, he invented all sorts of lies and tried to erase all 

infor-mation in regards to himself. In all his life, he did run under fake names and 

aliases. The so called ‘Atheism’ [Which is nothing but the end result of 

Christianity] and Jew-ish Communism, knew all along the importance of birthdays. 

For that reason Joseph Stalin forged his birthday many, many times, as to hide his 

astrological chart for one and generally his backround information. By doing this, 

all he said would be true as there would be no conflicting information.  

Stalin himself had said and proclaimed his own birthdate being 18th of December. 

However after his coming to power, he changed this to December 21st [typically 

to tie in himself with the energetically pow-erful energies and points of the month 

and date. Though it was finally found by his birth certificate, that he was born on 

December the 6th. This shows the jewish disre-spect and hatred over the Gentile 

God, Satan, of whom they tried to steal the date. December 23th is the holy day 

of Satan and this kike tried to put its birthday [Day of glorification, as thus the day 

he received positive energy from attention] close to that date to exploit its power.  

The reason “Jughasvilli” changed his name was evidently, as to protect himself 

from occult attacks as many require the use of the name of an individual. By 

hiding behind aliases, he tried to secure himself from this. Those with deep 

knowledge of the occult know the USSR was filled top to bottom with all this 

knowledge as to secure, protect and further the ‘legacy’ of the jewish red beast. 

The jews were actively involved in the occult, while the populace was pressed 

down in an atheistic belief system of death, leaving them powerless. With the 

monopoly of the guns, the spiritual powers and the state powers, Stalin and his 

devout followers slowly rose to the top where they tor-tured and destroyed 

anyone as they saw fit.  

Also, he was mentally perverted, socio-phobic and psychotic as a large portion of 

the jewish race.  

Reports say he was hooked on drugs, shoot pornography, slept with a different 

woman each night and so forth [although he was married 3 times and all his 3 

wives were jewish], using brutally his power to please its own self. He was also 

problematic in many other departments of the mind, such as he wanted severely 

atten-tion on himself, to feel like someone, to be respected- but all these on the 
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negative and criminal point. The so called ‘clapping experiment’ in which people 

had to clap and clap after the speeches of this kike, whomever stopped clapping 

first was instant-ly killed. The clapping went on for hours as people did not want 

to lose their lives. Eventually someone stopped and then…  

They would die. Many times more were killed and not only the person that 

stopped. Gentile life meant nothing to this kike dictator. 

Stalin was also, studying to become a priest, at Orthodox seminary of Tiflis. Which 

blatantly shows how he was tentative to get into the Christian/church jewish 

structure, as he knew there was much power within. Meanwhile, he was a devout 

Marxist and avid follower of these left winged, jewish philosophies. All it did was 

help its genetic relatives. Though, he left and never completed his 

university/college and went off to do more important things, such as gangsterism, 

terrorizing and so forth. As an early member of the pre-communist party [Russian 

Social-Democratic Labour Party], he had to follow the party flow to get upwards 

in the ranks.  

He did not use his real name and avoided it as much as he could, using a surname 

and many others, namely “Koba”. The upping in the ranks happened through 

roberries, assaults, assassinations, murders of distinctive Russian commanders, 

figures and so forth. Using as an excuse for the deformed arm [passing it down as 

an accident] this cowardly jew never served in the military for the WW1 [While 

Hitler had one of his most difficult times at the same age, getting almost blinded, 

fighting in frontlines, numerous injuries etc] and took the coward way out. 

Nevertheless, this jewish ‘gangster’ pretended he was some sort of overly 

powerful and many, deserving of respect individual- only from a later on posi-tion 

of power.  

But how he gained his power and positions? This can be easily explained. 

At 1902, he worked on a Rothschild owned factory, in whom I presume he made 

his connections. As its know, the Rothschilds and other jews funder the so called 

“Rus-sian Revolution” to quadriple their winnings and fill their pockets once their 

jewish friends like Stalin had the wheel of the country. In Russia after the 

revolution, being a jew was by hundreds of times a title of ‘Honor’ with all the 

entitlements over the na-tive Russian populations. “Equality” at its best. After all, 

didn’t the jews promise equality? 40 million Russians died, yet you see no reports 
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of anything bad for jews. They had made their safe haven in the Russian beast, 

ready to further their advances to other countries. 

First of all, Stalin had a strong inner rivalry with Lenin [all along]. Lenin, exploiting 

the disasters hitting Russia after its loss on the war, promise people castles in the 

skies. Stalin, from his early age crimes was put in exile, and then, got his false 

papers, he travelled back to Tiflis and joined the Bolsheviks under Lenin. Even 

though his views in the beginning were very different from Lenin, who was also a 

jew, he hid these beliefs but these were the reason Stalin later had Lenin 

assassinated. Though, he was threatened that he would exit the party once an 

ideological pamphlet he had wrote was found out, named “Credo”. When it was 

found out, Stalin killed by shoot-ing all those who had read this paper he had 

published. Typically jewish cunning be-havior, he was once back in alignment with 

the jew Lenin. Anyway, back to Stalin joining the Bolsheviks. When Stalin entered 

the Bolsheviks, he had to somehow climb the ladder.  

In the midst of chaos in Russia of 1905 (people fighting on the streets and so 

forth, Russia after WW1 was a total wreck) he had an army of Bolsheviks, who 

were armed and with whom he started doing roberries [worsening far more the 

country situation after war and also, spreading that the war was worthless- Stalin 

was sent in exile over 7 times for his crimes, escaped 6, caught in the 7th and 

then got a bail-out- such a ‘pa-triot’], stole equipment for printing and many 

other things as to gain physical power. This had to happen in a series of 

kidnappings, robberies, murders, propaganda and so forth. In order to counter 

the Mensheviks (the “enemy” party of the Bolsheviks, false opposition, two sides 

against the middle jewish game) all sorts of rallies, crimes and armed parades 

happened. Through a series of black propaganda, smear campaigns and other 

games of cunning, the party of the Bolsheviks slowly gained ground over the 

Mensheviks.  

The robberies and filthy actions continued, until he made such a big fortune that 

made his expelling from the Bolshevik party impossible. In a rushing manner, 

escaping arrest and captivity over and over, he became a crime overlord, who has 

built his fortune and association over murder, oppression, blackmailing, behind 

the scenes criminal activity and more of it. Many of his close associates whom he 

later appointed in the USSR central political force were jewish perverts and mass 

murder-ers like him. The main way the Leninist/Bolshevik party raised money was 

due to robberies, as they did nothing else. Stalin himself did not work or had jobs 
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that re-quired no work. He just drifted off life, living from money either from 

‘friends’ and party members. He never even had to work to live itself. Mainly, the 

Gentile populace and ordinary citizens payed the price of the Mensheviks and 

Bolsheviks [Both jewish run and operated frontiers, sides of the same coin].  

One of his infamous crimes in association with Lenin, was the 1907 Tiflis robbery. 

Stalin with his robbing gang, ambushed a convoy in Yerevan, they stole the money 

which was equal to 3.4 millions in dollar terms, killing 40 people with gun and 

bombs, leaving 50 injured, including cops and others. Meanwhile nobody from his 

own gang died. He gave this money to Lenin and Lenin was escorted aswell, never 

to be caught or judged for the crime. Two days later, he escorted itself and its 

family to the town of Baku. As we see he had zero respect of human life. His 

criminal life start-ed early on, very early on, in his teenage years.  

Sources: 

Montefiore, Simon Sebag (2007), Young Stalin, Weidenfeld & Nicolson 

"Assassination of Griaznoff". Los Angeles Herald. 31 January 1906. 

Http://Wikipedia.com [Main Source, between the lines reading] 

Radzinsky, Edvard (1997) Stalin: The First In-depth Biography Based on Explosive 

New Documents from Russia's Secret Archives, 

-End of Part 1 

The Jew, Putin is now working to reinstate the name of Stalingrad back to the 

Russian city of Volgograd. To openly honor Stalin. He has also reissued Stalin era 

medals.  

Putin's regimes, key intellectual and philosopher is this Communist creep, Dugin. 

Who believes that STALINIST North Korea is the ideal society. And praises the 

Kim's.  

Its worth noting what Dugin openly admits in a interview he did back in 2012: 

http://www.counter-currents.com/2012/07 ... der-dugin/ 

This fits well with the Orthodox critique of Western Christianity. It is easy to see 

that the secularization of Western Christianity gives us liberalism. The 

secularization of the Orthodox religion gives us Communism...... 
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Now its no mistake why the Jewish Putin's regime pushes both Stalinism and 

Orthodox Christianity. Two sides of the same Jewish coin. 
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The Real Death Camps And Holocaust 

The PHONY "six-million" holoco$t further serves as a distraction from and a cover 

for the REAL crimes against humanity committed under Jewish communism. 

Nearly everyone has heard of "Auschwitz," but how many have heard of the 

atrocities committed against Gentiles at Kolyma, the most notorious Gulag slave 

labor camp, run and operated by Jews in extreme northeastern Siberia? Or the 

systematic genocide of the people of the Ukraine perpetrated by Jewish 

communism? The Holodomor [Ukrainian Famine/Genocide of the 1932-33] 

perpetrated by the Jew controlled USSR. 

The gulag systems of the former USSR were the real death camps. Everything the 

Jews are and do, they cleverly blame upon Gentiles. If one does enough in-depth 

research, one will find that slave labor/death camps are actually a Jewish idea and 

Jewish invention, and existed long before the alleged Nazi camps. This acts as a 

distraction and diverts the attention of the populace from the real crimes. 

Through all of the years following the end of the Second World War, we are 

forever being bombarded on a regular basis, straight from Jew Hollywood, film 

after film, documentaries, and other media depicting the alleged "holocaust" of 

the Jews at the hands of Nazi Germany. This has acted as a major distraction 

amongst many other things over the years and has diverted attention from the 

real death camps, which were all run and operated by Jews, under Jewish 

communism. Long before Adolf Hitler even came to power, these slave labor 

death camps were in full operation. In addition, EVERYTHING the Jews accuse the 

Nazis of, they, themselves put into action in the 1920's. If one does the necessary 

research, one's eyes will be opened to the truth. 

The packing of Gentiles for use of slave labor in cattle cars, so tightly packed, few 

could even move. This was also done to the Black African slaves on the slave ships 

that were all owned and operated by Jews. To read the full account, you can 

access the link below. Though we are very much against Islam, this is a detailed 

and an excellent article: 

Who Brought the Slaves to America? By Walter White Jr., 1968 

http://www.radioislam.org/islam/english/toread/who_brought_slaves_to_americ

a.htm 
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This is also a fact today that can easily be seen with industrial farming. The Jews 

own the major corporations that engage in this most heinous abuse of animals. 

They are all packed in tiny cages and crates, living in their own filth and waste, 

unable to even turn or barely move, and if you do the research, you will see a 

pattern here. All of this is a Jewish concept, packing living beings into extremely 

small spaces to be used for Jewish profits and exploitation in the most brutal of 

ways. 

All of this was cleverly blamed upon the Nazis. With the media keeping up the 

momentum as they also do with promoting their lie of Christianity, few people 

really questioned whether this was true or not. The Jews did not anticipate or 

expect the collapse of the USSR and the Eastern Communist Bloc. Many accounts 

of the slave labor death camps [few actually did survive to tell] are now being 

revealed to the public, but one must do the necessary research. Names such as 

"Auschwitz" "Treblinka" "Sobibor" "Dachau" are commonly known. In addition to 

the plethora of films coming out of Jewish Hollywood, the Jewish controlled 

media is incessantly publishing and promoting books on the subject. 

How many people have heard of Kolyma, or Serpantinka? There are thousands 

more. The list of these Jew operated slave labor camps is prolific and endless. The 

link below is only a sampling: 

List of Gulag Camps [Wikipedia]: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Gulag_camps 

There are thousands in China, many in North Korea and in former communist 

countries; all run by Jews with Jewish standards for Gentiles. Jews come in all 

races and ethnic groups. They can be identified by their DNA, which is another 

area people need to research and learn about. 

Since the revealing of the atrocities committed under Jewish communism, now 

the Jews are working overtime, trying to compare Jew Josef Stalin with Adolf 

Hitler. In addition to this Jewish trash, they put up websites and such trying to 

dissociate themselves in the way of claiming Stalin, Beria and others who ran this 

brutal murder system were not Jewish, even going so far as to claim Vladimir 

Lenin was "only part Jewish." Few people bother to do the necessary research 

and this can be difficult, but the truth is...Stalin, Beria and Lenin were all Jewish. 
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Josef Stalin's real last name was Dzhugashvili, meaning in Georgian "Son of a 

Jew." In addition, death camp survivor and author Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn wrote 

to a pen pal where he made a minor comment criticizing Stalin and he also 

mentioned Stalin's Jewishness. His letter was intercepted and for this, he was 

promptly arrested. Stalin's Jewishness was common knowledge, but not to be 

mentioned. Lavrenty Beria, mass murderer and monster was a Karaim Jew. He 

was also very easy on and even benevolent towards the Jews. [Reference: 

Commissar: The Life and Death of Lavrenty Pavlovich Beria by Thaddeus Wittlin © 

1972].  

Not to mention that the surname "Beria" is a derivative of the Jewish "Bar" no 

different from "Barry," Berry," all Jewish names. Because Adolf Hitler alerted the 

Gentiles to the extreme threat of the Jews and their communism, Nazi Germany 

has been attacked relentlessly, no different from our True Creator God Satan. 

Nazi Germany has been unjustly accused of "exterminating Jews and many 

others" which is a total lie, and this can be proven. So-called "holocaust denial" is 

illegal in many countries around the world. Post war Germany has paid out 

billions upon billions of dollars, has been heaped with shame, slandered and 

much worse. The Jews have used their phony holocaust to exploit and to control 

and above all, to institute communism, both directly and indirectly around the 

world. 

The victims of the Jew controlled communist slave labor death camps have 

received nothing. No reparations, no help, and the surviving families have gotten 

nothing. What is even worse it the fact that NONE of the Jewish criminals has ever 

been brought to justice. While the Jewish controlled media is buzzing away with 

story after story of so-called "Nazi war criminals" being "brought to justice," there 

has been no justice whatsoever for the gulag victims which totaled in the many 

millions around the world from the communist countries. In addition, the 

ignorant public is focused on Nazi this and Nazi that and does not even know of 

the real victims. This kind of Jew indoctrination is also forced in the schools where 

communism is taught as something good and favorable by Jewish college 

professors and their Gentile stooges. Communism, like Christianity is another 

Jewish brotherhood program which preaches equality, a decent standard of living 

and worker benefits...ALL LIES! Both are programs of slavery and death. Both 

programs like anything else Jewish create the problem and then push the 

solution. 
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The following article reveals the heinous atrocities committed against Gentiles at 

the hands of the Jews. Of course, Jews have also had a history of persecuting their 

own. Jews which were in small numbers in some of the camps are the ones who 

scream the loudest and are held up by the Jewish press to again deceive people 

into believing communism isn't Jewish, which is another total lie. The blueprint 

for Jewish communism is in the bible. The Jews wrote the bible. 

Another noted example is everything the Jewish god "yaweh/jehova" in the bible 

is and does is blamed upon Satan. For example, the attributes "human hating" "a 

murderer and a liar from the beginning" [one only needs to look to the Old 

Testament for one to see the endless genocide and mass-murder of Gentiles at 

the hands of this so-called "god." They claim the Devil is totally material, yet there 

is nothing at all spiritual about the Bible or Christianity, just a fictitious history of 

the Jews, the subliminal message of Jewish domination over Gentiles and the life 

of that fictitious nazarene. There are endless contradictions and opposing verses 

in the Bible. These are to ensure that the Bible will adapt to all time periods and 

situations, in order to perpetuate the program of Christianity. Jews learn to argue 

early and take this further in their education in a Yeshiva. 

Unless the Gentile world wakes up, now that we have a bit of a chance with the 

internet and mass communications, our world will once again descend into the 

Dark Ages and we will again be subjected to total slavery, serving the Jews under 

the most brutal conditions imaginable. 

"As one camp doctor told a victim in 1949: You are not brought here to live but to 

suffer and die...If you live...it means that you are guilty of one of two things: 

either you worked less than was assigned you or you ate more than was your 

proper due." From "East of the Sun, The Epic Conquest and Tragic History of 

Siberia" by Benson Bobrick © 1992 

The Real Death Camps and Holocaust 

Today the world is under the grip of a new religion: Holocaustanity. This program 

is designed to assign meanings to their agenda. And holds a powerful spell over 

the minds of the Gentiles. It's a powerful propaganda in the aims of the Jewish 

agenda. Its premise is the foundation for numerous special laws. Making the Jews 

beyond criticism. And a tool to silence all debate and steam roll anyone who 

opposes their agenda. To delegitimize all information that exposes them along 

with those who do. And gives them moral precedent for their capital Jewish state 
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in Israel. And the greater world system they wish to rule from Israel. It's also a 

powerful steroid for their Cultural Marxist [PC's real name] ideology. Which is 

designed to destroy any healthy, organic psychology or material institution that 

by its nature. Hinders the Jewish destruction and assimilation of their nation. Into 

the claw of the Jew World Order. 

To understand the truth the Jew has made illegal in many areas to cover up this 

subject [truth does not fear investigation]. We look at what really was happening 

and shine the light on this situation. The truth is the real holocaust occurred in the 

Jewish controlled and created Soviet Union. Of the many such death camps where 

millions perished we shall examine the Kolyma one of the many and which legacy 

is that of nature of the Jewish beast. Later we shall see right from the Jews 

mouths the humane reality of the German camps that where as proven even in a 

court of law not death camps but humanely run industrial centers of production. 

With even Olympic sized swimming pools and sports fields with Red Cross 

personal and observers at.  

Kolyma: The Artic Death Camps: 

“The prisoners arriving at the huge transit camps on the Pacific coast, outside 

Vladivstok and later at Nakhodka,and at Vanino, in each of which hundred 

thousand prisoners would be crowded into the endless array of barracks which 

stretched as far as the eye could see. There they awaited the prison ships of the 

Kolyma run….” 

As Andrei Sakharov called them the “Death-ships of the Okhotsk Sea…” 

“Those who arrived were already crushed and humiliated starved and ill-clad 

remnants of human beings. They would normally have spent around three 

months in prison under conditions and treatment thought adequate to such as 

they and the train journey-always on e of the worst of the various experiences of 

the victims, with its fetid wagons, its inadequate water supply, its lack of food and 

light, its brutal guards-was, of course, the longest undergone by any of the 

Gulag’s victims….”: 28 days, 33 days, 35 days, 47 days are typical times reported” 
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Latvians in cattle cars being sent to Gulag concentration camps in the Jewish run 

USSR. 

Embarkation day would arrive. At Vanino: 

When we came out on to the immense field outside the camp I witnessed a 

spectacle that would have done justice to a Cecil B. BeMille production. As far as 

the eye could see there were columns of prisoners marching in one direction or 

another like armies on a battlefield. A guard detachment of security officers, 

soldiers, ad signal corpsmen with field telephones an motor-cycles kept in touch 

with headquarters, arranging the smooth flow of these human rivers. I asked 

what this giant operation was meant to be. The reply was that each time a 

transport was sent off the administration reshuffled the occupants of every cage 

in camp so that everyone had to be removed with his bundle of rags on his 

shoulder to the big field and from there directed to his new destination. Only 

5000 were supposed to leave, but 100,000 were part of the scene before us. One 

could see endless columns of women, of cripples, of old men and even teenagers, 

all in military formation, five in a row, going through the huge field, and directed 

by whistles or flags, It was more then three hours before the operation was 

completed and the bath I belonged to was allowed to leave for the embarkation 

point. 

I remember Vanino port 

Where the grim-looking-steamer rode, 
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How we climbed the gangplank aboard 

To the cold and gloomy hold 

“It took us some time to accustom our eyes to the dim light of the dingy lower 

deck. 

As I began to see where we were, my eyes beheld a scene which neither Goya nor 

Gustave Dore could ever have imagined. In that immense, cavernous, murky hold 

were crammed more then 2000 women. From the floor to the ceiling, as in a 

gigantic poultry farm, they were cooped up in open cages, five of them in each 

nine-foot-square space. The floor was covered with more women. Because of the 

heat and humidity, most of them were only scantily dressed; some had even 

stripped down to nothing. He lack of washing facilities and the relentless hat had 

covered their bodies with ugly red spots, boils, and blisters. The majority were 

suffering from some e form of skin disease of other, apart from stomach ailments 

and dysentery.  

At the bottom of the stairway we had just climbed down stood a giant cask, on 

the edges of which, in full view of the soldiers standing on guard above, women 

were perched like birds, and in the most incredible positions. There was no 

shame, no prudery, as they crouched there to urinate or to empty their bowels. 

One had the impression that they were some half-human, half-bird creatures 

which belonged to a different world and a different age….” 

Many of the prisoners never survived the crossing they died from violence, 

starvation and diseases of being crammed literally in many cases shoulder to 

shoulder like chattel into dirty holds for weeks. The scene was identical to the 

Jewish owned slave ships packed with thousands of African slaves. Literally wall to 

wall. In previous centuries. This time with new Goyium chattel to be used as work 

slaves of the Jewish Communist State. 

The Kolyma Killing Fields 

“The central aim was to kill off the prisoners as one commandant put it quite 

openly…..”  
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 My note the main method of murdering 

the prisoners by millions was to assign 

to them impossible production quotas. 

Then lower they already starvation 

rations when they could not meet them 

as punishment. Ensuring they would die 

off from a mixture of exhaustion and 

diseases. Those who lived but where 

too weakened and their quota’s dropped off from starvation and exhaustion 

where simply executed on mass. This ensured the gold was mined while killing the 

prisoners off. The sadism of this method was the victim would work as hard as 

possible to stay alive in false hope. Thus ensuring a larger amount of gold 

production. As part of this they where issued the worst and cheapest clothing 

that was worthless in the 50 to 70 degree below zero cold. And left with nothing 

but filthy, lice filled rags to wrap about their frost bitten feet and body. And left to 

live stacked on top of each other like factory farm animals in cages. In shoddy, 

cheap huts without insulation or proper heating. In the coldest region on earth. 

Over three million people where systematically murdered by the Jewish 

Communist Regime in Kolyma alone. And it formed only one such camp of many 

across the Soviet Jewion. Each of the accounts is not just of the individual giving 

such. But the collective experience of the millions of those condemned to such 

camps. 
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The Reality of the Camps: 

“The climate of the interior, where it may down to -70C., is indeed the coldest in 

the Northern Hemisphere: the actual Pole of Cold is at Oymyakon, just over the 

Gydan. “ 

In the summer of 1932, the operation was launched. The collectivisation assault 

on the peasantry had produced a vast expansion in the number of arrests. Of the 

10 million ‘Kulaks’[my note closer to 15 million] disposed of , half probably died in 

famine and by execution, and of the remainder certainly no fewer than three and 

a half million poured into the prison camps. Kolyma got its share.  

The barracks or huts in which prisoners spent their spare hours much o f refuge. 

Desperately over crowded, with bunks three of four deep, they were often quite 

uninsulated (guards’ huts had sawdust between two layers of boarding). And, ill-

constructed as they were, the cracks and holes were usually stuffed with moss, 

rags or straw. More over, almost all the miners were afflicted by incontinence of 

urine. They would try, when sent to camps, to get the lower bunks, in order to 

spare their colleagues. Where they were all together this was not possible. 

The stoves, too, were quite inadequate. Its was a constant complaint that ‘The 

barracks were not given enough heat, clothing would not dry out. In the fall they 

kept people, soaked to the skin, out in the rain and the cold to fulfil norms that 

such hopeless wreck could never fulfil…Prisoners were not dressed for the climate 

in the Kolyma region. They were given third-hand clothing, mere rags, and often 
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had only cloth wrapping on their feet. Their torn jackets did not protect them for 

the bitter frost, and people froze in droves.  

We have noted the revealingly vicious regulations which, from 1937, practically 

forbade clothing adequate to the climate.  

A dozen lice in one’s underclothes don’t count. Lice begin to attract the attention 

…when a crawling pullover start to move on tis own. Is it possible that a man, of 

whatever type, might not wish to escape this torture when he does not sleep and 

scratches his filthy body, gnawed by vermin, till the blood runs. 

When it had become clearly impossible to delouse themselves, women would 

give up trying, and only when the itching became intolerable would reach under 

their blouses, ‘fish out a handful of the vermin, and throw them away.’ 

One prisoner records: 

In March 1933, 600 prisoners were sent to Gold Mine No.1 of the Mining 

Administration of the North…there were two other administrations of the same 

kind, those of the West and the South. We set off on foot on this long journey. 

We had to travel 370 miles in deep snow and during terribly cold weather to the 

Khatenakh sopka. 

We had to make 16 miles a day, after which we spent the night in tents set upon 

the snow. After our scanty rations in the morning, we set out again. Those who 

were unable to survive this long gruelling march and died on the way were left 

with the snow for their only tomb. Our guards forbade us to give them a proper 

burial. Those who lagged behind were shot by the guards, without stopping the 

column.” 

I was convinced that solders of the MVD [camp guards] must have been picked for 

their sadistic qualities. They had a completely free hand over us and would do 

anything, particularly when drunk, to make prisoners suffer. For instance, when 

going to or coming back from work in the usual columns of five, they would 

sometimes stop us in the middle of the road., unleash their dogs, and laugh 

uproariously as the dogs sank their fans into the prisoners’ legs. It was a time 

when they were absolutely free to do anything, even kill us-and get a reword for 

it. I have known them to call a man over to make a fire for them or to bring them 
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a mug of water when on sentry duty, and then kill the unfortunate under the 

pretext that the prisoner had crossed the ‘no trespass’ line. 

The working conditions: 

The boots were always wet, never quite drying out-rheumatism was guaranteed. 

Then, the air in the pit, where there was no ventilation whatsoever, was filled 

twice daily with the poisonous fumes of blasted ammonal. Only thirty minutes 

were allowed for the clearing of the fumes through the entrance of the mine, 

after which the workers were driven back into the pits to continue their work. 

Many of them succumbed to the poisoned atmosphere and coughed violently, 

spitting blood and often particles of lung. After a short time, these were usually 

sent either to the weak squads for lumbering, or to their graves. Mortality was 

especially high among the men who carted the wet sand from the barrack after 

the washing . From the steamy, damp atmosphere of the heater the perspiring 

wheelbarrow-pushers slipped through the opening, which was covered by an old 

blanket, rolling out their wheelbarrows into the piercing 50-below-zero frost. The 

time limit in this work was, at the most, one month, after which either pneumonia 

or meningitis dispatched the worker into the next world. 

Their faces all showed signs of frostbite, although the winter was only three 

months old and the most severe frosts were yet to come. The majority of them 

were so dirty looking I was willing to wager that some of them had not washed 

their faces for weeks. Their clothes were like nothing I had ever seen at the 

Kolyman-everything from the torn boots to the incredibly dirty rags wrapped 

around their necks instead of scarves, their burned and tattered winter coats. The 

men had starved, worn-out faces, quiet voices, were completely absorbed in 

themselves and uncommunicative….The sight of these creatures who had almost 

lost the image of man made me feel distinctly uncomfortable. 

Conditions killed them off quickly. But ‘conditions’ were assisted by a massive 

employment of execution as a reprisal against failure to produce adequate gold, 

and , in effect, on any pretext whatever. 

Wholesale arrests began in the camp. As a rule the charge was systematic under 

fulfilment of quotas. Since no man in the gold field could possibly fulfil them, the 

failure was ascribed as criminal when the worker completed less than 50 per cent 

of the quota. 
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It was absolutely impossible to measure accurately the exact performance of a 

worker, and the estimate e made depended entirely upon the attitude of the 

foremen. The foreman made daily measurements in a rough and ready fashion 

with the help of a tape line, and made their reports to the office where the 

volume of excavated sane was translated into percentages of the daily quota 

fulfilled by each brigade. In doing this a practice was systematically resorted to 

whereby a certain amount of work performed by the less efficient brigades was 

stolen from them and credited to the better brigades as a means of encouraging 

them. But the foremen where not altogether free in recording their 

measurements. Once a month a measurement of the mine’s entire output was 

made by surveyors with instruments of great accuracy. The engineers measured 

the depth the mine increased during the month, and compared this with the 

added-up measurements of the foremen. When the figures disagreed-and they 

always did, and to a great extent-the foremen were merely reprimanded. Now, by 

Pavlov’s new order, foremen guilty of excessive measurements were to be put on 

trail. The same order stated the fact that six foremen had been executed for 

deceiving the State. It was natural that the foremen often went to the other 

extreme-charity begins at home-and deliberately gave lower figures. The official 

figures for labour productivity immediately dropped heavily. 

Then the firing squad set to work.  

A representative of the NKVD three-man court-the Troika-appeared at the fold 

field. He held conferences. With the section heads and demanded lists from them 

of malicious saboteurs who systematically failed to make their quotas. The 

section heads had no alternative but to prepare such lists and to include in them 

the least able workers who lowered the average labour productivity for that 

section. 

One survivor recalls: 

In our mine the Third Section…was particularly active during the 1937-8 period. 

Some nights when we came back from work, the guards read out thirty to fifty 

names. The persons called had to step out of the ranks and were marched off 

immediately to the prison. He next morning they were driven in trucks to the 

Khatenakh sopka, where they were shot.  
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In the evening, in addition to the list of new victims, the guards would read us the 

announcement: ‘By judgement of the camp command’-(then would follow the 

names of those who had been executed)-‘shot for sabotage, ill-will and agitation 

against the Soviet power.’ 

--or, as Solzhenitsyn categories the crimes (the announcements of which was 

followed by the pinning of the lists to the camp notice boards):’for counter-

revolutionary agitation’ ‘for insulting the guard’, ‘for failure to fulfil the work 

norm’. Shalamov well develops what these offences amounted to: 

‘For counter-revolutionary agitation’. The was the way one of the paragraphs in 

Garanin’s sentences began. For the main in the street in 1937 it hardly needed 

explaining what counter-revolutionary agitation was: Praising a Russian novel 

published abroad- ten years; declaring that one queued too long to buy soap-five 

years…But in the camps there was none of the gradation: five, ten, twenty years. 

Say aloud that the work was harsh, mutter the most innocent remark about 

Stalin, keep silent while the crowd of prisoners yelled ‘Long live Stalin’, and you’re 

shot-silence is agitation!... No trail, no investigation. The proceedings of the 

Troika, that famous insinuation, always meant death. 

They shot also for ‘outrage against a member of the guard’. Any insult, any 

insufficiently respectful reply, any ‘discussion’ when hit, or beaten up, any too 

disrespectful a gesture by a prisoner towards a guard was called ‘an attempt at 

violence against the guard’. 

They shot for ‘refusal to work’. Thousands of prisoners died before understanding 

the mortal danger of their attitude. Old men at the end of their strength, 

exhausted and famished skeletons, incapable of walking a step to reach the camp 

gate in the morning when the columns wound towards the mine, stayed on their 

mattresses. They wrote their refusal on forms roneoed in advance: ‘Although 

shod and clothed in conformity with the exigencies of the season…’The richer 

mines ran to properly printed forms where it was enough to write the name and a 

few points: ‘date of birth, article of the law, duration of sentence’. Three refusals 

meant the execution platoon -‘according to the law’… 

Even at the end of one’s strength, one had to go to the mine;, the gang chief 

signed every morning for this ‘unit of production’ and the administration counter-

signed. This done the prisoner was saved, for the day he escaped death. Once out 
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he could not work since he was incapable of it. He had to endure his day of 

torture to the end. 

The last heading-the richest-under which they shot prisoners by waves was ‘non-

fulfilment of norms’. This crime took entire brigades to the common graves. The 

authorities provided a theoretical basis for this rigour; all over the country the 

Five Year Plan was broken down into precise figures in each factory for each 

establishment. At Kolyma they were broken down for each gang. ‘The Five Year 

Plan is the Law! Not to carry out the Plan is a crime!’ 

According o various accounts, , accepted by Roy Medvedev and other, Garanin 

[Chief of USVITL] himself used to walk down the line of prisoners on parade, 

shooting them when he felt like it: two solders followed him taking turns at 

loading his revolver. …lesser officials such as Nikolai Aglammov, Head of the 

Southern Camp Administration, who ‘liked to select a brigade which was guilty of 

something from those paraded before him. He would order it to be led to one 

side-and himself shot the terrified people with his pistol as they huddled 

together., accompanying the operation with merry cries. The bodies were not 

buried; when May came they decomposed and then prisoners who had survived 

were summoned to bury them….This attitude to human life became common 

among the NKVD as a whole. A typical account is of a drunken NKVD officer 

appearing at a work site, accusing prisoners of stealing drinking bowls form the 

State(It was then quite common for them to carry their gruel to the work site to 

eat it) and shooting wildly at the group, killing one and wounding two others. 

In the women’s camps, too, random killing was the norm. That year, 1 May and 7 

November were celebrated by sending batches of prisoners, without other 

pretext, to the penalty cells, where many died. Then, on the usual parades, the 

order would be given for every tenth woman to be taken out and shot. On one 

occasion thirty Polish women were shot in a batch at the Elgan camp. Meanwhile 

starvation and epidemics took their toll, as in the men’s camps.  

Many camps became famous for their executions and mass graves: Orotukan, 

Polyarny Spring, Svistoplyas, Annushka and even the agricultural camp Dukcha. 

The Zolotisti mine had a particularity murderous reputation. There, Solzhenitsyn 

tells us, brigades ‘were taken from the face during the day and shot one after the 

other on the spot. (This was instead of executions at night-those went on as 

usual.) 
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On his formal rounds Garanin 

Took special note of those who where convicted KRTD (counter-revolutionary 

Trotskyist activity). 

‘Which of these have not met their quota?’ he would ask. Most had not, could 

not. At evening roll call, when they returned from the mines, he would call out 

these unfortunates, revile them as saboteurs who were trying to continue their 

criminal counter-revolutionary Trotskyist activities even in the camp, and he 

would have them driven in a herd out to the gate. At a short distance from the 

camp they would be shot en masse under his personal supervision. This was still 

not enough. At night he would have thousand of enemies of the people taken out 

of all the Kolyma camps, loaded on to trucks and driven off to a prison. This 

prison, called Serpantinka, is about 375 miles west of Magadan, in the midst of 

the forest, and it is probably one of the most ghastly institutions in the Soviet 

Union. 

Serpantinka Death Camp: 

The Serpantinka death camp was indeed the scene of mass executions continually 

through 1938, as the liquidation centre of the Northern Administration. It had 

been carefully prepared. One prisoner recalls that on a long journey, 

On the way up, a little e off from the road, we passed a few long and unpleasant-

looking barracks. At one time those barracks had housed a road-building unit, and 

were called Serpantinnaya, but since the completion of the road to Khatenakh 

they had been empty for over a year. I recalled that a few days before, by orders 

form Magadan, Serpantinnaya had been transferred to the district section of the 

NKVD which sent two brigades of men there to carry out some secret work. The 

little camp was to be fenced with three rows of barbed wire, watchtowers for 

sentries were to be erected every 25 yards , and a commodious house for officials 

and guards would be built as well as a garage. What puzzled me was the garage. It 

was not usual to build a garage in a small camp like this, especially since only 

three miles away were the big garages in the Khatenakh camp. And in the 

Vodopyanov gold mines. Late I learned it was used to house two tractors, the 

engines of which produced enough noise to deaden the sounds of shooting and 

cries of the men. However, after a short stay, the tractors were moved to some 
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gold field, and the automobile driver who passed the camp at night something 

heard the proceedings there with the utmost clarity. 

Another account tells us that, ,At Serpantinka each day thirity to fifty people were 

shot in a shed near the cooler. The corpses were then dragged behind a mound 

on motorised sledges…There was s also another method: prisoners were led with 

eyes bound to a deep trench and were shot in the ear of the back of the neck.’ 

Serpantinka victims sometimes waited several days to be shot, standing is a shed 

packed so tight that when they were given a drink-In the form of pieces of ice 

being thrown in to them-they could not move their hands fir it and had to try to 

catch it in their mouths. 

[My note no different then how cattle are packed into the Jewish owned factory 

farm, slaughter lines Goy meaning cattle is Goyium after all]. 

Another prisoner descries a particular case of an acquaintance: 

Skeletons, they worked badly. Dyukov (the brigade leader) asked for better 

rations. The director refused. The famished gang tried heroically fo fulfil the 

norms and faded away. Everyone turned against Dyukov….Dyukov made more 

and more vigour’s complaints and protests. His gang’s output went on falling, and 

so its rations went down. Dkov tried to intercede with the administration. This in 

turn asked the competent services to inscribe Dyukov and his men on the ‘lists’. 

They shot Dyukov and all this gang one morning by the Derpantinka. 

But even in the ordinary camps, 

Even in the early weeks of the brief Kolyman summer, the men reveal a tendency 

to die at a rate never before known in the region. Frequently his happened all of a 

sudden, sometimes even while the man was at work. A man pushing a 

wheelbarrow up the high runway to the panning apparatus would suddenly halt, 

sway for a moment , and fall down from a height of 24 to 30 feet. And that was 

the end. Or a man loading a barrow, prodded by the shouts of a foreman or a 

guard, unexpectedly would sink to the ground, blood would gush from his mouth-

and everything was over.  

The death rate was particularly high among men brought to the Kolyman during 

the last six months. Their body resistance had been undermined in jail before they 
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were shipped to the gold field, and they simply succumbed under the violent pace 

of work. 

More: 

Not long after, a new category of imprisonment was introduced-katorga. The 

word, referring to the old Tsarist system of forced labour, was in fact far worse. 

The katorzhniki worked in special camps, in chains, and without blankets or 

mattresses at nights. None survived.  

The Bestial Reality Of Daily Life, A Real Life Horror Film: 

A mobile detachment designed to catch escapers. It was commanded by the 

young Corporal Postnikov. 

Drunk with murder he fulfilled his task with zeal and passion. He had personally 

captured five men. As always in such cases he had been decorated and received a 

premium. The reward was the same for the dead and the living . I was not 

necessary to deliver the prisoners complete. 

One August morning a man who was going to drink at a stream feel into an 

ambush set by Postnikov and his soldiers. Postnikov shot him down with a 

revolver. Hey decided not to dray the body to the camp but to leave it in the 

taiga. The signs of bears and wolves were numerous.  

For identification, Postnikov cut off the fugitive’s hands with an axe. He put the 

ands in his knapsack and went to make his repot on the unit. …In the night the 

corpse got up. Pressing his bleeding wrists against his chest he left the taiga 

following the tail and reached the prisoners’ tent. With pale face, mad blue eyes, 

he looked inside, holding himself at the opening, leaning against the door posts 

and muttering something. Fever devoured him. His padded coat, his trousers, his 

rubber boots were stained with black blood.  

They gave him warm soup, wrapped his chopped –off wrists in rags and took him 

to the infirmary. But already Postnikov and his men came running out of their 

little hut. The soldiers took the prisoner. He was not heard of again…. 

Camp commandants had a free hand. Some shot prisoners at random, simply to 

spread terror. Prisoners who after fourteen hours in the mines could not do 

further work were shot and their bodies left on the ground for a day as a warning. 
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Food became worse and scarcer , the output went down, and execution for 

sabotage became common. And we are told, for example, that at Debin, in 1951, 

three prisoners of a group which had been allowed out to gather berries got lost. 

When they were found their heads were bashed in with fifle butts, and the camp 

chief, Senior Lieutenant Lomaga, had their bodes hauled past the assembled 

inmates in that condition.  

Real famine set in at the mine. Five thousand men did not have a piece of bread. 

But everyone worked as usual-twelve hours a day….Exhausted by long years of 

half-starved existence and inhuman labour, people spent their last remnants of 

strength in working. And died.  

My note another popular tale of the fictional holocaust of the Jews by the 

Germans is the mythic gas vans. The reality of the gas vans is below they where 

invented by a Jewish Communist and used to murder thousands of innocents in 

the Soviet Jewion: 

“The gas van was invented in the Soviet Union] in 1936, presumably by Isay 

Berg,[my note JEW] the head of the administrative and economic department of 

the NKVD of Moscow Oblast which suffocated batches of prisoners with engine 

fumes in a camouflaged bread van while on the drive out to the mass graves at 

Butovo, where the prisoners were subsequently buried.[5] According to Aleksandr 

Solzhenitsyn: 

I. D. Berg was ordered to carry out the decisions of the NKVD troika of Moscow 

Oblast, and Berg was decently carrying out this assignment: he was driving people 

to the executions by shooting. But, when in Moscow Oblast there came to be 

three troikas having their sessions simultaneously, the executioners could not 

cope with the load. They hit upon a solution: to strip the victims naked, to tie 

them up, plug their mouths and throw them into a closed truck, disguised from 

the outside as a bread van. During transportation the fuel gases came into the 

truck, and when delivered to the farthest [execution] ditch the arrestees were 

already dead. 

The Reality Of the German Camps: 

The plan was to relocate the Jews to their own region and out of Europe. This was 

the only "Final Solution." As honest historians who lost their careers and have 

been imprisoned for being honest. Have noted time again. Since the Jews had 
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almost annihilated Germany, sending millions of Germans to their graves, in 

return for Germany trusting them. The government took the best and humane 

course of action with them. They could have killed them at this point but they 

didn't. The Jew, Freeman admits this all. Germany was negotiating with the 

Zionist's to help relocate them to another area where they would have self-

determination and separation. The Jews where not rounded up or put into camps 

over this. It was a voluntary movement. Many Jews simply wanted to leave as 

they could no longer make a living off dishonest means.  

During the war the German government found that every single subversive 

organisation in their territory even within Germany. That was attacking their 

civilians and troops, spying for the Allies [of Judah] and everything in-between to 

defeat the war effort. And cost Germany the war, just as in the Great War. Where 

all Jewish and where working with the International Jewish networks behind the 

Allies governments. In order to deal with this vast Jewish fifth column. Which was 

literally international. They simply did what America did with the Japanese living 

in America during the Second War. They put them into internment camps. As a 

war safety measure. Here they where simply put to honest work to create needed 

production of material for the war effort. 

Right here Jews camp imitates admit there was no death camps as Auschwitz:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UxFEtbawPCk 

Right from their mouths they state they where treated humanly. They had 

Orchestras, plays, movie theatres, day care centers and schools for their children. 

Even school plays. The adults worked a normal eight hour day in the factories of 

schools. They where paid, they were allowed letters. They played on soccer teams 

they even had local teams come into the camps to play them. The sports field was 

right beside the “gas chambers”. 

There where also brothels for the inmates and swimming pools. 

This documentary debunks the Holocaust. 

The Last Days Of The Big Lie: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l0JGN_Ixr7s 
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The Leuchter report came out that proved with forensics' there was no homicidal 

gas chambers at Auschwitz: 

http://www.zundelsite.org/archive/leuchter/report1/ 

Sources: 

Kolyma: The Artic Death Camps. Robert Conquest 

Wikipedia 
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The Real Holocaust:The Jewish Murder Machine Called The USSR 

Every day we have our senses assaulted by the Jewish Media's Lie Machines, 

favorite fable of the fictional Holocaust of six million poor Jews by the Germans. 

Despite the fact such lies have already been exposed by numerous experts from 

across the world and even during the land mark trial of Zundel [which did not stop 

him from being put in prison for five years for telling the truth] the Jews keep up 

the wailing of their lies as they are the race of the Big Lie. At this point as their 

holyhoax tales unravel daily they are left only with state backed terrorism aimed 

at those who tell the truth on the subject in a desperate bid to use fear to silence 

those brave souls who speak out. The truth does not fear investigation.  

Exposing the biggest lie of the 20th Century: 

http://www.zundelsite.org/ 

Holocostanity: 

topic317.html 

The following is what Hitler spent his life fighting against and to free the world 

from: 

In this article the Jewish lead slaughtercost of the Gentile People of Eastern 

Europe will be examined. The Jews literally in the drive of their Talmudic psyche 

systemically murdered over sixty million innocent Gentiles. A whole nation 

genocided from the top down. 

Related articles: 

Adolf Hitler Man Of Peace: 

topic318.html 

The New Zion: 

topic173.html 

The Jewish Communizing of America: 

post253.html?hilit=bankster#p253 

Jewish Banksters War On America: 
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topic109.html 

FAMOUS [Jew] TROTSKY QUOTE (1917): 

"We must turn Russia into a desert populated by white negroes upon whom we 

shall impose a tyranny such as the most terrible Eastern despots never dreamt of. 

The only difference is that this will be a left-wing tyranny, not a right-wing 

tyranny. It will be a red tyranny and not a white one. We mean the word `red' 

literally, because we shall shed such floods of blood as will make all the human 

losses suffered in the capitalist wars pale by comparison. The biggest bankers 

across the ocean will work in the closest possible contact with us. If we win the 

revolution, we shall establish the power of Zionism upon the wreckage of the 

revolution's funeral, and we shall became a power before which the whole world 

will sink to its knees. We shall show what real power is. By means of terror and 

bloodbaths, we shall reduce the Russian intelligentsia to a state of complete 

stupefaction and idiocy and to an animal existence." 

— From the `Memoirs of Aron Simanovich', quoted in The Nature of Zionism by 

Vladimir Stepin, Moscow, 1993, and translated from Russian into English by Clive 

Lindhurst. 

The major events that lead to the Communist "Revolution" in the East was the 

first war. This war was instigated by Jewry for the purpose of toppling the 

remaining remnants of the old Gentile political, social and economic power 

structures. And creating a chaotic situation that would make the Western world 

ripe to be seized upon by Jewry and lead into its destruction and enslavement via 

a global Communist take over. In essence the Hegelian dialect of problem, 

reaction, solution. This war alone killed over sixteen million people. 

The official trigger event was the murder of Ferdinand and his wife. 

The Jewish Revolutionary Gavrilo Princip shown being seized by police moments 

after mortally wounding Archduke Ferdinand and his wife. The assassination of 

Catholic Monarch ~ Crown Prince Franz Ferdinand ~ heir to the Austrian throne, 

was carried out by the Jewish assassin Gavrilo Princip using a Browning pistol on 

Jun. 28, 1914. The Zionist newspaper PEIEWISCHE VORDLE wrote on Jan. 13, 

1919, "The international Jewry... believed it *necessary to force Europe into the 

war so that a new Jewish era could begin throughout the world.  
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Arch-duke Ferdinand was assassinated by Gavril Princeps at Sarajevo; Austria 

demanded an apology from Serbia, Serbia apologized but Austria inexplicably 

declared war anyway.Max Warburg, Jewish advisor to the Kaiser who also helped 

fund the Jewish Bolshevik Revolution. He advised the Kaiser to go into WW1 so 

Zionists could push for an Israeli state. Both Warburg and Schiff were Rothschild 

agents. Warburg also arranged for Lenin to be transported through Germany to 

Russia in a sealed train to lead the conspirators to their Bolshevik triumph.  

Three Jewish advisers to Kaiser Wilhelm, Chancellor Bethmann-Hollweg, Max 

Warburg and Albert Ballin, then had the Kaiser declare war, and the other nations 

were involved.  

Why ? To carry out the Jewish Plan.  

On February 8, 1920, Sir Winston Churchill expressed his alarm over world 

developments in an interview published in the Sunday Illustrated Herald, London:  

"From the days of Adam (Spartacus) Weishaupt, to those of Karl Marx to those of 

Trotsky, Bela Kun, Rosa Luxemburg and Emma Goldman. This worldwide 

conspiracy for the overthrow of civilization and for the reconstruction of society 

on the basis of arrested development, of envious malevolence and impossible 

equality, has been steadily growing.  

"There is no need to exaggerate the part played in the creation of Bolshevism and 

in the actual bringing about of the Russian Revolution by these international, and 

for the most part, atheistic Jews. It is certainly a very great one: it probably 

outweighs all others. With the notable exception of Lenin [my note it turns out 

Lenin was a Jew], the majority of the leading figures are Jews. Moreover, the 

principal inspiration and driving power comes from the Jewish leaders."  

Churchill referred, of course, to the overthrow of the Gentile State in Russia and 

its replacement by a hateful gang of homicidal maniacs, whose unimaginable 

success was accomplished by the astute financial aid of Jacob Schiff to the Jewish 

revolutionaries, and by Max Warburg in Germany, who, at the crucial moment of 

the revolution in Russia, arranged for Lenin to be transported through Germany 

to Russia in a sealed train to lead the conspirators to their Bolshevik triumph.  
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Jacob Schiff [Jew]whose money bankrolled the Jewish Bolsheviks who were 

responsible for millions of Gentile deaths and the overthrow of the Russian 

nation.  

A statement of the situation from 1926 from a revised and re-edited version of A 

Sea of Blood: the Truth about Bolshevik Russia, a 12,000-word pamphlet originally 

published in Munich (1926) and authored by a Russian émigré known as "Dr 

Gregor".  

1. Introduction 

Nine years have already passed since an indescribable crime against humanity, 

the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917, was systematically begun. Now in its ninth year 

[1926], a government exists which calls itself a worker-and-peasant 

government—but not one true worker or farmer has ever sat on it. For nine 

years, torture has been used in the name of democra¬cy as an official instrument 

of the state. And in the name of socialism millions of upright individu¬als have 

been murdered, put to death through starvation, or banished from home and 

hearth to every distant part of the globe. 

In the name of the proletariat the Russian people has been subjugated by rank 

foreigners, their speech has been silenced, and their bodies sent—to the cheers 

of the [Jewish] Third International — into mass graves. 

An old Russian expression says: "There are never more lies told than before a war 

and after a hunt." And in point of fact the Great War [WW1] never had a true 

armistice; it never really ended. And the hunt for more human skulls — of course 

only Gentile and Aryan skulls will do — continues in accordance with a sinister 

and systematic plan. And thus the great lie blooms forth, in effect a form of 

worship of the Father of Lies, by that international scum calling itself the 

Bolsheviks. 

Mundus vult decipi! — the world wants to be deceived! It believes Soviet lies and 

fairy tales and even participates in this sick comedy, sending delegations of well-

known people, leftists of course, incapable of understanding the Russian 

language, and sympathetic to boot with the goals of the Third International! 

[The 3rd Internationale was the third great convention meeting held by ultra-

radical Jews and Marxists in 1919 to coordinate Communist activities worldwide.] 
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Off these foreign guests go to Soviet Russia to "study" the situation. These 

splendid chaps have no idea what Russia was like before the Bolsheviks—and 

what it could have become without them in the meantime! On the other hand, 

the Soviet Union's new friends show great knowledge and appreciation for our 

Russian caviar and vodka! The caviar is good, the vodka burns like fire going 

down, and in the brain-fog of democratic good will one somehow misses the 

rivers of blood, the dashed brain fragments, and the slithering clatter of mil-lions 

of slaves' chains. 

And so internationalist democracy [Jewry] celebrates its rites of sacrifice. The 

Gentile lamb is slaughtered. 

2. The systematic destruction of Russia 

The old Russia no longer exists. 

In its place we have a vast desert: its intelligentsia 90% annihilated, its middle 

class throttled, its work¬ing class made serfs once again — but this time serfs in 

state-owned factories, workers who just for using the word "strike" can be put up 

against the wall! As for the farmer, now he is a mere beast of burden, a camel in 

the Soviet-made Sahara, laboring without question for his Jewish exploiters and 

nearly without pay. 

For a non-initiate it must be entirely incomprehensible how such a mighty empire, 

seemingly in one night of revolution, could be set aflame at all four corners and 

destroyed. 

However, in one night it did not happen. 

The events of March 1917 — Kerensky's middle-class overthrow of the tsar — and 

of November 1917 — the Bolshevik putsch against Kerensky's government — 

were only the visible re¬sult of years of patient, mole-like undermining activities 

by the Jewish Internationale: a work which did not begin in the criminal minds of 

[Jews] Marx, Kautsky and Engels, but instead in an earlier alliance of Jewry with 

the higher grades of world [Jewish infiltrated] Freemasonry.  

My note its important to understand the Freemason's where infiltrated by the 

Jewish Illuminati in the 18th century and turned into an organ of Global Jewry:  

http://www.666blacksun.org/satanic-nati ... lluminati/ 
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These lofty "idealists" have tortured and killed, in the name of Russia's workers 

and peasants — and according to their very own statistics — the following 

numbers of victims in the first four years of the glorious Russian Revolution: 

8,800 Gentile doctors and their aides. Why? Because they represented non-

Jewish middle-class medicine. 

Now come the officers: 54,650 army and naval officers, 10,500 police offi¬cers 

(lieutenant-rank and above) and 48,500 lower-ranking policemen. And for what 

reason? Because they were military and police officers, and we all know that 

"militarism" is no longer permissible for any nationalistic and Aryan-conscious 

white people. It is only allowed to Red bandits, who call themselves proletarians, 

to dig the real proletariat a mass grave. 

Then there are 260,000 flag-loyal soldiers of the old army, all now executed. But 

even this statistic is trifling. Now come the intelligentsia: teachers, professors, 

engineers, building contractors, writers and judges — especially judges, because 

these were the most dangerous for a state ruled by convicted felons. 

To them let us add lawyers, district attorneys and all the college-educated 

occupations — to reach the number of 361,825 murdered members of our most 

mentally demanding professions. I will not even tarry over our annihilated class of 

large landowners, consisting of 12,950 persons. 

And when someone asks me how the Russian intelligentsia can bear the Bolshevik 

yoke, I always answer that the Russian intelligentsia is either literally six feet 

under or in exile, and that the tiny remainder left over has suffered such a blood-

letting and systematic humiliation through the communist steamroller that they 

have forfeited every last bit of self-esteem and personal honor. 

Finally, we come to the modest numbers of workers and peasants executed by 

the worker-and-peasant state. They amount to only 192,350 workers and 815,000 

peasants. All these figures are official statistics pub¬lished by the Cheka 

[forerunner of the KGB] and printed in easily obtainable Bolshevik newspapers 

during this period when the anti-communist White Russian forces were fighting 

Trotsky and the Red Army, [1917-1921]. 

All these facts can be verified in the complete volumes of informa¬tion or 

excerpts published in 1922 by the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Kingdom of 
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Serbia, the only coun¬try in Europe which is fighting mercilessly against the 

disease of communism. 

Even this enormous number of casualties is small compared to the mentally ill 

persons now running around free in Soviet Russia — four million eight hundred 

thousand of them. But this is no surprise. Even the old Russia did not have enough 

sanatoria and hospitals for them. Now the whole country has become a 

madhouse. The murders continue and the blood flows on, albeit only Gentile and 

Aryan blood. 

When during the 1922 Famine, 30,000 human beings were dying every day, 

Jewish leader Trotsky made the sarcastic remark: "All the better — look at the 

paperwork that will save us now!" 

3. Tsars assassinated by the Jews 

After Nicholas I, his son Alexander II mounted the throne, a true friend of his 

people. In 1861 he abolished serfdom and gave the peasants land. This reform 

happened through the mir arrangement of village communities — an institution 

far closer to true and sincere communism than the capitalistic, tax-exploitative 

system we see in Soviet Russia today. 

This same tsar, Alexander II, who in 1864 gave his people a whole new trial 

procedure for their court system — then the fairest and most progressive in 

Europe — underwent seven attempts to assas¬sinate him, until finally, in an 

eighth attempt perpetrated by Goldmann, Liebermann and Zuckermann — can 

anyone mistake their race? — successfully carried out the wishes of London. 

[Great Britain was by this time in the control of the Jewish bankers of the City of 

London.] 

Alexander II, the great benefactor of his nation, was dynamited on March 1, 1881 

— the very day that he was to bestow on his country a new, constitutional form 

of government. 

Alexander II was gone. 

Alexander III now became tsar. With respect to this monarch who preserved 

Euro¬pean peace, we Russians were all convinced that when he died in 1894, he 

had succumbed to a normal illness — in this case an acute kidney infection. How 
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great was afterward our amazement when we learned — on the run, in exile, and 

from Jewish sources — that this tsar too had fallen victim to the criminal minds of 

the tribe of Judah. 

The Jew Saltus exults over this fact in his book The Imperial Orgy, published in 

New York in 1920. In•his foam-mouthed delirium over the successful downfall of 

the Gentile-Aryan world he explains in his book how the Jews, working with the 

Entente powers — England, France, the U.S. and Italy — got rid of the tsars one 

after the other. 

He further relates that, at the same time as Russian churches were praying for the 

health of the tsar, he was being cursed in the synagogues. 

My note this is true and was proved in the 1911 case of the ritual murder of 

Andrei Youshchinksy, who was ritually murdered by the local Jewish community 

as part of a ritual by their own confession to help bring down the Tsar and Russia 

to Jewry: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/242 

"While the murder which was have proven to have taken place inside the 

synagogue of a local Jewish owned and operated brick factory, the Jury could not 

determine for certain if it was Beiliess who had wielded the implement that 

punchered Andrei over 45 times around his body killing him, drawing as much 

blood possible carefully from Andrei's body in the process. It was stated the 

puncher marks 

done to the side of the child's head where done specifically for a special part of 

the ritual as a sacrifice so the Jews could overthrow the Czar." 

To the bedside of the sick tsar his personal physician, Zakharin, was summoned. 

Zakharin, a perfectly good Russian name, and yet — a Jew. When he arrived to 

see the tsar in Livadiya, he had the medicine all ready for him in his vest pocket. 

The kind of medicine is easy to imagine: a one-way ticket into the next world. 

After the trusting tsar had swallowed the medication and was rolling in pain on 

his bed, Zakharin bent over-him — according to Saltus — with a diabolical grin on 

his face. 

The tsar choked out the words "Who are you?" 
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Zakharin's answer: "I am a Jew!" And with enormous chutzpah, he then turned to 

the empress and the tsar's ministers and said: "Not to worry, his majesty is only 

talking in a fever!" 

Then he bent over the dying man and grinned at him again: "You are breathing 

your last breath—and we have won!" 

This comes straight from the Jew Saltus in his book The Imperial Orgy. 

4. The murder of millions of Gentiles by the Cheka 

And then the Russian Revolution came. 

Who were these friends of the common people who in the name of freedom, 

equality, and democracy began annihilating the Gentile-Aryan population? 

Undoubtedly there were among them some true idealists [useful idiots of Jewry] 

who really believed that they could use murder and manslaughter, robbery and 

theft, to make a happier world and a new paradise of equality. The well-known 

result, however, was a living nightmare consisting of hunger, deprivation, despair 

and an equality only in one's right to be murdered by the Jewish-controlled Cheka 

[forerunner of the KGB]. 

The word "Cheka" is not only an acronym in Russian for "Special Commission for 

Fighting Counter-Revolution," but also a Yiddish expression for ani¬mal slaughter. 

How fitting this expression! We Gentiles, who are called "goyim" or cattle, are in 

the Jewish view mere animals. Yahweh gave us human faces, however, so as to 

spare the Jews the distress of having servants who looked like animals. 

[Paraphrased] 

The first provisional government [after the abdication of Tsar Nicholas II and just 

before the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution] consisted exclusively of [Corrupted] 

Freemasons of Romance-language initiation, from France or Italy, and funded by 

[Jew Rothschild] English money.  

The criminality of this "provisional government" knew no bounds, because it did 

the most despicable thing a government can do. It ignored the promises, 

purposes and ideals for which it was put in power—and for which it had 

overthrown the Tsar, head of state. 
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The nine months of this "government" was nothing but a gestation period, and 

horribly pregnant Russia gave birth to the mis¬carriage on October 27, 1917. It 

can rightly be said that power was lying there on the street and the Bolsheviks 

merely picked it up. To provide a show for the friendly democracies abroad, there 

had to be street battles in Russia. And so the prime minister Kerensky, a half-Jew 

whose real name was Kirbis, meaning "pumpkin", deliberately sent a battalion of 

women and young officer cadets into the jaws of a howling and murderous mob, 

where they were sadistically annihilated. Meanwhile Kerensky, dressed in a sailor 

suit, fled St. Petersburg. 

Just before that, Kerensky had signed — for publicity reasons — an arrest warrant 

against the "traitor Trotsky" [Bronstein]. But when General Polovtsev showed up 

with his Cossacks in Trotsky's apartment to arrest him, there sitting in a plush 

armchair with Trotsky was Kerensky, sipping a liqueur. He took the arrest warrant 

from the aston¬ished general's hand, theatrically tore it up, and sent the general 

on his way — a man who lacked the courage to simply arrest both these scum — 

for in a revolution, the first one to pick up his stick is on top. 

In any case, the Russian and foreign publics were to be treated to scenes of urban 

warfare and bloodshed. 

Aryan blood, of course. 

5. [Jew] Lenin, a syphilitic psychopath 

The Mensheviks, or "majority people", wanted a peaceful socialist welfare state 

and limited state ownership of industries as in Sweden. The Bolsheviks, or 

"minority people" [i.e., mostly Jews] wanted a reign of terror and total 

nationalization under Lenin and Trotsky. 

The Mensheviks made only one condition: that Lenin explain himself with respect 

to allegations of theft from the Party. When the convention began and Lenin was 

challenged to give an account of himself, he stood up, stuck his hands in his 

pockets and proclaimed that his standing was so high in the party that he owed 

no one any answers. 

When Lenin first arrived in Russia from Germany, he was already demented from 

untreated or poorly treated syphilis. 
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With this softening of the brain — a sort of gumming of the tissues — he was now 

fully qualified to pour his criminal fantasies into the ears of the foaming mob. 

Russia already stood in flames, and the shabby gang of brigands were encouraged 

by Lenin's slogan, "Rob back what they robbed from us!" 

And so the mob hurled themselves upon the meager remains of Russian society. 

Under the joyful croakings of Jewry, Mother Russia was submerged. 

Truly, truly the "international proletariat" can be proud: its leader a [Jew] thief, its 

prophet a syphilitic, its greatest man a mass murderer. 

Instead of leading mankind into the bright light above the clouds, it has jammed 

human¬ity down into the sewer, and it is no accident that his mausoleum —

"Lenin's tomb" — looks today like a public lavatory. 

After the February Revolution of 1917, Nicholas II abdicated his throne and took 

refuge with his family in a house in Yekaterinburg. The Czar, his wife, his son, his 

four daughters, his servants and family doctor were all killed in the same room by 

the Bolsheviks on the night of July 17, 1918. It has since been confirmed that 

Lenin ordered the clandestine killings from Moscow.  

Veteran British journalist Robert Wilton explains in his cult classic, The Fall of the 

Romanovs, how the murder of the Tsar and his family was orchestrated entirely 

by Jews:  

"The whole record of Bolshevism in Russia is indeliby impressed with the stamp of 

an alien invasion. The murder of the Tsar, deliberately planned by the Jew 

Sverdlov, and carried out by the Jews Goloshchekin, Syromolotov, Safarov, 

Voikov, and Yorovsky, is the act not of the Russan people, but of this hostile 

invader." (Robert Wilton, The Fall of the Romanovs, p.148). 

6. Trotsky, another killer of Gentiles 

Lenin's great rival was a man who nearly exceeds him in treachery, viciousness 

and sadistic love of executions: the Jew Laibe Bronstein, who now calls himself 

Leo Trotsky. 

This Bronstein-Trotsky character formerly was an ultra-radical writer of gall-

dripping articles for Jewish newspapers. But long before the war he was an agent 
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of the tsarist secret police in Vienna, reporting on Russian Jews who had deserted 

from the Russian armed forces. 

Trotsky, a full-blooded Jew, betrayed his racial brothers to the Russian 

government for 150 gold crowns a month [about $200]. This perhaps tells us all 

we need to know about him. 

He moved to St. Petersburg and founded a very bourgeois and capitalist freight-

moving business. Later he got into the business of lopping off heads when it 

became more advantageous to be a commu¬nist. The whole communist system 

under Soviet Judea is shot through with bizarre values. While pure communism is 

said to promise a community of sharing, the slogan of Russian communism seems 

to be: "What's mine is mine — and what's yours is mine, too!" 

FAMOUS TROTSKY QUOTE (1917): 

"We must turn Russia into a desert populated by white negroes upon whom we 

shall impose a tyranny such as the most terrible Eastern despots never dreamt of. 

The only difference is that this will be a left-wing tyranny, not a right-wing 

tyranny. It will be a red tyranny and not a white one. We mean the word `red' 

literally, because we shall shed such floods of blood as will make all the human 

losses suffered in the capitalist wars pale by comparison. The biggest bankers 

across the ocean will work in the closest possible contact with us. If we win the 

revolution, we shall establish the power of Zionism upon the wreckage of the 

revolution's funeral, and we shall became a power before which the whole world 

will sink to its knees. We shall show what real power is. By means of terror and 

bloodbaths, we shall reduce the Russian intelligentsia to a state of complete 

stupefaction and idiocy and to an animal existence." 

From the `Memoirs of Aron Simanovich', quoted in The Nature of Zionism by 

Vladimir Stepin, Moscow, 1993, and translated from Russian into English by Clive 

Lindhurst. 

7. Fiendish tortures devised by the Jewish Cheka 

A whole shelf of books with both written and photographic documentation has 

been published on this theme. 
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I need mention only The Blood Intoxication of the Bolsheviks by Nilostonsky, The 

Battle Against Bolshevism by Avalov, The Plague over Russia by Albert Rosenberg, 

Soviet Russia by Katharina Haug-Houg, and The Cheka by Georg Popov. 

[My note when Adolf Hitler was still a solider in the Germany Army he was in one 

of the units that was brought to deal with the Jewish Communist insurgency in 

Germany he personally along with thousands of other German Nationalist fighters 

saw the remains of innocent Germans murdered the same way by the Jewish 

Bolsheviks in the city.  

Hundreds of reports and letters coming back from the East during the war from 

Axis troops and commanders mentioned finding the same, the bodies of Gentile 

victims of similar atrocities [killed by the Jewish NKVD] in liberated cities, towns 

and villages. This is what lead to the pogroms as hundreds of outraged Gentiles 

who had suffered for over a decade under the Jewish Red Terror Machine took to 

the streets to find those Jews within their kosher prized communities who had 

been their tormenters and murders of their friends and family members for years. 

As recent KGB reports also show the majority of the Russians in the liberated Axis 

territory welcomed and worked with the Axis forces on every level, willingly and 

thanked them for liberating them for the Jewish terrorism and oppression. Over a 

million also fought as volunteers for the Axis force to help liberate the rest of the 

Russia's from Communist Jewry. Most where later killed by the Jewish Communist 

occupation state after the war to the sum of millions. Their crime was wanting to 

be free.] 

“The Jew is immunized against all dangers: one may call him a scoundrel, parasite, 

swindler, profiteer, it all runs off him like water off a raincoat. But call him a Jew 

and you will be astonished at how he recoils, how injured he is, how he suddenly 

shrinks back: “I’ve been found out.” -Joseph Goebbels. 

Here now are some of the gruesome tortures devised by the Jewish Cheka for its 

mostly Russian Gentile victims. 

When the Reds occupied a city, they took hostages such as people wearing ties or 

workers in their Sunday best. They stripped them naked and then bound onto the 

stomach of the murder victim an empty flower pot into which a ravenous, 

starving rat was placed. Through the small water hole in the base of the flower 

pot a red-hot iron rod was pushed to torment the rat and make him wild, causing 
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him to try to burrow himself away from the rod and deep into the abdomen of 

the horrified human victim. 

They lined up other victims in military formation, then ordered the first row to 

place one hand upon a wooden table. A nail was driven through the hand into the 

wood. Then they cut a full circle around the wrist skin, drenched the hand in 

boiling water and pulled the hand and finger skin right off. This they called 

"making gloves". 

Interestingly, each torture chamber had its own special torture lady, always a 

Jewess or [Jew] Latvian female, usually with a nickname such as "Dora, the glove 

maker" or "Rosa, the glove lady." 

It comes as no surprise to us to learn that the chief justice of a criminal court in 

Moscow is also a Jewess, Anya Glusmann, who is said to love pronounc¬ing death 

sentences above all else, and, according to a fawning newspaper article about 

her, she loves flowers and perfume after a "hard day's work." 

There is more: such as placing a man's head on an anvil, then slowly exploding it 

using a huge iron hammer with ever-increasing weights. 

Those fated to suffer the same death the following day were ordered to pick up 

the brain and bone pieces, the nerve tissue and blood which they witnessed flying 

around the room. When ordered to their work they were told: "You are digging 

your own grave. You must be happy that tomor¬row your own kind will be picking 

up the pieces of your cadavers." 

People had their eyes gouged out, the tongue severed, and the ears sliced off. 

Then they were buried alive. 

Or their abdomen was opened with a knife and the first section of their intestines 

was nailed to a telephone pole. They were then forced to run around the pole as 

their entrails unwound until death came. 

Officers of the Russian navy were steamed to death in their own engine rooms. 

They were chained to ce¬ment blocks and hurled off the piers so that their 

tethered corpses, decomposing and rising under the waves, formed hideous, 

tossing forests of the dead. 
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General Viren of Kronstadt had both his arms hacked off and was then paraded 

around the downtown area until it became boring, whereupon he was shot. 

Human beings had burning cigars pushed into their open eyes until they were 

blind, their entire body being roasted on spits. 

Heads were squeezed slowly to the bursting point with special brain vises. 

The German Army discovered a chamber full of these and similar devices, 

including a testicle-cracker, in an underground chamber in Ukraine in 1941. 

Adapted dentist drills were used to drill deep into the brain. 

They sawed off the top of people's skulls and forced others to eat their brains, 

whereupon the eaters then came under the saw and in turn had their own brains 

eaten. [Paraphrased] 

Entire families were arrested and children tortured before the eyes of their bound 

parents, or the wife was tormented before the eyes of her husband or the 

reverse. 

The Bolsheviks drove nails into empty wooden bar¬rels, then jammed human 

beings inside, rolling the barrels around merrily. 

Mass graves of people buried alive were found by the White Army. Victims of live 

burial usually have dirt in their mouth and nostrils from trying to breathe. The 

writhing bodies of these people were found in the most bizarre contortions. 

And all this in the sweet name of freedom and democracy! 

* * * 

Another examination of the situation:  

An Orgy of Murder, Extreme Torture and Pillage  

The orgy of murder, torture and pillage which followed the Jewish triumph in 

Russia has never been equaled in the history of the world. For more than a 

thousand years, the White Russians, descendants of German settlers in Russia, 

had provided an economic climate in which Russia, the "breadbasket of Europe", 

had prospered.  
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In a few days, this stable civilization vanished, perhaps never to return. The 

fortunate ones were those who recognized the peril in time to flee with nothing 

but the clothes on their backs.  

Those who dallied or sought to save others were shot down in mass executions 

persisting through the night, the constant rattle of machine guns muffled by the 

roar of truck engines raced at full throttle to drown the sound of the shots and 

the screams of the dying. Had you experienced the high standard of living in 

feudal Russia, perhaps, you would have a different opinion of this alleged 

prosperity.  

The T'zar's exquisite daughters. At first, the girls did not die because of the jewels 

sewn into their corsets. These jewels were for protection but also so that the 

family could have some money for when they fled the country. The shooters were 

horrified at how the girls were able to withstand the bullets. To solve that 

problem, the shooters tried to stab them with bayonets. That failed, too, because 

of the jewels, so then, they were shot in the head at close range.  

The key word here is "hatred". The Jews were free to indulge their most fervent 

fantasies of mass murder of helpless victims. Gentiles were dragged from their 

beds, tortured and killed.  

Some were actually sliced to pieces, bit by bit, while others were branded with 

hot irons, their eyes poked out to induce unbearable pain. Others were placed in 

boxes with only their heads, hands and legs sticking out. Then hungry rats were 

placed in the boxes to gnaw upon their bodies.  

Some were nailed to the ceiling by their fingers or by their feet, and left hanging 

until they died of exhaustion.  

Yakov (Yankel) Mikhailovich Yurovsky [Jew] is best known as the chief executioner 

of Russia's last emperor, Tsar Nicholas and his family after the Russian Revolution 

of 1917.  

Others were chained to the floor and hot lead poured into their mouths.  

Many were tied to horses and dragged through the streets of the city, while the 

mob attacked them with rocks and kicked them to death.  
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Mothers were taken to the public square and their babies snatched from their 

arms. A Red terrorist would take a baby, hold it by the head, head downward, he 

would toss the baby into the air, while another member of the mob rushed 

forward to catch it on the tip of his bayonet.  

Pregnant Gentile women were chained to trees and their babies cut out of their 

bodies.  

There were many places of public execution in Russia during the days of the 

Revolution one of which was described by the American Rohrbach Commission, 

(Defender Magazine, October, 1933):  

"The whole cement floor of the execution hall of the Jewish Cheka of Kiev was 

flooded with blood; it formed a level of several inches. It was a horrible mixture of 

blood, brains and pieces of skull. All the walls was bespattered with blood. Pieces 

of brains and of scalps were sticking to them. A gutter of 25 centimeters wide by 

25 centimeters deep and about 10 meters long was along its length full to the top 

with blood.  

"Some bodies were disemboweled, others had limbs chopped off, some were 

literally hacked to pieces. Some had their eyes put out the head, face and neck 

and trunk were covered with deep wounds. Further on, we found a corpse with a 

wedge driven into its chest. Some had no tongues. In a corner we discovered a 

quantity of dismembered arms and legs belonging to no bodies that we could 

locate."  

The Jewish Communist Chekists took pleasure in brutally torturing their victims: 

Victims where nailed to trees, had their eyes gouged out, noses cut off, ears 

removed, tongues removed. There were [Jewish] Chekists who cut open their 

victim's stomach, pulled out a length of small intestine, nailed it to a telegraph 

pole, and with a whip forced the victim to run circles around the pole until the 

whole intestine became unraveled. Eyes of Gentiles victims were poked out, their 

tongues cut off, and they were buried alive. A major Gentile member of the 

Voronezh area was boiled alive in a big pot, after which others of the community, 

revolvers at their heads, were ordered to drink. In Kharkov people were scalped. 

In Tsaritsyn and Kamyshin peoples hands were amputated with a saw. In Poltava 

and Kremchug the victims were impaled. In Odessa they were roasted alive in 
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ovens or ripped to pieces. In Kiev, victims were placed in coffins with 

decomposing bodies and buried alive.  

On March 13, 1917, Jacob Schiff sent Milyukov, new Minister of Foreign Affairs of 

the Bolshevik Revolutionary Government, and a personal friend of Schiff, a 

telegram reproduced in the New York Times, April 10, 1917:  

"Allow me, as the irreconcilable enemy of the tyrannical autocratic government 

which pitilessly persecuted our co-religionaires[Jews], to congratulate through 

your intermission the Russian people for what they have so brilliantly 

accomplished, and to wish success to your comrades in government and to 

yourself."  

We already know of the glee with which Jacob Schiff and other Jewish bankers 

greeted the news that their co-Jews in Russia were now engaged in the favorite 

Jewish practice of mass murder, but what of American government officials, who 

were well-informed by a number of intelligence sources about these atrocities?  

The Overman Committee in 1919 published a report of its findings which are 

pertinent to this subject. Titled, "Bolshevik Propaganda Hearing Before the Sub-

Committee of the Committee on the Judiciary, United States Senate, 65th 

Congress," it records the testimony of Dr. George A. Simons, former 

superintendent of the Methodist Missions in Russia, from which we briefly quote:  

"We were told that hundreds of agitators had followed in the trail of Trotsky-

Bronstein, these men having come over from the lower east side of New York. 

Some of them, when they learned that I was the American pastor in Petrograd, 

stepped up to me and seemed very much pleased that there was somebody who 

could speak English, and their broken English showed that they had not qualified 

as being real Americans.  

"A number of these men called on me and were impressed with the strange 

Yiddish element in this thing right from the beginning, and it soon became evident 

that more than half the agitators in the so-called Bolshevik movement were Jews. 

I have a firm conviction that this thing is Yiddish, and that one of its bases is found 

in the east side of New York.  

"The latest startling information, given me by someone with good authority, is 

this, that in December, 1918, in the northern community of Petrograd ~ that is 
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what they call the section of the Soviet regime under the Presidency of the man 

known as Apfelbaum (Zinoviev) ~ out of 388 members, only 16 happened to be 

real Russians, with the exception of one man, a negro from America who calls 

himself Professor Gordon.  

"I was impressed with this, Senator, that shortly after the great revolution of the 

winter of 1917 there were scores of Jews standing on the benches and soap 

boxes, talking until their mouths frothed, and I often remarked to my sister, 'Well, 

what are we coming to anyway. This all looks so Yiddish.'  

Up to that time we had very few Jews, because there was, as you know, a 

restriction against having Jews in Petrograd, but after the revolution they 

swarmed in there and most of the agitators were Jews.  

"I might mention this, that when the Bolshevik came into power, all over 

Petrograd, we at once had a predominance of Yiddish proclamations, big posters 

and everything in Yiddish. It became very evident that now that was to be one of 

the great languages of Russia; and the real Russians did not take kindly to it."  

A widely known French journal, "L'Illustration", of September 14, 1918, 

commented, "When one lives in contact with the functionaries who are serving 

the Bolshevik Government, one feature strikes the attention, which, is almost all 

of them are Jews. I am not at all anti-Semitic; but I must state what strikes the 

eye: everywhere in Petrograd, in Moscow, in provincial districts, in commissariats, 

in district offices, in Smolny, in the Soviets, I have met nothing but Jews and again 

Jews.'  

"The more one studies the revolution the more one is convinced that Bolshevism 

is a Jewish movement which can be explained by the special conditions in which 

the Jewish people were placed in Russia."  

Alexander Solzhenitsyn relates that some sixty-six million "real Russians" have 

been murdered since the Bolshevik Revolution at the hands of the Yiddish 

revolutionaries, and now two hundred million citizens of the United States await 

their turn in the abattoirs of the bloodthirsty Jewish terrorists.  

Rev. Denis Fahey, in his book, "The Rulers of Russia", exposed the real names of 

many of the Jewish terrorists who operated the Soviet murder machine in Russia. 
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Trotsky was Bronstein, Martov was Zederbaum, Zinoviev was Apfelbaum, 

Kamenev was Rosenfeld, Parvus was Helphand, Bohrin was Nathanson, and so on.  

Many of the White Russians fled towards the Pacific, from Vladivostock to the 

Port of Dairen. The Russian women, who had presided over the most gracious 

palaces known to European civilization, were forced to turn to prostitution to find 

bread for their starving children; others, finding the degradation unbearable, 

committed suicide or slowly starved to death. Decades after the Russian 

Revolution, some of the White Russian women could still be found in houses of 

prostitution in Shanghai, Peking and Tokyo.  

The male survivors of the Marxist Terror, many of them highly cultured scholars, 

philosophers and scientists, found no means of support from their highly 

specialized talents in the harsh Asiatic world of the refugee. One Russian General 

was seen pulling a rickshaw as a coolie in Shanghai for a few days; he later hung 

himself in his barren room.  

Those who survived the initial Terror in Russia were fated for an even harsher 

death, a slow agonizing one as a prisoner in a Jewish operated concentration 

camp. For many years the Jews, through their total control of the media in Gentile 

nations, prevented any word of the horrors which they daily perpetrated on 

Gentiles in Soviet Russia from reaching the outside world.  

Finally one victim, who had survived a sentence in a concentration camp, 

Alexander Solzhenitsyn, reached safety. In his book, "The Gulag Archipelago", he 

informed an incredulous world that the blood-maddened Jewish terrorists had 

murdered sixty-six million victims in Russia from 1918 to 1957!  

Solzhenitsyn cited Cheka Order No. 10, issued on Jan. 8, 1921: "To intensify the 

repression of the bourgeoisie." It was this order on which the establishment of 

the terrible Siberian camps, Kolyman and many others was based. Solzhenitsyn 

also brought to the Gentile world the names of the mass murderers who ran 

these camps.  

All of them were Jews. Typical was one Lazar Kogan, who watched thousands of 

slave laborers die during his stint as boss of the White Sea Canal construction. He 

would sometimes remark to a new prisoner, "I believe that you personally were 

not guilty of anything. But, as an educated person, you have to understand that 

social prophylaxis was being widely applied."  
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"Social prophylaxis" was one of the vicious Jewish phrases which they used as 

euphemisms for their massacre of the Gentiles. Their victims, once they were 

consigned to the camps, were no longer considered human, as the Jews 

considered all others to be non-human. They were known simply by the nickname 

of "zeks", slang for "zakluchenny", which means "prisoner" in Russian.  

The Jews were given another opportunity to massacre helpless Gentiles during 

the Spanish Civil War [Communist attempted take over of Spain]. Ernest Elmhurst 

states in "World Hoax", p. 157, "Of no less significance was the transfer of Soviet 

Russia's former peace delegate at Geneva ~ the Jew Rosenberg (Moses 

Israelsohn) with his staff of 140 members to the office of Ambassador to Spain in 

August of 1936."  

This cadre of highly trained specialists in torture and murder passed over a reign 

of terror which was largely ignored by the rest of the world, because the 

journalists covering the Spanish War, Ernest Hemingway and many others, were 

themselves sympathetic to the Communists and they sought only to discredit the 

Spanish patriots, the "Fascists" as they contemptuously termed them.  

The [Jew] Rosenberg murder teams were called "World Revolutionary Movement 

Purification Squads." Their "purification" consisted mainly of massacres of priests, 

nuns, choirboys and women and children. 

In Madrid, it was estimated that one tenth of the population of Spain was 

murdered by the Communist Jews by 1939. De Fonteriz in "Red Terror in Madrid" 

tells how Cheka crews organized by Dimitrov and Rosenberg carried out a 

program of torture and murder so obscene that it cannot be repeated or 

described.  

Early in World War II, the Communist delighted in the opportunity to indulge in 

their favorite sport of mass murder. During the first days of the war, 15,000 Polish 

officers, who were the flower of the nation, were captured. They were taken to 

three Jewish operated Communist camps, Starobiesk, Kozielsk, and Ostashkov. 

Only 448 were ever seen alive again. The rest vanished, but not without trace.  

The Kozielsk camp was situated in the grounds of a former Orthodox monastery, 

five miles from the Kozielsk railway station in this camp, about 5000, were sent 

away in small groups, the process continuing until April, 1940.  
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Parfeon Kisselev said that in the spring of 1940 prisoners were brought to Katyn 

Forest in three or four buses daily. >From his house he heard shots and shouts. It 

was rumored that 10,000 Poles were shot there. When the German Army 

occupied the area in 1943 an investigation was begun.  

The Final Report of the German Police dated June 10, 1943, states that, "It was 

proved that, without exception, death was caused by a shot in the back of the 

neck. The seven mass graves of murdered Polish officers which have been cleared 

cover a relatively small area. >From the translation of diaries, of memoirs and 

other notes found with the bodies, it was proved that the officers who had been 

taken prisoner by the Soviet Army in 1939 were sent to various camps: Kozielsk, 

Starobielsk, Ostashkov, Putiviel, Bolotov, Pavlishcev Bor, Shepyetovka, Gorodok.  

"The majority of those killed in Katyn Forest had been in the Kozielski camp. From 

the end of March, until the first day of May, 1940, the prisoners from Kozielsk 

arrived by rail. The exact dates cannot be established. A few short intervals apart, 

a batch left almost every day; the number of prisoners varied between 100 and 

300 persons.  

"Thence, in the early morning, the prisoners proceeded in special Lorries to the 

Katyn Forest. There the officers were immediately shot, thrown into the waiting 

graves and buried, as may be seen from the evidence of witness Kisselev, who has 

seen the ditches being prepared. That the shooting took place immediately after 

the arrival of a batch of prisoners is proved by witnesses who heard shots after 

every such arrival.  

"There was no accommodation in the forest apart with the rest house, which has 

a limited capacity. From the position of the bodies it may be assumed that the 

majority were murdered outside the graves. Very many of the dead men had their 

hands tied behind their backs. The evidence of witnesses confirms that access to 

the forest was forbidden. Voss, Secretary of the Field Police." Professor Butz's 

Report stated, "Documents found on the victims (identity cards ~ but not military 

passports ~ diaries, letters, postcards, calendars, photographs, drawings, etc. gave 

the names, age, profession, origin and family relations of the victims. Pathetic 

entries in the diaries testify to the treatment of the victims by the [Jewish] NKVD.  

"Letters and postcards from relatives in Upper Silesia, in the 'General 

Government' and in the Russian-occupied zone, written, to judge the post office 
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stamps, between Autumn, 1939, and March or April, 1940, clearly point to the 

time of the crime (spring, 1940)."  

The Katyn Case came before the Nuremberg tribunal as part of the general trial of 

German "war criminals", the Soviets having claimed this atrocity had been 

committed by the Germans. Although it was on the agenda, the Soviets omitted it 

from the judgment, nor was any Pole allowed to testify about it.  

Mr. G.F. Hudson wrote in the quarterly, "International Affairs", "The unquiet dead 

of Katyn still walk the earth." In subsequent years, a number of Congressmen 

have sought to reopen the case, including Hon. George A. Dondero, Hon. Ray 

Madden and others.  

A U.S. Congressional Select Committee, 2 July 1952, reported that "The 

committee unanimously agrees that evidence dealing with the first phase of its 

investigation proves conclusively and irrevocably that the Soviet NKVD (People's 

Commissariat of Internal Affairs) committed the massacre of Polish Army officers 

in the Katyn Forest near Smolensk, Russia, not later than the spring of 1940.  

"The committee further concludes that the Soviets had plotted this criminal 

extermination of Poland's intellectual leadership as early as the fall of 1939 ~ 

shortly after Russia's treacherous invasion of the Polish nation's borders. There 

can be no doubt that this massacre was a calculated plot to eliminate all Polish 

leaders who subsequently would have opposed the Soviets' plan for communizing 

Poland."  

The end of World War II gave the Communists the opportunity to wreak revenge 

on all who had opposed them during the war. As a result, from two to five million 

victims were massacred by Jewish terrorists in France, Italy, Czechoslovakia, and 

other countries in which the Communists were allowed by their Allies to murder 

at will all anti-Communists or "Fascists".  

The Sunday Oklahoman shed some light on this horror, Jan. 21, 1973, "Document 

tells Allied Part in Deaths of Thousands": "A former White House consultant has 

provided the Sunday Oklahoman with a secret document exposing for the first 

time what appears to be Allied complicity in the deaths of thousands of 

unsuspecting, liberated prisoners of war and displaced persons after World War 

II.  
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"The document, a 10-page British Army report, is believed to be part of 

voluminous Anglo-American files on the forcible repatriation to the Soviet Union 

of an estimated 2 to 5 million unwilling anti-Communists between 1944 and 1948. 

The files, codenamed Operation Keelhaul, are still kept under tight security in 

London and Washington as virtually the last major secret of World War II.  

"The secret British report summarizes one repatriation operation in Italy in which 

Russian POWs and DIs were turned over to the Red Army and almost certain 

execution after being duped by the British into believing they would be given 

asylum in the West. It tells of the agony and the horror experienced by the 

prisoners."  

The leading criminal in this mass execution of two to five million anticommunists 

was ~ who else ~ our grinning Ike, head of the European sector for the Allied 

armies, or, as you may know him, our former President, [Jew] Eisenhower. The 

crime of Operation Keelhaul was not on the agenda at Nuremberg.  

To finance the State of Israel which was created as a direct result of the Jewish 

victory over the Gentile nations in World War II, Jews, who had committed all the 

atrocities, now imposed enormous "reparations" demands on the conquered 

German people.  

To date, they have extorted more than thirty-five billion dollars from German 

workers, money which has been collected at the points of bayonets, not Jewish 

bayonets, but the bayonets of the American Army, which has been maintained as 

an occupying force in West Germany for nearly four decades, solely to provide 

military power behind the puppet German Government, which has as its primary 

function the furnishing of money for the parasitic State of Israel.  

Some twenty years after World War II, the Jews began to fear that scholars might 

focus on the terrible massacres of women and children during that war by armies 

directed by the Jews. The incineration of thousands of families by mass fire-

bombings of the cities of Cologne, Hamburg, Berlin, Dresden and other European 

cultural centers; the firestorms which killed many thousands of families in Tokyo; 

as well as the nuclear holocausts unleashed on civilian populations at Hiroshima 

and Nagasaki in the last days of the Japanese War, when the Imperial Staff was 

already suing for peace (the Jews did not want to lose this opportunity to test 
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their new Jewish H-Bomb on human targets); these and their numerous other war 

crimes, began to concern the Jews.  

Their guilt was inescapable; it seemed a mere matter of time until their crimes 

would call down retribution on their heads. To forestall this possibility, the Jews 

began a furious campaign of their own; a highly synchronized and coordinated 

worldwide campaign publicizing their new myth, the "Holocaust", in which six 

million Jews were said to have been burned.  

Six million Jews were also said to have been gassed. Whether this meant there 

were actually twelve million Jews "killed" no one seems to know. That holocausts, 

or mass murders by fire, occurred during World War II was a matter of historical 

record.  

There existed photographs of stacks of burned corpses, which had been made in 

Cologne, Hamburg, and Dresden after the mass fire-bombing of those cities by 

Allied aircraft. The problem the Jews faced was that there had been no holocausts 

of Jewish victims during World War II, nor were there any photographs of burned 

Jewish bodies.  

Not to worry ~ the Jews simply appropriated the photographs of the bodies of 

their German victims, which are exhibited today in gruesome "museums" in 

Germany as exhibits of dead Jews. It was a matter of record that the Jews had 

actually done quite well during World War II.  

In Germany, incredible sagas of bribery and corruption on the home front had 

secured the mass evacuation of all Jews from German cities just before the fire 

bombings began. When entire German families perished amid scenes of 

unspeakable horror, the Jews were safely ensconced in comfortable quarters in 

such refugee camps as Auschwitz.  

The ultimate testimony as to their rescue by being segregated in these remote 

camps, far from the danger of the mass bombing raids, comes from ~ who else ~ 

the Jews themselves. As they never cease to assure us ~ they "survived".  

Although they survived amid scenes of genocide or massacres of non-Jews in 

many countries, they realized several decades later that it was necessary for their 

purposes to claim that they had been "exterminated".  
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The protection camps in which they had been safely segregated by the Germans 

during World War II now became "death camps". Not only were they death 

camps, but they were camps such as Auschwitz, memorialized in the Atlantic 

Monthly, Sept. 1981, as having "its own soccer stadium, its own library, its own 

photo lab, and its own symphony orchestra."  

The same article proudly boasts that "the hospital at Auschwitz grew to 

considerable size, with about twenty doctors and more than three hundred 

nurses." This was a "death camp?" The fact was that there was not a single 

German military field hospital near any combat front as sizeable or as well-

equipped as the hospital at the "death camp" of Auschwitz, yet Auschwitz is 

always cited by the Jews as the place were millions of Jews were "put to death".  

The purpose of the large modern hospital has never been satisfactorily explained, 

since the Jews now claim that within hours after arriving at Auschwitz, the Jews 

were hurried to the "gas chambers". This claim might have more validity had it 

not been for one unfortunate oversight by the Jews ~ they did not build the gas 

chambers at Auschwitz until after World War II had ended.  

Almost forty years after the war, in which "six million Jews were murdered by the 

Nazis", as they claim, there are annual festivals, conventions, and other mass 

gatherings of many thousands of the "survivors of the death camps". Even more 

peculiar, hardly any of these prosperous, healthy and well fed "victims" claims to 

have been the survivor of only one "death camp".  

Nearly all of them claim to have been a prisoner in five or six of the camps, this at 

a time when Germany, fighting a two front war, could not keep its troops supplied 

in the combat areas. The Jews ask us to believe that every few months they were 

transferred from one camp, put on a train and carried hundreds of miles to 

another "death camp" to be killed, and then a few months later, apparently not 

having been killed, they were entrained to yet another "death camp", where they 

remained without being harmed until the end of the war.  

The reason for the otherwise inexplicable claims of the Jewish "Survivors" that 

they were in many different "death camps" is revealed by a simple explanation, 

"gelt". The "survivors" regularly receive monthly payments from the conquered 

Germans.  
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"Garfinckel" receives a monthly payment in Israel from Germany because he was 

a prisoner in Auschwitz.  

"Rosenfeld" receives a monthly payment from Germany in Israel because he was 

a prisoner in Treblinka.  

"Steinberg" receives a regular monthly payment in Israel from Germany because 

he was a prisoner in Dachau.  

Garfinckel, Steinberg, and Rosenfeld ~ you don't know them? He's the same fat, 

grinning Jew you saw in the news coverage of the Holocaust convention.  

The Myth of the Holocaust or the "vanished six million Jews" is not solely a matter 

of collecting revenue from defeated enemies. It is also one of the most powerful 

weapons of propaganda in the hands of the Jews in their drive for total world 

power.  

Today, all officials seeking to continue in office or to seek higher office in the 

United States must not only make a ritual pledge of eternal and unquestioning 

faith in the Myth of the Holocaust. To question the Myth of the Holocaust means 

a challenge to the Jewish world dictatorship, and it must be punished at once by 

the most severe sentence. Thus the most fantastic elaborations on the basic lie of 

the "Six million" appear regularly on American religious programs, in educational 

books, and in the press.  

Among the rare public figures who have dared to question the Myth of the 

Holocaust are such individualists as the actor Robert Mitchum, who told an 

Esquire interviewer, in response to a question about "the six million", "So the 

Jews say." "So the Jews say?" shrieked the horrified interviewer. "Yeah," growled 

Mitchum, "so the Jews say."  

Another actor, Ronald Reagan, while seeking public office, told a Jewish audience 

in California that "It might help your cause if you would limit your claims of 

victims to numbers that you could actually prove." A reporter noted that "the 

audience began to hiss like geese, in a rapidly rising cacophony while the aspiring 

politician dashed to the wings, never to reappear in the particular auditorium."  

Whatever Reagan's doubts about "the six million", he has since kept them to 

himself. The Reagan Administration will be remembered for the ultimate 

enshrinement of "the final solution". Two government buildings on the 
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Washington Mall have now been given by "our government" to the Jews for a 

"Holocaust Memorial".  

The Washington Mall, like the Roman Forum, is the center of American 

aspirations for our Republic, and runs from the White House to the Capital with 

its principal adornment the magnificent Washington Monument. To the 

consternation of most Americans, the Washington Monument can now be called 

"Jew Alley".  

Many native Washingtonians have begun to express criticism of this amazing 

development. In the Washington Post, April 25, 1983, William Raspberry writes 

on the editorial page, "I simply don't understand it." He points out that although 

this is to be an official American monument; neither the perpetrators nor the 

victims were Americans.  

He quotes a Howard University professor as wondering why there shouldn't be a 

Slavery Memorial on the Mall to honor the memory of the slaves, or a Wounded 

Knee Memorial for the Indians. What he doesn't say is that the erection of a 

Jewish Memorial on the Washington Mall is a boast of absolute power, that the 

Jews have achieved absolute power over their goyim slaves in America.  

We can understand that there is a huge memorial to Karl Marx erected in Red 

Square in Moscow. Are we incapable of understanding why a memorial to the 

Jews is erected on the Washington Mall?  

Raspberry, who is black, goes on to tweak the big noses of his Jewish employers, 

the Meyer family who own the Washington Post, by saying that "a pledge that 

nothing of this sort will ever be permitted to happen again" worries him, because 

it is happening right now.  

He doesn't mention the obvious example, the Rosh Hashanah Massacre of Arab 

women and children in Lebanon, but of course Raspberry fails to understand two 

crucial factors; first, that "it" never happened at all, and second, that the Jews are 

attempting to place the rest of the world on notice that "the Chosen People" are 

sacred, and that no one must ever harm a hair on their heads.  

It's quite all right to massacre all the goyim or non Jewish cattle, in Cambodia, 

Vietnam, Africa, or Lebanon; this has nothing to do with the "sacred" presence of 

the Jew.  
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"Never Again?" the well-publicized slogan of the Jews which refers to the Myth of 

the Holocaust, should more properly be "Never", meaning that not only did it 

never happen but that it is all right for the Jews to massacre the gentile cattle 

whenever it suits their purposes, because the Myth of the Holocaust gives carte 

blanche to the Jews to kill as many gentiles as possible, "The diminution, the 

killing out of the Goyim," as old Anselm so lustfully put it, because it is obvious 

that the more gentiles that are killed, the fewer remain alive as a possible threat 

to the Jews.  

The Myth of the Holocaust is interpreted by the Jews as giving them permission to 

maintain international murder squads whose assassins routinely carry out 

executions in every country of the world, not only against "enemies of Israel", but 

also against those who are merely suspected of being "potential enemies of 

Israel". It pays to be careful.  

In no country are the murder squads of the Mossad, the Israeli Intelligence 

Service, given greater freedom than in the United States. Cooperation with the 

Jewish assassins is the first line of business for the CIA, the FBI, and the IRS.  

The Mossad routinely gives these government agencies lists of American 

individuals on its hate lists, who are to be given "special attention". These lists 

comprise more than half of all the IRS "special audits" of American citizens.  

Despite the frenetic cooperation of official American bureaus with the Israeli 

assassins, the favor is rarely returned. The Jews treat the American goyim with 

justifiable contempt, and rarely lose an opportunity to spit in their faces.  

Our Marines soon found this out in Lebanon, when the Israeli soldiers routinely 

threatened them, offensively cut across Marine lines, and shot at them. 

Menachem Begin's political stance at the present time is to maintain a strong 

Israeli military presence in Lebanon, despite President Reagan's frequent whines 

that the Israelis really ought to pull out of that war torn country.  

At these requests, the Israelis responded with the assassination of President 

Gemayel, and the Rosh Hashanah Massacre of women and children. The latest 

requests for Israeli withdrawal were met with the "mysterious" explosion which 

blew up the U.S. Embassy in Beirut, with great loss of life. It is confidently stated 

that this explosion will never be solved. As long as the Jews, Walt Rostow and 

Henry Kissinger (both Zionists) were selling out U.S. interests things were fine.  
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Secretary Shultz must wonder when Begin will order him to be murdered, and 

President Reagan and others as well. The Israelis are the most likely suspects in 

the U.S. Embassy explosion. An extremist named Abu Nidal was named in Jack 

Anderson's column, April 25, 1983, Washington Post, that "secret State Dept. 

reports quoted two highly placed intelligence sources explanation that the 

explosion was in Israel's interests as it aided to 'divide and conquer' to disrupt the 

PLO by setting one faction against the other. The sources said Israel had secretly 

provided funds to Abu Nidal's group."  

From the outset, the Myth of the Holocaust has had its problems with "the 

numbers game". It has not been easy to sell the story of the "extermination" of an 

entire people, when that people is more numerous, more visible, more 

prosperous, and more powerful in more countries than at any time during its 

history.  

It is even more difficult to sell the story of "survivors of death camps", who 

survived, not one year, but stays of four to six years in "death camps", in which, 

according to the testimony of the "Survivors", "everyone was being killed every 

day"; survival, not merely in one "death camp", but tours of five or six camps over 

a period of four to six years.  

The casualty rate would be higher on a bus tour of the Bronx. It took a certain 

amount of raw courage to fix on the number of those "exterminated" at the 

magic figure of "six million" during a period when the world census of Jews 

showed an increase from ten million to twelve and a half million. Even the most 

hardened Jews shrank from the certain exposure and censure of peddling such 

fantastic lies to the most gullible of the goyim.  

Fortunately, they did not have to. If Ronald Reagan expressed some hesitancy at 

accepting the magic figure of six million early in his career, other goyim, notably, 

the great evangelists, showed no such qualms. There is now some rivalry among 

the million dollars a week stooges who jumped on the Golden Bandwagon, but 

there seems to be little doubt that it was not Billy James Hargis, the Bible-

thumper, but Billy Graham, "that nice boy from North Carolina," who first struck 

gold in the Myth of the Holocaust.  

Graham soon proved his loyalty to the State of Israel, while Billy James Hargis and 

Rev. Carl McIntire huffed and puffed in his well-tailored rear. In recent years, they 
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have been surpassed by two even smoother peddlers of "fundamentalist 

Christianity", Jerry Falwell and Pat Robertson.  

Each day these servile shabez goi pay homage to the Myth of the Six Million, 

urging their bewitched television audience to send more money to them, and of 

course, to Israel. 
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Communist Horror 

by Samy Abbas 

This is a very revealing article about the TRUE nature of jewish communism. This 

unfathomable jewish program, just like its jewish twin, christianity, promise peace 

and once they gain power over a Gentile Peoples, they, under MAINLY jewish 

hands, inflict the most unbelievable, brutal and unimaginable horror. Xinaity, as 

has been said before by our Clergy, is a stepping off point to jewish communism. 

A proof of this is the Russia of today. One would think that after almost 100 years 

of jewish communism, which they claim is ''against'' xianity, the Russians of today, 

after almost 3 generations of communism, would not be xians. However, is this 

the case?? No, Russia is one of the most xian nations on Earth. One jewish 

ideology didn't work out, so they substitute in its twin. That is why, the kikes, all 

over the world, try to push this venomous so called ''religion'' on People. This is 

especially true in China, which has been under jewish communism for almost 50 

years now, and xianity is the fastest growing religion in it, while TRUE spiritual 

practices, such as Tai Chi, are heavily persecuted. 

A reminder to people, most of the horrible crimes committed by jews against 

Gentiles are blameD on our Noble Nazi Leaders, who were practicing Spiritual 

Satanists, no different than how their bible blames Satan for everything.  

Behold, a jewish paradise on Earth: 

The Atrocities of Jewish Bolshevism 

The litany of torturous, blood-curdling atrocities committed by the Marxist Jews 

against the long-suffering Russians (and other European peoples: Ukrainians, 

Belarussians, Poles, Hungarians, etc) are calculatingly listed by author Juri Lina, in 

his monumental work “Under the Sign of the Scorpion“. One should approach the 

following text on an empty stomach, as the blunt descriptions of these grotesque, 

hebrew-inspired misdeeds is simply nauseating: 

“Lenin and his accomplices did not arrest just anyone. They executed those most 

active in society, the independent thinkers. Lenin gave orders to kill as many 

students as possible in several towns. The Chekists arrested every youth wearing 

a school cap. They were liquidated because Lenin believed the coming Russian 
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intellectuals would be a threat to the Soviet regime. (Vladimir Soloukhin, “In the 

Light of Day”, Moscow 1992, p. 40.) 

The role of the Russian intellectuals in society was taken over by the Jews. 

Many students (for example in Yaroslavl) learned quickly and hid their school 

caps. Afterwards, the Chekists stopped all suspect youths and searched their hair 

for the stripe of the school cap. If the stripe was found, the youth was killed on 

the spot. 

The author Vladimir Soloukhin revealed that the Chekists were especially 

interested in handsome boys and pretty girls. These were the first to be killed. It 

was believed that there would be more intellectuals among attractive people. 

Attractive youths were therefore killed as a danger to society. No crime as terrible 

as this has hitherto been described in the history of the world. 

The terror was co-ordinated by the Chekist functionary Joseph Unschlicht. How 

did they go about the murders? The Jewish Chekists flavoured murder with 

various torture methods. In his documentary “The Russia We Lost”, the director 

Stanislav Govorukhin told how the people in Kherson were crucified. The peasant 

Andronnikov in Perm was tortured: his eyes were poked out, his ears and nose 

were cut off. In Kharkov a man, Dmitri was undressed. Afterwards, a Chekist cut 

off his right hand. 

Several sources tell how the Chekists in Kharkov placed the victims in a row and 

nailed their hands to a table, cut around their wrists with a knife, poured boiling 

water over the hands and pulled the skin off. This was called “pulling off the 

glove”. In other places, the victim’s head was placed on an anvil and slowly 

crushed with a steam hammer. Those due to undergo the same punishment the 

next day were forced to watch. The eyes were poked out, their tongues were cut 

off and they were buried alive. There were Chekists who used to cut open the 

stomachs of their victims, following which they pulled out a length of the small 

intestine and nailed it to a telegraph pole and, with a whip, forced the unlucky 

victim to run circles around the pole until the whole intestine had been 

unravelled and the victim died. The people in Voronezh were boiled alive in a big 

pot, after which others, with revolvers aimed at their heads, were forced to drink 

this soup. 
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Other Chekists crushed the heads of their victims with special headscrews, or 

drilled them through with dental tools. The upper part of the skull was sawn off 

and the nearest in line was forced to eat the brain, following which the procedure 

would be repeated to the end of the line. 

The Chekists often arrested whole families and tortured the children before the 

eyes of their parents, and the wives before their husbands. Mikhail Voslensky, a 

former Soviet functionary, described some of the cruel methods used by the 

Chekists in his book “Nomenklatura” / “Nomenclature” (Stockholm, 1982, p. 321): 

“In Kharkov, people were scalped. In Voronezh, the torture victims were placed in 

barrels into which nails were hammered so that they stuck out on the inside, 

upon which the barrels were set rolling. Marks were burned into the foreheads of 

the victims. In Tsaritsyn and Kamyshin, the hands of victims were amputated with 

a saw. In Poltava and Kremenchug, the victims were impaled. In Odessa, they 

were roasted alive in ovens or ripped to pieces. In Kiev, the victims were placed in 

coffins with a decomposing body and buried alive, only to be dug up again after 

half an hour.” 

Lenin was dissatisfied with these reports and demanded: “Put more force into the 

terror!” All of this happened in the provinces. The reader can try to imagine how 

people were executed in Moscow. The Russian- Jewish newspaper Yevreyskaya 

Tribuna stated on the 24th of August 1922 that Lenin had asked the rabbis if they 

were satisfied with the particularly cruel executions. 

The Russian people remember with horror their Jewish executioners, all of whom 

had their own methods for getting rid of their enemies. Ashikin in Simferopol 

made his victims march stark naked before him whereupon he hacked off their 

arms and ears with his sword before he personally pressed out their eyes and cut 

off their heads. The chief executioner in Nikolaiev, Bogbender, had his victims 

walled in alive. Deutsch and Wichman worked in Odessa. They claimed to have no 

appetite until they had killed several hundred goys. The Chekists in Voronezh 

committed ritual murders. Among other things, they used to boil their victims 

alive. That was a common method of getting rid of goys. Nearly all the inhabitants 

of Pyatigorsk were exterminated. All this information was published in the 

Russian newspaper Russkoye Vosskresenye, No. 3, 1991. 

It is impossible, for lack of space, to describe all the butchers and their crimes. I 

shall just mention some numbers. During a single year in power, the Bolsheviks 
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exterminated 320 000 men (Molodaya Gvardiya, No. 6, 1989). A total of 10 180 

000 “class enemies” were murdered between 1918 and 1920. Another 15 million 

people died during the civil war. During the famine of 1921-22, another 5 053 000 

people perished. The Bolsheviks, headed by Lenin, managed to destroy over 30 

million people during their first four years in power. 

In 1917, 143.5 million people lived in the part of Imperial Russia, which later 

became Soviet Russia. Russia had lost more than 20 per cent of her population by 

1922. Only 131 million lived there in 1923. It has been calculated that Russia’s 

population, under normal circumstances, should have increased to 343 million by 

the middle of the 1950s, that is, if the development had continued as it had 

begun in the Tsarist era. 165 million people disappeared. Who in the West 

mourns for them? There were 178 million left. 

Kaganovich and his cronies brought about this genocide by the introduction of 

confiscatory taxation on those peasants who remained after the extermination of 

the “kulaks”. Meanwhile, he sent out new gangs of fanatical activists who 

commanded enforcement patrols, especially in the Ukraine, where the borders to 

the other Soviet republics had been closed off. The political activists took away 

every grain of corn and every egg, every vegetable and every fruit of the farms’ 

produce. Convoys of trucks carried all the food away. Each piece of bread, which 

should have been brought to the starving, was confiscated at the border. Every 

Ukrainian, who might be suspected of the least, often invented, attempt at 

lessening the full impact of the famine or of hiding foodstuffs from the 

authorities, was shot or sent to the labour camps. (Robert Conquest, “The Harvest 

of Sorrow: Soviet Collektivization and the Terror-Famine”, Alberta, 1986.) 

Each morning, wagons drove about to collect the dead in the Ukraine and 

southern Russia. Bodies lined the roads in Central Asia too. Cannibalism became 

increasingly common in the Ukraine in 1934. Several sources show that the 

famine even brought forth actual slaughterhouses for orphaned children, whose 

meat was later sold. 

The systematic killing of large numbers of children began as early as 1934. After 

all, they cost money… In Moscow, the murders were carried out in the prison 

dungeons of the Lubyanka, the Butyrka and the Lefortovo. Stalin and Kaganovich 

had their most famous victims cremated at night, following which they had the 

ash smuggled out and buried in a mass grave in the Donskoye graveyard. This 
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seemed the safest way to complete the total elimination of their important 

victims. 

Far from all of those killed in the jails of Moscow during the 1930s, the 1940s and 

the beginning of the 1950s were cremated. Most of them were thrown into 

various mass graves in Moscow. One of those hitherto unknown mass graves was 

found in the Kalitinsky graveyard in southern Moscow. The NKVD used it as a 

dumping site for bodies for several years in the 1930s. 

The covered lorries arrived at around five in the afternoon, every single day for 

seven years between 1934 an 1941. They drove up to the far end of a ravine, 

turned around and reversed up to the edge. The trucks were painted blue-green 

and lacked side-windows. Instead, large letters on the sides of the truck 

announced SAUSAGES or MEAT and sometimes CAKES. When the truck had 

backed up to the edge and stopped, a hatch was opened at the back and two 

officers wearing NKVD uniforms, rubber boots, long rubber aprons in black and 

gold and elbow-length rubber gloves seized the corpses by the heads and legs and 

threw them down into the ravine. Two other soldiers waited down below with 

shovels and threw some earth on the bodies. The corpses were always naked. 

They all had bullet holes in their heads; a small entry hole in the back of the neck 

and large exit hole in front. They had been shot from behind. The executioners 

had an unlimited supply of alcohol. They were usually drunk, sometimes 

extremely. 
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The Genocide at Vinnitsa 

By Dr. William Pierce 

ADV Broadcast: RAM, MP3  

We spoke a few weeks ago about the mass murder of the leadership stratum of 

the Polish nation by the Soviet secret police in the Katyn Forest in April 1940. We 

discussed that genocidal atrocity in the light of the ongoing Jewish campaign to 

portray Jews as the principal victims of the Second World War and to collect 

reparations from the rest of the world today. A good deal of interest in that 

broadcast was expressed by listeners, many of whom had not been acquainted 

previously with the facts of the Katyn atrocity. Today I will explore this general 

subject further. I will tell you about the fate of the Ukrainian nation at the hands 

of the Soviet secret police. 

In 1943 Germany was at war against the Soviet Union. Twenty-five years earlier, 

at the end of the First World War, when communist revolutionaries were 

attempting to take over Germany, Adolf Hitler had sworn to devote his life to 

fighting communism. He was only a corporal at the time, recuperating from his 

war wounds in a military hospital, but 15 years later, in 1933, he became 

chancellor of Germany, and in 1941 his army invaded the Soviet Union with the 

aim of destroying Soviet communism. The German Army pushed far into the 

Soviet empire and liberated all of Ukraine from the communists. 

In May 1943 units of the German Army were stationed in the Ukrainian city of 

Vinnitsa, a community of 100,000 persons in a primarily agricultural district. 

Ukrainian officials in Vinnitsa told the Germans that five years earlier the NKVD — 

the Soviet secret police, very similar to our FBI — had buried the bodies of a 

number of executed political prisoners in a city park. The Germans investigated, 

and within a month they had dug up 9,439 corpses from a number of mass graves 

in the park and a nearby orchard. 

Unlike the Poles murdered in the Katyn Forest, all of these bodies found at 

Vinnitsa were those of civilians, most of them Ukrainian farmers or workers. The 

bodies of the men all had their hands tied behind their backs, like the Polish 

officers at Katyn. Although the men’s bodies were clothed, the bodies of a 

number of young women were naked. All of the victims had been shot in the back 

of the neck with a .22 caliber pistol, the trademark of the NKVD executioners. 
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The Germans called in an international team of forensic pathologists to examine 

the bodies and the mass graves. The international team, which included 

pathologists from Belgium, France, Netherlands, and Sweden, as well as from 

several countries allied with Germany, examined 95 mass graves and conducted a 

number of autopsies. 

Including the autopsies already performed by Ukrainian medical personnel in 

Vinnitsa, 1,670 of the corpses were examined in detail. The identities of 679 of 

them were established either through documents found in their clothes or 

through recognition by relatives, who flocked to Vinnitsa from the surrounding 

countryside when they heard that the graves had been uncovered. 

The authorities estimated that in addition to the 9,439 bodies exhumed, there 

were another 3,000 still in unopened mass graves in the same area. The 

international team concluded that all of the victims had been killed about five 

years earlier — that is, in 1938. Relatives of the victims who were identified all 

testified that the victims had been arrested by the NKVD in 1937 and 1938. The 

relatives had been told that those arrested were “enemies of the people” and 

would be sent to Siberia for 10 years. None of the relatives had any idea what the 

reason was for the arrests and testified that those arrested had committed no 

crimes and were engaged in no political activity. As I said earlier, nearly all of the 

victims were farmers or workers, although there were a few priests and civil 

servants among them. 

By interviewing a large number of people who had some knowledge of what had 

happened in Vinnitsa and the surrounding region in 1938, the Germans were able 

to piece together the following picture. In 1937 and 1938 gangs of the NKVD’s 

jackbooted thugs roamed the villages and towns of Ukraine, arresting people in a 

pattern that seemed almost random to observers. One victim’s wife reported that 

as the NKVD goons dragged her husband away they said only, “Hey, you dog! 

You’ve lived too long.” Other observers thought they saw a pattern. A Ukrainian 

who was renting a part of his house to a Jewish lawyer refused to sell the whole 

house to the Jew when he offered to buy it at an unreasonably low price. A few 

weeks later the Ukrainian homeowner was arrested by the NKVD. Another 

Ukrainian who had threatened to beat up a minor communist functionary who 

made a crude pass at his sister was arrested shortly thereafter. It seemed that 

many of the arrests were the settling of personal scores and that anyone who had 

crossed a Jew was especially likely to be arrested. 
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All of this was nothing new for Ukrainians. They had borne the brunt of the 

communization the Soviet Union for nearly two decades. Ukraine was primarily an 

agricultural nation, a nation of farmers and villagers, and as such was regarded 

with suspicion by the Jews and the urban rabble who filled the ranks of the 

Communist Party. The communists championed the urban workers, but they 

wasted no love on farmers and villagers, who tended to be too independent and 

self-sufficient for communist tastes. 

During the civil war which followed the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917, the 

Ukrainians wanted to opt out. Ukrainian nationalists wanted no part of the Soviet 

Union. In 1921 and 1922 the Red Army occupied Vinnitsa, and Ukrainians were 

butchered wholesale by the Reds in order to kill the Ukrainian nationalist spirit. 

The craving for Ukrainian independence nevertheless kept flaring up, and further 

massacres followed, notably in 1928. 

Ukraine was the stronghold of the kulaks, the independent farmers and small 

landowners, always regarded with special hatred by the communist bosses. Stalin 

gave the job of exterminating the kulaks to his right-hand man in the Kremlin, 

Lazar Moiseivich Kaganovich, known later as the “Butcher of Ukraine.” 

Kaganovich, the most powerful Jew in the Soviet Union, supervised the 

collectivization of Ukrainian farms, beginning in 1929. To break the spirit of the 

kulaks, the Ukraine was subjected to an artificial famine. The NKVD and Red Army 

troops went from farm to farm, confiscating crops and livestock. The farmers 

were told that the food was needed for the workers in the cities. None was left 

for the farmers. And in 1933 and 1934 seven million Ukrainians died of starvation, 

while Kaganovich watched and gloated from the Kremlin. 

Perhaps in 1937 and 1938 the bosses in the Kremlin simply thought that it was 

time to apply the lash to the Ukrainians again. In any event, the NKVD was given 

the task this time. The NKVD was even more Jewish than the rest of the Soviet 

communist apparatus. 

The commissar of the NKVD until September 1936 had been the Jew Genrikh 

Yagoda, and he had staffed his instrument of terror and repression with Jews at 

every level. And those who were not Jews were the worst sort of Russian and 

Ukrainian rabble, the resentful louts and ne’er-do-wells who saw in communism a 

way to get even with their betters. In any event, the Ukrainians were fully aware 

of the preponderance of Jews in the secret police, and they suspected that there 
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was a Jewish angle to the pattern of arrests in 1937 and 1938. And indeed, it did 

seem as if the Talmudic injunction to “kill the best of the Gentiles” were being 

followed, for those who were arrested seemed to be the most solid, the steadiest, 

the most reliable and irreproachable of the Ukrainians. 

Thirty thousand were arrested in the Vinnitsa region alone, and most of these 

eventually were sent to the NKVD prison in the city of Vinnitsa. This prison had a 

normal capacity of 2,000 prisoners, but during 1937 and 1938 it was packed most 

of the time with more than 18,000 prisoners. Throughout much of 1938 a few 

dozen prisoners were taken from the prison each night and driven to a nearby 

NKVD motor pool area. There their hands were tied behind their backs and they 

were led, one at a time, a few hundred feet to a concrete slab in front of a garage. 

The slab was used for washing vehicles, and it had a drain at one side with an iron 

grating over it. Just as the prisoners reached the edge of the slab they were shot 

in the back of the neck, so that when they fell onto the concrete their blood 

would run into the drain. This was what the NKVD men jokingly called “mokrii 

rabota” — “wet work” — and they had had plenty of experience at “wet work.” A 

truck parked next to the slab kept its engine racing so that the noise of the engine 

would cover the sound of the shots. While the next prisoner was being led up, a 

couple of NKVD men would throw the corpse of the previous prisoner into the 

truck. When the night’s quota of victims had been murdered the truck would 

drive off with its load of corpses to the fenced-in park or to the nearby orchard, 

where new graves already were waiting. And this “wet work” went on night after 

night, month after month. 

So why is this gruesome story important to us now? After all, this massacre of 

Ukrainians in Vinnitsa took place 60 years ago. I’ll tell you why it’s still important 

to us, aside from the fact that these Ukrainians were our people, our kinfolk, part 

of our race. 

First, you might ask yourself why you have never before heard about Vinnitsa, 

and I’m sure that’s the case for about 99 per cent of our listeners. Of course, 

Alexander Solzhenitsyn wrote about what happened at Vinnitsa, in the third 

volume of his Gulag Archipelago, but you’re not likely to find that in the rack at 

the checkout counter. And Ukrainians and Germans have written about it, 

although for the most part their writings have never been published in English, 

because publishers in this country understand that it would be Politically 
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Incorrect to publish anything about Vinnitsa. Much better that people just forget 

about it. 

Isn’t that odd, though, when we continually hear so much about Auschwitz? Isn’t 

it odd that when Jewish groups are using their political influence to have laws 

passed in a number of states requiring high school students to take courses about 

the so-called “Holocaust,” what happened at Katyn or at Vinnitsa is never 

mentioned in high school? The excuse given for requiring students to study the 

so-called “Holocaust” is that it was the greatest crime in history, and we should 

know about it so that we won’t repeat it. But then why shouldn’t we learn about 

Katyn and Vinnitsa and Dresden and a thousand other atrocities where our 

people were the victims, and so the lesson should be even more pertinent for us? 

You know, I’m not trying to be cute about this. We all know the answers to these 

questions, but I just want you to think about their significance. To them, 

Auschwitz is important because Jews died there, and Vinnitsa is not important, 

because only Gentiles were killed there. The Jewish media bosses keep rubbing 

our noses in Auschwitz, because they want us to feel guilty, they want us to feel 

that we owe the Jews something for letting it happen. The Jewish media bosses 

never mention Vinnitsa because Jews were the guilty ones there. Besides, they 

make a lot of money by promoting the “Holocaust.” It’s certainly not going to help 

their profits to divide the attention and the sympathy of the American public 

between Auschwitz and Vinnitsa. And it’s certainly not going to help their effort 

to extort billions of dollars in “Holocaust” reparations from the Swiss and from 

everyone else to admit their own guilt at Katyn and Vinnitsa. 

Think about it! If Poles controlled the news and entertainment media in America, 

we’d hear a great deal more about Katyn, I suspect. If Germans controlled our 

media we’d hear much more about the terror bombing of Dresden. And if 

Ukrainians controlled our media, every high school student would know about 

Vinnitsa. But it’s the Jews who control our media, and so all we hear about is 

Auschwitz: never even a whisper about Vinnitsa. That’s important. We ought to 

be concerned about that. We ought to be concerned whenever any part of our 

history is suppressed, is hidden from us. We ought to find out why. It might help 

us to make sure that what happened to us at Vinnitsa never happens to us again. 

I’m sure that you’ve all heard the maxim that the best defense is a strong offense. 

Do you remember the persecution all through the 1980s of John Demjanjuk, the 
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retired Cleveland auto worker whom the Jews accused of being “Ivan the 

Terrible”? John Demjanjuk* is a Ukrainian who came to America after the Second 

World War. In 1978 the Jews made a big hullabaloo about Demjanjuk being a 

guard in a German prison camp during the war, and the U.S. government 

obediently hauled him to court and stripped him of his citizenship. Then he was 

handed over to the Jews for crucifixion and deported to Israel. The mass media in 

America were full of sensational stories for 15 years about Ivan the Terrible and 

how the Ukrainians had helped the Germans persecute the poor, innocent Jews. 

Unfortunately, this strategy worked for the Jews. The Ukrainians kept their heads 

down instead of raising the issue of Vinnitsa. Of course, even if they had begun 

trying to tell Americans about Vinnitsa or about what Kaganovich had done to the 

Ukrainian kulaks, who would have heard them? Ukrainians don’t own the New 

York Times, the Washington Post, the Wall Street Journal, Time magazine, 

Newsweek magazine, or U.S. News & World Report. The Jews own all of those 

media. And the Ukrainians don’t own Hollywood, so they can’t make movie 

dramas about Vinnitsa either, like Steven Spielberg does about the so-called 

“Holocaust.” 

The crux of this matter is that the Jews have been getting away with presenting a 

grossly distorted version of history to us, a version in which they are the 

completely innocent victims, and our people, the Ukrainians and Poles and 

Germans are the bad guys who have been persecuting the poor Jews for no 

reason at all. They’ve been pumping out this propaganda in concert, consciously 

and deliberately, without a single major medium under their control deviating 

from their party line. And people try to tell me that, well, the Jews may control 

the media, but they don’t conspire with each other. Baloney! 

And because they’ve been getting away with giving us a falsified version of 

history, they’ve been able to change America’s foreign and domestic policies in 

directions to suit themselves, to our enormous disadvantage. Everything which 

has happened in the Middle East, for example, since the Second World War is 

based on this false history. 

More than that, everything that has happened in Europe since the murder of 

12,000 Ukrainians at Vinnitsa in 1938 has been based on the Jews’ power to 

control what we learn about our history, about what is happening and has 

happened in the world around us. The U.S. government allied itself with the 

Soviet government in 1941 for the purpose of destroying Germany. The 
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communists were presented to the American public as the good guys, as worthy 

allies, and the Germans were presented as the bad guys. And the American public 

bought that lie because they didn’t know about Vinnitsa or about a thousand 

other atrocities committed against our people by the communists. 

When the Germans brought in the international commission to examine the 

graves in Vinnitsa in 1943, the Jew-controlled media kept the news from the 

American people, just the way they kept the news about the Katyn Forest 

genocide away from the American people. And because of this, there was no real 

opposition to turning half of Europe over to the communists at the end of the 

Second World War. 

If Katyn and Vinnitsa had been publicized, so that every American voter knew in 

detail what the NKVD had done at Katyn and at Vinnitsa, the politicians in 

Washington never would have been able to get away with turning the Poles and 

the Hungarians and the Rumanians and the Bulgarians and the Croats and the 

Serbs and the Czechs and the Slovaks and the Baltic peoples and all of the 

Germans in the eastern part of Germany over to these communist butchers. The 

politicians in Washington got away with this not just because they were in the 

pockets of the Jews, but because the American people weren’t given the truth. 

And because we weren’t given the truth millions more of our people died at the 

hands of the NKVD after the war, and all of eastern Europe was plundered by the 

communists for 50 years, and there was a Korean War and a Vietnam War — 

which there wouldn’t have been if we hadn’t kept the communist empire alive 

because of our own ignorance, because of the lies we’d been told about what 

happened in Europe. We lost more than 100,000 of our best young men in the 

Korean and Vietnam wars alone. 

So you see, it is important what the public is told. It is important that our people 

know the truth about our history, even about things which happened 60 years 

ago. And I intend to do everything I can to give them the truth. 

Now I believe that you can understand why the Jews try so hard to keep me off 

the air, why they bring pressure against every radio station which carries 

American Dissident Voices. They are desperate to keep the American people in 

the dark about Vinnitsa and Katyn and their other crimes. And I am determined to 

tear down the curtain of silence and darkness and give truth and light to our 

people. 
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And there is some urgency about this, because the Jews are continuing to push 

for laws against what they call “hate speech” — which means any speech which 

contradicts their lies. They have succeeded in getting such laws passed in other 

countries. If I tried to make this broadcast in Canada or Britain, for example, the 

police would arrest me and shut down the station before I could finish. Let’s not 

let that happen in America. 

Source 

The history no one is suppose to know. The other Holocasut we never heard 

about. 

Under Stalin if you were Anti Semitic you were put to death. 

The government of the USSR under Stalin murdered many of its own citizens and 

foreigners.These mass killings were carried out by the security organisations, such 

as the NKVD, and reached their peak in the Great Purge of 1937-38, when nearly 

700,000 were executed by a shot to the base of the skull. Following the demise of 

the USSR in 1991, many of the killing and burial sites were uncovered. Some of 

the more notable mass graves include: 

Bykivnia – containing an estimated 120,000 – 225,000 corpses. 

Kurapaty – estimations range from 30,000 to 200,000 bodies found. 

Butovo – over 20,000 confirmed killed. 

Sandarmokh – over 9,000 bodies discovered 

Many other killing fields have been discovered several as recently as 2002.In the 

areas near Kiev alone, there are mass graves in Uman’, Bila Tserkva, Cherkasy and 

Zhytomyr. Some were uncovered by the Germans during WWII; Katyn and 

Vinnitsa being the most infamous. 

There is more. 

The Great Famine-Genocide in Soviet Ukraine (Holodomor)  

The man-made Famine of 1932-1933 in Ukraine may be receding into the ever 

more distant past, but 65 years after, its legacy remains. It’s one of those 

cataclysms that launched massive undercurrents with profound historical impact. 
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Tragically, it’s also an event of cosmic magnitude that barely registered on world 

consciousness when it occurred and is scarcely remembered today. 

Here’s what happened: In April 1929, Joseph Stalin ordered the first Five-Year 

Plan, in which he decreed that Soviet agriculture be collectivized by the end of 

1933. For individual farmers that meant turning their land and livestock over to 

the state and becoming workers on giant collective farms. 

Not surprisingly, there was widespread resistance, particularly in Ukraine. 

The official press – in the Soviet Union there was no other kind – began 

denouncing reluctant landowners as “class enemies,” “rich kulaks exploiting the 

masses.” That set the stage for Stalin’s decree at the end of December 1929 to 

“liquidate the kulaks as a class.” In Ukraine, primarily a peasant society, that was 

just about everybody. The Russian heartland, with its age-old tradition of the 

“mir” or commune, had few independent farmers and therefore few “kulaks,” as 

Stalin defined them. 

As voluntary collectivization stalled, Stalin turned up the heat with arrests, 

evictions and confiscations until finally in 1932 he unleashed an army of 

Communist Party activists who laid siege to thousands of Ukrainian villages, 

raiding homes, taking every grain of wheat, every scrap of food they could find. 

Like many Ukrainian Americans, I’ve always seemed to have known about the 

Famine. I’m Catholic, but from time to time I would go to Holy Trinity Ukrainian 

Orthodox Church in Cleveland, where I heard some memorable sermons 

delivered by the Rev. Kovalenko about what he had lived through as a boy in 

Poltava during the Famine. My hair would stand on end. I remember the passion 

and pain in the Rev. Kovalenko’s face, his sermon ending with a warning about 

the consequences of Godless atheism. 

I no longer recall the words themselves, so instead let me quote Lev Kopelev’s 

anguished confession: “In the terrible spring of 1933, I saw people dying from 

hunger, I saw women and children with distended bellies, turning blue, still 

breathing but with vacant lifeless eyes. And corpses – corpses in ragged sheepskin 

coats and cheap felt boots; corpses in peasant huts, in the melting snow of the 

old Vologda, under the bridges of Kharkiv. 
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…” Kopelev was one of those, to quote his own words, who went “scouring the 

countryside, searching for hidden grain, testing the earth with an iron rod for 

loose spots that might lead to buried grain. With the others, I emptied out the old 

folks’ storage chests, stopping my ears to the children’s crying and the women’s 

wails.” 

Fred Beal, an American Communist whose idealism brought him to work at the 

Kharkiv Tractor Plant in 1933, was a witness, not a participant. “I watched on the 

sidelines,” he wrote, “ashamed of being a party to the system that was murdering 

these innocent people … I had never dreamed that Communists could stoop so 

low as to round up hungry people, load them upon trucks or trains, and ship them 

to some wasteland in order that they might die there. 

Yet it was a regular practice. I was witnessing myself how human beings were 

being tossed into the high trucks like sacks of wheat. Right there and then I was 

determined to make a complete break with the Stalin gang and return to the 

capitalist world. 

No one knows for sure how many people were murdered during that horrible 

year. As Nikita Khrushchev put it, “No one was keeping count.” Robert Conquest, 

the great historian of the Famine, estimates 7 million victims. 

Astonishingly, the press, particularly in Britain and the United States, failed to 

report the story. No one was more remiss than Walter Duranty, The New York 

Times correspondent to the Soviet Union. In November 1932, when many people 

including those from the Ukrainian American community were spreading the 

alarm about the devastation in Ukraine, he assured his readers that “there is no 

famine or actual starvation, nor is there likely to be.” 

In August 1933, after millions had already died, he wrote that “any report of a 

famine in Russia is today an exaggeration or malignant propaganda.” 

The closest Duranty came to acknowledging Stalin’s genocidal policy was in a 

dispatch from March 30, 1933, when he wrote, “There is no actual starvation or 

deaths from starvation, but there is widespread mortality from diseases due to 

malnutrition.” As far as Duranty was concerned that was okay because, “To put it 

brutally – you can’t make an omelet without breaking eggs.” Walter Duranty won 

the Pulitzer Prize for his series of dispatches from Russia, “especially the working 

out of the Five-Year Plan.” 
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Did Duranty know better? He sure did. In “The Harvest of Sorrow,” Dr. Conquest 

cites a September 30, 1933, dispatch from the British chargé d’affaires to 

Moscow: “Mr. Duranty thinks it quite possible that as many as 10 million people 

may have died directly or indirectly from lack of food in the Soviet Union during 

the past year.” Others reported a similar disconnect between what Duranty knew 

and what he reported. 

So why did he do it? His book from 1937, “I Write As I Please,” offers a clue: “Am I 

wrong in believing that Stalin is the greatest living statesman?” Mass murderers 

can’t be statesmen, so Duranty decided there could be no Famine. 

As far as I know, the Pulitzer Prize Committee has never moved to revoke 

Duranty’s prize and The New York Times has never publicly repudiated it or 

offered to return it. 

The Western press is not the only institution that denied the existence of the 

Famine. So did the Soviet Union – obviously. For more than half a century, any 

mention of the Famine was punished with a long prison sentence. 

Today in Ukraine, people know about the Famine, but it is largely a repressed 

memory. This affects the national psyche, permitting Communists to run for office 

without shame or remorse. Unfortunately, their influence on Ukraine’s economy 

is enormous, since the Communist Party constitutes the core of a parliamentary 

coalition that blocks legislation to dismantle the state-run farms, the Famine’s 

malignant legacy. 

These bloated, bureaucratic structures provide the apparatchiks who run them 

with political patronage and allow them to divert agricultural resources to their 

own purposes. As a result, Ukraine gets little benefit from her greatest potential 

asset: agriculture. 

The International Monetary Fund and the World Bank are ready to help Ukraine, 

with the United States poised to provide political backing, but reforms must be 

approved first, including the privatization of land. 

Vice-President Al Gore delivered that message in Kyiv on July 22, and he was right 

to do so. There’s no point in subsidizing the collective farm system or other 

wasteful, inefficient Ukrainian institutions. 
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As for the majority of Ukrainians, they undoubtedly favor land reform, but this is a 

country where Communists have a 75-year head start on political organization. 

What the CPU lacks is the vision for a positive program; they only have the means 

to block change. This cannot be sustained forever. 

Today, seven years after declaring independence, Ukraine’s problem is spiritual as 

much as it is political and economic. The country has to confront its past and 

come to terms with it, the Famine above all. That process has hardly begun. 

For such a huge historical event, such an enormous crime as the Famine, 

surprisingly little scholarly and literary work has been done. Dr. Conquest, 

obviously, stands out. So does Jim Mace, who directed the U.S. Commission on 

the Ukraine Famine, as well as Slavko Nowytski who produced the film “Harvest 

of Despair” and, of course, The Ukrainian Weekly. There’s a scattering of other 

books and materials, but little of recent vintage or mass circulation. 

The New York Times could help enormously by acknowledging and fixing Walter 

Duranty’s mendacious work from 65 years ago. Nothing would help more, though, 

than having Verkhovna Rada approve the privatization of land. 

I can’t think of a better monument to the victims of the Famine or a more fitting 

way of telling their descendants – the nation – we’re sorry. 
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The “heroes of The Soviet Union” 

“The people should know their heroes” 
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Hideous Allied War Crimes During And After WWII 

Sadism Pure And Raw 

From Ingrid Rimland 

irimland@mail.bellsouth.net 

7-12-3 

Good Morning from the Zundelsite: 

The ZGram below is one that probably few people ever forgot who read it on May 

31, 1996 when I first sent it out. In the wake of what Truman said about the 

cruelties of certain people in power who care not at all about others, it certainly 

merits a repeat. 

Brace yourselves - it is not pleasant reading. 

Yet this is the kind of sadism I saw with my own eyes as a child, and this is why so 

many of the World War II generation so bitterly resent what is being claimed over 

and over about them.by their detractors. There was unbelievable, truly satanic 

suffering in Europe in those years - and much of it happened long after all 

shooting had stopped. 

Here is my ZGram I sent around the world more than seven years ago: 

Good Morning from the Zundelsite: 

May 31, 1996 

Some months ago Ernst asked me to do a report on Allied atrocities during and 

after World War II, and toward that end, he sent me some information, among 

them a book in German title, "Alliierte Kriegsverbrechen" - Allied War Crimes. 

I started reading it and underlining certain passages, but not for long-because I 

realized that I was getting nauseated. It was a compilation of first-person 

testimony as to what happened when the Allies (particularly the Red Army) 

started to carve up a prostrated and defeated Germany. 

I made several attempts to finish this assignment, but I couldn't do it. I simply 

couldn't do it. Even now, I feel a moral obligation to finish it, but even thinking 

about it makes my palms clammy and my heart race. People in the West have 
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simply no idea what went on in Europe after the Allies began to push the 

Germans back - from 1943 on! 

I have given the material below a lot of thought as to whether or not I should 

send it to my ZGram readers. It isn't pretty reading. It was published recently in 

Der Freiwillige, June 1995, pages 10-11, under the title In Their Terror All Were 

Alike, written (or edited) by Hans Koppe. 

". . . Since the same old stories of war crimes allegedly committed by the Germans 

are being parroted over and over again in prayer-wheel fashion, particularly by 

the younger generations who are too lazy (or deliberately unwilling) to obtain a 

real grasp of the subject through the study of documents from the archives of our 

former enemies' documents which are both accessible and irrefutable - we wish 

to call to mind the following report which first appeared 30 years ago in the 

Deutschland Journal of April 23, on p. 7 of issue 17. 

It is supplemented with the eyewitness report of an armoured infantryman who 

recorded his impressions on March 7, 1995. P. 7, issue 17, April 23, 1965 

(Deutschland-Journal). Report of the German-Brazilian citizen Leonora Geier, nee 

Cavoa, born on October 22, 1925 in Sao Paulo, Brazil. Before the expulsion she 

lived in Hirschberg, Bahnstrasse 8. 

Present at the writing of this report: 

Bernhard Wassmann, born on May 10, 1901, Bautzen, Senftenberger Strasse 15; 

Reiner Halhammer, born on February 3, 1910, Bautzen, Sterngasse 2; 

Manfred Haer, born on April 9, 1929, Gorlitz, A.Bebel-Strasse 1; 

Kyrill Wratilavo, born on March 3, 1918, Bautzen, Karl-Marx-Strasse 25. 

The witnesses present confirm that the aforementioned, Leonora Geier, made 

this report without any coercion, threats or other outside influence, motivated 

solely by the need to make the terrible events of the time of the German Reich's 

collapse known to posterity since she has received permission to emigrate to 

Brazil. 

The report was drawn up on October 6, 1955 and discusses the events of 

February 16, 17 and 18 1945, which are already partially known. At that time the 

witness was employed as typist in Camp "Vilmsee" ofthe RAD), the Women's 
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Labour Service. Being a Brazilian. she was considered by the Russian Army to be 

an ally put to forced labour in the .service of the National-Socialist state  

These prerogatives were attested to by a document which she presented here 

and which bears the rubber stamp of the First White Russian Army. Since the 

present report disregards existing moral standards and sexual taboos, it must 

under no circumstances be made available to underage persons. 

All events are recounted in a plain, straight-forward manner in order to document 

historical accuracy. Nothing has been added, nothing was withheld. 

Bernhard Wassmann and Manfred Haer were members of the Infantry Artillery 

and Training Company I. G. 81 and were assigned to rescue operations in the 

aforementioned camp when the city of Neustettin was occupied following the 

temporary retreat of the First White Russian Army: 

"On the morning of February 16 [19451 a Russian division occupied the Reich 

Labour Service camp of Vilmsee in Neustettin. The Commissar, who spoke 

German well, informed me that the camp was dissolved and that, as we were a 

uniformed unit, we were to be transported immediately to a collecting camp. 

Since 1, being a Brazilian, belonged to a nation on friendly terms with the Allies, 

he entrusted me with the leadership of the transport which went to Neustettin, 

into the yard of what used to be an iron foundry. We were some 500 girls from 

the Women's Reich Labour Service. 

The Commissar was very polite to us and assigned us to the foreign workers' 

barracks of the factory. But the allocated space was too small for 11 of us, and so I 

went to speak to the Commissar about it. 

He said that it was, after all, only a temporary arrangement, and offered that I 

could come to the typists' office if it was too crowded for me, which I gladly 

accepted. He immediately warned me to avoid any further contact with the 

others, as those were members of an illegal army. My protests that this was not 

true were cut off with the remark that if I ever said anything like that ever again, I 

would be shot. 

Suddenly I heard loud screams, and immediately two Red Army soldiers brought 

in five girls. The commissar ordered them to undress. When they refused out of 

modesty, he ordered me to do it to them, and for all of us to follow him. 
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We crossed the yard to the former works kitchen, which had been completely 

cleared out except for a few tables on the window side. It was terribly cold, and 

the poor girls shivered. In the large, tiled room some Russians were waiting for us, 

making remarks that must have been very obscene, judging from how everything 

they said drew gales of laughter. 

The Commissar told me to watch and learn how to turn the Master Race into 

whimpering bits of misery. Now two Poles came in, dressed only in trousers, and 

the girls cried out at their sight. They quickly grabbed the first of the girls, and 

bent her backwards over the edge of the table until her joints cracked. I was close 

to passing out as one of them took his knife and, before the very eyes of the other 

girls, cut off her right breast. He paused for a moment, then cut off the other side. 

I have never-heard anyone scream as desperately as that girl. After this operation 

he drove his knife into her abdomen several times, which again was accompanied 

by the cheers of the Russians. 

The next girl cried for mercy, but in vain, it even seemed that the gruesome deed 

was done particularly slowly because she was especially pretty. The other three 

had collapsed, they cried for their mothers and begged for a quick death, but the 

same fate awaited them as well. 

The last of them was still almost a child, with barely developed breasts. They 

literally tore the flesh off her ribs until the white bones showed. 

Another five girls were brought in. They had been carefully chosen this time. All of 

them were well-developed and pretty. When they saw the bodies of their 

predecessors they began to cry and scream. Weakly, they tried desperately to 

defend themselves, but it did them no good as the Poles grew ever more cruel. 

They sliced the body of one of them open lengthwise and poured in a can of 

machine oil, which they tried to light. A Russian shot one of the other girls in the 

genitals before they cut off her breasts. 

Loud howls of approval began when someone brought a saw from a tool chest. 

This was used to tear off the breasts of the other girls, which soon caused the 

floor to be awash in blood. The Russians were in a blood frenzy. 
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More girls were being brought in continually. I saw these grisly proceedings as 

through a red haze. Over and over again I heard the terrible screams when the 

breasts were tortured, and the loud groans at the mutilation of the genitals. 

When my knees buckled I was forced onto a chair. The Commissar always made 

sure that I was watching, and when I had to throw up they even paused in their 

tortures. 

One girl had not undressed completely, she may also have been a little older than 

the others, who were around seventeen years of age. They soaked her bra with 

oil and set it on fire, and while she screamed, a thin iron rod was shoved into her 

vagina until it came out her navel. 

In the yard entire groups of girls were clubbed to death after the prettiest of them 

had been selected for this torture. The air was filled with the death cries of many 

hundreds of girls. But compared to what happened in here, the beating to death 

outside was almost humane. 

It was a horrible fact that not one of the girls mutilated here ever fainted. Each of 

them suffered mutilation fully conscious. In their terror all of them were alike in 

their pleading; it was always the same, the begging for mercy, the high-pitched 

scream when the breasts were cut and the groans when the genitals were 

mutilated. 

The slaughter was interrupted several times to sweep the blood out of the room 

and to clear away the bodies. That evening I succumbed to a severe case of 

nervous fever. I do not remember anything from that point on until I came to in a 

field hospital. 

German troops had temporarily recaptured Neustettin, thus liberating us. As I 

learned later, some 2,000 girls who had been in RAD, BDM and other camps 

nearby were murdered in the first three days of Russian occupation." 

(signed) Mrs. Leonora Geier, nee Cavoa 

Copy of a handwritten report: 

"I read the account of an eyewitness, Mrs. Leonora Geier. The bestiality she 

experienced, and described in her account, is 100% true and a typical reflection of 
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the fantasies and exhortations of the Soviet propagandist and chief ideologist Ilya 

Ehrenburg. 

This bestiality was a tactical measure intended to force the German population to 

flee from the Eastern regions en masse, and was the rule rather than the 

exception all the way over to the Oder River. 

What I myself witnessed: 

I was an armoured infantryman and had been trained on the most modern 

German tank of those days, the Panther. Survivors from tank crews were 

reassembled in the Reserves at Cottbus and kept ready for action. 

In mid January, 1945, we were transferred to Frankfurt on the Oder River, into a 

school building. One morning we were issued infantry weapons, guns, bazookas 

and submachine guns. 

The next day we were ordered to march to Neustettin. We traveled the first 60 

miles or so by lorry, and after that some 90 miles per day in forced marches. 

We were to take over some tanks that were kept ready for us in a forest west of 

Neustettin. After a march lasting two days and nights, some ten crews reached 

the forest just before dawn. 

Two tanks were immediately readied for action and guarded the approach roads 

while the other comrades, bone-weary, got a little sleep. By noon all tanks, 

approximately 20, had been readied. 

Our orders were to set up a front-line and to recapture villages and towns from 

the Russians. My platoon of three tanks attacked a suburb that had a train station 

with a forecourt. After we destroyed several anti-tank guns the Russians 

surrendered. 

More and more of them emerged from the houses. They were gathered into the 

forecourt about 200 sat crowded closely together. Then something unexpected 

happened. 

Several German women ran towards the Russians and stabbed at them with 

cutlery forks and knives. It was our responsibility to protect prisoners, and we 

could not permit this. But it was not until I fired a submachine gun into the air 

that the women drew back, and cursed us for presuming to protect these animals. 
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They urged us to go into the houses and take a look at what (the Russians) had 

done there. 

We did so, a few of us at a time, and we were totally devastated. We had never 

seen anything like it utterly, unbelievably monstrous! Naked, dead women lay in 

many of the rooms. Swastikas had been cut into their abdomens, in some the 

intestines bulged out, breasts were cut up, faces beaten to a pulp and swollen 

puffy. 

Others had been tied to the furniture by their hands and feet, and massacred. A 

broomstick protruded from the vagina of one, a besom from that of another, etc. 

To me, a young man of 24 years at that time, it was a devastating sight, simply 

incomprehensible! 

Then the women told their story: 

The mothers had had to witness how their teen and twelve-year-old daughters 

were raped by some 20 men; the daughters in turn saw their mothers being 

raped, even their grandmothers. 

Women who tried to resist were brutally tortured to death. There was no mercy. 

Many women were not local; they had come there from other towns, fleeing from 

the Russians. 

They also told us of the fate of the girls from the RAD whose barracks had been 

captured by the Russians. When the butchery of the girls began, a few of them 

had been able to crawl underneath the barracks and hide. At night they escaped, 

and told us what they knew. There were three of them. 

The women and girls saw parts of what Mrs. Leonora Geier described. The 

women we liberated were in a state almost impossible to describe. They were 

overfatigued and their faces had a confused, vacant look. Some were beyond 

speaking, ran up and down and moaned the same sentences over and over again. 

Having seen the consequences of these bestial atrocities, we were terribly 

agitated and determined to fight. We knew the war was past winning; but it was 

our obligation and sacred duty to fight to the last bullet . . ." 

Don't ask me why I do what I do for the Zundelsite. The bestiality of World War II, 

caused largely by the Jew named Ilja Ehrenburg, Stalin's main propagandist whose 
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private papers and files were donated by him to Israel before he died, and who 

whipped the Russian Army into a frenzy of destruction, was worse than anything 

a sane mind can imagine - and it is coming our way unless courageous men and 

women stop it. 

Ingrid 

Thought for the Day: 

"God cannot alter the past, but historians can." 

Samuel Butler 

Источник: 

http://www.rense.com/general39/allied.htm 
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War crimes of Russian Army 

Don’t be shy to use violence and break the racial pride of German women. Take 

them as your legit property, you, gallant solders of the Red Army. 

- Ilia Ehrenburg, Russian Jew, holohoax propagandist 

By Yakov Krotov 

RUSSIAN HISTORY 

Russia in World War Two 

War crimes of Russian Army 

Soviet propaganda pictured invention in Germany as a freeing German people 

“fascist yoke”. Party propagandists ("Soviet journalists") stressed honorable 

behavior of Soviet soldiers. In the Treptov Park there was a monument arranged 

for the "Soviet worrior-liberator" with a huge sword in one hand and with 

German child whom he saved – in another. 

In reality, not only Soviet invention in Germany was accompanied by robbing the 

country on the state level, stealing technics, exploiting forced labor of the 

surrendered, forcing Prussia to be part of Russia (I need to remark here, that 

Bolsheviks during WWI were the ones, who stood for "the peace without 

annexation and contributions"). Soldiers robbed Germans; there was an official 

permission to send back to Russia some amount of messages with robbed. 

Officers and high commandment exported robbed wealth in wagons. 

Soldiers and officers raped women. Two main hospitals of Berlin only received 

from 95 to 130 thousands raped. About 10 thousand raped committed suicide. In 

the Eastern Prussia Pomerania and Silesia 1,4 million women were raped, and in 

this case there were more deaths. As a whole not less than 2 million German 

women were raped. Ukrainian, Russian and Belarusian women and girls freed 

from German labor camps were also raped. 

When in 2001 English historian Antony Beevor described sexual crimes of Soviet 

soldiers in his research "Berlin: The Downfall 1945", Grigori Karasin, Russian 

ambassador in London, answered him in best traditions of Soviet propaganda. On 

one side, Karasin stated, that everything of this "is obviously lie statements" and 

"slander". On another, he tried to find circumstances, which would smooth the 
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blame of rapists (this step would not be so necessary if he was really so sure that 

it was only a slander). 

The amount of such smoothing circumstances according to Beevor himself 

included the drinking in the army, which he blamed on the German 

commandment, which "refused to destroy the alcohol storages on the way of the 

Red Army. This decision was based on the belief that the drunken enemy can’t 

fight ". In his turn Karasin added to this approval: Russians saved the world of 

fascism; Russians revenged for the cruelties, committed by Germans; "how would 

we deal with 27 million murdered, massacred and tortured to death Soviet 

people? What for Russian Army invented Germany and entered Berlin? We have 

no right to forget, who were righteous and who were the aggressor". 

Karasin mentioned that there were some "facts" but stated, that "to summarize 

the facts, tearing them out of the historical context, is dangerous", asked to 

"show maximum delicacy and tact" – not to the victims of violence, but to the 

rapists and their decedents. He admitted “the facts” also by his statement that in: 

1945 " for cruelty and atrocities 4148 warriors were convicted by the military 

tribunals. Several demonstrative proceedings ended with death penalty" (Quote 

by: Barban E. One more Downfall of Berlin. Moscow News, 25.6.2002. С. 2.). 

He dared not to further insist that the convicted rapists were all-righteous, that 

they should have been approved as avengers and liberators of Europe of Fascism. 

Karasin explained nothing regarding why then Russian soldiers raped Russian 

women captured by Germans. It can be assumed however that it was a reflection 

of popular Soviet attitude of that time to the surrendered as some kind of 

betrayers who were cowards and couldn’t kill themselves. 

The eyewitness Rabitchev 

Leonid Rabitchev (born in 1923). Only after half of the century after The War he 

told about the things other front men preferred to be silent about – what 

happened at the beginning of 1945. At that time Rabitchev was in the Eastern 

Prussia. This part of the essay «The War will approve everything» («The Flag» 

2005, №2) must be included in all textbooks of Russian history – for Russians. 

These are things even my father, Gabriel Krotov, didn’t dare to tell me, while he 

was in the very same time in the Eastern Prussia serving as a Petty Officer platoon 

machine gunners. Its truth that my father didn’t live till the age of Rabitchev. The 
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most awful here – and Rabitchev stressed it blatantly – is that this sin can’t be 

justified by "everybody do so" approval. NOT everybody did so. 

«Our troops in the Eastern Prussia overtook civilian population evacuated from 

Goldap, Insterburg and other German sites abandoned by retreating German 

Army. By tracks, cars and foot – old people, women, children, large traditional 

families slowly walked to the West all the roads and highway of the country. 

Our tankers, infantry, artillery, signalers overtook them to make their way, threw 

their tracks into the cell at the roadside – tracks with furniture, traveling bags, 

suitcases, horses – pushed aside the old people and children, and being divided of 

all duty, honor and forgetting retreating German troops, thousands of them 

thrust themselves on the German women and girls. 

Women, mothers and their daughters lie on the right and on the left along the 

road, and every one of them is surrounded by the cackling armada of men with 

their pants down. 

Bleeding and fainting are grabbed aside; children trying to help them are shot. 

Guffaw, roar, lough, screams and moans. And their commanders, their majors and 

colonels stand on the road, giggle, conduct — better to say, manage. They made 

sure that all their soldiers took part in this. No, it was not esprit de corps, neither 

was it revenge to the damned occupants — it was bloody deadly group sex. 

All-permissiveness, impunity, impersonality and cruel logic of the madding crowd. 

Shocked, I sat in a cabin of my lorry, my driver, Demidov, waited his turn, and I 

dreamed of Carthage of Flaubert, and I understood, that the War will NOT 

approve everything. The colonel, who was conducting a minute ago, is now so 

excited that take the turn himself, and the major is shooting eyewitnesses, 

children and old people shaking in hysterics. 

— Fine! Return to your machines! 

And behind there is a following unit. And the stop again, and I can’t restrain my 

signalers, who are forming new rape turns, my telephonist women just choke 

with laughter, while I am close to vomit. From where we were and to the 

horizontal line among the mountains of rags and turned upside-down tracks, the 

dead bodies of women, old people and children were. 
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The way is made. Twilight falls. On the right and left there are German farms. 

Order to rest is given. This is the part of the headquarter of our army: commander 

of the artillery, air defense, the political department. I and my platoon control got 

the farm in 2 miles from the road. All chambers were full of dead children, old 

people and raped and shot women. We were so tired, that without noticing them 

we just lay on the flour among them and fell asleep. 

May 7, 2002 года, 50 years after. 

— I don’t want even to hear about it, I want you, Leonid Nickolaevitch, to destroy 

this text, it must not be printed! — My friend, poet and writer, Olga Ilnitskaya, 

shouted at me. It’s going on in the Third hospital for war veterans in Medvedkovo. 

I am lying in the chamber for four people already for 10 days. I am writing before 

and after breakfast, write under a dropper, day, evening, sometimes night. 

I am hurrying to fix suddenly released out of the subconscious frames of forgotten 

life. Olga came to see me, expecting to hear my new verses. Her face showed 

contempt. I was also confused. 

I didn’t care about reaction of my future reader or listener, but only about 

including all details, 50 years ago it would had been much easier, but there had 

not been such necessity, and is it me who write it? What is it? What jokes does 

my fate do to me. What is the most funny, I don’t see any difference between this 

my prose and my verses popping up in sudden. Why do I do it? What reaction it 

will meet in our generals, our German friends in FRG, and our enemies in FRG? 

Insight comes unexpected. It’s not a play of self-determination, it’s something of 

the other dimensions – it is repentance. Like a splinter, it is not only inside me, 

but inside all my generation and perhaps inside all the humanity. It is individual 

case, just a fragment of the criminal age, and one can’t live nor die in dignity with 

this and without repentance, as well as one couldn’t have done with repression of 

kulaks in 1930s, with GULAG activities, with deaths of tens of millions innocent 

people, with occupation of Poland in 1939. I was platoon commander, I felt sick, 

but stood aside, while my soldiers stood in those horrendous criminal turns, 

laughed, when they should have burned of shame, and actually they committed a 

crime against humanity. 

Colonel-adjuster? Only one command needed? But the commander of the Third 

Belarusian Front, army general Chernyahovskyi took the very same road. He DID 
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see all this; he DID enter these very houses, where women and bottles were 

scattered around. Just one command was needed? Now tell me whose fault is 

more: soldier’s, Major-adjuster’s, laughing colonels and general’s, mine - me 

watching all this, everyone else’s talking talk that “The War approves 

everything”? 

In April my 31 army was thrown to the Thirst Ukrainian Front in Silesia, on the 

direction of the Danzig.  On the second day according to the order of Marshal 

Konev 40 Soviet soldiers and officers were shot before the line, and there was no 

case of rape or murder of civilians of Silesia any more. So why didn’t army general 

Chernyahovskyi do the same in the Eastern Prussia? 

The first, it proves the difference in quality between Russian before 1917 and 

after 1917. Before 1917 – militarist state. After 1917 – the state of deserters. The 

difference consists of such details. One can’t imagine heroes of 1812 or those of 

Plevna, who consciously rape women with all determination of their right. Before 

1917 we spread such stories about our enemy to show the bestiality of Germans 

and Turks. After 1917 we spread such stories about ourselves – with pride. 

The second, their very logic is notorious: "Germans raped Russian women1; it’s a 

duty of Russian soldier to rape German women". Their way of thinking: "if your 

wife is raped, won’t you go and revenge". Trust in mob law is common for the 

state of deserters – no one trusts the “judgment” except the “judges” themselves 

in such state. But the spiciest is another thing. Will the raped woman bless her 

husband to rape in the answer? Whom to rape? The rapist? Or his wife? Eye for 

an eye has logic; rape for a rape is an absurd. 

                                                
1 Interesing but not suprising during the Second Jew War. The German military did not have situations of rape of 
the populace by its troops. The penality for such in the German forces was death and it would be enforced. But it 
didn't need to be enforced as the Germans as historians noted. Simply didn't rape. General Patton was right. The 
German's where the finest race in Europe. And he regretted the war against them. Patton also came to hate the 
Jews and become wise to them. So much so, they murdered him.  
  
It was the Jewish owned and driven. Red Army and the American's that committed rape. Infact the Red Army on 
orders from Jewish Commissar's had the policy of rape of females from eight to eighty. Solzhenitsyn, who was an 
officer in the Red Army and was naturally disgusted by it. Wrote then when the orders came to finally halt the rape 
gangs. As the new Communist reigme in East Germanys stated it was making it too impossible to restore order and 
build the Communist state. That hordes of Red Army troops had to be shot to stop them. By their own officers.  
Basically from what Solzhenitsyn stated the Red Army from Moscow to Berlin was drunk on Vodka and rape. 
Solzhenitsyn stated that the constant rape dehumanized his own men into animals with the taste for it. Till it 
consumed them to the point he had to start shooting them as the only way to stop them. 
Sourse: https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoyofSatan666/conversations/messages/99055 
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It’s obvious that here sex is heartless automatic process of demonstrating one’s 

power. Thus when non-gay man rapes another man he demonstrates power and 

strength, not affection. This is what the male sex in barracks actually means, 

which protectors of modesty strangely keep silence about. 

Original article: 

http://krotov.info/yakov/rus/20_ru_moi/1945rape.html 
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Hellstorm 

“The death of Nazi Germany was the death of Western man and everything he 

once stood for.” 

The most relevant information I have found in my adult life is the discovery that 

the System lied to me through the decades about what really happened during 

and after the Second World War. After reading this book I’ll never tire to repeat 

that what the Allies did in times of peace was incomparably more monstrous than 

the crimes attributed to the Germans in times of war (precisely because it was 

done in times of peace). 

After Solzhenitsyn’s Gulag Archipelago was published when I was a teenager W.L. 

Webb said, “To live now and not to know this work is to be a kind of historical 

fool.” 

I would say exactly the same of those who don’t know the new Solzhenitsyn and 

his work about the Crime of the Age: a true holocaust perpetrated against the 

German people that, if not atoned, the whole white race will go extinct. 

For excerpts of Hellstorm see below: 

Hellstorm • prologue 

In almost any war one side can be dishonestly demonized even by a truthful 

enumeration of its crimes, if the crimes of its adversaries are suppressed. —Irmin 

Vinson 

Excerpted from Thomas Goodrich’s 2010 book 

Hellstorm: 

The Death of Nazi Germany 

(1944-1947) 

 

Prologue 
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For six hundred years East Prussia had served as the frontier outpost of 

Germany… 

By mid-October 1944, the Soviet Army had finally reached the Reich’s border. And 

yet, as was the case at Nemmersdorf, there was no panic. 

Thus it was, that on the night of October 20, as Nemmersdorf and other 

communities nearest the front slept in imagined security, the unthinkable 

occurred. After punching a hole through the German line, the Red Army suddenly 

burst into the Reich. 

“They tortured civilians in many villages,” reported one German officer, “nailed 

some on barn doors and shot many others.” 

Added another horrified witness: 

In the farmyard down the road stood a cart, to which four naked women were 

nailed through their hands in a cruciform position… Beyond stood a barn and to 

each of its two doors a naked woman was nailed through the hands, in a crucified 

posture. In the dwellings we found a total of seventy-two women, including 

children, and one old man, 74, all dead… all murdered in a bestial manner, except 

only a few who had holes in their necks. Some babies had their heads bashed in. 

In one room we found a woman, 84 years old, sitting on a sofa… half of whose 

head had been sheared off with an ax or a spade. 

“Every female, including girls as young as eight, had been raped,” noted another 

viewer. 

Old men who had feebly tried to protect their wives, daughters and 

granddaughters, were themselves knocked down, sawed in half or chopped to 

bits. A group of over fifty French POWs and Polish workers who had instinctively 

stepped in to protect the people were likewise castrated and killed. Lt. Amberger 

continues: 

Neither in Nemmersdorf nor in the other places did I find a single living German 

civilian. 

Staggered by the enormity of the crime, German authorities requested that 

neutral investigations and medical personnel from Spain, Sweden and Switzerland 

view the sickening carnage close up. When the visitors filed their reports, 
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however, and when word finally reached the outside world, there was only 

silence. By the winter of 1944, the vicious propaganda war waged against 

Germany had been won. By that late stage few individuals beyond the Reich’s 

borders were concerned about brained German babies or crucified German 

women. 

With the outbreak of the war in 1939 [ed. Note: before the first reports of 1942 on 

the Jewish Holocaust] nowhere was hatred more intense than among American 

Jews. Wrote Hollywood script writer and director, Ben Hecht: 

A cancer flourishes in the body of the world and in its mind and soul, and this 

cancerous thing is Germany, Germanism, and Germans… That this most clumsy of 

all human tribes—this leaden-hearted German—should dare to pronounce 

judgment on his superiors, dare to outlaw from the world the name of the Jew—a 

name that dwarfs him as the tree does the weed at its foot—is an outrageous 

thing. It is an evil thing. 

“Germany must perish,” echoed Theodore N. Kaufmann in a widely-read book of 

the same name. 

And the only way to accomplish that is to remove the German from the world… 

There remains then but one mode of ridding the world forever of Germanism—

and that is to stem the source from which issue those war-lusted souls, by 

preventing the people of Germany from ever again reproducing their kind. 

To implement his plan, Kaufman recommended that when the war was 

successfully concluded all German men and women should be sterilized. 

Far from being shocked by such a genocidal scheme, leading American journals 

were thrilled by the concept. 

“A Sensational Idea!” cheered Time magazine. 

“A provocative theory,” echoed the Washington Post. 

While many in America and Great Britain could understand and even 

commiserate with Jewish emotions, many more were initially aghast by the 

flaming rhetoric and the murderous cries for extermination of innocent and guilty 

alike. Nevertheless, the sheer weight and persistence of the propaganda, both 

subtle and overt, in film, radio, books, magazines, and newspapers, gradually 
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worked its way into the thoughts and attitudes of the public mainstream. 

Eventually, in the minds of a sizable percentage of Americans and Britons, little 

distinction was drawn between killing a Nazi soldier and killing a German child. 

On September 15, 1944, President Franklin Roosevelt made the demand for 

extermination official when he endorsed the so-called “Morgenthau Plan.” 

Named for Roosevelt’s Secretary of the Treasure, Henry Morgenthau, but actually 

conceived by the secretary’s top aide, Harry Dexter White—both of whom were 

Jewish. 

“You don’t want the Germans to starve?” Roosevelt’s incredulous son-in-law 

asked the president in private. 

“Why not?” replied Roosevelt without batting an eye. 

Most Germans actually knew little of thoughts such as the above. Most Germans 

were yet living under the illusion that the war still had rules. Few could bring 

themselves to believe that the horror at Nemmersdorf was anything other than 

an aberration; that the butchery was only a bloody mistake destined never to be 

repeated. Unbeknownst to those in Prussian and other German regions facing 

east, the nightmare of Nemmersdorf would soon prove only the faintest foretaste 

of what was ahead. 

____________________________ 

The Dead and the Dead to Be 

As a symbol of the Third Reich, as the most obvious example of Germany’s will to 

fight on, more bombs had been devoted to Berlin than any other German city and 

in total tonnage, more explosives were dropped on the capital alone than the 

Luftwaffe had dumped on all England throughout all the war. The destruction was 

so complete that one Berliner was heard to quip, “If they want to hit more 

targets, they’ll have to bring them with them.” 

Although nothing could stop the rain of death pouring down on Germany, Adolf 

Hitler was determined to trade terror for terror. While damage was trifling 

compared to that of the Reich, it was a boost to German morale when the first 

“wonder weapons,” or V-rockets, began slamming into England during the 

summer of 1944. 

♣ 
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“When German soldiers were captured by guerrillas, they were often abominably 

treated,” one Wehrmacht general recounted. “It was not unusual for the Soviets 

to torture their prisoners and then hang them up, sometimes with their genitals 

stuffed in their mouths.” Other Landsers were released, then sent staggering 

down roads toward their comrades, naked, bloody, eyes gouged from sockets, 

castrated. 

One group which could expect no mercy from the Germans was the communist 

commissars who traveled with Red Army units. Composed “almost exclusively” of 

Jews, it was these fanatical political officers, many Germans felt, who were 

responsible for the massacres and mutilations of captured comrades. Explained 

one witness, Lieutenant Hand Woltersdorf of the elite SS: 

One of our antitank gun crews had defended itself down to the last cartridge, 

really down to the last cartridge… They then had to surrender. While still alive 

they had their genitals cut off, their eyes poked out, and their bellies slit open. 

Russian prisoners to whom we showed this declared that such mutilations took 

place by order of the commissars. This was the first I heard of such commissars. 

With the threat of torture and execution facing them, many idealistic Germans 

soldiers had an added impetus to fight to the death. 

 

(Typical Landsers) 

In the minds of most Landsers, the war in the east was not a contest against the 

Russian or Slavic race in particular, but a crusade against communism. In the years 

following World War I, Marxist revolutionaries had nearly toppled the German 

government. Because most of the leaders were Jews, and because Lenin, Trotsky, 

and many other Russians revolutionaries were Jewish, the threat to Nazi Germany 

and Europe seemed clear. Hence, from Adolf Hitler down to the lowliest Landser, 

the fight in the east became a holy war against “Jewish Bolshevism.” 
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“The poor, unhappy Russian people,” said one shocked German soldier as he 

moved further into the Soviet Union. “Its distress is unspeakable and its misery 

heart-rending.” 

“When you see what the Jew has brought about here in Russia, only then you can 

begin to understand why the Fuhrer began this struggle against Judaism,” another 

stunned Landser wrote, expressing a sentiment shared by many comrades. “What 

sort of misfortunes would have been visited upon our Fatherland, if this bestial 

people had gotten the upper hand?” 

Following the devastating German defeat in Stalingrad in 1943, the “upper hand” 

did indeed pass to the enemy. Supplied by the US with a seemingly inexhaustible 

amount of goods, from tanks and planes to boots and butter, the resurgent Red 

Army assumed the offensive. As the heretofore invincible Wehrmacht began its 

long, slow withdrawal west, a drama as vast and savage as the steppe itself 

unfolded, the likes of which the modern world has never witnessed. 

____________________________ 

Between Fire and Ice 

With the remnants of the German army in headlong flight, hordes of Red soldiers 

swarmed through the breach and poured into Greater Germany. As word of the 

Russian breakthrough spread, millions of Germans in their path hastily packed 

and fled into the freezing weather. 

Already bitterly cold, several days after the exodus began the temperature 

plunged below zero. As a result, little children and infants dropped by the 

thousands. “It was terribly cold, and the wind was like ice,” said one young 

mother, “the snow was falling and nothing warm to eat, no milk and nothing. I 

tried to give Gabi the breast, behind a house, but she didn’t take it because 

everything was so cold. Many women tried that, and some froze their breasts.” 

When Gabi died, the distraught woman continued to cradle the tiny corpse until 

her own arm eventually froze. “I couldn’t carry her more after she was dead. I 

couldn’t stand it any more,” the mother sobbed. “I wrapped her up well and put 

her deep in the snow beside the road… Thousands of women put their dead in 

the ditches by the roadside where they wouldn’t be hurt by automobiles or farm 

wagons.” 
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Hideous as conditions were, the treks pressed steadily west, away from the terror 

looming somewhere behind. Although millions were on the roads in full flight, 

millions more remained at their farms, villages and towns. They did not really 

believe that the Russians were as cruel and inhuman as they were reputed to be, 

but hoped to win over the latter by welcoming them and being hospitable. 

♣ 

“The Mongols are coming… You go quick. Go quick.” 

Composed largely of Mongols, Kulaks, Kazakhs, Kalmuks, and other Asians, as well 

as convicts and communists, these men who formed the second wave of troops 

[the first were Slavs] were regarded, even by their own comrades, as utterly 

merciless. Terrified by the news, many Germans did attempt to flee and move in 

the wake of the first Soviet wave. Most, however, found themselves trapped and 

could do little more than hide young girls and once again pray that their worst 

fears were unfounded. After a wait of sometimes days, but normally only hours, 

the dreaded second wave arrived. 

While flames shot up from different corners of the towns and gunfire erupted as 

citizens were murdered in the streets, the invaders soon began kicking in door 

homes, shops and churches. A frightened boy recalled, “Right next to me poor 

defenseless women were being ravished in the presence of their children.” Said 

another victim, “The women were raped, not once or twice but ten, twenty, thirty 

and hundred times, and it was all the same to the Russians whether they raped 

mere children or old women. The youngest victim in the row houses where we 

lived was ten years of age.” Mothers were raped in the presence of their children; 

girls were raped in front of their brothers. While many upright Russian officers 

courageously stepped in and risked their own lives to stop the murders and rapes, 

their efforts were little more than a drop of water to a forest fire. 

“All of us knew very well that if the girls were German they could be raped and 

then shot,” admitted Alexander Solzhenitsyn. “This was almost a combat 

distinction.” 

When the Russians eventually tired of looting, robbing, murdering, and ill-treating 

the women and girls, “they set fire to a considerable part of the village and razed 

it to the ground,” said a survivor of Schoenwald, the small community that had 

dismissed rumors of Russian ruthlessness and opted to welcome them instead. 
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♣ 

While those who remained endured unspeakable fates, Germans who fled with 

treks also suffered. “What surprised us most was the way they traveled,” recalled 

a British POW, who, along with thousands of other Allied prisoners, was being 

marched west away from the advancing Soviets. 

It was so cold that even in day-time any drink mixed with cold water froze solid 

before it was possible to carry it to one’s mouth. At night men and women could 

keep alive only by huddling together in a wagon… Those who fell asleep in the 

snow were dead within a few minutes. 

Given the chaotic conditions, and with freezing refuges clogging the way, many 

treks were quickly overhauled by the Russians. Some Soviet tanks refused to leave 

the roads and crashed straight through the columns, squashing all in their path. 

After heavy traffic, the victims—men, women, children, and animals—were 

eventually as flat as cardboard. 

As a rule, those who fled by train fared best. Speed did not always guarantee 

escape, however. Russian aircraft routinely strafed and bombed the cars from 

above and tanks cut the rails from below. When the Soviets suddenly captured 

the town of Allenstein, they forced the stationmaster to signal the “all clear” to 

refugee trains still arriving from the east. As one unsuspecting train after another 

steamed into Allenstein, the Russians first slaughtered any men found on board, 

then passed their time raping carload after carload of females. 

♣ 

Meanwhile, the red tide moved closer. In countless German cities and towns the 

pattern repeated itself, as the diary of a Catholic priest from Klosterbrueck 

reveals: 

January 21st 1945. Strange to say, the population intends to remain here, and is 

not afraid of the Russians. The reports that in one village they rapped all the 

women and abducted all the men and took them away to work somewhere must 

surely have been exaggerated. 

January 25th. They told us that whole families had been shot by the Russians. 

Girls who had refused to allow themselves to be raped, and parents who had 

sought to protect their children, had been shot on the spot. 
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January 27th. We priests were allowed out of the chapel for half an hour today in 

order to bury Margarethe in the yard. Poor girl, it is a good thing you were dead 

and so did not know what the Russians did to your body! 

“In every village and town they entered,” wrote one who spoke with soldiers, 

“the German troops came upon scenes of horror: slain boys, People’s Army men 

drenched with gasoline and burned—and sometimes survivors to tell the tale of 

the outrages.” 

Hundreds of thousands massacred, hundreds of thousands raped, millions already 

enslaved—but this was nothing. Worse was to come. 

____________________________ 

Crescendo of destruction 

Roosevelt slapped a crippling embargo on the Reich’s ally, Japan, in hopes of 

provoking an attack and slipping into the war via the “back door.” When the 

Japanese, facing slow strangulation, dutifully responded at Pearl Harbor in 

December 1941, it was Roosevelt dream come true. Later, when his Secretary of 

Treasury, Henry Morgenthau, proposed a plan to pastorialize Germany upon 

victory, thereby assuring the death of millions, Roosevelt was its strongest 

supporter. 

“I would like to see the Germans on the breadline for 50 years,” the president 

admitted in private. 

♣ 

In early February 1945, leaders of the three most powerful nations on earth 

assembled a final time at Yalta in the Soviet Crimea. Despite the obvious 

dissimilarities of the men, intellectual as well as physical, each shared a 

characteristic with the other that shrank into insignificance all outer 

contradictions—all three harbored a inveterate hatred of not only Adolf Hitler 

and Nazism, but Germans and Germany. 

At a meeting with Churchill at Casablanca in 1943, Roosevelt declared that 

nothing short of “unconditional surrender” would be accepted from Germany. 

Thus, by removing any possible latitude Hitler might have had for negotiation, the 

American president’s pronouncement insured that not only would Germany fight 

to the death, but it also guaranteed that hundreds of thousands of Allied airmen 
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and soldiers would perish as well. Additionally, that such a protracted war would 

enable the Red Army to reach and no doubt enslave much of Europe seemed a 

foregone conclusion. 

When Soviet forces invaded Poland in 1939, one of Stalin’s first moves was to 

round up and execute upwards of 15,000 army officers and intellectuals, thereby 

removing in one stroke much potential opposition. Well aware of his past, 

nervous about the impact his future acts in Europe would have upon a squeamish 

British public, desperate to hold an unnatural alliance together, Churchill’s 

government tried mightily to cover for the bloody behavior of their communist 

ally. Ran a secret memo of the British Department of Intelligence to high-ranking 

civil servants and opinion-molders in the press: 

We cannot reform the Bolsheviks but we can do our best to save them—and 

ourselves—from the consequences of their acts. The disclosures of the past 

quarter of a century will render mere denials unconvincing. The only alternative 

to denial is to distract the public attention from the whole subject. Experience has 

shown that the best distraction is atrocity propaganda directed at the enemy… 

Your cooperation is therefore earnestly sought to distract public attention from 

the doings of the Red Army by your wholehearted support of various charges 

against the Germans… which have been and will be put into circulation by the 

Ministry. 

Let anyone doubt Stalin’s intentions once his legions gained control of Germany, 

the reality was made crystal clear at the Teheran Conference in 1943. Lifting his 

glass of vodka for the “umpteenth toast,” the communist leader suddenly 

announced, “I propose a salute to the swiftest possible justice for all of Germany’s 

war criminals—justice before a firing squad. I drink to our unity in dispatching 

them as fast as we capture them, all of them, and there must be at least 50,000 of 

them.” When Churchill, well into his cups, angrily protested—“The British people 

will never stand for such mass murder without a proper trial!”—Stalin smiled, his 

eyes twinkled and overall he seemed “hugely tickled.” 

“Perhaps,” the American president interrupted, “we could say that instead of 

summarily executing 50,000 we should settle on a smaller number. Shall we say 

49,500?” 
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Despite Stalin’s well-earned reputation as the greatest mass murderer in history, 

Franklin Roosevelt was a staunch supporter and admirer of the dictator and 

defended him at every turn. In an effort to put a friendly, folksy face on the 

Russian premier and convince Americans that he was a “magnificent” and 

“gallant” ally, Roosevelt began referring to Stalin as “Uncle Joe.” 

“He is a man who combines a tremendous, relentless determination with a 

stalwart good humor,” explained the president of the American public. “I believe 

he is representative of the heart and soul of Russia; and I believe that we are 

going to get along very well with him and the Russian people—very well indeed.” 

The eyes of the world were now upon Yalta, said the prime minister, and what the 

“Big Three” accomplished during talks over the next few days would affect 

mankind for a hundred years. 

Another subject Stalin was explicit about at Yalta concerned the return of over 

two million Soviet citizens who had either fled to Germany to avoid persecution at 

home or who had joined the enemy to fight against communism. Again, to this 

demand Roosevelt promised his complete cooperation. But of course, the main 

topic of discussion at Yalta was the fate of their mutual enemy, or, as Churchill 

grimly phrased it, “The future of Germany, if she had any.” 

Once victory was complete, the three leaders agreed that the former Third Reich 

would be carved up like the evening’s meal and her people marched off as slaves 

to the Soviet Union. Although Roosevelt had solemnly announced earlier that 

“the united Nations do not traffic in human slavery,” when Stalin proposed the 

plan, the president called it “a healthy idea.” 

Another subject broached at Yalta, albeit a seemingly minor one, was Stalin’s 

request for the massive bombing of eastern Germany to smooth the way for the 

Red Army’s final sweep across the Reich. Eager to demonstrate to his ally that 

Britain, and especially the RAF, was yet a force to be reckoned with, Churchill 

quickly agreed. 

When the Yalta talks were finally concluded on February 11, the three Allied 

leaders signed a joint statement for press release, then bid each other a fond 

adieu. 

___________________________ 
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My 2 cents: 

As described by Solzhenitsyn: 

In Yalta Churchill and Roosevelt had signed the agreement to repatriate all Soviet 

citizens, and especially the military, without specifying whether the repatriation 

was to be voluntary or enforced: How could any people on earth not be willing to 

return to their homes? The nearsightedness of the West was condensed in what 

was written at Yalta. 

The English turned over the Soviet army command a Cossack corps of forty to 

forty-five thousand men which had fought its way to Austria from Yugoslavia. The 

extradition was carried out with perfidy which is characteristic of British 

diplomatic tradition. The Cossacks did not grow suspicious when they were asked 

to turn in their weapons, on the grounds that this was necessary in order to 

standardize their equipment. On May 28… [Solzhenitsyn describes in this 

paragraph of his Gulag Archipelago how the Allied forces extradited these Russian 

people, against their will, to Stalin.] 

They could not even shoot or stab themselves to death, since all their weapons 

had been taken away. Some jumped off the high viaduct into the river or onto the 

stones. The hearts of the British were not troubled, nor were their democratic 

minds. British tanks and soldiers arrived. The British soldiers started beating them 

with rifle butts and clubs, grabbing them and throwing them into the trucks, 

including the wounded, as if they were packages. Entire families sought death by 

throwing themselves into the river. Meanwhile, the British units in the 

neighborhood pursued and shot at the fugitives. (The cemetery where the people 

who were shot or trampled to death and buried still exists in Lienz.) 

But even that was only the beginning. During all of 1946 and 1947 the Western 

allies, faithful to Stalin, continued to turn over to him Soviet citizens, former 

soldiers as well as civilians. It did not really matter who they were as long as the 

West could get rid of this human confusion as quickly as possible. People were 

extradited from Austria, Germany, France, Denmark, Norway, and Sweden, from 

the American occupation zones, and from the territory of the United States as 

well. 

It goes without saying that most of the deportees died in the Soviet Gulag. So who 

was the real monster, the three Allied leaders or the German chancellor? 
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The Devil’s Laughter 

Among the great majority of those [civilians] who scrambled onto ships, boats, 

tugs, barges, and naval craft sailing west, their flight was safe and successful. Not 

only was the warmth and food aboard ship a God-send, but the realization that 

they were at last escaping the dreaded Bolsheviks proved the first peace of mind 

many had known in weeks. As the wretched survivors of the [ship] could aver, 

however, there often was no escaping the nightmare… even at sea. 

Just before one A.M., two torpedoes slammed into the Stuben’sside. Somewhere 

the ship was burning and people everywhere jumping into the water. As 

the Stuben’s stern rose high out the water, hundreds leaped overboard, including 

some who were torn to pieces by the still-turning propellers. Within seven 

minutes, the ship plunged beneath the waves, swiftly silencing a final mass 

scream that seemed to arise from a single voice. Of the 3,500 passengers aboard, 

only Franz Huber and a few hundred more survived. Tragically, for thousands who 

successfully traversed the treacherous Baltic, American and British bombers were 

often the first to greet them when their ships docked. 

While the slow, dangerous evacuation of women, children and wounded 

comrades continued [on the still departing docks at the other side], a German 

Landser remained in the ever-shrinking pockets, ferociously fighting on so that 

others might live. That most in the enclaves were already doomed, all fighting 

men understood. “For every thousand persons embarked, some three thousand 

more arrived from the east.” 

Frantic to escape such carnage, desperate civilians fled across the ice of the 

Frisches Haff, a bay several miles wide separating the mainland from a barrier 

island, or Nehrung. Along the slender strip of sand that led west towards Danzing, 

all were hoping to reach safety. Unfortunately, the bitter cold changed to rain just 

when many treks set out. Recounted one survivor of the perilous journey: “The 

ice was breaking and at some places we had to drag ourselves with pains through 

water nearly a foot deep.” Juergen Thorwald describes the long, nightmarish 

experience of another refugee: 

At seven o’clock Russian planes swooped down on them. Some women, silent 

with a despair beyond all words, circled around holes in the ice that had 

swallowed a child, a mother, a husband. 
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Wrote Robert Poensgen, a military dispatch rider: 

Russian combat aircraft now arrived in wave after wave, and threw bombs into 

that unprotected, inextricable mass. This is what hell must be like. It was the 

worst thing I have ever seen in all my years of active service—and I tell you I had 

already seen a lot. 

“Twice we were attacked by Soviet planes, swooping low and scattering missiles,” 

remembered Guy Sajer from another road. “Each impact tore long, bloody 

furrows in the dense mass, and for a moment the wind was tinged with the smell 

of disemboweled bodies.” “Never had I seen so many bodies,” another witness 

added as he moved west along the coast. 

While the butchery on land was in progress, the slaughter at sea continued. On 

the morning of April 13, Soviet aircraft pounced upon the refugee-

laden Karlsruhe when the little freight fell behind its convoy. Stuck by a bomb and 

air torpedoes, the ship broke and sank in a matter of minutes. Of the one 

thousand people aboard, fewer than two hundred were rescued. 

Three days later, near midnight, torpedoes fired by a Soviet submarine exploded 

against the side of the Goya, a large transport carrying 7,000 people. Like 

the Karlsruhe, the Goya quickly broke and plunged to the bottom in four minutes. 

Meanwhile, as the Soviets closed for the kill, Konigsberg, Memel, Gotenhafen, 

Pillau, and other besieged ports began their death dance. 

The bloody nightmare which enveloped the Baltic coast was neither more nor less 

than that which transpired wherever the Soviets occupied German soil. In many 

places—Silesia, Prussia, Pomerania, the German communities of Czechoslovakia, 

Rumania, Hungary, Jugoslavia—the horror had been in progress for weeks. There, 

ghastly atrocities had abated little, if any, with the passage of time and to some it 

seemed as though Red soldiers were in a race with one another to see who could 

destroy, murder and, above all, rape the most. Some women and children were 

assaulted ten, twenty, even thirty times a night and for a female to be ravished 

one hundred times a week was not uncommon. Reveals a priest from 

Klosterbrueck: “I shall never forget the terrible screams of the women and the 

children.” 

Meanwhile, in what remained of the Reich, most Germans still knew surprisingly 

little of the savage fate befalling their countrymen. Doubters yet attributed the 
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hair-rising reports of genocide to Dr. Goebbels’s propaganda machine. By bits and 

pieces, however, the truth did emerge. When a small German counterattack 

temporarily recaptured Neustettin, young soldiers, unaware of the Russian 

rampage occurring behind the lines, began herding up their prisoners. “Then 

something unexpected happened,” remembered an astonished Landser. 

Several German women ran towards the Russians and stabbed at them with 

cutlery forks and knives… It was not until I fired a submachine gun into the air 

that the women drew back, and cursed us for presuming to protect these animals. 

They urged us to go into the houses and take a look at what they had done there. 

We did so, a few of us at a time, and we were totally devastated. We had never 

seen anything like it—utterly, unbelievably monstrous! 

Naked, dead women lay in many of the rooms. Swastikas had been cut into their 

abdomens, in some the intestines bulged out; breasts were cut up, faces beaten 

to a pulp and swollen puffy. Others had been tied to the furniture by their hands 

and feet, and massacred. A broomstick protruded from the vagina of one, a 

besom from that of another… 

Having seen the consequences of these bestial atrocities, we were terribly 

agitated and determined to fight. We knew that the war was past winning; but it 

was our obligation and sacred duty to fight to the last bullet. 

____________________________ 

A Sea of Blood 

Defending Berlin was obviously going to be a very ugly business, and many 

civilians were going to die in the fighting. 

♣ 

A short time later, Juliane learned much more about the “facts of life” when “an 

entire horde of Mongolians” stood facing her. 

“The first time when they took me and forced my father to watch, I thought I 

would die… I shudder. For four years Goebbels told us that the Russians would 

rape us; that they would rape and plunder, murder and pillage. ‘Atrocity 

propaganda!’ we said as we waited for the Allied liberators.” 
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Like the frantic girl above, many females did indeed choose the ultimate escape. 

“There is no other talk in the city. No other thought either,” revealed Ruth 

Andreas-Friedrich. “Suicide is in the air… They are killing themselves by the 

hundreds.” 

Compelled by hunger and thirst to leave their holes, Germans were stunned by 

what they saw in the streets. To many, it was if Berlin had returned to the Dark 

Ages. Primitive, Asiatic carts, piled high with plunder, stood side by side with 

American-made tanks and jeeps. Over open fires, Kulaks and Tartars roasted 

whole hogs and oxen on spits. 

At approximately 3:15 P.M., April 30, Adolf Hitler retired to his room, placed a 

pistol to his head, then squeezed the trigger. Beside him, his newly-wed wife, Eva, 

also lay dead. 

Finally, on the afternoon of May 2, General Weidling formally surrendered the 

city. Remembered Lothar Ruhl: “Now again, we heard shots… so I asked who was 

doing the shooting. I was told, ‘the SS are shooting themselves’.” 

♣ 

“Stalin said,” remembered Gen. Nikita Khrushchev, “that if it hadn’t been for 

Eisenhower, we wouldn’t have succeeded in capturing Berlin.” 

____________________________ 

Unspeakable 
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Although Hitler was dead and Berlin captured, and although the nation had been 

halved and further resistance was not only futile but nearly impossible, 

Germany’s long death continued. As Karl Donitz [Grand Admiral] made clear, 

while there was no longer any question of the Reich’s utter defeat and impending 

surrender, the shattered remnants of the German Army had to fight one last 

battle to gain for the millions of fleeing refugees time to reach the Elbe River 

where the Americans and British had halted. Sadly, cruelly, Allied leaders were 

determined to halt the pathetic flight at all hazards. Swooping low over the roads, 

swarms of US and RAF fighters strafed and bombed the columns, slaughtering 

thousands. As the terrified trekkers scattered to the nearby woods and farms 

bombers appeared and blasted the hiding places to splinters. 

Unlike the Americans, British forces under Bernard Montgomery allowed all 

Germans, soldiers and civilians alike, to find haven within its lines. Horrified by 

what he had seen and heard, the field marshal’s manly act saved thousands of 

women and children from rape, torture and death. 

Excerpted from Thomas Goodrich’s 2010 book Hellstorm: The Death of Nazi 

Germany (1944-1947). 

Sourse: 

http://cienciologia.wordpress.com/category/hellstorm/ 
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All kike programs are united by the same atrocities 

This comparison shows that behind all programs - xianity, communism, islam, 

Marxism, etc. - stands the same kike mentality. As Russians used mongoloid 

battalions for rapes and atrocities, so English and Americans used Moroccans as 

hordes of beasts that raped everybody on their way. This is mutual tactics of all 

the Allies, because behind all of them were kikes: 

"Soldiers and officers raped women. Two main hospitals of Berlin only received 

from 95 to 130 thousands raped. About 10 thousand raped committed suicide. In 

the Eastern Prussia Pomerania and Silesia 1,4 million women were raped, and in 

this case there were more deaths. As a whole not less than 2 million German 

women were raped. Ukrainian, Russian and Belarusian women and girls freed 

from German labor camps were also raped". 

- Yakov Krotov. RUSSIAN HISTORY. Russia in World War Two. War crimes of 

Russian Army. 

“Let me tell you about one group of victims -- real victims -- from the Second 

World War that you've never heard about for this very reason. In May 1944 the 

Allies -- the forces of democracy and equality, the anti-Nazi and pro-Jewish forces 

-- finally succeeded in taking Monte Cassino in the Apennines of central Italy away 

from the German Army, after bombing Monte Cassino's sixth-century abbey into 

ruins. The Allies had some Moroccan soldiers with them. They wanted "diversity" 

in their armed forces even then. They wanted to demonstrate their belief in racial 

equality. The Moroccans were only mediocre as fighters, but they really excelled 

at cutting the throats of prisoners after the fighting was over. They were pretty 

good at raping civilians too. The night after the battle for Monte Cassino was over 

and the Germans had withdrawn in good order, a division of Moroccan soldiers -- 

12,000 of them -- left their camp and swarmed over a group of mountain villages 

around Monte Cassino. They raped every village woman and girl they could get 

their hands on, an estimated 3,000 women, ranging in age from 11 years to 86. 

They murdered 800 village men who tried to protect their women. They abused 

some of the women so badly that more than 100 of them died”. 

Sourse: http://www.natvan.com/free-speech/fs977c.html 
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Now look here. Its same updated kike tactic of atrocities against Arian Race, 

namely raping to death Arian women, but in 21 century its updated version is 

called “Muslim immigration”. 

http://frontpagemag.com/2013/dgreenfield/1-in-4-swedish-women-will-be-

raped-as-sexual-assaults-increase-500/ 

This is atrocious right here. Shows the pure hatred of the enemy bastards, their 

sick mentality, their sick religion and the Jewish and Muslim hatred for all that is 

beautiful and is of Satan. The Swedes are of the most clear blooded whites, and 

they get assaulted into this Marxist cultural brew. 

I remember a mention by Savitri Devi, about those naturally lower, attacking their 

superiors, just because of pure jealousy and hatred. It’s there. I was shocked to 

read this. Shit is very out of hand. 

By Daniel Greenfield: 

“1 in 4 Swedish Women Will Be Raped as Sexual Assaults Increase 500% 

 

Sweden has imported huge numbers of Muslim immigrants with catastrophic 

effect. 

Sweden’s population grew from 9 million to 9.5 million in the years 2004-2012, 

mainly due to immigration from “countries like Afghanistan, Iraq and Somalia”. 16 

percent of all newborns have mothers born in non-Western countries. 

Employment rate among immigrants: 54 percent. 
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Sweden now has the second highest number of rapes in the world, after South 

Africa, which at 53.2 per 100,000 is six times higher than the United States. 

Statistics now suggest that 1 out of every 4 Swedish women will be raped. 

In 2003, Sweden’s rape statistics were higher than average at 9.24, but in 2005 

they shot up to 36.8 and by 2008 were up to 53.2. Now they are almost certainly 

even higher as Muslim immigrants continue forming a larger percentage of the 

population. 

With Muslims represented in as many as 77 percent of the rape cases and a major 

increase in rape cases paralleling a major increase in Muslim immigration, the 

wages of Muslim immigration are proving to be a sexual assault epidemic by a 

misogynistic ideology. 

The statistics are skewed by urban centers where the Islamic colonists cluster. In 

Stockholm this summer there was an average of 5 rapes a day. Stockholm has 

gone from a Swedish city to a city that is one-third immigrant and is between a 

fifth and a quarter Muslim. 

Sweden, like the rest of the West, will have to come to terms with the fact that it 

can either have female equality or Muslim immigration. It cannot have both”. 

“Don’t be shy to use violence and break the racial pride of German women. Take 

them as your legit property, you, gallant soldiers of the Red Army”. 

- Ilia Ehrenburg, Russian Jew, holohoax propagandist 

Aboda Sarah 37a: "Daughters of goyim from 3 years of age can be raped". 

- Talmud 

“You can’t take married woman till you won her in battle with the unfaithful” 

- Koran 4:24 
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Testimonies of Lithuania. SS and the Communists, the difference 

The Jewish Communists exterminated 12% of the Lithuanian population alone. 

The Jewish NKVD would force hundreds of women and child into box cars and 

then lock them shut and set them on fire. 

Its no mistake the Lithuanian nation still has open Waffen SS veteran parades and 

memorials. They damn well know what they where fighting for. 

Interesing but not suprising during the Second Jew War. The German military did 

not have situations of rape of the populace by its troops. The penality for such in 

the German forces was death and it would be enforced. But it didn't need to be 

enforced as the Germans as historians noted. Simply didn't rape. General Patton 

was right. The German's where the finest race in Europe. And he regretted the 

war against them. Patton also came to hate the Jews and become wise to them. 

So much so, they murdered him.  

It was the Jewish owned and driven. Red Army and the American's that 

committed rape. Infact the Red Army on orders from Jewish Commissar's had the 

policy of rape of females from eight to eighty. Solzhenitsyn, who was an officer in 

the Red Army and was naturally disgusted by it. Wrote then when the orders 

came to finally halt the rape gangs. As the new Communist reigme in East 

Germanys stated it was making it too impossible to restore order and build the 

Communist state. That hordes of Red Army troops had to be shot to stop them. 

By their own officers.  Basically from what Solzhenitsyn stated the Red Army from 

Moscow to Berlin was drunk on Vodka and rape. Solzhenitsyn stated that the 

constant rape dehumanized his own men into animals with the taste for it. Till it 

consumed them to the point he had to start shooting them as the only way to 

stop them. 

Sourse: 

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoyofSatan666/conversations/messages/9

9055 
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Albania’s Nightmare of Communism 

The Communist regime ruled this tiny nation of around three million souls. From 

1946 to 1991. During this time over a hundred thousand innocents where 

systematically murdered, starved to death and worked to death in labours camps 

under the regime. Around a third of the population was passed thought the brutal 

slave labour system during the life of the Communist regime. One prisoner who 

survived the Albania Gulag system wrote the prisoners would state as dark 

humor, the Cosmonauts could probably see the prison camps from outer space 

they were so expansive. Many never made it that far, instead dying under the 

extreme torcher of the state. It was hinted by some who survived the gulags, 

those were the lucky ones.  

The boarders of Albania where ringed by armed guards and high electric fences to 

keep the people in. Thousands of people died trying to escape the cruelty and 

brutality of life under the Communist Regime. A whole nation turned into one 

Orwellian prison. 

The nature of the Regime: 

“Certain clauses in the 1976 constitution effectively circumscribed the exercise of 

political liberties that the government interpreted as contrary to the established 

order. In addition, the government denied the population access to information 

other than that disseminated by the government-controlled media. Internally, the 

Sigurimi followed the repressive methods of the NKVD, MGB, KGB, and the East 

German Stasi. At one point, every third Albanian had either been incarcerated in 

labour camps.” 

interroO'Donnell, p. 129.gated by the Sigurimi. 

Raymond E. Zickel & Walter R. Iwaskiw. Albania: A Country Study. Washington, 

D.C.: Federal Research Division of the United States Library of Congress. p. 235 

“To eliminate dissent, the government imprisoned thousands in forced-labour 

camps or executed them for crimes such as alleged treachery or for disrupting the 

proletarian dictatorship. Travel abroad was forbidden after 1968 to all but those 

on official business.  
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The justice system regularly degenerated into show trials. An American human 

rights group described the proceedings of one trial: "...[The defendant] was not 

permitted to question the witnesses and that, although he was permitted to state 

his objections to certain aspects of the case, his objections were dismissed by the 

prosecutor who said, 'Sit down and be quiet. We know better than you.'" In order 

to lessen the threat of political dissidents and other exiles, relatives of the 

accused were often arrested, ostracised, and accused of being "enemies of the 

people". Political executions were common..” 

James S. O'Donnell, "Albania's Sigurimi: The ultimate agents of social control" 

Problems of Post-Communism #42 (Nov/Dec 1995): 5p. 

Torture was often used to obtain confessions: 

“One émigré, for example, testified to being bound by his hands and legs for one 

and a half months, and beaten with a belt, fists, or boots for periods of two to 

three hours every two or three days. Another was detained in a cell one meter by 

eight meters large in the local police station and kept in solitary confinement for a 

five-day period punctuated by two beating sessions until he signed a confession, 

he was taken to Sigurimi headquarters, where he was again tortured and 

questioned, despite his prior confession, until his three-day trial. Still another 

witness was confined for more than a year in a three-meter square cell 

underground. During this time, he was interrogated at irregular intervals and 

subjected to various forms of physical and psychological torture. He was chained 

to a chair, beaten, and subjected to electric shocks. He was shown a bullet that 

was supposedly meant for him and told that car engines starting within his 

earshot were driving victims to their executions, the next of which would be his.” 

Minnesota International Human Rights Committee, 46–47. 

"There were six institutions for political prisoners and fourteen labour camps 

where political prisoners and common criminals worked together. It has been 

estimated that there were approximately 32,000 people imprisoned in Albania in 

1985." O'Donnell, A Coming of Age, p. 134. 

“Article 47 of the Albanian Criminal Code stated that to "escape outside the state, 

as well as refusal to return to the Fatherland by a person who has been sent to 

serve or has been permitted temporarily to go outside the state" was an act of 
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treason, a crime punishable by a minimum sentence of ten years or even death.” 

Minnesota International Human Rights Committee, 50–53. 

“An electrically-wired metal fence stands 600 meters to one kilometer from the 

actual border. Anyone touching the fence not only risks electrocution, but also 

sets off alarm bells and lights which alert guards stationed at approximately one-

kilometer intervals along the fence. Two meters of soil on either side of the fence 

are cleared in order to check for footprints of escapees and infiltrators. The area 

between the fence and the actual border is seeded with booby traps such as coils 

of wire, noise makers consisting of thin pieces of metal strips on top of two 

wooden slats with stones in a tin container which rattle if stepped on, and flares 

that are triggered by contact, thus illuminating would-be escapees during the 

night.” Minnesota International Human Rights Committee, 50–53. 

“Fatos Lubonja is an Albanian writer who spent a total of 17 years in prisons and 

forced labour camps during Enver Hoxha's regime. He is the author of a number 

of books which have been translated into Italian, German, English and Polish. 

Among other prizes he received the Alberto Moravia Prize for International 

Literature in 2002 and the Herder Prize for Literature in 2004.” 

The below is from his book: 

Second Sentence: Inside the Albanian Gulag 

by Fatos Lubonja, John Hodgson (Translator) 

“Prison camps in Communist Albania were as brutal and claustrophobic as Stalin’s 

gulags, with the additional and unique horror that Albanian prisoners could be 

charged and re-sentenced while already in prison. In this raw and moving 

memoir, the prize-winning writer Fatos Lubonja brilliantly evokes life for prisoners 

of the state as they struggled to cope with the physical and psychological 

deprivations of imprisonment. Second Sentence opens in 1978 with a vivid 

description of the author’s experiences as a forced laborer in a copper mine in 

Northern Albania. In the tense camp atmosphere, Lubonja discovers that two of 

his co-prisoners have written a letter to the Party criticizing "the foremost 

leader," Enver Hoxha. Shortly afterwards they are spirited away under mysterious 

circumstances. Lubonja does not make the connection until he is himself re-

arrested in the camp with seven others and sent to stand trial as part of an 

alleged counter-revolutionary organization. With heart-breaking honesty, Lubonja 
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describes the long months of interrogation and solitary confinement as he awaits 

his second sentence…” 

From the final chapter of the book which shows the reality of the regime that 

thrives on lies, propaganda, slave labour, torcher, murder and fear. Note the 

Sigurimi where the Albanian NKVD: 

I found myself face to face with Kapllan Sako, deputy director of the State Security 

Service. I had never forgotten the first day of the my initial arrest, and the very 

first words he had said to me, “We have brought you here to ask about your 

political views.” 

I had not seen him since. 

Kapllan was standing. He was little changed, still slim, sharp featured, greying-a 

typical Sigurimi man from the cut of his suit to the parting of his hair. There was 

also a swarthy character whom I did not know, sitting behind the desk. I noticed a 

standard sheet of white paper on the corner of the desk. 

‘Are you Fatos? Kapllan said to me. 

‘Yes, I replied. 

‘Do you recognise me?’ 

‘Yes.’ 

‘When did we last meet?’ 

‘In July 1974,’ I replied. 

He was pleased that I could remember this. 

‘Why did you take that attitude in court?’ He said ‘We did not expect this of you.’ 

‘I cannot admit to things I have not done.’ 

I had no intention of arguing with him, because I was obsessed by the idea that 

they were devising another sentence for me. I had to watch what I said. 

‘So our people’s court has sentenced you for nothing? His voice rose. 
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Did this man really believe his own fabrications? It disgusted me to hear him use 

the phrase ‘people’s court,’ as if it were something sacred, almost the people 

itself. 

‘The files are here. Let’s go through them together,’ I replied. 

He did not reply. He was anxious to get to the point: 

‘You said,”Fadil Kokomani is my best friend…”? 

So this was what got me into trouble. 

‘I said it in the moral sense, “I replied, ‘because of what he stood firm like a man.’ 

This seemed to take him aback. 

‘What do you mean, like a man, what sort of man is that?’ He grimaced, and 

reached out for the sheet of white paper on the corner of the desk. 

‘Look, there’s your best friend.’ 

Under the white paper were several photographs, apparently taken at night with 

a flash. The faces of Fadil, Vangjel, and Xhelal stared out at me with a gaze more 

of bewilderment and disgust than of fear. They were siting on a bank or earth 

with their wrists handcuffed behind them, all three tied with a rope. They had 

been photographed a few moments before they were shot. 

Kapllan shouted furiously, ‘That’s where you belong. That’s where you’ll go if you 

enter this door again!’ and he jabbed his finger at one of the photographs. I could 

barely recognise Fadil. I saw a swollen face, covered by a stain of blood that 

spread from the forehead and covered the eyes, part of the nose and the cheeks, 

and ran in three or four trickles down to the throat. I shuddered. The sight was 

frightening and weird.. I remembered the photographs of murdered saboteurs 

exhibited on the display stands of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, which had 

terrified me as a child. 

After seeing Fadil, I was too confused to concentrate on the images of the bodies 

of Vangel and Xhelal. My eyes spilled to the other large photograph underneath, 

in which the three corpses lay piled on another. There was Iljaz’s grey jacket, 

which Fadil had worn through the trail.  

Kapllan bellowed again. ‘And you say, “Fadil Kokomani is my best friend.” 
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‘What else can I say?’ I replied. 

--------------------------------------------------------- 

From the words of other Albanians . Life under the Communist system: 

http://www.deshmo.blogspot.ca/ 

Communist Prosecutor 

By Visar Zhiti 

Extract from the book “Trails of Hell” 

The prosecutor seemed notoriously oppressive and thick-skinned. In his heavy 

coat and bushy animal skin collar, he looked like a wild beast. Well, I guess spring 

hasn’t arrived yet. At first I thought they had brought policeman Marku to 

confront me in case I had broken a rule in the prison cell. I feel bad I was dubious 

about Marku, but… 

“This is the district prosecutor, comrade Avdi Gashi,” said the interrogator.  

“Explain yourself clearly, or I’ll rip off your pants!” brayed the prosecutor. I did 

not understand what was wrong with him. “They even requested you to be a 

writer in Tirana,” he let out a loud bray like a burp. His cheeks and trachea must 

have hurt from it. “But we turned them down. And we were right. How could we 

let an enemy go there? Is he going to explain himself, or should we charge him 

with an additional crime,” he turned his head toward the interrogator, “let’s 

add…?” 

“He will talk. He has no way out,” the interrogator assured him.  

What further accusation is the prosecutor so easily charging me with, as if he is 

simply adding another ladle of soup in my bowl?  

“What did you want with ‘rakatakia,’* who you got involved with?” The 

prosecutor asked with contempt. “Eh?” 

Even the interrogator got confused. He asked him in a whisper:  

“What do you mean by that, comrade Prosecutor?” 

“I don’t know! He knows who ‘rakatakia’ is… the Japanese one.” 
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(Do they want to accuse me of being a Japanese spy?) 

“Aha, you are right,” the interrogator chuckled. “What is the name of the 

Japanese poet you translated; since you couldn’t stay out of it?” Irritated, he 

turned towards me, “Eh, ‘Taketukia?’* Ah! What did you want do with him?” 

When I was a student, I couldn’t stand reading passages of Enver Hoxha’s 

speeches in Russian, which sounded mediocre, gorarçe* translated, and boring, 

so I found a Japanese poet to read outside of class, Isikava Takuboku. (Did I need 

to report this to my killers as well?) My friend from Korça, Skënder Rusi, and I 

decided not to waste our time terribly in vain and chose to translate a poet who 

would be permitted for exams. We picked a far, far-off Japanese poet who had a 

lesser known biography. Frankly, he was all we could find. H. Leka from Shkodra 

lent us the book from his personal library. He was our professor and our friend. 

We translated the whole book from Russian. But in his notebook Skënder 

interpreted the tanks more imaginatively and I, perhaps, a little more ironically.  

“Talk to us! Why don’t you speak? Vermin! Who gave you rakatakia and taketukia, 

and why?” 

I perceived senseless mumbling sounds.  

“What were your relations with critic Xhezair Abazi?” The interrogator asked me 

abruptly.  

“Same as with the others,” I said. 

“Is he talking about Xhambazi”* Howled the prosecutor.  

Then they were chatting over something, but the prosecutor could not lower his 

voice; he would find it easier to unload a heavy bundle of oak twigs from his back 

than bring down his voice. What? Sparks? What are they informing each other 

about? What is this Golden Pen…?  

“But they also asked you to be a writer, you renegade!” Despite his old age, the 

prosecutor charged towards me, but the interrogator held him back.  

“Wait, don’t you worry about it, I will fix him.” 

Translated from The Albanian by Hilda Xhepa 

Time to trade places 
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Visar Zhiti 

(Extract from the novel “Torn Hell” by Visar Zhiti) 

New prisoners kept coming before we old timers had had a chance to get to know 

each other, which, by the way, was forbidden. The lack of contact with others 

lessened one’s self-perception. That poor mass of humanity, seemingly dressed 

the same, with identical haircuts, equally famished, where another seemed to be 

you and you someone else; without individuality we were nothing if not empty 

transparencies, multiplied by a thousand, or two thousand, by a million, by 

millions. During the age of slavery, three thousand years ago, this setup would 

have reduced you to nothing more than a slave due to your long years of 

imprisonment We whispered among ourselves that cosmonauts could see our 

jails from afar, from the cosmos, perhaps from the moon, the prison caves, the 

rows of the condemned, the seemingly endless chain of them, stretching longer 

than the rivers. There were no prisons anywhere else. 

Among the prisoners emerging one day from the police van was a young man 

with a face paler than those of others who had survived their interrogation 

period. Around his shoulders he wore a black jacket with a flap in the back. 

Perhaps that was the fashion outside. He was told to take it to the clothes depot; 

he would get it back the day he was discharged (or whatever was left of it). He 

was also to get rid of his shoes and pants and don the prison uniform. 

When he was done, he emerged from among the new arrivals and silently, slowly, 

with the dignity of slow motion, he started climbing the path toward the barbed 

wire fence, disregarding the prisoners’ mounting tension. We had fixed our eyes 

on him. He walked sure-footed, his head held high. “Hey” – said some voices- 

“where are you going? There is no exit there. The guards will open fire. . .” These 

voices caught the attention of the guards inside the compound, where one of 

them, unexpectedly, rushed toward the newcomer screaming that he stop, as the 

guards would shoot: “Hey you, prisoneeer! You guards, don’t shoooot.” The 

prisoner, however, continued walking, without turning his head, with dignity. He 

entered the killing zone where signs marked “DO NOT ENTER” were buffeted by 

the wind like crosses in a graveyard. The soldier in the nearest guard tower, like 

from inside a wooden monster head and from between its teeth, was aiming his 

automatic rifle in our direction. “No,” yelled the guard from inside the compound, 

“soldier, don’t fire, I, too, am here.” He reached the recently sentenced man, 
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grabbed him by his arms and pulled him back. “Turn around,” he yelled, “what’s 

the matter with you? Why are you crossing into the forbidden zone, or are you 

trying to get killed?” Look at the other inmates, be patient!” The former citizen 

did not open his mouth. “Are you insane?” He nodded in agreement. When he 

came close to us, he looked bewildered, more terrified of us than of the guns. He 

probably saw himself like one of us. 

I was overcome by sorrow, I didn’t know whether for me or for him who wanted 

to get killed. I not only did not dare kill myself, but had given up thinking 

altogether. Besides, whom was I supposed to kill, we were no longer human 

beings. My sorrow turned completely toward the unknown newcomer. It would 

have been better for him had he been killed. It would have been over for him and 

a challenge to the status quo. My very thoughts terrified me, for being so 

merciless toward another’s life. I had no right to want someone else’s death, even 

though others felt that way toward me. 

I doubt it that from the very beginning we had a psychologist among us. Had 

there been one, he would have been rejected as a Freudian. More likely, 

someone among us could have become a psychologist in prison. Chances were 

slim but psychological anomalies were all around us. A psychologist could have 

thought along these lines: “The inside guard, no more than a rubber truncheon 

for the regime, dares to save an enemy’s life. That must mean that the dictator is 

very ill, probably in his death throes; he may even be dead. They may be hiding it 

as in ancient Chinese dictatorships that were ‘led’ by dead emperors. Thus, the 

policeman of the ‘class warfare’, by saving the life of a prisoner may have been 

promoting his own future thus extending the life of an evil, even as he prevented 

death.” 

Why, are you thinking that the policeman did not save the prisoner’s life, just out 

of human concern . . . ? 

“No, no, no way, he was trying to avoid being arrested. Time has come for us to 

trade places. How could I miss it if the policeman didn’t?” 

Trading places is not necessarily a change. Can there be no society without 

condemned individuals, hence without judges, without jails, without prisoners? 

Translated from The Albanian by Genc Korça 
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Unpunished Crime 

by Reshat Kripa 

It was nearing mid-June in 1985. The summer was unusually cool that year, which 

seemed to coincide with the political climate of the time. The dictator had died, 

raising expectations for change in the hearts of the people. They awaited changes 

from his successor. The people were tired of the camps and prisons spread 

everywhere and of their lives within the large prison in which the entire 

population lived, that separated father from son, brother from brother. The 

Albanian people, who had been isolated for years, wanted to live like other 

nations of the world. Would this happen, or would it remain an illusion? 

Sotir Nastua from Narta was a military soldier in Ravena of Karaburun. When he 

received three days off, he departed for his hometown. He went out to the street 

and after waiting a short while, got on a truck that took him to the city of Vlora. 

There he boarded the shuttle bus that went to his village. When he arrived, the 

sun was setting and with it, he could see the cooperative’s agricultural laborers 

returning from work in the numerous village vineyards. Among them, he caught 

sight of his mother whom he greeted and affectionately embraced. They went 

home together, but he did not stay for long. He washed, changed, and got ready 

to go out. 

“What’s the rush son? You just got here. We have not yet seen enough of each 

other,” said his mother. But he acted as if he did not hear her. He went outside 

and headed for the center of the village. He definitely wanted to meet up with his 

best friend, Jorgo Shella. They shared a plan they kept secret. He went to his 

friend’s house, but did not find him there. He returned to the center of the village 

and entered a bar. There he saw Jorgo at a table talking to Aleks, a youth of the 

village, who was serving in the army as a soldier in Saranda. They greeted each 

other and Sotir sat down and ordered a glass of wine, like his friends. He wanted 

to talk to Jorgo, but Aleks’s presence prevented him. He couldn’t wait for Aleks to 

leave, when Jorgo suddenly whispered. “I spoke with Aleks about the plan. He is 

familiar with the place and is willing to help us.” Sotir was stunned. Jorgo’s act 

had shocked him. How could he open up to Aleks? How could he trust him with 

something so dangerous? But now this was a set fact and there was no way it 

could be reversed. “I would love to come with you,” said Aleks, “but you know my 

situation.” He was an only child and his mother was sick. They stayed there 
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chatting until late in the evening, and decided to leave the country the next day. 

“Your conversation tonight is endless,” said the bartender, “Leave now, I have to 

close.” They looked around and noticed there was no one left. They got up, said 

goodbye to the bartender, and after strolling through the deserted streets of the 

village, each went home. The next day they awoke early in the morning and set 

off for Vlora. 

“Poor me, son, I hardly saw you,” said Sotir’s mother, “why didn’t you tell me 

since last night so I could have baked you some bread rolls?” 

“Don’t worry, Mother, we will find everything we need at the place we are going,” 

he replied as he left. In Vlora, they boarded the bus on the Saranda line. They 

arrived in the city of Saranda in the afternoon and began to wander the streets, 

waiting for the hour at which they were to go to the designated place. 

Silence had fallen over Pavllo Shella’s home. Their son, Jorgo, had left three days 

before, along with Sotir and Aleks, and had not returned. Jorgo said he was going 

to his aunt in the city of Vlora. But no one had seen him there. Pavllo began to 

worry. He noticed that even the Village Council members seemed to avoid him. 

“Get up, husband, and go ask the police chief, because otherwise he will question 

why we have not reported,” said his wife with tears in her eyes. Then it was the 

custom in every similar case for one to inform the village police chief or the 

Department of the Interior. 

“We will wait. If he does not return tonight, I will go first thing in the morning,” he 

responded, concerned. That night they heard loud raps at the gate of their home. 

Pavllo got up and opened it. It was Avni, the locale operative officer, accompanied 

by Jollanda, head of the United Village Council, and two policemen. “We have 

come to conduct a search,” they said to Pavllo. 

“Why?” he asked, astonished. They did not reply. They pushed him aside and 

began to turn everything over. They searched everywhere. Pavllo and his wife 

stood still. When found nothing, they headed out once again. When Avni arrived 

at the gate’s threshold, he turned toward Pavllo and frigidly said, 

“Your son betrayed his country and for traitors there is only one sentence. His 

body lies in the morgue of Saranda.” The old lady immediately fainted. Pavllo 

stood frozen stiff. He did not know what to do. Should he cry out? To whom? 

Should he yell? He did not have enough strength. Once he gathered himself he 
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turned toward his wife and helped her regain consciousness by wetting her face 

with cold water. She screamed. The village heard her and the people began to 

come immediately, but when they learned the reason, they left as if there was an 

epidemic of cholera. Even the brother and sister of the old lady did not dare 

come. Only Pavllo’s sister and two or three others close to the family came, and 

tried to console the poor parents as best they could. 

The same thing happened in Apostol Nastua’s home. The same search was 

conducted and the same news of death was given. The same grief erupted. 

People also began to distance themselves as though there was an outbreak of the 

plague. Mourning fell over both families. Apostol Nastua did not have the courage 

to pick up the body of his son. Fear of the consequences of this action forced him 

to hold his pain inside his soul. In his home they could not even dare cry for the 

dead. Sotir’s body was buried in Saranda by municipal workers. 

Pavllo decided to take on all the consequences. What worse could happen to 

these two poor elders? The next day, he alone took the road to Saranda. His 

married niece lived there. She received him and told him the terrible story that 

rocked all of Saranda and would horrify anyone who listened to it. 

“People say that they were betrayed by the friend accompanying them. When 

they arrived at the appointed place, they undressed and threw themselves into 

the sea to swim toward the island of Corfu. Their friend turned around and 

informed the Department of the Interior. The motor boat of the coastal border 

guard immediately set off, reaching them in international waters. Communist 

border guards could have caught and brought them back to Saranda to put them 

on trial. But they did not do this. They were wild and did not have any human 

feelings. The criminals, born to kill and massacre people, took out their machine 

guns and killed both of them. But even this was not enough. Their youthful blood 

heated the communist sharks even more. They began to hit the young men with 

the propeller of the motorboat while hurting and disfiguring them all the more. 

And as if this was not enough, the next day they tied their bodies to a Soviet 

truck, dragging them through the streets of Saranda to terrorize the people of the 

city and to scare those citizens who might imagine undertaking a similar heroic 

act. All this was done under the order of the head of the Department of the 

Interior. Be strong, Uncle! A dreadful scene awaits you tomorrow. You need to 

face it with dignity.” 
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“Yes, my niece, yes. Your uncle is strong and will know how to carry himself,” 

answered Pavllo, determined. 

The next day they went to the city morgue. A horrific scene awaited them there. 

Pavllo did not recognize his son. The marks of seven bullets were visible on his 

body. He could identify his son only from the shorts he was wearing. Nearby, his 

son’s friend Sotir looked the same. Making the most of the kindness of the 

hospital workers, he washed the corpse and dressed it with clothing he bought in 

the street market. Then he placed him in a coffin, nailing it so it could not be 

opened, and left on the municipal van to the village. They arrived home late at 

night. There he found very few who where close to the family. 

After unloading the corpse, the van left immediately. 

Llazar, a member of the United Village Council, showed up the next day at the 

gate of Pavllo’s house. Without coming inside he called to him and warned, “You 

are not going to bury the dead body in the village cemetery. We do not allow a 

traitor to rest near the honorable people buried there. This is the decision of the 

Organization of the Communist Party. 

“What should I do?” asked Pavllo, lost. “There lie the graves of my family 

members.” 

“Bury him below in the jalli (a barren piece of salty land by the sea), and do not 

leave a trace of the grave. I believe you understand,” said Llazar in a commanding 

tone, and left. 

Pavllo remained stone still near the gate. How was it possible for them not to 

allow any room for his son’s grave, those who just yesterday had greeted and 

warmly conversed with him? He returned to the room and broke the appalling 

news to the few people there. “We will complain to the Department of the 

Interior and if necessary, to the Party Committee,” said Andoni, Pavllo’s nephew. 

He immediately set off for Vlora. But even at the Department of the Interior he 

received the same answer. He set toward the Party Committee, but no one 

received him there despite his insistence. Finally the man on duty at the gate told 

him, “Leave, son; don’t store up more trouble for yourself.” 

The village atmosphere was tense. Most people remained locked in their homes 

to avoid appearing involved with this event. But some shameless others, such as 
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the dentist Nastua or pensioner Apostol, called aloud for no one to attend the 

funeral ceremony because Pavllo’s son had died as a traitor. 

The small cortege of mourners set off that afternoon for the jalli. The few people 

who happened to be on the street turned their backs to them. Worse, a 

shameless provocateur began to sing a song that sneered at what had happened. 

More painful events occurred in the following days. Spirua, a communist and 

sector supervisor, divorced his wife only because her father had attended the 

funeral. Whereas Pandeli Andoni, Pavllo’s brother-in-law, who would not consent 

to the Council’s dictate to divorce his wife, drank poison and ended his life 

because he could not resist the great pressure. 

The year 1990 signaled the beginnings of a huge downfall. Dictators of Eastern 

Europe began to fall one after the other. Only ours remained. Pavllo thought it 

was time to bury his son’s remains by the family graves. He exhumed his son’s 

remains and headed toward the village cemetery. But on the way he was 

confronted by Jollanda and Antigoni, secretary of the Communist Party, who said, 

“We are not dead yet. No, no! We are alive and we will crush you. Send back the 

remains where they were because that is where they belong.” Pavllo was silent 

and headed back. The remains were placed once again in the jalli. Only after 

March 22 of 1992 were they able to rest in the village cemetery in their rightful 

place. 

I met with the two elders one day in April of 1993, when I went to their home 

along with my friends, Mihal and Dino. You could read only mourning in their 

faces. With tears in their eyes they told the story I described above. They had a 

huge disappointment in their hearts. Would those who created this tragedy be 

punished? We searched for Jollanda, Antigoni, Avniu, Llazar and their other 

lackeys. We were told they had flown to Greece, where only God knows what 

they were doing and preparing, most definitely new tragedies, like that of the 

year 1997. 

Pavllo had only one appeal. He wanted democracy to bring to justice those who 

massacred and disfigured his son. Under the pressure of the Political Persecuted 

People Association and public opinion, the arrest of the ex-head of the 

Department of Interior in Saranda was made possible. But the trial was a sham. 

He was convicted and received only three years of prison term for the abuse of 

public responsibility. Oh, irony of fate! Three years of prison term in exchange for 
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the lives of two 20-year-old young men. Pavllo’s heart was once again let down. 

The crime was left yet unpunished. 

Published in the collection “A story for my friend,” 2004 

Translated from The Albanian by Hilda M. Xhepa 

Red Holocaust  

Dead among the living 

by Afrim Imaj 

Though shocking, this is true: A resident from Vlora discovers his brother’s body 

after thirty years, bearing the same visage as he did the day they parted. 

The central character of this extraordinary narration is seventy-year-old Lavdosh 

Mersini, from Çeprat of Laberia in Albania. Lavdosh, after many painful attempts 

to find the remains of his brother, who was executed by a phony communist 

court, was able to locate them in the anatomy room of Tirana Medical Facility. 

Just as Lavdosh began to lose hope of ever finding his brother’s remains, when 

every effort seemed wasted, pure chance would grant him unexpected success. 

His legs took him to where Luan’s body resided, appearing as he did when he was 

twenty-five years old. 

“At first I couldn’t believe my eyes,” said Lavdosh. “It seemed like a dream; like 

something from those ancient ballads. I had to restrain myself. It was not easy. I 

stretched my neck and looked him straight in the eye. It was him. Yes, Luan! His 

eyes longed to tell me something; they were the only things that could talk; 

everything else, from his head to his feet, was frozen and ice-like. Only his 

eyesight offered life, warmth, and memories. They were weary and looked far 

into the horizon, reminiscent of the days when he was in jail, asking about his 

mother, Hairie. I took my first steps toward him. Was I drawing close to my 

brother, or close to a ghost? I stretched out to embrace and kiss him, a brother 

yearning to embrace a brother. He looked young, very young, identical to the day 

we parted 30 years ago. It was Luan, just the way he had looked that very day, 

with the same eyes, dark eyebrows, forehead, and full-sized, straight body. Only 

his hair had been trimmed. A bullet hole on the edge of his nose was mute 

testimony of the brutal actions of those who had decided his tragic end. He was in 

formalin, a lot of formalin, which kept his well-built body intact.” 
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Lavdosh had to restrain himself, to rise above his painful shock. He had to bring 

Luan back home, to remote Çeprat, to be among his brothers, sisters, nephews, 

nieces, friends, and acquaintances, who would rejoice. But first there would be 

the journey: long, tiring, and deeply moving... 

After you have knocked on the door of her apartment somewhere on the 

outskirts of Durrës city, Lavdosh’s sister, Burbuqe, relates an account that sends 

chills down the spine. She says: “Luan, like Kostandin (1), came back after thirty 

years. Have you heard the legend of Kostandin? Indeed you have, and I too, 

though I don’t think you have experienced it. I don’t know who else had that 

destiny. Luan’s return after thirty years was like that of Kostandin. Yes, yes! While 

I kissed him, cold though he was, I recalled the ancient legend. The legend of the 

long wait for the knight leaping over whole mountains to fulfill a promise he had 

made to his mother. Though Luan had died, he had not perished, and did not 

have a grave - just like Kostandin! But Luan was not really like Kostandin, because 

he did not meet his mournful mother, and did not see her fade away, grief-

stricken over him...” 

She has to force herself to hold back her grief, to stop the tears rolling down her 

cheeks. Her husband, familiar with the situation, continues the conversation to 

give her time to compose herself. He begins, “The communists arrested Luan for 

refusing to collaborate with State Security. They trumped up a case against him - 

abuse of public funds - during the construction of social and cultural works in the 

agriculture cooperative. They fixed a shortfall of public funds amounting to 

50,000 leks so they could execute him at night with a firearm.” The husband falls 

silent, allowing Burbuqe to resume the conversation. He takes out a pile of 

papers, discolored by the long, somber passage of time. The papers feature the 

court’s verdict. 

The sister of the young martyr goes on thoughtfully, “All of a sudden, they took 

him from the village where he worked, unjustly handcuffed, and transported him 

to the prison cells in Vlora. On the way there he met his brother, and confidently 

handed him the watch for safekeeping. Afterwards we could see him only with 

the approval of the interrogator. His courage never let him down. He never 

begged for mercy. The only thing he asked for was cigarettes. His only concern 

was Mother, who was his first and final worry. He remained that way until 

October 24, 1968, the day the communists executed him.” That was all Burbuqe 

could say. However, she was certain that her older brother, Lavdosh, knew more. 
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He still lived at the same address, the place where Luan became separated from 

his heartbroken mother so many years before. 

Thirty years after his brother’s execution, Lavdosh Mersini still sees the image of 

Luan making a brave stand against the communist court. “Luan asked the 

communist judge to look him straight in the eye,” says Lavdosh. Each time he tries 

to visualize his brother’s image he remembers Luan fearlessly challenging the 

false accusations of the State Security people. It is this memory that initiates the 

conversation... 

“After the secret investigations, they took him to court and accused him of misuse 

of public funds,” says Lavdosh. “They rounded up an amount of 50,000 leks in the 

offices of the State Security. They served it and legalized it in court through the 

prosecutor, Sotir Spiro, and the judge, Irakli Bozgo. According to them, Luan had 

inflicted economic damage on the state, an act that would cost him his life. At the 

time, no one thought it would result in a deadly decision. What's more, witnesses 

summoned to the court strongly opposed the accusation. The first person who 

opposed the charge was the key witness, the chairman of the agricultural 

cooperative of Mavrova, Telo Dana. He disputed all the evidence used by the 

interrogator and spoke courageously about Luan’s good manners. This backlash 

enraged the communist judge, who arrogantly ousted the main witness from the 

courtroom. The same thing happened to the next witness, Maliq Hoxha, 

controller of the cooperative. They ignored his testimony by forcing him out. At 

that moment, with a powerful and fiery look, Luan rose to his feet on the podium. 

‘Don’t put pressure on innocent people!’ he said. ‘Cut it short! Do what you have 

decided to do! I will face you to the end; I will boldly prove your lies. You don’t 

possess valor. You don’t have the courage to look me straight in the eye; you 

work behind the scenes, in the dark, with lies and false accusations.’ Luan, in 

shackles, wanted to continue, but his speech was cut short by the voice of the 

prosecutor. ‘You will get paid for it by bullet, Luan Mersini! You will be rewarded 

by hanging.” 

This is all he can recall from his brother’s trial in Pasha’s house, in the Vlora town 

center. What would come later was obvious at that time. Luan’s fate was 

predetermined. 

The first to receive the grave news was the eldest brother, Bardhyl. He recalls, 

“When we took his winter clothes to prison, we were told he had been executed.” 
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It was a cold October day in 1968, when, on his mother’s request, Bardhyl left the 

house to take food and winter clothing to his brother in the Vlora prison. As he 

was knocking at the prison door to explain his reason for being there, the officer 

on duty told him the dreadful news. “Don’t you yet know Luan has been 

executed?” He heard enough to feel weak in his knees. 

“I fell on the floor, out cold, and could not remember who brought me back to my 

feet,” says Bardhyl. “I remember how they splashed water onto my face and 

made me regain consciousness, and the kicks of the officer on the bag filled with 

clothes and food, which were spread everywhere under his small window. At that 

moment I thought of our mother. How would I tell her? I left for the village in a 

state of confusion. I had to hold back my tears. It had been Luan’s wish during our 

last meeting not to shed tears for him. It appeared that he had foreseen his 

tragedy.” 

Beyond this act of communist barbarism, Bardhyl Mersini wants to evoke and to 

give respect to the virtuous life of his brother. Caught in his memory is impish 

Luan who graduated high school with first-class honors, but “bad biography.” He 

was the son of a kulak, and an obstructionist policy was used to prevent him from 

attending the university. Heart-to-heart talks about movies and sports with Luan 

are still very vivid memories to Bardhyl. 

Bardhyl says, “Unique was Luan’s interest in having his hair western style, 

dressing nicely, and wearing fashionable ties. Right after graduation he started life 

in a hurry. He rolled up his sleeves and worked ten to twelve hours a day in 

construction. ‘We have to be ahead of others,’ he used to say to us. After work he 

had another personality. He washed, dressed, and went to Vlora, mostly when 

there was a soccer match. Movies were his passion. He knew almost all famous 

actors, and tried to make other young people like them. He was lively and active 

in his social life, open for help to anyone who knew him. In a few years after 

school, he was admired by all, a fact that caught the eye of the State Security. 

They wanted to benefit from his sociability, and used his political "defect", son of 

a kulak, to put pressure on him. They asked for his collaboration to obtain 

information about groups in Vlora that were interested in fleeing the country. 

Though he understood the consequences, he strongly opposed collaboration. He 

told us, State Security would not easily forget his denial. It was for that reason 

why the fatal drama took its toll...” 
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Burbuqe’s husband details another aspect of Luan’s life, something he will never 

forget. He recalls, "Mother Hairie refused to give Luan’s suit to the police. The 

security men came accompanied by a dozen police officers. They searched every 

inch of the house to find and take all his belongings, from books, notebooks, 

papers, clothes, to nightwear. When they got hold of his new suit, custom made 

that year for his wedding, mother Hairie stormed upon them. ‘You may take my 

life but not the suit of my son,’ she said, and grabbed it from their hands. The 

police frowned for a moment; but, convinced she would not let it go, they left. 

She kept the suit by her bed stand until the day she died.” 

Mother Hairie lived for only a couple of days after Luan’s execution. She died at 

fifty-five years old, with profound agony that she would never know where her 

son’s remains rested. 

According to a former employee of the forensic medical lab, a woman who did 

not wish to be identified, “They embalmed the body of the young man from Vlora 

at night.” She had tried since then to deliver the news to Luan’s family. Lavdosh 

confirms this fact. He got the message from an acquaintance of hers in Vlora, 

while he was searching for his brother’s remains in Soda Forest, Mezini Well, 

Olive Plantlet Plantation, Old Beach, and many other places. Her story, connected 

through work with the cadaver forensic hospital laboratory, does not end here. 

Something very unusual about this case rooted in her memory. Everything is 

related to the moment of arrival of Luan’s lifeless body. 

She remembers, “It was somewhere in the end of 1968. I remember it well 

because the anatomy faculty was badly in need of cadavers. Following an order 

from a high ranking communist authority, a group of experts was created in haste 

with three to four medical doctors and state investigators to search some local 

prisons. Their prey was primarily from the contingents of political prisoners. One 

day, early in the morning, the expedition had just arrived from the city of Vlora. I 

heard one specialist informing the person in charge that in Vlora they had scented 

prey, “first-rate material”, for which they had agreed with the Department of the 

Interior Ministry to make it part of the laboratory. Furthermore, I learned it was 

about a young man, twenty-five years old. In the evening of the next day, they 

informed us that the body was brought in. By coincidence, I saw him the moment 

they took the body out of the truck. He was a handsome young man with a 

muscular body. The people who processed him said it was one of the rare cases 
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which would last for a long time in the lab. When I saw the paperwork that came 

with him, I found the way to send, indirectly, word to his family.” 

One dead among the living.  

The following is what happened to twenty-five-year-old Luan Mersini from Çeprat 

of Vlora. 

They shot him at night, and immediately transported his body to Tirana, the 

capital. For many hours, and in complete secrecy, medical doctors worked on it. 

After they embalmed him they placed him in the anatomy lab of Tirana Medical 

Facility with just basic paperwork. The next day he was placed on the podium of 

the laboratory, and ever since he had silently ‘argued’ with the lab coats. 

Generations of physicians would practice on his body. The dead would coexist 

with the living for thirty years, until the day ‘the silent professor’ would abandon 

his ‘unwilling profession’ to return home.  

Translated from The Albanian by Hilda M. Xhepa 

Unspeakable Crime  

by Teuta Mema 

The Interrogation 

Bedri Blloshmi, brother of the executed anti-Communist poet Vilson Blloshmi, 

recounts how he communicated with his brother by tapping a finger on the wall 

of a Librazhdi interrogation cell. Vilson told him that Kadri Azbiu himself, the 

Communist Minister of Internal Affairs, had grilled him in the interrogation cell in 

Tirana, the capital. After three months of cruel torture, Vilson’s left arm was 

paralyzed. During the night, plainclothes security officers kept him awake. With 

shackles cutting into his wrists, they forced him to stand on one foot, leaning 

against the wall. When he collapsed on the cold concrete floor from exhaustion, 

they raised him back on his foot, and persisted in asking the same question: “Will 

you accept the proposal of the minister to collaborate with the Albanian secret 

agents overseas?” Vilson said no; they started the brutal interrogation all over 

again. 

The Trial 
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On June 7, 1977, outside the Librazhdi movie theatre, a horde of Communists 

kept screaming at the top of their voices, “Hang the reactionaries! Hang the 

reactionaries!” Inside, many police officers and numerous individuals carefully 

selected by State Security operatives applauded the unfamiliar faces that stepped 

in front of the head judge, Subi Sulçe, to read the false accusations prepared in 

the State Security offices. Isa Kopaçi, from the People’s Army and Todi Bardhi, 

chairman of the Agricultural Cooperative, read the false charges. The trial went on 

for six days. In all the proceedings, the judge held up expertise in the form of a 

written statement crafted by Diana Çuli, Koçi Petriti, and Myzafer Xhaxhiu and 

screamed: “This will put you to death!” On June 13, 1977, Vilson Blloshmi and 

Genc Leka were sentenced to death by firing squad. Bedri Blloshmi was sentenced 

to 25 years in prison. 

Expertise (1) 

Selim Caka, head of the Communist Interrogation Department in the city of 

Librazhdi, asked the editor of the newspaper Drita [Light], Diana Çuli, to look into 

the content of the poems written by Genc Leka. Diana Çuli responded to the 

request by expressing her expert opinion in a written statement on November 19, 

1976. She wrote: “Genc Leka, the author of the poems, is marked with an 

ideological shake-up. In his poems is sensed a pessimistic spirit; the author does 

not seem happy, and tries to find happiness somewhere else. Behind the symbols 

he uses is revealed the desire to stay away from our socialist reality.” 

Sparrows 

Its veil slowly took off the yellow fall. 

With frost and blizzard will winter start 

Yet birds; in here you endure all, 

None can from native land take you apart. 

—Genc Leka 

After examining “Sparrows” in great detail in order to discover more about it, 

expert Diana Çuli writes: “Genc Leka uses irony. Our socialist reality looks 

miserable to him. Sparrows are personified like unfortunate creatures. It is a 

reactionary poem.” 
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Expertise (2) 

“On January 1, 1977, in Librazhdi, I, the interrogator of Interior Ministry, Lulo 

Ymeri, after studying the material about the criminal case number 56, realized 

that the defendant, Vilson Blloshmi, has written a poem entitled ‘Sahara.’ In order 

to determine the content of the poem, I decided to ask expert Koçi Petriti, 

literature teacher at Librazhdi High School, to get to the bottom of the following 

question: What is the real meaning of the poem, ‘Sahara?’ To answer my 

question, the poem ‘Sahara’ was made available to him.” 

Sahara 

Sahara, away is Sahara far, 

Sahara of rocks, stones and sand 

Only her name befriended by 

Having no vision, has no plants. 

Sahara has no dreams in mind. 

Only stones grind inside her head... 

Sahara can’t even a song find, 

No tears to weep for all her dead. 

Sahara in world has no friends, 

Sahara has no children to fret 

Sahara is a piece of land, 

Quarrels all night, the news has spread. 

Night in Sahara hates to fall, 

It can't stand its stony mat; 

There is no love, or chat, or soul; 

Her black veil has nothing to wrap. 

No one knows why earth was swayed 
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This injury on its back to hold, 

On purpose created was, they state 

To make it a curse to nations all. 

When of her, he awfully speaks; 

Sahara eavesdrops and snorts; 

Sahara feels being so pleased 

When among us we curses drop. 

And when sunbeam timidly lies 

On mossless stones reflecting bright; 

Like a veil looks shrouded sky, 

To desert lightning with burning light. 

Therefore when deep and fiery hatred 

Blasting, abusing, someone befalls, 

Looms memory intoxicated 

For help Sahara promptly it calls. 

When evil curse its rage exhausts, 

Away in time memory fades... 

When rising sun thaws piercing frost 

Forlorn wasteland feels desolate. 

— Vilson Blloshmi 

“It is a hermetic poem; it explicitly has a depressing substance and gloomy 

figuration. It is a symbolic poem, and here and there turns into allegory, which 

speaks of one thing or action to be understood as representing another thing or 

action and symbolically expressing a deeper political meaning. Within the 

allegory, a different idea is hidden. This hermetic poem is a result of the influence 

of decadent literary movements, such as symbolism. Symptoms of dark 
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figurations were criticized by the IV Plenum of Central Committee of the 

Communist Party. Comrade Enver Hoxha in this Plenum, said, among other things, 

‘In recent poetry is manifested a tendency to use gloomy figuration which is in 

conflict with the Albanian tradition of unambiguous poetry. A few young poets 

have started to adapt in their poems the hermetic style. This is utterly alien to our 

literature…’ (Report of IV Plenum, p. 20) 

What is the real meaning of this hermetic and symbolic poem? 

In order to understand the poem as a whole we need to shed light on the symbols 

‘Sahara and night.’ 

This poem is not a natural scene, i.e., a mere description of the African desert. If 

so, it would contain details of a desert, whereas here only the sand and the name 

of the desert are revealed. 

Second, the main meaning of desert, a vast area of land, is shrunk by the line, 

‘Sahara is a piece of land.’ 

Third and most significantly, it makes no sense for someone to write a poem 

about an unknown land which is out of his sphere of observation. This fascination 

in geography, if supposed to be so or alleged to, is absurd and discreet. 

Fourth, if it is a mere panorama of the desert then there is no motive to indicate 

that the desert rises like a curse, created by mankind, to serve mankind. The 

poem unfolds the idea that mankind calls the memory of the desert when 

mankind needs to curse or hate, in the same way someone puts a curse on 

someone else, another country or the world by saying: May God make you 

desolate! Or turn you into a desert! 

So, if the poem is a real panorama of Sahara, it would come as a creation of 

nature and not as a creation of mankind, human society. 

We understand the symbolism of the poem up to a certain point if we bear in 

mind the rationale of the author. What is his viewpoint for our socialist reality? 

Through what eyes does he picture our life? The discontent toward this reality 

makes him express regressive and nihilistic sentiments and ideas. The symbol 

‘Sahara’ is addressed to a specific country other than the real desert of Sahara. If 

so, what remains for this country which has no friends or acquaintances, sons or 

daughters? 
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The symbol ‘Sahara’ is made clear up to a certain point in the line ‘Sahara is a 

piece of land,’ as well as with the details ‘rock…and stone’ and ‘Night can’t stand 

its stony mat,’ along with the lines ‘Sahara eavesdrops and snorts,’ ‘When of her 

he awfully speaks.’ It is possible that the word ‘he’ stands for mankind, or for 

those ‘friends and acquaintances’ that Sahara does not have. 

The closest hint is for a small country, a piece of land in conflict with ‘friends and 

acquaintances’ that it does not have, and ‘with the night’ that it does not even get 

along well with. From the overall spirit of the poem intended by the author ‘this 

piece of land’ without friends and acquaintances, is a forlorn country encircled by 

hostility and damnation, and like an injury on the back of the earth, it serves 

mankind as a curse that comes out in moments of hatred. 

What is ‘night’ in the poem? What does it symbolize? That ‘night’ is a symbol can 

be figured out from the details: ‘The news has spread that night quarrels with the 

desert,’ ‘Night in Sahara hates to fall,’ ‘It can’t stand its stony mat,’ ‘Her black veil 

has nothing to wrap,’ because in the desert that ‘Is a piece of land,’ ‘There is no 

love, or chat, or soul’; ‘No tears to weep for all her dead’, ‘Sahara can’t even a 

song find,’ ‘Sahara has no dreams in mind’, this piece of land etc...” 

Therefore, ‘curse’ is the only thing left for this piece of land, which from hiding 

‘intoxicated memory’ calls for. 

The idea of the loneliness of the desert resurfaces throughout the poem and in its 

conclusion: ‘Forlorn wasteland feels desolate.’ 

Let’s go back to the symbol ‘night’ which is in conflict with the symbol of the 

desert. The desert, as the poem reveals, has two types of powers it does not get 

along with: its friends and acquaintances it does not have, and the night. Here 

‘night’ is outside the sphere of friends and acquaintances that ‘desert’ does not 

have, which means night is a force within Sahara’s sphere and actually inside it 

like a black veil, which does not have anything to cover. 

The symbol ‘night’ is to some extent confusing. If ‘night’ was a force that the 

author sympathizes with, it should have been within the range of ‘friends and 

acquaintances’ that ‘this piece of land’ does not have. So it remains a symbol of a 

power the author does not like, which for him is night. What might ‘night’ look 

like in our reality to the author? If the symbols stand to this interpretation, the 

poem is in an allusion (it is allegorically spoken, indirectly) to this ‘piece of land,’ 
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‘devastated,’ deserted, desolate, then, according to the author, life is a desert. 

Nothing is created there. ‘This piece of land’ feels delighted even when they use it 

as a curse. The poem has a pessimistic, nihilistic feeling. It denies everything 

related with human activity. Symbolism makes it allegorical, and gives its content 

a reactionary meaning. 

The poem has several dark, contradictory and meaningless lines which, in fact, 

convey confusion, dissatisfaction for our reality and the author’s fear to express 

the ideas directly. 

I do not believe the poem has an interpretation different from the symbol and 

allegory used, despite the fact that, here and there, the symbol is 

incomprehensible and erratic.” 

January 20, 1977 

Literary Expert 

Koçi Petriti 

The Parliament 

In November 2006, in one of the sessions of the Albanian Parliament, the Minister 

of Culture, Youth and Sports of the democratic government of Albania, Bujar 

Leskaj, denounced the member of the Albanian Parliament, Diana Çuli, “A very 

successful book is recently published,” he said, “written by Sadik Bejko about 

Vilson Blloshmi and Genc Leka; two poets that Diana Çuli sent to the firing squad 

with her expertise.” 

Diana Çuli 

“At that time, when I was only 25 years old, that was my judgement about 

literature.” 

Execution and Tribute 

At midnight of July 17, 1977, two anti-Communist poets, Genc Leka and Vilson 

Blloshmi, were executed by firing squad. Tied in shackles, a few kilometers away 

from Librazhdi in the area called Absconder’s Creek on the side of a shallow hole 

dug in haste, Communist terrorists fired bullets through the poets’ hearts, and 

covered the warm bodies with mud. They killed them because they wrote poems 
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the Communist Party found objectionable. Their poems were classified by 

literature experts as reactionary, and the poets were considered enemies of the 

Party. 

In April 1994, with the decree of the President of the Republic, Sali Berisha, each 

poet was honored with the title, “Martyr of Democracy.” After the ceremony, the 

coffins were transported to the Librazhdi Cemetery. While the caskets were 

lowered into the ground, hundreds of mourners burst into applause, and some in 

the crowd shouted, “You were true heroes, heroes!” 

Washington  

On October 24, 2004, the Smithsonian Institute in Washington, D.C., one of the 

most well-known cultural centers in the world, organized the educational seminar 

“Through Current Albania.” The expert, Diana Çuli, daughter of a well-known 

hard-liner Communist family in Albania, also herself a member of the Communist 

Party since she was a university student, at present a member of the Albanian 

Parliament representing the Social Democratic Party, a new variation of the 

former Communist Party, was invited and lectured about “The phases that 

Albanian literature has gone through and the changes it has undergone with 

accordance to the time.” At the end of the seminar the American coordinator 

complimented her on behalf of the Smithsonian Institute. 

Translated from The Albanian by Hilda M. Xhep 

A Heinous Crime 

by Teuta Mema 

Lamtumirë, atdhe I dashtun, 

Po të la, po zemërplasun… 

Farewell, fatherland dear, 

Yet I leave you in despair… 

In the criminal courtroom in the city of Kukësi in Albania, on June 24, 1988, the 

Communist judge, Agim Hoxha, read aloud the verdict: “Dictated by the interest 

of the Party in Kukësi district, and the spread of hostile activity in the region, the 

enemy of the Party and people, Havzi Nela, is sentenced to death. Therefore to 
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serve to a better prevention of the enemy activity within the district, he will be 

executed by hanging.” 

The poet Havzi Nela stood up proudly, and, addressing his final words to the 

Communist judge, Agim Hoxha and to the Communist prosecutor, Nikollaq Helmi, 

he said, “You only hastened the time of my departure. I ask for justice and not 

mercy from you.” 

Better from this world I depart 

Better by worms I eaten be 

Better become stone and mud 

When the villain abuses me! 

Better clod, field or meadow 

Better grass, of grazing land, 

Better I by not a soul be known 

When the ruffian is on my head 

Havzi Nela 

On August 10, 1988, the anti-Communist poet was hung by a rope in the city he 

loved most. 

At the stroke of midnight on August 10, 1988, Communist terrorists put a rope 

around the neck of the dissident poet and hung him in the main square of Kukësi. 

At dawn, in front of the bus travel agency, the lifeless body was seen swaying in 

the air. Many people saw him, and read the inscription on the piece of cardboard 

hanging around his neck. “Havzi Nela, enemy of the Party and people.” The words 

Party and people were written in red. The fifty-five-year-old Havzi Nela, wearing a 

thin, discolored, fully unbuttoned shirt, a pair of worn out cotton pants and a pair 

of rubber sandals (opinga), stared the terrified onlookers in the eye. There were 

dark and red scars on his face and hands. When a pregnant woman saw the 

corpse swinging from the rope, her unborn baby was aborted. Only the members 

of his family, living in the countryside of Kollovoz, were prohibited from seeing 

the poet exposed as an enemy of the people. 
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Havzi Nela’s lifeless body dangled from the rope for a long time. Then the 

uncovered body was shoved onto the trailer of a truck “Soviet Zis”. The truck then 

rolled throughout the city as a means to terrorize the residents. 

When you’ll find out, I have departed 

“May he rest in peace?” whilst say 

Do you realize what I’ve suffered 

I, the poet passion hearted? 

Havzi Nela 

Havzi Nela was hung because he dreamed, thought, and wrote differently than 

the preaching and the orders of the Communist Party, then the state party of 

Albania. His poems were classified as political crimes. 

Who was the dissident poet? 

Havzi Nela was born on February 24, 1934, in the village Kollovoz of the Kukësi 

district in Albania. He finished elementary and high school while living in extreme 

poverty. He took his schooling farther and began attending college in the city of 

Shkodra, where he was expelled as a destructive element because of his beliefs. 

After much difficulty, he found a job as a school teacher in the elementary school 

of Plan i Bardhë, a small village in the Mati district. He was also banished from this 

village because of suspicious activity 

- reading some of his poems to his students. The poems were considered 

“repulsive” at the time. Later, he finished college in Shkodra through 

correspondence courses. He worked as a teacher in various villages such as 

Kruma, Lojma, and Shishtavec until 1967, the year he was transferred to Topojan. 

Topojan was where the most dramatic events for the poet and his family began. 

Havzi Nela considered what he was being put through: the endless verifications, 

being taken into custody many times, and limitations on the kind of work he could 

do and on where he could live. After reciting to his students the poem “Shko 

dallëndyshe!... Fly (Go) swallow!...” written by Filip Shiroka, Havzi Nela, with his 

wife, Lavdie, risked their lives by taking the road to cross the border to Kosova on 

April 26, 1967. While crossing the borderline, he wrote on a piece of paper, 

“Lamtumirë, atdhe i dashtun, po të la, po zemërplasun... Farewell, fatherland 
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dear, yet I leave you in despair...” and placed it on a branch of a hazelnut tree for 

the murderous border guards to find. 

A more tragic fate would follow him in occupied Kosova. The Yugoslav soldiers 

handcuffed Havzi Nela and put him, together with his wife, in Prizreni prison. 

On May 6, 1967, the Yugoslav occupiers turned Havzi and Lavdie in at Morina 

army checkpoint, in exchange for Albanian patriots from Kosova that the Albanian 

Communist government had to hand over to the Yugoslav Secret Police, “UDB.” 

On May 22, 1976, the poet received a fifteen-year sentence for crossing to 

Kosova. All of his property was confiscated. His wife was sentenced to ten years in 

prison. The poet never compromised with the dictatorship and its marionettes in 

prisons and camps. 

On August 8, 1975, he was sentenced to eight more years in prison as he was 

considered an ardent enemy of the Party and people. On December 19, 1986, he 

was allowed out of jail, but only for a short time. Less than one year later, on 

October 12, 1987, he was placed under arrest and sent into internal exile at the 

village of Arrën. On June 24, 1988, Albania’s high court consisting of Communist 

judges Fehmi Abdiu, Vili Robo and Fatmira Laskaj rejected Lavdie’s appeal against 

her husband’s conviction and death sentence; the court ordered Havzi Nela 

should be hanged. The final approval of the death sentence by the Head of the 

Presidium of the People’s Assembly, Ramiz Alia, led to the proceeding of his 

execution. 

The poet was not buried; Communist terrorists thrust him into the hole of a 

removed wooden pole. 

After he was exposed all day long on August 10, 1988, at midnight Communist 

terrorists took his body down and thrust him vertically into the hole of a removed 

wooden pole. He was deprived of the chance to lie down like all dead. He stood 

on his feet for five years and ten days, until August 20, 1993. After many attempts 

by the democratic government of Albania, that was the day it became possible to 

find the hole, covered with stones and thorn-bushes near the village of Kolsh, two 

miles away from Kukësi. With the presidential decree of the President of the 

Republic of Albania, Sali Berisha, Havzi Nela was granted the title “Martyr of 

Democracy.” 
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When you’ll ask: “Where is he lying?” 

When you’ll search to find my grave. 

Say: “He deeply hated the tyrant.” 

Say: “The dirt won’t him decay.” 

Havzi Nela 

Now and forever, the poet rests in peace in a modest grave beside his parents in 

Kollovoz. 

When spring will come in fullest bloom, 

When nightingale will start to sing. 

On stones, thorn-bushes veiled tomb, 

A bunch of flowers for me you bring. 

Havzi Nela 
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Communism in Cuba 

Shit Guevara 

Che Guevara is the much toted hero of the Liberal Humanist, crypto Marxist cult 

of the West. You see his ugly mug even being sold on a mug. Well what is the 

truth? Che's exploits from the violent thug who liked to torture and kill helpless 

and innocent animals as a youth to becoming a rapist who sexually abused and 

raped the women servants growing up. To then grow into a full sadist and blood 

thirsty serial murdered who lead death and torture squads across Cuba. Killing 

and torturing men, women and children many cases personally. And in the end 

Unlike the false legends of Che's end. Che didn't even die bravely he pawned his 

watch off the to guards to let him escape while begging them not to kill him. 

Guevara's heroics are fraudulent propaganda made up by the Castro regime for 

icon creating purposes Castro [Castro is a common Sephardic Jewish surname and 

Castro was a known KGB agent so he was openly working for the Jews in Moscow 

just like the vast networks of Jews in America and else where in the West where] 

actually took Cuba by the "Miami Pact" where he sat down with anti-Baptist elites 

and politicians, and obtain large funds from them and then turned around and 

bribed the commanders of Batista's Army with such. Castro and his henchmen 

then started creating mythological tales of their brave struggle in combat against 

Batista's Army. Which never occurred and selling them to Western Media as 

gospel. In 1958 the Jews in Washington pulled the final rug out from under Batista 

by refusing to sell him arms or render any assistance. Batista without an Army left 

or support from Washington was forced to flee for his life and the Communists 

took Cuba without hardly firing a shot. The Cuban U.S. Embassy own investigation 

show only 182 people where killed the entire time. Che admits in his own 

personal diary only 20 of his own died the whole time. Proving the official story is 

pure mythology. 

The whole time on the surface they promoted themselves as Anti-Communists 

but pro Democracy to gain support. Once they where in a position of victory they 

purged the anti-Communists from their ranks and burned the books and records 

of the Cuban anti-Communist league which had amassed information on over 

250,000 Communists, KGB agents and their associates in Latin America. Castro as 

noted is working for Moscow.  
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After the revolution ended in January of 1959 there was no democracy installed. 

Castro and his forces starting the mass executions of the enemies of the 

Communist ideology. As one of Che's comrades noted: "Che has downed the city 

in blood." A short time later Cuba declared itself a Communist state. Che became 

the commander of his own secret police force that where noted for executions of 

whole families. Which is standard Jewish Communist practice. Thousands upon 

thousands of innocent people where massacred by Che's forces. Scholars in the 

"Black Book Of Communism" put the amount killed by Che's death squads at 

14,000 in the first year alone. At La Cabana which Che converted into a prison and 

execution grounds, it was noted many of the executed where children. One 

political prisoner records they watched in horror as Che personally put his pistol 

to the back of a sobbing 14 year old boys head and pulled the trigger, almost 

blowing off the entire child's head. 

Che in 1960 built and opened the major Communist death camp at 

Guanahacabibes in which thousands where murdered, mutilated beaten and 

raped as normal course. Guanahacabibes was run identical to the hundreds of 

death camps of the Stalinist regime in the Soviet Union where tens of millions 

where purposely and systematically murdered in. All this which Guevara took 

personal pride in. Much of this was exposed in the documentary film by Néstor 

Almendros and Orlando Jiménez Leal. Conducta Impropria. Found Here: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wcF5ubWiy5k 

Note this is where the Jews want to take America and the Western World as well. 

Don't buy their Cultural Marxist [PC by mainstream term] song and dance. Its a 

front by their own admission. To get things to a point where they can put a full 

Marxist dictatorship on the ground then like in Cuba the usefool idiots will be 

purged. Its known now the Protest Wall St movement which was secretly put 

together by the agents of Jewish Rothschild was an attempt at getting a Marxist 

revolution going in America. The same Rothschild's where the front Jewish 

Oligarchies of the Elders of Zion in creating Communism in the start and funding it 

aboard. As witnessed here: 

 

Communism And Masonry: Two Fronts Of The Jew World Order 

topic1477.html 

 

The Truth On Protest Wall Street: 
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From Wall Street With Guile 

topic133.html 

 

How the Jews are Communizing America under their banner of Political 

Correctness: 

The Jewish Communizing of America 

topic153.html 

 

More on the reality of Communism. 

 

The Real Death Camps And Holocaust the reality of the Communist regimes: 

topic3994.html 

 

http://www.cubanet.org/htdocs/CNews/y09 ... 3_O_3.html 

 

Che Guevara: The Fish Die by the Mouth 

By Humberto (Bert) Corzo* 

Introduction 

 

The saying “The fish die by the mouth”, refers to those who speak more than the 

necessary until being fooled by their own speech. Can his mythical reputation 

survive the publication of his own words? 

The objective of this article is to expose the truth about Che, to demystify it in the 

face of those who feel admiration by this mass murderer, exposing the facts 

based on his writings, diaries, speeches, letters and conversations with those who 

knew him. 

Che never questioned the crimes of Stalin and Mao, nor the totalitarian 

conceptions of Marxism, incompatible with the ideals of liberty and democracy, 

defending until his death his Stalinists ideas. His fanaticism made him an 

implacable enemy of liberty. The French writer Regis Debray, author of 

"Revolution in the revolution", wrote about the Che that: "He was adept of the 

totalitarianism up to the last body hair.” 

The early years 
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Alberto Benegas Lynch in his book "MY COUSIN THE CHE" writes: "On one 

occasion, one of my aunts told me that since early age Che delighted with causing 

sufferings to animals and, after growing up, insisted that the death (of others) 

was not so bad after all and that, in this context, he was ahead of the definition of 

Woody Allen: "dying is the same as falling asleep but without rising to make piss." 

Since early age his sadism becomes transparent. 

Carlos "Calica" Ferrer, one of his first friends, facilitated the first sexual relation of 

Che with the maid of the Ferrer family. It was made habitual for Che to maintain 

sexual relations with the maids who worked in the houses of his relatives and 

friends. 

Carlos Figueroa, friend of Guevara in youthful times in Alta Gracia, says the 

following of Che: “I nicknamed him the Fast Rooster because he was eating in the 

dining room, and immediately, when the mucama (maid) enter the room he 

forced her to climb on the table to perform quick sex. After finished he got rid of 

the poor devil, and continued eating as if nothing had happened…” He used the 

women of lower social status as sex objects. 

Che didn’t show interest in the politics of Argentina during his years as a student, 

unlike his student friends who liked to argue about politics and participate in 

some way. This attitude contrasts with that of his parents and his close friend 

Alberto Granado who were opposed to Peronismo. He recognizes it in a letter he 

wrote twenty years later: “I had no social preoccupations in my adolescence and 

had no participation in the political or student struggles in Argentina." [1] There 

are no other comments, neither letters nor other evidence which makes 

reference to his opinion on the most important political event of Argentina at that 

time. 

During the period that Che was studying at the University of Buenos Aires, his 

opinion with respect to the political militants of the left, reach us through his 

girlfriend María del Carmen Ferreyra "Chichina," which relates that Che had a 

critical stance with regards to the left-wing militants, whom he accused of 

“sectarian and lacking in flexibility.” 

First travel through Latin America 

In “Notas de Viaje”, his travel diary through Latin America in 1952, narrates that 

upon arrival in Chile he and Granado posed as medical specialists in leprology, 
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obtaining an interview with a local newspaper where they are recognize as such, 

which make them popular among the population, availing themselves of said 

deceit to obtain free room and board. In this case like in others reported by him, 

his lack of honesty, when he was in difficulties, conducted him to defraud those 

who crossed his path. His lack of ethics and morality becomes evident. 

Waiting for a ship that will take them to Easter Island Che wrote: "Easter Island… 

there to have a white boyfriend is an honor for the females. There, work, what 

hope, the women do it all, one eats, sleeps and keep them content… What would 

it matter to remain a year there, who cares about studies, salary, family, etc.” [2] 

This commentary gives faith of his machismo, his discriminatory attitude against 

women. 

Che,s racism becomes evident in these comments in his travel diary: “The blacks, 

those magnificent examples of the African race who have maintained their racial 

purity thanks to their lack of an affinity with bathing, have seen their territory 

invaded by a new kind of slave: the Portuguese. The contempt and poverty unites 

them in the daily struggle, but the different way of dealing with life separates 

them completely;the black is indolent and a dreamer; spending his meager wage 

on frivolity or drink; the European has a tradition of work and saving, which has 

pursued him as far as this corner of America and drives him to advance himself, 

even independently of his own individual aspirations.” [2] The movie “The 

Motorcycle Diaries” omitted this inconvenient observation in the Che’s diary. 

Is ironic his remark about blacks with regard to the bath, since his personal 

hygiene left much to be desired. When young he earned the label of “el chancho” 

(the pig), since he seldom bathed.  

Enrique Ros in his article "Che Guevara: His questionable medical title" writes: "In 

December, in less than 22 school days, he pass eleven subjects. Fifteen, almost 

half of the courses needed to acquire a doctorate, examined and passed in just 

three months, without having attended classes or practices throughout the year 

with the probable exception of the last few weeks…. Ernesto Guevara de la Serna 

would have to had attended 25 hours a day! in each of the 66 school days of 

October, November and December 1952 in order to fulfilled the academic 

requirements of the curriculum of 1937 in force in 1948 when he enrolled at the 

School of Medicine at the University of Buenos Aires…. Faced with these new 

contradictions I requested a copy of the academic record of Ernesto Guevara…. I 
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was informed that the Faculty of Medicine could not offer me a copy because the 

academic record of Ernesto Guevara de la Serna had been stolen.” Being Che an 

amateur photographer is inconceivable that no photos of the graduation exist, 

nor testimonies of doctors graduated with him or any other proof of his 

graduation. It looks that his graduation as a doctor is another myth about him. 

In August of 1953 from El Cuzco he wrote to his mother that in the eight days they 

were there, “El Chancho bathed once and by mutual agreement, for health 

purposes only.” [1]. Guevara in his Bolivia’s diary in September 10, 1967, writes: "I 

forgot to emphasize a fact, today, after just over six months, I shower. It is a 

record that many are already reaching." His Cuban comrades, because of his lack 

of personal hygiene, nicknamed him "ball of filth.” 

In “Notas de Viaje” he wrote the following comment that he called “Notas en el 

Margen”: “…and I know, because I see it printed in the night, that I, the eclectic 

dissector of doctrines and psychoanalyst of dogmas, howling like possessed, will 

assault the barricades or trenches, will stain in blood my weapon and, mad of 

fury, will slit the throats of any defeated who fall into my hands… And I feel my 

nostrils dilated, savoring the acrid smell of gunpowder and blood, of dead enemy; 

now I tense my body, ready for the fight, and I prepare my being as a sacred place 

so that it resurrects with new vibrations and new hopes the bestial howling of the 

triumphant proletariat. [1] This young person, egocentric and presumptuous, in 

this commentary expresses his rhetorical and ideological violence. This 

inconvenient comment too was omitted from the movie “The Motorcycle 

Diaries.”  

Second travel through Latin America 

In his notes of the second travel, July of 1953 in Bolivia, he narrates the following  

: “When carrying all our luggage we were going to climb to second class, an 

employee of investigations confronted us and after some lobbying he proposed 

us to climb to first class and arrive free to Cuzco with the badges of two of them, 

which of course, we accepted. Thus we traveled comfortably in first class giving 

the guys the amount of the price of second class.” [3] Here it remains very well 

reflected his moral weakness, his lack of austerity 

Upon arrival in Costa Rica, he writes down the following: “I stayed outside with a 

young black woman that I picked up, Socorro, more whore that the hens, with 16 
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years on her back.” Guevara makes his contempt for women clear and his latent 

social resentment is made evident once more time. 

December 10, 1953, he wrote to his aunt from San José, Costa Rica, “In el Paso I 

have the opportunity to pass through the dominions of the United Fruit, 

convincing me once again of just how terrible these capitalist octopuses are. I 

have sworn before a picture of our old and mourned comrade Stalin that I won’t 

rest until I see these capitalist octopuses annihilated.” Another letter to the same 

aunt was signed with the words "Stalin II."  

Even more important was the fact that when Guevara visited the USSR in his 

capacity as one of the leaders of the Cuban revolution in November 1960, insisted 

on placing a floral tribute in the tomb of Stalin, ignoring the recommendation of 

the Cuban ambassador Faure Chomón (one of the survivors of the Directorio 

Revolucionario that attacked the Presidential Palace). It is important to keep in 

mind that this occurred more than four years after Khrushchev’s revelations of 

Stalin’s crimes. 

During most of his life Che Guevara did not have a steady job, and depended on 

his mother, his sister Celia and her aunt Beatriz, who used to send him money, 

and other women in his life, to assist him in obtaining employment and also in the 

payment of his debts. Jon Lee Anderson in his biography of Che relates the 

following cases: “To help him in his quest to obtain a medical post, the well 

connected Hilda Gadea introduced him to some high-level government contacts 

of her…. The main contender for Ernesto’s attentions in February and March of 

1954 was a nurse named Julia Mejia. She had arranged a house at Lake Amatitlan 

where Ernesto could go and spend the weekend. Soon, they were having a casual 

affair.…. In March, Ernesto’s situation changed very little. Hilda paid off part of his 

pension bill, and Julia Mejia got him a job interview in the eastern Petén jungle.…. 

With some jewelry Hilda gave him for the purpose, he paid off part of his pension 

bill.…. Right away, he found a night job unloading barrels of tar on a road 

construction crew. He worked a second night….It was the first sustained stint of 

physical labor he has ever done.” 

In July Che wrote in his diary in reference to Hilda, “What did affect her was that I 

confessed about the fuck with the nurse.” [3] In August a friend of Gualo Garcia’s 

arrive in Guatemala in one of the planes that came to pick up the Argentine exiles, 

bringing 150 dollars sent by Che’s family and he gave it to him. Che writes in his 
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diary that they also sent him, “two suits, 4 kilos of yerba and a mountain of stupid 

little things.” [3] 

Che goes away with Hilda to San Juan Sacatepéquez in a good-bye trip, and he 

describes the following in his diary: “today, I dedicate it to bid farewell to 

Guatemala with a short outing to San Juan Sacatepéquez with a profusion of 

fondles and superficial screw.” [3] 

“Nineteen fifty-five began with little change for Ernesto. For the moment , his 

reality remained that of a young Argentine vagabond”….“the fact that Ernesto 

now needed Hilda again for the occasional loan” and, as he has written in his 

diary, to satisfy his ‘urgent need for a woman who will fuck’.” [1] 

In this vagabond life that he adopted by his own choice, he is shown to us as a 

cruel, harsh, irresponsible and one that take advantage of the women who had 

helped him during this period of his life, whom he considered of weak personality, 

and allowed him “to live without working” 

Those who attempt to present Che as a philanthropist of firm Christian values, the 

answer is given to them in this excerpt of the letter he wrote to his mother on July 

15, 1956 from a Mexican prison: “I am not Christ nor a philanthropist, I'm quite 

the opposite of Christ, and philanthropy seems to me something of....(illegible 

word), I fight for the things I believe in with all the weapons at my disposal, and 

try to leave the other dead to avoid myself to be nailed to a cross or anything 

else.” 

In a letter to Tita Infante, in October of 1956, he comments to her: “Of course, all 

the scientific works went to hell and now I am only an assiduous reader of Carlitos 

and Federiquito (in reference to Karl Marx and Frederick Engel) and other itos…. 

On the other hand I will tell you that I have a group of kids in the sixth year grade 

dazzled with my adventures and interested in learning something about the 

doctrines of San Carlos (euphemism for Karl Marx)…. My free time is dedicated to 

an informal study of San Carlos’ doctrines.” In this and other letters it becomes 

evident the Marxist formation of Che, and in this case also the use of the Marxist 

doctrine in the “brainwashing” of the children with political purposes. 

Pedro Corzo in the documentary "Anatomía de un Mito" relates his conversations 

with Miguel Sanchez, el "Coreano", responsible of the military instruction of 

Castro’s Granma expeditionary force in Mexico in 1956. El Coreano affirmed that 
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“Che always had problems with the blacks and despised them just like the Indians 

of Mexico", to which he referred as “the illiterate Indians of Mexico.” Che shows 

his racist face again. 

Bloodthirsty in Sierra Maestra 

The rebels finally got ready for the attack, leaving Osorio behind in the custody of 

two men. “The orders were to kill him the minute the shooting started,” Che 

wrote matter-of-factly, “something they obeyed with strictness.” [2] The 

execution took place in the early hours of January 17, 1957 when the shooting 

began. 

Hilda Gadea, the first wife of Che, published in her book “Ernesto: A Memoir of 

Che Guevara in Sierra Maestra”, the letter that him send to her dated January 28, 

1957, in which his sadistic and violent disposition can be appreciated in this 

phrase: “Dear Old Woman: Here in the Cuban jungle, alive and bloodthirsty, I am 

writing these ardent lines inspired by Martí.” 

February 18, 1957 the rural guide Eutimio Guerra, accused of passing information 

to the enemy, is prosecuted by the rebels and sentenced to death. At the 

moment of the execution, his companions were undecided to shoot him, and 

that's when Che stepped forwards, draws his pistol killing Eutimio with a shot in 

the temple, describing the act in his diary of the Sierra Maestra: “….I ended the 

problem giving him a shot with a 32 (caliber) pistol in the right side of the brain, 

with exit orifice in the right temporal. He gasped for a little while and was dead. 

Upon proceeding to remove his belongings I couldn’t get off the watch tied by a 

chain to his belt, and then he told me in a steady voice farther away than fear: 

“Yank it off, boy, what does it matter…. I did so and his possessions were now 

mine.” [1]. Later Che will write in his diary: “….to executes a human being is 

something ugly, but exemplary. From now on nobody here will refer to me again 

as the tooth-drawer of the guerrilla.” In a letter to his father referring to this 

execution he writes: "I'd like to confess, papa, at that moment I discovered that I 

really like killing." 

Marcos Bravo, leader of the Movimiento 26 de Julio, in his book “La Otra Cara Del 

Che”, narrate that a 17 years old government soldier, captured and interrogated 

by Che, answered: “I haven't killed anyone, comandante. I just got out here! I'm 

an only son, my mother's a widow and I joined the army for the salary, to send it 
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to her every month...don't kill me!." "Don't kill me! -- why?," Che replied. The 

young soldier was tied up in front of a recently dug pit and shot. 

In April the chivato (informant) Filiberto Mora was trick and apprehended by the 

rebels, and Che wrote in his diary: “The man, Filiberto, has been deceived, but the 

minute he saw Fidel he realized what was happening and start to 

apologize.”….“The chivato was executed; ten minutes after given him the shot in 

the head I declared him dead.” 

In late May two soldiers in civilian clothes, who were spying around the sawmill of 

Uvero, were taken prisoner. We determined to execute them before the attack to 

the garrison of the army in the Uvero. Che wrote in his diary: “The tomb was dug 

for the two informant guards and the marching orders were given. The rear guard 

executed them.” 

In September Enrique Acevedo, a fifteen year old who has joint Che’s column, 

wrote in his diary: “At dawn they bring in a big man dressed in green, head 

shaved like the military with big mustaches: is Cuervo, who is stirring up trouble in 

the zone of San Pablo de Yao y Vega la Yua. He has committed abuses under the 

flag of the July 26….Che received him in his hammock The prisoner tries to give 

him his hand, but doesn’t find a response. What is said doesn’t reach our ears, 

even so their words are strong. It seems to be a summary trial. At the end he 

sends him away with a contemptuous gesture of his hand. They take him to a 

ravine and execute him…” 

After the execution, Che moved off toward the area near mount Caracas in an 

operation to clean up the armed band commanded by the Chino Chang that 

operated in this zone. 

Soon afterward Chang was apprehend, the judgments began. Chang accused of 

stealing and a peasant accused of being a rapist, were executed. Che wrote about 

the execution: “First we executed the peasant rapist and Chino Chan, they were 

tied to a tree in the forest, both of them calm...” 

A few days later Dionisio Oliva, accused of stealing cattle and supplies destined 

for the rebels, was captured along with others, among whom was Echevarría, a 

brother of one of his Granma comrades. Oliva was executed and Che also ordered 

the execution of Echevarría for unspecified crimes and wrote down in his diary: 

“He had to pay the price.” 
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In the month of October Che also executed Aristidio, a farmer who during his 

absence sold the revolver that he had given him, and expressed his desire to 

abandon the fight when the rebels moved to another place. His doubt about the 

legality of Aristidio’s execution was reflected in his diary: “whether he was really 

guilty enough to deserve death.” 

In other occasions Che would simulate executions, blindfolding the defendants 

and firing shots into the air, as a method of psychological torture. 

“Che's trail through the Sierra Maestra was littered with the bodies of chivatos 

(informers), deserters and delinquents whose deaths he had ordered and in some 

cases carried out himself” [1] 

Che wrote on December 14 of 1957 a letter to René Ramos Latour ("Daniel"), 

National Coordinator of the Movimiento 26 de Julio who died in combat, the 

following: “Because of my ideological background, I belong to those who believe 

that the solution of the world’s problems lies behind the so-called iron curtain 

and I see this Movement as one of the many inspired by the bourgeoisie’s desire 

to free themselves from the economic chains of imperialism.” [4] 

Latour responded back to Che on December 18: “Let me just put on record our 

view, which of course is entirely different from yours…Our fundamental 

differences are that we are concerned bringing oppressed people of ‘our America’ 

a government that respond to their longing for Liberty and Progress, government 

that will be cohesive units that can guarantee their rights as free nations and 

make themselves respected by the big powers. On the other hand, those with 

your ideological preparation believe that the solution to our problems lies in 

getting rid of the harmful Yankee domination through the no less harmful Soviet 

domination.” [3] In the same letter Ramos Latour wrote that the ideology of the 

Movimiento 26 de Julio was inspired by the political thought of José Martí, which  

consisted of making Cuba a democratic and prosperous country, but with social 

justice, and that pact with other opposition forces were necessary and healthy. 

Dr. Armando M. Lago, founder of Cuba Archive, calculated a total of 47 

executions, most of them guajiros (farmers), carried out by the guerrilla, and 35 

casualties of the guerrilla in combat, during the year 1957. These figures are 

convincing evidence of the terror implanted by the guerrilla. 
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June 27 of 1958 Che wrote in his diary: “In the night there were three escapes”. 

One of them was double; Rosabal condemned to death for being a chivato, Pedro 

Guerra of Sori’s squad and two military prisoners. Pedro Guerra was captured: he 

has stolen a revolver for the escape. He was executed immediately.” [1] 

Vargas Llosa writes the following: “He also ordered his men to assault banks, a 

decision that he justified in a letter to Enrique Oltuski, a subordinate, in 

November of 1958: ‘The struggling masses agree to robbing banks because none 

of them has a penny in them…’ The impulse to dispossess others of their property 

and to claim ownership of others' territory was central to the oppressive politics 

of Guevara.” What he proposed was a return to the period of political gansterimo 

which took place at the end of the decade of the 40’s, with whom Castro was 

associated during his student days. 

Jaime Costa Vazquez, former commander of the rebel army, said that much of the 

executions attributed to Ramiro Valdes, who later became minister of the Interior 

of Cuba, were Guevara's direct responsibility, because Valdes was his subordinate 

and fallow his orders. “If in doubt, kill him” were Che's instructions. Costa says 

that Che ordered the execution of dozens of people after the fall of Santa Clara. 

Marcelo Fernándes-Zayas in his article "The other side of the coin," says: "The 

capture of the town of Santa Clara was bloody for their opponents…. Many 

prisoners were summarily executed. Send to the wall of executions, without trial 

nor mercy. These executions were carried out in front of photographers, 

journalists and movie cameras. The prisoners, in many cases, were rural youths 

who had joined the army as a last resort to escape unemployment and were 

known as ‘casquitos’ (little helmets).” 

Che in La Cabaña 

Guevara was appointed by Castro's military chief of La Cabaña fortress in Havana 

after Batista fled from Cuba, a position he held from January to September 1959, 

and also responsible of the Comisión Depuradora (Cleansing Commission), with 

the purpose to implement the revolutionary terror. In an appearance on Channel 

6 of the TV in February 1959, Che declared that "at La Cabaña all executions are 

carried out under my express orders.” Here he presided over hundreds of 

executions in summary trials that even a sympathetic biographer as Jorge 

Castañeda, in his book "Companion: Life and Death of Che Guevara”, said that 

“they were carried out without due respect for the good doing of justice.” 
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Luis Ortega, in his book ¡Yo soy el Che! relates what Che tells to Duke Estrada: “It 

is necessary to work at night, the man offers less resistance at night than during 

the day. In the nocturnal calm the moral resistance is weakened. Do the 

interrogations at night. It is not necessary to make many inquiries to shoot 

somebody. What one need to know is if it is necessary to shoot him. Nothing 

more. You should always give the accused the possibility to do his discharge 

before executing him. And this means, understand me well, that the accused 

should always be executed, without mattering which has been his discharge. 

Make no mistake about this. Our mission doesn’t consist in giving procedural 

guarantees to anyone, but to make the revolution, and we must begin by the 

same procedural guarantees.” 

Napoleón Vilaboa, member of the Movimiento 26 de Julio and advisor of Che in 

La Cabaña, relates the execution of José Castaño Quevedo, director of the Buró 

de Represión de Actividades Comunistas (BRAC), against who criminal accusations 

did not weigh and whom he led to Che’s office: “While giving laps around his desk 

and the chair where the military was sitting, Che drew his 45 pistol and killed him 

right there with two bullets in the head.” 

Chilling story of the former political prisoner Pierre San Martin, eyewitness of the 

murder in cold blood of a boy between 12 and 14 years of age carried out by the 

abominable monster of cruelty Che Guevara in La Cabaña fortress in 1959: “…the 

sound of the iron door opening was heard as they threw another person into the 

already crowded cell…. And what did you do? we ask almost in unison. With his 

bloody and beaten face he stared at us and responded “I defended my father so 

they wouldn't kill him, I couldn't stop it. Those sons of bitches murdered him.”  

Near the wall where they conducted the executions, with his hands on his waist, 

paced from side to side the abominable Che Guevera. He gave the order to bring 

the boy first and he ordered him to kneel in front of the wall. The boy disobeyed 

the order with courage that words can't express and responded to this infamous 

character: “If you're going to kill me you're going to have to do it the way you kill 

a man, standing, not like a coward, kneeling.” 

Walking behind the boy, Che said “whereupon you are a brave lad”… He 

upholstered his pistol and shot him in the nape of the neck so that he almost 

decapitated him.” [6] 
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The Rumanian writer Stefan Bacie, in his poem “I do not sing to Che”, made 

reference how Che Guevara invited to accompany him to see how people are shot 

at the wall in La Cabaña. 

The first three months of the Cuban Revolution saw 568 firing squad executions. 

Even the New York Times admits it, according to the journalist of this newspaper 

Hart Phillips, "400 in the first two months.” The journalist Tetlon of the London 

Daily Telegraph writes the following, “sometimes four courts functioned 

simultaneously, without lawyers or character witnesses, imparting judgment, 

contemplating the capital punishment, as many as 80 people in joint trials. The 

judicial proceedings were shameless farces that shocked and nauseated all who 

witnessed them. 

Jorge Castañeda in his Guevara’s biography mentions that the deceased father 

Iñaki de Aspiazu, a catholic Basque sympathizer of the revolution, spoke of 700 

victims. Luis Ortega writes in his book "Yo Soy El Che!" that Guevara sent 1,897 

men to the firing squad. In his book "Che Guevara: A Biography," Daniel James 

writes that Che himself admitted to ordering "several thousand" executions 

during the first few years of the Castro regime. Félix Rodríguez, an exagent of the 

CIA, which participate in the capture of Che in Bolivia, told Vargas Llosa that he 

faced Che after his capture recriminating him the “more or less 2.000” executions 

for which he was responsible throughout his life. “He told me that they were all 

CIA agents and did not discuss the figure” In contrast with the Nuremberg trials, 

at the end of the Second World War, of the 24 Nazi leaders accused of war crimes 

only to 11 of them the death penalty was applied. 

In a letter written in May 1959 to his friend Julio “El Gaucho” Castro he says good-

bye with this phrase: “A strong hug from the one who is called and whom history 

will cal….CHE”. In a Christmas letter to his parents he wrote: “We walk over pure 

history of the highest American category; we are the future and we know it, we 

build with happiness although we have forgotten individual affections.” [1] These 

sentences, which describe him from head to toe, reveal his arrogant character, his 

delusions of grandeur, when exaggerating his own historical importance. 

Export of guerrillas 

After the triumph of the revolution Castro and Che launched the guerrilla 

movement across Latin America. A plan was immediately organized to initiate 
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guerrilla focus with Che’s assistance, in Panama, Dominican Republic, Haiti, 

Nicaragua, Guatemala and Colombia. 

The invasion of Panama at the end of April of 1959 was a failure. The Panamanian 

authorities captured two Cuban invaders. On June first a group of Nicaraguan, 

among which was Rodolfo Romero an old companion of Che, under the direction 

of Joaquin Chamorro, left Havana towards Nicaragua. Chamorro, after its capture, 

admitted the military assistance provided by Castro and Che. The invasion of 

Santo Domingo in mid June 1959, ended in failure with a balance of more than 

200 dead, among them the Cuban leaders of the expedition Jiménez Moya and 

Horacio Rodriguez. In August 1959 they began in Haiti the conflict that concluded 

with the defeat of the invaders. In November 1960 some officers of the 

Guatemalan army took up arms. Airplanes of the Cuban Air Force flew over the 

military airfield of Zacapa, one of the two places of the uprising, supplying the 

insurgents. This uprising also failed. 

The Cuban intervention in Venezuela in support of the guerrilla, fails when the 

army of Venezuela, in November of 1963, surprises a landing originated in Cuba in 

the peninsula of Paraguaná. In February of 1964 the OAS condemned the 

interference of the Castro regime in Venezuela. 

The guerrilla operation began in Argentina at the beginning of 1964 in the 

province of Salta, with the Argentine journalist Jorge Ricardo Masetti in charge of 

it. The operations were supervised by Che. In April of 1964, the Argentine army 

attacked the guerrilla camp with the result of several guerrillas dead, among them 

the Cuban instructor captain Hermes Peña, Che’s escort, and 14 were taken 

prisoners. Masetti disappeared in the jungle of Salta without leaving a trace, and 

the guerrilla focus was eliminated. When Alberto Granados asked him why he was 

depressed as a result of this setback, Che answer to him: "Here you see me 

behind a desk, screwed, while my people die during the missions to which I have 

sent them.” 

José Pardo LLada in the book "Fidel and Che," writes what Che told him in1959: 

“We must do away with all the newspapers, because a revolution with freedom of 

the press cannot be done. The newspapers are instruments of the oligarchy.” The 

regime controlled, censured or shut down newspapers and magazines, television 

and radio stations and the movie industry. Freedom of the press and information 

were suppressed. 
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The commercial/diplomatic mission 

In June of 1959 Guevara was sent in a diplomatic mission with the purpose to 

establish new trade relations, carry out sugar sales and obtain weapons in 

Yugoslavia, not being successful in any of them. In Cairo he met with Gamal Abdel 

Naser, who told in his memoirs that Guevara asked him how many people had 

emigrated from their country as a result of the agrarian reform. When Naser 

answered that nobody had gone away, Che angrily told him that “the way to 

measure the depth of the change is to measure the number of people that felt 

that there was no place for them in the new society”.  

 

In India his meeting with Prime Minister Nehru, during a splendid lunch, did not 

provide result in the establishment of trade relations. In Japan his proposal to 

permute sugar by Japanese products was rejected in the interview he held with 

the Minister of Foreign Trade. In its interview with the prime Minister of 

Indonesian Sukarno, also failed in selling sugar and in the establishment of trade 

relations. During its stay in Yugoslavia he met Josip Broz Tito, not being successful 

in obtaining weapons from this country. 

In one of the paragraphs of the July 1959 letter to his mother, published in the 

book written by his father “My son the Che”, writes: “I am still the same loner 

that I used to be, looking for my path without personal help, but now I possess 

the sense of my historic duty. I have no home, no woman, no children, nor 

parents, nor brothers and sisters, my friends are my friends as long as they think 

politically like I do.” When Hilda Gadea, his wife, arrived in Cuba with his daughter 

in January 1959, she found out that her husband was living with his lover Aleida 

March, which became pregnant. In May Che divorced his wife and married his 

mistress in his office at La Cabaña. After a brief honeymoon, he left the country in 

his first diplomatic trip. During the two months he was absent, he never 

communicate with Aleida. Aleida told the following to Anderson: “Che was a 

‘machista’ like most Latins.” He was irresponsible with his own family, leaving 

their wives and children when they needed him most, to continue his guerrilla 

adventures. 

He repaid Hilda with treason the help and love she gave him. Women played a 

secondary role in his life. 

Che's homophobia 
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Che played a principal role in setting up Cuba's first labor camp in the 

Guanahacabibes region in western Cuba in 1960-1961, to confine people who had 

committed no crime punishable by law, revolutionary or otherwise. This "crimes" 

involved drinking, vagrancy, disrespect for authorities, laziness and playing loud 

music. Che defended that initiative in his own words: “We only send to 

Guanahacabibes those doubtful cases where we are not sure people should go to 

jail… people who have committed crimes against revolutionary morals, to a lesser 

or greater degree.... It is hard labor, not brute labor, rather the working 

conditions there are hard.” [5] 

“This camp was the precursor to the eventual systematic confinement, starting in 

1965 in the province of Camagüey, of dissidents, homosexuals, Catholics, 

Jehovah's Witnesses, Afro-Cuban priests, and other such scum, under the banner 

of UMAP, Unidades Militares de Ayuda a la Producción, or Military Units to Help 

Production. Herded into buses and trucks, the “unfit” would be transported at 

gunpoint into concentration camps organized on the Guanahacabibes mold. Some 

would never return; others would be raped, beaten, or mutilated; and most 

would be traumatized for life, as Néstor Almendros's wrenching documentary 

Improper Conduct showed the world a couple of decades ago.” [5] 

Che's homophobia is expressed in the poster placed at the entrance to the forced 

labor camp, where homosexuals were confined, which read: “The work will make 

you men”', replica of the slogan “The work will make you free” used in the Nazi 

concentration camps. It intended to correct the homosexual behavior applying 

rigorous punishments with the intention of modifying this social deviation, which 

does not constitute a crime punishable by law. 

In the 80s and 90s this non-judicial, forced confinement, was also applied to AIDS 

victims. 

In a TV speech June 26, 1961, when he was Minister of Industries said: “The 

Cuban workers have to start being used to live in a collectivism regimen and by no 

means can they go on strike.” December 15, 1959 marked the start of the process 

of the purges of the union leaders, democratically elected in the X congress of the 

CTC carried out in November 1959, destroying the labor union movement and 

abolishing labor rights conquered by the laborers. 

Economic, diplomatic, and political failures 
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In 1961 Guevara was appointed minister of industry, and in the name of 

diversification, the cultivated area was reduced and the manpower utilize in other 

activities. Cuban industrialization failed due to the lag of raw materials for the 

new industries. Already by 1963 the hopes of industrialization were abandoned, 

and during the period 1961 to 1991, the Island will survive thanks to the Soviet 

subsidy of $ 120 million. 

As head of the Cuban diplomatic delegation in the Conference of Punta del Este, 

in his speech at the fifth plenary meeting of CIES, 8 August of 1961, predicted the 

following:  

“The rate of growth presented as a most beautiful thing for all Latin America is a  

2.5 percent net growth… We speak of 10 percent growth with no fear 

whatsoever; 10 percent growth is the rate that Cuba foresees for the coming 

years… What does Cuba intend to have by the year 1980? A net income per capita 

of around $3,000; more than the United States currently has.” Cuba’s per capita 

in 2004 was only $1,873 dollars. “During the period 1960-1979, Cuba was the only 

Latin American country showing negative GDP results. In the 1991-2000 decade 

its GDP annual average was –1.9%, thereby placing Cuba next to the last among 

the Latin American countries, only higher than Haiti.” [7] This result is largely 

attributable to the adverse effects of the economic policy of Che on the Cuban 

economy. In 1959 Cuba ranked second in economic wealth in Latin America. 

During the Cuban Missile Crisis in October 12, 1962, Che supported Fidel in the 

nuclear confrontation with the United States. Che was disappointed when 

Khrushchev decided, under the threat of nuclear war, to retire the missiles (See 

Nikita Khrushchev Memoirs). He told Sam Russell the British reporter of the 

socialist newspaper Daily Worker that “If the missiles had remained we would 

have used them against the very heart of U.S. including New York. We must never 

establish peaceful coexistence. In this struggle to the death between two systems 

we must gain the ultimate victory. We must walk the path of liberation even if it 

costs millions of atomic victims.” 

In his deep hatred against the United States, this monster of cruelty did not 

hesitate in supporting the nuclear confrontation without given a damn that such 

action sealed the annihilation of the Cuban people and a large part of humanity.  

On December 11, 1964, during a debate in the United Nations General Assembly 

Che said: “As Marxists we have maintained that peaceful coexistence among 
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nations does not include coexistence between exploiters and the exploited.” As 

representative of the Cuban government he was severely attacked because of the 

firing squad executions without any judicial process and evidence as required by 

the rule of law. Guevara, in his second intervention, making use of the right of 

replica, responded: “We must say here what is a well-known truth, which we have 

always expressed to the world: Shooting people yes, we have shoot people and 

will continuo to do so until it will be required. Our fight is a fight to the death”. [7] 

This demonstrates his intransigence with his political enemies; he was willing to 

make the blood run and wasn’t worried to carry millions of people to their death. 

In response to a question of Richard Hottelet of CBS in the program Face the 

Nation, New York, 14 of December of 1964, Che replied: “In America, the road to 

the liberation of the peoples, which will be the road of socialism, will march 

through the bullets in nearly all countries, and I can predict with confidence that 

you will be a witness.” Che, an advocate of political violence, failed once more. 

Guevara, during his trip to Algeria in1965, when questioned about the economic 

failure cynically replied: “We have a country to experiment on; we make mistakes 

but we will go on experimenting until we learn.” Such learning adventure has 

resulted in the biggest economic debacle ever experienced in Latin America.” [8] 

February 1965 at the International Conference of Algiers, Che in his speech 

criticized the Soviet Union policy by adopting what he called “the law of value”, 

which organizes and regulates human activity in the capitalist society. This 

contributed to the cooling of the relations between Cuba and the Soviet Union. 

The Soviet ambassador in Havana complained to Castro about the anti-Soviet 

behavior of Che. Castro disagreed publicly with the anti-Soviet policy of Che, and 

this caused Che to be removed from the ruling circle. 

In March 1965 Castro sent Che, who had assumed a pro Chinese position, as head 

of a delegation to China with the purpose to restore the damaged relations. The 

Chinese comrades argued that the revolution was influenced by the “soviets 

revisionist”, argument that was rejected by the Cuban delegation, causing the 

stalling of the talks. Che, once again, failed in his mission. 

Guerrilla failure in the Congo  
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Guevara in his diary about his guerrilla experience in the Congo between April and 

December 1965, begins with this observation: ''This is the history of a failure.”' 

The adventure he led in the Congo was a fiasco. 

Che, white leader of the expedition composed by two battalions of Cuban black 

soldiers, around 200, found out that blackness did not guarantee the mix of 

Cubans with Africans and the Cuban regime recognized later as a mistake that all 

the soldiers sent were black. The black Cubans were foreigners, who considered 

themselves superior and treated the Congolese with gestures of contempt, who 

resented such treatment. 

In the epilogue, Guevara asks the question What did the revolution actually have 

to offer the peasants of the fertile eastern Congo? He concluded that the tiny 

numbers of industrial workers were satisfied and not revolutionary, the peasants 

suffered no land hunger, the troops did not believe they would be fighting the 

Americans and race was not a sufficient motivating factor either. Again and again 

he pointed to a lack of leadership amongst the Africans, the incompetence of the 

Congolese fighters and a terrible disorganization. Che’s assessments make him 

look like a racist. It is also clear that the goals of the Africans were much different 

than his. 

Message to the Tricontinental 

In his "Message to the Tricontinental", 16 of April 1967, writes: “Hatred as an 

element of the struggle; a relentless hatred of the enemy, impelling us over and 

beyond the natural limitations that man is heir to and transforming him into an 

effective, violent, selective and cold killing machine. Our soldiers must be thus; a 

people without hatred cannot vanquish a brutal enemy.” 

“We must carry the war into every corner the enemy happens to carry it: to his 

home, to his centers of entertainment; a total war. It is necessary to prevent him 

from having a moment of peace, a quiet moment outside his barracks or even 

inside; we must attack him wherever he may be; make him feel like a cornered 

beast wherever he may move. Then his moral fiber shall begin to decline.” 

“The peaceful road is eliminated and violence is inevitable. In order to achieve 

socialist regimes there will flow rivers of blood, the road to liberation should be 

continued even if it means the loss of millions of atomic victims.” [9] Fanatic 

defender of the communist philosophy, which has been responsible, according to 
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figures from The Black Book of Communism, for the deaths of nearly 100 million 

people. 

These statements clearly reflect his feelings and intentions, that of killing in any 

place in a cold and indiscriminate way. This use of hatred and incitement to 

violence, it is not but another manifestation of the doctrine of terrorism through 

the centuries to justify mass murder and torture. 

Defeat in Bolivia 

Che’s Diary in Bolivia contains the following observations: “The rural base remains 

underdeveloped, although it seams that by means of planned terror, we will 

achieve the neutrality of the most, the support will come later. There has not 

been a single incorporation…the rural mobilization is nonexistent, save in the 

tasks of information that bother… the Army is showing more effectiveness in its 

action and the rural masses do not help us in any way and they become 

informers….The rural masses do not help us at all” was the melancholic 

conclusion of Guevara in his Bolivian diary. The 26 of September he write down in 

his diary, "defeat", in reference to “the disastrous ambush of La Higuera.” 

In reference to the Bolivian peasants, writes in his diary on June 19, 1967 “the 

inhabitants one must hunt them to be able to speak with them because they are 

like little animals.” Genius and figure right up to the grave. 

Che, at the time of being taken prisoner, who was slightly wounded by a bullet in 

the leg, with the rifle up high shouted to his captors in Bolivia, “Don’t shoot, I’m 

Che, I’m worth more to you alive than dead” His 9 millimeters pistol had all its 

bullets when yielding it. Why he allowed to be taken prisoner and didn’t fight to 

the last bullet? He thought that they were not going to kill him, that they would 

judge him as they did with Régis Debray and Ciro Bustos. He only was able to beg 

for his life, he didn’t know to die like a man. 

Félix I. Rodriguez, a Cuban exagente of the CIA, in conversation with writer Jacobo 

Machover told him the following: “Later he told me that they shot all the foreign 

agents in Cuba who invaded the country. Then I told him: Commander it is ironic 

that you tell this to me, because you are foreigner and has invaded Bolivia.” 

Felix, who was giving intelligence advice to the Bolivian army in the zone where 

Che was operating, relates that when he entered the premises where Che was 
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kept prisoner he told him he was going to be executed: “Commander, I am sorry, 

I've tried, but they are superiors’ orders of the high command. He became pale 

like a ghost. I never saw a person lose the expression of the face as he did, then 

he told me “is better thus, I never should have fallen prisoner.”  

In La Cabaña Che used to send convicts to the execution wall writing this note, 

“give him aspirin.” In Bolivia they gave him a dose of his own medicine. 

Fidel Castro used Che as spokesman in the propagation of his anti-imperialist 

platform and cynically continues to use him after his dead glorifying his memory 

for propaganda purposes. Daniel Alarcón (Benigno) Ramírez who fought under 

Che’s command in the Sierra Maestra, and accompany him in the guerrilla 

adventures in the Congo and Bolivia, being one of the survivors of that latest 

adventure, now exiled in France, in a TV interview admitted that Che had been 

betrayed in Bolivia: “Yes, Che and all of us were betrayed in Bolivia. Fidel send us 

coldly calculated to a remote place, well-selected for its lack of human resources 

and food. Later, they cut off us the arms supplies, intelligence, food, and finally: 

communications …. No longer I had doubts, had verified in irrefutable form the 

treason. All of us had been handled as worthless pawns in the murky chessboard 

of Fidel, in a cruel and inhuman form.” 

Evo Morales carried out an official celebration of the 40 anniversary of Che's 

death, celebration that was repudiated by more than 50% of Bolivians, opposed 

to the praise of an invasion of foreigners that killed 55 Bolivian soldiers and 

several civilians. General Gary Prado, who led the military column that captured 

Che, said: “The tribute should be made to the soldiers who defeated the 

invaders.” 

Epilogue  

Those who seek to hide his condition of ruthless assassin and consider him a 

martyr willing to give his life in defense of his ideas do not take into consideration 

his disposition to snatch it from those who did not share his ideas. José Martí in 

letter to Maximum Gomes, dated October 20, 1884, expresses his thought that 

the act of given one’s life for one ideas is not sufficient cause of glorification: 

“….Just as he who gives his life to serve a great idea is admirable, he who avails 

himself of a great idea to serve his personal hopes of glory and power is 
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abominable, even if he too risks his life. To give one's life is a right only when one 

gives it unselfishly.” 

Che failed in all the enterprises that he undertook; in his unfinished medical 

career, a profession he never practiced, as an economist at the head of the 

National Bank and the National Institute of Agrarian Reform, as Minister of 

Industry, where he presided over the failure of industrialization, as a diplomat 

and politician in his relations with the Chinese, Soviet Union, Japan, India, Egypt 

and Yugoslavia, in the guerrilla organization in Latin America, in his guerrilla 

adventures in the Congo and Bolivia and even in the fomentation of violence. 

In an interview granted by his girlfriend María del Carmen Ferreira "Chichina", to 

La Voz del Interior, she summarized Che’s failure with these lapidary words: “Poor 

Ernesto, he was not successful in anything: not as a doctor, neither as a 

photographer, as an economist, or as propagator of the Revolution.” 

In a letter to the editor of the Uruguayan weekly Marcha, published March 1955 

under the title “Socialism and Man in Cuba”, where Che addresses the issue of the 

"new man" says: “To build communism it is necessary, simultaneous with the new 

material foundations, to build the new man….This is the dictatorship of the 

proletariat operating not only on the defeated class but also on individuals of the 

victorious class…. Man under socialism, despite his apparent standardization, is 

more complete…. In this way he will reach total consciousness of his social being, 

which is equivalent to the full realization as a human creature, once the chains of 

alienation are broken.” During the last 50 years the young people have been 

indoctrinated with the concept of the new man, who would be complete, 

unselfish, communitarian and of moral values rather than material values. The 

result has been a new man incomplete, selfish, individualistic, of double morale 

and materialistic. 

Cuban schoolchildren begin their classes each day with the following slogan of 

indoctrination: “Pioneers for Communism, we will be like Che.” They will be then 

the new men; fanatics, liars, assassins and failed men, reaching the total 

realization of being like Che. Hatred to the enemies of the revolution is inculcated 

to the children in scholastic age. This quote of José Martí condemns hatred: “The 

haters should be declared traitors to the Republic. Hatred does not construct” 
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Che was fanatical, dogmatic, spiteful, envious, arrogant, proud, a liar, racist, 

devoid of morals, mercenary and homophobic, a bloodthirsty murderer, “a cold 

killing machine”, that the fanaticism of the left has turned into a hero. 
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Judeo-putinism: communism of the 21 
sentury 

Putin: “I will do everything for the Jews!" Posted October 18, 2012. “Putin will 

save us” says Jew Kapner! By “us”, he means Jews. 

 “Russian” president is blowing up Russia: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9sx2YmSXDy8 
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White Nationalist Delusions About Russia 

http://www.counter-currents.com/2014/03 ... ut-russia/ 

Émile Durand 

 

Map of Eurasia from 1771. Much of present-day Russia is called Great Tartary. 

4,127 words 

German translation here 

The crisis in Ukraine is unfolding at full speed, and White Nationalist circles in the 

West are closely following the events. A lot has already been said about the deep 

cultural and historical divide separating the western, Europe-oriented part of 

Ukraine from the eastern part, which has strong ties with Russia. With Russia’s 

military moves in the Crimea, some are even prophesying the onset of the Third 

World War. 

The majority of White Nationalists in the West nowadays cherish strong hopes in 

Russia and Putin in particular, which have reached a crescendo with the ongoing 

Ukraine crisis. However, I want to argue that these hopes are grave delusions. Not 

because Putin is also controlled by Jews, as is being countered by some White 
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Nationalists; he may or may not be, but that makes no difference for us. And 

alternatively, even if Putin’s Russia is not controlled by the Jews as strongly as the 

West (which is indeed not true – see below), even if Russia receives the full wrath 

of the Jewish-controlled media, it still doesn’t make Putin’s Russia our friend or a 

natural ally. 

Nevertheless, I concede that at the moment Russia is the lesser evil for the white 

race compared to the Jew-led West. But still it has to be understood that Russia is 

also an evil, an essentially anti-white system. Hence, at most, it could be only a 

temporary ally. 

White Nationalists seek power to enable our race to fulfill its destiny. To gain 

power, however, our movement has to have a firm grasp on reality. We also need 

a thorough knowledge of its enemies and (potential) allies. Therefore, it is of 

utmost importance for White Nationalists to have a clear understanding of who 

the Russians are. This understanding will be especially crucial if White Nationalists 

seek an alliance with Russia in the future against a common enemy. 

Somehow when reflecting upon Russians, White Nationalists, who in all other 

instances are manifestly sober and realistic with regard to race and ethnicity, 

suddenly lose their common sense. When one speaks of German or French 

identity, it is understood that the Germans and the French are white, European 

peoples, regardless of recent non-white immigration. Thus German and French 

nationalism are not necessarily opposed to wider white racial interests, although 

they often have been. Let’s call German, French, and similar identities ethnic, 

because they denote a core ethnic group. 

Brazilian identity, however, does not have such unambiguous racial connotations. 

Brazil has many Europeans, but it also has blacks, Amerindians, and many 

individuals of two or more races. Thus Brazilian nationalism is, by its nature, 

inconsistent with white racial interests. American identity used to connote 

whiteness, even though America had non-white minorities. But the American 

identity has been transformed into a commitment to the idea of freedom and 

equality for all. Thus American nationalism is, by its nature, opposed to white 

racial interests. Let’s call American, Brazilian, and analogous identities trans-

racial, since they both transcend and transform races. 
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Russian identity is more analogous to American and Brazilian trans-racial identity 

than German or French ethnic identity. There are many Russians who are entirely 

European. But there are also many Russians of Near Eastern and Mongoloid 

ancestry, and many of mixed race. But even the whitest of Russians, to the extent 

that he thinks of himself as a Russian, is committed to a trans-racial identity, an 

identity whose racial “substratum” includes not just European, but also 

Mongoloid and Near Eastern (e.g., Caucasian) elements, as well as mixtures of all 

three. 

A Russian is not, therefore, just another kind of European. Thus it is with good 

reason that Russians have always felt that their identity, interests, and destiny are 

distinct from those of Europe. European White Nationalists need to recognize this 

as well. 

White Nationalists are also well aware that a country’s developmental index, its 

per-capita GDP, the average income of its citizens, the level of corruption, etc. are 

directly correlated with average levels of many heritable traits within its 

population. In terms of corruption and many other parameters Russia is far closer 

to a country like Brazil than to any European country. In some areas, Russia is not 

even within Asian or Latin American ranges but rather competes with sub-

Saharan Africa. 

Moreover, blaming the backwardness of Russia on Communism would be like 

blaming slavery for the backwardness of Africa. Firstly, Russia has always been 

backward in comparison to the West, and secondly most of the former Eastern 

bloc and USSR countries in Europe managed to create functional and prosperous 

societies shortly after freeing themselves from the Russian yoke. Belarus and 

Ukraine have been exceptions, mainly due to the fact that even after gaining 

independence they could never properly throw off Russian influence. 

If the identity, interests, and destiny of Russia are not European, the fact that 

Putin has passed some traditionalist laws and that Russian society is allegedly 

moving in a more traditionalist direction does not help European White 

Nationalists in any way. 

If we are to rejoice at Russian traditionalism and see them as allies simply because 

of that, then why don’t we see Muslims as allies and see hope for the West in 

their traditionalism as well? After all, they are even more hardcore than Russians. 
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Traditionalism serves the well-being and promotes the survival of every different 

ethnic group, but just because different ethnic groups choose similar methods 

and values to promote their own survival does not automatically make them 

allies. 

Therefore the stronger traditionalism of Russians, their patriotism and pride in 

their heritage, do not advance White Nationalist interests any more than the 

racial pride and patriotism of Indians, Chinese, Middle Easterners, Latin 

Americans, or Africans. Indeed, it might make them more formidable enemies of 

our interests. 

The Grand Duchy of Moscow as the Forerunner of the Russian state 

Racially and culturally, the forerunner of Russia was the Grand Duchy of Moscow 

(1263–1547) which later became the Tsardom of Russia under Ivan IV (The 

Terrible), and not Kievan Rus as has been claimed by Russian historians since the 

time of Catherine the Great (who, by the way, was not Russian). 

Already by the end of the 15th century, the Grand Duchy of Moscow was 

populated mostly by Christianized Tatar-Mongols who in the course of the 

previous two centuries had gradually adopted Orthodox Christianity and taken 

Slavic names. The indigenous Slavic population had become a minority in a 

relatively short period of time due to the large influx of these Christianized Asiatic 

nomads, and due to mixed marriages between Christianized Mongols and 

indigenous Slavs. 

The expansion of the Grand Duchy of Moscow further to the east, into the lands 

of Ugric peoples (e.g., Mordvins, Udmurts), increased the Asiatic component of 

the population even further. Later, under Ivan the Terrible, the Kazan and 

Astrakhan Khanates were conquered and incorporated into the Tsardom of 

Russia. The vast majority of the Volga Bulgars populating those states (whose 

descendants from the 19th century on were falsely called “Tatars,” not to be 

confused with the nomadic Tatars mentioned above), was forced to adopt 

Christianity and Slavic names. And finally, beginning with the conquest of Siberia 

in the 17th century, there was a gradual Christianization and Russification of the 

mostly Turkic peoples populating those lands. 

The only Eastern Slavic state not affected by the Mongol invasions and hence able 

to retain its white Slavic/Nordic composition was the Novgorod Republic. Its 
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customs, its culture, and the mentality of its inhabitants differed from those of 

Muscovy. As race realists should realize, these differences relate to differences in 

racial composition of those two states. The most glaring difference is in the 

system of government: although Asiatic despotism reigned in Muscovy, Novgorod 

was governed by a popular assembly, the “Veche,” which was similar to the Norse 

“thing” or Swiss cantonal assembly. 

However, as a result of two wars in 1471 and 1477–78 Novgorod was conquered 

and destroyed by Muscovy. The city was devastated, and most of its inhabitants 

were massacred in the cruelest (i.e., Asiatic) manner. The Great Novgorod that 

was spared from the invasion by nomadic Mongols suffered destruction at the 

hands of Slavs and Christianized Tatar-Mongols. With the complete victory of 

Muscovy over Novgorod, the destiny of the future Russian state was determined. 

The people of Muscovy identified themselves solely as Orthodox (Pravoslavnye), 

and the term “Russian” was indeed completely unknown to them. Beginning with 

Ivan III, the grand dukes and later the tsars saw themselves as the heirs of the 

Orthodox Christian Byzantine Empire (hence the term “Third Rome” coined by 

them), and the champions of Orthodox Christianity. They were never guided by 

any kind of ethnic or racial identity or an idea of an ethnic state. The Orthodox 

Church, like all Christian churches, accepted converts of all races and blessed 

interracial marriages and their offspring. 

From the start, then, the Russian identity was not of a white European people, 

but of a white, Asiatic, and mixed-race population professing Orthodox 

Christianity and ruled from Moscow. 

Interestingly, however, at that time there were people who had long called 

themselves “Ruskie” (with one “s”) and most importantly were identified as such 

in Western Europe. They were the descendants of the people of Kievan Rus. At 

that time, they were the subjects of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, where they 

formed by far the largest demographic and linguistic group. Their ethnic and 

linguistic descendants are present-day Ukrainians and Belarusians. Later 

historians began calling them Ruthenians. Modern Ukrainian and Belarusian 

developed from the Ruthenian language. Therefore, it is the Ukrainians and 

Belarusians who are the rightful heirs (both racially and culturally) of Kievan Rus. 
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There were dramatic differences between Ruthenia and Muscovy. Slavish servility 

towards rulers, a typical Oriental trait, was characteristic of the Muscovites, 

whereas in Ruthenia the Magdeburg Law, completely unknown in Muscovy, 

operated in the towns, and the Ruthenians were as conscious of their rights and 

free in spirit as their western European counterparts. Therefore, from the very 

beginning, the inhabitants of Ruthenia were aware that Muscovite-Russians were 

a very different people. Even today the word “Muscovite” (Moskal) is used in 

Ukrainian as a derogatory term for Russians. 

Thus the opposition of Ukraine towards Russia has deep historical roots. The 

recent conflict in Ukraine, as well as the Orange Revolution in 2004, have to be 

seen primarily not in terms of geopolitics, as many White Nationalists are inclined 

to do, but rather as a deeper confrontation — as the struggle of European Slavs 

against an alien, non-European power. 

The Europeanization and De-Europeanization of Russia 

There was, however, a considerable infusion of European blood and European 

culture into Russia beginning in the 18th century when Peter I (the Great) 

proclaimed the Russian Empire and oriented the Russian state toward the West. 

Many European (mostly German, but also French, Italian, and Swedish) engineers, 

craftsmen, artists, and state and army officials were invited to Russia to develop 

the infrastructure, to modernize the army and state apparatus, to educate the 

local population, and to introduce western art. 

This process accelerated when large numbers of German settlers were invited by 

Catherine II (the Great), herself also German, to cultivate large swathes of Russian 

territory. The German newcomers settled especially around the Volga River basin, 

and their descendants later became known as Volga Germans. It was mostly 

thanks to the efforts and contributions of Russian Germans that Russia became 

Europeanized and assumed her position among the main European powers. 

Indeed, it is only beginning in the 18th century that the terms “Russia” (Rossiya) 

and “Russian” (Russkiy) came into widespread use, and historians of the Russian 

Empire actively promote the idea of Russia being the rightful heir of Kievan Rus in 

order to ideologically justify the past and future conquests under the motto 

“gathering the ancient lands of Rus.” 
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This “Europeanization,” however, occurred only on the surface, and in its essence 

Russia remained a distinctly non-European society, in which a European minority 

elite ruled over a Slavic, Asiatic, Near Eastern, and mixed-race population. 

However, this process of “Europeanization” was drastically reversed, both 

culturally and more importantly racially, with the Bolshevik Revolution. 

It is a common misconception to regard the imposition of communism in Russia 

as a merely a political change. First and foremost, the Bolshevik Revolution was a 

revolt of the culturally and/or racially non-European masses against the European 

elite. In short, this critical event in history has to be primarily comprehended not 

in social-political but rather in racial terms. The ideals of communism served only 

as a façade, as a tool through which the spiteful non-European masses expressed 

their deep and long-held hatred and resentment towards their European masters 

and everything European. This was already at that time clearly observed and 

eloquently pointed out by Oswald Spengler. 

Most importantly, communism drastically and irreversibly changed the racial 

makeup of the Russian population. The Communist regime targeted mostly the 

intellectual and political elites for destruction, who were primarily descendants 

the indigenous Slavic population and later European immigrants. Millions were 

murdered, and the luckier ones escaped to Europe, never to return. And since the 

de-Europeanization of Russia was first and foremost racial, it would be highly 

misleading to conclude that Russia returned to the European world after the fall 

of communism. 

Putin’s “New” Russia 

Indeed, the majority of the current Russian population reveres the Soviet past. 

The official ideology of Putin’s Russia rests upon its glorification. And, as 

expected, Putin’s Russia takes inspiration from the Soviet past rather than from 

the Russian Empire, which can be regarded as the only (quasi) European period in 

Russian history. Putin once even called the collapse of the Soviet Union “the 

greatest catastrophe of the 20th century.” Not the creation of the Soviet Union, 

mind you, but rather its collapse is the great catastrophe for Putin and his 

supporters, who are the vast majority of Russians. 

Most importantly, every year Russians joyfully celebrate their “victory” in the 

Second World War (which they call “Great Patriotic War”), without regard to the 
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fact that this “victory” was the gravest event in the history of the white race. 

These celebrations are accompanied by military parades on the Red Square in 

Moscow. This cult of victory is the main pillar upon which the national identity of 

Putin’s “new” Russia rests. They venerate their “veterans of the Great Patriotic 

War” who were the rapists of millions of white women, murderers of millions of 

white men and children. Basically this veneration of the barbarian hordes, and the 

pride that they feel in the barbarian invasion of Europe, underlines their ethnic 

identity. This alone is enough to conclusively demonstrate that the identity and 

nationalism of Russians are in conflict with white ethnic identity. 

Even the slightest attempt to shed light on the crimes of the Red Army and to 

revise the official WWII narrative is met with the same kind of hysteria that 

characterizes Western liberals. At every opportunity, the Russian media demonize 

Estonia, Latvia, or Ukraine when they commemorate their heroes who fought 

alongside Germany against the Red Army defending their homelands, or when 

they remove the monuments to Red Army soldiers installed in their cities by the 

Soviet government. For example, in 2007, when Estonian authorities removed the 

Red Army monument in the center of Tallinn, the official Russian media went into 

hysterics, and “youths” from pro-Putin organizations surrounded the Estonian 

embassy in Moscow and threatened the ambassador. 

There are a lot of Russians living in Estonia and Latvia (around 30% of the 

population). Their ancestors were settled there by Stalin in a deliberate attempt 

to change the demographics of those two small Baltic states. The social profile, 

behavior, and attitudes of these Russians closely resemble those of non-white 

Third World immigrants in western countries. 

One simple and glaring example illustrates this point. The removal of the Red 

Army monument in the center of Tallinn coincided with the presidential elections 

in France which resulted in the victory of Nicolas Sarkozy. As is well known, after 

the elections the black/Arab population rioted. Around the same time, the 

Russians rioted in Tallinn, and they did everything they could to earn the name 

“Arabs of Estonia” — e.g., in Tallinn, as in Paris, burning cars and vandalism were 

widespread. But that did not stop Russian news sources from branding the 

Estonian government and police evil “fascists.” 

In addition, many western White Nationalists may be surprised to hear that the 

Russian inhabitants of Crimea have recently shown their solidarity with Russia by 
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waving the banners of the USSR and the Ukrainian Communist Party. They also 

have vilified and demonized the leaders of the Ukrainian resistance fighters who 

fought alongside the Germans against invading Soviet hordes – i.e., Stepan 

Bandera and Roman Shukhevich. 

Putin’s Russia is Nearly as Anti-White as the Liberal West 

It is also a widespread delusion among western White Nationalists that Russia is 

free of Jewish influence and is an antidote to the Jew-led New World Order. 

Firstly, at every opportunity, Putin pays homage to the official “holocaust” 

narrative promulgated by the Jews. On many occasions he said that the holocaust 

was the most abominable atrocity in history, and the Red Army put an end to this 

horror. Since the cult of victory in WWII and the glorification of the Soviet past are 

the main pillars of national identity in modern Russia, this implies that Russian 

identity and patriotism are not only not opposed to Jewish interests but, on the 

contrary, are directly in line with them. 

Secondly, anti-Semitism is very weak in Putin’s Russia, and Jews feel quite 

comfortable and welcome. Jewish life is flourishing at a level comparable only to 

the early aftermath of the Bolshevik Revolution. A popular Russian-Jewish 

crooner, Iosif Kobzon, said not so long ago that “Jews are currently experiencing a 

Renaissance in Russia.” Furthermore, before the presidential elections in 2012, 

the chairman of the Council of Russian Jews proclaimed his full support to Putin 

and expressed his confidence that all Jews in Russia will vote for him. He even 

said that he doesn’t know a single Jew in Russia who would be against Putin. 

Moreover, again contrary to the hopes of many White Nationalists, neither 

Putin’s opposition to U.S. military intervention in Syria nor his passing legislation 

against some of the currents actively promoted by Jews in the West (e.g., 

homosexuality) is enough to qualify him as our ally or as anti-Jewish. For one 

thing, the attitude of international Jewry towards the Syrian crisis is not 

monolithic. While neocons promote military intervention, the Left, which is also 

led by Jews, strongly opposes it. Therefore, one cannot say that the failure of the 

campaign against the Assad regime is the failure of a specifically Jewish issue. 

Regarding Putin’s anti-gay legislation, Uganda has also recently passed a law 

against homosexuality. Blacks and Muslims have been staunchly homophobic 
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from time immemorial. But is it enough to make Uganda or Muslims and blacks in 

general our allies? 

Finally, and most importantly, real Russian White Nationalists, who are as much a 

minority in Putin’s Russia as their counterparts are in the West, are vilified as 

“Nazis” and are persecuted far more harshly than in the liberal west. 

The Ukrainian Revolution from White Nationalist Point of View  

Many western White Nationalists lament that Ukrainian nationalist organizations 

receive support from and maybe try to court favor from Jews. Others reproach 

Ukrainians for their petty nationalistic separatism, which is allegedly incompatible 

with the common fight against the perilous situation of whites worldwide. 

However, Ukraine is currently in a historical stage which western nations passed 

through long ago — i.e., the acquisition of a national identity. This step is a 

precondition for Ukrainians to acquire a broader sense white identity in the 

future. 

Therefore, any consistent and honest White Nationalist should support the 

current Ukrainian revolution. If Ukraine has any chance to join the larger white 

European family, this is the time. White Ukrainians are breaking free from the 

Russian (non-European) yoke and joining their white brethren in the West. 

It is simply a given that Jews will interfere with and try to profit from every 

upheaval, and they hedge their bets by playing both sides. Putin also has Jewish 

friends and advisers. So Jewish involvement in Ukrainian affairs is not in itself 

evidence that Jews are running the show, any more than Jewish involvement in 

Russian affairs is evidence that they control Putin. 

Moreover, western White Nationalists should not underestimate Ukrainians (and 

by extension other Eastern Europeans), and they should not overestimate the 

brainwashing power of the Jew-led EU. Having closer ties with the West and even 

joining the EU does not automatically mean Ukraine will be flooded by hordes of 

non-white immigrants or gays will be marching on the streets of every big city. 

Many Eastern European countries, including the post-Soviet republics of Estonia, 

Latvia, and Lithuania, joined the EU in 2004. However, those countries remain 

predominantly white. So far, they have been completely spared the demographic 

changes experienced by western countries through non-white mass immigration. 
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Eastern Europeans are sufficiently traditionalist not to permit their countries to 

be flooded by non-whites. 

In addition, non-white immigrants find relatively poor Eastern European countries 

unattractive destinations. They look for easy money, welfare, preferential 

treatment, an opportunity to behave insolently with impunity, etc. If they feel 

that the local white population will not provide these opportunities to them, they 

will simply avoid those places. 

Non-white immigrants also avoid relatively ethnocentric societies. Eastern Europe 

(especially Poland and Ukraine) already has a widespread image as “racist” 

terrain, to be avoided. The same incentives can be observed within Germany. The 

former East German territories have the reputation of being populated with 

“racists” and dangerous for immigrants. As a result, Turks, blacks, Arabs, etc. are 

simply afraid to go there. Thus even large cities like Leipzig and Dresden continue 

to have almost exclusively white populations. 

Concluding Remarks  

I wish to repeat and emphasize that I recognize that there are many white people 

in Russia, just as there are many whites in Latin America and the US. And I 

recognize all whites as potential allies of White Nationalism. However, Russian 

White Nationalists have to understand that white identity is in conflict with 

Russian patriotism and Russian ethnic identity, just as white Mexicans recognize 

that White Nationalism is incompatible with Mexican identity and patriotism, and 

white Americans recognize that White Nationalism is incompatible with the 

universalistic, multiracial concept of American identity that Jews promote. 

But those who think of themselves as Russians first and whites second have an 

identity, interests, and destiny opposed to Europe and White Nationalism. The 

same is true of a white American who thinks of himself as an American first, 

thereby adopting an identity, interests, and destiny opposed to White 

Nationalism. Being a French or a German patriot does not necessarily conflict with 

larger white interests, since France and Germany are integrally white countries. 

But being an American or Brazilian or Russian patriot does. Vladimir Putin is a 

Russian patriot. For a White Nationalist, that should not be a compliment. 

To be consistent, White Nationalists should support Svoboda and Right Sector and 

not Putin’s Russia. A movement that aims at power has to possess a clear and 
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sober understanding of its friends, potential allies, and enemies. First and 

foremost, it has to consolidate all of its adherents before considering an alliance 

with an alien power against a common enemy. It might well be expedient to ally 

ourselves with Russia on some occasions. But that alliance should not entail the 

betrayal of our racial and ideological brethren in Eastern Europe. 

To conclude, western White Nationalists need to awaken from their Russophile 

dreams and face reality. Rather than fawning over Russia and Putin, they should 

be more concerned with maintaining their credibility with their Eastern European 

brothers and sisters. There are many devoted Ukrainian, Estonian, Latvian, and 

other Eastern European nationalists reading western White Nationalist sites. 

When they encounter naïve, childish, and frankly hysterical Russophilia, they are 

rightly appalled. 

Russian identity is as trans-racial as American identity, Christianity, Islam, 

liberalism, and Marxism. Russian imperialism, like American imperialism, 

Christianity, Islam, etc., is a mighty engine of miscegenation, an engine that has 

been chugging away since the Middle Ages. Like the first Rome and the second 

Rome, the Third Rome is not a nation but a machine that liquidates every nation it 

captures, including its own founders. 

Thus Russian imperialism is not an alternative to globalization, but just another 

form of it. Thus Russia is not the future of the white race, but one of its 

graveyards. White Nationalists should, therefore, sympathize first and foremost 

with those white Russians and all captive peoples who wish to free themselves of 

that machine and its master, Vladimir Putin. 
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JEWS STILL IN CONTROL OF RUSSIA 

When the Jews took over Russia with Communism, they killed the entire Gentile 

ruling and upper classes, and replaced them with a Jewish ruling elite which was 

part of a larger Jewish order. 

"Rosenthal also talks about a Jewish invisible government which also controls the 

USSR, and how the UN is "nothing but a trap door to the Red World's immense 

concentration camp." He says this invisible power is responsible for the wars and 

revolutions of the last 200 years.” — Harold Wallace Rosenthal, age 29, personal 

assistant to New York Senator Jacob Javits 1976 interview with Walter White Jr., 

editor, Conservative monthly, Western Front. 

When the Soviet Jewion fell apart due to the long -term effects of the Second 

World War and the people openly rebelling in the streets, the Jewish elites in 

Russia simply put up new window dressing and did a game of musical chairs, in 

order to stop a full rebellion that would topple them. The new post-Soviet 

government was just as openly full of Jews as was the former one. It is the same 

ruling class. 

This brings us to Vladimir Putin who was a Lieutenant Colonel in the KGB before 

the fall of the Soviet Union. He was then brought into the New Government. This 

is revealing the facts on the KGB, like the NKVD and Cheka before it. It is created, 

staffed, and run by Jews, as it is the important arm of the Jewish ruling classes' 

control: 

http://heretical.com/miscellx/bolshies.html 

According to a report in The Canadian Jewish News of 13 November 1964, the 

present Soviet boss Leonid Brezhnev is married to a Jewess and his children are 

brought up as Jews. There are a number of prominent Jews in the Soviet 

government, including Dimitri Dymshits in charge of industry, Lev Shapiro regional 

secretary of Birobidjan, and Yuri Andropov in charge of the secret police, the KGB. 

In fact, every secret police chief in Soviet history has been a Jew, from the first, 

Uritsky, the murderous Beria... A Jew is also in charge of the Soviet economy – 

Leonid Kantorovich. 
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Keep this in mind when you realize that Putin within 16 years, rose to Lieutenant 

Colonel of the KGB, proceeded to be high -ranking in a Jewish owned and staffed 

government, and is now the front man for the ruling kosher cabal: 

Putin admitted to growing up in the same apartment with a bunch of Jews. When 

speaking before a Jewish audience, Putin revealed that his own father was an 

"avid Talmudic scholar." 

“Mr. Putin said he was familiar with both the menorah and the Chanukah holiday, 

because as a child his family shared their communal apartment with a Jewish 

family. “ 

Source: Chabad.org – Jewish News - Chanukah Journal Nov 26, 1999 

http://www.chabad.org/news/article_cdo/aid/1119/jewish/Chanukah-

Journal.htm 

Putin: “I will do everything for the Jews!" Posted October 18, 2012. “Putin will 

save us” says Jew Kapner! By “us,” he means Jews. 

"RUSSIA'S PM TO JEWISH DELEGATION: I WAS FIRST TO RESTORE JEWISH 

PROPERTY! 

MOSCOW — In an extraordinary 40 minute meeting with Russian Jewish leaders 

yesterday (November 25), Russian Prime Minister Vladimir V. Putin promised to 

assist the Jewish community in combating anti-Semitism, building schools and 

reclaiming former synagogue buildings for Jewish communities." 

"Rabbi Berel Lazar, chief Lubavitch emissary to the region, who was recently 

elected as the head rabbi by delegates to the newly formed Federation of Jewish 

Communities of Russia, accompanied Federation officials Lev Leviev, Michael Gluz 

and Mark Grubarg to present the prime minister with a silver Menorah. Rabbi 

Lazar described the Menorah as a symbol of religious freedom. Speaking about 

the miracle of Chanukah, the rabbi and his colleagues described the resurgence of 

Jewish life in Russia since the fall of communism as a modern miracle." 

Jew-lover Putin admits growing up in the same apartment with a bunch of Jews. 

While talking to a Jewish audience, Putin reveals that his own father was an avid 

Talmudic scholar…“Mr. Putin said he was familiar with both the menorah and the 

Chanukah holiday, because as a child his family shared their communal apartment 
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with a Jewish family.” Putin's father's real name was Epstein, his mother's 

Shalomova. 

http://henrymakow.com/putin-is-nwo-pawn.html 

 

Tamara: "The photo at bottom left shows Opposition to Putin saying Putin is 

100% a Jew (his mother is a Jew and his father is a Jew). In Russia, many Jewish 

people hide their Jewish origin or they do not know or do not want to know. Putin 

is a person who hides his Jewish origin but uses it in the corruption nets. 

Historians tried to find his ancestors but failed. Common Russians think that Putin 

is an ethnic Russian. If they understood that Putin is a Jew, they would not vote 

for him. The picture bottom right shows Putin's resemblance to a Jew from Tsarist 

era." 

"In Russia, the eternal question is: "Who Lives Well in Russia?" At different times, 

they were different people, but now everyone knows that life is only good for the 

super-rich oligarchs, mostly Jews." 

Putin pledges to make Russia comfortable for the enemy Jew. Perhaps that will 

shed light on why he treats nationalists and proud Russian patriots like Jews treat 

animals. 

“Focusing on the Federation, Mr. Putin described its founding as a positive 

development to bring diverse groups within the Jewish community together to 

work toward common goals. He expressed his hope that the new Federation 

would help foster a climate of communal strength that will make Russia a country 

where Jews will live comfortably." 
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The following was written by a Christian Russian Nationalist, but it provides a 

clear understanding of what is really happening in the Jewish owned and 

controlled current Russia: 

"Their goal is to create in place of Russia and Russian civilization a new 

supranational pseudo- empire within the framework of the New World Order, 

under the guidance of a Jewish elite." 

Russians in Russia: The State within the State April 24, 2012 — 

Igor Artemov, Translated by Roman Frolov 

No one in the Russian National political movement —or just anyone for whom his 

Russian identity is not simply a matter of fact but a defining aspect of his life, 

beliefs, and actions—should harbor any illusions regarding the corrupt, 

grotesquely hypocritical, bureaucratic and police-state nature of the modern 

state authority and ideology existing in the Russian Federation. All this is true and 

doubtlessly affects our lives. And yet the single most important thing to 

understand is that this system is explicitly and purposefully anti-Russian. 

Although we cannot exclude that Putin and his close circle dream about their 

‘empire’, there won’t be any place in their ‘empire’ for the Russian spirit and 

Russian ideology, just as there was no place for Russianness in the late Soviet 

Union. Remember that the process of destroying the Russian nation and Russian 

worldview, unprecedented in its scale and consequences, was launched precisely 

in the Soviet Union and the current authorities of Russian Federation carry on this 

process more or less consistently. The Russian culture and the Church were being 

destroyed in the USSR. Internationalism and inter-racial marriages were 

promoted. The USSR has done everything possible to make people to identify 

themselves not as Russians, Tartars, or Tuvans but as Soviet people. All the facts 

show that it is the USSR and not the old Russia that serves as a role model for the 

current Russian authorities. They are building a post-Soviet state and not in any 

way a Russian national state. I consider this statement essential because of the 

conclusions and actions that follow from it directly. 

If the Russian Federation was just a red-tape bureaucratic or corrupt state, then 

these defects of the political system could be fought against and to a certain 

extent eliminated simply by dealing with the mistakes. Yet the problem is that 

both corruption and despotism in our country are consciously enforced from the 
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very top of state power. Long ago I realized that the situation in our country does 

not result from the stupidity, greed or incompetence of the ruling circles. Only an 

idiot would have trouble understanding that it is better for the country to have its 

own competitive manufacturing instead of exporting raw materials or to have 

honest officials instead of bribe- takers. The Russian authorities understand this 

too. And yet they do everything the other way around, strengthening and 

hardening from above all the vices of the state system. “Why?” you ask me. Well, 

because they have aims that are very different from those they publicly declare 

on television and through the mass media. 

Their goal is to create in place of Russia and Russian civilization a new 

supranational pseudo- empire within the framework of the New World Order. 

Under the guidance of a Jewish elite, the Russian majority will be gradually 

replaced by Asian migrants. Of course, they cannot acknowledge this openly as it 

will cause mass protests and they will be quickly swept away. So for the people’s 

consumption they have an official ideology of building a society of prosperity, 

social justice and interethnic peace. Yet they cannot hide the truth, especially 

from those who have access to objective information. As a result, the silence of 

the ruling circles is bought by enormous material benefits on one hand, and by 

intimidation on the other. In this light, it is easy to understand the murders of 

generals Lebed and Rokhlin, ophthalmologist Fyodorov, Governor Evdokimov and 

many others who had ascended to the political Olympus in Russia but had not 

become completely loyal to those forces that control and deliberately destroy our 

country as the heart of Russian civilization. I think that the mysterious death of 

General Shebarshin, the last chief of the KGB, is in the same line of political 

murders. 

The main supports for the Russian authorities in this enterprise are the security 

agencies. Their purpose is to suppress any popular protest and discontent by 

unlawful use of force — simply because it is impossible to do it by lawful 

methods. It is not a coincidence that today the members of the security agencies 

and not regular officials or manufacturers who get the most of benefits and 

opportunities. Not long ago I had a conversation with an old acquaintance of mine 

who sells real estate on the Black sea coast and in the Caucasus Mineralnye Vody 

region [translator’s note: popular resorts]. He claimed that 80%. 

of the expensive property [$500,000 and up] in these areas is purchased today 

not by state officials or businessmen but by highly-placed officials of the Federal 
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Security Service [FSS], Interior Ministry, Public Prosecutor Office, and other similar 

agencies from various regions of the country [sometimes such purchases are 

made using front persons]. In this way these ‘people’s servants’ prepare for their 

retirement. Needless to say, such property acquisitions are far beyond the means 

of an honest official, even considering their large salaries. 

Thus a conspiracy of silence emerges. Every member of this criminal system 

knows that he can keep his power and unlawfully acquired riches only if he 

remains silent and does everything his masters order him to do. If he doesn’t, 

however, and takes the liberty of excessive high-handedness or independency, he 

will face huge problems. 

I would like to describe two examples from my personal experience, which clearly 

show that highly stationed Russian officials have a perfect understanding of what 

is going on in our country and of the direction it is leading into. In the beginning of 

the last decade when I was a Deputy of the Legislative Assembly of Vladimir 

Oblast I had a conversation with one of the representatives of the President in 

that region. The conversation has stuck in my memory. There was high turnover 

at this position and I would like to avoid naming this person. The official 

sympathetically inquired about the Russian national movement and our ideology, 

and he demonstrated impressive knowledge of Bolshevism, Freemasonry and 

pretty good personal erudition. He told me that he reads our newspapers [the 

Internet was not as widespread then as it is now], and that some of his relatives 

voted for me in the elections to the Russian Parliament. I even felt some 

sympathy toward him because of his education and culture. In the end he talked 

about himself. He said that he understands the rightness of our cause albeit there 

were not only Russians among his ancestors. He told me that in Soviet times he 

and other members of the Communist Party were shown special movies on the 

danger of world Zionism and Freemasonry, and he mentioned some facts which I 

was not aware of. At some point, I even thought that he could provide a tacit 

support to our cause. 

Yet it ended differently. My confidant finished our conversation with a parable. 

Let’s say, he told me, a gang of robbers attacks a woman and wants to rape her. 

She has a choice, to resist, get seriously beaten and injured and be raped anyway, 

or “to relax and try to get some pleasure”…. So this is what is being done with our 

country. We can’t fight against the whole world. So let’s relax and try to benefit 
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from this situation as much as possible. I remember being quite shocked, both at 

his level of awareness and his conclusions. 

As a second example, in 2003 I was one of the originators of the internal 

investigation of the Police Department of Vladimir Oblast by a special commission 

from Moscow. The commission was headed by an elderly Lieutenant-General 

Golubev, if I remember correctly. He expressed his wish to meet me personally. It 

was a long conversation. I told him all I knew about incidents of bribery, 

racketeering etc. He listened carefully and took notes. At the end, we had turned 

to the Russian question again. Looking away, he asked me: “If things in Russia 

continue in the future as they are today, for how much longer will the Russian 

people survive?” I answered that I look forward to positive changes and aspire for 

the establishment of Russian national rule, but if the regime perseveres, the 

Russians as a nation will likely hold on for thirty or forty years more, and after 

that all sorts of irreversible changes are possible. “I also think so” — he replied. 

We had parted amiably. A couple of weeks later I received a letter signed by this 

same General, in which he thanked me for my assistance and informed me that, 

based on my information, around fifteen police officers were subjected to 

disciplinary action, but not a single ‘brave’ officer was punished seriously, though 

they deserved it. The commission had returned to Moscow and things in Vladimir 

resumed their ‘natural’ course. I guess that our General retired soon after these 

events. 

Make no mistake: both of the high state officials described here represent the 

best part of the establishment. They at least say that they are not against us. 

Others, however, are much, much worse: they are stupid, avaricious and cynical. 

Yet even these two wouldn’t openly side with us. They would stand aside and 

wait for something. This is why the Russian movement today should avoid 

internal dissent and squabble between parties. The regime hates us all, no matter 

who we are — backers of the empire or national democrats or Russian Orthodox 

nationalists or whoever else — it hates us just because we are Russian, because 

we don’t hide it and because we fight as best we can for our rights and ideals. 

We interfere with their desire to destroy Russia quickly and quietly. It is time now 

to begin building a “state within a state” in our midst, a society closed to 

outsiders where we can resolve all internal questions within it. We have no 

friends among the authorities, but we have many friends and like -minded people 
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among businessmen, scientists and military men, among virtually all strata of 

Russian society. I will return to this topic in subsequent articles. 

Igor Artemov is a well-known Russian Nationalist. His organization, Russian All - 

National Union [RONS] was proscribed last year and Artemov himself is on the 

run, as he is wanted by Federal Security Service for the ‘hate crime’ of writing 

______________________________________________________________ 

Note – the Jews pretend they were victims of the very system they instituted and 

controlled: 

At Putin's side, an army of Jewish billionaires. "We have to keep our Jewishness 

and be united in the Diaspora," says Russian Jewish Congress VP. " 

http://www.jpost.com/Jewish-World/Jewish-Features/At-Putins-side-an-army-of-

Jewish-billionaires 

When the air-conditioning broke down at the reception for the unveiling 

ceremony of the Red Army monument in Netanya on Monday, it didn’t matter if 

you were a billionaire, multimillionaire or broke. Everyone suffered the same. 

In one corner sat Mikhail Fridman, the seventh-richest man in Russia, whose 

fortune is estimated at $15 billion by Forbes. He stayed hydrated in the sweltering 

heat by sipping a glass of water. In another stood Moshe Kantor, the chemicals 

tycoon who Forbes said was worth $2.3b. He repeatedly removed the beads of 

sweat from his head with a napkin. 

The two men were part of a group of two dozen or so affluent Russian-speaking 

businessmen who came to the ceremony where President Vladimir Putin was the 

guest of honor. Some, like Fridman, flew in especially from Russia. Others, like 

Kantor, drove from nearby Herzliya, where many businessman from the former 

Soviet Union including Leonid Nevzlin and Gabriel Mirilashvili, to name a few, 

have made their homes. 

For many members of this class of ultra rich Putin’s arrival in the country was an 

opportunity for them to brush shoulders with one another and to mingle with 

friends and officials from the motherland. The richest man in the room filled with 

rich men was probably the media-shy Fridman, who declined to speak to The 
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Jerusalem Post. “I am a private person,” he said, displaying seemingly good 

English. 

Other faces were more familiar to locals. Lev Leviev, the diamonds and real estate 

mogul who is a bit of anomaly in this world, was on hand. Although born in 

Uzbekistan, then part of the Soviet Union, he immigrated to Israel as a teenager in 

the 1970s and made his money in the Jewish state. Only after the markets in the 

former Soviet Union opened did the Israeli, whose worth was estimated at about 

$1.7b. earlier this year, invest extensively in natural resources and property in 

that part of the world. 

Not everybody in the room was a billionaire. Some were worth a mere couple of 

hundred of million dollars Alexander Levin, a Ukrainian businessman who was 

among those who donated to build the monument, is one of latter. 

The real estate developer, who last year set up the World Forum for Russian 

Jewry, an advocacy group based in New York, explained why he it was an 

important cause. 

“My two grandparents were killed during World War II so it’s very important to 

us,” he said. “We are paying just a little [in comparison to what they paid].” 

How much is a little? Levin said the exact sum “was not important” but that it was 

“a lot of money.” 

Members of United Israel Appeal-Keren Hayesod, which raised the money to build 

the marble and concrete monument overlooking the azure Mediterranean Sea, 

were also tight-lipped. 

 “We organized a group of 10 to 15 top businessmen who raised the money that 

helped transform this dream to reality,” said Gadi Dror, the UIA’s director of the 

eastern region. “We do not go [into the] figures because they [the donors] prefer 

not to but it is meaningful amount.” 

A source later said each businessman had donated at least $100,000. Watching 

the group of mega-wealthy interact, one cannot help but wonder how so many 

affluent businessmen in the former Soviet Union are Jewish. 

German Zakharyaev, vice president of the Russian Jewish Congress, cited two 

main reasons for that. First, Jews are few among many. 
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“We are a minority and as such we have to be strong [if we are] to preserve our 

customs,” said the businessman who, as a member of the Mountain Jewish 

community of the eastern Caucuses, is a minority within a minority. 

“This is something in our commandments that we have to keep our Jewishness 

and be united in the Diaspora.” Second, he said, Jewish businessmen are hard 

workers. “We think a lot and we sleep a little,” he said. 

The China situation: 

October 1 1949, Mao Tse Tsung declared the founding of the People's Republic of 

China in Tiananmen Square, Beijing. He was funded by Rothschild created 

Communism in Russia and also the following Rothschild agents: Solomon Adler, a 

former United States Treasury official who was a Soviet Spy; Israel Epstein, the 

son of a Jewish Bolshevik imprisoned by the Tsar in Russia for trying to ferment a 

revolution there; and Frank Coe, a leading official of the Rothschild owned IMF. 

Mao would murder sixty million innocent Chinese people under his rule mainly to 

destroy traditional Chinese culture. As with Christianity, any practitioners of 

spiritual systems where outlawed, killed, and thrown into gulags, to die a slow 

death through slave labor, starvation and torture. The Communistic systems 

became the new culture of control. With China under their flag, Tibet was next on 

the list as being the last bastion of spiritual and historical knowledge. All the 

Jewish systems seek to remove spiritual knowledge from Gentiles and keep it in 

the hands of the Jewish elite. This is a major part of their indoctrination program. 

There has been a major Jewish population in China for over a thousand years such 

as the Jews of Kaifeng. Communism was imported into Manchuria by an Oriental 

Jew named Abrahams. The powerful Western Jews worked with their Asian 

counterparts to conqueror the East, just as they did with their Jewish Eastern 

European brethren. 

China has been built up into the biggest global superpower by the Jews and 

everything has been shipped there. This was identical to what the Jews did with 

their USSR, turning it into a massive super state of military superpower, to wage 

conquest upon the rest of the earth, which they did. The only reason they were 

halted was the second war monkey wrenched their plans globally and led to the 

stagnation and fall of the USSR. There are reports that the America tactical silos 

are contracted to Israeli firms for certain electronics' functions. This same 

situation was a key factor in the London false flag attacks, 911, and Fukushima. 
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They also have their agents all over the Pentagon and other key Western military 

and government networks. The West is past the demoralization point and has 

entered into the destabilization phase. The Protest Wall St was organized by 

Jewish agents of Rothschild to be the start of a Communist movement, which is 

part of the subversion of decades of indoctrination of students into Communist 

ideals. At this point, one way or another, they are seeking to take the West down 

should they start a full out Communist revolution, civil war or open war. One way 

or another, it seems Red Chinese troops will be on Western Soil "Liberating" us 

from the Fascist oppressors. This is what the Jews did in the ancient world with 

the Christian Crusades into Europe and around the world, and later with the Red 

Army rolling over Europe and the East, enslaving the many for the Jews. 

If they wanted to take it to open war, it would be easy to pull the rug out from 

under NATO in Europe and America, and put the West under the Red banner. This 

is what America and Western Europe have been prepped for over the decades, 

and how they planned to take Germany down into Communism during the First 

war, which they manipulated into existence for the sole purpose of taking all of 

Europe down into Communism, and they nearly did. It is a repeating set of tactics 

they are using. 

From looking at things, the ME conflict is a smaller warm up to a planned global 

conflict between China, North Korea and Russia and its allies. The Jews own these 

countries totally. Russia has just finished a mass joint war games exercise with 

China on Eastern European soil with thousands of Red Chinese troops. They 

where training specifically for war against Western forces. This was kept out of 

the mainstream it seems: 

beforeitsnews.com/war-and-conflict/2013/09/russia-china-hold-large-scale-war-

games-2449002.html? 
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Blowing Up Russia: Terrorism From Within 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9sx2YmSXDy8 

Documentary film describes the September 1999 Russian apartment bombings as 

a terrorist act committed by Russian state security services. Written and directed 

by Yuri Felshtinsky and Alexander Litvinenko. "We just cannot go out and say that 

the president of Russia is a mass murderer. But it is important that we know it." 

------------------------------------------------- 

This documentary also shows Jewish, Putin had involvement in this and might 

have ordered it. As he was head of the security services at the time they 

committed the attacks. That just happened to help get him into the leadership 

chair of Russia. And create a climate for more police state measures. Same with 

what the Jews are doing over here with false flag attack after attack. 911 being 

the most well known. The same attacks on still going on in Russia now. 

Putin is Jewish and Russia is under their control: 

topic2025.html 

This documentary also highlights the fact that under Jewish, Putin's rule freedoms 

of press are the right to free speech are being destroyed as Russia is being 

returned to a Stalinist style state slowly. The Jews are working to regain their grip 

on total power. This is why Putin is using the same justifications the Soviet regime 

used to crush protest or dissent on any level. To ban and crush valid opposition, 

national parties and imprison their leaders in Russia now. 

Russian Intelligence and Islamic Terror 

By: Jamie Glazov  

FrontPageMagazine.com | Thursday, July 16, 2009 

http://archive.frontpagemag.com/read...px?ARTID=35568 

Frontpage Interview's guest today is Konstantin Preobrazhenskiy, a former KGB 

agent who became one of the KGB’s harshest critics. He is the author of seven 

books about the KGB and Japan. His new book is KGB/FSB's New Trojan Horse: 

Americans of Russian Descent. 
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"Americans generally believe that Russia is as afraid of Islamic terrorism as the 

U.S. is. They are reminded of the war in Chechnya, the hostage crisis at the Beslan 

School in 2004 and at the Moscow Theater in 2002, and of the apartment house 

blasts in Moscow in 1999, where over 200 people were killed. It is clear that 

Russians are also targets of terrorism today. 

But in all of these events, the participation of the FSB, Federal Security Service, 

inheritor to the KGB, is also clear. The FSB’s involvement in the Moscow blasts has 

been proven by lawyer Mikhail Trepashkin, a former FSB Colonel. For this he was 

illegally imprisoned in 2003..." 
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Pussy Riot And A Look Into Russia 

The reality of Russia under Jewish tyrant, Putin and his fellow Jewish oligarchs 

regime is that of political oppression and state terror. Its going back to the 

Communist style system more and more. In the documentary below it was 

mentioned Putin released around 21 thousand political prisoners as PR stunt of 

phoney good will over the Winter Olympics'. People are being arrested for 

democratic protests and political difference of opinion. Many Nationalist leaders 

are normally arrested and put in jail as well. As Putin is marching Russian into the 

Eastern half of a Jewish owned, Globalist slave state. The "Pussy Riot" protest 

group despite their own politics' have really highlighted this fact to the world.  

More on the Jewish tyrants who rule Russia: 

topic2499.html 

This is quick documentary that interviews political activists in Russia and shows 

the reality of the Russia system. Its quiet communism. Just a warning the first 

couple of minutes show a graphic but censored clip of some gross stuff with a 

chicken in a supermarket.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?annotation ... 1YHu6c9jHg 

The members of Pussy Riot shocked Russia when they performed their "Punk 

Prayer" in a Moscow church back in February 2012. The group was protesting the 

growing closeness between church and state under Russian President Vladimir 

Putin, but they became international celebrities when three of the members of 

the feminist, punk-rock protest group were arrested by the Russian authorities a 

few weeks later. 

Nadezhda Tolokonnikova and Maria Alyokhina were convicted of "hooliganism 

motivated by religious hatred" and sentenced to two years in prison. With just 

two months of their sentence left, Nadya and Masha—as they're known in 

Russia—were freed in a general amnesty by the Russian government. Most 

observers saw the move as an attempt to clean up Russia's image before the 2014 

Winter Olympic games in Sochi rather than a change in policy toward Putin's 

opponents. 
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VICE correspondent Simon Ostrovsky met up with the band members in Moscow 

just a couple weeks after they were released to find out what they're doing with 

their newfound freedom. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Russia sentences anti-Putin activists, detains hundreds 

http://uk.news.yahoo.com/seven-anti-put ... ml#6h0UhMg 

A Russian court on Monday sentenced seven activists to prison terms of up to 

four years over a protest against President Vladimir Putin as police detained 

hundreds of supporters outside.  

A Moscow district court sentenced seven defendants to penal colony terms of 

between two-and-a-half and four years for what the judge ruled to be "mass 

riots" during a 2012 demonstration. 

The high-profile case has become a symbol of the harsh crackdown on opposition 

protests since Putin returned to the Kremlin. 

The eight in the dock were found guilty of taking part in mass riots and hitting 

policemen at a rally against Putin's inauguration to a third term as president. 

"The sentences are harsh and inappropriate. They were issued based on the 

political situation, not on the nature of the charges," lawyer Dmitry Agranovsky 

said, adding that the group would appeal. 

His client, 22-year-old Yaroslav Belousov, was sentenced to two-and-a-half years 

for throwing a lemon at a policeman. 

An eighth defendant Alexandra Naumova, 20-year old and the only woman in the 

case, was given a suspended sentence of three years and three months. 

Riot police detained several hundred supporters who gathered outside the court, 

some shouting slogans such as "Freedom" and "One for all, all for one!" 

More than 200 people were detained for "attempts to breach public order", a 

police spokesman told AFP. Most were released shortly after arriving at police 

stations. 
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People later gathered for an evening protest on Moscow's central Manezhnaya 

square but the entire area was cordoned off with heavy police presence and 

interior troops, forcing people to crowd on sidewalks. 

Several hundred stood near the parliament building nearby as police told them to 

leave through a loudspeaker and detained people in the crowd, an AFP 

correspondent said.  

Police said 300 were "trying to violate public order", and 70 people had to be 

detained. 

But Ovdinfo, a group that monitors detentions and arrests, said "a minimum of 

315 people were detained" at the square and surrounding streets. 

The two released members of protest punk band Pussy Riot, Nadezhda 

Tolokonnikova and Maria Alyokhina, as well as protest leader Alexei Navalny, 

were among those detained and tweeted pictures from a police van.  

Amnesty International condemned the detentions, saying: "the Russian 

authorities' rampant violation of freedom of expression and assembly shows no 

sign of letting up". 

Tens of thousands marched in protest the day before Putin's May 7, 2012 

inauguration, in a rally that ended in scuffles with police. 

The clashes on Bolotnaya Square led to dozens of arrests and injuries on both 

sides. Investigators said the opposition planned to overthrow the government. 

- 'Hideous injustice' - 

Amnesty International called the guilty verdict against the activists a "hideous 

injustice" and the result of a "show trial". 

Judge Natalya Nikishina said Monday that the defendants "took part in mass riots. 

Their shared blame is established and proved". 

But the defence said the case was based on conflicting police testimony that was 

not supported by any evidence, and that the scuffles did not qualify as mass riots 

due to a lack of grave injuries or property damage. 

The judge handed down significantly lower sentences than the terms of up to six 

years that prosecutors had requested.  
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The court had postponed the sentencing until Monday, with the opposition saying 

this was to avoid publicity before Sunday's closing ceremony of the Winter 

Olympic Games in Sochi. 

"I'm sure Putin didn't want the triumph of the closing of the Olympics to be 

accompanied with video footage of the detainees," Navalny told TV Rain 

independent channel. 

Most of the defendants have been held in custody since 2012, meaning that some 

will be eligible for parole later this year. 

Putin's spokesman Dmitry Peskov said Monday that like any other prisoner, those 

convicted "could apply to the head of state with a request to be pardoned" in 

comments to Slon.ru website. 

An investigation into the rally has already seen one person sentenced to four-and-

a-half years and a second committed to a psychiatric hospital. 
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Jewish Owned Russia Marching Into Jew World Order 

 

As with the previous article this one shows that Russia is just the Eastern wing of 

the Jewish World Order cabal. And is marching the Russian's into the same 

Globalist slave state they are to the West. With much of the same policies as well. 

Putin is also Jewish with a Talmudic scholar for a father: 

topic2025.html 

Putin and his kosher regime has been connected to false flag terror attacks on the 

Russian population. The Russian version of 911: 

Blowing Up Russia: Terrorism From Within: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9sx2YmSXDy8 

Documentary film describes the September 1999 Russian apartment bombings as 

a terrorist act committed by Russian state security services. Written and directed 

by Yuri Felshtinsky and Alexander Litvinenko. "We just cannot go out and say that 

the president of Russia is a mass murderer. But it is important that we know it." 

Russian Intelligence and Islamic Terror 

By: Jamie Glazov  
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FrontPageMagazine.com | Thursday, July 16, 2009 

http://archive.frontpagemag.com/read...px?ARTID=35568 

Frontpage Interview's guest today is Konstantin Preobrazhenskiy, a former KGB 

agent who became one of the KGB’s harshest critics. He is the author of seven 

books about the KGB and Japan. His new book is KGB/FSB's New Trojan Horse: 

Americans of Russian Descent. 

"Americans generally believe that Russia is as afraid of Islamic terrorism as the 

U.S. is. They are reminded of the war in Chechnya, the hostage crisis at the Beslan 

School in 2004 and at the Moscow Theater in 2002, and of the apartment house 

blasts in Moscow in 1999, where over 200 people were killed. It is clear that 

Russians are also targets of terrorism today. 

But in all of these events, the participation of the FSB, Federal Security Service, 

inheritor to the KGB, is also clear. The FSB’s involvement in the Moscow blasts has 

been proven by lawyer Mikhail Trepashkin, a former FSB Colonel. For this he was 

illegally imprisoned in 2003..." 

----------------------------------------------- 

Putin is very close on a personal level with the powerful Jewish oligarch 

Abramovich whom some have called Putin's protector and handler. As noted 

many of these people have direct positions within the government as well. 

Duma member 

"Abramovich was the governor of Chukotka from 2000 to 2008. " "Abramovich 

said that he would not run for governor again after his term of office expired in 

2005, as it is "too expensive", and he rarely visits the region. However, Russian 

President Vladimir Putin changed the law to abolish elections for regional 

governors, and on 21 October 2005 Abramovich was reappointed governor for 

another term." (wikipedia) 

Note: Chukotka is impoverished and remote region of RF, yet resource rich and 

with big potential to oil exporation. Abramovich, who had and still has lots of 

interest in oil & resources no doubt has spent the time governing Chukotka 

productively for his business interest. "Sibneft Begins Offshore Seismic Work in 

Chukotka's Anadyr Bay 
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December 07, 2005" source. Sibneft was Abramovich's company which he later 

sold and it went under the wing of Gazprom and its CEO Alexei Miller. 

Roman Abramovich - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

Chris Hutchins, a biographer of Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin, describes 

the relationship between Russian president and Abramovich as like that between 

a father and a favorite son; Abramovich himself has stated that his relationship 

with Putin is a professional business relationship, as signified by his use of the 

Russian language's formal "Вы" (like Spanish "usted" or French "vous") in 

addressing Putin, as opposed to the informal "ты" (Spanish "tú" or French 

"tu").[72] 

Source: Roman Abramovich - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia  

Putin saves Abramovich's US safe haven 

By John Helmer 

http://www.atimes.com/atimes/Central_Asia/JK27Ag02.html 

A deal with Kremlin makes Jewish oligarch Vekselberg the richest man in Russia: 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/news ... ussia.html 

Next the above Abramovich is the Jew Khodorkovsky the two of them are the 

most richest people in Russia and in the top level of the Jewish oligarchy in 

change of Russia. Note Putin got this character out of trouble once the cost was 

clear: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Khodorkovsky 

Mikhail Borisovich Khodorkovsky (Russian: Михаи́л Бори́сович Ходорко́вский, 

IPA: [mʲɪxɐˈil xədɐˈrkofskʲɪj]; born 26 June 1963) is a Russian businessman, 

oligarch,[2] philanthropist, public figure and author. 

In 2003, Khodorkovsky was named Person of the Year by Expert, sharing this title 

with Roman Abramovich. In 2004, Khodorkovsky was the wealthiest man in Russia 

(with a fortune of over $15 billion) and one of the richest people in the world, 

ranked 16th on Forbes list of billionaires. He had worked his way up the 

Communist apparatus during the Soviet years, and began several businesses 

during the era of glasnost and perestroika. After the dissolution of the Soviet 
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Union, he accumulated wealth through the development of Siberian oil fields as 

the head of Yukos, one of the largest Russian companies to emerge from the 

privatization of state assets during the 1990s." 

He was arrested on 25 October 2003, to appear before investigators as a witness, 

but within hours of being taken into custody he was charged with fraud. The 

government under Vladimir Putin then froze shares of Yukos shortly thereafter on 

tax charges. The state took further actions against Yukos, leading to a collapse of 

the company's share price and the evaporation of much of Khodorkovsky's 

wealth. He was found guilty and sentenced to nine years in prison in May 2005. 

While still serving his sentence, Khodorkovsky and his business partner Platon 

Lebedev were further charged and found guilty of embezzlement and money 

laundering in December 2010, extending his prison sentence to 2014. 

Khodorkovsky was pardoned by President Vladimir Putin following lobbying for 

his release by Hans-Dietrich Genscher, and released from jail on 20 December 

2013.[3]" 

It pays to be Jewish in Russia. Just like in America: 

Kremlin provides bailout to Jewish banker 

By Grant Slater November 5, 2008 8:56pm  

The Kremlin reportedly dipped into a fund to allow a prominent Jewish 

businessman and Kremlin confidante to pay his debts. 

The Russian government set aside $2 billion for Mikhail Fridman and his holding 

company, the Alfa Group, that would allow him to pay Deutsche Bank AG, The 

Wall Street Journal reported. 

Fridman, 44, is the first oligarch to receive funds from the account of funds 

stashed away from Russia’s windfall oil profits in recent years. Russia’s financial 

sector has not been immune to the global credit crisis, and market turmoil in 

recent weeks has led to jitters among Russia’s wealthiest. 

The loan from the $50 billion fund would allow Fridman to maintain his stake in 

Russia’s biggest cell phone provider, Vimpel Communications. 
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Fridman and his Alfa partners founded a Jewish philanthropy group last year 

aimed at increasing Jewish identity among Russian speakers worldwide. The 

Genesis Philanthropy Group is still in its nascent stages. 

Jews in the former Soviet Union are feeling unease that local funding for Jewish 

causes may be curtailed as oligarchs lose billions amid the global financial crisis.  

------------------------------------------------- 

More Jewish Oligarchs who got bail outs from the Russian government just like all 

the Jewish banker oligarchs in American who received mass bail outs as well: 

Deripaska, Oleg (UC Rusal) - Jewish multi-billionaire oligarch, reportedly friendly 

with Putin and a member of the Kremlin elite.  

Vekselberg, Viktor. (UC Rusal) The richest man of Russia 2012. This oligarh of 

mixed Jewish-Ukrainian rigin is also held a big stake and board chair in bailed out 

Rusal.  

Khan, German (Alfa group) - a Jewish oligarch, also a prominent member of the 

Jewish congress and a contributor to Jewish and "tolerance" causes.  

Aven, Pyotr (Alfa Group) - a Jewish oligarch connected to Putin since early 1990s.  

Abramovich, Roman (Evraz Group) - a Jewish multi-billionaire oligarch, reportedly 

very friendly with Putin, also a statesman in Putin's Russia  

Shvidler, Eugene (Evraz Group) - friend and partner of Abramovich, a Jewish 

billionaire with a stake in Evraz Group. 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 

Who rules Russia? 

Table of Contens 

(last name first) 

Oligarchs / Tycoons 

Abramovich, Roman. [...]probably one of the most famous "Russian" oligarhes in 

the world. Jew Roman Abramovich is one of the richest (or probably the richest) 

thieves and criminals in Russia, close friend of Yeltsin and protector/curator of 
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Putin[...]Duma member [...] President Vladimir Putin changed the law to abolish 

elections for regional governors, and on 21 October 2005 Abramovich was 

reappointed governor for another term." [...] 

Aven, Pyotr. Jewish oligarch banker (Alfa Bank, Alfa Group), controls Russia's 

largest private bank. $5.4B as of 2013. Connected to Putin and key Putin's 

administration officials since early 1990s. 

Deripaska, Oleg. Jew [...] member of the Board of Directors and CEO of United 

Company RUSAL, the largest aluminium company in the world and a President of 

Enplus Group[...] Vladimir Putin with Oleg Deripaska, said to be the richest man in 

Russia and a member of the Kremlin elite. $8.5B as of 2013. A known buddy of 

Nathaniel Rotschild. Deripaska is often described as "100% Putin loyalist", 

"Kremlin-friendly", "closely connected to the Kremlin" and even "the oligarch 

closest to Putin".  

Fedun, Leonid. ancestry unclear (though sometimes believed to be a Jew). 

Billionaire ($7.1 B), owns one of the most popular football clubs in Russia. Anti-

White. Likes Jews, finances campaigns and drives against "xenophobia" and "anti-

semitism" in sports (among football fans). 

Fridman, Mikhail Maratovich. Jew [...] Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Alfa 

Group Consortium, which is now one of the Russia's largest privately owned 

investment groups. In 2011, Forbes assessed his wealth as $15.1 billion, making 

him the 7th richest man in Russia [...]On excellent terms with Kremlin, member of 

Putin's Public Chamber; [...]one of the founders of the Russian Jewish 

Congress[...]large contribution to the work of the European Jewish Fund [...] 

developing European Jewry and promoting tolerance. 

Gutseriev, Mikhail Safarbekovich . Ingush (* non-Slav, Muslim Caucasus ethnicity) 

entrepreneur and businessman. [...]. His family clan is the richest in Russia in 2013 

and recent years. […] after successful deals with Putin's clans, all criminal cases 

were terminated and his family business is booming.  

Kantor, Vyacheslav Moshe. Jewish "chemicals tycoon" ($2.4B as of 2013), heads 

Acron, one of Russia's (and the world's) biggest fertilizer producers. Known as 

"Putin's ally and associate" with "close links to the Kremlin"; he is the current 

president of the European Jewish Congress and ex-president of Russian Jewish 

Congress, recognized as "one of the '50 Most Influential Jews in the World'" and a 
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big time champion of anti-White thought-policing, repression and indoctrination, 

in Russia and worldwide. 

Kerimov, Suleyman Abusaidovich. an ethnic Lezgin born in Dagestan - a non-

Slavic, traditionally Muslim Caucasus peoples, similar to Chechens [...] a secretive 

Kremlin-connected Russian tycoon. [...]Kerimov sometimes appears to be an 

extension of the Kremlin, the bankers say [...] the things [he does] seem to be in 

tandem with the government,” said Chris Barter, former co-chief executive of 

Goldman Sachs’ Moscow office [...] Suspiciously (*for a non-Jew) well-connected 

to the American/global juden-bankster oligopoly circles 

Khan, German. [...] a leading member of the Russian Jewish Congress [...] an 

active supporter of Jewish initiatives in Russia and Europe [...] large contribution 

to the work of the European Jewish Fund [...] aimed at developing European 

Jewry and promoting tolerance [...] On excellent terms with Kremlin. [...] Net 

Worth $10.5 B As of March 2013. 

Mamut, Alexander. Jewish oligarch and mafiozi, he has connections in the top 

levels of government: First Deputy Prime Minister of Russia in Putin's and 

Medvedev's cabinets, Igor Shuvalov, is an ex employee of Mamut's and they are 

strongly connected as associates. "He remains very close to the Kremlin and he is 

understood to be close to Russian prime minister Vladimir Putin". $2.3 B As of 

March 2013 (official and publicly known wealth). 

Mikhelson, Leonid. Part-Jewish although he doesn't publicly admit or identify with 

it. He controls Novatek - one of the most important natural gas companies in RF. 

$15.4 B As of March 2013. Deals and partnership with Kremlin-controlled 

Gazprom is a source of much of his fortune. 

Prokhorov, Mikhail Dmitrievitch . multibillionaire ($13B as of 2013) of Jewish-

Russian-Osetian origin, jew by mother's side [...] politician, and owner of the 

American basketball team the Brooklyn Nets, and different nickel and gold 

producing factories in Russia. He is well known for his contempt towards workers 

and awful working conditions in his factories. On decent terms with Kremlin. 

Rottenberg, Arkadiy (and his brother Boris). Jewish billionaire ($3.3B as of 2013, 

and $1.4B for Boris Rotenberg) and one of the richest men in Russia, personal 

friend of Putin, his former judo training partner. The huge capital he earned 
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through personal acquaintance with V. Putin, last years he got practically 

unrestricted flow of budget money.  

Shvidler, Eugene. Another Jewish billionaire ($1.3B as of 2013), natural resources 

tycoon, friend and partner of Abramovich. Together with Abramovich holds 

stakes in Evraz group - one of the biggest natural resource companies in Russia. 

Usmanov, Alisher. Muslim Asian (Uzbek) - Usmanov, who is Muslim, married 

Jewish Irina Viner,the richest man of Russia and the United Kingdom. $17.6B as of 

2013. [...]For his economic crimes he was even arrest and imprisoned in the 

Soviet Union. Today he gets awards of Putin [...] has "close links to the Kremlin". 

[my note Usmanov looks Jewish himself]. 

Vekselberg, Viktor. Jew [...] the richest man of Russia 2012. $15.1B As of 2013. 

This oligarh of mixed Jewish-Ukrainian origin is the owner of numerous oil and 

metallurgy plants of Russia [...]On good terms with Kremlin [...] 

--- 

Lesser caliber non-Slavic (Jewish etc) tycoons and Putin's pals benefitting from 

state contracts: Ziyad Manasir , Iskander Mahmudo , Muslim Ziyaudin 

Magomedov, Aras Agalarov, Armenian Vazgen Gevorkyan 

"State corporation oligarchs" 

People entrusted with running huge multi-billion dollar state corporations and 

monopolies, they are somewhere in between an "oligarch" and administration 

official, and easily a match in influence to a Minister or Deputy Minister. 

Chubais, Anatoly. [...]Jew by mother's side[...] was an influential member of Boris 

Yeltsin's administration[...] receives awards from Putin and Medvedev, as well as 

control of multi-billion dollar state corporations - RAO UES and RUSNANO. 

Kirienko, Sergey. Jew by father's side. A prominent liberal and supporter of Putin, 

was Prime Minister in Yeltsin's time. In Putin's Russia he heads Rosatom - a huge 

state corporation controlling the whole nuclear complex of RF - weaponry, R&D 

and power utilities - described as "state within a state, a powerful and secretive 

dominion with an almost limitless access to government funds and no 

accountability to either the state or the public."  

Officials / Kremlin administration under Putin and Medvedev 
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Dvorkovich, Arkady. Jew; married to a non-Slav as well – wife is an ethnic 

Dagestani) […]an economist, was the Assistant to the President (* i.e. Putin) of 

the Russian Federation since 13 May 2008 til May 2012. In May 21, 2012 he was 

appointed as Deputy Prime Minister in Dmitry Medvedev's Cabinet 

Fradkov, Mikhail Yefimovich. family of Jewish origin on his father's side […] 

Russian politician and statesman who was the Prime Minister of Russia (* 

appointed by Putin) from March 2004 to September 2007. Fradkov has been the 

head of Russia's Foreign Intelligence Service since 2007  

Kalina, Isaak Josephovich. [..]Jew, [...] From 2010 till now - Head of Education 

Department of Moscow government. [...] In 2009-2012 - Deputy Chairman of the 

Commission under the President of the Russian Federation to counter attempts to 

falsify history to the detriment of Russia.[...] 

Lesin, Mikhail Yuriyevich. Jew. Minister of The press, TV broadcasting and Media 

under Putin (1999-2004), temporary acting Minister of Culture in 2004, 

presidential aide and advisor under Putin and Medvedev (2004-2009), Kremlin's 

"manager of mass media" and "spin doctor". Once described as "the most 

influential personality of Russian television and radio", his record includes 

creation of Kremlin-friendly Russia Today (RT), Putin's election campaign 

propaganda and much more. 

Pavlovsky, Gleb Olegovich. [..]political scientist (he describes himself as a "political 

technologist") of jewish origin [...] adviser to the Presidential Administration of 

Russia until April, 2011 [...] one of behind the scenes masterminds and image 

shapers of Putin 

Reiman, Leonid Dododzhonovich. father was a tajik (asian muslim), mother was a 

German (jew?) [...]former Advisor to the President of the Russian Federation, 

Minister of Communications and Information Technologies of the Russian 

Federation. Leonid Reiman has been numerously rated most influential person in 

Russian telecom business with personal wealth over $1 bln., according to Finance 

magazine. 

Sechin, Igor. strange looking - [...] Russian official, considered a close ally of 

Vladimir Putin. Sechin is often described as one of Putin's most conservative 

counselors and the leader of the Kremlin's Siloviki faction, a statist lobby 

gathering former security services agents [...] currently is Deputy Prime Minister 
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of Russia in Vladimir Putin's cabinet. [My note this character also appears in my 

opinion to be Jewish in racial origin and is called "Darth Vader" by the Russian 

press]. 

Shuvalov, Igor. Nothing specific about ethnicity or parents; possibly a Slav. One of 

the most important officials in Putin's and Medvedev's cabinets. Another 

"oligarchs' man" in RF government, close personal and business connections with 

many of Russia's biggest oligarchs, including Kerimov, Usmanov and, most of all, 

the Jewish tycoon Aleksandr Mamut. 

Yusufov, Igor Hanukovich. Jewish businessman and statesman in Putin's Russia: 

2001-2004 - Minister of Energy, July 29, 2004 to April 8, 2011 - The Special 

Representative of the President of the Russian Federation for International 

Energy Cooperation, Ambassador-at-Large of the Russian Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs; currently on board of directors of huge state monopoly Gazprom - one of 

the largest companies in the world.  

Parliament: United Russia party, supporters of Putin, notable M.P.s 

Hinstein, Alexander. Jewish member of parliament, from the ruling party United 

Russia (Putin's party); member of the Presidium of United Russia - a handful of 

members who are the top ruling body of the party. Influential and prolific 

journalist and writer in Russia, advocate of Putin's government in media. 

Slutsker, Vladimir. Jewish multi-millionaire and MP in 2002-2010, prominent 

member of Jewish social and religious organizations in Russia and worldwide. He 

and his wife (whom he divorced in 2009) are known as supporters of Putin, 

Medvedev and United Russia. Naturally, he worked to assist the "worker 

immigrants" who are "humiliated by the extremists". Reportedly a buddy of 

another Jewish oligarch - Roman Abramovich. 

Zhirinovsky (Eidelstein), Vladimir. part Jew. Fake "opposition", in reality controlled 

by and servile to Kremlin. Fake "nationalist", neo-sovietist, the only kind of 

"nationalism" not banned in Putin's Russia and allowed non insignificant political 

representation. 

Prominent TV and radio hosts 

Solovyov, Vladimir Rudolfovich. pure jew [...] member of Russian Jewish Congress. 

He is the lead in the official debates in the parliamentary and presidential 
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elections. […] In addition he's an active supporter for Putin personally and his 

party "United Russia", Solovyov is a frequent speaker at their meeting; hugely 

influential Russia's TV and radio journalist, leading pro-government TV journalist, 

one of the most prominent and recognizeable Russian Federation mainstream TV 

hosts/media personas 

Misc 

Lazar, Berel. Chief Rabbi of Russia, and chairman of the Federation of Jewish 

Communities [...] member of the Public Chamber of Russia [...] Lazar is known for 

his close ties to Putin's Kremlin. [...] Vladimir Putin signed an edict to honor him 

with the Order of Friendship. This award is being presented for the contribution 

made by Rabbi Lazar to developing culture and strengthening friendship between 

nations within Russia [...] At the sixtieth anniversary commemoration of the 

liberation of Auschwitz at the concentration camp, Putin gave a speech. His 

speech was followed by Lazar awarding Putin the so-called Salvation medal as a 

symbol of "the Jewish people's gratitude" to Russia for liberating the camp. 

Spiegel, Boris. Jew; MP (senator), pharmaceuticals tycoon, anti-white activist, 

lobbyist and originator of multiple anti-white, anti-free speech thought crime 

legislative projects (signed into law and lauded by Putin); according to Jewish 

press "an oligarch who is closely tied to the Kremlin" and "firmly in the pro-Putin 

camp". 

The Civic Chamber. [...] a state institution with 126 members created in 2005 in 

Russia to analyze draft legislation and monitor the activities of the parliament, 

government and other government bodies of Russia and its Federal Subjects. It 

has a role similar to an oversight committee and has consultative powers. [...] The 

creation of the chamber was suggested by Vladimir Putin. Hard to find a White 

Slav - not Asian, Muslim or Semite – there 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The original article with automatic Russian to English translation: "Putin is Enemy" 

by A. Saveliev - Google Translate. Without Google Translate: the original article on 

savelev.ru. 

Why Putin is an enemy of Russian nation, Russian patriotic movements and 

Russian state. by A. Saveliev  
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I. Putin is an enemy of Russian nation 

1. During 8 years of Putin`s reign, number of ethnic Russians in Russia shrinked by 

8 millions. Annual demographic losses are the same as in 1990`s, when Yeltsin 

was in power and when Russia didn`t have huge profits from oil and gas export. 

Number of officially registered abortions is stable, about 2 millions per year. 

Quality of medical care significantly dropped, free state medicine is almost 

destroyed and substituted by commercial medicine. Vast majority of Russian 

citizens can`t afford it. 

2. During Putin`s reign, dozens of people with capitals above $ 1 bln legalized 

their money. In Yeltsin`s time, there were only 7 people with such capitals. Now 

their numbers increased tenfold. At the same time, life of at least 2/3 of Russians 

is still at levels of just physical survival.  

3. By changing immigration laws, Putin opened borders for millions of non-white 

immigrants. Many non-native societies were formed in Russian cities. They are 

terrorizing local indigenous population with help from Putin`s protégés, who hold 

all of the key positions in administrations and law-enforcing structures. All 

protests are stamped by illegal arrests and non-lawful court decisions. 

4. Putin de-facto acknowledged an independence of Chechnya and the fact, that 

500 thousands of ethnic Russians were cleansed from this region, and also gave 

amnesty for all bandits and terrorists, who fought against Russia. Some of the 

terrorists even received the “Hero of Russia” award, the highest award in Russia. 

Russian refugees from Chechnya didn`t receive any help, although ethnic Checnen 

“victims of the war” received and continue to receive tens of thousands of dollars 

per person. 

5. Putin systematically destroys Russian culture by giving control over all leading 

cultural, educational and media resourses to non-Russians or to perverts. Medias 

systematically destroy traditional morale, discredit Russian history, defile Russian 

language and substitute cultural examples of Russian classics by low-quality filth. 

Higher education almost fully turned to be commercial and can only be afforded 

by a rich minority of the Russian citizens. School education is almost destroyed. In 

last years, those who leave schools lack even some elementary knowledge.  

II. Putin is an enemy of Russian society 
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1. Putin threw a hurricane of repressions toward Russian social and political 

organizations: prohibition of books and closing of Russian newspapers turned to 

be a usual practice. ~ 300 of political prisoners are jailed for their political 

activities in Russian organizations.  

2. Putin destroyed the only patriotical party, “Rodina” (“Homeland”), that entered 

Russian parliament in 2003. By using non-lawful court decisions, he prohibited 

this party to participate in regional elections in 2005-2006, and than “Rodina” was 

destroyed because of the inspired internal coup`d`etat. 

3. Putin didn`t let any patriotic organization, concerned with the “Russian 

question”, to participate in 2007 parliament elections. 

4. Putin constantly visits social rallies of the Tatars, Jews, different diasporas of 

the Asian nations, but he never participated in any such event of Russian 

organizations.  

5. Putin openly supports warm relations with Hasid’s leader Berl Lazar. Mosques 

start to rise in core Russian cities.  

6. Putin created totalitarian party of Russian bureaucrats – the “United Russia”, 

and leaded her to parliament elections in 2007, thus breaking the non-party 

starus of a Russian president. This party is ultra-liberal in her core and serves in 

interests of oligarch groups, that grabbed all of the Russian national riches.  

III. Putin is an enemy of Russian state. 

1. Putin finally destroyed Russian armed forces ability to defend Russia. Leading 

military academies were closed. Space military-oriented know-how are selling 

out, space station “Mir” was sunk in the ocean. Under Putin`s rule, numbers of 

police forces, dedicated to quell all national-oriented opposition, are twice larger 

as numbers of army soldiers and at least 3-4 times larger, than number of police 

(per capita) in the Stalin`s USSR in 1930s. Naval Russian forces were radically 

shrunk, leading military industries and science were destroyed. Putin send a lot of 

Russian soldiers and officers, who fought against Chechen terrorists, to jail in 

order to pay new Chechen leader Ramzan Kadyrov for an illusion of his loyalty.  

2. Putin created strong top-to-down corruption system. Highest ministers and 

bureaucrats combine their “state service” with “working” in a huge oil and gas 
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export companies, where they receive moneys equal to their official salaries for 

hundreds of years.  

3. Russian law-enforcing system totally degraded and turned into a kind of an 

organized crime. Criminal activities are common for the special forces (who sell 

military secrets and fully control all major activities in a foreign trade), courts 

(who follow orders from the corrupted officials), militia (who takes bribes from 

citizens at every step), prosecutors (who don`t try to fight with corruption).  

4. Putin, with his own decision, gave 200 square kilometers of Russian territory to 

China, without any needs and lawful reasons for this. 

Several of the companies chosen to remake Sochi for the Olympics are owned or 

co-owned by Arkady Rotenberg, a childhood friend of Putin. News reports and 

Russian watchdogs say Rotenberg’s Sochi contracts alone are worth more than $7 

billion, which rivals the entire cost for the 2010 Vancouver Winter Games. 

Putin Buddy Gets $7 Billion of Deals for Sochi Olympics  

By Ilya Arkhipov and Henry Meyer Mar 19, 2013 12:16 PM ET 13 Comments Email 

Print  

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-03-1 ... mpics.html 

Related 

j !Sochi Mayor Says Olympic Concerns Are Unfounded  

Arkady Rotenberg, the boyhood friend and former judo partner of black-belt 

President Vladimir Putin, already is collecting his winnings from what promises to 

be the most expensive Winter Olympics ever next year.  

Rotenberg’s companies have been awarded at least 227 billion rubles ($7.4 

billion) of contracts for the 2014 Sochi Games, according to figures compiled from 

corporate and government filings. That’s more than the entire budget for the 

2010 Vancouver Olympics, though it represents just 15 percent of Russia’s latest 

estimate for the Sochi event.  

Those contracts, which number at least 21, include a share of an $8.3 billion 

transport link between Sochi and ski resorts in the neighboring Caucasus 

Mountains, a $2.1 billion highway along Sochi’s Black Sea coast, a $387 million 
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media center, and a $133 million stretch of venue-linking tarmac that will double 

as Russia’s first Formula One track.  

“This is a monumental waste of public money,” Stefan Szymanski, a sports 

economist at the University of Michigan who tracks Olympic spending, said by 

phone from Ann Arbor. “A small number of people at the top have control of 

resources and there is no accountability.”  

$50 Billion  

Rotenberg, 61, is among a handful of men Putin has known since childhood or 

from his days in the KGB or St. Petersburg government who’ve amassed riches 

and power during his 13-year rule. Their fortunes have come at times at the 

expense of men who flourished under his predecessor, Boris Yeltsin, and the 

consequences of the differing wealth pedigrees are on display in Putin’s $50 

billion push to prepare Russia for its first Winter Games. The country is 

considered the most corrupt of the Group of 20 economies by Berlin-based 

Transparency International.  

While Rotenberg and longtime Putin associates such as Gennady Timchenko, co-

founder of oil trader Gunvor, and OAO Russian Railways Chief Executive Officer 

Vladimir Yakunin, stand to gain from Russia’s Olympian largesse, Yeltsin-era 

tycoons led by Vladimir Potanin and Oleg Deripaska say they’re getting squeezed.  

Potanin and Deripaska, the CEOs and largest owners of OAO GMK Norilsk Nickel 

(GMKN) and United Co. Rusal, respectively the world’s largest producers of nickel 

and aluminum, have been handed projects that may not turn a profit for years, if 

ever. Potanin is spending $2.2 billion on the resort where most of the skiing 

events will take place, while Deripaska is putting $1.5 billion into revamping the 

local airport and constructing a port and one of two Olympic Villages to house 

athletes and officials.  

‘Commercially Useless’  

Rosa Khutor, Potanin’s facility, has missed 14 billion rubles of interest payments 

on loans from state development bank VEB because it’s been closed to tourists 

for parts of three peak seasons for test competitions, Sergei Bachin, the head of 

the project, said in an interview in Moscow on March 12.  
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The resort, serviced by state-of-the-art ski lifts from Doppelmayr of Austria, was 

all but deserted on a sunny March 7 because the slopes were cleared for a para-

alpine World Cup championship. Rosa Khutor will need to spend another $130 

million after the Olympics to convert the facility into a fully commercial operation, 

Bachin said.  

“A lot has been built for the Olympics that is commercially useless before the 

games and after,” Potanin said last month during a tour of his project with Putin 

and Jacques Rogge, president of the International Olympic Committee. “The 

money has been spent and interest is accumulating.”  

Basic Element  

The $200 million port Deripaska’s Basic Element constructed to dispatch Olympic 

building materials is handling as little as one-fifth of the planned volumes because 

freight traffic has been redirected to railways and roads, making the venture 

unprofitable, according to the company.  

“If investors don’t get any return or government support and in effect lose a large 

part of the funds they’ve invested in the Olympics, it won’t have a positive impact 

on our investment climate,” Basic Element Deputy General Director Andrey 

Elinson said during a March 12 interview in Moscow.  

Olympstroy, the state company overseeing Sochi’s transformation, declined to 

detail the costs of its individual projects. Olympstroy has had four general 

directors in six years.  

The bulk of Rotenberg’s Olympic contracts are held by OAO Mostotrest (MSTT), a 

Moscow-based company set up under Josef Stalin in 1930 to build bridges across 

the Soviet Union, according to its website. Rotenberg and partners, including his 

son Igor, gained control of Mostotrest in 2010, just before the company raised 

$388 million in an initial public offering.  

Putin Link  

Rotenberg’s aide said he was unable to comment on his work on the Olympics. 

Officials at Mostotrest didn’t respond to requests for comment by e-mail and 

phone, nor did Stroygazmontazh, another Rotenberg company with state 

contracts.  
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Rotenberg told the Financial Times in an interview published in November that 

while he values Putin’s friendship, he’d never abuse it for personal gain.  

“I have great respect for this person and I consider that this is a person sent to 

our country from God,” the newspaper cited Rotenberg as saying about Putin.  

Dmitry Peskov, Putin’s spokesman, said Rotenberg’s success is unrelated to his 

ties with Putin.  

“No friendship can grant you access to Olympics projects, which are very difficult 

to get because they’re hard to implement and aren’t as profitable as many other 

construction contracts,” Peskov said by phone on March 15.  

Gazprom Pipelines  

Rotenberg gained his fortune by selling pipes and building pipelines for state-run 

OAO Gazprom (GAZP), the world’s largest gas producer. Stroygazmontazh, which 

Rotenberg owns with his brother Boris, built a gas link to boost supplies to Sochi 

for 32.6 billion rubles, five times more than first budgeted, according to 

Olympstroy and government data.  

The Rotenberg brothers are now worth $2.97 billion each, more than all but 35 

Russians, Moscow-based CEO magazine estimated last month. That’s up from 

$1.75 billion each in 2011.  

The controlling stake in Mostotrest (MSTT) that the Rotenbergs held via their 68.5 

percent interest in Cyprus-based Marc O’Polo Investments Ltd. declined to 38.6 

percent after the IPO, according to the company.  

Mostotrest “somewhat disappoints investors with its annual performance 

forecasts,” said Elena Sakhnova of Moscow-based VTB Capital. Even so, Sakhnova 

is one of 12 analysts with a “buy” rating on the company’s stock, according to 

data compiled by Bloomberg. “Mostotrest gets very good contracts, not without 

Rotenberg’s help,” she said.  

Shares Rise  

Mostotrest shares closed up 0.1 percent at 136.83 rubles in Moscow, after gaining 

as much as 1.9 percent on the benchmark ruble-denominated Micex Index.  
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The largest single Olympic contract for the $8.3 billion rail-highway link went to 

state-run Russian Railways, which then hired Mostotrest and a company now 

part-owned by Putin ally Timchenko, SK MOST, among other contractors. Russian 

Railways’ pension fund owns 25 percent of Mostotrest.  

Putin, 60, has fought to host global events to raise Russia’s international profile 

and boost growth through state and privately funded infrastructure projects, 

including last year’s Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation summit in Vladivostok.  

The Audit Chamber, Russia’s budget watchdog, last November said it found that 

about $490 million of the $20 billion Russia allocated for the APEC summit was 

“improperly spent.” About $506 million has been misspent in Sochi thus far, the 

watchdog said this month, declining to be more specific.  

‘Rough Estimate’  

Russia in September doubled its forecast for spending on the 2018 soccer World 

Cup to almost $20 billion, a figure Sports Minister Vitaly Mutko called a “rough 

estimate,” according to state news service RIA Novosti. Brazil’s Sports Ministry 

last year said it planned to spend 30 billion reais ($15.1 billion) on projects linked 

to its staging of the 2014 World Cup.  

Putin, who has repeatedly vowed to crack down on corruption, last month fired 

the vice president of the Russian Olympic Committee, Akhmed Bilalov, saying his 

brother’s company, which had the contract for the ski-jumping complex, was over 

budget by a factor of seven and behind schedule.  

“The main issue is to be sure nobody steals anything,” Putin said Feb. 6 before the 

announcement of Bilalov’s dismissal.  

Three days earlier, Rotenberg’s Mostotrest said it would seek to sell its 

Engtransstroy unit, which has at least four unfinished Olympics contracts, 

including the Formula One track.  

Road Contracts  

Bilalov, who has since left Russia, started having trouble in 2011, when organizers 

told him to spend what would amount to $200 million on roads and other works 

that weren’t in the contract once held by his family’s company, according to his 

representative in Moscow. Bilalov denies costs jumped sevenfold, saying they 
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only increased 60 percent, according to the representative, who asked not to be 

identified because of the sensitivity of the matter.  

Police have announced one major case of financial fraud related to the Olympics. 

That was last August, when the Interior Ministry put out a brief statement saying 

investigators had foiled a plot to embezzle 8 billion rubles. No details were 

provided. The ministry and the Prosecutor General’s Office in Moscow didn’t 

respond to requests for comment on corruption in Sochi.  

“The cost overruns are due to corruption, the clan system and a lack of 

competition,” said Sochi native Boris Nemtsov, a deputy prime minister under 

Yeltsin and a political opposition leader who tracks government spending. “All the 

main contractors in the Olympics are people close to Putin.”  

Cost Overruns  

Sochi Mayor Anatoly Pakhomov, who defeated Nemtsov in his 2009 election with 

77 percent of the vote versus 14 percent, said spending concerns are unfounded 

because any “wrongdoing” is quickly discovered and halted by authorities.  

“Some people have latched onto the rising costs, but that can happen because of 

unforeseen circumstances,” Pakhomov said in an interview in his office March 6. 

“There won’t be any witch hunts after the Olympics.”  

Money wasn’t an issue later that night at the Blue Sea, a trendy Sochi eatery 

where vintage Louis Roederer Cristal Rose champagne goes for $1,600 a bottle 

and a basic crab dish can set you back $300. The seafront restaurant was packed 

with well-coiffed women laden with furs and gems, a reflection of the 

extravagance transforming this former Soviet city of 343,000. Outside, trucks full 

of materials continued to inch toward their Olympic destinations, spreading 

clouds of dust.  

For Gurban Babayev, though, there’s nothing to celebrate. Babayev, who 

operates a small fleet of motorized cranes, says he’s been chasing Olympics 

subcontractors for $65,000 in unpaid bills for more than a year, including $6,500 

from a unit of Rotenberg’s Mostotrest.  

Even with a court ruling, seen by Bloomberg, ordering one of the subcontractors 

to pay up, Babayev said he still can’t find anyone in authority to help him collect.  
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“You can’t go against a presidential project,” Babayev said. “This is so bitter for 

my soul. I earned this money with my blood.”  

To contact the reporters on this story: Ilya Arkhipov in Moscow at 

iarkhipov@bloomberg.net; Henry Meyer in Moscow at hmeyer4@ 
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Rabbi Putin is mad: Europe is resistant to Jewbola 

The real deal on Rabbi Putin's, kosher creep cabal in Moscow: 

See the above article 

Rabbi Putin is crying six billion Talmudic tears. 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 

Russia's Putin Says Parts of Europe Have Lost 'Vaccine' for Nazism 

The Moscow Times 

Oct. 15 2014 13:42  

Last edited 13:43 

Valentyn Ogirenko / Reuters 

http://www.themoscowtimes.com/news/arti ... 09461.html 

 

Supporters of the Ukrainian far-right nationalist group Right Sector sing the 

national anthem during a rally against the laws to provide separatist-held regions 

with a special status near the parliament in Kiev, September 17, 2014. 
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President Vladimir Putin has expressed concerns about what he described as the 

rise of neo-Nazism in Europe, telling a Serbian publication that it was Russia's duty 

to oppose fascism. 

Putin's comments, made to Serbia's Politics magazine, came shortly before the 

Russian president was set to arrive in Belgrade to take part in events to 

commemorate the 70th anniversary of the city's liberation from Nazi Germany on 

Thursday. 

"Unfortunately, the 'vaccine' for the Nazi virus that was developed at the [post-

war] Nuremburg trials has lost its power in certain countries of Europe. A clear 

example of this is the open manifestations of neo-Nazism that has become 

commonplace in Latvia and other Baltic countries," Putin was cited as saying in 

the interview by RIA Novosti. 

"The situation in Ukraine provokes particular concern in this regard; the anti-

constitutional rebellion that took place in February was driven by nationalist 

forces and other radical groups," Putin added. 

Although the interview with Politics not set to be published until Thursday, 

Russia's state-run RIA Novosti offered some tidbits of Putin's comments in 

advance. 

"It is our duty today to oppose the glorification of Nazism," Putin said. "To firmly 

resist attempts to change the outcome of World War II. To consistently combat all 

forms and manifestations of racism, xenophobia, aggressive nationalism and 

chauvinism." 

Belgrade will be holding its first military parade in nearly 30 years on Thursday, to 

be attended by Putin. 

Putin's visit has already sparked criticism from the West, with U.S. Ambassador to 

Serbia Michael Kirby saying the Russian president's visit was untimely. 

"You can have good relations with Russia and China, and with the U.S. But our 

view of visits by Chinese and Russian officials differs. The Chinese have not 

attacked anyone, but the Russians have," Kirby said in recent comments to 

Belgrade's Vecernje Novosti newspaper. 
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Kirby was apparently referring to ongoing events in Ukraine, where the West 

believes pro-Russian separatists have been receiving Kremlin backing to fight 

Ukrainian troops. 
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Jewish communisation of the Far East 
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Jews Created Communist China 

Communism in China was created by the Jews of the West working with the Jews 

within Asian. A well known Communist Agent in Manchuria was Abrams an Asian 

Jew. Today the Jews still run China the higher you go to the top of the Communist 

Party the more Asian Jewish name appear till its all Jewish. Like in the Soviet 

Union. Today the International Jews have purposely built up Red China into an 

economic and military power. Like their Soviet Union for the same reason in the 

end to extend Communism by military conquest. We might have Red Chinese and 

North Korean troops our soil at some point. Red Chinese troops have been taking 

part in military training exercises o European soil with Russian forces of late. For 

the invasion of European nations: 

beforeitsnews.com/war-and-conflict/2013/09/russia-china-hold-large-scale-war-

games-2449002.html? 

See article: Russia is still under Jewish control and Putin is Jewish. 

1949: On October 1, Mao Tse Tsung declares the founding of the People's 

Republic Of China in Tiananmen Square, Beijing. He is funded by Rothschild 

created Communism in Russia and also the following Rothschild agents: Solomon 

Adler, a former United States Treasury official who was a Soviet Spy; Israel 

Epstein, the son of a Jewish Bolshevik imprisoned by the Tsar in Russia for trying 

to forment a revolution there; and Frank Coe, a leading official of the Rothschild 

owned IMF.  

Mao would genocide 70 million innocent Chinese people under his rule mainly to 

destroy traditional Chinese culture. Like with Christianity any practioners of 

spiritual systems where outlawed, killed and put into gulags which was a slow 

death. And Communistic systems where the new culture of control. With China 

under their flag Tibet was next on the list as being the last bastion of spiritual 

knowledge and histories of humanity. All the Jewish systems seek to remove 

spiritual knowledge from Gentiles and keep it in the hands of the Jewish elite. This 

is a major part of their domestication program: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/170 

A century and more before the Rothschild's and the Solomon Brothers used their 

control of England and its control of India to run the Opium trade into China 
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killing tens of thousands and wrecking entire communities to the point the 

Chinese fought the Opium wars to try and throw the Jewish dealers out. 

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic125.html 

Chinese Jews: 

"A Jesuit missionary, going upon some occasion into the province of Honan, found 

a considerable Synagogue in the city of Kaifengfu. He soon became acquainted 

with some of its learned chiefs, who introduced him into their Synagogue and 

showed him one of the Parchments or rolls of the Pentateuch written in Hebrew, 

together with the books of Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings, some of the prophets, 

and others containing their liturgy and commentaries they owned. They had lost 

some of the sacred books and some of their targums or paraphrases. This loss was 

caused by a violent overflowing of the great river, which had laid the capital 

wholly under the water and had damaged their Torah, or roll of the Pentateuch, 

and upon which they ordered twelve new copies to be taken from it..... 

My elder brother -- I am not yet forty years old, but I have thought and talked 

much with my friends about our ancestors, who were rich and numerous and who 

worshiped in a fine synagogue, built on the land presented to them bv the 

Emperor Tai-tsti. This synagogue, you know, has been swept away by 'China's 

Sorrow' [the Yellow River]. Our ancestors came to this land from the northwest 

nearly three thousand years ago...." 

From 

OL. XVIII, No. 10, ASHINGTON, OCTOBER, I907. National Geographic: 

HE CHINESE JEWS  

By, Oliver Bainbridge  

CHINESE COMMUNISM? 

YES, but it was JEWISH when it started. [My note it still is]. 

The following article by Arnold Leese is reprinted from Gothic Ripples, No. 49, 

dated 28th February, 1949. It shows that the seeds of Bolshevism were planted in 

China by Jews, who also tended and trained the growth that resulted. The 

corruption of the regime of Chiang Kai‑Shek caused many of the masses in China 
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to turn to Communism for relief, since Chinese Communism is mixed with 

Nationalism and discourages the old Chinese curse of official corruption; but 

Communism in China has the same dehumanising effect on the people as it has 

elsewhere. 

THE JEWISH ROTTING OF CHINA. 

It was the Sassoon family which turned the normal Chinese dislike and distrust of 

foreigners into hatred. David Sassoon made the Opium Trade in China from 1832 

until he died in 1864. His family carried on the Trade under our Flag and made 

huge fortunes. The British took the blame, and now the Chinese loathe us; just as 

we took the blame for the Jewish atrocities at Nuremberg, Spandau and 

elsewhere in Germany, so that the Germans now hate us. 

Backed by the Sassoons, the Shanghai Opium Monopoly existed until 1917 under 

the Jew Edward Ezra, its Managing Committee being composed entirely of Jews 

and Indians. Not only did the British Flag protect the Sassoons in this abominable 

trade which the Manchus did all they could to prevent, even to the extent of war, 

but also these Jews were welcomed in England instead of being ostracised. 

Royalty petted them and they intermarried with Aryan aristocrats. Some became 

Baronets and one a Minister of the Government. 

When the Freemason, Sun Yat‑Sen, began his revolutionary movement at 

Canton, the Jew Morris Cohen, a British subject, became his aide‑de‑camp and 

was sent by Sun around the globe to get military experts for his revolutionary 

army. On Sun Yat‑Sen's death bed this Jew was commended to Chiang Kai‑Shek 

and he was employed as liaison officer between the Canton Government and all 

foreign Consulates‑General. Cohen became known in China as Moi‑Sha, and was 

made Military Counsellor to the Cantonese Forces, and a General, although still a 

British subject. 

As late as 1939, Cohen was travelling the high seas under the protection of our 

Flag. The last we heard of him was late in 1945 when he emerged from a 

Japanese prisoner‑of‑war camp. The South African Sunday Express described him 

as "the guiding genius behind the War‑Lords of China". 

The Soviet Jew, Jacob Borodin (real name M. Grusenberg) was sent by the Kremlin 

with the Jew Joffe, in 1923, to try and bolshevise Sun Yat‑Sen and became Chief 

Political Adviser to the Kuomintang. His wife, a Jewess, spied in China for the 
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Soviets. When Sun died, Borodin was left in charge and it was he who appointed 

Chiang Kai‑Shek to succeed Sun in 1926. However, in 1927 a raid was made by 

Chang Tso‑Ling on the Soviet Embassy at Pekin, which revealed the scope and 

extent of the Soviet plot to bolshevise China, and the Borodins were arrested and 

imprisoned. 

In 1923 the notorious Jew, Trebitsch Lincoln, ex‑M.P. in Britain, headed a Chinese 

mission to get arms for Wu Pei Fu, a War‑Lord with a fine character, but failed, 

probably purposely, in the attempt. After that, Lincoln drifted about, too 

mistrusted in China for any other important role. 

The Soviet General, B. K. Galen, who was really a Jew called Chesin, and was 

nicknamed Blucher, accompanied the "Armenian" Soviet Delegate Karachan to 

Pekin in 1924 where a treaty was made with Chang Tso‑Ling by which the 

Chinese Eastern Railway was handed over to the Soviets. This placed the 

movement of troops at the mercy of the Bolsheviks. The intrigues and bribery by 

which this surrender by Chang Tso‑Ling was obtained were carried out through 

the medium of a Jewish timber magnate called S. Skidelski. At once, the Railway 

was placed in charge of the Jews Gekker, Koslowsky and Snamensky (Zamyensky). 

To continue with the career of General "Galen", he became Chief Military Adviser 

to Chiang Kai‑Shek in1926. 

Now for the Soviet Jew S. A. Gekker: As early as 1922; he has been Military 

Adviser to the Mongolian Bolshevik Government, and in 1924 he was made Head 

Political Commissar on the Chinese Eastern Railway aforesaid. This appointment 

was at the hands of the Jew, M. D. Lashewitz, who was President of the Board of 

Railway Control in Moscow. 

Nor must the Jew, A. Joffe, be forgotten. We have already met him as head of the 

Soviet Mission to Sun Yat‑Sen, when, with the Jew, Jacob Borodin, he tried to 

develop Sovietism. Later he became Political Adviser to Chiang Kai‑Shek in 1926 

and organised the Red Section of the Kuomintang. 

High up in the Political Department of the Red Army in China were also the two 

Jews, W. N. Levitschev and J. B. Gamarnik, who in 1936 was its head. 
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The Nanking Ministry of Finance has always been dominated by Jews, viz: Kann, L. 

Rajchman and R. Haas. In England, the Jew Billmeir helped, with his merchant 

fleet, to take Soviet arms to China in 1938. 

Finally, the Jew Ben Kizer (U.S.A.) was appointed head of Unrra in China, and as 

everyone knows, it fell to pieces in corruption. 

Enough has been said to prove that every real key‑position in the process of the 

Bolshevik destruction of China has been Jewish.  

ARNOLD LEESE.  

Published by Arnold Leese, 20, Pewley Hill, Guildford, Surrey. 
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Communism in China 

I wrote about before how Rothschild agents funded and direct Mao. Along with 

Asian Jews first spreading Communism through Manchuria. etc 

"Grigori Voitinsky, a Soviet agent and a Jew, was sent to China to help set up a 

communist party there and was a key player in the founding of the CCP (Chinese 

communist party). Another Jew, named Adolph Joffe, as the Soviet ambassador to 

China, was a key player in providing aid to both the Kuomintang (Chinese 

Nationalist Party) and the Chinese communists. The Soviets backed both parties, 

hoping for a Kuomintang/CCP alliance. The Soviet Union was, of course, built and 

staffed by Jews under the part-Jew, Lenin. Later, two more Jews who worked in 

the U.S. Treasury Department, Solomon Adler and Harry Dexter White, 

deliberately engineered Chiang Kai-shek's downfall by sabotaging the Chinese 

currency, paving the way for Mao and communism." 
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Communist inquisition: torture of spiritual practitioners 

Below is the article from the JoS book Black Sun 666, Inquisition is NOT over. 

I recently went on vacation to the west coast. When visiting Chinatown, an elderly 

Chinese woman approached my mother and me on the street corner with some 

newspapers. The newspapers contained accounts of mass murder, torture and 

other heinous crimes against humanity committed and ongoing by the Chinese 

communists. I informed her that myself and others were aware and were working 

against this monster. She bowed to me and hugged my mother. 

Upon reading the paper, the theme was of how the communists are persecuting 

practitioners of Falun Gong. 

http://www.faluninfo.net/ 

Falun Gong is somewhat like Chi Kung. Practice of Falun Gong, like Tai Chi and the 

internal martial arts transforms the soul and amplifies the chi/witchpower, which 

is a threat to Jewish control. Unbeknownst to most people, Christianity is a 

preparation for and a stepping off point to communism. Many are deluded as to 

the root of communism, which is the International Jew. Normally, there are the 

Gentile front men and the controlling and advising Jews working behind the 

scenes who have full control. 

People are deluded and blame the Russians, the Chinese and others who have 

been victims of this program, but the root is the Jews who believe they are 

entitled to be "God." In truth, YHVH is the Jewish people. Few understand how 

this all works as the Jews who are behind this are highly intelligent and masters at 

lying and deception. Most people here know about and work with energy and 

magick [the occult.) Remove all of this knowledge, as the Jews have done, via 

their tool of Christianity and the masses are helpless against it. Curses thrown, 

workings for incredible wealth and such face no confrontation or competition. 

With the removal of all spiritual knowledge, the Gentiles are disarmed and at the 

mercy of the ruling Jews. The sad fact is many have been paying out the ass both 

spiritually and financially for their own damnation via the odious program of 

Christianity. 

Quote from the Talmud: 
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Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: "Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that 

the Jew would not have to be served by beasts. The non -Jew is consequently an 

animal in human form, and condemned to serve the Jew day and night." 

Like communism, where the leaders such as the late Chairman Mao Tse-Tung, 

Vladimir Lenin, Joseph Stalin and others become idols to worship- enforced 

worship; the Judeo/Christian Bible has stolen the spiritual concepts and the 

identities of Gentile Gods and replaced them with imposter Jewish characters for 

Gentiles to slavishly worship, this is no different from the program of 

communism, which has its foundation and basis in the Nazarene's "Sermon on the 

Mount" and all of his other teachings and parables. All of this has powerful 

subliminal impact. 

In addition, the Judeo/Christian Bible has been infused with much occult power 

both from the enemy Jews and from centuries of millions upon millions of 

deluded Christians putting their psychic energy into this monster. 

Any true spirituality and truth is a most serious threat to the ruling Jews who have 

secretly kept and used occult power for centuries to curse Gentiles, and seize all 

of the wealth and power of the world. 

Quote from the Talmud: 

Seph. Jp., 92, 1: "God has given the Jews power over the possessions and blood of 

all nations." 

To add to the delusion and confusion concerning Jewish communism, Christianity, 

unbeknownst to most of the world, has been working in collusion with, to 

promote and advance communism, which the end result is the total removal of all 

spirituality, personal liberties and like the Christian Church- control through 

ignorance, fear and torture. All of these Jewish programs come under the pretext 

of brotherhood and humanity. Nothing could be further from the truth. Jewish 

college professors and their ilk drum the virtues of communism into the heads of 

students, along with other lies to deceive in order to gain control. Mention of this, 

I heard was included in the book "Harvard Hates America." 

To further delude people in regards to Christianity and communism, Christians 

forever whine how they are "persecuted" at the hands of the communists. This is 

just for show. They have you both ways. Communism falls and then their 
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supposed nemesis [who has been and is their bulwark and ally) the Christian 

Church then again infests the country, pretending to be their 

enemy and people are back at square one, screwed either way. This is and has 

been happening in Russia, after the fall of communism, the Christians are back 

with their program again, preparing people and keeping them ignorant to be as 

slaves. Any idiot can see plainly, THERE IS NOTHING WHATSOEVER SPIRITUAL 

ABOUT CHRISTIANITY OR ITS COHORT PROGRAMS!!!! 

Christianity is nothing but a Jewish tool to remove all spiritual knowledge, 

indoctrinate people to be slaves [rebellion is of Satan, thus "evil") and prepare 

them to work for and enjoy their sufferings and abuses and live for their deaths at 

the hands of the ruling Jews. Wealth and power are no-no's, as all wealth belongs 

to the Jews. The Jews are the ones who run the "state" in communist countries, 

and own all of the property, while the populace live lower than animals and in 

constant fear. 

That pedophile criminal Catholic Pope [the latest one) publicly visited a Jewish 

synagogue on his recent trip to the USA. As Adolf Hitler wrote in Mein Kampf, 

when the Jews feel confident they are close to their goal, "they drop the cloak" 

meaning- they no longer maintain the secrecy that both were and are working 

together all along. 

Further delusions include how the Jews forever whine about that phony 

"holocaust" whenever there is REAL persecution of Gentiles, to deceive the 

masses into believing they are victims, same as the Gentiles, and to take the heat 

off and divert the blame onto others, when in truth, the Jews themselves are 

behind and always have been behind these crimes against humanity. 

Proof the so-called "Holocaust" is a HOAX! 

http://www.onethirdoftheholocaust.com/ 

Most people can't see past the delusion and think it is the Gentile Chinese, 

Russians, Bulgarians, etc., who are responsible for and desire communism. The 

International Jew is in all races and cultures. The invasion of Tibet, is for the 

purpose of destroying spiritual knowledge [Tibet has been isolated from Christian 

infestation, due to its geographic location in the treacherous Himalayan 
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Mountains and its being closed to outsiders) and to murder and torture spiritual 

leaders who have this knowledge. 

The same methods used by the Inquisition, are used by the communists upon 

those who are suspected or have been found guilty of any spiritual practices. Here 

are a few excerpts from the Falun Gong newspaper I mentioned above: 

"Electric shock clubs used on sensitive body parts such as the genitals, breasts, 

mouth, head, and anus." 

"Twenty- seven year old Ms. Chen Hui and thirty year old Ms. Sun Yan were also 

tied up in a spread-eagle position as torturers repeatedly thrust long rods into 

their vaginas as blood ran down their legs. Other objects included toilet and shoe 

brushes. Other accounts included practitioners being tortured with cattle prods, 

while being iced with cold water to intensify the pain of the shocks. One woman 

who was a high profile Falun Gong practitioner had her trachea ripped right out of 

her throat with no anesthesia in order to make her an example to others who 

would speak out against these atrocities. She died a slow and painful death. 

A photo of a Falun Gong Master before he died revealed beatings and systematic 

starvation- he was severely emaciated before he died of being beaten to death. 

The torture methods used upon practitioners are very similar to the Inquisition. 

http://www.faluninfo.net/torturemethods2/ 

As the International Jew is always looking to exploit misery and to make a profit-

never mind how, the organs of these victims are being sold. As we all know, the 

Jews have full control over and run the medical professions world wide. 

PEOPLE NEED TO WAKE UP TO THE TRUTH: 

It is not the "Chinese" the "Russians" the "Cubans" etc., who are behind 

communism, but the international Jew! The entire Judeo-Christian bible is a 

blueprint for communism. It is a stepping off point and prepares believers for 

Jewish world domination and control via communism.  

Christianity and communism are *not* enemies. Both have been working Secretly 

for centuries to make communism a reality in a one-world slave State, where all 

spirituality will be removed, and the jews who are "jehova" Will be as gods, with 

the gentiles as their slaves. Persecutions of  
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Christians are just to put on a show to fool and delude the masses. While the 

Chinese communists claim to persecute any religious activity: According to the 

Chinese Amity Printing Company to date, the company has produced 41 million 

bibles for distribution in China and 9 million bibles for overseas distribution.....  

The Amity Foundation: Made-in-China Bibles for the 2008 Olympics 

http://www.amityfoundation.org/wordpress/?p=138 

Printing of the 50 millionth Bible to be celebrated 

http://www.amityfoundation.org/wordpress/?p=133 

They promote the Bible ,yet they outlaw, destroy, and burn Falun Gong Books and 

torture to death practitioners. 

Quote from the Talmud: 

Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: "Jehovah created the non-Jew in 

human form so that the Jew would not have to be served by beasts. The non- Jew 

is consequently an animal in human form, and condemned to serve the Jew day 

and night." 

3. Jewish programs come under the guise of brotherhood, equality and humanity. 

The Jewish controlled media and educational systems continuously work to 

enforce this lie. 
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'Made in China' Where have all of your jobs gone? 

Most of us here know the purpose of the judeo/xian bible is for indoctrinating 

believers into slavery and total servitude. All of the suicidal advice, the anti-

nature, anti-life, perverted filth, which glorifies the jewish masters and the jewish 

messiah- that filthy nazarene, has been force fed and coerced onto our people for 

centuries, under threat of torture and death- no different from communism.  

SATAN/LUCIFER OUR GOD IS THE CHIEF REBEL, REBELLION IS OF SATAN.  

So of course, the enemy preaches rebellion as the most evil of the so-called 'sins.'  

Look around you- your electronics, your cookware, all sorts of things, they all have 

a certain thing in common...they were made in China. Unbeknownst to most 

western peoples, this massive amount of items, which is also growing every day, 

not only deprives our people of jobs, but it is manufactured under the most 

heinous conditions of forced slave labor, including brtual child labor.  

Quote from the jewish talmud: 

Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: "Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that 

the Jew would not have to be served by beasts. The non-Jew is consequently an 

animal in human form, and condemned to serve the Jew day and night." 

All major companies are either owned and/or operated by jews. This is a fact. The 

jews do not care [as most of you know] HOW they make their money. They profit 

from illnesses, ruining the health, both physical and psychological of millions, so 

more are dependent upon their exorbitant medical fees just to stay alive, and that 

is just one.  

Cheap slave labor under horrendous conditions has always been a major jewish 

profession. Being as cheap as they are, they refuse to pay even low wages 

[minimum wage], in western counries that have some laws, when they can 

visciously exploit workers in certain other countries with slave labor, paying them 

nothing in many cases to only ten cents a day and a bowl of rice. The goods are 

then marked up when they hit the western markets at one-thousand percent or in 

many cases, much more.  

They win...you lose. Look at the present economy. Finding it difficult to secure a 

decent job? Where have all of the jobs gone? Take a guess... 
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Several years ago, as I already wrote about before, I visited San Francisco 

Chinatown. A young Chinese woman was standing on a street corner there 

distributing newspapers that contained articles revealing the severe persecution 

and murder of Falun Gong practitioners, of which the communist system regards 

as witchcraft. This paper also revealed how the slave labor system works in China.  

The workers get nothing. They are forced to work by day on collective farms- 

back-breaking manual labor. In addition, they are then forced to put in so many 

additional hours in a factory, making items that China exports en masse. In 

summary, millions are being worked to their death, children included. As for how 

the communist system in China views children, watch this video: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UqVYUzHc5L8 

It has been further revealed that China shipped products to the USA for one, 

intended for toddlers and infants that contained lead. What else are they 

shipping? Look at your cookware...made in China? Pots, pans, dinner plates, cups, 

saucers, spoons, forks...even some of the food we eat is imported from China.  

China Factories, Brutal Conditions Described  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQPrbwWWUD4&feature=related 

I heard this one from a third source- One owner of a smaller company [more than 

likely a Gentile], was invited to China to establish a business deal where goods 

would be made in factories as explained above. Upon his touring, he then 

declined to do any business with the Chinese, after seeing the ultra-low standards 

under which the majority of Chinese people were living. He was shocked and 

compared this to serfs in the Dark Ages. They get nothing for their efforts and 

lives. The jew is the one who profits.  

Make no mistake. The jew is within every race. I once read where some European 

white jews visited China years ago. When the European jews arrived at the 

Chinese synagogue, the Euopean jews said to the Chinese jews 

'You do not look like jews.' The Chinese jews replied to them 'You do not look like 

jews either.' 

Take a look at how most of what is sold in western stores is manufactured: 
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Note what Mr. 'Sachs' VERY jewish, has to say- that there aren't ENOUGH of these 

sweatshops: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kn8LnEkKfIU&feature=related 

iPHONE FACTORY SUICIDES! [The kikes then try to make it look like they are doing 

something only to get the bad press of of their backs so there will be business as 

usual- thoroughly disgusting]: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ddU8rV7_Qis&feature=related 

Wal-Mart Christmas Sweat Shops  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WutW8usfTTg&feature=related 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysZroBqHNbo 

Who Made Your Shirt? Child Labor in China  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K2KCYsmWFP8&feature=related 

Look at how theese poor people are dressed- all wearing coats- iot is obvious the 

jew is even too cheap to provide heat in these slave-shops in the dead of winter... 

Made in China  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MvBI05OR264&feature=related 

It is glaringly obvious that the economy is fucked. It will only get worse. We 

Gentiles pay for this, like everything else the jew does. They make us all pay for 

our own damnation. 
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Total slavery 

I know this is extremely long, but I strongly encourage everyone to fully read this. 

Know what is really going on. Jews are behind all of this and responsible for it. 

Look to the top – the owners and the operators of these factories and 

corporations, who they are and what they are and with a bit of research, they are 

all kikes. 

Not too many people are fully aware of the extent of the Jewish operated world 

slave trade. Not only is this destroying countless lives, but is destroying and 

polluting the environment to where it will affect everyone on this planet. The 

jews, being as cheap as they are do not properly dispose of toxic waste, as this 

involves putting out a bit more money and also more jobs, even though slave 

labor is extremely cheap, the Jew looks at the pennies he can save. 

Quote from the Jewish Talmud: 

Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: "Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that 

the Jew would not have to be served by beasts. The non-Jew is consequently an 

animal in human form, and condemned to serve the Jew day and night." 

Over the years, there have been a few posts here and there in the JoS e-groups, 

questioning the validity of these quotes. Given the following facts and plenty 

more, in addition to the biblical Old Testament, it is glaringly apparent that these 

Talmudic quotes are legitimate, though many jews will deny them. The Talmud is 

a collection of many volumes, almost an encyclopedia, written in Hebrew so that 

few if any Gentiles can read what is therein. Over the centuries, a few Gentiles 

with knowledge of Hebrew came forward and revealed this work of trash to the 

world. 

Schulchan Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 348: "All property of other nations belongs 

to the Jewish nation, which, consequently, is entitled to seize upon it without any 

scruples." 

Seph. Jp., 92, 1: "God has given the Jews power over the possessions and blood of 

all nations." 

“There were other refugees, including Kazhaks, and German, Austrian, and 

Hungarian Jews who founded a community in Shanghai.” 
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‘Down in Hong Kong, Moses Tsang, a partner at Goldman Sachs, was preparing his 

company to dominate the financing of China’s future.” [It doesn’t take an IQ much 

above a total idiot to know “Moses” Tsang is a Chinese Jew and Goldman Sachs is 

a Jewish monopoly. 

From “The China Dream” by Joe Studwell © 2002, 2003 

“Mark Schwartz, [Jew – my note] one of Goldman Sachs’ four vice chairmen, has 

been based in Beijing since his appointment in June as chairman of the Asia-

Pacific region. He is the most senior executive Goldman Sachs has ever posted in 

the country. “ 

“Goldman Sachs wants to prioritize the building out of our China business,” 

Schwartz said in his first interview since taking up his new position. “My return 

has sent a very powerful signal to the entire Goldman Sachs community of 33,000 

professionals around the world that China is a very high priority for us.” 

“Meanwhile, Goldman Sachs expanded in Asia. Its workforce in Asia grew 

significantly and, in 2004, it teamed up with Chinese securities firm Gao Hua 

Securities to set up a joint venture in China.” 

http://www.marketwatch.com/story/goldman-sachs-has-eyes-on-the-prize-in-

china-2012-11-28 

The above is only one example. Nearly all major high-profile corporations are 

owned and/or run by Jews. Many people can just pass this off or put their minds 

and interests to other things, but eventually, what is being done, like I already 

wrote is going to affect everybody; more than just in the area of employment. 

Now, here are some very relevant reasons why Satan advises us against 

consuming any foods imported from China. Again, it doesn’t take much common 

sense to figure out how this affects the crops planted there, the fish and 

everything else. The extent of the affects of these toxic wastes obviously can 

generate a plague. The USA for one, has been exporting extremely large amounts 

of fresh water to China, as the water there is so polluted to the point where many 

are already dead by the thousands. Now, just how fit are the crops, fish and even 

meat that is subject to this water, then fed to humans and our pets? 

“Years of Damage” 
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“One of China's biggest problems: wastewater. Factories and cities have 

discharged mostly untreated sewage and pollutants into the country's rivers and 

lakes—some 53.7 billion tons in 2006 alone, according to the World Bank. China's 

environmental regulators have designated 48 of China's major lakes as seriously 

polluted. One-fourth of the water sampled along China's two largest rivers—the 

Yangtze and Yellow—was found to be too polluted even for farm irrigation. And 

tap water isn't entirely safe, either, with Chinese authorities responding to 48 

large-scale environmental emergencies last year. "Extensive water pollution of 

course impacts on water scarcity.” 

http://www.businessweek.com/stories/2009-04-15/china-faces-a-water-

crisisbusinessweek-business-news-stock-market-and-financial-advice 

From the book, “China Shakes the World” by James Kynge © 2006, 2007: 

“The problem started in the 1980’s when tens of thousands of small companies, 

including pulp and paper mills, chemical factories, and dyeing and tanning 

plants=, sprang up along the river and began dumping their toxic waste into it. By 

the early 1990’s there were clear signs of distress. The water in many areas was 

unfit to drink, Cancer rates were twice the national average, and, according to 

one report, for years none of the boys from certain villages in the Huai River area 

were healthy enough to pass the physical examination required to enter the 

armed forces.” 

“When local authorities were ordered by Beijing to resolve the problem, they 

released the polluted water that has been building up in the reservoirs and tanks, 

and in so doing, unleashed a tide of black liquid that killed almost everything it 

touched as it flowed downstream. Millions of fish died and thousands of people 

were treated for dysentery, diarrhea and vomiting.” 

“Several hundred factories were indeed closed, but they opened up again almost 

as quickly. By 1998 and 1999, it was clear that the campaign was going to fail; 

reports of people dying from being exposed to the noxious gases and chemicals in 

roadside ditches were regularly reported in the newspapers, and in 1999 the Huai 

ran dry for the first time in twenty years, ruining crops and killing millions of fish.” 

“It emerged that the waters of the Huai, far from being clean were so toxic that, 

by the governments own classification standards, they could not even be used for 

irrigation.” 
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“Streams and rivers are drying up all over the northern half of the country, and 

water tables are falling precipitously as wells, many of them illegally dug, are sunk 

ever deeper into the dwindling reserves of groundwater. Altogether some 400 out 

of 668 large Chinese cities are short of water, and the incidence of rationing is 

growing.” ‘The factories that multinational companies have set up have turned 

China into the workshop of the world but have also made it the rubbish tip of the 

world.” 

Slave labor is also very prevalent in other countries in addition to just China. 

Sweatshops, with no ventilation, no heating during the winter [the jews who run 

these are too cheap], are actual prisons. Doors are bolted shut and locked down. 

Permission must be granted to use the restroom, there are no safety measures 

taken, hazards are everywhere and only recently, another fire killed hundreds in 

one of these factories in Bangladesh, as they were unable to escape. A moderate 

amount of research will reveal that all of these sweatshops and so-called 

“factories” are under the control of Jewish owned and operated corporations. The 

jews dictate the conditions. The manufactured goods are then exported to the 

USA, Canada and Europe and marked up, often to 1,000% or more of the original 

cost of the slave labor and materials. 

From the book, “Take this Job and Ship It by Senator Byron L. Dorgan © 2006: 

“In 2002, the Los Angeles Times reported: in one sever dust storm in the spring of 

1998, particle pollution levels in Oregon, Washington, and British Columbia 

soared. In Seattle, air quality officials could not identify a local source of the 

pollution, but measurements showed that 75 percent of it came from China, 

researchers at the University of Washington found.” 

“In April of 2005, police and villagers clashed in Zhejiang Province as citizens 

occupied an industrial complex blamed for crops ruined by polluted water 

supplies. In the village of Huaxi, toxins from manufactures were blamed for a 

withered cabbage crop. ‘It is rotten from the inside. It doesn’t grow,’ Li Xian, a 

local farmer said.” 

“Our fields won’t produce grain anymore,” said a woman who lives near the 

Jingxin Pharmaceutical Plant. “We don’t dare to eat food grown from anywhere 

near here.” “Her husband added, ‘They are making poisonous chemicals for 

foreigners that the foreigners don’t dare produce in their own countries.’ “ 
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“The Taiwan News reports, ‘Across China, entire rivers run foul or have dried up 

altogether. Nearly a third of the cities don’t treat their sewage, flushing it into 

waterways. In rural China, sooty air depresses crop yields.’ An old farmer, who 

rioted to protest pollution from chemical plants in one coastal village, told the 

Taiwan News, ‘We just had to do it. We can’t grow our vegetables here anymore. 

Young women are giving birth to stillborn babies.” 

“In Indonesia in 2004, police suspended operations at the American owned 

Newmont Minahasa Raya gold mine for dumping deadly heavy metal mine waste 

laden with Mercury and arsenic into Buyat Bay – two thousand tons daily. Locals 

reported health issues including nervous system disorders, lumps forming under 

the skin, and other skin ailments. The fish have fared far worse. The sea was filled 

with bloated corpses of fish near the pipe that discharged cyanide, among other 

waste, into the ocean. According to the National Newspaper, the fish had 

hemorrhaging in the liver, diaphragms broken, and eyeballs bulging form the 

socket.” 

“Children are easy to control; Children don’t form labor unions.” The International 

Labor Union reported in 2005 that at least 12.3 million people work as slaves or in 

other forms of forced labor. Other estimates more than double that number. 

UNICEF reported in 2005 that one in twelve children in the world is forced into 

child labor.” 

“Kevin Bales, antislavery activist and author of the book “Disposable People” says 

that in 1850, a slave would have cost the equivalent of $40,000 in today’s dollars. 

Today, a slave working in the coffee or cocoa plantations on the Ivory Coast – 

some as young as nine – will set you back as little as $30.00, Bales says.” “Work 

them until they drop.” “They are considered disposable.” 

“A total of 27 child slaves between the ages of 5 and 12, released with the help of 

the Bonded Liberation Front, told the following story. The boys, on the promise of 

being taken to a film, went with the village barber, Shiv Kumar Thakur. They did 

not tell their parents, as the trip was going to be a secret. It is believed that the 

barber received 7,000 rupees – he was saving for a motorbike. The new child 

slaves were introduced to the intricacies of the trade by being locked up and 

beaten for the first few days. Requests for food were met with blows from iron 

rods and yardsticks and woundings by the sheers [sic] used in carpet making. 

Mistakes in weaving or slow work received the same treatment. 
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The boys’ day began at 4 am., when Panna Lal poured cold water over them to 

wake them. They worked until their lunch break of a half an hour at 2 pm. 

According to Suraj, who was seven years old when he was rescued, they often 

worked until midnight and only then received their second inadequate meal of 

the day. They were all locked in at night. When these young boys cried, they were 

beaten with a stone wrapped in a cloth. The boys were never paid any wages. 

Suraj also said that they were branded with hot irons. He had bruises on his 

temple caused by a blow from a bamboo staff – punishment for a weaving 

mistake. Many of the children fell ill and were denied medical treatment. Despair 

caused seven of the boys to try to run away. They were caught, slung upside-

down from trees and branded. If they cut their fingers [which happens often on 

the sharp cutting tools], the loom masters are known to shave match heads into 

the cut and set the sulphur on fire so that the blood will not stain the carpet.” 

“Worked to Death in a Toy Factory” 

“On the night she died, Li Chunmei must have been exhausted. Coworkers said 

she had been on her feet for nearly 16 hours, running back and forth inside 

Bainan Toy Factory, carrying toy parts from machine to machine. When the 

quitting bell finally rung shortly after midnight, her young face was covered with 

sweat. This was the busy season before Christmas, when orders peaked from 

Japan and the U.S. for the factory’s stuffed animals. Long hours were mandatory, 

and at least two months had passed since Li and the other workers had enjoyed a 

Sunday off. Lying n her bed that night, staring at the bunk above her, the slight 19 

year old complained she felt worn out, her roommates recalled. She was 

massaging her legs, and coughing, and told them she was hungry. The factory 

food was so bad, she said, she felt as if she had not eaten at all. Finally, the lights 

went out. Her roommates had already fallen asleep when Li started coughing up 

blood. They found her in the bathroom a few hours later, curled up on the floor, 

moaning softly, bleeding from her nose and mouth. She died. The minimum wage 

for workers like Li is 30 cents an hour. Workers like Li are forced to work up to 

sixteen hours a day in polluted plants without air-conditioning and in 

temperatures reaching near ninety degrees. Workers are housed in cramped 

company dormitories, twelve to a room. And so, a young woman named Li dies. 

Worked to death. But who cares? The profits on those stuffed toys were great. 

I’m sure the stockholders were pleased.” 
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“The 1998 NLC report discovered that warehouse workers making the handbags 

marketed by Wal-Mart earned as little as ten cents an hour. The workweek in the 

Qin Shi Factory, where Kathie Lee handbags were manufactured, was as long as 

ninety-eight hours. The report continued, ‘At the end of the day, the workers 

return ‘home’ to a cramped dorm room sharing metal bunk beds with 16 other 

people. At most, workers are allowed outside the factory for just one and a half 

hours a day. Otherwise, they are locked in. The workers are charged $67.47 for 

dorm and living expenses, which is an enormous amount given that the highest 

take-home wage our researchers found in the factory    

 Was just 10 cents an hour. There were others who earned just 36 cents for more 

than a month’s work, earning just 8/100th of a cent an hour. Many workers 

earned nothing and owed money to the company.” 

“According to the same 1998 research, workers in K-Mart factories made twenty-

eight cents an hour. Garment makers for JC Penney were paid eighteen cents. 

Women making Ralph Lauren blouses, which sold for $88.00 in the United States, 

pocketed twenty-three cents an hour. Young women making just fourteen cents 

an hour sewed two-hundred dollar Ann Taylor jackets and skirts. 

“One of the eye-witnesses was Lydda Eli Gonzales, a young woman from 

Honduras who testified that she had worked under appalling conditions. Lydda 

was seventeen when she was hired and she worked in the factory for a year 

before being fired for union activity. Lydda said workers in the company were 

forced to work overtime to meet unreasonable quotas. ‘It is forbidden to talk, and 

you have to get permission to use the bathroom. We have to get a pass from the 

supervisor and give it to the guard in front of the bathroom, who searches us 

before we go in, ‘ she said. They were limited to one bathroom break in the 

morning and another in the afternoon. A production line of twenty workers had a 

quota of 2,288 shirts a day, but it is impossible, she added. You can’t move or 

stretch, or even look to the side. You have to focus and work as fast as you can to 

complete the production goal, always under pressure. 

“The International Labor Organization, the labor arm of the United Nations, 

estimates there are more than 250 million child laborers in a hundred countries 

between the ages of five and fourteen. That number is nearly equal to the 

population of the United States.” Transported thousands of miles away to a dimly 
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lit, dangerous factory floor where they will work from dawn to dusk for pennies, 

often breathing dangerous fumes. It’s happening to children every day. 

“Corporations more powerful than countries. While a country like America is 

governed by a Constitution and Bill of Rights, many corporations have but one 

rule: Profit above all else. Combined sales of the top two hundred corporations 

are larger than all the combined economies of all countries, with the exception of 

the largest nine. Exxon Mobile reported $10 billion in profits in the second 

quarter of 2005 alone! When it finished the year, it reported profits of $36.1 

billion, the highest profits ever for a US corporation. With $258 billion in sales 

[$10 billion in reported profits] in 2005, Wal-Mart is economically more powerful 

than 161 countries. That is an enormous amount of power and it is wielded every 

day by shipping jobs overseas.” 
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Letter from Chinese Laborer Pleading for Help 

Here is another appalling and most sickening accout of the atrocious abuses of 

Gentiles from jewish owned and operated slave labor in China. Most of these 

corporations are in the USA and in Europe, and make enormous profits off of 

Gentile slave labor. The Western jews work on collusion with the Chinese and 

other jews of the Far East to visciously abuse and exploit so-called 'goyim.' I read 

where some white European jews visited China and upon entering a synagogue, 

the Chinese jews stated 'You do not look like jews' and the white European jews 

replied 'You do not look like jews either.' The jew is a race within all other races. 

This is what gives them their power.  

QUOTES FROM THE JEWISH TALMUD: 

Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: "Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that 

the Jew would not have to be served by beasts. The non-Jew is consequently an 

animal in human form, and condemned to serve the Jew day and night." 

Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have  

2,800 slaves." 

Seph. Jp., 92, 1: "God has given the Jews power over the possessions and  

blood of all nations." 

Hilkkoth Akum X1: "Show no mercy to the Goyim." 

Choschen Hamm 388, 15: "If it can be proven that someone has given the  

money of Israelites to the Goyim, a way must be found after prudent 

consideration to wipe him off the face of the earth." 

***** 

Letter from Chinese Laborer Pleading for Help Found in Halloween Decorations 

By Jessica Ferri 

This letter was found in Halloween decorations purchased from Kmart. Julie Keith 

was unpacking some of last year's Halloween decorations when she stumbled 

upon an upsetting letter wedged into the packaging.  
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Tucked in between two novelty headstones that she had purchased at Kmart, she 

found what appeared to be a letter from the Chinese laborer, who had made the 

decoration, pleading for help.  

Samsung in hot seat over abusing Chinese workers  

The letter reads: "Sir, if you occasionally buy this product, please kindly resend 

this letter to the World Human Right Organization. Thousands people here who 

are under the persicution of the Chinese Communist Party Government will thank 

and remember you forever."  

"I was so frustrated that this letter had been sitting in storage for over a year, that 

this person had written this plea for help and nothing had come of it." Julie Keith 

told Yahoo! Shine. "Then I was shocked. This person had probably risked their life 

to get this letter in this package."  

The letter describes the conditions at the factory: "People who work here have to 

work 15 hours a day without Saturday, Sunday break and any holidays. Otherwise, 

they will suffer torturement, beat and rude remark. Nearly no payment (10 

yuan/1 month)." That translates to about $1.61 a month.  

The letter was found inside this packaging. Keith, a mom who works at the 

Goodwill in Portland, Oregon, did some research into the letter. "I looked up this 

labor camp on the internet. Some horrific images popped up, and there were also 

testimonials about people who had lived through this camp. It was just awful." 

Horrified, Keith took to Facebook. She posted an image of the letter to ask friends 

for advice. One responded with a contact at Amnesty International. Keith made 

several attempts to alert them about the letter, but the organization never 

responded.  

With no response from various human rights organizations, Keith took her story 

to The Oregonian. "The reporter, Rachel Stark, got through to Human Rights 

Watch, but I had no luck."  

This is not the first time a letter like this has turned up. Just this week, another 

plea was found written in Chinese on a toilet seat and posted on Reddit. 

Commenters on the website have questioned the letters' authenticity.  
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Though the letter lists the address of the specific camp, officials at Human Rights 

Watch were unable to verify the authenticity of the letter. However, Sophie 

Richardson, China director at Human Rights Watch, told The Oregonian that the 

description was consistent with their research. "I think it is fair to say the 

conditions described in the letter certainly conform to what we know about 

conditions in re-education through labor camps."  

The concern over the conditions laborers must endure in China and other 

countries first came to the public eye in the 1980s with the use of sweatshops to 

make Nike sneakers. Since then, according to an article recently published in The 

New York Times, Nike "has convened public meetings of labor, human rights, 

environmental and business leaders to discuss how to improve overseas 

factories."  

Tech companies, like Apple and Hewlett Packard, are being made to be 

accountable for their labor practices. After receiving a great deal of criticism, 

Apple is now making public statements that they are aware of the harsh 

conditions in China and are taking steps to improve them.  

As for Julie Keith, she had a general idea about the conditions in Chinese labor 

camps, but this letter has been a dramatic eye-opener into the stark reality of the 

issue. "I was aware of labor camps. I knew they had factories but I had no idea of 

the gravity of the situation. I didn't realize how bad it could be for people."  

Finding the letter has made Keith more aware of the origin of many products sold 

in the United States. "As I was doing my Christmas shopping this year, I checked 

every label. It's virtually impossible to avoid purchasing things made in China as 

over 90 percent of our goods are made there. But if I saw 'made in China,' this 

year I asked myself, 'do I really need this?'" 

http://shine.yahoo.com/work-money/letter-chinese-laborer-pleading-help-

found-halloween-decorations-202400773.html 

***** 

In addition to the above, the jews also make a tremendous profit from selling the 

organs and body parts of political prisoners in China who have been tortured to 

death by the jewish communist system there. The jew never misses anything 

when it comes to making a profit.  
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Also, the doors in these factories are bolted shut. Some weeks back, in 

Bangledesh, many workers burned to death.  

'112 people were killed in a textile factory fire in Bangladesh. The Nov. 24 incident 

was apparently sparked by an electrical short circuit that eventually sent flames 

racing through the nine-story building where products sold by the American 

discounter Wal-Mart, Dutch fashion chain C&A, and Hong Kong clothing 

distributor Li & Fung were made. The event was made all the more horrific 

because workers were trapped in the inferno as stairwells were blocked by 

rubbish and other materials -- and there were no emergency exits. 

The Bangladesh fire touched a nerve around the world, but such incidents are 

more routine than is commonly known. Although major retailers such as Wal-

Mart Stores Inc. (NYSE:WMT) and apparel makers such as Nike Inc. (NYSE:NKE) 

have increasingly taken pains to make sure that the factories of their direct 

suppliers meet at least minimal safety standards, these suppliers often 

subcontract to second- and third-tier manufacturers whose practices are not 

closely overseen or regulated by the multinationals. In fact, the large companies 

that these lower-rung outfits ultimately supply frequently don’t even know them. 

As a result, accidents and fires at these relatively unpoliced plants are endemic. 

For example, a garment-factory fire this month in the southern Chinese city of 

Shantou claimed 14 lives, although government officials claimed that a worker 

disgruntled over wages started the fire. In October, the Chinese State 

Administration of Work Safety reported that 45,409 workers died in more than 

210,000 workplace accidents in all types of factories during the first nine months 

of this year. In September, as many as 262 garment workers perished in a textile-

factory blaze whose cause was listed as an electrical short circuit in Karachi, 

Pakistan. And, in June, another nine garment workers were injured in a fire in 

Lahore, Pakistan. 

Even when calamity spares textile workers, the conditions they toil under can be 

equally desperate: In many cases, apparel makers in developing countries offer 

wages of $100 per month at the high end, although that tiny amount is often 

reduced by factory owners who underpay without explanation or by claiming that 

the employee did not put in the hours that he or she actually worked. For this 

kind of pay, people of all ages -- mostly women -- may be asked to work in 
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sweatshops that are distinguished by flammable material from floor to ceiling, 

locked doors, no fire extinguishers, and physically abusive bosses.' 

*****NOTE: 'although that tiny amount is often reduced by factory owners who 

underpay without explanation or by claiming that the employee did not put in the 

hours that he or she actually worked.' ***** 

*Many of us know just how all too common this jewish cheating of hard working 

employees is in the USA.  

Through the programs of xianity and islam, Gentile energies go into feeding the 

jewish agenda psychically and also through indoctrination, in the material world. 

Gentiles fight jewish wars for them. Gentiles are slaughtered and killed so the 

jews can thrive, whilke the jews sit back and watch with glee.  

Gentiles pay trillions upon trillions of dollars in free grant money to israel, 

reparations for that phony 'holoco$t, kosher taxes and much more.  

While most of us have to budget, make concessions and sacrifices regarding what 

we can and cannot have, go without and some even work 2-3 jobs just to make 

ends meet, the jew lives in opulence and profits tremendously. You work, save, 

scrimp and deny yourselves so the jew can live exceptionally well and thrive.  

As it reads in the bible regarding the jews: 

'Thou Shalt Prosper' 

The video below [which I highly recommend everyone sees] is nothing new and 

blatantly exposes the jews and how they use occult power, the power of 

suggestion and the subliminal to make the subconscious connection to manifest 

their workings in reality. The shootings were for the purpose of instituting gun 

control. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8nTZKpmtlQ 

The USA is the only country they have not been forcibly expelled from in history 

and USA is Israel's bitch; always supporting israel, providing troops to be 

slaughtered and is a host nation, which they are now at their death grip to work 

to turn USA to communism here. To accomplish their agenda, they have to enact 

gun control. 
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Their use of occult powers has its roots in their gematria. The 911 was another 

one...very blatant. A co-worker, some years ago, showed me how a $20.00 bill 

could be folded a certain way so that on the rear of it, the twin towers going up in 

smoke would appear. Look on the internet for this, I don't have the time to search 

out the websites that have this. All of a sudden, after the 911 incident, the older 

version of the $20.00 bills where you could fold it that way, was taken out of 

circulation. They fed the public the bullshit story that 'they were too easy to 

conterfeit.' Well, they disappeared real fast, as too many people knew the deal 

on how to fold them. The 20 is the most common currency used and circulated in 

the USA. 

Others include presidential assassinations. I did some research on this a few years 

back. Note about Lincoln and the names, dates, and the numbers and how they 

all come together in a very creepy way, indicating the use of their version of 

witchcraft. 911 is another blatant one- the date, the flights, the numbers, such as 

'New York City' 11 letters; just do your own research on this. 

Then...we have the fucking bible. Nothing but a certain number of books, 

numbers of verses and so forth. It is a jewish book of witchcraft. In the meantime, 

they have disarmed Gentiles regarding witchcraft and spirtitual knowledge. 

People who believe in that biblical crap and worse, those who slavishly worship 

that jew filth are under their psychic power and control. 

They are over-confident and yes, the defnitely plan things, as they know the 

power of their workings and this is another reason for their vast and 

mind-blowing material wealth. With certain types of magick, a connection has to 

be made, for it to work, and to get it going. Xian psychic energy provides the 

means for them to feed off of and also with that foul jewsus messiah of theirs. 

This creates the necessary mass mind belief and connection so that their messiah 

manifests and then as our Anti-christ stated 'will be the funeral wreath of 

humanity.' 

All of our Pagan priests and spiritual people were mass murdered with the 

inquisition and other attacks. The biggest fear for the kikes is Satan.  
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Belief and acceptance of xianity creates a very important opening on the soul for 

the enemy; the jews can then manipulate the xian like a zombie, even though 

he/she is not consciously aware of it. As I mentioned before, 

IMO, the epic of the Trojan War is an allegory and statement on the jews, as their 

age-old technique of destroying Gentiles has always been from the inside, where 

they not only physically infiltrate, but also their bible, their media, their doctrines 

and other lethal SHIT. It is intermingled in nearly everything. This is how they 

always have an inside connection so their magickal workings succeed. 
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Another Day In Commie Paradise 

My note this standard issue method in the Communist regimes for all people 

under the Orwellian state. They arrest and torcher and then kill you and your 

entire family. This is the inquisition in operation under the banner of Rabbi Marx 

instead of Rabbi Jesus. 

The Soviet Jewion and Kosher Kontrolled China, each killed over 70 million 

innocents with the same below behaviour. And Pol Pot wiped out one third of 

Cambodia the same way. 

Click on the below link: 

http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Audio.htm 

And then click on 

Christianity & Communism 5 - Life Under Communism - Part 2 - North Korea.mp3  

To hear about the reality of life in the real world 1984 that is North Korea. 

--------------------------------------------------------- 

http://news.sky.com/story/1201849/kim-j ... les-family 

North Korean leader Kim Jong-Un has killed all of his executed uncle's close 

relatives, including children, say reports. 

South Korean news agency Yonhap quoted "multiple sources" as saying General 

Jang Song-Thaek's brothers, children and grandchildren were rounded up and 

shot. 

Some relatives were spared and sent to live in remote villages in the 

impoverished country, the report added. 

Among those executed were North Korea's ambassadors to Cuba and Malaysia, 

who were both related to Mr Kim's uncle by marriage. 

General Jang, 67, considered the second most powerful man in North Korea, was 

dragged out of a party meeting and executed last month on charges of 

attempting to overthrow the communist regime. 
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North Korean leader Kim Jong-un, flanked by his uncle North Korean politician 

Jang Song-thaek, leaves a military parade in Pyongyang 

General Jang was executed by his nephew for alleged treason 

Yonhap quoted one unnamed source as saying: "Extensive executions have been 

carried out for relatives of Jang Song-thaek. All relatives of Jang have been put to 

death, including even children." 

Another source said: "Some relatives were shot to death by pistol in front of other 

people if they resisted while being dragged out of their apartment homes." 

"The executions of Jang's relatives mean that no traces of him should be left," a 

third source said. 

South Korean news agencies have been known to publish unconfirmed stories 

from the North. 

But the latest claim ties in with a report by the Daily NK news website, run by 

North Korean defectors, which said more than 100 members of Mr Jang's family 

had been arrested before Christmas. 

Yonhap said those killed included General Jang's sister Jang Kye-sun, and her 

husband and ambassador to Cuba, Jon Yong-jin. 

General Jang's nephew and ambassador to Malaysia, Jang Yong-chol, and his two 

sons were also shot dead. 

The Kim dynasty has ruled the isolated country for more than six decades. 

Observers said General Jang was considered the man who could help his nephew 

establish himself in power, but also presented the greatest threat to the young 

leader. 

Mr Jang's widow, Kim Kyong-hui, was thought to have survived the purge, but was 

later reported to have taken her own life. 

:: Watch Sky News live on television, on Sky channel 501, Virgin Media channel 

602, Freeview channel 82 and Freesat channel 202. 

Communism Is A Religion  

Danielou was correct when he called Marxism the last world religion.  
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Communism is a religion. This documentary film shows life in this society. They 

have literally created a religion of the cult of the Communist state and leaders. 

The head leaders are turned into near mythical-supernatural messianic beings on 

the level of a Jesus or Mohammed. Their lives are crafted into religious themed, 

mystical stories and complete with massive Temples and shines built to them 

across the nation. Their books are treated as Bibles or Koran's and the people 

forced into a literal cult of worship of them as divine hero's, full of religious zeal 

and fanaticism along with religious like parades and pageants. And the state as 

their church on earth. They even have a massive city built as the Vatican or Mecca 

to the state cult. This is something you would only expect to find in a place like 

Saudi Arabia.  

As a wise person stated simply cross out God in the Bible and insert State and you 

have Communism. 

This is what Jewish Christianity and Islam is designed to lead the planet into. As 

the Koran is just the Jewish Torah mixed with other Christian tales mixed with 

Mohammed. It plugs into the vortex of psychic power created by Judeo-

Christianity.  

The regime even made a calendar starting time at the birth of the original 

Communist leader. Where does that idea come from again: 

The dating system of BC/AD was first devised in the sixth century by the Christian 

monk Dionysius Exiguus (c. 470-544), based on Christian beliefs, not on any 

discernible scientific facts. We are therefore working with backdated markers 

designed to make an artificial timeline supposedly created by the Lord God 

himself, when he miraculously took birth through the womb of a Jewish virgin 

girl."- D.M. Murdock 

This film also shows the reality of people forced to eat literal baked dirt and tree 

bark to try and stay alive, hundreds of thousands and more dead from mass 

starvation. Empty roads and cities, They can't even keep the power on in their 

capital it has constant black outs. No economy of anything in existence. Death 

camps and massive graveyards to the point they are reusing body bags because 

the state is running out of them. So many people are dying from starvation and 

disease.  
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The whole nation is crumbled into a tombworld. Full of massive mausoleum style 

moments to the state cult that has exterminated them.  

------------------------------------------------- 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YGGjDfQ ... 64LGiS5U4A 

North Korea Documentary - Secret Filming Of A Country In Ruins - Little Left To 

See In North Korea 

The winner of the 2001 International Emmy award for Best Documentary,  

Welcome to North Korea is a grotesquely surreal look at the all-too-real 

conditions in modern-day North Korea.  

Dutch filmmaker Peter Tetteroo and his associate Raymond Feddema spent a 

week in and around the North Korean capital of Pyongyang -- ample time to 

represent the starvation and deprivation afflicting a good portion of the 

population, and to offset such "contemporary" imagery as cars and public 

facilities with the conspicuous nonuse of these trappings.  

As the filmmakers reveal, the North Koreans have no opportunity to compare 

their existence with that of the outside world, due to the near-total cutoff of 

news and free transportation.  

The one predominant feature of this oppressed nation is manifested in the scores 

of statues, sculptures, and iconic paintings of North Korea's Communist dictator 

Kim Jong II, who has gone to great and sometimes ruthless lengths to convince his 

subjects that he has inherited godlike powers from his equally "divine" father, the 

late Kim II Sung (whose mummified body still lies in state, à la Lenin).  

Were this not all too painfully true, Welcome to North Korea could easily pass as a 

grotesque fairy tale, out Grimm-ing anything found in Grimm.  

The film made its American TV debut via the Cinemax cable network on March 18, 

2003.  

~ Hal Erickson, All Movie Guide 
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North Korea through the Eyes of Witnesses 

My note what happens in North Korea is the same in all Communist countries. 

This film is Jewish Communism in its pure form and what National Socialism and 

millions of free Gentiles under the Swastika fought to liberate humanity and the 

planet from. Jewish Communism is the other side of Jewish coin as Christianity.  

Adolf Hitler Man Of Peace: 

topic318.html 

--------------------------------------------------- 

North Korea Through the Eyes of Witnesses 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wM1sKwW_Ogk 

The video presents women, children and political prison camp issues in North 

Korea. Seven victims decribe their experiences of horror. The video is intertwined 

with secret footages shot in North Korea. The documentary was produced in 2011 

by the Citizens' Alliance for North Korean Human Rights. 

http://www.nkhumanrights.or.kr 

http://www.facebook.com/NKhumanrights 
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Death of communism 
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The end of the suffering is national-socialism 

"On a country road in the Palatinate two men from the Labour Service are 

marching towards the next town. The Labour Service camp lies a long way off in 

the country, and it is a long way to the railway station. But the two men are in 

high spirits and are whistling, because they are going home on holidays after 

months of healthy and strenuous work. They whistle: In the Homeland, in the 

Homeland..... Just then a line of cars sweeps past the two men. They're lucky, one 

of them says. They'll be there sooner than we will, the other says. They're waving! 

both call out together. And then, in fact, the line of cars comes to a halt and waits 

until the two men, who have begun to run, have caught up. Where from? Where 

to? Climb in! The two men open their eyes wide in amazement, because the man 

stopping in the middle of the country road and inviting them to climb in is none 

other than The Leader. Adolf Hitler. He makes them describe for him their lives, 

and asks to know in great detail what it is like in their labour camp. In no time 

they arrive at the little town. The cars stop. As they leave The Leader asks one of 

the two men: It is about to rain. Don't you have a coat with you? 

I have no civilian coat, my Leader. I was unemployed for a long time. On hearing 

this, The Leader takes off his grey travelling coat and hangs it on the shoulders of 

his fellow countryman." 

Adolf Hitler 

The Life Of The Leader 

http://webzoom.freewebs.com/spiritualwa ... Leader.pdf 

Authentic love and respect is what is responsible for care and that altruism is 

what holds up our societies and our planet together. Today we have been 

indoctrinated into a psychology of the Jew. Hate for all organic diversity on every 

level. Men are taught to hate women and women, men. And each themselves for 

being men and women. Races are taught to hate each other and themselves for 

the race they are part of. Cultures which bore the unique expressions of whole 

peoples are ripped apart and destroyed. Individuals are taught to hate themselves 

for their individuality and other for their individuality. Classes of people the other 

class. Even hating ourselves and each other for our dietary nature. We are taught 

to hate and fear spirituality, wisdom and true knowledge. And the whole of 
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humanity is taught to hate itself for being humans. The whole of mankind is 

sinking in pathological desire for self destruction. 

A step beyond even this and the core of this is the most subversive doctrine which 

was first injected with Buddhism teachings in the East which the Jews where 

connected in with and spread into he West and they still are pushing obsessively. 

And more currently injected in Western societies by Jewish intellectuals and their 

psychological doctrines. Is that there is no self. The denial of the self is the denial 

of the Atman the individual soul nature. The removal of the soul removes the core 

of spiritual knowledge and reduces us to a mass of robotic hybrids. Its the 

ultimate demoralization of human beings and what it means to be human. 

The Jewish doctrine of hatred is designed to break down all healthy organic bonds 

and dissolve everyone from the smallest individual to the whole races and 

cultures into a materialistic, one world slave society that functions on a hive mind. 

This is the essence of Communism, Christianity and Islam.  

The worst things are ignorance and apathy that are the two great destroyers. 

People have become so demoralized and depressed by the psychology and 

propaganda of the Jewish, globalist society many have shut down and become 

apathetic to life for varying reasons but the same result. They become willfully 

ignorant as you can't wake up a man pretending to be asleep. And many who do 

care out of ignorance are lead astray into supporting the social-political systems 

that are the problem not the solution so things become worse. They are the 

meaning of the path to suffering is lined with good intentions. Greed arises out of 

apathy. And is also a fear based pathology. Which is normal in a scarcity based 

society. And one that teaches values of self identification with accumulation of 

material possession in a social Darwin atmosphere. Our social values have 

become based on psychopathology. Because our society has been Judazied. 

The world suffers because the Jewish World System has murdered the truth. They 

have created a world of self murdered people on the soul level. Walking around in 

animated empty bodies. Not allowed to embrace everything the universe had 

designed to give them happiness and joy in life. Too apathetic towards their own 

existence to care about any others. People are taught to identify with everything 

destructive to them and develop a persona around this. The deeper inner trauma 

this causes them, gives rise in turn to many pathological aliments. As the psyche is 
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sick with the burden and unconscious pain of living in an inhuman, spirituality 

empty society. 

You can see this in the art and music that is popular in society its an expression of 

rage, sadness and despair, nothing but psychological and emotion suffering. The 

rest is empty, superficial happy sounding, bland trash. 

Its only by reconnecting with ourselves by opening and transforming our souls 

that we can realize the Eternal Truth and open up the respect and care for the 

things that make us great. Our differences, its a known fact having a positive 

identity for what makes a person and group unique is the key to psychophysically, 

the spiritual wellbeing of all peoples. Its the different colors in a painting that 

make it beautiful, its the diversity of instruments in an orchestra that makes the 

harmony of sound. Its the difference in nature that make our friends our friends. 

The celebration of our differences is the celebration of life.  

What we love and respect in ourselves is what we will in others. The core values 

of spirituality and altruism and the authentic compassion based in truth that arise 

from this. Is what will end the nightmare and bring about the ending of suffering 

on this planet. 

I believe humanity is ultimately good at the core of its heart but stuck in a bad 

system and samaric level of existence the system is built upon. And this is why the 

enemy has to work around the clock for thousands of years and still not have 

what they wanted to achieve. Its our goodness they hate and fear because 

goodness flows outward from within the soul. And the Gentile soul and its spirit is 

the one thing they can't crush. Our strength is in our diversity and the love for the 

eternal order of life we are all part of and this diversity is manifested of. This is 

why they always attack this. 

The great struggle of which the utmost spiritual strength is needed is to defeat 

the ugliness of the Jew within our own souls. To purify our minds and hearts of 

the toxic effects of living in this dark age....The Age Of The Jew. We bring forth the 

Golden age from within our own souls. 

National Socialism is the only system that can bring about a spiritual world 

revolution that can open the gates to paradise on this planet for all peoples and 

sentient life upon it. The overwhelming amount of joy and happiness in Germany 

was the natural result of being apart of a order based on truth and goodness. The 
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Jews hate Hitler to this day because he wanted to create a better world for 

humanity. Based on spiritual advancement, authentic compassion for life and 

altruism. 

National Socialism brings forth in man and the world. What the Jew has tried so 

hard to murder....The supreme order of truth. Which is the supreme order of life. 

For within truth one has the power to give life. 

Hail Hitler! 
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Germany must accomplish 

by Egon Albrecht 

This is a message of spiritual justice for our fellow SS men and women. This is 

dedicated to the strong German women, who endured the worst abuses and 

still survived and granted the surviving of this generation. 

 

So there they were assembled, praying for our decay. About a century ago the 

enemy of mankind, the Jew, wrote one of the most hateful plans to exterminate 

the innocent offspring our Creator God Wotan (Satan) from this Earth, which 

turned in action in one of the saddest and disturbing facts in history, comparable 

only in sadism and cruelness to their other plan, the Inquisition. 

 

They expected to starve, humiliate and abuse the Aryan people to the point of 

total annihilation, which was possible in their simplistic sub-human brain. Killing 

German men and raping German women would be enough to finish their plan and 

put a total silence in the German blood, they thought. Their blind self-confidence 

led them to freely do the most horrific acts that we normal human beings could 

neither conceive after staring with our own eyes, thinking the end of the II World 

Battle and their meaningless plans would mean in total loss for our side, the 

justice and truth’s side, in the greater war.  

 

They do not learned from us their foe, that truth can’t be hidden for too long, that 

real ideals can’t be killed and that WILL always triumph in the end. They don’t, as 

it is not in their coward inhuman nature. These are only empty words for them. 

 

And more, that they do not know that real heroes live forever, in this or the next 

life they back to end their job, and the more vile and sadistic the enemy is, the 

hardest is the vengeance. That what they meant to exterminate were just the 

children of the most powerful, shining and genial God of universe, and his justice 

and hate would not be, nor never were, a blank page, but the hottest flame. 

 

So what their limited brains were thinking when they had the idea to kill and rape 

millions of innocent Aryan men and women? Did they thought this generation 

would be just a mongrelized of slaves in their “Order” and Germanic immortal 

culture and blood would be just a shadow in the past? What happened then to 
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their “so powerful” soviet regime decades after it, and where their leaders are 

now? 

 

Go to Dresden, and Berlin too, and see for yourself what their great plan is today. 

These are beautiful cities and people there are happy and lead their lives 

normally. The Jewish horror against them let some spiritual scars, but this didn’t 

exterminated them. By far, it even let them smarter and stronger. Most are 

blonde and blue eyed, not the gray mass of mongrelized goyim they expected to 

create. Where are their fool programs of “gay pride” and “feminism” they 

expected to destroy the Aryan family and customs? Are misused, as German 

people are getting smart of their real purpose. Where is their self-victimization 

hoax of “holocaust” and blame-shifting on the German people who is the real 

victims? The German people used to be credulous and self-guilty, but now the 

truth is on the air and they see it for themselves, they even created movies about 

it.  

 

Most important, where is their great program to exterminate Germans physically 

as a racial group? Go to street in any country with Germans or German 

descendents. Never as before you will see so much young couples with 3 or more 

babies, some couples apparently as old as 20-25 years old, playing with their 

children in parks. What happened to the Jewish propaganda against Aryan 

motherhood and family then? 

 

What happened to their “Germany Must Perish” then? I tell you, Germany must 

not, and will never perish. On the contrary, Germany must and will ACCOMPLISH 

the Greatness and Godhood that we deserve by our heritage from our True 

Father. 

 

Oh, I was forgetting, not to mention you will find dozens of Aryan young couples 

with twin babies and sometimes a third child, going against all previous statistics 

about fertility and modern family values. Just a coincidence? No way! This is 

nothing but our fellow SS collective effort of: spreading the truth, workings to 

expose the enemy, workings to attack the enemy’s core and our workings to 

AWAKE our people to their natural, pagan roots and to the truth. Don’t get it 

wrong, the enemy IS more dangerous than they were before, not as a signal of 

some kind of strength of will to survive, but as a signal of cowardice and their 
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fears near to their well known total destruction. They know spiritual justice is 

near their hooked nose. This is the time we need to be the more relentless and 

focused we ever were. Spiritual Justice will be like Thor’s hammer on their pitiful 

balls. 

 

Thanks the NS leaders and soldiers who gave their lives so we could carry the fight 

for today! 

 

Thanks all the Gods of Duat and the Heroes of yesterday and today. Yes, you 

fellow SS who today make for mankind’s history a better and brighter future! 

 

Thank you Heinrich Himmler, Hess and Goering who suffered and died for our 

cause! 

 

Thank you Hanna Reitsch, Rudolf Kaldrack, Egon Albrecht, Wolfgang Schenck, so 

many other Aces of the Luftwaffe and so many other SS warriors I’m not able to 

quote here but who lived to make a better future for our people: 

 

 
Hanna Reitsch. Defeated 25 aerial enemies. 
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Rudolf Kaldrack. 275 missions accomplished, defeated 24 aerial. 

 

 
Egon Albrecht. Over 250 missions accomplished, defeated 25 aerial, defeated 

over 410 vehicles of all kinds. 
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Wolfgang Schenck. Over 400 missions accomplished, defeated 18 aerial. 

GERMANY MUST ACCOMPLISH!!! 
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Nazism has won, Communism has died. 

Many people say and say again the same poem of the ‘holocaust’ and how evil 

Hitler was. Again and again, every time with more and more evidence, we debunk 

their claims. The evidence is there. Thing is, the major populace is programmed. 

From day one that someone is born, they are hearing “Oh thank jewsus the baby 

was born” and by the age of 10 they hear every day, watch kike made movies, 

hear ‘public opinion’ shaped by some jewish historian about Hitler and the Nazis. 

 

Seriously, Nazis, Ancient Civilizations, Satan and Satanism are the big NO-NO’s in 

this society! NOOOOOO! STAY WORSHIPPING THE JEW- EMMANUEL JIZZUS OR 

YOU WILL ROAST IN HELL! HE WILL COME BACK AND JUDGE YOU! OBEY OR BURN 

FOR ALL ETERNITY! The things that like the jew ‘god’ in the garden of Eden, when 

one touches they will “Die”. Lying as they always do, both their ‘god’ and them, 

nobody that seeked the Truth died. The so called ‘forgotten apple’ did not kill 

anyone and brought the so called knowledge of good and evil to those who gave 

in the time and effort to reach it. It takes such an idiotic ‘god’ to create man with 

the capability to Sin, only to torture them later after doing it. Since he was all 

knowing, he knew beforehand they would sin, so he made them able to sin. If he 

did not know it, according to xian theology, he did not know everything and as 

thus he is no ‘god’. 

 

Of course he is not. For one its nothing more than a jewish fantasy novel, where 

they have complete and total power everyone else in the globe, everyone is 

enslaved and such. How could the rambling of some kikes make sense? Lies do 

not make sense. Especially so big lies. How could they ever make sense? 

 

The so called idiots though, who preach anti-Nazism do not do the fundamental 

thing any person who knows history should do. STUDY BOTH SIDES FROM 

UNBIASED SOURCES. Even this jew “Cole” made a documentary proving the gas 

chambers were a hoax. Thing is, jews are too ready to betray their own race 

everytime. Maybe “Cole” was on the side that his bank account had 100,000,0$ 

and not 2 billions like his cousins, so it grew infuriated and started what he did. 

Then “Cole” appears 10 years after in the jewish owned and run Holly-wood. This 

fence hopping jew came with a plan. While he debunked the holocaust, he 

accused Hitler or all the other crimes he was accused, acting as a gate-keeper to 
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his fellow jews and faithfully a propaganda minister of his own. 

 

When someone does this and sees that the whole governmental cabinet of Stalin 

was jewish for instance and caused the massacre of at least 25 million Russians in 

Labor camps, then see the videos where jews themselves testify that in the big 

‘labor camps’ they could paint, swim in swimming pools, dance, play football with 

the so-evil Nazis and such, it takes a peanut of a brain to realize how in this case 

the ‘winner’ has blamed all their shit to the ‘loser’ of the war. The ‘loser’ is judged 

by the winner. Its as simple as that. But, who was the ‘winner’ of the war and who 

was the ‘loser’? Upon first glance you will say it was USSR who won the war. And 

that Nazi Germany lost. 

 

Thing is, our side has started with a different purpose and the jewish USSR side 

started with another purpose in mind. In such cases you do not judge ‘victory’ by 

whom survived and who did not, you judge victory or loss according to who 

fulfilled their purpose for which a war was started. 

 

Their purpose was world domination and to dominate everything according to 

their jewish/communist laws, torah and the rest, assume a “God” position and 

rule everything, enslave anyone. This happened only inside USSR. People were 

nothing but swine, women were only objects and work laborers, children were 

pieces of shit in the eyes of jews who would run their ‘eternal’ machine of war 

Jew USSR in her prime to dominate the whole globe. They really believed this 

laughable shit. Lenin, Stalin, Trotsky, Molotov and so forth- all jews. All worked for 

the same purpose, whatever their actions. To enslave people into a slave state. To 

materialize their inner view of the cosmos, which is nothing else than what their 

Torah and their Protocols of Zion have wrote since day one. Jews have always 

operated by their hive mind and this is evident in the same outcome that comes 

in all civilizations they have gained power in: Destruction. Their Torah justifies 

them to be ‘gods’, above anyone and everyone. With the systematic destruction 

of all spiritual knowledge, they have that knowledge and assume to be ‘gods’. Its 

known in the so called ‘atheist’ USSR there were dozens of Rabbis and kikes who 

would launch curses and whatever else in the unknowing populace. If someone 

was an enemy of the jewish owned state, they would either die by their secret 

police, or they would get cursed or both. 
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The bible in itself is a communist book and the mother of communist theory- all 

jewish. “All men are equals in the face of ‘god’ “. What happened in Soviet Russia 

was “all men are equals in the face of Stalin” or some other appointed jewish 

messiah who will fulfill what the jews have been trying to built for so long. Thing 

is, the jews are naturally a sickly and weak race. They have been on our ass for 

2000 years and still cannot fulfill a damn goal. And even if they did, which they 

never could, they would fail to maintain it like it has happened in the USSR. They 

simply failed. Hitler built up a nation from total destruction to a world power in 

around 10 years. Enough said. 

 

People are taught to believe in jews like they are gods, since day one. We are 

taught to believe that ‘god’ was a kike spaceman who sat on the clouds and 

cursed people. Endless confusion but what remains is this- we are taught to 

believe in the jews and the jewish ‘god’. Thing is, they have been destroying 

civilizations since day one of their existence. The Ancient Romans perished under 

their grip and even nowdays they are destroying everything, every form of 

civilization. By the moment Europe has allowed them in and gave them ‘citizen 

rights’ everything has been going downhill; debt, two major world wars and 

economic plagues, instability in all levels, bad governship that destroyed a large 

portion of people, humiliation, senseless industrialization without feeling or 

remorse, false intelligentsia and philosophies of all kinds that are basically ruining 

every aspect of Gentile life and are leading people to mental hospitals by the 

hundreds each day. 

 

But what was the purpose of Nazis and Hitler? 

 

Simple. 

 

First of all stop the jewish beast from taking over the globe and Europe, slow 

them down [They succeeded then construct a legacy for others to follow after 

them, in which everything would go over for the jews [We are approaching there 

and there is nothing the jews can do- check on Israel’s case, people are waking up 

en-masse]. The Nazis reached too far, almost destroyed USSR themselves. When 

Hitler was at the door, the jew Stalin knew he was done with, so he informed the 

western jews that their legacy was coming to the end. Hitler had the whole 

Europe under his control. Hitler’s method of Blizzkrieg war, had brought Russia to 
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her knees. When Hitler’s Troops entered and were outside of Stalin-grad, by that 

time over 50,000 Russians fought at his side against the jewish beast to regain 

back their country. IT WAS NO LONGER RUSSIA- IT WAS A JEWISH HAVEN MADE 

ONLY FOR JEWS. 

 

Everyone knows the jews today. Them trying to hide and pretend to be harmless 

no longer works. Even the most stupid people know. Most of those whom they 

own by xianity and through their spell of xianity, hate them to the bone and they 

will choose to decimate the jewish problem than to adhere to some jewish ‘god’ 

as people subconsciously know they are being played on. 

 

Hitler and the SS knew they would not have the jews finished on their days, as 

they were scattered all across the globe. They passed down the message. By their 

symbols they caused re-aweakening. Anti-Semetism is now again flaming. Where 

is it that they won? Back then the jews had German and other enemies. Now 

everyone down the street can be their enemy as people know, everyone knows 

and those who do not know, are getting told by now. Everyone knows what they 

did to America, to Germany, to other countries. People see them and they 

recognize them. There is nowhere to hide for them anymore. Everyone knows 

how they use money. The internet has served us well. 

 

Miss’s Stalin when confronted outside of the jewish USSR capital by the Nazis, 

called in his friend jews from England and the USA. So they started up the 

western front to dilute the powers of Germany. One step before destruction, as 

everyone jewish was shitting their pants, they had to ensure their racial dream – 

world domination. But by the time Hitler was in Stalingrad, the purpose of the 

Nazis had already been fulfilled. On the whole war, the jewish Rabbis kept and 

kept murdering people [as the case with the young boy Andrei who was 

murdered to curse the Czar] and sending the energy to the Nazis and mostly 

Hitler and his stuff, or used it to guide events. All sorts of blood Rituals were 

taking place and the gulags were ideal for this, all sorts of USSR psychics were on 

the roll and doing all sorts of shit (In an atheistic state- When jews finalize their 

control xianity gets thrown out of the window as it serves no need- it already 

made the people obedient to jews and now this had to actualize), as the suffering 

and horror of the people where was untold.  
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People need to study more. The left-run universities and jewish infested 

‘knowledge’ is keeping people blind. Jews prove they are guilty by all this 

infestation in history and such, because this proves they did what they have been 

accused and are trying to re-write history. 

 

The jews knew that these places would serve as an endless cattle farm when they 

can take people out from, butcher them and use their life energy to achieve all 

sorts of goals. From all their nasty effort, all they could do is not get destroyed 

back then, but they could do nothing about Hitler’s final plan, which has 

succeeded already, as the purpose was to Stop and Expose the international 

jewry of the planet. Now days, everyone knows. 

 

Thing is, by the fall of Germany and the major economic collapsation (again jewish 

in its roots) and with the jews like Rothschilds and the jewish Vatican running the 

global system, the jews thought it has now been over with. They took over Russia 

in which they had much power already, built up the beast and simply went for 

world domination, after the point their jewish ‘ark’ of USSR would be strong 

enough to carry them all. But they never expected Hitler, neither an uprising in 

Nazism. They thought that by creating hundreds of false frontiers as they do 

today, people would remain asleep. The same thing they did in Russia with their 

Demagogues, they did in Germany as well, but it never worked there. They 

expected their reign to go on forever. They expected no opposition. Thing is, the 

materialistic nature of the jews is all they are and the same reason they always 

fail- the western jews and the eastern jews when they thought they had us all by 

the balls after Nazi Germany was put to sleep, they made a Cold war which 

exhausted both of them, brining the ‘ark’ of the USSR state to its knees. They 

destroyed their own selves in their run towards their imaginary top. 

 

The jews cannot rule anything as its not in their nature to rule, not even a slave 

state that they have created. Whatever they have constructed has collapsed, in 

every and all occasions, whatever it was. The only danger is that they are brining 

down to collapsation the things they have attached themselves to- thats what we 

should be worried about. Eternal things are not for them, neither is rebuilding. 

 

They expected the return of the medieval times, they expected to rule alongside 

with their reptilian masters and other nefarious beings who seek the end of 
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Humanity as it was. They thought Satan was out of the game. Now, where is their 

eternal kingdom? In every state waiting to get pogrom’d, because of all their 

deeds against Gentiles? Or in a stolen Palestinian state which was funded by their 

WW2 holocau$t lies, on the back of Gentiles there, getting bombed daily? 

 

Who has won the war and who is Eternal now? They will always need Gentiles to 

feast upon, even as their slaves. They need Gentiles even as enslaved. We do not 

need them anywhere, in no facet of our Global or National lives. And in every 

Gentile Nazism will wake up, it’s a matter of time. Now not only it has woken up, 

but is rising like a manifold flame, ready to burn and wipe out those who long 

have oppressed every nation of the world. Lets not allow other countries and our 

own countries to be victimized like Russia did, under the jewish Grip. 
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Death of communism 

part 2 

 

This is addition to already existing book Death of communism 
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/uploads/3/8/5/5/38555197/death_of_co

mmunism.pdf  – PDF version of http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/ (both 
books are available there for free download). This book consists of the new 
sermons and answers of Joy of Satan Ministry on the topic of communism 

available on the site, but not included into the first book. They were originally 
posted on our forum http://josministries.prophpbb.com/ and in all of our groups: 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Groups.html 
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Communism is Judaism 
“So its obvious why the Rothschild's created Communism: it’s the Messianic 
political movement they are given instructions in the their Torah to create, for 
Jews to conqueror the planet totally with” 

- High Priest Mageson666 (Don Danko) 
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Marxism - The Modern Poisonous Brew 

This is also from N.E.R and is a good overall view of the subject of Marxism. 

--Marxism: The Modern Poisonous Brew  

By no recognized standard may Karl Marx be considered a great writer, nor even a 
great thinker. His famous production Das Kapital is so dull and so boring that it is 
almost impossible to read. Despite the fact that it has been highly touted by the 
Jewish propaganda networks and tremendously promoted by international Jewry, 
this book has been read very little, and is still, today, very seldom read by 
anybody. In fact, the book was not even written by Marx alone but was compiled 
with a great deal of help from Friederich Engels, his Jewish collaborator and his 
financial angel. Engels revised and re-arranged Marx's notes in a more readable 
form, but even so, the whole production is as difficult to wade through as to wade 
up stream in a river of cold molasses. 

Nor does this book contain any really intrinsic new theories. Marx borrowed most 
of his socialist theories from Condorcet, Saint-Simon, Auguste Compte and others. 
The theory of Thesis, Antithesis and Synthesis, which he calls Dialectical 
Materialism, was lifted from the works of G. W. Friederich Hegel. It is a useless 
and unproductive theory that is no more than a play on words and can best be 
described as Semitic semantic casuistry. 

Nevertheless Marx's writings have been able to permeate and poison the minds 
of most of today's world, and it therefore behooves us to analyze and study why it 
did so and just what it was that Marx wrote. 

It must be added here that the spread of Marx's teachings has not taken place 
because of their brilliance, or because of their persuasiveness, nor because of 
their eloquence, nor because they had something constructive to offer, nor even 
because there was anything particularly new in his writings and his thinking. The 
reason they have attained worldwide dissemination is because they have been 
fervently promoted by the Jewish propaganda network and by force of all the 
power and influence of the total Jewish conspiracy, just as Christianity was. I 
repeat, Marxism has not spread because it was a saleable product, nor was it 
wrapped in an attractive and desirable package — no, it was spread and 
disseminated and perpetrated solely by the force of the Jewish worldwide 
organized conspiracy with thousands of speakers in union halls, on radio, on 
television, injecting the poisons distilled by Marx down the throats of millions and 
billions of unwitting victims. Like the Sermon on the Mount, it did not offer new 
solutions, nor did it offer new hope, nor did it offer any constructive doctrine, but 
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on the contrary, like the Sermon on the Mount, it offered a suicidal program for 
the destruction of our White civilization. 

The other work that Karl Marx wrote in collaboration with Friederich Engels is the 
Communist Manifesto. It is shorter and was written considerably earlier than Das 
Kapital. It is much more widely read and is considered as the basis of communist 
doctrine. 

Marx was born in Trier, Prussia in 1818. His real name was Moses Mordecai Levy, 
son of a Jewish rabbi. His father was a proselyte Jew who seemingly left the 
Jewish religion and turned to Christianity in 1824 when young Marx was six years 
old. We need not really take this conversion seriously, since the Jews have a habit 
of parading under false colors, and like the chameleon, merge into the 
environment they are trying to infiltrate. Since in retrospect we can now see the 
momentous role that the Jews have bestowed upon Karl Marx, it is not only 
possible, but highly probable, that the hidden hand of Jewry helped Engels and 
Marx write their poisonous diatribe. They further, undoubtedly, especially picked 
Marx as the author so that it could seemingly be attributed as originating from a 
non-Jew. Then having compiled this assembled doctrine designed to poison the 
mind of the Gentile, the whole Jewish network worked feverishly to promote and 
distribute these revolutionary ideas, all in the service of the Jewish race. 

* * * * * 

Let us digress at this point and get our bearings straight in regards to Socialism vs. 
Communism. Although most people confuse the two as being closely related, we 
beg to differ vigorously. Socialism is not an evil as such, any more than is 
capitalism or money or government or organization, or education, or many other 
essential building blocks of our civilization. In fact the progress of mankind can be 
measured by the degree in which mankind was able to live together, institute 
government and law, organize the subdivision of labor, and form a social 
community which as it grew, became nations and countries. There is nothing 
wrong with this. In fact, this is all constructive, and all of these activities are 
socialistic activities or collectivism in its truest sense. 

In fact, the very idea of a group of people living under an organized government is 
a socialistic endeavor as such, there is no question about it. When we get 
together to build national highways, to build airports, to create an Army and Navy 
for the defense of our country, when we join together in common efforts to build 
a school or schools to educate our children, we are definitely engaging in a 
socialistic enterprise. All of this means that people collaborate in a common or 
collectivist effort for their collective good and achieve a benefit far beyond 
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anything that they could do if they acted solely as selfish individuals, each going 
their own individual path. Socialism, in short, is organized society. 

It can truly be said that the measure of human progress can be directly computed 
by the willingness of the individual to sacrifice his own interests for that of the 
common good, and this is the essence of socialism. There is absolutely nothing 
wrong, we repeat, with socialism, per se, or collectivism, and during Hitler's short 
peacetime period in Germany from 1933 to 1939 under National Socialism, 
Germany built and created and progressed at an astounding rate never before 
seen by any other nation in history. That was a White Man's Socialism under the 
leadership of a great White Man and, we repeat, the results were tremendously 
constructive, creative and productive. 

It is a different matter with communism, a Jewish perversion of socialism 
designed not to build for the common effort, but designed to destroy the White 
Man's nation, the White Man's country and the White Man's civilization. Out of 
the ruins the Jews then forge a hellish Jewish dictatorship. That is what 
communism is designed to do and that is what the Jew means when he talks 
about socialism. 

Again it is like every other tool that the Jew uses in his program for world 
conquest: there is nothing wrong with money, but when he uses money, he uses 
it for the destruction of the White Race and for the creation of a Jewish world 
dictatorship; there is nothing wrong with government as such, but when the Jew 
gets a hold of government he uses it to destroy the White Gentiles and help to 
forge the chains for their enslavement; there is nothing wrong with education as 
such, but when the Jew gets a hold of it he uses it to pervert the minds of our 
children, and turn them into hateful enemies of their own culture, of their own 
civilization, of their own people, and of their own country; there is nothing wrong 
with labor unions as such, except when the Jew gets in control of them, which he 
has, he turns them into shock troops to tear down our economic and national 
structure; and so it goes with everything that the Jew touches and everything that 
the Jew controls. 

Unfortunately, most of the White intellectuals have not been able to distinguish 
between socialism as such, and the form which the Jews have perverted and 
converted it into, namely Jewish communism. Unfortunately, in their ignorance 
the White Race has lumped communism and socialism together as twin evils 
divided only by degree, and if you are a socialist you must therefore be a blood 
brother to the communists. This is patently false and deceptive. On the contrary, 
socialism is the basic fabric of civilization. It is the foundation of organized society. 
It is the basis of any possible government, and the underlying ingredient of all the 
progress that the civilized White Race has ever made. It does not take a great deal 
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of thought to come to the conclusion that if every man labored only in his own 
selfish interests, in other words was completely immersed in "individual 
enterprise" as the Conservatives are so eager to espouse, humanity would still be 
back in the caveman stage. In fact he would not even be able to build the basic 
unit of society — which is the family — because that, too, takes cooperative 
sacrifice of the individual for the good of the group, small though it may be. 

Communism, on the other hand, is an altogether different animal. In fact it is a 
grizzly beast. Whereas National Socialism under Germany retained private 
property for the individual; it retained private enterprise as such; it not only 
retained but promoted family building and family life; it promoted the idea of 
patriotism and the idea of the loyalty to one's race; communism does none of 
these things but seeks viciously to wipe them all from the face of the earth. Under 
the aegis of National Socialism in Germany, during six short years Hitler rebuilt a 
bankrupt and broken nation, a nation broken morally, financially and spiritually. 
He built it and forged it into one of the most progressive and productive nations 
that the astounded eyes of the world had ever seen. The fact that the Jews later 
through lying, connivery and conspiracy managed to corral the rest of the White 
nations of the world together to smash Germany from the outside is another 
story. Nevertheless the accomplishments of Nation Socialism, which was a 
socialist government, during the six peaceful years in Hitler's Germany is 
something that no amount of lying Jewish propaganda can erase from the history 
of our times. 

* * * * * 

Now that we have drawn a distinguishing line between the creative and 
constructive idea of socialism as such and separated it from communism, let us 
examine just what some of the concepts of Jewish communism were, as belched 
up by this Jew, Karl Marx. 

The Jews are great dividers, and the theory of divide and conquer has been 
developed by them to a treacherously fine art. There are a number of ways of 
dividing humanity — by sexes, by age groups, by religions, and by nations, and 
various other ways. But Karl Marx chose to divide them into "Bourgeois and 
Proletarians." Whereas he did not exactly invent these words, he, for all practical 
purposes, pulled them out of a hat and made them the fighting words they are 
today, with the help, of course, of the total worldwide conspiracy. 

By "Bourgeois" he meant the people in the class of modern capitalists, or owners 
of the means of production and employers of workers. In fact, just about anybody 
in the middle class who owned even a small store or a small shop would be 
classified as "Bourgeois." As we all know, the middle class is the real strength and 
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backbone of a nation, but it was even against these, and especially these, that 
Marx turned his full invective and his wrath, that as a class they must be 
destroyed. 

"Bourgeoisie" had originally meant the inhabitants of cities, but by the Romantic 
Age the term had come to mean the middle classes whether they lived in cities or 
not. Businessmen from the greatest textile magnates down to the smallest hole-
in-the-wall shop-keepers, doctors, lawyers, teachers and other educated and 
professional people, all the groups that we now call "White Collar workers" were 
part of the "Bourgeois" according to Marx, and must all be wiped out. Marx's own 
definition was a new economic definition of the Bourgeois "the owners of the 
means of capitalist production." And he used this definition to include the middle 
class in its entirety. 

Marx professed to be the great champion of the working class, for whom he 
coined the word "Proletarians." For this word he reached far back into ancient 
Roman history, for the Proletarians had originally been the poverty-stricken class 
(of minor import) of ancient Rome, who had no property save their children 
(proles). Although the Roman poor had nothing whatsoever to do with factories, 
Marx liked the term because he believed it had a grand romantic historical sweep. 
Under the Proletarians he included not only the factory workers but all the urban 
poor, whether they worked in factories or not, as well as the peasants, who, he 
was sure, would be drawn into the city sooner or later by economic necessity. The 
Bourgeois, too, would sooner or later become Proletarians because they would 
bankrupt themselves by capitalistic competition and would sink into the mass of 
the Proletariat. The fact that a hundred years later this has not happened, but on 
the contrary, the middle class has immensely grown and prospered far beyond 
anything envisioned in the middle of the nineteenth century, doesn't trouble the 
Jewish propagandist of today in the least. They just keep espousing the same 
Marxist-Jewish doctrine, forging forward towards enslavement of the world. We 
might add that this is only one of many of the theories and predictions of Karl 
Marx that time has proven completely wrong and fallacious. 

Marx further wrote in the Communist Manifesto, "The working men have no 
country. National differences and antagonisms are vanishing gradually from day 
to day, owing to the development of the Bourgeois, to freedom of commerce, to 
the world market." This also was patently false, probably more obviously and 
stupidly false than many of the other things that he wrote in his treatise — and he 
wrote many things that were stupid and false. Since the Communist Manifesto 
was written on the eve of the series of Jewish revolutions unleashed in 1848, 
Marx judged that nationalistic feelings were on the way out. He couldn't have 
been more wrong. It was the beginning of a great resurgence of nationalistic 
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feeling among the working man, just at a time when Marx declared that the 
working man had no country. 

Marx was a master of delineating cleavage between two classes that he had 
practically invented. In the first chapter of the Communist Manifesto, Marx 
pictured Europe as being in the throes of a tremendous struggle for "the upper 
hand between the rising Bourgeois and the developing Proletariat." He pictured 
the future struggle was to be marked by strikes, lockouts, sabotage, wage slashes, 
bankruptcies, business crises, the simultaneous rise of industrial combines and 
trade unions, increasing Proletarian "class consciousness," and violence. He 
thereby drew the blueprint for tearing apart a country and a nation which the 
powerful hidden hand of the Jew was to promote with great zeal and energy, was 
to be used to smash several of the great nations of the world, and is today 
undermining those that have not yet fallen. He saw this as a vast dramatic clash 
between two irreconcilable and hostile classes of society who could pursue no 
other course but fight to the death. As a follower of Hegel, he too believed that 
progress came through "the fruitful struggle of opposite principles," and to this 
process Hegel and Marx gave the celebrated name of "dialectics." By this he 
described the struggle between two opposites, the thesis and the antithesis, 
finally merging into a synthesis. The synthesis then became the new thesis which 
soon developed an antithesis which then would again evolve into a new synthesis 
and so on and on ad nauseum. This pointless theory was then given a fancy name, 
called "dialectical materialism." 

In the second chapter of the Communist Manifesto entitled Proletarians and 
Communists he presents an argument with Bourgeois critics of Communism as to 
whether Communism is good or not. When he asks the question "in what relation 
do the communists stand to the Proletarians as a whole?" an honest answer 
would have been that there was no relationship since there wasn't really any 
Communist Party at this stage. However, Marx being as deceptive as he was 
arrogant, (a trait very common to his race), blatantly strode forth as if his party 
and the impending destruction of the Bourgeois was already an established fact in 
this chapter he sets forth the communist program of the abolition of private 
property and then goes on to abuse and vilify the Bourgeois. He pictures them as 
thieving, bloated, stupid villains of some vulgar horse opera, a stance that has 
since been followed by his Jewish supporters over the past century. 

In this second chapter Marx steps up his invective, and the attack against the 
Bourgeois becomes more vindictive and vicious. He defends the communist 
program and its aims and objectives to annihilate the state, to destroy culture, 
religion and the family, claiming, of course, the Bourgeois have already done all 
this. 
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He claims there is nothing wrong with the Bourgeois losing their private property 
since they have already stolen all their property from the hard working heroic 
Proletarians and farmers that produced it. According to Marx, back in 1848 
everything had already been destroyed by the Bourgeois and this included 
culture, the state itself, religion, family life, private property and on such an 
insane basis he justifies the communist aims of suicidal annihilation for the 
nation, arguing that everything would be wonderful as soon as everything was 
smashed and the working class was in control. These charges are so ridiculous and 
so detached from the real world that the average person might wonder if Marx 
had not already lost his mental facilities, and if he hadn't, that he most certainly 
could not have believed what he himself wrote. 

The answer to this, of course, is that certainly he did not believe what he wrote, 
certainly he did not think that the working class would benefit by what he was 
advocating. He had no intention of the working class benefiting from anything. 
We must keep in mind one hard and fast fact, Karl Marx was a Jew, dedicated to 
his race in the pursuit of the destruction of the White Race. Like the Sermon on 
the Mount, which advocates "love your enemies, turn the other cheek, sell all 
thou hast and give it to the poor, resist not evil," Marx's ideas were pure 
destruction, annihilation and suicide. Nobody was too interested and nobody 
really bought them. But it was with the tremendous propaganda program of 
International Jewry behind these ideas that foisted them on the world as they had 
done previously nearly two thousand years ago when the Jews promoted the 
suicidal ideas of the New Testament upon the then supreme Roman White world. 

Marx then goes on to advocate the abolition of the family unit as such. He 
defends this suicidal proposal (which certainly has no support from the working 
class or anybody else) by launching another vicious attack on the "Bourgeois." We 
must keep in mind that the term "Bourgeois" meant nothing until Marx and the 
Jewish propaganda network made it a household word, and it still means nothing, 
since there are people in all walks of life with different sizes of incomes and all 
kinds of variations in the amount of their net worth. Nevertheless, Marx 
continues to hammer the "Bourgeois" as if they were the devil personified and 
asks the question "on what foundation is the present family, the Bourgeois family, 
based?" Then he gives a non sequitur (it does not at all follow) answer and says, 
"on capital, on private gain." He further states that 9/10 of all the people 
presumably in Europe don't own any property. When these two statements are 
taken together, they, of course, contradict each other, since the Proletarians he 
claims make up 90 percent of the people, also have families, in fact, they 
probably, on the whole, have larger families than the so-called "Bourgeois." 
According to his ridiculous line of reasoning, those 9/10 (since they don't have 
any capital and since the family is based on capital) shouldn't be having any family 
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at all. And so it goes. He jumps from one non sequitur argument to another 
ridiculous and unfounded argument, but nevertheless he keeps justifying his brew 
for the destruction of society, that is White society. 

He then goes on in this vein of idiocy and advocates that women are to be "freed" 
and are to be the objects of "free love." He defends this by saying that there is no 
need for the communists really to introduce this as such, since in any case "it has 
existed almost from time immemorial." Therefore, all his good little communists 
want to do is "to introduce, in substitution for a hypocritically concealed, an 
openly legalized system of free love." 

He goes on. Destroy, destroy, destroy. All the known values that previous 
civilization has set up, Marx wants to destroy. 

It is very strange that the whole program and the whole book is consumed with 
how to destroy the present "Bourgeois" system, how to promote a revolution, 
how to overthrow, how to annihilate. When one looks beyond the revolution and 
beyond the tearing down and beyond the destruction, we find very few, if any, 
constructive ideas about how to build something to take its place, or, in fact, how 
to build anything. It is the old Jewish program of tear down, tear down, destroy, 
annihilate. And the next communist plank is the abolition of countries and 
nationality, arguing that the workmen have no country, a treacherous lie! He then 
states that national differences and antagonisms between peoples are daily 
vanishing, a statement that back in the 1840's was completely contrary to fact 
and history. Very seldom has nationalist feeling been as high as during that 
period, and not only was it not diminishing, but it continued to grow even 
stronger over the next half century. 

Marx continues on in this kind of idiotic drivel, completely out of contact with 
fact, history or reality, the main theme being destroy everything, down with 
everything. The end result will be "the Proletariat will use its political supremacy 
to wrest, by degrees, all capital from the Bourgeois, to centralize all instruments 
of production in the hands of the state, i.e., of the Proletariat organized as the 
ruling class." The thing that he fails to mention is whose hands the state will really 
be in. What he really has in mind is that it will be concentrated in the hands of the 
Jews themselves, as history has shown over the last 50 some years of Jewish 
communist tyranny in Russia. 

The end and culmination of the second chapter then winds up with setting forth 
the famous ten points of the Communist Manifesto and they are famous not 
because of any intrinsic wisdom contained in them, but again, only because the 
Jewish worldwide conspiracy has taken hold of them and foisted and propagated 
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them on the rest of the world, much to the sorrow of the unfortunate inhabitants 
thereof. 

We herewith set forth the ten points verbatim in order that we may examine how 
much progress the Jews have already made in implementing them, not only in the 
communist countries where they now rule supreme, but also in the so-called 
"free" Western countries like the United States where they are rapidly tearing 
down the frameworks of these nations and the foundations of the White Race 
itself. 

Here is the gibberish that the Jews have made so spectacularly famous: 

The Communist Manifesto 

1. Abolition of property in land and application of all rents of land to public 
purposes. 

2. A heavy progressive or graduated income tax. 

3. Abolition of all right of inheritance. 

4. Confiscation of the property of all emigrants and rebels. 

5. Centralization of credit in the hands of the state, by means of a national bank 
with state capital and an exclusive monopoly. 

6. Centralization of the means of communication and transport in the hands of 
the state. 

7. Extension of factories and instruments of production owned by the state; the 
bringing into cultivation of wastelands, and the improvement of the soil generally 
in accordance with a common plan. 

8. Equal liability of all to labor. Establishment of industrial armies, especially for 
agriculture. 

9. Combination of agriculture with manufacturing industries; gradual abolition of 
the distinction between town and country, by a more equitable distribution of the 
population over the country. 

10. Free education for all children in public schools. Abolition of children's factory 
labor in its present form. Combination of education with industrial production, 
etc., etc. 

Not that there is any great logic attached to the above program, nor is there 
evident any over-riding need for such changes. Nevertheless, when we consider 
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how much progress the Jews have made in instituting and making this diabolical 
program become a reality, it is gruesome to behold. It is fantastic to consider that 
the Jews have created two seemingly antagonistic groups, have artificially divided 
them, have synthetically labeled them as "Bourgeois" and "Proletarians," and 
built on this unsubstantiated and flimsy proposition a program for world 
conquest. Nevertheless, as fantastic as it seems, with the power of money, 
propaganda, and organization in their hands, this the Jews have done. 

In the third chapter Marx has no new material or ideas that are worth 
mentioning. He spends most of the chapter justifying with little substantiation 
and much twisted logic, trying to shore up that which he has already said before. 
Mostly it is a case of further trying to make a bogey man out of what he prefers to 
call the "Bourgeois" and trying to whip up the hostile opposing group which he 
calls "Proletariat." 

One point that he does make that is rather interesting and significant, although 
not in the manner he intended, is that communism and Christianity have a great 
deal in common. He says, "Nothing is easier than to give Christian asceticism a 
socialist tinge. Has not Christianity declaimed against private property, against 
marriage, against the state? Has it not preached in the place of these, charity and 
poverty, celibacy and mortification of the flesh, monastic life, and Mother 
Church? Christian socialism is but the Holy Water with which the Priest 
consecrates the vexation of the aristocrat." 

Whereas Marx did not at all state the case correctly, he inadvertently brought up 
a point that needs emphasizing, and that is the similarity between Jewish 
Christianity and Jewish communism, which, we contend, are amazingly similar, 
although neither the communists nor the Christians would ever admit this. 
Nevertheless, they are extremely alike and we are going to make a comparison of 
the two. 

One of the main planks of the communist program is the abolition of private 
property. Christianity, too, promotes such, in fact it castigates again and again 
against those productive members of society who have the energy and the 
foresight to provide for their families. The New Testament says again and again, 
"sell all thou hast and give it to the poor." "It shall be harder for a rich man to 
enter the kingdom of heaven than for a camel to walk through the eye of a 
needle." "My kingdom is not of this world." "Lay not up treasures on this earth 
but lay up treasures in heaven. ""Behold the lily in the field, it toils not yet your 
heavenly Father cares for it." And so on and on. The theme is repeated again and 
again that anybody that is energetic and ambitious enough to work for a living 
and provide for his family is an extremely poor candidate to enter into the 
kingdom of heaven. 
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Then we come to the matter of family life. On this we find that Jesus is quoted as 
saying, (Matthew 10, Verse 34) "Think not that I am come to send peace on earth: 
I came not to send peace but a sword. For I am come to set man at variance 
against his Father and the daughter against her mother and the daughter-in-law 
against her mother-in-law. And a man's foes shall be they of his own household. 
For he that loveth father or mother more than me is not worthy of me and he 
that loveth son or daughter more than me is not worthy of me." Here we have 
clear evidence as quoted by Christ himself that the objective of the new Christian 
religion is to divide — divide the household, divide the family, destroy the family. 

We may have other manifestations of the Christian church pulling down the 
family and stifling the procreation of its members. For nearly 2000 years the 
Catholic Church has been promoting celibacy amongst its people. Priests were, 
and still are, forbidden to marry. It has set up numerous monasteries, the 
members of which, namely Monks, are dedicated to living out their life in an 
unmarried state'. The best and the most devoted of the young women are 
deluded into joining a convent and becoming a Nun and stripping themselves of 
any form of womanly appeal that they might have originally had. They are then 
rigidly regulated by the "Mother Superior," spending the rest of their lives in a 
bleak Nunnery, finally withering away and dying, unproductive and childless, 
having destroyed their hereditary line with their religious perversion. 

Another major similarity between Jewish communism and Jewish Christianity is 
the philosophy with which both of them attack the productive, creative leaders of 
society. We have already well covered the vicious attacks that communism makes 
on the so- called ''Bourgeois," and how it extols the virtues of the "Proletarians," 
that is, these people who have not managed to acquire anything. That the reason 
therefore might be due to their own lack of ambition, is not mentioned. 

In the same way the New Testament continuously denounces the rich man or the 
man who has acquired any property or any assets. Whether he did so by dint of 
his own hard work and perseverance is ignored. It keeps repeating again and 
again that he is completely disqualified from ever getting to heaven and it says, 
"For what shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the whole world, and lose his own 
soul?" Then in the Sermon on the Mount it extols the virtues of the shiftless, the 
unambitious and the lazy. It says, "blessed are the poor in spirit," "blessed are the 
meek," and so on and on. These concepts are completely contradictory to the 
ideals and virtues of the White Man, who has always held such virtues as 
productivity, creativity, ambition, progress, in high esteem. 

In a later chapter, in Part II of this book, I will go more fully into a detailed 
comparison between communism and Christianity. Suffice it here to say that 
Marxism is a Jewish creation, designed to undermine and disintegrate the White 
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Man's society, to tear it asunder, and lay it wide open like a dead carcass for the 
parasitic Jew to feast upon. 

Continuing on to the third and fourth chapters of the Communist Manifesto, we 
find (a) a scattered and confused review of history at large, with Marx doing much 
violence to history, trying to justify his idiotic arguments (b) his appraisal of the 
then existing and competing socialist parties. He has very little good to say about 
any of them, and predicts their early demise. He insisted that he was right and 
that every other group that called itself socialist was inadequate, unscientific, 
wrong, and vile. Right or wrong, all those groups soon disappeared, as Marx had 
predicted. 

However, it is important to point out here that it was not due to the fact that 
Marx's ideas, if they can be called such, had any superior merits to these others. 
No, on the contrary, they were probably more inadequate, more unscientific, 
more wrong, and more vile than any of those that he denounced. The success of 
Marx's ideas is solely due to the fact that it was his ideology that the huge Jewish 
conspiratorial apparatus selected to make their vehicle for their program of the 
destruction of the White Race. 

This is what the whole program is aimed at. He insists on the "forcible overthrow 
of all existing social conditions," with the reckless abandon of a pyromaniac. He 
ends the last chapter with the fiery appeal to the workers, "Let the ruling classes 
tremble at a communist revolution. The proletarians have nothing to lose but 
their chains. They have a world to win. Working men of all countries, unite!" 

And there we have a summation of the highly touted Communist Manifesto. In 
short, Marx pulls out of ancient history two terms, the Proletariats and the 
Bourgeois, twists them, gives them new meaning, and uses them as a divisive 
wedge to create two antagonistic groups where none existed before. He then 
unleashes a campaign of vilification, slander and hatred to stir up the working 
group to destroy just about anybody who has acquired any property during their 
lifetime of productive work. On this flimsy "theory," if it can be called such, is 
launched a whole program to destroy society, to destroy the family, to destroy 
the state, and in short, as he himself says, to destroy "all existing social 
conditions." 

Das Kapital  

We now turn to that monumental one thousand page production that is revered 
as his masterpiece, namely, Das Kapital. We are not, however, going to waste 
much time on it because it is not worth it. In all those thousand pages of garbage 
there is very little grain to glean. Mostly it is all chaff. In fact, it is very dull, dry 
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chaff, at that. He tries to amalgamate and blend economic theory and political 
theory with history, sociology and his own Utopian thinking. The result is one 
unholy disaster. He makes a great to do about his theory of "surplus value," 
something he really did not invent, but derived from classical British economic 
doctrine of the time. 

Marx's whole method was not that of observation and logical deduction of that 
which he had observed. Rather, he had some very Fixed conceptions — namely 
that society should be destroyed — and then went to work to drag together a 
mass of fallacious "evidence" that he twisted in such a fashion that it would seem 
to support his untenable theories. Even at this he fails miserably. However, after 
1000 pages of this kind of trash, he seems to have convinced many people 
(although they haven't really read it and although they really don't understand it) 
that somehow there must be something to it. Even so, it has convinced hardly 
anyone who was not already tinged with the ideas of Revolutionary Marxism 
previously. Economists, historians, and philosophers have long since ceased to 
take it as a serious contribution to any of their fields. It is so long and so dull a 
book that even very few Marxists can stand to read it, or can understand it. 

The best function of the book, Das Kapital, to the world of Marxist Socialism is to 
sit on the shelf, looking heavy and impressive, and to be pointed to as evidence 
that somewhere in all those hundreds of pages there must be some deep 
intellectual proof of anything that any given Marxist may happen to feel at any 
given moment 

The Communist Manifesto was published in 1848. Volume I of Marx's Kapital was 
published in 1867, nearly two decades later. This amounted to approximately 800 
pages. When Marx died in 1883, Volumes II and III were no more than a confused 
mass of notes, references and outline. It was Engels' lot to put them together in 
final form and prepare them for publication. These appeared in 1885 and 1894, 
respectively, bringing this massive accumulation of trash to more than a thousand 
pages. 

Most of Marx's organizational activities involved him in prolonged quarrels with 
other socialist leaders, notably the German Trade Unionist Ferdinand Lassalle and 
the Russian Anarchist Mikhail Bakunin. He helped found an abortive working 
man's association in 1864, which is known in socialist history as the "First 
International." However, his struggle to keep Bakunin from taking over that 
organization helped wreck it in the early 1870's. When he died there was no 
communist organization as such to speak of. 

The greater development of the organizations that profess Marxist doctrines 
came only after his death. From the 1880's on, the International Jewish apparatus 
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really took hold of his theories which they had helped to propound and built them 
into parties of major importance in most continental European countries, 
especially Germany, France, and Italy. By 1889 they formed an international 
coordinating committee called the "Second International." 

Whereas Marx had tailored his program with the idea of Germany being the first 
victim, history turned out somewhat differently. It remained for Nikolai Lenin, 
another Jew, to found the important Russian Marxist party. The Bolsheviki, 
between 1909 and 1913. These later renamed themselves "communists" after 
Marx's term in the Communist Manifesto. 

Lenin's party, however, was very different from the theories propounded by Karl 
Marx and could scarcely be called Marxist at all. In fact, Lenin picked up most of 
his doctrine of "dialectical materialism" from other Russian revolutionaries, 
particularly N.G. Chernyshevskii rather than from Marx. He formed his plans for 
the Bolshevik Party, a tiny, well disciplined, conspiratorial, elite group in a vast 
backward peasant country, from earlier Russian revolutionary theory and 
practice, and not from Marx, who had rejected such ideas as "unscientific 
adventurism." The only thing that Lenin really adopted from Marx was the 
"scientific" idea of the "inevitability" of a socialist revolution and the emphasis on 
the Proletariat. 

Whereas we neither have the time nor the space to concern ourselves with the 
history of the Russian Revolution, let us not, however, delude ourselves that it 
was the attraction of either Marx's "brilliant" theories, nor those of Lenin's. The 
grizzly story of the destruction of the Russian people is something altogether 
different. 

Russia for centuries had been infested with more Jews than any other country in 
the world. These Jews had been conspiring, agitating and planning anarchy and 
revolution for a long time. Leon Trotsky, another Jew, had been trained along 
with 3000 other cut throat Jewish revolutionaries in East Side New York to do the 
strong arm job for the overthrow of the Russian government. Jacob Schiff, a 
Jewish financier of New York, contributed 20 million dollars to this cause. When 
the proper time came, Trotsky and his band of revolutionary cut-throats were 
shipped to Russia, and along with their Jewish brethren they managed to pull a 
bloody coup d'etat. It was strictly an example of Jewish conspiratorial tactics at 
their best. The Russian people and the Russian "Proletariat" couldn't have 
understood less as to what was going on. The Jewish propaganda network both in 
Russia and in the outside world then loudly proclaimed the triumph of the "poor, 
down-trodden" Russian workers over the "tyrannical" regime of the Tsar. 
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Both of these representations were overwhelming, atrocious lies. If the Russian 
Tsar had any faults they were not on the side of tyranny, but rather on the side of 
tolerance, weakness and vacillation. The Russian workers neither understood 
what was going on nor did they have any conception of the ghastly fate that was 
in store for them. 

Once the Jews were in power in Russia they quickly seized all the strategic posts 
in government and in propaganda. They immediately launched a massive 
campaign to slaughter 20 million White Russians. 

It must here be pointed out that it was the Nordic White Russians, who for 
centuries had been the intellectual and creative leaders of the Russian people, in 
fact, had built modern Russia. It was, therefore, this select group of elite White 
Russians that was the prime target of the Jewish takeover immediately after they 
had the revolutionary government in their hands. They proceeded on a reign of 
terror the likes of which the world had never before seen, a reign of terror that 
continues even to this day. In a few years they miserably slaughtered 20 million 
White Russians, the cream and leadership of the Russian population, leaving the 
Russian Slavs and Kulaks as a mass of slaves in the hands of their Jewish masters. 
These now became the hewers of wood and the drawers of water for their Jewish 
masters — who had promised them a worker's paradise. 

Thus we witnessed the death of the Russian nation and the establishment of 
Jewish communism with a worldwide operating base in the largest country on the 
face of the earth, and with it, control of its enormous natural resources. 
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Ghost of the Past Are the Chains of Today 

In this New World Order the children of Israel will furnish all the leaders without 
encountering opposition. The Governments of the different peoples forming the 
world republic will fall without difficulty into the hands of the Jews. It will then be 
possible for the Jewish rulers to abolish private property and everywhere to make 
use of the resources of the state. Thus will the promise of the Talmud be fulfilled, 
in which is said that when the Messianic time is come, the Jews will have all the 
property of the whole world in their hands." 

Baruch Levy, Letter to Karl Marx(Mordechai Levi), 'La Revue de Paris', p.574, June 
1, 1928 

"The opportunity for manifesting their Zion arrived with the Russian Revolution, 
which was financed by the Jewish bankers. One of their own, the German Jew, 
Karl Marx(Mordechai Levi), had catalyzed the event with the publication of his 
Commnunist Manifesto." 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Illuminati.htm 

The Frankfurt School was founded when it become understood that the overt and 
open Communist Revolution that would sweep Europe and America under the 
Jewish yoke had failed to fully materialize as planned. While Russia after a long 
struggle that started when the Bolsheviks after being outnumbered in 
government and losing any support from the Russian people in the political 
sphere of the new Russian Democracy, stormed the Duma(Russian Paralment at 
gun point in an act of terrorism), sparking the Bolsehvik Revolution(terror) of 
which they had won due to massive funding from Rothchilds and other Global 
Jewish banking groups. And while much of the East had also fallen to the Red 
banner after a brutal freedom struggle againt the Reds lasting longer then the 
Second World War. The Jew Trotsky's Red Army had been stopped in it's invasion 
of Poland at the battle of Vistula in 1920 (after overrunning the Ukranian 
Republic), and the attempts to take Germany down via open Revolution had 
failed when the Nationalists Forces crushed them in the 1919 Spatacist uprising in 
Berlin (lead by Jewesses Rosa Luxemburg). The fall of the Soviet in Bavaria lead by 
Jew Eisner and the fall of the brief Communist "Republic" of Bela Kun's in 
Hungary.  

Understanding at the current time the believed total revolution of the Workers 
was not going to happen as hoped. They simply went back to the planning table 
and developed another strategy to enact their Globalist scheme. 
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"Near the end of 1922 the Communist International (Comintern) began to 
consider what were the reasons. On (Jew)Lenin's initiative a meeting was 
organised at the Marx-Engels Institute in Moscow." 

"The aim of the meeting was to clarify the concept of, and give concrete effect to, 
a Marxist cultural revolution. Amongst those present were Jew Georg Lukacs (a 
Hungarian aristocrat, son of a banker, who had become a Communist during 
World War I ; a good Marxist theoretician he developed the idea of `Revolution 
and Eros' - sexual instinct used as an instrument of destruction) and Jew Willi 
Munzenberg (whose proposed solution was to `organise the intellectuals and use 
them to make Western civilisation stink. Only then, after they have corrupted all 
its values and made life impossible, can we impose the dictatorship of the 
proletariat') `It was', said Ralph de Toledano (1916-2007) the conservative author 
and co-founder of the `National Review', a meeting `perhaps more harmful to 
Western civilization than the Bolshevik Revolution itself.' " 

"Georg Lukacs(Jew) was the son a wealthy Hungarian banker. Lukacs began his 
political life as an agent of the Communist International. His book History and 
Class Consciousness gained him recognition as the leading Marxist theorist since 
Karl Marx. Lukacs believed that for a new Marxist culture to emerge, the existing 
culture must be destroyed. He said, "I saw the revolutionary destruction of 
society as the one and only solution to the cultural contradictions of the epoch," 
and, "Such a worldwide overturning of values cannot take place without the 
annihilation of the old values and the creation of new ones by the 
revolutionaries." 

"This `School' (designed to put flesh on their revolutionary programme) was 
started at the University of Frankfurt in the Institut für Sozialforschung. To begin 
with school and institute were indistinguishable. In 1923 the Institute was 
officially established, and funded by (Jew) Felix Weil (1898-1975)." 

Major points of the Frankfurt School agenda:  

1. The creation of racism offences. (Making Racialist thought illegal as part of 
the Jewish war on the White Race.) 

2. Continual change to create confusion. 
3. The teaching of sex and homosexuality to children. (Aim of which to create 

a huge backlash against sexual freedom in society problem, reaction, 
solution. Jews are the ones who created the taboo against Homosexuality 
via Christianity) 

4. The undermining of schools' and teachers' authority.(Replacing it with 
Jewish backed ideology) 
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5. Huge immigration to destroy identity.(Open war on the White Nations 
many of these non-Whites are then programmed into a system of hostile 
thought against the native Whites, thus making them effective Jewish tools 
against the White Race.) 

6. The promotion of excessive drinking. 
7. An unreliable legal system with bias against victims of crime. 
8. Dependency on the state or state benefits.  
9. Control and dumbing down of media. 
10.  Encouraging the breakdown of the family. 
11.  Racial mixing. 

Destruction of White Cultural Norms 

In 1933, when the National Socialist Party came to power in Germany, the 
members of the Frankfurt School fled. Most came to the United States. Note the 
books the Nazi's are whined about burning where the works of the Jewish 
Frankfurt School such as the Jew Freud and others who admit their works where 
design to act as a Cultural poison against the German People. A free people have 
the right to ensure the health of their Culture and defend it against would be 
poisoners. 

Interesting note here on what the Jews did after: 

"The members of the Frankfurt School conducted numerous studies on the 
beliefs, attitudes and values they believed lay behind the rise of National 
Socialism in Germany. The Frankfurt School's studies combined Marxist analysis 
with Freudian psychoanalysis to form the basis of what became known as "Critical 
Theory." Critical Theory was essentially destructive criticism of the main elements 
of Western culture." 

The identification of the factors that allowed the German People to rally against 
the Jewish subversion of their Nation and Culture and throw the Jewish yoke off 
themselves. So such elements could be then destroyed via subversion and better 
weaken the host Nations in favour of the Jewish parasite. 

"Criticisms were reflected in such works of the Frankfurt School as(Jew) Erich 
Fromm's Escape from Freedom (Jew)Wilhelm's Reich's The Mass Psychology of 
Fascism and Theodor Adorno's The Authoritarian Personality." 

"The Authoritarian Personality, published in 1950, substantially influenced 
American psychologists and social scientists. The book was premised on one basic 
idea, that the presence in a society." 
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The premise of this Jews work was to state that the very elements which make a 
Gentile Nation strong are actually evil and unenlightened and thus need to be 
removed, as a gate to a higher civilization. Don't you just love how the Jew always 
frames it's agenda as everyones agenda and hides it's parastic behaviour behind 
bogus humanitarian claims.  

"The Authoritarian Personality became a handbook for a national campaign 
against any kind of prejudice or discrimination on the theory that if these evils 
were not eradicated, another Holocaust might occur on the American continent. 
This campaign, in turn, provided a basis for Political Correctness. 

"Critical Theory incorporated sub-theories which themselves were intended to 
chip away at specific elements of the existing culture, including "matriarchal 
theory," "androgyny theory," "personality theory," "authority theory," "family 
theory," "sexuality theory," "racial theory," "legal theory" and "literary theory." 
Put into practice, these theories were to be used to overthrow the prevailing 
social order and usher in social revolution based on cultural Marxism." 

"The Critical Theorists of the Frankfurt School opened the door to the racial and 
sexual antagonisms of the Trotskyites(another faction of Judeo-Bolshevism). Leon 
Trotsky(Jew) declared that oppressed blacks could be the vanguard of a 
communist revolution in North America. He denounced white workers who were 
prejudiced against blacks and instructed them to unite with the blacks in 
revolution. Trotsky's ideas were adopted by many of the student leaders of the 
1960s counterculture movement, who attempted to elevate the black 
revolutionaries to positions of leadership in their movement." 

The Jews are the ones who brought the Blacks to North America in the first place 
as they owned and operated the slave trade a fact recorded in many historical 
works on the subject, such as the "Secret Relationship between Blacks and Jews" 
filled with documentation from mainly Jewish sources that admit that not only did 
the Jews own the slave trade they also where upwards to 75% or more of slave 
owners in the New World, with the rest being a mixture of Rich Whites, Freed 
Blacks and Native Americans. 

Today the Jewish owned Media and it's proxy the school systems openly blame 
Whites for the crimes of the Jews towards Blacks. Resulting in generating a racial 
hatred in the Black population towards innocent Whites that has lead to the 
deaths of thousands of Whites in racially motivated attacks. This culture of anti-
White hatred among the Blacks is futher encouraged by Jewish owned 
music/Media corperations that promote and create anti-White themes in popular 
Black music.  
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http://www.666blacksun.com/Slave_Trade.html  

"We must realize that our Party's most powerful weapon is racial tension. By 
propounding into the consciousness of the dark races, that for centuries have 
been oppressed by the whites, we can mold them to the program of the 
Communist Party ... In America, we will aim for subtle victory.  

 While enflaming the Negro minority against the Whites, we will instill in the 
Whites a guilt complex for the exploitation of the Negroes. We will aid the 
Negroes to rise to prominence in every walk of life, in the professions, and in the 
world of sports and entertainment. With this prestige, the Negroes will be able to 
intermarry with the Whites, and begin a process which will deliver America to our 
cause."  

-A Racial Program for the Twentieth Century, published in 1913 by Israel Cohen. 

On June 17, 1957, this passage was read into the Congressional Record by Rep. 
Thomas G. Abernathy 

"The student revolutionaries were also strongly influenced by the ideas of 
(Jew)Herbert Marcuse, another member of the Frankfurt School. Marcuse 
preached the "Great Refusal," a rejection of all basic Western concepts, sexual 
liberation and the merits of feminist and black revolutions. His primary thesis was 
that university students, ghetto blacks, the alienated, the asocial, and the Third 
World could take the place of the proletariat in the Communist revolution. In his 
book, An Essay on Liberation." 

The famous Jewish front to push such Agenda is the NAACP: 

"Jacob Schiff, the Rothschild's man in America, decided that the best way to 
create racial tension was to establish leadership among the blacks. In 1909, he 
laid out plans for the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 
(NAACP). It was the merging of the communist-controlled Niagara Movement, a 
group of blacks led by W.E.B. duBois, and a group of white social activists. In the 
beginning, the top leaders of the NAACP were a group of Jews appointed by 
Schiff. Their goal was to fight segregation and discrimination. They are now the 
largest black organization in the country, with well over 1500 chapters, and about 
a half-million members." 

This is the reason for the Jewish created GLBT "rights" groups, the NAACP see 
above) and the promotion of legions of sundry orgs and lobbies today. The 
growing one is the Communization of the illegal aliens in American by Jewish 
agents who send the brightest of the Metizo's to special Red based schools in 
America free of charge to train them to be the next generation of Commissars 
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who then go back and Communize the hordes of illegals angry over their poor 
treatement by the Jewish own Capitalist Transnational mafia corperations in the 
first place. Once again the Jews lie to them and blame the Whites for their 
suffering when it's the Jews. There is that Jewish Hegelian Dialectic again, 
problem, reaction, solution. It all ends in obtainment of a revolutionary force 
needed to topple Nations and bring about absolute Jewish rule, under the banner 
of Communism. 

"The aim of our Party in our work among the Negro masses is to create a 
powerful proletarian movement which will fight and lead the struggle of the 
Negro race against the exploitation and oppression in every form and which will 
be a militant part of the revolutionary movement of the whole American working 
class ... and connect them with the struggles of national minorities and colonial 
peoples of all the world and thereby the cause of world revolution and the 
dictatorship of the proletariat."-Communist Party U.S.A 1925 

S. Africa is the foreshadow of what is coming to America, as the same the Jews 
are doing to them via the Jewish arms of the Bolshevik Blacks hordes(multcult 
"love") and Judeo-Christian "love" what is already on our shores here now. 
Detroit anyone? 

"Critical Theory; and a linguistic rebellion that would amount to a methodical 
reversal of meaning. As for racial conflict, (Jew)Marcuse wrote that white men are 
guilty and that blacks are the most natural force of rebellion." 

This is an admission that the culture of White Guilt of today is a Jewish created 
psychological weapon against the White populace to trick them into going along 
with their own destruction and enslavement. Whip the fighting spirit right out of 
them. It's Chrisitanity updated to the crime of being born with the sin of White 
skin. Of which the "opressed" non-Whites races of the world suffer and died for 
the sins of. Now repent! Screams the Jew via a thousand different outlets. 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Xianity_communism.html  

"Communists seek to advance the cause of communism by injecting themselves 
into racial situations and in exploiting them, (1) to intensify the frictions between 
Negroes and Whites to 'prove' that discrimination against the minorities is an 
inherent defect of the capitalistic system, (2) to foster domestic disunity by 
dividing Negroes and Whites into antagonistic, warring factions, (3) to undermine 
and destroy established authority, (4) to incite racial strife and riotous activity, 
and (6) to portray the Communist movement as the 'champion' of social protest 
and the only force capable of ameliorating the conditions of the Negro and the 
oppressed."-J. Edgar Hoover 
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The most famous of these Jewish agents of the Frankfurt School in America is 
Martin Luther King. Who was trainned in such a Communist school in Tennessee 
and was a paided agent: 

"King was photographed in 1957 at the Highlander Folk School, a communist 
training school in Tennessee, with (Jew)Abner Berry who held a post on the 
Central Committee of the Communist Party. The Joint Legislative Committee on 
Un-American Activities reported that his Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference was "substantially under the control of the Communist Party through 
the influence of the Southern Conference Educational Fund and the communists 
who manage it." King had connections with over 60 communist front 
organizations. Nine of his closest aides were high-ranking communist activists and 
one of those later became an aide to Rev. Jesse Jackson. Stanley Levison, who had 
been a King advisor since 1956, had been involved with the Communist Party up 
to 1955 and brought other known communists onto King's staff." 

Karl Prussion, an FBI agent who infiltrated the Communist Party and for five years 
attended meetings in California, testified in 1963:  

"I further swear and attest that at each and everyone of the aforementioned 
meetings, one Reverend Martin Luther King was always set forth as the individual 
to whom Communists should look and rally around in the Communist struggle on 
many racial issues." 

Julia Brown, a former Communist, said:  

"We were told to promote Martin Luther King to unite Negroes and also Whites 
behind him ... He was taking directions from Communists. I know for a fact the 
Communists would never have promoted him, financed him, and supported him if 
they couldn't trust him. I am certain as I can be that he knew what he was doing." 

"Although a 1977 court order sealed the FBI's extensive surveillance records on 
King in the National Archives for 50 years, a book by Sen. Jesse Helms in 1998 
called The King Holiday and Its Meaning said that Charles D. Brennan, an Assistant 
Director of the FBI who was personally involved in the surveillance, characterized 
his activities as "orgiastic and adulterous escapades" in which he could be "bestial 
in his sexual abuse of women." He also observed that "King frequently drank to 
excess." 

http://www.martinlutherking.org/  

Nothing new under the sun there: 
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"In 1925, a dozen blacks were recruited for propaganda training in Russia. That 
same year, the American Negro Labor Congress was established. In 1930, they 
changed their name to the League of Struggle for Negro Rights. They merged with 
the United Negro Congress when it was founded in 1936 in Washington, D.C. By 
1940, communists made up two-thirds of its membership. In 1947, they united 
with the Civil Rights Congress, a communist front group." 

Remember King was promoted as an agent of racial intergration thus promotion 
of racial mixing and destruction of the two Gentile races, which is part of the 
Jewish Globalist Agenda. Where Blacks who promoted racial seperation where 
pounced upon by the Jews. 

"One of the most important contributors to Political Correctness was Betty 
Friedan(Jew). Through her book The Feminine Mystique, Friedan became the 
mother of the modern feminist movement in America. Friedan was not a member 
of the Frankfurt School, but she was strongly influenced by it. Her work offers a 
useful case study of the Marxist roots of Political Correctness." 

The ancient Jewish tactic of divide and conqueror, pit Gentile women against 
Gentile men and thus weaken the ability of the host Nation to stand as a unified 
front against the Jewish parasite.  

"Think not that I came to send peace on the earth: I came not to send peace, but 
a sword. For I came to set a man at variance against his father, and the daughter 
against her mother, and the daughter in law against her mother in law" Matthew 
10:34-35 

"Friedan(Jew) devoted almost a full chapter of The Feminine Mystique to 
(Jew)Abraham Maslow's theory of self-actualization. Maslow was a social 
psychologist who in his early years did research on female dominance and 
sexuality. Maslow was a friend of (Jew)Herbert Marcuse at Bandeis University and 
had met(Jew) Erich Fromm in 1936. He was strongly impressed by Fromm's 
Frankfurt School ideology. He wrote an article, "The Authoritarian Character 
Structure," published in 1944, that reflected the personality theory of Critical 
Theory. Maslow was also impressed with the work of (Jew)Wilhelm Reich, who 
was another Frankfurt School originator of personality theory." 

"The significance of the historical roots of Political Correctness cannot be fully 
appreciated unless Betty Friedan's revolution in sex roles is viewed for what it 
really was – a manifestation of the social revolutionary process begun by Karl 
Marx. Friedan's reliance on Abraham Maslow's reflection of Frankfurt School 
ideology is simply one indicator. Other indicators include the correspondence of 
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Friedan's revolution in sex roles with Georg Lukacs' annihilation of old values and 
the creation of new ones." 

"Marcuse's(Jew) transvaluation of values. But the idea of transforming a 
patriarchy into a matriarchy – which is what a sex-role inversion is designed to do 
– can be connected directed to Friedrich Engels book The Origin of the Family, 
Private Property, and the Sate. First published in 1884, this book popularized the 
now-accepted feminist belief that deep-rooted discrimination against the 
oppressed female sex was a function of patriarchy." 

Open admission "Feminism" is another tenacle of Jewish Communism. 

"The belief that matriarchy was the solution to patriarchy flows from Marx's 
comments in The German Ideology, published in 1845. In this work Marx 
advanced the idea that wives and children were the first property of the 
patriarchal male. The Frankfurt School's matriarchal theory (and its near-relation, 
androgyny theory) both originated from these sources." 

Note you can see the Jewish hand in Wicca and other New Aged movements here 
as they preach such as Jewish nonsense mentioned above as a major core of their 
belief. Not to mention the blatant Christian themes. 

When addressing the general public, advocates of Political Correctness – or 
cultural Marxism, to give it its true name – present their beliefs attractively. It's all 
just a matter of being "sensitive" to other people, they say. They use words such 
as "tolerance" and "diversity," asking, "Why can't we all just get along?" 

The Jews have created a climate of thought criminality where it's a crime to be 
"insenitive" this is done to enforce taboo's they have created in society thus 
getting the sheep to police each other. And giving them a way to shut down 
debate on any subject which is a threat to the Jewish Agenda. Anti-Semite is a 
more blatant example of this tactic. 

"The reality is different. Political Correctness is not at all about "being nice," 
unless one thinks gulags are nice places."  

"Political Correctness is Marxism, with all that implies: loss of freedom of 
expression, thought control, inversion of the traditional social order and, 
ultimately, a totalitarian state. If anything, the cultural Marxism created by the 
Frankfurt School is more horrifying than the old, economic Marxism that ruined 
Russia. At least the economic Marxists did not exalt sexual perversion and 
attempt to create a matriarchy, as the Frankfurt School and its descendants have 
done." 
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And of course always remember that Communism could not exist without 
Christianity to provide the template for it. 

"The motto of the "Communist League." Was "All Men are Brothers" and its goals 
were "the establishment of the Kingdom of God on Earth, based on the ideals of 
love of one's neighbor, equality and justice".[1]. See how Christianity is the twin 
of Communism.  

"In this New World Order the children of Israel will furnish all the leaders without 
encountering opposition. The Governments of the different peoples forming the 
world republic will fall without difficulty into the hands of the Jews. It will then be 
possible for the Jewish rulers to abolish private property and everywhere to make 
use of the resources of the state. Thus will the promise of the Talmud be fulfilled, 
in which is said that when the Messianic time is come, the Jews will have all the 
property of the whole world in their hands." 

 Baruch Levy, Letter to Karl Marx(Mordechai Levi), 'La Revue de Paris', p.574, June 
1, 1928 

 "The Jewish doctrine of Marxism rejects the aristocratic principle of Nature and 
replaces the eternal privilege of power and strength with the mass of numbers 
and their dead weight. Thus it denies personal worth, contests the significance of 
folk and race, and thereby withdraws from mankind premise for its existence and 
culture. As a foundation of the universe, it would lead to the end of any 

 order intellectually conceivable to man. . . .If, with the help of his Marxist creed, 
the Jew is victorious over the peoples of the world, his crown will be the funeral 
wreath of mankind and this planet will—as it once did for millions of years—move 
through the ether devoid of men." 

- Hitler 

Sources: 

Raymond V. Raehn, The Historical Roots of "Political Correctness' 

http://www.martinlutherking.org/  
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Communism is Jewish 

by Roadtorevolution 
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic7627.html  

 

Remember This Comrades - Communism is all Jewish Shit.  

Communism is just another system of Jewish control, a scam for Jewish 
hegemony. Who could doubt it when it’s two principal architects were Jews of 
Rabbinic descent — Moses Hess and Karl Marx. Hess converted both Marx and 
Engels to Communism. Marx referred to Hess as the “Red Rabbi.” In 1935 Rabbi 
Stephen Wise stated “Some call it Marxism, I call it Judaism.” [64] 

The September 10, 1920, edition of American Hebrew Magazine bragged: 

“The Bolshevist revolution in Russia was the work of Jewish brains, of Jewish 
dissatisfaction, of Jewish planning, whose goal is to create a new order in the 
world. What was performed in so excellent a way in Russia, thanks to Jewish 
brains, and because of Jewish dissatisfaction, and by Jewish planning, shall also, 
through the same Jewish mental and physical forces, become a reality all over the 
world.” 

(See also - 
http://www.euro.ubbcluj.ro/studiaj/sj2007/4.MOSES_HESS_FROM_MARXISM_TO
_ZIONISM-RAPHAEL_VAGO.PDF) 

(See also - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blogspot.com/2010/11/winston-
church-wrote-in-1920-there-is.html?zx=36c42775e6790f52%20) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/3o8gmcx ) 
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In 1920 Winston Churchill (who later, as PM of England, became one of Jewry’s 
most loyal servants) wrote a revealing article entitled, Zionism versus Bolshevism: 
A Struggle for the Soul of the Jewish People, in which he keenly expressed the 
view that Communism was a “worldwide revolutionary conspiracy for the 
overthrow of civilization” and that this conspiracy was led by, Churchill wrote, 
“atheistic, International Jews.” 

(See also - http://www.mosaisk.com/revolution/Winston-Churchill-Zionism-
Versus-Bolshevism.php%20) 

The 1905 Jewish Encyclopedia states, “While in Germany socialism has attracted 
individual Jews, in Russia it has become a movement of the Jewish masses.” 

(See also - http://www.jewishencyclopedia.com/articles/13822-
socialism#ixzz1CTFjOee3) 

Robert Wilton, a long time Russia correspondent for the London Times, said in his 
book The Last Days of the Romanovs: “According to the data furnished by the 
Soviet press, out of 556 important functionaries of the Bolshevik State there were 
in 1918-1919: 17 Russians, 2 Ukrainians, 11 Armenians, 35 Lets, 15 Germans, 1 
Hungarian, 10 Georgians, 2 Poles, 2 Finns, 1 Karaim, 457 Jews.” 

(See also - http://www.iamthewitness.com/doc/Jews.and.Communism.htm) 

A similar thing was alleged in a report of the American Expeditionary forces to 
Siberia, March 1, 1919. Captain Montgomery Schyler, speaking of events 
following the decline of the First Provisional Government, says: 

These hopes were frustrated by the gradual gains in power of the more 
irresponsible and socialistic elements of the population, guided by the Jews and 
other anti-Russian races. A table made in April 1918 by Robert Wilton, the 
correspondent of the London Times in Russia, shows that at that time there were 
384 “commissars” including 2 Negroes, 13 Russians, 15 Chinamen, 22 Armenians 
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and more than 300 Jews. Of the latter number, 264 had come to Russia from the 
United States since the downfall of the Imperial government.”  

(See also - http://oi51.tinypic.com/dqkoit.jpg) 

The Encyclopedia Judaica’s article on Communism substantiates much of what so-
called anti-Semites have been saying about Jewish domination of the Communist 
movement. It states, 

“The Communist movement and ideology played an important part in Jewish life, 
particularly in the 1920s, 1930s, and during and after World War II.” 

Individual Jews, the Encyclopedia Judaica writes 

“played an important role in the early stages of Bolshevism and the Soviet 
Regime.”The article continues: “In some countries Jews became the leading 
element in the legal and illegal Communist parties and in some cases were even 
instructed by the Communist International to change their Jewish-sounding 
names and pose as non-Jews, in order not to confirm right wing propaganda that 
presented Communism as an alien, Jewish conspiracy.” 

The article continues: “In some countries Jews became the leading element in the 
legal and illegal Communist parties and in some cases were even instructed by the 
Communist International to change their Jewish-sounding names and pose as 
non-Jews, in order not to confirm right wing propaganda that presented 
Communism as an alien, Jewish conspiracy.” 

The article then goes on to name quite a few top Jewish Bolshevik functionaries, 
“The Bolshevik faction contained a number of Jews mainly in the field of 
organization and propaganda … They included such people as Maxim Litvinov 
(Wallach), M. Liadov (Mandelshtam), Grigory Shklovsky, A. Soltz, S. Guzev 
(Drabkin), Grigory Zinoviev (Radomyslsky), Lev Kamenev (Rosenfeld), Rozaliya 
Zemliachka (Zalkind), Helena Rosmirovich, Yemeli Yaroslavsky (Gubelman), 
Serafimer Gopner, G. Sokolnikov, I. Platnitsky, Jacob Sverdlov, M. Vladimirov, P. 
Zalutsky, A. Lozovsky, Y. Yaklovlev (Epstein), Lazar Kaganovich, D. Shvartzman, 
Simon Dimanstein … Trotsky [Bronstein], M. Uritsky, M. Volodarsky, J. Sleklov, 
Adolf Joffee, David Riazanov (Goldenbach), Yuri Larin and Karl Radek 
(Sobelsohn).” 

(See also - http://oi52.tinypic.com/b4t8k8.jpg) 

More complete lists of Jews in the Soviet Regime and Eastern European Commie 
Regimes. Can be found here - 
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(See - http://www.cephas-
library.com/israel/israel_communism_was_jewish.html) 

(See - http://www.revisionisthistory.org/communist.html) 

Jews Declare Anti-Communism = Anti-Semitism  

Lenin himself declared capital punishment for any Russian who criticized Jews or 
identified Jewish leaders with Russian names as Jewish: 

Anti-Semitism was branded as being counterrevolutionary in nature, and persons 
participating in pogroms or instigating them were outlawed (by a special decree 
issued by the Council of Commissars in July 1918, signed and personally amended 
by Lenin to sharpen its tone). A statement against Anti-Semitism made by Lenin in 
March 1918 was put on a phonograph record, to be used in a mass campaign 
against the counterrevolutionary incitement against the Jews.” 

(See also - http://www.truthtellers.org/alerts/jewishactivistscommunism.html) 

Now just see for yourself Comrades If anti-Semitism was “counterrevolutionary” 
that must mean all the revolutionaries were Jewish. 

In 1931 Soviet Dictator Josef Stalin told the Jewish News Agency in the United 
States that  

“Under USSR law active anti-Semites are liable to the death penalty!” 

(See also - 
http://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/stalin/works/1931/01/12.htm) 

In 1941, New York Publication “Jewish Life,” and “Jewish Voice,” told their readers 
that Anti-Communism is Anti-Semitism. The New York publication “Jewish Voice,” 
July and August of 1941, page 23, states as follows: 

“Anti-Communism is anti-Semitism.” 

Another quote, this from the Jewish publication also New York 

“Scratch a professional anti-Communist and you’ll find an anti-Semite.”  

(See also - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blogspot.ru/2011/04/anti-
communism-is-anti-semitism.html?zx=d53cd16994709377) 

Now see again Comrades,  If it’s anti-Semitic to oppose Communism that must 
mean Communism is Jewish and serves Jewish interests. 
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And add to this, At the Yalta conference in 1945 Stalin declared: “I am a Zionist.”   

(See also - 
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=9A00E6D7143FE03ABC4F52DFB
566838E649EDE) 

Jewish Wall Street Bankers Financed the Reds 

This fact blows away the myth that Communism was a “working class” 
movement; it was not. Communism was, for all intents and purposes, an elitist 
Jewish movement. Not only were Jews the lead actors on the ground in 
fomenting the Bloody Bolshevik Revolution in Russia and other attempted 
Communist takeovers, but they were funded to power by Jewish bankers on Wall 
Steet, particularly Jacob Schiff, the Rothschild emissary in New York who headed 
Kuhn, Loeb & Co., bank. Schiff is reported to have 

“sank about $20,000,000 for the final triumph of Bolshevism in Russia.”  

(See also - 
http://news.google.com/newspapers?id=NoAhAAAAIBAJ&sjid=dYsFAAAAIBAJ&pg
=968%2C4832498) 
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Jacob Schiff, a Jewish Wall Street banker, funded Lenin and Trotsky to the tune of 
$20,000,000. A massive amount of money for that time. 

Schiff reportedly gave this vast sum of money to the Jewish Marxist agitator Leon 
Trotzky (aka Leiba Bronstein) who Schiff had brought to New York to recruit 
Russian Jewish immigrants from the Lower East Side of the city for the Bolshevik 
revolution.  
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(See also - 
http://news.google.com/newspapers?id=524aAAAAIBAJ&sjid=7SkEAAAAIBAJ&pg
=2801%2C3668931) 

 

Jew Commies bankrolled by Jew Bankers. Communism is obviously a fraud for 
Jewish hegemony. 
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Leon Trotzky 

Trotzky trained Russian Jewish emigrants as revolutionaries and brought them 
back with him to Russia with the expressed purpose of overthrowing Czar 
Nicholas II, whom the Jews hated, implementing brutal Communism, 
exterminating the “best of the Gentiles,” and establishing a Jewish empire — a 
central organization with which to foment global revolution and the eventual 
Jewish takeover of the entire planet. According to Juri Lina’s book Under the Sign 
of the Scorpion, it was Jacob Schiff, not Lenin, who ordered the murder of the 
Russian Royal family. 

(See also - http://www.henrymakow.com/jacob_schiff_ordered_murder_of.html) 
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Jacob Schiff the Begman for Commies 

The ritual murder of the Russian imperial family was carried out by a cabal of 
Jewish assassins led by the Jews Jacob Sverdlov and Yankel Yurovsky. 

(See also - http://www.realzionistnews.com/?p=109) 

One of the Jewish butchers of the Romanov family etched in Hebrew the words 
adapted from a poem by German-Jewish poet Heinrich Heine on the wall of the 
Ipatiev House, where the Romanov’s were shot and bayoneted. The poetic line 
inscribed on the wall next to the bloodied corpses of the Romanovs alluded to the 
death of a Gentile ruler in ancient Babylon who had “wronged the God of Israel.” 
A clear display that another Gentile king, the Czar, had been killed as an act of 
Jewish retribution 

(See also - http://library.flawlesslogic.com/tsar_1.htm) 

(See also - 
http://iamthewitness.com/books/Denis.Fahey/Waters.Flowing.Eastward/2.5.2.Th
e.Writing.on.the.Wall.htm) 

An article published in the New York Times on May 17, 1917, reported on a 
celebratory dinner held by the “American Jewish Friends of a Free Russia.” The 
article disclosed that Jacob Schiff was introduced at the gathering as a “Russian 
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Revolutionist”; Schiff said the Russian Jew had been liberated; Schiff said the first 
act of the new government was to invite home all the exiles (i.e. Jews from the 
Pale of Settlement) who would completely grab hold of Russia. 

(See also - 
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=9E0DE7DD123AE433A25752C1A
9639C946696D6CF) 

[b]The Jewish Bolsheviks took power five months later, in October. At another 
meeting a week earlier Schiff announced that thanks were due to the Jew (his 
words) that the revolution in Russia had succeeded.[/b] 

(See also - 
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=9C0DE6DF123AE433A25757C0A
9639C946696D6CF) 

A Jewish writer for Ynetnews.com, Sever Plocker, confirms much of what so-
called anti-Semites have been saying about the Jewishness of Communism in an 
article entitled, “Stalin’s Jews.” He rightly reminds us that “some of the greatest 
mass murderers of modern times were Jewish.”  I couldn’t agree more. 

(See also - http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-3342999,00.html) 

None of the leading Bolshevik Revolutionists were even working class people. 
They were all relatively well off and vastly increased their wealth under the 
Communist system. Only a fool and dupe would fall for this unfeasible “workers 
paradise,” “socialist utopia” nonsense. That’s simply a Jewish marketing ploy to 
agitate the workers to revolt and install the Jewish leaders of the movement into 
power whereby they can conduct their agenda of theft, mass destruction and 
genocide. 

Communist atrocities and mass murder have been trivialized, downplayed and 
downright soft-peddled in Western media, film, television and academia. It’s 
hardly even mentioned in high school or college history classes. A BBC article, 
which explores the West’s shameful glorification and trivialization of bloody 
Communism, intelligently noted,  

“Stalin had the blood of millions on his hands. Why has history been so kind to 
this murderous leader [?]” 

(See also - http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/magazine/7719633.stm) 

Despite over 100,000,000 people being systematically murdered or otherwise 
dying unnatural deaths under Communist regimes globally, the ideology of 
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Communism doesn’t seem to have the same sting or negative connotation 
associated with it that Fascism and Nazism (National Socialism) do — despite the 
latter having killed far fewer people than the Communists and no more (perhaps 
less) than Western so-called democracies like the United States and Britain. Why 
is Communist totalitarianism so soft-peddled in the West when the Communists 
have murdered, tortured, brutalized, enslaved, imprisoned, raped and oppressed 
more human beings than any other political system in human history? The reason 
is simple: Jews dominate and control the Western press (mass media, television, 
publishing houses & Hollywood) and Jews supported, or, as Frank L. Britton 
hypothesized, were behind Communism. 

(See also - 
http://www.iamthewitness.com/books/Frank.L.Britton/Behind%20Communism%
20%28role%20of%20zionist%20jews%20behind%20%20bolshevik%29%20-
%20Frank%20Britton.pdf) 

 

Of course, from the perspective of the Jews, dredging up the memory of the 
bloody Communist Holocaust of 40 million Gentiles in the USSR might attract 
some unwanted attention upon the decisive Jewish role in that genocide. They 
simply don’t want people looking into these things. Jews are all about sweeping 
their genocidal crimes under the rug while falsely accusing their enemies of 
committing crimes against them. 

So there we go comrades. This was the First Topic of Studies in my research of 
Relation between Jews and Communism. There are other two seperate topics viz 
Judea and Bolshevism and Bolshevism and Zionism as an Instrument of Jews. 
Articles on these I will publish on coming days. And Just forgot to mention more 
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articles related to Jewish Crimes against Humanity are still in process. I want to 
give my best on that , so it may take some time. Thanks all of you.  

Hail Satan and all Gods of Hell !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
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Bolshevism and Zionism As Jewish Instruments  

Exposed - Bolshevism and Zionism As Jewish Instruments Part 1 

 

Special Thanks to all those from where the citations have been taken! 

Zionism and Communism are but two arms of the Jew World Order.  

Jews have long been in control of the world, and continue to rule it today. This is 
revealed to us simply by observing the actions and words of the leaders of World 
Zionism and World Communism, the twin vehicles of global Jewish subversion. 

Kaufman’s call for “Union Now” was strangely similar to a proclamation made by 
Adolph Crémieux, a prominent French-Jewish lawyer and statesman who founded 
the Jewish Masonic order “Alliance Israelite Universelle” in Paris in 1860. At an 
Alliance meeting Crémieux declared in true ‘Protocols’ style: “The Alliance is not 
limited to our cult; it voices its appeal to all cults and wants to penetrate in all 
religions, as it has penetrated into all countries. Let us endeavor boldly to bring 
about the union of all cults under one flag of “Union and Progress”: such is the 
motto of humanity.” Crémieux and his secretive Jewish order were named as the 
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prime conspirators in the formulation of The Protocols of Zion, in an enlightening 
essay entitled, “The Protocols of the Ruffle Crested Kikes of Zion”. 

With the advent of Communism in the early 19th century, we saw the world 
plunge into a brutal chaos of social cataclysm and economic decay. Indeed, the 
goal of International Communism was never to “free the workers” from capitalist 
oppression, but rather to further enslave them to a small cadre of self-declared 
and self-perpetuating elite vanguards who ruled their subjects with an iron fist. 
From its inception, Communism was a Jewish endeavor to usurp the remaining 
Gentile nations free from Jewish control, plunder their wealth, and enslave and 
murder the best of their people! 

Communism’s Talmudic Jewish roots couldn’t be more apparent. The Jew Karl 
Marx, a descendant of a long line of Talmudic rabbis, is widely viewed as the 
principal progenitor of the ideology of Communism. Less known, however, was 
Communism’s true prophet — the Jewish supremacist, Talmudist, and racist 
Zionist Moses Hess, whom Marx called the “Red Rabbi.” (See: Avineri, Shlomo. 
Moses Hess: Prophet of Communism and Zionism. NYU Press, 1987) Hess was 
Marx’s guide and teacher, and converted both Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels to 
Communism. These two sordid snakes — Marx and Engels — went on to author 
“The Communist Manifesto”, “Das Kapital”, and other works, which crystallized 
this wretched brain-trust of sanguinary scoundrels and their grandiose dreams of 
a one-world global communist dictatorship. 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karl_Marx) 

(See also - http://www.amazon.com/Moses-Hess-Prophet-Communism-
Zionism/dp/0814705871?tag=viglink21496-20) 

In 1920, Winston Churchill — who later sold out to the Jews and became their 
tool[/b] — ominously warned the world of the menacing movement that was 
Jewish Bolshevism. Writing in the Illustrated Sunday Herald, February 8, 1920, 
page 5, Churchill opined: 

(See also - http://www.fpp.co.uk/bookchapters/WSC/Waley_Cohen.html) 

(See also - http://www.patriot.dk/churchill.html) 

[b]"This movement among the Jews is not new. From the days of Spartacus — 
Weishaupt to those of Karl Marx, and down to Trotsky (Russia), Bela Kun 
(Hungary), Rosa Luxembourg (Germany), and Emma Goldman (United States), this 
world-wide conspiracy for the overthrow of civilization and for the reconstitution 
of society on the basis of arrested development, of envious malevolence, and 
impossible equality, has been steadily growing. It played, as a modern writer, Mrs. 
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Webster, has so ably shown, a definitely recognizable part in the tragedy of the 
French Revolution. It has been the mainspring of every subversive movement 
during the Nineteenth Century; and now at last this band of extraordinary 
personalities from the underworld of the great cities of Europe and America have 
gripped the Russian people by the hair of their heads and have become practically 
the undisputed masters of that enormous empire… 

There is no need to exaggerate the part played in the creation of Bolshevism and 
an the actual bringing about of the Russian Revolution by these international and 
for the most part atheistical Jews. It is certainly a very great one; it probably 
outweighs all others. With the notable exception of Lenin, the majority of the 
leading figures are Jews. Moreover, the principal inspiration and driving power 
comes from the Jewish leaders.” 

Many misinformed patriots have been led to believe Churchill’s “Zionism versus 
Bolshevism: A Struggle for the Soul of the Jewish People” article (quoted above) 
was somehow a courageous anti-Zionist statement — it was not. In fact, in the 
concluding paragraph of the article Churchill gave a ringing endorsement of 
Zionism, encouraging Jews to follow the course of Zionism rather than 
Bolshevism: 

(See also http://www.patriot.dk/churchill.html) 

“Zionism has already become a factor in the political convulsions of Russia, as a 
powerful competing influence in Bolshevik circles with the international 
communistic system. Nothing could be more significant than the fury with which 
Trotsky has attacked the Zionists generally, and Dr. Weissmann in particular. The 
cruel penetration of his mind leaves him in no doubt that his schemes of a world-
wide communistic State under Jewish domination are directly thwarted and 
hindered by this new ideal, which directs the energies and the hopes of Jews in 
every land towards a simpler, a truer, and a far more attainable goal. The struggle 
which is now beginning between the Zionist and Bolshevik Jews is little less than a 
struggle for the soul of the Jewish people.” 

Churchill was, by his own admission, a radical Zionist who — as Prime Minister of 
Britain during WWII — hypocritically went on to collaborate with Bolshevism, 
establishing a cozy relationship with Josef Stalin’s genocidal Soviet Bolshevik 
Regime. Churchill’s abhorrence of Bolshevism disappeared as rapidly as his 
reservations about International Jewry as soon as it suited his personal ambitions. 
Even his “Zionism versus Bolshevism” article was disingenuous in the sense that 
he offered the world a Hobson’s choice of “Zionism or Bolshevism”, a false 
dilemma in that both options produced the exact same result: a World 
Government under Jewish domination as foretold in the Hebrew Old Testament. 
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Churchill knowingly failed to inform his readers that ideologies to Jews are like 
the many arms of Vishnu. They all emanate from the same place with the same 
goal: the desire for a New World Order under Jewish rule! Apparent conflicts 
among Jews are more about tactics than disputes about ultimate goals. Zionism 
and Communism are but two tentacles of the same Talmudic monster — cut and 
fashioned out of the same Jewish cloth! 

(See also - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blogspot.ru/2011/05/churchill-
zionist.html) 

(See also - http://www.heretical.com/miscellx/churchil.html) 

(See also - http://jewishracism.blogspot.ru/2008/12/universal-enslavement-of-
non-jew.html) 

Wise and Most Noble Adolf Hitler, eloquently explained this Jewish trick in his 
book, Mein Kampf, 

“The Jew’s domination in the state seems so assured that now not only can he call 
himself a Jew again, but he ruthlessly admits his ultimate national and political 
designs. A section of his race openly owns itself to be a foreign people, yet even 
here they lie. For while the Zionists try to make the rest of the world believe that 
the national consciousness of the Jew finds its satisfaction in the creation of a 
Palestinian state, the Jews again slyly dupe the dumb Goyim. It doesn’t even enter 
their heads to build up a Jewish state in Palestine for the purpose of living there; 
all they want is a central organization for their international world swindle, 
endowed with its own sovereign rights and removed from the intervention of 
other states: a haven for convicted scoundrels and a university for budding 
crooks.” (A. Hitler, English translation by Ralph Manheim, Mein Kampf, Houghton 
Mifflin, Boston, New York, (1971), pp. 324-325.) 

The mischievous and cruel doctrines of Marx and Hess were zealously adopted by 
the world’s Jews who saw in it an opportunity to crush the Gentiles once and for 
all. A Jew named Baruch Levy, in a letter to Karl Marx, stated that Communism 
was — after all — merely a way to transfer all the wealth of the world into Jewish 
hands and so fulfill the messianic vision of the treacherous Talmud: 

“The Jewish people as a whole will be its own Messiah. It will attain world 
dominion by the dissolution of other races, by the abolition of frontiers, the 
annihilation of monarchy, and by the establishment of a world republic in which 
the Jews will everywhere exercise the privilege of citizenship. In this new world 
order the Children of Israel will furnish all the leaders without encountering 
opposition. The Governments of the different peoples forming the world republic 
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will fall without difficulty into the hands of the Jews. It will then be possible for 
the Jewish rulers to abolish private property, and everywhere to make use of the 
resources of the state. Thus will the promise of the Talmud be fulfilled, in which is 
said that when the Messianic time is come the Jews will have all the property of 
the whole world in their hands.” (Baruch Levy, Letter to Karl Marx, La Revue de 
Paris, p. 54, June 1, 1928) 

(See also - http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k176204.zoom.f574.langFR) 

Now see here Comrades, Jewish author Bernard Lazare tells us that Karl Marx was 
indeed a Talmudist: 

“He had that clear Talmudic mind which does not falter at the petty difficulties of 
fact. He was a Talmudist devoted to sociology and applying his native power of 
exegesis to the criticism of economic theory. He was inspired by that ancient 
Hebraic materialism, which, rejecting as too distant and doubtful the hope of an 
Eden after death, never ceased to dream of Paradise realized on earth. But Marx 
was not merely a logician, he was also a rebel, an agitator, an acrid 
controversialist, and he derived his gift for sarcasm and invective, as Heine did, 
from his Jewish ancestry.” (Lazare, Bernard. “Antisemitism, Its History and 
Causes”, p. 129) 

(See also - http://www.vho.org/aaargh/fran/livres2/LAZeng.pdf) 

In its article on “Messianic Movements”, the Encyclopaedia Judaica writes: “In his 
letters to Leopold Zunz referred many times to the European revolution of 1848 
as ‘the Messiah.’ Even many Jews who left the faith tended to invest secular 
liberation movements with a messianic glow.” 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/7g2fpsb) 

The Jewish supremacist rabbi, Harry Waton, confessed that not only is 
Communism Jewish, but that it is simply a mechanism for Jewish world dominion 
and the subjugation of all non-Jews — a fulfillment of the megalomaniacal 
messianic vision of the Torah and the Talmud. In his 1939 book, “A Program for 
The Jews and An Answer To All Anti-Semites: A Program for Humanity”, the racist 
rabbi wrote: 

“It is not an accident that Judaism gave birth to Marxism, and it is not an accident 
that the Jews readily took up Marxism; all this was in perfect accord with the 
progress of Judaism and the Jews. The Jews should realize that Jehovah no longer 
dwells in heaven, but he dwells in us right here on earth; we must no longer look 
up to Jehovah as above us and outside of us, but we must see him right within 
us,” (p. 148) 
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“Since the Jews are the highest and most cultured people on earth, the Jews have 
a right to subordinate to themselves the rest of mankind and to be the masters 
over the whole earth. Now, indeed, this is the historic destiny of the Jews,” (p. 99) 

“Judaism is communism, internationalism, the universal brotherhood of man, the 
emancipation of the working class and the human society. It is with these spiritual 
weapons that the Jews will conquer the world and the human race.” (p. 100) 

(See also - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blogspot.ru/2011/12/judaism-
gave-birth-to-marxism.html) 

Peculiar isn’t it that the supposed arch anti-capitalist, Karl Marx, never spoke a 
negative word about the Jewish banking dynasty, the Rothschilds, the richest of 
the world’s capitalist financiers, war profiteers and exploiters of the working class. 
This isn’t so puzzling when you understand that Marx was working for the 
Rothschilds all along. We have Totally Exposed this Mofo Agent KarlMarx my dear 
comrades. (See: Red Symphony) Mikael Bakunin, the prominent anarcho-
syndicalist thinker and rival of Karl Marx, assailed Jewish control of the World 
Revolution, blasting Marx and his phony liberation ideology (Marxism) as a 
Rothschild-backed con for the Jewish financial oligarchy to undermine, loot and 
pillage the wealth of Gentile nations. Bakunin said, 

(See also - http://www.iamthewitness.com/DarylBradfordSmith_Rothschild.htm) 

(See also - http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/red_symphony.htm) 

“Himself a Jew, Marx has around him, in London and France, but especially in 
Germany, a multitude of more or less clever, intriguing, mobile, speculating Jews, 
such as Jews are every where: commercial or banking agents, writers, politicians, 
correspondents for newspapers of all shades, with one foot in the bank, the other 
in the socialist movement, and with their behinds sitting on the German daily 
press — they have taken possession of all the newspapers — and you can imagine 
what kind of sickening literature they produce. Now, this entire Jewish world, 
which forms a single profiteering sect, a people of bloodsuckers, a single 
gluttonous parasite, closely and intimately united not only across national borders 
but across all differences of political opinion — this Jewish world today stands for 
the most part at the disposal of Marx and at the same time at the disposal of 
Rothschild. I am certain that Rothschild for his part greatly values the merits of 
Marx, and that Marx for his part feels instinctive attraction and great respect for 
Rothschild. This may seem strange. What can there be in common between 
Communism and the large banks? Oh! The Communism of Marx seeks enormous 
centralization in the state, and where such exists, there must inevitably be a 
central state bank, and where such a bank exists, the parasitic Jewish nation, 
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which, speculates on the work of the people, will always find a way to prevail ….” 
(Michael Bakunin, Polémique contres les Juifs, 1869) 

(See also - http://www.connexions.org/RedMenace/Docs/RM4-
BakuninonMarxRothschild.htm) 

Benjamin Disraeli, the Jewish Prime Minister of England from 1874-1880, 
repeatedly warned about the machinations of his trouble-making kinsmen. In his 
novel, Conigsby, Disraeli made one of his characters say, 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disraeli) 

(See also - 
http://iamthewitness.com/books/Douglas.Reed/The.Controversy.of.Zion/21.The.
Warnings.of.Disraeli.htm) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/6uwx2v3) 

“I had on my arrival (at St. Petersburg) an interview with the Russian Minister of 
Finance, Count Canerin; I beheld the son of a Lithuanian Jew…. I had an audience 
on my arrival at Madrid with the Spanish minister; I beheld one like myself, the 
son of a Nuovo Christiano, a Jew of Aragon. In consequence of that transpired at 
Madrid I went straight to consult the President of the French Council; I beheld the 
son of a French Jew…. We fixed on Prussia…. Count Arnim entered the cabinet, 
and I beheld a Prussian Jew. So you see, my dear Coningsby, that the world is 
governed by very different personages to what is imagined by those who are not 
behind the scenes.“ 

Then, four years after the Jewish-engineered outbreaks of 1848, Disraeli returned 
to the subject in his book Lord George Bentinck, stating, 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/7q68wwp) 

“The influence of the Jews may be traced in the last outbreak of the destructive 
principle in Europe. An insurrection takes place against tradition and aristocracy, 
against religion and property… The natural equality of men and the abrogation of 
property are proclaimed by the secret societies who form provisional 
governments and men of Jewish race are found at the head of every one of 
them.“ 

Chaim Weizmann, the 20th century’s preeminent Zionist influence-peddler, 
architect of the ‘Balfour Declaration’, and first president of Israel, is quoted as 
saying: “A beneficent protection which God has instituted in the life of the Jew is 
that He has dispersed him all over the world.” (JEWISH GUARDIAN, Oct. 8, 1920.) 
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Now compare this with the last clause of Protocol No. 11, of The Protocols of 
Zion: “God has granted to us, His Chosen People, the gift of dispersion, and from 
this, which appears to all eyes to be our weakness, has come forth all our 
strength, which has now brought us to the threshold of sovereignty over all the 
world.” The remarkable similarity between Weizmann’s pronouncement and the 
passage from the Protocols proves that the Jewish Learned Elders exist, 
Weizmann chief among them. 

(See also - http://www.palestineremembered.com/Acre/Famous-Zionist-
Quotes/Story645.html) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/73qoaw2) 

(See also - 
http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/przion4.htm#protocol%20No.%2012) 

This Hidden Hand of Jews was subtly identified by Walter Rathenau (1867-1922), 
a German-Jewish industrialist, writer, and statesman who served as Germany’s 
Foreign Minister during the Weimar Republic. Writing in the Wiener Freie Presse, 
December 24, 1912, he said: “Three hundred men, each of whom knows all the 
others, govern the fate of the European continent, and they elect their successors 
from their entourage.” This reality was confirmed by Jean Izoulet, a Jewish 
professor at the College of France and a member of the Jewish-Masonic secret 
society Alliance Israelite Universelle. Writing in his 1926 book “Paris Capital of 
Religions”, Izoulet said: “I certainly do not want to relinquish their Magisterium 
temporal the three hundred bankers who, at the moment, dominate the world.” 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walther_Rathenau) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/d6m8a3z) 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alliance_Isra%C3%A9lite_Universelle) 

(See also - 
http://fotos.fotoflexer.com/2bd4912fa90e2155267b3fc182b5d7d5.jpg) 

At the Zionist congress held in Basel in 1898, Dr. Mandelstam, a professor at the 
University of Kiev, proclaimed: “The Jews energetically reject the idea of fusion 
with the other nationalities and cling firmly to their historical hope of world 
empire.” (Chamberlain, Houston Stewart. “Foundations of the Nineteenth 
Century“, p. 335) The Talmudic Jew David Wolffsohn was Theordore Herzl’s 
successor as leader of World Zionism and chairman of the World Zionist 
Organization (WZO). He presided over the Zionist Congress at the Hague in 1907 
and gave the opening and closing speeches. The New York Times tells us that in 
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his closing address Wolffsohn pleaded for more unity among the Jews and said 
that Jewry eventually must conquer the world! (“ZIONIST LEADER DIES. – David 
Wolfsohn Was Once Chairman of International Committee.” The New York Times. 
17 Sept. 1914.) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/6tcv7d6) 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Wolffsohn) 

(See also - 
http://books.google.ca/books/about/David_Wolffsohn.html?id=LIUNAAAAIAAJ&r
edir_esc=y) 

(See also - http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/Zionism/firstcong.html) 

(See also - http://query.nytimes.com/mem/archive-
free/pdf?res=9803E2DB1638E633A25754C1A96F9C946596D6CF) 

In 1922 at a Zionist conference in Carlsbad, California, Zionist leader Nahum 
Sokolow boastfully gloated that the League of Nations (predecessor of the United 
Nations) was a Jewish construct and tool, and that Jerusalem will one day be 
capital of the world upon the realization of their dark plans: 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nahum_Sokolow) 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/League_of_Nations) 

“The League of Nations is a Jewish idea, and Jerusalem some day will become the 
capital of the world’s peace. We Jews throughout the world will make the 
League’s struggle our own and will not rest until there is ultimate victory.” (“SAYS 
JEWS OF WORLD WILL BACK LEAGUE – Dr. Sokolow Tells Zionist Congress 
Jerusalem Will Be International Peace Capital.” The New York Times. 28 Aug. 
1922.) 

(See also - 
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=9B07E2DE1039EF3ABC4051DFB
E668389639EDE) 

Theodore Newman Kaufman was an American Jew , I have already told you about 
this cocksuker in my previous articles also, who published a book in 1941 calling 
for the extermination of the entire German race and nation in a “final solution” of 
sterilization. (See: Kaufman, Theodore N. Germany Must Perish! Newark, NJ: 
Argyle Press, 1941) In the same year of his book’s publication, this devilish Jew 
gave an interview to The Canadian Jewish Chronicle in which he fervently 
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articulated his desire not only for the annihilation of all German Gentiles, but also 
for Jewish World Government, stating: 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theodore_N._Kaufman) 

(See also -  http://blacksun666.ucoz.ru/load/0-0-0-2-20) 

(See also - 
http://news.google.com/newspapers?id=rPJOAAAAIBAJ&sjid=gkwDAAAAIBAJ&dq
=theodore-kaufman%20germany%20must%20perish&pg=2325%2C5306430) 

“I believe that the Jews have a mission in life. They must see to it that the nations 
of the world get together in one vast confederation. ‘Union Now’ is the beginning 
of this. Slowly but surely the world will develop into paradise. We will have 
perpetual peace. And the Jews will do the most to bring about this confederation, 
because they have the most to gain.” 

Kaufman’s call for “Union Now” was strangely similar to a proclamation made by 
Adolph Crémieux, a prominent French-Jewish lawyer and statesman who founded 
the Jewish Masonic order “Alliance Israelite Universelle” in Paris in 1860. At an 
Alliance meeting Crémieux declared in true ‘Protocols’ style: “The Alliance is not 
limited to our cult; it voices its appeal to all cults and wants to penetrate in all 
religions, as it has penetrated into all countries. Let us endeavor boldly to bring 
about the union of all cults under one flag of “Union and Progress”: such is the 
motto of humanity.” Crémieux and his secretive Jewish order were named as the 
prime conspirators in the formulation of The Protocols of Zion, in an enlightening 
essay entitled, “The Protocols of the Ruffle Crested Kikes of Zion”. 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adolphe_Cr%C3%A9mieux) 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alliance_Isra%C3%A9lite_Universelle) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/7vwzdjg) 

(See also - http://www.bamboo-
delight.com/raxbweel/Protocols_of_the_Ruffle_Crested_Kikes_of_Zion.pdf) 

In 1940, Arthur Greenwood — the Deputy Leader of the British Labour Party and 
member of the British War Cabinet — made a vocal pledge to American Jewry 
that upon the defeat of the Axis Powers in WWII he would do his utmost to help 
realize the formation of a “New World Order” in the world, led and dominated by 
the Jews. The groveling Zionist stooge proclaimed, 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_Greenwood) 
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(See also - 
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=9B03EFDC1639E23ABC4E53DFB
667838B659EDE) 

“When we have achieved victory, as we assuredly shall, the nations will have the 
opportunity of establishing a new world order … In such a world it is our confident 
hope that the conscience of civilized humanity would demand that the wrongs 
suffered by the Jewish people in so many countries should be righted.” 

He added, 

“In the rebuilding of civilized society after the war, there should and will be a real 
opportunity for Jews everywhere to make a distinctive and constructive 
contribution.” (See this facsimile of the New York Times article) 

(See also - http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-wC687_hU6oA/VMtQCazdq-
I/AAAAAAAAA6A/NSiUlJnxdjM/s1600/1940NewWorldOrderPledgedToJews.jpg) 

In 1946, the US government put to Stalin a proposal for World Government, 
penned by two Globalist Jews — Bernard Baruch and David Lilienthal. Baruch was 
a wealthy Jewish Wall Street tycoon, and influential adviser to five American 
presidents. In World War I he was Woodrow Wilson’s chief adviser on national 
defense and was appointed chairman of the War Industries Board (1918-1919), 
thus bringing the American war machine under the heel of Jewish financiers. 
Baruch, and a contingent of his kinsmen, helped frame the economic provisions of 
the Versailles Treaty of 1919 which carved Germany into pieces after WWI. In his 
address to the United Nations Atomic Energy Commission on the 14th of June, 
1946, Baruch made the following “Protocolist”, One-Worldist pronouncement: 

(See also - http://mailstar.net/baruch-plan.html) 

(See also - http://www.jewwatch.com/jew-leaders-baruch.html) 

(See also - http://www.realjewnews.com/?p=40) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/6rdm3s5) 

“Behind the black portent of the new atomic age lies a hope which, seized upon 
with faith, can work out salvation … Let us not deceive ourselves: we must elect 
world peace or world destruction. … Peace is never long preserved by weight of 
metal or by an armament race. Peace can be made tranquil and secure only by 
understanding and agreement fortified by sanctions. We must embrace 
international cooperation or international disintegration.” 
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Baruch also predicted the “Cold War” between the US and the USSR. In 1948, 
during a speech before the Senate’s Special Committee Investigating the National 
Defense Program, he said, 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/6ssa2wu) 

“Although the shooting war is over, we are in the midst of a cold war which is 
getting warmer.” 

Fellow Zionist kingpin, Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, peculiarly predicted the ascendancy 
of Woodrow Wilson to the presidency, and in his autobiography, “Challenging 
Years,” (p. 161) boasted “that an immensely influential hidden power” — with 
which he was intimately acquainted — “had chosen Wilson as a major pawn in 
their political game” even before the president of Princeton University had 
entered into politics. Wise would go on to become one of Wilson’s chief advisers 
who was instrumental in persuading Wilson to support the ‘Balfour Declaration’. 
Wilson, of course, was the “poodle on a string” of the conniving Protocolist Jews, 
having signed into law two of the most important planks of their Communist 
Manifesto — Plank #2, “A heavy progressive or graduated income tax,” and Plank 
#5, the creation of a central bank, “with exclusive monopoly.” 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stephen_Samuel_Wise) 

(See also - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blogspot.ru/2011/07/more-
unbelievable-exact-zionist.html?zx=872ff554b8ba9020) 

(See also - http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/biography/wise.html) 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balfour_Declaration) 

(See also - http://www.realjewnews.com/?p=40) 

(See also - http://www.realjewnews.com/?p=537) 

Perhaps in a fit of rebelliousness against his masters, Woodrow Wilson made this 
ominous remark about the secret forces controlling the United States government 
from behind the scenes, 

“…we have come to be one of the worst ruled, one of the most completely 
controlled and dominated, governments in the civilized world — no longer a 
government by free opinion, no longer a government by conviction and the vote 
of the majority, but a government by the opinion and the duress of small groups 
of dominant men.” (Woodrow, Wilson. New Freedom: a Call for the Emancipation 
of the Generous Energies of a People. [S.l.]: Indypublish Com, 2007, p. 201) 
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(See also - http://tinyurl.com/7runs7e) 

Further clarification and confirmation of this ongoing Jewish World Government 
project was provided by Israel’s first prime minister — the Jewish supremacist, 
Talmudist, Zionist terrorist and Bolshevist internationalist — David Ben-Gurion. In 
1962, Ben-Gurion predicted the end of the Cold War in the late 1980s, and went 
on to express a burning desire for world governance, led by the Jewish nation: 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Ben-Gurion) 

“The image of the world in 1987 as traced in my imagination: the Cold War will be 
a thing of the past. Internal pressure of the constantly growing intelligensia in 
Russia for more freedom and the pressure of the masses for raising their living 
standards may lead to a gradual democratization of the Soviet Union. On the 
other hand, the increasing influence of the workers and farmers, and rising 
political importance of men of science, may transform the United States into a 
welfare state with a planned economy. Western and Eastern Europe will become 
a federation of autonomous states having a Socialist and democratic regime. With 
the exception of the USSR as a federated Eurasian state, all other continents will 
become united in a world alliance, at whose disposal will be an international 
police force. All armies will be abolished, and there will be no more wars. In 
Jerusalem, the United Nations (a truly United Nations) will build a shrine of the 
Prophets to serve the federated union of all continents; this will be the scene of 
the Supreme Court of Mankind, to settle all controversies among the federated 
continents, as prophesied by Isaiah.” (Gurion, David Ben & Duchovny, Amram. 
David Ben-Gurion, In His Own Words. Fleet Press Corp., 1969, p. 116; also quoted 
in Look Magazine, January 16, 1962, p. 20) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/7qossxn) 

(See also - http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-
9OuuuzerkqU/VMuQUikizjI/AAAAAAAAA6Q/axyUNDkqC8g/s1600/click.jpg) 

Ben-Gurion reiterated his ostentatious dreams of a Jewish Utopia when he said: 
“Jerusalem is not the capital of Israel and world Jewry, it aspires to become the 
spiritual center of the world.” The Israeli prime minister was a chauvinistic Jewish 
supremacist who stated his rotten aims openly. He spilled the blood of tens of 
thousands of Palestinians and was responsible for the uprooting and beheading of 
their nation. He, along with his clique of ferocious Zionist bandits, gangsters and 
thugs, masterminded “the Nakba” which has been described as “the mass 
deportation of a million Palestinians from their cities and villages, massacres of 
civilians, and the razing to the ground of hundreds of Palestinian villages.” 
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(See also - http://tinyurl.com/73dz2n6) 

(See also - http://www.alnakba.org/) 

Flaunting his Jewish pride and arrogantly mocking his victims by falsely claiming 
to be a victim, Ben-Gurion sanctimoniously said: 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/82ar35h) 

“We would not have taken on this war merely for the purpose of enjoying this 
tiny state. There have been only two great people: the Greeks and the Jews. 
Perhaps the Greeks were even greater than the Jews, but now I can see no sign of 
that old greatness in the modern Greeks. Maybe when the present process is 
finished we too will degenerate, but I see no sign of degeneration at present. […] 
Suffering makes a people greater, and we have suffered much. We had a message 
to give the world, but we were overwhelmed, and the message was cut off in the 
middle. In time there will be millions of us — becoming stronger and stronger — 
and we will complete the message. […] Our policy must be the unity of the human 
race. The world is divided into two blocs. We consider that the United Nations’ 
ideal is a Jewish ideal.“ 

Ben-Gurion believed Jews to be living gods on earth, superior to Gentiles in every 
way, stating: 

“My concept of the messianic ideal and vision is not a metaphysical one but a 
socio-cultural-moral one … I believe in our moral and intellectual superiority, in 
our capacity to serve as a model for the redemption of the human race. This 
belief of mine is based on my knowledge of the Jewish people, not some mystical 
faith; the glory of the divine presence is within us, in our hearts, and not outside 
of us.” (Hertzberg, Arthur. The Zionist State. Jewish Publication Society, 1997, p. 
94) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/d27athq) 

Ben-Gurion’s “prophesy” of an earthly Jewish kingdom ruled from Jerusalem was 
similarly expressed by the Temple Mount Faithful organization newsletter (2000), 
which says: 

(See also - http://www.templemountfaithful.org/s5760.htm#HEADER19) 

“The real “United Nations Organization” will be the Kingdom of G-d which will 
soon be established in Jerusalem, based on the holy laws of G-d. The Temple will 
again be the heart, soul and focus of Israel and the nations. Mashiach ben David 
will come and will be the king of Israel and the world. He will come to Jerusalem 
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and rule from there and establish the Kingdom of G-d over all the world. 
Jerusalem instead of New York will be the center of the this godly “United Nations 
Organization” and a new era of justice, spiritual holiness, a real law based on the 
word of G-d in the Torah and a real peace will open and will be established in 
Jerusalem exactly as Isaiah prophesied: “The word that Isaiah the son of Amoz 
saw concerning Judah and Jerusalem. And it shall come to pass in the last days, 
that the mountain of the Lord’s house shall be established on the top of the 
mountains, and shall be exalted above the hills; and all nations shall flow to it. 
And many people shall go and say, Come, and let us go up to the mountain of the 
Lord, to the house of the God of Jacob; and he will teach us of his ways, and we 
will walk in his paths; for from Zion shall go forth Torah, and the word of the Lord 
from Jerusalem. And he shall judge among the nations, and shall decide for many 
people; and they shall beat their swords into plowshares, and their spears into 
pruning hooks; nation shall not lift up sword against nation, nor shall they learn 
war any more. O house of Jacob, come, and let us walk in the light of the Lord.” 
(Isaiah 2:1-5) 

(See also - https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Isaiah+2%3A1-
5&version=NIV) 

As demonstrated by the Jewish supremacist group “Temple Mount Faithful,” the 
ancient Jewish plan for world ownership is prophesied in the Jewish Old 
Testament book of Isaiah. This book, among others, exemplifies the Jewish 
supremacist mentality. For example, in Isaiah 60:16, it says: “Thou shalt also suck 
the milk of the Gentiles, and shalt suck the breast of kings: and thou shalt know 
that I the LORD am thy Saviour and thy Redeemer, the mighty One of Jacob.” 
Isaiah 61:5 reiterates this concept of Gentile servitude to the Jews, stating: “And 
strangers [non-Jews] shall stand and feed your flocks, and the sons of the alien 
[non-Jews] shall be your plowmen and your vinedressers.” Isaiah 60:5 and Isaiah 
61:6 prophesied that the Jews will come to possess all the wealth of the world: 
“the wealth of the nations [the Goyim] shall come unto thee [the Jews]. … You 
will feed on the wealth of nations, and in their riches you will boast.” I did already 
told you about this comrades , in previous article of mine viz World Domination - 
Dream of Judaism. It can be accessed here: 
josministries.prophpbb.com/topic7609.html 

(See also - http://bible.cc/isaiah/60-16.htm) 

(See also - http://bible.cc/isaiah/61-5.htm) 

(See also - http://bible.cc/isaiah/60-5.htm) 

(See also - http://bible.cc/isaiah/61-6.htm) 
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When Ben-Gurion referred to “everybody” in his Protocolist Prophecy he was 
most likely only referring to Jews, since the Zohar states: “’living soul’ refers to 
Israel, who have holy living souls from above, and “cattle and creeping thing and 
beast of the earth” to the other peoples who are not ‘living soul’.” 

(See also - 
http://books.google.ru/books?ei=Ewm5TbbdBsTliALKg6kh&ct=result&id=mBQmA
QAAIAAJ&dq=refers+to+Israel,+who+have+holy+living+souls+from+above&q=%2
2living+soul%22+refers+to+Israel,+who+have+holy+living+souls+from+above,+an
d+%22+cattle+and+creeping+thing+and+beast+of+the+earth%22+to+the+other+
peoples+who+are+not+%22living+soul%22&redir_esc=y) 

This view is corroborated by the crazed ravings of many prominent Jewish rabbis, 
including many of Judaism’s most revered sages. Take for instance, Rabbi Shneur 
Zalman of Liadi (1745-1812), the founder of the extremist Jewish sect “Chabad” 
who cursed Gentiles, claiming we possess evil souls: “Gentile souls are of a 
completely different and inferior order. They are totally evil, with no redeeming 
qualities whatsoever… All Jews are innately good, all Gentiles are innately evil.” 
(quoted in Foxbrunner, A. Roman. Habad: the Hasidism of R. Shneur Zalman of 
Lyady. University of Alabama Press, 1992, p. 108) 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shneur_Zalman_of_Liadi) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/6oaptb7) 

Rabbi Kook the Elder, the revered father of the messianic tendency of Jewish 
fundamentalism, said, “The difference between a Jewish soul and souls of non-
Jews—all of them in all different levels—is greater and deeper than the difference 
between a human soul and the souls of cattle.” (quoted in Shahak, Israel & 
Mezvinsky, Norman. Jewish Fundamentalism in Israel. London: Pluto Press, 1999, 
p. 176) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/cad32fh) 

The late, highly revered Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson, the “Lubavitcher 
Rebbe” who headed the Chabad movement and wielded great influence in Israel 
as well as in the U.S., explained that, “The difference between a Jewish and a non-
Jewish person stems from the common expression: ‘Let us differentiate.’ Thus, we 
do not have a case of profound change in which a person is merely on a superior 
level. Rather, we have a case of ‘let us differentiate’ between totally different 
species. This is what needs to be said about the body: the body of a Jewish person 
is of a totally different quality from the body of [members] of all nations of the 
world…A non-Jew’s entire reality is only vanity. It is written, ‘And the strangers 
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shall guard and feed your flocks’ (Isaiah 61:5). The entire creation [of a non-Jew] 
exists only for the sake of the Jews…” (Ibid., p. 59) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/79d2hny) 

An immigrant to Israel from the U.S., Rabbi Ginsburgh speaks freely of his belief in 
the Jews’ genetic-based, spiritual superiority over non-Jews: “If you saw two 
people drowning, a Jew and a non-Jew, the Torah says you save the Jewish life 
first. … If every simple cell in a Jewish body entails divinity, is a part of God, then 
every strand of DNA is part of God. Therefore, something is special about Jewish 
DNA…If a Jew needs a liver, can you take the liver of an innocent non-Jew passing 
by to save him? The Torah would probably permit that. Jewish life has an infinite 
value.” (Ibid., p. 62) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/7lhk86p) 

Rabbi Ovadia Yosef, the head of Shas’s Council of Torah Sages, declared that 
Gentiles exist solely to serve the Jews as slaves. According to the rabbi: “Goyim 
were born only to serve us. Without that, they have no place in the world – only 
to serve the People of Israel.” (Mandel, Jonah. “Yosef: Gentiles Exist Only To Serve 
Jews.” The Jerusalem Post. 10/18/2010) And these are just the statements Jews 
have made aloud my fellow comrades. Just imagine how these bastards talk when 
they know Gentiles aren’t listening. 

Another cardinal proof of the Zionist World Conspiracy was the incredible 
foresight displayed by Zionist leader Simon Maximilian Südfeld (alias Max 
Nordau), Theodore Herzl’s close confidant who convinced him to organize the 
first Zionist conference in Basel, Switzerland in 1897. At the sixth Zionist Congress 
in 1903 — eleven years before World War I commenced and forty-five years 
before Israel was established — Nordau spoke of a coming “World War” resulting 
in the creation of a Jewish state in Palestine, which England would help to procure 
for them: 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Max_Nordau) 

“Let me tell you the following words as if I were showing you the rungs of a ladder 
leading upward and upward: Herzl, the Zionist Congress, the English Uganda 
proposition, the future world war, the peace conference where, with the help of 
England, a free and Jewish Palestine will be created.” (quoted in Rosenthal, 
Litman. “A Prophet Speaks”, American Jewish News, New York, Vol. 4, No. 2, 
September 19, 1919. p. 464; also quoted in Stevens, Richard P. Zionism and 
Palestine Before the Mandate. Institute for Palestine Studies, 1972, p. 153) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/6srw9q8) 
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(See also - http://tinyurl.com/43s7okk) 

Strange and incredible — is it not Comrades? — that a leading Zionist Jew was 
able to predict the course of events of the next several decades. It appears Max 
Nordau was not the only Jew with an uncanny gift of foresight. Leading 
communist ideologue and co-author of “The Communist Manifesto”, crypto-Jew 
Friedrich Engels, made it clear that he and his fellow communist comrades were 
comfortable with human sacrifices amounting to the loss of tens of millions of 
lives, in order to pave the way for revolution and a global communist imperium. 
In 1887, Engels somehow knew a “World War” was on the horizon and would 
soon arrive on the shores of Europe, laying waste to Europe’s empires and thus 
leaving the continent vulnerable to communist revolution, upheaval and 
subversion: 

“No other war is now possible for Prussia-Germany than a world war, and indeed 
a world war of hitherto unimagined sweep and violence. Eight to ten millions 
soldiers will mutually kill each other off and in the process devour Europe barer 
than any swarm of locusts ever did. The desolation of the Thirty Years War 
compressed in three or four years and spread over the entire continent: famine, 
plague, general savagery, taking possession both of the armies and of the masses 
of the people, as a result of universal want; hopeless demoralization of our 
complex institutions of trade industry and credit, ending in universal bankruptcy; 
collapse of the old states and their traditional statecraft, so that crowns will roll 
over the pavements by the dozens and no one to be found to pick them up; 
absolute impossibility of foreseeing where this will end, or who will emerge victor 
from the general struggle. Only one result is absolutely sure: general exhaustion 
and the creation of the conditions for the final victory of the working class.” 
(quoted in Wolfe, David Bertram. Marxism, One Hundred Years In The Life of a 
Doctrine. Dial Press, (1965), p. 67) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/c6amuwo) 

Another who predicted the impending doom of a grand European conflict was Jan 
Gotlib Bloch, a Polish crypto-Jew, banker/financier, Zionist activist, “campaigner 
against Russian antisemitism“, and acquaintance of Theodore Herzl. In 1899, 
Bloch published a book about military warfare titled, “Is War Now Possible?”, 
within which he envisioned a “long war”, a “great war of entrenchments”, which 
would involve some ten million men. Bloch asserted that economic factors would 
be “the dominant and decisive element in the matter” and that the future of war 
was not fighting but famine, resulting in the bankruptcy of nations and the break-
up of social organization of societies. (Ferguson, Niall. “The Pity of War”, p. 9) 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jan_Gotlib_Bloch) 
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(See also - 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jan_Gotlib_Bloch#Confronting_antisemitism) 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jan_Gotlib_Bloch#Sympathy_to_Zionism) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/8ax8kce) 

It is clear that International Jews foresaw the First World War. Did they do 
nothing but foresee it? The facts do not stop at foresight, but run on to 
provocation. Perhaps prominent Zionist Jews and Communist Jews were 
cognizant of the eventual outbreak of a World War because they strove to bring it 
to fruition utilizing their unmatched money, media and political clout? 

The Protocols of Zion gives us insight into this question Comrades...  

“We must be in a position to respond to every act of opposition by war with the 
neighbors of that country which dares to oppose us: but if these neighbors should 
also venture to stand collectively together against us, then we must offer 
resistance by a universal war.” (The Protocols of Zion, 7:3) 

(See also - 
http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/przion3.htm#PROTOCOL%20No.%207) 

Zionist Jew kingpin, Chaim Weizmann, admitted as much in a letter to Winston 
Churchill. Historian David Irving documented Weizmann’s venture to persuade 
Churchill to help the Zionists create a Jewish Fighting Force — an army of Jewish 
terrorists to be used as a battering ram to forcefully overtake Palestine and 
wantonly genocide the Arabs living there — in exchange for the Jews’ dragging 
America into WWII on England’s side. The arrogant and conceited Jew, 
Weizmann, couldn’t help but boast about how his fellow Jews “did it in the last 
war and are keen to do it again”: 

“On September 10, 1941 Weizmann therefore wrote an outspoken letter to the 
prime minister in which he recalled how the Jews of the United States had pulled 
their country into war before; he promised that they could do it again – provided 
that Britain toed the line over Palestine. Two years had passed since the Jewish 
Agency had offered the support of the Jews throughout the world – the Jewish 
‘declaration of war’ on Germany; a whole year had passed, he added, since the 
P.M. had personally approved his offer to recruit Jews in Palestine for service in 
the Middle East or elsewhere. For two years the Agency had met only humiliation. 
Ten thousand Palestinian Jews had fought in Libya, Abyssinia, Greece, Crete, and 
Syria, he claimed, but this was never mentioned. 
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“Then Weizmann came to his real sales-pitch: ‘There is only one big ethnic group 
[in the USA] which is willing to stand, to a man, for Great Britain, and a policy of 
“all-out aid” for her: the five million Jews. From Secretary Morgenthau, Governor 
[of New York State] Lehmann, Justice [Felix] Frankfurter, down to the simplest 
Jewish workman or trader, they are conscious of all that this struggle against 
Hitler implies.’ British statesmen, he reminded Churchill, had often acknowledged 
that it was these Jews who had brought the United States into the war in 1917. 
‘They are keen to do it – and may do it – again.’ All that he and the Jews of the 
United States were asking for, therefore, was the formation now of a Jewish 
Fighting Force.” (Irving, David. Churchill’s War: Triumph in Adversity Vol. 2. Focal 
Point Publications, 2001, Pp. 76-77; also see this facsimile of Weizmann’s letter to 
Churchill) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/73gcfmt) 

(See also - http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-
bqFNMvdvUNw/VMuRs5ch_UI/AAAAAAAAA6c/ZOjjOTwLVeM/s1600/Weizmann-
Letter.jpg) 

The “godfather of Zionism”, Theodore Herzl, was not shy about admitting that the 
Jews do indeed possess the necessary power to bring about world wars and 
revolutions, stating: “The wealthy Jews control the world…In their hands lies the 
fate of government and nations. They (the Jews) set governments one against the 
other and by their decree governments make peace. When the wealthy Jews play, 
the nations and the rulers dance.”  

(See also - http://www.palestineremembered.com/Acre/Famous-Zionist-
Quotes/Story643.html) 

(See also - http://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/gilad-atzmon-the-anti-semitic-side-of-
zionism-must-watch.html) 

In his book “Jewish State”, Herzl spoke of the Jews’ “terrible power of the purse”: 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/crmjtt6) 

“Every point which arises in the relations between nations is a question of might. I 
do not here surrender any portion of our prescriptive right when I make this 
statement. In the world as it now is and will probably remain, might precedes 
right. For us to be loyal patriots as were the Huguenots who were forced to 
emigrate is therefore useless. … The Jews must acquire economic power 
sufficiently great to overcome prejudice against them. When we sink, we become 
a revolutionary proletariat, but when we rise, there rises also our terrible power 
of the purse.” 
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The desolate reality of Jewish warmongering was elucidated in the August 1877 
issue of Frank Leslie’s “Popular Monthly”, later known as “The American 
Magazine”, which reported: 

(See also - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blogspot.ru/2011/10/1877-jewish-
bankers-financing-all-wars.html) 

“To-day, the great Jewish bankers, such as the Rothschilds, may almost be said to 
hold in their hands the peace of Europe. They are creditors of most of the 
Governments of the world and there are few nations willing to risk the dangers 
and losses of war unless they have assurance from these potent capitalists of such 
monetary aid as may be necessary for carrying on a campaign. In the present 
European war, one of the combatants, having nothing to lose, is reckless of the 
consequence to her already bankrupt treasury, and the other, while yet the 
conflict has scarcely begun, has been compelled to seek the aid of Jewish bankers 
to secure means for its prosecution.” 

In 1881 the prestigious banking journal, Rhodes’ Journal, informed us that Jewish 
international bankers held the keys to peace and war in Europe (often instigating 
the latter for monetary gain, evidently): 

(See also - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blogspot.ru/2011/10/1881-
rothschild-bankers-run-europe-and.html) 

“It must be admitted that the Jewish people control the financial markets of 
Europe, possessing a much greater influence than in this country. The Emperor of 
Russia found that he could not place a loan in the Continental markets, because 
Rothschild did not view such a loan as favorable to the interests of England. A few 
Jewish bankers are therefore really the arbitrators of peace and war in Europe.” 

The internet blogger known as the Black Rabbit of Inlé compiled numerous quotes 
on the immense influence of the Rothschild family on his page “King of The Jews,” 
some of which I will reproduce below Comrades: 

(See also - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blogspot.co.uk/2011/01/king-of-
jews.html) 

The Rothschilds’ official biographer, Niall Ferguson, explained the “quasi-royal 
status” of this Jewish banking dynasty and how their wealth is believed by some 
Jews to be “for a higher purpose… to avenge the wrongs of Israel”: 

“To poorer Jews throughout Europe, Nathan Rothschild’s extraordinary rise to 
riches had an almost mystical significance—hence the legend of the “Hebrew 
talisman,” the magical source of his good luck, which became associated with him 
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in Jewish lore. This extraordinary story—a version of which was published by an 
anonymous author in London just four years after Nathan Rothschild’s death 
(1836)—imagined that the source of Nathan’s financial success was his possession 
of a magical talisman. His wealth was in fact intended for a higher purpose: “to 
avenge the wrongs of Israel” by securing “the re-establishment of Judah’s 
kingdom—then rebuilding of thy towers, Oh! Jerusalem!” and “the restoration of 
Judea to out ancient race.” (Ferguson, Niall. The House of Rothschild: Volume 1: 
Money’s Prophets: 1798-1848, Viking, (1999), pp. 21/22) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/bowo4kl) 

Ferguson added that, 

“… because of their wealth, other Jews looked to them for leadership in their 
pursuit of equal civil and political rights. As we shall see, this leadership was 
forthcoming from a remarkably early stage… acquiring quasi-royal status in the 
eyes of other Jews.” (Ibid., p. 22) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/chff427) 

The Niles’ National Register published in 1828 states: 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/bogfwnf) 

“… the house of Rothschild certainly stands preeminent at the recent death of 
one, who was thought the richest banker in Europe.” 

The Niles’ National Register published on Sept 19, 1835, says: 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/75qp423) 

“The ROTHSCHILDS are the wonders of modern banking … we see the 
descendants of Judah, after a persecution of two thousand years, peering above 
kings, rising higher than emperors, and holding a whole continent in the hollow of 
their hands. The Rothschild govern a Christian world. Not a cabinet moves 
without their advice. They stretch their hand, with equal ease, from Petersburgh 
to Vienna, from Vienna to Paris, from Paris to London, from London to 
Washington. Baron Rothschild, the head of the house, is the true king of Judah, 
the prince of the captivity, the Messiah so long looked for by this extraordinary 
people. He holds the keys of peace or war, blessing or cursing.” 

The Bankers Magazine printed in 1847 states: 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/799qupu) 
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“The five brothers (Anselm, Solomon, Nathan, Charles & James) have taken part 
in most of the great financial affairs of Austria, of France, of England, and of 
almost every country. They have formed among themselves an invincible phalanx. 
By themselves, or by their agents, they have exercised a great control over the 
principal places in Europe, and, faithful to their habit, never to undertake 
anything separately and to concert all their operations, they have followed one 
unvaried and identical system. Their power was such, that at one time they were 
free to make either peace or war.“ 

The Ladies’ Repository published in 1863 states: 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/88qpla6) 

“Baron Lionel Rothschild, the first Jew ever admitted into the English Parliament, 
and the wealthiest man, it is believed, now residing on our planet.” 

The Cyclopaedia of Commercial & Business Anecdotes printed in 1865, writes: 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/8yorzl5) 

“The Rothschilds, Wealthiest Bankers in the World. The house of Rothschild is the 
impersonation of that money power which governs the world.” 

The Review of Reviews printed in 1890 opined: 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/cpgrj32) 

“The change in the position of the Jew within the last half of the century is one of 
the most remarkable character. Fifty years ago the Jew was inert and imbecile. 
Now he exercises a power greater than in the days of David or Solomon. The Jews 
to-day influence more people, control more bullion, and exercise more legislative 
power than they did when they had their temple their land, and their sceptre.” 

Printed in 1905, Jewish Literature & Other Essays says: 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/bsg72og) 

“The palaces of the Rothschilds, the richest family in the world, harbor many a 
warm heart, whose pulsations are quickened by the thought of Israel’s history 
and poetic heritage. Wealth has not abated a jot of their enthusiasm and loyal 
love for the faith.” 

Printed between 1901 and 1906 The Jewish Encyclopedia asserted: 

(See also - http://www.jewishencyclopedia.com/articles/12909-rothschild) 
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“It is a somewhat curious sequel to the attempt to set up a Catholic competitor to 
the Rothschilds that at the present time the latter are the guardians of the papal 
treasure.” 
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Exposed - Bolshevism and Zionism As Jewish Instruments Part 2 

Continued ........[] 

British economist J. A. Hobson’s seminal book, “Imperialism”, published in 1902, 
states: 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/c5vp95h) 

“Does anyone seriously suppose that a great war could be undertaken by any 
European State, or a great State loan subscribed, if the house of Rothschild and its 
connections set their face against it?” 

The Missionary Review of the World, Volume 29, printed in 1906 disclosed: 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/6slopwx) 

“The Possession of Wealth: One Jewish banking house is estimated to control 
$30,000,000,000. The Rothschilds in ten years loaned $482,000,000. Nearly one-
half of the gold coined, of the entire world, is said to be in Jewish hands.” 

In 1909, seven years before becoming British Prime Minister, David Lloyd George 
stated in a speech: 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/8744n3n) 

“I should really like to know, is Lord Rothschild the dictator of this country? Are 
we really to have all the ways of reform, financial and social, blocked simply by a 
noticeboard, ‘No thoroughfare. By order of Nathaniel Rothschild’?” 

Another of the family biographers, Derek Wilson, conceded that critics of the 
Rothschilds have legitimate reasons for anxiety, affirming: 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/cp7j3v7) 

“The House of Rothschild is immensely more powerful than any financial empire 
that has ever preceded it, and it is able to control governments behind the 
scenes, secretly.” 

Dutch economist Ad Broere, in his 2010 book “Ending The Global Casino,” informs 
us that, 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/bpz6mpt) 

“The 19th century became known as the age of the Rothschilds when it was 
estimated they controlled half of the world’s wealth. While their wealth continues 
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to increase today, they have managed to blend into the background, giving an 
impression that their power has waned. They only apply the Rothschild name to a 
small fraction of the companies they actually control.” 

Jewish leader, Louis Marshall, subtly confessed that the schemes of Zionism were 
a long-term plan for Jewish power-grabbing, stating: “Zionism is but an incident of 
a far-reaching plan: it is merely a convenient peg on which to hang a powerful 
weapon.” This Jewish World Plot is not a new phenomena by any means, and 
most likely originated with the advent of Judaism itself over 3000 years ago. A 
shocking clue to its existence was left behind in 1492 by the Grand Sanhedrin 
which resided in Constantinople, 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louis_Marshall) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/7sgslzz) 

“In 1492, Chemor, chief Rabbi of Spain, wrote to the Grand Sanhedrin, which had 
its seat in Constantinople, for advice, when a Spanish law threatened expulsion. 
This was the reply: 

 Beloved brethren in Moses, we have received your letter in which you tell us of 
the anxieties and misfortunes which you are enduring. We are pierced by as great 
pain to hear it as yourselves. 

 The advice of the Grand Satraps and Rabbis is the following: 

 1. As for what you say that the King of Spain 3 obliges you to become Christians: 
do it, since you cannot do otherwise. 

 2. As for what you say about the command to despoil you of your property: make 
your sons merchants that they may despoil, little by little, the Christians of theirs. 

 3. As for what you say about making attempts on your lives: make your sons 
doctors and apothecaries, that they may take away Christians’ lives. 

 4. As for what you say of their destroying your synagogues: make your sons 
canons and clerics in order that they may destroy their churches. 

 5. As for the many other vexations you complain of: arrange that your sons 
become advocates and lawyers, and see that they always mix in affairs of State, 
that by putting Christians under your yoke you may dominate the world and be 
avenged on them. 

 6. Do not swerve from this order that we give you, because you will find by 
experience that, humiliated as you are, you will reach the actuality of power. 
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 (Signed) PRINCE OF THE JEWS OF CONSTANTINOPLE.” (L. Fry, Waters Flowing 
Eastward: The War Against the Kingship of Christ. TBR Books, Washington, D. C., 
(2000), pp. 51-52; also see these facsimiles of this letter, one & two) 

(See also - http://crashrecovery.org/Waters/part_2.htm) 

(See also - http://crashrecovery.org/Waters/96dpi/Pict_01.jpg) 

(See also - http://crashrecovery.org/Waters/96dpi/Pict_02.jpg) 

The Jews hide behind a bogus veneer of victimhood in order to deceive naive 
Gentiles about their sinister agenda and carnivorous quest for World Governance. 
This guilt and sympathy peddling charade is laughably transparent. Zionist 
kingpin, Rabbi Stephen S. Wise (1874-1949) — the co-founder of the World 
Jewish Congress and other subversive groups — frantically howled that the whole 
of Christendom owes the Jews a homeland in Palestine for perceived wrongs 
done to the Jews. Stepthen S Wise annoyingly squawked: “The rebuilding of Zion 
will be the reparation of all Christendom for all the wrongs done to the Jews.” In 
1900 Rabbi Wise let slip the premeditated hoax of holocaustianity when he spoke 
of “6,000,000 living, bleeding, suffering arguments in favor of Zionism.” That was 
one of dozens upon dozens of references and invocations of the cabalistic fable of 
“6,000,000 persecuted, dead or dying Jews” from 1900 through 1945, leading up 
to the creation of the state of Israel on the back of this deceptive, yet obvious 
hoax, in 1948.  

(See also - MY Article Exposed - 6 million fucked up Myth 
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic7105.html) 

United States Federal Judge, Julian Mack (1866-1943), chaired a plethora of 
Zionist organizations and worked vociferously to establish a Zionist state on stolen 
Palestinian land. In true Jewish supremacist fashion, this rabid nutcase demanded 
money from Christians to fund the heinous Zionist colonial project in Palestine, 
saying that this must be done “in appreciation of the debt which all the world 
owes to the Jews.” Believing the world owes them, these pompous, supremacist 
Jews don’t just demand Palestine — they want the entire planet handed over to 
them on a silver platter along with all of its valuables and treasures! 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julian_Mack) 

(See also - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blogspot.ru/2011/07/1920-all-
world-owes-debt-to-jews.html) 

These damning facts, quotes and pronouncements — taken together — are 
extremely significant bits of evidence bearing on the existence of the Jewish 
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World Plot and the authenticity of the Protocols of Zion. Many of these 
astonishing statements are completely mimetic of what is outlined in the 
Protocols — a one-world tyrannical state governed by Jews upon which a Jewish 
World Tyrant, whom they refer to as the “King Despot of the Blood of Zion” (a 
descendant of the House of David), will be crowned king and rule the earth: 

“Ever since that time we have been leading the peoples from one disenchantment 
to another, so that in the end they should turn also from us in favor of that KING-
DESPOT OF THE BLOOD OF ZION, WHOM WE ARE PREPARING FOR THE WORLD.” 
(The Protocols of Zion, 3:15) 

“The recognition of our despot … will come when the peoples, utterly wearied by 
the irregularities and incompetence – a matter which we shall arrange for – of 
their rulers, will clamor: “Away with them and give us one king over all the earth 
who will unite us and annihilate the causes of disorders – frontiers, nationalities, 
religions, State debts – who will give us peace and quiet which we cannot find 
under our rulers and representatives.” (The Protocols of Zion , 10:18) 

“When the King of Israel sets upon his sacred head the crown offered him by 
Europe he will become patriarch of the world.” (The Protocols of Zion, 15:23) 

Much of this was affirmed by a man named Benjamin Freedman, a former Zionist 
and former Jew who converted to Christianity and became an outspoken critic of 
Zionism and international Jewish intrigue. Freedman was a successful New York 
businessman who had been for many years on a first name basis with many 
leading Zionist power-brokers as well as several American presidents. Thus he had 
intimate first-hand knowledge of international politics, the role Jews played in it 
and influence they wielded over it. He wrote a book called “The Hidden Tyranny” 
and, in 1961, gave a very illuminating speech at The Willard Hotel, Washington, 
D.C., primarily exposing the role of Zionist Jewry in bringing America into World 
War I in return for British support for the Zionist ambition to seize and colonize 
Palestine at the war’s end. 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benjamin_H._Freedman) 

(See also - http://www.whale.to/c/hiddenyyranny.pdf) 

(See also - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=puECgVo-GqE) 
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Club of Death - Judea and Bolshevism 

 

As previously I exposed in my other two articles viz topic7627.html and 
topic7660.html Communism — also known as Bolshevism — is a Jewish 
confidence trick — a swindle to establish Jewish control over Gentile nations that 
were not compliant with the aims of International Finance Jewry. The so-called 
“Russian Revolution” of 1917 was not a Russian phenomenon at all, but rather a 
well-organized and executed Jewish coup d’etat. The first communist-led 
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upheaval of 1905 was also the work of plotting Jewish agitators and radicals. 
These are well established facts, not spurious claims as the lying Jews would have 
you believe. 

The Jewish controlled press, Hollywood movie industry and intellectual domain of 
most Western countries, have endeavored to not only downplay the role of Jews 
in Bolshevism, but also to whitewash Bolshevik atrocities. A conspiracy of silence 
regarding the monstrous crimes of Communism continues even today, whilst we 
are pummeled from every direction with ridiculous and nonsensical Zionist 
propaganda about an impossible “holocaust of six million Jews”. Bastard liars 
masquerading as “journalists”, “professors” and “historians” even strive to glorify 
or romanticize Communism and murderous Marxist revolutionaries. These sleazy, 
scum-ridden shills not only never criticize anything having to do with 
Communism, but always describe it as a sincere and timely experiment with the 
greatest of social advantages. 

(See also - http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic7105.html) 

Comrades, At the time, Jews openly bragged that the “Russian” revolution was 
their making. They were the financiers, the revolutionaries and the bloodthirsty 
horde of murderous “Cheka” secret police officers (later known as the NKVD, 
OGPU, KGB, etc) who were responsible for liquidating untold millions of Russians 
and Eastern Europeans. Now Jews say, “Who, us? No, Jews had nothing to do 
with it! You’re just antisemitic!” Even those Jews who might still be alive and who 
took part in the massacres now deny that Jews were involved in these crimes. 
Even though anti-Semitism became a capital crime punishable by death after the 
revolution of 1917 (as you shall see), Jews now ludicrously assert that they were 
“persecuted.” Even though the Christian churches burned while the synagogues 
were left untouched, Jews now foolishly deny that they were protected. Even 
though Christian priests and nuns were tortured, executed en masse and forced 
to sweep the streets — while Jews and rabbis lived high on the hog — Jews now 
comically claim they were victims of Bolshevism! This is the tried and true victim 
strategy that Jewish criminals have employed for millennium to evade and escape 
justice for their hideous crimes. 

The Jews had harbored tremendous enmity for the Russian Czars, firstly because 
they were Christian, and secondly because the Czars kept the Jews marginalized 
and in check by restricting them to their own areas (the so-called “Jewish Pale”), 
and reined them in when they got out of line. For those reasons, among others, 
fanatical Russian and Eastern European Jews mobilized revolutionary terror 
brigades to depose and assassinate the Czars. In 1881, Czar Alexander II was 
assassinated by Jews. Heir to the throne was Czar Nicholas II, the Jews’ next 
target. 
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(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nicholas_II_of_Russia) 

The first communist-inspired, Talmudic upheaval in Christian Russia occurred in 
1905, led by the Masonic Jews Leon Deustch, Vladimir Lenin, Leiba Bronstein 
(alias Leon Trotsky) and Trotsky’s guide and mentor Israel Helphand (alias 
Alexander Parvus) — the multimillionaire financier who was also a political 
adviser of the “Young Turks” (i.e. crypto-Jews who sparked a revolution in 
Ottoman Turkey in 1908, to facilitate Zionist ambitions). Parvus raked in millions 
in profits from the sale of weapons and foodstuffs to the Turkish Army, who — 
under the captainship of the crypto-Jewish “Young Turks” — carried out the 
Armenian massacres of 1915, slaying 1.5 million Christians. (See: Bjerknes, 
Christopher Jon. The Jewish Genocide of Armenian Christians, 2006) 

(See also - http://www.spartacus.schoolnet.co.uk/RUS1905.htm) 

(See also - http://www.aryanunity.com/redwatchonline/trotsky.html) 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vladimir_Lenin) 

(See also - http://yqyq.net/5381-Aleksandr_Parvus_Izrail_Gel_fand.html) 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_Parvus) 

(See also - http://www.realjewnews.com/?p=95) 

(See also - http://www.jewishracism.com/JewishGenocide.htm) 

Jews boastfully claimed responsibility for the 1905 revolutionary uprising. For 
example, The Maccabean of London wrote in an article entitled “A Jewish 
Revolution” in November of 1905: 

“The revolution in Russia is a Jewish revolution, a crisis in Jewish history. It is a 
Jewish revolution because Russia is the home of about half the Jews of the world, 
and an overturning of its despotic government must have a very important 
influence on the destinies of the millions living there and on the many thousands 
who have recently emigrated to other countries. But the revolution in Russia is a 
Jewish revolution also because Jews are the most active revolutionists in the 
Tsar’s empire.” (quoted in: L. Fry, Waters Flowing Eastward: The War Against the 
Kingship of Christ. TBR Books, Washington, D. C., (2000), p. 40.) 

I recommend you read this wonderful book COmrades, Water Flowing Eastwards - 
The War Against the Kingship of CHrist .  The link to pdf is just down below in first 
see also bracket.  

(See also - http://www.whale.to/c/WatersFlowingEastward.pdf) 
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Bolshevist undertakings, like Zionist ones, were subsidized by wealthy Jewish 
loan-sharks. In preparation for the 1905 revolution, Jewish bankers manufactured 
a war between Russia and Japan. They had long been conducting a perfidious 
economic war against Russia by sabotaging Russia’s ability to secure Western 
loans and by financing Russia’s enemies. This was done in a malicious effort to 
weaken Russia economically and physically, thus making it ripe for revolution, 
communist subversion and Jewish plundering. Prominent Jewish banker and 
“philanthropist”, Jacob Henry Schiff — the Rothschild emissary in America who 
headed the powerhouse Kuhn, Loeb & Co. bank in New York — financed the 
Japanese war effort against Russia by floating them a loan of $200,000,000 USD. 
(See also: “Genocidal Jewish Supremacist Jacob H. Schiff” & “Jewish Bankers 
Again Target Russia for Revolution” for a plethora of sources documenting Schiff’s 
schemes against Russia) 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russo-Japanese_War) 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacob_Schiff) 

(See also - http://www.zionistdevils.blogspot.ru/2011/07/failed-communist-
revolution-of-1905.html) 

(See also - http://jewishracism.blogspot.ru/2008/01/genocidal-jewish-
supremacist-jacob-h.html) 

(See also - http://jewishracism.blogspot.ru/2007/12/jewish-bankers-again-target-
russia-for.html) 

The Jewish Communal Register of New York City 1917-1918 wrote of Jacob Schiff, 

“The firm of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., floated the large Japanese War loans of 1904-05, 
thus making possible the Japanese victory over Russia. […] Mr. Schiff has always 
used his wealth and his influence in the best interests of his people. He financed 
the enemies of autocratic Russia and used his financial influence to keep Russia 
from the money market of the United States.” 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/7swe9dy) 

Not only did the raging Russophobe Jacob Schiff finance Russia’s enemies to 
attack her, but he also financed the distribution of revolutionary propaganda to 
Russian POWs being held in Japanese prison camps during the 1904-1905 
Japanese-Russo war. He had hoped that this propaganda would poison their 
minds against the Czar and upon their return to Russia at the war’s end they 
would commit mutiny and help install the Jewish communists into power. 
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(See also - 
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=9E05E4DB143AE433A25757C2A
9659C946696D6CF) 

Although the attempted revolution of 1905 failed to bring down the Russian 
Czarist government, the Marxist Jews had caused a great deal of carnage. The 
murderous bloodletting of the Jews was noted by William Eleroy Curtis, in a 
speech he delivered to the National Geographic Society on 14 December, 1906: 

“THE VENGEANCE OF THE JEWS 

 Perhaps these reforms are the cause of the present tranquility, because the 
revolutionary leaders nearly all belong to the Jewish race and the most effective 
revolutionary agency is the Jewish Bund, which has its headquarters at Bialystok, 
where the massacre occurred last June. The government has suffered more from 
that race than from all of its other subjects combined. Whenever a desperate 
deed is committed it is always done by a Jew, and there is scarcely one loyal 
member of that race in the entire Empire. The great strike which paralyzed the 
Empire and compelled the Czar to grant a constitution and a parliament was 
ordered and managed by a Jew named Krustaleff, president of the workingmen’s 
council, a young man only thirty years old. He was sent to the penitentiary for life, 
and had not been behind the bars more than three weeks when he organized and 
conducted a successful strike of the prison employees. 

 Maxim, who organized and conducted the revolution in the Baltic provinces, is a 
Jew of marvelous ability. Last fall he came over here lecturing and collecting 
money to carry on the revolutionary campaign, but for some reason has vanished 
and nobody seems to know what has become of him. 

 Gerschunin, the most resourceful leader of the terrorists, who was condemned 
to life imprisonment in the silver mines on the Mongolian frontier, has recently 
escaped in a water cask, and is supposed to be in San Francisco. He is a Polish Jew 
only twenty-seven years old. I might enumerate a hundred other revolutionary 
leaders and every one of them would be a Jew. Wherever you read of an 
assassination or of the explosion of a bomb you will notice in the newspaper 
dispatches that the man was a Jew. The most sensational and dramatic episode 
that has occurred since the mutinies was on October 27, when, in the very center 
of Saint Petersburg, at the entrance of Kazan Cathedral, four Jews held up a 
treasury wagon and captured $270,000. They passed the package to a woman, 
who instantly vanished, and no trace of her has ever been found; but they were 
all arrested and were promptly punished. On the 8th of November a few Jewish 
revolutionaries entered a treasury car near Ragow, in Poland, got $850,000 and 
disappeared. 
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 Every deed of that kind is done by Jews, and the massacres that have shocked the 
universe, and occurred so frequently that the name ‘pogrom’ was invented to 
describe them, were organized and managed by the exasperated police 
authorities in retaliation for crimes committed by the Jewish revolutionists.” (W. 
E. Curtis, “The Revolution in Russia”, The National Geographic Magazine, Volume 
18, Number 5, (May, 1907), pp. 302-316, at 313-314.) 

(See also - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blogspot.ru/2011/07/jews-
committing-massacres-in-russia.html) 

Author Juri Lina, on page 141 of his book “Under the Sign of the Scorpion”, 
described the unbridled terror inflicted by the Marxist Jews: 

“20 000 people were killed or crippled as a result of the terrorist actions in the 
years 1905-06, according to the film director Stanislav Govorukhin. Novoye 
Vremya put the total figure at 50 000 in March 1911. Both Parvus and Trotsky 
began to understand that all these sporadic terrorist actions would not be enough 
to support and decisively change the outcome of the coup attempts in October 
(when the all-out political strike was organized and terrorist actions were staged), 
December 1905, and in January 1906, when the last, desperate attempt to 
overthrow the Tsar’s regime was made. Lenin, who sceptically followed the 
events in Russia from his exile, came to the same conclusion. Mass terror was 
needed for a victory. The “revolutionaries” dreamed of civil war.“ 

This is also a wonderful book comrades, UnderTheSignOfTHeScorpion by Juri Lina 
- Download link is down there.  

(See also - 
https://ia600500.us.archive.org/23/items/UnderTheSignOfTheScorpion/sign_scor
pion.pdf) <<<, download link  

The Masonic Jews fumed with anger upon realizing the utter failure of their putrid 
plans to overthrow the Czar and establish a Jewish tyranny; but their homicidal 
dreams and desires lived on. They immediately began plotting another revolution, 
which manifest in the year 1917. 

These mealy-mouthed Marxist Jews slyly preached against capitalism by day, 
whilst hobnobbing with the richest of America’s and Europe’s Jewish capitalist 
bankers by night, who had been covertly subsidizing their baneful Bolshevist 
agitation activities for quite some time. This farcical Hebraic ruse couldn’t have 
been more transparent. For example, the Jewish Marxist revolutionary, Leon 
Trotsky, socialized and played chess with über “bourgeois” Zionist Jew banker, 
Baron Rothschild, in Vienna. (Nedava, Joseph. “Trotsky and the Jews”, Jewish 
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Publication Society of America, (1972), p. 36) In 1916, the mischievous, lying Jew 
Trotsky was summoned to the United States by the aforementioned Jewish mega-
banker Jacob Schiff, and was given the task of recruiting and training Russian-
Jewish immigrants from the Lower East Side of New York City as Marxist terrorist 
radicals for the Bolshevik revolution. 

(See also - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blogspot.ru/2011/07/trotsky-
rothschild.html) 

On March 27, 1917, Trotsky and his 300 well-trained Jewish communists from 
Manhattan’s Lower East Side, boarded the Norwegian steamer “Kristianiafjord” 
for a journey that brought them to St. Petersburg in Russia. Before departing, 
Jacob Schiff gave Trotsky and his congregation of cabalist conspirators 
$20,000,000. Simultaneously, Lenin and his Jewish comrades — facilitated by the 
German government — boarded a sealed train car which took them from 
Scandinavia to Petrograd, sitting on ten million dollars in gold supplied by 
Germany’s richest Jewish banker, Max Warburg (whose brother Paul, strangely 
enough, was the chief architect of the Federal Reserve System, the Rothschild-
controlled central bank of the United States). 

(See also - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blogspot.ru/2011/07/who-do-you-
think-financed-lenin-stalin.html) 

(See also - http://en.metapedia.org/wiki/Sealed_Train) 

(See also - http://www.thecopydude.com/lenin-a-sealed-train-and-10m-dollars/) 

Henry Wickham Steed, the chief editor of The Times, discerned that this financial 
aid went beyond the Kerensky regime, stating that, 

“the prime movers [of the Bolshevik revolution] were Jacob Schiff, Warburg, and 
other international financiers, who wished above all to bolster up the Jewish 
Bolshevists in order to secure a field for German and Jewish exploitation of 
Russia.” (Steed, Henry Wickham. Through thirty years, 1892-1922: a personal 
narrative, Volume 2. Doubleday, Page & Company, 1924. p. 302) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/3voj6sv) 

In “Czarism and Revolution,” Omni Publications, Hawthorne, California, (1962), 
pp. 231-232, we learn of the tidal wave of Jewish money flooding into the 
Bolshevist cause, 

“In an excerpt from a secret report, dated New York, 15 February, 1916, (quoted 
from Boris Brazol, “The World At the Crossroads”, 1921, Boston, Small, Maynard 
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and Co., Publ, p. 19) we read: “The Russian Revolutionary Party in America has 
decided upon a policy of overt action. Risings and disturbances may, therefore, be 
expected at any moment. The first secret meeting, marking the commencement 
of this new period of violence was held on the East Side in the evening of 
February 14th and was attended by 62 delegates of whom 50 were veterans of 
1905, while the remaining 12 were newly joined members. The majority consisted 
of Jewish intellectuals, some of whom were professional revolutionaries. The 
discussions at this meeting were mainly centered around the opportunities 
offered and the means available for staging a revolution on a grand scale in 
Russia, the present time being considered extremely propitious. As previously 
reported, the party had just received from Russia secret information to the effect 
that all the necessary preliminaries for an immediate rising had been concluded. 
The only question of concern to the meeting was that of a possible shortage of 
funds; however, as soon as it arose, several members announced that no fears 
should be entertained on that subject as, at the appropriate time, the necessary 
money would be supplied by the sympathizers. In this connection the name of 
Jacob Schiff was repeatedly mentioned.” 

(See also - http://gulevich.net/statiy.files/agcr.pdf) 

A copy, dated September 23rd, 1919, of “To Moscow,” published in Rostov, 
contains further interesting facts about the part played by Jacob Schiff in the 1917 
revolution. According to this paper, the information is based on a document 
originating from the French High Commissioner in Washington. The authenticity 
of this document cannot be contested as it was extracted from the archives of 
one of the high French government offices. Later it was quoted by Gen. 
Nechvolodov in his book, previously mentioned (pp. 97-104). Nechvolodov claims 
that it was drafted by official branches of the American Services and handed by 
them to the French High Commissioner. I present a few quotations comrades.: 

“In February 1916, it was learnt that a revolution was being fomented in Russia 
and that the following persons and business concerns were engaged in this 
destructive enterprise: 1) Jacob Schiff; 2) Kuhn, Loeb & Co. (Directors: Jacob 
Schiff, Felix Warburg, Otto Kahn, Mortimer Schiff, Jerome H. Hanauer); 3) 
Guggenheim; 4) Max Breitung. 

“It would therefore appear that the revolution in Russia, which broke out one 
year after this information was first reported, was sustained by Jewish interests. 

“In April 1917, Jacob Schiff publicly declared that it was thanks to his financial 
support that the revolution in Russia had succeeded. 
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“In the Spring of the same year, Schiff commenced to subsidize Trotsky, who also 
received a contribution from ‘Forward’, a Jewish publication of New York. 

“Simultaneously, Trotsky and Co. were also being subsidized by Max Warburg and 
Olaf Aschberg of the Nye Bank in Stockholm, another Jewish concern, the Rhine-
Westphalian Syndicate and Jivotovsky, a wealthy Jew whose daughter later 
married Trotsky. Relations were thus established between multi-millionaire and 
proletarian Jewry.” 

There follows a list of names drawing attention to the predominance of the 
Jewish element in the first Soviets. This document, after stressing the ties linking 
Kuhn, Loeb & Co. and other Jewish financial establishments, expresses the 
opinion “that the Bolshevik movement to a certain degree is the expression of a 
more general Jewish movement and that certain Jewish banking houses are 
interested in its furtherance.” 

 

Mofo Agent of Judea Schiff.  

Jacob Schiff did indeed publicly boast that “thanks are due to the Jew” that the 
revolution in Russia had succeeded. Juri Lina documented in similar terms how 
Jewish loan-sharks from America and Western Europe were throwing money at 
the Bolsheviks: 
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(See also - 
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=9C0DE6DF123AE433A25757C0A
9639C946696D6CF) 

“It was above all Jacob and Mortimer Schiff, Felix Warburg, Otto H. Kahn, Max 
Warburg, Jerome J. Hanauer, Alfred Milner and the copper family Guggenheim 
who financed the Bolsheviks, according to the Jewish historian David Shub. 

 A document (861.00/5339) in the archives of the U.S. State Department confirms 
this. Two further names are mentioned in this document: Max Breitung and Isaac 
Seligman. All those people were Jews and freemasons. According to the same 
document, plans to depose the Tsar were made in February 1916. There are 
always some people who make money out of wars and revolutions. We must not 
forget this when we seek to understand history. 

The Zionist banker and freemason Max Warburg played an important role in 
funding the Communist propaganda in Russia. He saw to it that the industrialist 
Hugo Stinnes agreed to give two million roubles to the Bolsheviks’ publishing 
activity on the 12th of August 1916. (Zeman, “Germany and the Revolution in 
Russia, 1915-18. Documents from the Archives of the German Foreign Ministry”, 
London, 1958, p. 92.) Thus there are documents extant which show that Max 
Warburg and other super-wealthy Jews supported Communism. These 
statements are not just made up, as certain know-it-alls have claimed.” (Under 
the Sign of the Scorpion, p. 180) 

(See also - 
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=9C0DE6DF123AE433A25757C0A
9639C946696D6CF) 

Of course, the Jew bankers got a great return on their investment. The Jew 
Bolsheviks methodically despoiled the wealth and valuables of Russia and the 
Czar, shipping boat loads of gold back to the vaults of Kuhn, Loeb & Co. in 
America, Warburg banks in Germany, and their own private bank accounts in 
various countries: 

“The banker Jacob Schiff had given Leon Trotsky 20 million dollars to organise a 
Bolshevik take-over. That gamble certainly paid off. 600 million roubles in gold 
were transferred to the United States of America between 1918 and 1922, 
according to the historian Gary Allen. In the first half of 1921 alone, the banking 
house of Kuhn, Loeb and Co. made a profit of 102 290 000 dollars on the wealth 
the Bolsheviks had robbed, according to the New York Times, August 23rd, 1921. 
Multiply that sum by one hundred and you have the present-day value of that 
money. The Russian historian Dmitri Volkogonov revealed after findings in the 
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Communist Party archives that “just the Tsarina’s private reserves amounted to 
475 million roubles in gold (plus 7 million for the crown jewels)”. (Dagens 
Nyheter, 31st of August 1992.) The Bolshevik financial department Goskhran 
confiscated all of this. Some Swedish journalists (including Staffan Skott) have, in 
accord with the prevailing myth, tried to explain that most of this wealth was 
handed over to the Communist parties in other countries, while millions of 
Russians died of starvation. That is not entirely accurate. According to the 
historian Igor Bunich, Lenin and Trotsky took care of this money personally. The 
gold, meanwhile, was smuggled out of Russia and deposited into personal bank 
accounts around the world. (30 tons of gold per year were produced in the Tsarist 
era in Russia.)” (Under the Sign of the Scorpion, p. 237) 

(See also - 
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=9C0DE6DF123AE433A25757C0A
9639C946696D6CF) 

Immediately upon their arrival in Russia, the bloody banditry of Jewry 
commenced, unleashing a carnivorous crusade of destruction never before seen 
or heard of. The revolutionary turmoil of 1917 — led by the name-changing 
crypto-Jews Vladimir Ulyanov (alias Lenin), Leiba Bronstein (alias Leon Trotsky), 
Jacob Sverdlov, Moisei Uritsky, Lev Rosenfeld (alias Kamenev), Grigory 
Radomylsky (alias Zinoviev), Lazar Moiseyevich Kaganovich, Karl Sobelsohn (alias 
Radek), Israel Helphand (alias Alexander Parvus), Rosalina Zalkind, Aaron Kuhn 
(alias Bela Kun), and a thousand and one other Jew Bolsheviks — wrought the 
stench of death upon the Russland, converting Russia into a temple of evil. When 
Lenin’s Bolsheviks seized the State in October of 1917, the Russians had become 
sacrificial lambs to be sent to the slaughterhouse by the new kosher communist 
butchers who ruled the country with an iron fist. 

One of the first acts of brutality that set the stage for the following seventy years 
of bloodshed, famine, poverty and death, was the cold-blooded assassination of 
the Russian Imperial family, the Romanov’s — Czar Nicholas II, his wife, daughters 
and son — by a death squad of Jewish Bolshevik brigands. On orders of Jacob 
Schiff, the Romanov’s were shot and bayoneted in the Ipatiev House in 
Ekaterinburg where they had sought refuge, by a coterie of homicidal Jewish 
assassins: Jacob Sverdlov (first president of the Soviets), Yankel Yurovsky (Cheka 
general, known as an avid reader of the Talmud), Goloshchekin, Safarov, Voikov, 
and Syromolotov. The members of the Imperial family in closest succession to the 
throne were assassinated the following night. 

(See also - http://www.realjewnews.com/?p=109) 

(See also - http://www.henrymakow.com/jacob_schiff_ordered_murder_of.html) 
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(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yakov_Sverdlov) 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yakov_Yurovsky) 

In “The Last Days of the Romanovs” (p. 393), Robert Wilton, on assignment for 
The London Times in Russia for 17 years, summed up the “Russian Revolution” in 
these words: 

“The whole record of the Bolshevism in Russia is indelibly impressed with the 
stamp of alien invasion. The murder of the Tsar, deliberately planned by the Jew 
Sverdlov and carried out by the Jews Goloshekin, Syromolotov, Safarov, Voikov, 
and Yurvsky, is the act, not of the Russian people, but of this hostile invader. 

 The Jewish domination in Russia is supported by certain Russians: the “burgess” 
Ulyanov alias Lenin, the “noble” Chicherin, the “dissenter” Bonch-Bruevich. They 
are all mere screens or dummies behind which the Sverdlovs and the thousand 
and one Jews of Sovepedia continue their work of destruction; having wrecked 
and plundered Russia by appealing to the ignorance of the working folk, they are 
now using their dupes to set up a new tyranny worse than any that the world has 
known. 

 Sovietdom has consecrated three heroes to whom monuments have been 
erected: to Karl Marx, to Judas Iscariot, and to Leo Tolstoi, the three names that 
are associated with the Revolution, Apostasy and Anarchism; two of them Jews.” 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/6pdxuux) 

This “stamp of alien invasion”, as Robert Wilton put it, was unmistakably Jewish 
and Talmudic. Anti-Zionist author Douglas Reed explained the ethnic clues left 
behind by the Judaist killers of the Romanov family, and its incredible meaning: 

“The chief reason for recounting the details of the pogrom of the Romanoffs is to 
point to the “fingerprint” which was left in the room where it was done. One of 
the assassins, presumably their leader, stayed to exult and put a significant 
signature on the wall, which was covered with obscene or mocking inscriptions in 
Hebrew, Magyar and German. Among them was a couplet which deliberately 
related the deed to the Law of the Torah-Talmud and thus offered it to posterity 
as an example of the fulfilment of that law, and of Jewish vengeance as 
understood by the Levites. It was written in German by someone who parodied 
the Jewish poet, Heinrich Heine’s lines on the death of Belshazzar, the imaginary 
potentate whose murder is portrayed in Daniel as God’s punishment for an 
affront offered to Judah: 

Belsazar ward aber in selbiger Nacht 
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Von selbigen Knechten umgebracht. 

The parodist, sardonically surveying the shambles, adapted these lines to what he 
had just done: 

 

Belsatsar ward in selbiger Nacht Von seinen Knechten umgebracht. 

No clearer clue to motive and identity was ever left behind.” (The Controversy of 
Zion, p. 195) 

(See also - http://vho.org/aaargh/fran/livres/reeedcontrov.pdf) 

As Douglas Reed aptly noted, the mocking inscription left on the wall of the 
Ipatiev House where the Romanovs were butchered were lines adapted from a 
poem by German-Jewish poet, Heinrich Heine, which alluded to the death of a 
Gentile ruler (Belshazzar, cleverly spelled Belsatsar) in the well-known Old 
Testament story, who saw “the writing on the wall” foretelling his destruction 
(Daniel 5), and was killed as punishment for his “offenses” against the Jews’ 
bloodthirsty deity. The intended symbolism was obviously that another Gentile 
king, the Tsar, was killed as an act of Jewish retribution. (See also: Waters Flowing 
Eastward, Chapter: “The Writing on the Wall”, for the cabalistic significance of 
these inscriptions) Interestingly, the wealth of the Rothschild family — which can 
be credited with bringing these Jew communists to power in Russia — is believed 
by some Jews to be “for a higher purpose… to avenge the wrongs of Israel.” Also 
of great relevance to this story is the fact that poet Heinrich Heine was a friend of 
Karl Marx, and had once subtly remarked that most Gentiles had no idea about 
Jewish schemes or worldly ambitions, but that we would find out only after 
becoming their slaves! Heine said, 

(See also - 
http://iamthewitness.com/books/Denis.Fahey/Waters.Flowing.Eastward/2.5.2.Th
e.Writing.on.the.Wall.htm) 

(See also - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blogspot.ru/2011/01/king-of-
jews.html) 

(See also - 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heinrich_Heine#Political_poetry_and_Karl_Marx) 

“The deeds of the Jews are as little known to the world as their true nature. Some 
think they know the Jews because they have seen their beards — but that’s all 
that appeared of them. In the Middle Ages and in modern times too the Jews are 
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a walking mystery. This mystery will be resolved, perhaps, and all will be revealed, 
on the day which the prophet has foretold: when there will be only one shepherd 
and one flock, and when the righteous who suffered for the salvation of mankind 
will receive recognition and glory.” (Prawer, Siegbert Salomon. Heine’s Jewish 
Comedy: A Study of His Portraits of Jews and Judaism. Oxford: Clarendon, 1983. p. 
622) 

(See also - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blogspot.ru/2011/12/jews-will-
receive-recognition-and-glory.html?zx=4eecd8b587ac5cc) 

The Jewishness of Communism/Bolshevism and the Soviet Regime was attested 
to not only by the Russian people, but also by American, British, and other 
government officials and commissions, intrepid journalists who witnessed the 
1917 Bolshevik coup first hand, and even some braggadocious Jews themselves. 

Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, one of the top Jewish mafia kingpins in the world (when 
alive), once declared: “Some call it Marxism — I call it Judaism!” (The American 
Bulletin, Rabbi S. Wise, May 5, 1935)I told about this in my previous articles also 
Comrades.  

The Jewish Chronicle of London, April 4, 1914, boasted that Bolshevism is 
Judaism, stating: 

“There is much in the fact of Bolshevism itself, in the fact that so many Jews are 
Bolshevists, in the fact that the ideals of Bolshevism at many points are consonant 
with the finest ideals of Judaism.” 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/cvuoj5f) 

The September 10, 1920, edition of American Hebrew Magazine pompously 
bragged: 

“The Bolshevist revolution in Russia was the work of Jewish brains, of Jewish 
dissatisfaction, of Jewish planning, whose goal is to create a new order in the 
world. What was performed in so excellent a way in Russia, thanks to Jewish 
brains, and because of Jewish dissatisfaction, and by Jewish planning, shall also, 
through the same Jewish mental and physical forces, become a reality all over the 
world.” 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/3o8gmcx) 

On the 12th of April, 1919, the newspaper Kommunist (Kharkov) published 
comrade M. Kohan’s article “The Jews’ Services to the Working Class”, where he 
wrote the following: 
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“It can be said without exaggeration that the Great Socialist October Revolution 
was brought about through the hands of the Jews . . . the red five-pointed star, 
which was known as a Judaic symbol in ancient times, has now been taken over 
by the Russian proletariat . . . Jewish commissars as leaders of committees and 
soviet [council-kahal] organisations lead the Russian proletariat to victory . . . 
Could the dark and oppressed masses of Russian workers and peasants throw off 
the yoke of the bourgeoisie themselves? No, it was the Jews from beginning to 
end who showed the Russian proletariat the way to the rosy dawn of 
internationalism and who to this day rule Soviet Russia. The proletariat can feel 
secure in the hands of the Jews. We can be calm while comrade Trotsky 
commands the Red Army.” (quoted in “Under the Sign of the Scorpion”, p. 133) 

(See also - ee also - 
https://ia700500.us.archive.org/23/items/UnderTheSignOfTheScorpion/sign_scor
pion.pdf) 

The 1905 Jewish Encyclopedia’s article on “Socialism” tells us Comrades that ...: 
“While in Germany socialism has attracted individual Jews, in Russia it has 
become a movement of the Jewish masses.” 

(See also - http://www.jewishencyclopedia.com/articles/13822-
socialism#ixzz1CTFjOee3) 

In 1906, The New York Times reported on a gathering of anti-Russian, pro-
communist Jews in Berlin, Germany. Dr. Paul Nathan, a well-known Jewish 
publicist, called for Russia’s destruction: 

“Dr. Nathan read to the meeting a circular (from the Russian Czarist government) 
addressed to the (Russian) garrison of Odessa, calling upon the soldiers to “rise 
and crush the traitors who are plotting to upset the holy Government of the Czar 
and substitute for it a Jewish empire.” He concluded with an appeal to the Jewish 
money powers of the world to arrest Russia’s career as a borrower. The financiers 
of the world should call a halt to Russia, not only for humanitarian reasons, but 
for practical reasons. Russia’s bankruptcy is an established fact, he added.” 

(See also - 
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=9A00E7DE113EE733A25756C2A
9659C946797D6CF&scp=1&sq=Dr.+Paul+Nathan%27s+View+of+Russian+Massacr
e&st=p) 

The Encyclopedia Judaica’s article on Communism substantiates much of what so-
called “anti-Semites” have long been saying about Communism and the Soviet 
experiment’s Jewish origins, motives and character. It confesses, 
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“The Communist movement and ideology played an important part in Jewish life, 
particularly in the 1920s, 1930s, and during and after World War II. […] Individual 
Jews played an important role in the early stages of Bolshevism and the Soviet 
Regime. […] In some countries Jews became the leading element in the legal and 
illegal Communist parties and in some cases were even instructed by the 
Communist International to change their Jewish-sounding names and pose as 
non-Jews, in order not to confirm right wing propaganda that presented 
Communism as an alien, Jewish conspiracy. […] The Bolshevik faction contained a 
number of Jews mainly in the field of organization and propaganda … They 
included such people as Maxim Litvinov (Wallach), M. Liadov (Mandelshtam), 
Grigory Shklovsky, A. Soltz, S. Guzev (Drabkin), Grigory Zinoviev (Radomyslsky), 
Lev Kamenev (Rosenfeld), Rozaliya Zemliachka (Zalkind), Helena Rosmirovich, 
Yemeli Yaroslavsky (Gubelman), Serafimer Gopner, G. Sokolnikov, I. Platnitsky, 
Jacob Sverdlov, M. Vladimirov, P. Zalutsky, A. Lozovsky, Y. Yaklovlev (Epstein), 
Lazar Kaganovich, D. Shvartzman, Simon Dimanstein … Trotsky [Bronstein], M. 
Uritsky, M. Volodarsky, J. Sleklov, Adolf Joffee, David Riazanov (Goldenbach), Yuri 
Larin and Karl Radek (Sobelsohn).” (see this facsimile of the Encyclopedia 
Judaica’s article) 

(See also - http://www.whitakeronline.org/marchofthetitans/hwr61i.htm) 

(See also - http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-Bsqa2w-
ae70/VM89vVh1uGI/AAAAAAAAA7U/t_hL7QFEfh0/s1600/EncyclopediaJudaica_C
ommunism.jpg) 

Ted Pike, in his article “Jewish Activists Created Communism,” provides the 
following commentary concerning the Encyclopedia Judaica’s revealing article on 
Jews and Communism: 

"It [the Encyclopedia Judaica’s article on “Communism”] continues by admitting 
that the “anti-Semitic” counteroffensive of the White Russian armies in 1918 
“drove the bulk of Russian Jewish youth into the ranks of the Bolshevik regime.” 
This means that the majority of all young Soviet Jews were communists. Jews, it 
says, found great opportunity within Bolshevism, “occupying many responsible 
positions in all branches of the party and state machinery at the central and local 
seats of power.” (p. 791) The highly disproportionate amount of Jews in the Party 
hierarchy is also admitted in the Encyclopedia Judaica’s article: 

“During the Revolution Jews played a prominent part in the party organs. The 
politburo elected on Oct. 23, 1917 had four Jews among its seven members. The 
Military Revolutionary Committee, appointed to prepare the coup, was headed by 
Trotsky and had two Jews among its five members. In the early years of the Soviet 
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regime, Jews were in many leading positions in the government and party 
machinery…” (page 797, 98) 

The Encyclopedia Judaica goes on to inadvertently clarify why the native Russians 
were so bent on “anti-Semitic” activities. When the Russian people heroically 
attempted to regain their freedom from the communists, the Judaica says 
“compact Jewish masses in these areas [were utilized] as a counterweight, which 
would swing the balance in the centralist regime’s favor.” (p. 798) In other words, 
“the bulk of Jewish youth” in every outlying hamlet of Russia became the 
“compact Jewish masses” whose task it was to forcibly impose and maintain 
communist slavery upon freedom-loving peoples. Jews and the Russian populace 
were locked in a death struggle for survival and the future of Russia. Is it any 
wonder that the White Russians rose up in rage, even to the point of liquidating 
their oppressors? Who would not have done the same?” 

(See also - http://www.truthtellers.org/alerts/jewishactivistscommunism.html) 

In “The Jewish Experience” (1996, p. 364), Jewish author Norman Cantor freely 
admits and proudly boasts of the Jewish cast that comprised the Bolshevik 
hierarchy in Russia, stating, 

“The Bolshevik Revolution and some of its aftermath represented, from one 
perspective, Jewish revenge. . . . During the heyday of the Cold War, American 
Jewish publicists spent a lot of time denying that—as 1930s anti-Semites 
claimed—Jews played a disproportionately important role in Soviet and world 
Communism. The truth is until the early 1950s Jews did play such a role, and 
there is nothing to be ashamed of. In time Jews will learn to take pride in the 
record of the Jewish Communists in the Soviet Union and elsewhere. It was a 
species of striking back.” 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/7kcb25f) 

Author Edward Schoonmaker, writing in “Democracy and World Dominion” (1939, 
p. 211), confirms Cantors rhetoric and elaborated on how Jewish synagogues 
were left untouched by the Bolsheviks, while the Christian churches were all 
burned to the ground: 

“Fifteen years after the Bolshevist Revolution was launched to carry out the 
Marxist program, the editor of the American Hebrew could write: “According to 
such information [as] the writer could secure while in Russia a few weeks ago, not 
one Jewish synagogue has been torn down, as have hundreds—perhaps 
thousands—of the Greek Catholic churches. . . .” (American Hebrew, Nov. 18, 
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1932, p. 12.) Apostate Jews, leading a revolution that was to destroy religion as 
the “opiate of the people,” had somehow spared the synagogues of Russia.” 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/7ub2ssu) 

Another Jewish writer, Sever Plocker, also lent credence to much of what “the 
anti-Semites” say about Jews and Communism, in an article published on 
YnetNews.com entitled, “Stalin’s Jews”. He rightly reminded us that “some of the 
greatest murderers of modern times were Jewish.” I did mention about this in my 
previous article too comrades.  

(See also - http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-3342999,00.html) 

British and American intelligence reports relayed information about the 
Jewishness of Bolshevism and the new Soviet regime, describing the Bolshevik 
leadership as being as much as 90 percent Jewish. Robert Wilton, the previously 
mentioned correspondent of The London Times on assignment in Russia during 
the communist revolution of 1917, outlined the ethnic make-up of the Bolshevik 
State as such: 

“According to the data furnished by the Soviet press, out of 556 important 
functionaries of the Bolshevik State there were in 1918-1919: 17 Russians, 2 
Ukrainians, 11 Armenians, 35 Lets, 15 Germans, 1 Hungarian, 10 Georgians, 2 
Poles, 2 Finns, 1 Karaim, 457 Jews. 

 As the decades past by—after the fateful year 1917—Judaized Khazars kept a 
firm hand on the helm of the government in the occupied land of Russia. In due 
time they built a bureaucracy to their heart’s desire.” 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/7phn3p4) 

In a report of the American Expeditionary forces to Siberia, March 1, 1919, 
compiled by Captain Montgomery Schyler — speaking of events following the 
decline of the First Provisional Government — it reads 

“These hopes were frustrated by the gradual gains in power of the more 
irresponsible and socialistic elements of the population, guided by the Jews and 
other anti-Russian races. A table made in April 1918 by Robert Wilton, the 
correspondent of the London Times in Russia, shows that at that time there were 
384 “commissars” including 2 Negroes, 13 Russians, 15 Chinamen, 22 Armenians 
and more than 300 Jews. Of the latter number, 264 had come to Russia from the 
United States since the downfall of the Imperial government.” 
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(See also - http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-yDK95-N-
9zQ/VM8_VPtkDUI/AAAAAAAAA7g/7_jx5nMf58c/s1600/US_Telegram_JewishBol
shevism.jpg) 

Schyler frankly described the Bolshevik movement as being “guided and 
controlled by Russian Jews of the greasiest type,” from the outset. Reverend 
George E. Simons, the Superintendent of the Methodist Episcopal Church in 
Petrograd from 1907 to 1918, was an eyewitness to the Bolshevik Revolution. He 
testified before the United States Senate, and stated that most of the Bolshevist 
leaders were Jews from the Lower East Side of New York City: 

“Out of 388 members of the new Russian government, only 16 happened to be 
Russians. One was an American Black. All the rest, 371, were Jews. Of these 371 
Jewish Bolshevik leaders, no less than 265 of them were from the Lower East Side 
of New York City.” 

Now there is a No Doubt Comrades, THe Russian Revolution was a Jewish Funded 
Filth  

(See also - 
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=9905EEDB1139E13ABC4F52DFB
4668382609EDE) 

In 1919, the US Senate held a subcommittee inquiry into “Bolshevik propaganda”. 
An American teacher named R. B. Dennis who had worked as a teacher in Russia 
during the revolution said that the Bolshevik leaders were all “Russian Hebrews” 
who had previously lived in America “anywhere from 3 to 12 years.”An American 
banker named William Welsh who had worked in Russia between July 1916 and 
September 1918 told the committee: “It might be well to explain a little the 
general fact that most of the Bolshevik leaders are Jews, in order to avoid 
misunderstanding. In Russia it is well known that three-fourths of the Bolshevik 
leaders are Jewish.” 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/6oal9q8) 

Shortly after the Bolshevik Revolution, the U.S. ambassador in Russia sent a 
dispatch to Washington confirming that most of the Bolshevik leaders were Jews 
who had been previously exiled for revolutionary activities: 

“The Bolshevik leaders here, most of whom are Jews and 90 percent of whom are 
returned exiles, care little for Russia or any other country but are internationalists 
and they are trying to start a worldwide social revolution.” (see this image of the 
appropriate text) 
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(See also - http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-
BuZ1n797lN8/VM9BSZ8NRjI/AAAAAAAAA7s/JhZm1yPoyDs/s1600/see.jpg) 

Mr. Summers, US Consul General in Moscow on May 2, 1918, sent a telegram to 
the Secretary of State in Washington DC saying in part: 

“Jew predominant in local Soviet government, anti-Jewish feeling growing among 
population which tends to regard oncoming Germans as deliverers.” 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/79fdctj) 

In 1919 the British parliament compiled a White Paper on Bolshevism titled, 
“Russia No. 1 A Collection of Reports on Bolshevism in Russia“. In it we find that 
Bolshevism is portrayed as a movement carried on by the Jews and despised by 
the Russian people. An overview of the relevant portions of this document 
relating to the Jewish hand in Bolshevism in Russia, is as follows: 

“The relevant pages concerning Jews and Bolshevism are pp. 6, 23, 28, 32, 33, 41, 
57, 65, 68, 78 – on p.6 (of the document, not the pdf) we find a telegram from Sir 
M. Findlay to Mr. Balfour relaying a report by the Netherlands Minister at 
Petrograd, which contains the following message: 

“I consider that the immediate suppression of Bolshevism is the greatest issue 
now before the world, not even excluding the war which is still raging, and unless, 
as above stated, Bolshevism is nipped in the bud immediately, it is bound to 
spread in one form or another over Europe and the whole world, as it is organized 
and worked by Jews who have no nationality, and whose one object is to destroy 
for their own ends the existing order of things.” 

p. 23 signifies that the Jews had preferential treatment, as they were allowed to 
engage in illicit trading, while all other trade was at a standstill, it also contains 
documentation to the effect that Bolshevism was despised by the Russians, but 
carried out by Jews; 

 p. 28 says: “The Bolsheviks can no longer be described as a political party holding 
extreme communistic view. They form relatively small privileged class which is 
able to terrorise the rest of the population because it has a monopoly both of 
arms and of food supplies. This class consists chiefly of workmen and soldiers, and 
included a large non-Russian element, such as Letts and Esthonians and Jews; the 
latter are specially numerous in higher posts. Members of this class are allowed 
complete licence, and commit crime against other sections of society.”; 

p. 32 states “The Bolsheviks comprised chiefly Jews and Germans, who were 
exceedingly active and enterprising. The Russians were largely anti-Bolshevik, but 
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were for the most part dreamers, incapable of any sustained action, who now, 
more than ever before, were unable to throw off the yoke of their oppressors. 
Night after night the counterrevolutionary Societies held secret meetings to plot 
against the Bolsheviks, but never once was a serious attempt made to carry 
through the conspiracy. The starving condition of the people quite paralysed their 
will-power.”; 

p.33. document # 33 says: “From examination of several labourer and peasant 
witnesses I have evidence to the effect that very smallest percentage of this 
district were pro-Bolshevik, majority of labourers sympathising with summoning 
of Constituent Assembly. Witnesses further stated that Bolshevik leaders did not 
represent Russian working classes, most of them being Jews.”; 

p. 41, document # 38, reveals that the party responsible for the murder of the 
Romanovs consisted entirely of Jews 

 p. 56 document # 56, says again that Bolshevism was a movement led by Jews, 

 p. 57, The Results, says that after the Revolution, Jews became the possessors of 
most of the business houses, it states: “All business became paralysed, shops 
were closed, Jews became possessors of most of the business houses, and 
horrible scenes of starvation became common in the country districts. The 
peasants put their children to death rather than see them starve. In a village on 
the Dvina, not far from Schlusselberg, a. mother hanged three of her children. I 
was conducting a funeral in a mortuary of a lunatic asylum at Oudelnaia, near 
Petrograd, and saw the bodies of a mother and her five children whose throats 
had been cut by the father because he could not see them suffer.” 

p. 65, “The Terror”, notes the persecution of Russians for thought crimes, and the 
fact that people had to pay intermediaries, who were mostly Jewish, before they 
could obtain their release; 

 p. 68 shows that the food supply committees were entirely in the hands of Jews, 
and that anti-Semitism was rampant because of the extreme misery that ensued 
after the Jews had obtained control;” (summary provided by Blissentia) 

(See also - http://ia700407.us.archive.org/20/items/RussiaNo.1/47439722-Russia-
No-1.pdf) 

(See also - https://archive.org/details/WatersFlowingEastward_307) 

In November of 1917, the Foreign Minister of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, 
Count Ottokar von Czernin, wrote: 
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“I have during the last few days received reliable information about the 
Bolsheviks. Their leaders are almost all of them Jews with altogether fantastic 
ideas, and I do not envy the country that is governed by them.” 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/3w3gqnv) 

Sir Paul Dykes was an MI6 espionage agent working undercover in Bolshevik 
Russia for the first few years after the revolution. Upon his return home to 
Britian, he published a book about his experiences called “Red Dusk and the 
Morrow” (1922). In it he relates an interesting conversation he had with a 
Lithuanian who told him about overhearing a Bolshevik figure say: 

“Our power is based on three things: first, on Jewish brains; secondly, on Lettish 
and Chinese bayonets; and thirdly on the crass stupidity of the Russian people.” 
(Red Dusk and the Morrow, p. 316) 

(See also - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blogspot.ru/2011/07/bolshevism-
jewish-brains-russian.html) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/6rbokxg) 

Overzealous Jews oftentimes inadvertently give themselves away by tacitly 
admitting to things that they would otherwise try to deny. Two New York Jewish 
publications, “Jewish Life” and “Jewish Voice”, tacitly confessed that Communism 
is Judaism when they told their readers, 

“anti-communism is anti-Semitism! … Scratch a professional anti-communist and 
you’ll find an anti-Semite!” 

(See also - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blogspot.ru/2011/04/anti-
communism-is-anti-semitism.html) 
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Son of a whore - Trotsky 

Besides being a Bolshevik mass murderer, Leon Trotsky-Bronstein was also a 
crypto-Zionist who had attended the sixth Zionist congress in Basel in 1903. In a 
1937 interview in the New York Jewish newspaper, Daily Forward, Trotsky hinted 
at the real motives behind his revolutionary activities when he pathetically 
crowed: “The longer the rotten bourgeoisie society lives, the more and more 
barbaric will anti-Semitism become everywhere.” ‘Bourgeoisie’ was clearly a 
Judeo-Bolshevik code-word for Gentile. 

(See also - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZvNLMolnrhQ) 

(See also - http://mailstar.net/nedava.html) 

(See also - 
http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/judaica/ejud_0002_0020_0_20062.h
tml) 

Lenin’s Jewish roots was a state secret, but was finally revealed by declassified 
KGB files and put on display in Moscow’s State Historical Museum in 2011. Lenin 
couldn’t have made it more obvious that he was a crypto-Jew, seeing as he had 
nothing but glowing esteem for the Jews and immediately decreed 
“antisemitism” a crime punishable by execution! The human-devil, Lenin, praised 
the Jews as the best revolutionaries, saying: “The clever Russian is almost always 
a Jew or has Jewish blood in him.” (Dmitri Volkogonov, Lenin: A New Biography, p. 
112). He was surely referring to himself. 

(See also - http://content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,2077413,00.html) 
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(See also - http://tinyurl.com/77s6hjs) 

Lenin heaped accolade and adulation on the Jews, revealing that not only was he 
a Jew, but a chauvinistic Jewish supremacist. He once said, 

“There the great universally progressive features of Jewish culture have made 
themselves clearly felt: its internationalism, its responsiveness of the advanced 
movements of our times (the percentage of Jews in democratic and proletarian 
movements is everywhere higher than the percentage of Jews in the general 
population.) …Those Jewish Marxists who join up in the international Marxist 
organizations with the Russian, Lithuanian, Ukrainian and other workers, adding 
their might (both in Russian and in Jewish) to the creation of an international 
culture of the working class movement, are continuing the best traditions of 
Jewry.” (quoted in: Gould, Allan. What Did They Think of the Jews? Jason Aronson 
Inc., 1991, p. 241; Baron, Joseph L. Stars and Sand: Jewish Notes by Non-Jewish 
Notables. Jewish Publication Society of America, 1944, p. 175) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/7eyewoo) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/6t3eckx) 

 

Comrades . This Lenin was a Mofo Jew - Remember it well! 

The two-faced cheat Lenin — the so-called “man of the people”, “champion of 
the workers” — even defended parasitic Jewish usury and loan-sharking, 

“And those gentlemen on the right benches talk about the Jews exploiting the 
peasants, about Jewish usury! But thousands of Jewish merchants would not skin 
the Russian muzhik in the way the true Russian, Christian landlords do! The 
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interest claimed by the worst usurer is not to be compared with that claimed by 
the true Russian land lord, who hires the a muzhik in the winter for summer work 
or who forces him to pay for a dessiatine of land in labour, money, eggs, chickens, 
and God alone knows what else!” (V.I. Lenin, Draft for a Speech on the Agrarian 
Question in the Second State Duma, 1907) 

(See also - 
https://www.marxists.org/archive/lenin/works/1907/agrarssd/one.htm) 

Lenin, the monstrous criminal, excitedly advocated every manner of deception, 
barbarity and wickedness. He encouraged lies and deceit, stating, “We must 
utilise all possible cunning and illegal methods, deny and conceal the truth,” 
noting that, “A lie told often enough becomes the truth.” 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/7gkmylh) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/77nfezs) 

Deceitful Jewish propagandists have duped the world into believing that German 
Nazi leaders [color=#FF0040]Joseph Goebbels and Adolf Hitler invented and 
utilized the “big lie” technique as a method to fool the German masses.[/color] 
This is false and nothing more than psychological projection. In reality, Goebbels 
stressed that good propaganda must be accurate and truthful, stating that 

“Good propaganda does not need to lie, indeed it may not lie. It has no reason to 
fear the truth. It is a mistake to believe that people cannot take the truth. They 
can. It is only a matter of presenting the truth to people in a way that they will be 
able to understand. A propaganda that lies proves that it has a bad cause. It 
cannot be successful in the long run.” (Weber, Mark. “Fraudulent Nazi 
Quotations.” Institute for Historical Review.) 

(See also - http://www.ihr.org/other/weber2011fakequotations.html) 
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Fearless Spirit Of Yours Will Live Forever - Heil Martyr Goebbels ! 

In 1941, Goebbels published an article in which he charged British propagandists 
with adopting the “big lie” technique, stating, “The English follow the principle 
that when one lies, one should lie big, and stick to it. They keep up their lies, even 
at the risk of looking ridiculous.” (Goebbels, Joseph. “Churchill’s Lie Factory,” 
1941) Adolf Hitler, in Mein Kampf, identified and condemned the “big lie” 
technique as an invention and tactic of the Jews: 

“In this they [the Jews] proceeded on the sound principle that the magnitude of a 
lie always contains a certain factor of credibility, since the great masses of the 
people in the very bottom of their hearts tend to be corrupted rather than 
consciously and purposely evil, and that, therefore, in view of the primitive 
simplicity of their minds, they more easily fall victim to a big lie than to a little 
one, since they themselves lie in little things, but would be ashamed of lies that 
were too big. Such a falsehood will never enter their heads, and they will not be 
able to believe in the possibility of such monstrous effrontery and infamous 
misrepresentation in others.…” (Mein Kampf, p. 231 of the Manheim translation) 

(See also - http://bytwerk.com/gpa/falsenaziquotations.htm) 

Upon his assumption of power, the repulsive crypto-Jew Lenin decried 
“antisemitism” in the harshest possible terms. He chastised “antisemitism” as a 
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“counter-revolutionary” act, and thus it was punishable by death. Even “anti-
Semitic” speech constituted the death penalty, or life imprisonment, in the Jew- 
ShitHole of Soviet Russia. If being against Jews was “counter-revolutionary” than 
that must have meant that all the “revolutionaries” were Jewish. In July of 1918, 
Lenin signed an order of the Council of People’s Commissars which declared 
antisemitism and pogroms a “mortal danger to the revolution [i.e. the Jewish 
takeover]”: 

“The Council of People’s Commissars declares that the anti-Semitic movement 
and pogroms against the Jews are fatal to the interests of the workers’ and 
peasants’ revolution and calls upon the toiling people to fight this evil with all the 
means at their disposal. 

National hostility weakens the ranks of our revolutionaries, disrupts the united 
front of the toilers without distinctions of nationality and helps only our enemies. 

(See also - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i0ljxQsgUM4) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/7xpmayf) 

 The Council of People’s Commissars instructs all Soviet Deputies to take 
uncompromising measures to tear the anti-Semitic movement out by the roots. 
Pogromists and pogrom-agitators are to be placed outside the law.” (Baron, Salo 
Wittmayer. The Russian Jew Under Tsars and Soviets, Macmillan, (1976), p. 180; 
Strauss, Herbert A. Hostages of Modernization, Walter De Gruyter, (1993), p. 
1324) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/7w2ylmj) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/7xpmayf) 

A. Nelson Field remarked in Appendix B of his book, All These Things: “Lenin was 
married to a Jewess, spoke Yiddish in his family circle, and Dr. Chaim Weizmann, 
Jewish Zionist leader, was quoted in the London Jewish Chronicle of December 
16th, 1932, as saying that Lenin had taken part in Jewish student meetings in 
Switzerland thirty-five years before. He is generally regarded as a Russian, but 
there is doubt.” 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/7vp5dzd) 

Lenin’s love affair with Jewry undoubtedly stemmed from his own Jewish roots 
and being in love with himself, since he was an egomaniac. In an asinine attempt 
to cover over their blood-stained tracks, Jewish apologists today often go around 
claiming that Josef Stalin was a big “anti-Semite” who hated and persecuted Jews. 
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This idiotic canard has no basis in reality; on the contrary, Stalin was an 
instrument of the Jews, a “shabbas goy.” 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/87ous25) 

Let’s just look at what Stalin himself said about anti-Semitism, 

“National and racial chauvinism is a vestige of the misanthropic customs 
characteristic of the period of cannibalism. Anti-semitism, as an extreme form of 
racial chauvinism, is the most dangerous vestige of cannibalism. 

Anti-semitism is of advantage to the exploiters as a lightning conductor that 
deflects the blows aimed by the working people at capitalism. Anti-semitism is 
dangerous for the working people as being a false path that leads them off the 
right road and lands them in the jungle. Hence Communists, as consistent 
internationalists, cannot but be irreconcilable, sworn enemies of anti-semitism. 

 In the U.S.S.R. anti-semitism is punishable with the utmost severity of the law as 
a phenomenon deeply hostile to the Soviet system. Under U.S.S.R. law active anti-
semites are liable to the death penalty.” (Josef Stalin, Works Vol. 13) 

(See also - 
https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/stalin/works/1931/01/12.htm) 

So, Stalin compared anti-Semitism to cannibalism and upheld the anti-
antisemitism law decreed by Lenin in 1918, restating that anti-Semitic Russian 
patriots were “liable to the death penalty”! Some Jew hater, eh? Furthermore, at 
the 1945 Yalta conference — a meeting of the Allied leaders and policy-makers 
during WWII — we find that Stalin proclaimed himself to be a Zionist. (“Stalin 
Called Himself a Zionist — Picture of Red Leader Unfolded.” The New York Times. 
17 Mar. 1955.) Professor Kevin MacDonald, in his review of Juri Slezkine’s book 
“The Jewish Century”, informs us that not only was Stalin not “anti-Semitic” but, 
on the contrary, had launched a massive campaign to combat anti-Semitism: 

“From 1927 to 1932 Stalin established an ambitious public campaign to combat 
anti-Semitism that included fifty-six books published by the government and an 
onslaught of speeches, mass rallies, newspaper articles, and show trials ‘aimed at 
eradicating the evil.'” (MacDonald, Kevin. “Stalin’s Willing Executioners: Jews as a 
Hostile Elite in the USSR”, p. 25) 

(See also - 
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=9A00E6D7143FE03ABC4F52DFB
566838E649EDE) 
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(See also - http://www.kevinmacdonald.net/SlezkineRev.pdf) 

Jewish journalist Sever Plocker tells us: “Jewish historian Sebag Montefiore has 
written that during the darkest period of terror, when the Communist killing 
machine worked in full force, Stalin was surrounded by beautiful, young Jewish 
women.” Sebag Montefiore, writing in “Stalin: The Court of the Red Tsar” (p. 267), 
noted that, “Stalin was surrounded by Jewesses – from Polina Molotova and 
Maria Svanidze to Poskrebysheva and Yezhova. Beria’s son, reliable on gossip, 
dubious on politics, recalled that his father gleefully listed Stalin’s affairs with 
Jewesses.” The “Wolf of the Kremlin“, pp. 169-71 (1987), alleges that Stalin was 
married at one point to the Jewess Rosa Kaganovich, Lazar Kaganovich’s sister. 

(See also - http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-3342999,00.html) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/7jz7hx4) 

(See also - http://mailstar.net/kaganovich.html) 

(See also - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blogspot.ru/2011/05/kaganovich-
member-of-politburo-and.html) 

 

Jewish Agent Kagnocich 

Despite all the spin and sophistry of Jewish gatekeepers, Stalin was surrounded by 
Jews throughout the entirety of his brutal reign, with the ferocious Jew Lazar 
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Kaganovich at his right hand side. In his 1939 book “European Jungle”, Major 
Francis Charles Yeats-Brown — a British war hero and award winning writer — 
gives us a synopsis of the clique of Jews encircling Stalin, still dominating the 
Soviet Union during and after the “Great Purges” of the late 1930s: 

“The population of Russia was then (in 1918) 158,400,000, of whom 7,800,000 
were Jews. The present population is about 170,000,000, and probably the same 
proportion — say 5 per cent — are Jews. Yet in 1935, in the Central Committee of 
the Communist Party, consisting of 59 members, 95 per cent were Jews — i.e., 56 
members — while the other three members were married to Jewesses: Stalin, 
Lobov, and Ossinsky. 

Among the Ambassadors and Ministers of the U.S.S.R. in 1935 the following were 
believed to be Jews: 

 In Berlin: M. Suritz. 

 In Paris : M. Louritz. 

 In Rome : M. Stein. 

 In Tokyo : M. Yureneff . 

 In Ankara : M. Karakhan. 

 In Brussels : M. Rubinin. 

 In Oslo : M. Yakoubowich. 

 In Stockholm : Mme. Kallontai. 

 In Bucharest : M. Ostrovski. 

 In Riga: M. Brodovsky. 

 In Tallin: M. Karski. 

 In Helsingfors : M. Asmous. 

In the same year (1935) the League of Nations Delegation consisted of one 
Georgian, M. Swanidze, and seven Jews, MM. Litvinov, Rosenberg, Stein, Markus, 
Brenners, Hirschfeld, Helphand. 

At present, with the purges in progress, it is impossible to give the Semitic 
percentages in the Russian Government. Certain it is that they are very much 
higher than the percentage of Jews to the population, both in the lower and 
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upper grades of the State service, which means, in Russia, of practically all 
employment. 

During his travels along the border districts of the U.S.S.R., M. Jean Fontenoy 
found that 90 per cent of the directors and secretaries of the collective farms he 
visited were Jews. Field workers received a maximum of 27 days’ pay a month: 
the president and secretary 80 to 90 days’ pay a month. The words Communist 
and Jew were synonymous with the peasants: they thought that the Jews were 
the rulers of the land. 

In Kremlin circles the two brothers-in-law of Stalin, Lazarus and Moses 
Kaganovitch, are Ministers of Transport and Heavy Industry respectively; the 
guard of the Kremlin is confided to the Jewish Colonel Jacob Rappoport; while the 
concentration camps, with their population of 7,000,000 Russians, are in charge 
of a Jew, Mendel Kermann, aided by Lazarus Kaman and Semen-Firkin, both Jews. 
The prisons of the country are governed by the Jew Kairn Apeter. Foreign policy is 
almost wholly in Jewish hands, beginning with that man of many aliases, M. 
Meyer Moses Polyanski, alias Enock Finkelstein, alias Gustav Graf, alias 
Buchmann, Harrison, Maximovitch, Wallach, Berr, and Litvinov, the Foreign 
Minister of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, at whose breakfast-table Mr. 
Eden found pats of butter stamped with the slogan, “Peace is indivisible.” What 
peace, M. Litvinov may sometimes ask himself, will Russian Jews have in the days 
to come?” 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lazar_Kaganovich) 

(See also - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blogspot.ru/2011/10/soviet-
collective-farms-run-by-jews.html) 

An article appearing in the Russian International News Agency, dated June 5th, 
2005, admitted that almost no Jews served on the front lines as rank and file 
officers in the Red Army, but were appointed by Stalin as chiefs and commanders, 
directing the “Russian goyim” from relative safety — in the war against their Nazi 
nemesis — and how genocide-yearning Jews like Ilya Ehrenburg were 
instrumental in war-time propaganda efforts: 

“There were a number of outstanding Jewish military commanders: M. Katukov, 
Marshal of Armored Troops; Y. Smushkevich, Commander-in-Chief of the Air 
Force; and General M. Shmelev, Chief of Staff of Long-Range Aviation. In addition 
there were 92 Jewish generals and 9 army and flotilla commanders. In total, there 
were 270 Jewish generals and marshals. 
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Furthermore, Stalin’s inner circle included four Jewish ministers (people’s 
commissars): Lazar Kaganovich, Boris Vannikov, Semyon Ginzburg and Isaak 
Zaltsman. These men were responsible for the railroads, ammunition, military 
construction and the tank industry. 

Jews were also instrumental in shaping the ideology that would underpin the 
Soviet role in the war. Initially the Soviet people did not know what to make of 
the Nazi attack. Firstly, the Soviet Union once considered Germany an enemy but 
more recently had viewed it as a potential ally against Britain and the U.S. 
Secondly, the Soviet people, brought up to believe in internationalism, had 
thought that the German soldiers, i.e. German workers and peasants, would 
refuse to attack a socialist state and instead would join with the Russians to fight 
the oppressors, German capitalists. 

This myth had to be urgently dispelled. 

A Jewish intellectual, Ilya Erenburg, played a key role in this. He had traveled 
extensively and was perhaps the only Jew in the USSR who was aware of the 
racist motivations for the war. He was a military correspondent in Spain during 
the Spanish civil war, and his world outlook was informed by this experience. Six 
International Brigades had fought on the side of the Republicans in that war, and 
these units had included 6,000 Jewish volunteers. 

By the time the Germans attacked, Erenburg was resolutely opposed to fascism. 
He had all the main national newspapers, Pravda, Izvestia and Krasnaya Zvezda at 
his disposal, as well as the national radio stations. He emphatically rejected the 
internationalist dogma and called on the nation to, “Kill the Germans!”” 

(See also - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blogspot.ru/2011/10/stalins-
jewish-army.html) 

(See also - http://www.ihr.org/jhr/v08/v08p507_Weber.html) 

Even well into the 1950s Jews ruled over the USSR. Although Jews comprised a 
tiny 1.25 to 1.75 percent of the Soviet population, they constituted over 50 
percent of the staff of various governmental departments, according to the Soviet 
politician Ekaterina Furtseva. (See: The Soviet Government and the Jews 1948-
1967) While millions of Russian Gentiles languished in the Gulag slave camps 
succumbing to starvation, disease, exhaustion and the bitter cold climate, Soviet 
Jewry lived in a lap of luxury: 

“Slezkine describes the life of the largely Jewish elite in Moscow and Leningrad, 
where they attended the theater, sent their children to the best schools, had 
peasant women for nannies, spent weekends at pleasant dachas, and vacationed 
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at the Black Sea.” (MacDonald, Kevin. “Stalin’s Willing Executioners: Jews as a 
Hostile Elite in the USSR”, p. 24) 

(See also - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blogspot.ru/2011/12/jewish-
control-of-soviet-govern) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/7ybv3a9) 

(See also - http://www.kevinmacdonald.net/SlezkineRev.pdf) 

Many Jews around the world saw the Soviet Union as essentially the first Zionist 
State — their beloved “Israel”. This reality was supremely elucidated in the 
following astonishing quotation, which is attributed to the “Central Committee of 
the Petersburg Branch of the Israelite International League”: 

“Sons of Israel! The hour of our ultimate victory is near. We stand on the 
threshold to the command of the world. That which we could only dream of 
before us is about to be realized. Only quite recently feeble and powerless, we 
can now, thanks to the world’s catastrophe, raise our heads with pride. We must, 
however, be careful. It can surely be prophesied that, after we have marched over 
ruined and broken altars and thrones, we shall advance further on the same 
indicated path. The authority of the, to us, alien religions and doctrines of faith 
we have through very successful propaganda, subject to a merciless criticism and 
mockery. We have brought the culture, civilization, traditions and thrones of the 
Christian Nations to stagger. We have done everything to bring the Russian 
people under the yoke of the Jewish power, and ultimately compelled them to fall 
on their knees before us. 

We have nearly completed all this but we must all the same be very cautious, 
because the oppressed Russia is our arch-enemy. The victory over Russia, gained 
through our intellectual superiority, may in the future, in a new generation, turn 
against us. Russia is conquered and brought to the ground. Russia is in the agony 
of death under our heel, but do not forget, not even for a moment, that we must 
be careful! The holy care for our safety does not allow us to show either pity or 
mercy. At last we have been allowed to behold the bitter need of the Russian 
people, and to see it in tears! By taking from them their property, their gold, we 
have reduced this people to helpless slaves. Be cautious and silent! We ought to 
have no mercy for our enemy. We must make an end of the best and leading 
elements of the Russian people, so that the vanquished Russia may not find any 
leader! Thereby every possibility will vanish for them to resist our power. We 
must excite hatred and disputes between workers and peasants. War and the 
class-struggle will destroy all treasures and culture created by the Christian 
people. But be cautious, sons of Israel! Our victory is near, because our political 
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and economic power and influence upon the masses are in rapid progress. We 
buy up Government loans and gold, and thereby we have controlling power over 
the world’s exchanges. The power is in our hands, but be careful, place no faith in 
traitorous shady powers! 

Bronstein (Trotsky), Apfelbaum (Zinovieff), Rosenfeld (Kamaneff), Steinberg, all of 
them are like unto thousands of other true sons of Israel. Our power in Russia is 
unlimited. In the towns, the Commissariats and Commissions of Food, House 
Commissions, etc., are dominated by our people. But do not let victory intoxicate 
you. Be careful, cautious, because no one except yourselves will protect us! 
Remember we cannot rely on the Red Army, which one day may turn its warfare 
on ourselves. Sons of Israel! The hour for our long-cherished victory over Russia is 
near; close up solid your ranks! Make known our people’s national policy! Fight 
for eternal ideals! Keep holy the old laws, which history has bequeathed to us! 
May our intellect, our genius, protect and lead us!” 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/6skotch) 

The origin of this extraordinary tract was described by Juri Lina (on page 157 of 
“Under the Sign of the Scorpion”) in the following way: 

“On the night before the 9th (22nd) of December 1919, during the Estonian war 
of liberation against the Bolsheviks, a Jewish battalion commander, Shunderev, 
fell in a battle against Estonian troops. Among his papers there was a secret 
circular containing an appeal to all Jewish chiefs for the forming of a secret Zionist 
society. The letter was written in Russian by the central committee at the Israeli 
World Union’s department in Petrograd on the 18th March 1918. The entire text 
was published in two Estonian newspapers.” 

(See also - 
https://ia700500.us.archive.org/23/items/UnderTheSignOfTheScorpion/sign_scor
pion.pdf) 

When the Soviet Red Army invaded and brutally occupied Eastern Poland, the 
Baltic States, Finland, and other parts of Eastern Europe in late 1939/early 1940, 
large percentages of the Jewish populations of those countries collaborated with 
their Soviet communist conquerors. These Jews voluntarily led the NKVD death 
squads to hunt down and execute so-called “class enemies” (patriots, nationalists, 
anti-communist resistors, etc), and forcibly led the round-up and deportation via 
cattle cars of millions of Eastern European civilians to the Soviet Gulags where 
they met grisly deaths. Author Mark Paul, writing in “Neighbours on the Eve of 
the Holocaust: Polish-Jewish Relations in Soviet-Occupied Eastern Poland, 1939-
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1945“, documented the treacherous perfidy of Poland’s Jews and its cover-up by 
Western “scholars”: 

“This state of affairs played into the hands of Holocaust historians who, 
preoccupied with Jewish victimization under the Nazi regime, ignored, glossed 
over or simply denied the fact of Jewish collaboration with the Soviet invaders of 
Poland both, in 1939-1941 and again, from 1944 onward. Indeed, in recent years 
we have witnessed a concerted effort to relegate Jewish misconduct to the realm 
of unfounded perception on the part of the Poles that has no, or little, basis in 
fact. Thus a serious void or, worse still, denial about these thorny issues 
permeates Western scholarship – at most we find apologetics. The most recent, 
and disturbing, trend in that scholarship has been to focus on the German 
invasion of the Soviet Union in June 1941 and play down to the point of 
dismissing or obscuring the brutal Soviet occupation that preceded that event. 

 Even compelling reports of Jewish collaboration with the Soviet occupiers, found 
in key documents from that period, are ignored or discounted out of hand, such 
as the charge levelled by the legendary Polish courier, Jan Karski, who was made 
an Honorary Citizen of Israel for his role in warning the West about the Holocaust 
and cannot be accused of harbouring hostility toward the Jews. Writing in early 
1940, at a time when the mass deportations of Poles were not yet underway, 
Karski reported: 

“… The Jews have taken over the majority of the political and administrative 
positions. But what is worse, they are denouncing Poles, especially students and 
politicians (to the secret police), are directing the work of the (communist) militia 
from behind the scenes, are unjustly denigrating conditions in Poland before the 
war. Unfortunately, one must say that these incidents are very frequent, and 
more common than incidents which demonstrate loyalty toward Poles or 
sentiment toward Poland.” 

A Jewish woman from Wilno concurred with that assessment, when she wrote 
during the war: 

“… Under Bolshevik rule an anti-Jewish current grew significantly. In large 
measure, the Jews themselves were responsible for this… . At every turn they 
mocked Poles, yelled out that their Poland was no more… The Jewish communists 
dallied with the patriotic sentiments of Poles, denounced their illegal 
conversations, pointed out Polish officers and former government officials, freely 
worked for the NKVD, and took part in arrests. …The Bolsheviks on the whole 
treated Jews favourably, had complete faith in them and were confident of their 
devoted sympathy and trust. For that reason they put Jews in all of the leading 
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and influential positions which they would not entrust to Poles, who formerly 
occupied them.” 

Soon thereafter Jewish collaborators, in their positions as local officials, police, 
and NKVD agents, played a key role in populating the Gulag with their Polish 
neighbours. They identified them and put them on lists of “class enemies”; they 
arrested them and evicted them from their homes; and they helped to dispatch 
them by cattle car to the far reaches of the Soviet Union. While certainly not 
universal, this was by no means a marginal phenomenon, and, given the lack of 
condemnation of such activities by Jewish leaders, Poles were entitled to assume 
that in fact it reflected a widespread attitude.” 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soviet_invasion_of_Poland) 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Occupation_of_the_Baltic_states) 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Winter_War) 

(See also - http://www.electronicmuseum.ca/Poland-
WW2/ethnic_minorities_occupation/paul_1_I.html) 

Unfortunately, that study by Mark Paul — although still very useful — completely 
overlooked the sublime research of Holocaust Revisionists, as it contains a fair bit 
of false ‘holocaust’ propaganda. Nonetheless, it demonstrates candidly what 
provoked so many Poles (and Ukrainians, Latvians, Estonians, Lithuanians, 
Romanians and Hungarians for that matter) to collaborate with the Germans 
when the German Wehrmacht launched an offensive against the Soviets in 1941, 
driving them out of Eastern Europe and the Baltic States. These patriots saw the 
Nazis as liberators from Soviet-Communist oppression, which was in actuality 
Jewish oppression. 

(See also - http://www.vho.org/) 

Communism was spearheaded by Jews not only in Russia, but everywhere in the 
world where Jews lived including Western & Eastern Europe, America, Canada, 
Australia and South Africa. (See: Hoffman II, Michael A. “Judaic Communists: The 
Documentary Record”, Revisionist History, 2006; Britton, Frank L. Behind 
Communism, 1953; Leese, Arnold Spencer. Bolshevism Is Jewish! London, 
England: Imperial Fascist League, 1939; Ehrt, Adolf. Communism in Germany: the 
Truth about the Communist Conspiracy on the Eve of the National Revolution. 
Berlin: Eckart-verlag, 1933; “Jews and Communism: The South African 
Experience”, author unknown) The communist regimes imposed on Eastern and 
Western Europe during and following the Second World War — principally in 
Ukraine, Poland, Romania, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, East Germany, and the Baltic 
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States — were just as Jewish-dominated as the Soviet Union. (See: David, Trefor. 
The Bloody Red Streak. London, England: Britons Pub. Society, 1951.) 

(See also - http://www.revisionisthistory.org/communist.html) 

(See also - http://www.archive.org/details/CommunismInGermany_568) 

(See also - 
http://newensignarchive.christogenea.org/archive/Publications/Misc_B/Bolshevis
m_is_Jewish.pdf) 

(See also - http://www.sunray22b.net/jews_and_communism_south_africa.htm) 

(See also - http://mk.christogenea.org/pages/TheBloodyRedStreak.html) 

The bloodiest butchers of the 1917 Bolshevik revolution, and the following 
decades of communist rule, were the Marxist-Masonic Jews Vladimir Lenin (first 
dictator of the USSR), Leon Trotsky-Bronstein (founder/commander of the Red 
Army), Lazar Kaganovich (Stalin’s right hand man for his entire reign), Moisei 
Uritsky (Cheka chief in Petrograd), Jacob Sverdlov (first president of the Soviets), 
Grigory Zinoviev, Lev Kamenev, Yankel Yurovsky (Cheka terrorist), Genrikh Yagoda 
(NKVD chief), Laverenti Beria (NKVD chief), Bela Kun (Lenin’s chief terrorist in the 
Crimea, also the dictator of Hungary’s short-lived communist regime in 1918), 
Rosalina Zalkind, Leonid Reichman (NKVD chief), and the overseers of the vast 
and harrowing Soviet Gulag slave labor/death camp apparatus: Aaron Soltz, 
Naftali Frenkel (a Turkish Jew), Yakov Berman, Sergei Zhuk, Yakov Rapoport, 
Nakhimson, Yakov Moroz, Abramson, Pliner, Matvei Berman, Samuil Kogan, 
Samuil Firin, Biskon, Finkelstein, Serpukhovsky — all Jews. The murderous tyrant 
Josef Stalin, although not a Jew, was simply following in the blood-stained 
footsteps of Lenin and obeying the dictates of his Jewish overlords. 

(See also - http://www.saveyourheritage.com/soviet_crimes.htm) 

Words cannot do justice in describing the merciless bloodlust of these Marxist 
Jews, my dear Comrades. Many of the leading Jewish rulers of Russia forthrightly 
announced their murderous desires and genocidal ambitions. All the Jewish 
Bolshevik leaders were teeming with an implacable hatred for everything Russian 
and sought to exterminate the very concept of race, nationality and culture. 
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Zionism is Judaism 

What this whole Zionist issue with the Jews comes down to is the Jews believe 
they have a messiah who in their holy writings like Isaiah is a Political leader and 
also a political movement. This King of the Jews must rule from Israel and when 
they conqueror and destroy all the Goyim nations and destroy their gods, races 
and, nations, cultures and Judaize them. Their god will descend to mount Hebron 
and rule thought the Messiah in Israel and totally destroy all the races and nations 
finishing them into a Jewish world. This is meaning of the Jewish religion and the 
instructions for this is in their Torah.  

The Rothschild's believe this is them, they own and created Israel and have been 
pushing this Messianic agenda which others Jews have done for centuries before 
the Rothschild's. So its obvious why the Rothschild's created Communism its the 
Messianic political movement they are given instructions in the their Torah to 
create, for Jews to conqueror the planet totally with. And Rothschild's will rule as 
the Messianic Jewish Kings from Israel thus fulfilling the Messianic mission of 
Judaism. By actualizing it into reality.  

When this happens the Jewish world will be united under their Messiah to rule 
the Goyim with a Rod of Iron as their holy texts state. The program to do this is 
dissolution of all races, cultures, nations, individual economies and ethnicities. 
This will be replaced by a One World Religion of Judaism. The "No God But God" 
the Muslim's state. They got this off Judaism this means no God but the Jewish 
God thus the Jews themselves. The Messianic Jewish Religion they have planned 
to rule the Global Zion by is Communism. Its a religious Jewish Messianic 
movement which has been written on by the Jews themselves as being such. 
Remember the Messiah is also a Political Movement.  

Communism is still here the Jewish elites have made the economies as worse as 
possible and not allowed recovery while pushing polices of dissolution of nations, 
races and cultures around the world. And Communizing our societies by social 
Marxism. They are now moving towards another world war and total economic 
collapse to usher in the final steps to a total Global Communist take over. They 
built their Red China into a military and economic super power like the Soviet 
Union. For the purpose of waging global economic and military warfare. The 
Protest Wall Street movement was created by Rothschild's thought their Jewish 
agents its stated purpose was to start a Communist revolution in America. Just 
because it failed once does not mean they are not going to try again, they are 
trying daily. They have created all the conditions needed for massive Communist 
movements across the planet. 
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When they take total power by their Messianic world movement, Communism. 
They will then initiate by their texts a total planetary holocaust of billions of 
human beings. Leaving only a few hundred million, micro chipped Goyim who will 
exist as cattle property in a brutal Orwellian system to serve and be raped by the 
Jews night and day as the Torah states the Goyim are for. In a global factory farm. 
Where the Jews will become God. 

This planet is on the eve of total destruction again. Time has come back around to 
where it was in the previous century. When the mass grave of the Gentle world 
had been fully prepared. At the last hour, the call to resistance was raised under 
the Swastika by Adolf Hitler.  

Don't forget this. No matter who says what and how the Jew, fucking lies don't 
YOU, and I mean YOU reading this, ever forget this. 

Some call it Marxism, I call it Judaism."- Rabbi Stephen Wise  

Zionism is Judaism. Don't be fooled by the fakes who tell you different my people, 
Zionism is Judaism. 

Like putting powder on the Jock Itch, reduces the rash. 
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There Is No Anti-Zionist Jews, Just Jews 
"Communism is Judaism. The Jewish Revolution in Russia was in 1918" (H. H. 
Beamish, speech in New York, 1937). 
 
"Some call it Marxism -- I call it Judaism" (Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, The American 
Bulletin, May 15, 1935). 
 
"There is nothing else in Communism -- a Jewish conspiracy to grab the whole 
world in their clutches; and no intelligent man in the world can find anything else, 
except the Jews, who rightly call it for themselves a "paradise on earth." ADRIEN 
ARCAND, Canadian political leader in New York Speech, October 30, 1937 
 
Communism is Judaism and Zionism is Judaism. 
 
This is what happens when you let jooz lead the opposition to anything. It turns 
into synagogue where all that matters is what's good for jooz. Norman 
Frankenstein the famed anti-Zionist jooz. Who uses his platform to attack 
National Socialism [the only opposition to World Jewish Power] and anyone who 
does not buy Holocost Potter And the Gas Chamber Of Secrets, tales uncle shalom 
is selling. Calling them Goys all sorts of nasty and angry names. All to enforce the 
number one power of the jooz. The Almighty Holocostanity. Thus making sure the 
Jews main weapon is left intact and jooz stays in control of the debate on the 
Jewish State and you don't look any deeper into what real Zionism is. In his 
interviews he spends more time whining about Hitler and Nazi's then any subject 
and always dovetails any discussion back to this. Itz a joke, People wake up. 
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Good question Norman. Probably the One Hundred Million People murdered in 
the real Holocaust your Tribe violently inflicted on them by their Jewish USSR. 
And the millions of Europeans fighting desperately to stop Jewish Stalin and the 
Jew World Order from doing the same to the rest of Europe. 
 
The Real Holocaust: 
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/the-real-death-camps-and-
holocaust.html  
 
"The world revolution which we will experience will be exclusively our affair and 
will rest in our hands. This revolution will tighten the Jewish domination over all 
other people." 
 
- Le Peuple Juif, February 8, 1919. 
 
Since Communism is the Jewish soul. Its no mistake Norman is an open supporter 
of Communism and especially of Mao the Jewish backed and owned Communist 
butcher of the Far East who murdered over seventy million People. Communist 
Beijing was also behind Pol Pot and the Khmer Reds in Cambodia. Red China even 
invaded North Vietnam for Pol Pot. What does Frankenfink say about itself? 
 
http://normanfinkelstein.com/2009/01/26/finkelstein-in-the-netherlands-2/  
 
“… I had been a Maoist, a Marxist-Leninist as we called ourselves back then, and 
we had this notion that we had a monopoly on truth. We were the vanguard. … I 
was basically assuming that there were a handful of people who were inviolable, 
in my case it was Chairman Mao….” 
 
This jooz even wrote a book supporting Communist Maoism [Jewism]. 
 
“Mao Tse-Tung’s Revolutionary Line in Higher Education” (State University of New 
York at Binghamton, Division of Social Sciences, 1974), 
http://books.google.com/books/about/Mao_Tse_Tung_s_Revolutionary_Line_in_
Hig.html?id=LiXftgAACAAJ&redir_esc=y  
 
Remember real Zionism is a Jewish World Government under a World Communist 
Dictatorship. Not just a tiny piece of land in the Middle East. The kind of real 
Zionism Norman Frankenstein promotes and believes in. 
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Lets take a look at Norman's beloved Jewish psycho society of Communist China: 
 
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/jews-created-communist-china.html  
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Feminism 

I am glad this question came up, I have been meaning to write something about 
the modern "feminism" movement for a while. 
 
Your observations are correct. Modern feminism is a creation of the kikes through 
and through and is nothing but communist trash. In truth, there is nothing 
"feminine" about it and it also works to destroy the feminine aspect of the Soul 
just the same as xianity, only from a different angle. Something else it has in 
common with xianity is that it once again seeks to disturb the balance- there is no 
equilibrium. In xianity, women are worthless. In modern feminism, men are 
worthless. There needs to be equilibrium. In Ancient Paganism, both the phallus 
and the yoni were revered and the concept of equilibrium between the two was 
understood. This is something which is vital in True Spirituality. 
 
The Hermaphrodite was one of the most sacred symbols, as a perfect balance 
between male and female. The term comes from "Hermes" and "Aphrodite", 
Hermes representing the male and Aphrodite the female and the Hermaphrodite 
was "born from the union of the God Hermes and the Goddess Aphrodite". This is 
obviously allegorical and pertains to the Soul. Those who were born 
Hermaphrodites in the Ancient world were revered and highly respected and 
were most often in the Priesthood. 
 
Anyway, my point is that equilibrium is the key. 
 
There are many things that are very wrong with modern feminism and the 
doctrine it espouses is poisonous to society. It belittles men and is no better than 
xianity. 
 
Yes, women SHOULD be allowed to choose their own lives and are NOT the 
property of men as they are treated in xianity, islam and other enemy programs. 
Women should be allowed to work and be independent. But this kike feminism is 
sick bullshit and takes this to the absolute extreme and TELLS women how they 
should or should not be and attacks any woman who doesn't agree with it. It also 
seeks to break down the family unit as many women are taught that family is not 
important and other sick trash that is obviously severely damaging to society. 
Society needs mothers and care givers, and there is NOTHING wrong with a 
woman who chooses to be a mother. Child Birth is beautiful and obviously an 
essential part of life. Yet this kike feminism is trying to teach that these women 
are "backward" because of their choices and throws onto them all kinds of labels 
to try and make them feel guilty. 
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Equilibrium is the key, and kikes always work to remove equilibrium. This modern 
feminism is also causing a lot of animosity between the sexes and once again, 
Gentiles are fighting against Gentiles and the kikes get away scot-free. 
 
Equilibrium! 
 
Hail Father Satan!! 
Hail Beelzebub!! 
Hail all the Mighty Gods of Hell!! 
 
Heil Hitler!! 
Heil Heinrich Himmler!! 
 
-High Priestess Zildar Raasi 
 
"Feminism" was created by the kikes of the Frankfurt school of cultural marxism 
such as ghoulish looking betty freidman, it simply takes the doctrine of marxism 
and crosses out class and inserts gender instead. It's no mistake even today all it's 
major pushers are jewesses. 
  
There is nothing femine about it,  it's drive is to force women to a live masculine 
life style thus rebelling againist their natural being. It's core carries a implanted 
resentment complex over being born female not male. It's designed to pit men 
against women in the kike war on the Gentile races divide and rule. 
  
It's just plain insane. 
 
For more info see Feminism is Social Marxism 
 
- High Priest Mageson666 (Don Danko) 
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Feminism Is Jewish Social Marxism 

Commissar Anita Sarkeesian educates us all in the message of the Jewish Marxism 
gospel: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SA0aKjY8K50  
 
Anita Sarkeesian: “everything is sexist, everything is racist, everything is 
homophobic” 
 
She summed up what Jewish Marxism's entire gospel is. Divide and conqueror on 
every line. Destroy the host society and by any means and then institute 
Communist narrative to impose Jewish control over us and make a Jewish world. 
Feminism is part of Jewish Communism. And Communism is Judaism as the Jews 
tell us themselves. 
 
We see this in their original blue print the Jewish Bible. 
 
The Jewish Nazarene states: 
"If anyone comes to me and does not hate their father and mother, wife and 
children, brothers and sisters--yes, even their own life--such a person cannot be 
my disciple."-Luke 14:26 
 
Divide the Goyim against everyone and everything even themselves. By the 
weapon of conditioned hatred. Along all lines, race, class, gender, nation. This is 
the core tactic of Communism. 
 
"Some call it Marxism -- I call it Judaism" (Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, The American 
Bulletin, May 15, 1935). 
 
As we where told outright by the Jew, Maurice Samuel in his book: ‘You Gentiles’ 
 
“We Jews, we, the destroyers, will remain the destroyers for ever. Nothing that 
you do will meet our needs and demands. We will for ever destroy because we 
need a world of our own, a God-world [Jewish World Order]".... As Samuel tells us 
right to our faces what a "God World" is. 
 
"We [Jews] have a national God. In the heart of any pious Jew, God is a Jew." 
 
For the Jews this ultimate world desire is expressed as a World Communist 
Dictatorship. 
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"The Communist soul is the soul of Judaism. Hence it follows that, just as in the 
Russian revolution the triumph of Communism was the triumph of Judaism...." 
(A Program for the Jews and Humanity, Rabbi Harry Waton, p. 143-144). 
 
The Jewish creators and pushers of Social Marxist Feminism: 
 
-Gloria Steinem (1934- ); founder, Ms. Magazine. 
-Bella Abzug (1920-1998); Civil rights and labor attorney elected to Congress 
(House of Rep.) from New York City; served 1971-1977. 
-Betty Friedan (1921- ); feminist leader and author of the book "The Feminine 
Mystique" (1963). 
-Shulamith Firestone (1945- ); Canadian feminist. Wrote "The Dialectic of Sex" 
(1970). 
-Andrea Dworkin (1946- ); radical; apparent lesbian. Author of the book 
"Intercourse" (1987). 
-Susan Brownmiller (1935- ); U.S. feminist. Wrote the book "Against Our Will" 
(1975). 
-Susan Faludi (1959- ); author of the book "Backlash" (1992). 
-Naomi Wolf (1962- ); advisor to Al Gore in the 2000 U.S. presidential election. 
-Emma Goldman (1869-1940); early U.S. feminist. 
-Ernestine Rose (1810-1892); b. in Poland; early feminist. 
-Phyllis Chesler (1941- ); U.S. feminist; author of the book "Woman's Inhumanity 
to Woman" (2002). 
-Judy Chicago (Cohen) (1939- ); U.S. feminist. Author of the book "The Dinner 
Party" (1996). 
-Robin Morgan (1941- ); U.S. feminist. Former editor-in-chief, Ms. magazine. 
-Letty Cottin Pogrebin (1939- ); U.S. feminist; co-founded Ms. magazine. 
-Gerda Lerner (1920- ); b. in Austria. 
-Annie Nathan Meyer (1867-1951); U.S. feminist. 
-Maud Nathan (1862-1946); sister of Annie Nathan Meyer; U.S. feminist. 
-Geri Palast (1950- ); chair, Committee on Women in the Global Economy; U.S. 
feminist. 
-Rose Schneiderman (1882-1972); b. in Poland. 
-Anita Pollitzer (1894-1975); U.S. feminist; pal of artist Georgia O'Keeffe. 
-Gene Boyer (no birthyear available); a founder of N.O.W.; president of Jewish 
Feminists; U.S. feminist. 
-Lucy Komisar (1942- ); author of the book "The New Feminism" (1971); U.S. 
feminist. 
-Karen Nussbaum (1950- ); (apparently Jewish); leader of 9to5- National 
Association of Working Women. 
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-Eleanor Flexner (1908-1995); (apparently Jewish--relative is a Zionist); U.S. 
feminist. 
-Riane Eisler (1931- ); b. Vienna; author/feminist; . Author of the book "The 
Chalice and the Blade" (1987). 
 
The Jews will never be our friends or allies as Gentiles. Only destroy us, no good 
Jews, just Jews: 
 
“I do not believe that the primal difference between gentile and Jew is 
reconcilable. You and we may come to an understanding, never to a 
reconciliation. There will be irritation between us as long as we are in intimate 
contact. For nature and constitution and vision divide us from all of you forever – 
not a mere conviction, not a mere language, not a mere difference of national or 
religious allegiance.” (p. 23-24).-Maurice Samuel 
 
Samuel tells us right in our faces: 
“In everything we [Jews] are destroyers – even in the instruments of destruction 
to which we turn for relief." 
 
If where going to get out of this, People we all need each other. Together we are 
strong and the Jews know this. Otherwise they would not try and divide us along 
every line. 
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Year Zero 
"Some call it Marxism — I call it Judaism." 
(The American Bulletin, Rabbi S. Wise, May 5, 1935). 
 
"The Communist soul is the soul of Judaism. Hence it follows that, just as in the 
Russian revolution the triumph of Communism was the triumph of Judaism...." 
(A Program for the Jews and Humanity, Rabbi Harry Waton, p. 143-144). 
 
Year Zero the doctrine of Communist Cambodia, which was called the perfect 
Communist revolution and was supported and put into power by the 
International Jews via their strong hold of Communist China: 
 
Jews created Communist China: 
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/jews-created-communist-china.html  
 
It was the literal sweeping away of all civilization, the destruction of the family 
unit to come to an end forever, the abolishment of all progress, music, money, 
hospitals, learning, books, reading. The total liquidation of the educated class and 
professional classes. Even love between humans banned with people killed for 
even smiling at each other in the slave camps. That the entire population was 
marched into. Even the word sleep was banned. People where worked from 3 AM 
in the morning to 11 pm at night on a bowl of rice, if they failed to work or not 
work fast enough from exhaustion they where killed on the spot. They where 
forced to live in barns without walls between them and where not allowed to 
speak to each other. They where reduced to animals. The point of life was to work 
and die. Their whole culture was exterminated along with the People. And 
replaced by a slave society of Jewish Communism. 
 
The great library of the capital had all the books taken and destroyed by the 
Communist's, the cities where emptied and one third of the population was 
slaughtered. Any educated person was tortured to death in the infamous prisons 
as politically declared "sub people" their pictures being taken upon arrest and the 
pictures of their murdered and tortured corpses taken again after being killed. 
Their throats slit and their bodies mutilated and carved open by the Communist 
executioners. The majority of towns where all leveled into the ground and the 
populations marched into a real life Orwellian Animal farm. Whole families where 
slaughtered. Women where even killed for the crime of "being too beautiful." 
People where put to death for being able to read. 
 
The start of Year Zero was the end of life in now Communist Cambodia. This was 
the perfect and total implementation of Jewish Communism. This is exactly what 
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we saw with the programs of Jewish Christianity and Islam. Jewish Christianity 
also started the calendar at year Zero, AD. And did to whole societies what the 
Communist's did to Cambodia. The libraries where destroyed the spiritual and 
thus educated classes where slaughtered and tortured, the cities destroyed, all 
knowledge destroyed, art destroyed, music banned, even bathing was banned as 
"Pagan practice" with being able to read made a capital punishment by the 
Church. The Church Commissar's bragged they had wiped away the entire 
civilization and culture. And in its place was the slave society of Primal 
Communism. Run by the Party in the form of the Church. Year Zero. 
 
As the Communist Advisor to Putin, Alexander Dugin who believes stated in an 
interview: 
http://www.counter-currents.com/2012/07/interview-with-alexander-dugin/  
 
This fits well with the Orthodox critique of Western Christianity. It is easy to see 
that the secularization of Western Christianity gives us liberalism. The 
secularization of the Orthodox religion gives us Communism...... 
 
Communism is the final Perfection of Christianity. 
 
"The world revolution which we will experience will be exclusively our affair and 
will rest in our hands. This revolution will tighten the Jewish domination over all 
other people." 
 
- Le Peuple Juif, February 8, 1919. 
 
"The idea behind Year Zero is that all culture and traditions within a society must 
be completely destroyed or discarded and a new revolutionary culture [my note 
Jewish Communism] must replace it, starting from scratch. All history of a nation 
or people before Year Zero is deemed largely irrelevant, as it will ideally be 
purged and replaced from the ground up. 
 
In Cambodia, teachers, artists, and intellectuals were especially singled out and 
executed during the purges accompanying Year Zero." 
 
If you think its over just remember..... 
 
Communism is the Jewish Messianic Movement created and directed by the 
Elders of Zion such as the Rothschild's. They are still around and still working to 
turn the whole world into Year Zero, the final aim of Judaism: 
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Zionism is Judaism 
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/zionism-is-judaism.html  
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Liberalism and communism are 
two parts of the jewish coin 

It is easy to see that the secularization of Western Christianity gives us liberalism. 
The secularization of the Orthodox religion gives us Communism. 

http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/pope-says-communists-are-closet-
christians.html  
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Libertarianism 

The Libertarian movement to legalize the drug culture is insidious no doubt. The 
Libertarian "thinkers" where all jooz who where working for the Austrian School 
of economics which is a front of the international Jewish banking dynasties, like 
Rothschild. Libertardism doctrines are a syntheses of Awerkian, liberal capitalism 
and jooz Marxism. Hence its doctrines are openly designed to ruin America totally 
and dissolve it into a globalist monetary serfdom run by Rothschild and his joo 
boyz sometimes this is called Marxism, Marx was part of the Rothschild family 
and Rothschild created Communism for just that. Just read Atlas Shrugged by 
Rosenbaum [Rand's real name, oy veh!] it ends with just that, the end of America 
and the free world under the iron kosher heel. That was her opus. Of course she 
then did a total turn around on her yap crap doctrines. When it came to the joo 
state of Israel. Because joo Libertardism, its made for poisoning the goyim psyche 
only. Rothbard was a huge apologist for Marxism as well. Wonder why.... 

Some of the Libertards have stated legalization of potardism is just the first step 
to push for legalization of harder drugs you know those drugs that have ruined 
the fabric of society badly. And seem to mainly come from this place called Tel 
Aviv to everywhere else. And goes hand in hand with the degenerate drug culture 
the jooz have been creating in the Media and society since the 60's. To simply ruin 
the host society as much as possible. 

Rothschild, Sassoon and the Solomon's where the owners and operators of the 
Opium drug trade into China where no doubt the Asian jooz's ran most of the 
Opium dens and street supply. This was to destabilize and ruin the Chinese 
population as much as possible for Communist take over. When the Chinese 
revolted the British Royal Navy was sent into to deal with them to keep the drug 
trade going as Rothschild owns England. The same Jewish interest that brought 
you Libertardism. 

A little tricknology the Libertards play is pushing for commodity based currency 
and also bashing Fiat currency. Smart leaders understand Fiat currency is the only 
solution for a advancing and abundant, FREE society. The American Founders 
created a FIAT BASED system for this reason. Remember that guy named Hitler 
who did the same for Germany and made it the most richest nation for all the 
German People in 9 months. After kicking the jooz and their banker-Marxist 
schemes out too. Which led to the German People not having to worry about 
literally starving to death anyone. Commodity currency creates a constant scarcity 
that allows big Jew banks to rule.....Guess whole vaults all the precious metals are 
in, theirs. Oh and don't think your getting away with your pocket of "precious" 
metal when they ruin the Fiat system as take over. during the engineered 
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depression of 29 by the jooz bankers. People where forced to turn in their gold or 
be put in jail even for up to life. The jooz are coming for your Precious like Golem 
for the Golden ring. And don't worry the jooz want a global electronic currency in 
the end with you being micro chipped all run by the Jewish IMF a Rothschild front. 
Where all must bow down to the International Jew cabal. Rosenbaum's dream 
come jew. 

Micro chipped is newspeak for being Micro jewed. 

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic7691.html  

The Libertard's doctrines tries to steer people away from recognizing the problem 
is the JEWISH bankers who have the government in a headlock and have hijacked 
the Fiat system to ruin it and the nation to push it into a Marxism take over 
[Rothschild and the Elderz of Zion cashing you all in] nope just dismantle your 
governments and thus protections and let International Jewish bankers and 
Corporations dissolve your Freedoms out. Enjoy. Cause you see all the freedumbs 
those people in the Rothschild run Soviet Union and Communist China really 
enjoyed. That's life where the jooz have total control. 

If people understand the Jews are the problem and break up the joo Banker 
monopoly and kick the Jews out for the 110th time in history because everyone 
else but the jooz are the problem...Then the jews would lose the needed 
monetary control of America that facilitates their political and media, social 
controls. Which is needed to march us all to total Communism which is just the 
Elderz of Zion adjusting the goal posts of society to give them total control. Oh 
yeah and some stuff about Freedumb don't forget. Cause the jooz love to sing 
that word as they march you into your slavery. 

Because to the jew freedom is slavery, get it now Goy. 
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Indiana 

The Indiana situation has exposed what I already knew. All the Libertarians are up 
in a tizzy, enraged at the intolerance of an actual Libertarian style law being 
passed that protects the right to discriminate and not be punished for you want 
to do or not do business with. 

Well everyone guess what....Scratch the surface of a Libertarian and you find a 
Pinko, pink just another shade of red. Its just the same old Liberal bullshit in the 
end and bound to its twin of Marxism. As Dugin stated Marxism and Liberalism 
are both secular xianity. Two sects of the same coin. The right is liberal 
conservatism and the left progressive liberal. And everything is designed to slide 
further left into Communism. That's why the conservative of today was the liberal 
of twenty years ago and the liberal of today is more on an open Marxist then a 
closet one. One is the engine and the other the caboose of the same train, baby. 
Next stop commie town. 

That's why old Martin Luther King the Marxist trained agent and hero of 
Libertarian twats everywhere, even Ronny Paul. Who's handler was the former 
head of the American Communist Party [who wrote the Dream speech] had a 
liberal and Christian under each arm marching all the way along. Towards the 
USSR. The left and the right in America both turn out on Marty Luther King day to 
worship a hard-core ideological Marxist, Saint King. What more can be said. 

The truth on Marty the Marxist: 

Martin Luther King Jewish Owned Puppet: 

http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/martin-luther-king-jewish-owned-
puppet.html  
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Conservative and Liberal are 2 Masks of Communist  

Conservates simply want to conserve  how far ahead the jewish 
social/political[liberal] agenda was a decade ago where liberals want to keep 
chugging ahead. 

So a conservate is simply a liberal who is dragging their feet and slow moving. 

And a liberal is simply the gloss word for communist in mordern Western society. 
All communism ever is, was the jew took their liberal doctrine[which they 
destoryed France with in their revolution based on this red doctrine] and inserted 
it into a economic modality for the industrial era. Which they launched anew 
upon the world killing hundreds of millions. 

It should be noted the first communist uprising was in Paris France not Russia. 
France was a hotbed of jewish infestation. Jewamania was running wild, the 
Russians where smart and kept them in the pale as a quarantine measure for the 
safety of Gentiles. The one Czar who freed them and gave them civil rights, the 
jews repaided him by brutally murdering him. He was a fool and paid with his life 
for projecting his compassion onto that vile and murderous talmudic lot called the 
kike race. The frog and the scorpion tale in reality. 

He found out the hardway why they where quarantined in the pale to start with. 

Now the jew has taken this updated liberalism called communism and simply 
changed class to race and is pushing it today as Political Correctness ie cultural 
marxism. And the root of all this is xianity. Nietzsche was correct in stating "the 
liberal is the secular priest, the priest in disguise." 

So we have always been in a struggle against the same jewish paradigm which has 
several mutations like any virus. 

In the future the only universal doctrine will be the supremacy of nature and it's 
aristocratic principal. 
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ANZAC Day (aust. and NZ) 
Yeah we get the same cultural Marxist shit over here as well. I actually went to 
the local museum years ago and read the actually history of the Amerindian tribes 
that actually lived in the area. They spent their time raping, murdering and 
torturing each other. While making slaves and rape slaves out of each other. They 
used to tie a captive to a pole and skin them alive in front of the village for fun. 
Placing bets on how long before they screamed. They would finish sometimes by 
cutting the captives heart out. There was a reason the settlers who showed [up in 
areas the Amerindians didn't live.] Would save a bullet for themselves and their 
family if the Indians overran them, this is also why the European powers liked to 
use the tribes they where allied with as shock troops in wars over here. Most 
troops fighting the Amerindians always committed suicide rather then be taken 
captive. This is the reason the Amerindians where so hated by Whites over here in 
many places. They also couldn't trust their words or their treaty. The Amerindian 
tribes would break it as fast as they gave it. Of course the Poo People's 
hollywoodism always reverses the truth. 
 
There was a huge war of racial extermination waged by a union of Amerindian 
tribes against the Whites in the 18th century they exterminated who regions of 
Whites and almost won. But where defeated by a British General who under false 
pretext allowed their commanders into the last fort in the area they had 
surrounded. Under peace talks the Amerindians being clever accepted to be able 
to case the place. They where also given the custom token of goods including 
blankets. From pox victims. The pox wiped their whole army out. And saved many 
people from being racially exterminated, raped and cruelly enslaved. But I am 
supposed to be full of guilt over this. Because White people don't matter. Its fine 
to defend yourself and family from being raped and murdered. Unless the 
attackers happened to be Amerindian and the would be victims Whites to these 
goofy fucksticks. 
 
One cases of so many. A White family homestead was overrun by the 
Amerindians the parents where killed, the infants where hacked to death with 
hatchets or by having their heads bashed against the ground. The older twins girls 
around eight. Where stripped and had their hands tied to each other and hung 
over a tree branch. The Amerindians cut deep wounds into them. Then placed 
pine corts in the wounds. Then lit them on fire and left them there to slowly die of 
exposer, shock and serious burns. They did this to each other as well. 
 
The original Amerindian tribe that lived in the area I was born. Was wiped out 
centuries before by......Another Amerindian tribe. They where totally 
exterminated. Because there never was some Amerindian race they where 
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different tribal nations who hated each other and where always at war. The 
different tribes would ally with different Whites and European powers to 
slaughter each other better. And fight each other along side different European 
groups in the great wars on the America's like the seven years war. Pale faces and 
their Amerindian allies fighting Pale faces and their Amerindians allies. There was 
not some racial narrative over here like the Poo People pretend. The politics' 
where complex and could change directions. It was not until the Poo People 
grabbed a lot of power in America in the later 19th century by Plutocracy that the 
actually anti Amerindian campaigns where waged. Get a bullet or go to the 
reservation. Because the Amerindian nations in those area's where in the way of 
the Poo Peoples shekel grabbing. And they are goyim in the end. By this point 
many Whites where glad for this as the reason the West was so armed is to 
protect themselves from the Amerindians raids. For many of the Amerindians for 
them it simply was the normal continuation of their traditional life of tribal 
warfare, raids, raping, murdering and captive taking and slave trading. 
 
The real history of the America's is not some Thanks Giving day fantasy. That was 
sanitized in the 1920's as the Poo People have been rewriting our history forever. 
The real Thanks Giving celebration was by the White Settlers in remembrance of 
their victory in a four year long brutal war. Against one of the Amerindian nations. 
That told them they had to pay extortion tribute or they would be attacked, 
murdered and their women and children raped and made slaves. Which is what 
this tribe did to the others around them White and Amerindian. The Settlers 
refused. And the war started as their homes where attacked. After four years and 
hundreds killed. They destroyed the enemy Amerindian nation totally. 
 
That's why we had Thanks Giving. 
 
Something interesting is the area I was born was originally inhabited by Aryans 
over ten thousand years before the Amerindians showed up. Whites inhabited 
the American's first going back tens of thousands of years. The Amerindians 
recorded this in their ancient tales. Upon showing up and encountering one 
White group after another. Some of the Amerindians they attacked and wiped out 
the Whites. While from their reports the Whites took a lot of them with them 
they simply won because of numbers. Others seemed to slow mix together over 
time. Which is why when the European settlers arrived they where shocked to 
find blonde haired, blue eyed, Amerindian Princesses. And very White looking 
Amerindian tribes that spoke Gaelic. And ruins of an ancient advanced civilization 
everywhere. There where still all White tribes living on the Pacific coast into the 
18th century.Much the true history which still exists but has been removed and 
censored by the Poo People. 
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I am probably the only person I know who does not wear my part Amerindian 
family members like some token badge of PC honor. I like them and all. But I am 
not some cultural Marxist douche preening for social points. My care for my 
family members does not include a hate for myself and race. 
 
Since cultural Marxist douches spout the same Poo People garbage about how 
Whites should go back to Europe over here. Like king Solomon of the Poo People 
in their myth shall my part Amerindian family members cut themselves in two and 
leave the Amerindian half over here and ride on the flying Unicorn with Satan666 
back to Europe. 
 
Egon Albrecht: 
 
In Brazil as well, the Amerindians are literary above the law. Once there was a 
case (of many) of an Amerindian who raped a little girl, and was acquitted in trial 
because according the law, for being an indigenous he was not conscious of his 
acts for his different “culture”, thus not guilty. They do not have be 
responsibilized by their acts but either way they can enjoy the bennefits of White 
civilization, such as the Armed Forces giving them free medicine, hospitals and 
granted vaccancies in Universities. 
 
Is a pity that in Brazil there was no George Armstrong Custer to fight these 
savages in the past. A true Aryan hero who sacrificed his own life fighting the 
savages, not a mistake why Jewish “historicians” and hollyjewd slander him so 
much. 
 
“I appeal to you as a soldier to spare me the humiliation of seeing my regiment 
march to meet the enemy and I not share its dangers.” 
– George Armstrong Custer 
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Liberalism is secular xianity 
This picture painted by a standard liberal type. Perfectly fits the whole anti-White, 
liberal narrative the Joo Poo People are pushing in the White nations to dissolve 
our Race, Nations and cultures out into a Globalist slave slate where all 
individuality and diversity is gone. The hordes of undocumented third worlders 
flooding into Europe this way are many times violent criminals fleeing the 
authorities in their own nations. Its similar to the waves the Jew Castro sent into 
Miami. He cleaned the jails out and put them on boats. Where these people go 
the crimes rates drastically grow. The African nations would not like it if all the 
Western world emptied our jails and slums and sent them into their cities and 
towns. 
 
Behold this liberal clown actually blames the Europeans for not doing enough to 
help their own destruction by the enemy Polices of the jooz. Even on Xian 
premise. Liberalism is atheistic Christianity as the noted Communist Dugin stated: 
 
As the Communist Advisor to Putin, Alexander Dugin who believes stated in an 
interview: 
http://www.counter-currents.com/2012/07/interview-with-alexander-dugin/  
 
"This fits well with the Orthodox critique of Western Christianity. It is easy to see 
that the secularization of Western Christianity gives us liberalism. The 
secularization of the Orthodox religion gives us Communism......" 
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http://qz.com/389076/this-black-jesus-cartoon-sends-a-bold-message-to-the-eu-
over-its-migrant-crisis/ 
On Apr. 22, cartoonist Khalid Albaih posted a single cartoon on social media: a 
black Jesus Christ, crucified, floating in blue water. Instead of a crown of thorns, 
he wears the European Union circle of stars. 
 
It’s powerful commentary on the recent tragedy in the Sicilian Strait, where a ship 
capsized on Sunday, Apr. 19, killing at least 800 migrants on their way to Europe. 
The cartoon places blame for the injustice of their death: the crown symbolizes 
the responsibility of European Union, which has reduced investments in 
Mediterranean naval rescue programs. 
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The religious theme recalls the fact that tragedy took place—as it has many times 
before—in the Vatican’s backyard, and the Catholic Church’s tenet of offering 
refuge to those who are seeking (“Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself”). 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
What these people the Europeans are supposed to do their Nazarene Nancy duty 
to help in the door are really brining to your communities: 
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JEWISH RACIAL WAR 
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Global Culture and Promotion of Interracial Sex - jewish Tactics 
of Gentile Destruction 

The idea of a global culture or "one world culture" has become increasingly 
popular over the past few decades, promoted in every way possible through the 
media and education systems etc. What exactly does this mean? Basically, what a 
global culture refers to is the shedding of all personal and individual cultural 
identity, heritage and cultural individuality/diversity in exchange for a world 
culture in which everyone, no matter what part of the world they be from, follows 
the same pattern. All wearing the same style of clothing, all speaking the same 
language, all behaving the same and buying into the same basic mindset, all being 
exposed to the same media and propaganda and so on and so forth. 
 
There is no room for diversity in the global culture, which those at the top are 
trying so hard to usher in. There will be no such thing as cultural richness or pride 
in one's own unique heritage. 
 
Heinrich Himmler once made the following statement, "A nation lives happily in 
the present and the future so long as it is aware of its past and the greatness of its 
ancestors." This is so true. The remembering of our unique cultures and our roots 
is vital to the survival of our own group of people, whatever Gentile race or 
culture we belong to. 
 
What makes us strong is our pride, our strengths and our will to survive and 
ultimately to continue evolving. The global culture attempts to rip all of this away 
from us, thus tearing down all the achievements and work that our Ancestors 
strived for and mash us all into one weakened and diluted mess in order to make 
us easy to control and manipulate. That is the sole purpose of the global, one 
world culture, and this is the true meaning of the jewish inspired "new world 
order". 
 
It in truth has nothing what-so-ever to do with Satan and Satanism. Please read 
the following article by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/NEW_WORLD_ORDER.html  
 
The jewish programs of christianity and islam always have and always will work 
towards bringing this global culture into being. The entire world will be mashed 
into one, all identified as one in the jewish/christian/muslim idea of "the one". 
Statements such as "we are all one", "obey they one", "we are all the same 
underneath", "one world, one people" and so on commonly spouted by believers 
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of these so-called religions and their off shoots such as the new age movement 
are all examples of this detrimental one world mindset. 
 
This will serve to greatly weaken the Gentile people as a whole, taking away from 
us our individual strengths and pride that make us all unique and strong. In 
essence, we will lose ourselves and become what they dictate to us, if we allow 
this to happen. A people who have little individuality and nothing of their own are 
exceptionally easy to control and to herd. Where as if we all abide by our own 
heritage and cultural teachings and all stand our own ground, it will be an 
exceptionally difficult task for them to have any kind of control over us what-so-
ever. This will of course have to involve Gentile people waking up and seeing the 
lies of christianity and islam for what they truly are, vicious programs of 
enslavement. 
 
Another thing that goes hand in hand with this global culture is the promotion of 
interracial sexual relations. Again, the purpose which this serves is to weaken and 
eventually completely eradicate the individual Gentile cultural identity and mash 
us all up into one state to be easily controlled and manipulated. 
 
The media constantly promotes sexual relations between the races, in fact going 
beyond just labeling it as "ok" and actually encouraging Gentiles to mix racially. 
Those who stand against this (rightfully) are labeled "racists" and shunned by 
society. There is absolutely nothing racist about wishing to keep your race pure 
and in its strongest possible form and essence. It is in fact your duty to your race 
to ensure this and thus continue its survival. 
 
The more racial mixing that is promoted, the weaker and weaker and more 
diluted the Gentile races will become, again, forcing in this global culture with the 
creation of "one race". This would be an exceptionally sad state of affairs. 
 
Satan and true Spiritual Satanism support the separation of the races and 
individual advancement of each race. Again, this is by no means racist. However, 
people have been programmed and conditioned by those at the top through the 
media and through the education systems to view this as somehow being "racist". 
They would love for all Gentiles to think this way, and for us to carry out their sick 
program of destruction for them. 
 
Each race should be able to rule itself and advance itself in order to better itself. 
Appreciate and foster your cultural individuality, do not help to destroy it by 
buying into the jewish tactics of global culture and interracial sex. This is not 
"racism"; it is preserving your own race. 
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Hail Father Satan!! 
 
-High Priestess Zildar Raasi 
 
http://www.joyofsatan.org/  
 
Joy of Satan Ministries 
 
Source: 
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoyofSatan666/conversations/messages/1
5838  
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Jewish Destruction of Black America 

The Black Community in America was destroyed in several major waves by the 
Jews, of course it is know the Jews where owners and operators of the African 
Slave Trade the book " The Secret Relationship Between Blacks and Jews." 
 
" http://www.blacksandjews.com/  
 
Documents this fact in depth right from the confessions and documents of the 
Jews themselves. This book documents that not only did the Jews own and 
operate the Slave Trade, they were also 75% to more of the owners of the Slaves 
themselves in the New World. 
 
To the Jew all Gentiles are Goyim [cattle] but what do they state specifically on 
the Black Gentiles? 
 
"Many people will laugh at the very idea that a Jew would consider any black to 
be an equal as a rule, Jews loathe blacks more than they do whites, but they find 
that exploiting blacks is advantageous to the advancement of their agenda, and it 
is for this reason, and no other, that they associate with blacks. 
 
Those who are incapable of attaining to supreme religious values include the 
black coloured people and those who resemble them in their climates. Their 
nature is like the mute animals. Their level among existing things is below that of 
a man and above that of a monkey. (Maimonides, Guide To The Perplexed, 
Hebrew Version) 
 
"All I had held against the Jews was that so many Jews actually were hypocrites in 
their claim to be friends of the American black man...At the same time I knew that 
Jews played these roles for a very careful strategic reason: the more prejudice in 
America that could be focused upon the Negro, the more the white Gentile's 
prejudice would keep...off the Jew." 
- Malcolm X (The Autobiography of Malcolm X) 
 
The Jews stated they would use the Blacks of America as shock troops in their 
destruction of America, the end purpose being to pull America down into a Global 
Communist State. 
 
"We must realize that our Party's most powerful weapon is racial tension. By 
propounding into the consciousness of the dark races, that for centuries have 
been oppressed by the whites, we can mold them to the program of the 
Communist Party ... In America, we will aim for subtle victory. 
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While enflaming the Negro minority against the Whites, we will instill in the 
Whites a guilt complex for the exploitation of the Negroes. We will aid the 
Negroes to rise to prominence in every walk of life, in the professions, and in the 
world of sports and entertainment. With this prestige, the Negroes will be able to 
intermarry with the Whites, and begin a process which will deliver America to our 
cause." 
-A Racial Program for the Twentieth Century by Israel Cohen, 1913 
 
On June 17, 1957, this passage was read into the Congressional Record by Rep. 
Thomas G. Abernathy. 
 
The first wave came in "Civil Rights Movement" which was nothing more then a 
Communist front to enact exactly what Israel Cohen stated in 1913. 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/666_BlackSun/message/1880 
 
During this time the real Black Nationalist groups in America who represented 
their Peoples interests[they wanted racial separation and self-determination] 
where destroyed from without and within by the Jews. And the Jewish fronts 
using their Black agents such as MLK where used to ensure the first wave of this 
agenda. 
 
The racial mixing laws passed first destroyed the Black Community as the Black 
Business classes and community now forced to compete with large Jewish 
corporations where quickly devastated economically. Many of their educated 
classes offered bigger money jobs, left the community and moved outwards 
leaving the majority of the area's without any real leadership left and 
improversed. With a handful of Jewish controlled "Black Leaders" to distract the 
Blacks into belief they had a Racial Leadership. The NAACP was started and 
owned by Jews at the head, in fact, when it was first started, they never allowed it 
to have a Black President until 50-60 years later. Their job is to make sure the 
Blacks have no real leadership and the Jewish leaders behind the door use them 
as shock troops for the Communistic[Jewish] war on America. 
 
The next wave was drugs, the Jews wanted to destroy the Black Community 
structures so they could never rise as a force against them again, as had 
happened with real Black Nationalist groups in the past. 
 
The Jewish mafia working with the Kosher controlled CIA and psychopathic 
elements in the Black Community started to pour Drugs into the Black 
Communities. 
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How powerful is the Jewish Mafia branch of their control system in America? 
 
"Friedman points out that the first of the Jewish mob's godfathers in the United 
States, Evsei Agron, owed his crime career to a politically connected Orthodox 
rabbi, Ronald Greenwald. Rabbi Greenwald had gotten his political connections 
working for Richard Nixon's 1972 reelection campaign. He was Nixon's 
ambassador to the Jewish community. In the 1980s Rabbi Greenwald became 
mob boss Agron's one-Jew think tank and facilitator. Mob insiders report that 
most of Agron's rackets were planned in Rabbi Greenwald's Manhattan office. A 
leading mob member in Toronto, Joseph Sigalov, is also a leader in Canada's 
Orthodox Jewish community and the publisher of an influential Orthodox 
newspaper. 
 
So, if these Jewish mobsters get invited to Democratic Party fundraisers and serve 
as advisers to Republican reelection committees and are in tight with the 
Orthodox Jewish religious establishment, and if the FBI thinks they're not really as 
important as the Italian gangsters, maybe we shouldn't worry about them either. 
Maybe they're really not such bad guys. Maybe they're just nice, Jewish boys who 
sometimes step over the line and break the law." 
 
You can see the Jewish mafia is nothing more then an overt section of the Jewish 
racial collective. 
 
Looking back at the rise of the Gangs in the Black Communities that have killed 
thousands and turned once safe neighborhoods into literal war zones and 
destroyed the family unit and community spirit. It was all linked to the high 
amount of drugs flowing into their neighborhoods, different Blacks started 
banding together to sell the lethal product and starting fighting against other 
Blacks doing the same territory equals profits. It was at this time and cause the 
major Black Gangs formed into strong numbers and rose to power. The previous 
situation of what "Desegregation" did to their Communities helped to create the 
ground work for this. 
 
A Journalist Gary Webb exposed a major part of this in 1996: 
 
"Webb was best known for his 1996 "Dark Alliance" series of articles written for 
the San Jose Mercury News and later published as a book. In the three-part series, 
Webb investigated Nicaraguans linked to the CIA-backed Contras who had 
allegedly smuggled cocaine into the U.S. Their smuggled cocaine was distributed 
as crack cocaine in Los Angeles, with the profits funneled back to the Contras. 
Webb also alleged that this influx of Nicaraguan-supplied cocaine sparked, and 
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significantly fueled, the widespread crack cocaine epidemic that swept through 
many U.S. cities during the 1980s. According to Webb, the CIA was aware of the 
cocaine transactions and the large shipments of drugs into the U.S. by Contra 
personnel. Webb charged that the Reagan administration shielded inner-city drug 
dealers from prosecution in order to raise money for the Contras, especially after 
Congress passed the Boland Amendment, which prohibited direct Contra 
funding.... 
 
Webb supported his story with documents obtained through the Freedom of 
Information Act, subsequently including a 450-page declassified version of an 
October 1988 report by CIA Inspector General Frederick Hitz. According to Webb 
and his supporters, the evidence demonstrates that White House officials, 
including Oliver North, knew about and supported using money from drug 
trafficking to fund the contras, and these officials neglected to pass any 
information along to the DEA. The 1988 report from the Senate Subcommittee on 
Narcotics, Terrorism and International Operations of the Committee on Foreign 
Relations led by Sen. John Kerry commented that there were "serious questions 
as to whether or not US officials involved in Central America failed to address the 
drug issue for fear of jeopardizing the war effort against Nicaragua."[4] 
 
Webb's reporting generated fierce controversy, and the San Jose Mercury News 
backed away from the story, effectively ending Webb's career as a mainstream 
media journalist. In 2004, Webb was found dead from two gunshot wounds to the 
head, which the coroner's office judged a suicide. Though he was criticized and 
outcast from the mainstream journalism community, his reportage was 
eventually vindicated as many of his findings have since been validated: since 
Webb's death, both the Los Angeles Times and the Chicago Tribune have 
defended his "Dark Alliance" series. Journalist George Sanchez states that "the 
CIA's internal investigation by Inspector General Frederick Hitz vindicated much of 
Gary's reporting" and observes that despite the campaign against Webb, "the 
government eventually admitted to more than Gary had initially reported" over 
the years.[1]" 
 
Interview piece on Webb: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d6dHqP9wc3k  
 
Webb was murdered with two bullets to the head, he was writing a new book on 
the subject and it has been strongly rumored in this work he was writing on the 
connection to the Jewish role behind the drug trade into the Black Community. 
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The next major wave from here is the Jewish created "Ghetto Culture" that makes 
the behavior of a psychopath glamorous. Many young Blacks growing up in now 
broken homes without healthy family structure or community structure now look 
to gangs and the "gang lifestyle" as away to obtain the basic social/human needs 
in negative path. That they would otherwise have meant in a positive way in a 
healthy society and family. 
 
Jewish control of the Media: 
http://theunjustmedia.com/Media/Six%20Jewish%20Companies%20Control%209
6%25%20of%20the%20World%E2%80%99s%20Media.htm  
 
Racial mixing is another major psychological weapon the Jews promote to the 
Blacks. 
 
The other part of this is the Jew by it's control of the Media and education system 
and social engineering have instilled in the Black Race in America a deep Self-
hatred and resentment complex over being Black. And on the other foot a hatred 
towards Whites by blaming all their crimes on the White populace. While holding 
Whites up subconsciously to them in the Media as the standard of beauty and 
successful living[fueling this self-hatred and resentment]. 
 
Racial mixing is another major psychological weapon the Jews promote to the 
Blacks[and Gentiles together]. The biggest part of this is the deep suggestion in 
the Jewish Media to Black Males to take a White Women to get back at Whitey 
and that it's a sign of status to have one. The Jew then works to emasculate the 
White Males as no women on the instinctive level is attracted to a such a 
creature. Helping to push this along. The Jew is a master of psychology and uses 
this ability to control the Gentiles on many levels. 
 
Sooner or later this frustration is going to erupt to a high degree and start a 
possible race war which is what the Jews want. 
 
We must not allow the Jew to ever hide amongst our Peoples again pitting us 
against each other. In the end Black, White or other we all get the same Gulag in 
the Global Zionist State. 
 
All Gentiles must realize our common enemy. The ancient enemy of all humanity, 
the Jew. 
 
Sources 
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Gary Webb Wiki 
 
The Jewish Mob in America 
 
by Dr. William Pierce 
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Ferguson, The Result of Jewish Nation Wrecking 

Note the kikes make racial awareness and pride into bad thing for Whites. As anti-
racism is a code word for anti-White. Because its harder for kikes to destroy the 
White race if Whites say no to the Jewish racial extermination policy's towards us. 
So the kike boogey man of racism is used as a stick in the cause of them 
murdering us out of existence. 

The Jewish Communizing of America: 

http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/jewish-communizing-of-america.html  

The whole anti-racism paradigm is a modern form of Christianity where the 
original sin is now being born with White skin and we most forever repent for the 
sin of White Racism which is caused by sinful Whiteness. Of which sixty billion 
jews and non-Whites died on the cross for in Auschwitz and Roots for [always 
sweeping the fact kikes ran the slave trade and owned most of the slaves or that 
Blacks still enslave each other in Africa and Whites are the only race to outlaw 
slavery in history not part of the narrative] and the only way to repent of 
Whiteness is to as one kike put it "abolish the White Race" [ie exterminate] so 
there can a rainbow communist jewtopia on earth. 

Jews Behind Black Slavery And the Deaths Of Up To One Hundred Million Africans: 

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic148.html  

This is the major narrative of the Egalitarian Liberal, PC Theocracy of the West, 
which comes down to everyone has a right to exist but Whites, says just who? 
Why the kikes and their social engineers of the Frankfurt school of social 
Marxism. Thanks Jews. 

Liberalism Is Just Secular Christianity: 

http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/liberalism-is-christianity-without-the-
christ.html  

Black's are naturally racially conscious as is everyone else. Over here the kikes 
indoctrinate the Whites to feel self hatred and guilt over their racial 
consciousness. Where the Blacks are indoctrinated that Blackness means being a 
violent clown, with your pants hanging off your ass. And shooting each other over 
everything from crack to a bag of chips, and I mean that literally. They have 
murdered each other over a bag of chips. Blackness forbids learning to read, 
getting a good education, having a good career, speaking proper English, being a 
responsible man or a father either [Blackness is big on abandoning your children] 
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or being a moral human being in general. The opposite of this is considered 
"acting White" and selling out. Its not a mistake when Ghetto Blacks start moving 
into a higher class area the successful Blacks are the first to move out. They 
worked their whole life to escape those types. And know from experience what's 
coming. 

You can see this violent stupidity right now in Ferguson the kike media has done 
everything possible to encourage a Black riot like they did over the Zimmerman 
case. The Blacks are mad because a goon was stopped by a cop after strong arm 
robbing a store and walking in the middle of the road with his arms overflowing 
with stolen goods. And then decided to attempt to kill the police officer as the 
evidence has proven and failed in the attempt. Now the Blacks kill each other by 
the thousands. The Black areas of America have the highest murder rates of 
Blacks killing Blacks. And for 12 percent of the population the Blacks make up fifty 
percent of the violent inmate population in jails. This is due to the attitude of 
Blackness, and its criminality. Most of those Blacks are in jail for crimes 
committed against other Blacks in the name of Blackness. 

This is fine to them as its part of Blackness, as one Black author stated. Now this 
Michael Brown was killed by a White Cop. Now this is bad because he is killed 
what they perceive as Whiteness. So its time to have a big tantrum. Because 
Blackness is based on hating Whiteness. 

The reason for this is simple. The kikes have filled the Black mind with a deep 
hatred a never ending negativity. That because they are Black in America the deck 
is stacked against them and each one could be a celebrity and rock scientist if not 
for White Racism. The backhand of this the kikes fill their head with a deep self 
hatred and resentment for not being White. So this is bound to explode. Blacks 
are taught to give up on life and embrace a destructive path. The big part of this is 
the destruction of their family unit. Illegitimate children are 70 percent more 
likely to end up in trouble. The kikes pouring of drugs into the Black community 
which the journalist Gary Web was murdered by Mossad for writing a second 
book on exposing. And the Blackness culture created by the kike media and the 
kike social Marxist's. Desegregation also economically destroyed the Black 
community. The Blacks did not want desegregation just certain legal rights. The 
kikes pushed desegregation to wipe out the Black economy and take it over. The 
average Black business man could not compete with the big kike chains who 
pushed down prices. A long with the general destruction of the American 
economy has hit the majority of the Blacks and the White lower working classes 
hard and now everyone else hard. Poverty creates a strong aberrant behaviour 
many times. The above Blackness culture builds on this. 
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Poverty is a crime against humanity. It needs to be dismantled but this is another 
topic that examines the reality of the monetary world religion which the kikes are 
the God of. My family members of the past worked hard and fought hard in the 
streets against the capitalist owners mainly kikes, the cops and strike breakers for 
social justice and rights for the working man and women. As did many others. Our 
fathers and forefathers worked hard to build up a higher standard of living and 
now the kikes are trying to nickel and dime it all away. 

The kikes also got rid of the real Black racial leaders and put Communist ones 
controlled by them in their place. The NAACP was started and run by Communist 
jews forever. They have doing nothing for the Blacks but ruin them in the long 
run. 

Martin Luther King Jewish Owned Puppet 

http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/martin-luther-king-jewish-owned-
puppet.html  

Looking at how the Police are ordered to handle the situation as well from their 
political masters. Its designed to make a riot happen and possible. 

The Police are so tied up and controlled by kike politicians and interests. Normal 
decent police officers had to go out on a limb to warn citizens in that area by 
openly posting on their forum all the citizens need to buy several guns and 
protect themselves and their families. As they will be a violent Black riot over 
what's coming down in the ruling. 

Violent, stupid, self destructive, socially destructive Black clowns. The kike created 
Frankenstein monster of Blackness on parade. Thanks Jews. 

Welcome to kike created, Black America, where reading a book is selling out. 

From Israel Cohen [Jew], A Racial Program for he Twentieth Century, 1912. Also in 
the Congressional Record, Vol. 103, p. 8559, June 7, 1957 

"We must realize that our party's most powerful weapon is racial tensions. By 
propounding into the consciousness of the dark races that for centuries they have 
been oppressed by whites, we can mold them to the program of the Communist 
Party. In America we will aim for subtle victory. While inflaming the Negro 
minority against the whites, we will endeavor to instill in the whites a guilt 
complex for their exploitation of the Negros. We will aid the Negroes to rise in 
prominence in every walk of life, in the professions and in the world of sports and 
entertainment. With this prestige, the Negro will be able to intermarry with the 
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whites and begin a process which will deliver America to our cause." (End of the 
quote) 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Wake Up! Before nothing is left. 
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Jews Behind Ferguson Trying To Start Race War  

The Ferguson race riots where fuelled by the Jewish controlled Media and funded 
by Globalist Jewish Elites. And it was done along the Social Marxist narrative Jews 
created and have been indoctrinating the populace with for decades in their 
Hollywood, Media, their control of the Campuses and on. This is divide and 
conqueror. To further work towards creating a Jewish World Communist 
Dictatorship. Remember every Communist front in America was run by Jews 
[many times KGB Jewish agents] under a "Liberal banner." 
 
For an in-depth view of this reality: 
The Jewish Communizing of America: 
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/jewish-communizing-of-america.html  
 
Sorros: 
https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/biography/Soros.html  
Sorros is openly Jewish born of a Jewish family. 
 
Lets us first review Sorros and his fellow Jews role in the attempted Communist 
social revolution in America..... 
 
Sorros was also the major Key Jew being the organized Protest Wall Street 
Movement. Which was an admitted attempt to start a open Communist social 
revolution in America. Which is the stated final goal of Social Marxist 
indoctrination. 
 
Today with the protest movements at Wall Street we see this unfolding evidenced 
by the fact the movement was created and is funded by the Jewish power 
structure agents such as the notorious Hench Jew of the Rothschild's, George 
Soros who organized the Occupy Wall Street Movement via Adbusters: 
 
Adbusters made the initial call in mid-July, and also produced a very sexy poster 
with a ballerina posed atop the Charging Bull statue and riot police in the 
background. US Day of Rage. [1] 
 
This group then contracted the "NYC General Assembly" a covered Communist 
front group of Jews and usefools to carry out the grunt work and get it going. 
 
The Adbusters Media Foundation describes itself as a non-profit "anti-
consumerist" organization that functions as "a global network of artists, activists, 
writers, pranksters, students, educators and entrepreneurs who want to advance 
the new social activist movement of the information age." 
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Steve Baldwin claims Tides received over $7 million from George Soros. Although 
the monetary connection between Tides' founder Drummond Pike and the arch 
globalist Soros is somewhat murky, researcher Ron Arnold has mapped out 
numerous connections between the two so-called philanthropists. Under IRS 
rules, Drummond is not obliged to reveal who he receives money from to fund a 
large number of supposedly progressive organizations. 
 
"The Tides Foundation is a pass-through for other foundations' money," writes 
Arnold. "Tides Foundation is a public charity, not a private foundation. Tides 
Foundation passes other foundations' money to a spectrum of left-wing 
organizations which the original donors would not or could not support on their 
own… Because none of the more than 260 projects under the Tides umbrella files 
its own Form 990 with the IRS, their finances are totally secret and not available 
for public inspection, an issue that requires congressional remedy." 
 
"It would seem George Soros is connected to the U.S. Day of Rage aka Occupy 
Wall Street through The Ruckus Society. On the U.S. Day of Rage website. The 
Ruckus Society receives funding from the Tides Foundation and George Soros' 
Open Society Institute provides grants to Tides, including a mere $4.2 Million in 
2008, the last year figures are available."[2] 
 
Who else has hovered into to help to direct this movement? 
 
A widely reproduced article October 5 ("Seeking Energy, Unions Join Protest 
Against Wall Street"), the New York Times pointed prominently to the attitude 
and role of Stuart [Jew]Appelbaum, president of the Retail, Wholesale and 
Department Store Union (RWDSU), in relation to the current Occupy Wall Street 
protests.[3] 
 
More on Applebaum: 
 
As well as serving since 1998 as president of the 100,000-member RWDSU, now a 
division of the United Food and Commercial Workers (Change to Win Federation), 
Appelbaum is president of the Jewish Labor Committee, a pro-Israeli lobby within 
the American trade unions. In this capacity, he regularly defends Zionist policy, 
although in its "moderate" Labor Party version, and denounces Palestinian 
resistance. He is also associated with Ameinu, the successor to the Labor Zionist 
Alliance. 
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Prior to the disaffiliation of the UFCW from the AFL-CIO, Appelbaum functioned 
as a Vice President of the national AFL-CIO and a member of the federation's 
Executive Council from 1998 until 2005. He also currently serves as a vice 
president of the New York State AFL-CIO and the New York City Central Labor 
Council. 
 
He plays a prominent role in the Democratic Party, having served formerly as 
Chief House Counsel of the Democratic National Committee. Appelbaum was 
elected a delegate to the 1996, 2000, 2004 and 2008 Democratic National 
Conventions and an alternate delegate to the 1992 Democratic National 
Convention. In 2008, he served as a member of the Electoral College as an Obama 
elector from New York. 
 
Appelbaum sits on Freedom House board with a variety of right-wing academics, 
trade unions officials and assorted US government operatives past and present, 
including Kenneth Adelman, formerly an assistant to Secretary of Defense Donald 
Rumsfeld (under Gerald Ford), and later a member of the Defense Policy Board. 
Another Freedom House trustee is Diane Villiers Negroponte, wife of John 
Negroponte, ambassador to Honduras during the 1980s, who played a key role in 
supplying and supervising the CIA-backed "contra" mercenaries who were based 
in that country, and whose operations claimed 50,000 lives.[3] 
 
More: 
 
Media spokesmen for the Occupy Wall Street demonstrations claimed that their 
operation is totally transparent, with everything subject to democratic discussion 
in a general assembly of all comers. But eyewitness reports from experienced 
observers on the ground in lower Manhattan indicate a much different reality 
behind these bland assurances. Forces appeared to be at work behind the scenes 
to manipulate the protest movement …. 
 
Eyewitness observers suggest that the deliberations of the general assembly are 
largely a diversion, and that real power is being increasingly concentrated in the 
hands of about 20 mysterious and anonymous individuals who appear to make up 
a kind of covert steering committee that pulls the strings on the general assembly, 
or else goes around it completely. The members of this cadre of mysterious 
operatives are not as young as the average demonstrator. The secret leadership is 
made up of people ranging in age from 25 to over 40, with the older ones 
occupying the key posts. 
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Attempts to ascertain the names of the behind-the-scenes leaders are met with 
stonewalling. When pressed to reveal her identity, one female leader gave her 
name as "Mary MIA." Another gave his name as "Tony POW." 
 
If the leaders of OWS want to be transparent, let them make public at least the 
full names of the people whare actually running the show. No one wants to join a 
movement with anonymous leaders. 
Observers have noticed that almost all of the likely members of the secret 
steering committee disappear from view between 4 and 6 p.m. each afternoon, 
right before the opening of the general assembly, for which they then re-appear. 
It is assumed that they are attending a closed-door meeting, but the general 
assembly is not officially informed of this fact.[4] 
 
We are experiencing a return transit of the Jews via their formula of problem, 
reaction, solution. Creating and funding a mass movement for an End Game 
power grab and the folding of America into the Jew World Order. Which is playing 
off the terraforming of America over decades of psychological programming of 
Cultural Marxism [every major campus is a Cultural Marxist seminary] to have the 
leftist usefools by legion to be the marching fodder to create the core ranks 
needed along with a Jewish leadership body. And with the spark of the 
engineered depression to unite them into a battering ram of Global Jewry. 
 
[1] http://www.thenation.com/article/163719/occupy-wall-street-faq  
[2]Occupty Wall Street: A Globalist Op Designed To Destroy Efforts to End the Fed 
Kurt Nimmo 
Infowars.com 
[3] http://globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=27012  
[4] http://tarpley.net/2011/10/07/occupy-wall-street-who-wants-to-hijack-the-
movement/  
 
From Wall Street With Guile: 
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/from-wall-street-with-guile.html  
 
Rabbi Bertram W. Korn: 
"It would seem to be realistic to conclude that any Jew who could afford to own 
slaves and had need for their services would do so....Jews participated in every 
aspect and process of the exploitation of the defenseless blacks." 
"Jews and Negro Slavery in the Old South, 1789-1865," in Abraham J. Karp, The 
Jewish Experience in America: Selected Studies from the Publications of the 
American Jewish Historical Society (Waltham, Massachusetts, 1969), pp. 184, 189. 
[Dr. Korn is a rabbi, historian; A.B., Cincinnati, 1939; Hebrew Union College-Jewish 
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Institute of Religion, Cincinnati, Ordination M.H.L. 1949; Sr. rabbi, Reform 
Congregation Keneseth Israel, Elkins Park, Pennsylvania, 1949-; Chaplain, USNR, 
1944-; Visiting professor, American Jewish History, Union College-Jewish Institute 
of Religion, New York, 1962-; Honorary Overseer Gratz College of Pennsylvania; 
visiting professor, American Jewish History, Dropsie University of Pennsylvania; 
1970-; Recipient Merit Award, American Association for State & Local History, 
1969.] 
 
Now why do Jews who ran the entire African slave trade on the protocols of their 
racial laws of the Talmud. And where over seventy five percent of the owners of 
Black Slaves in America and are responsible for the African Holocaust of a 
Hundred Million African Blacks. And who's slave trade was only stopped by direct 
intervention of White Goyim like Lincoln and the Pan Western White Abolitionist 
movements that came from the original Free Masonic enlightenment. Which the 
Jews worked to ruin with the Jewish Illuminati, Jewish banks and Jewish 
Communism. The Jews now blame Whites for Jewish crimes when Whites 
stopped Jews enslaving Blacks and put the Jewish run Slave Trade out of business. 
Jews the Shit People. 
 
The Jews are responsible for creating Racism against Blacks with the Curse of Ham 
that was used to legitimize slavery further when the Jewish Torah which forms 
the core of Jewish Christianity and was the basis for legitimacy of slavery and 
other tactic's. But today we are supposed believe Jews care. When Jewish Elites 
rape Africa on a daily basis. And their Marxist Leaders like Mugabe, kill thousands 
of Blacks in their terrorist regimes. And the Jewish Mossad as the journalist Gary 
Web was killed for finding out, was behind the pour Drugs into the Black 
communities and created the culture of destruction of Black life which the Jews 
then promote in their Media and it was the gangs which formed out of this. 
 
Jews Behind the Black Holocaust 
 
http://www.blacksandjews.com/JewsBlackHolocaust.html  
 
What are the Issues? 
 
Blacks and Jews have been involved in a re-evaluation of their current and 
historical relationship. Events of the past several years have raised both tensions 
and the level of rhetoric coming from all sides. The Secret Relationship Between 
Blacks and Jews is a historical accounting of the part of the relationship that has 
been ignored by both Blacks and Jews. Most people are not even aware of the 
extensive record of encounters between the two groups prior to the 20th 
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century. The Honorable Louis Farrakhan referred to this well-documented history 
in 1984 and was immediately labeled an "anti-Semite." Merely questioning the 
belief that Jews were co-sufferers in the Black slave experience draws angry 
rebukes from Jews of all stripes. The book in question presents indisputable 
historical data from census records, wills, Jewish historians and scholars, 
rabbinical sermons, port records, court records, runaway slave notices, slave sale 
advertisements, etc., which forces all sides to grapple with the long-held 
mythology that Black people always found a friend in the Jews. 
 
Some Jews and their dutiful negros have hired the services of Dr. Harold 
Brackman of the Simon Wiesenthal Center in an effort to preserve the 
comfortable mythology which has obscured the actual historical record. But 
unbeknownst to them, Dr. Brackman's 1977 unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 
entitled The Ebb and Flow of Conflict, goes far beyond The Secret Relationship in 
its claims of Jewish conspiracy in the Biblical origin of White supremacy. He clearly 
states that Jewish Talmudic scholars invented the Hamitic Myth which, through 
the story of Noah, everlastingly assigned to the African the role of slave and 
divinely cursed servant of White people. According to Dr. Tony Martin's book, The 
Jewish Onslaught, the Jewish invention of the Hamitic Myth "provided the moral 
pretext upon which the entire trade grew and flourished." 
 
"There is no denying," said Brackman of the story of Noah, "that the Babylonian 
Talmud was the first source to read a Negrophobic content into the episode..." 
Brackman pointed out further that two third century Jewish "Sages" provided 
homosexual embellishments for the Biblical story as well. 
 
This "curse" was the absolute basis for the Europeans' choice of dark-skinned 
Africans for chattel slavery. Many denominations of Christianity, Islam and 
Judaism believe it and teach it to this very moment! Southern plantation owners 
attacked the Abolitionists with it; its teaching was the foundation of the slaves' 
permitted religion; Black inferiority is based on it; the Ku Klux Klan relies on it; 
even the Mormons officially taught it until 1978. When the Jews invented it and 
promoted it to the world they sentenced the Black Race to a holocaust the likes of 
which no people have ever suffered. "Hate teaching" will forever be defined by 
this wicked belief system brought to us in the Jewish Holy Talmud via Harold 
Brackman. 
 
The critics curiously use a Harvard English teacher, Henry Louis Gates, to offer 
historical clarity. Gates exhibits no evidence that he even read the book in his oft-
quoted NY Times opinion. His willingness to make asinine historical claims with 
the glaring absence of support from reputable Black or Jewish historians proves 
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Adam Clayton Powell's axiom: "Harvard has ruined more negroes than bad 
whiskey." 
 
Overwhelming Evidence 
 
The history that the old "Black-Jewish Coalition" clumsily avoids is the entire three 
century history of Jewish presence in South America and the Caribbean. But other 
highly acclaimed Jewish scholars have not been so blind: 
 
Lee M. Friedman, a one-time president of the American Jewish Historical Society, 
wrote that in Brazil, where most of the Africans actually went, "the bulk of the 
slave trade was in the hands of Jewish settlers." 
 
Marcus Arkin wrote that the Jews of Surinam used "many thousands" of Black 
slaves. 
 
Herbert I. Bloom wrote that "the slave trade was one of the most important 
Jewish activities here (in Surinam) as elsewhere in the colonies." He even 
published a 1707 list of Jewish buyers by name with the number of Black humans 
they purchased. 
 
Cecil Roth, writer of 30 books and hundreds of articles on Jewish history, wrote 
that the slave revolts in parts of South America "were largely directed against 
[Jews] as being the greatest slave-holders of the region." 
 
"I gather," wrote Jewish scholar Wilfred Samuels, "that the Jews [of Barbados] 
made a good deal of their money by purchasing and hiring out negroes..." 
 
According to the Jewish historians, all Barbadian Jews owned slaves - even the 
rabbi had "the enjoyment of his own two negro attendants." 
 
In Curaçao which was a major slave trading depot, Isaac and Susan Emmanuel 
report that "the shipping business was mainly a Jewish enterprise." 
 
Says yet another Jewish writer of the Jews of Curaçao, "Almost every Jew bought 
from one to nine slaves for his personal use or for eventual resale." 
 
Seymour B. Liebman in his New World Jewry, made it clear that "[t]he ships were 
not only owned by Jews, but were manned by Jewish crews and sailed under the 
command of Jewish captains." 
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Moshe Kahan stated bluntly that in 1653-1658, " Jewish-Marrano merchants were 
in control of the Spanish and Portuguese trade, were almost in control of the 
Levantine trade...were interested in the Dutch East and West Indian companies, 
were heavily involved in shipping; and, most important, had at their disposal large 
amounts of capital." 
 
In Brazil, where most of our kidnapped ancestors were sent, Jewish scholar 
Arnold Wiznitzer is most explicit about Jewish involvement: 
 
"Besides their important position in the sugar industry and in tax farming, they 
dominated the slave trade. From 1636 to 1645 a total of 23,163 Negro slaves 
arrived from Africa and were sold for 6,714,423 florins. The West India Company, 
which monopolized imports of slaves from Africa, sold slaves at public auctions 
against cash payment. It happened that cash was mostly in the hands of Jews. The 
buyers who appeared at the auctions were almost always Jews, and because of 
this lack of competitors they could buy slaves at low prices. On the other hand, 
there also was no competition in the selling of the slaves to the plantation owners 
and other buyers, and most of them purchased on credit payable at the next 
harvest in sugar. Profits up to 300 percent of the purchase value were often 
realized with high interest rates....If it happened that the date of such an auction 
fell on a Jewish holiday the auction had to be postponed. This occurred on Friday, 
October 21, 1644." 
 
Given the concise statements in the Jewish historical record, of which the 
"Black/Jewish Coalition" is totally ignorant, how can it be taken seriously in the 
present debate? (For even more evidence see the Facts and Quotes Section) 
 
Jews and Slavery in the Old South 
 
The Jewish critics prefer to focus on the history of slavery in America while 
ignoring our kidnapped African family in other parts of the Western Hemisphere. 
This attempt to focus the debate is designed to limit our historical inquiry and to 
suggest that we Blacks are to care only about our Black family within America's 
political boundaries. This view also conveniently limits the consideration of 
evidence of direct Jewish involvement as whip-wielders in the slave trade which is 
so abundant in the southern part of the Western Hemisphere. By the time of the 
Jewish migration into what is now the United States, Jews were less involved in 
the direct trade but remained significant beneficiaries by their involvement in the 
plantation economy. 
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Jews in the South were of the merchant class, according to a Jewish historian, 
having developed "a separate and distinctive accommodation to the plantation 
economy." The Southern planters depended upon these merchants to move their 
produce to market as well as for a source of supplies and financing. Jews had 
become commission merchants, brokers, auctioneers, cotton wholesalers, slave 
clothing dealers, and peddlers, keeping the slave economy oiled with money, 
markets and supplies. 
 
It is no mystery why the Jews were absent from representation in the ranks of the 
Abolitionists. The American and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society in their report of 
1853 expressed their frustration at the lack of Jews: 
 
"The Jews of the United States have never taken any steps whatever with regard 
to the slavery question. As citizens, they deem it their policy to have every one 
choose which ever side he may deem best to promote his own interests and the 
welfare of his country. They have no organization of an ecclesiastical body to 
represent their general views; no General Assembly, or its equivalent. The 
American Jews have two newspapers, but they do not interfere in any discussion 
which is not material to their religion. It cannot be said that the Jews have formed 
any denominational opinion on the subject of American slavery....The objects of 
so much mean prejudice and unrighteous oppression as the Jews have been for 
ages, surely they, it would seem, more than any other denomination, ought to be 
the enemies of caste, and friends of universal freedom." 
 
One study by Ira Rosenwaike published by the American Jewish Historical Society 
has shown that 75% of the Jews of the South owned Black slaves while 36% of the 
White population owned slaves. 
 
Ask the Jewish critics to name one (just one) prominent Colonial American Jew 
who did not own slaves. He will have the same difficulty as the Anti-Defamation 
League of the B'nai B'rith had in their 1976 pamphlet entitled, American Jews: 
Their Story. The ADL lists 13 pioneers of the American Jewish community - 10 of 
whom have been definitively linked to the slave trade. Some Jewish scholars of 
today, such as Jacob Rader Marcus, chart the wealth and prestige of their 
ancestors by the number of Black slaves they possessed. The point that the 
"Coalition" eludes is the utter failure of Judaism to control this oppressive impulse 
on the part of these Jews. As Rabbi Bertram Korn, the foremost scholar of 
nineteenth century Jewish history, has written: "It would seem to be realistic to 
conclude that any Jew who could afford to own slaves and had need for their 
services would do so....Jews participated in every aspect and process of the 
exploitation of the defenseless blacks." 
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When Rabbi David Einhorn of Civil War era Baltimore, a true Jewish friend of 
Black people stood up for the humanity of the Black Man using the holy principles 
of Judaism from the Torah, his words were brilliant: 
 
"America of the future will not rest on slave chains or belittling its adopted 
citizens. It will also give up its disinterestedness in the fate of other peoples of the 
world....[T]he next battles will leave a real blood bath, but slavery will be drowned 
in that bath." 
 
Alas, his own congregation physically expelled him from his position as rabbi and 
ultimately from the city. They opted, as most Jews did, to accept the "Judaism" of 
the most prominent rabbi of the time Morris J. Raphall: 
 
"[I]t remains a fact which cannot be gainsaid that in his own native home, and 
generally throughout the world, the unfortunate negro is indeed the meanest of 
slaves. Much had been said respecting the inferiority of his intellectual powers, 
and that no man of his race has ever inscribed his name on the Parthenon of 
human excellence, either mental or moral." 
 
The historical record is formidable and well-represented in The Secret 
Relationship Between Blacks and Jews, Volume One. Within 334 pages there are 
1,275 footnotes containing multiple references for the reader to examine. The 
irrefutable record of Jewish historical compliance with Black oppression is no 
longer a "secret." The debate has surely changed. 
 
The Washington Post has confirmed the accuracy of The Secret Relationship while 
exposing the ignorance of its media critics. University of Chicago African Studies 
professor and Jew Ralph A. Austen has written in Tikkun Magazine that the 
"substantive content...seems fairly accurate." Furthermore he says, "The authors 
of The Secret Relationship underestimate the structural importance of the Jews in 
the early stages of the New World slave trade." The Jewish Community, negro 
followers, Harold Brackman and Henry Louis Gates might do well to investigate 
that amazing assertion of this Jewish historian. 
 
Jewish Racism 
 
But what of the continuing Jewish racism that elicits no Jewish response at all. No 
letters warning of some ominous trend. The African United Front of Los Angeles 
raised many of these issues in a recent Final Call article: 
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·Michael Levin of City College of New York, Vincent Sarvich of the University of 
California at Berkeley and Richard Hernstein at Harvard are among the most 
prominent Jewish scientists and scholars who maintain that Black people are 
intellectually deficient. Hernstein's book Bell Curve harkens back to some 
plantation philosophy claiming that Blacks are intellectually inferior to Whites. 
Other Jews, including Howard B. Abikoff of the Long Island Jewish Medical Center, 
Rachel Klein of the Long Island Medical Center and Columbia University, and Gail 
Wasserman, in the Department of Child Psychiatry at Columbia, are engaged in 
research which has the potential to link genetics to violence in inner city Black 
and Latino children. Where is the outrage, Coalition? Where are the calls for 
repudiation? 
 
·Journalists like Jeff Greenfield, Norman Podhoretz, Roger Rosenblatt and other 
Jews have besmirched the Black image in news shows or on the printed page. 
Jewish producers in Hollywood like Norman Lear, Mort Lochman and Ed 
Weinberger continually produce degrading television sitcoms, like Sugar Hill, 
produced by Armyan Berstein, Tom Rosenberg and Mark Abraham. These 
portrayals can only be compared to Julius Streicher's degradation of Jews in Der 
Stürmer in Nazi Germany[my note Streicher told the truth about the Jews and 
they hanged him for it after the war, where the Jews lie about Blacks]. 
 
·The San Francisco Chronicle, the San Francisco Examiner, the Los Angeles Times 
and numerous other newspapers have documented the fact that for decades the 
ADL ran a private nationwide spy network - "a systematic, long-term, 
professionally organized political espionage operation complete with informers, 
infiltrators, money laundering, code names, wiretapping and secret meetings." 
Newspapers have revealed that among the 950 organizations and 10,000 
individuals that the ADL prepared files on were many Black groups, including the 
NAACP! 
 
There are many issues of varying degrees of significance that must also be raised 
to clear the air: 
 
For thirty years Israel has maintained strong economic, military, nuclear, 
scientific, academic, energy, tourist, cultural, sports, transportation, agricultural 
and intelligence ties with South Africa - and thereby prolonged Black oppression 
there. Jews were the only group in this country who arrogantly threatened to 
protest the visit of revered African National Congress Chairman and now 
President Nelson Mandela to the United States in 1990. They have labeled 
Mandela and Bishop Desmond Tutu "anti-Semites" while the 110,000 Jewish 
South Africans are, in fact, the richest single community in the world. 
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The late Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Dayan asserted that the quality of 
American military forces had deteriorated because they were composed of Blacks 
"who have low intelligence and low education." He urged America to ensure that 
"fresh blood and better brains go to their forces." He is a hero in Israel. 
 
Jewish talk show host Howard Stern was quoted in the November 1st issue of 
Time magazine as stating that, "they didn't beat this idiot (Rodney King) enough." 
In March, he played Ku Klux Klan songs on his broadcast and used the term 
"nigger" 55 times in 10 minutes. He offered the term "porch monkey" and "yard 
ape" as labels for Blacks. 
 
Furthermore, during the week of March 7, 1994, Jewish comedian Jackie Mason 
was quoted by news broadcasts as having said: "The susceptibility to violence 
happens to be more among Blacks than whites - a hundred times more." 
 
In 1991, Judge Joyce A. Karlin sentenced Korean merchant Soon Ja Du to five 
years of probation, 400 hours of community service and a fine of five hundred 
dollars for killing Black teenager Latasha Harlins. Judge Stanley M. Weisberg 
transferred the Rodney King case to Simi Valley and thereby virtually assured an 
unfair trial for the Black victim. Superior Court Judge Roosevelt I. Dorn, a Black 
jurist who had been hand-picked to hear the case of three men charged with 
beating Reginald Denny during the early hours of the L.A. Civil unrest, was 
removed from the case by District Attorney Ira Reiner. Karlin, Weisberg and 
Reiner are all Jews. Jewish leaders did not repudiate them for their "racism" or 
"unfairness;" there were no newspaper advertisements taken out to condemn 
them, nor were their names dragged before congress to be censured. 
 
If the Jewish Community has a longstanding interest in providing accurate 
information about history, culture and traditions of the Jewish community, as 
some have claimed, maybe they should commence with one or more of the 
above. 
 
Black educators need not fear cheap smear campaigns by long-time racists. Our 
history is our responsibility, and we have no right to compromise with truth or the 
instruction of our children. What they teach Jewish children is their business. 
------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Billionaire George Soros spent $33MILLION bankrolling Ferguson demonstrators 
to create 'echo chamber' and drive national protests 
Hedge fund mogul's Open Society Foundations made huge donations 
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Organizers bussed in from New York and D.C. to take over campaigning 
Different cash recipients would repeat each others' messages 
Helped to keep events and messages at the top of news agenda 
Soros cash, from speculating on markets, is given to many liberal causes 
 
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2913625/Billionaire-George-Soros-
spent-33MILLION-bankrolling-Ferguson-demonstrators-create-echo-chamber-
drive-national-protests.html  
 
Liberal billionaire George Soros donated $33million to social justice organizations 
which helped turn events in Ferguson from a local protest into a national 
flashpoint. 
 
The handouts, revealed in tax filings from Soros's private foundation, were given 
to dozens of different groups which weighed in on the crisis. 
 
Organizers from professional groups in Washington, D.C., and New York were 
bussed into the Missouri town to co-ordinate messaging and lobby to news media 
to cover events using the billionaire's funding. 
 
The flood of donations were uncovered in an analysis of the latest tax return by 
Soros's Open Society Foundations by the Washington Times. 
 
The cash was reportedly funneled into keeping up numbers of protesters in the 
community over a period of months by bringing in outside activists. 
 
Meanwhile papers from think tanks were disseminated to bring in extra coverage 
of the civil unrest, also linked to the police killings of Eric Garner in Staten Island 
and Tamir Rice, 12, in Cleveland, Ohio. 
 
Outlets which covered the research, and the movements themselves, included 
one, Colorlines, which Soros himself has funded. 
 
The slew of organizations reportedly created their own online 'echo chamber', by 
using their extensive social media presences to 'like', repost and comment on 
articles putting across their point of view. 
 
The director of Soros's fund said that they have no direct control over the groups 
they give to, and said they are all trying to improve accountability. 
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Bankrolled: Tax filings revealed that Soros pumped millions into groups that 
bussed protesters to Ferguson, Missouri, from around the country and co-
ordinated campaigns to keep it in the media 
 
Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2913625/Billionaire-
George-Soros-spent-33MILLION-bankrolling-Ferguson-demonstrators-create-
echo-chamber-drive-national-protests.html#ixzz3ahtT63PQ  
Follow us: @MailOnline on Twitter | DailyMail on Facebook 
 
The words are reference to how contentious witness accounts describing how 
Michael Brown was raising his hands in surrender when Ferguson officer Darren 
Wilson shot him dead this August. 
 
Soros also gave money to the Drug Policy Alliance, which worked on the 
perpetuation of the 'black lives matter' buzz phrase, which has been incorporated 
into speeches by political figures including Hillary Clinton. 
 
The billionaire's fortune was made from speculating on financial markets, most 
notably making more than $1billion in the 1990s helping cripple the British 
financial system by speculation on the pound sterling. 
 
He is currently ranked at number 17 on the Forbes 400 richlist, with an estimated 
worth of $24billion. 
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The Hoax of Black Victimization 

Written by João Carlos de Almeida | January 6, 2011 

This is not a White supremacist working on blacks. On the contrary. 

These are marginal there, somehow my “homies” as they say themselves. 

Last week we translate a post titled What to do about black interracial violence?, 
blog View from the Right. K. Paul begins by stating that he thought theater 
owners should have the right to prohibit the entry of groups of black teens for 
“being scandalous and bother others” and have “a propensity to violence.” Then 
he mentions three recent episodes of extreme violence committed by blacks 
against Whites and Asians in the United States (recorded on video) and draws 
attention to the fact that the press never says the fact that inter-racial violence in 
the country is almost always blacks against Whites and yellows and not 
otherwise. 

That something like ninety percent of all violent crimes committed in the United 
States are the work of blacks and Latinos is a fact that even the leftist Democratic 
Party demagogues know. But to do justice to Paul K., would leave recorded two 
recent events. 

One is that a newcomer marine Afghanistan have been beaten on Christmas Eve, 
along with his wife, by a group of black teenagers in marginal Brandentown in 
Florida to come out of a movie. Reason: he had asked them what they were doing 
riot during the movie watching, which stood silent. 

As the blogger Van Helsing says, whose page we take this matter, “The reason 
why this was not a racial incident is because the victims were White and the 
attackers, of course, black.” 

The other matter is this on a trawler dozens of (guess) marginal black teens at a 
mall in Milwaukee, Wisconsin on last Sunday. The press, in its leftist newspeak, 
referred to the band as “young rebels” [unruly young people]. YOUNG REBELS? 

Seeing how these barbarities, gives to perfectly understand what motivated the 
ancient laws of racial segregation in the southern states of the United States. 
Available data on the American crime during the nineteenth and early twentieth 
century had already indicated an immensely disproportionate involvement of 
black people in violent crimes. 

I even write this here now I’m not White. I am mestizo. My paternal grandfather 
was black and my father is mulatto. This is not a White supremacist working out 
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blacks. On the contrary. These are marginal there, somehow my “homies” as they 
say themselves. Hence my disgust about the whole thing. We blacks and mestizos 
should give thanks to God every day that we can live in decent Western nations 
rather than in some African dictatorship. If these people there really hate Whites 
so much, why the hell would rather suffer in their midst, rather than go back to 
Africa? As Michael Savage said a few months ago for a black, racist and disgusted 
with the Whites who run the country listener, “Under the rule of African dictator 
which would you rather live, then?” 

It is past time for us “african descent” (the term is populist and leftist, but he will) 
stop this farce of victimhood and desire for repairs. The United States and Brazil 
have no “historical debt” no us. Us is that we and many of these countries, who 
gave us this true civilizations already ready, we could never build if we had fied on 
the African continent. If our ancestors had not been brought as slaves to America, 
we would be infinitely worse today. And how do we show our gratitude to these 
nations? Take a look at the available data on crime and in the polls in both 
countries and you will see. 

If there are racial victims today in the United States and Brazil are White, not us. 
We who rape, kill and rob them, not vice versa. 

Who voted overwhelmingly in Lula and Dilma, who are committed to the socialist 
enslavement of the country, just to make handouts EN, was the black and mixed 
race, poor and illiterate population, which is filing for the direction the nation is 
taking . Who votes en masse for Democrats, who are committed to the socialist 
depredations of the United States, is the black population, a proportion that is not 
seen in any other ethnic group in the country. If you depend of black Americans, 
the country will turn a new Zimbabwe. Look what five consecutive 
administrations of black Democratic mayors, elected with massive vote of the 
black population, led Detroit, once one of the richest cities in the country. 

Enough of this nonsense of victimhood, revenge and black reparationsim. Our 
contribution to our countries was minimal and the burden we carry, immense. 
Who builds beautiful buildings we are black and mixed race, yes, but who’s going 
to rob the residents who will live there, and raping their daughters, are we, well 
we vote en masse in leftist politicians who will steal their money through 
exorbitant taxes . These taxes that, in turn, will be used to pay for welfare 
projects for our “underserved communities” - the new name invented for ‘slum’ - 
and to build public schools that we blacks and poor mestizos, we victimize. 

Let’s stop pretending we do not know it all. 
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On Racism and equality 

"There is neither Jew nor Gentile, neither slave nor free, nor is there male and 
female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus." 

- Galatians 3:28 

Racism is a word most famously coined by the Jew Communist Trotsky. This for 
the reason of advancing the Jew World Order by vilifying all Gentile races who 
wish to exist and not be annihilated as a diverse people into a global Jewish Order 
of villainy and terror. Where Jewish Communism dominates racial extermination 
programs in the form of racial mixing is promoted. Never for the Jews but by Jews 
for the Gentiles. Under the JewSSR and in the current West with Jewish Kosherial 
Marxism. Xianity also pushes this as well. 

Its also a nod to the fact the Jew projects what it is on to its enemies. The only 
race on earth who views racial difference as a licence to murder, enslave and 
terrorize is the Jew race which dehumanizes the entire Gentile world. And uses 
this to exploit, murder and harm all non-Jewish peoples. In the never ending 
Jewish race war upon humanity. Then sits back and pretends its the victim to 
create a sympathy ploy to get close to sink its fangs in the hosts neck. 

I wish to inject something here, since people still seem to be in fear of the Racism 
word everywhere today. Racism is simply an scientific term from the 19th century 
for the anthropological study of the difference between the human races, nothing 
more. The jews then took this term and turned it into a negative, changing the 
meaning to racial hatreds. As part of their communist agenda Trotsky the kike 
butcher of Russia was a major agent behind this corruption of the word. You can't 
make everyone one in the Jew World Order, if we know we are all two, four and 
more. 

If you look up an apt definition of the term Racist you will find it's a person who 
believes the races are genetically thus biologically different and have diverse 
natures based on their gene expressions which manifests also in the forms of 
their cultures. That is all. 

In away it's revealing of the jew psyche that they projected the essence of 
themselves into the popular view of the term. When people state they are not 
racist they should state instead they are not kikes. 

But yes soul and race are interconnected only xianity first made the claim  they 
where not., this debate on the pigment of skin being environmental adpation only 
is common of the jewish Boaz corruption of the racial anthropology field into 
communism. The fact Eskimo's who are racially mongloid have lived in the arctic 
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circle for thousands upon thousands of years and are still as racially pure as 
others of their race group across the planet ends this nonsense. As part of this 
claim is Whites evolved into Whites after leaving Africa because of the ice age. 
Then Eskimo's should all be blond Swedes by now.etc 

Let us leave the shackles of jewperstition behind us, as it was ment to deceive, 
destroy and damn us all. 

 

A little about history of racism from Jewish Communization of America: 

The Boas wing pseudo science gone wild: 

The Jew Boas was the major paradigm created for the fake science that "PC" 
Social Marxist dogma is build upon. 

Dr.Duke in his book in the chapter "Jews, Communism and Civil Rights" states: 

Franz Boas is the accepted father of the modern egalitarian school of 
anthropology. He was a Jewish immigrant from Germany with little formal 
training in the anthropological field, having done his doctoral thesis on the color 
of water. Boas introduced what he called "cultural anthropology" to the 
discipline. Until his arrival, anthropology fell in the realm of physical science. Boas 
effectively divided anthropology into the separate disciplines of cultural and 
physical anthropology. 

Early physical anthropologists were truly race scientists because they studied man 
and his evolutionary development through the study of the measurable physical 
characteristics of the human races, past and present. Any good physical 
anthropologist could pick up a human skull and, based on its characteristics, 
quickly identify the race of the specimen. Of course, this physiological knowledge 
was vital in sorting out the unearthed remnants of early man and piecing together 
man's prehistory and evolutionary development. Cultural anthropology dealt 
more with the different contemporary cultures of mankind and culturally related 
questions of antiquity and prehistory, making it a far less precise science, and one 
open to wide interpretation. 

Surprisingly, before he became such a prominent anthropologist, Boas expressed 
his acceptance of racial differences in mental characteristics. In The Mind of 
Primitive Man, he wrote: 

Differences of Structure must be accompanied by differences of function, 
physiological as well as psychological; and, as we found clear evidence of 
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differences in structure between races, so we must anticipate that the differences 
in mental characteristics will be found. 

Both of Boas' parents were radical socialists in the revolutionary movement that 
swept over Europe in 1870. In his biography of Boas, his student Melville 
Herskovits wrote that Boas' political sympathies "leaned towards a variety of 
socialism." The United States House of Representatives cited Boas' involvement 
with 44 Communist-front organizations. Coinciding with the rise of Nazism in 
Germany and the increasing influence of racially aware anthropologists in the 
world scientific community, Boas began to marshal his anthropological influence 
in service of his political sympathies. He began to advance the quack idea that 
there are really no such things as individual human races. He argued that 
although they had variations of skin colors and features, the groups called races 
possessed little difference genetically and that, whatever their superficial 
differences, solely their environment created them. By 1938 Boas dropped the 
above quotation from the new edition of his book. 

He gathered many Jewish disciples around him, including Gene Weltfish, Isador 
Chein, Melville Herskovits, Otto Klineberg, and Ashley Montagu. He also had 
among his followers the Negro K. B. Clark and two women, Ruth Benedict and 
Margaret Mead. Mead later wrote her famous book on Samoa (Coming of Age in 
Samoa) suggesting that indiscriminate sexual relations would lessen teenage 
traumas and problems. (Her opus was later soundly refuted by Derek Freeman, 
who showed that Mead had falsified her data on Samoa.) 

Boas and his entire cadre of disciples had extensive Communist connections. He 
repeatedly proclaimed that he was in a "holy war against racism" and he died 
suddenly during a luncheon where once again and for the last time, he stressed 
the need to fight "racism." Boas and his comrades gained control over the 
anthropology departments of most universities by encouraging their egalitarian 
comrades to always use their positions to support their own in academic 
appointments. While traditional anthropologists had no ax to grind and no sacred 
cause to champion, Boas and his followers embarked on a holy mission to 
extirpate racial knowledge from the academic establishment. They succeeded. 

Whenever egalitarians achieved positions of influence or power, they aided their 
comrades to rise in the teaching departments of the colleges and academic 
departments they administered. They could count on fellow Jews who held 
influential university positions to assist their co-religionists, as well as Gentile 
egalitarians, in getting professorships and research appointments and 
promotions. Similar collusion took place in the ranks and on the boards of 
anthropological associations and journals. However, the coup de grâce was the 
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massive support given the egalitarian dogma by the media establishment, which 
was overwhelmingly in Jewish hands. 

Racial equality was (and still is) presented to the public as scientific fact, opposed 
only by the "bigoted" and the "ignorant." Egalitarian writers such as Ashley 
Montagu and others received great praise in magazines, newspapers, and, later 
on television. Whether one was a Jew or a Gentile, professing a belief in racial 
equality became essential dogma for anyone who wanted to advance in 
anthropology or any other part of the academic world. Adherence to the 
"politically correct" line led to prestige and acclaim, money and success. Racial 
truth-telling led to personal attack and often economic hardship. 

Ashley Montagu became the best-known spokesman for the equality hoax, 
superseding Boas as the most popular exponent of antiracism. His well-
modulated British accent and aristocratic name added instant credibility to his 
racial pronouncements. I can still, after thirty years, remember his impressive 
appearances on the Today television program. His book, Race: Man's Most 
Dangerous Myth, became the bible of equality, and it profoundly impressed me 
before I had a chance to read the other side. Montagu's real name was Israel 
Ehrenberg. In a brilliant exercise of psychological camouflage, Ehrenberg changed 
his name a number of times, finally settling on not simply an Anglo-Saxon 
moniker, but the name Montagu, which is one of Britain's most aristocratic and 
oldest medieval-titled families. 

 

Conclusion: 

Race: natural identity of each individual, determined by genetic makeup (blood) 
which indirectly forges ones way of life (culture). 

Racism: word employed indiscriminately to constrain any expression contrary to 
the playbook that would abolish the sense of racial identity by encouraging 
mongrelization. Differs negative racial perspective (the unjustified hatred against 
the different), the positive racial perspective, which is nothing more than the 
natural instinct of preservation and love for the genetic inheritance from 
ancestors. It should be remembered that the conflict is born of cultural 
promiscuity, the intrusion of a people in another, wherever it occurs; this is a 
historical fact. Therefore, the best measure to combat racial hatred is precisely to 
assert racial differences and promote policy of sound proud of each group in its 
natural territory. 
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Racialism: stage of intellectual maturity in which, for the sake of independence 
from the playbook of “desirable” opinions, acknowledging the differences 
between humans and their classification into races. Accepting this view of the 
world - that is even intuitive, but for artificial reasons have been tainted - is the 
key to liberation from the shackles of political correctness condition. Knowledge 
and respect to the races is one of the stages in the evolution of the individual. 
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The Proportions of jewish Lie 
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The Catholic Church Working With Communism 

 

Mugabe the Communist Dictator of Zimbabwe, lest we forget: 

First, there are few in the West who are aware of Mugabe’s close ties to the 
Stalinist dictatorship of North Korea. In the early 1980s, North Korea sent elite 
troops to Zimbabwe-Rhodesia to train Mugabe’s notorious 5th Brigade. Once 
trained, Mugabe’s troops went on to slaughter 30,000 anti-communist black 
Matabele tribesmen who opposed his rule. 

Read more at http://www.wnd.com/2000/12/5721/#rxyUT0uxYl31xCYf.99  

British MI-6 intelligence agent, told WorldNetDaily, “In the past, we worked with 
some of Bredenkamp’s satellite companies — like Casalee, Zimalzam, Breco 
Services, Masters International — in several of our former colonies. One minute, 
MI-6 [the British equivalent of the CIA] was on the side of the anti-communists in 
places like Rhodesia, Hong Kong, Tibet, Nepal and 

Cambodia. Then, suddenly, we were told to change sides. 

“Now, Uganda, Rwanda, Zimbabwe and the Congo are all funding pro-Marxist 
armies with diamond sales. And, as far as I can tell, top Zimbabwean officials are 
cashing in on mining operations and the war in the Congo. If the EU were to seize 
the planes that fly in to Belgium from Africa — planes that bring in the diamonds 
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to be sold in Antwerp — then these wars in Africa would probably come to an 
abrupt halt. But the greed of the Europeans knows no limit.” added Kinchen. 

I can find the why to Kinchen's confusion its in knowing who's, who and who is 
Jew. The Jews in charge order the support of Marxist organizations their people 
had created in those regions. Remember it was Communist Jews within South 
Africa working with the International Jews without that put Communist rule into 
power in SA and Zimbabwe as well: 

Mandela and the Jews: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L3czqorqhkI 

 

Here is Mandela with one of his Jewish Communist bosses: Slovo. 

Top Israeli Political Figure Admits Jews Run The World: 

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic7831.html  

“American Jewry makes any debate on whether the ‘Protocols of the Elders of 
Zion’ are an authentic document or a forgery irrelevant. American Jews do control 
the world.”- Gilad Atzmon 
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"In the 1970s, then-U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger announced that white 
regimes would not survive in southern Africa. The West essentially promised 
white leaders in South Africa that they would be allowed to continue practicing 
apartheid if they would stop arming Rhodesia in her war against communism." 

Mugabe the Marxist terrorist is naturally a Catholic who is welcomed at the 
Vatican, Jewish Communism and Jewish Christianity working together as Kosher 
claw in a glove, right from a Catholic news site, this lady is shocked because she is 
duped: 

https://romancatholicworld.wordpress.com/2014/05/03/robert-mugabe-a-
marxist-despot-is-welcomed-in-the-vatican/  

I had to look twice to believe what I was seeing. But then again, considering my 
experience as a survivor of communism in Cuba, I should be the last person to be 
surprised that Robert Mugabe was allowed to travel to the Vatican for the 
canonizations of John XXIII and John Paul II. 

A brief background on Mugabe 

Robert Mugabe has been Zimbabwe’s Marxist dictator since 1987. He keeps 
getting “re-elected” just like Fidel Castro did until he transferred his power to his 
brother Raúl. [my note Castro is also a Jew, Castro is the Goldman of Seraphic 
surnames.] 

A constitutional referendum held in 2013 granted Mugabe the right to stay in 
power for another two five-year terms. As expected, there was very low voter 
turnout for the referendum– with the usual intimidating display of force by 
Mugabe’s thugs against the opposition. 

Mugabe will be 99 years old by the time he is done destroying Zimbabwe. 

He is not allowed to set foot in the European Union due to his criminal record. But 
don’t get your hopes up– because EU bureaucrats have a record of dialogue with 
despots like Fidel Castro. So, this travel ban against Mugabe appears to be in 
place mostly due to pressure from Great Britain. 

Vatican City, however, is not a member of the EU. This gives Mugabe the 
opportunity to travel to the Vatican time and again– where he can feel like 
royalty. 

Robert Mugabe is manipulative, like all Marxist dictators. As such, he issues 
proclamations and passes laws against homosexual activism, in order to gain 
support from traditional Zimbabweans, who consider same-sex relations as an 
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abomination in their culture.............[My note as the Jews stated Communism is 
Judaism and this is Mosaic law.] 

Mugabe and the Vatican 

Mugabe’s VIP treatment during the canonization ceremony was not his first at the 
Vatican. Francis bowed down to Mugabe during the papal inaugural mass in 2013. 
Mugabe was also welcomed at the Vatican for John Paul II’s funeral and 
beatification, in 2005 and 2011, respectively. 

The Vatican ignores the facts 

Do the administrators at the Vatican care that Mugabe is responsible for creating 
man-made famines, and for the massacre of over 20,000 people? 

What about the fact that Mugabe is the head of the Zimbabwe African National 
Union Patriotic Front?– a political party that follows Communist principles and is 
organized under a politburo. 

The truth is that Zimbabwe’s economic and political disaster under Mugabe’s rule 
is ongoing– and it has resulted in one of the most horrific human tragedies of the 
last several decades. 

But these facts do not seem to affect the administrators at the Vatican in their 
determination to roll out the red carpet for Mugabe. 

Worst of all, these facts did not discourage Francis from bowing his head to a 
genocidal dictator like Robert Mugabe. 

The Marist Brothers and the Jesuits 

Catholics and non-Catholics alike need to keep track of history– and to remember 
that individuals like Mugabe came out of schools run by Marist Brothers and 
Jesuits. 

So did Fidel Castro– as well as other communists who have held key positions in 
the sustainable development / environmental movement (international 
socialism)– such as Jack Mundey in Australia. 

The footprints of the Marist Brothers and the Jesuits are often found where there 
has been a communist-led revolution. 

For the benefit of my readers I am also providing this link, which contains an 
interview with Mac Maharaj, a South African Marxist politician– and close friend 
of the now-deceased Nelson Mandela– where Maharaj explains how he and his 
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“comrades” would meet secretly at a Marist Brothers school, in order to plan 
their terrorist activities as communists. 

But we don’t have to go to Africa or Australia to see the communist activity in our 
Catholic midst. 

Much closer to us, the São Paulo Forum is comprised of many heads of states in 
Latin America who were raised as Roman Catholics and are supportive of 
Marxism. They work diligently to undermine the United States. 

Their leader and inspiration is Fidel Castro. This is why members of the São Paulo 
Forum are often seen visiting Castro in Cuba, in order to pay their respects to the 
Marxist murderer. 

These members of the São Paulo Forum are also welcomed in the Vatican– and 
most are big fans of Francis. 

Meanwhile, the modernists at the Holy See often shun decent Catholics who ask 
that the glorious and reverent traditions of the Roman Catholic Church be 
respected– most importantly having a Latin Mass at their local parish. 

More than 120 million human beings have been killed all over the world as a 
result of communism; yet, the Vatican’s modern bureaucracy continues to shake 
the bloodstained hands of Marxist despots. This gives the red carpet treatment a 
whole new meaning. 

Someone has to say the truth… 
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Soviet Union and Jewish Ritual Murder 

Its known in the so called ‘atheist’ USSR there were dozens of Rabbis and kikes 
who would launch curses and whatever else in the unknowing populace. If 
someone was an enemy of the jewish owned state, they would either die by their 
secret police, or they would get cursed or both. 

On the whole war, the jewish Rabbis kept and kept murdering people [as the case 
with the young boy Andrei who was murdered to curse the Czar] and sending the 
energy to the Nazis and mostly Hitler and his stuff, or used it to guide events. All 
sorts of blood Rituals were taking place and the gulags were ideal for this, all sorts 
of USSR psychics were on the roll and doing all sorts of shit (In an atheistic state- 
When jews finalize their control xianity gets thrown out of the window as it serves 
no need- it already made the people obedient to jews and now this had to 
actualize), as the suffering and horror of the people where was untold. 

 - High Priest Hooded Cobra 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?x-yt-ts=1422579428&v=i4zxi-hRWLA&x-yt-
cl=85114404  

The story about the murder of Ukrainian boy Andrei Youshchinsky by the Jew 
Beiliss is a warning to the ignorant. What does the 80 year cover up of this case — 
forensic evidence of Beiliss guilt was plentiful — indicate about the true nature of 
the Soviet regime? Would a media blackout of this story of Jewish ritual murder 
by the Soviets be considered anti-Semitic or philo-Semitic? 

Here is the article I did on this subject awhile back, note when they say Christian 
they mean Gentile as this was how Europeans generally identified themselves as 
not of Jewish blood at the period due to ruling influence of the Church. It was a 
cultural terminology.  

The Jewish Ritual Muder of Andrei 

 `Alilath Seker' a slush found in today terms provided bribe money and expenses 
[for Jews] to combat blood accusations.- Dr Philip Devier, "Blood Ritual" 

 In 1911 Kiev Russian the most notorious cases of ritual murder occurred the body 
of Andrei Youshchinsky a child from the local area was found in a cave drained of 
all his blood, a local Jew Beiliess was charged with the crime. Jews from around 
the world poured the modern equivalent of 115 million dollars into the concealing 
the facts of the case and his defense. After the discovery of the body the police 
arrested the mother and would not allow her to attend her sons burial, during 
this time the family was approached by a local Jewish lawyer who attempted to 
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bribe them into silence. Jewish owned News Papers then tried to slander the 
mother with false claims she ran a criminal network that killed her son, once 
again the Jew is the master of projection and lies. 

Several witnesses including two children of the Chebariak family who witnessed 
the kidnapping of Andrei by local Jews where murdered during the case. It was 
also shown the local head of the Police had planted false evidence to get Beiliess 
off the hook for the murder. 

 The children who had been with Andrei at the time of the abduction and where 
witnesses where all given pieces of cake by the investigator all 3 became severally 
ill the next day and two died, one survived after being ill for months when she 
recovered she testified in the court as to what she witnessed: 

 "We started to ride the clay -mixer suddenly Beiliess and two other Jews ran 
towards us, we jumped off the clay- mixer and tried to run away Andrei and my 
brother [Zhenya] where caught by Beiliess and the other Jews but my brother 
freed himself the Jews then dragged Andrei away, my sister[Valentina] also saw 
this."-Court testimony of Chebariaks daughter. 

John Grant the American Consulate stationed in Odessa Russia at the time 
reported the finding of the jury, the jury had officially found that: "A certain 
boy]Andrei] in Kiev Russia had been killed by fanatical Jews, and that Jews for 
Occult purposes had carefully drawn all blood from the dying child and that it was 
instance of Jewish Ritualistic murder, and that Beiliess was innocent." 

While the murder which was have proven to have taken place inside the 
synagogue of a local Jewish owned and operated brick factory, the Jury could not 
determine for certain if it was Beiliess who had wielded the implement that 
punchered Andrei over 45 times around his body killing him, drawing as much 
blood possible carefully from Andrei's body in the process. It was stated the 
puncher marks done to the side of the child's head where done specifically for a 
special part of the ritual as a sacrifice so the Jews could overthrow the Czar. 

 Medel Beiliess went free because 6 of the 12 members of the jury could not 
determine if he had been the murdered of the child,[despite eyewitness account 
from Chebariaks surviving daughter, he was one of the kidnappers of Andrei along 
with two other Jews] too many witnesses had been killed and too much evidence 
destroyed and covered over previous to the trail, by the Jews. 

 In 1917 G.G Zamyslovsky the prosecuting attorney wrote a 525 page book on the 
subject called "The Murder Of Andrei Youshchinsky" in which he detailed the facts 
of the case in depth. During the Judeo-Bolshevik revolution Zamyslovsky was 
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given a show trail by the Jewish CHEKA then murdered by them mainly for his 
book on the subject which revealed all the aspects of the case, his book was then 
classified till 1997 to keep it's contents secret, the Jews also "executed" the judge 
of the case and any original surviving witnesses. 
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The Chekist 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_RQVSHfuPCQ  
 
Warning this film is graphic. While graphic does not show the full level of the 
horror the Jewish Cheka leveled on the population. The Jewish lead and staffed 
Cheka was responsible for the murders and torture of millions. 
 
http://holodomorinfo.com/glossery/jewish-nkvd/cheka-2/  
 
"The Jewish Cheka was a secret police force created through the NKVD on 
December 20, 1917, after a decree issued by Vladimir Lenin [Jew], and was 
subsequently led by Felix Dzerzhinsky. The Cheka rounded up all those who were 
under suspicion of not supporting the Jewish Bolshevik government; including 
Civil or military servicemen suspected of working for Imperial Russia; families of 
officers-volunteers (including children); all clergy; workers and Chekapeasants 
and any other person whose private property was valued at over 10,000 rubles. 
The Cheka practiced torture and methods included being skinned alive, scalped, 
“crowned” with barbed wire, impaled, crucified, hanged, stoned to death, tied to 
planks and pushed slowly into furnaces or tanks of boiling water, or rolled around 
naked in internally nail-studded barrels. Women and children were also victims of 
Cheka terror. Women would sometimes be tortured and raped before being shot. 
Children between the ages of 8 and 13 were imprisoned and executed. Cheka was 
actively and openly utilizing kidnapping methods and with it was able to 
extinguish numerous people especially among the rural population. Villages were 
also bombarded to complete annihilation. The Cheka is a direct predecessor of 
the KGB formed 9 years clear of WWII in 1954. Jewish revisionist Zionism had 
already constructed a further manifestation of this organization in Jewish 
occupied Palestine 5 years earlier called Mossad." 
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Real State of Things during WW2 

Hitler never had any intentions of invading England. The Battle Of Britain was 
simply to destroy the Royal Air Forces ability to conduct aerial bombing raids on 
Germany. As England starting bombing German cities first.  

Sea Lion was a ruse by the German's to trick Stalin into thinking they where 
looking West. When in reality the German military knew the Soviet Union was 
building up the largest military force in history on their eastern door. With the 
purpose of invading the rest of Europe in the Spring of 42. Which is what caused 
the first strike against the Red Army by the Axis. They couldn't survive fighting a 
defensive war against Stalin. Especially with the Red Army having the upper hand 
of the first strike.  

What happened was Britain made a deal in 1940 with Stalin in Moscow in which 
Stalin secretly agreed to come into the war on the Allies side by the period of 
either 42 or early 43 when the Red Army was built up enough. Here the narrative 
of the British and American's goes to shit. The fact is they intended to hand all of 
Europe over to Communism with Stalin in 1940. Because the hand of the 
international Jew was behind this. The war was simply a method to advance 
global Jewish power by Communism. Which was the plan from the start. They 
didn't expect the blowback in Europe during the 20's and 30's. Which created the 
Axis nations.  

The original plan was Britain, France, Poland and Germany would bleed either out 
in war. Then Stalin would roll right in and take the whole thing for Communism. 
That failed, then the attempt to do this failed again with the Axis strike into the 
Soviet Union. It got so bad Stalin told his jewish brethren in the West if they didn't 
open up a second front they would lose in Europe. This ended up with 
Communism not going as far and the cold war. Then due to the long term effects 
of the war. The Soviet Union collapsed down the road. 

- High Priest Mageson666 
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Big Bang is a Jewish Lie 

No Big Bang? Quantum equation predicts universe has no beginning. 

http://phys.org/news/2015-02-big-quantum-equation-universe.html  

Phys.org) —"The universe may have existed forever, according to a new model 
that applies quantum correction terms to complement Einstein's theory of 
general relativity. The model may also account for dark matter and dark energy, 
resolving multiple problems at once. 

The widely accepted age of the universe, as estimated by general relativity, is 13.8 
billion years. In the beginning, everything in existence is thought to have occupied 
a single infinitely dense point, or singularity. Only after this point began to expand 
in a "Big Bang" did the universe officially begin. 

 Although the Big Bang singularity arises directly and unavoidably from the 
mathematics of general relativity, some scientists see it as problematic because 
the math can explain only what happened immediately after—not at or before—
the singularity. 

 "The Big Bang singularity is the most serious problem of general relativity 
because the laws of physics appear to break down there," Ahmed Farag Ali at 
Benha University and the Zewail City of Science and Technology, both in Egypt, 
told Phys.org. 

 Ali and coauthor Saurya Das at the University of Lethbridge in Alberta, Canada, 
have shown in a paper published in Physics Letters B that the Big Bang singularity 
can be resolved by their new model in which the universe has no beginning and 
no end. 

 Old ideas revisited 

 The physicists emphasize that their quantum correction terms are not applied ad 
hoc in an attempt to specifically eliminate the Big Bang singularity. Their work is 
based on ideas by the theoretical physicist David Bohm, who is also known for his 
contributions to the philosophy of physics. Starting in the 1950s, Bohm explored 
replacing classical geodesics (the shortest path between two points on a curved 
surface) with quantum trajectories. 

 In their paper, Ali and Das applied these Bohmian trajectories to an equation 
developed in the 1950s by physicist Amal Kumar Raychaudhuri at Presidency 
University in Kolkata, India. Raychaudhuri was also Das's teacher when he was an 
undergraduate student of that institution in the '90s. 
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 Using the quantum-corrected Raychaudhuri equation, Ali and Das derived 
quantum-corrected Friedmann equations, which describe the expansion and 
evolution of universe (including the Big Bang) within the context of general 
relativity. Although it's not a true theory of quantum gravity, the model does 
contain elements from both quantum theory and general relativity. Ali and Das 
also expect their results to hold even if and when a full theory of quantum gravity 
is formulated. 

No singularities nor dark stuff 

 In addition to not predicting a Big Bang singularity, the new model does not 
predict a "big crunch" singularity, either. In general relativity, one possible fate of 
the universe is that it starts to shrink until it collapses in on itself in a big crunch 
and becomes an infinitely dense point once again. 

 Ali and Das explain in their paper that their model avoids singularities because of 
a key difference between classical geodesics and Bohmian trajectories. Classical 
geodesics eventually cross each other, and the points at which they converge are 
singularities. In contrast, Bohmian trajectories never cross each other, so 
singularities do not appear in the equations. 

 In cosmological terms, the scientists explain that the quantum corrections can be 
thought of as a cosmological constant term (without the need for dark energy) 
and a radiation term. These terms keep the universe at a finite size, and therefore 
give it an infinite age. The terms also make predictions that agree closely with 
current observations of the cosmological constant and density of the universe. 

New gravity particle 

In physical terms, the model describes the universe as being filled with a quantum 
fluid. The scientists propose that this fluid might be composed of gravitons—
hypothetical massless particles that mediate the force of gravity. If they exist, 
gravitons are thought to play a key role in a theory of quantum gravity. 

In a related paper, Das and another collaborator, Rajat Bhaduri of McMaster 
University, Canada, have lent further credence to this model. They show that 
gravitons can form a Bose-Einstein condensate (named after Einstein and another 
Indian physicist, Satyendranath Bose) at temperatures that were present in the 
universe at all epochs. 

Motivated by the model's potential to resolve the Big Bang singularity and 
account for dark matter and dark energy, the physicists plan to analyze their 
model more rigorously in the future. Their future work includes redoing their 
study while taking into account small inhomogeneous and anisotropic 
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perturbations, but they do not expect small perturbations to significantly affect 
the results. 

 "It is satisfying to note that such straightforward corrections can potentially 
resolve so many issues at once," Das said." 

High Priest Mageson666: 

The Boo Banging Theorwee. Was opposed by major panels of scientists it was 
forced on the community by jooz and their lobby power. The whole point of the 
opus is only understood by knowing the universe is eternal and is the emanation 
of the primal Aether. The key to all knowledge is here. This is why science has 
developed tech that can manifested things out of the ether. Because that is how 
existence works. The Primal Aether is Zeus and the incarnation of this force is the 
Second Zeus the human who has become divine by transmuting the elements of 
their being into this spiritual gold and thus escaping the sphere of time. Alexander 
was the Son Of Zeus. The fact mainstream scholars don't get what this means 
shows how limited their expertize really is. You can't claim to be an expert on a 
society and culture built upon the Pagan Mystery Theology without even 
understanding what that is.  

My Bert Bang is ridicule on the all important point. The jooz want the big bang 
because it corresponds to their Torah nonsense and thus subliminally enforces 
this. Just put a dude name Yahweh speaking creation into being as the bang. This 
is already being pushed by Intelligent Design xians, they are trying to create a new 
synthesis between Xian theism and science to keep this program going. 
Remember the church used to rule science. The Big Bang was also pushed by the 
Catholic Church as well. A Jesuit was stated to have penned this ideal as well. And 
we know just jew the jewsuits are. This all plays into the Nazarene Paradigm. 
Either theistic or atheistic. 

Germany created the most advanced science and technology paradigm on earth 
in around a decade and half of this under total war conditions. This was due to as 
the Physicist and researcher Farrell stated. Himmler personally reorganizing the 
entire scientific community in Germany and giving them the proper direction and 
freedom to create. Himmler was a very spiritually advanced person and deep 
student of spiritual knowledge. So its no mistake he knew exactly how to create a 
scientific paradigm. The secret of Nazi tech was its based off the Aether or Vril. 
Telsa genius was also by building tech on this principal. There are still cars Telsa 
built in the early 30's that run on Aether engines. They don't need gas or oil. The 
Jews shut Telsa down and hounded him into extreme poverty, sickness and 
obscurity. He died alone, broke in a tiny slum apartment, forgotten. Thanks to the 
Jews. If the Jews had not stepped on Telsa and destroyed him we would have 
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never gone with fossil fuel energy and had free, clean energy for the whole planet 
from the start.  

This would have opened the door for a technological revolution that would have 
changed the world. Our society would be out of the Malthusian, social Darwinism 
of today. And into a society that would have been Utopian. The reason we live in 
a Global System in which thirty thousand children die a day of starvation on a 
planet with enough to feed seventeen billion people. Is because the Jews have 
created a Globalist Feudal system of scarcity, war, poverty, neglect and 
corruption. We are living the nightmare that is the world dream of the Jew. 

Albert Einstein: The Incorrigible Plagiarist 

http://www.amazon.com/Albert-Einstein-The-Incorrigible-
Plagiarist/dp/0971962987?tag=viglink21496-20  

The author showed Einstein was a myth created by the Jews to attempt to 
disprove the observation by the leading minds of the time. Those jews are not 
creative. So they proved them right, but to the jew its the lie is all that matters 
and the appearance it gives them. The other level is they attempted to pervert 
and corrupt actual scientific advancement. Because it leads back to metaphysical 
truths they worked hard to remove. Hence why the Third Reich was able to 
advance a thousand years in a decade scientifically because they scraped all as 
they stated the Jewish, pseudo science and started over. of course this would take 
the kind of creative mind that Jewish social engineering has worked hard to 
create a systematization of individuals to destroy within each generation. 
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Science 

Science, Science. Well, this is a very much hated thing by xianity. For around 1700 
years or more, science of every kind was shunned and supressed in anyway 
possible. From what we know, thanks to the jewish religions and programms, 
supression of all races in Earth, you can see the results today. But first things first. 

Thing is with Science, today it was re-founded upon left brain principles, while it 
existed in the East and Egypt, Ancient Greece and other places in abudance, in 
other forms. Today we call this prelithic, but this is nothing but a jewish lie. The 
Ancients knew ways to sublimate, direct, cultivate, gather and project energy by 
other means that relate astral and spiritual. This also had to do with the 
constellations. Despite of the jewish lies about how the Pyramids were built [they 
lie about everything anyway] texts inside the Pyramids mention again and again... 
When certain alignments took place in the sky, certain people with certain 
abilities were called in to build these megalithic structures. Inside the Pyramids 
there were found many ancient technologies that had to do with Ratios, were 
carefully calculated and were to be used as mind/spirit machines that influenced 
the physical world. They were built upon mathematics and upon Astral laws that 
the enemy made sure would be suppressed. Researchers and people who dared 
talk about these things, which I will not mention their names, you can search and 
others who even utilized these things [Like Nikola Tesla] were put to death, 
directly or indirectly or their voice was shut down by the so called and all knowing 
jesus beliving jew ass kissing 'scientific community'. There are also many honest 
scientists but science like in every other field is infilrated or influenced by jewish 
influence. Like Einstein's crap theory [which was also stolen by someone else, no 
different than Zuckenbeg stole facebook from someone else etc] to some 
scientists still subconsciously hanging to xianity and being unknowing of 
spirituality, which guides them in conscious blindness to see beyond some things. 
There are others who do and will always do and these are the only bright people 
many of which are supressed by the 'scientific community'. Many others with a 
'big mouth' have even been put to death or assasinated, simple old jewish crap. 

So to get fast to the point. Quantum Physics today shows us a whole new world, 
of different universes, realities, possibilities, more dimensions. Even left brained 
scientists today KNOW that 90% of the universe is made up of "Dark Matter". We 
can only see a certain spectrum of light and there exist all sorts of other 
dimensions, one on top of another. There are radiations and things we cannot 
see. What we reffer to as "consciousness" is still a scientific riddle. Then, we have 
an eye like organ in our brain, which is the original Vadjet. This "eye" is atrophied 
and obviously cannot see any "physical" vibrations but is made for something 
else.  
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How much fucking IQ does it take to realize that the enemy is trying to shut us 
down from reality and its invisible mechanisms? Even your WI-FI and cellphone 
are invisible but with certain technology it can be seen. The Aura or the 
electromagnetic field around the body can be seen by some technology named 
"Krilian" photography. What I am trying to say, we can see much of it, but people 
have orders to keep it down so the populace cannot know. One can just hit a 
google research and find all the soviet experiments on people that had to do with 
the "powers" of the mind, "Operation Paperclip" done by NS Germany, MK Ultra 
practiced by the USA, and all the efforts made by corporations like Google and 
even other institutions to understand the mechanisms of the mind...For better or 
for worse reasons. Thing is, the brain is a riddle. It changes every second. They are 
trying to come up with information in order to control or for any other reason. 
One side wants to know so they can control and destroy and put humanity in 
disaster, this is the side of the enemy. People of our liking and side work for 
Satan's agenda which is healthy evolution and evolution that goes even with our 
spiritual capability and consciousness. They also research Genetics and take the 
'old knowledge' in far more consideration than most know. They also know about 
Aliens, as the evidence is overwhelming. 

For those who don't know, NS Germany did send expeditions to Tibet and other 
places to determine the "Aryan Origins" [not in the sense of "White Superiority" 
but to find the races of the "Aryans" who were created by Satan]. Gentile Races 
were created by Satan. It was not too long ago that I was visited by a Demon who 
looked no less than a Vietnamese. He was immensely powerful and of the most 
beautiful Oritental beings I have ever seen. I am sure there are also Gods who are 
very dark skinned, resembling what we today call the Black Race, as some may 
have been in Egypt though still being diverse from Egyptians, as were the Greeks 
of the time who were segregated [not allowed to procreate with Egyptians but 
were allowed to spiritually advance in Egypt]. As for the Chinese/Japanese and 
Hindus, there are reports of people ascending to Godhead and many have been 
also recent. Satan helps all his Children reach the top in their Spiritual Mission. 
The lands we have and our assigned places are all in accordance to our Divine 
Purpose in protecting and cultivating the planet. I know in Satan's planet there is 
"racial diversity" but there is very little to NO inter mixture, and there is no Racial 
Hatred. In other words, the God Races are kept pure.  

Now to link this with underground cities [you can see in the news how many cities 
they find, from Peru to China down to Egypt] they find many cities that many 
people could live up to 200,000 in number. There is no 'light' in these cities and 
there is no Sun. Edward Lytton [a British writter] wrote in his "Novel" the Coming 
Race, about such people. He talked about how advanced they were and how he 
met with them. Funny is the thing that if supposedly this was a novel and not 
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something that really happened to someone, he has found so much accurate 
information. He even mentioned that these beings meditate, their use of 
bioelectricity, the advanced civilization they had and so forth.  

With all the above in conjunction you can understand, the enemy hides things, big 
time. They hide many things, they hide so much that they cannot control anything 
anymore. It wasn't long ago that they found a statue of ISIS too far from Egypt to 
even ASSUME that something was going on in the past between people if races 
SO FAR. But thing is, for the most part, history is distorted and in placed before 
2000AD we are lied about in many many places. We are lied on about timelines, 
about events. The xian clergy and the inquisitors, the byzantine empire etc, made 
sure to destroy and confiscate any and all evidence up to a 98%, alter the rest 2%, 
by making the Ancient Races perish, admixture, destroying the temples and every 
proof they could get their hands upon. More than half Egypt is below the sands as 
we speak and there are writings being found that outright say the Truth but many 
are discarded or Egyptologists are told to hide things.  

Then, lets go back to Tesla. I urge everyone to read about Tesla, especially those 
in the field of science. The father of your computer, electricity, screens and 
technology we have today, was a 'crazy' man, who had an accident and some 
portions of his brain opened up. This 'crazy' [as the left brain kike type of thinkers 
would describe him] said 'crazy' things like, that he "Talks and commands 
electricity", that he 'transcends the realm of time and space and absorbs 
knowledge from a sea of consciousness' and other things. Which is all right 
thinking applied in left brain applications. So the next time some left brain dude 
pretends to be intelligent, remember that you know better. This reality is not to 
be understood solely with the left brain, but with both the parts of the brain, no 
matter if one approves the other. When one is advanced enough, both sides co-
operate greatly and then one understands how far the Human potential is. Satan 
opens one up to the Truth and to things far bigger than themselves. With 86 
billion Neurons and even more nervous connections in such tiny brain, with 
billions of galaxies and millions of solar systems in each galaxy, there are still 
people who think of themselves that they know it all? Believing still some kike 
made the cosmos and that they will roast in "hell"? In year fucking 2014? 

Do you see where all this is going? Let your mind expand and try to understand. 
When one is a Satanist, he Stands for the Truth, no matter if it 'applies' or if he 
'agrees' with it. Let Satan open up your eyes. 

HUMANITY NEEDS TO WAKE UP!!! 
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People Who Question Jewish Lies Face 5 Years In Jail In Russia 

People Who Question Jewish Lies Face 5 Years In Jail In Russia 

I wonder why? 

 

Putin: “I will do everything for the Jews!” 

Source: Chabad.org – Jewish News – Chanukah Journal Nov 26, 1999 
http://www.chabad.org/news/article_cdo/aid/1119/404/1/jewish/Chanukah-
Journal.htm 

Ok that's why. 

Note the Jews ran the Soviet Union a fact which even they admit. The Soviet 
Version of history is the Jewish false narrative which is why being honest about 
the Holocaust or the Soviet false history is a crime now in Russia. The holocaust is 
the key part of the false historical narrative of the Jew Word Order. As the truth 
does not fear investigation. Which is why the Holocaust is illegal to question in 
many other Nations under Jewish control. Which shows yet again Russia is under 
Jewish control.  
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The Jews have made it illegal to look into their crimes against humanity under 
their Soviet Union such as this: 

The Real Holocaust The Jewish Run Soviet Death Camps: 

http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/the-real-death-camps-and-
holocaust.html 

What all the above means is Criticism Of Jews Or Their Lies and Crimes Is Illegal In 
Russia. Nothing else. Just like in the Jewish run Soviet Union where anti-Semitism 
[criticism of Jews and their crimes] was the death penalty. 

Note the laws restricting free speech even online as well the Jewish elites got 
passed with and Remember: 

Free Speech Online A New Crime Discovered By The Jews: 

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic6275.html  

Jewish leaders call for outlawing anti-Semitism in Europe 

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic7687.html  

Jewish Owned Russia Marching Into Jew World Order: 

http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/russia-marching-into-jwo.html 

Russia Still Under Jewish Control: 

http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/jews-still-in-control-of-russia.html 

Putin Supports The Jewish Terrorist State Of Israel: 

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic7704.html  

Let the Jew times roll. 

By Reuters 

Holocaust Deniers in Russia Now Face Five Years in Prison 

Read more: 

http://forward.com/articles/197664/holocaust-deniers-in-russia-now-face-five-
years-in/#ixzz3RZMkB5qp  
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Russian President Vladimir Putin signed a law on Monday making the denial of 
Nazi crimes and distortion of the Soviet Union’s role in the World War Two a 
criminal offence punishable by up to five years in jail. 

The law, described by critics as an attempt to curb freedom of expression to 
appease conservative Russians, the ex-KGB spy’s main support base, also 
criminalises the public desecration of war memorials. 

The Kremlin has used World War Two as a pillar to unite a society that Putin has 
said lost its moral bearings following the 1991 Soviet collapse. 

It has become increasingly risky for Russians to dispute an official line that 
glorifies the wartime achievements of the Soviet leadership and plays down its 
errors. 

The new law would ban “wittingly spreading false information about the activity 
of the USSR during the years of World War Two”. 

Russian officials and media have raised the spectre of Nazi Germany repeatedly 
during Moscow’s confrontation with the West over Ukraine, calling the overthrow 
of a Russian-allied president in February a coup carried out in part by “neo-Nazi” 
forces. 

Independent channel Dozhd (TV Rain) was taken off the air earlier this year after 
asking viewers whether Leningrad, now St Petersburg, should have been given to 
German troops to save lives during its 872-day siege during World War Two. 

Viktor Shenderovich, a blogger critical of the authorities, came under fire from 
Kremlin supporters in February after comparing the Sochi Olympics to the 1936 
Berlin Olympic Games, used by Adolf Hitler to burnish the image of the Nazi 
Germany. 

In a comment posted when the legislation was first introduced, veteran TV host 
Vladimir Posner said he believed its aim was “to shut the mouths of journalists, 
historians and writers”. 

He said he feared it would “practically ban criticism of Stalin” for “grave mistakes 
that led to the deaths of hundreds of thousands of our soldiers”. 

It was unclear whether the wording of the bill had been changed since its 
introduction and Posner could not immediately be reached for comment. 

Kremlin critics say Putin, in power since 2000, has used legislation, court cases 
and other levers to tighten control during his current term, which he won despite 
large opposition protests in 2011-2012. Putin denies the accusations. 
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Separately on Monday, Putin signed a law imposing fines for the use of expletives 
on television, radio and in films shown in theatres. Music and movies containing 
foul language will have to have a warning on the label, state-run RIA news agency 
said. 

Putin also signed a law imposing stricter rules on bloggers, which opponents say is 
aimed at suppressing criticism on the Internet. 
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Communization by Obama (2nd 
Bush?) 

This is a collection of arcticles about the attempts of communization of America 
and other Gentile Nations by the Jewish government of Obama. 
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Breaking civil rights: 
http://www.voltairenet.org/article176565.html  
Bush, Obama – change in continuity 
by Jean-Claude Paye 
 
Far from having broken with his Republican predecessor, Democratic President 
Barack Obama has now reinforced the law of exception that he criticised when he 
was a senator. It is now possible to deprive United States citizens of their 
fundamental rights because they have taken part in armed action against their 
own country, but also when they take a political position favourable to those who 
use military action to resist the Empire. Worse - Barack Obama has added to the 
law John Yoo’s "Unitary Executive theory," which puts an end to the principles of 
the separation of powers as defined by Montesquieu. The security policy of the 
United States President now escapes all control. 
 

 
President Obama tearing up the United States Constitution (photomontage) 
 
The Presidential elections, and the game of a possible changeover between 
Democrats and Republicans, cannot hide a marked tendency towards mutation in 
the form of the United States executive, regardless of the colour of the 
Presidential ticket. And it seems that the most significant change in the law has 
taken place under President Obama. 
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Barack Obama was elected by evoking a future based on respect for the 
fundamental rights of individuals and nations. But assessment of his presidency 
reveals an entirely different picture. The visible aspects of this, such as the failure 
to close down Guantánamo Bay, the maintenance of exceptional military 
tribunals or the practice of torture in Afghanistan, are only the tip of the iceberg. 
These elements only allow us to note the continuity between the Bush and 
Obama administrations. However, there has been such reinforcement of the 
previous political structure that the form of the state has now changed, creating a 
hitherto unseen modification of the relation between the authorities and the 
citizens of the United States. 
 
The possibility of treating US citizens as foreign ’terrorists’ has been a constant 
objective of the government executive since the attacks of 9/11. By the new 
prerogative which has been awarded him by the National Defense Authorization 
Act - that of being able to nullify Habeas Corpus for US citizens and not just for 
foreign nationals - the Obama administration has achieved what the previous 
government had only planned but never instituted. 
End of Habeas Corpus for foreigners 
 
The Patriot Act, which became effective on the 26th October 2001, already 
authorised indefinite detention without indictment for foreigners suspected of 
having links to terrorist organisations. 
 
In order to finally bring these prisoners to justice, special tribunals and military 
commissions were created by Presidential decree, the Military Order of 13th 
November 2001 [1]. This executive act enables the trial, by these military 
tribunals, of foreigners suspected of being in contact with Al Qaeda, or having 
"committed, prepared or helped to devise acts of international terrorism against 
the USA". 
 
The state of war was invoked to justify the institution of these laws, which are so 
harmful to liberty that they even violate the Military Code itself. These tribunals 
were set up to judge foreigners suspected of terrorism, and no proof which could 
invalidate such charges is admissible by either civil or military tribunals. 
 
By voting for the Military Commissions Act [2], in September 2006, the Congress 
chambers legitimised the military commissions. The law considerably extends the 
notion of "illegal enemy combatant", which no longer describes only foreigners 
captured on the field of battle, but also foreigners or US citizens who have never 
left their country of origin. While US citizens indicted on the basis of this notion of 
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illegal enemy combatant must be deferred before civil courts, it is not the case for 
foreigners, who may be judged by military commissions. 
 
In these exceptional courts, defendants do not have the right to choose their own 
lawyer – instead, the defense lawyer will be a military person designated by the 
President, who also designates the military judges and determines the degree of 
"physical coercion" that can be applied to the prisoner. The lawyer also has no 
access to evidentiary elements of the case which may be classified as "secret". 
 
Inscription of the ’enemy’ in criminal law 
 
The Military Commissions Act introduces the notion of enemy into criminal law. It 
gives the President of the United States the power to so designate not only his 
own citizens, but also any nationals of countries with which the USA is not at war. 
A person may be prosecuted as an "illegal enemy combatant" not on the basis of 
proof, but simply because they have been labelled as such by the executive of the 
United States. Integrated in the law, the charge no longer refers only to a state of 
emergency, like the Military Order of 2001, but becomes permanent. The 
inscription of this anomie into the law establishes the exception as a constant. It 
mutates the judicial and political order by creating a purely subjective law which 
is at the entire discretion of the executive. 
 
On the 28th October 2009, President Obama signed the Military Commissions Act 
of 2009 [3] which amended the Military Commissions Act of 2006. The reform 
was formally necessary for the new administration, because in 2006, Barak 
Obama was one of 34 senators who opposed the old legislation. 
 
The new law no longer mentions ’illegal enemy combatants’, but "hostile non-
protected enemies". However, the main thrust remains – the inscription of the 
notion of ’enemy’ into criminal law, and thus the fusion of criminal and military 
law. But the term "belligerent", which characterises the notion of ’enemy’, widens 
the field of incrimination. It no longer concerns only combatants, but also 
"persons who are engaged in conflict against the USA". The new definition also 
applies not only to people captured on or near a field of battle, but also to any 
individuals who act or even express solidarity with those opposing the US armed 
forces, or even simply the aggressive policies of the US governement. 
 
The end of Habeas Corpus for US citizens 
 
The National Defense Authorization Act [4] signed by President Obama on the 
31st December 2011 authorises the indefinite detention, without trial or 
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indictement, of any US citizens designated as enemies by the executive. The 
individuals concerned are not only those who have been captured on the field of 
battle, but also those who have never left the United States or participated in any 
military action. The law concerns any person designated by the administration as 
"a member of Al-Qaeda or the Taliban, and who takes part in hostile action 
against the United States", but also anyone who "substantially supports these 
organisations". This formula enables an extensive and flexible use of the law. For 
example, it would enable the government to lash out at any civil defence 
organisations who seek to protect the constitutional rights of US citizens who 
have been designated by the executive as enemies of the USA. 
 
Primacy of values over the law 
 
By signing this document, Obama has declared that his administration will not 
authorise the unlimited military detention without trial of US citizens, stating that 
this possibility would not be contrary to US law, but only to "American values". It 
is in the name of these values that he will refrain from using the opportunity 
offered by the law, but not because this form of imprisonment would be 
unconstitutional. He confirms that the National Defense Authorization Act does 
not in fact provide any new prerogatives. The President has had these 
extraordinary powers since the 14th September 2001, when Congress adopted a 
resolution stipulating: "that the President is authorised to use all necessary and 
appropriate force against nations, organisations or persons who have planned, 
authorised, committed or assisted the terrorist attacks of the 11th September 
2001...." So, in opposition to the framework of the text, he aligns himself with G. 
Bush’s statement that the agreement enabling the President to engage force 
offers him unlimited authority, in space and time, to act against any potential 
aggressor, and not only those implicated in the attacks of 9/11. 
 
The authorisation itself is preceded by a foreword stating: "it is recognised that 
the President has the authority under the Constitution to dissuade and defend 
against acts of international terrorism against the United States". G. Bush 
regularly used this phrase to justify the violations of constitutional rights of US 
citizens. President Obama has adopted the same interpretation in order to deny 
the innovative nature of a law which enables him to do away with Habeas Corpus 
for any US citizen. 
 
A President who places himself above the law 
 
Here, primacy no longer resides in the legal text, but in presidential initiative. It’s 
entirely at his own discretion that Obama may choose to refrain from using the 
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authorisation, conferred by the law, to imprison US citizens indefinitely and 
without indictment. In the same way, he opposes the obligation for military 
detention of foreign terrorists. Speaking of this, he confirms that his 
administration will "interpret and apply the clauses described below in such a way 
as to preserve the flexibility upon which our security depends, and to maintain 
the values on which this country is founded". Thus he has deliberately side-
stepped the rule that once he has signed a text of law, the President will apply it 
loyally. Obama has reversed the restrictive character of the legal text in favour of 
Presidential freedom. In the same way, the concept of "American values" takes 
precedence over the law. 
 
If the National Defense Authorization Act only serves to ratify the prerogatives 
already possessed by the executive, the problem only concerns the modalities of 
implementation. The President must not be limited in the fight against terrorism. 
For Obama, the disputed articles are unconstitutional, not because they 
concentrate power in his hands, but because they limit his field of action. The 
contested clauses institute military detention, which limits the required action 
"flexibility" on the part of the administration - for example, the possibility of 
detaining foreign prisoners in CIA camps. The articles in question would 
"contravene the principle of the separation of powers." 
 
A reversal of the principle of the separation of powers 
 
Obama has reversed the method of organisation which was handed down by the 
Age of Enlightenment. For Montesquieu [5], the objective was to prevent the 
concentration of political power in a single authority. In order to do this, the 
powers balance and limit each other. Obama, on the contrary, has opened a 
breach in the exercise of state power in such a way that the legal authorities can 
no longer exercise control over the power of the executive. The separation of 
powers has been abandoned in favour of an absence of limits for Presidential 
action. This form of organisation is valid for a nation in a state of open war, whose 
existence is threatened by an external power. The Bush or Obama administrations 
consider that the authorisation granted by Congress in 2001 for the use of force 
against the authors of the 9/11 attacks is the equivalent of a declaration of war, 
like those which were voted during the Second World War. The field of 
application is however much wider, since the authorisation of 2001 permits the 
use of force not only against other nations, but also against organisations or even 
simple individuals. 
 
The National Defense Authorization Act operates a mutation of the legal notion of 
hostility. Its declared aim is conflict against non-specified adversaries who do not 
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threaten the integrity of the national territory. The struggle against terrorism 
provides a constantly renewed image of the enemy. It declares a permanent state 
of war, unbounded by frontiers, which blurs the distinction between interior and 
exterior, since it does not distinguish between US citizens and soldiers of a foreign 
power. The political and legal structure, built from this new and asymmetric war, 
reverses the form of the rule of law. The law is no longer a reduction of the 
exception, but its continual extension. 
 
Translation 
Pete Kimberley 
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Turning the Armed Forces into means of Communist take-over: 
http://www.voltairenet.org/article163579.html  
Big Brother: Obama Calls for the Integration of State and Federal Military Forces 
by Tom Burghardt 
 
Contrary to his election campaign promises, Obama has issued dozens of signing 
statements. He has issued another executive order, this time establishing a so-
called “Council of Governors.” The order, signed on January 11, further diminishes 
the sovereignty of the states and builds on a framework for possible martial law. 
The executive order was completely ignored by the corporate media. 
 
In the wake of the Flight 253 provocation, over-hyped terrorism panics, and last 
year’s Big Pharma and media-engineered hysteria over the H1N1 flu pandemic, 
President Barack Obama signed Executive Order 13528 [1] 
 
Among other things, the Executive Order (EO) established a Council of Governors, 
an "advisory panel" chosen by the President that will rubber-stamp long-sought-
after Pentagon contingency plans to seize control of state National Guard forces 
in the event of a "national emergency." 
 
According to the White House press release [2], the ten member, bipartisan 
Council was created "to strengthen further the partnership between the Federal 
Government and State Governments to protect our Nation against all types of 
hazards." 
 
"When appointed" the announcement continues, "the Council will be reviewing 
such matters as involving the National Guard of the various States; homeland 
defense; civil support; synchronization and integration of State and Federal 
military activities in the United States; and other matters of mutual interest 
pertaining to National Guard, homeland defense, and civil support activities." 
 
Clearly designed to weaken the Posse Comitatus Act of 1878 [3] which bars the 
use of the military for civilian law enforcement, EO 13528 is the latest in a series 
of maneuvers by previous administrations to wrest control of armed forces 
historically under the democratic control of elected state officials, and a modicum 
of public accountability. 
 
One consequence of moves to "synchronize and integrate" state National Guard 
units with those of the Armed Forces would be to place them under the effective 
control of United States Northern Command (USNORTHCOM) [4], created in 2002 
by Bushist legislators in both capitalist parties under the pretext of imperialism’s 
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endless "War on Terror." At the time, Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld called 
USNORTHCOM’s launch "the most sweeping set of changes since the unified 
command system was set up in 1946." 
 
The real-world consequences of those changes weren’t long in coming. 
 
Following their criminal inaction during 2005’s Hurricane Katrina catastrophe, the 
Bush regime sought, but failed, to seize control of depleted Gulf Coast National 
Guard units, the bulk of which had been sent to Iraq along with equipment that 
might have aided the recovery. Bush demanded that then Louisiana Governor 
Kathleen Blanco sign over control of the Guard as well as state and local police 
units as the blood price for federal assistance. 
 
At the height of the crisis, Bush cited presidential prerogatives for doing so under 
the Insurrection Act [5], a repressive statute which authorizes the President to 
federalize National Guard units when state governments fail to "suppress 
rebellion." How the plight of citizens engulfed by Katrina’s flood waters could be 
twisted into an act of "rebellion" was achieved when Orwellian spin doctors, 
aided and abetted by a compliant media, invented a new criminal category to 
cover traumatized New Orleans residents: "Drowning while Black." 
 
Fast forward five years. Given the serious implications such proposals would have 
for a functioning democracy, the media’s deafening silence on Obama’s Executive 
Order is hardly surprising. Like their role as cheerleaders in the escalating wars in 
Afghanistan and Pakistan, media self-censorship tell us much about the state of 
affairs in "new normal" America. 
 
Like his predecessors in the Oval Office, stretching back to the 1960s with 
Pentagon "civil disturbance" plans such as Cable Splicer and Garden Plot, both of 
which are continuously updated, our "change" President will forge ahead and 
invest the permanent National Security bureaucracy with unprecedented power. 
 
Under color of the 2008 National Defense Authorization Act [6], an unsavory 
piece of Bushist legislative detritus, "The President shall establish a bipartisan 
Council of Governors to advise the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of 
Homeland Security, and the White House Homeland Security Council on matters 
related to the National Guard and civil support missions." 
 
The toothless Council, whose Executive Director will be designated by the 
Secretary of Defense no less, "shall meet at the call of the Secretary of Defense or 
the Co-Chairs of the Council." 
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Will such a Council have veto power over administration deliberations? Hardly. 
They are relegated "to exchange views, information, or advice with the Secretary 
of Defense; the Secretary of Homeland Security" and "the Assistant to the 
President for Homeland Security and Counterterrorism." 
 
Additional entities covered by the EO with whom the Governors Council will 
"exchange views" include, "the Assistant to the President for Intergovernmental 
Affairs and Public Engagement; the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Homeland 
Defense and Americas’ Security Affairs; the Commander, United States Northern 
Command; the Chief, National Guard Bureau; the Commandant of the Coast 
Guard; and other appropriate officials of the Department of Homeland Security 
and the Department of Defense, and appropriate officials of other executive 
departments or agencies as may be designated by the Secretary of Defense or the 
Secretary of Homeland Security." 
 
In other words, right from the get-go, the Council will serve as civilian cover for 
political decisions made by the Executive Branch and the security apparat. EO 
13528 continues, "Such views, information, or advice shall concern: (a) matters 
involving the National Guard of the various States; (b) homeland defense; (c) civil 
support; (d) synchronization and integration of State and Federal military 
activities in the United States; and (e) other matters of mutual interest pertaining 
to National Guard, homeland defense, and civil support activities." 
 
When news first broke last summer of Obama’s proposal to expand the military’s 
authority to respond to domestic disasters, it was opposed by the National 
Governors Association (NGA). 
 
Congressional Quarterly [7] reported that a letter sent on behalf of the NGA 
opposed creation of the Council on grounds that it "would invite confusion on 
critical command and control issues, complicate interagency planning, establish 
stove-piped response efforts, and interfere with governors’ constitutional 
responsibilities to ensure the safety and security of their citizens," Govs. Jim 
Douglas, R-Vt., and Joe Manchin III, D-W.Va., wrote. 
 
According to their August letter to Paul N. Stockton, Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for Homeland Defense and Americas’ Security Affairs, Douglas and 
Manchin III argued that "without assigning a governor tactical control" of military 
forces during a natural disaster such as a flood or earthquake, or an unnatural 
disaster such as a terrorist attack or other mass casualty event, the "strong 
potential exists for confusion in mission, execution and the dilution of governors’ 
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control over situations with which they are more familiar and better capable of 
handling than a federal military commander." 
 
With slim prospects of congressional authorization for the scheme, in fact the 
2008 language was removed from subsequent Defense spending legislation, other 
means were required. Playing bureaucratic hardball with the governors, this has 
now been accomplished by presidential fiat, further eroding clear constitutional 
limits on Executive Branch power. 
 
These maneuvers as I have previously written [8], have very little to do with 
responding to a catastrophic emergency. Indeed, EO 13528 is only the latest 
iteration of plans to expand the National Security State’s writ and as such, have 
everything to do with decades-old Continuity of Government (COG) programs 
kept secret from Congress and the American people. 
 
Derided by neocons, neoliberals and other corporatists as a quaint backwater for 
"conspiracy theorists" railing against "FEMA concentration camps," Continuity of 
Government, and the nexus of "civil support" programs that have proliferated like 
noxious weeds are no laughing matter. 
 
Indeed, even members of Congress are considered "unauthorized parties" denied 
access "to information on COG plans, procedures, capabilities and facilities," 
according to a Pentagon document (see below) published by the whistleblowing 
web site Wikileaks, as are the classified annexes of National Security Presidential 
Directive 51 and Homeland Security Presidential Directive 20 (NSPD 51/HSPD 20). 
In a new twist on administration promises of transparency and open government, 
even the redacted version of these documents have been removed from the 
White House web site. 
 
As Antifascist Calling previously reported [9], the Congressional Research Service 
issued a 46-page report in 2008 that provided details on the COG-related National 
Exercise Program, a "civil support" operation that war games various disaster 
scenarios. 
 
Among other things, the document outlines the serious domestic implications of 
military participation in national emergency preparedness drills. CRS researchers 
pointed to the Reagan-era Executive Order 12656 (EO 12656) [10] that "directs 
FEMA to coordinate the planning, conduct, and evaluation of national security 
emergency exercises." EO 12656 defines a national security emergency as "as any 
occurrence, including natural disaster, military attack, technological emergency, 
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or other emergency that seriously degrades or seriously threatens the national 
security of the United States." 
 
Such programs, greatly expanded by the Bush-era Homeland Security Presidential 
Directive 8 (HSPD-8), also removed from the White House web site, established "a 
national program and a multi-year planning system to conduct homeland security 
preparedness-related exercises." CRS avers, "The program is to be carried out in 
collaboration with state and local governments and private sector entities." 
 
The Defense Department’s role during such emergencies were intended to focus 
"principally on domestic incident management, either for terrorism or non 
terrorist catastrophic events." DoD would play a "significant role" in the overall 
response. Such murky definitions cover a lot of ground and are ripe with a 
potential for abuse by unscrupulous securocrats and their corporate partners. 
 
The primary DoD entity responsible for "civil support," a focus of Obama’s EO is 
USNORTHCOM and its active combat component, U.S. Army North. However, as 
with almost everything relating to COG and current plans under EO 13528 that 
propose to "synchronize and integrate State and Federal military activities," 
USNORTHCOM’s role is shrouded in secrecy. 
 
As researcher Peter Dale Scott revealed [11] in 2008, when Congressman Peter 
DeFazio, Homeland Security Committee Chairman Bennie Thompson and 
Oversight Subcommittee Chairman Christopher Carney sought access to classified 
COG annexes, their request was denied by the White House. Scott wrote: 
"DeFazio’s inability to get access to the NSPD Annexes is less than reassuring. If 
members of the Homeland Security Committee cannot enforce their right to read 
secret plans of the Executive Branch, then the systems of checks and balances 
established by the U.S. Constitution would seem to be failing." 
 
One hammer blow followed another. In 2008, Army Times [12] reported, that the 
"3rd Infantry Division’s 1st Brigade Combat Team [BCT] has spent 35 of the last 60 
months in Iraq patrolling in full battle rattle, helping restore essential services and 
escorting supply convoys. Now they’re training for the same mission—with a 
twist—at home." 
 
Analyst Michel Chossudovsky commented [13], "What is significant in this 
redeployment of a US infantry unit is the presumption that North America could, 
in the case of a national emergency, constitute a ’war theater’ thereby justifying 
the deployment of combat units." According to Chossudovsky, "The new skills to 
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be imparted consist in training 1st BCT in repressing civil unrest, a task normally 
assumed by civilian law enforcement." 
 
"It is noteworthy, the World Socialist Web Site [14] commented, "that the 
deployment of US combat troops ’as an on-call federal response force for natural 
or manmade emergencies and disasters’ ... coincides with the eruption of the 
greatest economic emergency and financial disaster since the Great Depression of 
the 1930s." 
 
"Justified as a response to terrorist threats," socialist critic Bill Van Auken averred, 
"the real source of the growing preparations for the use of US military force 
within America’s borders lies not in the events of September 11, 2001 or the 
danger that they will be repeated. Rather, the domestic mobilization of the armed 
forces is a response by the US ruling establishment to the growing threat to 
political stability." 
 
Since USNORTHCOM’s deployment of a combat brigade on U.S. soil, the capitalist 
crisis has deepened and intensified. With unemployment at a post-war high and 
the perilous economic and social conditions of the working class growing grimmer 
by the day, EO 13258 is a practical demonstration of ruling class consensus when 
it comes to undermining the democratic rights of the American people. 
 
After all, where the defense of wealth and privileges are concerned corporate 
thugs and war criminals have no friends, only interests... 
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Dividing and conquering other Nations for Communist take-over: 

 
http://www.voltairenet.org/article185080.html  
The "saviors" of Iraq 
by Manlio Dinucci 
 
Putting the current jihadist operation in Iraq in a long-term retrospective context, 
Italian geographer Manlio Dinucci does not perceive it a spillover of the war in 
Syria, but as the third US war in Iraq. Therefore, for him, it is the war in Syria that 
spells an outgrowth of the war in Iraq. 
 
The first U.S. fighter bombers, which on August 8 struck targets in Iraq in the area 
controlled by the Islamic State, took off from the aircraft carrier George H.W. 
Bush, named in honor of the Republican president who in 1991 launched the first 
war against Iraq. Continued by his son, George W. Bush, who in 2003 attacked 
and occupied the country, accusing Saddam Hussein (based on ’evidence’ which 
later turned out to be false) to be in possession of weapons of mass destruction 
and of harboring Al-Qaeda. After deploying in the war inside Iraq more than a 
million soldiers, plus hundreds of thousands of allies and mercenaries, the United 
States came out substantially defeated, without attaining full control of the 
country, a goal of primary importance for its strategic position in the Middle East 
and its oil reserves. 
 
That is where Barack Obama stepped in, the Democratic president (and Nobel 
Peace Prize winner) who in August 2010 announced the start of the withdrawal of 
American troops and allies from Iraq and the beginning of a "new dawn" for the 
country. In fact, a blood red dawn marking the transition from an open war to a 
covert one, that the United States have extended to Syria, which borders Iraq. 
This context gave rise to the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) which, while 
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professing to be a sworn enemy of the United States, is actually instrumental to 
its strategy. It is no coincidence that the ISIL built up the bulk of its forces 
precisely in Syria, where many of its leaders and activists flocked after having 
formed part of the Libyan Islamist groups who were first classified as terrorists 
and subsequently armed, trained and funded by the U.S. secret services to 
overthrow Muammar Gaddafi. Having joined up with militants -predominantly 
non-Syrians coming from Afghanistan, Bosnia, Chechnya and other countries - 
they were provided with weapons by a network organized by the CIA, and 
sneaked into Syria especially through Turkey in order to overthrow President 
Bashar al-Assad. 
 
Hence the ISIL began its advance across Iraq, attacking in particular the Christian 
populations. It thereby provided Washington, which had hitherto remained 
officially a passive spectator expressing at most "strong concerns", with the 
opportunity to start the third Iraq war (though Obama obviously does not define 
it as such). As he said in May, the United States use military force in two 
scenarios: when its citizens or interests are threatened; when a "humanitarian 
crisis" occurs on such a scale as to make it impossible to stand by and do nothing. 
 
After having caused, in more than twenty years of war and embargo, the death of 
millions of Iraqi civilians, the United States now presents itself in the eyes of the 
world as the savior of the Iraqi people. Barack Obama made it clear that "this is 
going to be a long-term project." For the new air offensive in Iraq, CentCom 
(whose "area of responsibility" is the Middle East) already has 100 aircraft and 
eight warships, but can resort to many more forces, including 10,000 American 
soldiers stationed in Kuwait and 2,000 Marines already embarked. 
 
The United States is thus relaunching its strategy for the control of Iraq, also to 
preclude China, which has established strong ties with Baghdad via Iraqi Prime 
Minister Nouri al-Maliki, from increasing its economic presence in the country. In 
this context, it is in Washington’s interest to achieve a de facto partition of the 
country into three regions - Kurdish, Sunni and Chiite - more easily controllable. In 
this vein, Italian foreign minister Federica Mogherini significantly pledged 
"support, including military support, to the Kurdish government," but not to the 
central government in Baghdad. 
Disobedience by some Gentiles making their lives harder: 
http://www.voltairenet.org/article186111.html 
 
Does Obama still have a military policy? 
by Thierry Meyssan 
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Thierry Meyssan, who was the first to predict Chuck Hagel’s possible appointment 
as Defense Secretary, ponders the reasons behind his dismissal. They are not to 
be found in Hagel’s acts, but in the President’s change of policy. Moreover, he 
observes, Washington no longer has a specific policy and the Obama 
administration is carrying out dangerously contradictory actions. 
It is undeniable that the Obama administration has lost its compass in terms of 
determining its national security policy. In May 2013, the White House scuttled 
the President’s Intelligence Advisory Board without renewing it and, this week, it 
ditched its loyal Secretary of Defense, Chuck Hagel. Most importantly, it keeps on 
delaying the release of the new national security doctrine, which it was bound by 
law to have submitted submitted to Congress already 7 months ago. 
 
Whereas there are clear guidelines for long-term goals (thwarting the economic 
development of Russia and China) and the means to achieve them (shifting troops 
from Europe and the Gulf to the Far East), no one knows what the goals are in the 
context of the Arab world today. 
 
It would seem that in 2010 the "Arab Spring" - long prepared by the State 
Department to install the Muslim Brotherhood in power everywhere in the region 
– took President Obama by surprise, at least partially. The same applies to the 
regime change orchestrated in Ukraine, in 2013. 
 
Today, one part of the US state apparatus is combating the Islamic State, while 
another part is supporting its efforts to fight the Syrian Arab Republic. 
 
Chuck Hagel, who had requested a written clarification from the President’s 
National Security Advisor not only did not get a response, but was fired without 
an explanation. 
 
Indeed, the man failed to win over the staff at the State Department, but his 
judgment or the support he enjoyed from his senior officers were never in doubt. 
He had opposed the war in Iraq under Bush Jr and was bent on repositioning US 
forces around national goals instead of private ones. 
 
His two main potential successors, Senator Jack Reed and Michele Flournoy, 
immediately threw in the towel, realizing that Chuck Hagel was not removed from 
office for committing a foul, but precisely for having applied the policy that 
President Obama had set. Suddenly, all eyes now turn to second fiddles Bob Work 
and Ash Carter. Moreover, it is not enough to be nominated; it will also be 
necessary to achieve ratification by the Republican majority controlling the 
Senate, which is sure to lead to complications. 
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The specialized press paints a strange portrait of the outgoing secretary. It 
acknowledges his honesty - a very rare quality in Washington – to better accuse 
him of being an underachiever. Now his role, as defined at the time of his 
appointment, was precisely to not start new wars, but to reform the Pentagon, 
which he was in the process of doing. In the first place, he broke off many ties 
between US forces and the IDF. Then he proceeded to implement colossal budget 
cuts, except in the nuclear field. During his tenure, he was incessantly attacked by 
pro-Israelis, neo-cons and gay organizations (funded by all the above). 
 
The confusion surrounding the entire US policy in the Arab world dates from mid-
2012. At the time, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and CIA director David 
Petraeus had seized on the US presidential election campaign to promote a 
second war against Syria, this time via France and Qatar. After his re-election and 
the ejection of his two "associates", Obama nominated new cabinet members 
with the task of building peace in Syria. But after a few months, it became clear 
that Clinton-Petraeus policy continued without the knowledge of the White 
House and against the Pentagon. 
 
Clearly, President Obama is no more his own master than was George W. Bush, 
and there is every reason to believe that he has gradually come to accept the 
secret policies of his own administration. Thus, the man who had proclaimed the 
end of nuclear deterrence, the war in Afghanistan and Iraq, and had pledged to 
abandon the war on terror, is in actual fact taking the opposite course: he is 
modernizing and expanding nuclear weapons, sending soldiers back to 
Afghanistan and Iraq, and launching anew the hackneyed concept of the war on 
terrorism. 
 
Chuck Hagel’s dismissal is not a punishment for his actions, but an indication of 
the change undergone by President Barack Obama. 
 
There is still a need to identify the forces behind Mrs. Clinton and General 
Petraeus’s triumph. Is it the “deep state” or economic actors? Clearly, the US 
press is completely at a loss: it is unable to explain what is happening or even to 
analyze this situation, and much less in a position to provide an answer to the 
question. 
 
Ultimately, the embassies around the world are waiting for new information 
before drawing conclusions. Meanwhile, on the ground, the Pentagon is bombing 
the Islamic State to which other Americans provide weapons and funding. 
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In the United States as in France, presidents succeed one another without 
managing to influence events. Regardless of whether we refer to the Republican 
President Bush or the Democrat Obama, the UMP Sarkozy or the Social 
Democratic Holland, the machine inexorably continues its course without anyone 
knowing who is doing the plotting. 
 
Translation 
Roger Lagassé 
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Communism in Europe of Today 
The Nationalist Socialists where against the Pan European movements as a jewish 
front in their day that lead to the EU. The EU is a creation of jewish bankers of 
Rothschild, Warburg and such to destroy the White Race in Europe and 
communize and dissolve Europe into a Jew World Order system. They want a EU 
army to act as police force for them independent of any one European nation or 
national military. To enforce the will of the Elders of Zion on the populace. 

- High Priest Mageson666 (Don Danko) 

http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/communism-in-europe-of-today.html 
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EU The Jewish Agenda 

This is why Europe is full of hostile non-European aliens many of whom are 
Muslims. Its the key program of the Jew World Order under the direction of their 
Banks and political agents. The major front for creating the political movement 
out front that led to the EU was Kalergi. A strange and perverse lunatic that 
wished to destroy the White Race while worshipping Jews as the Chosen and 
working for them openly. The National Socialists of Germany pointed out 
Coudenhove-Kalergi's membership in the Jewish owned Free Masonic societies 
[which the enemy has worked to cover up]. Which was openly pushing for a One 
World Jewish Order under many different fronts. Communism among them. 

Communism and Masonry 

http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/communism-and-masonry.html  

"According to his autobiography, at the beginning of 1924 he came through Baron 
Louis de Rothschild in contact with Max Warburg who offered to finance his 
movement for the next 3 years giving him 60,000 gold marks; Warburg eventually 
remained sincerely interested in the movement for his entire life and served as an 
intermediate man as to bring him in contact with influential personalities in 
America such as banker Paul Warburg and financier Bernard Baruch 
accompanying him there. In April 1924 Coudenhove-Kalergi founded the journal 
Paneuropa (1924-1938) of which he was editor and principal author. The next 
year he started publishing his main work, the Kampf um Paneuropa (The fight for 
Paneuropa, 1925-1928, three volumes). In 1926, the first Congress of the Pan-
European Union was held in Vienna and the 2,000 delegates elected Coudenhove-
Kalergi as president of the Central Council a position he held until his death 
(1972)." 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Nikolaus_von_Coudenhove-Kalergi  

Kalergi laded out the blue print for the destruction of the White European Race in 
such an order as the Jewish run EU in his book: 

In his book Praktischer Idealismus (Practical Idealism), 

"The man of the future will be of mixed race. Today's races and classes will 
gradually disappear owing to the vanishing of space, time, and prejudice. The 
Eurasian-Negroid race of the future, similar in its appearance to the Ancient 
Egyptians, will replace the diversity of peoples with a diversity of individuals. [***] 
Instead of destroying European Jewry, Europe, against its own will, refined and 
educated this people into a future leader-nation through this artificial selection 
process. No wonder that this people, that escaped Ghetto-Prison, developed into 
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a spiritual nobility of Europe. Therefore a gracious Providence provided Europe 
with a new race of nobility by the Grace of Spirit. This happened at the moment 
when Europe's feudal aristocracy became dilapidated, and thanks to Jewish 
emancipation." 

Note Dugin who is the popular thinker of the policies of the Russian Federation 
calls for identical policy within the Russian Federation. That Kelergi was pushing 
for in his time. The Russian Federation is run by international Jewish power 
brokers as well. Who are flooding the White European parts of the Russian 
Federation with millions of East Asians, Asians, African's and Muslims. With the 
Jews its always the same agenda. 

Russia Under Jewish Control: 

http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/jews-still-in-control-of-russia.html  

The following is from Eustace Mullins, "The Rule of the Order", The World Order: 
A Study in the Hegemony of Parasitism, Chapter Eight. 

"On May 1, 1776, Adam Weishaupt issued further instructions to the Illuminati in 
Bavaria, 'We labour first of all to draw into our Association all good and learned 
writers. This we imagine will be the easier obtained, as they must derive an 
evident advantage from it. Next to such men we seek to gain the masters and 
secretaries of the Post-Offices in order to facilitate our correspondence.' The 
Tasso family of Bologna, later Thurn und Taxis, gained control of post offices and 
intelligence work in Europe and held that power for five centuries. Although these 
groups surfaced as charitable or fine arts organizations, their goals of anarchy 
were concealed in all their efforts. In the twentieth century, they culminated in 
the League of Nations, the United Nations, the communist Party, the Royal 
Institute of International affairs, the Council on Foreign Relations, the 
foundations, and a host of lesser groups. Count Coudenhove-Kalergi's Pan Europe 
Movement, with its powerful backing by aristocrats and international financiers, 
was represented in the U.S. by its American branch, founded by Herbert Hoover 
and Col. House, who were also stumping the U.S. for ratification of the League of 
Nations. Coundenhove Kalergi mentioned in his autobiogrphy that he had been 
financed by the Rothschilds and Warburgs, and in the U.S., by Paul Warburg and 
Bernard Baruch. He was connected with the Thurn und Taxis family. His 
grandfather, Count Francis Coudenhove-Kalergi, Austrian Ambassador in Paris, 
had married Marie Kalergi in 1850. She was one of the wealthiest heiresses in 
Europe, descended from the Byzantine Emperor Nikophor Phikas; in 1300, when 
Venice was the dominant power in the Mediterranean, Alexios Kalergis had 
signed the treaty which made Crete a dominion on Venice. A recent premier of 
Greece, Emmanuel Tsouderos, was a Kalergi." 
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World War Jew: 
Current leader of NATO is a Norwegian Communist and KGB 

agent 

Here is reply I gave to this thread: 

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/post38271.html#p38271  

Владимир Путин: Россия не будет поставлять газ Украине без предоплаты, а 
её осталось на 3-4 суток 

Оригинал новости RT на русском: 

http://russian.rt.com/article/76374  

This has been the quiet move. Much of the situation in the middle east is 
designed to slow the flow of oil and gas to Europe and force Europe to depend 
more and more on Russia for such pushing them into the Moscow sphere of 
control. Everything the jooz have been doing in Europe is aimed to one way or 
another put Europe under a new Soviet system as Putin admits he wants. The war 
they are pushing for on both sides NATO and Russia will be the key to make this 
happen. Hence why the kikes are fleeing Europe. Remember Russia is allied with 
Red China which the jews also control as they built it. Thousands of Red Chinese 
troops have done recent training exercises with Russian troops on European soil 
for a war with NATO in Europe. The current leader of NATO is a Norwegian 
Communist who ran their Communist Party and was a self admitted KGB agent 
during the Cold War. As I have mentioned before the kikes have moved their 
agents into key area's within NATO and the governments and the Pentagon in 
America. To act as fifth column to an invasion from Euro-asia by Communist 
forces under their control to slam the gate shut in a real Red nightmare. China 
right now is quietly building a path through the other nations in the stan's of the 
east to Russia. Remember the jews opened the gates of more then one city as 
fifth column from Spain to Constantinople and let the invaders right in. Their EU 
policies are Soviet and aimed to absorb Europe into a Jew World Order. 

What about the nuclear deterrent. Well who's hands on the controls? Israeli 
security companies ie Mossad fronts have dealing with the soils in American and 
everywhere else I bet. 

Now the jews flee like rats from a sinking ship. The jews know the rise of 
European Nationalist groups are spelling the end along with the demand to 
dismantle the EU. They are running out of time so they might just hit the switch 
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and get it rolling ASAP. Its a repeat of what they tried to pull with Communism on 
Europe in the last century. 

From observation I believe the jews are planning to take the west down with a 
communist tidal wave from Euro-Asia with a war in Europe and also with a money 
crash and sponsor communist political movements within nations. Like in the 
previous century. At this point they probably want American forces in the ME 
which they are trying to do, simply to catch them in a war with Iran that will end 
with America forces destroyed and Iran in ashes as well. America is the back bone 
of NATO. Which means the one superpower military will not be able to stand on 
European soil against a war with Russia and Red China. 

It seems Putin blundered again with having the FSB kill the phoney opposition 
leader. To thug the population into line as the Russia's economy is total shit and 
their dollar worthless and the war in Ukraine not popular. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Tens of thousands of Russians marched through central Moscow on Sunday, 
carrying banners declaring "I am not afraid" and chanting "Russia without Putin" 
in memory of murdered Kremlin critic Boris Nemtsov. 

Families, the old and young walked slowly, with many holding portraits of the 
opposition politician and former deputy prime minister who was shot dead while 
walking home from a nearby restaurant on Friday night. (Reuters) 
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Jewish Leader: Multiculturalism Is A Moral Duty For Germany  

 

As the jooz themselves state: "Israel is not multicultural." But they make damn 
sure we are. Take the word German and put in the word West and you have the 
truth. 
 
What do the Poo People really think, Jooz let us know: 
 
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic8708.html  
 
In the words of top Israeli Rabbi Ovadia Yosef, “Goyim were born only to serve us. 
Without that, they have no place in the world; only to serve the People of Israel.” 
Likewise, Rabbi Ya’acov Perin has publicly stated: “One million Arabs are not 
worth a Jewish fingernail.” Shocking? It shouldn’t be. This is Talmudic law as well. 
The Talmud makes it very clear that the life of a non-Jew has no value, and that 
gentiles exist only to serve Jews. Sanhedrin 59a: “Murdering Goyim is like killing a 
wild animal.” Abodah Zara 26b: “Even the best of the Gentiles should be killed.” 
ch Baba Necia 114, 6: “The Jews are human beings, but the nations of the world 
are not human beings but beasts.” MidrasTalpioth, p. 225-L: “Jehovah created the 
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non-Jew in human form so that the Jew would not have to be served by beasts. 
The non-Jew is consequently an animal in human form, and condemned to serve 
the Jew day and night.” 
 
So just Jew is barbaric again? 
 
Since they invoke holocost Potter and the Gas Chamber of Secrets as their jewcy, 
pandering. How about the real holocaust you know the one done by the Jews on a 
Hundred million everyone in their Jewssr: 
 
The Real Death Camps And Holocaust: 
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/the-real-death-camps-and-
holocaust.html  
 
Or how about the holocaust of over seventy million Chinese in their Communist 
slaughtercost over there: 
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/jews-created-communist-china.html  
 
There is no business like the Shoah business. 
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Multiculturalism Is A Moral Duty For Germany” 
http://www.europeanguardian.com/home/78-uncategorised/europe/144-
multiculturalism-is-a-moral-duty-for-germany  
 
According to the head of the Jewish [Poo] Council, Josef Schuster [AKA Leering 
Larry] it’s a moral duty for Germany to take in immigrants from the third world. 
This because of the “barbaric” history of Germany. [Not allowing themselves to 
be turned into Palestinians.] 
 
According to the head of the Jewish Council, Josef Schuster it’s a moral duty for 
Germany to take in immigrants from the third world. This because of the 
“barbaric” history of Germany. 
 
It was during the 70 year commemoration of the liberation of Dachau that Josef 
Schuster proclaimed his harsh “sentence” against the Germans. [Sanhedrin 59a: 
“Murdering Goyim is like killing a wild animal.” Abodah Zara 26b: “Even the best 
of the Gentiles should be killed.”] 
 
He said to the German newspaper Junge Freiheit that: 
 
“Germany has brought so much misery to the world. We owe so much to so many 
countries. We’re the last country that can turn back refugees.”. [Rabbi Ovadia 
Yosef, “Goyim were born only to serve us. Without that, they have no place in the 
world; only to serve the People of Israel.” ] 
 
Germany is today alongside Sweden one of the EU countries that receives the 
most refugees. Something that doesn’t seem to bother Josef Schuster. Instead he 
went on an all out attack against critics of islam. 
 
“When I see 10.000 people cheering islamophobe and a right-wing populists such 
as Geert Wilders I feel sick.”. 
 
He also declared that it was the prisoners in Dachau who witnessed a “supposedly 
civilised people” were transformed into a “wildlings”. That there once again are 
people who talk badly about immigrants and jews makes one question if Germans 
respect “humanity”. [ ch Baba Necia 114, 6: “The Jews are human beings, but the 
nations of the world are not human beings but beasts.” ] 
 
As icing on the cake he ended his speech by demanding Germany to spend even 
more money on fighting the right-wing.[Choszen Hamiszpat 348: “All property of 
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other nations belongs to the Jewish nation, which, consequently, is entitled to 
seize upon it without any scruples.” ] 
 
Note: This article was published by the Swedish online news site Fria Tider with 
whom The European Guardian has reach an agreement to translate and republish 
selected articles. 
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Merkel, the Red footsoldier 

Merkel, the Red footsoldier: German chancellor under fire over Communist links 
as image of her in uniform is released 

Photo found of her as 17-year-old marching with East German officer eeleased as 
she's forced to play down book which alleges communist past 

 

Mrs Merkel who was 17-year-old Angela Kasner when the picture was taken in 
1972, is shown in fatigues marching with a group of friends and an East German 
officer 

http://antizionistleague.com/scrapbook/political-movements/politicians/angela-
merkel  

Born Angela Dorothea Kasner on 17 July 1954, her father, Horst Kasner was a 
Communist sympathiser and mother, Herlind Jentzsch, a Communist and member 
of the Social Democratic Party of Germany. Merkel was educated in East Germany 
and leader of the official, Communist-led youth movement Free German Youth 
(FDJ) thus well-schooled in Jewish Bolsheviks Marx, Lenin and Trotsky (Lev 
Bronstein). The biography of Merkel shows that she was “a supreme and very 
visible Young Communist official in East Germany, responsible for propaganda 
and agitation.” Beyond leading the Young Communist League, Merkel also held 
high rank in the Sozialistische Einheitspartei Deutschland (SED), which was the 
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leading Marxist-Leninist party of East Germany. Members of this party enjoyed 
‘special privileges’ denied to ethnic Germans in East Germany after WWII. For 
example only closely trusted members of the Communist party (SED) were 
allowed to travel to western countries and Merkel often travelled to West 
Germany and other Western Nations. Merkel has visited Israel four times. On 16 
March 2008, she arrived in Israel to mark the 60th anniversary of its occupation of 
Palestinian land. Merkel has supported all Israeli terror initiatives and opposing 
the Palestinian bid for membership at the UN. In March of 2008 the B’nai B’rith of 
Europe presented Merkel with their Award of Merit for ‘services’ to their 
community. Merkel has also received the Leo Baeck Medal, awarded by the Leo 
Baeck Institute of New York City devoted to the history of German-speaking 
Jewry. It is interesting to note that while Merkel finds it “especially sad that some 
commentators seem to have lost any inhibitions in telling the Jewish community 
what is good for them”. She never commented on the eternal lack of inhibition 
the Jewish Community has for letting Germany and the rest of Europe know what 
they think is good for them. On the 70th anniversary of the incursion into Poland 
in 2009 Merkel publically apologised and blamed Germany alone for starting 
WWII when it was international Jewry that sowed the seeds of this war in 1933 by 
inciting America and Europe to boycott German goods. 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2328536/Angela-Merkel-Communist-
links-new-image-uniform-released.html  
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A member of Italy's metalworkers union walks by a banner with a picture of 
German Chancellor Angela Merkel during a demonstration in Rome. The unrest 
came as Mrs Merkel tried to dampen speculation over her links with East German 
communists 

All children had to take part if they wanted to go to university, but Mrs Merkel is 
also alleged to have been a propaganda secretary for the youth movement, the 
FDJ. 

The photo was found by an old schoolfriend, Sonja Felssberg, 58, and handed to a 
German newspaper. 

Her smile is easily recognisable and her forage cap is set at a jaunty angle as she 
strides along at the High School Hermann Matern in Templin, where she was 
brought up behind the iron curtain. 

Not even illness or a death in the family allowed for the youngsters to skip the 
martial lessons - they were simply postponed but had to be completed. 

Sonja Felssberg, now 58 and an old school comrade, found the photo and handed 
it to a national German newspaper. 

It was published as Mrs Merkel, who was the subject of austerity protests in Italy 
at the weekend, tried to play down allegations in a new book that she was much 
closer to the Communist rulers of the lost Socialist state than she previously 
admitted to, including holding a post as a propaganda secretary in the youth 
movement the FDJ. 

Mrs. Felssberg said: 'We all had to sleep ten to a room in bunk beds when we did 
the exercises. In the day we learned things like treating wounds and stabilising 
patients - not much different from what you would learn today in first aid training 
with the Red Cross. 

'But we also had to march and learn to use maps and a compass for hikes in the 
woods and wilderness. It was long ago but I remember it very well - and Angela.' 

Mrs. Merkel is aiming for a third bid in office in the autumn. 

She is hoping that the rumours about her alleged closeness to the politburo of 
East Germany will not diminish her chances. 

But the photo of the old days has reportedly upset her. 

One of her aides said: 'Madam Chancellor is not amused' 
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Merkel The Hut, Shakes Down German's For The Poo People  

Read about Jews: The Poo People: 
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic8932.html  

It must hard to be taken seriously when you look like a beached whale 365 days 
of the year. Give German money to holofunds, and Communist ruled Greece 
[Stasi Merkel would] but not at the expense of Merkwhale's fill the fridge fund. Itz 
hard work to make them fingers look like a sausage in a wrist lock. 
 
There probably is not a political class type that is not a weirdo and moral 
degenerate of some type in the EU establishment you have to be to be down with 
the pooz. Merkelwhale The Hut is sad the Nazi's made Germany everything of the 
opposite what her and the Poo People want to make it. Naturally, Jabba of 
Germany cries in her chocolate pudding bucket over the Nazi's liberating large 
parts of Europe from Jooz Communist terrorism and Jooz international Banker 
tyranny. The Red Army raped every women eight to eighty on orders from their 
joozish commanders and Jooz Eisenhower murdered over a million Germans in 
death camps after the war. Thatz okay they just where White Germans. 
Something about Red Army POW's when most Axis prisoners taken by the Joozish 
red army where if not outright murdered where worked to death in......Joozish 
commissar run death camps along with millions of everyone: 
 
The Real Holocaust: 
topic3994.html 
 
Now we are supposed to cry six billion holotearz over the fate of Jewish Stalin's 
World Communist Army? Why.....Because Hitler and his allies didn't let it overrun 
Europe in the spring of 1942 as Stalin was planning. But instead Hitler overran 
them in the very mobilization camps they where building in to overrun Europe 
like Sauron arc's overrunning Middle Earth. To create a Totalitarian World Jewish 
Communist Dictatorship. That would surpass even Orwell's wildest nightmares. 
 
As shown here: 
Adolf Hitler Man Of Peace 
topic318.html 
 
Basically this gravitationally challenged bubbler goblin is telling German's to be 
ashamed they actually fought back and didn't let the Chosenz Poo's, enslave them 
with eaze. You have to be mentally ill to be apart of the Joozish narrative like the 
jooz themselves. German's are even supposed to celebrate the anniversary of 
their near extermination at the hands of the Jew World Order. And celebrate the 
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lying excrement the Poo People smear them with making them into monsters for 
being noble People. The only holocaust here is anyone Hurricane Merkwhale 
might sit on. 
 
http://www.haaretz.com/news/world/1.654606  
 
Germans must be 'sensitive' to what Nazis did to other countries, Merkel says 
 
The German chancellor says [bring me Han Solo and the Wookie] there's 'no 
drawing line under history,' amid fierce debate over renewed demand for 
reparations to Greece over WWII occupation. 
 
Germany cannot simply draw a line under its Nazi past and must remain sensitive 
to the damage it caused to other countries including Greece, Chancellor Angela 
Merkel said on Saturday, just ahead of the 70th anniversary of the end of World 
War Two. 
 
Speaking in her weekly podcast, Merkel said she was looking forward to a May 10 
memorial in Moscow with Russian President Vladimir Putin. She and other leaders 
have said they will not attend Russia's traditional May 9 military parade amid 
tensions with Moscow over its annexation of Crimea and fighting in Ukraine. 
 
In the German capital, the 70th anniversary of the end of the Battle of Berlin, the 
climactic battle of the war, was marked in tributes on Saturday. The war ended on 
May 8, 1945. 
 
"There's no drawing a line under the history," Merkel said, dismissing a yearning 
that many post-war generations of Germans harbor. 
 
"We can see that in the Greece debate and in other European countries. We 
Germans have a special responsibility to be alert, sensitive and aware of what we 
did during the Nazi era and about lasting damage caused in other countries. I've 
got tremendous sympathy for that." 
 
Also on Saturday, President Joachim Gauck, who has little real power, reignited a 
debate over reparations, saying Germany should consider Greece's demands for 
279 billion euros ($312 billion) in reparations for the Nazi occupation. 
 
Greece's calls have fallen on deaf ears in Berlin, even though legal experts say it 
has a case. Merkel's government says has paid its obligations to Greece, including 
a 115 million deutsche mark payment in 1960. 
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"It's the right thing to do for a history-conscious country like ours to consider 
what possibilities there might be for reparations," Gauck told the Sueddeutsche 
Zeitung. 
 
Post-war German governments have paid a total of 71 billion euros for damages 
caused by the Nazis, the Finance Ministry says. 
 
Gauck also said Germans should reexamine other forgotten aspects to the war. 
 
"We've truly done a lot in coming to terms with our Nazi past. But are some 
victims that haven't been taken into account at all or sufficiently -- such as the 
Soviet prisoners of war." 
 
The specter of the Nazi era still haunts Germany in the form of neo-Nazis, who 
regularly demonstrate against immigrants and asylum seekers and occasionally 
turn violent. 
 
One member of such a far-right group is currently on trial for the deaths of eight 
Turks and a Greek. 

At a union rally in Weimar on Thursday, four people were injured and 29 people 
detained after far-right protesters stormed the speaker's podium, took the 
microphone and shouted Nazi slogans. 
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Merkel: The Enemy of Germany and the White Race 
 
Merkel: Our Jewish friends are at home in Germany 
 
Jewish community leaders sat besides German government leaders at a widely 
advertised “Stand Up Against Anti-Semitism: No More Jew-Hatred” Rally at the 
Brandenburg Gate on Monday morning (Australian time) in the middle of Berlin, 
attended by 5,000 people. 
 
Chancellor Angela Merkel, the headline speaker, said Jewish life belongs in 
Germany. 
 
“That people in Germany are threatened and abused because of their Jewish 
appearance or their support for Israel is an outrageous scandal that we won’t 
accept,” Merkel said. “It’s our national and civic duty to fight anti-Semitism. 
Anyone who hits someone wearing a skullcap is hitting us all. Anyone who 
damages a Jewish gravestone is disgracing our culture. Anyone who attacks a 
synagogue is attacking the foundations of our free society.” 
 
Dr Dieter Graumann, president of the Central Council of Jews in Germany, was 
the first and one of the most passionate speakers of the afternoon, declaring that 
anyone who claims to be anti-Israel is really just plain anti-Semitic. 
 
“This latest ant-Semitic outbreak began with the Gaza war,” he said. “But what 
does one have to do with the other? When we hear, in German streets, shouts of 
‘Jews should be gassed,’ or ‘burned,’ or ‘slaughtered,’ this has nothing to do with 
criticism of Israeli policies. This is pure, unadulterated anti-Semitism, and nothing 
else.” 
 
Graumann tore into the Muslim organizations that “stir up” anti-Semitism, and 
called on Jews not to “remain neutral” on issues of Israel. “Our neutrality must 
end when issues of Israel’s security begins.” 
 
Ronald S. Lauder, the president of the World Jewish Congress, which is sponsoring 
a two-day seminar about the state of Jewish life in Europe, recalled as a young 
boy going to the New Synagogue (the Oranienburger Synagogue) in Berlin to 
memorials for Holocaust victims. “I remember non-Jewish Germans coming to do 
the same thing, as a way to say ‘This should not happen again,’” Lauder said. 
 
“Today, the world looks to Germany for moral, economic and political 
leadership,” he continued. “But something has changed.” 
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Lauder called the current anti-Semitism a “medieval stain” on the modern, rapidly 
changing world. “Let us not let this group of agitators” – those who promote anti-
Semitism in Germany, “tear down 70 years of work,” he said. 
 
THE JERUSALEM POST 
http://www.jewishnews.net.au/merkel-our-jewish-friends-are-at-home-in-
germany/37650  
 

 
"Immensely Dangerous": Jews, Muslims & Xians against PEGIDA 
 
Several major German newspapers are reporting about a newly established 
nationwide movement, PEGIDA. Voices are getting loud. People in Germany are 
starting to get aware of what`s really going on. Jews, Muzzies & Christians (just a 
coincidence?) want to shut these brave demonstrators up, seemingly at all cost. 
 
Read more about PEGIDA here: 
 
http://www.dw.de/german-council-of-jews-chairman-condemns-immensely-
dangerous-pegida-movement/a-18143163 
 
Jew supporter & German Counselor Angela Merkel warns of the "anti-Islam" 
movement PEGIDA in New Year's speech. Instead, she encourages the acceptance 
of multiculturalism given the rising floods of immigrants inside Europe in 2014. 
According to her, importing more and more immigrants from Islamic states is a 
win to the German populace: 
http://www.dw.de/merkel-criticizes-anti-islam-pegida-movement-in-new-years-
speech/a-18164445  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ltKqi2IK2go (Don`t forget to check the 
subtitles option for non-german speaking) 
 
As you can see from the raw Youtube video ratings. most people disagree with 
her New Year`s advice. 
 

 
Merkel: Germany Will Use 'All Means' to Fight Intolerance  
 
German Chancellor Angela Merkel, front third from left, attends a vigil organized 
by the German Muslim Council to commemorate the victims of last week's Paris 
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terror attacks in front of the Brandenburg Gate near the French embassy in Berlin, 
Jan. 13, 2015: 
 

 
 
BERLIN— 
 
A day after calling Islam part of Germany, Chancellor Angela Merkel said her 
government would use all means at its disposal to fight intolerance and 
discrimination, calling the exclusion of certain groups from society "humanly 
reprehensible." 
 
Her comments came a day after 25,000 anti-Islam demonstrators marched in the 
eastern German city of Dresden to demand stricter immigration rules and an end 
to multiculturalism. 
 
"What we need to do now is to use all the means at our disposal as a 
constitutional state to combat intolerance and violence," Merkel said at a 
conference in Berlin. 
 
Nearly 100,000 people are estimated to have participated in counter-
demonstrations against racism in other marches across Germany on Monday. And 
the Dresden-based movement, called PEGIDA or Patriotic Europeans Against the 
Islamization of the West, has drawn far fewer supporters in other cities. 
 
But it represents a major political challenge for Merkel. 
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Her conservative party includes immigration sceptics and members of a surging 
new right-wing party called the Alternative for Germany (AfD) have allied with 
PEGIDA. 
 
A recent poll by the Bertelsmann Foundation showed 57 percent of non-Muslim 
Germans feel threatened by Islam, and it was conducted before deadly attacks by 
Islamic militants in Paris killed 17 people last week. 
 
Speaking before taking part later on Tuesday in a Berlin vigil organised by Muslim 
groups for the victims of the Paris attacks, Merkel delivered one of her strongest 
repudiations of the PEGIDA movement and its sympathizrs. 
 
"To exclude groups of people because of their faith, this isn't worthy of the free 
state in which we live. It isn't compatible with our essential values. And its 
humanly reprehensible," Merkel said. "Xenophobia, racism, extremism have no 
place here. We are fighting to ensure that they don't have a place elsewhere 
either." 
 
Her comment on Monday that "Islam belongs to Germany," made at a news 
conference with the visiting Turkish prime minister, was plastered on the front 
page of many leading newspapers. 
 
It drew criticism from some politicians, including Wolfgang Bosbach, a veteran 
member of her Christian Democrats (CDU). 
 
"What Islam does she mean? Does this include fundamental Islamist and Salafist 
currents?," Bosbach told the Saarbruecker Zeitung newspaper. "Germany has a 
Judeo-Christian, not an Islamic, cultural tradition." [my note: judeo-christianity 
and islam are the same jewish shit program for Gentiles] 
 
With one of the lowest birth rates in Europe, Germany faces a demographic crisis 
over the coming decade and Merkel's government is encouraging immigration to 
combat this. 
 
In 2013, Germany saw net immigration of 437,000 people, mainly from Eastern 
Europe, its highest level in 20 years. It also welcomed close to 200,000 asylum 
seekers last year, many from war-torn Syria. Roughly 4 million Muslims live in 
Germany, most of them of Turkish origin. 
 
Sourse: http://www.voanews.com/content/merkel-germany-will-use-all-means-
to-fight-intolerance/2597052.html  
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Angela Merkel: Anyone who attacks a Jew attacks us all  
 
Rally against anti-Semitism in central Berlin draws thousands. 'It's our national 
and civic duty to fight anti-Semitism,' says German chancellor. 
 
Germany will do all it can to fight anti-Semitism, Chancellor Angela Merkel said in 
a speech on Sunday, following a surge of abuse against Jews and spreading anti-
Israeli sentiment aroused by the Gaza conflict. 
 
Merkel made her pledge to thousands at a landmark rally protesting a rise in anti-
Semitism that authorities and Jewish leaders blame mainly on Muslim extremists 
and young immigrants, saying anyone who attacks Jews is attacking all of 
Germany. 
 
"That people in Germany are threatened and abused because of their Jewish 
appearance or their support for Israel is an outrageous scandal that we won't 
accept," Merkel said. "It's our national and civic duty to fight anti-Semitism." 
 
Merkel only rarely attends demonstrations, but she joined German President 
Joachim Gauck and Jewish community leaders for the rally at the Brandenburg 
Gate in central Berlin. 
 
"Anyone who hits someone wearing a skullcap is hitting us all. Anyone who 
damages a Jewish gravestone is disgracing our culture. Anyone who attacks a 
synagogue is attacking the foundations of our free society." 
 
The rally itself, organized by the Central Council of Jews in Germany, was 
extraordinary. Jews in Germany generally keep a low profile, but community 
leaders have said Jews were feeling threatened by anti-Semitism after the Gaza 
conflict. 
 
More than half a million Jews lived in Germany when the Nazis took power in 
1933. That number was reduced to about 30,000 by the Holocaust. The 
population has since grown to about 200,000 - a source of pride for Merkel and 
many Germans. 
 
The German government said 131 anti-Semitic incidents were reported in July and 
53 in June. That was up from a total of 159 in the second quarter. Merkel said 
authorities would use all means at hand to fight anti-Semitism. 
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Angela Merkel speaking at the Berlin rally. (Photo: Reuters) 
 
"That far more than 100,000 Jews are now living in Germany is something of a 
miracle," Merkel said in an unusually personal speech. "It's a gift and it fills me 
with a deepest gratitude. 
 
"Jewish life is part of our identity and culture. It hurts me when I hear that young 
Jewish parents are asking if it's safe to raise their children here or elderly ask if it 
was right to stay here." 
 
Ronald S. Lauder, president of the World Jewish Congress, praised Germany's 
efforts to fight anti-Semitism at the rally. 
 
"There are some places where I'd expect to see this," Lauder said. "But not in 
Germany. Since the end of the war Germany, has strongly supported the Jewish 
rebirth. So why has all this good work been darkened by the stain of anti-
Semitism?" 
 
Source: http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4570941,00.html  
 
Thanks to JoS Members, whose posts were used for this article: t-eyes, 
VovinPrgel. 
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The most precious possession you have in this world is your own people! And for 
this people and for the sake of this people we will struggle and fight! And never 
slacken! And never tire! And never lose courage! And never despair! 
 
- Adolf Hitler 
 

 
 
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/whom-we-are-fighting-for-here.html  
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French President: To protect Jews is to protect France:  
President of France is Jewish owned Communist  

The President of France in a wave of boasting Judeo-Marxist rhetoric has agreed 
to grant the Jews the supremacist privileges they have been demanding over 
everyone else. The Jews will use any situation to push their agenda even the blow 
back off their EU open boarder polices for Europe. Big Jew, going keep on Jew'in. 
All people are equal but the Chosen People are more equal then everyone else. Its 
good to know the President of France is such a good Jewish owned Communist. 

EU Jewish Agenda 

http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/eu-the-jewish-agenda.html  

Jewish leaders call for Europe-wide legislation outlawing anti-Semitism: 

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic7687.html  

Enjoy losing your freedoms to the Jews. 

French President Hollande: To protect Jews is to protect France 

http://www.sdjewishworld.com/2015/02/23/hollande-to-protect-jews-is-to-
protect-france/  

World Jewish Congress (WJC) President Ronald S. Lauder on Monday, Feb. 23, 
praised French President François Hollande for delivering a “great speech” at the 
CRIF dinner in Paris which he called a “rallying cry in the fight against hatred.” In 
his address to the dinner guests, Hollande announced the next steps in his plan to 
fight anti-Semitism in France, including protecting Jewish sites for as long as 
necessary and new measures to curb the dissemination of hate speech on the 
Internet. 

“President Hollande has made it absolutely clear: Anti-Semitism, and any other 
form of hatred and racism, must not and will not be tolerated, and the entire 
country must mobilize against it. His speech sends a strong signal that France will 
not surrender to the forces of evil and that it is taking the leading role in fighting 
anti-Semitism and terrorism. We fully support President Hollande and his 
government in this endeavor,” Lauder declared. 

“In recent months, the Jewish community in France – the largest in Europe – 
witnessed the worst attacks since the end of World War II. We all – Jewish, 
Muslim and Christian leaders, governments and the wider civil society – must 
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work together to ensure that our freedoms are safeguarded and that the fight 
against terrorist and extremist of any form is won,” added Lauder. 

 Speaking at an annual dinner hosted by the country’s Jewish umbrella body CRIF, 
Hollande said that “in protecting its Jews, the Republic is protecting itself.” He 
emphatically said that “the Jews are at home in France and it’s the anti-Semites 
who don’t have a place in the Republic.” The president urged more European 
cooperation in the fight against jihadist terrorism. 

 Hollande also called for more effective punishment of anti-Semitic acts and urged 
measures against hate speech: “I want such speech to come under criminal rather 
than media law.” The French leader said that talks with the CEOs of the major 
Internet giants would soon take place in France to determine how to curb the 
dissemination of hate speech on the Internet. 

“Not teaching about the Shoah would already mean denying it,” said Hollande, 
who vowed to strengthen Holocaust education in schools. 

 The 30th edition of the annual CRIF dinner was opened by the organization’s 
president, Roger Cukierman. 
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Greece Communist Leader Mad At Ukraine 

http://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2015/01/30/spartan-resurrection-greece-paul-
craig-roberts/  

"Greece’s new Prime Minister, Alexis Tsipras: “We should not accept or recognize 
the government of neo-Nazis in Ukraine.” “ 

Naturally a worthless Limousine Bolshevik would protest Ukraine not wanting to 
be under a Neo Bolshevik heel of Moscow. No mistake this goof supports Putin 
the Jew in Moscow: 

Rabbi Putin Mad Europe Is Resistant To Jewbola 

http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/rabbi-putin-mad-europe-is-resistant-to-
jewbola.html  

"President Vladimir Putin has expressed concerns about what he described as the 
rise of neo-Nazism in Europe, telling a Serbian publication that it was Russia's duty 
to oppose fascism [ Fascism is Commie talk for people who don't allow Commies 
to murder them with ease]." 

The nuuu Commie clowns in Greece are now moving to be a veto pal of Moscow 
as well. 

Putin's Unexpected Victory: Europe Furious That Greece Is Now A Russian 
Sanctions Veto: 

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2015-01-29/putins-unexpected-victory-
germany-furious-greece-now-russian-sanctions-veto  

There is some bather in the article but this is of importance as this is what Jewish 
Putin and the Jews around him have been working on. Putin openly admits it right 
in the middle of a Political conference.. And is the key reason for the military 
invasion of the Ukraine by Russian troops in paramilitary uniforms directed by 
Moscow. And the thousand of people killed and hundreds of thousand displaced 
by the Jew Cabal in Moscow. They are trying to rebuild the Communist empire. 
25% of the Ukraine was slaughtered by the Jewish Bolshevik regime out of 
Moscow. 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/nathanvardi/2014/12/08/farewell-putin/  

"Is the main culprit Putin himself, who determined that the disintegration of the 
Soviet Union is the greatest geopolitical catastrophe of the 20th century; who 
admires Stalin and reinstated the Soviet national anthem with different lyrics; the 
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same Putin who, in the VOLDAI conference in September 2013, said that: The 
integration of the former Soviet Union into a single geopolitical entity is a key 
priority for Russia." 

Alexis Tardspaz and his Bolshevik rats want to veto for the Moscow criminal 
kosher cabal. 

Because we all know that Moscow should be allowed to use murderous force to 
conquer the Ukraine with military power under proxy and open Russia forces and 
put a Moscow puppet criminal back in charge. How many of the hook noses in 
this nuuu Government in Greece? I hope the Greeks enjoy it as the Commie's 
open the doors to the third world faster then before. I doubt they will bail on the 
debt either. I guess the Greeks also forgot the Communist terrorism and murders 
of their family members as well. 

So we are witness to the last act of the Left. They will fail in their promises and 
the next group over is the Golden Dawn. 

Putin will save a spot for his nuuu friend Alexis Tardspaz with his friends: 
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Greece's finance minister says his country is like Germany just before the Nazis 
took power 

 

Read more: http://www.businessinsider.com/greeces-finance-minister-nazi-
germany-comparison-2015-2#ixzz3QwSMpUfq  

Greek finance minister Yanis Varoufakis is in Germany on Thursday, and he's 
making comments that are going to catch a lot of attention. 

In a news conference with German finance minister Wolfgang Schaeuble, 
Varoufakis said Greece now is like Germany in the 1930s, before the Nazis came 
to power. 

Here are Varoufakis' comments, according to Open Europe, a think tank that was 
tweeting out the lines: 

"Germany should understand the most what it's like to be stuck in a gruesome 
deflation and debt crisis." 

"When I go home today, I will go home to a country where the third-biggest party 
is not a neo-Nazi but a Nazi party." 

"Germany can be proud of our fight against Nazis. We now need the German 
help." 

He's referring there to Golden Dawn, the extremist ultra-right party that finished 
third in Greece's elections in late January. Golden Dawn won 6.3% of the vote and 
17 of the parliament's 300 MPs. Images of the party's fascist-style rallies made 
international news in 2012 and 2013. 

In the early 1930s, Germany went through a period of deflation, as Greece now is 
(though Germany's was much more severe). The economic crisis of the period 
coincided with a huge rise in support for fascism: The Nazi party rose from 2.6% 
support in the 1928 election to 32.3% in 1932. 

Schaeuble said he and Varoufakis had "agreed to disagree" in the rest of the news 
conference, according to Bloomberg. Germany has been one of the eurozone 
countries most opposed to reducing Greece's public debt burden, as the new 
government in Athens is demanding. 

Varoufakis told German media earlier in the week that he is the finance minister 
"of a bankrupt country." He and Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras want to scrap 
the bailout agreement that Greece has with European institutions and the 
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International Monetary Fund and reverse much of the austerity brought in over 
the past five years. 

Yep the commies lied to the Greek People.....they just bailed on their fake 
promise that got them elected, next stop Golden Dawn. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

http://fortune.com/2015/02/20/the-end-of-the-dream-greece-bows-to-the-
inevitable/  

Syriza’s wild election promises bump up against harsh reality as the Eurozone 
refuses all but cosmetic changes to the bailout deal. 

Greece’s attempt to break the shackles of its bailout package has failed. With 
that, the risk of the Eurozone breaking up has receded, at least until the summer. 

The new left-wing government effectively crumpled Friday under pressure from 
the rest of the currency union and accepted it had to complete the reforms 
demanded of it two and a half years ago in return for continued access to the only 
financial lifeline it has. It also promised to honor all its debts and not to reverse 
any of the reforms undertaken so far under the 2010 and 2012 bailout programs, 
backing down from its most important pre-election promises. 

In return, the creditors agreed to extend by four months the existing deal, 
meaning that Athens will still get some €3.6 billion from the Eurozone and 
European Central Bank, and a bit more from the International Monetary Fund this 
year. They also all but guaranteed to loosen the country’s budget targets, and to 
keep available nearly €11 billion earmarked for recapitalizing Greek banks if they 
get into trouble. 
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Islam VS The PC Jew Theocrats 

 

I have been following what has been happening in Australia and Belgium and 
Europe in general with the Islamic attacks on Europeans from Islamic rape gangs 
to sex slave rings and on, especially the major one that was busted in Britain. I am 
still never surprised by ridiculous Liberals who rush to say that Islam is a religion 
of peace and those Muslims are some how not real Muslims. 

Will the real Mohammed please stand up. 
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Where in the Koran does it say they are not following Islam? They are this is what 
Islam is and does just read the Koran. I am supposed to believe those millions of 
Muslim's somehow don't believe the Koran and just like the name? Because that 
is the only other alternative explanation left. We are then told by the Liberal 
freaks and their all too willing to lie Islam pretend pals. To point this out is racism 
or something, despite the fact Islam is not a race. Its somehow racism, well these 
people are just frustrated retards who can't make a logical point because their 
whole worldview is illogical, retardation so they resort to screaming through 
criminal at the rest of us thinking sane people. That way they never have to 
explain. 

Was this guy a pretend Muslim too? 
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Muslims are also lying assholes who have a Jew like system of lying and deceit to 
push Islam where they don't have the power of the sword to impose it by 
slaughter and terror, called Tarqi, so anything they say is naturally like the Jews 
lies to promote their agenda. Islam divides the world into two part the Abode of 
Islam and the Abode of war, which continues till Islam conquerors. Naturally Jews 
are making this easier for them as this is their program and the Liberal tards and 
holding the door open as well. They like Jews love it when violent aliens rape, kill 
and attack White People. Which is why they scream racism at you if you don't like 
Islamic immigration. Its part of their anti-White narrative to promote racially alien 
and hostile immigration to the White World. And they view Islam as part of this in 
this sphere. Their moronic knee jerk reaction actually shows their real intention 
the whole time. Destroy White People and Western Civilization. The non Whites 
that are peaceful immigrants and decent normal people, the Jews will try and 
make sure by the second generation of race baiting, anti-White, cultural Marxist 
propaganda. To try and change this as well. 

Islam is a Jewish scam, Mohammed claimed to be the Messiah of the Jews first 
and foremost. The Koran built on the Book Of Moses. The Torah. And like Jewish 
Christianity its as fake as fuck and another way for the Jews to advance their 
murderous agenda on earth: http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic542.html 
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Which is another reason the Jews are hated rat Kikes like this: 

 

"Europe has not yet learned how to be multicultural" ... "We're going to be part of 
that transformation which MUST take place" ... "and jews will be resented 
because of their leading role" ... 
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Are shipping this in by the millions to kill White People and race traitor Liberal 
freaks are holding the door open so their own daughters can get brutally beaten 
and raped in the streets as normal. As that change which MUST take place says 
kike rat. 

 

Along with their sons being killed in broad daylight by Islamic's as well. 
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The Jews and their lobbies have been behind every open immigration policy from 
the Islamic World into the White World. But never for Israel as they have race 
laws to prevent this. One standard for the Jew another for everyone else. 

Thanks Jews. 
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Communism in Latin America and 
Brazil 

Dedicated to the member of JoS forums and groups, Egon Albrecht, who helped 
me to make this site as it is, created header/banner for it and provided all the 

material on communism in Latin America and Brazil. 

Thank you, my Friend!!! 
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Communism in Brazil: Jewess Dilma: Murderer, Torturer and 
Robber of Brazilian People 

This is a petition to take off from power the Jewess Dilma Rousseff and her 
"workers party" (a front party for Communism). That is official petition and went 
to Brazilian senate, and can come true as Brazilians did already an impeachment 
for ex-president Collor de Melo. 

******************* 

Dilma Rousseff's impeachment. 

In this Tuesday, October 21, was filed with the House of Representatives, the 
Federal District, the impeachment of President Dilma Rousseff. And also two 
other actions in the Superior Electoral Court, requiring the closure of the Workers 
Party (PT), and another, the removal of the Worler's Party candidate for 
president, Dilma Rousseff, Elections 2014. 

There is still hope and there is strong opposition to this fraud that Democracy is 
the government of the PT and what they did with the mentality of the Brazilian. 
The real opposition starts now: 

Here is the link for the petition: 

https://secure.avaaz.org/po/petition/Impeachment_da_Presidente_Dilma_1  

******************* 

The situation is grave, Dilma is for Brazil what Putin is for Russia and there are 
many poor and ignorant people who will suffer much more, as well as the Aryan 
born Brazilians who pay the most. 

Here is a post I made about it: 

That's a defeat for the Brazilians, and mainly for the White Brazilians who for 
majority wanted Aecio who is a prepared Stadist, not Dilma who was elected by 
the most miserable mongrelized communities in the country and voted again for 
their own misery (with more 4 years it will be 16 years of Lula's workers party in 
power). 

Is incredible what a level of ignorance the population is in, to vote someone who 
was indicted for murder, torture and terrorist acts alongside her group, in the 
atempts of communist takeover in the country, decades ago. Need to mention 
she is a Jewess? 
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Not only it, she is extremely dumb for a kike and was never meant to the public 
office, and always ask mentoring from the communist Lula. She will not control 
inflaction next year and the country's economy will be terrible ruined. 

This video is with english subtitles: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mY96iN1iJZE  

This ones are in Portuguese, but note how she stumble with her words, can't even 
talk properly and try hard to behave like a normal person: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RMzKPF2z_TA  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PbcfrpoLzOw  

The White Brazilians (mainly from the South which was colonized by European 
peasants and is the most rich and developed of the country) are considering 
separate the country. They didn't wanted Dilma's Communism and they pay 48% 
of the taxes in the whole country, being the smallest region. 

The picture states: WALL NOW! We must respect the electors of the workers 
party... And send Dilma to them alone! 
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Here is a picture of a Southern city, Gramado, State of Rio Grande do Sul, who 
made their development with their own hard working as peasants and pay the 
most taxes for Jewish controlled Brasilia: 
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In the Northeast, here are Dilma's electors who gain alms from her government... 

The picture says: This man gain 77 Brazilian Reais from the "Bolsa Familia". 
Acording the workers party, this family is free from misery. 

Here is the "hero" of the people: 
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It must stop, she is not only a Communist but a terrorist, murder and torturer. 

This was the letter from my personal friend: 

If in the end the court did not comply. So my friends ... This is not liberty, equality, 
fraternity, democracy ... This is fear and lack of logical reasoning for not realizing 
what MEANS VOTE, the weight that this decision has. Maybe this is what our 
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opposition should have been doing all year to raise awareness and teach Politics, 
Rights, Duties and the people think with the mind and heart and not just for the 
thrill, the Navel and belly. 

Big hug my dears. I'm still investigating, researching and collecting responses to 
the absurdity that was yesterday. 

Note: If I disappear, short seek directly to those who are monitoring me and 
blocked my facebook pages, tried to break into my Hotmail and sent thousands of 
messages to my phone in tones of menace. Seriously, I'm not kidding. This is not 
democracy is Dictatorship, my friends, and I am feeling threatened me, but I keep 
being firm opposition to all this. For the sake of my family I beg you to help me in 
case it happens, seek justice, Federal Police, Attorney, Supreme Court, my family, 
parents, relatives, all living in (city name), finally, do not forget me because I have 
not forgotten and do not forget you, keep believing and fighting for us (and in 
deep pain, tears and suffering) and I just fall into the reality that the PT is what 
most of Brazil Really Wants Possession after January 2015. Thereafter the work is 
political and not educational and research because the Federal Police, the senate, 
Congress, All are aware of the complaints, if there is no punishment crime in 
Brazil will offset more and then we are lost. 

Please do not forget that it is for our children, families and all the values that have 
guided our lives we sacrifice more important things than a simple e-mail and a 
hand to a colleague. Do not forget to follow me because Censorship has begun. 
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CIA killed candidate, says USA journalist: Brazilian Candidate 
Dead in Plane Crash 

Died Eduardo Campos, candidate to presidency and strong supporter of the 
Jewish community in Brazil and to the communist ex-president Lula. Eduardo was 
competing for president against Aécio Neves and against the Jewess Dilma 
Rousseff. Most of his electors were against Dilma so they more than probably will 
vote for Aécio, probably finishing the 10 years government of the communist 
party known as "Workers Party". 

American journalist Wayne Madsen said Brazilian Presidential Candidate, Eduardo 
Campos, recently dead in a plane crash, was killed by the CIA (which is controlled 
by Jews, and share all info the get with the Mossad). Also note President Dilma 
Rousseff, who is a Jewess, took part in many murders and torture during the 
atempt of communist revolution in Brazil, and her workers party is openly a 
communist party. This time the Jews killed their own puppet, after he left the 
core party and gone to another one, competing against Lula/Dilma's 10 years 
government. 

*But note the journalist is deluded (or purposely lying) that Dilma's government is 
"against" Obama, and the murder of Campos by CIA is somehow against Israel, 
and so that Dilma is a progressist in Latin america and against Israel. The point is 
the investigation on the CIA which is Jewish and Israeli owned. 
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Eduardo Campos (middle), the liberal who belives the Jews "were very important 
to the development of Northestern Region 

http://www.thewire.com/global/2014/08/brazil-presidential-candidate-eduardo-
campos-likely-dead-in-plane-crash/376006/  

Brazilian Presidential Candidate Eduardo Campos Likely Dead in Plane Crash 

Shirley Li 

A private jet reportedly carrying Brazilian presidential candidate Eduardo Campos 
crashed Wednesday in the city of Santos, a member of Campos' political party 
said. 

URGENT: Pres candidate Campos on board of aircraft crashed in Santos, Brazil - 
@ReutersLatam http://t.co/ojXi7TktMj pic.twitter.com/8fMEUjzOBV 

— RT (@RT_com) August 13, 2014 

Brazil's Globo News has reported Campos has died, though the site did not say 
how the information was obtained. Friends and colleagues told the BBC they are 
"very worried" as they have not made contact with Campos since the crash. The 
Jornal de Hoje reported bad weather in the region, and that the plane also carried 
Campos' wife and son. 

The tweet below translates to "Brazilian presidential candidate Eduardo Campos 
dies after plane crash in Santos." 

Candidato a la presidencia de Brasil Eduardo Campos muere tras accidente de 
avión en Santos: reporte de Globonews TV 

— Reuters Latam (@ReutersLatam) August 13, 2014 

Witnesses said smoke is billowing from the crash site in a residential area of 
Santos. A police spokeswoman told the Agence France Presse there were 
"fatalities but we still do not have a number confirmed." Firefighters told the BBC 
there were 10 "victims" but have not determined whether they're injured or 
dead. 

Guilherme Zeinum, a resident near Santos, told Brazilian news site G1 what he 
saw of the crash. "I heard a loud noise, followed by an explosion. I went to the 
window and I could just see black smoke," he said. "I heard a noise like a turbine. 
It took a little while, about 10 minutes before I heard sirens heading towards the 
site." 
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According to an Air Force statement, the plane lost contact with air traffic control 
while preparing to land. The Cessna 560XL plane had taken off from Rio de 
Janeiro's domestic airport and was heading to the city of Guaruja, near Santos. 

Campos' running mate, Marina Silva, was not on board the plane, a source inside 
the political party told Reuters. 

Campos had been running for president for the Brazilian Socialist Party, with the 
election due to take place in October. He had formerly been a governor of the 
northeastern state of Pernambuco as well as the minister of science and 
technology under former President Luiz Inacio Lula de Silva, and is one of three 
forerunners, with current polls putting him third behind both incumbent Dilma 
Rousseff and Aecio Neves, of the Brazilian Social Democracy Party. 

Immediately following news of the crash, stocks in Brazil plunged. The country's 
stock market had been rallying up 26 percent since the year's lowest figures in 
March, as analysts speculated Rousseff would be defeated in the upcoming 
election. With a defeat, the new government would reduce intervention in state-
owned companies. 

"If Campos doesn't run, all the polls we've seen so far become worthless," Rogerio 
Freitas, a partner at hedge fund Teorica Investimentos, told Bloomberg. "Elections 
are the main driver for the market now, but without Campos, uncertainty 
increases. And market will only find a direction once new polls become available." 

The 49-year-old Campos had run on a business-friendly leftist platform, and had 
been a former ally to Rousseff before gunning for the presidency himself. In a 
November interview with The Economist, Campos spoke of his political goals: 

Good management depends heavily on new politics. Distributing bits of wealth in 
complicity with political forces that are behind the times will never lead to good 
management of public resources. It will always lead to a lack of money that will 
be plugged by dipping into taxpayers' pockets or company coffers. 

CIA killed candidate, says USA journalist 

http://www.strategic-culture.org/news/2014/08/30/all-factors-point-cia-aerially-
assassinating-brazilian-presidential-candidate.html  

All Factors Point to CIA Aerially Assassinating Brazilian Presidential Candidate 

By Wayne Madsen 

The plane crash that killed Brazilian presidential candidate Eduardo Campos, who 
was running in second place behind incumbent President Dilma Rousseff, has 
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severely harmed Rousseff’s chances for re-election. Campos’s successor on the 
ticket, former Green Party leader Marina Silva, a George Soros puppet, now 
stands a very good chance of unseating Rousseff in an expected run-off election. 
Rousseff’s defeat would signal a victory for the Obama administration’s covert 
activities to eliminate from the scene progressive presidents throughout Latin 
America. 

A review of post-World War II history reveals that of all the many ways 
intelligence services have used to eliminate political and economic threats, 
murder by plane crash rank in second place, just ahead of automobile accidents 
and poisoning, and only behind the use of firearms and munitions, as the Central 
Intelligence Agency’s favorite modus operandi for political assassination. 

The aerial assassinations of United Nations Secretary General Dag Hammarskjold, 
Rwandan President Juvenal Habyarimana, Burundian President Cyprien 
Ntaryamira, Portuguese Prime Minister Francisco sá Carneiro, Pakistani President 
Muhammad Zia Ul-Haq, prospective Indian Prime Minister Sanjay Gandhi, 
American United Auto Workers’ Union President Walter Reuther, former Texas 
Senator John Tower, and Minnesota Senator Paul Wellstone all bore the markings 
of the involvement of one or more U.S. intelligence agencies in putting ends to 
political careers that threatened the underpinnings of Imperial America. 

Latin America, in particular, has been plagued by plane crashes that have killed 
two leaders who were determined to pull away from American political influence, 
President Jaime Roldos Aguilera of Ecuador and President Omar Torrijos of 
Panama. Both leaders died in 1981, with Roldos dying just a few months before 
Torrijos. John Perkins, the author of «Confessions of an Economic Hitman» and a 
former member of the U.S. intelligence community, fingered the United States in 
both plane crash assassinations. 

This background of U.S. involvement in aerial assassinations makes the August 13 
crash of the Cessna 560XLS Citation aircraft in Santos, Brazil, which killed pro-
business Brazilian Socialist Party presidential candidate Campos, his aides, and the 
crew, all that more suspicious, The timing of the crash, during an election 
campaign that had favored an easy victory for Rousseff, has raised significant 
questions among Brazilian investigators and the general public. 

Since its introduction in 1996, the Cessna 560XLS Citation model has enjoyed a 
perfect safety record. The sudden death of Campos upended the Brazilian 
presidential election campaign in a manner that may benefit the United States 
and the Central Intelligence Agency's long-range agenda for Latin America. 
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Disturbing questions are being raised about the ownership of the aircraft bearing 
the tail number PR-AFA. The plane's murky record of owners and registration, 
along with the lack of cockpit voice recordings thanks to an apparent malfunction 
in the plane's cockpit voice recorder, has a number of Brazilians wondering 
whether the plane was sabotaged by the United States. Rather than having the 
recording of the conversations of Campos's flight crew, the recorder only had the 
voice recordings from a previous flight. 

The plane was flying en route from Rio de Janeiro-Santos Dumont Airport to 
Guaruja when it crashed in a residential area of Santos. 

The plane was operated by AF Andrade Enterprises and Holdings, which is based 
in Ribeirão Preto in Sao Paulo state, but leased from Cessna Finance Export 
Corporation, a division of Textron, a major U.S. defense and intelligence 
contractor. Cessna is a division of Textron. The malfunctioning cockpit voice 
recorder was manufactured by another U.S. defense and intelligence contractor, 
L-3 Communications. AF Andrade's business is centered on its ownership of a 
distillery. A spokesman for AF Andrade said the $9 million aircraft had not been 
recently inspected but stressed that it had a perfect maintenance record. 

However, the spokesman for AF Andrade could not specifically state who owned 
the aircraft but admitted that it, but likely only the lease, was up for sale and had 
recently been purchased by a group of «factory owners and importers» from 
Pernambuco. Campos was a former governor of Pernambuco. 

The purchasers turned out to be a consortium that included Bandeirantes Tires, 
Ltd. The tire company said that negotiations on transferring ownership were 
ongoing when the plane crashed and that Cessna Finance Export Corporation had 
not yet approved the final leasing rights. Brazilian observers believe the Cessna 
that crashed was a «ghost plane», with murky ownership in order to cover up the 
plane's use for covert operations involving the CIA. Similar planes with spotty 
ownership and registration records were used by the CIA to rendition kidnapped 
Muslims for interrogation and imprisonment at American «black sites» around 
the world. 

The U.S. National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) sent a team to Brazil to 
investigate the plane crash. However, if the NTSB’s performance on such crashes 
as TWA 800 and American Airlines 587 is any indication, the agency only excels at 
cover-ups of criminal actions. 

Campos was replaced on the ticket by Silva, who is a darling of the Soros-financed 
and directed globalization and «civil society» movement. Silva, who is a pro-Israeli 
adherent of the Assemblies of God Pentecostal church, is much more pro-
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business and pro-American than Rousseff of the left-leaning Brazilian Workers' 
Party. Recently, Rousseff, along with her fellow BRICS leaders from Russia, India, 
China, and South Africa, created a new development bank that challenges the 
supremacy of the U.S.-run World Bank. The creation of the bank infuriated 
Washington and Wall Street. 

Silva, who may be enjoying more than a mere sympathy vote, recently gained in 
polls against Rousseff. The Brazilian president is seen by Washington as an 
adversary, especially after details were leaked by Edward Snowden of massive 
National Security Agency surveillance of the Brazilian president. 

If Rousseff were forced into a run-off with Silva as either first or second-place 
finisher in the first round, Aecio Neves, of the conservative Social Democratic 
Party has stated he would endorse Silva if he comes in third. The political 
arithmetic could then spell trouble for Rousseff, who would have likely glided to 
victory had it not been for Silva's advancement to the head of the Socialist Party 
ticket. Silva's vice presidential running mate is Beto Albuquerque, whose «civil 
society» credentials in consumer and human rights protection indicates a Soros 
«upbringing». 

The current polls for the October 5 first round is Rousseff with 36% of the vote, 
Silva with 21%, and Neves with 20%. However, with Neves out of the race in the 
scheduled October 26 second round, some polls show Silva beating Rousseff 47% 
to 43% while others show Silva defeating Rousseff by a staggering 9%. Of course, 
opinion polls are no longer independent but corporate and Western intelligence 
agency contrivances used to sway public opinion and engage in the «predictive 
programming» of entire populations. 

The favorable outcome for Silva as a result of the possible aerial assassination of 
Campos and his aides has many suspicious about the CIA's role in the plane crash, 
especially after CIA fingerprints were discovered on presidential aerial 
assassinations of Torrijos and Roldos in 1981. Just this past February, the 
presidential helicopter normally used by Ecuadorian president Rafael Correa, a 
strong opponent of Washington's policies and an ally of Rousseff, crashed in the 
mountains on a flight from Guayaquil to Quito. Correa's personal pilot was killed 
in the crash. Correa, who was addressing a campaign rally at the time of the 
crash, stressed that he was not scheduled to be on the flight of the Indian-made 
Dhruv helicopter. However, the suspicion of CIA sabotage could not be 
suppressed among the Ecuadorian population. 

Silva is being touted as Brazil's «Third Way» candidate. Third Way is an 
international movement that has been used by corporate politicians, many of 
them financed by Soros, to infiltrate and take over historically pro-labor, socialist, 
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and progressive parties. The Third Ways' most notable politicians include Bill 
Clinton, Tony Blair, Germany’s Gerhard Schroeder, Canada's Justin Trudeau, 
French Prtesident Francois Hollande, French Prime Minister Manuel Valls, Italy's 
Prime Minister Matteo Renzi and former Prime Minister Romeo Prodi, Portugal's 
Jose Socrates, Israel's Ehud Barak, and officials of the Brazilian Socialist, Green, 
and Social Democratic parties, including Silva, Neves, the late Eduardo Campos, 
and former President Fernando Henrique Cardoso. However, when it becomes 
advantageous to assassinate one Third Wayer in order to promote another, there 
is no problem to eliminate someone like Campos in order to make way for a more 
popular (and controlled) politician like Silva, especially when the interests of Israel 
and Wall Street are at stake. 

The Cessna carrying Portuguese Prime Minister Sá Carneiro, which crashed while 
the prime minister was flying to a re-election rally in Porto, destroyed the leftist 
Democratic Alliance’s future prospects because the two Sá Carneiro loyalists who 
succeeded him lacked his charisma. Eventually, Mario Soares, a Third Way and 
pro-NATO «socialist-in-name-only», a «SINO», became prime minister and 
ushered Portugal down the path of «Third Way» subservience to a united Europe 
and globalization. The ambassador to Portugal at the time of Sá Carneiro’s death 
was CIA officer Frank Carlucci, whose fingerprints were on the 1961 assassination 
of former Prime Minister Patrice Lumumba in the Congo. Carlucci became deputy 
director of the CIA, and National Security Adviser and Defense Secretary under 
President Ronald Reagan. Carlucci is also the chairman emeritus of the CIA-
connected Carlyle Group. The suspicious death of Campos in Brazil appears to be 
a carbon copy of the CIA’s quick dispatch of Sá Carneiro, with Rousseff the 
ultimate target of the action and Silva and her globalist backers as the 
beneficiaries. 

http://www.strategic-culture.org/news/2014/08/19/another-suspicious-plane-
crash-latin-america-bolsters-american-globalist-interests.html  

Another Suspicious Plane Crash in Latin America Bolsters American and Globalist 
Interests 

By Wayne Madsen 

Brazil’s scheduled October presidential election was seen as a virtual cake walk 
for incumbent President Dilma Rousseff. That was until a plane crash killed 
Rousseff’s rather lackluster opponent, economist and former governor of 
Pernambuco, Eduardo Campos. On August 13, it was reported that the plane 
carrying Campos, a Brazilian pro-business centrist presidential candidate who was 
running third behind the more conservative Social Democratic Party candidate 
Aecio Neves, an economist and champion of austerity, crashed into a residential 
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area of Santos in Sao Paulo state, Brazil. Campos was the candidate of the 
formerly leftist but now «pro-business» Brazilian Socialist Party. As with the 
British, Australian, and New Zealand Labor Parties, the Canadian Liberal and New 
Democratic Parties, and the U.S. Democratic Party, corporate and Zionist interests 
infiltrated the Brazilian Socialist Party and largely transformed it into a «Third 
Way» pro-business party fraudulently retaining the use of the «socialist» 
designation. 

It is clear that since disclosures of U.S. National Security Agency spying on the e-
mail and phones of incumbent Brazilian Workers' Party President Dilma Rousseff 
and her ministers, Rousseff's resultant cancellation of a state visit to Washington, 
and Brazil's hosting of Russian President Vladimir Putin and other BRICS economic 
bloc leaders at a recent summit in Fortaleza, the United States has been trying to 
destabilize Brazil. The State Department and the CIA have been looking for weak 
links in Rousseff's Brazil to create the same conditions of instability they have 
fomented in other countries in Latin America, including Venezuela, Ecuador, 
Argentina (through a national credit default engineered by Zionist vulture 
capitalist Paul Singer), and Bolivia. However, Rousseff, who antagonized 
Washington by announcing, along with other BRICS leaders in Fortaleza, the 
establishment of a BRICS development bank to compete with the U.S.- and 
European Union-controlled World Bank, looked unbeatable for re-election. That 
certainly was the case until August 13 when Campos and four of his campaign 
advisers, along with the pilot and co-pilot, were killed in the crash of the Cessna 
560XL, killing all on board. 

The crash advanced to the head of the Socialist Party presidential ticket Campos's 
vice presidential running mate, Marina Silva. In 2010, Silva received a surprising 
20 percent of the vote for president as the Green Party candidate. Rather than 
run as the Green candidate this year, Silva opted to join Campos's pro-business 
ticket. Silva is now seen as the Socialist Party's best chance to defeat Rousseff for 
president in the October election. Silva, an evangelical Christian in a largely 
Roman Catholic country, is also seen as close to the global «civil society» 
infrastructure of «controlled opposition» groups financed by hedge fund master 
manipulator George Soros. As a leader of Brazil's Amazon rain forest protection 
efforts, Silva has been lauded by environmental groups funded by Soros's Open 
Society Institute. Silva's campaign rhetoric is rife with such Soros code phrases as 
«sustainable society», «knowledge society,» and «diversity». 

Silva marched with the Brazilian team at the opening ceremonies of the 2012 
Olympics in London. Brazilian Sports Minister Aldo Rebelo said that Silva's 
participation in the Olympics was approved by the British royal family and that 
she «always had good relations with the European aristocracy». 
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Silva is also more moderate than Rousseff on Israel's policies toward Palestine. As 
an Assemblies of God Pentecostal Christian, Silva is a member of a denomination 
that provides core membership for the worldwide movement of «Christian 
Zionists» who are as avidly as pro-Israel as such Zionist Jewish organizations as 
B'nai B'rith and the World Jewish Congress. 

The Assemblies of God believe the following about Israel: 

«According to Scripture, Israel has an important role to play in the end-times. For 
centuries Bible scholars pondered over the prophecy of a restored Israel. 'This is 
what the Sovereign Lord says: I will take the Israelites out of the nations where 
they have gone. I will gather them from all around and bring them back into their 
own land.' When the modern nation of Israel was founded in 1948, and Jews 
began returning from all around the world, Bible scholars knew that God was at 
work and that we were very likely living in the last days». 

In 1996, Silva was awarded the Goldman Environmental Prize, which was 
established by Goldman Insurance Company founder Richard Goldman and his 
wife Rhoda Goldman, an heir to the Levi Strauss clothing company fortune. In 
2010, Silva was named by Foreign Policy magazine, edited by David Rothkopf, a 
former managing director of Kissinger Associates, to its list of «top global 
thinkers». 

The full details of the cause of Campos's plane crash may never be known. 
Assisting in the investigation of the crash is the U.S. National Transportation 
Safety Board (NTSB) and the Federal Aviation Administration. NTSB and FAA 
investigators will assuredly be in-briefed and out-briefed by CIA officials stationed 
in Brasilia who will be eager to have a conclusion of «tragic accident» stamped on 
the final crash report. 

The CIA has managed to cover up its involvement in other Latin American aircraft 
crashes that have eliminated opponents of U.S. imperialism in Latin America. On 
July 31, 1981, Panamanian President Omar Torrijos was killed when his 
Panamanian Air Force plane crashed near Penonomé, Panama. After George H. 
W. Bush's invasion of Panama in 1989, the Panamanian plane crash investigation 
documents held by the Panamanian government of General Manuel Noriega were 
reportedly seized by American military personnel and they disappeared. 

Two months before Torrijos was killed, Ecuadorian President Jaime Roldos, a 
populist leader who stood up to the United States, was killed when his Super King 
Air plane, operated as a VIP aircraft by the Ecuadorian Air Force, crashed into 
Huairapungo Mountain in Loja Province. The plane also carried the First Lady of 
Ecuador and the Defense Minister and his wife. They were all killed in the crash. 
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The plane lacked a Flight Data Recorder, also known as a «black box.» The Zurich, 
Switzerland police conducted their own investigation that discovered the official 
Ecuadorian government investigation was seriously flawed. For example, the 
Ecuadorian government report on the crash failed to mention that the plane's 
engines were disabled before the aircraft plowed into the side of the mountain. 

As with Roldos’s plane, Campos’s Cessna did not have a flight data recorder. 
Moreover, the Brazilian Air Force announced that two hours of audio from the 
cockpit voice recorder on board Campos’s Cessna do not reflect the conversations 
between the pilot, co-pilot, and ground control on August 13. The cockpit voice 
recorder on board the ill-fated Cessna 560XL was manufactured by L-3 
Communications, Inc. of New York City. L-3 is a major U.S. intelligence contractor 
that provides the National Security Agency with much of its undersea cable 
tapping capabilities through an NSA agreement with L-3’s Global Crossing 
subsidiary. 

Although Brazilian presidential hopeful Campos was no enemy of the United 
States, his suspicious death a few months before the presidential election and 
replacement with a darling of the George Soros infrastructure, now poses an 
electoral threat to Rousseff, who is most definitely considered an enemy by 
Washington. The U.S. and Soros have been looking for various ways to penetrate 
and disrupt the BRICS nations. The Soros/CIA attempt to advance Chinese 
Politburo member Bo Xilai into the Chinese presidency collapsed when he and his 
wife were arrested and jailed for corruption. With Russia and South Africa off-
limits for any similar intrigue, India and Brazil are the focus for CIA and Soros 
disruption of BRICS. Although Narendra Modi's right-wing government in India is 
new, the early signs for BRICS disruption are encouraging. For example, India's 
Foreign Minister, Sushma Swaraj, as an outspoken and committed ally of Israel. 
Brazil under Rousseff is seen by the CIA and Soros as the best opportunity to 
insert one of their own, in this case, Marina Silva, into the leadership of a BRICS 
nation in order to exact a «Trojan horse» attack on the increasingly important 
economic bloc. 

The plane crash that killed Eduardo Campos helped advance a George Soros-
funded operative closer to the Alvorada presidential palace in Brasilia. 
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Communism in Latin America and the Military “Dictatorships”  

“If it is the will of the Brazilian people, I will promote the Opening Policy in Brazil. 
But there will come a time when the people will feel nostalgia for the military 
“dictatorship”. For many of those who lead the so called “end” of the dictatorship 
are not seeking the good of the people but their own interests.” 

– Ernesto Geisel 

Part of the arcticle below is true, but there was a real Communist threat in Brazil 
as well as in other Latin American countries, as really happened in Cuba and 
almost in Argentina. The communist terrorist Jewess and current president Dilma 
frauded the elections and already tried with her criminal gang called today 
workers party, to give a communist take over in the military regime times. 

As noted by brother Katson here: Comunismo no Brasil e na América Latina 

In the last 19 years, Brazil has to be ruled by communists who want to employ a 
communist dictatorship in Latin America along with the São Paulo Forum, they 
want the implementation of what they call “Patria Grande” (Great Homeland), 
the Socialist Republics of Latin America , URSAL, the last three presidents of the 
Republic, Fernando Henrique Cardoso, PSDB (Social Democratic Party), Luis Inacio 
Lula da Silva and Dilma Rousseff, who are of the same communist Party, PT 
(“Workers” Party), are all of Jewish descent. This project is already going to it’s 
ends, it was confirmed by the conclave of Washington that the presidential 
elections last year were rigged by the Cuban intelligence organ in partnership 
with the company of the electronic polls, the Venezuelan Smartmatic. The PT is 
proposing a constituent to create a new communist constitution in Brazil for the 
take over. 

For more information read articles in 1th and 2d parts Death of Communism: 

Shit Guevara 

Catholic Church works with communism 

Translated rom metapedia: 
http://pt.metapedia.org/wiki/Regime_militar_no_Brasil  

The military regime in Brazil was an anti-communist puppet government installed 
by the CIA in Brazil during the Cold War, which had as its objectives to govern 
Brazil in accordance with the interests of the United States and weaken potential 
new competitors powers to US (Jewish) imperialism, which at the time already 
rivaled the Soviet Union. After Cuba became communist in 1959 (before it was a 
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banana republic exploited by the American Jews) the US invented a supposed 
“communist threat” in the early 60s in Brazil to pressure the Brazilian military to 
run with President João Goulart (Jango) elected democratically, investing money 
in advertising in the media to alarm the public. The military fearing a possible US 
invasion (which was possible at the time) and knowing that the Brazilian armed 
forces had not the slightest possibility of offering resistance, gave a military take 
over (called by them counter-take) in 1964. 

The regime in Brazil was a model for other military regimes installed by the US in 
Latin America and Europe (Greece). In the late 1970s however, the schemes 
began to distance from the US and to govern for the national interest. During the 
government of Ernesto Geisel (1975-1979), Brazil retired from the US and Israel 
and has established partnerships with eastern European countries and China. 
Argentina claimed the Falklands and Pinochet’s Chile also became nationalist. For 
the US this time it was necessary to remove these regimes installed by 
themselves, creating insatistafação among the population and making this go ask 
streets “democracy.” The defeat of Argentina in the Falklands War was decivisa to 
the collapse of the military regimes. 

Democracies, elected (in compulsory elections) by an ignorant proletariat, helped 
to further weaken their countries, since almost all the money is wasted to support 
the corrupt political machine while almost nothing is invested in infrastructure 
and in the military. 

With the increase in disorder and violence in Brazil, reappeared nostalgic 
supporters of the military regime for a time when there was public safety. Yet it 
should be noted that Brazil was relatively safe even before the military regime, 
since the population at the time was less urban, simpler and religiously devout. 
(My note, less marxized and marginalized than today). 

Image: Protesters demand the return of the military regime in protest in Belo 
Horizonte, which also happened in Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo and other great 
cities. The banner says: Military intervention now! Brazil DEMANDS order and 
progress!! 
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Death, Soul and Body, and Spiritual Advancement 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sat Aug 18, 2018 9:22 pm 

I hear frequently that the Soul is superior to the body. This argument on it's own was created by 

Christianity. From the same Christian pastors and Priests, who, irrespective of their claims of 

the "Holy Spirit of Da Lawd" being superior to the "Sword", of course, holocausted materially all 

Pagan people they could, raped babies for centuries in huge numbers for their perverted meat 

between their cripply looking legs, and filled their huge tummies with all the world's gluttony 

combined, just to make sure to go to the 'next life' that they sought so greatly, being overweight 

even during times where there was general famine on the planet. 
 

These people also created the division between body and soul, or material and spiritual, to 

make the populace dumb to their materialistic plots and criminal mafia, that instead of cocaine, 

deals 'muh jesu krist' through the brand of a jew that is the drug dealer, Rabbi jesus, as a 

domain of the general gang of thieves, the jews, who usurp the wealth and very life of all nations 

on earth. This is just like a mafia that points on irrelevant causes whenever they are caught 

about their crimes. 
 

The first understanding of the division between material and spiritual, was created by the above 

criminals and swine. This divided man and destroyed him essentially.  
 

There is no point in comparing your eyeball to your hand in terms of usefulness, you need both. 

Both are important, and you need both. 
 

The fact that you can survive a danger by sacrificing your hand (Ie, one can die physically and 

salvage their soul) or that if one can pluck their eye to save their hand, is fully irrelevant to the 

importance and function for both. As in one case one remains blind, and in the other, amputated 

or disabled. Both of which are disastrous situations.  
 

The body is actually a sanctuary for the Soul not just a mere cloth. Many people also say that 

the Soul can persist after death. This is only true insofar people meditate and advance, in which 

case, the soul is made more important than the thin astral air it is otherwise. And this due to 

work. For many people out there, this is not the case.  

 

The Gods have compassion and help as much as they can, as spiritually superior beings, but 

still, they do this because naturally, the soul withers away. The Egyptians called it "The Second 

Death", a death which is final, and one from which, one is legit dead and dissolves back to the 

ether. This is not the mortal death, but the spiritual death that comes when one is spiritually 

ignorant and never works on their soul. 

 

Indeed, many people say, "but after I die, I am still alive as a soul". Another place where the 

importance of the body is highlighted is at birth. One is generated and comes into the world from 

a process that is simply miraculous. And starts existing. The only things one knows as a baby is 

actually the material things necessary for survival. And it's this material existence that largely 

defines us. Not entirely, but largely.  

 

Many people do ignore the material existence because they like to pretend Disney and 

whatever in their own mind, and keep themselves lied about their own situations, or for other 
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reasons. This is mostly done in places where people have the freedom to like, theorize about 

bullshit because they have become spoiled brats who proclaim large words about 'spirituality' all 

the time, such as 'all humans are just soul', 'I am a soul just in a body, and body doesn't matter', 

'race doesn't matter, one love' etc.  
 

Ironically this spoil-bratted-ness doesn't come from being 'spiritually advanced' or 

knowledgeable, but because of over-delving in the material realm of the 21st century, of drugs, 

of deception, and of many movies, and thinking they are spiritually because they shitted 

themselves once in a DMT trip. 

 

But the truth is plain and simple, the material realm is equal of importance, same as the material 

body, to the spiritual existence. If one observed nature and meditated, one would not have any 

of these illusions about life. One needs to observe the existence of other animals too.  
 

The material realm is also the setting stone, ironically, for the spiritual realm. One understands 

the need for spirituality through friction of this very material world. It's by no coincidence many of 

you here have had friction with the material world to come here. Many people come here asking 

how to do a death spell, how to get rich, and how all sorts of other things. There are also cases 

where people fed up with their materialism reaching huge levels, do seek higher meaning. But 

man seeks spirit from friction with the material.  
 

It's when one is confronted with these unsolvable riddles that one starts to consider if they have 

higher powers than the ordinary. 
 

If I said the body is superior, it would be valid logically. But it's invalid when it comes to 

REALITY AS A WHOLE, of course, and everyone here knows this. But notice the jewish fallacy 

here is to always divide the realms and judge them individually for no reason. Spiritual and 

Material are mirrors of one another. 
 

With the enemy, and their curses, and their damnation of the human soul, the two were divided 

into two alien elements to one another. The enemy is the author of this doctrine and I do not 

have to advocate for it, and say plastering words about the soul being so superior etc. So 

people like us naturally sided with the spiritual side, because we understand it's value and lack 

from this world and ourselves, while the cattle has sided on the material side.  
 

But in a world that was normal (this is the world we are creating) neither of these levels have to 

be neglected, compared negatively, and be put in any opposition. We have to do our best to 

merge these in our understanding. 
 

The body is important because it's the house and manifestor of spiritual essences in a 

meaningful way. The body is not some mere shell, it's a vital organ of the Soul, without which, 

the soul withers and dies away after a time.  
 

But if we are also to say that the soul is superior, that would also be valid, because equally, the 

lack of a soul, withers away the body, robs the vitality, and kills a person. Notice many people in 

civilization are aware of this, they internally feel dead, and this is the case, they *ARE* dead and 

fully spiritually drained.  
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This is like saying "Is the brain or the heart more important?". This is the same scientific fallacy 

that is being done all the time. All vital organs are equally interesting, in their own ways. And if 

one removes the heart or the brain permanently, or damage them, they are done equally.  

 

A person can exist with zero access to their soul, and that is how many people exist out there. 

They have a soul, but it's nowhere really. They live basically on a sealed and feeble, almost 

dead, spiritual body. This proves that beings can, and this is tragic, do exist without any 

awareness of their soul, or even 'need' of their soul. They cannot exist fully without it, but they 

can exist in a state that is soulless. 

 

In the Ancient Egyptian texts, it says that humanity will lose it's sight and 3rd eye if the 

generations continue to decay. The Wadjet Eye of the Egyptians is literally the shape of a sliced 

human brain. In where, there is the Pineal Gland. They literally tell you where this third eye is 

too, they do not pretend it's some spiritual bullshit. Plus, if this gland was to go extinct from 

Humans, we would lose our faculties spiritually, in the same way one that loses their vocal 

chords loses the ability to speak. From there on, it's a matter of time to forget speaking.  
 

The "We were souls" crowd, keeps reiterating how important it is that we are a 'soul'. If this is 

the superior thing then why doesn't the same crowd cut their heads off, but rather, lives a very 

pseudo-spiritual life, full of materialism, greed and usury? Or just material denial that is fully 

unrelated to spirituality? 

 

As for those that say that "We were body", why do these people so frivolously deny the 

existence of a higher spiritual matter, eventhough it's proven there are dimensions above the 

observable one? This is also proven by how many people on the planet just grovel about 

religion all the time. Cats, dogs, and other creature do not build shrines, nor they contemplate 

anything directly spiritual. Humans do. Of course this can be turned to pointless superstition, but 

still, like the need to drink water proves we need it, the same is proven by the need of 'religion'. 

Man needs this, at least, to exist, in a form in their life. But its not more important than biological 

needs for the striking majority of people.  
 

Everyone can be an animal, shit, eat, sleep, and breathe air. But not many people can engage 

in spiritual practice or become spiritual beings. If one enforced the stopping of meditation, only 

those who were already spiritual would revolt. Those who were not would not understand the 

loss. But if you impose restriction of food and water, then people immediately wake up and 

revolt to this fact. While humans exist here, the only sensible understanding generated by the 

two eyes is this very material world we live in. This is undeniable. Yet this doesn't disprove 

man's spiritual nature or anything, but it should show the importance of this world. 
 

The jew is the lord of hiding to people, like a deceiver, what is of this world, and what of the 

spiritual world. 
 

Clearly both people are tied into the same jewish dualism and hegelian confusion.  
 

Satan has always been called the God of this World. "This World" is the material realm, and 

what is the material realm, is just the sum of the higher realms. Satan has been credited as 

being the source of sexual energy, procreation, food and beverage, and everything living and 

natural, in the form of the Goat, which was Pan in Ancient Greece, and then was villified in the 
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thing with the hoofs that came out of a jew's turded brain to villify Pan who was actually indeed 

glorious.  
 

This is why PAN means "EVERYTHING", and GOD PAN means "GOD OF EVERYTHING" in 

Ancient Greek. Pan also means "MOST HIGH", above all. And is the lord of nature.  
 

Pan is the riddle of doing all the physical things, but he is also the king of the spiritual Gods. 

Simply because Pan is like the natural forces, which govern all other Gods, above and below. 

From this also came that Satan leads all the Demons, which is real, but was terraformed later. 

Satan, or Truth, does indeed, rule the Demons, or the Natural forces. Satya or Truth is the truth 

of existence. 
 

Satan and the Gods have physical bodies and they know the woes we are undergoing in this 

eternal rotar, as advanced lifeforms, that cannot really fully advance. So they gave us the 

Magnum Opus, the internal alchemical arts, or simply put, spirituality. Spirituality builds on top of 

the fact we are human, and the natural laws (physical and spiritual) that govern us.  

 
"Spiritual advancement" is the sum of the advancement in the material body (Hatha, 

Pranayama, Kundalini Yoga, physical exercise, setting the joints straight), the mental body 

(thought, self awareness, knowledge), the intermediate level (Chakras, who are both on the soul 

and glands on the material body and centers of soul), and on the spiritual (The auric field, the 

consciousness, projection of the soul, handling the invisible energies).  
 

The finalizing of this process is where one is able to save themselves spiritually (not die in the 

astral) but the last level of this is saving the material body, since it's bonded with the, after 

practice, immortal soul. The jewish egregore Jehovah gets scared shitless at first when humans 

(Goyim Gentiles) eat from the Tree of Knowledge (just knowing about spirituality) but for the fact 

that humans may also eat from the other Tree of Life (Magnum Opus) on which, they will turn 

back and destroy the alien hive hiding behind this 'religion'.  
 

Until this process is complete the Gods salvage us and send us back, where we continue from 

where we left of. And they can do this because they are extremely advanced in all levels, but 

because they are also physical and understand the vanity pit that we are into with going all the 

way round and round. If they were only 'spiritual', they would have not given us the Magnum 

Opus, nor the Internet to find info faster, nor would they have instructed to create civilizations 

like Egypt and other spiritual civilizations to keep the knowledge alive, and so forth.  
 

Ironically, it's through the 'material prison' that one finds their freedom. And the Gods want us to 

better ourselves, become great, and break this material prison imposed by the jews so that 

people cannot find the truth. 
 

Many people do not understand what this statement really means. In the internal Alchemy, the 

major understandings of a spiritual nature do not only come from the 'heavens' but also, 

observation of the earth. These eternal truths are all around us, and especially in nature as well. 

Spiritual revelation cannot come unless one has a very solid understanding of the physical 

realm.  

 
The earth is equally important as the heavens.  
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The rules of natural decay, for example, are around us. We see beings get born and dying. We 

may even witness our own death throughout lives, and then understand, that we may be more 

than this, but essentially, we are not more than the animal world.  
 

Which leads people to the only sensible conclusion, as given by the Gods, to spiritually 

advance.  
 

Spiritual Satanism is essentially a war against death, decay, decadence, meaninglessness, and 

corruption. This is also why we fight the enemy as part of this general war of man to advance 

and survive. 
 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  

More will follow soon. 
 
 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 

- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: Death, Soul and Body, and Spiritual Advancement 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sun Aug 19, 2018 1:16 am 

That is literally the point of Buddhism. The Buddhist regime removed all spiritual knowledge 

from the population even executing whole mass of ancient Hindu's to do this. And people still 

pretend this is a spiritual program. 
 

 

Hoodedcobra666 wrote:The Egyptians called it "The Second Death", a death which is final, 

and one from which, one is legit dead and dissolves back to the ether. This is not the mortal 

death, but the spiritual death that comes when one is spiritually ignorant and never works on 

their soul. 
 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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The So-Called Nanking Massacre was a Fabrication 

The Japanese Military in Nanking (Nanjing) was Humane 

By Arimasa Kubo  

The alleged massacre, which was said to have been committed by the Japanese Military in 

Nanking, China, did not take place. Those who committed atrocities were Chinese soldiers. 

What is the Alleged Nanking Massacre? 

 

The alleged Nanking Massacre, commonly known as the Rape of Nanking, is the name of 

a genocidal war crime said to have been committed by the Japanese military in the city of 

Nanking, the then capital of the Republic of China, after it fell to the Imperial Japanese 

Army on December 13, 1937. There is a dispute about whether it really occurred or not. 

 

Massacre affirmationists claim that during the occupation of Nanking, the Japanese army 

committed numerous atrocities such as rape, looting, arson and the execution of prisoners 

of war and civilians. They say that the Japanese massacred about 300,000 Chinese people 

in Nanking during the six weeks after the Japanese occupation of the city. On the outer 

wall of the Nanking Massacre Memorial Museum in China is written "300,000" as the 

number of the massacre victims. Many Chinese children visit there every year to be 

planted anti-Japanese feeling in their hearts. 

 

Massacre denialists claim that newspapers, photos, documentary films, records and 

testimonies in those days all tell the Nanking Massacre of 300,000 people, a large-scale 

massacre or even a small-scale massacre, did not take place. According to denialists, 

the so-called Nanking Massacre was a fabrication and false propaganda spread by 

Chinese Nationalists and Communists for their political purpose.  

 

Today, we have numerous reliable pieces of evidence showing that the massacre did not 

actually occur. Firstly, I will give a brief explanation of what actually occurred in Nanking, 

and then, show the details. 

 

What Actually Occurred in Nanking 

 

In 1937, to end the China Incident, the Japanese military advanced on China and fought 

against Chiang Kai-shek’s Chinese military in Nanking. During the battle, every civilian 

who remained in the city took refuge in the Safety Zone, which was specially set up within 

the walls of Nanking. The Japanese military did not attack it, and no civilian was killed.  

 

Until the time of the Japanese occupation of Nanking, the Chinese military had committed 

numerous bad deeds such as plunder and rape among citizens. The citizens who had 

abhorred them welcomed the entry of the Japanese military into Nanking, giving cheers 

and rejoicing (see the picture at the top of this page).  
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Just before the Japanese occupation, the population of the city was about 200,000. One 

month after the occupation, many Chinese citizens came back to Nanking learning 

that peace had returned, and the population increased to about 250,000. Newspapers 

in those days had numerous photos of Chinese citizens who had come back to Nanking and 

lived peacefully, buying, selling and smiling with Japanese soldiers. 

 

In the battle of Nanking, many Chinese soldiers discarded their military uniforms to 

run away, killed Chinese civilians to take off civilian clothes, and hid themselves among 

Nanking citizens. Some Westerners remaining in Nanking sheltered Chinese military 

officers secretly, breaking the agreement with the Japanese military to be neutral. Many of 

the Chinese soldiers not only hid weapons to prepare urban warfare, but also raped 

Chinese women and put it on an act of Japanese soldiers for anti-Japanese 

maneuvering purpose. The Japanese military found out these illegitimate soldiers, and 

there were those who were executed by the Japanese military; however, these executions 

were recognized as legitimate under international law.  

 

It is also a fact that there were around ten or several tens cases of small crimes such as 

plunder and rape committed by Japanese soldiers in Nanking. However, these were similar 

to the crimes which soldiers of other countries also committed in occupied territories, and 

the Japanese criminals were strictly punished. 

 

There were such things, but the Japanese military did not massacre anyone in Nanking. 

The Japanese military rather did many humane aid activities to Nanking citizens and 

POWs. There was no single Chinese citizen who starved to death under the Japanese 

occupation. Seeing these Japanese activities and being moved by them, there were even 

Chinese POWs who later joined Wang Jingwei’s pro-Japanese government.  

 

Those who committed atrocities were Chinese soldiers. Many Chinese soldiers discarded 

their military uniforms and chose to hide themselves among Nanking citizens. Since they 

couldn't be naked, they killed civilians to take off their civilian clothes. Espy, the 

American vice-consul at Nanking, and others witnessed these scenes. Those who 

massacred Chinese people were Chinese soldiers. 

 

The Chinese military in those days was rather a crowd of robbers, than to be called a 

disciplined military. They plundered Chinese villages of foods, raped women and burnt the 

villages. Civilians who were killed in and around Nanking were mostly killed by the 

Chinese military. There are many testimonies about it. The Chinese government has been 

putting these Chinese soldiers’ atrocities on an act of the Japanese military to establish the 

government authority over Chinese people.  

 

The following are the details. 

******************** 
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Evidence that the Japanese Military Did Not Massacre  
 

Return of the Populace 

 

The population of Nanking just before the Japanese occupation was about 200,000. 

About a week before the Japanese attack on Nanking, on November 28, 1937, the head of 

the Police Department of Nanking, Mr. Wan, announced at a press conference for 

foreigners, "About 200,000 people still live here in Nanking." Five days after the Japanese 

occupation, on December 18, 1937, the International Committee for the Nanking Safety 

Zone, which was a group of Westerners remaining in Nanking, announced that the 

population of the city was about 200,000. Later, on December 21, the Foreigners 

Association in Nanking referred to 200,000 as the population of Nanking. 

How could the Japanese kill 300,000 citizens in a city that held only 200,000 people? 

One month after the Japanese occupation, many Nanking citizens who had escaped the 

city came back to Nanking, learning that peace had returned, and the population 

increased to about 250,000. There is a record that the Japanese troops distributed food to 

that number of citizens. On January 14, 1938, about one month after the Japanese 

occupation, the International Committee announced that the population of Nanking had 

increased to about 250,000. 

 

The Japanese military had published Good Citizen Certificate to Nanking citizens from the 

end of December 1937 to January 1938 to distinguish them from Chinese soldiers hiding in 

Nanking in civilian clothing. The total number of the certificates reached about 160,000, 

although this figure does not include children under the age of ten and old people above 

the age of sixty. Professor Lewis Smythe, who was in Nanking as a member of the 

International Committee for the Nanking Safety Zone, wrote in his letter 

to Tokuyasu Fukuda, a probationary diplomat of the Japanese Embassy in Nanking, that 

according to this figure, the population of Nanking was about 250,000-270,000. 

Many Nanking citizens thus came back to the city, and the population increased. Would 

the citizens have come back to a city in which there had been a massacre? 

 

Press Reports 

 

On the day when the Japanese troops entered Nanking, more than 100 press reporters and 

photographers entered together with them. The press corps were not only from Japan, but 

also from European and American press organizations, including Reuters and AP. 

However, none of the press corps reported the occurrence of a massacre of 300,000 people. 

Paramount News (American newsreels) made films reporting the Japanese occupation in 

Nanking, but did not report the occurrence of a massacre. 

 

The British newspaper North China Daily News, which was published in China in English 

on December 24, 1937, eleven days after the Japanese occupation of Nanking, carried a 

photo taken in Nanking by their photographer. The photo was entitled "Japanese distribute 

gifts in Nanking." In the photo are Japanese soldiers distributing gifts, and Chinese adults 
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and children receiving the gifts and rejoicing. Is this the scene of a massacre?  

 

Radio Addresses 

 

The Chinese leader Chiang Kai-shek, who had escaped from Nanking just before the 

attack by the Japanese military, broadcasted radio addresses hundreds of times to the 

Chinese people until the end of the Pacific War. He never mentioned the Nanking 

Massacre even once. This is very unnatural—if the mass slaughter really occurred.  

 

Newspaper Photos 
 

At the time of the Japanese occupation of Nanking, a major Japanese 

newspaper, Asahi Shimbun, published many photos of Nanking. Five days after the 

occupation the newspaper reported on the peaceful scenes of Nanking. In one of the 

photos, Japanese soldiers are buying something from a Chinese without carrying their 

guns. In another photo, Chinese farmers who returned to Nanking are cultivating their 

fields. In others, a crowd of Chinese citizens are returning to Nanking carrying bags, and 

Chinese adults and children wearing armbands of the flag of Japan are standing around a 

street barbershop and smiling.  

 

The Asahi Shimbun also reported scenes of Nanking eight days after the occupation in an 

article entitled, "Kindnesses to Yesterday's Enemy." In one of the photos, Chinese 

soldiers are receiving medical treatment from Japanese army surgeons. In another, Chinese 

soldiers are receiving food from a Japanese soldier. In other photos, Japanese soldiers are 

buying goods at a Chinese shop, a Japanese officer is talking with a Chinese leader across 

a table, and Chinese citizens are shown relaxing. Are these the scenes of a massacre? 

Articles from other dates are similar, reporting that peaceful Chinese living returned to 

Nanking. Many Chinese civilians came back to the city; farmers began to cultivate their 

fields and merchants began to do business again. How can we say there was a massacre in 

the city? 

 

The sources of these photos are very clear. They can be seen at the National Diet Library 

of Japan. We cannot deny that they were taken in Nanking just after the Japanese 

occupation.  

 

The Japanese Military Did Not Attack Civilians 
 

Before the battle of Nanking, the commander General Iwane Matsui ordered the Japanese 

army to be very careful not to kill any civilians. 

 

During the battle, every civilian took refuge in the Nanking Safety Zone, which was 

specially set up to protect all the civilians of Nanking. The Japanese army knew that many 

Chinese soldiers were also in the Zone; nevertheless, the army did not attack it, and there 

were no civilian victims, except for several who were accidentally killed or injured by 

stray shells. 
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This Nanking Safety Zone was managed by the International Committee for the Nanking 

Safety Zone, which was a group of professors, doctors, missionaries and businessmen from 

Europe and the USA. They did not leave Nanking before the beginning of the battle, but 

chose to remain in the city. The leader of the Committee was John Rabe, and after the 

Japanese occupation, he handed a letter of thanks to the commander of the Japanese 

army. The following is an excerpt from his letter of thanks: 

December 14, 1937 

Dear commander of the Japanese army in Nanking,  

We appreciate that the artillerymen of your army did not attack the Safety Zone. We 

hope to contact you to make a plan to protect the general Chinese citizens who are staying 

in the Safety Zone. We will be pleased to cooperate with you in any way to protect the 

general citizens in this city. 

--Chairman of the Nanking International Committee, John H. D. Rabe--" 

If the Japanese military wanted to massacre every Nanking citizen, it would have been 

very easily done if they only bombarded the Nanking Safety Zone, because it was a narrow 

area and all civilians gathered there. The Japanese military did not attack it, but rather 

protected all the people of the Zone.  

 

The reason why the Japanese military attacked Nanking was similar to the reason why the 

American and the allied militaries once attacked Baghdad of Iraq at the Gulf War in 1991. 

The alliance wanted to get rid of the Iraqi dictator who was doing bad things to 

neighboring countries. Similarly, Japan wanted to get rid of Chiang Kai-shek’s dictatorship 

which was giving torments to many Chinese people and also to Japan. General Matsui’s 

purpose of the war was not to take the land, but to save Chinese civilians from his 

dictatorship and from the Chinese civil war, killing among the Chinese themselves. Japan 

wanted to establish in China a strong Chinese government not of communists, not of 

Western powers, but of the Chinese people who were willing to build in cooperation with 

Japanthe great Asia which would not be invaded by communists or exploited by 

Westerners. It was impossible for such Japanese military to kill Chinese civilians. 

 

Traditionally in Japan, Samurai warriors lived inside walls of castle, and inhabitants like 

farmers and merchants lived outside the walls. Civilian cities were not walled. War was a 

fight only among warriors, and they never killed civilians. If a Samurai killed innocent 

civilian either in his land or enemy’s land, the Samurai’s lord blamed him as against the 

Samurai spirit, and punished him. While, in China, inhabitants like farmers and merchants 

lived inside a walled city, and in wars the inhabitants inside were often all slaughtered 

along with warriors. In Chinese chronicles, we often read such massacres. The Chinese 

language has the word which writes slaughtering castle and means slaughtering all people 

within the city. It was a Chinese culture. The Japanese never had such a culture. Nanking 

was a walled capital city, and the idea of massacring all inhabitants was Chinese, not 

Japanese. 

Total Number of Buried Bodies 
 

After the battle of Nanking, the Japanese military entrusted the burial of the war dead to 
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the Chinese.  

 

The International Military Tribunal for the Far East (Tokyo Trial) used the burial records 

of about 40,000 bodies by the Red Swastika Society, a Chinese voluntary association in 

Nanking, as evidence of killings of the Japanese military. The Tribunal 

also used  the burial records of 112,267 bodies by the Chung Shan Tang (Tsung Shan 

Tong), a 140-year-old charitable organization. The combined total was about 155,000. 

 

However, concerning the Chung Shan Tang, none of the documents which were written by 

members of the International Committee in Nanking or the Japanese authorities in Nanking 

mentioned that the Tsun Shan Tang was engaged in the burial work. Kenichi Ara, a 

researcher of modern history, showed evidence in an article of 

the Sankei Shimbun newspaper that the Chung Shan Tang's burial report of 112,267 bodies 

had been entirely forged and that they had actually buried no bodies. The Chung Shan 

Tang's report was a false one added after the war to amplify the number of burials. 

 

It was a fact that the Red Swastika Society engaged in the burial work. They buried almost 

all the war dead in Nanking, and according to the Society, the burials reached about 

40,000. This is far from 300,000. In addition, these 40,000 were killed in battle, not in a 

massacre, because among the bodies were almost no corpses of women and 

children.  This means that the Japanese military did not massacre civilians. I will mention 

the details later. 

 

Denial of Massacre in Testimonies 

 

Shudo Higashinakano, a professor at Asia University in Tokyo, published a compilation of 

the testimonies of Japanese soldiers who had participated in the Nanking operation in his 

book entitled, The Truth of the Nanking Operation in 1937. In these testimonies, no 

Japanese soldiers testified that there had been a massacre. For instance, 

Colonel Omigaku Mori stated, "I have never heard or seen any massacre in Nanking." 

 

Kenichi Ara, a researcher of modern history, published a compilation of the testimonies of 

Japanese press reporters, soldiers and diplomats who had experienced Nanking during the 

Japanese campaign. In these testimonies, also, no one testified that there had been a 

massacre of civilians. Yoshio Kanazawa, a photographer from 

the Tokyo Nichinichi Shimbun newspaper, testified, "I entered Nanking with the Japanese 

army and walked around in the city at random every day, but I have never seen any 

massacre nor heard it from soldiers or my colleagues. It is impossible for me to say that 

there was a massacre. Of course, I saw many corpses, but they were those killed in battle." 

  

Tokuyasu Fukuda, who was in Nanking as a Japanese diplomat, testified, "It is a fact that 

there were crimes and bad aspects of the Japanese military, but there was absolutely no 

massacre of 200,000-300,000, or even 1,000 people. Every citizen was watching us. If we 

had done such a thing (massacre), it would be a terrible problem. Absolutely it is a lie, 

false propaganda." 
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Kannosuke Mitoma, a press reporter of the Fukuoka Nichinichi Shimbun newspaper, 

worked as the head of the Nanking branch office at the time of the Japanese occupation. In 

those days his daughter attended the Japanese elementary school in Nanking (from the first 

grade to the fifth). She testified, "I used to play with neighboring Chinese children in 

Nanking, but I have never heard even a rumor of the massacre."  

 

Humane Activities and Fellowship in Nanking 
 

A chief of infantrymen testified, "We defeated the enemy and saw thousands of them dead 

on the ground of Nanking. But finding a Chinese soldier still alive, our captain gave him 

water and medicine. The Chinese soldier folded his hands and said "Xie xie" (Thank you) 

with tears welled up in his eyes. In this way, our infantry company saved 30-40 Chinese 

soldiers and let them go home. Among them were many who cooperated with us and 

worked for us. When they had to part from us, they were reluctant to leave, shed tears and 

then went home." 

 

A sergeant major of infantrymen testified, "On the way to Nanking, I was ordered to stand 

as a guard having a rifle one night when I noticed a young Chinese lady in Chinese dress 

walking toward me. She said in fluent Japanese, ‘You are a Japanese soldier, aren't you." 

And she continued, ‘I ran away from Shanghai; other people were killed or got separated 

and I thought it would be dangerous for me to be near the Chinese military, so I've come 

here." "Where did you learn Japanese?" said I, and she said, "I graduated from a school in 

Nagasaki, Japan, and later, worked for a Japanese bookstore in Shanghai." We checked but 

there was nothing suspicious on her. And since we did not have any translator, we decided 

to hire her as a translator. She was also very good at cooking, knowing Japanese taste, 

and turned on all her charm for all of us, so we made much of her. She sometimes sang 

Japanese songs for us, and her jokes made us laugh. She was the only woman in the 

military unit but made our hard march pleasant. Before the beginning of our attack to the 

city of Nanking, the commander made her return to Shanghai." 

 

A first lieutenant testified, "When we had just entered the Nanking Safety Zone, every 

woman was dressed in rags with her face and all her skin dirtied with Chinese ink, oil or 

mud to appear as ugly as possible. But after they got to know that the Japanese soldiers 

were strictly maintaining military discipline, their black faces turned to natural skin, and 

their dirty clothes turned to fine ones. Soon, I became to come across beautiful ladies in the 

streets." 

 

Another soldier testified, "When I was washing my face in a hospital in Nanking, a 

Chinese man came to me and said, "Good morning, soldier," in fluent Japanese. He 

continued, "I was in Osaka for 18 years." I asked him to become a translator for the 

Japanese army. He later went to his family, came back and said, "I told my 

family, 'The Japanese army have come. So, you are now all safe.'" He cooperated 

faithfully with the Japanese army for 15 months until we reached Hankou." If there 

had been a massacre of civilians in Nanking, it would have been impossible for the 

Chinese man to work for the Japanese. 
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Naofuku Mikuni, a press reporter, testified,  "Nanking citizens were generally cheerful and 

friendly to the Japanese just after the fall of Nanking, and also in August 1938 when I 

came back to Nanking." He points out that if the Japanese crime rate was very high, such 

cheerfulness would not have been seen in the city. 

 

Not only these Japanese persons, but also James McCallum, who was in Nanking as an 

American medical doctor, wrote in his diary on December 31. 1937, "Today I saw crowds 

of people flocking across Chung Shan [Zhongshan] Road out of the Zone. They came back 

later carrying rice which was beingdistributed by the Japanese from the Executive Yuan 

Examination Yuan." 

 

McCallum also wrote, "I must report a good deed done by some Japanese. Recently 

several very nice Japanese have visited the hospital. We told them of our lack of food 

supplies for the patients. Today they brought in 100 shing [jin (equivalent to six 

kilograms)] of beans along with some beef. We have had no meat at the hospital for a 

month and these gifts were mighty welcome. They asked what else we would like to have." 

 

Are these the scenes of a city in brutal massacre? 

 

Chinese Soldiers Discarded Military Uniforms 

 

Mochitsura Hashimoto, a Japanese soldier who fought in the battle of Nanking near the 

Yangtze River, testified, "Though the Chinese soldiers carried their rifles or machine-guns, 

none of them were in regular military uniform." Other veterans testified, "None of them 

showed signs of surrender." Therefore, the Japanese army had to continue to attack them, 

and many of the Chinese soldiers were shot or drowned in the river. However, pictures of 

these dead soldiers in civilian clothing—who had been killed in battle—were later used 

in the Western world as "evidence of the massacre of civilians." 

 

Many of the Chinese soldiers in Nanking discarded their military uniforms, and became 

“illegitimate" combatants. F. Tillman Durdin, an American News correspondent, wrote in 

his article in the New York Times on December 22, 1937, "I witnessed wholesale 

undressing of a [Chinese] army.... Many men shed their uniforms.... Others ran into 

alleys to transform themselves into civilians. Some soldiers disrobed completely and then 

robbed civilians of their garments."Durdin also wrote that Chinese soldiers who reached 

the Yangtze River tried to escape using junks, but "many were drowned in periods of panic 

at the riverbank." 

 

Japanese veterans testify that, when they entered Nanking, they saw throughout the city 

piles of Chinese military uniforms that had been taken off and abandoned on the ground. 

 

Among the Chinese soldiers who discarded uniforms, those who ran away from the battle 

fields were killed by the Japanese military, or by a "Chinese supervisory unit"—Chinese 

soldiers who were ordered to kill any of their fellow soldiers trying to flee from the 

battlefield. The US military and the Japanese military do not have such a unit, but Chinese 

soldiers trying to escape from battle field were killed by the supervisory unit who was 
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waiting behind. These killed ones did not wear military uniforms, but they were actually 

soldiers. 

 

There were also Chinese soldiers who discarded military uniforms and killed Chinese 

civilians to obtain civilian clothing and to hide themselves among citizens. James Espy, the 

American vice-consul at Nanking, reported to the American Embassy 

at Hankow concerning conditions before the fall of Nanking, writing, "During the last few 

days some violations of people and property were undoubtedly committed by them 

[Chinese soldiers]. Chinese soldiers in their mad rush to discard their military uniforms 

and put on civilian clothes, in a number of incidents, killed civilians to obtain their 

clothing." 

 

The Chinese military was basically a scratched-together army of hooligans, having no 

military discipline or concept of international law. They were the same as bandits. They 

did not protect Chinese civilians, but rather plundered of them, set fire to houses, raped 

women and killed civilians. They did these things also in Nanking, as we will see the 

details later. 

 

Incorrect Reports of Civilian Casualties 

 

One of the sources of the Nanking Massacre story was the description of Miner S. Bates, 

who was in Nanking as a member of the International Committee for the Nanking Safety 

Zone and later was a key witness of the Tokyo Trial. He wrote on January 25, 1938, 

"Evidence from burials indicates that close to forty thousand unarmed persons were killed 

within and near the walls of Nanking, of whom some 30 percent had never been soldiers." 

Firstly, it is noteworthy that Bates never mentioned 300,000 or several hundred thousand 

victims. Not only he, but also any other people in those days did not mention such a large 

number. 300,000 was the figure amplified after the war as a political propaganda. Bates 

wrote 40,000. Secondly, Bates wrote that these 40,000 victims were unarmed persons, and 

some 30 percent (12,000 persons) were civilians. These words would give people the 

impression that they were killed by the Japanese military. Was the description correct? 

 

No, it was incorrect and tricky. "Evidence from burials, which Bates referred to, was the 

burial list of the Red Swastika Society, a Chinese group, who buried almost all of the war 

dead under the request of the Japanese military. According to the list, they buried close to 

40,000 bodies. This was the total number of all who were killed in Nanking, except 

Japanese soldiers. Most of the bodies were of armed Chinese soldiers, not “unarmed 

persons." 

 

Bates estimated that some 30 percent out of the 40,000 had been 

civilians. However, Professor Tadao Takemoto (Tsukuba University) and 

Professor YasuoOhara (Kokugakuin University) point out that the “evidence from burials" 

of the Red Swastika Society in fact contains only 0.3% of women and children.  
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The burial list has the distinction of sex and rough age. If the Japanese military killed 

many civilians, the percentage of women and children must have been very high, yet it was 

actually almost none. In addition, these burial records include burials that were carried out 

not only of the period of the Japanese Nankingcampaign, but also of some period after the 

campaign. If the “evidence" is limited to only burials during the campaign, the number of 

women and children among the burials would become less than 0.3 %. This shows a clear 

contradiction to the thought that the Japanese military massacred civilians. 

 

We must also note that many Chinese civilians, who were male and adult, were killed by 

the Chinese soldiers who discarded military uniforms and tried to obtain civilian clothing, 

as in above-mentioned report of Espy. Thousands out of the 40,000 bodies must have 

been such civilian adult men killed by these Chinese soldiers. Even the women and 

children as 0.3 % out of the 40,000 could have been the victims of these Chinese soldiers. 

 

Chinese Soldiers Killed Civilians  

 

It is a question why Espy testified that there were civilians killed by Chinese soldiers, 

while Bates did not mention any such things. Bates rather declared that the Japanese 

military was responsible for all of these, not mentioning or hiding facts about these 

Chinese assailants. It turned out after the war that Bates had been an adviser to the 

Chinese Nationalist Party. He was after the war decorated by Chiang Kai-shek, the head 

of the Party, for his “contribution."  

Bates was a cooperator to the strategy of the Chinese Nationalist Party. The Party’s 

strategy was to do anything to convey the news of a miserable state of China and atrocities 

of the Japanese to the world for dragging the United States into the war against Japan. 

Professor Higashinakano claims that Bates' report was made in accordance with this 

strategy to deceive the United States. 

 

As for the civilian victims to have been far from 300,000 or 40,000, we have the war 

damage investigation made by Professor Lewis S. C. Smythe, who was in Nanking as a 

sociology professor. It was the only scholarly on-the-spot investigation in those days, 

which we can considerably trust. According to him, the total number of civilian 

victims (killed or missing) in the urban area of Nanking was 6,600. I will mention the 

details later. 

 

Not only this is very far from 300,000 or 40,000, but also this is the figure not specifying 

who the assailants were. This figure in fact included many civilians killed by the Chinese 

military. The Chinese military in Nanking took away civilian young men from the Safety 

Zone and made them soldiers or do hard work. Chinese soldiers also killed many civilian 

male adults to take civilian clothes and run away from the battlefield. Most of these 6,600 

civilian victims were the victims by the Chinese military, not the Japanese.  

 

This is why the China Year Book 1938-1939 removed the reference to "massacre" and 

only recorded the accusation of Bates. In fact, when an officer from the Embassy of the 

United States in Tokyo visited Nanking in April 1938, four months after the Japanese 

occupation, to hear from Bates detailed information about the Japanese occupation, he did 
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not say one word about the massacre. Bates could not tell about the massacre to the man 

who actually saw the peaceful scenes of Nanking. 

 

Bates' Testimony: True or False? 

 

Miner Bates testified in the Tokyo Trial after World War II that he had seen many civilian 

dead bodies lying about everywhere in his neighborhood for many days in Nanking after 

its fall. It was one of the sources of the Nanking Massacre myth. 

 

Did he tell a fact? According to the Japanese newspaper Tokyo Nichinichi Shimbun on 

December 26, 1937, which reports when correspondents Wakaume and Murakami visited 

Professor Bates at his official university residence on December 15, two days after the fall 

of Nanking, Bates welcomed them in a good humor, shook hands with them and said, "I 

am so happy that the orderly Japanese military entered Nanking and peace has been 

restored to the city." The correspondents did not see in his neighborhood the “…many 

civilian dead bodies lying about everywhere," which Bates testified to have seen.  

 

Yuji Maeda, a Domei Tsushin correspondent who spent days in the Nanking Safety Zone 

like Bates did, denies that there were massacred bodies as follows: “Those who claim that 

a massacre took place in Nanking assert that most of the victims were women and children. 

However, these supposed victims were, without exception, in the Safety Zone and 

protected by the Japanese Security Headquarters. The Nanking Bureau of my former 

employer, Domei Tsushin, was situated inside the Safety Zone. Four days after the 

occupation, all of us moved to the Bureau, which served both as our lodgings and 

workplace. Shops had already reopened, and life had returned to normal. We were privy 

to anything and everything that happened in the Safety Zone. No massacre claiming tens 

of thousands, or thousands, or even hundreds of victims could have taken place there 

without our knowing about it, so I can state with certitude that none occurred. Chinese 

soldiers were executed, some perhaps cruelly, but those executions were acts of war and 

must be judged from that perspective. There were no mass murders of non-

combatants."  (World and Japan magazine issued by Naigai News Agency, #413, April 5, 

1984) 

 

Not only these correspondents, but also Japanese veterans and other press reporters testify 

that they did not see any massacred civilians in Nanking. Correspondent Kondo of 

the Asahi Shimbun newspaper testified about his experience in Nanking, "There was a 

fierce battle at the Guanghua Gate. I saw corpses of both Chinese and Japanese soldiers 

there, but I did not see any civilian corpses."  

 

Jiro Nimura, a Mainichi Shimbun photographer, testified, "I climbed up a wall of Nanking 

and entered the city with the 47th regiment. Inside the walls I saw only a few dead bodies." 

And Isamu Tanida, a staff officer of the 10th Army, testified, "On December 14, the city 

was already quiet and I heard no shots there. In the afternoon I walked around in the city 

taking some pictures, when I saw a few corpses of Chinese soldiers only." 

 

A veteran of the 7th Regiment, which was assigned to sweep the Safety Zone, testified that 
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the regimental command had been, "Don't kill citizens. Don't dishonor the army," and 

they had followed this command. He testifies, "Absolutely there was no massacre." Thus, 

nobody saw the alleged massacred civilians inside the Safety Zone, as well as outside it.  

 

The information given by Bates on the massacre of civilians was not what he witnessed, 

but an incorrect estimation, or what he heard from the Chinese officers whom the members 

of the International Committee had sheltered. There is no name of Bates in the "witness" 

section of any Committee murder case reports. Bates' report on Japanese atrocities is 

written all in a hearsay style. In addition, he could not prove the massacre of civilians 

when he was required to show proof by Consul John M. Allison. 

 

Information Source of Durdin’s Report 

 

Miner Bates was an information source for the press also. On December 18, 1937, the 

American correspondent F. Tillman Durdin wrote in the New York Times, “all the alleys 

and streets were filled with civilian bodies, including women and children."  

However, this article was not what Durdin himself witnessed, for Durdin wrote, 

"Foreigners who toured the city and saw that all the alleys and streets were..."Durdin thus 

wrote what he had heard. Who were the “foreigners"? They were Rabe, Bates, and other 

International Committee members; however, no one in Nanking actually saw such civilian 

corpses in alleys and streets. So didn’t Durdin. 

 

Durdin in fact wrote this article based on what he had heard from Bates, for Bates 

drove Durdin to the harbor on December 15 to see him off, and Durdin got on board a ship 

and left Nanking at 2:00 p.m. Bates later wrote in a letter of April 12, 1938, that he had 

given a memo about the incidents of Nanking to Durdinand other correspondents on 

December 15. Durdin's article was written according to this memo that Bates handed him. 

Bates was a source of false information on the alleged massacre of civilians in Nanking.  

 

In 1938, the book entitled What War Means written by H.J. Timperley was 

published. Timperley, who was not in Nanking, but in Shanghai, wrote in the book 

sensationally about the massacre of Nanking civilians. This book is famous for having 

given a strong influence to the US public opinions. The information source was also Bates, 

for Timperley wrote so in the book. Bates, as an adviser to the Chinese Nationalist Party, 

was thus eager to drag the United States into their war against Japan by telling how bad 

Japan was. Concerning the strategy of the Chinese Nationalist Party, American 

journalist Theodore H. White, who had been an adviser to the Chinese Nationalist 

propaganda bureau, confessed: 

 “It was considered necessary to lie to it [the United States], to deceive it, to do anything 

to persuade America. . . . That was the only strategy of the Chinese government. . . ."  (In 

Search of History: A Personal Adventure) 

 

Chinese Soldiers Killed by Chinese Supervisory Units 
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The American correspondent F. Tillman Durdin reported in the New York Times that he 

had witnessed on December 15 a lot of bodies of dead Chinese soldiers forming a small 

mound six feet high at the Nanking Yijiang gate in the north.  

 

Concerning this mound of Chinese dead, 

Professor Tokushi Kasahara interviewed Durdin on August 14, 1987. Durdin stated 

that the mound had been formed before the Japanese military reached there, and that 

the Chinese soldiers had not been killed by the Japanese military. He said, "The bodies 

were Chinese soldiers who tried to escape.... I think that the mound of bodies had been 

formed before the Japanese military occupied there. In that area there was no combat of the 

Japanese military." 

According to Professor Higashinakano, the bodies witnessed by Durdin had been killed by 

the Chinese supervisory unit that had been waiting behind to kill Chinese soldiers trying 

to escape from the battlefield. The American or Japanese military never have such a unit, 

but the Chinese military always had such a unit to kill their fellow soldiers.  

 

Professor Bunyu Ko at Takushoku University in Tokyo estimated that throughout the Sino-

Japanese war the victims killed by such Chinese supervisory units had been more than 

those killed by the Japanese military. 

In Nanking also, there were many Chinese soldiers who were killed by the Chinese 

supervisory unit, not by the Japanese military. The casualties that Miner Bates and other 

Committee members mentioned included such victims. 

Only Legitimate Executions 

 

When the defeat of the Chinese military became definite in the battle of Nanking, Chinese 

soldiers had three choices. The first was to surrender, and those who surrendered were 

taken as POWs (prisoners of war). The second was to escape from Nanking. Those who 

ran away were killed either by the Japanese military or the Chinese supervisory unit. The 

third was to hide, wearing civilian clothes, in the Safety Zone which had been specially set 

up inside the walls of Nanking for civilians. Every Nanking citizen was taking refuge in 

the Safety Zone, and many of the Chinese soldiers took this choice and hid themselves in 

the Zone. 

 

After the fall of Nanking, the Japanese military did a mop-up operation to find those 

Chinese soldiers hiding in the Zone. Those who were caught and found hiding weapons 

were executed. They were considered to have been preparing a street fighting or guerilla 

activities. According to ProfessorHigashinakano, the Japanese military executed several 

thousand such dangerous Chinese soldiers. Some scenes of this execution were witnessed 

by both Western and Japanese press reporters. 

 

The question is whether or not the executions by the Japanese military were legally 

justifiable. Legitimate combatants who have become POWs are under the protection of 

international conventions, which govern their treatment. They are immune from capital 

punishment unless they violate laws or regulations. The killing of such POWs without 
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legitimate cause would indeed constitute an unlawful massacre. However, the Chinese 

soldiers who were arrested in the Safety Zone were not entitled to the privileges of 

POWs because they did not meet any of the four qualifications of belligerents as stipulated 

in the Hague convention of 1907. These four qualifications are: 

 

1. To be commanded by a person responsible for his subordinates 

2. To have a fixed distinctive emblem recognizable at a distance 

3. To carry arms openly 

4. To conduct their operations in accordance with the laws and customs of war 

 

Those who did not satisfy these qualifications were deemed to be illegitimate combatants 

and were not eligible for protection under international law. This principle was upheld in 

the 1949 Geneva Convention on the treatment of POWs. The execution of such illegitimate 

combatants was customarily practiced in each country, and the execution was thought to be 

legitimate. Unfortunately, the Chinese soldiers did not have the wit to follow this 

international law. Massacredenialists thus claim that the execution of the Chinese soldiers, 

who were in civilian clothing and hiding weapons, was legitimate. 

 

The Japanese military executed these Chinese soldiers; however, the Japanese military did 

not execute all the captured Chinese soldiers. They employed many of them as a labor 

force, and they numbered about 10,000 by the end of February 1938. Some of them 

were registered as civilians. 

 

POWs Not Executed 

 

Massacre affirmationists often refer to the division commander Kesago Nakajima's diary, 

in which is written that Nakajima "thought about disposing 7,000-8,000 prisoners of war 

at Xianho Gate" according to the military policy, "Accept no prisoners." However, it was 

only a plan. There are in fact records showing that the 7,000-8,000 POWs about whom 

Nakajima wrote were not killed but sent to the concentration camp in Nanking. It is also 

known that Kesago Nakajima was later removed from his post because he had been found 

appropriating the equipment of the residence of Chiang Kai-shek in Nanking for his own 

use. 

 

The records also show that the concentration camp received about 10,000 POWs in 

total, including the prisoners sent by Nakajima. Many of the 10,000 POWs were 

later released, hired as coolies or sent to the concentration camp in Shanghai. Nearly 2000 

of them became soldiers for Jingwei Wang’s pro-Japanese government. One of these 

was Qixiong Liu, who had been hiding in the Nanking Safety Zone, was caught as a POW 

and used as a coolie for a while. Later he became the commander of a brigade for Wang’s 

pro-Japanese government.  

 

Many Japanese soldiers testify that "Accept no prisoners" always meant "Unarm them 

and let them go home." They actually did so when there was no need to send them to a 

concentration camp. Staff officer Onishi said, "They could go home walking. There never 

was any military order or divisional order to kill POWs."  
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Japanese Lieutenant General Yasuji Okamura once wrote his surmise based on what he 

had heard from his staff officers in Shanghai. "It is true that tens of thousands of acts of 

violence, such as looting and rape, took place against civilians during the assault on 

Nanking.... (and) front-line troops indulged in the evil practice of executing POWs on the 

pretext of (lacking) rations." 

 

This description is also often referred to by massacre affirmationists; however, Okamura 

was not in Nanking and his surmise was based on a report he heard in Shanghai. Since the 

Westerners of the International Committee, who were in Nanking, reported only 450 cases 

of atrocities such as looting, rape and murder committed by the Japanese military, 

Okamura's surmise of "tens of thousands of acts of violence" was clearly based on an 

incorrect rumor. 

 

It is a fact, as Okamura wrote, that some officers thought to execute POWs on the pretext 

of lacking rations; however, the POWs were not executed after all. 

 

Nobody in Nanking Witnessed 300,000 Victims 

 

Reverend John Magee, who was in Nanking before and during its Japanese occupation for 

years, filmed scenes of Nanking, and the film is often referred to in relation to the alleged 

Japanese atrocities. However, Magee's film shows no scenes of clearly massacred 

victims. The captions are alleged atrocities of the Japanese, but the movie has no scenes of 

Japanese soldiers executing POWs, no scenes of thousands of dead bodies—in fact, the 

movie shows mostly scenes of living people.  

 

John Magee also wrote about some alleged Japanese atrocities; however, most of those 

were hearsay. So was the famous horrible incident in the following. 

"On December 13, about 30 soldiers came to a Chinese house at #5 Hsing Lu Koo in the 

southeastern part of Nanking, and demanded entrance. The door was opened by the 

landlord, a Mohammedan named Ha. They killed him immediately with a revolver and 

also Mrs. Ha, who knelt before them after Ha's death, begging them not to kill anyone else. 

Mrs. Ha asked them why they killed her husband and they shot her dead. Mrs. Hsia was 

dragged out from under a table in the guest hall where she had tried to hide with her 1-

year-old baby. After being stripped and raped by one or more men, she was bayoneted in 

the chest, and then had a bottle thrust into her vagina. The baby was killed with a bayonet. 

Some soldiers then went to the next room, where Mrs. Hsia's parents, aged 76 and 74, and 

her two daughters aged 16 and 14 were. They were about to rape the girls when the 

grandmother tried to protect them. The soldiers killed her with a revolver. The grandfather 

grasped the body of his wife and was killed. The two girls were then stripped, the elder 

being raped by 2-3 men, and the younger by 3. The older girl was stabbed afterwards and a 

cane was rammed in her vagina. The younger girl was bayoneted also but was spared the 

horrible treatment that had been meted out to her sister and mother. The soldiers then 

bayoneted another sister of between 7-8, who was also in the room. The last murders in the 
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house were of Ha's two children, aged 4 and 2 respectively. The older was bayoneted and 

the younger split down through the head with a sword. " 

Magee heard about this crime from the 7-8 year old girl who had been bayoneted but 

survived and told this whole story two weeks after the crime. Magee wrote that he had 

recorded this story, adding some “corrections" to what the girl told him with the help of 

her relatives and neighbors. Magee thought that these "soldiers" had been Japanese; 

however, they could not be Japanese, but Chinese. 

 

Magee wrote that this had happened on December 13, but on December 8 every citizen had 

been already forced to move to the Safety Zone by the Chinese army, and was inside the 

Zone. The family in the story was outside the Zone, and it was most dangerous and highly 

unlikely that they were outside it on December 13 when the Japanese military entered the 

city. It is thus very likely that the crime was actually committed before December 8 or 

13 by Chinese soldiers. In addition, the practice of thrusting items into females vaginas 

was typically Chinese. Such a practice often appears in Chinese chronicles. The Japanese 

never had such a custom. 

 

The murder case witnessed by Magee himself was, as he testified in the Tokyo Trial, only 

one: a Japanese soldier shooting a Chinese who had begun to run away when questioned 

about his name and identity by the Japanese soldier. The Japanese soldier was searching 

Chinese soldiers in mufti (ordinary clothes), and such a killing is recognized as legitimate 

under international law. In other words, Magee did not see 300,000 or even 40,000-

60,000 massacred victims in his all days in Nanking.  

 

According to Magee, the cases which he himself witnessed other than the above-

mentioned killing were only one rape and one rubbery. The rest were all hearsay. The 

alleged rape he witnessed was that he had seen a Japanese soldier coming toward a man’s 

wife; however, Magee did not actually see a rape. The Japanese soldier might have come 

to question the woman or her husband. The alleged robbery was that Magee had seen a 

Japanese soldier coming out of a house with an icebox in his hands. In other words, Magee 

did not personally see any horrible crimes committed by Japanese soldiers in 

Nanking. 

 

Nanking was not filled with Japanese atrocities.  

 

Low Crime Rate of Japanese Soldiers 

 

It is a fact that Japanese soldiers committed a relatively small number of crimes in the city. 

On Dec. 18, 1937, five days after the fall of Nanking, the commander of the Japanese 

army, General Iwane Matsui, held with his whole army a memorial service to express 

condolences to both the Chinese and the Japanese war dead. In his speech he scolded his 

men for what he had heard about crimes of rape and looting committed by Japanese 

soldiers in the city. Matsui said: 
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"A group of soldiers dishonored our Imperial Army by performing outrageous conduct. 

What the hell have you done? What you did was unworthy of the Imperial Army. From 

now on, keep military discipline strictly and never treat innocent people cruelly. 

Remember it is the only way to console the war dead." 

It is noteworthy that General Matsui never mentioned the occurrence of a massacre. Later, 

he testified in the Tokyo Trial on Nov. 24, 1947: 

"After the fall of Nanking, some young officers and men committed atrocities, for which I 

deeply feel sorry. However, I never heard or saw in Nanking a large scale massacre or 

atrocities such as the ones the prosecution insists upon, and it was never reported when I 

was in Shanghai, either." 

Thus, it is a fact that some crimes were committed by Japanese soldiers in Nanking. 

However, the crime rate was much lower than that of cities occupied by the Chinese or the 

Russians. One may say that the Japanese crimes in Nanking were in fact similar to the ones 

committed by soldiers of the American occupation forces in Japan after the US-Japan war. 

Japanese press reporters who were in Nanking testify, "Nanking citizens were cheerful." If 

the crime rate was very high, that could not have been possible. 

 

Yasuto Nakayama, a staff officer of the Japanese army in Nanking, testified in the Tokyo 

Trial: 

"I heard the alleged Nanking Massacre story for the first time after the war ended. I think 

we need to consider this in four parts. The first one is massacre of civilians, which I 

believe never occurred. The second one is massacre of POWs, which I believe never 

occurred, except the ones mistakenly told. The third one is infringement on foreign rights 

and interests as well as their property, which I think occurred in part, but it is not clear still 

today which committed it, the Japanese or the Chinese. And the fourth ones are rape to 

women and looting to citizens, which I think occurred on a small scale and I deeply feel 

sorry for them." 

Hirotsugu Tsukamoto, a Japanese judicial officer who was in charge of punishment of the 

military criminals in Nanking, testified: 

“After the entry into Nanking, unlawful acts were committed by Japanese soldiers and I 

remember having examined these cases. I think that there were four or five officers 

involving in the above cases I disposed, but the rest were cases mostly sporadically 

committed by the rank-and-file. The kinds of crimes were chiefly plunder and rape, 

while the cases of theft and injury were few. And to the best of my knowledge I remember 

that there happened few cases that resulted in death. I remember that there were a few 

murder cases, but have no memory of having punished incendiaries or dealt with mass 

slaughter criminals." 

According to the testimony of this judicial officer, it seems that the crimes of Japanese 

soldiers in Nanking numbered around ten, several tens or so at the most. Of course, these 

Japanese criminals were strictly punished. This crime rate was relatively low, compared 

with the one of other countries' soldiers in occupied territories of World War II.  
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Truth About the Alleged Atrocities of the Japanese 

 

In February, 1938, the International Committee for the Nanking Safety Zone, which 

consisted of Westerners living in Nanking, forwarded to the Japanese Embassy a report of 

about 450 cases of crimes allegedly committed by Japanese soldiers in Nanking, such as 

murder, rape, and looting. This report is often referred to as showing Japanese atrocities. 

How can we think of this? 

 

Most of these 450 cases were based on hearsay, with the exception of only a few cases that 

the Committee members themselves witnessed or directly confirmed. And even if these 

450 cases were all true, murder cases numbered only 49, which are far different from 

300,000, the alleged number of massacre victims. In other words, first of all we can say 

that this report proves a large-scale massacre did not take place in Nanking. 

 

As for the 49 murder cases of the report, the ones which were witnessed by the Committee 

members themselves number only 2, which were both legitimate, such as killing when a 

Japanese military policeman found and shot a suspicious man who did not answer to his 

question and suddenly ran away. None of the Committee members in Nanking witnessed 

illegitimate murders.  

 

As for rape cases, Professor Tadao Takemoto and Professor Yasuo Ohara point out: 

"How many cases of rape (including attempted) were reported in the documents by the 

Safety Zone Committee? The total number was 361. Among them, there were only 61 

cases which definitely clarified who witnessed the cases, or who heard and reported them. 

Among these cases, only seven cases were clarified to be crimes committed by Japanese 

soldiers, and were notified to the Japanese Army in order to disclose the fact and to capture 

the suspects.... Furthermore, as reported in the article in the Chicago Daily News dated 

February 9, 1938, the Japanese Army investigated about the seven cases and severely 

punished the criminals. The punishment was so severe that some complaints were 

expressed among the soldiers." 

Tokuyasu Fukuda, who had been in Nanking as a probationary diplomat of the Japanese 

embassy, testified about the actual situation of this International Committee and their 

report of 450 cases, as follows: 

"The nature of my duties required me to visit the office of the International Committee 

almost everyday. At the office, I saw Chinese men come in one after another, saying, 

'Japanese soldiers are now raping 15-16 year old girls in such and such a place,' or 

'Japanese soldiers are committing looting at a house of such and such a street,' etc.. Rev. 

Magee, Rev. Fitch and several others were typing these charges immediately to report to 

their countries. I warned them again and again, 'Wait, please. Do not report them 

without confirming.' Occasionally, I hurried with them to the scene of the rape, looting, 

etc., but found nothing, nobody living there, and no trace of it; I experienced such cases 

often. I believe that Timperley’s book What War Means (1938) was written based on such 

unconfirmed reports." 
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In those days, Japan was not at war against Western countries yet; however, many 

Westerners including those living in Nanking were basically hostile to Japan. The 

Westerners in Nanking were even sheltering Chinese military officers secretly, breaking 

their promise with the Japanese military, without knowing that theChinese men whom 

they were sheltering committed numerous crimes such as rape, looting and murder 

among Chinese civilians and then blamed the Japanese for their attacks. I will 

mention the details later. The Westerners thus sent any information of alleged Japanese 

atrocities without confirming or any proof to stir up anti-Japanese feeling in Western 

countries. 

Atrocities Committed by Chinese Soldiers 

 

Many Japanese veterans testify that those who committed "rape, looting, arson and 

murder" were not the Japanese military, but rather the Chinese military. A sergeant major 

testified, "We reached a Nanking suburb, where the troops of Chiang Kai-shek once had 

been. Hearing from the inhabitants, we got to know the inhabitants had been plundered 

of all their food and household goods by the Chinese army, who also had forced the 

village men work very hard. How poor the people of such a country are!" 

 

Itaru Kajimura, a Japanese second lieutenant, wrote in his diary on January 15, 1938—

when the battle of Nanking had already ended and his unit was stationed near Shanghai—

that a nearby Chinese village had been attacked by 40-50 remnants of a Chinese defeated 

army. The village people had come and asked his unit for help. Kajimura and about 30 

men hurried there with the village people, but it was after the enemy had already 

committed looting, rape, and murder in the village and gone. Kajimura wrote, "Chinese 

civilians, who were attacked by Chinese soldiers, asking Japanese soldiers for help. 

What a contradiction!This one thing shows what Chinese soldiers are." He also wrote 

that the village people had been "very reluctant" to part from the Japanese unit. 

 

F. Tillman Durdin, an American news reporter who covered Nanking, wrote, "(From 

December 7 the Chinese army) set fire to nearly every city, town, and village on the 

outskirts of the city (Nanking). They burned down...entire villages...to cinders, at an 

estimated value of 20 to 30 million (1937) US dollars."Durdin also wrote that the damage 

from the fire was more than that from the Japanese air raid. 

 

James Espy, the American vice-consul at Nanking, reported to the American Embassy 

at Hankow concerning conditions before the fall of Nanking, writing, "During the last few 

days some violations of people and property were undoubtedly committed by them 

[Chinese soldiers]. Chinese soldiers in their mad rush to discard their military uniforms 

and put on civilian clothes, in a number of incidents, killed civilians to obtain their 

clothing." 

 

Those civilians who were killed by such Chinese soldiers were many, and that the "civilian 

victims," whom Westerners in Nanking alleged the Japanese military had killed, in fact 

included such civilians. 
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Kannosuke Mitoma, a press reporter, testified, "After entering Nanking, I interviewed a 

Chinese husband and his wife who had been in the Nanking Safety Zone since before the 

Japanese occupation. They said, ''When Chinese soldiers were in the city, they came 

to refugees everyday to plunder food, commodities and every cent of money. They took 

away young men for labor and young women to rape. They were the same as bandits. And 

in this Safety Zone there still are bad Chinese men.'"  

 

General Matsui also testified, "There were quite a few atrocities committed by the Chinese 

in Nanking. If these were all attributed to the Japanese military, it would distort facts." 

 

Anti-Japanese Maneuvers by Hiding Chinese Soldiers 

 

There were also crimes as anti-Japanese maneuvers committed by Chinese soldiers hiding 

in the Nanking Safety Zone. The January 4, 1938 issue of the New York Times reported 

about the rape and looting committed by Chinese soldiers hiding in Nanking: 

"American professors remaining at Ginling College in Nanking...were seriously 

embarrassed to discover that they had been harboring a deserted Chinese Army colonel 

and six of his subordinate officers. The professors had, in fact, made the colonel second in 

authority at the refugee camp....The ex-Chinese officers in the presence of Americans 

and other foreigners confessed looting in Nanking and also that one night they 

dragged girls from the refugee camp into the darkness and the next day blamed 

Japanese soldiers for the attacks." 

The "American professors remaining at Ginling College" were Miner Searle Bates, Lewis 

S. C. Smythe, Minnie Vautrin and Robert O. Wilson, who were members of the 

International Committee for the Nanking Safety Zone. They were harboring the Chinese 

soldiers. The soldiers were conducting anti-Japanese maneuvers in the Zone. This was of 

course a violation of the agreement with the Japanese military, which ruled the neutrality 

of the Zone. The professors had been blaming the Japanese military for all the atrocities in 

Nanking until then; however, many of those atrocities had actually been committed by the 

Chinese soldiers they harbored. 

 

The China Press also reported on January 25, 1938: 

"Lieutenant General Ma, it is claimed, was active in instigating anti-Japanese disorders 

within the zone, which also sheltered Captain Huan An and 17 rifles, while the report 

states that Wang Hsianglao and three former subordinates were engaged in looting, 

intimidating and raping." 

These Chinese soldiers hiding in Nanking were many in number, as the Tokyo 

Asahi Shimbun newspaper reported on December 16, 1937, "The Imperial Army estimates 

that about 25,000 Chinese soldiers in mufti, wearing civilian clothes, are still hiding in the 

city of Nanking. The Army is making an effort to mop up the enemy remnants and to 

protect the aged and women." The New York Times reported the same thing on December 

17th. Yoshinori Kobayashi wrote in his book that many of the hiding Chinese soldiers 

had repeatedly committed rape, looting and other atrocities and made it look as if 
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they had been committed by Japanese soldiers or intimidated the victims into lying 

that the assailants were Japanese. 

 

The Osaka Asahi Shimbun newspaper on February 17, 1938, reported a group of hiding 

Chinese soldiers who had committed atrocities while speaking Japanese: 

“A Chinese group, who had posed as Japanese and committed atrocities in Nanking, was 

arrested. (Domei Press, February 16) -- Since false reports that Japanese military officers 

and men committed atrocities in Nanking are getting about in foreign countries, military 

policemen in Nanking were trying to discover the source, and they have finally found it. 

The policemen arrested a group of Chinese soldiers who had committed numerous 

atrocities such as looting and violence in refugee camps, posing as Japanese soldiers... 

These are eleven Chinese soldiers who had once worked at a tailor shop in Seoul, Korea 

(in those days Korea was a part of Japan), speaking fluent Japanese. They 

made counterfeit of Japanese translator's armband and posed as Japanese. Having three 

strongholds for activities, they ran wild in refugee camps, evading pursuit of the Imperial 

Army. The damage due to their robberies was about 50,000 Yuan in total, and cases of 

violence were countless. Innocent Chinese citizens believed and did not doubt that 

they were Japanese. That was why the detection became late." 

Atrocities Committed by Chinese Refugees 

 

There were also many atrocities committed by Chinese refugees in the Nanking Safety 

Zone. Guo Qi, who was the commander of a Chinese battalion and who had stayed hidden 

in the Italian Embassy, wrote about the reality of looting by Chinese refugees: 

"Refugees, who were generally badly-off but courageous, hid themselves during the day 

and moved around during the night like so many rats. The night gave good opportunities 

for refugees to take action, since wild soldiers [Japanese soldiers] became inactive and 

only Japanese guards were posted to watch over the area where soldiers slept. The refugees 

went outside their area and ransacked large firms, shops, and houses of whatever they 

wanted. In those days, food was in store in food companies, daily provisions in consumer 

goods companies, and silk products at silk textile wholesalers. One day's work, therefore, 

enabled them to get everything, and anything they wanted became available and at their 

disposal." 

Confessions of Japanese Soldiers about their Atrocities? 

 

In 2002, The Battle of Nanjing -- A Search of Sealed Memories was published in Nanking. 

It consists of testimonies from 102 Japanese veterans who participated in the Sino-

Japanese War, especially the battle of Nanking. The book was compiled by Tamaki 

Matsuoka, and the confessions include committing atrocities in Nanking, such as rape, 

robbery and murder. However, all the veterans' names are either anonymous or false. As a 

result, none of the veterans can be held accountable for the truth and accuracy of their 

testimonies. If the testimonies of these veterans are true, it only means that they were 

war criminals who violated military discipline and evaded the scrutiny of the 

Japanese military police, thereby managing to evade punishment. Moreover, none of 
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these testimonies mention a massacre in the hundreds of thousands. 

 

Kozo Tadokoro, whose testimony is quoted in Iris Chang's book, The Rape of Nanking, 

says that he committed crimes of murder and rape in Nanking during the “ten days" after 

its fall. However, Professors Takemoto and Ohara point out that the unit to which 

Tadokoro belonged had left Nanking on December 15, two days after the fall of Nanking. 

Tadokoro therefore should not have been able to stay in Nanking for ten days. He 

confessed later, "I told a lie because the interviewer asked me to tell something exciting." 

Thus, he himself has denied the credibility of his own speech. 

 

Kazuo Sone has published his memoirs, and related his criminal acts of murder and his 

eye-witnessed stories. He describes himself as an infantry squad leader; but he had been a 

private in an Artillery Regiment. Professors Takemoto and Ohara point out that, contrary 

to the Infantry, the Artillery generally has never been sent to the front line of battle. The 

3rd Field Artillery Regiment, 3rd Division, to which this man was assigned, has been 

located in the rear area, and was never engaged in battle directly against the Chinese 

Army. Only a part of his regiment participated in the entry ceremony into Nanking. 

Therefore, it was impossible for him to have executed or eye-witnessed brutal criminal 

acts inside or in the vicinity of Nanking, as he described in his book. Also, his colleagues 

who did engage in the operation in Nanking say that they did not witness nor perform any 

such criminal acts. In other words, Sone's memoirs are entirely his own creation. 

 

The International Committee was not Neutral 

 

The leader of the International Committee for the Nanking Safety Zone was John Rabe. As 

mentioned already, after the fall of Nanking, he gave the Japanese commander the letter of 

thanks as to the Japanese military had not attacked the Safety Zone and not killed refugees 

there. Yet in his diary, Rabe described many Japanese atrocities allegedly committed in the 

city of Nanking. Massacre affirmationists often refer to his descriptions as evidence of the 

Japanese atrocities and massacre. 

 

Can we trust Rabe’s descriptions about the atrocities literally? In fact, John Rabe was a 

German, and Germany in those days was a supporter for the Chinese Nationalist Party. 

Chiang Kai-shek’s military was being trained by German advisers, and Rabe himself was 

an adviser for the Nationalist Party (The year 1937 was before the conclusion of the 

alliance of Germany, Italy and Japan). In addition, Rabe was the head of the Nanking 

branch office of Siemens AG, which had sold antiaircraft guns to the Chinese Nationalist 

Party. As an arms merchant, Rabe had gained great profit from it.  

 

Since this Germany's connection with the Chinese Nationalist Party was the source of his 

income, he did not want Germany to part from the Party and shake hands with 

Japan. Rabe was thus not a neutral man, and it was very natural for him to speak ill of 

the Japanese.  

 

As Professor Shudo Higashinakano points out, from December 12, Rabe had secretly 

sheltered two Chinese colonels, Long and Zhou, who performed anti-Japanese maneuvers 
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in the Safety Zone. Rabe’s conduct was of course a violation of the agreement with the 

Japanese army. Rabe wrote in his diary on February 22, 1938, that he had been sheltering 

another Chinese officer, Officer Wang, also. Rabe was thus a man on the side of the 

Chinese military, not the Japanese. Iris Chang, author of The Rape of Nanking, glorified 

him as Schindler of Nanking, yet he was in fact not such a person. 

 

In his report, Rabe did not distinguish true civilians from Chinese soldiers in mufti 

(ordinary clothes), intentionally or unknowingly. On 13 December 1937,Rabe wrote in his 

diary: 

“It is not until we tour the city that we learn the extent of destruction. We come across 

corpses every 100 to 200 yards. The bodies of civilians that I examined had bullet holes in 

their backs. These people had presumably fleeing and were shot from behind." 

The fact is that Japanese soldiers were sweeping the Chinese soldiers in mufti. The bodies 

were not of civilians, but of the Chinese soldiers. They were killed by the Japanese 

military or by the Chinese supervisory unit. 

 

Biased Reports of John Rabe 

 

Masaaki Tanaka, the ex-secretary of General Iwane Matsui, claims that there are many 

contradictions in John Rabe’s descriptions. For instance, according to him, General Matsui 

ordered a cease-fire on December 9, distributed to the city surrender recommendation 

handbills, and waited until noon of December 10 for the answer. Tanaka then points out, 

"Rabe wrote in his diary that the combat was continuing and Rabe did not mention 

anything about the cease-fire or the handbills."  

 

Rabe wrote that he saw here and there "dead women who had canes rammed in their 

vaginas"; however, such a practice was Chinese, not Japanese. 

 

James McCallum, a medical doctor in Nanking, wrote in his diary on December 29, 1937, 

"We have had some very pleasant Japanese who have treated us with courtesy and 

respect. Occasionally I have seen a Japanese helping some Chinese, or picking up a 

Chinese baby to play with it." However, Rabe did not write any such things, and only 

wrote that the Safety Zone had been like a hell full of fire and rape every day. Tanaka thus 

argues that Rabe’s descriptions are not reliable. Tanaka writes, "Rabe's descriptions were 

very biased fishy stories. I think I can understand the reason why Adolf Hitler did not 

trust his report, but rather imprisoned him." 

  

Professor Higashinakano also points out that James McCallum wrote in his diary on 

January 8, 1938 that he had heard a Chinese refugee testify, “I can prove that the rape, 

looting and arson were committed by Chinese soldiers, not Japanese soldiers"; 

however, Rabe reported as if all of the rape, looting and arson had been committed by only 

Japanese soldiers. Higashinakano claims that Rabe’s report was a similar-natured one to 

the anti-Japanese maneuvering of the Chinese officers he had sheltered. 
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P. Scharfienberg, the secretary general of the German Embassy to China, who returned to 

Nanking on January 9, 1938, tried to investigate himself the facts about the alleged 

Japanese atrocities mentioned in Rabe’s report. Scharfienberg wrote to the German 

Embassy at Hankow on February 10: 

"Rabe is still actively trying to counter the bloody excesses of Japanese looters, which 

have unfortunately increased of late. To my mind, this should not concern us Germans, 

particularly since one can clearly see that the Chinese, once left to depend solely on the 

Japanese, immediately fraternize. And as for all these excesses, one hears only one side 

of it, after all." 

Truth About the Alleged Looting by Japanese Soldiers 

 

John Rabe wrote on December 13, 1937, "The Japanese march through the city in groups 

of ten to twenty soldiers and loot the shops.... I watched with my own eyes as they looted 

the cafe of our German baker Herr Kiessling. Hempel's hotel was broken into as well, as 

was almost every shop on Chung Shang andTaiping Road." 

 

About this looting by the Japanese soldiers, Professors Takemoto and Ohara point out, "On 

entering Nanking, what Japanese troops had to do was to get buildings for quartering. In 

order to furnish and equip them with daily necessities, officers instructed soldiers to take 

furniture and bedding out of the empty houses. When they were put under requisition, 

certificates for compensation to be made later on were attached. However, the Westerners 

and Chinese, watching what happened in the distance, possibly misunderstood, interpreting 

the activities as planned looting by Japanese soldiers." 

 

Many Women Raped? 

 

Massacre affirmationists often refer to rapes as the atrocities in Nanking, using the 

following testimonies. Minnie Vautrin, a professor at Ginling College in Nanking, hearing 

that “about 100 girls were raped at the college," wrote in her diary on December 16th, 

1937, “Oh God, control the cruel beastliness of the Japanese soldiers in Nanking tonight..," 

and on the 19th, “In my wrath, I wished I had the power to smite them for their dastardly 

work. How ashamed women of Japan would be if they knew these tales of horror." 

  

John Rabe, the leader of the Nanking Safety Zone, wrote on December 17, "Last night up 

to 1,000 women and girls are said to have been raped." 

 

James McCallum, a medical doctor in Nanking, wrote in his diary On December 19, 

"Never have I heard or read such brutality. Rape! Rape! Rape! We estimate at least 1,000 

cases a night, and many by day.... People are hysterical.... Women are being carried off 

every morning, afternoon and evening. The whole Japanese army seems to be free to go 

and come as it pleases, and to do whatever it pleases." 

 

However, these cases of rape were what these Westerners heard about from Chinese 

people. As mentioned in the New York Times on January 4, 1938, and as I already referred 
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to, about two weeks later, Vautrin and other Ginling College professors got to know 

that the Chinese military officers harbored by them had repeatedly raped in the 

Nanking Safety Zone and then blamed Japanese soldiers for their attacks. The New 

York Times reported, "the American professors were seriously embarrassed to discover 

(it)." So would Rabe and McCallum have been. 

 

The professors not only had harbored these Chinese officers secretly, but also appointed 

them leaders of the Nanking refugee camps. These Chinese officers, using their men, 

repeatedly raped women and did other horrible crimes at the camps, threatening the 

victims to tell the same story that the assailants were Japanese. Then, the officers came to 

the professors, telling, “Japanese soldiers came and raped! At least 1,000 women!" The 

professors had believed this Chinese lie. 

 

The Japanese military found out the Chinese soldiers and arrested them. Besides, in 

February, as the report of the Osaka Asahi Shimbun newspaper which I already referred to, 

the military also arrested eleven other hiding Chinese soldiers who had committed 

numerous atrocities in Nanking, speaking Japanese and wearing counterfeit of Japanese 

translator's armband to pose as Japanese. After that, conspicuous cases of rape, looting 

and other atrocities ceased and did not take place.  

 

Vautrin later wrote an article entitled "Abundant Life Together at the Refugee Camp" for 

the July-August 1938 issue of the Chinese Recorder magazine; however, no description of 

the 1,000 girls raped or 1,000 rape cases a night was in the article. 

Professor Higashinakano alleges that this is because it had already been discovered that the 

rape cases had not been committed by Japanese soldiers or had been a false 

rumor. Professors Tadao Takemoto and Yasuo Ohara also point out about the alleged 

atrocities in Nanking: 

"The representatives of the refugee camps of nineteen places established in the Safety 

Zone were all the Chinese, except Miss Minnie Vautrin. Though those Chinese took 

charge of the maintenance of public order in these camps, there were some Chinese 

officers who camouflaged themselves as if they were citizens. And many cases of rape 

occurred in the 'refugee camps'.... After February 1938 when the 'camps' were 

dissolved, rape was rare. Therefore, we are not able to trust the 'crimes of Japanese 

soldiers' just as the Chinese representatives of the refugee camps claimed. (The Chinese 

soldiers hiding in the Safety Zone) camouflaged themselves to create the impression that 

looting and rapes had been committed by Japanese soldiers, to practice one of a series of 

Chinese strategies for the purpose of throwing Japanese soldiers into confusion." 

Takemoto and Ohara also claim: 

"The Safety Zone was the only place where women stayed in the city of Nanking. And in 

order to protect foreign rights and interests...the Japanese Army prohibited their soldiers' 

entry to the Safety Zone and posted guards at every important point....Japanese soldiers 

were unable to enter the Safety Zone at will, or no one dared to enter there at the risk of 

being attacked....Those who only got admittance to the Safety Zone were all in all about 

1,600 soldiers of the 7th Regiment, the 9th Division, that were in charge of the garrison for 
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the Safety Zone. It must be further pointed out that there existed a significant reason why 

soldiers were restrained from committing rapes, because if crimes had been disclosed, 

more than seven years' penal servitude would have been inevitable by the army penal 

code. They were fully aware of the severe penalties." 

Smythe's Investigation Proves Civilians Killed by the Japanese to Have Been Only a 

Few 

 

Let us look at the war damage investigation made by Professor Lewis S. C. Smythe from 

December 1937 to March 1938 regarding the damage to people and land inside the walls 

of Nanking and its rural area. The report does not specify whether the assailants were 

Japanese or Chinese; however, it is an important investigation on the war damage by 

the Nanking campaign. 

 

The method was to choose arbitrarily one from every 50 homes in the urban area, and one 

from every 250 homes in the rural area; then Smythe and his assistants interviewed the 

residents about the damage. This use of rough estimates was the only scholarly 

investigation in those days. Was this to affirm the Nanking Massacre or deny it? 

 

According to Smythe's investigation, 2,400 civilians were killed in the urban area due to 

brutal treatment, and 4,200 were taken away (and considered dead). In the rural area of 

Nanking (Jiangning), 9,160 civilians were killed due to brutal treatment. Thus, the total 

number of dead and missing was l5,760. This is far different from the 300,000 

massacre victims theory. 

 

In addition, these figures do not specify who the assailants were. These figures in fact 

include many victims killed by the Chinese military. As mentioned inDurdin’s article, 

the Chinese military set fire to all the houses in the rural area of Nanking and burned them 

down, killing many Chinese people. As the Chinese husband and wife in the Safety Zone 

testified, the Chinese military took away men and made them soldiers or forced them to do 

hard work. Moreover, as mentioned in Espy's report, many Chinese soldiers killed civilians 

for their clothes when they discarded military uniforms. Smythe's investigation thus 

included many civilians who had been killed by the Chinese military. 

 

It can be said that his investigation proves the number of civilians killed by the Japanese 

military to have been only a few. 

 

Forged Photos Made by the Chinese 

 

Throughout the Sino-Japanese war, many photos had been scattered in the Western world 

and used as evidence of the Nanking Massacre or of Japanese atrocities; however, the 

sources of these photos are all doubtful. For instance, one of the photos shows many dead 

bodies, but it only shows soldiers killed in battle. In another photo, a man in Japanese 

military uniform is swinging a sword down on the neck of a Chinese to execute him, but 

the way of the swinging is Chinese, not Japanese. This shows that the photo was a Chinese 

prearranged performance. In other photos, the direction of one man's shadow is different 
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from the others, which shows that the photo is a composite of multiple photos. There are 

many other contradictions in the photos. 

 

The book, Analyzing the “Photographic Evidence of the Nanking Massacre—written by 

Professor Shudo Higashinakano, Susumu Kobayasi and ShinjiroFukunaga (published 

by Soshisya in Tokyo in 2005) —analyzes all the alleged photos of the Nanking Massacre. 

It proves that there was no genuine photo that can be said to be evidence of the Nanking 

Massacre. 

 

It is well-known that the Chinese military used to forge many photos using Chinese 

soldiers in Japanese military uniforms to stir up an anti-Japanese atmosphere among the 

Americans. The Chinese used this kind of forgery and unrelated photos posed as the 

evidence of cruelty of the Japanese many times before and during the Pacific War.  

 

Fiction of Iris Chang 

 

Recently, a Chinese American named Iris Chang wrote a book entitled, The Rape of 

Nanking. It tells about the brutal massacre by the Japanese in Nanking. It became a 

bestseller in the USA and other countries, and spread the lie of the Nanking Massacre. 

Later, Chang’s book was much criticized by many other authors. It has been pointed out 

that what she wrote and the photos in her book were not related to the so-called Nanking 

Massacre. She shot herself by pistol and died in 2004. The London Economist magazine 

commented that she had committed suicide perhaps because her book was much criticized 

and she was deeply depressed about it. 

 

Nobukatsu Fujioka, a professor at Takushoku University in Tokyo, once mentioned, 

"Many translated books are published in Japan, but Iris Chang's The Rape of Nanking is 

not published because it has so many mistakes that no publisher could handle it. The 

photos are all false, and not a single picture was evidence of the Nanking Massacre. 

Not only that, her description about Japanese history is filled with absurd mistakes. For 

instance, she wrote that the Japanese military strength before the end of the Edo era (1603-

1867) had not exceeded the level of sword, bow and arrow (Japan was in fact the biggest 

producer of guns in the world already in the 16th century). More than 100 such 

rudimentary mistakes were found in the book, and even if the book were to be published in 

Japan, no Japanese person could bear reading it. A left-wing publishing company tried to 

publish it annotating notes of the translator, but she refused it, saying, ‘How 

impertinent!' Sad to say, the Americans trust such a book and are making a movie based on 

it."  

(Later, another publisher published the book as translated by a Chinese in 2007 in Japan.) 

Shoichi Watanabe, a professor emeritus at Sophia University in Tokyo, mentioned, 

"Before the US-Japan war, a false document called "Tanaka Memorial" was made in 

China. This was a purported Japanese strategic planning document, in which Prime 

Minister Giichi Tanaka laid out for Emperor Hirohito a strategy to take over the world. 

The American President Roosevelt, senators and congressmen read this forgery, and 
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believed the lie that Japan had a malicious intention to take over Asia and the world. That 

became a cause for the US-Japan war. It is said that after reading it, Roosevelt decided to 

defeat Japan entirely. Iris Chang's The Rape of Nanking, a best seller in the USA, is the 

same. If we leave this fiction as it is, it will certainly give a bad influence to US-Japan 

relations." 

Conclusion 

 

The Nanking Massacre was a fabrication and false propaganda. The above-mentioned 

theory is not a discourse of Japanese ultra-nationalists. If we are loyal to historical facts, 

we should abandon the Nanking Massacre story. The activities of the Japanese military in 

Nanking were in accordance with international law and were humane. The Nanking 

Massacre was a false accusation, and the Japanese have the right to prove their innocence. 

For more details, see: 

The Alleged 'Nanking Massacre': Japan's rebuttal to China's forged claims 

Analyzing the "Photographic Evidence" of the Nanking Massacre  

The Nanking Massacre: Fact Versus Fiction 

Go to: True Srories of the Pacific War, including Part II 

The Chinese Lie About the Senkaku Islands 

Fabricated "Comfort Women" 

 Photos of Nanking  

Under the Japanese Occupation 

(Click for larger image) 

 
After the battle, many Nanking citizens, who had abhorred bad deeds done by the Chinese 

military in the city, welcomed the Japanese military. This is a photo of Japanese soldiers and 

the Nanking citizens giving cheers, on the day of the Japanese military’s ceremonial entry 

into Nanking (Dec. 17, 1937, 4 days after the fall of Nanking). The citizens are wearing 

armbands of the flag of Japan, which were given to all civilians of Nanking to distinguish 

them from hiding Chinese soldiers in civilian clothing.  ("Sino-Japanese War Photograph 

News #15," the Mainichi Shimbun newspaper, published on Jan. 11, 1938) 
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Japanese soldiers distributing gifts to Chinese citizens in Nanking. Photo from the British 

newspaper North China Daily News, published in China in English on December 24, 

1937, eleven days after the Japanese occupation ofNanking 

 
Japanese soldiers playing with Chinese children in Nanking using toys, and their parents 

wearing armbands of the flag of Japan. Photo taken on Dec. 20, 1937, seven days after the 

occupation, and published in the pictorial book,Shina-jihen Shasin Zensyu, in 1938. 

 
The Japanese newspaper Asahi Shimbun, published on Dec. 18, 1937, five days after the 

occupation, reported scenes of the city in the article entitled, "Nanking in Restoring Peace": 

(Right) Japanese soldiers buying from a Chinese;  

(center top) Chinese farmers who returned  
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to Nanking cultivating their fields; 

(center bottom) Chinese citizens returning to Nanking; 

(left) Street barbershop, Chinese adults and children smiling. 

 
The Asahi Shimbun, published on Dec. 21, 1937, eight days after the Japanese occupation, 

reported scenes of Nanking in the article entitled, "Kindnesses to Yesterday's Enemy": 

(Right top) Chinese soldiers under medical treatment; 

(left top) Chinese soldiers receiving food from a Japanese;  

(center) Japanese soldiers buying at a Chinese shop; 

(right bottom) Chief Yamada talking with a Chinese leader; 

(left bottom) Chinese citizens relaxing in Nanking city 

 
Chinese people sick or wounded in a hospital in Nanking and Japanese medics nursing 

them. Photo from the North China Daily News on December 18, 1937, five days after the 

occupation of Nanking. 
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Japanese soldiers nursing Chinese wounded soldiers. Photo taken in Nankingon December 

20, 1937, seven days after the occupation, by the correspondent Mr. Hayashi; placed in the 

Japanese pictorial magazine, Asahi-ban Shina-jihen Gaho, and published on January 27, 

1938. 

 
"The Chinese citizens did not fear the Japanese and willingly cooperated with me for photo-

taking," testified the press photographer Shinju Sato. Photo taken in Nanking Safety Zone on 

December 15, 1937, two days after the occupation of Nanking. 

 
Nanking citizens with armbands of the flag of Japan selling vegetables on the street on 

December 15, 1937. 
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Chinese boy smiling and Second Lieutenant Takashi Akaboshi, who led a fight along the 

Yangzi River. Photo taken near the walls of Nanking just after the Japanese 

occupation (courtesy of Takashi’s wife). 

 
When Japanese soldiers distributed food and sweets, Chinese adults and children gathered 

together. (December 18, 1937, in Nanking. From the TokyoNichinichi Shimbun.) 

 
Japanese medics giving treatments to Chinese children in Nanking for plague prevention. 

Photo taken on December 20, 1937, seven days after the occupation, by the correspondent 

Hayashi. (From Asahi Graph, book 30, No. 3, published on January 19, 1938.) 
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Chinese citizens rejoicing to receive confectionery from Japanese soldiers on December 20, 

1937, in Nanking. (From Asahi-ban Shina-jihen Gaho, published on January 27, 1938.) 

 
Chinese prisoners of war going home smiling. From Japanese pictorial book,Asahi-

ban Shina-jihen Gaho, "Scenes We Want to Show to Chiang Kai-shek," published on August 

5, 1939. 

 
Liu Qixiong, a Chinese soldier who was hiding in the Nanking Safety Zone and caught as a 

POW. He was used as a coolie for a while, but later became the commander of a brigade for 
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Wang Jingwei's pro-Japanese government. (Asahi-ban Shina-jihen Gaho, No. 14, January 1, 

1938) 

 
Japanese soldier handing paper money to a Chinese family in the Nanking Safety Zone. 

Photo taken on December 27, 1937, fourteen days after the Japanese occupation, by the 

correspondent Mr. Kageyama; from Asahi-banShina-jihen Gaho, published on January 27, 

1938. 
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Chinese merchants selling to Japanese soldiers in Nanking. Photo from the pictorial 

magazine Mainichi-ban Shina-jihen Gaho, published on February 1, 1938. 

 
Chinese Christians having worship service in Nanking with Reverend John Maggie, 

American pastor, after peace returned to the city. Photo from theAsahi Shimbun newspaper 

published on December 21, 1937, eight days after the Japanese occupation, in the article 

entitled "Nanking Smiles." The article stated, "Hearing their hymns, we noticed, ‘Oh, today's 

Sunday.'" 
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Chinese women coming out of an air-raid shelter and protected by the Japanese 

military. Photo taken on December 14, 1937, the day after the fall of Nanking, by the 

correspondent Kadono, and published in the Asahi Shimbunon December 16, 1937. 

 
Chinese people hired by Japanese soldiers to carry food. Photo taken on January 20, 1938, 

in Nanking. The Japanese distributed the food to the citizens, and there was no death by 

starvation in Nanking. (From Shina-jihenShashin Zenshu (2).) 

 
Chinese prisoners of war with legs or arms cut off recuperating in Nanking Concentration 

Camp in early spring of 1938. (From Mainichi Graph - Nihon noSenreki.) 
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Chinese prisoners of war playing music with handmade instruments in Nanking 

Concentration Camp (Mainichi-ban Shina-jihen Gaho, No. 59, May 20, 1939.) 

 
Citizens celebrating the start of Nanking’s self-government on January 3, 1938, waving the 

Japanese flag and the Chinese five-color flag. 

 

 

 

Watch Documentary Movies of Nanking at Youtube  

(These are valuable records of the peaceful and restoring city of Nanking just after the 

Japanese occupation) 

* Chinese refugees and the Nanking Safety Zone 

* Japanese soldiers distributing certificates to Chinese citizens 

* Japanese soldiers preparing for the new year 1938 and the Chinese children celebrating 

New Year's Day 
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Forged Photos of the "Massacre" 

  

 
Iris Chang's book, The Rape of Nanking, dated this photo as having been taken just after the 

Nanking Massacre. However, the alleged Japanese soldier standing by wears a military 

uniform with a turned-down collar with class badges on it. This style was not introduced until 

after the uniform revision on June 1, 1938. In addition, the photo does not tell how the 

pictured dead were killed, by massacre or in battle, and there were many Chinese soldiers in 

ordinary clothes. 

 
Design of Japanese Army uniforms before and after the June 1, 1938 revision. 
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In the fall of 1937, the Associated Press (AP) distributed this photo as a Japanese soldier 

using a Chinese national as a guinea pig for bayonet practice. Iris Chang's The Rape of 

Nanking carries the same kinds of photos of Japanese atrocities. However, the soldier wears a 

turned-down-collared uniform, which no Japanese soldier wore at that time, so the man is not 

a Japanese soldier. The January 1939 issue of Lowdown, an American magazine, commented 

about these photos that this was in fact a communist Chinese officer torturing a Chinese 

prisoner. 

 
This photo is explained as Chinese people buried alive by the Japanese as a part of the 

Nanking Massacre. However, the Japanese soldiers are not threatening the Chinese with 

guns. The Chinese look like they are going in willingly. And the color of true Japanese 

military gaiters were similar to their uniforms, whereas the gaiters in the photo are rather 

white—the color of Chinese military gaiters. Also, the size of each person is unnatural. 

ProfessorHigashinakano concludes that this was a composite of plural photos. 
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This photo was identified as Nanking Massacre victims on the shore of theYangtze River, but 

these bodies were the Chinese soldiers who died in battle, not a massacre. Hashimoto, a 

Japanese soldier who fought there, testified, "The Chinese soldiers carried their rifles or 

machine-guns but none of them were in regular military uniform." Sekiguchi also testified, 

"None of them showed signs of surrender." Thus, the Japanese army had to continue to attack 

them and many of the Chinese soldiers were shot or drowned in the river. In this photo are 

the bodies that were washed up on shore. 

 
This photo is used as purported evidence of Nanking Massacre victims, but there was no such 

custom of gibbeted heads among the Japanese after the 1870s. Among the Chinese, however, 

this custom was still observed in the 1930s, and several photos of gibbeted heads appeared in 

cities of China in those days. Chinese Nationalists and Communists often killed pro-Japanese 

Chinese people and gibbeted their heads on streets as a warning. Iris Chang'sThe Rape of 

Nanking has the same photo with a larger background behind the heads on page 113. Looking 

at the photo, those who had experienced Nanking testified that the background is not of 

Nanking. 

 
This photo was identified as a Japanese soldier executing a Chinese. However, the alleged 

Japanese soldier is swinging the sword down with one hand. This is indeed Chinese way. The 
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Japanese never swing a sword down with one hand, but with both hands. It is clear that this 

was a Chinese prearranged performance. The man with the sword appears in other forged 

photos, also. 

 
This photo is used as purported evidence of infant victims of the Nanking Massacre and is 

displayed at the Nanking Massacre Memorial Museum inChina. However, this photo was not 

taken in Nanking. There was no custom of slaughtering infants even of the enemy throughout 

Japanese history, although this custom frequently appears in Chinese 

chronicles. Denialistssuggest that this photo is in fact a picture of victims of Chinese civil 

war. It is well known in Japan that General Iwane Matsui of the Japanese army saved from 

the battle a Chinese infant who was found crying. He let his subordinate carry the child on his 

back when marching into Nanking, named her Matsuko, and continued to nurture the child. 

 
This photo of a gibbeted head appeared in Life magazine on January 10, 1938. The caption 

stated that the head was of an anti-Japanese Chinese man and had been placed there on 

"Dcember 14, just before the fall of Nanking." However, December 14 was not before the fall 

of Nanking. The caption also gives the impression that the Japanese military were responsible 

for this atrocity, but in China there were a lot of cases of gibbeted heads due to personal 

hatred or civil war, and there is no positive proof that the Japanese were responsible for these 

acts. 
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This photo from Life magazine on January 10, 1938, was taken on December 6, 1937 and 

explained as a Chinese man carrying his son who had been wounded in the Japanese 

bombing. This was not a photo after December 13, 1937, the day of the fall of Nanking. The 

soldier on the left wears a cap that looks Chinese. The movie, Battle of China, and others, 

used this photo as a depiction of the Nanking Massacre. 

 
Purported evidence of a Japanese public execution in Nanking. However, the surrounding 

people wear summer clothes, so this photo is not related to the Japanese occupation 

of Nanking, which took place in winter. There was no custom of public execution 

in Japan after the 1870s, although it remained inChina in the 1930s. Denialists allege that this 

was a prearranged pose set up by the Chinese for propaganda purposes. 

 
This photo is explained as an old woman who was killed by the Japanese military and 

skewered with a pipe thrust into her vagina, without proof that the criminal was really 
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Japanese. This photo has no accompanying reliable information about the evidence: who 

judged it and how. This kind of killing by skewering was a Chinese practice frequently seen 

among the Chinese in those days and in Chinese chronicles—not among the Japanese. 

 
This photo is described as a Japanese sailor after beheading and used to show a Japanese 

atrocity. However, the uniform of the man with a sword is different from a Japanese sailor's. 

And, if we look closer, the severed head is so short-haired that the standing "sailor" could not 

possibly hold it up by grabbing its hair. In addition, the part under the severed head is 

blackened, which may cause us to speculate that this was actually a touched-up photo of a 

live man with the area around his head blackened sitting next to the sword-holding 

man. Denialists allege that this was a prearranged pose set up by the Chinese for propaganda 

purposes. 

 
This photo was taken in the ruins of Shanghai by H.S. Wang, a Chinese American 

photographer, and first appeared in Life magazine on October 4, 1937. This became one of 

the most influential photos to stir up anti-Japanese feeling in the USA, and is still used to 
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show Japanese atrocities in relation to the Nanking Massacre. However, a correspondent of 

the Chicago TribuneNews Service later presented other photos taken at the same hour and 

same place showing evidence that this had been a staged photo: the baby was brought there 

by the photographer to create a dramatic photo. 

  

Lies and Propaganda 

These forged photos above were distributed by the Chinese Nationalist Party propaganda 

bureau to enlist the support of the United States for their war against Japan. Theodore H. 

White, who had been an adviser to the Chinese propaganda bureau, confessed, "It was 

considered necessary to lie to it [the United States], to deceive it, to do anything to 

persuade America. . . . That was the only strategy of the Chinese government. . . ."•(In 

Search of History: A Personal Adventure) 

 

Historians say that the Chinese chronicles were the history of those who deceived and of 

those who were deceived. The alleged Nanking Massacre was one of their deceiving means. 

  

See more fake photos 
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Debunking the Myth of The possibility of “Good 

Jews”  

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

The members of the Joy of Satan, are well educated in the Jewish issue.  

To make the long story short, we all here know that jews cannot, neither will ever be “good” 

and this good cop bad cop routine, has absolutely no base in reality. It is just based in 

wishful thinking, false philosophies and pseudo-spiritually posing nonsense, that wants to 

prove lies unto itself. 

 

There is, though, hard historical evidence that shows beyond a shadow of doubt, that these 

“possibly good” people, have pushed whole Races into extinction, including the Phoenicans, 

the Phillistines, even Romans and many others. They have destroyed the Pantheons of all 

Pagan peoples, cursed our Gods and defamed our Grand God, same as murdering outright 

anyone who was into the Mysteries and re-writing these to fit their ends.  

 

Civilizations like Egypt, Ancient Greece, the Roman Empire, the Middle East, all prove the 

destructive intentions of this race. To us, keep the “Zionist” nonsense away. We know how 

this works, oldschool style. Also, one just needs to open their holiest books, with the top of 

these being the Bible, to see their murderous and expansionist intentions for all other 

Gentile people in the World. No other Race or people have ever done what this Race has 

ever done. The philosophies in politics they have created, are leading all civilizations to ruin. 

The “art” they are forcing is just art of mere degeneration and destruction of the higher 

abilities of the people and Races. Their control of the monetary, media and political system, 

which destroys people everyday, is against a testament. How whole countries are being 

robbed and destroyed by the so called… “Possibly good” jews, is something that one cannot 

neglect. 

 

Anyone but the mob is who knows the above and is well educated on this. The Mob on the 

other hand, would definitely want to believe in all these sugar coated lies about “Good and 

Bad” jews, and whatever other excuse because they either lack knowledge, or their mind 

and reality cannot contain that the jews are just a criminal Race. The evidence and historical 

evidence speaks, nobody else. Others just express it. These people have caused WW1, WW2, 

their political spawn (Communism) has given Humanity millions of dead. Right now, they are 

ethnically cleansing the Middle East. Open your Old Testament, and see how many people 

the jewish “God” has murdered. Go out in the street to see how many people, in belief of 

this jewish lie they name “god” have become stupid, docile and have given up their whole 

thinking process just in favor of this “jewish god”. They have eaten Humanity alive and never 

did one thing for us. Is it coincidental that the jews are showing the same exact ferocity and 

hatred in destroying and subverting Gentile civilizations, like they did in the “Ancient times”? 
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They had countless of times to “redeem” themselves, and all these times they just used to 

further sacrifice living life, kill and enslave people, which is the reason of their hundreds of 

expulsions from Gentile States and countries. They wasted all their chances. If one was a 

coincidence, or “Bad jewry”, what if this happened hundreds of hundreds of times? On starts 

to see the motive and just the Truth after a point. Gentiles have been too overly “merciful” 

and accepting to this cancer of the jews, to the point right now Western Civilization is facing 

a collapse of titanic proportions. Whenever they have been, they have incited and brought 

with them destruction, problems, misfortunes. 

 

Even in Buddhism, are you aware that Mao Ze Dong, basing his theories and practices on 

Communism (A jewish creation) Murdered 40 to 70, some claim 100 millions of the best 

Chinese people, among which the greatest and most advanced practitioners of the Spiritual 

Practices. Let’s not even mention the Middle Ages, where people like us were burned alive, 

simply due to the “jewish god”. Leave aside that “Christianity” has murdered all sorts of 

spiritual practice (Christianity is jewish) and that it is actively leading European civilization 

into destruction, by weakening of one’s intelligence, spiritual ability and fake “saint” 

standards.  

This Race is a criminal Race. Too many famous sociopaths, criminals and killers who even 

made it to become Movie Stars, gangsters and anything else of this lowlife, have been jewish 

by blood. One can cope with reality or make up any other theory to deny, but that doesn’t 

mean that the facts can’t talk for themselves. 

 

We have had enough lies about the jews, and the “mob” is who is indoctrinated to always 

think and believe that these people could be possibly any “good”. Open their holy books, 

study them, or just your bible and Old Testament. If any Race was at their core good, they 

would have never made up all these things up in the first place, let alone adhering to these 

letter by letter for 6000+ years of human history. 6000+ years of history, do prove a lot of 

things about someone. They have had their chances, and why every time they got these, 

they either lied, they orchestrated wars, outright killed people, used a fake program stolen 

from religion to enslave the masses and the endless list goes, with the pinnacle being 

enslaving the whole planet with the Media, the news, even inside schools and the highest 

pinnacle… The holocau$t Myth which has had the purpose to mentally enslave the Gentile 

people for good, to raise the jews beyond even any remote criticism. Why all this and why 

nobody else has did all this in Human history? Why the jews? Because they are a criminal 

Race, plain and simple.  

 

One last question. If the enemy had full dictatorial power, like in any other time, is anybody 

so naïve to think that they would spare their head, or that some “good jew” would 

eventually save their ass from the rest of their Race, which is probably up to the 95% that 

wants to outright damage or even murder, anyone who goes against their wishes? Even if 

this was the case, its still nonsense, as because this small percent of the supposedly and 

hypothetical (but not in reality) “good” is just getting swooped below the bad, evil and 

destructive, EVERYTIME. 
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In the Joy of Satan, we know the Truth and we adhere to Satan, which we have found to be 

the Original God of Humanity. Nobody can accept this term that is professed here, that of 

any chance of a “Good jew”, unless its agreed that one can be in without adhering to this 

opinion. 

The good cop bad cop routine and the “ever wishing be good” lies will no longer work. We 

can agree to disagree in regards to this thing.  

 

Satan means Truth in Sanskrit. We are about Truth. Fully and unconditionally. The jews state 

that “HA’SATAN” is their Enemy. Enemy in Hebrew is what to us is the Truth, our God.  

 

It is, what it is, for us. Point blank. 
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Debunking Vegetarian Origins In Dharma 

-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

Many well-meaning people at one point myself included became vegetarian and many for 

spiritual reasons after studying the ancient Vedic texts. I extended my own vegetarianism for 

such reasons as well as many have. This is not to deride or blame anyone for such. But to 

point out the reality of events and how what has been taught is not what was originally 

there. 

 

 

Vegetarianism was only brought in to the East sixteen hundred years ago. This is why the 

original Buddhist texts make no mention of such and the Character of Siddhartha eats meat 

as well. Buddhism while corrupted and guised Jainism does still not go as far to push 

vegetarianism while open Jainism does. But around nine hundred years later in India a false 

discourse was created where Siddhartha preaches vegetarianism. Because it’s at this point 

vegetarianism was being imposed on the population by the ruling class. So any temples that 

wanted to stay open had to fall inline as the rulers where the money patrons of the religious 

orders and temples. They were holding the purse strings. 

 

The only group originally preaching vegetarianism where the Jains. Who were well known to 

be anti Dharmic and constantly trying to subvert the culture with their ideology which 

amounts to metaphysic Communism. If one takes the Sermon on the Mount and puts a Jain 

in the place of Jesus. You have Jainism. Sadly as Hindu scholars mention the old Dharma is 

long gone and replaced by Jainism in the guise of Dharma. There is a warning to this in the 

Siva Purana's. And the tales of the Sivaite saints mention the Jains violently attacking the 

bastions of Dharma and its followers and also trying to subvert them from within [like the 

Christians do everywhere]. This program was obsessed with removing spiritual knowledge 

and authentic tapas [exercises that transmute the soul] and replacing them with the gross 

self-modification one sees today in the East and in the Christian Monasteries.  

 

The current eightfold path of Dharma in Hinduism is actually the eightfold path of Jainism 

the original was removed. But remained in the Tantric path. The amount of removal of 

spiritual knowledge that has occurred is staggering. The push to vegetarianism is within this 

environment. Note the proof is in the result. India under this corrupted paradigm has fallen 

apart and stagnated and has hardly produced any highly ascended if any beings in centuries. 

The corruption of spiritual knowledge and the norms imposed makes it impossible or close 

to impossible to advance to any high level. 

 

Vegetarianism: 

 

With caraka samhita which has been stated to be the oldest Ayurvedic text it state: 

Sharirabrinhane Nanyat Khadyam Mamsadwishishyate." Which translates to 'For the 

promotion and nourishment of the body, no other food item is better than meat." Another 

Ayurvedic text the Bhava Prakash, states 'Sadyohatasya Mamsam 
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Syadbyadhidhatiyathaamritam', which translates to 'the meat of freshly killed animals is like 

Amirt (the ultimate lifefiving fluid that sustains the Divine)' We have the Bagabhatt (Astanga 

Samgraha) stating nothing equals meat for promotion of health and substance of the body."  

The Vedic text Satapatha Brahamana states 'Paramam Annadyam Yan Mamsam', meaning 

"Meat is the best kind of food." 

Meat is listed under the sattvic category. "The life substance." 

 

 

"Consumption of meat improves one's mind inner energy and strength; and that the 

consumption of fish restores one generative power." The Yoga of Power. 

 

 

 

This is from an answer to another thread: 

 

With the situation in the East and Far East the original culture model was men where 

considered the Deva and women the Devi. Each had a sacred role to play within the cultural 

model. This still survives in parts of Hinduism where upon a females first period. She is 

considered a Goddess as she now has the power to create life. 

 

The deal is by a thousand tactics the enemy injected their doctrine over time into the East. 

By the covert enemy ideology OF Buddhism which openly considers women inferior on every 

level to men. Its Catholicism with daily basic meditation to help one obtain extinction of 

consciousness upon death. Buddhism went into the Far all the way to Japan. It didn't get all 

that far into Japan but enough to change the cultural norms and assign women to an inferior 

property status. Same in Tibet. So Buddhism did to women what Christianity did. 

 

Hinduism as one Indian scholar put it is.......Just covert Buddhism. The cultural terraforming 

of centuries of Buddhism as an Imperial Religion and the networks it created kept it strong 

enough to alter the social belief forever more. The reformation back to the Vedic paradigm 

which was under way in the first thousand years ACE. Was destroyed by the subversion of 

crypto Buddhist doctrines into the Vedic terminology fully. With the final stealing of cultural 

terms by the enemy and the assigning of their meanings behind them. It was over. The 

greatest Saint of Hinduism who saved it. Actually destroyed it as with subversion, it was very 

Hegelian. And was denounced as such in his time. Also that ridiculous pseudo Vedantic, 

clownery of Shankara, it as the Tantric commentaries prove actually debunks itself totally as 

nonsense. Just pick up the Brahma Sutra's and prepare yourselves to be...........bored. They 

actually debunk themselves in their arguments and people are revering this armpit fart on 

paper as something lofty and true. Did they ever read it? If they did they should read it again 

and again till its ugliness and clownery sinks in. Its such a clown show Shankara was the 

original Juggalo. 
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Of course all we ever got dished up in the West was this pseudo Vedantic crap which 

amounts to hundreds of pages of Shankara going: "Fucking Brahman how does that work?.... 

Brahman everywhere in this bitch." 

 

No mistake Guénon was pushing this as the apex. It fits with his overworked left moving, 

theological brain. That drove him to become a freaked out freak for Islam. It fits with the 

Abrahamic tradition of "How many angels can dance on the head of a pin." perfectly. 

 

The original Vedic esoteric knowledge lived in the Tantra, and points to the truth. Where 

spiritual realization and truth wanes, speculation begins.  

 

Then with the Islamic invasions over hundreds of years what Hinduism started to look like its 

current model. A Islamic wannabe, worship cult, this is how Sikhism formed. They absorbed 

a lot of the Islamic norms its around this time the erotic temples are no longer built and the 

Hindu regions even shift to Mogul architecture. This is where we get this Henotheist to 

crypto Monotheist attitudes and believes of current Hinduism. They were aping the 

Muslims. Its around this period the very Abrahamic looking devotion cult of pseudo Bhakti 

becomes the norm. 

 

Then comes in the Christians under the Raj period imposing further Abrahamic norms on the 

population. Along with this the Jesuits who have been in India for awhile by this point. Have 

been traversing the continent removing any remaining spiritual knowledge buying and 

stealing all the Tantra's up they can. And this is mostly likely where more and more 

remaining knowledge gets corrupted to make sure those that want to advance don't get 

anywhere and are powerless against the enemy programs. However the corruption of 

spiritual knowledge started with Buddhism which is obvious by the tenants of Buddhism 

itself. But thousands of years of Tradition can't be removed just like that with subversion it 

takes the forces of another type of revolution. Since the Tradition was based on the practice 

of spiritual knowledge they had to corrupt the Tantra. This is proven in Tantric Buddhism 

which was brought up from North Indian from the Pala Kingdom. Naropa himself was stated 

to be a great scholar and teacher at Nalanda university. Having studied dozens of Buddhist 

Tantra's they are all very corrupted. Which allowed the Communist's to sweep Tibet away. 

Just as centuries of such corruptions and psychological subversion allowed the Muslims to 

do the same to the North regions of Buddhist India. 

 

 

Something at the locus of this reveals itself quick. The Jewish Therapeutae: 

http://www.jesusneverexisted.com/buddha.html 
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T"here are records from Alexandria that indicate the arrival of a steady stream of Buddhist 

monks and philosophers. They would surely have contributed to the philosophical 

speculations and syncretism for which the city was noted. 

 

In particular, it seems the original Therapeutae were sent by Asoka on an embassy to 

Pharaoh Ptolemy II in 250 BC.  

 

 

Philo Judaeus, a 1st century AD contemporary of Josephus, described the Therapeutae in his 

tract 'De Vita Contemplativa'. It appears they were a religious brotherhood without 

precedent in the Jewish world. Reclusive ascetics, devoted to poverty, celibacy, good deeds 

and compassion, they were just like Buddhist monks in fact. 

 

From the Therapeutae it is quite possible a Buddhist influence spread to both the Essenes (a 

similar monkish order in Palestine) and to the Gnostics – adepts of philosophical 

speculations." 

 

 

As shown here: 

 

The Jewish Creation Of Christianity: 

topic542.html 

 

The Therapeutae created the Christian program. Jainism of which Buddhism is just a covert 

form and thus Buddhism as well is simply......Communism with spiritual pretense, like 

Christianity. Originally this psychology only comes from one race of peoples mind. The Jews, 

as the famous Jew, Weininger states in his book "Sex And Character" on page 311. "The Jew 

is a natural inborn Communist." There are also many other statements from Jews 

mentioning the same. This is in their soul. At the point of such programs as Jainism, 

Buddhism and Christianity. The Gentile world was still Vedic. And Jainism and later 

Buddhism was always considered subversive and anti-Vedic. Leading to more then one 

cultural conflict in India in the past. Sometimes violent, as the two worldviews are totally 

opposed to each other. Which is why today the core of Dharma [Hinduism] in the East. Is the 

eight fold path of Jainism. The Indian scholar is correct. 

 

The Jews have been in India for thousands of years probably among merchants and money 

leaders from the evidence. And where from the above evidence behind injecting subversive 

movements into the society just as today and yesterday and the day before that. Its what 
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they have done their whole history. We come to a psychopathic ruler Assholeoka, who after 

murdering his way to power and resorting to destroying the freedoms of whole peoples and 

extermination policies against them. At some point understands psychological control is 

more effective. Perhaps he can't fight another decade long war. 

 

So he uses this Buddhism to become the way to power and it allows him to bypass the 

Brahmana, class who are the aristocracy of the period as Theology was ideology and 

Theocrats ruled. And the Brahamana where originally the same group as the royal-warrior 

class. This allows Assholeoka to create a new ruling elite and ideology depended upon and 

totally loyal to him and his regime. This was done before by Akhenaton in Egypt and caused 

a civil war to restore the sacred tradition.  

 

So Assholeoka of whom is not alone. There is never one man its always a incorporated trust 

of powerful individuals, families and networks behind the scene. Turns at some point to 

these people who have the wealth and ideology to create the new regime he wants. So they 

incorporated as an organized crime collective. This is the exact series of events that 

happened in Rome with the Flavian dynasty's creation and rise to power. And noting the 

Jews where among the power elite in the Roman Empire to become the core of the New 

Caesar dynasty. Its predictable they where in the Eastern Kingdoms and Empires as well. 

Considering India was the hub of civilization and wealth. The Mauryan Empire was a 

superpower at this period. At this point they found their opening. One can witnessl on a 

Indian synagogue wall a plaque from the local King in the past. Openly declaring the Jews 

above the laws, and even taxation, thus granted Royal privileges. 

 

 

The city, Shankara was form had the largest Jewish population during the time he was 

around as well. He ran a operation typical to what Jewish Luther did in Europe later. Wonder 

how despite being denounced by many Brahmana's and scholar's his works had the network, 

time and money to be placed out front. When there where hundreds of others. The 

movement to destroy the Vedic world was going on for awhile before this point. The 

Bhagavad Gita also reflects this. Indian scholars have stated it was originally wrote to protect 

the Vedic tradition against such forces mainly Assholoka's Buddhism and the character of 

Arjuna was a swipe at Assholeoka propaganda about himself. But as they also highlighted 

the Gita has been written and rewritten and altered by anti-Vedic interests in return till it no 

longer recognizes its original text. Which is obvious its full of enemy doctrines and 

contractions. It was altered till it became a core document for the current anti-Vedic 

paradigm. 

 

Of course the people who think its some holy book that God spoke also believe Shankara's 

clownery is epic as well. Its the same in the West with those who hold the fictional Bible in 

the same light. Garbage in Garbage out. 
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Decades-old rotting meat worth $500 million seized in
China food scandal: report

by High Priest Mageson6666

As known the Jews control China and this is what they are doing with that control... Beside killing one hundred and
fourteen million people so far. The Leader that took over from Mao was an open Chinese Jew....The Jews have lived in
China for thousands of years.
topic2027.html

My note don't forget the gutter oil [boiled human sewage] for the cooking oil for this meat on the Chinese menu. Lite-
rally eat shit.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_0K_m6hsa28

Have some fake eggs full of stuff that can kill you in that egg roll on the menu...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGvnsrSqZic

-----------------------------------------------------------
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-06-24/d ... rt/6570124

Over half a billion dollars' worth of smuggled frozen meat — some of it thawed, rotting and more than 40 years old —
has been seized in China, according to local reports.

"It was smelly, and I nearly threw up when I opened the door," said an official from the central Hunan province, where
800 tonnes were seized.

More than 100,000 tonnes of chicken wings, beef and pork worth up to $624 million were seized in the nationwide
crackdown, the state-run China Daily newspaper said.

Poor food safety is a major concern in China, where standards are lax and scandals involving tainted products are com-
mon.

Yang Bo, the deputy director of the anti-smuggling bureau in the Hunanese capital Changsha, said smugglers would
often transport the goods in ordinary vehicles, rather than refrigerated ones, to save costs.

"So the meat has often thawed out several times before reaching customers," he added.

Two gangs from the province were among 14 busted across the country.

Reports stated that the meat seized locally came from the "border area" with Vietnam, where it was "difficult to control
the flow of meat".

The China Daily said smugglers bought cheap meat abroad, shipped it to Hong Kong and on to Vietnam before bringing
it to the mainland.

Officials from Guangxi, a southern region bordering Vietnam, found some of the meat was "more than 40 years old",
meaning it was originally packed and stored when the country was still under the rule of Communist China's founding
father Mao Zedong, who died in 1976.

The seizures were not reported on the website of China's General Administration of Customs.

China was rocked by one of its biggest-ever food safety scandals in 2008 when the industrial chemical melamine was
found to have been illegally added to dairy products, killing at least six babies and making 300,000 people ill.
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Decoding The 666 In Kabala 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sun Jun 24, 2018 6:03 am 

Decoding The 666 In Kabala 
 

The Torah is the encoded Kabala as the Rabbi's state and show. The Torah symbolically forms 

their world tree and in the exact middle of the Torah the letter Vav is placed at the navel of the 

body of "god". In the Torah the number of the Temple of the Sun [Solomon]] is 666. 
 

The Sefirot of Tifereth is the sun and is given the number 6 and its placed at the solar chakra in 

the middle of the tree where everything connects. In Kabala Tifereth is stated out of the short 

face which is the seven Elohim or "gods" that are the seven chakra's that Tifereth is the most 

important and the leader or king of them all. In Kabala the entire soul unites at Tifereth. This is 

due to the fact still noted in Hinduism all the male and female nadis unite at the navel. And the 

navel governs everything like a King governs a Kingdom. 
 

The 666 is the number of the sun square and each square is given a sum number. 666 is the 

sum of all the numbers in the sun square. The seven planet squares relate to the seven Elohim 

or "gods" of the lower face in Kabala. Hence this is the square of Tifereth and thus the six letter 

Vav is placed here.  
 

The Vav in Kabala unites things. By placing the Vav here they are uniting the soul by activating 

this point the soul comes together in. That is why Tifereth is also called Daath in Kabala. Daath 

means sexual union its the alchemical sexual union of the soul. Daath also relates to spirit and 

the solar chakra is responsible for converting spiritual energy into vital force for the being. The 

Vav is the letter of the serpent in Kabala and relates to the belly of the serpent. The belly is the 

navel point and the serpent is the symbol of the sun here. Tifereth is the energy center that rules 

all the other ones as all the chakra's connect to the solar. Note One in Kabala means 13 some 

diagrams show the map of the 13 chakra's all connecting at Tifereth as well. 
 

 

In Free Masonry Hiram Abiff is the corner stone. Hiram is also spelled Haram which means "The 

Ram" the Ra or Ram is the ancient name of the sun God the solar chakra and is also a mantra 

for the solar chakra. Abiff relates to serpent father. The Temple of the Sun in Masonry is the 666 

as well. Its all relating to the solar chakra. The corner stone is an ancient title for this chakra its 

also called the Omphalos. The Beast 666 is a title of the Omphalos to the ancients. The 

Omphalos had the Phoenix which is what this word beast relates to in the ancient Greek.  
 

Note the V letter was the original sixth letter in the Greek alphabet the Digamma this was 

removed by the Church later and replaced with other letters and hidden away. The ancient 

Greeks placed a pentagram inside the serpent circle with 666 under it to show the Magnum 

Opus. The Pentagram in this fashion relates to the solar chakra which is the "sun or son" of the 

serpent goddess Venus. Being born into the world. This is the reborn soul and how it relates to 

the transformed solar chakra and life force. In the east transforming the solar chakra is the 

major key to the Magnum Opus this is openly talked on a lot in Taoism and mentioned in 
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Hinduism in the Tantra's. 
 

The Digamma in some ancient symbols are shown as four Digamma's coming together forming 

the Swastika the symbol of the solar chakra. The Digamma swastika shows the V letter 

connects the "four directions" which in Kabala all unite at the navel chakra. The upper chakra's 

the lower chakra's and the left and right sides of the body and their nadis.  
 

The fact is the Jews simply stole the ancient teachings of the Gentile Pagan religion and then 

corrupted them and hid them away in the encoded Torah. The Torah on the encoded level is a 

false history which forms a geopolitical doctrine and blueprint for the creation of a Jewish world 

government. The encoded Kabala is simply the occult level of how the Jews are using stolen 

spiritual knowledge against Gentiles to achieve this. Much of the actual Kabala is taken from the 

Pagan Greeks who shared a common culture with the Egyptians, Babylonian's and ancient 

Hindu's. 666 is the sacred number to the ancient Pagan Greeks, Egyptians, Hindu's, 

Babylonians and Pagan Peoples in general. Which is why like with 13 the Jews want to scare 

Gentiles away from 666 its an important number they want all to themselves.  
 

Note 666 is also Satan and the Jews do know this. However its because Satan is the symbol of 

the Gentile soul. And the 666 is the heart of the soul as even Kabala admits. In Hebrew "Ra" the 

solar point means "evil". Because spiritual empowered Gentiles is evil to the Jews. That's the 

whole core of their Bible they push on us Goyim. Anything to do with spiritual knowledge and 

spiritual empowerment is evil Goyim. Just send your energy into a Jewish thought form of Rabbi 

Yeshua and bow to the Jewish political ideology of their Zionist World Government. Which is 

how the Jewish Bible ends. With the 12 tribes of Israel [the 144,000] ruling the world under the 

King of the Jews. The same evil book which tells us Goyim the symbol of Gentile spiritual 

enlightenment the serpent of Satan is evil as well. The Bible is full of the Jewish "god" attacking 

Gentile humanity for spiritually empowering themselves. Which is a literality device to act as the 

warning to the Rabbi's. That is why under the Noahide Laws the Jews want to impose on the 

Gentiles. The first law is Goyim are not allowed to practice spiritual empowerment The 

punishment for which is death. Just like the Jewish Bible orders. 
 

 

 

 

Sources 
The Universal Meaning Of The Kabbalah, Leo Schaya 
The Greek Kabala, Barry 

 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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Degeneracy 

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Tue Feb 26, 2019 

 

 

 

 

 
There are quite a few people (around 5 to 10% in any civilization) which, aided and abetted by jews, 
always push degeneracy and destruction in all levels of life. 
 
[/sarcasm mode On] 
 
Of course, in their nothingness, degeneracy means really nothing. Who is anyone for example to define 
Degeneracy? Only "God" aka Jews can define Degeneracy and Progress.  
 
As anyone can observe in the natural kingdom, to do absolutely self humiliating, self weakening, self 
destructive, and socially destructive, or environmentally destructive shit, is always a very clever thing to 
do. As the wise jews told us, if one plucks their eyeball out, they will be seeing better. 
 
Resistant brains have been denying the above. That makes people feel bad. It keeps PROGRESS back. 
 
We are not in the pinnacles of degeneracy, we are really "progressing", this is what the masters say. A 
lot of Neolithic minds like Caveman Cobra do not understand this progress. For this, democratically 
speaking, we are planning to destroy. 
 
Children at the age of 7 giving mouth kisses and twerking on 'parades' with grown ups, dressed as drag 
queens, means nothing. It's perfectly normal. Strange people do not understand this. Even some gays, 
they feel so bad when they see these things that they cringe. The jewish master does not approve of this 
anti-semetic cringing. 
 
5 years old put in surgeries to forcibly change their genders because their parents deem it so, either in 
circumcision or gender change? Perfectly fine. At least, Dr Shekelstein is getting paid his due. 
 
People dying by Fentanyl, gangs invading their countries, and people gutted in streets over a bag of 
MacDonalds is literally nothing, that's perfectly normal. How can you be so racist to not want some 
Fentanyl? It has to be legalized. People are clearly responsible here and there is no addiction factor, 
which is why, when these drugs make it into any city or neighborhood, it turns into a post apocalyptic 
crime scene within months. We need more of this. 
 
Millenniums of human evolution and racial beauty, has to be thrown to the trash cans, and mixed to non 
existence. Beautiful women and prostituting themselves for 5 bucks and getting HIV by invading socially 
destructive hordes? All good. 
 
What has been missing from Europe a salt and pepper, is some action. Some chasing down of minors, 
some muslim kids holding blades on the necks of other native kids, things like that. Vibrant progress is 
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required here. 
 
The Vatican Pedophiles are part of a wider wisdom of God that us Cavemen cannot understand, and 
want to destroy them and drive them through a pike. This is because we are not progressed enough. 
Progress here is when this becomes universalized in Europe as in many Muslim countries. Pope Francis 
would add here, that we are bigoted. "Anyone who criticizes the sex scandals of the church and focuses 
on these is of Satan", as he said two weeks ago. 
 
Let us not be Satanic now and Cavemen and Not Progressive and things like that, for this world will 
punish us.  
 
People walking around stoned and zoned out 24/7 is significant, for being boozed out, as our spiritual 
masters say, is the door to spiritual understanding. They conclude that also, the more you shit your 
pants due to being zoned out, the closer you are reaching to ultimate spiritual realization. When you sit 
like an idle NPC when you are being replaced, you are practicing the ultimate level of spiritual piety. 
Symptoms also include permanent weed induced diarrhea.  
 
Losing your streets and nations slowly being made into no go zones as if mold growing onto a bread and 
turning it to mold? That's perfectly fine. The good bread has to have mold in it, so it can be tasty - 
likewise, civilization without bastardization, crime, dieversity, and virulent people that want to kill those 
native in it, does not have taste. Salt and pepper. 
 
Native races of a civilization have to be put to forcibly worship jews and any other faction, and hate and 
self condemn. Perfectly normal. After all, as everyone knows, Blacks never thought to enslave all tribes 
against all other tribes for thousands of years. Any injustice clearly began with Whitey. This is why in 
many untreadable places in Africa, even today, slavery is rampant. Clearly, Slavery is a White invention, 
and was never practiced by anyone else. 
 
What do you mean Blacks kill other Blacks for absolutely no reason in the USA? That's advanced 
civilization.  
 
Television has to play jews and produce Jew Worship 24/7. Absolutely normal. The opinion of 0.1% of 
jews has to be forcibly embed into the heads of millions to self destroy. Progress. 
 
"Genders? My feelings are clearly superior to any form of biology or life." "What do you mean genders?" 
Family and genders are of no consequence. Let's try to ruin this one as well. 
 
The labors of other people, hard earned work, and developing civilization? Who cares. Let us shit on the 
Arc of Triumph, and set on fire the courts. Only God can judge us. Bring all the people who want to ruin 
civilization right in. 
 
Now, these degenerates are all the same and in one single bag. They constantly try to pretend they are 
many.  
 
What is bound to go wrong when all these defiled degenerates, manifest the societies of their dreams? 
What can possibly go wrong here? Everything is clearly going to be good after all of this is said and done. 
We saw this in Star Trek after all.  
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Why mankind exists is for furries, dying our hair pink, endless bastardization, and in the end, to be 
micro-chipped and put in a digital Utopia as un-recognizable mongrels, all the 'same under god'. 
 
Police allowing rapist rings and grooming gangs to go rampant, but showing at your door over twitter 
posts, is perfectly normal. If one by accident spills tea on some Holy Chosen Race, that is an assault. A 
people demographically replaced means no crime. Just be careful if you expressed dislike on the chosen 
and their tribal allies on public, that is the real problem. 
 
Having intelligentsia, authorities, police, and media, all against the native population and vehemently 
attacking the very natives people of one's very land? That's perfectly normal. It's called Pluralism of 
Opinion. There is so much Pluralism where the only Opinion is the Three Parenthesis Turds Opinion. 
 
The above is clearly really good for all civilizations to follow as a rule. The only one who is not following 
this is the jew. The jew is not really progressing, he stays neolithic. But at least, as Barbara Specter said, 
we will not be in the Neolithic Societies we were in the Last Century in Europe. In Israel, they can 
practice what they always did for thousands of years. 
 
The jews having 5 to 6 children? Not mattering how they raise them, and even in deprivation?  
 
Whitey let us sit down and converse on how your mission of existence is to write buzz-feed articles 
attacking your own race, and how glorious it will be when you put a gun in your mouth and self extinct 
your privilege. Have you considered Sterilization?  
 
A common Nazi accusation traditionally, now with new content - now that we live in the Society of 
Progress, Sterilization and Propaganda for Whitey to self-sterilize has another meaning. It's Freedom 
and Liberation. 
 
It's part of the Non Neolithic and Progressive experience to see your women, family members, and 
friends, being massacred by all of the above. We are moving into space. This means, that child 
molestation taking place in the middle of the street is a common thing. PROGRESSIVE. 
 
Jews have told us for decades now: If Goyim want space, THEN, the term is all of the above.  
 
You can't be going around space being a health and formidable humanity and races and stuff. No. You 
have to be disgusting worthless degenerates. This is part of progress, not regression. People having 
mental meltdowns simply because they are told a single truth in life, are obviously, the strong types that 
will conquer space. From their permanently attached carrier at Walmart.  
 
After all, what kind of exchange can we hope to get our intergalactic future if not to carry the above, the 
bible, and the jews into space? That would be very ungodly and definitely totally selfish to not do. 
Whitey and his selfish shit again. 
 
As one jewish reporter asked once in his twitter, have you killed one White on your way to work today? 
You haven't done great. 
 
Not that statements like the above had jews kicked out of our countries around 130 times in only recent 
history. Again, problems of Neolithic brains.  
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Plus, anyone who cannot understand the above, will be put in a camp, for they do not understand the 
Greatness of the Talmudic Civilization. 
 
Lastly, to point out the above is Both Anti-Semitism, Anti-Progressive, and in generally, makes me feel 
really bad. Now, not that we are totalitarians and stuff, but we should call the police to permanently put 
you in prison since you offended our NPC emotions. 
 
Shalom Pissrael. 
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Democratic Socialists of America  

by HP Mageson666 » Sun Aug 11, 2019 
 

 

 

Recently the Democratic Socialists of America, have become the center of much laughs after the 

video of their conference made its way across the internet.  

 

However the Democratic Socialists of America, should not be laughed off. Their major founder 

admitted he built the DSA on Marxist ideology and its organization has 50,000 members in 181 

chapters around America. They needed to be made aware of because their policy is one of 

subversion of mainstream parties by running their own cultural Marxists candidates in 

Democratic Party positions. The goal is to take over the entire Democratic Party from within on 

State and Federal levels and use it as the vehicle to transform American into a Social Marxist 

dictatorship. The structure of the DSA also allows them to form lose federations of normal 

American's from Labour Unions and other groups around a Marxist platform to use them as 

useful idiots and camouflage to then take over politics' with.  

 

Note the cultural Marxist, Young Turks promote the DSA and the candidates they run, its no 

mistake the Young Turks are promoted by Jewish owned Utube as their number one show. Utube 

is owned by Alphabet the Jewish owned parent company of Google which is censoring 

Conservatives and anything that promotes Trump. The reason is simple the Jews are using their 

tech control to push for the taking over of America from within by Marxist subversion that is 

from influencing public opinion with media, censoring any information and individuals which 

are against the Marxist narrative and working to fund, organize and promote their Marxist 

influencers and agents to take political offices, including the Presidents office. 

 

They are highly successful at this tactic and are dangerous for this reason, Bernie Sanders is one 

of their guys and he is on the stage for President of America in two separate Presidental 

elections, AOC and others who hold powerful office are their members as well. Here is the 

current record of the DSA's success: 

 

"In the United States elections of 2017, the DSA endorsed fifteen candidates for office, with the 

highest position gained being that of Lee Carter in the Virginia House of Delegates.[41] DSA 

members won 15 electoral offices in thirteen states, bringing the total to thirty-five (the DSA, 

having changed its electoral strategy at its national convention, had anticipated picking up 

approximately five seats): city council seats in Pleasant Hill, Iowa (Ross Grooters), Billings, 

Montana (Denise Joy), Knoxville, Tennessee (Seema Singh Perez), Duluth, Minnesota (Joel 

Sipress) and Somerville, Massachusetts (JT Scott and Ben Ewen-Campen); and the seat in the 

Virginia House of Delegates contested by Carter, among other offices.[42][43] 56% of the DSA 

members who ran in this election cycle won compared to the 20% previously in 2016.[43] These 

results encouraged dozens more DSA members to run for office in the 2018 midterm 

elections.[8]  
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2018 elections 

 

Main article: 2018 Democratic Socialists of America candidates election 

 

 

 

 

 

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Congresswoman from New York's 14th congressional district 

 

 

 

 

Rashida Tlaib, Congresswoman from Michigan's 13th congressional district 

In the 2018 midterm elections, the DSA had anticipated seeing the first DSA member in 

Congress and reaching 100 elected officials nationwide from its strategic down-ballot 

campaigns.[5] 42 formally endorsed people were running for offices at the federal, state and 

local levels in 20 states, including Florida, Hawaii, Kansas and Michigan; Maine's Zak 

Ringelstein, a Democrat, was its sole senatorial candidate.[44] Local chapters have endorsed 110 

candidates.[45] Four female DSA members (Sara Innamorato, Summer Lee, Elizabeth Fiedler 

and Kristin Seale) won Democratic primary contests for seats in the Pennsylvania House of 

Representatives, two of them defeating conservative male Democratic 

incumbents.[46][47][48][49] Additionally, Jade Bahr and Amelia Marquez won their primaries 

in Montana for the State House[50] and Jeremy Mele won his primary for the Maine House of 

Representatives.[51][52] In California, Jovanka Beckles won one of the top two spots in the 

primary and advanced to the general election for a State Assembly seat in the East Bay.[53]  

 

On June 26, DSA member and endorsee Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez won the Democratic primary 

against incumbent Representative Joseph Crowley in New York's 14th congressional district in a 

surprise upset, virtually guaranteeing her the congressional seat in the heavily Democratic 

district which spans parts of the Bronx and Queens.[54][55] However, Minority Leader Nancy 

Pelosi dismissed the win as "not to be viewed as something that stands for anything else"[56] and 

argued that it only represented change in one progressive district.[57] Conversely, head of the 

Democratic National Committee Tom Perez proclaimed her to be "the future of our party"[58] 

whereas the Trotskyist International Committee of the Fourth International critiqued her and the 

DSA as being a "left" cover for the "right-wing Democratic Party", particularly in regard to 

foreign policy.[59] Six weeks after Ocasio-Cortez's primary victory, DSA member and endorsee 

Rashida Tlaib won the Democratic primary in Michigan's 13th congressional district.[60] Both 

Ocasio-Cortez and Tlaib went on to win their respective general elections to become members of 

Congress. Ultimately, about a dozen members (or non-members who were endorsed) won office 

in their state legislatures.[61] In the aggregate, the DSA had backed 40 winning candidates at the 

state, county and municipal levels.[11][62]  

 

Ocasio-Cortez's victory and the subsequent publicity for the DSA led to more than 1,000 new 

members joining the organization the next day, approximately 35 times the daily average[63] and 
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their largest ever one-day increase in membership.[64] These signups helped boost the 

organization to 42,000 members nationally in June 2018.[65] That number increased to 50,000 

by September 1, 2018.[66]  

 

2019 off-year election gains 

 

See also: Chicago City Council Socialist Caucus 

 

The 2019 Chicago aldermanic elections saw six DSA members elected to the 50-seat Chicago 

City Council: incumbent Carlos Ramirez-Rosa as well as newcomers Daniel La Spata, Jeanette 

Taylor, Byron Sigcho-Lopez, Rossana Rodriguez-Sanchez, and Andre Vasquez.[67]" 

 

 

The logo of the Democratic Socialists of America: 

 

 
 

Even looks like the logo of the Big Brother, Socialist Party INGSOC, from Orwell's 1984: 
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Source  

Democratic Socialists of America wiki 
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Demons, Gods and Protectors of Gentiles 

High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

Post Tue Oct 25, 2016 8:38 am  

 

I will say few things, or close to no things in this post. I will let the historical facts talk for themselves. So 

as the Truth cuts as the strongest blade amidst lies. And because I so much enjoy seeing the jews grovel 

over their thoughtform lies, to claim everything they have stolen as their "own" and even have the 

nerves to "DICTATE" about it. 

"Demons are a jewish invention and jewish mysticism" attempted a Rat Rabbi in Israel to convince the 

Goy based on a hoax of his race, thousands of years ago. "Stay away at all costs, Goy" he also added. 

According to a jewish fable in regards to this, "Demons" were very evil creatures (well, to him, who was a 

jew of course, and not to the Gentiles to whom they were friendly and Gods). 

IT was real...In their mind: 

 

 

Without further due... Some of these can be found online, others came from arduous searching in 

physical libraries. However, here these are. This is not even 1% of the Truth one can find based on a 

centered research. I just use this as a note for those who want to look into the matter. 

BEWARE: There are extreme corruptions in many texts as these were under the direct control, in 

translation, editing, or blatant corruption by the Vatican, Orthodox church, or the jews etc. 
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__ 

 

Below the self-revealing quotes on the matter. 

 

Thomas Hobbes, the "Philosopher" of the 1600's, writes openly in his work, the infamous "Leviathan" 

[3] : 

[Book IV, CH 45-46] 

 

"Of Daemonology and other Reliques of the Religion of the GENTILES. [...] And by that means 

they feared them (the Demons, the 'heathens of old') as things of an unknown, that is, of an 

unlimited power to doe them good, or harme; and consequently. given the occasion of the 

Governours and the HEATHEN (my note GENTILE) Common-wealths to regulate this their fear, by 

establishing Deamonology (in which the poets, as Principall Priests aof the HEATHEN Religion, 

were specially employed or reverenced) to the Publique Peace, and to the obedience of Subjects 

necessary thereunto; and to make some of them GOOD Daemons, and others EVIL; the one as a 

spurre to the observance, the other, as reins to withhold them from violation of the laws. [...] 

 

The Graecians, by their Colonies and Conquests, communicated their Language and Writtings 

into ASIA, EGYPT, and ITALY and therein, by necessary consequence their DAEMONOLOGY or (as 

St.Paul called it) their DOCTRINES OF THE DEVILS: and by that means, the contagion was derived 

also to the Jewes, both of Judea and Alexandria, and other parts, whereinto they were dispersed. 

But the name of Daemon they did not (the jews) (as the Grecians) attribute to Spirits both Good 

and Evil, but to the evil one: and to the Good Daemons they gave them name of the Spirit of 

God; and esteemed those who entered the bodies of their prophets (The jews)." 

 

My note- in Greek there are "Agathodemones" (Noble, good, exalted Demons) and others who are 

"Kakodemones" (such as what we would call the nefarious enemy angels of the hebrew system) that 

seek to harm and enslave mankind. In christianity, the evil spirits became the 'good' (because they were 

good to the jews) and the evil spirits that allied with the jews and their abrahamic programs, were posing 

nowadays as 'good'. Our Pagan Gods were portrayed as being heinous monsters. 

 

Catholic Encyclopedia: Devil Worship, http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/04767a.htm: 
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"In the same way the Greeks and Romans may have worshiped their divinities, fondly believing 

them to be good. But the Christian Scriptures declare that all the gods of the Gentiles." 

 

For more information read below. 

 

The Writtings of Porphyry (Vita Politini Ch.10): 

 

"An Egyptian Priest came to Rome once and made acquaintance with Plotinus through a friend; 

the priest wanted to test his powers and suggested Plotinus to make the Demon that was born 

with him visible by conjuring. Plotinus gave a ready assent and conjuration took place in the 

Temple of Isis; because as it was, as it is told, the only 'pure' place the Egyptian could find in 

Rome. When the Demon was conjured to reveal itself, a God appeared who was not one of the 

Demons [the lower order of Gods was called Demons at this point]. And the Egyptian said to 

have called out : "Blessed are you because a God is by you as your Demon and not some demon 

of lower order!" But there was no opportunity to ask anything from the apparition or look at it 

longer; because a friend who was watching and holding birds in his hands to keep the purity of 

the place, squeezed them to death, be it out of envy or vague fear." 

 

Plotinus, "On Love" (6, 9): 

 

"Now we speak and think of the race of Gods as without affections or passions, but we attribute 

affections and passions to the Demons; we say they are eternal next after the Gods, but more 

inclining towards us, between the Gods [Higher 'order Demons] and our Race." 

 

Later on the same book: 

 

"But it is better not to call any being in the intelligible world a Demon, but even if there is an idea 

of a Demon, we should call it a GOD." [My note DEMONS ARE THE GODS OF THE GENTILES - They 

have their orders in ranking, evolution, and power, like humans do. Satan and many other Gods 

are in the top of the hierarchy, others are evolving but are lower.] 
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In another of his books Plotinus writes, "On difficulties about the Soul": 

 

"There is nothing absurd in the Demons and spirits using their voice in air space, they are after 

all, living creatures of a particular kind. [...] Demons and Gods are beautiful, Demons cannot 

witness magick procedures with indifference, they can employ magick themselves, and they take 

their revenge (books IV, 4.43, 4.30, 8.5)" 

 

In The London encyclopedia: or, Universal dictionary of science, art ..., Volume 7, Plutarch Writes: 

 

"[...] According to a divine nature and justice, the souls of virtuous men are advanced to the rank of 

daemons; and that from demons, if they are properly purified, they are exalted into gods, not by any 

political institution, but according to right reason." 

 

Hesiod openly claims the people of the Golden Age became "Demons", Hesiod: Works And Days, 

translated by Hugh G. Evelyn-White: 

 

"(ll. 109-120) First of all the deathless gods who dwell on Olympus made a golden race of mortal 

men who lived in the time of Cronos when he was reigning in heaven. And they lived like gods 

without sorrow of heart, remote and free from toil and grief: miserable age rested not on them, 

but with legs and arms never failing they made merry with feasting beyond the reach of all evils. 

When they died, it was as though they were overcome with sleep, and they had all good things; 

for the fruitful earth unforced bare them fruit abundantly and without stint. They dwelt in ease 

and peace upon their lands with many good things, rich in flocks and loved by the blessed gods. 

 

(ll. 121-139) But after earth had covered this generation -- they are called pure spirits dwelling 

on the earth, and are kindly, delivering from harm, and guardians of mortal men; for they roam 

everywhere over the earth, clothed in mist and keep watch on judgements and cruel deeds, 

givers of wealth; for this royal right also they received; " 

 

Again from the "The London encyclopedia: or, Universal dictionary of science, art ..., Volume 7" 

 

"Much has been said about the Demon of Socrates; who dictated to the world that a friendly 
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spirit, whom he called his Demon, directed him to act on every important occasion in his life, 

and restrained him from impudence of conduct." 

 

In regards to why the jews are pedophiles, rapists, that call other people "Goyim" (animals in Hebrew, 

projecting what they are onto their enemies as ALWAYS), are masters of lying, organ trafficking, all sorts 

of disgusting and deplorable, criminal actions. This should also answer all of you why the Vatican, the 

most "Holy" is a hotbed of rape, destruction, warmongering, race mixing, and all sorts of other 

abominations on earth...Read below: 

 

From "De Ente Spirituality", by "Franz Hartmann": 

 

Paracelsus writes: "A healthy and pure person cannot become obsessed by them, because such 

Larvæ can only act upon men if the later make room for them in their minds. A healthy mind is a 

castle that cannot be invaded without the will of its master; but if they are allowed to enter, they 

excite the passions of men and women, they create cravings in them, they produce bad thoughts 

which act injuriously upon the brain; they sharpen the animal intellect and suffocate the moral 

sense. Evil spirits obsess only those human beings in whom the animal nature is predominating. 

Minds that are illuminated by the spirit of truth cannot be possessed; only those who are 

habitually guided by their own lower impulses may become subjected to their influences." 
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Demons and the Age of Pisces to Aquarius, Human Genius  

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

 
 

Greetings to all our Comrades and Satanic people. 

 

Now as most of you people here do know, as you know the Ancient history of the beings 

that ended up to be labelled by Demons in the recent hundreds of years, or the last two 

thousand years, you can evidently understand something. These beings were in no way 

negatively labelled in the past. This is fairly easy to see. Same as the Pagan Gods. They were 

all revered, loved and admired beings. They helped Humanity civilize, rise higher than its 

problems, create civilization, learn the ways to elevate itself on the highest heights. They 

turned us from mere animals that didn't know how to exist, into civilized, self-conscious 

entities. They were our loving teachers and mentors, protectors of households, countries, 

babies, animals and the list goes. We loved them back in the unbreakable bond of love, for 

which for many people survives for lifetimes. 

 

The problems and defamation in regards to these beings, came only after the jews. 

Naturally, what is protective to us, like the Demons, who care about our wellbeing, 

defended us and tried to warn us against the jews. This is the reason the enemy hates the 

Demons, and with a fierce and murderous passion. They have taken all the routes possible 

to lie about the Pagan Gods (nowadays labeled as Demons), they have made everything to 

eradicate the proof of their existence, how much they were loved by Humanity and how 

close we were to them. They were our Gods. For those who know of one step more, they 

know they actually created us and planted us here and they know the story behind the ET 

theory of the Demons as we shared it. 

 

Since, the enemy has tried to cover this up and destroy the Demonic legacy, same as the 

knowledge about magick, how to build civilizations, and the important and crucial 

information the Gods handed us down for our survival. Parts of these knowledge was that 

beings must never grow spiritually unconscious, people must be bonded, racially separated, 

hold good relations with their neighborhood states, cultivate the Earth in healthy ways. All 

these things can be seen evidently in all Ancient cities and states. Also, traditionally, all 

Races had a place where they were to be and exist, which is why many people are adjusted 

to different climates, by the laws of nature.  
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The enemy hates the Demons, and scorns them, lies about them and wants to sever our 

connection with them and our communication, so that we are alone and helpless. On the 

meanwhile, the enemy keeps tabs and communications with their own "ethereal" beings, 

namely the angels, "JHVH" and the company, for guiding the fate of the jewish race and at 

the same time, find ways to exterminate all other Gentiles. This goes far deeper, into full 

blown warfare, between the Gentiles and the Jews. Satan and Lilith, being the original 

"parents" of Humanity, are getting most of the hatred and blame. The enemy wants to 

completely eradicate the existence of the Demons.  

 

The fact that we know about our Ancient religion, was due to coincidences of a positive 

nature, so that we can finally know. The enemy tried to destroy ALL Pagan orders, ALL 

information, no different than how the Middle Ages killed "Witches", or how the jewish 

created "ISIS" (blasphemy to our beloved Astarte) are blowing up temples and chasing the 

Yezidis into extinction. The "Abrahamic religions", which are from the jewish forefather, 

"Abraham" are responsible for this.  

 

Also our people need to be aware of the supposed "ET" webpages and "Theories" that are 

coming increasingly up as time goes. As its evident, the enemy is a poisoner. Humanity was 

advancing, everyone had their own pace, until the jews decided by the slave trade and 

forcing mass immigration (this isn't happening only today, but is a well-known ancient 

method, for instance the Turkish invasion of the West was instigated by the jewish racial 

caste who was deep into the "Ottoman Empire") and wipe us all out. The enemy wants us 

wiped out and to enslave the rest. This goal is arrayed into the bible. As the "ET" theories of 

today, many of these theories try to cover up the emerging Truth of our Ancient past. The 

enemy lies endlessly and they make up so many stories, that I can't really go into most of 

these, as we have done this before. It should be open to see for people who are spiritually 

higher. Spirituality answers everything on its own. Satanism means literally, Truth-ism, 

because Satanism is actually from the Sanskirt root of Satyan, meaning, Eternal Truth. 

 

Literally, so many people are bleeding out all their mental issues, misinfo, xianity, 

communism etc, by trying to make up more theories based on these theories. The Truths are 

however evident. The Gods first of all, separated all the Races on the planet on their Regions 

and advised AGAINST any Race mixing. All serious Ancient cultures, advised AGAINST race 

mixing. Naturally, people do NOT want to Race mix. This is why there are tons of propaganda 

to create this false communist "all equal and same" reality the enemy preaches. It would 

never happen otherwise. The only real solution for peace and evolution is for Races to 

return to their grounds, be allowed of their natural right to advance, thrive and become 

better. 

 

Now in regards to the Age of Pisces and the transition to the Aquarian Age.  

 

The New Agers and many other nuts, do assume and believe that this transition means 

anything by itself. In fact, it means not many things, or closely to nothing. The Age of Pisces 

was meant to an age of spiritual advancement, understanding, healthy compassion, deep 

unconscious exploration, wisdom, and of spiritual beauty, love for nature and other beings. 

Nothing of these things happened, thanks to the jewish alien hybrids. The enemy merely 

used all the above, preyed on them, perverted them and abused these notions to create a 

slave racial dictatorship over the planet. The woe's of love are evidently, nothing but a new 
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xianity, modernized rabbinical judaism in disguise.  

 

Love has become sadomasochism, self-mutilation and destruction, slavery and even worse, 

death. Love has never been lower, more perverted and more worthless of a word than 

today, as everyone is using it and it doesn't really exist at all. People don't even love 

themselves, the planet, or anything else anymore. People think they are elevated, 

knowledgeable and happy, but they are actually living zombies walking around without a 

purpose in existence. The enemy chose to prey on this emotion specifically, as love, mutual 

understanding and beauty all have to do with Pisces. By hijacking the greater idea of the 

Piscean millennium, the enemy contaminated it and ruled by it. The results everyone can 

readily see now, as this monstrosity they created is collapsing. 

 

The jews enslaved many Races in these last centuries, they totally destroyed and tried to 

wipe out the White Race, enslaved India after they took over the West, then the Black 

people, Destroyed the Chinese people by Communism, Wiped out again through instigation 

of WW1 and WW2 half of White Europe etc, exterminated ALL the old Ancient Occult Pagan 

Orders, the Eternal Truths known before were replaced with lies, victimization became a 

virtue, slavery became a thing to be cherished. The enemy then forcibly tried to mix these 

Races (dissolution also rules Pisces), through confusion and mass brainwashing.  

 

Mass brainwashing became the law, wrong "gods" became Gods and the old Gods were 

attempted to be overthrown by the jews, suddenly the whole world found themselves with 

"Jesus" and other jewish imbeciles, the lie of Mohhamedanism turned the Middle East into a 

literal death hole, the list goes and is endless. Now, as the illusions climax, people are 

bluffed so much as to want to remove their gender, with socially self-undoing (also a Piscean 

negative trait) prevalent social ideas. For Whites that is. Whites have been attempted both 

direct destruction and death, genocide and also, programming for them to destroy 

themselves. Deception is rampant (to where millions die everyday by hallucinogens like 

cigarettes, alcohol and drugs, death cults, mere purposeless suicide, depression which also 

rules pisces) etc. All these are in the downside of Pisces, of illusions, delusions, suicide, 

weakness, meekness, confusion and mass fear. Pisces also rules deep deceptions and lying, 

and everything that is hidden from the consciousness, all of which are negative traits and 

represent completely the jew. The jew being a catalyzing element, they are in essence 

deadly for all other Gentile people. They themselves state that they are seperate, above and 

alone from all other Races, who they only see as cattle slaves. 

 

This right now ties into the transitory phase between this Age and the Next age. 

 

In the same way, the Age of Aquarius comes with very serious potentiality. On the upside, 

we can have an Age of high spiritualism, love of facts and knowledge, exceptional power 

given to individual human beings, personal and spiritual liberation, exceptional scientific 

advances, getting off the Karmic Wheel, experiencing the Universe, freeing the Soul of 

Humanity, sudden realizations, destruction of lies, curing of diseases, great scientists and 

people of renown will be born and the average person will be elevated higher than ever 

before etc. The Age of Aquarius also has to do with Truth, inventions etc. Nicola Tesla was a 

blessing to Humanity a Soul that came to give us the keys into the next Aquarian Age, which 

the enemy jew also destroyed indirectly, and promoted the shill Einstein. Tesla is the reason 

we have electric current and he is the Father of Electricity, worldwide, on the whole planet. 
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Most importantly; Humanity is seeking and finding its 

Divine and Racial root. In our Pagan and Ancient Gods, 

who created us. The enemy wants to destroy this, taint 

it and lie about it, so that we will lose our way. No 

Races, no Ancestral line, no feeling of belonging to our 

Race, no different and Divine Future for each of the 

Gentile Races. 

 

Adolf Hitler came as a representation of the Aquarian Age. Not as a insane dictator as the 

enemy claims. Adolf Hitler was love inside, and outside of Germany. He was a genius and a 

leader of gigantic proportions, loved in all corners of the Earth on his time, and beyond.  

 

Adolf Hitler created a paradisiac state based on laws of nature, compassion, racial 

understanding and with the aim of advancing Humanity and becoming a paradigm for others 

to follow. Everyone to one's own, guiding one's own racial fate, free, separated, as Nature 

intended, so that Humans are happy and free and they advance on the timeline Nature 

intends. Humane relations and friendship, not in accordance to weakness, meekness and 

senseless mercy, but loyalty in one's race and higher purpose in existence.  

 

He gave as much power as possible for the times to the common people, in education, 

sexual freedoms, the freedom of belonging, rampant advances in the health sciences, all 

technology, the creation of Jobs and pensions so people can retire peacefully, pinnacles of 

civilization like the Olympic games, mass industrialization, affordability of goods, affordable 

cars and housing, marvelous buildings that weren't private property but property for all, and 

above all, revelation of the jewish criminal element worldwide. He was attacked and the 

creation of these people destroyed, fiercely, with them being chased down to die brutally.  

 

The enemy, 70 years after, wants a second round on destroying these people and wiping out 

the White Race. There hasn't been ONE day that Hitler's Name has been defamed and 

cursed. Why? Because Hitler wanted the best for his people and made up a high paradigm, 

that others could follow and overthrow the jew, and Humanity would return in paradise 

once again. Hitler went against slavery of both the Palestinians, same as the states like jew 

ruled England, who had occupied India and "colonized" it.  

 

Adolf Hitler did another major thing. He brought Paganism in the FRONT. He guided people 

back to their Pagan roots. Imagine if all people in the world did the same, and found the 

spiritual atrocities of the jew. How much hatred would arise? Where would they be now?  
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Hitler however couldn't do anything alone, at this point, but he did the Greatest thing in 

Human history. He shook Humanity to wake up. The jewish system made everything they 

could so that the manifold visions of these great men of the time, remained in vain. This is 

what the enemy thinks, that this is over. They happily over extended themselves to tell 

anyone about it. Now you see them whining all day about how they have been rediscovered, 

and hated again more fiercely than ever before, over what they have done. The enemy has 

no sense of justice. But Justice exists. 

 

The opportunity to advance Humanity thousands of years was here, with people like Hitler, 

Tesla, Ford, Werner Von Braun (father of Rocket Science), Walt Disney and so many others.  

 

Everyone in the planet would gladly benefit, except of the jew. Because the jew thrives by 

death, parasitizing and enslaving "progress". These people came with GIFTS to Humanity 

and they were backstabbed by the jew, who thinks themselves as cattle owner of 

Humanity. Therefore, the fact that THEY couldn't benefit, was ENOUGH. 

 

The White people did not come as oppressors or monsters. They came as liberators and 

enemies of the jew, who manipulates and destroys Humanity for too long. The people of 

understanding of Truth from all places in the world understand and have understood that 

the jew must be dealt with. Everyone knows and is getting educated about this mutual 

abcess on the body of Humanity. 

 

The jew emphatically and hatefully REFUSED. They would rather murder EVERYONE, than 
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allow themselves to live somewhere far away and stop parasitizing and killing the rest of 

mankind. Its in their nature. A flea cannot live without blood. So they keep devising more 

nefarious plans, catching up with the times.  

 

The enemy however, still exists and they see all the above as a great opportunity to destroy 

and feast upon Humanity once more. They want to turn this Age of Freedom into an Age of 

complete and total slavery, through the fake frontier of freedom. However, when one sees 

"before" their veiled lies, you can see the Truth. 

 

The Rabbis (Spiritual Guides of the Jewish Race) state that if they are successful, what is 

coming for them is the "Messianic Era", upon which, the jews will rule a global state, each 

will own 2800 slaves, all the World's Wealth will be on their hands, people will be forcibly 

controlled by technology, and as thus, jews will be turned to "Liberated Jews" and the World 

will become a paradise for jews, who will reign it from above, completely and forever 

beyond the reach of any "Goyim" (Gentiles) that want to reach them. Not only this, but 

Talmudic Rabbis have an actual, physical date for this.  

 

This date is around 2150, where they say that EVERYTHING will be "paved" for the "Coming 

of the Jewish Messiach". Everything meaning, all cultures gone, all the people that are 

needed dead will be dead, all the religions of the World will be gone, history will have been 

wiped out, so that their "leader" will come and rule the remaining clump of Humanity, with a 

rod of iron, through a technological nightmare communist global state with the center of it, 

being Israel. This is not anyone's wishful thinking. This is the Bible and the Words of the jews 

themselves. The jews tried to halt and destroy science for centuries. Its well-known that 

Humanity was ascending higher and higher, becoming Gods of their own fate, but the jews 

halted and destroyed these, in Rome, Egypt, Ancient Greece and elsewhere. Now, because 

since of the times, they cannot stop this, they just want to use the times to their benefit.  

 

The enemy just envisions a world like the "Matrix movie" where everyone is locked inside a 

virtual reality, or a world full of robots who will eventually steal off the work of all Human 

beings. This is the blueprint of Marxism, as Marx was the Son of a Rabbi and merely talked of 

the aims of his alien Race. Then, Human beings will die of starvation and the jews will just 

keep a moderate amount of people on the planet, just to have them as their slaves, through 

technological means. All others will be destroyed.  

 

All these are sayings of Rabbis everyone can find with one mere google search. One good 

instance to understand the upcoming Age, is the Internet. The Internet gave power to the 

average people to actually see the Truth again, but on the downside, we have the deepweb 

and the criminality inside it, or the enemy constantly brainwashing people THROUGH the 

internet, push all sorts of lies, etc. At the same time, they tried to censor, destroy and they 

actively admit they manipulate the internet, to turn it to their advantage. However, the 

internet has been the undoing of the enemy. WWW in jewish Gematria is 666, which is the 

number of Satan, the enemy of the Jews. Satan is hated because he gives freedoms, 

understanding and wisdom to Humanity. Satan is the Father of Humanity. 

 

NOTHING WILL HAPPEN "ON ITS OWN". These are just 

POSSIBILITIES and TENDENCIES of the FUTURE to 
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COME. These are *NOT* set in stone in ANYWAY! Do 

not let the enemy fool you. If anyone let's up on the 

enemy, we are sure to experience the *END* of 

Humanity in this new epoch. 

 

The enemy is also glaringly aware of their revelation and possible failure. This is why they all 

whine about our uprising and us finding Satan and the Gods. Through this return to Ancient 

Pagan-hood, we can return to our Divine state and normalcy, socially, spiritually, 

intellectually and in all ways. 

 

As the Demons warned us about the Jew, we have came to understand their message. Now 

Humanity must act on it.  

 

One last thing. Right now, in the midst of this disaster, we had the great opportunity to be 

able to unite all people on Earth under a common Pagan banner, so that people must all 

save themselves. This is magnificent. As the jew is a global element, the people who fight 

the jewish contamination must also become a global element. We can only solve this 

racially separated and together, by not forgetting our common root and the destruction the 

jew has inflicted upon all people on Earth. The matter of saving Humanity has become a 

global issue. This also involves the planet. For all the lies of jews that exist in every 

household, every place in the World, there must also exist a Satanist, a Truth bearer, 

everywhere, in every home, country and state, to set their lies into the purging, once and for 

all. 

 

May all the Satanic Souls be blessed, 

 

May the Satanic Soul be Hailed,  

 

May Satan bless our Effort! 

 

Now and Forever!!!! 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!! 

 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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Demons And Vlad Tepes Mode 

HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun May 19, 2019 
 

 

 

What is important for everyone to remember is that the enemy is a done deal. This has to be kept in 

mind in all interaction and all things seen from and by the enemy. 

 

Asmodeus in the book of "Solomon" told the crapper "Solomon" (this is a fable but in these there can be 

found notions of actual events) explicitly, that the tyranny of the enemy over our Gods is just a short 

joke.  

 

The enemy and jews are as typical blinded by the present. They believe they are too high for a few 

decades of half-assedly doing a few steps forward. Imagine however how do beings that are 20 

thousand or 50 thousand years old do look upon them. People come and go but they are forever. And 

when some wars are declared against some beings like that, it is done before it ever began.  

 

Demons have been filling the grounds with their enemies for centuries. The height of the enemy's power 

or motivations did not matter. Not long ago I read how a top Rabbi in New York attempted to summon a 

Demon in order to abuse him and get him to do something.  

 

The Rabbi died, his family got plagued to death, and a series of other events followed. Any punishment 

that can be imposed by humans is just irrelevant to what these beings can do. Nobody sane would want 

them as his enemies, if only if they knew. 

 

Few jews have tried to appease them and stop this old war they have waged to no avail. This is because 

some of them understand this was the most possibly wrong decision. The Gods turn them down. There 

is fury for retaliation on the side of the Demons against them, and this has extended for centuries. If the 

Demons are in a bad reputation, this is only because of the enemy. 

 

The enemy's thoughform has basically been almost collapsed. The Ancient Gods are more powerful than 

ever before in recent history and the enemy cannot do anything about this. 

 

The weapons of a spiritual nature, plus the knowledge required, has also been successfully distrubuted.  

 

What remains is for more and more people to come to put these into use, which will of course happen, 

coupled with unavoidable awakening of the masses due to the enemy's blatant terrorist work. The only 

option of the enemy is to intensify this terrorism they do and dig their hole deeper. 

 

Nothing can save them now and there is no turning back. Efforts, ie, education and the final RTR are 

going to just accelerate this conclusive end result. 
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The Demons have been wronged and attacked by the enemy beyond any reason. They are resolute and 

happy to take the enemy down. The wise ones of the enemy also know they have fucked up, despite of 

how many of them are very arrogant.  

 

Just by maintaining the Final RTR, the Race Awakening Ritual (will be done very soon again) plus what 

else needs to be done, what is unavoidably coming will be accelerated to the fullest extent. 

 

The enemy is on a spree of doing spastic moves that will not only not further their plan to help 

themselves, but will just accelerate their own demise.  

 

One of these things is for example censorship and how carelessly they reveal themselves to the public of 

being terorrists and criminals. This has been backfiring on them real bad. 

 

The enemy is also so stupid that they further this situation irrespectively of if this is going to destroy 

them. 99% of Gentiles are sure to survive as a species any event of any magnitude. The same cannot be 

said for the enemy, despite of arrogant words. 

 

All Dedicated Satanists must stay steadfast in warfare against the enemy to deliver Justice on this world. 

Too many have died and too many have been mistreated, higher up beings and lower.  

 

All these souls seek vengeance and all people have to do is simply open the doors and let loose the 

abyssal chaos. The Gods have been waiting for the dish of revenge which will be cold for a very very long 

time, hungering than ever for violent revenge against the enemy. There is no turning back from this for 

nobody involved and that is perfect.  

 

Think how some Demons like Andras and Beelzebub do see the enemy after all they have done. Their 

old and worn out enemy servants will cross the other side and find themselves startled that their 

enemies were there to greet them. The enemy has lost astral power and they know this. Satan in the 

end has Won. 

 

Vlad Tepes Mode of spirit warfare will be initiated. All efforts against the enemy are to be intensified, 

doubled or tripled.  

 

Do not mourn the twillight, live in it and embrace it. 
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The Truth About Demons 
 

**Recently, myself and three other High Priests and a High Priestess performed energy work with the 

Demons. They are NOT monsters. Many are well known and popular EGYPTIAN GODS. For 

centuries, they have been spiritually abused using enemy god names, nine foot circles and a plethora of 

blasphemies and insults. This is the reason many appeared as monsters. The Demons are all of the Pre- 

Christian Gods; the ORIGINAL GODS. 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich, May, 2003 

 

THE DEMONS ARE NOT EVIL! Because of the perversions of good and evil by the mainstream 

religions and society in general, many people are confused. (Read my sermon on “freethought”). 

There is no reason one should fear Satan‟s Demons. When treated with respect and approached with 

honest intentions, they are truly wonderful. 

 

Their greater purpose is to teach humanity. As for purposes of revenge and the punishment of enemies, 

this is a part of learning, as justice is essential. Turning the other cheek creates true lawlessness, chaos 

and the eventual collapse of civilized society. Revenge and justice are necessary, for without correction; 

offenders only continue in their abusive behavior and freely abuse others. 

 

When we make friends with the Demons, they often visit revenge upon those whose intention is to 

wrong us, and they also watch our backs. I have seen my enemies and the enemies of my loved ones 

punished before I even had to ask. 

 

Many of the Demons specialize in the teaching of ethics. This right here attests to the reality that 

Demons are not evil. Responsibility to the responsible. Honor and truth are VERY important to Satan. 

Satan looks with hatred upon those who are cowards and are too weak to take responsibility for their 

actions. Satan represents the strong and the just. 

 

The Demons are the Nephilim, (the Original Gods) the ancient extra-terrestrials who came to Earth to 

mine for gold thousands of years ago. They are very intellectually, physically and spiritually advanced. 

Many took human wives/husbands and were cursed for this by other Gods who opposed anything that 

would educate or elevate human beings above that of an animal. Human beings were intended to be 

slaves and when the mining project was finished, they were to be destroyed. The Demons befriended 

humans and wished for us to become as the Gods, just as Father Satan attempted to bring humans godly 

knowledge and power. For this, they were cursed and punished. 

 

The Demons are very human friendly. I have had the privilege of having them work with me and teach 

me. I have established true friendships with several Demons who have helped me in so many ways. I 

have learned so much from my Demon teachers. Given the destruction of ancient libraries and centers of 

learning by Xians, so much knowledge has been lost forever. Sometimes Demons can be strict in 

encouraging us to better ourselves, but this is for our own well being and development. Satan states in 

the Al Jilwah: “I lead to the straight path without a revealed book.” 

 

The popular grimoires and occult books available in the mainstream bookstores are a major source of 

trouble. The grimoires were written by rabbis and Xians. The Demons are NOT “empty shells” as 

kabbalists claim. They are not the “qlippoth.” The Demons I have worked with have very powerful, 

positive energy and are very much alive. Since we performed energy work on them, they have 

drastically increased their power. Many of them now have very bright auras. 
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Concerning vampirism and the “qlippoth,” the Xian “God” exemplifies both, as most Xians are 

spiritually depleted. Look at the Catholic Pope- he is an empty shell. The doctrines of the right hand 

path religions advocating asceticism, self-denial and other anti-life practices harmful to human beings 

are representative of “qlippoth.” The teachings concerning the qlippoth are another way the enemy 

denigrates and slanders our Gods. 

 

There is a lower order of Demons. They have fiery red eyes and the rubbery wings. They serve purposes 

such as protection, or chasing off enemy spirits and are assistants to higher ranking Demons. 

When we summon the Demons, they sometimes manifest themselves through astral projection. 

Normally, they communicate with us telepathically. 
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How to Summon Demons 
 

The most important thing you can do is forget everything you have been taught about Demons from 

sources that are hostile to Satanism. 

 

There is nothing but misinformation from most of the readily available and most popular writings. 

Following the instructions written in most grimoires is not only wrong, but can be very dangerous. 

My own experience with various Demons is that they are very proud and being respectful is very 

important. 

 

Recently, several High Priests and High Priestesses performed energy work with many different 

Demons including all of the Demons of the Goetia. All 72 of the Goetic Demons have been freed and 

many more. We found the true identities of most of these Demons. Many have used different aliases in 

order to avoid being viciously abused. These Demons, unlike the descriptions given in many of the old 

grimoires are not monsters. They are beautiful, popular, and important Gods. 

 

ASMODEUS TOLD SOLOMON: 

“SO ASK ME NOT MANY THINGS; FOR THY KINGDOM ALSO AFTER A LITTLE TIME IS TO BE 

DISRUPTED AND THY GLORY IS BUT FOR A SEASON, AND SHORT WILL BE THY TYRANNY 

OVER US.” 

 

Demons are immortal; a “season” is but a few thousand years to them. The Christian “God” is losing 

power. Father Satan has informed me that our side has won. We warn everyone: using the spiritually 

abusive methods of the old grimoires is not only foolish, but will inevitably result in personal disaster. 

The Demons must always be approached with extreme honesty and respect. The days of using enemy 

“God” names, nine-foot circles, threats and other destructive and abusive methods are over. Don‟t say 

you weren‟t warned... 

 

When we are new, most of the Demons are willing to help us. The goal of Satanism is to become as a 

god. This means self-empowerment. 

 

As we progress through our own efforts, we become more and more adept. We should be able to rely 

upon our own powers instead of the powers of others outside of us. 

 

The Demons are best when it comes to imparting knowledge and wisdom, so that we may learn and 

advance our own powers. 

 

As we progress, we should be able to be competent in all aspects of magick and be able to influence 

others and our environments on our own, without any outside help. Although, even with an adept, there 

may be circumstances where issues can be overwhelming and the help of a Demon is needed. 

For spiritual guidance, the Demons are here for us at all levels, from those who are new, to those who 

are advanced. 

 

From my own experiences, I would highly recommend to those of you who are serious in progressing 

spiritually, to establish a close and strong relationship with a Demon who is willing to work with you 

and guide you along the left hand path. This can be a very rewarding experience to say the least. 
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How to summon: 

 

Always treat the Demons with honesty and respect. Never command, demand or try to exploit them in 

any way. 

 

THE CORRECT METHODS FOR SUMMONING A DEMON: 

1. Know the Demon you intend to summon. This website lists the attributes and available 

knowledge about different Demons. All of the Goetic Demons are human friendly, as we know 

from experience. 

2. It is important to have a specific purpose; know exactly *why* you are summoning a particular 

Demon. 

3. When we ask assistance from a Demon, it is only proper to offer something in return. Be 

prepared to give something in return. This is something both you and the Demon should agree 

upon. Remember, the Elder Gods value one‟s word, honesty, integrity and one‟s honor as the 

utmost importance. NEVER agree to anything you know you cannot follow through on. 

4. Know the method you plan to use to communicate with the Demon. 

 

One of the most important steps in the summoning of a Demon you are not yet familiar with, is to go 

through Satan. 

The reasons for this are serious. Not all Demons are friendly to humans, nor are all Demons of Satan. 

Satan has authority over all of the Goetic Demons. Most Demons are friendly when treated with respect 

and summonings result in a positive experience. I have found many Demons that have caused outsiders 

problems are often friendly to a confirmed Satanist. 

 

I have learned much through my own interactions with Demons and through the many experiences of 

others, both the laity and the Ministry. Experience is, as always, the best teacher. 

 

There are different levels of experience when one establishes contact with a Demon: 

1. The Demon speaks to us through our thoughts (telepathy). With telepathy, the words of the 

Demon come to us through our thoughts. In the beginning, it can be difficult for those who are 

not as sensitive or lack psychic ability to differentiate between the communication from another 

entity and their own thoughts. With power meditation and experience, this becomes much easier 

over time. 

2. We see and hear the Demon. This is with people who are more psychic and open. 

3. We invoke the energy of the Demon. This is powerful and electrifying. We are engulfed in a 

strong aura. During this time, we will often hear the Demon speak to us and we may in addition, 

see the Demon. 

4. During an actual summoning, the Demon appears and speaks to us through scrying into a  

mirror, in the smoke of the incense, or in some other manner. This is best for those who are new. 

With scrying, if we are sensitive enough, we can often feel the Demon touch us if he/she chooses 

to do so. 

5. Tangible contact; objects in our rooms are moved, there is actual physical evidence of the 

Demon having been present. 

 

There are accounts in popular books concerning extremely powerful energies encountered when evoking 

a Demon. To my knowledge, no one using the methods outlined on this website has ever experienced 

anything negative or overwhelming. I have invoked Demons many times and the energy was never 

beyond anything I couldn‟t handle or in any way uncomfortable.  
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Methods: 

Copy, print out or draw the sigil of the Demon you wish to summon on clean paper. It is important that 

you be left alone and not disturbed in any way. Close your eyes and visualize the sigil in your mind as 

best you can. It is ok to open them and look at the sigil again ( as many times as needed) to get a clearer 

image. While visualizing, recite, or chant the name of the Demon repeatedly either in your mind or 

aloud. 

 

Recite the following prayer: 

 

Lord Satan, by your grace, grant me, I pray thee the power to conceive in my mind and to execute that 

which I desire to do, the end which I would attain by thy help, O Mighty Satan, the one True God who 

livest and reignest forever and ever. I entreat thee to inspire (name of Demon) to manifest before 

me that he/she may give me true and faithful answer, so that I may accomplish my desired end, provided 

that it is proper to his/her office. This I respectfully and humbly ask in Your Name, Lord Satan, may you 

deem me worthy, Father. 

 

The Demon can manifest in different ways. 

 Through a mirror as in“scrying.” You will see the Demon in the mirror. 

 Through the smoke of the incense 

 The Demon appears directly, when one is sensitive enough and in a deep meditative state. 

 

Prepare your area. Your first summoning rituals should be performed at night. The reasons for this are 

the energies are different at night from those during the day and it is easier to be alone and free from 

distractions. When one has established relationships with certain Demons, it is no longer necessary to 

perform a formal summoning ritual. The Demon can appear to us night or day and all we need do is 

concentrate to contact them through telepathy. 

 

You will need: 

 A quiet place where you will not be disturbed. 

 Quality incense with a pleasing fragrance. I strongly recommend when working with any new 

incense to try it out before the actual ritual or summoning as cheap stinking incense is insulting 

to the spirits and can be embarrassing in any ritual. See INCENSE 

 One or more black or blue candles. Black is choice, but blue is ok for a substitute if you cannot 

obtain black. Also, if available, the candle color of the specific Demon you wish to summon. 

(These are listed on this website). 

 Your paper containing the Demon‟s sigil. 

 

When finished with the sigil, find a safe place to store it, preferably in your own black book or journal. 

ALWAYS treat this paper/sigil with extreme respect and NEVER burn it! The sigil can be reused. 

There is no need for a nine-foot circle. Demons *hate* circles and there is no need for a “license to 

depart” as both are offensive and insulting. Treat the Demons with respect and in turn, you will receive 

the same. 

 

After the petition to Satan, you should feel his positive energy. This is a good sign and a go-ahead. If for 

some reason the Demon doesn‟t answer, try another time. Many times the Demon does appear, but those 

who are new to summoning are not psychically open enough or experienced to sense him/her. 
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Most people have had to perform the summoning ritual more than once for the Demon to manifest. 

Often, the Demon does answer, but many are not aware. Look for coincidences and things out of the 

ordinary. Awareness here is everything. 

 

Always offer a token of appreciation and gratitude in return for his/her services. Some ideas are 

publicity for the Demon, working against Christianity, working to advance Satanism or any service that 

you both can agree upon. 

 

**I have received many personal e-mails and many posts have been made to the Joy of Satan e-groups 

concerning the summoning of Demons and the trouble some people have with seeing, hearing and 

sensing the presence of a Demon. 

 

People come to Satanism with differing levels of psychic ability. Psychic ability is when one‟s soul is 

open enough to sense things that most others cannot. This is the goal of Spiritual Satanism: empowering 

humanity spiritually. Human souls have been sealed up, so little if anything other than the material 

world can be accessed. The judeo/xian churches always have been and are a tool for removing spiritual 

knowledge and replacing it with lies and total materialism. The effect has been that through the 

centuries, humanity has experienced generational atrophy of the soul and spirit. People who have had 

psychic experiences are often at a loss to explain or even understand them. 

 

Some of us who have been with Satan throughout many reincarnations are more psychically open. This 

also applies to anyone who worked in any of their past lives to develop their souls and psychic powers. 

 

There are plenty of people who have not developed their powers in their past lives or in this life and as a 

result, they are unable to sense the presence of Demons when they summon them. Many of these people 

feel they are being ignored or they may feel disillusioned. There is no need to feel this way as psychic 

senses and abilities can be developed at any time through power meditation, which is the foundation of 

Spiritual Satanism. 

 

For those of you who are having problems, please be patient and try working on yourself for a while 

with a meditation program. Later on, you should try again to summon a Demon. Awareness is also 

important as well. Look for coincidences or answers to your questions and concerns. Do not limit 

yourself, as answers can come from many different sources and in some of the most unusual ways one 

would never expect. 

 

If you tried summoning for several times with no luck, you need to meditate regularly. Every Spiritual 

Satanist should meditate on a regular basis, regardless of present ability. 
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Daemon 

 

So much has been distorted, warped and perverted by enemy religions. Here is the original meaning of 

Daemon/Demon- 

 

Daemon: “In Greek myth, an intermediate spirit between men and Gods. Daemons such as the one who 

guided Socrates act as councilors and guardians to human beings.” 

 

Another defintion: 

Demon and daemon were once used interchangeably. The former came to English from medieval Latin, 

while the latter was from classical Latin. The earliest use appears to have been in the phrase daemon of 

Socrates, which was his “attendant, ministering, or indwelling spirit; genius”. That was in the late 14th 

century. It was a short time later that the term Demon came to refer to “an evil spirit” by influence of its 

usage in various versions of the Bible. The Greek form was used to translate Hebrew words for “lords, 

idols” and “hairy ones (satyrs)”. Wyclif translated it from Greek to English fiend or devil. This is how 

the evil connotation arose. By the late 16th century, the general supernatural meaning was being 

distinguished with the spelling daemon, while the evil meaning remained Demon. 
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Magickal Evocation and Invocation 
 

There are basically two ways of summoning an entity or working with energy: “Evocation” and 

“Invocation.” Spiritual evocation is summoning an entity whether it be a Demon, spirit, deceased 

person, or elemental and the being appears outside of the operator. When working with energy, the 

energy is always on the outside of the operator and never inside his/her body. With evocation, there is 

never a direct tie or connection. 

 

Invocation is taking the spirit into one‟s self. The being actually enters the operator‟s body. An example 

is invoking a Demon and the Demon speaks through the operator using his/her voice to communicate. 

Often when this happens, one‟s voice may change, becoming deeper, raspy, or different in some way. 

During séances, often the medium is able to produce a substance called “ectoplasm” to provide a 

luminescent material in order for the evoked spirit to manifest itself visibly. This is a form of invocation 

as there is a direct connection with the spirit and the medium. 

 

There are many different beings. One thing I have learned is with Satan‟s Demons, when they enter us; 

they never harm us in any way. We are always conscious and fully aware. When they are speaking 

through us, we are aware of what they are saying and rarely is anything ever forced. One doesn‟t 

experience gaps or “missing time” as those who invoke angelic beings have. Angels often masquerade 

as Demons. There are entities that are NOT of Satan and when they are invited in (usually these are 

angels or related ilk) they will take over and cause harm to the person who invoked them and the 

individual will not have any memory of the event. They will have missing time and more than likely 

other lingering problems as well. 

Satan is the bringer of knowledge. He has no reason to cause anyone to forget something or have lapses 

in memory in order to hide something. People who dabble with angels and other astral entities of whom 

they are not familiar with can experience these problems, and then of course, through ignorance and 

foolishness they blame “The Devil.” 

 

Some Demons come around and like to play. One time when was at work, a coworker showed me a 

photo of his girlfriend. I felt a Demon enter me and he said to me “go ahead.” I began reading her. The 

co-worker was surprised at my accuracy. Of course, this was my Demon friend speaking through me. 

Most available texts on spells and magick, due to a lack of knowledge (spiritual and magickal 

knowledge was removed and obliterated by the Christian church), not only give wrongful instructions, 

but instructions that can also be very dangerous when working black magick, using death energy and 

other destructive forces. 

 

There is a great difference between evocation and invocation. When we invoke energy or spirits, we 

create a link to the energy or spirit through ourselves. Obviously, if one is using destructive or death 

energy, this can be very dangerous. Invocation also includes building up energy within one‟s soul and 

discharging it through one‟s aura and/or chakras. This creates a tie to the victim. 

 

Most black magick spells that go wrong do so because of errors on the part of the mage. There are   

other reasons for a black magick working going wrong such as the victim having a powerful aura that is 

able to deflect negative energy; the victim is under powerful spiritual protection (If one is under Satan‟s 

protection, nothing can touch him/her) or bad timing on the part of the mage. There can be other 

reasons, but the above are the most common. 
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Even white magick where healing is concerned can pose problems to the mage who invokes the energy 

before applying it. Any time energy is invoked, a powerful connection is established. Obviously, no one 

in his/her right mind would want to connect with a disease. 

 

If the mage is working on money, personal power or some other positive application of energy, then 

invoking is desirable. This also goes for love spells and workings of lust. 

 

One must know the difference when working a spell, as ignorance or misapplication of the above can 

result in a spell backfiring or other undesirable outcomes. 

 

For Example- Evoking Death Energy: The advanced mage should be familiar with this energy. Death 

energy is prevalent in mortuaries, cemeteries, places where wars were fought, where massacres occurred 

and other places of death. The energy is grey, dismal, and depressing. The mage should go into a trance, 

surround him/herself with the energy, but *NOT* take it into his/her body. The mage should direct the 

energy using his/her will and visualization into a ball or other form. The energy should be condensed 

tighter and tighter into the ball or form for power. The formed energy can then be expanded or 

contracted according to how the mage intends for it to be delivered to the victim. If delivering to the 

victim‟s chakras, the energy should be tightly compacted, and exploded, or expanded upon entry into the 

victim‟s body. If the energy is to collect and adhere to the victim‟s aura, the energy should be expanded 

to envelope the entire aura. Variations can be used according to one‟s individual preferences. 
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FAQ About Demons 
 

I performed the ritual, but the Demon didn‟t show up 

 

Answer: 

I have gotten many e-mails from people who, after several attempts at summoning, the Demon finally 

appeared and after this, all summonings went fine. The reasons for this are one is new and/or not 

psychically open enough to sense the presence of the Demon. Persistence and patience pay off in results. 

Satan is strong on one having patience. 

 

How do I know if the Demon heard my summoning? 

 

Answer: 

Again, this is probably because you are new. Look for subtle signs like candles and/or incense flaring 

up, sizzling during the ritual, sometimes if you are open enough, the Demon will physically touch you. 

Demons often wait to come to us in our dreams. Objects can be moved, doors can be open or closed, 

breezes out of nowhere, feeling the Demon‟s energy and so forth. Just be open and aware. Look for 

coincidences. 

 

What if I can‟t find candles in the right color? 

 

Answer: 

Do the best you can to come as close to the color as you are able to. Because of xian control and 

pressure, many places where black candles and other colors used in Satanic rituals are sold are 

becoming scarce.  

Your desire and what is in your heart and mind are more important than the candle color. 

 

Can Demons be summoned only at night? 

 

Answer: 

The first time you summon, ideally, should be done at night. Nighttime is usually quiet and more 

conducive to psychic workings. The right (psychic) side of the brain is by nature more active during the 

hours of darkness. Once you establish a relationship with a Demon, you can summon him/her 

telepathically at any time by concentration alone, unless the Demon feels otherwise. He/she will let you 

know. If the Demon is busy, which is often the case; he/she may acknowledge you at a later time, 

usually within a day. 

 

Do I always have to perform a full ritual when summoning a Demon? 

 

Answer: 

No. After a relationship is established, just concentrating on the Demon and contacting him/her 

telepathically, with or without his/her sigil should be enough for him/her to show up anywhere or at 

anytime, provided you are extremely respectful and never demanding. Sometimes a Demon won‟t show 

if he/she has a reason, but will appear later. *When summoning an unfamiliar Demon, you should 

always perform a ritual. 
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After summoning a Demon and having close contact/invoking, I felt achy, tingly, extremely powerful 

energy, etc. 

 

Answer: 

Demons have much greater amounts of bioelectricity than we humans do. Often close contact results in 

an excess of bioelectricity that remains with us after contact. Because our physical systems are not used 

to this, we may experience a heightened energy level and in some cases physical discomfort, for a short 

time after the Demon leaves. When we build up our own bioelectricity, we are able to handle more 

intense and intimate contact with Demons and not feel anything unsettling. 
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Demons and Bioelectricity 
 

Demons have powerful energy, way beyond the average human. When we invoke them or have close 

intimate contact with them, a variety of effects can happen. The Demon‟s bioelectricity merges with our 

own. We are all individuals and our life force is individual, operating on different levels of intensity. 

What one person may experience, another may or may not. This depends on many different things,  such 

as previous levels of the energy of our soul. The more powerful your own energy, the more energy you 

can withstand, with little or no unsettling effects. One‟s present physical strength and constitution also 

determine the amount of energy we can handle. People who are built up or stronger physically can 

withstand more from their own workings or that from an outside source. 

 

People who do regular and intense physical exercise will find they are able to handle higher energy 

levels and progress faster in increasing their own bioelectricity. All of this takes time and patience. This 

is like climbing a mountain, where you have to camp at certain heights for a period of several days to a 

month or more, to acclimate yourself before moving upwards or otherwise experience some very 

unpleasant and sometimes life threatening effects such as severe altitude sickness. We are all  

individuals and must move at our own pace. 

 

Common sensations after invoking a Demon/ess are skin sensitivity, tingling, your insides vibrating or 

tingling; aching in the joints (for those with lower levels of bioelectricity), feeling like you are glowing 

and/or floating, sometimes anxiety, feeling heat or cold, exhilaration, intense dreams, feeling 

hyperactive or nervous, insomnia and others. The lower your own levels of life energy, the more effects 

you may experience. None of this is anything to be concerned about, as it will pass. The above also 

depends on the closeness of contact with the Demon/ess. Plain telepathic communication rarely 

produces the effects having sexual intercourse does. 

 

I invoked Demons several times and my skin tingled for a couple of days afterwards, feeling like a 

sunburn without the pain, just the sensitivity. Invoking Demons before sleep can cause insomnia, as the 

energy of the Demon/ess can keep you awake, as it is intense and powerful. With self-empowerment and 

increasing our own bioelectricity, we will always be able to feel a Demon and have some after effects, 

but they will be minimal as we become stronger. 

 

Feeling a kundalini surge when one is not meditating often indicates a Demon/ess is present. Demonic 

energy feels much like our own. This takes experience in determining whether a Demon/ess is present or 

whether we are just feeling our own energy. This comes in time and with repeated contact with the 

Demons. 

 

- High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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The Pantheon of Hell 
 

HIGH RANKING GODS AND CROWNED PRINCES OF HELL: 

 

There are four great God powers who rule Hell; Satan, Beelzebub, Astaroth and Azazel. Satan is the 

most powerful and Ruler over all. 

 

Gods of great rank and power assist only their confidantes and intimate friends. Ea/Enki (Satan), Enlil 

(Beelzebub; the original „Baal‟), Inanna (Ishtar, Isis, Astaroth) and Shamash/Utu, Ashur (Azazel) were 

the four most popular, powerful and notable Gods throughout the world. They were the Original Gods of 

Mesopotamia. All are related. Beelzebub/Enlil is Satan/Ea‟s half-brother and Astaroth and Azazel are 

twin brother and sister, the grandchildren of Beelzebub. 

 

 

ASTAROTH 
 

She was known to the Canaanites as ASTARTE, to the Sumerians, she was known as INANNA, to the 

Babylonians, she was known as ISHTAR to the Assyrians and the Akkadians, ASHTART, 

ASHTORETH, ASHERAH, and ASTORETH, to the Egyptians, ISIS, ASHET AND ASET, to the 

Phoenecians, she was known as TANIT-ASHTART and ASHTAROTH. Her Ugaritic name was ANAT. 

 

Zodiac Position: 10-20 degrees of Capricorn 

December 31st-January 9th 

Tarot Card: 3 of Pentacles (Azazel told me the Ace of Cups) 

Planet: Venus 

Candle Color: Brown or Green 

Animal: Cobra or Viper 

Metal: Copper 

Element of Earth 

Rank: Grand Duke of the Western Regions of Hell; Crowned Princess 

Astaroth is a Guidance Councilor for both Demons and humans. She deals in mostly human affairs 

Astaroth rules 40 legions of spirits and is a Day Demoness 

Astaroth is also The Treasurer of Hell 

 

Astaroth is a very ancient Goddess. She has been with humanity, as have Satan and Beelzebub, since the 

beginning. Astaroth is Beelzebub‟s granddaughter. Her parents are Ningal and Nanna. She has always 

been very popular, much loved and revered in locales where she was worshipped. Because she has been 

with us since the beginning, she has been known by several different names as she has been the Chief 

Goddess in many different areas and cultures. She has been known as a Goddess of fertility, love and 

war. 
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Astaroth‟s Sigil    Astaroth‟s  Symbols, derived from the Egyptian Ankh 

 

The clusters of three dots at the points of the star of her sigil are extremely ancient and denote her high 

spiritual rank. 

 

As the Sumerian Goddess “Inanna” she was known as a powerful warrior and her sacred animal was the 

lion. Below are photos of the Lions that guarded her temple at Nimrud. 
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Her sacred city was Uruk, one of the oldest cities of Sumer where she had her temple, in the lower right 

photo above are the ruins. Under her rule, the people of Sumer and their communities prospered and 

thrived. She had shrines and temples in many cities in the Ancient Middle East. 

 
Her Sumerian title “Queen of Heaven” was stolen by xians and used for their fictitious “Virgin Mary.” 
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Astaroth was also the Babylonian Goddess, Ishtar. Babylonian scriptures called her the “Light of the 

World,” “Goddess of Goddesses,” and “Bestower of Strength.” 

The “Ishtar Gate,” built approximately 575 BCE was the main entrance into Babylon. 

 
It was the eighth of one of eight gates of the inner city. King Nebuchadnezzar II of Babylon dedicated 

the Gate to Ishtar. It was one of the most impressive monuments in the ancient Near East. The Ishtar 

Gate was decorated with dragons, bulls and lions. 

 

Along with Ea (Satan) and Enlil (Beelzebub), she wound up in the grimiores when judeo/xianity  arrived 

on the scene as one of the top Crowned princes of Hell. These three were the most popular and well 

known deities in the Middle East. Their reputations were destroyed, they were viciously slandered, 

blasphemed and Demonized; labeled as “evil.” 

 

“Although Sidon is respected, it could not be forgotten that her goddess was Ashtart, a name the 

Israelite scribe wrote with the five consonants „strt, and vocalized them by the vowels of the familiar 

Hebrew word for “shame,” making the Sidonian goddess appear in the bastard form Astoreth.” 

-Excerpt from “Recovering Sarepta, A Phoenecian City by James B. Pritchard, 1978 

 

“Of the various spellings of the name, Astarte, is found the Tel Amara letters. The Hebrew Astoreth 

arose when the rabbinical school of the Massoretes in the sixth century decided to adopt a conventional 

system to compensate for the lack of vowels in written Hebrew, and at the same time to insert in the 

names of foreign divinities the vowels from the word „boshet‟, meaning abomination.” 

-Excerpt from “Who‟s Who Non-Classical Mythology by Egerton Sykes, 1993 
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Above are the remains of the Temple Isis, originally on Philae Island, had to be moved to Agilqiyya 

Island (above) during the construction of the Aswan dam to save them from flooding. 

 

Astaroth answers truly concerning past, present and future 

She discovers all secrets, and is an excellent teacher of the liberal sciences 

She causes one to have prophetic dreams or visions about the future and gives insight into the unknown. 

She is also counsels humans who are close to Satan and actively working for him. She obtains friendship 

of those in power and represents luxury and ease. 

 

Easter (originally known as “Ashtar”) was stolen from her by the Christians. 
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High Priestess Maxine (my experience with Astaroth): 

Astaroth is very beautiful with light blonde hair. Though tall, she is delicately built. Astaroth‟s colors  

are red and blue. She sometimes appears with wings- these have red and blue streaks in them. She often 

visits me and other JoS clergy on her own and is a friend and guide for us. 
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AZAZEL 
 

AZAZEL aka ZAZEL, SAMYAZA, SAMYAZAZEL, SHAMGAZ, SHEMYAZA, SHAMYAZA, 

SHEMIHAZAH, SHAMASH (Babylonian), UTU (Sumerian; The Shining One),* SAMAS (Akkadian), 

BABBAR (Sumerian), Ashur (Assyrian), SHAMIYAH (Hathra), SEMJAZA 

 

Zodiac Sign: Capricorn/Aquarius (both 1-10 degrees) 

Tarot Card: Ace of Swords 

Planet: Saturn, the Lunar South Node (Dragon‟s Tail) 

Candle Color: Blue, Black 

Metal: Lead 

Element of Air 

Symbols: The Eagle and the Scorpion; the Faravahar (see below) 

Number: 20 

Rank: Chief Standard Bearer of the Infernal Army Azazel works directly with Satan 

He is in charge of top security in Hell. 

 

*The above, he dictated to me personally. From High Priestess Maxine: 

 

I know Azazel well and am very close to him. He is a very high ranking and important God. He is 7 1/2 

feet tall, very strongly built with light blonde hair that is past his shoulders and flowing. He has  piercing 

bluish grey eyes. He is very powerful and dedicated to Lucifer. He expects 100% and can be serious and 

strict. He closely interacted with and educated humans in ancient times. **AZAZEL IS NOT PAIMON 

as some of the grimoires of abuse claim. They are both different Gods. Azazel is a Prince. Paimon is a 

King. Azazel is very high ranking; VERY close to Lucifer. He says he is around 60,000 Earth years old. 

 

Azazel worked extensively with me on this page. He led me to many different references and resources 

(Listed below). He told me to mention the “Code of Hammurabi” and that the contents of this  document 

have been drastically altered through the centuries and what we have now resembles nothing of the 

original. Azazel stands for justice and does not in any way advocate submission or turning the other 

cheek. 

 

Although there are a few accounts of Azazel‟s being married to various Goddesses, this is inaccurate. 

Azazel took a human wife some 10,000 years ago. 

 

Azazel is a grandson of Beelzebub (Enlil). He is the twin brother of Astaroth. 

Both he and his twin sister Astaroth are the children of Beelzebub‟s son 

“Sin/Nannar” and Sin‟s wife “Ningal.” Both Azazel and Astaroth have always 

been very close. The painting at left is how he always appears to me. 
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Azazel is a warrior god of justice and truth. His cities were “Sippar,” an ancient Akkadian city on the 

east bank of the Euphrates, north of Babylon and Larsa/Ellasar of Sumeria. Sippar is 20 miles (32 km) 

southwest of Baghdad in Iraq. Sippar was one of the first cities to be established by the Gods. 

 
“Ellasar‟s Sumerian name is given as Ararwa, apparently for Arauruwa, „light-abode,‟ which, in fact, is 

the meaning of the ideographic group with which it is written. The ruins of this ancient site are now 

known as Senqara, and lie on the East bank of the Euphrates, about midway between Warka (Erech) and 

Muqayyar (Ur of the Chaldees). 

 

In addition to the name Larsa, it seems also to have been called Aste azaga “the holy (bright, pure)   

seat” (or throne), and both its names were apparently due to its having been one of the great Babylonian 

centers of sun-god worship. 

 

Like most of the principal cities of Babylonia, it had a great temple-tower, called E-dur-an-ki, „house of 

the bond of heaven and earth.‟ The temple of the city bore the same name as that at Sippar, i.e. E- 

babbar, „House of Light,‟ where the sun-god Samas was worshipped. This temple was restored by Ur- 

Engur, Hammurabi (Amraphel), Burna-burias, Nebuchadrezzar and Nabonidus. Among the tablets 

found on this site by Loftus was that which gives measures of length and square and cube roots, pointing 

to the place as one of the great centers of Babylonian learning. Besides the remains of these temples, 

there are traces of the walls, and the remains of houses of the citizens. The city was at first governed by 

its own kings, but became a part of the Babylonian empire some time after the reign of Hammurabi.”¹ 
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Azazel is the God of Justice and Revenge. He 

is a Master of the Black Arts and the Protector 

of Travelers. His symbol the faravahar (shown 

at left), represents freedom of choice and 

protection. The faravahar is the original 

winged disk. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

He was the rebel leader of the Igigi. Azazel is also the the God of 

divination and has been consulted by many soothsayers. He was also 

the Chief Deity of the City of Hathra. As the Chief Deity of Hathra, 

he was known as “Shamiyah.” Note the horns in the photo of the 

sculpture at left. 

 

Along with his grandfather Beelzebub, he controlled the airways for 

the Gods, wearing his symbol of the eagle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“In Bad-Tibira, established as an industrial center, Enlil installed his son Nannar/Sin in command; the 

texts speak of him in the list of cities as NU.GIG („He of the night sky‟). There, we believe the twins 

Inanna/Ishtar and Utu/Shamash were born--an event marked by associating their father Nannar with the 

next zodiacal constellation Gemini (the twins). As the god trained in rocketry, Shamash was assigned 

the constellation GIR (meaning both „rocket‟ and „the crab‟s claw‟ or Cancer), followed by Ishtar and 

the Lion (Leo), upon whose back she was traditionally depicted.”² 

The Judeo/Christian Bible reads that “Azazel taught men to make swords, knives, shields, body armor.” 

 

The grimoires of spirit abuse claim that Azazel is a genius at working with metals, minerology, and 

geology. This is all symbolic. He is a Master of Alchemy; Spiritual Alchemy. Spiritual Alchemy has to 

do with the transformation of elements within the human soul, drawing energy from the earth and 

working with the earth spiritually. Each of the seven chakras is represented by a specific metal. Azazel 

works with dedicated disciples of Satan to achieve godhead. 
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All of the above is spiritual. The biblical account was twisted. The “swords, knives, shields, and body 

armor” are all spiritual weapons. He is an expert on the planets, constellations and astrology. He is also 

very skillful in the arts, cosmetology, crafting of ornaments and jewelry. Azazel creates beauty. 

 
AZAZEL‟S  SIGIL ONE    AZAZEL‟S SUMERIAN SIGIL 

 

Azazel led me to a lot of detailed information which was extensive. He also has more than two sigils of 

which I will be uploading. I will add more information to this page soon. 

 

*Many of the Original Gods were known as “The Shining Ones” because of their powereful auras. 

 

 

 

BEELZEBUB 
 

BEELZEBUB is also known as BAALZEBUB, ENLIL, BEL, “PIR BUB”* BAAL ZEBUL and 

BEELZEBUTH. He is also known as the Goetic Demon “BAEL” 

 

Zodiac Position: 0-4 Degrees of Aries 

March 21st-25th *(March 21-30) 

Tarot Card: 2 of Rods (From Azazel) 

Candle color: Black 

Plant: Fern 

Planet: Sun (From Azazel) 

Metal: Iron *(Gold) 

Element of Fire 

Rank: King 

Bael is a Day Demon and rules over 66 legions of spirits. 
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Those who are close to Beelzebub know he is Enlil. This is from him personally. Enlil was the original 

“Bel” which later evolved into “Baal.” “Baal” means “Lord,” “Master” “Baal the Prince.” 

Beelzebub/Enlil was a very popular and well known God who had cities named after him with the prefix 

“Baal” all over the Middle East. 

 

Most people who have studied the occult know he is very close to Satan and they both go back to the 

“beginning of time” here on earth; Enlil and Enki. He is Father Satan‟s half-brother. Along with his 

brother Ea/Satan and Astaroth, he wound up in the grimiores as one of the Crowned princes of Hell and 

labeled as “evil.” 

 

“Baal Zebub, the healing god of Ekron, later became one word--Beelzebub--which came to represent 

evil and idolatry in the New Testament of the Bible.” 

-Excerpt taken from “Syria”, by Coleman South, 1995 

 

Beelzebub is best known as the God of the Philistines, He ruled over the city of Ekron. He is second in 

command to Satan. The Ancient Philistines worshiped Him under the name “Baalzebub.” Beelzebub is 

“Lord over all that Flies”. Wherever he was worshipped, he was known as God of the weather and 

meteorology. He also controlled the airways when the Nephilim came to Earth. His name was perverted 

by the Hebrews to mean “Lord of the Flies.” 

 

Beelzebub takes care of infighting between dedicated Satanists. Satan wants unity and Beelzebub 

enforces this. He can be very strict as Satan does not approve of dedicated Satanists cursing each other. 

Beelzebub is the Patron of all of the Orient (Far East), Martial Arts and Asian Culture. He was Prince of 

the Seraphim and He has a raspy voice. 

 

High Priestess Persephone relates her experience with Beelzebub: 

Beelzebuth is very tall I would say about 8 feet. He is well built and has the most amazing energy and 

eyes you have ever seen. They change color depending on his energy at the time. He was and is always 

very kind and gentle with me and comes to me quite frequently. I have seen him be as kind and gentle as 

anyone could imagine to the most vicious when enraged. He has auburn hair. 

 

My experience- I saw him for the first time when I asked for his assistance in creating this webpage 

about him. He appeared to me with blond hair and darker eyebrows wearing a white robe. This was the 

first time I saw him. I heard his voice a long time ago and it was raspy, but when he spoke to me 

recently, the raspiness was gone. This is probably because he is now free. 

- High Priestess Maxine 

 

Beelzebub‟s Sigils: 
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I ran across something in a book in a book on Egyptian Hieroglyphics. The Egyptian hieroglyph for 

“air” and “wind” is very similar to one of Beelzebub‟s Sigils. The evolution here is obvious. My point  

is Beelzebub is “Prince of the Air.” I find it sickening how the enemy has denigrated our Gods and 

claimed Beelzebub is “Lord of the Flies.” Many Jewish written grimoires have illustrations of ugly flies 

for Beelzebub, along with their monstrous images for our other Gods. 

 

I have also noted many times in my studies, there is little if any real information about many different 

ancient peoples, such as the Avites whose God was Adramelech. All I have found is in the judeo/xian 

bible where the Hebrew brutally invaded and mass murdered them (genocide), as with many others. Of 

course, this is all a subliminal message of Jewish victory over Gentiles. The ancient libraries that were 

razed to the ground not only contained occult and spiritual knowledge, they also contained history. 

The above is a blatant example of history deliberately destroyed and replaced with lies. 

 

Along with Jewish and Christian destruction of ancient knowledge, nearly all knowledge about 

Beelzebub was lost. Xians were at liberty to blaspheme, malign and slander the reputations of the 

Original Gods any way they saw fit. Since there was no opposition left following the razing of cities, 

mass murder of “Heathen” peoples, destruction of their temples, libraries and records, new generations 

had no other sources to turn to for information other than the judeo/xian bible concerning these Gods. 

Beelzebub/Enlil, was the Patron God of Nippur, a city in Sumeria which is now present day Iraq. 
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Beelzebub had his ziggurats, shrines and temples located in his city, Nippur. Below are photos of the 

remnants of his temple. The fortress on top of the mound was built by American excavators in the 

1890‟s “to protect them from the local tribes.” Beneath is the Great Ziggurat of Nippur and temple of 

Enlil: 

 
Beelzebub/Enlil is the God of storms, atmospheric conditions, the wind, the rain and the air. His number 

is 50 

 

His ziggurat of Nippur was called, “Fi-irn-bar-sag.” He is the God who hurls his thunderbolts and 

lightning against the enemies of Satan. (More than one xian church has met with disaster on occasion). 

He is considered to be a gracious life-giving and life-sustaining God, taking care of his people, the 

beasts of the field, the fowls of heaven and the fishes of the sea. “Enlil [Beelzebub] is both a God of war 

and God of peace; a destroyer and protector, defender, restorer, upbuilder; inimical, hostile and most 

gracious.” ¹ 

 

To enjoy his blessings one must enter into the right relationship with him and Satan. He carries out and 

enforces Satan‟s decrees. 
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“Enlil [Beelzebub] is neither afraid nor stands in dread of an enemy. A battle undertaken by him is 

pursued with unrelenting vigor till it is carried to its victorious end-- with him there is no pardon nor 

retreat: 

„The hostile not subservient land- from that land thy breast thou dost not turn.‟ 

“If his anger is once aroused, there is no one who could induce him to leave or cool off.”² 

 

Enlil/Beelzebub was a “protector and life-giver.” “As furious and destructive Enlil may be in his 

dealings with the enemies, as gracious, kind and lovinq he can be when his own people and country are 

concerned. He protects his people from hostile invasions by surrounding them and their home with a 

high wall or by becoming for them a fastness or house, the bolts of which he fastens securely so that  the 

hostile hordes can neither climb over or overcome it nor can enter through its gates.” 

 

“If his people are in need of rain, he opens the gates of heaven, pulls back its bars, loosens its fastenings, 

removes its bolts that abundant rains may water their fields; or he may do this to drown and utterly 

destroy the enemy.” 

 

Below is an Ancient Sumerian hymn to Enlil/Beelzebub:³  

 

The gate(s) of heaven 

The bars of heaven 

The fastenings of heaven  

The bolts of heaven  

Thou openest 

Thou pullest back  

Thou loosenest  

Thou removest 

 

“He sustains the life of both man and beast. In doing so, he does not neglect even the smallest and most 

insignificant who maketh to sprout, the grain art thou. 

 

The ancient Babylonians were amazed at Enlil‟s loving kindness, protection and support, praising him 

by exclaiming “He who protects (gives support).” 

 

Endowed with extraordinary powers and authority. The emblem of his authority is a pure or bright 

scepter which he carries or holds in his hands or wields. He acts on the authority of Satan. This bright 

scepter is, however, not merely an emblem of authority, power and might, but also a stylus in the hand 

of Beelzebub, the scribe, by means of which he writes the will and enters the decisions of Satan. 

 

“The twelve signs of the zodiac the year, seasons, months and signs of the zodiac have each and all their 

beginning and end, their boundaries or outlines, their pictures or drawings: Enlil [Beelzebub] indicates 

and proclaims them. There is a meaning and significance to each and all of them: Enlil [Beelzebub] 

interprets them. This he does by the “fullness of his manifestations.” “Enlil and His Seven 

Manifestations.” It is one of the most remarkable facts in connection with the nature of every god who, 

at one time or another, played the role of the “Son” in a given trinity, that such a god was considered to 

have “seven manifestations” of his powers.” “Seven” they were, because tlhis number expresses the 

“fullness, completeness, totality.”4 

*These are the chakras 
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Below is a diagram of Beelzebub‟s Temple at Ekron in Ancient Philistia: 

 
*Beelzebub was known as “Pir Bub” to the Yezidi Devil Worshippers of Iraq. They claim he was the 

God of King Ahab. (Reference: Devil Worship 1919 by Isya Joseph, page 40) 

 

The following is an Excerpt from “Encyclopaedia Biblica; a Critical Dictionary of the Literary, Political 

and Religious History, the Archaeology, Geography, and Natural History of the Bible” 

Volume I : A-D, by The Rev. T. K. Cheyne, M.A., DD and J. Sutherland Black, M.A. LL.D. New York, 

The Macmillan Company; London: Adam and Charles Black, 1899 

 

BAALZEBUB taking Zebub or Myla as the name Fly-god, a God of Ekron, whose oracle was  

consulted by Ahaziah king of Israel in his last illness. The name is commonly explained “Lord of  

Flies.” True, there is no Semitic analogy for this but Pausanias tells us of a God who drove away 

dangerous swarms of flies from Olympia, and Clement of Alexandria attests the cult of the same God in 

Elis and we may, if we will, interpret the title “A God who sends as well as removes a plague of flies.” 

Let us however, look farther. Bezold thought that in an Assyrian inscription of the 12th cent. B.C.E. 

“Baal-Zabnbi” was the name of the one of Zebub. Baal-Zebub was a widely known divine name, 

adopted for the God of Ekron. The restoration of the final syllable, however, is admittedly quite 

uncertain, and the reading Baal-Sapuna (see BAAL-ZEPHON, I) seems much more probable. 

Winckler, therefore, suggests that Zebub might be some very ancient name of a locality in Ekron (no 

longer to be explained etymologically), on the analogy of Baal-Sidon, Baal-Hermon, Baal- Lebanon. No 

such locality, however, is known, and Ekron, not any locality in Ekron, was the territory of the Baal. It 

is, therefore, more probable that Baal-Zebub, “Lord of Flies” (which occurs only in a very late narrative, 

one which has a pronounced didactic tendency), is a contemptuous uneuphonic Jewish modification of 

the true name, which was probably Baal-Zebul, “Lord of the High House 

 

This is a title such as any God with a fine temple might bear, and was probably not confined to the God 

of Ekron. “High house” would at the same time refer to the dwelling-place of the Gods “mountain of 

assembly” in the far North. There is some reason to think that the Phoenicians knew of such a dwelling-

place. The conception is implied in the divine name Baal-Saphon, „Lord of the North‟ (see BAAL-

ZEPHON), and in the Elegy on the king of Tyre (Ezekiel 28 ) ; and the Philistines probably knew of it. 

At any rate, the late Hebrew narrator or, if we will, an early scribe may have resented the application of 

such a title as „“Lord of the high house” (which suggested to him either Solomon‟s  temple or the 

heavenly dwelling of Yahwi, to the Ekronite God, and changed it to “Lord of flies,” Baal- Zebub.  

This explanation throws light on three proper names,- JEZEBEL, ZEBUL, and ZEBULON, “from thy 

(high house) of holiness and glory.” The same term could be applied to the mansion of the moon in the 

sky. 
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THE SIX CHIEF GODS OF HELL: 
 

AGALIAREPT 

Rank: GENERAL 

 

Agaliarept reveals secrets and unveils mysteries. 

His subordinate Demons are: Buer, Gusion and Botis. High Priestess Maxine; my experience: 

Agaliarept wears his jet black hair Egyptian style, shoulder length. He is olive complected, very tall and 

strongly built. He is rather quiet. 

 

ASMODEUS /ASMODAY aka SYDONAY 

Rank: KING, OVERSEER OF GAMBLING HOUSES IN HELL. 

 

Asmodeus was of the order of Seraphim and he carries the title “King of the Demons.” He governs the 

many realms of pleasure. 

He prefers to be summoned bareheaded (without a hat or head covering) and he teaches the arts of 

astronomy, arithmetic, geomancy and craftmanship. He answers all questions, discovers and guards 

treasures and gives the ability to read others thoughts. He confers invisibility, and can break up 

marriages/relationships. 

 

High Priestess Maxine (my experience): 

Asmodeus has a human Mother and his Father is a God. He has jet black hair with a braid down his 

back, and is olive complected. Asmodeus is extremely courteous and very much a gentleman. He is soft 

spoken with a smooth voice. Asmodeus is a very pleasant Demon. 
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FLERUTY 

Rank: LIEUTENANT GENERAL 

 

Fleruty has the power to perform any labor during the night. He can also cause hail stones to fall in any 

place. 

His subordnate Demons are: Bathin and Eligos 

 

Fleurety has a golden aura with gold guilded wings with white feathers. He is muscular with a fair 

complexion. He has long curly blonde hair that is below his shoulders. 

 
 

LUCIFUGE ROFOCALE 

Lucifuge is also known as “Tarchimache” and Focalor(See) 

Rank: King (from him personally to a disciple) 

 

Candle Color: Black 

Plant: Wild Rose 

He has control over all of the wealth and treasures of the world. 

His subordinate Demons are: Agares, and Margas. 

High Priestess Maxine- my experience: 

Lucifuge Rofocal assists those who are newly dedicated to Satanism. He is patient, polite and soft 

spoken. He has a bald head. He wore a robe of bright shining silver with gold highlights. He is rather 

quiet. He has a deep voice and a slight accent. 
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SARGATANAS 

Rank: BRIGADIER MAJOR 

 

Sargatanas is directly under Astaroth‟s command. He can open all locks and transport anyone anywhere 

through astral projection. 

HE Confers invisibility and bestows skill at lovemaking. His subordinate Demons are: Loray, Valefar 

and Foraii. 

**Sargatanas has beautiful golden wings and wore a red robe dusted with gold. He has long blonde hair 

and light blue eyes and fair skin. He was very quiet.- HP Maxine 

 

SATANACHIA 

Rank: COMMANDER IN CHIEF 

 

Satanachia has profound knowledge of all the planets 

He has power over all women and girls and he provides animal familiars. His subordinate Demons are: 

Prulas, Amon and Barbatos. 
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Artwork by Apollus  

 

 
ABADDON 

Abbadon is also known as Apollyon Rank: Prince of War 

Abaddon is an Advisor. He is Lord of the Abyss and King of the Demons. High Priestess Persephone 

relates her experience with Abaddon: 

He is quite large, I would say at least 8 ft tall. He is stocky, wears a type of battle garb when I see him. 

He is dark looking with a dark complexion, eyes and hair, along with a moustache 

 

 

ABIGOR 

Abigor is also known as the Goetic Demon “Eligor aka Eligos” 

Rank: Commander of 60 Legions 

 

Abigor is skilled in secrets of war and prophecy. 

Abigor has beautiful black wings with white highlights. He has a black aura around his head and large 

black eyes without irises. He also has two black markings like stripes on his cheeks. 
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ADRAMELECH 

Rank: Grand Chancellor 

 

President of Satan‟s General Council, Supervisor of Satan‟s Wardrobe. Adramelech was God of the 

Avites. These were an ancient people who were brutally massacred to extinction by the israelites under 

the direction of “yaweh.” 

High Priestess Maxine; experience: 

Adramelech is very tall with jet black hair. His hair is styled with bangs and to the shoulders like in 

many paintings in Egyptian temples and the pyramids. He has very peircing black eyes and an intense 

stare. He has fair skin. 

 

 

ALASTOR 

Executor of Decrees Handed Down by Satan‟s Court 

Alastor has short light blonde hair, that is wispy. He has light bluish-grey eyes and looks very young. He 

has white wings and was clothed in white.- HPS Maxine 

 

ANUBIS 

Anubis is also known as the GOETIC DEMON “IPOS” 

 

Anubis is a giant. He appears to be between nine and ten feet tall and is very well built. He has straight 

blonde hair to below his ears and tan skin. Anubis is the jackal headed God of the dead. He assists in 

matters of the dead. He presides over funerals and can be summoned to protect anyone who has been 

recently deceased. He is a protector and guide for the souls of the dead. (experience from High Priestess 

Maxine) 

 

 
 

BEHEMOTH 

Rank: INFERNAL NIGHT WATCHMAN 

Demon of indulgence, he presides over all of the feasts and parties in Hell. 
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BELIAL 

Zodiac Position: 10-20 degrees of Aquarius 

January 30th-February 8th 

Tarot Card: 6 of Swords 

Planet: The Sun 

Metal: Gold 

Element of Air 

Rank: KING 

Belial is a Night Demon and governs 80 legions of spirits 

Belial distributes presentations and titles. He reconciles friends and enemies and provides familiars. He 

helps one get ahead on one‟s job and to gain a higher position. He brings favors from others, even one‟s 

enemies. Belial was Prince of the order of Virtues. 

Belial is small and thin. He has platinum blonde hair.   

 
BELPHAGOR 

Belphagor is a Demon of ingenius discoveries and wealth. He bestows wealth on those he likes. 

Belphagor has blonde Hair, and a muscular build. He usually leaves one with a warm glow after meeting 

him. He has white wings and very piercing eyes. 

 

CHARON aka CHIRON 

Charon ferries souls across the river Styx into Hell. 

 

CIMERIES aka CIMEJES 

**Cimeries is also known as the Egyptian God-”Khepera.” He is also known by the names “Kheperi” 

“Khepri” “Kheprer” and “Chepera” 

*He stated to a disciple that he prefers to be addressed as “Khepu” 

Zodiac Position: 25-29 degrees of Aquarius *(20-29 Capricorn) 

February 14th-18th *(Jan 10-19) 

Tarot Card: 7 of Swords *(4 Pentacles) 

Candle color: Dark Blue 

Plant: Pine 

Element: Air *(Earth) 

Planet: Venus *(Moon) 

Metal: Copper *(Silver) 

Rank: MARQUIS 

Cimeries is a night Demon and rules 20 legions of spirits Cimeries bestows strength in spirit and confers 

courage, He makes one heroic in battle, teaches literature and finds anything that is lost.He teaches 

grammar, logic and rhetoric and is the patron of soldiers and military personnel. He also discovers 

buried treasure. He has beautiful shoulder-length strawberry blonde hair and is well built. He is a very 

handsome God with a wide wingspan. His wings are golden. He is covered with gold glitter.   
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DAGON 

Dagon is also known as the GOETIC DEMON “ZAGAN” 

Dagon was a God of the Philistines. He is very large like Anubis. He is built like a body builder. He has 

straight blonde hair, a small mouth with thin lips and bluish-grey piercing eyes. He is a God of 

agriculture, farming and fertility. He has been known to appear with a horn protruding from his 

forehead, symbolic of a phallus. He is the patron of farmers and agriculturalists. 

(experience from High Priestess Maxine)   

 
HORUS 

Horus is also known as the GOETIC DEMON “PURSON” 

He is very fair. He resembles Amon Ra, only he has softer features. He is attended by four other 

Demons. He is highly respected among the Demons and very high ranking. Very youthful looking, 

Horus can light up the entire room with his energy when he appears. 

(experience from High Priestess Maxine)   
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Lillith is Satan‟s favorite of his five wives.* 

She is the liberator of women. She is the patron 

of strong women and a Goddess of womens‟ 

rights. Lilith represents sexual liberation and 

sex for pleasure. She is the exaltation of the 

feminine divine. Lilith also stands for abortion 

rights and birth control. She is also known to 

help women in childbirth. 

 

Lilith is not one to be summoned. She appears 

to whom she chooses on her own. One of her 

sacred symbols is the owl. 

 

 

*From him personally; he has five wives.
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MAMMON 

Rank: TREASURER OF HELL 

The God known as “Mammon”- this is not his real name. “Mammon” is a Hebrew word for money and 

nothing more. How this name was applied to a Demon/God was through misinterpretation and 

ignorance. We found in our workings with the Demons, the Greek God Zeus answers to “Mammon.” 

High Priestess Maxine; experience: 

Zeus has short platinum blonde hair with waves and very light bluish-grey eyes. He wears a laurel 

crown, a white toga and is built stocky. 

 

MASTEMA 

Mastema is an important Demoness from Ancient Egypt. She rules over and is expert with black magick 

and sorcery. She has beautiful long blonde shining hair, full of curls and wings of pure gold. 

-HPS Maxine 

 

MORAX 

Morax is also known as Foraii, Forfax, Marax and is the Egyptian Goddess “Maat”. 

Zodiac Position: 10-14 degrees of Cancer *(20-29 Libra) 

July 2nd-7th *(Oct 13-22) 

Tarot Card: 3 of Cups *(4 Swords) 

Planets: Mars/Pluto 

Metals: Iron/Plutonium 

Element: Water *(Air) 

Candle color: Red 

Elder 

Rank: Earl/President 

Marax is a Day Demon and rules 30 legions of spirits 

Morax teaches astrology, astronomy, the liberal sciences and the magickal uses of stones and herbs. She 

also provides familiars. She is the Goddess of order, truth and justice. 

She is very respected among the other Demons. She has jet black hair with bangs, olive complected skin 

and a hair style that appears in Egyptian paintings. She has large white wings and is very tall. 

-HP Maxine   
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MULCIBER 

Rank: COUNT, COMMANDER OF THE CITY GUARD OF PANDEMONIUM 

Mulciber is Beelzebub‟s second in command. He is the architect and engineer of the city known as 

PanDemonium. He is highly intelligent and is expert at strategy and warfare. He built and designed 

Satan‟s Grand Palace. 

 

NEPHTHYS 

Nephthys is the Goetic Demoness “Bathin” and is also known as “Nebthet” 

High Priestess Maxine- experience: 

Nephthys is the Wife of Set. Like Thoth and Seshat, they often appear together. When Nephthys 

appears, she is attended by Guardian Demons. She is largely built with lots of long curly blonde hair. 

Nephthys is very friendly and talkative. She is skilled in magick and words of power and is a healing 

Goddess. She is also a Goddess of death and like her husband, Set; of Darkness. 

1 2  

 

 

NERGAL aka HADES aka PLUTO 

Nergal is one of the 7 sons of Satan and is the ruler of the Underworld. His wife is Erishkegal. He has 

power over the dead. 

 

NEBIROS 

Nebiros is also known as the Goetic Demon “Neberius aka Cerberus” Rank: FIELD MARSHALL and 

INSPECTOR GENERAL 

He has the power to inflict evil on anyone 

He teaches the properties of minerals, metals, vegetables and animals. He possesses the art of prediction 

and is an adept at necromancy. 

High Priestess Maxine- my experience: 

Nebiros has a greenish aura. His color is a rich green.   
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OSIRIS 

Osiris is also known as the GOETIC DEMON “ORIAS, ORIAX” 

Osiris is God of the underworld, death and resurrection. He bestows stability, strength and renewed 

power after death. Osiris has a deep voice and appears bald with a tatto on his forehead. 

 

 
RAUM 

RAUM IS THE EGYPTIAN GOD “KHNUM” 

Zodiac Position: 15-19 degrees of Libra *(1-10 Taurus) 

October 8th-12th *(Apr 21-30) 

Tarot Card: 3 of Sword *(5 Pentacles) 

Planet: Saturn *(Mars) 

Metal: Lead *(Iron) 

Element: Air *(Earth) 

Plant: Thistle 

Candle color: Black 

Rank: Earl 

Raum is a Night Demon and rules 30 legions of spirits 

Raum creates love and reconciles enemies. He Can destroy a reputation, cities, and/or property. He 

steals money and brings it to the mage. He is the Egyptian God “Khnum” also known as Khnemu, 

Khnoumis, Chnemu, Chnum. He is a ram-headed God. He appears with a billiant white glow and wears 

a ram‟s head mask. He has wings with black and white stripes like a zebra. He wears Egyptian style 

clothing. His name is an anagram for “Ram” (RAuM). Raum is VERY generous. He bestows telepathy 

and the ability to communicate with animals. He is a very friendly God. 
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SCIRLIN 

Scirlin is the one of the messengers of Hell and can be of assistance in summoning other Demons. He 

represents the authority of Lucifer. 

 

SEKHET 

Sekhet is also known as Sekhmet, Sechmet, Sekhait, Sekhautet, Sekhem and Sakhmis 

Sekhet is a Lion Goddess and is known for her power. She is a warrior and honored Goddess of war and 

battle. 

She has long black wings with red stripes. She has very dark skin and blonde hair with ringlettes. She 

has a deep and powerful voice. 

 

SESHAT 

Seshat is also known as “Sefkhet-Aabut” and “Sesheta” 

High Priestess Maxine- experience with Seshat: 

Seshat is extremely fair with long light blonde hair and rings of curls. She is extremely beautiful and  the 

Wife of Thoth. She accompanies him and assists him in many projects. She is the Egyptian Goddess of 

intellect and a scribe like her husband. She is the Goddess of literature and libraries. She ruled over all 

of the ancient libraries in Egypt. There are times she fills in for Thoth when he is busy. Those of us who 

have worked with Thoth and Seshat, see them together or sometimes Seshat will come to us in place of 

her husband who is always extremely busy. Thoth is about the busiest of all the Demons. 

 

SET 

**also kown as the Goetic Demon “SITRI,”** Seth, Sethi, Sit, Sut, Sutekh. Set is the Egyptian Lord of 

Darkness. He is one of the 7 sons of Satan. 

High Priestess Maxine (my experiences with Set): 

He is dark complected with jet black hair. When I performed energy work with him, at first he had 

rubbery dark brown wings. When he was freed, they bolted into beautiful soft black feathery wings like 

a raven. He wears a long black satin robe. He was very kind, soft spoken and left me with a strong 

energetic feeling of peace. He has beautiful energy. He definitely represents darkness. Set‟s Wife is the 

Goddess Nephthys. They can sometimes appear together. 
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SORATH 

Sorath is a God of the Sun. He is said to have been Adolf Hitler‟s Personal Guardian Demon and 

advisor. 

 

Sorath rules the current of energy that deals with the “id”, of the human psyche, altered states of 

consciousness, thought-forms, elementals, hallucinogens, “the unexplained, unexpected, and unknown” 

-  and “miracles”. Sorath is “The Closer”, while Azazel is “The Opener”. Sorath The Great God does not 

like everybody for He is the Embodiment of the Everlasting Black Burning Sun alit as night to an 

everlasting day. His number is seven, he presides over the Thirteenth Sign of the Zodiac of which there 

exists only One; and His time is any Moon Void of Course. `` He Rules from the North. 

The mind is very tricky, especially the part we magicians use. The God portion of the mind can do 

absolutely anything. Satan trusts His own, none else with this power. It will not activate for anyone, and 

if it does it will do so as a terrifying lesson to those who are without which attempt to harness The 

Power. I get “The Closer” part now. Sorath presides over the “unknowable mind” current of energy and 

is the God over the energy emitted by every Sun in the Universe. Then he rules the center of magnetism, 

and factor of life for all. Also photogenes and solar power of all kinds. Sorath said that all Suns in the 

Universe affect us not just ours. Northern fire -- the Sun above. Lastly miracles are not something Gods 

cause to happen. The Gods are beyond that. Their world is past the need or understanding of what a 

miracle is. Miracles come from US. What is a miracle to one may curse another; what is lost can be 

found by another for example. 

- Ex-High Priest Salem Burke 

 

Sorath is of the Nordic Race of Gods. He is tall, and has light blonde long hair. 

- High Priestess Maxine 
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THOTH aka Hermes (Greek), Mercury (Roman), Tehuti, Ningishzidda, Quetzalcoatl (Central America). 

 

Zodiac Sign: Gemini- Cancer 

Tarot Card: 3 of Rods 

Planets: Mercury, Moon 

Candle Colors: Silver, Red 

Metal: Mercury 

Element: Air 

Rank: RECORDER OF SCRIPT AND LEGAL DOCUMENTS IN HELL; THE GRAND OFFICE 

 

**The above information was dictated from Thoth, personally. 

 

Thoth is a very high ranking and important Demon. He is one of the 7 sons of Satan. He is the great 

trickster. He is the most brilliant and intellectual of the Gods. He is very likable, extremely charismatic 

and friendly. He is the busiest of all of the Demons and it can be difficult to get him to appear in a 

summoning unless one is of importance to him. His wife is Seshat. She often fills in for him when he 

cannot be present. 

 

Thoth is the True Father of healing and medicine. He is a Patron of doctors, nurses, paramedics, hospital 

workers, healers and all of those who work in the medical profession. 

 

All of us who have seen and interacted with Thoth agree he is tall, muscular, very well built with thick 

golden blonde hair and blue eyes. He is fair skinned. He wears his hair combed back and in a braid like 

Asmodeus, both have hair past their shoulders. 
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Gods A - B 

 

*Note: The inclusions with an asterisk were dictated from Thoth. 

 

Thoth states: 

The Zodiac position is not needed 

The Tarot Cards are not needed 

The Gods don‟t have specific plants 

 

AGARES/AGUARES 

Zodiac position: 5-9 Degrees of Aries 

March 25th-29th 

Tarot Card: 2 of Rods 

Candle color: Deep Blood Red* 

Plant: Carnation 

Planet: Mars/Mercury* 

Metal: Copper* 

Element of Air and Fire* 

Rank: GRAND DUKE OF THE EASTERN REGIONS OF HELL 

She governs 31 legions of spirits 

Her Animal is the Tiger* 

 

Agares is a Day Demon and was of the order of the Virtues. 

Agares rules over the common people; they are the voice of the common people and residence of Hell. 

Her position is similar to a human Mayor.* 

She teaches all languages, brings back runaways and can stop one from running. She can also incite one 

to run. She chases off enemies, destroys spirits of the enemy, and can bring about the downfall of 

important men, causing them to lose their position, public honor and the respect of others, She can cause 

an earthquake, and incite dancing. 

High Priestess Maxine; my experience with Agares: 

Agares is extremely beautiful. She is very fair skinned and feminine with soft straight blonde hair and 

white wings. She is very friendly and likable. 
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AMON 

“AMON” IS THE EGYPTIAN SUN GOD AMON RA aka Merodach and the Babylonian God 

“Marduk” 

Zodiac Position: 0-4 Degrees of Taurus 

April 20th-24th 

Tarot Card: 5 of Pentacles 

Candle color: Red or Gold* 

Plant: Nightshade 

Planet: Sun* 

Metal: Gold* 

Animal: Lion* 

Element of: Fire and Air* 

Rank: Prince* 

Amon rules over the Western Region of Hell* 

Amon is a Day Demon and Governs 40 legions of spirits He Discerns the past, foretells the future, 

reconciles friends and enemies, procures love and causes love to flourish. High Priestess Maxine; my 

experience with Amon: 

He is one of the most beautiful beings I have ever seen. He has very light blonde hair swept back, he is 

strongly built and has an enormous amount of positive energy. He is attended by a strong and aggressive 

Falcon. He is literally radiant like the Sun. He is one of the 7 Sons of Satan. He is extremely proud and 

beautifully built. Very tall and strong. 

 

AINI aka AYM/AIM, HARBORYM 

Zodiac position: 20-24 degrees of Cancer 

July 13th-17th 

Tarot Card: 4 of Cups 

Candle color: Deep Blue as in blueberry* color 

Plant: Lemon 

Animal: Platypus* 

Planet: Neptune* 

Metal: Tin/Neptunium 

Element of Air* 

Rank: Marquis* 

Aim rules over atmosphere control in Hell* 

Aim governs 26 legions of spirits and is a Day Demon He Gives true answers to questions, will answer 

questions of things unknown, makes men witty, teaches cunning and shrewdness, He can spread 

destruction by means of fire, setting buildings and entire cities on fire. He answers questions regarding 

private matters 

 

ALLOCES/ALLOCEN aka ALLOIEN, ALLOCER 

Zodiac Position: 15-19 degrees of Sagittarius 

December 8th-11th 

Tarot card: 9 of Rods 

Candle color: Green* 

Animal: Bat* 

Plant: Sage 

Planet: Uranus* 

Metal: Bronze* 

Element of Water* 
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Rank: PRESIDENT* 

Alloces governs 36 legions of spirits and is a Night Demon 

Alloces rules over a “public” meeting house in Hell where communities of Demons gather to discuss 

and plan community events for their areas. These Demons specialize in architecture and art.* 

He Provides good familiars, 

teaches astronomy and the liberal sciences, He can be sent to revenge secret enemies. He has a deep 

hoarse voice and is loud in speaking. 

 

AMDUSIAS 

Zodiac Position: 0-4 degrees of Pisces 

February 19th-23rd 

Tarot card: 8 of Cups 

Candle color: Light Blue* 

Plant: Mimosa 

Planet: Neptune* 

Animal: Bird* 

Metal: Silver* 

Element of Water and Air* 

Rank: King* 

Amdusias governs 29 legions of spirits and is a Night Demon 

Amdusias is the Musical Director in Hell and is the God with the highest skill in Music* He can inspire 

music, He causes musical instruments to be heard, but not seen, gives excellent familiars, He can give a 

familiar to assist on any secret mission one wishes to perform, can cause trees to become barren of fruit 

or even fall to the ground, or bend according to one‟s will. Amdusias has long black hair. He is tall with 

long fingers and he has strong, rough hands. His wings are tan and he has dark skin. 

 

AMY/AVNAS 

Zodiac Position: 15- 19 degrees of Capricorn 

January 6th-10th 

Tarot card: 3 of Pentacles 

Candle color: Pink* 

Plant: Vervain 

Animal: Panther* 

Planet: Venus* 

Metal: Copper* 

Element of Earth* 

Rank: Earl* 

Amy govers 36 legions of spirits and is a Night Demon. 

He teaches astrology and the liberal sciences, provides familiars and discovers hidden treasures, shows 

the way to fortune, wealth and treasure. 
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ANDRAS 

Zodiac Position: 10-14 degrees of Aquarius 

January 30th- February 3rd 

Tarot card: 6 of Swords 

Candle color: Black* 

Plant: Violet 

Animal: Hell Hound/Wolf*> 

Planet: Pluto and Mars* 

Metal: Iron and Silver* 

Element of Fire* 

Rank: There is no human equivalent or word for his Rank* 

Andras Satan‟s Chief Guard and Head of Security* 

Andras Governs 30 legions of spirits and is a Night Demon 

Andras is the God who was worshipped in the Weald. He can completely destroy enemies, Andras has a 

reputation for killing mages and their assistants 

He is said to be very dangerous. 

I have known Andras for quite some time. He is actually very pleasant to those who are dedicated to 

Satan. He is a true warrior and extremely dedicated to Satan. He first contacted me through my Ouija 

Board. The first time I saw him, he was short, wore a black and white striped shirt and had a rough look 

about him. He was attended by a Hell Hound. A viscious looking black wolf with red eyes, snarling and 

had dusty bristled grey hair. His real form is tall and slender. Golden blonde hair parted in the middle 

and very long. He is a true warrior, but also an artist. He is one of the most dangerous to outsiders.- 

High Priestess Maxine 

 

ANDREALPHUS 

Zodiac Position: 20-24 Degrees of Aquarius 

February 9th- 13th 

Tarot card: 7 of Swords 

Candle color: Silver* 

Plant: Lotus 

Animal: Frog* 

Planet: 4 of the Moons of Jupiter* 

Metal: Nickle and Silver* 

Element of earth* 

Rank: Earl* 

Andrealphus governs 30 legions of spirits and is a Night Demon 

Andrealphus is a Scientist; specializing in Chemistry* 

He teaches astronomy, geometry,and everything concerned with measurement. He also teaches 

mathematics. 
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ANDROMALIUS 

Zodiac Position: 25-29 Degrees of Pisces 

March 16th-20th 

Tarot card: Ten of Cups 

Candle color: Indigo* 

Plant: Wormwood 

Animal: Pigeon* 

Planet: Jupiter* 

Metal: Iron* 

Element of Air* 

Rank: Earl* 

Andromalius rules over 36 legions of spirits and is a night Demon 

Andromalius is a Watcher. Watchers spy on the enemy and report directly to Satan, Andras or Azazel* 

He reveals thieves, and returns stolen goods, discovers all wickedness, 

locates hidden treasure. 

He will punish thieves and avenge offenders. He recovers lost articles and finds money 

He also reveals secret plots and can catch a thief. 

 

ASMODEUS/ASMODAY aka SYDONAY 

Zodiac Position: 5-9 degrees of Virgo 

August 28th- September 1st 

Tarot Card: 8 of Pentacles 

Candle color: Black or Blue* 

Plant: Mint 

Animal: Whale* 

Planet: Neptune* 

Metal: Copper when it turns Blue* 

Element: Water* 

Rank: King* 

Asmodeus is Chief Astrologer of Hell and Oversees the Gambling Houses in Hell. He is a very busy 

Demon.* 

Asmodeus is a Day Demon, he is among the legions of AMAYON and rules 72 legions of spirits 

Asmodeus carries the title “King of the Demons” ASMODEUS MUST BE INVOKED 

BAREHEADED. 

He teaches the arts of astronomy, arithmetic, geomancy and craftmanship. Asmodeus answers all 

questions and he discovers and guards treasures. He governs the many realms of pleasure. 

He gives the ability to read others thoughts, confers invisibility, and breaks up marriages/relationships. 

Asmodeus has a human Mother and his Father is a God. He has jet black hair with a braid down the 

back, He is olive skinned and extremely courteous and a gentleman. He is soft spoken with a smooth 

voice. Asmodeus is a very pleasant Demon. Asmodeus was of the order of Seraphim- High Priestess 

Maxine 

 

BALAM 

Zodiac Position: 10-14 degrees of Sagittarius 

December 3rd- 7th 

Tarot Card: 9 of Rods 

Candle color: White 

Plant: Oak 

Planet: Mars 
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Metal: Iron 

Element of Fire 

Rank: King 

Balam is a Night Demon and governs 40 legions of spirits Balam discerns the past and future, 

He confers humor, wit, and mental ability He gives invsibility, and foretells the future. 

 

BARBATOS 

Zodiac Position: 5- 9 degrees of Taurus 

April 25th-29th 

Tarot Card: 5 of Pentacles 

Candle color: Black 

Plant: Ground Ivy 

Planet: Venus 

Metal: Copper 

Element of Earth 

Rank: DUKE 

Barbatos is a Day Demon and he governs 30 legions of spirits and is of the Order of Virtues 

Barbatos prefers to appear when the Sun is in the sign of Sagittarius Barbatos teaches all of the sciences. 

He reveals treasure concealed by magic, and foretells the future, discerns the past reconciles friends, and 

will bring any two persons together in friendship. He secures the good will of those who are in positions 

of power. He smoothes out all misunderstandings and soothes hurt feelings. He gives the ability to 

communicate with and understand animals Barbatos is a very handsom God. He has long, flowing blond 

hair and brilliant white wings. He is very well built and his skin is tan. 

 

BATHIN, aka BATHYM, MARTHIM **BATHIN IS THE EGYPTIAN GODDES NEPHTHYS (See 

High Ranking Demons and Crown Princes of Hell) 

Zodiac Position: 25-29 degrees of Gemini 

June 16th-21st 

Tarot Card: 10 of Swords 

Candle color: Purple 

Plant: Mistletoe 

Planet: Saturn/Uranus 

Metal: Lead/Uranium 

Element of Air 

Rank: Duke 

Bathin is a Day Demon and rules over 30 legions of spirits Bathin reveals the properties of herbs and 

precious stones, 

She helps one attain astral projection, and takes you where ever you want to go. 

 

BELETH aka BYLETH aka ELYTH 

Zodiac Position: 0- 4 degrees of Gemini 

May 21st- 25th 

Tarot Card: 8 of Swords 

Planet: Mercury 

Metal: Mercury 

Element of Air 

Candle color: Red 

Plant: Dill 

Rank: Duke 
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Beleth is a Day Demon and rules over 85 legions of spirits. She is of the Order of Powers 

Beleth brings the spirit of love between men and women. She is a favorite of maidens awaiting proposal. 

High Priestess Maxine; my experience: 

Byleth is a female. She has round doll like, piercing dark eyes with long dark blonde hair with ringed 

curls. 

 

 
 

 

 

BELIAL 

Zodiac Position: 5- 9 degrees of Pisces 

February 24th- 29th 

Tarot Card: 8 of Cups 

Candle color: Orange 

Plant: Mullein 

Planet: Jupiter/Neptune 

Metal: Tin/Neptunium 

Element of Water 

Rank: King 

Belial is a Night Demon and governs 80 legions of spirits 

Belial distributes presentations and titles. He reconciles friends and enemies, prvides familiars 

Helps one get ahead on the job Helps to gain a higher position 

Brings favors from others, even one‟s enemies. Belial was Prince of the order of Virtues. Belial is thin, 

smaller than most of the other Demons and has platinum blonde hair. 
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BERITH aka BAALBERITH, BEAL, BOFI, BOLFRY 

Zodiac Position: 15- 19 degrees of Leo *(1-10 Capricorn) 

August 8th- 12th *(Dec 22-30) 

Tarot Card: 6 of Rods *(2 of Pentacles) 

Candle color: Purple 

Plant: Heliotrope 

Planet: Jupiter *(Venus) 

Metal: Tin *(Copper) 

Element of Fire *(Earth) 

Rank: DUKE 

Berith is a Day Demon and governs 26 legions of spirits 

“Baal” means “Lord.” “Baal-Berith” is “Lord Berith.” He foretells the future, discerns the past, and can 

turn metal into gold. 

He helps in rising to high places and receiving honors. He speaks with a very clear and soft voice. 

Baal-Bereth is the Father of the Yule season and the Yule (xmas) Tree. “The Christmas tree, now so 

common among us, was equally common in Pagan Rome and Pagan Egypt. In Egypt that tree was the 

palm-tree; in Rome it was the fir; the palm-tree denoting the Pagan Messiah, as Baal-Tamar, the fir 

referring to him as Baal-Berith.”¹ 

“The Christmas-tree, as has been stated, was generally at Rome a different tree, even the fir; but the very 

same idea as was implied in the palm-tree was implied in the Christmas-fir; for that covertly symbolised 

the new-born God as Baal-Berith, “Lord of the Covenant,” and thus shadowed forth the perpetuity and 

everlasting nature of his power, not that after having fallen before his enemies, he had risen triumphant 

over them all.” ² 

 
 

In Egypt they worshipped Nimrod as a palm tree, referring to him as the Messiah “Baal-Tamar.”  

Among the most ancient of Baals, he was known as Baal-Bereth, “Lord of the fir-tree.” He evolved into 

Baal-Berith, “Lord of the Covenant.” In Ancient Rome, where they also worshiped the fir tree, they 

called him “Baal-Berith.” 
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The 25th of December, was observed in Rome as the day when the victorious God reappeared on earth, 

and was held at the Natalis invicti solis, “The birth-day of the unconquered Sun.” Now the Yule Log 

represents the dead stock of Nimrod, known as the Sun-God, but cut down by his enemies; the xmas- 

tree represents Nimrod- the slain God reborn. The ancient practice of kissing under the mistletoe  bough, 

most common to the Druids, was derived from Babylon, and was a representation of the Messiah, “The 

man the branch.” The mistletoe was regarded as a divine branch --a branch that came from heaven, and 

grew upon a tree that sprung out of the earth. Nimrod, the God of nature, was symbolized by a great 

tree. But having been cut down and killed in his prime, he was now symbolized as a branchless tree 

stump, called the Yule Log. Then the great serpent came and wrapped itself around Nimrod (the stump). 

Miraculously, a new tree appeared at the side of the stump, which symbolized Nimrod‟s resurrection 

and victory over death. Here is an illustration of an ancient Ephesian coin: 

 
 

Baal-Berith was known also as “Lord of the Covenant” and as “The God Berith.” He was a popular God 

and was worshipped in Canaan, Philistia, and Shechem. He was the protector of the covenant between 

between Shechem and some neighbouring Canaanitish towns, which were originally independent, but 

were at length brought under subjugation by the Hebrews. 

Any Israelites who might be dwelling in Shechem would be simply or protected strangers, and not 

parties to a covenant. The Temple of Baal-Berith had a treasury from which the citizens made a 

contribution to Abimelech. It was there that Gaal first came forward as a leader of the rebellion, and 

within its precinct the inhabitants of the tower of Shechem (the „acropolis,‟) found a temporary refuge 

from Abimelech at the close of the revolt.”³ 

“Baal-Berith was also known as “God of the Community.” 
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Below are photographs of the ancient remiains of Baal-Berith‟s Temple: 

The remains of Temple of Baal-Berith are a 

round-ended, land-filled platform on which a 

massive temple once stood. Dated to the 

13th/12th century BCE, it measured 86 feet 

long and 78 feet wide and its walls were 

around 19 feet thick. “Archaeologists believe 

that it was a two-story building. 

 

 

 

 

 

It had one entrance to the east, in the middle of which was a column to support a roof, and on each side 

of the entrance was a massive tower. The eastern tower included a stairway that might have led to the 

second floor. Inside the main hall were two rows of columns. On the semi-circular platform in front of 

the temple, part of a sacred pillar or standing stone was found (seen on the right side of the above 

photo), Archaeologists believe it marked the temple entrance.” 

 

BIFRONS 

Zodiac Position: 15- 19 degrees of Scorpio 

November 7th-12th 

Tarot Card: 6 of Cups 

Candle color: Light purple 

Plant: Basil 

Planet: Jupiter/Neptune 

Metal: Tin/Neptunium 

Element of Water 

Rank: Earl 

Bifrons is a Night Demon and governs 60 legions of spirits 

Bifrons teaches astrology, geometry, mathematics and other arts and sciences 

He reveals the values of herbs, woods and stones 

He can move corpses magically and coerce spirits of the dead to assist in magick, and/or to answer 

inquiries. 

Bifrons is tall and has light blonde hair down to his waist with lots of soft ringed curls. He is kind and 

patient. (experience from High Priestess Maxine) 
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BOTIS 

Zodiac Position: 20- 24 degrees of Gemini 

June 11th- 15th 

Tarot Card: 10 of Swords 

Candle color: White 

Plant: Lily 

Planet: Saturn/Uranus 

Metal: Lead/Uranium 

Element of Air 

Rank: President/Earl 

Botis is a Day Demon and rules over 60 legions of spirits  

Botis helps in making important decisions, and bolsters courage. 

He protects one from being hurt by the hatred or envy of others, and helps toward easing tension in the 

home, Botis declares things past and present, and reconciles friends and enemies. 

High Priestess Maxine; my experience with Botis: He appeared as an old man. He was bald on top with 

long white wavy hair. He wore a brown robe. Then he had beautiful huge deep red wings. 

 

BUER 

Zodiac Position: 15- 19 degrees of Taurus 

May 5th- 9th 

Tarot Card: 6 of Pentacles 

Candle color: Light blue 

Plant: Aloe 

Planet: Mercury 

Metal: Mercury 

Element of Earth 

Rank: President 

Buer is a Day Demon and rules over 50 legions of spirits 

Buer heals all diseases, teaches moral, natural and logical philosophy. He discourages drunkenness, and 

provides familiars. He also teaches the properties of all herbs and plants. 

 

BIM aka BUNE 

Zodiac Position: 5- 9 degrees of Leo 

July 28th-August 1st 

Tarot Card: 5 of Rods 

Candle color: Orange 

Plant: Orange 

PLanet: Sun 

Metal: Gold 

Element of Fire 

Rank: Duke 

Bune is a Day Demon and governs 30 legions of spirits 

Bune helps acquire wealth and provides sophistication and worldly wisdom. She gives facility of speech 

and a flair for words. Bune also changes the places of the dead. 

Bune has shoulder-length straight black hair with dark slanted eyes, a tan complexion and black wings. 

She is very friendly. I asked her if she was Egyptian. She said “We are all Egyptian.” Her hair is styled 

like the Hollywood Cleopatra. 

- High Priestess Maxine 

*Dictated from Thoth.
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Sigils A-B: 
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Gods C – F 

 

CAIM aka CAMIO 

Zodiac Position: 20-24 degrees of Sagittarius 

December 12th-16th 

Tarot Card: 10 of Rods 

PLanet: Sun 

Metal: Gold 

Element: Fire 

Candle color: Green 

Plant: Centaurea 

Rank: President 

Camio is a Night Demon and governs 30 legions of spirits and was of the Order of Angels Camio 

foretells the future. He will teach the tongues of animals, so that they may be understood, 

He can reveal mysteries and secrets of the other worlds and is an expert on hydromancy (divination by 

water). He is good at argument and answers questions in burning ashes or coals of fire. 

Camio is well built and covered with gold dust. His wings have gold bands on them and he wears a lot 

of gold jewelry. He leaves trails of gold dust when he flies. He has a powerful golden aura. He can fly 

very fast. He exploded in gold dust and flew up through the ceiling. 

 

CIMERIES aka CIMEJES 

**ALSO KNOWN AS THE EGYPTIAN GOD “KHEPERA” aka “KHEPERI” “KHEPRI” 

“KHEPRER” “CHEPERA” 

*He stated to a disciple that he prefers to be addressed as “KHEPU” 

Zodiac Position: 25-29 degrees of Aquarius 

February 14th-18th 

Tarot Card: 7 of Swords 

Candle color: Dark Blue 

Plant: Pine 

Element: Air 

Planet: Venus 

Metal: Copper 

Rank: Marquis 

Cimeries is a night Demon and rules 20 legions of spirits 

Cimeries bestows strength in spirit and confers much courage, 

He makes one heroic in battle. He teaches literature and finds anything that is lost.He teaches grammar, 

logic and rhetoric and is the patron of soldiers and military personnel.He also discovers buried treasure. 

Cimeries bestows strength in spirit and confers courage, He makes one heroic in battle, teaches literature 

and finds anything that is lost.He teaches grammar, logic and rhetoric and is the patron of soldiers and 

military personnel. He also discovers buried treasure. 

He has beautiful shoulder-length strawberry blonde hair and is well built. He is a very handsome God 

with a wide wingspan. His wings are golden. He is covered with golden glitter. 
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CROCELL aka PUCEL, PROCEL 

Zodiac Position: 0-4 degrees of Sagittarius 

November 23rd-27th 

Tarot Card: 8 of Rods 

Planet: Jupiter 

Metal: Tin 

Element: Fire 

Candle color: Pink 

Plant: Wood Betony 

Rank: Duke 

Crocell is a Night Demon and rules 48 legions of spirits. She was of the Order of Potentates, or Powers 

Crocell teaches mysticism, geometry, art, history and all of the liberal science, she can produce great 

noises and cause great commotions. She can produce confusion and indecisiveness in one‟s enemies. 

She warms waters and discovers baths. 

She appears with long flowing blonde hair and a blue dress with large blue wings. 

 

DANTALIAN 

Zodiac Position: 20-24 degrees of Pisces 

March 11th-15th 

Tarot Card: 10 of Cups 

Planet: Mars/Pluto 

Metal: Iron/Plutonium 

Element: Water 

Candle color: Purple 

Plant: Honeysuckle 

Rank: Duke 

Dantalion is a night Demon and governs 36 legions of spirits 

He can produce hallucinations. He reveals the innermost thoughts and desires of, and influences the 

minds of others without their knowledge. 

He knows all human thoughts and can change them at will. He incites love between men and women, 

and teaches all the arts and sciences. He shows a vision of the likeness of any person. 

Dantalian has a blue aura. He usually departs through the ceiling. He can assist in acheiving altered 

states. 

 

DECARABIA aka ABRAXAS 

Zodiac Position: 10-14 degrees of Pisces 

March 1st-5th 

Tarot Card: 9 of Cups 

Planet: Moon 

Metal: Silver 

Element: Water 

Candle color: Black 

Plant: Lunaria 

Rank: Marquis 

Decabria is a Night Demon and rules 30 legions of spirits 

He knows all pertaining to the powers of plants and stones, and provides birds as familiars. 

Decarabia is Abraxas. He has short curley black hair with fair skin and black wings with red stripes. He 

has a blue aura that gives off a lot of heat. 
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ELIGOR aka ELIGOS **Also known as 

“ABIGOR” *SEE High Ranking Demons and Crown Princes of Hell 

Zodiac Position: 10-14 degrees of Gemini 

June 1st-5th 

Tarot Card: 9 of Swords 

Candle color: Yellow 

Plant: Thyme 

Planet: Venus 

Element: Air 

Metal: Copper 

Rank: Duke 

Eligos is a Day Demon and rules 60 legions of spirits 

He grants favor in court cases and legal affairs, attracts business and financial success. He creates love 

and lust and causes war and marshalls armies. He discovers hidden things. 

 

FLAUROS aka HAVRES, HAURES 

Zodiac Position: 15-19 degrees of Aquarius 

February 4th-8th 

Tarot Card: 6 of Swords 

Planet: Mercury 

Candle color: Purple 

Plant: Scullcap 

Metal: Mercury 

Element: Air 

Rank: Duke 

Haures rules 36 legions of spirits and is a Night Demon Haures discerns past, present and future. 

She destroys and burns enemies of the mage and kills men by fire and protects the mage against other 

spirits. She knows all secrets and will bring harm to one‟s foes. Haures is female. Her golden hair can 

turn to blood red. She has large eyes that match her hair, there is no white in them at all. She is a 

beautiful Demoness. She is very fair skinned with long legs and thinly built. She is rather calm and 

quiet. She floats on the air. She appeared without wings. 

 

FOCALOR aka LUCIFUGE ROFOCALE 

*SEE High Ranking Gods and Crowned Princes of Hell “Focalor” is an anagram for Rofocale. 

Zodiac Position: 20-24 degrees of Libra 

October 13th-17th 

Tarot Card: 4 of swords 

Candle color: Black (from him personally to a disciple) 

Plant: Wild Rose (from him personally to a disciple) 

Planet: Mercury 

Metal: Mercury 

Element: Air 

Rank: King (from him personally) 

Focalor is a Night Demon and rules 30 legions of spirits 

He has power over the winds and the sea and causes ships to sink and death by drowning. He will not 

hurt anyone or thing, if asked not to. He appears as bald, with a robe that has bright shining silver and 

gold highlights. His wings when he shows them are with glitter like his robe. Lucifuge Rofocal is 

patient, polite and soft spoken. He wore a robe of bright shining silver and gold highlights. He is rather 

quiet and has a slight accent.  - High Priestess Maxine 
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FORAS aka FORCAS 

Zodiac Position: 0-4 degrees of Virgo 

August 23rd-27th 

Tarot Card: 8 of Pentacles 

Planet: Mercury 

candle color: Orange 

Plant: Century Plant 

Metal: Mercury 

Element: Earth 

Rank: President 

Foras is a Day Demon and rules 29 legions of spirits 

He can make one charismatic, wise, wealthy and invincible. He restores lost property and teaches logic 

and ethics. 

He reveals the powers of herbs and precious stones and has the power to make one invisible, live long 

and to have charisma. 

 

FORNEUS 

Zodiac Position: 25-29 degrees of Leo 

August 18th-22nd 

Tarot Card: 7 of Rods 

Candle color: Orange 

Plant; Sunflower 

Planet: Mars 

Element: Fire 

Metal: Iron 

Rank: Marquis 

Forneus is a Day Demon and rules 29 legions of spirits. 

He was partly of the order of Thrones and partly of the order of Angels. 

Forneus gives one a good reputation and teaches langages. He teaches all arts and sciences, including 

rhetoric, and can make one‟s enemies love him/her. He protects from evil doers. 

Forneus is very kind and human friendly. He has a beautiful deep red robe like a king‟s robe, trimmed in 

white with black spots. He has black shoulder length hair with bangs. Intense look, dark eyebrows and 

piercing black eyes with olive skin. He also appears with a reptilian sea creature. He understands about 

the evil of jehova‟s angels. - High Priestess Maxine 

 

FURCAS; Furcas pronounces his name “Fur-ACK-us” 

Zodiac Position: 5-9 degrees of Sagittarius 

November 28th- December 2nd 

Tarot Card: 8 of Rods 

Planet: Jupiter 

Candle color: Light blue 

Plant: Cinquefoil 

Metal: Tin 

Element: Fire 

Rank: Knight 

Furcas is a Night Demon and rules 20 legions of spirits. 

Furcas teaches astrology, palmistry and pyromancy (divination by fire) He also teaches astronomy, 

philosophy logic and rhetoric. He brings peace of mind and dispells fear and timidity. 
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High Priestess Maxine (my experiences with Furackus): 

He is small, bald and looks like a Buddah. He has small white wings. He is very friendly. 

FURFUR 

Zodiac Position: 15-19 degrees of Virgo 

September 8th-12th 

Tarot Card: 9 of Pentacles 

Candle color: Red 

Plant: Cypress 

Planet: Saturn 

Element: Earth 

Metal: Lead 

Rank: Earl 

Furfur is a Day Demon and rules 26 legions of spirits She causes love between a man and woman. 

She also raises thunder, lightening and wind. She bestows a love of battle and can reveal the secret 

thoughts of others. 

Furfur is a beautiful Demoness. She has silkly white wings, with curley blonde hair and large blue eyes. 

 

Sigils C-F: 
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Gods G – M 

 

GAAP aka TAP, GOAP 

Zodiac Position: 10-14 degrees of Virgo 

September 2nd-7th 

Tarot Card: 9 of Pentacles 

Planet: Saturn 

Metal: Lead 

Plant: Moss 

Candle color: Black 

Element: Earth 

Rank: President/Prince 

Gaap is a Day Demon and rules 66 legions of spirits. He was of the order of the Potentates. Gaap can 

cause love or hate. 

He helps in astral projection and foretells the future. He delivers familiars from the custody of other 

mages, discerns past and present, teaches philosophy and the liberal sciences. He can make men 

ignorant. Gaap teaches how to consecrate things. Gapp has a green aura and appears as a little man. 

 

GAMYGEN aka SAMIGINA, GAMIGIN 

Zodiac Position: 15-19 degrees of Aries 

April 4th-8th 

Tarot Card: 3 of Rods 

Planet: Sun 

Metal: Gold 

Element: Fire 

Candle color: Black 

Plant: Juniper 

Rank: Marquis 

Samigina is a Day Demon and rules 30 legions of spirits 

She gives news of those who died and are in Hell and teaches the liberal sciences. Samigina has very 

dark, piercing eyes and beautiful tan colored wings. 

 

GLASYA-LABOLAS aka CAACRINOLAAS, CAASIMOLA 

Zodiac Position: 0-4 degrees of Leo 

July 23rd-27th 

Tarot Card: 5 of Rods 

Planets: Sun 

Metals: Gold 

Candle color: Yellow 

Plant: Rosemary 

Element: Fire 

Rank: President/Earl 

Glasya-Labolas is a Day Demon and rules 36 legions of spirits 

He knows all ancient wisdom and occult secrets. He teaches all sciences and can cause murder and 

death. He can make one invisible and incites bloodshed. He can predict the future; discern the past and 

present. He can cause love of friends and enemies. 

High Priestess Maxine; my experience: Glasya-Labolas has short, very straight dark blonde hair. He 

appears to be very young, like a teen. He has lightly tanned skin and he flew around my room in circles. 

He has white wings. 
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GOMORY aka GAMORI, GREMORY 

Zodiac Position: 5-9 degrees of Capricorn 

December 27th-31st 

Tarot Card: 2 of Pentacles 

Planet: Saturn 

Metal: Lead 

Candle color: Orange 

Plant: Fenugreek 

Element: Earth 

Rank: Duke 

Gremory is a Night Demon and rules 26 legions of spirits 

Gremory appears in the form of a woman. She causes one to be loved by women and brings love to 

men.She discerns past, present and future and discovers hidden treasure. 

 

GUSION aka GUSAYN 

Zodiac Position: 20-24 degrees of Taurus 

May 10th-14th 

Tarot Card: 7 of Pentacles 

Planet: Saturn 

Metal: Lead 

Element: Earth 

Candle color: Yellow 

Plant: Aloe 

Rank: Duke 

Gusion is a Day Demon and rules 40 legions of spirits 

Gusion can grant position, bestow honors, and make those who are not liked, to be loved by everyone 

they come into contact with. He forms and reconciles friendships, foretells past, present and future and 

answers all questions. 

Gusion has wispy hair. He has high cheek bones and tanned skin. He is well built with glowing white 

wings. Gusion is very calm and peaceful and brings a feeling of security and comfort. 

High Priest Salem Burke relates his experience with Gusion: 

Gusion is DEFINITELY blunt, but polite; I asked him about something unrelated to the summoning, 

and he said simply, I should ask another Demon another time, and returned to the task at hand with 

magnificent deliberation. 

I notice that Gusions answers are usually something the person HAS to accept in order to be stronger 

(even if just as a possibility) to strengthen them -- it‟s weird. But Gusion is good with questions too. All 

of them are honest if you make it clear, I think seriously they don‟t want to hurt our feelings. Gusion‟s 

method is to deliver hard information. 

 

HAGENTI aka HAAGENTI aka Egyptian Goddess BASTET 

Zodiac Position: 25-29 degrees of Scorpio 

November 18th-22nd 

Tarot Card: 7 of Cups 

Planet: Moon 

Metal: Silver 

Element: Water 

Candle color: Red 

Plant: Witch Hazel 

Rank: President 
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Haagenti is a Night Demon and rules 33 legions of spirits 

She is a powerful alchemist and can turn metal into gold, turn wine into water and vice versa. She gives 

wisdom and teaches diverse subjects. Haagenti appears as cat-like. Cats are sacred to her. When she 

appears, she is accompanied by many cats. Her eyes are cat-like. 

 

HALPAS 

Zodiac Position: 5-9 degrees of Libra 

September 28th- October 2nd 

Tarot Card: 2 of Swords 

Planet: Venus 

Element: Air 

Candle color: Red 

Plant: Majoram 

Metal: Copper 

Rank: Earl 

Halphas is a Night Demon and rules 26 legions of spirits 

He causes wars and severely punishes enemies. He builds towers, provides weaponry and burns towns. 

He is a patron of soldiers, supplying them with ammunition and directing them. He speaks with a hoarse 

voice. 

 

IPOS aka IPES, AYPOROS, AYPEOS 

**IPOS IS THE EGYPTIAN GOD ANUBIS (See High Ranking Gods and Crowned Princes of Hell) 

Zodiac Position: 15-19 degrees of Cancer 

July 8th-12th 

Tarot Card: 3 of Cups 

Planets: Mars/Pluto 

Element: Water 

Candle color: Dark blue 

Plant: Sandalwood 

Metals: Iron/Plutonium 

Rank: Earl/President 

Ipos is a Day Demon and rules 36 legions of spirits 

Ipos makes one charismatic and bold. He helps one to keep friends and make new ones and can foretell 

the future and discern the past. 

 

LERAJIE 

Zodiac Position: 5-9 degrees of Gemini 

May 26th-31st 

Tarot Card: 6 of Rods 

Planet: Mercury 

Candle color: Red 

Plant: Plantain 

Metal: Mercury 

Element: Air 

Rank: Marquis 

Lerajie is a Day Demon and rules 30 legions of spirits 

She causes contests and battles and can cause wounds to become infected and prevent them from 

healing. 

She can break up love affairs or marriages of rivals. 
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Leraje is the Goddess of love and pleasure. 

She has the has the ability to attract others as well as drive them away. 

She causes contests and battles and can cause wounds to become infected (physically and emotionally) 

and prevent them from healing. 

She can break up love affairs or marriages of rivals. Leraje wears a Egyptian style headdress and make- 

up, she is shorter, slim and around 5” tall with light-tan skin and shoulder length black hair with bangs. 

She wears gold clothing, skirt and top. Her wingspan is wide and shimmering red, she looks young in 

appearance, around 20 and is very beautiful. 

She can teach one in Meteorology, and the workings of healing and medicine, She is a healer of battle. 

Lerajie may alter the wind to her desire to benefit The Watcher, as well as cause climate change. She 

has a soft smooth seductive voice and can be very sarcastic. Lerajie is very friendly amongst our kind, as 

well as completely volatile towards our enemies. She can remind one of the great ways of Ancient 

Sumer. I have witnessed the beautiful artwork Leraje has made out of the clouds in scarcely populated 

areas at sunset. 

-by Tjiat 

 

MALPHAS 

Zodiac Position: 10-14 degrees of Libra 

October 3rd-7th 

Tarot Card: 3 of Swords 

Planet: Saturn 

Metal: Lead 

Element: Air 

Plant: Marigold 

Candle color: Light blue 

Rank: President 

Malphas is a Night Demon and rules 40 legions of spirits. 

He can use magick to create anything. He destroys the desires and thoughts of enemies, and provides 

good famliars. He reveals the secrets of enemies. He builds high towers and houses. 

Malphas has tan skin and a muscular build. He has dark brown hair and wears a goatee. His face is 

square shaped and he has high cheek-bones and blue eyes. He can appear very dark, showing only his 

blue eyes. He has large grey wings. He has a blue aura which he projects. 

 

MARBAS aka BARBAS 

Zodiac Position: 20-24 degrees of Aries 

April 9th-14th 

Tarot Card: 4 of Rods 

Planet: Jupiter 

Metal: Tin 

Element: Fire 

Candle color: Yellow 

Plant: Chickory 

Rank: President 

Marbas is a Day Demon and rules 36 legions of spirits 

Marbas can heal or cause disease. He answers questions about things that have been stolen and gives 

great wisdom and knowledge. 

He teaches mechanics and gives knowledge about things hidden or secret. He can cause one to shape 

shift. 

Marbus has spiked black hair, brown eyes, small ears, and is of medium height. 
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MARCHOSIAS 

Zodiac Position: 20-24 degrees of Virgo 

September 13th-17th 

Tarot Card: 10 of Pentacles 

Planet: Venus 

Metal: Copper 

Element: Earth 

Candle color: Red 

Plant: Pennyroyal 

Rank: Marquis 

Marchosias is a Day Demon and rules 30 legions of spirits. She was of the Order of Dominations 

She assists in any fight, argument or confrontation, verbal or physical and answers questions. 

Marchosias appeared as a teenage girl, or she looked as young. She is very talkative and friendly. She 

has straight long blonde hair parted down the middle, large black wings. She is a warrior. -HP Maxine 

 

 
 

MORAX aka FORAII, FORFAX, MARAX; Egyptian Goddess MAAT 

Zodiac Position: 10-14 degrees of Cancer 

July 2nd-7th 

Tarot Card: 3 of Cups 

Planets: Mars/Pluto 

Metals: Iron/Plutonium 

Element: Water 

Candle color: Red 

Rank: Earl/President 

Marax is a Day Demon and rules 30 legions of spirits She teaches astrology and the magickal uses of 

stones and herbs. She provides familiars, teaches astronomy and the liberal sciences. She is the Goddess 

of truth, order and justice. She is very respected among the other Demons. She has jet black hair with 

bangs, tan skin, Egyptian looking hair style. She has large white wings and is very tall. -HPS Maxine 
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MURMUR 

Zodiac Position: 25-29 degrees of Sagittarius 

December 17th-21st 

Tarot Card: 10 of Rods 

Candle color: Dark blue 

Planet: Sun 

Element: Fire 

Plant: Parsley 

Metal: Gold 

Rank: Duke/Earl 

Murmur is a Night Demon and rules 30 legions of spirits. He was of the Order of Thrones and partly of 

that of Angles. 

He teaches philosophy and makes the souls of the dead appear and answer questions. 

 

Sigils G-M: 
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Gods N – R 

 

NABERIUS aka CERBERUS 

**ALSO KNOWN AS “NEBIROS.” *See High Ranking Gods And Crowned Princes Of  Hell 

Zodiac Position: 20-29 degrees of Cancer 

July 18th-22nd 

Tarot Card: 4 of Cups 

Planet: Jupiter/Neptune 

Metal: Tin/Neptunium 

Element: Water 

Candle color: Red 

Plant: Ash 

Rank: Marquis 

Naberius is a Day Demon and rules 19 legions of spirits 

He teaches arts and sciences, logic, rhetoric, and helps one regain lost honors, standing. He helps restore 

lost possessions. 

 

ORIAS aka ORIAX 

**also known as the EGYPTIAN GOD, OSIRIS 

*SEE High Ranking Demons and Crown Princes of Hell 

Zodiac Position: 20-24 degrees of Capricorn 

January 11th-15th 

Tarot Card: 4 of Pentacles 

Planet: Mercury 

Metal: Mercury 

Candle color: White 

Plant: Sealwort 

Element: Earth 

Rank: Marqis 

Oriax is a Night Demon and rules 30 legions of spirits 

Oriax causes one‟s enemies to bestow good will and can change one into any shape. He helps one to 

gain respect and positions of high esteem. He teaches about the stars and planets.  

 

OROBAS 

Zodiac Position: 0-4 degrees of Capricorn 

December 22nd-26th 

Tarot Card: 2 of Pentacles 

Planet: Saturn 

Metal: Lead 

Plant: Broom 

Candle color: Orange 

Element: Earth 

Rank: Prince 

Orobas is a Night Demon and rules 20 legions of spirits 

He answers questions and gives one power and control over others.He protects one from the persecution 

of evil spirits and also from one‟s enemies. He will put a stop to slander and gossip. He can foretell the 

future, discern the past and present. Orobas appeared to me with a black stallion bucking up with 

lightening. He appears as a small unusual looking dark haired man or a boy with medium blonde ring 

curls. - High Priestess Maxine 
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OSE aka OSO, VOSO 

Zodiac Position: 10-14 degrees of Capricorn 

January 1st-5th 

Tarot Card: 3 of Pentacles 

Planet: Venus 

Metal: Copper 

Plant: Horsetail 

Candle color: Green 

Element: Earth 

Rank: President 

Ose is a Nght Demon and rules 30 legions of spirits 

Ose teaches the liberal sciences and is able to change one into any form. He can bring deliusions and 

insanity to others. He also answers questions. 

 

PAIMON 

Zodiac Position: 10-14 degrees of Taurus 

April 30th-May 4th 

Tarot Card: 6 of Pentacles 

Planet: Mercury 

Metal: Mercury 

Element: Earth 

Plant: Bindweed 

Candle color: Black and Dark blue 

Rank: King 

Paimon is a Day Demon and rules 200 legions of spirits. Part of them were of the Order of Angels and 

the other of Potentates. He is a Great King and very obediant unto Lucifer. 

Paimon gives the power to influence and control others and teaches arts and sciences. He provides   

good familiars and gives one position and honor. He can reveal anything about the Earth and one‟s 

mind. When he apprears, he is attended by other Demons. Paimon is known to make noise. Someone 

revealed that their smoke alarm went off all by itself with no explanation when Paimon appeared after a 

summoning. PAIMON IS NOT THE DEMON AZAZEL. THEY ARE BOTH SEPERATE AND 

DIFFERENT INDIVIDUAL DEMONS. Paimom is full of energy. Loud noises and bright lights tend to 

make him more active. He is very colorful and was very friendly. 

 

PHOENIX aka PHENEX 

Zodiac Position: 0-4 degrees of Libra 

September 23rd-27th 

Tarot Card: 2 of Swords 

Planet: Venus 

Metal: Copper 

Element: Air 

Plant: Rose 

Candle color: Pink 

Rank: Marquis 

Phenex is a Night Demon and rules 20 legions of spirits 

His specialty is poetry and writing of letters. He teaches all of the sciences and answers questions. 

Phoenix has black feathery wings. Phenex appears as a bird with black feathers that fall out as he flies. 

His tail has red-orange and yellow feathers that are very long and straight. He is accompanied by an 

attendant Demon who appears as an eagle. 
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PURSON aka THE EGYPTIAN GOD HORUS, aka CURSON 

Zodiac Position: 5-9 degrees of Cancer 

June 27th-July 1st 

Tarot Card: 2 of Cups 

Planet: Moon 

Metal: Silver 

Plant: Orchid 

Candle color: Purple 

Element: Water 

Rank: King 

Purson/Horus is a Day Demon and rules 22 legions of spirits. He was partly of the Order of Virtues and 

partly of the Order of Thrones 

Purson (pronounced “PERSON”) discovers hidden things and treasures, discerns past, present and 

future. He can read and reveal the thoughts of others and provide good familiars. He answers all 

questions. He is very fair. He resembles Amon Ra, only he has softer features. He is attended by several 

other Demons. He is highly respected among the Demons and very high ranking. Very youthful looking. 

He can lit up my entire room with his energy when he appeared to me. 

High Priestess Maxine 

 

RAUM 

RAUM IS THE EGYPTIAN GOD “KHNUM” (See High Ranking Gods And Crowned  Princes Of 

Hell) 

Zodiac Position: 15-19 degrees of Libra 

October 8th-12th 

Tarot Card: 3 of Sword 

Planet: Saturn 

Metal: Lead 

Element: Air 

Plant: Thistle 

Candle color: Black 

Rank: Earl 

Raum is a Night Demon and rules 30 legions of spirits  

 

RONOBE aka RONEVE, RONOVE 

Zodiac Position: 10-14 degrees of Leo 

August 2nd-7th 

Tarot Card: 6 of Rods 

Planet: Jupiter 

Metal: Tin 

Plant: Cinnamon 

Candle color: Purple 

Element: Fire 

Rank: Marquis/Earl 

Ronove is a Day Demon and rules 19 legions of spirits 

Ronove teaches languages. He humbles enemies and teaches art and rhetoric. He also provides servants. 

Ronove has brilliant shoulder-length golden hair that shines and glitters, with a brilliant aura. He has 

markings on his face like a tribal warrior. He has a very small wingspan. He can move objects in a room 

and is very talkative and friendly. He sometimes goes by the name “Ben.” He is a Demon of fire and 

specializes in pyrokinesis. He gives off a lot of energy and also specializes in languages. 
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Sigils N-R: 
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Gods S – Z 

 

SABNACK aka SABURAC, SABNOCK 

Zodiac Position: 0-4 degrees of Scorpio 

Octobr 23rd-27th 

Tarot Card: 5 of Cups 

Planet: Mars/Pluto 

Candle Color: Dark blue 

Plant: Allspice 

Metal: Iron/Plutonium 

Element: Water 

Rank: Marquis 

Sabnock is a Night Demon and she rules 50 legions of Spirits 

She can cause arguments to escalate into serious fights, she protects soldiers and their camps and can 

cause wounds not to heal. 

She teaches architecture and provides good familiars. Sabnock is a female Demon. She has blue wings 

with frosted highlights. 

 

SALEOS aka ZALEOS, SALLOS 

Zodiac Position: 0-4 degrees of Cancer 

June 22nd-26th 

Tarot Card: 2 of Cups 

Planet: Moon 

Candle Color: Red 

Plant: Aster 

Metal: Silver 

Element: Water 

Rank: Duke 

Sallos is a Day Demon and rules 30 legions of spirits 

He causes love between the sexes, stimulates sexual desire and incites the passions. He encourages 

fidelity to one‟s partner. 

Sallos has bright orange hair with a silver aura. He changes the color of his hair to black and his aura to 

gold. He wears a suit of armor. He also disappears to where you can only see his head. 

 

SEERE 

Zodiac Position: 15-19 degrees into Pisces 

March 6th-10th 

Tarot Card: 9 of Cups 

Planet: Moon 

Candle Color: Green 

Plant: Willow 

Metal: Silver 

Element: Water 

Rank: Prince 

Seere is a Night Demon and rules 26 legions of spirits Seere discovers thefts, transports goods and can 

control time. He can cause a spell or act of magick to happen immediately. He can bring a surplus of 

things to happen at once. He is good natured and helpful to the summoner. Seere has white wings with 

tan markings. He is of medium height, with a strong build. He has soft dark medium-length hair and a 

strong face Seere is very agile in flight and he is very soft-spoken. 
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SHAX aka CHAX, SCOX 

Zodiac Position: 5-9 degrees of Scorpio 

October 28th-November 1st 

Tarot Card: 5 of Cups 

Planet: Mars/Pluto 

Candle Color: Black 

Plant: Purslane 

Metal: Iron/Plutonium 

Element: Water 

Rank: Marquis 

Shax is a Night Demon and rules 30 legions of spirits 

He can cause one to become deaf, dumb or blind and can take away understanding. He can steal money 

or possessions and reveals the way to stolen property or hidden things. He provides good famliars and 

will transport anything. Shax has short blue hair. He has a medium build with dark skin. He gives one a 

feeling of power that comes from his aura. He is very powerful in his magick. 

Ex-High Priest Salem Burke relates his experience with Shax: Shax is a good Demon. He has a totally 

good “work ethic”, and will do a task specifically very enthusiastically. He‟s got a lot of odd angular . . . 

angles. He likes circular shapes, and uses them a lot (they are really not circular, they are just moving 

energies). But he walks along “pointed” angles with great ease -- something Goetic Demons do not tend 

to like. If you ask him several questions he will totally ignore the ones not related to the task at hand (i.e. 

love, etc. during an attempt to get a promotion), and not for any other reason than because his energy 

will be uselessly diminished. This is likely because (judging form his character) he is accustomed to 

“human interaction” -- he is a people Demon (but still a professional, and a good capable one, seriously 

-- he packs a good punch), and works immediately to fulfill the dominant and most likely task -- usually 

and in my case about money, and/or about catching a thief. Japs snatched my ATM card, and Shax had 

him locked away in a matter of minutes, just like he said. I have no doubt as to his answers, he answers 

quickly and accurately, and would not be the sort of Demon anyone would wish to cross. He is very 

powerful -- his residual energy was very helpful. 

Inevitably my innermost concern became for Japs. I asked Shax once, “You will make absolutely sure 

you do not terrify him, or cause him permanent harm -- scare him -- and by this I do not mean like the 

others (as one is disfigured and the other paralyzed -- long time ago)?” 

He answered very quickly and confidently, and powerfully. He said Japs would call me but would not 

admit it -- and that he had been restrained. Now Japs steals cars like I take taxis, and has never been 

busted for a GTA. Until, of course -- now. 

 

STOLAS aka STOMAS 

Zodiac Position: 25-29 degrees of Virgo 

September 18th-22nd 

Tarot Card: 10 of Pentacles 

Planet: Venus 

Candle Color: Dark blue 

Plant: Flax 

Metal: Copper 

Element: Earth 

Rank: Prince 

Stolas is a Day Demon and rules 26 legions of spirits 

He has knowledge of all of the stars, planets and stones. He teaches astronomy and the uses of herbs. 

Stolas has beautiful long dark brown curly hair and blue eyes. His wings are cream colored and laced 

with gold trim. His wings are like a Griffin‟s wings.” 
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SYTRY aka SITRI AKA THE EGYPTIAN GOD SET, Seth, Sethi, Sit, Sut, Sutekh. (See High Ranking 

Demons and Crown Princes of Hell) 

Zodiac Position: 25-29 degrees of Taurus 

May 15th-20th 

Tarot Card: 7 of Pentacles 

Planet: Saturn 

Candle Color: Red 

Plant: Hyacinth 

Metal: Lead 

Element: Earth 

Rank: Prince 

Sytry/SET is a Day Demon and rules 60 legions of spirits 

The Prince of love and lust, he causes women to reveal themselves naked. He incites men and women 

fall in love with each other. 

High Priestess Maxine; experience with Set: He appears during the day even though Set is the Egyptian 

Lord of Darkness. He is one of the 7 Sons of Satan. He is dark completed, jet black hair, he had at first 

rubbery dark brown wings that turned into beautiful soft black feathery angel wings like a raven and he 

wears a long black satin robe. He was very kind, soft spoken and left me with a strong energetic feeling 

of peace. He has most beautiful energy. He definitely represents darkness. He appeared to me at mid 

afternoon on a sunny day in my room. He   may be both a day and night Demon/God. He also appears 

with his Wife, Nephthys (Bathin). 

 

VALEFOR aka MALAPHAR 

Zodiac Position: 25-29 degrees of Aries 

April 15th-19th 

Tarot Card: 4 of Rods 

Planet: Jupiter 

Candle Color: Pink 

Plant: Dandelion 

Metal: Tin 

Element: Fire 

Rank: Duke 

Valefor is a Day Demon and rules 10 legions of spirits 

Valefor is an expert at occult medicine, and can cure any and all ills magickally. He bestows dexterity 

with ones hands and makes one‟s mind sharp. He can change men into animals and is good at thievery 

and teaches how to steal. High Priestess Maxine; my experience: Valefor has a large head like Lucifuge 

Rofocal. He has a greenish complexion with dark pronounced eyebrows. He has huge white feathery 

wings. 
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VAPULA aka NAPHULA 

Zodiac Position: 25-29 degrees into Capricorn 

January 16th-19th 

Tarot Card: 4 of Pentacles 

Planet: Mercury 

Candle Color: Dark blue 

Plant: Papyrus 

Metal: Mercury 

Element: Earth 

Rank: Duke 

Vapula is a Night Demon and rules 36 legions of spirits 

Vapula teaches philosophy and other sciences. She can assist one in passing tests and examinations. She 

helps one to converse intelligently on almost any subject and bestows skill in all of the manual 

professions. She also teaches craftmanship. Vapula has very long, straight, black hair, with red eyes. She 

is of medium height and has tan colored wings, pointed ears and dark skin. 

 

VASSAGO 

Zodiac Position: 10-14 degrees into Aries 

March 30th-April 3rd 

Tarot Card: 3 of Rods 

Planet: Sun 

Candle Color: Light blue 

Plant: Leek 

Metal: Gold 

Element: Fire 

Rank: Prince 

Vassago is a day Demon and rules 26 legions of spirits 

Vassago is one of the friendliest of the Demons.He reveals the past, present and the future and can find 

anything that has been hidden, misplaced, lost or stolen. 

 

VEPAR aka SEPAR 

Zodiac Position: 25-29 degrees into Libra 

October 18th-22nd 

Tarot Card: 4 of Swords 

Planet: Mercury 

Candle Color: Black 

Plant: Mugwort 

Metal: Mercury 

Element: Air 

Rank: Duke 

Vepar is a Night Demon and rules 29 legions of spirits 

She controls the sea, can cause storms, or calm the sea. She can cause disaster and death. Vepar guides 

battleships and causes death from infected wounds. Vepar gives the feeling of lightness and can help 

with levitation. She appears as a warrior Demoness. She has dark brown hair and wears a leather band 

around her head. She appears wearing a leather skirt. She is very soft spoken and very kind. She leaves 

one with a happy feeling and has a blue aura. 
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VINE 

Zodiac Position: 10-14 degrees of Scorpio 

November 2nd-6th 

Tarot Card: 6 of Cups 

Planet: Jupiter/Neptune 

Candle Color: White 

Plant: Mallow 

Metal: Tin/Neptunium 

Element: Water 

Rank: King/Earl 

Vine is a Night Demon and rules 36 legions of spirits 

Vine is the only Demon who can reveal the identity of other witches and sorcerers.  

He knows all secrets and can destroy enemies. He can defend the mage againt the attacks of other 

sorcerers and witches. He knows and reveals past, present and future.  

He discovers hidden things, causes storms, destroys walls and builds towers. Vine appears accompanied 

by a black lion. Vine is very thin and dark skinned. He has black wings and carries a gold staff. His 

black shoulder-length hair is straight with platinum blonde at the tips. 

 

VOLAC 

Zodiac Position: 5-9 degrees of Aquarius 

January 25th-29th 

Tarot Card: 5 of Swords 

Planet: Saturn/Uranus 

Candle Color: White 

Plant: Sesame 

Metal: Lead/Uranium 

Element: Air 

Rank: President 

Volac is a Night Demon and rules 38 legions of sprits 

He discovers serpents for the mage and reveals hidden treasures. He can lead one toward a good job, a 

sympathetic friend. He also provides lucky numbers. He moves fast. He flies very fast and usually 

departs through the ceiling. 

 

VUAL aka UVALL 

Zodiac Position: 20-24 degrees into Scorpio 

November 13th-17th 

Tarot Card: 7 of Cups 

Planet: Moon 

Candle Color: Dark blue 

Plant: Myrrh 

Metal: Silver 

Element: Water 

Rank: Duke 

Vual is a Night Demon and rules 37 legions of spirits. He was of the Order of Potentates or Powers 

Uvall reveals past, present, and future. He reconciles enemies and brings the love of a woman to a man. 

He creates friendships and ensures esteem. He knows all and can manipulate time. 

Uvall is a unisex Demon. S/He has long flowing blonde curly hair, deep green eyes, is very tall and is 

built stocky. Her/His name is pronounced “Ewe-Val”. Uvall wears golden body armor and has white 

wings. 
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ZAGAN 

ZAGAN IS THE GOD “DAGON” (See High Ranking Demons and Crown Princes of Hell) 

Zodiac Position: 0-4 degrees of Aquarius 

January 20th-24th 

Tarot Card: 5 of Swords 

Planet: Saturn/Uranus 

Candle Color: White 

Plant: Hyssop 

Metal: Lead/Uranium 

Element: Air 

Rank: King/President 

Zagan is a night Demon and rules 33 legions of spirits 

Zagan can transform liquids- wine into blood; water into wine. He can bring to one‟s mind the humor in 

all happenings. Zagan turns metal into coins and bestows wit. He gives wisdom and can make fools 

wise. 

 

ZEPAR 

Zodiac Position: 15-19 Degrees into Gemini 

June 6th-10th 

Tarot Card: 9 of Swords 

Planet: Venus 

Candle Color: Black 

Plant: Mandrake 

Metal: Copper 

Element: Air 

Rank: Duke 

Zepar is a Day Demon and rules 26 legions of spirits 

Zepar incites love and passion between the sexes. He can make women barren and can cause one to 

shape shift. 
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Sigils S-Z: 
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More Gods 
 

AGLASIS 

He is under the rule of Hael and Sergulath. He can transport anything throughout the world. 

 

BARTZABEL 

Kabbalistic Demon of Mars. He has the power to raise storms. 

Bartzabel has black wings. He is bald with a small black haired ponytail and he is a little chubby. He 

seems to be a very dark Demon, except for his brilliant white aura. He isn‟t illuminated but there is a 

white aura around him. When he departed, he walked right through the wall. He is very wise and 

appears to be very very old. 

 
 

BECHARD 

Bechard has power over winds and storms, lightening, rain, hail. Friday is his day of power. Bechard is 

under the power of the Duke “Syrach.” Bechard rules over Fridays. 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Bechard.jpg 
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BRULEFER 

He is ruled by Hael and Sergulath. He makes one beloved. 

 

BUCON 

Bucon is under the power of Hael and Sergulath. He has the power to incite hatred and jealousy between 

the sexes. 

 

CARNIVEAN 

He was a Prince of the Order of Powers. He bestows confidence, boldness and strength. 

 

CARREAU 

He was a Prince of the Order of Powers. He gives one control over emotions and bestows strength. 

 

CLAUNECK 

Clauneck has power over goods, money and finances. He can discover hidden treasures and bestow 

great wealth. He is much loved by Lucifer. He brings money from a distance. He is obedient to those 

who treat him with respect. Clauneck is under the power of the Duke “Syrach.” 

 
 

CLISTHERET 

She can make day into night and night into day. She is under the power of the Duke “Syrach.” She has a 

green complexion and a large bulbous head like Lucifuge Rofocal and Valefor. She is friendly. - High 

Priestess Maxine 
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ELELOGAP 

Elelogap is ruled over by Agaliarept and Tarihimal. He has power over the element of Water. 

 

FRIMOST 

Frimost has power over women and brings the enjoyment of them to the men who summon him. He is 

under the power of the Duke “Syrach.” He rules over Tuesdays. 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Frimost.jpg 

 
 

FRUCISSIERE 

He brings the dead to life. He is under the power of the Duke “Syrach.”   

 
 

FRUTIMIERE 

He rules over parties and festivals. He is under the power of the Duke “Syrach.”  

 
GRESSIL 
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Gressil was the third of the Order of Thrones. He encourages one to comfort, luxery and indulgence. 

 

GULAND 

Guland can cause all varieties of disease. He is under the power of the Duke “Syrach.”   

 
 

HAEL 

Hael is under the rule of Nebiros. He instructs in the wrting of all kinds of letters; speaking. He gives the 

immediate power to speak in other languages and explains the most secret things. 

 

HARISTUM 

He is ruled over by Hael and Sergulath. He gives the abilty to pass through fire without getting burned. 

 

HERAMAEL 

Heramael is under the rule of Satanachia. He teaches the art of medicine and gives knowledge of all 

diseases, with their full and total cure. He is an expert on botany, the healing powers of plants and the 

places and manner in which to gather them. He is ruled over by Satanachia. 

 

HIEPACTH 

He can bring people to the summoner who are at a distance. He is under the power of the Duke 

“Syrach.” 
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HUICTHGARA 

He has power over sleep and wakefulness; insomnia. He is under the power of the Duke “Syrach.”  

 
 

HUMOTS 

Humots can transport all mannner of books for the summoner‟s pleasure. He is under the power of the 

Duke “Syrach.” 

 
 

KLEPOTH 

Klepoth brings dreams and visions of all kinds. He is under the power of the Duke “Syrach.”  
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KHIL 

Khil can cause great Earthquakes. He is under the power of the Duke “Syrach.”  

 
 

MERSILDE 

Mersilde can transport one through astral projection. He is under the power of the Duke “Syrach.”  

 
 

 

MINOSON 

Minoson is under the rule of Hael and Sergulath. He insures winning in all games. 

 

MORAIL 

He can make anything invisible. He is under the power of the Duke “Syrach.”   
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MUSISIN 

Musisin has ower over great lords and government officials. He can instruct them. Musisin is under the 

power of the Duke “Syrach.” 

 
 

OEILLET 

He was a Prince of the Order of Dominions. He has power over money and wealth. 

 

OLIVIER 

Olivier was a Prince of the Archangels. He has power over wealth and money. 

 

PAZUZU 

Pazuzu has long been known as a protector Demon, especially of women in childbirth. Pazuzu gained 

fame with the movie “The Exorcist” where he was portrayed as the possessing Demon. 

Leroy Anderson relates his experience with Pazuzu: 

I contacted Pazuzu about 1 week ago, just mentally. I kept calling him and in a little while I could feel 

him. He‟s a very, very poweful and positive Demon. I asked him for a favor which he did in just 24 

hours and has promised to help me with other things. He loves poetry and feels very strongly about 

serving Father. He inspires poets and loves being remembered. If you‟re friends with him he‟ll protect 

you and give you insights about what your enemies are doing. He‟s really really good company. I too 

felt drawn to him ever since I saw the movie, “The Exorcist.” I just knew deep inside that he‟s not nasty 

as the movie shows him, and I was right. Right now he wants me to write a poem about him. He‟s a 

good friend. May Lord Satan Bless him. 

 

PENTAGNONY 

He is under the rule of Sergulath and Hael. He renders invisibility and the love of those in power. 

 

PROCULO 

Proculo is ruled by Hael and Sergulath. He has rulership over sleep and dreams. 

 

ROSIER 

Rosier was second in the Order of Dominions. He bestows the gift of romantic and fanciful speech in 

love. He incites love between the sexes and brings about romance. 
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SIRCHADE 

Sirchade has powers over animals. He is under the power of the Duke “Syrach.”  SIGIL 

 
 

SEGAL 

Segal causes all manner of prodigies, both natural and supernatural. He is under the power of the Duke 

“Syrach.” 

 
 

SERGULATH 

Sergulath is under the power of Nebiros. He teaches the art of speculation, tactics and the breaking of 

hostile ranks. 

 

SERGUTHY 

Serguthy is ruled over by Satanachia. He has power over women. 

 

SIDRAGROSM 

He is under the power of Sergulath and Hael. He makes women dance naked. 

 

SONNEILLON 

He was fourth in the Order of Thrones. He bestows one with courage and confidence. 

 

SURGAT 

Surgat can open any and all locks. He is under the power of the Duke “Syrach.”  SIGIL 
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SUSTUGRIEL 

Sustugriel is ruled over by Satanachia. He teaches magick, and brings famliars for all desires. 

 

TRIMASEL 

Trimasel teaches all chemistry and sleight of hand. He knows all the secrets of Alchemy. He is under the 

power of Satanachia 

 

VERRIER  

Verrier gives confidence, strength and courage. He was of the Order of Principalities where he held the 

position of Prince. 

 

VERRINE 

Verrine motivates one to action. He was of the Order of the Thrones. P> 
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Lower Orders of Demons 
 

Many of have seen and even interacted with lesser Demons. These are the Demons with the glowing red 

eyes, rubbery wings and some even have fur. Up close, many of these Demons have the most beautiful 

eyes, like glowing rubies, deep and rich in color. They are originally from different planets, but many 

live with Father Satan and the other Demons. 

 

The lesser Demons are protectors, such as the Sumerian Demon, Pazuzu who is a 

protector of children and also women in childbirth. Pazuzu got a bad rap in the 

1973 movie “The Exorcist” written by Catholic “William Peter Blatty.” This was 

the Christian retaliation against the 1968 movie “Rosemary‟s Baby” which 

depicted Satan in a positive perspective. “The Exorcist,” frightened many away 

from Satan and pushed the belief in Demonic “possession.” AGAIN, fear is used 

as a powerful tool to keep people spiritually enslaved and ignorant. Unlike the 

Christian “God” and his ilk, Satan and his Demons do not use coercion, nor do 

they push themselves upon anyone. 

 

 

 

 

Pazuzu 

 

Satan respects free will and people come to him willingly, not through fear or use of force. Many of us 

have invoked Demons (let them inhabit our bodies) and let them speak through us; no harm has ever 

come to anyone. Angelic beings on the other hand are notorious for this sort of thing and of course, like 

everything else, it is blamed on Satan. 

 

Bes is another example of a lesser Demon. Demons of this race are the 

ones with the beautiful ruby like eyes. These Demons are protectors, 

patrons of music, dancing, healing and are guardians. In Ancient Egypt, 

dwarves (these lesser Demons)were revered and highly respected. These 

Demons are short, they are only two to three feet in height. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bes 
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The Hierarchy and Order of Demons 
 

HIERARCHY OF THE DEMONS: 

First Hierarchy: 

Seraphim 

Cherubim 

Thrones 

 

 

Second Hierarchy: 

Dominions 

Principalities 

Powers 

 

 

Third Hierarchy: 

Virtues 

Archangels 

Angels 

 

 

NOBILITY RANKINGS OF HELL: 

Prince 

King 

Marquis 

Duke 

Earl 

President 

The Crown Princes of Hell appear to be the most high ranking; above the Kings. As for the military 

titles of Hell‟s Army, these are the same as for the human military. 

 

 

Demons who belonged to certain orders often specialize in certain abilities and powers. In my own 

experiences, I have found our Personal/Guardian Demons are the ones we go to for nearly all of our 

needs, even those outside of their offices. Sometimes, our Guardian Demons will seek assistance from 

other Demons for us. Also, if we work hard for and are dedicated to Satan, Demons can come to us on 

their own, offering their help in times of trouble. This has happened to me. 

Here is some info on the hierarchies and powers: 

 

THE ORDER OF THE POWERS, ALSO KNOWN AS THE SERAPHIM; FLAMING ONES, 

specialize in revenge/justice issues and the defeating of one‟s enemies. The teaching of Astrology, 

healing arts and divination; in guarding things and in defense, both here and on the astral. They are of 

the element of fire. 

 

 

THE ORDER OF THE CHERUBUM specialize in foretelling the past, present and future. They can 

assist one in astral priojection, accessing past lives and looking into the future. They have knowledge 

and rulership over the fixed stars. 
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THE ORDER OF THE THRONES ALSO KNOWN AS OPHANIM specialize in the rulership of the 

planets and in issues of justice and revenge. They are helpful in the practice and powers of Black 

Magick. 

 

 

THE ORDER OF DOMINIONS/DOMINATIONS ALSO KNOWN AS THE BRILLIANT ONES help 

us to access the power of Satan within us. Realizing our true potential and abilities. Revealing to us our 

own powers and communion with Satan. They assist in meditation, spiritual/psychic empowerment and 

in the integration of the material and the spiritual As above, so below. One must have balance in both 

the  material and spiritual aspects of life to become whole. Both the material and the spiritual are 

essential to each other, as opposed to what the RHP religions teach. 

 

 

THE ORDER OF THE VIRTUES, ALSO KNOWN AS THE MALACHIM, TARSHISHIM; 

DEMONIC KINGS bestow confidence and fearlessness, helping one to get the job done when one‟s 

back is against the wall. They assist in magick and help to encourage us. 

 

 

THE ORDER OF THE PRINCIPALITIES influence worldly events, large groups, nations and world 

leaders. People in power benefit from the council of these Demons. 
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Ouija Board 
 

Ouija Boards are excellent for contacting and having conversations with Demons and spirits. I prefer to 

work the board alone, as another person is a distraction and prevents any real intimacy with the spirit 

contact. 

 

For those of you who are new to this, make sure the board is on a completely level surface. It is 

important to enter into a trance when using a ouija board. 

Place your fingertips lightly on each side of the planchette. Soon it will gently begin to pull. Just relax 

and let it work. It can take a few minutes to get going. It is important to be free from distractions and not 

to be disturbed. 

 

My experience is I sort of go into a trance. Like when scrying or invoking spirits of the deceased, 

everything else in the room is blocked out. My total focus is on the board. It is sort of like an aura 

around all of the edges of the board and my attention is completely locked in and nothing else outside  

of me, exists. This is just my own experience, we are all individuals, so some of yours may be different. 

 

I am finding more and more, the higher ranking the Demon, the more energy you will feel. I have a 

Demon who is close to me and last night I conversed with him, using the board. I don‟t remember how 

long I was using the board. This was for quite a while. He asked me to say something specific out loud. 

When I did, I really felt powerful energy light up lke a flame inside of me. 

 

When we have very close contact or invoke Demons, we can feel their energy. My skin still feels 

sensitized, like when I have a fever or sunburn, only no pain, even this morning. Their energy is 

electrifying. Father‟s energy is different, as I‟m sure many of you have experiencd during and after 

rituals. Calming and beautiful. 

 

Demons come to us through telepathy and astral projection. It is my experience that Demons project 

differently than humans. With humans, you can see the connecting strands and when they leave, they 

snap back out quickly. Books say they are silver colored. The ones I saw were copper. I have never seen 

strands with Demons, but I know the higher ranking ones physically exist in another world. There are 

some Demons who can stay with us at all times, to protect us. These Demons are lesser as they are in 

spirit form. 

 

The more you use a Ouija Board, the better you will become in working it. When we establish a close 

relationship with a Demon, all we have to do is tune into them and they will usually come to us. 

 

Each of us is individual and will have slightly different experiences in using a ouija board and receiving 

messages: 

 

 The automatic method - In this case, the planchette moves automatically, without the operator 

knowing what the spirit concerned is going to say. Messages in foreign languages will also be 

received, even in languages the operator does not know and has never heard before. 

 The inspirational method - this is the most common: here the messages will be given in a sort of 

thinking aloud inside or outside one‟s mind. In this case, one practically knows beforehand what 

the spirit is about to write. By frequent repetition this inspiration will become a loud thinking 

and listening in the passive communication. One will perceive messages from the one‟s mind or 

from outside of the self. This is sort of like dictation- the words come into your head and then 

your hands move the planchette. 
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 The intuitive method - where you have the feeling as if you moved the planchette yourself. Any 

questions will be answered instantly. This is a kind of clair-knowledge. The planchette spells out 

words and sentences in full consciousness, without the operator hearing anything or being 

inspired in any  way. 

 

The methods also can appear in a mixed kind, for example half automatic and half inspirational or 

intuitive and inspirational or all together. Which of the methods will be the dominant one will only be 

known after a long period of exercising. Each of the methods is good and reliable, provided you are 

using it honestly and candidly. Practice makes perfect!* 

 

Reference: 

* Initiation Into Hermetics by Franz Bardon © 1956 
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Using a Pendulum 

 

Pendulum Practice: 

Everything takes practice, patience, and above all persistence, in the psychic realm. Most pendulum 

adepts have worked with their pendulums for years. When one is advanced, a pendulum can reveal 

practically anything. 

 

For those of you who are serious about becoming proficient with a pendulum, I suggest you start out 

with asking the pendulum several unimportant questions at the beginning of your day, questions that 

pertain to events you know will occur during your day. 

For example: Will it rain today? Will I receive money today? Will I get off from work early today? Ask 

easy questions that are not of any great importance, as emotions and desires very much affect the 

answers we receive and this is where inaccuracy can step in. Record the questions in your black 

book/book of shadows/journal. At the end of your day go through each question and write the answer 

and note whether the pendulum was accurate or not. You can also use your pendulum for finding lost or 

misplaced items. Always record the accuracy in your black book. 

 

After several months, you should notice a lot of improvement in your accuracy. If you want to advance 

further, try asking the pendulum questions using a map. 

 

When recording your work in your black book, it is often helpful to note the time of day, the moon 

phase, the weather and other phenomena. For ladies, including your time in your menstrual cycle is  also 

very important. I have found this affects us more than most are aware of as it has to do with the moon. 

Remember, it is always important to be as relaxed as possible when working with a pendulum as to 

access the right/psychic side of your brain, which operates through the pendulum. 

 

Using the Pendulum: 

 

Sometimes, we need easy answers to things. A pendulum is usually accurate, easy to use and takes little 

time. Begin by taking something like a small crystal, pendent, ring or other small lightly weighted object 

and attaching it to a necklace chain, string, ribbon, or some other kind of strand. This should be only 

kept for divination purposes and not for other uses. 

Hold the strand with your fingertips and let the weighted part hang. For those who are new and or 

inexperienced with using a pendulum, it is a good idea to place yourself into a trance when working 

with a pendulum. Once you are confident in obtaining correct answers, you no longer need to be in the 

trance state. Now ask a question you know the answer to, like what day it is. Start out by asking yes or 

no questions. See what the pendulum does and get a feel for it. 

 

I have found swinging right/left, like shaking ones head to imply no, means no and forward/backward 

like a nodding of the head means yes. When it goes in circles, the answer is uncertain. The wider the 

swing of the pendulum, the more accurate the answer. Pendulums can also be asked questions regarding 

how much, how many. The pendulum will swing, stop, swing again, and continue to do so a number of 

times before it completely stops. 

 

For finding lost items, take the pendulum around the area and ask it if you are near the lost item. Spirits 

can also communicate to us through pendulums. We can concentrate and focus on the name of the spirit 

or Demon we wish to contact. The pendulum is an excellent way to communicate with Demons. With 

Demons, the pendulum can be placed over a drawing of or copy of the sigil and asked questions. 
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THE VARIOUS USES FOR A PENDULUM: 

 

Pendulums are an excellent means for communicating with the spirit world, checking the accuracy of 

other readings and divinations and many other different things. 

 

TO FIND SOMETHING LOST: 

In a Room - hold the pendulum and ask where the object is located. The pendulum will swing in the 

direction of the lost object. 

 

In a House - Ask the pendulum, room by room, i.e., is it in the kitchen? yes/no, bathroom and so on until 

you narrow it down. Then go into the room and section it off. 

 

On a Map - Start by asking if the missing person or object is in the area of the map. (For missing 

persons, it is helpful to have a photo and an item he or she has touched or worn). Hold the pendulum in 

the hand you normally use to divine with it and a pointer or pencil in the other. Point to places on the 

map, until you arrow it down and go from there. 

 

Outside: 

Ask - “Am I facing the right direction to find... If the pendulum swings foreword or backward, you are 

moving in the right direction. In circles, move with the circle slowly, until it swings foreword and 

backward. 

 

You can also draw a floor plan of a house or building and ue the map method.  

 

OUTDOOR RITUAL SITES: 

Try using a map at first to pinpoint a good area. Places where Ley Lines and other energies on the Earth 

grid intersect, are powerful spots to perform all kinds of rituals. The pendulum will circle so fast when 

positioned over these areas, it will nearly be parallel to the Earth. The stronger the energies, the faster 

the pendulum will spin. 

 

PAST LIVES: 

You can write dates on separate small pieces of paper or cards and space them out, evenly on a table. 

Ask about your past life and the pendulum will swing in the direction of the paper with the accurate 

date. You can keep going back this way in time. You can do the same with continents, narrow it down to 

countries in which you lived. People you now know and their relationship to you in a past life. Put on 

separate pieces of paper- lover, friend, spouse, family member and so on. Name the person and ask the 

question. 

 

HEALTH: 

Ask about each area of your body or ask the aura of someone you want to know about. Keep narrowing 

down the questions with each answer you receive from the pendulum. 

 

GAMBLING: 

Be careful here, as mistakes can be costly, but you can take the pendulum to a casino and ask if this is a 

table or slot machine, you can win big at quickly and easily. The same can be done when betting on 

horses and so on. *It pays to be real experienced before you start going for the money. 
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RELATIONSHIPS: 

A pendulum can tell you all sorts of things about other people. A photo or personal item of the person in 

question is a big help, but is not necessary. Just hold the pendulum over the item and ask questions. 

 

PLACES TO GO TO SHOP OR GET REPAIRS DONE: 

Just open the phone book and ask where is the most inexpensive and the best quality place for what you 

want. Name places and the pendulum will answer yes/no. A pendulum can also be helpful in diagnosing 

car trouble before pulling everything apart or taking it to a shop. 

 

RITUALS: 

Ask what kind of incense to burn, the best time to perform the ritual, the best place, candle colors and so 

on. 

 

DEMONS:  

For simple contact of a Demon, place the pendulum over the Sigil of the particular Demon and begin 

asking questions. 

 

TAROT CARDS: 

Lay out several Tarot Cards as possible answers to a question. Ask the question and the pendulum will 

begin swinging in the direction of the card with the answer, until a yes is reached when it is placed 

directly above the card. 

 

Any yes or no questions can be accurately answered with a pendulum. Small cards or papers with names 

of people, places or things can be lined up from left to right and the pendulum will start swinging in the 

direction of the card or piece of paper with the answer. 

The pendulum should swing widely, as this is a definite yes or no. Circles are uncertain and a small 

swing is not so sure. 
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Dabbling in Satanism 

 

My purpose for writing this sermon is because I feel this issue is something important for people to be 

aware of. I do not believe in telling others how to think or what they should or how they should believe, 

this is up to the individual, but one important thing everyone should be aware of is- Satanism is very 

different from other religions. Satanism is different in that it does not mix. 

 

Mixing Satanism and Christianity for example is like mixing water with electricity. I have seen and read 

accounts where certain people who had an interest in Satanism, still had sympathies with Christianity. 

There were still strong unconscious ties to the Christian religion, most resulting from intense 

indoctrination. Most of us come from Christian backgrounds and for many there are lingering issues and 

hang-ups. Christian programming is very intense and given the extremely large amounts of psychic 

energy that have gone into it through centuries of Christian prayers and belief, there is a lot of power 

one must overcome to be totally free. 

 

People who are uncertain of their beliefs and who still have strong ties to Christianity or other related 

religions, either consciously, or in many cases subconsciously, are setting themselves up for some very 

frightening and negative psychic experiences. 

 

Calling upon Demons and going deep into the occult can bring up some very unexpected negative 

encounters for dabblers. This is the work of enemy alien entities that use fear to keep humans away 

Satan. In most cases this works, as it instills terror in the dabbler and he/she usually goes running back 

to the nazarene and blames Satan. I strongly suggest those who wish to go this far, first become strong 

in Satan. 

 

Very, very few, if any, progress in power unless they have a powerful protector. When one who is 

serious in developing the powers of the mind advances to any formidable level, or has any serious 

ability, he/she will be approached by powerful entities asking him/her to take sides in the spiritual war. 

The truly gifted who walk alone usually don‟t live very long on this earth without the protection of a 

higher power. 

 

I feel it is important to warn those who are undecided or lukewarm to stay away from calling up 

Demons or trying to contact spirit entities until they are spiritually ready. Everyone is welcome here, 

from the dedicated to the curious. 

 

Knowledge should be open and available for everyone. There are some things, though that are advanced 

and one should wait before getting involved in these practices. At some point, it is a very important step 

in Satanism to cut all ties with any and all other religions. To avoid doing this is inviting disaster. This 

must be done from the soul in that there should be no indecision or mixed feelings. If there are mixed 

feelings, then one should wait, as this is a permanent step. 

 

For those of you who have already performed dedication rituals, you are fine. You can get into the 

advanced practices, but it is still important to deprogram yourself from any Christian teachings. 

- High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Gods & Animal Forms 

 

The animal forms are symbols, which represent the Power of the Gods. The Peacock is sacred to Satan 

and represents the multi-colored stage of the Magnum Opus following the Nigredo. The peacock also 

symbolizes the rainbow colors of the third eye when this chakra is fully empowered and activated. 

 

Anubis is symbolized by the jackal, but this does not mean that Anubis IS a jackal. I met him and I have 

worked with him. He is very humanoid. 

 

Point being, if someone has strong expectations of how the Gods or a certain God should manifest 

astrally, this will influence how he/she appears to that person to a greater or lesser extent; no different 

from astral communications. If someone strongly and subconsciously associates a certain God with 

his/her animal form, they may very well see them as such, but this is not the accurate 

appearance of the God. 

 

As for myself, when I was new, I thought Satan would manifest as a being with red eyes and horns and 

would send a shiver down my spine, but I was open and didn't really know. I was very surprised to see 

he was tall, broad-shouldered, blonde, and wearing a long white robe. 

 

As for the Jewish concocted and defiled grimoires, the insulting images of our Gods are to instill a very 

ugly and offensive image in the minds of those who read this trash, in attempts to again- use fear to 

deter one from establishing a relationship with the God/s. Suggestions are very powerful, especially 

when one is young. 

 

Hideous and insulting images ARE of the enemy. The animal symbols for the Egyptian Gods are not. 
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Demon Friends 

 

Due to the false teachings of enemy religions, there are those among us who do not take our religion as 

serious as they should. The spiritual growth, liberation, and power that are available to us as Satanists 

are often beyond the awareness of many. 

 

There are times we may have trivial issues or instances where we could use some correction, 

enlightenment and spiritual assistance. When we establish a relationship with a Demon friend, we have 

someone who will patiently guide us, direct us, and work with us one on one. 

 

Many see Demons as magickal assistants who will help in avenging enemies, securing money, love, 

success, and so forth. The Demons are there to help us out in our external affairs when we are new, but 

another very important area is also that of spiritual growth. In the area of advancing spiritually, many 

are unaware of the help a Demon friend can be. The goal of Satanism is self-empowerment and spiritual 

self-sufficiency. 

 

Through my relationship with my Demon, Azazel, I have learned much more about Father Satan and our 

religion. All of this has been very enlightening and positive for me and I learned many things I never 

knew before. There are those of us who have issues, questions and blocks that would benefit greatly by 

working one on one with a Demon. 

 

For those of you, who are new to Spiritual Satanism, when you feel ready, perform a ritual where you 

ask Father Satan to send you a Demon to work with you, personally. This in truth is what the Demons 

are for; helping us to become as Gods in a literal sense. 

 

Write your request on a piece of paper, asking that Father Satan send you a Demon for you and at the 

height of the ritual, read it aloud and then burn the paper. This is just a suggestion, as many of us have 

our own way of performing rituals. 

 

You will receive signs soon afterwards. Remember to be patient, open and aware. You will recognize 

your new friend. I cannot begin to tell you the further enlightenment I have received and how I have 

improved and become much stronger in Satan. Life is an opportunity to improve and advance. 

 

-High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Incubi and Succubi: Sexual Relations with Demons 
 

Spirit sex is real. It requires some psychic work in order to open your mind to senses not normally 

accessible to the average person, but the way to do this is much easier than with other methods and a lot 

more pleasureable. Demon friends and lovers are wonderful for those who are in prison or incarcerated 

in any way. 

 

Many of us have experienced actually being physically touched by a Demon. The feeling is just like that 

of being touched by a human hand. This can go much further into actual sexual intercourse and 

lovemaking. Sexual intercourse with a Demon is blissful ecstacy. Because Demons come to us in 

etherial/astral form, they are able to penetrate our bodies and stimulate areas not easily accessible by 

other humans. Male Demons have no trouble finding and stimulating the G-spot in their women 

partners. Female Demons can get right to the prostrate gland in their men, resulting in a full deep 

orgasm. 

 

HOW TO BEGIN: 

First off, it is important to perform a ritual to Father Satan, stating your needs, whether they be just 

sexual, a love/sexual relationship, an open relationship, where you are free to have other sexual partners 

without any jealousy on either side; be specific. 

 

Some Demons are monogamus, in that they only have one partner and this goes both ways. These 

Demons take monogamy VERY seriously and if a relationship is violated by a human being, the partner 

of the human being could in the worst of cases wind up dead. Demons are known like humans to 

become very jealous. If a human is in an empty marriage and is just having sex with their spouse out of 

a sense of duty, Demons can be very understanding regarding this and will often overlook it, provided, 

in monogamus sexual love relations, your Demon is always #1. Keep in mind, once a commitment is 

made it will last a lifetime and beyond, so don‟t take this lightly. Your Demon will remain monogamus, 

also. 

 

You should find a Demon who is compatable with you. Remember, if you want a free, open relationship 

where you are free to have other sex partners, you must specify this in ritual. 

 

After your ritual, YOU MUST BE RELAXED AND OPEN, more than likely, your Demon will come to 

you when you are lying down and relaxed in bed. This will feel like electrifying energy and like 

kundalini, it feels exhilerating. 

 

Now, for people that are new to this, to begin this and open up, just begin fantasizing about having 

intercourse with your Demon. Most Demons are very physically attractive as opposed to all of the trash 

written in the grimoires and the horror stories. Ask your Demon to show themselves to you. Relax, close 

your eyes and tune in. You should see an image of your Demon in your mind. Even if you can‟t, you can 

picture an ideal lover for an image your Demon can inhabit to start with. 

 

When you begin to fantasize and do this a number of times, your Demon will feel this on the astral and 

enjoy it as well. You can masturbate yourself to orgasm in the beginning, until a full physical 

manifestation takes over. When you do this, your Demon will have an orgasm, as well. This will take 

time so be patient and persistent. The fantasies, done night after night will begin to get much more vivid 

and before you know it, you will feel your Demon and even see your Demon as you would another 

human being. Your Demon will work with you to open your psychic channels, as opposed to just plain 

fantasizing on your own. 
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Your Demon will more than likely come to you each night when you lie down to go to bed. Demons 

enjoy sex very much and they can wear out a human being. One man actually had to push a female 

Demoness off of himself in the morning in order to get up for work after having all night sex. She didn‟t 

want to stop. Pleasure is way beyond anything with a human being and spiritual sex can become 

addictive. Chances are, no longer will human sexual relationships be desired or satisfying. In addition, 

one does not have to worry about contracting sexually transmitted diseases or experiencing unwanted 

pregnancies. 

 

A Demon lover will also be protective of you. They are wonderful with listening to any worries, 

concerns or problems and are often helpful in punishing enemies and taking care of things for you. 

When the proper psychic channels are open, two-way conversations can take place. This is an enormous 

help in spiritual empowerment and advancement. They will tell you things, teach you and in some cases, 

even contact other Demons for you. 

 

Intense contact with Demons involves an energy exchange. The Demons, being on a higher spiritual 

level than humans have much more energy and extreme closeness can produce effects in us humans  that 

feel like sunburned skin and/or oversensitivity, until we get used to this or advance our own energy 

levels, which is the goal of Spiritual Satanism. 
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Guardian Demons 
 

High Priest Salem Burke uses a homemade Ouija Board to communicate with Demons 

“I WAS DEMONSTRATING FROM THE FLOOR, USUALLY I DO NOT PLACE ANYTHING 

LIKE THIS ON THE GROUND UNLESS THERE IS A CLOTH BENEATH IT SPECIFICALLY FOR 

THAT PURPOSE (AND THE TV IS NOT ON). EVENTUALLY I CUT THE CIRCLE OUT. THE 

SECOND BOARD WAS “AUTO” CUT WITH AN EXACT-O KNIFE (PER AUTO-WRITING), AND 

CAME OUT IN A TRAPEZOIDAL SHAPE.” “I DO NOT RECOMMEND PLACING A CANDLE 

ANYWHERE ON THE ACTUAL BOARD. “ 

- High Priest Salem Burke 

 

A close friend of mine and myself were working a Ouija Board. She asked if there was a Guardian 

Demon for her. The planchette spelled out G-U-S-I-O-N. Later on, Gusion appeared to her in a dream. 

A couple of weeks later, I drew his sigil, we took it to the tattoo shop, and she had it tattooed on her 

arm. She has made some major improvements and things have been going well for her. 

 

My Demon is not a Goetic Demon and I had some trouble finding his Sigil, but I found it and did the 

same. I also had his name tattooed on my arm under his sigil. 

 

We don‟t have to have tattoos to get in touch with our Guardian Demons. There are several methods for 

contact. One method is to use a Ouija Board. We don‟t have to have another person working a Ouija 

Board with us. I work my board alone most of the time. When there are two or even more people 

working a Ouija Board, this can create distractions and this can cause the board to give inaccurate 

answers. in addition, there are many times when one wishes to ask personal or private questions. This is 

best when done alone where one can relax into a trance, which is so necessary for operating a Ouija 

Board. 

 

When I was new, my Demon first communicated through letters. U R (you are) C U (see you) for 

goodbye. This way, I definitely knew this was for real, as I expected words. Another interesting thing, I 

have the planet that he rules over, ruling my house of partnership. He also rules an astrological point and 

that planet is exactly on the point in the sign that he rules. This is not the norm, though as I found later 

that he and I were extremely close in a past life thousands of years ago. 

 

Another method of finding out who your Guardian Demon is, is to use a pendulum. You will need a 

decent pendulum and a wide mouthed glass jar. Start out by asking how many letters are in his or her 

name. The pendulum will start to circle, then stop, then circle again, then stop and again make circles 

until it completely stops. Count the number of times it makes circles and here you will have the number 

of letters in your Demon‟s name. 

 

Dangle the pendulum, holding it between your thumb and index finger in the glass jar, keeping your 

hand outside of and directly over the jar. Begin with the first letter and ask the pendulum if it is A, B, C 

and so on. When the pendulum hits the side of the glass jar, write down the letter and continue on to the 

next letter in his or her name, again going through the alphabet. Make sure you are completely relaxed 

and preferably in a trance for an accurate reading. 

 

Using a Ouija Board is also an excellent way of establishing contact and getting answers, especially for 

those who are new to Satanism. Those of us who are experienced normally communicate with our 

Demons telepathically. 
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My Demon definitely wanted to make contact with me. He helped me with religion and how to better 

relate to Satan when I was new. He also helped me with meditation and spiritual exercises. For those of 

you who are doing yoga and/or chakra work, just be persistent. It took me a couple of months when I 

started at age thirteen. I was too young to understand what yoga was really all about, but I definitely 

could feel the energy. 

 

Our Guardian Demons can help us in our magick and spirituality. 

 

- High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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If You Have Trouble Finding Your Guardian Demon 
By Caitlin/Silvercrab, Satanic Gay Community Member 

 

The mistake most new people make is attempting to find their Guardian through a pendulum or Ouija 

board. If you have absolutely no past experience or practice with these items, they probably won‟t work 

for you. Using a Ouija board or pendulum takes SKILL and PRACTICE. When you‟re new, you must 

be in a trance and completely disconnect yourself from the board or you will end up talking to yourself, 

which is a very common occurrence. There is also a chance a negative entity might interfere with 

communication or fool you into believing they‟re a Demon and give you false information. So as you 

can see, a lot can go wrong here if you aren‟t already skilled in these areas. 

 

So, how do you find your Guardian? There are many reliable ways, such as Astral Projection, Astral 

Merging, using a black mirror, or invoking the Demon. But all these are advanced methods which most 

people are unable to do until they are at least on the intermediate level. So for beginners, here are a few 

things you can do to narrow down the list. 

 

Go look through ALL the Demons listed on joyofsatan.com, even the “High Ranking Gods and 

Crowned Princes of Hell” section because hey, you never know. Also, don‟t forget the section 

underneath the S - Z Demons titled “More Gods”. Not everyone‟s Guardian Demon is going to be one 

of the 72 Goetic Demons, but that doesn‟t mean your Guardian is any less special. Pazuzu, for example, 

is not one of the 72 Goetic Demons, but he is very powerful and is a great protector. Write down the 

names of the Demons who interest you, the ones you really like. Once you have a complete list of 

Demons who attract you, apply these tips: 

 

*Your Guardian Demon will usually have the same element(s) as you. When I say that, I‟m not referring 

to your astrological sign, I‟m referring to the element you love the most. You do not need experience 

with invoking the elements to figure out which one is your favorite. To read information on each one, 

see the section “Advanced Meditations”, in the Joy of Satan website. 

 

*Kudos to Reverend Mageson and High Priest Jake Carlson for figuring this one out. The sex of your 

Guardian is usually dependant on your own sexuality. Meaning, the straight man has a female Guardian, 

the homosexual man has a male Guardian. Even the most evenly split of bisexuals have a preference. If 

you‟re a bisexual woman who likes other women just a little bit more than men, chances are you‟ll have 

a female Guardian. I believe this pattern has to do with what you‟re most comfortable with. 

 

Now that you‟ve narrowed down your list (but please remember that the above tips are not set in stone 

and might not apply to everyone) ask yourself these questions: 

 

“Am I truly comfortable with the idea of _____________ being my Guardian Demon?” When I was 

new, there were several Demons I thought looked very cool and kick ass, but when I thought about it 

after a few days, I realized the idea just didn‟t feel quite right. 

 

“Do I love absolutely everything about ______________?” This is self-explanatory. There may be a 

Demon that you really like and respect, but if you embrace the idea of him/her as your Guardian and you 

feel a consistent longing to keep looking at other Demons, then he/she probably isn‟t the one. When you 

find your true Guardian, you should feel a strong bond, an unquestioning love. Most people have been 

with their Guardian in many other lifetimes, which is where that feeling comes from. 
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And finally, “Is there any reason to believe ______________ would not suit me as a Guardian?” Don‟t 

just take the information listed about the Demon into account. You‟re probably not going to have 

everything in common with your Guardian. For example, someone with Bifrons as their Guardian might 

be very interested in necromancy and astrology, but not in learning the magical properties of herbs and 

stones. Use your intuition with this question. 

 

By now you should have narrowed down your list to only one or two Demons. Now comes the part 

where you figure out if He/She is really your Guardian: 

 

Get yourself into a deep trance. 

Vibrate the name of the Demon 30 - 40 times. (Ex: Amon. A-A-A-A-M-M-M-M-O-O-O-O-N-N-N-N). 

After a while, you should feel his/her energy. Connect with the Demon as best you can. 

 

Ask _____________ if he/she is your Guardian. You will probably not see or hear anything if you are 

not psychically open, but you should FEEL their response.. Interpreting energy like this might be 

difficult at first, and if you don‟t understand the response, then tell them you don‟t understand and ask 

for a stronger signal. If you receive a very warm, positive signal then you‟ve probably found your 

Guardian. If not, go back over your list and try again. 
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Deputy Führer Rudolf Hess 
A Courageous Hero for Peace 

 

 
 

"My coming to England in this way is, as I realize, so unusual that nobody will easily 
understand it. I was confronted by a very hard decision. I do not think I could have arrived at 
my final choice unless I had continually kept before my eyes the vision of an endless line of 
children's coffins with weeping mothers behind them, both English and German, and another 
line of coffins of mothers with mourning children."  
 – Rudolf Hess (June 10, 1941)  
 
"I do not propose to argue about charges that are concerned with the internal affairs of 
Germany, with which foreigners have no right to interfere. I make no complaints about 
statements, the aim of which is to discredit and dishonor myself and the entire German 
people. I regard such statements coming from enemies as confirmations of our honor. It has 
been my privilege to serve for many years under the greatest son to whom my people have 
given birth in its thousand years of history. Even if it were possible for me to do so, I would 
never wish to wipe this period of service out of my life.  
It fills me with happiness to know that I did my duty toward my people. I regret nothing.  
Whatever men may do to me, the day will come when I will stand before the judgment seat of 
the Eternal: to Him I will give an account of my actions, and I know that He will pronounce 
me innocent."  
Last statement by Rudolf Hess to the International Military Tribunal in Nürnberg (August 31, 
1946) by Mark R. Elsis  
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Rudolf Walter Richard Hess, the eldest of four children, was born in Alexandria, Egypt on 
April 26, 1894. His father Fritz H. Hess, was from Wunsiedel in the Fichtelgebirge region of 
Germany and his mother Clara Hess, was of Greek origin. His father ran Hess & Co., a 
successful wholesaler and exporter. The Hess family lived quite well, in a big house with a 
beautiful garden on the Mediterranean coast. They also owned another home in 
Reicholdsgrün, in Bavaria, where they regularly spent their summer holidays. Rudolf Hess 
had an excellent education throughout these years in Egypt. In 1900, he was sent to the 
German school in Alexandria. This was enhanced with a couple of years of private tutoring. 
His Mother Clara taught him much about the ways of life and gave young Rudolf a love and 
wonderment for the constellations.  
 
In 1908, the Hess family moved back to Germany. Rudolf now fourteen years old, is enrolled 
as a boarder at the Protestant School in Bad Godesberg. In 1911 under pressure from his 
father to carry on the family enterprise, Rudolf went to study business for a year at the Ecole 
Supérieure de Commerce, in Neuchâtel, Switzerland.  
 
On July 28, 1914, World War I broke out in Europe. Soon after Rudolf enlisted in the 1st 
Bavarian Field Artillery Regiment. He become an infantryman, was wounded twice and was 
awarded the Iron Cross, second class. The severity of his second wound, a chest and lung 
wound, was enough to prevent his return to the front lines. So, Rudolf transferred and 
learned to fly at the Imperial Air Corps. He was a fighter pilot in 35th Jagdstaffel on the 
western front for the last couple months of the war. Rudolf Hess reached the rank of 
lieutenant.  
 
In the summer of 1919 Hess first meets Professor Karl Ernst Haushofer and is impressed by 
him. That fall he enrolled in the University of Munich where he studied geopolitics, political 
science and history under Professor Haushofer. The Professor becomes both a mentor and 
good friend. The two families become close, with Rudolf and Haushofer's son Albrecht 
developing a strong friendship.  
 
In May of 1920, at a Munich rally, Rudolf Hess first hears Adolf Hitler give a speech. Hess is 
captivated right away with an admiration for Adolf Hitler that never leaves him. On July 1, 
1920, Rudolf Hess became the sixteenth member that joined the National Socialist German 
Workers' Party (NSDAP). Rudolf Hess spent much of his time and effort for the next several 
years organizing for the NSDAP locally in Bavaria. He introduced Hitler at many NSDAP 
rallies and functions. In the spring of 1921, he brought together Hitler and Professor 
Haushofer. Adolf Hitler found the geopolitical theories of Professor Haushofer intriguing and 
worthy. Hitler began interweaving more and more of his material into speeches. National 
Socialism started to grow quickly in Bavaria, and soon over all of Germany. On July 29, 
1921, Adolf Hitler becomes leader of the NSDAP.  
 
The Treaty of Versailles required Germany to accept responsibility for causing World War I. 
The total cost of the war reparations was assessed at 132 billion German Marks. In April 
1921, England and France billed Germany for World War I. They demanded reparations of 
33 Billion Dollars. Before the bill, 4 German Marks equaled 1 US Dollar. In 1922, it was up to 
400 Marks for 1 US Dollar. The German government pleaded for a deal. They asked for a 
reduction and postponement from the payments. It was refused. Germany decided to default 
on their payments. In 1923, it was 18,000 Marks for 1 US Dollar. In July 1923, it was 
160,000, by August, 1,000,000. In September of 1923, the German government made the 
decision to resume making payments. It didn't seem to matter, by November of 1923, it took 
4,000,000,000 Marks for 1 US Dollar. Most Germans lost all of their life savings. Their 
salaries were paid in a currency that soon became worthless. Prices were changing every 
day, soon it became every hour, and finally every minute. The daily grocery bill now cost 
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billions of Marks. There was widespread hunger and riots broke out. In November of 1923, 
hyperinflation peaked. The time was surely ripe for a coup d'état.  
 
On September 26, 1923, Bavarian Prime Minister Eugen von Knilling declared a state of 
emergency. He appointed Gustav von Kahr the new state commissioner, with dictatorial 
governing powers. Together with Bavarian State Police head Colonel Hans Ritter von 
Seisser, and Reichswehr General Otto von Lossow, Kahr formed a triumvirate. Hitler 
announced that starting on September 27, 1923, he would be holding 14 mass meetings. 
One of Kahr's first actions was to ban these meetings. Adolf Hitler now knew that von Kahr 
sought to control him and was not ready to act against the government in Berlin. He found 
out that von Kahr was making a speech in front of about 3,000 people at Bürgerbräukeller, 
one of the largest beer halls in Munich. Hitler decided to take matters into his own hands. He 
felt the time was right for the NSDAP to make its move and take over Germany. He enlisted 
the help of World War I hero, General Erich Friedrich Wilhelm Ludendorff.  
 
On November 8, 1923, the night of the Munich Putsch (also referred to as the Beer Hall 
Putsch), there were 55,000 members of the NSDAP. At 8:30 that evening, Rudolf Hess was 
with Hitler when they went into Bürgerbräukeller, which was already surrounded by a force of 
600 Sturmabteilung (SA) under Hermann Göring. Hitler took the podium, interrupted the 
speech of von Kahr, and announced, "The National Revolution has begun" "... The 
government of the November criminals and the Reich President are declared to be removed. 
A new national government will be named this very day in Munich. A new German National 
Army will be formed immediately. ...The task of the provisional German National Government 
is to organize the march on that sinful Babel, Berlin, and save the German people! Tomorrow 
will find either a National Government in Germany or us dead"  
 
"I am going to fulfill the vow I made to myself five years ago when I was a blind cripple in the 
military hospital - to know neither rest nor peace until the November criminals had been 
overthrown, until on the ruins of the wretched Germany of today there should have arisen 
once more a Germany of power and greatness, of freedom and splendor."  
 
The crowd in the beer hall roared their approval and sang "Deutschland über Alles." Hitler 
was excited. Was this turning into a night of conquest for him? Tomorrow he might actually 
be head of Germany. Hitler planned to use Munich as a base for a big march against 
Germany's Weimar Republic government. But it was not to be.  
In the early morning hours of November 9, 1923, Kahr and General Lossow broke their 
promise to Hitler and General Ludendorff. General Lossow ordered the Army into Munich to 
put down the uprising. Troops were rushed in and by dawn the War Ministry building 
containing Ernst Röhm and his SA troops were surrounded.  
 
Hitler was up all night trying to decide what to do. General Ludendorff then gave him an idea. 
They would march into the middle of Munich and take it over. Because of his World War I 
fame, Ludendorff reasoned, no one would dare fire on him. He even assured Hitler the police 
and the Army would likely join them. Hitler went for the idea.  
At 11 am, a group of three thousand NSDAP, led by Hitler, Göring, Hess, and Ludendorff 
marched toward the center of Munich. Carrying one of the flags was a young party member 
named Heinrich Himmler. They headed toward the War Ministry building but encountered a 
blockade of police. As they stood face to face with a hundred armed policemen, Hitler yelled 
out to them to surrender. They didn't. Shots rang out. Both sides fired. It lasted about a 
minute. Sixteen NSDAP and three police were killed. Göring was hit in the groin. Hitler 
suffered a dislocated shoulder when the man he had locked arms with was shot and dragged 
Hitler down to the ground.  
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Adolf Hitler's bodyguard from 1920 to 1923, Ulrich Graf, shielded Hitler with his body. He 
received several bullet wounds (he recovered), and possibly saved Hitler's life. Hitler then 
got away into a waiting car. The rest of the NSDAP scattered or were arrested. General 
Ludendorff, true to his heroic form, walked right through the line of fire to the police, and was 
then arrested. Hitler wound up at the home of his friends, the Hanfstaengls. He spent two 
nights in the attic. On the third night, police arrived and arrested him. He was taken to the 
prison at Landsberg where his spirits lifted somewhat after he was told he was going to get a 
public trial. With the monumental failure of the Munich Putsch, it now seemed certain that the 
political career of Adolf Hitler had come to an end.  
 
Adolf Hitler was sentenced to five years, but yet somehow served only nine months. Rudolf 
Hess was sentenced to eighteen months, and served almost eight months. While they were 
together for seven months in Landsberg prison, Hess acted as Hitler's private secretary. 
Most importantly, he transcribed and helped to edit Mein Kampf. Hess and Hitler were visited 
in prison at least eight times by Professor Haushofer, who always stayed with his pupil 
Rudolf the whole morning and afternoon. It was during this time Hitler told Hess it would take 
between seven and twelve years for the NSDAP to try again to form a new government for 
Germany. Adolf Hitler was correct; it would take just over eight years.  
 
On January 2, 1925, Hess was released from prison (two weeks after Hitler). He then served 
for several years as the personal secretary for Hitler, without any official rank in the NSDAP. 
Rudolf Hess always kept flying after he became a pilot in World War I. He competed in many 
aerial races and helped the NSDAP when he flew banners and buzzed other rallies. After 
Charles Lindbergh completed the first solo nonstop flight across the Atlantic on May 20-21, 
1927 (west to east), Hess wanted to be the first to solo across the Atlantic going from east to 
west. On December 20, 1927, Rudolf Hess married Ilse Pröhl, a 27-year-old from Hannover. 
They had one son Wolf Rüdiger Hess, (November 18, 1937 - October 24, 2001).  
 
As a result of the failed Munich Putsch, the NSDAP and its affiliated organizations were 
banned in Bavaria. On January 4, 1925, in a meeting with Prime Minister of Bavaria, Heinrich 
Held, Hitler agreed to respect the authority of the state; he would only seek political power 
through the democratic process. The meeting paved the way for the ban on the NSDAP to 
be lifted. However, Hitler was barred from public speaking for two more years. Finally, in 
January of 1927, Saxony lifted this ban, and on March 5, 1927, the authorities in Bavaria 
conceded, and allowed Hitler to speak.  
 
The continued success of Hitler's book, Mein Kampf, helped the NSDAP once again grow 
and became a political force within Germany. Between September 1930 and March 1933, 
the NSDAP voting percentage went from 18.3% to 43.9%; total votes went from 6,409,600 to 
17,277,180. Their Reichstag seats increased from 107 to 288. In January 1932, as a reward 
for his now dozen years of loyal and dedicated service, Hitler appointed Hess Chairman of 
the Central Political Commission of the NSDAP and SS General. Rudolf Hess was given the 
prominence he most rightly deserved.  
 
On January 30, 1933, after a 13-year struggle, Adolf Hitler was finally appointed as 
Chancellor of Germany. He soon transformed the Weimar Republic into the Third Reich. The 
world was in the middle of the Great Depression, including Germany, with an unemployment 
rate of almost 30%. On March 17, 1933, Hjalmar Schacht became president of the central 
bank, and in August 1934, became finance minister. Schacht kept interest rates at zero and 
government budget deficits high, with massive public works projects. Once unburdened of 
usury, the German economy started to take off (and not on the misconception of a war 
economy, that didn't occur till the late 1930's). Within three years the unemployment rate in 
German had fallen to under 5%, and the by the next year, 1937, there was a labor shortage. 
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The German economic turnaround was soon the envy of the world. This kind of financial 
model could not be allowed.  
 
"... The elimination of unemployment in Germany during the Great Depression without 
inflation -- and with initial reliance on essential civilian activities -- was a signal 
accomplishment. It has rarely been praised and not much remarked. The notion that Hitler 
could do no good extends to his economics as it does, more plausibly, to all else."  
– John Kenneth Galbrait  
 
The International bankers, better than anyone, knew just how successful a system without 
usury would be. So, preemptively on March 24, 1933, they started World War II; with Judea 
Declares War On Germany - Jews Of The World Unite In Action. Their aim was the total 
destruction of Germany. This barbaric strategy of annihilation was done as a lesson to any 
future government thinking of freeing its citizens of the evil usury.  
"The nation does not live for the sake of the economic system, and the economic system 
does not exist for the sake of capital. On the contrary, capital is the servant of the economic 
system and the economic system is the servant of the people."  
– Adolf Hitler  
 
[The following is a short history of why every religion, but Judaism, was against usury. 
Central bank usury control caused the US Constitution (when we already had a much 
superior Articles of Confederation) to get their First Bank of the United States in 1791. They 
were given a 20-year charter. When their 20-year charter was up in 1811, the Jeffersonian 
Democrats prevented its charter from being renewed. So the Rothschild bankers summoned 
their mercenaries (the British army and navy) to teach us a lesson, the War of 1812. We 
learned the lesson the hard way, and in 1816, they got their Second Bank of the United 
States, again with a 20-year charter. When Andrew Jackson was elected in 1828, saying he 
would kill the bank, the bankers tried everything to stop him; they created the 1833 
recession; had him censured in 1834; and a failed (both guns misfired) assassination attempt 
on January 30, 1835. It didn't work, Jackson killed the bank in 1836, when their 20-year 
charter was not renewed.  
 
During the American Civil War, Abraham Lincoln created Greenbacks instead of the 24% to 
36% usury the Wall Street bankers wanted to charge, and he was assassinated on Good 
Friday 1865. On December 23, 1913 the Rothschild bankers finally got their third central 
bank, the Federal Reserve Bank. The Federal Reserve Act of 1913 originally had a 20-year 
charter. But on February 25, 1927, the McFadden Pepper Act was signed into law. It made 
the Federal Reserve's power over our monetary policy perpetual. Today, only an act of the 
US congress can dissolve the Federal Reserve Banks. On June 4, 1963, President John F. 
Kennedy created United States Treasury Notes, known as Silver Certificates, with Executive 
Order 11110, and he was assassinated on November 22, 1963. This assassination was 53 
years to the day (November 22, 1910) of the meeting on Jekyll Island that created the 
Federal Reserve Bank.  
 
When Adolf Hitler took control of the German banks, and created his own German currency, 
of course they declared war on him. They also created a worldwide boycott of all German 
goods. The goal was really quite simple; Germany had to be completely destroyed.]  
 
"After visiting these two places (Berchtesgaden and the Eagle's lair on Obersalzberg), you 
can easily understand how that within a few years Hitler will emerge from the hatred that 
surrounds him now as one of the most significant figures who ever lived. He had boundless 
ambitions for his country which rendered him a menace to the peace of the world, but he had 
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a mystery about him in the way that he lived and in the manner of his death that will live and 
grow after him. He had in him the stuff of which legends are made."  
– John F. Kennedy  
 
On April 21, 1933, Adolf Hitler awards Deputy to the Führer to Rudolf Hess. This was a 
prestigious award; he was now officially one of a handful of leaders under Hitler. Rudolf was 
quite busy for the next eight years with his job as the Chairman of the Central Political 
Commission of the NSDAP. He was an intelligent and honorable ambassador who projected 
a wonderful image for both the Party and for Germany. With Germany having both the 1936 
Winter Olympic Games in Garmisch-Partenkirchen and the 1936 Summer Olympic Games in 
Berlin (this is the last time the same country was host to both Olympics the same year), Hess 
became acquainted with many political leaders and royalty throughout Europe and the world. 
Those who worked for him (even those who were arrested after his flight for peace) thought 
he was thoroughly honest and represented Germany with courage, dignity, and honor.  
 
Rudolf Hess passionately introduces Hitler in, Triumph of the Will (Triumph des Willens); a 
film made by Leni Riefenstahl, released in 1935, and introduced many new cinematic 
achievements. It chronicles the September 5 to 10, 1934, NSDAP Congress in Nuremberg, 
which was attended by more than 700,000 supporters. The film contains parts of speeches 
by leaders, including Hitler, edited together with massed party members. Hitler 
commissioned the film and served as an executive producer; his name appears in the 
opening titles. The theme of the film is the return of Germany as a great power.  
 
On June 18, 1935, The Anglo-German Naval Agreement (AGNA) allowed German tonnage 
to increase to 35% of that of the British navy. Hitler called the signing of the AGNA "the 
happiest day of his life", as he believed the agreement marked the beginning of the Anglo-
German alliance he had predicted in Mein Kampf. Peace with Britain.  
 
On October 18, 1936, Hermann Göring was put in charge of the Four Year Plan. Göring had 
complete control over the economy, including the private sector. Hitler told Göring to have 
Germany prepared to defend herself within four years against the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics (USSR). Hitler, who rarely ever wrote anything down, wrote the "Four-Year Plan 
Memorandum"• personally. Doing this indicates that he had something exceptionally 
important to say. Hitler wrote: "Since the outbreak of the French Revolution, the world has 
been moving with ever increasing speed toward a new conflict, the most extreme solution of 
which is called Bolshevism, whose essence and aim, however, are solely the elimination of 
those strata of mankind which have hitherto provided the leadership and their replacement 
by worldwide Jewry. No state will be able to withdraw or even remain at a distance from this 
historical conflict. It is not the aim of this memorandum to prophesy the time when the 
untenable situation in Europe will become an open crisis. I only want, in these lines, to set 
down my conviction that this crisis cannot and will not fail to arrive and that it is Germany's 
duty to secure her own existence by every means in face of this catastrophe, and to protect 
herself against it, and that from this compulsion there arises a series of conclusions relating 
to the most important tasks that our people have ever been set. For a victory of Bolshevism 
over Germany would not lead to a Versailles treaty, but to the final destruction, indeed the 
annihilation of the German people." Adolf Hitler was prophetically correct with this analysis; it 
would later be called the Morgenthau plan.  
 
On March 12, 1938, Hitler declared the unification (Anschluss) of Austria with Germany. 
Hundreds of thousands of Austrians turned out to welcome the Germans. Austria was still in 
the Depression, with very high unemployment. With help from Germany, this problem was 
turned around; within two years, there was full employment.  
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The Munich Agreement was signed in the early hours of September 30, 1938, (yet dated 
September 29). It allowed Germany to annex the Sudetenland. Ethnic Germans mainly 
inhabited this area of Czechoslovakia. The agreement was negotiated at a conference in 
Munich, Germany, and signed by Germany, Britain, France, and Italy.  
 
Rudolf Hess stated that German intelligence had learned airfields were being built inside 
Czechoslovakia. These airfields were to be used by the USSR for their fighters and bombers 
against Germany. To end this, on March 15, 1939, German troops entered into 
Czechoslovakia. Later that same day, Hitler was in Prague with his troops. Under the Treaty 
of Versailles, Germany was forced to give up a few land areas to surrounding countries. One 
of these was Danzig, a port city on the Baltic Sea with a population of 408,000. The people 
of Danzig were overwhelmingly German, about 97%.  
 
In 1937 Hitler asked Poland to give Germany a one-mile access to their province in East 
Prussia. Both parties agreed, then Poland suddenly broke off all negotiations. On October 6, 
1938, the Hitler peace plan, based on a German victory in Poland, is rejected by Britain and 
France. On October 24, 1938, Germany started 10 months of peaceful negotiations with 
Poland, for the return of Danzig and a corridor for an Autobahn route and railroad, to go 
through western Poland to connect East Prussia with Germany.  
 
"Poland wants war with Germany and Germany will not be able to avoid it even if she wants 
to." (Polish Marshal Rydz-Smigly as reported in the Daily Mail, August 6th, 1939)  
Ten months of negotiations in good faith went nowhere. This is because pressure from Sir 
Winston Leonard Spencer-Churchill and his warmongers was applied to Poland. They were 
not to give in to any German negotiations for Danzig. On March 31, 1939, Britain initiated the 
Anglo-Polish military alliance (joined by France), which guaranteed Poland's defense. They 
created their pretext to start World War II. Now all they had to do was make sure Hitler would 
react.  
 
In the months leading up to September 1, 1939, in dozens of incidents, thousands of 
German Nationals in the Danzig corridor were brutally murdered. Some claim the Polish 
Bolsheviks killed 58,000 German Nationals in the Danzig corridor. Whatever the true 
numbers are, one thing is for certain, Germany was deliberately being provoked to enter 
Danzig. What country would let these atrocities happen to their own people?  
On September 1, 1939, Adolf Hitler announces his successors, Hermann Göring and Rudolf 
Hess. Hess is now officially the number three person in the Third Reich. For Hess this must 
have been the most esteemed honor that could ever be bestowed upon him. That Adolf 
Hitler thought he was responsible and capable of leading Germany.  
 
On September 1, 1939, Germany invades Poland to liberate Dazing. On September 2, 1939, 
Germany annexed the Free City of Danzig. Adolf Hitler advised Britain and France that he 
would withdraw, if allowed to keep Danzig and the corridor. On September 3, 1939, Hitler 
received his answer back. Britain and France declared war on Germany for invading Poland 
(Danzig and the corridor). I do find it quite noteworthy to state, that World War II was started 
on the pretext to protect and keep Poland free. Yet on September 17, 1939, the USSR 
entered Poland from the east and war is not declared on them by Britain, nor by France. And 
at the end of the war, a thoroughly ravaged Poland was given to the USSR. This 
contradiction plainly shows to the world just how disingenuous and hollow the pretext was to 
start World War II.  
"This war thrusts us years back in our constructive work. It is deplorable. I have not indeed 
become the Chancellor of the Greater German Reich in order to conduct war!"  
– Adolf Hitler (1940)  
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On May 10, 1940, Sir Winston Churchill became Prime Minister of the United Kingdom. On 
May 11, 1940, Britain (Churchill) made a fateful decision in its approach to fighting World 
War II. That night, eighteen Whitley bombers attacked railway installations in the western 
German province of Westphalia, far from the war front. That forgotten bombing raid, which in 
itself was inconsequential, has been called "the first deliberate breach of the fundamental 
rule of civilized warfare that hostilities must only be waged against the enemy combatant 
forces" J. M. Spaight, who had been principal secretary of Britain's Air Ministry, wrote later, in 
his book Bombing Vindicated (1944), that "it was we who started the strategic [i.e., civilian] 
bombing offensive" with the "splendid decision" of May 11, 1940.  
 
Churchill broke this fundamental rule that hostilities must only be waged against the enemy 
combatant forces within 24 hours of becoming Prime Minister. He kept doing these illegal, 
immoral, savage, terrorist air strikes on German civilians. Part of the British barbaric bombing 
strategy was apparently to provoke German attacks on Britain in order to stimulate support 
for war against Germany. Hitler didn't retaliate. He did try to tell the world of this new 
terrorism on civilians.  
 
The Battle of Dunkirk (also known thanks to Churchill's spin, as the Miracle of Dunkirk) 
occurred from May 26 to June 4, 1940. On May 24th Hitler ordered the army to stop for three 
days. These three days gave the Allies time to organize an evacuation and helped them to 
build a defensive line. Some 338,000 Allied troops that were surrounded by German forces 
escaped. This was indeed an enormous gesture from Hitler that Germany wanted peace with 
Britain. On February 26, 1945, Hitler lamented that Churchill was "quite unable to appreciate 
the sporting spirit" in which he had refrained from annihilating the BEF [British Expeditionary 
Force] at Dunkirk.  
 
On August 1, 1940, Adolf Hitler issued No. 17 Directive: On the conduct of air war against 
Britain, Hitler, specifically prohibited the Luftwaffe from conducting terror raids on its own 
initiative. The war against Britain is to be restricted to destructive attacks against industry 
and air force targets that have weak defensive forces. The most thorough study of the target 
concerned, that is vital points of the target, is a pre-requisite for success. It is also stressed 
that every effort should be made to avoid unnecessary loss of life amongst the civilian 
population. Hitler is still taking the high road by doing this, while Churchill is still terrorizing 
German civilians with air strikes.  
 
Both Hitler and Hess wanted peace between Germany and Britain. They talked about this 
subject on many occasions over their twenty years together. In 1940 Hess initiated a Hitler 
endorsed peace plan between Germany and Britain through royalty and diplomatic channels 
in neutral Switzerland. These peace efforts with Britain failed.  
 
Rudolf Hess soon thought of another way to try and bring a peace between Germany and 
Britain. He asked his friend, Wilhelm Emil "Willy" Messerschmitt for a plane to fly. 
Messerschmitt gave him a new Me 110. Rudolf trained with this plane out of Augsburg, till he 
knew it well. On May 4, 1941, Hess and Hitler talked for 30 minutes and Hess asked Hitler if 
he still wanted peace with Britain, Hitler said he did (this is the last time they were ever 
together). Hess was finally ready to fly for peace. He asked Messerschmitt for extra fuel 
tanks and a few other improvements to be installed on his Me 110. He ordered daily weather 
reports for his flight. He waited to coincide with a large air strike to piggyback on their signal 
for guidance. He ordered an expensive German aviator suit. He even made one false flight, 
flying for two hours till the weather suddenly worsened and he had to return. Hess spent a 
long time writing two letters to Adolf Hitler, one short and one fourteen pages, about his flight 
for peace.  
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On May 10, 1941, Rudolf Hess knew this was going to be the day of his flight, so he lovingly 
played with his son (Wolf Rüdiger Hess) for hours. He got dressed and ready and took a car 
to Ausburg airfield. Everything was a go for the flight. His Me 110 was unarmed. Ever since 
Hess received his plane, he never had it armed. Hess was on a mission of peace. He lifted 
off at 5:40 pm on route to Scotland. His courageous flight for peace was under way.  
This is a part of the letter Hess left behind for his wife and son: "My dear ones, I firmly 
believe that I shall return from the flight I am about to make and that the flight will be crowned 
with success. Should I not return, however, the goal I set myself was worth the supreme 
effort. I am sure you all know me: you know I could not have acted any other way. Your 
Rudolf"  
 
At 10:08 pm Hess's Me 110 was picked up on Edinburgh (Scotland) radar. He was trying to 
find a place to land. He was looking for the estate of the Duke of Hamilton, when the radar 
lost him at 11:07 pm just south of Glasgow. Hess's flight was approximately 900 miles, he 
went north till he reached the North Sea, then went west towards Scotland. He navigated to 
within miles of the Duke's residence. Hess parachuted out at about 6,000 feet, and his plane 
crashed. He injured his ankle on landing and was soon discovered. When found Hess said, 
"I have an important message for the Duke of Hamilton." Hess and the Duke had met during 
the 1936 Olympics Games in Berlin. The police inventory indicated that Rudolf Hess was 
carrying a letter to HM King George VI.  
 
Was Hitler concerned about these peace negotiations? He didn't want a war on two fronts, 
and he wanted to order Operation Barbarossa (the invasion of the USSR) as early as 
possible, hopefully in mid May 1941. Operation Barbarossa did not commence until June 22, 
1941. This five-week delay was a primary factor, along with the vastly underestimated USSR 
forces, which ultimately proved to be fatal. This was a tragic blunder for German Intelligence. 
On June 4, 1942, Hitler talks about this horrendous miscalculation, in the Hitler - 
Mannerheim conversation. The conversation was secretly recorded for 11 minutes. It is the 
only existing recording of Hitler in a normal voice.  
On May 10, 1941, London received its heaviest German air attack (Blitzkrieg) ever. With 
1,436 people killed and 12,000 made homeless. The Houses of Parliament was struck, The 
Commons debating chamber, the symbol of British democracy, was destroyed.  
May 10, 1941, was also the day of the last major Blitzkrieg on Britain. The Hess flight for 
peace and the last major Blitzkrieg on Britain to occur on the same day is not a coincidence. 
Germany wanted peace with Britain.  
 
The Hess flight for peace actually did bring peace. It brought peace from German air strikes 
on Britain, and soon thereafter Churchill inexplicably instructed Sir Charles Portal, Chief of 
the Air Staff, to greatly reduce the bombing attacks on Germany. But when it came to Rudolf 
Hess, Winston Churchill had no qualms about illegally (he came to Britain in good will as an 
ambassador for peace, and / or for medical reasons) keeping him a prisoner of war in Britain 
for the next 53 months. "... I approved the War Office proposal to bring Hess to the Tower [of 
London] by tonight pending his place of confinement being prepared at Aldershot. His 
treatment will become less indulgent as time goes on. There need be no hurry about 
interviewing him, and I wish to be informed before any visitors are allowed. He is to be kept 
in the strictest seclusion, and those in charge of him should refrain from conversation. The 
public will not stand any pampering except for intelligence purposes with this notorious war 
criminal." Prime Minister's [Churchill] Personal Minute, May 16, 1941, Serial No. M550/1  
On May 22, 1941, Churchill told the House of Commons that he was not yet in a position to 
make a statement regarding Rudolf Hess and was not even sure when he would be able to 
make a statement. This is Churchill being audacious, cunning, and evading; and thoroughly 
getting away with it. Were all the British politicians cowards?  
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"My coming to England in this way is, as I realize, so unusual that nobody will easily 
understand it. I was confronted by a very hard decision. I do not think I could have arrived at 
my final choice unless I had continually kept before my eyes the vision of an endless line of 
children's coffins with weeping mothers behind them, both English and German, and another 
line of coffins of mothers with mourning children."  
– Rudolf Hess (June 10, 1941)  
 
I recommend a wonderful and free book on Hess during the war years of 1941 to 1945: 
Hess: The Missing Years by David Irving - Thank you David for making this book free.  
In August of 1944, Treasury Secretary Henry R. Morgenthau Jr. (Jewish) submitted his 
malevolent plan, the Morgenthau plan, for post-war treatment of German leaders to 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt. He proposes shooting many leaders upon capture, using 
German POWs to rebuild Europe, and tearing down industry and remaking Germany as an 
agricultural society. During the Second Quebec Conference held from September 12 to 16, 
1944, Roosevelt and Morgenthau persuaded an unenthusiastic Churchill to agree to the 
Morgenthau plan. Churchill held out until he got what he came for, another $6 billion from the 
Lend Lease agreement.  
 
On November 6, 1944, Winston Churchill made a visit to Moscow, the capital of the USSR. 
Whilst at a State dinner at the Kremlin, Joseph Stalin raised his glass and proposed a toast 
to the ingenious British Intelligence Services, which he said had "inveigled Hess into coming 
to England."• Churchill immediately protested that he and the intelligence services knew 
nothing about the proposed visit. Stalin smiled and said, "Maybe the intelligence services 
failed to tell you about the operation."  
"History is not ended. It will sooner or later take up the threads apparently broken off forever 
and knit them together in a new pattern."  
– Rudolf Hess (June 18, 1945)  
 
When World War II ended, Germany was in total ruin. But it was to get even worse. Within a 
few years, 15,000,000+ Germans and ethnic German civilians were murdered, with 
9,000,000+ succumbing to  starvation and disease. This was deliberate allied policy. It was 
the evil Morgenthau plan of merciless retribution in action for all to see. This behavior is 
exactly what Adolf Hitler warned about in the autumn of 1936 when he wrote the Four-Year 
Plan Memorandum "•... but to the final destruction, indeed the annihilation of the German 
people ..."• Three painfully insightful books on this are: Gruesome Harvest, Crimes and 
Mercies and Hellstorm: The Death Of Nazi Germany, 1944-1947.  
 
The unfortunate German soldiers, who had been captured, were killed by starvation, lack of 
medicine and the elements in concentration camps. Up to 1,700,000 German prisoners of 
war died while under United States supervision. These killings were supervised by the 
Supreme Allied Commander, General Dwight D. Eisenhower. General Eisenhower prohibited 
German people from sharing their rations with detained German soldiers. [How did 
Eisenhower who was General Douglas MacArthur's secretary, became the Supreme Allied 
Commander? Especially when General MacArthur felt Eisenhower was incompetent. How 
within 45 months did he bypass hundreds of officers with higher rank? Here are his 
unbelievable military promotions, with help from the warmonger Bernard Baruch (Jewish): 
March 11, 1941 - Colonel, October 3, 1941 - Brigadier General (1 Star), March 28, 1942 - 
Major General (2 Stars), July 9, 1942 - Lieutenant General (3 Stars), February 11, 1943 - 
General (4 Stars) and December 20, 1944 - General of the Army (5 Stars). Eisenhower was 
a 1915 West Point graduate, while there he was known as, The Terrible Swedish Jew. Ike 
sure did live up to his first nickname].  
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On October 8, 1945, Rudolf Hess left Britain for the last time. He was flown to the 
International Military Tribunal in Nürnberg. It was there that Hess, along with other 23 other 
top German leaders, would be tried. On October 18, 1945, the chief prosecutors of the 
International Military Tribunal read the indictments against 24 leading German officials. The 
initial trial was held from November 20, 1945 to October 1, 1946. His judges were from the 
USSR, Britain, France, and the United States. It is worthy to note, that the majority of the 
lawyers and support staff at this Stalin like show trial, I mean International Military Tribunal, 
were Jewish. The main judge on this tribunal from the USSR, Major-General Iona 
Nikitchenko, also presided over many of the most notorious of Joseph Stalin's show trials 
during the Great Purges of 1936 to 1938.  
 
United States Senator Robert Taft condemned the postwar Nuremberg Trials as "victor's 
justice" in which the people who won the war were the prosecutors, the judges and the 
alleged victims, all at the same time. Taft condemned the trials as a violation of the most 
basic principles of American justice and internationally accepted standards of justice. United 
States Senator John F. Kennedy in his best-selling book, Profiles in Courage, applauded 
Taft's principled stand. Kennedy did this in the face of immense criticism.  
The defense counsel for Hess requested that a psychiatrist from neutral Switzerland should 
examine him. The request was denied. Psychiatrists from all four victorious allied countries 
examined Hess. There were eight doctors; three from USSR, three from Britain, one French 
and one from the United States. Seven of the eight who examined Hess agreed he was fit to 
stand trial. The eighth, was none other than the personal doctor of Winston Churchill, Lord 
Moran, who claimed Hess was too ill to stand trial, and should be handed back to Britain. 
Why would Churchill order such a blatantly preposterous decision? Did he want Hess back in 
Britain so bad he did not care what it looked like? Why would you want to draw more 
attention to these trials that were already looked upon with much contempt throughout the 
world?  
 
"Jackson [Robert Jackson, the chief United States prosecutor at Nuremberg] is away 
conducting his high-grade lynching party in Nuremberg," he wrote. " ... I hate to see the 
pretense that he is running a court and proceeding according to common law. This is a little 
too sanctimonious a fraud to meet my old-fashioned ideas."  
 
US Supreme Court Chief Justice Harlan Fiske Stone (Harlan Stone was the first Chief 
Justice not to have served in elected office before becoming Chief Justice.)  
The following quote is the last statement by Rudolf Hess to the International Military Tribunal 
in Nürnberg on August 31, 1946: "I do not propose to argue about charges that are 
concerned with the internal affairs of Germany, with which foreigners have no right to 
interfere. I make no complaints about statements, the aim of which is to discredit and 
dishonor myself and the entire German people. I regard such statements coming from 
enemies as confirmations of our honor. It has been my privilege to serve for many years 
under the greatest son to whom my people have given birth in its thousand years of history. 
Even if it were possible for me to do so, I would never wish to wipe this period of service out 
of my life. It fills me with happiness to know that I did my duty toward my people. I regret 
nothing. Whatever men may do to me, the day will come when I will stand before the 
judgment seat of the Eternal: to Him I will give an account of my actions, and I know that He 
will pronounce me innocent."  
 
On September 30 and October 1, 1946, the sentences were pronounced. Hess was found 
guilty of crimes against peace and of conspiracy. He was found innocent of war crimes and 
crimes against humanity. The International Military Tribunal in Nürnberg compromised when 
they sentenced Hess to solitary confinement for life. The USSR judge and his alternate 
wanted him executed (hung). The American and British judges and the American and French 
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alternates wanted a sentence of life; the French judge wanted a sentence of twenty years. 
The British alternate shamelessly abstained. The appeals of the condemned for pardons, 
were rejected. The death sentences, by hanging, were carried out in the early hours of 
October 16, 1946. Hermann Göring committed suicide before his scheduled execution. "I 
thought at the time and still think that the Nuremberg trials were unprincipled. Law was 
created ex post facto to suit the passion and clamor of the time."  
– Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas  
 
On July 18, 1947, Rudolf Hess and his six fellow prisoners, all former top German officials, 
were flown from Nuremberg to West Berlin, West Germany, and Spandau prison, under 
heavy security. For the next 40 years at Spandau, Hess was known and spoken to only as 
prisoner #7. In 1966 the last two prisoners, Baldur von Schirach and Albert Speer, were 
released after serving their 20-year sentences. Hess was alone. He spent the last 21 years 
all by himself, in Spandau, a prison built for 600 prisoners.  
Keeping Hess in Spandau by himself cost the West German government approximately 
850,000 Marks a year. All four of the allied powers had to provide an officer and 37 soldiers 
during their shifts, as well as a director and team of wardens throughout the entire year. The 
permanent maintenance staff of 22 included cooks, waitresses and cleaners. It took almost 
200 people to keep in prison one man, a brave man who wanted peace. Over the decades it 
became more and more overtly obscene. This was torture; they were trying to dehumanize 
Hess with solitary confinement.  
 
In this next quote, Churchill sure is reflecting, reflecting blame from himself "I am glad not to 
be responsible for the way in which Hess has been and is being treated" while demeaning 
the Hess peace plan "frantic deed of lunatic benevolence". Churchill was the person 
responsible for keeping Hess, "quality of an envoy," a prisoner in Britain for 53 months. If 
Hess was "a medical and not a criminal case," The International Red Cross should have 
demanded that Britain in accordance with the Geneva and Hague Conventions (which Britain 
should have done on their own) let Hess go back to Germany under medical conditions. 
Churchill told Stalin that Hess was mentally ill but this was to be kept secret otherwise under 
the terms of the Geneva Convention, he would have to be repatriated. Churchill has 3 lies, 1 
demean, all in 1 quote.  
 
"Reflecting upon the whole of the story, I am glad not to be responsible for the way in which 
Hess has been and is being treated. Whatever may be the moral guilt of a German who 
stood near to Hitler, Hess had, in my view, atoned for this by his completely devoted and 
frantic deed of lunatic benevolence. He came to us of his own free will, and, though without 
authority, had something of the quality of an envoy. He was a medical and not a criminal 
case, and should be so regarded."  
– Winston Churchill (1950)  
 
[Churchill helped bring the United States into World War I with the false flag sinking of HMS 
Lusitania and was the head cheerleader in Britain / Europe to create World War II]  
Lieutenant Colonel Eugene K. Bird was the US Commandant of the Spandau Allied Prison 
from 1964 to 1972. Hess met Bird and over the years, and after many hundreds of hours of 
discussion between the two men, they developed a friendship, and a book about the flight for 
peace began to develop. In March 1971, Bird's superiors at the U.S. Mission in Berlin 
became aware of the manuscript and proposed book. Bird was interrogated, placed under 
house arrest, and eventually made to resign his position as Commandant of Spandau Prison. 
This episode also ended his long military career. Bird and his family relocated to Germany in 
order to complete his book about Hess. The Loneliest Man in the World, was published in 
1974.  
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Rudolf Hess was the only one of the defendants from the International Military Tribunal in 
Nürnberg found guilty, to serve the full life term. Of the four powers that had won the war 
against Germany, three, the USSR, France and the United States, proposed that due to his 
age, Hess should be released on humanitarian grounds. The British government under 
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, said no. This callus and malicious decision to a man in his 
nineties, a man who spent 46 years, half his life in prison, leaves one bewildered. What was 
true motive that made Britain act like this?  
 
On August 17, 1987, Rudolf Hess, 93 years of age, was murdered at Spandau Prison, West 
Berlin, West Germany. His son, Wolf Rüdiger Hess, investigated his Father's murder for 
many years. The following are two of his quotes and one of Lieutenant Colonel Eugene K. 
Bird, Commandant of the Spandau Allied Prison from 1964 to 1972.  
"Rudolf Hess did not commit suicide on August 17, 1987, as the British government claims. 
The weight of evidence shows instead that British officials, acting on high-level orders, 
murdered my father."  
– Wolf Rüdiger Hess  
 
"The same government, which tried to make him a scapegoat for its crimes, and which for 
almost half a century resolutely sought to suppress the truth of the Hess affair, finally did not 
shrink from murder to silence him. My father's murder was not only a crime against a frail 
and elderly man, but a crime against historical truth. It was a logical final act of an official 
British conspiracy that began in 1941, at the outset of the Hess affair. But I can assure them, 
and you, that this conspiracy will not succeed. The murder of my father will not, as they 
hope, forever close the book on the Hess file. I am convinced that history and justice will 
absolve my father. His courage in risking his life for peace, the long injustice he endured, and 
his martyrdom, will not be forgotten. He will be vindicated, and his final words at the 
Nuremberg trial, "I regret nothing!" will stand forever"  
– Wolf Rüdiger Hess  
 
"I was suspicious for several reasons... after all; Hess who had been held in Spandau for 
almost 40 years was by then 93-years-old and fragile. I doubted he had the strength to kill 
himself with a cord which was not attached at both ends to anything."  
Lieutenant Colonel Eugene K. Bird, on the death of Rudolf Hess  
 
On July 20, 2011, the remains of Rudolf Hess were exhumed, cremated, and strewn at sea, 
along with his wife and parents. His gravesite, which became a shrine for peace, is forever 
gone. His gravestone, which bore the epitaph "Ich hab's gewagt" "I Dared", was destroyed. 
So, this is what it has come down to, the warmongers realizing that Hess is the poster boy 
for peace, have made a concerted effort to make him disappear. Being done on July 20th, is 
on purpose and meant to send a clear message. On July 20, 1944, an attempt was made to 
assassinate Hitler, at Wolf's Lair field headquarters.  
 
The enemy of peace has laid its soul to bare by what it did to Rudolf Hess for the last 46 
years of his life. Then, 24 years after his murder, they cunningly try to erase him from history, 
by having his remains exhumed, cremated and scattered at sea. This vengeful overreaching 
has lifted the veil and shown us the evil we are dealing with.  
Thank you Deputy Führer Rudolf Hess for having lived your life with honesty and dignity. By 
doing this, you made the parasitical warmongers show their demonic hand to us all. You are, 
and will remain throughout history, a courageous hero for peace.  
August 17, 2012 (Anniversary of Hess’s death)  
by Mark R. Elsis 
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How many more people will have to be slaughtered?  
 
How many more countries and cities will have to be destroyed?  
 
How much more of our ancient past will we lose in order to keep the 
LIE of Christianity going?  
 
Throughout the ages after the manifestation of Judaism and 
Christianity, every attempt has been made from  
mass murder to the destruction and razing of entire cities, the burning 
of ancient libraries and centers of learning and the genocide of entire 
peoples in attempts to force a horrendous lie and to destroy the truth.  
 
The one known as The "Devil" *not* the Judeo/Christian "God" was 
the Creator of Humanity!  
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Destroying Our Past 
 
Most of us here know Christianity is a hoax, but to what extent is another matter. 
It is a hoax of catastrophic proportions. A study of Medieval Paintings reveals a 
cry for help. Many of the artists of the period left messages in their work. There 
are quite a few paintings- all of Christian religious matter (this was not an option 
of the artist as the Catholic Church had total control, and nearly every work of art 
during that period had to be of Christian religious themes, lest the artist be 
charged with "heresy" which meant torture and death) that reveal flying saucers 
hovering over the Nazarene and other signs that this foul religion was a hoax and 
the people knew it, but were severely oppressed. Grey clouds obscuring the Sun 
in the painting "Calling of the first Apostles" by Domenico Ghirlandaio, 1481, 
reveals a dismal atmosphere that indicates a sad occasion and says plenty. 
Carlo Crivelli's painting of the Annunciation in 1486 blatantly reveals a UFO 
hovering over the virgin and beaming a stream of light into her head. Many artists 
alluded to flying saucers, by painting lenticular clouds in the skies of their works.  
 
Leonardo's famous "Last Supper" painting displays the apostles of the Nazarene 
in four groups of three, indicating the signs of the zodiac and the implication is- 
he knew Christianity was a hoax. Many other paintings of the period have hidden 
messages in them concerning the hoax of Christianity, if one takes the time to 
study them.  
 
There have been several reports of which I posted links with the details at the 
bottom of the page, of the Smithsonian Institute dumping barges full of ancient 
artifacts into the Atlantic Ocean. Many of these were Egyptian in origin and found 
in the United States. Anything that disputes the Christian religion comes under 
intense scrutiny. Since the Jews, Christians, and Muslims claim the world to be 
only approximately 6,000 years old, there has always been a conflict with the 
truth in promoting this lie.  
 
Anyone with even half a brain knows there were no "Weapons of Mass 
Destruction" in Iraq. In spite of hundreds of worldwide protests against the 
invasion and the U.N.'s giving Iraq a clean report, George W. Bush pushed 
relentlessly for the attack on Iraq. Of course, it is just fine for Israel and the USA 
to have all the weapons of mass destruction they please with no outside 
interference whatsoever. We all know Mr. Bush is a "born again" Christian.  
 
The real reason behind all of this seems to point towards the destruction of 
important ancient relics and documents that *prove* Judaism, and Christianity 
are lies. Saddam Hussein believed himself to be the reincarnation of 
Nebuchadnezzar. With this belief, he spent some $500 million dollars during the 
1980's attempting to reconstruct Ancient Babylon, the capitol of 
Nebuchadnezzar. Over sixty million bricks were created to replace the walls of 
Babylon with the engraving "To King Nebuchadnezzar in the reign of Saddam 
Hussein." ¹  
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There were many ancient temples and relics buried beneath the sands of Iraq 
that were proof of the origins of humanity. Whether they are still there given the 
invasion is unknown. American and British GI's were given the go ahead from the 
top brass to destroy and/or loot whatever they pleased from the Iraqi museums.  
 
Saddam Hussein was also working on restoring the Ancient Ashurbanipal 
Library, which was the earliest known collected and catalogued library in the 
world. The texts therein originated before the flood. British archeologists in the 
mid 19th century at Nineveh excavated some 25,000 cuneiform tablets 
assembled by King Ashurbanipal which nearly all of are now in the British 
Museum.  
 
In April of 2002, the Iraqi archeologists asked the British Museum if they would 
allow casts of the tablets to be made. Though copies were made in the past of 
certain tablets, this would have been the first time any significant number would 
have been made available as copies.  
 
The proposed reconstructed library at Nineveh would have held copies of all of 
the tablets from the British Museum and was planned to be a center for scholars 
and a tourist attraction. Next door to the library was to be a center for cuneiform 
study. Plans were also made to excavate one of the wings of King Ashurbanipal's 
Palace in Kuyunjik Mound where it was hoped that thousands of other buried 
tablets would be found.  
 
There are some 10,000 archeological sites scattered across Iraq and most of 
them have not even been touched. According to archeologists, thieves have 
broken into the Iraqi Museums repeatedly and have stolen Sumerian artifacts 
(This occurred before the war as well). Expensive gold jewelry and ornaments 
were left behind. What they went after were the ancient records in the form of 
cylinders and cuneiform tablets.  
 
U.N. relief workers and foreign diplomats were several times accused by the Iraqi 
government of smuggling these artifacts out of the country. In summer of 2002, 
an Iraqi landlord was cleaning a vacant Baghdad apartment that was formerly 
occupied by a foreign diplomat. The landlord found two cartons of archeological 
fragments. The Iraqi government never named the diplomat or his country.  
 
"Saddam assuredly knows that the release of documentation proving Judaism 
and Christianity as derivatives or copies of an ancient Sumerian religion could 
have a devastating effect on global affairs."²  
 
"When George W. Bush stood before the Washington Monument in January 
2001, during his inauguration he borrowed a surprising image from the past. 
Referring to America twice he said: And an angel still rides the whirlwinds and 
directs this storm."  
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Throughout the ages after the manifestation of Judaism and Christianity, every 
attempt has been made from mass murder to the destruction and razing of entire 
cities and the genocide of entire peoples to keep the lid on this lie. The "Devil" 
*not* the Judeo/Christian "God" was the creator of humanity.  
  
 
Parts of the above information were taken from the book:  
 
¹ "Cloak of the Illuminati" by William Henry, 2003. The author has a lot of useful 
information if one can read between the lines, but is seriously deluded as to the 
nazarene. The nazarene as we all know is fictitious. As for the virgin, this entity 
stole everything from Astaroth while Astaroth was bound.  
 
² Ibid.  
 

 
Excerpts from links below concerning Archeological Cover ups:  
 
"Smithsonian at one time had actually taken a barge full of unusual artifacts out 
into the Atlantic and dumped them in the ocean."  
 
"Historian and linguist Carl Hart, editor of WORLD EXPLORER, then obtained a 
hiker's map of the Grand Canyon from a bookstore in Chicago. Poring over the 
map, we were amazed to see that much of the area on the north side of the 
canyon has Egyptian names. The area around Ninety-four Mile Creek and Trinity 
Creek had areas (rock formations, apparently) with names like Tower of Set, 
Tower of Ra, Horus Temple, Osiris Temple, and Isis Temple. In the Haunted 
Canyon area were such names as the Cheops Pyramid, the Buddha Cloister, 
Buddha Temple, Manu Temple and Shiva Temple. Was there any relationship 
between these places and the alleged Egyptian discoveries in the Grand 
Canyon?"  
 
"The Smithsonian"  
"The 1909 article clearly states that the Smithsonian is involved with studying and 
excavating the site. However, the Smithsonian denies that any such discovery 
ever occurred. This brings up the larger question that if this was a true story, why 
would the Smithsonian have covered up what certainly would be one of the most 
significant archeological finds of the twentieth century? Believe it or not, there is 
precedence for the Smithsonian losing information about discoveries that are 
deemed to not fit in with currently accepted dogma about the history of America 
and its interaction or lack thereof with other ancient civilizations."  
 
 
LINKS:  
 
Report on the rampant destruction and wholesale looting of irreplaceable ancient 
artifacts in Iraq  
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http://web.archive.org/web/20050212201009/http://www.zyworld.com/assyrian/B
aghdad_National_Museum_Iraq.htm  
 
Systematic destruction of the Baghdad Museum  
http://www.boston.com/news/packages/iraq/galleries/museum/01.htm 
 
Archaeological Cover-ups  
http://www.keelynet.com/unclass/canyon.txt 
 
Suppressing Proof of the Past in the Grand Canyon  
http://www.crystalinks.com/grandcanyon.html 
 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com/   
 
 
Re: Isis (Jew controlled) is destroying archaeological sites. 
<Teens4Satan@yahoogroups.com> "Lolo Bardonik" wrote: 
The Jews are destroying our past and they continue to do so. If you haven't 
already read this article on JoS to see the truth:  
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Destroying_Our_Past.htm  
This recent article  
http://www.infowars.com/isis-attacks-archaeological-site-at-nimrud/ is reporting 
that ISIS (created by the NATO)  
http://presstv.com/detail/2014/08/24/376396/nato-behind-creation-of-isil/ which is 
Jewish controlled http://www.realjewnews.com/?p=962 is destroying an 
archaeological site in Iraq. Remember that the area of Iraq is where the 
civilization of the Sumerians originated. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sumer  
Imagine the historical significance and the artifacts, archaeological sites that this 
area contains. (The full article is quoted at the end of the post)  
 
These are my thoughts, triggered by reading the mentioned article.  
 
 
Think about it.  
The jews have tried to erase our original heritage and have tried to replace it with 
xianity, islam, communism and all their bullshit creations. They tried to strip our 
past in order to remove the knowledge and weaken us. They are trying to remove 
the knowledge by killing people who have the knowledge, by destroying books, 
artifacts and archaeological sites. And this makes it more difficult for us Gentiles 
to prove that all the filthy jewish created bullshit are wrong. We know that they 
are wrong, we feel it inside us, and we express it with our whole being. But, our 
brothers and sisters who are without wouldn't be able to see it. They would like to 
see some proof to start thinking. They are brainwashed by the jewish programs 
and they would have to see some hard evidence to awaken from this brainwash.  
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If the jews continue to destroy our past through their funded wars, in a few 
centuries all evidence would be a part of imagination. What we know as hard 
facts and are supported by evidence, in a few centuries would become "myths" 
and "fairytales" for the next generations. The knowledge would be removed from 
the physical level.  
This knowledge though wouldn't be lost. It would remain in the Akashic Records 
http://www.crystalinks.com/akashicrecords.html and in the knowledge of our 
Gods. But it would be a lot harder to obtain. Because as most of us know 
communicating to our Gods through telepathy is not an easy task. The same 
goes for obtaining access to the Akashic records. The person needs to have 
trained and honed these skills in order to reliably obtain any information this way.  
 
This is the reason, that all of us who have been given the privilege to this 
knowledge (any part of knowledge) from our Gods, have to preserve it for the 
next generations. Write journals, write books, write articles, and write posts.  
 
Those of you who can do this (and of course are allowed by the Gods to share 
this knowledge), share it with as many trustworthy people as you can. Share it 
with people that deserve this knowledge and would honor its value.  
If you are now allowed to share it write a "black book" or a "grimoire" and keep it 
in a safe place. This way the knowledge would remain on the physical plane.  
Most of us have come to the truth because we had an inner urge to find the truth. 
Because we were spiritual enough to see the lies of the jewish world. We were 
guided to some info that helped us realize the truth. We found Father Satan and 
the Gods of Hell because we "stumbled" to the JoS site.  
 
Maybe a friend told us about it. Maybe the Gods have given us guidance. The 
result is the same. We "stumbled" upon the information. We read about it. We 
started trusting in our spiritual abilities. We started trusting that they are real. We 
started accepting this "invisible" reality. We obtained the knowledge. But 
everything started with information in the physical plane. A site, a book, a person 
with knowledge. So think about it. What could we do to help the Gods?  
 
Imagine the possibilities.  
What would happen if you write a book, a journal, a grimoire, a post on the 
internet. When you'd be long gone from the physical plane of this world, this 
information would remain. The Gods could direct a spiritual person to this 
information. To help this person get initiated in spirituality. To help this person 
and awaken him.  
We are a generation of pioneers. We had to search for the truth, and we're still 
searching to obtain more of our lost knowledge. Each of us has it's own interests. 
Each of us has it's own special abilities. While we're training to advance 
ourselves and our abilities we obtain knowledge. We obtain knowledge by the 
Gods. We obtain practical knowledge by training.  
 
This is valuable knowledge.  
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This is the knowledge that needs to be preserved.  
This knowledge is our legacy for the next generations of our Gentile brothers and 
sisters.  
Let's fight hard and become stronger.  
 
Hail Father Satan and the Gods of Hell  
_____________________________________________________________  
 
This is the full article mentioned in the start of this post: 
 
ISIS ATTACKS ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE AT NIMRUD"These extremists are 
trying to destroy the entire cultural heritage of the region..." 
http://www.infowars.com/isis-attacks-archaeological-site-at-nimrud/  
 
The Islamic State militant group attacked the ancient archaeological site of 
Nimrud in northern Iraq and damaged it with heavy vehicles, Iraq's Ministry of 
Tourism and Antiquities said Thursday.  
 
It was the latest in a series of attacks 
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/31/world/middleeast/iraqi-anger-rises-as-mil 
itants-attack-mosuls-cultural-history.html on ancient structures and artifacts in 
Syria and Iraq that the group has destroyed in the name of its harsh 
interpretation of Islamic law. Last week, Islamic State militants videotaped 
themselves destroying statues and artifacts 
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/27/world/middleeast/more-assyrian-christians -
captured-as-isis-attacks-villages-in-syria.html in the Mosul Museum and at the 
Nergal Gate entryway to ancient Nineveh. The militants captured the city during 
its offensive blitz through much of Iraq last June.  
 
The terrorist gangs of ISIS 
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/organizations/a/al_qaed 
a_in_mesopotamia/index.html?inline=nyt-org are continuing to defy the will of the 
world and the feelings of humanity after they committed a new crime that belongs 
to its idiotic series," the ministry said in a statement on its Facebook page, 
referring to the Islamic State, also known as ISIS, ISIL or Daesh.  
 
Nimrud is the sprawling site of a city founded by the Assyrian 
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/25/world/middleeast/besieged-assyrians-have- 
deep-roots-in-middle-east.html King Shalamansar I, who died in 1245 B.C. 
 
MY REPLY: 
Any of you who are new here, and/or still have lingering doubts, worries, and 
fears related to Christianity, Islam or related programs and their lies- you really 
need to read the article below my reply here and visit 
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Destroying_Our_Past.htm  
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Look at what the bible really is. From beginning to end, it is a FICTITIOUS 
HISTORY and nothing more. There is NOTHING SPIRITUAL about it! This is 
why is has not only conflicted with the sciences, especially paleontology 
[historical geology], astronomy and all of the others, but has also vehemently 
attacked and held the sciences back for centuries. I remember when I was a very 
young girl, 6 or 7 years old, being indoctrinated with that Christian filth, I actually 
believed this was how we all got here, etc. A few years later when I was pre-teen, 
I began to think for myself. Sadly, there are many adults who still believe these 
Jewish lies about how humanity got here as dictated in that nefarious bible which 
is and always has been a lethal plague on humanity.  
 
Beginning in Genesis, the Jews TELL us all how we were "created" by their so-
called "God" and how we got here and all these rotten lies. The Jews believing 
they themselves are "God" feel they have a right to DICTATE to everyone how 
we Gentiles are to think, what we can and cannot believe, and all sorts of other 
things that not only make our lives miserable, but are also very anti-life. Many 
scholars have wasted centuries and centuries researching that most worthless 
character jewsus who never existed. Just realize the endless time and wasted 
energy directed at combating these nefarious kosher programs. Imagine how far 
humanity would be if time and energy were not wasted on combating this filth. 
The arts, music, and nearly everything else was hijacked and directed to 
promoting and perpetuating these Jewish programs. For centuries as can be 
seen in the arts and music, those who didn't comply were harshly punished and 
in many cases, murdered as "heretics" by the Christian Church. Jewish 
communism did exactly the very same thing. All of the arts, music and related 
had to promote communism.  
 
Always remember, the Jews take control of both opposing sides and work both 
opposing sides to their agenda. For example, Jewish Israel openly "allied" with 
the USA and the so-called "Free World." The Jewish controlled former USSR 
would always take up for and support the countries that were openly against 
Israel. To most people, this is very deceiving. The USSR always took the side of 
any country such as the Arab countries that were against Israel. BUT, when 
arming the Arab countries, the Arab countries received inferior weapons and 
other problems from the USSR that worked to undermine them. All the while 
most of the world was confused and actually believed the USSR was hostile to 
Israel, which was a lie. In addition to all of this, no different from their invented 
Nazarene, they are like chameleons in that they always change in a way and 
adapt their programs for the times. That rotten bible, because it has so many 
contradictions and endless verses that can be applied to practically any situation 
at any time, both for and against, survives because of this adaptation, though the 
Jews themselves never change in their character, nor in their agenda. Xian 
preachers can take whatever verses they please and apply them to any situation 
to suit their evil purposes. That bible was written in typical Jewish style in that like 
the Jews themselves, it can change itself to fit anything:  
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The Ubiquitous Nazarene  
 
The Nazarene is made up of nothing but stolen legends, stolen identities and a 
bunch of meaningless, worthless hypocritical and contradictory teachings. I don't 
think there has been a character in all of history that is as fictitious as this 
Nazarene idiot, and because he is a lie, he can change according to the times. 
He was invented to be nothing more than a distraction for the masses, with the 
intention of removing all spiritual knowledge and power from the populace and 
placing it in the hands of a controlling few to the detriment of the all. Christianity 
has survived because it always adapted to the times, just as it is doing today. 
The Christian church finally admitted insidiously that the Earth is not flat. If they 
hadn't, they would have never survived. That is just one of numerous examples. 
Now, the Nazarene has put on a New Age face. The teachings of the Original 
Gods and ancient knowledge are all of a sudden attributed to the Nazarene. This 
is whether they come from Egypt [Some double-digit I.Q. individuals have the 
stupidity to claim he was a "pharaoh."]  
 
In the 1960's and 70's, he was the ideal hippie. Now he is the great teacher of 
this new age crap and the "threefold" joke, which of course includes those 
nefarious angels and Judeo/Christian mysticism. During the crusades, he was 
the Christian warrior, leading the Christian armies to slaughter everyone in their 
path- "Onward Christian Soldiers." With Islam, he still exists, but this time, as not 
the "Son of God" but as a prophet. He seems to be everywhere and conforms to 
every trend, and every culture. Just slap the ragged poor professional victim on 
two crossed sticks of wood and there he is. The only thing that *is* real 
concerning this ubiquitous clown is the suicidal teachings designed to turn the 
whole of society into malleable slaves. The underlying message never changes.  
 
This is analogous to a harmless looking rodent that brings in lethal parasites that 
infest the locale like what happened with the Bubonic Plague of the Middle Ages. 
Because he is fictitious, he can be made into whatever they please as long as it 
is done insidiously. He can be anything at any time and anywhere. On the one 
hand, he is celibate and the "Son of God." On the other hand, in order to adapt 
with the sexual openness of today, he now has sexual relations with Mary 
Magdalene. Because new knowledge has come from the Far East, of course, he 
was there from age "13 until 30," as there is no written record so they can make 
up anything they wish. This way, they can attribute a lot of the Eastern teachings 
to him and claim "the all is one." Yeah, the "all is one" until someone mentions 
"Satan" and either there is denial or defensiveness out of these jokers. Because 
homosexuality is becoming more open, now parts of the gospel of St. John, 
which were conveniently deleted, claim he had sexual intercourse another male. 
He can be anything at anytime and anywhere. The Nazarene never gave any 
direct answers to anything. This way, any bible thumper is free to quote here and 
there, as they see fit. His parables fit any situation at any time and say nothing. 
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They can be interpreted 100 different ways. Just put him on a stick and start 
pounding away!  
 
 
That bible is no "Word of God." I already wrote a detailed sermon regarding the 
so-called "biblical prophesies" and how the Jews put these into action a very long 
time ago. Anyone can do this sort of thing. In addition to the sciences being 
relentlessly and most viciously attacked over the centuries, it has been the very 
same and even worse with witchcraft. Most of you also know that when science 
advances far enough, all of the so-called occult can be scientifically explained. It 
is a sad fact that aside from stupid deluded idiots, fear is a major factor in 
keeping those Jewish programs thriving, no different from the terrors of Jewish 
communism. Both of which have mass-murdered, tortured, and destroyed billions 
of lives with their wars, their "purges" and their direct attacks on those who 
sought after and stood for the truth.  
Right now, we have a chance to really get out from under this hideous and most 
lethal plague. We have the internet. Do your part in waking people up. There are 
many different ways. If you are not able to reveal yourself for important reasons, 
then go to Satan and ask him what you can do. I am aware that not everyone is 
able to be open, but that does not mean you do nothing. There is always 
something. Satan will show you what you can do. This may come as an idea, an 
opportunity, or other. Demons will work with you. We must fight for our freedom 
NOW and relentlessly or we will all be forever enslaved! A hero only dies once. a 
coward dies a thousand times.  
 
 
Re: Enraged over destruction of Astaroth's Temple, etc. 
<JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com> "Sims Motal" wrote: 
I have been so depressed all day. And I finally began to understand why. The 
destruction of sacred temples and statues is way beyond evil. Yes! It is horrible 
the way that ISIL -- I refuse to refer to them by one of our Goddesses' names -- 
murders and rapes and destroys. But to me, this is the icing on the cake! I 
fully intend to continue with rituals towards the jews, but I am also going to 
include the islamic extremist monsters too! I have cried and cried about it. To me, 
the things they have done are unspeakable, and unforgivable. I hope others will 
join me in cursing the SOBs too. 
Hail Father Satan! Hail Isis! Hail Osiris! Hauk Anubis! 
 
MY REPLY: 
I already replied to a post on this, but another thing I want to add here. When I 
was very new to Satanism, one of the things our Gods impressed upon me was 
they did not want humanity to "forget them." In other words, not know they ever 
existed. I wrote my best at the time in the Demons' section of the JoS and how 
our people should promote our Gods in any way they can. IN songs, art work, 
band names and other things I suggested at that time in return for favors granted 
to us from our Gods.  
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Jehovah's Witnesses have take steps in eliminating all of the holidays such as 
Xmas and Easter, even celebrating one's birthday. This is because all of these 
holidays, as they will openly admit are Pagan. Other fundamentalist xian sects 
[xian = Christian for those who are new here] work to remove all of the Pagan 
celebrations and traditions from these holidays and replace them with that 
scumbag Nazarene; attacking Santa Claus, gift-giving, Easter Eggs, the Easter 
Bunny etc. There are even xian placards that state "Easter is not about the 
Easter Bunny" for instance. Many are also deceived with the Jewish communist 
agenda that promotes atheism. Truth be known, communist countries are not all 
that harsh towards xianity and related Jewish filth. The end goal though is to 
remove all of the xian crap because it comes with the Pagan baggage. Xianity 
still has not completely disconnected itself from the STOLEN Pagan holidays, 
mala beads and many other things, as xianity has nothing of its own.  
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/STOLEN_YEAR.htm  
 
This here is exceptionally blatant. All of the truth and history is systematically 
being removed and replaced with lies, the most blatant ones being the Bible and 
the Koran. When all evidence is gone through deliberate destruction, the Jews 
are then at liberty to seal their agenda. An atheist knows nothing of spirituality 
and is helpless to fight back against forces he/she does not even believe to exist, 
let alone know how to. The Jews then become "God." Anyone who poses a 
serious threat is dealt with through their version of black magick; child sacrifice- 
Jewish ritual murder.  
 
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/ChristianMass_JewishRitualMurder.
ht ml  
 
All evidence is destroyed and the Jews replace it all with their lies. Like I already 
wrote, the Bible is very blatant as is the Koran.  
One of the most important messages I ever received form our Gods is "Never let 
them forget us." If we forget our True Gods and where we come from, then all is 
lost.  
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Bible_Jewish_Witchcraft.htm 
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Devil Means God  

 HP Mageson666 » Sun May 19, 2019 
 

 

 

 

 

The Old English word of Divell [meaning Devil] is from the ancient Roman word Divus and Divi which 

means god. This comes down from the Sanskrit Devi the I is also a phonetic "e" sound, Divi is also Devi. 

The title Devi in Sanskrit means "serpent of life/serpent of light" Divus is also Deus which means god in 

Latin. The symbol of Devi is the serpent energy in the east, the life force energy that transforms one into 

the Light Body. The serpent was always the symbol of the head Pagan god. The word Demon is also from 

the Greek word Daemon sometimes spelled as Demon. Its the name of the Pagan gods and relates to 

the Kundalini energy. Just as Satan was the name of the serpent god of Egypt which became the 

Ouroboros in alchemy. This is the serpent on the crown of the Pharaohs and shown as the serpent halo 

over the head of the god Ra, which is the symbol of eternal life. 

 

 

 

Source 

The Illuminator, William Henry 
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Did George Washington Finish The Magnum 

Opus? 

by HP Mageson666 » Sat Aug 31, 2019 

 

 

 

Did George Washington Finish The Magnum Opus? 

 

This is my answer to a question asked on a thread on the subject. 

 
 

 

He might have been able to make his astral body immortal from some of the Masonic art on the 

subject from the period that Washington lived within, which shows Washington ascended in his 

astral body. The Founders mentioned lived a very long time physically as well for their 

generation. I don't know how much information they had at the time and the enemy was still at 

the height of the their power occult wise. They almost destroyed America and killed Washington. 

From what I have seen of the Masonic art in the library of Congress and Washington they were 

using the practice of the ancient Egyptian-Hellenistic vowels as their main practice. This practice 

from the writings on how this ritual was used in Egypt makes the astral body immortal: 

 

 

"The ritual [using the vowels] which caused the Pharaoh's astral body also to resist what is 

sometimes called the "second death" so that his personality could remain indefinitely intact. The 

purpose of this extraordinary practice was to keep the beneficent influence of the adept-Kings' 

consciousness in Egypt.... The method of this enchantment was a musical ritual....animated by an 

inextinguishable flame and the miraculous existence of the Pharaoh's double would last as long 

as the land of Egypt." 

 

"The De Eloctione of Demtrius which is from the late Hellenistic period states: 

In Egypt the priests, when singing hymns in praise of the gods, employ the seven vowels, which 

they utter in due 

succession and the sound of the letters is so euphonious that men listen to it in place of aulos and 

cithar." 

 

The Masonic images of Washington in his ascended form or astral body show the seven vowels. 

The Masonic system the Luciferian system they were using came from ancient Egypt and the 

Hellenic world. In the east where this knowledge has survived the two levels of the Magnum 

Opus is making the entire soul, astral body and physical body immortal and ascended and the 

second level is making the soul and astral body immortal. The being who finished the highest 
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level was called the Aku in ancient Egypt which relates to the serpent power fully bringing the 

individual to perfection. Many Yogis in the east are known to have achieved the second level. 

The seven vowels are called the seven mothers in Sanskrit and relate to the seven planets and 

chakras. In Sanskrit the vowels are the letters that can be pronounced on their own. Hence they 

count the nasal sounds as vowels.  

 

 

The writings state the vowels are gods and invoked according to their planets, days and thus 

energy chakras: 

 

"Eusebius of Caesarea [circa 260-340C.E] quotes the Philosophy from the Oracles of Pophyry 

the Neoplationist [232/3-circa 305 C.E], in which is preserved the following the following oracle 

of Apollo: 

 

Invoke Hermes and the Sun in the same way, 

On the Sun's day, and [invoke] the Moon when her day comes, 

Then Cronos and Thea, and next Aphrodite 

With silent prayer, invented by the greatest mage 

King of the seven notes, known to all." 

 

"Servius had such rites in mind when commenting on the phrase of Virgil " Voce cocans 

Hecaten" [Aeneid VI 249], he interpreted it as: "Invoking Hecate not by words but by mystic 

sounds." 

 

 

The name of god which is unpronounceable to the Jews is the seven vowels. This was stolen by 

the Jews from the Egyptians and put into the Kabbalah later on: 

 

"Eusebius adds that it was with the seven vowels that the Jews sought to express the name of god 

which can not be spoken." 

 

That is why Yahweh's name is also wrote as IAO in the ancient Jewish scrolls, IAO is the trine 

power of the seven vowels that of I, fire, A, ether and O, water. It represents the power of the 

seven vowels and the IAO is found on the Greek Pagan symbols of Abraxas, the name Abraxas 

represents the seven planets and the number of Abraxas represents the days of the solar year 

along with the seven vowels. Abraxas is called "The Gnostic Dragon." 

 

Why the name of the seven vowels are unpronounceable: 

 

"The vowels, according to Nicomachus the Pythagorean,, symbolize what he elsewhere calls "the 

primary sounds emitted by the seven heavenly bodies." But since the planet exist in ether, not in 

air, their sounds are inaudible hence the vowels are unpronounceable until they are framed in the 

material consonants." 

 

That is all its relating to the situation the relation of the vowels and planets is ether or space 

which has no sound as it lacks atmosphere and its atmosphere which generates air which carries 
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sound waves in the audio. The Jews took this and corrupted it into something insane and 

meaningless buried in Rabbinical trash to showboat about how holy they are and beyond the 

Goyim they are. 

 

 

 

This is the Logos of the ancient Greeks which the Jews also attempted to steal and turn into a 

Jewish rabbi from the ancient levant they invented: 

 

"Irenaeus summarizes Marcus's analysis of the twenty four letters of the Greek alphabet: the nine 

consonants symbolize the ineffable or soundless elements before manifestation, the eight liquids, 

the intermediary elements that facilitated the creation, the seven vowels, the manifestation of our 

cosmos with its seven planetary spheres [compare the passage from Plato's Philebus]." 

 

"Marcus adds that the seven vowels, uniting in harmony, send forth a sound and glorify the 

world builder also that the echoes of this hymn of glory rise to the Divine Logos [my note the 

planets and Zodiac] and descend to earth to model and generate the souls of men. Such teaching 

accords, as one might expect with the principle of Hermetic astrology: that the soul as it 

descends into earthly incarnation is imbued by the various planetary energies. These in turn are 

seven archetypal divisions of the cosmogoni power.... known as the creative word of Logos." 

 

The enemy stole and removed this knowledge humanity to damn us. 

 

Source 

The Mystery Of The Seven Vowels, Joscelyn Godwin 

The Myths Of Gods And India, Alain Danielou 

The Idiots Guide To Hinduism, Linda Johnsen 

Merging With Shiva, Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami 
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Disrespect On The Kundalini 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Wed Sep 19, 2018 4:02 pm 

There are many reported incidents online of people who clearly try to misuse the Serpent as it 

was their servant or some idle force, and long story short either get ruined or get nowhere from 

it. 
 

These range from people in hinduism down to many others. Even here over the years I have 

seen massive disrespect on the Serpent and what it means and a treatment not really dissimilar 

than how all these buddhists or hindus try to approach this. 
 

There is also one worse category. Christians. Yes, Christians. There are many even in the 

Vatican who in secret and after having known the Truth about our origins as a species, they 

have tried to meddle with the Serpent. The outcomes for them is that some of them are even 

burned alive or vaporized. By burned and vaporized do not think superman, just thing massive 

psychosomatic illness and inner frying.  
 

When the mind and the body do not have all the walls taken down properly the rising or 

stimulating of the Serpent can only create turmoil, mental or spiritual disabilty, and all sorts of 

other problems. Many gurus even in the east pretend to be authorities on the subject but when 

push comes to shove and one asks them to prove anything they cannot. This is because they 

do not really possess this power. 
 

There are also many westerners who try to treat the Serpent as a magical tool for their empty 

vanity dreams. Ie- cocaine, aids, money and so forth. On the east we have saintly idiots who 

pretend they are good and moral while raping their own students for supposed "spiritual 

awakening". 
 

Also many of the so called practicioners do not really have the knowledge or the understanding 

to tamper with the Serpent. For this reason even if they avoid the worst manifestations of it, they 

cannot really do anything with the best manifestations. A purposeless life is not a good thing to 

have when it comes down to this.  

 

Its also not infrequent that people who meditate twice a week or something just keep repeating 

about their Serpent awakening. This is dangerous as some people are even mentally or 

otherwise physically ill and they are just being told by random people that "it is kundalini 

awakening".  
 

What it all boils down to however is that the serpent cannot co-exist with people who are filled 

with evil, complexities, self hatred, and other issues. It cannot also not exist with these saintly 

liars who preach about love and mercy 24/7 while ironically they try to tame a force bigger than 

nuclear energy to...just love other people.  
 

The hypocrisy here is clear. One is not seeking this force for "love" only. You can "love thy 

neighbor" in the same plastic manner christians claim they love anyone. 

 

In a schizoid personality any Serpent will just clash so hard with the natives mind that it will be 
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difficult to even live.  
 

For example, greater insight into the universe makes you see different races, good and evil, or 

have dislikes about let's say some things. You cannot have increased perception and act like 

One Love by Bob Marley. Those who try to supress these things that come from awareness 

while skyrocketing it's increase are enforcing the values of the mortal mind into a force that is 

way more comprehension-able.  
 

There are people like tibetans who have achieved high level of understanding. Only to find 

themselves in solitude in the otherwise spiritual communities which are now taken over by the 

Jew World Order which dictates everything is the same, that assimilation is the rule etc.  
 

Lastly there are people in serious war with Satan. Even Yogis in the east have admitted that 

Shiva is an extraterrestrial being from another galaxy. Clearly Shiva (or however we have 

named him over the centuries) is a being and so are many others who we have cloaked in our 

religious myths.  
 

The enemy side as its revealed by their contract with this world is simply a very materialistic and 

vile alien hive. And a hateful one at that. They curse and condemn humanity on page after page 

in their book. They clearly hate humanity.  
 

It is similarly clearly stated in their own book that they will, if one falls under their deception and 

influence, severely punish those who try to understand anything spiritual or advance even in 

intellect.  
 

Many people even at initial stages of meditation will get attacked or experience flack from this 

human hating program if abrahamic religions, either socially, or spiritually and mentally. In some 

cases where the abrahamic dogma has took over, one can die because of interest in spirituality. 

See Islam and you will see this. 
 

Yet many people take the above in light heart and not only try to cross over to the "dark side" to 

steal our cookies but they are damned by these. Additionally the enemy is a master in de-

evolving humans. Ironically they try to steal the light of the "Dark side" to illumine their dead and 

empty souls. Well this cannot happen in any way. 
 

Look how low humanity has sunk by abrahamic cults and you will see it.  

 

Those who do not have the gut to approach into the "Dark Side" which we are presented as, do 

not deserve the eternal light dwelling enclosed behind their illusions and fears.  
 

The same mentality existsin those who think they can cheat Satan, lie to the Gods, or think that 

the Serpent is some sort of MacDonalds meal that you can steal or hack your way through.  
 

As the jewish bible says no man can have two masters. This comes from the mouth of the 

enemy alien hive and what they mean is pretty clear. Similarly one must choose either truth and 

advancement or lies and degeneration. Mixing truth with lies always creates another lie and 
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continues a vicious circle. 
 

Those who want the truth must come to the one whose ancient name simply means that, Truth. 

Satyan or Satan in modern language.  
 

Even Pagans cower at this point to take the next step. For those without perseverance and 

those valorous in Soul, the serpent cannot be made in your "friend". These people simply cower 

irrespectively of evidence.  
 

The people who deny these are arrogant. They believe their opinions and "feelings" are superior 

to the truth of existence. Then you have those who are just power thirsty and just wanna be 

"cool" or other childish values.  
 

You can have a mosquito pumping all your body's blood out and expecting to take an olympics 

gold metal. Similarly if you have a pact with life and human hating aliens you cannot expect any 

advancement in your humanity.  
 

You cannot be full of paralyzing pavlovian fear about "Satan" and believing that your dog-like 

programmed mind will suddenly understand all the reality of the universe. You cannot be afraid 

to even ask Satan about something, and love evil beings who want to harm you, and say you 

want "enlightenment". 
 

Those who cannot take the very simplest facts will not fare healthily by trying to get in any 

decent contact with the Serpent. It's better to just let it be, seriously. 
 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  

More will follow soon. 
 
 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 

- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 

- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 
- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: Disrespect On The Kundalini 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Wed Sep 19, 2018 4:15 pm 

luis wrote:Seriously some in the Vatican tried to rise the serpent? Lol 
I really hope that those people that know the truth but still stay in the Anti-Satan side died for 

trying to do that... 

 

 

They do die. There are stories of incinerated people, others in permanent insanity etc. The 
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Vatican has secret psych wards for them.  
 

However these cases are rare cause they really not get anywhere with it.  
 

They have been trying this for centuries. The recent pope understanding how dire the situation 

is with them going down is desperately looking for "power". 

 

Re: Disrespect On The Kundalini 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Wed Sep 19, 2018 5:11 pm 

The Jesuits run the Vatican and they are all about occult power for their agenda. In Vatican city 

its the high Jesuit who holds the access to the entire archives. Which contain all kinds of ancient 

spiritual texts on this science. And they use the enemy kabala for their occultism. However the 

enemy soul and programs don't mix with Satanism.  
 

 

Also as stated already you can't have program based on putting all kinds of blocks into the 

chakra's which are the key points of the sushumna which the serpent needs to rise thought. And 

expect to have anything put problems in trying to raise this. Yogi's in Hinduism actually cry that 

when they activated the sacral chakra and were working to drive the serpent power thought it..... 

They meditated with their having sexual thoughts all night......Like what..... They are terrified of 

sexuality how are they going to raise this energy which is sexual in nature..... Then you get into 

Xianity which as mentioned is full of curses on the individual who dares to try and awaken the 

serpent energy that is the whole point of the book of Genesis its a curse by the enemy on this.  
 

 

This is why on the serpent path of Yoga in Hinduism the Vamachara. They eat meat, have sex 

and drink wine to break down the social taboo's in their culture so their mind and soul so they 

can have freedom to raise the serpent. That is why in the west its important to purify oneself of 

all the Xian programming even in the secular. The nuuuu age movement is nothing but a hyper 

liberal Xian narrative. These people can't cope with real spiritual practises. They are weak 

mental cases. 

 

Re: Disrespect On The Kundalini 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Wed Sep 19, 2018 7:33 pm 

ETERNAL_LIFE_666 wrote:Hoodedcobra666, I have some questions in regard to this 

sermon due to a lack of understanding on my part.  
 

1. Whenever you explain that some people treat the serpent as some idle force, are you 

meaning that the serpent is an actual being inside each individual person? 

 

 

The serpent is a conscious entity, but not in the typical sense of how we know humans or other 
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alien beings. It is a sentinent force. Think of it like water. In the same way water can have 

emotions impressed on it, and in the same way fruit is alive. I cannot explain it in a more linear 

way. Plants and trees are very living, but we do not necessarily understand how 'alive' they are 

and their mode of sentinent life. When we focus on them when we meditate, we can see they 

have absolutely a different type of vibrant life. 
 

This life is actually our very own higher life potential, or a 'seed' of ourselves. 
 

 

. 2. You speak of the serpent creating "turmoil, mental, or spiritual disability, and all sorts of 

other problems" in mentally unstable people: I thought that the serpent is supposed to heal 

all mental and physical ailments and diseases? 

 

 

Yes, this is what it will create to undisciplined, and individuals who try to improperly try to tamper 

with it.  
 

On the individuals whose heart, intentions and vessel or body is in the right place, it will only 

bring bliss. 
 

Imagine a machine which has a leakage. If we put petroleum in such machine, it will catch fire 

and probably explode. If we put petroleum on a machine that is properly aligned, it will only 

boost it and bring positive movement.  
 

 

. 3. How can someone "treat the serpent as a magical tool for their empty vanity dreams like 

cocaine, aids, money, and so forth"? I thought that the serpent is supposed to heal drug 

cravings, physical diseases, and insatiable greed because a persons soul would have the 

power to bring wealth to the person in a healthy positive manner? 

 

 

I said they TRY. This doesn't mean they succeed. The way this can go is either people will 

arouse this force and go for improvement and healing, or the force will retract, or torture them 

because of their own resistance to it.  
 

The serpent is one keeps practicing will heal the person in the end, but this can take a very long 

time, or never happen, if the person is constantly acting against it and doing decadent and self 

destructive things. Then the energy which is neutral can switch to a negative force and destroy 

the individual even faster.  
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4. You mention that "In a schizoid personality any serpent will just clash so hard with the 

natives mind that it will be difficult to even live." Isnt the serpent supposed to heal mental 

illnesses? 

 

 

This can be answered by an example. There are some yogis who keep saying to themselves 

that everything is love. They may have had abusive parents and very tainted and painful 

memories. On the other hand they believe the bullshit that life is only rainbows and love 

everywhere. And they try to impose this upon themselves and their life, without really being 

cleaned of the shit in their own mental rainbow.  
 

The serpent will come up and try to heal them of negative and pent up hatred or pain in their 

soul, which they can try to forcibly resist by 'love' and holding on dishonest convinctions, as 

thus, denying their own peril and pain. This doesn't allow them to heal. They may try to brush it 

off and ignore it without facing this hatred and rather focusing on 'love'.  
 

Schizoid here is not medical, but the mind which has hypocritical division. 

 

Re: Disrespect On The Kundalini 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Wed Sep 19, 2018 8:30 pm 

Persistenceiskey wrote:When the cleaning out does start to happen then what would 

someone need to do in the face of all of the past life and/or current life traumatic memories 

and corrupted mindsets to make healing happen? 

 

 

Keep cleaning and advancing with a steady mind, and without too much engagement on these 

pains. Contrary to advancing you may also need grounding and to know when to cut off a bit on 

meditation without stopping however.  
 

As for the corrupted mindsets, they will be highlighted to you as you progress. These give in as 

understanding grows. 

 

Re: Disrespect On The Kundalini 

Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Thu Sep 20, 2018 10:28 pm 

Norse 88 wrote:I was only just thinking recently that perhaps abuse of the Kundalini Serpent 

could be a candidate for those cases of human spontaneous combustion which are causally 

unidentified. 

 

 

I'm certain closing in to a 100% that Spontaneous Human Combustion can actually happen 

because people drink alcohol. This creates their internals capable to burn, because they 
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consume giant quantities where they are literally filled to the brim with flammables. 
 

Then, since these people are old, the serpent or fire can flicker. Their souls many also be 

advanced. This flickering can happen. Man while close to death is equated to a candlewick that 

bursts in light and then reduces. 
 

Alcohol can flame up in contrast to something else, and heated up by already heated by 

internals and the candlewick effect. Combined with alcohol and a random spark of energy, one 

might as well catch fire and burn internally. 
 

The human body is filled with flammable, and some random kundalini spark, plus alcoholic 

abuse to extreme levels, combined with things like high ionization with air or who knows what 

else, can make people self combust.  
 

Also they say the hands and lower legs remain intact and this rhymes completely with the 

pathway the Serpent takes and where the geist of the energy is centered. Otherwise the legs 

and hands would also burn. 

 

Re: Disrespect On The Kundalini 

Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Fri Sep 21, 2018 10:36 am 

HailVictory88 wrote:HP, thank you for that last post concerning alcohol. I'm actually in the 

process of quitting drinking and was trying to decide if I'll drink this weekend, your post was 

the first link I happened to click on. 

 

 

I do not think that a drink is going to destroy someone. Or some wine. But it's called an alcohol 

problem when it's past that. If you find yourself going there just stop now. 
 

However systematic alcoholism will definitely also ruin you beyond repair. You can hurt muscles 

but not the nervous system. 
 

Also sponteneous human combustion has happened to less than 300 people in history. But it is 

not impossible.  
 

And it almost always happened on people who were alcoholics and old.  

 

Cleverer to avoid systematic alcohol drinking it is pointless. 
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DMT, Pineal Gland, Fluoride Water 

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Mon Jul 22, 2019 

 

 
What the new age keeps doing is they ascribe some strange importance to just about everything, and 
they have this strange belief that your diet may or may not advance you, and likewise, that if you do 
something will have DISASTROUS consequences. 
 
If you eat a hunk of meat also, rest reassured, no kundalini will ever come to you. Also, if you are not a 
full Vegan, the brocolli Gods will vindicate you, and you will have no power or something. The reality is 
that none of this matters more than...actual spiritual practice. 
 
Healthy living helps only insofar one is doing spiritual practice. If not, healthy living and drinking green 
juice is only just a meme and will not contribute to one's spiritual advancement, but only in some cases 
menial wellbeing and nothing else.  
 
This is not to understate the importance of good diet etc, but just by having a specific diet or choosing 
not to touch one's penis for the rest of eternity will not make you spiritually capable. If anything, it may 
render you spiritually useless and totally unhealthy.  
 
One must be after health, and not trying to ascribe by unnatural rules created by people who almost die 
of starvation somewhere in the desert and consider the fact they see cheeseburgers or Zion as a holy 
and divine experience, because indeed it is not. 
 
All their saints are literally dead husks as we can observe, devoid of life and in many cases one slap away 
from literally death. While to any sensible people this should be self proving that there is no spirituality 
in this, the sickly, the damned, and the retarded, are taken as holy in our civilization because of how 
distanced we have become from nature. 
 
Back in the times where nature was superior, a fine ass or a powerful body, or at least a proportionate 
one was considered divine.  
 
The New Age is filled with dumb contradictory statements. For one, they say, that your diet is so overly 
important, and what you ingest, but they do copious amounts of weed, dangerous drugs, and anything 
that literally knocks an elephant over. Then they see disney in their mind because their brain is 
biochemically unbalanced, and they go nuts from this or schizoid, but hey, do only eat raw organic eggs 
or something. 
 
Clearly these people have no idea what it is to be spiritually aware. Being a mentally shot cow that sits 
down on tranquilizers isn't more of a spiritual experience as when Kanye West went batshit on stage 
and had to be hospitalized. Kanye West later remarked how due to all tranquilizers, he felt his ego 
shrinking. Deep experience? Not really. Just a hallucinating brain on tons of drugs. 
 
The New Age is as stupid as to believe that all the problems with visual sight or our consciousness is also 
a physical issue, what they ascribe to fluoridation of the water and so forth. This is only partially true. 
The point of the problem is not the fluoride, if anything, it creates problems, as having dirt on your skin 
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makes you feel itchy. But this does not impede you from moving your hand around, it just makes 
everything considerably more difficult. 
 
However, they have created a meme about how the above "Reduces your DMT production" and this is 
where the CIA plan to get people drugged like pigs comes in. The New Agers give people strange diets 
(at a high price) to detoxify the pineal gland, and then comes Joe Rogan to tell them to take DMT and 
shit their own pants as this is going to be a very great experience.  
 
Then people see disney cartoons and believe they are enlightened because they did Fresco's diet, 
Dhiarrhea inducing mushrooms, and listened to Joe Rogan's podcast. DMT is also unrelated to the actual 
spiritual functions of the pineal gland, and by what people report of this crap, it's all at best an extended 
dreaming state, and a state in which people see their own bullshit, ie, provides no spiritual awareness.  
 
But it provides money to drug dealers, makes the CIA happy to test drugs on innocents, and makes jews 
happy to wreck people through this, and of course makes liberal fatties feel suddenly enlightened 
because they saw batman in during their DMT trip. So everyone is satisfied except of me and probably 
you, and people who seek to actually make spirituality work. 
 
What the above can be parallelized with is what one does to defunct organ, but this does not restore a 
function of it. Even worse, it's all unverified as to what actually this gland does. So idiots are like drug it 
up and find later, who cares. Indeed, DMT may actually reverse the progress of said gland and ultimately 
destroy it, as female ovaries or male testes may underfunction while they are provided external 
testosterone or estrogenic compounds. And this is the best case scenario. The worst case is that it 
litreally just fries the organ as a foreign chemical that is put into it to just ruin it, like fastly and direct 
accelerated fluoride. 
 
I also refrain in silence from said subjects as they can be strange to understand, but the metaphysical 
vibration of the DMT drugs is also antithetic to the metaphysical tuning and vibration of an actually 
properly working pineal gland. This is an astral observation however, but what this means is that on the 
actual chakra, what drug use does, is detrimental, and can set it extremely out of sync. Generating self 
delusions and/or permanent insanity, but not of the clinical type. We can just say astral reality 
blindness.  
 
The reality of the pineal gland is that it's an organ, but it is an organ that have functions we have 
relinquished using, primarily dealing around visualization. As if one puts a blindfold and keeps it there 
for 10 years, the eyes will naturally develop atrophy and even blindness. Eventually after 20 or 30 years, 
the eyes may completely shut down and shrink, and one may go completely blind. Organs that are not 
used are in general discarded or put in a limited energy mode by the body, and this is nutritional. 
 
Likewise, changing diets, complaining about fluoride, and the related, does really only 5 or 10% of the 
work in restoration of the pineal gland. The 90% rest is to use it like an organ for visualization, sight, and 
meditating on the 6th chakra. The situation of strange diets is that they are so ineffective, that 
essentially, you can eat MacDonalds all day, and if you meditate and do what you need to be doing 
spiritually, your pineal gland will still work under the weight of the stupidity of eating only MacDonalds, 
if you work on it. 
 
As for your heart it may bring a heart failure at 20, but this is another subject which is a material one. 
The above hyperbole is to explain that doing strange diets isn't going to get your gland going or your 
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chakras better, anymore than actually doing yoga or meditating on them. They only help or impede 
within the context of general health of the body, but there are no magical diets.  
 
Even habitual consumption of fluoride in water, will not be enough to poison or topple a properly 
working pineal gland, no matter what. Also, removing said strains or bying strange diet books isn't going 
to help either. But focus is put on these as hindus and new agers like to be pointlessly spiritual, and 
therefore focused solely on gross materialism. 
 
The above creates New Agers and other ignoramus who are essentially drugged, stupid, or put spinach 
juice from their asshole or in neti, and assume that they are now very spiritual because they did so, but 
they are not. Their grotesque materialism is haunting them, and nothing of this is really spiritual. It's all 
marketing. 
 
Most of the function of the "Gland" itself is also in how it operates astrally, a situation which requires 
astral rectification and opening of the mind, but also purification by the serpent fire, but also a proper 
calibration of the soul in order to use it, so one no longer is plagued by deception.  
 
The metaphysical effect of drugs is far more detrimental in this regard than in the solely physical 
problems they cause. The physical problems can go away by stopping them, but the above may remain 
and need to be worked on seriously until they are removed, and this is the hardest part, the subtler 
problems. This is why most of these people are just loonies who see useless giant goblins speaking to 
them in the astral and singing Eminem's latest single or something.  
 
Since the above is especially useful to people in power and those in India who know a few things but 
would rather deceive millions to maintain their own status, they keep the lie going and modern 
"Spirituality" is in all respects worse than gross materialism. Gross materialism at least has no illusions in 
regards to one's level of development, and they are not stuck in a self perpetual loop of thinking they 
are so divine just because they smile and they promote universalist garbage values, while drinking jungle 
man beetlejuice. And that is totally gross materialism, worse than gross materialism. 
 
Since these people do not want people to seriously advance, they have extrapolated the causes of 
spiritual damnation away from the enemy, and away from the obvious LACK OF SPIRITUAL PRACTICE, 
into bullshit reasons such as diet, or if you jacked off the other night, which are small and totally 
nonsensical reasons.  
 
The curses of jews, mass spiritual ignorance, people not meditating at all through generations thanks to 
christianity and jewish bastardization of our races and spiritual practice, and natural laws of how "What 
is not used is obliterated" by nature (affecting spiritual abilities as well), are at work here, and the issues 
are deeper. If anything fluoride water and the related are only icicles on the bigger iceberg. Drinking 
green juice or washing your nose with a pot isn't going to change any of this either. 
 
If one wants to make use of the 6th Chakra or the Pineal Gland, one has to meditate on it both as an 
individual chakra but also as part of the greater whole of the soul. Otherwise, no juice, no drug and 
nothing will open it up or make it properly useful. 
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DNA Proves "Jack the Ripper" Was Jew, 

Kosminski 

by HP Mageson666 » Wed Mar 20, 2019 

 

 

 

The most notorious serial killer in history, was a Jew. Not a surprise. The RTR's are bringing this 

to the public what the Jews have tried to cover up for over a century. Some of the articles on the 

mainstream media are openly pointing out that Kosminski was a Jew. 

 

https://www.news.com.au/world/dna-tests ... 1b4d4ddf45 

THE search to uncover the identity of Jack the Ripper appears to be over. 

DNA on a shawl found near one of the victims, Catherine Eddowes, reportedly contains a 

match to both her and one of the chief suspects, Aaron Kosminsky. 

The Polish hairdresser, who moved to England with his family in 1881, was committed to 

a mental asylum at the peak of Ripper hysteria. 

 

The breakthrough came when Dr Jari Louhelainen, an expert in historic DNA, was 

commissioned to study a shawl found with Eddowes, the second-last “confirmed” victim 

of the Ripper more than 125 years ago. 

The shawl — which still retained historic stains — had been bought by a businessman at 

an auction in 2007. 

“It has taken a great deal of hard work, using cutting-edge scientific techniques which 

would not have been possible five years ago,” Dr Louhelainen told a British newspaper. 

 

“Once I had the profile, I could compare it to that of the female descendant of 

Kosminski’s sister, who had given us a sample of her DNA swabbed from inside her 

mouth. 

“The first strand of DNA showed a 99.2 per cent match, as the analysis instrument could 

not determine the sequence of the missing 0.8 per cent fragment of DNA. On testing the 

second strand, we achieved a perfect 100 per cent match.” 
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The Jew, Kosminski was able to murder 11 women, because as a Jew he was protected by fellow 

Jews who refused to offer testimony and turn him into the police. The Talmud states Jews may 

do evil to Gentiles as they want. 

 

Anderson claimed that the Ripper had been identified by the "only person who had ever 

had a good view of the murderer", but that no prosecution was possible because both the 

witness and the culprit were Jews, and Jews were not willing to offer testimony against 

fellow Jews. 

 

 

It was the Jew, Kosminski that the investigators believed to be the murdered the entire time. 

However the elite Jews in charge of British society covered this up on purpose to hide this from 

the public. Britain was being hit with massive Jewish immigration from eastern Europe. 

Kosminski was part of this. Kosminski, was protected by the entire Jewish community from low 

classes to the top, which allowed him to carry out his murders and escape justice. How many 

times has this happened in history and happening today? Don't think this is just the only one. 

 

n 1894 memorandum written by Sir Melville Macnaghten, the Assistant Chief Constable 

of the London Metropolitan Police, names one of the suspects as a Polish Jew called 

"Kosminski" (without a forename). Macnaghten's memo was discovered in the private 

papers of his daughter, Lady Aberconway, by television journalist Dan Farson in 

1959,[11] and an abridged version from the archives of the Metropolitan Police was 

released to the public in the 1970s.[9] Macnaghten stated that there were strong reasons 

for suspecting "Kosminski" because he "had a great hatred of women ... with strong 

homicidal tendencies".[12]  

 

In 1910, Assistant Commissioner Sir Robert Anderson claimed in his memoirs The 

Lighter Side of My Official Life that the Ripper was a "low-class Polish Jew".[13] Chief 

Inspector Donald Swanson, who led the Ripper investigation, named the man as 

"Kosminski" in notes handwritten in the margin of his presentation copy of Anderson's 

memoirs.[14] He added that "Kosminski" had been watched at his brother's home in 

Whitechapel by the police, that he was taken with his hands tied behind his back to the 

workhouse and then to Colney Hatch Asylum, and that he died shortly after.[15] 

(Whereas Aaron Kosminski did not die until 1919). The copy of Anderson's memoirs 

containing the handwritten notes by Swanson was donated by his descendants to Scotland 

Yard's Crime Museum in 2006.[16][17] 

 

 

 

Source 

Wiki Page on Kosminski 
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DNA Testing Is -Mostly- A Fraud 

Sat Jul 15, 2017 11:39 pm  

 

High Priest Hoodedcobra666  

 

 

 

FlameFocus666 wrote: 

... 

 

 

Thank you for this, Mr. Cobra, I've been wondering about it for a little while myself 

actually and was leaning toward that conclusion myself. This shouldn't surprise, as they 

truly do act as parasites latching on and infiltrating stronger hosts. Very disgusting the 

way they intermix and weaken in this way.  

 

You've actually got me wanting to double and triple check my family tree and make sure 

there aren't any in my line, lol. (Companies such as the one of ancestry.com looking over 

people's family lines to find the 'grave of Moses' has got me even more aggravated, 

Jewish crap everywhere we look it seems.) 

 

Answer: 

 

Moses was a FICTIONAL character, same as Abraham and many others. This is a dead 

giveaway they are bullshitting the populace. 

 

This is like testing asswipes by comparing them to the "Shroud of Turin". These are all 

fictitious. 

 

You will know this by heart. Gene corps are bullshitting people and this is apparent. They 

would more than likely add jewish blood to everyone, or some African, or whatever, so 

we can feel 'universally enough'. They have used these 'tests' for a decade now to tackle 

'racism' which is obvious why these came up. Not for people to find anything and 

evaluate anything, but for reasons of propaganda on a next level. 

 

Their samples are taken REGIONALLY. That means that if German samples were taken 

by Turks, Jews, or Somali's in Germany, in the database, that is "Germanic", aside mixed 

with other samples. The same goes for other regions. Corp's don't associate out jews 

either. If it's born in Russia, it's Russian, if it's born in Europe it's European. They are 

sampling in the jews as well to generate a false positive. 

 

At the same time jewish blood can also be concealed in that sense. I would never trust 

corps that put all the jewish infiltrators of the Alt-Right as 'clear blooded 100% 
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Europeans' when they look like 100% Rabbinical Filth. 

 

They have already proclaimed humans who are fundamentally different in their genome 

as being all the 'same' (ie science obeys to jews first and nature only at a second), even if 

such minor changes are actually so entirely decisive and fundamental in what we are 

existentially, changing the fates of living beings forever. They are not doing any such 

services honestly. It serves the globalist agenda. 

 

The day will come soon in the future when the jews will all have 'certificates of purity' 

even if they look like incarnated reptilians and wear the Star of David of their forehead 

with a tattoo. And read the Torah in front of you while drinking the blood of babies.  

 

Never trust a jew. 

 

Look for example below. They basically admit they don't even know what they are doing: 

 

From AncestryDNA which is a most famous gene crop: 

 

5. My genetic ethnicity results don't seem to match what I would have expected. Why is 

that? 

 

"Your family tree may go back hundreds of years, but there could be more to your 

family's story that's just out of reach of paper documents and conventional research. 

AncestryDNA can reach back hundreds, maybe even a thousand years, to tell you things 

that aren't in historical records—things you might have never known otherwise. 

 

Although our ethnicity algorithms and prediction models will continue to improve over 

time, there are a few reasons why your ethnicity estimate may not be exactly what you 

expected: 1. Your genetic ethnicity may go back further than your family tree. 2. While 

your ancestors lived in a certain country, there may have been genetic influence from 

other places. 3. You don't necessarily share common DNA with all of your ancestors." 

 

More here: 

 

7. How accurate is the test? 

 

"AncestryDNA uses advanced scientific techniques to produce your results. We measure 

and analyze a person's entire genome at over 700,000 locations. During the testing 

process, each DNA sample is held to a quality standard of at least a 98% call rate. Any 

results that don't meet that standard may require a new DNA sample to be collected. 

 

Then we compare your DNA to one of the most comprehensive and unique collections of 

DNA samples from people around the world, to identify overlap. As our database of DNA 

samples continues to grow, you could receive updates with new information." 
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Let's see now who owns such companies... 
 

"A major shortcoming of the genetic tests offered by the Google-backed 

company 23andMe" 

 

https://www.livescience.com/41534-23and ... mings.html 

 

These are the same people who have mapped the whole planet as if it were a giant stable. 

Do you want them to have your genetic code verbatim? 

 

https://www.scientificamerican.com/arti ... da-thinks/ 

 

"23andMe Is Terrifying, but Not for the Reasons the FDA Thinks 

 

The genetic-testing company's real goal is to hoard your personal data" 

 

Additionally, let's become more paranoid for a while. What if they can map out spiritual 

abilities and other things, or even clone you? You don't have any idea where this "Data" 

is going, and companies sell this data with great pleasure in the future. Cloning is already 

fully possible, except of in stupid universities where these people think they are the 

'heralds of science'. Real science undergoes underground... 
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So in my opinion at least, these are a scam, and people should refrain. This is only the 

highest breach of all data, which is your biological existence. They take this for their own 

purposes.  

 

If anyone has any experience with such companies, write this in the comments, so we can 

have a more comprehensive view. Maybe even someone can also point to more scientific 

info as I am not a biologist myself. 

 

Everyone would like such a test. Give it some time until the terrain is clean, have 

patience, and then these sciences will actually advance really and without the Torah and 

Talmud as their guide. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 
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Do I Sell Muh Soul to Satan Here?!!! 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Fri Sep 14, 2018 1:42 pm 

There are all these christards who get worried and complain about selling their soul to Satan or 

something. Or Satan robbing it. 
 

Little do they see they have sold out to JHVH a long time ago as cattle slaves. This is based on 

their written contract of around 4000 pages, the jewish bible. All the terms of being bought soul 

slaves are written here. 

 

They happily accept this contract. 
 

They have no soul to the point there is nothing there. Part of this contract is to give their soul to 

"heaven", to exist "eternally in praise of the lord", be a total slave for "Christ", serve jews for all 

eternity, give all their living posessions to jews, never look into any of this as to why and how 

and burn in the fiery lake of fire eternally if they try to tresspass the contract. Or just because 

their slaver wants to. 
 

Yet the same worthless goyim swine who has signed on these terms with it's jewish master, has 

the audacity to come here and worry about their so called "soul". A random and alien object to 

them. Ugly, underworked, literally of zero quality.  
 

Yet lo and behold the cattle who signed the above contract is now really concerned on their 

privacy and life. They truly think evil Sati Sati Satan will now steal their soul and eat it with the 

giant pitchfork. Yea, the same soul they have been pimping to jewish rabbis.  
 

"Muh prescious, muh sawl beware the evil Sati, bless the pimping rabbi!!". 
 

Clearly out of all of the above all they have to worry about is not their 4000 page old cotract and 

a wasted existence lived as a serf under evil beings. But the possibility of losing something they 

do not even have anymore. A so called "Soul". 
 

If Satan was to buy the souls, they would cost no more than 5 or 10 bucks all in all. Maybe all 

christian goyim slave souls also have no price and therefore cannot be sold due to uselesnessn, 

being drained, being dirty, worthless, and slaving for too long. 
 

The schizophrenic nature of the xian clearly shows here. They truly believe someone needs 

their soul which has less power than an AA, non alkaline, battery.  
 

A soul already sold for slavery to the lowest bidder who just bought them at the price of their 

own fears. Basically wait there wasn't any purchase. They were just enforced to be there for 

ever slaving for jews. Amen to that! 
 

Christians wish Satan accepted them and bought them. Then they come to Satan crawling and 

asking for favors. The jew told them Satan would buy them, but Satan was never buying.  
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The jew who is the soul pimp of the christians tells them if they are disappointed they can 

always be bough by someone else namely Satan.  
 

Then people go to find a different pimpster and holy crap, Satan is not really a pimpster. What a 

major disappointment! You can no longer be pimped for like nothing. You actually have to work 

for something! Nobody is interested in giving you free favors anymore. You have to become a 

free person. 
 

Maybe not everyone in this universe is not a cheap pimpster like jews. Holy crap, what a 

realization! 
 

And guess what some xians consider the good decision after this? To go back to being pimped 

by the jews and enslaved. Some Islamics do the same.  
 

Then they are disappointed and return to their old master or stay here to learn the truth and 

actually give value to the only thing that is literally YOURS in the universe and you cannot really 

"sell".  
 

Your Soul. Isn't it ironic that the one who was supposed to be, according to jews, the 

stockbroker or pawnshop of souls, their devourer and claimed "destroyer", is the only one that 

teaches you how to own your soul, life, consciousness and development... 
 

Maybe the jews are lying to the goyim again...I am starting to think... 
 

In short you are not selling any soul. You are regaining it and finally saving it. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 
 

 
- http://www.joyofsatan.org 

- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 

- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 
- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: Do I Sell Muh Soul to Satan Here?!!! 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Sep 14, 2018 3:11 pm 

Some of the evangelic church bosses in America are literally worth close to a billion dollars in 

their stated net worth. The fact is the Christians are the ones who are always after peoples soul 

to sell to Yahweh for the profit of a fake after world full of pleasure and luxury.  
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Do You Want To Be Free and Safe? Then Read Carefully 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Thu Sep 27, 2018 2:11 pm 

Over the times with the RTRs we have seen major improvement and empowerment. However 

this Final RTR is monumental.  
 

Many people do not understand the importance of it. The Gentiles are afflicted heavily. These 

afflictions range from poverty, to disease, to an endless amount of other perilous things. These 

curses are all in the Torah and Bible, and on top of this, people have charged these manuscripts 

for approximately two thousand years. 
 

In the same way as a patient afflicted by many diseases, one cannot focus solely on one 

problem. For example a person with 10 diseases should not be focusing on one disease. 

Likewise, removing singular curses from the bible as many people would like to do is pointless. 

Removing dandruff when one has 9 more afflictions is not going to help your soul in the 

longterm. 
 

The only thing one understands when they read the bible which is around 3000 pages in some 

versions is that there are endless curses. It either goes all down together or it will never 

singularly go down.  
 

One frees a curse for sex, there is another one lingering for finances. Then in the category of 

finances we have around 100 more individual curses. Then in these another 50 per category. 

And the list goes endless. 
 

In simpler words if humanity wants to be free of the jewish bindings and curses we have to work 

in teamwork and together. This is the only way.  

 

The jews work with teamwork. Even when they are seemingly divided they procure and advance 

the very same agenda. What many people perceive as division amongst the jews is them just 

carrying out their ancestral religion which tells them to constantly debate in order to be come 

proficient in lying and in incorporation of new things in their culture.  

 

The goyim look at them and thing the Sephardi are against the Ashkenasi but this is the partial 

truth. When it comes to feasting on the goyim and enslaving them they are all doing it in the 

same exact manner.  
 

Individualism is not how you win any war or how you win in life in general. We are strong 

because we are together. No matter how strong is one as a singular monad, the many will 

always gang up and defeat the solitary ones. Even 100 sheep can overrun and kill a lion. But 10 

lions can probably messacre 100 sheep. 
 

For the above reason keep in mind the fastest way to your interests in life is to remove these 

curses. Yes, you are affected. Even if you are rich, live a peaceful life, or have an idyllic life 

without struggle, this does not mean you are not cursed. Our enemies are advancing 

regardless.  

 

The beautiful town today lies in shambles tommorow, to name one example of the incessant 
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invasion in what people are perceiving in always less and less places in the "peaceful" west. 

The west was peaceful 20 years ago. The times of peace have passed. We are entering critical 

zone right now.  

 

This is like the time where a disease has already infected the system. It is already doing 

damage. However when symptoms become too apparent, sometimes it is also too late. As this 

is the case with cancer and some other deadly diseases, so is the csse with the social policies 

of jews in the West. 
 

The same thing goes about someone who lives peacefully locked in their own house, in an 

imaginary town of savagery and death. It will not be long till what is plaguing the whole planet 

comes to affect anyone personally. The reality is that this world is past critical point and this is 

well known on the inside in most world governments.  
 

Jews in France know this is the case but they could care less. They just seclude matters until 

the situation is past any way to be humanely controlled. As to those who experience the 

negative effects very directly, there is nothing further to explain here. As such jews are 

evacuating the west. I have a sermon upcoming on the subject. 
 

To make matters short, relieving ourselves and this world of curses will be crucial to our 

wellbeing as Satanists, and to the survival of this world. This will safeguard you personally and 

also safeguard the world at large.  
 

The Final RTR is at the center of this. It must be done daily and always without fail.  
 

Imagine this as taking preventive medicine and arming for an upcoming Zombie Apocalypse. 

Doing RTRs is distribution of this medicine to avoid future catastrophe. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 

 

 
- http://www.joyofsatan.org 

- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: Do You Want To Be Free and Safe? Then Read Carefully 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Thu Sep 27, 2018 3:18 pm 

Something to consider is in America the real unemployment level that was leaked is the same 

level of unemployment in the American Great Depression. The official stats are a joke if you 

work one hour a week your counted as employed and if you have not worked for more then four 

weeks our not counted even as unemployed. Half the American population is living in working 

poverty and have no savings left and many are forced to live on credit to just eat. Factor that in 
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with the actual economy of America has been shipped to Mexico, China, India and elsewhere in 

the third world by Jewish criminals and greedy cohorts. And any jobs left in America have been 

undercut wages and not enough hours.  

 

Now put in the fact the American dollar is going to probably collapse in value when its dropped 

as the world reserve currency. You have a total collapse of everything. Trump putting his foot 

down of the Fed has saved somethings for now. But its probably too little too late. There could 

be a regional war between China and America in the near future as well over Tariff's and 

resources which is how major wars start. Even a lost war in the ME with Iran and his allies could 

be the trigger to drop the American dollar. 
 

As stated you better invest in saving your ass now and society by doing this Final RTR. 

Because this is the kind of chaos the jews have worked to create to bring about their 

Communist movements which trigger civil war and mass slaughter what happened in Russian in 

1917 could happen in American in 20...whenever. 

 

Re: Do You Want To Be Free and Safe? Then Read Carefully 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Thu Sep 27, 2018 4:55 pm 

Personal Growth wrote:There's a saying in South Africa where they say you used to hear 

of people getting affected by crime. Then it got to the point where everybody knew someone 

who had been a victim of crime. Now it's reached the stage where everyone has been 

affected by the crime in the country. 

 

 

It will worsen. People in SA need to either evacuate and get to Europe (here are some good 

refugees you can take who will work and be socially peaceful) or defend themselves somehow.  
 

For those from SA who are SS I would advise to start looking for VISA's and have a plan in 

place for evacuation. And some open tickets sitting handy. 
 

If you have property you can sell it or other similar things. There still is time. But in a decade or 

less there won't be. 
 

One may need to prepare for Asylum in some European country or anywhere else.  
 

This thing in SA in a few decades will turn to a messacre spree. Many blacks will also be 

affected adversely and the economy of SA will suffer tremendously. Even if they get the 

farmland they will not be able to meet these demands. The communists also are agitating them 

more and more. 
 

The documentary by Lauren Judenstern was also soft. And politically correct. Talking with many 

South Africans I have heard only bad news. Many are locked within their own houses 24/7.  
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Re: Do You Want To Be Free and Safe? Then Read Carefully 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Thu Sep 27, 2018 7:42 pm 

The risk the Jews know they face when it collapses is the governments might just cancel the 

debt on them and render their whole scheme worthless. That has already happened to the jews 

before in history. And was already threatened with Greece. If a big player like America does this 

and kicks their Fed out. They are finished so they have to create controls in place for this. That 

they are losing. 2008 was a beta test to test the social and political waters to see if they could 

get the Communist movement going with the Protest Wall St. Which was put together by the 

Communist Party directed by Rothschild and Rockefeller, Soros agents. It failed and the Marxist 

media was very open on this fact.  
 

 

Also the channel about the sliver this is just another scam that is pushed by jews. Their precious 

metal crap. Just buy this metal Goyim and invest in our metal market. Its all rigged and 

meaningless. When an economy collapses people are returned to barter level of existence and 

not using metal money. Most people wouldn't even know the stated value of silver if you took it 

to the store to try and spend it. The precious metal trend is promoted by Libertarians like Ron 

Paul who works for the jewish Von Mises institute which is a think tank of international jewish 

bankers. 
 

The jews want to force a return to precious metal currency as well. Because they have all the 

precious metals and then can create economic scarcity which affords them control. Its harder to 

do this with fiat currency. The concept of fiat was created in Europe after the Bullion bust a one 

hundred years depression in Europe because their was not enough precious metal to go around 

as currency. To have a successful money system debt free Fiat currency printed by a National 

Bank with simple inflation controls is needed. Of course this is the one economic system the 

kikes don't want the Goyim to have and have even assassinated Presidents to keep this out. So 

when the fake Libertarian kikes are sent in by the Jewish bankers they create a false narrative 

to fool the Goyim into accepting enslavement by neo-Feudal system of Kike capitalism.  
 

If a person studies the economic history of the west the precious metal peddling claims are 

nonsense. Barren metals as the Greeks called it. 

 

 

Jack The GOOD guy wrote:The American economy is going to collapse one way or the 

other. It might happen next year or next month. Its a mathematical uncertainty that the 

collapse won't happen. And the trade war only made it worse. De-dollarization from America 

is the main aim of China and Russia.When shit hits the fan hard and the dollar completely 

loses value there will be another great depression. One worse than the last one. A severe 

depression that will affect the whole world, some countries more than others and America is 

unfortunately at the center of that. The Zionist bastards are already hoarding up gold in 

Russia and China and all major capitalist Jews,for when things go south. The situation is bad 

and it has been deliberately made to be so. The Zionist Jews have been planning to end all 

national currencies and burn it all in a hyperinflationary fire and from the ashes, a new one 

world currency and one world order is supposed to rise. That's just mental masturbation and 

such a thing will never be achieved by the worthless jews . But things will still go south due to 

the shit they've been doing to the global economy past 100 or 150 years. When depression 
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does hit, countries will be given a new choice, go the Hitler way, print your own money and 

value it with labor , be self sufficient, don't be consumer meatheads, have strong boundaries 

and strict laws to prevent another catastrophe like this. 

 

Its hard to find clean sources but if your able to tolerate some disgusting Christian talk check 

out this book explains it out fairly neatly, 
 

https://www.realhistorychannel.org/BANCAROTTA3.pdf 
 

And this YouTube channel talks extensively on this subject. Good to keep up to date with 

economic news from this channel, 
 

https://www.youtube.com/user/TruthNeverTold 

 

Re: Do You Want To Be Free and Safe? Then Read Carefully 

Postby HP Mageson666 » Thu Sep 27, 2018 7:52 pm 

Watching any interview with Rabbi Peterson is watching a mentally ill, kike just ramble on with 

their schizophrenic, kike soul. Its a strange experience. He also is an obvious opportunist who 

just promotes his own sophistry for shekels. And like a kike he is always pushing the lie of 

Xianity. 

 

Re: Do You Want To Be Free and Safe? Then Read Carefully 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Thu Sep 27, 2018 11:52 pm 

StraitShot47 wrote:Two weeks after church sex abuse was confirmed, Patterson was on 

Rogan's show promoting the church for young men. 
 

Something like his next ten activities will have to do with the church. 
 

He lost any respect I had for him, and confirmed what people were already saying about him. 

 

 

Peterson is a jew. His bloodline is also plagued with all sorts of alien diseases that appear on 

jews primarily.  
 

The alt right made him into something and now they whine about him and pretend to denounce 

him.  
 

Anglin is a very notorious dumbass who just praises cryptos and jews like Molyneux, makes 

these retard confusers famous, and then, complains they are fucked up. 
 

The alt-right leadership is just too busy attacking Satan in every post. Anglin says he is not 

religious and he just repeats everything that the Talmud says about women, promoting jews and 

ficticious rabbis as hoaxes to blind people etc. 
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Re: Do You Want To Be Free and Safe? Then Read Carefully 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Fri Sep 28, 2018 12:46 am 

BMF wrote:I do understand the important of doing the FINAL RTR, but why is dropping the 

US Dollar as world currency a bad thing ? 
I did consider the FED as a mostly jewish company (rotschild family) . They enslaved the 

hole world in depts over the us dollar. Because it is the world currency everything globaly big 

has to be done with it. If they print new money they inflating all currencys, the same goes for 

dept money (every money is dept money i mean , here digital money) lending to states for 

goods. They provide the world with a currency with no real value behind it and every nation 

gives them goods for it. They did "steal" over all these jears from the rest of the world. If the 

US Dollar is dropping as a wold currency, the FED (Jews) would loose some major tool for 

world enslavement. It is true, if this happens the majority of people of the us will suffer 

because the shipping of goods from the other parts of the wold will decline, prices will 

increase. But the rest of the world will be benefiting from this. Which should leed to stronger 

individual states, with stronger currencys. Because of the situation above they could survive 

with there former low export and high imports. I think there shouldn´t be a world currency 

everything should be done with the two currencys of the two nations involved in a trade. 

 
Greetings BMF 

 

 

How change will come is irrelevant the thing is America has two faces, one the torn but great 

face of a great Nation as it was founded, and two a mega morbid warmorgering beast that 

bleeds nations dry as the jew commands. 

 

America has invited curses unto itself with these actions. It's not that simple, all nations on earth 

are somehow tied in and through to the USA. Any free speech exists because of the 

Constitution some Satanists left behind when they founded America. 
 

Thing is at some point to cauterize the jewish cysts on this land it will be painful for the 

Americans. But ultimately America will survive in my opinion.  
 

Any scenario of collapse is simply better than having jews drink your blood for all eternity. Better 

suffer for a small while and then never again rather than suffer all your existence. The fixing of 

the US will be like putting broken limbs back in place. Very painful but ultimately for the better.  
 

Americans are brave they are not what the jews have them for. America is not the ruling world 

power by some coincidence.  
 

The jews however are riding this car and when they are removed, maybe people will go through 

a bad ride, but it won't be as the jew intended to drive them off the cliff. The jews state America 

is Esav the biblical enemy of the jews, which is the line of Rome and Europe. Their aims are not 

only perversion but extinction of these two continents. 

 

Thing of America as a good giant with a mind controlling octapus on the top of its head. The 
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jew. If this is removed then the good giant will have some disorientation but he will ultimately 

survive. 

 

Re: Do You Want To Be Free and Safe? Then Read Carefully 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Sep 28, 2018 1:14 pm 

To be a name in the Alt-Right all you have to do is say something that pink hair progressives are 

dumb. That's it. Its about reacting to powerless progressive college kids and professors. But not 

actually dealing with the cause just some symptoms. How could the reactionary nonsense keep 

going if it becomes about the problem as that leads to the discussion on the Xian program as 

part of the problem. 
 

I spent four years in liberal colleges as a student. Liberal progressive ideology is just Marxism 

that's it cultural Marxism is just Marxism. And its nothing more then secularized new testament 

theology. As the Communist League motto was bringing the "Government of God down to 

earth" what god is that..... The bible false god which is a global totalitarian government in the 

Bible run by jews. Note the Communist manifesto was written by a Jesuit Jew along with other 

Rabbi's the same Jewish Jesuits that came out with Liberation Theology in Latin America later. 

And all of Catholic Europe was living under the new testament and it was a Communist society. 

The Church was the Party and it owned all the lands and all the people where official property of 

the Church and had no rights the nobility was simply the army of the Church and enforced its 

power cult on the populace. Anyone who questioned the Church was executed along with their 

families. And anyone who ran away from the serfdom was hanged as a run away slave. And the 

Jews wrote the Bible and ran the Church as institution to rule the Goyim thought. Then again 

morons like Anglin believe North Korea is wonderful and praises it. Its a feudal regime.  
 

Don't expect the Alt-Right to even have that conversation. Now morons like Duke are busy 

trying to promote Stalin as some kind of Alt-Right hero cause he brought back the jewish church 

run by the jewish KGB to help keep control over the Goyim. Then again its obvious Duke is a 

kike all the plastic work he has done on his features can't hide this. 
 

The jews always push xianity.  
 

Re: Do You Want To Be Free and Safe? Then Read Carefully 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Sep 28, 2018 4:38 pm 

The success of Spiritual Satanism in America will be to restore America culturally to its 

Enlightenment values and bring about the fulfilment of the Enlightenment in America. Which is 

the nation in which the restoration of the Hellenic meaning Pagan spiritual knowledge is taught 

and in which the People will be able to live in a society based on the spiritual laws of nature 

which the Founders symbolized with the Satanic symbol of the scales of Maat. And thus obtain 

the perfected Light Body state. Which they built the entire Capital Hill building as Temple to. 

Even showing Washington in the transformed Light Body state on the celling of the dome. The 

message is about raising the serpent. 

 

The Serpent Flag of the American revolution was designed with a rattle snake wrapped three 

and a half times around an invisible linga. The symbol of the serpent of Satan-Shiva in the east 
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to this day. The Founders of America where members of the Satanist Lodges which came from 

the Satanic Templars. That is why the Jewish Jesuits and Rabbi's infiltrated the Lodges to stop 

the base of the Enlightenment and they placed their book of jewish witchcraft the bible on all the 

altars of the lodges now. 

 

Re: Do You Want To Be Free and Safe? Then Read Carefully 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun Sep 30, 2018 12:29 pm 

Astardastar wrote: 

Hoodedcobra666 wrote:Over the times with the RTRs we have seen major improvement 

and empowerment. However this Final RTR is monumental.  
 

Many people do not understand the importance of it. The Gentiles are afflicted heavily. 

These afflictions range from poverty, to disease, to an endless amount of other perilous 

things. These curses are all in the Torah and Bible, and on top of this, people have charged 

these manuscripts for approximately two thousand years. 
 

In the same way as a patient afflicted by many diseases, one cannot focus solely on one 

problem. For example a person with 10 diseases should not be focusing on one disease. 

Likewise, removing singular curses from the bible as many people would like to do is 

pointless. Removing dandruff when one has 9 more afflictions is not going to help your soul 

in the longterm. 
 

The only thing one understands when they read the bible which is around 3000 pages in 

some versions is that there are endless curses. It either goes all down together or it will 

never singularly go down.  
 

One frees a curse for sex, there is another one lingering for finances. Then in the category of 

finances we have around 100 more individual curses. Then in these another 50 per category. 

And the list goes endless. 
 

In simpler words if humanity wants to be free of the jewish bindings and curses we have to 

work in teamwork and together. This is the only way.  
 

The jews work with teamwork. Even when they are seemingly divided they procure and 

advance the very same agenda. What many people perceive as division amongst the jews is 

them just carrying out their ancestral religion which tells them to constantly debate in order to 

be come proficient in lying and in incorporation of new things in their culture.  
 

The goyim look at them and thing the Sephardi are against the Ashkenasi but this is the 

partial truth. When it comes to feasting on the goyim and enslaving them they are all doing it 

in the same exact manner.  
 

Individualism is not how you win any war or how you win in life in general. We are strong 

because we are together. No matter how strong is one as a singular monad, the many will 

always gang up and defeat the solitary ones. Even 100 sheep can overrun and kill a lion. But 
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10 lions can probably messacre 100 sheep. 
 

For the above reason keep in mind the fastest way to your interests in life is to remove these 

curses. Yes, you are affected. Even if you are rich, live a peaceful life, or have an idyllic life 

without struggle, this does not mean you are not cursed. Our enemies are advancing 

regardless.  
 

The beautiful town today lies in shambles tommorow, to name one example of the incessant 

invasion in what people are perceiving in always less and less places in the "peaceful" west. 

The west was peaceful 20 years ago. The times of peace have passed. We are entering 

critical zone right now.  
 

This is like the time where a disease has already infected the system. It is already doing 

damage. However when symptoms become too apparent, sometimes it is also too late. As 

this is the case with cancer and some other deadly diseases, so is the csse with the social 

policies of jews in the West. 

 
The same thing goes about someone who lives peacefully locked in their own house, in an 

imaginary town of savagery and death. It will not be long till what is plaguing the whole planet 

comes to affect anyone personally. The reality is that this world is past critical point and this 

is well known on the inside in most world governments.  

 

Jews in France know this is the case but they could care less. They just seclude matters until 

the situation is past any way to be humanely controlled. As to those who experience the 

negative effects very directly, there is nothing further to explain here. As such jews are 

evacuating the west. I have a sermon upcoming on the subject. 
 

To make matters short, relieving ourselves and this world of curses will be crucial to our 

wellbeing as Satanists, and to the survival of this world. This will safeguard you personally 

and also safeguard the world at large.  
 

The Final RTR is at the center of this. It must be done daily and always without fail.  

 

Imagine this as taking preventive medicine and arming for an upcoming Zombie Apocalypse. 

Doing RTRs is distribution of this medicine to avoid future catastrophe. 
 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

 

 

I am doing the RTRs. 
But I don't know what these words mean. Are sanscrit? Are other? If I knew, that could add 

more energy to the vibrations , as it would add more feeling and feeling=energy.  
 

How these RTRs are created? Why they change date to date and its not the same thing to 

be vibrated?  
If by mistake do an older RTR is there problem? 
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What's the connection if there is any with the days and the dates? 
 

If possible answer me please for its very different to know what I m doing - saying as don't 

know.  
 

Thank you very much 

 

 

Hebrew is just an amalgam of Ancient Greek, Ancient Egyptian and Ancient Phoenician, which 

just goes back to Sanskrit which is the foundation of these languages. Therefore yes, some of 

the reversed Hebrew, will just be Sanskrit as we have stated again.  
 

The RTR's except of reverse Hebrew are also in many cases Sanskrit words. 

 

Initially however, let's keep it simple - it's a reversal of what the enemy does to render it null and 

void. 
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Documentary: A War From Another Galaxy

by HoodedCobra666 » Fri Feb 16, 2018 2:56 pm 

Greetings to all of our Satanic Family and Comrades.

I have made a new documentary. This contains new information and new things admitted by the 
Jews. It refutes all the enemy bullshit on how our claims are 'wrong'. I even found proof, that the 
Jews co-operate with the reptilians, from their own mouth...

While reptilians and greys attack our people here (The Satanists, those allied in their enemy camp) 
they help the Jews, guide them spiritually, and act like best buddies. The Rabbi of this lecture even 
stated he heard "A VOICE" tell him to not reveal anything more, but the necessary part was taken 
out and EXPOSED.

This documentary is end-game to the Jewish claims of 'innocence', 'peace for the world', and the rest
of the garbage. 

It's rare to find Rabbis to admit a straight fact. They realize they are treading on a thin cord on top 
of a half-awake volcano. This is because Rabbis in any public setting, communicate with codes. 
This relates to their decade old studying of Judaism. In other words, the public hears other things, 
and they mean other things. Speaking from both sides of the mouth is also the most common Jewish
habit. However when they get very cocky, they spit out the pearls I have found in these videos and 
assembled together. 

Examples of the above are, that "God is love", but "God caused WW2 for Jewish benefit". "Satan 
does not exist", but they wage thousands of years of war to eradicate Satan. The Gods of the 
Gentiles are 'false and non existing', and they were by a major coincidence running all countries for 
tens of thousands of years, yet one scum shit they invented around 10 centuries ago is the "true 
god". And by a major COHENCIDENCE, all their 'god' does, is emulate Jewish bullshit and 
powerlessly try to pull a world which it supposedly 'created' into the proper direction...Lol...Cause 
it's all powerful.

They literally think the Goyim are RETARDED. Since infancy, the Jews are told that the Goyim are
retarded. The other Jewish saying goes, "A Rabbi Debates God and Wins". Jews are taught before 
they learn to speak how to weasel and lie out of every situation. Some countries have rugby, others 
have football, others have running, Kikes have lying. If lying was an Olympic game, they would be 
world first, worldwide, forever and ever. 

Not only they admit their alien origins, but their plans for WW3, how the other two World Wars 
were "The Plan of HaShit", how Arabs (Islam) are used as a "Broom" to destroy Europe and that 
they work for Israel, and many other things. I have put some of the strongest and most 'outrageous' 
of our claims to be proven by the Rabbis THEMSELVES. In other words there is no way out of this.
Either someone accepts these THOUSAND YEAR OLD FACTS, that come to us LATE, due to the 
fact the people have been turned into GOYIM, or they insist to being the same jackasses and too 
scared to admit these facts.
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The Jews of course don't give a fuck how many times they are caught, they will insist on lying. 
However SATYAN will win this war, as this is a war of TRUTH against FALSEHOOD.

Therefore, the "JoS Outrageous beliefs" meme dies now...As admitted by the enemy themselves. 
Nothing is outrageous anymore, now that the proof is in front of everyone. These people have been 
plotting, spiritually working, and physically conspiring to destroy the whole planet and all living 
inhabitants on it. If we know about it, it's by the grace of the Gods. 

If we can act about it, the chance we have is beyond recognition. Those who do not use these tools 
to fight, and do not do nothing, will perish alike in suffering. This is a war that humanity must win, 
against ALIEN species.

The TRUTH is harsh and unnerving for the weak. This is not for the meek hearted, the retarded, and
the mentally obstructed who are too fearful to accept these realities. There is a war of species that 
comes from other worlds, done right now, on top of the surface of this planet. It has been going for 
thousands of years and was recorded in 'religious shells' in order for it to be way less evident lest 
those who are the victims of this conspiracy wake up and destroy the Jews, who are a minority of 
less than one percent, trying to topple and enslave the rest of the 99% of the world.

Below the link:

https://youtu.be/QB4uDfaQLck

HAIL SATAN!!!!
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Don't Believe The Fake "Public Opinion" of the Jew World 

Order  

By High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

 

 

For those who are roaming around youtube, opening their TV and generally going into the 

jewish owned, dens, in order to awaken and save the people, don't be discouraged as it 

seems the enemy has been going rampantly with agendas, misinfo agents, gatekeepers and 

xian beta, gamma or delta, turds whom they have probably been forcing into the mass 

Media in order to corrupt the accuracy of what is going on. The "Trump" fever, and the 

Femmie Commie Hillary Kiketon will pass. When these people are elected and the people 

will get their last backstab, the same old methods are not going to work. People are not 

stupid. The enemy has overplayed all these scripts and they are losing power by the day, in 

unprecedented rates than before. They are not losing "masses" only, but important people 

and important individuals, who can see past this illusionary veil they are creating. Many 

people are NOT stupid.  

 

The same goes for the Media, that do not report the resistance and the outright violence 

that takes place beneath the surface. The enemy wants to project the idea of ineffability, like 

everything goes fine and the list goes on. This is how the jews act, as pretending, or fake it 

till you make it, is a major jewish mindset and this extends everywhere. They do this NOT 

because they own reality, but because they WANT TO FORM this reality they project. Simply 

because, its not here to back them up where its most needed. You must change the places 

from where you get your info from, and try to be away from disinfo agents. The WWW 

offers a lot of information about things. Its uncanny also how the xian nuts, in defense of 
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their loved jews, are turning even against their Race which is their classical act. Its almost as 

if the enemy pressed the red button "all troops out". Years before, it wasn't like this. To 

press the big red button, one must have been probably seriously panicking. 

 

This is the enemy. This doesn't really reflect the real situation in anyway. Everyone is 

displeased by this. However, what's important is that people take the first step and revolt, 

which people ARE doing, but because so many people have entirely forgot that reality is out 

there and not the computer, or the TV, they can't really see this. They have allowed jews to 

do their thinking through their news, educate them ONLY about what THEY consider 

important and HOW they DESIRE them to be brainwashed. All of us here know about the 

xian cancer, its jewish creator, and how it's just the jews behind *ALL* of this crap. Its a 

Truth not everyone can seriously take, despite the evidence which has reached the moon 

and will soon reach another galaxy.  

 

This is merely due to cultural indoctrination, as the jew has defined the limits of what 

"reality" is, and what "isn't". This is no different how the stupid people justify the jews, 

through the jewish book, which is the bible. Go figure. These people might be below the IQ 

of 65 in many cases. Don't expect the weak minded to come in understanding of such a dire 

situation. For someone to be such a clingy xian, beyond the ability to detach, clinging so hard 

to the spiritual excrement of the jews, which is jewsus, they are really weak people and 

characters. Our war is not with these bizzare, jew slave individuals, neither to free every 

person that is rotten beyond compare. Our war is with their masters. If they decide to get in 

the front to be trappled, then this is their own choice.  

 

As about these serious nutcases, who are beyond fixing and the evidence doesn't strike 

them in *ANY* way, these people don't shape history, and they don't do anything 

worthwhile ever in their existence, but follow any system that is heaped upon them. All they 

are busy is trying to shape jewsus, the excrement of the jewish mind, into something 

worthwhile for them to cling on. Because after all, the jew programmed them to cling on to 

jews. The graphic resemblance should be even worse, as this is an understatement for these 

people. 

 

Our bets are on the intelligent and the strong minded, over the hordes of "Goyim" (animals 

in hebrew, derogatory term for non-jewish blooded people). The mind of the average or 

lower than average, person cannot really hold into this information. Or can only go halfway, 

at this point. The enemy has really studied humanity and degenerated the Human mind to 

the point this won't be "absorbed" by certain people. Not only this, but they are so 

hopelessly dependent on the jews, that they may even fight their own for them. They are 

the definition of a fatal disease that makes the body eat itself. This is important to be noted 

that in the end, its more up again, like in all other historic times, upon Satanists to stop the 

jews.  

 

We are the Ancient God's offspring which still fights the enemy up to this point. Don't worry 

about the opinions of the slaves, just keep going to push the Truth. With the jews removed 

and us in the front, the enemy will collapse. The enemy is really collapsing and they push 

their propaganda more now than ever. The average joe is also, highly uneducated, and very 

brainwashed. These people don't really have much power on their own and the tides of the 

time are with us. To ask of them to ingest all the Truth about jews at once, is too much for 
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many and you must understand this, as not all brains are capable of understanding the 

greatest context. Its normal for some to not accept that they have been duped for 2000 

years straight. Many people also don't even know history. Don't think of people as THAT 

stupid though, as quite many aren't the retards the enemy wants. The enemy puts these 

retards in the front to shape the idea in the mass mind that people have been defeated. This 

is the program of the JWO. 

 

These brains that will not understand it are those who are forever damned to be slaves. In 

the specific case of Europeans...Most Europeans though are becoming increasingly aware, 

multiplies more of what it makes it by the outside misinfo agency. The same goes in 

America. People have become very educated and the enemy tries to put their gatekeepers 

like Alex Jones, alive, just like beating a dead mule to work the extra mile. Its reaching a 

point of a cap for the enemy. People are aweakening, and Europeans especially, are under 

major aweakening. All these innocents who are ravaged by these hoards, do understand the 

value of this teaching. For those who are live and let be, just wait, distrubute the Truth and 

when they find a murdered son or anything like that, they will undertand what "Jew World 

Order, now in your town and life", means.  

 

The enemy tries to keep the infidels secluded, feeds them money, helps them replicate 

themselves and then catapults them on the front, like in the case of England and its 

"Muslim" Mayor. Racially, I would be certain he is a jew. The jewish caste is well known to 

hide itself within Arabs and this has went for centuries. Europeans aren't stupid and they 

have suffered for centuries under the jews and their programs. They are going to return to 

Paganism and Xianity and the related programs are falling. The few stupid cucks that shape 

public opinion, or can't leave their beloved jew, will be trampled on by the times. People are 

NOT retarded and People are Waking Up. They aren't so stupid as the enemy believed and 

yes, there are intelligent people out there.  

 

Don't pay attention to what you see right now. The enemy is on a climax of attacking free 

will, pushing immigration to the limits, using all spiritual and physical means to push their 

propaganda and further damage our effort. This is the tightening of their grip, as they know 

their time is running out. The more they push, the more people will wake up. People have 

given up jewsus and they know this is a jewish infiltrator of Gentile society. The next 

generations will get the message more. The enemy pushed the hordes inside Europe 

because they knew this would make the eternal cucks and fearful, turn to the jew zombie 

again. This is not the Truth though. We are growing and at an increasing rate, never than 

ever before.  

 

This ship has been set assail. As for "youtube' and other "mass media" opinion, do not care 

about this. The jews act like programmed machines and they will keep doing this up to the 

end. They are capable of projecting billions of images and using millions hasbara trolls to 

troll jewtube and other places every day. These do not reflect reality any more than 

television does. It’s understandable for those that have woken up to long for the total 

awakening of our people, but this is coming, however fast it may be, and it requires at least 

some time.  

 

Just drop the evidence, and get to the next one. The enemy will even more attack the web if 

they can and they will try to shut free speech down. They are making their long march right 
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now. There will be things from our side playing and the enemy has also caused division and 

hatred amongst their own ranks. Don't worry about normal slobs. The masses work in the 

way that they wait for the fighting to take place, and they keep their opinion secret. When 

things are in their favor and they see benefits, or things can't go anymore, they all move to 

another direction, which will be our direction for the most part. The enemy knows this and 

they try to divert attention and bastardize everything as fast as possible, to win time. 

 

Satanism has the upper hand in this. People must understand this war is a war between our 

caste and the enemy caste. We must keep faithful, loyal, and with unwavering intent and 

vigor. Satanists are not the cowards of history. We are these Souls that the enemy hates and 

wants to eradicate.  

 

Never we had a chance like this to connect the world like this and show them the Truth, 

globally. The people will appreciate. The Satanic Soul is the Soul of the conquerors. We fight 

the enemy on the highest level. This is our Battle and this is our Time. Nobody must now 

step back as the future of Humanity is at stake. People must not grow back. This is the 

moment, in history, where the Satanic Soul must fight and push it where it has never been 

pushed before. Keep on with the Spiritual Warfare, use your blood and your power to shape 

the future. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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Don't Let Them Criminalize Or Guilt Trip Your Defence.

by HoodedCobra666 » Mon Jan 08, 2018 9:09 pm 

We are not attacking here. We are defending ourselves. We are not waging wars because we are war 
mongering or insane, as war is wasting in many ways, and disabling for both parties evolved. But 
when you are attacked, you have to defend yourself. And the attacks of the enemy have been on 
going for too long.

There are brainwashed retards out there. There are 5 levels of conception. The lowest one is when 
the person is in illusion, Samsara, and is a devout retard, so hardly stuck in their conditions that they
cannot advance. They don't have an open mind to consider what is evident. Real perception is 
completely closed to them.

There is a deliberate plan to enslave any man, woman and child on the planet, and turn them into 
cattle. Of course, the higher and the more sci-fi the scenario, the more people cannot 'accept' it or 
stomach it. But if you pay attention, behind booze, behind weed-tard, behind retardation, behind 
cultural failing, behind bastardization, behind the destruction of lands and continents, always lies 
the Jew. One just need to do the necessary research. They are not hiding it either.

The Jews have waged war on humanity long ago.

Below I will post something which is a simple conversation going on in Israel. If people don't buy 
our 'propaganda' and pretend to be ((("self-thinking"))), especially where it fits so they can keep 
their worthless mindset going, maybe they will consider top Rabbis of Israel. Below I am posting an
expert of some academic level commentary done by Rabbis. 

Below a Rabbi explains how Gentiles are given to Israel as an INHERITANCE. Living cattle that 
will serve the Jews and be disciplined when they act against them.

Doesn't matter you accept this future or not, others are forcing on this. If you do not fight them, they
will have it. This is called "Zionism" by those in the petty Xian levels of pseudo-awakening, but but
realistically speaking just Judaism. Christianity and Islam, both praise Jewish gods with the ultimate
objective for this to manifest in society. The end goal of both religions are the decimation of 
Gentiles and total subjugation to the Jews. Where it has already manifested politically and whatever.

PROSYLITES BELOW MEANS CHRISTIAN/JEW SLAVE. Jews go into your nation to 
Christianize you, and they have a philosophy that this was (((Hashem's Plan))). Aka, make you a 
Borg that promotes their agenda and will die later like a pest in the feet of Judea. Those who are 
"GENTILES", aka, those who are not Christian, are the hated target of the Jews since the beginning,
because they have the power to defeat them. 

From the writings of Rabbi Dr. Hillel Ben David, "The Four Exiles - Arba Gavulot":

"However, HaShem has big plans for His world. He is going to have the Jews do double duty. In 
addition to being fixed up for their sin, they will also be role models for the Gentiles. To understand
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this, we need to understand that Gentiles, not proselytes, are given to Israel as an inheritance:

Tehillim (Psalm) 2:7-9 I will declare the decree: HaShem hath said unto me, Thou art my Son; this 
day have I begotten thee. 8 Ask of me, and I shall give thee the heathen [7] for thine 
inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth for thy possession. 9 Thou shalt break them 
with a rod of iron; thou shalt dash them in pieces like a potter’s vessel.

It seems that when we are sent into exile, we provide an example that causes the Gentiles to either 
become proselytes, or to be condemned. Further, when we went into exile, we did not go alone."

IF YOU QUESTION THE ABOVE IT'S ANTI-SEMITISM. Because nowadays the Jews come and 
shit straight in your face, and they tell to you, if you oppose their genocidal agenda, and their 
agenda to usurp everything the world has built, and enslave every person forever, you're a bad and 
evil Goyim, since them, are the moral, the good, and your role-model.

Re: Don't Let Them Criminalize Or Guilt Trip Your Defence.

by HoodedCobra666 » Tue Jan 09, 2018 12:14 am 

Quietlysings wrote: “So um I smoke weed and still follow the schedual, and I'm not 
really worried about it, but when we establish Satanic kingdoms and the Jews are 
destroyed, are you guys gunna cut down all the weed? I'm not gunna freak out I'm just 
curious. But I am also serious.”
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Why is weed so important to even converse about it? Because many people do it? Maybe if it's 
worth to keep around it will, but by then, relaxation and other issues won't be dependent on 
something so trivial.

As for tobacco, this cancerous thing began with the best provisions as well. On how healthy is was 
and stuff. Because the Jews wanted to invest to it back then, which they did, ultimately sealing the 
tomb of hundreds of millions of people. Now they want to invest in weed, so weed is the very 
healthy and nice alternative. Weed is being used by the Jew world order, aside many other things, to
instil dependence and docility in the subjects.

It's not up to any "Satanic government" what you’re gonna do with your brain. Nobody is going to 
take your right to fry your brain out, if that is what you want.

I wonder why people are so overly dignified a plant or something...

Re: Don't Let Them Criminalize Or Guilt Trip Your Defence.

by HPS Shannon » Tue Jan 09, 2018 12:35 am 

These days everyone does it. It is pretty sad that they rely upon it heavily.
I know some people who smoke it 2-4 times a day just to feel normal and function, that is their 
escape, their way to feel whole. These days, there is a whole bunch of crap in it that it is now just as
addictive as cocaine or heroine.

I have a loved one who is very much addicted...she dedicated herself years ago but not exactly 
following the path. Now, it to the point this person cannot concentrate--Its just a dumbing down 
substance, nothing more.

High Priestess Shannon
https://groups.yahoo.com/BlacksforSatan
https://groups.yahoo.com/SSHealth

Re: Don't Let Them Criminalize Or Guilt Trip Your Defence. 
by HoodedCobra666 » Tue Jan 09, 2018 2:46 am 

No wonder, it's promoted from all sides. It's not even the best way to relax. People can relax in other
ways. But this particular pest is over-represented everywhere, and people buy the propaganda. After
a point you need to stone like an idiot just to remain as you said, just functional.

Re: Don't Let Them Criminalize Or Guilt Trip Your Defence.

by HoodedCobra666 » Tue Jan 09, 2018 2:50 am 
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serpentwalker666 wrote: “I used marijuana in my earlier years. And it had such a 
profound effect on me compared to others it was insane. I agree it absolutely makes 
people docile and makes the chakras and aura leak energy. And alters your brain in 
terrible ways. I went into a state of delusion for a while. seeing creatures and things that 
were non existant. All kinds of things, because it screwed up my brain back then. It took
me a while to get it back together and come back from the gates of madness..... lol. But 
im fine now. i know this may sound extreme or just too out there. But i know what i 
experienced and it was not pretty.... And i know what it did for me was absolute torture. 
Everyone else was fine. .But me. Most assume it is a harmless plant. From my 
experiences. I see it as a weapon. But im sure alot goes under the radar. It can really 
crack a hole in your subconcious mind and really screw you up.”

Studies show that teenagers using this can lose much IQ from it. These are only the mental 
backlashes. 120 IQ is very clever, 130 is very very clever. 100 is decent, but 90 is going towards 
imbecile. So losing points here is not something you want to do is it....

Re: Don't Let Them Criminalize Or Guilt Trip Your Defence.

by natalie_lion's_heart » Tue Jan 09, 2018 9:31 am 

http://www.mapi.com/blog/the-ayurvedic- ... juana.html

An excerpt;
"In Ayurveda, cannabis used as a recreational drug is considered toxic to the mind and body. It has 
been used for thousands of years as a component in various preparations but not as an isolated 
herb....

Medical Research on Marijuana (Cannabis) Current reviews of the medical research literature 
suggest that daily consumption of cannabis in teens is associated with depression and anxiety and 
development of schizophrenia. Studies indicate that its use can have an irreversible, long-term 
effect on the brain. Imaging studies show significant changes in brain function and, with continued 
use, the appearance of functional ‘holes’ — vast areas of brain matter that are dysfunctional. There 
is some evidence that regional structural changes are associated with cannabis use patterns as well 
as measures of psychopathology. The volume of cortical grey matter is progressively reduced in 
schizophrenia, with larger grey matter volume decreases associated with cannabis use. A current 
neurophysiological model indicates cannabis-induced schizophrenia is a distortion of normal late-
postnatal brain maturation. Adolescent exposure to cannabis transiently disturbs physiological 
control of the endogenous cannabinoid system over brain function. As a result, THC (the primary 
active ingredient in cannabis) may adversely affect adolescent experience-dependent maturation of 
neural wiring within prefrontal cortical areas. Depending on the amount, time and duration of use, 
this may ultimately lead to the development of psychosis or schizophrenia. Together, these studies 
highlight the cannabis-related dysfunction of the prefrontal cortex, the central switchboard of 
executive control and decision-making. Think of the prefrontal cortex as the highest, most powerful 
value of the ‘intellect.’ As such and as part of a distributed neural reward system, the prefrontal 
cortex is responsible for guiding our thinking, emotions and behavior along evolutionary, non-
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destructive pathways. Drugs can be used, abused or addictive. Abuse is a behavior that continues to 
occur in the face of obvious negative consequences because one is uneducated or unaware; 
however, addiction is a brain disease characterized by impaired behavior control that is evident to 
others while the individual affected becomes increasingly distorted and dysfunctional in their 
thinking, feelings and behaviors. Gambling may be exciting, but you end up in financial and family 
ruin most of the time. THC disrupts prefrontal cortical function communication with other brain 
regions. If the prefrontal cortex goes offline, then our ability to monitor and respond properly to 
negative outcomes (think of a variety of brain and behavioral problems) is reduced and eventually 
lost. One is left with the addiction and increasing difficulties in life. Recent research suggests 
chronic interference with the endocannabinoid system by marijuana use may facilitate drug 
dependence and impair the body’s natural homeostatic balancing mechanisms."

Pretty important reading ^
I personally suspect in adults it shouldn't be any different, especially in meditating and evolving 
adults.
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Drugs

by HoodedCobra666 » Tue Jan 09, 2018 3:07 am 

serpentwalker666 wrote: “I used marijuana in my earlier years. And it had such a 
profound effect on me compared to others it was insane. I agree it absolutely makes 
people docile and makes the chakras and aura leak energy. And alters your brain in 
terrible ways. I went into a state of delusion for a while. seeing creatures and things that 
were non existant. All kinds of things, because it screwed up my brain back then. It took
me a while to get it back together and come back from the gates of madness..... lol. But 
im fine now. i know this may sound extreme or just too out there. But i know what i 
experienced and it was not pretty.... And i know what it did for me was absolute torture. 
Everyone else was fine. .But me. Most assume it is a harmless plant. From my 
experiences. I see it as a weapon. But im sure alot goes under the radar. It can really 
crack a hole in your subconcious mind and really screw you up.”

It's very simple with these things like weed and so forth. There are people investing into addictive 
substances, the big sharks, and also the globalist 'Illuminati', sorry I meant Kike oligarch, invisible 
government. Well, the not so invisible government. Sorry I meant the GODDAMN BLATANTLY 
OBVIOUS- YOU ARE DENYING THE FACTS IF YOU DON'T ADMIT IT- Jewish government.

I am not writing to force people to change their mind in regards to drugs. But to remind you of 
some lingering issues which many people forget about that. 

As with anything deadly, it's promoted as a good thing to begin with. Tobacco has cost more lives 
than WW1 and WW2 combined, but when the Jews were investing in the early stages in it, they 
hired doctors and so called 'scientists' to promote this thing as some sort of divine relaxant, positive 
thing, that does so well about any anxiety problem one might possess. It became the 'kool' thing to 
do during Hollywood and so forth. 

Marilyn Monroe sits there with her cancer stick, and apparently, why she gets all the boys is 
because of the cancer stick. So if you buy copious amounts of cancer stick, you will get all the boys.
So you buy copious amounts of cancer stick and all you get is disease. And no boys.

Just so that people know, the Torah is very supportive on drugs and hemp and so forth. So this 
pushing of this is deliberate by the Jews. All of which lead the stoner movement. Below a book on 
the subject. I have skimmed through this thing myself. They also believe it drops spiritual defences. 
Which many people who have used the drug from here have pointed out thousands of times. 

https://www.amazon.com/Cannabis-Chassid ... 157027262X

Drugs are like the new tobacco now, especially weed. They make it seem Gangsta or revolutionary, 
but the real revolution any more is to not do drugs. Given anyone stones themselves. And as you 
can see, the argument about how good drugs are, is really improving our societies (lol). Because as 
we all know, life and society do not improve by labour and evolution, you just evolve because you 
smoke some hemp and sit in an epileptic state while looking at the wall. 
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All these pastry boring Xians go about saying 'Oy veh drugs are good to you, turn to Jesus'. Turn 
from excrement, to go and swim in diarrhoea. The world the enemy has created is boring, and their 
messages bombard people to some sort of 'very uplifting experience'. Unfortunately people don't 
know, and they are naive, or have no life purpose, so why not? They poison themselves to escape 
from this grim useless reality they have been enslaved into. Only to find themselves going slowly 6 
feet deeper every time. 

The real solution to drugs is not some bullshit solution people preach. But spirituality. People yearn 
for spiritual experience which causes altered and elevated states. So because they don't get this, they
resort of drugs. This is the replacement for spirituality in the Jewtrix, and an ultimate punishment 
imposed upon the people who have spiritual tendency. So the enemy punishes them by getting them
hooked into drugs. This inclination would have been spiritual instead and could really lead people 
to a higher level. 

"Everything that kills the Goy is a good thing, and everything that weakens the Goy is given to the 
Jews by 'god' to distribute". The protocols of the elders of Zion have a full page on the matter of 
pushing drugs to weaken the populace. 

Add the drug culture, the race mixing, the massive retardation, the subjugation through workforce 
slavery, the hate they have created in public education by making it boring edjewcation, the 
consistent boozing out and so forth, the low culture in general. And you get a populace which is 
completely beaten, lost, and easily controlled. Drugs are one of the corpus in this morbid octopus of
Jewish control.

When you do drugs, you are telling the drug cartels to keep going, while making the enemy richer. 
The people who are suffering to create poppies, cocaine and all the related filth, die in slums and 
they get nothing absolutely, they work like serfs and slaves. 

In order for these to exist, people die, people are worked to death (see Colombia) and whole 
countries get ruined simply because you are too bored to meditate and want to 'get high' like a swine
who has been hit on the head with a bat. You are being criminal and selfish by doing drugs, that is 
the truth. Interestingly so, both parties the Jews dupe, the people who create these for them (Their 
slaves) and the people who use these (Slaves) both get destroyed and suffer for their whole life. The
only winner out of this situation is the Jew.

Given millions die and perish each year by these habits, and millions of others have their whole 
countries enslaved so that addicts can have dope, and so that Israel can make money. Supply and 
demand. If you demand this, know, each time you are asking your Jewish dope dealer, that some kid
is worked to death and some people perish in the Opium Wars. One of which was the war in Iraq. 

Arguing with people who have been deep into drugs is also useless. They are so much into the 
meme of how painful they are, or how they are going after 'fun'. Well, until they become burnouts. 
As they have no conscience either. All they care is about 'feeling high', until their little brain is too 
'resistant' to this crap and they overdose or something, and when problems kick in, they just most of
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the time spit on the face of people who try to help them, or get them into this. 

Arguing with Potards or people on drugs shows how selfish these people are. There are people who 
get panic attacks, anxiety, lose their sanity, contact HIV, and get all sorts of other lingering issues 
from drugs. Yet these people just insist on 'sensible use' and other bullshit, and push to open this to 
the whole of society. Which ultimately would get people to be destroyed, or at least a very striking 
number who due to weakness would fall addicted and ultimately even perish from it. 

They don't care if the whole of society becomes a drug addict, opening innocents to such 
possibilities, and they don't care about the people who suffer either, they don't care how much it can
ruin lives and families worldwide. All it matters is if they feel OK with it and that they can get the 
ability to sedate themselves. Who cares if some children have their hands cut in Colombia or get 
abducted like drug lords because their dad did not deliver their coco sauce? That doesn't matter at 
all. What matters is their 5 minutes of petty.

This is the epitome of human selfishness. So when many people portray drug addicts as some sort 
of broken snowflakes, let's also see it from the other side, these people are selfish as fuck. They are 
literally saying how 'hurtful' they are to excuse their nasty habit which kills millions and so forth. 
The other dudes who say they just do it for fun, even worse, they literally have no reason to do 
drugs at all. 

Those who quit this nasty habit will be rewarded with health, internal repair, and internal pleasure.

Drugs are designed in such a way that they also rob your natural abilities to relax and generally 
incapacitate you so that you use them all the more, and all the time. This is literally how it works, 
otherwise, drugs wouldn't be a profitable business. It's like drinking water with a pierced stomach. 
You feel the satisfaction in your tongue but you never get hydrated. This process goes on until a 
person dies miserably, or develops serious issues that need a lot of time to repair.

As for those who are serious, nature and the Gods have you covered. This extends beyond race, and 
beyond any other condition, as Satan gave spiritual gifts to literally everyone existing, that is, 
granted people want to take a little time to apply. Those who lay off these destructive habits and 
follow a good meditation schedule, in a balanced and proper manner, will be consistently rising in 
the ladder of inner warmth and happiness, extremely high and also stable levels. 

These types of drugs have been created to hide the higher spiritual reality from all the people of the 
earth. People may fancy what they mimic, but only few will be entitled to these states. Something 
which every Satanist can achieve in ways these people cannot even figure out. 

Do not let others poison you for a quick buck. Have stature, don't waste your time with filthy 
objectives.

Re: Drugs 

by HoodedCobra666 » Tue Jan 09, 2018 3:57 am 
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FancyMancy wrote: “According to someone I know, people somewhere, I think they 
said in a European country, have been learning which type or types of formulae are 
'safe' for people to have. I don't know all of the ins and outs of them, but there is 
supposed to be at least one which is 'the best' and doesn't have any harmful side-effects.

Of course, this person is a 'Without', and despite knowing some things, they said if they 
had enough money by whichever means, they'd spend it on being high all the time.

There is also at least one group or team of dedicated volunteers which employs harm 
reduction through education, working to promote the safer practice of drug consumption
of any sort through free, straight-forward, honest information and support in the context 
of harm-reduction techniques.

Yes I have heard of many arguments people that want to smoke put forth. All I see they try to 
create different conditions to just keep on the same meme. Clean or not, drugs are not real, 
and you are always externally dependent. In the case of meditation you have the dependency 
upon nobody, master of yourself. 

Why not meditate on his pineal for 30 minutes a day... And be high all day, without the 
slightest backlash whatsoever, when he opens his crown? Which is also for free...

Re: Drugs

by natalie_lion's_heart » Tue Jan 09, 2018 9:33 am 

http://www.mapi.com/blog/the-ayurvedic- ... juana.html

"In Ayurveda, cannabis used as a recreational drug is considered toxic to the mind and body. It has 
been used for thousands of years as a component in various preparations but not as an isolated 
herb....

Medical Research on Marijuana (Cannabis) Current reviews of the medical research literature 
suggest that daily consumption of cannabis in teens is associated with depression and anxiety and 
development of schizophrenia. Studies indicate that its use can have an irreversible, long-term 
effect on the brain. Imaging studies show significant changes in brain function and, with continued 
use, the appearance of functional ‘holes’ — vast areas of brain matter that are dysfunctional. There 
is some evidence that regional structural changes are associated with cannabis use patterns as well 
as measures of psychopathology. The volume of cortical grey matter is progressively reduced in 
schizophrenia, with larger grey matter volume decreases associated with cannabis use. A current 
neurophysiological model indicates cannabis-induced schizophrenia is a distortion of normal late-
postnatal brain maturation. Adolescent exposure to cannabis transiently disturbs physiological 
control of the endogenous cannabinoid system over brain function. As a result, THC (the primary 
active ingredient in cannabis) may adversely affect adolescent experience-dependent maturation of 
neural wiring within prefrontal cortical areas. Depending on the amount, time and duration of use, 
this may ultimately lead to the development of psychosis or schizophrenia. Together, these studies 
highlight the cannabis-related dysfunction of the prefrontal cortex, the central switchboard of 
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executive control and decision-making. Think of the prefrontal cortex as the highest, most powerful 
value of the ‘intellect.’ As such and as part of a distributed neural reward system, the prefrontal 
cortex is responsible for guiding our thinking, emotions and behavior along evolutionary, non-
destructive pathways. Drugs can be used, abused or addictive. Abuse is a behavior that continues to 
occur in the face of obvious negative consequences because one is uneducated or unaware; 
however, addiction is a brain disease characterized by impaired behavior control that is evident to 
others while the individual affected becomes increasingly distorted and dysfunctional in their 
thinking, feelings and behaviors. Gambling may be exciting, but you end up in financial and family 
ruin most of the time. THC disrupts prefrontal cortical function communication with other brain 
regions. If the prefrontal cortex goes offline, then our ability to monitor and respond properly to 
negative outcomes (think of a variety of brain and behavioral problems) is reduced and eventually 
lost. One is left with the addiction and increasing difficulties in life. Recent research suggests 
chronic interference with the endocannabinoid system by marijuana use may facilitate drug 
dependence and impair the body’s natural homeostatic balancing mechanisms."

Re: Drugs 
by HoodedCobra666 » Tue Jan 09, 2018 8:50 pm 

EnkiBR wrote: “I used marijuana during 5 years .. Until today I regret because this is 
illusion
Today am I clear...
and about the coffe .. it's a drug too
changing the subject, the coffe is good for the body , mind ?? 
A doubt that I have 

Thankss friends !”

Coffee has some side effects, but to my knowledge, that's it. It's not bad. The worst thing that it can 
do is that people who drink too much can cause their adrenals to be exhausted. Dehydration is 
another thing. But many people get so deep into coffee they can't operate without it. So it's not that 
good either.

Re: Drugs
by HoodedCobra666 » Tue Jan 09, 2018 8:54 pm 

random321 wrote: “I live in California, in America, where marijuana is now legal 
recreationally and medicinally.

Marijuana has not ruined my life. I suppose just like with anything else though, perhaps 
it has ruined others. It may make you lazy, but I work diligently regardless.

High THC percentages in marijuana give you the trippy psychedelic effects, while high 
CBD percentages give you a calming healing effect. I prefer the CBD because too much
THC can really mess with your thinking, it has mine. In fact, it has scared me what I 
have thought sometimes.
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There are many people in society who are financially successful and have or continue 
to, smoke marijuana. I have never been "normal" anyway.”

Do you think you are special because you smoke a plant? That's another part of it. That since you 
smoke something you are so 'special' and 'different'. Most people are stoning themselves on a 
frequent basis. You are indeed quite 'normal' in that regard.

It's just a habit. With bad side effects. For many people, a nasty one. As you said it makes you lazy 
but you resist it, and also causes you other episodes as well which trouble you, but you seem to, for 
now, overcome. 

But it causes problems.

Re: Drugs
by HoodedCobra666 » Wed Jan 10, 2018 12:53 am 

Alexander wrote: “Any opinion on ''drugs'' like psilocybin mushroom, it does not lead 
to physical dependence, and a lot of people reported very positive effects from taking 
these mushrooms, even life changing and reality altering experiences.

Obviously everything needs moderation and this not something to play with or not take 
seriously, but would you guys charecterize psilocybin mushrooms as something 
negative that should be avoided at all costs?”

I do not characterize drugs as simply bad. They are useless. Useless means just that, useless. One 
simply does not need them. Doing some useless things can also highly damage you, such as in the 
case of drugs. 

You do not need shrooms to have a good spiritual experience, you don't need shrooms to feel better, 
you don't need cocaine to feel confidence, or weed to help you relax. 

I think many of these people are over-exaggerating, granted, they have been feeling like shit all 
their life, from not doing sports, meditation, following a proper diet, getting constantly wasted, 
smoking cancer stick and so forth. Therefore, any improvement in the above train-wreck condition 
is seen as a very good and 'positive' experience.

People also believe in these drugs so much. In other words, it's their belief in the drugs that causes 
the changes. If you believe that a banana gives you so much intense energy, you can actually feel 
eating banana's way more than someone that doesn't. 

Spiritually speaking all drugs are from the 'fake side' and the negative aspect of reality. There are no
spiritual outcomes from drugs, just material hallucinations. One example is the stoner pseudo mage 
Crowley, he was magically infertile and powerless. At best, they alter your material body, while 
causing issues and imbalances at the soul. The soul (what you carry with you through multiple 
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lifetimes) gets worn out by usage. 

Drugs are like going on a merry go round. You see the world spinning, but nothing is spinning. It's 
all a lie and bollocks. It's also very lonely, so to say. Spiritual experiences transform you from the 
inside and out, they don't just mess with your biochemistry.

Re: Drugs
by HoodedCobra666 » Wed Jan 10, 2018 12:56 am 

Stormblood wrote:

random321 wrote: “I live in California, in America, where marijuana is now
legal recreationally and medicinally.

Marijuana has not ruined my life. I suppose just like with anything else 
though, perhaps it has ruined others. It may make you lazy, but I work 
diligently regardless.

High THC percentages in marijuana give you the trippy psychedelic effects, 
while high CBD percentages give you a calming healing effect. I prefer the 
CBD because too much THC can really mess with your thinking, it has 
mine. In fact, it has scared me what I have thought sometimes.

There are many people in society who are financially successful and have or
continue to, smoke marijuana. I have never been "normal" anyway.”

“You are neglecting the spiritual effects and the fact it's proven to lower intelligence.”

Considering 155 IQ is supremely intelligent and high scientist material, but 160+ range is like top 
scientist material etc, we can understand that even if one gains or loses 5 points here, it's crucial. 
There are studies where there have been 10 whole IQ points lost. Let alone other implications. So 
one can go from 'very very intelligent' to just 'intelligent' from using pot. And from intelligent to 
average. And from average to retard.

The other thing I have noticed on people who smoke pot, is very slow reaction times. This is 
another very dangerous thing. Quick reaction time can save your life and the life of other people 
around you, while very slow reaction time can actually get you killed, as in driving or wherever 
else.

Re: Drugs
by HP Mageson666 » Wed Jan 10, 2018 2:14 am 

I grew up in an area with normalized weed use. A person could walk down the street burning a joint 
and the cops wouldn't even really care. I have had the chance of seeing what weed use is like across 
the board, with many different kinds of people. From low-functioning potheads to higher-
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functioning people who didn't smoke it as much.

What I noticed is, it comes down to the simple amounts of use. Even high-functioning people were 
being robbed, just more slowly, of their cognitive ability and energy by smoking it in smaller doses 
and damaging their brain function on a smaller-scale. And I noticed people who were high-
functioning could slip into lower-levels of functioning as they would start to use it more and more 
for whatever reasons. 

I noted the same with drinkers a high-functioning drinker would start becoming more and more 
low-functioning as their drinking increased, even more ‘til, in some cases, they drank themselves to 
their death. 

random321 wrote: “I live in California, in America, where marijuana is now legal 
recreationally and medicinally.

Marijuana has not ruined my life. I suppose just like with anything else though, perhaps 
it has ruined others. It may make you lazy, but I work diligently regardless.

High THC percentages in marijuana give you the trippy psychedelic effects, while high 
CBD percentages give you a calming healing effect. I prefer the CBD because too much
THC can really mess with your thinking, it has mine. In fact, it has scared me what I 
have thought sometimes.

There are many people in society who are financially successful and have or continue 
to, smoke marijuana. I have never been "normal" anyway.”

Follow the Slothz search engine to:
www.joyofsatan.com
www.exposingchristianity.com

Re: Drugs 
by HP Mageson666 » Wed Jan 10, 2018 5:19 am 
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The big deal with the Jews pushing drugs, Veganism, garbage food that sedates people and such is it
weakens the psyche to the point one is under the influence of their matrix of energy more. The more
drugs one does the more degenerate they start to behave. It’s a total weakening influence.

In the future, druggie people are going to have to be put in camps and told they are not leaving till 
they get fully clean and stay clean. 
This is a toxic plague that is ruining society on every level and destroying the very basics of a free 
society. It’s also started, and run, as a form of Jewish-espionage against the Gentiles. The people 
with liberal naïve arguments against this can be locked up for a few months with the drug fiends 
and this will change their mind. No mistake, every "liberal" Jew argument made about drugs is one 
that allows the flow of drugs to an even higher insane degree in the Goyim society. 

Stop letting the people ruining your society and lives, as a form of criminal espionage, in their racial
holy war on you.....DICTATE YOUR OPINIONS......duh.

Follow the Slothz search engine to:
www.joyofsatan.com
www.exposingchristianity.com

Re: Drugs
by HP Mageson666 » Wed Jan 10, 2018 9:02 am 

This has been the problem with Liberalism. It’s become a licence to kill the very things that allow 
for legitimate freedoms to exist. I have noted, the more famous talking heads on Youtube who claim
liberalism are really just selfish bastards who pride themselves foolishly on promoting the ruining 
of society as long as they can gain artificial pleasures in the mean time. You cannot trust these 
people, as they will lie for personal profit and measure situations only by personal advancement.

The problem with Liberalism has been the criteria of giving rights on the grounds they are to be 
assigned to and why. And who they are to be assigned to and why. The assignment of lasting rights 
can only be granted based upon that which is real and thus giving the rights to this is simply a 
recognition of what already is.

Granting of rights, to false claims, causes society to become built upon lies that consume it.

Follow the Slothz search engine to:
www.joyofsatan.com
www.exposingchristianity.com

Re: Drugs 
by HoodedCobra666 » Fri Jan 12, 2018 1:04 am 

Samyaza Lovatt wrote: “I agree with many posts in this thread but anyone who thinks 
that certain drugs are useless (I'm talking about party drugs like alcohol, cocaine or 
ecstasy) are useless or that there is absolutely no reason to take them probably has a 
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limited social life. Who wants to go on a night out at a nightclub or something and be 
perfectly sober the whole night?”

I am not arguing the existence of incentive. There is definitely incentive for people to do these 
things or they wouldn't be doing it.   However what I am trying to remind, possibly angering many 
people in the group, is that there are BETTER incentives, and that you should ultimately have the 
skill to be free on your own. You don't need drugs to express yourself.

"We had a lot of fun outside. We vomited in a toilet, we kissed or fucked people we had no idea 
about, we were worried about who may have contacted something that night or who has wore a 
condom or not, supposedly we had very pleasurable sex we don't remember with whom, what or if 
about. We had no balls to be social and due to being wimps we did some cocaine to self defeat our 
own inferior idea about ourselves, and because we can't dance without external help cause we are 
too restrained and sit like ducks and too afraid of what others will think of us, we used copious 
amounts of alcohol. Then because we can't go towards ecstasy by intensive dancing and so forth, we
had some ecstasy."

When you understand that this civilization is giving you normal human states in the form of drugs, 
because it has bound you beyond understanding, then you may understand how useless drugs are.

You can dance, have sex, socialize, and exist in a super intense manner without ingesting random 
substances. People did so for centuries...

Re: Drugs
by HoodedCobra666 » Fri Jan 12, 2018 1:13 am 

Obviously, you have zero idea of what the "Kundalini surge" is, or any of other spiritual state. One 
would never parallel these states to something as fake or as useless as drugs. All that Meth does is 
take your brain chemistry and shoot it into oblivion. So it destroys people very quickly. 

Drugs are only false, low level, broken mirrors, of what other states of mind do. But the real fact is 
they are nothing at all, just material alterations of your biochemistry. Your perception, your real 
perception, is not in anyway changing to a major extent. It's just like putting your head in water. 
You see the world differently, but your perception abilities remain the same, but are also altered and
reduced. Staying too long under water can deteriorate these. 

You are confusing your drug habit with your soul destiny, because you want to over-idealize a 
useless sport. It wasn't drugs that brought you to Satan, if anything, if you went down that hole, it 
would further prevent you.

The fact that you have your coffee in the morning doesn't decide if you will click the JoS later that 
night. You have made this choice in a deeper part of yourself way beforehand.

People are defending/vouching drugs more than Jewsus Christ...Both dealt by the same 
(((author)))...
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13th_Wolf wrote:

EnkiUK wrote: “Brilliant op HC as per pal.

I have tried every "drug" under the sun not something to be proud of but 
enough to be able to tell my daughter not to take anything when she is older 
i havent drank alcohol for 8 or 9 years now and the "drug" use was before i 
got jail age 22.

Take a few legal "drugs" now lol coffee, Prescriptions (prob worse)

Love the op, one to keep and read over thanks”

“Was something I was thinking about before coming to Satan. Thank the fucking gods I 
didn't. I now see how certain states that different drugs can put you under are just 
elements of innate spiritual abilities. Meth triggers the kundalini surge, acid opens up 
the pineal gland in an unnatural way etc. I've only ever done MDMA ("maj"), acid, 
cocaine once and smoked weed ("bud" we called it) for around a year and a half. The 
latter I regret the most.

I remember me and my old group of mates were planning years ago to take other 
hallucinogens like shrooms and DMT to see the effects. I honestly think that 
hallucinogens though-are harmless under the right conditions and circumstances. Both 
of the above are natural, Acid however (LSD) is chemically derived and most tabs 
contain plenty of other substances today. I am aware that not everything "natural" is 
necessarily a good thing to take and that the effects of the above hallucinogens can be 
reached by oneself. However, I am open to the point that they could act as "tools" to aid 
advancement if you will- not to depend on but to help in opening up spiritually.

Like how animals were gifts from Satan, what if it is the same situation with these 
compounds? Unless it turns out as HC said, they fuck with your IQ XD. I'm not quite on
with that but I don't think natural hallucinogens do much of anything to your 
intelligence, only your perception and awareness. Before weed, I was actually quite 
bright, though shy and non-SS. Weed, though it bugged my brain later on when I was 
abusing it- did cause me to question my life more enthusiastically (I have said this 
before somewhere on this forum). Along with Maj (also a hallucinogen, but also an 
amphetamine). I honestly believe to this day I wouldn't have come to Satan as fast as I 
had if I had not tried these 2 substances, especially MDMA. Everything in my life 
changed that day in-terms of how I perceived it. 

Then again, I first found the JoS when I was 12 , 3 years before I was seriously abusing 
the aforementioned though I did not take it srsly nor did I remember the info. That as 
well, I was quite young when I came to such a lifestyle. I feel though I am able to 
reverse the damage done to my intelligence over the years. I am not heeding the HP's 
when I am saying this- abuse of drugs DOES lower reaction time, IQ etc. though it can 
definitely be reversed through PM. Anyone reading can take my experience as advice 
and steer clear of abuse-curiosity however can be satiated by those who feel so to some 
extent.

Saytan Abbrasa”
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Dugin And What Is Going On 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sat Aug 11, 2018 6:40 am 

Dugin And What Is Going On 
 

The Jew Dugin's work The Fourth Political Theory, is revealing. This Jew is Putin's ideological 

wizard as well the second Karl Marx. This work points to where the Jews want to go from here. 

The problem is many Goy are busy talking about and studying what the Jews already did and 

not what they are trying to pull. Dugin allows us a look into what they are up to in the current 

year.  
 

 

Dugin states they want to use Chaos but this Chaos as Dugin puts it is in simple language the 

concept of the first matter. The Chaos star is the symbol of the Black Goddesses in the ancient 

world who represents the First Matter or Akasha, space. Dugin is hard to understand to many 

people because they are not occultists and don't understand the basic platform. Dugin wants to 

use spiritual psychic energy to connect and open any doors possible in the material world. And 

then use those doors to create a political synthesis that allows them to further open more doors 

until they fully materialize their goal. Which is.......A world communist dictatorship.  
 

That's it. Putin his master openly stated in a political conference in 2013 his goal is to create a 

neo-Soviet Union in the current world. Putin was put into power by Abramovich the Jewish 

oligarch who is a deputy of the Jewish Rothschild's and is part of Chabad. Which is why Putin is 

surrounded by Chabad Rabbi's. This is the Rothschild level of control. So this is where Putin's 

marching orders are coming down from the very top of the Elders of Zion. 
 

The Protest Wall Street movement was started in America by the Communists and was created 

from the top by the Rothschild's, Rockefellers and Soros who's real name is Schwartz. The 

Jewish Rockefeller's started the Communist Party of America and funded it from behind the 

scenes. The Rothschild's, Rockefeller's and other Jewish world money moguls funded the 

Communist revolution around the world as well. Protest Wall Street was the attempt to get the 

Communist movement going in America to take control with. It was found out the Presidential 

candidate Russia was pushing for was.......Communist Bernie. Anything to push the Communist 

narrative into America. That is why so many Jews came from the USSR to America. To work 

away on America for the final goal of Communist control. 
 

 

Note the Alt-Right was given an insane amount of attention by the Jewish media for being such 

a small movement. This is because the Alt-Right leadership are Jewish agents who are openly 

promoting the Communist agenda and ideology of Dugin. The plan here is to create the sides 

for the coming civil war and revolution, race wars that must occur to cause the total break up of 

America and its downfall as a world power. This will allow the Jews out of Moscow to then take 

over the rest of Europe by subversion from within and without. Without America, NATO is 

meaningless and Russia will easily dominate European affairs on the political and economic 

level. From this take over they want to extend their influence with Communist China which they 

also control into one global super power that will allow the Jewish elites to create a global 

Communist world order with. Which has always been the plan of the Jewish race. This is all 
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outlined in Dugin's plan. Dugin also states pushing the world into a third world war to bring this 

about as well. The Jews have been pushing for this between NATO and the east. In Which 

America is meant to lose. 

 

Dugin reveals two important things one America must fall for the Jews to succeed. And two the 

Jews use occult power to manifest their working for this one world order into reality. And its the 

occult power that is their key to everything. And that Christianity is the vital part of 

accomplishing this. Its their platform for Communism to succeed though. Dugin does not hide 

this fact. 

 

Further Dugin also proves the psychology of the Jews. They will do, say, betray and make deals 

with whatever or whoever to gain more power to get to the top of their goal. The major part of 

this they will take anything over to morph it into a method to gain control though. And they use 

occult power. That is why Dugin is so hard for people to understand. They don't think like a 

criminal Jew with a kabala under their arm. He is also purposely two faced in public because he 

is lying and deceiving for his agenda. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

 

Re: Dugin And What Is Going On 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun Aug 12, 2018 4:57 pm 

Hvítr Ormr wrote:I've seen this Dugin kike being pushed in the Alt-Right circles for a while 

now, I never knew he was using occult knowledge in his kike "political theories" but it makes 

sense I suppose since he is a member of the tribe. If we do enough of the final RTR it should 

stop any of his filth from being able to manifest though, right? 

 

 

Yes, it stops them all. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 
 

 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 

- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 
- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 
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Dumb "Pagan" Arguments Refuted - Pagans Are Not Pagan 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Thu Jul 19, 2018 9:37 pm 

It never gets tiring to read just another "Pagan" book that along the lines perpetuates the same 

lies. 
 

1. That the White race, which is one of the most creative, civilized, and long lasting races 

on the planet, is just on a whim of 'self destruction' because of some innate 'self-

destructive' need, lately. This sounds like the kike Fraud or Freud that keeps repeating this 

meme. 
 

"Let's not also mention that the jews have been doing this for thousands of years cause if we 

don't mention it we can't really sell books that explain the scat-self-inflicted-neurosis of the 

"White Man" for drawing in his E-scat-o-logical future which was essentially created by jews and 

christianity such as the "Revelation" book of the bible on a race whose religion perceived no 

cataclysmic end until the jews infested their brain with this lie." 
 

There is no innate or even natural desire for Whites to self-destruct in any way, sense or form. 

This is imposed from the outside. No life form wants, in such massive scale, to self-suicide. If 

one believes in natural laws, one would see the law of survival here and stop mentioning these 

bullshit arguments. 

 

Verdict: Another Jewish Argument. 
 

2. That nature, out of nowhere, holds grudges and will punish people for leading an 

'immoral' life, which puts us to the next point. 
 

 

3. Christian morality that is presented in a Pagan cloth, all the time. Which puts us to the 

next point. 
 

'Do not engage early in sexuality because Rabbi Christ will be mad at you.' 
 

'If you touch a man's penis that a transgression of the Odin's laws, oy veh. Naturalists as we 

are, we consider it so strange for a woman to touch a man's penis. It's all a matter of 'ethics'."  
 

Verdict: Another Jewish Argument. 
 

4. That somehow the Christian Morality is just a slightly perverted foundation of the 

previous Pagan morality. This is a big feces coming from the Pagan mouth all the time. The 

purposeful negligence of the fact that Christianity was enforced on people by the mobs, the 

retarded, and the inferior jewish servants, and that in all cases, death was chosen over 

conversion. 

 

If the morality was all the same why did Pagans die rather than choose to be converted into 

another form of ethics that was...as claimed by these tards...the same ethical guidelines... 
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Like if you are given a coke and then a pepsi...You won't kill someone over it will you...But if you 

ask for a coke and you are given acid to drink...will you get mad or not. 
 

What did Christian missionaries do for the whole of Middle ages? Desecrate information, rewrite 

it, and try to pretend that "Christianity" is somehow so related to "Paganism" and that it should 

be peacefully accepted, because it was all the same in all regards, same as the ethical regard. 
 

If that was the case, why all of Christianity, condemns Paganism and the "Pagan Ethics" all the 

time? Because they resemble Christianity? Or because they are full and obviously opposed?  
 

Verdict: Another Jewish Argument. 
 

5. The "Pagans" are Pagan but as to what makes them Pagan...That they say "Praise 

Perun" instead of "Praise Rabbi Christ" yet practice all the same reality and existence without 

any different choices of preferences. That aside, it takes a lot of effort to put forth non christian 

arguments or any sense of "Paganism" in their "spirituality".  
 

This is same as the ethics above: nothing has deeply changed, therefore, there cannot be a 

different expression or reasoning about something. 
 

6. Most of Paganism has nothing to do with "Spirituality" whatsoever. This is hardliner 

hoax that was created by the most dumb "Pagans" who are too much into Freudian scat-ology, 

some part of which is excreted through Jung and how 'everything is an archetype'. While these 

guys have never read Jung to even know that this doesn't mean that Archetypes are not real, 

nor did Jung ever approach these as false, or wrote for certain they "DO NOT EXIST" and that 

"THEY ARE FINGMENTS OF YOUR IMAGINATION". There are indeed many idiots who 

consider this a 'weakness', a "Southern or Middle Eastern Religious Pseudo-Occultic Invention", 

or even a flat "retarded".  
 

However, debating about axes in the 21st century of Nuclear Weapons, and measuring biceps 

24/7 is indeed not ape-like, and not retarded, that's clever.  
 

The same people also admit indirectly that their ancestors were retards, since, according to their 

mindset, build all their civilizations against empty "Archetypes", erected temples for them, and 

lived their life around mere figments of their retarded imagination. 
 

The jews say the very same argument that claims Pagans to be dumb "Idolaters" who believed 

in crap with no content, and no spiritual ideals, just believing in "Idols", which Fraud later named 

as "Totems" and later Jung excreted as "Archetypes", which is also the mainline of dumb 

scatological analysis that parades as "Psychology" or as "Knowledge of the Soul" which is what 

Psychology literally means. 
 

Verdict: Another jewish argument. 
 

7. Revulsion or ill comments against the only real Pagans who have had the balls to 
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really instate Paganism in a true form, aka, the National Socialists. There are dumb-asses 

who believe that saving and fighting for the White Race in Europe and saving them from Jew 

imposed slavery, and trying to save the White race did so bad.  

 

"Jews: please goyim, drop this weapon against me and I promise you on my mezuzah that I 

won't attack you if you do, please don't be like Hitler who tried to do something about this."  
 

"Pagans: guys please leave for the mountains and cease fighting the jews in your own 

civilizations, and when they take them over, it's not like they will nuke you or drive hordes into 

your home. Sleep safely, and remember don't be like Hitler cause some people died back then 

when preventing a global dictatorship from the jews to emerge." 
 

Verdict: Another Jewish Argument. 
 

8. Spiritual Bullshit. It's frequent now the Pagans have memed the words on "Reincarnation". 

On the other hand, they damn civilization.. And what is a CIVILIZATION? A safe space of 

development so that new people can be born away from the middle of the jungle so they can 

live. A tool for life like so many others.  
 

Now, a people that has understood that they will exist and/or get reincarnated, what is more 

logical... Leave their descendants to live in a shithole mudhut, or try to create a great civilization 

for them to exist in again, in an advancement process so they can keep improving. Blaming 

civilization is largely the same as blaming reincarnation for happening, and blaming people for 

accumulating and development in the material form. 
 

I guess the shithole mudhut and a mud axe, and this being your 'racial' inheritance is exactly the 

proof that a race has really understood reincarnation, according to the bright "Pagans".  
 

Jews: "goyim build not your treasures on this world but in the next"  
"Pagans": "whitey please remember we aren't made for civilization, just to exist in the middle of 

nowhere and live and let be. reincarnation is somehow into this as well, lol" 
 

9. The hate against Southern populations in Europe. It's not that infrequent for some people 

that hail from the Cocaine and Meth paradise countries that have more shekels to verbally 

attack and insult those who are of a 'Southern' descend and even call them 'bastards'.  
 

In some cases, this is the case, but even then, these 'arguments' serve no points other than to 

divide Whites over and over again to no purpose other than these people feel great for their hair 

color (Ironically, practicing unconsciously jew instructed neo-nazism on people that are proven 

to be their racial brothers or at worst their first cousins genetically wise). This is like the BS the 

jews made about Slavs, only aimed at different populations now. 
 

Ironically, these dumb 'barbarians' are too 'barbarian' to know about something in the DNA 

which is called recessive DNA. Which means that two 'inferior Southorns' can create a perfectly 

Nordic Individual if they have DNA from Nordics that is latent and can show up on next 

generations.  
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To get in 'debates' of greatness like that is short sighted, retarded, divisive, and above all, utterly 

POINTLESS. A quote answers the success of civilization of the "Bastardized Southerners" by 

Hitler: "I am A Hellene".  
 

Jews, from the bible: Most of their main enemies which they state they want to exterminate off 

of the face of this planet are people like Greeks, Egyptians, Assyrians, Babylonians, and then 

Esau which is the people of Rome.  
"Pagans": "Oy veyh, these people are useless. I, for example, use their script to write to them 

how retarded they were. I also use their written ideas such as the idea of Mud-Blood Plato for 

Reincarnation, but I call them Inferior Southorns whenever I get the chance. Huhu!" 
 

Verdict: Another Jewish Argument. 
 

10. The Cultural Marxist equality argument. It's frequently stated that the "Civilization" is a 

creation of the Southern European races, and indeed, 'it is', as part of the White race in general.  
 

However, if this thing named 'civilization' is so unnatural to Whites...Why do the Northern 

Europeans have like the best civilizations ever right now...and why White countries have been 

the best, most peaceful, and most developed civilizations in the world...Which the Jews seek to 

destroy all the time...Hmm I guess because their destiny lies in a shit, mud hut, just sharpening 

their little stone age axe, forever. Right. 
 

Also the other funny line is that "The Southorns have had great civilization cause of better 

weather than the man of the North" (in the spirit of the above retarded dualism), implying there 

is such a big difference. Last time I checked in Egypt and in many other places there is 'better 

weather' and zero civilization there but only recent developments. Which reveals a fact simply 

put that if people have it in them to build something, then they will. If not, they won't, even in the 

most favorable climates.  
 

If civilization is not for us, then what do we have to divide with jews (civilization ruiners) and 

others who create nothing but ruin for civilization? 

 

Essentially we are all the same: Culutral Marxism applied. If our destiny is to eat shit in a mud-

hut, and sharpen our axe, then others are doing this very well too. What's special about or worth 

preserving about "Whites", if not creativity, the ability to neatly and properly civilize, creatively 

advance etc... Their hair color? 
 

The argument is self-collapsing: you cannot blame elements that all they do is ruin civilization, 

when you claim that White man is meant to be 'uncivilized' and in a barbarian state. This means 

that the existence of the jews is such a beautiful blessing, and that all destruction and parasitism 

heaped upon Whites is only acting for our benefit, so we can return to the state of the stone, the 

rock, and hunting rats for food.  
 

If the destiny of the white man is only to sharpen an axe in his little corner like an ignorant 

animal, he is equal to everyone else, superior to nobody else, and also has no reason to keep 
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self overcoming in any meaningful way, spiritually or otherwise. 
 

This argument goes against nature in a very obvious way and the fundamentals on how people 

are different. 
 

Verdict: Another KOSHER Argument. 
 

11. The stupid conception on denying big this world is. Many "Pagans" and other primitives 

can't see past their little meadow outside their house and understand that this planet is chock 

filled to the brim with all sorts of other tribes and humans whose sole reason for not going to shit 

in and burn their little meadow and rape their wife, is because there is a military around that 

prevents them from doing so. If the migrant crisis has not proven to Europeans that even the 

above is not enough in some cases so that you are not holocausted, then it appears to me 

extinction is what may wake them up.  

 

"If France drops nuclear production and people live in peaceful farms and have many kids, this 

certainly guarantees that Israel won't use their arsenal to nuke all of us goyim to oblivion, 

especially when they know we cannot 'reply' to them! Ah, how did I miss out on this wonderful 

solution before?" 
 

Verdict: Another Jewish Argument. 
 

12. "The Northern European Man Is a Trve Barbarian, the uncivilized Glorious Savage". 
 

An untrue hoax, again, generated by ignorance. This was never the case. Same as this is 

not the true state of White people in anyway, sense or form, to be uncivilized dumb 

purposeless beings.  
 

 

HP Mageson666 wrote:The southern European argument is strange. The Northern 

Europeans such as the regions of Gaul lived in massive cities the size of Babylon and had 

running water and all kinds of technology. The cities in Ireland of the Druids had upwards of 

sixty thousand people living in them. Look at the Dragon Churches in Norway to get an ideal 

of how advanced their building technology was those buildings are still standing a thousand 

years later.  
 

The ability to build civilization is the marker of higher consciousness and its creative power. 

 

 

Tell that to the Pagans who boast about how Northerner Europeans were 'barbarian hordes' and 

uncultured (lie) and how this is something to be proud about (cuz we wuz barbarian and shit), 

ranting about how they have had no real script (untrue), while the had compasses, astrological 

machinery, advanced architecture, fully working and operational sanitation and waste 

elimination systems that were eco friendly, communication systems, and massive buildings that 

lasted centuries like stave churches. 
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How do you make big giant Viking ships that cross the planet over and over again? Without 

advanced mathematical advancement, consciousness, and knowledge of engineering? You 

obvious posses such elements, all of which are signs of civilization. 
 

Not only that, but they somehow believe the above is proof of 'inferiority' and 'domestication'. 

And that we must regress even before this because these were all signs of 'domestication' and 

'inferiority'. 
 

The facts is that Northerners and Southerners both had very advanced civilizations, in many 

cases parelleling and equal, and that the Northerners in some cases were more civilized and 

advanced in some ways from the Southerners, in that many philosophers and engineers also 

headed north or talked of mythical homelands in the North such as Thule from where they 

learned all sorts of stuff.  

 

13. Beliefs of a Pagan cataclysm/apocalyse. It's interesting when I see "Pagans" talk about 

Ragnarok and all that bullshit they seldom understand and speak about "Apocalypse" 

essentially coming. And how if you are a good slave for Odin or something and you slave well, 

you're going to be spared, but if you act decadent (aka who knows, maybe if you fap and anger 

"Odin" for it), you will be punished. Christianity 2.0 strikes again. 
 

Not all Pagans do it so let's name this "Half kosher" argument. 
 

14. The belief that "Nature is in control". This is the same argument as the Christians who 

state, after anything that happens, "GOD IS IN CONTROL".  
 

You replace "GOD" with "NATURE" and you have the Pagan argument that all these bullshit 

that are happening, are parts of natural cleansing events of this world. Same as all sin is rooted 

so 'god' can rupture his chosen fatasses from a mega church in the US. 
 

"Does Europe get invaded? Oh, it's nature managing it's accounts, the weak will be destroyed 

now. Do kids get raped in swimming pools? Oh, it's just nature man. Do Whites snort cocaine by 

the bags, oh man, it's just nature, it's driving away the weak. Did this blonde bimbo give 10 kids 

to a nigerian gang member, don't worry man, it's nature managing the weak...All of the above is 

great, just prepare for the Cataclysm/Apocalypse. It's all of Nature's plan..." 
 

I guess if Malaria eats you, "Nature is in control" and "Nature is sorting out the weak".  
 

This must be also why all the retarded people always survived way more than the intelligent, 

brave, and able ones: because "Nature sorts out the weak". Well, in many cases, she does not. 

She even makes the weak consume the strong. 
 

Verdict: Another Jewish Argument. 

 

15. The selective denial of the corrosive influence jewish element. If we are in any case 

and in all the above issues or problems, it's the jews proven fault. Even the bubonic plague was 
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caused by the jews, and people should know this. I notice some Pagans like Vikernes, they do 

selective choosing to blame when it comes to jews. For example, "the Southern White is bad 

and has 'plagued' the world with 'civilization', it's the Southerner's problem" is one selective 

argument. The fact this has been the jews all along is seldom mentioned, depending on what 

type of point they want to prove at the time. 
 

A second example, in the above, if they want to prove Europe's invasion is some whole wheat, 

biological farming, fully natural, 'event', they do not mention the KIKES that create this situation, 

rather "Nature". This is endless blame shifting to all sorts of random targets. If people die from 

drug abuse because KIKES sell, market, and run these cartels, they mention it's just 'nature' 

taking away the weak. If a race traitor bimbo betrays her race, there they go again, she was 

retarded - it's not like she was brainwashed since infancy to love foreign races by all the KIKE 

media industry.  
 

Very rough and brutally judgemental, these people blame Whites for things they never wanted 

to commit at least in their MAJORITY. 
 

In the same way a jew accuses the victims or random socket people who haven't done much to 

be worthy of their jew-imposed misfortunes, these "Pagans" blame random socket groups and 

causes for the ill-things that are after all, obviously created by jews at the core. 
 

Verdict: Another Jewish Argument. 
 

16. More selective lying. The other interesting thing is that in regards to the creation of 

Christianity, some dumb-asses also blame the Southern Europeans, or other Gentiles. The 

leprous disease of Christianity was formulated however in lands that were always in aggression 

with the Southern Europeans since forever. Also, the fact the jews devised such plot doesn't 

make these people responsible anymore a flu hits someone coming nearby and we have to 

blame 'them' for contacting the 'flu' as if they did on purpose. 
 

Ie, from the "Persian Monotheism" and dualism, to all the related ideas, the Pagan Southorns 

did indeed fight to the last man, woman and child to safeguard their Pagan tenets and were 

running the Pagan world's vains and guarding it for very long. This is why the "Nordics" had all 

the time to polish their axes in the South. 
 

The fact that jews developed a cancer (Christianity) and they passed it down to the people that 

they fought (Southern Europeans) does not in anyway imply they wanted this done. All of history 

and all the dead people prove otherwise. Nobody wanted this in any way, shape or form. 
 

17. Cutting arguments from the general historical spectrum. "The Southerners are 

responsible for Christianity! They spread it to Europe!" is another dumb argument, as if not all 

missionaries and religious ruling heads in the Middle Ages were jewish racially...  
 

However...If anything, these Southern European people, are also responsible for any cleansing 

of Christianity came in the under later in the centuries. They had left seeds behind which could 

make this happen. Indeed their civilization and what they had burried saved us later from a 
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general assault on our existence as White people.  
 

Illiterate tribes could not save themselves in any major way if there were no remains, as simply 

had a generation died and then didn't know how to write their own 'name' down, there would be 

nothing else after this generation. In cases where there is nothing to resurface, you clean a 

region, and stop worrying. This could never happen in cases like Egypt, or Ancient Greece, or 

Italy, or even the Middle East.  
 

They have deconstructed by what they have left behind the imposed hoax of Christianity. Ie, the 

renascence was born from the very same regions that once fought the jews and their Christian 

poison, went under and got lost in it, but later destroyed it and deconstructed it.  
 

This is why Civilization matters: they left something behind and it resurfaced to save them, and 

the world, later.  

 

Someone goes to Egypt thousands of years later and they understand some very powerful 

people have lived there.  
 

No civilization means no remains in many cases. No remains means no proof. And no proof 

means that your descendants can be told their god is a rabbi from the Levant who has 

commanded them to slave for all eternity. 
 

Verdict: Another Jewish Argument. 
 

Paganism always depended on solid foundation and proof, which, can only be created with at 

least some form of civilization.  
 

Ironically, "Paganism" exists today not randomly, but because of things left behind by 

civilizations who have gone but left their messages in a fashion for us to know about them. 

Otherwise, there would be no hope, and anyone would believe the jewish hoaxes were the 'only 

truth'. 

 

Civilization, or rather, the remains of it alone have saved us from this permanent darkness. 
 

Using decadent examples of civilization, as if pointing to rotting fruit, to say we must never eat 

fruit, is just a fallacy. 
 

Civilization must be respected, upheld, cleansed, may even go through phases of death and 

rebirth, but as a principle, it's the core of how you can survive, especially, in a planet infested by 

elements who do not want you to live, know, or exist in any way.  
 

Fruits decay, trees get replaced, but life goes on. And so it must go on. 
 

Lastly, many claimed "Pagans" are not Pagan as many of their ideas only revolve around 

reverse Judaism that uses different terminology and different arguments on the surface that 

result in the same morality and acceptance about our past, present and future, that any jew 
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would like us to have.  
 

Spiritual Satanism Is true Paganism restored. 
 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 

 

 
- http://www.joyofsatan.org 

- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

Re: Dumb "Pagan" Arguments Refuted [More even] 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Thu Jul 19, 2018 10:12 pm 

The southern European argument is strange. The Northern Europeans such as the regions of 

Gaul lived in massive cities the size of Babylon and had running water and all kinds of 

technology. The cities in Ireland of the Druids had upwards of sixty thousand people living in 

them. ook at the Dragon Churches in Norway to get an ideal of how advanced their building 

technology was those buildings are still standing a thousand years later.  
 

The ability to build civilization is the marker of higher consciousness and its creative power. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

 

Re: Dumb "Pagan" Arguments Refuted [More even] 

Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Thu Jul 19, 2018 10:15 pm 

HP Mageson666 wrote:The southern European argument is strange. The Northern 

Europeans such as the regions of Gaul lived in massive cities the size of Babylon and had 

running water and all kinds of technology. The cities in Ireland of the Druids had upwards of 

sixty thousand people living in them. Look at the Dragon Churches in Norway to get an ideal 

of how advanced their building technology was those buildings are still standing a thousand 

years later.  
 

The ability to build civilization is the marker of higher consciousness and its creative power. 

 

 

Tell that to the Pagans who boast about how Northerner Europeans were 'barbarian hordes' and 

uncultured (lie) and how this is something to be proud about (cuz we wuz barbarian and shit), 
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ranting about how they have had no real script (untrue), while the had compasses, astrological 

machinery, advanced architecture, fully working and operational sanitation and waste 

elimination systems that were eco friendly, communication systems, and massive buildings that 

lasted centuries like stave churches. 
 

Not only that, but they somehow believe the above is proof of 'inferiority' and 'domestication'. 

And that we must regress even before this because these were all signs of 'domestication' and 

'inferiority'. 
 

The facts is that Northerners and Southerners both had very advanced civilizations, in many 

cases parelleling and equal, and that the Northerners in some cases were more civilized and 

advanced in some ways from the Southerners, in that many philosophers and engineers also 

headed north or talked of mythical homelands in the North such as Thule from where they 

learned all sorts of stuff. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  

More will follow soon. 
 
 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 

- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 
- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: Dumb "Pagan" Arguments Refuted [More even] 

Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Jul 20, 2018 3:07 am 

The sites in Northern Europe show they had advanced engineering skills and astronomical 

knowledge the runic script shows the alphabet and the numerical knowledge as well. They also 

had advanced astrological knowledge. They lived in large wooden houses that were fined 

crafted and they had a knowledge of craft ship that has been lost. Their ships also sailed the 

world over to do that navigation knowledge and technological ability has to be developed. The 

Druids had a system of building that involved the technology to melt stone to then shape it 

together into buildings. The Roman's couldn't take their cities when they tried to go into Pictland 

in Britain. This is where the glass castle stories come from with Wizards and all that. The spiral 

images the Druids left behind encode complex mathematic knowledge in them.  
 

When a Druid would come into the Roman Empire the philosophers would line up to learn from 

them. They stated the Druids still had the intact knowledge. The Druids were also well known for 

having Siddhi's their society was ruled by the Arch Druid and politically the Pen Dragon the 

Dragon Emperor they had a complex political and social system. The Druids had to train for 20 

something years and commit everything to memory. The finds show the Druids had chess 

boards and pieces and advanced medical tools identical to doctors tools for complex surgeries 

today.  
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I think civilization needs to be defined in the arguments against it. What about it is bad 

specifically. Most arguments come down to negative effects of technology which can be solved 

with technology and making changes to other technologies and their industries. And the 

problem of jews taking things over and jewing them. 
 

 

Hoodedcobra666 wrote: 

HP Mageson666 wrote:The southern European argument is strange. The Northern 

Europeans such as the regions of Gaul lived in massive cities the size of Babylon and had 

running water and all kinds of technology. The cities in Ireland of the Druids had upwards of 

sixty thousand people living in them. Look at the Dragon Churches in Norway to get an ideal 

of how advanced their building technology was those buildings are still standing a thousand 

years later.  
 

The ability to build civilization is the marker of higher consciousness and its creative power. 

 

 

Tell that to the Pagans who boast about how Northerner Europeans were 'barbarian hordes' 

and uncultured (lie) and how this is something to be proud about (cuz we wuz barbarian and 

shit), ranting about how they have had no real script (untrue), while the had compasses, 

astrological machinery, advanced architecture, fully working and operational sanitation and 

waste elimination systems that were eco friendly, communication systems, and massive 

buildings that lasted centuries like stave churches. 
 

Not only that, but they somehow believe the above is proof of 'inferiority' and 

'domestication'. And that we must regress even before this because these were all signs of 

'domestication' and 'inferiority'. 
 

The facts is that Northerners and Southerners both had very advanced civilizations, in many 

cases parelleling and equal, and that the Northerners in some cases were more civilized 

and advanced in some ways from the Southerners, in that many philosophers and 

engineers also headed north or talked of mythical homelands in the North such as Thule 

from where they learned all sorts of stuff. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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Easter Occult Date And Notre Dame 

by HP Mageson666 » Mon Apr 22, 2019 
 

 

The Pagan holiday of Easter was replaced by Pascha by the Christian church, which is the old 

Greek for Passover. This was also called the festival of the Resurrection of the Lord, also called 

Resurrection Sunday. They tried to replace the name Easter which such new terms. To connect 

the mass mind into this date and the power that is raised. 

 

The name April is from the Latin word aperire which means "to open" its the month of the 

Goddess Easter, it represents the first month of the new year when the sun is in Aries. Easter 

means "dawn" this is the dawn of the sun. At this time the energies of regeneration are put into 

motion within nature and the energetic grid of the planet. The opening of the energies of the 

year. Note both Venus and Mars rule this month, to the Greeks and Romans, Mars is the consort 

of Venus, Aries is the Greek name of Mars. Think about what these two planets rule. Generation 

and creation. 

 

That is why Easter was given this holiday, Easter was symbolized as the solar Goddess and the 

powers of life, this is the month that relates to putting all spiritual working for the year into 

motion, animals go into the mating season around this time as well. It also relates to the Magnum 

Opus. The enemy does their major rituals and attacks along this time from March into April as 

they are attempting to use this energy of the year for themselves. To put their own plans into 

motion, note how many major events all happen during this time from the enemy schemes in 

history. We are witnessing this now in Paris and in Sri Lanka as well. That is how important it is 

for the enemy to make energetic momentum at this time of year. Remember a thought form is a 

living thing, its alive, this time relates to energy power. 

 

Understanding the Egregore: 

"Egregore (also egregor) is an occult concept representing a "thoughtform" or "collective group 

mind", an autonomous psychic entity made up of, and influencing, the thoughts of a group of 

people." 

 

 

This is also why the enemy program does their major ritual working from Lent to Easter. This is 

the key time from them to charge up and direct the energies of their thought form [Egregore] for 

the year. That is why the intense focus on the Nazarene occurs at this time, this is the conduit for 

the Gentiles to channel their psychic energies into the Egregore of the enemy. The time is based 

on creating sympathy in the minds of the Gentiles with the pretending suffering of this fictional 

character of Jewsus. This creates the needed open channel in the minds of the masses and allows 

them to psychically connect into the enemy thought form to a much stronger level and empower 

it. If one studies the Kabbalistic exercises of the Jewish Kabbalah adept and founder of the 

Jesuits, Loyola, that Loyola gave to the Jesuit Order. Its based on nothing but the exact same 

focus the enemy ritual of Lent to Easter is based on for the masses, Sympathetic magic. This is 
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done for the individual to connect with and empower the Egregore of the Nazarene in the Jesuit 

occult teachings. For them to become a conduit and connect the energies.  

 

This is why around this time the Jesuits decided to attack their own churches all over France for 

weeks leading up to the false flag of the Notre Dame event. Its connecting with the rituals of 

Lent and Easter, sympathy, suffering and such. Its one big sympathy ploy, the Notre Dame event 

was done to open the masses up to connect with the Egregore of the enemy, sub consciously at 

this all important energy date and then infuse it with their energy. That is why the enemy media 

used the numerology of 6 all over the coverage of this event, the six is the number that connects 

and manifests the energies of the ritual. Their pretend "god" created the world in 6 days, creation 

in the Torah, and the Bible is the number 6 the materialization of energy into the physical. The 

Jesuits that run the Catholic church are desperate to keep the energy of their Egregore going in 

the mass mind.  

 

One can tell from the reports the enemy did this in a method that shows they are in a desperate 

rush just to stay going. The Egregore of the enemy is like the tale of the magic lamp and the 

Genie, in this case the magic lamp and the Jewnie. The enemy knows how to rub the lamp and 

make the Genie appear and grant them never ending wishes. The lamp is the Christian spell 

book, the Bible. And the Genie is the energy created by the Bible and the mass mind infusing it 

for centuries with psychic energy, which has taken on a life of its own, the Egregore, which the 

Jewish adepts at the top know how to command [occult knowledge of Kabbalah] and direct the 

granting of the never ending wishes with. The Jewnie only has the power to grant them their 

wishes if its powerful enough to do so and existent. 
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El Paso Shooting  

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun Aug 04, 2019 

 

 

 

 
For those who have been watching the news, an animal abomination in human form massacred some 

innocent people in El Paso, Texas. From the reports going on around, it is not certified whether or not 

this was a hate crime, or just a person who was flat insane. The media regardless tries to pass it on as a 

hate crime. Eventually the news will clear up. 

 

There are some leaked photos of the shooter in which he appears to be clearly Jewish, provided these 

are the true photos. It's astonishing the case that many of these crazies so frequently happen to be 

jews,the majority of them until now have been jews at paper as well. This just goes to show how easily 

the jews can use their spiritual tools to facilitate even the sacrifice of many of their "own" in order to 

push their greater agendas.  

 

While it has not been cleared yet, there appears that the animal left behind also a "racist" text, but it is 

not certain whether or not this is a forgery. Of course it might as well be created and loosely slapped 

together, which as per usual, there will be no mention of any jews in it, as it is not impossible that these 

are forged incidents or at least abetted somehow. 

 

For example anything can happen and anyone can later go on and slap together a fake document to pin 

this on "White Supremacy". Very convenient to do.  

 

The above is the current Meme to put everything in the same basket and condemn a whole race based 

on the actions of jews and other nutcases. Exactly, in other words, what the jews and others demand 

not be done on them on a systematic basis. 

 

Whites can be collectively condemned from anything in this world if 1% of it did something at some 

historic interval even a million years ago. 

 

The holy others and jews can never be condemned, even if they are menacing en masse. Actually even if 

caught in the act one has to think how one is a poor rapefugee or a persecuted jew and forgive all of it 

immidiately. Or one will be hanged as a racist.  

 

The double standard is real. This is because everything is reported by the jewish media with the ultimate 

purpose of turning civilized nations to farms of racially mixed slave cattle. 

 

So every event has to conform or made to conform to the rhetoric that there are evil Whites 

everywhere who want to do evil stuff because one jew parading to be White did something. While the 

tribal lobby that starts wars in the Middle East and kills sometimes 300 people a day for no reason is 

actually the holy people. 
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No White person would under any circumstance of sanity do anything like this, to further ruin the efforts 

of his own people to survive and abet the legal and otherwise total constraint of those who want their 

people to live.  

 

Jews however would engage in this all very happily. So their crimes can be scapegoated to otherd after. 

 

For a jew that is a cup of honey they cannot take their hand out from. In any organization of any 

meaning, jews always instigate strife, ruin and criminality. Even the idea of them rotting into jail for life, 

prompts them to do a crime with the clothing of their enemies, just so that they harm them, and drag 

them down. 

 

Normally the right to bear arms is a fundamental right of any free people, but this right has been 

revoked from citizens in most places of the world. That way, citizens are defenseless, and the more 

defenseless citizens are, the more easy it is for criminals to prey upon them. Of course the jews are very 

focused on going around and around the same drill every-time: 

 

1. Have one random sick fuck do some atrocity 

2. Shill and say it is the Nazis as per usual 

3. Further constrain and attack law, constitution, freedoms and so forth, redstraining them. 

 

And lastly, repeat the above as many times as required until the populace yields to the psychic pressure 

of it all, and comes begging at the feet of those in power in order to lose more of their rights, thinking 

things would turn into an utopia if they had less. 

 

Ans when this happens, one loses then everything as one's freedoms are at the borg to decide. 

 

The situation is that the more rights are lost, the more crimes worsen and become greater. For example, 

people constrained of expression all their life, never express anger, and this creates killers.  

 

If a people cannot bear arms, then 20 people will easily die such as in this most hideous mass shooting. 

If other people were also armed, or at least a couple, they could probably maim him and save more 

lives.  

 

Bad guys always find weapons, and legislation about guns have changed nothing in regards to mafias, 

cartels, and all the related dross of the earth in these circles. The only thing not having guns changes is 

that these guys roam around totally free and able to loot and do crimes as they see fit. 

 

When there is no gun ownership, this is a paradise for criminals, as they can do crimes as they see fit 

and prey upon the weak.  

 

From news there has also been another mass shooting, all of which shows that this madness can also be 

used now in the media to intensify the anti-gun craze. 
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In order to impose Communism or for the government to do whatever it wants, the less armed, 

knowledgeable and aware people are, the better a bad government can rally them into enslavement.  

 

How the enemy destroys nations is by gradually convincing them that all the crimes they do are for good 

reason. 

 

There are things far deadlier than all sorts of guns. Drugs for one, are far more murderous than guns on 

a constant basis. But nobody likes to make a fuss about that. People are accustomed to this decay and 

therefore it rings no bells. 

 

The mind altering drugs many people take on a daily basis as if it were normal, such as basically meth 

prescribed to little children, can have disastrous effects on the minds of people. This society is unhappy 

due to endless bastardization and alienation, and the only thing it does is to give people more pills to do 

to keep it going. 

 

Within all this context, deplorable crimes such as the above are nothing strange. 

 

As the muslim mayor of London said to make all the heinous attacks of Muslims look more normalized: 

"It is part and parcel of living in a big city".  

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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Elves, Gnomes, Unicorn's, Bigfoot, Good Jews  

-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

Elves, Gnomes, Unicorn's, Bigfoot, Good Jews 

 

There are still some sappy souls out there who pine for the romantic myth of the "Good 

Jew." What is Judaism about let’s look to the Jews to tell us, what it means to be Jewish in 

the soul: 
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"Heeeey goys....errrr....Guys. I am part of a ethnic community that calls your mothers 

whores, spits on you, believes in lying and deceit as divine acts and whole identity is based 

on the belief in deceiving you, killing you and stealing all your property. You can trust me!!" 

 

The frog and the Scorpion don't fall for this obvious nonsense.  
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Emergency Broadcast *Rubs Hands* 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun Jul 29, 2018 12:36 am 

"I think there is a resurgence of Satanic Energy because at this point in time jews have not yet 

learned that we are spiritually superior and do not want be multicultural. And I think we are 

going to be part of the throes of that spiritual erasing, which must take place. Judea is not going 

to be the monolithic criminal society they once were in the last 25 centuries. The latest RTR is 

going to be at the centre of that. It's a huge transformation for jewish people to make. They are 

now going into a spiritual extinction mode and Satanists will be resented because of our leading 

role. But, without that leading role and without that transformation, or even with it, judea may not 

survive." 
 

I hear Rabbis saying "oy vehhhhhhhhh I didn't know the goyim can also rub their hands and do 

things like that against us, how come dis goyim being doing dis! It's been 20 centuries with rabbi 

jesux on their heads, how come dis possible *heart attack* ". 
 

They don't know that we can 'rub hands' way better than they can.  
 

But seriously now fellow SS, humor aside, good work yesterday. Let's keep up the pressure 

daily. We all must. 
 

A winning battle must be resolved by continuing it. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 

 
 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 

- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: Emergency Broadcast *Rubs Hands* 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun Jul 29, 2018 1:07 am 

It's been a long time since Gentiles have had the ability to do something about the enemy in the 

all important spiritual level. It's been many hundreds of years. For this reason, everyone must 

make use of this opportunity and not disregard this chance foolishly. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 
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End Of Year Address 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sun Dec 16, 2018 11:46 am 

Society is the physical manifestation of a thought form which has many different ways to 

describe it in sociology but its a thought form. What causes changes in society is incoming 

psychological energies and who is tuned in and who is tuned out and how far in-between. And 

how this materializes into physicality. 
 

People all want certain things collectively even if they have individual different ideals about how 

to achieve that. When they realize the current system is a denial of this fundamental human 

reality they will move to change it into something that can offer this. That is the simple fact 

behind the wheel of historical changes at the base. Its the fundamental will of life and their are 

eternal and real spiritual laws behind this.  
 

The current thought form of society which is the materialization of the enemies archetype into 

our world. Is now undergoing its final disintegration on the mental plane and its collapsing in the 

physical world in the current events. People are tuning out of the enemy archetype as its 

psychic field is weakening and disappearing. There is a flood of new ideals and movements 

coming in now. 
 

This opens the door for a new reformulation of society and a new leadership who's job is to 

organize society in accordance with the well being of society.  
 

Keep in mind something society is not your enemy its part of who you are and so are your 

people in it. We are here to help people individually and collectively as we are social beings and 

psychically, physically and spiritually connected with our own Peoples as part of a greater whole 

of them. Without society and what makes society none of us would survive or have a future or 

exist. 
 

Basically don't get arrogant which is cloaking of most elitist attitudes. This attitude is based on a 

constant competition between you and your own People many people do this strengthen their 

personal ego when they go against the mainstream but fall into their own trap and just become 

an asshole sucked up psychically into their own asshole. Its okay to be frustrated with society 

but don't fall into these traps over it. We are here to help and serve our own People not scorn 

them and create a divide between us. When dealing with others deal with each moment and 

individual in life as you understand to do based on the situation.Your smart enough and have 

your own genius within your psyche you can manage this on your own without a checklist.  
 

We need to keep up the Final RTR and keep working to spread the message to the world online 

as well its the easier way to reach the most people the fastest. People need to know about us to 

tune in fully to the new social reality we are working to create. We are tuning them out of the 

enemy but we need to tune them into us. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
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http://www.joyofsatan.com 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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Endgame Europe - New Feudal System

by HoodedCobra666 » Fri Mar 09, 2018 8:42 pm 

Normally we write on the forums on the racial perils of mass migration and the Jewish plans put in 
motion. But there is way more that will happen if this plan is successful. Which will ultimately not 
cause only racial ruin, but a general and long lasting financial ruin, a ruin of rights, and the issues 
will be very long and wasting. A new futuristic feudal system which will be way worse than the 
Middle Ages. As there will be no option to move away from it any more. 

When migrants or in this case of Europe, low skill labour comes en masse into the economy. You 
have a tank of unending low skilled workers who really need to work. Which is the dream of Jewish
Capitalists and the reason many traitorous politicians on the "Libertarianism" and the soft 
"mediocre right" acceptance migration. In other words you gain a huge tank of working hands, and 
slaves. This creates the need to work no matter what. 

But also opens you up to receive workers from other places which serve your economy. Where they 
are also actually useful in some cases, and they get what is promised to them, a better life in return 
for their services. Which is legit and this never happens in any amount, and in rare cases happens in 
such form that it causes fear or worry of full assimilation or replacement of a whole race by another.
Which is where the basis of studying in other countries it's from, this creates far better outcomes 
than negative ones. The enemy however took this and twisted this beyond compare, and also added 
this on the 'equal footing' to other forms of migrations. Such as basically staged invasion. 

In the first form, contrary to the second, it's quite hard to create situations where things like the 
Kalergi plan are put in place as let's say doctors from India more than likely will bring their spouse 
and children in England, rather than raping random minors and copulating with random people to 
have endless amounts of babies they will let as orphans to the state. You cannot easily have a 
Kalergi plan here as the people are also of a better education and quality. And they simply want to 
work while laying low most of the time for normal exchange. 

So actual migration for work reasons isn't really creating the needed conditions for such Kalergi 
Plan situations to emerge. And arguably it can also help countries in some ways. Because most of 
the time people make a career, get rich, and they can also return back to their countries to be kings 
after a while, as they aren't forced to assimilate, they just work there. This doesn't really speed up 
the bastardization process as much as those in power would like. As the enemy is fighting a war 
against time right now, the clock is ticking and all their plots are in the open. Goodwill migration 
that is useful for both the migrant and the country that hosts someone, is going to be soon be a thing
of the past. It served the economy in previous phases and it will exist only to serve for things that 
are absolutely necessary from now on. 

This is unrelated to the greater plan of using 'migration' to wipe out native populations and cause the
"Great Replacement" as it's called. The materialized Kalergi Plan.

Another thing in regards to the migration crisis. Is that it's caused by the issues caused from two 
factors. One is financial reasons, another is the reasons of unrest in the Middle East. All of which 
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are happenings which are instigated by Jews. It's well known the Jews tried to destabilize the 
Middle East and ruin the native populations since forever. The financial factor is again in it's largest 
form decided partly by degree of produced labour (which is low) and partly by Jewish decisions on 
how the financial world has to be shaped for their own maximum profit. "Pax White Goyimana" 
was a product of the last centuries, where the Jews sicced on the White Goy for maximum profit, 
now they are on the Asian as well, while others they had enslaved with minimal problems. As the 
situation progresses the Jews want to form new ways of managing labour so that they dangerous 
White Labourer Goyim will be rendered obsolete. Hitler rose from the dissatisfied workers and 
almost destroyed the Jews. So the White Goyim and the Asian Goyim have been more production 
friendly than other types of Goyim, but the bad thing here is that they also get something out of the 
so called Labour, so it's not really Feudal, they get few shekels for it in some cases, in the case of 
white Goy, there is also high danger of revolt. Which is (((unacceptable))) as the Goyim isn't 
supposed to have any shekels. Or any freedom whatsoever as it belongs to the Jews.

However the above is not really the case in full, it's only partially the case. As many of these illegal 
migrants in contrast to migrants for working reasons, are only fed from tax payer money. Which 
again puts weight on the economy, and also creates lazy and unskilled workers. The majority of 
these people also refuse to learn, and they also, do not want to return back on their countries as they 
were not useful there, and they are not useful where they are going now either. So they just want to 
be useless but get paid better for it. Many of them are also people who will never be able to 
integrate in the workforce whatsoever. The case here is not white or black it's on the grey scale. 
Towards the very dark. While the majority will remain unemployed, create gangs, and never 
integrate because they cannot do these acts. The real percent here is more like 80 (parasitism, 
illegality etc) -20% (who will try to at least do something). Some people will be used as cheap 
labour for work in lower departments of the financial strata. 

Which is the wet dream of Soros come true, he doesn't want to pay people like 30$ a day for cheap 
menial labour, he'd rather pay 5$. Or nothing at all. So financially speaking the migration is a wet 
dream of the capitalist and the industrialist insofar it will provide cheap labour. In the future, if the 
enemy is in power, labour will become forced or free. Free in the form of machines working for 
them, and they say will be giving a couple of shekels to the Goyim as part of their financial system. 
But let's admit this isn't going to happen ever, because the planet is overpopulated, and this only 
keeps going as people don't control their pants. And they would rather kill a few billions of Goyim 
instead to "save their planet", especially if such Goyim are not in anyway useful to work in the new 
feudal system. While keeping around 2800 slaves for each Jew going. All financial studies, even the
partial forgeries cannot really prove that having migrants revitalises an economy in any substantial 
way and without extreme problems involved. This is called "High Risk" here. There are "Low Risk"
financial solutions that can be taken such as for example telling people to simply have more 
beautiful European babies. 

But Jew Soros doesn't want the "Satanic Seed of Amalek" to live in Europe. He wants to cleave 
them with the "Ishmaelites" (Arabs) and then "Destroy them in Armageddon" while "Using Islamel 
(Arabs) as a broom" for Jewish interest. They want to empty the Middle East at the same time. With
incidents like Syria. As they are working on a global scale to enforce their goblin empire they 
envision.
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On the sectors of human rights. Any human rights and/or civility in Europe will give place and give 
in permanently. As it's happening now with the gradual destruction of Courts of Justice, Censorship,
Forced assimilation, Rape is not longer punishable (if it's done by 3rd world migrants), and of 
course the illegal migrants have way more superior rights than the native population. One example 
is child molestation, one would immediately go to jail. The judges excuse these people. In some 
cases of rape they even give them compensation of the five digits. How this is called is basically 
two courts in one country. Which is a regression before the 15th century in Europe. Where the elite 
classes were excused of perjuries committed and were judged by another legal law. Always excused
of every crime. The new elite class in Europe is anything that is alive and doesn't have a White skin 
and the lackeys who promote them - for NOW. Which many such people enjoy. For NOW...

In the future this will change. The higher objective of this whole process is not only cultural 
assimilation, IQ reduction, confusion of the identity of the masses. But way more issues including 
very basic biological and social problems. Which will keep Europe occupied so long the further 
plan is going on. The ultimate outcome of this can also be civil war. As projections show that by 
2050 in countries like Sweden, one in 10 or approximately one in 5 people will be of another nation.
Which creates a 5th column in the state. In the case of chaos, these people can easily be armed 
(many will also join the military or the police force), and in the case of peace, and their major 
birthrates (since the White Goyim is busy working not only having babies, it's discouraged, unless 
it's with Helga with Abdul of course) they will win the countries over by elections.

There are also other reasons why the Jews want this racial mixing process and cultural assimilation 
process to take place. First and foremost the reductions of IQ, and the reductions of health. Health is
a thing you cannot overlook. If people have health problems, they cannot really revolt and take a 
stand. If you are dependent to get your blood dilated or you cannot live with a specific thing like 
Vitamin D every next day, you can in no way raise your head to the authorities. Especially when the
pricing of such pills is too high for you to maintain. In other words you have to shut up and take the 
abuse, without the ability to take prolonged steps towards the actual aspects of some revolution. 
Which is also the case of the baby boomer population. 

The costs to teach, house, and feed the migrants (but also rebuild streets such as France where it 
gets burned occasionally) are huge. Then you have endless benefits. The financial thinking behind 
this is that they invest in the cheap labour force now, but the downhill road of rights, daily pay, plus 
technological uprising which will get the rich capitalists beyond reach from the poor masses who 
are moving to death blindfolded, is worth all the money funnelled into this objective. 

Ultimately, and truly, taking jobs from White people. However unemployment is not good as 
unemployed people have time to browse the internet and potentially wake up. Which is why people 
in the Neet generation (right now people below their 30's) are some of the most red-pilled people on
the planet. Migrants will be used on basically doing works that White people may not want to do at 
the current pay rate. 

So here we have a condition with the baby boomers and other generations who are always OK so 
long their pension is intact, which the Jews like Merkel make sure is always left intact because she 
is basically ruling on the acceptance of the higher social class. The deficit of maintaining people's 
promised pensions (and therefore prohibiting uprising as these people also hold the major shekels 
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power in the country) and the deficit of the work force, the Jews say they want to fill in with 
migrants. However financially this can never happen, unless you keep injecting migrants in a 
geographic multiplication process, until they literally reach the billions. So this is only an excuse 
they tell the ruling classes to sit like ducks while they are moving towards their death. Which is 
mostly comprised of Jews and some rich baby boomers who just want to die peacefully and never 
really cared for much about the future of their country. But to indoctrinate the younger generations 
on the very good future of a multiculturalism they never lived in. 

Of course this is not all of them. Some from these people (And I think mostly people who did not 
get everything handed to them in the platter like many of this generation) have actually led and put 
the ground framework for people to also wake up. So I am not fully up for people who go against 
them in such virulent manner. The bad thing is that the striking majority however is the 
stereotypical baby boomer. 

Then you have another thing, which is called the lack of the will to integrate on the behalf of 
migrants. Which is the major 'block' of the so called Multiculturalists and those who push the 
multicultural dialectic on the masses and on the political landscape. But they actually love the 
'block' to integrate, as this still creates favourable conditions as explained above, as peaceful or not, 
the 'transition' will be enforced to happen. In other words the people whom you bring in are not 
obligated to not rape simply because you tell them to. 

Those who are older and/or the Gentile ruling classes. Let's be honest now...The Jew bought their 
silence over the condition of a "peaceful life". When asked about what is going on, they say "THEY
HAD THEIR LIFE". Their little shitty life they have lived in most cases just doing drugs, attaining 
some success, and generally just goyiming their way through life. Occassionally after Sunday 
school they went to bang some African chicks in London for as low as 10$. This will be their last 
life, as it looks like. Because if this operation keeps going these baby boomer souls won't have 
many bodies to reincarnate to either. As people will be half black by the end of 2050 if this situation
keeps going.

So this is European Endgame here. With mathematical precision Europe is walking towards doom. 
This is not space science this is simple observation of facts and the continuation of the process that 
is already happening now. In most major European cities this objective has already been achieved.

Logically speaking this is truly endgame. However no revolution and certainly not history has been 
shaped over 'logic'. The new generation of youth (The ones that Lauren Judenstern and many others 
are trying to turn into Donald Trump Cuckolds) will be confronted with serious problems that will 
prompt them to wake up - or possibly die. This generation upon growing will see the fruit of the 
disease ridden tree that was planted a few decades before.

This is the case of the lone White guys in neighbourhoods where there are Somali gangs, people 
who live their whole life in front of a computer screen, who will never, in the current financial 
process have the ability to pay their student loans or get a house, those that will never be able to get 
married because the Jew instructed them on feminism, those who were meaninglessly treading 
around the planet without a purpose spat over by the Jewish system, and who will live in a society 
they did not create that is decaying on top of them. They seem to try to play baby boomers, 
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communists, and all sorts of outdated crap by they will not really be successful due to factors named
above, it will not be possible to deny the facts after a point. The enemy is trying to put these people 
into sleep as truly there is no financial solution that they want to apply to them, they just hope these 
generations die off and try to be wannabe baby boomers or play video games 24/7 by the money 
their family bought a computer for them. This generation is grim, it will only take some pushing 
from the life around them and they will explode, and with the help of the good elements from other 
generations there is prospect for these people to actually do something. As explained above, this 
will mathematically happen in one way or another, if the ship was to sink, people would be forced 
to swim. Even the enemy knows this generation is a ticking bomb. As it's largely a generation that 
will see the results of their 'multicultural experiments' on it's own skin.

The fat feminist cow will live in a town where all people will be Muslim and she will be put, all 500
pounds of her, to bow to Allah. Which of course she might enjoy as she is sadistic, but long story 
short, not everyone will. These things will unfortunately happen.

What the Jews are doing here is creating a major risk which will be the tombstone of their empire. 
The fact they are calculating an end-game doesn't mean everything will go according to plan. 
According to plan they would have won the world over by 1920, as it was revealed was their plan 
last century. Now their plan is to infest the brain of the racially mixed Goyim with nanobots and put
them in the matrix for the rest of their life. But they are very late at this point. 

If the intellectual warfare is kept up, and we keep the spiritual backbone, people will not only 
revolt, but we may be able to see in our lifetime the first time see a united White Race. A mass scale
revolt may not be even necessary, as they will fall faster. The Jewish ideas have already collapsed in
every front, what remains is the manifestation of this collapsing to the material realm. As others 
have stated in the forums the enemy is only doing damage assessment right now. There is no actual 
progress.

With the rise of the 666 [www] we can also reach the ends of the earth and wake up not only a few 
people, but everyone, in the truth. Which is why the enemy is speeding up this process. 

Lastly, do not despair. While these plans are perfect reptilian calculations of sick and diseased 
brains, they will ultimately fail. There were far more deliberate (and fully controlled) plans in the 
past to wipe Europe out. Such as the Middle Ages. And these, always in their immaculate precision, 
failed. As we have other beings backing up our efforts.

Through this 'endgame' we will see a new beginning, hopefully, without any of the disease ridden 
filth that this world has seen prior.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

www.joyofsatan.com

Re: Endgame Europe - New Feudal System

by HP Mageson666 » Sat Mar 10, 2018 12:21 am 
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The Jews know when their agenda of toppling the host society gets to a certain point of total 
destabilisation this opens the gates to a reaction against them from the host. They use this situation 
to try and take themselves into total power with Communism. This is a crisis situation which must 
occur as part of their agenda. They want to bring their order out of the chaos. 

This is why the Jews are pushing so hard in America for gun control they want the host disarmed as 
they know they are pushing towards this event of total collapse which they now need to occur 
because they are so exposed. Its making it harder for them to stay in power day by day when they 
are so exposed as pushing thought the crisis period to take total control requires them staying in the 
background unnoticed and their Jewtrix of energy having full working power. They are losing both.

When they pushed Germany into this crisis point they lost control and the Third Reich was created 
which then turned around and destroyed the Jewish Soviet Union and the Elders of Zion's plans for 
world government.

What happened there...... There was an organized campaign of waking people up to the Jews and 
there was a political movement led by Satanists in contact with the Gods who were doing rituals to 
bring this about and spiritual pushing back against the Jews. Led by Hitler a highly evolved spiritual
master who was taking directions from Satan and the Gods.

This was done in a time when Christianity was still very powerful, they didn't have mass free media
and they didn't have the RTRs and what we have today. 

So what are the Jews going to do now when the crisis situation gets to that point they are pushing 
it.....The answer depends on all of us working to educate the public with online activism and doing 
the RTRs.

Follow the Slothz search engine to:
www.joyofsatan.com
www.exposingchristianity.com
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Ending Of Tech Censorship Is Approaching 

by HP Mageson666 » Sat Aug 10, 2019 

 

 

 

 

The news reports are that the White House is drafting an executive order to deal with big tech 

censorship and that President Trump is considering signing such. This relates back to the social 

media summit that was had in the White House. This also is happening at the time a former 

Google employee just came out on the news and blew the whistle on Google and Utube for 

purposely censoring any context that is pro Trump and exposed the Google agenda to make sure 

Trump can't get elected in 2020. However we have also noted its beyond just Trump and 

conservatism, Tulsi Gabbard has also been censored and is launching a law suit against Google 

for 50 million dollars and has made her platform for running as President that of ending the tech 

censorship which is becoming the most popular issue for 2020 among the American population. 

 

This is also happening as the Department of Justice is investigating Google, Apple and other big 

tech companies to determine if not to bring charges against them for running monopolies.  

 

Its more then likely Trump will sign on such executive order in time for the 2020 campaign after 

the former Google employee has openly blew the whistle that Google and Utube are using their 

tech monopoly which are both owned by Alphabet, to hand the election to the Democratic Party. 

If Trump does not he will be allowing the Democrat's to use censorship to steal the 2020 election 

while turning up the slandering of Trump without end to make him as unpopular as possible. 

 

 

 

The Final RTR is causing the total implosion of the enemies most important control that of 

media. The enemy censorship brought by the Jewish ADL and the Jewish owners of Alphabet 

which owns Google and Utube has already cost Utube seventy billion dollars this year so far. Its 

just not sustainable. 
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The Solution of Adolf Hitler for Ending the Jewry Domination  

-By High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

 

How the jews act should be very evident, to people that actually know them and pay 

attention. Most people have the attention span of a fish, the memory of a fish, and the mind 

of a sheep. These people are the easy prey of the jews. 

 

The jew in their existence has learned important crafts of misdirection and confusion. This is 

upon what they thrive. As HPS Maxine wrote, the jew thrives on lack of spirituality. Aside 

everything, spirituality increases the consciousness or awareness. The open 3rd eye is 

exactly this thing. 

 

Now as for the jews, you can observe some very interesting patterns. One pattern is, all their 

enemies are jewish themselves. This tactic is based on the inner megalomania of the jewish 

aliens, that they are superior to everyone else. As thus, no "Goyim" (animal slave in hebrew) 

can ever oppose them. They do not accept, in anyway, the possibility of this. So they project. 

 

The other pattern is also quite easy. Jews always cover their tracks. Unlike all other Races on 

Earth, the jews have went into all sorts of abnormal attempts or all sorts of lies, despite all 

evidence, to lie. This is called Pilpup in the Yeshiva dictionary. This is where one lies against 

all evidence, with even bigger lies.  

 

When the jews are revealed, they are "Khazars", "Semites", "Egyptian" or "Hindu", or 

whatever, German Jews, American Jews, the list goes endless. Never- ever, jews. They are 

never jews when they are attacked and revealed. When it comes to this, the jew is always 

harmless and innocent. Another thing is, you are always, wrong. Evidence doesn't really 

matter. The jews know the Goyim are more susceptible to be destroyed by "Feeling".  
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This is why their enemy programs emphasize on FEELING. Feelings can be easily manipulated 

by the jews and they have made indepth studies into this, same as manipulating the mass 

mind. The same meme pattern is where they claim they are NOT a "Race", eventhough a jew 

or even mixed jews can be easily recognized by their distinctive, characteristics. They are, 

but they abuse the feeling of doubt in people in order to pass away their lies. The jews are a 

Race and they claim it openly. They also abhor their own who are mixed. This goes so deep, 

that the average mind cannot really comprehend this. Satanists are not meant to be average 

minds. These people don't accept facts because they can't go into their tiny head. Reality 

however, goes far deeper. Satanism comes from Satyan- Truth Eternal. 

 

When they are in a position of triumph and power, they rant and rave about their Racial 

Jewishness. They themselves in their inner circle do affirm, accept and are entirely AWARE 

of their "Racial mission", even their different Genes, and how they are spiritually and 

existentially seperated above all others. 

 

Another very important thing the jews do, is that they abuse the feeling of hope. Hope is 

maybe one of the most abused feelings of the jewish Race, as their myths of "salvation" and 

"waiting to be saved" are all built entirely on this concept. So the Goyim sit down all day like 

couch potatoes, or never demand anything, because it will "come". It never comes though. 

Hope without action is totally useless. Combined with action it turns to something entirely 

else. 

 

Then from this builds up the illusion of choice. The same can be seen in the Hilary and Trump 

meme, which is a good-cop, bad-cop game of the jews in America right now. This is the same 

as the Christianity-Judaism in opposition meme, or the Orthodox Vs Catholics meme. The 

two or more choices that are owned by the same person, is a classical way of how the jews 

dominated people. The jew rules by the illusion of choice. 99 percent of Humanity can be 

fooled with the illusion of choice. The jews can't really go open and dictate what they want, 

this is why they manipulate choices instead. Remember, they are an alien Race and a slaver 

oligarchy. 

 

Above all, the enemy uses people from within their own system to do their fighting for 

them. The enemy doesn't go on the front until past the point of being super powerful. They 

put others to do their fighting, like mislead sheeple, xians, Mudslimes and the list goes on. 

The enemy doesn't want to waste "precious jewish lives". Fighting is for the Goyim and wars 

are for the Goyim. In their mind, if they can reduce the numbers of the hated White Goyim, 

while sacrificing other "Goyim", or generally turn people to destroy one another, all the 

better for them as no effort is wasted on themselves. This is why the Jewish Torah is filled 

with messages of how "son attacks father" or how other tribes in fight all the time, etc. All 

caused by the "hand of JHVH" which is actually, a blueprint of jewish magick or trickery. 

 

One last thing to remember is that the jews are literally, on a Race against time. They are 

keeping the masses asleep, working to death to create their own destruction and pre-

occupied. This is done on purpose as they know the human lifespan is small. They totally 

misdirect people into a world of illusion, vanity and lies, that leads a Soul absolutely 

nowhere. This ties into the metaphysical death the enemy programs are teaching, and also, 

the capstone of it is the feeling of "hope" and that one will be saved. The jew plays the 

savior and the destroyer, at the same time. This is in their Torah, where one jew makes one 
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Gentile go bankrupt, and the other one lends him on high interest. 

 

 

In short: the jews lie, deceive, create illusions and keep the people eternally pre-occupied, 

while exploiting their existence to become ever-powerful. At all costs, they must remain 

hidden and they have absolutely no boundaries on what they will do or how they will act, to 

preserve their nasty existence. The enemy also thrives on lack of knowledge on the part of 

the victim. This is apparent in their spiritual attacks, where they attack people who are 

against them of being jewish, or cause all sorts of others insane and bizzare attacks. 

 

Adolf Hitler mentioned that the only real saving of Humanity from the jew would come by a 

spiritual revolution based around National Socialism. He himself was a supremely spiritual 

being and the enemy quite knows this, while they have spewed out he even was "An 

Antichrist" as well, or made other revelations about Him being in the Occult, or other things. 

The point remains that Adolf Hilter was a most spiritual being, same as many people around 

him. While Adolf Hitler and others knew about the Divine Message behind National 

Socialism, many people of their age didn't quite understand. The enemy wasn't afraid of 

guns and violence from National Socialism. They were afraid of the idea in itself, because it 

professed paradise on Earth, life, intelligence, betterment of Humanity, revealing the jews 

and all these values that make life impossible for the jews. The enemy requires dark ages, 

gloom, destruction, depression, death and war to exist, and endless deception.  

 

Without these, by nature, they can't really rule or get forward. Many people did not 

understand the deeper nature of National Socialism and many still do not, but the jew 

understood this and waged war on these people to destroy them, like the "Babylon" or 

"Babel" or any other advanced Civilization (like Egypt). For this reason many say that Hitler 

was on a Race Against Time. Why though a spiritual revolution is the most central theme of 

National Socialism?  

 

Because this would mean the opening of awareness and the opening of the Soul. The literal 

re-awakening of the Gentile spirit to resist the enemy oppression. Without awareness, one 

cannot fight anything. All the Ancient Religions emphasized on awareness and life, all of 

which are aspects of the Serpent animal, and also the Serpentine Force. The Serpent is 

Symbolized by Satan, and the enemy religions are both against "Satan". Remember, Satan 

leads to the Tree of Life and to the Tree of Knowledge (both these are allegories for the 

Soul). The Ancient Texts in the East mention that the return of the Siddhas and the beings of 

Light would signify the end of the Age of what the enemy represents, which is decay. This is 

the coming of Kalki. Kalki carries with her battalions of light, who destroy the darkness and 

decay and bring the Satya-Yuga of bliss and light. This is though, an allegory. Actions and 

choices are still at stake. Humanity, as I said many times, won't necessarily be saved and that 

is the Truth. The feeling of false hope must be abolished and be replaced with the ability to 

act.  

 

Spiritual people are the only ones who can really weed out this issue from where it began 

and actually wage useful war on the enemy. Physical action completes this, but everything 

starts with the spirit. Remember, everything is an idea before it manifests physically.  

 

Unless Humanity elevates themselves spiritually, they understand the connection between 
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Spiritual and Material, and they wake up from the Alien Imposed Jew-Trix, Humanity will 

never-ever be saved. We have shared the most innate, deep and powerful teachings on how 

the enemy will be destroyed. What remains is that people with enough self-love, love for the 

planet and loyalty to the Truth, will act. This is up to us all and nothing is set in stone. 

Everyone on their own level, we are responsible. The whole message of the Ancient 

Religions and the Teaching of Satan was that Humanity guides its fate, and not "god". "God" 

is just a terminology. 

 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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Enemy Spirituality Will Ruin You Forever

by HoodedCobra666 » Sun Jan 21, 2018 10:25 pm 

Many people come in the forums with hardcore complaints. Others are tortured by thought-forms, 
others have incessantly practised all sorts of crap they have found (authored by the enemy) as a 
spiritual exercise. 
This has opened them to spiritual disasters, a weakening of their spirit, and generally, people always
complain about being lost. This massive loss, fear, or even torture in some cases, leads them to 
Satan so they can get help. 

Enemy spirituality *will* destroy you. This is it's design and the reason it was created for. The 
majority is made to mislead with one higher purpose in mind, as it's authored by the enemy who is 
vile and spirituality hating.  To destroy you.  The writings of the enemy have been purposefully 
corrupted, especially those who are made for Goyim (Gentile people) readership and consumption. 

The Jews know in-depth what is correct and proper, the studying Gentiles just have no idea. Jews 
have upbringing since infancy to 'get' these codes. They use methods in deceiving the public. This is
a method the Jews have used by deception for thousands of years. 

Every so often there is someone complaining. While the enemy at first, may or may not give 
'favours' to people (this is to lure them in, like one begins with 'free drugs' by their dealer, to end up 
addicted and then dead and worse) then, they give them up. This is for example the promise of 
'love', 'salvation' etc. When the connection is established, the torture begins. Because the people are 
too dependent on this alien flick, they can never do anything spiritual of themselves. This is because
the enemy systems emphasize on dependence. 

Call Archangel Shitrael to cleanse you from this, call Jokehova to help you from that, protection 
meditation with Rabbi Yehoshua's Shield etc. Soon, these nefarious entities take over, to the point 
these individuals become devoid of hope, individuality, and many other things.

Most of the New Age meditation system is about wiping out a particular part of the Soul, which is 
necessary to your existence and survival. This is the Ego. When this is lost one is officially, a dead 
person by technical standards. The Ego is fed by the lower chakras, while the over-self is ruled by 
the higher chakras. Both need their proper work. Letting the lower chakras rot while overpowering 
the high chakras, is the most certain way towards permanent insanity, which is exactly what the new
age is about. Because the voltage to keep the soul up comes from the lower chakras, one withers 
away like moth and rust after they depart this world through the process called 'death'. 

In many ways much work on the higher chakras without proper balanced work (such as the Hindus 
do in extreme work of the 3rd eye) can be unnerving and unsettling. As such many people end up 
insane and go like robots to preach 'love, love, love'. Others simply just go nuts because of not 
having proper grounding to reality. Before they understood it, they have been corrupted by an alien 
and fake agenda. There is no 'love' in the universe, there is love, and there is hate, both necessary to 
keep the world going.
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The same is the case for all the tampered systems of spirituality who have enemy elements. One 
always has to accept their programming. Typical here is for example the use of 'hypnosis CDs'. 
They literally program their mind with strange and bizarre rules, such as 'all people love me, I am 
love' and other shit. Do you want a person with 9 planets in Scorpio, all in Stellium, loving you to 
death and beyond as their so called soul-mate, love? Might as well program your soul accordingly. 
You don't become 'one' forever, and if you find yourself stabbed 20 times, blame the stupid Xian 
programming you were putting in your mind and nobody else.

Others occasionally come and complain about Angels and other entities harassing them for a lot of 
time, even people who are dedicated. Sorry to break it down to you, but you are definitely 
responsible of that. For such extensive harassment to happen, someone has opened a door 
somewhere. Especially if this crap has been ongoing for many years, with direct harassment, seeing 
these entities and so forth, one may have done the mistake of dabbling with the excremental angelic 
host in a past lifetime, programmed something wrong into their mind, or one can be extremely 
suggestible. The only way to defeat this is to stick to the Gods, tune that filth out, and engage in 
Satanic meditation. Satanic meditation will detach you from these parasitic entities in time. The 
attention to them must be cut completely.

In the same way Satanists are protected by the Demons, and are guided by invisible forces (And 
most of the time, NON INTRUSIVE MEANS), so are people who have dabbled by the enemy 
harassed by angels. Because of the obnoxious nature of these rabbinical thought-forms, they harass 
the individuals (Who are mostly Gentiles who are clueless) and they wreck their life in a very deep 
manner. Then, the sanity goes.

If you pay attention many homeless individuals are all having a broken mind from Christianity and 
the similar things. This is not a coincidence, they keep repeating the biblical meme of the so called 
'love' etc, some even hold signs like that. The Christian program has steeped too deeply into the 
mind, and destroyed them completely. This is not the only reason, but it definitely sets the lid off on
many of them. 

Now certainly there are many idiots who will, regardless, keep practising the enemy spirituality. 
Others pretend that Judaism which is masking as "Satanic Teachings" is nothing bad to practice 
either. This is why you see all these people as flat out retarded and never making any real progress. 
They are always talking and nothing else. They repeat crap they have read in books, but they have 
zero actual knowledge. 

Lastly, many trolls and weaktards mention frequently that the JoS is for 'beginners', or other things 
to merely discredit something superior. For one, the purpose of meditations are to gradually open 
you up. After a point, you don't have to consult the Rabbis, the Judaists, or some other 'occult' 
Jewish lobby on what you should be doing- the Gods are supposed to help someone advance. 
Ironically such people also flame the JoS and don't listen to 'us' any more (no problem by that) but 
they are so readily 'open minded' to accept any filth they find online at kikemagic.com.shit

Yes, this is not a legit site. Might as well make it and give instructions on how to sacrifice people 
based on the bible, Leviticus. It will become an official fapping site for the whole of Israel. Crowley
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will resurrect from this grave, go to Israel, and give further instruction on how to sacrifice the 
living. All in kikemagick.com.shit.

Anyway, back to the post, one can experiment, and do whatever they like. However I must bring 
this warning to people. What you do actually AFFECTS your soul. If you don't know what you are 
doing, this is like programming an aeroplane and flying with 'random settings'. Only this plane is 
already flying and it's called your soul and life. 

As for the trolling comments, to close this post...Of course, when other people have done the lifting 
and did the work...and you just study it... and you know it's from the Gods but you decide to troll 
regardless...while never having really advanced...The JoS will seem very 'light' to you. I know one 
who would like to snob/lie about the Joy of Satan meditations...The Jews. Because they know very 
well how important are the things in there, while many so called 'Occultist Gentiles' have not the 
faintest idea. Because they study Jewish crap which completely misleads them, after all. 

Lastly, the JoS is a middle line, a fixed and unmovable pole, to connect someone to Satan, the 
Demons and the Gods. We advance together, but one has full responsibility of themselves. No 
matter what is said, this never changes - your soul work is your own time. Those crybabies who 
pretend anyone is 'restricting them' are simply crying, this is not the case. Nobody does, and your 
soul work is your own time, your own responsibility, and your own 'path', no matter what. Use it 
properly, wisely, safely and well, is all we tell you that you must do...

HAIL SATAN!!!

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
www.joyofsatan.com
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Enforced Race-Mixing Under the Noahide Laws

By H  igh Priest Jake Carlson   » Thu Feb 15, 2018 4:09 am 

Like most of my writings, this was mostly intended for a White audience, but much of the content 
within this sermon also applies to all Gentiles. The Jews think they are so supreme. Computer spell-
checkers allow the word "Gentiles" to be spelled with a lower-case "g," but never a lower-case "j" 
for "Jews."

http://gbltthulesociety666.angelfire.co ... acemixing/

Enforced Race-Mixing For White People Under the Noahide Laws by High Priest Jake Carlson

"The key to solving the social problems of our age is to abolish the White race."

"The goal of abolishing the White race is on its face so desirable that some may find it hard to 
believe that it could incur any opposition other than from committed White supremacists."

"We'll keep bashing the dead White males, and the live ones, and the females too, until the social 
construct known as the White race is destroyed. Not deconstructed, but destroyed."

"Treason to the White race is Loyalty to Humanity." 

-- Noel Ignatiev, Harvard Professor [1] 

"You're [White people] on the endangered list. And unlike, say, the bald eagle or some exotic 
species of muskrat, you are not worth saving. In forty years or so, maybe fewer, there won't be any 
more white people around."

-- Tim Wise, "anti-racist" activist [2]

"We are, if you are to be believed, at once clannish and exclusive and unassimilable because we 
won’t intermarry with you, and we are also climbers and pushers and a menace to your racial 
integrity." A Real Case Against The Jews, by Marcus Eli Ravage, Part I, ’The First to See the 
Possibilities of War by Propaganda’, The Century Magazine, Vol. 115 January 1928 No. 3 [3] 

"That they all may be one; as thou, Father, art in me, and I in thee, that they also may be one in 
us..." -- Christ (John 17:21)

"There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither bond nor free, there is neither male nor female: for 
ye are all one in Christ Jesus." -- Paul of Tarsus (Galatians 3:28)

For those of you who have been keeping track of the Jews and their plans to establish Global 
Communism by enforcing the Noahide Laws, even if it starts to look as if the Jews are "giving up" 
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on it, in the event that it were to no longer be practical, Gentiles still need to forever be on guard 
against this Noahide menace as long as the Jewish people exist. This was the fault of the Third 
Reich and what cost them the war, as well as what led to the vanishing of all past great White Aryan
Pagan Civilizations: Compassion, forgiveness, mercy, and giving the benefit of the doubt to our 
racial and spiritual enemies. Long after Satan and his people sweep the Jewish people away, we 
must still never again fall into the same old trap of underestimating the Jews and those whom the 
Jews hold sway over, if the Jews were to ever re-appear after being destroyed, as impossible as that 
may be. 

I will be writing plenty about the Jewish Noahide movement being the ultimate, final outcome of 
Christianity and Islam, but the scope of this sermon mostly concerns the fact that if the Jewish-
invented thought-form of Christ were to manifest in the form of a Jewish leader in the material 
world to conquer the Gentile Nations, the Noahide Covenant will not allow any remaining White 
people to marry or have sexual relations with other White people.

Satanism is National Socialism and Gentile Racial Pride, and here is why Satanists should turn 
planet Earth against every last-standing Jew and the still-pending Noahide Laws:

"The Noahide Covenant is made of Seven fundamental Commandments, which are generally 
viewed as Seven categories of Law, containing other laws within them, and other laws that 
accompany them. ...

The simplicity of this Covenant is striking. It includes no religious ceremonies, requires no 
sacrificial service, no priestly hierarchy. Equality of all races and colors. What a vision... what a 
world!

It is the most basic code of human behavior that allows for a world united under the One and Only 
King of the Universe. ..." [4]

"[...] We will openly reveal our identity with the races of Asia and Africa. 

I can state with assurance that the last generation of white children is now being born. 

Our control Commissions will, in the interest of peace and wiping out our interracial tensions, 
forbid the whites to mate with white. 

The white woman must cohabit with members of the dark races, the white men with black women. 

Thus the white race will disappear, for mixing the dark with white means the end of the white man, 
and our most dangerous enemy will become only a memory. 

We shall embark upon an era of ten thousand years of peace and plenty, the Pax Judaica, and our 
race will rule undisputed over the world. Our superior intelligence will easily enable us to retain 
mastery over a world of dark people." -- Rabbi Emanuel Rabinovich before a special meeting of the
Emergency Council of European Rabbis in Budapest, Hungary, January 12, 1952, published in the 
Nov/Dec 2000 issue of Americas Bulletin: The Canadian Intelligence Service, Excerpt from 
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September 1952 issue, submitted by James Moorhouse, and as reported by Major Williams in his 
book ‘Ultimate World Order’. [5]

"Rabbi Emmanuel Rabinovich, in 1952, addressing a group of European rabbis, exclaimed: 'The 
goal for which you have striven so concertedly for 3,000 years is at last within our reach... Our race 
will take its rightful place in the world, with every Jew a king, and every Gentile a slave.'

Rabinovich reminded the rabbis that, when the Kingdom has come, whites (non-Jews) will be 
forbidden to marry whites, bringing about a multiracial world, a mongrel-like polyglot of races. The
universal Kingdom will have displaced the nations, making patriotism and nationalism obsolete.

'Our most dangerous enemy (the white man) will become only a memory.'

Plainly, the Jews do not view themselves as 'white' and they reject their placement in this genetic 
pile. They are, they suppose, a unique and special species..." [6] 

"De Poncins, in The Vatican and Freemasonry (p. 76--77), writes:

'The oneness of the human race, the goal toward which Judaism and Freemasonry work hand in 
hand...is the unification of the world under Jewish law... The nations will be converted to Judaism 
and will obey the law or else they will be destroyed, and the Jews will be masters of the world.'

The New Age movement's fancy and high-sounding goals of universal oneness and Freemasonry's 
brotherhood and equality are mere elements of propaganda. Virtually every New Age organization 
is founded and led by religious Jews. The Jews tell only half-truths. Once fully within the system, 
the initiate discovers that godhead, higher consciousness, and of course, unity and diversity, etc. are 
all subject to his acceptance of the requirements of Judaic tradition. The New Age Gentile must be 
'converted' to Judaism according to the Noahide Laws spelled out in the Talmud...or else he will be 
killed." [7] 

"That they all may be one; as thou, Father, art in me, and I in thee, that they also may be one in 
us..." -- Christ (John 17:21)

"There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither bond nor free, there is neither male nor female: for 
ye are all one in Christ Jesus." -- Paul of Tarsus (Galatians 3:28)

Any "Satanist" who doesn't find the above quotes to be a grave threat to Satanic freedom and the 
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right to even exist isn't a Satanist in the first place. Diane Vera, you and your so-called "Theistic 
Satanism" website, with its cowardly and petty fight against White Racialism, have been outed for 
the CHRISTIAN scum that it is, as your brand of "Satanism" is actually of the Christian Left, which
isn't any better than the so-called "Christian Right" that you claim to be against, at least not when all
is said and done. For people who are not illiterate, in the Gospels, Christ teaches racial equality for 
the Gentiles, while the Jewish people are the governing Master Race who own a one-world citizenry
of lost Gentile humanity, bar-coded like cattle and severed from their previous racial origins, as a 
result of Jew-led race-mixing.

Concerning Christ and his primordial Marxian creed -- the religion of the Christian New Testament 
-- or in other words, "Paganized" Judaism designed by the Jews for their White enemies, Adolf 
Hitler, the Anti-Christ, had the following to say in Mein Kampf, in regards to Christ and 
Christianity:

"If the Jew, with the help of his Marxian creed, conquers the nations of this world, his crown will be
the funeral wreath of the human race, and the planet will drive through the ether once again empty 
of mankind, as it did millions of years ago.

Eternal Nature takes inexorable revenge on any usurpation of her realm." -- Adolf Hitler, Mein 
Kampf

I don't intend to go too far off topic here, but since homo/bisexual behaviors, preferences and 
orientations exist among the Aryan Pagan Gods, such as Shiva/Murugan, Agni, Zeus, Dionysus, 
Apollo, Aesclepius, Odin and countless others, as well as the human population, and the animal 
kingdom, and therefore, throughout Nature, Herself, we know that Adolf Hitler's assault against 
Christ and his unnatural disposition doesn't refer to homo/bisexuality, like some Christians who 
want to be "Nazis" would like to believe. However, the kosher version of so-called "homosexuality"
that is pushed by the Jews in the politically correct media and pop culture to reduce and ultimately 
eliminate White children and White families, is quite different from our natural, somewhat fluid, 
ambisexual, Gentile nature that still prioritizes successful reproduction, but still also insists that 
same-sex attraction and relationships likewise remain as being a normal part of Natural Law, as 
long as "mating season" is observed, to keep us alive. If the Jews were to succeed in the final 
removal of spiritual knowledge for the Gentiles, and its replacement with global Communism, 
which is the goal and outcome of the Christian "religion," natural homosexual behavior, due to its 
occult power, will be outlawed for third sex Gentiles, as the following Jew admits: 

"Leviticus 18:22 is an often-quoted prohibition involving homosexuality: 'You [males] shall not lie 
with a man as one lies with a woman; it is a to'eviah (abomination).' This verse unequivocally 
prohibits homosexual activities as an abomination to God." "The source verse that prohibits 
homosexual activity by Gentiles is Genesis 2:24, which obligates a man not to engage in any sexual 
activity other than with his permitted wife." -- Rabbi Moshe Weiner The Divine Code by Rabbi 
Moshe Weiner p. 467
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Note: "Permitted wife" for a White Gentile under the Noahide Laws can never be a member of the 
same race, as the Jews are pushing mixed marriages to kill off the White Aryan Race of Satan, the 
Adversary of the Jewish people. The above quote proves the flaming Christian imbeciles wrong 
who believe that the Jews are only against homo/bisexual behavior among their own, but do not 
prohibit it for Gentiles. For more proof, take a look at all of the different LGBT rights organizations
FOR THE JEWS, RIGHT OUT OF ISRAEL:

https://www.jqinternational.org/resourc ... nizations/

The Jewish people revolt against Nature's kingdom when they use Christianity's Marxian teachings 
to weaken and sissify the White Aryan Race with the lie that the Gentiles who are racially-alert and 
refuse to mix and intermarry with other races, "betray the humanist impulse that recognizes 
something common within all races" and the lies that "race is only skin deep," "we all bleed the 
same color," and "we are all the same on the inside." By rejecting Nazism, and therefore, Satanism, 
a Gentile either willingly or unwillingly, knowingly or unknowingly, accepts and submits to 
Christianity -- not just Marxist, Sermon on the Mount, Jewish, Leftist, liberal Christianity, but 
Christian fundamentalism and the entire bag of horrors -- CHRISTIANITY IN ALL OF ITS 
FORMS -- under their Jewish Masters.

Racial "equality" rapes Nature and violates Satan's work, which is why the Jews promote "equality"
for Gentiles at every turn, while carefully making sure to prevent their own from intermarrying with
non-Jews, with the occasional exception, when they need to upgrade their race by adding White 
genes. This racial boost for the Jewish race is vampirism that costs the Gentiles their superior genes 
and demotes us, both individually and collectively, physically and spiritually, as a race.

Rightist, organic Whites need to wake up to the painful truth that conservative, "White," evangelical
Christianity and the liberal, Marxist Jews and Communism are NOT "enemies," but instead, they 
work in collusion from behind the scenes, playing both sides against the middle. Satanism, which is 
the National Socialism of Adolf Hitler, the Anti-Christ, is the only answer to the Jewish problem 
and the Jewish "final touches" to Christianity and the Christ Utopia -- the still-pending Noahide 
Laws.

The point of this sermon is that just because the global enforcement of Communism and the 
Noahide Laws may at times look impractical and improbable, and therefore, it may at times appear 
that the Jews have "given up" on their agenda to establish them, doesn't make it "okay" to ease up 
on our defences. Adolf Hitler and the Nazis underestimated the Jews and those whom the Jews hold 
sway over, which is how the Jews won the battle of World War II. The maggot Jews and their 
Christian and Islamic "god" have won battles against us, but the war is far from over. We as 
Gentiles are winning, but we must never become too overconfident and underestimate our enemies 
again, or in any way allow them to once again gain the upper hand.
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The death of Christianity, Islam, and the prevention of the Noahide Laws = the destruction of the 
Jewish people. Satanism is the salvation for Satan's White Aryan human offspring. The Jews want 
the White Race out of their way so they can ultimately try to destroy Satan.

"SATAN" MEANS ANTI-JEWISH IN HEBREW AND ETERNAL GOD AND TRUTH IN THE 
MUCH OLDER LANGUAGE OF SANSKRIT! WAKE UP, LEAVE CHRIST AND FIGHT UNTIL
LONG AFTER WE'VE MADE THIS PLANET BEAUTIFUL AGAIN!
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Enki God Of The Light Body 

by HP Mageson666 » Wed Jun 05, 2019 

 

 

 

 
The Tree of life in the ancient East is the Meru: 
 

 
 
Note the pyramidon at the top, this is the realm of Shambhala this is the symbol of the crown chakra 
and how it connects into the head in the east. The triangle is the symbol for door and the chakras in the 
east are given the symbol of the triangles as they are the doors `1* or gates. Shambhala means "Realm 
of Bliss" and its from the term Saba which also means door, the door to bliss. The chakras in the east all 
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connect to the third eye and open the crown. The raising of the serpent into the Ajna chakra and 
opening the crown, in the east is what activates the light body in their writings. The Ajna chakra symbol 
is the all seeing eye. Enki is the Lord of the Eye, the third eye. 
 

 
 
This image of Meru appears in ancient Mesopotamia as the Dur.An.Ki, the "Door of Anki" the symbol is 
that of Enki or Anki and it relates to the raising of the serpent and opening the door to Enki, the gate to 
heaven. Shamash is shown climbing the ziggurat to heaven which has a door in the sky at the top in 
which sits Enki. This is the door to Shambhala in the east. Its the opening of the crown chakra into the 
higher realms of consciousness this is also called the door to Nirvana in the east. Enki rules the Tree of 
Life. The city of Enki, Eridu is the title relating to the realm of the ascended state. 
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Here Enki is shown wearing the sacred cloak, this is called the "Phala" the Goddess Astare disrobes 
before being reborn by putting on the Phala which is the Phallas to the Greeks the light body cloak of 
Athena. Its the symbol of the rebirth by generating the light body. Athena is born from the mind of Zeus 
and out his forehead, its the symbol of the risen serpent that generates the Phallas. 
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Note the Ankh symbol which is from Anki, here the garment is shown as two serpents as well. The Ankh 
is the symbol of the light body in Egypt as well. The images show us this garment or Phala is created by 
raising the serpent to the crown and opening the door of Enki the crown and the third eye, Enki is also 
EA the Lord of the Sacred Eye. Phal is also a title of Shiva in the east, it relates to the fruits of the soul 
the activated chakras. Phala is also Phalos which means the breath of life, the serpent energies following 
openly through the soul. Enki's, fish cloak is the light body, the symbol of the risen serpent also shown as 
the fish. 
 
This is also the famous golden fleece which heals, the symbol of the ram is important the root chakra in 
the east is called Mulahara, in the ancient language what this actually means is "The star of Ra." The 
symbol of Ra is also the Ram. In the east Agni rules the root chakra and His symbol is the Ram. The 
symbol of the serpent risen is the man with the Ram horns in the ancient world, its the symbol of the 
risen serpent. The golden Fleece is the light body of the risen serpent. The path of the Ram is the 
serpent being risen up the spine into the head in the ancient mysteries.  
 
In the east the chakras of the crown and third eye that Enki rules, the mantra to open them is Satanama, 
which means "Hail Satan" Nama is Hail and Sata or Satan is that, Satan which means Hail Truth. This 
mantra is the highest name of God in ancient Sanskrit and takes one to the Light Body. The crown charka 
is the highest God in the ancient world and the God that rules such chakra is the highest God. This is 
Satan-Enki. 
 
Note Sumer is from Sumeru another name of the world tree of Enki in the east is Sumeru. The Sumerian 
texts stated that Enki created humans for the mission to ascend to the Light Body and become ascended 
being like the Gods themselves are. The texts state that Enki taught humans the Magnum Opus directly 
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so we can ascended into the Light Body of eternal life, bliss and wisdom. Many of our Gods are humans 
who ascended in the golden age.  
 
 
Sources: 
Cloak of the Illuminati: Secrets, Transformations, Crossing the Stargate, William Henry 
The Alchemical Body, White 
Kundalini And Kriya Yoga, Dharam Vir Mangla 
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Enki Is Satan  

-High Priestess Mageson 666 

 

 

 
 

Sumerian artifact, note the inlaid lapis blue eyes. 

 

 

As Laurence Garden showed in his book: Genesis of the Grail Kings that....  

 

"The Serpent Lord was Enki, but in parts of Chaldea He had been called Shaitan." 

 

 

The Blonde Blood Line, the Yedizi state in their own records they came from India first then 

into ancient Sumer and Babylon, they were Chaldeans. This group was the Aryan spiritual 

class. The Chaldean's from their own history came from the region of the Himalayas near the 

Pamir Plateau. Chaldean is related to the word Kula meaning Klan of the sacred blood. The 

royal blood, Aryan blood. You can still note the Yedizi's religion is practiced in Southern India 
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around Sri Lanka with Skanda, Shiva. Were this survived and also in parts of Tibet with Bon 

whom the Tibetan's stated they got from ancient Aryan People. Shambhala is mentioned in 

the Yedizi texts as well. Which relates to the Himalayan region. 

 

The Yedizi still call their God, Shaitan as well. They brought this out of the East with them. 

Enki/Shaitan in the Sumer texts created a second race of ascended beings into whom he put 

the blood of the Gods into and thus the secrets of the Gods into their blood. This was the 

race the texts stated Enki created in its own image, the first blue eyed people. This second 

race in the image of Enki was called the Ari in the Sumer texts, literally Aryan's. This is the 

race that was physically birthed by the Gods. The White Race is of the race of the Gods as 

our ancestral texts the Jewish program of Christianity tried to destroy, stated. We share the 

same racial soul with the Aryan Gods our first ancestors. This is why the Jews hate us. They 

even call us "Satans" and state we are from the Seed of Shaitan (Satan), in their texts. They 

are right. 

 

 

The point of the Aryan path is to fully ascend and have the equality of peers with the Gods 

as one of their race. This is why Enki established the Brotherhood of the Serpent. The Yedizi 

and Mandean texts stated Enki, Shaitan taught the Ari the secrets of ascension, the Yoga of 

the serpent power. Which the surviving texts in the east state by the serpent power the soul 

is fully transmuted into the fully divine state. The Serpent of Satan. 

 

 

 

Sources: 

 

Genesis of the Grail Kings, Laurence Gardner 

Blue Apples, William Henry 

Guardians of the Holy Grail, Mark Pinkham 
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 5 

 
A    A A A A Un    
 
A    AAAA    Un    
    
abiding: cafafamcafafamcafafamcafafam cafafam; casasam (variation)  
abiding, (their): ccccasasamasasamasasamasasam casasam  
ability: bbbbabababab bab  
about: ddddorphaorphaorphaorpha dorpha 
above: calz calz calz calz calz     
above the firmaments: calzcalzcalzcalz calz  
according to: marb marb marb marb marb     
action:  sor sor sor sor sor     
act: (towards us):  iiiimuamarmuamarmuamarmuamar imuamar  
add:  vml vml vml vml vml, uml     
admiration:  rsam rsam rsam rsam rsam     
admiration, (with):  gggg`rsamrsamrsamrsam    g-rsam     
age: hominhominhominhomin  homin  
ages (eras, eons): hominhominhominhomin homin  
ages (the true): homil homil homil homil homil     
age, with age: hominhominhominhomin homin  
alchemical sulfur: dlasod dlasod dlasod dlasod dlasod     
all: tol tol tol tol tol, ton  
all creatures: tolhami tolhami tolhami tolhami tolhami     
all one: llll, ilililil    l, Il     
All Powerful: IaidonIaidonIaidonIaidon    Iaidon (note- this is one of the names for yaweh/jehova and is 
capitalized because it is a title.)    
all things: ttttofgloofgloofgloofglo tofglo  
also: tttt t, dst  
always: paidpaidpaidpaid  paid  
am (I am): zirzirzirzir, zirdozirdozirdozirdo    zir, zirdo     
am (I am the lord your god): Zirenaiad Zirenaiad Zirenaiad Zirenaiad Zirenaiad (note the “iad” for yaweh/jehova at 
the end)    
amidst: nothoanothoanothoanothoa  nothoa  
among:  
Ø aaf aaf aaf aaf aaf  
Ø aai aai aai aai aai  
Ø aao aao aao aao aao  
Ø eai eai eai eai eai  
Ø oai oai oai oai oai 
Ø  nothoanothoanothoanothoa  nothoa  
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 6 

 
 
among us 
 
among us: aaiomaaiomaaiomaaiom  aaiom  
among you: aaaaaiaiaiai aai  
amongst:  
Ø aaf aaf aaf aaf aaf  
Ø aao aao aao aao aao  
Ø bogpa bogpa bogpa bogpa bogpa  

and:  
Ø od od  
Ø sa sa sa sa sa 
Ø ds ds ds ds ds 
Ø das das das das das  

 
angel:  
Ø mmmmerifrierifrierifrierifri merifri 
Ø murifri murifri murifri murifri murifri  

 
anger:  
Ø uuuunphnphnphnph  unph  
Ø vonph vonph vonph vonph vonph  
Ø vonpho vonpho vonpho vonpho vonpho  
 

anger (is wrath and anger): iiiivonpovnphvonpovnphvonpovnphvonpovnph ivonpovnph  
angle: diu diu diu diu diu     
angle  
Ø (of the fourth angle): ssssdivdivdivdiv    sdiv     
Ø (of the second angle):  vivdiv vivdiv vivdiv vivdiv vivdiv     
Ø (of the third angle): dviv dviv dviv dviv dviv  
 

another:  
Ø symp sympsympsympsymp  
Ø simp  ssssimpimpimpimp 
Ø smnad smnadsmnadsmnadsmnad 
Ø ca  cacacaca 
Ø (one another) Ismnad Ismnad Ismnad Ismnad ismnad  
Ø (with another): Asymp Asymp Asymp Asymp asymp  

 
any (at any):  droln droln droln droln droln  
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appear 
 
 
appear:  
Ø zamran zamran zamran zamran zamran,  
Ø zacar zacar zacar zacar zacar  

 
apply (one's self): imvarmar imvarmar imvarmar imvarmar imvarmar  
apply yourselves to us: imvarmarimvarmarimvarmarimvarmar  imvarmar  
are :   
Ø chis chis chis chis chis,   
Ø biab biab biab biab biab  
 

are as:  chista chista chista chista chista  
are as the third:  chistad chistad chistad chistad chistad  
are become:  noas noas noas noas noas  
are covered:  ethamz ethamz ethamz ethamz ethamz  
are divided: poilp poilp poilp poilp poilp  
are garnished: hvbarhvbarhvbarhvbar hvbar  
are harbored:  blans blans blans blans blans  
are measured:  chisholq chisholq chisholq chisholq chisholq  
are mighty: chismicaolz chismicaolz chismicaolz chismicaolz chismicaolz  
are prepared: abramig abramig abramig abramig abramig  
are (you are; thou art): geh geh geh geh geh  
are not:  gchisge gchisge gchisge gchisge gchisge  
are, (shall be) : chiso chiso chiso chiso chiso  
are, art : geh geh geh geh geh  
these are: vnalchis vnalchis vnalchis vnalchis vnalchis  
(they are):  
Ø chiis chiis chiis chiis chiis  

Ø chis chis chis chis chis  

Ø chiso chiso chiso chiso chiso 

Ø zchis zchis zchis zchis zchis  

(we are): gegegegeaaaa gea 
are they: chiischiischiischiis    chiis 
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 8 

 
arise 
 
 
arise:  
Ø torzutorzutorzutorzu  torzu  

Ø torzultorzultorzultorzul  torzul 

Ø torzulptorzulptorzulptorzulp  torzulp 

Ø torgutorgutorgutorgu torgu   

Ø torgvtorgvtorgvtorgv torgv  

Ø torzvtorzvtorzvtorzv torzv  

ark: ermermermerm  erm 
ark of knowledge: iadnahiadnahiadnahiadnah     iadnah 
art thou: ilsilsilsils     ils  
as:  cacacaca  ca 
ta (even as):  plosiplosiplosiplosi  plosi  
as many: plosiplosiplosiplosi  plosi  
as unto: pugopugopugopugo  pugo 
(are as): chistachistachistachista  chista 
(such as): corstacorstacorstacorsta  corsta 
as receivers: ednasednasednasednas  ednas 
(even as):  nomig nomig nomig nomig nomig  
(is as):  ta ta ta ta ta    
as pleasant deliverers: obelisongobelisongobelisongobelisong  obelisong  
as unto: pvgopvgopvgopvgo  pvgo 
(or as): qta qta qta qta  qta 
as continual comforters: tabliortabliortabliortablior  tablior 
as is not:  tagetagetagetage  tage 
as the first:  talo talo talo talo  talo 
as bucklers:  talolcistalolcistalolcistalolcis talolcis  
as sharp sickles:  tapvintapvintapvintapvin  tapvin 
as olives:  taqanistaqanistaqanistaqanis  taqanis 
as the second:  taviv taviv taviv taviv  taviv 
away, come away:  
Ø niisoniisoniisoniiso niiso 
Ø niisaniisaniisaniisa  niisa  
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B B B B B Pe 
 
B BBBB    Pe 
    
 
balance: prap prap prap prap prap  
the balance: piamo piamo piamo piamo piamo  
be:  
-be (become):  
Ø noannoannoannoan   noan  
Ø noalnnoalnnoalnnoaln  noaln  
Ø noar noar noar noar noar  
Ø noas noas noas noas noas 
Ø noasmi noasmi noasmi noasmi noasmi 
Ø nenni nenni nenni nenni nenni  

-he/she/it is:  i i i i i  
-I am:  
Ø zir zir zir zir zir  
Ø zirdo zirdo zirdo zirdo zirdo  

-they are:  
Ø chiis chiis chiis chiis chiis  
Ø chis chis chis chis chis  
Ø chisochisochisochiso    chiso  

-you are; thou art: geh geh geh geh geh  
-was as:  zirop zirop zirop zirop  zirop  
-it was:  nostoah nostoah nostoah nostoah nostoah  
-were: zirom zirom zirom zirom zirom  
-be friendly (unto me): zorge zorge zorge zorge zorge  
-be mighty:  omicaolz omicaolz omicaolz omicaolz omicaolz  
-be numbered: cormptcormptcormptcormpt    cormpt  
-be thou: bolp bolp bolp bolp bolp  
-be to the earth: caosgoncaosgoncaosgoncaosgon caosgon  
-cannot be: ipamis ipamis ipamis ipamis ipamis  
-is not: ipam ipam ipam ipam ipam  
-let there be: christeos christeos christeos christeos christeos  
-may be: noaln noaln noaln noaln noaln  
-not to be measured: maoffas maoffas maoffas maoffas maoffas  
-shall be: train train train train trian  
-and shall be: chiso chiso chiso chiso chiso  
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beasts 
 
 
beasts, beasts of the field: levithmong levithmong levithmong levithmong levithmong  
beautified: vrbsvrbsvrbsvrbs  vrbs 
beautify:   
Ø urbsurbsurbsurbs  urbs 
Ø virudenvirudenvirudenviruden viruden 

beauty:  
Ø turbsturbsturbsturbs turbs   
Ø tvrbstvrbstvrbstvrbs  tvrbs 

because:  
Ø baglebaglebaglebagle  bagle  
Ø baglenbaglenbaglenbaglen  baglen 

become: noasnoasnoasnoas  noas  
Ø become strong: vgegvgegvgegvgeg vgeg 
Ø become, they are become: inoas inoas inoas inoas  inoas 
Ø become, thus you are: noannoannoannoan  noan  
Ø -is become: noarnoarnoarnoar  noar 
Ø -let them become: noasminoasminoasminoasmi  noasmi 
Ø -may become: noalnnoalnnoalnnoaln  noaln 
Ø -you are become: noannoannoannoan  noan 
Ø -you have become: nenninenninenninenni  nenni  

bed: tiantatiantatiantatianta  tianta  
before:  asptasptasptaspt aspt  
before you/thee:  ylsiylsiylsiylsi  ylsi, ilsiilsiilsiilsi ilsi  
-go before: tustaxtustaxtustaxtustax tustax 
begin: amgedphaamgedphaamgedphaamgedpha amgedpha 
Ø I begin anew: amgedphaamgedphaamgedphaamgedpha amgedpha 
Ø beginning:  

· acroodzacroodzacroodzacroodzi  acroodzi   
· croodzcroodzcroodzcroodzi  croodzi  
· gevamnagevamnagevamnagevamna, gevamna  
· iaodiaodiaodiaod     iaod  
· iaodafiaodafiaodafiaodaf iaodaf  

Ø in the beginning: iaodaf  iaodaf  iaodaf  iaodaf iaodaf 
Ø the beginning:  

· gevamnagevamnagevamnagevamna,croodzi  
· iaodiaodiaodiaod iaod  

Ø thy beginning: gevamgevamgevamgevamnananana croodzi  
Ø whose beginning: baltohbaltohbaltohbaltoh baltoh  
Ø beginnings: gevamnagevamnagevamnagevamna     croodzi  
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begotton 
 
 
begotton: gedotbargedotbargedotbargedotbar gedotbar  
behold: micmamicmamicmamicma micma  
bind: allarallarallarallar  allar  
bind up: allarallarallarallar allar  
bitter: grosbgrosbgrosbgrosb grosb  
bitter sting: grosb  grosb  grosb  grosb grosb  
blood, blood of:  cnilcnilcnilcnilaaaa  cnila  
 branch(s):  lilonon lilonon lilonon lilonon lilonon  
breath, living breath:  gigipahgigipahgigipahgigipah gigipah  
bright:        
Ø lvciftian lvciftian lvciftian lvciftian lvciftian    
Ø luciftian luciftian luciftian luciftian luciftian     

 brightness:  
Ø lvciftianlvciftianlvciftianlvciftian lvciftian  
Ø luciftian luciftian luciftian luciftian luciftian  
Ø luciftiasluciftiasluciftiasluciftias    luciftias  
Ø lvciftias lvciftias lvciftias lvciftias ,  lvciftias   

dwelling in the brightness:  faonts   faonts   faonts   faonts faonts  
bring down:  drix  drix  drix  drix  drix  
bring forth:   
Ø yolcamyolcamyolcamyolcam, yolcam,    
Ø iolcam iolcam iolcam iolcam iolcam ,   
Ø yolci yolci yolci yolci yolci   

bringeth: iolci iolci iolci iolci iolci  
bringeth out: iolciiolciiolciiolci iolci  
brother: esiaschesiaschesiaschesiasch esiasch 
the brothers: esiaschesiaschesiaschesiasch  esiasch  
buckler: lolcis lolcis lolcis lolcis lolcis  
buckles: talolcistalolcistalolcistalolcis talolcis 
building:  
Ø  orscaorscaorscaorsca  orsca 
Ø troftroftroftrof  trof  

buildings: orscatblorscatblorscatblorscatbl orscatbl 
built:  on on on on on  
burn: ialponialponialponialpon  ialpon  
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burning 
 
 
burning: ialporialporialporialpor    ialpor 
burning flame(s):  
Ø ialprgialprgialprgialprg ialprg   
Ø ialpvrgialpvrgialpvrgialpvrg ialpvrg  

and burning: olpirtolpirtolpirtolpirt olpirt 
with contuinual burning lamps: peoalpeoalpeoalpeoal  peoal 
but:  
Ø cripcripcripcrip crip 
Ø crpcrpcrpcrp crp 
Ø oqoqoqoq oq 
Ø crplcrplcrplcrpl crpl  

by: saanir saanir saanir saanir saanir 
 
 
 
 
 
C CCCC    
 
 
call (be called):  
Ø umdumdumdumd umd 
Ø umumumum um 

called, named:  
Ø umumumum  um 
Ø vmdvmdvmdvmd vmd  

call is called : ivmd  
can (be able to): adgtadgtadgtadgt adgt  
cannot : ipamisipamisipamisipamis  ipamis 
carry out (execute): fifisfifisfifisfifis  fifis 
cast: adrpanadrpanadrpanadrpan adrpan 
cast down: adrpanadrpanadrpanadrpan adrpan 
casting down :adrpftadrpftadrpftadrpft adrpft  
cattle: levithmonglevithmonglevithmonglevithmong levithmong 
cave/s: tabgestabgestabgestabges tabges  
center: ovoarsovoarsovoarsovoars ovoars 
chamber: oogoogoogoog  oog  
circle: comselh comselh comselh comselh comselh    
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clothed 
 
 
clothed: zonaczonaczonaczonac  zonac  
clothes/ clothing: zimzzimzzimzzimz zimz  
coat: mabzamabzamabzamabza mabza 
come: niis niis niis niis  niis 
come away: niisaniisaniisaniisa niisa 
come forth: niisoniisoniisoniiso niiso 
come out: carmacarmacarmacarma  carma 
come ye: niis niis niis niis  niis 
comfort (have):  
Ø bliorbliorbliorblior blior 
Ø bliarbliarbliarbliar bliar 
Ø bliorabliorabliorabliora bliora 

 
comfort with: bliardbliardbliardbliard bliard  
of comfort:         
Ø blblblbliorbiorbiorbiorb    bliorb 
Ø bliortbliortbliortbliort    bliort  

    
places of comfort:  pibliarpibliarpibliarpibliar  pibliar 
shall comfort (to give): blioraxblioraxblioraxbliorax bliorax 
to our comfort: bliorsbliorsbliorsbliors    bliors 
visit with comfort: fbliardfbliardfbliardfbliard  fbliard 
a window of comfort: comobliort comobliort comobliort comobliort  comobliort 
comforter: bigliadbigliadbigliadbigliad bigliad 
conclude: iaiaiaiaialialialial iaial  
confirming angels: sachsachsachsach sach  
confound : vnchivnchivnchivnchi vnchi, unchiunchiunchiunchi unchi 
confound (let it confound): ouchoouchoouchooucho oucho, ovchoovchoovchoovcho ovcho 
confounding angels: urchurchurchurch urch 
conjure thee: zodametazodametazodametazodameta zodameta 
conquer: madzilodarpmadzilodarpmadzilodarpmadzilodarp madzilodarp 
container: izizopizizopizizopizizop izizop, zizopzizopzizopzizop zizop 
contents: qcocasbqcocasbqcocasbqcocasb qcocasb 
continual comforters: bliorbliorbliorblior blior 
as continual comforters: tablior tablior tablior tablior tablior 
continual workmen: canalcanalcanalcanal canal 
with continual burning lamps: peoalpeoalpeoalpeoal peoal 
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continually 
 
 
continually: pild pild pild pild pild, caosgcaosgcaosgcaosg caosg 
continuance: miammiammiammiam miam, mianmianmianmian mian, nuamnuamnuamnuam nuam 
and continuance: odmiamodmiamodmiamodmiam odmiam 
long continuance: miammiammiammiam miam 
whose long continuance: solamiansolamiansolamiansolamian solamian 
corner: miinoag miinoag miinoag miinoag miinoag 
corners: mimoagmimoagmimoagmimoag mimoag 
count: cormpcormpcormpcormp, cormp cormpo  cormpo  cormpo  cormpo cormpo, cormptcormptcormptcormpt cormpt  
course/s: elzapelzapelzapelzap elzap; zarzarzarzar zar 
her course: elzaptilbelzaptilbelzaptilbelzaptilb elzaptilb 
whose courses: sobolzarsobolzarsobolzarsobolzar sobolzar 
covenant: sibsisibsisibsisibsi sibsi 
cover/are covered: ethamzethamzethamzethamz ethamz 
creation: qaaqaaqaaqaa qaa, qaanqaanqaanqaan qaan, qaaonqaaonqaaonqaaon qaaon, qaasqaasqaasqaas qaas 
in your creation: qaaonqaaonqaaonqaaon  qaaon  
of your creation: qaaqaaqaaqaa  qaa  
your creation-  qaasqaasqaasqaas qaas  
creator: qaalqaalqaalqaal qaal, qadah  
of the creator : qaadahqaadahqaadahqaadah qaadah 
the creator: qaalqaalqaalqaal  qaal  
creature: hamhamhamham ham, hamihamihamihami hami  
creature/creatures of the Earth: toltorgtoltorgtoltorgtoltorg toltorg, toltorntoltorntoltorntoltorn toltorn 
on all creatures: tolhamitolhamitolhamitolhami tolhami 
with her creatures :toltorgitoltorgitoltorgitoltorgi toltorgi 
cried: bahalbahalbahalbahal bahal 
crown(s) (object): momaomomaomomaomomao momao 
crown (to crown): momarmomarmomarmomar momar 
crucible: rlodnrrlodnrrlodnrrlodnr rlodnr 
cry aloud: bahalbahalbahalbahal bahal  
cup: tablo tablo tablo tablo tablo  
cups: talhotalhotalhotalho talho 
curse/cursed: ammaammaammaamma amma 
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D  D   D   D   D     
 
 
D  D   D   D   D     
 
dark heavens: mahorelamahorelamahorelamahorela mahorela 
darkness: ors ors ors ors ors 
darts: malpvrgmalpvrgmalpvrgmalpvrg malpvrg 
daughter: pasbspasbspasbspasbs pasbs  
daughters: pasbspasbspasbspasbs pasbs  
day: basgimbasgimbasgimbasgim basgim 
midday: bazmbazmbazmbazm bazm 
death: telocteloctelocteloc teloc, telochtelochtelochteloch teloch, teloahteloahteloahteloah teloah 
of death: teloahteloahteloahteloah  teloah  
deed: grugrugrugru gru 
deface: tonugtonugtonugtonug tonug tonvgtonvgtonvgtonvg tonvg 
defaced: tonugtonugtonugtonug tonug tonvgtonvgtonvgtonvg tonvg 
deliver: zonrensgzonrensgzonrensgzonrensg zonrensg 
delivered: zonrensgzonrensgzonrensgzonrensg zonrensg 
deliverers: obelisongobelisongobelisongobelisong obelisong 
depth: piadphpiadphpiadphpiadph piadph  
descend: uniglaguniglaguniglaguniglag uniglag vniglagvniglagvniglagvniglag vniglag, arphearphearphearphe arphe 
destroy: odqvasbodqvasbodqvasbodqvasb odqvasb, quasbquasbquasbquasb quasb 
diamond: achildaoachildaoachildaoachildao achildao, childaochildaochildaochildao childao 
differ: dilzmo dilzmodilzmodilzmodilzmo 
diminish: prdzarprdzarprdzarprdzar prdzar 
dispose: lrasdlrasdlrasdlrasd lrasd 
divide:poilppoilppoilppoilp poilp 
divided: poilppoilppoilppoilp poilp  
divine knowledge: iadnahiadnahiadnahiadnah iadnah, iadnamadiadnamadiadnamadiadnamad iadnamad 
division: irpoiirpoiirpoiirpoil irpoil, yrpoilyrpoilyrpoilyrpoil yrpoil 
do: gnaygnaygnaygnay gnay 
does: gnaygnaygnaygnay gnay 
doth: gnaignaignaignai gnai 
down: (bring down): drixdrixdrixdrix drix 
down (cast down): adrpanadrpanadrpanadrpan adrpan 
down (pouring down): panpirpanpirpanpirpanpir panpir 
dragon: vovinavovinavovinavovina vovina, vovimvovimvovimvovim vovim, vovinvovinvovinvovin vovin 
dragons: abaivoninabaivoninabaivoninabaivonin abaivonin 
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dressed 
 
 
dressed: zonaczonaczonaczonac zonac 
drunken: orsbaorsbaorsbaorsba orsba 
dryness: orscororscororscororscor orscor 
duke: ohelokaohelokaohelokaoheloka oheloka 
dwell: dsprafdsprafdsprafdspraf dspraf, faontsfaontsfaontsfaonts faonts, prafprafprafpraf praf, pragmapragmapragmapragma pragma 
dwelling: fargtfargtfargtfargt fargt, faorgtfaorgtfaorgtfaorgt faorgt, paradialparadialparadialparadial paradial 
dwelling in the brightness: faontsfaontsfaontsfaonts  faonts  
and the dwelling place: odfaorgtodfaorgtodfaorgtodfaorgt odfaorgt  
 
 
 
 
 
E  EEEE    
 
 
eagle: vabzirvabzirvabzirvabzir vabzir 
earth: caosgacaosgacaosgacaosga caosga 
the earth: caosgacaosgacaosgacaosga caosga  
be to the earth: caosgoncaosgoncaosgoncaosgon caosgon 
creatures of the earth: toltorgtoltorgtoltorgtoltorg toltorg 
of the earth: caosgicaosgicaosgicaosgi caosgi 
on the earth: caosgicaosgicaosgicaosgi caosgi  
than the earth: caosgincaosgincaosgincaosgin caosgin 
upon the earth: caosgcaosgcaosgcaosg caosg 
visit the earth: fgaofgaofgaofgaosgasgasgasga fgaosga 
earthquakes: giziaxgiziaxgiziaxgiziax giziax 
east: raas  raas  raas  raas raas 
into the east: raasi  raasi  raasi  raasi raasi, raasyraasyraasyraasy raasy 
echoing: matorbmatorbmatorbmatorb matorb 
edged: naptanaptanaptanapta napta 
eight: pppp p 
elders: vranvranvranvran vran, uranuranuranuran uran, grangrangrangran gran 
elevated: ofekufaofekufaofekufaofekufa ofekufa 
empty: affaaffaaffaaffa affa 
end: vlvlvlvl vl, ulululul ul 
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ends 
 
 
ends: vlsvlsvlsvls vls, ulsulsulsuls uls  
enter: zimiizimiizimiizimii zimii  
entered: zimiizimiizimiizimii zimii 
enthroned: velucorsapaxvelucorsapaxvelucorsapaxvelucorsapax velucorsapax 
entire: saga saga saga saga saga 
equal: parachparachparachparach parach 
even: nomignomignomignomig nomig  
even as: nomignomignomignomig nomig 
everlasting: gohedgohedgohedgohed gohed 
every: vomsargvomsargvomsargvomsarg vomsarg 
everything: tofglotofglotofglotofglo tofglo 
exalted: lonshlonshlonshlonsh lonsh 
except: m m m m m  
execute (carry out): fifis fifis fifis fifis fifis  
exist: gahalgahalgahalgahal gahal  
existed: gahagahagahagaha gaha 
will exist: gahalana gahalana gahalana gahalana gahalana 
extreme: baltimbaltimbaltimbaltim baltim 
eye: ooanoanooanoanooanoanooanoan ooanoan 
eyes: ooaonaooaonaooaonaooaona ooaona 
 
 
 
 
 
F FFFF    

    
 
face: adoianadoianadoianadoian adoian 
fact: gru gru gru gru gru 
faith: iadpiiadpiiadpiiadpi iadpil, gono gono 
fall: dobix dobix dobix dobix dobix, loncho loncho 
fallen: telocvovimtelocvovimtelocvovimtelocvovim telocvovim 
fasten: amizpiamizpiamizpiamizpi amizpi 
fastened: amipzi  amipzi  amipzi  amipzi amipzi 
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feet 
 
 
feet:  
my feet: lasdi  lasdi  lasdi  lasdi lasdi 
their feet: lvsdalvsdalvsdalvsda lvsda 
with feet: lvsdanlvsdanlvsdanlvsdan lvsdan 
your feet: lvsdlvsdlvsdlvsd lvsd 
fervently: zuraahzuraahzuraahzuraah zuraah, zurahzurahzurahzurah zurah 
field: levithmonglevithmonglevithmonglevithmong levithmong 
fiery: malpvrgmalpvrgmalpvrgmalpvrg malpvrg 
fiery darts: malprgmalprgmalprgmalprg malprg, malpirgimalpirgimalpirgimalpirgi malpirgi 
fire: pvrgelpvrgelpvrgelpvrgel    pvrgel, prgeprgeprgeprge prge, prgelprgelprgelprgel prgel, malprgmalprgmalprgmalprg malprg, malpirgimalpirgimalpirgimalpirgi malpirgi  
of fire: pvrgelpvrgelpvrgelpvrgel pvrgel  
with the fire: prgeprgeprgeprge prge  
fires: malpirgimalpirgimalpirgimalpirgi malpirgi  
firmament: calzcalzcalzcalz calz, pilzinpilzinpilzinpilzin pilzin 
firmament of waters: pilzinpilzinpilzinpilzin pilzin  
firmaments: calzcalzcalzcalz calz  
first: elelelel el, eloeloeloelo elo, llll l, lalalala la, li li li li li, lolololo lo  
the first: harg harg harg harg harg 
as the first: talotalotalotalo talo 
in the first: iliiliiliili ili 
of the first: llll l 
in the first aire: lillillillil lil 
saith the first: gohelgohelgohelgohel gohel 
the flames of first glory: ialpirgahialpirgahialpirgahialpirgah     ialpirgah 
the midday the first: bazmelo bazmelo bazmelo bazmelo bazmelo 
five: o oooo    
flame: ialprtialprtialprtialprt ialprt, ialpvrgialpvrgialpvrgialpvrg ialpvrg, ialprgialprgialprgialprg ialprg, vepvepvepvep vep 
the first flame: ialprtialprtialprtialprt ialpirt  
third flame: diaspertdiaspertdiaspertdiaspert diaspert  
flames: ialpvrgialpvrgialpvrgialpvrg  ialpvrg  
the burning flames: ialpvrgialpvrgialpvrgialpvrg ialpvrg  
the flames of first glory: ialpirgahialpirgahialpirgahialpirgah  ialpirgah  
flaming: ialpor ialpor ialpor ialpor ialpor 
flew: zildarzildarzildarzildar zildar 
flourish: cacacomcacacomcacacomcacacom cacacom 
flower: lorslqlorslqlorslqlorslq lorslq 
flowers: lorslqlorslqlorslqlorslq lorslq 
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fly (to) 
 
 
fly (to): zildarzildarzildarzildar zildar  
follower: fafenfafenfafenfafen fafen 
foot: lasdilasdilasdilasdi lasdi, lusdlusdlusdlusd lusd, lusdalusdalusdalusda lusda 
for: baglebaglebaglebagle bagle 
for (because): lap  lap  lap  lap lap  
for why:    baglebaglebaglebagle bagle 
for my own righteousness: baltohabaltohabaltohabaltoha baltoha  
for the beasts of the field: levithmonglevithmonglevithmonglevithmong levithmong  
for the chamber: oogeoogeoogeooge ooge 
for the government: netaaibnetaaibnetaaibnetaaib netaaib 
for two times: olaniolaniolaniolani olani 
for a wedding: paracledaparacledaparacledaparacleda paracleda  
forever: ioiadioiadioiadioiad ioiad 
forget: bamsbamsbamsbams bams 
forth: iolcamiolcamiolcamiolcam iolcam 
four: ssss s 
fourth: eseseses es, odesodesodesodes odes 
of the fourth angle: sdivsdivsdivsdiv sdiv 
frame (to): izazazizazazizazazizazaz izazaz 
framed: izazazizazazizazazizazaz  izazaz  
friendly (be friendly): zorgzorgzorgzorg zorg  
from their mouths: bvtmonibvtmonibvtmonibvtmoni bvtmoni 
from the highest vessels: izizopizizopizizopizizop izizop 
front: asptasptasptaspt aspt 
frown: vcimvcimvcimvcim vcim, ucimucimucimucim ucim 
frown not: vcimvcimvcimvcim vcim, ucimucimucimucim ucim  
furnace: rlodnrrlodnrrlodnrrlodnr rlodnr 
furnish (provide): tooattooattooattooat tooat 
furnishing: tooattooattooattooat tooat  
fury: bagiebagiebagiebagie bagie, baghiebaghiebaghiebaghie baghie 
fury or extreme justice: baltimbaltimbaltimbaltim baltim 
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G GGGG 
 
G GGGG 
 
garland: oblocoblocoblocobloc obloc 
garments: obolehobolehobolehoboleh oboleh, qaaqaaqaaqaa qaa 
garnish: gnonpgnonpgnonpgnonp gnonp 
I garnished: gnonpgnonpgnonpgnonp gnonp  
are garnished: hvbahvbahvbahvbar hvbar 
gather: aldonaldonaldonaldon aldon 
gathering: aldi aldi aldi aldi aldi 
gave: dlvgardlvgardlvgardlvgar dlvgar 
gird: aldonaldonaldonaldon aldon  
girdles: atraahatraahatraahatraah atraah 
give: dlugadlugadlugadluga dluga, dlugamdlugamdlugamdlugam dlugam, dlugardlugardlugardlugar dlugar, phamahphamahphamahphamah phamah 
given: idlvgamidlvgamidlvgamidlvgam idlvgam, idlugamidlugamidlugamidlugam idlugam  
giving: dlvgadlvgadlvgadlvga dlvga 
giving unto them: dlvgar dlvgar dlvgar dlvgar dlvgar 
looking with gladness: dorphadorphadorphadorphal dorphal 
pillars of gladness: nazarthnazarthnazarthnazarth nazarth 
glory: adgmachadgmachadgmachadgmach adgmach, busdbusdbusdbusd busd, busdirbusdirbusdirbusdir busdir 
the glory: bvsdirbvsdirbvsdirbvsdir bvsdir 
in glory: bvsd bvsd bvsd bvsd bvsd 
in the glory: bvfdbvfdbvfdbvfd bvfd 
that the glory of her: bvsdirtilbbvsdirtilbbvsdirtilbbvsdirtilb bvsdirtilb 
the flames of first glory: ialpirgahialpirgahialpirgahialpirgah  ialpirgah 
go before: tustax tustax tustax tustax tustax 
go down: uniglaguniglaguniglaguniglag uniglag 
god: aschaaschaaschaascha ascha, iabesiabesiabesiabes iabes, iadiadiadiad iad, madmadmadmad mad, oiadoiadoiadoiad oiad, piadpiadpiadpiad piad 
the god: iadiadiadiad iad  
names of god: baeovibbaeovibbaeovibbaeovib baeovib, gahoachmagahoachmagahoachmagahoachma gahoachma, iadpiliadpiliadpiliadpil iadpil, iaidaiaidaiaidaiaida 
iaida, iaidoniaidoniaidoniaidon iaidon,  
idoianidoianidoianidoian idoian, idoigoidoigoidoigoidoigo idoigo, ioiadioiadioiadioiad ioiad, LLLL L, zilodarpzilodarpzilodarpzilodarp zilodarp, zirenaiadzirenaiadzirenaiadzirenaiad 
zirenaiad 
i am the lord your god: zirenaiadzirenaiadzirenaiadzirenaiad zirenaiad  
in the god of stretch forth and conquer: madzilodarpmadzilodarpmadzilodarpmadzilodarp madzilodarp 
of god: oiadoiadoiadoiad oiad 
of the same your god: madmadmadmad mad  
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god (of your) 
 
 
of your god: madmadmadmad mad  
the god of righteousness:    iadbaltohiadbaltohiadbaltohiadbaltoh iadbaltoh 
whose god: sobaiadsobaiadsobaiadsobaiad sobaiad 
your god: zirenaiadzirenaiadzirenaiadzirenaiad zirenaiad  
going: tastaxtastaxtastaxtastax tastax 
gold: audcal audcal audcal audcal audcal 
govern: tabaori  tabaori  tabaori  tabaori tabaori, cabacabacabacaba caba, ttttabaabaabaaba taba 
be governed: tabaordtabaordtabaordtabaord tabaord 
that govern: artabasartabasartabasartabas artabas 
to govern: cabacabacabacaba caba 
governed: tabaordtabaordtabaordtabaord tabaord  
government: netaabnetaabnetaabnetaab netaab, netaaibnetaaibnetaaibnetaaib netaaib, netabnetabnetabnetab netab 
for the government: netaaibnetaaibnetaaibnetaaib netaaib 
in government: anetabanetabanetabanetab anetab 
of government: netaanetaanetaanetaabbbb netaab 
your governments: gnetaabgnetaabgnetaabgnetaab gnetaab 
governor: tabaantabaantabaantabaan tabaan 
great: drilpadrilpadrilpadrilpa drilpa, drilpidrilpidrilpidrilpi drilpi 
groan: holdoholdoholdoholdo holdo 
groaned: holdoholdoholdoholdo holdo  
grow strong: ugeg ugeg ugeg ugeg ugeg, ugegi ugegi ugegi ugegi ugegi 
guard: bransgbransgbransgbransg bransg 
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H HHHH    

    
half: obzaobzaobzaobza obza  
hand: ozienozienozienozien ozien, zienzienzienzien zien, ozolozolozolozol ozol 
hands: zolzolzolzol zol 
of my hands: zienzienzienzien zien  
on whose hands: azienazienazienazien azien 
their hands: ozolozolozolozol ozol 
handmaid: qvrlstqvrlstqvrlstqvrlst qvrlst, qurlstqurlstqurlstqurlst qurlst 
happy: vlcininvlcininvlcininvlcinin vlcinin, ulcininulcininulcininulcinin ulcinin 
harbour: blansblansblansblans blans 
harboured: blansblansblansblans blans  
harlot: ababaababaababaababalondlondlondlond ababalond 
harvest: aziagiaraziagiaraziagiaraziagiar aziagiar 
hast: aaaa a 
and hast: odbrintodbrintodbrintodbrint odbrint 
hath:  
hath opened his mouth: bvtmonbvtmonbvtmonbvtmon bvtmon 
hath planted: mirmirmirmir mir  
hath yet numbered: cormpocormpocormpocormpo cormpo 
he hath sworn: svrzassvrzassvrzassvrzas svrzas 
have: brinbrinbrinbrin brin, brintbrintbrintbrint brint, brintsbrintsbrintsbrints brints 
have entered: zimiizimiizimiizimii zimii 
have framed: izazazizazazizazazizazaz izazaz 
have looked about me: dorphadorphadorphadorpha dorpha 
have settled: alar alar alar alar alar 
have spoken: gohongohongohongohon gohon 
I have placed: oalioalioalioali oali 
I have set: othilothilothilothil othil 
which have: dsbrindsbrindsbrindsbrin dsbrin 
he: tiatiatiatia tia, toxtoxtoxtox tox  
he hath sworn: svrzassvrzassvrzassvrzas svrzas 
his; of him: tiatiatiatia tia, toxtoxtoxtox tox 
head: dazisdazisdazisdazis dazis 
heads: (the heads): dazisdazisdazisdazis dazis 
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heads (their) 
 
their heads: dazidazidazidazi dazi 
hearken: toatartoatartoatartoatar toatar 
hearken unto: solpeth solpeth solpeth solpeth  solpeth 
heart: mononsmononsmononsmonons monons 
heaven: madriaxmadriaxmadriaxmadriax madriax, madriiaxmadriiaxmadriiaxmadriiax madriiax, peripsperipsperipsperipsaxaxaxax peripsax, peripsoperipsoperipsoperipsol 
peripsol, piripsolpiripsolpiripsolpiripsol piripsol, piripsonpiripsonpiripsonpiripson piripson, piripsonpiripsonpiripsonpiripson piripson heavens:  
of the heavens: piripsolpiripsolpiripsolpiripsol piripsol  
O you heavens: madriiaxmadriiaxmadriiaxmadriiax madriiax  
the lower heavens: oadriax oadriax oadriax oadriax oadriax 
with the heavens: peripsaxperipsaxperipsaxperipsax piripsax  
Hell-fire: donasddonasddonasddonasdogamatatastosogamatatastosogamatatastosogamatatastos donasdogamatatastos 
her: tilbtilbtilbtilb tilb 
her course: elzaptilbelzaptilbelzaptilbelzaptilb elzaptilb 
her iniquity: madridmadridmadridmadrid madrid 
her members: paombdpaombdpaombdpaombd paombd  
her understanding: omtilbomtilbomtilbomtilb omtilb 
by her parts: saanirsaanirsaanirsaanir saanir 
in her: tiobltiobltiobltiobl tiobl 
let her be governed: tabaordtabaordtabaordtabaord tabaord 
let her be known: ixomaxipixomaxipixomaxipixomaxip ixomaxip 
let her serve them: booapisbooapisbooapisbooapis booapis 
that the glory of her: bvsdirtilbbvsdirtilbbvsdirtilbbvsdirtilb bvsdirtilb 
with her creatures: toltorgitoltorgitoltorgitoltorgi toltorgi 
within her: tiolbtiolbtiolbtiolb tiolb 
here: kureskureskureskures kures 
herein: emna emna 
highest: iaida iaida iaida iaida iaida 
(name of god): iaidaiaidaiaidaiaida iada  
of the highest: iaidaiaidaiaidaiaida iaida  
from the highest vessels: izizopizizopizizopizizop izizop 
hills: ili ili ili ili iiii ili-i 
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him 
 
 
him:  
of him: toxtoxtoxtox tox 
of him that is fallen: telocvovimtelocvovimtelocvovimtelocvovim telocvovim 
of him that is was and shall be crowned: iadoiasmomariadoiasmomariadoiasmomariadoiasmomar iadoiasmomar 
of him that liveth forever: ioiad ioiad ioiad ioiad ioiad 
of him that sitteth on the holy throne: idoigoidoigoidoigoidoigo idoigo 
to him that: dsdsdsds ds 
that you may praise him: restil restil restil restil restil 
his:  
his buildings: orscatbl orscatbl orscatbl orscatbl orscatbl 
his mercies: iehvsoziehvsoziehvsoziehvsoz iehvsoz 
his pomp: avavoxavavoxavavoxavavox avavox 
his power: lonshitolonshitolonshitolonshitoxxxx lonshitox  
his thoughts: angelardangelardangelardangelard angelard 
his treasure: limlallimlallimlallimlal limlal  
in his justice: baltanbaltanbaltanbaltan baltan 
of his mouth: bvtmonabvtmonabvtmonabvtmona bvtmona  
unto his servants: cnoqodcnoqodcnoqodcnoqod cnoqod  
hath opened his mouth: bvtmonbvtmonbvtmonbvtmon bvtmon  
holy: nenenene ne, pirepirepirepire pire, piredapiredapiredapireda pireda  
the holy ones: pir pir pir pir pir 
of him that sitteth on the holy throne: idoigo idoigo idoigo idoigo  idoigo  
holy ghost: congamphlghcongamphlghcongamphlghcongamphlgh  congamphlgh 
holy name (title of god): idoianidoianidoianidoian idoian 
holy one: pirpirpirpir pir 
honour: iaiadixiaiadixiaiadixiaiadix iaiadix  
of honour: iaiadixiaiadixiaiadixiaiadix iaiadix  
a song of honour: lviahelviahelviahelviahe lviahe 
horn: mosplehmosplehmosplehmospleh     mospleh 
or the horns: qmosplehqmosplehqmosplehqmospleh  qmospleh  
house: salmansalmansalmansalman salman  
the house: salmansalmansalmansalman salman  
is a house: isalman isalman isalman isalman  isalman  
this house: oisalmanoisalmanoisalmanoisalman oisalman  
how: irgilchisda  irgilchisda  irgilchisda  irgilchisda irgilchisda 
hundred: iorioriorior ior 
hyacinth: nazavabhnazavabhnazavabhnazavabh nazavabh 
hyacinth pillars: naznaznaznazavabhavabhavabhavabh nazavabh 
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I IIII 
 
 
I IIII 
 
I: olololol ol 
I am: zirzirzirzir zir, zirdo zirdo zirdo zirdo zirdo  
I am the lord your god: zirenaiadzirenaiadzirenaiadzirenaiad zirenaiad  
I fastened: amipziamipziamipziamipzi amipzi 
I garnished: gnonpgnonpgnonpgnonp gnonp  
I have placed: oalioalioalioali oali  
I have prepared: abramgabramgabramgabramg abramg 
I have set: othilothilothilothil othil  
I have talked of you: britabritabritabrita brita 
I made a law : ohorelaohorelaohorelaohorela ohorela 
I made man: olcordzizolcordzizolcordzizolcordziz olcordziz 
I made you: eoleoleoleol eol  
I move you: zacamzacamzacamzacam zacam 
I prepare for you: abramgabramgabramgabramg  abramg  
which I have prepared: dsabramgdsabramgdsabramgdsabramg dsabramg 
in: aaaa a, gggg g, llll I , dodododo do  
in front of: asptasptasptaspt aspt  
in glory: bvsdbvsdbvsdbvsd bvsd 
in government: anetabanetabanetabanetab anetab 
in her: tiobltiobltiobltiobl tiobl  
in his justice: baltanbaltanbaltanbaltan baltan  
in one number: sagacorsagacorsagacorsagacor sagacor  
in our comforter: bigliabigliabigliabiglia biglia  
in power: micalzomicalzomicalzomicalzo micalzo 
in power exalted: lonshlonshlonshlonsh lonsh 
in power and presence: gmicagmicagmicagmicalzolzolzolzo gmicalzo 
in seats 12 : thilnosthilnosthilnosthilnos thilnos  
in the beginning: iaodafiaodafiaodafiaodaf iaodaf 
in the firmament: pilzinpilzinpilzinpilzin pilzin 
in the first: iliiliiliili ili 
in the first aire: lillillillil lil  
in the god of stretch forth and conquer: madzilodarpmadzilodarpmadzilodarpmadzilodarp madzilodarp 
in the likeness: aziazoraziazoraziazoraziazor: aziazor 
in the midst: nothoanothoanothoanothoa nothoa  
in the midst of: vepvepvepvep vep 
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in the mind 
 
 
in the mind: maninmaninmaninmanin manin 
in the name: dooiapdooiapdooiapdooiap dooiap  
in the north: lvcallvcallvcallvcal lvcal  
In the olive mount: adrochadrochadrochadroch adroch  
in the parts: saanir saanir saanir saanir saanir  
in the second angle: vivdivvivdivvivdivvivdiv vivdiv  
in the south: babage babage babage babage babage 
in the west: sobolnsobolnsobolnsoboln soboln 
in their beauty: tvrbstvrbstvrbstvrbs tvrbs  
in their eyes: ooanoanooanoanooanoanooanoan ooanoan 
in their qualities: aspianaspianaspianaspian aspian 
in them: parparparpar par  
in thy: aqloaqloaqloaqlo aqlo  
in whom: carsarmcarsarmcarsarmcarsarm carsarmg  
in whose: sobrasobrasobrasobra sobra  
in your creation: qaqaqaqaanananan qaan 
in your creation: qaaonqaaonqaaonqaaon qaaon 
include: iaial  iaial  iaial  iaial iaial 
increase: coaziorcoaziorcoaziorcoazior coazior 
the fires of life and increase: malpirgimalpirgimalpirgimalpirgi malpirgi  
that increase: arcoaziorarcoaziorarcoaziorarcoazior arcoazior 
the thunders of increase: avavagoavavagoavavagoavavago avavago 
inhabit: zodiredazodiredazodiredazodireda zodireda 
iniquities: madrmadrmadrmadridididid madrid 
iniquity: madridmadridmadridmadrid madrid 
intent: fafenfafenfafenfafen fafen  
into: raasiraasiraasiraasi raasi 
invoke: argedcoargedcoargedcoargedco argedco, vinuvinuvinuvinu vinu  
is: iiii i 
is all one: il il il il il 
is as: itaitaitaita ita 
is become: naornaornaornaor naor 
is called: ivmdivmdivmdivmd ivmd 
is given: idlvgamidlvgamidlvgamidlvgam idlvgam 
is not: ipamipamipamipam ipam 
is 31: igaigaigaiga iga 
is wrath: ivonphivonphivonphivonph ivonph 
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is wrath and anger 
 
 
is wrath and anger: ivonpovnphivonpovnphivonpovnphivonpovnph ivonpovnph  
as is not: tagetagetagetage tage  
happy is he: vlcininvlcininvlcininvlcinin vlcinin  
of him that is was and shall be crowned: iadoiasmomar iadoiasmomar iadoiasmomar iadoiasmomar iadoiasmomar 
of him that is fallen: telocvovimtelocvovimtelocvovimtelocvovim telocvovim  
it: tttt t 
it is: titititi ti 
it is measured: holqholqholqholq holq 
it is said: gohvlimgohvlimgohvlimgohvlim gohvlim  
it repenteth me: moooahmoooahmoooahmoooah moooah  
itself: zylnazylnazylnazylna zylna 
 
 
 
 
 
J JJJJ 
 
 
Jaw, jaws: piadph piadph piadph piadph piadph     
joy: qzmozqzmozqzmozqzmoz qzmoz 
joy of god: mozodmozodmozodmozod mozod  
judgement: alcaalcaalcaalca alca, balzizrasbalzizrasbalzizrasbalzizras balzizras  
the thunders of judgement and wrath: coraxocoraxocoraxocoraxo coraxo  
just: balitbalitbalitbalit balit  
just one (name of god): iadiadiadiad iad, oiadoiadoiadoiad oiad  
justice: baltbaltbaltbalt balt, baltimbaltimbaltimbaltim baltim, padgzepadgzepadgzepadgze padgze  
of justice: baltbaltbaltbalt balt  
in his justice: baltanbaltanbaltanbaltan baltan  
fury or extreme justice: baltimbaltimbaltimbaltim baltim  
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K KKKK 
 
 
kingdom: adohiadohiadohiadohi adohi 
kingdoms: londohlondohlondohlondoh londoh 
12 kingdoms: oslondohoslondohoslondohoslondoh oslondoh 
know: omomomom om 
knowledge: iadnahiadnahiadnahiadnah iadnah, iadnamadiadnamadiadnamadiadnamad iadnamad  
the ark of knowledge: iadnahiadnahiadnahiadnah iadnah  
of undefiled knowledge: iadnamadiadnamadiadnamadiadnamad  iadanamad  
known: ixomaxipixomaxipixomaxipixomaxip ixomaxip  
 
 
 
 
 
 
L LLLL 
 
laid: maafi maafi maafi maafi maafi  
laid up: maasi maasi maasi maasi maasi 
lamentation: eophaneophaneophaneophan eophan 
lamp: hubai hubai hubai hubai hubai, hubarhubarhubarhubar hubar, hubarohubarohubarohubaro hubaro  
living lamps: hvbarohvbarohvbarohvbaro hvbaro 
with continual burning lamps: peoal  peoal  peoal  peoal peoal  
lanterns: hvbaiohvbaiohvbaiohvbaio hvbaio  
law: ohorelaohorelaohorelaohorela ohorela  
legislate: ohorelaohorelaohorelaohorela ohorela 
let:  
let her be governed: tabaordtabaordtabaordtabaord tabaord  
let her be known: ixomaxipixomaxipixomaxipixomaxip ixomaxip  
let her serve them: booapisbooapisbooapisbooapis booapis  
let it confound: ovchoovchoovchoovcho ovcho 
let it remain: paaoxtpaaoxtpaaoxtpaaoxt paaoxt 
let it run: parmgiparmgiparmgiparmgi parmgi 
let them be defaced: tonvgtonvgtonvgtonvg tonvg 
let them become: noasminoasminoasminoasmi noasmi  
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let them differ 
 
 
let them differ: dilzmo dilzmo dilzmo dilzmo dilzmo 
let them forget: bamsbamsbamsbams bams  
let them serve you: aboapri aboapri aboapri aboapri aboapri  
let them vex: dodpaldodpaldodpaldodpal dodpal 
let there be: christeoschristeoschristeoschristeos christeos 
life: malpirgimalpirgimalpirgimalpirgi malpirgi  
lift: goholorgoholorgoholorgoholor goholor 
lift up: goholorgoholorgoholorgoholor goholor  
lifted: farzmfarzmfarzmfarzm farzm 
light: micalozmicalozmicalozmicaloz micaloz  
like: aziagiaraziagiaraziagiaraziagiar aziagiar  
likeness: aziazoraziazoraziazoraziazor aziazor  
listen: solpethsolpethsolpethsolpeth solpeth, toatartoatartoatartoatar toatar 
live: salbroxsalbroxsalbroxsalbrox salbrox 
liveth: homhomhomhom hom  
and liveth: odapilaodapilaodapilaodapila odapila  
living:  
living dwellings: paradialparadialparadialparadial paradial  
living lamps: hvbaro hvbaro hvbaro hvbaro hvbaro  
of living breath: gigipahgigipahgigipahgigipah gigipah 
he that lives forever (name of god): iadpiliadpiliadpiliadpil iadpil  
He that lives forever (name of god): ioiadioiadioiadioiad ioiad 
loins: daxdaxdaxdax dax, daxildaxildaxildaxil daxil  
long: solamiansolamiansolamiansolamian solamian  
look about: dorphadorphadorphadorpha dorpha, dorphaldorphaldorphaldorphal dorphal 
looked: dorphadorphadorphadorpha dorpha  
looking: dorphaldorphaldorphaldorphal dorphal  
lord: enay  enay  enay  enay enay, iabesiabesiabesiabes iabes, nananana na 
I am the lord your god: zirenaiadzirenaiadzirenaiadzirenaiad zirenaiad  
saith the lord: gohoiadgohoiadgohoiadgohoiad gohoiad 
the lord: enaienaienaienai enai 
loud: bahalbahalbahalbahal bahal 
lower: oadriaxoadriaxoadriaxoadriax oadriax  
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made: olnolnolnoln oln  
I made a law: ohorela ohorela ohorela ohorela ohorela  
I made man: olcordzizolcordzizolcordzizolcordziz olcordziz 
I made you: eoleoleoleol eol 
magnify: ovofovofovofovof ovof  
magnified: ovofovofovofovof ovof  
make: eoleoleoleol eol, olololol ol  
make a law: ohorelaohorelaohorelaohorela ohorela  
making: eoliseoliseoliseolis eolis 
make me/us: ozazmozazmozazmozazm ozazm, ozazmaozazmaozazmaozazma ozazma 
man: cordzizcordzizcordzizcordziz cordziz, molapmolapmolapmolap molap, ollogollogollogollog ollog, ollorollorollorollor ollor, oloraoloraoloraolora olora,  
of man: oloraoloraoloraolora olora  
the reasonable creatures of the earth or man: cordzizcordzizcordzizcordziz cordziz  
the rich man: lasollor lasollor lasollor lasollor lasollor 
the strength of man: vgearvgearvgearvgear vgear  
the work(s) of man: conisbraconisbraconisbraconisbra conisbra  
manifold: ozongonozongonozongonozongon ozongon  
many (as many): plosiplosiplosiplosi plosi 
how many: irgil irgil irgil irgil irgil  
marble: pidiaipidiaipidiaipidiai pidiai 
marble sleeves: pidiaipidiaipidiaipidiai pidiai 
marrow: tranantranantranantranan tranan 
master: iadiadiadiad iad 
may: restilrestilrestilrestil restil  
may be: noalnnoalnnoalnnoaln noaln 
may be magnified: ovoovoovoovof f f f ovof     
that you may praise him: restilrestilrestilrestil restil  
me 
make me: ozazmozazmozazmozazm ozazm  
unto me: pambtpambtpambtpambt pambt 
be friendly unto me: zorge zorge zorge zorge zorge  
have looked about me: dorphadorphadorphadorpha dorpha 
it repenteth me: moooahmoooahmoooahmoooah moooah  
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measure: holqholqholqholq holq, maoffasmaoffasmaoffasmaoffas maoffas 
are measured: chisholqchisholqchisholqchisholq chisholq 
is not to be measured: maoffasmaoffasmaoffasmaoffas maoffas  
it is measured: holqholqholqholq holq  
measureth: holqholqholqholq holq  
member: paombdpaombdpaombdpaombd paombd 
members: paombdpaombdpaombdpaombd paombd 
memory: papnor papnor papnor papnor papnor 
men: ollogollogollogollog    ollog  
the sons of men: normolapnormolapnormolapnormolap    normolap  
mercies: iehvsoziehvsoziehvsoziehvsoz iehvsoz  
mercy: iehusoziehusoziehusoziehusoz iehusoz, ritritritrit rit, okadaokadaokadaokada okada  
midday: bazmbazmbazmbazm    bazm, bazmelobazmelobazmelobazmelo bazmelo  
midst: nothoanothoanothoanothoa nothoa, zomd zomd zomd zomd zomd  
in the midst: nothoanothoanothoanothoa nothoa  
in the midst of: vepvepvepvep vep 
mighty: micalzomicalzomicalzomicalzo micalzo 
a mighty: micaolimicaolimicaolimicaoli micaoli 
are mighty: chismicaolzchismicaolzchismicaolzchismicaolz chismicaolz 
be mighty: omicaolzomicaolzomicaolzomicaolz omicaolz  
the mighty seat: oxiaialoxiaialoxiaialoxiaial oxiaial, oxiayaloxiayaloxiayaloxiayal oxiayal 
the mighty sounds: sapahsapahsapahsapah sapah 
more mighty: cruscansecruscansecruscansecruscanse cruscanse, micalpmicalpmicalpmicalp micalp  
millstones: aviniaviniaviniavini avini 
mind: maninmaninmaninmanin manin  
mine: ozienozienozienozien ozien 
mingle: cynxircynxircynxircynxir cynxir 
ministers: cnoqvodcnoqvodcnoqvodcnoqvodi cnoqvodi  
ministering angels: langlanglanglang lang  
mix: cynxircynxircynxircynxir cynxir  
moment: ol ol ol ol ol 
moon: graagraagraagraa graa  
moreover: pilahpilahpilahpilah pilah 
moss: mommommommom mom  
mother of all: exentaserexentaserexentaserexentaser exentaser 
mother of vinegar: lulolulolulolulo lulo 
motion: znaznaznazna zna 
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mount: adrochadrochadrochadroch adroch 
mouth: butmonbutmonbutmonbutmon butmon, butmonabutmonabutmonabutmona butmona, butmonibutmonibutmonibutmoni butmoni 
hath opened his mouth: butmonbutmonbutmonbutmon butmon  
of his mouth: butmonabutmonabutmonabutmona butmona  
mouths: butmonibutmonibutmonibutmoni butmoni  
mourning: serserserser ser 
move: rit rit rit rit rit, zacamzacamzacamzacam zacam, zacarzacarzacarzacar zacar, zacarezacarezacarezacare zacare  
I move you: zacamzacamzacamzacam zacam 
movement: znaznaznazna zna  
my:  
my feet: lasdilasdilasdilasdi lasdi 
my power: nanaeel nanaeel nanaeel nanaeel nanaeel  
my voice: bienbienbienbien bien 
for my own righteousness: baltohabaltohabaltohabaltoha baltoha 
of my hands: zien  zien  zien  zien zien 
of my vestures: zimzzimzzimzzimz zimz  
within the depths of my jaws: piadphpiadphpiadphpiadph piadph  
mysteries: ciclecicleciclecicle cicle  
of their mysteries: cicles cicles cicles cicles cicles  
 
 
 
 
 
N N N N N  
 
 
Name: dooaindooaindooaindooain dooain 
and name: dooaindooaindooaindooain dooain 
in the name: dooaipdooaipdooaipdooaip dooaip 
the great name righteousness: baeovibbaeovibbaeovibbaeovib baeovib 
names: omaoasomaoasomaoasomaoas omaoas  
neither: laraglaraglaraglarag larag  
nest/nests: virqvirqvirqvirq virq  
night: dosigdosigdosigdosig dosig  
nine: emememem em 
no: aaaagggg ag 
no creature: agtoltornagtoltornagtoltornagtoltorn agtoltorn  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
no one 
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no one: agagagag ag 
no place: ripirripirripirripir ripir  
noise/noises: nidalinidalinidalinidali nidali  
none: agagagag ag 
noon: bazmbazmbazmbazm bazm  
nor: vlvlvlvl vl, ulululul ul 
north : lucallucallucallucal lucal 
not: ipipipip ip  
not to be measured: maoffasmaoffasmaoffasmaoffas maoffas  
and shall not see: odipvranodipvranodipvranodipvran odipvran  
are not: gchisgegchisgegchisgegchisge gchisge 
as is not: tagetagetagetage tage 
is not: ipamipamipamipam ipam 
rest not: pageippageippageippageip pageip 
they frown not: vcimvcimvcimvcim vcim, ucimucimucimucim ucim  
to are not: ichisegichisegichisegichiseg ichiseg 
number: cormfcormfcormfcormf cormf 
in one number: sagacorsagacorsagacorsagacor sagacor 
the number of time: gapimaongapimaongapimaongapimaon gapimaon  
numbered: cormpcormpcormpcormp cormp 
be numbered: cormptcormptcormptcormpt cormpt 
hath yet numbered: cormpocormpocormpocormpo cormpo  
Numbers: cormfa cormfa cormfa cormfa cormfa 
 
Numbers in Enochian:  
0: TTTT T 
1: LLLL L, ELELELEL EL, ELOELOELOELO ELO, LALALALA LA, LILILILI LI, LILLILLILLIL LIL 
2: VVVVV, VIVIVIVI VI,  
3: DDDD D, RRRR R  
4: SSSS S, ESESESES ES 
5: OOOO O 
6: NNNN N, NORZNORZNORZNORZ NORZ  
7: QQQQ Q 
8: PPPP P 
9: MMMM M, EMEMEMEM EM 
10: XXXX X: 
12: OSOSOSOS OS 
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19: AFAFAFAF AF 
22: OPOPOPOP OP 
24: OLOLOLOL OL 
26: OXOXOXOX OX 
28: OBOBOBOB OB, NINININI NI  
31: GAGAGAGA GA 
33: PDPDPDPD PD, DP DP DP DP DP 
42: VXVXVXVX VX 
456: CLA CLA CLA CLA CLA 
1000: MATBMATBMATBMATB MATB 
1636: QUARQUARQUARQUAR QUAR  
3663: MIANMIANMIANMIAN MIAN 
5678: DAOXDAOXDAOXDAOX DAOX 
6332: ERANERANERANERAN ERAN 
6739: ERERERERANANANAN ERAN  
7336: TAXSTAXSTAXSTAXS TAXS  
7699: ACAMACAMACAMACAM ACAM  
8763: EMODEMODEMODEMOD EMOD 
9639: MAPMMAPMMAPMMAPM MAPM 
9996: CIACIACIACIAL CIAL  
69636: PEOALPEOALPEOALPEOAL PEOAL, SOBASOBASOBASOBA SOBA  
 
 
 
O OOOO 
 
 
O, ohohohoh oh: cccc c 
O thou: ilsilsilsils ils 
O you: noncinoncinoncinonci nonci 
O you heavens: madriiaxmadriiaxmadriiaxmadriiax madriiax  
O you sons: norominorominorominoromi noromi 
O you swords: nnnnapeaiapeaiapeaiapeai napeai 
O you servents of mercy: cnoqvolcnoqvolcnoqvolcnoqvol cnoqvol 
O you the second: viivviivviivviiv viiv 
oak: paebpaebpaebpaeb paeb  
obedience: gonogonogonogono gono  
obey: darbsdarbsdarbsdarbs darbs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
of 
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of: aaaa a, cccc c, dededede de,  llll l, oooo o 
of the all powerful: iaidoniaidoniaidoniaidon iaidon 
of blood: cnilacnilacnilacnila cnila  
of comfort: bliorbbliorbbliorbbliorb bliorb, bliors bliors bliors bliors bliors 
of the creator: qaalqaalqaalqaal qaal 
of death: telochtelochtelochteloch teloch  
of the Earth: caosgicaosgicaosgicaosgi caosgi, caosgocaosgocaosgocaosgo caosgo  
of fire: purgelpurgelpurgelpurgel purgel, pvrgelpvrgelpvrgelpvrgel pvrgel  
of the first: LLLL L 
of the fourth angle: sdivsdivsdivsdiv sdiv 
of fury: baghiebaghiebaghiebaghie baghie 
of gathering: aldialdialdialdi aldi 
of god: iadiadiadiad iad, oiadoiadoiadoiad oiad  
of government: netaabnetaabnetaabnetaab netaab 
of a harlot: ababalondababalondababalondababalond ababalond  
of the heavens: piripsolpiripsolpiripsolpiripsol piripsol 
of the highest: iaidaiaidaiaidaiaida iaida 
of him: tox tox tox tox tox  
of him that is fallen: telocvovimelocvovimelocvovimelocvovim telocvovim 
of him that liveth forever: ioiadioiadioiadioiad ioiad  
of him that sitteth on the holy throne: idoigoidoigoidoigoidoigo idoigo 
of him that was and shall be crowned: iadoiasmomariadoiasmomariadoiasmomariadoiasmomar iadoiasmomar  
of his mouth: butmonabutmonabutmonabutmona butmona 
of honour: iaiadix iaiadix iaiadix iaiadix iaiadix 
of hyacinth pillars: nazavabhnazavabhnazavabhnazavabh nazavabh 
of justice: balt balt balt balt balt 
of lamentation: eophaneophaneophaneophan eophan 
of living breath: gigipahgigipahgigipahgigipah gigipah  
of man: oloraoloraoloraolora olora  
of the marrow: tranantranantranantranan tranan 
of my hands: zienzienzienzien zien 
of my vestures: zimzzimzzimzzimz zimz  
of an oak: paebpaebpaebpaeb paeb  
of righteousness: baltohbaltohbaltohbaltoh baltoh  
of salt: baliebaliebaliebalie balie 
of the same your god: madmadmadmad mad  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
of scorpions 
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of scorpions: siatrissiatrissiatrissiatris siatris 
of the second: vivvivvivviv viv  
of the secret wisdom: ananaelananaelananaelananael ananael  
of sin: doalimdoalimdoalimdoalim doalim  
of sorrow: tibibptibibptibibptibibp tibibp  
of the south: babagebabagebabagebabage babage, babagenbabagenbabagenbabagen babagen  
of such: corsicorsicorsicorsi corsi 
of their mysteries: ciclesciclesciclescicles cicles 
of their own seats: thildthildthildthild thild  
of the temple: siaionsiaionsiaionsiaion siaion  
of the thunders of increase: avavagoavavagoavavagoavavago avavago 
of time: cocasbcocasbcocasbcocasb cocasb  
of undefiled knowledge: iadanamadiadanamadiadanamadiadanamad iadanamad  
of virgins: paradizparadizparadizparadiz paradiz  
of waters: sobamsobamsobamsobam    sobam  
of whom: casarmancasarmancasarmancasarman casarman 
of a window: riorriorriorrior rior  
of the winds: zongzongzongzong zong  
of wormwood: tatantatantatantatan tatan  
of wrath: vonphovonphovonphovonpho vonpho  
of your creation: qaaqaaqaaqaa qaa  
of your god: madmadmadmad mad  
olive: adrochadrochadrochadroch adroch  
olives: taqanistaqanistaqanistaqanis taqanis  
olives (mount of): adrochadrochadrochadroch  adroch  
on: aaaa a, cccc c, mircmircmircmirc mirc  
on all creatures: tolhamitolhamitolhamitolhami tolhami 
on the Earth: caosgicaosgicaosgicaosgi caosgi  
on whose hands: azienazienazienazien azien  
on whom: asobamaasobamaasobamaasobama asobama 
one: LLLL L, elelelel el, sagasagasagasaga saga, gohedgohedgohedgohed gohed  
one another: lsmnadlsmnadlsmnadlsmnad lsmnad  
one rock: lpatralxlpatralxlpatralxlpatralx lpatralx 
one season: lnibmlnibmlnibmlnibm lnibm  
one while: llllcapimaocapimaocapimaocapimao lcapimao 
but one: crplcrplcrplcrpl crpl 
in one number: sagacorsagacorsagacorsagacor sagacor  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
one (is all) 
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is all one: ilililil il 
no one creature: agtoltornagtoltornagtoltornagtoltorn agtoltorn 
unto every one of you: vomsargvomsargvomsargvomsarg vomsarg  
ones: pirpirpirpir pir 
only: cripcripcripcrip crip, crpcrpcrpcrp crp 
open: odoodoodoodo odo  
opened: butmonbutmonbutmonbutmon butmon  
openest: odoodoodoodo odo 
or: Q Q Q Q Q 
or as: qtaqtaqtaqta qta 
or the horns: qmosplehqmosplehqmosplehqmospleh qmospleh  
fury or extreme justice: baltimbaltimbaltimbaltim baltim  
ornaments: luciftianluciftianluciftianluciftian luciftian 
our: gegegege ge 
our strength: vplifvplifvplifvplif vplif  
in our comforter: bigliabigliabigliabiglia biglia 
to our comfort: bliorsbliorsbliorsbliors bliors  
out: vorsvorsvorsvors vors 
out of him: getagetagetageta geta 
bringeth out: iolciiolciiolciiolci iolci 
vomit out: oxex oxex oxex oxex oxex 
weed out: fifalzfifalzfifalzfifalz fifalz  
over: vorsgvorsgvorsgvorsg vorsg 
own (for my own righteousness): baltohabaltohabaltohabaltoha baltoha 
mine own: ozienozienozienozien ozien  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
P PPPP 
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P PPPP 
 
 
pair: palapalapalapala pala, polapolapolapola pola  
palace: poamalpoamalpoamalpoamal poamal 
palm/palms: noblohnoblohnoblohnobloh nobloh  
part: olololol ol 
partakers: plapli plapli plapli plapli plapli 
parts: saanirsaanirsaanirsaanir saanir 
peace: fetharsifetharsifetharsifetharsi fetharsi  
perform: fifis  fifis  fifis  fifis fifis  
period: capimaocapimaocapimaocapimao capimao, capimaoncapimaoncapimaoncapimaon capimaon 
philosopher's stone: darrdarrdarrdarr darr  
pillar: naznaznaznaz naz 
pillar of hyacinth: nazavabhnazavabhnazavabhnazavabh nazavabh 
pillars of gladness: nazarthnazarthnazarthnazarth nazarth  
of hyacinth pillars: nazavabhnazavabhnazavabhnazavabh nazavabh  
place: pipipipi pi, ripirripirripirripir ripir  
place (to place): aalaaalaaalaaala aala, oalioalioalioali oali  
a place: noncpnoncpnoncpnoncp noncp 
and the dwelling place: odfaorgtodfaorgtodfaorgtodfaorgt odfaorgt  
no place: ripir ripir ripir ripir ripir  
placed: haalahaalahaalahaala haala  
I have placed: oali oali oali oali oali  
places of comfort: pibliarpibliarpibliarpibliar pibliar 
plant (to plant): hargharghargharg harg  
planted: mirmirmirmir mir 
pleasant: obelisong obelisong obelisong obelisong obelisong  
pleasure: norqrasahinorqrasahinorqrasahinorqrasahi norqrasahi 
poison: faboanfaboanfaboanfaboan faboan  
pomp: avavox avavox avavox avavox avavox 
possibility: babbabbabbab bab 
pour down: panpirpanpirpanpirpanpir panpir 
pouring: panpirpanpirpanpirpanpir panpir  
power: lonsalonsalonsalonsa lonsa 
his power: lonshitoxlonshitoxlonshitoxlonshitox    lonshitox     
in power: micalzo micalzo micalzo micalzo micalzo 
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power (in power exhalted) 
 
 
in power exhalted: lonshlonshlonshlonsh lonsh 
in power and presence: gmilcalzogmilcalzogmilcalzogmilcalzo gmilcalzo  
my power: nanaeelnanaeelnanaeelnanaeel nanaeel 
with a power understanding: gmicalzomagmicalzomagmicalzomagmicalzoma gmicalzoma  
powerful: micalzmicalzmicalzmicalz micalz, micalzomicalzomicalzomicalzo micalzo, micaolzmicaolzmicaolzmicaolz micaolz  
powers: odlonshinodlonshinodlonshinodlonshin odlonshin 
praise: ecrinecrinecrinecrin ecrin 
praise (to praise): oecrimioecrimioecrimioecrimi oecrimi, restrestrestrest rest 
and the praise: odecrinodecrinodecrinodecrin odecrin  
that you may praise him: restilrestilrestilrestil restil 
praises: oecrimioecrimioecrimioecrimi oecrimi 
praising angels: luah luah luah luah luah  
praiseworthy: akarinuakarinuakarinuakarinu akarinu 
pray: lavalavalavalava lava  
precede: tustaxtustaxtustaxtustax tustax  
prepare: abramgabramgabramgabramg abramg 
prepared: abramgabramgabramgabramg  abramg  
are prepared: abramigabramigabramigabramig abramig  
which I have prepared: ddddsabramgsabramgsabramgsabramg dsabramg 
presence: gmicalzogmicalzogmicalzogmicalzo gmicalzo 
promise: isroisroisroisro isro  
protect: blansblansblansblans blans, bransgbransgbransgbransg bransg  
provide: abraasaabraasaabraasaabraasa abraasa, tooattooattooattooat tooat 
provided: abraasaabraasaabraasaabraasa abraasa  
providence: yarryyarryyarryyarry yarry, iarriiarriiarriiarri iarri 
put: aalaaalaaalaaala aala, oalioalioalioali oali 
 
 
 
 
Q QQQQ 
 
qualities: aspianaspianaspianaspian    aspian  
quality: aspian aspian aspian aspian aspian 
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R RRRR 
 
R RRRR 
 
raise: farzmfarzmfarzmfarzm farzm, goholorgoholorgoholorgoholor goholor 
range: dsonfdsonfdsonfdsonf dsonf 
reasonable: cordzizcordzizcordzizcordziz cordziz  
reasonable creature: cordzizcordzizcordzizcordziz cordziz  
receivers: ednasednasednasednas ednas  
regret: moooahmoooahmoooahmoooah moooah  
reign: bogpabogpabogpabogpa bogpa, sonfsonfsonfsonf sonf 
rejoice: chirlanchirlanchirlanchirlan chirlan 
rejoiceth: chirlanchirlanchirlanchirlan chirlan  
remain: paaoxpaaoxpaaoxpaaox paaox, paaoxtpaaoxtpaaoxtpaaoxt paaoxt, dspaaoxdspaaoxdspaaoxdspaaox dspaaox 
remainder: undl undl undl undl undl  
remembrance: papnorpapnorpapnorpapnor papnor  
repenteth: moooahmoooahmoooahmoooah  moooah  
requireth: vnigvnigvnigvnig vnig 
rest (to rest): pagepagepagepage page 
rest (remainder): undlundlundlundl undl, vndlvndlvndlvndl vndl 
rest not: pageippageippageippageip pageip 
rich: laslaslaslas las, lasollorlasollorlasollorlasollor lasollor  
righteous: balitbalitbalitbalit balit, samvelgsamvelgsamvelgsamvelg samvelg 
righteousness: baltohbaltohbaltohbaltoh baltoh, piamol piamol piamol piamol piamol, baeovibbaeovibbaeovibbaeovib baeovib 
for my own righteousness: baltohabaltohabaltohabaltoha baltoha 
the god of righteousness: iadbaltohaiadbaltohaiadbaltohaiadbaltoha iadbaltoha 
of righteousness: baltohbaltohbaltohbaltoh baltoh  
to the righteous: samvelg samvelg samvelg samvelg samvelg 
rise: torsvltorsvltorsvltorsvl torsvl 
roar: yoryoryoryor yor, oaniooaniooaniooanio oanio  
rock: patralxpatralxpatralxpatralx patralx, lpatralxlpatralxlpatralxlpatralx lpatralx  
rod: cabcabcabcab cab 
rose: torzvlptorzvlptorzvlptorzvlp torzvlp  
rotton: qtingqtingqtingqting qting 
rule: bogpabogpabogpabogpa bogpa  
run: parmparmparmparm parm, parmgiparmgiparmgiparmgi parmgi  
let it run: parmgiparmgiparmgiparmgi parmgi  
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S SSSS  
 
 
S SSSS  
 
said: gohvlimgohvlimgohvlimgohvlim gohvlim  
saintly: soygasoygasoygasoyga soyga 
saith: gohogohogohogoho goho 
saith the first: gohelgohelgohelgohel gohel 
saith the lord: gohoiadgohoiadgohoiadgohoiad gohoiad 
salt: balyebalyebalyebalye balye, baliebaliebaliebalie balie 
same: lellellellel lel 
of the same your god: madmadmadmad mad 
say: gohiagohiagohiagohia gohia, gohvsgohvsgohvsgohvs gohvs 
I say: gohusgohusgohusgohus gohus  
we say: gohiagohiagohiagohia gohia  
saying: goholgoholgoholgohol gohol 
he says: gohegohegohegohe gohe, goho goho goho goho goho 
they have said: gohongohongohongohon gohon 
scorpion/s: siatrissiatrissiatrissiatris siatris 
seal: emetgisemetgisemetgisemetgis emetgis 
seas: zvmvizvmvizvmvizvmvi zvmvi 
season: capimaocapimaocapimaocapimao capimao, nibmnibmnibmnibm nibm, lnibmlnibmlnibmlnibm lnibm  
seat: othilothilothilothil othil, thilthilthilthil thil, thildthildthildthild thild, thilnthilnthilnthiln thiln 
the seat: emetgisemetgisemetgisemetgis emetgis 
the mighty seat (throne): oxiayal oxiayal oxiayal oxiayal oxiayal  
the seat of mercy: othilritothilritothilritothilrit othilrit 
seats: thilthilthilthil thil, othilothilothilothil othil 
in seats: thilnosthilnosthilnosthilnos thilnos 
of their own seats: thildthildthildthild thild  
the seats: thilthilthilthil thil 
second: viuviuviuviu viu 
second time (for the): olahoolahoolahoolaho olaho  
and second: tavivtavivtavivtaviv taviv 
as the second: tavivtavivtavivtaviv taviv 
the second beginning of things: croodzicroodzicroodzicroodzi croodzi 
in the second angle: vivdivvivdivvivdivvivdiv vivdiv 
O you the second: viivviivviivviiv viiv  
of the second: vivvivvivviv viv 
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secret 
 
 
secret: laiadlaiadlaiadlaiad, laiad, ananaelananaelananaelananael ananael 
secrets: laiadlaiadlaiadlaiad laiad 
see: uranuranuranuran uran, odipvranodipvranodipvranodipvran odipvran  
seething: urelpurelpurelpurelp urelp, vrlepvrlepvrlepvrlep vrlep  
selves: zamranzamranzamranzamran zamran  
show yourselves: zamranzamranzamranzamran zamran  
separate (to divide): tliobtliobtliobtliob tliob  
servant: noconoconoconoco noco, noquodnoquodnoquodnoquod noquod, noquodinoquodinoquodinoquodi noquodi, noquol noquol noquol noquol noquol 
servants: cnoqodcnoqodcnoqodcnoqod cnoqod 
O you servants of mercy: cnoqvolcnoqvolcnoqvolcnoqvol cnoqvol 
serve: aboapriaboapriaboapriaboapri aboapri 
let her serve them: booapisbooapisbooapisbooapis booapis 
let them serve you: aboapriaboapriaboapriaboapri aboapri 
set (to set): othil othil othil othil othil 
settle: alaralaralaralar alar 
settled: alaalaalaalar alar 
shall: triantriantriantrian trian 
shall be: triantriantriantrian trian 
shall rise: torzvltorzvltorzvltorzvl torzvl 
and shall be: chisochisochisochiso chiso  
and shall not see: odipvranodipvranodipvranodipvran odipvran  
shalt: blioraxblioraxblioraxbliorax bliorax 
sharp: tapvintapvintapvintapvin tapvin  
she: pipipipi pi, piipiipiipii pii  
her, of her: tilbtilbtilbtilb tilb, tlbtlbtlbtlb tlb, tiobltiobltiobltiobl tiobl 
shelter: blans blans blans blans blans  
shew: zamranzamranzamranzamran zamran  
shine: lohololohololohololoholo loholo 
shineth: lohololohololohololoholo loholo 
show: odzamranodzamranodzamranodzamran odzamran  
show oneself: zamranzamranzamranzamran zamran  
show yourselves: zamranzamranzamranzamran zamran 
shrine: arbaarbaarbaarba arba 
sickle: puimpuimpuimpuim puim 
sickles: tapvintapvintapvintapvin tapvin  
sin (to sin): doalimdoalimdoalimdoalim doalim  
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sing 
 
 
sing: zamranzamranzamranzamran zamran  
sing praises: oecrimoecrimoecrimoecrimi oecrimi 
singing: oecrimi oecrimi oecrimi oecrimi oecrimi 
sink: carbafcarbafcarbafcarbaf carbaf 
sit: trint  trint  trint  trint trint 
sitteth: idoigoidoigoidoigoidoigo idoigo  
six: norznorznorznorz norz  
skirt: unalabunalabunalabunalab unalab  
skirts: vnalahvnalahvnalahvnalah vnalah 
sleep: brgdabrgdabrgdabrgda brgda 
sleeve/s: collalcollalcollalcollal collal, pidiaipidiaipidiaipidiai pidiai 
slimy things made of dust: apachamaapachamaapachamaapachama apachama 
smile: ucimucimucimucim ucim  
so that: arararar ar 
song: lviahelviahelviahelviahe lviahe  
son: nornornornor nor, norominorominorominoromi noromi 
sons: norenorenorenore nore, norominorominorominoromi noromi 
O you sons: norominorominorominoromi noromi 
the sons of men: normolapnormolapnormolapnormolap normolap 
you sons of pleasure: norqrasahinorqrasahinorqrasahinorqrasahi norqrasahi  
sorrow: tibibptibibptibibptibibp tibibp 
sound: sapahsapahsapahsapah sapah 
sounds: sapahsapahsapahsapah sapah 
south: babagebabagebabagebabage babage, babagenbabagenbabagenbabagen babagen  
in the south: babagebabagebabagebabage babage  
of the south: babagebabagebabagebabage babage, babagenbabagenbabagenbabagen babagen 
spake: camliaxcamliaxcamliaxcamliax camliax 
speak: camliax camliax camliax camliax camliax 
speech from god: loagaeth loagaeth loagaeth loagaeth loagaeth, logaethlogaethlogaethlogaeth logaeth, logaah logaah logaah logaah logaah, logah logah logah logah 
logah  
spirit: gah gah gah gah gah  
spirit of man: congamphlghcongamphlghcongamphlghcongamphlgh congamphlgh 
spirits: gahgahgahgah gah  
spoken: gohongohongohongohon gohon 
stand: biahbiahbiahbiah biah 
star/s: aoiveaeaoiveaeaoiveaeaoiveae aoiveae  
steward/s: balzargbalzargbalzargbalzarg balzarg 
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sting 
 
 
sting: grosbgrosbgrosbgrosb grosb  
stir: zixlaizixlaizixlaizixlai zixlai  
stir up: lringlringlringlring lring, zixlaizixlaizixlaizixlai zixlai  
stone: orriorriorriorri orri 
stone (philosopher's): darrdarrdarrdarr darr 
stooping: abaiabaiabaiabai abai 
strange: vgegvgegvgegvgeg vgeg 
stranger: gosaagosaagosaagosaa gosaa  
strength: ugearugearugearugear ugear, umplifumplifumplifumplif umplif  
stretch forth: zil  zil  zil  zil zil 
stretch forth and conquer (name of god): zilodarpzilodarpzilodarpzilodarp zilodarp 
grow strong: ugegugegugegugeg ugeg, ugegiugegiugegiugegi ugegi  
stronger: givigivigivigivi givi 
successively: capimalicapimalicapimalicapimali capimali  
such: corscorscorscors cors 
sulphur: salbroxsalbroxsalbroxsalbrox salbrox; dlasoddlasoddlasoddlasod dlasod  
sun: ror  ror  ror  ror ror 
supreme life (name of god): iabesiabesiabesiabes iabes  
surge: molvimolvimolvimolvi molvi 
swear (swore, sworn): surzassurzassurzassurzas surzas, znurzaznurzaznurzaznurza znurza, zurzazurzazurzazurza zurza 
sword: naptanaptanaptanapta napta, napeainapeainapeainapeai napeai, nazpsadnazpsadnazpsadnazpsad 
nazpsad 
 
 
 
 
 

T  T T T T     
 
 
 
 
talk: britabritabritabrita brita  
talked: britabritabritabrita brita 
tartar: lulolulolulolulo lulo 
tell them: mapsamamapsamamapsamamapsama mapsama 
temple: siaionsiaionsiaionsiaion siaion  
terror: ciaoficiaoficiaoficiaofi ciaofi  
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than 
 
 
than:  
than the barren stone: orriorriorriorri orri  
than the earth: caosgincaosgincaosgincaosgin caosgin 
than the manifold winds: ozongonozongonozongonozongon ozongon  
that: fafenfafenfafenfafen fafen, nananana na, arararar ar  
that govern: artabasartabasartabasartabas artabas  
that increase: arcoaziorarcoaziorarcoaziorarcoazior arcoazior 
that range: dsonfdsonfdsonfdsonf dsonf  
that understand: dsomdsomdsomdsom dsom  
that you may praise him: restilrestilrestilrestil restil  
that the glory of her: busdirtilbbusdirtilbbusdirtilbbusdirtilb busdirtilb, bvsdirtilbbvsdirtilbbvsdirtilbbvsdirtilb bvsdirtilb 
the: aaaa a 
thee: isliisliisliisli isli  
their:  
their abiding: cafafamcafafamcafafamcafafam cafafam  
their feet: lvsdalvsdalvsdalvsda lvsda 
their hands: oooozolzolzolzol ozol 
their heads: dazidazidazidazi dazi 
their names: omaoas omaoas omaoas omaoas omaoas 
and their powers: odlonshinodlonshinodlonshinodlonshin odlonshin 
from their mouths: bvtmonibvtmonibvtmonibvtmoni bvtmoni, butmonibutmonibutmonibutmoni butmoni  
in their beauty: tvrbs tvrbs tvrbs tvrbs tvrbs  
in their eyes: ooanoanooanoanooanoanooanoan ooanoan 
of their mysteries: ciclesciclesciclescicles cicles  
with their ministers: cnoqvodi cnoqvodi cnoqvodi cnoqvodi cnoqvodi 
them:  
gave them: dlugardlugardlugardlugar dlugar, dlvgardlvgardlvgardlvgar dlvgar 
giving unto them: dlvgardlvgardlvgardlvgar dlvgar 
in them: par par par par par 
let them be defaced: tonugtonugtonugtonug tonug, tonvgtonvgtonvgtonvg tonvg  
let them become: noasmi noasmi noasmi noasmi noasmi  
let them differ: dilzmodilzmodilzmodilzmo dilzmo  
let them forget: babababamsmsmsms bams 
let them serve you: aboapriaboapriaboapriaboapri aboapri  
there: dadadada da 
there were: ziromziromziromzirom zirom  
how many are there: irgilchisdairgilchisdairgilchisdairgilchisda irgilchisda  
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there (let there be) 
 
 
let there be: christeoschristeoschristeoschristeos christeos 
therefore: ca ca ca ca ca 
these: unalunalunalunal unal, vnalvnalvnalvnal vnal 
these are: unalchiunalchiunalchiunalchissss unalchis, vnalchisvnalchisvnalchisvnalchis vnalchis 
they: par, zzzz z 
they are: zchiszchiszchiszchis zchis  
they are apparailed: zonaczonaczonaczonac zonac 
they are become: inoasinoasinoasinoas inoas  
they frown not: ucimucimucimucim ucim, vcimvcimvcimvcim vcim 
things:  
all things: tofglotofglotofglotofglo tofglo  
the second beginning of things: croodzicroodzicroodzicroodzi croodzi 
third flame: diaspertdiaspertdiaspertdiaspert diaspert  
and the third: oddoddoddodd odd 
are as the third: chistadchistadchistadchistad chistad 
the third angle: dvivdvivdvivdviv dviv 
the third heaven: piripsonpiripsonpiripsonpiripson piripson  
this: oioioioi oi 
thorn/s: nanbananbananbananba nanba  
those: priazpriazpriazpriaz priaz, priazipriazipriazipriazi priazi  
thou: ils ils ils ils ils 
art thou: ilsilsilsils ils  
be thou: bolpbolpbolpbolp bolp 
O thou: ilsilsilsils ils 
thee: ylsylsylsyls vls, tatatata ta  
thy: ilililil il, qqqq q  
thought/s: angelardangelardangelardangelard angelard  
thousand: mathmathmathmath matb, eorseorseorseors eors  
three: dddd d 
throne: oxiayal oxiayal oxiayal oxiayal oxiayal 
through: malprgmalprgmalprgmalprg malprg  
thrusting: malprgmalprgmalprgmalprg malprg 
thunder: avavagoavavagoavavagoavavago avavago, constconstconstconst const, cocococoraxoraxoraxoraxo coraxo  
the thunders of judgement and wrath: coraxocoraxocoraxocoraxo coraxo 
the thunders of increase: avavagoavavagoavavagoavavago avavago  
thus: noannoannoannoan noan 
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thy beginning 
 
 
thy beginning: croodzicroodzicroodzicroodzi croodzi  
thy loins: daxildaxildaxildaxil daxil 
in thy: aqloaqloaqloaqlo aqlo 
time: capimaocapimaocapimaocapimao capimao, cocasbcocasbcocasbcocasb cocasb, cocasgcocasgcocasgcocasg cocasg  
of time: cocasbcocasbcocasbcocasb cocasb 
the time: acocasbacocasbacocasbacocasb acocasb 
the contents of time: qcocasbqcocasbqcocasbqcocasb qcocasb  
the number of time: gapimaon gapimaon gapimaon gapimaon gapimaon 
time after time: capimalicapimalicapimalicapimali capmiali  
times: cocasgcocasgcocasgcocasg cocasg 
for two times: olaniolaniolaniolani olani 
to: dededede de 
to are not: ichisegichisegichisegichiseg ichiseg  
to the center: ovoarsovoarsovoarsovoars ovoars  
to dispose: lrasdlrasdlrasdlrasd lrasd  
to govern: cabacabacabacaba caba  
to him that: dsdsdsds ds 
to the intent that: fafen  fafen  fafen  fafen fafen  
to our comfort: bliorsbliorsbliorsbliors bliors  
to the providence: iarri  iarri  iarri  iarri iarri  
to the righteous: samvelgsamvelgsamvelgsamvelg samvelg  
to stir up: lringlringlringlring lring 
to the stooping dragons: abaivoninabaivoninabaivoninabaivonin abaivonin 
to the terror: ciaoficiaoficiaoficiaofi ciaofi 
to vanne the Earth: arcaosgiarcaosgiarcaosgiarcaosgi arcaosgi 
to water: zlidazlidazlidazlida zlida 
to whom: casarmcasarmcasarmcasarm casarm 
to the wicked: babalonbabalonbabalonbabalon babalon 
to you: noncanoncanoncanonca nonca 
be to the Earth: caosgoncaosgoncaosgoncaosgon caosgon  
not to be measured: maoffas maoffas maoffas maoffas maoffas 
together: commahcommahcommahcommah commah  
torment: mirmirmirmir mir,  
a torment: pizinpizinpizinpizin pizin  
tower/s: umadeaumadeaumadeaumadea umadea, vmadeavmadeavmadeavmadea vmadea  
train: fafen  fafen  fafen  fafen fafen  
treasure: limlallimlallimlallimlal limlal 
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trinity 
 
 
trinity: nananana na 
triumph (to triumph): homtohhomtohhomtohhomtoh homtoh 
triumpeth: tohtohtohtoh toh 
the true worshipper: hoathhoathhoathhoath hoath 
the true ages: homil homil homil homil homil 
truss/ed (to truss): commahcommahcommahcommah commah 
truth: vaoanvaoanvaoanvaoan vaoan, vooanvooanvooanvooan vooan  
and truth: vooanvooanvooanvooan vooan, odvooanodvooanodvooanodvooan odvooan 
the secrets of truth: laiadlaiadlaiadlaiad laiad 
twelve: osososos os 
twenty-fourth: olololol ol 
twice: olaolaolaolanininini olani 
two (seperated): palapalapalapala pala 
two (together): polapolapolapola pola 
for two times: olaniolaniolaniolani olani 
with two edged swords: naptanaptanaptanapta napta 
 
 
 
 
 
U UUUU    
 
 
 
undefiled:  
of undefiled knowledge: iadanamad iadanamad iadanamad iadanamad iadanamad     
under: oroch oroch oroch oroch oroch, orochaorochaorochaorocha orocha  
under whom: casarmicasarmicasarmicasarmi casarmi 
under whose: casarman casarman casarman casarman casarman  
under you: oroch oroch oroch oroch oroch  
underneath: orochaorochaorochaorocha orocha 
understand: faaipfaaipfaaipfaaip faaip, omomomom om 
that understand: dsomdsomdsomdsom dsom 
understanding: gmicalzomagmicalzomagmicalzomagmicalzoma gmicalzoma, omaomaomaoma oma 
her understanding: omtilbomtilbomtilbomtilb omtilb  
with a power understanding: gmicalzogmicalzogmicalzogmicalzomamamama gmicalzoma 
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unspeakable 
 
 
unspeakable: adphahtadphahtadphahtadphaht adphaht 
until: cacrgcacrgcacrgcacrg cacrg 
unto: pambtpambtpambtpambt pambt, pugopugopugopugo pugo 
unto the creator: qadahqadahqadahqadah qadah 
unto every one of you: vomsargvomsargvomsargvomsarg vomsarg 
unto his servants: cnoqodcnoqodcnoqodcnoqod cnoqod 
unto me: pambtpambtpambtpambt pambt  
unto this remembrance: papnorpapnorpapnorpapnor papnor  
unto us: tiatiatiatia tia 
unto whom: casarmcasarmcasarmcasarm casarm 
as unto: pvgopvgopvgopvgo pvgo 
be friendly unto me: zorgezorgezorgezorge zorge  
giving unto them: dlugardlugardlugardlugar dlugar, dlvgardlvgardlvgardlvgar dlvgar 
hearken unto: solpethsolpethsolpethsolpeth solpeth  
like unto the harvest: aziagiaraziagiaraziagiaraziagiar aziagiar 
up:  
bind up: allarallarallarallar allar 
gather up: aldonaldonaldonaldon aldon 
gird up: aldonaldonaldonaldon aldon 
laid up: maafimaafimaafimaafi maafi 
lift up: goholorgoholorgoholorgoholor goholor 
rose up: torzvlptorzvlptorzvlptorzvlp torzvlp 
to stir up: zixlai zixlai zixlai zixlai zixlai, lring lring lring lring lring  
you lifted up: farzmfarzmfarzmfarzm farzm  
upon: mirmirmirmir mir, mircmircmircmirc mirc 
upon the Earth: caosgcaosgcaosgcaosg caosg  
us:  
amongst us: aaiomaaiomaaiomaaiom aaiom 
apply yourselves unto us: imvamarimvamarimvamarimvamar imvamar 
conclude us: iaialiaialiaialiaial iaial 
make us: ozazmaozazmaozazmaozazma ozazma 
visit us: efefefef ef 
visit us in peace: fetharsifetharsifetharsifetharsi fetharsi  
unto us: tiatiatiatia tia 
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V VVVV 
 
 
V VVVV 
 
 
 
van: arararar ar 
vanne: arcaosgiarcaosgiarcaosgiarcaosgi arcaosgi 
variety: damplozdamplozdamplozdamploz damploz  
veil: zodimibezodimibezodimibezodimibe zodimibe  
vessels: zizopzizopzizopzizop zizop 
from the highest vessels: izizopizizopizizopizizop izizop 
vestures: zimzzimzzimzzimz zimz 
vex: dodpal dodpal dodpal dodpal dodpal, dodrmni dodrmni dodrmni dodrmni dodrmni, dodsdodsdodsdods dods 
vexation: dodsihdodsihdodsihdodsih dodsih  
vexed: dodrmnidodrmnidodrmnidodrmni dodrmni 
vexing: dodsdodsdodsdods dods  
vial: efafafe efafafe efafafe efafafe efafafe, ofafafeofafafeofafafeofafafe ofafafe  
viols: efafafeefafafeefafafeefafafe efafafe  
your viols: ofafafeofafafeofafafeofafafe ofafafe  
vinegar, mother of: lulolulolulolulo lulo 
virgin/s: paradiz paradiz paradiz paradiz paradiz 
visit: efefefef ef, ffff f, tttt t  
visit the Earth: fgaosgafgaosgafgaosgafgaosga fgaosga  
visit us: ef ef ef ef ef 
visit us in peace: fetharsifetharsifetharsifetharsi fetharsi 
visit with comfort: fbliardfbliardfbliardfbliard fbliard 
voice (the): bialobialobialobialo bialo 
cried with a loud voice: bahalbahalbahalbahal bahal  
my voice: bienbienbienbien bien 
your voices: biabiabiabia bia, zvrzazvrzazvrzazvrza zvrza 
your voices of wonder: saldsaldsaldsald sald  
vomit: oxexoxexoxexoxex oxex 
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W WWWW 
 
 
 
walk: insiinsiinsiinsi insi  
warden: lixipsp lixipsp lixipsp lixipsp lixipsp  
was: ziropziropziropzirop zirop  
water (to water): zlidazlidazlidazlida zlida 
water (noun): zodinuzodinuzodinuzodinu zodinu 
waters: sobam sobam sobam sobam sobam 
wax: ugegugegugegugeg ugeg, ugegiugegiugegiugegi ugegi, odvgegodvgegodvgegodvgeg odvgeg  
waxeth: vgegivgegivgegivgegi vgegi, ugegiugegiugegiugegi ugegi  
we: gegegege ge, gohiagohiagohiagohia gohia  
weave: oadooadooadooado oado 
wedding: paracledaparacledaparacledaparacleda paracleda 
weed out: fifalzfifalzfifalzfifalz fifalz 
weeping: raclirraclirraclirraclir raclir 
were: ziromziromziromzirom zirom 
west: sobolsobolsobolsobol sobol, sobolnsobolnsobolnsoboln  soboln  
wherefore: dasardasardasardasar dasar  
wherein: quiinquiinquiinquiin quiin, qviinqviinqviinqviin qviin, vovovovo vo 
which: dsdsdsds ds 
which also: dstdstdstdst dst 
which are: dschisdschisdschisdschis dschis 
which dwell: dsprafdsprafdsprafdspraf dspraf  
which have: dsbrindsbrindsbrindsbrin dsbrin  
which I have prepared: dsabramgdsabramgdsabramgdsabramg  dsabramg  
which is: dsi  dsi  dsi  dsi dsi 
which reign: dsonfdsonfdsonfdsonf  dsonf  
which remain: dspaaoxdspaaoxdspaaoxdspaaox  
and which: dsdsdsds ds 
while: capimaocapimaocapimaocapimao capimao 
and another while: odcacocasbodcacocasbodcacocasbodcacocasb odcacocasb  
one while: lcapimaolcapimaolcapimaolcapimao lcapimao  
who: dsdsdsds ds 
whole: sagasagasagasaga saga 
whom: casarmacasarmacasarmacasarma casarma, elelelel el, sobamsobamsobamsobam sobam  
in whom: casarmgcasarmgcasarmgcasarmg casarmg  
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whom (of whom) 
 
 
of whom: casarmancasarmancasarmancasarman casarman 
on whom: asobamaasobamaasobamaasobama asobama 
under whom: casarmi casarmi casarmi casarmi casarmi  
unto whom: casarmcasarmcasarmcasarm casarm 
whose: sobasobasobasoba soba 
whose beginning: baltohbaltohbaltohbaltoh baltoh 
whose courses: ssssobolzarobolzarobolzarobolzar sobolzar  
whose eyes: sabaooaonasabaooaonasabaooaonasabaooaona sabaooaona 
whose god: sobaiadsobaiadsobaiadsobaiad sobaiad 
whose long continuance: solamiansolamiansolamiansolamian solamian 
whose numbers: cormfacormfacormfacormfa cormfa 
whose works: sobhaathsobhaathsobhaathsobhaath sobhaath 
in whose: sobrasobrasobrasobra sobra 
on whose hands: azienazienazienazien azien 
under whose: casarmancasarmancasarmancasarman casarman  
why: baglebaglebaglebagle bagle 
for why: baglebaglebaglebagle bagle 
wicked: babalonbabalonbabalonbabalon babalon 
widow: riorriorriorrior rior 
will (your will be done): gemeganza gemeganza gemeganza gemeganza  
gemeganza  
will of god: aldaraiaaldaraiaaldaraiaaldaraia aldaraia, soygasoygasoygasoyga soyga 
wind: ozongonozongonozongonozongon ozongon, zongzongzongzong zong 
 
winds:  
of the winds: zongzongzongzong zong 
than the manifold winds: ozongonozongonozongonozongon ozongon 
window: comocomocomocomo como , comobliortcomobliortcomobliortcomobliort comobliort  
wine: roxtanroxtanroxtanroxtan roxtan 
wing: upaahupaahupaahupaah upaah 
winnow: ar ar ar ar ar 
wisdom: ananaelananaelananaelananael ananael 
with: aaaa a, cccc c  
with admiration: grsamgrsamgrsamgrsam grsam 
with age: hominhominhominhomin homin 
with another: asimpasimpasimpasimp asimp 
with darkness: orsorsorsors ors 
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with diamond 
 
 
with diamond: achildaoachildaoachildaoachildao achildao 
with dryness: orscororscororscororscor orscor  
with feet: lvsdanlvsdanlvsdanlvsdan lvsdan, lusdan lusdan lusdan lusdan lusdan  
with the fire: prgeprgeprgeprge prge 
with her creatures: toltorgitoltorgitoltorgitoltorgi toltorgi 
with a hundred: iorioriorior ior 
with the heavens: piripsaxpiripsaxpiripsaxpiripsax  piripsax  
with ornaments so bright: luciftianluciftianluciftianluciftian luciftian 
with a power understanding: gmicalzomagmicalzomagmicalzomagmicalzoma gmicalzoma  
with poison: faboanfaboanfaboanfaboan faboan 
with their ministers: cnoqvodicnoqvodicnoqvodicnoqvodi cnoqvodi 
with those: priazi priazi priazi priazi priazi 
with two edged swords: naptanaptanaptanapta napta 
cried with a loud voice: bahabahabahabahal l l l bahal 
looking with gladness: dorphal dorphal dorphal dorphal dorphal  
visit with comfort: fbliardfbliardfbliardfbliard fbliard 
 
within:  
within the depths of my jaws: piadphpiadphpiadphpiadph  piadph  
within her: tiolbtiolbtiolbtiolb tiolb 
woe: ohio  ohio  ohio  ohio ohio 
wonder: saldsaldsaldsald sald 
work (to work): vaulvaulvaulvaul vaul, vaunvaunvaunvaun vaun  
work wonders: vavlzirvavlzirvavlzirvavlzirnnnn vavlzirn  
the work of man: conisbraconisbraconisbraconisbra conisbra  
you might work: vavnvavnvavnvavn vavn 
workman/workmen: canalcanalcanalcanal canal 
works: sobhaathsobhaathsobhaathsobhaath sobhaath 
works of man: conisbraconisbraconisbraconisbra conisbra  
wormwood: tatantatantatantatan tatan 
worship: boaluaheboaluaheboaluaheboaluahe boaluahe  
worshipper: hoathhoathhoathhoath hoath 
the true worshipper: hoathhoathhoathhoath hoath 
wrath: unphunphunphunph unph, vonphvonphvonphvonph vonph, vonphovonphovonphovonpho vonpho 
the wrath: vonphvonphvonphvonph vonph 
is wrath: ivonphivonphivonphivonph ivonph  
is wrath and anger: ivonpovnphivonpovnphivonpovnphivonpovnph ivonpovnph  
of wrath: vonphovonphovonphovonpho vonpho  
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Y YYYY 
 
 
 
ye: niisniisniisniis niis 
yea: noibnoibnoibnoib noib 
you: gggg g, gigigigi gi, nonci nonci nonci nonci nonci  
to you: noncanoncanoncanonca nonca, noncfnoncfnoncfnoncf noncf, noncpnoncpnoncpnoncp noncp  
your: gggg g 
yourselves: amiranamiranamiranamiran amiran 
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AAAA A un 
    
 
 

AAAA A un 
 
 
AAAA    a : hast, in, on, of, with, the  
aabcoaabcoaabcoaabco aabco: divine name of five letters, ruling air of water  
aafaafaafaaf aaf: amongst  
aaiaaiaaiaai aai: you, amongst you  
aaiomaaiomaaiomaaiom aaiom, aaiomeaaiomeaaiomeaaiome aaiome: amongst us amongst us  
aalaaalaaalaaala aala: put, place  
aalcoaalcoaalcoaalco aalco: divine name of five letters, ruling air of water  
aaoaaoaaoaao aao: among/amongst  
aaanaaanaaanaaan aaan: name of an angel  
ababalondababalondababalondababalond ababalond: of an harlot  
abai abai abai abai abai: stooping  
abaivoninabaivoninabaivoninabaivonin abaivonin: to the stooping dragons  
abaivoninuabaivoninuabaivoninuabaivoninu abaivoninu: stooping dragon  
abaramigabaramigabaramigabaramig abaramig: prepare  
abaramijiabaramijiabaramijiabaramiji abaramiji: prepare  
aberaasasaaberaasasaaberaasasaaberaasasa aberaasasa: provide/provided  
aberameji aberameji aberameji aberameji aberameji: prepare  
aberamijiaberamijiaberamijiaberamiji aberamiji: prepare  
aboaperiaboaperiaboaperiaboaperi aboaperi: serve  
aboapriaboapriaboapriaboapri aboapri: serve/let them serve you  
abraabraabraabra abra: provide/provided  
abraassaabraassaabraassaabraassa abraassa: provide/provided  
abramgabramgabramgabramg abramg: i have prepared i prepare for you  
abramigabramigabramigabramig abramig: are prepared  
abaramijiabaramijiabaramijiabaramiji abaramiji: prepare  
aberamejiaberamejiaberamejiaberameji aberameji: prepare  
aberamijiaberamijiaberamijiaberamiji aberamiji: prepare  
acamacamacamacam acam: 7699  
acameacameacameacame acame: 7699  
acaroacaroacaroacaro acaro: beginning  
acaroacaroacaroacaro acaro odazodi: beginning  
achildaoachildaoachildaoachildao achildao: with diamond  
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acocasbacocasbacocasbacocasb acocasb    
    
acocasbacocasbacocasbacocasb acocasb: the time  
acocasaheacocasaheacocasaheacocasahe acocasahe: the time  
acroodzi acroodzi acroodzi acroodzi acroodzi: beginning  
adadadad ad: cast down  
adagitaadagitaadagitaadagita adagita: can, able to  
adanaadanaadanaadana adana: obedience  
adapehahetaadapehahetaadapehahetaadapehaheta adapehaheta: unspeakable  
adarepanuadarepanuadarepanuadarepanu adarepanu: cast down  
adadadadarepehetaarepehetaarepehetaarepeheta adarepeheta: cast down  
adarocaheadarocaheadarocaheadarocahe adarocahe: mount of olives  
adgmachadgmachadgmachadgmach: much glory  
adgtadgtadgtadgt adgt: can, able to  
adnaadnaadnaadna adna: and sware, obedience  
adohiadohiadohiadohi adohi: kingdom  
adohoadohoadohoadoho adoho: kingdom  
adoianadoianadoianadoian adoian: the face  
adoianuadoianuadoianuadoianu adoianu: face  
adoranuadoranuadoranuadoranu adoranu: face  
adph adph adph adph adph: jaw  
adphahtadphahtadphahtadphaht adphaht: unspeakable  
adrochadrochadrochadroch adroch: in the olive mount  
adrpanadrpanadrpanadrpan adrpan: cast down  
afafafaf af: 19  
affaaffaaffaaffa affa: empty  
ag ag ag ag ag: none, no, no one  
agi agi agi agi agi: none, no, no one  
agtoltornagtoltornagtoltornagtoltorn agtoltorn: no creature, no one creature  
aisaroaisaroaisaroaisaro aisaro: a isro, the promise  
aji la tore aji la tore aji la tore aji la tore torenutorenutorenutorenu aji-la-tore-torenu: ag l toltorn, no one creature  
ajitoltorenuajitoltorenuajitoltorenuajitoltorenu ajitoltorenu: ag toltorn, no creature  
akarinuakarinuakarinuakarinu akarinu: praiseworthy  
alaralaralaralar alar: have settled  
alaralaralaralar alar: a-lar,settle 
aladialadialadialadi aladi: aldi,gathering  
aladonualadonualadonualadonu aladonu: aldon,gather  
alalarealalarealalarealalare alalare: allar,bind up  
alca alca alca alca alca: judgement  
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aldaldaldald ald    
    
    
aldaldaldald ald: sald, wonder  
aldi aldi aldi aldi aldi: of gathering  
aldonaldonaldonaldon aldon: gather up gird up  
allarallarallarallar allar: bind up  
alonusahialonusahialonusahialonusahi alonusahi: lonshi, power  
alrealrealrealre alre: settle  
amamamam am: fasten  
amayoamayoamayoamayo amayo: enay, lord  
a me a me a me a me ipezodiipezodiipezodiipezodi a-me-ipezodi: amizpi,fasten  
amemaamemaamemaamema amema: amma curse  
ametajisaametajisaametajisaametajisa ametajisa: emetgis, seal  
amgedphaamgedphaamgedphaamgedpha amgedpha: i begin anew  
amizpi amizpi amizpi amizpi amizpi: i fastened  
am pizam pizam pizam pizi am pizi: fasten  
amiranamiranamiranamiran amiran: yourselves  
ammaammaammaamma amma: cursed  
ananaelananaelananaelananael ananael: of the secret wisdom  
anetabanetabanetabanetab anetab: in government  
aneta aneta aneta aneta nananana aneta-na: a netah, in government  
angelardangelardangelardangelard angelard: his thoughts  
anugelaredaanugelaredaanugelaredaanugelareda anugelareda: thought, thoughts  
anujelaredaanujelaredaanujelaredaanujelareda anujelareda: thought, thoughts  
aoiveaeaoiveaeaoiveaeaoiveae aoiveae: the stars  
apetaapetaapetaapeta apeta: aspt, before  
apilaapilaapilaapila apila: a-pi-la live  
aqloaqloaqloaqlo aqlo: a q loadohi, in thy kingdom  
aqosoaqosoaqosoaqoso aqoso: a q loadohi, in thy kingdom  
arararar ar: that, so that  
arcaosgiarcaosgiarcaosgiarcaosgi arcaosgi: to vanne the earth  
ar ar ar ar caosajicaosajicaosajicaosaji ar-caosaji: to winnow the earth  
arcoaziorarcoaziorarcoaziorarcoazior arcoazior: that increase  
arecoazodiorearecoazodiorearecoazodiorearecoazodiore arecoazodiore: ar coazior,that increase  
aretabasaaretabasaaretabasaaretabasa aretabasa: at tabas, that govern  
are are are are zodizodizodizodi are-zodi: etharzi, peace  
arparparparp arp: zilodarp conquer  
arphearphearphearphe arphe: descend  
artabas artabas artabas artabas artabas: that govern  
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artebasaartebasaartebasaartebasa artebasa    
    
    
artebasaartebasaartebasaartebasa artebasa: ar tabas, that govern  
asasasas as: was  
asaasaasaasa asa: was  
asageasageasageasage asage: as ge, was not  
asa asa asa asa momaremomaremomaremomare asa-momare: as momar, was (and shall be) crowned  
asapataasapataasapataasapata asapata: aspt, before, in front of  
as apeta as apeta as apeta as apeta as apeta: aspt, before, in front of  
asapetaasapetaasapetaasapeta asapeta: aspt, before, in front of  
asataasataasataasata asata: as ta was as  
aschaaschaaschaascha ascha: god  
asimpasimpasimpasimp asimp: with another  
asobamaasobamaasobamaasobama asobama: on whom  
aspianaspianaspianaspian aspian: in their qualities  
asptasptasptaspt aspt: before  
asympasympasympasymp asymp: a symp: with another  
atraahatraahatraahatraah atraah: your girdles  
ataraaheataraaheataraaheataraahe ataraahe: atraah girdle  
auauagoauauagoauauagoauauago auauago: avavago, thunder  
auauotzaauauotzaauauotzaauauotza auauotza: avavox, pomp  
audcal audcal audcal audcal audcal: gold, philosophical mercury  
audroplaudroplaudroplaudropl audropl: aydropl, governor  
avabhavabhavabhavabh avabh: a-vab hyacinth, hyacinthine  
avavavavavagoavagoavagoavago avavago: the thunders of increase the thunders  
avavoxavavoxavavoxavavox avavox: his pomp  
aviniaviniaviniavini avini: millstones  
avinyavinyavinyaviny aviny: millstone, millstones  
aziagiaraziagiaraziagiaraziagiar aziagiar: like unto the harvest  
aziazoraziazoraziazoraziazor aziazor: in the likeness  
azienazienazienazien azien: on whose hands  
azodiajiereazodiajiereazodiajiereazodiajiere azodiajiere: aziagiar,harvest  
azodiazodoreazodiazodoreazodiazodoreazodiazodore azodiazodore: aziazor,likeness  
azodienazodienazodienazodien azodien: a zien, on hands  
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BBBB B pa 
 
 

BBBB B pa 
 
 
 
babbabbabbab bab: power, ability, possibility  
babagebabagebabagebabage babage: ba-ba-je in the south  
babagenbabagenbabagenbabagen: ba- ba- jen of the south  
babajebabajebabajebabaje babaje: south  
babajehebabajehebabajehebabajehe babajehe: south  
babalanudababalanudababalanudababalanuda babalanuda: babalon, harlot  
babalonbabalonbabalonbabalon babalon: ba-ba-lon to the wicked  
babalond babalond babalond babalond babalond: ba-ba-lond babalon, harlot  
babalonubabalonubabalonubabalonu babalonu: wicked babalond  
baeouibbaeouibbaeouibbaeouib baeouib: baltoh, righteousness; one of the names of god  
baeouibebaeouibebaeouibebaeouibe baeouibe: baltoh, righteousness; one of the names of god  
baeovibbaeovibbaeovibbaeovib baeovib: ba-e-o-vib baltoh, the great name, righteousness; one of the names of god  
baghie baghie baghie baghie baghie: ba-gi-e of fury  
bagiebagiebagiebagie bagie: ba-gi-e of fury  
baglebaglebaglebagle bagle: bag-le for why  
baglenbaglenbaglenbaglen baglen: bag-len because  
bagilebagilebagilebagile bagile: because, for that reason; why, for what reason?  
bagilenubagilenubagilenubagilenu bagilenu: because, for that reason; why, for what reason?  
bahalbahalbahalbahal bahal: cried with a loud voice  
bajihiebajihiebajihiebajihie bajihie: bagie, fury  
bajilebajilebajilebajile bajile: bagle, because, for that reason; why, for what reason?  
bajileim bajileim bajileim bajileim bajileim: baglen, because, for that reason; why, for what reason?  
bajilenubajilenubajilenubajilenu bajilenu: baglen, because, for that reason; why, for what reason?  
bajirelebajirelebajirelebajirele bajirele: baglen, because, for that reason; why, for what reason?  
bbbbalataalataalataalata balata: balt, justice  
bbbbalatanualatanualatanualatanu balatanu: baltan, justice  
balatimebalatimebalatimebalatime balatime: baltim, justice, extreme justice  
balatimabalatimabalatimabalatima bala-tima: baltim, justice, extreme justice  
balatohabalatohabalatohabalatoha balatoha: baltoh, balt, baeovib, righteousness  
balatohebalatohebalatohebalatohe balatohe: baltoh, righteousness  
balatunebalatunebalatunebalatune balatune: baltim, justice, extreme justice  
balazodarejibalazodarejibalazodarejibalazodareji balazodareji: balzarg, steward  
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baliebaliebaliebalie balie    
    
    
baliebaliebaliebalie balie: balye, of salt  
balitbalitbalitbalit balit: balt the just, righteousness  
balitabalitabalitabalita balita: balt the just, righteousness  
balozodarejibalozodarejibalozodarejibalozodareji balozodareji: balzarg, steward  
baltbaltbaltbalt balt: balit, baltim, baltoh, balzizras, of justice  
baltanbaltanbaltanbaltan baltan: in his justice  
baltimbaltimbaltimbaltim baltim: fury or extreme justice  
baltohbaltohbaltohbaltoh baltoh: whose beginning of righteousness  
bbbbaltohaaltohaaltohaaltoha baltoha: for my own righteousness  
balzargbalzargbalzargbalzarg balzarg: bal-zarg stewards  
balzizrasbalzizrasbalzizrasbalzizras balzizras: the judgement  
balzodizodarasabalzodizodarasabalzodizodarasabalzodizodarasa balzodizodarasa: balt, judgement  
bamesabamesabamesabamesa bamesa: bams, forget  
bamsbamsbamsbams bams: let them forget  
barinubarinubarinubarinu    barinu: brin, have  
basadabasadabasadabasada    basada: busd, glory  
basgimbasgimbasgimbasgim    basgim: bas-jim day  
basajimebasajimebasajimebasajime basajime: basgim, day  
basajinubasajinubasajinubasajinu basajinu: bazm, day  
bazmbazmbazmbazm bazm: baz-m basgim, midday, noon  
bazmelobazmelobazmelobazmelo bazmelo: the midday the first  
bazodemelobazodemelobazodemelobazodemelo bazodemelo: basmelo, the midday, noon  
belanusabelanusabelanusabelanusa belanusa: blans, harbor  
beliorabeliorabeliorabeliora beliora: bliora, comfort  
belioraxabelioraxabelioraxabelioraxa belioraxa: bliorax, comfort  
beliorebeliorebeliorebeliore beliore: blior, comfort  
beliorebebeliorebebeliorebebeliorebe beliorebe: bliorb, comfort  
beliorebebeliorebebeliorebebeliorebe beliorebe: bliorb, comfort  
belioresebelioresebelioresebeliorese beliorese: bliors, comfort  
belioretabelioretabelioretabelioreta belioreta: bliort, comfort  
berameberameberameberamejijijiji berameji: prepare  
beramberamberamberamiiiijijijiji beramiji: prepare  
beranusajiberanusajiberanusajiberanusaji beranusaji: bransg, guard  
beregidaberegidaberegidaberegida beregida: brgda, sleep  
berinuberinuberinuberinu berinu: brin, have  
berinutaberinutaberinutaberinuta berinuta: brint, have  
berinutasaberinutasaberinutasaberinutasa berinutasa: brints, have     
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beritaberitaberitaberita be-ri-ta    
    
bebebeberitaritaritarita be-ri-ta: brita, talk  
besajinubesajinubesajinubesajinu besajinu: bazm, bazgim, day  
biabiabiabia bia: bi-a your voices  
biabbiabbiabbiab biab: are, stand  
biabebiabebiabebiabe biabe: are, stand  
bialbialbialbial bial: bi-al voice, voices  
bialobialobialobialo bialo: the voice  
bianubianubianubianu bianu: voice, voices  
bienbienbienbien bien: my voice  
bienubienubienubienu bienu: voice, voices  
bigliabigliabigliabiglia biglia: in our comforter  
bigliadbigliadbigliadbigliad bigliad: blior, bliorax,comforter  
bijiliadbijiliadbijiliadbijiliad bijil-iad: comforter  
blansblansblansblans blans: are harboured  
bliarbliarbliarbliar bliar: bli-ar blior, comfort  
bliardbliardbliardbliard bliard: bli-ard bliord, comfort  
bliorbliorbliorblior blior: bli-or bliorax, comfort  
bliorabliorabliorabliora bliora: bli-or-a comfort  
blioraxblioraxblioraxbliorax bliorax: shalt comfort  
bliorbbliorbbliorbbliorb bliorb: bli-orb of comfort  
bliorsbliorsbliorsbliors bliors: bli-ors to our comfort, of comfort  
bliortbliortbliortbliort bliort: bli-ort comfort  
boaluaheboaluaheboaluaheboaluahe boaluahe: worship  
bobanubobanubobanubobanu bobanu: soboln, west  
bogirabogirabogirabogira bogira: sonf reign, rule  
bogpabogpabogpabogpa bogpa: bog-pa amongst, reign, rule  
bojirabojirabojirabojira bojira: reign, rule  
bojuabojuabojuabojua bojua: reign, rule  
bolanubolanubolanubolanu bolanu: solboln, west  
bolapebolapebolapebolape bolape: be, be thou  
bolpbolpbolpbolp bolp: be, be thou  
booapisbooapisbooapisbooapis booapis: aboaprilet her serve them  
booapisabooapisabooapisabooapisa booapisa: serve  
bransgbransgbransgbransg bransg: guard  
brgdabrgdabrgdabrgda brgda: sleep  
brgdobrgdobrgdobrgdo brgdo: sleep  
brinbrinbrinbrin brin: have (they have, you have, thou hast)  
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brintbrintbrintbrint brint    
    
    
brintbrintbrintbrint brint: have (they have, you have, thou hast)  
brintsbrintsbrintsbrints brints: have (they have, you have, thou hast)  
britabritabritabrita brita: i have talked of you  
bufdbufdbufdbufd bufd: busd, glory  
busadabusadabusadabusada busada: busd, glory  
busadirebusadirebusadirebusadire busadire: busd, glory  
busdbusdbusdbusd busd: buzd glory  
busdirbusdirbusdirbusdir busdir: buz-dir glory  
butamonabutamonabutamonabutamona butamona: mouth, mouths  
butamonibutamonibutamonibutamoni butamoni: mouth, mouths  
butabutabutabutamonumonumonumonu butamonu: mouth, mouths  
butmonbutmonbutmonbutmon butmon: but-mon mouth, mouths  
butmonabutmonabutmonabutmona butmona: but-mo-na mouth, mouths  
butmonibutmonibutmonibutmoni butmoni: but-mo-ni mouth, mouths  
butmonobutmonobutmonobutmono butmono: mouth, mouths  
bvfdbvfdbvfdbvfd bvfd: in the glory  
bvsdbvsdbvsdbvsd bvsd: in glory  
bvsdirbvsdirbvsdirbvsdir bvsdir: the glory  
bvsdirtilbbvsdirtilbbvsdirtilbbvsdirtilb bvsdirtilb: that the glory of her  
bvtmonbvtmonbvtmonbvtmon bvtmon: hath opened his mouth  
bvtmonabvtmonabvtmonabvtmona bvtmona: of his mouth  
bvtmonibvtmonibvtmonibvtmoni bvtmoni: from their mouths  
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CCCC C  veh 
    
CCCC C  veh 
 
 
 
cccc c: on, with of unto, o, oh  
cacacaca ca: therefore  
cabcabcabcab cab: a rod  
cabacabacabacaba caba: to govern  
cacacomcacacomcacacomcacacom cacacom: flourish  
cacacacacacomcacomcacomcacom ca-ca-com: flourish  
cacocasbcacocasbcacocasbcacocasb cacocasb: ca cocasb, another time  
cacocasabecacocasabecacocasabecacocasabe cacocasabe: another time  
cacrgcacrgcacrgcacrg cacrg: until  
cacarejecacarejecacarejecacareje cacareje: until  
cacurejecacurejecacurejecacureje cacureje: until  
caelazodcaelazodcaelazodcaelazod caelazod: calz, firmament  
cafafamcafafamcafafamcafafam cafafam: their abiding  
cafafamecafafamecafafamecafafame cafafame: abiding, abode  
caharisateosacaharisateosacaharisateosacaharisateosa caharisateosa: christeos, let there be  
cahirelanucahirelanucahirelanucahirelanu cahirelanu: chirlan, rejoice  
cahisacahisacahisacahisa cahisa: chis, are  
cahisajicahisajicahisajicahisaji cahisaji: chis ge, are not  
cahisocahisocahisocahiso cahiso: chiso, are  
calacalacalacala cala: cla, 456  
calaacalaacalaacalaa calaa: cla, 456  
calzcalzcalzcalz calz: above the firmaments  
camliatzacamliatzacamliatzacamliatza camliatza: camilax,speak, spake  
camliaxcamliaxcamliaxcamliax camliax: kam-li-ax speak, spake  
camliaxacamliaxacamliaxacamliaxa camliaxa: speak, spake  
canalcanalcanalcanal canal: ka-nal continual workmen, workmen, workman  
canalecanalecanalecanale canale: continual workmen, workmen, workman  
canilucanilucanilucanilu canilu: cnila, blood  
cansecansecansecanse canse: cruscanse,  
caolcaolcaolcaol ca-ol: ca, therefore  
caosgcaosgcaosgcaosg caosg: ka-ozg the earth, continually upon the earth  
caosgacaosgacaosgacaosga caosga: ka-oz-ga the earth, continually upon the earth  
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caosgicaosgicaosgicaosgi caosgi    
    
    
caosgicaosgicaosgicaosgi caosgi: ka-oz-ji the earth, of the earth  
caosgincaosgincaosgincaosgin caosgin: ka-oz-jin than the earth  
caosgocaosgocaosgocaosgo caosgo: ka-oz-go of the earth  
caosgoncaosgoncaosgoncaosgon caosgon: ka-oz-gon be to the earth  
capemialicapemialicapemialicapemiali cape-mi-ali: successively, time after time                                                                     
capimalicapimalicapimalicapimali capimali: ka-pi-ma-li successively, time after time  
capimaocapimaocapimaocapimao capimao: ka-pi-ma-o time, period, season, while  
capimaoncapimaoncapimaoncapimaon capimaon: ka-pi-ma-on time, period, season, while  
capmialcapmialcapmialcapmialiiii capmiali: ka-mi-a-li successively, time after time  
carbafcarbafcarbafcarbaf carbaf: kar-baf sink  
carbafecarbafecarbafecarbafe carbafe: sink  
carepelcarepelcarepelcarepel carep-el: crp l, but one  
caresacaresacaresacaresa caresa: cors, such  
caripecaripecaripecaripe caripe:crip, but  
carmacarmacarmacarma carma: niis, come out  
caroodazodicaroodazodicaroodazodicaroodazodi caro-o-dazodi: croodzi, beginning  
casaremcasaremcasaremcasarem casarem: to whom, unto whom, in whom  
casaremecasaremecasaremecasareme casareme: to whom, unto whom, in whom  
casaremacasaremacasaremacasarema casarema: to whom, unto whom, in whom  
casaremanucasaremanucasaremanucasaremanu casaremanu: to whom, unto whom, in whom  
casarmcasarmcasarmcasarm casarm: ka-sarm to whom unto whom  
casarmacasarmacasarmacasarma casarma: ka-sar-ma whom  
casarmancasarmancasarmancasarman casarman: ka-sar-man of whom under whose  
casaremejicasaremejicasaremejicasaremeji casaremeji: to whom, unto whom, in whom  
casaremicasaremicasaremicasaremi casaremi: under whom  
casarmgcasarmgcasarmgcasarmg casarmg: ka-sarmj in whom  
casarmicasarmicasarmicasarmi casarmi: ka-sar-mi under whom  
cephcephcephceph ceph: enochian letter z  
chephchephchephcheph cheph: enochian letter z  
chiischiischiischiis chiis: are they  
childaochildaochildaochildao childao: ki-da-o diamond, diamonds  
chirlanchirlanchirlanchirlan chirlan: rejoiceth  
chischischischis chis: are, they are  
chisachisachisachisa chisa: are, they are  
chisochisochisochiso chiso: are, they are  
chisholqchisholqchisholqchisholq chisholq: are measured  
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chismicaolzchismicaolzchismicaolzchismicaolz chismicaolz    
    
    
chismicaolzchismicaolzchismicaolzchismicaolz chismicaolz: are mighty  
chisochisochisochiso chiso: and shall be  
chistachistachistachista chista: are as  
chistadchistadchistadchistad chistad: are as the third  
christeoschristeoschristeoschristeos christeos: kris-te-os let there be  
cicicici ci: ulcinin, happy  
cialcialcialcial cial: 9996  
ciaoficiaoficiaoficiaofi ciaofi: si-a-o-fi to the terror  
ciaosiciaosiciaosiciaosi ciaosi: terror  
cicalecicalecicalecicale cicale: the mysteries  
cicalesacicalesacicalesacicalesa cicalesa: the mysteries  
ciclecicleciclecicle cicle: the mysteries  
ciclesciclesciclescicles cicles: of their mysteries  
cinxircinxircinxircinxir cinxir: cynixr, mingled  
claclaclacla cla: 456  
cnilacnilacnilacnila cnila: kni-la of blood  
cnoqodcnoqodcnoqodcnoqod cnoqod: unto his servants  
cnoqolcnoqolcnoqolcnoqol c-noqol: c noqod, o you servants  
cnoqvodicnoqvodicnoqvodicnoqvodi cnoqvodi: with their ministers  
cnoqvolcnoqvolcnoqvolcnoqvol cnoqvol: o you servants of mercy  
coasgcoasgcoasgcoasg coasg: caosg, earth  
coaziorcoaziorcoaziorcoazior coazior: ko-a-zi-or increase  
coazodiorecoazodiorecoazodiorecoazodiore coazodiore: increase  
cocasacocasacocasacocasa cocasa: time, times  
cocasabecocasabecocasabecocasabe cocasabe: time, times  
cocasajicocasajicocasajicocasaji cocasaji: time, times  
cocasbcocasbcocasbcocasb cocasb: of time, time  
cocasgcocasgcocasgcocasg cocasg: times, time  
colalalacolalalacolalalacolalala collal: ko-lal sleeves colalala: sleeves  
collalcollalcollalcollal collal: ko-lal sleeves  
commahcommahcommahcommah commah: ko-ma trussed you together  
commemahecommemahecommemahecommemahe commemahe: truss, trussed  
commennahecommennahecommennahecommennahe commennahe: truss, trussed  
comocomocomocomo como: ko-mo window  
comobliortcomobliortcomobliortcomobliort comobliort: a window of comfort  
comselahecomselahecomselahecomselahe com-selahe: circle  
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comselhacomselhacomselhacomselha com-selha    
    
    
comselhacomselhacomselhacomselha com-selha: circle  
comselhcomselhcomselhcomselh comselh: kom-sel a circle  
congamphlghcongamphlghcongamphlghcongamphlgh congamphlgh: man's spirit, holy ghost  
conisaconisaconisaconisa conisa: eolis, make  
conisaberaconisaberaconisaberaconisabera conisabera: the work of man  
conisbraconisbraconisbraconisbra conisbra: ko-niz-bra the work of man  
constconstconstconst const: the thunders  
conusataconusataconusataconusata conusata: konst avavago, coraxo, thunder  
copehanucopehanucopehanucopehanu copehanu: eophan, lamentation  
corcorcorcor cor: kor: cormf, cormp, number  
corcorcorcor cor: number  
coraxocoraxocoraxocoraxo coraxo: ko-rax-o the thunders of judgement and wrath, thunders  
cordzizcordzizcordzizcordziz cordziz: kord-ziz the reasonable creatures of the earth or man  
coredazodizodacoredazodizodacoredazodizodacoredazodizoda coredazodizoda: reasonable creature, man  
coremefacoremefacoremefacoremefa coremefa: number, count, be numbered  
coremepacoremepacoremepacoremepa coremepa: number, count, be numbered  
coremepocoremepocoremepocoremepo coremepo: number, count, be numbered  
coremepetacoremepetacoremepetacoremepeta coremepeta: number, count, be numbere  
coremepocoremepocoremepocoremepo coremepo: number, count, be numbered  
coresacoresacoresacoresa coresa: such  
coresicoresicoresicoresi coresi: such  
cormfcormfcormfcormf cormf: number  
cormfacormfacormfacormfa cormfa: whose numbers  
cormpcormpcormpcormp cormp: numbered  
cormpocormpocormpocormpo cormpo: hath yet numbered  
cormptcormptcormptcormpt cormpt: be numbered  
corscorscorscors cors: kors such  
corsicorsicorsicorsi corsi: of such  
corstacorstacorstacorsta corsta: such as such as  
cripcripcripcrip crip: but  
croodzicroodzicroodzicroodzi croodzi: the second beginnings of things thy beginning  
crpcrpcrpcrp crp: krip but, only  
crplcrplcrplcrpl crpl: but one  
cruscansecruscansecruscansecruscanse cruscanse: canse, more mighty  
cynxircynxircynxircynxir cynxir: sinx-ir mingle, mingled; mix, mixed  
cynuxirecynuxirecynuxirecynuxire cynuxire: mingle, mingled; mix, mixed 
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dddd d gal 
 
 

dddd d gal 
 
 
dddd d: di three, third  
dddd d: da three, third  
dalagaredalagaredalagaredalagare dalagare: dlugar, give  
dalugadalugadalugadaluga daluga: dluga, give  
dalugaredalugaredalugaredalugare dalugare: dluga, give  
damplozdamplozdamplozdamploz damploz: variety  
damepelozodadamepelozodadamepelozodadamepelozoda damepelozoda: variety  
daodaodaodao dao: chialdo, diamond  
daoxdaoxdaoxdaox daox: 5678  
darbsdarbsdarbsdarbs darbs: obey  
darebesadarebesadarebesadarebesa darebesa: obey  
darejidarejidarejidareji dareji: darg, 6739  
daredaredaredarepasapasapasapasa dare-pasa: obey  
daresaredaresaredaresaredaresare daresare: darsar, wherefore  
dargdargdargdarg darg: 6739  
darilapadarilapadarilapadarilapa darilapa: drlpa, great  
darilapidarilapidarilapidarilapi darilapi: drilpi, great  
darisapadarisapadarisapadarisapa darisapa: great, greater  
darixdarixdarixdarix darix: drix, bring down  
darolanudarolanudarolanudarolanu darolanu: droln, any  
darrdarrdarrdarr darr: philosopher's stone  
darsardarsardarsardarsar darsar: bagle, wherefore  
dasdasdasdas das: ds, which  
dasatadasatadasatadasata dasata: ds, t which also  
dasonufdasonufdasonufdasonuf dasonuf: ds sonf, which reign  
dadadadau dau: d, three, third  
daxdaxdaxdax dax: loin, loins  
daxildaxildaxildaxil daxil: thy loins  
dazidazidazidazi dazi    : their heads  
dazisdazisdazisdazis dazis: da-zis the heads  
dazodisadazodisadazodisadazodisa dazodisa: head, heads  
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dededede de    
    
dededede de: of  
desadesadesadesa desa: od es, and fourth  
dialdialdialdial dial: d ialprt, third flame  
diaspertdiaspertdiaspertdiaspert diaspert: third flame  
dilzmodilzmodilzmodilzmo dilzmo: let them differ  
diudiudiudiu diu: angle  
didididivauvauvauvau di-vau: angle  
dizodalamodizodalamodizodalamodizodalamo dizodalamo: differ  
dlasoddlasoddlasoddlasod dlasod: salbrox, sulphur (alchemical)  
dlugadlugadlugadluga dluga: give, given  
 dlugardlugardlugardlugar dlugar: give, given  
dlvgadlvgadlvgadlvga dlvga: giving  
dlvgardlvgardlvgardlvgar dlvgar: gave them giving unto them  
dodododo do: in  
doalimdoalimdoalimdoalim doalim: of sin  
doalimedoalimedoalimedoalime doalime: (to) sin  
dobitzadobitzadobitzadobitza dobitza: fall  
dobixdobixdobixdobix dobix: fall  
dodapaladodapaladodapaladodapala dodapala: dodpal, vex  
dodaremenidodaremenidodaremenidodaremeni dodaremeni: vex  
dodasadodasadodasadodasa dodasa: vex  
dodpaldodpaldodpaldodpal dodpal: let them vex  
dodrmnidodrmnidodrmnidodrmni dodrmni: vexed  
dodsdodsdodsdods dods: vexing  
dodsehdodsehdodsehdodseh dodseh: vexation  
dodsihdodsihdodsihdodsih dodsih: vexation  
donasdogamatastosdonasdogamatastosdonasdogamatastosdonasdogamatastos donasdogamatastos: hell-fire  
dooaindooaindooaindooain dooain: name  
dooainudooainudooainudooainu dooainu: name  
dooaipdooaipdooaipdooaip dooaip: in the name  
dooaipedooaipedooaipedooaipe dooaipe : name  
dooiapdooiapdooiapdooiap dooiap: in the name  
dooiapedooiapedooiapedooiape dooiape: in the name  
doooapedoooapedoooapedoooape doooape: name  
dorebasadorebasadorebasadorebasa dorebasa: darbs, obey  
dorebesadorebesadorebesadorebesa dorebesa: obey  
dorepahadorepahadorepahadorepaha dorepaha: look about  
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dorepasadorepasadorepasadorepasa dorepasa    
    
    
dorepasadorepasadorepasadorepasa dorepasa: obey  
dorepehaldorepehaldorepehaldorepehal dorepehal: look about  
dorepehaladorepehaladorepehaladorepehala dorepehala: look about  
dorepeheladorepeheladorepeheladorepehela dorepehela: look about  
dorepesadorepesadorepesadorepesa dorepesa: obey  
dorphadorphadorphadorpha dorpha: have looked about me  
dorphaldorphaldorphaldorphal dorphal: looking with gladness  
dosigdosigdosigdosig dosig: night  
dosijidosijidosijidosiji dosiji: night  
dpdpdpdp dp: 33  
drilpadrilpadrilpadrilpa drilpa: great creatures  
drilpidrilpidrilpidrilpi drilpi: greater  
drixdrixdrixdrix drix: bring down  
drolndrolndrolndroln droln: any  
duivduivduivduiv duiv: diu, angle  
drundrundrundrun drun: Enochian letter n  
druxdruxdruxdrux drux: Enochian letter n  
dsdsdsds ds: which, to him that which  
dsabramgdsabramgdsabramgdsabramg dsabramg: which I have prepared  
dsbrindsbrindsbrindsbrin dsbrin: which have  
dschisdschisdschisdschis dschis: which are  
dsidsidsidsi dsi: which is  
dsomdsomdsomdsom dsom: that understand  
dsonfdsonfdsonfdsonf dsonf: which reign that range  
dspaaoxdspaaoxdspaaoxdspaaox dspaaox: which remain  
dsprafdsprafdsprafdspraf dspraf: which dwell  
dstdstdstdst dst: which, which also  
duivduivduivduiv duiv: angle  
dvivdvivdvivdviv dviv: the third angle 
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eeee e graph 
 
 

eeee e graph 
 
 
 
 
ecaecaecaeca eca: ca therefore  
ecarinuecarinuecarinuecarinu ecarinu: praise  
ecrinecrinecrinecrin ecrin: eocrimi praise  
edaedaedaedanasanasanasanasa eda-nasa: visit  
ednasednasednasednas ednas: as receivers  
efefefef ef: visit us  
efafafeefafafeefafafeefafafe efafafe: vials, the viols  
efafajeefafajeefafajeefafaje efafaje: vials, the viols  
ekaekaekaeka eka: ca therefore  
eeeekarinukarinukarinukarinu e-karinu: ecrinpraise  
elelelel el: of righteousness, one, first (one of the names of the xian "god"); also "l"  
elaelaelaela ela: variation of el  
elanusaheelanusaheelanusaheelanusahe elanusahe: lanshpower  
elanusahaelanusahaelanusahaelanusaha elanusaha: power  
elasaelasaelasaelasa elasa: ils you  
elasadielasadielasadielasadi elasadi: lasdi foot  
elazodapeelazodapeelazodapeelazodape elazodape: elzap course  
elexarpehelexarpehelexarpehelexarpeh elexarpeh: lexarph governor  
eloeloeloelo elo: variation of "el" a name of the xian "god"  
elonuelonuelonuelonudohedohedohedohe elonu-dohe: londoh kingdom  
elonusaelonusaelonusaelonusa elonusa: lonsa power  
elonusahielonusahielonusahielonusahi elonusahi: lonshi power  
elonusahielonusahielonusahielonusahi elonusahi: lonshi power  
elonuelonuelonuelonusahinusahinusahinusahinu elonusahinu: lonshin power  
elzapelzapelzapelzap elzap: course  
elzaptilbelzaptilbelzaptilbelzaptilb elzaptilb: her course  
elzodapeelzodapeelzodapeelzodape elzodape: course  
emememem em: nine  
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emenaemenaemenaemena emena    
    
    
emenaemenaemenaemena emena: emna herein  
emetgisemetgisemetgisemetgis emetgis: the seat, seal  
emnaemnaemnaemna emna: here  
emodemodemodemod emod: 8763  
emodemodemodemod emoda: 8763  
enaienaienaienai enai: the lord (a name of the xian "god")  
enayenayenayenay enay: nathe lord (a name of the xian "god")  
enayoenayoenayoenayo enayo: nathe lord (a name of the xian "god")  
eoleoleoleol eol: eolismake, made  
eoliseoliseoliseolis eolis: eolmaking  
eophaneophaneophaneophan eophan: lamentation  
eorseorseorseors eors: hundred  
eorsaeorsaeorsaeorsa eorsa: hundred  
eraneraneraneran eran: 6332  
eranueranueranueranu eranu : 6332  
eremeremeremerem erem: erm ark  
ermermermerm erm: with, ark  
eseseses es: s four  
esiasacaheesiasacaheesiasacaheesiasacahe esiasacahe: brother, brothers  
esiaschesiaschesiaschesiasch esiasch: brother, brothers  
etahamezodaetahamezodaetahamezodaetahamezoda etahamezoda: cover  
ethamzethamzethamzethamz ethamz: cover  
ethamzaethamzaethamzaethamza ethamza: cover  
etharzietharzietharzietharzi etharzi: peace  
exexexex ex: oxex vomit  
exentaserexentaserexentaserexentaser exentaser: mother of all 
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ffff f or 
 
 
 

ffff f or 
 
 
 
ffff f: ef visit  
fafafafa fa: visit  
faaipfaaipfaaipfaaip faaip: biavoices  
faaipfaaipfaaipfaaip faaip: voices  
faboanfaboanfaboanfaboan faboan: poison  
faboanufaboanufaboanufaboanu faboanu: poison  
fafenfafenfafenfafen fafen: to the intent that, followers  
fafenufafenufafenufafenu fafenu: to the intent that, followers  
famfamfamfam fam: enochian letter "s"  
faodafaodafaodafaoda faoda: variation of iado meaning "beginning," another name of the xian "god"  
faontsfaontsfaontsfaonts faonts:faorgt, praf dwell faoregita: dwelling place  
faorejitafaorejitafaorejitafaorejita faorejita: dwell place  
faorgtfaorgtfaorgtfaorgt faorgt: faonts dwelling place  
farezodemfarezodemfarezodemfarezodem farezodem: lift up, raise  
fargtfargtfargtfargt fargt: the dwelling places, dwelling place  
farsmfarsmfarsmfarsm farsm: lift up, raise  
farzmfarzmfarzmfarzm farzm: goholor lift up, raise  
faxsfaxsfaxsfaxs faxs: tax 7336  
faxisafaxisafaxisafaxisa faxisa: tax 7336  
fbliardfbliardfbliardfbliard fbliard: visit with comfort  
felathefelathefelathefelathearezodiarezodiarezodiarezodi felathe-are-zodi: f etharzi visit us in peace  
fetahefetahefetahefetahe fetahe: visit us in peace  
fetahearezodifetahearezodifetahearezodifetahearezodi fetahe-ar-ezodi: visit us in peace  
fetahearezodifetahearezodifetahearezodifetahearezodi fetahe-are-zodi: visit us in peace  
fetharsifetharsifetharsifetharsi fetharsi: visit us in peace  
fgaosgafgaosgafgaosgafgaosga fgaosga: visit the earth  
fifalzfifalzfifalzfifalz fifalz: weed out  
fifalazodafifalazodafifalazodafifalazoda fifalazoda: weed out  
fifisfifisfifisfifis fifis: execute, perform, carry out  
fifisafifisafifisafifisa fifisa: execute, perform, carry out  
fisisfisisfisisfisis fisis: execute, perform, carry out  
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gggg g ged 
 
 

gggg g ged 
 
 
gggg g: with, in  
gagagaga ga: 31  
gahgahgahgah gah: spirits  
gahagahagahagaha gaha: existed  
gahalgahalgahalgahal gahal: exists  
gahalanagahalanagahalanagahalana gahalana: will exist  
gahegahegahegahe gahe: spirits  
gahoachmagahoachmagahoachmagahoachma gahoachma: i am what i am (another name for the xian "god")  
galgalgalgal gal: enochian letter "d"  
gapimaongapimaongapimaongapimaon gapimaon: the number of time  
gchisgegchisgegchisgegchisge gchisge: are not  
gegegege ge: not, our  
gedgedgedged ged: enochian letter "g"  
gedotbargedotbargedotbargedotbar gedotbar: begotton  
gehgehgehgeh geh: great, thou art  
gemeganzagemeganzagemeganzagemeganza gemeganza: your will be done  
genetaahegenetaahegenetaahegenetaahe genetaahe: g netaab your government  
gergergerger ger: enochian letter "q"  
geraageraageraageraa geraa: graa moon  
getagetagetageta geta: out of him  
gevamnagevamnagevamnagevamna gevamna: beginning  
gigigigi gi: g with  
gigipahgigipahgigipahgigipah gigipah: breath  
gigipahegigipahegigipahegigipahe gigipahe: breath  
gilgilgilgil gil: we want  
ginaiginaiginaiginai ginai: gnay does  
ginetaabginetaabginetaabginetaab ginetaab: g netaab your government  
ginonupeginonupeginonupeginonupe ginonupe: gnonp garnish  
giraagiraagiraagiraa giraa: graa moon  
giresamgiresamgiresamgiresam giresam: g rsam with admiration  
gisggisggisggisg gisg: enochian letter "t"  
gisagisagisagisa gisa: enochian letter "t"  
giuigiuigiuigiui giui: stronger  
giziaxgiziaxgiziaxgiziax givi    givigivigivigivi : drilpa, canse stronger  
gizyaxgizyaxgizyaxgizyax giziax: earthquake  
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gizyax gizyax gizyax gizyax gizyax    
    
    
gizyax gizyax gizyax gizyax gizyax: earthquakes  
gloglogloglo glo: tofglo all things  
gmicalzogmicalzogmicalzogmicalzo gmicalzo : in power and presence  
gmicalzomagmicalzomagmicalzomagmicalzoma gmicalzoma : with a power understanding  
gnaignaignaignai gnai: doth, does  
gnaygnaygnaygnay gnay: doth, does  
gnetaabgnetaabgnetaabgnetaab gnetaab: your governments  
gnonpgnonpgnonpgnonp gnonp: i garnished  
gogogogoaalaalaalaal go-a-al: qaal creator  
goagoagoagoaanuanuanuanu go-a-anu: qaan creation  
gohasgohasgohasgohas gohas: i say  
gohegohegohegohe gohe: say, saying, said, he says  
gohedgohedgohedgohed gohed: everlasting  
gohelgohelgohelgohel gohel: saith the first  
gohiagohiagohiagohia gohia: we say  
gohogohogohogoho goho: saith  
ggggohoiadohoiadohoiadohoiad gohoiad: saith the lord  
goholgoholgoholgohol gohol: saying  
goholagoholagoholagohola gohola: i say  
goholorgoholorgoholorgoholor goholor: lift up, raise  
goholoregoholoregoholoregoholore goholore: lift up, raise  
gohasgohasgohasgohas gohas: i say  
gohegohegohegohe gohe: say, saying, said, he says  
gohedgohedgohedgohed gohed: everlasting  
gohelgohelgohelgohel gohel: saith the first  
gohiagohiagohiagohia gohia: we say  
gohogohogohogoho goho: saith  
gohoiadgohoiadgohoiadgohoiad gohoiad: saith the lord  
goholgoholgoholgohol gohol: saying  
goholagoholagoholagohola gohola: i say  
goholorgoholorgoholorgoholor goholor: lift up, raise  
goholoregoholoregoholoregoholore goholore: lift up, raise  
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hhhh h na 
 
 

hhhh h na 
 
 
 
haalahaalahaalahaala haala: placed you  
hamihamihamihami hami: creatures  
harajiharajiharajiharaji haraji: plant  
hargharghargharg harg: the first  
hehehehe he: luiahe song  
helechhelechhelechhelech helech: in ours  
hoathhoathhoathhoath hoath: worshipper  
hoathahehoathahehoathahehoathahe hoathahe: worshipper  
hoelhoelhoelhoelqqqq hoel-q: holq measure  
holdoholdoholdoholdo holdo: groaned  
holqholqholqholq holq: measureth it is measured  
homhomhomhom hom: liveth  
hometohehometohehometohehometohe hometohe: homtoh triumph  
homilhomilhomilhomil homil: the true ages  
hominhominhominhomin homin: with age  
hoxmarchhoxmarchhoxmarchhoxmarch hoxmarch: fear  
hubaiohubaiohubaiohubaio hubaio: lantern, lamp  
hubarhubarhubarhubar hubar: lantern, lamp  
hubardohubardohubardohubardo hubardo: lantern, lamp  
hubarehubarehubarehubare hubare: lantern, lamp  
hubarohubarohubarohubaro hubaro: lantern, lamp  
hvbaiohvbaiohvbaiohvbaio hvbaio: the lanterns  
hvbarhvbarhvbarhvbar hvbar: are garnished  
hvbarohvbarohvbarohvbaro hvbaro: living lamps  
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iiii i gon 
    
iiii i gon 
 
 
 
iiii i: is 
iabesiabesiabesiabes iabes: god, lord, supreme life (a name of the xian "god")  
iadiadiadiad iad: the god, lord and master, the just, of god (name of xian "god")  
variations:  
iada iada iada iada iada  
iadoiadoiadoiado iado  
iadpiliadpiliadpiliadpil iadpil  
iaida iaida iaida iaida iaida  
iadanamadiadanamadiadanamadiadanamad iadanamad: of undefiled knowledge (another variation of name of the xian "god")  
variations:  
iadanaheiadanaheiadanaheiadanahe iadanahe  
iadbaltohiadbaltohiadbaltohiadbaltoh iadanamada  
iadbaltohiadbaltohiadbaltohiadbaltoh iadbaltoh : the god of righteousness (another name of the xian "god")  
iadnahiadnahiadnahiadnah iadnah: the ark of knowledge (variation of the name for the xian "god")  
iadnahmadiadnahmadiadnahmadiadnahmad iadnahmad: knowledge, divine knowledge (variation of the name for the xian "god")  
iadoiasmomaradoiasmomaradoiasmomaradoiasmomar iadoiasmomar: of him that is was and shall be crowned (variation of the name 
for the xian "god")  
iadpiliadpiliadpiliadpil iadpil: and faith (variation of the name for the xian "god")  
iaiadixiaiadixiaiadixiaiadix iaiadix: of honour (variation of the name for the xian "god")  
iaialiaialiaialiaial iaial: include/conclude us  
iaidaiaidaiaidaiaida iaida: of the highest (variation of the name for the xian "god")  
iaidoniaidoniaidoniaidon iaidon: of the all-powerful (variation of the name for the xian "god")  
ialaperejiialaperejiialaperejiialapereji ialapereji: flame  
ialaialaialaiala-pirepirepirepire-gahegahegahegahe iala-pire-gahe: the flames  
ialperejiialperejiialperejiialpereji ialpereji: flame  
iaiaiaialpirgahlpirgahlpirgahlpirgah ialpirgah: the flames of first glory  
ialpirtialpirtialpirtialpirt ialpirt: the first flame  
ialponialponialponialpon ialpon: burn  
ialponuialponuialponuialponu ialponu: burn  
ialporialporialporialpor ialpor: burning, flaming  
ialporeialporeialporeialpore ialpore: burning, flaming  
ialprgialprgialprgialprg ialprg: flame, flames  
ialprtialprtialprtialprt ialprt: flame  
ialpvrgialpvrgialpvrgialpvrg ialpvrg: the burning flames flame  
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iaodiaodiaodiaod iaod 
 
 
iaodiaodiaodiaod iaod: the beginning (variation of the name for the xian "god")  
iaodafiaodafiaodafiaodaf iaodaf: in the beginning (variation of the name for the xian "god")  
iarriiarriiarriiarri iarri: to the providence  
iasaiasaiasaiasa iasa: las rich  
iiiibedabedabedabeda i-be-da: triangle  
ichisegichisegichisegichiseg ichiseg: to are not  
icoresakaicoresakaicoresakaicoresaka icoresaka: i cors ca is such as  
icorscaicorscaicorscaicorsca icorsca: is such as  
idalugameidalugameidalugameidalugame idalugame: i dlugam is given  
idaluidaluidaluidalugameagameagameagamea idalu-gamea: is given  
idlvgamidlvgamidlvgamidlvgam idlvgam: is given  
idoianidoianidoianidoian idoian: holy name (variation of the name for the xtian "god")  
idoigoidoigoidoigoidoigo idoigo: of him that sitteth on the holy throne (variation of the name for the xtian "god")  
iecarimiiecarimiiecarimiiecarimi iecarimi: oecrimi praise  
ieheieheieheiehe iehe: geh thou art  
iehusozodiehusozodiehusozodiehusozod iehusozod: his mercies  
iehusozodaiehusozodaiehusozodaiehusozoda iehusozoda: his mercies  
iehvsoziehvsoziehvsoziehvsoz iehvsoz: his mercies 
iiiielelelel i-el: i, l (variation of the name for the xtian "god")  
igaigaigaiga iga: is 31  
iisononuiisononuiisononuiisononu iisononu: lilonon branch  
ilililil il: is all one (variation "l" "el" one of the names for the xtian "god")  
ilailailaila ila: ils thee, thou  
ilasilasilasilas ilas:ils thou  
ilasailasailasailasa ilasa: ils thee, thou  
ilesailesailesailesa ilesa: ils thou 
iliiliiliili ili : in the first (variation "l" "el" one of the names for the xtian "god")  
iliiliiliili ili: i li in the first 
ilononilononilononilonon ilonon: lilonon branch  
ilsilsilsils ils: thou, thou art  
ilsiilsiilsiilsi ilsi: before thee  
iiii-mmmmicaicaicaica-olololol-zododazododazododazododa i-mica-ol-zododa: omicaolz be mighty  
imimuamareimimuamareimimuamareimimuamare imimuamare: imvamar apply oneself  
imuamarimuamarimuamarimuamar imuamar: apply oneself  
imumamareimumamareimumamareimumamare imumamare: apply oneself  
imvamarimvamarimvamarimvamar imvamar: apply yourselves unto us  
inininin in: m except  
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inoasinoasinoasinoas inoas 
 
 
inoasinoasinoasinoas inoas: are become  
inoasainoasainoasainoasa inoasa: i noas is become  
insiinsiinsiinsi insi: walk, walkest  
inusiinusiinusiinusi inusi: walk  
ioiadioiadioiadioiad ioiad: of him that liveth forever (variation, one of the names for the xian "god")  
variation: ioioioio-iiadiiadiiadiiad io-iiad  
iolcamiolcamiolcamiolcam iolcam: bring forth  
iolciiolciiolciiolci iolci: bringeth out  
iorioriorior ior: with a hundred  
ipipipip ip : ipam, ipamis not  
ipamipamipamipam ipam: is not  
ipameipameipameipame ipame: is not  
ipamisipamisipamisipamis ipamis: cannot be  
ipamisaipamisaipamisaipamisa ipamisa: cannot be  
ipeipeipeipe ipe: ipam, ipamis not  
iparanuiparanuiparanuiparanu iparanu: ip uran not see  
ipuranuipuranuipuranuipuranu ipuranu: ip uran not see  
irejirejirejirejilailailaila irejila: how many  
irgilirgilirgilirgil irgil: how many  
irgilchisdairgilchisdairgilchisdairgilchisda irgilchisda: how many are there  
irpoilirpoilirpoilirpoil irpoil: division  
isaisaisaisa isa: as was  
isalmanisalmanisalmanisalman isalman: i salaman is a house  
isalmanuisalmanuisalmanuisalmanu isalmanu: i salaman is the house  
isaroisaroisaroisaro isaro: the promise  
isroisroisroisro isro: the promise  
itaitaitaita ita: is as  
itahilaitahilaitahilaitahila itahila: othil seat  
itzomatzipeitzomatzipeitzomatzipeitzomatzipe itzomatzipe: ixomaxip known  
ivameivameivameivame ivame: i umd is called  
ivaumedivaumedivaumedivaumed ivaumed: i umd is called  
ivaumedaivaumedaivaumedaivaumeda ivaumeda: is called  
ivauniedaivauniedaivauniedaivaunieda ivaunieda: is called  
ivemedaivemedaivemedaivemeda ivemeda: is called  
ivmdivmdivmdivmd ivmd: is called  
ivonphivonphivonphivonph ivonph: is wrath  
ivonpovnphivonpovnphivonpovnphivonpovnph ivonpovnph: is wrath and anger  
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ixomaxipixomaxipixomaxipixomaxip ixomaxip 
 
 
ixomaxipixomaxipixomaxipixomaxip ixomaxip: let her be known  
izazazizazazizazazizazaz izazaz: have framed  
izizopizizopizizopizizop izizop: from the highest vessels  
iiii-zodazodazodazoda-zodazodzodazodzodazodzodazod i-zoda-zodazod: frame, framed  
izodizodopeizodizodopeizodizodopeizodizodope izodizodope: izizop vessel 
 

    

    

llll l ur 

 

llll l: of the first  
lalalala la: the first  
laiadlaiadlaiadlaiad laiad: the secrets of truth (variation of the name of the xtian "god")  
laiadalaiadalaiadalaiada laiada: the secrets of truth (variation of the name of the xtian "god")  
langlanglanglang lang: ministering angels  
lanibamelanibamelanibamelanibame lanibame: l nibm one season  
lanshlanshlanshlansh lansh: lonsa, lonshi, lonshin power  
laplaplaplap lap: for  
lapelapelapelape lape: for  
laraglaraglaraglarag larag: nor, neither  
larajilarajilarajilaraji laraji: nor, neither  
larasadalarasadalarasadalarasada larasada: lrsad dispose  
larianularianularianularianu larianu: trian shall be  
larinujilarinujilarinujilarinuji larinuji: lring stir up  
laslaslaslas las: rich  
lasalasalasalasa lasa: rich  
lasdilasdilasdilasdi lasdi: my feet  
lasollorlasollorlasollorlasollor lasollor: the rich man  
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lavalavalavalava lava 

lavalavalavalava lava: pray  
lcapimaolcapimaolcapimaolcapimao lcapimao: one while  
lellellellel lel: the same  
levithmonglevithmonglevithmonglevithmong levithmong: beasts of the field  
leuleuleuleuitahemonujiitahemonujiitahemonujiitahemonuji leuitahemonuji: beast of the field, cattle  
lililili li: l, la, lo first (variation of one of the names of the xtian "god")  
liaidaliaidaliaidaliaida liaida: laiad secret (variation of one of the names for the xtian "god")  
lililili-elelelel li-el: l first (variation of one of the names for the xtian "god")  
lillillillil lil: in the first aire  
lilononlilononlilononlilonon lilonon: branches  
limlallimlallimlallimlal limlal: his treasure  
lnibmlnibmlnibmlnibm lnibm: one season  
loadohiloadohiloadohiloadohi loadohi: londoh kingdom  
loagaethloagaethloagaethloagaeth loagaeth: speech from the xtian "god"  
variations:  
logaethlogaethlogaethlogaeth logaeth  
logaahlogaahlogaahlogaah logaah  
logahlogahlogahlogah logah  
locislocislocislocis locis: buckler  
lohololohololohololoholo loholo: shineth  
lolacislolacislolacislolacis lolacis: buckler  
loncholoncholoncholoncho loncho: fall  
londohlondohlondohlondoh londoh: kingdom  
londohelondohelondohelondohe londohe: kingdom  
lonsalonsalonsalonsa lonsa: power  
lonshlonshlonshlonsh lonsh: in power exalted  
lonshilonshilonshilonshi lonshi: power  
lonshinlonshinlonshinlonshin lonshin: power  
lonshitoxlonshitoxlonshitoxlonshitox lonshitox: his power  
lonucaholonucaholonucaholonucaho lonucaho: fall  
lonudohelonudohelonudohelonudohe lonudohe: kingdom  
lonukaholonukaholonukaholonukaho lonukaho: fall  
lonulonulonulonu-sahisahisahisahi-toxatoxatoxatoxa lonu-sahi-toxa: lonshi tox power of her  
lorslqlorslqlorslqlorslq lorslq: the flowers  
loresloresloreslores-elelelel-qoqoqoqo lores-el-qo: flower, flowers  
lpatralxlpatralxlpatralxlpatralx lpatralx: one rock  
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lrasdlrasdlrasdlrasd lrasd 

lrasdlrasdlrasdlrasd lrasd: to dispose  
lringlringlringlring lring: to stir up  
lsmnadlsmnadlsmnadlsmnad lsmnad: one another  
lulululu lu: nor  
lucallucallucallucal lucal: north  
lucalalucalalucalalucala lucala: north  
lucifatianulucifatianulucifatianulucifatianu lucifatianu: brightness  
luciftianluciftianluciftianluciftian luciftian: brightness, with ornaments so bright  
luciftiasluciftiasluciftiasluciftias luciftias: the brightness  
luiaheluiaheluiaheluiahe luiahe: song, a song of honour  
lukiftiaslukiftiaslukiftiaslukiftias lukiftias: brightness  
lulolulolulolulo lulo: tartar (mother of vinegar)  
lusdlusdlusdlusd lusd: foot, feet  
lusdalusdalusdalusda lusda: foot, feet  
lusdanlusdanlusdanlusdan lusdan: foot, feet  
lusdilusdilusdilusdi lusdi: foot, feet  
lvsdlvsdlvsdlvsd lvsd: your feet  
lvsdalvsdalvsdalvsda lvsda: their feet  
lvsdanlvsdanlvsdanlvsdan lvsdan: with feet  
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mmmm M tal 

mmmm M tal 
 
mmmm m: except  
maasimaasimaasimaasi maasi: laid up  
mabezodamabezodamabezodamabezoda mabezoda: coat  
mabzamabzamabzamabza mabza: coat  
madmadmadmad mad: of the same your god (name of the xtian "god)  
variation:  
madamadamadamada mada  
madariatzamadariatzamadariatzamadariatza madariatza: heaven- variation of madriax  
madaridamadaridamadaridamadarida madarida: iniquity, iniquities  
madariiatzamadariiatzamadariiatzamadariiatza madariiatza: heaven- variation of madriax  
madariitzamadariitzamadariitzamadariitza madariitza: heaven- variation of madriax  
madriaxmadriaxmadriaxmadriax madriax: heaven  
variations:  
madriiaxmadriiaxmadriiaxmadriiax madriiax  
madriaaxmadriaaxmadriaaxmadriaax madriaax  
madridmadridmadridmadrid madrid: iniquities her iniquity  
madriiaxmadriiaxmadriiaxmadriiax madriiax: o you heavens  
madzilodarpmadzilodarpmadzilodarpmadzilodarp madzilodarp: in the god of stretch forth and conquer  
maelperejimaelperejimaelperejimaelpereji maelpereji: malprg fire, fires, fiery darts  
mahorelamahorelamahorelamahorela mahorela: dark heavens  
mamamamalaperejilaperejilaperejilapereji malapereji: fire, fires  
malapirejimalapirejimalapirejimalapireji malapireji: fire, fires  
malpirgimalpirgimalpirgimalpirgi malpirgi: the fires of life and increase, fiery darts  
malprgmalprgmalprgmalprg malprg: a through thrusting fire  
malpvrgmalpvrgmalpvrgmalpvrg malpvrg: fiery darts  
malsmalsmalsmals mals: enochian letter "p"  
manadamanadamanadamanada manada: smnad another  
maninmaninmaninmanin manin: the mind  
maninumaninumaninumaninu maninu: the mind  
maoffasmaoffasmaoffasmaoffas maoffas: measure, be measured  
maofmaofmaofmaof-fasafasafasafasa maof-fasa: measure, be measured  

mapmmapmmapmmapm mapm: 9639  
marbmarbmarbmarb marb: according to  
marebemarebemarebemarebe marebe: according to  
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marebimarebimarebimarebi marebi 
 
 
marebimarebimarebimarebi marebi: according to  
mariehemariehemariehemariehe mariehe: according to  
matabematabematabematabe matabe: thousand  
matbmatbmatbmatb matb: thousand  
matorbmatorbmatorbmatorb matorb: echoing  
medmedmedmed med: Enochian letter “o” 
miam miam miam miam miam: continuance 
miamemiamemiamemiame miame: continuance  
mianmianmianmian mian: 3663  
mianumianumianumianu mianu: 3663  
micaelazodomicaelazodomicaelazodomicaelazodo micaelazodo: power, powerful, mighty  
micaelzodomicaelzodomicaelzodomicaelzodo micaelzodo: power, powerful, mighty  
micalapapemicalapapemicalapapemicalapape micalapape: mightier  
micalazodamicalazodamicalazodamicalazoda micalazoda: power, powerful, mighty  
micalazodomicalazodomicalazodomicalazodo micalazodo: power, powerful, mighty  
micalozmicalozmicalozmicaloz micaloz: mighty  
micalpmicalpmicalpmicalp micalp: mightier  
micalzomicalzomicalzomicalzo micalzo: power, powerful, mighty  
micamamicamamicamamicama micama: behold- variation of micma  
micaolimicaolimicaolimicaoli micaoli: a mighty  
micaolazodamicaolazodamicaolazodamicaolazoda micaolazoda: power, powerful, mighty  
micaolzmicaolzmicaolzmicaolz micaolz: mighty  
micmamicmamicmamicma micma: behold  
miinoagmiinoagmiinoagmiinoag miinoag: corner  
miinoagimiinoagimiinoagimiinoagi miinoagi: corner  
mikaemikaemikaemikaelzodolzodolzodolzodo mikaelzodo: power, powerful, mighty  
mikethmikethmikethmiketh miketh: torment  
mimoagmimoagmimoagmimoag mimoag: the corners  
mirmirmirmir mir: torment  
miremiremiremire mire: torment  
mircmircmircmirc mirc: on, upon  
mirecamirecamirecamireca mireca: on, upon  
mirekamirekamirekamireka mireka: on, upon  
moanumoanumoanumoanu moanu: ooanoan eyes  
molapmolapmolapmolap molap: man, men  
momomomoluiluiluilui molui    : surge  
molvimolvimolvimolvi molvi: surge  
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mommommommom mom 
 
 
mommommommom mom: moss  
momaomomaomomaomomao momao: crown  
momarmomarmomarmomar momar: crown  
momaremomaremomaremomare momare: crown  
monasacimonasacimonasacimonasaci monasaci: name  
monascimonascimonascimonasci monasci: name  
mononsmononsmononsmonons monons: the heart  
mononusamononusamononusamononusa mononusa: the heart  
moooahmoooahmoooahmoooah moooah: repent, repenteth, regret  
moooabemoooabemoooabemoooabe moooabe: repent, repenteth, regret  
mosmosmosmos-pelehepelehepelehepelehe mos-pelehe: horn  

mosplehmosplehmosplehmospleh mospleh: horn  
mozmozmozmoz moz: joy  
mozodmozodmozodmozod mozod: joy of god (xtian "god")  
mtorebemtorebemtorebemtorebe mtorebe: matorb echoing  

 

 

 

nnnn n drux 
 
nananana na: name of the enochian letter "h"  
nananana na: that  
nananana na: enay lord of hosts, trinity (alias of the xtian "god")  
nananana-eeee-elelelel na-e-el: naneel power  
nananana-hathhathhathhath na-hath: name of the enochian letter "h"  
nanaeelnanaeelnanaeelnanaeel nanaeel: my power  
nanbananbananbananba nanba: thorn, thorns  
nanubananubananubananuba nanuba: thorn, thorns  
naornaornaornaor naor: is become  
napeanapeanapeanapea napea: sword, swords  
napeainapeainapeainapeai napeai: sword, swords, o you swords  
napetanapetanapetanapeta napeta: sword, swords  
naptanaptanaptanapta napta: sword, swords, with two edged swords  
nazarthnazarthnazarthnazarth nazarth: pillars of gladness  
nazavabhnazavabhnazavabhnazavabh nazavabh: of hyacinth pillars  
nananana-zodaretahezodaretahezodaretahezodaretahe na-zodaretahe: pillars of gladness  
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nananana-zodavabebezodavabebezodavabebezodavabebe na-zodavabebe 
 
 
nananana-zodavabebezodavabebezodavabebezodavabebe na-zodavabebe: hyacinth pillars  
nazodapesadnazodapesadnazodapesadnazodapesad nazodapesad: sword, swords  
nazpsnazpsnazpsnazps nazps: sword, swords  
nazpsadnazpsadnazpsadnazpsad nazpsad: a sword  
nenenene ne: holy  
nenninenninenninenni nenni: noan you have become  
netaabnetaabnetaabnetaab netaab: of government  
netaabenetaabenetaabenetaabe netaabe: of government  
netaaibnetaaibnetaaibnetaaib netaaib: for the government  
netaaibenetaaibenetaaibenetaaibe netaaibe: for the government  
netabnetabnetabnetab netab: government, governing           
nininini ni: 28  
nibmnibmnibmnibm nibm: season  
nidalinidalinidalinidali nidali: your noises  
niisniisniisniis niis: come ye come  
niisaniisaniisaniisa niisa: come away  
niisoniisoniisoniiso niiso: come away  
ninuninuninuninu ninu: ulcinin happy  
noalannoalannoalannoalanuuuu noalanu: be, become  
noalnnoalnnoalnnoaln noaln: may be  
noannoannoannoan noan: thus you are become  
noanunoanunoanunoanu noanu: be, become  
noarnoarnoarnoar noar: be, become  
noarinoarinoarinoari noari: be, become  
noasnoasnoasnoas noas: are become  
noasanoasanoasanoasa noasa: be, become  
noasaminoasaminoasaminoasami noasami: be, become  
noasminoasminoasminoasmi noasmi: let them become  
nobelohanobelohanobelohanobeloha nobeloha: palm, palms (of hands)  
noblohnoblohnoblohnobloh nobloh: palm, palms (of hands)                                                                                
noconoconoconoco noco: the servant 
nofahonnofahonnofahonnofahon nofahon: nothoa midst  
noibnoibnoibnoib noib: yea  
noibenoibenoibenoibe noibe: yea  
nomignomignomignomig nomig: even as  
nomijinomijinomijinomiji nomiji: even as  
noncanoncanoncanonca nonca: to you  
noncfnoncfnoncfnoncf noncf: you  
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noncinoncinoncinonci nonci    
    
    
noncinoncinoncinonci nonci: o you  
noncpnoncpnoncpnoncp noncp: a place  
nonucanonucanonucanonuca nonuca: you, to you  
nonucafenonucafenonucafenonucafe nonucafe: you, to you  
nonucapenonucapenonucapenonucape nonucape: you, to you  
nonucinonucinonucinonuci nonuci: you, to you  
nonujinonujinonujinonuji nonuji: you, to you  
noqodnoqodnoqodnoqod noqod: servant, minister  
noqodinoqodinoqodinoqodi noqodi: servant, minister  
noquodnoquodnoquodnoquod noquod: servant, minister  
noquolnoquolnoquolnoquol noquol: servant, minister  
nornornornor nor: son  
norenorenorenore nore: sons  
norezodanorezodanorezodanorezoda norezoda: norz six  
norezodacahisanorezodacahisanorezodacahisanorezodacahisa norezodacahisa: norz chis six are  
normolapnormolapnormolapnormolap normolap: the sons of men  
norominorominorominoromi noromi: son, sons, o you sons  
noroninoroninoroninoroni noroni: son, sons, o you sons  
norqrasahinorqrasahinorqrasahinorqrasahi norqrasahi: you sons of pleasure  
norznorznorznorz norz: six  
nostoahnostoahnostoahnostoah nostoah: it was  
notahoanotahoanotahoanotahoa notahoa: midst, among, amidst, in the midst  
nothoanothoanothoanothoa nothoa: midst, among, amidst, in the midst  
nuamnuamnuamnuam nuam: miam continuance  
nuamenuamenuamenuame nuame: miam continuance  
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oooo o med 
 

oooo o med 
 
 
oooo o: 5 of  
oadariatzaoadariatzaoadariatzaoadariatza oadariatza: oadriax lower heavens  
oadooadooadooado oado: weave  
oadriaxoadriaxoadriaxoadriax oadriax: the lower heavens  
oaioaioaioai oai: aaf, aai, aao, eai amongst  
oalioalioalioali oali: i have placed  
oaniooaniooaniooanio oanio: roar, moment  
obobobob ob: 28  
obelisongobelisongobelisongobelisong obelisong: deliverer, as pleasant deliverers  
obelisonugiobelisonugiobelisonugiobelisonugi obelisonugi: deliverer  
obelisonujiobelisonujiobelisonujiobelisonuji obelisonuji: deliverer  
obobobobeloceeloceeloceeloce obeloce: obloc a garland  
obezodaobezodaobezodaobezoda obezoda: obloc a garland  
oblocoblocoblocobloc obloc: a garland  
obolehobolehobolehoboleh oboleh: garment, your garments  
oboleheoboleheoboleheobolehe obolehe: garment  
obzaobzaobzaobza obza: a half  
odododod od: and  
odapilaodapilaodapilaodapila odapila: and liveth  
odazodiodazodiodazodiodazodi odazodi: acroodzi beginning  
odbrodbrodbrodbrintintintint odbrint: and hast  
odcacocasbodcacocasbodcacocasbodcacocasb odcacocasb: and another while  
odchifodchifodchifodchif odchif: and are  
oddoddoddodd odd: and the third  
oddooainoddooainoddooainoddooain oddooain: and name  
odecrinodecrinodecrinodecrin odecrin: and the praise  
odesodesodesodes odes: and fourth  
odfaorgtodfaorgtodfaorgtodfaorgt odfaorgt: and the dwelling place  
odipvranodipvranodipvranodipvran odipvran: and shall not see  
odlonshinodlonshinodlonshinodlonshin odlonshin: and their powers  
odmiamodmiamodmiamodmiam odmiam: and continuance  
odoodoodoodo odo: open  
odqvasbodqvasbodqvasbodqvasb odqvasb: and destroy  
odvgegodvgegodvgegodvgeg odvgeg: and wax strong  
odvooanodvooanodvooanodvooan odvooan: and truth  
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odzamranodzamranodzamranodzamran odzamran    
    
    
odzamranodzamranodzamranodzamran odzamran: and show yourselves and appear  
oeoeoeoe-caricaricaricari-mimimimi oe-cari-mi: praise, praises, singing praises  
oecrimioecrimioecrimioecrimi oecrimi: praise, praises, singing praises  
oekarimioekarimioekarimioekarimi oekarimi: praise, praises, singing praises  
oelioelioelioeli oeli: oali place  
ofafafeofafafeofafafeofafafe ofafafe: your viols  
ofekufaofekufaofekufaofekufa ofekufa: elevated, lifted up  
ohelokaohelokaohelokaoheloka oheloka: duke  
ohioohioohioohio ohio: woe  
ohorelaohorelaohorelaohorela ohorela: i made a law  
oioioioi oi: this  
oiadoiadoiadoiad oiad: iadof god, the just one (name for the xtian "god")  
oiadaoiadaoiadaoiada oiada: madof god, the just one (name for the xtian "god")  
oooo-isalamaheisalamaheisalamaheisalamahe o-isalamahe: this house  
oisalmanoisalmanoisalmanoisalman oisalman: this house  
okadaokadaokadaokada okada: mercy  
olololol- i  i  i  i ol: i (myself); make; in the 24th part of a moment; 24; one twenty fourth  
olahoolahoolahoolaho olaho: olani twice, for the second time  
olalogiolalogiolalogiolalogi olalogi: ollog man  
olaloreolaloreolaloreolalore olalore: ollor man  
olaniolaniolaniolani olani: twice, for the second time  
olanuolanuolanuolanu olanu: oln made  
olapiretaolapiretaolapiretaolapireta olapireta: olpirt light  
olcordzizolcordzizolcordzizolcordziz olcordziz: i made man  
oleoleoleole ole: i (myself); make; in the 24th part of a moment; 24; one twenty fourth  
ollogollogollogollog ollog: men  
ollorollorollorollor ollor: men  
olnolnolnoln oln: made  
oloraoloraoloraolora olora: of man  
olpirtolpirtolpirtolpirt olpirt: light; and burning  
olprtolprtolprtolprt olprt: light  
omomomom om: know  
omanomanomanoman oman: know of  
omaoasomaoasomaoasomaoas omaoas: name; their names  
omaoasaomaoasaomaoasaomaoasa omaoasa: name; their names  
omaosaomaosaomaosaomaosa omaosa: name; their names  
omaxomaxomaxomax omax: know  
omaxaomaxaomaxaomaxa omaxa: know  
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omeomeomeome ome    
    
    
omeomeomeome ome: understand, know; we, us  
omepeomepeomepeomepe omepe: understand, know; we, us  
omeomeomeome-petilabepetilabepetilabepetilabe ome-petilabe: omp tilb her understanding  
omicaolzomicaolzomicaolzomicaolz omicaolz: be mighty  
ompompompomp-omaunderstandomaunderstandomaunderstandomaunderstand omp: omaunderstand, know; we, us  
omtilbomtilbomtilbomtilb omtilb: her understanding  
onononon on: made, built  
ondohondohondohondoh ondoh: londoh  
ooaooaooaooa ooa: ooanoan eye  
ooainooainooainooain ooain: ooanoan eye  
ooanoanooanoanooanoanooanoan ooanoan: in their eyes  
ooaonaooaonaooaonaooaona ooaona: eyes  
oogeoogeoogeooge ooge: for the chamber  
opopopop op: 22  
opeopeopeope ope: 22  
oqoqoqoq oq: but  
oooo-quoquoquoquo o-quo: but  
orororor or: name of the enochian letter "f"  
oreoreoreoreriririri oreri: orri stone  
oresaoresaoresaoresa oresa: ors darkness  
oresabaoresabaoresabaoresaba oresaba: orsba drunken  
oresacoreoresacoreoresacoreoresacore oresacore: orscore dryness  
oresahaoresahaoresahaoresaha oresaha: orsba drunken  
orocahaorocahaorocahaorocaha orocaha: under, underneath  
orocaheorocaheorocaheorocahe orocahe: under, underneath  
orochorochorochoroch oroch: under you  
orochaorochaorochaorocha orocha: underneath you  
orriorriorriorri orri: than the barren stone  
orsorsorsors ors: with darkness  
orsbaorsbaorsbaorsba orsba: drunken  
orscaorscaorscaorsca orsca: buildings  
orscatblorscatblorscatblorscatbl orscatbl: his buildings  
orscororscororscororscor orscor: with dryness  
orthorthorthorth orth: or enochina letter "f"  
osososos os: twelve  
osfosfosfosf osf: discord  
oslondohoslondohoslondohoslondoh oslondoh: 12 kingdoms  
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otahilotahilotahilotahil otahil    
    
    
otahilotahilotahilotahil otahil: seat, seats; set; i have set  
otahilaotahilaotahilaotahila otahila: seat, seats; set; i have set  
othilothilothilothil othil: seat, seats; set; i have set  
othilritothilritothilritothilrit othilrit: the seat of mercy  
oucahooucahooucahooucaho oucaho: confound  
oucoucoucouchohohoho oucho: confound  
ouoaresaouoaresaouoaresaouoaresa ouoaresa: center  
ovankahoovankahoovankahoovankaho ovankaho: confound  
ovchoovchoovchoovcho ovcho: confound  
ovoarsovoarsovoarsovoars ovoars: center  
ovofovofovofovof ovof: may be magnified  
oxoxoxox ox: 26  
oxexoxexoxexoxex oxex: vomit out  
oxiaialoxiaialoxiaialoxiaial oxiaial: the mighty seat; throne  
oxiayaloxiayaloxiayaloxiayal oxiayal: the mighty seat; throne  
ozadazodameozadazodameozadazodameozadazodame ozadazodame: make; make me, make us  
ozazmozazmozazmozazm ozazm: make me  
ozazmaozazmaozazmaozazma ozazma: make us  
ozienozienozienozien ozien: mine own  
ozodazodamaozodazodamaozodazodamaozodazodama ozodazodama: make; make me, make us  
ozodienozodienozodienozodien ozodien: zienhand  
ozodolaozodolaozodolaozodola ozodola: zienhand  
ozodonugonuozodonugonuozodonugonuozodonugonu ozodonugonu: zongwind, winds  
ozolozolozolozol ozol: their hands  
ozongonozongonozongonozongon ozongon: than the manifold winds  
ozozmaozozmaozozmaozozma ozozma: make me; make us 
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pppp p mals 
 
 

pppp p mals 
 
 
 
pppp p: 8  
papapapa pa: name of enochian letter "b"  
papapapa-aolzaaolzaaolzaaolza pa-aolza: remain  
papapapa-aotzaaotzaaotzaaotza pa-aotza: remain  
paaotzapaaotzapaaotzapaaotza paaotza: remain  
papapapa-iotziotziotziotz pa    -iotz: remain  
papapapa-iotzaiotzaiotzaiotza pa-iotza: remain  
paaoxpaaoxpaaoxpaaox paaox: remain  
paaoxtpaaoxtpaaoxtpaaoxt paaoxt: let it remain  
padgzepadgzepadgzepadgze padgze: justice from the divine power; without blemish  
paebpaebpaebpaeb paeb: oak  
paebepaebepaebepaebe paebe: oak  
pagepagepagepage page: rest  
pageippageippageippageip pageip: rest not  
paidpaidpaidpaid paid: always  
paidapaidapaidapaida paida: always  
paiotzpaiotzpaiotzpaiotz paiotz: paaox remain 
papapapa-iotzaiotzaiotzaiotza pa-iotza: paaox remain  
pajepajepajepaje paje: rest  
pajeipepajeipepajeipepajeipe pajeipe: page ip to rest  
pajopajopajopajo-ooaoanuooaoanuooaoanuooaoanu pajo-ooaoanu: pugo ooaona to eyes  
palpalpalpal pal: enochian letter "x"  
palapalapalapala pala: two; a pair  
pamebetapamebetapamebetapamebeta pamebeta: unto me  
pambtpambtpambtpambt pambt: unto me  
panpirpanpirpanpirpanpir panpir: pour down  
panupirepanupirepanupirepanupire panupire: pour down  
paomebedapaomebedapaomebedapaomebeda paomebeda: member, members  
paombdpaombdpaombdpaombd paombd: member, members  
papenorepapenorepapenorepapenore papenore: remembrance, memory  
papnorpapnorpapnorpapnor papnor: remembrance, memory  
parparparpar par: they, them, in them  
paracaheparacaheparacaheparacahe paracahe: equal  
paracaledaparacaledaparacaledaparacaleda paracaleda: for a wedding  
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parachparachparachparach parach    
    
    
parachparachparachparach parach: equal  
paracledaparacledaparacledaparacleda paracleda: for a wedding  
papapapa-rararara-dialadialadialadiala pa-ra-diala: dwellings, living dwellings  
paradialparadialparadialparadial paradial: dwellings, living dwellings  
paradizparadizparadizparadiz paradiz: of virgins  
paradizodparadizodparadizodparadizod paradizod: of virgins  
paraparaparapara-didididi-zodazodazodazoda para-di-zoda: of virgins  
parparparpar par: they, them, in them  
parepareparepare pare: they, them, in them  
paremeparemeparemepareme pareme: run  
parepareparepare-mejimejimejimeji pare-meji: run with  
parmparmparmparm parm: run  
parmgiparmgiparmgiparmgi parmgi: let it run  
pasahasapasahasapasahasapasahasa pasahasa: daughters  
pasbspasbspasbspasbs pasbs: daughters  
pashspashspashspashs pashs: daughters  
pataralaxapataralaxapataralaxapataralaxa pataralaxa: rock  
patralxpatralxpatralxpatralx patralx: rock  
paxcombpaxcombpaxcombpaxcomb paxcomb: pascomb governor  
pepepepe pe: pa enochian letter "b"  
pedapedapedapeda peda: 33  
pepepepe-iadiadiadiad pe-iad: another name for the xtian "god"  
pelapelipelapelipelapelipelapeli pelapeli: plapli partaker  
pelosipelosipelosipelosi pelosi: plosi many  
peoalpeoalpeoalpeoal peoal: with continual burning lamps; 69636  
peranutaperanutaperanutaperanuta peranuta: adrpan cast down  
peredazodareperedazodareperedazodareperedazodare peredazodare: prdzar diminish  
peregiperegiperegiperegi peregi: prge, prgel fire  
perejeperejeperejepereje pereje: fire  
perejelaperejelaperejelaperejela perejela: fire  
perejiperejiperejipereji pereji: fire  
peretaperetaperetapereta pereta: ialprt flame  
periazodaperiazodaperiazodaperiazoda periazoda: priaz, priazi those  
periazodiperiazodiperiazodiperiazodi periazodi: those  
perifaperifaperifaperifa perifa: praf dwell  
peripesatzaperipesatzaperipesatzaperipesatza peripesatza: heaven  
peripesolperipesolperipesolperipesol peripesol: heaven  
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peripsolperipsolperipsolperipsol peripsol 
    
    
peripsolperipsolperipsolperipsol peripsol: heaven  
phamaphamaphamaphama phama: i will give  
pipipipi pi: a place; she  
piadpiadpiadpiad piad: your god ( another name for the xtian "god")  
pipipipi-adapaheadapaheadapaheadapahe pi-adapahe: jaw, jaws  
pipipipi-adapeheadapeheadapeheadapehe pi-adapehe: jaw, jaws  
piadphpiadphpiadphpiadph piadph: within the depth of my jaws  
pipipipi-adphadphadphadph pi-adph: within the depth of my jaws  
piamopiamopiamopiamo piamo: the balance  
piamoelpiamoelpiamoelpiamoel piamoel: righteousness  
piamolpiamolpiamolpiamol piamol: righteousness  
pianpianpianpian pian: aspian quality  
pianupianupianupianu pianu: aspian quality  
piappiappiappiap piap: balance  
piapepiapepiapepiape piape: balance  
pipipipi-bebebebeliare liare liare liare pi-beliare pi bliar places of comfort  
pibliarpibliarpibliarpibliar pibliar: places of comfort  
pidiaipidiaipidiaipidiai pidiai: sleeve, marble sleeves  
piipiipiipii pii: she is  
piladapiladapiladapilada pilada: continually  
pilahpilahpilahpilah pilah: moreover  
pildpildpildpild pild: on the earth  
pilzinpilzinpilzinpilzin pilzin: in the firmament; firmament of waters  
pilpilpilpil-zodinuzodinuzodinuzodinu pil-zodinu: in the firmament; firmament of waters  
pirpirpirpir pir: holy one, holy ones  
pirepirepirepire pire: holy, holy one, holy ones  
piredapiredapiredapireda pireda: holy, holy one, holy ones  
piripesonupiripesonupiripesonupiripesonu piripesonu: heaven  
piripsaxpiripsaxpiripsaxpiripsax piripsax: with the heavens  
pirippirippirippiripsolsolsolsol piripsol: of the heavens  
piripsonpiripsonpiripsonpiripson piripson: the third heaven  
pizipizipizipizi pizi: amipzi fasten  
pizinpizinpizinpizin pizin: a torment  
plapliplapliplapliplapli plapli: the partakers partakers  
plosiplosiplosiplosi plosi: as many  
poamalpoamalpoamalpoamal poamal: palace  
poamalapoamalapoamalapoamala poamala: palace  
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poamalzodpoamalzodpoamalzodpoamalzod poamalzod 
    
    
ppppoamalzodoamalzodoamalzodoamalzod poamalzod: palace  
poilppoilppoilppoilp poilp: divide, are divided  
poilapepoilapepoilapepoilape poilape: divide  
polapolapolapola pola: pala two, pair  
pooumalapooumalapooumalapooumala pooumala: palace  
prafprafprafpraf praf: dwell  
prdzarprdzarprdzarprdzar prdzar: diminish  
prgeprgeprgeprge prge: fire  
prgelprgelprgelprgel prgel: fire  
priazpriazpriazpriaz priaz: those  
priazipriazipriazipriazi priazi: with those  
proamalproamalproamalproamal proamal: palace  
pugopugopugopugo pugo: unto  
puimpuimpuimpuim puim: sickle, sickles  
pupupupu-imeimeimeime pu-ime: sickle, sickles  
puinpuinpuinpuin puin: sickle, sickles  
pujepujepujepuje puje: unto  
pujopujopujopujo pujo: unto  
pvgopvgopvgopvgo pvgo: as unto  
pvrgelpvrgelpvrgelpvrgel pvrgel: of fire 
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qqqq q ger 
 
 

qqqq q ger 
 
 
 
 
qqqq q: or; thy  
qaaqaaqaaqaa qaa: your garments of your creation  
qaqaqaqa-aaaa-anananan qa-a-an: in your creation  
qaadaqaadaqaadaqaada qaada: creator  
qaalqaalqaalqaal qaal: of the creator  
qaanqaanqaanqaan qaan: in your creation  
qaaqaaqaaqaa-omomomom qaa-om: creation; in your creation  
qaaonqaaonqaaonqaaon qaaon: in your creation  
qaasqaasqaasqaas qaas: your creation  
qadahqadahqadahqadah qadah: creator  
qanisqanisqanisqanis qanis: olive, olives  
qcocasbqcocasbqcocasbqcocasb qcocasb: the contents of time  
qmosplehqmosplehqmosplehqmospleh qmospleh: or the horns  
qoqoqoqo qo: or  
qoqoqoqo-aaaa-alalalal qo-a-al: creator  
qoqoqoqo-oooo-alalalal qo-o-al: creator  
qoqoqoqo-oooo-alaalaalaala qo-o-ala: creator  
qoqoqoqo-aaaa-anananan qo-a-an: creation  
qoaanuqoaanuqoaanuqoaanu qoaanu: creation  
qotinujiqotinujiqotinujiqotinuji qotinuji: rotton  
qouodiqouodiqouodiqouodi qouodi: noqod minister  
qtaqtaqtaqta qta: or as  
qtingqtingqtingqting qting: the rotten  
quaaquaaquaaquaa quaa: creation  
quaquaquaqua-aaaa-onononon qua-a-on: creation  
quanisquanisquanisquanis quanis: olive, olives  
quarquarquarquar quar: 1636  
quarequarequarequare quare: 1636  
quasahquasahquasahquasahiiii quasahi: pleasure  
quasabaquasabaquasabaquasaba quasaba: destroy  
quasabequasabequasabequasabe quasabe: destroy  
quasahequasahequasahequasahe quasahe: destroy  
quasbquasbquasbquasb quasb: destroy  
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quiinquiinquiinquiin quiin    
    
    
quiinquiinquiinquiin quiin: wherein  
quiinuquiinuquiinuquiinu quiinu: wherein  
quoquoquoquo-aaaa-asaasaasaasa quo-a-asa: qaas creation  
quoquoquoquo-aaaa-alalalal quo-a-al: qaal creator  
quoquoquoquo-aaaa-dahedahedahedahe quo-a-dahe: qadah creator  
quoquoquoquo-oooo-iiii-apeapeapeape quo-o-i-ape: dooiapby the name  
quoquoquoquo-oooo-alalalal quo-o-al: qaal creator  
qurelesataqurelesataqurelesataqurelesata qurelesata: handmaid  
qurlstqurlstqurlstqurlst qurlst: handmaid  
qvarqvarqvarqvar qvar: 1636  
qvasahiqvasahiqvasahiqvasahi qvasahi: pleasure  
qviinqviinqviinqviin qviin: wherein wherein  
qvrlstqvrlstqvrlstqvrlst qvrlst: an handmaid  
qzmozqzmozqzmozqzmoz qzmoz: joy  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 rrrr r don 
 
raasraasraasraas raas: the east  
rararara-asaasaasaasa ra-asa: the east  
raasiraasiraasiraasi raasi: the east  
raasyraasyraasyraasy raasy: the east  
raasyoraasyoraasyoraasyo raasyo: the east  
racalireracalireracalireracalire racalire: weeping  
raclirraclirraclirraclir raclir: weeping  
restilrestilrestilrestil restil: that you may praise him  
riorriorriorrior rior: of a widow  
ripirripirripirripir ripir: no place  
rapolxorapolxorapolxorapolxo rapolxo: oxlopar governor  
resatresatresatresat-elelelel resat-el: rest el praise him ("el" is another alias of the xtian "god")  
restrestrestrest rest: praise  
riorriorriorrior rior: window  
rioreriorerioreriore riore: window  
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ripireripireripireripire ripire    
    
    
ripripripripireireireire ripire: no place  
ritritritrit rit: move; mercy  
ritaritaritarita rita: mercy  
rlodnrrlodnrrlodnrrlodnr rlodnr: furnace  
rorrorrorror ror: the sun  
rorayrorayrorayroray roray: the sun  
rorerorerorerore rore: the sun  
roxtanroxtanroxtanroxtan roxtan: wine  
rsamrsamrsamrsam rsam: admiration  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ssss fam 
 
 
ssss s: four; fourth  
sasasasa sa: and  
sasasasa sa: saga entire  
saanirsaanirsaanirsaanir saanir: part, parts  
saaniresaaniresaaniresaanire saanire: part, parts  
sabasabasabasaba saba: soba whose  
sabaooaonasabaooaonasabaooaonasabaooaona sabaooaona: whose eyes  
sachsachsachsach sach: confirming angels  
sasasasa-divdivdivdiv sa-div: s diu fourth angle  
sagasagasagasaga saga: one, entire, whole  
sagacorsagacorsagacorsagacor sagacor: in one number  
salabaisalabaisalabaisalabaiotzaotzaotzaotza salabaiotza: salbrox sulphur  
salabarotzasalabarotzasalabarotzasalabarotza salabarotza: salbrox sulphur  
salaberotzasalaberotzasalaberotzasalaberotza salaberotza: salbrox sulphur  
salaberoxasalaberoxasalaberoxasalaberoxa salaberoxa: salbrox sulphur  
salbroxsalbroxsalbroxsalbrox salbrox: live sulphur  
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saladasaladasaladasalada salada    
    
    
saladasaladasaladasalada salada: sald wonder  
salamannsalamannsalamannsalamann salamann: house  
salmanusalmanusalmanusalmanu salmanu: house  
saldsaldsaldsald sald: wonder  
salmansalmansalmansalman salman: house  
samesamesamesame same: om know  
samevelajisamevelajisamevelajisamevelaji samevelaji: righteous  
samvelgsamvelgsamvelgsamvelg samvelg: righteous  
sapahsapahsapahsapah sapah: sound, sounds; the mighty sounds  
sapahesapahesapahesapahe sapahe: sound, sounds; the mighty sounds  
sasasasayomepeyomepeyomepeyomepe sayomepe: sympanother  
sdivsdivsdivsdiv sdiv: of the fourth angle  
serserserser ser: mourning; lamentation  
siaionsiaionsiaionsiaion siaion: temple, temples  
siaionusiaionusiaionusiaionu siaionu: temple, temples  
siaschsiaschsiaschsiasch siasch: esiasch brother  
siatrissiatrissiatrissiatris siatris: scorpion, scorpions  
sibesisibesisibesisibesi sibesi: the covenant  
sibsisibsisibsisibsi sibsi: the covenant  
simpsimpsimpsimp simp: another  
skatarisaskatarisaskatarisaskatarisa skatarisa: scorpion, scorpions  
smnadsmnadsmnadsmnad smnad: symp another  
sobasobasobasoba soba: whose; 69636  
sobaiadsobaiadsobaiadsobaiad sobaiad: whose god  
sobamsobamsobamsobam sobam: whom; whom of waters  
sobamasobamasobamasobama sobama: whose, whom  
sobamesobamesobamesobame sobame: whose, whom  
sobcasobcasobcasobca sobca: whose  
sobehsobehsobehsobeh-hahhahhahhah sobeh-hah: whose, whom  
sobhasobhasobhasobha sobha: whose, whom  
sobsobsobsob-hahahaha-ataheataheataheatahe sob-ha-atahe: whose works  
sobhaathsobhaathsobhaathsobhaath sobhaath: whose works  
sobolasobolasobolasobola sobola: whose, whom  
sobolsobolsobolsobol sobol: whose, whom; west  
sobolnsobolnsobolnsoboln soboln: in the west  
sobolzarsobolzarsobolzarsobolzar sobolzar: whose courses  
sosososo-bolunubolunubolunubolunu so-bolunu: west  
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sobrasobrasobrasobra sobra    
    
    
sobrasobrasobrasobra sobra: in whose  
sobrazodsobrazodsobrazodsobrazod-olololol sobrazod-ol: in whose  
sohasohasohasoha soha: whose, whom  
solamiansolamiansolamiansolamian solamian: whose long continuance  
solamianusolamianusolamianusolamianu solamianu: soba mian whose long continuance  
solpsolpsolpsolpethethetheth solpeth: hearken; listen  
solsolsolsol-petahepetahepetahepetahe sol-petahe: hearken; listen  
sonfsonfsonfsonf sonf: reign, rule  
sonufsonufsonufsonuf sonuf: reign, rule  
sorsorsorsor sor: action  
soygasoygasoygasoyga soyga: will of the xtian "god"  
surezodasasurezodasasurezodasasurezodasa surezodasa: swear, be sworn  
surzassurzassurzassurzas surzas: swear, be sworn  
svrzassvrzassvrzassvrzas svrzas: he hath sworn  
sympsympsympsymp symp: another  
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TTTT  T 
 
 
 

TTTT  T 
 
 
 
tttt: also; it; visit  
tatatata ta: as; thee  
tabatabatabataba taba: govern  
tabaantabaantabaantabaan tabaan: the governor  
tabaanutabaanutabaanutabaanu tabaanu: governor  
tabaordtabaordtabaordtabaord tabaord: govern, be governed  
tabaoredatabaoredatabaoredatabaoreda tabaoreda: govern, be governed  
tabaoritabaoritabaoritabaori tabaori: govern  
tabastabastabastabas tabas: govern  
tabasatabasatabasatabasa tabasa: govern  
tabejesatabejesatabejesatabejesa tabejesa: cave  
tabgestabgestabgestabges tabges: cave, caves  
tabliortabliortabliortablior tablior: as continual comforters  
tagetagetagetage tage: as is not  
tahiltahiltahiltahil tahil: thil, thild, thiln seat  
tahilatahilatahilatahila tahila: thil, thild, thiln seat  
tahiladatahiladatahiladatahilada tahilada: thil, thild, thiln seat  
tahilanutahilanutahilanutahilanu tahilanu: thil, thild, thiln seat  
taltaltaltal tal: enochian letter "n"  
tatatata-labolabolabolabo ta-labo: cup  
talhotalhotalhotalho talho: cups  
taliobetaliobetaliobetaliobe taliobe: tliob seperate  
talotalotalotalo talo: as the first  
talolcistalolcistalolcistalolcis talolcis: as buckles  
tapvintapvintapvintapvin tapvin: as sharp sickles  
taqanistaqanistaqanistaqanis taqanis: as olives  
tarananutarananutarananutarananu tarananu: tranan marrow  
tarianutarianutarianutarianu tarianu: trian shall be  
tarinutatarinutatarinutatarinuta tarinuta: trint sit  
tarofetarofetarofetarofe tarofe: trof building  
tasataxatasataxatasataxatasataxa tasataxa: precede  
tastaxtastaxtastaxtastax tastax: precede; going  
tatantatantatantatan tatan: of wormwood  
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tatanutatanutatanutatanu tatanu 
    
    
tatanutatanutatanutatanu tatanu: of wormwood  
tavivtavivtavivtaviv taviv: and second, as the second  
taxstaxstaxstaxs taxs: 7336  
tbltbltbltbl tbl: tilb her  
teloahteloahteloahteloah teloah: death  
telocteloctelocteloc teloc: death  
telocatelocatelocateloca teloca: of death  
telocahetelocahetelocahetelocahe telocahe: of death  
telochtelochtelochteloch teloch: of death  
telocvovimtelocvovimtelocvovimtelocvovim telocvovim: of him that is fallen  
telokaketelokaketelokaketelokake telokake: of death  
thilthilthilthil thil: seat, seats  
thildthildthildthild thild: of their own seats  
thilnthilnthilnthiln thiln: seat, seats  
thilnosthilnosthilnosthilnos thilnos: in seats 12  
titititi ti: t i it is  
tiatiatiatia tia: unto us  
tiantatiantatiantatianta tianta: bed  
tianutatianutatianutatianuta tianuta: bed  
tibibipetibibipetibibipetibibipe tibibipe: sorrow  
tibibptibibptibibptibibp tibibp: sorrow  
tilabatilabatilabatilaba tilaba: her, of her  
tilabetilabetilabetilabe tilabe: her, of her  
tilbtilbtilbtilb tilb: her  
tiobltiobltiobltiobl tiobl: in her  
tiobelatiobelatiobelatiobela tiobela: her, in her  
tiolbtiolbtiolbtiolb tiolb: within her  
tlbtlbtlbtlb tlb: her  
tliobtliobtliobtliob tliob: separate  
toatartoatartoatartoatar toatar: hearken, listen  
toataretoataretoataretoatare toatare: hearken, listen  
tofagilotofagilotofagilotofagilo tofagilo: all things, everything  
tofajilotofajilotofajilotofajilo tofajilo: all things, everything  
tofejilotofejilotofejilotofejilo tofejilo: all things, everything  
tofglotofglotofglotofglo tofglo: all things  
tofitofitofitofijilajilajilajila tofijila: all things, everything  
tofijilotofijilotofijilotofijilo tofijilo: all things, everything  
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tohtohtohtoh  toh    
    
    
tohtohtohtoh toh: and triumpheth  
tohcothtohcothtohcothtohcoth tohcoth: fairy, fairies  
toltoltoltol tol: all  
tol glotol glotol glotol glo tol glo: all things; everything  
tolhamitolhamitolhamitolhami tolhami: on all creatures  
tolteregitolteregitolteregitolteregi tolteregi: creature, creatures  
toltoregitoltoregitoltoregitoltoregi toltoregi: creature, creatures  
toltorejitoltorejitoltorejitoltoreji toltoreji: creature, creatures  
toltorenutoltorenutoltorenutoltorenu toltorenu: creature, creatures  
toltorgtoltorgtoltorgtoltorg toltorg: the creatures of the earth  
toltorgitoltorgitoltorgitoltorgi toltorgi: with her creatures  
toltorntoltorntoltorntoltorn toltorn: creature, creatures  
tontontonton ton: all  
tonutonutonutonu tonu: all  
tonugtonugtonugtonug tonug: deface, be defaced  
tonujitonujitonujitonuji tonuji: deface, be defaced  
tonvgtonvgtonvgtonvg tonvg: let them be defaced  
tooattooattooattooat tooat: furnish, provide, furnishing  
tooatatooatatooatatooata tooata: furnish, provide, furnishing  
torezodutorezodutorezodutorezodu torezodu: torzu, torzul, torzulp arise  
torezodultorezodultorezodultorezodul torezodul: arise  
torezodulapetorezodulapetorezodulapetorezodulape torezodulape: arise  
torgitorgitorgitorgi torgi: toltorg creature  
torgutorgutorgutorgu torgu: arise  
torgvtorgvtorgvtorgv torgv: arise  
torzutorzutorzutorzu torzu: arise  
torzultorzultorzultorzul torzul: arise  
tortortortor-zulpzulpzulpzulp tor-zulp: arise  
torzvtorzvtorzvtorzv torzv: arise  
torzvltorzvltorzvltorzvl torzvl: shall rise  
torzvlptorzvlptorzvlptorzvlp torzvlp: rose up  
totzatotzatotzatotza totza: of him, his  
toxtoxtoxtox tox: of him, his  
toxatoxatoxatoxa toxa: of him, his  
tranantranantranantranan tranan: of the marrow  
triantriantriantrian trian: shall be  
trinttrinttrinttrint trint: sit  
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troftroftroftrof trof    
    
troftroftroftrof trof: a building  
turbsturbsturbsturbs turbs: beauty  
turebesaturebesaturebesaturebesa turebesa: beauty  
tustaxtustaxtustaxtustax tustax: go before; precede  
tvrbstvrbstvrbstvrbs tvrbs: in their beauty 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

uuuu/vvvv u/v van 
 
 
ucimucimucimucim ucim: frown not  
ucimeucimeucimeucime ucime: frown not  
ugearugearugearugear ugear: strength  
ugegugegugegugeg ugeg: wax strong, grow strong  
ugegiugegiugegiugegi ugegi: wax strong, grow strong  
uimeuimeuimeuime uime: vovim dragon  
uirequouirequouirequouirequo uirequo: virq nest  
uuuu-iiii-vvvv u-i-v: second  
ujeareujeareujeareujeare ujeare: strength  
ulcininulcininulcininulcinin ulcinin: happy  
ulsulsulsuls uls: end, ends  
umumumum um: umd called  
umadeaumadeaumadeaumadea umadea: tower  
umapelifaumapelifaumapelifaumapelifa umapelifa: umplif strength  
umdumdumdumd umd: called; be called  
umumumumelaelaelaela umela: add  
umlumlumluml uml: add  
umplifumplifumplifumplif umplif: strength  
unununun un: enochian letter "a"  
unalunalunalunal unal: these, those  
unalahunalahunalahunalah unalah: skirt, skirts  
unchiunchiunchiunchi unchi: confound  
undlundlundlundl undl: remainder, rest  
unigunigunigunig unig: require  
uniglaguniglaguniglaguniglag uniglag: descend, go down  
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unijiunijiunijiuniji uniji    
    
    
unijiunijiunijiuniji uniji: require  
unphunphunphunph unph: vonph  
uo uimeuo uimeuo uimeuo uime uo uime: dragon  
upaahupaahupaahupaah upaah: wing, wings  
upaaheupaaheupaaheupaahe upaahe: wing, wings  
upaahiupaahiupaahiupaahi upaahi: wing, wings  
urururur ur: enochian letter "l"  
uranuranuranuran uran: gran, vransee; elder, elders  
urbsurbsurbsurbs urbs: turbs beautify  
urchurchurchurch urch: confounding angels  
vabezodirevabezodirevabezodirevabezodire vabezodire: eagle  
vabzirvabzirvabzirvabzir vabzir: eagle  
valasavalasavalasavalasa valasa: uls end  
vamuelavamuelavamuelavamuela vamuela: uml add  
vanvanvanvan van: enochian letter "v"  
vanardavanardavanardavanarda vanarda: usnarda governor  
vanucahivanucahivanucahivanucahi vanucahi: unchi confound  
vanupehevanupehevanupehevanupehe vanupehe: unph anger  
vaoanvaoanvaoanvaoan vaoan: vooan truth  
vaoanuvaoanuvaoanuvaoanu vaoanu: vooan truth  
vaomesarejivaomesarejivaomesarejivaomesareji vaomesareji: vomsarg every one of you  
vaoresavaoresavaoresavaoresa vaoresa: vors over  
vaoresagivaoresagivaoresagivaoresagi vaoresagi: vors over  
vaoresajivaoresajivaoresajivaoresaji vaoresaji: vors over  
vaorsagvaorsagvaorsagvaorsag vaorsag: vors over  
vaorsagivaorsagivaorsagivaorsagi vaorsagi: vors over  
varanuvaranuvaranuvaranu varanu: uran elder  
vauvauvauvau vau: enochian letter "v"  
vaugejivaugejivaugejivaugeji vaugeji: ugeg wax strong  
vaukahovaukahovaukahovaukaho vaukaho: unchi confound  
vaulvaulvaulvaul vaul: work  
vaulasavaulasavaulasavaulasa vaulasa: uls end  
vaunvaunvaunvaun vaun: work  
vaunalavaunalavaunalavaunala vaunala: unalab skirt  
vaunesavaunesavaunesavaunesa vaunesa: unal these  
vaunigilajvaunigilajvaunigilajvaunigilajiiii vaunigilaji: uniglag descend  
vaunilagivaunilagivaunilagivaunilagi vaunilagi: uniglag descend  
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vaunilajivaunilajivaunilajivaunilaji vaunilaji    
    
    
vaunilajivaunilajivaunilajivaunilaji vaunilaji: uniglag descend  
vaunuvaunuvaunuvaunu vaunu: work  
vaunudvaunudvaunudvaunud-elelelel vaunud-el: undl remainder  
vaunupehevaunupehevaunupehevaunupehe vaunupehe: unph, vonph anger  
vaunupehovaunupehovaunupehovaunupeho vaunupeho: unph, vonph anger  
vaupaahevaupaahevaupaahevaupaahe vaupaahe: upaah wing  
vaurebesvaurebesvaurebesvaurebes vaurebes: urbs beautify  
vaurelarvaurelarvaurelarvaurelar vaurelar: urelp seething  
vavalevavalevavalevavale vavale: vaul work  
vavlzirnvavlzirnvavlzirnvavlzirn vavlzirn: work wonders  
vavnvavnvavnvavn vavn: you might work  
vaxvaxvaxvax vax: vx 42  
vcimvcimvcimvcim vcim: frown not  
vehvehvehveh veh: enochian letter "c"  
velucorsapaxvelucorsapaxvelucorsapaxvelucorsapax velucorsapax: enthroned  
vepvepvepvep vep: flame  
vepevepevepevepe vepe: flame  
vgearvgearvgearvgear vgear: strength  
vgegvgegvgegvgeg vgeg: grow strong; wax strong  
vgegivgegivgegivgegi vgegi: waxeth strong  
viivviivviivviiv viiv: second  
vivivivi-iiii-vvvv vi-i-v: second  
vivivivi-iiii-vauvauvauvau vi-i-vau: second  
vivivivi-iiii-vlvlvlvl vi-i-vl: vui l second of the first  
vimevimevimevime vime: unph wrath  
vinuvinuvinuvinu vinu: invoke  
virqvirqvirqvirq virq: nest  
virudenvirudenvirudenviruden viruden: beautified  
viuviuviuviu viu: second  
vivvivvivviv viv: of the second  
vivivivi-vauvauvauvau vi-vau: second  
vivdivvivdivvivdivvivdiv vivdiv: in the second angle  
viviala peretaviviala peretaviviala peretaviviala pereta viviala pereta: viu ialprt second flame  
vivivivi-vivivivi-iviviviv vi-vi-iv: viu diu second angle  
vlvlvlvl vl: nor end  
vlcininvlcininvlcininvlcinin vlcinin: happy  
vlcininavlcininavlcininavlcinina vlcinina: happy  
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vlsvlsvlsvls vls 
    
    
vlsvlsvlsvls vls: the ends  
vmadeavmadeavmadeavmadea vmadea: strong towers  
vmdvmdvmdvmd vmd: called  
vmlvmlvmlvml vml: add  
vmplifvmplifvmplifvmplif vmplif: strength  
vnalvnalvnalvnal vnal: these, those  
vnalahvnalahvnalahvnalah vnalah: the skirts  
vnalchisvnalchisvnalchisvnalchis vnalchis: these are  
vnchivnchivnchivnchi vnchi: confound  
vndlvndlvndlvndl vndl: the rest; remainder  
vndvndvndvnd-llll vnd-l: the rest; remainder  
vnigvnigvnigvnig vnig: require  
vniglagvniglagvniglagvniglag vniglag: descend, go down  
vnphvnphvnphvnph vnph: anger, wrath  
vovovovo vo: wherein  
vohimvohimvohimvohim vohim: mighty  
vohimavohimavohimavohima vohima: mighty  
vovovovo-mamamama-deadeadeadea vo-ma-dea: umadea tower  
vomesarejivomesarejivomesarejivomesareji vomesareji: every one of you  
vomsargvomsargvomsargvomsarg vomsarg: every one of you  
vonphvonphvonphvonph vonph: the wrath  
vonphovonphovonphovonpho vonpho: of wrath of wrath  
vonsargvonsargvonsargvonsarg vonsarg: vomsarg every one of you  
vooanvooanvooanvooan vooan: truth (pronunciation used by the demons)  
vooanuvooanuvooanuvooanu vooanu: truth  
voresavoresavoresavoresa voresa: out  
vorsvorsvorsvors vors: out  
vorsagvorsagvorsagvorsag vorsag: over you  
vorsgvorsgvorsgvorsg vorsg: over you  
vovimvovimvovimvovim vovim: dragon  
vovinvovinvovinvovin vovin: the dragon  
vovinavovinavovinavovina vovina: the dragon  
vpaachivpaachivpaachivpaachi vpaachi: wings  
vpaahvpaahvpaahvpaah vpaah: wing, wings  
vpaahivpaahivpaahivpaahi vpaahi: wing, wings  
vranvranvranvran vran: the elders  
vrbsvrbsvrbsvrbs vrbs: beautified  
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vrelpvrelpvrelpvrelp vrelp    
    
    
vrelpvrelpvrelpvrelp vrelp: a strong seething  
vvplifvvplifvvplifvvplif vvplif: our strength  
vxvxvxvx vx: 42  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 ZZZZ z ceph 
 
 
z z z z z: they 
zacamzacamzacamzacam zacam: i move you  
zazazazacarcarcarcar zacar: move, move appear  
zacarezacarezacarezacare zacare: move  
zadzaczadlinzadzaczadlinzadzaczadlinzadzaczadlin zadzaczadlin: adam  
zamranzamranzamranzamran zamran: show your selves  
zarzarzarzar zar: course, courses  
zchiszchiszchiszchis zchis: they are  
zienzienzienzien zien: of my hands  
zilzilzilzil zil: stretch forth  
zildarzildarzildarzildar zildar: flew  
zilnazilnazilnazilna zilna: in itself  
zilodarpzilodarpzilodarpzilodarp zilodarp: (alias of the xtian "god") meaning "stretch forth and conquer"  
zimiizimiizimiizimii zimii: enter; have entered  
zimzzimzzimzzimz zimz: clothing, apparel, vestures  
zirzirzirzir zir: i am; presence  
zirdozirdozirdozirdo zirdo: i am  
zirezirezirezire zire: i am; presence  
zirenaiadzirenaiadzirenaiadzirenaiad zirenaiad: i am the lord your god  
zirnzirnzirnzirn zirn: wonder, wonders  
ziromziromziromzirom zirom: was, were  
ziropziropziropzirop zirop: was, were  
zixlaizixlaizixlaizixlai zixlai: to stir up  
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zizopzizopzizopzizop zizop    
    
    
zizopzizopzizopzizop zizop: vessel, container  
zlidazlidazlidazlida zlida: to water  
znaznaznazna zna: motion, movement  
znrzaznrzaznrzaznrza znrza: surzasswear, swore  
znurzaznurzaznurzaznurza znurza: surzasswear, swore  
zodzodzodzod zod: z they  
zodacazodacazodacazodaca zodaca: zacam, zacar, zacare move  
zodacamezodacamezodacamezodacame zodacame: zacam, zacar, zacare move  
zodacarzodacarzodacarzodacar zodacar: zacam, zacar, zacare move  
zodacarazodacarazodacarazodacara zodacara: zacam, zacar, zacare move  
zodakamezodakamezodakamezodakame zodakame: zacam, zacar, zacare move  
zodakarazodakarazodakarazodakara zodakara: zacam, zacar, zacare move  
zodakarezodakarezodakarezodakare zodakare: zacam, zacar, zacare move  
zodametazodametazodametazodameta zodameta: conjure thee  
zodamranzodamranzodamranzodamran zodamran: zamran appear  
zodarezodarezodarezodare zodare: zar course  
zodayolanazodayolanazodayolanazodayolana zodayolana: zylna itself  
zodezodezodezode-lidalidalidalida zode-lida: zlidawater  
zodenurezodazodenurezodazodenurezodazodenurezoda zodenurezoda: znurza  
zodienzodienzodienzodien zodien: zien hand  
zodiladarezodiladarezodiladarezodiladare zodiladare: zildar fly (to fly)  
zodilodarepezodilodarepezodilodarepezodilodarepe zodilodarepe: "strech forth and conquer" (another name for the xtian "god")  
zodimezodzodimezodzodimezodzodimezod zodimezod: zimz vestures  
zodzodzodzodimezodaimezodaimezodaimezoda zodimezoda: zimz vestures  
zodimibezodimibezodimibezodimibe zodimibe: veil  
zodimiizodimiizodimiizodimii zodimii: zimii enter  
zodinuzodinuzodinuzodinu zodinu: water  
zodirzodirzodirzodir zodir: zir, zirdo i am  
zodiredozodiredozodiredozodiredo zodiredo: zir, zirdo i am  
zodiredazodiredazodiredazodireda zodireda: inhabit  
zodirenuzodirenuzodirenuzodirenu zodirenu: zirn wonder  
zodiromezodiromezodiromezodirome zodirome: zirom, zirop were  
zodiropezodiropezodiropezodirope zodirope: zirom, zirop were  
zodivedozodivedozodivedozodivedo zodivedo: zirdo i am  
zodixalayozodixalayozodixalayozodixalayo zodixalayo: zixlay stir up  
zodizodarasazodizodarasazodizodarasazodizodarasa zodizodarasa: balzizras judgement  
zodizodearasazodizodearasazodizodearasazodizodearasa zodizodearasa: balzizras judgement  
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zodizodopezodizodopezodizodopezodizodope zodizodope    
    
    
zodizodopezodizodopezodizodopezodizodope zodizodope: zizop vessel  
zodomedazodomedazodomedazodomeda zodomeda: zomd midst  
zodonacezodonacezodonacezodonace zodonace: zonac apparelled  
zodonugonuzodonugonuzodonugonuzodonugonu zodonugonu: zong wind  
zodonurenusagizodonurenusagizodonurenusagizodonurenusagi zodonurenusagi: zonrensg deliver  
zodorejezodorejezodorejezodoreje zodoreje: zorge be friendly  
zodumebizodumebizodumebizodumebi zodumebi: zumvi sea  
zolzolzolzol zol: hands  
zomdzomdzomdzomd zomd: midst  
zomdvzomdvzomdvzomdv zomdv: your  
zonaczonaczonaczonac zonac: they are apparailed  
zongzongzongzong zong: of the winds  
zonrensgzonrensgzonrensgzonrensg zonrensg: delivered you  
zorgezorgezorgezorge zorge: be friendly unto me  
zuraahzuraahzuraahzuraah zuraah: fervently, with humility  
zurahzurahzurahzurah zurah: fervently, with humility  
zurzazurzazurzazurza zurza: znurzaswear  
zvmvizvmvizvmvizvmvi zvmvi: seas  
zvrzazvrzazvrzazvrza zvrza: your voices  
zylnazylnazylnazylna zylna: itself 
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Epstein's Friend Has a Message For You And 

All The "Goyim" 

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun Aug 11, 2019 

 

 
From the whole reports on Epstein one name that is popping up was Alan Dershowitz, his lawyer. The 
jew looked familiar, and then I recalled he was in one of the documentaries that I had made. 
 
What this case shows us is that these people are criminal, practice pedophilia for breakfast, and in 
particular, extremely proud of it all. Not long ago the Israeli military was giving legitimacy for rape of 
enemy women to children's books, and other interesting things. The rape of children among Hasidic 
jews is so normal and an everyday thing that it's not even reported to the police, it's dismissed as a joke.  
 
They don't even consider it a legal matter, just a little...transgression. And that is the belief of the jews 
since the dawn of time, really. The problem is the Gentiles have a legal system, which of course the jews 
don't really recognize, as the Torah is their highest "law", so all the law is to them is just something to 
kike around.  
 
The Talmud after all, the "Divine Law" of the jews, says that it's fine to be a pedophile as it's nothing bad 
really. One needs to look no further than NAMBLA and others who are actively promoting pedophilia, 
and try to normalize it.  
 
Islam is promoting pedophilia, Christianity can be examined in all the Vatican, the situation is that the 
truth is in front of people, but some choose to ignore it. Abrahamism looks upon the matter as if it were 
normal, and this comes from Judaism.  
 
This is just the Talmud speaking, which claims that having "Intercourse with a child as young as 3 years 
old, is like putting a finger in the eye. It sheds a few tears and then it heals again." [Kethubot 11b.] This is 
one of the numerous quotes on the subject. 
 
Not long ago Mr Dershowitz was made a sensation over his message of how the jews control the media 
and really the world. And that there is no point to apologize or even hide about it anymore, they gained 
their right after all.  
 
Normally the above would look as a surprise, but jews knew this for a very long time. The difference 
now is that the Goyim [animal non jews in hebrew] also start to know. And this is becoming problematic 
to them, as they had an easy reign. 
 
For those watching the news, he of course stood up for his fellow jew Epstein, and now in the light of 
more information, he appears to be guilty. They lost the case as simply the evidence was going too far. 
As a result, and because of however many times around Epstein, Epstein is now either dead or escorted 
for a full ID change and facial reconstruction surgery. 
 
Which is nothing strange considered what jews always are doing, and how they back up their tribe in the 
most abominable crimes.  
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He also added the jews need additional strength to create their "peace" - granted what the jew is doing, 
his peace is a world where he can sexually assault minors with his friend Epstein unabated and without 
interaction from the "Goyim" who more often than not recoil at their behavior. That is unholy of us and 
"Satanic".  
 
We have no right to look into these. Gentiles sacrificed, raped and murdered in peace time, and 
essentially the whole overtaking of our nations by a foreign tribe with foreign interest is nothing to 
question here. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rH1vaZXgbd0 
 
Now one can understand clearly why all these people just escape always from the most evident of 
crimes. There is no justice in a system that they control and they aren't going to punish their own, but 
this case with Epstein went too far. 
 
Jews have forever tried to just move away of their "Stereotypes", but the situation is, they create their 
very own stereotypes. What Rockwell wrote in his books is that the Jews are like this whole different 
world, that lives on top of this one, and that nobody has an idea about, unless one goes into this and 
starts looking for things. Pizzagate, Epstein, sacrifices of humans as one jew proudly said is going to 
happen to Jeremy Corbyn as in hebrew Corban means "To Sacrifice", it all makes one wonder. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FuegEcB7QgI 
 
It makes total sense that jews all over the world are mobilizing to hide everything and literally try to ruin 
the web and all the flow of information that only reveals them for what they are. If anything, this is so 
stereotypical, that one would consider this absurd. The reality however is that this is reality, just that- 
plain and simple. 
 
Tisha B'Av is approaching, and everyone here must do the Final RTR. 
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Epstein's Strange End  

by HP Mageson666 » Wed Aug 14, 2019 

 

 

 

 

Epstein as we know from what Acosta who handled his previous arrest case had stated was an 

intelligence case and was to be left alone. The interesting thing in the previous case in which 

Epstein was given the generous plea deal was the conditions was none of Epstein's criminal 

fellow conspirators were to be given any indictment. Which means there also exists more 

criminals then Epstein that were allowed to walk as well all part of intelligence.  

 

Epstein its now known was a fake Hedge Fund manager there is no records of any transactions or 

anything showing he was engaging in such. This was just some front, Epstein's only actual client 

was Wexner the billionaire Jew who provided Epstein with the private jet and houses the sexual 

compromise ring was run from and the funds as well. Epstein was most likely a Mossad agent, 

given Wexner's connections to Israel along with Epstein's connection to Israel via Ehud Barak 

who Wexner has connections with as well. Epstein was running a sexual compromise and 

influence network for his Jewish tribe. His standard practice for Mossad to recruit fellow Jews as 

Mossad assets. Ghislaine Maxwell who was Epstein's fellow agent in running this compromise 

ring, father Robert Maxwell [real name Ján Ludvík Hyman Binyamin Hoch] was a well known 

important Mossad agent as well. 

 

 

From the news reports Epstein had previously stated someone had tried to kill him in prison after 

his current arrest. And from news reports Epstein was singing like crazy and making deals to 

avoid as much time as possible as well. The day after the 2000 page sealed document on 

Epstein's previous case was opened on court orders containing all kinds of names, Epstein is 

found killed by himself or someone else in his cell. 

 

Epstein was taken off of suicide watch with no reason for such and put in a cell without a fellow 

inmate, no witnesses it seems, and the events around Epstein's death involve major violations of 

the prison protocol's. This involves the guards went off duty which was not supposed to happen 

and with no one watching Epstein on the floor, the camera watching Epstein stopped working for 

the time he was killed. It seems someone might have being getting rid of Epstein for very 

important reasons. Some network perhaps working to protect a larger Mossad network from 

going down. 
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Eternal Life 

by HP Mageson666 » Tue Jul 23, 2019 

 

 
The original societies of the ancient world were governed by spiritual teachings, these teachings formed 
into different popular schools depending on region and time, but were the same teachings based on the 
same truth of the true nature of the human being and the cosmos. 
 
In the Roman Empire the school of Mithraism was one of the most popular in the Empire and from 
statements made by scholars could have become the dominate religion of the Roman Empire if not for 
the Christian program which destroyed it. 
 
The popular symbolism of Mithraism which Temples are found from Italy to Briton, the entire length of 
the Roman Empire and had Roman Emperor's in its schools will explain what the teachings of the 
ancient culture was. Much of the alchemical knowledge of the spiritual alchemists if not all of it comes 
from the Mirthraic school.[1] So its by understanding the symbolism and the texts of the ancients and 
the spiritual alchemists which are from the ancients we can understand the point of the spiritual 
teachings of the ancient culture. 
 
The popular and important symbol of Mithraism is the Lion head being: 

 
 
The ancient texts state the Lion head being is the Agathodaimon. Which means the Good Demon. 
 
The Mithraic system had eight steps, the temples show the ladder which has the symbols of the seven 
planets on the floor and the eight step is shown as the Lion being. The seven steps represented in the 
school are the individual climbing the ladder of the spine which was done by the unlocking of the seven 
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gates, each gate was symbolically ruled by an archon which the individual had to know the pass word to 
get by and open the gate to move upwards to the next. This symbolizes the power of the mantra that 
was used to open the chakra and burn out the dross that was blocking the serpent from rising to the 
next chakra, on its way to the crown.  
 
The eight step was called the Fiery Ather, this as the Lion image shows the serpent is fully wrapped 
around the individual six times with the seven being the head of the serpent resting of the head of the 
Lion, showing the risen serpent and the fully activated light body, which is the being transformed by the 
risen serpent fully opening all the chakra's and nadis and bringing full enlightenment to the mind. The 
spiritual schools taught the Sun the soul, the Moon the spirit or astral body and the salt the physical 
body were to be united into this Light Body and this is done by the fire of the serpent power. The 
important thing the liking the physical body to salt which is a dense substance made of minerals, like the 
human body. In the east the salt is used to show the dissolving of the body into the spiritual waters 
which represent the energy of the Dragon or serpent energy. The salt exists still but in a different form 
that of pure energy its lower dense form turned into energetic form by the energy of the serpent fire. 
 
Mercury rules water and the serpent, as such the serpent energies which rules the astral body which 
contains the chakras and nadis in the east. Its Mercury which unites in alchemy and it unites the soul 
and body together by the serpent fire the fiery water or prana, Ather. Mercury is shown in symbolic 
forms that are the uniting of opposites. 
 
Salt that is purified by Mercury represents the white stage of alchemy which its dissolved in the Mercury 
and turned into divine water. When its in its dense state it represents the earth and the body and is 
referred to as impure. The symbols and teachings of the spiritual school state that the final stage of the 
purification of the soul the Light Body, one becomes physically immortality and eternally young and 
possess all the spiritual powers. 
 
Something to note the spiritual philosophers stated that all sickness, misfortune and death comes from 
the physical body in the impure state. The spiritual schools of the Physicians used the symbol of the 
wand of Hermes the serpent wand of Mercury, they stated they took the symbolic or philosophical 
Mercury daily to cure themselves of this condition. We know from the texts what they meant is the 
process described here.  
 
The God Enki was always shown as the symbol of the serpent and the spiritual waters and philosophical 
Mercury. In the Sumerian Eridu texts Enki was symbolically shown as the Serpent being, the 
philosophical Mercury instructing Adamu the soul and Eva the body of how to unite and become 
immortal. Within some tales Mithras eats of the fruits of the sacred tree and then clothes himself in the 
garment of the leafs from the tree. The clothes that Adamu and Eva made of the tree after eating the 
fruit of the sacred tree is symbolic of the Light Body that is generated from finishing the work. The fruits 
represent the energies or nectar of the chakras being activated and transforming the soul. The 
Sumerian's text state that Enki created humans with the blood thus the soul of the Gods within us and 
taught us the knowledge of how to transform ourselves from dense bodies to beings with bodies of pure 
spiritual energy.  
 
Satan's energy within us the serpent power and the special spiritual body He gave us is what makes the 
Magnum Opus possible.  
 
The ancient texts state the soul is fallen and trapped in matter and the Magnum Opus is how this is 
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corrected. The Bible actually turns the process of freeing the soul and transforming dense matter into 
the living spiritual body and thus becoming perfected into the original sin. The Bible narrative of the 
opening book of Genesis is known to be stolen from the Eridu text and corrupted by the ancient Jews. 
The Jewish race then lied in their Bible and claimed the Fall was working to correct the fall, meaning the 
imprisonment of the soul into dense matter. In Genesis, Adam and Eve are working towards the 
liberation of their fallen state. Yahweh admits this in the Bible, that if Adam and Eve eat the fruit of the 
Tree of Eternal Life, they will become Shining Ones and be Light Body beings and then Yahweh will no 
longer have any control. Its Yahweh that wants to keep Humanity in the Fallen state. So how is praying 
to the enemy Yahweh going to save anyone from this state. 
 
 
Source 
[1]The Hermetic Tradition, Julius Evola 
The Mysteries Of Mithras, Payam Nabarz 
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Europe's Burning 
 

-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

Migrant terrorism has become normalized across Europe further as Europe literally burns. 

Right now the migrants invading are burning the areas they are temporary contained within. 

But we can see the future of Europe as they spread out into the already immigrant dense 

regions of Europe as it’s already occurred and has become a yearly event.... 

 

The immigrants riots in Britain, staged in the major migrant communities that burned down 

whole regions of cities and unleashed a violent crime wave right out of its inferno. Which 

targeted the native White citizens solely. The local Whites organized their own racial 

defense forces to protect their communities and push the migrants, terrorist race mobs back 

as the Police were helpless to do anything... 
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This was a major reason Britain wanted out of the Jewish run EU: 

topic12011.html 

 

 

Now onto France which has been forced to absorb some of the largest immigrant waves. The 

violent riot's in France have become normal. As the migrant mobs terrorize the White 

population openly on racial grounds. Whole regions of migrant Europe are openly no go 

zones for Whites.  
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Paris bathed in flames. 

 

 

Sweden which is overwhelmed by migrants from the third world, like Britain and France, 

exact same problem, the larger migrant populations have regular uprisings against the 

Native population. 
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Stockholm riots leave Sweden's dreams of perfect society up in smoke 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldne ... smoke.html 
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The terrorism that is being contained in the migrant camps, once unleashed will ensure that 

Europe burns, annually till nothing is left to destroy..... 

 

 

Calais 'jungle': Migrants set tents on fire as riot police attempt to evict them  

 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldne ... -them.html 
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Migrants Set Camp on Fire in Greece, 6 Injured 

http://greece.greekreporter.com/2016/06 ... 6-injured/ 

 

 
 

Migrants set fire to Greece camp 

http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/789455/mig ... reece-camp 
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Migrants set fire to Greek detention center 

https://euobserver.com/justice/118313 

 

 
 

 

http://rabble.org.uk/france-fire-at-vin ... of-action/ 

 

Yesterday (Friday 1 July) prisoners in Vincennes migration prison outside Paris set a fire 

which spread through the detention centre taking two buildings out of operation.... 
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http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article ... -base.html 

 

 

 
 

 

Chaos in Cyprus as migrants threaten suicide, burn tents and clash with police as they 

complain about their treatment after arriving at British military base 

 

http://www.breitbart.com/london/2016/05 ... rant-camp/ 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHPdYYpggeM 
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Till nothing is left..... 

 

One of the images below is of the city of Dresden after the fire bombing raid that annihilated 

it, the rest are from the immigrant riots after math in European cities....Can you tell which is 

which? 
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European Bastardization Planned And Done 

By Jews 

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Fri Oct 11, 2019 

 

 

 
The plan and rant issued by a jew below is revealing. Some of you may remember this rant from reading 
it before. Do note this hooknose jew raved this back in 2012 in the United Nations meeting. 
 
We are now in 2019. And look at what has been happening. Yet of course, the agenda for this existed as 
early as the 1930's by a rat known as Kalergi, whose plan was to create a "Eurafrican Negroid" as the 
citizen of Europe. Before this, it existed in what is known as the Holy Bible and the Talmud, to race mix 
and obliterate your enemies thay way. 
 
Cohencidences happened since 2012 such as "Syrian Migration", giant influxes of blacks from Africa, 
Erdogan flared up and left all the more invaders in Europe behind closed gates. All these things from 
2012 to 2019. It has went by the plan. 
 
Then tell me how the jews do not run Nations? Or Europe? Or the United States? 
 
We should be past this question by now. Jews DO run our Nations and influence them to a crazy extent 
where people and even politicians who resist this are a striking minority. They DO march the 
populations towards racial bastardization and enslavement. 
 
Whomever does not understand the above is either purposefully doing a denying of reality, or is 
mentally retarded. Only these two ways it can go. 
 
The question is, are you going to do something about it? It should be obvious everyone should be doing 
what they can. 
 
Maybe a wise European man who lead Europe, who is now slandered and villified talked about this 
influence before and where it would lead the world?  
 
And maybe it is time to wake up as its evident and in front of our faces? 
 
Hint: WW2 was done just to displace Him and kill His people for communicating and uprooting the 
above. 
 
________________ 
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curio wrote: EU should 'undermine national homogeneity' says UN migration chief 

 

The EU should "do its best to undermine" the "homogeneity" of its member states, the UN's special 

representative for migration has said. 

 

Peter Sutherland told peers the future prosperity of many EU states depended on them becoming 

multicultural. 

 

He also suggested the UK government's immigration policy had no basis in international law. 

 

He was being quizzed by the Lords EU home affairs sub-committee which is investigating global 

migration. 

 

Mr Sutherland, who is non-executive chairman of Goldman Sachs International and a former chairman 

of oil giant BP, heads the Global Forum on Migration and Development , which brings together 

representatives of 160 nations to share policy ideas. 

 

He told the House of Lords committee migration was a "crucial dynamic for economic growth" in some 

EU nations "however difficult it may be to explain this to the citizens of those states". 

 

'More open' 

An ageing or declining native population in countries like Germany or southern EU states was the "key 

argument and, I hesitate to the use word because people have attacked it, for the development of 

multicultural states", he added. 

 

"It's impossible to consider that the degree of homogeneity which is implied by the other argument can 

survive because states have to become more open states, in terms of the people who inhabit them. Just 

as the United Kingdom has demonstrated." 

 

The UN special representative on migration was also quizzed about what the EU should do about 
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evidence from the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) that employment 

rates among migrants were higher in the US and Australia than EU countries. 

 

He told the committee: "The United States, or Australia and New Zealand, are migrant societies and 

therefore they accommodate more readily those from other backgrounds than we do ourselves, who 

still nurse a sense of our homogeneity and difference from others. 

 

"And that's precisely what the European Union, in my view, should be doing its best to undermine." 

 

Mr Sutherland recently argued, in a lecture to the London School of Economics, of which he is chairman, 

that there was a "shift from states selecting migrants to migrants selecting states" and the EU's ability to 

compete at a "global level" was at risk. 

 

'No justification' 

In evidence to the Lords committee, he urged EU member states to work together more closely on 

migration policy and advocated a global approach to the issue - criticising the UK government's attempt 

to cut net migration from its current level to "tens of thousands" a year through visa restrictions. 

 

British higher education chiefs want non-EU overseas students to be exempted from migration statistics 

and say visa restrictions brought in to help the government meet its target will damage Britain's 

economic competitiveness. 

 

But immigration minister Damian Green has said exempting foreign students would amount to "fiddling" 

the figures and the current method of counting was approved by the UN. 

 

Committee chairman Lord Hannay, a crossbench peer and a former British ambassador to the UN, said 

Mr Green's claim of UN backing for including students in migration figures "frankly doesn't hold water - 

this is not a piece of international law". 

 

Mr Sutherland, a former Attorney General of Ireland, agreed, saying: "Absolutely not. it provides 

absolutely no justification at all for the position they are talking about." 

 

'UK support' 

He said the policy risked Britain's traditional status as "tolerant, open society" and would be "massively 

damaging" to its higher education sector both financially and intellectually. 

 

"It's very important that we should not send a signal from this country, either to potential students of 

the highest quality, or to academic staff, that this is in some way an unsympathetic environment in 

which to seek visas or whatever other permissions are required... and I would be fearful that that could 

be a signal." 

 

Mr Sutherland, who has attended meetings of The Bilderberg Group , a top level international 

networking organisation often criticised for its alleged secrecy, called on EU states to stop targeting 

"highly skilled" migrants, arguing that "at the most basic level individuals should have a freedom of 
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choice" about whether to come and study or work in another country. 

 

Mr Sutherland also briefed the peers on plans for the Global Migration and Development Forum's next 

annual conference in Mauritius in November, adding: "The UK has been very constructively engaged in 

this whole process from the beginning and very supportive of me personally." 

 

Asked afterwards how much the UK had contributed to the forum's running costs in the six years it had 

been in existence, he said it was a relatively small sum in the region of "tens of thousands". 

 

 

Article: https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-politics-18519395 
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Everything Going Digital?  
 
 
First of all, I would like to wish every dedicated Satanist a Happy Beltane. 
Beltane is the Satanic New Year. It is a time of renewal and celebration. Many of 
us performed our dedication to Satan on the Eve of Beltane.  
 
I am going to make this short and to the point. Both Satan and Lilith definitely 
wanted me to post this. I know we have important and influential people here in 
these groups who read JoS articles and sermons. Teamwork is always essential. 
One alone…together strong. Teamwork fills in gaps in the way of everyone has 
their strong and weak points, certain knowledge and such and most important, 
where one person may not be able to act, another can act and accomplish in 
certain areas of influence. We Satanists must all work together and accomplish 
what we are able to do best, as individuals. Each individual accomplishment 
contributes to the whole.  
 
It is a very sad fact that the human race has made the same mistakes repeatedly 
over the millennia. Once civilization becomes advanced to a certain point, it is 
then systematically and brutally destroyed by the enemy. Satan stands for 
knowledge. When knowledge becomes extensive, as it is right now, especially 
with the modern technology, the internet, and the ease of communications, you 
can bet the enemy will work ruthlessly to destroy all of this. The Jews are doing it 
right now. Because they cannot control the internet, they work to destroy the 
freedom of speech. When this will fail, they will work to destroy everything.  
 
Look at history. Christianity was forced in, no different from Jewish communism, 
[both use the “Year Zero”] and with this, because it is a hoax and a total lie and a 
plague upon humanity, entire libraries, schools, and any places of learning were 
burnt to the ground. Anyone who had any knowledge of the occult/spiritual, or 
who was a scholar or a learned person was murdered by Christians. The Jews 
have always controlled the Christians. The Jew communists did the very same in 
destroying entire libraries, and in addition, and murdered all of the intellectuals. In 
order to have a slave-state, the populace must be ignorant and ideally illiterate. 
As I have stated before, the Jews then come in and rewrite history as they see fit 
and place themselves as the “Chosen of God,” the elite and the supreme. Now 
everything that was hijacked from the enslaved populace is now attributed to 
Jewish inventions.  
 
Beltane aka as May Day is a very important Pagan holiday. Jewish communism 
hijacked this day and turned it into a major communist holiday, no different from 
how the Christian Church hijacked all of the Pagan holidays, and attempted at 
making them their own, which they are not. There is a full article regarding this at 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com Look to “The Stolen Year.” For those of you 
who are new, Christianity, just like its Jewish masters, has nothing of its own. 
Nothing.  
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 2 

 
The point of this sermons now is another very serious warning sign, that of 
“Digital Libraries.” Now some argue that books will survive this, along with the 
digital libraries and with nearly everything going digital. Be aware… Look at 
history. This is not to say digital is something unfavorable, but everyone needs to 
be aware of what can be done with this in the hands of the enemy. If hard copies 
are properly preserved, then there shouldn’t be a problem. BUT, given history… 
do you really think so?  
 
We won't get Jewed Again! ????  
 
With everything digital, anyone in power can have not only complete censorship, 
but can also pull the plug on it all. If no hard copies remain, then what? It took 
Europe over 1,000+ years to recover from what the Christians did. In Ancient 
Egypt, our Gods etched their symbols into stone.  
 
This is a most serious issue. For those who understand, I need say no more.  
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Excuses About Meditation - And It's Necessity 

Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Tue Oct 23, 2018 11:06 pm 

There are some people who make excuses to themselves and the Gods and disregard the 

importance of meditation. This is in many ways not only personal naivety, and if furthered, 

stupidity, but it is dangerous. 
 

By the time a person turns around 18 (can start earlier in some cases) the human body is not on 

a growing phase, but rather, a phase requiring maintenance and empowerment on a daily basis 

to stay optimal. As for the soul, this requirement starts on day one. This concerns the material 

body, as the soul can atrophy way earlier, and atrophy of the soul can begin at around age 9 or 

10, or even someone can start with an atrophied soul to begin with. 
 

In short, how one supplies the body with food, showering and so forth. Imagine what happens if 

you do not eat for a month, or do not drink water for a week. In both cases one is gambling with 

death. Similar is the situation where one's soul (or let's just say materially invisible but perfectly 

existing spiritual body outside of the spectrum of material light) is concerned. The same thing 

we can observe in people trapped in ruins for months and unable to drink or eat, we can 

observe in a different way in the meditation and the soul. As the material body of those trapped 

in ruins enters a coma, so does the soul. 
 

Many people just also wonder why they do not experience immediate effects from meditation. 

This is because the soul has underwent a shock of energetic depletion and is equal to a dying 

husk when one begins meditation. The soul is essentially on a limbo state. Similarly to many 

people who suffer from anorexia and do not take weight or do not want to / cannot process food 

for a month or way more even if they start eating properly and medical help, the soul is in a 

similar situation when one begins meditation.  
 

Some souls pick up faster from this state, some do not pick up as fast, but you definitely will 

raise out of this. Others who are very advanced spiritually may exist in a medium-less-limbo 

state where the soul is half operational, but never, without meditation, can this state be 

sustained or improved. If one prolongs the hunger they will collapse. 

 

The good news is it doesn't take that long to get the first messages out of the soul. I have seen 

in astrology it's the people with some charts who have neglected the soul or not properly worked 

it, that it gets sometime for them to snap out of it. During this process their past karmic things 

also kick in, and they can disregard meditation or run away from it. I have seen this in some 

cases. This is the same how an anorexic can have a locked stomach when food is presented.  

 

Therefore the necessity of meditation is equal to food, water, and equally fundamental. 

Otherwise the penalty of such is that one will be feeling dead inside, which is the state most 

humans right now are experiencing as a result, entailed with many other issues. Without a soul, 

one is essentially a material flesh cyborg just walking around like a leaf in the wind.  
 

The time humans have is quite limited and many people who have faced some death or life 

circumstance know also that the so called "I will live until my 80's" is just a myth. Most people do 

not make it to their 80's, the mortality rate of humans across the globe is an average of 65 to 67 
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years old. And many people by this time with boose, bad diet, a life full with stress and so forth, 

have already done a lot of damage to their soul and even sanity. By that time, the person who 

does not meditate or keep mentally and materially active, has deteriorated to a great extent. If 

one lives a life of corruption their end can come way earlier, as the human being is frail and 

expendable. 
 

It's true however, it's never too late. Well, almost - never too late. I have a personal experience 

with a person who started meditating around their 65+ years and in one year have made very 

considerable progress, to the point they reached a great level before their material death, 

ensuring many positive things for them. They told me "It was the best year of their life". And the 

said person has had a hell of a life so to say, as far as material 'joy' and comforts are 

concerned.  
 

So in a sense it's never too late, but after a point, one can only wait for their next lifetime to 

work, simply because, all the faculties dealing with the person have deteriorated to a great 

extent. And work becomes impossible. This repeated over lifetimes can lead to a permanent 

state of non-existence of the person, which is called 'death'. We die once materially and then we 

exist astrally, but one can also die again after. The Ancient Egyptians and Ancient Greeks called 

this the 'second death', which is final.  
 

Many people approach meditation as some sort of joke especially in the west. You have some 

people thinking they are doing very good since they meditate once a week, or because they do 

some "Yoga Pilates" which mainly consists of jumping around like monkeys twice a week, or 

maybe once every two weeks. This is similarly hypocritical as the person going to church for a 

couple of hours every Sunday, praising a jew, and pretending they have attained some sort of 

spiritual experience of salvation.  

 

They know it is not true, but they wish that they could hack their way through as they try to hack 

the game of life, by taking happy pills, boosing out their problems, and tuning out their 

responsibilities. This route and perception of life leads to living risk and death. Everyone on the 

planet tries to escape their little amount of closely non-existant responsibility. This adds up, and 

the end result is a chaotic planet. This is the case with people and races who do not build their 

countries, do not self improve, and individuals who are a cancer unto society everywhere. This 

adds up and you have a chaotic planet filled with parasitic moths and only a few individuals 

who, even half-assed-ly, just go towards the living light. 
 

Lastly a major excuse people use is that they do not have 'time' in the day to meditate, or that 

they cannot 'sit down to meditate'. This is just a joke. They do not have time to sit down and 

meditate, but they have time to get drugged, and waste endless time in Youtube or just literally 

looking at their own ceiling. Hours and hours wasted into pure nothingness.  
 

Personally I know firsthand what it is to work 50 and even closely 60 hours a week. At this point, 

alas slowly, I was still able to do some astrology for 4-5 hours a day (alas extremely slower but 

still), daily meditation (in full) and have necessary time for warfare and sleep.  

 

If you want find time, you can find some time. However, something may have to suffer for you to 

pull this out. By 'suffer' we mean you will 'suffer' the commodity of wasting some of your 
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existence uselessly away to doing something valuable to your existence for 1 hour more every 

single day.  
 

Sleeping 30 minutes more is not going to give you any major energy boost compared to 

meditating for the same amount of time. Looking at the ceiling for 30 minutes more isn't going to 

give you any boost either. And going 30 minutes earlier at bed just to meditate isn't going to rob 

of you the pleasure of watching just another Netflix episode.  
 

But the above hour combined is going to make life changing situations for you. Even half of this 

hour will work.  
 

As for those who are new, meditation will start being normalized after a point for you same as 

drinking water or taking a shower. Every new thing needs some time to be consolidated in your 

routine.  

 

Lastly people must not think very highly of themselves and assume that other beings have to 

beg you to meditate. This is for yourself. Raises your energy levels, your mood, opens your 

consciousness, and it's you that benefits first and foremost. Only later come any social benefits 

from this practice, and even the cutting edge selfish individuals have endless incentives to get 

into this practice.  
 

It should be perceived that 1 hour of meditation adds 24 hours of quality life to your day. After a 

point, 1 hour of meditation adds 48 hours. When you reach the high levels 1-2 hours of 

meditation can add 3-5 extremely high quality days to your lifespan. These are not to be taken 

literally and are just personal estimations. Now if you add 1 hour a day for the next 365 days 

you will gain 360 hours a year to gain...365 days of vibrant life. This totals 15 days of spiritual 

meditation time in a whole YEAR, to gain benefits that are unparalleled.  
 

Think of how much time you have wasted in public transportation and you will find that this is 

probably 20 times more. Life is being wasted at all sides.  
 

As for the things absolutely necessary to do everyday, these are Hatha Yoga, Aura of 

Protection, Cleaning Meditation, and any sort of empowerment. One can also add breathing 

exercises, and Kundalini yoga, plus a form of meditation of Void. That is, if we are to keep 

matters very simple. This is the necessary basis to keep positive, flexible, and powerful 

throughout your day.  
 

The thing about meditation is that it is given by the Gods, and the ultimate objective of it is that it 

leads to immortality. Hindu Yogis of the highest order say that at some point, the daily practice 

evolves a person by 1,000,000 years of linear time, every single day, compared to the person 

who does not meditate or practice.  
 

Materially speaking we can observe this fact in yoga teachers and others who even with 

corrupted and watered down meditation reach the age of 80 and have the physiology of humans 

in their 20's or 30's, and women who are in their 80s and still have their monthly circle as if they 

were 16. But even if we assume the above thing is just allegorical, all the same, your mind 
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evolves beyond comprehension everyday, compared to the average Jewish NPC bot that just 

rots their life out.  
 

Then there are those who are stuck a bit in beginning. Well, nothing begins in it's full potential. 

Someone carried the first brick to build the Pyramid, if we are to say a metaphor. At first it 

looked like a stupid thing to do, and it was just a brick sitting on the ground. Brick by brick they 

built the greatest wonders of the world.  
 

Those who focus only on the brick will be disappointed. Feel proud you are putting a brick day 

by day to rebuilt your own spiritual power and soul back in proper order, and stay focused on 

the greater goals. Some days for all meditators are unbearable (the enemy is also into this) but 

we have to keep pushing, and we will always rise out winning.  
 

As an important final note everyone who does meditate, will commit mistakes, lose some 

meditation here, some day there, and experience failure. The only way to set this straight is to 

just keep going despite these failures and keep on walking. This is what makes the mistake 

right. Meditation is equated to war sometimes for this reason, the mind is jumpy and can try to 

derail someone. Same goes for life in general. You got to just put the train back on track and 

restart it, learn from your mistakes, and keep it running. That's what this is about, not 'inability to 

make mistakes' and being 'perfect'.  
 

Hail Satan and the Gods who give us the knowledge. 
 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  

More will follow soon. 
 
 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 

- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 
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Existance Proves Christianity Wrong 

Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Jul 06, 2018 11:23 am 

The ancient philosophers stated that all existence can be traced thought different levels of their 

emanation to a core underlying source of manifestation. And this unknowable source can be 

understood by studying the laws of nature which are the mechanic's of this force and its 

operation thus its conscious will. The source of which is simply vibration and light the function of 

the core substance that is the element of Ather which is called spirit as well by the ancients the 

same element.  

 
If one examines Christianity it claims the entire universe which is aeons old was created by a 

Jew around six thousand years ago and then it decided to create the earth as flat. And then 

decided to create a strange universe in which the actual laws that cause it to exist are somehow 

all wrong and at odds with the spiritual realm it created....Because it fell from three inches more 

up Yahweh's butt crack or something ridiculous.  

 

The fact is the laws of the spiritual realm of the laws of the material realm as the material realm 

is the emanation of the core substance of the element of spirit. The two can not be odds they 

are the same manifestation you can't have one without the other.  
 

Thousands of innocent people have been driven mad from being taught to believe all their 

normal desires and instincts that are spiritual in nature are somehow evil and from evil forces 

that have possessed them and they must war on their flesh their actual spiritual natures to 

conform to some disgusting, mentality ill Jewish program called Christianity. Its driven people 

mad by causing a schizophrenic break within their own psyche.  
 

The Christian religion is the creation of sick Jewish minds they are alien to this world. 
 

Only a sick Jewish mind could look at this and feel it to be evil and sinful:  
 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

 

Re: Existance Proves Christianity Wrong 
Postby High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Fri Jul 06, 2018 12:33 pm 

The Jews have an extremely high, disproportionately high incidence of both physical and mental 

disorders. They pollute the world populace with their filthy genes. Nearly every one of them has 

something seriously wrong.  
They are a very sickly race. This world is alien to them. 
 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
www.joyofsatan.com 
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Expanding Creativity 
Forward 

 

The Creativity Movement was founded in 1973 with the publication of NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION. This first book established the creed 
and program of our religion, CREATIVITY, and laid out its basic goals and principles. Since then two more BOOKS have been published by the 
Creativity Movement, namely. The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE (1981) and SALUBRIOUS LIVING (1982).

These three books we regard as the Basic Books of our movement, and the cornerstones of our religion. If nothing further were ever added, 
they would stand as fully completed, covering essentially every aspect of our creed, our program and our aspirations. They are to our White 
racial movement what the Bible is to the Christians, the Koran to the Mohammedans, and the Talmud to the Jews.

However, CREATIVITY is a young and dynamic movement. It is growing not only in the numbers of its adherents, but also growing in the scope 
and breadth of its philosophical horizons. It has a whole world to conquer for the survival, expansion and advancement of the White Race, and 
it is not standing still.

In June of 1983 we published the first issue of our monthly periodical RACIAL LOYALTY, thereby expanding into new territories, covering new 
ground and reaching out to new supporters.

RACIAL LOYALTY was the conveyor belt by means of which we also expanded our program, our creed and our philosophy. Every month 
included articles that stated clearly some fundamental positions the church took on many vital issues, and at the same time delineating goals of 
far reaching ramifications. 

These, too, have become part of our creed and program, solidifying our original base and building further thereon. We have thereby broadened 
the horizons of our creed and expanded the scope of our activities.

This book is a compilation o/the key articles written by me and published in RACIAL LOYALTY, starting with Issue No. 1, June, 1983, and 
ending with Issue No. 12, July, 1984.

We have put all these articles together in book form so that they may be conveyed on to future generations as a permanent part of our record, 
rather than leaving them as a loose and vulnerable collection of newspaper archives. Within the next 12 months we hope to publish another 
book that will be a compilation of the continuing articles, most of which have already been written.

However, considerable growth and activities have ensued in areas other than the publication of periodicals, booklets and literature. We have 
moved dirt, we have built buildings, and we have expanded our physical base in many ways. For the record and for posterity, we have set forth 
some of the highlights of those continuing activities between 1980 and 1985. The "Chronology" immediately following picks up where the 
FOREWORD of The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE left off.

The Creativity Movement
Chronology of Events, 1980-1985

In 1980 we published The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE and in the FOREWORD of that BOOK we related a brief history of The Church
Of The Creator since its founding In 1973. The following is a continuing sequence of landmark events between the publication of the
1980 book (copyrighted 1981) and this book (1985).

July 20, 1980. Bought a used A M Varityper Typesetting unit to start typesetting the manuscript of The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE.

October 8, 1980. Signed an agreement with Albo Printing Co. in Miami for printing and binding of the book. The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE. Made a 
$5000.00 down payment.

February 10, 1981. Albo Printing finished printing of 20,000 copies of The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE and delivered them to our warehouse in 
Pompano Beach.

September 4, 1981. Met with Billy Sanders, builders, and went over preliminary plans and ideas of a church building. Asked him
about an architect. He recommended Jack Patton, of Franklin.

September 8, 1981. Had initial meeting at the cabin with Jack Patton, the architect, to discuss design of Church building.

September 11, 1981. Met with Lance Coalson of Rose Printing Co., Tallahassee, Florida and drew up a contract for printing a new book, 
SALUBRIOUS LIVING. The contract was signed and I made a substantial down payment. Two weeks later attorneys for Rose Printing Co. 
(owned by Jews) returned all of the manuscript, the contract and enclosed a refund check for the entire amount. Their objection: racial 
overtones in Chapter 22. This, despite the fact I had made it a point to bring this to their attention from the very beginning.

October 13, 1981. Went to see Universal printing of Hialeah, Florida, to arrange for the printing of 25,000 copies of SALUBRIOUS
LIVING.

October 19, 1981. Made arrangements with Jorge Diaz of Kendall, Florida for typesetting the text of SALUBRIOUS LIVING.
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January 26, 1982. Went over final plans of The Creativity Movement building with architect Jack Patton.

January 29, 1982. Picked up the first two cartons (2x36) of Salubrious Living at Clayton bus station. These were the first completed sample 
copies.

February 9, 1982. Huge truck with 20,016 copies of SALUBRIOUS living arrived at our cabin in N.C., and the books were promptly
unloaded into our private garage No. 2, during a heavy downpour.

March 9, 1982. Met with the builder, Billy Sanders and finalized bid on contract for church building.

March 10, 1982. Met Billy Sanders on grounds of building site at 8:00 A.M. and broke ground for the World Center Building. At 10:00 A.M. the 
heavy equipment arrived and started excavating.

October 9, 1982. Met with Reverend Tim Gafiney to discuss possibilities of hiring him as our first Hasta Primus. Picked him up
at Asheville Airport, and had him stay for a day.

December 4, 1982. Signed contract with Compugraphic, Inc. for purchase of several expensive pieces of typesetting equipment for printing of 
future newspaper. Compugraphic promised delivery of the equipment by the first of the year.

December 11, 1982. Church building officially completed.

December 28, 1982. Reverend Tim Gafiney arrived at 3:30 P.M. to start his job as of the first of the year; his wife to follow a month
or so later.

January 1983. Repeated delay in the delivery of the typesetting equipment by Compugraphic, Inc. Problems seem to be developing
between Reverend Gafiney and his wife, who is Catholic. By this time she has evidently made up her mind (at the urging of her priest) that she 
will not come to North Carolina.

February 27, 1983. Reverend Tim Gafiney returned to Schenectady and we were without a Hasta Primus.

March 8, 1983. Global Van Lines finally arrived at 7:00 P.M. and delivered six large packages of Compugraphic equipment. Unload-
ed until 10:30 P.M. Part of the delay in receiving equipment: for some strange reason it had originally been addressed to South Boston. To 
make matters worse, after unloading, the driver of the truck drove up to our crossroads at the cabin to turn around, got stuck in the cow 
pasture, where he stayed all night. He had to be pulled out by a wrecker service next morning.

April 1, 1983. My wife and I drove up from Lighthouse Point, Florida in two cars, the station wagon and the VW Rabbit, with two
large sections of the insignia sign (each 4x8) fastened to the rack on the roof of the station wagon. This being Good Friday we could
not find any overnight motel accommodations. After a short (I hour) rest, we drove on up all the way to the cabin, arriving at 6:00 A.M. 
completing a 750 mile trip. After this trip we started putting together the first issue of RACIAL LOYALTY over the next few weeks.

April 4, 1983. Gene Schweigert from Compugraphic arrived and gave us lessons on the operation of the typesetting equipment over
the next three days.

April 12, 1983. Now the real fun begins. Started typesetting on copy for the June issue of RACIAL LOYALTY.

April 19, 1983. Made arrangements with Dixie Printing in Franklin, N.C. for the actual printing of RACIAL LOYALTY.

April 25, 1983. Finished layout and paste up of RACIAL LOYALTY and took all six sheets (12 pages) to Dixie Printing for a run of
15,000 copies.

May 8, 1983. Reverend Richard Becker arrived to take position of new Hasta Primus.

May 11, 1983. Mailed out first set of RACIAL LOYALTY (June edition).

June 15, 1983. At 1:45 A.M. an unknown gang of 3 criminals hurled a Molotov cocktail at the church and fired a shotgun blast at the
insignia of the church. The criminals were never apprehended, and the authorities only made a half-hearted effort to find the culprits.

June 24, 1983. Signed closing papers for sale of home in Lighthouse Point, Florida.

June 28, 1983. Allied Van Lines picked up all our belongings at our former home in Lighthouse Point and my wife and I left the house at 9:15 
P.M. We drove to Fort Pierce and stayed at the Holiday Inn overnight.

June 30, 1983. Arrived at N.C. cabin at 1:30 P.M.

August 22, 1983. Reverend Rick Becker left to resume his post graduate classes in Greenville and Keith Williams was placed in the
position of Hasta Primus.

October 14, 1983. Ground breaking for School for Gifted Boys. Doyle Byrd started moving dirt with his heavy equipment.

October 22, 1983. Keith Williams and I started building of foot bridge between the church and school.
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October 25, 1983. Foundation poured for school.

February 11 to 22, 1984. My wife and I took a trip to Egypt. This resulted in two articles about Egypt in Racial Loyalty — April and
May, 1984.

March 5, 1984. Deeded 20 adjoining acres to the church.

April 10, 1984. Keith Williams replaced by Reverend Charles Messick as the new Hasta Primus.

April 25, 1984. Started planting trees (6 peach and 6 cherry) along path to school (Leadership Lane.)

July 12, 1984. Installed computer for addressing of mailing lists, for membership status and other filings.

December 5, 1984. Flew to Orange County Airport, (Calif.) and met with Tom Metzger to record video tape "Race and Reason" about Creativity 
and the Creativity Movement.

January 15, 1985. Began typesetting copy for this book, EXPANDING CREATIVITY.

February 16 to 26, 1985. My wife and I took a ten day trip to the Hawaiian Islands. This resulted in an article on race-mixing and
the Mormons, published in the April issue of Racial Loyalty.

March 15, 1985. School building finished. Busy installing (National Sanitation Foundation approved) kitchen equipment, all very expensive; also 
building bunk beds, desks, lockers and getting other details together for opening on July 6.

Expanding Creativity 
Forward 
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Racial Loyalty Issue 1 - June 1983 
Creativity - An idea whose time has come 

FINALLY, A meaningful, comprehensive Racial Religion for the White Race.

After at least 60 centuries of wallowing in confused bedlam, at last there is now light at the end of the tunnel for the White Race. After 60 
centuries, finally, for the first time in its history the White Race has a genuine racial religion of its own. That religion is CREATIVITY, and the 
Creativity Movement is both humble and proud to lead the way. It is our resolute determination to polarize the White Race, to build a powerful 
army of aroused, determined White racial partisans whose unswerving goal is the survival, expansion and advancement of the White Race. We 
are now committed, come hell or high water, to build such a movement into a powerful battering ram that will sweep all enemies of the White 
Race before us - be they Jews, Christians or mud peoples. Organized, informed and aroused, the White Race is easily ten times more powerful 
than all its enemies combined.

There is a saying that nothing is so powerful as an idea whose time has come. For our race CREATIVITY is that idea - an idea more vital and 
dynamic than any the White Race has ever entertained in all of its long and tumultuous history. And it is about time. Another generation or two 
of the present Jew-induced madness and the White Race will be finished. It will be gone forever. It will voluntarily have aided its enemies by 
committing suicide.

The problem which the White Man has in gaining control of his own destiny is two fold: (a) the confused thinking of the White Race
itself, and (b) the massive dose of Jewish propaganda the Jew slops daily on the brains of the White Race. The Jews are well advanced along 
the road to total world domination. Their greatest goal is the complete takeover of America, the last predominantly White stronghold on earth. In 
the twentieth century, our position in our American homeland has been steadily and increasingly undermined. Already the Zionist enemy 
controls our government, financial institutions, news media and schools, keys to complete political and military domination. The brain-polluted 
White Race has fallen into the trap, thanks to the television, that electronic Jew Jack-in-the-box that has done so much to destroy the thinking 
process of the White Race.

It is the goal, the burden, and the glorious privilege of The Creativity Movement to lead the White Race back to sanity, to direct it on a course 
back to strength and virility, to lead it on to its own salvation and resurrection. It is our resolute determination to get the
parasitic Jew off our back one way or another, once and for all, and we mean to do so completely before the end of this century. We
intend to get all the parasites off the back and the brain of the White Man and again firmly wrest control of our own destiny back into the hands 
of our own race. This we mean to do and this we will do, because we must. It is a matter of life and death, a matter of do or die. It is a battle in 
which, like it or not, you, my dear White Racial Comrade, are a participant.

Let me here remind my White Racial Comrades that the White Race, the pinnacle of Nature's creation, has ample resources with
which to do the job. Although the Jews, the niggers and the rapidly exploding mud races now outnumber us in a ratio of 12 to I, though they are 
deadly hostile, they arc, nevertheless, not the real problem. The real problem is the confused and suicidal thinking of the White Race itself. I 
can't emphasize this point strongly enough. The problem is in our minds. Bluntly, our thinking is all screwed up. We Creators contend that this 
sorry state of affairs began when the Jew fed Asiatic Christianity to the Romans and finally conquered all of Europe by means of this suicidal 
Jewish mind-scrambler. Whether we are right or wrong in pinpointing the cause might be debatable. The fact remains that the White Man's 
thinking has at this stage of the twentieth century degenerated into a morass of suicidal insanity. About that there can hardly be any doubt.

This being so, the first order of business as far as The Creativity Movement is concerned is to straighten out the White Man's con-
fused, polyglot thinking. It is our goal and program to bring the White Man back to sanity, back to health, back to the Eternal Laws of Nature. 
Once we have achieved that much, the battle for all intents and purposes, is over.

The Creativity Movement now has the tools with which to do the job. In our three basic books. NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION,
The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE and SALUBRIOUS LIVING is spelled out loud and clear the goal, the means and the program. These three books 
are the sacred scriptures of our religion. They lay down the foundation and the cornerstones of our four dimensional religion - A Sound Mind in 
a Sound Body in a Sound Society in a Sound Environment. Therein you have the whole ball of wax - the total creed, the total program.

We now also have a beautiful new three-story building in which to center our activities. We have a meeting hall, a library, a number
of offices, a large basement for storage and a number of other facilities, not to mention ample acreage for future expansion.
We call our new building the World Creativity Center. We now have a geographic base, in the beautiful Blue Ridge Mountains of North 
Carolina. As Hitler has succinctly pointed out, a geographic "home" is extremely important for the growth and polarization of any ideology.

We now also have a paper with which to inform and contact our supporters and spread our ever growing base. As you have noted from the 
masthead, we call it RACIAL LOYALTY, a basic tenet of our creed.

So we are now on our way. We are determined that nothing, but nothing, is going to stop the regeneration, salvation and resurrection of the 
most precious treasure on the face of the earth - The White Race. Now, we need you, White Man and White Woman who are reading this, to 
do your part.

What can you do? Well, if you have never heard of The Creativity Movement until now, the first thing you can do is to avail yourself
of our three basic books. In them is spelled out the TOTAL PROGRAM, the FINAL SOLUTION, the ULTIMATE CREED for the
WHITE RACE. Read them, study them intensively, then go to work. Become a militant, aggressive White Partisan - a partisan for the White 
Race.
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Next, become a mini-distribution center for the White Man's Bibles. Sell, loan out, give away, as many copies each week as possible. You and 
your progeny will be well rewarded for your efforts. Your reward will be the survival of yourself, your family, and your race. Next, order a 
hundred copies of Racial Loyalty papers and distribute it to any and all of your (White) contacts that are receptive to reading it. Your are 
thereby planting seeds, the future ramifications of which are unpredictable and incalculable.

Next, you can organize a church group - a very vital program for which we offer guidelines in the Racial Loyalty newspapers.
It is our goal to build a communications network within the White Race that is second to none. It is our initial goal to place 10 million copies of 
our White Man's Bibles In the hands of our White Racial Comrades. Once we have done that much we are over the hump and well on our way 
to winning the world as the White Man did in The Winning of the West in the 19th century.

In participation in this noble endeavor, you, too, become part of the movement, a Creator, the Elite of the White Race. In so doing, you will be 
dedicated to a cause that is greater than yourself - a cause that transcends all others.

In pursuit of this great cause let us be fearless and tenacious. Let us be deliberate and determined. Let us look the world straight
in the eye - Jews, Christians, niggers and all - and say - world, whether you are ready or not - here we come and you better get used to the 
idea. Never again will the White Man tolerate being confused, defused and abused. No longer will the White Race sit idly by and allow itself to 
be looted and polluted, robbed and massacred. We now have a genuine White racial religion around which we can polarize and unite. We now 
have a racial religion to lead the way for the White Race in order to build a Whiter and Brighter world. CREATIVITY is now on its way and it is 
here to stay. It is the most powerful and dynamic idea in the White Man's tumultuous history and now its time has come.

* * * * *
The Creativity Movement: An Island of Hope and Sanity in a World gone stark raving mad!
* * * * *
Propagandize! Proselytize! Organize!

Racial Loyalty Issue 1 - June 1983 
Creativity - An idea whose time has come 
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Racial Loyalty Issue 1 - June 1983 
White Racial Teamwork 

Resolving the Conflict between the idea of unbridled Liberty and Freedom on the one hand and Responsibility and Duty on the other.

The Jews sparked the French Revolution with the catchwords Liberty, Equality, Fraternity and threw that great White nation into a turmoil from 
which it never recovered. During the chaos the Jews themselves had engineered, they were quick to take advantage of the breakdown and 
massacre the finest of the White French leadership. As the guillotine was busily employed, as heads rolled and women counted stitches in their 
knitting in a synchronized debacle of horror, the Jews were exercising two of their most potent weapons. These were (a) always kill the best (of 
the White Race) and (b) divide and conquer.

The Jews themselves say in "The Protocols of the Elders of Zion" that they have been the first to cry among the masses these same 
catchwords (or their equivalent) since ancient times, and any number of times since the French Revolution. They have used these ideas as bait 
repeatedly throughout history to stir the masses, to trap them into turmoil and anarchy and then to destroy, conquer and enslave their gullible 
victims.

In Protocol No. I they point out with wry sarcasm that these catchwords embodying the ideas of "Liberty", "Equality", "Fraternity", "Freedom" 
and "Individualism'' have always worked like a charm against those goyim they wish to destroy. They further point out that the goyim, who 
himself took up the cry, was always too stupid to realize that the ideas were in themselves contradictory and impossible of fulfillment.

We must remember, of course, that the Protocols were not written for the enlightenment of the Goyim (the derogatory Jewish term for Gentiles, 
meaning stupid cattle) but were written solely for the secret direction of Jewish insiders as a plan and program for the destruction of the Goyim, 
especially the White Race. They were never meant to become public knowledge to the Goyim and it is an accident of history that we have 
learned about them at all. Actually, despite the fact that the Protocols have been public knowledge (a copy was placed in the British Museum in 
1906) since 1905, the Jews have been so successful in suppressing and/or discrediting this veritable powder-keg that very few White people 
know about them even today, more than three quarters of a century later. (For further information about the Protocols read Chapters 19 and
20 of NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION.)

For centuries millions of White people have been enamored and misled by these Jewish ideas. Not only among the flaming liberals, but 
especially by staunch "conservatives" have these libertine ideas been enthusiastically embraced and trumpeted. As the Jews point out, the 
stupid Goyim did not note the contradiction of the meaning of these words, nor did they realize that in nature there is no equality, and that the 
very idea of "freedom" in a real world is a myth and a hoax.

Let us repeat and emphasize this point. Nature herself has established inequality of minds, of characters and capacities just as immutably as 
she has established subordination to her laws. Woe to the species that attempts to flout those laws. Nature punishes such misfits with the 
ultimate penalty — extinction. Unfortunately, the White Race is now suicidially bent on flouting the most basic of all of Nature's Laws, namely, 
fighting for its own survival, and predictably, it is on its way to extinction.

Since the unflagging goal of the Creativity Movement is the survival, expansion, and advancement of the White Race, and since it is our burden 
to stem the headlong rush to suicide with which the White Race seems to be imbued, we want to examine more closely the meaning of some 
of these Jewish catchwords. Among these words that the White Race has put on a sacred and unreal pedestal are the ideas of freedom, 
liberty, equality, brotherhood, independence, and individualism. To Americans in particular these ideas have been as unassailable and 
venerated as the Holy Sepulchre to the Christians, and for about as much reason. Strangely, it is especially among the "conservatives" that 
these ideas are misunderstood most of all. We have already examined the idea of equality as being a major Jewish hoax perpetrated on the 
White Race in order to destroy us. This we have done in both NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION (Chapters on "Racial Socialism", 'The 
Leadership Principle", and others) and The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE (Creative Credos Nos. 17, 18, 29, 30,31 and several others). There is 
therefore no need to cover the same ground again. Instead, let us more closely examine the sacrosanct (in the minds of the naive) ideas of 
freedom and individualism of which we hear so much. Although they express two separate ideas they are closely related. One thing they have 
in common is that these ideas have been repeatedly and skillfully used by the Jews in their diabolical technique of divide and conquer.

Let us first examine the idea of freedom. The first thing I want to point out is that like the free lunch, the whole idea is unrealistic and illusory. It 
docs not exist, neither in Nature nor in society. It never has and never will. It is, in fact, as the Jews point out in the Protocols, a Jewish 
catchword that along with Fraternity and Equality they have repeatedly utilized to catch the unwary.

The only way a man could be FREE would be to live all by himself on a deserted island, like Robinson Crusoe did before his man Friday came 
along. However, as soon as even so much as a second person comes into the picture he is immediately restrained by that person's wants, 
actions, movements and exercise of HIS "freedoms". Their respective "freedoms" to do as they damn well please come into immediate conflict. 
Either a battle of extermination is joined, or they learn to negotiate a certain set of rules whereby they can agree to live peacefully in the same 
territory. They both learn that each has to respect these rules. Immediately their "freedom" is limited by these rules and since "freedom" by 
definition is unlimited choice of action, it no longer exists. When we multiply this factor by the crowded billions of people that inhabit this planet 
Earth, we can readily see that our actions must of necessity be governed by a multitude of "rules" or laws and that any other approach is 
unthinkable.

The unlimited "freedom" of a lone hermit on a deserted island is not really one of unlimited choice, nor is it very desirable. Whereas he could do 
as he damn well pleases with no one to restrain him or interfere, actually such a hermit's options are very, very limited. He would not have the 
choice of conversing with his peers; he would have no choice of mating or raising a family, and therefore would have any and all such natural 
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urges suppressed; he would have no books to read, none of the enjoyable accoutrements of civilization; no baseball games, no opera, no 
concerts, no plays, no cars, no airplanes, no decent clothes, no fine housing, only a meager choice of food, and be excluded from a million 
other choices that we as members of a civilized White Race are able to exercise and enjoy.

So what is so great about such isolated freedom? Such a hermit would be free all right — to live a lonely, bleak and primitive life like an animal 
and die by his lonesome self — "free" as a breeze. This is neither the kind of life that we of The Creativity Movement aspire to, nor for that 
matter would very many of our civilized White Racial Comrades (A few twisted deviates might.) We Creators accept the fact that we live in a 
populated world of our peers and it is not our objective to be the last individual on earth, nor to be a lone hermit on a deserted island. It is our 
objective to not only accept the fact that we are a social animal living in a civilized White society, but to construct and organize that society in 
such a way that it will serve the best interests of the White Race. This "best interests" clause includes enabling us to live a HAPPY life, a life of 
QUALITY, one of CREATIVITY and PRODUCTIVITY and one that at the same time has contributed to the ADVANCEMENT of our precious 
race.

There are a few other drawbacks about the lonely hermit life I might enumerate while we are on the subject. (a) There are not enough "isolated 
territories" to go around for four billion people to choose from. (b) Such a life would be boring, meager, primitive and bleak, (c) it would, of 
course, be a one generation gambit, and be self-destructive of our race. So let us have done with this nonsense about "freedom", which, if it is 
not unlimited, is not freedom at all. There is one other factor that I want to point out that we as Creators are gravely concerned about at this 
stage in history. It is this: that we the White Race in the last quarter of the twentieth century are entrapped in a fierce struggle for the survival of 
the White Race itself. It is a struggle in which the war of ideas is at present the most virulent, but as we repeatedly are assaulted and pushed 
further to the wall, will become more and more physical and violent, culminating in the physical extermination of the White Race. It is of minor 
solace to me for us to be known as the most freedom loving people who suffered genocide at the hands of their enemies. 

In order to win the deadly war in which we unwittingly find ourselves embroiled, we must organize all our resources, physical, spiritual, mental 
and economic. In order to have an effective organization (any organization) we must have a chain of command, as does an army, as does 
General Motors, or as does any other organization. Now let me ask you, do you know of any effective organization in existence which is not 
based on leadership, discipline and obedience? Would any general before a life and death battle expound and lecture his soldiers on the 
boundless virtues of freedom, liberty, license, independence of action and that every man may damn well do as he pleases in the pursuit of his 
own whim? No, I don't think so. No organization of any kind is possible if its members are obsessed with their own libertine independence, 
jealous of their own pompous individuality and over-preoccupied with the unbounded virtues of freedom. This does not make for organization, 
but for a disorderly and unruly mob.

Such mobs, obsessed with the Jew inspired ideals of freedom, soon destroy themselves. If they do not destroy themselves from within they are 
soon destroyed by the enemy from the outside who has a more realistic view of the world we live in, who does not cater to such idealistic 
nonsense, and is instead organized to the hilt. Like the irresponsible college students who spout all sorts of beautiful theories and idealistic 
claptrap, once out of the protective subsidization of their parents, these starry-eyed individuals soon change their tunes when forced to make 
their own way in the real world. Therefore let us also take a closer look at the virtues and weaknesses of that much admired quality called 
"rugged individualism", because it does have both its negative and positive aspects. Let me say at the outset that we Creators admire and 
promote such qualities as perseverance, initiative, courage in the face of great odds and similar strong traits of character. In fact, we have set 
forth many of these qualities In The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE In the Creative Credo No. 68, "Creators & Creativity — What we are and what we 
are not." Certainly the qualities we have just mentioned are in large part those of a rugged individualist. Many of our early settlers, pioneers, 
trailblazers, farmers and others had these unique qualities, all of which helped "Win the West" and build America. However, as our society 
becomes more crowded, and at this stage of history, more chaotic, super-individualism has been subverted and utilized by the Jews to turn 
White Man against White Man, to fragmentize, to create anarchy, to divide and conquer. The Jews have turned one of the White Man's finest 
characteristics into a weapon against himself, a weapon for his own destruction. They have turned the White Race into a leaderless mob of 
sheep, without unity, without direction, without goals, without a racial identity.

Instead of practicing teamwork, we have been tricked into fighting each other, destroying each other, all in the name of "Individualism". Not that 
most White people today — men or women — can be classified as rugged individualists — far from it. They are much less so than were our 
rugged forefathers of a century ago, or even 50 years ago. However, the strange thing is that in catering to Jewish fashions, Jewish ideas, or 
fetishes or trends, the present day White Man acts like a simple sheep. At the same time, in those very areas where cooperation with his own 
White Racial Comrades would promote the survival and best interests of his own race, there, somehow, he has a thousand dissenting ideas. 
Whereas the Jews will fanatically rally to the defense of Israel by the millions, the Cubans will hold vast street parades if even so much as one 
criminal is threatened with deportation back to Cuba, it is hard to get a meeting of a few dozen White people together and united for the 
defense of the White Race.

All this must change. The White Race has by far the most to lose. The White Race is Nature's Elite. The White Race is the Creator of all 
civilization and the Creator of all the great and worthwhile values that have been produced in the last several thousand years. We must save 
ourselves. No one else will.

What is the answer to this strange dilemma? The answer is simple as hell. We must practice WHITE RACIAL TEAMWORK as set forth both in 
NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION and The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE. Let us again reiterate a basic Credo we have set forth in Creative Credo No. 
2 of the latter: We must look at every issue through the eyes of the White Race, from the White Man's point of view. Not through the Jew's 
eyes, not from the nigger's point of view, not through the serpent's eyes — but exclusively from the White Man's point of view. The White Race 
is the one and only yardstick in every major decision that affects us. WHITE RACIAL TEAMWORK is the order of the day.

In order to give this idea muscle we must organize — organize — organize. Organized, aroused, and united we will be ten times more powerful 
than all the Jews, niggers and mud races combined. In order to become organized we must have leaders and followers, all imbued with the 
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racial idea. In order to be organized we must be united. In order to be united we must forsake such Jewish ideas as Liberty, Equality, Fraternity 
for the basic idea of Racial Loyalty, which requires dedication, sacrifice and responsibility. Yes, in order to become part of such an organization 
we must even give up some of our selfish individualism and funnel our own creative ideas into the goals and purposes that help serve our race 
as a whole.

I therefore suggest that we channel our natural urges for freedom to help obtain (a) freedom from the tyranny of our Jewish enemies, (b) 
freedom of our minds from much useless and stifling clutter such as the 'spooks in the sky' swindle, (c) freedom from fear of hell (which is part 
of this swindle), (d) freedom from financial slavery of the tyrannical Federal Reserve, which is nothing more than a gigantic counterfeiting ring, 
monopolized by the International Jewish bankers, (e) freedom from confiscatory taxation, (f) freedom from involuntary servitude of being forced 
to support and subsidize all the mud races of the world, (g) freedom from Jewish wars pitting White Man against White Man, (h) freedom from 
pointless and undeserved feelings of guilt, (i) freedom to raise a fine family of our own (j) at the same time enjoying freedom from want and 
poverty.

There are many other freedoms to strive for that I could enumerate. But now let us consider how we can channel our characteristic 
individualism into positive constructive activism instead of allowing it to be used as a Jewish tool to "divide and conquer" us. (a) One of the 
obvious areas we need individualism in is the LEADERSHIP field. Become a leader of your own group of White racist activists. In fact, become 
an ORDAINED MINISTER of the Creativity Movement and form your own church group, (b) Use your talents to write copy, advertising, articles, 
letters to your local editor, etc., promoting the White Race and Creativity, (c) If you are not of leadership quality, help those that are ORGANIZE 
and RECRUIT, (d) Be a PROTESTER against every Jewish manifestation in our society — against school busing, against tyrannical taxation, 
against Jewish violations of our racial, religious and constitutional rights. You can make your voice heard by writing letters to the Editor of your 
local paper, as I have said before. This costs nothing and gives you a large audience. There are any number of further channels we could list 
into which we can constructively channel our natural urges towards freedom and individualism, but let us now come to the crux of our 
message. That message is this: Instead of wantonly indulging in Jewish versions about freedom, liberty, fraternity and individualism we must 
face the realities of life. And some of the most stark realities of this last quarter of the twentieth century are these: (a) that the White Race is 
under vicious attack by the whole worldwide Jewish network; (b) the Jews are winning their war to destroy the White Race. (c) Few members of 
the White Race are aware that they are targeted for extermination, (d) Unless we soon change our stance we will be wiped out.

To counter this we must (a) Organize, (b) Practice White Racial Teamwork, (c) In order to do so we must have a creed and a program to 
polarize around. The Creativity Movement has now furnished such a creed and program in its three basic books: NATURE'S ETERNAL 
RELIGION, The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE and SALUBRIOUS LIVING. We have thrown overboard once and for all the whole mess of Jewish-
Christian gibberish that has confused, misled and paralyzed the White Race for the last 16 centuries. For the first time in its history the White 
Race now has a genuine racial religion of its own on which it can build and prosper for the next million years. In CREATIVITY, I believe, we 
have the TOTAL PROGRAM, the FINAL SOLUTION, the ULTIMATE CREED.

We now come to our final point. If we are going to organize and unite, how with 10,000 or more "conservative", racial or religious organizations 
to confuse us — how can we choose the one and only? This is a difficult question. One of the main obstacles in this we find is that many White 
leaders suffer from what is called HUBRIS — overweening pride in their own production, even though it may be a miserable failure. Too many 
of them will not unite for the common good of the White Race even though they don't have the answer. They take the attitude — "If I didn't think 
of it first, I don't want any part of it." This is, of course, a destructive and divisive attitude, and a luxury we can no longer afford. But to answer 
the question — I believe we have already answered it in the proceeding paragraph, namely that the Creativity Movement is far and above 
anything that has appeared in the White Man's history. It now has the total answer, the whole ball of wax.

Do we fall into this same category of being hubristic? I'm sure some will accuse us of such. So let us make our position clear. For twenty years 
I, too, wandered in the wasteland. Feeling that something had to be done I joined the Birch Society, I joined the Citizens Councils, I became a 
member of the Republican Party and ran for office. I organized a speakers group called Fact Finders Forum. I even started to attend (but did 
not join) a local Baptist church. I was quite willing to be an Indian and let someone else be the Chief. (I would love to do so even today). 
However, the more I learned about the comprehensive depth of the conspiracy, the more alarmed I became that there was not a single 
organization in the whole lot of all those 10,000 or more that was the answer to the Jewish conspiracy that engulfed us. Some were nothing but 
a cheap money making scheme. Some were so totally inadequate as to be laughable. Some had part of the answer, but were also part of the 
problem, such as those that preached Christianity and White racism at the same time. Some were against the Jews, but for Christianity. Some 
of them were against Christianity but for the Jews. Some of them, the majority in fact, I discovered were actually fronts running interference for 
the Jews (such as the Birch Society ).

It was in 1970 that I came to the agonizing re-appraisal that was a turning point in my life. It slowly began to dawn on me that one of the most 
powerful roadblocks to the salvation and resurrection of the White Race was Christianity itself. It was a momentous discovery and I believe as 
such, a turning point in history. I came to the conclusion that what the White Race really needed was a new religion — a religion based on 
reality — on the Laws of Nature, on the lessons of history, and on common sense. Since no such religion existed, I went to work on it. It was an 
awesome responsibility.

The rest you know about. We now have three fundamental books - NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION, The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE and 
SALUBRIOUS LIVING that lay down the foundations of our religious creed and program. In it, I repeat, we have achieved a fundamental job — 
a job that had to be done — to reconstruct our loyalties, our beliefs and our attitudes from top to bottom. In CREATIVITY we have the TOTAL 
PROGRAM, the FINAL SOLUTION, the ULTIMATE CREED.

So now we are ready to launch our second and most difficult phase — to organize the total White Race. We must now unite and organize. To 
do so we have to make up our minds and we don't have forever to do it. We have to decide on that one creed and program that is capable of 
doing the job. We can no longer afford the luxury of dawdling off in 10,000 different directions. We are now under heavy siege and have very 
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little time left to unite and organize. We have to polarize around one basic creed and program or else again suffer defeat from the Jewish 
program of divide and conquer.

As a footnote to underscore the urgency of what is facing us I might cite the Population Reference Bureau (1982) which tells us that whereas 
the human population has grown slowly throughout its long history, it will leap from two billion to ten billion in one century (1940-2040). What it 
does not tell us is that this increase is totally due to the explosion of the mud races, subsidized by the White Race, and that the White Race 
itself is rapidly shrinking into oblivion. We believe that Creativity is the answer, the total answer. It is head and shoulders above any creed and 
program the White Race has ever been offered before. We urge and implore you to join with us. In order to unite, we have to subordinate our 
unbridled ideas of freedom and individualism for the general good of the White Race. We have to utilize the leadership principle — the only 
principle that has ever built a meaningful and competent organization. Instead of thinking in terms of rights and privileges we have to think in 
terms of responsibilities, in terms of duty. We have to think in terms of Racial Loyalty and contribution to our precious White Race, in short, 
Racial Teamwork. Only within this framework can we hope to survive at all, and then march forward towards building a better race, a finer 
society and a WHITER AND BRIGHTER WORLD.

* * * * *
Want to be the start of something big? Join the Creativity Movement. Distribute copies of this book.
* * * * *

Racial Loyalty Issue 1 - June 1983 
White Racial Teamwork 
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Racial Loyalty Issue 1 - June 1983 
The Flat Tire Syndrome 

A doctor is giving a patient a physical check-up. All the while he is groaning and moaning, deploring and lamenting the bad state of the 
patient's health. Finally he is finished and he reports his diagnosis. "You are a very sick man, Mr. Jones. You have terminal cancer. You 
probably have not more than 30 days to live." The patient, now much alarmed, inquires of the doctor "But doc, what is the solution?" The doctor 
walks off and says: "Solution? I hadn't thought of that. I haven't the foggiest idea."

What would you think of a doctor like that? If you were the patient, would you say that he has really helped you, or has he merely added to your 
worries and nervous strain? Furthermore, if the "experts" don't have a solution, would you not be inclined to throw up your hands and conclude: 
"If the experts have no solution, how should I know what to do?"

This little story pretty well describes the kind of "information" the White Race has been getting from the tens of thousands of professional 
"experts" who advise the average White yokel as to what is wrong with our economy, our society, our country and the world situation in 
general.

It has been stated that at least 20,000 "conservative" organizations have sprung up since W.W.II whose aim has been to save this country from 
"Communism", or from the Russians, or from socialism, or from a nuclear holocaust, or from financial collapse, or giving away the Panama 
Canal or from any one of a number of similar ailments with which the United States and/or the world in general is afflicted. Usually they send 
out an alarming appeal, and with it a return envelope with a card saying "Yes, I will help. Enclosed is $1000 - $500 - $100" etc. Invariably, 
whereas the alarm is as real as the cancer that our earlier patient was subject to, there is one all important factor missing. They fail to mention 
what solution, if any, they have in mind, and frankly, usually they themselves don't have the foggiest notion.

Are they of any more help to you than the doctor who walked off and admitted he hadn't thought of a solution and didn't have the foggiest idea? 
No, they are not. They are merely soliciting your money and throwing more dismay and confusion into the ranks. Some typical groups that 
indulge in this kind of mischief are the Kosher Konservative groups like the John Birch Society, the Jerry Falwells and the rest of their ilk. 
Analyze! Analyze! until hell freezes over. Skirt around the fringes of the problem and talk it to death. But never get to the heart of the problem 
(basically the International Jewish network) and never, never come up with a realistic, sensible solution. But they will continually nag at you, 
worry you, and implore you to throw more of your money down their particular rat hole. This reminds me of another imaginary situation that is 
the basis of our title to this article. Supposing you were driving down the turnpike and you suddenly suspect that you have a flat tire. You pull 
over to the shoulder, stop, get out to look and come to the conclusion that indeed you do have a flat tire. Basically that is all the diagnostic 
information you need to know as far as the problem is concerned.

You don't need to read another book or be told by a passerby that you have a flat tire. You already know what the problem is and whether you 
like it or not, you have the unpleasant job of correcting it. If while you are in the process of changing the tire a passerby stops and informs you 
"Hey, mister, you have a flat tire!" but docs nothing to assist, is he of any help to you? Supposing another, and another and a dozen more stop 
and tell you the same thing - something you already are well aware of, are they of any help? I would say, no they are not, and after the first 
alarmist, I would say that the continual rehashing of the problem could become damned annoying.

This is pretty well the modus operandi of most of the "help" we have been getting from politicians, preachers, Kosher Konservatives and a 
multitude of other polyglot groups. Analyze! Diagnose! But never get to the heart of the problem, and never come up with a meaningful 
solution.

Even in their diagnosis, such groups by and large give you false information, or at best, only a partial picture. This reminds me of an excellent 
poem by J. G. Saxe about six blind men from Industan who went to see an elephant. (It is on page 290 of the Fifth Grade McGuffey's Reader). 
It tells about the interesting but partial versions of the six blind men as they "sec" an elephant. The first one touching the side concluded an 
elephant is like a wall; another touching his trunk thought the beast similar to a snake; another touching its ear was convinced that an elephant 
was like a fan; and so on down the line: six completely different versions. None of them were exactly wrong but none of them had the whole 
picture, and anyone not knowing what an elephant was about would certainly get a completely erroneous version from any one of the six 
individuals. Even if he heard all six versions he would be unable to put the whole picture together from their jumbled and contradictory 
descriptions.

This is pretty well the situation the average White Man finds himself in today. With Jewish propaganda impinging on his mind with a thousand 
different versions of the problem being dumped on him by politicians, preachers, TV, etc., most of our good White Racial Comrades are 
hopelessly confused, and what with the Christian "moral" and "ethics" that they have been brainwashed (programmed is a better word) with, 
they are locked into a paralyzed, no-win position. They now have, what I prefer to designate as a "polyglot mind", which is so full of wrong or 
useless information and advice that they do not know which way to turn. Most of them prefer to throw up their hands, feeling that it is hopeless, 
they are trapped and that nobody knows the problem, much less the solution. As a result they shut their eyes to reality and prefer to live in a 
make-believe world in a state of hopeless desperation.

With Creativity and The Creativity Movement it is a different story. We offer an island of hope and sanity in a world that has gone stark, raving 
mad. We fearlessly go to the heart of the problem and shout loud and clear what the problem is and spell it out in our basic Bibles. And 
essentially the problem is racial, exacerbated by that master mind-manipulator of all time - the international Jew. We state loud and clear that 
their objective is the complete destruction of the White Race and garner unto the Jews all the control, the wealth and riches of this world.

In a nutshell, that's the heart of the problem. Have you ever heard your preacher tell you that? No, He'll tell you to pray to the spooks in the sky. 
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Have you ever heard any politician spell it out to you? No. He'll tell you to re-elect him. When you do he'll help send more of your money to 
Israel and 120 other hostile foreign countries. Have you ever heard the Kosher Konservatives spell out the problem or the solution to you? No. 
They'll tell you the problem is socialism or communism (but never the Jew) and tell you to read another book or to write your Congressman 
(again and again). No wonder the White Man is confused as hell and hopelessly discouraged to the point of desperation.

But The Creativity Movement does not just pinpoint the problem and stop there. We go on to spell out the solution, and that solution is to build 
up a massive racial religious movement polarizing the White Race into action for its own survival, expansion and advancement. We go further. 
We ourselves provide the framework, the leadership and the impetus to build a mighty army of aroused and united White Racial Comrades that 
sooner or later will engulf and encompass the entire 500 million White people that inhabit this Planet Earth. With such a force we will sweep our 
enemies before us, get the parasites off our back and build a Whiter and Brighter World - a beautiful world built by and for the White Race and 
the White Race alone.

Racial Loyalty Issue 1 - June 1983 
The Flat Tire Syndrome 
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Racial Loyalty Issue 1 - June 1983 
The Christian Version of a "Solution" 

Apparently aghast that the White Race should have the gall to want to take charge of its own destiny, your editor has received the following 
plea from "A Concerned Christian":

Dear Mr. Klassen,

As a concerned Christian I would like to express my feelings concerning your idea of "Racial Loyalty". In case you don't know, God loves 
everyone no matter what color of skin, red, yellow, black or white they are precious in his sight. Negroes, Jews, or Whites, they are all the 
same. Instead of organizing a army of supporters into a massive mighty battering ram and take control of as you call white man's destiny away 
from the Jews and put it in the hands of our own people you need to put your life in the hands of GOD. God is the only one who can 
accomplish that which is right. All you need to do is look around you and see the mountains, flowers, sunshine and the rain and you can see 
the work of my Lord. You are going to have to put a little love in your heart for mankind instead of so much hatred. All you have to do is believe 
and have faith and God will help you to get on the right road. Please pray about this. God loves you.

A concerned Christian
(Not signed, but postmarked Gainesville, Ga.)

Editor's comment: If we should follow this kind of approach to the problem of survival of our race, why not follow this same approach to all other 
problems in life. Why work for a living? Let the (non-existent) spooks in the sky do it all for us. Why should we bother building houses to live in? 
Let the unseen, unheard spooks do it. Why make the effort to build bridges, roads, farms, airports, factories, etc.? Let the spooks take charge. 
Why should we make the effort? Furthermore, let me ask this oh so "Concerned Christian" if the Jewish Yahweh really has our best interests at 
heart, why does the Jewish bible repeatedly keep harping about how our mortal enemies, the Jews, are "God's Chosen"? And my final 
question is this: After two thousand years of Christianity and "spooks in the sky" insanity, is the White Race in a better, or worse position 
relative to the present flood of mud races that threaten to engulf our planet? When we compare how the virile White Romans of 2000 years ago 
were supreme in this world and the mud races of no consequence whatsoever, I believe we can safely conclude that after 2000 years of 
Christlnsanity, it has been of no help whatsoever to our Race It did however plunge the White Race into a thousand years of the dismal Dark 
Ages and has been a major enemy of the White Race ever since. It has aided and abetted the Jews and put the skids under the White Race at 
every opportunity. The above letter is another typical example.

One major difference (among others) between a Christian and a Creator is that whereas a Creator's first loyalty belongs to the White Race, that 
of a Christian is to a nebulous and mythical set of spooks whose whereabouts have never been located.

* * * * *
Do something meaningful for the White Race! Become a Mini-distribution Center of Creativity's White Man's Bible.
* * * * *
Sign in our Library: Either lead, follow or get out of the way.
* * * * *

Racial Loyalty Issue 1 - June 1983 
The Christian Version of a "Solution" 
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Racial Loyalty Issue 2 - July 1983 
An American Phenomenon - Rooted in American Soil 

We want to make one thing clear. Creativity is neither a foreign import nor of alien origin. It is a genuine native American phenomenon. It is not 
a rehash of the National Socialism of Hitler's Germany, nor is it another offshoot of Jewish Christianity. Its roots are firmly planted in American 
soil. It is a White Man's religion, a racial religion, as American as apple pie, as motherhood and the Fourth of July. It originated in America, and 
carries forward the pioneer spirit as exemplified by "the Winning of the West" and the idea of "Manifest Destiny" that drove the White Man 
forward with zeal and exuberance in the 19th century. It won for the White Man a great continent.

Read again Creative Credo No. 32, 'The Winning of the West" in the White Man's Bible, and Chapter 10, "Manifest Destiny", in Nature's Eternal 
Religion. It is the same spirit of adventure, conquest and creativity that propelled the White Man forward to not only conquer a continent but 
build a great home and empire for the White Race that is at the heart of CREATIVITY.

What we are saying is this: If the White Man's drive in the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries to colonize the North American continent was so 
constructive and productive in terms of freedom, land, wealth and empire, why not pursue that same course on a worldwide basis, in a world 
that is now rapidly shrinking and crumbling before our eyes, a world that is stridently hostile to the White Race and hell bent on its utter 
destruction.

We Creators say it is a magnificent idea to pursue the course of our pioneering forefathers, and we regard failure to do so as a miserable crime 
of omission. Such crime will most surely result in the death and oblivion of the White Race itself, and is a dastardly crime against our ancestors, 
against our future progeny, and against the present generation of the living.

In the 1930's, Hitler succeeded in uniting the German peoples. The unification of Germany was a monumental accomplishment, creating the 
foreground for total White unification. To unite the entire White Race under his capable leadership was a goal which Hitler never envisioned. 
The sacred mission of the Creativity Movement is the uniting of all the peoples of the White Race.

The Jews openly brag that they spawned the world's three major religions, namely Judaism, Christianity and Mohammedanism, to list them in 
chronological order. The Jews, who are master mind-manipulators, the master sneaks of all time, have some valid arguments for making such 
a boast, to their credit and to the detriment of their victims.

Out of Palestine, from this small desert pesthole of the world, has spewed forth more destructive poison to derange and warp the minds of men 
than all the rest of the world combined. Palestine, we must remember, is not in Europe, nor in Africa. It is in Asia, and its peoples are Asiatics. 
We must also remember that the Jews were, and are, Asiatics. They are not White, but yellow Semites, as are the Arabs and other mud 
peoples.

The Jews, who are not creative, did however, early in their history recognize one thing: the vital importance of RACIAL LOYALTY. They 
designed a racial religion around the cock-and-bull story of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob as being their common ancestors. There is absolutely 
no historical evidence whatsoever that such repugnant characters ever existed, any more than there is any evidence that Mother Goose or 
Santa Claus ever existed. For the same reason I doubt that Moses, Jesus Christ, Jonah, his whale, and a host of other mythical characters 
ever existed. There is not a shred of evidence that they did. There is only a much touted collection of Jewish claims. Since the Jews are the 
world's most accomplished liars, such claims impress us CREATORS very little.

One aside about their mythical ancestors of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob is worthy of comment. According to their own story as set forth in the 
Old Testament, every one of these characters (and most of their future offspring) was a reprehensible, repugnant scoundrel, a whore-monger, 
a murderer, a thief, a liar and a cheat. If you don't believe me, read again the stories of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Lot and his incestuous 
daughters, Judah and his daughter-in-law, and all the rest of this shabby tribe. (Also read Chapter 10, Book I, of NATURE'S ETERNAL 
RELIGION, "The Old Testament")

Which brings up a few questions: With a background like that, mythical or otherwise, why would anybody want to brag about having such 
repugnant reprobates for ancestors, and then want to build a religion around it? This is a question not only the Jews should ask themselves, 
but a lot of White Christians who wish they were Jews. Included among the latter are all those of the Identity movement, the British Israelites, 
and a whole passel of other related groups who have fallen for that silly nonsense and stupidly claim "we are the true Israelites"!

The other question is this: With such a collection of repugnant cut-throats and criminals running loose and supposedly recording their shabby 
"history", why would any God or god lay claim to such people as being "his chosen"? Stupid, stupid, stupid. But then we must remember that 
the Jews are the world's most notorious liars, and gullible fools are born every minute. 

All that be as it may. there are some sinister reasons for the Jews doing what they did. What they did had profound ramifications on their own 
history, and more tragically on the history of the White Race. These master mind-manipulators, through their sleazy concocted religion, strange 
as it may seem, did accomplish the following:

1. They united their own miserable band of cutthroats into a solid battering ram that over the last 3000 years has conquered, and now 
dominates, the world.

2. Out of this concoction of lies about Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, they forged a religion, a race and a nation whose core polarizes around the 
central idea — What's good for the Jews is the highest virtue; what's bad for the Jews is the ultimate sin - based on their idiotic claim that they 
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were "God's Chosen."

3. As a secondary offshoot of the Judaic religion, the Jews concocted Christianity for the Gentiles, and specifically for the destruction of the 
then dominant White Roman empire. This religion taught just the opposite to the White Race, namely, blessed are the meek, sell all thou hast. 
love your enemies, turn the other cheek, judge not, and a lot of similar suicidal nonsense. The spokesman of this poisonous diatribe was the 
Jew, Saul of Tarsus, later to become the Christians' St. Paul.

Again, due to the solidarity, aggressiveness and fervor with which the Jews pushed this teaching, strangely enough, the Romans bought this 
poison, and a few centuries later their empire, their race and their beautiful civilization collapsed miserably and the Dark Ages with its 
ignorance, superstition, crime and poverty ensued for the next thousand years. (Read Ch. 16, Book I of NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION, 
"Christ's Existence Not Substantiated by Historical Evidence".)

4. As a further weapon to counteract and destroy the White Race, Mohammedanism emerged out of this same small pesthole of the desert 
(Palestine) in the seventh century. It did for the Arabs, Semites and other mud peoples, what Judaism had done for the Jews. It polarized and 
solidified these mud peoples into a solid battering ram that became a major threat to the White peoples of Europe and the world. Whereas the 
Jews did not invent the Moslem religion, they had a strong hand in promoting it, and its basic roots also derive from Judaism, Christianity and 
the Old Testament. (For further information see Ch. II, Book 2 of NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION, "Mohammedanism, the Power of a Militant 
Religion".) I give this short review to remind my White Racial Comrades that the origins of Judaism, Christianity and Mohammedanism are 
Asiatic, a product of a hostile and alien race, and have been imported into Europe, into America and the rest of the White Man's domain. (Read 
also Ch. 9, Book I of NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION, "Five Jewish Books".)

When Columbus again discovered America in 1492 (The Norsemen had been there 500 years earlier) it released a veritable flood of White 
European colonization over the next 400 years. The most constructive, the most productive of that drive was that of the building of the United 
States of America. What the White Man accomplished especially in the 19th century in forging a home for the White Race by building a White 
empire from the Atlantic to the Pacific is a glorious epic that has never been equaled in the history of the White Race, or any other race.

How did the White Man achieve this tremendous accomplishment? The answer is simple. All we have to do is look at our own history.

1. He did it by colonization and conquest - the same process as by which all other empires in all history have been built; first, the conquest of 
land and territory itself, and secondly, by doing that which the White Man does best - building a constructive country, government and 
homeland.

2. In order to do so, he had to rout the savage peoples who then inhabited the land, and clear it for the colonization of his own. This he did in a 
sporadic and disjointed, but nevertheless relentless program, until he was master of all the territory from the Atlantic to the Pacific oceans. Had 
the White Man then had a racial religion instead of being obsessed with Asiatic Christianity, he would have done it faster, more effectively, and 
much more permanently.

3. In pursuing his program of "Manifest Destiny" he built on the American continent the greatest, most productive, most affluent society the 
world has ever seen. It is a society that now in the latter part of the twentieth century, due to lack of purpose and cohesiveness, is rapidly falling 
to pieces as did the Roman Empire 1500 years earlier, and for the same reason. The White Man has lost his soul, due to the Asiatic Jewish 
poison with which his society is pervaded. This Asiatic Jewish poison is being spewed upon the White American people today with a new 
virulence unequalled in all history. This takes not only the form of religion, but every other stop is being opened to destroy the White Race, not 
only here in America, but on this whole planet Earth. The Jews have openly bragged that in another generation or so, not another unpolluted 
White baby will be born.

4. Contrary to the Christian admonition that the meek shall inherit the earth, history repeatedly has shown otherwise. History clearly teaches us 
that all great decisions were made by force of arms. That is how the American Revolution was decided and American independence from 
Britain was won. That is how the Civil War was decided. That is how the War with Mexico (1846-1848) was decided. That is how the West was 
won. As Gen. Douglas MacArthur stated so succinctly, "There is no substitute for victory. " Race mixing is now the official, virulent dogma of 
the U.S. government, of the Jewish power establishment, and even the Christian churches. (Race mixing, not for the Jews, but for niggers and 
other mud races with the White Race.)

With the means of propaganda firmly in their hands, TV, newswires, newspapers, book publishing, magazines, etc.; and with the government 
firmly in the hands of the Jews; with education and religion also firmly in their slimy hands, the Jews are having a field day. Meanwhile the 
White Race is stupidly floundering, confused, disorganized and willing to help their enemies. It is rapidly falling apart and helping to commit its 
own genocide. (Read Creative Credo No. 41 "The Jewish Program for the Mongrelization of the White Race" in the WHITE MAN'S BIBLE.)

Into this murky and seemingly hopeless picture now has emerged the Creativity Movement, an island of Hope and Sanity in a world gone stark 
raving mad. It has thrown overboard all the insane, suicidal shibboleths of the Asiatic Jewish religion this parasitic race has foisted on the brain 
of the White Race and started with a clean slate. It has started with a slate made in America. It has regenerated those basic drives of the White 
pioneer that carved a great empire out of the wilderness. It is an extension, expansion and continuation of the great American Dream - the 
dream of the hardy American pioneer. That dream is to build a home for the White Race on this Planet Earth where the White Man can live and 
prosper in all perpetuity.

The Creativity Movement takes the position that if the American Dream was so productive and beneficial to the White Man in America in the 
19th century, why not apply that same approach for the White Man on a worldwide basis? This we applaud, and we supply not only the creed 
and the program, but also the religious and moral basis for doing so.
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To support our approach to the problem we point to the Eternal Laws of Nature - which say - take care of your own. Our own is the White Race, 
and in our every action, our every attitude, our yardstick is - what is the best for the White Race.

We go further than that. We not only intend to see the White Race survive and expand, but we want to inculcate into its creed and religion the 
perpetual and relentless advancement of its genes to higher and higher levels — physically, mentally and genetically. It is now not only an 
American Dream, but it has become the dream of the White Race on a global basis. It is summed up in our statement of faith - A SOUND 
MIND in A SOUND BODY in A SOUND SOCIETY in A SOUND ENVIRONMENT. It is an extension and expansion of the American Dream of 
our hardy pioneers. To point up and emphasize our American origins we have a large sign on the front face of our World Center which reads:

The Winning of the West
The White Man's Prototype for The Winning of the World.

* * * * *
In the 1930's, Hitler succeeded in uniting the German peoples. The sacred mission of the
Creativity Movement is the uniting of
all the peoples of the White Race.

Racial Loyalty Issue 2 - July 1983 
An American Phenomenon - Rooted in American Soil 
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Racial Loyalty Issue 2 - July 1983 
What our logo stands for 

The "W", of course, stands for the WHITE RACE, which we regard as the most precious treasure on the face of the earth. It is worth fighting 
for, and if necessary, worth dying for.

The crown signifies our Aristocratic position in Nature's scheme of things on this Planet Earth. We are the ELITE, the most creative, intelligent 
and productive creature Nature has ever evolved in all the eons of time.

The halo indicates the value we place on our unique race. We regard it as a sacred treasure, holy above all others, and will defend its honor, 
purity and integrity against all enemies, whatever their origin.

Our Golden Rule: What's good for the White Race is the highest virtue; What is bad for the White Race is the ultimate sin.

Racial Loyalty Issue 2 - July 1983 
What our logo stands for 
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Racial Loyalty Issue 3 - August 1983 
After 65 years, the Jewish onslaught rages on

On the day when I was born 65 years ago in a remote little Mennonite settlement in the southern Ukraine, a chaotic battle was raging between 
the Bolshevik revolutionaries and fragments of the White Army of Russia. The battle was raging not on some distant front, but right in our own 
back yard. My mother told me that one of the cannon balls took off the end gables of our roof, another tore through the stables (our barn and 
house adjoined) and another shell exploded outside in the hog pen. The village in which I was born was called Rudnerweide. It was one of 50 
such villages in our particular settlement called the Molotschna colony. The German speaking Mennonites had first settled in this part of Russia 
just north of the Black Sea when they had first come there in 1804. Like the pioneers of Western America they started to develop and till the 
land. The land was exceedingly fertile and the Mennonites prospered. They were an industrious, hard working group of people, practicing racial 
loyalty and always close to the soil. They took good care of the land and their farms, and the land was good to them. Not only was the land 
productive, but the Mennonites too, were fertile. Not only did they prosper, but they multiplied. They did exceedingly well what Nature told them 
to do - reproduce their own kind. My dad, who was born in 1878, was second in a family of fourteen, twelve of whom lived to adulthood.

The Mennonites were also extremely religious, following a Protestant creed professed by Menno Siemens in Holland, a Catholic priest turned 
reformer and protester in the style of Martin Luther. In the neat prosperous villages in which my people lived in Russia, the churches and the 
schools were centers of their social activities, which were many and colorful, since the Mennonites were a very gregarious people.

There arc a few tenets of the Mennonite religion that stand out. One of them that had caused them considerable problems throughout their 
history was their avowal of pacifism. The business of 'turn the other cheek,' love your enemies,' 'thou shalt not kill' had made them shun military 
service and this in turn had caused many other countries to drive them out. 

One such country was Prussia where my ancestors had settled and were expelled in the 18th century because they refused to bear arms.

It was therefore no wonder that when the vicious communist revolution hit them toward the end of World War I they were faced with a situation 
with which they were completely unprepared to cope, an assault on their way of life that not only shattered their idyllic settlement, but also most 
families and individual lives.

By the time I was nine months old, the civil war was still raging in our village. My mother tells me that I had come down with scarlet fever or 
diphtheria, I don't remember which, and was on the verge of dying while the shells exploded outside and the family was seeking shelter in the 
middle hallways of our brick house.

But our family survived and I survived. We not only survived the civil war, the chaos, the looting, and the murderous gangs, but we also 
survived two stark years of dire famine (1921-22), a famine deliberately imposed on the Ukrainian population by the communist gangsters 
themselves. By 1924 relative peace returned and we managed to leave Russia and journeyed on to an uncertain future in Mexico. From there 
on it is a long story, and I do not have the time or space to bore you with all the details.

We now come to the year 1983, sixty five years later. I have not only survived the ensuing chaos and upheavals, but I am finally in a position to 
fight back, something my ancestors shunned from even trying, not because they lacked courage, but because of stupid self-imposed religious 
inhibitions to which they had been programmed. Now, 65 years later the Jewish war on humanity still rages on at a tempo and on a scale more 
deadly and virulent than at the time I was born. During that intervening 65 years the world has changed drastically, and thanks to the Jewish 
pestilence, much for the worse. In the intervening 65 years the world has been in constant turmoil. Besides World War I (which was still raging 
when I was born) we have seen the culmination of the (Jewish) Communist Revolution in Russia, we have seen the Spanish Civil War, the 
betrayal at Pearl Harbor, World War II, the Korean War, the Vietnam War, the Chinese people taken over by communism and in fact hundreds 
of wars all over the world. We have seen nothing but turmoil, chaos, depression, revolution and the communist takeover of one country after 
another, including all of eastern Europe.

Behind this turmoil and chaos of world destruction lies the hidden hand of international Jewry. There is hardly a revolution, a civil war, a 
depression, a bank failure, but what a Jew connived, planned, manipulated and/or instigated it. It is said that wars are Jewish harvests. This is 
true. So are depressions and civil warfare and the world today is escalated in a rising crescendo in all these destructive and nefarious Jewish 
onslaughts.

The world as a whole is floundering in a confused and drunken orgy before the ever escalating onslaught of the Jewish powerhouse, an 
onslaught that during my lifetime is rapidly becoming the most horrible catastrophe to which the world has ever been subjected. For 50 years of 
my lifetime, I along with the rest of a confused and befuddled humanity, either would not believe, or understand, or know what to do about the 
cataclysm that was enveloping us. Like all the naive and gullible yokels, I could not focus the picture - a picture that was clear and obvious for 
all to see.

Finally, by 1969 or 1970, slowly, imperceptibly, the picture began to focus. As I took an agonizing reappraisal of my own life, of world history 
and especially the history of the Jewish parasite, I realized that this war did not begin during my lifetime, nor with the Russian revolution, nor 
even with Karl Marx. I began to see that the Jews had been carrying on a sinister and relentless war of destruction and enslavement not only 
for 50 years, nor 100 years, but for thousands of years. Read again Ch. 6, "Masters of Deceit - A Short History of the Jews" in NER and 
Creative Credo No. 35 "Unrelenting Warfare between the Parasitic Jews and their Unfortunate Victims" in WMB) I also began to realize that the 
main victim of the Jewish onslaught was the White Race, Nature's Elite, of which I myself was a proud member. They say once you have a 
problem properly analyzed, you are also half way along to the solution itself. Along with the realization of the Jewish menace also emerged the 
answer as to how we could get this dreaded plague off our backs.
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When you ask the question - how did the Jews manage to get such a powerful grip on the lives of all the peoples of the world - their finances, 
their government, their propaganda, their religion, and in fact their total minds, the answer begins to emerge. And the answer is this - they did it 
by means of their racial religion, Judaism. They did it by fanatically clinging to their religious program - nefarious and sinister though it is - and 
by practicing racial loyalty and racial teamwork.

When this realization came home to me about 13 years ago, this discovery intrigued me immensely. If the Jews could accomplish such 
miracles with their racial religion, I reasoned, why couldn't the White Race, which has so much more to work with, so many more natural 
advantages and attributes, do the same! In fact, with all our advantages, why couldn't we do a thousand times better? Why couldn't we, too, 
practice Racial Loyalty and Racial Teamwork and build a Whiter and Brighter world for ourselves? I came to the conclusion there was no 
reason in the world why we couldn't. All we needed was a racial religion for the White Race, a religion that took the same self-interest in our 
own race as the Jews have so successfully demonstrated with theirs - a White racial religion that said: What is good for the White Race is the 
highest virtue; what is bad for the White Race is the ultimate sin.

We now have such a White Racial Religion in CREATIVITY. In it we have the Total Program, the Final Solution, the Ultimate Creed. We now 
also have our White Man's Bibles that spell out for all time that program, solution and creed. We now also have a monthly paper. Racial 
Loyalty. We also have a geographic headquarters, a World Center, in the beautiful Blue Ridge Mountains of western N.C.

We now come to the present, specifically June 15, 1983, when a dastardly sneak attack was made on our church headquarters in the middle of 
the night, at 1:45 AM, to be exact. A Molotov cocktail was hurled at the corner of the church, and at the same time a shot gun blast was 
unleashed at our 7 1/2 foot logo sign on the front of the church. We don't know who did it, but we will find out, and when we do I believe we will 
find that the sinister hand of the Jew was behind it. It is a pretty safe bet that either the ADL, or the JDL or the Mossad itself was involved. We 
will find out.

In the meantime, the official authorities are pursuing the investigation of this dastardly crime with less than great enthusiasm, nor are the 
(Jewish) controlled news media overly disturbed about it. Both would just as soon sweep it under the rug and forget about it. Imagine the 
uproar, the headlines, the army of investigators that would have swarmed all over the place had such an assault been made on a Jewish 
synagogue. The FBI, the Army, the Navy, and the Marines would have been called out, to say the least.

Be that as it may, nevertheless, again we have survived, as we have over the last 65 years. Actually, very little damage was done, but this 
does not lessen the crime and we will not forget, nor will we be intimidated. We will not be frightened off, and we will not be slowed down one 
damn bit. In fact, we consider the shotgun holes in our logo as scars of honor and intend to leave them there for all the world to see. I repeat, it 
will not slow us down, but on the contrary, it will steel our resolve to fight even harder, to rally the White Race to the banner of their true racial 
identity, and build a racial movement so powerful it will sweep the Jews and other enemies before us like a huge tidal wave. We now have the 
weapons with which to fight this monster and come hell or high water, we will subdue it. We will build and expand and build and expand. We 
will propagandize, proselytize and organize. We will fight on until we have gotten the Jews off our backs and have achieved in building what we 
set out to accomplish in the first place — a Whiter and Brighter World.

In order to do so we need millions of members, supporters and workers. We need people like you. We need you to get busy, to distribute 
copies of this paper, to place our Bibles in the hands of our White Racial Comrades. We need people like you to promote, to speak, to 
organize. Why not get with it right now? Meanwhile, the Jewish battle rages on, as it has for thousands of years, but now we have the means to 
crush those foul destroyers once and for all. Remember, until and unless we do, and in fact solve the racial problem in its entirety, no other 
problems, be they inflation, unemployment, communism, crime, insurrection or whatever, none of these problems will be solved. I repeat, until 
the White Race solves the racial problem, the White Race itself is doomed to mongrelization, genocide and oblivion.

So don't just sit there and pontificate. Get busy and do what must be done. Save the White Race and build a Whiter and Brighter world for 
yourself, your family and all those wonderful progeny whose precious future is now in your hands.

* * * * *
Christianity is as Jewish as Communism.

Racial Loyalty Issue 3 - August 1983 
After 65 years, the Jewish onslaught rages on
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Racial Loyalty Issue 3 - August 1983 
We will not compromise

More often than I can recall, well meaning friends have cautioned me with "I agree with everything you say, but you come on too strong. You 
turn people off. Why don't you use a more soft approach and use the art of gentle persuasion? Water it down somewhat. Compromise here and 
there. It is too much of a shock for the average White Man." And more of the same.

There is a lot of merit in the above advice. The idea is to get people to see the light without really disturbing them too much. If possible 
persuade them without any shock and without making them feel uncomfortable. Let them keep their age-old superstitions about their favorite 
spooks. Don't disturb their favorite hang-ups. Don't point the finger at the Jews. Don't bring up that nasty race issue. Live and let live. People 
will like you a lot better that way. Business as usual. By the time these friends get through showering you with kind advice you are back in the 
good old rut, where you gripe about what is going on, you deplore and lament, but the total effectiveness of any opposition to the Jewish 
juggernaut has been neutralized to exactly zero. There we are, right back into the ranks of the good old Kosher Konservatives.

At this point I am reminded of a ploy we used in the Florida Legislature when some Representative would drone on in a long-winded 
meaningless speech. When it was over someone would get up and say sweetly, "Your point is so subtle it completely escapes me." In contrast 
to the above I am reminded of another story about the tourist visiting the Ozarks. He was appalled when he witnessed a hillbilly hitting a mule 
between the eyes with a two by four. When the tourist asked the hillbilly "Why did you hit the mule on the head with a two by four?" the hillbilly 
replied "When you're dealing with mules, the first thing you have to learn is that you first of all have to attract their attention."

So we have two divergent approaches: the subtle approach or hit them between the eyes with a two by four. Which serves our purpose better? 
Before we come to a conclusion on this question there is another little story that I would like to relate that might help us to clarify the situation.

A young insurance salesman was called into his boss's office and presented with a rather unpleasant task. "You know that nice young couple, 
John and Mary you sold that life insurance policy to last week? Well, we have just received word that John was killed in an automobile crash 
this afternoon. I want you to go to Mary and break the news gently to her so that it won't upset her too much." The young salesman was 
stunned. He thought about it for a while and then he asked his boss, "Just how do I go about doing that?"

This is a good question and it is one that confronts us Creators in our program of waking up our deluded and misguided White Racial 
Comrades who have been deceived, lied to, programmed and led down the road to slaughter for all these centuries. How do you go about 
breaking gently to them that their preacher wittingly or unwittingly, is part of this Jewish fraud? How do you reveal to them that even their own 
parents were caught in this vast Jewish lie and helped brainwash them into becoming traitors to their own race? That their "own" government is 
part and parcel of this conspiracy and is betraying the United States and selling us out to the Jews and mud races of the world? How do you 
"break this gently" to the well meaning but hopelessly naive deluded White Racial Comrades?

The answer is YOU CANT! There is no way in the world you can expose this whole treacherous mess without shocking them, without causing 
pain, without many times even making bitter enemies of people who should be on our side.

Yet, the job has to be done, and evidently no one other than the Creativity Movement is willing to tackle it. Oh yes, there are ten thousand other 
organizations (mostly Kosher Konservatives) that are doling out bits and pieces of the conspiracy, but somehow they never seem to get the 
whole picture together. Usually they CANNOT and they WILL NOT let go of some of their own pet hang-ups that they are saddled with, 
whether it be the spooks-in-the-sky swindle, or they have some Jewish friends (therefore all Jews can't be bad!) or whether it be some other 
idiocy. Usually these Kosher Konservatives end up steering you down a no-win blind alley. They invariably end up with a no solution program - 
just deplore and lament - and they will assuage your apathy further by frankly admitting they don't have a solution.

The Creativity Movement has been assiduously trying to avoid getting caught in this kind of a no-win, pointless self-flagellation. We say this: 
either we go all out and make the total effort to win, or we might as well throw in the towel and go fishing. Why waste a lot of useless effort if 
you don't have the PROGRAM to win, and don't know HOW to win?

In CREATIVITY we are convinced the White Race now has the answer. In CREATIVITY we are convinced that we have the TOTAL 
PROGRAM, the FINAL SOLUTION, the ULTIMATE CREED. We are convinced that the design and the blueprint are now completed and 
finished. We need tamper with that no longer. We can now concentrate completely and devote our total efforts on selling it to our White Racial 
Comrades, on propagandizing, on proselytizing and organizing.

There no longer is a question of WHAT to do. We KNOW what to do. The only question is HOW do we do it best - how do we best use means 
and ways available to us to spread the word, to organize our supporters? How do we best utilize our resources? We MUST and we WILL use 
the organized muscle and the awesome power of a polarized White Race to get the Jews off our back and wrest our destiny back into the 
hands of the White Race.

In this category, there is plenty of precedent and the answer is we will use all and every means available to us. We will use the technique of 
gentle persuasion where it is most effective, but we will not shrink from using the two by four between the eyes technique either wherever it is 
most effective. The point is we will also use a thousand different techniques in between and do whatever it takes. The point is we will use 
whatever means is most effective. The goal is so overwhelmingly important that it transcends all other values. That goal is the survival of the 
White Race itself. In a matter as overwhelming as this we do not quibble about niceties. As we have already gone on record in both our Bibles - 
we state categorically in the matter of life and death of our race - the end justifies the means - any means. We will therefore use any means 
that will accrue to the survival and benefit of the White Race. We will not be intimidated, we will not be swerved from our goal, we will not 
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"water down" our creed, we will never compromise. We have burned our bridges behind us and there is no turning back. With us it is do or die - 
and with this attitude we will win - WE ARE BOUND TO WIN.

In conclusion, I repeat what I have already said previously: We will not compromise; we will not be intimidated; we will not be frightened off. We 
now have the weapons with which to win the war, and we mean to fight on to total victory come hell or high water. All we need is your 
unstinting help, support and effort. So do your duty. White Racial Comrades!

Racial Loyalty Issue 3 - August 1983 
We will not compromise
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Racial Loyalty Issue 3 - August 1983 
Six blind men and the elephant

It was six men of Indostan, 
To learning much inclined,
Who went to see the elephant,
(Though all of them were blind,)

That each by observation
Might satisfy his mind.
The first approached the elephant,
And, happening to fall
Against his broad and sturdy side,
at once began to bawl:
"God bless me! but the elephant
Is very like a wall!"

The second, feeling of the tusk,
Cried: "Ho! what have we here,
So very round, and smooth, and sharp?
To me 'tis very clear,
This wonder of an elephant
Is very like a spear!"

The third approached the animal,
And, happening to take
The squirming trunk within his hands,
Thus boldly up he spake:
"I see," quoth he, "the elephant
Is very like a snake!"

The fourth reached out his eager hand
And fell about the knee:
"What most this wondrous beast is like,
Is very plain," quoth he;
"Tis clear enough the elephant
Is very like a tree!"

The fifth, who chanced to touch the ear,
Said: "E'en the blindest man
Can tell what this resembles most:
Deny the fact who can,
This marvel of an elephant
Is very like a fan!"

The sixth no sooner had begun
About the beast to grope,
Then, seizing on the swinging tail
That fell within his scope,
"I see," quoth he, "The elephant
Is very like a rope!"

And so these men of Indostan
Disputed loud and long,
Each in his own opinion
Exceeding stiff and strong,
Though each was partly in the right,
And all were in the wrong!

John Godfrey Saxe

Editor's Comment:

We Creators believe there is a moral in the above poem, and for the White Race, an important lesson to be learned. To me, the six blind men 
of Indostan tragically represent the ten (or twenty) thousand White, mostly Kosher Konservative, organizations that are seemingly trying to 
"save the country." Each one has a favorite or pet approach, an approach that is by and large fragmentary, half hearted and totally ineffective. 
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Most of them not only do not have the slightest solution to the problem, they don't even know what the question is. Let me categorize some of 
these thousands of groups:

1. Those that are fighting "Communism." This is the most popular pastime and millions of man-hours and tens of millions of dollars have been 
spent in this seemingly noble but probably pointless pursuit. The foremost in this category is the John Birch Society, of which I was once a 
gullible member. I recall Robert Welch proclaiming after their 100th monthly bulletin, that before another 100 had been issued the war would be 
over, either "communism" would be totally crushed or we would be hopelessly lost. Well, since then not only another 100 but 200 issues have 
been published and neither event has culminated. Communism certainly is not "crushed," but is now more virulent than ever. Nor do we 
Creators for a moment believe that
now all is lost. On the contrary, our conclusion is that the Birchers and their kind were deliberately misled, fighting communism but protecting 
and running interference for the real culprit, the international Jewish network. But the Birch Society is not the only Jew promoted outfit 
misleading and deceiving its members and the White Race. There are thousands of others, some sincere, but merely naive, some not so 
sincere, but using the same format to prevent the White Race from ever coming to grips with the real issues, the real culprit, or ever finding the 
real solution, until it is too late.

2. Another group that is even more widespread, more powerful and more persuasive, is the Christ is the answer! (to what?) outfits as 
exemplified by the Jerry Falwells, Oral Roberts, Carl McIntyres, and the whole unsavory crew of electronic spook peddlers. Not only do they 
swindle our White Racial Comrades out of billions of hard earned dollars by peddling Jewish Christianity, but their influence is a thousand times 
more powerful. And with very few exceptions, they are pro-Israel, pro-Jew and anti-White. I have heard it said before Menachim Begin 
launched his murderous campaign in Lebanon that he checked with "Jerry" as to whether the Christian groups would back him up and "Jerry" 
reportedly gave him a loud, enthusiastic affirmative, all the way. Undoubtedly, the Christians are the best "friends" the Jews have ever had in 
their vicious program
for the destruction of the White Race.

3. Then there are the constitutionalists, who noisily bleat that all we have to do is "enforce the constitution," and insist that it be done. Insist? To 
whom? Our Jewish government? They are the force in charge and have utilized and manipulated the constitution to enforce race-mixing, 
school busing, foreign aid and giveaways, and every other criminal outrage and activity that has been perpetrated on a hapless and confused 
White Race. Enforce the Constitution? That approach is about as remote and
effective as telling the fox to watch the henhouse. 

4. Another group that sees only part of the picture but is probably more effective than the rest is the tax resisters. They are doing some real 
damage to the criminal group known as "our government", but as such, this lactic will not win the war. The Jews and their Federal Reserve can 
and do print all the counterfeit money they want (which is colossal) and would still be in control of our government, our news media, our 
schools and every facet of our life even if they did not collect a penny in taxes. So this is not the answer. It is only a fragmentary irritation. How 
much does the Jewish-Communist government in Russia depend on taxes for total control of its victims?

5. Another category of good but fragmentary groups are those that fight for the Second Amendment — to make sure that the Jews don't take 
our guns away from us. We Creators support such groups 100 percent and it is terribly important that we never, never let these miserable 
Jewish miscreants disarm us. I repeat, we support the gun groups all the way, but it in itself is not the answer. Like the six part picture of the 
elephant, it is only part of the picture, not the solution. After all, we have had our guns for three hundred years, but the Jews are relentlessly 
driving on, enslaving, mongrelizing and destroying the White Race, nevertheless.

6. There are the Survivalists. They seek survival mostly only for themselves in a crumbling and crashing world. This too, does not solve our 
long term problem of getting the Jew off our backs. Rome crumbled and the Jew survived. Russia crumbled and the Jew became its master. 
Individual survival is not the answer. White Racial Teamwork is.

So there, in essence, we have the Six Blind Men of the White Race, everlastingly pontificating about the problem, but never really getting the 
whole picture in focus, very similar to the six surveyors of the elephant. As a consequence, the White Race remains confused, divided and 
ineffective.

There are a number of other groups I should list such as the various Klan groups, the splintered and fragmented Nazi factions, the White 
Supremacists, and various combinations of the first six categories I have already mentioned, and some that are even outside those categories. 
But by and large, every one of them, like the Six Blind Men of Indostan, they see only part of the picture, and furthermore, for the most part, 
they are either only fighting the symptoms or a fragmentary segment of the problem. None of them address the main issue that has stood there 
as an impervious road block to the problem for almost 20 centuries. And that issue is Jewish Christianity.

It has stood there, hostile and defiant and has prevented the White Race from ever coming to grips with the real problem, the real solution of 
building a dynamic Racial Religion of its own. CREATIVITY IS THE ANSWER. The CHURCH OF THE
CREATOR, on the other hand, takes in the whole picture: Race, religion, government, superstition and gullibility, money and finance, culture, 
health, nutrition, environment and, in fact, every aspect of our society that affects the survival and welfare of the White Race. We not only base 
our creed and program on logic, common sense and the experience of history, but also on the Eternal Laws of Nature. We encompass the 
Whole ball of wax.

Furthermore, we have learned from success. From the Jews themselves, who have been the most successful survivalists of all
time, we have taken note of what made them the powerful battering ram and controllers and manipulators of mankind. The fact is that they 
have a RACIAL RELIGION and fanatically practiced RACIAL TEAMWORK and RACIAL LOYALTY for all these years. Now we the White Race 
have a powerful, meaningful, all encompassing Racial Religion of our own. With all the advantages we have over the Jews, we can now not 
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only beat them at their own game, we can do a thousand times better.

This we can do and mean to do. We see the whole elephant. We have the total picture. We take in the whole ball of wax. We were never more 
serious. We can do a thousand times better than our Jew and mud race enemies. Not only can we overcome our enemies wholesale, 
completely and devastatingly, but we can then proceed from there and build a beautiful Whiter and Brighter world for ourselves.

So lets get busy!

*  *  *  *  *
Sign in our Library: The West was not won with a registered gun.
*  *  *  *  *
Force Prevails When Reason Fails.
*  *  *  *  *
Word grenades included in Issue No. 3:
*  *  *  *  *
There is nothing secret about the program of the Creativity Movement. We mean for the White Race to survive at any and all costs. Anyone 
who is against the survival of the White Race is our avowed enemy without any further equivocation.
*  *  *  *  *
Our minimum goal is to get the Jews off our backs and wrest control of the White Man's destiny back into our own capable hands. From there 
on out, the sky is the limit.
* * * * * 
Christianity is a Jewish mind scrambler that has confused the hell out of the White Race for over 1800 years. Join the White Man's Religion. 
Become a Creator.
*  *  *  *  *
In our eyes, there is nothing more despicable and repugnant than a traitor to his or her own race.
* * * * *
Are you a full time activist or a part time dabbler?

Racial Loyalty Issue 3 - August 1983 
Six blind men and the elephant
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Racial Loyalty Issue 4 - September 1983 
Fundamental Differences

I have said it time and time again: The CREATIVITY movement defies classification into any present categories of racial, political,
or religious movements. It is not similar to, or a copy of any other movement, past or present. It is not a re-tread of Hitler's Nazi movement, nor 
are we "Neo-Nazis." It is not similar to, or affiliated with, any of the Klans. It is not a White Supremacy group, and we will clearly explain why 
not in the following discourse. 

First of all, we want to make this point crystal clear: we are unique, in a class all by ourselves, a movement, a philosophy and a religion such as 
the White Race, unfortunately, has never had in all its history. Since it is extremely important to keep re-emphasizing that we Creators are in a 
class by ourselves, let us first brush aside some of the lesser comparisons before we come to the crux of our article. We are not a White 
Supremist movement such as most liberal newspaper reporters neatly and quickly like to box us into. As I understand White Supremacy, it 
historically has represented the White Race as the ruling power over an inferior race, such as the British in India for two centuries, or the White 
masters owning, controlling and exploiting their Inferior black slaves, such as the plantation owners of the antebellum South. These two are 
only a meager example of hundreds, or thousands of other situations where the White Man was the lord and master, governing, controlling, 
working and lording it over some group or groups of inferior and subdued mud peoples.

The Creativity Movement wants none of this. In fact, CREATIVITY deplores and denounces such a stupid slave
philosophy, not because of humanitarian reasons, but because history has proven that in the end such policy is highly destructive to the White 
Race Itself. We can and have quoted example after example, both in Nature's Eternal Religion and the White Man's Bible - Egypt, India, Haiti, 
Portugal, Mexico, South America, the American South with its slave economy, and numerous others.
The Creativity Movement states clearly and unequivocally: We want none of this! It is the most dangerous and destructive philosophy the White 
Race has (with Jewish manipulation) pursued throughout its bumbling history. Such policy always leads to race mixing, to mongrelization, and 
finally, destruction of the White Race. We have demonstrated this so overwhelmingly and
repeatedly that we need hardly go into it again. So let us say it again, loud and clear. We don't want to enslave anybody; not niggers, not mud 
races, not mulattoes. We don't want to lord it over any other race. We don't want to control anybody. On
the contrary, we want to do only that which Nature tells every other species to do, and that is just take care of your own, namely, our own Race.

In so doing we will clearly see the light. We will realize that subsidizing our inferiors is in direct violation of such basic rule. You can-
not take care of your own if you subsidize your enemies to breed, to multiply, and to crowd our own off the face of the earth. I know
of no other creature that has pursued such a stupid, self-destructive course, except the White Race under Jewish tutelage.
So the policy of the Creativity Movement clearly is not White Supremacy which entails geographical (and sooner or later,
racial) mixing, but absolute geographic separation. We want no niggers in our midst, no Jews, no Mexicans, no Hindus, Orientals or
any other mud race. We not only don't want them in our midst but we want them out of our countries and finally out of our continents. Our policy 
is this: take care of our own; stop subsidizing Jews, niggers and other inferiors; boycott in trade and commerce, politics and social intercourse 
any mud race, whatever their particular stripe. Practice Racial Loyalty.

If we did this religiously as the Jews now practice racial loyalty, the mud races would soon shrink in numbers and influence to a position similar 
to, and soon less than, when White Rome was supreme and at its peak, and this despite the Romans having known very little about racial 
loyalty. If we then continued this same policy of racial loyalty and racial boycott, the mud races would not only wither on the vine, but soon 
become obsolete and extinct. They would become a species of the past, a species which, in conformity with Nature's laws, just plainly couldn't 
cut it. They just couldn't compete against the superior abilities of the White Race and as a result, withered in-to oblivion. This, I believe should 
clarify for all time our parting of the ways with the White Supremacy groups and their inherent philosophy. But, the naive and uninformed will 
cry, isn't this the same philosophy as Hitler pursued? Up to a point, yes, but we now come to the crux of our whole presentation, which is not at 
all to downgrade Hitler, but to point out the differences between the Nazi movement and CREATIVITY. These differences are not small and 
superficial. On the contrary, they are major and fundamental.

Before I list these basic differences let me again repeat what I have said many times before. I regard Hitler as the greatest man the White Race 
has ever produced, and the greatest leader the White Race has ever had. Like Columbus in the realm of discovery, he made a great 
breakthrough in the realm of racial realization for the White Race. Like Columbus, he was a great pioneer, but also just as Columbus did not 
complete the discovery of all new territories then unknown to the White Race, so too. Hitler did not in his life time complete the racial struggle, 
nor even formulate the correct course for its survival. In fact, now, today, (1983) more than 64 years after the founding of the Nazi movement 
and 38 years after Hitler's death, the White Race is numerically, politically, economically and morally relatively weaker than it was 40, 60, or 80 
years ago. We can categorically say, in fact, that never in all its history has the White Race ever been weaker or in a more precarious position 
for mere survival than it is today.

So let us make this point clear. Hitler did not win the war. He did not win the racial and propaganda struggle against the Jews. The
Nazi party did not even lay out a viable blueprint for the survival, expansion and advancement of the White Race. Having given credit
where credit is due and also taking a realistic look at Hitler and the Nazi movement, let us now delineate how we fundamentally differ. 

1. The first fundamental difference is one of identity. Just whom are we trying to save, whom are we fighting for, and who are "we"?
This difference is of major importance.

Simply stated it is this: whereas the core of the Nazi movement was Germany and the German people, the prime concern of the
Creativity Movement is the White Race. Whereas the cry of the Nazi Party was Deutschland! Deutschland! Deutschland uber alles! and 
completely nationalistic, we Creators denounce and deplore nationalism and seek instead to build a Whiter and Brighter world for all the White 
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peoples on this Planet Earth, including, but not limited to, the Germans.

In short, whereas Hitler sought to expand the territory, the power and the influence of Germany and the Germans at the expense of
the French, the Poles, the English, the Russians and dozens of other nationalities, we Creators have no such designs. Instead, we seek to 
wipe out nationalism and promote and practice racial teamwork. We deplore all wars between White peoples, whatever their nationality, and 
seek to unify their strengths and solidarity so it can effectively be directed against the Jews and other mud races instead. To us it makes a hell 
of a lot more sense than falling into the treacherous Jewish trap of "divide and conquer." The whole program of the Jewish climb to power has 
been based on this sinister policy of goading the superior White Man to kill and decimate each other in the name of nationalism. Of course, 
nationalism is not the only issue the Jew has cleverly utilized to divide us, the White Race.

Religion is another, as witness the Thirty Years War, or the festering genocidal warfare in Ireland for over 400 years, and hundreds
of other wars that have been fought in the name of Jewish Christianity. Language is another divider, as are several other lesser issues the Jew 
uses to goad, to agitate, to divide and to conquer.

The Creativity Movement, instead of promoting divisive nationalism and closing its eyes to the deleterious effects of Jewish
Christianity, has taken a positive course of action. It has tackled all these issues (and many others) head on, and instead has set a course for 
the elimination of differences in nationalism, in language and the pursuit of religious ignorance and superstition. It focuses its goal not on 
nationalistic rivalries but on racial solidarity, racial unity and racial teamwork. We contend that aroused and united the White Race is ten times 
more powerful than all the Jews and mud races of the world combined. The White Race in its present precarious position needs all the help it 
can muster in order to survive, and nationalist wars between White nations must never happen again.

We also promote the shift to one basic language for the White Race and thereby promote unity and more superior communication between the 
White Peoples of the world. Since I have already listed in both Nature's Eternal Religion and the White Man's Bible the tremendous advantages 
that would thereby ensue for the White Race, I need hardly repeat them here.

Then we come to religion, an idiotic issue that has torn the White Race asunder for dozens of centuries. But since this is a main issue in itself 
we will make this the next point.

2. Hitler has stated repeatedly in his book, Mein Kampf, that the Nazi movement was a political movement, that it was for the Ger-
man people only, and that it was not for export. He also stated that founding a religious movement was of much greater historical consequence 
than starting a political party, that religious movements by and large have a much more profound and lasting influence than transitory political 
movements.

Whereas we agree wholeheartedly with these astute observations, we also want to make this major distinction between the Nazi movement 
and CREATIVITY. The Nazi movement was indeed, as Hitler himself stated, a political movement. The CHURCH OF THE
CREATOR and CREATIVITY do not constitute a political movement but a religious movement. Creativity is a racial religion, a racial
religion exclusively for the White Race and the White Race alone. As a religion it has many extremely important advantages over a
political organization. To list a few: 
(a) a religion evokes a stronger and more basic loyalty than any other type of human organization. It has more influence in orienting motives, 
goals and human customs than any other form of association. When it is combined with racial instincts, it is unbeatable, as the Jews have 
proven over the thousands of years
(b) By having a racial religion for the White Race we are eliminating in one master stroke the eternal problem the White Race has been saddled 
with for centuries: namely split loyalties, or dual loyalties.

Once and for all, we are solving the problem that all Christians are repeatedly faced with, namely, in a crunch, would their loyalty
lie with their race or would they obey Christ's suicidal directives? Christians deny there is a conflict, but the conflict is overwhelming.
It is built into the religion, as the Jews cleverly intended it to be, and no amount of denial will ever erase it.

For a Creator, there is no such conflict. Loyalty to his race and loyalty to his religion is one and the same, and the need to be a
hypocrite or a schizophrenic no longer exists. In any showdown, a Creator can be depended upon to be loyal to his race, without conflict, 
without reservations.

3. The third major difference to which we point with pride is the issue of Christianity. Whereas Hitler never really addressed the issue of Jewish 
Christianity, we in contrast examine its (Jewish) origins, its suicidal teachings, its unnatural (in fact, anti-Nature) approach to life. We show how 
Christianity treacherously denounces all that is real and natural and advocates instead total servility to fictitious concepts of unreal, unseen, 
unheard and unknown spooks in the skies (or in a nebulous somewhere). Not only does Creativity expose the deceit and hypocrisy of this 
Jewish brain-scrambler, it confronts it head on, denounces it and replaces it with a racial religion of our own for the White Race. It gives the 
White Race a fundamental and meaningful philosophy and creed that is based on reality, on the Eternal Laws of Nature, on the lessons of 
history, and on logic and common sense. It does not leave the White Race in a vacuum. Instead, it gives the White Race a creed and program 
by which it can thrive, prosper and advance for the next million years.

4. There is one other legacy that Hitler has left us, the White Race, that is a heavy burden to overcome and will continue to plague us for some 
time. That legacy is the idea that the Jewish problem is mainly a political problem and can best be solved by political means, which he tried to 
do. This idea is concomitant with the fact that Hitler never attacked, nor addressed, the Christianity issue.

We Creators say not so, wrong analysis, wrong approach. The Jewish problem is an overwhelming problem that extends into all
phases of our life — morally, economically, racially, politically and into all other aspects. But we say that in essence it is a religious problem 
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which the White Man in the past has failed to solve. We contend it can only be solved by a religious approach — by the White Race having a 
racial religion of its own that is more powerful than Judaism and directly hostile to it.

Standing directly in hostile opposition to such a racial religion for the White Race is Jewish Christianity. Since Hitler stands head and shoulders 
above any other fighter against the Jewish menace and since he condoned, or at least tolerated Christianity, he has thereby left a deep-rooted 
impression with the present generation of admirers that Christianity is not of any consequence in the struggle.

We say this is completely unrealistic. We say that Christianity is not only of major consequence in the struggle against the Jew, but that 
Christianity is the most powerful weapon the Jews have had on their side for nearly 20 centuries. In fact, without it, Judaism would have faded 
from the scene, and the Jews along with it, a long, long time ago. (See "Confessions of a Jew", Creative Credo No. 43 in the White Man's 
Bible.) No, Christianity is not of minor consequence in this struggle. It is, I repeat, the most powerful weapon in the Jewish arsenal with which to 
clobber the White Man's mind. It has stood there for nearly 2000 years as an impervious road block to the White Race in finding a racial religion 
of its own. In leaving the impression that the Jewish problem can be solved by political means. Hitler has created a misconception of major 
dimensions in the minds of our White Racial Comrades, a problem Creativity must now overcome.

5. Whereas the Nazi movement took a harsh and hostile attitude towards many of our White racial neighbors, we do just the opposite. We are 
not hostile to the French, to the Poles, to the Czechs, to the Russians or a multitude of other White Racial Comrades that were regarded as 
arch-enemies to the expansion of Germany and the Germans. On the contrary, we regard them all as our racial brothers. Whereas we do not 
contend that all White nationalities are "equal", we nevertheless take in all White groups as our base — all 500 million of them, and this 
includes some fringe elements of which we are not necessarily proud.

We do this for several good reasons. First of all, in order to survive in today's precarious dilemma, the White Race needs all the
help, all the numbers it can muster. Never again must we allow the Jew to euchre us into fratricidal wars with White brother killing White 
brother. Never, never again. This is a cardinal tenet of Creativity. We must UNITE, NOT FIGHT, each other. White Solidarity is the order of the 
day.

In contrast, wittingly or unwittingly. Hitler was engrossed in the bloodiest, the most costly, the most tragic war of all time. Its cost
to the White Race in lives and material wealth was astronomical. In the end he lost that war, to the everlasting shame and detriment
of the White Race and to the overwhelming benefit of the Jews. Never again must we be led into such a dastardly trap. This is a Cardinal Rule 
of our religion, Creativity.

To those who argue that Hitler had no choice, we say: not so, it could have been done differently, on two counts. One, it could have
been avoided, and two, if entered into, it could have been won. To those who argue that taking in all the "fringe" White nations
will lower the quality of our gene pool, we have an answer for this. We say, one thing at a time. First of all, we must survive. If the
White Race does not survive, and if we pursue the same course that we have in the past, chances are that we won't, then the White gene pool 
is gone forever anyway. So, first of all, we must survive! In order to do so we must unite the White Race and polarize it into a powerful battering 
ram in order to destroy our enemies. Once we get the Jews off our back and wrest control of our own destiny back into our own capable hands, 
then we have a different situation. We can then finally institute our program of upgrading the gene pool of the White Race at our leisure, over 
the centuries as I have amply set forth in both NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION and The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE.

6. An historical fact that is related to the above and completely unacceptable to the Creativity Movement is that Hitler
formed a military alliance with one of the foremost of the mud races, the Japanese. This is anathema of the first order to us Creators. It is 
completely in contradiction to everything we stand for and we not only will not defend it, but utterly reject this as an act of treason to the White 
Race.

That any White Race should ever, anywhere band together with any mud race and engage them and help them in the killing of our
White Racial Comrades is in our book a sin of the first magnitude. It must never happen again!

7. One other difference we want to emphasize is our "mythos", as Nazi ideological leader Alfred Rosenberg has coined the word in
his "Mythos of the Twentieth Century". Whereas the Nazi idol was the smart, goose-stepping Storm trooper, the capable Prussian
generals of the German General Staff, and the era of Frederick the Great, we Creators prefer instead to point with pride to pioneering
America; to the cowboy era; to the Winning of the West; to the pioneering farmers and ranchers, and the Indian fighters of the nineteenth 
century, right here in America. We believe that the building of America is the greatest achievement in (White) human history and prefer to align 
our ideology with the Manifest Destiny of the Winning of the West. We consider that as our ideological home and our own proud "mythos".

We further point with pride to the fact that The Creativity Movement IS A PURELY American phenomenon, as American as
apple pie, motherhood and the Fourth of July. It is rooted in American soil and in the pioneering spirit of early Americana. Unlike
most other religions that have fastened themselves like barnacles on the minds of our White Racial Comrades, Creativity is not a
foreign import. It is not an offshoot of Asiatic Christianity (as is Mormonism), or a replay of Hitler's Nazi movement, or Mussolini's Fascist 
movement, nor warmed-over Klansmanship. It is none of these. It is unique in itself, it stands on its own two feet, it is pure Americana, and we 
are proud of it.

In this respect, I want to point out a reality that seems to escape most of the Hollywood Nazis in America. The Germany of Adolf Hitler is dead. 
It is now a Jew occupied, Jew infested slave camp as servile and co-operative with the Jew masters as any country in the world, if not more so. 
Not only does it not have the slightest chance of reviving the Hitler movement in Germany, but that chance is further blocked by the Jewish 
jackboot on the neck of the Germans; and that jackboot is the 360,000 American (mostly niggers) occupation troops present in Germany for the 
last 38 years. They are there not to protect Germany from Russian invasion, but on the contrary, to protect the Jews from the Germans, and to 
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prevent the Germans from ever again taking control of their own destiny and forming a government of their own choice. If necessary (under 
present conditions) the United States would send another million, or two million more, occupation troops to keep the Germans subdued under 
the Jewish heel, and if necessary, keep them there for the next hundred years.

So wake up to reality, White Man. No salvation will come out of Germany, or anywhere else out of tired, confused and strife-torn
Europe. It will either burst forth and make the big breakthrough right here in America, or it will never happen. Only America now still has the 
White Power that can still smash the Jewish monster. I repeat — it will either happen here, or nowhere. Just as the Klan did a great job in the 
South during the 1870's and 1880's, so the Nazi movement under Hitler did a tremendous job in Germany during the 1920's and 1930's. But 
those eras are past and gone, and neither of these ideologies any longer fit America in the last quarter of the Twentieth Century. Both are now 
as obsolete as Henry Ford's once great Model T - The glory of Hitler's Third Reich is dead and gone forever. It lives on only in history and 
memory. We can no more revive it than the glories of Ancient Greece or Rome. To try to do so would be to live in a fool's paradise. So let's quit 
playing games of trying to revive the Hollywood image of the Nazis or the Klan. They are now over and done with. They are past history. So let 
us get down to the serious business of building a powerful battering ram for the survival, expansion and advancement of the White Race. We 
can, if we will, build a more beautiful and glorious world for all the White Race than Hitler's Third Reich ever was, and THAT is a reality. 
CREATIVITY HAS THE ANSWER.

8. Lastly, we take a position (unlike the Catholic Church, which claims the Pope is infallible) that personality cult worship is not for
us. Just because Jesus Christ said so, or the Pope said so, or Hitler said so, does not necessarily make it so, and anyone who indulges in 
personality worship is too often led into tragic and erroneous areas of mistaken actions and causes. For instance, we consider that taking 
Christ's advice to "pluck out thine eye" if it has led you "astray" is stupidity of the first order. Our position is everlastingly one of logic and good 
sense in every and all situations. And no matter how high the authority, our own good judgment must prevail.

This brings us back to the basics of our religion. Creativity.

I. Creativity is founded on logic and common sense. It is based on the experience of history and on the Eternal Laws of Nature.

2. We are a racial religion whose sole interest is the survival, expansion and advancement of the White Race and the White Race
alone. In this we are unique and in a class by ourselves.

To briefly summarize our differences with the Nazi movement, we categorically state:

1. Whereas the Nazi movement's main center of concern was Germany and the German people, we are a worldwide movement whose prime 
concern is the total White Race.

2. Whereas the Nazi movement was a political organization to solve the dire dilemma of the German people, the CHURCH OF THE
CREATOR is a worldwide religious movement to solve the dire problems of the entire White Race.

3. Whereas Hitler never addressed the all pervading issue of Jewish Christianity, we not only confront it head on, but examine it, expose it, tear 
it to pieces and vow to wipe it off the face of the earth.

4. Whereas Hitler preached nationalism and saw many of the White nations such as the French, the Poles, the Czechs, the Russians, and 
others as arch-enemies, we, in contrast, embrace the entire White Race and seek to unify, polarize and solidify all of our White Racial 
Comrades into a Whiter and Brighter World. We preach not nationalism, but Racial Socialism.

5. Whereas Germany under Hitler struck a pact with the Japanese, one of the foremost of the mud races, in a military alliance in the killing of 
White peoples, we denounce and deplore this historical fact.

A cardinal rule of the Creativity Movement is never, never again shall the White Race engage in suicidal warfare against its
own kind but concentrate its power and hostility instead against the Jews and other mud races.

6. Our "mythos" is the American scene of our pioneering forefathers. Manifest Destiny and the Winning of the West. In contrast, the Nazi 
mythos was Germanic in orientation, such as Prussian militarism and its own history.

7. We Creators do not believe in pursuing the "personality cult" type of blind faith or worship. Instead, we still believe in relying on
our own logic and common good sense, learning from the experience of history and learning from the master teacher of all time — Mother 
Nature herself.

To our Nazi friends we say categorically: We of the Creativity Movement believe in honoring our White Racial heroes and
we believe that Hitler was the greatest of them all. But we must face reality. Hitler has been dead for 38 years, and outside of the legacy of 
history he has left us, there is nothing further he can do for us. Meanwhile, the Jewish onslaught is not only still very much with us, but it rages 
on with increasing vehemence, and nobody but the White Race itself will save itself from genocide. This means those of us living today have to 
do the job or it will not be done. So we had better get with it.

Hitler can't do it for us. In fact in the Nazi philosophy he did not even leave a viable nor completed blueprint as to how to do it. Germany and 
the Germans won't save us. As I have said, the White Race right here in America has the honor and the awesome burden of solving the 
problem. The White people of America will have to take the lead and fight the battle. To all our White Racial Comrades we say: The White 
Race in America will soon have to unite and it will have to make up its mind under what creed, program and leadership it wants to join forces. 
This fragmented bickering between 20,000 different factions is a luxury (or nonsense) we can no longer afford if we want to survive.
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We contend that the Creativity Movement has by far the most complete, comprehensive and realistic creed and program. We don't contend 
that we at this point have the best leadership and we are still looking. But we will find them and build the best organization the world has ever 
seen, bar none. So we fervently appeal to all White Racial Comrades to join us now, regardless of what small White group you belong to. 
There are no meaningful large groups of any consequence. Join with us now! Let's get our act together! If the Creativity Movement doesn't 
have the right creed and program, who does? We don't have forever to sit in arm chairs and quibble and pontificate. Never will the opportunity 
be better than today. Every day we delay, the White Race becomes weaker, and the Jews and mud races more powerful, in numbers, in 
political and economic power and every other category.

* * * * *
In the fight for the Survival of the White Race, it is all or nothing. Winner takes all. There is no prize for second place.

* * * * *
Once the White Man's thinking is straightened out, getting rid of the parasites off our backs will be relatively easy.
* * * * *

Racial Loyalty Issue 4 - September 1983 
Fundamental Differences
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Racial Loyalty Issue 4 - September 1983 
We are not atheists, we are Creators!

For too long we Creators have been called atheists. For too long we have been smeared and slandered by Christian name callers, and we are 
getting damned sick and tired of it. It is not good enough for us to merely take a defensive posture and say, "No, we are not atheists." We do 
not accept the Christian's derogatory epithets and labels. We are Creators. It is time for us to go on the offensive and no longer tolerate such 
nonsense. We must attack - attack their insidious and deceitful name-calling and in turn call their bluff. We must expose their trickery and 
treachery for what it is.

The Jews, per se, and Christianity, (an off-shoot of Judaism) have one thing in common. They are both very clever with catch-words, epithets, 
trigger-words, labels, slogans, smear-words and character assassination. In short, they are today what they have always been — masters of 
deceit. The Jew's and Christian's main stock in trade is lying, and their supreme accomplishment is that they can do so convincingly. In order to 
destroy their enemies they have built up a whole vocabulary of smear words, trigger-words, which they believe need only to be uttered in order 
to devastate their enemies. Among their arsenal of weapons the Jews have concocted such gems as anti-Semite, bigot, racist, fascist, Nazi 
and a host of others. The Christians under the tutelage of Judaism have built an odious collection of their own. Among their stable Of smear-
words are such choice epithets as atheist, heathen, pagan, anti-Christ and a flock of others, in the true tradition of Jewish name-calling.

The favorite epithet the Christians like to subdue us with is to call us atheists. We Creators do not accept that description, because it is phony. 
It is a fictitious concept. All it really means is that you do not believe in the other fellow's spooks. What spooks? Whose version? It doesn't 
matter. Anybody's spooks. If you don't believe in the Jew spook, the Christian spook, the Moslem's spook, or the African voodoo spook, you 
are an atheist, and the connotation is that you are evil. Furthermore, the inference is that if you don't believe in some brand of spook, you don't 
believe in anything.

According to this inverted type of Christian "logic". even a dumb African bush nigger is "better" (for what?) than an "atheist" who uses his good 
sense. After all, the nigger has his voodoo and his witchdoctor and believes in some fuzzy set of undefined spooks. What's more, he believes 
in the supernatural, and therefore believes in "Something." So he is a pretty good fellow, isn't he, and therefore should escape the horrible fate 
of being categorized as an atheist. As long as you believe in "something", meaning in the spooky domain, you're alright, buddy.

Well, we Creators do not believe in anybody's spook, but we do not accept somebody else's smear word either, as being descriptive of us. If 
the Christians want to indulge in name-calling, well, two can play that game.

To a Mohammedan, a Christian is an infidel, or better still, an infidel dog. Does the Christian accept the Mohammedan label? To a Jew, a 
Christian is a goy or a goyim, which means cattle, or an animal. Does a Christian accept that? (Some Christians are such Jew-lovers they will 
accept any dirt handed out by the Jews.) To the Black Muslims, Christians are White devils. How do you like that?

There are, of course, any number of other smear-words in all kinds of categories other than religious. In the ethnic field we find Italians being 
called wops or dagos, Hispanics called spies or greasers, who in turn call Americans gringos. Germans have been called krauts or Nazis, and 
the English have on a number of occasions been labeled "limeys". Angles and even as "perfidious Albion".

We said two (or more) can play the game of name-calling. Let us do a few numbers on the Christians that readily come to mind. We could call 
them spook-chasers, Jesus freaks, Jew-lovers, superstitious, gullible, irrational, mind perverts, anti-Nature, no earthly good, childish, and 
accuse them of indulging in mass insanity. We have more on our list, but for starters let them try those on for size.

But let us get back to this "atheist" bit, and explain seriously why we do not accept it and why it is a deceptive fraud.

In the first place, it is a negative and meaningless description. It merely means you don't believe in the other fellow's spooks without saying 
anything positive about what we Creators do believe in, which is plenty. It is like asking Mr. Jones what his name is and he comes back and 
says it isn't Brown or Smith or Garfinkle. OK, it's none of those. In fact on the negative side, he could list most of a Manhattan telephone 
directory of what it isn't. Or if you were asked to describe a lion, but you indulged in playing games instead and said "it" isn't a bird, or a fish, or 
an eel, or a hippopotamus, without ever mentioning the word "lion". That would be pretty stupid, would it not, since you could make up a list as 
long as your arm of what a lion is not.

Or let's take another example. If someone asked you where you lived and you answered negatively, "Well, I don't live in London, or Timbuktu". 
Alright, that eliminates two areas you don't live in, but on the positive side that leaves a million other places and addresses you could live at, 
but have not positively specified.

For the same reason, we resent Christians calling us atheists, which is purely negative. All it says is we don't believe in their set of spooks. It 
further implies that since you don't believe in their pet version of spooks, that you are an "unbeliever", and don't have any beliefs at all. Now it 
so happens that their spooks at best are extremely vague, undefined and unsubstantiated by any meaningful evidence. In fact, so vague and 
undefined are these fictitious concepts of their spooks that the Christians can't agree amongst themselves as to what "it" is and have argued 
and fought wars over their "beliefs" amongst themselves for hundreds of years.

Not only is there rank confusion amongst the Christians about their concept of "god", but also amongst all the other spook swindlers. The 
Christians have a three-way "god" — father, son and holy ghost, of which the Jewish Jehovah is 331/3 percent. The Jews on the other hand 
claim he is their own exclusive tribal god Yahweh, not for export, and don't "believe" in the Christians other 66 2/3 percent of the pottage. The 
niggers say god is black, and the women's libbers movement says god is a she, not a he. So take your choice, but if you don't believe in any of 
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the above mess the Christians will call you an atheist and what can be worse than being of sound mind and body?

We Creators throw all this mess of garbage overboard and take the position as expressed by a little jingle (courtesy Angeline Bennett) loud and 
clear:

"For Thou shalt have no other gods"
Came forth the jealous call.
I'll go a little further yet.
I'll have no gods at all.

We Creators think it is a little ridiculous for superstitious, gullible yokels to try to intimidate us with name-calling because we don't believe in 
their imaginary spooks, spirits, ghosts, demons, gremlins, fairies and what have you. We have no desire to be called a non-Christian any more 
than a lion wants to be called a non-mouse, or a non-insect, or a non-worm. In fact we are proud to be non-Christians for the same reason that 
a lion is proud to be a non-worm. But why not call a lion a lion? We consider Christians to be unfortunate victims of Jewish mind altering, 
whose mind has been neutered in an operation similar to what a vet does to a dog or cat. But that hardly qualifies them to hang labels on us.

We are proud not to believe in the Jews', the Christians' or anybody else's spooks, for the same reason we are proud of not believing in Santa 
Claus, Mother Goose, leprechauns or the tooth fairy; and for similar reasons. We do not believe in any of that silly nonsense because there is 
not a scintilla of meaningful evidence to substantiate any of it.

There are a lot of other things we don't believe in because they aren't true. We don't believe the earth is flat because the overwhelming 
evidence indicates it is round. We don't believe 2 x 2 makes 17 because the evidence is substantial that it makes 

4. We could make a whole catalogue of other nonsense we don't believe in but it would be childish and a silly waste of time.

So our point is this: Why should the Christians pick one item from said catalogue of nonsense we don't believe in and hang a label on us for not 
being gullible and superstitious, not to mention stupid. Isn't it much more rational to categorize an individual for what he positively does believe 
in, same as it makes more sense to give your proper name rather than list fifty others as not being your name? And we Creators do have plenty 
on the positive side that we do believe in. It is all positively spelled out in our three basic books, NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION, The WHITE 
MAN'S BIBLE and SALUBRIOUS LIVING, and we are proud of our comprehensive creed and program. Some of the highlights of these beliefs 
are:

1. We believe in the Eternal Laws of Nature (which has nothing to do with vague and abstract concepts of artificial spooks, ghosts, etc.)

2. We believe that the White Race is Nature's highest and finest creation, that we are Nature's Elite, Nature's aristocracy.

3. We believe in the survival, expansion and advancement of the White Race.

4. We believe in looking at all issues first and foremost through the eyes of the White Race — not the Jews', niggers', or spooks'.

5. Our Golden Rule is "What is good for the White Race is the highest virtue; what is bad for the White Race is the ultimate sin."

6. We believe that the White Race has been programmed by its Jewish enemies to pursue an idiotic and suicidal course of self destruction and 
unless the White Man's mind is soon brought back to reality, the White Race will be wiped out by the exploding mud peoples of the world.

7. We believe The Creativity Movement has the TOTAL PROGRAM, the ULTIMATE CREED and the FINAL SOLUTION to overcome the 
horrible catastrophe that is facing us today. We are determined to pursue that program or die in the attempt.

These are a few of the basic beliefs we Creators share, but by no means is this the end of the list. On the positive side we also believe in the 
Sixteen Commandments as spelled out in NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION and The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE. We believe in the Declaration of 
Independence from Jewish Tyranny as spelled out on p. 410 of The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE. We believe in SALUBRIOUS LIVING and especially 
the 14 points as a program towards a healthier life and better living. We believe in the 13 Articles for the Defense of the White Race as spelled 
out in The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE starting on p. 404.

For the first time in its history the White Race now has a racial religion of its own. We call it a four dimensional religion because it takes in all 
aspects of living — A Sound Mind in a Sound Body in a Sound Society in a Sound Environment. It is comprehensive, consistent, concise and 
complete. We are proud of having a system of tenets and beliefs that is constructive, is based on reality and does not insult the intelligence of 
Nature's Finest. Furthermore, we are in harmony with the Laws of Nature and the universe we live in and we are willing to believe anything that 
is logical, substantiated by meaningful evidence, and will serve the best interests of the White Race. It is all spelled out in our three sacred 
books, clearly, logically and positively.

So get off our backs, you Jesus freaks and spook-chasers. If you will stop calling us names for what nonsense we DON'T believe in, we will 
stop calling you names for the nonsense that you claim you DO believe in.

Racial Loyalty Issue 4 - September 1983 
We are not atheists, we are Creators!
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Racial Loyalty Issue 4 - September 1983 
A school for gifted boys

In planning for the future growth of the White Man's struggle for independence from Jewish tyranny, we have outlined a program for the smooth 
and peaceful transition of future successors. This article, as you will notice, appears on the back page of this issue. An important part of this 
plan is the thorough training of competent leaders. We want no incompetent stooges like the Eisenhowers or Harry Trumans, or other yokels 
who served as "president" but had not the slightest inkling of what their jobs were all about, and were mere puppets for their Jewish 
manipulators. Nor do we want smooth talking Hollywood actors who likewise do a slick job of playing traitor to the White Race. No, we want 
capable men. White men who are born leaders and highly trained and highly skilled to take up the leadership of their race - an awesome job of 
tremendous responsibility.

I have already said that we will have special schools to train such leaders of the movement, and not only for the very top posts, but also for 
leadership all the way down the line. We of the Creativity Movement feel that our gifted young people are the most precious asset we, the 
White Race, possess. Whereas today they are being shunted aside while the retarded, the morons and the niggers receive special attention 
and money, we Creators mean to develop to the fullest our most precious resources. As a start on this most important project, we want to build 
a SCHOOL FOR GIFTED BOYS near our World Center.

We have set aside a piece of acreage for this purpose and have already drawn up preliminary plans for the building. We need the help of all 
our members and supporters to bring this project to fruition. We want to start building this fall and if we get enough support, can be in business 
by next summer.

Our initial plan is modest, since our resources are modest. Our plan is to have a two week program for boys during the summer months in 
which we would combine a camp and orientation course in CREATIVITY for gifted boys at their most impressionable age, preferably between 
ages of 10 and 12. Since it might be hard to find enough candidates in this group initially, we intend to be more flexible in the age span at the 
beginning.

Briefly the course would consist of hiking. camping, training in handling of firearms, archery, tennis, white water rafting and other healthy 
outdoor activities. About half the time would be utilized to acquaint these young geniuses with the goals and doctrines of Creativity and how 
they could best serve their own race in various capacities of leadership.

Basically that is our initial plan. In order to implement it we need response and feedback from our supporters. We believe this is one of the 
most important projects we could possibly initiate at this time. Please let us hear from you and give us the benefit of your ideas.

* * * * *
We Creators are a thousand times more interested in cleansing and upgrading our White gene pool than we are in advancing an already too 
complex scientific technology.

* * * * *
How odd of God to choose the Jews.
But it is still more odd
For those who hate the Jews
To choose the Jewish god.

* * * * *
The biggest fool is the fool who fools himself. 

Racial Loyalty Issue 4 - September 1983 
We are not atheists, we are Creators!
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Racial Loyalty Issue 4 - September 1983 
Establishing the format for organizational continuity of the Creativity Movement

Since historically both governments and other organizations have often experienced problems and turmoil when it comes to change in 
leadership, I believe it is of major importance that such change of power at the top be clearly delineated at this time. Too often, as witness the 
succession of Emperors during the classic Roman Empire, such change of power resulted in rivalry, bloodshed and civil war. I therefore believe 
that as Founder of the Creativity movement, it is vital that I set forth a set of guidelines for the future, so that such transfer can be made as 
smoothly and painlessly as possible and thereby eliminate any disruptions in the continuity and effectiveness of the movement.

Based on the experiences of history, I believe that the Creativity Movement could well benefit from both past mistakes and successes. I believe 
the lessons of history show that the Creativity Movement could function best under the following basic guidelines:

1.(a) The organizational structure should be based on the Leadership Principle as set forth in NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION and re-affirmed 
in THE WHITE MAN'S BIBLE. I believe that such type of organization has proved itself to function best throughout history, as is proven by the 
tremendous accomplishment of Rome under the Emperors, the longevity and continuity of the Catholic Church, and the tremendous efficiency 
and achievements of the Third Reich under Adolf Hitler. There are many other examples
.
(b) The Pontifex Maximus is the supreme leader and head of the organization. He not only has the responsibility of carrying out the policy the 
Church must pursue within the creed set forth by our basic Bibles, but he also has the responsibility of selecting and appointing the staff and 
personnel. He has supreme authority and is responsible only to the White Race itself.

2. As a corollary to the above, the organization as a whole strives to practice White Racial Teamwork at all times. Such teamwork will be under 
the leadership of the Pontifex Maximus, as set forth in our Bibles. The goal at all times must be the golden rule — what is in the best interest of 
the White Race.

3.The term of office for the Pontifex Maximus will be one decade, ten years, and the transfer of power will be every decade, on the decade.

4. Since the leadership and responsibility of such high office is of extreme importance to the welfare of the White Race, it is also extremely 
important that such person selected must be highly qualified. He must be highly trained, of the finest mental capacity, a superb leader of men, 
highly dedicated in his loyalty to the White Race and the principles of Creativity, and furthermore, at the peak of his mental and physical 
capacities. I therefore suggest that our leaders be younger than has been the custom in the Catholic Church or in political life in general. 
Instead of selecting men in their fifties or sixties, I suggest that the most creative, energetic and productive years are around the age of 35, and 
with a 10 year tenure would end at around 45, although this age bracket is not absolute, and could vary upward within 5 or 10 years.

Due to the strenuous demands of this highly critical office, I believe that a man of great energy and genius, after having given his all to the 
White Race for a period of 10 years deserves being retired with honor and replaced by a new, younger man with fresh ideas and energy. In this 
way, we will not allow the office to degenerate into the lethargy and senility that has plagued so many monarchies of the past, as well as the 
Catholic church to the present day. We want to keep the office and the leadership dynamic, energetic and forward looking, at all times 
promoting the best interests of the White Race.

5. In order that we have a large pool of such men to select from we must set up a special Leadership Training School. The beginning of such 
school will be a Creativity School for Gifted Boys, which we intend to set up in the next year or so. Starting with young geniuses, we will then 
have further Leadership Schools. Finally, their training will be further advanced by having such young men showing organizational and 
leadership talents in actual administrational positions. It is from the trained and gifted that we intend to build our organizational structure.

6. The actual selection of the Pontifex Maximus will be carefully made by a College of Electors, a body of Elders consisting of approximately 
300 men. These men will be individuals of high renown, who have demonstrated by a working lifetime their notable ability, their dedication to 
the White Race and also outstanding contributions to the church in past deeds and actions. Electors will be selected by the Pontifex Maximus 
himself, or a committee that he sets up for that purpose. They will be appointed in a manner similar to the United States president appointing 
members of the judicial system or of the Supreme Court. Their tenure will be for life.

They will meet on an annual basis to confer not only on training and selection of the future leaders, but also to suggest basic policy, and to 
tender such advice and suggestions as they see fit to the Pontifex Maximus. As the end of the decade nears, they will meet in special 
convocation to make their selection for the next great leader, which will never be from one of their own numbers, but from the pool of trained 
and gifted younger men available from the specially trained group mentioned previously.

7. Should a Pontifex Maximus die in office, or be removed due to disability, then a special convocation of the Electors would be called 
immediately to replace the Leader.

8. Such a leader would serve out the term of the decade. Should he serve less than five years, he would be eligible to be re-elected (by the 
College of Electors) for a full ten year term, but not necessarily be entitled to such as a matter of succession.

9. Should the partial term amount to more than 5 years, such Pontifex Maximus would then be automatically ineligible for re-election, having 
rendered his best years and contributions during that span of office.

* * * * *
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The Federal Reserve is not a Government Agency, but a Private Gang of Jewish Counterfeiters.

Racial Loyalty Issue 4 - September 1983 
Establishing the format for organizational continuity of the Creativity Movement
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Racial Loyalty Issue 5 - October 1983 
Our greatest need - Where do we start?

For the want of a nail a horseshoe was lost.
For want of a shoe, a horse was lost.
For want of a horse, the rider was lost.
For want of a rider, the battle was lost.
Because the battle was lost the Kingdom perished.
All for the want of a nail!
— Anonymous

When we read the establishment (Jewish) press these days, we are continuously overwhelmed with needs! needs! needs! We need more of 
everything. We need more and better schools, teachers, roads, bridges, more welfare, more and better police, more money everywhere, and 
more aid to farmers, more aid to the elderly, more prisons, more! more! more of everything. The list goes on endlessly and seemingly the 
bottom line always is we need more dollars to carry out anything and everything. These are the same paper dollars the Jewish Federal 
Reserve prints by the carload for next to nothing through its government stooges in the Bureau of Printing and Engraving, and with which it is 
stealing the world. Since we thoroughly exposed this gang of international swindlers in last month's issue, we need not go into it again in this 
discussion.

What we want to explore in this analysis is the needs of the White Race for its own survival, expansion and advancement, and in particular, our 
own movement, CREATIVITY. We, too, need a few billion dollars to fund our movement and if we had the 30 or 40 billion dollars funding a year 
that (Jewish) Christianity has, our movement would spread like a prairie wildfire on a hot, dry summer day.

The fact is we don't have it, and funding for the survival of the White Race is usually at the bottom of the list with most of its members, strange 
to say. What we want to find out is — why? — and try to get our priorities in order and correct the situation.

Is it a lack of money that is our greatest problem? No, it is not. Although the Jews monopolize and control the money of the world, the White 
Race has any number of millionaires, some of which, like the Hunts of Texas, could easily finance this movement single-handedly. There are 
millions of others that, even though not millionaires, could adequately support this movement collectively to the tune of millions a year, as 
witness all the monies these same White people pour down the rat hole annually supporting such electronic mind-scramblers as Jerry Falwell, 
Oral Roberts, Herbert W. Armstrong, Rex Humbard and a host of other electronic spook peddlers. Each one of the above takes in 50 million or 
more a year from their victims, the overwhelming majority of which are White.

So it is not that we don't have the money or resources. The problem is we are not utilizing the resources we have. On the contrary, when we 
consider the hundreds of billions we submissively yield to the Jewish IRS., we are by far the most lavish supporters of those very enemies 
whose foremost intent it is to destroy and mongrelize us into slavery.

So what is it we, the White Race lack? What is it we need most in order to survive? The needs are manifold and I am going to list them, not 
necessarily in order of priority:

1. We need racial solidarity.

2. We need racial cohesion.

3. We need racial loyalty.

4. We need racial identity.

5. We need the WILL TO SURVIVE. (See Creative Credo No. 24 of the White Man's Bible.)

6. We need a Goal and Soul for our Race. (Sec Creative Credo No. 25 of the White Man's Bible.)

7. We need organization.

8. We need unity of purpose.

9. We need to wrest control of our destiny from out of the hands of the perfidious Jews and into our own capable hands. We need to get the 
Jews off our back.

10. We need better mental and physical health for our people.

11. We need schools, universities, seminaries, etc. for our young people.

12. We need training centers for our leaders.

13. We need to get the scum, the free-loaders, in short, the mud races of the world, out of our midst and out of our countries.

14. We need to practice Eugenics, and protect our gene pool.
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15. We need a racial religion of our own in order to provide goals, leadership and polarization.

There are any number of other "needs" I could cite, and the list could go on endlessly. But I believe the above are the most vital and will do in 
laying the ground-work.

There are a few cogent observations I would like to make as we survey our needs, and they are these:

(a) The White Race still has the intelligence, the numbers, the resources, the means and the wherewithal to adequately supply all of these 
needs.

(b) These resources are nevertheless rapidly dwindling and slipping out of our hands in the face of a hostile and exploding population of mud 
peoples. Time is of the essence. It is not on our side nor is it standing still.

(c) All these "needs" would long ago have been overwhelmingly provided for had the White Race had a racial religion of its own, such as 
CREATIVITY.

Now that we have clearly delineated our needs, which on the surface seem so overwhelming, the question is, where do we start? Well, the 
Creativity Movement has the answer to that vital question. It all culminates into the basic conclusion that the White Race should have, indeed, 
must have, a racial religion to give it a creed, a purpose and a program. But let us first put the matter into historical perspective.

Had the Greeks, or the Romans, or even the ancient Egyptians had such a racial religion, what a tremendous difference it would have made! 
There would be no Jews, or any other mud races, to plague and pollute the White Race today. Instead, we would have a beautiful White world, 
a world full of beautiful, healthy, intelligent people and in a state of racial advancement that would boggle the imagination. But the fact of 
history, strangely enough, is that no such a racial religion ever developed. Instead of a racial religion, the White Race contracted a disease of 
the mind. The Jews sold it on Christianity, an offshoot of Judaism. As a consequence, the White Race finds itself in the miserable and 
humiliating position that exists today, degenerate and dying, begging its lousy, inferior enemies for mercy and a few crumbs of charity. For 
nearly 2,000 years now the thinking of the White Race about itself and its own survival has been confused as hell. Instead of taking care of its 
own as Nature and common sense tell it to do, the White Race has been hell bent on subsidizing and expanding its enemies and engineering 
its own suicide. Nothing, but nothing, has been done for the survival, expansion and advancement of Mother Nature's finest — the White Race.

So, starting from zero — where do we start? Well, the first place to start is where the Creativity Movement started twelve years ago.

We did not resort to cheap, temporary "quick-fix" or makeshift "band-aid" solutions. We started by propounding a comprehensive racial religion 
and laying a solid foundation for all time. This we have done. We have put it all together In our three basic books — NATURE'S ETERNAL 
RELIGION, THE WHITE MAN'S BIBLE, and SALUBRIOUS LIVING. Whereas it took Christianity until the year 325 A.D. to so much as have a 
"bible", we have it right from the start. We have the TOTAL PROGRAM, the FINAL SOLUTION and the ULTIMATE CREED for the survival, 
expansion and advancement of the White Race. 

Problem Number One is solved.

The next step is an adequate headquarters from which to operate, which will also provide a geographical and ideological center, as did, for 
example, Rome or Mecca. This we now have. Our World Center, located south of Otto, North Carolina, in the beautiful Blue Ridge mountains, 
fulfills this critical need.

Problem Number Two is solved.

Next, we need a transmission belt to reach out and convey our creed and message to the White People of the world. This, too, we now have in 
the paper, RACIAL LOYALTY.

Problem Number Three is solved.

So far, so good. But, we still have one long, long way to go. What we now "need" to do (and we must do) is promote the hell out of our creed 
and program. We don't need to re-design it. We don't need to revise it. We do not need to fiddle around with that part any longer. Perfect or 
imperfect we now need to run with what we have. What we have (while not perfect) is the best, in fact, the only real solution there is. So we had 
better get with it.

While we are on the subject of what we don't need, let me list a few other pet peeves.

(1) We don't need any idle spectators and arm-chair strategists. We do need thousands of super-charged, dedicated activists. WE NEED 
DOERS!

(2) If you have discovered a new problem with no solution, please do not tell us about it. We do not need any more problems nor do we need 
the old problems endlessly re-hashed, (see THE FLAT TIRE SYNDROME) We need problem solvers, doers, activists and

(3) We don't need any more "quick-fix" ideas or suggestions. We have pretty well heard them all. The job to be done is comprehensive and 
fundamental, not of a band-aid variety. We want desperately problem solvers, achievers, doers, activists and funds. The recurring refrain I am 
sure you have gathered by now from the above is: WE NEED DOERS. WORKERS, ACTIVISTS AND FUNDERS, and we need them now and 
we need them by the millions.
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Whereas, in the first part of this article I listed a multitude of needs, the title implies that there is one need that is the paramount need of them 
all, and there is. The greatest need is that you, yes, you specifically, become a dedicated, working, contributing activist. Again, yes, you, and 
you alone, can do it! You have a tremendous amount at stake — for yourself, your family, your future progeny and your race.

Just how important you are brings to mind a little story I just read in the Newsletter of the Florida Patriotic Association, an activist group that is 
effectively fighting the Jewish IRS.  It is a story concerning four people named Everybody, Somebody, Anybody, and Nobody. It goes like this:

There was an important job to be done and Everybody was asked to do it.
Everybody was sure Somebody would do it. 
Anybody could have done it, but Nobody did it.
Somebody got angry about that because it was Everybody's job.
Everybody thought Anybody could do it, but Nobody realized that Everybody wouldn't do it.
It ended up that Everybody blamed Somebody when Nobody did what Anybody could have done.

The next question you will probably ask is, what can I do? Well, I have answered that any number of times, especially in Creative Credo No. 73 
at the end of the WHITE MAN'S BIBLE, but briefly, I will suggest it again: The first thing is to get started and get involved. The best and easiest 
way to do so is to order 100 copies of RACIAL LOYALTY and distribute them.

Racial Loyalty Issue 5 - October 1983 
Our greatest need - Where do we start?
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Racial Loyalty Issue 5 - October 1983 
How about a Cupid's Corner?

For sometime now I have been thinking about starting a sort of Pen Pals or Dating Service in our church paper. After all, the Second 
Commandment of our Sixteen says, "Be fruitful and multiply. Do your part in helping to populate the world with your own kind. It is our sacred 
goal to populate the lands of this earth with White people exclusively," and if we are going to do just that, then it behooves the good male and 
female Creators of this world to get together.

Now in today's world of polyglot peoples and race-mixing this is not so easy to do. With all the liberals, Christians, kooks, kinky-sex and race-
mixing, it is not easy to find a sane, healthy. White Racial Comrade of the opposite sex.

Therefore, why not start a Cupid's Corner, where our members can place a short letter telling about themselves and their preference in starting 
a correspondence with another Creator of the opposite sex? What finally triggered me to mention this is a letter I received from Canada, which 
is reprinted below. (We didn't charge him! But we will accept any and all contributions for whatever reason! We need all the help we can get!)

Anyway, what do you think of a Cupid's Corner? We would appreciate hearing your opinion.

Here is the letter:

To the Editor:
Since I have 4 teenage daughters, I want you to give my daughters a chance to find Creative husbands. Therefore, please print the following 
ad in your next two issues of RACIAL LOYALTY:

Alberta farm family of German descent with four teenage daughters wants friendship with farm or bee-keeper family with unmarried son in the 
twenties. Please write: FRIENDSHIP 18,  P. 0. Box 400, Otto, North Carolina, 28763 USA.
Please mail me the bill for this ad.
Sincerely yours, M. K.
Canada

* * * * *
Never succumb to fear. It will cost you your soul.

Racial Loyalty Issue 5 - October 1983 
How about a Cupid's Corner?
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Racial Loyalty Issue 5 - October 1983 
School for gifted boys

We need your Support!

Last month we disclosed that the Creativity Movement was seriously contemplating a long cherished project — namely building a School for 
Gifted Boys on our acreage. Our plans in this most important project are beginning to Jell and we have now reached the stage where we have 
a tentative plan for the structure. By the time you receive the next issue of RACIAL LOYALTY we expect we will have broken ground. It is our 
objective to have poured the concrete slab and foundation, and erected the block walls before the winter weather sets in.

I want to emphasize again how important this endeavor is. From this small beginning we hope will emerge the brilliant leaders of the White 
Race of the future. From this beginning we hope to expand to a School for Gifted Girls, a High School for the children of our members and 
finally an entire school system from Kindergarten through the College and University level.

Can it be done? Of course it can. Certainly the White Race has the resources, the intelligence and the need to have an educational system 
apart from the Jew polluted establishment. What is to stop us except our self-imposed handicaps. Read again the lead article on Page 12. 
Read again the lead article on Page 1.

We need your support! Only lack of it can stop us. Send your contribution to the Creativity Movement Building Fund. We will do our part, but we 
need your contributions to do a job that needs doing. Why not do something meaningful NOW that will have beneficial ramifications for the 
future of our Race and movement?

* * * * *
Help Build!
We must not get into the rut of merely rehashing the problem endlessly. Let us instead direct our energies constructively towards solving the 
problem by building a massive White Racial movement. CREATIVITY is the solution.

Racial Loyalty Issue 5 - October 1983 
School for gifted boys
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Racial Loyalty Issue 5 - October 1983 
Come out of the closet, White Man!

Your fear of the Jews is highly paranoid.

In the eleventh Chapter (Part 1) of NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION, I have written about the story of Esther as taken from the OLD 
TESTAMENT of the Jewish Bible. One of the most significant lessons that emerges from this analysis is the quotation of "And the fear of the 
Jews lay upon the land." I observe that whether the story of Esther ever did or did not happen, (I contend that it is fabricated, as is mostly 
everything else in the Jewish bible) that the fear of the Jews, nevertheless, is very real. Not only may it have been very real in ancient Persia, 
but it is even more so today than it has ever been.

It has served as a very useful ploy for the Jews in every country they have taken over, or plan on taking over. The process is called paralysis 
by intimidation. If you can scare a whole population into non-resistance, then a small minority can take over and destroy a much larger majority. 
This larger majority, if it had the guts and intelligence, would easily tear their tormentors to pieces. It is similar to a circus ringmaster in a cage 
with say, 13 Bengal tigers. As he cracks the whip each tiger does his trained act and submissively jumps back on his proper stool when 
through. Although the individual tigers resent their domination by the ringmaster and may snarl and pointlessly paw the air a bit, they 
submissively obey their ringmaster.

Now if these 13 tigers had the brains and the guts they would not need to be the nice submissive little pussycats every time the ringmaster 
cracks the whip. If they got their act together, they could easily, very easily, pounce upon the ringmaster simultaneously and tear him to pieces.

The Jews are master-mind manipulators. They are the notorious master-sneaks of all time.

They prey upon the foibles, weaknesses, fears and superstitions of the human mind. Unfortunately, the White Race has given them plenty of 
fertile soil to work with, and the Jew is having a field day. The one fear, as I have already mentioned, that has been especially crucial is the 
unreasonable, and I contend, highly overrated, FEAR OF THE JEWS. It is this strange and stupid paranoia that has perhaps done more, and is 
doing so today, than any other, to soften up the White Race for Jewish takeover and enslavement.

Walk into any businessman's office, or doctor's office, or lawyer's office (especially the lawyers) and mention the subject of Jews. Immediately 
they will freeze. Usually an ashen hue will spread over their face. They will squirm and look over their shoulder. Usually they are scared 
spitless.

Why is this so? After all, we, the White Race, outnumber these Jewish parasites by a ratio of 30 to I, fairly formidable odds, to say the least. 
Like the tigers in the cage — if we got our act together we could tear the Jews to pieces and get them off our backs, once and for all.

Not that the Jews aren't powerful. They are. They are well organized, they are vicious and they are powerful. But the point I want to emphasize 
is this — they are dangerous only because we have let them — because we have been too easily intimidated and are beset with fears, phobias 
and hangups that are out of all proportion to reality.

Mankind and the White Race is plagued with a whole set of phobias other than fear of the Jews, to be sure — claustrophobia, fear of heights, 
fear of ghosts, and dozens more. To show how ridiculous most of these are let me relate a story of a woman who for 30 years was a victim of 
what is termed as agoraphobia. She had a compulsive fear of being outside her own home. This is a real and true story, and as recent as 
1982.

This woman, whom we will call May Klein, was at a certain stage of her life suddenly terrified of going outside of her own home. For 30 lonely 
terrified years she shut herself away in her two room apartment, scared to death of setting foot in the outside world. For 30 years, by her own 
admission, she locked herself up like a mindless zombie in a couple of rooms and whimpered in terror, the victim of an imaginary fear — a fear 
that was not real.

How did she get into such straights? Thirty years ago when she was in a beauty shop sitting under a hair dryer she says that suddenly panic 
took over her whole body. She jumped up, threw some money on the counter and ran back home, with the pins still sticking in her wet hair. 
When she got home she threw herself on her bed, and cried her eyes out. Finally her panic subsided.

For three months after that she had no problems. Then it happened again in a grocery store. She dropped her groceries and fled home. Over 
the next two years the attacks became more frequent, finally they were daily. In June of 1950, May disappeared into her two room apartment 
and there she stayed. Her father sent her money and her friends ran errands for her. This went on for 30 miserable years. Living all this time 
she did absolutely nothing — living like a terrified Rip Van Winkle, a prisoner of her own mind.

By this time she was 65 years old, having wasted the most productive and creative years of her life in utter misery and isolation. It was a 
punishment that was self-imposed and totally based on a stupid and imaginary fear.

The White Race could, and should, learn a serious lesson from the forgoing. And that lesson is that many of our own problems are self-
imposed. Many of our fears are imaginary and perhaps we find ourselves in the mess that we are in because of our own confused and screwed-
up thinking.

It is my conclusion that this indeed is the crux of our manifold problems. Both in The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE and in NATURE'S ETERNAL 
RELIGION I have said it time and time again that our first and foremost task is to straighten out the White Man's confused thinking. The 
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problem of the Jews, the pollution of the world by niggers and mud people, would be solved in short order once we have straightened out the 
confused and irrational mental aberrations of the White Race. Among the foremost of these aberrations is the fear of the (non-existent) spooks 
in the skies, our inability to recognize our own worth, our idiotic proclivity to subsidize all the scum of the world, and a hundred other stupid and 
unreasonable positions to which we are prone. Not the least of these is our unwarranted and unreasonable fear of that miserable parasite on 
the back of mankind - the perfidious Jew.

So we say - White man come out of the closet! FEAR THE JEW NO LONGER. After all, we outnumber them 30 to 1, pretty formidable odds. 
Furthermore, we are better fighters than they are. We are productive, creative and self-sufficient, whereas they are miserable parasites, 
dependent on a productive White Race. They need us to live, whereas we would be a thousand times better off as soon as we get them off our 
back. So let's get them off of our back, post-haste. Come out of the closet and take a racial stand — for the White Race and against the Jews. 
Like the tigers in the cage, if we will only get our act together, we can tear the Jews to pieces and get them forever off of our back. The 
Creativity Movement has laid out the blueprint and is leading the way. We need your unflagging support, dedication and financial help. We 
must get out those first 10 million WHITE MAN'S BIBLES into the hands of our White Racial Comrades. Once we have done that much we can 
consider that we have broken the back of the Jewish power establishment and are well on our way toward grasping the control of the destiny of 
our own race back into our strong and steady hands.

Do your part! Distribute this paper and our WHITE MAN'S BIBLES as if your life depended on it. IT DOES!

* * * * *
Remember the Alamo! Never forget that when the mud races get in control they will slaughter the White Race as did the Mexicans at the 
Alamo, and as did the niggers in San Domingo forty years earlier.
* * * * *
Ask yourself this basic question: Is it morally justified to deceive yourself (and/or others) into a fool's paradise if you think it will make you 
(and/or others) happy?

Racial Loyalty Issue 5 - October 1983 
Come out of the closet, White Man!
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Racial Loyalty Issue 6 - November 1983 
Self-imposed handicap- The idiotic impossibility of being a Jew fighter and a Christian at the same 
time

Have you ever seen a championship boxer trying for the world title go into the ring with one hand tied behind his back? Would Jack Dempsey 
voluntarily have done so? Max Schmeling? Jack Sharkey? No, not even Joe Louis, a dumb mulatto, was ever that stupid. Have you ever seen 
a 100 meter sprinter enter the Olympic contests voluntarily strapping a 100 pound bag of flour on his back while trying to break new world 
records? No, I never have, and neither have you. No sprinter is that dumb, and if he were you can be sure he would be a sorry loser.

Have you ever seen a race car driver enter the Indy 500 with a voluntary, self-imposed brake lock on his wheels?
Have you ever seen a championship tennis player vying for the U.S. Open, or the Wimbledon crown, voluntarily cut a big hole in the face of his 
racquet? Can you imagine Jimmy Conners, or Chris Evert, or John McEnroe doing such a stupid thing just before the finals?

No, no champion would even consider such an idiotic self-imposed handicap. They did not become winners or champions by throwing obvious 
self-imposed roadblocks in their path to success As we can see from the foregoing, no winner is so dumb as to even consider such idiotic self-
imposed handicaps. If they had such inclinations they would have been relegated to the position of small-time losers far down the line and 
never come near the winner's circle. You would think such self-imposed idiocy would be hard to find anywhere, especially in a contest where 
the stakes are extremely high, namely, a matter of life or death, a matter of survival or extinction.

Well, there are such individuals, believe it or not. In fact, there is not only a group of such people, but a large number of such groups, of such 
people. Strangely, most of them are White people. Before we go into identifying such groups and why they do what they do, let us reiterate a 
few basic truths derived from the Eternal Laws of Nature. In this respect it would be productive to again review the 24 points listed at the end of 
Chapter 1 in NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION

Point No. 22 says, "Eternal struggle is the price of survival." This being so, let us add to this an obvious corollary, namely:
In the fight for survival, the winner takes all. There is no second prize.

As I have demonstrated in the first chapter of NER, nature equips each species with certain weapons and defenses and throws the species, or 
the individual, into the arena to struggle for its survival. Being adequately equipped. Nature then tells each species they are on their own as to 
how effectively they use, abuse, or ignore what advantages they have. Nature is completely indifferent as to who survives or which species 
bites the dust. It is an open contest, a ruthless struggle, no holds barred. Tigers have claws, sharp teeth and are powerful. Rattlesnakes have 
poisonous fangs. Rabbits have speed of locomotion and a high multiplication factor. Rats are tough, adaptable, and they, too, have a high 
reproductive capacity.

The tools, weapons and defensive mechanisms Nature has handed out to its millions of species are manifold and varied. The big point is that 
anything goes, deceit, cunning, trickery, power, flight, reproductive capacity, poisonous venom, or whatever. Nature does not ask what means 
did you use? It only has one bottom line: Can you survive in the ongoing struggle? If not, that species is ruthlessly punished with the ultimate 
penalty: EXTINCTION. It is relegated to the scrap heap of biological history.

As I have pointed out in Chapter I, practically every species has its natural enemy, and some are burdened with several natural
enemies. In the latter category, for instance, is the poor rabbit who has hawks, eagles, coyotes, foxes, wolves and a number of other predators 
on its tail. But nevertheless it survives, because it uses its own natural defenses to its best advantage. Even a dumb bunny is not so dumb as 
to inflict a self-imposed handicap on its struggle for survival.

As I have also pointed out throughout both NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION and the WHITE MAN'S BIBLE, that in getting closer to home, the 
White Race has its natural enemies, although few are aware of it. The natural enemies of the White Race are the mud races of the world in 
general. Of these, there is one above all others that is far more treacherous and dangerous than all the rest put together. That implacable 
enemy of the White Race is the International Jew, and the main forte, the supreme weapon of the Jews, is cunning and deceit. They have used 
these weapons well and as a result the Jewish race is the oldest surviving entity among all the races of the world today. They not only have 
survived, but they now have the over-
whelming majority of the human race, including (and especially) the White Race by the throat, pressing on its jugular vein at will, and in a 
position to commit genocide on any segment of the human race they so choose.

Not only has the Jewish menace survived over the thousands of years but has immensely sharpened its weapons of cunning and deceit.

One of the most treacherous and effective weapons they have developed in overcoming enemies (all people are their enemies) is mind 
manipulation. By manipulating the mind of its enemies that are naturally more numerous and powerful than themselves is to manipulate the 
minds of such people in a way where they will collaborate voluntarily in their own destruction. Simply stated, it is to effectively persuade their 
enemies to voluntarily be losers by voluntarily imposing needless, idiotic handicaps so that there is no way to win. The procedure is as idiotic 
and fantastic as asking Jack Dempsey to fight Jess Willard with one hand tied behind his back, or asking John McEnroe to cut a hole in his 
tennis racquet while battling Jimmy Connors for the Wimbledon crown.

Utterly fantastic isn't it? But they have done it successfully, effectively, to millions of our White Racial Comrades and their most effective 
weapon has been Christianity, a Jewish invention from the word, go!

It is a well known axiom of military strategy that one of the most effective ploys is to confuse the hell out of the enemy so that they become their 
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own worst enemy and destroy themselves. In this treatise we want to examine how the Jews realized the effectiveness of this stratagem early 
in its history and latched on to it with a vengeance. We want to explore further how they used Jewish Christianity to effectively neutralize the 
White Race into non-resistance, then actively turn such victims into partisan destroyers of their own kind. This Jewish-Christian perversion not 
only violates all the laws Nature has laid down for the survival of a species, any species, but actually turns such law upside down and 
manipulates the victim, (the White Race) to help its enemies (the Jew) destroy it (the victim).

How would you go about persuading Jack Dempsey to tie his mighty right hand behind his back in a crucial championship bout? How would 
you persuade John McEnroe to cut a hole in his racquet in the finals at Wimbledon? How would you persuade a 100 meter sprinter to tie a 100 
pound sack of flour on his back in the main event? I don't know how you could induce any of the above to do such stupid things and have 
never heard of them being done. But I can tell you how the Jew has manipulated the minds of our White Racial Comrades to commit even 
more heinous crimes against their own race and help destroy themselves.

How do the Jews use Christianity to accomplish such an astounding feat? The steps are simple and well enough recorded in history for anyone 
with eyes to see and a functioning mind to understand. The story goes far back into ancient history. It essentially revolves around the issue of 
religion.

The following is not theory, but a step-by-step account of how the Jews have accomplished their amazing feat.

1. They started out several thousand years ago with a racial religion. The crux of that religion was: What is good for the Jews
is the highest virtue. What is bad for the Jews is the ultimate sin. The fact that they then concocted a fictitious history around the
mythical characters of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob is incidental, but it is interesting to note that their "heroes" are the basest of all characters, 
deceitful and cunning. The fact that they are also whoremongers, liars, murderers and thieves adds to the depravity of their story.

2. They then built up a whole superstructure of fictitious concepts as a base for their religion. Some of the basic fictitious concepts had much to 
do with superstition and the "spooks in the sky" approach. Some of these fictitious concepts were heaven and hell, god and the devil, angels, 
demons, magic, and in general, far fetched lies and tall stories.

3. Around these sleazy and deceitful concepts they built up the racial solidarity of their own bloodthirsty tribe, the basis of which was RACIAL 
LOYALTY.

4. Around the first century A.D. the tribe was, nevertheless, falling apart, and disintegrating into decay. The Romans and the Roman Empire, of 
which the Jews in Palestine were an insignificant part, ruled the world and threatened to wipe Judaism off the face of the earth.

5. It was then that Saul of Tarsus conceived the brilliant idea of feeding the suicidal religion of the Essenes to the Romans. It emerged as 
Christianity, and what followed was the most catastrophic series of episodes in the history of civilization. The Jews succeeded in perverting the 
Roman mind (and that of all the White Race) and turning it into those paths by which they would willfully collaborate in destroying themselves.

Jewish Christianity triumphed. The Jewish stratagem of war was successful beyond their fondest dreams. A thousand years of the Dark Ages 
followed. The destruction of the White Race was on its way. (Read again Creative Credo No. 43, in the WHITE MAN'S BIBLE, "Confessions of 
a Jew — the Devastating Ramifications of Paul of Tarsus and Christianity in Destroying Roman Civilization".)

To those apologists for Christianity who will still defend this Jewish mind scrambler as a "blessing to mankind", "the true word of God", and 
other fictitious concepts, we will spell it out point-by-point as to how Christianity programs a normal healthy mind to destroy itself and the race 
of which they are a part.

1. CHRISTIANITY IS A DEMEANING, SELF-DESTRUCTIVE SLAVE PHILOSOPHY.
It is no coincidence that Christianity first took root among the renegade Jews, the slaves, the mix-breeds and the riff-raff of Rome. Like a 
sedative or a drug it was designed to appeal to the weak, the desperate and the incompetent as a crutch and an escape mechanism. In so 
doing, it first demands the acknowledgement of the worthlessness of its members, to debase and demean themselves, to break their spirit and 
bow before a vengeful, sadistic monster, namely an unseen, unheard, unfelt and unsmelt spook in the sky. 

In short, to pay humble obeisance to a fictitious concept. In the New Testament a fictitious Christ keeps pounding away how
all people are worthless sinners, how we are all guilty, how we are born in sin. He keeps hammering away that there is nothing we can do 
about a hopeless situation except repent, ask for forgiveness and hope and pray for mercy from a relentless master. This is a no-win slave 
philosophy carried to its ultimate degenerate conclusion.

2. IN CONTRAST, CHRISTIANITY SELLS THE IDEA TO THE GENTILES (MOSTLY WHITES) THAT THE
JEWS ARE GREAT, A SPECIAL PEOPLE, THAT THEY ARE GOD'S CHOSEN.

The Old Testament extols the virtues of these miserable reprobates in chapter after chapter, page after page, despite all the vulgar and 
pornographic episodes these pimps, whores, thieves, panderers and criminals engage in. "I will bless them that bless thee and curse them that 
curse thee", quoth the fictitious Jewish Yahweh and millions of gullible Goyim swallow this impossible tripe.

How any White man or woman in their right mind can swallow such garbage is beyond me. How in the hell these same people can voluntarily 
go to church on Sunday to have their brains manipulated to love the Jew and then be expected to go out and fight Jewry and its vicious 
network the rest of the week is one of the impossibilities I mentioned in the heading of the chapter. In short, a Christian has been programmed 
to be a Jew lover and can hardly be expected to be worth his salt in combating this worldwide pestilence.
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3. CHRISTIANITY TEACHES ITS FOLLOWERS TO LOVE THEIR ENEMIES, TO HATE THEIR OWN KIND.
This is one of the most destructive and idiotic of all its teachings. In the "Sermon on the Mount" a fictitious Christ extols the virtue of "love your 
enemies, bless them that curse you and do good to them that hate you", etc. (Matt 5:44) So much for that suicidal piece of advice.

But he goes on to offer just the opposite kind of treatment to your own kind. In Luke 14:26 he purportedly says, "If any man come to me and 
hate not his father, and mother and wife, and children, and brethren, and sister, yea, and his own life also, he cannot be my disciple."

There you have it. The sickest piece of advice ever compiled in writing. Love your enemies, hate those near and dear to you. And for this kind 
of lunatic garbage respectable White people will go to church every Sunday and ante Into the collection plate? Wake up. White Racial 
Comrade! This is a sick, sick, sick Jewish booby-trap. In contrast, CREATIVITY teaches just the opposite — to love your own kind, to practice 
racial loyalty and to hate and destroy your enemies. That makes one hell of a lot more sense than the Jewish clap-trap offered to the Christians 
— bad advice the Jews themselves wouldn't touch with a ten foot pole.

4. CHRISTIANITY IS HIGHLY DIVISIVE AND CONTRADICTORY.
It has been said that with the Christian (Jewish) bible you can play any tune you choose just as you can on a piano. On the latter, by choosing 
the keys you can play an endless variety of tunes. With the bible and its multitude of contradictions you can support or denounce any idea or 
any argument you choose, depending on the verse and chapter you choose.

As a result of this multitude of contradictions it leaves the individual "believer" in perpetual conflict. Any "believer" who wants to "do the right 
thing" is perpetually in doubt, torn between conflicting admonitions, impossible demands and continued feelings of guilt. In short, as we said at 
the beginning, confused as hell, a condition inflicted upon enemies you would want to destroy.

This situation of confusion is not limited to the individual but also extends to groups, denominations, countries and nations. Perpetual conflict, 
perpetual divisiveness, relentless confusion. "I came not to bring peace, but the sword" quoth the (fictitious)
lord. No wonder the White Race is in a perpetual daze, in an unending no-win situation.

5. CHRISTIANITY MAKES IMPOSSIBLE DEMANDS AND LEADS TO FRUSTRATION AND MENTAL
BREAKDOWN.

Would you seriously consider playing a "flip-the-coin" game for real money if your opponent imposed such impossible rules as "Heads I win — 
tails you lose"? Well, you would be pretty silly to engage in such a no-win game for real stakes and even more so if the stakes were high 
enough to entail the entire future direction of your life. Yet. Christians voluntarily (and stupidly) enmesh themselves in just such a no-win 
situation. One example out of hundreds: We are continuously brow beaten to try to become more God-like. When God didn't like Jacob's sons, 
he arbitrarily slew them. When he didn't like mankind as a whole (which he himself had designed and created) he drowned them all like a pack 
of rats in the (fictitious) Great Flood. Now, if WE were to slay someone WE didn't like, WE would be accused of a most heinous crime, murder. 
WE would be executed for our crime, and according to the "Word of God", would burn, burn, burn forever. A no-win situation if there ever was 
one, don't you think?

For more of the same, see Chapter 15, Book I, of NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION, "Getting to Heaven: Project Impossible; or Everybody is 
going to Hell."

When people are continuously threatened with a no-win situation it produces despair, depression, frustration, schizophrenia and in severe 
cases, mental breakdown. The number of Christians that have been driven to insanity by the fear of hell has never been recorded, but 
undoubtedly runs into the millions.

The list is endless of how Christianity cripples the mind and reduces its subjects to self-destructive, self-incriminating victims, standing naked 
and defenseless before the rapacious Jew, who wrote the script, but will have none of that nonsense himself.

I suggest you read again the "Mission Impossible" chapter in NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION, mentioned previously, as well as Creative 
Credos Numbers 45 to 57 in The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE, the latter namely Number 57, appropriately rounding it off with the heading, "Why we 
indict Christianity so strongly."

How much better to have a salubrious, optimistic attitude towards life such as Creativity offers. How much better to have done with the fear of 
hell, fear of the Jew and fear of the fictitious spook in the sky! How much better to follow a creed that is rooted in reality and the Eternal Laws of 
Nature.

Come White Racial Comrade, and Join with us in building the Creativity movement and with it a Whiter and Brighter World.

* * * * * 
The Essence of Life is Struggle. If you have nothing to struggle for, you have nothing to live for.

Racial Loyalty Issue 6 - November 1983 
Self-imposed handicap- The idiotic impossibility of being a Jew fighter and a Christian at the same 
time
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Racial Loyalty Issue 6 - November 1983 
How to steal wheelbarrows and other valuables

There is a story about a man who worked in a large factory who devised an ingenious plan of stealing property from the company he worked 
for. Each day when his shift was over and he checked out the gate past the plant guard he would push a wheelbarrow with a canvas tarp over 
it. The guard was suspicious that he was stealing something and each time the guard would lift the tarp to check if there were some hidden 
items under it. But there never was anything in the wheelbarrow.

This went on for about a month and the guard became more exasperated as time went on. Finally in desperation he said to the man with the 
wheelbarrow: "Look, I know you are stealing something. If you will tell me what, I'll forgive your previous thefts. Now, what is it you have been 
stealing?

The man replied, "Wheelbarrows."

In a similar con game the White Race is being robbed of its most valuable treasure — its racial genes. The White Man knows he is being 
robbed, but he is so confused and befuddled he is not clear of what he is being robbed, nor by exactly whom. So he is busily engaged 
defending the frivolous from unknown thieves. While his most precious treasure is being looted and demolished, he is looking in the wrong 
direction. He is looking under the tarp, but he is not seeing the wheelbarrow.

This same sleight-of-hand trick has been employed by so-called magicians for generations. The trick is to wave a red handkerchief with one 
hand in order to attract attention while the other hand is busily engaged in manipulating something else, but goes by unnoticed.

In order to expose the heinous tragedy that is overwhelming the White Race let us start by first of all identifying the culprit, and that culprit is the 
master of deceit, that master sneak of all time, the international Jew, or more broadly, the worldwide Jewish network. It is this Jewish network 
that is not only robbing the White Man blind, but destroying him, mongrelizing him, and enslaving the mongrelized offspring for all eternity. At 
least that is the objective, and it is going forward at an ever increasing tempo.

The Jew has many treacherous tools with which to do the job. He is waving many red handkerchiefs and the White Man's eye is not on the 
scene of the crime. The White Man is very much confused and distracted.

The distractions are many and come from various directions. Some of these are: Christianity, booze, drugs, the "world situation", (especially 
Israel!) and a thousand different pieces of bad news with which the White man is bombarded daily.

The White Man realizes he is being taxed to death, being robbed of his money and his property. All this is bad enough. But while he muddles 
through all this morass of confusion, trying to earn a living, trying to keep his head above water, he never seems to realize the main issue, the 
real tragedy, the GRAND THEFT that is being committed, and of which he is the central target.

The White Man is viciously, effectively, being robbed of his most precious treasure — his divine seed — his genes.

The White Race is on a downhill slide to extinction. It is headed for oblivion. Mass genocide is being perpetrated upon Nature's Finest. The Jew 
is successfully and effectively murdering the White Race, but the White Race is looking elsewhere. It is looking under the tarp, but still can't see 
the wheelbarrow.

I said earlier that the Jew had many tools with which to do the job, and was waving many red handkerchiefs to distract our attention. The 
biggest mind boggier that he has used most effectively and over the longest period of time is Jewish Christianity. The Jew invented it, the Jew 
promoted it, and the White Romans first swallowed this Jewish poison. The White Man has over the centuries accepted it as "his own" religion, 
and while he is busily saving 'souls" in India, Africa, the South Sea Islands and every other part of the world, the mud races of the world are 
hungrily flooding into his homeland, polluting it, desecrating it and pulling the White Man's society down into the mire. The White Man is not 
lifting a finger to protect either his territory nor his racial heritage, nor his gene pool.

We of the Creativity Movement say this: Unless and until Jewish Christianity is demolished and replaced by a racial religion that is dedicated to 
the survival, expansion and advancement of the White Race itself, we will never solve any of the multitude of problems with which the world, 
and the White Race in particular, is beset.

The Creativity Movement takes the lead in solving this monumental problem. The first step, as I have said a thousand times before, is to 
straighten out the White Man's thinking, and direct his attention to building a Massive White Racial movement that will act as a huge battering 
ram to demolish the Jewish monster. CREATIVITY is the answer. We must build, build, build, until we have a massive worldwide ground swell 
which neither the Jews nor the multitude of mud races can resist. CREATIVITY has the blueprint, the format, the core around which the White 
Race must polarize. Help build and help save our most precious treasure for our future progeny. Help build a Whiter and Brighter World!

* * * * *
Our Genes are our most precious treasure - Guardianship of our White Gene pool is our highest responsibility.
* * * * *
If you are under 65, you need The Creativity Movement more than I. If you are over 65, you can help build a better future for your children and 
grandchildren by remembering The Creativity Movement in your Will!
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Racial Loyalty Issue 6 - November 1983 
Creativity school for gifted boys - An historic beginning

The Creativity Movement is happy to announce that we have broken ground for our upcoming school for gifted Boys. On October 14, the 
bulldozers started clearing and leveling the site, and on October 25, the foundations were poured for the building itself. We believe this is a 
small, but historic beginning for planting the seed and creating the nucleus of what will be a tremendously far ranging program of education, 
orientation and enlightenment for the White Race.

From this small beginning will, over the years, emerge a full-fledged program for the resurrection and redemption of not only our youth, but of 
the White Race as a whole. From this nucleus we hope will blossom forth a complete educational system, kindergarten, elementary and high 
schools; technical and trade schools; and also centers of higher education such as colleges, universities and centers of scientific research.

When we laid the foundation for our 2,460 square feet school in October, we also laid the foundation for a system that will bring forth the future 
leaders of the White Race. We are committed to bringing out the best that Nature has bestowed on her finest, and this school is only the 
beginning.

Help support this great enterprise. You can do two things:
(a) Send financial contributions to help build our first school and 
(b) Start looking for prospects for two week sessions for next summer. We need both.

Spread the word. Do your part. Perhaps you could sponsor some bright deserving boy, even though not of your own family. Think of how much 
time, energy and money you have squandered over your lifetime helping the Jewish establishment destroy the White Race. Do you want this to 
continue?

If not, help build the Creativity school for Gifted Boys. Don't let our future generations become burned out zombies, or drug ravaged slaves to 
the Jews.

There is a 200 yard foot path between the school and the church. We intend to make this path a thing of beauty and pride. For every Creator 
that contributes $1,000 or more, we will plant a tree along the path with a plaque in their honor. Will you be the first?

Racial Loyalty Issue 6 - November 1983 
Creativity school for gifted boys - An historic beginning
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Racial Loyalty Issue 6 - November 1983 
An analysis of Hitler's Advice - How it applies to the Creativity Movement

(In his great book, MEIN KAMPF, Adolf Hitler wrote a number of chapters that are invaluable to our movement, and in fact, to any White racial 
movement. In Issue No. 6 of RACIAL LOYALTY we printed Chapter V, Vol. 2 and entitled it PHILOSOPHY AND ORGANIZATION. This is an 
analysis of that particular chapter.)

Anyone who picks up a Jewish newspaper in the morning and does not see himself slandered in it has not made profitable use of the previous 
day; for if he had, he would be persecuted, reviled, slandered, abused, and befouled. - ADOLF HITLER

In Adolf Hitler's brilliant dissertation on movements, leadership philosophy and religion there is so much valuable advice that applies to our own 
movement, CREATIVITY, that it almost seems he had us in mind when he wrote it.

It behooves us to analyze and to summarize those areas that apply to our movement and highlight them further. We want to take a realistic 
look at how we can best profit from good advice and reap the utmost benefits. This is very much in line with a motto that hangs in our library, 
"Will it help promote Creativity?" Properly utilized, I can assure you the great leader's advice can and will be of tremendous value to us in 
practical application.

There are certain aspects that I want to highlight as to how they materially concern our own movement, CREATIVITY:

A. The need for Destructive Criticism in order to destroy the rotten Jewish social order that exists before a new and better order can be built.

In our own movement, CREATIVITY, most of our basic concepts are highly constructive, such as for example: A Sound Mind in a Sound Body 
in a Sound Society in a Sound Environment; or, Salubrious Living; or Eugenics and safeguarding our Gene Pool; or Organic Gardening; or 
upgrading the level of our Art, Music and Literature; or giving special attention to the geniuses in our midst and giving them an opportunity to 
develop their full potential; and/or a dozen other constructive goals and programs, culminating finally into the overall objective of building a 
Whiter and Brighter World. In this respect, I want to re-emphasize that a better world cannot be built by proliferating more misfits, morons, and 
freeloaders upon a shrinking segment of producers. On the contrary, a better world can only be built by producing a better grade of people, 
more competent and intelligent, and only amongst our own White Racial Comrades can we find the seed bed for such a revolutionary, new and
brighter world.

Be that as it may, nevertheless the real world as it now exists, is constituted of an increasing horde of mud races, breeding, feeding and 
expanding largely at the expense of the more competent White Race, toward whom this avaricious horde is extremely hostile. Not only is the 
quality of life for the White Race rapidly going down hill, but the quality of "humanity" even more so, and even among it the White Race itself.

No matter what segment of our society we look into, it is rotten to the core. It is Jew infested and Jew controlled, and this miserable tribe of 
parasites is determined to utterly break down our society in every nook and cranny until it has destroyed the noble White Race itself.

Hitler points out that in order to build a new structure, or any new system, it is first of all necessary to clear the ground, to clear the debris and 
make room for the new structure. This means the old order must first be destroyed and to do so you must attack! attack! attack! and totally 
demolish it. Christianity did so with a vengeance when it was trying to establish itself. So did Mohammedanism. So did the Communist 
movement, and so have the Jews against all other peoples since the beginning of history.

This is only natural and Nature herself condones this approaching the struggle between the species. Our early pioneering White
forefathers did the same thing in building America from sea to shining sea. They either drove the Indians before them, or resettled them, or 
killed them off. Had they not done so, the country would still be infested with depraved savages and the greatest country (past tense) in the 
world would never have been built.

We CREATORS point with pride that this is the AMERICAN WAY and we CREATORS mean to pursue it in repopulating the entire Planet Earth 
with Nature's Finest.

To recapitulate — in order to build a better world, we have to demolish the present rotten (Jewish) order. To accomplish this, we must properly 
identify our enemies. These are in short and in their respective order of menace:

1. The Jewish establishment per se.

2. The mud races, of which the niggers and the Mexicans are the most threatening in America.

3. The Christian establishment as such, which has wreaked utter havoc in the minds of our race, and always sided with the Jews, the mud 
races and the scum of the world.

In clearing the debris from the scene lest the bleeding hearts start screaming again, let me repeat what we CREATORS have said over and 
over: We do not intend to kill anybody! It is our program to shrink the Jews and other mud races by ceasing to subsidize and feed them, and let 
them wither on the vine of their own incompetence.

With the Christians it is a different matter. In the first place, most of our White Racial Comrades cither are, or are loosely affiliated with the 
Christian religion. That this is so is one of the major tragedies in the history of the White Race, but nevertheless it is a fact of life with which we 
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and the entire White Race is confronted, and we have to deal with it. Furthermore, to add to the disaster, some of our most stalwart citizens 
either are, or hypocritically profess to be Christians, because it is the accepted thing to do.

As I have pointed out on numerous occasions before, Christianity has been, and still is, the most effective brain scrambler the Jews have 
concocted in the art of mind manipulation over the last two thousand years. It is a weapon we must demolish and smash from out of their 
perfidious hands.

We must relentlessly expose this treacherous spookcraft and again straighten out the White Man's thinking. When we do, we will also get the 
Jew off our back. Until and unless we do so, the Jew will retain a direct pipeline to the White Man's soul, his thinking, and his direction, a 
sinister situation indeed.

One of the bright spots in this picture, however, is that Christianity is so utterly ridiculous when examined that it is easily exposed and 
demolished to any thinking person. All we need to do is expound and expand CREATIVITY and Christianity will fall of its own lies and 
rottenness.

So we must attack, attack, and attack again, and our best weapons are ridicule and exposing its Jewish origins. We will have no peace until 
Christianity is exposed, the Jew is off our back and the White Man wrests control of his own destiny back into his own capable direction.

In this respect, it is important to point out that gung-ho, born again Christians are not our primary recruiting target at this time. In fact, along with 
Jews and niggers, they are at the bottom of our list of prospects. And for good reasons. Such people have had their minds so warped as if a 
knife had cut through their brains, and logic and reason and common sense does not reach them at all. So let us leave them alone and let them 
learn the hard way. I repeat, they are the least likely prospects and let us not waste our energies on them at this time. We will get to them later.

Fortunately, among our White Racial Comrades there are many who have seen through the Jewish-Christianity hoax on their own and are 
looking for a more sane and realistic philosophy of life. Many others were never too interested or infected with Christianity in the first place and 
are also looking for a spiritual home that makes sense and they can believe in. These too, are good prospects. Then there are millions of White 
Racial Comrades out there who instinctively have racial concerns, who are aware of the world disaster that is impending and are looking for a 
solution. They too are excellent prospects. It is these millions that are prospective members and it is our beholden duty to find them and bring 
them into our organization.

B. No Compromise: The Inflexibility of Creed.
On this subject. Hitler says the following: "Political parties are inclined to compromise; philosophies - never. Political parties even reckon 
opponents; philosophies proclaim their infallibility."

In the twelve years since I first started expounding on a racial religion for the White Race and laid out the basis of such a religion in NATURE'S 
ETERNAL RELIGION, it has been my experience that most people would rather indulge in quibbling about some nit-picking triviality in the 
philosophy of Creativity than go out there and buck the wrath of the world in promoting it.

This is unfortunate and a situation that must be corrected. In Creative Credo No. 73. the last Chapter of the WHITE MAN'S BIBLE, I set forth 
the numerous ways of "copping out," and this matter of arm-chair "discussion" about oft meaningless details of changing our creed, is one of 
the most frequent and useless.

So let me explain it again.. We are in a position similar to say, a car manufacturer. Let us say Chevrolet has come out with its latest model and 
is now ready to market it. Before it could reach this stage it had to go through much time, labor and expense. First of all, it spent years in 
creating the design and drawing up blueprints for that design. There soon came a time when they had to say: "This is it. The time has come to 
now freeze the design and start cutting the dies for production."

Next, the dies are cut, at an expense of hundreds of millions of dollars. Production lines are set up, marketing schedules are
prepared. 

Finally, the car is in production and the sales program is launched. At this point, the head executives are no longer interested in
bickering about nit-picking details about the curve of a fender or other minor details.

At this stage, the dies are cut, production is in full swing and the important thing is to merchandise the product or else the company will go 
broke.

We, of the Creativity Movement, are in the same position. We are no longer in the design stage. The dies have been cut and the production 
lines are in full swing. We are now in the promotion stage and it now behooves us to promote the hell out of our movement and get it off the 
ground. There is nothing more pointless or useless at this stage than those who would philosophize, be cozy arm-chair generals and indulge in 
re-vamping the design. Let me repeat, we now need promoters, distributors, organizers and doers. (See Our Greatest Need — October 1983 
issue of R.L.)

C. The Search for the Great Promoter:
In Chapter 5, page 457 of Mein Kampf, Adolf Hitler says about the "intelligentsia": "They never understood that the strength of a political party 
lies by no means in the greatest possible intellect of the individual member, but rather in the disciplined obedience with which its members 
follow the intellectual leadership." What applies to a political movement also, of course, applies to our own religious movement, and in general, 
to any movement. The essence of It is this: (a) a powerful creed, (b) dedicated and disciplined followers, and (c) the quality of its leadership.
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We, of the Creativity Movement, are now at the founding stage of a great world movement, in fact, for the White Race the greatest, the most 
beneficent movement in its history. We have come a long way, but still have the most strenuous battles ahead of us. As I pointed out in "Our 
Greatest Need" (R.L., October 1983), we have a full blown creed and program that is comprehensive, meaningful and complete; we have our 
"Bibles," something Christianity took 300 years to achieve; we have a World Center, our geographic home; we have a periodical, "RACIAL 
LOYALTY." We have an auspicious beginning and we are off and running.

What we do not have yet, is the great leader — the "Great Promoter" — that I am looking for. I am looking for a leader and promoter of a 
caliber no less than Adolf Hitler himself. In fact, I am looking for some one that is even more qualified than Adolf Hitler himself. I am looking for 
a young man in his early thirties, blond and athletic, handsome and charismatic, and filled with zeal and energy, one who is dedicated to the 
cause and fears no obstacles. We want the impassioned orator and great leader, and we will find him.

Personally, at 65, I am not that man and probably never was. One of the strongest characteristics that I can claim is that calmly and in a 
detached manner, I can assess my own limitations as well as my abilities, and do so fairly accurately.

On the negative side, I am not, and never was, a showman, a "ham", an actor, or a crowd pleaser. Whereas I have engaged in
politics, at one time was head of the Florida Independent Party and was even elected to the Florida State Legislature, I was never comfortable 
in the milieu. Although I have spoken at many rallies, I was never the great orator, only fair. I have never enjoyed leading a crowd. On the 
positive side, I am what I am, and that is a writer and a rationalist philosopher. I have an extremely fertile imagination that can creatively 
formulate those ideas that need impels to come forth. At the same time, I retain a firm grasp on reality and try to keep my feet on the ground.

But probably my strongest asset is the somewhat unusual experiences Destiny has thrown in my life's pathway, starting with my birth in the 
middle of the Russian Revolution. Having lived in four countries and been a citizen of three, I have developed a broad sense of the continuity of 
history, of the plight of the White Race as a whole, without the narrow disadvantage of being tied to any one particular nationality. It is perhaps 
this broad experience cutting across "national" boundaries that has given me the "racial" feel and has impelled me to create a comprehensive 
racial religion for the White Race. Whatever it is. Destiny has seen fit to tap me on the shoulder to create, once and for all, a meaningful, 
comprehensive religion for the White Race and the White Race alone. We are now in possession of a racial religion whose ramifications can 
and will rebound to the tremendous benefit of the White Race for the next million years. That part is done. The Creation of a racial religion for 
the salvation and redemption of the White Race is now an accomplished fact. CREATIVITY is the answer and it is here to stay.

It is now our beholden task to find the Great Promoter. I feel certain that there are at least ten thousand young White men in their early thirties, 
or younger, living right here in the United States that (at least potentially) have the stuff of which great leaders are made. It is our task to 
contact them, to find them, to search them out. This we will do with your help. By 1990 (should I live that long) I want to step down and have 
that fully qualified leader take over the reins in full. But we want to locate him, thoroughly train and orient him long before that.

Here is how we'll do it.

1. We must first realize that although badly debauched, the White Race still has a tremendous reservoir of intelligence, talent and creativity in 
its membership. I venture to say that there arc at least ten thousand young men, at the age of 30 or thereabouts in America today that have the 
I.Q., the memory, the energy, the intelligence, the oratorical potential that Adolf Hitler possessed. They are there. It is up to us to find at least 
one in the next few years, and find him we will. The problem is making contacts. They have not heard of us, and we have not heard of them. 
We must find them, and develop their slumbering potential.

2. In order to find each other we must expand our publicity and sphere of influence. There are several ways to do so and the most urgent at this 
time is to expand the circulation of our periodical, RACIAL LOYALTY. We must not only urge our members to recruit more subscribers, but 
each member must also make mass distribution of the paper. It is the most inexpensive way to contact new potential supporters and 
subscribers.

3. We will also use a number of other publicity and advertising promotions that are available to us. We have a number of such promotions 
planned and will put them into operation as soon as time and money allow.

4. We must make the "Search for the Great Promoter", an ongoing program that is at the forefront of every member, subscriber and supporter, 
until it becomes a virtual reality.

5. The critical period is the next 3 or 4 years. After that our "School for Creative Boys" will supply us with an unlimited reservoir of leadership, 
not only for the top post, but also in depth and for back up. The 1990 to 2000 decade is the critical one for which we must now work and 
prepare. After that, we will have a super abundance of talent in all categories, and the White Race will be on its way to greatness, the era of the 
Superman.

So let us get busy. Let us dedicate ourselves to the task at hand and embark on the GREAT SEARCH. He is out there. We must find him!

* * * * *
Spiritual, Mental and Physical Health are not to be found in Hospitals or in Temples of Superstition.

Racial Loyalty Issue 6 - November 1983 
An analysis of Hitler's Advice - How it applies to the Creativity Movement
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Racial Loyalty Issue 7 - December 1983 
The World is Run by Means of FICTITIOUS CONCEPTS

Most people have never heard of Fictitious Concepts, yet the power Establishment uses them so effectively and so insidiously that our 
everyday lives are run by them. Preachers use them. Con-artists use them. Politicians use them. The whole shabby structure of the fraudulent 
I.R.S. is based on Fictitious Concepts, with which to extract and extort the hard earned money of productive citizens into the coffers of the 
Jewish gangsters.

What is a Fictitious Concept? My basic definition of it is: a word, a phrase, or an idea that is not real, but so commonly used that it is accepted 
as being real. In short, a fictitious concept is a lie that has been repeated so often that it is commonly accepted by the masses as being a 
reality. The Jewish mind-scramblers are masters at this art and have been recognized as Masters of Deceit for centuries. Most (but not all) 
fictitious concepts are invented by Jews. All of them are masterfully exploited by them.

A fictitious concept, like most lies, generally is so vague, nebulous, confused and undefined that it is almost impossible to pin down, but 
because it has generally become accepted, it can be and is, a powerful weapon with which to exploit and manipulate the gullible and 
unthinking.

Let us start with the religious arena, which is so studded with fictitious concepts that it boggles the minds of the average yokel.
I claim that in the first sentence of the Jewish bible, which has eight words, that five of those eight arc fictitious concepts. The first sentence 
reads: "In the beginning God created heaven and earth". I maintain that outside of in, the, and and, the other five words as used in that 
sentence are fictitious concepts.

Let's take it word by word.

"Beginning"—We have no evidence whatsoever that there was a beginning. Certainly that "heaven and earth" began in 4,004 B.C. or 
thereabouts is an outrageous fiction. In fact, the whole idea that the universe "began" at any particular time whether a hundred billion or a 
hundred trillion years ago, out of nothing, is an idiotic idea. It still leaves the question: What was before that? To which there is no answer. So 
we have to invent another fictitious concept — "God".

"God". Although there is not the slightest shred of evidence that there are now, or ever have been, any spooks in the sky (or
elsewhere), here we come to probably the most used and abused fictitious concept of all time that has generally been accepted by a confused 
and gullible mankind. It is a favorite concept that has been exploited to the hilt in manipulating, exploiting and controlling its victims. It has been 
the perfect fictitious concept to be used in the hands of charlatans, con-artists and power-mad swindlers. I could say much more about this 
subject, but I have covered it pretty well in NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION and The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE in such chapters as, 'The Spooks 
in the Sky Swindle". Suffice it to say that based on this fictitious concept a whole massive nest of new fictitious concepts, (i.e. lies) have been 
spawned to support the first. Among these is the concept of "heaven".

"Heaven". A fuzzy and nebulous concept that pre-dates the Jewish bible, but brought into prominence and foisted on the White Race along 
with all the other spook paraphernalia. Where is heaven? Nobody knows. What do we do there? Well, presumably we spend eternity flapping 
our lips in synchronism "praising" an intolerably egotistical monster whose desire for adulation knows no bounds. Presumably also, we play 
harps for background music while flapping our lips. The whole idea is more far-fetched than Mother Goose, hi-diddle-diddle and the cow 
jumped over the moon, and has just as much (or little) basis in reality.

This leaves the words "earth" and "created" in that first portentous and ominous sentence. The earth without the sun and as described in 
Genesis is certainly fictitious, and since the existence of the spook that supposedly "created" all, is without meaningful evidence, we must 
conclude that such non-existent spook "created" nothing, and can relegate that word also into the category of fictitious. From this shabby base, 
has been spawned a whole passel of other lies of fictitious concepts.

There are enough of them to write a whole book, and I have devoted considerable space to them in two of my books, NER and WMB, although 
the term "fictitious concepts" was unknown to me at the time I wrote them. I will therefore not cover this same ground again but merely list the 
ensuing fictitious concepts that have been invented to explain and supposedly justify the original lies.

Some of these fictitious concepts besides God and heaven mentioned in that Jewish mind scrambler are "hell" — a real biggie and 
undoubtedly the most cruel, vicious and sinister concept conceived by a sick mind. Along with this comes the concepts of devil, Lucifer, 
demons, etc., etc., and their counterparts on the other side of angels, cherubim, heavenly hosts, etc. All those are lumped together with further 
fictitious concepts such as spirits, ghosts, holy and otherwise. Then, we have further meaningless extensions and elaborations such as, "the 
immaculate conception", "born again", etc.

So much for religious fictitious concepts, a subject that is endless. I first heard the phrase used a few years ago when I was attending a Tax 
resister class in Florida. It was given by a Dr. George Arlen, who, although not an attorney, has a keen and incisive mind and has made a 
much deeper study of the income tax seam than most tax attorneys who think of themselves as specialists and experts. Dr. Arlen revealed to 
us that the whole ponderous set of income tax laws, which are a hundred times more voluminous than the 1,400 page Jewish bible, were, in 
fact, based on a fictitious concept. That fictitious concept was the word "income". It has never been defined by either the Constitution, the 
Congress, or the Supreme Court. Being therefore not only vague, loose, and undefined but commonly accepted by the gullible public, the idea 
of "income" can be bandied about and used at will. This powerful gang of unscrupulous pirates have done extremely well to exploit and control 
an unorganized and
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hapless public. (This description and the ones following are mine, not Dr. Arlen's.)

Upon this vague and undefined concept then (like the religious hoax) was built a whole lugubrious network of "laws" — a maze of laws that are 
punitive, contradictory and impossible of cither being understood or obeyed. This whole system, built upon a fictitious concept, hangs like a 
millstone around the neck of every productive American taxpayer. Nor are those who refuse to pay blood money to the Jewish network home 
free. Those individuals are bounded, pursued and even shot as was the recent folk hero, Gordon Kahl. At this point it would be useful to 
distinguish between a fictitious concept and an abstract concept, and that difference is significant. An abstract concept such as truth, honor, 
and character, mathematical concepts, etc., are honest and descriptive of certain realities. They are tremendously useful in the area of 
developing ideas and in human communication. Fictitious concepts on the other hand, are deliberate lies invented in order to mislead and 
manipulate people. They are the tools of charlatans, con-men and scoundrels.

Having made this distinction, let us list a few other areas than religion and income tax where fictitious concepts are used to confuse and 
manipulate the White Race in particular.

THE HOLOCAUST.
This Jewish lie was spawned immediately after World War II. The Jews, having perpetrated the most horrible mass slaughter In history (an 
estimated 50 million people killed, with the principle victims being members of the White Race) instinctively knew
that this heinous crime could rebound upon their bloody hands. What to do?

With their massive worldwide propaganda apparatus, they quickly turned the tables on a confused and gullible world. Not only were
they not the culprits, but lo and behold, they were the poor, innocent victims. Six million of them had been run through the gas
chambers, they claimed, by the wicked, wicked Germans.

The facts of history refute this Jewish lie in toto.

1. In the first place, there were only half a million Jews in Germany when Hitler came to power. When it became evident that their bloodsucking 
days in Germany were coming to an end, most of them migrated (unhindered) to Jew heaven, the good old U.S.A., there to continue their 
nefarious trade.

2. There were never more than 3 million Jews in all the territory Hitler's armies occupied even at their peak.

3. Whereas Germany had concentration camps (as did the United States and Canada) for its dangerous political enemies, most camps were 
utilized for labor and war production, and included all nationalities, of which the Jews were only a small minority.

4. There never was a Nazi program of exterminating Jews, but there was a program to re-settle them outside of Germany, such as Palestine 
and/or Madagascar. However, since most of the Jews were welcomed to the United States, and due to lack of time, these basic plans were 
only on paper.

5. The Jewish Almanac itself claimed (to its own crowd) that the Jewish population in 1938 on a worldwide basis was 16,588,259. In 1948, the 
Jew owned New York Times stated the Jewish population as being between 15,600,000 and 18,700,000 averaging out at approximately 
17,100,000.

Where are the supposedly six million missing? They weren't. But, so effectively did the Jews promote this dastardly lie, and have continued to 
the present day, that the world weeps crocodile tears over 6 million that weren't, and the Germans to this very day are still condemned for a 
crime they did not commit, but were instead heroic leaders in a struggle to get the Jewish monster off their backs. Since the United States and 
other White nations helped thwart the Germans in this heroic struggle, the Jewish parasites still remain the world's most pressing problem an 
issue that we, the White Race, will either have to resolve, or perish.

(For further details read Creative Credo No. 37, "THE SIX MILLION LIE", in The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE.)

RACIAL EQUALITY
It does not exist and never has. In fact, equality of species or members of a given species exists nowhere in Nature. We Creators take the 
position that the White Race is Nature's Finest, and no other race is equal to it. (See Creative Credo No. 31, in The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE, "The 
Racial Spectrum — From Primates to the White Race.")

The Jews in the Protocols sneeringly point out that they have repeatedly used the concepts of "Liberty, Equality, Fraternity" as
sucker's bait to start revolutions and to pull down the White Man's society. They point out further that despite the fact that these ideas are 
contradictory and impossible of fulfillment, the unheeding yokels fall for the bait again and again.

THE FEDERAL RESERVE SUPPOSEDLY A GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY
Most Americans are under the impression that the Federal Reserve System is part of, an arm of, and controlled by, the United States 
government. This is the biggest lie, the biggest swindle in American history. Since I have already treated this
subject at length in Creative Credo No. 40 in The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE, I will not recapitulate the story of the treachery here. Suffice it to say 
that the Federal Reserve is a powerful, worldwide Jewish counterfeit ring that enables the Jews to have the government print paper money 
FOR THEM (not the government). It has enabled the Jews to steal the world with worthless paper. It is the most vicious and most powerful 
force in the world, and because of its unlimited power to print money, it owns governments, banks, corporations, news media, and, in fact, 
owns and controls the goyim of the world more surely than any slave master of ancient times.
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VALUE OF MONEY
A study of the preceding subject, namely the Federal Reserve will show that the worthless paper being printed (by the government) for the 
Jewish counterfeiters, is not backed by anything — not gold, not silver, nor any other security. It is, in fact,
only worthless paper with green ink on It. Nevertheless, it is being accepted as a medium of exchange and the Jews are stealing all the REAL 
WEALTH of the world through this insidious swindle. The only reason they can do so is because, like the belief in the spooks in the skies, 
gullible people BELIEVE and ACCEPT it as being of value. This is a fictitious concept carried to its ultimate and most destructive conclusion.

There are any number of other fictitious concepts that the White Race is bombarded with by the Jewish propaganda networks. They are so 
numerous and so insidious that this article can only broach the subject and make our White Racial Comrades aware of their deception. A 
sampling of a few other (of many) fictitious concepts that we should consider as powerful and dangerous are the following:

The Jews are God's Chosen.

The White People are the Real Israelites.

The U.S. is fighting communism. (See Creative Credo No. 38, in The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE, "Russia, Israel and the United 
States", also exposed in Issue No. I of RACIAL LOYALTY).

The Germans are a warlike nation.

Democracy.

Israel is the true and only friend of the United States in the Middle East. (Again, see Creative Credo No. 38.)

The Bible is the "word of God", despite the fact that approximately 100 changes per page, more than 100,000 changes in its
entire text have been made during its Jew scripted history.

There are endless numbers of fictitious concepts being slopped on the mind of the White Race today, most of them, but not all,
originating from the master con-artists of all time. The lesson I want to impart to our White Racial Comrades is clear and simple, and it is this:

GO BACK TO BASICS
Use your own good common sense, and the most BASIC TRUTHS you can rely on are the Eternal Laws of Nature. Remember, Nature tells 
each species to take care of their own and endows each with the adequate weapons and defenses to
properly do so. Nature has endowed you, her finest, with an abundance of intelligence greater than any other creature. It is your most powerful 
weapon and also your most powerful defense. Use it. Use your common sense and be extremely wary of all these Jewish swindles being 
foisted on us in order to destroy us.

RACIAL LOYALTY is the Key to our Resurrection and Redemption. CREATIVITY is the Means.

To say the success of the CREATIVITY movement will mean so much to so many is an understatement. Do your part. Help bring it about.

A Political Party is a sometime thing. A Religion demands total allegiance, total loyalty.

Our Genes are our most precious treasure —Guardianship of our White Gene pool is our highest responsibility.

There is a nigger president in your future. All you have to do is nothing.

Racial Loyalty Issue 7 - December 1983 
The World is Run by Means of FICTITIOUS CONCEPTS
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Racial Loyalty Issue 7 - December 1983 
Applying Hitler's Advice to Our Own Movement - What We Can Learn From the Master Organizer of All 
Time

In Issue No. 7 we reprinted Hitler's excellent chapter on Propaganda and Organization, Chapter XI, Vol. II of Mein Kampf.
The following is an analysis of that chapter. We of the Creativity Movement consider Adolf Hitler the greatest White leader of all time. A great 
part of his success was due not only to his oratorical prowess, but also to his skill in formulating the correct propaganda approach and his 
ability to organize effectively. Since he was a master in all of these fields it behooves us to listen,
to analyze and to apply his sage advice to our own movement, CREATIVITY. It is not my purpose to recapitulate his thoughts here, but to 
highlight a few major ideas, how we can learn from them, and mostly, to make our own observations.

1. Propaganda is a vital and powerful tool. Hitler has emphasized this throughout his book and has stated elsewhere that propaganda can 
make heaven look like hell, and vice versa. In short, propaganda makes the difference. It shapes people's ideas, attitudes, likes and dislikes, 
loyalties and hatred. It is the cement that builds organizations and movements. It comes first in shaping the future course of history or a people.

2. Whereas the word propaganda has a somewhat odious connotation to it, it does not deserve it. Propaganda, as I have pointed out in 
NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION, is, like the weather, neither good nor bad in itself. Like the weather, it is good or bad depending on what kind 
of weather we have. The same qualifications apply to propaganda, and it, like fire, can be a useful servant, or a tyrannical master, depending 
on how it is used, by whom and on whom. Anyway you look at it, propaganda is a powerful tool, and it behooves us to not only realize this, but 
master its intricacies and become skillful in its usage. The Jews realized its power early in their history and have exploited it to the hilt. They 
have become the most
expert mind-manipulators of all time.

3. One of the first recommendations I have in regards to propaganda is to dump the word altogether. Since it has a somewhat sinister and 
odious connotation to the general public (although undeserved) it is better to use a more subtle, more acceptable word in its place.

My recommendation is the word ENLIGHTENMENT. Therefore, in our organization we will not have a Ministry of Propaganda, but rather a 
Department of Enlightenment. Although there is only a shade of difference in the meaning, there is this difference: Whereas propaganda can 
be, like weather or fire, either constructive or destructive, the word "enlighten", per se, is defined as: "1. to give the light of knowledge to; free 
from ignorance, prejudice or superstition. 2. to give clarification to (a person) as to meanings, intentions, etc.; inform." (Webster's New World 
Dictionary) I believe this more adequately describes what we, the Creativity Movement, are trying to accomplish, since I have said time and 
time again - our main task is, and remains, the problem of straightening out the confused and scrambled thinking of our White Racial 
Comrades.

4. Not only must we use the correct approach in our enlightenment programs, but, above all, we must make sure that it is highly effective.

Our basic yardstick, the bottom line, therefore, of all our efforts must be this: WILL IT HELP PROMOTE CREATIVITY? Whereas our main and 
only objective is not really the advancement of any theory, or any philosophy as such, but the survival, expansion and advancement of the 
White Race, we are convinced of one basic conclusion: only with the final and total triumph of the CREATIVITY movement will the White Race 
achieve its final reinvention and redemption. Conversely, if the CREATIVITY movement fails, the White Race will go down its present path to 
destruction and final oblivion.

5. In order to ensure the survival and tenacity of our movement in the face of a rapidly changing world in turmoil, of a violent and lawless 
society stampeding towards anarchy, and in the face of a well organized and powerful enemy, the Jewish network, it behooves us to not only 
be boldly aggressive in our campaign, but also avail ourselves of all the defensive measures at our command for the survival of the movement. 
In this matter we can learn from Jewish history perhaps more so than any other, since the Jews have survived the convulsions and upheavals 
of history better and longer than any other entity.

(a) One thing we must provide for is dispersion. Our basic books, our printing facilities and subdivision headquarters must be dispersed in most 
of the key centers of the country. In this way, if one is wiped out, there are several others that will have the facilities, books, printing machinery, 
etc., ready and able to take over and carry on. We must especially have a large inventory of our basic Bibles in storage in warehouses at many 
scattered locations.

(b) We must establish an organized chain of command. The best way to do this is to have organized church centers all over the country, and 
even in other countries. Like the Jews in the Middle Ages, if they were wiped out in one area, they flourished in hundreds of others and were 
soon back to re-occupy lost territory.

(c) We must build an intelligence network. We must not only know WHO our enemies are and WHERE they are, but we must be able to finger 
the traitors, government agents, Jewish chabez-goi and other renegades in our own ranks.

(d) We must harness the financial resources of our own White Racial Comrades, which are considerable. We must seek
out, contact, persuade and implore those wealthy individuals who obviously sympathize with our ideals, but have not yet arrived at the 
conviction that in order to save themselves, their own best interests would be served by joining with us. We must convince them of the obvious - 
that, in fact, their very survival will depend upon joining and building the CREATIVITY movement. Imagine what a boost our movement would 
receive if we were to enlighten some of the wealthier members of the Hunt family, or say the du Ponts, or any of the many other affluent White 
families.
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6. Utilize Computer Technology. In today's highly technical age of communications it is extremely important that we utilize all of the most 
modern technology we possibly can to aid and expand our movement. We must avail ourselves of modern office equipment, such as 
computers for filing, mailing lists, etc., audio tape recorders, video recorders, video tapes for training, automatic telephone dialing machines, 
and a variety of other sophisticated equipment. We already have some of this equipment now and the speed and efficiency with which these 
machines can perform in comparison to human hands is not only amazing, but from a financial point of view, they pay for themselves in short 
order.

I don't want to give the impression that I believe machines should take the place of people. On the contrary, we want millions of capable people 
to join our ranks, and that is the whole idea. Capable people working more efficiently with modern equipment at their command can work 
miracles and accomplish the job at hand better, much more effectively, and since time is of the essence, that much sooner.

7. We must build transmission belts and lines of communication of our own. This means newspapers, magazines, periodicals,
radio stations and television networks. When we see what massive followings even con-artists and spook peddlers like Oral Roberts, Jerry 
Falwell and other Jew-lovers have built up through the use of television, we too, must utilize these to the hilt. Since they are now almost totally 
in the hands of the Jews, this is one area we must aggressively battle to get into our own hands. That it can be done is demonstrated by a man 
such as Ted Turner in Atlanta, who has built up an impressive and powerful system of Cable networks. Although he has not taken a stand for 
the White Race, he is at least not a subservient lackey of the Jews, cither. If he can do it single handedly, think of how much better a powerful 
White movement like the
Creativity Movement could do the job once it built up its membership and muscle. The Mormon Church has done it in their own way in Utah, 
but unfortunately, although it has ample financial facilities it has fallen to decay in its original stand for White hegemony. The reason it was 
vulnerable in this area is plain. If it had been based on a strong racial creed as is the Creativity Movement it would have been invulnerable and 
by now would have had the world at its feet. It can be done and we must do it.

8. Finally, we must pursue with the utmost vigor our ongoing search for the Great Promoter, as spelled out in our last month's issue No. 6.

Creativity aspires to helping White people get rid of garbage thoughts as well as garbage foods.

Racial Loyalty Issue 7 - December 1983 
Applying Hitler's Advice to Our Own Movement - What We Can Learn From the Master Organizer of All 
Time
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Racial Loyalty Issue 8 - January 1984 
The Jewish Connection - The Phony Fight Ruse 

A Treacherous Stratagem to Ensnare the Naive and the Gullible. The Master Sneaks of all time have developed it into a deadly game.

The idea of Good and Evil is as old as history, and so is the supposed unending warfare between these two forces. Sometimes these forces 
are very real, as is the struggle between them. Many times they are artificially contrived for evil purposes and the fight between them is stage 
managed by the evil force to achieve devious ends. Undoubtedly, from the view of THE Creativity Movement, the most evil force in the history 
of mankind is the Jewish network that has plagued all White civilizations since the dawn of history, and managed to destroy every one of them. 
Undoubtedly, there is no other conglomerate that has become more skillful in the art of staging a phony fight and pulling in its enemies than 
have the Jews over the millennia of civilization.

The Jews did not invent the idea of Good and Evil, nor did they invent the idea of God and the Devil. In fact, they hardly invented anything 
original. But what we do have to give them credit for is that after adopting these and other ideas from their host nations, (Egypt, Babylonia or 
wherever) they have, as always, capitalized on this idea to the hilt, for their own benefit, and for the destruction of their enemies.

It has been said that there is nothing more deadly than an enemy inside the gates who through deviousness and deception has gained the 
confidence of his enemies as being a friend and benefactor. One such traitor inside the gates is said to be worth ten thousand known enemies 
on the outside.

Nothing is more treacherous, or more deadly than a supposed "friend", who through deceit, has gained your confidence, but secretly is bent on 
your destruction. The Jews have been keenly aware of this artifice for thousands of years and they have honed their technique of this art to a 
fine edge. In this discussion, we want to examine the Jewish artifice of concocting a fictitious enemy, then volunteering to rally to your defense 
in desperately trying to save you from the phony enemy they themselves have concocted.

Perhaps the prototype for this clever dodge is inherent in Genesis of the Jewish Old Testament. There we find the story of God, representing 
Good - (virtue, justice, love and a host of other goodies) on the one hand, and the Devil, representing Evil - (treachery, cunning, deceit, 
debauchery and a list of other baddies as long as your arm) on the other hand. Supposedly, they are bitter enemies and engage in a desperate 
struggle, a war to the bitter finish. This basic presumption is the bedrock of the Jewish-Christian religion that the Jew has foisted on the White 
Race. Like a gullible yokel the White Race has swallowed the bait and over the last nineteen centuries has stupidly clasped it to its bosom as 
"its very own" religion.

Let us examine how this phony fight dodge works.

Well, according to this Jewish story in the Old Testament on the very first day that mankind was "created", our "original" ancestors, Adam and 
Eve, who had no axe to grind with anybody, and who were as innocent as a newborn babe, unwittingly became involved in the struggle 
between two powerful adversaries at war. Both were telling them they were friends, had their best interests at heart and both were giving them 
stupid and contradictory advice. This naive couple, although supposedly adult, but only a day old, didn't have a score card to tell who the 
players were, and in fact, didn't even know there was a (con) game going on. They listened to one, then the other. The end result was that they 
were kicked out of their beautiful paradise and condemned, as were their offspring, to "earn their bread by the sweat of their brow" on the 
outside. So fast and effective was this involvement in someone else's "war" that before they could get their wits assembled and say "Jack 
Robinson" they were already on the outside looking in.

Now let us ask a few questions. Who was the loser in this fight? Well, undoubtedly, the innocent third party, Adam and Eve. They lost their nice 
homestead the first day of tenancy. What about the two bitter enemies, God and the Devil? They lost nothing, and are supposedly still carrying 
on their same feud with a Mexican stand-off after six thousand years. But are they really? If they were serious, surely there would ultimately be 
a conclusion, a victory or defeat. Why isn't there?

Let us probe further. Who is in charge of this show? Who staged it all? Well, since (according to the Jewish story) God is the Creator of all, 
since he is omnipotent, all powerful, fully in charge of heaven and earth, he must have also created Hell, the Devil and his minions and must 
undoubtedly be in charge of the whole kit and caboodle. If he didn't create it all, I ask you believing Christians, if he isn't in charge, who in the 
hell is? Did he or did he not create hell? Did he or did he not create the Devil? Since he knows everything forwards and backwards, didn't he 
know full well how it was all going to turn out? Therefore, didn't he deliberately create hell and the Devil? Didn't he deliberately con Adam and 
Eve to be the palsies, then blame the Devil, and worse still, blame Adam and Eve for being victims of a treacherous game of entrapment he 
himself had conjured up? Where in the hell was he while the Devil was conning them and when Adam and Eve needed him? Was he asleep at 
the switch? Would you knowingly leave your defenseless day old baby at the mercy of a fiendish child molester and then blame it (the baby) for 
not being able to cope with the situation? Wasn't the Devil merely following the proscribed
script? If God isn't in charge, who is? 

Are God and the Devil really at war? Or, are they merely playing an entertaining (for them) scam on us poor mortals?

* * * * *

Let us now examine the more modern version of the same con game that affects us more directly and is written by the same script writers, the 
same behind the scene manipulators. Let us move forward to the twentieth century and examine the relationship between the United States 
(God) and Russia (The Devil) and Israel (Hell). Although the script for this whole comedy, or tragedy of errors, was written long before the 
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beginning of the twentieth century, its culmination is coming to a head as this century nears completion, if not earlier.

In Creative Credo No. 38 entitled, "Russia, Israel and the United States", of The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE, I have already cited numerous historical 
events illustrating that the United States is not fighting Communism, that it is lying to the world and deceiving its own citizens in this gigantic 
ongoing fraud. Not only is it deceiving the White American taxpayers on this treacherous issue, but it is especially this group that is being 
robbed blind. It is particularly this group that is being inveigled, deceived, entrapped and marked for destruction. The Jews are utilizing the 
productivity and resources of the American worker to foot the bill for this sinister sell out, and at the same time treacherously plotting his 
genocide.

Behind it all are the same Master Sneaks that wrote the Jewish-Christian bible. It is the same Jewish network that also wrote the script for 
Jewish Communism and are today pulling the strings in Russia, in Israel, in the United States and the rest of the world. But let us never forget 
that the main powerhouse of this foul conspiracy is neither in Russia, nor even in Israel. It has shifted geographically many times in the last 
3,000 years, but it now sits mainly in the good old U.S.A., with Jew York and Washington, D.C. being the prime centers of infestation and 
Jewish power.

Most Americans are snookered into believing that Russia is the central core of communism and its present seat of power. This is completely 
false, as is the fictitious concept that the Devil is the source of all evil and is trying to inveigle us all into hell.

I should know a little on this subject.

You see, I was born in Russia in 1918, at a time when the Bolshevik Reds were fighting the remnants of the dead Czar's followers, dubbed the 
White Army. Warfare, turmoil, anarchy and starvation swept through and over the peaceful Mennonite village and settlement in which I was 
born. When we managed to get out of Russia in 1924 with our skins still intact, we were more fortunate than the hundred relatives we left 
behind. Needless to say, I have not forgotten those events, nor have I neglected to study and do my homework on the growing monster as it 
succeeds in swallowing up country after country.

It is a long story, and I cannot recapitulate it here. Let me just briefly make a few points: 
(a) Communism is as Jewish as the Talmud and the Jewish-Christian bible. 

(b) The Russian people are not the culprits, but the victims, and they would like to get the Jewish-Communist monkey off their backs as much 
as anyone in the world.

(c) The communist revolution in Russia was engineered by native Russian Jews in collaboration with the wealth, influence and power of the 
Jews in America, 

(d) Even after the communist takeover, the communist regime in Russia would have collapsed in short order, and again several times in the 
course of its shabby 66 year tenure, if it had not been repeatedly supported financially, militarily and morally by the United States (God), who in 
turn is in the hands of the same scriptwriters that wrote the story of Job in the Old Testament.

In support of the United States-Russian (communist) collaboration charge, let me briefly list the following facts of history:

1. The basis of communism is Marxism, or Karl Marx's "Communist Manifesto" (1848) and "Das Kapital" (1867). Marx was a renegade Jew, the 
son of a Jewish Rabbi in Germany, but nevertheless, loyal to his race.

However, the seeds of Marxism did not begin with Karl Marx, but were already deeply imbedded in the Jewish Talmud, already 1,300 years old 
in Marx's day, and that creed, itself dates back in the "oral law' of the Synagogue, passed on orally by its Elders for another 1,500 years or 
more.

2. Russia at the time of the Czars had the largest Jewish population in the world. There were approximately six million of them, mostly of 
Khazar origin, and none of whose ancestors had ever set foot in Palestine. The vast majority of these swarthy Khazars hated the (Nordic) 
Romanov dynasty with a deadly passion, and plotted its overthrow and destruction. The Czar and the Russian government, in turn, did their 
best to stem this evil and alien pestilence in their midst by alternately trying appeasement and repression. In this they failed miserably and the 
300 year old Romanov dynasty came to an end when a Jew shot the Czar in the back of the neck in 1917. The Czar's wife (Czarina) and their 
five children were also murdered at the same time.

3. Meanwhile, the Jews in the United States wholeheartedly supported the Russian revolution, morally and financially. Jacob Schiff, head of 
Kuhn, Loeb, and Company, a powerful Jewish banking and brokerage house in New York took the lead. Schiff himself contributed 20 million 
dollars in training 3,000 Jewish cutthroats (with Leon Trotsky in charge) in lower East side New York. At the propitious moment in the middle of 
World War I they were shipped to Moscow. Even the Germans (who also were under the heel of the Jews) collaborated and sent Lenin through 
their territory in a sealed train.

Once in Moscow, this trained band of Jewish revolutionaries knew exactly what to do and soon took over control of Moscow, of the 
government, and all of Russia.

4. It is interesting to note that before Jewish communism took over, the policy of the United States government was hostile to Czarist Russia, 
and morally and financially supported Japan in the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-05, but as soon as the communist Jews were in charge, the 
United States government did a complete flip-flop and covertly supported, encouraged and bolstered everything Russian, as we shall further 
see.
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5. When in the 1920's the communist regime was floundering economically and was about to totter, the United States sent food and machinery 
to bolster that cruel and shabby regime.

6. The United States sent in engineers and supplies to drill Russia's oil fields, build her dams, her electrical works and set up her factories.

7. When the Russian economy was still faltering and her people starving in the 1930's. President Roosevelt, as one of the first acts in his 
regime, extended official recognition to the Bolshevik government of Stalin, and with it extended further credits. (The previous non-recognition 
was really a scam, such as God not recognizing the Devil.)

8. When the German people under the leadership of Hitler finally recognized the Jewish menace and managed to break free of the Jewish 
stranglehold, the Jewish news media went hog wild in denouncing Germany and their government and the Roosevelt government fell all over 
itself, along with the news media, in welcoming and fawning over Jews, communists and reds.

9. The Jewish network had decided to declare war against Hitler and the German people even before Hitler came to power. When they 
ruthlessly managed to maneuver Germany into a position where she either had to fight or face disgrace and encirclement, the United States 
government was then totally hostile to Germany. It was irrevocably committed to the Jewish cause, to communist Russia, to crush Germany. 
As we shall see, this is exactly what it did.

10. World War II was really a war between the Jewish bankers, in fact, the Jewish network as a whole, against the world, and the White Race 
in particular. Hitler, after freeing Germany from the chains of the Jewish bankers and Jewish communism had in mind, not conquering the 
world, but going to the heart of the communist regime in Russia and destroying this pestilence. Now you would think that if the United States 
was concerned about communism and fighting it, that then the United States would welcome such a move and join in and support it.

Did it do so? Hell, no. On the contrary, it first of all launched the most vicious propaganda campaign of vilification and lies against Hitler and all 
things German, and then joined the Bolshevik regime of Stalin to defeat the Germans in the most bloody and cruel of all wars in history. Some 
way to fight communism.

* * * * *

We will now temporarily leave Russia, Germany and the United States and see how the several thousand year old battle between God and the 
Devil is progressing, if it is progressing at all.

Let us go back to the loony bin and read the 18th chapter of the Old Testament, and look into the curious relationship between God and the 
Devil, who are supposed to be bitter enemies.

At the time of Job, (whenever that was) a few thousand years evidently had passed since the treacherous caper the all powerful spook had 
pulled on Adam and Eve. Their condemned progeny had multiplied profusely, but God didn't like the masses of people, (his children, his very 
own creation) that he had produced and by this time he had already pulled the plug on the Great Flood and arbitrarily drowned all his beloved 
children like a bunch of rats. Love, love, love. He was just full of it.

Anyway, at the time of Job the Great Flood is now behind us and the world is again full of a new breed of his beloved children who are just as 
rotten as the ones he drowned. However, he had a few exemplary exceptions, and one of them was a man by the name of Job.

Now this fellow Job was no poor, down-trodden, meek and poor in spirit. He was a somebody. In fact, he was one of "the greatest of all men in 
the east", wherever that was. He had seven thousand sheep, three thousand camels, five hundred yoke of oxen, five hundred she-asses, much 
land and a great household. He also had a beautiful family of seven sons and three daughters. What more could any man ask for? But that was 
not all. He also loved the lord, and vice versa.

Next, we have a scenario where God calls a sort of routine business meeting of all his sons. Now we have all been under the impression that 
God only had one son, namely Jesus Christ. But not so. At this stage of the Jewish Mother Goose story nobody had heard of Jesus Christ (I'm 
only following the text of the Holy Word. Don't ask me to explain.) It says that "the sons of God came to present themselves and Satan was 
also among them." Not only was he among the sons, he is the only one mentioned. In fact, he is the whole star of the show and he and God 
engage in a bit of friendly mischief, at the expense
of some other poor, tortured victim.

The patsy they chose to torture and tear apart was our friend Job. You can read the whole story in the Old Testament, or you can read part of it 
on Page 323 of The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE. Anyway, in their sporting way they both treated him with the love and affection the owner of a 
rooster would on entering his prize bird in a cock fight, with Job taking all the cuts and doing all the bleeding.

The significance of this story is the cozy relationship that evidently God and the Devil have with each other. After reading the chapter, we would 
get the impression that not only were God and the Devil not enemies, but the Devil is God's favorite son, his fair-haired boy. The enmity is 
about as serious (or phony) as that between the United States and Russia (the Devil).

Anyway, at that point in history after a thousand or more years of alleged warfare, the fight between God and the Devil was still a Mexican 
stand-off, no hits, no runs, no errors. No wins, no defeats. Business as usual. Only the Devil was running up a much bigger score, and more 
people were going to hell every day.
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The question screams to high heaven. With all these people going to hell every day, why doesn't God solve the problem once and for all? Why 
doesn't he win the battle? Instead of putting the monkey on our back and perpetually pestering the hell out of us, why doesn't he just simply kill 
the Devil? Why doesn't he vaporize him in hell, free all those poor suffering victims in there now and wipe it out also, forever and for good? He 
created the goddamn thing — why can't he undo it? Why doesn't he do it?

Ask your preacher that question. Pursue him until he gives you an intelligent answer. Don't let him off the hook with the old phony-baloney of 
"the ways of the Lord are higher than—etc., etc." Nor can we accept the stupid argument that he was just "testing". The question remains — If 
he isn't in cahoots with the Devil, why doesn't he destroy him once and for all?

We will now go back to the similar situation of the United States and communism and look at the period at the end of World War II and the 
period following.

We go back to 1945. Having, again saved communism (in Russia) at tremendous expense in money, material and manpower, at the expense 
of the American taxpayer, and having utterly crushed and destroyed the only serious enemy communism (and the Jews) have encountered in 
modern history, the United States at the end of WW II had everything going its way.

It had also destroyed the Japanese military establishment. It had by far the largest conglomerate of military forces in all history, far surpassing 
all the armed forces of the world combined, including Russia, China and whatever was left of the other combatants. It had the atomic bomb, 
exclusively and all to itself. It had all its cities intact, its factories were humming and geared to extremely high production. Financially, it owned 
half the gold of the world, and practically all the rest of the world was up to their ears in debt to it. The United States had it all. It was God.

If previously it had the excuse that Hitler's Nazi movement was a bigger threat than Russia's communist movement, it was now in a position to 
take care of the communist menace also and wipe it off the face of the earth once and for all. It would have had the wholehearted support of 
not only its newly defeated enemy, Germany, but most of Europe as well as — Rumania, Hungary, Poland, Italy, etc. It also had the support of 
Americans at home, and the G. I.'s still in Europe.

Why didn't it do just that? For the same reason that God and the Devil after thousands of years of pretended enmity, never come to grips. The 
fight is a phony. Phony as hell. In fact, the same bunch of scriptwriters that wrote the fictitious "God and Devil" script also wrote the scenario for 
World War I, for World War II and for more than sixty some wars that have erupted since WW II, in most of which the United States has had a 
hand, or helped to engineer. Right now (1984) I understand there are 40 wars going on in the world and the United States is involved in 19 of 
them.

I repeat my question, if the United States really and seriously considers Russia and communism an enemy and a threat, why didn't it proceed 
to wipe out the communist enemy back in 1945 when General Patton and others, including the G. I.'s themselves were rearing to go?

Why didn't God wipe out the Devil in 1945? Why doesn't he do it today? Why doesn't the United States destroy communism today?

Well, for the same reason as God won't move on the Devil. But we are going around in circles.

I****

There must be a reason God has his Devil and why the United States has its bug-a-boo, communism. Well, there IS A VERY
GOOD REASON, although few Americans who foot the bill for hundreds of billions of dollars in defense appropriations understand it. So let us 
explore this strange situation. Let's see what the United States did at the end of WW II and in the nearly four decades since then.

Did the United States really have any intention of destroying communism when it had a golden opportunity to do so in 1945? Hell, no. Even 
before the war was over, (Germany was obviously on the brink of defeat) the United States was already propping up and fortifying Russia with 
domestic non-military goods — tractors, machinery, refrigerators and other goodies to the tune of 13 billion dollars on the first go around.

When Patton and other United States generals had an open run to take Berlin and all of Germany and the Russian armies in the east were still 
being stopped by the German armies, the word came down from on high — hold back, let the Russians have the honor of taking Berlin.

Why did the United States do such a stupid thing? Well, when we ask that question we must also remember to ask (a) who was in charge? and 
(b) stupid from whose point of view? The answer to both these questions is: the Jews were and are in charge, and from their point of view it 
made good sense: (a) It expanded the territory of communism and the peoples it could control; (b) It would allow the Russians, who are more 
barbaric, ruthless and brutal, to kill, rape and loot Prussia, and, in fact, all of eastern Germany to an extent that the American G. I.'s could never 
have been goaded to do in a hundred years. Not only were millions of Germans killed by the Russians, but their women were raped wholesale, 
their machinery and rolling stock, (what was left) shipped to Russia and its cities destroyed even after the end of the war. This terrorism goes 
on to this day and will continue indefinitely. This is completely in line with the Jews' program of kill the best (of the White Race) first, (c) Thirteen 
million Germans in eastern Germany were driven off their lands and driven westward, thereby drastically reducing the living space of the then 
remaining Germans and also crippling any future revival of the Ger-man people. This, too, is in conformity with the Jews' program of killing, 
shrinking and destroying the best (of the White Race), (d) It divided the Germans themselves into two hostile east and west camps, completely 
in line with the Jewish axiom of "divide and conquer".

No reason for the United States holding back and letting the Russians take Berlin? Plenty of reasons, if you look at it, not from the White 
American point of view, but from the Jewish angle. And after all, who was in charge, and still is today?

* * * * *
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But this still doesn't answer the main question: Why does the United States need communism as a phony enemy at all, so let me explain it 
once and for all.

The White people of America don't need communism any more than they need another hole in the head between the eyes. Neither do the 
White people of Britain, or France, or Germany, or Sweden, or any other White people in the world. But the White people don't run the world, 
nor arc they in charge of, not only America, but also the rest of the world, including Russia. The only partial hiatus in that control was the brief 
13 year span in Germany between 1933 and 1945.

Now let us analyze (a) why the Jews need a bogey-man, a Devil, communism in their demonic conspiracy, (b) how this phony fight ruse works, 
and (c) what it has accomplished for them over the last 100 years.

In so doing we must again remember that (a) the Jews are in charge of the world, (b) they have an age old ongoing conspiracy
to destroy the White Race, mongrelize them and then enslave the stupid, mud colored masses to do their bidding. Their ultimate goal is every 
Jew a king, every goyim a slave, with their jackboot resting on the back of the neck of their victims, pushing the goyim's face into the mud. (c) 
Along with an enslaved goyim, they picture themselves as owning all the gold, silver, real estate and wealth of the world. A fantastic picture? 
Perhaps, but don't laugh. They are almost there now.

In order to achieve the above, they have been for centuries and are today, using their most powerful weapons, which are manifold, but at the 
core of it all is their masterpiece — DECEIT. In order to DIVIDE AND CONQUER they have to deceive the goyim and setup a phony fight, keep 
the goyim in constant turmoil, confusion and warfare. In order to have warfare you must have two sides. If there is no real enemy, create a 
fictitious one. Set up your own dummy. That way you have a beautiful situation — an enemy who not only is predictable, but whose 
provocations and moves are perfectly under
control and will always make the correct moves to further your interests.

Now that you have set up your own dummy enemy, you are in a beautiful position to start a phony fight, and it works wonders if skillfully 
handled.

A fight, any fight, attracts attention, whether it is a dog fight, a cock fight, or a couple of niggers brawling in a boxing ring. Not only does a fight 
attract attention, but if skillfully handled it also stirs up emotions and inflames passions to a fever pitch as nothing else can. Going further, a 
small fight can rapidly escalate into a bigger fight, and into a major war. People get carried away and they choose sides. This is what the Jews 
need for leverage — two sides fighting each other. In such a situation the Jews soon contrive to get people (who are the real target) so 
emotionally embroiled they throw their brains out of the window and start killing each other.

By this time the process is for real, and such feuds that may have been artificially instigated at the beginning, are now steeped in blood. They 
further escalate and can go on for centuries, as witness the four hundred year old feud still going on in Ireland.

There you have it. This is the crux of the Jewish technique of "DIVIDE AND CONQUER." Start a phony fight, pull in the innocent bystander, 
aggravate two sides against each other, get some people killed, pour on the propaganda, then escalate it upward and onward to a full scale 
war.

At this stage the Jews have a perfect situation for themselves. They now have two sides (the Goyim) fighting, cutting each other to pieces. Like 
God and the Devil with Adam and Eve, or with Job, they have nothing to lose. It is the patsy that does all the bleeding — the third party — the 
formerly innocent bystander. The Jews are behind the scenes, invisible, presumably non-participants, or better still posing as poor victims (as 
witness the phony "Holocaust"). But in reality, they are staging and managing the fight, inciting the stupid fighters, goading them on — and 
reaping tremendous dividends, as we shall see.

In short, the Phony Fight serves the Jews as a perfect ploy with which 
(a) to suck in the innocent bystander, who although he is unaware of it, is the real target for destruction,
(b) to involve the third party in a fight in which they had no real interest,
(c) to get them emotionally involved, to inflame them to the point where they abandoned all good sense,
(d) to choose up sides,
(e) to fight their own kind (White Man against White Man, as witness the American Civil War, WWI. WWII, and on and on),
(f) by clever propaganda, pose as peacemaker and negotiator for both sides, and then take control.

It has worked miracles for the Jews. The dividends it has paid them are beyond the fondest imagination of the Jews themselves, and beyond 
the comprehension of the most astute goyim). It has been of immense benefit to the Jews in 

(a) implementing their strategy of "DIVIDE AND CONQUER" against the goyim.
(b) It has been a tremendously effective device in helping them "kill the best" of the White Men as witness WWI, WWII , the Civil War, and 
every other war into which they have inveigled the White Race.
(c) With the Jews always financing (with worthless paper money) both sides, it leaves the White Nations broken, devastated and over their ears 
in debt to the Jewish bankers,
(d) It leaves deep and lasting scars, unending feuds, and sows the seeds for unending future wars.
(e) It does much, much more, but basically it all serves to increase the ever mounting financial, political and military stranglehold of the Jews in 
implementing their program for the destruction of the White Race.

* * * * *
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We have already examined how the United States has consistently supported communist Russia up to, and during World War II. Let us now 
get back to the phony ruse of the United States "fighting communism" and briefly examine what raising this phony specter has accomplished 
for the Jews after World War II.

1. President Truman, after badly bungling American interests at Potsdam in 1945 and generously giving Stalin everything he wanted, then did a 
strange flip-flop in 1946 and instituted the Marshall Plan, a wild, give-away program, supposedly "to fight communist expansion". This is 
"strange" because up until now America had done everything possible to not only save communism, but help its expansion.

(An interesting side note on this is that when the newly installed President Truman met the well entrenched Marshall Stalin at Potsdam, 
Truman naively informed Stalin about the great American "secret", that "we" had the atomic bomb, and intended to use it on Japan. Truman 
couldn't understand Stalin's lack of surprise. The poor yokel didn't know that Stalin had shared that "secret" from the beginning, whereas 
Roosevelt had kept Truman, his own Vice President, completely in the dark, and Truman himself knew nothing about the atomic bomb until 
after Roosevelt was dead.)

The Marshall Plan was the opening gun and the breakthrough for an unlimited and unending program of giveaways by America that continues 
to this day, almost 40 years later. Have American taxpayers ever been asked if they agree to carrying the rest of the world on their backs?

Who have been the beneficiaries of this idiotic program of playing Santa Claus to the world? Well, certainly not the White American taxpayer 
who has had to foot the bill, and that bill has been enormous and back breaking.

The beneficiaries, first of all, have been the Jewish bankers who control and own the Federal Reserve. As of now they have us enslaved and in 
debt to the tune of over one trillion, three hundred billion. This is not counting all the other debts outside of the Federal government which adds 
up to another 5 or 6 trillion.

The beneficiaries have been 126 nations of the world, who, like the parasitic Argulus, (Page 218, The White Man's Bible) now have a direct 
pipeline to the resources and productivity of the American taxpayer. Of these 126 countries, many of which, like Poland and Yugoslavia, are 
communist, there is not a single one that we can call a real friend. In fact, we are the most hated country in the world. All our billions have 
never bought us a single friend, but very much like a blackmailer, the recipients keep demanding more, or else. The "or else" is they'll go 
communist, an idea our own government keeps promoting.

The beneficiaries have, by and large, been mud countries like India, Indonesia and every other type of black, brown or yellow parasite in the 
world. As a result, their populations have been skyrocketing, while that of the working White Man is shrinking, not only in the United States, but 
throughout the world. This, too, is very much in line with Jewish goals, which foresee the complete extinction of the White Race.

Let me point out that without the Jews raising the phony specter of communism and how we must "contain it" (not destroy it) the United States 
government would be hard put in trying to explain as to why the American taxpayer must carry the rest of the world on his back, just as the 
preacher would have a hard time pulling victims into his church and convincing them they need "saving", if he didn't have a "devil" to conjure 
with. To pursue this parallel farther, the preacher, too, is only interested in "containing" the devil, and never mentions doing away with him, as 
this would undoubtedly ruin his racket. One backwoods preacher put it succinctly: A religion without Hell ain't worth a damn.

2. The "threat" of communism and our urgency in fighting it has been a wonderfully persuasive excuse not only to raise the tax burden on the 
American working man to tyrannical levels, but it has done much more. With the heavy burden of taxation and its army of tax collectors it has 
been a perfect excuse to expand government controls in every direction and intrude and meddle in every phase of our every day life. What this 
really means is that the Jews now have the weapons not only to take our money and resources away from us, but what is even more ominous, 
to slowly expand their tyranny to control our every move and enslave us.

3. Without the "threat" of communism, the United States would not have a legitimate excuse for occupying Germany with a military force of 
360,000 men, and teach the Germans "democracy" over the last 40 years. They are presumably there as "NATO" forces to protect Germany 
and Europe from being overrun by communist forces of the "Warsaw Pact" block. However, what the American forces are really there for is (a) 
to protect the Jews from the Germans, (b) allow the Jews to again sink their tentacles deep into the German nation, (c) prevent the Germans 
from setting up a government of their own choice, and (d) allow the black American G. l.'s to rape the German women.

4. The "threat" of communism has enabled the United States to covertly expand its "intelligence" forces to a point where we now have a vast 
invisible army, the C. I. A., running rough shod all over the world, meddling in politics, governments, fomenting revolutions and in general doing 
that very thing this discussion is all about: setting up two warring factions and instigating revolution and turmoil. What such operations generally 
end up with (and internationally so) is another Cuba, North Korea, Vietnam and/or similar communist takeovers.

These operations have far-reaching ramifications: (a) They cost the taxpayer untold, uncounted and unaccounted for billions, since the budgets 
for "intelligence" are completely beyond the control of our visible government. Neither the president, nor Congress, is any longer in control of 
this rampaging band of independent gunslingers, who are a law unto themselves, beyond the pale of cither accountability or restraint, (b) They 
are a major force in the politics, government and economy of every country in the world, especially the so-called "emerging" countries. They 
create turmoil, revolution and
uproar. They wreck and change governments at will. (c) They are also aggressively active within the borders of the United States itself 
(something they are supposedly prohibited from doing by law). They work hand in glove with the F.B.I, in suppressing any activity in the interest 
of the White Race. (d) They have a large number of Jews in their ranks and collaborate directly with Israel's Mossad, generously feeding them 
information and state "secrets" at will.
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Thus the "threat" of communism has enabled the Jews to develop along with their own Mossad, a lawless, uncontrolled strong-arm brigade to 
roam the world at will, with little or no control by anybody except the Jews themselves, and again, totally financed and at the expense of the 
American taxpayer.

5. The "threat" of communism has enabled the United States "government" to set up a tremendously bloated "defense" industry.
It is often referred to as the "military industrial complex" and often even attacked by segments of the Jewish press itself, mostly for the wrong 
reasons.

Some interesting questions arise when we peer into this vast and tremendously costly (again to the American taxpayer) wasteland. Some of 
these are: (a) Since "we" have been nurturing and propping up the Russian communist behemoth since its very inception, just whom arc we 
supposed to be defending ourselves against? If it is Russia, why didn't we quash that tottering "threat" back In 1945 when all our troops were 
over there, all set and ready to go? Why do we keep sending millions of tons of grain to Russia now? Why do we supply her with sophisticated 
electronic equipment and other highly technical machinery that she is too backward to build herself? The answer, of course, is, our whole 
stance is a phony sham. (b) Why
were we already sending high-grade refined uranium materials by air freight to Russia even before we ourselves had perfected the atomic 
bomb in 1943-44? (See "Major Racey Jordan's Diaries".) (c) Why does every country we go into to "save" (Vietnam, China, North Korea, etc.) 
end up in the communist camp? (d) Why have we, with all our overwhelming might, never really converted one single country back from 
"communism" to "democracy"?

There are many other questions, but there are also a few other aspects I want to touch on, and they are these: (a) Our defense budget is 
growing by leaps and bounds. Whereas in Lyndon Johnson's tenure I was alarmed by our TOTAL budget, including defense, when it reached a 
hundred billion dollars, now our defense budget alone is over two hundred and fifty billion dollars, (b) Arbitrarily taking such huge sums away 
from the working taxpayer and dispensing them to various "defense contractors" at the whim and caprice of government bureaucrats creates a 
tremendous opportunity for graft and bribery, channeling it from Jew in government to Jew in industry, making instant multi-millionaires. No 
wonder a piece of hardware that should cost about 65 cents often costs the government as much as $194.50 when channeled through 
"defense". Why not? The Jews have a closed shop for looting the goyim, all in the name of "defense" against "communism".

6. It enables the government itself to engage in a highly dangerous and dead-end nuclear arms race. We have to "keep ahead of the 
Russians".

7. It enabled the government to engage in a highly wasteful and pointless "space program" in the '60's. After all, we had "to put a man on the 
moon before the Russians". (The Russians never did get their man on the moon.)

8. It helped get us emotionally charged to help establish the bandit state of Israel in 1948 and pour vast sums of military aid and direct 
subsidies to her ever since. The argument is that after all, Israel is our only true friend in the Middle East, a true bulwark against the 
"communist" Arabs, and a passel of other silly lies. Actually, the Moslem Arabs were (and are) much more opposed to communism than the 
"democratic" United States ever was, or than Jewish Israel, the ideological fount of Jewish communism ever will be.

This stupid blunder (Israel) has by now cost the American taxpayer more than 28 billion dollars in subsidies alone (by 1983) and there is no 
end in sight. This does not take into account the tremendous damage American support of Israel has dong to our once friendly relationship with 
the Arabs, and the resulting damage of escalating oil prices received from the Middle East.

How much oil do we receive from Israel? None, of course. What benefits have we ever received from Israel? None, whatsoever. All we receive 
from Israel is bad news, trouble, entanglements and demands for more aid. Over half of our foreign aid now goes to Israel and Egypt, with the 
bandit state receiving the biggest share of all.

9. "Fighting communism" enables us (or gives us the excuse to invade Grenada, station our troops endlessly in Korea, in Germany, intrude in 
every country in Central America, have highly expensive air bases and other military installations all over the world. We have to save them from 
communist Russia, don't we? Or, so the story goes.

CONCLUSION: Just as God never seems to get around to ousting the Devil, so we never seem to chalk up a single victory against 
communism. If we are to believe the Jewish-Christian malarkey, there are now more people going to hell than there ever were before Christ 
was supposedly nailed to the cross to save us all from hell. Someone will point out — aha, but we did have a small victory in Grenada recently, 
didn't we? I don't know that we did. Most of the Americans there were peacefully sunning themselves before 6,000 Marines burst ashore and 
"rescued" them. I suspect the whole caper was another piece of absolute nonsense, or else somebody in Grenada was about to set up an anti-
communist regime friendly to America. I don't know and I don't care what the silly ploy was, but an anti-communist victory it was not.

If we were (and are) really serious about putting the skids to communism, we have had a thousand opportunities to do so, but instead have 
consistently supported and bolstered a sorry tyrannical Jewish program for the takeover and enslavement of the world, a program that is rooted 
in the Jewish Talmud itself. If the United States was serious about fighting communism, why doesn't it start by ousting Castro in Cuba? That 
would be a much more meaningful start than unleashing 6,000 Marines on little Grenada. Or, more significant is the question, why did we put 
the skids to Fulgencio Batista in Cuba in 1958, to Chiang Kai-shek in China in 1946, or betray Anastosia Somosa in Nicaragua, all of whom, 
while not saints, were at least pro-American? Why did we turn the tremendously strategic Panama Canal over to a tin-horn communist dictator 
and even pay him to take it on a golden platter?

Good questions, and the answers are as obvious as why God never seems to make any headway against the Devil, while we sinners are going 
to hell in a hand basket, in larger numbers every day. After all, the scenario for both was written by the same scriptwriters, straight out of the 
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Talmud. Through it all there runs a common thread. It is THE JEWISH CONNECTION.

(For further expansion on this subject see Creative Credo No. 38, "Russia, Israel and the United States", and Creative Credo No. 50, 
"Observations about the Devil and Hell" in The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE.)

* * * * * 
We, of The Creativity Movement, have not the slightest interest in saving and uplifting "HUMANITY" with all its niggers, scum and parasites. 
Our entire goal is: the survival, expansion and advancement of the White Race, period.

* * * * *
Support the School for Gifted Boys. We are proceeding with the plans for our school from which we feel sure will emerge the future leaders of 
the White Race. We need your financial and moral support. If you don't who will?

* * * * *
Ask not what Creativity can do for you, but ask what you can do for the WHITE RACE. Do Something Meaningful. Distribute 100 copies of 
RACIAL LOYALTY each month.

Racial Loyalty Issue 8 - January 1984 
The Jewish Connection - The Phony Fight Ruse 
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Racial Loyalty Issue 8 - January 1984 
Not Likely a "Who" 

We are going to talk about one of the most pervasive arguments the Christians have been able to muster over the centuries. Although the 
"logic" of their argument is pure deception, it has been surprisingly effective in convincing the unsuspecting yokels that their "heaven" and "hell" 
are for real, or how else can you explain the presence of this universe, which undoubtedly is real.

Their argument goes something like this: "There must be a God. How do you explain the presence of this world? If God didn't make it, who 
did?" As simple as that. They leave the average yokel nonplussed and confused. He, too, hasn't the foggiest idea as to "how it all started". 
Since he doesn't have an answer, unwittingly and by default, our nonplussed yokel yields to the (supposedly) superior logic of the (even more) 
confused Christian.

In this dissertation we want to examine this fallacious argument, take it apart, expose it, and blow it to smithereens. Why? Because it is phony, 
childish and without the faintest tinge of merit. It is based on no logic, nor does it have the slightest shred of evidence to back it up. It is another 
case of non-sequitur. It has no more logic to it than saying since you don't live in Timbuktu, therefore you must live in London.

Let us start by looking at our vast universe, about which we know a great deal, but for better or for worse, a great many mysteries still remain, 
and always will remain, unsolved. In fact, the number of mysteries of this vast and unfathomable universe will always outnumber those solved 
by our limited human mind in a ratio of a thousand to one, a million to one, or a billion to one. Who knows?

Now, the fact that the vast majority of the mysteries of this fascinating universe will forever remain unsolved does not particularly dismay me. 
We CREATORS are not even slightly concerned about it. Why should we be? We don't need to solve all the "mysteries of the universe" in 
order to function properly, lead happy and productive lives and carry on the noble role that Nature has destined for us, so why worry about the 
vast unknown?

Looking at this vast and fascinating universe, science has discovered (and increasingly so in recent years) that the universe is
so vast that whereas it staggers the imagination, yet we are incapable of really grasping the immensity of it all, the complexity of it all, nor its 
beginning, (if any) or its ending (if any) nor even its primary purpose. So let us state a simple fact. Nobody knows how it all started, or if there 
ever was a start. Nobody knows its ending, or if there ever will be an ending. Nobody knows the purpose of all these billions of stars, billions of 
galaxies, and the tremendous quantities of energy radiating back and forth through the vastness of unlimited space.

I repeat: NOBODY KNOWS. I don't, you don't, the preachers don't, the scientists don't, and least of all, the ignorant Hebrew tribesmen of 
ancient Palestine who wrote the Jewish-Christian bible. In fact, these superstitious mind-scramblers were so ignorant about the universe they 
didn't know the earth was round, nor did they know the earth revolved on its axis, nor did they know that it travels in a yearly orbit about the 
sun. Today, every schoolboy is aware of these elementary facts.

Today science has amassed an astounding accumulation of facts about this complex universe. Amazingly, the acceleration of the speed at 
which science is discovering new facts about our fascinating universe boggles the mind. Ominously, this scientific knowledge is now so far 
outstripping our social structure to control this vast accumulation of knowledge that it very well may spell the destruction of mankind, and what 
is even of more concern to us CREATORS, the survival of the White Race.

Briefly, we do know this much about our world and our universe. The earth is round. It spins about its axis daily. It moves in a slightly elliptical 
orbit about the sun yearly. The sun has a mass approximately a million times that of our planet earth. The sun is only one star in our saucer 
shaped galaxy, which consists of approximately another 200 billion similar stars. Our galaxy, which is called "The Milky Way", is only one of 
billions of other such galaxies, the total number of which is completely unknown since even with our most powerful telescopes we can only(!) 
see a distance of approximately 10 billion light years. What is beyond that nobody knows. Whether there is a limit to "space" nobody knows, 
and frankly I am not going to lose any sleep over it.

We also know that our sun and its planetary system "evolved" about 5 billion years ago, and that we are now about halfway through the life 
span of our "sun". In another 5 billion years or so the sun will be a cold cinder and all life on this earth will undoubtedly have vanished long 
before that time.

So how did it all start? The Christians ask. Who made it in the first place? I have already overwhelmingly answered these questions.

In saying that the vastness and complexity of this universe is completely beyond the comprehension of the limited human mind says it all. That 
nobody knows the answer to these or billions of other mysteries of this universe, and probably never will, is also obvious. So let us accept that, 
because that's the way it is.

Now let us get back to the tricky question the dishonest and deceptive Christian network uses repeatedly to confuse, entrap and swindle its 
gullible victims. Implied in these questions (of how did it all start and who made it all in the first place) are several implied conclusions, none of 
which is justified by evidence. The question of how did it all start implies that there was a start, a period in time when there was absolutely 
nothing, a complete void. According to the garbled Christian story as childishly told in Genesis, this changeover when all hell broke loose, 
happened very recently, in fact, a mere 6,000 years ago (4,004 B.C to be exact). This, of course, is nonsense as any schoolboy with even an 
elementary knowledge of geography,
history, astronomy or geology can testify.
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Let us look at reality, rather than unsubstantiated Mother Goose type of fairy tales invented by Jewish scribblers.

Let us, for instance, stand on the edge of the Grand Canyon in Arizona where it is ten miles wide and a mile deep. After we have overcome our 
awe of its sheer beauty as well as its immensity, our eyes and our common sense are bound to tell us that it took a long, long time to erode 
such a vast gorge. It certainly wasn't done in a  week, or a year, or even 6,000 years. Scientists calculate that it took at least 60 million years.

Now there is a vast difference between 6 thousand and 60 million years. The difference is in a ratio of 10,000 to 1. So the ignorant Hebrew 
premise of a 6,000 year old earth is pretty stupid. Now of course, the earth was there a long, long time before the Colorado River started 
eroding through the rock strata. Walking down the trail on the south side of the Canyon wall, as I have done, an observer can't help but be 
impressed with the thousands of individual strata of rock that lie one on top of the other. Each one was formed by an ocean or a body of water 
laying down its sediment and then receding. Most of these processes also took millions of years each. We are now looking at time spans which 
add up to not only millions but billions
of years. All this makes the figure of 6,000 years by the Hebrews look pretty silly by now, don't you think? Now let me ask you — if you were 
standing on the rim of the Grand Canyon at the place it was ten miles wide and a mile deep and you held a book in your hand which said, "The 
Grand Canyon at its widest is so narrow that you can step across it." — which would you believe, your eyes or the stupid book? Let me point 
out that the gap between 6,000 and 60,000,000 is just as wide as that between the length of one step and the reality of the 10 mile gorge 
across the Grand Canyon.

Now let us briefly turn to history for further exploration. The Jewish-Christian bible says that there was a universal worldwide flood which 
according to Biblical scholars occurred in the year 2,348 B.C. (I have a big old bible that actually has that date at the top of the page of the 
Flood story). Now any scholar of Ancient History is aware that the Egyptian civilization flourished nicely at this time, predated 2,348 B.C. many 
centuries, moved unnoticed through the supposed 2,348 B.C. flood and its desert sands were just as dry before, during and after this date. If 
anybody drowned at this time there strangely is no record of it in authentic history.

Now let us move on into the field of astronomy which had already been extensively explored by the ancient civilizations such as the Greeks 
and Phoenicians. As we all know, it was vastly augmented by the invention of the telescope by Galileo in the 17th century and tremendously 
advanced by our more recent marvels of steel and glass. So powerful are these modern telescopes that we can now see into space and 
identify galaxies ten billion light years away. Imagine! These galaxies who themselves are moving away from us at half the speed of light are 
sending signals to us via light waves that left 10 billion years ago! When we consider the distance of the moon from the earth takes light only 
1.5 seconds, to travel the distance spanned by light in 10 billion years is completely beyond our comprehension. Is 10 billion light years the 
outer limits of our universe? Not
likely, but we have no idea. Such is the immensity of the universe. Quite a different story from that envisioned by the ancient Hebrews to be a 
few twinkling lights to adorn the night for us earthlings.

Anyway, from the above, we have strong further evidence that the universe is older than a mere 6,000 years, and consists of more than a few 
twinkling lights adorning our nightly sky.

We can, of course, also delve into the study of paleontology, of the millions of species of life that have come and gone and left their fossil 
remains in the geological strata of rock. If so, volume after volume would tell us the same story — the 6,000 years beginning is a fraudulent lie.

When did it all begin? First of all, it has to be shown there was a beginning and for that neither the Christians nor anyone else has the slightest 
scintilla of evidence. If there was no beginning, isn't it kind of silly for somebody to ask you to explain "how it all began"? I said earlier that in 
their tricky questions the Christians implied two conclusions, both of which were false. When they ask you "If God didn't make it all, who did?" 
there is a distinct conclusion that some "who" had to do it, as if we were pursuing some "whodunnit" in a detective story. A "who" implies a 
person, and they are telling you only a person with a mind like a human being could do such a complicated job. This mind, like that of a human, 
only much smarter, they have dubbed "God". This God, who, although not really human, supposedly is a spirit whose mind works like a human 
mind, only is much superior. This inverted child-like reasoning, too, has not the slightest foundation either in history, or reality, or logic.

In the first place, if, again, we look back on the geological development of the earth and the development of life on it, we find roughly the 
following sequence. The sun started to coalesce into a fiery ball and spin off its various planets approximately five billion years ago. Life started 
forming about 2.7 billion years ago, beginning with the lowly one-celled amoeba. Fragments of the skeletal remains of man's primitive 
ancestors have been found dating back as far as 1 million to 3.5 million years, depending on what we accept as an ancestor. Man's civilization 
dates back no further than 10 thousand years. Now if we were to relate all this to a time scale of a 24 hour span on a clock, and we equated 
the existence of the earth to a 24 hour span, then man's existence would be equivalent only to the last 5 minutes of those 24 hours and man's 
civilization would occupy only the last one-tenth of a second.

So we see that thinking, civilized man as such, occupies only a fleeting instant of time in the geological time scale of the Planet Earth, and the 
earth itself is only a speck of dust in the vastness of our extremely complex universe. So how does this relate to a "who" similar to man that had 
to start it all and make it all? Well, it makes a "who" a pretty ridiculous and insignificant cog in the whole scheme of things. The very idea that 
an extremely smart "who" was incontrovertibly the founder, instigator and creator of this vast universe is completely unfounded and extremely 
ridiculous. We have it all backwards. We humans are a development and a passing phenomenon of Nature, a very small, fleeting and 
insignificant phenomenon at that, when weighed against the vastness of the universe and the eternity of time. But, say the Christians, God is 
not a human, he only has human form. He is a spirit, a ghost and "with God all things are possible."

A spirit? A ghost?

So let us examine further this idea of a spirit or a ghost. When you try to pin down such fictitious concepts, whether it be with a
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preacher or some other spook peddler, as to just what is a spirit or a ghost, the answers become strangely vague and extremely confusing. 
When I ask them such questions as: does a spirit have shape? their answer is, it has the shape of a human being. How do they know this? 
Well, they assume it. Have they ever seen one? No. Then I ask further: Does a spook have any weight? Does it have any brains? Nerves? 
Muscles? Vocal chords? Eyes? A heart? Blood vessels? Bones? Where do they reside? What do they do throughout the centuries? Do they 
eat? Sleep? Fly through the air? Pass through walls?
Are they composed of atoms? Molecules? What laws do they operate by? Do they live forever? Are they the same as souls? Just where is 
such a vast accumulation of souls stored?

If a spook-loving Christian thinks he has the answers to all or any of these questions, the next question is this: How does he know? How does 
he know anything about spooks? Has he ever seen, heard, felt or smelt any? What evidence does he have? And the obvious answer to all 
these questions is he has absolutely no evidence whatsoever. He "knows" absolutely nothing. It is all merely childish superstition, 
unsubstantiated hearsay, mixed in with a strong dose of gullibility and a wild imagination. Since there is no evidence, anything goes.

I once had some fun with a spook-loving Zen. Although he was White, he had been to India and had his mind polluted with a lot of Oriental 
garbage. One of his "beliefs" was that not only do people have "souls", all animals do as well. So I started questioning him. Do dogs have 
souls? Yes. Horses? Yes. Rats? Yes. If all animals have souls, why not birds? They have "souls" too. What about snakes and reptiles? They, 
too. What about insects? They, too. Mosquitoes? Yes. Then why not the trillions of germs, bacteria, viruses? By this time he was too confused 
and at the end of his rope. But he still clung to his "all creatures have souls" theory, not having the slightest evidence for his claim, or the 
foggiest idea what a soul is, or what, in fact, he was talking about. Which brings up the question — if you don't know what it Is, isn't it silly to 
claim that it exists?

So what is a soul? A spirit? a ghost? A spook? Nobody has the foggiest idea, really, nor do they have the slightest shred of evidence that what 
they can't define exists. So, we might as well call it "Quantity X" instead of God. So why do we attribute such miraculous powers to "Quantity X" 
— super wisdom, the magical powers to just saying hocus-pocus fliederbush, and lo, there was light, lo, there was heaven and earth, etc. Isn't 
this rather silly? Yes it is. It is stupid as hell.

We CREATORS take the sane and sensible view that Nature (not a conglomerate of spooks) is real; that we ourselves are a creature of 
Nature, endowed with certain unique characteristics; that like all other creatures of Nature we live, reproduce and die; and in the long term, all 
life on earth will phase out even as our source of all life and energy, the sun, dies out and becomes a lifeless, cold cinder. Furthermore, we 
believe that it is a thousand times more constructive to face reality and live the natural life Nature has programmed for us than to fly in the face 
of Nature into an artificial and unreal dream world. It is far better to accept Nature's Laws, to observe them and understand them and utilize 
them for the benefit of ourselves, our families and our race. We CREATORS will have no truck with all this superstitious nonsense of spooks, 
souls, gods, demons and all the rest of that silly garbage that is a holdover from our primitive and ignorant ancestors. These silly aberrations of 
the mind have not helped solve our problems, but on the contrary, have aggravated and exacerbated them, until we find ourselves in the mess 
we are in today. And that mess is overwhelming, culminating in the dire and imminent extinction of the White Race itself.

We CREATORS make a clean sweep of all this spook garbage and throw it overboard. Instead, we go back to sane, logical understanding of 
Nature itself. We let Nature be our teacher, and Nature tells us loud and clear that our first duty, our first concern is the survival, expansion and 
advancement of our own kind, our own precious White Race. We CREATORS make this the heart of our new religion, which is really as old as 
life itself. It is, in fact. Nature's Eternal Religion.

Racial Loyalty Issue 8 - January 1984 
Not Likely a "Who" 
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Racial Loyalty Issue 8 - January 1984 
Do You Have Any Rare, Old Books? 

We have the start of a fairly good-sized library here at the Church Headquarters in North Carolina. We want to keep building it up with further 
select books that may come our way. Recently, your editor picked up a large (832 pages) old book on the "History of Slavery" in excellent 
condition. It was published in 1857 and I bought it in a small Georgia antique shop for $20.00. I understand it is worth at least $200.00.

Anyway, with 1984 being here and the Jews trying to obliterate the White Man's rich heritage down the "memory hole", I believe it behooves us 
to collect as many of the old masterpieces as possible. So, if you have some good history books on Rome, Greece, Egypt, Early Western 
Americana, American History; old encyclopedias (complete set) especially an old Britannica, circa 1911, (or any others); books on Nazi culture; 
or any of a variety of other subjects that you believe would be an asset to our library, and if you no longer need them, send them on to us. We 
will see to it that they will remain in the hands of the White Race and thereby help build a comprehensive library of the White Man's culture.

* * * * *
The Main problem in straightening out the White Man's garbled thinking is not so much in getting him to believe that which is true, but in getting 
him to disbelieve that mess of garbage that isn't true.
* * * * *
Don't let the Rascals Monkey with our Genes.

Racial Loyalty Issue 8 - January 1984 
Do You Have Any Rare, Old Books? 
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Racial Loyalty Issue 8 - January 1984 
Cupid's Corner 

There has been considerable interest among our members in taking advantage of our CUPID'S CORNER in finding an ideologically compatible 
life's partner for themselves, and we have received several inquiries regarding what ground rules should be followed.

1. Give most of the basic statistics — age, sex, weight, height, blonde, brunette, etc.

2. Brief details about job, hobbies, interests, talents, sports, education, etc.

3. Preferences about the partner with whom the writer would like to correspond.

There are some of the items you might wish to cover in the initial letter, but it is not necessary to go into too much detail. Keep the letter short. 
The objective of such an inquiry is, we hope, marriage and the founding of another White family. We are not interested in publishing merely the 
pen pal type of letter, nor those suggesting a live-in relationship. We are interested in aiding and abetting Commandment No. 2 of our Sixteen.

Send the letter, (preferably along with a picture of yourself) addressed to Cupid's Corner, c/o RACIAL LOYALTY, P. 0. Box 400, Otto, North 
Carolina, 28763 and we will publish it. We will then forward all (proper) responses on to you, and from there on out you are on your own. Good 
luck!

* * * * *
Remember — in the ruthless struggle for survival, winner takes all. Nature does not even award a booby prize for second place.
* * * * *
Only by breeding a better race of people can we build a better world, and only the White Race can do it. Help build a Whiter and Brighter World

Racial Loyalty Issue 8 - January 1984 
Cupid's Corner 
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Racial Loyalty Issue 9 - February 1984 
Let's Use Our Muscle - WE ARE NOT HELPLESS! 

The White Race is not using even 1 percent of its tremendous resources. Properly organized and harnessed, our potential is beyond 
comparison.

A tourist was traveling through the Ozarks. As he stopped in front of a ramshackle dwelling, he heard a hound dog howling banefully as if in 
considerable pain. Somewhat perplexed, he asked the nearby hillbilly the question:

"Why is that dog howling?"
"Because he is sitting on a burr", nonchalantly replied the hillbilly.
"Well then. why doesn't he get up and get off of it?"
"Because he's too lazy", drawled the native.

The moral, if any, of this story is that the hound dog could easily end his misery and stop howling if he would only make the effort to do the 
obvious.

The White Man today is in a similar position. Although the problem may be somewhat more complex, the solution is as obvious as that of the 
hound dog. He could easily get out of his misery and stop howling if he would only have the guts and the will power to make the total effort. He 
has the means. He has the power. He has the overwhelming resources with which to do so. He has the preponderance of numbers over that of 
his basic enemy, the Jews. Strangely, he is not using even one percent of the resources available to him to do the obvious.

Let us examine this strange phenomenon and chart a course of action to solve the problem.

First, let us summarize the miserable position the White Race unwittingly finds itself in today. When we take a cold, hard, realistic look at our 
overall situation we find that despite all the talents, energy, intelligence and other extraordinary gifts with which Nature has so lavishly endowed 
the White Race, it could hardly be in a worse position.

So let us take stock — let us sum up our assets and our liabilities. Let us do so honestly and fearlessly, though the truth may hurt. Ask any 
White Man why he allows himself to be taxed to death; why he allows his children to be bussed around like so many cattle; why the niggers are 
taking over city after city; why we are subsidizing Israel and 126 other hostile foreign countries; why the Jews dominate our finances, news 
media, government and just about every other nerve center of power, his reply will be of a whining, helpless nature. He will howl like the hound 
dog sitting on a burr. It will go something like this:

"There is nothing we can do about it. The Jews have all the money. I have a family to feed. If I say anything I'll lose my job. You can't buck the 
establishment. You can't fight city hall. There is nothing we can do about it."

This is the standard reply. It is nothing more than a common, most shameful cowardly cop-out. You hear it all the time. It is all wrong. It is, I 
repeat, a shameful, cowardly cop-out, an excuse to avoid coining to grips with reality. Like the hound dog sitting on the burr, the White Man is 
howling, but too stupid to get off the burr. He is either too stupid, or too lazy, or too cowardly. Take your choice. In any case, he continues to 
howl, but won't get off the burr when obviously he has the means to do so.

The question screams to high heaven: Like the hound dog sitting on the burr, why in hell doesn't he get off of it?

In order to resolve that question we will go down the line. A, B, C, D, and E until we have the answers.

Let us go back to what we said we were going to do — let us take stock. Let us first of all assess the situation we are in.

A. ASSESSMENT OF THE DILEMMA.

1. The first glaring fact to stare us in the face is that although the White Race genetically is still holding all the trump cards, it is
a dying species; not only endangered, but dying. Yet with all its intelligence, very few of its members are aware that our race is on the road to 
oblivion, and the overwhelming majority act like they couldn't care less.

2. The White Man, who at the beginning of the 20th century, was regarded as the undisputed lord of the universe, is now running from his 
inferiors. He is running before inferior scum, the mud races, despised, scorned and heaped with contempt. Joining in this attitude and fully 
collaborating with his inferiors, the mud races, is the White Man himself.

3. The White Man, who over the last several centuries, (in fact, going back to Ancient civilizations) harnessed the man power of his mud-
colored slaves, now is himself the world's foremost slave, carrying all the parasites of the world on his back.

4. Not only is the White Race shrinking while the populations of the world's mud races are exploding at an unprecedented rate, but the White 
Race itself is being mongrelized and dragged down into a shameful, ignominious cesspool of miscegenation. What a disgraceful way to go! Not 
only is the White Man not going out in a blaze of glory, but he is shamefully ending his existence on this planet with an apologetic whimper.

5. The White Man is actually groveling before a treacherous but totally inferior enemy — the perfidious Jew. Not only is the Jew inferior in all 
major categories of productivity, creativity, art, science, intellect and other attributes of civilized man, but he is also vastly inferior in numbers. 
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Yet the White Man not only tolerates the Jew, but through ChristInsanity, actually engages in Jew worship, fears the Jew, panders and toadies 
to him in a way to turn an honorable man's stomach. Similarly, he now will fawn over some stupid nigger, paying lip service to some crude ape 
as if the ape were now the master of the man.

6. The White Man no longer is conquering and occupying new territory on this planet. In a direct reversal to the 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th and 19th 
centuries, the White Man is now retreating like a wimp and allowing the niggers and other mud races to invade and occupy his home territory. 
Like the hound dog sitting on the burr, he makes no effort to correct the situation, but merely whimpers.

7. The White Man is being robbed of his own inherent and greatly superior culture and is adopting the jungle-bunny "culture" of the African 
nigger, relentlessly being slopped on him by the aggressive Jew. Again, no resistance from the White Man.

8. The White Man is being financially robbed, looted and pirated on a scale never before observed in the history of civilization. Overwhelmingly, 
it is the working White American who produces for, and subsidizes the parasites of the world. He carries all the scum and freeloaders of the 
world on his back.

B. WHY DOES THE WHITE MAN TOLERATE SUCH AN OUTRAGE?

1. Basically, the reason is similar to that of the hound dog who is too lazy to get off the burr, but of course, the White Man's situation is much 
more complex. Inherently, the White Man is not lazy, but as he is being frustrated and stymied at every turn by "the system", he is becoming 
increasingly more so. When he sees the niggers, Mexicans and other parasites on welfare (for which the White Man's labor provides) he 
resigns himself to the attitude — why should I work? And throws in the towel.

2. Increasingly, as the White Man's position is relentlessly undermined, the average White Man has reached a state of hopelessness and 
despair. He is confused. He no longer sees a solution. He is to the point of desperation.

C. POSITIVE ASSESSMENT OF OUR RESOURCES.

It is the proud and glorious mission of The Creativity Movement to bring the White Man back to reality by (a) bringing home to him the gravity of 
the situation and (b) bring about a reversal in the attitude and thinking pattern of the White Race. We must make the White Man realize that he 
is by no means helpless; that he has the power and the potential to shake off his parasitic
enemies and again take charge of his own destiny! In fact, the power and the potential of the White Race, once organized for
its own benefit, is so awesome that it staggers the imagination. Consider the following facts:

I. The White Man outnumbers the Jews, his prime enemy, by a ratio of 30 to 1, fairly formidable odds, by any standard I would say.

2. Although the White Race is rapidly shrinking and the mud races mushrooming, nevertheless, the White Race still has a membership of 500 
million from which to draw its strength, organize its awesome potential, and begin upgrading its gene pool.

3. The major trump card the White Race has, however, is this: Without the White Race the parasitic Jew would be nothing. He
would be helpless to even so much as to structure a viable society, or to feed himself. Without the White Race subsidizing the niggers and 
other mud races, they, too, would be nothing. Their numbers would rapidly shrink and stabilize where they have always been - on the dire edge 
of hunger and starvation. Without the food and other subsidization being unwittingly transferred from the White Race to the mud races (through 
Jewish manipulation and White stupidity) there would be no population explosion, no ominous threat from the mud races.

On the other hand, the White Race does not need the Jews or the mud races. On the contrary, it will be a thousand times better off when it 
gets these parasites off its back, cleanses its own ranks of traitors and takes charge of its own affairs. As soon as the White Race takes hold of 
its own destiny it will blossom forth into new dimensions of grandeur such as the world has never seen before. This is the glorious advantage 
the White Race holds, and no other race can ever take its place.

This is the bottom line and the sooner we realize it, the better. In order that the White Race may realize its tremendous potential, it must get 
back to reality, to the Laws of Nature, which are unbending and eternal.

It is the mission of The Creativity Movement to bring this about. In so doing, I want to bring home some basic attitudes, some fundamental 
realities.

D. FUNDAMENTAL ATTITUDE AND POSITION THE WHITE RACE MUST REALIZE AND ADOPT.

1. Power and survival go hand in hand. Nature does not favor the weak, the stupid, the poor in spirit, the meek and any other creatures with 
biblical weaknesses. Nature favors the strong, the swift, the keen, and relegates the misfits to the scrap heap of evolution.

2. Power is not something that is granted by a third party. It is an attribute that the movers and shakers of this world grasp into their own hands 
by sheer aggressiveness and will power. It is fought for and earned, and only held as long as the holder has the will and the energy to do so.

3. For centuries the "moral" White Man has been programmed (through Jewish Christianity) to shun and fear the obvious fact of Nature - that 
might is right - and that Nature has only one basic morality - SURVIVAL. Behind the traditional mind derailment of this important fact has been 
our archenemy - the Jew. He has been more clever at mind-manipulation than any other species that has ever lived.

4. Like the dog stupidly sitting on the burr and howling, why has the White Race tolerated all the atrocities, abuses and indignations heaped on 
him by the Jew? Is the White Race merely lazy, or stupid, or cowardly, or has its collective mind been hopelessly manipulated beyond possible 
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recovery? This is a long question, but I will try to briefly answer the imponderables as I see them.

Undoubtedly, that the White Race would tolerate such outrageous atrocities at the hands of a parasitic inferior is not only strange, but a 
shameful blemish on our racial character. It must be examined, exposed and exorcised like a cancer. The Creativity Movement will use every 
means at its disposal to do so. We cannot rest until the power of the Jews is broken, until we get this parasite off our backs and the White Race 
again takes charge of its own affairs.

5. In follow-up of the above, the White Race, like an alcoholic or drug addict, must first of all frankly and openly acknowledge, then identify the 
disease. We must openly admit: our White society is sick - we are the victims of Jewitis.

6. Having recognized our malady, we must take a page from the Jew himself. We must learn to scream loud, long and publicly. We must learn 
to scream like a banshee and kick like a country mule whenever we consider ourselves affronted by our enemies. Whenever we believe an 
indignity, an abuse, or an atrocity has been heaped upon us, we must never again ignore it, or suffer it in silence. We must let the world know! 
More to the point, we must arouse our White Racial Comrades and organize them into action. Never again will we suffer alone, or in silence. 
We will use our muscle, we will organize, utilize our resources and take the offensive. We have the power! We must use it to the hilt.

7. We must no longer be a "closet racist". We must come out loud and clear and aggressively claim our rightful heritage.

8. We must unstintingly take our predominant place in Nature's scheme of things, and that place is at the top. Nature has ordained it, we must 
claim it. We are entitled to it, and Nature has offered it to her elect. Nature does not ask: Were you fair? Were you charitable? Were you 
humble? Were you sweet about it? Nature has only one yardstick: Does your species have the will to survive and aggressively utilize its full 
potential to that end? If not, oblivion is the exacting penalty.

E. THE OBVIOUS SOLUTION.

The White Man is not utilizing even one percent of his available resources. Did I say one percent? That is way too high. He is not even using 
1/10 of one percent, not even 1/100 of one percent. In fact, he is utilizing a million times more of his resources to collaborate with the Jew in the 
destruction of the White Race than he is in helping to save the White Race. This must stop!

I look at the morning paper and read an item in a Denver, Colorado paper about ski resorts. It says on Page 78, that three ski
resorts are planning to expand their facilities. CRESTED BUTTE is planning to spend more than 200 million dollars on a second ski mountain. 
PURGATORY is breaking ground for a 250 million dollar village at the foot of the mountain, and TELLURIDE is making way for a 30 million 
dollar village and ski gondola.

Now to me, this is a lot of money. But, let us get the picture into proper perspective. The article goes on to say that of the 13 major "destination" 
ski areas in the state of Colorado, the three mentioned above are the least known, and they want to change that situation. In other words, the 
three least known ski areas of 13 in the state of Colorado alone are going to spend an additional 480 million dollars to expand and become 
better known. But that is not all. Colorado boasts of a total of not less than 30 ski areas inside its borders. To further get the picture into 
perspective we must realize that there are also all kinds of ski facilities in the states of Vermont, New York, California, Utah, Nevada, Maine, 
Pennsylvania and several other states. So 480 million dollars spent on expanding 3 minor facilities is only a drop in the bucket in the ski 
industry of Colorado, not to mention in the United States, not to mention Switzerland, Germany, France, Italy, Austria and many other White 
countries.

Let us focus the picture by staling that the ski industry is only one of several extravagant sports for the White Man, an indulgence, something 
he did little of 50 years ago, and would not suffer in the least if he had never discovered this healthy pastime in the first place.

Now don't get me wrong. I have nothing against skiers or siding. In fact, I did some of it myself when I was a kid in Canada, and I think it is 
great.

What I am trying to do is compare our resources, how we can throw millions and billions into non-essential channels, yet squeal like a stuck pig 
when asked to participate in such matters of life and death as the survival of the White Race. Let us examine how much of an effort we are 
making in that direction.

Alright, let me think of how many millions we are spending to assure the survival of the White Race, the survival of civilization and the future 
opportunity of our progeny living in a compatible world. Did I say millions? Most of the contributions we get are in terms of $5, $10. $25 or 
sometimes $100 or $200. When we get a $1,000.00 contribution to help build the School for Gifted (White) Boys, that is a news item, an event 
to be highly commended.

So there you have it. When it comes to the ultimate priority items such as saving the White Race from ignominious disaster, the White Man 
cries poverty, but nevertheless, when it comes to expanding ski facilities, night clubs, Disney Worlds, beach resorts and other indulgences of 
fun and games, why no problem, the sky is the limit. But! Some cop-out artists will exclaim, the Jews have all the money. It is they who are 
spending these vast sums and it is they who are controlling these palaces of pleasure.

Not so, my friend. They may be controlling it, but it is really the White Man who is supplying all the resources. Without the White Man catering 
to the Jew's ski resorts, night clubs, watering holes and what have you, the Jew would not be in business. Not only docs the White clientele 
supply most all the business, but it is also the White Man's labor that builds the Disney Worlds, the Vails, the Crested Buttes and every other 
constructive endeavor on the face of the earth.
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It is we who have the brains, the manpower, the muscle, the resources to build and run the world. It is time we realized this.
It is time we smashed the controls out of the hands of the Jews. It is time we utilized the tremendous resources in our hands
and at our disposal and channeled them to our own benefit. It is long past time.

Every human achievement has some ideological spark plug behind it that acts as a dynamo, a driving force.

How did the Jews get their power? How did the Communist movement get the tremendous drive to engulf most of the modern world? How did 
the Catholic church do it? The Mormon church? The Mohammedans?

When we examine each of these we find that there was an ideology, a creed, a belief, that polarized and fueled each one of these (and 
numerous other) movements. In each there was a creed that a number of followers embraced, around which they polarized, organized and 
generated the power to move the world. Whether such belief was based on reality, or on a lie, or a fictitious concept, hardly seemed to matter. 
They all had a core around which they polarized, organized and set things in motion.

The White Race in its 6,000 years of civilization, has never had such a core to polarize around that concerned the White
Race as such. Never, that is, until a little over a decade ago, when CREATIVITY appeared on the scene.

Remember, everything that is good and constructive on the face of this planet was done by the White Race. Remember that without the White 
Race the Jew would be nothing. Without subsidization by the White Race, the niggers and the mud races would be nothing. We have it all. 
Now let us do the sensible thing and channel our resources to our own use, to our own benefit. Let us first of all stop subsidizing our enemies. 
Let the Jews, niggers and mud races fend for themselves. They will soon wither on the vine and no longer pollute our world. To that, we of The 
Creativity Movement say: GOOD RIDDANCE!

Now let us get down to business and get the job done. Tell yourself again: we have the brains, the muscle, the intelligence, the numbers and 
the resources to do the obvious: get the goddamned parasites off our back once and for all and take charge of our own affairs. We now also 
have the creed, the program and the racial religion to polarize around and move the world. We must utilize what we have and do the obvious: 
TAKE CHARGE OF THE WORLD. The Creativity Movement has provided the Bibles and the religion to change the course of history, and for 
once in the White Man's direction, for the White Man's benefit.

There is still much to be done, but with your dedicated help they will be done. The most important step, now that we have all the parts of the 
movement put together, is to promote the hell out of it. We now need the GREAT PROMOTER, a man like Hitler, to do the job. I have said it 
before and I will say it again: there are at least 10,000 young men in the United States that have the genius to do the job, young men that are 
less than half my age and are just reaching the prime of life.

It is our duty to find the GREAT PROMOTER. Help find him! We will find him.

In the meantime, distribute, promote, speak out and organize. Distribute our new flyer by the hundreds and by the thousands.
Distribute this paper. You have the tools to do it with. Don't just sit on a burr and howl. We Creators have little use for the DEPLORE AND 
LAMENT crowd. Become an activist. Become a mover and a shaker.

It has been said that one machine can do the work of 50 ordinary men, but no machine can do what an extraordinary man can do. Be an 
extraordinary man, and then let us harness all the White Man's resources, modern technology and machinery to amplify our extraordinary 
creativity. In that way, in no time at all we can and we will build a Whiter and Brighter World for ourselves. So go to it! Remember, there is No 
Substitute for Victory, and there is No Substitute for the White Race!

* * * * *
Only by building a better race of people can we build a better world, and only the White Race can do it. Help build a Whiter and Brighter World.
* * * * *
Ask not what CREATIVITY can do for you, but ask what you can do for the WHITE RACE. Do Something Meaningful. Distribute 100 copies of 
RACIAL LOYALTY each month.

Racial Loyalty Issue 9 - February 1984 
Let's Use Our Muscle - WE ARE NOT HELPLESS! 
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Racial Loyalty Issue 9 - February 1984 
What is Christmas All About? THE DAY AFTER 

Twas the day after Christmas, and throughout every house, the creatures were stirring, especially The Louse.

A few days after Christmas, a Protestant, a Catholic and a Jew were sitting at a bar, recalling how they each had spent Christmas day.

The Protestant said, "Well, we started celebrating on Christmas eve. We went to our local church and listened to a short sermon and sang 
some Christmas hymns. Then on Christmas morning we gathered around the tree and opened presents. Then later, we had a few highballs 
and about 4 o'clock in the afternoon, we had our big Christmas dinner."

The Catholic said, "Well, by and large we did the same thing, except we didn't celebrate Christmas eve, but got up early the next morning and 
we went to Mass. Then, about I p.m. we had our big dinner, after which, we opened our presents."

The Jew said, "Well, we have a different approach altogether. On Christmas day we invited all of our relatives and co-religionists to come 
together at the Department Store. We opened a case of Slivovitz, then we rubbed our bellies and looked with glee at the empty shelves and full 
cash registers. Then we kneeled down and gave thanks to our own boy, Saul, who invented this clever gimmick and made it all possible in the 
first place. Then we sit down in a great big circle and sing. What a Friend we have in Jesus!"

I heard this story many years ago, and have forgotten who told it to me. However, the more I thought about it, the more I realized
there was probably more truth than poetry in this story. 

Now that Christmas is over, it is time we again collect our senses and ask some serious questions. Why do we celebrate Christmas? What is it 
all about?

Well, supposedly we goyim are all overcome with deep religious awe and sentimental gush and are celebrating the birthday of Christ, our 
Saviour, who supposedly came down from heaven (via Mary's womb) to save all of us poor rotten sinners from a fate of fire and brimstone and 
we supposedly are all thankful as hell that he was so charitable.

Save us sinners from hell? Really?

There are so many flaws in this whole fictitious fairytale that it would make your head swim when we go beyond the first gushy,
childish euphoria as to what Christmas is all about.

In the first place, there is no evidence, no claim even by the gullible Christians that they "know" what date Christ was born. It is only a date 
picked at random, since the adulators wanted to celebrate his "birth" and had to have some date, any date.

Why did they pick December 25th?

Well, there was a good reason for that. Many pagan (White) peoples already had a long standing tradition of celebrating the Winter Solstice at 
about that time of year, and it was a well established traditional holiday.

The Romans, for example, had had a long standing religious tradition of celebrating December 25 as the birth of the sun god. The Catholic 
Church wanted to do away with this "pagan" festival, but Emperor Constantine refused the church's request, claiming it was too popular. He 
finally did accede to the church's request for a law freeing all slaves who accepted Christianity, and renounced the sun test. However, these 
converts continued to celebrate the sun festival and in 345 A.D., under Liberius, the bishop of Rome, the December 25 date was declared a 
Christian holiday honoring the birth of Christ. Previous to this the church had taken the stand that it was sinful to celebrate Christ's birthday, 
since the date was unknown.

The Christian oligarchy, being led by the Master Sneaks of all time, decided it was more expedient to turn an existing tradition to the glory of 
their movement, than to try to fight it and set up a completely new tradition. This they succeeded in doing with overwhelming success.

They did the same thing with Easter, which was already a well established tradition. For years, the White peoples had celebrated the Spring 
Equinox, the fertility of new crops and new growth, the Rites of Spring, and similar ideas.

So we, the White pagans, were hoaxed from a long standing custom of celebrating our own traditional White holidays, and subverted into 
changing them into (Jewish) Christian holidays, including honoring a fictitious Jew from the seed of David, whose birthdate no one knows 
because it never really occured. But let us move on. There are many more deceptions in this picture.

Not only does nobody know what day of the year the Jewish Saviour was supposedly born, but nobody even knows what year, either. And that 
isn't all. The fact is, nobody "knows" whether he was born at all, or whether "he" is just another hocus-pocus myth, like Santa Claus, or Mother 
Goose and hi-diddle-diddle, the cow jumped over the moon.

Now considering the tremendous impact Christianity has had on the fortunes (or rather misfortunes, to be more correct) of the White Race, you 
would think that some researchers and historians would go to some considerable trouble to track down this mighty historic event and resolve 
once and for all: did this Jewish teacher, preacher, "Son of God", "Saviour", (or whatever) actually live or didn't he.
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I would like to think this one point would be rather important — no Christ, then all is a hoax. It's similar to somebody giving you a million dollar 
check. I believe it would be damned important to determine if the check were for real, or if the check were a phony, without a cent in the bank 
to back it up. I would think any sensible person would want to determine this issue as quickly as possible. Well, I for one have spent a lot of 
time and research to do just that. I have already written any number of chapters on the subject such as, "Christ's Existence not substantiated 
by Historical Evidence", and "The Spooks in the Sky Swindle", and many others. Many other historians and researchers have done an even 
more thorough search into the genuine annals of history and they have come up with the same answer as have 1: there is not a scintilla of 
evidence that such a figure as Christ ever existed; that the stories told by Mathew, Mark, Luke and John are phony as hell. Not only are they 
phony, but they contradict each other on dozens of important points. Not only are their garbled stories as fictitious as Santa Claus, Mother 
Goose and the Tooth Fairy, but there is no historical evidence throwing any light on who Mathew, Mark, Luke and John were, where they lived, 
when they lived, or if, in fact, if they ever lived at all.

All we have are myths, stories, hearsay, much gullibility and deception. In fact, the oldest "documents" regarding the authenticity of their scripts 
date no further back than about 400 A.D. Four hundred years between an event and a report is a pretty hefty gap. Alright, no Christ, no 
Saviour, no Christmas. But nevertheless, we, through repeated mind-manipulation and programming are stuck with a traditional holiday that 
really moves billions of dollars worth of merchandise every year. It also has a multitude of other significant ramifications.

So let us probe further as to what kind of a traditional holiday we are stuck with, what are we really celebrating. Well, for one thing we are 
celebrating a hoax, and a Jewish hoax at that. And the joke is on us.

The Jewish mind-manipulator, Saul of Tarsus, the Christian's St. Paul, did more than any other man in history to put this hoax across and sell it 
to the goyim. That is why the Jews are so grateful to him when they count their shekels the day after Christmas. And well they should be.

There is no other event (or non-event) in the business world (mostly monopolized by Jews) that generates as much force-fed business as does 
Christmas. It is the biggest shot in the arm any department store (or thousands of other stores) get to hype their business. To many stores it 
means the difference between making money and staying in business or going broke. Many stores do half their volume of business before the 
Christmas season and many make the total year's profit just from Christmas sales. So the gimmick the Jew boy, Saul, stirred up is not to be 
sneezed at. No wonder his co-religionists are eternally grateful to him for this innovative gimmick.

Now let us look at it from the White Man's point of view, as we Creators are inclined to do on every issue, and ask a few questions.

1. Should an intelligent White Man join in promoting a Jewish hoax, any Jewish hoax, of which the White Race is the prime target?

2. Even though we realize that Christ per se is a myth, should a proud and race conscious White Man join in glorifying a mythical "hero" who is 
Jewish?

3. If you know the truth, do you think that under any circumstances it is morally justifiable to lie to yourself (and/or others) if you think that 
nurturing the deception will make you (and/or others) happier? From The Creativity Movement's point of view the answers to each of these 
questions is a resounding no!

Looking at it from the White Christian's point of view, i.e., one that "believes" these Jewish stories, we would like to pose the following 
unanswered questions:

1. Did Christ's supposed dying and being nailed to the cross really "save" all the sinners?

2. If so, why are there thousands of varieties of confused preachers running around imploring you to come to their church and put money in 
their collection plate?

3. If Christ did the job 2,000 years ago, why do we need all these bumbling preachers today to do the job all over again?

4. According to the criteria of all these blubbering preachers, and according to the New Testament itself, just about everybody in the world 
today, 2,000 years later, is going to hell anyway. How do you explain that?

5. If Christ and/or his pappy are so anxious to "save" us all from hell, why did he/they construct the abominable monstrosity in the first place?

6. If the Devil is the root of all evil, why doesn't the all-powerful Lord wipe him out once and for all, instead of relentlessly and repeatedly putting 
the monkey on our back? (See "The Phony Fight Ruse" in January 1984 issue of RACIAL LOYALTY.)

What sensible answers any intelligent Christian can come up with I haven't the slightest idea. I have never heard them do so, since all their 
premises at best arc based on superstition and gullibility, on mawkish myth and hocus-pocus. Nevertheless, I would be interested in hearing 
some, but will not hold my breath in the meantime.

But the key question I would like to ask these befuddled Christians is this:

7. If it came to a showdown of either defending the White Race, or the Jewish myth of Christianity, which side would you choose?

This may sound like a hypothetical question, but I want to assure you that most decidedly it is not. Before this century is over, in fact, even this 
decade, many a White Man is going to be pushed to the wall in the upheavals of our society and will have to come to grips with that question.

* * * * *
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Just about now I can hear some bleeding heart slopped with mawkish sentimentality exclaim, "Aw! Aw, Gee! Aw! Aw! Do away with Christmas? 
Klassen wants to kill Santa Claus!"

Well, no. Relax. I'm a good, sensible and sentimental fellow myself. I don't want to kill anybody, least of all Santa Claus, and for two good 
reasons.

1. You can't kill somebody that doesn't exist.

2. I don't even want to do away with the mythical Santa Claus either, since (a) at least he is not a Jewish character, and (b) his origins are a 
derivation from the German, Kris Kringle, as explained earlier, and therefore. White.

But, I do want to: abolish all this Jewish commercialism that surrounds Christmas; to explode the Jewish hoax of celebrating the birthdate of a 
Jew, any Jew, for the same reason I will not celebrate the birthdate of Martin Lucifer Koon; to expose the outrageous nonsense about a non-
event that never happened and try to get the White Race back to sense and reality, back to their own rich heritage and values.

In this context, I make the following suggestions in building up our own healthy White racial religion:

1. Let us keep the events of Christmas and Easter at the Winter Solstice and Spring Equinox respectively, but let us turn the tables on the 
Jewish hoaxters: Let us turn them back into White holidays. Let us give them new names, names completely removed from any Jewish taint.

2. As far as Santa Claus is concerned, let future custom and preference decide, but let us separate this myth from all Jewish and Christian 
connotation.

3. Let us take the commercialism completely out of these and any other holiday, and emphasize instead the spiritual, traditional and genetic 
strength of our own White culture.

4. If we are going to celebrate and honor folk heroes, let us make certain they are White, of our own race and culture, whether such characters 
are mythical or historical.

5. Let us begin now in building traditional holidays for the advancement of the White Man's culture, and shun all others.

6. Boycott all Jewish businesses, whether they be stores, real estate agents, lawyers, doctors, politicians, writers or whatever.

* * * * *
We now have a comprehensive White Racial Religion. Let us now join in the search for the Great Promoter.

Racial Loyalty Issue 9 - February 1984 
What is Christmas All About? THE DAY AFTER 
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Racial Loyalty Issue 9 - February 1984 
Why the Need for a School for Gifted Boys is of Extreme Importance 

Until the founding of The Creativity Movement, the White Race had done next to nothing in order to safeguard its survival, expansion and 
advancement. True, it had built illustrious empires, glittering cities, astounding cultures, huge war machines and accomplished a multitude of 
other astounding feats.

But it had never so much as taken Step One in the direction of pulling the White Race together, uniting it and putting up a united front against 
the world of parasites and mud races.

On the contrary, most of its tremendous energies have been consumed in destroying its own racial brothers and nurturing and expanding the 
scum of the world.

Now, with CREATIVITY, we have the huge task of reversing this whole trend. The White Race as such is now practically starting from scratch. 
We now have to do the whole job from the bottom up, from its very foundation.

In order to do so we have to found a leadership cadre, to organize, to build, to educate and to lead. The very finest of our White Race will not 
only be needed to do this job, but they will also need to be oriented and to be trained.

* * * * *
We, of The Creativity Movement, have not the slightest interest in saving and uplifting "HUMANITY" with all its niggers, scum and parasites. 
Our entire goal is: the survival, expansion and advancement of the White Race, period.

Racial Loyalty Issue 9 - February 1984 
Why the Need for a School for Gifted Boys is of Extreme Importance 
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Racial Loyalty Issue 10 - March 1984 
We Shall Prevail - The Search for The Great Promoter 

He's out there. It is our task to find him.

In CREATIVITY there is inherent a delayed time-bomb. When its time comes it will explode in the face of our enemies with all the fury of an 
atomic bomb. It is our beholden duty to bring that day to fruition as quickly as possible. The blueprint has now been drawn. The foundations 
have also been laid. We must now search out the Great White Promoter and reap the benefits of our dreams and labors. With your help we will 
find him. Time is of the essence. The time is now ripe.

There is nothing more powerful than an idea whose time has come and when it has come, there is nothing that can stop it, neither armies, nor 
terrorism, nor lies, nor propaganda. I am convinced that CREATIVITY'S time now has come and we must mount a full scale organizational 
cadre to promote it, to implement it, to organize it, to build its muscle and to facilitate the White Man in again taking full charge of his own 
destiny.

There are many examples in history where one book, or one idea has lain dormant for a time, then stirred, then suddenly blazed forth into 
widespread recognition in the eyes of the world.

A recent example of that you may have read about, is a little 88 year old lady named Helen Hoover Santmyer. For 50 years she
labored on her one and only book called, "...And Ladies of the Club." It is about a small southwest town in Ohio, covering a period from 1868 to 
1932. It is a rather massive work, the book weighing 6 pounds, and consisting of 1,344 pages.

The point about this episode is that for 88 years, nobody particularly noticed that this lady had any talent as a writer, nor did anyone particularly 
care. In 1982 the Ohio State University Press published the book. It still attracted little attention and only a few hundred copies were sold. 
Then, in 1984, the book was taken over by Putnam's and will be published in August as the Book of the Month Club's main selection for that 
month.

Suddenly after 88 years, Mrs. Santmyer is recognized and acclaim-ed as a great author. She is publicized in the national press, a fortune 
awaits her financially and she is in great demand. Undoubtedly, the story will be commercialized, and it will be turned into a movie, appear on 
television and be published in paperback. At the age of 88, Mrs. Santmyer will finally and suddenly be rewarded with all the accolades and 
honors of a great author.

A different case history is that of a Prussian author named Carl von Clausewitz, who now, more than 150 years after his death, is widely 
recognized as having written the greatest classic on military strategy in all history. His magnum opus, ON WAR, is still regard- ed as the classic 
textbook on military tactics and strategy despite the fact that military technology has changed dramatically in the last century and a half.

Carl von Clausewitz was born in 1780, the son of a retired Army lieutenant who held a minor civil service position with the then State of 
Prussia. When Carl died in 1831 at the early age of 51, his masterpiece, ON WAR, was still unfinished. It was published by his loving wife a 
year after his death. The first edition, which consisted of a mere 1,500 copies, was still not exhausted 20 years later when a second edition was 
published. No further editions then appeared until 1867, when finally his works began to receive the recognition they deserved.

This classic, although still not widely read, has had tremendous influence on military history and on the history of the world at large. It was the 
basic text that established and nurtured the German General Staff into becoming the most efficient military organization the world has ever 
known. It was instrumental in shaping the ideas of the Prussian General von Moltke,  recognized as one of the great military generals of all 
time. It was he who led the Prussian armies to the brilliant victories that culminated in the unification of Germany in 1870. This book did much 
to shape the military strategy and thinking of World War I and World War II. It strongly influenced Adolf Hitler's ideas on Blitzkrieg tactics that 
were so successfully employed. Even today, it is still one of the basic, if not the foremost, textbooks in most of the military academies of the 
world.

Now the two books mentioned are widely apart in subject matter, but they do have a common denominator, and it is this: A book or an idea 
may lie dormant and be ignored for years, but if it has merit, it will sooner or later attract public attention, whether it be through sudden 
favorable publicity, or whether it be the hard way through the sheer genius and power of the ideas organized and presented in them. "...And 
Ladies of the Club", will not change the world much, if at all, but evidently has much merit as a literary piece. Von Clausewitz, ON WAR, on the 
other hand, did not have a particular sponsor or promoter, but rightfully earned the prestigious recognition it deserved by the sheer force of its 
powerful content.

But the main point is this: intensive promotion can bring a great idea to the forefront and the attention of the world in short order. It is our 
intention that when we have all our parameters on CREATIVITY put together, to launch a promotional Blitzkrieg the likes of which the world has 
never seen.

Now, we Creators do not particularly relish playing the role of a braggart, nor do we have any particular desire to overindulge in playing the role 
of a Casper Milquetoast, nor the biblical deviate who is shy, meek and poor in spirit. In fact, the 15th Commandment of our Sixteen says, "As a 
proud member of the White Race, think and act positively. Be courageous, confident and aggressive. Utilize constructively your creative 
ability." In short, we are interested in neither being the braggadocio, nor the shy retiring violet. We are basically interested in being as accurate 
as possible in our judgment, using
our good judgment to the best of our ability and getting the job done. I will therefore state flatly that it is my judgment, that for the White Race, 
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CREATIVITY is the most constructive, dynamic and beneficial idea that has come along since the beginning of civilization some 10,000 years 
ago.

Now remember, I said FOR THE WHITE RACE. The Jews will not agree to that assessment and will fight it tooth and nail, and will miss no 
opportunity to denounce it. The niggers and the mud races do not like it either, and never will, because it will doom their future as parasites on 
the coattails of the White Race. The Christians will attack, denounce and roadblock it every step of the way, imploring the name of their Lord to 
heap damnation, fire and brimstone on the head of anyone who embraces CREATIVITY. But, the White Race itself will love it and embrace it, 
because its very survival, resurrection and redemption depends upon it.

I further predict that CREATIVITY will prevail and embrace all the White people of the world, and that as a result they will inherit the earth. Not 
the meek, not the poor in spirit, not the Jews, not the niggers, not the mud races, but the Great White Race will inherit the earth and no entity 
deserves it more richly. It will be the greatest blessing "humanity" could ever hope for.

I further make this far-reaching prediction: Come hell or high water, CREATIVITY will make the big breakthrough before the end of this century, 
most likely before the end of this decade. And I have three good reasons as to why I believe this:

1. CREATIVITY is highly controversial, and as such, it cannot be suppressed. It is highly volatile, and like a powerful explosive it needs only a 
spark to set it off to flare up in the face of the world.

2. It is correct and true. It cannot be successfully refuted in open debate because it is based on fact, and on the Eternal Laws of Nature. The 
more it is attacked, or discussed, or debated, the more adherents we will win for the White Race.

3. The Jew, through his treacherous machinations, has brought this world to a horrible crisis, which is rapidly racing towards a
climax. It cannot go on much longer without a dramatic collapse or explosion. In this calamity the White Race is targeted as the main victim. 
The closer the White Race approaches to this impending horror, the more dramatically the obvious conclusion will be impressed upon the 
minds of each individual: CREATIVITY IS THE ANSWER! The only answer! Not Christianity, not Communism, not more welfare, not more 
liberalism, not more printed Federal Reserve Notes, but a whole new approach. It will be either CREATIVITY and survival of the White Race, or 
it will be oblivion.

Let us be clear on another point: If the White Race goes down the drain, the best and only worthwhile characteristic of "humanity" will have 
been irretrievably destroyed, never to be restored. "Humanity" (and I use the term loosely) will revert back not only to the Dark Ages of a 
thousand years ago, but back to a period of half a million years ago, to the level of cannibalism and that of the lowliest nigger in Africa. The 
stakes are indeed high.

Alright, we have delineated the alternatives. Where is CREATIVITY today?

Well, we arc about 95 percent complete. We have the creed, the program and the religious base pretty well completed. We have a monthly 
periodical and we have our basic bibles. We have only one more piece in the puzzle to complete the picture. We need the Great Promoter.

Now let me explain a vital point that most people are not aware of. There is a wide difference between an inventor and a promoter. Seldom are 
they incorporated in the same person. Why? For the same reason that you will seldom, if ever, find that the world's heavyweight boxing 
champion is also the world's greatest violin virtuoso, is also the world's finest artist, is also the world's greatest writer, is also the world's 
foremost poet, etc. Need I go on? Hardly. Only a very few enter the ranks of "the world's foremost" in any category and seldom, if ever, do two 
or more of these talents reside in the same person, no matter how high their intelligence. I found this out quite clearly about 30 years ago when 
I invented a push button electric can opener and obtained a number of patents on the device. I was told quite emphatically that an inventor and 
a business talent seldom go together and that usually inventors are the poorest of businessmen.

Whether this is true in all cases is not the issue, but in general, the point is well taken.

Whereas I have considered myself a fairly good businessman over my lifetime and have accumulated a fair amount of assets to back it up, and 
whereas I have during most of my business life promoted one project or another more or less successfully, still, I do not consider myself 
qualified to be the Great Promoter we are looking for, and shortly I will tell you why.

In the first place, I am basically a writer and a philosopher, and even at that I have arrived at a rather late stage in life. Would that I had known 
at the age of 20 what I know now! But the realities of life are that during the prime of my life I didn't know nor give it a second thought, and did 
not see the whole picture clearly until I was well past 50.

On February 20th (1984) I was 66, twice as old as I would like to be in order to take on the arduous duties of leading and administering as huge 
an enterprise as leading the White Race back to sanity and order in a hostile world gone stark-raving mad. The fact is that at any age, I was 
never cut out to be such a leader, speaker, administrator and organizer as are necessary to take charge of such a portentous movement. As I 
said before, I am basically an inventor, a writer, a philosopher. The promotion of the movement will now have to come from some fireball, half 
my age, whose identity at this period of time is still unknown.

But he is out there. And we will find him. We are looking for some fireball similar to Adolf Hitler, only better. He is out there. In fact, there are at 
least 10,000 young men in America who could potentially do the job. They have not heard of us yet. But they will. It is our job to expand our 
movement to the point where there is hardly an intelligent White Man or Woman in America who has not heard of us, and either rejected us or 
joined us. The more we expand, the more we will attract some of those 10,000 we are talking about. Unlike Adolf Hitler, the Great White 
Promoter we are seeking does not exactly have to start from scratch. He will not have to formulate a new philosophy, or creed, or program from 
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scratch. He will have a going concern. The solution and the organization is already there and waiting for him to put into high gear. Like Lee 
Iacocca, he will not have to invent the automobile from scratch, or even start the Chrysler Corporation from scratch. The Great White Promoter 
will literally fall into history's greatest opportunity, 95 percent complete, ready made to promote, and the sky is the limit. The whole framework is 
already there ready to run, only waiting for the right man to promote the hell out of it.

Was there ever in history such a golden opportunity offered to any young man on a silver platter? Hardly.

Now the Great Search is on. You who are reading this are an important part of that search. Perhaps you are a potential candidate, or if not, at 
the very least you are part of the organizational mosaic that is necessary to build up a multi-million member movement. The process is self 
fueling, the bigger the membership, the more recruiters. The more recruiters, the bigger the membership.

So, we have our work cut out for us. Build, build, build! Recruit, recruit, recruit! Propagandize! Proselytize! Organize! Promote the hell out of the 
greatest idea for the White Race since civilization began. Save the White Race from suicide and genocide! Promote! Search for the Great 
Promoter!

So what kind of a man are we looking for? Well, undoubtedly, he will be a genius. He will be super intelligent, have a dynamic, winning 
personality, be an excellent and persuasive speaker, and at the same time be a man of tough decisions and sound judgment. He will be a great 
orator and a man of tremendous energy.

When we find him, I will consider my life's work as pretty well completed. I will then relax, take life easy, and enjoy some of the perquisites of 
life that I am entitled to at my age. I will do more traveling, catch up on my reading, make a few audio and video tapes for the church, do some 
amateurish oil paintings, publish a few more books, write an article now and then, and in general putter around on my homestead in the Blue 
Ridge Mountains at my own particular speed.

But the movement must go on. It must accelerate at a tremendous velocity until it envelopes the world. It will be done by The Great Promoter, 
by the Pontifex Maximus No. 2. We will find him!

* * * * *
The reason the White Race has been such an easy prey, is that a major segment of the White Race is promoting its own self-destruction and 
the overwhelming moral force behind it has been none other than Christianity itself.
* * * * *
One man's religion is another man's belly-laugh.

Racial Loyalty Issue 10 - March 1984 
We Shall Prevail - The Search for The Great Promoter 
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Racial Loyalty Issue 10 - March 1984 
Who Needs Them? A Polyglot Mind and a Polyglot Society 

One of the most persistent and perplexing aggravations that we CREATORS are burdened with is this basic question:

Since most members of the White Race are Christians (and/or loosely affiliated therewith) shouldn't we work with them instead of attacking 
them? After all, there are so many of them and we need them.

This is an important issue and one which we of The Creativity Movement resolved twelve years ago when we launched the CREATIVITY 
movement. Our real members are with us 100 percent in the resolve and decision made at the very founding of the movement. There are, 
nevertheless, a number of would-be members that like the junkie who can't make up his mind whether he should give up dope although he 
would again like to join the real world and become a respectable member of society.

In this article we want to bring up all the arguments the pro-Christian dissidents have brought up and answer them one by one, as far as 
possible. We want to answer once and for all the question: Can Christianity help n« build a White racial movement (any White racial 
movement) or is it part of the problem?

In answering this question I am reminded of a country preacher who flatly stated that, "A religion without a hell ain't worth a damn." We 
CREATORS do not make any pretense of being without bias, and do not particularly agree with that assessment. Instead, we flatly state that: 
Any White racial movement that fails to confront and expose Judaic Christianity isn't worth a damn.

We further state that taking unreconstructed, "born again" Christians into our movement is not only counterproductive, but creates dissention 
and anarchy in our ranks; that Christianity is not just a problem among many, but is basically THE PROBLEM that has crippled the White Man's 
mind through the ages and prevented the White Race from ever developing a strong White Racial Religion of its own; that it is the most 
powerful weapon the Jew has forged throughout the ages in getting a grip on the White Man's mind and channeling it down the road to self-
destruction and genocide.

We further state that Christianity is the Jew's Maginot Line; that it must be cracked before we can get to the enemy and destroy him. (The 
French Maginot Line was breached and outflanked.) We further state that Christianity and the survival of the White Race are incompatible. 
Either one or the other will survive, but not both. It is the sacred goal of The Creativity Movement to see to it that the White Race survives, 
expands and advances ever upward.

As to why we take this position, we have already clearly defined in Issue No. 6, of RACIAL LOYALTY, entitled, 'The Self-Imposed Handicap — 
The Idiotic Impossibility of being a Jew Fighter and a Christian at the Same Time." In that article I list five basic reasons why the two are 
incompatible as is the marriage of a nigger with a White, and that any attempt to compromise the two result in a mongrelized abomination that 
is bent on self-destruction.

Briefly recapitulated these 5 points are:

1. Christianity is a demeaning, self-destructive slave philosophy, designed to break the spirit of those who succumb to it.

2. In contrast, Christianity sells the idea to the Gentiles (mostly Whites) that the Jews are great, a special people, that they are God's Chosen.

3. Christianity teaches its followers to love their enemies, but hate their own kind, a most destructive no-win philosophy.

4. Christianity is highly divisive and contradictory, with verses in the text that will take both sides of every issue, leaving the "believer" in 
perpetual confusion, self-doubt and emotional conflict.

5. Christianity makes impossible demands and leads to frustration and mental breakdown.

(To review the details of these arguments read again Issue No. 6, of RACIAL LOYALTY.)

But there is much more to this issue and the fundamental question we raised at the beginning of this article is whether we should take 
lukewarm Christians, gung-ho Christians, born-again Christians or any other kind of Christians into our White racial movement and work with 
them. Our answer is a loud emphatic, No! We will first of all give further reasons why this is impossible and then later answer the proponents' 
arguments one by one.

REASON No. 1 — Probably the most overriding reason that we can list is that Christianity is and remains the most serious roadblock in the 
way of the White Race from ever building a White Racial religion of its own. As I have pointed out time and again, it is the Jews racial religion 
that was at the core of a numerically and genetically inferior tribe gaining control of the world. Conversely, it was the lack of a racial religion that 
led to the downfall, disintegration and mongrelization of such superior great White civilizations as the Egyptians, the Greeks and the Romans.

REASON No. 2 — You can't fight something that you are afraid to identify and attack. If we want to take into our movement even lukewarm 
Christians, then we must stop attacking Christianity in order "not to offend them." If we stop attacking Christianity, then we can not destroy it. 
Then the next conclusion is that the 2,000 year old problem remains with us, and we are right back at Square One again. A no-win Catch 22 
proposition. 
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REASON No. 3— If we followed the reasoning suggested by our enemies that we take in Christians because (a) they are White,
(b) there are so many, and (c) it would greatly broaden our base, then wouldn't it reasonably also follow that we broaden our base further, and 
take in "White" homosexuals, "White" liberals, "White" communists, "White" drug addicts? There are millions of them. That would certainly 
"broaden our base" and increase our numbers, now wouldn't it?

In fact, if we forget our basic principles and put on a Rock 'n Roll test, combined with a drug orgy in the style of Woodstock, New York of a 
decade ago, why, we could attract hundreds of thousands to "Our Cause" in one meeting. Of course, we would have to be careful "not to 
offend" the homos, queers, liberals, commies, Jews and the drug pushers.

But would we still have a creed, a program, or a cause? Hardly.

The same thing goes for Christians. They are inherently hostile to the racial integrity of the White Race and always will be. The only thing we 
can do with them is reconvert them and restructure their thinking. Since their minds are so warped by the Jewish mind-scrambler, they are the 
least receptive of all possible prospects. So why waste our time with a most difficult subject when there are so many other White Racial 
Comrades who arc both receptive and eager to find the answers to today's racial dilemma? 

REASON No. 4 — The Jews have proven that their racial religion is the center of gravity, the pivotal point, the "sun" around which all the other 
satellite organizations gravitate. They not only have their A.D.L., the A.J.C., the J.D.L., but thousands of Jew-inspired organizations that help 
promote the Jewish conspiracy and keep the Jews in a controlling position. But without the pivotal Judaic religion as its center of gravity, all 
these other organizations would be nothing, in fact, they wouldn't even exist. There would be no cause, no creed, no loyalty, no program to 
polarize around. The Jews would, as the late Golda Meir, when she was Prime Minister of Israel, stated, "Have briefly existed and disintegrated 
long ago."

This RACIAL RELIGION is what the White Race has lacked throughout its history. It has been the downfall of all the White civilizations that 
have come and gone. Now, finally, with CREATIVITY we have such a racial religion, a religion that the White Race can gravitate around, rally 
around, and finally polarize its struggle for victory. Now that we have it, by Jupiter, we will be damned If we are going to let the Judaized 
Christians into the act to confuse, disintegrate and destroy it. Not on your life! Which brings us to the next point, namely, the issue of A 
POLYGLOT MIND.

REASON No. 5-In Creative Credo No. 17 of The White Man's Bible entitled, "Only a Homogenous Society Can be governed and Can Endure," 
I have shown conclusively that a polyglot society is continuously at war within itself, breeding anarchy and always ending in self-destruction. 
The same thing can be said about a polyglot mind, and also a polyglot movement or organization.

Most people think that the more they read, the more they know, the more they will be capable of solving a problem or of accomplishing 
something worthwhile. 

This is not necessarily so. In fact, history proves the opposite. If you read every book In the Library of Congress you would have so many 
diverse and conflicting opinions on every subject that you would not be able to make up your mind on anything. You would most likely be 
paralyzed with confusion, finding a dozen arguments as to why you should not, in fact, cannot, come to a definite conclusion, a specific 
decision or take any meaningful action. You would be saddled with a polyglot mind, the ultimate Jewish dream for every goyim. (This reminds 
me of an incident going back to my college days, when we used to joke about a professor who was so broad-minded his head sagged in the 
middle.) It is the same with movements and organizations. Just like an individual who cannot afford to disperse and dissipate his energies and 
efforts in a hundred different directions, so too, an organization cannot embrace a hodge-podge of causes and ideas and hope to be effective.

Rather than spraying a shotgun blast, an organization must concentrate on rifle fire, be specific in its goals and not allow itself to be 
mongrelized by a bastardly collection of loose and meaningless ideas. You cannot hope to accomplish anything with a movement that is 
floundering and wallowing in a sea of empty platitudes. You must concentrate. You must polarize both your ideas and your goals. A polyglot 
mind, or a polyglot movement is as hopeless and as confused as a polyglot society.

Having laid this foundation, let us now proceed to examine some of the arguments advanced by the confused but well meaning White Racial 
Comrades who advocate that we join hands with the Christians in order to save the White Race. Here are some of their arguments:

ARGUMENT No. 1 — One of the choicest arguments of the proponents is that "Religion is a private affair with each person, and that it has little 
to do with the racial movement, or any other movement."

I take strong issue on this point, and contend that there is no factor in life that has a stronger influence in shaping the ideas, motives and 
loyalties of a person's life than does religion, if he or she has one. A Christian has a religion alright, a perverted, Jew-oriented religion at that, 
and his every idea, emotion, motivation and prejudice is strongly influenced by it. The tragic consequence of this is that in every one of these 
categories it is biased in the wrong direction, hostile to the White Race, hostile to himself and hostile to a constructive society of any kind.

So it is not a matter of indifference to me whether a prospective member of our Church "happens" to be a Jew-Christian oriented White Man. 
Actions move events, and every person's action is primarily motivated by his attitude, how he or she thinks, or feels, where their innermost 
loyalty lies. In the final crunch, when it comes to the question of where docs such a (Christian) member's loyalty lie, with the White Race or with 
the Jew-spook, he or she will opt for the spooks-in-the-sky swindle.

ARGUMENT No. 2 — "There are any number of Christian organizations, such as the Identity movement, the British Israel movement, the 
Christian Vanguard, the National States Rights Party, etc., who are Christian oriented and also fighting the Jews." This may be true, or at least 
appear to be so. The question really is, have they actually helped the White Racial cause, or have they confused it?
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When the Thunderbolt or the Christian Vanguard uses the phrase, "White Christian" in every other sentence as if White and Christian are 
synonyms, they are indulging in some pretty drastic and misleading hocus-pocus, and since they arc doing so repeatedly, I presume they do so 
deliberately. They are thereby putting across a deliberate lie, namely, that to be White is to be Christian and vice versa. Anyone with a 
modicum of common sense and a knowledge of history knows that the Egyptian, Grecian, and Roman civilizations, all of which at the height of 
their glory were White, were not Christian. By the time they turned Christian they were on a downhill slide into the Dark Ages.

Also, there are 50 million niggers who can loosely be classified as Christians, as well as hundreds of millions of Latin American mongrels. So, 
let's get off of it. "White" and "Christian" are not synonyms. They are antonyms. They are opposites, and entirely incompatible.

The other aspect of this argument is the question: Are these Christian "pro-White" organizations trying to convert Christians to become White 
racists, or are they trying to infiltrate the ranks of the White racists and convert them to Christianity? There is a big difference, and it is my 
judgment that their main effort is promoting Christianity, not the survival of the White Race.

And the bottom line about these organizations la this: in a crunch, in a show-down, where does their basic loyalty lie, with the White Race, or 
with the spook-in-the-sky myth? Again, H is my judgment that in any conflict or a show-down most of these "White" Christians will opt for "THE 
RAPTURE" and hope to fly to their pie-in-the-sky. They will take the easy way out and to hell with the White Race. 

ARGUMENT No.3 - "Even Hitler knew better than to take on God."

This is a good point and I am glad the opposition has brought it up so we can deal with it once and for all.

In the first place, we are not taking on God either. We are not fighting God, challenging God or declaring war on him, anymore than on Mother 
Goose. Yon can't take on or make war against something that doesn't exist, unless you want to play childish games. This is not our purpose. 
Instead, we want to bring those who do so back to reality, enlist them in the cause of the White Race and straighten out their Jew-scrambled 
thinking.

Since there is not the slightest shred of evidence either in Nature or in history that there are any spooks in the sky to whom we must kow-tow, 
before whom we must cringe (fear God!) and pay lip service, we come to the logical conclusion that this is a gigantic swindle. Further 
investigation shows that it is a Jew-concocted swindle that is not only swindling the White Race out of 40 billion dollars a year, but is also 
poisoning and scrambling its collective mind and has been the most effective mind-manipulation tool the Jew has ever invented.

To let such a swindle go by unchallenged and unrecognized would (M a cowardly deception and a serious dereliction on our part. It would 
further preclude the establishment of a sound White Racial Religion for as long as the swindle remained unexposed. 

I could expound endlessly on this subject, but I believe it has been amply covered before. Therefore, I will at this time explain only how our 
position in this respect differs from that of Hitler. Even this I have done in depth in Issue No. 4 of RACIAL LOYALTY under the title of 
"Fundamental Differences." Therefore, I will only add a few important points.

True, Hitler compromised with the churches because he had little choice. He was crowded for time, he was crowded for space, he was 
crowded for resources, he was crowded by the events of history in trying to save Germany from the Jewish-Communist onslaught. He had to 
deal with a Germany of the 1920's and 30's, a far different situation from the America of the 1980's. Neither the time nor the place were ripe to 
tackle the Jewish spook-in-the-sky swindle that had been slopped on the White Race for 1,800 years. He realized this and tried his best to 
ignore the issue, compromise with it, even pretend to be part of it, although he thought altogether differently. He couldn't possibly have done 
otherwise. He was only trying to save Germany and expand the German's base eastward.

Today, in the last quarter of the twentieth century, we have a completely different situation, especially in America. The world is rapidly being 
mongrelized, the mud races (subsidized by the White Race) are exploding at an astronomical rate. Not only is the White Man on the run, but 
even Christianity is rapidly shrinking and in bad disrepute throughout the world. Even in the United States, Whitey is turning to stupid alien 
creeds such as Mooneyism, Hare Krishna, Zen, and hundreds of other far-out alien cults, all divisive and destructive of the White Race.

Hitler himself said time and time again, that National Socialism was a political movement, for the Germans only, and not for export. Had he won 
the war, he would have destroyed the Jew and undoubtedly restructured the world under Germanic hegemony and leadership.

This is not exactly the kind of "Whiter and Brighter World" we CREATORS have in mind, although it would have been a thousand times better 
than the Jew and nigger infested world we are now getting. Be that as it may, the point is, Hitler lost the war, and the chances of a new and 
similar revival coming out of a shrinking Germany occupied by 360,000 American troops are less that that of a snowball in hell.

The result of these events are that Hitler left no viable blueprint, religions, political or otherwise, that is applicable to America today, the only 
place in the world the White Race can now make a stand for its own resurrection and revival. I repeat, the Nazi ideology will not do the job. It is 
as dead as a door nail on a worldwide basis. At best, it was incomplete. It did not create a creed or a movement or a religion that could be 
applied on a worldwide basis without a militarily triumphant Germany. The only thing that will save us now is a dynamic, powerful racial religion 
for the White Race on a worldwide basis and it has to come out of America.

In CREATIVITY we have it. It is comprehensive, complete, competent and universal for the White Race throughout the world. We must now 
rally around it, polarize around it and build, build, build!

ARGUMENT No. 4 — "The more pro-White organizations we have, the better. As long as a man will serve his race and nation, I don't care if he 
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prays to Odin or Howdy-Doody. Once the Jews are gone and the niggers are on a boat, we can deal with the churches and Christianity."

There are a number of loose and polyglot ideas in this argument, and it is hard to sort them out. In the first place, as I have pointed out, it 
makes a great deal of difference as to whom a man prays, since his religion is also the most powerful motivator of his actions.

The Jews and the Christians have many things in common and one of them is DUAL LOYALTY. "The Spotlight" keeps pointing out the Dual 
Loyalty of the Jews, and correctly so, charging that the Jews' loyalty is split between their loyalty to the United States and their loyalty to Israel. 
This may be so, but it is not split on an even 50-50 basis. It is more like 95 percent for Israel and somewhere between 0 and 5 percent for the 
United States.

It is the same with the few Christians who even profess to be loyal to both Christianity and the White Race. Theirs, too, is a split Dual Loyalty, 
and like the Jews, it is unevenly divided. Like the Jews, it is more like 95 percent for the spook mythology and 5 percent for the White Race.

There is one other important point about Christians being with us in the racial cause. The overwhelming majority of professing Christians like 
Jerry Falwell and the rest of his ilk, the National Council of Churches and their cabal, profess no loyalty to the White Race whatsoever by falling 
all over themselves in their admiration and love for Israel, for the Jews, for the "Holy Land" and the rest of that tripe. Here are a few excerpts 
from the mouth of Jerry Falwell: "It is our duty as God's children to fight side by side with the Israelis against the nations who support anti-Israel 
forces like the P.L.O...." "...and as God promised. He will continue to bless our nation because God is on the side of the Jewish people and his 
Jewish nation, Israel." Then he duns the White Goyim to send funds for Israel:

"Please, don't delay in your reply. God's people need your help now more than ever and America needs to continue her support of Israel, if we 
are to remain a blessed nation. Please rush your gift of at least $20.00 today."

So much for the Christians and their loyalty to the White Race. All I can say for them is I hope they will fry in their own concocted
hell, lousy traitors that they are! 

Next, "Once the Jews and niggers are gone" — ah yes, happy day! But that day will never come unless and until we polarize and unite under 
one banner and forge a powerful battering ram to overwhelm the Jews and the racial mud tide. It will never happen under the dissention of ten 
thousand or twenty thousand splinter groups, all aimlessly meandering in different directions and as hostile to one another as they are to the 
"common enemy", whoever that is. Germany did not get their act together until Hitler managed to unite the thousands of splinter groups into 
one big powerful steam roller. Then things began to move.

We, the White Race, will never get the Jews, niggers and mud races off our backs until we unite and polarize under one mighty movement. 
This is a fact, and cannot be refuted. We do not need more splinter groups. Twenty thousand splinter groups in America alone have aimlessly 
come and gone since Germany was crushed and they have accomplished nothing.

So the question is: under what aegis should the White Race unite? A political party? An educational group like the Birch Society? A fraternal 
organization like the Klan? A quasi-religious revival of ancient Norse myths like the Odinists? The White Race will soon have to make up its 
collective mind, and the sooner the better, since we are reaching the end of the line.

Before completing this subject, which I will do in THE CONCLUSION, I want to air another sub-argument that keeps popping up, and it is this:

ARGUMENT No. 5 — "I have always been impressed with the Odinist creed, based on Nordic culture and expressing a reverence for our 
heritage."

There are several positive things that can be said for the Odinists. The first is that the modern people who have tried to revive this long defunct 
Norse religion are highly intelligent and some of the finest people we have. but the same thing, of course, can also be said of millions of White 
Christians. The second positive thing is, that undoubtedly the Vikings were great fighters and marauders, fine physical and genetic specimens 
of the White Race, a race of people we can be proud of.

From there on out the picture is not too bright. In the first place, the Vikings were, by and large, highly illiterate, and in comparison to the 
Greeks, Romans or Jews, left little of their religion, history or poetry in writing. Most of it comes to us second hand from other people's 
descriptions, most of whom were by then Christians. In short, culturally and religiously they were on a level with "Hagar the Horrible", as 
portrayed in the Sunday comics. They did not leave any great literary, artistic, philosophical or religious heritage for us to either emulate or 
admire. The second fault is that at that time, (around the eighth to the tenth centuries) when they were at their physical apex (in military might) 
they did not possess the psychological acumen of being able to stem the tide of Judaic-Christianity in their own ranks and as a result finally 
succumbed to it themselves. Today the Norse (Swedes, Norwegians and Danes) are as submissive, subdued and Jew-loving as any people on 
earth.

Now the question is this: if Odinism was no match for the treachery of Jewish Christianity a thousand years ago when the Vikings and Odinism 
were at their height, what would convince any White Man that a hodge-podge of Norse myths can today reverse the tide after a thousand years 
under much greater disadvantages?

The answer is, it can't and it won't. The people that are embracing it are basically playing games just like the Hollywood Nazis, trying to revive a 
past that is dead and gone. It is purely a vicarious ego trip in which they are trying to emulate and relive a mythical past much the same as Civil 
War buffs who get dressed up in the "Blue and Grey" and fire cannons and play war games. Whereas Odinism has the advantage over 
Christianity in that at least it represents White myths and traditions, yet no intelligent adherent of it today really believes in the fairy tales of 
Thor, Odin, Wodin, etc., any more than they do in Mother Goose. In short, it is not any solution to anything at all, but a naive exchange of one 
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set of myths for another of the pie-in-the-sky type. It will not do the job. Whereas we do need a strong White Racial religion, Odinism is not it. It 
is about as naive and shallow as the story of Hansel and Gretel in taking on the wily conspiracy of the treacherous Jew. There are any number 
of arguments presented by our detractors, but I believe I have covered the main points and I want to bring this analysis to a conclusion and 
move on to a positive and comprehensive answer to the problem of how can we best promote the survival, expansion and advancement of the 
White Race.

CONCLUSION — The best way to find that answer is to look at the experience of history and see what worked and who was successful.

The answer fairly shouts from the pages. The tribe of Judah has been most successful in not only surviving over the longest period of time as a 
racial and cultural entity, but they have also been by far the most successful in gaining control of the world for themselves. How did they do it? 
That answer, too, is obvious: They did it by polarizing around a powerful and fanatic racial religion.

What is the answer for the White Race?

Here too, the answer shouts loud and clear and we can take it directly out of the pages of Jewish history. We need a dynamic and powerful 
racial religion for ourselves. Once we have it, all other organizations can gravitate around it, feed into it, polarize around it and make it by far 
the most powerful and constructive instrument in the history of the White Man's civilization.

My fellow White Racial Comrades, we now have such a White Racial religion in CREATIVITY. It is complete, comprehensive and concentrated. 
If you know of a better one, tell me about it. We do not need more polyglot organizations or more polyglot minds. We need to unite, polarize 
and build the massive structure on the foundation we now have in order to accomplish the job. The blueprints are there and are finished.

* * * * *
Why not do something meaningful? Become a Minister of the Creativity Movement as recommended on Page 6 of this issue and form a 
powerful Church group in your area. Help the survival, expansion and advancement of the White Race and build a Whiter and Brighter World.

* * * * *
What have you done for the White Race today?

Racial Loyalty Issue 10 - March 1984 
Who Needs Them? A Polyglot Mind and a Polyglot Society 
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Racial Loyalty Issue 10 - March 1984 
The School for Gifted Boys - Why the Need is Urgent 

We all know that the worldwide Jewish network is hell-bent on mongrelizing, decimating and utterly exterminating the White Race as such. This 
we have shown time and again in the various chapters of our White Man's Bibles and in numerous articles written in this paper. The proof is so 
overwhelming that any White Man would have to be blind, deaf and dumb not to see it happening all around him. To achieve this mass 
genocide, the Jew has for centuries used every treacherous technique and weapon available to him. Today he is stepping up that program into 
a shrieking crescendo. Besides the power of money, government, the propaganda networks, (and many other powerful weapons) the Jew has, 
with sinister cunning, enlisted the White Man's religious leaders themselves into the virulent campaign to destroy the White Race. B—id— the 
Jewish Theological Schools, In which they train their own Talmudic leaders, there are Presbyterian Theological Seminaries, Lutheran, Baptist, 
Catholic and every other stripe of theological seminaries in which the future religious leaders of the White Race are taught to hate their own 
race, to love the Jew, and
promote race-mixing with a vengeance.

Where in the whole wide world is there an organized counterpart for training our young people to become leaders in the defense of the White 
Race? 

The brutal truth is that there is none, absolutely none.

The Creativity Movement seriously intends to do something about this. Since no one has done anything in the past, we are virtually starting 
from scratch. We have already started, albeit in a small way, but we have started. We have started building a School for Gifted Boys, where we 
hope to initially orient gifted young boys to at least start studying and thinking about the future of the White Race and their own future in this 
polyglot world.

Whereas the start may be small, we hope that it will be a burgeoning seed bed for the future leaders of our religious movement, CREATIVITY. 
We further hope that it will be the wellspring of our future leaders In the defense of our race, leaders )n government, in industry, in the arts and 
in the White Man's culture. We want to teach them to think White, to look at the world through the White Man's eyes, from the White Man's 
point of view and enlist them in the exiting struggle of BUILDING A WHITER AND BRIGHTER WORLD.

Our most precious asset is our own White racial genes and the cream of the crop is that I or 2 percent of the gifted, both boys and girls, at the 
top of the intelligence ladder. It is the geniuses at the top that hold our future in their hands and we either build a framework within which these 
gifted can fully develop their latent genius or we will find ourselves rapidly going on a downhill toboggan slide to chaos, anarchy and oblivion. 
With the onslaught of our enemies now in high gear, that day will not be long In coming. Only an aroused, united White Race fanatically 
polarized around a racial religion can stop it. To build such a powerful organization, we need leaders, brilliant leaders and we need them by the 
thousands. We need to get started, now! The Creativity Movement has indeed started.

When I was in high school some 50 years ago, the "exceptional child" was the bright child, and although there was jealousy and prejudice 
against such a child even then, at least he or she was grudgingly recognized as gifted, as "bright", as exceptionally intelligent, and respected 
as such. Even then, however, little was done to help develop the latent gifts inherent in such a child.

Today, the term "exceptional child" has been completely reversed, and now it means the exceptionally dumb child. The retarded, the idiots and 
the morons today are fondly enrolled in schools for "exceptional" children, and money seems to be no object. The bitter fact is, the government, 
the churches and the welfare agencies lavish many times the funding (extracted from White taxpayers, of course) on the derelicts of society, 
the morons, and the retarded who have no future, than they do on the gifted. In fact, no effort at all is made to develop the best, the finest, the 
gifted. It is the lower dregs who will be a problem and a burden on society to the end of their lives that our governmental and religious 
establishments love to lavish with attention and money.

What happens to our White gifted children today? Well, usually if they are "processed" in our public schools they will be placed in a class of 
mental inferiors, with niggers, Mexicans and other mud races, and taught the joys of Integration and race-mixing. Like a fast ship in a slow 
convoy they will be tied to the snail's pace of the slowest learner in the class. The few latent geniuses, not even realizing their own worth, will 
be bored, frustrated and for good reason become bitterly anti-social. They will become rebellious, belligerent and develop serious personality 
problems. Chances are extremely high that in today's drug infested environment they will turn to drugs as a cop-out. Senator Paula Hawkins of 
Florida has stated flatly that there is hardly a school in the United States above the fourth grade that is not already permeated with drugs.

Remember, these are every individual's most precious, most formative years, the years of their childhood and their youth. In such a sick, torpid 
school environment the chances are high that instead of a brilliant future towards which such a bright child could contribute so much to our 
race, will instead turn to a wasted life of frustration. Most likely that bright child will instead end up in a life of crime, behind bars.

This is terrible. It is horrible how the Jew is forcibly (by force of law) taking our children away from us, funneling them into their meat grinder 
and turning them into drug junkies, juvenile delinquents and finally, adult criminals.

What is the alternative? To ask the question is to already imply the answer. We must build our own institutional structure — schools for 
orienting and educating our children. The Creativity Movement has decided to start first with our gifted — the most precious — and finally all 
our children in our own White schools where they will be oriented first and foremost to respect and cherish the value of their own race.

This is the program The Creativity Movement has in mind and we are making a start — the most important step. Small as that start may be, it is 
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a beginning — a beginning whose potential knows no bounds.

We are building a school that we hope will accommodate 24 boys for 2 week sessions during the summer months. It will be designed to be a 
combination of a summer camp and an orientation center towards White Racial awareness. The boys will be housed in the school itself, in the 
style of a summer camp building. There will be three sets of bathrooms. There will be a large dining room in the same building and a kitchen to 
service the hungry horde. The total area of the building will be a modest 2,500 square feet (slightly enlarged from our previous plans).

It is our intention that each 2 week session be a pleasant summer outing and a memorable experience for each boy. Of even greater 
importance will be a program of orientation that we hope will leave a lasting impression. We therefore plan to have a mix of fun and games with 
study and orientation, giving about equal time to each side of the coin. We intend to run as many consecutive 2 week sessions as time allows 
and as we have candidates to fill the sessions. Now we realize, that in two weeks the opportunity to orient and educate arc strictly limited, but 
WE CAN DO SOME VERY SIGNIFICANT THINGS, even in two weeks. What we want to accomplish is this: we want to make these young 
impressionable minds aware of the value of their race, instruct them in racial loyalty, and start them on the road to studying the basic Bibles of 
our religion. We want them further more to become aware of the fact that their first duty lies with their race, to inculcate racial loyalty and a 
sense of responsibility. Before they leave we want them to start thinking about their own roles as future leaders in the struggle for survival and 
advancement. We want them to realize that their only future lies with the White Race and outside of the racial framework only a polyglot future 
of racial chaos awaits them. This much we believe we can do in two weeks.

We want to START LAYING THE GROUNDWORK NOW for the future LEADERSHIP CADRE of the WHITE RACE.

On the recreational side we plan to have the boys enjoy the outdoors, the pleasures of hiking, organized games, practice sessions in archery, 
firearm safety and also how to use such (if necessary, for defense), baseball, tennis and other sports. Since we are in the close vicinity, here in 
the Blue Ridge Mountains, to streams that are ideal for white-water rafting, we will also try to work this in, depending on expense. The 
Appalachian Trail is only 6 miles west of us, and will be a favorite hiking repast, you can be sure. There are many other activities that will be 
available to us, but the above is at least a partial curriculum.

As in everything else in our far reaching programs, we can do very little without the unstinting support of people — thousands of good racially 
conscious White people. Without supporters like you, we can do nothing. Therefore, we ask that you give us all the help you can. We need it.

What you can do at this time besides making financial contributions is to start looking for candidates for our school this coming summer. (Yes, 
we hope to start this summer.) We don't have a fee schedule as yet, but I'm sure it will be in line with other summer camps. If you know of any 
young boys between the ages of 10 and 16 that could appreciate such a 2 week program, start talking to them. If you have a nephew, or a 
cousin, or a friend of a friend, tell them about it and let's get the ball rolling. 
SO LETS GET STARTED! The Sooner the Better!

To say the success of the CREATIVITY movement will mean so much to so many is an understatement. Do your part. Help bring it
about.

Racial Loyalty Issue 10 - March 1984 
The School for Gifted Boys - Why the Need is Urgent 
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Racial Loyalty Issue 10 - March 1984 
Manual for Ordained Ministers - How to Organize a Church Group of Your Own 

When J. Pierpont Morgan was asked. How much does it cost to own a yacht? He replied, "If you must ask, you can't afford It." Similarly, it has 
been stated that if you must ask how do you organize your own group, you probably aren't qualified for the job. I do not take this position at all. 
Forming a Creativity Movement group of your own is not anywhere as expensive nor as difficult as owning a yacht. The fact of the matter is, 
any White Man or Woman can do it, and no special talents or resources are needed. All you have to have is the 2 D Formula — Dedication and 
Determination.

Let us state one obvious fact right at the beginning. Every White Man, Woman and Child has a tremendous stake in the success of the 
CREATIVITY movement, whether they now realize it or not. Never in history has the welfare of the WORLD'S FINEST depended so much on 
the success  of a single movement. It therefore behooves every White Man, Woman and Child whose eyes have been opened to reality to get 
into the act, to become a promoter and to do something.

So let us set forth a few simple guidelines, step by step.

A. Initial Phase.

1. The first and most important step is to GET STARTED now! Not tomorrow, next week or next year. Get started forming a Church group of 
your own, whether you have been ordained as a Minister by our Church or not.

2. Getting started is fairly simple. Read The White Man's Bibles, all three of them, become well versed in the creed and the program. I presume 
that you have already done this. So you are probably ready for the next basic step in becoming a leader, a promoter and an activist.

3. Draw up a list of your contacts — friends, relatives, acquaintances, or even people that are important (such as state legislators, city 
councilmen, etc.) that are not personal acquaintances, but should be contacted.

4. Send (or give) them a copy of our basic flyer, such as we have recently printed and is enclosed with this issue. Or, send them a particular 
copy of RACIAL LOYALTY, or a copy of NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION, or The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE or SALUBRIOUS LIVING. Use your 
discretion as to which would be most effective as a lead-in.

5. Follow up later and find out whether (a) you have sparked interest, or (b) discovered a goldmine, or (c) contacted a "dud."

6. The real secret of success is the follow-up, and don't be discouraged.

Cultivate the partially interested the (a) type, but feed the information to them in moderate amounts with timely spacing. Don't overwhelm them 
in the first rush and turn them off. Your pay-off might come in a week, a month or maybe years later. You never know what will develop. You 
have sown the seeds and the ramifications may exceed your fondest expectations.

The Type (b), the go-getter, is of course our main objective. Help him obtain a Membership Certificate, subscribe to RACIAL Loyalty and have 
him become part of your Church group about which we will have more to say later.

Even the "dud" is not a total loss. If you have supplied him with one or more flyers, or other pieces of literature, or one of the Bibles, likely as 
not he will pass it on to a friend or an uncle, or someone in his circle of contacts that he believes will be interested. So remember, any literature 
you put out is productive. It is like planting seeds. Some will take root and flourish, others may fall on barren ground. But the bottom line is this 
— the more seeds you plant, the bigger the harvest.

7. If you do not have a Ministerial Certificate from The Creativity Movement yet, write for an application, and we will have you ordained shortly. 
But, don't let this delay you in getting your group started. CONCLUSION: Propagandize to the limit of your resources, whether you are a 
Minister or not. Become a Minister as soon as possible. It will give you additional prestige and authority.

B. The Mechanics of Setting Up an Organization.

One of the major misconceptions that many, or perhaps most would-be organizers harbor is that you must have an elaborate framework for 
forming your own group or organization. They ask — should we incorporate? Do we need a charter? Do I need to apply for a permit from the 
county, state, or I.R.S.?

1. The answer is, you need none of these. You are exercising your civil and religious rights under the guarantee of The FIRST AMENDMENT.

The most important move is step A 1. Get started! Enlist contacts. Get a group going even if it consists of only you and a second member. 

2. When you get the operation moving, the next formal step would be to select a name for your group, such as, "Hooper Valley Creativity 
Movement", or "Creativity Movement No. 54", or "Jackson County Creativity Movement", or any name that strikes your fancy, but include 
Creativity Movement with it, so that you have a definite identity with our Church.

3. Next, get a Post Office box in that name, and probably open up a bank account in the name of your group also.

4. As you get more members and more muscle together you might want to get some stationary printed up with the name of your group 
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prominently displayed on it. However, if you would rather utilize limited funds for the distribution of more literature instead, a rubber stamp on 
your envelopes will do just as well.

5. As your membership expands beyond 3, delegate specific duties to different members, such as secretarial work, mailing, fund raising, 
telephone calling, etc., and bestow titles on such people so that they get "the feel" of being a specific and important member in the 
organization. There is nothing more conducive to results than keeping each member busy doing something constructive, and making such 
members feel that they are accomplishing something positive.

6. Recognition of each member's work is extremely important. We all need to be encouraged, recognized, and rewarded for dedicated work, in 
one way or another. Having such recognition brought out at each meeting whenever possible is one of the most appreciated rewards in itself.

C. Regular Meetings.

It is important that each group establish a regular time and place for meetings.

To begin with, when the group is still small, this could be in the Minister's home, or if more convenient or suitable, in a member's home. An 
alternative might be to rotate to several members' homes, but not necessarily every member's, since some for family reasons might find this 
highly impractical.

As the group grows, it might decide to meet as a breakfast group in some restaurant. This could be done on Saturday mornings, or if they 
prepare for an early meeting, such as 7 a.m., this could also be arranged during week days. In fact, when I was in the Toastmaster's Club 
(some 20 years ago) we had such early Breakfast Meetings in one group and Dinner Meetings in another group. As the group grows larger, a 
meeting hall can be rented at such places as Holiday Inns, or other hotels, or certain restaurants. Some can be had without meals, in other 
cases meals are mandatory. It is preferable to have such meetings without meals, if possible, since these are becoming increasingly expensive 
and will exclude many prospective members. It is advisable to have light refreshments at the end of the meeting. This generally allows for more 
personal fellowship and acquaintanceship, and also a warmer feeling of kinship — the idea of "breaking bread together."

D. Suggested Procedure at Meetings.

1. It is preferable to have a set general agenda for all meetings and also a specific agenda for each particular meeting. Each group should have 
their own procedural rules and character.

2. One of the first standard procedures might be to re-iterate at the beginning of each meeting that the purpose of these religious meetings is 
the survival, expansion and advancement of the White Race. That we must, as White Racial Comrades, get the Jewish parasites off our backs 
and regain unconditional control of our own destiny. Impress upon the membership at each meeting that this is serious business, that the future 
of our children, of their children, and the survival of civilization and the White Race itself is at stake; that the only way to regain control of our 
own destiny is to organize a massive organization to steamroller the enemy — Jews, niggers and mud races — out of our country, out of our 
lives and out of our cultures. We have everything to lose and nothing to gain if we don't take action; that we have nothing to lose and the world 
to gain if we embark on aggressive organized action; remind the group that this is what we are gathered here for, and that we shall proceed.

3. The next procedure might be for the Minister to read a select text or perhaps even a major part of a Chapter from either
NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION or The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE and discuss the ramifications of said text and amplify upon it as to how it 
pertains to the situation they, the group, are now facing.

4. Proceed on to constructive suggestions as to what action to take, and how to effectively recruit, organize, propagandize and expand the size 
and effectiveness of the organization. Keep stressing the importance of distributing Bibles and literature, proselytizing and recruiting.

5. Review what work the members have done since the last meeting and praise and encourage each member whenever possible.

6. Discussion of current local and national events, and how the group can take advantage of any given situations to further promote
our CAUSE.

7. CAUTION: Do not fall Into the favorite no-win clap trap of endlessly rehashing the problem. Instead, emphasize constructive and meaningful 
plans and action, with the positive conclusion that we are not helpless, we are not without resources, that we can and we will overcome all 
obstacles. Talk and preach Success! There is no substitute for VICTORY, and no substitute for the White Race!

E. Organizational Format.

1. We must always keep in mind that we are a religious organization, not a meek, pious group of spineless handwringers, but an aggressive 
fanatic group of Racial Comrades, the core of whose religion is the survival, expansion and advancement of the White Race; that our purpose 
is and always will be to build a Whiter and Brighter World for ourselves and our future progeny. But we must keep in mind that we are a 
religious organization.

2. It is our Format that each religious group be headed by an ordained Minister of our Church. We presume you already are an ordained 
Minister of our Church, but if not, we suggest you apply to our World Center for ordination as a Minister. But don't let that delay you In starting 
your group. We have cited elsewhere in this issue the requirements and all of the advantages of becoming an ordained Minister of the Church.

3. Also remember, that all our organizational procedures are along the lines of the Leadership Principle, that as such, the minister is the 
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Captain of his ship and of his organization. He can appoint and delegate duties to various members. He can change these as he sees fit and 
even expel members if it is his mature judgment that they are an impediment to his organization.

4. In this latter respect it is important to investigate the background of each prospective new member as much as possible. We can take it for 
granted that the hostile establishment will try to infiltrate our membership with race traitors - C.I.A., F.B.I, and other undercover agents. This is 
a problem we face and will continue to face for some time, but we must not be intimidated, nor can we allow ourselves to be slowed down, in 
our aggressive campaign to expand the organization.

The best we can do therefore, is to know as much as possible about a prospective new member and use our good judgment. This is the 
Minister's responsibility. Should he find he made an error, that a member is either a threat to the organization, or just a plain troublemaker, or a 
detriment to the organization, or perhaps even a paid agent of the Jewish establishment, then such member must be expelled promptly and 
with dispatch.

5. Each group may have their own membership rules, fees and procedures as they deem is best in their judgment, or the judgment of the 
Minister. However, in order to qualify as a member of The Creativity Movement, each member must apply to the World Center and obtain from 
the Headquarters a Membership Certificate and Card in accordance with the requirements of the Church. This is necessary in order to provide 
for the funding of the central organization itself, and also give cohesiveness and unity to the movement. Only by polarizing the creed, purpose 
and philosophy of the organization as a whole into a cohesive, powerful battering ram can we ever hope to overcome a powerful and 
entrenched enemy.

Please note: The above are INITIAL GUIDELINES to getting started. As the organization grows in numbers and in influence, they will be added 
to, revised and supplemented. The main idea is to get started. Remember, we have nothing to lose and the world to gain by taking meaningful, 
aggressive action. Every White Racial Comrade can be a promoter and recruiter whether they have an organization or not. We need more 
dedicated activists!

* * * * *
Christianity is the Jew's massive Maginot Line. It must be cracked before we can annihilate the enemy.

Racial Loyalty Issue 10 - March 1984 
Manual for Ordained Ministers - How to Organize a Church Group of Your Own 
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Racial Loyalty Issue 10 - March 1984 
Every Creator a Reverend - The Advantages of Becoming an Ordained Minister 

Now that we have the blueprints drawn, the foundations laid and the framework for the White Racial Religion of the future under construction, it 
behooves us to put muscle on the bones as quickly as possible. This we are attempting to do and the means to do it with are people - more 
good, aggressive. White activist people. We need to utilize our resources to the utmost and take advantage of every means at our disposal.

As I have pointed out any number of times, religion is undoubtedly the most powerful motivator and energizer to ever influence the human 
elements throughout history. Combine this with a racial fervor as the Jews and Moslems have done and you have a combination that is 
intensely powerful. In CREATIVITY we finally have such a combination for the White Race.

Religion, like a fire, to a powerful force, but like fire, it can be either constructive or destructive depending on how it to need, by whom, and on 
whom. As I have also pointed out innumerable times, the Jews concocted Christianity for us, slopped it on us, and used it as a powerful tool 
against us and for our own self-destruction. However, now that CREATIVITY has come along, we can take a long historical view of all this 
religious anarchy which the White Race has suffered and profit from the lessons it has taught us. We can and should learn from experience. 
We can and must especially learn from the disastrous experience such as the nightmare of mongrelization the White Race is being subjected 
to right now. We can learn the same methods, techniques and procedures our enemies use and put them to work for our own best interests. 
Now that we CREATORS are no longer interested in saving (the scum of) humanity, but instead look at every issue from the basis of our own 
Golden Rule, "What is best for the White Race?" we too, can do many powerful things with religion, our own religion.

This short treatise is designed to emphasize only one limited phase of that all-encompassing program, and that is to fully utilize the 
extraordinary prestige and influence religious titles exercise in our culture and society. The Jews have bragged time and again that practically 
every new issue (such as integration and mongrelization) that they want to slop on the White Race they promote first through the ministers (the 
White Man's) and the churches as a moral issue. Why? Because there is an Inherent "reverence" for "the Reverend." They not only use this 
ploy with the White "Reverends," but also and especially by means of the black "Reverends" who, though they are just recently emerged from 
the jungles, are now almost instantly converted into a near deity by turning their collar around and draping them with the religious mantle of 
"Reverend."

When they picked an alleged Communist, panderer and car thief by the name of Martin Luther Koon to head up the "civil rights" movement of 
the sixties, they first of all made sure that he had the handle of "Reverend." They did the same with his successor, the "Reverend" Abernathy, 
although anyone looking closely Into that dark and sinister face can visibly see in it more malignant criminal hatred for the White Race than any 
so-called Christian love and charity. The same goes for the "Reverend" Jesse Jackson, and a host of other black "Reverends" whose jungle 
English can hardly be comprehended.

Well, two can play that game. We now have a religion of our own, a White Man's religion, established for the survival of the White Race, for the 
White Man's benefit. It is called CREATIVITY. Since religion to like fire, let us make sure we utilize ours to burn down the treacherous facade 
that to being need against us, and to fuel our own engines to steamroller the Jews and other mud races out of our culture.

In CREATIVITY we have a legitimate, powerful religion that has every right, privilege and protection as spelled out under civil and religious 
guarantees of the First Amendment of the Constitution. We CREATORS DO NOT ASK the Jewish establishment whether we, too, can exercise 
those rights the same as any Jew or nigger. We do not stand there, hat in hand, begging. WE DEMAND that we have those rights 
unquestionably, and woe betide any Jew, nigger or race traitor who would stand in our way and fain deny us our legal rights and equal 
protection under the law of the land.

So let us proceed and exercise our muscle and our constitutionally guaranteed rights. Let us too have ordained Ministers and Reverends to 
spearhead our noble and sacred Cause. This is nothing new in our movement. We have been ordaining Ministers of The Creativity Movement 
for over ten years, and presenting qualified members with Ministerial Certificates. The Mormons throughout their history have instituted the 
practice of obligating every member to become a lay missionary. What we now want to do is step up our campaign and have every valid 
member of The Creativity Movement apply for, and if qualified, receive, a Ministerial Certificate, and become an Ordained Minister.

What are the advantages of doing so? Well, there are many and I want to briefly recapitulate them here:

1. The prestige and recognition that automatically go with the title are a most valuable asset that has long been recognized by the Christians, 
Jews and niggers. We, too, can capitalize on it. 

2. The legal protection under the First Amendment is much more pervasive for a religious group, front, organization, or whatever, than say a 
political group (like the Nazis) or a fraternal organization, a "charitable organization" (always suspect of fraud) or a civic organization, or any 
other. Whereas, the news media or any political hack will eagerly kick a Nazi around like some dog, they will differentially treat with kid gloves 
any "Reverend" who heads up a religious organization. Why? Because to attack him possibly opens up the same charges against all other 
"religious" organizations and could bring the wrath of the religious "establishment" down on their heads.

3. It lays the basis for the legitimate claim of exemption from the tyrannical and voracious Jewish tax collectors. It is no guarantee, but it is a 
strong claim that we can and must defend. If the Jewish synagogues get tax exemptions, why shouldn't we? If the nigger's "religious" 
establishments get tax exemptions, why shouldn't we? If the Catholic Church, which is headquartered in a foreign country, gets tax exemptions, 
why shouldn't we? The answer is: there is no reason in the world why we shouldn't and we must demand and defend our religious and civil 
rights guaranteed under the First Amendment (also, the Fourteenth — "Equal Protection under the Law" clause.)
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4. Since most religious groups in this country (and around the world) are based on a most transparent hoax (the spooks-in-the-sky swindle), 
but nevertheless wield a lot of political and moral clout, the Jewish establishment (i.e., the government) is most skittish about arguing the issue 
in the courts, since it can and will bring out so many obvious flaws, swindles, hoaxes and contradictions that it might bring down the whole 
odious house of cards. We CREATORS must realize this, and that is our trump card — we are probably the only legitimate religion on the 
world scene whose beliefs, creed and philosophy if baaed on truth and reality. All others, be they Christianity, Judaic, Mormon or Moslem, arc 
totally based on a collection of hocus-pocus. Their basis is built on the flotsam of far- out superstitions, on myths, hearsay and lies that won't 
stand the light of day. They cannot either substantiate or justify their supernatural claims and swindles. Ours is based on fact, on the Eternal 
Laws of Nature, ON REALITY, on the truth. You can't beat that - but nevertheless, we are forced to, and we must defend it at all costs. All right, 
we now realize the advantages of a religious movement, especially ours. We realize the advantages of being an Ordained Minister of The 
Church and of having the title of Reverend. So, why not utilize this advantage for every good, upstanding member of The Creativity Movement?

Why not, indeed? Why don't yon become an Ordained Minister of The Creativity Movement? Why not utilize your best talents for the promotion 
of our sacred goal — the survival, expansion and advancement of the White Race?

So how do you go about becoming an Ordained Minister of our Church? Here are the steps:

1. First, become a member of our Church. We sent out renewal and new membership forms last month and we are enclosing them again this 
month. However, to recapitulate: If you are not now a member, you can become one by applying by letter and donating $25.00 to The Church. 
In return you will receive:

(a) A Membership Certificate and a wallet-sized Membership Card.

(b) A 12 month's subscription to our periodical, RACIAL LOYALTY.

(c) Your choice of either a packet of: the 3 Basic Books of Creativity: NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION, The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE and 
SALUBRIOUS LIVING; or, 100 copies of this issue of RACIAL LOYALTY (or any previous issue.)

2. Next, after having thoroughly studied our creed and program as set forth in our three sacred books, write us for an application form to 
become ordained. 

3. Upon submission of your application along with a passport-sized photograph of yourself and a further donation of $15.00 (for which, again, 
you will have a choice of literature and materials sent to you] your credentials will then be reviewed.

4. If you are deemed to be a legitimate White Man or Woman over the age of 16, and have convinced us that you are dedicated to the noble 
cause of the White Race, you will be awarded a Certificate of Minister, with all the ensuing credentials for becoming an inspirational leader in 
your area.

This will have the further advantage of giving you the prestige and credentials to form a Church group of your own as set forth in the previous 
chapter. Why not avail yourself of these advantages? Act Now!

We Want to Start Laying the Groundwork Now, for the Future Leadership Cadre of the White Race.

Racial Loyalty Issue 10 - March 1984 
Manual for Ordained Ministers - How to Organize a Church Group of Your Own 
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Racial Loyalty Issue 10 - March 1984 
I am Honored (I think) 

It seems I have the dubious honor of being listed in the ADL's Handbook of their most hated enemies. So I am flattered. A man is not only to be 
judged by his friends, but also by the enemies he keeps. Here is what they have to say about me in "A Handbook: Extremism on the Right":

Ben Klassen, 63, was born in the Ukraine and emigrated with his family to Mexico, to Canada, and eventually to the U.S. He is a semi-retired 
real estate salesman who settled in Florida in 1958. Klassen initially came to media attention in 1966 when he was elected a member of the 
lower house of the Florida State legislature. He campaigned against busing and the federal government. One month after his election, he was 
introduced at the John Birch Society's eighth annual birthday dinner in New York by the Society's founder and leader, Robert Welch.

In the late 1960's, Klassen was active in the John Birch Society. Indeed, he opened and ran an American Opinion bookstore to distribute Birch 
Society literature. However, he subsequently had a falling out with the Birchers over the purported controllers of the alleged international 
conspiracy to destroy the U.S. He has called the Birch Society "a smokescreen for the Jews." In 1967, Klassen ran unsuccessfully in the 
Republican primary for the Florida State Senate. In 1968, he was Florida chairman of Presidential candidate George Wallace's American 
Independent Party.

Klassen went on to found The Creativity Movement in 1973 and to publish a book entitled, NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION, a 511-page anti-
Jewish and racist tome promoting White supremacy. In it he proclaimed: "We completely reject the Judeo-democratic-Marxist values of today, 
and supplant them with new and basic values, of which race is the foundation." In 1981, Klassen published a sequel to NATURE'S ETERNAL 
RELIGION called THE WHITE MAN'S BIBLE. It proclaims, among other things, "To hell with the niggers, to hell with the Jews."

In addition to his books, Klassen has from time to time published other anti-Jewish and racist materials. Since mid-1979, he has mailed to 
individuals around the country, unsolicited, copies of an anti-Federal Reserve booklet entitled, "The Brutal Truth About Inflation and Financial 
Enslavement — The Federal Reserve Board - The Most Gigantic Counterfeiting Ring in the World," which bears the name of The Creativity 
Movement, of Lighthouse Point, Florida. It charges that "the Federal Reserve Banks are owned, lock, stock and barrel, by a criminal gang of 
International Jewish Bankers" and adds: "The Federal Reserve owns the U.S. Government and manipulates it tike a puppet, solely for the 
interests of this avaricious international gang of Jewish jackals, who control the world, its money, and its economy."

Klassen concludes his anti-Semitic booklet by declaring: "Now that you understand the Jewish program of piracy, looting and enslavement by 
means of the Federal Reserve and money manipulations, now get the rest of the story and the program of The Creativity Movement by reading 
the White Man's Bible: NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION."

In May, 1982, the Associated Press reported that Klassen was supervising the construction of his church, The Creativity Movement, in the 
community of Mulberry in the mountain area of western North Carolina. Klassen said that Mulberry, located less than three miles from the 
Georgia-North Carolina line, was chosen for the church site because Florida had become too dangerous. He declared: "I think South Florida is 
due for a lot of turmoil when bloody fighting breaks out." Klassen added: "Actually, I expect the financial collapse of the entire country, and 
blood will be flowing in the streets."

In January, 1983, the Franklin (N.C.) Press, the newspaper serving the Mulberry community, reported that construction of Klassen's church 
appeared to be completed. Beneath a photograph of the Church, the Press, in part, noted: "Klassen, an avowed White supremacist from 
Lighthouse Point, Florida, who owns land in Macon County, said he plans to use the Mulberry site as a center to disseminate his pro-Hitler, anti-
Jew, anti-Negro and anti-Christian literature."

The only thing that irks me is that they keep calling me a salesman. I haven't been salesman for anybody for 37 years, but have been in 
business for myself practically all my adult life. So, put that in your pipe and smoke it, ADL, and be sure you correct that little tidbit in your 
computers in Tel Aviv also.

Racial Loyalty Issue 10 - March 1984 
I am Honored (I think) 
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Racial Loyalty Issue 11 - April 1984 
Follow Your Dream - How to Utilize Your Wealth Effectively 

A friend of mine recently told me that his (Christian) minister had delivered a sermon on the subject, "How to Sin Effectively." I was rather 
intrigued by the title, and although I have no idea what the gist of his sermon was, I presume that he was suggesting that if you are going to 
"sin" at least get the most pleasure or benefit out of it. This would be sound advice, if that is what he advised. In any case, we of The Creativity 
Movement suggest that course of action in most effectively utilizing your financial assets. Right at the outset many of our readers will 
undoubtedly interject with "Wealth? What wealth? I don't have any wealth."

Well, I am speaking of the collective wealth of the White Race, and although in financial assets it is exceeded by that of the parasitical Jew 
(only because we were dumb enough to allow them to rob us blind) we are in many respects the most wealthy race on the face of the earth. 
Potentially we could own it all, and rightfully we should. But even as it is, we do have a tremendous amount of physical and financial assets. 
There are among our race many financial giants. To name a few: The Hunts of Texas; the Fords of Detroit; the late Howard Hughes; the Coors 
of Colorado; the late J. Paul Getty; the DuPonts of Delaware; the Rockefellers of New York and elsewhere (no, they are not Jews, merely 
Jewish stooges); the Astors and the Vanderbilts, who after eight or nine generations of hedonist dissipation still own massive wealth; there are 
the MacArthurs, one of which owns MacArthur's Milk, and the other the late insurance tycoon, John MacArthur, whom I met personally and 
tried vainly to enlist in the White Man's cause before his recent demise at the age of 82. He left a fortune of over a billion. Then there is the 
billionaire shipping magnate, K. Ludwig, whose assets are reported to be in the billions.

These are just a few of the better known public figures who are White and whose fortunes range in the hundred million to a billion category. 
The good news is that any one of them could easily bankroll the CREATIVITY movement over the top in a few years and forever break the 
Jewish death grip on the White Race.

This is a most encouraging thought and Just as we will find the Great White Promoter (See RACIAL LOYALTY Issue No. 10) so too, sooner or 
later, will we find the Great White "Angel". Then there are countless other White millionaires in the 100 million category whom I have not listed, 
who are not so well known to the public, but they are in the wings, nevertheless. I repeat, they are numerous. Added to the above, there arc a 
host of other White tycoons who have made multimillion dollar fortunes in electronics, in computers, in beer (August Busch), in construction 
(George Steinbrenner), in real estate (MacArthur), in insurance and in a host of other endeavors. As I have said In RACIAL LOYALTY No. 9, 
we are not helpless. Wealth is power if used effectively. The main point of this article is that we have not been using the tremendous wealth at 
our disposal effectively. On the contrary, we have been dissipating it stupidly, yes wantonly, and not for the benefit of the White Race, but 
rather overwhelmingly to aid and abet our most treacherous enemies, enemies whose insane obsession is the destruction of the White Race.

It is the object of this dissertation to thoroughly analyze this strange situation, to suggest a sane and constructive course of action and to so 
utilize and channel the tremendous wealth and power of the White Race that it will serve our own best interests. We want to break the Jewish 
stranglehold on the White Race, no matter what the cost, and again become masters of our own destinies. The key to the solution is a matter 
of attitude. In this respect the White Race has been led around by the nose by its own most destructive enemy, the piratical Jew. To solve the 
problem, we must first of all change the White Man's basic attitude towards money and wealth itself. We must explode the Jewish attitude that 
wealth is an end in itself, but rather that it is only a powerful means. It is the end towards which this means is channeled that we must clarify.

In this respect, I am reminded of a story that my daddy told me at least 50 years ago. It is so old that I have forgotten the details, but I have not 
forgotten the essence. If my memory serves me right, it concerns a system the British in India utilized in catching wild monkeys, in which they 
placed visible chestnuts in a fixed trough.

Over this trough they had a barrier with holes just barely large enough for the monkey to slip its hand through in order to grasp the nuts. 
However, once It had the nut in its hand and closed its fist, it could not retract it through that same hole and it was stuck. Of course, the 
monkey could open its hand and let go of the nut, and make its getaway. But somehow they were either too stupid or too greedy to do so, and 
remained trapped. In the end they lost not only their nut, but also their liberty.

Similarly, the White Man of today, by being either too stupid to utilize his wealth for his own best interests, or too crassly commercial to let go of 
it, is losing both his nut and his liberty. He is squandering and dissipating his wealth and power wantonly and foolishly. This is a major calamity 
and we will pay dearly for this insanity. Let me therefore suggest a few simple, basic guidelines as to what you as an individual can do, whether 
your fortune is modest or tremendous.

GUIDELINE No. 1: Realize that money is power. It is a means, not an end in itself. DECIDE WHAT YOU WANT TO ACCOMPLISH WITH 
WHAT YOU HAVE. This is the first and most important step.

GUIDELINE No. 2: Don't hoard your money to leave to heirs. Spend it on your most cherished goal or goals (whatever they are) while you are 
still alive. The most ideal (but probably unattainable) situation would be to have made millions, but die broke, having spent it all wisely, while 
still alive, on the goals that were most important to you. (This reminds me of a joke about the rich uncle's will, when opened, read: "I, John 
Smith, being of sound mind and body, spent every dime of it while I was still alive.")

These guidelines are simple as A B C, but they are tremendously important, and I am going to cite a few glaring examples of well-known 
people who were financial wizards, highly intelligent, but when it came to utilizing their tremendous wealth effectively, they were stupid as hell.

Case A. HENRY FORD. As we all know, old Henry was a mechanical and financial genius. He left a fortune of several billion, most of which 
went into the Ford Foundation. He intended it to be used for philanthropic causes of rather nebulous description. Little did he realize that after 
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his death that his vast fortune would be utilized to destroy every principle he stood for. But history shows that is exactly what happened. In 
short order it fell into the hands of his enemies, the Jewish establishment, whom he bitterly opposed during most of his adult life. The Jews 
have ever since been shrewdly utilizing Henry's vast fortune to promote communism, the destruction of free enterprise, to promote race-mixing 
and the mongrelization of the White Race, to promote international wars and revolution, to promote the state of Israel, to increase the Jewish 
stranglehold, and in general, every cause that was abhorrent to Ford himself.

In the early 1920's he did start exposing the Jewish conspiracy, and not only was he well aware of it, but well informed, having spent (a mere) 
five million dollars researching it. Had he followed through and used the bulk of his vast fortune while he was still alive and in control, he could 
have built a White racial movement fifty years ago. Instead, he backed off, concentrated on building up a bigger and bigger fortune, only to 
have the fortune fall into the hands of his enemies to be utilized to destroy everything he stood for.

Case B. HOWARD HUGHES. He was undoubtedly a technical and financial genius of the first caliber. He left a vast fortune. To whom did he 
leave it? Apparently he left no will, because he didn't care about anybody or any cause enough to designate an heir. His near billion dollar 
fortune was dissipated in legal fees (the lawyers were his biggest beneficiary) and finally distributed to some distant relatives, none of whom 
cared for him, or he for them, during his lifetime.

Did he enjoy his fortune during his own lifetime? I doubt it. He said he didn't and I believe him. He was forced into becoming a recluse and an 
eccentric, shuttling from hotel to hotel, country to country. He did not have a normal family life, nor did he leave any known offspring. What a 
waste! What the man lacked was what I point out in Guideline No. 1. He had no meaningful purpose in life.

Case C. A young man in Fort Lauderdale was left a fortune by his grandfather who had made it in the insurance business (not MacArthur). This 
young fellow, spoiled, brash and hedonistic, -took to fast cars, fast women, alcohol and drugs. He smashed up in an accident or two and had 
his driver's license lifted. After that he was involved in another accident in which he killed three teenagers, including the 16 year old daughter of 
a doctor I knew. After many legal battles and altercations with the law, the young man died of an overdose of self-administered drugs at the 
age of 23. Did his grandfather do him a favor by willing him a fortune? Not really. More to the point, it contributed to wrecking his life.

Case D. Again, in Fort Lauderdale, we have another case similar to the above. It concerns the son of a furniture magnate worth tens of 
millions. The son's life ended at an age similar to the previous case, and just as tragically. Being brought up in the lap of luxury, he was spoiled, 
arrogant and insufferably obnoxious. He married a beautiful girl and they had two children, but they were not happy. In fact, they were 
quarreling incessantly, and one night when he threatened to kill her, she pulled out her gun and shot him dead. He was only 25. The court 
absolved her as having done so in self-defense. Did his father's money make him happy? Obviously not. It was, in fact, the cause of his early 
destruction.

Case E. TOMMY MANVILLE. Except perhaps for the younger generation, most of us have heard of Tommy Manville, who was heir to the 
Johns-Manville asbestos fortune. The most notable thing about Tommy is that he had twelve wives. He led a meaningless, insecure and 
dissipated life. Was he happy? I don't know, but I doubt it, and suspect that he had a low opinion of himself. Did his inherited fortune do him 
good or did it undermine his ability to become a man of purpose or ability? I would say that it contributed in making a derelict of him and utterly 
destroyed his self-respect.

Alright, we have had sufficient case histories for the time being to draw some significant conclusions.

1. Money does not make people happy.

2. Subsidizing young people and bringing them up in the lap of luxury is counter-productive and usually interferes in the natural development of 
building character and self-confidence. Let me add here that self-respect and self-confidence are extremely important.

3. Individuals who inherit rather than make it on their own are usually incapable of handling money, managing their affairs and building a 
meaningful life.

4. As in Nature, eternal struggle is the essence of life, and to deprive one's children of that struggle is to seriously undermine their future ability 
to cope with building a worthwhile life of their own.

We can sum up these four points into:

GUIDELINE No. 3: Leaving your life's earnings to your children is not necessarily a constructive choice, from either their point of view, or yours.

Let me move on from the negative to the positive. It is my conclusion that giving your children every luxury and putting a silver spoon in their 
mouth does not necessarily make them happy, but can easily be their undoing. By so doing, you are robbing them of the most important lesson 
in life: that struggle and hardship make the man, or the woman.

If I have learned any one thing in life it is this: I would much rather be poor when young and wealthy in later life, than the other way around. In 
fact, I thank my lucky stars that for the first thirty years of my life, my family, and I personally, were as poor as a church mouse. However, at no 
time did I feel deprived or destitute. I have been on my own since I was 19, and when my dad died, I inherited nothing. Nevertheless, I 
managed to put myself through college and make my own way. By the time I was 30, I managed to go into business for myself, and although 
the road was rough, it was a continual although erratic upward climb from thereon out. Never again was I to be on the edge of poverty. I will 
make another observation. I would sooner be rich than poor, not so much because I want to live in the lap of luxury, but it enables me to do 
what I want to do. And at this stage, what I want to do more than anything ever in all my life is to work for the survival, expansion and 
advancement of the White Race. Therein now lies my whole satisfaction, my whole purpose in life.
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I repeat — Money is power. A vast fortune is a lot of power. It is a criminal act to dissipate it pointlessly, as most of our White Racial Comrades 
are doing. The next question we want to consider is what is the right move financially to make regarding your children. If leaving them your life's 
savings might do more harm than help, should you invest it in giving them a super education? This is an important question, and not easy to 
answer. Let me cite another case history.

Case F. I have a good friend who is now 70 years old. He apparently has leukemia and does not expect to live too much longer. He worked 
hard all his life trying to do the right thing by his family, by his country, and account to his own conscience and self-respect. He is a model 
citizen and served his country proudly in WWII. He reared three fine intelligent sons and gave them the best educations. All have university 
degrees (one has a Bachelors, one a Masters, and one a Ph.D.). As the years went on and he became more and more aware of the Jewish 
conspiracy, he finally realized (too late) that he had fought on the wrong side, that he had fought for the benefit of the Jews and to the detriment 
of the White Race. He now feels he has been betrayed by the very country for which he "proudly fought."

His sons are now all professional men with families of their own, but having been processed and programmed by a Jew-oriented university 
(Berkeley In the 60's), they now totally disagree with him philosophically and with his understanding of what is going on in the world today. 
Politically and racially they are totally alienated from their father, who scraped and sacrificed to send them through all those expensive years of 
"education". In desperation he asked me, "What Is there for me to fight for if even my own children are alienated and on the side of the 
enemy?" It is a tough question, but there is an answer to it for other parents. My answer is this: rather than sending our children to Jew-oriented 
universities to become enemies of the White Race, that same money might well be spent far better in investing it in the future of the White 
Race. After all, what future do our children have in iron-clad Jew-communist countries like Russia, Poland, Cuba, etc. even if you left them 
millions. The answer is none. In fact, when Castro took over in Cuba, those with wealth ended up as dishwashers in Jewish hotels in Miami 
Beach. Those were the luckier ones. The others were stood up against the wall. So, my next guideline is this:

GUIDELINE No. 4: The most effective use you can make of your wealth is to invest it in the future of your own race. How can you do this? Well, 
in just the same way as the Jews do it. True, they get the goyim to carry most of the freight if they can, but nevertheless they shell out, and 
shell out heavily of their own money as well in every Jewish cause they believe will help promote the survival, expansion and advancement of 
their own race. The Rothschilds spent hundreds of millions of their own money setting up the state of Israel. Jacob Schiff of Kuhn, Loeb and 
Company spent 20 million dollars of his own money training Trotsky and his 3,000 Jewish cutthroats and then sending them over to Russia in 
1917 to topple the Czar and set up Jewish communism. The Rosenwalds (of Sears, Roebuck) have been, and still are, spending tens of 
millions promoting race-mixing. All this, and much, much more, is done for the cause of the Jewish race, by millions of Jews.

Why can't the White Race do the same? After all, some White Racial Comrade who is worth say, 5, 10, or 50 million dollars can't possibly 
spend anywhere near that amount sensibly on himself or his family. He or they can only eat so much food, wear so many clothes and utilize so 
many rooms of any house. Any man that is worth 100 million dollars could comfortably give away 95 or 98 million dollars to the cause of the 
White Race and still not suffer in the slightest in living a full and affluent life. The surplus represents only so many useless digits on a balance 
sheet that do nothing for him personally except probably beef up his ego. But ego or no, if the White Race goes down the drain (as it is now 
headed) the wealthiest will be the first to go down with it. Strangely, it is the very wealthy who have the most to lose if the White Race is 
destroyed and would suffer the least if they threw the bulk of their wealth into the cause of the White Race. Strangely, it is they who are the 
deafest in listening to reality. But sooner or later we will get through to some who are willing to see the light. We must make sure we do.

In the meantime, there are millions of White Racial Comrades in the middle class, and even in the lower financial brackets who are potentially 
our staunchest supporters, some of them giving until it hurts. We say more power to them!

If all this sounds like a call for support of the CREATIVITY movement, well, my friend, you are so right. We solicit your support and we need all 
the help we can get. But let me quickly add that all the above advice is completely valid no matter what White Racial movement you prefer to 
support. It is valid even if you want to support none, but if your cherished goal is to blow it on wine, women and song, the key idea is spend it 
wisely while you're alive. Don't hoard it for heirs or for the hereafter. In the first place, the heirs will probably neither appreciate it, nor deserve it, 
and in the second case, you can't take it with you. In fact, it probably won't be any good to you, or your children, or anybody else in a few years. 
Remember, Cuba, etc. So use it now and use it effectively.

In summation let me briefly recapitulate:

1. Make a cold and sober decision as to what goals are most important to yon in your life.

2. Don't hoard your money to leave to some heirs. Spend it on your own cherished goals while you are alive, and in control.

3. Leaving your assets to your children is not necessarily in the best interests of either your children or yourself.

4. The best and most enduring investment is in your race. Remember — money is power. Your money is your power to follow your own dream. 
Don't let some scurvy bandit talk you out of your dream or take it away from yon. You earned it, you deserve to spend it as you see fit.

Exercise your options to do what you want to do while you still have control of your own assets. You can't take it with you, but even while alive 
the Jewish IRS or other thieves can take it away from you. Therefore, I say: take action now and utilize your wealth effectively while you still 
can. FOLLOW YOUR DREAM NOW. No one knows what tomorrow brings, but by investing in the White Race yon will be investing in the best 
future possible.

* * * * *
There is no group in the world that is more productive than the White American Taxpayer, nor is there any other group that is more flagrantly 
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looted and pirated.
* * * * *
We, of The Creativity Movement, have not the slightest interest in saving and uplifting "HUMANITY" with all its niggers, scum and parasites. 
Our entire goal is: the survival, expansion and advancement of the White Race, period.
* * * * *
Plough money back into your own race. It's the best investment you can make for your own future and that of your children.

Racial Loyalty Issue 11 - April 1984 
Follow Your Dream - How to Utilize Your Wealth Effectively 
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Racial Loyalty Issue 11 - April 1984 
If it Works, Go Do Thou Likewise 

Last week we received a letter from a young man in South Florida who had written a letter to the editor of a paper in his area. His letter is 
published under BRICKBATS & BOUQUETS. On the same day as his letter arrived there were three different orders for
NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION, each order accompanied by a check. Each succeeding day we received one or more orders for a
total of eleven at this writing. Here is the text of the letter he wrote to the editor:

At one time I was very confused as to why Christianity is so divided against itself into so many factions (denominations).
I was also very confused by all the apparent contradictions between the various denominations.

I say was, became I found one book that exhibits the whole confusing situation better than a thousand Jerry Falwells could ever hope to.

The names of many church publications have appeared in your newspaper during the past year (I don't object to that) and so I am
hoping you will find it in your heart to mention my favorite book.

The title of the book la "NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION". It is based on the laws of Nature, fact not fiction, logic not fear. It is a
thinking man's book not meant for people who are content with superstition, spooks and threats of hell-fire and damnation. It is for
those who refuse to toe the line and buckle under.

The author of the book is Ben Klassen, the price is $5.00 and it can be ordered from The Creativity Movement, P. 0. Box 400, Otto, North 
Carolina 28763.

The Creativity Movement la not a cult. It la merely a vehicle for the promotion of factual information. The book is a real mind-blower,
not for the squeamish.

ADRIAN ARCAND

I believe that is a good model letter, and what's more important, it evidently is effective in contacting and bringing in new people into
our movement. So we say — if it works for somebody else, why not utilize the same formula in your area?

Actually, this is an excellent time to put forward this particular issue what with "Prayers in Schools" being hotly debated up and
down the land (really an idiotic issue, when the White Race is slowly being murdered) what better time to let the world know that all this 
contradictory confusion and nonsense has finally been cleared up in your own mind? True, there will be some editors that won't print the price, 
name and address, but apparently since it's a religious issue some will.

So we work on percentages. And remember, you are not limited to writing to the editor of your one and only local paper. You can
send the same letter to 5, to 10, to 50 different papers throughout the country, and many people do.

So why not get busy, get yourself a list of newspaper names and addresses and write a similar, or even the same letter. (The $5.00
price is acceptable to us). But hurry, before the Jews get into the suppression gear and pass the word to their lackeys not to print your letters.

* * * * *
Only a better people can build a better world. Without an uncontaminated White Race, this is unthinkable.
* * * * *
Remember the Alternative - It is the fiendish obsession of the Jewish Establishment that no more White babies be born. 
Remember - that is the alternative to CREATIVITY.

Racial Loyalty Issue 11 - April 1984 
If it Works, Go Do Thou Likewise 
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Racial Loyalty Issue 11 - April 1984 
Lessons We Can Learn From Egypt as they Apply to the Present 

The history of Egypt is extremely rich and covers a time span longer than that of any other major White civilization. There is much, much we 
can learn from it if we will keep our eyes and ears open and somewhat sharpen our perceptivity. I have been a longtime student of the history 
of White civilizations and have set down some of my observations and conclusions about them in NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION twelve 
years ago.

Whereas in my travels I had previously visited most of the locales of the other White civilizations such as Rome, Greece and Constantinople, I 
had never been to Egypt. Understandably, because of its rich and extensive history, because of its wealth of archeological monuments and 
artifacts still well preserved, I have always been fascinated with Egypt, and some day wanted to see it for myself. Last fall my wife and I 
decided come February we were going to see Egypt. Since no one knows what the future holds and what with the world being blown to bits by 
the Jews, especially in the Middle East, we thought that such an opportunity might never come again, and the sooner the better.

Well, on February 11, we finally did it. We got packed and left for a relatively short but exciting 10 day tour of Egypt. I have related
in more detail the itinerary and sites seen on the Egyptian tour in a continuing article to be published next month. In this dissertation I want to re-
analyze the story that is Egypt and derive what lessons we can learn from that first great White civilization and its demise. When you take a 
guided tour these days you not only have your regular tour guide, but in order to create extra business most countries force the agency to have 
a second, a local guide as well. Egypt is one of those which require a second guide, since they too, are anxious to extract the last tourist dollar 
possible from its visitors. But before I describe the local guide, let me say a word about the regular guide.

His name was Tom. He was a handsome, well-built man, of Swiss nationality, and of German descent. As usual, he spoke a number of 
languages. He listed his home address as California, but actually domiciled in Spain. He was 51, single and as apolitical as you can get. He 
represented the perfect cosmopolitan, or should I say polyglot?

Our local guide was an Egyptian girl of 25, named Shareen. She was tall, had a good figure and a dark, muddy complexion. She pointed out 
that she was half Italian and had studied the guide business at the University of Cairo, that Italian was her first foreign language and English 
her second. I don't know how good her Italian was, but her English left much to be desired.

One of the first things she told us about Egypt that impressed me was that whereas the Egyptians spoke Arabic and it was their
national language, there was a vast gulf of long standing between the Egyptians and the Arabs. She drew a sharp line of
demarcation between themselves and the Arabs, pointing out that whereas the Egyptians had a long history of civilization and
culture, the Arabs were nothing more than uncouth, uncivilized Bedouins off the desert, whom Mohammed had mobilized and polarized to 
become ruthless conquerors. She then lapsed into an interesting dissertation about Egypt's 4,000 year history of civilization before the Arabs 
came, about the multifaceted gods of Ancient Egypt, about the conquest of Alexander the Great, and then by the Romans; how Egypt was 
proselytized by the new Christian faith and by the fourth century A.D. Alexandria was the world's foremost center of not only Christianity, but 
also of culture and learning; how the Arabs came along in the 8th century, overran Egypt and converted it to the Moslem faith by force of the 
sword.

There was one sinister and insidious change in the Egyptian evolvement that Shareen seemed to ignore, and that was the racial
disintegration of the once proud, intelligent White Egyptians.

As any student of Egyptian history knows, when the Egyptians first built their mighty empire and illustrious civilization beginning some 6,300 
years ago, they were a unique species, a most outstanding race of gifted White people. Further up the Nile and to the south of them were the 
Nubians, black as the ace of spades. As the Egyptians expanded their empire, it was inevitable that they would come into confrontation with 
the Nubians. This, of course, they did, and stupidly, like all other White civilizations since, looked upon these inferior black creatures as 
excellent material for slave labor. They not only enlisted them as workers, but also took them into the army. The result was predictable and as I 
have pointed out in both NATURE'S ETERNAL
RELIGION and The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE, when there is a geographic mixing of the races, there is inevitably a mixing
and contamination of the gene pool, and as time goes on, again inevitably, the bad genes outbreed and pull down the good genes. As a result, 
the average Egyptian today is a conglomerate mongrel, and a bad mongrel at that, on a level with that
of the average run of Mestizo Mexican. But I will have more to say about that later.

As the bus rolled on and Shareen proceeded in telling her story of Egypt, my mind wandered off and I speculated about her own ancestry. I 
wondered what IDENTITY, if any, she herself could cling to, being a conglomerate composite of Ancient White Egyptian, black Nubian, 
Bedouin Arab, Early Roman and a proliferation of the slaves the Romans dragged into their Empire and through which they miserably 
dissipated their genes. On the cultural and the religious side she was an heir and a composite hodge-podge of Ancient Egyptian culture and 
religion (of which they are so proud, but of which no vestige remains in the present day Egyptians); of the Coptic (Christian) Egyptians who 
held sway for five hundred years and whose churches, temples and monasteries still remain in isolated pockets; and lastly, the Moslem creed 
to which she now professes adherence. But what is she really? She shares the same sad dilemma as do all mongrels, a botched-up, hodge-
podge of race-mixing derelicts, whose ancestors wantonly and criminally flouted the laws of Nature. She is neither White, nor Nubian, nor Arab, 
nor
Roman. Culturally and religiously too, her loyalties would be torn between the Ancient Egyptian gods, Coptic Christianity, Roman Catholicism 
and the Moslem creed. What a shameful hodge-podge of a heritage has been slopped upon her by criminally irresponsible ancestors! How 
much Whiter and Brighter Egypt could have been today had the original creators of its civilization practiced the basic precepts of CREATIVITY! 
If only they had had a racial religion!
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The next statement made by Shareen that deeply impressed me was a political one. Whereas our German guide was completely apolitical, 
Shareen was not. She ventured the following opinion: "We have all been told that King Farouk was a wastrel and a scoundrel, and that Colonel 
Nasser was a hero who came to our rescue and gave us democracy and independence. Now, I may be thrown in jail for what I am about to 
say, but a lot of Egyptians think differently.
The fact is that under Farouk Egypt had a population of 17 million people and most of them worked on the land in their primitive way as they 
had for generations. But Nasser changed all that by pursuing modernization and industrialization, by giving the people the vote, something they 
did not know what to do with. Egypt now has 47 million people. A large portion of these are crowded in Cairo and Alexandria, they are not 
better off, but are worse off, and with the subsidies of foreign aid we are receiving we have a runaway population explosion and the situation is 
rapidly getting worse."

Indeed it is. Cairo, which now has an explosive population of 12 million people, has facilities for a city of no more than 3 million. The streets are 
clogged with cars and people, the telephone system is a shambles, everything is patched together with chewing gum and haywire. One of the 
main reasons for the population explosion is US foreign aid. Egypt, next to Israel, gets the largest chunk of foreign aid from the U.S. of any 
country in the world.

Why is the U.S. so generous to Egypt? Well, mainly it is bribe money, to keep Egypt at peace with the miserable bandit state of Israel, all again 
at the expense of the American taxpayer. But it cannot go on. As Shareen pointed out —it is a one-way street to disaster. Egypt is increasing 
more than a million a year, and most of them are flocking into Cairo. Like Mexico City, It la a time bomb.

When we landed in Cairo, I took a good look at the people. They were darker than I had expected, being more or less the color of a mulatto In 
America. They are decrepit looking physical specimens, having all the worst characteristics of the mongrel. Yet, their Arab and some White 
characteristics are still discernable.

Then we flew south to Aswan and to Abu Simbel and finally embarked on a delightful and relaxing 4 day cruise down the Nile, from Aswan to 
Luxor. The big surprise to me was that whereas the natives at Cairo were a mud color, those at Aswan and
north, and all along the banks north to Luxor, were out and out kinky haired niggers, black as the ace of spades!

Watching the banks of the Nile, I had an opportunity to observe the natives, the native housing, and their primitive means of tilling the soil. 
Much of the housing out in the country (and even the environs of Cairo) is extremely crude, being built of primitive mud bricks and often nothing 
more than just plain reeds patched with mud. They tilled the soil much the same way as they did 2,000 years ago, after their civilization 
collapsed. Time and again I would see a team of water buffalo hitched to a primitive plough, with a fellaheen in a dirty white robe following 
behind. When I compared their primitive housing to the magnificent and grandiose temples and palaces built by their Ancient predecessors, I 
could only be astounded and ask - how could a people sink so low from such an auspicious heritage? This brings me to the subject I want to 
discuss next - the Ancient Egyptian religion.

The history of Egypt is a prime example of what I am talking about in Creative Credo No. 45 of The WHITE MAN'S BIBLE when I say that 
Superstition and Gullibility are the Achilles Heel of the White Race. There is hardly a civilization in history that was more overwhelmed with 
gods and spooks than were the Ancient Egyptians. They feared their gods, they idolized them, they supplicated to them.
 
In general, they were the most powerful force that controlled the life of the individual and set the course of the nation. This brings me to several 
other observations.

1. Because of their obsession with spookcraft and their neglect of nurturing their gene pool, they became mongrelized.

2. The trip to Egypt convinced me that the mongrelization of the White Race (whether local or global) is the ULTIMATE
HORROR.

3. It also firmly polarized a basic conviction I have had for a long while. That conviction is this: The White Race has been in dire need of a 
Racial Religion from the beginning of its civilization, and needs it more than ever today. Had the Egyptians had it, we would have a more 
beautiful, a Whiter and Brighter World today.

4. That all the fictitious concepts promoted by both Judaism and Christianity were already invented by the Ancient Egyptians. These fictitious 
concepts were first copied by the Jews and then transplanted into the Christian Creed, which the Jews originated and promoted. Some of these 
basic concepts were: 

(a) The idea of a "soul", 
(b) the idea of "eternal life", 
(c) the Idea of "gods", both evil and good,
(d) the idea of "one god" (Ikhnaton), 
(e) the Idea of "offerings" to appease the gods or god, 
(f) the Idea of "baptism" (purification by ablution), 
(g) the idea of building magnificent and grandiose temples honor and supplicate their gods. 

In fact, the whole program of controlling the masses by awing them with belief in hocus-pocus and the supernatural was already well advanced 
in the Egyptian religious system.

5. That the Egyptian obsession with preparing for death and immortality thereafter is, and was, one of the most destructive and
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wasteful ideas that helped to bring to an end not only a most illustrious and glorious civilization, but also a most unique and exemplary race.

If those gifted (and at the same time demented) idiots had only had a racial religion such as CREATIVITY!

Instead, all the efforts of the Pharaohs were directed towards providing for the comfort and well-being of the immortality of their fictitious 
"souls". Each Pharaoh wanted to outdo his predecessor in leaving a monument and a tomb in which his remains resided, ensconced in a 
grandiose physical enclosure that they hoped would last into all eternity.

That their bodies were embalmed by a process still not understood by modern science, that we all know. That their mummies were then 
entombed in an elaborate set of sarcophagi which were then sealed in secret chambers in a huge pyramid or other structure, that too, is well 
known. What surprised me however is the extent to which they exerted themselves to "provide the soul" with all the thousands of goodies on its 
journey to eternity. They practically poured the wealth of the kingdom into this last rites project as if life here and now was inconsequential, but 
in contrast, the nurturing of the soul in the eternal hereafter was overwhelmingly the obsession of their living days. Does this have a familiar 
ring with the Christians who profess "seek not treasure on earth, but store up treasures in heaven"? 

Such an astounding collection of wealth went with the sarcophagus and the tomb of a dead Pharaoh that they became the prime target of 
grave robbers in ancient times. It was almost like robbing Fort Knox, provided you could find it. No wonder the Pharaohs went to extreme 
lengths to make their inner tomb either physically inaccessible by sheer massiveness of sealed stone structures, such as the pyramids, or 
resorted to subterfuge, such as burying their tombs, goodies and all, far underground in a remote ravine such as the Valley of the Kings at 
Luxor. (Sixty-four Pharaohs' tombs have been found in the Valley of the Kings, and fifty-seven tombs in the Valley of the Queens, opposite 
Luxor.)

In either case, they succeeded badly. Of all the Pharaohs buried whose tombs have been found, the grave robbers of ancient times got to them 
first, with the lone exception of that of the boy king, Tutankhamen, which was discovered by British archeologist, Howard Carter, in 1922. It is 
suspected that the architects who designed these hideaways and who generally outlived the Pharaoh, were the key villains in either aiding the 
robbers, or doing the job themselves.

It is the tomb of King Tut that gives us some idea of the size of the national treasury that was poured into one of these tombs and then buried, 
supposedly for all time. I had the pleasure of going down into the tomb of King Tut where his mummy still lies, and also of viewing the treasures 
that had been found in the tomb, and now reside in the Cairo Museum.

Let me first try to describe the treasures, which are displayed in the Egyptian Museum, also called the Cairo museum.
Whereas the exhibit that was brought to the U.S. in 1976 displaying the treasures of King Tut drew huge crowds in every city where it was held, 
it only included 55 pieces. On display at the Cairo Museum are 3,500 pieces, all brought out of the tomb of King Tut. It includes chariots, 
benches, bowls, chests, chairs, a gold face mask, gold sleeves for each of King Tut's fingers, 180 stone statuettes of his favorite servants, and 
such a list of varied knick-knacks that it is impossible to catalogue here. Suffice it to say that so much gold was encrusted on so many of these 
items and so many jewels were studded into them that it was like an open invitation to Fort Knox, provided you could find it.

Making it extremely hard to find or to get to is what the kings and their architects expended considerable labor and ingenuity in doing. I had 
always imagined the Valley of the Kings, and the Valley of the Queens, where a number of these underground tombs are located, as a 
beautiful valley with well marked ruins of the different tombs. To my surprise it was one of the most desolate ravines anyone could imagine. 
Despite all the elaborate and highly decorated tunnels, stairways, ante-chambers, storage rooms and the burial chambers themselves, there 
was not a vestige of a green blade of grass, or even the slightest indication above ground of anything of the grandeur lying beneath the ground. 
Until modern diggers got to these tombs there was nothing but desolation, the most beautiful of purple skies above and sand, sand, sand.

But once underground the amount of tunneling, carving, chiseling and wealth of decorations on the walls of the passages and
chambers is truly astounding. Besides visiting King Tut's and a few other underground tombs, we had the pleasure of visiting the King Ramses 
VI tomb and exploring it to the very end. Just the physical aspects of it are overwhelming. It consisted of a series of sloping stairways, straight-
aways, more stairways and more chambers. Just to climb in and out would tax all but a seasoned mountain climber. I asked the guide what the 
total vertical drop of these stairways amounted to, and she replied that it was a total of 40 meters. This is an equivalent of 125 feet, or a twelve 
story building, a good morning's climb, down and up.

The conclusion of this obsession with providing for the hereafter is, of course, that it is extremely wasteful and patently stupid, but, of course, 
no more so than the Christians' cry of "store up treasures in heaven", or the U.S. program of subsidizing all the mud races of the world.

Since King Tut was a boy king who only reigned 9 years and died at the age of 18, and virtually left a national treasure in his tomb, we can only 
speculate how much more abundant were the treasures buried by such kings as Ramses II who was tremendously more powerful, much more 
egotistical, and reigned for a total of 67 years.

When we speak of Ramses II we come to another strange characteristic of the Egyptian Pharaohs that probably was
highlighted by the king with the huge ego, but was shared by most of them. This was the obsession of not only being in "right" with the gods 
and the immortal life of the hereafter, but they each wanted their name and their statues and their monuments to overshadow all others and to 
prevail for all time.

The Egyptian kings' (Pharaohs') obsession with immortality evidently knew no bounds. They wanted immortality in the hereafter. To aid and 
abet that ego trip they built themselves grandiose tombs and stocked them with so many expensive goodies as
to practically wreck the national economy as I  have already stated before. But they also wanted Earthly immortality, combined with earthly 
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fame and acclaim as well. In order to do this they built monuments, statues, pyramids and temples in their own honor. 

The surface of practically every wall, facade, column, and what have you, was covered with hieroglyphics telling about themselves, about their 
heroic deeds, consorting with the gods, pointing to themselves in one way or another. All this was interlarded with their own "cartouche" which 
was their brand, or trademark, or signature. It consists of a parallelogram with rounded ends, inside of which was the particular ruler's individual 
name in hieroglyphics.

So popular are these cartouches that they constitute a major souvenir business in Egypt today. You can get your own cartouche made up in 
gold or silver by a local jeweler, with your name spelled out in raised hieroglyphics. It can be worn as a charm and is one of the few worthwhile 
purchases you can find in Egypt today.

To get back to the ancient pursuers of the big ego, a powerful king like Ramses II had a marvelous temple built in his honor at Abu Simbel. It 
was cut into the face of a solid rock cliff on the banks of the Nile in a godforsaken place 168 miles south of Aswan and 768 miles south of 
Cairo. On the outside are four colossal statues of Ramses II in a seated position. Each is over 65 feet high. Inside the first room, the Great 
Hypostyle Hall has a ceiling supported by eight columns faced with huge statues of our hero, Ramses II, in the pose of the god Osiris. The 
second hall is supported by four pillars, with reliefs on the walls of Ramses, his wife Nefertari, and his horse and chariot. A similar glorification 
is again repeated in the third chamber. In fact, Ramses II is all over the place, always with his cartouche, saying: This is Ramses.

But he wasn't the only one. Most of the kings followed the same course, only were not quite as successful because they did not reign for 67 
years, and the times were not as propitious.

Now there were two ways to outshine and overshadow their predecessors. One was to outdo the others, and the second was to destroy and 
obliterate the previous ruler's name and/or works. Whereas the history of Egypt has many pieces missing, we nevertheless can find much 
evidence of both tactics — to out build the rival and to obliterate their predecessors' name and fame. Sometimes this was simply achieved by 
cutting out the previous ruler's cartouche (on the monument, in a temple) and replacing it with his own. Ramses II is known to have done this in 
several cases

There are two particular cases that I believe are especially interesting examples.

One was the case of Queen Hatshepsut, one of the most remarkable women in history. Hatshepsut was married to Thutmose
II, her half brother — not an unusual practice in Ancient Egypt. When Thutmose II died after a short rule, she took over the government as 
temporary regent for Thutmose III, the legal heir to the throne, who was still a child. I might explain that whereas Thutmose III was the son of 
Thutmose II, he was not the son of Hatshepsut. Anyway, so enamored did Queen Hatshepsut become of the power she now wie5ldd thea



One of the dominant gods was Amen-Re, also known as Amon-Ra, also known as Ra, also known as Horus, in which guise he appeared with 
the face of a hawk on a human torso, Ikhnaton changed this multi-faceted sun god. Amen to Aton and made him the one and only. Today, 
when you hear the "Amens" resounding down the corridors of Christian churches, remember, the Egyptians had it first. Other major and 
universal gods beside Amen-Ra were: Anubis  who had the head of a jackal and presided over the dead and guarded the tombs; Hathor, who 
had the head of a cow with long horns cradling the sun. She was the goddess of love and childbirth; Thot, the god of wisdom and truth, had the 
head of an ibis; also Ptah, Hapi, Isis, Maat, Inhotep, Min, and others. What a stupid, silly, hodge-podge!

The subject of Egyptian religion is, of course, endless, and I do not wish to pursue it any further. I believe I have given enough
background of my observations so that we can come to some meaningful conclusions and derive some lessons from the 6,300 year old 
Egyptian experience.

1. Because the White Egyptian race was geographically sheltered by vast stretches of desert to the east and to the west, by the sea to the 
north, and by the cataracts on the Nile to the south, it had an opportunity to nurture and evolve an ever-advancing species of a fine race 
without the intrusion of foreign pollution for thousands of years.

2. Religion can, and did, play an enormously decisive part in the life of the individual, of the nation, and of the race, and the Egyptians pushed it 
to a veritable mania. Religion is still a tremendously important factor in their lives today.

3. Religion, as I have stated many times before, is like fire. It can be extremely constructive or destructive, depending on the nature of the 
religion, by whom it is used, and, on whom.

4. The Egyptians did not have a good religion but a rather stupid religion based on purely fictitious concepts and outlandish hocus-pocus. The 
thrust of their religion was the preparation for a non-existent life in the hereafter, a pointless obsession that uselessly dissipated their resources 
and labor, and poured it down a hidden rat hole, to be buried forever.

5. The White Race six thousand years later is still without a meaningful, constructive religion, and probably will be until such time as 
CREATIVITY becomes universally accepted.

6. The White Race of Egypt was able to stay on a steady course for about 3,000 years (a long time) for two reasons:

(a) It was geographically protected from racial contamination as mentioned earlier.

(b) Its religion, economy and government stayed out of the hands of the Jews until probably about 1,300 B.C. From that time on, race-mixing, 
racial, cultural and economic disintegration set in and completely destroyed all — race, nation, culture and economy until we now have the 
dismal polyglot mess of mongrels visible today.

7. Had they had a racial religion, such as CREATIVITY, instead of the hocus-pocus plethora of fictitious spooks, the history of not only Egypt, 
but the world, would read differently today. Undoubtedly, they would within a period of a few centuries have conquered all the viable lands of 
the earth and settled it with an ever increasingly superior breed of men. We can only vaguely speculate what the magnificence of such 
supermen might be. In any case, it would be so far above the decrepit mongrels of today that there would be no recognizable kinship.

8. If there is one thing that the trip to Egypt has done for me, it is to overwhelmingly reinforce a basic conviction. That conviction to that the 
White Race direly needed a good racial religion in Ancient times, has needed it throughout history, and
needs it more than ever today.

In fact, we are reaching the End of the Line. It is now or never. The ULTIMATE of all horrors to the mongrelization of the
great White Race. Mongrelized Egypt stands today as a living reminder of the ultimate horror. Let us dedicate ourselves anew to the fight to 
reverse this process and cleanse the world of the scourge now engulfing it.

* * * * *
The Ancient Egyptians, too, once possessed the Divine Seed in their Race, but they allowed it to be bastardized into mud. Let this be a stern 
warning and a hard object lesson to what is still left of the White Race on this Planet Earth.
* * * * *
The ultimate horror is the mongrelization of the White Race.
* * * * *
The bottom line of all this intensive Egyptian religiosity is this: it was entirely based on self-deception, hocus-pocus and deliberate lies.

Racial Loyalty Issue 11 - April 1984 
Lessons We Can Learn From Egypt as they Apply to the Present 
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Racial Loyalty Issue 12 - May 1984 
A Report from Today's Egypt 

(This is the second and concluding installment of the author's observations on Egypt. Whereas the previous article delved into the
ancient religions and history of Egypt, this report focuses more particularity on Egypt as it is today, and the disastrous consequences of a bad 
religion combined with the geographical mixing of races.)

It all started to gel when my wife and I attended a Symposium for Unconventional Power in Atlanta, Georgia, last September. A professor from 
the University of Florida who specialized in agricultural sciences announced he was organizing a tour group to
Egypt next January. Since we had been talking about "someday" we would visit that ancient wonderland, we decided — why not this winter? 
We told the professor we were interested in joining his group and would he please send us his literature.

By the time we received his literature six weeks later, we had already decided 
(a) we would go anyway, 
(b) his trip was too agriculturally oriented and 
(c) we would do better with a professional travel company. 
We got new passports, visas to Egypt and signed up on an eleven day tour with the Hemphill-Harris travel agency.

The starting date was February 11.

We flew out of Atlanta at 5:20 P.M. on KLM Airlines to Amsterdam. After a short layover at Amsterdam and a 30 minute stop at
Athens we arrived at the Cairo Airport at 7:30 P.M. the next day. Arrangements had been made that our tour guide whose name
was Tom, was to meet us at the airport, but when we arrived that night at a very foreign airport, no Hemphill-Harris tour guide was to be seen 
anywhere, and we soon learned some of the down-to-earth realities of the Egyptian existence.

The airport was shabby, dirty and overcrowded with people. It was pandemonium on the loose. By the time we got through immigration and 
customs and started looking for the guide who wasn't there, it was getting on into the night, and here we were stranded in a foreign airport 
where only the most basic of English was spoken by anybody. I tried to phone the Ramses Hilton Hotel, but no public booths were available. A 
crowd of helpers were on hand at every turn, looking for a tip (called baksheesh) for anything. A pleasant young fellow finally found a telephone 
at some business window that we could call from for a little baksheesh. After a dozen attempts and half an hour later, we got through to the 
receptionist at the hotel desk, who informed us, yes, we had a reservation, and where were we? I tried to get in contact with the Hemphill-
Harris tour guide, Tom, but to no avail. Communications were so bad I decided we would do better to just take a taxi on our own and get to the 
hotel.

After several more helpers and more baksheesh, we got loaded into a taxi and were off. Now that we understood how the telephone
system worked (?) we were in for another experience. When I say we were off, I mean we were off like a bat out of hell trying to race
against the international date line. Leaning heavily on the horn, as did everyone else, this fellow simply defied all the laws of probability and 
wove in and out of traffic like a professional hockey player. Somehow we got to the hotel unscathed. How, I'll never know.

After settling in our room I accosted the tour guide at the hotel, who by now was in his P.J.'s and ready to retire for the night. When
I asked Tom why he had left us stranded at the airport, he innocently replied that he had no information about our time of arrival and
that he understood we were arriving on our own. When I showed him the printed slip with his name on it saying that he would meet
us upon arrival, he feigned surprise. Whether it was real or a copout I have never found out. Anyway, we were there. We had a plush
room at one of Cairo's finest, the Ramses Hilton, and were ready to retire, not argue.

Whereas in the article, "Lessons from Egypt", I have set down many observations and conclusions from a religions and historical point of view, 
in this "travelogue" I want to describe more of the modern Egypt and what we actually saw of the ancient ruins, a most impressive experience. 
Despite the grueling start at the airport, the rest of the trip was a most delightful and exciting adventure. Next morning, after having a 
sumptuous breakfast served in our room, we were off and running with the rest of the tour group. The group proved to be relatively small (about 
18), as tour groups go, all seasoned travelers, and one of the most cordial and congenial groups we had ever had the pleasure of traveling 
with. We were on our way to Sakkara to see Egypt's oldest pyramid, the Step Pyramid of King Zoser. This trip, about 20 miles out of Cairo, took 
us out past the colossal statue of Ramses II, where I learned about "cartouches" and also about Ramses II's colossal ego, as described in the 
article last month. It was also my first impression of the countryside and the primitive existence of the native Egyptians.

Cairo is one of the world's largest cities, having a burgeoning population of twelve million, crowded into facilities that were meant to 
accommodate no more than three million. Everything is cramped, crowded, ramshackle and inadequate. The traffic is disorganized and 
jammed, the horn being the principal guiding light, if any. The streets are narrow and jammed with people. The water system is not potable, 
and you are cautioned to drink only bottled drinks. The electricity goes off often. The telephone system is barely hanging together, as we found 
out when we arrived at the airport.

However, the people are congenial and easy going, never in a hurry. They are not hostile to Americans, although they may have
more cause to be so than many others that are. Whereas the Mexicans, a similar drowsy race, have their "manana", the Egyptians
top that with their own word, "maleeah", which roughly means - "ifs alright, don't worry about it." In fact, the only two Egyptian words I learned 
were "baksheesh" — everybody had their hand out — and "maleesh," already described.

Nevertheless, Cairo is an extremely interesting city, having a wide mixture of several cultures of which three predominate, the Ancient Egyptian 
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with their pyramids and all, the thousand year Moslem culture with their beautiful mosques and minarets, and the modern "Western" influence 
of skyscraper hotels, built of course by the White Man, mostly with American money.

But to get back to the countryside, on our way to Sakkara. Once out of the city itself, a traveler is impressed with the profuse green fields, 
irrigated by the waters of the Nile. It can truly be said that the Nile is Egypt and without the Nile, Egypt would be nothing. The Nile has also 
been called the longest oasis in the world, and an oasis it is. This oasis, varying in width from approximately a mile to ten miles, has very clear 
lines of demarcation. Once outside of the irrigated waters of the Nile, the land is as bleak and barren as any desert in the world — nothing but 
miles of sand and rocks without a blade of grass in sight.

As we rolled along in the bus on a narrow two lane road to Sakkara, we could see the native houses of the fellaheen, visible on
both sides of the road. They are built of mud bricks, palm fronds and other crude materials. They are extremely primitive and must
be hotter than an oven in the summertime when temperatures run at 110° and more. Also visible along the road were many goats,
donkeys, camels and water buffalo. It was the water buffalo which were the main beasts of burden often pulling a primitive plow.
Once we got to Sakkara, I viewed the landscape. It was located outside of the green oasis and was as bleak and desert-strewn as any barren 
landscape on earth. But the Step Pyramid was huge, and it was impressive, being the oldest large pyramid ever built. Also, extremely 
impressive were the ruins of the walls of a huge temple that had existed there in ancient times. It is hard to conceive the millions of hours of 
hand labor that must have gone into the building of such a huge enclosure that took in several acres, and which temple now is merely a dim 
outline of its former glory.

Sakkara, the city of the dead, was supposed to be the home of the god Sakr (hawk). He was the god of the necropolis in the netherworld. This 
necropolis contains more than 14 pyramids of which the Step Pyramid is by far the largest, and was thought by some to represent a staircase 
to heaven. This is probably where the Jews got their idea of a Jacob's ladder. Remember the Egyptians had it first!

It was here at the Step Pyramid which dates back 5,000 years that we went down into our first underground tomb. The tomb, believed to be 
that of Sekhemkhet, is not in the pyramid itself, but entered through funeral chambers from the ruins of the nearby temple. It is here that we 
climbed down slanting board walks, stooped down through long, low passageways and were introduced to the multifarious and colorful 
hieroglyphics that decorated every square foot of the chamber walls. It does give one an eerie feeling to stand in a funeral chamber of a 
pharaoh who died 5,000 years ago. Getting back into the sunlight again onto the huge grounds of the now ruined temple, we saw two cute 
native children riding up from the desert. Each on a donkey, the boy and the girl wore bright red, white and blue robes. Their timing was such 
as to have their picture taken by the tour group, and for baksheesh, of course. We were happy to oblige them.

Looking around, there were archeological diggings going on everywhere. Further out, the landscape looked like a moonscape,
dry, barren and endless sand. Every so often, the ruins of another, but much smaller pyramid would poke its head above the barren
sand. Using my imagination, I could only speculate as to the life and activity that ensued here so many thousands of years ago.

Having viewed the oldest phase of Egyptian history first, we drove back to Gizeh, about 15 miles distance, to now view the largest and most 
famous of all the pyramids. On our way we stopped at The Carvory Restaurant, just off Pyramids Road. Here we had our first sampling of 
Egyptian cuisine, European style. It was a sumptuous buffet lunch, with a wide variety of meats, fruits, salads, cheeses and desserts to choose 
from. Not recommended for anyone on a diet. Then on to Cheops and the Great Pyramids, one of the most famous places in the world. (At the 
Sound and Light show that evening, they claimed it was THE most famous.) The impression the pyramids made on me was not disappointing. 
It lived up to my every expectation. Cheops, the largest of the three, is indeed massive. Its original height was 481 feet, and the base covers 13 
acres. There are several long empty corridors inside the pyramid. Going down these corridors to the tomb chamber was one of the options of 
the tour. After talking to someone who had done so, and said he would not do it again for a million dollars, and after climbing up and down the 
low corridors on board walks at the Step Pyramid, I declined. Instead, I decided to walk around the perimeter of the pyramid by myself, a 
venture that took longer than expected, and kept an impatient tour group and bus driver waiting for my return.

The bus next took us to the world famous Sphinx, only a few minutes away. Here, too, were not only crowds of people, but again
donkeys and camels. The owners of the camels were extremely persuasive hucksters, fervently imploring the naive and astonished
tourists to take a camel ride, or at least have your picture taken astride the back of a camel. I was persuaded. After all, what is a
trip to Egypt without having a picture of yourself sitting on the back of a camel? I gave the driver an Egyptian pound and he helped me climb on 
the back of a reclining camel. With a little prodding from the owner, the beast snorted and bellowed loudly and rose to its full height. My wife 
then took a picture as the beast and I posed, with the pyramids as a backdrop. On our way to the hotel, we stopped at a papyrus shop and 
gallery and were instructed in the ancient and fascinating art of making papyrus from the Egyptian reed, an art as old as the pyramids 
themselves. On display was a large selection of colorful paintings of the Egyptian mystics on papyrus.

Our guide, Tom, explained that there were only very few things in Egypt that were worth purchasing, and he could recommend only
three. They were papyrus paintings, Egyptian hand woven wool rugs with intricate native designs, and gold or silver cartouches. We had 
already bought a wool rug on our way back from Sakkara in the forenoon, so we now added three colorful papyrus paintings, with hieroglyphics 
and all, to our collection. Then off through the crowded streets of Cairo to dinner at the Ramses Hilton after a very busy day.

But the day wasn't over yet. Tom, our guide, asked the group how many of us wanted to attend the Sound and Light program at
the Pyramid* that evening, since this too, was part of our paid tour. Out of our group of 18 only my wife and I volunteered. Six of the
group had arrived here in Egypt the day before from a Safari Tour in Nairobi, which Tom had also headed. The other ten were too tired. We 
were tired also, but we decided we wouldn't miss this show for the world. We skipped dinner and only had half an hour to change into warmer 
clothes.

Since we were the only two of our group to go, we had a private limousine provided, with not only a chauffeur, but also a ticket agent
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that went along, bought our tickets, showed us where to go and waited outside until the show was over to guide us back to the
limousine. 

We were extremely glad we made the effort. We had seen the Sound and Light show eleven years earlier at the Acropolis in Athens, and we 
had seen the Sound and Light show floating down a cruise boat on the Colorado River at Moab, Utah, illuminating the cliffs, but this show at 
the Pyramids was by far the most awe-inspiring. Through the sound system the narrator started the show with a solemn and majestic "You 
have come tonight to the most fabulous and celebrated place in the world. Here on the plateau of Giza, stands forever the mightiest of human 
achievements." Impressive? We were impressed.

The lights then flashed on each of the three pyramids in turn, then on all of them. Then different voices, — the Sphinx, priests, pharaohs, etc. 
— spoke up from different locations in sonorous, cultivated voices as if speaking from their tombs. The whole show
was well scripted and well orchestrated, narrated by well known actors.

A booklet describing the production claimed that the study in putting this program together lasted six months, and carrying out the
project took a year. It took more than 18 miles of wiring and cables to connect all the sound systems and lighting arrangements scattered over 
a considerable area. We took with us a set of LP recordings of the whole program so we could again listen to it back home. The program is in 
English 5 nights, and in French two nights a week.

Tuesday, February 14. Next morning we were out of the hotel by 7:00 A.M. and off to the airport to fly south to Aswan 534 miles
upstream from Cairo. It was to be a long, hectic morning that lasted through most of the day, in fact.

This same airport which we had left late at night only 36 hours earlier in a cloud of dust and hen feathers, was still the same mass
of confusion as upon our arrival. Whereas we had arrived on (the Dutch) K L M before, we were now taking an Egyptian airline to
Aswan, and one peculiarity about Egyptian airlines is that you don't get seating arrangements. It's every man for himself and the competition is 
fierce. Not only are you not sure of your seat, but you can't even depend on getting on a given plane. It is something like standby, in 
competition with a herd of buffalo.

The procedure was something like this: There was a plane leaving for Aswan about every 20 minutes. Our group, with our fearless
leader Tom in charge, was squeezed into a large waiting room into the midst of a large crowd that was funneling its way into the next waiting 
room with a guard allowing a certain number of people through the portals to another waiting room. After much push and shove our group 
finally arrived at the door of the next waiting room where we were fortunate enough to see the planes from Aswan coming and going through a 
door that we would eventually pass through. After about an hour of push and shove In the second waiting room we all finally made it through 
the last bottleneck and dashed across the field to our plane. Off to Aswan.

We arrived a little over an hour later.

Aswan, as you know, is famous for the mighty High Dam which the Russians built and completed in 1965. The town of Aswan itself
sits 7 miles downstream from the High Dam. Before the building of the High Dam, Aswan had a population of 50,000. Today its
population has swollen to 500,000 and by the looks of the average fellaheen, the 500,000 individually are as poor and destitute as were the 
50,000 twenty years ago. There is no accommodating a geometric population growth. The more resources that are poured into the mud races, 
the faster the population explosion, but economically they always sink down to their original subsistence level.

It was here at Aswan that I first noticed that whereas the native population of Cairo was a dark mud color, here in southern Egypt
they were black as the ace of spades. They are identified as Nubians, having the kinky hair of a genuine nigger.

Be that as it may, as we drove from the airport to our hotel, we crossed over the Nile on the Lower Dam, a dam the British had built
back in 1910 or thereabouts, an item that was news to me. This lower dam sits about four miles downstream from the High Dam and about 3 
miles upstream from the town of Aswan itself.

When our bus arrived at Aswan we disembarked on the east shore of the Nile and immediately transferred ourselves and our belongings onto 
a motor ferry. This took us to Elephantine Island which sits in the Middle of the Nile and on the tip of which our hotel, the Aswan Oberol, is 
located.

Here we encountered a bizarre situation. This lovely old hotel, the finest in Aswan, did not have our rooms ready. With all the baggage of our 
party of 18 stacked in the bar, we explored the lovely grounds of the hotel for about an hour and a half, then leaving our baggage behind, we 
again embarked on a tender, back to shore, back on the bus and back to the Aswan airport to fly to Abu Simbel, 168 miles to the south.

I said earlier that it was a hectic morning, what with the embarkation at the Cairo airport. Well, things got rougher and more drastic
at our next embarkation into the air. Whereas the airport at Aswan was much smaller, of course, it made no concessions to Cairo whatsoever 
when it came to crowding, waiting and confusion. Our fearless leader advised us that this might be as good a place as any to eat our box 
lunches which we had brought with us from the hotel. This was no easy accomplishment, what with the smell, the crowding and the 
pandemonium. Some of us ate most of our lunch, and some did not. Some of us gave most of it to the native fellaheen who were scrounging 
for leftovers in an overfilled garbage can in the waiting room.

Anyway, after much of the same push and shove procedure we had encountered in Cairo, only more of it, after about 2 hours (at
least) we were finally up in the air and off to Abu Simbel where sits one of the wonders of the world. The TEMPLE OF ABU SIMBEL. There is a 
slogan in traveling that says something to the effect that getting there is half the fun. Well, this was hardly the case this Tuesday of February 
14th. But when we got to Abu Simbel it was well worth it. This Temple, which was built by that powerful ego Ramses II for the glorification of 
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Ramses II, was something to behold. Carved into solid sandstone on the west bank of the Nile some 3,300 years ago, it was and still is, a 
marvel to behold. I have more fully described its face and interior in last month's essay and will therefore not repeat it.

What I did not mention is that nearby the Great Temple stands The TEMPLE OF HATHOR, also carved out of solid rock. This
temple was also built by Ramses II for his wife Nefertari and dedicated to the goddess Hathor. Outside the temple on the face of the cliff are six 
large statues, four of the omniscient Ramses II and two of his wife, as well as smaller ones of their children. Inside, the
Hypostyle Hall has a roof supported by six pillars topped with the head and face of the goddess Hathor.

Egypt can lay claim to roughly three major architectural and engineering marvels in three different eras of history. The first broad
grouping is that of Ancient Egypt and the building of the pyramids, temples and other architectural wonders. This spans a period of
several thousand years. The second marvel was the building of the Suez Canal by deLesseps in the 1880's. The third, though of lesser 
accomplishment, was the High Dam at Aswan built by the Russians in the 1960's, and has been highly trumpeted throughout the world. 
However, I would like to add a fourth marvel that we witnessed at Abu Simbel that was a direct consequence of building the High Dam. That 
engineering marvel is the slicing of the Abu Simbel Temples, both the Ramses and the Hathor Temple, piece by piece and moving it to the top 
of the cliff, and re-assembling it in a condition that would almost defy detection from its original condition. We also got a good look at how this 
was done by American engineers and to the tune of American (taxpayer) money, 75 million dollars worth. A huge concrete half dome was built 
at the top of the cliff into which the two temples were then moved, piece by numbered piece. The face of the dome was then reconstructed to 
resemble the natural face of the cliff, except where the faces of the two temples were exposed. The roof of the dome was then also covered 
with desert rocks and sand, blending it in perfectly with the rest of the rocky cliffs. Unless you walked into the dome through an obscure door to 
view the interior's full size, its scaffolding and its machinery, you would never suspect that both temples had not stood on that same ground for 
the last 3,300 years.

We had ideal weather to view the temple and also the landscape as we flew back to Aswan, 168 miles to the north. We got a fine view of Lake 
Nasser, (backed up by the High dam) and the bleak, barren desert that surrounded it on all sides; nothing but rocks and sand with ridges of low 
mountains interlacing the landscape.

Back at Aswan into the bus, across the Low Dam, into the tender, back to the Aswan Oberoi Hotel on Elephantine Island, we discovered that 
our rooms were now ready. After a sumptuous dinner we were now also ready for our rooms after a long, hectic, interesting and tiring day.

Wednesday February 15th. Our stay at the Oberoi was short — only one night. First thing Wednesday morning we transferred
ourselves and our gear to one of the Sheraton cruise boats, which was to be our hotel for the next five days. Sheraton had several such 
specially designed behemoths to cruise the Nile, and ours was called the ATON, named after the monotheistic Pharaoh Ikhnaton's one and 
only sun god. Having settled in, we were on the go again right after lunch. Our guide had chartered a felucca for the afternoon, navigated by a 
native fellaheen. A felucca is an ancient Egyptian sailboat with a gaff-headed sail, and they have been sailing the Nile without a change in 
design for thousands of years.

After a hectic trip to Abu Simbel the day before, this proved to be a most enjoyable and relaxing afternoon. We went to Kitchener'•s
Island and saw the beautiful gardens there that were a legacy of the British stamp on Egypt, which by the way, is considerable. We
then embarked the felucca again and sailed to the opposite shore of the Nile to visit the Mauwlenn of the Aga Khan. It is a
beautiful Mausoleum, built by his wife and his son, sitting on a high hill overlooking the Nile. The dozens and dozens of feluccas looked like 
lovely white seagulls on the deep blue water below. In order to help make the climb up the hill to the Mausoleum, there were a number of those 
persuasive camel drivers again to meet us and greet us. My wife and I rented a camel and climbed aboard. Away we went up the steep hill with 
the driver leading the snorting and bellowing beast, with us hanging on to a precarious saddle that threatened to slip forward had we not been 
going up hill. After seeing the mausoleum we opted to walk back down the hill.

Back into the felucca, and with lovely calm weather, we drifted easily to the dock of the Old Cataract Hotel (circa 1880's). We
had tea and crumpets on the large veranda of this stately old hotel, which sits on a high hill overlooking the Nile. We had a commanding view 
of the cataracts, which are studded with tremendous smooth black boulders. After another delightful ride on the felucca we were back on the 
ATON.

We had dinner with a cocktail party that night. For entertainment we were favored with a program that featured an Egyptian belly
dancer and four piece band that had its electric amplifier turned up very very loud.

Thursday, February 16th. Still at Aswan in the morning, we took a tour to the Aswan High Dam about 7 miles upstream. After seeing Hoover 
Dam, and some of the other gigantic concrete dams in the United States, the Russian built dam was a huge disappointment. It was a broad, 
long. ragged earth fill, 364 feet high and two miles long at the top. It created 300 mile long Lake Nasser, backing up to where it expands past 
the Egyptian border into the Sudan. Its waters have expanded Egypt's cultivation by a third — an additional two million acres.

More impressive than the dam itself was the huge modernistic concrete monument the Russians built to commemorate the completion of the 
dam.

On the way back we stopped at a riverside dock and took a tender to an island located between the old and the new dam, on which
stands the magnificent Temple of Philae. The oldest part dates back only to the 4th century B.C. and the remainder was built during the 
Ptolemaic and Roman periods. It was magnificent and it was huge, and strangely enough, it too had been dismantled piece by piece from 
below the present water line and re-assembled to its present site on the small rocky island of Philae. This was done through the efforts and 
generosity of the Germans.
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Before getting back to our cruise ship for lunch, we stopped at the granite quarries where we viewed (and walked on) a huge obelisk
still in situ. It was 125 feet long and estimated to weigh 1,170 tons. It had been cut and shaped lying on its side with the bottom side still firmly 
anchored in its granite bed.

After lunch we set sail in the ATON to cruise down the Nile to Kom Ombo, where we stopped to view the temple of the same name. This 
temple, situated on a hill overlooking the Nile at a point where the river makes a bend is dedicated to the gods Harwar, a hawk-headed god, 
and Sobek, represented with the head of a crocodile. It seems that any idiotic caricature would serve as a god as well as any other in the minds 
of the gullible and superstitious ancients.

The fine reliefs throughout the temple were most impressive. We were there only 30 minutes, then back to the ATON, and continued cruising 
down the Nile. This cruise was a relaxing and most welcome relief from the hectic pace we had been through. Not only relaxing, but most 
enjoyable. We sailed on well into the night and tied up at EDFU.

Friday, February 17th. In the morning we went ashore and boarded fancy horse drawn carriages, four people to a buggy. We drove
a mile or so through the relatively large town of Edfu to the Temple of Horus.

As we drove through the streets, there were donkeys, dogs, water buffalos, camels, children and grownups in large numbers. Small
stores, or more like bazaar type booths, lined the streets. Vendors were all over the place. Children ran alongside our carriages, but
they were well behaved. Whereas in Haiti or Mexico in a similar situation a tourist is usually besieged with beggars, especially little
children, this was not the case here. In fact, the few that did ask for a handout were quickly admonished by either their mothers or
other children not to do so.

Arriving at the Temple of Horus we were presented with another huge and impressive temple begun in 237 B.C. by Ptolomaeus III.
The front facade is massive and stands 117 feet high. At the entrance stands a sacred falcon colossus, carved out of granite.

Back to the ATON and on to Esna which is located only 30 miles south of Luxor. Here we disembarked again and went ashore.
It is fitting here to note how our cruise ship was specially designed for these Nile cruises. Some of these landing places have only the faintest 
semblance of a dock, others have none. So how does a large 4 deck cruiser accommodating 84 passengers manage to dock at such places as 
Esna where there is nothing but a sloping, rock studded embankment to dock at? Well, they thought of that item, too.

The ship can push itself sideways by having water jets emitted below the water line, fore and aft. It also has large wooden booms, like 
telephone poles it can push out sideways, also fore and aft. As it sidles up alongside the bank. these booms are protruding on its side, sticking 
into the embankment and protecting the ship itself. The lines are then tied to convenient cleats on shore and there she sits. A wide gangplank 
is then lowered connecting the ship to the shore and the passengers are all set to disembark or board.

Another neat little feature about these ships is that the sides are flat and parallel and the ship is just the right width to fit through
the several locks that impede its passage between Aswan and Cairo. We disembarked at Eana and walked to the Temple of Khnum (the ram 
god). As I said before, any caricature will do for a god. Anyway, the temple was lovely and massive. It represented the Ptolemaic period of 
Egyptian history, although part of it was constructed much earlier by Thutmose III (1,500 B.C.).

The interesting feature about this temple is that it lies about 28 feet below the present level of the town. It sits in an excavated bowl
and its foundation represents the level of the land at the time it was built. Archaeologists say there is much more to this complex, but since it is 
covered by 28 feet of top soil, and the town is built on it, no more excavations are contemplated.

We sailed on and arrived at the great city of Luxor that night. This city, which contains the most magnificent and greatest collection of all 
ancient Egyptian ruins, was the site of the ancient city of Thebes, the capital of Egypt at the height of its glory during the Middle and New 
Kingdoms.

Since we arrived at Luxor in the early evening, my wife and I took a walk down the street along the river bank to see a certain hotel.
We had read much about a grand hotel built in Luxor during the 1880's that had been the haunt of royalty and the elite, namely the
Winter Palace Hotel. Seeing it now, a hundred years after its founding, it was still charming and stately, but definitely did not live up
to its billings.

Saturday, February 18th. The weather was clear and beautiful. We got an early start and crossed the Nile in a crude motor launch
to the west bank. A bus then took us to the Valley of the Kings, where we saw the tomb of Ramses VI, to the tomb of Tutankhamen and the 
tomb of Haremheb (19th Dynasty, 14th century B.C.).

Since I have already described these tombs and all the loot once buried there, in last month's article about "Lessons from Egypt", I
will not repeat it here. All I can reiterate is — what a shameful waste! That same morning we also visited the beautiful Temple of
Queen Hatshepsut, which I have also described in last month's essay. On our way back we stopped to take pictures of the two Colossi of 
Memnon, huge statues of solid stone.

By the time we arrived back for lunch at the ATON, it was the middle of the afternoon, during which we were able to take a well
deserved rest. 

That night, we were to enjoy another Sound and Light Program, this time at Karnak. It was considerably different from the
one Monday night at the pyramids. Whereas at the pyramids we sat in our chairs and stayed put during the whole program, at Karnak we 
assembled as a huge standing mob at the entrance in front of the Avenue of the Ram-headed Sphinx. (They are reclining and lined up on each 
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side, a total of 40. Originally, when this avenue extended all the way to Luxor Temple, there were a total of 124 of these magnificent statues.) 
The sound system then begins the show by giving us a dramatic script of the sacred solemnity of the place and occasion, then tells us to move 
on to the next area in this huge temple complex.

As we moved in the darkness from one area to another to the accompaniment of dialogue and music, after about half an hour we
reached an elevated grandstand. This was temporarily semi-lighted until the people were seated, then the show went on. The grandstand 
provided an overall view of the layout of the whole complex, including the Sacred Lake, which reflected the huge monuments as the lights 
played on one, then another.

It, too, was impressive, but the Sound and Light program at the Pyramids was still the finest.

Sunday, February 19th. Another clear beautiful day. In the morning we visited the Temple of Karnak by horse carriage to see the
great Temple of Amon-Ra at Karnak, where we had viewed the program of Sound and Light the evening before. Then on to the Tem-
ple of Luxor in the heart of the city. These two great temples, the Luxor Temple and the Temple of Karnak, are about three miles apart. In 
ancient times when Thebes was at its height, these two were one continuous complex connected by the impressive Avenue of Sphinxes. Less 
than a century ago the Temple of Luxor was covered under a hill of rubble and hovels. That afternoon we flew back to Cain* and the Ramses 
Hilton Hotel.

Monday, February 20th. There are over 500 mosques in Cairo. In the morning we visited three of the most famous Mohammedan
mosques. The first one was the Mosque of Ahmed lbn Tulun where King Farouk and some of his forebearers are buried. The whole
complex was beautiful indeed, displaying the best in ancient Moslem architecture. Everywhere you looked it was very ornate. Lacy
grillwork, Islamic inscriptions, gold plating, jewel encrusted decorations everywhere.

The second mosque was in The Citadel, a large military enclosure erected by Saladin during the Third Crusade. Soldiers and guards were 
everywhere, as they were at all government buildings in Cairo since the 1973 war. Located in the Citadel also is the Muhammad Ali Mosque, 
which we visited. Buried here is the Shah of Iran, whose tomb we also viewed although the Shah's family has discouraged public viewing of his 
grave.

We then visited the Khan el Khalili Bazaar, an interesting experience. Although not as large as the one we had visited at Istanbul eleven years 
ago, it is of considerable higher quality. In the afternoon, we visited the Cairo Museum, and viewed with special interest the 3,500 pieces of rich 
artifacts from the tomb of Tutankhamen. Since I have already covered these in last month's article, I will not repeat the description of this most 
amazing collection.

Except for formalities, goodbyes, airports and travel back home, that completes this exotic journey into the Land of the Ancient
Pharoahs.

Conclusion: In last month's observations I summed up the impact of the astounding Egyptian culture and civilization on its own people and the 
world at large. Because Egypt's achievements in the cultural, religious and architectural areas were so unique and spectacular, I chose to 
describe those architectural and archaeological wonders in this, the second installment, because to have done so in reverse order would have 
been anticlimactic. There are a few other observations about modern Egypt that I need
to add, however.

One is about their money. The Egyptian unit of money is the Egyptian pound, (designated as L.E.) divided into 100 piasters. An
official travel book put out by FODOR'S in 1984 stated that anyone staying over 48 hours must exchange at least $150 U.S. at the airport. This, 
I found to be incorrect. However, since we were stranded and on our own at the airport, I figured that we would have to have taxis, baksheesh 
and various other sundries to contend with, so I immediately exchanged $100 U.S. at one of the many official exchange windows, for which I 
received L.E. 81. Whereas the official rate of exchange is somewhere around I L.E. to $1.22 U.S., actually the Egyptians themselves have little 
or no faith in their own money, and most of the shops, vendors, etc., would gladly take American dollars on a one for one basis for their 
merchandise. Furthermore, if you have any Egyptian money left over when ready to leave the country, you might as well spend it on anything, 
or give it away, because you cannot reconvert it back to U.S. dollars. Nobody wants it. The Egyptians have absolutely no faith in their own 
money, and for good reason.

The fact is, the Egyptian economy is rotten, weak and tottering, without any solid economic base. It will collapse as soon as American 
subsidies (carried on the shoulders of American taxpayers) are withdrawn.

The second observation is about the Nile and present day Egyptian agriculture.

The Aswan High Dam has been highly touted as a modern engineering wonder, and the benefits Egypt will derive there from are
presumably manifold, such as 2 million more acres under cultivation, billions of kilowatts of electric power, etc. Yet, it is my conclusion that the 
dam will prove to be a disaster, in several ways. 

For thousands of years the Nile flooded its banks and deposited its rich mineral-laden silt on the farm lands. This kept the land
watered and fertile forever, its fertility being renewed each year. Now, with 300 mile long Lake Nasser and structural and controlled irrigation, 
the following disasterous consequences are developing:

1. Much of the water evaporates in the formerly dry desert climate of Upper Egypt. The water coming down the Nile now has a higher saline 
content (as does our own Colorado River by the time it reaches the Imperial Valley of California).
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2. Through controlled irrigation, rather than the former flooding, the salt content builds up in the soil over a period of years and will
poison the formerly eternally fertile oasis. 

3. The mineral-rich silt will no longer be deposited on the soil, but will eventually fill Lake Nasser with mud.

4. The climate has been changed into one much more humid, which will hasten the destruction of her many marvelous historical
monuments, as too, of course, will the acrid fumes of modern industry.

5. The farmers there too, have been snookered into using large quantities of chemical fertilizers, pesticides and herbicides, as have
American farmers.

6. Between the controlled irrigation and the wide use of chemical fertilizers the eternally fertile Valley of the Nile is being poisoned into 
extinction.

Briefly, I will recapitulate.

A. The great Egyptian race of Ancient Egypt was a unique breed of men and produced the first great White civilization (emphasis on
the great). It died because they had a bad religion, one that was obsessed with life in a non-existent hereafter, obsessed with a
world of non-existent spooks.

B. Long before Christianity raised its destructive Jewish head, the Egyptians had already invented every fictitious concept later
used and copied by Judaism and Christianity. Some of these fictitious concepts were: the existence of a "soul" that supposedly
lived forever; gods and spooks, both "good" and "evil"; polytheism, and also monotheism; a murky netherworld and a "hereafter";
rewards and punishments to be meted out in the hereafter; vast material sacrifices and monuments to their fictitious gods; baptism
(ablution) and cleansing by water; the practice of circumcision as a religious rite; and a host of other spurious ideas that derailed the mind into 
an insane spooky world of make-believe.

C. Had they paid more attention to preserving their wonderful genetic qualities, their gene pool, instead of fiddling around with
spooks that weren't there, the history of not only Egypt, but of the world, would be a marvel to behold.

D. Had they had a racial religion such as CREATIVITY, that wonder would today be a reality.

E. Since they did not, they became mongrelized and degenerate. Their present population is one of the most pathetic on the face of
the earth, embarked on a runaway population explosion to disaster, with the help of U.S. subsidization.

F. Let the history of Egypt be a serious object lesson not only to our own CREATIVITY movement, but to the White Race as a whole. Let us 
remember once and for all, the ULTIMATE HORROR is the MONGRELIZATION of the WHITE RACE, and that without a racial religion, the 
Ultimate Horror is now rapidly engulfing the world.

* * * * * 
Because they, the Egyptians, pursued a course of careless dementia, they lost their most precious treasure — their genes.
* * * * *
Remember, also, just as you cannot reverse an omelet back into a perfect egg, so, too, is mongrelization forever an irreversible process.
* * * * *
Let us never forget that the DIVINE SEED of the once great Egyptian White Race was lost forever because it did not possess a racial religion 
such as CREATIVITY constitutes. Because they were instead obsessed with fictitious abstractions about gods, spirits and spooks, their 
precious genes were mongrelized into the shameful mess that is now their sorry plight.
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Racial Loyalty Issue 12 - May 1984 
The Fine Art of Decision Making 

When I was 20 years old (way, way back in 1938) I was first exposed to Hitler's MEIN KAMPF. I was fortunate enough to be able to read that 
great book in the original German, and reading it had a strong impact on me that has lasted throughout the rest of my life. In fact, it did much to 
change and crystallize my then naive and unsettled view of the world and from it I learned much to help develop and strengthen my character.

One of the things that Hitler strongly impressed upon me was the importance of making decisions.. As we go through life, one of its basic 
realities is that we are continually faced with making decisions, decisions, decisions. Hitler points out in his book that the ability to make 
decisions and take the responsibility therefore is the mark of a great general, a great leader, or in general, a man of outstanding caliber. So 
impressed was I at that age that I started making snap decisions on many things. Whereas I also made a number of wrong decisions, to my 
surprise my batting average was about as good as when I had procrastinated. There was this difference, however: I got a lot more things 
decided, and I got a lot more accomplished. It has been my habit ever since to make decisions as quickly as possible, though with less 
deliberate speed.

Of course, speed is not the only criteria. The important thing is to make a good, sound decision. Anyone who can consistently make good, 
sound decisions and make them quickly is not only a genius, but also a leader of men. Hitler was one who qualified on both counts.

In analyzing the breakdown of the German Reich during and after WWI, Hitler points out the inherent weakness of the whole "Parliamentarian" 
system, which he rightly points out is really Jewish democracy, a swindle designed by the Jew to divide, conquer and rule their goyim victims. 
He vigorously denounces democracy as a rule by committee where everybody and nobody really to responsible for anything. Where a 
committee supposedly makes a decision by counting votes, usually the most cowardly and atrocious decisions are made. Furthermore, in such 
cases, no one personally takes the blame or the responsibility. It is synthetically shunted off to a passive non-entity — a committee that is here 
today and gone tomorrow.

Carl von Clausewitz, probably the greatest military writer and strategist over the last several centuries, also has much to say about facing 
realities and making decisions. In his famous classic ON WAR he says, in effect, that there are certain battles that have to be fought (he is 
referring to nations), and there are certain times when it is most propitious to do so (the golden opportunity.) When such battles are avoided or 
procrastinated due to lack of decisiveness, lack of preparation or lack of courage, such default usually exacts a heavy price from the cowardly 
defaulter. That price is often complete annihilation at the hands of the enemy at a later date. Whereas von Clausewitz was referring to the 
struggles between nations and governments, the lesson applies just as succinctly to individuals in their battles, or decisions, or their neglect to 
face them. Even more important it also applies to the predicament of the White Race in extricating Itself from the dilemma In which it is now 
embroiled. The White Race is far past its "golden opportunity", but believe me, the time will never be better than it is now.

Shakespeare points out a similar conclusion. In his great play, JULIUS CAESAR, he quotes Brutus as philosophizing to Cassius the following 
lines of wisdom: 

"There is a tide in the affairs of men
Which taken at the flood, leads on to fortune;
Omitted all the voyage of their life
Is bound in shallows and miseries."

On the humorous side, of course, there are those who would rather flip a coin and trust to blind luck rather than use their mental faculties. In 
fact, the Romans had their "auguries" where they poked around in the entrails of slain animals and birds to give them a clue as to which way to 
go on important decisions, and the Greeks had their oracles at Delphi to help them make up their minds. In the latter case they had virgin 
maidens sniffing toxic gases coming out of a crack in the ground until they were thoroughly intoxicated. The priesthood would then listen to 
their incoherent mumblings and interpret these as oracles of wisdom from the gods. Such procedures in different ways are still in practice to 
this day. In astrology, the infallible stars are supposedly helping the believers to direct their affairs as they have from time immemorial. Today, 
Christians by the millions still look for signs from heaven to help them make up their minds, and have repeated one-way conversations with the 
Super Spook imploring him to give them proper directions. Recently, in the same vein, on the counter of a Dentist's Clinic, I saw a sign 
displayed saying "No amount of planning can replace dumb luck." And there is some truth to it, too. I can relate an important experience I had.

A few years ago I had a mortgage due me that ran into six figures, which was to be paid off over a period of several years. One day the 
president of the corporation that was paying on the mortgage called and offered to pay up in full now if I would take a 10 percent discount. I 
said I would think about a 5 percent discount. (No snap judgment.) I did think about it and reasoned that maybe he would pay up if I counter 
offered only a 3 percent discount, but, in any case, I just let it ride. Two months later he called me again and I said I was still thinking about it. A 
month after that he called me again, saying they had negotiated a government loan, were going to build on the property, were paying up in full, 
no discount.

Dumb luck and procrastination paid off in this case. But I wouldn't bet on it. Nine times out of ten procrastination and lack of decision will cost 
dearly.

Like it or not, we are continuously faced with minor decisions, important decisions, and in any number of occasions, some of such major import 
that they shape the rest of our lives. Like it or not, we are pressed into decisions, and if we don't quickly come to grips with making those 
decisions when the time to do so is most propitious, those decisions will be made for us either by other people or by the rush of events.
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An evaded decision is usually an act of cowardice and is really a decision by default in itself. In short, not being able to reach a decision when 
events call for such, is a decision in itself, and it will be made elsewhere, usually to the detriment of those who cannot make up their mind.

Since I have been keenly aware of the importance of making decisions since early adulthood, I have also become an observer of how other 
people make decisions. I have especially become aware of how many people there are that either can't make decisions, or won't make 
decisions when they should, of how some people avoid making decisions as they would the plague. It is amazing how many other people some 
individuals can find to blame for their own mistakes and inadequacies. They will blame their wife (or wives), their mother, their father, their 
boss, or just bad luck, they "never get a break," or if they only had the money what they couldn't have done, much better than the fellow who 
does have it.

In this respect a number of trite sayings are appropriate. One that comes to mind is "He took his failures like a man, and blamed it on his wife."

Another one I saw on the wall of a friend's office was "If your boss was any smarter, you would probably be out looking for a job." And the 
clincher that stumps the "If only I had the money" alibi is, "If you're so smart, why aren't you rich?" NO ANSWER. For this, too, however, 
Shakespeare has an answer. Again (from Julius Caesar) Cassius says, "The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars, but in ourselves that we are 
underlings."

I find these kind of people hardest of all to deal with, even more so than those who are dishonest and/or cunning. The latter, although you 
cannot trust them, you can at least divine their intentions, what it is they want, what their price is. You can then bargain on that basis, meet their 
price and they yours, or you can break off all negotiations and not deal with them at all.

Not so with the many unfortunate individuals who can't make up their minds. It is extremely hard to bargain with someone who doesn't know 
what they want, who can't make up their fractured mind. They will stall you, they will procrastinate, they will leave you hanging in animated 
suspension, even feeling a certain childish importance that they have managed to keep someone waiting on their no-decision. Such people, I 
have found, prefer not to ever make up their minds, but would rather have someone push them into "their" decision, which is not theirs at all. 
Why do they adopt such a circuitous and disastrous course? Mainly, because making a decision carries with it RESPONSIBILITY and 
consciously or subconsciously they want to avoid responsibility. Let the other person take the responsibility for the decision, and should things 
turn out badly, let the other person take the blame.

Everybody has to make decisions. Some make them poorly, some are fairly good at it, some can make good sound decisions most of the time 
and make them rapidly. It is somewhat like the act of spelling.

Some people are poor at it, some are mediocre, some are good and some are excellent. Nobody is perfect, and nobody expects to be. It is 
rather how you rate on a scale of 1 to 10 that counts. For believe me, success in life is largely dependent upon how quickly you can make 
decisions, how sound those decisions are and taking the responsibility to back those decisions once they have been made.

Decision making, like the thinking process, is a complex and little understood process. Nevertheless, everyone can do it and everyone has to 
do it. Like breathing, you cannot go through life without it. (This reminds me of a sign I once saw in a locksmith shop that made a claim to the 
contrary. It said "People can live without air for two minutes, without water for a week, without food for a month, and without brains all their 
life.") Be that as it may, I repeat, everyone has to make decisions and everyone can, much as some work hard at avoiding it.

Even birds and animals are constantly faced with decisions. They, too, have a constant and wide variety of decisions to make and they make 
them. One basic decision many animals have to make is the one of fight or flight. Another is the mating decision and whom to choose as their 
partner. Another decision birds have to make is where to build their nest, when to start, how to build it, where to gather twigs, how to arrange 
them and a variety of other major and minor decisions. They have to make them, and they do make them. Usually it is timely and their 
judgment is excellent.

Getting back to people, whose decisions may or may not be more complex than those of the birds, the bees, and the animals, they supposedly 
have an advantage in having a better thinking apparatus to help them make decisions and solve their problems. Although it may be complex 
and not thoroughly understood, there are a number of guidelines I would like to offer that can be of tremendous help in the complex process of 
making decisions.

1. The first thing you have to decide is that you are faced with a decision, that yon have to decide one way or another, and that the sooner you 
do so, the better off you are. It is amazing how many people cop out on this first important step and will not admit even to themselves that they 
are faced with a decision even when they should know better.

2. In making a decision, gather all the Information yon can that pertains to the problem. In so doing it is not necessary to exhaust the relevant 
information, but merely AN ADEQUATE AMOUNT to make that particular decision. Too often some people will keep procrastinating in coming 
to a conclusion, and waste so much time waiting for more information that by the time they have "enough information", the boat has long sailed 
and they were left standing at the dock. If there seems to be a contradiction here, the key word is "ADEQUATE" and the trick is to have the 
good judgment to know when enough is enough.

3. The next step is a matter of weighing and evaluating the information you have. Again, this is where good judgment and common sense come 
into play, and "common sense", I have found, is not common at all, but a rare and precious commodity. Questions arise: How reliable is the 
information? When contradictory reports come in as they always do, the questions that must be answered are: Whom can you believe? What, 
in the light of your previous experiences, is reasonable, and what is unreal? These, too, are subsidiary decisions that have to be made and 
dovetailed in the major decision that you are trying to resolve.
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4. Having gathered your information, having weighed and evaluated it, next consider your options. Perhaps the options are a simple yes or no, 
or there may be half a dozen options as to what you can do about a particular problem. Consider all the options and list them in writing. 

5. Having done this, next consider the consequences of each, both short term and long term.

6. Next comes the hard and important step: make your choice. Here is where most people flounder.

7. Having made your choice, then stick with it and back it up with vigorous and aggressive action to make that choice a success. It does no 
good for a young man to say, "I have made my choice. I am going to be an engineer", and then do nothing about fulfilling the long and arduous 
efforts necessary to carry out that decision. In short — choose your dream — then pursue it to its logical conclusion.

Here are some further observations about decision making.

1. Making decisions requires courage: Avoiding such is a cop-out, an act of cowardice. The key word is RESPONSIBILITY. A person must 
have the courage to take responsibility for his/her decisions.

2. Decision making also requires a sorting out of priorities. No one has time to make decisions about everything. Some decisions are important, 
some are trivial. Some are urgent and must be made in the next week, some in the next day, some in the next hour, some in a split second. 
Again it is a matter of selection, a matter of propitious timing, a matter of good judgment.

3. There are some matters that may be tremendously important, but we can do nothing about it anyway. For instance, it may be terribly 
important that the sun rise tomorrow morning, but since I have absolutely no say in the matter, there is nothing for me to concern myself about. 
A good philosophy in this respect is one that is spelled out in the prayer of the Alcoholics Anonymous people. It goes like this: "God grant me 
the serenity to accept the things I cannot change: the courage to change those things I can and the wisdom to know the difference." An 
excellent philosophy.

I subscribe to that.

Now we come to the crux of this article as to how all the foregoing relates to CREATIVITY, the survival of the White Race, and the building of 
our racial movement. 

Having stressed the importance of 
(a) Decision making
(b) Sorting out what is important and what is trivial, let us now come to some major conclusions about some things that are of utmost 
importance to your own life, to your race, to your children and to future generations yet unborn.

1. The most important issue facing you today as a member of the White Race is survival of your own kind. This is a fact and no decision needs 
to be made about an established fact. The decision you do have to make is whether you will face this fact and do something about it. Make up 
your mind, yes or no.

2. If no, join the nigger "community" and crawl into a rat hole and die. I never want to hear from you again.

3. If yes, make up your mind as to what organization has the best creed, program and solution for the survival, expansion and advancement of 
the White Race. I am fully convinced that the Creativity Movement has not only the best creed, program and solution for the problem, but the 
only solution. However, you have to decide that for yourself. Decide what program you want to pursue, then do something meaningful about it.

4. If you decide The Creativity Movement is it, then drop all the other polyglot causes, and devote your full time and energy supporting our 
cause with donations, with distributing our literature, with soliciting new subscribers for RACIAL LOYALTY and many other activities. In feet, 
why not become an ordained Minister of the Church and form your own activist Church group. (See RACIAL LOYALTY No. 10 for guidelines.)

These are tremendously important issues. Again I ask you, make your decision. There is a tide in the affairs of men and races.
Time is of the essence.

Here are a few quotes by Adolf Hitler: Every Jewish slander and every Jewish lie is a scar of honor on the body of our warriors.

The man the Jews have most reviled stands closest to us and the man they hate worst is our best friend.

Anyone who picks up a Jewish newspaper in the morning and does not see himself slandered in it has not made profitable use of the previous 
day; for if he had, he would be persecuted, reviled, slandered, abused, befouled.

Racial Loyalty Issue 12 - May 1984 
The Fine Art of Decision Making 
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Racial Loyalty Issue 12 - May 1984 
Do Something Meaningful for the White Race 

Become an Ordained Minister of The Creativity Movement

Organize Your Own Church Group

In Issue No. 10 of RACIAL LOYALTY, we suggested that every CREATOR become a Reverend, that is, an ordained Minister of our
Church. We listed a number of advantages in doing so, both from the individual's point of view in being effective, and also from the
Church's point of view.

Briefly recapitulated these advantages are:

1. It bestows a prestigious title on the individual that has been respected by the government, by the courts, and the world at large
for many centuries.

2. It carries with it certain legal and moral advantages, which our enemies have been quick to take advantage of for years in legal,
moral, and fund raising issues.

3. It is definitely a tool and a weapon that we, too, can and should utilize.

4. It provides the mantle with which you can establish your own church group and be much more effective in building a permanent
and growing base in your area. 

So why not do it?

For further information see Issue No. 10 of RACIAL LOYALTY. If you have already donated as much as $40.00 in the past, you
are already qualified to apply without any further donation. (However, we can always use all the help we can get).

But anyway, do something meaningful and do it now. Apply today!

* * * * *
Remember, there is no substitute for victory and there is no substitute for the White Race!
* * * * *

Racial Loyalty Issue 12 - May 1984 
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Exposed - Bolshevism and Zionism as Jewish 

Instruments 

-Roadtorevolution 

 

Greetings Comrades,  

 

Special Thanks to all Those from where the citations have been taken....  

This article is a part of my Must Must Read Series on Communism is Jewish, which 

can be accessed Here - topic7627.html. 

 

 

Exposed - Bolshevism and Zionism As Jewish Instruments - 

A Must Must Read  
 

 
Zionism and Communism are but two arms of the Jew World Order.  

 

Jews have long been in control of the world, and continue to rule it today. This is revealed 

to us simply by observing the actions and words of the leaders of World Zionism and World 

Communism,the twin vehicles of global Jewish subversion. 

 

Kaufman’s call for “Union Now” was strangely similar to a proclamation made 
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by Adolph Crémieux, a prominent French-Jewish lawyer and statesman who founded the 

Jewish Masonic order“Alliance Israelite Universelle” in Paris in 1860. At an Alliance meeting 

Crémieux declared in true ‘Protocols’ style: “The Alliance is not limited to our cult; it voices 

its appeal to all cults and wants to penetrate in all religions, as it has penetrated into 

all countries. Let us endeavor boldly to bring about the union of all cults under one flag of 

“Union and Progress”: such is the motto of humanity.” Crémieux and his secretive Jewish 

order were named as the prime conspirators in the formulation of The Protocols of Zion, in 

an enlightening essay entitled, “The Protocols of the Ruffle Crested Kikes of Zion”. 

 

With the advent of Communism in the early 19th century, we saw the world plunge into a 

brutal chaos of social cataclysm and economic decay. Indeed, the goal of International 

Communism was never to “free the workers” from capitalist oppression, but rather to 

further enslave them to a small cadre of self-declared and self-perpetuating elite 

vanguards who ruled their subjects with an iron fist. From its inception, Communism was a 

Jewish endeavor to usurp the remaining Gentile nations free from Jewish control, plunder 

their wealth, and enslave and murder the best of their people! 

 

Communism’s Talmudic Jewish roots couldn’t be more apparent. The Jew Karl Marx, a 

descendant of a long line of Talmudic rabbis, is widely viewed as the principal progenitor of 

the ideology of Communism. Less known, however, was Communism’s true prophet — the 

Jewish supremacist, Talmudist, and racist Zionist Moses Hess, whom Marx called the “Red 

Rabbi.” (See: Avineri, Shlomo. Moses Hess: Prophet of Communism and Zionism. NYU 

Press, 1987) Hess was Marx’s guide and teacher, and converted both Karl Marx and 

Friedrich Engels to Communism. These two sordid snakes — Marx and Engels — went on 

to author “The Communist Manifesto”, “Das Kapital”, and other works, which crystallized 

this wretched brain-trust of sanguinary scoundrels and their grandiose dreams of a one-

world global communist dictatorship. 

 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karl_Marx) 

(See also - http://www.amazon.com/Moses-Hess-Prophe ... 0814705871) 

 

In 1920, Winston Churchill — who later sold out to the Jews and became their 

tool[/b] — ominously warned the world of the menacing movement that was Jewish 

Bolshevism. Writing in the Illustrated Sunday Herald, February 8, 1920, page 5, Churchill 

opined: 

 

(See also - http://www.fpp.co.uk/bookchapters/WSC/Waley_Cohen.html) 

(See also - http://www.patriot.dk/churchill.html) 

 

[b]"This movement among the Jews is not new. From the days of Spartacus — Weishaupt 

to those of Karl Marx, and down to Trotsky (Russia), Bela Kun (Hungary), Rosa 

Luxembourg (Germany), and Emma Goldman (United States), this world-wide conspiracy 

for the overthrow of civilization and for the reconstitution of society on the basis 

of arrested development, of envious malevolence, and impossible equality, has been 

steadily growing. It played, as a modern writer, Mrs. Webster, has so ably shown, a 

definitely recognizable part in the tragedy of the French Revolution. It has been the 

mainspring of every subversive movement during the Nineteenth Century; and now at last 

this band of extraordinary personalities from the underworld of the great cities 

of Europe and America have gripped the Russian people by the hair of their heads and 

have become practically the undisputed masters of that enormous empire… 

 

There is no need to exaggerate the part played in the creation of Bolshevism and an the 

actual bringing about of the Russian Revolution by these international and for the most 

part atheistical Jews. It is certainly a very great one; it probably outweighs all others. With 

the notable exception of Lenin, the majority of the leading figures are Jews. Moreover, the 

principal inspiration and driving power comes from the Jewish leaders.” 

 

Many misinformed patriots have been led to believe Churchill’s “Zionism versus 

Bolshevism: A Struggle for the Soul of the Jewish People” article (quoted above) was 
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somehow a courageous anti-Zionist statement — it was not. In fact, in the concluding 

paragraph of the article Churchill gave a ringing endorsement of Zionism, encouraging 

Jews to follow the course of Zionism rather than Bolshevism: 

 

(See also http://www.patriot.dk/churchill.html) 

 

“Zionism has already become a factor in the political convulsions of Russia, as a 

powerful competing influence in Bolshevik circles with the international 

communistic system. Nothing could be more significant than the fury with which 

Trotsky has attacked the Zionists generally, and Dr. Weissmann in particular. The 

cruel penetration of his mind leaves him in no doubt that his schemes of a world-

wide communistic State under Jewish domination are directly thwarted and 

hindered by this new ideal, which directs the energies and the hopes of Jews in 

every land towards a simpler, a truer, and a far more attainable goal. The 

struggle which is now beginning between the Zionist and Bolshevik Jews is little 

less than a struggle for the soul of the Jewish people.” 

 

Churchill was, by his own admission, a radical Zionist who — as Prime Minister of 

Britain during WWII — hypocritically went on to collaborate with Bolshevism, establishing a 

cozy relationship with Josef Stalin’s genocidal Soviet Bolshevik Regime. Churchill’s 

abhorrence of Bolshevism disappeared as rapidly as his reservations about International 

Jewry as soon as it suited his personal ambitions. Even his “Zionism versus Bolshevism” 

article was disingenuous in the sense that he offered the world a Hobson’s choice of 

“Zionism or Bolshevism”, a false dilemma in that both options produced the exact same 

result: a World Government under Jewish domination as foretold in the Hebrew Old 

Testament. Churchill knowingly failed to inform his readers that ideologies to Jews are like 

the many arms of Vishnu. They all emanate from the same place with the same goal: the 

desire for a New World Order under Jewish rule! Apparent conflicts among Jews are more 

about tactics than disputes about ultimate goals. Zionism and Communism are but two 

tentacles of the same Talmudic monster — cut and fashioned out of the same Jewish cloth! 

 

(See also - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blog ... onist.html) 

 

(See also - http://www.heretical.com/miscellx/churchil.html) 

 

(See also - http://jewishracism.blogspot.com/2008/1 ... n-jew.html) 

 

Wise and Most Noble Adolf Hitler, eloquently explained this Jewish trick in his 

book, Mein Kampf, 

 

 

“The Jew’s domination in the state seems so assured that now not only can he 

call himself a Jew again, but he ruthlessly admits his ultimate national and 

political designs. A section of his race openly owns itself to be a foreign people, 

yet even here they lie. For while the Zionists try to make the rest of the world 

believe that the national consciousness of the Jew finds its satisfaction in the 

creation of a Palestinian state, the Jews again slyly dupe the dumb Goyim. It 

doesn’t even enter their heads to build up a Jewish state in Palestine for the 

purpose of living there; all they want is a central organization for their 

international world swindle, endowed with its own sovereign rights 

and removed from the intervention of other states: a haven for convicted 

scoundrels and a university for budding crooks.” (A. Hitler, English translation by 

Ralph Manheim, Mein Kampf, Houghton Mifflin, Boston, New York, (1971), pp. 

324-325.) 

 

 

The mischievous and cruel doctrines of Marx and Hess were zealously adopted by the 

world’s Jews who saw in it an opportunity to crush the Gentiles once and for all. A Jew 

named Baruch Levy, in a letter to Karl Marx, stated that Communism was — after all — 
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merely a way to transfer all the wealth of the world into Jewish hands and so fulfill the 

messianic vision of the treacherous Talmud: 

 

“The Jewish people as a whole will be its own Messiah. It will attain world 

dominion by the dissolution of other races, by the abolition of frontiers, the 

annihilation of monarchy, and by the establishment of a world republic in which 

the Jews will everywhere exercise the privilege of citizenship. In this new world 

order the Children of Israel will furnish all the leaders without encountering 

opposition. The Governments of the different peoples forming the world republic 

will fall without difficulty into the hands of the Jews. It will then be possible for 

the Jewish rulers to abolish private property, and everywhere to make use of the 

resources of the state. Thus will the promise of the Talmud be fulfilled, in which 

is said that when the Messianic time is come the Jews will have all the property 

of the whole world in their hands.” (Baruch Levy, Letter to Karl Marx, La Revue 

de Paris, p. 54, June 1, 1928) 

 

(See also - http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k1 ... 574.langFR) 

 

 

Now see here Comrades , Jewish author Bernard Lazare tells us that Karl Marx was indeed 

a Talmudist: 

 

“He had that clear Talmudic mind which does not falter at the petty difficulties of 

fact. He was a Talmudist devoted to sociology and applying his native power of 

exegesis to the criticism of economic theory. He was inspired by that ancient 

Hebraic materialism, which, rejecting as too distant and doubtful the hope of an 

Eden after death, never ceased to dream of Paradise realized on earth. But Marx 

was not merely a logician, he was also a rebel, an agitator, an acrid 

controversialist, and he derived his gift for sarcasm and invective, as Heine did, 

from his Jewish ancestry.” (Lazare, Bernard. “Antisemitism, Its History and 

Causes”, p. 129) 

 

(See also - http://www.vho.org/aaargh/fran/livres2/LAZeng.pdf) 

 

In its article on “Messianic Movements”, the Encyclopaedia Judaica writes: “In his letters 

to Leopold Zunz referred many times to the European revolution of 1848 as ‘the 

Messiah.’ Even many Jews who left the faith tended to invest secular liberation 

movements with a messianic glow.” 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/7g2fpsb) 

 

The Jewish supremacist rabbi, Harry Waton, confessed that not only is Communism 

Jewish, but that it is simply a mechanism for Jewish world dominion and the subjugation of 

all non-Jews — a fulfillment of the megalomaniacal messianic vision of the Torah and the 

Talmud. In his 1939 book, “A Program for The Jews and An Answer To All Anti-Semites: A 

Program for Humanity”, the racist rabbi wrote: 

 

“It is not an accident that Judaism gave birth to Marxism, and it is not an 

accident that the Jews readily took up Marxism; all this was in perfect accord 

with the progress of Judaism and the Jews. The Jews should realize that Jehovah 

no longer dwells in heaven, but he dwells in us right here on earth; we must no 

longer look up to Jehovah as above us and outside of us, but we must see him 

right within us,” (p. 148) 

 

“Since the Jews are the highest and most cultured people on earth, the Jews 

have a right to subordinate to themselves the rest of mankind and to be the 

masters over the whole earth. Now, indeed, this is the historic destiny of the 

Jews,” (p. 99) 
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“Judaism is communism, internationalism, the universal brotherhood of man, the 

emancipation of the working class and the human society. It is with these 

spiritual weapons that the Jews will conquer the world and the human race.” (p. 

100) 

 

(See also - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blog ... rxism.html) 

 

Peculiar isn’t it that the supposed arch anti-capitalist, Karl Marx, never spoke a negative 

word about the Jewish banking dynasty, the Rothschilds, the richest of the world’s 

capitalist financiers, war profiteers and exploiters of the working class. This isn’t so 

puzzling when you understand that Marx was working for the Rothschilds all 

along. We have Totally Exposed this Mofo Agent KarlMarx my dear 

comrades. (See: Red Symphony) Mikael Bakunin, the prominent anarcho-syndicalist 

thinker and rival of Karl Marx, assailed Jewish control of the World Revolution, blasting 

Marx and his phony liberation ideology (Marxism) as a Rothschild-backed con for the 

Jewish financial oligarchy to undermine, loot and pillage the wealth of Gentile nations. 

Bakunin said, 

 

(See also - http://www.iamthewitness.com/DarylBradf ... schild.htm) 

(See also - http://americandeception.com/index.php? ... pdf&id=340) 

 

“Himself a Jew, Marx has around him, in London and France, but especially in Germany, a 

multitude of more or less clever, intriguing, mobile, speculating Jews, such as Jews are 

every where: commercial or banking agents, writers, politicians, correspondents for 

newspapers of all shades, with one foot in the bank, the other in the socialist movement, 

and with their behinds sitting on the German daily press — they have taken possession of 

all the newspapers — and you can imagine what kind of sickening literature they produce. 

Now, this entire Jewish world, which forms a single profiteering sect, a people of 

bloodsuckers, a single gluttonous parasite, closely and intimately united not only across 

national borders but across all differences of political opinion — this Jewish world today 

stands for the most part at the disposal of Marx and at the same time at the disposal of 

Rothschild. I am certain that Rothschild for his part greatly values the merits of Marx, and 

that Marx for his part feels instinctive attraction and great respect for Rothschild. This may 

seem strange. What can there be in common between Communism and the large banks? 

Oh! The Communism of Marx seeks enormous centralization in the state, and where such 

exists, there must inevitably be a central state bank, and where such a bank exists, the 

parasitic Jewish nation, which, speculates on the work of the people, will always find a way 

to prevail ….” (Michael Bakunin, Polémique contres les Juifs, 1869) 

 

(See also - http://www.connexions.org/RedMenace/Doc ... schild.htm) 

 

Benjamin Disraeli, the Jewish Prime Minister of England from 1874-1880, repeatedly 

warned about the machinations of his trouble-making kinsmen. In his novel, Conigsby, 

Disraeli made one of his characters say, 

 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disraeli) 

(See also - http://iamthewitness.com/books/Douglas. ... sraeli.htm) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/6uwx2v3) 

 

“I had on my arrival (at St. Petersburg) an interview with the Russian Minister of 

Finance, Count Canerin; I beheld the son of a Lithuanian Jew…. I had an audience 

on my arrival at Madrid with the Spanish minister; I beheld one like myself, the 

son of a Nuovo Christiano, a Jew of Aragon. In consequence of that transpired at 

Madrid I went straight to consult the President of the French Council; I beheld 

the son of a French Jew…. We fixed on Prussia…. Count Arnim entered the 

cabinet, and I beheld a Prussian Jew. So you see, my dear Coningsby, that the 

world is governed by very different personages to what is imagined by those who 

are not behind the scenes.“ 
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Then, four years after the Jewish-engineered outbreaks of 1848, Disraeli returned to the 

subject in his book Lord George Bentinck, stating, 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/7q68wwp) 

 

“The influence of the Jews may be traced in the last outbreak of the destructive 

principle in Europe. An insurrection takes place against tradition and aristocracy, 

against religion and property… The natural equality of men and the abrogation of 

property are proclaimed by the secret societies who form provisional 

governments and men of Jewish race are found at the head of every one of 

them.“ 

 

Chaim Weizmann, the 20th century’s preeminent Zionist influence-peddler, architect of the 

‘Balfour Declaration’, and first president of Israel, is quoted as saying: “A beneficent 

protection which God has instituted in the life of the Jew is that He has dispersed 

him all over the world.” (JEWISH GUARDIAN, Oct. 8, 1920.) Now compare this with the 

last clause of Protocol No. 11, of The Protocols of Zion: “God has granted to us, His 

Chosen People, the gift of dispersion, and from this, which appears to all eyes to 

be our weakness, has come forth all our strength, which has now brought us to 

the threshold of sovereignty over all the world.” The remarkable similarity between 

Weizmann’s pronouncement and the passage from the Protocols proves that the Jewish 

Learned Elders exist, Weizmann chief among them. 

 

(See also - http://www.palestineremembered.com/Acre ... ry645.html) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/73qoaw2) 

(See also - http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/przion ... 20No.%2012) 

 

This Hidden Hand of Jews was subtly identified by Walter Rathenau (1867-1922), a 

German-Jewish industrialist, writer, and statesman who served as Germany’s Foreign 

Minister during the Weimar Republic. Writing in the Wiener Freie Presse, December 24, 

1912, he said: “Three hundred men, each of whom knows all the others, govern 

the fate of the European continent, and they elect their successors from their 

entourage.” This reality was confirmed by Jean Izoulet, a Jewish professor at the College 

of France and a member of the Jewish-Masonic secret society Alliance Israelite Universelle. 

Writing in his 1926 book “Paris Capital of Religions”, Izoulet said: “I certainly do not 

want to relinquish their Magisterium temporal the three hundred bankers who, at 

the moment, dominate the world.” 

 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walther_Rathenau) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/d6m8a3z) 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alliance_I ... niverselle) 

(See also - http://fotos.fotoflexer.com/2bd4912fa90 ... b5d7d5.jpg) 

 

At the Zionist congress held in Basel in 1898, Dr. Mandelstam, a professor at the 

University of Kiev, proclaimed: “The Jews energetically reject the idea of fusion with 

the other nationalities and cling firmly to their historical hope of world 

empire.” (Chamberlain, Houston Stewart. “Foundations of the Nineteenth Century“, p. 

335) The Talmudic Jew David Wolffsohn was Theordore Herzl’s successor as leader of 

World Zionism and chairman of the World Zionist Organization (WZO). He presided over 

the Zionist Congress at the Hague in 1907 and gave the opening and closing speeches. 

The New York Times tells us that in his closing address Wolffsohn pleaded for more unity 

among the Jews and said that Jewry eventually must conquer the world! (“ZIONIST 

LEADER DIES. – David Wolfsohn Was Once Chairman of International Committee.” The 

New York Times. 17 Sept. 1914.) 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/6tcv7d6) 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Wolffsohn) 

(See also - http://books.google.ca/books/about/Davi ... edir_esc=y) 

(See also - http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jso ... tcong.html) 
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(See also - http://query.nytimes.com/mem/archive-fr ... 5B848DF1D3) 

 

In 1922 at a Zionist conference in Carlsbad, California, Zionist leader Nahum Sokolow 

boastfully gloated that the League of Nations (predecessor of the United Nations) was a 

Jewish construct and tool, and that Jerusalem will one day be capital of the world upon the 

realization of their dark plans: 

 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nahum_Sokolow) 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/League_of_Nations) 

 

“The League of Nations is a Jewish idea, and Jerusalem some day will become the 

capital of the world’s peace. We Jews throughout the world will make the 

League’s struggle our own and will not rest until there is ultimate victory.” 

(“SAYS JEWS OF WORLD WILL BACK LEAGUE – Dr. Sokolow Tells Zionist Congress 

Jerusalem Will Be International Peace Capital.” The New York Times. 28 Aug. 

1922.) 

 

(See also - http://select.nytimes.com/gst/abstract. ... 5F468285F9) 

 

Theodore Newman Kaufman was an American Jew , I have already told you about this 

cocksuker in my previous articles also, who published a book in 1941 calling for the 

extermination of the entire German race and nation in a “final solution” of sterilization. 

(See: Kaufman, Theodore N. Germany Must Perish! Newark, NJ: Argyle Press, 1941) In 

the same year of his book’s publication, this devilish Jew gave an interview to The 

Canadian Jewish Chronicle in which he fervently articulated his desire not only for the 

annihilation of all German Gentiles, but also for Jewish World Government, stating: 

 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theodore_N._Kaufman) 

(See also - http://ia700301.us.archive.org/25/items ... 4135P..pdf) 

(See also - http://news.google.com/newspapers?id=rP ... %2C5306430) 

 

“I believe that the Jews have a mission in life. They must see to it that the 

nations of the world get together in one vast confederation. ‘Union Now’ is the 

beginning of this. Slowly but surely the world will develop into paradise. We will 

have perpetual peace. And the Jews will do the most to bring about this 

confederation, because they have the most to gain.” 

 

Kaufman’s call for “Union Now” was strangely similar to a proclamation made by Adolph 

Crémieux, a prominent French-Jewish lawyer and statesman who founded the Jewish 

Masonic order“Alliance Israelite Universelle” in Paris in 1860. At an Alliance meeting 

Crémieux declared in true ‘Protocols’ style: “The Alliance is not limited to our cult; it 

voices its appeal to all cults and wants to penetrate in all religions, as it has 

penetrated into all countries. Let us endeavor boldly to bring about the union of 

all cults under one flag of “Union and Progress”: such is the motto of 

humanity.” Crémieux and his secretive Jewish order were named as the prime 

conspirators in the formulation of The Protocols of Zion, in an enlightening essay entitled, 

“The Protocols of the Ruffle Crested Kikes of Zion”. 

 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adolphe_Cr%C3%A9mieux) 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alliance_I ... niverselle) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/7vwzdjg) 

(See also - http://www.bamboo-delight.com/raxbweel/ ... f_Zion.pdf) 

 

In 1940, Arthur Greenwood — the Deputy Leader of the British Labour Party and member 

of the British War Cabinet — made a vocal pledge to American Jewry that upon the defeat 

of the Axis Powers in WWII he would do his utmost to help realize the formation of a “New 

World Order” in the world, led and dominated by the Jews. The groveling Zionist stooge 

proclaimed, 
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(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_Greenwood) 

(See also - http://select.nytimes.com/gst/abstract. ... 5F448485F9) 

 

“When we have achieved victory, as we assuredly shall, the nations will have the 

opportunity of establishing a new world order … In such a world it is our 

confident hope that the conscience of civilized humanity would demand that the 

wrongs suffered by the Jewish people in so many countries should be righted.” 

 

He added, 

 

“In the rebuilding of civilized society after the war, there should and will be a 

real opportunity for Jews everywhere to make a distinctive and constructive 

contribution.” (See this facsimile of the New York Times article) 

 

(See also - http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-wC687_hU6oA/V ... ToJews.jpg ) 

 

In 1946, the US government put to Stalin a proposal for World Government, penned by 

two Globalist Jews — Bernard Baruch and David Lilienthal. Baruch was a wealthy 

Jewish Wall Street tycoon, and influential adviser to five American presidents. In World 

War I he was Woodrow Wilson’s chief adviser on national defense and was appointed 

chairman of the War Industries Board (1918-1919), thus bringing the American war 

machine under the heel of Jewish financiers. Baruch, and a contingent of his kinsmen, 

helped frame the economic provisions of the Versailles Treaty of 1919 which carved 

Germany into pieces after WWI. In his address to the United Nations Atomic Energy 

Commission on the 14th of June, 1946, Baruch made the following “Protocolist”, One-

Worldist pronouncement: 

 

(See also - http://mailstar.net/baruch-plan.html) 

(See also - http://www.jewwatch.com/jew-leaders-baruch.html) 

(See also - http://www.realjewnews.com/?p=40) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/6rdm3s5) 

 

“Behind the black portent of the new atomic age lies a hope which, seized upon 

with faith, can work out salvation … Let us not deceive ourselves: we must elect 

world peace or world destruction. … Peace is never long preserved by weight of 

metal or by an armament race. Peace can be made tranquil and secure only by 

understanding and agreement fortified by sanctions. We must embrace 

international cooperation or international disintegration.” 

 

Baruch also predicted the “Cold War” between the US and the USSR. In 1948, during a 

speech before the Senate’s Special Committee Investigating the National Defense 

Program, he said, 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/6ssa2wu) 

 

“Although the shooting war is over, we are in the midst of a cold war which is 

getting warmer.” 

 

Fellow Zionist kingpin, Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, peculiarly predicted the ascendancy of 

Woodrow Wilson to the presidency, and in his autobiography, “Challenging Years,” (p. 161) 

boasted “that an immensely influential hidden power” — with which he was intimately 

acquainted — “had chosen Wilson as a major pawn in their political game” even before the 

president of Princeton University had entered into politics. Wise would go on to become 

one of Wilson’s chief advisers who was instrumental in persuading Wilson to support 

the ‘Balfour Declaration’. Wilson, of course, was the “poodle on a string” of the conniving 

Protocolist Jews, having signed into law two of the most important planks of their 

Communist Manifesto — Plank #2, “A heavy progressive or graduated income tax,” and 

Plank #5, the creation of a central bank, “with exclusive monopoly.” 
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(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stephen_Samuel_Wise) 

(See also - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blog ... 54b8ba9020) 

(See also - http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jso ... /wise.html) 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balfour_De ... on_of_1917) 

(See also - http://www.realjewnews.com/?p=40) 

(See also - http://www.realjewnews.com/?p=537) 

 

Perhaps in a fit of rebelliousness against his masters, Woodrow Wilson made this ominous 

remark about the secret forces controlling the United States government from behind the 

scenes, 

 

“…we have come to be one of the worst ruled, one of the most completely 

controlled and dominated, governments in the civilized world — no longer a 

government by free opinion, no longer a government by conviction and the vote 

of the majority, but a government by the opinion and the duress of small groups 

of dominant men.” (Woodrow, Wilson. New Freedom: a Call for the Emancipation 

of the Generous Energies of a People. [S.l.]: Indypublish Com, 2007, p. 201) 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/7runs7e) 

 

Further clarification and confirmation of this ongoing Jewish World Government 

project was provided by Israel’s first prime minister — the Jewish supremacist, 

Talmudist, Zionist terrorist and Bolshevist internationalist — David Ben-

Gurion. In 1962, Ben-Gurion predicted the end of the Cold War in the late 1980s, 

and went on to express a burning desire for world governance, led by the Jewish 

nation: 

 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Ben-Gurion) 

 

“The image of the world in 1987 as traced in my imagination: the Cold War will be a thing 

of the past. Internal pressure of the constantly growing intelligensia in Russia for more 

freedom and the pressure of the masses for raising their living standards may lead to a 

gradual democratization of the Soviet Union. On the other hand, the increasing influence of 

the workers and farmers, and rising political importance of men of science, may transform 

the United States into a welfare state with a planned economy. Western and Eastern 

Europe will become a federation of autonomous states having a Socialist and democratic 

regime. With the exception of the USSR as a federated Eurasian state, all other continents 

will become united in a world alliance, at whose disposal will be an international police 

force. All armies will be abolished, and there will be no more wars. In Jerusalem, the 

United Nations (a truly United Nations) will build a shrine of the Prophets to serve the 

federated union of all continents; this will be the scene of the Supreme Court of Mankind, 

to settle all controversies among the federated continents, as prophesied by Isaiah.” 

(Gurion, David Ben & Duchovny, Amram. David Ben-Gurion, In His Own Words. Fleet Press 

Corp., 1969, p. 116; also quoted in Look Magazine, January 16, 1962, p. 20) 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/7qossxn) 

 

(See also - http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-9OuuuzerkqU/V ... /click.jpg) 

 

Ben-Gurion reiterated his ostentatious dreams of a Jewish Utopia when he 

said: “Jerusalem is not the capital of Israel and world Jewry, it aspires to become 

the spiritual center of the world.” The Israeli prime minister was a chauvinistic Jewish 

supremacist who stated his rotten aims openly. He spilled the blood of tens of thousands 

of Palestinians and was responsible for the uprooting and beheading of their nation. He, 

along with his clique of ferocious Zionist bandits, gangsters and thugs, masterminded “the 

Nakba” which has been described as “the mass deportation of a million Palestinians 

from their cities and villages, massacres of civilians, and the razing to the ground 

of hundreds of Palestinian villages.” 
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(See also - http://tinyurl.com/73dz2n6) 

(See also - http://www.alnakba.org/) 

 

Flaunting his Jewish pride and arrogantly mocking his victims by falsely claiming to be a 

victim, Ben-Gurion sanctimoniously said: 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/82ar35h) 

 

“We would not have taken on this war merely for the purpose of enjoying this 

tiny state. There have been only two great people: the Greeks and the Jews. 

Perhaps the Greeks were even greater than the Jews, but now I can see no sign 

of that old greatness in the modern Greeks. Maybe when the present process is 

finished we too will degenerate, but I see no sign of degeneration at present. […] 

Suffering makes a people greater, and we have suffered much. We had a 

message to give the world, but we were overwhelmed, and the message was cut 

off in the middle. In time there will be millions of us — becoming stronger and 

stronger — and we will complete the message. […] Our policy must be the unity 

of the human race. The world is divided into two blocs. We consider that the 

United Nations’ ideal is a Jewish ideal.“ 

 

Ben-Gurion believed Jews to be living gods on earth, superior to Gentiles in every way, 

stating: 

 

“My concept of the messianic ideal and vision is not a metaphysical one but a 

socio-cultural-moral one … I believe in our moral and intellectual superiority, in 

our capacity to serve as a model for the redemption of the human race. This 

belief of mine is based on my knowledge of the Jewish people, not some mystical 

faith; the glory of the divine presence is within us, in our hearts, and not outside 

of us.” (Hertzberg, Arthur. The Zionist State. Jewish Publication Society, 1997, p. 

94) 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/d27athq) 

 

Ben-Gurion’s “prophesy” of an earthly Jewish kingdom ruled from Jerusalem was similarly 

expressed by the Temple Mount Faithful organization newsletter (2000), which says: 

 

(See also - http://www.templemountfaithful.org/s5760.htm#HEADER19) 

 

“The real “United Nations Organization” will be the Kingdom of G-d which will 

soon be established in Jerusalem, based on the holy laws of G-d. The Temple will 

again be the heart, soul and focus of Israel and the nations. Mashiach ben David 

will come and will be the king of Israel and the world. He will come to Jerusalem 

and rule from there and establish the Kingdom of G-d over all the world. 

Jerusalem instead of New York will be the center of the this godly “United 

Nations Organization” and a new era of justice, spiritual holiness, a real law 

based on the word of G-d in the Torah and a real peace will open and will be 

established in Jerusalem exactly as Isaiah prophesied: “The word that Isaiah the 

son of Amoz saw concerning Judah and Jerusalem. And it shall come to pass in 

the last days, that the mountain of the Lord’s house shall be established on the 

top of the mountains, and shall be exalted above the hills; and all nations shall 

flow to it. And many people shall go and say, Come, and let us go up to the 

mountain of the Lord, to the house of the God of Jacob; and he will teach us of his 

ways, and we will walk in his paths; for from Zion shall go forth Torah, and the 

word of the Lord from Jerusalem. And he shall judge among the nations, and 

shall decide for many people; and they shall beat their swords into plowshares, 

and their spears into pruning hooks; nation shall not lift up sword against nation, 

nor shall they learn war any more. O house of Jacob, come, and let us walk in the 

light of the Lord.” (Isaiah 2:1-5) 
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(See also - http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?se ... ersion=NIV) 

 

As demonstrated by the Jewish supremacist group “Temple Mount Faithful,” the 

ancient Jewish plan for world ownership is prophesied in the Jewish Old 

Testament book of Isaiah. This book, among others, exemplifies the Jewish supremacist 

mentality. For example, in Isaiah 60:16, it says: “Thou shalt also suck the milk of the 

Gentiles, and shalt suck the breast of kings: and thou shalt know that I the LORD 

am thy Saviour and thy Redeemer, the mighty One of Jacob.” Isaiah 

61:5 reiterates this concept of Gentile servitude to the Jews, stating: “And 

strangers [non-Jews] shall stand and feed your flocks, and the sons of the alien 

[non-Jews] shall be your plowmen and your vinedressers.” Isaiah 60:5 and Isaiah 

61:6 prophesied that the Jews will come to possess all the wealth of the world: “the wealth 

of the nations [the Goyim] shall come unto thee [the Jews]. … You will feed on the wealth 

of nations, and in their riches you will boast.” I did already told you about this comrades , 

in previous article of mine viz WorldDomination - Dream of Judaism. It can be accessed 

herejosministries.prophpbb.com/topic7609.html 

 

(See also - http://bible.cc/isaiah/60-16.htm) 

(See also -http://bible.cc/isaiah/61-5.htm) 

(See also - http://bible.cc/isaiah/60-5.htm) 

(See also - http://bible.cc/isaiah/61-6.htm) 

 

When Ben-Gurion referred to “everybody” in his Protocolist Prophecy he was most likely 

only referring to Jews, since the Zohar states: “’living soul’ refers to Israel, who have 

holy living souls from above, and “cattle and creeping thing and beast of the 

earth” to the other peoples who are not ‘living soul’.” 

 

 

(See also - http://books.google.com/books?ei=Ewm5Tb ... rch_anchor) 

 

This view is corroborated by the crazed ravings of many prominent Jewish rabbis, including 

many of Judaism’s most revered sages. Take for instance, Rabbi Shneur Zalman of Liadi 

(1745-1812), the founder of the extremist Jewish sect “Chabad” who cursed Gentiles, 

claiming we possess evil souls: “Gentile souls are of a completely different and 

inferior order. They are totally evil, with no redeeming qualities whatsoever… All 

Jews are innately good, all Gentiles are innately evil.” (quoted in Foxbrunner, A. 

Roman. Habad: the Hasidism of R. Shneur Zalman of Lyady. University of Alabama Press, 

1992, p. 108) 

 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shneur_Zalman_of_Liadi) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/6oaptb7) 

 

Rabbi Kook the Elder, the revered father of the messianic tendency of Jewish 

fundamentalism, said, “The difference between a Jewish soul and souls of non-

Jews—all of them in all different levels—is greater and deeper than the difference 

between a human soul and the souls of cattle.” (quoted in Shahak, Israel & 

Mezvinsky, Norman. Jewish Fundamentalism in Israel. London: Pluto Press, 1999, p. 176) 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/cad32fh) 

 

The late, highly revered Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson, the “Lubavitcher Rebbe” 

who headed the Chabad movement and wielded great influence in Israel as well as in the 

U.S., explained that, “The difference between a Jewish and a non-Jewish person 

stems from the common expression: ‘Let us differentiate.’ Thus, we do not have a 

case of profound change in which a person is merely on a superior level. Rather, 

we have a case of ‘let us differentiate’ between totally different species. This is 

what needs to be said about the body: the body of a Jewish person is of a totally 

different quality from the body of [members] of all nations of the world…A non-

Jew’s entire reality is only vanity. It is written, ‘And the strangers shall guard 
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and feed your flocks’ (Isaiah 61:5). The entire creation [of a non-Jew] exists only 

for the sake of the Jews…” (Ibid., p. 59) 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/79d2hny) 

 

An immigrant to Israel from the U.S., Rabbi Ginsburgh speaks freely of his belief in the 

Jews’ genetic-based, spiritual superiority over non-Jews: “If you saw two people 

drowning, a Jew and a non-Jew, the Torah says you save the Jewish life first. … 

If every simple cell in a Jewish body entails divinity, is a part of God, then every 

strand of DNA is part of God. Therefore, something is special about Jewish 

DNA…If a Jew needs a liver, can you take the liver of an innocent non-Jew 

passing by to save him? The Torah would probably permit that. Jewish life has an 

infinite value.” (Ibid., p. 62) 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/7lhk86p) 

 

Rabbi Ovadia Yosef, the head of Shas’s Council of Torah Sages, declared that Gentiles exist 

solely to serve the Jews as slaves. According to the rabbi: “Goyim were born only to 

serve us. Without that, they have no place in the world – only to serve the People 

of Israel.” (Mandel, Jonah. “Yosef: Gentiles Exist Only To Serve Jews.” The 

Jerusalem Post. 10/18/2010) And these are just the statements Jews have made aloud my 

fellow comrades. Just imagine how these bastards talk when they know Gentiles aren’t 

listening. 

 

Another cardinal proof of the Zionist World Conspiracy was the incredible foresight 

displayed by Zionist leader Simon Maximilian Südfeld (alias Max Nordau), Theodore Herzl’s 

close confidant who convinced him to organize the first Zionist conference in Basel, 

Switzerland in 1897. At the sixth Zionist Congress in 1903 — eleven years before World 

War I commenced and forty-five years before Israel was established — Nordau spoke of a 

coming “World War” resulting in the creation of a Jewish state in Palestine, which England 

would help to procure for them: 

 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Max_Nordau) 

 

“Let me tell you the following words as if I were showing you the rungs of a 

ladder leading upward and upward: Herzl, the Zionist Congress, the English 

Uganda proposition, the future world war, the peace conference where, with the 

help of England, a free and Jewish Palestine will be created.” (quoted in 

Rosenthal, Litman. “A Prophet Speaks”, American Jewish News, New York, Vol. 4, 

No. 2, September 19, 1919. p. 464; also quoted in Stevens, Richard P. Zionism 

and Palestine Before the Mandate. Institute for Palestine Studies, 1972, p. 153) 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/6srw9q8) 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/43s7okk) 

 

Strange and incredible — is it not Comrades? — that a leading Zionist Jew was able to 

predict the course of events of the next several decades. It appears Max Nordau was not 

the only Jew with an uncanny gift of foresight. Leading communist ideologue and co-

author of “The Communist Manifesto”, crypto-Jew Friedrich Engels, made it clear 

that he and his fellow communist comrades were comfortable with human 

sacrifices amounting to the loss of tens of millions of lives, in order to pave the 

way for revolution and a global communist imperium. In 1887, Engels somehow 

knew a “World War” was on the horizon and would soon arrive on the shores of Europe, 

laying waste to Europe’s empires and thus leaving the continent vulnerable to communist 

revolution, upheaval and subversion: 

 

“No other war is now possible for Prussia-Germany than a world war, and indeed 

a world war of hitherto unimagined sweep and violence. Eight to ten millions 

soldiers will mutually kill each other off and in the process devour Europe barer 
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than any swarm of locusts ever did. The desolation of the Thirty Years War 

compressed in three or four years and spread over the entire continent: famine, 

plague, general savagery, taking possession both of the armies and of the 

masses of the people, as a result of universal want; hopeless demoralization of 

our complex institutions of trade industry and credit, ending in universal 

bankruptcy; collapse of the old states and their traditional statecraft, so that 

crowns will roll over the pavements by the dozens and no one to be found to pick 

them up; absolute impossibility of foreseeing where this will end, or who will 

emerge victor from the general struggle. Only one result is absolutely sure: 

general exhaustion and the creation of the conditions for the final victory of the 

working class.” (quoted in Wolfe, David Bertram. Marxism, One Hundred Years In 

The Life of a Doctrine. Dial Press, (1965), p. 67) 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/c6amuwo) 

 

Another who predicted the impending doom of a grand European conflict was Jan Gotlib 

Bloch, a Polish crypto-Jew, banker/financier, Zionist activist, “campaigner against Russian 

antisemitism“, and acquaintance of Theodore Herzl. In 1899, Bloch published a book about 

military warfare titled, “Is War Now Possible?”, within which he envisioned a “long war”, a 

“great war of entrenchments”, which would involve some ten million men. Bloch asserted 

that economic factors would be “the dominant and decisive element in the matter” and 

that the future of war was not fighting but famine, resulting in the bankruptcy of nations 

and the break-up of social organization of societies. (Ferguson, Niall. “The Pity of War”, p. 

9) 

 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jan_Gotlib_Bloch) 

 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jan_Gotlib ... tisemitism) 

 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jan_Gotlib ... to_Zionism) 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/8ax8kce) 

 

It is clear that International Jews foresaw the First World War. Did they do 

nothing but foresee it? The facts do not stop at foresight, but run on to 

provocation. Perhaps prominent Zionist Jews and Communist Jews were 

cognizant of the eventual outbreak of a World War because they strove to bring it 

to fruition utilizing their unmatched money, media and political clout? 

 

The Protocols of Zion gives us insight into this question Comrades...  

 

“We must be in a position to respond to every act of opposition by war with the 

neighbors of that country which dares to oppose us: but if these neighbors 

should also venture to stand collectively together against us, then we must offer 

resistance by a universal war.” (The Protocols of Zion, 7:3) 

 

(See also - http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/przion ... %20No.%207) 

 

Zionist Jew kingpin, Chaim Weizmann, admitted as much in a letter to Winston Churchill. 

Historian David Irving documented Weizmann’s venture to persuade Churchill to help the 

Zionists create a Jewish Fighting Force — an army of Jewish terrorists to be used as a 

battering ram to forcefully overtake Palestine and wantonly genocide the Arabs living 

there — in exchange for the Jews’ dragging America into WWII on England’s side. The 

arrogant and conceited Jew, Weizmann, couldn’t help but boast about how his fellow Jews 

“did it in the last war and are keen to do it again”: 

 

“On September 10, 1941 Weizmann therefore wrote an outspoken letter to the 

prime minister in which he recalled how the Jews of the United States had pulled 

their country into war before; he promised that they could do it again – provided 
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that Britain toed the line over Palestine. Two years had passed since the Jewish 

Agency had offered the support of the Jews throughout the world – the Jewish 

‘declaration of war’ on Germany; a whole year had passed, he added, since the 

P.M. had personally approved his offer to recruit Jews in Palestine for service in 

the Middle East or elsewhere. For two years the Agency had met only humiliation. 

Ten thousand Palestinian Jews had fought in Libya, Abyssinia, Greece, Crete, and 

Syria, he claimed, but this was never mentioned. 

 

“Then Weizmann came to his real sales-pitch: ‘There is only one big ethnic group 

[in the USA] which is willing to stand, to a man, for Great Britain, and a policy of 

“all-out aid” for her: the five million Jews. From Secretary Morgenthau, Governor 

[of New York State] Lehmann, Justice [Felix] Frankfurter, down to the simplest 

Jewish workman or trader, they are conscious of all that this struggle against 

Hitler implies.’ British statesmen, he reminded Churchill, had often acknowledged 

that it was these Jews who had brought the United States into the war in 1917. 

‘They are keen to do it – and may do it – again.’ All that he and the Jews of the 

United States were asking for, therefore, was the formation now of a Jewish 

Fighting Force.” (Irving, David. Churchill’s War: Triumph in Adversity Vol. 2. Focal 

Point Publications, 2001, Pp. 76-77; also see this facsimile of Weizmann’s letter 

to Churchill) 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/73gcfmt) 

 

(See also - http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-bqFNMvdvUNw/V ... Letter.jpg) 

 

The “godfather of Zionism”, Theodore Herzl, was not shy about admitting that the Jews do 

indeed possess the necessary power to bring about world wars and revolutions, 

stating: “The wealthy Jews control the world…In their hands lies the fate of 

government and nations. They (the Jews) set governments one against the other 

and by their decree governments make peace. When the wealthy Jews play, the 

nations and the rulers dance.”  

 

(See also - http://www.palestineremembered.com/Acre ... ry643.html) 

(See also - http://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/gilad-a ... watch.html) 

 

In his book “Jewish State”, Herzl spoke of the Jews’ “terrible power of the purse”: 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/crmjtt6) 

 

“Every point which arises in the relations between nations is a question of might. 

I do not here surrender any portion of our prescriptive right when I make this 

statement. In the world as it now is and will probably remain, might precedes 

right. For us to be loyal patriots as were the Huguenots who were forced to 

emigrate is therefore useless. … The Jews must acquire economic power 

sufficiently great to overcome prejudice against them. When we sink, we become 

a revolutionary proletariat, but when we rise, there rises also our terrible power 

of the purse.” 

 

The desolate reality of Jewish warmongering was elucidated in the August 1877 issue of 

Frank Leslie’s “Popular Monthly”, later known as “The American Magazine”, which 

reported: 

 

(See also - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blog ... -wars.html) 

 

“To-day, the great Jewish bankers, such as the Rothschilds, may almost be said 

to hold in their hands the peace of Europe. They are creditors of most of the 

Governments of the world and there are few nations willing to risk the dangers 

and losses of war unless they have assurance from these potent capitalists of 

such monetary aid as may be necessary for carrying on a campaign. In the 
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present European war, one of the combatants, having nothing to lose, is reckless 

of the consequence to her already bankrupt treasury, and the other, while yet the 

conflict has scarcely begun, has been compelled to seek the aid of Jewish 

bankers to secure means for its prosecution.” 

 

 

In 1881 the prestigious banking journal, Rhodes’ Journal, informed us that Jewish 

international bankers held the keys to peace and war in Europe (often instigating the latter 

for monetary gain, evidently): 

 

(See also - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blog ... e-and.html) 

 

“It must be admitted that the Jewish people control the financial markets of 

Europe, possessing a much greater influence than in this country. The Emperor of 

Russia found that he could not place a loan in the Continental markets, because 

Rothschild did not view such a loan as favorable to the interests of England. A 

few Jewish bankers are therefore really the arbitrators of peace and war in 

Europe.” 

 

The internet blogger known as the Black Rabbit of Inlé compiled numerous quotes on the 

immense influence of the Rothschild family on his page “King of The Jews,” some of which 

I will reproduce below Comrades: 

 

(See also - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blog ... -jews.html) 

 

The Rothschilds’ official biographer, Niall Ferguson, explained the “quasi-royal status” of 

this Jewish banking dynasty and how their wealth is believed by some Jews to be “for a 

higher purpose… to avenge the wrongs of Israel”: 

 

“To poorer Jews throughout Europe, Nathan Rothschild’s extraordinary rise to 

riches had an almost mystical significance—hence the legend of the “Hebrew 

talisman,” the magical source of his good luck, which became associated with 

him in Jewish lore. This extraordinary story—a version of which was published by 

an anonymous author in London just four years after Nathan Rothschild’s death 

(1836)—imagined that the source of Nathan’s financial success was his 

possession of a magical talisman. His wealth was in fact intended for a higher 

purpose: “to avenge the wrongs of Israel” by securing “the re-establishment of 

Judah’s kingdom—then rebuilding of thy towers, Oh! Jerusalem!” and “the 

restoration of Judea to out ancient race.” (Ferguson, Niall. The House of 

Rothschild: Volume 1: Money’s Prophets: 1798-1848, Viking, (1999), pp. 21/22) 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/bowo4kl) 

 

Ferguson added that, 

 

“… because of their wealth, other Jews looked to them for leadership in their 

pursuit of equal civil and political rights. As we shall see, this leadership was 

forthcoming from a remarkably early stage… acquiring quasi-royal status in the 

eyes of other Jews.” (Ibid., p. 22) 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/chff427) 

 

The Niles’ National Register published in 1828 states: 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/bogfwnf) 

 

“… the house of Rothschild certainly stands preeminent at the recent death of 

one, who was thought the richest banker in Europe.” 
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The Niles’ National Register published on Sept 19, 1835, says: 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/75qp423) 

 

“The ROTHSCHILDS are the wonders of modern banking … we see the 

descendants of Judah, after a persecution of two thousand years, peering above 

kings, rising higher than emperors, and holding a whole continent in the hollow 

of their hands. The Rothschild govern a Christian world. Not a cabinet moves 

without their advice. They stretch their hand, with equal ease, from Petersburgh 

to Vienna, from Vienna to Paris, from Paris to London, from London to 

Washington. Baron Rothschild, the head of the house, is the true king of Judah, 

the prince of the captivity, the Messiah so long looked for by this extraordinary 

people. He holds the keys of peace or war, blessing or cursing.” 

 

The Bankers Magazine printed in 1847 states: 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/799qupu) 

 

“The five brothers (Anselm, Solomon, Nathan, Charles & James) have taken part 

in most of the great financial affairs of Austria, of France, of England, and of 

almost every country. They have formed among themselves an invincible 

phalanx. By themselves, or by their agents, they have exercised a great control 

over the principal places in Europe, and, faithful to their habit, never to 

undertake anything separately and to concert all their operations, they have 

followed one unvaried and identical system. Their power was such, that at one 

time they were free to make either peace or war.“ 

 

The Ladies’ Repository published in 1863 states: 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/88qpla6) 

 

“Baron Lionel Rothschild, the first Jew ever admitted into the English Parliament, 

and the wealthiest man, it is believed, now residing on our planet.” 

 

The Cyclopaedia of Commercial & Business Anecdotes printed in 1865, writes: 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/8yorzl5) 

 

“The Rothschilds, Wealthiest Bankers in the World. The house of Rothschild is the 

impersonation of that money power which governs the world.” 

 

The Review of Reviews printed in 1890 opined: 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/cpgrj32) 

 

“The change in the position of the Jew within the last half of the century is one of 

the most remarkable character. Fifty years ago the Jew was inert and imbecile. 

Now he exercises a power greater than in the days of David or Solomon. The 

Jews to-day influence more people, control more bullion, and exercise more 

legislative power than they did when they had their temple their land, and their 

sceptre.” 

 

Printed in 1905, Jewish Literature & Other Essays says: 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/bsg72og) 

 

“The palaces of the Rothschilds, the richest family in the world, harbor many a 

warm heart, whose pulsations are quickened by the thought of Israel’s history 

and poetic heritage. Wealth has not abated a jot of their enthusiasm and loyal 
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love for the faith.” 

 

Printed between 1901 and 1906 The Jewish Encyclopedia asserted: 

 

(See also - http://www.jewishencyclopedia.com/artic ... rothschild) 

 

“It is a somewhat curious sequel to the attempt to set up a Catholic competitor to 

the Rothschilds that at the present time the latter are the guardians of the papal 

treasure.” 

 

Hail Satan and all Gods Of Hell !!!!!!! 

 

-----End OF 1st Installment ----------------------------- 

 

Comrades that was our first installment, second and final installment is just 

down in my next post 

 

 

Greetings Comrades,  

 

Special Thanks to all those from where the citations have been taken  

This article is a part of my Must Must Read Series on Communism is Jewish, which can be 

accessed Here - topic7627.html. 

 

 

Exposed - Bolshevism and Zionism As Jewish 

Instruments - A Must Must Read Second and Final Part 
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Zionism and Communism are but two arms of the Jew World Order.  

 

 

 

Continued ........[] 

British economist J. A. Hobson’s seminal book, “Imperialism”, published in 1902, states: 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/c5vp95h) 

 

“Does anyone seriously suppose that a great war could be undertaken by any European 

State, or a great State loan subscribed, if the house of Rothschild and its connections set 

their face against it?” 

 

The Missionary Review of the World, Volume 29, printed in 1906 disclosed: 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/6slopwx) 

 

“The Possession of Wealth: One Jewish banking house is estimated to control 

$30,000,000,000. The Rothschilds in ten years loaned $482,000,000. Nearly one-half of the 

gold coined, of the entire world, is said to be in Jewish hands.” 
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In 1909, seven years before becoming British Prime Minister, David Lloyd George stated in a 

speech: 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/8744n3n) 

 

“I should really like to know, is Lord Rothschild the dictator of this country? Are we really 

to have all the ways of reform, financial and social, blocked simply by a noticeboard, ‘No 

thoroughfare. By order of Nathaniel Rothschild’?” 

 

Another of the family biographers, Derek Wilson, conceded that critics of the Rothschilds 

have legitimate reasons for anxiety, affirming: 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/cp7j3v7) 

 

“The House of Rothschild is immensely more powerful than any financial empire that has 

ever preceded it, and it is able to control governments behind the scenes, secretly.” 

 

Dutch economist Ad Broere, in his 2010 book “Ending The Global Casino,” informs us that, 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/bpz6mpt) 

 

“The 19th century became known as the age of the Rothschilds when it was estimated they 

controlled half of the world’s wealth. While their wealth continues to increase today, they 

have managed to blend into the background, giving an impression that their power has 

waned. They only apply the Rothschild name to a small fraction of the companies they 

actually control.” 

 

 

Jewish leader, Louis Marshall, subtly confessed that the schemes of Zionism were a long-

term plan for Jewish power-grabbing, stating: “Zionism is but an incident of a far-reaching 

plan: it is merely a convenient peg on which to hang a powerful weapon.” This Jewish 

World Plot is not a new phenomena by any means, and most likely originated with the 

advent of Judaism itself over 3000 years ago. A shocking clue to its existence was left behind 

in 1492 by the Grand Sanhedrin which resided in Constantinople, 

 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louis_Marshall) 

 

(See also - http://tinyurl.com/7sgslzz) 

 

“In 1492, Chemor, chief Rabbi of Spain, wrote to the Grand Sanhedrin, which had its seat in 

Constantinople, for advice, when a Spanish law threatened expulsion. This was the reply: 

 

Beloved brethren in Moses, we have received your letter in which you tell us of the anxieties 

and misfortunes which you are enduring. We are pierced by as great pain to hear it as 

yourselves. 

 

The advice of the Grand Satraps and Rabbis is the following: 
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1. As for what you say that the King of Spain 3 obliges you to become Christians: do it, since 

you cannot do otherwise. 

 

2. As for what you say about the command to despoil you of your property: make your sons 

merchants that they may despoil, little by little, the Christians of theirs. 

 

3. As for what you say about making attempts on your lives: make your sons doctors and 

apothecaries, that they may take away Christians’ lives. 

 

4. As for what you say of their destroying your synagogues: make your sons canons and 

clerics in order that they may destroy their churches. 

 

5. As for the many other vexations you complain of: arrange that your sons become 

advocates and lawyers, and see that they always mix in affairs of State, that by putting 

Christians under your yoke you may dominate the world and be avenged on them. 

 

6. Do not swerve from this order that we give you, because you will find by experience that, 

humiliated as you are, you will reach the actuality of power. 

 

(Signed) PRINCE OF THE JEWS OF CONSTANTINOPLE.” (L. Fry, Waters Flowing Eastward: The 

War Against the Kingship of Christ. TBR Books, Washington, D. C., (2000), pp. 51-52; also see 

these facsimiles of this letter, one & two) 

 

 

(See also - http://crashrecovery.org/Waters/part_2.htm) 

 

(See also -http://crashrecovery.org/Waters/96dpi/Pict_01.jpg) 

 

(See also - http://crashrecovery.org/Waters/96dpi/Pict_02.jpg) 

 

The Jews hide behind a bogus veneer of victimhood in order to deceive naive Gentiles about 

their sinister agenda and carnivorous quest for World Governance. This guilt and sympathy 

peddling charade is laughably transparent. Zionist kingpin, Rabbi Stephen S. Wise (1874-

1949) — the co-founder of the World Jewish Congress and other subversive groups — 

frantically howled that the whole of Christendom owes the Jews a homeland in Palestine for 

perceived wrongs done to the Jews. Stepthen S Wise annoyingly squawked: “The rebuilding 

of Zion will be the reparation of all Christendom for all the wrongs done to the Jews.” In 

1900 Rabbi Wise let slip the premeditated hoax of holocaustianity when he spoke of 

“6,000,000 living, bleeding, suffering arguments in favor of Zionism.” That was one of dozens 

upon dozens of references and invocations of the cabalistic fable of “6,000,000 persecuted, 

dead or dying Jews” from 1900 through 1945, leading up to the creation of the state of Israel 

on the back of this deceptive, yet obvious hoax, in 1948.  

 

(See also - MY Article Exposed - 6 million fucked up Myth 

josministries.prophpbb.com/topic7105.html) 

 

United States Federal Judge, Julian Mack (1866-1943), chaired a plethora of Zionist 

organizations and worked vociferously to establish a Zionist state on stolen Palestinian land. 
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In true Jewish supremacist fashion, this rabid nutcase demanded money from Christians to 

fund the heinous Zionist colonial project in Palestine, saying that this must be done “in 

appreciation of the debt which all the world owes to the Jews.” Believing the world owes 

them, these pompous, supremacist Jews don’t just demand Palestine — they want the 

entire planet handed over to them on a silver platter along with all of its valuables and 

treasures! 

 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julian_Mack) 

 

(See also - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blog ... -jews.html) 

 

These damning facts, quotes and pronouncements — taken together — are extremely 

significant bits of evidence bearing on the existence of the Jewish World Plot and the 

authenticity of the Protocols of Zion. Many of these astonishing statements are completely 

mimetic of what is outlined in the Protocols — a one-world tyrannical state governed by 

Jews upon which a Jewish World Tyrant, whom they refer to as the “King Despot of the 

Blood of Zion” (a descendant of the House of David), will be crowned king and rule the 

earth: 

 

“Ever since that time we have been leading the peoples from one disenchantment to 

another, so that in the end they should turn also from us in favor of that KING-DESPOT OF 

THE BLOOD OF ZION, WHOM WE ARE PREPARING FOR THE WORLD.” (The Protocols of 

Zion, 3:15) 

 

“The recognition of our despot … will come when the peoples, utterly wearied by the 

irregularities and incompetence – a matter which we shall arrange for – of their rulers, will 

clamor: “Away with them and give us one king over all the earth who will unite us and 

annihilate the causes of disorders – frontiers, nationalities, religions, State debts – who will 

give us peace and quiet which we cannot find under our rulers and representatives.” (The 

Protocols of Zion , 10:18) 

 

“When the King of Israel sets upon his sacred head the crown offered him by Europe he will 

become patriarch of the world.” (The Protocols of Zion, 15:23) 

 

Much of this was affirmed by a man named Benjamin Freedman, a former Zionist and 

former Jew who converted to Christianity and became an outspoken critic of Zionism and 

international Jewish intrigue. Freedman was a successful New York businessman who had 

been for many years on a first name basis with many leading Zionist power-brokers as well 

as several American presidents. Thus he had intimate first-hand knowledge of international 

politics, the role Jews played in it and influence they wielded over it. He wrote a book called 

“The Hidden Tyranny” and, in 1961, gave a very illuminating speech at The Willard Hotel, 

Washington, D.C., primarily exposing the role of Zionist Jewry in bringing America into World 

War I in return for British support for the Zionist ambition to seize and colonize Palestine at 

the war’s end. 

 

(See also - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benjamin_H._Freedman) 

 

(See also - http://www.whale.to/c/hiddenyyranny.pdf) 
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(See also -http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=puECgVo-GqE ) 

 

 

 

So Comrades this was the second and final installment to this article. One last topic of study 

in relation with communism and judaism still is under process. I will post it probably after 

weekend, as I have one more article to work on which is Jewish Crimes against Humanity 

From whatever time I could find to modern time. 

 

Stay tuned for it Comrades,  

 

 
 

 

Hail Satan and all Gods of Hell !!!!! 
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Exposed Jew October 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Thu Oct 18, 2018 6:01 pm 

The criminal Pope was in the news begging his followers to pray the Catholic Rosary the entire 

month of October... The question is why October why not November or some other month? That 

the criminal Pope wants this spiritual, psychic energy raised and pumped into the enemy 

thought form of Jewhova…. 
 

 

The answer is simple October this year has three major Jewish Torah reading holidays within it. 

This includes the Shimchat Torah where they finished the Torah readings of the previous year 

and restart the Torah energies for another year. The Jews are desperate as their evil witchcraft 

of the their god form Jewhova is losing all its energy due to the Reverse Torah Rituals. So the 

Jews are begging and demanding their Goyim slaves to infuse as much of their psychic, 

spiritual energies into this god form now to help empower the major Torah readings to set the 

Torah energies into motion for the following year. The criminal Pope is a Jesuit and the Jewsuits 

are a crypto Jewish order that use the Kabala and understand how the Jewish occult dynamic's 

of their Jewhova and how to infuse this and direct this. All the Jesuit exercises are from the 

Jewish Kabala. So when the criminal Pope is begging the Goyim Catholic's to pump their 

energies into this Jewhova this October its not by accident its this month.  
 

 

This proves yet again for everyone the purpose of Christianity is a Jewish form of witchcraft to 

get the Gentiles to empower the Jewish god form of Jewhova [The Torah] and manifest the spell 

of the Torah which is a One World Jewish Government in which the Jews rule the world and the 

Gentile as the Torah states shall bow before the Jews and lick the dust from the soles of their 

feet and be ruled with a rod of Iron. In middle eastern culture that is the equal of having to eat 

shit. 
 

Keep up the Final RTR and doubling up on it this month. The Jews are feeling this and their 

desperate begging is all the evidence one needs to know their Jewhova matrix is being erased 

from existence. The warning of the evil Rabbi's that Satan will destroy them by reversing the 

Torah has come to pass. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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Exposed - Lies About HItler - A Must Must Read 

By Roadtorevolution 

Greetings  

In this article I am gonna expose false propaganda done by Jewish Cocksukers 

against A Great Noble Warrior, A Men of Peace, A Men of Fearless spirit, yes 

Reichsführer Adolf Hitler.  

 

As expected, kosher conspiracy theorist Alex Jones’ latest “documentary” film 

entitled “New World Order: Blueprint of Madmen 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wCbKUd1sTiU)” is chock-full of references 

to and imagery of Adolf Hitler and Nazi Germany. Capitalizing on Jewish 

Hollywood’s most lucrative cash cow, Alex Jones doesn’t miss a beat, invoking 

Hitler and Nazism at every turn. Not only does he do this because it sells, but also 
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because he has been assigned the task of propping up the historical lies and 

deceptions of the evil tribe for whom he is employed by — International Jewry 

 

Throughout the entire film we are bombarded with video footage of Hitler giving 

the Nazi salute accompanied by the low, coarse voice of Jones speaking about the 

evil, corruption and depravity of the current ruling elite. The neuro-association we 

are intended to derive from this is that the mysterious “global elite” whom Jones 

is decrying are “just like Hitler” or “just like the Nazis,” thus reinforcing the 

Jewish-fostered propaganda myth of “Nazi evil.” At the 19:00 mark of the video 

Alex Jones comes right out with it, stating: 

“World government is being established as a straight jacket on the planet so the 

globalists can carry out genocide. And it’s not fair to call them Nazis. The Nazis 

just moved too quickly and were exposed. It’s not fair to call them Nazis because 

they’re worse than Nazis. They are the progenitors of the Nazi idea…” 
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A Noble Warrior who fought for freedom and peace. Adolf Hitler 

Alex has, for years now, endeavored to associate anything tyrannical, bad and 

evil, with Hitler and the Nazis. In unison with the rallying cry of Hebrew 

Hollywood, AJ chants the kosher “evil Nazi” slogan day and night until he is red in 

the face. Alex has, for decades now, attempted to portray Adolf Hitler and the 

Nazis as somehow being part of the “globalist New World Order cabal” currently 

enslaving the planet. His main theme is that the world is being ruled by an “Anglo-

Germanic death cult.” The word Jew or Zionist are not even in his vocabulary. 

These absurd patriotard smears and kosher slanders leveled against Adolf Hitler 

and his Party are a laughingstock. Shooting down these lies is child’s play for any 

learned individual who has studied the true history of the Third Reich and World 

War II. Alex Jones repeats the narrative of the victors verbatim with regards to 

the Second World War. Has this buffoon never heard the adage, “the victors write 

the history books”? The irony of this is that AJ questions just about everything 

that Western governments say on a countless variety of other topics and 

historical events. He dismisses pretty much everything the mainstream media 

says. He constantly tells his listeners never to trust the mass media as they are 

feeding us nothing but lies and propaganda. Yet, peculiarly, when it comes to 

Hitler, National Socialism, WW2 and the so-called Holocaust™, Alex Jones 

swallows the entire official mainstream media/establishment-heralded 
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narrative hook, line and sinker — regurgitating it like a mind-controlled parrot. 

What does this tell you about the sincerity of this cocksuker Alex Jones?  

 

Germany vs Allied Gang  

First of all, Adolf Hitler was a patriotic German nationalist who endeavored to 

create a Germany free from Jewish Pincers. Secondly, Hitler and the Great 

National Socialist movement were staunchly anti-Marxist/Communist/Bolshevik. 

The pathological criminal madness known as Communism was, from its inception, 

an international Jewish conspiracy for the destruction and subjugation of the 

Gentile world whereupon a tyrannical global Jewish imperium would be 

established. Communism was nothing more than an expression and manifestation 

of the hateful, supremacist doctrines of the Jewish Talmud, which states: “Even 

the best of the Gentiles should be killed.” (Minor Tractates. Soferim 15, Rule 10) 

Alex is deceptively projecting the evil and destructive legacy of Jewish Bolshevism 

onto Hitler and Nazi Germany. 

Simple logic and common sense sufficiently undermines Alex Jones’ idiotic 

rhetoric about Hitler and Nazism. If Hitler and the Nazis were really part of the 

“New World Order” then why did the entire capitalist and communist world (the 

USA, Britain, France, USSR, etc) gang up to completely annihilate and destroy 

Nazi Germany in the Second World War? If Hitler was part of this New World 

Order system then why was World War Two even necessary? If Adolf Hitler and 

National Socialism are such a benefit to the “globalists and elites” then why have 
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they been subjected to such ruthless, non-stop vilification in the news and 

entertainment media of the West for the last 67 years since the end of World War 

II? Meanwhile the horrific, bloody transgressions of communism have been 

routinely white-washed, soft-peddled and covered up by the Western press and 

academia. If Hitler and National Socialism are so desirable for the elites ruling 

over us today, then why is Mein Kampf a banned book in Germany, Austria, 

Russia and many other European countries? Why is the Swastika a banned 

symbol in dozens of European nations? Why is Holocaust skepticism/revisionism 

a crime punishable by hefty fines and even imprisonment in over a dozen 

countries in Europe if the “globalists” support Nazism or if some Nazi remnant has 

any kind of influence today? Of course, none of this makes a lick of sense if Alex 

Jones were right about Hitler and National Socialism. The only conclusion that can 

be drawn from this idiocy is that Mainstream Jewish Cocksukers including Alex 

Jones tell colossal lies about Hitler and Nazi Germany for the benefit of Jewry! 

 

Unlike So called democracies , Hitler had people behind him  

The reason Hitler and Nazi Germany were targeted for complete extinction by the 

Allies in 1939 is precisely because they weren’t complicit with the “New World 

Order” but valiant and courageous opponents of it. The reason Hitler and Nazi 

Germany are so viciously vilified by court historians and so brutally bad-mouthed 
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by the mass media is precisely because they were fighting against the system of 

control commonly referred to as the “New World Order.” Hitler and Nazi 

Germany were so maniacally opposed by the nations that truly do comprise the 

New World Order because the New World Order is a Jew World Order and Hitler 

freed Germany from the death-grip of the Jews. 

Hitler was doing one thing which resulted in a massive lying hate-propaganda 

effort launched against him from Hollywood. That one thing was his campaign 

to break the stranglehold of the Jews on Germany for the sake of Gentiles. 

Hitler removed Jews from all positions of influence in German banking/finance, 

media/entertainment, politics/government, the legal profession, medicine, 

education, and so on, which they had monopolized up until that point. And he 

did all of this peacefully and non-violently. He didn’t round up Jews and shoot 

them, he simply made it illegal for Jews to own German newspapers or radio 

stations, he made it illegal for them to practice law or teach in schools or 

universities, etc. So the Jews began leaving Germany. 

On top of freeing Germany from all Jewish influence, Hitler nearly eradicated 

unemployment in the country. Under National Socialist economic policies, 

unemployment went from 30.1% in 1932 to 2.1% in 1938. (Folsom, Burton W. 

“New Deal or Raw Deal?: How FDR’s Economic Legacy Has Damaged America”. 

New York: Threshold Editions, 2008. p. 243) Hitler instituted ingenious economic 

reforms whereby he established his own State-controlled central bank and 

currency that was not backed by Jewish-controlled precious metals or foreign 

exchanges, but German productive labor. As a result of National Socialist 

economic policies, Germany’s economy flourished. Hitler freed Germany from the 

debt slavery imposed on free peoples by the usurious Jewish banking dynasties of 

Europe, led by the Rothschilds. Adolf Hitler saved and liberated Germany and its 

people! This is why, when Hitler became Chancellor of Germany in 1933, 

International Jewry unleashed a perfidious economic war on the Third Reich in a 

concerted effort to bring down Hitler and his glorious National Socialist 

government who dared to free themselves from Jewish domination. 

These are facts that Mainstream Jewish Cocksukers like Alex Jones are not going 

to tell us because Alex Jones is working for the very people that Adolf Hitler, and 

countless men before him, frantically warned us to be wary of. 

At the 26:35 mark of the video Alex Jones claims: 

“It was the eugenicist population reductionist Adolf Hitler who said “The bigger 

the lie the more people will believe it.”” 
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Let’s expose this assholes motherfucking Alex’s first frivolous big lie. Hitler was 

not a “eugenicist population reductionist.” On the contrary, Hitler’s Party — the 

NSDAP — strongly encouraged the women of the Third Reich to be homemakers 

so that they could raise large families. The NSDAP gave financial incentives to 

couples and newlyweds so that they would have more children: 

On 5th July 1933 the Law for the Encouragement of Marriage was passed. This 

act gave all newly wed couples a loan of 1000 marks which was reduced by 25% 

for each child they had. If the couple went on to have four children the loan was 

wiped out. … 

On the birthdate of Hitler’s mother, August 12th, awards of the Motherhood 

Cross were given to women who had produced the most children. A gold cross 

was awarded to mothers of 8 or more children, silver to mothers of 6 children 

and bronze to mothers of four children. 

Hitler sought to build a healthier, stronger, more unified nation, and spearheaded 

the growth of the German population, not the reduction of it. It was the 

American Jew Theodore Kaufman who, in 1941, published a treatise titled 

“Germany Must Perish!” within which he called for the complete extermination of 

the entire German race and nation in a “final solution” of sterilization and 

territorial dissection. Kaufman proclaimed: 

 

Mofo Jew Kaufman  

“A final solution… Thus we find that there is no middle course; no act of 

mediation, no compromise to be compounded, no political or economic sharing 

to be considered. There is, in fine, no other solution except one: That Germany 

must perish forever from this earth!” (Germany Must Perish! Newark, NJ: Argyle 

Press, 1941) 

Now look yourself whos the mentor of the Final Solution ? Its obviously Jews !!! 

But irony is that the Gentiles are blamed of it !!!!!!  
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Hence If anyone should be labeled a “eugenicist population reductionist” it 

would be the Jew Theodore Kaufman and the entire jewish race . Yet, 

unsurprisingly, Kaufman and his genocidal book didn’t make it into Alex’s so-

called “documentary.” 

Alex’s second hideous big lie is his assertion that Hitler said, “The bigger the lie 

the more people will believe it.” This is a variation of “If you tell a lie often 

enough, eventually people will come to believe it.” When and where did Hitler 

say this? Alex doesn’t say, and fails to provide a source for this quote. And do 

you know why? Because Hitler never said it. It is just one of countless fabricated 

quotes attributed to the Nazis by deceitful Jews. If Alex Jones had actually read 

Mein Kampf, he would have known that Hitler identified and condemned the 

“big lie” technique, in actuality stating that his enemies, the Jews and the 

Marxists, were the progenitors and masters of this strategy: 

“But it remained for the Jews, with their unqualified capacity for falsehood, and 

their fighting comrades, the Marxists, to impute responsibility for the downfall 

precisely to the man who alone had shown a superhuman will and energy in his 

effort to prevent the catastrophe which he had foreseen and to save the nation 

from that hour of complete overthrow and shame. [...]  

All this was inspired by the principle — which is quite true in itself — that in the 

big lie there is always a certain force of credibility; because the broad masses of 

a nation are always more easily corrupted in the deeper strata of their 

emotional nature than consciously or voluntarily; and thus in the primitive 

simplicity of their minds they more readily fall victims to the big lie than the 

small lie, since they themselves often tell small lies in little matters but would 

be ashamed to resort to large-scale falsehoods. It would never come into their 

heads to fabricate colossal untruths, and they would not believe that others 

could have the impudence to distort the truth so infamously.” (A. Hitler, Mein 

Kampf, p. 185) 
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Hitler, in Mein Kampf, said that the Jews have an “unqualified capacity for 

falsehood.” Hitler said that the Jew, through the medium of his newspapers, is 

“always spreading falsehood” and if he tells the truth on some occasions it is only 

for the purpose of masking some greater deceit. Hitler proclaimed the Jews to be 

the “Great Master of Lies.” Hitler said that falsehood and duplicity are the 

weapons with which the Jews wage war against non-Jews. (Mein Kampf, p. 275) 

Also to be mentioned in here, Sometimes this fraudulent quote – “The bigger the 

lie the more people will believe it” — is attributed to the Third Reich’s 

Propaganda Minister Joseph Goebbels. The fact of the matter is that neither 

Goebbels nor Hitler made that statement. Goebbels, in fact, said the opposite, 

stressing that the best propaganda is that which does no more than serve the 

truth: 
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“Good propaganda does not need to lie, indeed it may not lie. It has no reason 

to fear the truth. It is a mistake to believe that people cannot take the truth. 

They can. It is only a matter of presenting the truth to people in a way that they 

will be able to understand. A propaganda that lies proves that it has a bad 

cause. It cannot be successful in the long run.” (Goebbels at Nuremberg Rally, 

1934) 

 

Fearless soul of Joseph Gobbles will live forever 

Just before his death in 1945, the virtuous truth-teller Joseph Goebbels said: 

“There will come a day, when all the lies will collapse under their own weight, and 

truth will again triumph.” (Heiber, Helmut. Goebbels. New York: Hawthorn, 1972. 

Print. p. 350.) 

Moreover, the handbook outlining National Socialist propaganda methods 

unequivocally states that the foundation and supreme principal of National 

Socialist propaganda is the truth: 

“…we are not propagandizing lies and untruths as England did during the War, 

but rather we are preaching freedom and prosperity, socialism and patriotism 

to our confused people. Our struggle and our propaganda have one supreme 

principle: to take truth and only truth as the foundation of our propaganda.” 
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(Handbook of the NS Propagandist, Munich: Reichs-Parteileitung der N.S.D.A.P., 

1927, p.5) 

Once again, Alex Jones, being a skilled liar and peddler of ridiculous falsehoods, 

manages to project the treacherous tactics of the Jews onto the enemies of Jews. 

In actuality, it was the crypto-Jewish communist leader Vladimir Lenin — the 

butcher of millions! — who openly advocated every imaginable evil, encouraging 

lies and deceit, terrorism and the wholesale slaughter of entire populations! 

Lenin is the one who said: - “A lie told often enough becomes the truth.” 

Lenin went even further, unashamedly stating: “We must utilise all possible 

cunning and illegal methods, deny and conceal the truth.” (“The Present Stage of 

Soviet Global Expansion,” U.S. Army Institute for Advanced Russian and East 

European Studies, p.29) 

Terrorism, in the mind of Lenin, was a good and justified action, stating: “… real, 

nation-wide terror, which reinvigorates the country.”  

Lenin openly declared his genocidal bloodlust, casually talking about killing off 

nearly the entire Russian population to ensure the victory of communism - “What 

does it matter if 90 percent of the Russian people perish, provided the surviving 

10 percent bring about a World Revolution?” (Time Magazine – February 11, 

1924) 

Another Jewish Bolshevik leader, Grigory Zinoviev, “wrote off” 10,000,000 Slavs 

for slaughter, stating: 

“To overcome our enemies we must have our own Socialist Militarism. We must 

win over to our side, 90 millions out of the 100 millions of population of Russia 

under the Soviets. As for the rest, we have nothing to say to them; they must be 

annihilated.” (A Collection of Reports on Bolshevism in Russia. Great Britain: 

Foreign Office, (1919), p. 99) 

I wonder why none of these atrocious Jewish quotes ended up in Jones’s 

documentary? I wonder why Jones never ever quotes the filth that can be found 

in the Talmud, Tanakh or Zohar (See: Judaism’s Strange Gods by Michael Hoffman 

II). I wonder why Jones never quotes the statements of Gentile-hating Jewish 

rabbis — like Ovadia Yosef and Manis Friedman — who have called for the 

annihilation and enslavement of non-Jews? 

At the 13:12 mark of the documentary we see this graphic: 
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Oh, what a surprise! Alex Jones is a “true believer” in the epic fairy tale and quasi-

religious cult known as the Holocaust™. He states as fact that the Nazis are 

responsible for 20,946,000 deaths between 1933-1945. Even mainline historians 

wouldn’t agree with that figure. It’s a steaming pile of “disinfowars” rubbish. In 

the years preceding WWII (1933-1939) the Nazis were not rounding people up by 

the thousands and shooting them the way the Jewish communists were in Russia, 

Ukraine, Hungary and elsewhere. Hitler wasn’t shooting anybody, including Jews. 

His SS troops were not raping or terrorizing anyone either !!! 
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Do these people look oppressed to you ? 

Germany hosted the summer Olympic Games in 1936 . Hitler’s Germany was a 

bastion of freedom, a magnificent society with a myriad of social advantages. The 

Nazis truly were ahead of their time !!! 

Only after war was declared on Germany by Britain and France in 1939 did the 

Nazis step up their internal security efforts to enforce law and order. Only then 

did the Nazis begin interning perceived security threats and saboteurs, such as 

Jews, communists and other disloyal citizens, in concentration camps (which all 

the major powers involved in WW2 had). Only after the war against Germany 

commenced did the Nazis begin rounding up Jews and putting them in ghettos 

and labor camps. And still they were treated well , not like it is portrayed by the 

Jewish media Only after war was declared on Germany y Britain and France — at 

the behest of International Jewry — did the Nazis become more harsh in their 

treatment of Jews because of these mofo jews a deadly war was casted upon 

Gentiles and also to mention it were only Jews who had been waging a relentless 

economic and propaganda war against Nazi Germany at the outset of Hitler’s 

assumption of power in 1933. After six years of intense Jewish agitation and 

aggression against Nazi Germany the Jews successfully drove two Western 

powers, as well as their colonies, into war against Germany, with the USA soon to 

follow. Joseph Goebbels, in a brilliant article he authored in 1943 entitled “The 

War and The Jews,” stated: 

“Jewry wanted this war. Whether one looks to the plutocratic or the bolshevist 

side of the enemy camp, one sees Jews standing in the foreground as 

instigators, rabble-rousers and slave drivers. They organize the enemy’s war 

economy and encourage plans to exterminate and destroy the Axis powers. 

England and the USA recruit from among them bloodthirsty and vengeful 

agitators and political lunatics, and they are the source of the terror commissars 

of the GPU. They are the mortar that holds the enemy coalition together. In the 

National Socialist Reich, they see a power that resists their drive for world 

domination both militarily and intellectually. That explains their rage and deep 

hatred. Do not think that the Old Testament tirades of their newspapers and 

radio are merely political propaganda. They would carry it all out to the letter, 

should they have the opportunity.” 
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Jews were behind the curtains  

A testament to the truth behind Goebbels’ every word was a letter sent to the 

British PM Neville Chamberlain in 1939 by a leading Jew figure named Chaim 

Weizmann — who would become Israel’s first president — in which he stated: 

“I wish to confirm, in the most explicit manner, the declarations which I and my 

colleagues have made during the last month, and especially in the last week, 

that the Jews stand by Great Britain and will fight on the side of the 

democracies.” (The Times, “Jews To Fight For Democracies,” September 6, 1939) 
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The main plan of Adolf Hitler was this – 

Hitler, like Goebbels, understood the reality of Jewish warmongering against the 

Reich and decided that the only solution to the Jewish problem in Europe was 

separation through forced deportation. Thus the Nazis drafted a four-year plan 

to deport four million European Jews to the island of Madagascar. Once settled 

there, the Jews would rule themselves but be kept under German surveillance as 

a means to keep their mischievous brethren in the United States in line. An article 

published in the St. Petersburg Times on August 8, 1940, quotes an SS 

spokesman as stating that if the Axis Powers were victorious in the war, all Jews 

will be forced to leave Europe afterwards: 

“A German peace will mean a Jew-less peace, Das Schwarze Korps, mouth piece 

of Adolf Hitler’s elite SS guard, proclaimed yesterday.  

Once the war is won, some area remote from Europe will be set apart for Jewish 

colonization, the paper said, and then the continent will be cleared entirely of 

Jews. … 

Das Schwarze Korps’ discussion of a “peace without Jews” declared Jews had co-

operated with Britain in an attempt to “convert all Europe into a chaotic, blood-

soaked battlefield.” Therefore they must pay the bill, the paper said.  

The German-Italian victory the paper explained, “will secure space far away from 

European labor and culture where the scum of humanity may try to lead a life of 

its own toil or die a death it earned.”“ 

Now I will address the gargantuan falsehood perpetrated by Alex Jones in his 

documentary. He claims that the Nazis are responsible for the deaths of about 

20,000,000 people between 1933 and 1945. Firstly, the Holocaust as we have 

been propagandized to believe it is a colossal fraud, a hoax of near planetary 

proportions. The legendary French holocaust revisionist, Robert Faurisson, 

succinctly summed up the Hoax in this short statement: 

“The alleged Hitlerite gas chambers and the alleged genocide of the Jews form 

one and the same historical lie, which has permitted a gigantic political and 

financial swindle whose main beneficiaries are the State of Israel and 

international Zionism and whose main victims are the German people – but not 

their leaders – and the Palestinian people in their entirety.”  

The ridiculous fairy tale that exactly 6,000,000 Jews were killed in gas chambers 

and by other means by Hitler and his forces is already dead, even as far as the 
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official story is concerned. Raul Hilberg, a Jewish supremacist who was considered 

to be the leading “expert” on the so-called Holocaust and preeminent author of 

exterminationist literature like “The Destruction of the European Jews,” admitted 

under oath in the kangaroo court of the first Zündel trial in 1985 that there is no 

scientific proof that Jews had been gassed and that there is not a single Nazi 

document to be found actually setting forth an order nor allocating a monetary 

budget for the extermination of Jewry (he actually had to revise an earlier edition 

of his book where he falsely claimed that there was a Hitler order). On the 

contrary, all the documents dealing with the Nazis’ solution of the Jewish 

question refer to emigration. 

 

In 1990, the Auschwitz State Museum massively revised the death toll there 

from 4,000,000 to 1,000,000, a reduction of 3,000,000. For forty-five years 

following WWII, governments, historians, journalists, professors, etc, were — 

like parrots — repeating the fraudulent four million figure as fact, yet now they 

confess it was a giant lie! Would you really expect to find a swimming pool 

(fitted with a diving board), a soccer field, a cinema, a theater, a brothel, 

hospitals, a post-office, religious facilities, a sauna, an artist’s studio, kitchens, 

dental facilities, etc, in a perilous “death factory”? All of those things existed in 

the Auschwitz concentration camp complex. !!!!! 

Many more “official” reductions of the death figures at several of the major Nazi 

concentration camps have been made. For example, the lying Jews initially 

claimed that “2,000,000 people, mostly Jews” were “exterminated” in 

Mauthausen, a camp in Austria, but now claim only 14,000 Jews died there. It was 

originally claimed that 1,500,000 Jews were done to death in Majdanek, a camp in 

Poland. This figure was officially revised down to 79,000. (http://exposing-the-

holocaust-hoax-arch ... -camp.html) 
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This was Auschwitz camp complex 

 

Visits were routine 

Supposedly the most dreaded of German camps, Auschwitz was repeatedly 

visited by Red Cross inspection teams who were allowed to speak to prisoner 

representatives alone, in order to hear first-hand of any mistreatment, chicanery, 

interruption of mail and parcel delivery, health concerns, food and ration matters 

etc.  
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* Camp dental facilities,,attended by camp inmate dentists and nurses to deal 

with the inmates' dental problems - before the war there 43% of Germany's 

dentists were Jewish  

 

Camp Nurses 
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Hospitals 

 

Dr. Carl Clauberg. A wonderful doctor who handled difficult cases in Auschwitz 

 

State of the Art Kitchen , one of the largest service buildings in Auschwitz, with 

state-of-the-art cooking facilities. There were twelve of these throughout the 

camp. 
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Up to 16 camp orchestras with every conceivable instrument available. 

 

 

A camp theater where live plays could be performed by camp inmate actors. 
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A camp cinema - where every week different, mainly cultural and non-political 

films were shown. 

 

 

Block 24 

The camp brothel, just inside the main gate was a building used during the war as 

a brothel for the inmates. It was not a secret that the camp had a brothel; it was 

mentioned in books and its existence was confirmed by the Auschwitz Museum 

officials. It was established in the summer of 1943 on Himmler's order, was 

located in block 24 and was used to reward privileged prisoners.  
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A camp swimming pool for use by the inmates on Birkenallee, where there were 

walkways with comfortable benches for inmates to relax in the shade of the trees  

 

Camp incentive system where through extra work inmates could obtain coupons 

redeemable for cake or ice cream in the Camp Cantina, which also had extra 

toiletries etc. 

 

Camp complaints office where inmates could register complaints or make 

suggestions. Camp Commander Hoess had a standing order that any inmate could 

approach him personally to register a complaint about other inmates such as 

"Kapos" and even guards. 
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Auschwitz marriages took place because worker inmates fell in love and married 

their inmate partners.  

 

Child care center where working mothers could leave their children. 

 

Camp post office with twice weekly pick-ups and deliveries  
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Prisoners were paid and could spend the money in canteens, brothels and stores. 

Hence its clear that the Auschwitz was not at all the place it was portrayed by 

mofo Jews. We have debunked all the lies of inhuman treatment of prisoners in 

so called Nazi Camps. From the above its proved that Auschwitz gave full 

humanitarian treatment to her inmates.  

Now lets continue to our Article ...  

Included in Alex’s absurd 20,000,000 death figure most likely is the alleged 

“5,000,000 non-Jews” that the hoaxers claim also died at the hands of the Nazis. 

To debunk this assertion I will simply quote from one of the most prominent 

Holocaust hucksters out there — the ultra-Zionist Jewess Deborah Lipstadt: 

“Why is Segev so forgiving of Simon Wiesenthal’s many lapses? Perhaps we can 

arrive at an answer by considering Wiesenthal’s most egregious distortion of 

the historical record and Segev’s response to it. In the 1970s, Wiesenthal began 

to refer to “eleven million victims” of the Holocaust, six million Jews and five 

million non-Jews, but the latter number had no basis in historical reality.  

… Wiesenthal’s contrived death toll, with its neat almost-symmetry, has 

become a widely accepted “fact.” Jimmy Carter’s Executive Order, which was 

the basis for the establishment of the US Holocaust Museum, referred to the 

“eleven million victims of the Holocaust.” I have been to many Yom Hashoah 

observances-including those sponsored by synagogues and Jewish communities-

where eleven candles were lit. When I tell the organizers that they are engaged 

in historical revisionism, their reactions range from skepticism to outrage. 

Strangers have taken me to task in angry letters for focusing “only” on Jewish 

deaths and ignoring the five million others. When I explain that this number is 
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simply inaccurate, in fact made up, they become even more convinced of my 

ethnocentrism and inability to feel the pain of anyone but my own people. 

When Israeli historians Yehuda Bauer and Yisrael Gutman challenged 

Wiesenthal on this point, he admitted that he had invented the figure of eleven 

million victims in order to stimulate interest in the Holocaust among non-Jews. 

He chose five million because it was almost, but not quite, as large as six million. 

When Elie Wiesel asked Wiesenthal who these supposed five million victims 

were, Wiesenthal exploded and accused him of suffering from 

“Judeocentrism.”” (Lipstadt, Deborah E. Simon Wiesenthal and the Ethics of 

History. Jewish Review of Books) 

When you tally all of those official reductions of HoloHoax deaths together — 

including the five million non-existent Gentile victims made up by Wiesenthal — 

you get 11,326,000 invented, conjured, mythical, fictional victims of the Nazis!  

 

Through decades of tedious research and intense study, Holocaust Revisionist 

scholars have determined that somewhere between 300,000 and 500,000 

people — both Jews and Gentiles — perished in the Nazis’ labor and prison 

camps, largely due to malnutrition and disease that was a result, not of a Nazi 

extermination policy, but almost entirely due to the barbaric Allied saturation 

bombing of Germany and its supply lines which prevented key shipments of 
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foodstuffs, medicines and other life-sustaining materials from making it to the 

camps.  

Indeed, the Kabbalistic fable of “6,000,000 dead or dying Jews” has been the 

staple of Zionist propaganda campaigns dating back to the late 19th century. (See: 

The First Holocaust by Don Heddesheimer and The “Six Million” Myth) There are, 

in total, a staggering 147 references to “six million Jews” in the context of either 

being severely persecuted or in danger of being annihilated from 1900 through 

1945. This clever propaganda was designed and disseminated by Zionist Jews — 

beginning shortly after the first Zionist congress in Basel, Switzerland in 1897 — to 

elicit sympathy and support for the creation of a Jewish State in Palestine on the 

ashes of the indigenous Arabs, which was accomplished on the back of this 

disgusting Jewish Hoax™ in 1948. That’s why, in 1900, arch-Zionist Rabbi Stephen 

S. Wise proclaimed: 

“There are 6,000,000 living, bleeding, suffering arguments in favor of Zionism.” 

(“Rabbi Wise’s Address,” New York Times, 1900) 

I am gonna write another article on THIS 6 Million Lie after certain research in 

later some time.  

In addition to the astronomical fraudulence of the holocaust story, the Nazis have 

also been scapegoated for the bloodcurdling atrocities that the Soviet 

communists committed against their own people and the people of Eastern 

Europe during WWII. Of course, during WWII the Germans — surrounded by 

bloodthirsty enemies incited by the Talmudic hate of the Jewish commissars in 

the Kremlin and the Jewish propagandists in Hollywood — were fighting a war of 

racial survival. They killed their foes just as any soldier is trained to do in a war, 

and who could fault them for doing so? It was a chaotic bloodbath of obscene 

proportions. Millions upon millions of people were killed, on all sides. However, 

the Western media has, since the end of WWII, parroted the claim that 

20,000,000 Russians were killed by the Axis Forces during the war. This turns out 

to be yet another mountainous sham. 
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In a groundbreaking book entitled “Stalin’s Secret War,” Russian historian Nikolai 

Tolstoy demonstrates that a majority of the Soviet citizens killed during the war 

were not the victims of Nazi forces but were, in fact, the victims of Stalin and his 

NKVD henchmen in his merciless campaign of ferocious violence and mass 

murder against his own population to keep them subdued and subservient to 

communist rule. Charles Lutton’s review of Stalin’s Secret War describes this dark 

reality as such: 

“The “secret war” Tolstoy goes on to vividly describe was the fierce campaign 

Stalin waged against the Russian population – a struggle which often took priority 

over pressing military problems. For example, Stalin tied up much of the rail 

network in western Russia with slave trains of captives from the Baltic states, 

instead of devoting all rolling stock to the reinforcement of the frontlines. At 

L’Vov, where the Soviet 4th Army was fighting desperately to prevent its 

surrender, Stalin’s major concern was that the NKVD finish liquidating potential 

Ukrainian opponents of the regime rather than order the local security forces to 

join in the battle against advancing Axis units. While Stalin pleaded with the 

British to rush more aid and take further action, the NKVD labor camp guards 

were doubled in number from 500,000 to one million heavily armed men. 

Standard treatments of this period always claim that the Soviet Union lost over 

20 million people during the Second World War. Tolstoy makes a convincing 

case that the actual total is probably closer to 30 million, maybe even more — 

with about a third of these deaths attributable to Axis actions. The blame for as 

many as 23 million deaths is placed with Stalin and his NKVD henchmen.  
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Casualty figures for the Eastern Front have been estimated as follows: two and a 

half million German soldiers died in the East. It is believed that three Red Army 

men died for every German soldier killed. Of those 7,500,000 military deaths, 

approximately three million Russians died as POWs.  

Tolstoy’s analysis of these statistics does much to revise our understanding of 

the war on the Eastern Front, as he demonstrates that these high Russian 

military casualties were largely due to the Soviets’ crude methods of waging 

war. “Penal battalions” composed of “enemies of the people” (i.e., inmates of 

prisons and camps, and luckless peasants, including women and children) were 

hurled in waves against German defensive positions. Frequently unarmed and at 

times deprived of camouflaged uniforms to better draw enemy fire, they were 

often used to clear minefields. With NKVD machine-gunners poised behind them, 

they were forced across minefields until a path was cleared. The wounded were 

killed off by the NKVD. General Ratov, chief of the Soviet Military Mission to 

Britain, actually declined an offer of British mine-detectors, remarking that “in the 

Soviet Union we use people.” SMERSH (from the initials “Death to Spies”), the 

NKVD’s special murder arm made famous by Ian Fleming in his James Bond 

thrillers, was created in 1942 as an additional guard on Soviet front-line troops. 

The NKVD placed large heavily-armed formations at the rear of Soviet units to 

discourage withdrawals and to pick off “stragglers” and “cowards.” In a number of 

instances, NKVD units fought pitched battles with Red Army detachments trying 

to retreat in the face of superior enemy forces. Stalin continued to purge his 

armed forces even as the Axis advanced. It is likely that hundreds of thousands of 

Russians were killed in such actions.  

As for the POWs who died in German captivity, Tolstoy reminds the reader that 

the Soviet government refused to sign the Geneva Convention on Prisoners of 

War, refused to cooperate with the International Red Cross (the Nazis allowed 

the Red Cross to visit concentration camps), and rebuffed German feelers 

forwarded through neutralist concerning compliance with the Hague Convention. 

A 1941 directive ordered Red Army men to commit suicide instead of surrender 

and Soviet law regarded Russian POWs as traitors. Besides their own “penal 

battalions,” the Russians occasionally used POWs to clear minefields.  

German attitudes toward the Russians were further colored by evidence of 

NKVD massacres encountered at such places as L’Vov, Vinnitsa, and Katyn. They 

found not just piles of corpses, but apparently mass-produced torture 

instruments, including devices for squeezing the skull, another for the testicles, 

and tools used to skin prisoners alive. Ice picks, broken bottles, or whatever else 
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was handy or preferred were also used. Tolstoy observes that “Soviet cruelty far 

outstripped that of National Socialism. . . . Torture in the USSR was (and is) 

employed on a mass scale as an important punitive means of overawing a 

resentful population.” He goes on to explain that these ghastly scenes of state-

sanctioned depravity “confirmed the German view that Bolshevik Russia was 

irredeemably savage and backward.”  

Considering how civilians and POWs were treated by the Communists, the 

Germans felt no obligation to show much consideration for Russian POWs. 

According to the author, there was a purpose behind all of this cruelty:  

“Stalin went out of his way to invite Nazi ill-treatment and later extermination 

of Russian prisoners-of-war. . . . It is quite clear, therefore, that the deaths of 

over three million Russians in German custody was a piece of deliberate Soviet 

policy the aim of which was to cause the liquidation of men regarded 

automatically as political traitors, whilst directing the anger of the Soviet people 

against the perpetrators of the crime. . . . It should not be forgotten, either, that 

Soviet cruelty greatly prolonged the conflict, costing all belligerent nations 

millions of lives. . . . This evidence of how the Soviets treated their own people, 

coupled with the harsh treatment they visited on prisoners-of-war, was the major 

cause of Germany’s obstinate determination to fight on to the end, long after it 

had become clear her cause was doomed.” 

Having accounted for the 7½ million military casualties, Tolstoy states that four 

million Russian civilians were killed by the Germans (although this includes those 

involved in anti-Partisan operations, military sieges of such cities as Leningrad, 

and 750,000 Jews). This leaves 18-20 million additional Russians killed in the 

course of Stalin’s “secret war” against his own subjects.” (Lutton, Charles. Book 

Review — Stalin’s War: Victims and Accomplices, Journal of Historical Review) 

(http://www.vho.org/GB/Journals/JHR/5/1/Lutton84-94.html) 

The Germans, on the other hand, could be said to have been the most humane 

participants in the bloodbath that was the Second World War. In Michael 

Walsh’s study of Allied war crimes, he informs us: 

“By contrast the German armed forces behaved impeccably towards their 

prisoners-of-war. “The most amazing thing about the atrocities in this war is 

that there have been so few of them. I have come up against few instances 

where the Germans have not treated prisoners according to the rules, and 

respected the Red Cross” reported respected newspaper The Progressive 

February, 4th 1945.  
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Allan Wood, London Correspondent of the London Express agreed. “The 

Germans even in their greatest moments of despair obeyed the Convention in 

most respects. True it is that there were front line atrocities – passions run high 

up there – but they were incidents, not practices, and misadministration of their 

American prison camps was very uncommon.” Lieutenant Newton L. Marguiles 

echoed his words. 

US Assistant Judge Advocate, Jefferson Barracks, April 27th 1945. “It is true that 

the Reich exacted forced labor from foreign workers, but it is also true that, 

they were for the most part paid and fed well.”  

“I think some of the persons found themselves better off than at any time in 

their lives before,” added Dr. James K. Pollack, Allied Military Government. 

“What did the Germans do to get efficient production from forced labour that 

we were not able to do with Germans working down the mines? They fed their 

help and fed them well.” Said Max H. Forester, Chief of AMG’s Coal and Mining 

Division in July 1946.” 

Does anyone honestly believe that Jewish mainstream media cocksukers like Alex 

Jones are just ill-informed or “unaware” of these irrefutable and salient facts 

exonerating the Germans of crimes that they never committed? Don’t be naive. 

Alex knows all about holocaust revisionism, and many people have called into his 

show to confront him on it. He is not merely a loud-mouthed ignoramus, he is 

deliberately withholding these truths from his followers and radio audience. 
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Does Alex Jones truly believe that the “New World Order” is a Nazi conspiracy and 

that Adolf Hitler is its progenitor? Please, don’t kid yourself. That narrative is so 

nonsensical, so perposterous and outrageous, that even a certified paranoid 

schizophrenic would scoff upon hearing it. Alex Jones doesn’t actually believe his 

own rhetoric about Hitler and the “Nazi NWO.” He is paid in shekel to broadcast 

these egregious lies for Jewry! 

Besides the evidence, facts and information already illustrated herein 

demonstrating the illogicality and maliciously fallacious nature of Alex Jones’ anti-

Hitler smears, one single article from the Jewish-owned propaganda newspaper, 

The New York Times, is enough to utterly demolish Alex’s bald-faced lies about a 

Nazi-led New World Order. In an article dated October 6, 1940, titled “New World 

Order Pledged To Jews,” we are informed of a vocal pledge made by Arthur 

Greenwood, a member of the British War Cabinet during WWII: 

“In the first public declaration on the Jewish question since the outbreak of the 

war, Arthur Greenwood, member without portfolio in the British War Cabinet, 

assured the Jews of the United States that when victory was achieved an effort 

would be made to found a new world order based on the ideals of “justice and 

peace.”  

Mr. Greenwood, who is deputy leader of the British Labor Party, declared that 

in the new world the “conscience of civilized humanity would demand that the 

wrongs suffered by the Jewish people in so many countries should be righted.” 

He added that after the war an opportunity would be given to Jews everywhere 

to make a “distinctive and constructive contribution” in the rebuilding of the 

world.” (“NEW WORLD ORDER PLEDGED TO JEWS.” New York Times. 06 Oct, 

1940.) 

In addition to the astonishing statements made by a top British official advocating 

the establishment of a Jewish-led New World Order immediately following WWII, 

I present a quote from a Jewish freemason from the B’nai B’rith Canada (a secret 

Jewish-Masonic society): 

“Memory of the Holocaust is central to the new world order. … Achieving our 

quest of a “new world order” depends on our learning the Holocaust’s lessons.” 

(Ian J. Kagedan. Toronto Star. November 26, 1991) 

This brazen statement is essentially a confession that the holocaust™ fiction 

Westerners have been inundated and inoculated with following the end of the 
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Second World War in 1945 will be utilized as a vehicle for Jewish power and world 

domination. 

In an amazing display of abject candor, Israel’s first prime minister, David Ben-

Gurion, handed us all the proof that is even necessary to demonstrate the reality 

of the Jewish quest for world domination. In 1962, Ben-Gurion openly declared 

that a world government ruled by the Jews from Jerusalem would soon be 

formed, and that this was predicted by the genocidal Jewish Old Testament 

“prophet,” Isaiah. He said: 

“With the exception of the USSR as a federated Eurasian state, all other 

continents will become united in a world alliance, at whose disposal will be an 

international police force. All armies will be abolished, and there will be no 

more wars. In Jerusalem, the United Nations (a truly United Nations) will build a 

shrine of the Prophets to serve the federated union of all continents; this will be 

the scene of the Supreme Court of Mankind, to settle all controversies among 

the federated continents, as prophesied by Isaiah.” (David Ben-Gurion and 

Amram Duchovny. David Ben-Gurion, In His Own Words. Fleet Press Corp., 

1969, p. 116; also quoted in Look Magazine, January 16, 1962, p. 20) 
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All of this incredibly incriminating material illustrating that it is International Jewry 

— not Hitler and the Nazis — who are the criminal masterminds behind the 

globalist New World Order agenda is, of course, completely overlooked and 

rejected by the Jewish apologist Alex Jones. Nary a mention does he make to the 

Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion, the modern incarnation of the ancient 

Jewish plan for world domination. 

So now the truth is right before us. This world is not that better place as it is being 

portrayed. And here comes our role, the will of Father will be done by us , Satan 

grants us to live to fight today and tomorrow !!! And this is what we are here for, 

WE Must Not Take things lightly but at their face value for a greater good of all 

Gentiles, I bid you all SS , FIGHT and forget not the glory of our ancestors , Hon. 
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Adolf Hitler , Henrich Himmler , Joseph Gobbels, Rudolf Hess. We all must be 

worthy of their GLORY !!!!!!!!! 

Satan We Stand our GROUNDS at All Costs No matter What Comes !!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Hail Satan and all Gods of Hell !!!!!!!! 
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Exposed The Jewish Messiah 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Wed Nov 21, 2018 1:33 pm 

Exposed The Jewish Messiah 
 

 

 

The Jewish religion is occultic and the texts are all written in an occult language. When the Jews 

talk about their Messiah it has different levels of meaning. The individual being who is their 

Messiah the King they want to manifest they refer to this in their occult writings as a soul they 

have worked to create on the astral over centuries of rituals using the energy of the mass mind 

directed by secret higher workings. They want to then descend this soul into a physical body 

when all the doors open and their spell has manifested enough on earth to bring about the 

ascension of this being to earthly power over the world. This being will have the ability to 

channel the power of their god form totally. 
 

In Judaism the Messiah is not coming down on a White Horse its a physical man who has a 

"god" soul the Ha Kodesh. That's all. The Jewish texts stated any generation can bring about 

this being meaning it can be manifested at the right time when that time comes around by the 

occult work of the Jewish race.  

 

This King of the Jews will appear unite the Jewish race and then wage a global messianic war in 

which all the Gentile nations will be destroyed and only Israel will stand. The Jewish texts state 

all the Gentiles will be killed by this Messiah. Many Rabbi's state the plan of the world is only to 

have a global Jewish Kingdom and that the Gentiles the Pre-Adamic races are from the blood 

line of Satan and not part of the divine plan of the Jewish "god" their texts state all Gentiles are 

to be exterminated. The Rabbi's state all the Ha Satan's will be destroyed. The Gentiles. 
 

In Judaism the symbol of the Messiah and the Messianic age is the seven letter Zayin which is 

also pronounced by the Rabbi's as Zion the global Jewish Kingdom. This letter is a sword which 

the Jews state represents spiritual and physical warfare against the Gentiles and our 

destruction. 
 

The Rabbi's stated in their texts something else the Gentiles are in the way of this on a spiritual 

plane we are a kind of buffer that causes interference with this. They use us on one hand but on 

the other we are a different energy force to theirs and energy is consciousness. This has been 

slowing them down drastically the only thing slowing them down more is our Gods they have 

been throwing a monkey wrench into this plan of the Jews forever. The Rabbi's state the Jews 

suffer because there are "Heathen Nations" this means Gentiles exist and that Gentile Gods 

exist. There are writings of the Rabbi's where the top occult Rabbi's knew to bring about the 

Messiah they had to bind our Gods somehow. But when they tried to this they were always 

destroyed by our Gods in a brutal way and all their occult powers and angels where of no help. 

The Temple of Solomon the Jewish Global Kingdom can only occur when our Gods have been 

defeated and bound totally along with us. This is done by the power of their 22 letters its wrote 

about over and over again. Each letter is a link a chain to bind with. 

 

Draining the energy out of their thought form will also make it impossible for this Messiah to 
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descend and wipe it out totally. 
 

The Rabbi's argue if they want to leave enough of us alive to be their slaves Golem's or if we 

should all be wiped out as the seed of the living God Satan. 

 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

 

Re: Exposed The Jewish Messiah 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Thu Nov 22, 2018 10:59 pm 

luis wrote: 

Arcadia wrote: 

HP Mageson666 wrote:The Temple of Solomon the Jewish Global Kingdom can only occur 

when our Gods have been defeated and bound totally along with us. This is done by the 

power of their 22 letters its wrote about over and over again. Each letter is a link a chain to 

bind with. 

 

 

Correct my understanding if I'm wrong, but I was always under the impression it was our 

connection to the Gods which was bound, as opposed the Gods themselves, that they were 

too powerful to be actually defeated by shitty jew magic. 

 

They try doesnt mean they can do it. There is a sermon where HP HoodedCobra sayd that 

some Rabbi's tryed to kill Father Satan and they used all their 'angels' and their magick but 

after many days Satan bored cursed them where not even their angels could heal them, 

moral of the story they cant do jack shit to the Gods, they just blocked us so we couldnt 

comunicate with them. 

 

 

This is the story of Rabbi Josef who was a Rabbi who tried with a coven to attack Satan and 

'end evil' in this world. He summoned all the 'heavenly army' and the greys themselves told 

them they cannot do it, but he insisted. So they attacked Satan for days, to no avail or reply. At 

one point, the Gods attacked back, and all his coven was smitten with insanity, while others 

instantly died, and then he became insane and he begged Satan for his life, after which Satan 

turned him into a traitor to his own jews, and then executed him a couple years later.  
 

This story they constantly have altered since it was the story of a jew in the 17th century, but the 

facts are these things above. Satan hates them, and they hold no power over Satan. Plus, they 

know Satan is beyond any doubts real. 
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Exposed The Secrets Of Kabbalah 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Wed Oct 31, 2018 8:44 am 

Exposed The Secrets Of Kabbalah  
 

The Jewish Rabbi's in their own ancient occult teachings state numerous times their "god" is 

three things that are connected into one this "one" is called Metatron all their texts go on 

endlessly about Metatron, YHVH is another name that expresses the meaning of Metatron. To 

understand the secrets of the Jewish occult one must understand what the Jews are and what 

their collective "god" is. 
 

The Metatron is three things a trinity, at the top its the Seraphim which the Rabbi's state are a 

hive mind of literal Reptilian Extra Terrestrials, the race of Israel the Jewish race soul and the 

Torah. The Rabbinical texts state that the race of the Jews have a "higher group soul" which is 

shared with the Heavenly Metatron which is the beings they call their literal masters the 

Seraphim the Reptilians. This is because as the Jews stated their race didn't come from this 

world it came from "out there beyond this world". The Jewish texts their "god" didn't create this 

physical planet. The Rabbi's show the name Elohim in Jewish Gematria adds to a term in 

Hebrew that means "nature" that nature the universe, natural law created the physical planet. 

The Jews in their texts state their race is from the blood of YHVH which as their racial Cohen 

gene shows contains Reptilian DNA. They are a hybrid race and are the incarnation of the 

Reptilian, gene soul group in this world. That is the key to their whole occult system. Its the 

manifestation and extension of their racial alien soul group. The Heavenly Metatron is the 

Reptilians the Lesser Metatron the Torah energy and the Earthly Metatron the Jews. 
 

The major Jewish occult teachings are in all reality in two categories.  

 

The creation by the word.  
 

The Jewish texts state that Moses was their Messiah because he astrally opened the part of his 

soul that allowed him to openly see and communicate directly with the heavenly Metatron the 

hive mind collective of Reptilian aliens that then gave him the Torah. However the Torah they 

directed to him was the 22 letters and how to use them in the occult sense then after this they 

showed him how to arrange the letters in the physical Torah. The Jews call this the Oral Torah 

because god is the word to speak to vibrate the 22 letters and the Rabbi's state the secret 

Torah written with the hidden letters of black fire is the literal energy the field of energy that is 

created by reading the Torah in Hebrew on the occult power dates. The Torah is the extension 

of the Jewish racial soul and this energy field connects into their Reptilian masters collective 

soul and hive mind they share with them as well it infuses such with energy. The black fire the 

Rabbi's talk about is the meaning of the term Torah which means "The Wheel of darkness" that 

is why the Rabbi's state the real Torah is the field of energy the reading of it creates in the astral 

and that they work to manifest into the world. The other meaning of the Oral Torah is the occult 

teachings of how to use this Witchcraft passed down from Rabbi's. The Jewish occult texts state 

the world or Torah was energy before it became physical. 
 

The Book of Job is a warning to the Jews. In the Talmud it states Israel the Jewish race is not 

subject to the negative influences of the stars or karma because they have the Torah which 
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protects their race. Job didn't engage in the ritual dates and Torah readings or practices of how 

to infuse this energy field with power so it dissipated and he suffered the negative fate that 

awaits the Jews if this happens. Many times in the Torah the Jews are warned if this energy 

field dissipates they will be destroyed by their enemies. They are punished with destruction 

numerous times because they didn't worship and thus obey "god" properly or enough. This is 

referring to feeding the energy field of the lesser Metatron the Torah. That protects and infuses 

their soul along with allows them to conqueror and enslave the Gentile nations.  
 

Chariot of Ascent. 

 

All other Jewish occult teachings are based on using the "Names of god" chanting the names of 

Metatron which are called the 22 seals of Metatron which are the 22 letters given to Moses by 

the Heavenly Metatron which is the Reptilian Seraphim. This also includes numerous other 

names of the lesser Metatron which are different arrangements of the 22 letters for what they 

are designed to manifest. Its simply a specific bank account number to the specific branch of the 

energy bank of the lesser Metatron the Torah field of energy.  
 

The other level of occult teachings of the Rabbi's is how they use these 22 letters with specific 

practices to "ascend the chariot of god" the Merkava teachings. The symbol of these teachings 

is the Jewish prophets like Enoch who becomes part of the Heavenly Metatron this is important 

to note, not THE singular Metatron but part of the Metatron. What the allegories and methods 

they embody come down to in simple terms is Enoch fully became a "Living Torah" a total 

"channel" which is he dissolved his individuality and merged his consciousness totally into the 

collective consciousness of the hive mind of the alien soul group and how the psychic field of 

the Torah flows thought all this. He was totally assimilated into the "One" borg style. The goal of 

the occult practices of the Jews are to simply become part of this hive mind totally and become 

an open window for the energy field of the Torah to manifest thought nothing else a borg drone 

in a Hassidic hat. All their meditative practices are how to access this racial hive mind and the 

energy its infused with by the Torah. The Rabbi's state the ancient Jews had Prophetic schools 

in which select Jews where taught how to open their psychic aspects of their soul to 

communicate with and merge into the Metatron. The Jews are program the hardware for the 

psychic software of the Torah to act thought. 
 

The black box the Jews wear is part of this its connected to the Shema prayer they pray when 

they wear this. In Kabbalah the word Shema is a code for "Shaddai" and "YHVH" which means 

the Shaddai [power] of YHVH. The word YHVH is a code its from the term Hoveh in Hebrew 

which is the letters Heh Vav Heh, which means the racial collective conscious of the Jews and 

the Yud placed in front of it is the active integration and manifestation of this collective alien 

consciousness which the Jews are part of as an alien program and how they are connecting into 

this field of energy and manifesting it into the world. This is why YHVH is a name of Metatron. 

Its what the Metatron is. The racial hive consciousness of the Reptilians and the Reptilian Jews 

and their Torah program which is built on the template of their collective alien soul.  
 

The goal of ascension to the Jewish occult system is to become "one" with the hive mind of their 

Reptilian "gods". The goal of the Jewish race is as their Baal Shem Tov stated when every Jew 

achieves this state they will have the age of their Messiah which is when they state the "Earthly 

Metatron" the Jewish race will come to be the age of the Messiah in which all of humanity will be 
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assimilated into the "One" as one Rabbi literally stated "like the Borg". A total slave race ruled 

by Reptilians and ruled by their hive collective the Jews on earth. 
 

The one thing all the Rabbinical masters and texts state is the 22 letters are the SOLE KEY to 

everything. The Final RTR thus is the KEY TO EVERYTHING. Reversing the 22 letters is 

ending the Metatron.  
 

Important Teachings In General. 
 

 

Something to be aware of is the Rabbi's state the purpose of the Diaspora was to disperse the 

Jews across the earth "to gather the sparks of Metatron" what they state is they have gone 

across the world and infiltrated ancient cultures and corrupted their spiritual practices and taken 

over their societies from within to create a synthesis that moves things closer to planetary 

control by their race. They mention this is done in phases and not all of the original phases are 

outright Judaism the first phases where cloaked.  
 

The Torah states the Metatron has cursed Gentiles to mortality and death and the cycle of 

reincarnation and the biggest curse on the Gentiles in the Torah is openly stated to be..... 

spiritual death when the soul is too weak to reincarnate any further and that's it. The Egyptian 

and ancient Hindu texts warned about this fate if the soul is not empowered with the light of the 

spiritual practices the Gods gave humanity. 
 

The spiritual teaching the Jews removed show this curse. The Egyptian ancient codex mention 

"The Book Of Breath" authored by the Pagan God Thoth. The book in the codex was stated to 

be the teachings of Immortality by Thoth. How a human can become immortal by following the 

spiritual practices of within....LITERALLY. This book was destroyed by the Jewish enemy when 

they destroyed the Library Of Alexandria. This is the knowledge the Jews have destroyed and 

removed from us around the world. 
 

The early phases of the Jewish infiltration.  
 

If one studies the dynamics of this one can note this with current Hinduism the teachings of 

which come from Buddhism which Theosophy is only found in the Jewish occult teachings 

originally. The Jews in Alexandria that created Christianity where historically mentioned to be 

organized and working out of the Eastern Empire of Asoka who imposed this alien Buddhism by 

murder and propaganda on the populace of India. This included the banning of all spiritual 

practices of the Light Body teachings along with the massive destruction of Temples and 

libraries full of spiritual and historical knowledge given to us by our Gods and attempting to put a 

new "one" god Buddha in there place.. And the organized mass murder of Hindu's by this 

regime.  
 

This is also witnessed in ancient Egypt with Akhenaten who did the exact same to the 

Egyptians. He ordered the Egyptian Temples destroyed the spiritual teachings banned the 

images of the Gods destroyed and he even ordered ritual blood sacrifices of animals to this new 

"god" of his who can't by law by shown in any "graven images" in the Temples of the Egyptians 
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Gods as part of the destruction and desecration of the Temples. That is the "god" of the Jews 

the blood sacrifices and the forbidding on any graven images depicting it. The "god' of 

Akhenaten was called Adon which is the name the Jews call their "god" anciently Adonai. The 

Jewish histories from the ancient world openly state Moses was a Priest of the Akhenaten cult 

and some Jews have stated Moses was Akhenaten. The Jews tried to take over Egypt under 

Akhenaten and impose the ancient phase of their program of control on the Egyptians. But the 

Egyptians rose up with the help of the Gods and the Egyptians spiritual masters and drove the 

Jews out in a major and long bloody war of liberation that lasted near 13 years.  
 

 

I also wrote before the Jews were in the America's and took the Mayan Empire over and forced 

a new religion on the populace, the Mayan's wrote about this. Today certain Mayan descended 

tribes are all Jewish in culture and custom they worship a being called "Yahweh" celebrate 

Hebrew religious customs and have Hebrew words in their language and in their burial mounds 

artifacts written in ancient Hebrew with the Ten Commandments wrote on them are found along 

other artifacts with ancient Hebrew inscriptions in general. The Jews in their own secret histories 

state they were in the America's. There are images of Mayan priests wearing the Jewish black 

box on their head and arm with the straps tried the same way the Rabbi's do. The Mayan's 

wrote it was this collective of new "gods" called literally "Yahweh" that instituted the ritual human 

murders as they feed off the energy of humans. The writings on the how the sacrifices are to be 

done are only found in the Jewish Torah elsewhere. The Mayan's left us the images of this 

Hebrew new Gods the collective hive called "Yahweh" that have been unearthed today by 

archeology. There has been a conspiracy to cover up the Mayan situation.  
 

Just as the high ranking Rabbi's have stated their Yahweh is a collection of Reptilians. However 

as noted in the open among the Mayan's the Jews took their civilization over openly working 

hand in hand with their Reptilian "gods" they share a hive mind and racial soul with here are the 

images of the "Yahweh" the Mayans left: 
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This would replay itself out with later on this planet with Christianity, Islam and Communism all 

Jewish programs to bring the Metatron age into being. Christianity and Islam have billions of 

Gentiles directly channelling their energies and connecting their souls into the Metatron and 

infusing it with massive energy to infuse the Jewish collective soul and Torah program with 

massive amounts of power to feed this program and allow it to manifest thought them and the 

billions of Christians and Muslims as a collective Goyim Golem. The Rabbi's call 

Jesus.....METATRON in their own occult writings.  
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We need to understand the Egyptians whom the Jews curse over and over in their Torah where 

able to defeat the Jews so totality in their time and drive the Jews out even chasing them down 

to the Levant and destroying their bases there in the ancient world. Because the Egyptians had 

the teachings of the Gods the Dhejedhi [serpent] teachings of ascension. Dhi means wisdom in 

the sense of the expanded super consciousness state and the Jedhi the active spiritual powers 

or Sidhi's that come with this. Note Siddhi is the ancient Sanskrit name of an ascended Gentile 

being. Si or Shee is the name of the serpent energy and the Dhi the consciousness of the risen 

serpent.  
 

The Egyptians destroyed all religious bases, letters and practices and even the mention of 

Akhenaton and his "god" from history as part of larger rituals to dissipate the energy field the 

enemy created to conqueror the planet with. The Egyptians defeated the Jews on the spiritual 

plane. This is why out of all the ancient Gentiles the Jews have the most hate for the Egyptians 

the 10 curses of their "god" on Egypt is the 10 combinations of their 22 letters they use to curse 

all spiritual Gentiles with.  
 

The Noble Egyptians are the example of how to defeat the Jews. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

 

 

Re: Exposed The Secrets Of Kabbalah 

Postby HP Mageson666 » Wed Oct 31, 2018 9:29 am 

Guys our Anti-Christ is the reincarnation of the Egyptian Pharaoh who defeated the Jewish 

enemy so totality in His time. From the body of this Pharaoh He had perfect health and might 

have lived for hundred of years. It might have been he left his body to reincarnate later to 

become the Fuhrer which means leader but in the sense of spiritual teacher of the German's 

and the world in our time. Many of the soul's that came in with him where also from this period 

and many of us today have reincarnated from those area's to bring about world liberation. Hitler 

has finished the Magnum Opus in this life and will return in physical form not just spiritual form 

like he did when he was born in Germany. 

 

Re: Exposed The Secrets Of Kabbalah 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Wed Oct 31, 2018 6:22 pm 

This is an excellent post and it should be posted on /pol/ or other places. Go for it guys. Some 

people there have some occult knowledge and they may be able to take it from there.  
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Foreward 

 
Because of being steeped in, believing in, and living a lie, in the advanced stages 
of Christianity, the Christian takes on an artificial appearance and begins to look 
like the lie:  
The well-known pasty look with the smiley mask. The lie emerges in the physical 
self.  
 
Christians incessantly claim that "The Devil Deceives" "The Devil Deceives..." 
What they fail to see is that everything they accuse the Devil of is really the God 
that they worship, known as Yaweh/Jehova.  
Everything that the Christians accuse the "Devil" of, is really of their own God. 
This is proven in the Biblical scriptures:  

 
§ "A Murderer and a Liar from the Beginning"  
§ "Human Hating"  
§ "He Deceiveth all of the Nations"  

 
The problem is that few people actually REALLY read the Bible. Most just believe 
what they are told regarding Christianity and the Bible. Few read it and can see it 
for what it is for.  
 
It has been stated that "In the end, the truth will come out and many will want to 
join on at the last minute, but it will be too late for them..."  
 
Concerning the Powers of the Mass Mind: 
"The power of the united thought of a number of people is always far more than 
the sum of their separate thoughts: it would be more nearly represented by their 
product"  
–The Astral Body and Other Phenomena by Lieut. Colonel Arthur E. Powell © 
1927 
 
The following articles provide proof that everything in the Christian religion and in 
the bible has been STOLEN from other religions that predated it from all around 
the world. Christianity is a tool for removing spiritual/occult knowledge from the 
populace so this power can be kept in the hands of a few to manipulate and 
enslave the masses.  
 
To really understand the Bible and see the truth, one must be very well educated 
in the occult. The mass mind is very powerful. When one studies long enough 
and acquires advanced knowledge of the occult, the truth is utterly shocking. The 
entire Judeo/Christian Bible is a hoax of catastrophic proportions with a very 
clear objective using subliminal means and the channeled psychic energy of 
believers.  
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Whenever Christianity or its cohorts took control of a country or region, the 
ancient spiritual texts and records were removed and/or destroyed and those 
who had spiritual knowledge were mass murdered by the Inquisition. This took 
out of circulation the very knowledge those in power have used and still use to 
manipulate the ignorant population using spiritual/occult power. The Bible is one 
of the most powerful subliminal tools used by a select few to enslave the masses. 
Most people are unaware of this because they lack knowledge regarding the 
occult, thought power, and psychic energy. The powers that be work to reinforce 
the belief that the occult, powers of the mind and spirit are nonsense or just plain 
bunk.  
 
Destroying the ancient records allowed an alternative invented "history" to be 
written which has disconnected humanity from its true origins. Controlling history 
is important because if one manipulates how people see what we call the past, 
this influences the present and the future.  
 
The entire Bible is an extremely powerful subliminal tool full of occult numbers, 
messages, allegories, and stolen material, which has been corrupted from 
ancient religions. In addition, this book has been infused with psychic energy and 
power to instill fear and to make it believable. When one's eyes are opened and 
one has the necessary knowledge, the *spell* will no longer be effective. The 
entire underlying theme of the Judeo/Christian Bible is the establishment of the 
fictitious history of the Jewish people in the mass mind. What the mass mind 
believes has power and the energy to make manifest in reality as thoughts are 
energy  
 
There are vacuum-sealed vaults in the Vatican library containing thousands upon 
thousands of ancient esoteric books from around the world that have been stolen 
and hoarded over the years and kept out of public circulation. The Catholic 
Church, which is the root of the Christian religion, is controlled by a secret society 
that has abused occult power to enslave the masses. The end goal is the total 
enslavement of humanity, which they have worked towards relentlessly and 
ruthlessly.  
 
All of this has directly affected each and every one of us. Humanity has suffered 
unnecessarily because of the denial of this knowledge. People have been 
coerced over the centuries into paying for their own damnation to the tune of 
billions and billions of dollars to keep this lie prospering and continuing strong. 
The survival and prosperity of this vicious hoax on humanity requires only ONE 
thing- A LACK OF KNOWLEDGE!  
 
Contrary to what most people have been indoctrinated with, Judaism, Christianity 
and Islam are relatively new religions. Humanity goes back tens of thousands of 
years. These three have worked relentlessly to keep us from spiritual/occult 
knowledge and using this power, of which all of us have.  
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These so-called "religions" are built upon murder, torture, and lies and the only 
way any lie of this magnitude can survive is to create more and more lies and 
destroy the peoples who know the truth. Christianity is nothing more than a 
program. There is nothing religious or spiritual about it. Millions of people suffer 
depression, hopelessness, and confusion about life. The soul needs light and 
very few know this or actively practice the power meditation that will literally 
"save" their own souls. Because of a lack of knowledge and ignorance of the 
occult, Humanity as a whole has been placed under a powerful spell using occult 
power and indoctrinated not to question, concerning these three so-called 
"religions." This has been reinforced by centuries of Christians being duped into 
supplying their psychic energy and souls to be channeled into perpetuating this 
lie, which in the end, will only benefit a select few.  
 
Everything that the Christians accuse the "Devil" of, is really of their own God.  
 
§ "A Murderer and a Liar from the Beginning"  
§ "Human Hating"  
§ "He Deceiveth all of the Nations"  

 
Quote from the Jewish Talmud:  
Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 
2800 slaves."  
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Exposing the Old Testament 
 
Most Christians and many others believe the Judeo/Christian Bible to be the 
word of "God." In truth, nearly everything within the Bible was stolen and 
corrupted from Pagan religions that predated Judeo/Christianity from hundreds to 
thousands of years, from all around the world, and in particular, the Far East. 
 
"We shall destroy God" –quote from the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion.  
 
The Hebrew written "Five Books of Moses" also known as the "Pentateuch", 
along with the "Torah" were STOLEN and CORRUPTED from the Egyptian 
"TAROT." Note- "Torah" is an anagram of "Tarot." The most noted example of 
the Tarot is the 78 card pack sold in many stores now-a-days and used for 
fortune telling. The Tarot consists of five suits [where the five was stolen and 
corrupted from]: the wands/rods of fire, the swords of air, the cups of water, the 
pentacles of earth, and the trump of quintessence/ether. The trump suit was 
omitted from the standard deck of playing cards, and all that remains of the trump 
is the Fool card, which was kept as the Joker. All of these are elements [fire, 
earth, air, water and ether] of the human soul and the message of the Tarot aside 
from its divination capabilities is the Magnum Opus, which leads to physical and 
spiritual perfection and immortality. All of this was stolen and corrupted into a 
fictitious history of the Jews, which has nothing whatsoever to do with spirituality.  
 
The Jewish Talmud instructs the Jewish people to destroy Gentiles and enslave 
them, as "YHVH" in reality is the Jewish people.  
 
Quote from the Talmud:  
Sanhedrin 58b. If a heathen [Gentile] hits a Jew, the Gentile must be killed. 
Hitting a Jew is the same as hitting God.  
 
The fictitious Jewish "God" "Yaweh/Jehova's" name was inserted, replacing the 
names of many Gentile/Pagan Gods. The entity "Jehova" is fictitious. The name 
"Jehova" was stolen from the Roman God "Jove" for one.  
"The pious Dr. Parkhurst. . . proves, from the authority of Diodorus Siculus, 
Varro, St. Augustine, etc., that the Iao, Jehova, or ieue, or ie of the Jews was the 
Jove of the Latins and Etruscans..." "YHWH/IEUE was additionally the Egyptian 
Sun God Ra: Ra was the father in heaven, who has the title of 'Huhi' the eternal, 
from which the Hebrews derived the name 'Ihuh.'" "Jewish mystical tradition 
viewed the original Jehova as an androgyne, his/her name compounded as Jah 
[jod] and the pre-hebraic name of Eve, Havah, or Hawah, rendered he-vau-he in 
Hebrew letters. The four letters together made the sacred Tetragrammaton, 
YHWH, the secret name of God..." We can also see where the antagonistic story 
of Zeus [Jove] and Prometheus was used to promote the concept of a rebellious 
God who was condemned and ostracized for bringing knowledge to humanity." 
[1]  
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Humanity's original religion was polytheistic [having many different Gods]. In the 
original Hebrew Bible, the word "Elohim" is used. "In spite of the monotheistic 
endeavors of the compilers and editors of the book of Genesis, struggling to 
proclaim faith in a sole deity in a world that in those days believed in many gods, 
there remain numerous slip-ups where the biblical narrative speaks of gods in the 
plural. The very term for 'deity,' [when the Lord is not specifically named as 
Yaweh], is not the singular El but the plural Elohim. [2]  
 
The dual aspect of Christianity was stolen from the duality of Zoroastrianism, 
which preceded the Christian religion by centuries. [3] Yaweh/Jehova replaced 
Ahura Mazda, and the Old Gods who were the Original Gods [Ahriman, which is 
Aryan and means "noble" in Sanskrit] were labeled as "evil" in order to establish 
the supreme monotheism of Yaweh/Jehova. The Original Gods were turned into 
Demons and monsters which represented evil. [4] Most wound up in the "Goetia." 
Note the similarity of the root "Goet" meaning "Devil" and the derogatory Jewish 
word for Gentile, which is "Goy" or plural, "Goyim."  
 
This excerpt quote from the Catholic Encyclopedia is very revealing:  
"In the same way the Greeks and Romans may have worshipped their 
divinities, fondly believing them to be good. But the Christian Scriptures 
declare that all the gods of the Gentiles are demons.“  
– Catholic Encyclopedia: Devil Worship  
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/04767a.htm  
DEMONS ARE THE GODS OF THE GENTILES!!!!  
 
Mithra, the celestial intermediary between Ahura Mazda and Angra Manyu 
[Ahriman], has numerous striking parallels with the Nazarene "Jesus Christ." 
Mithra was a savior, who like the Nazarene was announced by prophets, whose 
birth took place in a cave [many accounts of the birth of the Nazarene claim that 
he also was born in a cave], and the appearance of an exceptional star. Mithra 
would later supplant Vishnu, who in pre-Zoroastrianism Vedism had been the 
world's savior. [5] 
 
The following is proof of the many different and diverse sources of which the 
authors of the Judeo/Christian Bible stole from:  
 
THE CREATION/GENESIS:  
The Enuma Elish predated the bible by a minimum of 1,000 years, and is 
presumed to be much older. The tablets are now in the British Museum.  
 
The Atrahasis Story predates the biblical Genesis account by over 1,000 years or 
more. Both of these creation accounts predate Christianity and the 
Judeo/Christian Bible by centuries. Both reveal there were "GODS" not "One 
God." This is where the Jews made mistakes, along with the many contradictory 
scriptures. It is glaringly obvious the Judeo/Christian Bible is not the word of 
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"God." The foolish bible thumping idiots rant and rave how "God is perfect." Right 
there is another contradiction.  
Both of these creation accounts predate Christianity and the Judeo/Christian 
Bible by centuries. Both reveal there were "GODS" not "One God."  
 
Genesis Chapter 1, verse 26 reads: "And God said "let us make man in our 
image, after our likeness...."  
This right here debunks the Jewish monotheistic Yaweh myth.  
The extra-terrestrial God, known as Ea [Satan] created human beings through 
genetic engineering, and several other Gods/Goddesses were involved in the 
creation. See the image of the Sumerian Creation below. This was originally 
carved in rock, thousands of years old; predating Judeo/Christianity. 

 
 
THE FLOOD  
The Flood Story from Gilgamesh predates the Christian account by well over 
1,000 years or more.  
The Judeo/Christian Bible claims that "Yaweh" incited the flood. In truth, "Enlil" 
allowed the flood to take place. Tracing Enlil's origins here on earth, we have 
found he is also known as "Bel" which evolved into the name "Baal" and 
eventually "Beelzebub" who was God of the Philistines.  
 
The "Flood" is another ancient ALLEGORY that was STOLEN and corrupted 
from the original Pagan religions and has to do with the flood of energy during 
the working of the Magnum Opus, after which there are visions of colors 
indicating an important stage has passed. The allegory of the colors is where the 
Jewish scriptwriters got the "rainbow" and "Jacob's coat of colors" [the aura]. 
Allegories and CONCEPTS were STOLEN and corrupted into unsavory Jewish 
characters for Gentiles to slavishly worship. Sacred religious teachings intended 
for humanity to evolve spiritually were desecrated and replaced with Jewish 
literary trash. These FICTITIOUS Jewish characters have NOTHING whatsoever 
to do with spirituality or advancing one's soul.  
 
"Noah" built an ark  
EA warned "ZIUSUDRA" aka "UTNAPISHTIM," not "Noah" about the impending 
flood and instructed him on building an ark. The legend is Sumerian and 
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Akkadian/Babylonian in origin. The "Atrahasis Epic" is the Akkadian/Babylonian 
account of the Great Flood.  
A "dove" returned to the ark with an olive branch signifying the flood was over 
and the waters receded. In the original Sumerian account, a RAVEN, instead of a 
"dove" finds dry land. [6]  
 
THE TOWER OF BABEL  
AGAIN, more than one God is involved. Also, the Gods departed from the Earth 
during the flood. Note "GODS."  
The Bible claims that "Yaweh" confused the languages of the people's 
constructing the Tower of Babel. This is not so. AGAIN, the Jewish authors of the 
Judeo/Christian Bible screw up and evidence of more than one God is plain to 
see:  
Genesis Chapter 11; verse 7:  
"Let us go down and there confound their language that they may not understand 
one another's speech." AGAIN, more than one God is involved. Note the "us."  
 
The "Tower of Babel" is another ALLEGORY. In ancient times, humans could 
communicate telepathically, without words. This was taken from us, but is now 
becoming a reality again as many of us are experiencing this through the 
opening of the mind and soul through power meditation.  
 
THE TEN COMMANDMENTS  
Many of the Old Testament laws, along with the Ten Commandments were 
stolen from:  
The Code of Hammurabi  
Below is a photo of the basalt stele showing the Sumerian Sun God Shamash 
giving Hammurabi the tablet listing the laws. "Shamash" is also known as 
"Azazel," the leader of the so-called "Fallen Angels," the "Igigi" Nordic extra-
terrestrials who took human wives.  

 
Example: Exodus 20:  
16 Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy 
neighbour.  
 
Stolen from the Code of Hammurabi, 3: "If a seignior 
came forward with false testimony in a case, and has 
not proved the word which he spoke, if that case was 
a case involving a life, that seignior shall be put to 
death."  
 
More stolen from the Code of Hammurabi:  
Exodus 21:24 Eye for eye, tooth for tooth, hand for 
hand, foot for foot,  
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Hammurabi 196: "If a seignior has destroyed the eye of a member of the 
aristocracy, they shall destroy his eye."  
Hammurabi 200: "if a seignior has knocked out a tooth of a seignior of his own 
rank, they shall knock out his tooth."  
 
The Sumerian Code  
The Ur-Nammu Code is the oldest Ancient Near Eastern law code recovered by 
archeologists. The Sumerian Code from 1800 BCE belongs to this oldest 
enduring legal tradition.  
 
The Hittite Code  
While Hittite law was similar in many ways to the Hammurabi law codes the 
“Hittite Code” containing two hundred paragraphs of regulations demonstrates a 
tolerance for sexual immorality with a strong emphasis upon financial concerns. 
The Hittites cultivated barley and wheat, brewed a barley beer. Silver pieces 
were circulated as currency.  
 
The Middle Assyrian Code Decreed by Tiglath-Pileser I, Emperor of Assyria 
from 1115- 1077 BCE. Originally a legal code emphasizing the social concerns 
and interests of the Assyrian Government. Discovered in 1903 at Ashur in Iraq. 
Written in Cuneiform on 15 baked clay tablets. Numerous laws in the biblical 
books of Exodus, Deuteronomy and Leviticus have been stolen from The 
Assyrian Code.  
 
The Neo-Babylonian Code  
The writings in the biblical book of PROVERBS were STOLEN from numerous 
sources:  
 
The Words of Ahiqar  
Ahiqar was an advisor to Sennacherib, king of Assyria from 704-681 BCE. In 
1906 German archaeologists excavated a copy of his teachings, inscribed upon 
eleven sheets of palimpsest papyrus, from the debris of Elephantine which is 
today part of the city of Aswan in Southern Egypt.  
 
Parallels:  
Whoso curseth his father or his mother, his lamp shall be put out in obscure 
darkness. Prov.20:20  
STOLEN from:  
"Whosoever takes no pride in the names of his father and mother, may the sun 
not shine upon him." Ahiqar 9:137  
                     __________________ 
 
He who spares the rod hates his son, but he who loves him is careful to discipline 
him;  
Prov. 13:24  
 
STOLEN from:  
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"With-hold not thy son from the rod, else thou wilt not be able to save him from 
wickedness." Ahiqar 6:81  

__________________ 
 
Through patience a ruler can be persuaded, and a gentle tongue can break a 
bone.  
Prov. 25:15  
 
STOLEN from:  
Soft is the utterance of a king; yet it is sharper and stronger than a two-edged 
knife." Ahiqar 7:105  
 
The Teachings of Amen-em-opet  
Amen-em-opet, son of Ka-nakht, taught in Egypt between 1200 - 1000 BCE. The 
text is found in British Museum Papyrus 10474 and a portion on a writing tablet in 
Turin, Italy. The papyrus is said to have come from Thebes and is speculated to 
be of the 10th and 6th centuries BCE.  
 
Parallels:  
Pay attention and listen to the sayings of the wise; apply your heart to what I 
teach, for it is pleasing when you keep them in your heart and have all of them 
ready on your lips.  
Prov. 17-18  
 
STOLEN from:  
Give they ears, hear what is said,  
Give they heart to understand them  
Let them rest in the casket of thy belly  
That they may be a key in they heart."  
Amen-em-opet 3:10  

__________________ 
 
Do not exploit the poor because they are poor and do not crush the needy in 
court.  
Prov. 22:22  
 
STOLEN from:  
"Guard thyself against robbing the oppressed  
And against overbearing the disabled."  
Amen-em-opet 2:1  

__________________ 
 
If your enemy is hungry, give him food to eat; if he is thirsty give him water to 
drink. In doing this, you will heap burning coals on his head and the Lord will 
reward you.  
Prov. 25:21-22  
 
STOLEN from:  
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"Leave him in the arms of the god;  
Fill his belly with bread of thine  
So that he may be sated and may be ashamed."  
Amen-em-opet 5:8  
 __________________ 
 
Do not move and ancient boundry stone or encroach on the fields of the 
fatherless, for their Defender is strong; he will take up their case against you.  
Prov. 23:10-11  
 
STOLEN from:  
"Do not carry off the landmark at the boundaries of the arable land  
Nor disturb the position of the measuring cord  
Be not greedy after a cubit of land  
Nor encroach upon the boundaries of a widow."  
Amen-em-opet 7:12-15  

__________________ 
 
Better a little with the fear of the Lord than great wealth with turmoil  
Prov. 15:16  
Better a little with righteousness than much gain with injustice.  
Prov. 16:8  
 
STOLEN from:  
Better is a measure that the god gives thee,  
Than five thousand taken illegally."  
Amen-em-opet 8:19  
[This one also smacks of the Nazarene feeding the "five thousand."]  

__________________ 
 
Better a meal of vegetables where there is love than a fattened calf with hatred. 
Prov. 15:17  
Better a dry crust with peace and quiet than a house full of feasting, with strife. 
Prov. 17:1  
 
STOLEN from:  
"Better is bread when the heart is happy  
Than riches with sorrow."  
Amen-em-opet 9:9  

__________________ 
 
Do not make friends with a hot-tempered man, do not associate with one easily 
angered, or you may learn his ways and get yourself ensnared, Prov. 22:24-25  
 
STOLEN from:  
"Do not greet thy heated in thy violence  
Nor hurt thy own heart thereby"  
Amen-em-opet 13:8  
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__________________ 
 

You will vomit up the little you have eaten and will have wasted your 
compliments.  
Prov. 23:8  
 
STOLEN from:  
"The mouthful of bread too great thou swallowest and vomitest up."  
Amen-em-opet 14:13  

__________________ 
 
Do not boast about tomorrow, for you do not know what a day may bring forth.  
Prov. 27:1  
 
STOLEN from:  
"Do not spend the night fearful of the morrow  
At daybreak what is the morrow like?  
Man knows not what the morrow is like."  
Amen-eo-opet 19:11  

__________________ 
 
Many are the plans in a man’s heart, but it is the Lord’s purpose that prevails. 
Prov. 19:21  
In his heart a man plans his course, but the Lord determines his steps.  
Prov. 16:9  
 
STOLEN from:  
"One thing are the words which men say  
Another is that which God does."  
Amen-em-opet 19:15  

__________________ 
 
Have I not written thirty sayings for you, sayings of counsel and knowledge.  
Prov. 22:20  
 
STOLEN from:  
"See thou these thirty chapters  
They entertain; they instruct  
They are the foremost of all books."  
Amen-em-opet 27:5  
 
The Teachings of Ptah-Hotep  
Ptah-Hotep taught around 2450 BCE, during the 5th Dynasty of The Old 
Kingdom of Egypt. His teachings were preserved on both clay tablets and 
papyrus sheets and are presently at the Bibliothéque Nationale in Paris. In 
addition to the book of Proverbs, many of the writings in the books of 
Ecclesiastes and Sirach were also stolen from the Teachings of Ptah-Hotep.  
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Egyptian Love Songs  
The Egyptian Love Songs are 1,000+ years older than those in the Song of 
Solomon. The parallels are unmistakable. The Papyrus Harris 500 was 
discovered at Thebes in the Ramesseum Complex in the Karnak Temple.  
 
The Visions of Nefertiti  
Both the biblical books of "Kings" and "Daniel" echo the scenario of entertaining a 
king along with the prediction of his downfall. The theme of the slave who would 
be king is repeated in "The Story of Hagar [Genesis chapters 16 and 21]. The 
Visions of Nefertiti dates back to the reign of the Pharaoh Snefru [2680- 2565 
BCE]. He calls for Nefertiti to entertain him. Nefertiti predicts the downfall of the 
Old Kingdom and the establishment of a new Dynasty by Amen-em-het I [1991- 
1786 BCE].  
Also, most of what was written in the biblical books of Exodus, Leviticus and 
Deuteronomy was taken from the above- NOT from "Yaweh." There are xians 
who are stupid enough to believe their "Yaweh" is the only god. "No Gods before 
me."  
 
MORE STOLEN:  
The Story of Joseph and Potipher's wife; Genesis Chapter 39. STOLEN from The 
Story of Anubis and Bata [Egyptian in origin].  
 
PARALLELS TO THE MOSES STORY:  
 
§ The birth of Sargon  
§ The birth of Horus  

 
1. The secrecy factor surrounding the birth  
2. The placing in a reed basket, covered with bitumen  
3. The setting in a river  
4. The recovery and adoption Much of the biblical book of PSALMS was stolen 
from:  
The Hymn to the Aton  
The Hymn to the Aton can be found in the Tomb of Eye. 1365- 1348 BCE.  
 
The Stories of Ba'al and Anat 
Inscribed upon six clay tablets, in the Ugaritic Language; cuneiform script. Circa 
1400 BCE.  
 
The Lament for Ur  
Many of the writings in the biblical book of Joshua were stolen from:  
 
The El Amarna Letters  
The Stele of Merneptah  
 
More stolen writings in the biblical book of Judges:  
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§ The Story of Aqhat  
§ The Diary of Wen-Amon  
§ The Gezer Almanac  
 

The biblical books of Samuel and Kings also contain much stolen material from:  
 
§ The Mari Prophecies  
§ The Stele of Mesha  
§ The Karatepe Inscription  
§ The Annals of Shalmaneser III  
§ The Black Obelisk of Shalmaneser III  
§ The Annals of Tiglath-Pileser III  
§ The Annals of Sargon II  
§ The Siloam Inscription  
§ The Yavne-Yam Inscription  
§ The Lachlish Letters  
§ The Arad Ostraca  
§ The Annals of Sennacherib  
§ The Annals of Nebuchadnezzar II  
 

More stolen material in the biblical books of Ezra and Nehemiah from:  
 
The Cylinder of Cyrus  
More stolen stories and writings in the biblical books of Job and Ecclesiastes:  
 
The Story of Keret  
Here is the original story of Job, written in the Ugaritic language [Cuneiform 
Script], composed circa 1400 BCE by "Ilimilku The Scribe." This epic involves 
"Keret" and the God "El." NOT Job and jehova. Keret's family tradgedies and 
illness are comparable with the story of Job. In the original tale, "Satan" never 
even entered into the picture.  
§ The Sufferer and the Soul  
§ The Farmer and the Courts  
§ The Sufferer and the Friend  

As we can see from the above, the Christian "religion" is based upon stolen 
material that has been twisted, warped and distorted to manipulate, confuse and 
incite fear into humanity. It has taken the ORIGINAL GOD AND CREATOR OF 
HUMANITY EA/ENKI aka SATAN/LUCIFER and turned him into an assumed 
enemy of humanity. "We shall destroy God" -- The Protocols of the Learned 
Elders of Zion. Christianity has been used to blaspheme, ridicule and malign the 
Old Gods, create estrangement and enmity from legitimate dieties of which it 
replaced with the false god "Yaweh/Jehova." In addition, this monstrous program 
is used as a tool to create a defenseless mentality; that of a slave, to 
psychologically disarm the Gentile populace into accepting communism, another 
Jewish brotherhood program.  
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It is often said that the true evil cannot create anything. Everything of the true evil 
is artificial. In truth, "God" and the "Devil" are backwards. This foul religion's 
entire foundation is composed of stolen material. In addition, it is anti-life and 
suicidal. There is nothing at all spiritual about it. The purpose of all of this is to 
completely cut humanity off from the true Creator God who is Satan. In doing so, 
the reptilian aliens and those who are working for them will achieve the goal of 
enslaving the human race through the Jewish program of communism. Satan 
gives us knowledge and power. Without him, humanity has nothing. The true evil 
is also known as the master of lies and deception. What greater deception is 
there for followers of these religious scams to curse and blaspheme their own 
Creator? Many of the ancient Pagan religions such as the Greeks and the 
Romans shared legends and pantheons. This is entirely different from 
Christianity, that has worked relentlessly and brutally to destroy any and all other 
religions, claiming it to be the only true one.  
 
"IN THE SECRET OF MY KNOWLEDGE THERE IS NO GOD BUT ME" 
– SATAN 
From "Peace Be Unto Him"  
 
 
Sources: 
 
[1]The Christ Conspiracy, The Greatest Story Ever Sold by Acharya S pages 94-
95  
[2] The Stairway to Heaven by Zecharia Sitchin, page 99.  
[3] World Book Encyclopedia article on Zoroastrianism, © 1989  
[4] A History of the Devil by Gerald Messadié  
[5] Cambridge illustrated History of Religions, edited by John Bowker. Pages 
216- 217  
[6] Mesopotamia by Pamela F. Service, page 44.  
 
Other References:  
 
The Holy Bible- King James Version  
 
The Ancient Near East, Volume I, edited by James B. Pritchard © 1958  
 
Old Testament Parallels: Laws and Stories From the Ancient Near East by Victor 
H. Matthews and Don C. Benjamin© 1991  
 
A History of the Devil by Gerald Messadié© 1993, 1996  
 
Encyclopedia Britannica  
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Exposing the New Testament 
 

"It has served us well, this myth of Christ"  
 – Pope Leo X [1475-1521]* 
 
THE MYTH OF THE RESURRECTION:  
STOLEN!  
The resurrection is a common theme found in numerous completely different 
religions throughout the world, symbolic of a descent to the underworld and a 
later return. Mesopotamia: Ishtar's/Inanna's descent and return [she was 
resurrected from the dead], Egypt: Osiris, God of the Underworld was 
resurrected, Greece: Persephone's descent into the underworld and return, the 
list of resurrected Gods is extensive and is based a concept, not actual 
characters. This allegory is based upon the Magnum Opus and what is known as 
the "Nigredo Stage." For more information, read the article Exposing Spiritual 
Corruption: Spiritual Alchemy & the Bible.  
 
THE NUMEROUS TRINITIES:  
 
§ Anu, Enlil and Ea- the Christian Church stole their "God the Father," and 

"God the Son" from this one.  
§ Bel-Saturn, Jupiter-Bel, and Baal-Chom  
§ Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva  
§ Mithra, Varuna, and Indra  
§ Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva  
§ Osiris, Isis, and Horus  
§ Three-bodied goddess Hecate  
§ Three-headed Scylla  
§ Triune divinities of the Cabiri.  
§ Three-headed Dog, Cerberus  
§ Taoism: the trinity San Qing [Three Pure Gods]. Yu Qing [Jade Pure] 

Shang Qing [Upper Pure] and Tai Qing [Great Pure]  
§ Monju Bosatsu, Fugen Bosatsu and the historical Buddha called the 

"Shaka Trinity" [SHAKA SANZON]  
§ Ka [Spirit or Ether], Ba [ Body], and the Ankh [Immortality]  
§ Tamas [Stability] Sattwa [orderliness] Rajas [Restlessness] from the 

"Guna" Sanskrit translation  
§ Artemis, Aphrodite, and Hecate  
§ Kore, Persephone, and Demeter  
§ Shen [Spirit], C'hi [Vitality], and Ching [Essence] the three treasures of 

Taoist Wai Tai [internal alchemy]  
§ Alpha, Omega, and Iota  
§ The Devil's Trident [the "Trishul"]  
 

Of course, we can't forget "the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost."  
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The Nazarene's crucifixion is nothing new. Acts 5:30 The God of our fathers 
raised up Jesus, whom ye slew and hanged on a tree. I Peter 2:24 Who his own 
self bare our sins in his own body on the tree, that we, being dead to sins, should 
live unto righteousness: by whose stripes ye were healed.  
 
The Norse God Odin preceded Jesus the Christ. Odin hung from a tree and 
experienced a death of sorts to obtain knowledge. Through being "reborn," he 
obtained gnosis [advanced spiritual knowledge], as did the Egyptian God Set 
who was “crucified” on a “cross” known as a furka.1 In addition, Krishna, 
Marsyas, Dodonian, and Zeus also hung from trees. This is also the meaning of 
the hanged man card in the Tarot. The Buddha also sat beneath a "Bo Tree." 
"Bo" is of "Boa" meaning "serpent" the kundalini. The tree is an ancient depiction 
of the human soul, with the trunk being symbolic of the spine and the branches 
symbolizing the 144,000 nadis with the leaves and fruits symbolizing the fruits of 
meditations; the life force and powers of the mind and soul. In addition, Krishna, 
Marsyas, Dodonian, and Zeus also hung from trees. "144,000" is another 
Jewish/Christian Biblical corruption of an allegory having to do with the nadis of 
the human soul, of which are special pathways for the life-force.  
 
Below is a further list of Gods who hung from trees:  
 
§ Tammuz of Syria, 1160 BCE  
§ Wittoba of the Telingonese, 552 BCE  
§ Iao of Nepal, 622 BCE Iao is often spelt "Jao" sound familiar? This is the 

root of the Hebrew god "Jehova."  
§ Hesus of the Celtic Druids, 834 BCE. Note the similarity of "Hesus" with 

"Jesus."  
§ Quetzalcoatl of Mexico 587 BCE  
§ Quirinus of Rome 506 BCE  
§ Prometheus 547 BCE "In the account of the crucifixion of Prometheus of 

Caucasus, as furnished by Seneca, Hesiod and other writers, it is stated 
that he was nailed to an upright beam of timber to which were affixed 
extended arms of wood, and that this cross was situated near the Caspian 
Straits."  

§ Thulis of Egypt, 1700 BCE  
§ Indra of Tibet, 725 BCE  
§ Alcestos of Euripedes, 600 BCE  
§ Atys of Phrygia, 1170 BCE  
§ Crite of Chaldea, 1200 BCE  
§ Bali of Orissa, 725 BCE  
§ Mithra of Persia, 600 BCE  
 

The above list was taken from the book "The World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors" 
by Kersey Graves, Sixth Edition- 1960  
 
Also, the regarding the name "Jesus," the five letters represent the five elements- 
fire, earth, air, water, and quintessence of the human soul, the fictitious character 
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was stolen from Pagan ALLEGORIES- he was said to have lived "33 years" 
which correspond to the vertebrate of the human spine where the kundalini 
serpent ascends, which transforms the human mind and soul into super 
consciousness. This is what is meant by a 33rd degree Mason. The two others 
who were crucified along with the Nazarene make up another trinity and are 
again ALLEGORIES of the three major sections of the soul where there is a 
cross of energies; the main being the neuter heart chakra [larger cross], where 
the shoulder chakras have wings and the two smaller hip and sixth chakras. For 
those of you who are unfamiliar with the occult, study everything on this website 
and also the Joy of Satan website which is very revealing regarding spiritual 
knowledge.  
 
The Nazarene was invented from a CONCEPT. The Nazarene is what is known 
as the chi, the "witchpower," "prana" and other terms for the powers of the 
human mind and soul. The many depictions of halos indicate the risen Serpent of 
Satan, also known as the kundalini. The cross was originally equal-armed and is 
the shape of the human soul. This has been hideously corrupted as well. The 
"Jesus Saves" bunk that Christians parrot out like a pull on the cord child's toy, is 
false. In reality, only your own powers will save you. Through power meditation, 
we can heal ourselves, and survive situations that will prove disastrous to those 
who lack this knowledge. The ascended serpent is the prerequisite for the 
Magnum Opus working that makes one physically and spiritually perfect and 
immortal. This is another area where the deluded Christians keep repeating the 
"everlasting life" phrase without any idea of what it really is, means or how to 
obtain it. 

The Latin cross was not a part of Christianity until the 7th century 
and not fully acknowledged until the 9th century.  
Primitive churches preferred to represent the Nazarene with the 
lamb. The lamb, by the way is another stolen symbol. The lamb of 
Easter is represented by the sign of Aries the Ram" [which begins 
on March 21st of every year]. The Lamb was also carried by 
Hermes and Osiris.  
The spring lamb, symbolic of when the sun enters the sign of Aries, 

which is symbolized by the ram, also has to do with beginning the Magnum Opus 
working.  
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CHRISTIAN HOLIDAYS HAVE BEEN STOLEN AS WELL. ALL COINCIDE 
WITH PAGAN HOLIDAYS AND NOTED TIMES OF THE YEAR.  
 
EASTER was stolen from Astaroth. Originally known as "Ashtar." This holiday 
coincides with the Vernal Equinox of spring when day and night are of equal 
length. This holiday is known as "Eastre" to the Anglo-Saxons. As the Goddess 
of fertility, she was associated with rabbits and eggs. The Christians stole this 
holiday and corrupted its meaning. Other names for the holiday include: Easter, 
Eastre, Eos, Eostre, Ester, Estrus, [Estrus is when an animal goes into heat; 
mating season], Oestrus, Oistros, and Ostara. Again, the "Lamb of God" was 
stolen from the Zodiac sign of Aries the Ram, which occurs every spring.  
 
THE YULE SEASON, December 25th. Coinciding with the Winter Solstice, 
December 25th is close to the shortest day of the year, and is the birth date of 
the Persian God Mithra, and is the Roman Holiday of Saturnalias. The tree, 
decorations, baking, gifts and celebrating have NOTHING to do with the 
Nazarene. These are carry-overs from Pagan celebrations. Again, the tree with 
the lights and decorations is symbolic of the risen serpent, the soul that has been 
lit up, as all of the 144,000 nadis are alive with energy. The shape of the fir tree, 
as it culminates in a point, symbolizes the welling up of energy to the top of the 
head, no different form the symbolism of the Egyptian pyramids, terminating in a 
point. There are many different Pagan Gods associated with and celebrated 
around or on December 25th.  
 
"All Saint's Day" corresponds with "Halloween/Samhain."  
 
"Assumption Day" coincides with "Lammas Day" of the "Summer Solstice."  
 
All of these holidays which were originally GENTILE/PAGAN have been replaced 
to conform with and focus on fictitious Jewish characters.  
 
For more detailed information regarding the theft and corruption of Pagan 
holidays, read the article "The Stolen Year“ 
 
CHRISTIAN VESTMENTS AND THEIR WITCH/SORCERER PARALLELS:  
 
§ The Cincture is a parallel to the Witch's Cord or Girdle  
§ The Alb is a Ceremonial Robe  
§ The Bishop's Miter is a copy of the Ancient Egyptian Crowns of the Gods 

and the Pharaohs  
§ The Crosier represents the sorcerer's blasting rod and bears a strong 

resemblance to the Ancient Egyptian Crook 
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THE CHRISTIAN ALTAR IS SET UP NEARLY IDENTICAL WITH A RITUAL 
ALTER FOR WITCHCRAFT:  
 
The usual Christian mass/service makes use of the following:  
 
§ The Bell  
§ The Incense burner/Thurible  
§ The Candles  
§ The Host  
§ The Book  
§ The Chalice filled with wine  
§ Oil  
 

Yet, in spite of this, the Christian Church murdered en masse, those accused of 
being witches, sorcerers and those of Pagan religions.  
 
THE SORRY JOKE OF CHRISTIAN SACRAMENTS:  
 
With Christian sacraments, it is obvious they are bogus. One can come and go 
as one pleases and they have no meaning. Of course this stands to reason as 
they were all stolen. Some blatant examples:  
 
Baptism with Water: 
STOLEN!! 
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§ Confession- stolen from the Papyrus of the Royal Mother Nezemt  
§ The Communion Host  

 
STOLEN!! 
 
During a mass or church service, the priest or minister recites the line of "Eat my 
body and drink my blood" for the blessing of the communion host/Eucharist. This 
is a simulation of a human blood sacrifice. For more in-depth information, please 
see The Christian Mass/Service: a Simulation of a Human Blood Sacrifice  
 
The "Holy Spirit"  
 
The "Holy Spirit" supposedly descended upon the apostles of the Nazarene in 
tongues of fire. AGAIN, this is the Serpent of Satan, the kundalini, and has been 
stolen and corrupted from Pagan religions, especially those of the Far East. 
Paganism has been labeled as "Satanism." Also, the word "Pagan" means 
"Gentile."  
Acts 2:2-4  
2:2 And suddenly there came a sound from heaven as of a rushing mighty wind, 
and it filled all the house where they were sitting.  
2:3 And there appeared unto them cloven tongues like as of fire, and it sat upon 
each of them.  
2:4 And they were all filled with the Holy Ghost, and began to speak with other 

tongues, as the Spirit gave them utterance.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

  
The Rosary was stolen from Tibetan Mala Beads.  
Mala beads are used for counting mantras, by sliding the fingers from bead to 
bead, so one is not distracted by having to keep track of the numbers during 
meditation. The repetition of the "Hail Marys" and the "Our Fathers" most 
common to Catholicism were stolen and corrupted from the Far East Asian 
Mantras. A Mantra is a word of power, vibrated repeatedly to focus the mind in 
meditation, and to manifest one's wishes and desires into reality. "AUM" is the 
most common, and this is where the Christian used word "AMEN" was stolen 
from; also from the Egyptian God Amon, whose name means the same "AUM." 
The robotic repetitious prayers recited over and over again in Christian Churches 
are also corrupted imitations of mantras. 
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 The church steeple is a copy of the Egyptian Obelisk; the 
only difference is the crucifix on top. We are all familiar with 
the Egyptian obelisk, such as "Cleopatra's Needle." This has 
a lot in common with the "Maypole." The "Maypole" was the 
symbol for the May King's phallus [erect penis]. This is a 
symbol of fertility. On the eve of Beltane [April 30th], 
celebrants danced around the maypole. The original Egyptian 
obelisks were symbols of the phallus. They represented the 
erect organ of the earth God "Geb" as he lay on the ground 
trying to reach up to unite himself with the Goddess 
"Neith/Nut" of the overarching sky. Unbeknownst to most 

Christians, their church steeple is a symbolic erect penis with a cross on top.   
 
The HALO, indicative of a risen Serpent of Satan [kundalini], was stolen from 
Hindu Gods and the Buddha. Both religions predated Christianity by centuries. 
 

  
 
That annoying fish symbol the Christians use has also been stolen and 
corrupted. It is called a "yoni" and the Christians turned it on its side. It is really a 
vagina and its correct position is seen here at left. The yoni is a very ancient 
symbol and can be seen in many old decks of Tarot cards, as is pictured here: 
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Christians venerating relics, ringing bells and burning incense are unwittingly 
imitating Hindu rituals that were established many centuries before 
Judeo/Christianity.  
The praying hands were stolen as well. They are an ancient Yogic Mudra. There 
are statues of the Hindu Gods and also the Buddha with the praying hands 
known as the "NAMASTE MUDRA." The folded hands as well, are a variation, 
and another mudra that was stolen. Mudras are used in meditation to connect the 
minor chakra circuits in the hands and fingers. Many Yoga asanas have these as 
well. Check any on-line images of Hatha Yoga postures. Yoga predates  
Christianity. 

  
 
 
The Saints took the place of the Old Gods in the Catholic religion as the pope 
used this replacement method for converting polytheists to monotheism. Ancient 
Pagan Temples, along with libraries that contained important spiritual texts, were 
destroyed and razed by Christians. Christian churches were built often over 
these. Many Pagan temples were built on Ley Lines, especially in Europe.  
 
 
References: 
 
*The Atlantis Blueprint, page 267 by Colin Wilson  
©2002  
 
[1] The Woman's Dictionary of Symbols and Sacred Objects" by Barbara G. 
Walker, Page 54. 
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The Torah and Living Blood Sacrifice 
 
I am writing this article because I am so fed up with the endless stream of idiots 
who make YouTube videos and websites that expose Jewish ritual murder on the 
one hand and with the other, support Christianity, the Bible, the Nazarene and 
blame all of this on Satan. Some of these authors are actually Jewish and know 
what they are doing in regards to trying to blame it all on Satan and the Pagan 
[Gentile] Gods, while others [mostly Christians] have shit for brains.  
 
Most of these idiots who have shit for brains [nearly always a Christian] are either 
too lazy, not motivated or of course who lack the necessary intelligence to really 
read the Jewish Torah for what it is, the Old Testament. The entire Torah is 
chock full of the Jewish God’s instructions on how to properly perform living 
blood sacrifices, and for the Christian double-digit IQ idiots who try to make 
excuses in regards to the New Testament and “Jesus,” “Jesus” IS a human blood 
child sacrifice.  
 
In addition to this profound stupidity [the level of Christian intelligence is so low it 
is unbelievable], it never seems to occur to these bible-thumping morons that 
whine about Jewish ritual murder, and quote the Talmud, that the Talmud is in 
fact a rabbinical commentary on the Torah. And what is the Torah? The Torah is 
the first five books of the Old Testament of the Bible that these Christians with 
shit for brains promote. That’s right – THE OLD TESTAMENT. The same old 
crap that their priests and preachers spout off in their Christian churches every 
Sunday. Like I already stated the extent of the stupidity is beyond shocking. Also, 
these buzzard-brained Christians would be at a total loss to show exactly where 
in their Bible Satan ever even mentioned, let alone demanded, ANY sacrifices at 
all, let alone a living blood sacrifice! Yet they accuse him of this incessantly, as 
this creates a distraction. As I keep repeating, every ugly act and attribute that is 
of the Judeo/Christian “God” is blamed on Satan, yet few can see beyond this. 
Hardly anyone stops to think.  
 
Another thing I want to add here is how Christians and other related idiots twist 
everything. One glaring example is I came across was a statement regarding 
how the names of Pagan Gods such as Baal were used by Jews, such as 
Hasidim founder Ba’al Shem Tov. This title means “master of the good name” for 
one. This has to do with occult powers. It has nothing to do with the Pagan God 
Baal.  
 
“In Hebrew, the word ba'al means "husband" or "owner,” and is related to a verb 
meaning to take possession of, for a man, to consummate a marriage. The word 
"ba'al" is also used in many Hebrew phrases, denoting both concrete ownership 
as well as possession of different qualities in one's personality.” [1]  
 
Baal also as I mentioned in the above means “master,” so this word really has a 
very broad term. Given the extreme blasphemy and denigration against the 
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Pagan God Baal in the Goetia [The Lesser Key of Solomon], it is common sense 
that the Hebrews wouldn’t be giving any sort of devotion to this Pagan God, or 
any other Pagan Gods for that matter. Any references that try to claim the 
Hebrews worshipped any Pagan Gods are to confuse the readers. With our own 
research, we have found that Baal is another name for the Philistine God 
Beelzebub. The endless Jewish blasphemy against Beelzebub should make a 
statement in itself regarding just how hated this Pagan God is by the Jews.  
 
The quote directly below is from “Bible Hub” website, article on Baal: “4 with 
attributive: ּבַעַל ּבְרִית Lord of convenant Judges 8:33; Judges 9:4 (compare לא 
 ,Lord of flies 2 Kings 1:2,3,6,16 זְבּוב ׳ב ;(Judges 9:46; NöZMG 1888, 478 תירב
Philistine god, 5 Βααλ μυῖαν (Beelzebub, Matthew 12:24) compare Bael." [2]  
 
I would also like to comment on the extreme similarity between the name 
“Moloch” and the Hebrew word “Melek,” which means “King.” “King” is another 
real loose term. [3]  
 
So… what does the Jewish Torah have to say regarding living blood sacrifice? 
For those of you who have any doubts, I strongly encourage you to do your own 
research, as there are numerous copies of the Jewish Torah here online.  
 
The story of the Jewish character Abraham about to sacrifice his son Isaac, as 
ordered by that alien god of theirs, is a blatant example that his mere willingness, 
without question, as the story goes, indicates this was nothing out of the norm, 
nor was this an unusual request. Given his unquestioning readiness, this reveals 
this act of human child sacrifice was commonplace.  
 
In addition to the above, here are some very interesting and very revealing 
quotes taken from the Jewish website  
http://www.come-and-hear.com/editor/br_3.html  
 
"Come and Hear, An Educational Forum For the Examination of Religious Truth 
and Religious Tolerance: Blood Ritual 3: Human Sacrifice, the Talmud, and the 
Moloch Problem" "LORD God Accepts Human Sacrifice"  
 
Quotes from the above linked website:  
“Blood Ritual: — Blood ritual is fundamental to Judaism. Some blood sanctifies, 
some blood defiles. Let's see what the Talmud doctrines are.”  
 
“The Babylonian Talmud, however, still permits Jews to sacrifice children to 
Moloch — under certain conditions.”  
“LORD God Accepts Human Sacrifice”  
“First, let's get perspective. Some mistakenly believe human sacrifice is forbidden 
in the Old Testament. Certainly, some of the prophets railed against it. But in at 
least one book, LORD God accepts human sacrifice. And in another book, LORD 
God is appeased by human sacrifice.”  
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“In the following account from the Book of Judges, the Israelite warrior Jephthah 
is about to set off to make war on the Ammonites. In payment for victory, 
Jephthah promises LORD God he will sacrifice the first "whatsoever" that comes 
from his house to greet him upon his return. Unless Jephthah keeps oxen, 
sheep, goats, or chickens in his living room, he must expect the promised victim 
will be a human being. Notice that Jephthah does not promise to sacrifice "an ox" 
or "a goat," etc.”  
 
30. And Jephthah vowed a vow unto the LORD, and said, If thou shalt without fail 
deliver the children of Ammon into mine hands,  
31. Then it shall be, that whatsoever cometh forth of the doors of my house to 
meet me, when I return in peace from the children of Ammon, shall surely be the 
LORD's, and I will offer it up for a burnt offering.  
— Judges 11:30-31 (KJV)  
 
The first to pass through the doors of Jephthah's house upon his return is his 
only child, his beloved daughter.  
 
34. And Jephthah came to Mizpeh unto his house, and, behold, his daughter 
came out to meet him with timbrels and with dances: and she was his only child; 
beside her he had neither son nor daughter.  
35. And it came to pass, when he saw her, that he rent his clothes, and said, 
Alas, my daughter! thou hast brought me very low, and thou art one of them that 
trouble me: for I have opened my mouth unto the LORD, and I cannot go back.  
— Judges 11:34-35 (KJV)  
 
Let us reflect for a moment. We know Jephthah vowed to LORD God to sacrifice 
"whatsoever" first came out of the door of his house. We suspect Jephthah plans 
to sacrifice one of his servants. But when the "whatsoever" turned out to be 
Jephthah's daughter, Jephthah is surprised. Notice his daughter's reaction:  
 
36. And she said unto him, My father, if thou hast opened thy mouth unto the 
LORD, do to me according to that which hath proceeded out of thy mouth; 
forasmuch as the LORD hath taken vengeance for thee of thine enemies, even of 
the children of Ammon.  
— Judges 11:36 (KJV)  
 
“She expresses no surprise that LORD God would accept a human sacrifice, nor 
does she protest; she does not say, "Father, let's use some common sense.”  
None but perfect animals are permitted to be ritually sacrificed in Judaism. Notice 
that Jephthah's daughter, too, is a perfect sacrifice — she is a virgin. Notice that 
LORD God does not stop this human sacrifice, as he stopped the sacrifice of 
Abraham's son.  
 
The Old Testament does not specify how Jephthah sacrifices his daughter, but 
following the correct methods for animal sacrifice, he would slit her throat first 
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and drain her blood into a Temple service vessel; cut off her arms, legs, and 
head; cut the torso in sections, remove her entrails and wash them; pour, 
sprinkle, and smear her blood at prescribed points around the altar; and burn the 
flesh. Or of course, a priest might do this for him.” [4]  
 
“LORD God is Appeased by Human Sacrifice” [5]  
 
“As two separate offences, proving that giving one's seed to Molech is not 
idolatry. The differences [sic] is, that if one sacrificed to Molech, or caused his 
son to pass through the fire to some other deity, he is not punished.”  
—Rabbi Dr. Freedman  
 
“Following the Mishnah, Sanhedrin 64a and 64b contain a rousing debate 
between the Sages concerning:  
 
§ the circumstances under which worshipping an idol is idolatry,  
§ which idols may be worshipped without indulging in idolatry,  
§ which parts of child sacrifice in what combination are punishable, and  
§ how children may be sacrificed without violating Leviticus.  

 
“Of late, numerous attempts have been made to prove that in sacrificing their 
children to Moloch the Israelites simply thought that they were offering them in 
holocaust to Yahweh. In other words, the Melech to whom child-sacrifices were 
offered was Yahweh under another name. “[6]  
 
The article goes on and tries to claim otherwise, but any fool can readily see 
when reading the biblical book of Leviticus for example, that the above statement 
speaks for itself.  
 
Here is more from the “Come and Hear” Jewish website:  
“It is indeed unfortunate that the Jewish religion has not repudiated the doctrine 
that children may be sacrificed to Moloch. That doctrine, along with prayers in the 
Jewish liturgy calling for the return of ritual blood sacrifice (see Animal Sacrifice 
and the Third Temple), surely adds credence to charges that Jews engage in the 
ritual blood sacrifice of children.”  
“Repudiating the Talmud doctrines that approve of ritually sacrificing children 
(under certain conditions) would go a long way to creating good will between 
Judaism and people of other religious faiths.” [7]  
 
The Book of Leviticus is chock full of specific instructions [how to] and demands 
for living blood sacrifices.  
 
Below are direct quotes taken from the Jewish Torah. Given the extensive and 
horrendous treatment of innocent animals, it is no wonder that the Jews invented 
industrial farming. This sort of thing is in their nature.  
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(LEV 1:1) The LORD called to Moshe, and spoke to him out of the Tent of 
Meeting, saying,  
(LEV 1:2) "Speak to the children of Yisra'el, and tell them, 'When anyone of you 
offers an offering to the LORD, you shall offer your offering of the cattle, from the 
herd and from the flock.  
(LEV 1:3) "'If his offering is a burnt offering from the herd, he shall offer a male 
without blemish. He shall offer it at the door of the Tent of Meeting, that he may 
be accepted before the LORD.  
 
(LEV 1:5) He shall kill the bull before the LORD. Aharon's sons, the kohanim 
{priests}, shall present the blood and sprinkle the blood around on the altar that is 
at the door of the Tent of Meeting.  
 
(LEV 1:10) "'If his offering is from the flock, from the sheep, or from the goats, for 
a burnt offering, he shall offer a male without blemish.  
(LEV 1:11) He shall kill it on the north side of the altar before the LORD. Aharon's 
sons, the kohanim {priests}, shall sprinkle its blood around on the altar.  
 
(LEV 1:14) "'If his offering to the LORD is a burnt offering of birds, then he shall 
offer his offering of turtledoves, or of young pigeons.  
(LEV 1:15) The kohen {priest} shall bring it to the altar, and wring off its head, 
and burn it on the altar; and its blood shall be drained out on the side of the altar;  
(LEV 1:16) and he shall take away its crop with its filth, and cast it beside the 
altar on the east part, in the place of the ashes.  
(LEV 1:17) He shall tear it by its wings, but shall not divide it apart. The kohen 
{priest} shall burn it on the altar, on the wood that is on the fire. It is a burnt 
offering, an offering made by fire, of a sweet savor to the LORD.  
 
(LEV 3:1) "'If his offering is a sacrifice of shalom offerings; if he offers it from the 
herd, whether male or female, he shall offer it without blemish before the LORD.  
(LEV 3:2) He shall lay his hand on the head of his offering, and kill it at the door 
of the tent of meeting: and Aharon's sons the kohanim {priests} shall sprinkle the 
blood on the altar round about.  
 
(LEV 3:7) If he offers a lamb for his offering, then he shall offer it before the 
LORD;  
(LEV 3:8) and he shall lay his hand on the head of his offering, and kill it before 
the tent of meeting: and Aharon's sons shall sprinkle its blood on the altar round 
about.  
 
(LEV 3:12) "'If his offering is a goat, then he shall offer it before the LORD:  
(LEV 3:13) and he shall lay his hand on its head, and kill it before the tent of 
meeting; and the sons of Aharon shall sprinkle its blood on the altar round about.  
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(LEV 4:4) He shall bring the bull to the door of the Tent of Meeting before the 
LORD; and he shall lay his hand on the head of the bull, and kill the bull before 
the LORD.  
(LEV 4:5) The anointed kohen {priest} shall take some of the blood of the bull, 
and bring it to the Tent of Meeting.  
(LEV 4:6) The kohen {priest} shall dip his finger in the blood, and sprinkle some 
of the blood seven times before the LORD, before the veil of the sanctuary.  
(LEV 4:7) The kohen {priest} shall put some of the blood on the horns of the altar 
of sweet incense before the LORD, which is in the tent of meeting; and he shall 
pour out all the blood of the bull out at the base of the altar of burnt offering, 
which is at the door of the Tent of Meeting.  
 
(LEV 4:11) The bull's skin, all its flesh, with its head, and with its legs, its innards, 
and its dung,  
(LEV 4:12) even the whole bull shall he carry forth outside the camp to a clean 
place, where the ashes are poured out, and burn it on wood with fire. Where the 
ashes are poured out it shall be burned.  
 
(LEV 4:16) The anointed kohen {priest} shall bring of the blood of the bull to the 
Tent of Meeting:  
(LEV 4:17) and the kohen {priest} shall dip his finger in the blood, and sprinkle it 
seven times before the LORD, before the veil.  
(LEV 4:18) He shall put some of the blood on the horns of the altar which is 
before the LORD, that is in the Tent of Meeting; and the rest of the blood he shall 
pour out at the base of the altar of burnt offering, which is at the door of the Tent 
of Meeting.  
 
(LEV 4:24) He shall lay his hand on the head of the goat, and kill it in the place 
where they kill the burnt offering before the LORD. It is a sin offering.  
(LEV 4:25) The kohen {priest} shall take some of the blood of the sin offering with 
his finger, and put it on the horns of the altar of burnt offering. He shall pour out 
the rest of its blood at the base of the altar of burnt offering.  
 
(LEV 5:7) "'If he can't afford a lamb, then he shall bring his trespass offering for 
that in which he has sinned, two turtledoves, or two young pigeons, to the LORD; 
one for a sin offering, and the other for a burnt offering.  
(LEV 5:8) He shall bring them to the kohen {priest}, who shall first offer the one 
which is for the sin offering, and wring off its head from its neck, but shall not 
sever it completely.  
(LEV 5:9) He shall sprinkle some of the blood of the sin offering on the side of the 
altar; and the rest of the blood shall be drained out at the base of the altar. It is a 
sin offering.  
 
(LEV 7:2) In the place where they kill the burnt offering, he shall kill the trespass 
offering; and its blood he shall sprinkle on the altar round about.  
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(LEV 8:18) He presented the ram of the burnt offering: and Aharon and his sons 
laid their hands on the head of the ram.  
(LEV 8:19) He killed it; and Moshe sprinkled the blood on the altar round about.  
 
(LEV 8:22) He presented the other ram, the ram of consecration: and Aharon and 
his sons laid their hands on the head of the ram.  
(LEV 8:23) He killed it; and Moshe took some of its blood, and put it on the tip of 
Aharon's right ear, and on the thumb of his right hand, and on the great toe of his 
right foot.  
(LEV 8:24) He brought Aharon's sons; and Moshe put some of the blood on the 
tip of their right ear, and on the thumb of their right hand, and on the great toe of 
their right foot; and Moshe sprinkled the blood on the altar round about.  
 
(LEV 9:12) He killed the burnt offering; and Aharon's sons delivered the blood to 
him, and he sprinkled it on the altar round about.  
 
(LEV 9:18) He also killed the ox and the ram, the sacrifice of shalom offerings, 
which was for the people: and Aharon's sons delivered to him the blood, which 
he sprinkled on the altar round about  
 
(LEV 16:14) He shall take some of the blood of the bull, and sprinkle it with his 
finger on the mercy seat on the east; and before the mercy seat he shall sprinkle 
some of the blood with his finger seven times.  
(LEV 16:15) "Then he shall kill the goat of the sin offering, that is for the people, 
and bring his blood within the veil, and do with his blood as he did with the blood 
of the bull, and sprinkle it on the mercy seat, and before the mercy seat  
 
(LEV 16:18) "He shall go out to the altar that is before the LORD and make 
atonement for it, and shall take some of the bull's blood, and some of the goat's 
blood, and put it on the horns of the altar round about.  
(LEV 16:19) He shall sprinkle some of the blood on it with his finger seven times, 
and cleanse it, and make it holy from the uncleanness of the children of Yisra'el.  
 
(LEV 17:11) For the life of the flesh is in the blood; and I have given it to you on 
the altar to make atonement for your souls: for it is the blood that makes 
atonement by reason of the life.  
 
(LEV 22:29) "When you sacrifice a sacrifice of thanksgiving to the LORD, you 
shall sacrifice it so that you may be accepted.  
 
(LEV 22:19) that you may be accepted, you shall offer a male without blemish, of 
the bulls, of the sheep, or of the goats.  
(LEV 22:20) But whatever has a blemish, that you shall not offer: for it shall not 
be acceptable for you.  
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(LEV 22:21) Whoever offers a sacrifice of shalom offerings to the LORD to 
accomplish a vow, or for a freewill offering, of the herd or of the flock, it shall be 
perfect to be accepted; there shall be no blemish therein.  
(LEV 22:22) Blind, injured, maimed, having a wart, festering, or having a running 
sore, you shall not offer these to the LORD, nor make an offering by fire of them 
on the altar to the LORD.  
(LEV 22:23) Either a bull or a lamb that has any deformity or lacking in his parts, 
that you may offer for a freewill offering; but for a vow it shall not be accepted.  
(LEV 22:24) That which has its testicles bruised, crushed, broken, or cut, you 
shall not offer to the LORD; neither shall you do thus in your land.  
(LEV 22:25) Neither from the hand of a foreigner shall you offer the bread of your 
God of any of these; because their corruption is in them. There is a blemish in 
them. They shall not be accepted for you.'"  
(LEV 22:26) The LORD spoke to Moshe, saying,  
(LEV 22:27) "When a bull, or a sheep, or a goat, is born, then it shall remain 
seven days with its mother; and from the eighth day and thenceforth it shall be 
accepted for the offering of an offering made by fire to the LORD.  
(LEV 22:29) "When you sacrifice a sacrifice of thanksgiving to the LORD, you 
shall sacrifice it so that you may be accepted  
 
(LEV 23:19) You shall offer one male goat for a sin offering, and two male lambs 
a year old for a sacrifice of shalom offerings  
 
(NUM 7:41) and for the sacrifice of shalom offerings, two oxen, five rams, five 
male goats, and five male lambs a year old: this was the offering of Shelumi'el 
the son of Tzurishaddai.  
 
(DEU 12:11) then it shall happen that to the place which the LORD your God 
shall choose, to cause his name to dwell there, there shall you bring all that I 
command you: your burnt offerings, and your sacrifices, your tithes, and the 
heave-offering of your hand, and all your choice vows which you vow to the 
LORD.  
________________________________________________________________  
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Truth and Religious Tolerance: Blood Ritual 3: Human Sacrifice, the Talmud, and 
the Moloch Problem" "LORD God Accepts Human Sacrifice"  
[5] Ibid  
[6] Ibid  
[7] Ibid  
The above scripture quotes were taken from an English translation of the Jewish 
Torah.  
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Jehova: "A Murderer and a Liar from the Beginning"      
 
Exodus 15:3  
The LORD is a man of war: the LORD is his name.  
 
The real truth appears in the "Holy Bible" where for one, crimes against children 
are rampant; the most notable being the evil "God" Jehova making a living blood 
sacrifice of his son, [child murder] which is the entire theme of the Christian 
mass/service; a simulated living blood sacrifice, proving who he really is. For 
more detailed information, see The Christian Mass/Service: a Simulation of a 
Human Blood Sacrifice  
 
Deuteronomy 2:33  
And the LORD our God delivered him before us; and we smote him, and his 
sons, and all his people.  
2:34  
And we took all his cities at that time, and utterly destroyed the men, and the 
women, and the little ones, of every city, we left none to remain.  
 
Deuteronomy 7:23  
But the LORD thy God shall deliver them unto thee, and shall destroy them with 
a mighty destruction, until they be destroyed.  
7:24  
And he shall deliver their kings into thine hand, and thou shalt destroy their name 
from under heaven: there shall no man be able to stand before thee, until thou 
have destroyed them.  
 
Exodus 23:18  
Thou shalt not offer the blood of my sacrifice with leavened bread; neither shall 
the fat of my sacrifice remain until the morning.  
 
"A MURDERER AND A LIAR FROM THE BEGINNING"  
 
Numbers 25:16  
And the LORD spake unto Moses, saying,  
25:17  
Vex the Midianites, and smite them  
 
Numbers 31: 17-18  
17 Now therefore kill every male among the little ones, and kill every woman that 
hath known man by lying with him.  
18 But all the women children, that have not known a man by lying with him, 
keep alive for yourselves.  
 
Psalms 137:9 Happy shall he be, that taketh and dasheth thy little ones against 
the stones.  
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I Samuel 15:3 Now go and smite Amalek, and utterly destroy all that they have, 
and spare them not; but slay both man and woman, infant and suckling, ox and 
sheep, camel and ass.  
 
IT IS NO WONDER THAT THOSE WHO TIE INTO THE HUMAN HATING, 
MURDEROUS ENERGY OF CHRISTIANITY COMMIT THESE CRIMES.  
 
THOU SHALT NOT KILL????  
Luke 19:27  
But those mine enemies, which would not that I should reign over them, bring 
hither, and slay them before me.  
- Jesus of Nazareth, ordering others to commit murder.  
 
HONOR THY FATHER AND THY MOTHER????  
Matthew 10: 34-36  
34 Think not that I am come to send peace on earth: I came not to send peace, 
but a sword.  
35 For I am come to set a man at variance against his father and the daughter 
against her mother and the daughter in law against her mother in law.  
36 And a man's foes shall be they of his own household.  
- Jesus of Nazareth  
 
WHO DID SATAN EVER MURDER?  
 
There is nothing at all spiritual about the Bible or Christianity. There are endless 
contradictions and opposing verses in the Bible. These are to ensure that the 
Bible will adapt to all time periods and situations, in order to perpetuate the 
program of Christianity. Some interpolations were secretly slipped in by various 
ancient writers crying for help; no different from UFO's in ancient art [type this 
into Google or some other search engine].  
 
The above is only a very small sample of the endless murder, torture, butchery of 
children and infants, and other abominable crimes committed on the orders of 
Jehova, and YES, Jesus the Nazarene. This, along with endless suicidal advice 
is the theme of the Bible. Do not be fooled or deceived at the Christian attempts 
to confuse you.  
 
"SATAN" means "TRUTH" in Sanskrit. Satan does not contradict himself. Even 
an attorney in court proves guilt by the contradicitons of the defendant. A REAL 
LIAR AND DECEIVER CONTRADICTS HIM/HERSELF!  
 
"We Shall Destroy God" –The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion.  
 
"Satan" means "Enemy" in Hebrew.  
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Rabbi Yaacov Perrin says, "One million Arabs are not worth a Jewish fingernail." 
(NY Daily News, Feb. 28, 1994, p.6).  
 
MASS MURDER OF GENTILES:  
Exodus 15:3  
The LORD is a man of war: the LORD is his name.  
 
Exodus 17:13  
And Joshua discomfited Amalek and his people with the edge of the sword.  
17:14  
And the LORD said unto Moses, Write this for a memorial in a book, and 
rehearse it in the ears of Joshua: for I will utterly put out the remembrance of 
Amalek from under heaven.  
17:15  
And Moses built an altar, and called the name of it Jehovahnissi:  
17:16  
For he said, Because the LORD hath sworn that the LORD will have war with 
Amalek from generation to generation.  
 
"JEHOVA“ COMMITS MORE MURDER:  
Exodus 23:27  
I will send my fear before thee, and will destroy all the people to whom thou shalt 
come, and I will make all thine enemies turn their backs unto thee.  
 
Rabbi Yitzhak Ginsburg declared, "We have to recognize that Jewish blood and 
the blood of a goy are not the same thing." (NY Times, June 6, 1989, p.5).  
("goy" or "goyim" - plural, are Jewish derogatory words for "Gentile/s" the root 
"goeti" is the root word of "Devil." Satan is the God of the Gentiles and our True 
Creator God. "Satan" means "enemy" in Hebrew.  
 
"JEHOVA" ORDERS THE MASS MURDER OF THOUSANDS OF GENTILES:  
Exodus 32:27  
And he said unto them, Thus saith the LORD God of Israel, Put every man his 
sword by his side, and go in and out from gate to gate throughout the camp, and 
slay every man his brother, and every man his companion, and every man his 
neighbour.  
32:28  
And the children of Levi did according to the word of Moses: and there fell of the 
people that day about three thousand men.  
 
"JEHOVA" ORDERS HIS PEOPLE TO COMMIT MORE MURDER OF 
GENTILES:  
Leviticus 26:7  
And ye shall chase your enemies, and they shall fall before you by the sword.  
26:8 
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And five of you shall chase an hundred, and an hundred of you shall put ten 
thousand to flight: and your enemies shall fall before you by the sword.  
 
Univ. of Jerusalem Prof. Ehud Sprinzak described Kahane and Goldstein's 
philosophy: "They believe it's God's will that they commit violence against 
'goyim,' a Hebrew term for non-Jews." (NY Daily News, Feb. 26, 1994, p. 5).  
 
MORE MASS MURDER OF THE GENTILE CANAANITES: 
Numbers 21:3 
And the LORD hearkened to the voice of Israel, and delivered up the Canaanites; 
and they utterly destroyed them and their cities: and he called the name of the 
place Hormah.  
 
HERE IS CANNIBALISM- EATING DEAD GENTILES:  
Numbers 23-24:  
Behold, the people shall rise up as a great lion, and lift up himself as a young 
lion: he shall not lie down until he eat of the prey, and drink the blood of the slain.  
 
QUOTE FROM THE JEWISH TALMUD: Sanhedrin 59a: "Murdering Goyim is like 
killing a wild animal."  
 
GENOCIDE OF THE GENTILE MIDIANITES:  
Numbers 25:16 
And the LORD spake unto Moses, saying,  
25:17 
Vex the Midianites, and smite them:  
 
Numbers 31:7  
And they warred against the Midianites, as the LORD commanded Moses; and 
they slew all the males.  
 
QUOTE FROM THE JEWISH TALMUD:  
18. Tosefta. Aboda Zara B, 5: "If a goy kills a goy or a Jew, he is responsible; but 
if a Jew kills a goy, he is NOT responsible."  
31:8 
And they slew the kings of Midian, beside the rest of them that were slain; 
namely, Evi, and Rekem, and Zur, and Hur, and Reba, five kings of Midian: 
Balaam also the son of Beor they slew with the sword.  
 
QUOTES FROM THE JEWISH TALMUD: Yebhamoth 11b: "Sexual intercourse 
with a little girl is permitted if she is three years of age."  
Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: "Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that 
the Jew would not have to be served by beasts. The non-Jew is consequently an 
animal in human form, and condemned to serve the Jew day and night."  
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MAKING SLAVES OF THE GENTILE WOMEN AND CHILDREN:  
31:9 
And the children of Israel took all the women of Midian captives, and their little 
ones, and took the spoil of all their cattle, and all their flocks, and all their goods.  
31:10 
And they burnt all their cities wherein they dwelt, and all their goodly castles, with 
fire.  
31:11 
And they took all the spoil, and all the prey, both of men and of beasts.  
 

QUOTE FROM THE JEWISH TALMUD:  
Schulchan Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 348: "All property of other nations 
belongs to the Jewish nation, which, consequently, is entitled to seize 
upon it without any scruples."  

 
MORE MASS MURDER AND GENOCIDE OF GENTILES. THE TAKING OF ALL 
GENTILE PROPERTY IS A BLATANT EXAMPLE OF WHAT WAS DONE TO 
MODERN DAY PALESTINE (DESCENDED FROM THE PHILISTINES) BY THE 
BANDIT STATE OF ISRAEL:  
Deuteronomy 2:20  
(That also was accounted a land of giants: giants dwelt therein in old time; and 
the Ammonites call them Zamzummims;  
2:21 
A people great, and many, and tall, as the Anakims; but the LORD destroyed 
them before them; and they succeeded them, and dwelt in their stead:  
2:22 
As he did to the children of Esau, which dwelt in Seir, when he destroyed the 
Horims from before them; and they succeeded them, and dwelt in their stead 
even unto this day:  
2:23 
And the Avims which dwelt in Hazerim, even unto Azzah, the Caphtorims, which 
came forth out of Caphtor, destroyed them, and dwelt in their stead.)  
 

QUOTE FROM THE JEWISH TALMUD:  
Hilkkoth Akum X1: "Show no mercy to the Goyim."  

 
2:30 
But Sihon king of Heshbon would not let us pass by him: for the LORD thy God 
hardened his spirit, and made his heart obstinate, that he might deliver him into 
thy hand, as appeareth this day.  
2:31 
And the LORD said unto me, Behold, I have begun to give Sihon and his land 
before thee: begin to possess, that thou mayest inherit his land.  
2:32 
Then Sihon came out against us, he and all his people, to fight at Jahaz.  
2:33 
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And the LORD our God delivered him before us; and we smote him, and his 
sons, and all his people.  
2:34 
And we took all his cities at that time, and utterly destroyed the men, and the 
women, and the little ones, of every city, we left none to remain:  
 

QUOTE FROM THE JEWISH TALMUD:  
Seph. Jp., 92, 1: "God has given the Jews power over the possessions 
and blood of all nations."  

 
2:35 
Only the cattle we took for a prey unto ourselves, and the spoil of the cities which 
we took.  
 

QUOTE FROM THE JEWISH TALMUD:  
Sanhedrin 57a. "When a Jew murders a Gentile ("Cuthean"), there will be 
no death penalty. What a Jew steals from a Gentile he may keep."  
Baba Kamma 37b. Gentiles are outside the protection of the law and God 
has "exposed their money to Israel."  

 
2:36 
From Aroer, which is by the brink of the river of Arnon, and from the city that is by 
the river, even unto Gilead, there was not one city too strong for us: the LORD 
our God delivered all unto us:  
2:37 
Only unto the land of the children of Ammon thou camest not, nor unto any place 
of the river Jabbok, nor unto the cities in the mountains, nor unto whatsoever the 
LORD our God forbad us.  
 
THE HITTITES, THE GIRGASHITES, THE AMORITES, THE CANAANITES, 
THE PERIZZITES, THE HIVITES, AND THE JESUBITES ARE ALL GENTILE 
NATIONS.  
 
Deuteronomy 7:1  
When the LORD thy God shall bring thee into the land whither thou goest to 
possess it, and hath cast out many nations before thee, the Hittites, and the 
Girgashites, and the Amorites, and the Canaanites, and the Perizzites, and the 
Hivites, and the Jebusites, seven nations greater and mightier than thou;  
7:2 
And when the LORD thy God shall deliver them before thee; thou shalt smite 
them, and utterly destroy them; thou shalt make no covenant with them, nor 
shew mercy unto them:  
7:3 
Neither shalt thou make marriages with them; thy daughter thou shalt not give 
unto his son, nor his daughter shalt thou take unto thy son.  
7:4  
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For they will turn away thy son from following me, that they may serve other 
gods: so will the anger of the LORD be kindled against you, and destroy thee 
suddenly.  
 
HERE IS WHERE THE JEWS ARE BLATANT ABOUT DESTROYING THE 
GENTILE GODS:  
 
7:5  
But thus shall ye deal with them; ye shall destroy their altars, and break down 
their images, and cut down their groves, and burn their graven images with fire.  
7:6 
For thou art an holy people unto the LORD thy God: the LORD thy God hath 
chosen thee to be a special people unto himself, above all people that are upon 
the face of the earth.  
 
Deuteronomy 7:21  
Thou shalt not be affrighted at them: for the LORD thy God is among you, a 
mighty God and terrible.  
7:22 
And the LORD thy God will put out those nations before thee by little and little: 
thou mayest not consume them at once, lest the beasts of the field increase upon 
thee.  
7:23 
But the LORD thy God shall deliver them unto thee, and shall destroy them with 
a mighty destruction, until they be destroyed.  
7:24 
And he shall deliver their kings into thine hand, and thou shalt destroy their name 
from under heaven: there shall no man be able to stand before thee, until thou 
have destroyed them.  
 
The Gentiles have been indoctrinated with Jewish lies. We have been 
disconnected from our gods and our culture. These have been replaced with 
fictitious Jewish characters for Gentiles to slavishly worship, which creates a 
powerful subliminal connection. This sort of thing is responsible for how Gentiles 
are always fighting wars for the Jews and not even thinking of what they are 
really doing. What has happened in Iraq is a perfect example.  
 
Deuteronomy 7:25 
The graven images of their gods shall ye burn with fire: thou shalt not desire the 
silver or gold that is on them, nor take it unto thee, lest thou be snared therin: for 
it is an abomination to the LORD thy God.  
7:26 
Neither shalt thou bring an abomination into thine house, lest thou be a cursed 
thing like it: but thou shalt utterly detest it, and thou shalt utterly abhor it; for it is a 
cursed thing.  
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Deuteronomy 12:27  
And thou shalt offer thy burnt offerings, the flesh and the blood, upon the altar of 
the LORD thy God: and the blood of thy sacrifices shall be poured out upon the 
altar of the LORD thy God, and thou shalt eat the flesh.  
12:28 
Observe and hear all these words which I command thee, that it may go well with 
thee, and with thy children after thee for ever, when thou doest that which is good 
and right in the sight of the LORD thy God.  
12:29 
When the LORD thy God shall cut off the nations from before thee, whither thou 
goest to possess them, and thou succeedest them, and dwellest in their land;  
12:30 
Take heed to thyself that thou be not snared by following them, after that they be 
destroyed from before thee; and that thou enquire not after their gods, saying, 
How did these nations serve their gods? even so will I do likewise.  
 
Human energy is not enough, there had to be animal blood sacrifices as well:  
Exodus 20:24  
An altar of earth thou shalt make unto me, and shalt sacrifice thereon thy burnt 
offerings, and thy peace offerings, thy sheep, and thine oxen: in all places where 
I record my name I will come unto thee, and I will bless thee.  
 
Exodus 24:4  
And Moses wrote all the words of the LORD, and rose up early in the morning, 
and builded an altar under the hill, and twelve pillars, according to the twelve 
tribes of Israel.  
24:5  
And he sent young men of the children of Israel, which offered burnt offerings, 
and sacrificed peace offerings of oxen unto the LORD.  
24:6  
And Moses took half of the blood, and put it in basons; and half of the blood he 
sprinkled on the altar.  
24:7  
And he took the book of the covenant, and read in the audience of the people: 
and they said, All that the LORD hath said will we do, and be obedient.  
24:8  
And Moses took the blood, and sprinkled it on the people, and said, Behold the 
blood of the covenant, which the LORD hath made with you concerning all these 
words.  
 
More instructions from jehova for blood sacrifice:  
Exodus 23:18  
Thou shalt not offer the blood of my sacrifice with leavened bread; neither shall 
the fat of my sacrifice remain until the morning.  
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Exodus 29:10 And thou shalt cause a bullock to be brought before the tabernacle 
of the congregation: and Aaron and his sons shall put their hands upon the head 
of the bullock.  
29:11  
And thou shalt kill the bullock before the LORD, by the door of the tabernacle of 
the congregation.  
29:12 
And thou shalt take of the blood of the bullock, and put it upon the horns of the 
altar with thy finger, and pour all the blood beside the bottom of the altar.  
29:13 
And thou shalt take all the fat that covereth the inwards, and the caul that is 
above the liver, and the two kidneys, and the fat that is upon them, and burn 
them upon the altar.  
29:14 
But the flesh of the bullock, and his skin, and his dung, shalt thou burn with fire 
without the camp: it is a sin offering.  
29:15 
Thou shalt also take one ram; and Aaron and his sons shall put their hands upon 
the head of the ram.  
29:16 
And thou shalt slay the ram, and thou shalt take his blood, and sprinkle it round 
about upon the altar.  
29:17 
And thou shalt cut the ram in pieces, and wash the inwards of him, and his legs, 
and put them unto his pieces, and unto his head.  
29:18 
And thou shalt burn the whole ram upon the altar: it is a burnt offering unto the 
LORD: it is a sweet savour, an offering made by fire unto the LORD.  
29:19 
And thou shalt take the other ram; and Aaron and his sons shall put their hands 
upon the head of the ram.  
29:20 
Then shalt thou kill the ram, and take of his blood, and put it upon the tip of the 
right ear of Aaron, and upon the tip of the right ear of his sons, and upon the 
thumb of their right hand, and upon the great toe of their right foot, and sprinkle 
the blood upon the altar round about.  
29:21 
And thou shalt take of the blood that is upon the altar, and of the anointing oil, 
and sprinkle it upon Aaron, and upon his garments, and upon his sons, and upon 
the garments of his sons with him: and he shall be hallowed, and his garments, 
and his sons, and his sons' garments with him.  
29:22 
Also thou shalt take of the ram the fat and the rump, and the fat that covereth the 
inwards, and the caul above the liver, and the two kidneys, and the fat that is 
upon them, and the right shoulder; for it is a ram of consecration:  
29:23 
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And one loaf of bread, and one cake of oiled bread, and one wafer out of the 
basket of the unleavened bread that is before the LORD:  
29:24 
And thou shalt put all in the hands of Aaron, and in the hands of his sons; and 
shalt wave them for a wave offering before the LORD.  
29:25 
And thou shalt receive them of their hands, and burn them upon the altar for a 
burnt offering, for a sweet savour before the LORD: it is an offering made by fire 
unto the LORD.  
29:26 
And thou shalt take the breast of the ram of Aaron's consecration, and wave it for 
a wave offering before the LORD: and it shall be thy part.  
29:27 
And thou shalt sanctify the breast of the wave offering, and the shoulder of the 
heave offering, which is waved, and which is heaved up, of the ram of the 
consecration, even of that which is for Aaron, and of that which is for his sons:  
29:28 
And it shall be Aaron's and his sons' by a statute for ever from the children of 
Israel: for it is an heave offering: and it shall be an heave offering from the 
children of Israel of the sacrifice of their peace offerings, even their heave 
offering unto the LORD.  
29:29 
And the holy garments of Aaron shall be his sons' after him, to be anointed 
therein, and to be consecrated in them.  
29:30 
And that son that is priest in his stead shall put them on seven days, when he 
cometh into the tabernacle of the congregation to minister in the holy place.  
29:31 
And thou shalt take the ram of the consecration, and seethe his flesh in the holy 
place.  
 
Leviticus Chapter 1  
1:1 
And the LORD called unto Moses, and spake unto him out of the tabernacle of 
the congregation, saying,  
1:2  
Speak unto the children of Israel, and say unto them, If any man of you bring an 
offering unto the LORD, ye shall bring your offering of the cattle, even of the 
herd, and of the flock.  
1:3 
If his offering be a burnt sacrifice of the herd, let him offer a male without 
blemish: he shall offer it of his own voluntary will at the door of the tabernacle of 
the congregation before the LORD.  
1:4 
And he shall put his hand upon the head of the burnt offering; and it shall be 
accepted for him to make atonement for him.  
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1:5 
And he shall kill the bullock before the LORD: and the priests, Aaron's sons, shall 
bring the blood, and sprinkle the blood round about upon the altar that is by the 
door of the tabernacle of the congregation.  
1:6 
And he shall flay the burnt offering, and cut it into his pieces.  
1:7 
And the sons of Aaron the priest shall put fire upon the altar, and lay the wood in 
order upon the fire:  
1:8 
And the priests, Aaron's sons, shall lay the parts, the head, and the fat, in order 
upon the wood that is on the fire which is upon the altar:  
1:9 
But his inwards and his legs shall he wash in water: and the priest shall burn all 
on the altar, to be a burnt sacrifice, an offering made by fire, of "a sweet savour 
unto the LORD".  
1:10 
And if his offering be of the flocks, namely, of the sheep, or of the goats, for a 
burnt sacrifice; he shall bring it a male without blemish.  
1:11 
And he shall kill it on the side of the altar northward before the LORD: and the 
priests, Aaron's sons, shall sprinkle his blood round about upon the altar.  
1:12 
And he shall cut it into his pieces, with his head and his fat: and the priest shall 
lay them in order on the wood that is on the fire which is upon the altar:  
1:13 
But he shall wash the inwards and the legs with water: and the priest shall bring it 
all, and burn it upon the altar: it is a burnt sacrifice, an offering made by fire, of a 
sweet savour unto the LORD.  
1:14 
And if the burnt sacrifice for his offering to the LORD be of fowls, then he shall 
bring his offering of turtledoves, or of young pigeons.  
1:15 
And the priest shall bring it unto the altar, and wring off his head, and burn it on 
the altar; and the blood thereof shall be wrung out at the side of the altar:  
1:16 
And he shall pluck away his crop with his feathers, and cast it beside the altar on 
the east part, by the place of the ashes:  
1:17 
And he shall cleave it with the wings thereof, but shall not divide it asunder: and 
the priest shall burn it upon the altar, upon the wood that is upon the fire: it is a 
burnt sacrifice, an offering made by fire, of a sweet savour unto the LORD.  
 
Leviticus Chapter 7  
7:1 
Likewise this is the law of the trespass offering: it is most holy.  
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7:2 
In the place where they kill the burnt offering shall they kill the trespass offering: 
and the blood thereof shall he sprinkle round about upon the altar.  
7:3 
And he shall offer of it all the fat thereof; the rump, and the fat that covereth the 
inwards,  
7:4 
And the two kidneys, and the fat that is on them, which is by the flanks, and the 
caul that is above the liver, with the kidneys, it shall he take away:  
7:5 
And the priest shall burn them upon the altar for an offering made by fire unto the 
LORD: it is a trespass offering.  
 
Leviticus 7:14  
And of it he shall offer one out of the whole oblation for an heave offering unto 
the LORD, and it shall be the priest's that sprinkleth the blood of the peace 
offerings.  
 
THE "LORD" NEEDS EVERY DROP OF THAT BLOOD FROM THE BLOOD 
SACRIFICE:  
 
Leviticus 7:27  
Whatsoever soul it be that eateth any manner of blood, even that soul shall be 
cut off from his people.  
 
Here, more blood sacrifice is needed to remove the curse of leprosy jehova has 
inflicted:  
Leviticus 14:34 
 
When ye be come into the land of Canaan, which I give to you for a possession, 
and I put the plague of leprosy in a house of the land of your possession;  
14:49 
And he shall take to cleanse the house two birds, and cedar wood, and scarlet, 
and hyssop:  
14:50 
And he shall kill the one of the birds in an earthen vessel over running water:  
14:51 
And he shall take the cedar wood, and the hyssop, and the scarlet, and the living 
bird, and dip them in the blood of the slain bird, and in the running water, and 
sprinkle the house seven times:  
14:52 
And he shall cleanse the house with the blood of the bird, and with the running 
water, and with the living bird, and with the cedar wood, and with the hyssop, and 
with the scarlet:  
14:53 
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But he shall let go the living bird out of the city into the open fields, and make an 
atonement for the house: and it shall be clean.  
14:54 
This is the law for all manner of plague of leprosy, and scall,  
14:55 
And for the leprosy of a garment, and of a house,  
14:56 
And for a rising, and for a scab, and for a bright spot:  
14:57 
To teach when it is unclean, and when it is clean: this is the law of leprosy.  
 
More examples of Jewish blood sacrifices to Jehova:  
Leviticus 8:14- 32  
Leviticus 9:1- 24  
Leviticus 14:1- 5  
Leviticus 14:12-28  
Leviticus 23:12-21  
Numbers 19:1- 7  
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The Truth about "Jesus Christ" 
 
Many of you who visit this website know the facts regarding the Nazarene being 
a fictitious Jewish archetype for Gentiles to slavishly worship. Above all the 
Nazarene is a diversion and distraction to keep humanity from advancing 
spirituality, from working on and evolving our own souls. The fictitious character 
of "Jesus" was invented from spiritual CONCEPTS originating in the Far East, 
such as spiritual alchemy, the kundalini energy [Serpent of Satan], and what is 
known as the "vril" "chi" "life-force" and "witchpower." Truth be known, one saves 
one's own soul through advancing spiritually, and activating this power. The 
Nazarene is a deterrent to this and keeps humanity from doing anything 
spiritually, and keeps humanity enslaved through living a totally material 
existence. Christians cannot argue, as they do not know true spirituality. They 
have not experienced it. How many Christian preachers/priests can diagram the 
human soul?  
 
Once one's eyes are opened and one is aware of the witchpower concept, one 
can clearly see how this character was invented.  
 
The fictitious character of the Nazarene:  
 
§ Has been used to remove all spiritual knowledge and replace it with 

Jewish archetypes, Jewish cities, towns, and other fictitious Jewish 
material crap.  

 
§ The "Jesus saves" baloney [ad nauseum] and the "born again" phrases 

have been twisted and incorporated into this fictitious character. In other 
words, deluded ones have been deceived into believing this character will 
take care of everything spiritual as long as they conform to the current 
agenda, as dictated by Christian preachers and revised editions of the 
"Holy Bible." This deters one from working on one's own soul. There is 
nothing at all spiritual about the Nazarene, or the Jewish invented 
Christian program.  

 
§ The "Jesus" character has acted as the thought police for ultimate control. 

Wars have been fought repeatedly over beliefs and ideas. When the 
enemy controls what is in the mind of the general populace, the enemy 
then controls humanity.  

 
§ Since the Nazarene is fictitious, he can be anything to anyone. He is 

whatever the current system claims and dictates. He changes with the 
times and conforms to any agenda. This is no different from the 
Judeo/Christian Bible which has verses and contradictions to suit any 
argument or purpose. [See The Ubiquitous Nazarene] 

 
It is time everyone wakes up to the spiritual corruption that has played humanity 
to the tune of trillions and trillions of dollars, has damned souls, has caused 
endless and unnecessary wars, and has held back science [dangerously], along 
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with everything else the kosher parasites have taken their deluded Gentile 
followers for a ride with. The Christian program, along with the hideous doctrines 
of Islam have prevented and stopped humanity from evolving spiritually. This is a 
major cause of suffering for eveyone.  
 
Each event in the fictitious life of the Nazarene reveals a CONCEPT, STOLEN 
AND CORRUPTED FROM PAGAN RELIGIONS PREDATING CHRISTIANITY.  
The birth of the Nazarene is said to have been in a cave, not in a stable. "Early 
Christian tradition suggests that Jesus was born in a cave that was used as a 
stable."2 Many doctrines predating Christianity, such as the religion of Taoism, 
state that the pineal gland is within a "cave." There is an area within the brain 
where this very important spiritual center is located, which feels like a hollow and 
is the seat of this very important gland, which is defunct in most people. The 
pineal gland is a very important key to opening the soul and obtaining expanded 
consciousness, along with psychic abilities once it has been activated.  
 
There were the "Three Wise Men from the East" who "FOLLOWED THE STAR" 
to the birth place of the Nazarene. These "Wise Men" were mages [The Magi], 
otherwise known as practitioners of witchcraft, as this is what a mage is. Again, 
this is symbolic of a concept that was stolen from Spiritual Alchemy. For those 
who are new to the occult and meditation, [true spirituality] you will have to do 
some further research and study [see Joy of Satan] but for those of us who 
meditate, we know of the condensed vril/witchpower which is circulated through 
the chakras, and appears as a star. This is the true meaning of "follow the star."  
 
Again, the number three, like the number seven [the seven chakras] crops up in 
the three mages and this is symbolic of the ida, the pingala, and the sushumna, 
the three main nadis of the soul, and also the three crosses of the chakras. The 
concept of the number three has been prolific in Pagan religions that preceded 
Christianity by hundreds to thousands of years, and is symbolized by the "Devil's 
Pitchfork" known as a "Trishul" which originated in the Far East. The Trishul 
symbolizes the serpentine energy piercing through the three granthis. [See 
Satanic Symbols, Joy of Satan website www.joyofsatan.com] The numbers three 
and seven are used extensively in the Judeo/Christian Bible where they have 
been blasphemed and corrupted.  
 
The "virgin birth" is another corrupted concept in that the chakras have to be 
clean and unobstructed for spiritual energy to ascend and circulate. In other 
words, this is the true meaning of "pure." The union with the fictitious deity 
symbolizes the divine spirituality involved in raising the witchpower, not fictitious 
YHVH which is nothing more than a system of Jewish magick to used to enslave 
Gentiles.   
 
The supposed crucifixion of this imposter character "Jesus Christ" was stolen 
from some 18 different Pagan Gods who hung from a tree. In the Christian bible, 
there is more than one verse that states the Nazarene was hung from a tree:  
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Acts 5:30 - The God of our fathers raised up Jesus, whom ye slew and hanged 
on a tree. 
Acts 13:29 - And when they had fulfilled all that was written of him, they took him 
down from the tree, and laid him in a sepulcher.  
 
The Norse God Odin preceded Jesus the Christ. Odin hung from a tree and 
experienced a death of sorts to obtain knowledge. Through being "reborn," he 
obtained gnosis [advanced spiritual knowledge], as did the Egyptian God Set 
who was “crucified” on a “cross” known as a furka.1 This is also the meaning of 
the hanged man card in the Tarot. Buddha also sat beneath a "Bo Tree." "Bo" is 
of "Boa" meaning "serpent" the kundalini. The tree is an ancient depiction of the 
human soul, with the trunk being symbolic of the spine and the branches 
symbolizing the 144,000 nadis with the leaves and fruits symbolizing the fruits of 
meditations; the life force and powers of the mind and soul. In addition, Krishna, 
Marsyas, Dodonian, and Zeus also hung from trees. "144,000" is another 
Jewish/Christian Biblical corruption of an allegory having to do with one's chi-
force or "witchpower."  
 
Nearly everything in the Judeo/Christian Bible was stolen and corrupted from 
religions in the Far East. The supposed biblical creation in which they claim the 
fictitious "Garden of Eden" was in Mesopotamia, is to purposely misdirect and 
delude people away from looking to the Far East, as this is where civilization 
began and true spiritual teachings originated. Sadly, because of Christian 
infestation in these areas, many of the doctrines have since been corrupted and 
destroyed.  
 
The Latin cross was not a part of Christianity until the 7th century and not fully 
acknowledged until the 9th century. In addition, the human soul is in the shape of 
a cross. This reveals how spiritual knowledge has been destroyed and replaced 
with nonsense. The cross also represents the all-important four quarters, the 
tetragrammaton.  
The eclipse said to have occurred during the supposed "crucifixion" of the 
Nazarene also symbolizes the nigredo stage in spiritual alchemy, of blackness. 
This stage is also symbolized by the black crow and the Black Sun.  
 
The three crucifixions, with the Nazarene being in the middle [2 others in the 
legend were supposedly crucified with the Nazarene] is another allegory 
symbolizing the three crosses of the soul. There are three major sections of the 
soul where there is a cross of energies; the main being the neuter heart chakra 
[larger cross], where the shoulder chakras have wings and the two smaller hip 
and sixth chakras.  
The Nazarene's ascent into "Heaven" is another concept of the kundalini rising to 
the crown chakra. Heaven, Earth, and Hell are all concepts stolen from Taoism, 
which preceded Christianity and Judaism. Heaven is symbolic of the seventh 
chakra, also known as the "crown chakra." The earth or "middle kingdom" is 
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symbolic of the heart chakra and "Hell" symbolizes the base chakra, where the 
hot fiery serpent kundalini lies dormant.  
 
The "miracles" that the fictitious Nazarene performed are also an ALLEGORY 
and a CONCEPT of what the witchpower can do. The prophesies of the 
Nazarene are also ALLEGORIES of the psychic abilities that result from 
activating one's own witchpower.  
 
The 12 apostles are corruptions of the 12 signs of the zodiac and also symbolize 
the witch's coven, along with the Nazarene, being the 13th member. Traditionally, 
there are 13 members to a coven. There are also 13 primary chakras within the 
human soul.  
 
The Nazarene lived for a supposed 33 years. This again is another concept- the 
33 esoteric vertebrae of the human spine where the kundalini serpent ascends, 
which is a major advancement for the witchpower.  
 
In closing this article, my own research has shown me Christianity is not "2,000 
years old" as they try to claim it is. From what I personally believe, Christianity 
arrived with The Inquisition. Research points to the Vatican making a deal with 
extra-terrestrials known as "greys," wealth and power in exchange for human 
souls. In order for this to succeed, all spiritual knowledge had to be destroyed. 
This is no different from Jewish communism. The Bible is a blueprint for 
communism, and prepares believers to accept slavery and abuse. Whenever 
Jewish communism takes control, as with the former USSR, Red China, 
Cambodia, Tibet and all other countries, mass murders and tortures floow, the 
very same as with the Inquisition.  
 
"Christianity and communism are very close spiritually and ideologically. This is a 
fairly well known concept that has been adopted by various thinkers, from 
Thomas More to Lev Tolstoy. Few people know that the world's first socialist 
state was established in Paraguay and was based on the ideas of Catholic 
Jesuits before Marx created his teachings." "The "Society of Jesus" - the Jesuit 
religious order - in the Catholic Church was roughly equivalent to the KGB in the 
Soviet Union."  
Above quotes taken from "Pravda" [The main Communist Party Newspaper and 
leading newspaper of the former Soviet Union] From the article: Is there any 
difference between Christianity and Communism? 30/04/2013  
 
References: 
 
[1] The Woman's Dictionary of Symbols and Sacred Objects" by Barbara G. 
Walker, Page 54.  
 
[2] www.christianitytoday.com  
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YHVH: The Truth about "Yaweh" "Jehova"  
Taking the Mask Off of Christianity 
 
The Judeo/Christian Bible has always used extreme fear as a tool to keep people 
away from the occult, sorcery, "witchcraft,” and workings of the mind. In the 
article below, the reasons are obvious. In order for a spell to succeed, the victim 
must lack the necessary knowledge, be a good sheep, and just "believe."  
 
Exodus 22:18 Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live.  
 
"YHVH" aka "Yaweh" "Jehova" is nothing more than a system of Jewish magick. 
"YHVH" known as the "tetragammaton" represents the four corners and 
elements, as does "INRI" along with the four gospels; these represent the four 
corners of magick and the four elements that are so important in any magickal 
working. "YHVH" is used extensively in (Jewish) magick. The Jews stole the 
Kabalah from the Egyptians and corrupted it. It is mainly chanted- "Yod Heh Vau 
Heh" in different combinations.  
 
The Gentile people have been force fed Christianity in order to strip us of all 
knowledge and power. Those at the top play both sides against the middle. What 
this means is the enemy works from within both sides- each side bashing the 
other while they both move ahead. This is analogous to a cop who is heavily 
involved in an open and public anti-drug crusade and secretly sells and pushes 
drugs unbeknownst to his family and community.  
 
Following the Roman sacking of the Temple of Solomon 70 CE, Christianity was 
invented by the Jews the best known is (Paul aka "Saul of Tarsus) so they could 
control the world using the ancient known powers of the mind and the soul. The 
Jews themselves know the Nazarene is a fictitious character based upon some 
20 crucified heroes from Pagan pantheons. With the centuries of devout belief in 
this entity and the psychic energy poured into him through prayer, he has taken 
on a life of his own. See Thoughtforms. For example, Odin hung from a tree, Set 
was crucified on a furka, Buddha sat beneath the Bo (Boa- again the serpent) 
tree for enlightenment; the list goes on. Most of the character of the Nazarene 
was stolen from the Persian God "Mithra." In working a spell, it is always 
important a connection be made.  
 
In the case of Christianity, all of the former Pagan (Gentile) Gods were bound 
and replaced with fictitious Jewish deities. The Hebrew Virgin Mary replaced 
Astaroth, the Hebrew Moses legend was stolen from Sargon (both were born in 
secrecy, left in a reed basket to float down the river and adopted by royalty), 
Hebrew Abraham was stolen from Hindu Brahma. "Brahma in Sanskrit means 
"many." The endless list goes on and on. See Exposing Christianity There isn't 
anything in the Christian religion that hasn't been stolen from Pagan religions 
pre-dating it from hundreds to thousands of years. The Pagan Gods, being a 
powerful racial memory in the minds of Gentiles were replaced with Hebrew 
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characters to be slavishly obeyed and worshipped. This set the stage for 
immense power and control.  
 
Christianity has always been nothing more than a tool to remove spiritual 
knowledge and power from the Gentile population and to keep us from our Gods, 
namely our True Creator God given the name Satan, which means 
"adversary/enemy" in Hebrew . Those Gentiles who were priests and leaders 
were tortured and put to death. The others who did not follow suffered the same 
lot and any Gentile even suspected of having ties to the old religions was labeled 
as a "heretic" and put to death. Of course, the Jews rant and holler concerning 
the Christian Church's persecution of their small communities during the Middle 
Ages, but this is the age old playing both sides against the middle and those 
Jews at the top could care less how many of their own they have to use. Tomás 
de Torquemada, First Grand Inquisitor of Spain was a Jew.  
 
The Jews have had full control of the Catholic Church (original Christian Church) 
from the beginning. Most of the Catholic popes were of Jewish origins, such as 
the late John Paul II who was born of a Jewish mother (Katz) and recognized as 
a Jew by the Jewish orthodox. Through the Catholic sacrament of confession, 
the Catholic clergy had everyone, namely the Gentile leaders and nobility over a 
barrel. They knew their deepest and darkest secrets.  
 
The Catholic Church is the bulwark of Christianity. Since the Protestant 
reformation, the Jews have also gained control of these sects. The "World 
Council of Churches" is another example.  
 
The Jews have had a vast pool of psychic energy from which to draw from. The 
Jews appointed themselves as "The Chosen of God," the star character of 
Christianity, the Nazarene is a Jew (and a powerful thoughtform), the Virgin Mary 
and her husband Joseph are Jews, the 12 apostles of the Nazarene (13 makes a 
coven- again stolen from the Ancient Pagan religions)- all Jews. In addition, all of 
the characters of the Old and New Testament were stolen from Gentile 
characters and replaced as the "Chosen" Jews.  
 
So the average Christian Gentile, ignorant to the clandestine workings of the 
Jews and the occult, pours more and more psychic energy through devotion and 
prayer into this Jewish energy vortex and people wonder how this minority has 
most of the world's wealth and power. The Gentiles, namely the Christians have 
been under a very powerful spell for centuries.  
 
They cut us off from our Gods, our traditions and our spiritual and religious 
heritage through mass murder, replacing our history with nothing but lies and 
through fear of the unknown since all Gentile knowledge was taken out of 
circulation.  
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Their angelic filth- most have names with the classic seven letters: Gabriel, 
Raphael, etc. These seven represent the seven chakras and were used to bind 
the Gentile Gods and make slaves of them using the "Goetia." The Goetic black 
books or "grimoires" all originated with the Jews, such as "The Key of Solomon," 
and "The Sacred Magic of Abramelin the Mage" and many more, (these can 
easily be found online, by typing their titles into a search engine) all originally 
written in Hebrew as most Gentiles cannot read Hebrew. All use the Hebrew 
symbols and chants and direct intense blasphemy against the Gentile Gods who 
have been turned into devils, demons and hideous monsters to be degraded. 
The Gentile Gods are no longer bound and some of those complacent 
prophesies slipped such as "Azazel being bound until the end of time." I can 
assure you he is now totally free.  
 
Christianity goes in steps. Because it is fictitious, it is spiritually unreliable. 
Certain Christians have at times tapped into this energy vortex and obtained 
results. Prayer groups and such put forth psychic energy. Deluded Christians are 
told to "have faith." Having faith is necessary for any spell or directed working of 
the mind to succeed. With Christianity, it is hit and mostly misses. The few and 
far in-between hits keep the deluded believing, unknowing this is not any 
"miracle" but only the power of the mind. The end objective is atheism. The 
atheist believes in nothing and disregards anything "supernatural" or of the 
occult. He/she is a sitting duck just waiting to be manipulated by those who 
possess occult knowledge and power.  
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The Real Tetragrammaton: Further Exposing Christianity 
 
For those of you who are forever making endless posts regarding your problems 
with Christian indoctrination, please do not be lazy. Read the following article 
before making more and more posts regarding your psychological problems in 
overcoming Christian lies, and then apply yourself to meditation. I have written 
extensively concerning spiritual allegories. Most average people cannot see 
through the hidden meanings behind the allegories and they take the tales of the 
Gods and the legends as literal. First off...Satan and the Powers of Hell do not 
demand any slavish worship. They are our friends. They are and have been 
trying to help us. They are extra-terrestrial beings. The Jews are always on the 
attack, when one mentions extra-terrestrial beings.  
 
With extensive and advanced meditation, like the symbolic cobra serpent, one 
experiences increased awareness and one's mind expands [symbolized by the 
hood of the cobra]. When you can finally see the truth, and see through all of the 
lies of Christianity, Islam and its ugly Jewish root, these programs are no longer a 
threat. There does come a point when no amount of lying or coercion will get one 
who has seen and who knows the truth to believe the lies any longer. I keep 
reading in these groups on and off when approving posts, just how much 
Christianity has taken hold in the minds of many people here. Satan has been 
showing me more and more as I have opened myself in both my meditations and 
my studies. To know the truth, one must study extensively into the "occult" 
subjects of which the bible threatens against. I have done this for many, many 
years.  
 
While I have made many references to "jehova" and that filthy jewsus nazarene, 
for the umpteenth time, neither one of these entities exist. Both are thoughtforms 
to some extent and there are enemy extraterrestrials such as the greys who work 
under the reptilians out there for the enslavement of the Gentiles on this planet, 
along with some enemy Nordics who pose as these fictitious entities and also 
promote them. Before there were modern cameras and available information 
regarding extra-terrestrials, occultist Aleister Crowley when in a trance drew a 
picture of "Jehova" and it was an illustration of one of those bulb-headed greys. 
Ok, enough said, but If I don't repeat myself ad nauseum giving some 
background on this, people who are new will be lost regarding what I am now 
going to write.  
 
If you delve into occult teachings far enough, and occult societies such as 
Freemasonry, etc., [much of the spiritual teachings have been systematically 
removed and what remains is corrupted]. Most of these organizations know of 
the powers of the soul to some extent. Freemasonry, before it was corrupted by 
the Jews, was very spiritual and a "33rd Degree mason" was one who had his 
serpent ascended, as the spine has an esoteric 33 degrees. Way back when, 
accomplished Freemasons communicated with each other telepathically. 
Rebuilding the "Temple of Solomon" had to do with the magnum opus and the 
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soul. The Jews have taken this CONCEPT and have corrupted it to advance their 
insatiable greed and direct it towards their communist agenda of creating a 
Gentile slave state.  
 
666 is the Kabbalistic square of the Sun. 666 is the all-important solar chakra. 
The true meaning of the "Temple of Solomon" is the TEMPLE OF THE SUN. 
"Sol" "Om" and "On" are all words for the Sun. "Sol" is the Latin word for the Sun 
and is close to the English word "soul." "Om" is a name given by the Hindus to 
the Spiritual Sun and "On" is an Egyptian word for Sun. The symbolism of the 
Temple of Solomon was stolen by the Jews and made into a fictitious character, 
as with the fictitious Nazarene and nearly everything in the Judeo/Christian Bible. 
The true meaning of the "Temple of the Sun" is spiritual. This symbolizes the 
perfected soul, where the rays from the solar [666] chakra, which is the center of 
the soul and circulates spiritual energy, radiates into eight separate rays. The 
shining soul is symbolized by the sun. Eight is the number of Astaroth. This is 
also "The New Jerusalem." The name of "Jerusalem" has also been stolen and 
corrupted into a city in Israel. "Jerusalem" IS A CONCEPT! The shining perfected 
soul is also symbolic as "The Light."  
 
Now, most of you already know how that annoying fish symbol the Christians use 
is in truth a vagina turned on its side. It is called a "Yoni." If you look to many 
versions of the Tarot cards, even going way back into the Middle Ages, you will 
find the suits of the rods/wands and the swords are often in the shape of a yoni. 
The heart chakra [neuter chakra] is also in the shape of a yoni. The yoni, 
symbolizing the vagina is also symbolic of giving birth to a new soul and 
achieving spiritual and physical perfection and immortality through the magnum 
opus. The Christian crap of being "born again" is false, and amounts to nothing 
more than spiritual degeneracy, and being steeped in more lies.  
 
There are thirteen major chakras upon the soul. For a very long time, the enemy 
has touted the number 13 as unlucky, etc. This is to frighten people away from 
that number. This is no different from how horror movies are used to frighten 
people away from the spiritual/occult. All of this ties in. When one does a ritual, 
one invokes the four quarters. To the uninitiated, one points one's athame, calls 
out, etc. To those who know, this is actually an allegory for vibrating the soul to 
raise your own powers. The soul has four important directions; again, male and 
female.  
 
This is what the enemy uses the "YHVH" for, though the YHVH is a corruption. 
The uneducated, the stupid, and the fools are deluded into believing this "YHVH" 
is some sort of Supreme Being. AGAIN, THIS IS A CONCEPT!! Not only is this a 
concept, it was stolen, then of course, it was further corrupted. There is no 
supreme being. There is infinity in both the microcosm and the macrocosm. 
There is no such thing as some big bad Jewish spook that "created everything" 
and who is omnipotent and all of that horse manure they push on the 
unsuspecting public. There is a war going on 'out there' and there are ET's who 
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work through the Jews here, who do hate humanity and want to enslave the 
world in order to provide a ready and easy host to leech energy off of souls. This 
is no different from cattle in a slaughterhouse. This is what we are to them and it 
all depends upon just how ignorant and unknowing one is, for the enemy to 
succeed. We have been cut off from our spiritual senses. Few can see what the 
enemy is doing, but through meditation and the Serpent of Satan, our spiritual 
eyes are opened.  
 
Getting back to the four quarters of the soul, following the RAUM meditation, 
RAUM MeditationOne should vibrate the four quarters of the soul. IO can work 
for all four, but one will notice a drastic charge and empowerment if the four 
quarters are vibrated correctly. IO was taken from the Greek IO. Nearly all of the 
Greek so-called "myths" are very important spiritual concepts, with the exception 
of some of the legends of the Gods such as Heracles; the account of his birth [his 
human mother had a very difficult time, as he was fathered by one of the Gods 
[ET's] and the Nordic ET's are much larger and taller than us humans. I have 
seen a couple who were near 8 feet tall, such as Anubis. Heracles was a Demi-
God, meaning he was half-human. IO is another allegory and while many of 
these Gods are actual beings, their legends are important spiritual allegories, 
such as the Greek "Argus" which is Agares. Agares is female, but the allegory 
portrays a male. The "thousand eyes" of the spiritually empowered soul.  
"During her wanders she came across Prometheus while chained. He gave her 
hope. He predicted that she would have to wander for many years. But, she 
would eventually be changed back into human form and would bear a child. He 
predicted that a descendent of this child would be a great hero and set him free.  
His predictions came true. During her wanderings many geographical features 
were named after her including the Ionian Sea, and the Bosphorus (which means 
ford of the cow). She eventually reached the Nile where Zeus did restore her to 
human form. She bore Epaphus and eleven generations later her descendant 
Heracles would set Prometheus free. [1]  
 
Going a step further, EA is another name for Satan. [Most of you already know 
the name "Satan" means "truth" in one of the most ancient of languages 
Sanskrit]. EA is pronounced AY-AH. AY as in May, say, day, etc. Nearly all of the 
words in Sanskrit end in the letter A. The letter A symbol in English and in many 
other Western alphabets is tapered like the pyramids, and many other spiritual 
symbols. The taper is symbolic of the serpentine energy ascending the soul. This 
also has to do with focus on the spine. The so-called "tetragrammaton" of the 
soul follows as I-O-E-A. EE-OH-AY-AH. These are the four vowel vibrations that 
empower and raise the energies of the four quarters of the soul to a high level. 
Right shoulder/right side of the body, vibrate I [EEEEE]; Left shoulder/left side of 
the body, Vibrate O [OOHHHH]. Front side of your body, vibrate E [AAYYY] as in 
the word say, or may On your backside, focusing on your spine, vibrate A 
[AHHHH]  
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Now, one can see where this vibration was stolen, altered, and completely 
corrupted from a PAGAN CONCEPT into that foul Jewish invented entity 
"jehova." Again and again, I reiterate THE WORD "GOD" IS A CODE-WORD 
FOR THE SELF!!! THERE IS NO "JEHOVA" OR "YAHWEH" WHICH WAS 
TAKEN FROM IDIOT CHRISTIANS TRYING TO PRONOUNCE "YHVH," AS 
THE J IS OFTEN PRONOUNCED AS Y IN MANY LANGUAGES, AFTER THIS 
CONCEPT WAS STOLEN AND CORRUPTED BY THE JEWS. The Christians 
are so far deluded it is way beyond pathetic. The Jews have usurped spiritual 
knowledge and corrupted it in order to enslave and control the entire world, they, 
themselves, at the higher levels becoming "God." In truth, that is all it is...a 
vibration to drastically empower the soul.  
 
Going further, I also have written about this before. Once you have enough 
knowledge and obstacles to enlightenment have been knocked down in your 
mind, this can easily be seen. The nazarene was stolen from and invented into 
another fictitious Jewish character for Gentiles to slavishly worship- the serpent. 
Nearly every painting or illustration of so-called "saints" of which in Spanish is 
"Santa" an anagram of Satan, THEY ARE ALL DEPICTED WITH HALOS, 
WHICH REPRESENTS THE RISEN SERPENT OF SATAN!! This is not just a 
Western concept, but is also seen extensively in the Far East [where Christianity 
stole nearly all of its corrupted content from], as with the Buddha, also seen with 
a halo.  
 
Now, getting back to those paintings that we are told is the nazarene, in truth, 
they are nothing more than an illustration of a man with his serpent ascended, no 
different from any other illustrated instructions; same as with the so-called 
"saints." When you purchase any appliances, etc., these normally will come with 
illustrated instructions, or the same as with some one in an illustration showing 
the certain steps to using an appliance or whatever.  
 
The nazarene is nothing more than a Jewish invented character that has been 
used to replace the serpent. The paintings are a how-to, A CONCEPT, depicted 
by a man. As I already wrote some time ago, if the same were done with 
Sponge-Bob, millions upon millions would prostrate themselves before the 
mighty image of Sponge-Bob in reverence, worship, and self-devotion. Using a 
sponge for cleaning purposes would become a blasphemy and a major sacrilege. 
This would then through the mass mind, take on a life of its own; a thoughtform if 
you will. A sponge would adorn every altar. There would be giant, colossal 
sponges where the most holy would make a special pilgrimage, not to that stupid 
black box in Mecca, but to the giant sponge edifice. The tiny pineapple residence 
of Sponge-Bob would be heaven under the sea, with the end goal for every 
"saved" individual to, instead of floating up to the sky in the ether, would descend 
to the depths of the ocean in hopes of finding the tiny little home to spend the 
rest of eternity within.  
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Kidding aside, given the endless and copious amounts of spiritual energy that are 
directed into this fictitious nazarene character, the misguided and false sense of 
belief and with this outrageous lie being promoted at every level, embedded in 
the minds of the populace through force, with no alternative, no wonder it has 
reached the monstrous level it has. In addition, that nazarene was also corrupted 
from the five elements, Hebrew style. When one has enough knowledge and has 
opened his/her mind, and through the Grace of Satan, one can see all of this.  
 
Christianity is pushed upon the populace with no other alternative. Even in doing 
crossword puzzles, [most are written by Jews], that Christian biblical crap has to 
be in there for the words/answers. As for Modern Paganism, Buddhism, Wicca 
and everything else that is related and has been corrupted from the original 
Paganism, all has been Christianized. The Jews even go a step further in 
dictating to the Gentiles that the powers of the mind are not to be used for 
material gain, which is an utter crock of shit.  
Quote from the Talmud:  
22. Seph. Jp., 92, 1: "God has given the Jews power over the possessions and 
blood of all nations."  
 
Fundamentalist Christians work relentlessly to remove Santa from xmas and 
replace him with the nazarene, take the Easter Bunny out of Easter and again, 
replace the rabbits and eggs with the nazarene; and this includes all of the other 
holidays. For more information regarding this, see the article concerning The 
Stolen Year. The Jehova's Witnesses also go a step further and work to remove 
all symbols which they tout as "graven images," as the destruction of important 
spiritual symbols will eventually be the death of spiritual knowledge and truths.  
 
ALL of the occult and the spiritual teachings have the end objective of 
empowering the soul, raising the serpent, and performing the magnum opus. If 
one will look through open eyes, no amount of coercing, lying, or "explaining" will 
fool you again. The only thing one can do from this point is to work to wake up 
humanity to the truth!  
 
[1] Excerpt taken from 
http://www.greekmythology.com/Myths/The_Myths/Zeus_s_Lovers/Io_/io_.html  
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Name of Satan 
 
After several years of intense and extensive research, it has all come together.  
 
1. The bible was invented in order to keep esoteric knowledge and mind/soul 
power in the hands of a select few.  
 
2. Christianity, which began with the Catholic Church, was invented to physically 
enforce the above and also, to destroy and to replace the original religions. The 
original religions centered around the reverence for the serpent. The serpent is 
the symbol of the kundalini. The "Tree of Knowledge" is really the map of the 
human soul. It is seen in nearly every ancient religion pre-dating 
Judeo/Christianity. The trunk symbolizes the spine, and the branches symbolize 
the chakras and the kundalini pathways. There are 144,000 nadis (channels for 
the kundalini life force) within the human soul.  
 
The Buddah sat beneath the "Bo Tree" and achieved enlightenment. "Bo means 
serpent, as in Bo-A or Boo-Ta."¹ The Christian Church stole, twisted and 
corrupted everthing they could from the original religions. The fig tree was known 
as "The Tree of Wisdom" Ficus religiosa.² The Christian church corrupted this 
with the placing of fig leaves over the genitals of Adam and Eve.  
 
3. "Satan" in Hebrew means "enemy" and "adversary."  
 
Now, the word "Satan" goes back much, much further than the Hebrew definition. 
Here is a link everyone should check out.  
Note in the upper northwest corner of the map of India, the name of the town 
"Satana."  
 
"Satnam" and "Sa Ta Na Ma" are sacred mantras used in kundalini (serpent) 
meditation. The five primal sounds in Ancient Sanskrit, one of the oldest known 
languages are "SA-TA-NA-MA." "Sa" means infinity; Ta means life; Na means 
death; and Ma means rebirth. All variations of the name "SATAN" mean TRUTH 
in Sanskrit, which is one of the world's oldest and most ancient of languages.  
 
All of this has to do with the kundalini life force (the serpent) within us. "Jacob's 
coat of colors" in the bible is the aura. The number seven is the chakras. The 
interpreters of the old grimoires have it all wrong about the "seven planets." The 
ancients knew much more than given credit for regarding astronomy.  
 
Anyone familiar with Chinese medicine and advanced martial arts is aware of the 
chi (the life force, same as the kundalini) and how it is more active in certain 
pathways in the body on certain days and hours. I uploaded a chart to the 
meditations section for this. The authors of alchemy texts in those days put their 
writings in codes in order to escape persecution by the church.  
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The sun was another object of veneration for the original religions. This was 
because of the pure, raw power it bestowed and as it is the source of all life. 
Drawing down the moon or absorbing energy from the stars is nothing compared 
to what can be done under the sun, given the knowledge and training. JoS clergy 
members know this. Holes in the aura are healed and the life force is amplified 
as with no other source of light.  
 
"Lucifer" was also given to our beloved Father as a name. Lucifer was originally a 
Roman God with no connection to our Father Satan/Ea. The prefix "Luc" has to 
do with light. The soul needs light. The morning star, Venus, was a source of light 
for the ancients as its rising preceded the all-important sun. Venus also rules the 
important heart chakra.  
 
Father Satan (I prefer to call him Satan, personally), told me he has no problem 
with people calling him by the names he has been known by for centuries, even 
though they are inaccurate. I call him Father Satan whenever I communicate with 
him or thank him for something. To me "Satan" will always mean "adversary," 
adversary to the enemy lie of Judeo/Christianity.  
 
The Catholic Church knew the original religions had to be replaced with 
something else and this is where all of the stories in the bible came from. They 
are all rip-offs from the originals, which had their origins long before 
Judeo/Christianity ever reared its ugly head.  
 
The Virgin Mary stole from and replaced Astaroth, who was bound, as "the Lady 
of Heaven." Astaroth was the most popular Goddess in the pre-Christian world. 
Fictitious Jehova ripped off from Enlil/Beelzebub/Baal, who was the most popular 
God in the pre-Christian world, and then there is our beloved Creator Father 
Satan/Ea who wound up as the Serpent and the Devil.  
 
Sexuality, which is the primary aspect of the life force, automatically came under 
intense scrutiny by the church. Orgasm directly stimulates the kundalini serpent 
the base of the spine. The creative energy needed to produce another human life 
can be used to revamp one's life force which advances and empowers one's 
soul.  
Obviously sexual activity could not be prohibited, so fear was used to place it 
under strict regulation. In the Christian religions, especially the Catholic Church 
of old, all sexual pleasure was sinful and prohibited by the church. Intercourse 
was only to produce children and nothing more. Nakedness became a sin 
because it led to lust. Masturbation was another "mortal sin." Anything that had to 
do with the raising of the kundalini was severely attacked by the church. The sole 
purpose of the Christian Church was for the removal of knowledge and nothing 
more.  
 
While the masses have been stripped of this knowledge and power, a select few 
who have worked to remove this knowledge use it liberally to enslave the 
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unknowing world. The Jesuit assassins of the Catholic Church are known to even 
levitate as they draw off of the psychic power from the prayers of their unknowing 
vicitms.  
 
[1] Cloak of the Illuminati by William Henry, 2003  
[2] Ibid.  
 
Although the above cited book has a lot of valuable information if one reads 
between the lines, the author is deluded as he believes in the fictitious nazarene.  
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Human Sacrifice in the Bible 
 
Deuteronomy 12:27  
And thou shalt offer thy burnt offerings, the flesh and the blood, upon the altar of 
the LORD thy God: and the blood of thy sacrifices shall be poured out upon the 
altar of the LORD thy God, and thou shalt eat the flesh.  
 
The Judeo/Christian bible is chock full of blood sacrifice- HUMAN blood sacrifice. 
Most xians rely on what their preacher has to say and/or are too lazy or mentally 
challenged to read and study for themselves. How many people bother to 
REALLY THINK?? In addition to the blatant human blood sacrifices for jehova, 
bloodbath after bloodbath took place under the direction and orders of this 
bloodthirsty entity in the form of numerous wars and other acts of inhumanity.  
 
Gentile Holy texts and sacred writings have been replaced with this Jewish 
invented and written filth. There is nothing spiritual about it, just murder after 
murder, no different from the Jewish controlled Hollywood and its emphasis on 
violence, bloodshed, and murder to no end.  
 
Exodus 22:29 “Thou shalt not delay to offer the first of thy ripe fruits, and of thy 
liquors: the firstborn of thy sons shalt thou give unto me.”  
 
Ezekiel 20:25-26 “Wherefore I gave them also statutes that were not good and 
judgments whereby they should not live; “  
20:26 “And I polluted them in their own gifts in that they caused to pass through 
the fire all that openeth the womb that I might make them desolate, to the end 
that they might know that I am the Lord.”  
 
II Samuel 21 is another example of blood sacrifice to appease Jehova.  
21:6 Let seven men of his sons be delivered unto us, and we will hang them up 
unto the Lord in Gib’e-ah of Saul, whom the Lord did choose.  
21:9 And he delivered them into the hands of the Gib’e-on-ites, and they hanged 
them in the hill before the Lord: and they fell all seven together, and were put to 
death in the days of harvest, in the first days, in the beginning of barley harvest.  
21:10 And Riz’pah the daughter of A-i’ah took sackcloth, and spread it for her 
upon the rock, from the beginning of harvest until water dropped upon them out 
of heaven, and suffered neither the birds of the air to rest on them by day, nor the 
beasts of the field by night.  
 
When seven men are murdered in cold blood in order to appease Jehova in 
hopes that he will end a famine, it can only be called human blood sacrifice.  
 
More Living Blood Sacrifice:  
Numbers 31:25 And the Lord spake unto Moses, saying,  
31:26 Take the sum of the prey that was taken, both of man and of beast, thou, 
and Eleazar the priest, and the chief fathers of the congregation:  
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31:27 And divide the prey into two parts; between them that took the war upon 
them, who went out to battle, and between all the congregation:  
31:28 And levy a tribute unto the LORD of the men of war which went out to 
battle: one soul of five hundred, both of the persons, and of the beeves, and of 
the asses, and of the sheep:  
31:29 Take it of their half, and give it unto Eleazar the priest, for an heave 
offering of the LORD.  
31:30 And of the children of Israel's half, thou shalt take one portion of fifty, of the 
persons, of the beeves, of the asses, and of the flocks, of all manner of beasts, 
and give them unto the Levites, which keep the charge of the tabernacle of the 
LORD.  
31:31 And Moses and Eleazar the priest did as the LORD commanded Moses.  
31:32 And the booty, being the rest of the prey which the men of war had caught, 
was six hundred thousand and seventy thousand and five thousand sheep,  
31:33 And threescore and twelve thousand beeves,  
31:34 And threescore and one thousand asses,  
31:35 And thirty and two thousand persons in all, of women that had not known 
man by lying with him.  
31:36 And the half, which was the portion of them that went out to war, was in 
number three hundred thousand and seven and thirty thousand and five hundred 
sheep:  
31:37 And the LORD'S tribute of the sheep was six hundred and threescore and 
fifteen.  
31:38 And the beeves were thirty and six thousand; of which the LORD'S tribute 
was threescore and twelve.  
31:39 And the asses were thirty thousand and five hundred; of which the LORD'S 
tribute was threescore and one.  
31:40 And the persons were sixteen thousand; of which the LORD'S tribute was 
thirty and two persons.  
 
This excerp was taken from "The Handbook of Jewish Knowledge" by Nathan 
Ausubel ©1964; pages 302-303  
 
"Jephthah, one of the ruler judges following the conquest of Canaan, had 
sacrificed his only daughter to the God of Israel in a celebration of a military 
victory against the Ammonites; Samuel "the seer" had hacked in a sacrificial 
manner the body of Agag before God; David, the sensitive poet king had handed 
the seven sons of Saul to the Gibeonites "to hang them up unto God."  
 
An example of this can be seen below, how the verse was changed in Judges 
11:39.  
In the others, the human has been replaced with a "lamb."  
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Judges 11:34  
And Jephthah came to Mizpeh unto his house, and, behold, his daughter came 
out to meet him with timbrels and with dances: and she was his only child; beside 
her he had neither son nor daughter.  
11:35  
And it came to pass, when he saw her, that he rent his clothes, and said, Alas, 
my daughter! thou hast brought me very low, and thou art one of them that 
trouble me: for I have opened my mouth unto the LORD, and I cannot go back.  
11:36  
And she said unto him, My father, if thou hast opened thy mouth unto the LORD, 
do to me according to that which hath proceeded out of thy mouth; forasmuch as 
the LORD hath taken vengeance for thee of thine enemies, even of the children 
of Ammon.  
11:37  
And she said unto her father, Let this thing be done for me: let me alone two 
months, that I may go up and down upon the mountains, and bewail my virginity, 
I and my fellows.  
11:38  
And he said, Go. And he sent her away for two months: and she went with her 
companions, and bewailed her virginity upon the mountains.  
11:39  
And it came to pass at the end of two months, that she returned unto her father, 
who did with her according to his vow which he had vowed: and she knew no 
man. And it was a custom in Israel,  
11:40  
That the daughters of Israel went yearly to lament the daughter of Jephthah the 
Gileadite four days in a year.  
 
Just how obvious can this get? In Judges 11:35; Jephthah "rents" his clothes. For 
those of you who are unfamilair with this term, it is a hebrew and also ancient 
custom to rent (tear/rip) one's clothes upon the death of a loved one.  
"for I have opened my mouth unto the LORD, and I cannot go back." He has 
made a promise to sacrifice his only daughter to jehova. It is also glaringly 
apparent jehova demanded this act in exchange for his victory over his enemies 
and "the children of Ammon" as he stated "I cannot go back." 
 
In Judges 11:37; His daughter states "Let this thing be done for me: let me alone 
two months, that I may go up and down upon the mountains, and bewail my 
virginity" "This thing be done for me" and "bewail my virginity" Here it is obvious 
jehova demanded the sacrifice of a virgin.  
 
Judges 11:39; When she returned to her father "who did with her according to his 
vow which he had vowed: and she knew no man." and Judges 11:40; "the 
daughters of Israel went yearly to lament the daughter of Jephthah" This is so 
obvious, he sacrificed his only virgin daughter to jehova who DEMANDED this 
act in exchange for his securing a victory for Jephthah.  
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CANNIBALISM:  
Deuteronomy 28:53  
And thou shalt eat the fruit of thine own body, the flesh of thy sons and of thy 
daughters, which the LORD thy God hath given thee, in the siege, and in the 
straitness, wherewith thine enemies shall distress thee:  
28:54 
So that the man that is tender among you, and very delicate, his eye shall be evil 
toward his brother, and toward the wife of his bosom, and toward the remnant of 
his children which he shall leave:  
28:55 
So that he will not give to any of them of the flesh of his children whom he shall 
eat: because he hath nothing left him in the siege, and in the straitness, 
wherewith thine enemies shall distress thee in all thy gates.  
28:56 
The tender and delicate woman among you, which would not adventure to set 
the sole of her foot upon the ground for delicateness and tenderness, her eye 
shall be evil toward the husband of her bosom, and toward her son, and toward 
her daughter,  
28:57 
And toward her young one that cometh out from between her feet, and toward 
her children which she shall bear: for she shall eat them for want of all things 
secretly in the siege and straitness, wherewith thine enemy shall distress thee in 
thy gates.  
28:58  
If thou wilt not observe to do all the words of this law that are written in this book, 
that thou mayest fear this glorious and fearful name, THE LORD THY GOD;  
 
HUMAN BLOOD WAS NOT ENOUGH, JEHOVA GAVE CLEAR 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE RITUAL SLAUGHTER OF ANIMALS AS WELL:  
 
Exodus 20:24  
An altar of earth thou shalt make unto me, and shalt sacrifice thereon thy burnt 
offerings, and thy peace offerings, thy sheep, and thine oxen: in all places where 
I record my name I will come unto thee, and I will bless thee.  
 
Exodus 24:4  
And Moses wrote all the words of the LORD, and rose up early in the morning, 
and builded an altar under the hill, and twelve pillars, according to the twelve 
tribes of Israel.  
24:5  
And he sent young men of the children of Israel, which offered burnt offerings, 
and sacrificed peace offerings of oxen unto the LORD.  
24:6  
And Moses took half of the blood, and put it in basons; and half of the blood he 
sprinkled on the altar.  
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24:7  
And he took the book of the covenant, and read in the audience of the people: 
and they said, All that the LORD hath said will we do, and be obedient.  
24:8  
And Moses took the blood, and sprinkled it on the people, and said, Behold the 
blood of the covenant, which the LORD hath made with you concerning all these 
words.  
 
More instructions from Jehova for blood sacrifice:  
Exodus 23:18  
Thou shalt not offer the blood of my sacrifice with leavened bread; neither shall 
the fat of my sacrifice remain until the morning.  
 
Exodus 29:10 And thou shalt cause a bullock to be brought before the tabernacle 
of the congregation: and Aaron and his sons shall put their hands upon the head 
of the bullock.  
29:11  
And thou shalt kill the bullock before the LORD, by the door of the tabernacle of 
the congregation.  
29:12 
And thou shalt take of the blood of the bullock, and put it upon the horns of the 
altar with thy finger, and pour all the blood beside the bottom of the altar.  
29:13 
And thou shalt take all the fat that covereth the inwards, and the caul that is 
above the liver, and the two kidneys, and the fat that is upon them, and burn 
them upon the altar.  
29:14 
But the flesh of the bullock, and his skin, and his dung, shalt thou burn with fire 
without the camp: it is a sin offering.  
29:15 
Thou shalt also take one ram; and Aaron and his sons shall put their hands upon 
the head of the ram.  
29:16 
And thou shalt slay the ram, and thou shalt take his blood, and sprinkle it round 
about upon the altar.  
29:17 
And thou shalt cut the ram in pieces, and wash the inwards of him, and his legs, 
and put them unto his pieces, and unto his head.  
29:18 
And thou shalt burn the whole ram upon the altar: it is a burnt offering unto the 
LORD: it is a sweet savour, an offering made by fire unto the LORD.  
29:19 
And thou shalt take the other ram; and Aaron and his sons shall put their hands 
upon the head of the ram.  
29:20 
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Then shalt thou kill the ram, and take of his blood, and put it upon the tip of the 
right ear of Aaron, and upon the tip of the right ear of his sons, and upon the 
thumb of their right hand, and upon the great toe of their right foot, and sprinkle 
the blood upon the altar round about.  
29:21 
And thou shalt take of the blood that is upon the altar, and of the anointing oil, 
and sprinkle it upon Aaron, and upon his garments, and upon his sons, and upon 
the garments of his sons with him: and he shall be hallowed, and his garments, 
and his sons, and his sons' garments with him.  
29:22 
Also thou shalt take of the ram the fat and the rump, and the fat that covereth the 
inwards, and the caul above the liver, and the two kidneys, and the fat that is 
upon them, and the right shoulder; for it is a ram of consecration:  
29:23 
And one loaf of bread, and one cake of oiled bread, and one wafer out of the 
basket of the unleavened bread that is before the LORD:  
29:24 
And thou shalt put all in the hands of Aaron, and in the hands of his sons; and 
shalt wave them for a wave offering before the LORD.  
29:25 
And thou shalt receive them of their hands, and burn them upon the altar for a 
burnt offering, for a sweet savour before the LORD: it is an offering made by fire 
unto the LORD.  
29:26 
And thou shalt take the breast of the ram of Aaron's consecration, and wave it for 
a wave offering before the LORD: and it shall be thy part.  
29:27 
And thou shalt sanctify the breast of the wave offering, and the shoulder of the 
heave offering, which is waved, and which is heaved up, of the ram of the 
consecration, even of that which is for Aaron, and of that which is for his sons:  
29:28 
And it shall be Aaron's and his sons' by a statute for ever from the children of 
Israel: for it is an heave offering: and it shall be an heave offering from the 
children of Israel of the sacrifice of their peace offerings, even their heave 
offering unto the LORD.  
29:29 
And the holy garments of Aaron shall be his sons' after him, to be anointed 
therein, and to be consecrated in them.  
29:30 
And that son that is priest in his stead shall put them on seven days, when he 
cometh into the tabernacle of the congregation to minister in the holy place.  
29:31 
And thou shalt take the ram of the consecration, and seethe his flesh in the holy 
place.  
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Leviticus Chapter 1  
1:1 
And the LORD called unto Moses, and spake unto him out of the tabernacle of 
the congregation, saying,  
1:2  
Speak unto the children of Israel, and say unto them, If any man of you bring an 
offering unto the LORD, ye shall bring your offering of the cattle, even of the 
herd, and of the flock.  
1:3 
If his offering be a burnt sacrifice of the herd, let him offer a male without 
blemish: he shall offer it of his own voluntary will at the door of the tabernacle of 
the congregation before the LORD.  
1:4 
And he shall put his hand upon the head of the burnt offering; and it shall be 
accepted for him to make atonement for him.  
1:5 
And he shall kill the bullock before the LORD: and the priests, Aaron's sons, shall 
bring the blood, and sprinkle the blood round about upon the altar that is by the 
door of the tabernacle of the congregation.  
1:6 
And he shall flay the burnt offering, and cut it into his pieces.  
1:7 
And the sons of Aaron the priest shall put fire upon the altar, and lay the wood in 
order upon the fire:  
1:8 
And the priests, Aaron's sons, shall lay the parts, the head, and the fat, in order 
upon the wood that is on the fire which is upon the altar:  
1:9 
But his inwards and his legs shall he wash in water: and the priest shall burn all 
on the altar, to be a burnt sacrifice, an offering made by fire, of "a sweet savour 
unto the LORD".  
1:10 
And if his offering be of the flocks, namely, of the sheep, or of the goats, for a 
burnt sacrifice; he shall bring it a male without blemish.  
1:11 
And he shall kill it on the side of the altar northward before the LORD: and the 
priests, Aaron's sons, shall sprinkle his blood round about upon the altar.  
1:12 
And he shall cut it into his pieces, with his head and his fat: and the priest shall 
lay them in order on the wood that is on the fire which is upon the altar:  
1:13 
But he shall wash the inwards and the legs with water: and the priest shall bring it 
all, and burn it upon the altar: it is a burnt sacrifice, an offering made by fire, of a 
sweet savour unto the LORD.  
1:14 
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And if the burnt sacrifice for his offering to the LORD be of fowls, then he shall 
bring his offering of turtledoves, or of young pigeons.  
1:15 
And the priest shall bring it unto the altar, and wring off his head, and burn it on 
the altar; and the blood thereof shall be wrung out at the side of the altar:  
1:16 
And he shall pluck away his crop with his feathers, and cast it beside the altar on 
the east part, by the place of the ashes:  
1:17 
And he shall cleave it with the wings thereof, but shall not divide it asunder: and 
the priest shall burn it upon the altar, upon the wood that is upon the fire: it is a 
burnt sacrifice, an offering made by fire, of a sweet savour unto the LORD.  
 
Leviticus Chapter 7  
7:1 
Likewise this is the law of the trespass offering: it is most holy.  
7:2 
In the place where they kill the burnt offering shall they kill the trespass offering: 
and the blood thereof shall he sprinkle round about upon the altar.  
7:3 
And he shall offer of it all the fat thereof; the rump, and the fat that covereth the 
inwards,  
7:4 
And the two kidneys, and the fat that is on them, which is by the flanks, and the 
caul that is above the liver, with the kidneys, it shall he take away:  
7:5 
And the priest shall burn them upon the altar for an offering made by fire unto the 
LORD: it is a trespass offering.  
 
Leviticus 7:14  
And of it he shall offer one out of the whole oblation for an heave offering unto 
the LORD, and it shall be the priest's that sprinkleth the blood of the peace 
offerings.  
 
THE "LORD" NEEDS EVERY DROP OF THAT BLOOD FROM THE BLOOD 
SACRIFICE:  
Leviticus 7:27  
Whatsoever soul it be that eateth any manner of blood, even that soul shall be 
cut off from his people.  
 
Here, more blood sacrifice is needed to remove the curse of leprosy jehova has 
inflicted:  
Leviticus 14:34 
 
When ye be come into the land of Canaan, which I give to you for a possession, 
and I put the plague of leprosy in a house of the land of your possession;  
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14:49 
And he shall take to cleanse the house two birds, and cedar wood, and scarlet, 
and hyssop:  
14:50 
And he shall kill the one of the birds in an earthen vessel over running water:  
14:51 
And he shall take the cedar wood, and the hyssop, and the scarlet, and the living 
bird, and dip them in the blood of the slain bird, and in the running water, and 
sprinkle the house seven times:  
14:52 
And he shall cleanse the house with the blood of the bird, and with the running 
water, and with the living bird, and with the cedar wood, and with the hyssop, and 
with the scarlet:  
14:53 
But he shall let go the living bird out of the city into the open fields, and make an 
atonement for the house: and it shall be clean.  
14:54 
This is the law for all manner of plague of leprosy, and scall,  
14:55 
And for the leprosy of a garment, and of a house,  
14:56 
And for a rising, and for a scab, and for a bright spot:  
14:57 
To teach when it is unclean, and when it is clean: this is the law of leprosy.  
 
More examples of blood sacrifices to Jehova:  
Leviticus 8:14- 32  
Leviticus 9:1- 24  
Leviticus 14:1- 5  
Leviticus 14:12-28  
Leviticus 23:12-21  
Numbers 19:1- 7  
Joshua Chapter 10- Nothing but mass murder  
Judges 1:1- 18 More bloodbaths and mass murder  
Judges 3:27- 31  
 
This goes on and on and on. Repeats of endless mass murder and bloodshed. 
The word "BLOOD" is used over and over again. You would think this would all 
be so obvious.  
We all must bear in mind, the Nazarene was the ultimate human sacrifice; also 
"eat his body and drink his blood" is repeatedly recited during nearly every 
Christian mass/service around the world.  
 
The article above and this article Jehova: "A Murderer and a Liar from the 
Beginning" reveal bloodbath after bloodbath, and the conquering and genocide of 
Gentiles at the hands of the Jews.  
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The Christian Mass/Service:  
A Simulation of a Human Blood Sacrifice 
 
The Christian Mass and How it Ties into Jewish Ritual Murder 
 
Due to centuries of the vehement suppression of spiritual knowledge, most 
people are not only unaware of, but also they are unable to see certain truths. 
This is the enemy's way of conquering; by creating a blind spot on the soul, 
where one is spiritually disarmed; the so-called 'sixth-sense' is lacking in most 
people and in many others, it is completely absent.  
 
Millions of unfortunate people are and have been deceived by the Christian and 
Muslim programs; both of these whose sole intention is to destroy spiritual 
knowledge and replace it with lies for the destruction of humanity and every other 
living creature on this earth.  
 
The Judeo/Christian bible warns its believers regarding the powers of the mind 
and of 'witchcraft' so that one is unable to see through the blatant lies that are 
right there every day.  
 
The Jews who are parasites by nature have always used Gentiles as their 
spiritual hosts; to feed from...no different from the alien greys who use their 
collection of souls to feed from. Many of you are already familiar with 'Jewish 
Ritual Murder.' During the times of Jewish holidays, top rabbis will abduct Gentile 
children and use them in their ritual sacrifices to Jewhova. The child is taken to a 
secret back room of a synagogue, tied to a cross and then tortured to death with 
the blood drained from the four corners [hands and feet], while the child is still 
alive and aware, and then this blood is drunk ritually by the rabbis. This heinous 
act has been performed repeatedly for centuries and this is why the Jews have 
endured endless pogroms [where Gentiles have massacred entire villages of 
Jews], have been forcibly expelled from nearly every country of the world, except 
for the USA, and have been hated to an extreme by every Gentile race. This is 
just one...I could go on and on endlessly of the crimes that the Jews have 
committed ad nauseum, but the purpose of this sermon is how all of this ties into 
the christian mass/church service. For more about this practice, 2000 Years of 
Jewish Ritual Murder and Jewish Ritual Murder  
 
There was a title of a book I noted on a shelf in the public library; written by a 
Jewish rabbi and the title was 'Thou Shalt Prosper.' This is also in the Bible. This 
title was in reference to the Jews. Nearly everyone is aware of the unbelievable 
material wealth, success, and power this race has had for centuries. This directly 
results from their abuse of occult power, and all of this ties directly into 
Christianity.  
 
As I mentioned many times before, the Judeo/Christian Bible is a book of Jewish 
witchcraft. The verses, their numbers, and so forth. In order to know this, one 
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must know how witchcraft, words of power, and most of all, the subliminal and 
the powers of the mind work to bring the operator's intentions to manifest in 
reality.  
 
As with so much of the Jewish workings, the subliminal is used to make the 
necessary subconscious connection to establish an energy link. One must know 
about witchcraft and the powers of the mind to know this. This is why the Bible 
warns and works to frighten Gentiles away from anything really spiritual...'thou 
shalt not suffer a witch to live' and other crap about 'burning in a lake of fire' etc. 
In addition, I noted early on that there were curses involved in one using one's 
powers of the mind to prevent this and to frighten those who scare easily away 
from this sort of thing.  
 
"Eat me...Drink me."  
The entire theme of the Christian mass/church service is that of a simulation of a 
human sacrifice. Most people cannot see this, nor are they aware of it due to 
their minds being walled up. The nazarene with every mass/service is crucified in 
a blood sacrifice to Jewhova. I remember very well the endless repeated phrases 
used by the priest so that a connection is established 'This is the body of christ' 
and then that stupid little communion wafer...where the believer eats that 'body of 
christ.' Now we know the nazarene was nailed to that cross; the four corners, no 
different from the Gentile children that the Jews use in their sacrifices. This 
creates the necessary connection that fuels the energies for the Jewish ritual 
murders, bringing success to the Jewish race, especially that of vast material 
wealth.  
 
Each and every catholic mass for one [and with protestants, the theme is the 
same], these same verses are DRUMMED into the minds of the congregation, 
over and over and over and over and over:  
 
"On the night he was betrayed, he took bread and gave you thanks and praise. 
He broke the bread, gave it to his disciples, and said:  
Take this, all of you, and eat it: this is my body which will be given up for you."  
 
"When supper was ended, he took the cup. Again he gave you thanks and 
praise, gave the cup to his disciples, and said:  
Take this, all of you, and drink from it: this is the cup of my blood."  
 
SEE THE CONNECTION??? THIS IS BLATANTLY A HUMAN SACRIFICE!!  
 
People cannot see this because they have been spiritually blinded. I can see all 
kinds of things as I have knocked down walls in my mind and I remember just 
four of weeks ago, when hearing religious xmas songs blasting over the 
speakers in the store I was in, it was very blatant to me how these deluded 
Christian fools were singing for their damnation.  
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To create the necessary distraction and to confuse their victims, the Jews have 
always pretended to be persecuted by Christians. They pretend to be at odds 
with Christianity. If one's walls are knocked down, one can see what is there right 
in front of us every day. The entire Bible has either the word 'Jew' 'Jews' 'Israel' 
and related written on every page and with all of these, the Jewish people, and 
their patriarches are honored and exalted. The Bible follows a subliminal theme 
in that Gentiles are conquered repeatedly in the old testament by the Jews and 
their god Jewhova. After all of this conquering and enslaving, the nazarene, the 
long awaited Jewish messiah comes on the scene. Jewish from birth to death; for 
more on this see Jewish Nazarene.  
The Jewish nazarene character was invented from a concept, that of the 
serpentine witchpower. Again, for a working to succeed in many cases, there 
must be some sort of connection in the mind of the victim. Most Christians cannot 
see that Jewhova was a 'murderer and a liar' from the beginning. The New 
Testament goes on with the nazarene then becoming a human 
sacrifice...murdered and sacrificed to Jewhova, the murderous, bloodthirsty, and 
sadistic 'father.' In its own twisted way, this translates into the murder of children. 
Because the mind of a child is in many cases a blank slate in the way of limited 
personal experiences that shape attitudes and color the personality, children are 
prime victims. Christianity is notorious for preying upon children as are angels 
and of course, the filthy kikes. They know they can use the energy of children 
quite freely, as there is little or no spiritual resistance.  
 
Then, the final cap with all of this is the 'second coming of christ' which is in truth 
another hoax designed to channel Gentile spiritual energies and beliefs through 
the mass mind into making the coming of the Jewish messiah into a reality. 
 
Quote from the Jewish Talmud:  
Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 
2800 slaves."  
 
Most people are totally unaware of the above and cannot see this. I already 
wrote in another sermon concerning how the Jews use occult power: 
JoSNewsletter/message/385  
Here is an excerpt:  
 
*****  
The video below [which I highly recommend everyone sees] is nothing new and 
blatantly exposes the Jews and how they abuse occult power, the power of 
suggestion and the subliminal to make the subconscious connection to manifest 
their workings in reality. The shootings were for the purpose of instituting gun 
control. Many people such as the author of the video linked below have no idea 
of the Jewish power, feeding off of and directing the energy that the deluded 
follwers of the Christian program provide for their Jewish masters, is behind all of 
this and can only make misguided guesses:  
Sandy Hook and Batman shootings announced in Movie Batman and Dark 
Knight Rise http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8nTZKpmtlQ  
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The Jewish abuse of occult powers has its roots in their gematria. The 911 was 
another one...very blatant. A co-worker, some years ago, showed me how a 
$20.00 bill could be folded a certain way so that on the rear of it, the twin towers 
going up in smoke would appear. Look on the internet for this, I don't have the 
time to search out the websites that have this. All of a sudden, after the 911 
incident, the older version of the $20.00 bills where you could fold it that way, 
was taken out of circulation. They fed the public the bullshit story that "they were 
too easy to counterfeit." Well, they disappeared real fast, as too many people 
knew the deal on how to fold them. The 20 is the most common currency used 
and circulated in the USA.  
 
Others include presidential assassinations. I did some research on this a few 
years back. Note about Lincoln and the names, dates, and the numbers and how 
they all come together in a very creepy way, indicating the use of their version of 
witchcraft. 911 is another blatant one- the date, the flights, the numbers, such as 
'New York City' 11 letters; just do your own research on this.  
 
*****  
In closing, the suicidal doctrines and teachings that poverty is a virtue, and the 
rejection of material wealth, work to ensure that the Jews prosper and that all 
wealth and power is in their hands. These suicidal teachings are drummed into 
the minds of Gentiles from a very early age, making sure they take a roothold 
and will even last for future lifetimes, ensuring poverty.  
 
Quotes from the Jewish Talmud:  
 
Seph. Jp., 92, 1: "God has given the Jews power over the possessions and blood 
of all nations."  
 
Schulchan Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 348: "All property of other nations belongs 
to the Jewish nation, which, consequently, is entitled to seize upon it without any 
scruples."  
 
Schulchan Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 156: "When a Jew has a Gentile in his 
clutches, another Jew may go to the same Gentile, lend him money and in turn 
deceive him, so that the Gentile shall be ruined. For the property of a Gentile, 
according to our law, belongs to no one, and the first Jew that passes has full 
right to seize it."  
 
Behind it all, the Jews are the ones who push Christianity, though they try to 
deceive the world into believing otherwise. I see this all the time, as I am very 
aware of it. Even with small unimportant things as crossword puzzle books, most 
are authored by Jewish writers and there are endless references to Christianity 
and that filthy Bible, like everyone is supposed to know those filthy Jewish 
characters and archetypes by rote. Like this is supposed to be common everyday 
accepted knowledge.  
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Jewish Ritual Murder  
 
By means of the press [Jewish control] and by their great wealth, the Jews are 
able to stifle any impartial investigation into ritual murder.  
–Thomas Burbage 1916  
 
"Alilath Seker" a slush found in today terms, provided bribe money and expenses 
[for Jews] to combat blood accusations.  
– Dr Philip Devier, "Blood Ritual"  
 
"A secret fund, the Alilath Seker [fund for bloody calumnies] set up by the Council 
of the Four Nations, served chiefly for this purpose." Leon Poliakov "History of 
Anti-Semitism" cited by Dr Harrel Rhome.  
 
If you want to learn and understand why the Jews can commit such insane 
crimes as ritual murder, you must know the secret Jewish teachings. You must 
know the teachings of the Torah, the Talmud, and the Schulchan Aruch. These 
laws and teachings are proof that the Jews feel themselves superior to all 
nations, that it has declared war on all other races, and that it is the sworn enemy 
of the whole of non-Jewish humanity."  
 
Even Tacitus, the Roman historian wrote:  
"The Jews are a race that hates the gods and mankind. Their laws are in 
opposition to those of all mortals. They despise what is to us holy. Their laws 
condone them in committing acts which horrify us." [Historian V.3-8]  
 
The Jew knows that when the non-Jewish world knows his laws and sees 
through his plans, that he is lost. Therefore, by threat of death, he forbids their 
translation and publication. A well-known Jewish scholar [Dibre David] writes:  
 
"If the Gentiles knew what we are teaching against them, they would kill us." The 
Jewish secret laws are based on the fundamental principle that states:  
"Only the Jew is human. In contrast, all non-Jews are animals. They are beasts 
in human form. Anything is permitted against them. The Jew may lie to, cheat, 
and steal from them. He may even rape and murder them."  
 
There are hundreds of passages in the Talmud in which the non-Jews are 
described as animals. Some of them are:  
 
"The Jews are called human beings, but the non-Jews are not humans. They are 
beasts." [Talmud: Baba Mezia 114b]  
 
"The Akum [non-Jew] is like a dog. Yes, the scripture teaches to honor the dog 
more than the non-Jew." [Ereget Raschi Erod. 22 30]  
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"Even though God created the non-Jew they are still animals in human form. It is 
not becoming for a Jew to be served by an animal. Therefore he will be served 
by animals in human form." [Midrasch Talpioth p. 255, Warsaw 1855]  
 
"A pregnant non-Jew is no better than a pregnant animal." [Coschen hamischpat]  
 
"The souls of non-Jews come from impure spirits and are called pigs."  
[Jalkut Rubeni gadol 12 b]  
 
"Although the non-Jew has the same body structure as the Jew, they compare 
with the Jew like a monkey to a human." [Schene luchoth haberith, p. 250 b]  
So that the Jew will never forget that he is dealing with animals, he is reminded 
by eating, by death, and even by sexual intercourse constantly. The Talmud 
teaches:  
 
"If you eat with a Gentile, it is the same as eating with a dog." [Tosapoth, 
Jebamoth 94b]  
 
"If a Jew has a non-Jewish servant or maid who dies, one should not express 
sympathy to the Jew. You should tell to the Jew: `God will replace "your loss," 
just as if one of his oxen or asses had died." [Jore dea 377]  
 
"Sexual intercourse between Gentiles is like intercourse between animals." 
[Talmud Sanhedrin 74b]  
 
It is written in the Talmud about the murder of the Gentiles:  
 
"It is permitted to take the body and the life of a Gentile." [Sepher ikkarim IIIc 25]  
 
"It is the law to kill anyone who denies the Torah. The Christians belong to the 
denying ones of the Torah." [Coschen hamischpat 425 Hagah 425. 5]  
 
"Every Jew, who spills the blood of the godless [non-Jews], is doing the same as 
making a sacrifice to God." [Talmud: Bammidber raba c 21 & Jalkut 772]  
 
These laws of the Talmud and the Torah were given to the Jews over 3000 years 
ago. They are just as valid today as they were back then. This is how the Jews 
are taught from childhood. The result of this stands before us. It is Jewish ritual 
murder.  
 
Further, there is a law concerning the slaughter of foreigners, who are the same 
as beasts. This slaughter is to be carried out in a lawfully valid manner. The ones 
who do not follow the Jewish religious law have to be offered to God as a 
sacrifice. It is to them that Psalm 44:22 refers:  
“Yea, for thy sake are we killed all the day long; we are counted as sheep for the 
slaughter.” 
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[Thikune Zohar, edition Berdiwetsch 88b]  
 
Dr. Bischoff [the trial of 30th Oct. - 4th Nov. 1931] established the correct 
translation of this law: This translation and publication of the law of human 
sacrifice is the greatest blow that ever struck the Jews in this controversy. THIS 
LAW COMMANDS THE JEWS TO BUTCHER NON-JEWS. THIS IS TO BE 
DONE IN A "LAWFULLY VALID WAY." THIS MEANS THAT THE GENTILES 
ARE TO BE SACRIFICED IN THE SAME WAY AS ANIMALS. THEY ARE TO 
BE SACRIFICED TO THE JEWISH GOD. THEREFORE, WE ARE DEALING 
WITH A LAW THAT DOES NOT ONLY PERMIT THE PRACTICE OF RITUAL 
MURDER, BUT COMMANDS IT!  
 
For one on the long history, see 2000 Years of Jewish Ritual Murder   
 
Ritual murder in America:  
In America, such a case came to light in 1955 in Chicago, with the kidnapping 
and murder of five children that year, the time of the major Jewish holiday. The 
bodies of the children show they where murdered in accordance to Jewish 
ritualistic laws. Chicago is also an area of large and powerful Jewish 
communities. The victims where of murder were John and Anton Schuessler, Jr., 
Robert Peterson, Barbara and Patricia Grimes.  
 
The facts of the case reveal:  
They had been kept alive for some time after being abducted. Their dead bodies 
were naked. Ligature marks suggested they had been bound by wrists and were 
held in confinement before being bled by small cuts and puncture wounds. The 
marks on one body matched up with the floor mats of a luxury Packard 
automobile, so the killers where mostly likely upper class.  
 
The two little girls had repeatedly been punctured with a sharp pointed object in 
the upper torso, thighs and buttocks. This may have been part of the blood 
collecting process. The two boys showed signs of having been nailed through the 
hands and feet, along with injuries to the mouth and eyes. Both groups of victims 
revealed enough similar evidence indicating the murders were committed by the 
same group of killers.  
 
Something more revealing:  
One of the wounds to the victims contained an unspecified grain, possibly wheat. 
The Jews are known for using human blood from such rituals for creating wheat-
based meals as Matzo balls soaked in the blood of the victims of such rituals. In 
the case, it was openly stated in the Chicago Sun-Times: "Religious cult might be 
involved."  
 
Note it only stated "Religious Cult" and nothing more, indicating it could of been 
just about anyone or anything, but how did the Jews react? Immediately after the 
article was released, fleets of trucks were sent out and all the newspapers were 
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removed from the stands and literally burned. The Jews, from the writings of 
Crowley, did the same in England when such facts were ever bought to light 
regarding such cases, even going as so far as to buy every copy of every book or 
paper to burn them.  
 
Another recent case of the Jews doing this was when Toafler, the son of the 
Chief Rabbi of Rome and professor of history in Israel, wrote the book "Blood 
Passover," which is a record of the Jewish ritual murders in medieval Italy. 
Toafler's main source of documentation was from the synagogue tracts of the 
time of the murders. The Jewish network combined heaven and earth to ban, 
remove, and burn every copy made.  
 
Now back to the 1955 case, note how the Jews worked to cover it up further: The 
Jewish Sheriff of the County, named Lohman, sent a Jewish deputy, Horowitz, to 
investigate the father of the two of the murdered boys. Lohman did this as away 
to shift blame and be able to put the Gentile family under house arrest, thus 
making it impossible for them to talk to anyone about the case. Then Lohman, 
the Jewish Sheriff quickly ordered another Jew on his force, Gloss to head the 
"investigation."  
 
Two other Gentile detectives on the case Lieutenants Lynch and McMahon 
stated that Cook County investigators "destroyed evidence, threatened 
witnesses, and worked to impede their investigation at every turn."  
 
The father was ordered by the Police into a Sanitarium [even after passing lie 
detector tests], under the control of a Jewish Doctor, Leon Steinfeld, where he 
literally died the same day. The official report was that he died from natural 
causes, being a heart attack. However, it was revealed very shortly thereafter 
that he was murdered by electro-shock treatments, performed on him within very 
hours of after his arrival.  
 
The coroner for Cook County, a Gentile named Doctor Thomas McCarron openly 
called Steinfeld a murderer and liar, after important documents to that fact were 
brought to the District Attorney. Shortly after Dr. McCarron's house was bombed 
and he was ordered to keep silent by the District Attorney. Nothing ever came 
from the faint investigation into the affair. Later Steinfeld, after fleeing the 
Country, was found dead in a hotel room from what appeared to be a suicide. 
The Family of the two murdered boys was then paid One Hundred Thousand 
dollars from the local Jewish community to stay silent. Obviously, this is not the 
only case in America. Workers once tearing down a synagogue in Manhattan in 
1989 found the human skeleton of a young girl in the basement's coal bin.  
 
Note that every year; thousands of Gentile Children go missing in America, many 
around the time of the major Jewish holidays, such as Passover, where such 
rituals are done. Why are no bodies showing up? A look at the names of the 
owners of many animal processing plants reveals them to be owned by Jews. 
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You can put two and two together on this. After all, we are by the Jews' own 
words and deeds, nothing but animals to them.  
 
Good authors and scholars on the subject: Dr. Arnold Leese, Dr. Hellmutt 
Schramm, Dr. Philip DeVier, Dr. Harrell Rhome, Dr. Edward Fields, Attorney and 
Duma Member G.G. Zamyslovsky,  
 
Other disgusting truths on the Jews:  
Rome, Italy -- Italian and Russian police, working together, broke up a ring of 
Jewish gangsters who had been involved in the manufacture of child rape and 
snuff pornography.  
 
Three Russian Jews and eight Italian Jews were arrested after police discovered 
they had been kidnapping non-Jewish children between the ages of two and five 
years old from Russian orphanages, raping the children, and then murdering 
them on film. Mostly non-Jewish customers, including 1700 nationwide, 600 in 
Italy, and an unknown number in the United States, paid as much as $20,000 per 
film to watch little children being raped and murdered.  
 
Jewish officials in a major Italian news agency tried to cover the story up, but 
were circumvented by Italian news reporters, who broadcasts scenes from the 
films live at prime time on Italian television to more than 11 million Italian viewers. 
Jewish officials then fired the executives responsible, claiming they were 
spreading "blood libel."  
 
Throughout history, various groups have accused sects of Jews of ritually 
murdering small children. One such account, that of Hugh of Lincoln, led to the 
expulsion of all Jews from Britain in the 13th Century. Such accounts have 
generally been "discounted" but are so wide spread that Jewish organizations 
have developed a name for them -- "blood libel."  
 
The American group the ADL was founded to defend a Jew, Leo Frank, accused 
of raping and murdering a five year old girl, Mary Fagan, in his Atlanta pencil 
factory in 1913. The ADL claims he was innocent. A mob lynched him after the 
governor commuted his death sentence to life in prison.  
 
Though AP and Reuters both ran stories on the episode, US media 
conglomerates refused to carry the story on television news, again saying the 
story would prejudice Americans against Jews.  
 
Jewish gangsters in Russia have become increasingly linked to traffic in "white 
slaves" and prostitutes through Israel, according to a recent report in the 
Jerusalem Post. Israel turns an official blind eye to forced prostitution, and does 
not punish Israeli citizens who choose to own "sex slaves," as long as the slaves 
are foreign and non-Jews.  
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According to the Talmudic Encyclopedia: "He who has carnal knowledge of the 
wife of a Gentile is not liable to the death penalty, for it is written: 'thy fellow's 
wife' rather than the alien's wife; and even the precept that a man 'shall cleave 
unto his wife' which is addressed to the Gentiles does not apply to a Jew, just 
there is no matrimony for a heathen; and although a married Gentile woman is 
forbidden to the Gentiles, in any case a Jew is exempted.' This does not imply 
that sexual intercourse between a Jewish man and a Gentile woman is permitted 
- quite the contrary, but the main punishment is inflicted on the Gentile woman; 
she must be executed, even if she was raped by the Jew: 'If a Jew has coitus 
with a Gentile woman, whether she be a child of three or an adult, whether 
married or unmarried, and even if he is a minor aged only nine years and one 
day - because he had willful coitus with her, she must be killed, as is the case 
with a beast, because through her a Jew got into trouble. The Jew, however, 
must be flogged, and if he is a Kohen [member of the priestly tribe], he must 
receive double the number of lashes, because he has committed a double 
offense: a Kohen must not have inter-course with a prostitute, and all Gentile 
women are presumed to be prostitutes.  
–Israel Shahak, Jewish History, Jewish Religion, Pluto Press, London 1994, 
page 87  

________________ 
 
Jason Burke in London, Amelia Gentleman in Moscow, Philip Willan in Rome 
Observer - Sunday October 1, 2000  
 
Britain is a key link in the largest ever, international investigation into the 
production and supply of pedophile 'snuff' movies - in which children are 
murdered on film - an Observer investigation can reveal. The key suspect in the 
inquiry, a Russian who was arrested last week in Moscow for distribution of 
thousands of sadistic child porn videos and pictures, was traced following the 
seizure of his products from British pedophiles.  
 
Dmitri Vladimirovich Kuznetsov, a 30-year-old former car mechanic in Moscow, 
was identified after British Customs and police traced the origin of violent child 
porn videos found in the UK back to Russia.  
 
Last week Italian police seized 3,000 of Kuznetsov's videos on their way to 
clients in Italy, sparking an international hunt for pedophiles who have bought his 
products. The Italian investigators say the material includes footage of children 
dying during abuse. Prosecutors in Naples are considering charging those who 
have bought the videos with complicity in murder. They say some may have 
specifically requested films of killings.  
 
British authorities yesterday confirmed that scores of Kuznetsov's videos, 
produced in his small flat in Moscow's rundown Vykhino district, have been found 
in the UK. They are concerned that 'snuff' movies in which children are killed may 
have also been imported.  
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Around a dozen British men have already been arrested and charged with 
offenses alleged to be connected to the Russian tapes. A second Russian child 
porn ring, which allegedly had a British distributor, was broken up earlier this 
year. The investigation into the importing of violent Russian child porn, which led 
to the identification, and subsequent imprisonment of Kuznetsov started about 15 
months ago after Customs seized material coming into the country. Since then 
there have been dozens of other finds.  
 
'We have seen some very, very nasty stuff involving sadistic abuse of very young 
children, but actual deaths on film takes it a whole step further. That is very 
worrying,' said one senior customs officer this weekend. British paedophiles were 
paying between £50 and £100 for Kuznetsov's tapes, the officer said. Further 
fees were paid for access to a website that features pictures of extremely violent 
abuse. Though two men arrested with Kuznetsov have also been imprisoned by 
Moscow authorities, only one of the three remains behind bars. Dmitri Ivanov 
was sentenced to 11 years for actually participating in the abuse that was being 
filmed. The others were released under an amnesty aimed at clearing Russia's 
overcrowded prisons.  
 
When officers from the Moscow Criminal Investigation Department raided 
Kuznetsov's flat they found two boys in a makeshift studio. They seized a huge 
quantity of films and other pornographic material as well as lists of clients in Italy, 
Germany, America, and Britain.  
 
Last week Italian detectives moved in, following months of inquiries, and arrested 
eight people. The police searched more than 600 homes and say they now have 
evidence against about 500 people. Among the suspects were businessmen, 
public employees and a university student. Several of them were married, with 
children of their own. Hundreds of people are also under investigation in 
Germany.  
 
The Russian videos, which had been ordered over the internet, were intercepted 
when they came into Italy by post, repackaged, and then delivered by undercover 
police officers. They cost between £300 and £4,000, depending on what type of 
film was ordered. Covert film of young children naked or undressing was known 
as a 'SNIPE' video. The most appalling category was code-named 'Necros Pedo' 
in which children were raped and tortured until they died. Police in Russia and 
the UK believe that Kuznetsov and his associates have been in business for 
more than two years in which time they are believed to have recruited around 
100 boys - aged between 9 and 15 - to be filmed.  
 
'Most of the children were rounded up from railway stations. A lot of them came 
from the suburbs, or surrounding regions and were from deprived, problem 
families,' said Kiril Mazurin, a police spokesman. 'Usually when children like this 
arrive in the capital, they've got no idea where to go and hang around in the 
station. It's very easy to entice this kind of teenager - with a promise of a warm 
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bed or a trip to the cinema.' Many were lured away from orphanages. 'Children 
are not locked in,' said Mazurin. 'Anyone can come along and promise them a 
meal at McDonalds. It doesn't take any more than that."  
 
Some children were paid a commission to find other boys willing to be filmed, 
according to reports in the Russian press, for a fee of between 100 and 300 
roubles [£2.50 - £7]. Kuznetsov had given up his job in 1998 to devote himself to 
the lucrative pornography industry. A self-taught computer expert, he was in the 
process of upgrading his equipment to allow him to e-mail videos directly to 
clients when police raided him.  
 
Many customers repeatedly ordered videos from him. The Naples newspaper Il 
Mattino published a transcript of an alleged email exchange between a 
prospective client and the Russian vendors. [Jews] 
 
"Promise me you're not ripping me off," says the Italian.  
 
"Relax, I can assure you this one really dies," the Russian responds.  
 
"The last time I paid and I didn't get what I wanted."  
 
"What do you want?"  
 

"To see them die."  
 
________________________________________________________________  
 
Friday, May 19 2000 [14 Iyar 5760]  
 
Amnesty: Israel Failing to Deal with White-slave Trade by Dan Izenberg and 
Heidi J. Gleit  
 
JERUSALEM [May 19] - Israel has failed to take adequate measures against 
human rights abuses of women who have been brought here and forced to 
provide sexual services, Amnesty International charged.  
 
"This is so," a special Amnesty report on the trafficking of women from the former 
Soviet Union said, "even though many of them have been subjected to human 
rights abuses such as enslavement or torture, including rape and other forms of 
sexual abuse, by traffickers, pimps, or others involved in Israel's sex industry."  
 
Amnesty International also criticized Israel for not providing a procedure to grant 
asylum to women who have been smuggled into the country often on the basis of 
false promises of work having nothing to do with sex.  
 
Fighting the trade in women and bringing foreign women here to work as 
prostitutes is a priority for the Israel Police, but it is a very difficult phenomenon to 
fight, police investigations head Cmdr. Yossi Sedbon said yesterday. One of the 
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main problems is that there is not a law against selling women, he explained, 
adding that he is aware of the initiatives to pass such a law and hopes they are 
successful.  
 
Justice Minister Yossi Beilin told Amnesty International representatives yesterday 
that Deputy Attorney-General Yehudit Karp is preparing an amendment to the 
Penal Law, which would address the trafficking phenomenon and provide 
immunity for trafficked women. He predicted that the legislation would be 
presented to the Knesset at its winter session. According to Amnesty 
International, hundreds of women are brought to Israel from the former Soviet 
Union every year. According to Amnesty International, Israel is bound by 
international law and by international covenants that it has signed to stamp out 
the sex trafficking.  
 
Police are arresting suspects on related charges such as kidnapping, pimping, 
raping, and assaulting the women, Sedbon said. The other major problem is that 
the women are scared to file police complaints and testify against the pimps, he 
said. Since most of them are in the country illegally, they are scared to approach 
police. Fear of reprisal by the pimps further paralyzes them. Police try to get 
around this both by promising to protect complainants and by initiating operations 
to collect evidence against and raid brothels, he said.  
 
An additional complication is that prosecutors need the women who complain to 
testify in the court cases against the pimps, which can be months after the initial 
complaint is filed. Since the women are here illegally and there is a chance that 
the pimps will harm them if they are left to their own devices here, they have 
often ended up sitting in jail until the trial is completed. Sedbon said that they 
now try to send the women home and bring them back here for the trial.  
Sedbon declined to comment on the complaints filed against Afula police chief 
Ch.-Supt. Shlomo Marmelstein and Tel Aviv Police Chief Cmdr. Shlomo 
Aharonishky for not acting against the problem, saying he could not comment on 
specific cases.  
 
Sedbon emphasized that the issue is a priority for police and that each police 
district's serious crimes division is dealing with the problem. Statistics police 
released earlier this year show an increase in the number of cases opened 
against pimps: 279 in 1997; 370 in 1998; and 506 in 1999. Sedbon also said that 
only a minority of the foreign women working here as prostitutes are kidnapped 
and forced into prostitution.  
________________________________________________________________  
 
Jews are allowed by their God to keep slaves. The modern day Israel takes 
advantage of this divine permission. "Your male and female slaves are to come 
from the nations around you; from them you may buy slaves. You may also buy 
some of the temporary residents living among you and members of their clans 
born in your country, and they will become your property. You can will them to 
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your children as inherited property and can make them slaves for life, but you 
must not rule over your fellow Israelites ruthlessly." [Leviticus 25:44-46]  
 
http://web.archive.org/web/20070814054825/http://ety.com/HRP/jewishstudies/sn
uffporn.htm  
 
The Jewish Ritual Murder of Andrei "Alilath Seker" a slush found in today terms 
provided bribe money and expenses [for Jews] to combat blood accusations.- Dr 
Philip Devier, "Blood Ritual"  
 
In 1911, Kiev Russia, the most notorious case of ritual murder occurred. The 
body of Andrei Youshchinsky, a child from the local area was found in a cave, 
drained of all his blood, and a local Jew, Beiliess, was charged with the crime. 
Jews from around the world poured the modern equivalent of 115 million dollars 
into concealing the facts of the case and for his defense. After the discovery of 
the body, the police arrested the mother and did not allow her to attend her sons' 
burial. During this time, the family was approached by a local Jewish lawyer who 
attempted to bribe them into silence. Jewish owned newspapers then attempted 
to slander the mother with the false claims that she ran a criminal network that 
killed her son. Once again, the Jew is the master of projection and lies.  
 
Several witnesses including two children of the Chebariak family, who witnessed 
the kidnapping of Andrei by local Jews, where murdered during the case. It was 
also revealed that the local head of the Police had planted false evidence to get 
Beiliess off the hook for the murder. The children who had been with Andrei at 
the time of the abduction and who were witnesses, were all given pieces of cake 
by the investigator. All three became severally ill the next day and two died, one 
survived after being ill for months, and when she recovered, she testified in the 
court as to what she witnessed: "We started to ride the clay-mixer, and suddenly 
Beiliess and two other Jews ran toward us. We jumped off the clay-mixer and 
tried to run away Andrei and my brother [Zhenya] were caught by Beiliess and 
the other Jews, but my brother freed himself. The Jews then dragged Andrei 
away; my sister [Valentina] also saw this." --Court testimony of Chebariaks' 
daughter.  
 
John Grant, the American Consulate stationed in Odessa Russia at the time, 
reported the findings of the jury. The jury had officially found that "A certain boy, 
Andrei, in Kiev, Russia had been killed by fanatical Jews, and that Jews for 
occult purposes, had carefully drawn all blood from the dying child and that it was 
instance of Jewish ritualistic murder, and that Beiliess was innocent."  
 
While the murder, which was proven to have taken place inside the synagogue of 
a local Jewish owned and operated brick factory, the Jury could not determine for 
certain if it was Beiliess who had wielded the implement that punctured Andrei 
over 45 times around his body killing him, and drawing as much blood possible 
carefully from Andrei's body in the process. It was stated the puncture marks on 
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the side of the child's head where done specifically for a special part of the ritual 
as a sacrifice so the Jews could overthrow the Czar.  
 
Medel Beiliess went free because 6 of the 12 members of the jury could not 
determine if he had murdered the child, [in spite of an eyewitness account from 
Chebariaks' surviving daughter]. He was one of the kidnappers of Andrei along 
with two other Jews, and too many witnesses had been killed along with too 
much evidence being destroyed and covered up before the trial, by the Jews.  
 
In 1917, G.G Zamyslovsky the prosecuting attorney wrote a 525-page book on 
the subject called "The Murder of Andrei Youshchinsky" in which he detailed the 
facts of the case in depth. During the Judeo-Bolshevik revolution, Zamyslovsky 
was given a show trail by the Jewish CHEKA then murdered by them mainly for 
his book on the subject, which revealed all the aspects of the case. His book was 
then classified until 1997, to keep the contents secret. The Jews also "executed" 
the judge of the case and all of the original surviving witnesses.  
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2000 Years of Jewish Ritual Murder 
 
The Jews work very hard to keep Satanists/Pagans from being heard when 
speaking of the Jewish crimes against humanity. The most you'll usually find 
regarding the truth about the Jewish ritual murders are from Christians. In the 
Talmud and the Protocols of the Elders of Zion, the Jews have replaced the term 
Gentile (Pagan/Satanist, who's God is Satan) with "Christian" and "Christ." As 
High Priestess Maxine wrote in a sermon about how the Jews deceive, 
"Christian" is a code word for Pagan/Satanist. With this being said, the Jews are 
not blaspheming their beloved messiah Jesus of Nazareth (Ben Yahashua), but 
Satan who is the true God of the Gentiles. There are millions of other cases of 
Jewish ritual murder, but here is a comprehensive list that covers from the years 
before the common era to 1932. Satan demands that Gentiles see the Jews for 
the sick murdering pedophile, lying bastards that they really are. Those who read 
this and still don't have a problem with the Jewish race, have a death wish.  
 
"Human sacrifices are to-day still practised by the Jews of Eastern Europe.... as 
is set forth at length by the late Sir Richard Burton in the MS which the wealthy 
Jews of England have compassed heaven and earth to suppress, and evidenced 
by the ever-recurring Pogroms against which so senseless an outcry is made by 
those who live among those degenerate Jews who are at least not cannibals." - 
Aleister Crowley  
 
THE COMPILATION OF JEWISH RITUAL MURDERS FROM BCE UNTIL 1932  
 
The earliest of historians, Herodotus, informs us about the Hebrew cult of human 
sacrifice. He writes: "The Hebrews sacrificed humans to their God Moloch." 
(Herodotus, Vol. II, p. 45)  
 
The ritual murders that have been passed down through writings since before the 
current era until today are:  
 
169 B.C. -- "King Antiochus Epiphanes of Syria, during the plundering of the 
Temple of Jerusalem, found a Greek lying on a bed in a secret chamber. He 
begged the King to rescue him. When he began to beg, the attendants told him 
that a secret law commanded the Jews to sacrifice human beings at a certain 
time annually. They therefore searched for a stranger which they could get in 
their power. They fattened him, led him into the woods, sacrificed him, ate some 
of his flesh, drank some of his blood, and threw the remains of his body into a 
ditch." (Josephus, Jewish historian, Contra Apionem)  
 
418 A.D. -- Baronius reports the crucifixion of a boy by the Jews at Imm, between 
Aleppo and Antioch.  
 
419 A.D. -- In the Syrian district of Imnestar, between Chalcis and Antioch, the 
Jews tied a boy to a cross on a holiday and flogged him to death. (Socrat)  
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425 A.D. -- Baronius reports the crucifixion of a boy.  
 
614 A.D. -- After the conquest of Jerusalem, the Jews purchased, for a small 
amount of money, 90,000 prisoners from the Persian King Chosros II and 
murdered them all in the most disgusting ways. (Cluverius, Epitome his. p. 386)  
 
1071 A.D. -- Several Jews from Blois crucified a child during the Easter 
celebration, put his body into a sack and threw it into the Loire. Count Theobald 
had the guilty ones burned alive. (Robert of Mons, Mon. Germ. hist. Script VI 
520)  
 
1144 A.D. -- In Norwich, during Passover, 12-year-old St. William was tied by the 
local Jews, hanged from a cross, and his blood drained from a wound in his side. 
The Jews hid the corpse in the nearby woods. They were surprised by a local 
citizen, Eilverdus, who was bribed with money to keep quiet. Despite this the 
crime still became notorious. (Acta sancta, III March, Vol., p. 590)  
 
1160 A.D. -- The Jews of Gloucester crucified a child (Mons Germ. hist. Script 
520)  
 
1179 A.D. -- In Pontoise, on March 25th before Passover, the Jews butchered 
and drained St. Richard's body of blood. Due to this, the Jews were expelled 
from France. (Rob. of Turn., Rig.u.Guillel. Amor.)  
 
1181 A.D. -- In London, around Easter, near the church of St. Edmund, the Jews 
murdered a child by the name of Roertus. (Acta sanct, III March Vol., 591)  
 
1181 A.D. -- In Saragossa, the Jews murdered a child named Dominico. (Blanca 
Hispania illustrata, tom. III, p. 657)  
 
1191 A.D. -- The Jews of Braisme crucified a a Gentile who had accused them of 
robbery and murder, after they had previously dragged him through the town. 
Due to this King Philip Augustus, who had personally come to Braisme, burned 
eighty of them. (rigordus, Hist. Gall.)  
 
1220 A.D. -- In Weissenburg, in Alsace, on the 29th of June, the Jews murdered 
a boy, St. Heinrich. (Murer, Helvetia sancta.)  
 
1225 A.D. -- In Munich a woman, enticed by Jewish gold, stole a small child from 
her neighbor. The Jews drained the blood from the child. Caught in her second 
attempt, the criminal was handed over to the courts. (Meichelbeck, Hist. Bavariae 
II. 94)  
 
1235 A.D. -- the Jews committed the same crime on December 1st in Erfut. 
(Henri Desportes, Le mystere du sang, 66)  
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1236 A.D. -- In Hagenau in Alsace, three boys from the region of Fulda were 
attacked by the Jews in a mill during the night and killed in order to obtain their 
blood. (Trithemius; Chronicle of Albert of Strassburg)  
 
1239 A.D. -- A general uprising in London because of a murder committed 
secretly by the Jews. (Matthew v. Paris, Grande Chron.)  
 
1240 A.D. -- In Norwich the Jews circumcised a Gentile child and kept him 
hidden in the ghetto in order to crucify him later. After a long search, the father 
found his child and reported it to the Bishop Wilhelm of Rete. (Matthew v. Paris, 
op. cit. V. 39)  
 
1244 A.D. -- In St. Benedict's churchyard in London, the corpse of a boy was 
found which bore cuts and scratches and, in several places, Hebrew characters. 
He had been tortured and killed; and his blood had been drained. Baptized Jews, 
forced to interpret the Hebrew signs, found the name of the child's parents and 
read that the child had been sold to the Jews when it was very young. 
Distinguished Jews left the city in secret.  
 
1250 A.D. -- The Jews of Saragossa adopted the horrible dogma that everyone 
who deliverd a child for sacrifice would be freed from all taxes and debts. In 
June, 1250, Moses Albay-Huzet (Also called Albajucetto) delivered the 7-year-old 
Dominico del Val to the Jews for crucifixion. (Johan. a Lent, Schedias, hist. de 
pseudomes, judæorum, p. 33)  
 
1255 A.D. -- At Lincoln, in England, on Peter and Paul's Day, 8-year-old St. Hugh 
was stolen by the local Jews, hidden, and later crucified. The Jews beat him with 
rods for so long that he almost lost all his blood. (Acta santa 6 July 494)  
 
1257 A.D. --So that they could commit their annual sacrifice, the Jews of London 
butchered a child. (Cluvirius, epitome historiarum, p. 541. col I)  
 
1260 A.D. -- The Jews of Weissenburg killed a child (Annal. Colmariens)1261 
A.D. --In Pforzheim a 7-year-old girl who had been delivered to the Jews, was 
laid on a linen cloth and stabbed on her limbs in order to soak the cloth with 
blood. Afterwards the corpse was thrown into the river. (Thomas, Cantipratanus, 
de ratione Vitæ.)  
 
1279 A.D. --The most respectable Jews of London crucified a child on April 2nd. 
(Florent de Worcester, Chron. 222)  
 
1279 A.D. -- The crucifixion of a child at Northampton after unheard-of tortures. 
(Henri Desportes Le mystere du sang, 67)  
 
1282 A.D. -- In Munich the Jews purchased a small boy and stabbed him all over 
his body. (Rader., Bavar. sancta I. Bd. p. 315)  
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1283 A.D. -- A child was sold by his nurse to the Jews of Mainz , who killed it. 
(Baroerus ad annum No. 61. Annalen von Colmar)  
 
1286 A.D. -- In Munich the Jews martyred two boys. The wooden synagogue was 
encircled with fire and 180 Jews burnt to death. (Murer, Helvetia sancta.)  
 
1286 A.D. -- In April, at Oberwesel on the Rhine, 14-year-old St. Werner was 
slowly tortured to death by the Jews over a period of 3 days. (Act. sct. II. Bd. b. 
Apr. p. 697 bis 740.)  
 
1287 A.D. -- The Jews in Bern kidnapped St. Rudolf at the Passover, horribly 
tortured the child and finally slit his throat. (Hein, Murer, Helvetia sancta.)  
 
1292 A.D. -- In Colmar, the Jews killed a boy. (Ann. Colm., II, 30)  
 
1293 A.D. -- In Krems, the Jews sacrificed a child. Two of the murderers were 
punished; the others saved themselves through the power of gold. (Monum. XI, 
658)  
 
1294 A.D. --In Bern, the Jews murdered a child again. (Ann Colm., II, 32; Henri 
Desportes, Le mystere du sang, p. 70)  
 
1302 A.D. -- In Reneken the same crime. (Ann. Colm. II, 32)  
 
1303 A.D. -- At Weissensee in Thuringen the young student Conrad, the son of a 
soldier, was killed at Easter. His muscles were cut to pieces and his veins were 
opened in order to drain all his blood.  
 
1305 A.D. -- In Prague, around Easter, a Gentile, who was forced by poverty to 
work for the Jews, was nailed to a cross; while naked, he was beaten with rods 
and spat on in the face. (Tentzel)  
 
1320 A.D. -- In Puy, a choirboy of the local church was sacrificed.  
 
1321 A.D. --In Annecy a young priest was killed. The Jews were expelled from 
the town by a decree of King Phillip V. (Denis de Saint-Mart.)  
 
1331 A.D. -- At Uberlingen in present-day Baden the Jews threw the son of a 
citizen named Frey into a well. The incisions found later on the body proved that 
previous to this his blood had been drained. (Joh. Vitoduran, Chronik.)  
 
1338 A.D. - The Jews butchered a noble from Franconia in Munich. His brother 
prepared a veritable bloodbath for the Jews. (Henri Desport)  
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1345 A.D. -- In Munich, the Jews opened the veins of a little boy Heinrich, and 
stabbed him more than 60 times. The church canonized Heinrich. (Rad. Bav. sct. 
II p. 333)  
 
1347 A.D. -- In Messina a child was crucified on Good Friday. (Henri Desport)  
 
1350 A.D. --The boy Johannes, a student of the monastic school of St. Sigbert in 
Cologne, drew his last breath after being stabbed by local Jews. (Acta sancta., 
aus den Kirchenakten v. Koln.)  
 
1380 A.D. -- At Hagenbach in Swabia several Jews were surprised while 
butchering a child. (Martin Crusius, Yearbook of Swabia, Part III, Book V)  
 
1401 A.D. --At Diessenhofen in Switzerland (near Schaffhausen), 4-year-old 
Conrad Lory was murdered. His blood was said to have been sold by the groom 
Johann Zahn for 3 florins to the Jew Michael Vitelman. (Acta sancta.)  
 
1407 A.D. --The Jews were expelled from Switzerland because of a similar crime 
in the same region. (ibid.)  
 
1410 A.D. -- In Thuringia the Jews were driven out because of ritual murder that 
was discovered. (Boll. II, April 838. Baronius 31)  
 
1429 A.D. -- At Ravensburg in Wurttemberg, Ludwig van Bruck, a boy from 
Switzerland who was studying in the town and living among the Jews, was 
martyred by 3 Jews amid numerous tortures and sexual violations. This 
happened during a big Jewish festival (Passover) between Easter and Whitsun. 
(Baron. 31, Acta sancta. III. Bd. des April p. 978)  
 
1440 A.D. -- A Jewish doctor in Pavia, Simon of Ancona, beheaded a four- year-
old child which was stolen and brought to him by a degenerate Gentile. The 
crime became notorious when a dog jumped out of a window into the street with 
the child's head. The murderer escaped. (Alphonsus Spina, de bello Judæorum 
lib. III. confid. 7.)  
 
1452 A.D. -- In Savona, several Jews killed a 2-year-old child. They pierced his 
whole body and collected the blood in the vessel they used for the circumcision 
of their children. The Jews dripped small pieces of sliced fruit into the blood and 
enjoyed a meal of them. (Alphonsus Spina, de bello Judæorum lib. III, confid. 7.)  
 
1453 A.D. -- In Breslau, the Jews stole a child, fattened him and put him in a 
barrel lined with nails, which they rolled back and forth in order to draw the child's 
blood. (Henri Desportes, Le mystere du sang, 75)  
 
1454 A.D. -- On the estates of Louis of Almanza in Castile, two Jews killed a boy. 
They tore out his heart and burned it; threw the ashes into wine which they drank 
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with their co-religionists. By spending considerable sums they succeeded in 
delaying the trial, since two of the three lawyers were of Jewish descent. 
Thereafter the Jews were banished from Spain. (Alphonsus Spina, de bello 
Judæorum)  
 
1462 A.D. -- In a birchwood at Rinn near Innsbruck the boy Andreas Oxner was 
sold to the Jews and sacrificed. The church canonized him. A chapel called "Zum 
Judenstein" ('To the Jews' Rock') was built. (Acta sancta., III. July Vol I. 472)  
 
1468 A.D. -- At Sepulveda, in Old Castile, the Jews crucified a woman on Good 
Friday upon the order of the Rabbi Solomon Pecho. (Did. de Colm. Gesch. v. 
Seg.)  
 
1470 A.D. --In Baden the Jews were convicted of the murder of a child. (Tho. 
Patr. Barbar.)  
 
1475 A.D. -- In Trent on March 23rd (Maundy Thursday) before Passover, the 
Jews sacrificed a 29-month-old baby, St. Simon.  
 
1476 A.D. -- The Jews in Regensburg murdered six children. The judge, in the 
underground vault of a Jew named Josfol, found the remains of the murdered 
victims as well as a stone bowl speckled with blood on a kind of altar. (Raderus 
Bavaria sancta Band III, 174)  
 
1480 A.D. -- In Treviso, a crime similar to the one in Trent was committed: the 
murder of the canonized Sebastiano of Porto-Buffole from Bergamo. The Jews 
drained his blood. (H. Desportes, Le mystere du sang 80)  
 
1480 A.D. -- At Motta in Venice the Jews killed a child at Easter. (Acta sancta I. 
Bd d. April 3)  
 
1485 A.D. -- In Vecenza, the Jews butchered St. Laurentius. (Pope Benedict XIV 
Bull. Beatus Andreas)  
 
1490 A.D. -- At Guardia, near Toledo, the Jews crucified a child. (Acta sancta I. 
Bd. d. April 3)  
 
1494 A.D. -- At Tyrnau in Hungary, 12 Jews seized a boy, opened his veins, and 
carefully collected his blood. They drank some of it and preserved the rest for 
their co-religionists. (Banfin Fasti, ungar. br. III. Dec. 5)  
 
1503 A.D. -- In Langendenzlingen a father handed his 4-year-old child over to 
two Jews from Waldkirchen in Baden for 10 florins under the condition that he 
would be returned alive after a small amount of blood had been drained. 
However, they drained so much blood from the child that it died. (Acta sancta. II 
Bd. des April p. 839: Dr. Joh. Eck, Judebbuchlien)  
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1505 A.D. -- A crime, similar to the one in Langendenzlingen in 1503, was 
attempted at Budweis in Bohemia. (Henri Desportes, Le mystere du sang. 81)  
 
1509 A.D -- Several Jews... murdered several children. (Cluverius, Epitome hist. 
etc. p. 579)  
 
1509 A.D. --The Jews in Bosingen (Hungary) kidnapped the child of a 
wheelwright, dragged him to the cellar, tortured him horribly, opened all his veins 
and sucked out the blood with quills. Afterwards they threw his body in a hedge, 
which the Jews admitted after repeated denials. (Ziegler Schonplatz p. 588, col. 
1,2)  
 
1510 A.D. -- In Berlin, the Jews Salomon, Jacob, Aaron, Levi Isaac, Rabbi Mosch 
and the butcher Jacob were accused of buying a three- or four-year-old boy for 
10 florins from a stranger, laying him on a table in a cellar, and puncturing him 
with needles in the large blood-rich veins until he was finally slaughtered by the 
butcher Jacob. An enormous trial began, and eventually a hundred Jews were 
locked in the Berlin prison. They partially admitted to having bought children from 
strangers, stabbing them, draining their blood, and drinking the blood in case of 
illness or preserving it with tomatoes, ginger, and honey. No fewer than 41 of the 
accused Jews were sentenced to death-by-burning after their confession. All the 
other Jews were banished from the Mark of Brandenburg. (Richard Mun: 'The 
Jews in Berlin')  
 
1520 A.D. -- The Jews in Hungary repeated the crime of 1494 by murdering a 
child in Tyrnau and Biring, and draining its blood. (Acta sancta II. Bd. d. April p. 
839)  
 
1525 A.D. -- A ritual murder in Budapest caused a widespread anti-Semitic 
movement among the population. In this year the Jews were expelled from 
Hungary (Henry Desportes, Le mystere du sang 81)  
 
1540 A.D. -- At Sappenfeld in Bavaria, 4-year-old michael Pisenharter was 
kidnapped from his father before Easter and taken to Titting (North of Ingolstadt), 
where he suffered the most horrible tortures for three days, his veins were 
opened and his blood drained. The corpse showed signs of a crucifixion. The 
blood was found in Posingen. (Raderus, Bavaria sancta. III. Bd. 176f)  
 
1547 A.D. -- At Rava in Poland 2 Jews stole a tailor's boy named Michael and 
crucified him. (Acta sancta II. Bd. April p. 839)  
 
1569 A.D. --In Vitov (Poland) Johann, the 2-year-old son of the widow 
Kozmianina, was savagely murdered by Jacob, a Jew of Leipzig. (Acta sancta 
ebenda.)  
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1571 A.D. -- M.A. Bradaginus was butchered by the Jews. (Seb. Munster, 
Cosmographia)  
 
1571 A.D. -- Joachim II, Elector of Brandenburg, was poisoned by a Jew with 
whom he had a trusting association. (Scheidanus X. Buch. seiner Hist. pag. 60)  
 
1573 A.D. -- In Berlin a child who had been purchased from a beggar was 
tortured to death by a Jew. (Sartorious p. 53)  
 
1574 A.D. -- At Punia in Latvia, the Jew Joachim Smierlowitz killed a 7- year-old 
girl called Elizabeth shortly before Passover... At about this time a boy in 
Zglobice was stolen and taken to Tarnow, where another boy was found in the 
hands of the Jews under suspicious circumstances: both were freed in time. (Act. 
sancta II. Bd. d. April p. 839)  
 
1575 A.D. --The Jews killed a child, Michael of Jacobi. (Desportes) 1586 A.D. --In 
a series of cases children were snatched away from their parents and killed; by 
breaking down these crimes, Rupert traced them back to the Jews. (Brouver 
Trier'schen Ann. v. J. 1856)  
 
1592 A.D. -- At Wilna, a 7-year-old boy, Simon, was horribly tortured to death by 
the Jews. More than 170 wounds, made by knives and scissors, were found on 
his body, besides the numerous cuts under his finger- and toe-nails. (Acta sancta 
III. Bd. des Juli)  
 
1595 A.D. -- At Costyn in Posen a child was tortured to death by the Jews. (Acta 
sancta 389)  
 
1597 A.D. -- In Szydlov the blood of a child was used in the consecration of a 
new synagogue. They eyelids, neck, veins, limbs, and even the sexual organs of 
the child showed countless punctures. (Acta sancta, II Bd. des April)  
 
1598 A.D. -- In the village of Wodznick, in the Polish province of Podolia, the 4-
year-old... son of a farmer was stolen by two young Jews and butchered four 
days before the Jewish Passover by the most horrible tortures in which the most 
respected Jews of the community took part. (Acta sancta, II Band des April 835)  
 
1650 A.D. -- At Kaaden in Steiermark, 5½-year-old Mathias Tillich was butchered 
by a Jew on March 11th. (Tentzel)  
 
1655 A.D. -- At Tunguch in Lower Germany the Jews murdered a child for their 
Easter celebration. (Tentzel, monatl. Unterred. v. Juli 1693 p. 553)  
 
1665 A.D. --In Vienna the Jews butchered a woman on the 12th of May in the 
most dreadful way. The corpse was found in a pond in a sack weighted with 
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stones. It was completely covered with wounds, decapitated and the legs were 
cut off below the knees. (H.A. von Ziegler, Tagl. Schaupl. p. 553)  
 
1669 A.D. -- On the way from Metz to Boulay, near the village of Glatigny, on 
Sept. 22nd, a 3-year-old child was stolen from his mother by the Jew Raphael 
Levy. He was horribly butchered. His body was found viciously mutilated. The 
murderer was burned alive on Jan. 17th in 1670. (Abrege du proces fait aux Juifs 
de Metz, ebd. 1670)  
 
1675 A.D. -- At Miess in Bohemia a 4-year-old child was murdered by the Jews 
on March 12th. (Acta sancta II. Bd. des April)  
 
1684 A.D. -- In the village of Grodno, Minsk government in Russia, the Jew 
Schulka stole the 6-year-old boy Gabriel and carried him to Bialystock where, in 
the presence of several Jews, he was tortured to death and his blood drained. 
(Records of the magistrate at Zabludvo)  
 
1753 A.D. -- On Good Friday, the 20th of April, in a village near Kiev (Russia), 
the 3½-year-old son of the nobleman Studzinski was kidnapped by the Jews, 
hidden in a tavern until the end of the Sabbath, and then monstrously sacrificed 
with the help of the Rabbi Schmaja. The blood was poured into several bottles. 
(Criminal Register of the City Court of Kiev)  
 
1764 A.D. --The 10-year-old son of Johann Balla, who had disappeared on the 
19th of June from Orkul (Hungary), was found in a neighboring wood covered 
with many wounds. (Tisza-Eslar, von einem ungarischen Ubgeordneten 108)  
 
1791 A.D. -- On the 21st of February, the corpse of 13-year-old Andreas Takals, 
who lived with a Jew named Abraham, was found outside a village near Tasnad 
(Siebenburgen). The blood had been drained from him by severing his jugular 
vein. (Ger.-Akt i.d. Archiv. v. Zilah.)  
 
1791 A.D. -- At the same time two blood murders were reported at Holleschau 
(Moravia) and at Woplawicz in the District of Duplin. (Tisza-Eslar, v.e. ungar. 
Abgeord.)  
 
1791 A.D. -- During the reign of Sultan Selim III, the Jews in Pera killed a young 
Greek by hanging him from a tree by his legs. (Henri Desportes)  
 
1803 A.D. -- On March 10th, the 72-year-old Jew Hirsch from Sugenheim seized 
a 2-year-old child between Ullstadt and Lengenfeld in Buchof near Nuremberg. 
Several days later the Jew denied having been in Buchhof at all on March 10th. 
The father of the child, who wanted to prove the contrary with witnesses, was 
rebuffed in court with threats and insults. On the 12th day the child was found 
dead, his tongue sliced and his mouth full of blood. The Jews besieged the 
district governor of Newstadt at that time until the matter turned out to their 
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satisfaction. The father was forced under threats to sign a protocol, to which it 
attested that the child, still warm when he was found, had frozen to death. 
(Friedr. Oertel, "Was glauben die Juden?" Bamberg, 1823)  
 
1804 A.D. -- In Grafenberg near Nuremberg a 2 to 3-year-old boy was kidnapped 
by an old Jew from Ermreuth by the name of Bausoh. Soldiers hurried to prevent 
the crime after hearing the child's scream. (Dr. J. W. Chillany)  
 
1810 A.D. -- Among the records of the Damascus trial a letter exists from John 
Barker, ex-consul of Aleppo, which speaks of a poor person who suddenly 
disappeared from Aleppo. The Hebrew Raphael of Ancona was charged with 
having butchered her and draining all of her blood. (A. Laurent. Affaires de Syrie)  
 
1812 A.D. --On the island Corfu in October three Jews who had strangled a child 
were condemned to death. Some time later, the child of a Greek, called Riga, 
was stolen and killed by the Jews. (Achille Laurent, Affaires de Syrie)  
 
1817 A.D. -- The Indictment of the murder committed in this year against the little 
girl Marianna Adamoviez, was quashed due to a lapse of time.  
 
1823 A.D. -- On the 22nd of April, at Velisch in the Russian government of 
Vitebsk, the 3½- year-old son of the invalid Jemelian Ivanov was stolen, tortured 
to death, and his blood drained. Despite a great deal of statements by witnesses 
charging the Jews, the trial was suddenly stopped. (Pavlikovsky, ebenda.)  
 
1824 A.D. -- In Beirut the interpreter Fatch-allah-Seyegh was murdered by his 
Jewish landlord, as the investigation established, for ritual purposes.  
 
1826 A.D. -- In Warsaw a murdered 5-year-old boy was found whose body had 
more than a hundred wounds showing that his blood had been drained. The 
whole of Warsaw was in a state of insurrection; everywhere the Jews protested 
their innocence without having been accused. The depositions made to the 
courts, together with the medical evidence, were removed from the documents. 
(Pavlikovski, wie oben p. 282)  
 
1827 A.D. -- At Vilna in Russia the stabbed corpse of a farmer's child, Ossib 
Petrovicz, was found. According to the testimony of the 16-year-old shepherd 
Zulovski, he was kidnapped by the Jews. (Nach einer Mitteilung des 
gouvernement Vilna.)  
 
1829 A.D. -- In Turin the wife of the merchant Antoine Gervalon was kidnapped 
from her husband. In the cellar she was prepared for her sacrifice by two rabbis. 
With her last bit of strength she answered her husband who was going through 
the Jewish quarter with several soldiers, calling her name aloud. Thus, she was 
freed. However, the Jews managed to hush up the incident with money. (Auszug 
aus einem Briefe des Barons von Kalte )  
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1831 A.D. -- Killing of the daughter of a corporal of the Guard in St. Petersburg. 
Four judges recognized it as a blood murder, while a fifth doubted it. (Desportes)  
 
1834 A.D. -- According to the Testimony of Jewess Ben Nound who converted to 
Christianity, an old Gentile man in Tripoli was tied up by 4 or 5 Jews and hanged 
from an orange tree by his toes. At the moment when the old man was close to 
death the Jews cut his throat with a butcher knife and let the body hang until all 
the blood had been collected into a bowl. (Henri Desportes, Le mystere du sang. 
91)  
 
1839 A.D. -- On the Island of Rhodes, and 8-year-old merchant's boy, who was 
delivering eggs to some Jews, did not return. Jewish money power took effect, 
and the court proceedings were delayed and finally suppressed. (Henri 
Desportes, Le mystere du sang. 92)  
 
1839 A.D. -- In Damascus the customs office discovered a Jew carrying a bottle 
of blood. The Jew offered 10,000 piastres in order to hush up the affair. (cf. 
Prozess bei A. Laurent, op. cit. S. 301)  
 
1843 A.D. -- Murders of Gentile children by the Jews on Rhodes, Corfu and 
elsewhere. (Famont L'Egypte sous Mehemet Ali, Paris, 1843)  
 
1875 A.D. -- At Zboro, in the county of Saros in Hungary, several Jews attacked 
the 16-year-old servant girl Anna Zampa in the house of her master, Horowitz. 
The knife was already raised above her when a coachman accidentally 
intervened, thus saving her. The court President, Bartholomaus Winkler, who 
was in debt to the Jews, was afraid to bring the criminals to justice.  
 
1877 A.D. -- In the village of Szalaacs, in the country of Bihar (Hungary), Josef 
Klee's 6-year-old niece, Theresia Szaabo, and his 9-year-old nephew, Peter 
Szaabo, were murdered by the Jews. However, a Jewish doctor held the inquest, 
who declared the children were not murdered, thus ending the affair. (M. Onody, 
ebenda.)  
 
1879 A.D. -- In Budapest, before the Purim feast, a young servant girl in the 
Jewish Quarter was put to sleep with a drink. 24 hours after the feast, she woke 
up so weak she could hardly walk. On her right forearm, her left thigh, and her 
body below the navel she discovered red circular wounds like spots of blood, with 
small openings in the center. Blood had been drained from her. (M. Onody, 
ebenda.)  
 
1879 A.D. -- At Kutais in the Caucasus, 4 Jewish image sellers killed a 6- year-
old girl. Between her fingers had been cut with a knife; on her legs, a little above 
the calf, horizontal incisions had been made, and there was not one drop of 
blood in her veins. With the aid of the powerful Jews of Russia the guilty ones 
escaped punishment. (Univers.)  
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1881 A.D. --At Kaschau in Hungary the daughter of a certain Josef Koczis 
disappeared. Two weeks later the body was found in a well completely emptied 
of blood. (M. Onody, Tisza-Eszlar)  
 
1881 A.D. -- In Steinamanger the 8-year-old granddaughter of a coachman who 
worked for the Jews disappeared. (M. Onody, evenda.)  
 
1881 A.D. -- In Alexandria the Jews again killed a Gentile child called Evangelio 
Fornoraki. The parents of the strangled child, discovered on the sea- shore, 
allowed a post-mortem examination which lasted several days and was the 
cause of riots against the Jews. The Baruch family, prime suspects in the 
murder, were arrested, but later released. (Civita cattolica, von des. 1881)  
 
1881 A.D. -- In the Galician town of Lutscha, the Polish maid servant Franziska 
Muich, who worked for the Jewish tavern-keeper Moses Ritter, and had been 
raped by him, was murdered by Moses and his wife, Gittel Ritter, according to 
the testimony of the farmer Mariell Stochlinski. (Otto Glogau, der Kulturk. Heft. 
128. 15. Febr. 1886)  
 
1882 A.D. -- At Tisza-Eszlar, shortly before the Jewish Passover, the 14- year-
old girl Esther Solymosi disappeared. Since the girl was last seen nearby the 
synagogue, suspicion was directed immediately on the Jews. The two sons of 
the temple-servant Josef Scharf, 5-year-old Samuel and the 14-year- old Moritz, 
accused their father and stated that Esther was led into the Temple and 
butchered there. The corpse of the girl was never found.  
 
1882 A.D. -- A short time later another very similar case transpired in Galata. 
Serious, a distinguished lawyer of the Greek community, sent a petition to the 
representatives of all the European powers at Constantinople so that justice 
might be done: but the Jews bribed the Turkish police, who allowed certain 
documents in the case to disappear. Bribed doctors declared the mother of the 
kidnapped and murdered child to be mentally deranged.  
 
1883 A.D. -- Once more a ritual murder occurred in Galata. The police, bribed 
with Jewish money, prevented an investigation. The newspaper Der Stamboul, 
which strongly spoke out against the guilty ones, was suppressed. This 
suppression cost the Jews 140,000 francs.  
 
1884 A.D. -- At Sturz (West Prussia) the dismembered body of 14-year-old 
Onophrius Cybulla was found one January morning under a bridge. According to 
the doctor's opinion, the dismemberments showed great expertise and dexterity 
in the use of the knife. Although the murdered boy had been strong and plethoric, 
the dead body was completely bloodless. Immediately suspicion fell on various 
Jews, and during the investigation some very troublesome facts emerged. These, 
however, were not considered sufficient and the arrested Jews were released. 
(Otto Glagau, der Kulturki, Heft 119. 15. Mai 1885)  
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1885 A.D. -- At Mit-Kamar in Egypt a young Copt was butchered for the Easter 
celebrations.  
 
1888 A.D. -- At Breslau in July, a crime was committed by Max Bernstein, a 24-
year-old Rabbinical candidate at the Talmudic college, against a 7-year-old boy, 
Severin Hacke, whom Bernstein had enticed into his room. Bernstein withdrew 
blood from the boy's sex organ. After the judge's verdict Bernstein confessed: 
"The Bible and the Talmud teach that the gravest of sins can only be atoned for 
through innocent blood." Therefore, he had withdrawn blood from the boy. The 
Jews recognized the danger and declared Bernstein to be a 'religious maniac.'  
 
1891 A.D. -- Murder of a boy at Xanten, on the Rhine. The 5-year-old robust boy 
of the cabinet-maker, Hegemann, was found in the evening at 6 o'clock on June 
29th, by the maid Dora Moll, in the cow shed of the town councilor Kuppers, with 
his legs spread apart, laying on his side with a circular formed ritual cut, carried 
out by a skilled hand, and bled white. The boy was already missed at 10:30 in the 
morning. He was seen by 3 witnesses being pulled into the house of the Jewish 
butcher Buschoff.  
 
1899 A.D. -- On March 26th the single 19-year-old seamstress, Agnes Kurza, 
was slaughtered by the hand of the Jewish butcher Leopold Hilsner. The corpse 
was found bloodless. The murderer was sentenced to death by the court of 
Kuttenberg.  
 
1900 A.D. -- At Konitz (West Prussia) on the 11th of March 1900, the 18- year-
old college freshman, Ernst Winter, was bestially murdered. Two days later 
pieces of his dismembered body were fished out of the Monschsee; almost five 
days later, on April 15th, the first Easter holy day, his head was found by children 
playing in the bushes. The corpse was completely bloodless. Winter was ritually 
murdered. The murder was carried out in the cellar of the Jewish Butcher, Moritz 
Levi, after the victim had been lured there by a young Jewess. On the day of the 
murder, a large number of foreign Jews were in Konitz who departed the next 
day without any plausible reason being given for their visit. Among them were the 
butchers Haller from Tuchel, Hamburger from Schlochau, Eisenstedt from 
Prechlau and Rosenbaum from Ezersk. The Konitz butcher Heimann 
disappeared shortly after the murder.  
 
1911 A.D. -- The 13-year-old schoolboy, Andrei Youshchinsky was murdered in 
Kiev on March 12th. After eight days, his corpse was found in a brickyard 
completely slashed to pieces and bloodless. Suspicion fell on the Jewish 
manager of the brickyard, Mendel Beiliss. The case did not come to trial until two 
and a half years later (Sept. 29th to Oct. 28th, 1913). In the intervening period 
numerous attempts were made to lead the investigating officers on to the wrong 
track. Meanwhile a large number of incriminating witnesses suffered sudden and 
unnatural deaths; false accusations and confessions followed one after another 
due to huge money bribes. Behind the accused lurking in the shadows, was the 
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figure of Faivel Schneerson of the Lubavitchers, leader of the 'Zadiks' ('Saints') of 
the Chassidim sect, who was the spiritual director of the murder. The trial ended 
with the release of Beiliss, but at the same time the court established that the 
murder had taken place inside the Jewish brickyard, which was the religious 
center of the Kiev Jews, for the purpose of obtaining blood. Almost all the 
prosecutors, witnesses, and authorities who had spoken out against Judaism, 
later fell victim to the Bolshevik Terror. (Ausfuhrliche Darstellungen des Prozeßes 
enthalten 'Hammer' Nr. 271, 273, 274, 275; Oktober bis Dezember 1913)  
 
1926 A.D. -- The bodily remains of the children Hans and Erika Fehse were 
found in a parcel on the public square in Breslau. The children had been 
butchered. The corpses were bloodless. The genitals were missing. The Jewish 
butcher was believed the culprit. He disappeared without a trace.  
 
1928 A.D. -- The college sophomore Helmut Daube was butchered on the night 
of the 22nd-23rd of March, 1928. In the morning, the blood-drained corpse lay in 
front of his parents home. (cf. 'Der Sturmer')  
 
1929 A.D. -- The murder at Manau. The boy Karl Kessler was found butchered 
and bloodless on March 17th, 1929, several days before Passover. (cf. 'Der 
Sturmer')  
 
1932 A.D.-- Martha Kaspar was butchered and dismembered at Paderhorn on 
March 18th, 1932. The pieces of the corpse were drained of blood. The Jew, 
Moritz Meyer, was convicted and received 15 years in prison. (cf. 'Der Sturmer')  
 
"These are 131 ritual murders which are known and have been passed down to 
posterity in writing. [LSN: There are actually some others, particularly in the 
ancient period, which are not listed here.] How many have occurred and nobody 
today knows about them! How many thousands, yes, perhaps HUNDREDS of 
THOUSANDS have remained undiscovered! To torture young, innocent human 
beings, to kill and drink their blood, this is the greatest and most terrible aspect of 
all the crimes which International Jewry has taken upon itself!"  
 
This information came from a source that had a xian bias to it, but the fact that 
the majority of the earth's population haven't figured out yet is that Jewish and 
the sister title "Christian" are none but the same. "Christian" is actually a title that 
Jews give to the dupes who have fallen under the spell of that Jewish "religion" 
called Christianity.  
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The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft 
 
There is nothing "holy" or anything for spiritual advancement or the betterment of 
humanity in the bible. Look to the numbers, the books, the scriptures, and the 
contents and you will see it for what it is really for; it is a book of Jewish 
witchcraft, of which they use liberally way at the top, to advance their agenda and 
to enslave the masses. The whole point of this article is to explain in every day 
simple terms on how they do this. The Jews are an alien RACE within all races. 
One does not say "I am a quarter Catholic," or "half Lutheran," or "part Jehova's 
Witness," or that "there is some Presbyterian blood in the family," but one can be 
half Jewish, quarter Jew, etc. And a Jew is still a Jew regardless of whether 
he/she practices or observes the "religion."  
 
For those of you who are unfamiliar with spirituality and the workings of the mind, 
known as "witchcraft," I am going to explain this so you can understand how this 
works. Look around you; everything you see, your computer screen, your chair, 
your bed, your furniture, the cars outside, buildings, windows...everything you 
see was once someone's idea before it materialized into a physical form in 
reality. Now, I also want to add in some instances, such as with science, for 
example storms manifest on their own; hot humid air colliding with cold, dry air 
for example, but the majority of everything here was once someone's idea.  
 
Most of you are familiar with the cone shaped hats that classic wizards and 
witches wear. These often have stars drawn on them and such. The symbolic 
meaning of the cone is energy welling up to the top of the head. This is also 
symbolized by the Egyptian pyramids. Energy is needed to manifest an idea into 
reality. Energy is also like water in that it will take the easiest way out if not 
thoroughly directed. A conscious witchcraft working needs energy and the focus 
of the mind. The more important the working, the more it may take planning 
before doing it. By planning, I mean a date where the planets are supportive of 
the working [hence the stars on the cone-shaped hats], along with timing, and 
knowledge. The more forces working in harmony to support the spell, the better, 
especially the numbers, as life is made up of numbers...time.  
 
The working is empowered by the right [female] side of the brain. This side of the 
brain rules over the subconscious mind and is also the passive side of the brain. 
The left side of the brain is the male, logical side that directs the working. The 
more energy that is directed toward a working, the more likely it will manifest in 
reality. Little things do not require massive amounts of energy, but controlling the 
world and what I reveal later in this article, do require the participation of the 
subconscious [female side of the brain] mass mind. The populace is unaware of 
this. This is the reason a Bible is in nearly every home, as it acts as a 
subconscious receiver and it has subliminal power, a connection with the 
numbers, the verses and given the centuries of massive amounts of psychic 
energy being poured into it from believers, it has plenty of power. Believers 
subconsciously tie into the energy and unbeknownst to most, can be controlled 
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this way. This is only a brief summary of how the powers of the mind and soul 
work. To learn more, study up on the subconscious mind, especially how some 
people are able to obtain the entire contents of a book by just holding the book 
and focusing on it, without reading it. This should give you some idea of the 
power the Bible has. This is another reason why Bible verses are memorized, as 
these become embedded in the subconscious, and this bleeds over into the 
mass mind, making the mass mind a powerful tool in working a spell.  
 
In addition, many of you are familiar with subliminal messages. Most of us have 
heard or read about how popular advertisements, music, and other media use 
subliminal messages that are not usually detected by the conscious mind. We 
are unaware of them, but they do work and they do influence people. At the end 
of this article are links to YouTube videos that further demonstrate this. To further 
confuse and misdirect the populace, these workings such as the 9-11 are blamed 
upon Satan, but with a little research and study, you will find the opposite to be 
true. All of these are of the Judeo/Christian Bible. This is no different from the 
phony Jewish "Holocaust" Lie of the "six million." Note how the number six is 
frequently used [more on this below]. The endless media publicity and otherwise 
this receives, acts as a major distraction and diversion away from the real 
atrocities, mass murder, torture and brutality committed by the Jewish communist 
program.  
 
§ "Satan" is the God of the Gentiles [Non-Jews]  
§ "Satan" means "enemy" in Hebrew  
§ "Satanism" is also a label for Paganism  
§ "Pagan" means "Gentile"  

 
Anything that is against the Jews is zealously forced upon the populace as "evil."  
 
For PROOF of this, please visit www.exposingchristianity.org  
 
Some of you may remember here how after the 9/11 incident, many people were 
folding $20.00 bills a certain way, as the twin towers could be seen in flames, 
given the bill was folded, then viewed a certain way. The $20.00 bill is the most 
commonly used of US currency. Shortly thereafter the 9/11 incident, the $20.00 
bills were very rapidly replaced with a new version. They all disappeared very 
quickly. The excuse used before the public was that they could be easily 
counterfeited. The real reason was because of the design of the bill and the 
subliminal vibrations it carried.  
 
The number eleven is a number of chaos, destruction, and disintegration, 
according to the bible. Because that filthy Bible is in nearly every home, so many 
people adhere to Christian teachings, and put their faith in it, like the $20.00 bill, 
it is a very powerful subliminal tool, even more so than the $20.00 bill, as it has 
been around much longer, and is international. Thus, when Jews at the highest 
levels work their witchcraft in groups, they use the numbers and verses in the 
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Bible to accomplish their ends. From what I understand, some of the verses are 
vibrated in Hebrew in boustrophedon, meaning read in zigzag. They also bob 
back and forth when they "pray" in groups.  
 
The numbers 10 and 12 in the bible are supposed to be perfect numbers.  
 
§ The 12 sons of Jacob minus Joseph ["one is not" - Genesis 42:13] without 

whom the other 11 would not have survived.  
 
Note* Genesis is the first book of the bible; Genesis = 1 + 42 + 13 = 56, which 
reduces to 11. This is in addition to the verse itself.  

 
§ King Jehoiakim [2 Chronicles 36:5-6] reigned 11 years before 

Nebuchadnezzar carried him away into captivity [his downfall and the end 
of his rule].  

 
§ King Zedekiah [Jeremiah 52:1-11] reigned 11 years before 

Nebuchadnezzar imprisoned him, murdered his family, and mutilated him.  
 
§ In the 11th year of the Babylonian captivity Ezekiel prophesied of the fall 

and the destruction of Tyrus, [Ezekiel 26:1-5].  
 
§ In the 11th year of the Babylonian captivity Ezekiel prophesied of the fall 

and the destruction of Egypt [Ezekiel 30:20-26].  
 
Note also in the above scriptures, if you do some more reading on them, they all 
rebelled against the Jews and were punished for it. The above serves as an 
example...there are many more.  
 
Now, the number 9 is a number of endings and finality. Note how the biblical 
verses that emphasized the number 11, all related to destruction and fall.  
 
I will not make this article too long, as I will have more detailed examples and 
such in the near future. The book of Job [suffering] is used to curse their enemies 
in many circumstances. The bombing of Dresden was carried out on the 
Christian holiday of Ash Wednesday and reduced the city to ashes. I could cite 
many more examples, but taking a look at how similarities all tie in, we have:  
 
On 15 March 2004, there were exactly 911 days between the Twin Towers attack 
of September 11, 2001 and the bomb attacks on the trains in Madrid Spain on 
March 11, 2004.  
 
§ Madrid, Spain has 11 letters.  
§ New York City has 11 letters.  
§ The American attacks occurred on September 11th 2001.  
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§ The Madrid attacks occurred on March 11th 2004.  
§ There were 911 days between the American and Madrid attacks [9 + 1 + 1 

= 11].  
§ The Madrid attack occurred on the 11th Thursday of the year.  
§ September 11th is the 254th day of the year [2 + 5 + 4 = 11].  
§ After September 11th there are 111 days left to the end of the year.  
§ September 11 has 9 letters and 2 numbers [9 + 2 = 11]  
§ 11 March 2004 has 5 letters and 6 numbers [5 + 6 = 11].  
§ Each building had 110 stories [11 x 10 = 110].  
§ The Madrid train attacks left 191 people confirmed dead [1 + 9 + 1 = 11].  
§ On September 11, 2002 the names of the 2,801 victims of the World 

Trade Center attacks were read aloud from Ground Zero [2 + 8 + 0 + 1 = 
11].  

§ The Twin Towers standing side by side look like the number 11.  
§ The first plane to hit the towers was Flight 11.  
§ Flight 11 had 92 on board [9 + 2 = 11].  
§ Flight 11 had 11 crew members.  
§ Flight 77 hit the Pentagon [11 x 7 = 77].  
§ Flight 77 had 65 on board [6 + 5 = 11].  
§ 911 is the number to call in case of emergency [9 + 1 + 1 = 11].  
§ New York was the 11th State added to the Union.  
§ Manhattan Island was discovered on September 11, 1609 by Henry 

Hudson -11 letters.  
§ Saudi Arabia has 11 letters.  
§ Afghanistan has 11 Letters.  

 
Note how the vibration of the number 11 ties all of this in with the 9. Astral energy 
seeks the easiest way out and like attracts like. It is no wonder that Freemasons, 
who are controlled by Jewish powers, place their hands upon the bible during 
their initiation. Given every page of that evil Bible has the word "Jew" "Jews" 
"Israel" "Jerusalem" and related; the Nazarene and company- all Jews and given 
the Jews proclaim they are the "Chosen of God" and they are held in the highest 
esteem and exalted in the bible, no wonder they are so powerful and have 
secretly ruled over the world, unbeknownst to the masses, for centuries.  
 
Satan, himself also showed me how these workings are like a domino effect. 
Once something is set into motion on the astral, the energies put into motion 
seek out like energies and things tie in. With the strange and eerie coincidence of 
the numbers [this is only a sample, there are many more], this reveals this is not 
a random act, but a dead giveaway that this was an occult working which was 
deliberate.  
 
I would also like to add the Jewish emphasis on the number 6. 
Please do not confuse this with "666" which has an entirely different 
meaning.  
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Just be aware and you will notice what I am saying here. For example, the six 
million for that holoco$t hoax, Jewish communism has its important holiday May 
1st; 5/1; 5 + 1 = 6. With this I could go on and on. Israel has 6 letters. Pay 
attention to the news and also history; anything connected with the Jews and you 
will see what I mean. In the bible, the number six is the number of man without 
any spiritual power. The number 7 has to do with the 7 chakras and spiritual 
power emanating from these and spiritual perfection. 6 falls short. 6 is also a 
number of hard labor. Work was done for 6 days and the 7th was a day of rest.  
 
"The number 6 is stamped on all that is connected with human labor. We see it 
stamped upon his measures, which he uses in his labor, and on the time during 
which he labors. And we see this from the very beginning."  
 
The Jewish emphasis on and use of the number 6, sets up a vibration on the 
astral for the advancement of their agenda, their communist state and world 
order. Communism is slave labor. With the communist state, the Jews become 
"god" and all spiritual knowledge is replaced with material atheism. Only the 
Jews at the top know the secrets of the occult and they use their curses and 
spells on an unknowing, and helpless populace to whatever suits them. 
Christianity in more ways than one is a stepping off point for communism. In 
addition, Christianity has made so-called "religion" into such a totally repulsive 
and vile concept, that many who are unknowing, gladly accept and promote 
atheism.  
 
In closing, like everything else, this is all blamed upon Satan and our Pagan 
Gentile Gods by ignorant brainwashed fools. Most Christians do not have the 
intelligence or the strength of character to delve into the occult. There are also 
scriptures in that bible that the Jews use to curse and frighten outsiders away 
from really getting into the occult. I remember when I was new to Satanism, I had 
a bad experience, but this only drove me on and heightened my curiosity. One 
cannot be afraid. The Jews and their alien cohorts have used fear as a tool for 
control for centuries. In communist countries, the populace lives in a constant 
state of terror. This is also in league with the bible, as is everything else 
regarding Jewish communism.  
 
I will have more information and many more examples on how the bible is 
nothing more than a book of Jewish witchcraft, hence the numbers; biblical 
numerology, and how the bible is continuously pushed upon the populace, it is in 
nearly every home, in hotel rooms and everywhere else. Everyone is familiar with 
it, and knows what it claims to be.  
 
The world needs to wake up. Please feel free to educate others, distribute this 
and any other JoS articles and to work hard for Satan. Satan means "truth" in 
Sanskrit.  
 

______________ 
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911 WAS ALSO A SPIRITUAL ATTACK [TOWER OF BABEL]  
 
Below is a direct quote from the Torah:  
 
(Genesis 11:9) Therefore the name of it was called Bavel, because the LORD 
confused the language of all the earth, there. From there, the LORD scattered 
them abroad on the surface of all the earth.”  
 
NOTE: 11:9  
 
Now, in the USA here, our civilian dates are month/day, but worldwide and with 
the military, it is day/month. So with most countries outside the US, it would be 
11/9, not 9/11. This was also a spiritual attack, to divide, confuse, destroy 
communications.  
 
More in the scriptures preceding this:  
 
(GEN 11:6) The LORD said, "Behold, they are one people, and they have all one 
language; and this is what they begin to do. Now nothing will be withheld from 
them, which they intend to do.  
(GEN 11:7) Come, let's go down, and there confuse their language, that they 
may not understand one another's speech."  
 
The Tower of Babel has to do with raising the Serpent [building a tower is an 
analogy]. With the Serpentine Power, telepathic communication and all 
knowledge are possible and with telepathic communication, there are no 
language barriers, as the communication is filtered down through the pineal 
gland from the communicator into whatever language the receiver mainly speaks 
and understands. This is why some telepathic communications can be ‘off’ 
sometimes. Specific words don’t always get filtered perfectly for one, due to an 
under-activated pineal gland, and for another, there are sometimes major 
differences in languages. In some languages there is no equivalent expression or 
word to convey what is meant in another language.  
 
Every time throughout recorded history when humanity has advanced to a certain 
level of knowledge, that knowledge has been systematically destroyed. This is 
most notable with the fall of the Roman Empire, where Europe regressed into the 
Dark Ages for 1,000 years. After the Jews were expelled from Western Europe, 
then the Renaissance emerged, bringing enlightenment. The Jews who migrated 
to the east and also to Sicily [especially after being expelled from Spain], 
wreaked havoc on the Gentiles of the east [eventual communism in Russia and 
of course, the same Jewish ritual murders, where the Gentile populace 
responded understandably with pogroms] along with establishing organized 
crime in Sicily.  
 
Here is blatant proof of subliminals used in the Media leading up 911:  
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Most people are fully aware that Jews control Hollywood and the media.  
 
WHAT? ...Hollywood Predicted 9:11??? [YouTube video]  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=41FRnNDZkuI  
The above video is proof that the so-called "prophesies" in the Bible are nothing 
but a hoax. The Bible is not the "Book of God" but is a work of the Jews, of which 
they use subliminally to carry out their curses, some of which are centuries old. 
One only has to be knowledgeable about the workings of the mind and of 
witchcraft to see this and to fully understand.  
 
The Lone Gunmen Pilot - 9/11, Aired 4th March, 2001, 6 months before the 
World Trade Center attacks. Note- SIX months.  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IIdhoc0PRr8 
 
 
The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft Part 2 
 
To really expose the truth in regards to the Bible, one must be very 
knowledgeable concerning the occult. In other words, one must have in-depth 
knowledge and understanding of astrology, numerology [there are very few 
accurate and revealing books on this subject that are readily available], the Tarot, 
alchemy and so forth. This is why there are dire threats and warnings throughout 
the bible that work to frighten followers away from this knowledge. I also want to 
add here that there have been curses placed to prevent average people who do 
not have enough knowledge, from advancing in occult disciplines. These are 
NOT “acts of ‘God’” but are curses perpetrated by the Jews and a few rotten 
Gentiles who work for them, such as the Catholic Jesuit order [also largely 
comprised of Jews], who are adepts in black magick.  
 
The Bible as revealed in part 1 of this article is a powerful subliminal. This is not 
just a theory, but can be proven with enough knowledge. The fictitious Jewish 
characters that were invented and corrupted from Pagan spiritual CONCEPTS 
that preceded Christianity from hundreds to thousands of years, act as a 
subliminal tie-in.  
 
For example, the number 7, which has to do with the main chakras [energy 
producers] of the human soul, is found in the Bible 735 times. Again, the Jewish 
preoccupation with the number 6. In numerology, 7+3+5= 15; 1+5=6.  
 
What this does is it is a subliminal tie into the chakras. This sets the working so 
that they can steal the energy of worshippers. This is why this number is 
repeated so frequently in the Bible. The fictitious Jewish character of “Solomon” 
also has 7 letters. Solomon had unimaginable vast wealth. The "Temple of 
Solomon" symbolizes the Jewish people (Israel) as a whole. For more on this, 
please visit: The Temple of Solomon  
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In addition to this, the “Jehovah” was stolen from “Jove” another name for 
Jupiter. Jupiter in astrology is the benevolent planet that brings good fortune and 
abundance. It is often connected with millionaires. This sets another very 
powerful subliminal tie-in for the Jews to reap the energy of Gentiles, channeling 
it into creating material abundance for them. The number of Jews who have 
incredible wealth is disproportionately high.  
 
The number 8 has to do with abundance. YHVH in Hebraic numerology equals 
26; 2+6=8. Combined with the number 7, as mentioned above, this equals 15; 
1+5=6. The number 6 is used by the Jews anytime they want to influence 
something, like the phony “Holocaust” of the “six-million.” If one is alert and pays 
attention, one will notice the Jewish controlled media using the number 6 quite 
often, especially in relation to world events. The number 6 also has to do with 
Gentile slave labor.  
 
In addition to all of this, the Jews assume the position of “God” and have dictated 
and ordered Gentiles about for centuries. Jews have always placed themselves 
in charge over Gentiles, Gentile rulers and prominent Gentile people. One of the 
most noted subliminals for Jews taking control of a prominent Gentile is the Book 
of Esther. Jews are known to marry into prominent Gentile families, especially 
Gentile people who have a lot of influence and from there they work to take 
control of that influence.  
 
“Jesus Christ” is another fictitious Jewish invented character invented and 
corrupted from a powerful spiritual concept. This is the ultra-important and 
powerful kundalini serpent. When activated and raised, it can bestow one with 
the power to create miracles. One must be knowledgeable regarding spiritual 
alchemy to know this. His supposed life of 33 years, for one example, 
corresponds to the 33 esoteric vertebrate of the human spine that the kundalini 
serpent must pass through upon its ascension into “heaven” which is the crown 
chakra of the human soul. For more in-depth information regarding this, please 
visit: The Truth About "Jesus Christ"  
 
In addition to all of this, life as we know it is made up of numbers. Numbers are 
the foundation of existence. The current system of time is based upon the 
number 6, the number used by the Jews in their workings. The minute has 60 
seconds, the hour has 60 minutes, and the day has 24 hours, 2+4=6. All of this is 
a powerful subliminal to channel energies. The Bible is made up of 66 books.  
 
To know this, one must be knowledgeable regarding “witchcraft.” Witchcraft uses 
the energies of the planets, the phases of the Moon, etc, to tie into energies that 
are favorable and in harmony with the working, thus giving it more power. This 
was of the ancients and very prevalent in Pagan religions, usually for positive 
purposes and with black magick used for purposes of justice.  
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The Jews took this knowledge, and forcibly removed it from the Gentile populace, 
replacing it with the false programs of Christianity and Islam, where there is 
nothing left that is spiritual. During the Middle Ages, after Pagan libraries were 
burnt and destroyed, it was the Jews who “translated” the remaining spiritual 
texts into the languages of Europe. Through this, ancient spiritual knowledge and 
concepts were replaced with corruption and lies.  
 
Any time the Jews want to start a war, as they are doing right now, as they have 
been exposed through the internet, they use the powers of the Bible, the 
numbers of the verses and the words involved in those scriptures. A major 
example, as I mentioned in Part 1 of this article was the 9-11 attacks. Another 
tragic example is the bombing of Dresden. This was carried out on the Christian 
holiday of “Ash Wednesday” using the channeled energies of believers, and 
reduced Dresden to ashes. I also want to add here concerning the falsehood 
behind this Christian holiday, the ashes are placed over the third eye of the soul 
[which is in the middle of the forehead] and in truth are symbolic of blotting out 
intuition and psychic sight.  
 
Christianity and Islam are nothing more than programs to remove all spirituality 
from the populace. Activated spirituality creates awareness. Few people are 
spiritually open enough to see the souls of others. This power comes from the 
third eye. The Jew has an alien soul. When the Gentile populace cannot see this, 
they are unknowing victims. The Jews have dominated us for centuries.  
 

 In the ancient painting 
to the left, “Witchcraft 
by DOSSI, Dosso 
1535,” It is glaringly 
obvious these are 
blatant Jews. In 
addition, the classic 
Halloween Witch has 
the Jewish physical 
features. Jews have 
used occult power for 
centuries, abusing 
black magick to no 
end. This is why so 
many Gentile Leaders 
have been 
assassinated, 
[especially those who 
were on to the crimes 
of the Jews] such as 
George Lincoln 
Rockwell. At the top, 
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they know they have this knowledge and power, which was forcibly removed 
from the Gentile populace by enforcing Christianity and Islam, along with mass-
murdering our Gentile priests  
and others who had spiritual knowledge, such as the Druids. The Inquisition, 
which was perpetrated by Jews, such as Tomás de Torquemada, Heinrich 
Kramer, and Jacob Sprenger who authored “The Malleus Maleficarum” was also 
an act of genocide, particularly against Germany. Many towns and villages in 
Germany were completely wiped out through Jewish incited mass-murder. This is 
no different from Jewish communism. For more in-depth information about the 
Inquisition along with references, please read: The Inquisition  
 
The Gentile populace who lacks this knowledge is easy victim to those who have 
it. For example, Jews who are knowledgeable and practice Talmudic magic will 
curse Gentile competitors out of business and they curse Gentiles in general. 
Also, given the Jews control 96% of the world’s media, the readily available 
information regarding spiritual power has been corrupted and the “New Age” 
movement has taken over with Christianized witchcraft. The real powerful 
knowledge rarely makes it into readily available books out there. For example, 
“Wicca” is nothing more than junk. The elaboration on the “three-fold” and the 
extreme perversion of “natural law” work to create fearful weaklings. True 
“natural law” is if someone or something, or a race, species, etc, does not act to 
defend itself, it will become extinct. If every cell in your body followed the 
teachings of the Bible and the New Age movement, by “turning the other cheek” 
and letting crimes go unpunished, and promoting injustice, pacifism, inaction and 
cowardice, you would be dead in a mater of hours, if not minutes. THIS IS 
NATURAL LAW!  
 
The Jews fear black magick retaliation. We Gentiles outnumber them. Black 
magick is used for justice. Christianity, Islam and related are nothing more than 
programs. There is nothing spiritual about them. Few preachers can even 
diagram the human soul. The world has been under a powerful spell. It is time 
every Gentile wakes up to this!  
 
The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft Part 3 
 
The bible is a powerful subliminal. 
 
To fully expose what the bible really is, it is necessary to be very educated in the 
occult. This especially includes in depth study of the Jewish kabbalah, along with 
mantras, Sanskrit, and Deities and their attributes of the Far East. Most of you 
already know how nearly all spiritual knowledge was stolen and corrupted by the 
Jews, from the Far East. 
 
Now, below, I am writing of energies. Not man and woman sort of thing. These 
are energies within the soul and when both are not fully empowered and working 
together, an inharmonious imbalance is the result. 
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The feminine energy, known as "Shakti" "Kundalini" "Devi" (Devil), and by other 
Sanskrit names was systematically removed by the Jews and replaced with the 
male aspects that are of the logical side of the brain and lack the raw spiritual 
power. 
 
As with Lilith, the feminine was made into something supposedly malevolent by 
the Jews. This is all subliminal with the direct intention of removing all feminine 
energy and power from us Gentiles. "Sophia" or knowledge is also a form of 
feminine energy, especially the spiritual aspect. 
 
In addition, those rotten angels that Christians are taught to revere and in some 
cases even worship, and the New Age crap movement, they are all male. The 
word "angel" which in Greek is "angelos" is a masculine noun to which no female 
counterpart exists. 
 
With these Jewish programs, the Goddesses have been totally removed and 
denigrated. Only remaining slanderous statements in regards to the female 
powers are "Whore of Babylon" and other Jewish invented filth. 
 
Now, the "Torah" like many more is an anagram. "Rota" means "wheel." The 7 
chakras are known as wheels. This is where connections to the soul are made. 
This Rota in Sanskrit also has to do with the "Chariot" and the Chariot card of the 
Tarot is the 7th of the trump arcana. This creates the subliminal tie-in where 
Gentile spiritual energies are channeled into providing unimaginable wealth and 
prosperity for the Jews as a whole. "Thou Shalt Prosper." 
 
As I mentioned before, "Abraham" is an anagram of "Brahma." This is another 
subliminal, with the Jewish invented Abraham being the patriarch of the Jewish 
people; "Brahma" being the ruling caste. 
 
Sara, was another one stolen from the Goddess of knowledge, Saraswati. Now, 
that "I am that I am" crap from that fictitious Hebrew so-called "God" is actuality a 
mantra having to do with Saraswati. This is another most powerful subliminal. 
Her mantra is "AIM" correctly pronounced AH-EEM. Vibrating this seed mantra 
repeatedly results in rhyming with "I'm" this has to do with knowledge and the all-
seeing eye. Big Brother is watching you. This ties into what deluded Christian 
idiots believe to be "God." 
In addition, this knowledge energy is again channeled to the Jews. They are 
known as "The people of the book" and given the percentages, a most 
disproportionate number of Jews are highly educated and occupy key positions 
of power, which are also tied into the energies of the bible, for example the story 
of Esther. That's just one, then we have Jacob, etc, these Jewish characters are 
powerful subliminals, along with the numbers, the verses, the Jewish gematria 
and so forth. 
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Another one is the Goddess "Kamala." She is the Goddess of wealth. In their 
parasitic Bible, the Jews again create an anagram, reversing her name to 
"Alamek."  
 
The Alameks symbolize the Gentiles. By reversing, as many of you have already 
learned through the RTRs, this reverses more than just the word and this directs 
poverty onto Gentiles, while channeling wealth onto the Jews. 
 
If you look at the Yantra for the Goddess Kamala, you will see the 8 petals (8 is 
the number for wealth), surrounding the Star of Vishnu (where the Jews stole 
their "Magen David" from and now try to claim it as kamla-yantra 
http://www.gurushakti.org.in/31/kamla-yantra  
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Coincidence? I don't think so... Parts 1 & 2: About the Jewish-staged 
Paris Terror Attack and Proof of How the Bible Was Used to Pull This 
Off [13 November 2015]  
 
Part One: The savage attacks in France, Friday the 13th again smack of Jewish 
blood sacrifices and rituals.  
 
Exactly 708 years ago, note 7 + 8 = 15; 1 + 5 = 6 (the favorite number of the 
Jews), Jaques de Molay of the Knights Templar along with 60 others, (again note 
the 60), were arrested in France. To make a long story short, this Gentile order 
knew too much and amassed too much wealth. They knew Christianity was a 
fraud, and were subsequently tortured and murdered by the Inquisition.  
 
Look to the numbers... November 13th; 11 + 13 = 24; (2 + 4 = 6) again. Then, it 
is 2015, so with the 15, we again have the number 6 factoring in.  
 
Friday according to the Hebrew calendar is also the 6th day. Their 
"Sabbath/Shabbat" always falls on Saturday, which is their 7th day.  
 
The reason? People know too much.  
 
I will be doing more research in that foul Torah of theirs. Just like 911 was no 
coincidence. Genesis 11: 9. I already went over that one. I'm sure there is also a 
Torah scripture for the tragedy that occurred in France on Friday. In closing, the 
Jews will use their filthy, ugly, spiteful, human-hating death-dealing Torah (which 
is chock full of wars where the Jews slaughter, rape, pillage and conquer 
Gentiles), again to incite another world war.  
 
Their plan is to get White European young men and women drafted to be 
butchered in a war in the Middle East. This would leave White women, children 
and the elderly to be annihilated by the Muslim hoards.  
 
When Angela Merkel spoke to the Israeli Knesset in Yiddish, I am sure she didn't 
just visit to say hello or take a vacation. They were laying plans for the genocide 
of White Europe.  
 
There was also a big meeting of communist Jews in Moscow with Jew Putin. 
Again, they were making plans. Obviously.  
 
We will have to wait until they read the major war verses in their yearly Torah 
readings and we will reverse these.  
 
The Jewish controlled media and Hollywood glamorize war and promote it to 
have our youth fall for this and end up maimed and slaughtered for Jewish 
interests. The Jews themselves at times of war are given desk jobs and rarely 
see any combat. Adolf Hitler wrote about this as far back as WWI.  
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Part Two:  
 
The Knights Templar incident occurred Friday the 13th, October 1307. This was 
a month and 708 years from the tragedy that took place on Friday the 13th of 
November 2015. There was no Friday the 13th in October of this year. What is 
really important is what follows:  
 
There are 66 books total in that filthy bible. For those of you who are new and/or 
unfamiliar with this, please visit this webpage “The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish 
Witchcraft”  
 
This further proves the so-called “Holy Bible” is definitely NOT “The Word of 
‘God.’”  
 
Deuteronomy 13:11  
You shall stone him to death with stones, because he has sought to draw you 
away from the LORD your God, who brought you out of the land of Egypt, out of 
the house of bondage.  
 
*Note in the above, 13:11. The 13th day of the 11th month; November 13th and 
this scripture calls for the murder of those who worship Pagan Gods. GENTILES!  
 
To fully understand, one must be familiar with the Jewish “Gematria” which is a 
system of words and numerology:  
 
“Gematria (Greek: meaning geometry) is an Assyro-Babylonian-Greek system of 
code and numerology later adopted into Jewish culture that assigns numerical 
value to a word or phrase in the belief that words or phrases with identical 
numerical values bear some relation to each other or bear some relation to the 
number itself as it may apply to nature, a person's age, the calendar year, or the 
like.” The above quote was taken from:  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gematria  
 
The Jews have an obsession with the number 6.  
 
911 WAS ALSO A SPIRITUAL ATTACK [TOWER OF BABEL] Below is a direct 
quote from the Torah:  
 
Genesis 11:9  
Therefore the name of it was called Bavel, because the LORD confused the 
language of all the earth, there. From there, the LORD scattered them abroad on 
the surface of all the earth.”  
 
NOTE: 11:9  
Now, in the USA here, our civilian dates are month/day, but worldwide and with 
the military, it is day/month. So with most countries outside the US, it would be 
11/9, not 9/11. This was also a spiritual attack, to divide, confuse, and destroy 
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communications. People were learning too much, which is and always has been 
the greatest threat to Jewish programs like Christianity.  
 
Given the exposing of Christianity and the proof it is a hoax and a lie, many 
people are leaving in droves. This also includes those who have left because of 
the pedophilia and other rotten crimes against humanity of which this vile 
institution is infamous for. Many people are turning to Paganism, of which this is 
a most serious threat to Jewish power. The Jewish bulwark as I have repeated 
endlessly is Christianity. This is why they pretend to be persecuted by it and 
against it. These are both total lies of which I will further prove and expose in this 
article. This again is no different from Jewish communism. Also, they have a long 
and vile history of persecuting their own, as they are vicious by their nature. This 
is also in their Torah.  
 
The tragedy in Paris was preplanned. This is no different from the murder of the 
Knights Templars.  
 
As I wrote in the first post I made on this below, I definitely found a connection 
not only in their Torah but also in that goddamned Bible.  
 
This attack came about because of the threat of the populace becoming aware 
and leaving the Jewish program of Christianity.  
 
Another blatant lie that the Jews push is that they reject Christianity. This lie is 
exposed in their weekly Torah readings. They also read from other books of the 
Old Testament and also The Christian Gospel, as it all ties in. For proof of this, 
click on the link below:  
http://torahportions.org/thisyear/  
 
On the 15th of August 2015, Jews around the entire world in their weekly torah 
readings read Deuteronomy 11:26–16:17, and Isaiah 66:1-24. This was a year of 
Rosh Hodesh, the new Moon on August 15th. [According to the Shulchan Aruch, 
if Rosh Hodesh [the new moon] of Elul- which has its own haftarah, namely 
Isaiah 66 - coincides with Shabbat Re'eh, the haftarah of Re'eh, not for Rosh 
Hodesh Elul, is read because the Seven Sabbaths of Consolation must not be 
interrupted].  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haftarah#Haftarot_for_Deuteronomy   
 
In the Catholic Bible, Isaiah is the 29th book of the Old Testament. According to 
“Torah Portions 5775” The gospel of John was also read in many Jewish 
congregations. John is the 4th book of the New Testament.  
 
All of the above Torah, Haftarah, and Gospel readings focus on the murder of 
anyone who worships Pagan Gods.  
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Before I get to the scriptures here, I want to expose the numerology here. 
Coincidence? I don’t think so:  
 
As I wrote in the above, the book of Isaiah in the Catholic version of the Bible is 
the 29th book. 2 + 9 = 11. 11 is a special number of magickal properties in 
Hebrew numerology, no different from 22.  
 
The gospel of John is the 4th book of the New Testament. So, here we have a 
date: November is the 11th month and the 13th: 1 + 3 = 4.  
Now, as for the Isaiah 66, there are 66 books in the widely used King James 
Version of the Bible. In addition to the day being Friday the 13th of November, 
we have November is the 11th month, and with the 13th [11 + 13 = 24; 2 + 4 = 6]. 
With the year 2015, the 15 adds another 6 to this date and again, we have 66. I 
am familiar with the fact that they do not always include the century year in their 
workings, such as the 20 in the 2015.  
 
Adding onto the above, the date of August 15th when this portion of the Torah, 
the Haftarah and the Gospel were read, was originally a very important Pagan 
Holiday, which was stolen and corrupted by the Catholic Church into the “Feast 
of the Assumption.”  
 
“Aug 15 was originally THE ASSUMPTION OF THE HOLY SOPHIA, The 
Assumption of the Holy Sophia into the Pleroma is commemorated on August 
15th. This correlates in the Orthodox Church with the (bodily Assumption of the 
Virgin Mary, a recent addition to the Roman liturgical life. The ancient Gnostic 
scriptures tell of Sophia, the feminine aspect of the highest God, who wanders 
out of heaven and gets lost in the lower regions. By singing praises to the Light, 
she is rescued by the Savior and he aids her return to heaven by a mystery. In 
our psychological perspective, we are cast out of the Fullness of Being to 
become differentiated egos. By the mystery figure of the Logos we are able to 
individuate and return to the state of Wholeness. Thus Sophia's plight is our own, 
and by her example we may be inspired to continue on our path.” From:  
http://www.gnosis.org/ecclesia/cal_mandala.htm   
and  
http://www.gnostics.com/calendar.html   
 
Now, as I wrote in the below, the Knights Templars discovered Christianity was a 
hoax, more than likely through their travels to the so-called “Holy Land.” They 
amassed an incredible amount of wealth, using witchcraft, and being a Gentile 
order, most ended up tortured and then murdered by the Inquisition. Those who 
escaped went on to establish original Freemasonry, which at that time was 
Luciferian and Satanic.  
 
The tragedy in Paris was a spiritual attack as well as physical. This didn’t “just 
happen.” November 13 is the 317th day of the year; 3 + 1 + 7 = 11.  
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11 is used to bring something down; to destroy, as they used this number with 
the 9-11 incident.  
 
John is the 4th book of the New Testament, and the 43rd book of the King James 
Version of the Bible. John 15 was the beginning of the scriptures read on the 
15th of August. 43 + 15 = 13.  
 
Now, as for the scriptures involved in this “Torah reading” nearly all of them apply 
to destroying those who worship Pagan Gods. A heavy metal concert was 
attacked and heavy metal certainly isn’t Christian, for one.  
 
In trying not to make this too long, I will only include the scriptures therein that 
are relevant to this. The following is taken from a copy of the Torah translated 
into English:  
 
Deut. 11:26–16:17  
(DEU 11:27) the blessing, if you shall listen to the mitzvot {commandments} of 
the LORD your God, which I command you this day;  
 
(DEU 11:28) and the curse, if you shall not listen to the mitzvot {commandments} 
of the LORD your God, but turn aside out of the way which I command you this 
day, to go after other gods, which you have not known.  
 
(DEU 12:2) You shall surely destroy all the places in which the nations that you 
shall dispossess served their gods, on the high mountains, and on the hills, and 
under every green tree:  
 
(DEU 12:3) and you shall break down their altars, and dash in pieces their pillars, 
and burn their Asherim with fire; and you shall cut down the engraved images of 
their gods; and you shall destroy their name out of that place.  
*[Note: The above scripture 12:3 totals to 6 and with Deuteronomy being the 5th 
book of the Torah, 5 + 6 = 11, again destruction and ruin].  
 
(DEU 12:6) and there you shall bring your burnt offerings, and your sacrifices, 
and your tithes, and the heave-offering of your hand, and your vows, and your 
freewill-offerings, and the firstborn of your herd and of your flock  
 
(DEU 12:29) When the LORD your God shall cut off the nations from before you, 
where you go in to dispossess them, and you dispossess them, and dwell in their 
land  
 
(DEU 13:7) If your brother, the son of your mother, or your son, or your daughter, 
or the wife of your bosom, or your friend, who is as your own soul, entice you 
secretly, saying, Let us go and serve other gods, which you have not known, you, 
nor your fathers;  
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(DEU 13:8) of the gods of the peoples who are round about you, near to you, or 
far off from you, from the one end of the earth even to the other end of the earth;  
(DEU 13:9) you shall not consent to him, nor listen to him; neither shall your eye 
pity him, neither shall you spare, neither shall you conceal him:  
 
(DEU 13:10) but you shall surely kill him; your hand shall be first on him to put 
him to death, and afterwards the hand of all the people.  
 
(DEU 13:11) You shall stone him to death with stones, because he has sought to 
draw you away from the LORD your God, who brought you out of the land of 
Egypt, out of the house of bondage. *Note in the above, 13:11. The 13th day of 
the 11th month; November 13th and this scripture calls for the murder of those 
who worship Pagan Gods. GENTILES!  
 
(DEU 13:14) Certain base fellows are gone out from the midst of you, and have 
drawn away the inhabitants of their city, saying, Let us go and serve other gods, 
which you have not known;  
 
(DEU 13:15) then shall you inquire, and make search, and ask diligently; and, 
behold, if it be truth, and the thing certain, that such abomination is done in the 
midst of you,  
 
(DEU 13:16) you shall surely strike the inhabitants of that city with the edge of 
the sword, destroying it utterly, and all that is therein and the cattle of it, with the 
edge of the sword.  
 
(DEU 13:17) You shall gather all the spoil of it into the midst of the street of it, 
and shall burn with fire the city, and all the spoil of it every whit, to the LORD your 
God: and it shall be a heap forever; it shall not be built again.  
 
Now, for the Haftarah scripture of Isaiah 66:1- 24  
 
{66:15} For, behold, the LORD will come with fire, and with his chariots like a 
whirlwind, to render his anger with fury, and his rebuke with flames of fire.  
{66:16} For by fire and by his sword will the LORD plead with all flesh: and the 
slain of the LORD shall be many.  
{66:17} They that sanctify themselves, and purify themselves in the gardens 
behind one [tree] in the midst, eating swine’s flesh, and the abomination, and the 
mouse, shall be consumed together, saith the LORD.  
*[Note: Gentiles eat pork].  
 
{66:23} And it shall come to pass, [that] from one new moon to another, and from 
one sabbath to another, shall all flesh come to worship before me, saith the 
LORD. {66:24} And they shall go forth, and look upon the carcases of the men 
that have transgressed against me: for their worm shall not die, neither shall their 
fire be quenched; and they shall be an abhorring unto all flesh.  
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Now, for the Gospel of John 15:1–17:26:  
Jewsus said-  
{15:6} If a man abide not in me, he is cast forth as a branch, and is withered; and 
men gather them, and cast [them] into the fire, and they are burned.  
 
The rest of this crap goes on and on regarding how anyone who does not 
slavishly worship jewsus is damned and that sort of thing. It is endless ad 
nauseum. You can check it out online or in any bible. It supports the Torah and 
the Haftarah readings. 
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"Year Zero"  
 
The following article written mostly by High Priest Don Danko is very revealing 
regarding the true purpose of Christianity and how it directly ties into Jewish 
communism.  
 
It is important to know how the "Year Zero" used with the communist take-over of 
a country was also used with the B.C. and the A.D. in history [history has been 
extensively corrupted by the Jews to conform to and to advance their agenda 
with enslaving the world]. The B.C. stands for "Before Christ" and the A.D. which 
means "Anno Domini."  
 
"The term Anno Domini is Medieval Latin, translated as In the year of the Lord, or 
in the Year of Our Lord. It is occasionally set out more fully as Anno Domini 
Nostri Iesu (or Jesu) Christi ("In the Year of Our Lord Jesus Christ")."1  
 
The supposed birth of the fictitious Nazarene was the "Year Zero."  
 
"The idea behind Year Zero is that all culture and traditions within a society must 
be completely destroyed or discarded and a new revolutionary culture [my note 
Jewish Communism] must replace it, starting from scratch. All history of a nation 
or people before Year Zero is deemed largely irrelevant, as it will ideally be 
purged and replaced from the ground up.  
 
In Cambodia, teachers, artists, and intellectuals were especially singled out and 
executed during the purges accompanying Year Zero."  
 
"Some call it Marxism — I call it Judaism."  
– Rabbi S. Wise, The American Bulletin, May 5, 1935  
 
"The Communist soul is the soul of Judaism. Hence it follows, that, just as in the 
Russian revolution the triumph of Communism was the triumph of Judaism...."  
(A Program for the Jews and Humanity, Rabbi Harry Waton, p. 143-144).  
 
Year Zero the doctrine of Communist Cambodia, which was called the perfect 
Communist revolution and was supported and put into power by the International 
Jews via their strong hold of Communist China:  
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic2027.html   
 
It was the literal sweeping away of all civilization, the destruction of the family 
unit; the family unit was to come to an end forever, the abolishment of all 
progress, music, money, hospitals, learning, books, and reading, and the total 
liquidation of the educated and professional classes through mass-murder. Even 
love between humans was banned, with people being murdered for even smiling 
at each other in the slave camps. Even the word sleep was banned. People were 
worked from 3 am in the morning to 11 pm at night on a bowl of rice. If they failed 
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to work or if they didn’t work fast enough because of extreme exhaustion, they 
where killed on the spot. They were forced to live in barns without walls between 
them and where not allowed to speak to each other. They were reduced to 
animals. The point of life was to work and die. The entire population was forced 
into this, and all of their culture was exterminated along with the people, and 
replaced by a slave society of Jewish Communism.  
 
All of the books within the great library of the capital were confiscated and 
destroyed by the communists. The cities were emptied and one third of the 
population was slaughtered. Any educated person was tortured to death after 
being arrested and taken to the infamous prisons and politically declared as a 
"sub person." Their pictures were taken upon arrest and the pictures of their 
murdered and tortured corpses were taken again after being killed. Their throats 
were slit and their bodies were mutilated and carved open by the Communist 
executioners. The majority of towns were all leveled into the ground and the 
populations marched into a real life Orwellian Animal Farm. Entire families where 
slaughtered. Women were even killed for the crime of "being too beautiful." 
People were put to death for being able to read.  
 
The start of Year Zero was the end of life in now Communist Cambodia. This was 
the perfect and total implementation of Jewish Communism. This is exactly what 
we saw with the programs of Jewish Christianity and Islam. Jewish Christianity 
also started the calendar at year Zero, AD, and did to entire societies what the 
Communists did to Cambodia. The libraries where destroyed, the spiritual and 
thus educated classes where slaughtered and tortured, the cities destroyed, all 
knowledge destroyed, art destroyed, music banned, and even bathing was 
banned as "Pagan practice," with being able to read made a capital punishment 
by the Church. The Church Commissars bragged they had wiped away the entire 
civilization and culture, and in its place was the slave society of Primal 
Communism, run by the Party in the form of the Church. Year Zero.  
 
As the Communist Advisor to Putin, Alexander Dugin stated in an interview:  
http://www.counter-currents.com/2012/07/interview-with-alexander-dugin/  
 
This fits well with the orthodox critique of western Christianity. It is easy to see 
that the secularization of western Christianity gives us liberalism. The 
secularization of the orthodox religion gives us Communism… Communism is the 
final Perfection of Christianity.  
 
"The world revolution which we will experience will be exclusively our affair and 
will rest in our hands. This revolution will tighten the Jewish domination over all 
other people."  
–Le Peuple Juif, February 8, 1919.  
 
"The idea behind Year Zero is that all culture and traditions within a society must 
be completely destroyed or discarded and a new revolutionary culture [my note 
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Jewish Communism] must replace it, starting from scratch. All history of a nation 
or people before Year Zero is deemed largely irrelevant, as it will ideally be 
purged and replaced from the ground up.  
 
In Cambodia, teachers, artists, and intellectuals were especially singled out and 
executed during the purges accompanying Year Zero."  
 
If you think it is over just remember… Communism is the Jewish Messianic 
Movement created and directed by the Elders of Zion such as the Rothschilds. 
They are still around and still working relentlessly to turn the whole world into 
Year Zero, which is the final goal of Judaism. Zionism is Judaism: 
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic8274.html Zionism is Judaism "In the time 
of the Messiah the Jews will exterminate all the peoples of the earth."  
 
Excerpt from “The Elephant Walk Cookbook” by Longteine De Monteiro and 
Katherine Neudstadt © 1998:  
“The country was deeply embroiled in a civil war between the U.S. –backed 
government of Lon Nol, who had replaced King Norodom Sihanouk following a 
coup in 1970, and the communist insurgent revolutionaries, the Khmer Rouge, 
who were thought to be close to victory.  
 
Three weeks earlier I had flown to Phnom Penh to try to persuade members of 
Ken’s family and my own to come to Taiwan (as my parents had done earlier that 
year), where they could wait out the end of the war in safety. Ken had already 
lost relatives in the fighting, and the capital was under intense fire the whole time 
I was there. I was able to get only three nephews and one of my younger sisters 
to leave Phnom Penh with me. My mother, who had come back to be with her 
mother, was too old to travel, refused to leave.  
 
Later in the afternoon of April 17th, Ken and I listened to a radio report 
announcing that Cambodia had fallen to the Khmer Rouge and that the rebel 
troops were already marching into Phnom Penh as victors. And then there was 
silence. Days went by, then weeks and months, with no other official report or 
word of what was happening, except for the rumors and unbelievable first-person 
accounts of people who had somehow managed to escape: stories of savage 
cruelty and violence, of sanctioned executions and random murders at the hands 
of the Khmer Rouge. We heard of the immediate, massive evacuation of millions 
from the capital over the course of a single day, but we could not believe it, nor 
could we imagine that the stories of resettlement into forced labor camps around 
the countryside – part of the revolution’s plan to return Cambodia to a wholly 
peasant society were true.  
 
Ken was trying desperately to make contact with the new government, to get 
news of our families and to get permission to return home, where he hoped to 
offer his diplomatic skills. When we finally did get some official word, it came from 
the CIA, informing us that my older sister’s husband, the Chief of the Cambodian 
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Navy, was believed to have died at the hands of the Khmer Rouge on that first 
day of the takeover. It was assumed that my other relatives who held similar 
government positions – including my oldest brother, who had been the Minister of 
Commerce – had also died.  
 
Suddenly all possibility of returning to Cambodia vanished completely, and at the 
same time that Ken’s job in Taiwan was becoming increasingly untenable – how 
could he be a representative if there was no country to represent? For Ken, this 
meant the dramatic and untimely end to his career. For the family, it meant that 
we were forced into exile.  
 
In the months stretching into years that followed, we eventually found asylum in 
France and ended up in Béziers, a small Spanish-influenced town in the 
southwest, not far from the Mediterranean, where the surviving members of my 
family were reconvening. My two brothers-in-law and my brother were presumed 
dead, and there continued to be no word of my mother or grandmother, my 
younger sister or any of Ken’s family. Of these, only my sister survived. As our 
savings dwindled and it became unmistakably clear that there would be no future 
diplomatic positions for Ken, we faced a financial crisis.”  
 
“With the fracturing of the Khmer society in recent years, like many of its cultural 
treasures, the finest of the traditional cuisine of Cambodia – both simple and 
elaborate – stands to be lost forever. Most of the people who cared deeply about 
food have been killed, have fled the country, or have died of old age. At this 
point, I wouldn’t know where to begin to look for the old women who used to 
guard the secrets of the best spices for curry, preserving them for future 
generations to enjoy. I assume that these women are all gone.”  
 
“YEAR ZERO”: THE CIVIL WAR”  
“…in April 1975, the communists finally took control of the country. Under Pol Pot 
and a cadre of close advisors, the new revolutionary government set about to 
create overnight, a quasi-Marxist-Leninist peasant society by returning Cambodia 
to what they called Year Zero: a society, as one historian characterized it, without 
‘money, markets, formal education, Buddhism, books, private property…and 
freedom of movement’ and – needless to say – without cuisine.  
 
The impact of this era, the time of ‘the killing fields’ can hardly be overstated. 
Less than four years later, in 1979, the Khmer Rouge were driven out by 
Vietnamese forces in retaliation for their attack on Vietnam, but their policies and 
practices had resulted in the deaths of more than a million Cambodians from 
starvation, overwork, disease and torture. Decades later, the country still 
struggles to rebuild.”  
 
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED! THE MOVIE:  
The Killing Fields [1984]  
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0087553/?ref_=nv_sr_1  
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"A photographer is trapped in Cambodia during tyrant Pol Pot's bloody "Year 
Zero" cleansing campaign, which claimed the lives of two million "undesirable" 
civilians." "Stars: Sam Waterston, Haing S. Ngor, John Malkovich"  
___________________________________________________  
 
1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anno_Domini   
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Mind Control Programming and the Bible 
 
The article below has been updated in some areas. For more information, please 
read the "Sermon on 666" following this article, below.  
 
Note with the fall of the Soviet Jewion. The Jews have been working to rebuild 
the Christian religion in the failure of their atheist Christian program. This allows 
them to maintain strict control over the populace. From which they will in time 
regain the former control they once had.  
 
We can see in the link how the Jews use subliminal programming on America 
that connects into their spell book the Bible on the populace:  
1960'S SUBLIMINAL MESSAGES (in slow motion)[Youtube video]  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rnkg-yCPryE 
 
2 Corinthians  
12:16 But be it so, I did not myself burden you. But, being crafty, I caught you 
with deception.  
 
Note in the above youtube video, the Jews are using the terms with God 
repeatedly:  
 
§ "God is real, God is watching" = 22 letters  

 
§ "Believe in government God" =22 letters  

 
§ "Obey Consume Obey Consume" = 22 letters  

 
According to Christian and Jewish mysticism, 22 is the number of the Hebrew 
Alphabet is the number of the Master builder, infinity and completion, 
Quintessence [spirit which is God in the universal sense in the Hermetic 
teachings] the mind of God and God. The Nazarene utters the 7 last words of 
finality, on the cross which is the phase at the start of Psalms 22. It equals the 12 
Zodiac signs and 10 planets in the Tarot of which such alphabet is assigned. 
Revelation the last book of the Bible also has 22 chapters.  
 
The number 22 corresponds to the World trump card of the Tarot, indicating 
completion. This indicates the enemy completing their goal of world conquest 
and domination through communism.  
 
Psalm 66:7  
He [God] rules forever by his power, his eyes watch the nations-- let not the 
rebellious rise up against him.  
 
The book of psalms is the 19th book of the bible. Note the verse, 66:7; which 
also adds up to 19 [6 + 6 + 7 = 19]. 19 = 19 = 38 and 3 + 8 = 11, which is a 
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number of downfall, so the above verse not only threatens against rebellion, but 
given the numbers, it subliminally points out that rebellion will result in down fall.  
 
1 Samuel 12:15  
15 But if ye will not obey the voice of the Lord, but rebel against the 
commandment of the Lord, then shall the hand of the Lord be against you, as it 
was against your fathers.  
 
1 Samuel is the 9th book of the bible. 9 + 12 + 15 = 36; 3 + 6 = 9.  
9 is the number of finality and Judgment, the power of God itself.  
 
Colossians 3:22  
Servants, obey in all things your masters according to the flesh; not with 
eyeservice, as menpleasers; but in singleness of heart, fearing God  
 
Colossians is the 51st book of the bible. [5 + 1 = 6]. The Jews use the number 6 
extensively, such as in their "six million" phony holoco$t. In the bible, the number 
6 is the number of man without any spiritual power. The number 7 has to do with 
the 7 chakras and spiritual power emanating from these and spiritual perfection. 
6 falls short. 6 is also a number of hard labor. Work was done for 6 days and the 
7th was a day of rest.  
 
"The number 6 is stamped on all that is connected with human labor. We see it 
stamped upon his measures, which he uses in his labor, and on the time during 
which he labors. And we see this from the very beginning."  
 
The Jewish emphasis on and use of the number 6, sets up a vibration on the 
astral for the advancement of their agenda, their communist state and world 
order. Communism is slave labor. With the communist state, the jews become 
"god" and all spiritual knowledge is replaced with material atheism.  
 
The above verse of the 51st book of the bible [1 + 5 = 6] advocates slave labor. 
Taken further, the verse 3:22 can be multiplied 3 x 22 = 66; the total number of 
books in the bible, indicating completion of the Jewish communist slave labor 
state and their new world order.  
 
Romans 13: 1-7  
 
1 Everyone must submit himself to the governing authorities, for there is no 
authority except that which God has established. The authorities that exist have 
been established by God.  
2 Consequently, he who rebels against the authority is rebelling against what 
God has instituted, and those who do so will bring judgment on themselves.  
3 For rulers hold no terror for those who do right, but for those who do wrong. Do 
you want to be free from fear of the one in authority? Then do what is right and 
he will commend you.  
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4 For he is God's servant to do you good. But if you do wrong, be afraid, for he 
does not bear the sword for nothing. He is God's servant, an agent of wrath to 
bring punishment on the wrongdoer.  
5 Therefore, it is necessary to submit to the authorities, not only because of 
possible punishment but also because of conscience.  
6 This is also why you pay taxes, for the authorities are God's servants, who give 
their full time to governing.  
7 Give everyone what you owe him: If you owe taxes, pay taxes; if revenue, then 
revenue; if respect, then respect; if honor, then honor.  
 
The Founders wanted the Great Seal put upon the dollar for a good reason, but 
they never put anything about the Jewish "God" on there. Reference to the 
Jewish "God" was put on American currency by Jewish President Dwight David 
Eisenhower.  
"July 30th, 1956, two years after pushing to have the phrase "under God" 
inserted into the pledge of allegiance, President Dwight D. Eisenhower signs a 
law officially declaring "In God We Trust" to be the nation's official motto. The 
law, P.L. 84-140, also mandated that the phrase be printed on all American 
paper currency." 1 Eisenhower was a Jew by his own confession; the name 
Eisenhower is taken from Eisenhauer a Jewish surname.  
 
"In Eisenhower's West Point Military Academy graduating class yearbook, 
published in 1915, Eisenhower is identified as a "terrible Swedish Jew."  
 
It's not a surprise that the Kosher owned White House with the President Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt who himself was of Dutch-Jewish ancestry and his staff read 
like a synagogue list.  
 
"In 1943, Washington not only transferred Col. Eisenhower to Europe but 
promoted him over more than 30 more experienced senior officers to five star 
general and placed him in charge of all the US forces in Europe. “ 
 
This great "General" who hid in fear pissing himself when it was believed a tiny 
unarmed, German Commando unit was after him during the war, personally 
ordered the murder of over 1.7 million German soldiers after the war was over in 
his P.O.W death camps. Their only crime was defending their nation and people. 
Many of the above where not any older then 15 years of age. This is another 
blatant example of Pure Talmudic hate.  
For the full article "In 'Eisenhower's Death Camps': A U.S. Prison Guard 
Remembers: http://www.ihr.org/jhr/v10/v10p161_Brech.html  
 
"In God We Trust" has 12 letters: Twelve is a perfect number, signifying 
perfection of government, or of governmental perfection. There are 66 books in 
the Bible, which add to 12 [6 + 6 = 12].  
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The word God also appears 4473 in the Bible adding up to the sum of 9. 9 is the 
number of finality and Judgment, the power of God itself which is wrapped up 
with this:  
 
The Judgments of "God" in Haggai 1:11 are enumerated in nine particulars:  
"And I called for a drought upon the land, and upon the mountains, and upon the 
corn, and upon the new wine, and upon the oil, and upon that which the ground 
bringeth forth, and upon men, and upon cattle, and upon all the labor of the 
hands."  
 
Haggai is the 37th book of the bible. 3 + 7 = 10; so Haggai 1 would be 11; here 
again, we have 11 11.  
 
"The law was signed by President Eisenhower on July 30, 1956, and the motto 
was progressively added to paper money over a period from 1957 to 1966. 
(Public Law 84-851)[18] The United States Code at 36 U.S.C. § 302, now states: 
"'In God we trust' is the national motto." [2]  
 
One can see that money is a powerful way to inject something into the 
unconscious of the public mind:  
 
9/11 $20 Bill Trick [Youtube video] 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D1SYfqH8J30  
 
Here is more information on subliminals in the Media leading up 911:  
WHAT? ...Hollywood Predicted 9:11??? [Youtube video]  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=41FRnNDZkuI 
 
Bluntly here:  
9/11 foreshadowed in Super Mario Bros. The Movie [Youtube video]  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKLw_Fm3tqg 
 
And we can witness how the Jewish powers inject their "God" into the mass mind 
again:  
"Eisenhower signed the bill into law on Flag Day, June 14, 1954. Eisenhower 
stated "From this day forward, the millions of our school children will daily 
proclaim in every city and town, every village and rural school house, the 
dedication of our nation and our people to the Almighty.... In this way we are 
reaffirming the transcendence of religious faith in America's heritage and future; 
in this way we shall constantly strengthen those spiritual weapons which forever 
will be our country's most powerful resource, in peace or in war.  
 
The phrase "Under God" was incorporated into the Pledge of Allegiance June 14, 
1954, by a Joint Resolution of Congress amending §4 of the Flag Code enacted 
in 1942." [3]  
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In closing, many people in the JoS e-groups have mentioned how they have 
seen certain numbers repeatedly. This can be a certain number recurring on a 
license plate of a vehicle, or on a digital clock, in an advertisement, and in many 
other places. Sometimes this can even occur for days, but this alone and by itself 
is harmless. When we are aware of certain numbers, this establishes a 
subliminal vibration and before we know it, we begin to see these same numbers 
frequently in our daily lives. This aspect is quite innocent and oftentimes 
meaningless, but in the above article, the perpetrators are fully aware of the 
power of numbers and they enforce this to establish their magickal workings in 
reality, via the Judeo/Christian Bible. This is why many Christians are practically 
coerced into memorizing bible verses, as this imbeds a subconscious link. For 
more on this:  
___________________ 
 
Sources: 
 
[1] This Day in History [www.history.com]  
 
[2] Wikipedia Article: "In God We Trust"  
 
[3] Ibid  
 
___________________ 
 
SERMON ON “666” 
 
As I have already written two sermons concerning biblical numerology and how 
the bible is a book of Jewish witchcraft, here is more on the numbers...  
 
The bible has a total of 66 books. As most of you already know, the jewish 
powers always emphasize the number 6, as with their 6 million phony holoco$t 
and May Day, important communist holiday [May 1st; 5/1; 5 + 1 = 6], and many 
more. Be aware of this, especially when watching the news and reading 
newspapers, magazines, etc. The Jews always emphasize the number 6. This is 
also corresponds to the kabbalistic Saturn square, which adds up to 15 on all 
sides, even the diagonal. In the bible, the number 6 is the number of humanity 
without any spiritual power. The number 7 has to do with the 7 chakras and 
spiritual power emanating from these and spiritual perfection. 6 falls short. 6 is 
also a number of hard labor. Work was done for 6 days and the 7th was a day of 
rest. "The number 6 is stamped on all that is connected with human labor. We 
see it stamped upon his measures, which he uses in his labor, and on the time 
during which he labors. And we see this from the very beginning." The number 6 
also has to do with slavery:  
 
Colossians 3:22  
Servants, obey in all things your masters according to the flesh; not with 
eyeservice, as menpleasers; but in singleness of heart, fearing God.  
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The above verse of the 51st book of the bible [1 + 5 = 6] advocates slave labor. 
Taken further, the verse 3:22 can be multiplied 3 x 22 = 66; the total number of 
books in the bible, indicating completion of the Jewish communist slave labor 
state and their new world order.  
 
The truth is... Satan's number 666 is the number for the kabbalistic square of the 
Sun and indicates spiritual power and advancement. Nearly all of the ancient 
Pagan religions emphasized "worship" of the Sun. The code word "worship" in 
truth translates into intense focus upon, as in deep meditation. In addition, 6 x 6 x 
6 = 216, which has to do with certain powerful nadis within the soul. The solar 
chakra is the most powerful and important chakra of the soul and has to do with 
working the magnum opus. The solar chakra is the Grail chakra; the cup that 
holds the elixir of life secreted by the pineal gland. The bible with 66 books falls 
short of realizing the godhead and works to keep humanity spiritually and 
psychologically enslaved.  
 
According to the bible, the number 12 is supposed to be a perfect number, with 
the number 13 being of Satan. As human beings, we have a total of 13 major 
chakras, not 12. 13 IS one of Satan's numbers [1 + 3 = 4]. Again, the number 12 
falls short. In ancient times, there was a 13th sign of the zodiac. 12 also relates 
to our Saturn centered time; 60 seconds within a minute, 60 minutes within an 
hour and 24 [2 + 4 = 6] within a day. Saturn, as I already wrote in the above 
vibrates to the number 6. Saturn is the malefic planet of suffering, hard work, 
misery, misfortune, and loss. Wherever Saturn is placed in one's astrology chart, 
this is where one will suffer in life. The Jewish powers designate 12 as being the 
number for "perfect government," in other words, humanity being spiritually 
helpless, falling short of spiritual power and attainment, and being subject to 
enslavement through the government and total domination at the hands of the 
jews who run that government. The subliminal vibrations and messages in the 
bible set humanity up for this. In contrast, the 13-month lunar calendar is based 
upon the natural time of the earth. We are all living out of sync with the natural 
harmony of the earth in regards to our calendar and time.  
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Christianity, Communism, the Jews and the Bible 
 
In exposing the Holy Bible as a book of Jewish witchcraft, always remember...the 
Jews are extremely clever and they take control of both sides; both opposing 
sides, which they pretend to be fighting each other, but underneath it all, they are 
working for their agenda of world enslavement. Just as many xian churches, 
particularly the Vatican, pretend to be against and fighting communism, 
unbeknownst to the populace, they are working FOR communism, the nazarene 
taught nothing but communism, his sermons, and even his life- quite like Karl 
Marx himself- lazy, and lived off of the charity of others like a parasite. The USSR 
made a show of persecuting a number of Jews [they scream the loudest], when 
millions of innocent Gentiles were tortured to death, but this Jewish persecution 
is only for show, and they do not care if they have to sacrifice some of their own 
to reach their goal of world enslavement and domination. For example, Josef 
Stalin [real name Josef Dugasvilli, the meaning of the Georgian surname 
Dugasvilli is "Son of a Jew"], claimed to be anti-Semitic, but given his second 
wife was also Jewish [as were his children], and his communist heroes such as 
Vladimir Lenin and the other scum he was directly involved with, any idiot can 
see through these lies, which again, are there only to fool the masses. Nearly all 
of the entire communist leadership and KGB were Jews and/or married to Jews 
and lived extremely well while the working classes were brutalized beyond the 
imagination. This did not just include the USSR, but all other communist 
countries as well. Prior to the fall of the “Iron Curtain” the USSR would also 
publicly support any country that was against Israel; pretending to be enemies 
with Israel, which beneath it all, is not the case, as both work together for the 
same agenda. KNOW THIS AND BE ONTO THEIR TACTICS- NEVER LET 
THEM FOOL YOU!  
 
As I have state before and will again... just how can Christianity really be at odds 
with the Jews, when every single page of that stinking bible has the word "Jew" 
"Jews" Israel" and other kosher crap on it and above all, the nazarene is Jewish 
from birth to death. Given the spiritual energies put into Christianity by the 
ignorant followers, for centuries, the Jews have an endless supply to do as they 
please with. This is their bulwark and their root. This is why the bible is so full of 
numbers, specific verses [which vibrated in Hebrew are their mantras] and given 
the bible is planted in nearly every home in the world, Christianity is relentlessly 
pushed and coerced onto people [love jewsus or burn for eternity], the bible acts 
as a subliminal medium; a receiver for their workings. Bible verses are 
memorized by many Christians. What this does further, is it creates a very 
powerful link in the minds of many for which the Jews work their curses and their 
spells for attracting copious amounts of wealth. Even their bible states regarding 
the Jews “Thou shalt prosper.” YOU PAY AND SACRIFICE FOR THIS!  
 
The "Holy Bible" serves as a link, as I mentioned in the above for their subliminal 
workings. This is no different from having a bible in your home. This creates a 
subliminal tie in. I do know since my last article “the Holy Bible, a Book of Jewish 
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Witchcraft”; I was very aware of the magnitude of this article and given it hits at 
their most sensitive secrets, root, and their total bulwark, through Satan, we have 
exposed them.  
 
Satan has protected me. If he hadn’t, myself along with others who are working 
very hard, would already be dead. We are working for a higher purpose; for a 
better world through Satan. We have identified and exposed the problems. The 
Jewish power structure works relentlessly to destroy our civil rights and freedoms 
so that they can enslave us all. Jewish greed knows no bounds. Few Americans 
here know just how brutal life is and has been in many other countries. The Jews 
are working very hard to change this. In the early 1990’s, after the fall of the 
USSR, many cutthroat Jewish communists emigrated to the USA and have been 
working for the destruction of our country ever since, and this can be blatantly 
seen in the many open violations of our constitution and how our legal system 
has been rapidly deteriorating. The USA is the last power on this earth that still 
has some laws protecting freedom of speech and the press, though these are 
very insecure and many of us are suppressed and harassed, such as what is 
now happening in the JoS e-groups. If the USA goes down, any smaller countries 
that are somewhat free will also go down and be under the yoke of communist 
control. Many of you know it is a felony crime to deny or question the Jewish 
holoco$t in many countries...resulting in an automatic prison sentence. 
Everything the Jew is and does, is blamed on Gentiles. This creates confusion, 
and makes for an effective diversion and distraction. The same is with 
Satan...everything their Christian “God” is and does, they heap the blame on 
Satan and the Powers of Hell. Even though the truth is before them in the “Holy 
Bible” and one can see that jewhova was a “murderer and a liar from the 
beginning” one only needs to look through the Old Testament and also that foul 
nazarene ordering his followers to commit both theft and murder:  
 
Luke 19:27; Luke 6: 1-5; Luke 19: 29-35; and break other commandments: 
Matthew 10: 34-36.  
 
Christians and others cannot see this, as they have been deluded under a 
powerful spell. Satan, himself told me some time ago how horribly Gentiles have 
suffered under Jewish communism. I have written several articles regarding the 
slave labor situation in Red China. This brutality is what Jewish communism is all 
about.  
 
Quote from the Jewish Talmud:  
Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: "Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that 
the Jew would not have to be served by beasts. The non-Jew is consequently an 
animal in human form, and condemned to serve the Jew day and night."  
 
Unless each and every one of us fights for our freedoms, they will all be taken 
away. As with the first pdf, on the Soviet slave labor, one can see the same 
identical thing occurring in Red China and in other parts of the world- disposable 
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human beings; systematically broken, worked to death and replaced by more 
Gentiles. Even a little research blatantly reveals the Jews are and have always 
been behind this, and that the bible is nothing more than a blueprint for Jewish 
communism in its teachings and indoctrinations [both the Old and New 
Testaments], along with the all important purpose of working powerful spells for 
the Jews to profit tremendously. Satan pulls off the drapes in our minds and 
wakes us up to the truth so we are aware and can see. The Christians and 
related ignorant masses are under a most powerful spell. That spell must be 
broken.  
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Communism's Christian Roots 
 
“Christian theology is the grandmother of Bolshevism.” 
–Oswald Spengler  
 
"Christianity and communism are very close spiritually and ideologically. This is a 
fairly well known concept that has been adopted by various thinkers, from 
Thomas More to Lev Tolstoy. Few people know that the world's first socialist 
state was established in Paraguay and was based on the ideas of Catholic 
Jesuits before Marx created his teachings."  
 
"The "Society of Jesus" – the Jesuit religious order – in the Catholic Church was 
roughly equivalent to the KGB in the Soviet Union."  
Above quotes taken from "Pravda" [The main Communist Party Newspaper and 
leading newspaper of the former Soviet Union] From the article: Is there any 
difference between Christianity and Communism? 30/04/2013  
 
"American Newspapers claim that Stalin has been preordained to save 
Christianity.  
-Josef Goebbels [1]  
 
Communism is not anti-Christian, as is commonly believed:  
In addition to this, the Catholic Church in China has over 70 million members and 
is growing. There is also the Catholic Changchung Cathedral in Communist 
North Korea; the nominal cathedral of the Roman Catholic Bishop of Pyongyang, 
North Korea. The Russian Orthodox Church worked hand in hand with the 
Communist Party in the USSR. The violence against its Clergy during the 
revolution, was simply to weed out the Czarist elements from its ranks, and 
nothing more. Stalin openly worked with the Orthodox Church to help the 
Communist war effort for the Red Army during the second world war. Today in 
Russia, high ranking Clergy in the Russian Orthodox Church openly advocate a 
Christian Communist movement within their nation. The Catholic Church also has 
had a strong hand in the Communistic, Liberation Theology in South America. It’s 
no mistake Catholic Clergy could traverse the “Iron Curtain” during the cold war 
with ease.  
80 million Bibles printed in China - and counting Link to article from 'Christianity 
Today.'  
 
"Ernst Bloch (1885–1977) was a German Marxist philosopher and atheist 
theologian. Although not a Christian himself, he is said to have "bridged the gap" 
between Christian communism and the Leninist branch of Marxism. One of 
Bloch's major works, the Principle of Hope, contains such declarations as: "Ubi 
Lenin, ibi Jerusalem" [Where Lenin is, there is Jerusalem] and "the Bolshevist 
fulfillment of Communism [is part of] the age-old fight for God." [2]  
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In truth, Christianity prepares the populace to be open to and to accept 
communism. There is nothing within the Christian doctrines or the teachings of 
the Nazarene that conflicts with communism in any way. Christianity IS 
Communism.  
 
Both programs work to enslave, using terror, brutality, mass murder and 
coersion. The Catholic Church was the KGB of the Middle Ages, ruling through 
terror, use of force and mass murder. The Inquisition is a blatant example.  
 
Both programs prohibit the ownership of private property. Christianity prepares 
followers on a subliminal level for communism. Christians are indoctrinated to 
believe that poverty is a virtue. Once this concept takes hold upon one's 
subconscious mind, quite often, a serious lack of money is a result and this 
sometimes even lasts into future lives, speaking from a spiritual perspective. 
What this does is it also creates a self-perpetuating program, and in turn creates 
generations of poor. The Christian Churches then appear as helpers of the poor 
and benefactors, when all along, it was the Christian teachings that created and 
enforced the problem. The Jew creates the problems and then gives the Jewish 
version of a damned solution for Gentiles. Click here for an article econcerning 
Christian Mind Control  
There is nothing at all spiritual about Christianity. Christianity is a tool for 
removing spiritual knowledge and powers, and replacing these with meaningless 
robotic 'prayers' corrupted from and repeated in the same fashion as Far Eastern 
mantras, and endless indoctrination with false teachings aimed to imbed a 
fictitious status and history of the Jewish people in the minds of Christians, which 
is nothing spiritual at all. Few if any Christian preachers can diagram the human 
soul, for example. The removal of and the corruption of spiritual knowledge 
prepares the populace to accept the atheistic communist state.  
 
Both Christianity and Communism present themselves as brotherhood programs, 
promoting equality, prosperity, good will, and a better way of life, but upon closer 
examination of their real doctrines and histories, this is nothing more than a 
come-along and beneath the surface, terror, mass murder, torture, forced 
indoctrination, and keeping the populace ignorant are the bulwark of both of 
these programs. Any fool who reads the Judeo/Christian Bible can plainly see the 
endless accounts of mass murder, pillaging, rape, enslavement, and threats of 
eternal torture and damnation if the doctrines are not taken seriously or adhered 
to, and above all, how jewhova was a murderous monster who preyed upon 
Gentiles; no different from the communist programs. For proof of this see 
"Jehova and Human Blood Sacrifice." "A Murderer and a Liar from the 
Beginning."  
 
"But those mine enemies, which would not that I should reign over them, bring 
hither, and slay them before me."  
Luke 19:27  
[Direct quote from Jesus advocating murder]  
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"Rebellion" is a definite NO NO and is "of the Devil."  
Christianity also prepares followers for communism in that one is indoctrinated to 
endure injustice. Nearly everyone has heard the biblical scriptures about turning 
the other cheek, walking the extra mile, loving one's enemies and so forth. These 
teachings work together with communism in destroying the justice system and 
personal rights. Crime is allowed to get so out of control [as it already has]; that 
the populace is not only discouraged from fighting back, but if one should defend 
one's self, one is often punished for this. What these Jewish programs do, is they 
set a trap. Most people eventually are more than willing to give up their rights in 
favor of ultra-strict laws in order to control crime. Both programs prohibit taking 
any personal action in the way of enforcing justice and place this responsibility in 
the hands of the state for communism, and in the hands of that so-called "God" 
for Christianity. Any rebellion or fighting back is a grave offense. The acceptance 
of abuse and injustice are both very necessary for establishing a slave state. A 
slave must never try to fight back or rebel in any way. Hate is another taboo in 
both programs.  
 
A look into Communism’s birth:  
Communism was created out of the organization “The League of the Just.” The 
motto of the League of the Just ("Bund der Gerechten" or "Bund der 
Gerechtigkeit") was "All Men are Brothers" and its goals were "the establishment 
of the Kingdom of God on Earth, based on the ideals of love of one's neighbor, 
equality and justice".  
“At a congress held in London in June 1847 the League of the Just merged with 
members of the Communist Corresponding Committee headed by Karl Marx and 
Friedrich Engels, adopting a new organizational charter and programme and 
reconstituting itself as the Communist League.” [3]  
This is the basis of the Christian doctrine.  
 
We can trace Communism’s roots back to the radical Liberal ideology in Europe. 
Which itself is Christianity in disguise. As Nietzsche stated about the French 
revolution and its Liberal ideology as the: “Daughter and continuation of 
Christianity.”  
  
This radical, universalist, egalitarian doctrine is at the heart of Christianity, and 
Liberalism with its stepping off point into Communism. Where Liberalism then 
morphed into Communism openly:  
 
“During the decade of the 1840s the word "communist" came into general use to 
describe those who hailed the left wing of the Jacobin Club of the French 
Revolution as their ideological forefathers. This political tendency saw itself as 
egalitarian heritors of the 1795 Conspiracy of Equals headed by Gracchus 
Babeuf. The sans-culottes of Paris which had decades earlier been the base of 
support for Babeuf — artisans, journeymen, and the urban unemployed — was 
seen as a potential foundation for a new social system based upon the modern 
machine production of the day.”  
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The French thinker Étienne Cabet inspired the imagination with a novel about a 
utopian society based upon communal machine production- "Voyage en Icarie" 
[1839]. The revolutionary Louis Auguste Blanqui argued in favor of an elite 
organising the overwhelming majority of the population against the "rich," seizing 
the government in a coup d'état, and instituting a new egalitarian economic 
order.” [4]  
 
A review of the emerging trends from Christianity to Liberalism and into 
Communism:  
 
Liberalism is Christianity without the Christ  
William Gayley Simpson's Which Way Western Man?  
 
Revilo Oliver:  
Quote:  
"The other apostates I have mentioned, and many that are now forgotten, 
together with almost all of the anti-Christians of recent centuries, exemplify the 
operation of what may be called the law of cultural residues. In all civilized 
societies, when a long-established and generally accepted belief is found to be 
incredible, good minds abandon it, but they commonly retain derivative beliefs 
that were originally deduced from the creed they have rejected and logically must 
depend on it. Thus it happened that modern enemies of Christianity rejected the 
mythology, but uncritically retained faith in the social and ethical superstitions 
derived from it — a faith which they oddly call rational but hold with a religious 
fervor."  
 
"They laugh at the silly story about Adam and his spare rib, but they continue to 
believe in a "human race" descended from a single pair of ancestors and hence 
in a "brotherhood of man." They speak of "all mankind," giving to the term an 
unctuous and mystic meaning with which they do not invest corresponding terms, 
such as "all marsupials" or "all ungulates." They prate about the "rights of man," 
although a moment's thought should suffice to show that, in the absence of a 
decree from a supernatural monarch, there can be no rights other than those 
which the citizens of a stable and homogeneous society have, by covenant or 
established custom, bestowed on themselves; and that while the citizens may 
show kindness to aliens, slaves, and dogs, such beings obviously can have no 
rights."  
 
"They do not believe that one-third of a god became incarnate in the most squalid 
region on earth to associate with illiterate peasants, harangue the rabble of a 
barbarian race, and magically exalt the ignorant and uncouth to "make folly of the 
wisdom of this world," so that "the last shall be first" — that they do not believe, 
but they cling to the morbid hatred of superiority that makes Christians dote on 
whatever is lowly, inferior, irrational, debased, deformed, and degenerate."  
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"They gabble about the 'sanctity of human life' — especially the vilest forms of it 
— without reflecting that it takes a god creator to make something sacred. And 
they frantically agitate for a universal "equality" that can be attained only by 
reducing all human beings to the level of the lowest, evidently unaware that they 
are merely echoing the Christians' oft-expressed yearning to become sheep (the 
most stupid of all mammals) herded by a good shepherd, which is implicit in all 
the tales of the New Testament, although most bluntly expressed in another 
gospel, which reports Jesus as promising that after he has tortured and 
butchered the more civilized populations of the earth, there will be a 
Resurrection, and his ovine pets will pop out of their graves, all of the same age, 
all of the same sex, all of the same stature, and all having indistinguishable 
features, so that they will be as identical as the bees in a swarm."  
 
"Although the "Liberal" and Marxist cults have doctrinal differences as great as 
those that separate Lutherans from Baptists, they are basically the same 
superstition, and whether or not we should call them religions depends on 
whether we restrict the word to belief in supernatural persons or extend it to 
include all forms of blind faith based on emotional excitement instead of 
observed facts and reason. When those "atheistic" cults scream out their hatred 
of "Fascists" and "Nazis," they obviously must believe that those wicked persons 
are possessed of the Devil and should therefore be converted or exterminated to 
promote holiness and love. And when they see "racists," who impiously 
substitute fact and reason for unthinking faith in approved fairy stories, their lust 
to extirpate evil is as great as that of the Christian mob that dragged the fair and 
too intelligent Hypatia from her carriage and lovingly used oyster shells to scrape 
the flesh from her bones while she was still alive."  
 
"With very few exceptions, the anti-Christians, no doubt unwittingly, retained in 
their minds a large part of Christian doctrine, and they even revived the most 
poisonous elements of the primitive Bolshevism of Antiquity, which had been 
attenuated or held in abeyance by the established churches in the great days of 
Christendom. And today, professed atheists do not think it odd that, on all social 
questions, they are in substantial agreement with the howling dervishes and 
evangelical shamans who, subsidized with lavish publicity by the Organized 
Jewry who control the boob-tubes and other means of communication, greedily 
participate in the current drive to reduce Americans to total imbecility with every 
kind of irrational hoax."  
 
“Christian theology is the grandmother of Bolshevism.”  
–Oswald Spengler  
 
We can witness this statement with the open banner of Christian Communism:  
"Christian communists seek to achieve large-scale social change, however. 
Some believe that, rather than attempting to transform the politics and economics 
of an entire country, Christians should instead establish communism at a local or 
regional level only."  
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The Latin American branch of Christian Communist Liberation Theology, 
according to theologians such as Leonardo Boff; is rooted in the concept that 
"prudence is the understanding of situations of radical crisis". Among Christian 
Communists, Historical Materialism is utilised as a methodology of analysis to 
define the nature of the crisis in question as a product of political-economic 
dynamics and modalities derived from the workings of what is termed "the late 
capitalist/imperialist mode of production". According to this subset of Liberation 
Theology, the challenge for the Christian Communist is then to define what it 
means (in context of "a concrete analysis of the concrete social reality"), to affirm 
a "preferential option for the poor and oppressed" as Praxis (active theory),and 
as commanded by an ethics allegedly "rooted in the beatidic teachings of Jesus".  
 
Christian Communist Liberation Theology is not about evangelization per se, but 
rather about developing an Orthopraxis (ethical action; The condition of coming 
to the light by doing the works of God), that aims to reconcile the "Beatidic 
Ethics" of Jesus, as expoused in the Sermon on the Mount; with existing social 
struggles against what is termed "neo-colonialism" or "Late Capitalism". Both 
Christian Communism and Liberation Theology stress "orthopraxis" over 
"orthodoxy". A narrative of the nature of contemporary social struggles is 
developed via "materialist analysis" utilising historiographic concepts developed 
by Karl Marx. A concrete example are the Paraguayan Sin Tierra (landless) 
movement, who engage in direct land seizures and the establishment of 
socialized agricultural cooperative production in asentamientos. The 
contemporary Paraguayan Sin Tierra operate in a very similar manner as that of 
the reformation era Diggers. For Camilo Torres (the founder of the Colombian 
guerrilla group E.L.N.), developing this Orthopraxis meant celebrating the 
Catholic Eucharist only among those engaged in armed struggle against the 
army of the Colombian state, while fighting alongside them.  
 
Christian communists hold the Biblical verses in Acts 2 and 4 as evidence that 
the first Christians lived in a communist society. Thomas Wharton Collens' 
Preaching is a good description of biblical sources being used with the goal of a 
common-property society; Prof. José P. Miranda, "Comunismo en la Biblia" 
(1981), translated as, "Communism in the Bible" (Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books, 
1982).  
 
But, in addition, they also cite numerous other Biblical passages which, in their 
view, support the idea that communism is the most ethical social system and that 
it is inescapably constitutive of the kingdom of God on earth. The most often 
quoted of these Biblical citations are taken from the three synoptic Gospels, 
which describe the life and ministry of Jesus.  
 
One of Jesus' most famous remarks regarding the wealthy can be found in 
Matthew 19:16–24 (the same event is also described in Mark 10:17–25 and Luke 
18:18–25, and the metaphor of a camel going through the eye of a needle is 
common to both Matthew and Luke).  
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21 Jesus said unto him, If thou wilt be perfect, go and sell that thou hast, and 
give to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in heaven: and come and follow 
me. 22 But when the young man heard that saying, he went away sorrowful: for 
he had great possessions. 23 Then said Jesus unto his disciples, Verily I say 
unto you, That a rich man shall hardly enter into the kingdom of heaven. 24 And 
again I say unto you, It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle, 
than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of God.  
 
Jesus also described "money changers" (i.e. those engaged in currency 
exchange) as "thieves" and chased them out of the Temple in Jerusalem. This is 
described in Matthew 21:12–14, Mark 11:15, and John 2:14–16.  
 
In addition, communistic attitudes and implications can be found in Leviticus 
25:35–38: Most significantly, this is part of the Law of Moses, and as such is 
commandment rather than exhortation or airing of opinion. This fact bears heavily 
upon subsequent discussion of the question of compulsory or voluntary 
relinquishing of riches, either as a possible entry requirement to Christian grace 
or as a means of achieving divine intentions for human social order. [5]  
 
“Christian theology is the grandmother of Bolshevism.” – Oswald Spengler  
________________________________________________________________  
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Illumination on the Illuminati 
 
On the much framed subject of the Free Masons and the Illuminati here is a brief 
history of the events that lead to subversion of the Masons by Jewry and the truth 
of the Illuminati:  
 
Rothschild hired a son of a Jewish Rabbi named Adam Weishaupt to create a 
psuedo-Masonic looking front- [The Illuminati] and armed him with massive funds 
and contacts the stage was set.  
 
History records that on May 1, 1776, Dr. Adam Weishaupt founded the Bavarian 
Order of the ILLUMINATI. Weishaupt was a Professor of Jewish Canon Law at 
the University of Ingolstadt in Bavaria, Germany. He was born to Jewish parents 
and later "converted" to Roman Catholicism. He became a high-ranking member 
of The Order Of The Jesuits, whom he subsequently left to form his very own 
organization at the clear behest of the newly formed "House Of Rothschild."  
 
It was the Jewish Weishaupt's belief that only a chosen few could qualify for 
enough "illumination" to guide and rule the world. The problem was, where could 
he find enough intellectual "light bearers" to start the ball rolling? He 
subsequently found them in various lodges and orders of the day, such as the 
various Masonic lodges, the Rosicrucian Order and other legitimate and sincere 
orders of antiquity. This is confirmed yet again by Edith Starr-Miller in her classic, 
"Occult Theocracy:" "As the organization of the Illuminati developed, so did its 
ambitions, which ended in a plot to subvert Freemasonry to its aim of world 
domination by any and all means ……. After obtaining control of certain Masonic 
Lodges, Weishaupt and his associates recklessly vaunted their growing power."  
 
Weishaupt took the name, Spartacus, because, like the Roman warrior, he was 
dedicated to freeing the [opressed masses] from the oppression of all 
monarchies and religious powers, his desire to shake off the yoke of limitation 
would include not only governments and organized religion, but also the 
institution of marriage, and even family....  
 
Weishaupt wanted a system of truly global dimensions, even if it brought about 
violent worldwide revolution and rivers of blood. His "benevolent dictatorship" had 
six main points dealing with the abolition of:  
 
1. Ordered or nationalistic governments in the form of monarchies.  
 
2. Private property.  
 
3. Inheritance rights.  
 
4. Patriotism to nationalist causes.  
 
5. Social order in families, sexual prohibition laws [protecting minors] and all 
moral codes.  
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6. All religious disciplines based on faith in a living God, as opposed to faith in 
nature, man, and reason. [Pushing atheism to remove all spiritual knowledge].  
 
This is almost word-for-word from Karl Marx's THE COMMUNIST MANIFESTO 
and that these six points are also perfectly consistent with the Protocols in 
general, [once again proving their legitimacy].  
 
Weishaupt's vision for a future world was a full-on Communism, with all 
possessions, even children, held in common.  
 
It is more interesting to learn that Karl Marx was not the real founder of 
Communist world revolution. Its true father was Adam Weishaupt, founder of the 
"Freemasonic Order" of the Illuminati- Marschalko  
 
"The great strength of our Order lies in its concealment; let it never appear in any 
place in its own name, but always covered by another name, and another 
occupation. None is fitter than the three lwers degrees of Freemasonry; the 
public is accustomed to it, expects little from it, and therefore takes little notice of 
it."  
– Adam Weishaupt  
 
At its beginning, the Illuminati was not a Masonic order, and Weishaupt himself 
did not enter a lodge until 1777, when he received induction into the Lodge 
Theodore de Bon Conseil in Munich. However, once inside Masonry, Weishaupt 
immediately saw its potential value to be a vehicle for the realization of his 
Illuminati dreams. To create an official union between the Illuminati and 
Freemasonry, Weishaupt set about organizing the Congress of Wilhelmsbas at 
the Castle of William IX of Hesse-Kassel, to occur on July 16, 1782. That special 
even, which was momentous in both size and aspirations, was attended by elite 
representatives of Masonic lodges from all over.  
 
It was also there that a decision was reached to allow the previously excluded 
Jews to be granted admittance into Freemasonry. The Illuminati creed claimed all 
people are equal.[Communism/Christianity]  
 
However, there was another, tacit reason for the change in Masonic policy 
towards the Jews, money was needed....And the Jews where the principal 
bankers of Europe, a role they had assumed since the time of the fall of the 
Knights Templar. And don't forget King William IX was in debt at the time, and 
was in general a psychopatic individual.  
 
When the time came for a vote on their admittance at Wilhelmsbad, the Jews 
were so anxious to win the day that they completely filled the hall with other 
Jewish supporters. It was not long afterwards that the Illuminati membership 
included an abundance of Jewish banking families, including the Rothschilds, the 
Oppenheimers, the Wertheimers, the Schusters, Speyers, and Sterns.  
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New lodges of predominantly Jews were formed in Frankfurt the Rothschild's 
financial capital in Europe, and soon all of Illumininzed Freemasonry would make 
the city its world headquarters.  
 
The first order of buisness for the Illuminati-initiated Jews, who were the was to 
manifest their prophesied Zion, a world ruled by the chosen people of Yahweh. 
Plans were set in motion for the Jews to finally have their "land of milk and 
honey" that had been promised to them for so long [in their own Jew minds] and 
it would be the entire world.  
 
The opportunity for manifesting their Zion arrived with the Russian Revolution, 
which was financed by the Jewish bankers. One of their own, the German Jew, 
Karl Marx, had catalyzed the event with the publication of his Commnunist 
Manifesto.  
 
Karl Marx who's real name was Rabbi Mordechai Levi was a member of the 
League of the Just of which would lead to the creation of the Communist League.  
 
–1841, Moses Hess, brought Marx into a society called the "League of the Just"  
 
The motto of the League of the Just (Bund der Gerechten) was "All Men are 
Brothers" and its goals were "the establishment of the Kingdom of God on Earth, 
based on the ideals of love of one's neighbor, equality and justice." [1]  
 
The Bolshevik leader of the Revolution, Lenin, who on both sides of his family 
was of Jewish lineage, contributed his plan for a centralized government that 
would be controlled by a Jewish oligarchy. After Lenin and his Illuminati cohorts 
raised their flags at the end of the Russian Revolution, their new communist 
government emerged with Jews occupying at least 75% of its highest 
positions...And end up with 60 million Gentiles murdered by the Jews, by the time 
Communism was over. Many of them murdered in an organized system of camps 
all run by Jewish Commissars. 
 
Slave Labor in Soviet Russia  
http://web.archive.org/web/20150603001921/http://www.exposingcommunism.co
m/Slave%20Labor%20in%20Soviet%20Russia.pdf  
 
The Jewish bankers also took another tact and and slowly built up an empire of 
financial istitutions to oversee a capitalistic infrastructure that would govern the 
world. As one Jewish banker and Illuminati patron, Amshel Rothschild, is known 
to have famously remarked, "Give me the control of a county's finances, and I 
care not who governs the country!"  
 
Which leads to Communism in the end. The Jews hold all wealth and power and 
the Gentiles are reduced to total slavery to global Jewry's One World Order.  
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The nations will gather to pay homage to the people of God: all the fortunes of 
the nations will pass to the Jewish people, they will march captive behind the 
Jewish people in chains and willl prostrate themselves before them, their kings 
will bring up their sons, and their princesses will nurse their children. The Jews 
will command the nations, they will summon peoples whom they do not even 
know them will haten to them. The riches of the sea and the wealth of natons will 
come to the Jews of their own right.  
"Any people of the Kingdom who will not serve Isreal will be destroyed"  
– Isidore Loeb [Le Litterature des Pauvres dans la Bible].  
 
“What were the effects of the subversion of Free Masonry by the Jews, within the 
organization? Masonry is based upon Judaism. Eliminate the teachings of 
Judaism from the Masonic Ritual and what is left?”  
– The Jewish Tribune [New York,Oct 28,1927]  
 
"In the present nations, Freemasonry is only of benefit to the Jews"  
–Theodore Herzl [Founder and Leader of World Zionism]  
 
"We have founded many secret associations, which all work for our purpose, 
under our orders and our direction. One of the many triumphs of our 
Freemansonry is that those Gentiles who become members of our Lodges, 
shoud never suspect that we are using them to build their own jails, upon whose 
terraces we shall erect the throne of our unversal King of the Jews; and should 
never know that we are commanding them to forge the chains of their own 
servility to our future King of the World"  
– Opening speech made at the B'nai B'rith convention in Paris [published in the 
Catholic Gazette, Feb 1936]  
 
Here it should be obvious why the Third Reich banned such organizations within 
Germany. They are organs of Jewish Communism.  
 
_________ 
 
 
Sources: The Coming Gnostic Civilization by M.A.Pinkham  
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The Truth About the Bible: Regarding Biblical Prophesies  
 
This seems to be one of the last steps in exposing Christianity.  
 
Unless we take some serious action in the way of working relentlessly to destroy 
Christianity and to alert thinking, intelligent people, the future is very grim.  
 
In my many years of research and study, I have found the bible is not the so-
called "word of God" but is a man-made book of witchcraft, hence all of the 
numbers therein. This is used liberally by top Jews in power to enslave the world. 
Jewish ritual murder subliminally ties into the Christian mass/service where the 
nazarene is the child sacrifice; "eat me and drink me" "this is the body of christ..." 
This son of jewhova, sacrificed by his father...i.e. murdered. In addition, the entire 
mass/service focuses upon the Jews, Israel and their fictitious history, creating a 
further subliminal tie. Believers are under a very powerful spell.  
 
The bible is in nearly every home around the world, and in non-Christian 
countries, its twin, the Koran is the same. This is no different from the $20.00 bill 
and the 911 incident, as the $20.00 bill is the most common currency handled in 
the USA. The bible is pushed, it is in hotels, hospitals, nursing homes and is 
nearly found everywhere. It creates a powerful subliminal tie into the workings of 
Jewish witchcraft. Many believers have never read the bible, but rely on the 
interpretations of their corrupted preachers and the ramblings of double-digit IQ 
idiots, who claim this is the "good book" and believe Christianity to be a help to 
the poor and the needy and nothing more than a charitable, peace and love 
promoting movement. Nothing could be further from the truth.  
 
This, like communism itself, is another Jewish lie; another Jewish "brotherhood" 
program that deceives believers with lies to get them ensnared. As with Jewish 
communism, intelligence and independent thinking is highly discouraged. The 
mentally retarded are sacred and revered in Christianity, and with communism, 
the Christianity program [Jewish communism is the higher level of Christianity] 
goes a step further and mass-murders intellectuals, in what are known as 
"purges." The "intelligentsia" are one of the first groups of people to be destroyed 
whenever Jewish communism forcibly takes over a country or area.  
 
The success of these Jewish programs has been dependent upon the 
destruction and removal of spiritual knowledge from the Gentile populace. Jewish 
communism of course takes everything a step further, as most knowledge is 
systematically removed, not just any spiritual knowledge, but knowledge in 
general, and is replaced with Jewish communist propaganda. Where Christianity 
left off, communism take up. Like the Christian mass/service, where the 
congregation is forcibly brainwashed [people are bored and their minds are open 
to suggestion, or are nodding off and very receptive to suggestion and 
indoctrination]. The tactics are the same with Jewish communism and any fool 
who believes communism to be liberal needs a serious reality check. Jewish 
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communism is in reality, living according to Old Testament laws and so-called 
"morals" in the strictest sense.  
 
Christianity like its Jewish root creates the problem and then has its own solution. 
People are indoctrinated that poverty is a virtue, and the ownership of material 
things is discouraged. This in turn creates poverty on a subconscious level that 
manifests in reality. The mind and soul are programmed into poverty. Then...here 
comes Christianity to the rescue, appearing to those with lesser intelligence to be 
a hero and savior of humanity. In addition, the bible is chock full of destructive 
suicidal teachings and advice for living. Christianity creates the problem and then 
brings the solution that damns us all in the end. They work this from every angle 
and those who are strong believers, tie into this energy and perpetuate this 
nefarious program in numerous ways. Birth control and related, especially where 
they are needed, such as in Third World countries, are highly discouraged. This 
keeps the poverty running rampant, with Christian missionaries and related 
spiritual criminals to the rescue. This sort of thing fools the populace every time. 
Most, being too lazy to read the bible, or do any necessary research believe what 
they are told, that the bible is the "book of God" and that Christianity is a peace 
promoting, charitable, institution. Few are also aware of the fact that nearly every 
war was either directly or indirectly instigated by Christianity, nor are they aware 
of the fact that Christianity, with its twin of Islam has a foundation of the most 
heinous mass-murder and torture ever known to humanity. The inquisition finds 
itself in full power with the stepping off point of Jewish communism.  
 
Getting back to the witchcraft aspect. In order to expose the bible for what it is, 
one must venture ahead into the unknown regarding the "occult," of which there 
are numerous threats and warnings against in the bible. There are also curses in 
place regarding this. Going in, those with lesser courage frighten easily and back 
out. Those of us who have gone in very deep regarding the occult, spirituality and 
the powers of the mind and soul...the numbers, the planets and such, have 
enough knowledge to see the bible for what it really is. You have to have the 
experience and the knowledge.  
 
All of those bible "prophesies" are also man-made. Yes, this is true. Again, those 
with lesser intelligence, such as Christian believers and their preachers are 
deceived into believing these are acts of "God." Well, truth be known, these sorts 
of things can be accomplished by knowledgeable human beings as well; people 
who are well versed in knowing how to use occult power. The bible is no "book of 
God." The fact that is full of numbers should sound an alarm for many, but the 
sad truth is most are oblivious to this. Witchcraft uses numbers.  
 
Lilith led me to a book in a second-hand store: Eye to Eye: Facing the 
Consequences of Dividing Israel by William R. Koenig. The idiot author who is a 
US senator lacks the intelligence to see through his own writings in the book. 
Phrases like "because the bible says so" and such reveal the gross stupidity of 
this deceived believer. It is obvious he cannot think for himself, BUT his research 
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is excellent in providing a summary of events that correlate with the verses in the 
bible.  
 
Now, every time there are issues involving Israel and before the manifestation of 
the bandit criminal state; any issues involving the Jews, disasters would soon 
follow. This is no "act of God." These are curses that were established over the 
centuries by the Jews, through Jewish ritual murder and related. The energies of 
believers and the fact that the bible is as ubiquitous as currency bolster these 
curses and provide a powerful energy host.  
 
For those of you who are unfamiliar with the King Tutankhamen excavation, 
please take some time and learn about this. The opening of the tomb in Egypt in 
1922 unleashed some powerful curses. These curses were also man-made. 
Ancient Egypt was highly spiritual. These curses were set into motion by gentiles, 
but the same principles apply...the use of witchcraft. If spiritual knowledge is 
removed from the populace and in return the populace is force-fed with lies, 
those who HAVE this knowledge and power become Gods.  
 
Every time there are issues with Israel, the USA or any other country involved 
pays the price with natural and other disasters, loss of life and destruction, 
totaling losses in the billions. This is no "act of God" it is the result of centuries 
old man-made curses put into action by top Jews via Jewish ritual murder and its 
subliminal support of the Christian mass which focuses on the Jews with the 
theme of the sacrificed nazarene, which is a child sacrifice, being this is the 
assumed "Son of God."  
 
As with any curse, all of these can be turned right back onto the senders. JoS 
has had many group workings over the years. In the hands of powerful Satanic 
mages under the direction of Satan, we can defeat all of this. If this is not done, 
the future is doomed. Knowledge is also a very important key, as the more 
people who wake up to the truth of the Christian and Muslim programs; this will 
act in breaking the spell. These programs are nothing more than powerful spells 
that masquerade as being the "word of God" and keep humanity in chains. The 
slavish worship lavished upon jewhova and that nazarene are then transferred to 
the absolute worst of criminals, such as Josef Stalin, Kim Il Sung, Mao Tse-Tung 
and other related communist filth that have mass-murdered and tortured 
innocents by the tens of millions. This is why Satan warns us in the Al-Jilwah 
against worshipping: "No god has a right to interfere in my affairs, and I have 
made it an imperative rule that everyone shall refrain from worshipping all gods."  
 
Satan does not demand slavish worship and warns against this sort of thing as 
this sets up the populace to be enslaved and destroyed. Satan stands for 
rebellion, individuality, and freedom and above all, for the advancement of 
humanity.  
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The USA has been targeted for communism. High Priest Micama Gmicalzoma hs 
also made youtube videos of my sermons:  
Exposing Christianity YouTube  
 
Deluded Christians and Muslims blame everything on Satan. They do not have 
enough intelligence or knowledge to see everything is of their own so-called 
"God," who was a murderer and a liar from the beginning, and who depends 
upon human sacrifices. This in reality is the Jewish people. Again, as I have 
stated many times before, there is nothing spiritual about the bible, nor is there 
anything therein to advance humanity in any way; only to keep everyone 
enslaved and damned. The Old Testament, being full of genocide, infanticide, 
mass murder, torture, looting and plundering, war, and the enslavement of 
Gentiles is a system. This is used by Jew communism whenever it takes hold of 
a nation or area. Before actual communism, the Catholic Church and its 
inquisition acted by the exact same methods. Under this murderous institution, 
same as with Jew communism, all knowledge was removed from the populace, 
hence the tern the "Dark Ages" and replaced with compulsory church 
propaganda, same as with communism brainwashing. The New Testament with 
the communist teachings of the nazarene is chock full of suicidal advice such as 
cut off thine hand, pluck out thine eye, turn the other cheek, walk the extra mile, 
bless those who curse you, having blind faith, and other nefarious teachings to 
destroy humanity; preparing the unknowing populace to readily accept 
communism. And, as for "blessing those who curse you" the bible is very direct 
regarding blessing the Jews and Israel.  
 
Some idiot preacher made a youtube video regarding the new $100.00 bill and 
how this time it is much worse than the $20.00 bill in the way of enacting 
disaster. Of course, the buzzard brained idiot blames this on Satan out of 
extreme stupidity. The level of stupidity and idiocy within Christianity is 
staggering to say the least. Satan has been trying to get through to those with 
enough sense to see through all of this. Satan is the liberator of humanity. Satan 
stands for rebellion. Unless Christianity and its twins of communism and Islam 
are completely destroyed, there will be no future for any of us.  
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The Truth About the "New World Order" 
 
There is a lot of confusion concerning Freemasonry, The New World Order, The 
United States, and where these all stand in regards to True Satanism. The 
reason for the confusion is because of infiltration. The ORIGINAL Freemasons 
who were mainly responsible for establishing the United States of America, 
designing Washington DC and many other US Cities where the architecture is 
specially designed and geographically arranged for a future goal, using occult 
knowledge, had a completely different idea of a New World Order.  
 
This NWO that our Founding Fathers (Whom were almost all Freemasons) had 
in mind was based upon Luciferian Principles. The goals of this NWO were:  
 
1. To establish a free country where citizens could escape the severe oppression 
of Christianity and learn the ancient secrets of the past for themselves without 
any fear of losing their lives.  
 
2. The United States was to be “The New Atlantis” and was meant to set a 
precedent for other nations of the world to follow in regards to spiritual 
knowledge.  
 
3. To establish a free nation where each individual could become the best he/she 
could be.  
 
4. The other goals of this NWO can be found in the original doctrines of the 
United States.  
 
Now, what happened to the above and where this *other* NWO, which is of the 
Jews is going today is another story. I remember asking Father Satan about 
Freemasonry some time ago as I was confused by conflicting information. His 
reply was “They have been infiltrated” and he also told me the Freemasonry of 
today is much different from the original, which was based upon Luciferian 
Principles.  
 
I read soon after this how Mayer Amschel Rothschild, father of the multi-trillion 
dollar Jewish banking dynasty used his trusted position:  
 
Here is an excerpt from the book “Rule by Secrecy” by Jim Marrs, © 2000, pages 
58 - 59:  
 
“This secretive banking dynasty was begun by Mayer Amschel Bauer, a German 
Jew born on February 23, 1744, in Frankfurt…”  
“Young Mayer studied to become a Rabbi. He was particularly schooled in 
Hashkalah, a blending of religion, Hebrew law, and reason”  
“The death of his parents forced Mayer to leave rabbinical school and become an 
apprentice at a banking house.  
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Quickly learning the trade, he became court financial agent to William IX, royal 
administrator of the Hesse-Kassel region, and a prominent Freemason. He 
ingratiated himself to William, who was only one year older than himself, by 
joining his interest in Freemasonry and antiquities. Mayer would search out 
ancient coins and sell them to his benefactor at greatly reduced prices. 
Considering his rabbinical training, coupled with his serious searches for 
antiquities, he surely developed a deep understanding of the ancient mysteries 
particularly those of the Jewish Cabala. It was during this same period that the 
metaphysics of the Cabala began to fuse with the traditions of Freemasonry."  
 
**  
 
The Jews infiltrate every source of Gentile power they can. From the inside, they 
either gain total control or they seek to rot it out and destroy it, through 
corruption.  
 
The Jewish NWO is a world slave state, headed and run by the Jews. This NWO 
is the exact opposite of what was intended by the original Freemasons who were 
Gentiles:  
 
1. The Jewish messiah in the form of "Jesus" (A sympathetic magick connection 
of where all of the Christian prayers and psychic energy has been shafted into) 
will unite the Jews and establish a one world government communist state run 
out of Israel (Stolen from the Palestinians, based upon the fictitious history of the 
Jews in the Bible, and especially selected because of its being at the crossroads 
of the three major continents of Europe, Africa, and Asia, and centered upon 
powerful ley lines) where the Jews will have total rule and control over the 
Gentiles of every nation, culture, and race of the world.  
 
2. People will be bar-coded like cattle (the meaning of the derogatory Jewish 
word "goyim" for Gentiles) are branded to ensure this total control. Microchip 
implants are another possibility to ensure Gentiles can be tracked like animals.  
 
3. All spiritual knowledge will be systematically removed from the Gentile 
populace (The true goals of both Christianity and Communism) through mass 
murder and torture as was done during the Inquisition and recently (1950’s) as 
Chinese Communist Chairman Mao Tse-Tung marched on Tibet and burned 
their monasteries and slaughtered and tortured to death their religious leaders. 
Tibet, because of its seclusion in the Himalayan Mountains contained much in 
the way of ancient doctrines of the original spiritual teachings, long before the 
arrival of Judaism, Christianity, and their cohorts.  
 
4. Spiritual knowledge and occult power will firmly be in the hands of the Jews for 
total world control.  
 
5. Nearly all uninvolved, lukewarm, and neutral Jews will only be too glad to join 
this new ruling class of their brethren should the time come.  
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6. The race-mixing program will further erase all racial and cultural identities for 
total control. With a loss of self through the destruction of racial and cultural 
identity, history can be rewritten any way the Jews see fit. They have been doing 
this for ages, unbeknownst to the majority of the Gentile populace. This has 
already been done with Satanism (Humanity's Original Religion), where the 
original teachings, Priests, Priestesses, other spiritual leaders and people with 
knowledge, along with libraries were systematically destroyed. The Christian 
Church has been at liberty to define Satanism any way the see fit, given there is 
little remaining of the past in regards to knowledge and truth. The Bible is nothing 
more than a fabricated history of the Jewish people of which they never had. 
Because of the mass indoctrination and force fed beliefs, the mass mind has 
created a powerful thoughtform that has aided the Jewish people in their quest 
for world takeover.  
 
7. Human beings will be nothing more than lost souls with no identity, freedom, 
knowledge or individuality; just a number in total service of a Jewish run slave 
state.  
 
The above is completely opposite from the intended NWO of the original 
Freemasons who were Gentiles. Unfortunately, again, this is playing both sides 
against the middle for total control. Modern rituals in Freemasonry which are 
geared to the second coming of that filthy messiah and a fusion of all religions of 
the world are now quite different from those years ago upon which the records 
have been removed and sealed in secrecy.  
** See: The Second Messiah: Templars, the Turin Shroud, and the Great Secret 
of Freemasonry by Christopher Knight and Robert Lomas.  
Published New York : Barnes & Noble, 2000.  
 
It is all too blatant once the spell is broken, how the Jews have wrested control 
of, and abused occult power in their quest to become "God." If one does the 
necessary research and studying, one can blatantly see the correlation between 
the Judeo-Christian Bible, Communism, and the Jewish version of the New 
World Order. Though the book: "Deadly Deception: Freemasonry Exposed by 
One of Its Top Leaders" by by James D. Shaw and Tom C. McKenney, was 
written from a Christian perpective, it contains much useful information regarding 
Modern Freemasonry. Upon reaching the 33rd degree (this now a days is much 
different from the original rank where spiritual knowledge was obtained and the 
33 degrees represented the spinal column and the kundalni), the Freemason is 
usually invited to join the Illuminati, a communist organization with the goals of a 
Jewish run New World Order.  
 
The Judeo-Christian Bible is, like the goal of the modern day Jew infiltrated 
Freemasonry, "All religions are one." This is quite blatant given everything in the 
Christian religion has been stolen from religions all over the world, both east and 
west and their nazarene (the psychic connection for the Jewish messiah), is 
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comprised of some 18+ Gentile Pagan Gods, like Odin who hung from a tree. 
Anyone who is familair with the occult and powers of the mind knows there must 
be a connection in which to channel the psychic energy.  
 
The Jews have infiltrated nearly every Gentile Occult Organization. The Golden 
Dawn is chock full of Hebrew symbols, Hebrew angel, god names, Jewish aleph-
bet, and so forth. Wicca is also going this way with the emphasis in some groups 
on Jewish angels, the Jewish "Three-fold" which is a spin-off of the six-pointed 
(division of three) "Star of David" which the Jews adopted recently (within the 
past 100-150 years) and was stolen from the Hindu "Star of Vishnu." The 
emphasis on the number one (Jewish monotheism, where they, themselves 
become "God") is unnatural as it takes two to create and even asexual creatures 
must connect to reproduce at some point.  
 
The truth is: Gentile psychic power, through Christianity and on the other side 
(The Jews play both sides against the middle and control both sides), the Occult 
Lodges is being systematically channeled into making the coming of the Jewish 
messiah, along with a Jewish run New World Order a reality.  
 
Because of the total infiltration and control of key positions, many Gentiles, 
namely Christians, are confused and lump this NWO into one, where it is really 
two seperate ideas. Because of the occult power used, they are blind to the fact 
that this monster is in their own back yard so to speak and they are duped into 
fervently working for it. The Founding Fathers of the United States used occult 
power for benevolent purposes in establishing a free nation where ancient 
teachings and spiritual knowledge could flourish without fear of reproach. It 
should also be blatantly obvious, there is NOTHING "spiritual" about the 
Christian "religion." It is and always was plain materialism. Christians have no 
knowledge of the anatomy of their soul, how to heal themselves or others or 
anything else of a spiritual nature. The entire so-called "religion" is nothing but 
false and counterfeit. Christians who reach the advanced stages of Christianity 
take on an artificial pastey look- that infamous Christian pasted on smile. This is 
because their entire lives revolve around lies, to the point where they begin to 
take on an artifical appearance and physically resemble the lies they are so 
steeped in. This is part of their punishment, which will eventually lead to their 
eternal damnation through the degeneration of their souls due to their rebuking 
spiritual knowledge, and cursing and blaspheming humanity's True Creator God 
whom is none other than "Satan."  
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The Truth About Christian Charity 
 
§ "Because the churches are tax-exempt, the average citizen pays an 

additional $925.00 a year in taxes to support them."  
 
§ "According to the Internal Revenue Service, church donations total over 

19 BILLION dollars a year. "This does not include profits from businesses, 
stock holdings, bond holdings, retirement centers or lease back 
arrangements."  

 
§ "The Mormon Church alone collects at least $4.3 billion a year from its 

members and another $400 million from its many business enterprises 
purchased with tax-exempt donated money. "  

 
§ "The churches own 81 billion dollars' worth of tax-exempt real estate in 

Texas and $1.3 billion in Los Angeles county alone. Consider the prime 
real estate owned by them in New York City, Chicago, Boston, in every 
state - the amount involved is staggering."  

 
§ "Every tax dollar that the church avoids paying, you as an individual tax 

payer must make up."  
 
§ Growing in power and ownership, the Christian churches own 20-25% of 

all the real estate in America.  
 
–Taken from "The Book Your Church Doesn't Want You To Read" - Tom C. 
Leedom, editor 1993  
 
The House Chaplain's salary 1993 was $115,300.00  
The Senate Chaplain's salary was about the same with an additional 
$300,000.00 budget including pay for secretaries and office space. [1]  
 
On the subject of abortion, this is definitely a personal issue, but I want to expose 
what is being done behind the scenes of the Christian "pro-life" movements.  
 
First off, I want to mention if Christianity had not held us back, there would be 
effective birth control. Forced abstinence is not healthy and it does not work.  
 
As for the Christian Church and the Catholic stance on banning birth control and 
abortion, this is another huge money making racket. The children are the ones 
who pay. The intentions behind this made available to the public as propaganda, 
come with the pretext of good will and humanitarianism. Behind the scenes, there 
is the true story.  
 
American Atheists did an exposé on "Mother Theresa" some years back. This 
woman has received millions if not more in donations. Most of the money is 
unaccounted for.  
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The largest number of victims of the pro-life movement are from third world 
countries. Most of these countries in Africa, Central and South America and Asia 
have been exploited and infested with Christianity. Missionaries are forever 
returning to these areas of the world as prime hosts for their vicious agenda as 
these people are poor and illiterate.  
 
To feed, clothe and house an individual in most of these places, it costs only 10 
cents a day and a bowl of rice. Children are walking around emaciated, in rags 
and filthy. The mortality rate is high and the churches use this to rake in millions 
upon millions in tax exempt donations to "give" to these children. The sad fact is 
little or nothing ever reaches the children. Because the infant mortality rate is so 
high due to starvation and disease, the Catholic Church exploits this with a ban 
on birth control and abortion. This in turn provides the church with more poster 
children to use to rake in more money, keeping the unfortunate babies coming. In 
addition, many of these children are viciously and brutally used for slave labor. 
The Jewish owned and operated corporate monopolies want cheap slave labor in 
the way of disposable human beings who can be systematically worked to death; 
no different from Jewish communism.  
 
With the Western currency markup in each of these countries, the churches 
could easily afford to have the entire third world living decently. This is nothing 
more than a tragic money making racket. In the rare event these Christian 
leaders are ever investigated, the dirt found on them is endless. The Christian 
Church with all of its tax-exempt wealth and funding has organized into a 
powerful voting bloc.  
 
"They have tied up so many senators and representatives, having their own 
religious lobbying groups, that it has been next to impossible to enforce any kind 
of tax laws or tax violations against them, allowing them to continue to gain in 
power with unlimited funds." [2] 
 
In Mexico, poor barefoot ragged people walk down a burning dusty road for 15 
miles to attend a lavish church that takes a percentage of their income while they 
live in slum like conditions with dwellings of dirt floors and a corrugated tin for a 
roof. The churches are lined with gold and continue to tithe from these people.  
 
Christian charity is a sham. They give as little as possible up front before the 
public to keep a humanitarian image, but most of the donations line the pockets 
of their preachers and are funneled into organized criminal activities, and for the 
advancement of Jewish communism. The problems people come to them with 
are rarely if ever alleviated. Drug addicts are told to pray and so forth. They are 
kept from power meditation, and knowledge of the soul, which would heal their 
cravings. People remain cripples in the Christian system and are used for 
exploitation. Newbies who come to "Jesus" are taken in again and again, but 
"Jesus" doesn't last long and the person "backslides" into worse conditions than 
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before as in addition to their problems and misfortunate circumstances that 
brought them in, "Jesus" shits on them.  
 
Most of the Christian donations go to fund war and organized criminal activities 
 
The "National and World Council of Churches" includes the membership of the 
Lutheran, Episcopal, Baptist, Presbyterian, Methodist and other denominations.  
 
"The World Council of Churches and its affiliate, The National Council of 
Churches supported by church donated dollars quietly help to finance selected 
covert operations and wars." "Mainline churches support left-wing causes and 
killings, and fundamentalist churches support right-wing causes and killings. The 
blood is on the hands of every donor."  
 
"In chilling testimony given at American University in Washington D.C., and 
televised over C-Span on Dec. 12, 1989, ex-CIA officer John Stockwell told how 
the Christian Contras burst into the huts of innocent villagers. He saw them drag 
a man out of one house and castrate him in front of his wife and children. These 
savages next raped his wife, then cut off her breasts with their bayonets. [Their] 
terrified children were forced to watch. Again, these atrocities were partially 
financed by the dollars put in the collection plates of the neighborhood churches 
that tell the faithful that these special collections go to the 'world hunger fund.' 
Compounding the tragedy, the Nicaraguans are wonderful people, love 
Americans and still cannot understand why America would do this to them." [3]  
 
"Jesus" Doesn't Heal Drug Addicts 
 
It is nothing but a huge money making racket and the exploitation of human 
beings. Something must be replaced with something; not nothing. The Christian 
victim usually "backslides." People with serious drug habits need to mend the 
weak areas and holes in their auras and empower themselves with the energy 
they need so they will not slide into addiction again. The Christian churches 
provide none of this. They only lure people who are desperate in to exploit them 
for their money. The victim pays large sums of money and is given new problems 
he/she did not have before in exchange. The Nazarene and ilk sap the victim's 
self-esteem, confidence and vital energies, setting him/her up for a relapse into 
addiction. The relapse is received with the victim being told he/she is a "sinner" 
and needs to repent [further lowering self-esteem, personal worth, and 
confidence in one's abilities, that is so drastically needed to overcome the 
addiction]. This sets up a vicious cycle of human exploitation and cruelty.  
 
Satan gives us the strength, self-esteem and the spiritual knowledge to beat drug 
addiction. When one's chakras and aura are healthy, one does not crave these 
kinds of substances to make up for psychic deficiencies.  
 
In closing, the social services with the welfare department and other 
state/government run agencies; the Red Cross and so forth, all do hundreds of 
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times over, more to aid the underprivileged and poverty stricken than does the 
Christian churches. In addition, unlike the Christian churches and missions, they 
don't demand your freedom, your mind and your soul.  
 
 
[1] The Book Your church Doesn't Want You To Read - Tom C. Leedom, editor 
1993  
[2] Ibid - The chapter titled "The Tax-Free Ride" pages 341-349  
[3] Ibid  
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The New World Order and the Christian Churches  
 
We often hear the hysterical ranting of Christians who claim “Satan” is going 
about setting up a “New World Order” where human beings will be bar-coded like 
cattle and lose all of their freedoms and rights. This NWO is said to be a “one 
world communist state.” Christianity has a history of blaming Satan for everything 
they do not agree with or in reality, their own crimes against humanity. This 
article is written to set deluded individuals straight. With enough research and 
just plain common sense, Satan has nothing to do with this, whatsoever. It is 
Judeo/Christian inspired, the Catholic Church, National and World Council of 
Churches [of which most Protestant Churches belong to and support] are 
working for it, funneling the bulk of their contributions into advancing the Jewish 
program of communism, and are at the uppermost levels abusing occult power to 
achieve these ends. Of course, with the incessant blame-shifting, one will often 
hear from deluded Christians: “Oh no!! That’s NOT MY church!!” The Protestants 
condemn the Catholics; completely ignoring the fact that their religions in many 
respects parallel Catholicism and ALL Christian sects had their origins in the 
original Christian Church- the Catholic Church.  
 
To summarize, Satanism does not place restrictions upon people. Satan 
advocates individuality, freedom and the advancement of the human race. Satan 
does not represent chaos, as some believe. One must know him to appreciate 
this. Satan is very consistent. Satan stands for freedom and rebellion, not a 
communist NWO where ruling Jews enslave the Gentile masses who become 
only a number and are what they call "disposable human beings."  
 
Quotes from the Jewish Talmud:  
Baba Necia 114, 6: "The Jews are human beings, but the nations of the world are 
not human beings but beasts."  
 
Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 
2,800 slaves."  
 
Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: "Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that 
the Jew would not have to be served by beasts. The non-Jew is consequently an 
animal in human form, and condemned to serve the Jew day and night."  
 
Deluded Christians and others readily blame Satan and “Satanists” when it 
comes to the subject of being “bar-coded” like animals. To begin with, if one 
would look with open eyes, one can see these are not teachings of Satan, but of 
the Judeo/Christian Bible, where people are referred to as “sheep,” one’s body is 
the property of “God,” and one’s sex life, one’s desires and lusts, who one is 
having intercourse with and so many other things THAT ARE INSIGNIFICANT 
TO ONE’S SPIRITUAL ADVANCEMENT are made issues of in the 
Judeo/Christian bible. The Judeo/Christian Bible is nothing more than a 
foundation for instituting Jewish communism, by weakening the morale and the 
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character of the people, promoting injustice such as "turning the other cheek" 
"walking the extra mile" and other suicidal advice; and weakening the will to 
resist. These are all tactics preparing the populace for a communist revolution 
and were taught by Vladimir Lenin [Jewish communist leader].  
 
Now how about chaos? This is another communist tactic and is very blatant here 
in the USA. The Jews who work to institute communism use every means both 
inside and outside of the courtroom to break down the judicial system, and to 
establish confusion amongst the populace. The "Holy Bible" is about the most 
confusing text ever concocted. Most people never even bother to read it, yet call 
themselves "Christians." Look to the endless contradictions and of course, the 
teachings of the Nazarene:  
 
§ Jesus stole [Luke 19: 29-35; Luke 6: 1-5],  
§ Jesus lied [Matthew 5:17; 16: 28; Revelation 3: 11]  
§ Jesus advocated murder [Luke 19: 27]  
§ Jesus demanded one of his disciples dishonor his parents and family 

[Luke 9: 59-62]  
 

These are just a small sampling of commandments he not only set a bad 
example by breaking, but ordered others to do so as well. Contradictions such as 
these in religious teachings set the stage for confusion and chaos.  
 
The number of Christian sects who violently disagree with and condemn each 
other also speak for themselves, not to mention all of the endless and 
unnecessary bloody wars that are essential to this NWO, nearly all were incited 
by the Jews and their tools of Christianity and Islam. Forgiving one’s neighbor 
endlessly “seventy times” as the Nazarene taught and turning the other cheek 
encourages nothing but chaos and crime. People are indoctrinated on how to be 
prefect slaves and victims. Their own bodies are the property of some alien entity 
that decides their innermost thoughts, desires, and sexuality. As for the idea of 
people being bar coded, DON’T BLAME SATAN!! SATAN HAS ALWAYS 
STOOD FOR FREEDOM AND REBELLION!!  
 
Christians and others are so quick to blame shift- “it’s the Catholics,” “Oh, no! it’s 
the Protestants!” They cannot comprehend this sort of thing is and has been for 
centuries happening in their own churches and is the entire theme of their own 
bible. They have been contributing to it financially, psychically and spiritually. BE 
A SLAVE! It is much easier for them to blame Satan than it is for them to realize 
they have been deceived by their own “God” and their own ministry. Satan has 
been conveniently used both as a distraction and as a scapegoat for centuries by 
the Christian Churches. Just blame everything on Satan, preach to the world that 
Christianity and the Nazarene are “good” “humanitarian” and above all “God.” A 
lie repeated and enforced often enough will eventually be believed, no matter 
how ludicrous it is. Trillions and trillions of dollars have been channeled into 
promoting this lie publicly, while their top religious leaders clandestinely work to 
enslave the world as they have in the past through their root, the Catholic 
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Church. The Protestants are no different with their Salem Witch Trial murders 
and compulsory church attendance in Colonial America. FREEDOM IS NOT IN 
ANY WAY COMPATIBLE WITH JUDEO/CHRISTIANITY!!  
 
Christianity is not spiritual in any respect. They are in truth a political institution 
posing as a religious/spiritual front. Followers are deceived into living for their 
death, and giving up all occult/spiritual knowledge and power so they are 
defenseless and harmless against those who have this knowledge and know how 
to use it. They are deluded into thinking their “God” will punish these people 
when all along, they have been prepared through generations to be mindless 
slaves and their souls have through generations of rejecting true spirituality, 
atrophied in spiritual power. The goal is nearly accomplished and will succeed if 
these idiots don’t wake up.  
 
I read where Billy Graham’s churches now have DVD and plush loudspeaker 
systems with stereo. What does this have to do with spirituality? Their front of 
Christian charity is a joke. Most of the donations, which total in the trillions of 
dollars, are funneled into the World Council of Churches where they are used 
politically, for funding communism, wars, and other terrorist activities. Secular 
organizations such as the local county welfare agencies are the ones who in truth 
do the most for the needy. This comes out of the pockets of the taxpayers, NOT 
the Christian churches.  
 
The leaders of both Christianity and totalitarian governments themselves are 
incredibly materialistic.  
When we look at the Catholic Church through the centuries, we find that as they 
were bleeding the last bit of money from poverty stricken families, widows and 
even generations of families who were targeted by the inquisition, the church 
itself was amassing and hoarding gold, silver, valuable knowledge, artifacts, and 
precious gems in unbelievable quantities.  
 
In addition to taking in and gathering all the gold, silver and other valuables it was 
able to confiscate, the Catholic Church acquired huge amounts of real estate; 
most of this was also accomplished through the mass murders and extortion 
carried out by the Inquisition. The Catholic Church today is undoubtedly the most 
exceptionally wealthy institution on the face of the earth. The amount of money, 
land, treasures, artifacts, and other material holdings of the Catholic Church 
alone is beyond the stretch of the imagination.  
 
Even through the Dark Ages when poverty was widespread, mostly because of 
Christianity itself, we find these huge and fabulously wealthy cathedrals, built in 
the midst of the extreme deprivation of the populace, with altars and apses made 
of gold with ornately decorated vaults, columns and walls. Magnificent basilicas, 
cathedrals, abbeys, baptisteries, monasteries, convents, and churches were 
built. Practically all of these were so lavish and so huge in comparison with the 
meager surroundings of the times, that they flamboyantly stood out as the main 
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repository of all the material wealth — gold, silver and architectural lavishness — 
of both their era and their geographical location.  
 
The Catholic Church during the Dark Ages established itself as the unconditional 
ruler over all of Europe. The Catholic Church had complete dominion over kings 
and queens, the military and ruled by terror. No one was free in any respect. 
Knowledge was destroyed and/or removed from the populace, because to create 
a perfect slave state, slaves must be illiterate and without power.  
 
"Christianity and communism are very close spiritually and ideologically. This is a 
fairly well known concept that has been adopted by various thinkers, from 
Thomas More to Lev Tolstoy. Few people know that the world's first socialist 
state was established in Paraguay and was based on the ideas of Catholic 
Jesuits before Marx created his teachings."  
 
"The "Society of Jesus" - the Jesuit religious order - in the Catholic Church was 
roughly equivalent to the KGB in the Soviet Union."  
Above quotes taken from "Pravda" [The main Communist Party Newspaper and 
leading newspaper of the former Soviet Union] From the article: Is there any 
difference between Christianity and Communism? 30/04/2013  
 
The mass murders committed by Josef Stalin [Jew], Mao Tse-tung, and other 
communist dictators were repeats of the Christian inquisition. The names and the 
faces change, but it is still the same agenda with the same people. Mao marched 
on Tibet, murdering and torturing native Tibetans en masse. The Chinese Army, 
under orders from Mao traversed steep mountains and dangerous terrain for the 
primary purpose of destroying ancient knowledge, regardless of what the history 
books claim. The Tibetan monasteries, because of the surrounding Himalayan 
Mountains, have been secluded from the rest of the world and as a result were 
able to keep ancient knowledge out of the control of the destructive Christians. 
Anyone who has any serious knowledge or spiritual power is a threat to the state. 
Slaves must neither possess knowledge nor have access to occult power. 
Knowledge and power are kept in the hands of the controlling few. Of course, 
Billy Graham’s “East Gate Ministries” was permitted to flood China with bibles; a 
project that totaled in the millions of dollars- all tax-exempt.  
 
The concept of world domination by a select group who rule with an iron fist and 
use mass murder and terror to achieve their ends is spelled out through the 
entire Judeo/Christian bible.  
 
Concepts: The state owns and controls all property. Listed below are parallels 
and teachings in the Judeo/Christian bible: Your body isn’t your own; it is the 
property of “God.”  
 
§ Don’t have sexual urges, if you do, the owner of your body will do as he 

pleases with it and “cast it into Hell” [Rule by terror]: Matthew 5: 27-30  
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§ The “lord” has control over all of your personal relationships: Matthew 19: 
9  

§ No freedom of speech: Matthew 5: 33-37; 12: 36  
§ Let them throw you in prison: Matthew 5: 25  
§ Don’t defend yourself or fight back; be the perfect slave: Matthew 5: 39-

44; Luke 6: 27-30; 6: 35  
§ The meek make the best slaves; “meek” means “submissive”: Matthew 5: 

5  
§ Live for your death, never mind the life you have now. This is a classic on 

how to run a slave state. Life is not worth fighting for: Matthew 5: 12  
§ Break up the family unit to create chaos: Matthew 10: 34-36 Luke 12: 51-

53  
§ Let the chaos reign: Matthew 18: 21-22  
§ Don’t own any property: Matthew 19: 21-24; Mark 12: 41-44 Luke 6: 20; 6: 

24; 6: 29-30  
§ Forsake your family- “Father, mother, sisters and brethren” this is what a 

totalitarian state demands of and rewards children for who turn in their 
parents to be executed: Matthew 19: 29  

§ More slavery and servitude: Exodus 21:7; Exodus: 21: 20-21; Leviticus: 
25:44-46; Luke 6: 40- the state is perfect. Luke 12: 47; Ephesians: 6:5; 
Colossians: 3:22; 1 Timothy: 6: 1; Titus 2: 9-10; 1 Peter 2:18  

§ The Nazarene, much like the teachings in the Old Testament, demanded 
complete and total obedience and enforced this concept through fear and 
terror. Preachers delude their congregations into believing “Jesus loves 
you.” They scream and whine “out of context” but they are the ones who 
miss the entire message and are “out of context.”  

§ The Nazarene never taught humanity anything for independence or 
advancement. Christians rave about how this entity healed the afflicted, 
but he never taught anyone how to heal themselves or to even understand 
the nature of disease. He surrounded himself mainly with the ignorant and 
the servile. The Christian religion holds the mentally retarded in high 
regard.  

§ The true evil one is the master of deception and lies; “he deceiveth the 
world.” Paying for one’s own damnation is a common theme here. HIS 
NAME IS NOT SATAN/LUCIFER, BUT YAWEH/JEHOVA!!  

 
Christians have stripped themselves of all occult power and understanding, have 
financed and worked for all of this for centuries and now they blame it all on the 
Devil. They cannot see it is their own “God” and Nazarene.  
 
Occult knowledge can be used by anyone for any purpose. Any fool can readily 
see the above is not of Satan, nor does it have anything to do with him and these 
so called “occult groups” are infiltrated from top to bottom by Catholic Jesuits and 
others who wish to delude those who might be Luciferian or Pagan and keep 
them under their control. This can be seen with their Judeo/Christian occult 
symbols, Jehova/YHVH “God” names, and angels.  
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It is obvious in addition to all of this, the Catholic Church was enraged by the 
revelation of the pedophilia scandals. These actions were planned and 
deliberate. The pope and high-ranking clergy acted indignant and spiteful when 
their child molestations and abuses were exposed to the world. They were 
anything but sorry. We all know child rape makes for unstable adult personalities 
and the victims are needed to add to the chaos for fulfillment of the 
Jewish/Christian communist objectives, making for deluded individuals who are 
spiritually and psychologically lost.  
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Murderers, Thieves, and Liars:  
Christianity has NOTHING of Its Own 
 
The Judeo/Christian Bible certainly doesn't appear to be as old as it is believed to 
be, and neither is that foul program they call a "religion." The truth can be seen in 
the Gothic cathedrals for one. They were ORIGINALLY PAGAN. Regardless of 
what the popular history books claim, [and many support the Jewish lie of 
Christianity], it appears that Christianity arrived on the scene with the Inquisition, 
especially in Europe. This is nearly identical in every aspect to a communist take 
over, where mass murder, torture and deprivation of even the most basic of 
human rights are instituted.  
 
"Christianity and communism are very close spiritually and ideologically. This is a 
fairly well known concept that has been adopted by various thinkers, from 
Thomas More to Lev Tolstoy. Few people know that the world's first socialist 
state was established in Paraguay and was based on the ideas of Catholic 
Jesuits before Marx created his teachings."  
 
"The "Society of Jesus" - the Jesuit religious order - in the Catholic Church was 
roughly equivalent to the KGB in the Soviet Union."  
Above quotes taken from "Pravda" [The main Communist Party Newspaper and 
leading newspaper of the former Soviet Union]  
 
The Jews and their Christian cohorts have destroyed ancient records and texts 
and have rewritten a fictitious history in compliance with their agenda. They try to 
claim that some Paganism was kept to ease the populace into Christianity, but I 
strongly question this, as should any intelligent thinking person, as 
EVERYTHING they have WAS STOLEN FROM PAGAN RELIGIONS 
PREDATING CHRISTIANITY. The Jehova's Witnesses know of all the Pagan 
elements in the Christian religion, but they are deluded to the Nazarene. The 
Nazarene was stolen and corrupted as well from some 18+ Pagan Gods who 
represented a concept.  
LIKE THE JEWS, THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION HAS NOTHING OF ITS OWN!!  
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Check out Vatican Square- the Egyptian obelisk in the middle of the Satanic 
wheel of the year: 

 
 

 
Here is another one of the ceiling of the 
Vatican Staircase- note the design of the 
Runic Galdr staves, yet the Druids and other 
Pagan priests were mass murdered by the 
inquisition; the penalty for using Runes or 
even having knowledge of Runes was 
automatic death. 
 
Note all of the Egyptian Gods in the Vatican 
Museum. If one cares to do the necessary 
research, it is obvious that nearly everything 
the Vatican has, has been STOLEN. Egypt is 
condemned in the Judeo/Christian Bible, and 
yet, if you read through everything on this 
website and do more research, it is apparent 
just how much the Judeo/Christian religion 
has STOLEN and corrupted from Egypt! 
These gods wound up in what is known as 
"the Goetia" in the Jewish written grimoires of 
blasphemy.  
Satan's kingdom was stolen from him!!!!!!! 
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ANUBIS         EGYPTIAN GODS             SACHMET  
                                                   IN THE 
  "HALL OF STATUES"   
 
This excerpt quote from the Catholic Encyclopedia is very revealing:  
"In the same way the Greeks and Romans may have worshipped their divinities, 
fondly believing them to be good. But the Christian Scriptures declare that all the 
gods of the Gentiles are demons.“  
Catholic Encyclopedia: Devil Worship  
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/04767a.htm   
DEMONS ARE THE GODS OF THE GENTILES!!!!  

 
More photos of Pagan Gods in the Vatican:  

Apollo [Many images of Apollo, such as the one above were passed off as the 
Nazarene]   
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Many images passed off and assumed to be the Nazarene contain a male figure 
with a halo either with the rays as shown in the above photo, or four quadrants 
depicting the crown and temple chakras. People have been Indoctrinated to 
believe these are of the Nazarene, when in reality, all these are of is a model of a 
human male with his kundalini ascended.  
This is a concept!  
This concept was stolen from Pagan Gods and is of Satan- the risen kundalini is 
what is termed to be "Raising the Devil" and is what manifests in the halo seen in 
so many old paintings.  
 
Once everyone understands the real meaning of all of those symbols, the veil is 
dropped and the Jews can no longer pull off their bullshit. This is the main reason 
the Judeo/Christian Bible threatens anyone who studies the occult or practices 
anything of the occult with "burning in a lake of fire."  
 
Paintings in the catacombs, which date back to the 3rd and 4th centuries CE, 
have this same male image. Some images are of are Marduk, some are of Apollo 
and other Pagan Gods. The book "The Unknown Catacomb" is interesting and 
reveals much about the Pagan art seen in the catacombs.  
Now, here are the so-called "Christian Burial Grounds" aka as the "Catacombs:"  
Here is some image labeled as a saint- in reality, the SHEPHERD WAS STOLEN 
FROM HERMES, AKA AS THOTH 
Note the four quarters again.  
 

 
 
Below is another typical painting of which everyone is told it is "Paul." It is only an 
image of a man:  
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It certainly does not have the name of the man on or near the painting. People 
are sheep, most believe whatever they are told without question, and are 
incessantly warned to "trust" and "have faith."  
As for the images with the lamb, the lamb represents Aries and when the Sun is 
in Aries, this is the best time to begin the great work of alchemy and has nothing 
whatsoever to do with Christianity.  
 
Look at this deadbeat Jewish asshole and his replica of the Egyptian Pharaoh's 
Headdress:  

  
SHAME ON HIM!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
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The PAGAN GREEN MAN, is seen in cathedrals all over Europe:  
 

  

 
Gargoyles, which are lesser Demons are also seen lining nearly every major 
cathedral in Europe:  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
This statue below, located in Strasbourg cathedral appears to be an Assyrian 
genie:  
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There is so much more and it is endless. Many history texts 
call these "three great religions" meaning Judaism, 
Christianity, and Islam. Now, if they are so great and so 
original, why is it they have NOTHING of their own???? 
Islam won't even allow the human figure to be painted. This 
conforms to the communist agenda of removing history and 
knowledge from the general populace so people can be 
disposable slaves.  
 
That was then, this is now- HISTORY IS BEING 
DESTROYED AND REWRITTEN WITH LIES!!  
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The Stolen Year 
 
Our Gentile Satanic/Pagan Sun Wheel was stolen and is at the center of the 
Vatican:  

 
 
With the arrival of Christianity, Pagan temples and important religious centers 
were destroyed and razed to the ground. These structures were built upon 
powerful ley lines to align with the powers of the earth. Christian churches were 
then built over the destroyed Pagan temples and places of learning. Anything of 
Gentile origins was cursed and condemned as "evil." This step ensured that 
psychic energy could then be harnessed and directed toward the worship of the 
Jews and to enforce a plethora of lies.  
 
The Eve of Beltane, aka "Walpurgisnacht" "The Feast of Valbörg" the Feast of 
Beltane, May Day- an ancient and important Gentile/Pagan ["Gentile" is a Word 
meaning "Pagan"] holiday. The feast is in honor of Baal/Beelzebub. 
 
Beltane/May Day has been replaced with the Christian version of "Easter." 
Instead of our original Gods and customs, a Jewish invented Nazarene is the 
focus of slavish worship and psychic energy. May 1st has also been replaced a 
step further with a major day of celebration for Jewish communism.  
 
"Easter" originated with Astaroth and was originally known as "Ashtar." This 
holiday coincides with the Vernal Equinox of spring when day and night are of 
equal length, and was known as "Eastre" to the Anglo-Saxons. As the Goddess 
of fertility, she was associated with rabbits and eggs. Other names include: 
Easter, Eastre, Eos Eostre, Ester, Estrus, [Estrus is when an animal goes into 
heat; mating season] Oestrus, Oistros, and Ostara. Again, the "Lamb of God" 
was stolen from the Zodiac sign of Aries the Ram that occurs every spring.  
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All of the above has been stolen and corrupted into focusing upon and 
worshipping a fictitious Jew, which creates a powerful psychic link:  
Quote from the Jewish Talmud:  
Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 
2800 slaves."  
 
The Pagan Summer Solstice was stolen and replaced with "St. John's Day"  
in Honor of "Saint John the Baptist" another Jewish invented character stolen 
from a Hindu alchemical concept, for Gentiles to slavishly worship and focus 
psychic energies upon.  
 

  
 
Lammas Day/Lughnasadh was replaced with "Assumption Day" again, to focus 
upon the fictitious Jewish Virgin Mary, for Gentiles to slavishly honor and focus 
their psychic energies into reinforcing a lie.  
 
Halloween/Samhain was replaced with "All Saints Day."  
 
The Yule Season and Winter Solstice have been replaced with "Christmas." This 
is the ultimate blasphemy!!  
Again, there is total focus upon the Jewish invented Nazarene and his phony 
birth, phony Jewish parents, and phony everything else. These lies are drummed 
into the minds of Gentiles all over the world, creating a massive psychic vortex of 
energy that insidiously destroys our cultural heritage and memory, and promotes 
our own damnation. The entire Yule Season has been infested with fictitious 
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Nazarene story, from "Advent" to the circumcision of the Jewish Nazarene on the 
8th day in the synagogue by a rabbi.  
Imbolc was replaced with "Ash Wednesday" which was stolen from an ancient 
Hindu rite of applying ashes upon the spot of the third eye in the middle of the 
forehead.  
 
Christian fundamentalists have been working overtime to eradicate all traces of 
the Pagan origins of these holidays in order to reinforce and keep the lie of 
Christianity going strong. As I have stated repeatedly, history has been and is 
being rewritten. Truth is replaced with lies that promote Jewish supremacy and 
their agenda of a communist new world order where they will be "God." 
Rebellion, which has always been associated with Satan is intensely 
discouraged, in order to establish this new Jewish world order where all Gentiles 
will bar-coded and be slaves.  
 
In addition, Gentile/Pagan culture is being relentlessly attacked subliminally in 
the many movies created through Jewish Hollywood, and by having deluded 
Gentiles in many cases forced to curse and condemn our own people and praise 
the Jews. The Jews have had a history of fooling Gentiles into doing their dirty 
work for them, such as fighting their wars and damning ourselves. A blatant 
example was the war in Iraq, which was fought for Israel, by nearly all Gentiles, 
as only four Jewish soldiers were reported to have died in the war.  
 
The robotic songs and prayers exalting the Jews and Israel, corrupted from Far 
Eastern mantras, are sung and repeatedly recited in the Christian Churches, 
along with the trillions of dollars raked in through tithing and such, condemn us 
Gentiles!!! Gentiles sing and pray for their own damnation. It is stated in the 
Talmud that Gentiles "shit before their god." Satan is God!!!!!!  
 
This past Halloween, I noted in a Halloween store, the supply of extremely 
hideous masks of the Devil, portraying our Creator God Satan. Halloween is my 
favorite holiday with dressing up, partying, and such, but what has been to our 
Creator God is another matter. It is not only a major insult to our Creator God, but 
a huge slap in the face for all Gentiles.  
 
The Easter Bunny, which predates Christianity, has been attacked relentlessly by 
fundamentalist Christians, along with Santa Claus, aka known as "Nick" and 
"Nicholas." "Santa" is an anagram of "Satan" and the red, the white and the 
black, are the colors of the main nadis of the soul. "Nick" is another name for 
Satan as well.  
 
The Jews use deluded Christians to do their dirty work for them and they laugh at 
their stupidity. They, themselves know the Nazarene isn't real and was only 
invented and relentlessly pushed to enslave the Gentiles and create a massive 
vortex of Gentile psychic energy into bringing their "Messiah" into reality.  
Quote from the Jewish Talmud:  
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Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 
2800 slaves."  
 
Because it is false, Christianity is a stepping off point to Jewish communism, 
where any and all traces of spiritual knowledge are forcibly removed as was done 
with the Inquisition. This ensures that all occult knowledge and power is kept in 
the hands of the Jews to completely enslave and control the masses and 
establish them as "God."  
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Why Christianity Attacks Sexuality 
 
The Christian Church has done everything in its power to suppress and control 
sexuality. Sexual energy is the creative life force that liberates the kundalini, and 
is a direct threat to their agenda for enslaving humanity.  
 
There is nothing spiritual about Christianity. Christianity is a tool to remove all 
spiritual knowledge and spirituality. This has been effectively accomplished by 
attacking the second chakra, which is the sexual chakra, thus keeping the 
kundalini serpent bound in the base. In order for the kundalini energy to ascend, 
and ascend safely, all of the chakras must be free and open. Psychological hang-
ups manifest themselves in the chakras, which are the key components of the 
soul, and create blocks that prevent the ascension and circulation of spiritual 
energy, both in the 7 main chakras and in the 144,000 nadis.  
 
Christianity, Islam, and other related programs to destroy spirituality vehemently 
attack sexuality in any way they can, whether it is heterosexuality, 
homosexuality, etc. They work to instill sexual inhibitions, guilt, shame, and turn 
something beautiful and spiritually empowering into something ugly. Few if any 
Christians or Muslims are even aware of what spirituality really is. All of these 
nefarious programs have replaced spiritual concepts with imposter Jewish 
characters, Jewish places, and other fictitious Jewish archetypes, such as Jesus, 
the Nazarene. Jesus has been used as a diversion and distraction, keeping 
followers from accessing true spirituality and working on their souls. Truth be 
known, we save our own souls. "Jesus" is a fictitious Jewish character that is 
nothing more than an imposter to a CONCEPT.  
 
Kundalini liberates the soul and also opens up the psyche. The Christian Church 
has also done everything in its power to keep us from communicating with beings 
such as Satan and his Demons, and deliberately cut us all off from any 
knowledge and power. This keeps us all in the dark, and has cut us off from our 
True Creator God.  
 
"WE SHALL DESTROY GOD" – Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion  
 
The sexual suppression creates an imbalance in the base and second chakras 
which bleeds over into the emotional level (chakra) this extends to the next 
chakra and from here, we have a further imbalance, creating fear and guilt, and 
other emotional and psychological disorders. Because of the cut-off, there is no 
outlet and humanity degenerates spiritually from generation to generation. Each 
generation has been indoctrinated and conditioned to view sexuality in the 
Judeo/Christian/Muslim way. Those of us who are completely free from this 
influence are few. Sexuality= Life, liberation, and spiritual advancement. The 
Church knows this and has denied the general population this knowledge for 
centuries.  
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Now, when I mention "the Church" I am referring to those on top, not the average 
pedophile priest or minister. The Catholic priesthood is a prime example of the 
level of indoctrination, ignorance, and stupidity all the way down the line with 
blind obedience. The child raping and molestations are chief illustrations of what 
occurs when one consciously suppresses the powerful sex drive, which is the life 
force, itself.  
 
Because of the suppression of this knowledge, humanity is operating at 1/5th-
1/10th of the total potential. The energy centers remain closed and dormant, 
cutting the world off from other dimensions, blocking spiritual, mental, emotional 
and physical potential, in order to keep power in the hands of a "chosen" few.  
 
All of this is the use of black magick at the top levels that has been handed down 
through the centuries. The new age movement teaches helplessness, and 
strongly discourages any forms of black magick to ensure this power only 
remains in the hands of a few. Justice and righteousness are strongly 
discouraged and attacked. People are being indoctrinated to be victims and 
slaves. Fear is used incessantly, no different from Jewish communism, which is 
where Christianity eventually leads.  
 
The New Agers who dabble in magick are also imbalanced. The Ancient 
Egyptians knew that to be adept, one must be versed in both the white and black 
aspects of magick. Black magick is suppressed and controlled by the few in 
power at the top who make liberal use of it. The average person is not only 
ignorant to this fact, but helpless against it.  
 
The denigration and exclusion of women in RHP religions is also for a specific 
purpose. As Thoth stated, everything comes in two's for balance and harmony. 
Two is the creative force. The female energy within us all is the subconscious 
and the psyche. The female aspect connects us to the higher dimensions of the 
mind in balance to the male logical side of the brain. The two ideally, should work 
together in harmony. The kundalini energy is of the female part of the soul. By 
attacking and denigrating women, this further suppresses this energy 
subliminally.  
 
Destroying this female energy is fundamental to the enemy agenda. Once this 
feminine energy is completely subdued, the intuition and higher consciousness 
are switched off and become dominated by the lower consciousness. The 
chakras below the heart, which is the switch off point and connector of the seven 
chakras, remain disconnected and a serious imbalance results. The Church and 
its controlling cohorts are well aware of the imbalance that occurs when this 
female energy is cut off. The chakras all work together.  
 
What then occurs is a total loss of a much needed sense, also known as "the 
sixth sense." Humanity is spiritually blind and through this, have become total 
victims. This is the goal of the Christian Church, to prepare Gentiles to be 
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ignorant and unquestioning slaves who are unable to fight back at the hands of 
Jewish masters [the communist state]. For example, when an adept Jew throws 
a curse, the Gentile victim who has been indoctrinated with the lies of Christianity 
is helpless and succumbs to it. He/She can't even see it coming, and doesn't 
even know. This way, the Jews become "God."  
 
Quote from the Jewish Talmud:  
Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 
2800 slaves."  
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The Inquisition:  
A History of Christian Torture Mass Murder  
and Destruction of Human Life 
 
"The Christian resolve to find the world evil and ugly, has made the world evil and 
ugly."  
– Friedrich Nietzsche  
 
Today, the Christian Church does not have the power it once had, yet, we have 
witnessed the Christian abuses of children, child rape, molestation and other vile 
acts that reveal the true nature of many Christians and the effects their "God" has 
upon his followers. The pedophilia scandals are just a small sample of what 
Christians are capable of. This is due to the evil energy they tie into. "God" and 
the "Devil" are backwards! This can be plainly seen in the Old Testament where 
that "God" of Christianity was "a Murderer and a Liar from the beginning."  
 
Years ago, when the Christian church had complete control over government, 
human life and spirit, we can see from the inquisition, just how sick these people 
are and just what lengths they will go to get you to accept "Jesus." Just as is 
seen in the numerous Christian abuses of children today, years ago, with the 
Inquisition, girls as young as nine and boys as young as ten were tried for 
witchcraft. Children much younger were tortured to extract testimony against their 
parents. [1] Children were then flogged while they watched their parents burn.  
 
The Inquisition was early communism. The Catholic Church was the NKVD and 
KGB of the Middle Ages. For more detailed information, read The Gulag 
Archipelago by Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn. The Inquisition and communism, both 
Jewish programs are both nearly identical systems of mass murder, torture, and 
enslaving the masses.  
 
"Christianity and communism are very close spiritually and ideologically. This is a 
fairly well known concept that has been adopted by various thinkers, from 
Thomas More to Lev Tolstoy. Few people know that the world's first socialist 
state was established in Paraguay and was based on the ideas of Catholic 
Jesuits before Marx created his teachings."  
"The "Society of Jesus" - the Jesuit religious order - in the Catholic Church was 
roughly equivalent to the KGB in the Soviet Union."  
Above quotes taken from "Pravda" [The main Communist Party Newspaper and 
leading newspaper of the former Soviet Union] From the article: Is there any 
difference between Christianity and Communism? 30/04/2013  
 
Truth be known, nearly all of the inquisitors and high-ranking Catholic clergy 
were Jews.  
 
A documented case in the Silesian town of Neisse reveals a huge oven was 
constructed, which over a ten year period, more than a thousand "condemned 
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witches, some as young as two years old" were roasted alive.[2] Many victims 
were also extremely old, some in their 80's. This made no difference to the 
church.  
 
The Christian Church murdered, tortured, mutilated and destroyed millions and 
millions of lives both directly through the Inquisition and indirectly through all of 
the wars they incited. The damage and destruction this foul religion has 
perpetrated against humanity is almost beyond comprehension. Most people 
aren't even aware of the facts. Between the years of 1450-1600, the Christian 
Church was responsible for the torture, and burning of some 30,000 alleged 
"witches." [3]  
 
During the reign of the Roman Emperor Constantine CE 306-337 the doctrines of 
the Christian church were regarded as the foundation of law. [4] Heretics 
[persons who opposed church teachings, or who were even accused of such] 
were sought out, tortured and eventually murdered. Heresy was an offense 
against the State as well as the Church. For hundreds of years, civil rulers tried 
to stamp out all heresy.  
 
As early as CE 430, the Church leaders declared heresy punishable by death. In 
CE 906, "The Canon Episcopi" was the first Church body to expressly forbid the 
use of witchcraft. [5] Before the Inquisition was fully underway, the Church 
accepted heretics back into the fold, under terms it considered reasonable. The 
following is an example:  
 

For three Sundays, the heretic was stripped to the waist and 
whipped from the entrance of the town/village all the way to 
the church door. He/she was to permanently deny 
him/herself meat, eggs, and cheese except on Easter, 
Pentecost and Xmas, when he/she is to eat of them as a 
sign of his/her penance. For twenty days, twice a year 
he/she was to avoid fish and for three days in each week 
fish, wine and oil, fasting, if his/her health would permit.  
 
He/she was to wear monastic vestments with a small cross, 
sewn on each breast. He/she was to hear mass daily. Seven 
times a day, he/she was to recite the canonical hours and in 
addition, at Paternoster ten times each day and twenty times 
each night.  
He/she was to observe total abstinence from sex. Every 
month he/she was to report to a priest who was to keep the 
heretic under close observation. He/she was to be 
segregated from the rest of the community.[6] 

 
There is no precise date for the beginning of the Inquisition, most sources agree 
it manifested during the first six years of the reign of the Catholic Pope, Gregory 
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IX, between 1227 and 1233. Pope Gregory IX who ruled from 1227-1241 is often 
referred to as the "Father of the Inquisition."  
 
The Inquisition was a campaign of torture, mutilation, mass murder, and 
destruction of human life perpetrated by Christians and their Jewish root. The 
Church increased in power until it had total control over human life, both secular 
and religious. The Vatican wasn't satisfied with the progress made by regional 
leaders in rooting out heresy. Pope Innocent III commissioned his own inquisitors 
who answered directly to him. Their authority was made official in the papal bull 
of March 25th, 1199. [7]  
Innocent declared "anyone who attempted to construe a personal view of God 
which conflicted with the Church dogma must be burned without pity." [8]  

  
 
In 1254, to ease the job of the inquisitors, Pope Innocent IV decreed that 
accusers could remain anonymous, preventing the victims from confronting them 
and defending themselves. Many churches had a chest where informants could 
slip written accusations against their neighbors. Three years later, he authorized 
and officially condoned torture as a method of extracting confessions of heresy. 
[9]   
 

Victims were tortured in one 
room, and then, if they 
confessed, they were led 
away from the chamber into 
another room to confess to 
the inquisitors. This way it 
could be claimed the 
“confessions were given 
without the use of force.”  
Inquisitional law replaced 
common law. It was guilty 
until proven innocent.  
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Inquisitors grew very rich, accepting bribes and 
fines from the wealthy who paid to avoid being 
prosecuted. The wealthy were prime targets for the 
church who confiscated their property, land and 
everything they had for generations. The Inquisition 
took over all of the victims' possessions upon 
accusation. There was very little if any chance of 
proving one's self innocent, so this is one way the 
Catholic Church grew very wealthy. Pope Innocent 
stated that since "God" punished children for the 
sins of their parents, they had no right to be legal 
heirs to the property of their parents. Unless 
children came forth freely to denounce their 
parents, they were left penniless. Inquisitors even 
accused the dead of heresy, in some cases, as 
much as seventy years after their death. They 
exhumed and burned the victim's bones and 
confiscated all property from their heirs, leaving 

them with nothing. [10]  
 
The actions of the inquisitors had devastating effects on the economy that left 
entire communities totally impoverished while the church glutted with wealth. 
They also crippled the economy by holding certain professions suspect. 
Inquisitors believed the printed word to be a threat to the church and interfered 
with the communication brought about by the invention of the printing press in the 
15th century. Maps, cartographers, traveling merchants and traders were all 
placed under intense suspicion; a threat to the church.  
 
Although the church had begun murdering people it deemed heretics in the 4th 
century and again in 1022 at Orléan, papal statutes of 1231 insisted heretics 
suffer death by fire. Burning people to death prevented the spilling of blood. John 
15:6 "If a man abide not in me, he is cast forth as a branch, and is withered; and 
men gather them, and cast them into the fire, and they are burned."  
 
The pedophilia witnessed today is just a small example of the insanity and the 
twisted, warped minds of most Christians and where any power that they obtain 
leads to.  
 
The Witch hunts, 1450-1750 were what R H Robbins [The Encyclopedia of 
Witchcraft and Demonology] called "the shocking nightmare, the foulest crime 
and deepest shame of western civilization." In this 300-year period, the church 
stepped up the mass murder and systematic torture of innocent human beings. 
Torturers were allowed as much time as they needed to torture their victims. 
Most courts demanded that prior to the torture, the victim be thoroughly shaved, 
claiming that any Demon left undetected in the victim's body hair might intervene 
to deaden the pain that the torturers inflicted or answer for the victim. [11]  
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Doctors would be in attendance if it seemed the victim might die from the torture. 
The victim would then be allowed to recover a little before more torture was 
applied. If the victim died during the torture, inquisitors claimed the Devil 
intervened with the purpose of sparing the victim further pain or preventing them 
from revealing his secrets. [12] Those who fainted had vinegar poured into their 
nostrils to revive them. The victim's families were required under law to 
reimburse the courts for the costs of torture. Entire estates were seized by the 
church. Priests blessed the torture instruments prior to their being used. Certain 
devices were employed to inflict the maximum pain; indisputable evidence of the 
sick Christian mind: 
 
Judas Cradle 

   
The victim was pulled up by a rope or chain and then lowered to the point. The 
torturer controlled the pressure by attaching weights to the victim or rocking or 
raising and dropping the victim from various heights. 
 
Brodequin [The Boots]  
 

The brodequin was used to crush the legs by 
tightening the device by hand, or using a mallet 
for knocking in the wedges to smash the bones 
until the bone marrow spurted out. People who 
passed out were further condemned as the 
losing of consciousness to be a trick from the 
Devil in order to escape pain.  
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Burning the Feet.  
Oil, lard and grease were applied to the feet before roasting them over a fire. A 
screen was used to control or increase the pain as exposure to the fire was 
applied on and off for maximum suffering. Also, as a variation, some victims were 
forced to wear large leather or metal boots into which boiling water or molten 
lead was poured.   
 

 
 
Hanging and the Strappado 
 

   
The victim's hands were bound behind the back. They were then yanked up to 
the ceiling of the torture chamber by a pulley and a rope. Dislocation ensued. 
Christians preferred this method, as it left no visible marks of torture. Heavy 
weights were often strapped to the victim to increase the pain and suffering.  
Squassation was a more extreme form of the torture. This method entailed 
strapping weights as much as hundreds of pounds, pulling limbs from their 
sockets. Following this, the Christian inquisitor would quickly release the rope so 
they would fall towards the floor. At the last second, the Christian inquisitioner 
would again yank the rope. This dislocated virtually every bone in the victim's 
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body. Four applications were considered enough to kill even the strongest of 
victims. 
  
Many were hung upsidedown as well until strangulation ensued.  
 

 
 
Heretic's Fork 

   
 
This device was often used to silence the victim on the way to the burning stake, 
so they could not reveal what had occurred in the torture chamber or defend 
themselves in any way. 
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Ripping the Flesh: 

   
Christian clergy delighted in the tearing and ripping of the flesh. The Catholic 
church learned a human being could live until the skin was peeled down to the 
waist when skinned alive. Often, the rippers were heated to red hot and used on 
women's breasts and in the genitalia of both sexes. 
 
Breast Rippers 

  
 
The Iron Torture Chair was studded with spikes. The victim was strapped in 
nude and a fire was lit beneath the chair. Heavy objects were also be used. They 
were placed upon the victim to increase the pain of the spikes. Blows with 
mallets were also inflicted. Often, other torturous devices were applied with the 
chair such as the flesh ripping pincers, shown above and leg crushing vices. 
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Skull Crusher  
This one speaks for itself. Christian clergy preferred this device because it did not 
leave visible marks, unless the skull was completely crushed, which happened: 
 

  
 
The Rack 

  
The Rack, aka the Ladder was another device that was used extensively. The 
procedure was to place the nude or near nude victim horizontally on the ladder or 
rack. Ropes were used to bind the arms and legs like a tourniquet. The knot 
could be steadily twisted to draw tight the ropes and stretch the victim to where 
the muscles and ligaments tore and bones broke. Often, heavy objects were 
placed upon the victim to increase the pain. This was considered by the church 
to be "one of the milder forms of torture." 
 

The Wheel  
 The nude victim, was stretched out, lying face 
downward on the ground or on the execution dock, 
with his or her arms and legs spread, and tied to 
stakes or iron rings. Wooden crosspieces were 
placed under the wrists, elbows, ankles, knees and 
hips. The inquisitor then smashed limb after limb 
and joint after joint, including the shoulders and 
hips, with the iron-tyred edge of the wheel, taking 
care not to bring about the death of the victim. 
There were splinters of smashed bones, blood 
spurted everywhere, and the victim's entire 
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skeleton was crushed and smashed. Thereafter the shattered limbs were 
“braided” into the spokes of the large wheel.   
The wheel has to be one of the most gruesome of all torture devices. The idea is, 
that the victims' limbs are shattered and entwined around the spokes of the 
wheel, attaching them to it.  
 
The Thumbscrew 

 The thumbscrew was a device where the victim's 
thumbs were placed and systematically crushed. 
Similar devices were used on the toes. Thumbscrews 
were often applied at the same time as the strappado 
and other torture devices to inflict more pain. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Water Torture  
 

The victim was stripped and bound to a 
bench or table and a funnel was inserted and 
pressed down into his throat. Water was 
poured into the funnel in jugs full with his/her 
nose being pinched, forcing him/her to 
swallow. After this was repeated enough 
times to where the victim's stomach was 
almost to burst, the bench or table was then 
tilted, with the victim's head pointing to the 
floor. The water in the stomach put painful 
pressure on the victim's lungs and heart. 
There was not only the incredible pain with 
this, but also, the feeling of suffocation. 
Inquisitors would also beat upon the stomach 
with mallets to the point of internal rupture. In 
another variation, the victim was forced to 
swallow large quantities of water together 
with lengths of knotted cord. The cords were 

then violently yanked from the victim's mouth resulting in disemboweling. 
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The Iron Maiden: Also known as "The Virgin Mary“ 
 
Covering the front side of this device was a statue of the 
Virgin Mary, inside were spikes, sharp knives or nails. 
Levers would move the arms of the statue, crushing the 
victim against the knives and nails. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Other devices and methods:  
 
§ Forced feeding of overly salted foods that resulted in extreme thirst, 

then, the denial of water.  
 
§ Immersion in scalding water laced with Lime.  

 
§ Yanking back and forth by 2 or more inquisitors with ropes attached to 

a spiked iron collar. This tore the flesh on the victim's neck. Variations 
used screws that could be tightened.  

 
§ The prayer stool. A spike board on which the victim was forced to 

kneel.  
 
§ Stocks which were fitted with iron spikes  

 
§ Slowly roasting victims over fire.  

 
§ "Walking a Witch" entailed forcing a victim to walk back and forth for 

days on end until completely exhausted. A variation of this was having 
the victim sit cross legged upon a wooden stool, being deprived of 
movement or sleep. Some victims were as much as 80 years old.  

 
§ "Thrawing." Similar to the spiked iron collar, only a rope was tied tightly 

around the head and the victim was yanked back and forth.  
 
§ "Turkas." These were a variation of pincers used to pull out fingernails.  

 
§ Many were thrown in filthy dungeons with no light or human contact, in 

addition, often being chained or confined in the stocks.  
 
§ "Scoring above the Breath" the ancient belief that bleeding a witch 

above the mouth and nose would break a spell incited inquisitors to 
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tear flesh, stick with needles and other instruments upon the victim's 
face. 

 
 Galileo Galilei, the famous Italian astronomer and 
physicist was one of the most noted victims of the 
Inquisition. A letter in which he attempted to 
demonstrate the Copernican theory, that the Earth 
is not the center of the universe, was forwarded by 
some of his enemies to the inquisitors in Rome. He 
was tried in 1633 and found guilty of heresy. He 
was forced to recant [publicly withdraw his 
statement] and was sentenced to life imprisonment 
under house arrest.  
In 1979, Pope John Paul II declared that the 
Roman Catholic Church "may have been mistaken 
in condemning him," and he established a 
commission to study the case. [13]  
In 1993, the Catholic Church "officially" pardoned 
Galileo. In other words, they forgave him for 

teaching that the planets revolve around the Sun, not the Earth. 
 
Loss of human life:  
 
§ Salzburg, Austria, 1677-1681 over 100 murdered  

 
§ Basque region of the Pyrenees; 1608, Lawyer Pierre de Lancre was sent 

to the region to "root out and destroy those who worshipped Pagan Gods." 
Over 600 tortured and murdered.  

 
§ Witch judge Henri Boguet c. 1550-1619 sent some 600 victims to their 

deaths in Burgundy, many of them young children who were 
systematically tortured and then burned alive.  

 
§ A pregnant woman was burned alive and from the trauma, she gave birth 

before she died. The baby was tossed back into the flames.  
 
§ Swedish town of Mora, 1669, more than 300 murdered. Among them, 15 

children. Thirty-six children between the ages of 9 and 15 were made to 
run the gauntlet and were beaten with rods upon their hands once a week 
for an entire year. Twenty of the youngest children, all under the age of 9 
were whipped on their hands at the church door for 3 Sundays in 
succession. Many more were severely beaten for witchcraft offenses.  

 
§ In Scotland, under the rule of Oliver Cromwell, a total of 120 in a single 

month were murdered in 1661. Estimates of the total dead have been as 
high as 17,000 between 1563 and 1603.  
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§ In Würzburg, Germany, the Chancellor wrote a graphic account in the year 
of 1629:  
"...there are three hundred children of three or four years, who are said to 
have had intercourse with the Devil. I have seen children of seven put to 
death, and brave little scholars of ten, twelve, fourteen and fifteen years of 
age..."  
 

§ Between the years of 1623 and 1633, some 900 "witches" were put to 
death throughout Würzburg. This was largely maintained by the Jesuits.  

 
§ The Chronicler of Treves reported in 1586 that the entire female 

population of two villages was wiped out by inquisitors. Only two women 
were left alive.  

 
§ Noted cases included the Knights Templar, Joan of Arc who was chained 

by the neck, hands and feet and locked in a cramped iron cage, Galileo, 
who stated that the Earth revolved around the Sun and was not the center 
of the universe as the church taught (See above).  

 
The above accounts were taken from Cassel Dictionary of Witchcraft by David 
Pickering.  
 
On Sunday, March 12th, 2002, the Pope John Paul II apologized for the "errors 
of his church for the last 2000 years."  
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The Christian Program and Purpose 
 
Quote from the Talmud:  
Libbre David 37: "To communicate anything to a Goy about our religious relations 
would be equal to the killing of all Jews, for if the Goyim knew what we teach 
about them, they would kill us openly."  
 
With enough research, Christianity and its cohorts can be summed up, revealing 
its true purpose. Jehova's Witnesses know of all the Pagan origins of the 
holidays, such as xmas and Easter. They are deluded as to the nazarene, as the 
nazarene is also a stolen CONCEPT, from some 18+ crucified Pagan Gods who 
hung from a tree, such as Odin. Everything in the Christian program is FALSE, 
STOLEN, CORRUPTED, AND COUNTERFEIT!  
 
The entire purpose of Christianity is to PREPARE Gentiles to be slavishly 
obedient and worshipping of their jewish masters in a new world order, where the 
jews will have total and complete control, unless people wake up and this is 
stopped.  
 
As can be seen from the articles on this website, the pantheon of Gentile/Pagan 
Gods (subliminal worship) was replaced with fictitous jewish archetypes with the 
program of Christianity. Along with this, the jews achieved a special status they 
did not deserve- being "The chosen of God." All of this is subliminal in that it 
creates the mindset of slavish, self-sacrificing, servile mentality in its victims, that 
readily accepts the jews to be in charge. The fictitious jewish archetypes such as 
the nazarene create a powerful subconscious association with what is known as 
"The God Part of the Brain" and act to transfer this mindset of worship to the jews 
who intend upon ruling the world. There is NOTHING at all spiritual about 
Christianity. The Bible is nothing more than a fictitious history of the jews, and 
intense blasphemy against the Gentile Gods and our True Creator God Satan, 
which means "enemy" in Hebrew. We prove all of this on this website.  
 
Quote from the Jewish Talmud:  
Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 
2800 slaves."  
 
In addition to the subliminal workings, Gentiles are severely threatened with 
delving into the "occult" in order to remove all powers of the mind and soul and to 
keep these powers within the circle of ruling jewish masters for total abuse and 
exploitation of the Gentiles. Because sexual orgasm is the doorway to the power 
and advancement of the soul, the Christian doctrines have always worked 
relentlessly to suppress it. Christianity drums into its victims minds that they are 
nothing more than property. Their minds, souls and bodies all belong to "Jehova" 
which in reality is the top ruling Jews who are masters of occult power.  
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Quotes from the Talmud:  
Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: "Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that 
the Jew would not have to be served by beasts. The non-Jew is consequently an 
animal in human form, and condemned to serve the Jew day and night."  
 
Seph. Jp., 92, 1: "God has given the Jews power over the possessions and blood 
of all nations."  
 
The denegration of women in these programs is a sick, twisted and perverted 
attempt, again, subliminal, like the suppression of human sexuality, to deprive 
Gentiles of occult power. This has its origins in the Far Eastern teachings of 
"Shakti" which represents the female (subconsious and kundalini power) aspect 
of the human soul. The male aspect is the left brained logical side. Both must 
work together to achieve material results, which is the purpose of yoga. By 
suppressing the female side of the brain, one's powers of mind and soul are 
completely dormant and inaccessible.  
 
Ouija boards, astrology, and other forms of divination have also been strictly 
suppressed in attempts to deprive Gentiles from communicating with our own 
TRUE Gods who have been shamefully and hideously blasphemed and labeled 
as "evil." Our Gods have been the victims of Jewish horror and gore Hollywood 
flics and other denegrating and insulting themes, where Gentiles are fooled into 
mocking, cursing, and fearing them, while working for their own damnation and 
paying out the ass for it, not only to the tune of trillions and trillions of dollars, but 
also with psychic energy. The jews have had a long history of deluding the 
Gentiles into paying for their own damnation and ruin. The war in Iraq is a blatant 
example, where thousands of young American men and women have died or are 
permanently disabled- all for Israel.  
 
GENTILES NEED TO WAKE UP!!  
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The Bible: A Jewish Conspiracy and Hoax on the Gentiles 
 
The Bible is a Jewish conspiracy. Christians are deluded under a powerful spell. 
Christianity is nothing more than a vicious program, with the goals of:  
 
§ Forcing the Gentiles to give up all occult knowledge and power so all 

psychic power is in the hands of select Jews for total control.  
 
§ Indoctrinating the the Gentile masses into pacifism and a slave-like 

mentality of servitude  
 
§ Encouraging the Gentiles into giving up all money and worldly goods 

which is funneled into the hands of the ruling Jews and their Gentile 
lackeys like Billy Graham  

 
§ Preparing the Gentile masses for a one world communist slave state with 

the ruling Jews in control.  
 
§ Channeling Gentile psychic energy and prayers into the "Second coming 

of Christ" which is in reality the Jewish Messiah as any working of the 
mind must have a connection.  

 
§ Cutting the Gentiles off from their own Tribal Gods and Demi-Gods, whose 

identities have been altered and replaced with fictitious Jewish characters. 
Our True Creator God has been denegrated, viciously and heinously 
insulted and blasphemed and relegated to the enemy of humanity.  

 
"May his name and memory be blotted out." 
–The Jewish Talmud  
 
"We shall destroy God"  
–Quote from the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion  
 
The list is endless and it is so glaringly obvious what was done. Now, we all know 
the Nazarene is fictitious. The Jews themselves know it and don't believe in him 
as he is a lie based upon some 20+ crucified "saviors" stolen from Gentile 
pantheons around the world.  
 
I have put a lot of effort and time into researching the Bible, as so many people 
have serious hang-ups because of intense indoctrination with Christiainty and the 
psychic power that has gone into it. It is obvious the Bible is a hoax and a lie.  
 
"We shall now endeavor to answer the question which must naturally arise in the 
minds of all who see for the first time, the similarity in the legends of the Hebrews 
and those of other nations, namely: have the Hebrews copied from other nations, 
or, have other nations copied from the Hebrews? To answer this question we 
shall; first give a brief account or history of the Pentateuch and other books of the 
Old Testament from which we have taken legends, and show about what time 
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they were written; and second, show that other nations were possessed of these 
legends long before that time, and that the Jews copied from them."  
– Bible Myths And Their Parallels in Other Religions By T. W. Doane © 1882, 
page 92  
 
The Creation:  
"Structurally, Genesis 1-11 presents a fascinating insight into how the Bible 
evolved from a collection of polytheistic myths and legends from various cultures 
into a mostly coherent monotheistic account of Israelite history."  
- 101 Myths of the Bible by Gary Greenburg © 2000; page 3  
 
In summary, every character in the bible was stolen form Pagan Gentile religions 
and replaced with a Jewish character:  
 
§ Jewish monotheism was stolen from Egyptian Akhenaton  

 
§ The Jewish creation was stolen from the Egyptian Creation [1]  

 
§ The Jewish Yahweh's use of the word to create was stolen from the 

Egyptians (Jewish Yaweh replaces Ptah) [2] 
 
§ "Let there be Light" was stolen from the Theban Creation epic.[3] 

 
§ The "firmament in the midst of the waters…" was stolen from the Egyptian 

Creation [4]  
 
§ Adam and Eve were stolen from the Egyptian Geb and Nut [5]  

 
§ Eve coming from Adam's rib was stolen from the Epic of Enki and  
 Ninhursag: "My brother what hurts thee?  

 
"My rib hurts me" ANET, 41.  
 Ninti who's name means  "Lady of the Rib" cured Enki's rib [6]  

 
§ Adam and Eve's punishment and loss of immortality were stolen from the 

Mesopotamian story of Adapa  (Jewish Yaweh replaces Sumerian Enki) 
[7]  

 
§ Jewish Cain, Abel and Seth were stolen from Osiris, Set and Horus [8]  

 
§ The conflict between Cain and Abel was stolen from Set and Osiris and as 

the story goes on, it is later based upon the Sumerian Dumuzi and 
Enkimdu [9]  

 
§ Jewish Samson was stolen from Heracles, the putting out of his eyes is 

based on Oedipus. The pulling down of the pillars was stolen from the 
Egyptian tale about Re-Herakhte [10]  

 
§ The Jewish story of Jacob and the Ladder was stolen from the Egyptian 

Funerary Rituals for the deceased King  
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§ "Hail to thee, O Ladder of God, Hail to thee, O Ladder of Set. Stand up O 
Ladder of God, Stand up O Ladder of Set, stand up O Ladder of Horus, 
whereon Osiris went forth into heaven.” “The Egyptian Ladder consisting 
of the bodies of two Egyptian deities upon which Osiris ascends into 
heaven, has been replaced by a ladder with several supernatural beings, 
angels, climbing up and down between earth and heaven." [11]  

 
§ Jewish Moses was stolen from several Gods and kings, depending on 

what stage of his life story:  
 
§ Sargon (the birth and abandonment in the river, being rescued by royalty, 

etc)  
 
§ The wanderings in the desert were based upon the Sun-God Bacchus as 

seen in the Hymns of Orpheus [12]  
 
§ The Hebrew stint of "40 years in the desert" claimed in the Jewish book of 

Exodus and the subsequent "40 day and 40 nights" wanderings in the 
desert of the Jewish Nazarene were stolen from:  
"The struggle of Set and Horus in the desert lasted forty days, as 
commemorated in the forty days of the Egyptian Lent, during which time 
Set, as the power of drought and sterility, made war on Horus in the water 
and the buried germinating grain....These forty days have been extended 
into forty years, and confessedly so by the Jews." [13]  

 
§ Jewish Joshua was stolen from the Egyptian Deities Shu and Nun.[14]  

 
§ Jewish Deborah was stolen from the Egyptian Goddess Neith [15]  

 
§ Jewish Noah was stolen from Sumerian Ziusudra  
 The fictitious Jewish God Yaweh in the Noah story replaced the Sumerian  

God Enlil, aka Beelzebub  
 
§ Noah's son Jewish Ham was stolen from Belus [16]  

 
§ Jewish Nimrod was stolen from the Egyptian Pharaoh Sesostris [17]  

 
§ Jewish Abraham was stolen from King Hariscandra of the Hindu 

Sankhayana-Sutras  
 
§ Jewish Isaac was stolen from King Hariscandra's son Rohita  

The fictitious Jewish God Yaweh in this story replaced the Hindu God  
Varuna [18]  

 
§ Jewish character Daniel was stolen from Egyptian Neferti [19]  

 
§ Jewish Jonah and the whale; Jonah was stolen from the Hindu character 

"Saktideva" found in the Somadeva Bhatta.  
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§ The "Twelve Tribes of Israel" like the Twelve Disciples of Christ are based 
upon the twelve signs of the Zodiac.  

 
§ Jewish Lot and his wife were stolen from the Greek Orpheus and Eurydice 

Jewish Yaweh replaces the Greek God Hades  
 
§ Jewish Jacob and Jewish Esau were stolen from Horus and Set [20]  

 
§ Jewish Rebekah was stolen from The Egyptian Goddess Isis [21]  

 
§ Jewish Joseph with the eleven brothers was stolen from Egyptian 

Psammetichus [22]  
 
§ Jewish story of Joseph and Potipher's wife stolen from Egyptian Anubis 

and Bata [23]  
 
§ "The Ten Plagues" against Egypt were grossly exaggerated and altered 

and stolen from the Ipuwer Papyrus [24]  
 
§ The Ten commandments was stolen from The Code of Hammurabi Jewish 

Yaweh replaces the Sumerian Sun God Shamash aka Azazel [25]  
 
§ Jewish David killing Philistine Goliath were stolen from Thor throwing a 

hammer at Hrungnir and striking him in the forehead. [26]  
 
§ The Jewish Job was stolen from Ugaritic Keret and Jewish Yaweh 

replaces the God "El."  
 
§ The Jewish "Job," was stolen from a story written in the Ugaritic language 

(Cuneiform Script), composed circa 1400 BCE by "Ilimilku The Scribe." 
This epic involves "Keret" and the God "El." NOT Job and Jehova. Keret's 
family tragedies and illness are comparable with the story of Job. In the 
original tale, "Satan" never even entered into the picture. 

 Here, Jewish Jehova replaces El [27]  
 

By creating opposing Gods, one "good" and the other "evil" the Jews have been 
able to manipulate the world beyond belief.  
 
The Jewish book of Proverbs, along with the writings in the book of Ecclesiastes 
were stolen from the Teachings of Egyptian Ptah-Hotep. [28]  
 
Many of the writings in the Jewish book of Joshua were stolen from The El 
Amarna Letters [29]  
The Jewish book of Judges is comprised of material stolen from:  
 
§ The Story of Aqhat  
§ The Diary of Wen-Amon  
§ The Gezer Almanac [30]  
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The Jewish books of Samuel and Kings contain stolen material from:  
 
§ The Mari Prophecies  
§ The Stele of Mesha  
§ The Karatepe Inscription  
§ The Annals of Shalmaneser III  
§ The Black Obelisk of Shalmaneser III  
§ The Annals of Tiglath-Pileser III  
§ The Annals of Sargon II  
§ The Siloam Inscription  
§ The Yavne-Yam Inscription  
§ The Lachlish Letters  
§ The Arad Ostraca  
§ The Annals of Sennacherib  
§ The Annals of Nebuchadnezzar II  

 
More stolen material in the biblical books of Ezra and Nehemiah from:  
The Cylinder of Cyrus [31]  
 
Jewish Mordecai stolen from the Babylonian God Marduk32  
 
Jewish Esther and the Jewish book of Esther was stolen from Ishtar, aka 
Astaroth, Astarte, Ashtar. [33]  
 
The Jewish Virgin Mary "Queen of Heaven" was stolen from Astaroth  
 
Jewish John the Baptist stolen from Anup, baptizer of Horus; both lost their 
heads. [34]  
 
Jewish Judas was stolen from Set. [35]  
 
Jewish Matthew was stolen from Thoth [36]  
 
Jewish Thomas was stolen from Tammuz [37]  
 
"Like Jesus, the Greek God Hermes was also wrapped in swaddling clothing and 
placed in a manger, as was Dionysus." [38]  
 
The Gentile Gods wound up in the grimoires of blasphemy.  
 
"No other people has ever been so conscious of ultimate primacy through 
supernatural intervention. This has given them cohesion and courage to 
persevere in the face of persecution and decimation. The conviction that every 
jew will one day share in his divine destiny as a member of the world's ruling race 
has made him proud and has enabled him to survive unassimilated among the 
nations of the earth."  
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"Included in the promised inheritance was a deliverer or messiah to bring about 
"the kingdom." This messiah would be either a temporal, human leader who with 
his armies would overthrow the enemies of Israel, or a supernatrual being who 
would do likewise, establishing an "everlasting" Jewish kingdom as well." "The 
Jewish imperialism would thus come as the awaited deliverer destroyed the 
enemies and gave their booty to Israel. As Larson says 'This Messiah shall bring 
judgement upon the Gentiles and they shall become the slaves of Judah..."  
The above two paragraphs were excerpts taken from The Christ Conspiracy: The 
Greatest Story Ever Sold by Acharya S. © 1999 taken from pages 325 and 326  
 
The purpose of the bible was:  
 
§ To give the Jewish people a history they never had  

 
§ To give the Jewish people a special status as the "Chosen of God"  

 
§ To enable the Jewish people to advance in their quest for world 

domination. The gentiles have been disarmed and spoon-fed a pacifistic 
anti-life philosophy with Christianity  

 
§ To keep all occult, psychic and mind power under the control of the Jews 

and disarm the gentile populations psychically.  
 
§ For the Jewish secret cabal to seize and direct as much psychic energy as 

possible into the coming of their "messiah" who will unite the Jews and 
rule the world. (This is the fictitious Christ, - the Jews themselves know 
Christ is fictitious- the "Temple of Solomon" and various other faces of the 
same theme).  

 
§ Because the multitude of characters, numbers and stories were stolen and 

altered from gentile sources, they are strong enough in the gentile racial 
memory to use as a powerful psychic tool for manipulation. 

 
Bible Myths And Their Parallels in Other Religions By T. W. Doane Copyright 
1882 In closing in the Al Jilwah and Qu’ret al-Yezid, Satan makes it very plain 
concerning these lies.  
 
"THERE IS NO GOD BUT MYSELF" "KNOWING THIS, WHO DARES 
WORSHIP THE FALSE GODS OF THE KORAN AND BIBLE?"  
– SATAN  
FROM THE QU'RET AL-YEZID  
 
"SATAN" MEANS ENEMY IN HEBREW  
 
"We shall destroy God"  
--Quote from the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion  
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The Subliminal Message of the Judeo/Christian Bible:  
Jewish Supremacy over Gentiles 
 
There is a secret Jewish cabal that goes back thousands of years. This cabal 
controlled and always had a much higher level of knowledge way beyond 
anything the majority knew. When new societies were established, this Jewish 
cabal would usurp the positions of religious and political power and ensure that 
any advanced knowledge in circulation was removed from the public domain and 
into their secret schools and organizations. The ruling hierarchy of the Vatican 
are nothing more than organized criminals who have caused humanity untold 
destruction, misery, suffering, and grief. The Catholic Church and Christian 
religion are staffed with at the higher levels, and tools of the Jews who are their 
masters. The Jews are the ones who control the Christian Churches, especially 
the Vatican from which all other Christian sects evolved.  
 
At the upper levels, they know the true power of the sun, numerology, the mass 
mind, the effects of planets on human behavior, how to manipulate time, energy, 
they have used their secret organizations to create institutions in the public arena 
such as religions and political parties to remove occult knowledge and keep it out 
of circulation. The Inquisition was a prime example, for even to speak of anything 
occult or esoteric was to sign one's own death warrant.  
 
In order to maximize power for their agenda, Christian churches were built upon 
Ley Lines. Ley Lines are areas within the earth that have increased geo-
magnetic energy. The human body is composed of and runs on bio-electricity. 
Our thoughts are made up of electrical impulses. Through meditation and 
working with our own energy centers, we can hone our thoughts to have a 
stronger electrical output and to affect our environment. When one who is 
knowledgeable uses earth energy in addition to this directed thought energy, this 
greatly amplifies the power behind the thoughts and direction of the energy 
through the will. Pagan temples were destroyed and Christian churches were 
erected in their place. Special rituals were also conducted at these energy 
crossings within the earth grid. Human/animal sacrifices and such produced 
extreme fear in intended victims. This directed fear energy, that they use to 
control was pumped into these vortexes of earth energy. What happens is this 
energy, magnified thousands of times creates a state of vibration within the earth 
field in which we all live. From what I understand, it encircles the earth like a 
spider web. This is one reason why Christianity has such a powerful hold on 
many. Fear is the four letter word that controls the world and it is very effective.  
 
In addition, the lying preaching, chock full of emotion and the doctrines that were 
repeated endlessly inside of these structures had all the power they needed to do 
their job. Along with using the energy of the ignorant congregation, a constant 
and powerful supply of energy was and has been available to be directed and 
manipulated by enemy adepts for the control of and the damnation of the 
populace. Ancient works of art through the Renaissance are proof of the control 
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the Christian Church had upon the people in every aspect of their lives. There 
are very few paintings, sculptures and other works of art that do not depict the 
Nazarene or the Virgin Mary and their ilk. This also goes for music during the 
time period. To create any number of non-Christian works was to subject one's 
self to be condemned as a heretic. The prayer energy alone, that has gone into 
this foul institution is beyond the imagination. One person alone who fixates upon 
a thought or idea generates thought energy; think what millions can do.  
 
Unfortunately, given the greed, this has not been enough for the nefarious aliens 
and their human slaves who run this ring of destruction. There had to be war. 
The human energy output is most powerful in times of great fear, when facing 
death or when dying. The more violent, the better. Anyone who is familiar with 
the Old Testament of the Bible should be well aware of the endless wars and 
genocide of Gentiles promoted by the so-called "Jehova," which is Jewish 
domination over, and mass murder, torture, and genocide of gentiles. This sick 
perverted filth is forcibly drummed into the minds of gentiles from day one, 
creating a powerful subliminal thoughtform, which has manifested into reality.  
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The Ubiquitous Nazarene 
 
The Nazarene is made up of nothing but stolen legends, stolen identities and a 
bunch of meaningless, worthless hypocritical and contradictory teachings. I don't 
think there has been a character in all of history that is as fictitious as this 
Nazarene idiot, and because he is a lie, he can change according to the times.  
 
He was invented to be nothing more than a distraction for the masses, with the 
intention of removing all spiritual knowledge and power from the populace and 
placing it in the hands of a controlling few to the detriment of the all.  
 
Christianity has survived because it always adapted to the times, just as it is 
doing today. The Christian church finally admitted insidiously that the Earth is not 
flat. If they hadn't, they would have never survived. That is just one of numerous 
examples.  
 
Now, the Nazarene has put on a New Age face. The teachings of the Original 
Gods and ancient knowledge are all of a sudden attributed to the Nazarene. This 
is whether they come from Egypt [Some double-digit I.Q. individuals have the 
stupidity to claim he was a "pharaoh."]  
 
In the 1960's and 70's, he was the ideal hippy. Now he is the great teacher of this 
new age crap and the "threefold" joke, which of course includes those nefarious 
angels and Judeo/Christian mysticism.  
 
During the crusades, he was the Christian warrior, leading the Christian armies to 
slaughter everyone in their path- "Onward Christian Soldiers." With Islam, he still 
exists, but this time, as not the "Son of God" but as a prophet.  
 
He seems to be everywhere and conforms to every trend, and every culture. Just 
slap the ragged poor professional victim on two crossed sticks of wood and there 
he is. The only thing that *is* real concerning this ubiquitous clown is the suicidal 
teachings designed to turn the whole of society into malleable slaves. The 
underlying message never changes.  
 
This is analogous to a harmless looking rodent that brings in lethal parasites that 
infest the locale like what happened with the Bubonic Plague of the Middle Ages.  
 
Because he is fictitious, he can be made into whatever they please as long as it 
is done insidiously. He can be anything at any time and anywhere. On the one 
hand, he is celibate and the "Son of God." On the other hand, in order to adapt 
with the sexual openness of today, he now has sexual relations with Mary 
Magdalene.  
 
Because new knowledge has come from the Far East, of course, he was there 
from age "13 until 30," as there is no written record so they can make up 
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anything they wish. This way, they can attribute a lot of the Eastern teachings to 
him and claim "the all is one." Yeah, the "all is one" until someone mentions 
"Satan" and either there is denial or defensiveness out of these jokers.  
 
Because homosexuality is becoming more open, now parts of the gospel of St. 
John, which were conveniently deleted, claim he had sexual intercourse another 
male. He can be anything at anytime and anywhere.  
 
The Nazarene never gave any direct answers to anything. This way, any bible 
thumper is free to quote here and there, as they see fit. His parables fit any 
situation at any time and say nothing. They can be interpreted 100 different 
ways. Just put him on a stick and start pounding away!  
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The Nazarene: the Worst Sinner of Them All 
 
Christians believe the Nazarene to be perfect, a peaceful, loving, healing, and 
understanding being. Most are too lazy to read the facts. The bible may be the 
most purchased book, but it is the least read.  
 
The Nazarene was slothful, indolent and lazy. He never worked like everyone 
else.  
§ He freeloaded and lived off the work and labors of others.  
§ He was a rude and inappreciative guest who often insulted his hosts.  
§ He STOLE and ordered others to do so.  
§ He condoned and advocated MURDER.  
§ He is one of the worst hypocrites who ever existed.  

 
The Seven Deadly Sins:  
 
Pride  
The Nazarene was a very arrogant, selfish and conceited individual. His 
overwhelming sense of negative pride and self exhaltation was seen in many of 
the scriptures:  
 
He was arrogant enough to insult his host and leave her with the burden of work 
while he hogged all of the attention, indicating an extreme sense of self 
importance:  
Luke 10: 38-42  
38 Now it came to pass, as they went, that he entered into a certain village: and 
a certain woman named Martha received him into her house.  
39 And she had a sister called Mary, which also sat at Jesus' feet, and heard his 
word.  
40 But Martha was cumbered about much serving, and came to him, and said, 
Lord, dost thou not care that my sister hath left me to serve alone? bid her 
therefore that she help me.  
41 And Jesus answered and said unto her, Martha, Martha, thou art careful and 
troubled about many things:  
42 But one thing is needful: and Mary hath chosen that good part, which shall not 
be taken away from her.  
 
Anyone who does not love him more than their own parents is not worthy of him. 
What happened to honor thy father and mother? Here, the Nazarene is placing 
himself above the family members of his followers, AGAIN, indicating pride and 
extreme arrogance:  
 
Matthew 10: 37  
37 He that loveth father or mother more than me is not worthy of me; and he that 
loveth son or daughter more than me is not worthy of me. This is also the sin of 
ENVY- he is so jealous of anyone who might share their love for another.  
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The pleasure of being massaged with expensive ointment was more important 
than selling the ointment and giving the money to the poor.  
 
Mark 14: 3-7  
3 And being in Bethany in the house of Simon the leper, as he sat at meat, there 
came a woman having an alabaster box of ointment of spikenard, very precious, 
and she brake the box and poured it on his head.  
4 And there were some who had indignation within themselves and said, “Why 
was this waste of the ointment made?  
5 For it might have been sold for more than three hundred pence, and have been 
given to the poor.” And they murmured against her.  
6 But Jesus said, “Let her alone; why trouble ye her? She hath wrought a good 
work on me.  
7 For ye have the poor with you always, and whensoever ye will, ye may do them 
good; but me ye have not always.  
 
The Nazarene calls other human beings "dogs" and "swine," indicating they are 
way beneath him:  
 
Matthew 7: 6  
6 "Give not that which is holy unto the dogs, neither cast ye your pearls before 
swine, lest they trample them under their feet, and turn again and rend you."  
 
He stated he was "greater" then Jonas and Solomon:  
 
Matthew 12: 41-42  
41 The men of Nineveh shall rise in judgment with this generation, and shall 
condemn it: because they repented at the preaching of Jonas; and, behold, a 
greater than Jonas is here.  
42 The queen of the south shall rise up in the judgment with this generation, and 
shall condemn it: for she came from the uttermost parts of the earth to hear the 
wisdom of Solomon; and, behold, a greater than Solomon is here.  
 
Envy  
The Nazarene was so envious of any devotion or affections shown for anyone 
other than himself, even close family members, he demanded that his disciples 
leave their families behind.  
Luke 9: 59-62  
59 And he said unto another, Follow me. But he said, Lord, suffer me first to go 
and bury my father.  
60 Jesus said unto him, Let the dead bury their dead: but go thou and preach the 
kingdom of God.  
61 And another also said, Lord, I will follow thee; but let me first go bid them 
farewell, which are at home at my house.  
62 And Jesus said unto him, No man, having put his hand to the plough, and 
looking back, is fit for the kingdom of God.  
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There are many more scriptures that blatantly expose the envious resentful 
character of the Nazarene. These are indicated in this article.  
 
Wrath  
Because of an excessive sense of pride, exaggerated self importance, arrogance 
and an overwhelming belief of being first and being entitled, the Nazarene was 
often subject to the sin of wrath: 
Matt: 11: 20-24  
20 Then began he to upbraid the cities wherein most of his mighty works were 
done, because they repented not:  
21 Woe unto thee, Chorazin! woe unto thee, Bethsaida! for if the mighty works, 
which were done in you, had been done in Tyre and Sidon, they would have 
repented long ago in sackcloth and ashes.  
22 But I say unto you, It shall be more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon at the day of 
judgment, than for you.  
23 And thou, Capernaum, which art exalted unto heaven, shalt be brought down 
to hell: for if the mighty works, which have been done in thee, had been done in 
Sodom, it would have remained until this day.  
24 But I say unto you, That it shall be more tolerable for the land of Sodom in the 
day of judgment, than for thee.  
 
The Nazarene is forever condemning, insulting and threatening others:  
 
Matt. 23:33  
33 "Ye serpents, ye generation of vipers, how can ye escape the damnation of 
hell?"  
 
Mark 3: 5  
5 And when he had looked round about on them with anger, being grieved for the 
hardness of their hearts, he saith unto the man, "Stretch forth thine hand."  
 
John 2: 15  
15 And when he had made a scourge of small cords, he drove them all out of the 
temple, and the sheep, and the oxen; and poured out the changers' money, and 
overthrew the tables  
 
In the above verse, the Nazarene is condemning money making in the temple 
and greed, but by his actions and demands, the Nazarene is the greediest of 
them all.  
 
The Nazarene makes it plain he comes to bring war on earth and conflict, hatred 
and enmity among family members; breaking up the family unit and home:  
Matthew 10: 34-36  
34 Think not that I am come to send peace on earth: I came not to send peace, 
but a sword.  
35 For I am come to set a man at variance against his father and the daughter 
against her mother and the daughter in law against her mother in law.  
36 And a man's foes shall be they of his own household.  
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He showed impatience and upset by the presence of a father who's child could 
not speak, that petitioned him for help. His personal time and energy were more 
important than spending a few seconds to help a small child who was 
handicapped. He also insulted his disciples and those around him who he spoke 
to in reply to the asking for help.  
 
Mark 9: 19  
19 “O faithless generation, how long am I to be with you? How long am I to bear 
with you? Bring him to me.”  
 
Greed  
The Nazarene's distaste for labor was highly impractical. Like any other social 
parasite, he lived off of the charity of others, there were times when charity 
couldn’t satisfy his needs, so he STOLE.  
On the Sabbath, he and his disciples helped themselves to a farmer’s corn. 
When asked why he violated the law by eating on the Sabbath, he justified 
stealing by calling himself "lord of the Sabbath."  
 
Luke 6: 1-5  
1 And it came to pass on the second Sabbath after the first, that he went through 
the corn fields; and his disciples plucked the ears of corn, and did eat, rubbing 
them in their hands.  
2 And certain of the Pharisees said unto them, Why do ye that which is not lawful 
to do on the Sabbath days?  
3 And Jesus answering them said, Have ye not read so much as this, what David 
did, when himself was an hungered, and they which were with him;  
4 How he went into the house of God, and did take and eat the shewbread, and 
gave also to them that were with him; which it is not lawful to eat but for the 
priests alone?  
5 And he said unto them, That the Son of man is Lord also of the Sabbath.  
 
The Nazarene's sloth and greed often led to more theft:  
He sent two disciples to steal an ass and a colt. He had no consideration as to 
whether taking the animals for himself would place any hardship upon whom he 
stole them from. Here, in addition to the act of stealing, the Nazarene does not 
have the nerve to go and steal these animals himself, he orders others to do so.  
 
Luke 19: 29-35  
29 And it came to pass, when he was come nigh to Bethphage and Bethany, at 
the mount called the mount of Olives, he sent two of his disciples,  
30 Saying, Go ye into the village over against you; in the which at your entering 
ye shall find a colt tied, whereon yet never man sat: loose him, and bring him 
hither.  
31 And if any man ask you, Why do ye loose him? thus shall ye say unto him, 
Because the Lord hath need of him.  
32 And they that were sent went their way, and found even as he had said unto 
them.  
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33 And as they were loosing the colt, the owners thereof said unto them, Why 
loose ye the colt?  
34 And they said, The Lord hath need of him.  
35 And they brought him to Jesus: and they cast their garments upon the colt, 
and they set Jesus thereon.  
 
Sloth  
The Nazarene has always been known for his hatred of physical labor. The 
Nazarene also hated washing and bathing: Here, the Nazarene encourages not 
washing: 
Matt. 15: 1-20  
1 Then came to Jesus scribes and Pharisees, which were of Jerusalem, saying,  
2 Why do thy disciples transgress the tradition of the elders? for they wash not 
their hands when they eat bread.  
19 For out of the heart proceed evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications, 
thefts, false witness, blasphemies:  
20 These are the things which defile a man: but to eat with unwashen hands 
defileth not a man.  
 
Mark 7: 1-9  
1 Then came together unto him the Pharisees, and certain of the scribes, which 
came from Jerusalem.  
2 And when they saw some of his disciples eat bread with defiled, that is to say, 
with unwashen, hands, they found fault.  
3 For the Pharisees, and all the Jews, except they wash their hands oft, eat not, 
holding the tradition of the elders.  
4 And when they come from the market, except they wash, they eat not. And 
many other things there be, which they have received to hold, as the washing of 
cups, and pots, brasen vessels, and of tables.  
5 Then the Pharisees and scribes asked him, Why walk not thy disciples 
according to the tradition of the elders, but eat bread with unwashen hands?  
6 He answered and said unto them, Well hath Esaias prophesied of you 
hypocrites, as it is written, This people honoureth me with their lips, but their 
heart is far from me.  
7 Howbeit in vain do they worship me, teaching for doctrines the commandments 
of men.  
8 For laying aside the commandment of God, ye hold the tradition of men, as the 
washing of pots and cups: and many other such like things ye do.  
9 And he said unto them, Full well ye reject the commandment of God, that ye 
may keep your own tradition.  
 
Also, the stretch in the desert speaks for itself. (Matthew 4: 1-2)  
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Gluttony  
Gluttony is an inordinate desire to consume more than that which one requires. 
Although the Nazarene preached abstinence, he did not intend this for himself.  
He gets defensive about complaints directed at him and his followers who are 
always seen eating and drinking.  
Luke 5:33-34  
33 And they said unto him, Why do the disciples of John fast often, and make 
prayers, and likewise the disciples of the Pharisees; but thine eat and drink?  
34 And he said unto them, Can ye make the children of the bridechamber fast, 
while the bridegroom is with them?  
35 But the days will come, when the bridegroom shall be taken away from them, 
and then shall they fast in those days.  
 
He was known as a glutton and a drunkard.  
 
Luke 7:34  
34 The Son of man is come eating and drinking; and ye say, Behold a gluttonous 
man, and a winebibber, a friend of publicans and sinners!  
 
The Nazarene was wrathful when his sources for free meals were not readily 
available. w. Once he cursed a fig tree for not having any fruit. The tree died.  
 
Mark 11:12-14, 20-22  
12 And on the morrow, when they were come from Bethany, he was hungry:  
13 And seeing a fig tree afar off having leaves, he came, if haply he might find 
any thing thereon: and when he came to it, he found nothing but leaves; for the 
time of figs was not yet.  
14 And Jesus answered and said unto it, No man eat fruit of thee hereafter for 
ever. And his disciples heard it.  
20 And in the morning, as they passed by, they saw the fig tree dried up from the 
roots.  
21 And Peter calling to remembrance saith unto him, Master, behold, the fig tree 
which thou cursedst is withered away.  
22 And Jesus answering saith unto them, Have faith in God.  
 
Lust  
Lust is an inordinate craving for the pleasures of the body.  
The Nazarene preached celibacy for his followers, but being the hypocrite that he 
is, he did not apply these teachings to himself. Both men* and women put out 
sexual favors for him as did others in the way of food, shelter and other needs. 
Luke 8:1-3  
1 And it came to pass afterward, that he went throughout every city and village, 
preaching and shewing the glad tidings of the kingdom of God: and the twelve 
were with him,  
2 And certain women, which had been healed of evil spirits and infirmities, Mary 
called Magdalene, out of whom went seven devils,  
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3 And Joanna the wife of Chuza Herod's steward, and Susanna, and many 
others, which ministered unto him of their substance.  
 
*There are deleted passages in the gospel of Mark. The Nazarene also had 
homosexual intercourse with one of his disciples while the others slept in the 
garden before his crucifixion.  
 
The Nazarene advocated and encouraged MURDER for selfish reasons: 
Luke 19: 27  
27 But those mine enemies, which would not that I should reign over them, bring 
hither, and slay them before me.  
 
The Nazarene not only ADVOCATED SLAVERY, but encouraged and condoned 
the abuse of slaves: 
Luke 12: 47  
47 And that servant, which knew his lord's will, and prepared not himself, neither 
did according to his will, shall be beaten with many stripes.  
 
In addition to the sermon on the mount being ant-life and against nature 
(artificial), the Nazarene's actions speak much louder than his words and reveal 
his true nature- that of a big hypocrite:  
Matthew 5  
1 And seeing the multitudes, he went up into a mountain: and when he was set, 
his disciples came unto him:  
2 And he opened his mouth, and taught them, saying,  
3 Blessed are the poor in spirit: for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.  
4 Blessed are they that mourn: for they shall be comforted.  
 
Matthew 8:21-22  
21 And another of his disciples said unto him, Lord, suffer me first to go and bury 
my father.  
22 But Jesus said unto him, Follow me; and let the dead bury their dead.  
 
5 Blessed are the meek: for they shall inherit the earth.  
"Meek" means "humble." Read the above paragraph of scriptures revealing the 
Nazarene's pride and arrogance.  
 
6 Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst after righteousness: for they shall 
be filled.  
 
7 Blessed are the merciful: for they shall obtain mercy.  
The Nazarene was anything but "merciful." He is forever condemning, 
threatening and damning people.  
 
8 Blessed are the pure in heart: for they shall see God.  
The Nazarene was anything but "pure of heart."  
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The Nazarene was ANYTHING but "poor in spirit." He was arrogant, self 
righteous and always put his own needs and desires before that of others. 
Luke 10: 38-42  
Matthew 10: 37  
(see above scriptures)  
 
The Nazarene openly advocated and encouraged chaos and lawlessness. These 
unethical, suicidal, anti-life teachings have worked to undermine and destroy 
legal systems, resulting in the punishing of the victim, while criminals are 
rewarded and encouraged in their behavior. The end result is the collapse of 
civilization. Any species that fails to defend itself will end up extinct. If the human 
body ignored the germs, bacteria, and viruses that invaded it, nearly all people 
would be dead in less than a day. These teachings are anti-life and designed to 
destroy human lives.  
 
Matthew 5: 38-44  
38 Ye have heard that it hath been said, An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a 
tooth:  
39 But I say unto you, That ye resist not evil: but whosoever shall smite thee on 
thy right cheek, turn to him the other also.  
40 And if any man will sue thee at the law, and take away thy coat, let him have 
thy cloak also.  
41 And whosoever shall compel thee to go a mile, go with him twain.  
42 Give to him that asketh thee, and from him that would borrow of thee turn not 
thou away.  
43 Ye have heard that it hath been said, Thou shalt love thy neighbour, and hate 
thine enemy.  
44 But I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to 
them that hate you, and pray for them which despitefully use you, and persecute 
you;  
 
He LIED: 
John 5: 31  
31 If I bear witness of myself, my witness is not true.  
 
The Nazarene told his disciples that they would not die before his second 
coming:  
Matthew 16: 28  
28 Verily I say unto you, There be some standing here, which shall not taste of 
death, till they see the Son of man coming in his kingdom.  
 
Revelation 3: 11  
11 Behold, I come quickly: hold that fast which thou hast, that no man take thy 
crown.  
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He STOLE: 
Luke 19: 29-35  
Luke 6: 1-5  
(see above)  
 
He ADVOCATED and ENCOURAGED MURDER on a whim: 
Luke 19: 27 (see above)  
 
He was one of the worst hypocrites that ever lived. 
Matthew 5: 19  
19 Whosoever therefore shall break one of these least commandments, and shall 
teach men so, he shall be called the least in the kingdom of heaven: but 
whosoever shall do and teach them, the same shall be called great in the 
kingdom of heaven.  
 
9 Blessed are the peacemakers: for they shall be called the children of God.  
 
Matthew 10: 34-36  
34 Think not that I am come to send peace on earth: I came not to send peace, 
but a sword.  
35 For I am come to set a man at variance against his father and the daughter 
against her mother and the daughter in law against her mother in law.  
36 And a man's foes shall be they of his own household.  
 
10 Blessed are they which are persecuted for righteousness' sake: for theirs is 
the kingdom of heaven.  
The Nazarene condemns righteousness and works against it- see the other 
scriptures on this page.  
 
Matthew 5: 11  
11 Blessed are ye, when men shall revile you, and persecute you, and shall say 
all manner of evil against you falsely, for my sake.  
 
This is blatant of the Nazarene's hatred of humanity.  
 
The Nazarene preached self mutilation:  
Matthew 19: 12  
12 For there are some eunuchs, which were so born from their mother's womb: 
and there are some eunuchs, which were made eunuchs of men: and there be 
eunuchs, which have made themselves eunuchs for the kingdom of heaven's 
sake. He that is able to receive it, let him receive it.  
 
A "eunuch" is a castrated male; in other words, a male with his balls cut off. The 
Catholic Church routinely castrated young choirboys in order to prevent their 
voices from changing.  
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Matthew 5: 29-30  
29 And if thy right eye offend thee, pluck it out, and cast it from thee: for it is 
profitable for thee that one of thy members should perish, and not that thy whole 
body should be cast into hell.  
30 And if thy right hand offend thee, cut it off, and cast it from thee: for it is 
profitable for thee that one of thy members should perish, and not that thy whole 
body should be cast into hell.  
 
The Nazarene's CRUELTY TO ANIMALS: 
Matthew 8: 30-32  
30 And there was a good way off from them an herd of many swine feeding.  
31 So the devils besought him, saying, If thou cast us out, suffer us to go away 
into the herd of swine.  
32 And he said unto them, Go. And when they were come out, they went into the 
herd of swine: and, behold, the whole herd of swine ran violently down a steep 
place into the sea, and perished in the waters.  

_________________ 
 
No individual in history has been provided with more excuses. Twisting, warping, 
distorting and outright lying of what this entity taught and did is commonplace 
among those who are deluded, sympathetic and/or just plain stupid.  
 
Many argue that this entity never existed and/or is unimportant. People who 
maintain these opinions are as deluded and foolish as those who believe the 
Nazarene was a righteous individual. Whether or not this entity physically existed 
is irrelevant. The effects this creature had upon humanity has permeated every 
aspect of the society in which most of us live. There are millions and millions who 
worship this creature and promote him at every level relentlessly. The impact this 
entity has had upon humanity is horrendous. Nearly every war there has been 
has been fought for RHP religious purposes. Millions and millions have severe 
psychological disorders and hang-ups, which prevent them from living a healthy 
normal life. The sorry list of crimes against humanity perpetrated because of this 
individual goes on and on.  
 
It does not matter whether the entity is a myth or physically and historically 
existed. The entity is a reality through all of the major injustices and workings of 
which have held us ALL back for centuries and must be destroyed.  
 
Those who take a stand for personal liberty and freedom are incessantly battling 
Christians in the courts as they relentlessly and obsessively work to deprive 
every last man, woman and child of their freedom and their lives. 
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The "Society of Jesus" known as the "Jesuits,” 
are nothing more than Organized Criminals, and Assassins 
 
From the book: “The Secret History of the Jesuits” by Edmond Paris; translated 
from the French, 1975:  
 
About the author “Edmond Paris”:  
“In exposing such a conspiracy, he put his life at stake.” “Edmond Paris never 
knew me, but I knew him without meeting him personally when I, with other 
Jesuits under the extreme oath and induction, was being briefed on the names of 
institutions and individuals in Europe who were dangerous to the goals of the 
Roman Catholic Institution. His name was given to us.” “The Edmond Paris 
works on Roman Catholicism brought about the pledge on the part of the Jesuits 
to: 1] destroy him, 2] destroy his reputation, including his family and, 3] destroy 
his work.”  
-Dr. Alberto Rivera [Ex-Jesuit Priest]  
 
The names and the faces change, but this is still the same program as Jewish 
communism. Christianity is a preparation for communism. When either one fails, 
the other is ready to take control of a region or country. Just as the former USSR 
fell in 1991, along with the other countries of the "Iron Curtin," Christians moved 
right back in like fleas on a dog, endlessly and forcefully proselytizing and 
working to convert the populace. This is a vicious cycle.  
 
“The Jesuits secretly and relentlessly work toward two major goals for the Roman 
Catholic Institution: 1. “Universal political power” and 2. “A universal church in 
fulfillment of the prophesies of Revelation 6, 13, 17 and 18.” [1] 
 
The Jesuits [Society of Jesus] are the spies and the assassination squad of the 
Catholic Church. People who believe this institution to be “religious” or “spiritual” 
are sadly deluded. It is and always has been political in every respect. It is a 
political front that operates to control people using many fictitious religious 
characters and ceremonies stolen from religions predating it from around the 
world. The separation of church and state mean nothing to the Catholic Church, 
which works relentlessly and ruthlessly for world domination by any means 
possible. This institution has been built on mass murder, torture, extortion, 
organized crime, lies and depriving humanity of true spirituality. It has controlled 
kings, queens, nobility, presidents, governments, and nearly anyone in power.  
 
There are claims of a “Black Pope.” This is only a myth; a myth to divert the 
responsibility from the Catholic Pope and his organization of criminals. In truth, 
they employ the concept of Hegelianism by playing both sides against the middle 
to gain control. This is analogous to someone who openly preaches against illicit 
drug use, openly works for the DEA pretending to fight illicit drug use, and in 
secret, operates a drug smuggling and distribution ring right out of the DEA; or a 
crooked cop. While the Catholic Church openly claims to be a religious and 
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charitable institution, it secretly runs and controls organized criminal activities, 
working hand in hand with Jewish communism.  
 
The Protestants are all too happy to condemn the Catholics and dig up dirt on 
them as blame shifting takes away the need to explain how such degeneracy and 
odious actions could repeatedly occur within the Christian Churches. Of course, 
we all know Satan has been a scapegoat for these criminals all along, as they 
are too deluded and indoctrinated to see it has been their own “God” who has 
always been deceiving them.  
 
Ignatius de Loyola was the founder of the Jesuits. The Protestant reformation 
had done serious damage to the uncontested control of the Catholic Church by 
the time he arrived on the scene. He came to the conclusion the only way the 
Catholic Church could regain the power it lost was to enforce the canons and 
doctrines on the temporal power of the pope and not just destroy lives through 
the Inquisition, as the Dominican priests and nuns were doing, but to secretly 
infiltrate every area of life.  
 
“The constitution of the Company of Jesus was at last drafted and approved in 
Rome by Paul III, in 1540, and the Jesuits put themselves at the disposition of 
the pope, promising him unconditional obedience.” [2]  
 
Ignatius was more aware than any other Catholic leader who preceded him that 
the best way to control a man was to become master of his mind. “We imbue him 
to spiritual forces which he would find very difficult to eliminate later.” “…forces 
more lasting than all the best principles and doctrines; these forces can come up 
again to the surface sometimes after years of not even mentioning them, and 
become so imperative that the will finds itself unable to oppose any obstacle, and 
has to follow their irresistible impulse.” [3] 
 
One must always remember how the Catholic Church has much esoteric 
knowledge at its disposal from centuries of confiscating, looting, and systematic 
removal of these materials from the populace. The Jesuits have used this 
knowledge to the detriment of humanity. Unbeknownst to most, the Jesuits have 
infiltrated every country on the face of the earth and have been expelled by 
many. Through the Catholic sacrament of confession, the Jesuits gained control 
of Kings and Queens, rulers and nobility. They were even offered important 
political posts openly. It wouldn’t be at all surprising that blackmail was frequently 
used.  
 
"Whenever a country was infested with Jesuits, they managed to take control. 
This was done through infiltration. Soon after, the authorities began consulting 
them with important issues, large donations would start flowing in and before 
long, “they occupied all of the schools, the pulpits of most churches and the 
confessionals of all high ranking people.” [4]  
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"The public is practically unaware of the overwhelming responsibility carried by 
the Vatican and its Jesuits in the start of the two world wars- a situation which 
may be explained in part by the gigantic finances at the disposition of the Vatican 
and its Jesuits, giving them power in so many spheres, especially since the last 
conflict." [5]  
 
“No state suffered as much as Poland did under the Jesuits’ domination.” “And in 
no other country apart from Portugal, was the society so powerful.” “While Poland 
was heading fast towards ruin, the number of Jesuit establishments and schools 
was growing so fast that the General made Poland into a special congregation in 
1751.” [6]  
 
Teachings of the Far East were corrupted with the arrival and infestation of the 
Jesuits. Jesuit Robert de Nobile settled in India to convert the masses to 
Catholicism there. True to the nature of a Jesuit, he infiltrated the Brahmin 
priestly caste [always appealing to the ruling classes]. “He developed the clothes, 
habits, and way of living of the Brahmins, mixed their rites with Christian ones, all 
with the approval of Pope Gregory XV.” He converted over 250,000 Hindus. [7]  
 
This, more than likely is where a lot of the ludicrous new age teachings with their 
promotion of the nazarene, the teachings of “karma” and angels comes from- 
Christian infiltration.  
 
"In South America, they conquered the natives who were subsequently forced to 
live under strict Catholicism. “The Jesuits watch over them…” “…they punish the 
smallest mistakes…The whip, fasting, prison, pillory on the public square, public 
penance in the church, these are the chastisements they use.”  
“The culprit dressed in the clothes of a penitent, was escorted to church where 
he confessed his fault. Then he was whipped on the public square according to 
the penal code… The culprits always received this chastisement, not only without 
murmurs, but also with thanksgivings…The guilty one, having been punished and 
reconciled, kissed the hand of the one who struck him, saying ‘May God reward 
you for freeing me, by this light punishment, from the eternal sorrows which 
threatened me." [8]  
 
“We will compose poems; but may our poets be Christians and not followers of 
Pagans who invoke Muses, Mountain Nymphs, Sea Nymphs, Calliope, Apollo, 
etc…or other Gods and Goddesses. What’s more, if these are to be mentioned, 
may it be with the view to caricature them, as they are only demons.” [9] 
 
"The Roman Catholic Church was among the richest landowners in North Africa. 
In Mexico, they had silver mines and sugar refineries, in Paraguay, tea and 
cacao plantations, carpet factories and also control over the food supply as they 
owned the cattle and “exported 80,000 mules per year.” “And to make an even 
bigger profit, the fathers did not hesitate to defraud the state treasury, as seen in 
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the well known story of the so-called boxes of chocolate unloaded at Cadix which 
were full of gold powder.” [10]  
 
January 7th, 1960, in Rome, there was a summit conference that took place that 
was intended to bring a peaceful co-existence between the soviets and the 
eastern bloc and the west. In the USA, Cardinal Spellman [who has numerous 
photos in magazines and newspapers standing beside important world leaders] 
urged Catholics to show open hostility to Mr. Khrushchev, when he visited the 
United States and was a guest here. Cardinal Ottaviani, Secretary of the Holy 
Office, delivered a most vehement speech at the basilica of “Saint Marie-
Majeure” against the Soviets and the Western Powers who were involved in the 
peace project. [11]  
 
One might ask what purpose war serves when an institution such as the Catholic 
Church is striving for world rule. Nothing known to humanity changes lives, 
creates devastation and opens people up for domination more than war. Both 
sides of the conflict are aided and funded by those intent on establishing world 
domination and the creation of a slave state. At the end of the war, all countries 
concerned are at the debt of the international bankers, much of these owned, 
and operated by the Vatican. This is not to disregard others who are working for 
the same objectives. All parties involved use each other to achieve these ends, 
along the way, both despise each other out of greed and seek each other’s 
destruction so if the goal is achieved, the winner takes all. What they all have in 
common is the worship of the same “God.”  
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The Ten Commandments 
 
Exodus 20  
I Thou Shalt Have No Other Gods Before Me. Thou shalt not bow down 
thyself to them, nor serve them:  
 
It is apparent the Nazarene is claiming he is "God." So where does that leave 
Jehova?:  
 
Matthew 4  
7 Jesus said unto him, It is written again, Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy God. 
[Here he is obviously referring to himself]  
 
8 Again, the devil taketh him up into an exceeding high mountain, and sheweth 
him all the kingdoms of the world, and the glory of them;  
 
Matthew 28  
18 And Jesus came and spake unto them, saying, All power is given unto me in 
heaven and in earth.  
 
Titus 2  
13 Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the great God 
and our Saviour Jesus Christ; Now "Jesus" is God?  
 
Philippians 2  
10 That at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, of things in heaven, and 
things in earth, and things under the earth...  
 
II Thou Shalt Not Take the Name of the LORD Thy God in Vain; for the 
LORD will not hold him guiltless that taketh his name in vain: 
 
So what is this entity's name? Jehova? Yaweh? Both JHVH and YHVH mean I 
am that I am. Which one? Shibboleh? This makes about as much sense as he 
does.  
 
III Remember the Sabbath Day, To Keep it Holy:  
 
Luke 6: 1-5  
1 And it came to pass on the second Sabbath after the first, that he went through 
the corn fields; and his disciples plucked the ears of corn, and did eat, rubbing 
them in their hands.  
2 And certain of the Pharisees said unto them, Why do ye that which is not lawful 
to do on the Sabbath days?  
3 And Jesus answering them said, Have ye not read so much as this, what David 
did, when himself was an hungred, and they which were with him;  
4 How he went into the house of God, and did take and eat the shewbread, and 
gave also to them that were with him; which it is not lawful to eat but for the 
priests alone?  
5 And he said unto them, That the Son of man is Lord also of the sabbath.  
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IV Honour Thy Father and Thy Mother:  
 
Matthew 10: 37  
37 He that loveth father or mother more than me is not worthy of me; and he that 
loveth son or daughter more than me is not worthy of me.  
 
Luke 9: 59-62  
59 And he said unto another, Follow me. But he said, Lord, suffer me first to go 
and bury my father. 60 Jesus said unto him, Let the dead bury their dead: but go 
thou and preach the kingdom of God.  
61 And another also said, Lord, I will follow thee; but let me first go bid them 
farewell, which are at home at my house.  
62 And Jesus said unto him, No man, having put his hand to the plough, and 
looking back, is fit for the kingdom of God.  
 
Matthew 10: 34-36  
34 Think not that I am come to send peace on earth: I came not to send peace, 
but a sword.  
35 For I am come to set a man at variance against his father and the daughter 
against her mother and the daughter in law against her mother in law.  
36 And a man's foes shall be they of his own household.  
 
V Thou Shalt Not Kill: 
 
Jehova commits murder:  
 
Exodus 23:27  
I will send my fear before thee, and will destroy all the people to whom thou shalt 
come, and I will make all thine enemies turn their backs unto thee. Jehova orders 
the murder of thousands:  
 
Exodus 32:27-28  
And he said unto them, Thus saith the LORD God of Israel, Put every man his 
sword by his side, and go in and out from gate to gate throughout the camp, and 
slay every man his brother, and every man his companion, and every man his 
neighbour.  
28 And the children of Levi did according to the word of Moses: and there fell of 
the people that day about three thousand men.  
 
Jehova orders his people to commit more murder:  
 
Leviticus 26:7-8  
And ye shall chase your enemies, and they shall fall before you by the sword.  
8 And five of you shall chase an hundred, and an hundred of you shall put ten 
thousand to flight: and your enemies shall fall before you by the sword. It is more 
than obvious, the "lord" thinks nothing of murder or ordering others to commit 
murder:  
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Numbers 1:51  
And when the tabernacle setteth forward, the Levites shall take it down: and 
when the tabernacle is to be pitched, the Levites shall set it up: and the stranger 
that cometh nigh shall be put to death. Murder is so important to jehova, he has 
to repeat himself:  
 
Numbers 3:10  
And thou shalt appoint Aaron and his sons, and they shall wait on their priest's 
office: and the stranger that cometh nigh shall be put to death.  
 
More murder, along with direct orders to partake in acts of cannibalism:  
 
Numbers 21:3  
And the LORD hearkened to the voice of Israel, and delivered up the Canaanites; 
and they utterly destroyed them and their cities: and he called the name of the 
place Hormah.  
Numbers 23-24:  
Behold, the people shall rise up as a great lion, and lift up himself as a young 
lion: he shall not lie down until he eat of the prey, and drink the blood of the slain.  
 
Jehova orders more mass murder:  
 
Numbers 25:16  
And the LORD spake unto Moses, saying, 25:17 Vex the Midianites, and smite 
them: Numbers 31:7  
And they warred against the Midianites, as the LORD commanded Moses; and 
they slew all the males.  
31:8 And they slew the kings of Midian, beside the rest of them that were slain; 
namely, Evi, and Rekem, and Zur, and Hur, and Reba, five kings of Midian: 
Balaam also the son of Beor they slew with the sword.  
31:9 And the children of Israel took all the women of Midian captives, and their 
little ones, and took the spoil of all their cattle, and all their flocks, and all their 
goods.  
31:10 And they burnt all their cities wherein they dwelt, and all their goodly 
castles, with fire.  
31:11 And they took all the spoil, and all the prey, both of men and of beasts.  
 
Jehova commits more mass murder:  
 
Deuteronomy 2:20  
[That also was accounted a land of giants: giants dwelt therein in old time; and 
the Ammonites call them Zamzummims;  
2:21 A people great, and many, and tall, as the Anakims; but the LORD 
destroyed them before them; and they succeeded them, and dwelt in their stead:  
2:22 As he did to the children of Esau, which dwelt in Seir, when he destroyed 
the Horims from before them; and they succeeded them, and dwelt in their stead 
even unto this day:  
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2:23 And the Avims which dwelt in Hazerim, even unto Azzah, the Caphtorims, 
which came forth out of Caphtor, destroyed them, and dwelt in their stead.]  
2:30 But Sihon king of Heshbon would not let us pass by him: for the LORD thy 
God hardened his spirit, and made his heart obstinate, that he might deliver him 
into thy hand, as appeareth this day.  
2:31 And the LORD said unto me, Behold, I have begun to give Sihon and his 
land before thee: begin to possess, that thou mayest inherit his land.  
2:32 Then Sihon came out against us, he and all his people, to fight at Jahaz.  
2:33 And the LORD our God delivered him before us; and we smote him, and his 
sons, and all his people.  
2:34 And we took all his cities at that time, and utterly destroyed the men, and 
the women, and the little ones, of every city, we left none to remain:  
2:35 Only the cattle we took for a prey unto ourselves, and the spoil of the cities 
which we took.  
2:36 From Aroer, which is by the brink of the river of Arnon, and from the city that 
is by the river, even unto Gilead, there was not one city too strong for us: the 
LORD our God delivered all unto us:  
2:37 Only unto the land of the children of Ammon thou camest not, nor unto any 
place of the river Jabbok, nor unto the cities in the mountains, nor unto 
whatsoever the LORD our God forbad us.  
 
Numbers 31  
17 Now therefore kill every male among the little ones, and kill every woman that 
hath known man by lying with him.  
18 But all the women children, that have not known a man by lying with him, 
keep alive for yourselves. The mass murders committed by and directed by 
Jehova fills much of the Old Testament. The above scriptures are only a small 
sample. Including all of them here would take pages and pages.  
 
Like father, like son- quotes from the Nazarene:  
 
Luke 19: 27  
27 But those mine enemies, which would not that I should reign over them, bring 
hither, and slay them before me. Matthew 10: 34-36  
34 Think not that I am come to send peace on earth: I came not to send peace, 
but a sword.  
 
VI Thou Shalt Not Commit Adultery:  
 
Exodus 22  
16 And if a man entice a maid that is not betrothed, and lie with her, he shall 
surely endow her to be his wife.  
17 If her father utterly refuse to give her unto him, he shall pay money according 
to the dowry of virgins.  
 
2 Samuel                                                                                                               
11 Thus saith the LORD, Behold, I will raise up evil against thee out of thine own 
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house, and I will take thy wives before thine eyes, and give them unto thy 
neighbour, and he shall lie with thy wives in the sight of this sun.  
12 For thou didst it secretly: but I will do this thing before all Israel, and before the 
sun.  
 
Luke 8:  
3 And Joanna the wife of Chuza Herod's steward, and Susanna, and many 
others, which ministered unto him of their substance.  
 
VII Thou Shalt Not Steal:  
 
Jehova orders his Hebrews to steal from the Egyptians:  
 
Exodus 3  
21 And I will give this people favour in the sight of the Egyptians: and it shall 
come to pass, that, when ye go, ye shall not go empty.  
22 But every woman shall borrow of her neighbour, and of her that sojourneth in 
her house, jewels of silver, and jewels of gold, and raiment: and ye shall put them 
upon your sons, and upon your daughters; and ye shall spoil the Egyptians.  
 
Jehova steals land from the Canaanites:  
 
Leviticus 14  
34 When ye be come into the land of Canaan, which I give to you for a 
possession, and I put the plague of leprosy in a house of the land of your 
possession; Murder and stealing under orders from Jehova:  
 
Numbers 31:  
1 And the LORD spake unto Moses, saying,  
2 Avenge the children of Israel of the Midianites: afterward shalt thou be 
gathered unto thy people. 3 And Moses spake unto the people, saying, Arm 
some of yourselves unto the war, and let them go against the Midianites, and 
avenge the LORD of Midian.  
4 Of every tribe a thousand, throughout all the tribes of Israel, shall ye send to 
the war.  
5 So there were delivered out of the thousands of Israel, a thousand of every 
tribe, twelve thousand armed for war.  
6 And Moses sent them to the war, a thousand of every tribe, them and Phinehas 
the son of Eleazar the priest, to the war, with the holy instruments, and the 
trumpets to blow in his hand.  
7 And they warred against the Midianites, as the LORD commanded Moses; and 
they slew all the males.  
8 And they slew the kings of Midian, beside the rest of them that were slain; 
namely, Evi, and Rekem, and Zur, and Hur, and Reba, five kings of Midian: 
Balaam also the son of Beor they slew with the sword.  
9 And the children of Israel took all the women of Midian captives, and their little 
ones, and took the spoil of all their cattle, and all their flocks, and all their goods.  
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10 And they burnt all their cities wherein they dwelt, and all their goodly castles, 
with fire.  
11 And they took all the spoil, and all the prey, both of men and of beasts.  
 
Like father, like son:  
 
Luke 19: 29-35  
29 And it came to pass, when he was come nigh to Bethphage and Bethany, at 
the mount called the mount of Olives, he sent two of his disciples,  
30 Saying, Go ye into the village over against you; in the which at your entering 
ye shall find a colt tied, whereon yet never man sat: loose him, and bring him 
hither.  
31 And if any man ask you, Why do ye loose him? thus shall ye say unto him, 
Because the Lord hath need of him.  
32 And they that were sent went their way, and found even as he had said unto 
them.  
33 And as they were loosing the colt, the owners thereof said unto them, Why 
loose ye the colt?  
34 And they said, The Lord hath need of him.  
35 And they brought him to Jesus: and they cast their garments upon the colt, 
and they set Jesus thereon.  
 
Luke 6: 1-5  
1 And it came to pass on the second sabbath after the first, that he went through 
the corn fields; and his disciples plucked the ears of corn, and did eat, rubbing 
them in their hands.  
2 And certain of the Pharisees said unto them, Why do ye that which is not lawful 
to do on the sabbath days?  
3 And Jesus answering them said, Have ye not read so much as this, what David 
did, when himself was an hungred, and they which were with him;  
4 How he went into the house of God, and did take and eat the shewbread, and 
gave also to them that were with him; which it is not lawful to eat but for the 
priests alone?  
5 And he said unto them, That the Son of man is Lord also of the sabbath.  
 
VIII Thou Shalt Not Bear False Witness Against Thy Neighbor.  
 
There are hundreds of verses that prove Jehova is a prolific liar.  
Some of Jehova's Lies:  
 
Genesis 2  
16 But of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt not eat of it: for in 
the day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die.  
Adam lived another 930 years:  
Genesis 5 5 And all the days that Adam lived were nine hundred and thirty years: 
and he died.  
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IX, X Thou Shalt Not Covet Thy Neighbor's House, Thou Shalt Not Covet 
Thy Neighbor's Wife, nor His Manservant, nor His Maidservant, nor His Ox, 
nor His Ass, nor Any Thing that is Thy Neighbor's.  
 
The numerous verses, many are listed above, show how Jehova has no respect 
for human beings or their property. He coveted the land of the Canaanites, 
demanded relentlessly, the blood sacrifices of human beings and animals and 
continuously looted from others.  
 
Luke 8:  
3 And Joanna the wife of Chuza Herod's steward, and Susanna, and many 
others, which ministered unto him of their substance.  
 
Luke 19: 29-35  
29 And it came to pass, when he was come nigh to Bethphage and Bethany, at 
the mount called the mount of Olives, he sent two of his disciples,  
30 Saying, Go ye into the village over against you; in the which at your entering 
ye shall find a colt tied, whereon yet never man sat: loose him, and bring him 
hither.  
31 And if any man ask you, Why do ye loose him? thus shall ye say unto him, 
Because the Lord hath need of him.  
32 And they that were sent went their way, and found even as he had said unto 
them.  
33 And as they were loosing the colt, the owners thereof said unto them, Why 
loose ye the colt?  
34 And they said, The Lord hath need of him.  
35 And they brought him to Jesus: and they cast their garments upon the colt, 
and they set Jesus thereon.  
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The Truth About Angels 
 
Angelic entities seem to follow the same pattern in dealing with people. Known 
by different names; "Watchers" "Guardians" "Gatekeepers" their true nature is to 
keep humanity from progressing in any way especially in the area of spiritual 
power or knowledge. They are like guards in a concentration camp; the 
"Watchtowers." Angels are human-hating extraterrestrials and their agenda is to 
keep humanity spiritually enslaved and without power.  
 
Those who are without and delve into the occult a little too deeply will often meet 
with unpleasant experiences [again, FEAR is often used as a means of control]. 
One way or another, those who are without are often deceived into relationships 
with angels.  
 
Of course there are variations, but here is what to look for- you will see this if you 
read anything about people's experiences:  
 
The angelic entity intrudes. Most often the creature is uninvited and takes it upon 
itself to barge in on someone's psyche totally uninvited.  
 
The entity uses love to lower the victim's defenses. This is done deliberately and 
masks the entity's true intentions. The victim [human beings are emotionally 
vulnerable- how many serious mistakes have been made at the mercy of our 
emotions] feels the "love" and is deceived into believing this is a positive visitor.  
 
The entity never explains much or gives the victim any valuable knowledge. Most 
questions are not answered, if they are, they are in riddles or nonsense. Any 
information given is either incorrect or incomplete.  
 
Often, the entity will make a statement that it is coming to warn the victim and/or 
humanity of "erring ways." This many times has to do with anything the entity 
deems as a threat to their total control, in most cases playing upon the ability for 
one to defend one's self; humanity's use of mind power for psychic self defense 
is extremely threatening to these alien predators as their main tool of control is 
through the mind; their worst worry is should humanity ever discover the truth 
and attain the same powers of the mind as they possess. They preach a false 
concept of "peace" and "love" to disarm humanity and create a 
helpless/defenseless earth. Their own convictions concerning this are made 
blatantly clear throughout the Christian Bible where they are bringers of torture, 
suffering, and death. The book of revelation/apocalypse says it all.  
 
The entity in many cases delivers negative prophesy. Most often, this predicts 
personal ruin, disaster for the victim, his/her loved ones or others who are close. 
The entity then offers false reassurance that it will remain with the victim through 
all of this, but does not lift a finger to stop it.  
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The entity in many cases, such as with ignorant [unknowing] new age people, 
acts as a healer when channeled. As usual, no knowledge of any value is given 
and the healer as well as the patient remain cripples and are helpless without the 
entity's assistance, making them slaves.  
I have dealt with these entities and they are anything but benevolent. They are 
bringers of death, misfortune and their victims of choice are children. I have seen 
this many times. People who get into angel magick are either extremely arrogant 
or their personal lives end up in disaster. One guy who was into this sort of thing 
was severely depressed and into drugs.  
 
When I was a small child, my mother told me her parents had a baby girl several 
years before she was born. This little girl, when two years of age [they were 
Christians] would point and say "angel" "angel." Soon afterwards, she hit her 
head on the streetcar when it jerked to a stop and soon died from complications.  
 
An Christian woman who was expecting a baby was visited by an angel. The 
angel told her that the baby would be stillborn. Of course, the baby was stillborn.  
 
The angels of apocalypse dump fire, plagues and all other kinds of nasties on 
humanity.  
 
Angels prey upon children, and take their souls to use for hosting energy that 
angels and other ET entities feed off of.  
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OOOOOOOOH ARMAGEDDON!!! 
How Jehova's Witnesses have been predicting  
the "End of the World" for over 100 years 
 
Here is some humor [Jehova's Witnesses] quotes from their material and the 
Watchtower and Awake! Magazines:  
 
1877- THE END OF THIS WORLD...is nearer than most men suppose * from the 
book: "Three Worlds and the Harvest of this World" Jehova's Witnesses and 
Prophetic Speculation; 1877  
 
1889- In subsequent chapters we present proofs that the setting up of the 
Kingdom of God has already begun...And that the "battle of the great day of God 
almighty [revelation 16:14], which will end in A.D. 1914 with the complete 
overthrow of the earth's present rulership, is already commenced. [The 1915 
edition of this book changed "A.D. 1914" to "A.D. 1915."] *from the book "The 
Time is at Hand; 1889  
 
July 15th 1894- We see no reason for changing the futures- nor could we change 
them if we would. They are, we believe God's dates, not ours. But bear in mind 
that the end of 1914 is not the date for the beginning, but for the end of the time 
of trouble.  
 
1904- The stress of the great time of trouble will be on us soon, somewhere 
between 1910 and 1912- culminating in the end of the "Times of the Gentiles," 
October 1914. *from the book "The New Creation" 1904  
 
May 1st, 1914- There is absolutely no ground for bible students to question that 
the consummation of this gospel age is now even at the door...The great 
crisis...that will consume the ecclesiastical heavens and the social earth is very 
near. *Watchtower reprints  
 
When the 1914 events did not occur, they were rescheduled for 1918-1925  
 
The book "The Finished Mystery" Armageddon was to begin "in the spring of 
1918" There was to be "worldwide all-embracing anarchy" in the "fall of 1920." 
The 1917 edition asserts that Revelation 11:13 would be fulfilled "early in 1918" 
["the earthquake"] and in the "fall of 1920" [the fire]. The 1926 edition is again 
altered.  
 
The Watchtower- Sept 1st, 1922: "The date 1925 is even more distinctly 
indicated by the scriptures because it is fixed by the law of God to Israel..."  
 
Watchtower- April 1st, 1923: "Our thought is that 1925 is definitely settled by the 
scriptures."  
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So what happened when 1925 arrived??  
 
Watchtower- Jan 1st 1925: "With great expectation, Christians have looked 
forward to this year. Many have been confidently expected that all members of 
the body of Christ will be changed to heavenly glory during this year. This may be 
accomplished. It may not be. "  
 
What happened at the end of 1925??  
 
Watchtower- Sept 1925: "It is to be expected that Satan will try to inject into the 
minds of the consecrated the thought that 1925 should see an end of the work, 
and therefore it would be needless for them to do no more."  
 
**All of a sudden Satan, not "God" is the one prophesying.  
 
1930- "The great climax is at hand"  
 
1931- "God's kingdom has begun to operate. His day of vengeance is here and 
Armageddon is at hand."  
 
1933- "The overwhelming testimony of the prophesy and of the supporting facts 
shows the cleansing of the sanctuary has been accomplished and this indicates 
that Armageddon draws nigh.  
 
1939- "The battle of the great day of God almighty is very near"  
 
There were 44 more predictions; 42 from the Watchtower, from May 1940- April 
1943.  
 
Sept 1, 1944- "Armageddon is near at hand."  
 
1946- [After WWII] "The disaster of Armageddon...is at the door."  
 
1950- "The March is on! Where? To the field of Armageddon for the 'war of the 
great day of God almighty.' "  
 
1953- "Armageddon is so near at hand, it will strike the generation now living" 
*The year 1954 was thought by many Witnesses to be "The Year."  
 
1955- "It has become clear that the war of Armageddon is near its breaking out 
point."  
 
1958- "When will Armageddon be fought? Jehova the great time keeper has 
scheduled Armageddon to come at the close of the "time of the end." That time is 
near. How hear?...No man knows the date but we know it will be very soon. How 
do we know it will be very soon? Because the time left for the Devil, now that 
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Christ has hurled the Devil down to earth, is called 'a short period of time' 
[revelation 12:12]  
 
Awake! October 1968: Stated that "certain persons" had falsely predicted the end 
of the world, and what they lacked was "God's guidance."  
 
*But now, supposedly, this false prophesying is over:  
 
1971: They have "all the evidence" and that God is "guiding them." and "it is 
overwhelming." Now Armageddon will occur in 1975.  
 
1972: "In the mind of the average Witness, there is no doubt that the 1975 date is 
correct."  
 
1976 Watchtower: March 15th- "Reconciliation through God's mercy before 
Armageddon"  
 
September 22nd- "a global disaster unparalleled in human history, is very near."  
 
December 15th- "Hold on, the promise nears fulfillment"  
 
1979 Watchtower: June 15th- "A day of reckoning at hand"  
 
Oct 15th "Take courage, the millennium is at hand"  
 
November 1st- "Christian neutrality as God's war approaches."  
 
A psychiatrist remarked that there is a psychiatric hospital they refer to as "the 
watchtower" as it is full of so many Jehova's Witnesses.  
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Copy of a Catholic Confession Primer 
 
This is pathetic, but makes for a good laugh. This is a copy of a Catholic 
confession primer. Humor aside, in reading this, it is more than obvious that 
these people are seriously SICK. 
 
This is so anti-life and a perfect example of how the alien "God" hates humanity 
and anything human. Every human trait is covered here; what makes us all 
human. These tenets are so anti-human and alien. What is worse, is how they 
push these sick teachings on innocent children and destroy more lives. This sick 
"religion" needs to come to an end and soon is not soon enough! 

__________________ 
 
Besides telling the NATURE of our sins, we must also recollect, as far as 
possible, the NUMBER of times we have committed them, telling also (and only) 
those CIRCUMSTANCES which at times may either make a venial sin mortal or 
a mortal sin notably worse. Have I ever failed to confess a serious sin or 
disguised it? Have I been guilty of irreverence for this sacrament by failing to 
examine my conscience carefully? 
 
Have I failed to perform the penance given me by the confessor or disobeyed 
any of his directions? Have I neglected the Easter duty of receiving Holy 
Communion or failed to confess my sins within a year? Have I any HABITS of 
serious sin to confess first (impurity, drunkenness, etc.)? 
 
First Commandment  
 
Am I ignorant of my catechism (Act of Contrition, Apostle's Creed, Ten 
Commandments, Seven Sacraments, the Our Father)?  
Have I willfully doubted or denied any of the teachings of the Church (heresy)?  
Have I taken active part in any non-Catholic worship?  
Am I a member of any anti-Catholic or any secret society?  
Have I knowingly read any anti-Catholic literature?  
Have I practiced any superstitions (horoscopes, fortune tellers, etc.)?  
 
Second Commandment  
 
Have I used God's name in vain by way of profanity?  
Have I murmured or complained against God (blasphemy)?  
Have I maligned priests or others consecrated to God?  
Have I sworn by God's name (oath) either falsely or rashly?  
Have I broken any private vow?  
 
Third Commandment  
 
Have I missed Mass on Sundays or holydays through my own fault?  
Have I been late for Mass through my own negligence?  
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Have I been inattentive at Mass or otherwise failed in reverence for the Most 
Blessed Sacrament?  
Have I done unnecessary servile work (physical labor) or shopping on Sunday?  
 
Fourth Commandment  
 
Have I been disrespectful to my parents or neglected them?  
Have I failed in obedience or reverence to others in authority?  
Have I mistreated my wife or children? Have I been disobedient or disrespectful 
to my husband?  
 
Regarding my children:  
 
Have I neglected their material needs? Have I failed to care for their early 
Baptism or their proper religious instruction?  
Have I allowed them to neglect their religious duties?  
Have I otherwise failed to discipline them?  
Have I given bad them example? Have I interfered with their freedom to marry or 
follow a religious vocation?  
 
Fifth & Eighth Commandments  
 
Have I quarreled with any one?  
Have I cursed anyone or otherwise wished evil on him?  
Have I taken pleasure in anyone's misfortune?  
Is there anyone to whom I refuse to speak or be reconciled?  
Have I lied about anyone (calumny)?  
Have I rash judged anyone of a serious sin?  
Have I engaged in gossip (detraction) or spread scandal?  
Have I lent an ear to scandal about my neighbor?  
Have I been jealous or envious of anyone?  
 
Sixth & Ninth  
 
Have I denied my spouse his or her marriage rights?  
Have I practiced birth control?  
Have I abused my marriage rights in any other way?  
Have I committed adultery or fornication?  
Have I touched or embraced another impurely?  
Have I sinned with others of the same sex?  
Have I committed masturbation or otherwise sinned impurely with myself?  
Have I harbored lustful desires for anyone?  
Have I indulged in other impure thoughts?  
Have I failed to dress modestly?  
Have I done anything to provoke or occasion impure thoughts in others?  
Have I read indecent literature or looked at indecent pictures?  
Have I watched suggestive films or programs?  
Have I permitted my children or others under my charge to do these things?  
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Have I used indecent language or told indecent stories?  
Have I willingly listened to such stories?  
Have I boasted of my sins?  
Have I sinned against chastity in any other way?  
 
Seventh & Tenth Commandments  
 
Have I stolen anything?  
Have I damaged anyone's property through my own fault?  
Have I cheated or defrauded other?  
Have I refused or neglected to pay any debts?  
Have I neglected my duties or been slothful in my work?  
Have I refused or neglected to help anyone in urgent necessity?  
Have I failed to make restitution?  
 
OTHER SINS  
 
Have I knowingly caused others to sin?  
Have I cooperated in the sins of others?  
Have I sinned by gluttony?  
Have I become intoxicated?  
Have I used narcotics?  
Have I been motivated by avarice?  
Have I indulged in boasting or vainglory?  
Have I received Holy Communion or another sacrament in the state of mortal 
sin?  
Is there any other sin I need to confess?  
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Breaking Free of Christianity 
 
 

 
 
Have fear, shame, control and "sin" been used as tools to manipulate you?  
Are you strong enough to acknowledge that you have been lied to?  
Are you willing to admit to yourself that you have been a victim and that you need 
help?  
 
Stages of control of Christianity in one's life:  
 
§ Becoming more and more preoccupied with church/bible study  
§ Excessive church attendance or reading bible  
§ Using church/bible/prayer to avoid life and/or problems  
§ Compulsive thinking about or quoting scripture  
 

The above is the loss of control stage.  
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§ Compulsive church attendance or quoting of scriptures  
§ Obsessive praying, proselytizing, witnessing, attending revivals and 

crusades on a frequent basis  
§ Excessive financial contributions  
§ Increasing dependence on "the Lord"  
§ Feelings of guilt if you miss a church function  
§ Refusal to think, doubt or question Christian teachings or authority  
§ Inability to sensibly discuss religious issues  
§ Church attendance, prayer, and religious activities begin to interfere with 

work or school  
§ Feelings of powerlessness  
§ Preaching that sex is evil, dirty  
§ Feelings of shame over nudity, your body, or the bodies of others  
§ Feelings of hatred or resentment towards others who have different beliefs  
§ Lengthy crusades, mission work, communes  
§ Smiley mask- this is an advanced stage of Christianity where feelings are 

denied and an artificial pasty smile is worn at all times. This is blatant 
evidence of extreme denial  

§ Black and white simplistic thinking  
§ Strong feelings of low self-esteem, shame, self-hatred, blame.  
§ Excessive fasting or using food to "feed" other areas of your life that are 

seriously lacking  
§ Proselytizing on the job= job loss  
§ Progressive isolation, breakdown of relationships  
§ Watching only religious programs on TV; excluding any non-religious 

programs  
§ Avoiding secular activities (entertainment, education)  
§ Inability to take any personal credit for achievements- always giving the 

credit to "the Lord"  
§ Not taking any personal responsibility, relying on "the Lord" to control your 

entire life  
§ Cries for help; mental, emotional, physical breakdown= hospitalization  
 

One or more of the above indicates there is a serious problem. In order to find 
out if something is good or evil, we must give it power. This is what happens with 
progressive Christianity. In the end, there is no more personal identity. The victim 
becomes a shell and something else takes over. If you have gotten this far, it is 
not too late to get out and STAY out.  
 
ALL hoaxes, lies, and scams have ONE major theme in common- that is a LACK 
OF KNOWLEDGE. Once one KNOWS, one can no longer be deluded and lied 
to. Billions of dollars, mass murder and above all LIES and FEAR have been 
used to keep us from our True Creator. Those in control have profited from the 
fruits of their lies for centuries and wish to keep their power at the expense of 
human ignorance and misery. Our True Creator, Satan, gives us knowledge so 
we can elevate ourselves above that of an animal. The false god and his alien 
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cohorts look down upon us and wish to enslave us. Satan cares about his human 
creation and wishes to help us. The biggest step is to overcome your fear and 
study and learn. Once you know, Christianity and its false teachings can no 
longer be a threat.  
 
Resources:  
www.joyofsatan.com 
www.joyofsatan.org  
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How many more people will have to be slaughtered?  
 

How many more countries and cities will have to be destroyed?  
 

How much more of our ancient past will we lose in order to keep the 
LIE of Christianity going?  
 

Throughout the ages after the manifestation of Judaism and 
Christianity, every attempt has been made from  
mass murder to the destruction and razing of entire cities, the burning 
of ancient libraries and centers of learning and the genocide of entire 
peoples in attempts to force a horrendous lie and to destroy the truth.  
 

The one known as The "Devil" *not* the Judeo/Christian "God" was 
the Creator of Humanity!  
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Destroying Our Past 
 
Most of us here know Christianity is a hoax, but to what extent is another matter. 
It is a hoax of catastrophic proportions. A study of Medieval Paintings reveals a 
cry for help. Many of the artists of the period left messages in their work. There 
are quite a few paintings- all of Christian religious matter (this was not an option 
of the artist as the Catholic Church had total control, and nearly every work of art 
during that period had to be of Christian religious themes, lest the artist be 
charged with "heresy" which meant torture and death) that reveal flying saucers 
hovering over the nazarene and other signs that this foul religion was a hoax and 
the people knew it, but were severely oppressed. Grey clouds obscuring the Sun 
in the painting "Calling of the first Apostles" by Domenico Ghirlandaio, 1481, 
reveals a dismal atmosphere that indicates a sad occasion and says plenty. 
Carlo Crivelli's painting of the Annunciation in 1486 blatantly reveals a UFO 
hovering over the virgin and beaming a stream of light into her head. Many artists 
alluded to flying saucers, by painting lenticular clouds in the skies of their works.  
 
Leonardo's famous "Last Supper" painting displays the apostles of the nazarene 
in four groups of three, indicating the signs of the zodiac and the implication is- 
he knew Christianity was a hoax. Many other paintings of the period have hidden 
messages in them concerning the hoax of Christianity, if one takes the time to 
study them.  
 
There have been several reports of which I posted links with the details at the 
bottom of the page, of the Smithsonian Institute dumping barges full of ancient 
artifacts into the Atlantic Ocean. Many of these were Egyptian in origin and found 
in the United States. Anything that disputes the Christian religion comes under 
intense scrutiny. Since the Jews, Christians and Muslims claim the world to be 
only approximately 6,000 years old, there has always been a conflict with the 
truth in promoting this lie.  
 
Anyone with even half a brain knows there were no "Weapons of Mass 
Destruction" in Iraq. In spite of hundreds of worldwide protests against the 
invasion and the U.N.'s giving Iraq a clean report, George W. Bush pushed 
relentlessly for the attack on Iraq. Of course, it is just fine for Israel and the USA 
to have all the weapons of mass destruction they please with no outside 
interference whatsoever. We all know Mr. Bush is a "born again" Christian.  
 
The real reason behind all of this seems to point towards the destruction of 
important ancient relics and documents that *prove* Judaism, and Christianity 
are lies. Saddam Hussein believed himself to be the reincarnation of 
Nebuchadnezzar. With this belief, he spent some $500 million dollars during the 
1980's attempting to reconstruct Ancient Babylon, the capitol of 
Nebuchadnezzar. Over sixty million bricks were created to replace the walls of 
Babylon with the engraving "To King Nebuchadnezzar in the reign of Saddam 
Hussein." [1]  
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There were many ancient temples and relics buried beneath the sands of Iraq 
that were proof of the origins of humanity. Whether they are still there given the 
invasion is unknown. American and British GI's were given the go ahead from the 
top brass to destroy and/or loot whatever they pleased from the Iraqi museums.  
 
Saddam Hussein was also working on restoring the Ancient Ashurbanipal 
Library, which was the earliest known collected and catalogued library in the 
world. The texts therein originated before the flood. British archeologists in the 
mid 19th century at Nineveh excavated some 25,000 cuneiform tablets 
assembled by King Ashurbanipal which nearly all of are now in the British 
Museum.  
 
In April of 2002, the Iraqi archeologists asked the British Museum if they would 
allow casts of the tablets to be made. Though copies were made in the past of 
certain tablets, this would have been the first time any significant number would 
have been made available as copies.  
 
The proposed reconstructed library at Nineveh would have held copies of all of 
the tablets from the British Museum and was planned to be a center for scholars 
and a tourist attraction. Next door to the library was to be a center for cuneiform 
study. Plans were also made to excavate one of the wings of King Ashurbanipal's 
Palace in Kuyunjik Mound where it was hoped that thousands of other buried 
tablets would be found.  
 
There are some 10,000 archeological sites scattered across Iraq and most of 
them have not even been touched. According to archeologists, thieves have 
broken into the Iraqi Museums repeatedly and have stolen Sumerian artifacts 
(This occurred before the war as well). Expensive gold jewelry and ornaments 
were left behind. What they went after were the ancient records in the form of 
cylinders and cuneiform tablets.  
 
U.N. relief workers and foreign diplomats were several times accused by the Iraqi 
government of smuggling these artifacts out of the country. In summer of 2002, 
an Iraqi landlord was cleaning a vacant Baghdad apartment that was formerly 
occupied by a foreign diplomat. The landlord found two cartons of archeological 
fragments. The Iraqi government never named the diplomat or his country.  
 
"Saddam assuredly knows that the release of documentation proving Judaism 
and Christianity as derivatives or copies of an ancient Sumerian religion could 
have a devastating effect on global affairs." [2]  
 
"When George W. Bush stood before the Washington Monument in January 
2001, during his inauguration he borrowed a surprising image from the past. 
Referring to America twice he said: And an angel still rides the whirlwinds and 
directs this storm."  
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Throughout the ages after the manifestation of Judaism and Christianity, every 
attempt has been made from mass murder to the destruction and razing of entire 
cities and the genocide of entire peoples to keep the lid on this lie. The "Devil" 
*not* the Judeo/Christian "God" was the creator of humanity.  
 
 
Parts of the above information were taken from the book:  
 
1] "Cloak of the Illuminati" by William Henry, 2003. The author has a lot of useful 
information if one can read between the lines, but is seriously deluded as to the 
nazarene. The nazarene as we all know is fictitious. As for the virgin, this entity 
stole everything from Astaroth while Astaroth was bound.  
 
[2] Ibid.  
 
Excerpts from links below concerning Archeological Cover ups:  
 
"Smithsonian at one time had actually taken a barge full of unusual artifacts out 
into the Atlantic and dumped them in the ocean."  
 
"Historian and linguist Carl Hart, editor of WORLD EXPLORER, then obtained a 
hiker's map of the Grand Canyon from a bookstore in Chicago. Poring over the 
map, we were amazed to see that much of the area on the north side of the 
canyon has Egyptian names. The area around Ninety-four Mile Creek and Trinity 
Creek had areas (rock formations, apparently) with names like Tower of Set, 
Tower of Ra, Horus Temple, Osiris Temple, and Isis Temple. In the Haunted 
Canyon area were such names as the Cheops Pyramid, the Buddha Cloister, 
Buddha Temple, Manu Temple and Shiva Temple. Was there any relationship 
between these places and the alleged Egyptian discoveries in the Grand 
Canyon?"  
 
"The Smithsonian"  
"The 1909 article clearly states that the Smithsonian is involved with studying and 
excavating the site. However, the Smithsonian denies that any such discovery 
ever occurred. This brings up the larger question that if this was a true story, why 
would the Smithsonian have covered up what certainly would be one of the most 
significant archeological finds of the twentieth century? Believe it or not, there is 
precedence for the Smithsonian losing information about discoveries that are 
deemed to not fit in with currently accepted dogma about the history of America 
and its interaction or lack thereof with other ancient civilizations."  
 
LINKS:  
 
Report on the rampant destruction and wholesale looting of irreplacable ancient 
artifacts in Iraq  
http://web.archive.org/web/20050212201009/http://www.zyworld.com/assyrian/B
aghdad_National_Museum_Iraq.htm 
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Systematic destruction of the Baghdad Museum  
http://www.boston.com/news/packages/iraq/galleries/museum/01.htm 
 
More proof of the destruction  
http://www.h-net.org/~museum/iraq.html 
 
Archaeological Cover-ups  
http://www.keelynet.com/unclass/canyon.txt 
  
Suppressing Proof of the Past in the Grand Canyon  
http://www.crystalinks.com/grandcanyon.html 
 
***** 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com/ 
 
http://www.exposingchristianity.org  
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Exposing Christianity The Stolen Chi-Rho 

by HP Mageson666 » Thu Mar 14, 2019 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

This symbol was stolen by the Catholic Church and used as one of the most important symbols 

of their program however it was stolen and corrupted from the Pagans like everything in that 

enemy program. 

 

"The symbol [Chi-Rho] had been inscribed by solar worshippers on rock faces as early as 2500 

B.C and it was known to have been engraved upon coins minted by the Alexandrian Ptolemy's, 

the Greek monarchs who were recognized by their subjects to be Egyptian pharaohs."[1] 

 

The Chi-Rho was called "The Body of Osiris". Osiris who was called also "Chiram" and this 

symbol is also in Southern India as the symbol of Murrugan. The ancient symbols of the Chi-

Rho show it flanked by Peacocks and the ancient Greek-Roman symbol of this was a Peacock 

feather shaped banner of such feather's of the Peacock in which the Chi-Rho was placed in the 

center.[2] This symbol still exists in the far east as the Wheel of Dharma in Tibet: 
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The eight spoke wheel is the symbol of the solar chakra and how it connects to the 13 major 

chakra's and circulates energy throughout them and the soul. The Peacock feather its 

superimposed upon is the symbol of the Ajna chakra the third eye in the far east. The two are 

super imposed upon each other to show the connection of the energies of these chakra's 

transforms the soul. This Tibetan symbol is the banner of Sanat Kumara the Lord of Shamballa. 
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Sanat Kumara is called "Rudra Chakrin" and is shown carrying the Peacock banner very 

identical in shape to the Greek-Roman symbol. Rudra is the God personification of the solar 

chakra and Chakrin relates to this fact it means "King of the World" because the solar chakra or 

Rudra is the King of the Gods [chakra's] or Lord of the World because this energy point rules the 

entire body the esoteric meaning of "world". In Tibet its common to witness statues of ascended 

beings with the Peacock feather shaped halo's. The Peacock is the symbol of the fully opened 

third eye and the symbol of eternal life from the amrita nectar and how it activates the life force 

chakra the Rudra point. 

 

 
 

Sanat Kumara means "Eternal Lord" in Sanskrit however Sata-Satan means "Eternal" in Sanskrit 

and is the highest name of God in the east. Its Satan Kumara. The Japanese called Sanat, "Soten" 

which is Satan as well. The further east you go the proper spelling are still there. 
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The Chi-Rho is the hexagram the upper triangle is the solar chakra that of fire the solar chakra 

and the downward triangle is that of water or Soma the moon. Where the two points touch rules 

the life generation principal. The Hexagram is the symbol of the solar chakra in the east properly 

not the heart chakra. Its showing in the Vedic texts the union of Soma and Agni at the navel. 

This is also the grail which is from the ancient Persian and Vedic east. This relates to activation 

of the amrita the water energy of the moon chakra and bringing it the solar chakra to empower 

the soul. The solar chakra is the center of the soul and all the chakra's and nadis connect there. 

The Hexagram shows how all the chakra's connect to the solar chakra as does the eight spoke 

wheel. 

 

The western symbol of the Chi-Rho shows the same. Chi means "Moon" and Rho or Ra means 

"Sun". This was originally called Chi Ram. Chi is a mantra for the moon chakra and Ram the 

mantra for the solar chakra. This Chiram was given the 666. 

 

In the ancient Egyptian spiritual schools Osiris is the Third eye which was called "The Eye of 

Osiris", Osiris is stated to be unconscious and has to be awakened. The awakening of Osiris 

which was wrongly termed resurrection its actually just awakening to wake up and become 

consciousness. Is the full activation of the pineal gland and super consciousness mind. Note the 

symbol of Osiris is the pinecone the activated pineal gland: 
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This is done by the connecting of the energies of the Solar Chakra and Moon Chakra they are 

both pairs. The Chi-Rho was simply an ancient Pagan yantra a diagram that contained the mantra 

with it that of Chi-Rho originally Chi-Ram to activate the energy points and connect the energies 

of the moon and sun chakra's.  

 

This shows how the enemy Stole and has corrupted ancient symbols to damn humanity with.  

 

 

Source 

The Truth Behind The Christ Myth, Mark Pinkham [1] [2] 

The Return Of The Serpents Of Wisdom, Mark Pinkham 
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Exposing Enemy Corruption The Seven And 

The Mystery Of The Gan Edin 

by HP Mageson666 » Thu Feb 28, 2019 

 

 

  

 

In the east the enemy promotes the concept of the 7 chakra's and they push the 7 in many esoteric 

texts. The number 7 is used heavily by the enemy in their kabbalah as its the number of Saturn 

and the enemy ties into Saturn in the lower octave which gets into the negative aspects of lower 

density vibrations this includes death, sickness, poverty, misfortune and time the stagnation and 

dissipation of energy and matter. In the west Kronos the Greek Saturn eats his own children to 

show the reality that time devours everything born in time, its the great destroyer which is what 

Yahweh is called Shaddai, Yahweh is given the number 70 in Kabbalah which is 7. In the east in 

Sanskrit time is called Shana which is Shani the Sanskrit word for Saturn. In Hindu mythos 

Shani is given the same destructive qualities.  

 

The fact is the ancient's used the number 8 not 7, for the chakra's along the spine and brain. In 

ancient Hinduism the number 8 not 7 is used. Shiva and the 7 Rishi's form the basis of Hindu 

mythos the 7 Rishi's openly represent the 7 chakra's and Shiva is the pineal gland. Shiva is the 

mantra for the pineal gland the eye of Shiva which is counted as the Soma chakra the separate 

chakra in the brain that interconnects into the crown and Ajna. In the spiritual teachings of the 

ancient Vedic religion of Persia the number 8 is the sacred number it represents the 7 planets 

plus Sophia, the Sophia is the pineal gland and the 7 planets are the 7 chakras. The ancient 

Egyptians also stated the number 8 for the same and stated its the number of enlightenment. In 

the near east Sophia was also called Chiva which is Shiva further east. In the ancient Pagan 

Greek system Chiva is given the number 666. Note the solar halo around the head in the east 

represents the fully opened crown chakra and activated pineal gland. The pineal gland is called 

"The Eye Of Ra" in Egyptian, Ra is the sun God and 666 is the number of the sun.The Templars 

also put the 666 on the forehead. This relates to six being the number of the union of the three 

nadis of the serpent system as this point. Each 6 is a nadi. This is why the three nadi's in Persia 

are shown as women and the Norns are the three nadi's they represent fate or karma which is 

linked to the energy body. In the east the Nadi readings are readings of the energy body to 

determine karma, past life's and such. The 666 as the number of the beast the Greek word for this 

is the phoenix bird which represents the Capstone which was shown with the all seeing eye 

within it the Phoenix is the solar bird the sun the 666. The triangle of the capstone is in the east 

showing the tree nadis coming together at this chakra and obtaining super consciousness. The 

enemy has tried to bind this spot by turning it into a negative in their Bible. 

 

The enemy is trying to connect people into Saturn with 7 and hide that the pineal gland needs to 

be empowered as a separate chakra. The Hindu texts are full of instructions that focus mainly on 

this point and how to empower such as the key to alchemy of the soul. The enemy texts such as 

the Kabbalah even hide this deep from their own. They call this point the Forbidden fruit its the 
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Gan Edin in Kabbalah. If you take an apple from the side half it looks like the optic thalamus in 

the brain like the eye of Ra. If you look at the Masonic symbol the G and the square and compass 

are designed to show the same. The G is put here to show this as the G letter activates the pineal 

gland. In Sanskrit the mantra for the pineal gland is Gaum. Which is shortened to Gam which is 

the Gamma of the Greek. Which the Templar's who created Free Masonry where using eastern 

teachings that included the Greek system. Note Gan Edin is Gam or Gaum and Edin is Idun the 

name of the golden apples of Immortality that is where this is stolen by the enemy from. The 

apples are stolen from the Golden Apples of immortality the story of which is also Persian the 

three golden apples which represent the connection point of the three major nadis at such point 

within the brain. This also represents Jamshid and the cup the grail mythos of the Persians. The 

solar chakra which collects the amrita of this chakra. This point the pineal connects to the solar 

chakra the 666 as well they are a pair. 

 

 

Source  

Tree of Souls, Schwartz 

Guardians of the Holy Grail, Pinkham 

The Good Religion, Flowers 

The Serpent Grail, Osborn, Gardiner 
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EXPOSING THE LIE OF ISLAM: 

Program of Death 
 

By High Priestess Zildar Raasi 
 

www.exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com 

 

 

 
Image: Public Domain. Iraqi children in the ―celebration‖ of self-scourge known as ―Ashura‖. 
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Exposing the Lie of Islam 

2 

Introduction 

 

 
The so-called ―religion‖ of Islam is a LIE and a HOAX. It is designed to do nothing but 

enslave those deceived into following it. Like christianity, everything in Islam and its qur‘an 

has been STOLEN from Ancient Pagan Religions that predated it by thousands of years and 

the following articles offer proof of this fact. 

 

Islam‘s purpose is and always has been  to remove the True and Original Religion of the 

Gentile Peoples, which is Ancient Paganism, and replace it with lies. The Spiritual and 

Occult Knowledge of the Original Gods was removed and put into the hands of a select few 

who use it to control, manipulate and enslave.  Like the ―bible‖ of christianity, the qur‘an of 

islam is infused with Occult Energy to keep the lie going and to literally keep the people 

deluded under a powerful spell. Studying the Occult and True Spirituality extensively opens 

ones eyes to the deception and it becomes glaringly obvious. Much of the qur‘an and the 

program of islam as a whole is based on STOLEN Alchemical Allegories and Eastern 

Systems of Magick which have been severely corrupted, twisted and degenerated before 

being turned against the Gentile People to whom they originally belonged. In islam, the 

Energy is directed OUT of the person and INTO the program. The Original Pagan Eastern 

Workings directed the Energy INTO the person, Empowering the Mind, Body and Soul and 

bringing Physical and Spiritual Liberation. Islam does the exact opposite, sapping the Energy 

from its victims and turning them into Physical and Spiritual SLAVES. Islam is NOT a 

religion. It is a program of submission, enslavement and death. It destroys the Soul as well 

and the Body and the Mind. The Eastern counterpart of christianity. 

 

―Contrary to what most people have been indoctrinated with, Judaism, Christianity and Islam 

are relatively new religions. Humanity goes back tens of thousands of years. These three have 

worked relentlessly to keep us from spiritual/occult knowledge and using this power, of 

which all of us have.‖- High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

Not many muslims are aware of the fact that thousands upon thousands of innocent people 

were tortured and murdered, thousands of Sacred Pagan Religious Texts and Temples were 

destroyed and desecrated, what ever remained was stolen and removed from the general 

populace to be used, and much worse during what was known as the ―islamic inquisition‖ in 

order to spread this vile disease across the face of the Earth. Its foundations were built upon 

the blood and tears of Innocent People, the Ancestors of the Arabs who embrace this filth 

today. Humanity has suffered untold amounts at the hands of this program of death, and will 

continue to do so until it is destroyed. Those deluded by its lies need to WAKE UP. 

 

The thousands of people devoting their time and ―worship‖, their ENERGY, to this lie are 

adding to the literal vortex of Energy that is keeping humanity deluded and keeping this 

program alive. They are worshipping their own damnation and walking willingly towards 

their own destruction. The lie of Islam must be brought to and end! 

 

The related link for this information is see_the_truth.webs.com 

 

High Priestess Zildar Raasi 
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Iblis and the Djinn: The Original Gods! 
 

 

There is a lot of reference made in the qur‘an to Iblis and the Djinn, Iblis being the Arabic 

name for Satan and Djinn being the Arabic term for Demons. 

 

The Djinn, according to the qur‘an, are powerful beings who possess free will, unlike 

―angels‖ who are said to have no free will what so ever, but remain simply in the service of 

―Allah‖. This tells us a lot about islam, and what it teaches its followers to look and live up 

to.  Power and independence are frowned upon, where as total lack of thought, total 

dependence and mindless slavery are put forwards as positive attributes. This, again, takes us 

back to islam being a doctrine of submission and slavery. 

 

It is interesting to note that the qur‘an states that the Djinn and Humans are the only beings 

who possess free will, linking the Djinn and Humans together and emphasizing the foreign 

qualities of the so-called ―god‖ Allah and his mindless angelic robots. Islam works 

continuously to eradicate the free will of its followers, separating them from the Djinn, who 

are in fact the original Gods, the Gods that were worshipped by the Pagans of the Middle East 

before the invasion of islam. Islam does everything in its power to separate the people from 

their True and original Gods. 

 

Iblis and the Djinn are portrayed in the qur‘an in the same way that Satan and the Demons are 

portrayed in the christian bible. There is the same myth of Iblis ―rebelling‖ and being ―cast 

out‖. This is yet another link between islam and christianity, and again, it serves exactly the 

same purpose in islam as it does in christianity. The islamic ―god‖ Allah is False. It is the 

same as the christian god, as the jewish god, nothing more than a Thought form and a 

collective term for the enemy. For those who are unaware of this, visit the site 

see_the_truth.webs.com. This is exactly the same in islam, the only difference is in the name 

they use to refer to this thought form. 

 

The truth is that Iblis is the True and Original God. The purpose of islam is and always has 

been to suppress the original Pagan religion of the Gentile people and keep the Gentiles as far 

away as possible from their True Gods, by falsely labelling them as ―evil‖ and fooling the 

Gentile people into fearing and blaspheming them. Stories such as the one above about 

rebellion only serve the purpose of making it appear as though the one known as Iblis is 

under the power of ―Allah‖. Nothing could be further from the truth. 

 

The only time Iblis rebelled was when he rebelled against the enemy who wished for 

Humanity, his creation, to be destroyed. He wanted for humanity to have power and 

knowledge, and for this he was rejected and cursed by the enemy who rather wished for 

humanity to be destroyed once we had served our purpose. 

 

Iblis is NOT ―the evil one‖! It is Allah who is the true evil one, and the one who brings death 

and darkness to the world. Allah is the bringer of ignorance and enslavement, as can be seen 

by the program of islam itself, and Allah is the one who wishes for the destruction of 

humanity while it is Iblis who wishes for Humanity to be liberated and Empowered. 

Humanity has been outwardly LIED TO and our True and Original God has been 

horrendously blasphemed! 
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Stories of the Djinn being under the control of ―Allah‖ are nothing more than lies designed to 

make it appear as though Allah has power. The Djinn were never creations of Allah, this is 

nothing more than a blasphemy. As I said before, they were the original Pagan Gods, 

thousands upon thousands of years before the arrival of islam, program of slavery. 

Here is a quote from the qur‘an that proves the Djinn are the original Gods, worshipped by 

the peoples of Pagan Arabia: ―One day he will gather them all together: then shall he say to 

the angels, Did these worship you? They shall say, Glory be to thee! Thou art our master, not 

these! But they worshipped the Djinn: It was in them that most of them believed.‖ The 

―these‖ that are being referred to here are the Pagans. 

 

The name ―Allah‖ itself was in fact STOLEN from Paganism. It was taken from the Pagan 

Arabian title of supreme God, Al-Ilah. This title was often used among the Pagan Tribes of 

Arabia to distinguish their principle God from the other Gods which they worshipped. It is 

obvious that islam stole this, like it stole everything else that it has, from Ancient Paganism. 

 

There are three other important Pagan Gods that are mentioned in the qur‘an and who have 

come to be labelled as Djinn. One of them is Al-Uzza, the Arabian Goddess of Venus as well 

as War and Fertility. Her sacred animal was the Lion or a large Cat. Her statue was one of 

those found in the Ka‘aba, originally an important Pagan Temple, and was destroyed by 

muslim invaders. Another is Al-Lat, who is also a Goddess of Fertility and a Goddess of 

Spring time. Her symbol was a crescent Moon, also stolen by islam. The other is Al-Manat, 

Goddess of fate, destruction and death. 

 

These three Goddesses were lifted by islam into the qur‘an and some believed them to be 

daughters of Allah, however, this is only the result of the fact that this was lifted, i.e. stolen, 

directly from the Pagan doctrines. In pre-islamic Arabia, these Goddesses were the daughters 

of one of the principle Pagan Gods identified with the title Al-Ilah who some believe to be 

the God Sin. The fictitious muslim entity never even came into the picture. They are made to 

appear ―evil‖ in the qur‘an, convincing people to reject and blaspheme them. Because these 

three Goddesses were exceptionally important in Pagan Arabia, they had to be acknowledged 

by islam in an attempt to remove them entirely. The people would not have given up worship 

of these Goddesses if it was not enforced upon them. The program of islam worked to falsely 

make them appear evil, thus frightening People away from them as a way of removing them. 

They were never under the power of Allah, and were worshipped and revered throughout 

Pagan Arabia. 

 

The Djinn are also the 72 Goetic Demons! Al-Uzza can be identified with Astaroth. The 

qur‘an dedicates an entire Surah to the Djinn, but it is the number of this Surah that is so 

interesting. Surah 72 is called ―Al-Djinn‖. The number 72 is always associated with the 

Djinn/Demons. 7+2=9. Nine is the number of the major Chakras which make up the Equal 

Armed Cross of the Soul, and therefore can be seen as a number of great power. 9 has always 

been an exceptionally important Pagan/Satanic number. This is out right admitting that it is 

the Djinn who hold true power and true knowledge, and it is through the Djinn that humanity 

can work towards perfection and become as Gods. 

 

Whereas this surah is nothing but a blasphemy and only attempts to make it appear as though 

the Djinn are controlled by the fictitious Allah, which is a lie!, It is none the less eye opening 

considering the fact the Djinn are associated with the number 72.  
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This lie of the Djinn being under the power of Allah also is relating to the fact that the 

Djinn/Demons, our Original Gods, were bound by the jewish ―sorcerers‖ and their programs 

of lies, islam being one of them. They have, however, been unbound! 

 

The qur‘an shares the story of Solomon/Sulayman where it states the Djinn were under the 

power of this fictitious jewish mage. This is also where the stories of the ―Genies‖ who were 

contained in magic lamps comes from. It was promoted by jews that these Genies/Djinn 

could be ―commanded‖ to grant the one who called them up any wish, and this led to much 

ritual abuse on the part of ignorant people. This is an extreme blasphemy to Our Gods and a 

slap in the face to our Gentile People, as well as it is a blatant Spiritual corruption. The Joy of 

Satan has already explained this, www.freewebs.com/666moon/index.htm see the True 

Meaning of 666. The islamic traditions also claimed that the Djinn would be ―bound‖ forever, 

yet this has proven incorrect, as they are now totally free. Yet another of their so-called 

―prophecies‖ falling flat. 

 

Another interesting thing is that the qur‘an states that the Djinn are of the Element of Fire. 

Fire is the powerful element of the will, of desire, passion, creation and strength. Even in the 

qur‘an which is a lie, one can see that it is the Djinn who are the True, powerful Gods. 

Iblis/Satan and the Djinn/Demons are the Original Gods, Iblis being the True Creator God of 

humanity! He was also known as Enki in Ancient Sumeria, Ptah in Ancient Egypt, Ea in 

Babylon, MelekTaus to the Yezidi‘s and many more. The Gentile People have been fooled 

into blaspheming Him and this is extremely sad. People need to wake up and see the Truth! 

―THERE IS NO GOD BUT MYSELF KNOWING THIS, WHO DARES WORSHIP THE 

FALSE GODS OF THE KORAN AND BIBLE?‖ –Iblis/Satan from the Qu‘Ret Al-Yezid. 

Islam works in every way it can to suppress this and keep people ignorant and powerless. The 

so-called ―Allah‖ is a fictitious LIE. 

 

Much more information can be found on the Joy of Satan website, by High Priestess Maxine 

Dietrich. www.joyofsatan.org 

 

Hail Iblis/Satan, the Original and True God!! 
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The Truth About Demons 
 

 

Recently, myself and three other High Priests and a High Priestess performed energy work 

with the Demons. They are NOT monsters. Many are well known and popular EGYPTIAN 

GODS. For centuries, they have been spiritually abused using enemy god names, nine foot 

circles and a plethora of blasphemies and insults. This is the reason many appeared as 

monsters. The Demons are all of the Pre- Christian Gods; the ORIGINAL GODS. 

 

THE DEMONS ARE NOT EVIL! Because of the perversions of good and evil by the 

mainstream religions and society in general, many people are confused. Read my sermon on 

―freethought‖: www.joyofsatan,org/FREETHOUGHT.html 

There is no reason one should fear Satan‘s Demons. When treated with respect and 

approached with honest intentions, they are truly wonderful. 

 

Their greater purpose is to teach humanity. As for purposes of revenge and the punishment of 

enemies, this is a part of learning, as justice is essential. Turning the other cheek creates true 

lawlessness, chaos and the eventual collapse of civilized society. Revenge and justice are 

necessary, for without correction; offenders only continue in their abusive behavior and 

freely abuse others. 

 

When we make friends with the Demons, they often visit revenge upon those whose intention 

is to wrong us, and they also watch our backs. I have seen my enemies and the enemies of my 

loved ones punished before I even had to ask. 

 

Many of the Demons specialize in the teaching of ethics. This right here attests to the reality 

that Demons are not evil. Responsibility to the responsible. Honor and truth are VERY 

important to Satan. Satan looks with hatred upon those who are cowards and are too weak to 

take responsibility for their actions. Satan represents the strong and the just. 

 

The Demons are the Nephilim, (the Original Gods) the ancient extra-terrestrials who came to 

Earth to mine for gold thousands of years ago. They are very intellectually, physically and 

spiritually advanced. Many took human wives/husbands and were cursed for this by other 

Gods who opposed anything that would educate or elevate human beings above that of an 

animal. Human beings were intended to be slaves and when the mining project was finished, 

they were to be destroyed. The Demons befriended humans and wished for us to become as 

the Gods, just as Father Satan attempted to bring humans godly knowledge and power. For 

this, they were cursed and punished. 

 

The Demons are very human friendly. I have had the privilege of having them work with me 

and teach me. I have established true friendships with several Demons who have helped me 

in so many ways. I have learned so much from my Demon teachers. Given the destruction of 

ancient libraries and centers of learning by Xians, so much knowledge has been lost forever. 

Sometimes Demons can be strict in encouraging us to better ourselves, but this is for our own 

well being and development. Satan states in the Al Jilwah: ―I lead to the straight path without 

a revealed book.‖ 

 

The popular grimoires and occult books available in the mainstream bookstores are a major 

source of trouble. The grimoires were written by rabbis and Xians. The Demons are NOT 

―empty shells‖ as kabbalists claim.  
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They are not the ―qlippoth.‖ The Demons I have worked with have very powerful, positive 

energy and are very much alive. Since we performed energy work on them, they have 

drastically increased their power. Many of them now have very bright auras. 

 

Concerning vampirism and the ―qlippoth,‖ the Xian ―God‖ exemplifies both, as most Xians 

are spiritually depleted. Look at the Catholic Pope- he is an empty shell. The doctrines of the 

right hand path religions advocating asceticism, self-denial and other anti-life practices 

harmful to human beings are representative of ―qlippoth.‖ The teachings concerning the 

qlippoth are another way the enemy denigrates and slanders our Gods. 

 

There is a lower order of Demons. They have fiery red eyes and the rubbery wings. They 

serve purposes such as protection, or chasing off enemy spirits and are assistants to higher 

ranking Demons. 

 

When we summon the Demons, they sometimes manifest themselves through astral 

projection. Normally, they communicate with us telepathically.  
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Islam: Doctrine of Submission and Slavery 
 

 

The so-called religion of islam supports the concept of submission and slavery from 

beginning to end. Like christianity and related, it too preaches weakness, ignorance and 

poverty to be traits of a ―virtuous  follower‖. In turn, shunning and maligning traits such as 

strength, leadership ability and the drive to be successful, productive beings that is 

NATURAL  and HEALTHY to us as Gentiles. The following is one of many quotes, taken 

from the qur‘anic story of Nuh, that illustrates this perfectly: ―Nuh‘s people were divided into 

two groups after his warning. His words touched the hearts of the weak, the poor, and the 

miserable and soothed their wounds with its mercy. As for the rich, the strong, the mighty 

and the rulers, they looked upon the warning with cold distrust.‖ 

 

Apparently, only those who were weak and poverty stricken were worthy of ―gods‖ words. 

This is a subliminal message and instruction to favor the weak traits over the strong, 

something islam preaches throughout. It is blatantly obvious what the purpose of teachings 

such as these are and the affect that they have, and that is to weaken and enslave the minds of 

all who are deluded into believing them. These teachings are suicidal and in direct conflict 

with civilization. If every person in the world were to believe that weakness, poverty and 

slavery were virtues to be sought after, we would have no leaders, no great thinkers and 

teachers, no explorers  discovering new lands, no genius  making great advances in 

technology and science, no inspiration and no civilization. Civilization was created by those 

who had the drive to create beauty and order and at the same time maintain  Liberation of the 

People. The Islamic teachings contradict this at every step and glorify the exact opposite. 

 

The very word islam translates as ―submission‖, or in its longer version, ―total submission to 

god‖, which is the foundation of what this program demands. Here is a quote from an islamic 

website, ―islam city‖ that illustrates this nicely: ―By uttering ―the Shahadah‖, they confirm 

their faith in the Oneness of God and declare their total submission to His Commandments, as 

revealed to His last Prophet, Muhammad‖. 

 

It is no secret that this is what islam is all about. What people need to realize is the truth 

about WHY this is what islam is all about, and why this program demands it. The reason is to 

enslave humanity, Spiritually and Physically. The entire program of islam is a LIE through 

and through. It must be remembered here as well that the ―god‖ that islam and its qur‘an 

speak of is not the divine, omnipresent being floating above the clouds that those deluded into 

its lies believe, but a PROGRAM designed to control and enslave humanity. The islamic god, 

who is the same as the christian god, DOES NOT EXIST. There is a ton of proof for this. The 

site see_the_truth.webs.com by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich explains this fully. 

 

The word submission usually has a very negative connotation in anyone‘s mind, and it should 

be no different when it comes to islam. To submit to something means to give yourself over 

to it entirely and give it full control over your mind, your body and your life. You cannot 

submit to someone or something and still be an independent individual. You replace your 

own individual personality, life and will with the will of that to which you are submitting. 

 

This would immediately cause alarm bells to ring in the mind of any sane and logically 

thinking person. However, unfortunately, islam has deluded and corrupted the minds of 

thousands of people. Forcing and deluding people into submitting is making slaves out of 

them both Spiritually and Physically. True Spirituality is about Liberation.  
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There is *nothing* Spiritual about islam, it is a program, and the very name itself, 

―submission‖, is undeniable proof of this fact. Isn‘t submission the direct opposite of being a 

Liberated and Independent Individual? 

 

Islam is working to dis empower the individual , placing the power instead which is the 

individuals birth right as was given to the Gentile People by the TRUE Creator God 

Satan/Enki/Iblis, into the hands of this so-called ―god‖ of the quran. Being mislead into the 

belief that this is what is right and healthy for them, the people give themselves up willingly 

and unknowingly feed this ―god‖/program with power that is keeping it going, in turn, 

keeping the people enslaved. It is a vicious circle that has to be brought to an end. 

 

The power that this program gathers is then used to control, manipulate and enslave the 

minds of the people who have now been severely weakened, exactly as it is used in 

christianity. Eventually, a mass slave state is created through which this god/program can 

work. 

 

Look at the criteria for a perfect slave: They do not question, do not think for themselves, do 

not think twice about submitting to their masters will and demands. This is exactly what 

islam needs of its followers and what it works to create within them. This is necessary for its 

purpose of enslavement and eventual destruction, and this is the reason why it is a program of 

total submission. 

 

Humanities True and Original Religion, the Religion that is Natural to us as Gentile People, 

is Ancient Paganism. Looking back to the teachings of Ancient Paganism shows us a lot 

about islam and its true purpose. The way of life taught by the Original and True Gods of 

Humanity is the exact opposite to the oppressive way of life taught by islam‘s false god. Our 

Ancient Pagan Ancestors did not view the Gods as controlling masters who bound them to 

strict rules and regulations, removing their individual choice and freedom. In fact, it was the 

exact opposite. The Original Gods taught and teach self Liberation, the Empowerment of the 

Mind and Soul and working towards reaching your full potential as a Gentile. This was the 

reason for their worship. Worship was a means of giving thanks and praise to the Great 

Creators and Teachers of Humanity. As well as this, ―worship‖ was also a code word for 

certain Meditations and Spiritual Workings.  It was not seen as an obligation and was in no 

way slavish as it is in islam. The following quote illustrates the slavish and ―demanding‖ 

nature of islamic worship: 

 

―The five-time prayers become obligatory from the moment a person embraces Islam.‖- taken 

from the previously mentioned site. 

 

The people do not worship out of their own free will, or any feelings of love for their god, but 

because they feel that they have to. They have the fear of eternal damnation within them if 

they do not, and the bribery of paradise if they do, both of which were NOT present in our 

Original Religion of Ancient Paganism. 

 

Any so-called ―religion‖ that needs to rely on the crutches of fear and bribery is false through 

and through. The muslim people are forced to bow down and worship no less than five times 

a day. This they do to a supposed god that does nothing other than dehumanize them, 

stripping them of their individual rights , individual lives, individual power and independence 

which are, or should be, natural birth rights. 
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The islamic ―prayer‖ is known in Arabic as ―Salaat‖ and is a long and drawn out process that 

is preceded by ritualistic bathing and ―cleansing‖. Each is performed at a specific time of day. 

The first begins between dawn and sunrise, the second after midday, the third at mid 

afternoon, the fourth at sunset and the fifth an hour after sunset. The times are mapped out 

specifically according to the movements of the Sun. What muslims are unaware of is that this 

is blatantly STOLEN from Yoga and Meditation Practices, which have their origin in the Far 

East and which predate it by thousands of years. 

 

Yoga and Meditation workings follow the positions of the Sun and other Planetary Bodies, as 

there are those times of the day where Energy Work will be most powerful and effective due 

to the positioning of the planetary bodies. These have a profound affect on our workings, as is 

described in Astrology. A good example is the Yoga Sun Salutation which is usually 

performed at sunrise, midday and sunset. It is from these Spiritual Teachings and Concepts 

that islam STOLE its timings and repetitions of the ―prayers‖. 

The ―prayer positions‖ which islam instructs are also blatantly STOLEN and ripped off from 

Ancient Yoga Practices: (Note the similarities between the islamic ―prayer‖ positions and the 

Yoga Asanas) 

 

Islamic ―prayer positions‖: 

 
Matches with Vajrasana  Matches with Balasana 

 

Yoga Asanas: 

 
Vajrasana   Balasana 

  

It is blatantly obvious how these were stolen and corrupted. The qur‘an also instructs a 

combination of ―standing, sitting and prostrating‖ positions which is yet another stolen 

aspect. Yoga teaches that for a truly Powerful session, your body should be exposed to a 

combination of standing, sitting and lying positions in order to direct Energy differently 

through your body and Soul. 
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As well as this, the islamic ―ritualistic cleansings‖ are also rip offs of Ancient Pagan Practice 

of cleansing and purifying the Soul before workings were performed. The true meaning of 

cleansing and purifying is the cleansing and purifying of the Soul from the dross and ―dirt‖ 

that attaches to it over time. It is important to begin Meditations with Cleansing the Aura and 

Chakras to get rid of this ―dirt‖ or negative Energy. Islam removes the Spiritual side of this 

totally and replaces it with something completely material, ridding it of any true purpose, 

meaning and benefit. Any negative energies in the persons Aura/Chakras and Soul are left to 

accumulate and again they become weaker and weaker. This has resulted in the Spiritual 

degeneration of humanity as a whole as well as in disease, ignorance and poverty. But then, 

these are the things that islam glorifies. 

 

The islamic ―prayer mats‖ are also stolen from Yoga Mats. Whereas today Yoga Mats are 

mainly used for comfort, to the Ancients they were more than that and were considered 

sacred. They were often made from animal skin, such as that of a Tiger for symbolism and 

decorated with various sacred, Alchemical Symbols. Islam blatantly took this concept from 

the Ancient Yoga practices, using it to gain power for itself. 

 

These practices were all originally meant to Empower the Individual, handed down to 

humanity by the Original Gods. However, in the instance of islamic worship, the power and 

energy raised is reversed. It does not go to the benefit of the people performing as it would 

with Yoga or Meditation, but to the ―god‖ to whom they are slavishly bowing and blindly 

submitting. Again, this way, the people become weaker and fall deeper and deeper into the 

slave state and mentality while this god/program becomes stronger. The program literally 

feeds off of the Energy of the worshipers, sapping it through the Link which they have put in 

place on the Souls of the deluded followers.  

 

No true God that can lay claim to any true power demands and needs the worship of Humans. 

This in itself is proof of the fact that the islamic ―god‖ is not a god but a program. It does 

*need* the worship of thousands of people, as this is the energy that feeds it. It depends on 

this energy in order to survive. Essentially, it is parasitic. It is obvious this is no god. 

 

The people are fooled into believing that worshiping this thing is going to get them a ticket to 

―paradise‖. This bribery totally eliminates any possibility of free will. A person bribed into 

doing something is not doing it because they want to, they are doing it because they believe 

they will get something from it. If they had no incentive, no reward, they would not give it 

the time of day. Once again, this proves islam is not a religion, but a program. 

 

The fact of the matter is that islam always has been and always will be nothing more than a 

program of submission and slavery, designed to prepare the followers for enslavement and 

eventual destruction. It works to create a state of sheep-like followers where questioning 

,thinking for ones self and maintaining and individual personality outside of the program they 

submit to is literally non-existent. 

It is a system of the disempowerment of the People, and empowerment of the program. What 

they are fooled into worshiping is in fact their own damnation. It is a sick and twisted enemy 

doctrine that contradicts everything that is natural to us as Gentiles in every way and must be 

brought to an end! It has enslaved thousands of people, and this slave state must be broken. 
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Islamic Symbols STOLEN from Ancient Paganism 
 

 

Everything in islam and its qur‘an was stolen from Ancient Pagan Religions that predated it 

by thousands of years. The symbols are no exception and are nothing other than twisted 

corruptions of their much earlier and original Pagan versions. 

 

Symbols have an extremely profound effect on the human Mind and Soul and can make deep 

connections with and leave powerful imprints upon the Subconscious. This is the reason the 

enemy programs of xianity, islam and related lifted these Symbols from the original Pagan 

Religions they attempted to destroy. Because of the thousands of years that these Sacred 

Alchemical Symbols were recognized and utilized by our Gentile Pagan Ancestors, they 

remained imprinted deep within the Soul and the Racial Memory. When the enemy stole 

these and corrupted them, attaching them to the false programs, they continued to ―connect‖ 

with the Subconscious and Souls of our Gentile People, with our Racial Memory, thus 

making it easier for the enemy to deceive and lure people in. Like everything else, these have 

been hideously corrupted and turned against us. 

 

It is important that people wake up to the truth. The vile lie that is islam and the strangle hold 

it has over thousands of our Gentile People must be destroyed! 

 

The following are the symbols which were STOLEN from Ancient Paganism: 

  

The Crescent Moon and Star  
The stolen islamic versions: 

 
Primary symbol of Islam                                   Islamic Mosque 

 

 

The Original Pagan Versions 

 
Ancient Sumerian Crescent    Ancient Assyrian Crescent of Baal  

And star 
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Ancient Hittite Crescent   Ancient Pagan Byzantium coin 

Moon/Sun 

 

 

 
Ancient Babylonian Depiction 

 

 

It is obvious that this symbol did NOT originate with islam. The Symbol of the Crescent 

Moon and Star is extremely Ancient and was present in every Ancient Pagan Culture of the 

world. It is a very powerful and important Alchemical Symbol, relating to the Third Eye and 

Sixth Chakra as well as to the Feminine Aspect of the Soul. 

 

Islam stole this and used it as its primary symbol. Along with this symbol, islam also stole the 

Ancient Pagan Lunar Calendar of the area. This works directly with the feminine Alchemical 

Energies which are manipulated to keep the ignorant followers enslaved. 

 

Rub el Hizb (8 Pointed Star) 
 

The stolen islamic versions: 

 
Islamic architecture         Flag of Azerbaijan 
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The Original Ancient Pagan Versions: 

 

 
Ancient Sumerian Star ofAncient   Babylonian Star of the Goddess Inanna 

Goddess Ishtar 

 

 

 
Hindu Mandala depicting   Ancient Greek Coin depicting the 8 pointed Star 

the 8 pointed Star  

of Goddess Lakshmi 

 

 

 
Ancient Aztec Caldendar-note the 8 rays 

 

The 8 pointed star is a Pagan Symbol that was associated with 

great power throughout the Ancient World. It was the symbol 

of the Goddess Inannna/Astaroth and also the symbol of 

Venus. It represents the Heart Chakra, the powerhouse of the 

Soul, in its empowered state when it radiates eight rays, 

connecting all 13 Major Chakras of the Soul.  
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Judaism, Christianity and Islam: the False Trinity 

Fighting amongst these programs is all a facade 
 

 

Much animosity, fighting and tension between muslims, christians and jews is played out 

before the eyes of the world. They are constantly at each other‘s throats and in contradiction 

with each other, or so it would seem. 

 

However, the truth behind the scenes tells us a very different story. The fact of the matter is 

that islam, christianity and judaism are anything but enemies and in fact all stem from the 

same source and are all working towards the same goal. Once their few and shallow surface 

differences have been removed, it can be easily seen that they are simply three different faces 

for the same thing. 

 

There is a lot of evidence that can be found to support this if only one does the necessary 

research. High Priestess Maxine Dietrich has already written on the subject of the enemy 

playing both sides against the middle with regards to judaism and christianity on 

see_the_truth.webs.com , so I am going to be focusing on the relationship between judaism 

and islam. 

 

Islam, like christianity, is yet another program of the jews, designed to enslave the Gentiles 

and remove Spiritual Knowledge and Power from the hands of the Gentiles and place it in the 

hands of the jews, or the ―chosen few‖. The same thing happened wherever islam invaded as 

it did wherever christianity invaded. All Spiritual Knowledge was removed from the 

populace and destroyed, and what was left remained in the hands of the destroyers. 

Following, great threats such as ―eternal damnation‖ were placed upon the use of Spiritual 

Knowledge, the same as was done with christianity. Islam too stole everything it has from 

Ancient Paganism after it had attempted to destroy it, but I will address this in another article 

entirely. 

 

Islams connection to and reverence of the jews can be seen in the fact that all of the same 

jewish (fictitious) characters that appear in judaism and christianity also appear throughout 

Islam and its Qur‘an, revered as ―prophets‖ and founders of this so-called religion. 

 

Here is but a small list of the fictitious jewish ―prophets‖ mentioned and revered in the 

Qur‘an: 

- Abraham, called Ibrahim in Arabic 

-Moses, called Musa in Arabic 

- Noah, called Nuh in Arabic 

-Jacob, called Yakub in Arabic 

- and of course, that filthy ―Jesus‖ called Isa in Arabic. 

Here is a list of other fictitious jewish characters mentioned: 

- Adam and Eve, called Adam and Hawa in Arabic 

- Cain and Abel, called Habil and Qabil in Arabic 

- Solomon, called Sulayman in Arabic 

- Lot, called Lut in Arabic 

- Joseph, called Yusef in Arabic 

- Mary, called Mirriam in Arabic 
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In addition to this, islam has also been called and is professed to be by the Qur‘an itself, the 

―restoration‖ of the original Abrahamic/jewish religion. The following is taken from 

Wikipedia, the free encyclopaedia: ―The historical interaction of Judaism and Islam started in 

the 7th century AD with the origin and spread of Islam in the Arabian Peninsula . Because 

Islam has its foundation in Judaism and share a common origin in the Middle East through 

Abraham, both are considered Abrahamic Religions. There are many shared aspects between 

Judaism and Islam: Islam is similar to Judaism in its fundamental religious outlook, structure, 

jurisprudence and practice. Because of this, as well as through the influence of Muslim 

culture and philosophy on practitioners of Judaism within the Islamic world , there has been 

considerable and continued physical, theological, and political overlap between the two faiths 

in the subsequent 1,400 years.‖ 

 

This proves beyond a shadow of a doubt that islam is connected to and is a program of the 

jews. Here is a quote from the Qur‘an that proves this even further: 

 

―O children of Israel! Remember those blessings of mine with which I graced you, and how I 

favoured you above all other people‖ -Surah 2:47 

 

This statement is repeated a few more times throughout the pages of the Qur‘an. 

 

Wherever islam took over and settled, laws were made protecting jews and allowing them 

―freedom of worship‖ because they were viewed, like muslims, to be ―people of the book‖- 

the book being the false enemy doctrines. *‖JEWS, since they have received God‘s revelation 

and recorded it in the Bible, are ―People of the Book‖, like Christians, according to the 

Koran. ―No fear shall be upon them,‖ it says.‖ However, Pagans were viciously slaughtered 

and persecuted. 

 

Of course, stories arose of jews being banished and persecuted for refusing to convert to 

islam, however this is nothing more than the age old lies and sob stories of the ―poor 

persecuted jews‖ that are used to gain support and sympathy from ignorant, un knowing 

Gentiles. It is also yet another example of playing both sides against the middle. 

 

So interesting to note as well is ―Pope Benedicts XVIs‖ (not a jew himself as I was informed 

but definitely with obvious ties to judaism and to the jews, this is obvious considering his 

numerous efforts to ―unite‖ jews and christians) visit to Jordan in which he was invited into 

the largest mosque in the country, where he made the statement that he has ―deep respect for 

Islam‖. He also gave a speech on the importance of muslim and christian ―unity‖. 

www.haaretz.com/hasen/spages/1084185.html 

 

As an extra add, I would also like to point out the fact that islam also shares the same 

teachings, philosophies and ideals as judaism, which were foreign to the previous Pagan 

Arabia in which islam first spread. An example of this is monotheism. This is purely a jewish 

teaching and only relates to jewish/Abrahamic religions and any religions that stem from or 

are corrupted by it. 

 

Humanities original and true religion is Paganism. The jewish concept of slavish monotheism 

is foreign and false. All of this is again the subliminal message of jewish supremacy over 

Gentiles. The exact same message that plays over and over throughout Christianity. This 

shows that islam is working towards the exact same goal and is no different and no better. It 

also shows that it is most certainly not the enemy of either christianity or of judaism. 
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Like I said before, the apparent animosity between muslims, christians and jews that is 

constantly played out before our eyes is nothing but a total facade.  It holds only one purpose: 

To distract the masses. The average ―believer‖ walking around on the street is ignorant to the 

truth and therefore plays right into the hands of those at the top, who are in control of islam, 

christianity and judaism alike. Their aim is to get everyone fighting in amongst each other, 

practically destroying each other, and they have free reign to go about their business and do 

whatever they like. This tactic, creation of infighting, is used often in politics. 

 

Because those at the top (the ruling jews) work towards the enslavement and eventual 

destruction of the Gentile people, this also works as an excuse to enforce just that. They can 

send their troops out into the islamic countries and begin ―holy wars‖, killing thousands of 

Gentiles, and how many ―holy wars‖ have been instigated by islamic followers in which 

thousands more Gentiles have been killed and many more severely weakened? The islamic 

term for this is ―Jihad‖. It is nothing more than a lie created to enforce destruction of Gentile 

peoples, by Gentile peoples and is an exceptionally sad state of affairs. These people who are 

severely deluded and ignorant to the truth try to turn to islam for help and answers, not 

realizing it is islam that is causing the problem in the first place, and they land right back in 

the hands of those ruling jewswho wish for their destruction. 

 

(How many jews are killed during these episodes? Next to none. They are always protected 

by ―their own‖ while OUR Gentile people are obliterated.) Here is a quote from the Protocols 

of the Learned Elders of Zion:  ―Ours they will not touch, because the moment of attack will 

be known to us and we shall take measures to protect our own.‖ 

 

Besides this, the ―holy war‖ guise is also merely used as an excuse for Israel to take land that 

does not belong to them, and to lay claim to that which rightfully belongs to Gentiles by 

imposing upon us their false version of history, aka the bible and qur‘an. Any educated and 

free thinking individual knows that the land that has become known as ―Israel‖ should not 

and does not belong to the jews in any way shape or form and it was STOLEN from the 

Gentile People to whom it rightfully belongs. They took it from the Gentile people who 

called it home by force and by bloodshed. 

 

Those at the top have humanity in a state of chaos and therefore have free reign to do with the 

people what they like and to manipulate the situation as much as they like, because no one is 

turning to them and questioning them. As I said and here is a better example, the same thing 

has been done to political parties, when a government will go political party A and urge 

animosity towards political party B, and then they will go to party B and in turn urge 

animosity from them to party A. This way, the two parties land up fighting against each other 

and not the government, when they could have formed a powerful alliance that could have 

brought the government to its knees. This is also works to destroy both the parties without the 

government having to lift a finger. See what Im saying? These people know very well how to 

manipulate the situation in order to remain in power, and this is obviously on a much larger 

scale than the example above. 

 

The ignorant masses are doing the bidding of those at the top and bringing their goal of 

Gentile destruction into realization without them even having to lift a finger. This has to be 

brought to a stop! If our Gentile people woke up and saw islam and christianity for what they 

really are: Destructive jewish programs of enslavement, then this senseless destruction would 

stop and we would be able to unite and fight the real enemy and regain our rights and our 

power, and everything else that is rightfully ours that has been stolen from us. 
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And again we remember the famous talmudic quote ―When the Messiah comes every Jew 

will have 2800 slaves.‖-. They believe that it is the Gentile people which they have enslaved 

that will make up all of these groups of 2800 ―slaves‖. It is a known fact that the jews are the 

minority and there are thousands more Gentiles. It is obvious what their purpose is, but they 

will do everything in their power to keep the ignorance going. The war that took place in 

Gaza is a perfect example of this destruction and this enslavement. The followers of islam are 

being annihilated by Israel and the jews, yet they are still being fooled into worshiping these 

same jews by being followers of islam in the first place. 

 

In the end, it is the jews who benefit from islam and the followers of islam who suffer. The 

islamic ―god‖ is the jewish ―god‖. This is a known fact even among muslims. 

 

However, this is not a god at all but a thought form and energy vortex of jewishmagick 

(comprised of STOLEN and corrupted Pagan Knowledge, this was the reason for the quick 

removal of all Occult knowledge and why followers of islam are forbidden from studying 

TRUE Occult knowledge, as they need to be ignorant of it in order to be enslaved by it). This 

has already been discussed on exposingchristianity ,and it is no different in islam: 

see_the_truth.webs.com/YHVH.htm 

Anyone involved in the Occult and true magick will know how thought forms and energy 

vortexes work. It is created with a very specific purpose, and once it has come into existence, 

it feeds off energy in order to sustain itself and grow in power, graduating from a simple 

Thought form into a more powerful ―God Form‖. If it is starved of energy, it will slowly 

dissipate. 

 

In the case of the muslim/christian/jewish ―god‖, it was created with the purpose of 

weakening and enslaving the Gentiles and giving power to the jews. It feeds off the energy 

raised by worshipers during ―prayer‖. In the case of islamic ―Salaat‖, this takes place 5 times 

a day at certain points in the day when the most energy can be raised. These people are 

unknowingly feeding the enemy enormous amounts of energy that is going towards their own 

destruction. 

 

As has been said so many times before, any true and powerful God would not need or even 

desire the slavish worship of people. This thought form/energy vortex obviously does need it, 

as it needs vast amounts of energy to feed off. So in short, all the followers of islam are 

worshiping and feeding this thing, thus giving power to Israel and the jews and yet Israel and 

the jews are the ones outwardly destroying them. 

 

The glorification of the jewish ―prophets‖ and fictitious jewish characters, the preaching of 

jewish teachings, quotes glorifying the jews and the worship of the ―god‖ of the jews that 

runs throughout the Qur‘an is proof that islam is merely another face for the worship and 

reverence of the jews. There is no denying this when the proper research is done. The islamic 

―prophet‖ Muhammad (in fact a fictitious character) was originally depicted as a jew 

himself!! Not many muslims are aware of this now as it has now become illegal to show any 

form of depiction of this fictitious ―prophet‖, but I will write a whole separate article on this 

and offer proof. He also preached jewish teachings and the worship of the jews, the 

destroyers of our Gentile People. Islam, like christianity, is just another program of the jews 

and any animosity or fighting among them is nothing more than a facade and a distraction. It 

is playing both sides against the middle. 

 

*What is Islam- by Maximillien de Lafayette 
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Muhammad never existed 
 

 

There have been very few people in the past who have had the guts to challenge the 

authenticity of islam‘s ―Muhammad‖, and very little research has been done into the subject. 

However, when it is looked into, it becomes more and more apparent that just like the ―jesus‖ 

of xianity, Muhammad is too a false, fabricated character created for no other purpose than 

the destruction, desecration and removal of the true Ancient Knowledge given to humanity by 

the Gods and the consequent enslavement of the Gentile People. 

 

Islam and its false ―prophet‖ have heaped untold sorrow and suffering upon humanity from 

the moment of their creation. One only need look to the Middle East and other areas and 

countries dominated by islam to see that this is true. The poverty, war, destruction, anti-life 

practices, abuse of women and children, total lack of personal privacy and freedom, filth, 

ignorance and violence in these areas all have their roots in islam and its Muhammad. To rid 

the world and the Gentile people of this suffering, the world must be rid of the lie that is 

Muhammad. 

 

There is a ton of evidence to prove this character never existed. That which stands out most 

clearly is the fact that the only so-called ―Ancient Sources‖ of information concerning the life 

of Muhammad are extremely questionable and have never been able to be proven accurate 

and authentic. 

 

As one example, the earliest ―biography‖ of Muhammad has left no surviving copies and 

even so is dated to at least 100 years after his supposed death. Very suspicious, to say the 

least, and the question has to arise, if this was such an important character as islam states, 

why did people wait 100 years to document his life and achievements? Also, considering the 

fact Muhammad had already been dead 100 years at the time, the biography could not have 

been written by anyone who knew him personally, and therefore the accuracy would have 

been extremely questionable. This biography is known only because it is mentioned in much 

later texts, and no copies or anything of the sort have ever been found to prove its existence. 

Why? Because it never existed in the first place. 

 

There are many more examples like this one. The same as with xianities ―jesus‖, the only 

place in which the life and existence of Muhammad is documented is within islam‘squr‘an. 

Outside of this, there is nothing. One scholar wrote, ―It is a striking fact that such 

documentary evidence as survives from the Sufnayid period makes no mention of the 

messenger of god at all. The papyri do not refer to him. The Arabic inscriptions of the Arab-

Sasanian coins only invoke Allah, not his rasul [messenger]; and the Arab-Byzantine bronze 

coins on which Muhammad appears as rasul Allah, previously dated to the Sufyanid period, 

have not been placed in that of the Marwanids. Even the two surviving pre-Marwanid 

tombstones fail to mention the rasul‖. 

 

The qur‘an and pseudo-biographies of this supposed prophet claim that he was widely 

known, and that people, many of whom were powerful in the political world of the time, 

travelled from all over to witness his ―miracles‖ and teachings. If this were so, there would be 

much surviving documentation for us to investigate, and it would be a known historical fact.  
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We have hundreds of documentations of Alexander the Great, Christopher Columbus, all of 

the Egyptian Pharaohs and other powerful and influential people of history from those who 

saw and interacted with them, because they were real people who existed in a real time and 

were involved in events which really took place. It is human nature to document events and 

experiences in order to preserve them for future generations to learn from. However, as stated 

above, no documentation of this man Muhammad exists outside of the islamic texts, which 

themselves cannot be put forward as proof of his existence. 

 

As for the inscriptions upon Arab Sasanian coins mentioning ―Allah‖, it has already been 

proven that the name ―Allah‖ was STOLEN from the Ancient Pagan Title for the chief God 

or Goddess of an area, which was Al-Ilah. The Al-Ilah was the ―supreme God‖ of a region. 

The Moon God Sin was given this title in much of Ancient Arabia, and many connections 

have been made between Sin and ―Allah‖, due only to the fact that islam STOLE this. This 

goes a lot deeper, however I will address this in an entirely separate article in the near future . 

 

On the other hand, the real historical documentation that we have is in contradiction with the 

islamic version of history, which again proves that islam and its Muhammad are false. 

 

As a small example, according to the history put forth by the qur‘an and other islamic Texts, 

islam spread through much of Arabia peacefully and by willing conversions of hundreds of 

people. However, historical documentation tells us that this is not the case at all and that the 

time known as the islamic conquest was a time of brutal and savage war perpetrated by the 

bringers of islam against the Pagan people residing in the Arabian Peninsula and countries 

father East such as India at the time. Pagan Temples had to be destroyed, thousands and 

thousands of Ancient Sacred Texts full of the knowledge of the Gods were destroyed, Pagan 

Priesthood were brutally tortured and murdered, cities were besieged and raised to the ground 

and hundreds and thousands of people died as a result of the spread of islam. 

 

Various other artifacts that have been found have blatantly contradicted what islam has put 

forth as history and reveal a different story altogether. 

 

Aside from this, once again, we can expose the lies of islam through its connection to xianity. 

Xianity has been proven to be false. Everything it has was blatantly STOLEN from Ancient 

Paganism with the purpose of the enslavement and eventual destruction of our Gentile 

people. There is literally more than a ton of proof for this. One only need read through all of 

the articles contained on see_the_truth.webs.com by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich to see 

that this is true, I also highly recommend the book, ―The Christ Conspiracy, the Greatest 

Story Ever Sold‖ by Acharya S. 

 

When the enemy formed their trinity of lies, they gave it one major flaw, and that is the fact 

that all three are undeniably and irrevocably connected. Thus, when one comes down, the 

others must come down with it. At least to a very large extent. 

 

The character Muhammad is said to have been descended from the jewish (Note another 

connection to the jews, the root of the lies and the perpetrators of Gentile Enslavement. 

Muhammad was always described as a jew himself, and NOT an Arab/Gentile!!) Ishmael, 

son of Abraham. ―Abraham‖ has been proven to be fictitious and was a corruption stolen 

from the Hindu God Brahma. This has been discussed on exposingchristianity.com. As the 

stolen and corrupted jewish story goes, Abraham was most famous for his ―many Sons‖. This 

is a blatant corruption of Brahma and his ―many forms‖.  
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Also, the connection can be made when you look at ―Abraham and his wife Sarai/Sarah‖. 

This was stolen from Brahma and his wife Saraswati, the Hindu Goddess of Knowledge. 

Once again, like all the fictitious characters invented by the enemy jews, there is absolutely 

no physical proof that Abraham ever existed, or that his so-called son Ishmael ever existed. It 

is safe to assume that anyone else said to be descended from them never existed either, and 

would therefore make them fictitious. 

 

Connecting Muhammad with the jewish characters is yet another subliminal message of 

jewish supremacy over Gentile People. This is the entire purpose for islam‘s invention of 

Muhammad. To enslave the Gentile people who have been blinded by the lie of islam and put 

them under the power of the enemy jews and their masters. It is simple as that. 

 

Many of the other supposed family member of Muhammad are also nothing more than stolen 

and corrupted versions of Ancient Pagan Gods. A prime example is ―Fatima‖, supposedly 

Muhammad‘s daughter, who was STOLEN from the Goddess Inanna/Isis/Al-Uzza. She was 

supposed to be portrayed as the fertile, ―divine‖ mother, and divine Feminine. Although, 

considering how appallingly women are treated in islam, any reverence of ―divine feminine‖ 

is an outright contradiction. None the less, Fatima‘s character is stolen from the Goddess Al-

Uzza, the Arabian Goddess of Fertility, motherhood and the Planet Venus, among other 

things. Al-Uzza was the original Arabian Feminine Divine and the sacred mother. Islam took 

this and horrendously corrupted it into ―Fatima‖, the so-called ideal islamic woman/mother 

and role model for women to live by. This is no different than in xianity where the virgin-

kike Mary was also stolen from Inanna/Isis/Al-Uzza. Once again, it is a common theme 

throughout the enemy programs. 

 

As well as this, Muhammad accompanied by his four family members Ali, Fatima, Hassan 

and Hussein can be seen as a corrupted (Stolen) Spiritual Allegory. The Five together are a 

representation and corruption of the Five Elements of the Soul. Muhammad, Ali, Fatima, 

Hassan and Hussein = Akasha, Fire, Water, Air and Earth, the Elements which make up all 

that exists, the central forces of the Universe. These five characters are the central characters 

of islam. In the same way that the Akasha was supposed to have ―given life‖ to Fire and 

Water, which further joined and gave birth to Air and Earth, Muhammad (Akasha) gave life 

to Fatima who married/joined with Ali (Fire and Water) and they in turn gave birth to Hassan 

and Hussein (Air and Earth). The Spiritual/Alchemical corruption is blatant here, and it is 

also blatant that these were never real characters, but stolen allegories. 

 

There are countless more examples like this one. Another is the ―12 Imams‖, who are a rip 

off of the 12 constellations of the Zodiac and the 12 Great Ages accompanying them. 

However, I will write on this in much more detail in a later article. 

 

The qur‘an makes many more connections between Muhammad and other characters who 

have been proven fictitious. An example is Moses/Musa who is stolen from a number of 

Ancient Pagan Gods, such as the Egyptian Gods Set and Horus. For more information 

regarding this, see exposingchristianity.com. Muhammad is also frequently compared to and 

given ties to xianities ―jesus‖, who again has been 100% proven to be stolen and fictitious. 

Again, see exposing christianity. A character who is constantly compared with and so deeply 

connected to fictitious characters is fictitious themselves. 
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The events which are said to have occurred throughout the life of Muhammad are also 

nothing more than Alchemical Corruptions. Here are but a few examples (There are far too 

many to list here, but more will be dealt with in a separate article): 

 

 The qur‘an relates how when Muhammad was only an infant, two men appeared to him 

and cut open his breast, retrieving his heart and removing from it a ―Black Clot‖ which they 

proceeded to cast away. The ―Black Clot‖ is the Philosophers Stone. The Philosophers Stone 

has often been described as ―Black‖, i.e. ―The Black Stone‖ referred to in many Alchemical 

writings. ―Black‖ refers to and Alchemical process before the Stone is transformed and 

becomes White. Black is Base/Lead. As has been said before, the Philosophers Stone is 

contained within the Heart Chakra, thus why they ―removed it from his Heart‖. Note how 

islam removes the Philosophers Stone (True Satanic Power, GodHead, etc) and ―casts it 

away‖. This is a powerful subliminal message. 

 

 The ―angel‖ (enemy Nordic) Gabriel appears before Muhammad, striking the side of a hill 

and causing a Spring to come gushing forth. With it he instructs Muhammad on how to 

perform Ritual Ablution for purification, also teaching him the prayer postures, ―the standing, 

the inclining, the prostrating and the sitting‖ to be accompanied by repetitions of sacred 

names. This is ripped straight from Ancient Yoga and Mantra Practices of the Far East! 

Anyone who practices Yoga and Meditation will be able to see this easily, the postures that 

are performed along with Mantras/Words of Power, in order to drastically increase Bio-

Electricity. Although, in islam, the energy raised is reversed and directed not to the person 

performing the postures and Mantras, but to the enemy thoughtform. As well as this, the 

―striking the Hill, causing a spring to come gushing forth‖ is an Alchemical Corruption. The 

Chakras have often been portrayed allegorically as hills or mountains in various Ancient 

Texts throughout the world, due to their True Form. The ―Spring‖ is referring to the 

Alchemical Elixirs which are released and ―dripped‖ from the Chakras during the Magnum 

Opus. 

 

 Muhammad performs a ―miracle‖ by splitting the Full Moon into Two Halves, causing 

half a Moon to Shine on either side of the Mountain. Once again, the Mountain represents the 

Chakras, and the Moon being split in two represents the two polarities of the Soul. 

 

 The ―Isra and Mi‘raj‖, The Night Journey and the ascension through the Seven Heavens. 

This entire event is an Alchemical corruption and rip off of the raising of the Kundalini 

Serpent through the Seven Chakras. The word Mi‘raj means ladder, which is referring to the 

Spine up which the Serpent Ascends. The qur‘an relates how Muhammad rode a Winged 

Horse (An Ancient Alchemical Symbol!) to the ―Circles of Heaven‖- The Chakras. He is 

taken through each one until finally after going through the Seventh Heaven, he meets with 

―God‖. It is blatantly obvious that this is a corruption of reaching ―Enlightenment‖ when the 

Kundalini rises to the Seventh (Crown) Chakra. 
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As I said above, there are many other examples of this. The Stolen and corrupted Alchemy is 

astounding and blatant throughout islam and its qur‘an.  

 

This not only proves Muhammad to be false, but it also proves the qur‘an to be false. 

Throughout its pages, it has professed these characters and events to be real, yet it has been 

proven that on the contrary, all of these characters are fictitious and STOLEN.  

 

Everything that islam has, like xianity, has been STOLEN and corrupted from Ancient Pagan 

Religions that are many thousands of years older. 

 

Sources: 

*Muhammad Sven Kalisch, German Muslim states ―likely muhammad never existed‖ 

*MUHAMMAD: his life based on the earliest sources, Martin Lings (Abu BakarSiraj al-

Din), 2006 

* Quran (Arabic and English Translation) 
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Paedophilia and rape: rife and accepted within islam 
 

 

Pedophilia and rape are common and accepted practices within the program of islam, 

displaying its true, life hating nature. The so-called ―prophet‖ Muhammad (who is in fact a 

fictitious character) was said to have taken a six year old girl as his wife, forcing her into full 

intercourse at the young age of nine. He was supposed to have been well into his fifties at the 

time, and it is these teachings that have made it acceptable in muslim communities for men to 

marry and have intercourse with exceptionally young girls. 

 

Considering the fact that a child this young does not experience sexual desire and will not 

consent willingly to the intercourse (there have been cases where the young girl screams and 

resits until the man beats her into submission), it can be considered as rape, whether there is a 

certificate of marriage or not. Then, the question of what sane, self-respecting, decent 

individual would want to have intercourse with a little child and be aroused at the prospect 

has to be asked. This most certainly does not shine a very positive  light upon islams fictitious 

―prophet‖ from the start, nor upon islam itself. 

 

Here are some shocking and disgusting examples of pedophilia and rape within islam: 

 

―Narrated ‗Ursa: 

 

The Prophet wrote the (marriage contract) with ‗Aisha while she was six years old and 

consummated his marriage with her while she was nine years old and she remained with him 

for nine years (i.e. till his death).‖  SahihBukhari Volume Seven, Book 62, Number 88. -the 

―prophet‖ himself. 

 

—————————————————————————————————————- 

 

―A man can quench his sexual lusts with a child as young as a baby. However, he should not 

penetrate. Sodomizing the baby is halal (allowed by sharia). 

If the man penetrates and damages the child, then he should be responsible for her 

subsistence all her life. This girl, however, does not count as one of his four permanent wives. 

The man will not be eligible to marry the girl‘s sister. Any father marrying  his daughter so 

young will have a permanent place in heaven.‖ 

 

—————————————————————————————————————- 

 

―It is not illegal for an adult male to ‗thigh‘ or enjoy a young girl who is 

still in the age of weaning; meaning to place his penis between her thighs, and to kiss her.‖ 

The age of ―weaning‖ is still technically a baby. 

 

—————————————————————————————————————- 

 

―A man can marry a girl younger than nine years of age, even if the girl is still a baby being 

breastfed. A man, however is prohibited from having intercourse with a girl younger than 

nine, other sexual acts such as foreplay, rubbing, kissing and sodomy is allowed. A man 

having intercourse with a girl younger than nine years of age has not committed a crime, but 

only an infraction, if the girl is not permanently damaged.‖  - the fatwa issued by Ayatollah 

Khomeini 
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Note: a fatwa is the name given to a written religious law or ruling by an islamic leader. 

 

—————————————————————————————————————- 

―SANAA, Yemen (CNN) — Nujood Ali is 10 years old, but she already has been married 

and divorced. It was an arranged marriage in which she said a husband three times her age 

routinely beat and raped her. 

―When I got married, I was afraid. I didn‘t want to leave home. I wanted to stay with my 

brothers and sisters and my mom and dad,‖ she said, speaking to CNN with the permission of 

her parents. 

―I didn‘t want to sleep with him, but he forced me to. He hit me, insulted me.‖ 

As she plays marbles with her brothers and sister, Nujood is a portrait of innocence, with a 

shy smile and a playful nature. 

But what happened evokes anger and shame. Asked if what she went through was torture, she 

nods quietly. 

Nujood‘s parents married her off in February to a man in his 30s whom she describes as old 

and ugly. 

Her parents said they thought they were putting her in the care of her husband‘s family, but 

Nujood said he would often beat her into submission.‖ 

 

—————————————————————————————————————- 

 

―The latest child-bride to make the news is a 12-year-old who died during a painful childbirth 

that also killed her baby. 

FawziyaAmmodi struggled for three days in labor, before dying of severe bleeding at a 

hospital on Friday, said the Seyaj Organization for the Protection of Children, a children‘s 

rights group. 

―Although the cause of her death was lack of medical care, the real case was the lack of 

education in Yemen and the fact that child marriages keep happening,‖ said Seyaj President 

Ahmed al-Qureshi during an interview with CNN. 

Like more than half of all young Yemeni girls, Fawziya was forced to drop out of school and 

married off to a 24-year-old man last year.‖ -Another Child Bride dies, dosomething.org 

 

—————————————————————————————————————- 

 

―There were about 60 of them ….. And in the end 5 people raped Fenny. Before beginning 

with the raping they always said ―Allahu Akbar‖ (an islamic phrase in arabic meaning ―God 

is great‖. They were ferocious and brutal.‖ 

 

—————————————————————————————————————- 

 

―In Huddersfield, Muslim men were telephoning young girls and threatening to burn down 

their homes if they did not meet them. The Mother of one of the raped children, said that she 

there many case‘s of child rape by Muslims in Huddersfield and took reporters to meet some 

of the Mothers, all had the same experiences – multiple offences, and the police allowing 

Muslims to get away with it.‖ 

 

—————————————————————————————————————- 
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―A Palestinian girl who was raped and impregnated by her two brothers was later murdered 

by her own mother – even though her daughter was the crime‘s innocent victim – in another 

of the disturbingly common, if vastly underreported, instances of ―honor killings.‖ ― here is 

the full story: councilofexmuslims.com/index.php?topic=5300.0;wap2 

 

———————————————————————————————————— 

―A GIRL of 15 was tricked into a ―telephone marriage‖ ceremony to a Sheffield man with a 

mental age of five in a ceremony recognised by sharia (Islamic law). 

When the girl arrived from Pakistan expecting to meet the handsome man she had been 

shown in a photograph, she found that he was 40 years old, unemployed and disabled. 

To make matters worse, her mother-in-law decided to exploit her attractive looks by forcing 

her into prostitution. 

The family invited men to the family home to rape her before she managed to escape to the 

police by bolting through the front door. She was taken into care and now lives in a refuge.‖ 

 

—————————————————————————————————————- 

―During the Islamic ceremony my dad was standing behind me with one hand on my 

shoulder and with his other hand he had a gun which was pointed at my back so that I didn‘t 

say ‗no‘,‖ Saamiya said. 

―To everyone else it looked natural — he was just standing there stroking my shoulder — but 

just before he had told me that he would shoot me if I didn‘t go through with it.‖ 

 

—————————————————————————————————————- 

―LONDON (Reuters) – A Kurdish woman was brutally raped, stamped on and strangled by 

members of her family and their friends in an ―honor killing‖ carried out at her London home 

because she had fallen in love with the wrong man. 

BanazMahmod, 20, was subjected to the 2-1/2 hour ordeal before she was garroted with a 

bootlace. Her body was stuffed into a suitcase and taken about 100 miles to Birm 

More..ingham where it was buried in the back garden of a house.‖ the full story: 

www.liveleak.com/view?i=396_1184859529 

 

—————————————————————————————————————- 

There are many, many more examples of this. All of it, solely thanks to islam and its vile 

teachings. This is a truly, completely and fully life hating and disgusting to the core program. 

It is a disease inflicting humanity. 

Pedophilia and rape are a common theme throughout the enemy religions. That itself says a 

lot. 

We must fight with all we can in order to bring these horrendous lies down. 

*I want to add here, this behaviour is NOT natural to the Gentile People which islam is 

forced upon today. These behaviours have always been natural to the jews, from which the 

sick and perverted lie of islam stems. The Minds and Souls of the Gentile People have been 

corrupted and dirtied by these sick lies, and acts such as paedophilia and rape are results of 

this Spiritual Degeneration. 

It HAS to stop! 

 

 

Islam is a LIE and a viscous, dangerous HOAX on humanity! 
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Exposing Kabala Stolen From Thoth 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Wed Jun 27, 2018 12:36 pm 

In Kabala the inner chamber of the head is of knowledge the godhead is called "Daat". In 

Hebrew the D is a double letter of the T it can be wrote either way. Daat is Taat, this is the name 

of Thoth in the ancient world. The God who rules the all seeing eye the pineal gland at the sixth 

chakra. Which is the Daat in Kabala. Hence why Thoth is the God of knowledge the knowledge 

of the fully opened spiritual eye and super conscious state of the fully activated brain.  
 

 

 

 

In Kabala the "god head" is simply shown openly as being the human brain within the head. 

Which is symbolically shown as the three upper worlds Binah, Chokhmah, Kether. Which are 

symbolically shown as the trine parts of the brain the left and right hemisphere and the optic 
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thalamus. In reality most of the Kabala was stolen by the Jews when they were in Alexandria 

which was the hub of spiritual knowledge. Scholars have pointed this out as well the Kabala is 

all taken from the ancient Hellenistic spiritual teaching some Rabbi's admit this as well. The 

Greeks and Egyptians had the same culture.  
 

 

 

Source 
The Secret Doctrine of the Gaon of Vilna Volume II: The Josephic Messiah, Leviathan, Metatron 

and the Sacred Serpent: Joel David Bakst 
Secrets Of The Serpent, Philip Gardiner 
The Greek Kabala, Barry 

 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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Exposing Karl Marx  

by HP Mageson666 » Mon Feb 25, 2019 
 

 

 

"The Jew who originated Communism-Karl Mordecai-who later changed his name to Marx, was born 

May 5th, 1818, in Treves, Rhenish Prussia of Jewish parents. His father a banker whose forefathers had 

been rabbis for 300 years, adopted Protestantism for business reasons, when young Marx was six years 

old. Marx's profession of Christianity was nothing more then a gesture a mere admission ticket to 

society. At heart he remained a thorough Jew, and from his earliest childhood his most ardent concern 

was his domination of the Gentiles-but called by him the emancipation of the Jews."[The World Hoax 

,Ernest Helmhurst, 1938] 

 

Richard Wurmbrand himself a Jew in origin reported in his biography on Marx that Marx was a deeply 

religious Jew who had a Jewish altar in his home and performed the Jewish ritual and wore the Jewish 

phylactery on his forehead and prayed the Jewish prayers.  

 

Marx joined the Cabbalistic society of the Frankists who's goal is the global Jewish government. Its this 

society the Rothschilds control and claim themselves to be the "Messiah" the Kings of the Jews who goal 

is to achieve the world Jewish kingdom ruled from Israel. The Rothschild's funded the Communist 

revolution from Wall Street and London. And a Rothschild chaired the first meeting of the Communist 

International. The Rothschilds are from a deeply Cabbalistic, Jewish rabbinical family. 

 

To understand Karl Marx one should study his personal rabbi [Marx called Moses Hess the Red Rabbi] 

and mentor the Jew Moses Hess. It was Moses Hess who wrote most of the Communist Manifesto: 

 

"Karl Marx's worship of violence was strengthened by a Frankist communist whom he met in 1841, 

when he was 23 years old. This man was called Moritz Moses Hess. Moses Hess was born on the 21st of 

June 1812 in Bonn, the son of a wealthy Jewish industrialist. He died on the 6th of April 1875 in Paris and 

is buried in Israel. It can be mentioned that he founded the German Social Democratic Party. In 

Judisches Lexikon" [Berlin, 1928, pp. 1577-78] he is called a communist rabbi and the father of modern 

Socialism." 

 

"In Paris , in the autumn of 1844, Moses Hess presented the 26-year old Marx to the half-Jew Fredrich 

Engels." 

 

"It was this same Moses Hess who thought up the rancorous basis of the socialist-communist ideology. 

He was also the first to recommend as a fundamental idea, that all personal property should be 

abolished." 

 

"What were his remarkable ideas then? In his writings, Moses Hess stressed the need to agitate the 
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social classes against each other and in this way hinder their co-operation. He wanted to bring about a 

socialist revolution with the help of Judaism.... And the class struggle. He stressed that socialism was 

inseparably bound to internationalism as the socialists have no fatherland. The true socialist cannot 

have anything to do with his nationality. He also declared :THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO JEWS!" Hess 

believed that internationalism served the interests of Judaism. He wrote: "Whoever denies Jewish 

nationalism is not only an apostate, a renegade in the religious sense, but also a traitor to his people and 

to his family". [Moses Hess, "Selected Works", Cologne. 1962] The Bolshevik Rosa Luxemburg was also 

simultaneously an internationalist and a great Jewish patriot-she even at exclusively kosher food." 

 

 

"In his "Red catechism for the German People". Moses Hess revealed: "The socialist revolution is my 

religion." He thought it suitable that his brutal struggle for socialist power should be waged under the 

red family banner of the Rothschilds. Moses Hess wrote the Jewish socialist leader Ferdinand Lasalle: "I 

use the sword against anyone who opposes the proletariat [Moses Hess, "Correspondence", The Hague 

1959] What he actually mean was the struggle of the Judaists." 

 

 

"The radical agitator Hess was not an atheist, however. He wrote: "I have always been edified by 

Hebrew prayers."[Moses Hess, "Rome and Jerusalem", 1860] 

 

"He stressed [my note Moses Hess] that the Jews had been given the role of changing mankind into a 

savage animal, as described in his article" About the Monetary System", [ Rheinische Jahrbucher", Vol. I, 

1845.] 

 

 

Another one of Marx's Jewish mentor's Levi Baruch private instructions to Marx that where made public 

reveal the whole goal of Jewish Communism: 

 

"Another of Marx's guides, Levi Baruch [my note another Jew] emphasised to him that the revolutionary 

elite of Jews are not to reject Judaism and that they should be called traitors to their own people if they 

do so. As Sham Christians some Jews had reached the highest positions in the Church and village town 

administration in Spain in the 16th century. Baruch propagated the same tactics for "revolutionary Jews" 

they were to hide their JUDIASM behind Marxist phrases." 

 

"When one of Baruch's letters to Marx was published, its contents caused a big scandal, which they 

wanted to silence at once This letter explained, among other things, that it would be easy for Jewry to 

get into power with the help of the proletariat. Thus the new governments were to be led by Jews who 

would forbid all private property so that all these riches came into Jewish hands. or made the Jews 

administrators of the fortunes and estates. In this way an old dream within the Talmud speaks of namely 

that all the riches of the world would come into the hands of the Jews, was to be fulfilled. In his letter, 

Baruch also made it clear that the goals of Judaism were power over the whole world, a mingling of the 

races, abolition of national frontiers, elimination of the royal families and finally the founding of the 

Zionist world state. [Salluste, "Les origins secretes du bolchevisme", Paris, 1930,pp. 33-34.] 
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The goal of Marxism is to act as political persona to cloak the Jewish races, nightmare goal of their global 

Zionist Kingdom. Its right in the writings of Marx and his fellow Jewish mentors. Marxism is the front 

from which behind the Jewish alien soul advances itself. 

 

 

 

Source 

Under the Sign of the Scorpion, Juri Lina 
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Exposing More Corruption... 20/January/2018

by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Sun Jan 21, 2018 2:14 am 

For those who are new, the Jews (who are of an alien race and soul), stole copiously from Pagan 
(Gentile) religions and spiritual knowledge, removed and corrupted the spiritual, and invented 
Christianity and Islam with this.

Following, they used the Christians and the Muslims to mass murder and destroy the Pagans. This 
was done to enslave Gentiles both physically and spiritually. The Jews then become "God." With all
occult power in the hands of the top Rabbis and an endless supply of psychic energy from the 
unknowing, dumbed down Gentile believers who slavishly worship.

This is why we now have the terms "esoteric" "occult" "hidden" "secret" and related. This spiritual 
knowledge should be made available to everyone. The lack of this spiritual knowledge is the reason 
for all of the suffering and ugliness in this world. The Jews are responsible for this curse upon 
humanity.

I also want to add regarding the "Blood Libel" accusations. Lying comes naturally to a Jew. It's in 
their nature. For one, Rabbi authors try to claim there were no blood libel accusations before the 
Middle Ages. NOT SO. High Priest Jake Carlson did an in depth research and article on Jewish 
Ritual Murder and there are accounts going back to Ancient Rome.
http://www.satanslibrary.org/666BlackSu ... rder2.html

In addition, Rabbi authors again lie concerning kosher laws prohibiting the ingestion of blood. It is 
known, especially in the orthodox Jewish communities, during a circumcision, the Rabbi sucks the 
blood from the penis of the infant. The kosher crap is just a front.

Getting back to the secreted knowledge, 
Here... Quote from the book "The Tarot: A Key to the Wisdom of the Ages" by Paul Foster Case:

"In all ancient copies of the Book of Formation, the planetary attributions to the double letters are 
purposely mixed in order to mislead uninitiated readers into whose hands the book might fall. The 
correct attributions were reserved for mouth to ear instruction."
The Book of Formation, also known as "The Sefer Yetzirah" goes back centuries and is of the 
Jewish Kabbalah, where a lot of their stolen spiritual knowledge is hidden.

The many occult organizations out there such as the Golden Dawn and related who use the Jewish 
mysticism, Kabbalah, Hebrew letters and related Jewish spiritual filth are way off regarding 
spiritual advancement and knowledge.

Satan and Azazel revealed to me what the "Philosopher's Stone" really is. I wrote about this in an 
article regarding the Magnum Opus on the JoS website in the meditation section some time ago.

Now here is a blatant example of corruption. Most of you know who "St. Peter" is. A Jewish 
invented character disciple of that foul Nazarene.
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OK. Now, "Peter" is a name meaning "Rock or Stone" having it's origin in the word prefix or base 
of "Petra." In geology (the scientific study of the earth), PETROLOGY is the study of ROCKS. 
So, Jewish corrupted legend has it that this Jewish Goon sits outside the pearly gates of heaven, 
holds the keys to the gate of heaven, etc. 

Special Thanks to Satan and Azazel for revealing the Truth on this farce. 
As I wrote before, the REAL Philosopher's Stone is created by collecting the energy buzz you get 
after meditation and/or yoga and condensing it into a ball.

This ball is then circulated through the chakras. This is known as the Chariot of Ra. The Jewish 
corrupted version of this is Ezekiel's Chariot, of which is nothing more on the face of it than Jewish 
nonsense and rabbinical drivel.

So this St Peter character was stolen from the concept of the sacred Philosopher's Stone. Ezekiel's 
Chariot was stolen from Amon Ra.

The "Gates of Heaven" are the 6th and 7th chakras. The little energy ball is circulated here and then 
dropped into the pineal of which it drastically opens and activates. The pineal gland is often 
symbolized by a pearl.
So here is where those degenerate filthy rabbinical scum got the idea for the "Pearly Gates" and that
Jewish invented dink St Peter.

The phoney crucifixion of this Jewish Goon was on an inverted cross. The inverted cross is 
symbolic of the solar 666 chakra (the 3rd chakra) where the little energy ball is stored and nurtured.

All of the spiritual has been removed. 

No Christian or Muslim will ever reach immortality. Neither do those deluded individuals who 
belong to those Jewish operated and controlled occult organizations. 

I also want to add how again, Christian gross stupidly, claims Freemasonry is "Satanic." NOT SO.

It is common knowledge, the Freemason initiate places his hands upon a Judeo/Christian Bible and 
swears an oath. This ensures all of his energy with any Masonic rituals he participates in will be 
funneled to the Jewish agenda. Especially rebuilding the Temple of Solomon; the New Jerusalem, 
which is the climax of the Judeo/Christian Bible.

Jews by nature are obsessive, compulsive and relentless. Their obsession with their Messiah 
resulted in the character of jewsus. Using Gentile slavish worship, with a powerful subliminal tie-in 
to bring their Messiah (the second coming of Christ). The New Jerusalem is the climax of the 
Christian program. New Jerusalem bibles anyone?

Each Gentile, as stated by rabbinical authors is to be a "stone in the Temple of Solomon."

Only through Satan can we learn the truth and put a STOP to this funeral wreath upon the entire 
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world.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.Joyofsatan.com
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Exposing The Cube Form Of The Enemy

by HP Mageson666 » Wed Jan 24, 2018 8:23 am 

Exposing The Cube Form Of The Enemy

The cube structure is originally in Hinduism it’s the centre of the ancient Hindu Temple.

"The garbha Griha is a cube shaped room, without decoration...Only a qualified priest may enter 
this magical place to worship the image with flowers, water, lights , incense and offerings 
symbolizing the five elements. A narrow passage runs around the sanctuary, to be walked along 
clockwise.." [1]

The entire Hindu Temple is built on either the Mercury square or Moon square mathematics to 
invoke these etheric qualities. The sacred mount is the rest of the Temple built around and over the 
cube at the centre. This is sacred geometry the outer mount is built to generate energy and draw it 
down into the centre to the cube as the cube is built in the shape of the earth element which contains
the energies of space that of spirit and thus all the elements. The Priests secret rituals in this 
enclosure are designed to connect into this energy and infuse it with the purpose of the rituals and 
this energy is then transmitted thought the energetic grids which is why ancient Temples are built on
lay lines. The infused energies also connect with the energy and soul of the worshippers in the 
Temple which adds to the power which the structure of the Temple magnifies.

The cube shape the Prithivi mandala represents earth in Hinduism as the heavens around the earth 
are squared by the four fixed points of the zodiac which represent the four elements and directions. 
And make the cross of the Zodiac which is the cube unfolded. The outer temple is designed to 
represent the entire wheel of the 12 constellations of the Zodiac and their degrees. The cube of 
Mecca was originally surrounded by a circle of 360 Pagan statues which represent the 360 degrees 
of the Zodiac wheel with the cube being the central cross of the Zodiac and the sacred rites being 
performed inside the cube temple as it was a Pagan building originally. 

The other aspect is the cube of the Hindu Temple is designed to tie into the energies of the planets 
by the grid its built on and the images of the yantras of the planets are placed within the cube 
sanctuary. And to tie into the energy of the constellations and earth. And the energy of the elements. 
The cube is the grounding and channel point for this power in the energetic forms and rituals. The 
cube is also the centre point for the worshippers in the Hindu Temple who direct their energies into 
this space which further infuse the power the cube is channelling.

The cube of Kabbalah is shown the same way tying into the 12 constellations and planets and 
elements.

The Hindu Temple is built on the plan of the Purusha the cosmic man which is shown as the Zodiac 
wheel this is stolen by the Jews and turned into the Adam Kadmon later. The plan of the Hindu 
Temple is witnessed in the Pyramid at Giza the sacred mount with the cube shaped enclosures 
within as the cavern where the sacred rituals were performed and are built to a line to the 
constellations and are built on a major power point on the etheric grid of earth. The reason the 
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Islamic worshippers pray five times a day facing Mecca is to direct their energies into the cube of 
Mecca and further infuse the energy of the enemy thought from the cube has been installed with by 
the enemy after its conversion into an enemy place to draw down their "god" form and radiate it 
outwards across the etheric grid of the earth. Drowning the world in horrific evil and negativity. The
energy of this matrix of energy is infused with the death energy of countless ritual murders of 
humans and animals.

The Jews place the black box on their heads the Tefillin as they state in Kabbalah as it acts as the 
antenna to draw down the energy of their thought form "god". They place one on their arm as the 
left side is magnetic and shown as the Goddess Shakti in Hinduism, thus creating more flow of 
power. The Jews then doven which is rocking back and forth and side to side to open up an energy 
flow up the spine the box on the head also opens this flow and opens the crown and sixth chakras. 
The six chakra is the command wheel of the mind. This all connects and makes the energy and the 
mental intention of the energy stronger and sends it out thought the etheric grid around the earth. 
Which is why the Jews want Israel and especially the Temple Mount so badly for themselves. That 
is the point of the earth at Jerusalem around the mount were the etheric grid of the earth is the 
strongest. That is why the Jews claim they are copulating with Shekinah the energy of their god 
form to create magically during the Tefillin ritual. This is also why the Jews are obsessed with 
wearing the Tefillin for protection as an amulet it connects them into their energy force and 
enhances their energetic body strongly. The Tefillin ritual turns the Jew into a cube like the Priest in 
the Hindu cube sanctuary doing the sacred rituals to infuse and direct the energies being drawn 
down and channelled thought the etheric grid and the souls of the religious followers tied into the 
energies. 

Hindus are infused with the energy form generated by this religion as children during initiation 
rituals were the samkara the ritual energy mark is imprinted into their souls. They are also given 
spiritual Hindu names that tie into this as well. The Jews go thought identical initiations during their
childhoods connecting their souls into their own god form more stronger this also includes being 
given a Hebrew name which connects into a specific verse of the Torah which is the energy 
generator of their god form. The five books are the five elements which fold into the cube. However
the Jewish god form is installed based on the etheric grid of Saturn which is why they raise the 
energies on Saturday the day the influence of the planet Saturn is the strongest and connects into the
conduit of this the most powerful because of such. 

The Jewish god form is also as the Rabbis state installed based upon the etheric grid of the racial 
soul of the Jewish people. The Jews and their God are one....is the basic and most important 
statement of faith and prayer in Judaism. Because as the Rabbi's state the Jews are the manifestation
of their god in the material world. Because their god form is installed and generated on the etheric 
blueprint of their own racial soul.

Note; Christians are tied into this god-form of the Jews. During the Christian ritual of Christening, 
baptism where water that has been energetically infused by the Christian Priest to connect into this 
matrix is then placed over the third eye which is the energy point that rules the mind of the child in 
the shape of the cross which is the cube of Saturn making the geometric form of the blue print of 
this matrix to tie the soul into this. Along with placing a mark along the heart chakra which ties the 
power into this energetic point to drain power out of the soul into the god form as the point the 
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energies meet going up and down the chakras. As well as touch the ears and mouth while reciting 
incantations invoking making people deaf and dumb thus cut off from higher awareness the mouth 
and ears connect into important nadis, energy pathways in the consciousness. This is all done while 
series of incantations tying people into the Jewish spell of the Torah their god form are recited. Thus
infusing the samkaras or energetic imprints into the soul of the Gentile and making them a conduit 
for the enemy matrix of energy to connect into and act though and suck energy from. 

Making the Gentile a slave and Golem to the Jewish god form. Just farming the Goyim for Zion.

Source
The Hindu Temple, Danielou

Follow the Slothz search engine to:
www.joyofsatan.com
www.exposingchristianity.com
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Exposing The Golem 

by HP Mageson666 » Sun Feb 10, 2019 
 

 

 

In Kabballah the Golem is made from the four elements and infused with the energy of life from 

the Rabbi's. This energy its infused with are the 22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet the word wrote 

on the Golem's forehead that brings it to life is AMT which is the first, middle and last letter of 

the Hebrew alphabet. Which is symbolic of the 22 letters of the entire alphabet. 

 

The Golem is an allegory for the creation of a thought form, note this is what the Jewish "god" 

is. The YHVH is the letters for the four elements, the four directions and the AMT [the Hebrew 

Alphabet] is what animates it and gives it life and direction and its commanded by the Rabbi's. 

The reason the AMT is put on the forehead is this represents the upper face of the world tree [the 

symbol of YHVH] which represents the mind or head of "god" the three realms of Kether the 

ether, Binah the left brain and Chokmah the right-side of the brain. The skull and sometimes the 

brain is shown as the realm of the "god head, the head of god" in Kabballah. Because its the 

human mind and how it operates the mental, creative aspects and how this projects outwards and 

creates by the astral or mental plane. 

 

 

The message is simple the Rabbi creates by the aspects of his own mind along with the 22 letters 

the thought form and directs it and programs it and infuses it with the energy of the letters to 

bring it to life to serve him. The Kabballah of creation by the word is based on "god" is the word. 

It shows the Rabbi's how to manifest workings into existence by the combinations of the 22 

letters. This is done in Kabballah along with using the different aspects of mind, visualization, 

feeling [chokmah] and affirmation and logical intent [binah] and projection on the astral [kether] 

with the combinations of sound of the 22 letters. 

 

 

The other meaning of how they use this for what purpose is obvious..... Golem many cases in 

Kabballah certain letters are changed out with code. Golem is Goyim. The AMT on the forehead 

represents the binding of the Gentiles mind by Jewish sorcery of their thought form.  

 

 

The Jews represent the image of their YHVH as the Metatron a massive universe sized angel that 

is called YHVH and does the work of "god" who created it. Metatron has 72 wings for the 72 

names of "god" the 72 major formula's that connect into and direct the thoughtform and connect 

to the astral energies of the Zodiac and planets and the number of Metatron is 365 days of the 

solar year that relate to the Zodiac and planets which the 22 letters are connected into. Its an 

allegory to show the massive amount of power the Jews have infused into the YHVH and its 

animated by the 22 letters and the powers of such and directed by "god" which are the Rabbi's 

themselves. Metatron exists in heaven which is code in Kabballah for the astral realm or the 
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Kether which the Jews then work to manifest their workings out of into the material realm. This 

is why "god" is hidden behind a veil in Kabballah and Torah, the veil is the barrier or vibrational 

differences of the astral and material world. Because the Jews "god" is just a massive vortex of 

charged energy in the astral realm of Kether that the Jews have created with sound, visualization, 

emotion and logical intent and programming. The major part of all ritualistic Kabballah magic is 

connecting psychically into this Metatron and using the 72 letters, feeling, visualization, 

affirmation, direction and other Hebrew formula's to become a channel and bring this energy into 

the material.  

 

This is why Christian's will talk about how they saw Jesus or Angels. Their mind opened up 

enough for whatever reason and they saw behind the veil into the realm of Kether or the astral 

they where witnessing the mental images that have been created as part of the thoughtform from 

centuries of Christian worship. That is why the images of Jesus or Angels they witness always 

look exactly like the popular Church icons of them. People become imprinted with those images 

in the sub conscious and conscious mind by the Church and then generate and project them 

outwards with prayer, intention, focus and feeling into Kether of the astral. All they witnessed 

where the human generated Golem's of centuries of worship. 
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Exposing The Iluminati  

by HP Mageson666 » Mon Feb 18, 2019 

 

 
The Illuminati order was a Jewish world government movement of Kabbalistic Jews going back to its 
original origin's in Europe in the 15th century in Spain as the Jewish Alumbrado movement which means 
"Illuminated or Enlightened" this movement became the Jesuits Order officially and it appears in France 
later on in the 17th century officially and became known as the Frankist movement and came public 
again as the infamous "Illuminati" of Weishaupt. Adam Weishaupt himself was a Jewish Jesuit and 
Frankist and styled the Illuminati structure and aims on the Jesuit Order and the goal of the order was to 
bring about a World Jewish Government. The Jesuit's and Frankists where wings of the same Jewish 
Kabbalistic Alumbrado movement. The Jewish power elites who ran the Vatican needed a sword arm of 
the Jesuits to fight against the anti-Catholic movements that were sweeping Europe and seeking to 
destroy their foundation of their occult control and power the Church. The writings of the time show the 
anti Catholic movement was an open anti-Jewish movement and the Gentiles such as the famous anti-
Semitic, Bruno [who called the Jews "excrement"] was one of the leaders of such movement. Bruno 
wanted to abolish Christianity and return to Paganism which is why he was executed Hellenism 
[Paganism] was the death penalty under the Jewish Catholic Church. 
 
"It was the Jewish Jesuit Cardinal Roberto Bellarmino [1542-1621] who ordered the philosopher Filippo 
Giordano Bruno burnt at the stake on the 17th of February 1600." 
 
The Jewish Alumbrado movement: 
 
"In 1492 the Alumbrado [The Enlightened] moment was founded by Spanish Marranos [baptised Jews 
who secretly kept their Talmudic faith] and a similar organisation was founded in France in 1623 - 
"Guerients" who changed their name to the Illuminati in 1722." 
 
"The Spanish authorities attempted to stop the Alumbrado movement as early as 1527 when Ignatius 
Loyola was temporarily arrested for his activities with the Illuminati [my note the Jewish Alumbrado 
movement]." 
 
"Loyola [Inigo Lopez de Regalde], who was of Jewish blood was born in the 1490"s in 1534, he founded 
his own order the Jesuits taking out a loan for the purpose. The Pope acknowledged the Jesuit Order on 
the 5th of Apiril 1540." 
 
The Jesuit's where acknowledged by Pope Paul the III who was obviously Jewish from the images of him 
just as the Marrano, Borgia Popes where well known to be Jewish.  
 
"Benjamin Disraeli, author and prime minister of Great Britain in 1868 and 1874-76 himself a Jew, wrote 
in his book "Coningsby" [London,1844] that the first Jesuits were Jews." 
 
 
Loyola's written texts the spiritual exercises of the Jesuit Order are all known to be from the Jewish 
Kabbalah. As the Jesuit's are simply a Kabbalistic Jewish movement who control the Vatican and 
appointed and assassinated Popes in history. The Vatican's enforcers are occult trained Jews. Most of 
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the Popes in history have been Jewish as well as the Cardinal's and bishops. The Catholic Church was 
created by the Flavian Dynasty who's first Emperor put up a statue to an Alexandrian Jew who was 
responsible for creating the Dynasty. It was also run by Jewish oligarchs. The Bible is Jewish religion and 
ends with the world being ruled by a global Jewish government of the Jewish King of the world and the 
12 tribes of Israel from the New Zion in the book of Revelations. The Catholic revolution in the Roman 
Empire destroyed the Gentile society to create a new globalist Jewish government under the icon the 
ideal of the Jewish King of the World that must be worshipped and brought to life from the astral into 
the material as a working of the mass mind.  
 
The Jesuit's symbol is the Cabbalistic image of the Temple of Solomon the Jewish world government in 
Judaism. The Latin cross is an extended version of the four armed cross of the Kabballah world Malkuth 
the material world within the circle of the Kabbalah world of Kether the astral and three of the arms of 
the cross are designed to look like the symbol of the Hebrew Vav letter with three nails [the meaning of 
Vav in Hebrew] under this image which are symbolized the three nails which represent the VVV in 
Kabballah, the 666 which is the number of the Temple of Solomon in the Jewish Torah. The name of the 
Jesuit's come from the Hebrew name Yeshua into Greek as Jesus "Iesous" which adds to the number 6 in 
its numerological meaning. Of which the IHS the short form of Iesous is over the top of. Which is the first 
three letter of YES..uah. Three having major importance in Kabballah. 
 
The symbol of the cross of Malkuth, earth the material in the circle of the world of Kether the symbol of 
the astral is the bringing down of the Jewish Messianic "World to come" into reality the Kabballah world 
of Kether is the astral the vortex of energy of the Christ thought form the Jews have created. The cross 
of Malkuth is the material realm they have materialized this working into and the three Vav's are the 
symbol of the materialization of this the 6 is the union of the astral and material and the materialization 
of occult workings into full existence the 666 is 6 to its highest power and adds to Chai the Hebrew word 
for life to bring a working to life in Kabballah. This shows the image of the Catholic Church of Jesus on 
the Cross is the occult symbol of the Jewish Temple of Solomon. The Jewish world Kingdom. 
 
666 on its own is not malevolent the Egyptians, Hindu's and Greeks used it as a positive number to bring 
the human into full contact with body and spirit together. This knowledge was destroyed and corrupted 
by the Jews to remove it form humanity. 666 is given the scare tactic by Jewish Christianity because the 
Jews want to keep this knowledge to themselves to criminally use it. The commandments against use of 
occult systems in the Torah is only for Gentile spiritual systems which are forbidden in the Kabballah for 
Jews to use. And are ordered to be destroyed. They are toxic to the Jewish alien soul. 
 
The symbol of the Jesuit's is based on the goal of the materialization of the Jewish occult working of the 
Christ Consciousness matrix they have created into reality as the One World Jewish Kingdom its 
designed to materialize for the Jews. The name and symbol of Jesus itself is a binding spell based on the 
number six which connects to this Jewish energy matrix and brings it into reality. The purpose of the 
Catholic Church is the Jewish world government this is obvious in the Bible and the symbol of the Jesuits 
an occult Jewish organization that is based on bringing the thought form of Christ into fully reality and 
conquering the world for the Jews. This is why the current Jesuit Pope Francis was demanding the 
Catholic's pray the rosary as much as possible in October its to feed the psychic energy into this Jewish 
thought form of Christ at the time the Jews do the most important Torah workings to recharge this 
matrix of energy for themselves.  
 
The Jew Weishaupt who's father was a Rabbi, becomes a new leader in the Jewish Alumbrado 
movement: 
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"In 1771, 23 year old Weishaupt met Kolmer, a Danish Cabbalist Jew who had just returned from Egypt. 
Kolmer initiated Weishaupt.... into the Cabbala and the ALUMBRADO movement." 
 
"It was no coincidence that the Order of the Illuminati was founded on the fist of May. Among the 
Cabbalist Jews, this date, 15 [1.5] symbolised the sacred number of Yahweh [my note the Jewish god] 
and so became their occult holiday." 
 
From Weishaupt's connection in the Kabbalistic Alumbrado movement he was introduced to members 
of its other wings such as the Frankists: 
 
"At this time a young Jew named Mayer Amschel was being tutored to become a rabbi. ....He later took 
the name Rothschild. It was Mayer Amschel Rothschild who convinced Weishaupt to wholly accept the 
Frankist Cabbalist doctrine and who afterwards financed the Illuminati. Rothschild had given Weishaupt 
the task of establishing [my note leading the existing] the old Alumbrado movement for Cabbalist Jews." 
 
 
"Jakob Frank [1726-1791] was the most frightening phenomenon in Jewish history... Rabbi Marvin S. 
Antelman shows in his book "To Eliminate the Opiate" [New York,1974] that there was a clear 
connection between Frankism and Weishaupt's Illuminism. The goal of the Frankists was to work in 
secret to establish Jewish world supremacy. Professor [my note himself a Jew]Scholem, has clearly 
documented that they achieved extensive political power." 
 
The other powerful global banking Jewish dynasty in this movement next to the Rothschild's to this day 
are the Jewish Warburgs they another Cabbalistic adept group: 
 
"In Hamburg, a powerful Jewish-Cabbalist family grew forth. Their name was [Samuel Moses] Warbug 
and they also joined this conspiracy of world supremacy." 
 
 
This is where it comes together Weishaupt was part of the Jewish Alumbrado this is where he went into 
and became a trained Jesuit and a member of the Frankists and created the Illuminati and ran this for 
larger Jewish powers behind the scene. He was simply a well trained agent of Jewish occult espionage 
who was moved thought these wings of the same Jewish movement due to his qualifications for such. 
That is why Weishaupt's main agents where all fellow Cabbalist Jews they were all in the same 
movement working together to bring this agenda about. The Jewish run Catholic Church is in the 
background as well. 
 
"Bernard Lazar, a well-known Jewish author wrote in his "L'Anti-semitisme" in 1894, that exclusively 
Cabbalist Jews surrounded Weishaupt. Confiscated documents show that of 39 Illuminati holding lesser 
leading positions, 17 were Jews [i.e 40%]. The higher one looked in ranks, the larger was the percentage 
of Jews. Even the fact the Illuminate headquarters in Ingolstadt were later converted into a synagogue 
was symbolic of this conspiracy Lazar stated that all these Jews became the agents of revolution..." 
 
"There were four especially important Jews in the Illuminati leadership, Harwig [Naphtali Herz] Wessely, 
Moses Mendelssoh, the banker Daniel von Itzig and the business man David Friedlander." 
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The Jewish Cabbalist movement infiltrated the Masonic Societies whom themselves wanted to destroy 
the Catholic Church and create a free society. And the Jews did this to corrupt them and turn them into 
useful idiots of the Jewish world government program. They also did this to stop them from destroying 
the Church the foundation of Jewish occult power. The fact Jewish Jesuit Weishaupt himself didn't hide, 
the Jews conqueror from within: 
 
"Adam Weishaupt had taught: 
"To some of these freemasons we shall not even reveal that we have anything more than what the 
freemasons have... All those who are not suitable for the work he shall remain in the Masonic lodge and 
advance there without known anything about the additional system. ["Einige Originalschriften des 
Illuminatenordes"] Munich, 1787, p.300.] 
 
"The Illuminati moved freely within the many secret societies of the time seeking to utilise the liberal 
ideology of freemasonry as bait for those who lacked knowledge of its true purposes. "All Illuminati are 
freemasons but far from all freemasons are Illuminati," stated Professor Cosandey and Renner from 
Munich in their testimonies in April 1785." 
 
 
The Jewish movement was able to take control of Freemasonry at the Congress of Wilhelmsbad which 
was set up by Weishaupt's bosses such as the Rothschild's with help of Weishaupt: 
 
"A conference was held at Mayer Amschel Rothschild's castle in Wilhelmsbad on the 16th July 1782, 
where the freemasons and Illuminati forged a complete alliance. In this way, the leading secret societies 
began a closer co-operation with the Illuminati." 
 
"At its beginning, the Illuminati was not a Masonic order, and Weishaupt himself did not enter a lodge 
until 1777, when he received induction into the Lodge Theodore de Bon Conseil in Munich. However, 
once inside Masonry, Weishaupt immediately saw its potential value to be a vehicle for the realization 
of his Illuminati dreams. To create an official union between the Illuminati and Freemasonry, Weishaupt 
set about organizing the Congress of Wilhelmsbad at the Castle of William IX of Hesse-Kassel, to occur 
on July 16, 1782. That special even, which was momentous in both size and aspirations, was attended by 
elite representatives of Masonic lodges from all over.  
It was also there that a decision was reached to allow the previously excluded Jews to be granted 
admittance into Freemasonry." 
 
"When the time came for a vote on their admittance at Wilhelmsbad, the Jews were so anxious to win 
the day that they completely filled the hall with other Jewish supporters. It was not long afterwards that 
the Illuminati membership included an abundance of Jewish banking families, including the Rothschild's, 
the Oppenheimers, the Wertheimers, the Schusters, Speyers, and Sterns." 
 
"New lodges of predominantly Jews were formed in Frankfurt the Rothschild's financial capital in 
Europe, and soon all of Illumininzed Freemasonry would make the city its world headquarters." 
 
"The first order of business for the Illuminati-initiated Jews, who were the was to manifest their 
prophesied Zion, a world ruled by the chosen people of Yahweh. Plans were set in motion for the Jews 
to finally have their "land of milk and honey" that had been promised to them for so long [in their own 
Jew minds] and it would be the entire world." 
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From here the Jews were able to take over the important command lodge of the Grant Orient in France 
and its associated Lodges. This gave them occult control over the French revolution.  
 
"Weishaupt had earlier sent the Jew Giuseppe Balsamo who presented himself under the false title of 
Count Alessandro Cagliostro, to France so that the Illuminati would control the French Masonic orders." 
 
It was the taking over of the Masonic Jacobin's clubs that gave the Jewish movement political control 
over the French revolution: 
 
"The Illuminati took over the Jacobin clubs already in 1789. 152 of these clubs were active on the August 
1790, according to the Encyclopaedia Britannica. The Jacobins had a centralized network over all France. 
The first club was taken over by Weishaupt's close collaborators Bode and Baron de Bushce. ... We must 
not forget that one of Weishaupt's titles was "Patriarch of the Jacobin's"." 
 
This is the important part when the Jews created the "Jacobin Republic" and officially took over the 
French Revolution they created the "Commune" ended all liberties and brought in the "Terror" created 
secret police forces identical to their Cheka later on in Russia and exterminated over half a million 
French innocents and destroyed France as a nation on every level.  
 
"Jewish "revolutionaries" immediately saw to it that the Jews received full citizenship and so that they 
had their hands free to act. Maximillian Marie Isidore Robespierre [my note the leader of the Jacobin 
Republic] published a work entitled "To Protect the Political Rights of the Jews" as early as in 1789 [my 
note around the start of the French revolution]. Protection of Jewish rights was obviously considered 
the main priority. Louis Joseph Marchand, friend of Napoleon Bonaparte, wrote in 1895 that 
Robespierre was actually Jew by the name of Ruban....["In Napoleon's Shadow." San Francisoco,1998]. 
 
This is where the obvious is witnessed the Jewish run Illuminati, Jacobin Republic established a 
Communist society the Commune, the Jacobin Republic was the political arm of the Jewish world 
government movement and the Jacobin's where lead by the Jesuit agent Robespierre who was a Jew 
named Ruben...… It was Ruben who executed the actual Mason's who where working to ABOLISH THE 
CATHOLIC CHURCH. The Jew Robespierre reinstated the Catholic Church and Christianity totality into 
French society, reinstated the Catholic Priesthood and Church lands and wealth and the Christian ritual 
which had all been banned by the Masonic members of the government. This was to maintain the 
Catholic Church which is the occult foundation of the Jewish power structure. This creates the psychic 
and material base for the Jewish agenda of world government. Without the Catholic Church and 
Christianity that can't survive.  
 
This is why the Jewish Illuminati infiltration of the Mason's replaced the Hellenistic [Pagan] Masonic 
spiritual teachings with the Jewish Kabballah and Christianity from its Pagan anti-Christian doctrines. To 
bring them under control of the Jews and use them to build the Jewish world government now the 
name of god in the 33rd degree is one of the Jewish god YHVH. The Jew Ruben under his leadership of 
the Jacobin Republic set up a pseudo Masonic religion which was nothing more then Christianity. And 
this was noted by the witnesses of the time. This was to destroy the Masonic movement totally and 
keep Christianity going. Which is why the Jewish Jacobin Republic abolished the Masonic Lodges and 
shut them down and sent many of their members to the execution docks during the Terror. Just as their 
Jewish brethren shut down and liquated the Masonic Lodges they used to bring the Communist 
revolution to Russia, once they had power. They where useful idiots who had played their role. They in 
France like in Russia where executed so they would not become a force of counter revolution once the 
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Jews had dropped the mask and revealed their real purpose. 
 
 
"The mighty finance dynasty of the Rothschild's was born out of the French "revolution". The 
Rothschild's are still in control behind the scenes today, especially within the European Union." 
 
This is why the Rothschild's are the bankers of the Catholic Church. The Church is run by the Jesuit's the 
same Jewish Cabbalistic order the Frankist's are another wing of, the Rothschild's are leaders of the 
Frankists and they are working together with the Jewish run Jesuits the leaders of the Church for the 
same Jewish world government.  
 
The Communist Ideology was created by the Jesuits and perfected by them. This was exported to France 
with the Jacobin Commune. Later the Jacobin's would change their name to the Communist League. 
Which was the same Jewish Cabbalistic movement marching into a new day. This is why the Jesuits 
created and organized "Liberation Theology" which is Christian Communism and spread this to aid in 
Communist revolution in Latin America. This was the system they already created and perfected 
centuries before they where bringing out to the public again. The current Jesuit Pope Francis when he 
was the Bishop in Argentina ordered Liberation Theology to be preached in all the Churches for 
assistance in the conquest of Latin America for his Jewish brethren's mission of the Jewish world 
government. Francis the Jesuit Pope was put into power to do one thing rebuild the image of Jewish 
Communism to the world and use Church political and monetary power to push towards the agenda of 
the World Jewish Government. 
 
"Since Jesuits educated Weishaupt , he was familiar with their experiences of creating totalitarian 
societies and his prototype was above all the totalitarian and theocratic rule, which the Jesuits enforced, 
in spite of the Spanish central power in Paraguay in 1609. This slave state existed officially for 159 years, 
up to 1768." 
 
"The Jesuits followed a kind of communist method, using cunning and violence. Guarani Indians of both 
sexes and all ages were put to forced labour for the mission. The Indians did not have any personal 
property. All the produce as gathered in communal storehouses. Whatever food and clothing the 
Indians needed as well as the general needs of the commune, were distributed from these . The Jesuits 
oversaw the work in a factory manner. The Jesuits enforced work duty .The supply of food and other 
necessities to the Indians depended on the results of production. The power structure was centralized 
and work was performed in groups. The commune even organized entertainment. When punishment 
was meted out the Indians were made to kiss the hand of their executioner, thank him and express their 
remorse.  
 
 
The commune leadership was comprised of Jesuit priests....The Jesuits aspired to create an independent 
state...An interesting fact is that primarily Central European Jesuits [of Jewish stock] were chosen as 
leaders of the Paraguay missions. 
 
Paraguay was an example of standardisation, the "right of co-determination", the factory mentality, 
communist methods, an iron curtain...politurks, servitude, violence, propaganda and militarism,. 
 
The Indians where turned into helpless, dependent creatures. Their chances for spiritual development 
were curbed. Special Jesuit priests [like politruks] indoctrinated the Indians not to express their 
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dissatisfaction. 
Information about the real conditions eventually reached the outside world despite all hypocrisy and 
double-dealing. In 1759, the Jesuits were ordered to release the Indians and abolish their isolation 
system.....King Carlos III of Spain expelled the Jesuits from all his provinces in 1767. The Jesuits in 
Paraguay shared the fate of their brothers. One year later, in 1768 they officially left their missions 
without resistance, missions which had, through their communist way of life, stifled the spiritual 
development of the Indians. Thereby the Jesuits had gathered experience of indoctrination the 
exceedingly freedom-loving Indian nations and of changing them into obedient slaves in their 
commune." 
 
 
The Catholic Church was never harmed in Communist Nations in fact it has the support of the 
Communist governments. The Catholic Church rules Communist China arm in arm with the Asian and 
western Jews who control Communist China. There are close to one hundred million Catholic's in China 
who are allowed total practice by the Communist government when Falun Gong a Gentile Taoist 
movement is brutality oppressed and its members murdered and imprisoned were many are killed in 
the prison system to sell their organs on the market. Spiritual knowledge and practices are the ultimate 
danger to the Jewish agenda which is why the Jewish Jesuits ran the Inquisition. Which is why Mao 
banned all spiritual practices and put Taoist Chi Gong masters in camps and any teaching or practicing of 
such was punished by death during the cultural revolution which was organized by western Jews. And 
why the Jewish run Christian program executed all Gentile spiritual classes and destroyed their 
teachings. The only religion Gentiles are allowed is a fake religion in which the Gentiles empower a 
Jewish occult working to enslave the world. 
 
 
The Catholic Church, Jesuits, Frankists, Illuminati, Communists are all external wings of the same Jewish 
race long march thought the ages and world to bring about the one aim of the Jewish race. The global 
Jewish Kingdom. And the Jewish Kabballah is the center, heart and key to the entire Jewish goal. Which 
is why the entire leadership of the Jewish world government movement have always been and still are 
adepts in the Jewish Kabballah. The entire Jewish occult system of the Kabballah is based on the 22 
Hebrew Letters the three levels of Kabballah the Creation by the Word, Merkava and Forbidden 
Practices [Forbidden meaning Gentile spiritual systems this branch deals with occult warfare against 
Gentiles its their black magic system and which they use for cursing] are all based on the 22 Hebrew 
letters. The only way to defeat the Jewish world government is the Final RTR which destroys the astral 
or Kether aspect of the letters and renders them Klipoth or empty husks in the material which causes 
their entire infrastructure to collapse. The Kabballah Jewish Adepts warn in their texts reversing the 
Hebrew letters and words which are all based on the 22 Hebrew letters is their one Achilles heel that 
can destroy them and this is to be guarded against. 
 
 
 
 
Sources 
Under the Sign of the Scorpion, Juri Lina 
The Coming Gnostic Civilization, Mark Pinkham 
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Exposing the Jewish Criminal Grigory Zinoviev 

-By Teloc Vovim 

 

 
 

“We must carry along with us 90 million out of the 100 million of Soviet Russia's population. 

As for the rest, we have nothing to say to them. They must be annihilated.” - Grigory 

Zinoviev 

 

 

Born Ovsei-Gershon Aronovich Radomyslsky Apfelbaum (September 23, 1883 – August 25, 

1936) also known as Apfelbaum, Radomyslovsky, Shatski, but better known as Grigory 

Yevseevich Zinoviev, or simply Grigory Zinoviev, was a communist Jew, terrorist and Red 

Holocaust perpetrator.  

 

The Red Holocaust is a term used for atrocities and crimes committed under communist 

regimes.  

 

Zinoviev was president of the Comintern from 1919-1926, a full member of the 6th, 10th, 

11th, 12th,13th, 14th Politburo, he was also one of the seven members of the first Politburo. 

Which was founded in 1917 in order to manage the Bolshevik Revolution; made up of 

Lenin(jew), Zinoviev(jew), Kamenev(jew), Trotsky(jew), Stalin(jew), Sokolnikov(jew) and 

Bubnov. Zinoviev may be best remembered as the architect of several failed attempts to 
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transform Germany into a communist country during the early 1920s. The communist jews 

really tried to take over Germany, but most attempts ended in complete failure. However 

towards the end of world war 2, the rape of Germany took place, resulting in countless 

deaths and gruesome atrocities.  

 

Zinoviev was a member of Bolshevik faction from the time of its creation in 1903 and the fall 

of the Russian Empire in February 1917. He was a leading Bolshevik and one of Vladimir 

Lenin's closest associates, working both within Russia and abroad with different 

circumstances. He was elected to the RSDLP's Central Committee in 1907 and sided with 

Lenin in 1908 when the Bolshevik faction split.  

 

After spending part of World War I in Switzerland and being caught out by the so-called 

February Revolution, he and other communist Jews like Karl Radek and Lenin were whisked 

into Russia on the "sealed train". He helped to organize the ‘Zimmerwald Left’ which called 

for the imperialist war to be turned into a civil war. Together with Lenin he wrote the 

pamphlet Socialism and the War (1915) and a collection of articles, Against the Current 

(1916). Zinoviev remained Lenin's constant aide and representative in various socialist 

organizations until 1917. 

 

Zinoviev, and Kamenev resigned from the Central Committee on November 4, 1917. The 

following day, Lenin wrote a proclamation calling Zinoviev and Kamenev "deserters." 

 

Zinoviev was responsible for Petrograd's defense during two periods of intense clashes with 

White forces in 1919. Trotsky, who was in overall charge of the Red Army during the Russian 

Civil War, thought little of Zinoviev's leadership, which aggravated their strained 

relationship. 

 

As president of the Comintern, Zinoviev urged on the KPD with left phrases, but only half-

heartedly supported Trotsky’s proposal for a definite plan of action. When the irresoluteness 

of the KPD leadership led to the failure of the plan, he sanctioned the cancelling of the 

insurrection at the decisive moment and made the KPD secretary, Brandler, the scapegoat 

for its failure. When Trotsky protested against this bureaucratic evasion of responsibility, 

Zinoviev used his influence within the foreign Communist Parties to have Trotsky denounced 

at the fifth Comintern Congress. Jews throwing other jews under the bus, because there is 

no loyalty within jewish ranks.  

 

Zinoviev was one of the most powerful figures in the Soviet leadership during Lenin's final 

illness in 1922–23 and immediately after his death in January 1924. He delivered the Central 

Committee's reports to the XIIth and XIIIth Party Congresses in 1923 and 1924 respectively, 

something that Lenin had previously done. As head of the Comintern, Zinoviev deserved 

most of the blame for the failures of the several Communist attempts at seizing power in 

Germany during the early 1920s, but he managed to shift it to Karl Radek(jew), the 

Comintern's representative in Germany at the time. Once again Zinoviev shifted the blame.. 

 

After differences between Trotsky, Zinoviev, and Stalin were settled about who would take 

the lead in a new revolution, they set out on a series of armed insurrections. On October 

23rd, communist combat groups of 200-300 attacked police stations, but failed to obtain 

their objectives. The hopes for a second October revolution failed to materialize. 
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They would then attempt an insurrection in the Republic of Estonia, the second attempt by 

communists on a small country. On November 18th a communist government was set up for 

Estonia in Petrograd and two divisions of the red army invaded.  

 

Soviet troops were stopped by an Estonian counterattack. On January 14, 1920 the day 

before their retreat, they killed 250 people in Tartu and more than 1,000 in the Rakvere 

district. The bolsheviks left a trail of blood and bodies wherever they went. 

 

When Wesenberg was liberated, 3 mass graves were discovered, containing 86 bodies. In 

Tartu hostages were shot, after their arms and legs were broken, and in some cases their 

eyes were cut out. January 14, the Bolsheviks had time to kill 20 people, victims had been 

clubbed to death with axes and rifle butts, the bodeis were extremely difficult to identify.  

 

1924 during secret negotiations in moscow with Zinoviev, the estonian communists 

prepared for an armed uprising. They created combat teams structured by companies and 

by autumn had organized more than 1,000 men. The Estonian communist party tried to 

seize power in Tallinn on December 1, 1924, this coup failed within a single day.  

 

Quote from Zinoviev - “Without mercy, without sparing, we will kill our enemies in scores of 

hundreds. Let them be thousands; let them drown themselves in their own blood. For the 

blood of Lenin(jew) and Uritzky(jew), Zinoviev(jew) and Vólodarsky(jew), let there be floods 

of the blood of the bourgeoisie--more blood! As much as possible!” 

 

The Conference, held in January 1924 just before Lenin's death, denounced Trotsky(jew) and 

Trotskyism. Some of Trotsky's supporters suffered demotion or reassignment in the wake of 

his defeat, and Zinoviev's power and influence seemed at its highest. However, as 

subsequent events showed, his real power base was limited to the Petrograd/Leningrad 

Party organization, while the rest of the Communist Party apparatus came increasingly 

under Stalin's control. Zinoviev and Kamenev helped Stalin(jew) retain his position as 

General Secretary of the Central Committee.  

 

Zinoviev was re-elected to the Politburo, but his ally Kamenev was demoted from a full 

member to a non-voting member and Sokolnikov(jew) was dropped altogether, while Stalin 

had more of his allies elected to the Politburo. Within weeks of the Congress, Stalin gained 

control of the Leningrad party organization and government from Zinoviev, and had him 

dismissed from all regional posts, leaving only the Comintern as a possible power base for 

Zinoviev. 

 

While Trotsky remained firm in his opposition to Stalin after his expulsion from the Party and 

subsequent exile, Zinoviev and Kamenev capitulated almost immediately and called on their 

supporters to follow suit, they never regained their Central Committee seats. Although it 

was said that Zinoviev and Kamenev were pretending to back both (Trotsky and Stalin), who 

knows because again jews know nothing of loyalty.  

 

Zinoviev and Kamenev remained politically inactive until October 1932, when they were 

expelled from the Communist Party for failure to inform on oppositionist party members 

during the Ryutin Affair. After again admitting their supposed mistakes, they were 
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readmitted to the Party in December 1933. 

The Ryutin Affair, was one of the last attempts to oppose the jewish leader Joseph Stalin 

within the All-Union Communist Party. 

 

For being in possession of a document emanating from the Right Opposition which bitterly 

attacked Stalin and collectivization, they were expelled from the party and exiled to Siberia. 

In 1933 they again recanted and prostrated themselves before Stalin; they were finally 

allowed to return to Moscow in May, broken men. They were forced to make self-

flagellating speeches at the XVIIth Party Congress in January 1934, when Stalin was parading 

his erstwhile political opponents, now defeated and outwardly contrite.  

 

They were tried in January 1935 and were forced to admit "moral complicity" in Kirov's 

assassination, which was a jewish plot that some jews used against other jews to gain 

power. Zinoviev was sentenced to 10 years in prison and his supporters to various prison 

terms. Stalin hoped to use Zinoviev as a means of striking against ‘Trotskyism’ and thereby 

consolidate the ranks of the bureaucracy.  

 

Finally in August 1936, after months of careful preparations and rehearsals in secret police 

prisons, Zinoviev, Kamenev (jew) and 14 others, mostly Old Bolsheviks, were brought from 

the jails to the first of the Moscow show trials. But this time, the charges included; forming a 

terrorist organization that supposedly killed Kirov and tried to kill Stalin and other leaders of 

the Soviet government. This Trial of the Sixteen (or the trial of the "Trotskyite-Zinovievite 

Terrorist Center") was the first Moscow Show Trial and set the stage for subsequent show 

trials where Old Bolsheviks confessed to increasingly elaborate and monstrous crimes, 

including espionage, poisoning, sabotage and so on (all things they actually did). Zinoviev 

and the other defendants were found guilty on August 24, 1936. 

 

Before the trial, Zinoviev and Kamenev had agreed to plead guilty to the charges on the 

condition that they not be executed, a condition that Stalin accepted, stating: "that goes 

without saying". Nonetheless, a few hours after their conviction, Stalin ordered their 

execution that night. Shortly after midnight, on the morning of August 25, Zinoviev and 

Kamenev were executed by shooting. 
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Exposing the jewish Criminal Lavrenty Beria 

-By Teloc Vovim  

Lavrentiy Pavlovich Beria was a jewish fiend and mass murderer born on March 29th, 1899. 

Beria was a Bolshevik politician, a state security administrator, chief of the Jewish NKVD 

between 1939-45 under Stalin (jew) during the great purges, and Deputy Premier from 

1946–53. His last name "Beria" is a derivative of the Jewish "Bar" no different from "Barry," 

Berry," they are all Jewish names. Beria was known to speak yiddish, and is noted for talking 

yiddish with Stalin’s children. Lavrentiy Beria was responsible for many imprisonments, 

deportations, mass killings, personally torturing people, and multiple accounts of rape and 

sexual assault.  

 

In 1922, Beria was deputy head of the Georgian branch of the Cheka's successor, the OGPU. 

The word "Cheka" is a Yiddish expression for animal slaughter. The Checka, OGPU, GPU, 

NKVD, KGB are all jewish security forces, whose soul purpose is to follow the wretched 

orders of the jews in charge. In the 1920s and early 1930s Beria quickly climbed his way up 

through the ranks of the Cheka and its successors: the GPU, the OGPU and later the NKVD. 

He ruthlessly blackmailed officials in order to gain political backing and promotions. He 

would often set up his superiors with married women and then exposed the affairs, ruining 

them and then taking their posts when they resigned in disgrace. He was seen as vicious in 

his means to gain power and climb the ranks, but it would also seem that wherever he went, 

people died or were reported missing.  

 

http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/jewi ... evism.html 

 

When Stalin's purge of the Communist Party and government began in 1934 after the 

assassination of Leningrad party boss Sergei Kirov ( December 1, 1934), Beria ran the purges 

in Transcaucasia, and used it as an opportunity to settle many old scores. Beria would 

murder as many old Bolsheviks as he could, thus eliminating as many of Stalin's old political 

rivals as possible and going so far as to order the mass executions of several thousand 

political prisoners he had already sent to detention camps. He supervised a purge of the 

secret service bureaucracy itself and administered the vast network of labour camps or 

Gulags set up throughout the country. Under Beria, over 500 NKVD agents and 30,000 Red 

Army officers were executed. In addition, the NKVD was responsible for the deaths of 

hundreds of thousands of ordinary Soviet citizens which were convicted of high treason by 

false, and absurd accusations. 

 

The Great Terror - https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/Joy ... ges/139529 

 

In June 1937 Beria said in a speech, "Let our enemies know that anyone who attempts to 

raise a hand against the will of our people (the jews), against the will of the party of Lenin 

(jew) and Stalin (jew), will be mercilessly crushed and destroyed ”…. And under Beria’s 

orders a massive terror ensued. Beria, himself greatly enjoyed beating, torturing, raping and 

killing many victims.  

 

In September, Beria was appointed head of the Main Administration of State Security 

(GUGB) of the NKVD, and in November he succeeded Yezhov (jew) as NKVD head (Yezhov 
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was executed in 1940). The NKVD was purged next, with half its personnel replaced by Beria 

loyalists. Beria was a “do what I say, or I’ll kill you and your family,” type of person...Excuse 

me, type of jew. 

 

In 1938 Joseph Stalin told Nikolai Yezhov that he needed some help in running the People's 

Commissariat for Internal Affairs (NKVD) and asked him to choose someone. Simon Sebag 

Montefiore commented: "Stalin may have wanted a Caucasian, perhaps convinced that the 

cut-throat traditions of the mountains - blood feuds, vendettas and secret murders - suited 

the position. Beria was a natural, the only First Secretary who personally tortured his 

victims. The blackjack - the zhgtrti - and the truncheon - the dubenka - were his favourite 

toys (there both baton like weapons). 

 

In March 1939, Beria became a candidate member of the Communist Party's Politburo 

(Many of the members were jewish). Although he did not become a full member until 1946, 

he was already one of the senior leaders of the Soviet state. Beria is noted for being very 

easy on and even benevolent towards the Jews. Even though some sources try and state 

that some of the Soviet Union and Stalin were anti semitic, this is not true. Stalin was jewish, 

and many of the Soviet Union leaders were jews and others under the control of jews.  

 

The Katyn massacre, also known as the Katyn Forest massacre took place in 1940, and was a 

series of mass executions of Polish nationals and military officers, but there were also 

intelligentsia, doctors, priests and others carried out by the Soviet secret jewish police 

NKVD. Based on Lavrenty Beria's proposal to execute all members of the Polish Officer 

Corps, dated 5 March 1940. With Stalin's approval, Beria's NKVD executed a total of over 

22,000 people, but the most commonly cited estimate was 21,768. Having retaken the Katyn 

area almost immediately after the Red Army had recaptured Smolensk, around September–

October 1943, NKVD forces began a cover-up operation. Witnesses were "interviewed", and 

threatened with arrest for collaborating with the Nazis if their testimonies disagreed with 

the official line. As none of the documents found on the dead had dates later than April 

1940, the Soviet secret police planted false evidence to place the apparent time of the 

massacre in the summer of 1941, when the German military had controlled the area. A 

preliminary report was issued by NKVD operatives Vsevolod Merkulov and Sergei Kruglov, 

dated 10–11 January 1944, concluding that the Polish officers were shot by German soldiers 

(jewish lie). 

 

Adolf Hitler man of peace -

http://www.exposingcommunism.com/GBLT%20THULE%20SOCIETY%201%2005%2015.pdf 

 

From October 1940 to February 1942, the NKVD under Beria carried out a new purge of the 

Red Army and related industries. In February 1941, Beria became Deputy Chairman of the 

Council of People's Commissars. (many of the commissars were jewish) 

 

In 1944, as the Germans were driven from Soviet soil, Beria was in charge of dealing with the 

various ethnic minorities accused of collaboration with the Nazis, including the Chechens, 

the Ingush, the Crimean Tatars and the Volga Germans. All these people were deported to 

Soviet Central Asia. Beria had also sent out an order to deport 132,000 people from 

Leningrad, the NKVD had only time to arrest and deport 11,000 soviet citizens of German 

origin before the German army units forced a suspension of the deportations. 
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A jewish empire of camps - https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/Joy ... ics/140538 

 

Beria was made Marshal of the USSR in 1945, although he never participated in any military 

operations. He was also a member of the Central Committee of the Communist Party and of 

the executive policy-making body, the Politburo, in March of 1946. 

 

Shortly after the atomic bombings of Japan by the US in 1945, Stalin ordered Beria, to have 

the A-bomb built within five years. A special department was set up at the NKVD, called 

“Department S” (also known as Bureau #2) to consolidate the research efforts and organize 

documents gathered about the U.S. A-bomb project through intelligence channels in a 

successful Soviet espionage campaign . His most important contribution was to provide the 

necessary workforce for this project, which was extremely labour-intensive. At least 330,000 

people, including 10,000 technicians, were involved. The Gulag system provided tens of 

thousands of people for work in uranium mines and for the construction and operation of 

uranium processing plants and test facilities. As a result, the bomb was ready within four 

years. 

The Nuclear nightmare - http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksu ... ntion.html 

 

Later in the memoirs of Nikita Khrushchev he recalled: "Beria and I started to see each other 

frequently at Stalin's. At first I liked him. We had friendly chats and even joked together 

quite a bit, but gradually his political complexion came clearly into focus. I was shocked by 

his sinister, two-faced, scheming hypocrisy. “ If Khrushchev’s description of Beria doesn’t say 

much, it was rumored that Beria was the only person Joseph Stalin was afraid of… 

 

Khrushchev also wrote that Beria had, immediately after Stalin's stroke, gone about 

"spewing hatred against [Stalin] and mocking him." When Stalin showed signs of 

consciousness, Beria dropped to his knees and kissed his hand. When Stalin fell unconscious 

again, Beria immediately stood and spat. After Stalin's death, Beria was appointed First 

Deputy Premier and reappointed head of the MVD, which he merged with the MGB.  

 

Beria wanted an alliance with Israel to advance the communist cause in the Middle East. 

Large amounts of Czech arms were sold to Israel on his direct orders. Beria (along with 

Mikoyan) also worked with Mao Zedong (funded by jews) in the Chinese Civil War. Greatly 

helping the communist success by letting the Communist Party of China use Soviet-occupied 

Manchuria as a staging area and arranging huge weapons shipments to the People's 

Liberation Army, mainly from the recently captured equipment of the Japanese Kwantung 

Army. 

 

http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/jewi ... -east.html 

 

On 26 June 1953, Beria was arrested and held in an undisclosed location near Moscow. 

Accounts of Beria's fall vary. Beria and all the other defendants were sentenced to death on 

December 23, 1953. At Beria's trial in 1953, it became known that he was the subject of a 

significant number of rape and sexual assaults. In 2003 his cases files in the Soviet archives 

were opened. They recorded Beria had committed dozens of sexual assaults during the years 

he was NKVD chief. Simon Sebag-Montefiore, a biographer of Stalin, concluded the 

information "reveals a sexual predator who used his power to indulge himself in obsessive 

depravity.” There were also many allegations that he had contracted syphilis.  
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These records contained the official testimony from Colonel R.S. Sarkisov and Colonel V. 

Nadaraia, two of Beria's most senior NKVD bodyguards. They stated that on warm nights 

during the war years, Beria was often driven slowly through the streets of Moscow in his 

armored Packard limousine. He would point out young women to be detained and escorted 

to his mansion where wine and a feast awaited them (while many others starved). After 

dining, Beria would take the women into his soundproofed office and rape them. Beria's 

bodyguards reported that their orders included handing each victim a flower bouquet as she 

left Beria's house. The implication being that to accept made it consensual; refusal would 

mean arrest. But there are reports of Beria calling the bouquet a funeral wreath, as a sick 

joke, because he in some cases not only would rape the women but kill them.  

Khrushchev in his published memoirs wrote: "We were given a list of more than 100 names 

of women. They were dragged to Beria by his people. And he had the same trick for them all: 

all who got to his house for the first time, Beria would invite for a dinner and would propose 

to drink for the health of Stalin. And in wine, he would mix in some sleeping pills. 

 

Some women would submit to Beria's sexual advances in exchange for the promise of 

freeing their relatives from the Gulag. In one case, Beria picked up Tatiana Okunevskaya - a 

well-known Soviet actress - under the pretence of bringing her to perform for the Politburo. 

Instead he took her to his dacha where he offered to free her father and grandmother from 

NKVD prison if she submitted. He then raped her telling her "scream or not, it doesn't 

matter." Yet Beria already knew her relatives had been executed months earlier. 

Okunevskaya was arrested shortly afterwards and sentenced to solitary confinement in the 

Gulag, from which she survived. 

 

Prior to and during the war, Beria directed Sarkisov to keep a running list of the names and 

phone numbers of his sexual encounters. Eventually he ordered Sarkisov to destroy the list 

because it was a security risk, but the colonel retained a secret handwritten copy. When 

Beria's fall from power began, Sarkisov passed the list to Viktor Abakumov, the former 

wartime head of SMERSH. He was now chief of the MGB - the successor to the NKVD - who 

was already aggressively building a case against Beria. Stalin, who was also seeking to 

undermine Beria, was thrilled by the detailed records kept by Sarkisov, demanding: "Send 

me everything this asshole writes down!"Sarkisov reported that Beria's sexual appetite had 

led to him contracting syphilis during the war for which he was secretly treated without the 

knowledge of Stalin or the Politburo (a fact Beria later admitted during his interrogation). 

Although the Russian government acknowledged Sarkisov's handwritten list of Beria's 

victims on January 17, 2003, the victims' names will not be released until 2028. Jews think 

that delaying the evidence will make people forget the crimes of this jewish beast. When the 

jews massacred Palestinians and stole their land, they’re quoted for saying “The old will die, 

and the young will forget.”  

 

Bodies have been discovered that are contemporary with Beria’s bestial rapes. Evidence 

suggests that Beria not only abducted and raped women but also murdered them. His villa in 

Moscow is now the Tunisian Embassy. In the mid 1990s, routine work in the grounds turned 

up the bone remains of several young girls buried in the gardens.According to Martin 

Sixsmith, in a BBC documentary, "Beria spent his nights having teenagers abducted from the 

streets and brought here for him to rape. Those who resisted were strangled and buried in 

his wife's rose garden. 
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"At night he would cruise the streets of Moscow seeking out teenage girls," Antonov-

Ovseyenko has said in an interview. "When he saw one who took his fancy he would have his 

guards deliver her to his house. Sometimes he would have his henchmen bring five, six or 

seven girls to him. He would make them strip, except for their shoes, and then force them 

into a circle on their hands and knees with their heads together. He would walk around in his 

dressing gown inspecting them. Then he would pull one out by her leg and haul her off to 

rape her. He called it “the flower game." 

 

Beria is known to have personally tortured and killed many victims in the purges, particularly 

women. The graves of many of these people were subsequently discovered in the garden 

and cellars of his Moscow residence, now the Tunisian Embassy. In 2001 human bones were 

found concealed behind the kitchen walls when the building was renovated. In the cellars 

the walls are in places scorched black where, it is said, Beria used a blowtorch to torture 

confessions out of his victims. 

 

Beria was found guilty of: (Although guilty of so much more) 

Treason. 

Terrorism. Beria's participation in the Purge of the Red Army in 1941 was classified as an act 

of terrorism. 

Counter-revolutionary activity during the Russian Civil War.  

 

When the death sentence was passed, Beria pleaded on his knees for mercy before 

collapsing to the floor and wailing and crying, but to no avail. The other six defendants were 

executed by firing squad on the same day the trial ended. Beria was executed separately. He 

was shot through the forehead by General Pavel Batitsky who had to stuff a rag into Beria's 

mouth to silence his bawling (his final moments bore great similarity to those of his own 

predecessor, NKVD Chief Nikolai Yezhov (jew), who begged for his life before his execution in 

1940). 

 

 

 

Information about Beria Deleted from wikipedia 

Like Stalin, Beria was a Mingrelian from Georgia. He was born into a Jewish family, in 

Merkheuli, near Sukhumi in the Abkhazian region of Georgia. He was educated at a technical 

school in Sukhumi, and is recorded as having joined the Bolshevik Party in March 1917 while 

an engineering student in Baku. (Some sources say that the Baku Party records are forgeries 

and that Beria actually joined the Party in 1919. It is also alleged that Beria joined and then 

deserted from the Red Army at this time, but this has not been established.) 

In 1999 the Russian historian Anton Antonov-Ovseyenko published Beria, the first fully 

researched biography of Beria. This book confirmed what had long been claimed by anti-

Soviet writers, and alluded to in Khrushchev's autobiography, but not generally believed: 

that in addition to his leading role in repression by the Soviet state, Beria was also a sadist 

and a sexual predator. 
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- [Reference: Commissar: The Life and Death of Lavrenty Pavlovich Beria by Thaddeus Wittlin 

© 1972]. 
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Exposing The Jewish God 2, YHVH And How Its Used 
 

 

 

 

The Jew himself is god in Judaism if one studies the true core and meaning of Judaism which is 

Kabala the Rabbi's state the Torah is just the exoteric Kabala and the covering of the Kabala 

and that Kabala is the true meaning of Judaism. In Judaism god is shown as the tree of life. This 

three is the male and female sides of the body the outer two pillar's and the middle pillar the 

spine. The male and female nadi's on the male and female sides of the body connect at the 

center. They are also the sun and moon channels the Ida and pingala and the sushumna the 

middle.  
 

The ten worlds, seven of them relate to the planet squares which are the chakra's. The other 

three planets relate to the pineal gland and the left and right hemisphere's of the brain and their 

energy centers. How to connect the chakra' systems in the head. 
 

The name YHVH the Jewish god. In Kabala its shown how this is used and what it means. Thus 

proving what this "god" really is: 
 

The Yah letter is Kether and Hokhma 
 

The Heh is Binah 

 

The Vav is Gevurah, Tiferet, Chesed, Netzsach, Hod, Yesod. 
 

The second Heh is Malkhut 
 

Note Vav is also given to Daath which is a world and is counted.  
 

What this means is the letters mentioned are simply vibrated into the associated energy centers 

in the head and spine in a pattern to activate them and connect them. They can also have extra 

and different vowels added to them as well as part of this.  

 

In Kabala the name Kether is also shown to be code within for Ain Sopf. The letter Ain in 

Hebrew means "eye" and is a stolen Hindu mantra of Aim the bija mantra for the "all seeing 

eye" this is because the crown connects to the pineal gland. Ain Sopf is the highest "god" of 

Kabala which is just called " a force" and nothing else. Ain Sopf is just a name of the crown 

chakra. 
 

The "god" of the Bible is nothing more then the individual Jew and the alien soul they possess. 

The name of "god" YHVH and the symbol of "god" the World Tree is just the map of the Jewish 

soul and how they empower it. Nothing else. YHVH is the name of the individual Jew. 
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Source 
The Universal Meaning Of The Kabbalah, Leo Schaya 

 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
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Introduction 

 

 
The so-called ―religion‖ of Islam is a LIE and a HOAX. It is designed to do nothing but 

enslave those deceived into following it. Like christianity, everything in Islam and its qur‘an 

has been STOLEN from Ancient Pagan Religions that predated it by thousands of years and 

the following articles offer proof of this fact. 

 

Islam‘s purpose is and always has been  to remove the True and Original Religion of the 

Gentile Peoples, which is Ancient Paganism, and replace it with lies. The Spiritual and 

Occult Knowledge of the Original Gods was removed and put into the hands of a select few 

who use it to control, manipulate and enslave.  Like the ―bible‖ of christianity, the qur‘an of 

islam is infused with Occult Energy to keep the lie going and to literally keep the people 

deluded under a powerful spell. Studying the Occult and True Spirituality extensively opens 

ones eyes to the deception and it becomes glaringly obvious. Much of the qur‘an and the 

program of islam as a whole is based on STOLEN Alchemical Allegories and Eastern 

Systems of Magick which have been severely corrupted, twisted and degenerated before 

being turned against the Gentile People to whom they originally belonged. In islam, the 

Energy is directed OUT of the person and INTO the program. The Original Pagan Eastern 

Workings directed the Energy INTO the person, Empowering the Mind, Body and Soul and 

bringing Physical and Spiritual Liberation. Islam does the exact opposite, sapping the Energy 

from its victims and turning them into Physical and Spiritual SLAVES. Islam is NOT a 

religion. It is a program of submission, enslavement and death. It destroys the Soul as well 

and the Body and the Mind. The Eastern counterpart of christianity. 

 

―Contrary to what most people have been indoctrinated with, Judaism, Christianity and Islam 

are relatively new religions. Humanity goes back tens of thousands of years. These three have 

worked relentlessly to keep us from spiritual/occult knowledge and using this power, of 

which all of us have.‖- High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

Not many muslims are aware of the fact that thousands upon thousands of innocent people 

were tortured and murdered, thousands of Sacred Pagan Religious Texts and Temples were 

destroyed and desecrated, what ever remained was stolen and removed from the general 

populace to be used, and much worse during what was known as the ―islamic inquisition‖ in 

order to spread this vile disease across the face of the Earth. Its foundations were built upon 

the blood and tears of Innocent People, the Ancestors of the Arabs who embrace this filth 

today. Humanity has suffered untold amounts at the hands of this program of death, and will 

continue to do so until it is destroyed. Those deluded by its lies need to WAKE UP. 

 

The thousands of people devoting their time and ―worship‖, their ENERGY, to this lie are 

adding to the literal vortex of Energy that is keeping humanity deluded and keeping this 

program alive. They are worshipping their own damnation and walking willingly towards 

their own destruction. The lie of Islam must be brought to and end! 

 

The related link for this information is see_the_truth.webs.com 

 

High Priestess Zildar Raasi 
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Iblis and the Djinn: The Original Gods! 
 

 

There is a lot of reference made in the qur‘an to Iblis and the Djinn, Iblis being the Arabic 

name for Satan and Djinn being the Arabic term for Demons. 

 

The Djinn, according to the qur‘an, are powerful beings who possess free will, unlike 

―angels‖ who are said to have no free will what so ever, but remain simply in the service of 

―Allah‖. This tells us a lot about islam, and what it teaches its followers to look and live up 

to.  Power and independence are frowned upon, where as total lack of thought, total 

dependence and mindless slavery are put forwards as positive attributes. This, again, takes us 

back to islam being a doctrine of submission and slavery. 

 

It is interesting to note that the qur‘an states that the Djinn and Humans are the only beings 

who possess free will, linking the Djinn and Humans together and emphasizing the foreign 

qualities of the so-called ―god‖ Allah and his mindless angelic robots. Islam works 

continuously to eradicate the free will of its followers, separating them from the Djinn, who 

are in fact the original Gods, the Gods that were worshipped by the Pagans of the Middle East 

before the invasion of islam. Islam does everything in its power to separate the people from 

their True and original Gods. 

 

Iblis and the Djinn are portrayed in the qur‘an in the same way that Satan and the Demons are 

portrayed in the christian bible. There is the same myth of Iblis ―rebelling‖ and being ―cast 

out‖. This is yet another link between islam and christianity, and again, it serves exactly the 

same purpose in islam as it does in christianity. The islamic ―god‖ Allah is False. It is the 

same as the christian god, as the jewish god, nothing more than a Thought form and a 

collective term for the enemy. For those who are unaware of this, visit the site 

see_the_truth.webs.com. This is exactly the same in islam, the only difference is in the name 

they use to refer to this thought form. 

 

The truth is that Iblis is the True and Original God. The purpose of islam is and always has 

been to suppress the original Pagan religion of the Gentile people and keep the Gentiles as far 

away as possible from their True Gods, by falsely labelling them as ―evil‖ and fooling the 

Gentile people into fearing and blaspheming them. Stories such as the one above about 

rebellion only serve the purpose of making it appear as though the one known as Iblis is 

under the power of ―Allah‖. Nothing could be further from the truth. 

 

The only time Iblis rebelled was when he rebelled against the enemy who wished for 

Humanity, his creation, to be destroyed. He wanted for humanity to have power and 

knowledge, and for this he was rejected and cursed by the enemy who rather wished for 

humanity to be destroyed once we had served our purpose. 

 

Iblis is NOT ―the evil one‖! It is Allah who is the true evil one, and the one who brings death 

and darkness to the world. Allah is the bringer of ignorance and enslavement, as can be seen 

by the program of islam itself, and Allah is the one who wishes for the destruction of 

humanity while it is Iblis who wishes for Humanity to be liberated and Empowered. 

Humanity has been outwardly LIED TO and our True and Original God has been 

horrendously blasphemed! 
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Stories of the Djinn being under the control of ―Allah‖ are nothing more than lies designed to 

make it appear as though Allah has power. The Djinn were never creations of Allah, this is 

nothing more than a blasphemy. As I said before, they were the original Pagan Gods, 

thousands upon thousands of years before the arrival of islam, program of slavery. 

Here is a quote from the qur‘an that proves the Djinn are the original Gods, worshipped by 

the peoples of Pagan Arabia: ―One day he will gather them all together: then shall he say to 

the angels, Did these worship you? They shall say, Glory be to thee! Thou art our master, not 

these! But they worshipped the Djinn: It was in them that most of them believed.‖ The 

―these‖ that are being referred to here are the Pagans. 

 

The name ―Allah‖ itself was in fact STOLEN from Paganism. It was taken from the Pagan 

Arabian title of supreme God, Al-Ilah. This title was often used among the Pagan Tribes of 

Arabia to distinguish their principle God from the other Gods which they worshipped. It is 

obvious that islam stole this, like it stole everything else that it has, from Ancient Paganism. 

 

There are three other important Pagan Gods that are mentioned in the qur‘an and who have 

come to be labelled as Djinn. One of them is Al-Uzza, the Arabian Goddess of Venus as well 

as War and Fertility. Her sacred animal was the Lion or a large Cat. Her statue was one of 

those found in the Ka‘aba, originally an important Pagan Temple, and was destroyed by 

muslim invaders. Another is Al-Lat, who is also a Goddess of Fertility and a Goddess of 

Spring time. Her symbol was a crescent Moon, also stolen by islam. The other is Al-Manat, 

Goddess of fate, destruction and death. 

 

These three Goddesses were lifted by islam into the qur‘an and some believed them to be 

daughters of Allah, however, this is only the result of the fact that this was lifted, i.e. stolen, 

directly from the Pagan doctrines. In pre-islamic Arabia, these Goddesses were the daughters 

of one of the principle Pagan Gods identified with the title Al-Ilah who some believe to be 

the God Sin. The fictitious muslim entity never even came into the picture. They are made to 

appear ―evil‖ in the qur‘an, convincing people to reject and blaspheme them. Because these 

three Goddesses were exceptionally important in Pagan Arabia, they had to be acknowledged 

by islam in an attempt to remove them entirely. The people would not have given up worship 

of these Goddesses if it was not enforced upon them. The program of islam worked to falsely 

make them appear evil, thus frightening People away from them as a way of removing them. 

They were never under the power of Allah, and were worshipped and revered throughout 

Pagan Arabia. 

 

The Djinn are also the 72 Goetic Demons! Al-Uzza can be identified with Astaroth. The 

qur‘an dedicates an entire Surah to the Djinn, but it is the number of this Surah that is so 

interesting. Surah 72 is called ―Al-Djinn‖. The number 72 is always associated with the 

Djinn/Demons. 7+2=9. Nine is the number of the major Chakras which make up the Equal 

Armed Cross of the Soul, and therefore can be seen as a number of great power. 9 has always 

been an exceptionally important Pagan/Satanic number. This is out right admitting that it is 

the Djinn who hold true power and true knowledge, and it is through the Djinn that humanity 

can work towards perfection and become as Gods. 

 

Whereas this surah is nothing but a blasphemy and only attempts to make it appear as though 

the Djinn are controlled by the fictitious Allah, which is a lie!, It is none the less eye opening 

considering the fact the Djinn are associated with the number 72.  
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This lie of the Djinn being under the power of Allah also is relating to the fact that the 

Djinn/Demons, our Original Gods, were bound by the jewish ―sorcerers‖ and their programs 

of lies, islam being one of them. They have, however, been unbound! 

 

The qur‘an shares the story of Solomon/Sulayman where it states the Djinn were under the 

power of this fictitious jewish mage. This is also where the stories of the ―Genies‖ who were 

contained in magic lamps comes from. It was promoted by jews that these Genies/Djinn 

could be ―commanded‖ to grant the one who called them up any wish, and this led to much 

ritual abuse on the part of ignorant people. This is an extreme blasphemy to Our Gods and a 

slap in the face to our Gentile People, as well as it is a blatant Spiritual corruption. The Joy of 

Satan has already explained this, www.freewebs.com/666moon/index.htm see the True 

Meaning of 666. The islamic traditions also claimed that the Djinn would be ―bound‖ forever, 

yet this has proven incorrect, as they are now totally free. Yet another of their so-called 

―prophecies‖ falling flat. 

 

Another interesting thing is that the qur‘an states that the Djinn are of the Element of Fire. 

Fire is the powerful element of the will, of desire, passion, creation and strength. Even in the 

qur‘an which is a lie, one can see that it is the Djinn who are the True, powerful Gods. 

Iblis/Satan and the Djinn/Demons are the Original Gods, Iblis being the True Creator God of 

humanity! He was also known as Enki in Ancient Sumeria, Ptah in Ancient Egypt, Ea in 

Babylon, MelekTaus to the Yezidi‘s and many more. The Gentile People have been fooled 

into blaspheming Him and this is extremely sad. People need to wake up and see the Truth! 

―THERE IS NO GOD BUT MYSELF KNOWING THIS, WHO DARES WORSHIP THE 

FALSE GODS OF THE KORAN AND BIBLE?‖ –Iblis/Satan from the Qu‘Ret Al-Yezid. 

Islam works in every way it can to suppress this and keep people ignorant and powerless. The 

so-called ―Allah‖ is a fictitious LIE. 

 

Much more information can be found on the Joy of Satan website, by High Priestess Maxine 

Dietrich. www.joyofsatan.org 

 

Hail Iblis/Satan, the Original and True God!! 
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The Truth About Demons 
 

 

Recently, myself and three other High Priests and a High Priestess performed energy work 

with the Demons. They are NOT monsters. Many are well known and popular EGYPTIAN 

GODS. For centuries, they have been spiritually abused using enemy god names, nine foot 

circles and a plethora of blasphemies and insults. This is the reason many appeared as 

monsters. The Demons are all of the Pre- Christian Gods; the ORIGINAL GODS. 

 

THE DEMONS ARE NOT EVIL! Because of the perversions of good and evil by the 

mainstream religions and society in general, many people are confused. Read my sermon on 

―freethought‖: www.joyofsatan,org/FREETHOUGHT.html 

There is no reason one should fear Satan‘s Demons. When treated with respect and 

approached with honest intentions, they are truly wonderful. 

 

Their greater purpose is to teach humanity. As for purposes of revenge and the punishment of 

enemies, this is a part of learning, as justice is essential. Turning the other cheek creates true 

lawlessness, chaos and the eventual collapse of civilized society. Revenge and justice are 

necessary, for without correction; offenders only continue in their abusive behavior and 

freely abuse others. 

 

When we make friends with the Demons, they often visit revenge upon those whose intention 

is to wrong us, and they also watch our backs. I have seen my enemies and the enemies of my 

loved ones punished before I even had to ask. 

 

Many of the Demons specialize in the teaching of ethics. This right here attests to the reality 

that Demons are not evil. Responsibility to the responsible. Honor and truth are VERY 

important to Satan. Satan looks with hatred upon those who are cowards and are too weak to 

take responsibility for their actions. Satan represents the strong and the just. 

 

The Demons are the Nephilim, (the Original Gods) the ancient extra-terrestrials who came to 

Earth to mine for gold thousands of years ago. They are very intellectually, physically and 

spiritually advanced. Many took human wives/husbands and were cursed for this by other 

Gods who opposed anything that would educate or elevate human beings above that of an 

animal. Human beings were intended to be slaves and when the mining project was finished, 

they were to be destroyed. The Demons befriended humans and wished for us to become as 

the Gods, just as Father Satan attempted to bring humans godly knowledge and power. For 

this, they were cursed and punished. 

 

The Demons are very human friendly. I have had the privilege of having them work with me 

and teach me. I have established true friendships with several Demons who have helped me 

in so many ways. I have learned so much from my Demon teachers. Given the destruction of 

ancient libraries and centers of learning by Xians, so much knowledge has been lost forever. 

Sometimes Demons can be strict in encouraging us to better ourselves, but this is for our own 

well being and development. Satan states in the Al Jilwah: ―I lead to the straight path without 

a revealed book.‖ 

 

The popular grimoires and occult books available in the mainstream bookstores are a major 

source of trouble. The grimoires were written by rabbis and Xians. The Demons are NOT 

―empty shells‖ as kabbalists claim.  
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They are not the ―qlippoth.‖ The Demons I have worked with have very powerful, positive 

energy and are very much alive. Since we performed energy work on them, they have 

drastically increased their power. Many of them now have very bright auras. 

 

Concerning vampirism and the ―qlippoth,‖ the Xian ―God‖ exemplifies both, as most Xians 

are spiritually depleted. Look at the Catholic Pope- he is an empty shell. The doctrines of the 

right hand path religions advocating asceticism, self-denial and other anti-life practices 

harmful to human beings are representative of ―qlippoth.‖ The teachings concerning the 

qlippoth are another way the enemy denigrates and slanders our Gods. 

 

There is a lower order of Demons. They have fiery red eyes and the rubbery wings. They 

serve purposes such as protection, or chasing off enemy spirits and are assistants to higher 

ranking Demons. 

 

When we summon the Demons, they sometimes manifest themselves through astral 

projection. Normally, they communicate with us telepathically.  
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Islam: Doctrine of Submission and Slavery 
 

 

The so-called religion of islam supports the concept of submission and slavery from 

beginning to end. Like christianity and related, it too preaches weakness, ignorance and 

poverty to be traits of a ―virtuous  follower‖. In turn, shunning and maligning traits such as 

strength, leadership ability and the drive to be successful, productive beings that is 

NATURAL  and HEALTHY to us as Gentiles. The following is one of many quotes, taken 

from the qur‘anic story of Nuh, that illustrates this perfectly: ―Nuh‘s people were divided into 

two groups after his warning. His words touched the hearts of the weak, the poor, and the 

miserable and soothed their wounds with its mercy. As for the rich, the strong, the mighty 

and the rulers, they looked upon the warning with cold distrust.‖ 

 

Apparently, only those who were weak and poverty stricken were worthy of ―gods‖ words. 

This is a subliminal message and instruction to favor the weak traits over the strong, 

something islam preaches throughout. It is blatantly obvious what the purpose of teachings 

such as these are and the affect that they have, and that is to weaken and enslave the minds of 

all who are deluded into believing them. These teachings are suicidal and in direct conflict 

with civilization. If every person in the world were to believe that weakness, poverty and 

slavery were virtues to be sought after, we would have no leaders, no great thinkers and 

teachers, no explorers  discovering new lands, no genius  making great advances in 

technology and science, no inspiration and no civilization. Civilization was created by those 

who had the drive to create beauty and order and at the same time maintain  Liberation of the 

People. The Islamic teachings contradict this at every step and glorify the exact opposite. 

 

The very word islam translates as ―submission‖, or in its longer version, ―total submission to 

god‖, which is the foundation of what this program demands. Here is a quote from an islamic 

website, ―islam city‖ that illustrates this nicely: ―By uttering ―the Shahadah‖, they confirm 

their faith in the Oneness of God and declare their total submission to His Commandments, as 

revealed to His last Prophet, Muhammad‖. 

 

It is no secret that this is what islam is all about. What people need to realize is the truth 

about WHY this is what islam is all about, and why this program demands it. The reason is to 

enslave humanity, Spiritually and Physically. The entire program of islam is a LIE through 

and through. It must be remembered here as well that the ―god‖ that islam and its qur‘an 

speak of is not the divine, omnipresent being floating above the clouds that those deluded into 

its lies believe, but a PROGRAM designed to control and enslave humanity. The islamic god, 

who is the same as the christian god, DOES NOT EXIST. There is a ton of proof for this. The 

site see_the_truth.webs.com by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich explains this fully. 

 

The word submission usually has a very negative connotation in anyone‘s mind, and it should 

be no different when it comes to islam. To submit to something means to give yourself over 

to it entirely and give it full control over your mind, your body and your life. You cannot 

submit to someone or something and still be an independent individual. You replace your 

own individual personality, life and will with the will of that to which you are submitting. 

 

This would immediately cause alarm bells to ring in the mind of any sane and logically 

thinking person. However, unfortunately, islam has deluded and corrupted the minds of 

thousands of people. Forcing and deluding people into submitting is making slaves out of 

them both Spiritually and Physically. True Spirituality is about Liberation.  
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There is *nothing* Spiritual about islam, it is a program, and the very name itself, 

―submission‖, is undeniable proof of this fact. Isn‘t submission the direct opposite of being a 

Liberated and Independent Individual? 

 

Islam is working to dis empower the individual , placing the power instead which is the 

individuals birth right as was given to the Gentile People by the TRUE Creator God 

Satan/Enki/Iblis, into the hands of this so-called ―god‖ of the quran. Being mislead into the 

belief that this is what is right and healthy for them, the people give themselves up willingly 

and unknowingly feed this ―god‖/program with power that is keeping it going, in turn, 

keeping the people enslaved. It is a vicious circle that has to be brought to an end. 

 

The power that this program gathers is then used to control, manipulate and enslave the 

minds of the people who have now been severely weakened, exactly as it is used in 

christianity. Eventually, a mass slave state is created through which this god/program can 

work. 

 

Look at the criteria for a perfect slave: They do not question, do not think for themselves, do 

not think twice about submitting to their masters will and demands. This is exactly what 

islam needs of its followers and what it works to create within them. This is necessary for its 

purpose of enslavement and eventual destruction, and this is the reason why it is a program of 

total submission. 

 

Humanities True and Original Religion, the Religion that is Natural to us as Gentile People, 

is Ancient Paganism. Looking back to the teachings of Ancient Paganism shows us a lot 

about islam and its true purpose. The way of life taught by the Original and True Gods of 

Humanity is the exact opposite to the oppressive way of life taught by islam‘s false god. Our 

Ancient Pagan Ancestors did not view the Gods as controlling masters who bound them to 

strict rules and regulations, removing their individual choice and freedom. In fact, it was the 

exact opposite. The Original Gods taught and teach self Liberation, the Empowerment of the 

Mind and Soul and working towards reaching your full potential as a Gentile. This was the 

reason for their worship. Worship was a means of giving thanks and praise to the Great 

Creators and Teachers of Humanity. As well as this, ―worship‖ was also a code word for 

certain Meditations and Spiritual Workings.  It was not seen as an obligation and was in no 

way slavish as it is in islam. The following quote illustrates the slavish and ―demanding‖ 

nature of islamic worship: 

 

―The five-time prayers become obligatory from the moment a person embraces Islam.‖- taken 

from the previously mentioned site. 

 

The people do not worship out of their own free will, or any feelings of love for their god, but 

because they feel that they have to. They have the fear of eternal damnation within them if 

they do not, and the bribery of paradise if they do, both of which were NOT present in our 

Original Religion of Ancient Paganism. 

 

Any so-called ―religion‖ that needs to rely on the crutches of fear and bribery is false through 

and through. The muslim people are forced to bow down and worship no less than five times 

a day. This they do to a supposed god that does nothing other than dehumanize them, 

stripping them of their individual rights , individual lives, individual power and independence 

which are, or should be, natural birth rights. 
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The islamic ―prayer‖ is known in Arabic as ―Salaat‖ and is a long and drawn out process that 

is preceded by ritualistic bathing and ―cleansing‖. Each is performed at a specific time of day. 

The first begins between dawn and sunrise, the second after midday, the third at mid 

afternoon, the fourth at sunset and the fifth an hour after sunset. The times are mapped out 

specifically according to the movements of the Sun. What muslims are unaware of is that this 

is blatantly STOLEN from Yoga and Meditation Practices, which have their origin in the Far 

East and which predate it by thousands of years. 

 

Yoga and Meditation workings follow the positions of the Sun and other Planetary Bodies, as 

there are those times of the day where Energy Work will be most powerful and effective due 

to the positioning of the planetary bodies. These have a profound affect on our workings, as is 

described in Astrology. A good example is the Yoga Sun Salutation which is usually 

performed at sunrise, midday and sunset. It is from these Spiritual Teachings and Concepts 

that islam STOLE its timings and repetitions of the ―prayers‖. 

The ―prayer positions‖ which islam instructs are also blatantly STOLEN and ripped off from 

Ancient Yoga Practices: (Note the similarities between the islamic ―prayer‖ positions and the 

Yoga Asanas) 

 

Islamic ―prayer positions‖: 

 
Matches with Vajrasana  Matches with Balasana 

 

Yoga Asanas: 

 
Vajrasana   Balasana 

  

It is blatantly obvious how these were stolen and corrupted. The qur‘an also instructs a 

combination of ―standing, sitting and prostrating‖ positions which is yet another stolen 

aspect. Yoga teaches that for a truly Powerful session, your body should be exposed to a 

combination of standing, sitting and lying positions in order to direct Energy differently 

through your body and Soul. 
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As well as this, the islamic ―ritualistic cleansings‖ are also rip offs of Ancient Pagan Practice 

of cleansing and purifying the Soul before workings were performed. The true meaning of 

cleansing and purifying is the cleansing and purifying of the Soul from the dross and ―dirt‖ 

that attaches to it over time. It is important to begin Meditations with Cleansing the Aura and 

Chakras to get rid of this ―dirt‖ or negative Energy. Islam removes the Spiritual side of this 

totally and replaces it with something completely material, ridding it of any true purpose, 

meaning and benefit. Any negative energies in the persons Aura/Chakras and Soul are left to 

accumulate and again they become weaker and weaker. This has resulted in the Spiritual 

degeneration of humanity as a whole as well as in disease, ignorance and poverty. But then, 

these are the things that islam glorifies. 

 

The islamic ―prayer mats‖ are also stolen from Yoga Mats. Whereas today Yoga Mats are 

mainly used for comfort, to the Ancients they were more than that and were considered 

sacred. They were often made from animal skin, such as that of a Tiger for symbolism and 

decorated with various sacred, Alchemical Symbols. Islam blatantly took this concept from 

the Ancient Yoga practices, using it to gain power for itself. 

 

These practices were all originally meant to Empower the Individual, handed down to 

humanity by the Original Gods. However, in the instance of islamic worship, the power and 

energy raised is reversed. It does not go to the benefit of the people performing as it would 

with Yoga or Meditation, but to the ―god‖ to whom they are slavishly bowing and blindly 

submitting. Again, this way, the people become weaker and fall deeper and deeper into the 

slave state and mentality while this god/program becomes stronger. The program literally 

feeds off of the Energy of the worshipers, sapping it through the Link which they have put in 

place on the Souls of the deluded followers.  

 

No true God that can lay claim to any true power demands and needs the worship of Humans. 

This in itself is proof of the fact that the islamic ―god‖ is not a god but a program. It does 

*need* the worship of thousands of people, as this is the energy that feeds it. It depends on 

this energy in order to survive. Essentially, it is parasitic. It is obvious this is no god. 

 

The people are fooled into believing that worshiping this thing is going to get them a ticket to 

―paradise‖. This bribery totally eliminates any possibility of free will. A person bribed into 

doing something is not doing it because they want to, they are doing it because they believe 

they will get something from it. If they had no incentive, no reward, they would not give it 

the time of day. Once again, this proves islam is not a religion, but a program. 

 

The fact of the matter is that islam always has been and always will be nothing more than a 

program of submission and slavery, designed to prepare the followers for enslavement and 

eventual destruction. It works to create a state of sheep-like followers where questioning 

,thinking for ones self and maintaining and individual personality outside of the program they 

submit to is literally non-existent. 

It is a system of the disempowerment of the People, and empowerment of the program. What 

they are fooled into worshiping is in fact their own damnation. It is a sick and twisted enemy 

doctrine that contradicts everything that is natural to us as Gentiles in every way and must be 

brought to an end! It has enslaved thousands of people, and this slave state must be broken. 
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Islamic Symbols STOLEN from Ancient Paganism 
 

 

Everything in islam and its qur‘an was stolen from Ancient Pagan Religions that predated it 

by thousands of years. The symbols are no exception and are nothing other than twisted 

corruptions of their much earlier and original Pagan versions. 

 

Symbols have an extremely profound effect on the human Mind and Soul and can make deep 

connections with and leave powerful imprints upon the Subconscious. This is the reason the 

enemy programs of xianity, islam and related lifted these Symbols from the original Pagan 

Religions they attempted to destroy. Because of the thousands of years that these Sacred 

Alchemical Symbols were recognized and utilized by our Gentile Pagan Ancestors, they 

remained imprinted deep within the Soul and the Racial Memory. When the enemy stole 

these and corrupted them, attaching them to the false programs, they continued to ―connect‖ 

with the Subconscious and Souls of our Gentile People, with our Racial Memory, thus 

making it easier for the enemy to deceive and lure people in. Like everything else, these have 

been hideously corrupted and turned against us. 

 

It is important that people wake up to the truth. The vile lie that is islam and the strangle hold 

it has over thousands of our Gentile People must be destroyed! 

 

The following are the symbols which were STOLEN from Ancient Paganism: 

  

The Crescent Moon and Star  
The stolen islamic versions: 

 
Primary symbol of Islam                                   Islamic Mosque 

 

 

The Original Pagan Versions 

 
Ancient Sumerian Crescent    Ancient Assyrian Crescent of Baal  

And star 
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Ancient Hittite Crescent   Ancient Pagan Byzantium coin 

Moon/Sun 

 

 

 
Ancient Babylonian Depiction 

 

 

It is obvious that this symbol did NOT originate with islam. The Symbol of the Crescent 

Moon and Star is extremely Ancient and was present in every Ancient Pagan Culture of the 

world. It is a very powerful and important Alchemical Symbol, relating to the Third Eye and 

Sixth Chakra as well as to the Feminine Aspect of the Soul. 

 

Islam stole this and used it as its primary symbol. Along with this symbol, islam also stole the 

Ancient Pagan Lunar Calendar of the area. This works directly with the feminine Alchemical 

Energies which are manipulated to keep the ignorant followers enslaved. 

 

Rub el Hizb (8 Pointed Star) 
 

The stolen islamic versions: 

 
Islamic architecture         Flag of Azerbaijan 
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The Original Ancient Pagan Versions: 

 

 
Ancient Sumerian Star ofAncient   Babylonian Star of the Goddess Inanna 

Goddess Ishtar 

 

 

 
Hindu Mandala depicting   Ancient Greek Coin depicting the 8 pointed Star 

the 8 pointed Star  

of Goddess Lakshmi 

 

 

 
Ancient Aztec Caldendar-note the 8 rays 

 

The 8 pointed star is a Pagan Symbol that was associated with 

great power throughout the Ancient World. It was the symbol 

of the Goddess Inannna/Astaroth and also the symbol of 

Venus. It represents the Heart Chakra, the powerhouse of the 

Soul, in its empowered state when it radiates eight rays, 

connecting all 13 Major Chakras of the Soul.  
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Judaism, Christianity and Islam: the False Trinity 

Fighting amongst these programs is all a facade 
 

 

Much animosity, fighting and tension between muslims, christians and jews is played out 

before the eyes of the world. They are constantly at each other‘s throats and in contradiction 

with each other, or so it would seem. 

 

However, the truth behind the scenes tells us a very different story. The fact of the matter is 

that islam, christianity and judaism are anything but enemies and in fact all stem from the 

same source and are all working towards the same goal. Once their few and shallow surface 

differences have been removed, it can be easily seen that they are simply three different faces 

for the same thing. 

 

There is a lot of evidence that can be found to support this if only one does the necessary 

research. High Priestess Maxine Dietrich has already written on the subject of the enemy 

playing both sides against the middle with regards to judaism and christianity on 

see_the_truth.webs.com , so I am going to be focusing on the relationship between judaism 

and islam. 

 

Islam, like christianity, is yet another program of the jews, designed to enslave the Gentiles 

and remove Spiritual Knowledge and Power from the hands of the Gentiles and place it in the 

hands of the jews, or the ―chosen few‖. The same thing happened wherever islam invaded as 

it did wherever christianity invaded. All Spiritual Knowledge was removed from the 

populace and destroyed, and what was left remained in the hands of the destroyers. 

Following, great threats such as ―eternal damnation‖ were placed upon the use of Spiritual 

Knowledge, the same as was done with christianity. Islam too stole everything it has from 

Ancient Paganism after it had attempted to destroy it, but I will address this in another article 

entirely. 

 

Islams connection to and reverence of the jews can be seen in the fact that all of the same 

jewish (fictitious) characters that appear in judaism and christianity also appear throughout 

Islam and its Qur‘an, revered as ―prophets‖ and founders of this so-called religion. 

 

Here is but a small list of the fictitious jewish ―prophets‖ mentioned and revered in the 

Qur‘an: 

- Abraham, called Ibrahim in Arabic 

-Moses, called Musa in Arabic 

- Noah, called Nuh in Arabic 

-Jacob, called Yakub in Arabic 

- and of course, that filthy ―Jesus‖ called Isa in Arabic. 

Here is a list of other fictitious jewish characters mentioned: 

- Adam and Eve, called Adam and Hawa in Arabic 

- Cain and Abel, called Habil and Qabil in Arabic 

- Solomon, called Sulayman in Arabic 

- Lot, called Lut in Arabic 

- Joseph, called Yusef in Arabic 

- Mary, called Mirriam in Arabic 
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In addition to this, islam has also been called and is professed to be by the Qur‘an itself, the 

―restoration‖ of the original Abrahamic/jewish religion. The following is taken from 

Wikipedia, the free encyclopaedia: ―The historical interaction of Judaism and Islam started in 

the 7th century AD with the origin and spread of Islam in the Arabian Peninsula . Because 

Islam has its foundation in Judaism and share a common origin in the Middle East through 

Abraham, both are considered Abrahamic Religions. There are many shared aspects between 

Judaism and Islam: Islam is similar to Judaism in its fundamental religious outlook, structure, 

jurisprudence and practice. Because of this, as well as through the influence of Muslim 

culture and philosophy on practitioners of Judaism within the Islamic world , there has been 

considerable and continued physical, theological, and political overlap between the two faiths 

in the subsequent 1,400 years.‖ 

 

This proves beyond a shadow of a doubt that islam is connected to and is a program of the 

jews. Here is a quote from the Qur‘an that proves this even further: 

 

―O children of Israel! Remember those blessings of mine with which I graced you, and how I 

favoured you above all other people‖ -Surah 2:47 

 

This statement is repeated a few more times throughout the pages of the Qur‘an. 

 

Wherever islam took over and settled, laws were made protecting jews and allowing them 

―freedom of worship‖ because they were viewed, like muslims, to be ―people of the book‖- 

the book being the false enemy doctrines. *‖JEWS, since they have received God‘s revelation 

and recorded it in the Bible, are ―People of the Book‖, like Christians, according to the 

Koran. ―No fear shall be upon them,‖ it says.‖ However, Pagans were viciously slaughtered 

and persecuted. 

 

Of course, stories arose of jews being banished and persecuted for refusing to convert to 

islam, however this is nothing more than the age old lies and sob stories of the ―poor 

persecuted jews‖ that are used to gain support and sympathy from ignorant, un knowing 

Gentiles. It is also yet another example of playing both sides against the middle. 

 

So interesting to note as well is ―Pope Benedicts XVIs‖ (not a jew himself as I was informed 

but definitely with obvious ties to judaism and to the jews, this is obvious considering his 

numerous efforts to ―unite‖ jews and christians) visit to Jordan in which he was invited into 

the largest mosque in the country, where he made the statement that he has ―deep respect for 

Islam‖. He also gave a speech on the importance of muslim and christian ―unity‖. 

www.haaretz.com/hasen/spages/1084185.html 

 

As an extra add, I would also like to point out the fact that islam also shares the same 

teachings, philosophies and ideals as judaism, which were foreign to the previous Pagan 

Arabia in which islam first spread. An example of this is monotheism. This is purely a jewish 

teaching and only relates to jewish/Abrahamic religions and any religions that stem from or 

are corrupted by it. 

 

Humanities original and true religion is Paganism. The jewish concept of slavish monotheism 

is foreign and false. All of this is again the subliminal message of jewish supremacy over 

Gentiles. The exact same message that plays over and over throughout Christianity. This 

shows that islam is working towards the exact same goal and is no different and no better. It 

also shows that it is most certainly not the enemy of either christianity or of judaism. 
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Like I said before, the apparent animosity between muslims, christians and jews that is 

constantly played out before our eyes is nothing but a total facade.  It holds only one purpose: 

To distract the masses. The average ―believer‖ walking around on the street is ignorant to the 

truth and therefore plays right into the hands of those at the top, who are in control of islam, 

christianity and judaism alike. Their aim is to get everyone fighting in amongst each other, 

practically destroying each other, and they have free reign to go about their business and do 

whatever they like. This tactic, creation of infighting, is used often in politics. 

 

Because those at the top (the ruling jews) work towards the enslavement and eventual 

destruction of the Gentile people, this also works as an excuse to enforce just that. They can 

send their troops out into the islamic countries and begin ―holy wars‖, killing thousands of 

Gentiles, and how many ―holy wars‖ have been instigated by islamic followers in which 

thousands more Gentiles have been killed and many more severely weakened? The islamic 

term for this is ―Jihad‖. It is nothing more than a lie created to enforce destruction of Gentile 

peoples, by Gentile peoples and is an exceptionally sad state of affairs. These people who are 

severely deluded and ignorant to the truth try to turn to islam for help and answers, not 

realizing it is islam that is causing the problem in the first place, and they land right back in 

the hands of those ruling jewswho wish for their destruction. 

 

(How many jews are killed during these episodes? Next to none. They are always protected 

by ―their own‖ while OUR Gentile people are obliterated.) Here is a quote from the Protocols 

of the Learned Elders of Zion:  ―Ours they will not touch, because the moment of attack will 

be known to us and we shall take measures to protect our own.‖ 

 

Besides this, the ―holy war‖ guise is also merely used as an excuse for Israel to take land that 

does not belong to them, and to lay claim to that which rightfully belongs to Gentiles by 

imposing upon us their false version of history, aka the bible and qur‘an. Any educated and 

free thinking individual knows that the land that has become known as ―Israel‖ should not 

and does not belong to the jews in any way shape or form and it was STOLEN from the 

Gentile People to whom it rightfully belongs. They took it from the Gentile people who 

called it home by force and by bloodshed. 

 

Those at the top have humanity in a state of chaos and therefore have free reign to do with the 

people what they like and to manipulate the situation as much as they like, because no one is 

turning to them and questioning them. As I said and here is a better example, the same thing 

has been done to political parties, when a government will go political party A and urge 

animosity towards political party B, and then they will go to party B and in turn urge 

animosity from them to party A. This way, the two parties land up fighting against each other 

and not the government, when they could have formed a powerful alliance that could have 

brought the government to its knees. This is also works to destroy both the parties without the 

government having to lift a finger. See what Im saying? These people know very well how to 

manipulate the situation in order to remain in power, and this is obviously on a much larger 

scale than the example above. 

 

The ignorant masses are doing the bidding of those at the top and bringing their goal of 

Gentile destruction into realization without them even having to lift a finger. This has to be 

brought to a stop! If our Gentile people woke up and saw islam and christianity for what they 

really are: Destructive jewish programs of enslavement, then this senseless destruction would 

stop and we would be able to unite and fight the real enemy and regain our rights and our 

power, and everything else that is rightfully ours that has been stolen from us. 
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And again we remember the famous talmudic quote ―When the Messiah comes every Jew 

will have 2800 slaves.‖-. They believe that it is the Gentile people which they have enslaved 

that will make up all of these groups of 2800 ―slaves‖. It is a known fact that the jews are the 

minority and there are thousands more Gentiles. It is obvious what their purpose is, but they 

will do everything in their power to keep the ignorance going. The war that took place in 

Gaza is a perfect example of this destruction and this enslavement. The followers of islam are 

being annihilated by Israel and the jews, yet they are still being fooled into worshiping these 

same jews by being followers of islam in the first place. 

 

In the end, it is the jews who benefit from islam and the followers of islam who suffer. The 

islamic ―god‖ is the jewish ―god‖. This is a known fact even among muslims. 

 

However, this is not a god at all but a thought form and energy vortex of jewishmagick 

(comprised of STOLEN and corrupted Pagan Knowledge, this was the reason for the quick 

removal of all Occult knowledge and why followers of islam are forbidden from studying 

TRUE Occult knowledge, as they need to be ignorant of it in order to be enslaved by it). This 

has already been discussed on exposingchristianity ,and it is no different in islam: 

see_the_truth.webs.com/YHVH.htm 

Anyone involved in the Occult and true magick will know how thought forms and energy 

vortexes work. It is created with a very specific purpose, and once it has come into existence, 

it feeds off energy in order to sustain itself and grow in power, graduating from a simple 

Thought form into a more powerful ―God Form‖. If it is starved of energy, it will slowly 

dissipate. 

 

In the case of the muslim/christian/jewish ―god‖, it was created with the purpose of 

weakening and enslaving the Gentiles and giving power to the jews. It feeds off the energy 

raised by worshipers during ―prayer‖. In the case of islamic ―Salaat‖, this takes place 5 times 

a day at certain points in the day when the most energy can be raised. These people are 

unknowingly feeding the enemy enormous amounts of energy that is going towards their own 

destruction. 

 

As has been said so many times before, any true and powerful God would not need or even 

desire the slavish worship of people. This thought form/energy vortex obviously does need it, 

as it needs vast amounts of energy to feed off. So in short, all the followers of islam are 

worshiping and feeding this thing, thus giving power to Israel and the jews and yet Israel and 

the jews are the ones outwardly destroying them. 

 

The glorification of the jewish ―prophets‖ and fictitious jewish characters, the preaching of 

jewish teachings, quotes glorifying the jews and the worship of the ―god‖ of the jews that 

runs throughout the Qur‘an is proof that islam is merely another face for the worship and 

reverence of the jews. There is no denying this when the proper research is done. The islamic 

―prophet‖ Muhammad (in fact a fictitious character) was originally depicted as a jew 

himself!! Not many muslims are aware of this now as it has now become illegal to show any 

form of depiction of this fictitious ―prophet‖, but I will write a whole separate article on this 

and offer proof. He also preached jewish teachings and the worship of the jews, the 

destroyers of our Gentile People. Islam, like christianity, is just another program of the jews 

and any animosity or fighting among them is nothing more than a facade and a distraction. It 

is playing both sides against the middle. 

 

*What is Islam- by Maximillien de Lafayette 
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Muhammad never existed 
 

 

There have been very few people in the past who have had the guts to challenge the 

authenticity of islam‘s ―Muhammad‖, and very little research has been done into the subject. 

However, when it is looked into, it becomes more and more apparent that just like the ―jesus‖ 

of xianity, Muhammad is too a false, fabricated character created for no other purpose than 

the destruction, desecration and removal of the true Ancient Knowledge given to humanity by 

the Gods and the consequent enslavement of the Gentile People. 

 

Islam and its false ―prophet‖ have heaped untold sorrow and suffering upon humanity from 

the moment of their creation. One only need look to the Middle East and other areas and 

countries dominated by islam to see that this is true. The poverty, war, destruction, anti-life 

practices, abuse of women and children, total lack of personal privacy and freedom, filth, 

ignorance and violence in these areas all have their roots in islam and its Muhammad. To rid 

the world and the Gentile people of this suffering, the world must be rid of the lie that is 

Muhammad. 

 

There is a ton of evidence to prove this character never existed. That which stands out most 

clearly is the fact that the only so-called ―Ancient Sources‖ of information concerning the life 

of Muhammad are extremely questionable and have never been able to be proven accurate 

and authentic. 

 

As one example, the earliest ―biography‖ of Muhammad has left no surviving copies and 

even so is dated to at least 100 years after his supposed death. Very suspicious, to say the 

least, and the question has to arise, if this was such an important character as islam states, 

why did people wait 100 years to document his life and achievements? Also, considering the 

fact Muhammad had already been dead 100 years at the time, the biography could not have 

been written by anyone who knew him personally, and therefore the accuracy would have 

been extremely questionable. This biography is known only because it is mentioned in much 

later texts, and no copies or anything of the sort have ever been found to prove its existence. 

Why? Because it never existed in the first place. 

 

There are many more examples like this one. The same as with xianities ―jesus‖, the only 

place in which the life and existence of Muhammad is documented is within islam‘squr‘an. 

Outside of this, there is nothing. One scholar wrote, ―It is a striking fact that such 

documentary evidence as survives from the Sufnayid period makes no mention of the 

messenger of god at all. The papyri do not refer to him. The Arabic inscriptions of the Arab-

Sasanian coins only invoke Allah, not his rasul [messenger]; and the Arab-Byzantine bronze 

coins on which Muhammad appears as rasul Allah, previously dated to the Sufyanid period, 

have not been placed in that of the Marwanids. Even the two surviving pre-Marwanid 

tombstones fail to mention the rasul‖. 

 

The qur‘an and pseudo-biographies of this supposed prophet claim that he was widely 

known, and that people, many of whom were powerful in the political world of the time, 

travelled from all over to witness his ―miracles‖ and teachings. If this were so, there would be 

much surviving documentation for us to investigate, and it would be a known historical fact.  
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We have hundreds of documentations of Alexander the Great, Christopher Columbus, all of 

the Egyptian Pharaohs and other powerful and influential people of history from those who 

saw and interacted with them, because they were real people who existed in a real time and 

were involved in events which really took place. It is human nature to document events and 

experiences in order to preserve them for future generations to learn from. However, as stated 

above, no documentation of this man Muhammad exists outside of the islamic texts, which 

themselves cannot be put forward as proof of his existence. 

 

As for the inscriptions upon Arab Sasanian coins mentioning ―Allah‖, it has already been 

proven that the name ―Allah‖ was STOLEN from the Ancient Pagan Title for the chief God 

or Goddess of an area, which was Al-Ilah. The Al-Ilah was the ―supreme God‖ of a region. 

The Moon God Sin was given this title in much of Ancient Arabia, and many connections 

have been made between Sin and ―Allah‖, due only to the fact that islam STOLE this. This 

goes a lot deeper, however I will address this in an entirely separate article in the near future . 

 

On the other hand, the real historical documentation that we have is in contradiction with the 

islamic version of history, which again proves that islam and its Muhammad are false. 

 

As a small example, according to the history put forth by the qur‘an and other islamic Texts, 

islam spread through much of Arabia peacefully and by willing conversions of hundreds of 

people. However, historical documentation tells us that this is not the case at all and that the 

time known as the islamic conquest was a time of brutal and savage war perpetrated by the 

bringers of islam against the Pagan people residing in the Arabian Peninsula and countries 

father East such as India at the time. Pagan Temples had to be destroyed, thousands and 

thousands of Ancient Sacred Texts full of the knowledge of the Gods were destroyed, Pagan 

Priesthood were brutally tortured and murdered, cities were besieged and raised to the ground 

and hundreds and thousands of people died as a result of the spread of islam. 

 

Various other artifacts that have been found have blatantly contradicted what islam has put 

forth as history and reveal a different story altogether. 

 

Aside from this, once again, we can expose the lies of islam through its connection to xianity. 

Xianity has been proven to be false. Everything it has was blatantly STOLEN from Ancient 

Paganism with the purpose of the enslavement and eventual destruction of our Gentile 

people. There is literally more than a ton of proof for this. One only need read through all of 

the articles contained on see_the_truth.webs.com by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich to see 

that this is true, I also highly recommend the book, ―The Christ Conspiracy, the Greatest 

Story Ever Sold‖ by Acharya S. 

 

When the enemy formed their trinity of lies, they gave it one major flaw, and that is the fact 

that all three are undeniably and irrevocably connected. Thus, when one comes down, the 

others must come down with it. At least to a very large extent. 

 

The character Muhammad is said to have been descended from the jewish (Note another 

connection to the jews, the root of the lies and the perpetrators of Gentile Enslavement. 

Muhammad was always described as a jew himself, and NOT an Arab/Gentile!!) Ishmael, 

son of Abraham. ―Abraham‖ has been proven to be fictitious and was a corruption stolen 

from the Hindu God Brahma. This has been discussed on exposingchristianity.com. As the 

stolen and corrupted jewish story goes, Abraham was most famous for his ―many Sons‖. This 

is a blatant corruption of Brahma and his ―many forms‖.  
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Also, the connection can be made when you look at ―Abraham and his wife Sarai/Sarah‖. 

This was stolen from Brahma and his wife Saraswati, the Hindu Goddess of Knowledge. 

Once again, like all the fictitious characters invented by the enemy jews, there is absolutely 

no physical proof that Abraham ever existed, or that his so-called son Ishmael ever existed. It 

is safe to assume that anyone else said to be descended from them never existed either, and 

would therefore make them fictitious. 

 

Connecting Muhammad with the jewish characters is yet another subliminal message of 

jewish supremacy over Gentile People. This is the entire purpose for islam‘s invention of 

Muhammad. To enslave the Gentile people who have been blinded by the lie of islam and put 

them under the power of the enemy jews and their masters. It is simple as that. 

 

Many of the other supposed family member of Muhammad are also nothing more than stolen 

and corrupted versions of Ancient Pagan Gods. A prime example is ―Fatima‖, supposedly 

Muhammad‘s daughter, who was STOLEN from the Goddess Inanna/Isis/Al-Uzza. She was 

supposed to be portrayed as the fertile, ―divine‖ mother, and divine Feminine. Although, 

considering how appallingly women are treated in islam, any reverence of ―divine feminine‖ 

is an outright contradiction. None the less, Fatima‘s character is stolen from the Goddess Al-

Uzza, the Arabian Goddess of Fertility, motherhood and the Planet Venus, among other 

things. Al-Uzza was the original Arabian Feminine Divine and the sacred mother. Islam took 

this and horrendously corrupted it into ―Fatima‖, the so-called ideal islamic woman/mother 

and role model for women to live by. This is no different than in xianity where the virgin-

kike Mary was also stolen from Inanna/Isis/Al-Uzza. Once again, it is a common theme 

throughout the enemy programs. 

 

As well as this, Muhammad accompanied by his four family members Ali, Fatima, Hassan 

and Hussein can be seen as a corrupted (Stolen) Spiritual Allegory. The Five together are a 

representation and corruption of the Five Elements of the Soul. Muhammad, Ali, Fatima, 

Hassan and Hussein = Akasha, Fire, Water, Air and Earth, the Elements which make up all 

that exists, the central forces of the Universe. These five characters are the central characters 

of islam. In the same way that the Akasha was supposed to have ―given life‖ to Fire and 

Water, which further joined and gave birth to Air and Earth, Muhammad (Akasha) gave life 

to Fatima who married/joined with Ali (Fire and Water) and they in turn gave birth to Hassan 

and Hussein (Air and Earth). The Spiritual/Alchemical corruption is blatant here, and it is 

also blatant that these were never real characters, but stolen allegories. 

 

There are countless more examples like this one. Another is the ―12 Imams‖, who are a rip 

off of the 12 constellations of the Zodiac and the 12 Great Ages accompanying them. 

However, I will write on this in much more detail in a later article. 

 

The qur‘an makes many more connections between Muhammad and other characters who 

have been proven fictitious. An example is Moses/Musa who is stolen from a number of 

Ancient Pagan Gods, such as the Egyptian Gods Set and Horus. For more information 

regarding this, see exposingchristianity.com. Muhammad is also frequently compared to and 

given ties to xianities ―jesus‖, who again has been 100% proven to be stolen and fictitious. 

Again, see exposing christianity. A character who is constantly compared with and so deeply 

connected to fictitious characters is fictitious themselves. 
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The events which are said to have occurred throughout the life of Muhammad are also 

nothing more than Alchemical Corruptions. Here are but a few examples (There are far too 

many to list here, but more will be dealt with in a separate article): 

 

 The qur‘an relates how when Muhammad was only an infant, two men appeared to him 

and cut open his breast, retrieving his heart and removing from it a ―Black Clot‖ which they 

proceeded to cast away. The ―Black Clot‖ is the Philosophers Stone. The Philosophers Stone 

has often been described as ―Black‖, i.e. ―The Black Stone‖ referred to in many Alchemical 

writings. ―Black‖ refers to and Alchemical process before the Stone is transformed and 

becomes White. Black is Base/Lead. As has been said before, the Philosophers Stone is 

contained within the Heart Chakra, thus why they ―removed it from his Heart‖. Note how 

islam removes the Philosophers Stone (True Satanic Power, GodHead, etc) and ―casts it 

away‖. This is a powerful subliminal message. 

 

 The ―angel‖ (enemy Nordic) Gabriel appears before Muhammad, striking the side of a hill 

and causing a Spring to come gushing forth. With it he instructs Muhammad on how to 

perform Ritual Ablution for purification, also teaching him the prayer postures, ―the standing, 

the inclining, the prostrating and the sitting‖ to be accompanied by repetitions of sacred 

names. This is ripped straight from Ancient Yoga and Mantra Practices of the Far East! 

Anyone who practices Yoga and Meditation will be able to see this easily, the postures that 

are performed along with Mantras/Words of Power, in order to drastically increase Bio-

Electricity. Although, in islam, the energy raised is reversed and directed not to the person 

performing the postures and Mantras, but to the enemy thoughtform. As well as this, the 

―striking the Hill, causing a spring to come gushing forth‖ is an Alchemical Corruption. The 

Chakras have often been portrayed allegorically as hills or mountains in various Ancient 

Texts throughout the world, due to their True Form. The ―Spring‖ is referring to the 

Alchemical Elixirs which are released and ―dripped‖ from the Chakras during the Magnum 

Opus. 

 

 Muhammad performs a ―miracle‖ by splitting the Full Moon into Two Halves, causing 

half a Moon to Shine on either side of the Mountain. Once again, the Mountain represents the 

Chakras, and the Moon being split in two represents the two polarities of the Soul. 

 

 The ―Isra and Mi‘raj‖, The Night Journey and the ascension through the Seven Heavens. 

This entire event is an Alchemical corruption and rip off of the raising of the Kundalini 

Serpent through the Seven Chakras. The word Mi‘raj means ladder, which is referring to the 

Spine up which the Serpent Ascends. The qur‘an relates how Muhammad rode a Winged 

Horse (An Ancient Alchemical Symbol!) to the ―Circles of Heaven‖- The Chakras. He is 

taken through each one until finally after going through the Seventh Heaven, he meets with 

―God‖. It is blatantly obvious that this is a corruption of reaching ―Enlightenment‖ when the 

Kundalini rises to the Seventh (Crown) Chakra. 
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As I said above, there are many other examples of this. The Stolen and corrupted Alchemy is 

astounding and blatant throughout islam and its qur‘an.  

 

This not only proves Muhammad to be false, but it also proves the qur‘an to be false. 

Throughout its pages, it has professed these characters and events to be real, yet it has been 

proven that on the contrary, all of these characters are fictitious and STOLEN.  

 

Everything that islam has, like xianity, has been STOLEN and corrupted from Ancient Pagan 

Religions that are many thousands of years older. 

 

Sources: 

*Muhammad Sven Kalisch, German Muslim states ―likely muhammad never existed‖ 

*MUHAMMAD: his life based on the earliest sources, Martin Lings (Abu BakarSiraj al-

Din), 2006 

* Quran (Arabic and English Translation) 
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Paedophilia and rape: rife and accepted within islam 
 

 

Pedophilia and rape are common and accepted practices within the program of islam, 

displaying its true, life hating nature. The so-called ―prophet‖ Muhammad (who is in fact a 

fictitious character) was said to have taken a six year old girl as his wife, forcing her into full 

intercourse at the young age of nine. He was supposed to have been well into his fifties at the 

time, and it is these teachings that have made it acceptable in muslim communities for men to 

marry and have intercourse with exceptionally young girls. 

 

Considering the fact that a child this young does not experience sexual desire and will not 

consent willingly to the intercourse (there have been cases where the young girl screams and 

resits until the man beats her into submission), it can be considered as rape, whether there is a 

certificate of marriage or not. Then, the question of what sane, self-respecting, decent 

individual would want to have intercourse with a little child and be aroused at the prospect 

has to be asked. This most certainly does not shine a very positive  light upon islams fictitious 

―prophet‖ from the start, nor upon islam itself. 

 

Here are some shocking and disgusting examples of pedophilia and rape within islam: 

 

―Narrated ‗Ursa: 

 

The Prophet wrote the (marriage contract) with ‗Aisha while she was six years old and 

consummated his marriage with her while she was nine years old and she remained with him 

for nine years (i.e. till his death).‖  SahihBukhari Volume Seven, Book 62, Number 88. -the 

―prophet‖ himself. 

 

—————————————————————————————————————- 

 

―A man can quench his sexual lusts with a child as young as a baby. However, he should not 

penetrate. Sodomizing the baby is halal (allowed by sharia). 

If the man penetrates and damages the child, then he should be responsible for her 

subsistence all her life. This girl, however, does not count as one of his four permanent wives. 

The man will not be eligible to marry the girl‘s sister. Any father marrying  his daughter so 

young will have a permanent place in heaven.‖ 

 

—————————————————————————————————————- 

 

―It is not illegal for an adult male to ‗thigh‘ or enjoy a young girl who is 

still in the age of weaning; meaning to place his penis between her thighs, and to kiss her.‖ 

The age of ―weaning‖ is still technically a baby. 

 

—————————————————————————————————————- 

 

―A man can marry a girl younger than nine years of age, even if the girl is still a baby being 

breastfed. A man, however is prohibited from having intercourse with a girl younger than 

nine, other sexual acts such as foreplay, rubbing, kissing and sodomy is allowed. A man 

having intercourse with a girl younger than nine years of age has not committed a crime, but 

only an infraction, if the girl is not permanently damaged.‖  - the fatwa issued by Ayatollah 

Khomeini 
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Note: a fatwa is the name given to a written religious law or ruling by an islamic leader. 

 

—————————————————————————————————————- 

―SANAA, Yemen (CNN) — Nujood Ali is 10 years old, but she already has been married 

and divorced. It was an arranged marriage in which she said a husband three times her age 

routinely beat and raped her. 

―When I got married, I was afraid. I didn‘t want to leave home. I wanted to stay with my 

brothers and sisters and my mom and dad,‖ she said, speaking to CNN with the permission of 

her parents. 

―I didn‘t want to sleep with him, but he forced me to. He hit me, insulted me.‖ 

As she plays marbles with her brothers and sister, Nujood is a portrait of innocence, with a 

shy smile and a playful nature. 

But what happened evokes anger and shame. Asked if what she went through was torture, she 

nods quietly. 

Nujood‘s parents married her off in February to a man in his 30s whom she describes as old 

and ugly. 

Her parents said they thought they were putting her in the care of her husband‘s family, but 

Nujood said he would often beat her into submission.‖ 

 

—————————————————————————————————————- 

 

―The latest child-bride to make the news is a 12-year-old who died during a painful childbirth 

that also killed her baby. 

FawziyaAmmodi struggled for three days in labor, before dying of severe bleeding at a 

hospital on Friday, said the Seyaj Organization for the Protection of Children, a children‘s 

rights group. 

―Although the cause of her death was lack of medical care, the real case was the lack of 

education in Yemen and the fact that child marriages keep happening,‖ said Seyaj President 

Ahmed al-Qureshi during an interview with CNN. 

Like more than half of all young Yemeni girls, Fawziya was forced to drop out of school and 

married off to a 24-year-old man last year.‖ -Another Child Bride dies, dosomething.org 

 

—————————————————————————————————————- 

 

―There were about 60 of them ….. And in the end 5 people raped Fenny. Before beginning 

with the raping they always said ―Allahu Akbar‖ (an islamic phrase in arabic meaning ―God 

is great‖. They were ferocious and brutal.‖ 

 

—————————————————————————————————————- 

 

―In Huddersfield, Muslim men were telephoning young girls and threatening to burn down 

their homes if they did not meet them. The Mother of one of the raped children, said that she 

there many case‘s of child rape by Muslims in Huddersfield and took reporters to meet some 

of the Mothers, all had the same experiences – multiple offences, and the police allowing 

Muslims to get away with it.‖ 

 

—————————————————————————————————————- 
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―A Palestinian girl who was raped and impregnated by her two brothers was later murdered 

by her own mother – even though her daughter was the crime‘s innocent victim – in another 

of the disturbingly common, if vastly underreported, instances of ―honor killings.‖ ― here is 

the full story: councilofexmuslims.com/index.php?topic=5300.0;wap2 

 

———————————————————————————————————— 

―A GIRL of 15 was tricked into a ―telephone marriage‖ ceremony to a Sheffield man with a 

mental age of five in a ceremony recognised by sharia (Islamic law). 

When the girl arrived from Pakistan expecting to meet the handsome man she had been 

shown in a photograph, she found that he was 40 years old, unemployed and disabled. 

To make matters worse, her mother-in-law decided to exploit her attractive looks by forcing 

her into prostitution. 

The family invited men to the family home to rape her before she managed to escape to the 

police by bolting through the front door. She was taken into care and now lives in a refuge.‖ 

 

—————————————————————————————————————- 

―During the Islamic ceremony my dad was standing behind me with one hand on my 

shoulder and with his other hand he had a gun which was pointed at my back so that I didn‘t 

say ‗no‘,‖ Saamiya said. 

―To everyone else it looked natural — he was just standing there stroking my shoulder — but 

just before he had told me that he would shoot me if I didn‘t go through with it.‖ 

 

—————————————————————————————————————- 

―LONDON (Reuters) – A Kurdish woman was brutally raped, stamped on and strangled by 

members of her family and their friends in an ―honor killing‖ carried out at her London home 

because she had fallen in love with the wrong man. 

BanazMahmod, 20, was subjected to the 2-1/2 hour ordeal before she was garroted with a 

bootlace. Her body was stuffed into a suitcase and taken about 100 miles to Birm 

More..ingham where it was buried in the back garden of a house.‖ the full story: 

www.liveleak.com/view?i=396_1184859529 

 

—————————————————————————————————————- 

There are many, many more examples of this. All of it, solely thanks to islam and its vile 

teachings. This is a truly, completely and fully life hating and disgusting to the core program. 

It is a disease inflicting humanity. 

Pedophilia and rape are a common theme throughout the enemy religions. That itself says a 

lot. 

We must fight with all we can in order to bring these horrendous lies down. 

*I want to add here, this behaviour is NOT natural to the Gentile People which islam is 

forced upon today. These behaviours have always been natural to the jews, from which the 

sick and perverted lie of islam stems. The Minds and Souls of the Gentile People have been 

corrupted and dirtied by these sick lies, and acts such as paedophilia and rape are results of 

this Spiritual Degeneration. 

It HAS to stop! 

 

 

Islam is a LIE and a viscous, dangerous HOAX on humanity! 
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Postby HP Mageson666 » Tue Nov 27, 2018 12:40 am 

Exposing The Shekinah 
 

The Shekinah is simply a metaphor for the energy of the 22 Hebrew letters and their 

arrangements. This is why the Shekinah is symbolized as the bell, light and the Ain Soph. Its the 

vibration which is light and how this is generated on the astral the Ain Sop. This is why 

Shekinah generates YHVH in Kabballah the energy of the vibration of the Hebrew letters 

generates the consciousness of the energy, YHVH. Hence the basic meaning of Shekinah being 

the "Dwelling of YHVH". 
 

This is why the Jews wear the black box on the left arm the left symbolizes where the power 

comes from in Judaism the Shekinah the power of vibration is considered feminine of the left in 

the ancient world where this was stolen and corrupted from. The doving the rocking back and 

forth and pelvic thrusting the Jews do when they wear the black boxes on the head and arm 

when they pray to unite with the Shekinah is just a yogic technique they stole out of the east it 

opens up the flow of energy up the spine and thought the soul to put more energy into the 

Hebrew curses they read off. Its simple the higher energy flow creates a higher level of energy 

into the mental and spoken aspects of the ritual. The ability to speak mantra's and manifest 

them with the power of the voice is called the Vak Siddhi in the east this is when the throat 

chakra is transformed into a much higher level of power its the Siddhi connected to this chakra. 

The black boxes relate to the Shema prayer which is the energy field they have created with the 

Hebrew letters its connected to the name Shekinah. 
 

The name Shekinah shows everything. The She is from the Shin letter and Kinah means gold in 

the ancient languages and still in the eastern ones where the most ancient Jewish communities 

are. The gold is the description of the light of creation of the letters and the Shin is what the 

letters create. Shin is the letter that is the symbol of YHVH's destruction of Gentiles and YHVH's 

power of destruction and conquest of the Gentiles. No mistake the Shekinah's actual meaning is 

YHVH's destructive power towards Gentiles. This connects to the Mezuzah the Jew's put on 

their door posts which has the Shin letter on it which relates to when YHVH murdered all the 

first born Gentile children of Egypt the Jews put the blood on the door post. The deeper 

meaning of the murder of the first born is the total extermination of all Gentiles in the ancient 

world the first born inherit and carry on the family establishment thus to kill the first born is 

symbolic of total destruction of the entire family line total extermination of Gentiles. The Shin 

letter relates to the events of YHVH's destruction of Gentiles thought out the Torah. That 

allowed the Jews to gain the upper hand over Gentile Nations.  

 

The important thing is the image the Rabbi's use to show their YHVH the god form the letters 

power is shown to be a golden chain which each link being one of the 22 Hebrew letters. This is 

how they show the Shekinah and this is what they describe over and over how they are binding 

and cursing the Gentiles the golden chain with the Hebrew letters is the symbol in Judaism of 

cursing and binding of the Gentiles. The entire purpose of Hebrew is to do this to Gentiles. This 

is why the ancient Roman and Greek leaders who where adepts in spiritual knowledge banned 

the Torah and ordered the Torah scrolls destroyed and worked to destroy Judaism as the anti-

Gentile criminal organization it always has been. This is also why the Jewish Talmud forbids the 
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Jews to communicate the truth about Judaism to the Gentiles as the Talmud states this would 

condemn all Jews to death. Why do you think that could be. 
 

If one reads the Bible the Jewish character of Jesus is shown as the Shekinah in the book of 

Matthew. Which shows the purpose of Christianity and what it gives the Jews. The collective 

mental and spiritual energy of two billion Gentiles to merge into the energy of the Shekinah and 

manifest it thought into the material world. The Bible ends with the Jewish character of Jesus 

returning and bringing total destruction to all Gentiles on this earth and building the Jewish 

global kingdom in which he rules with the 12 tribes of Israel as their Kingly Messiah.  

 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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Exposing The Truth About Angels

by HP   Mageson66  6   » Wed Feb 28, 2018 9:33 am 

Exposing The Truth About Angels

In the Jewish writings its made clear that the language of Angels is Hebrew and one has to know the
name of the Angel they wish to contact to then repeat over and over along with certain 
visualizations to create the connection to this Angel and get what they wish from such. The names 
are kept secret and only passed on by other Rabbi's.

Why is this so? Because this is a thoughtform created by the Rabbis. The names of these Angels 
have either Yah or El on the end of them as they are connected into the matrix of energy the Jews 
have created with the Christian, Islamic program. This also connects to the ten worlds on their tree 
which they organize these by for the purposes they serve.

This is based on a certain type of Kabbalistic magic:

"Telesma: The energy that is put into a Telesmatic Image used to activate and charge the image.

Telesmatic Image: A created or visualized image [my note a thought form]....or angel, particularly 
images that have been built up in the imagination using Hebrew letter correspondences. Each letter 
in the angel's name contributes a portion of the constructed image thought its esoteric 
associations."[1]

Note the highest name of their "god" are the "72 Angels" that make up the 72 Names of their "God".
The Jewish "god" is an admitted thoughtform created and operated by the top Rabbis. It’s right their
in the open in their Kabbalah. The 22 letters connect into and generate this thoughtform which is 
why all the names are in Hebrew. The Jewish "god" has the main names of HaShem and Shema in 
the Torah. HaShem is the 72 names. And Shema is the Shema prayer which connects the Jews into 
their thoughtform and brings it to manifest in the material world. The Reverse Torah Rituals on 
these have been devastating to the enemy for this reason their "god" is just a thought created by 
Rabbis.

Source
[1]The Tree Of Life, Israel Regardie
The Tree Of Souls, Howard Schwartz
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Follow the Slothz search engine to:
www.joyofsatan.com
www.exposingchristianity.com
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Exposing The Truth About The After Life 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sat Jun 09, 2018 6:02 am 

Exposing The Truth About The After Life 
 

The Jewish "god" as shown is the Jewish race themselves right from their own high level 

knowledge. The symbol of their "god" the kabala tree is just the three pillar's which are YHV the 

actual spelling of their "god" which are the three main nadis and the left and right sides of the 

body which the male and female nadis connect into the center pillar. And the 33 pathways on 

the tree [daath is counted] which are the energy systems in the spine leading to the crown. The 

22 letters are design to ascend the energy of their "god" the leviathan to the crown.  
 

So what about all the claims of going to magic heavenly realms to be with "god" after one 

passes on the Jews have told everyone in their Bible. Well one obviously this is a carrot and a 

stick to get the Goyim to serve the Jewish plan down here on earth. But this is why many people 

stay in Christianity they are looking for eternal assurance of something after they pass on.  
 

 

The Jewish Rabbi's the leadership of Judaism in their own kabala texts state the truth. The soul 

goes to what they call Gilul which is reincarnation. That is all. The Rabbi's know the personality 

changes in the next life with the subconscious undertones of the previous life's coming into the 

play. The Rabbi's also know about what they call the ladder of ascending and descending souls. 

What this means is a soul that is on the lower rungs of the world tree will incarnate spiritually 

weaker. The worlds are the chakra systems. The souls on the higher rungs which are by 

spiritual practices are more ascended will incarnate and will be advanced spiritual power. The 

work you do on the soul stays with you for lives. 
 

What this means is the Rabbi's damn well know what they have done to Gentiles by removing 

our spiritual knowledge. They have created a situation in which the Gentile souls are incarnated 

weaker and weaker and thus at the mercy of the Jewish Rabbi's who have stolen and altered 

this knowledge to work for their alien soul. So that they are in the dominate position on this 

planet. Part of this reason for the ascending soul in Kabala is to incarnate to bring about the 

Messiah which is the global Jewish government. Which is the admission of guilt they are using 

spiritual knowledge to conqueror the Gentiles only. Following the Bible is damning the soul of 

the Gentiles to incarnate to simply serve the Jews. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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Exposing the Truth About The Jewish God 3 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sun Jun 17, 2018 9:28 am 

Exposing the Truth About The Jewish God 3 
 

 

The Jewish "god" as the Kabala states is the world tree with the ten worlds. Which is nothing 

more as the Kabala states then the individual soul of the Jew. The YHVH as shown from the 

Kabala is just a series of letters that is used to empower the ten worlds on the Kabala tree, the 

chakra's. Its a four letter name of the ten worlds. The Torah is nothing more the encoded Kabala 

where the Kabala is the oral Torah which is the oral teaching of the Rabbi's on the cypher's for 

the encoded information in the Torah. 

 

 

In Kabala the term "God is One" which is the most important statement of Judaism. Is simply a 

code for the number 13. God is 13. This is something the Jews deeply hid in their own texts.  
 

In Kabala there is another way the world tree diagram is shown which is called the " union of the 

sefiroth in the heart of god." Where the tree shows the seven main chakra's and the minor 

chakra's in the head. This diagram shows all 13 chakra's. Its also found in the east.  
 

This diagram is an eight spoke wheel with the hub of the wheeling being Tifereth the solar 

chakra the sun. With the other sefiroths being on the outer spokes of the wheel. This is the 

ancient map of the soul in the east. Its showing the map of the soul all the 13 chakra's. The six 

side extensions on the head, shoulders and hips three on each side of the body. With the seven 

main chakra's on the spine and head. Which this diagram relates to. Keter and Malkuth are 

shown on the vertical spoke as the root and crown chakra. Note this is called "The Union Of The 

Sefiroth". Which is showing that the solar chakra is the key to the soul. Sefiroth means 

"radiance" which is what Tifereth means. Showing the connection.  
 

Note the real heart of "god" is the solar chakra its the key to the soul not the chest.  
 

The "god" of the Jews is simply the 13 chakra's of the individual human soul. In the east the 13 

chakra's are the 13 Gods that created the universe which is code for the soul. The "god" of the 

Jews is simply the individual Jewish soul as the Jewish Rabbi's state in their Kabala. 
 

 

Source 
The Universal Meaning Of Kabala, Leo Schaya 
The Wisdom In The Hebrew Alphabet, Rabbi Michael L. Munk 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 
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Re: Exposing the Truth About The Jewish God 3 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Jun 22, 2018 7:57 am 

That is why. Satan is the symbol of the Gentile soul symbolically the 13 chakra's or serpent 

centers. 
 

 

 

HorusLucis wrote:Does All This Constant appearance of Number 13 have anything to do 

with why The Jews have always Tried to Demonize Number 13 and make it carry Negative 

vibrations?Or is it because it's one of Father Satan's Favourite Number? 
Hail Father Satan. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 
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Exposing The Truth About The Name Of YHVH

by HP     Mageson666   » Fri Feb 23, 2018 6:56 am 

Exposing The Truth About The Name Of YHVH

In Sanskrit the original language of humanity the original and eternal three basic vowels of creation 
are A, I, U which form the three points of creation that the entire alphabet flows out of and are ruled
by. 

A is pure existence and eternity its the Akasha principal the A is then shaped into the I which is 
Shakti the energy of manifestation that which shapes the A into matter and gives it direction and the 
U is the final union into material existence. Upsilon the U letter in Greek is based on the union of 
positive and negative of spirit and matter. The three prime sounds are simply the three points of 
creation the A is generated though. If you chant A and send it thought the mouth to the lips you will 
hear it transform into an I around the middle point of the mouth and then into a U sound on the lips. 
The A,I,U is also given high importance in the Greek system. 

In Sanskrit the semi-vowels are slight adjustment of the vowels and represent the union of the 
vowels with consonants. They are what unites spirit and matter to create all existence. The five 
semi-vowels are the five elements in Sanskrit which form all existence. The vowels are considered 
to be Shiva and the consonants Shakti in this arrangement of principals the semi-vowels bring these 
two principals together into creation.

From the three primal vowel points that the entire spectrum of creation manifest from are their 
semi-vowels to bring them into creation. They are HA, YA, VA. The Ha is the Akasha principal 
which all the other elements and letters are formed of that form the entire world the human being 
which is why Kabala states "god" used the H letter to create the world. The YA sound is the energy 
or power that underlies all the letters of the alphabet it gives them their individual forms. The I,Y 
sound rules the consonants how they take direction and the VA rules over the final union of the 
energies of the letters, the vowels and consonants and of spirit and matter into all creation. The VA 
sound unites it joins. This is why in the ancient Greek and Phoenician the Vau letter was on number 
six. The union of spirit and matter. Our word for sex when two people unite as one comes from the 
Latin word for six, sex. In Hinduism the symbol of the open mouth of the deity that manifests the 
whole universe is called Vau for this reason. The final point of all creation manifesting. 

If one studies deeply into Kabala the name of the Hebrew God YHVH is stated to be only three 
letters that of YHV and of this they are spelled Yod, Hau, Vau. However many times the Yod is also 
spelled Ya and Yao which is also Yau. 
These three letters are arranged in a wide variety of combinations however its just Hau, Yau, Vau. 
The three core semi-vowels from Sanskrit where they like many other Hebrew letters are stolen 
from. The Jews make a big deal of how speaking the proper combination is dangerous as it will 
actually create. Because Goyim that is only for the Rabbi's. The semi-vowels in Sanskrit are given 
the AU with them in the proper charts and many times in Hindu texts appear with the AU in them. 
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AU is putting the power of A into existence. When placed with the letter of the semi-vowel it brings
this semi-vowel into power and existence. AU in Sanskrit is called Truth and immortality. 

In Kabala the entire world was created by their "god" speaking these three letters Hau, Yau, Vau. 
This is the adept using the ancient alphabet to create with and to empower the soul with.

In Sanskrit the entire Kundalini is the alphabet from A to Ksa. The Ksa is a combination consonant 
made from Ka and Sa.....AKASA. Which the entire language comes from. In Hinduism the God 
Shiva is the AKASA and the entire serpent power which manifests as the Sanskrit alphabet which 
form the rays or petals of the chakras the soul and the five elements which manifest the human 
being. This is where the Kabala stole and corrupted the concept of "god" being the 22 letters from. 
They show their "gods" power as the Shekinah which is Shakti the energy of the letters and 
sometimes as the Leviathan which like the Shekinah is the symbolic representation of the Jewish 
soul. This is also where the Tree of Life was stolen from:

“On a macrocosmic level the Sarada-tilaka-Tantra (7.9-14) describes the world as a cosmic tree 
(body) consisting of a complex network, or ‘intricate mesh”, of Sanskrit letters, which are said to be
the ‘root vibrations’ of the material creation, maintenance, and destruction of the universe.” [1]

The Hebrew Tree is shown as the ten sphere's of which the 22 letters connect within to form the 32 
paths which along with the hidden path of Daath make 33 paths which the Torah calls the "god" of 
the Jews.. The 33 is stolen from the 33 Devas of Hinduism which form the 33 parts of the spine. 
This is all stolen and corrupted to conform to the alien Jewish soul. The Jewish alien soul is the 
"god" of the Jews in the Torah and Kabala.

Sources

[1] Sonic Theology, Hinduism and Sacred Sound, Guy L. Beck
While The Gods Play, Danielou
The Tree of Life, Israel Regardie.
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Exposing Valentine's Day 

by HP Mageson666 » Thu Feb 14, 2019 

 

 
The Church took over the major Pagan holidays to corrupt the culture and change the values of the 
culture more into their ideology. However some of the Pagan symbolism has survived that give us clues 
to their original uncorrupted Pagan meanings. 
 
Valentine's day was originally a Pagan Roman holiday and European holiday in general. The Roman's 
used the symbol of the Goat Pan who represents the ajna chakra and crown, the popular symbol of this 
holiday the heart is from the Pagan celebration of this as well the symbol was continued on in use down 
into the Christian period. The heart as known is the symbol of the serpent nadis connecting in the center 
of the brain the optic thalamus which is what the Goat rules these energy points in the head. The heart 
is also the symbol of the Pagan Goddess Freya [Astaroth] the other stolen holiday of Astaroth is Easter 
which is still named after Her, Easter, Astar, Ostara. This holiday in the Pagan world the image of a 
serpent was put on a pole and paraded around as the symbol of eternal life the risen kundalini. These 
holidays might be clues to power points for important alchemical workings.  
 
The popular Valentine image being that of Cupid is the Pagan God Dionysus who was called Kama the 
original name of Cupid. The arrow thought the heart is the symbol of opening the third eye with 
mantra's the arrow is symbolic of mantra's in the east. Rama would chant mantra's then fire the bow. 
The symbol is also the fixing of the serpent in the head fully opening up the super consciousness state.  
 
In the east Kama is Krisna who is the God of alchemical love that of the union of the male and female 
chakra's his consort Radha is his half sister. This is symbolic of the male and female chakra's of the soul 
only. Their symbol of sexual union is the six pointed star which is also the symbol of the root and crown 
chakra united of Shiva and Shakti united at the crown. Krisna like Freya rule Venus. And Venus was 
shown as the united soul by the serpent energies. 
 
Reply by Wotanwarrior: 
 
The Romans just the day of Valentin celebrated a party that was known as Lupercales or Liberalia, were 

the festivities of freedom because that symbolizes liberating you from the cycle of death and 

reincarnation through the Magnum Opus, the two gods to whom this holiday was consecrated, Liber 

Pater and the goddess Libertas are Satan and Astarte. 

Reply by HP Mageson666 

Libertas is the Goddess on the top of the Dome of the Capitol Hill building in Washington. In 

America there is a full replica Temple of Athena, Astaroth. The Jesus Freaks always flip out 

about this. The Statue of Liberty is Libertas as well. Libertas has the Liberty pole the spine and 

the Liberty cap which is the symbol of the final step of Alchemy in the Mithra tradition. In the 

Mithra tradition it seems the 3rd step is the actual raising of the kundalini. They place a crown on 

the shoulder and the person declares "No King but Mithra" this is symbolic of the symbol of the 

beheading in alchemy in the east as well with the Tantra Goddesses. The serpent has risen and 

replaced the old consciousness with the reborn one. This is also the degree with the Lion 
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symbolism. The Lion headed man with the serpent wrapped around him. The Aeon. 

 

Note the 3rd degree relates to scourging this is also part of the Lupercales festival.  

 

Its interesting a lot of these holidays are between Saturnalia and when the sun enters Aries the 

new year.  

“Wotanwarrior wrote:  

The Romans just the day of Valentin celebrated a party that was known as Lupercales or 

Liberalia, were the festivities of freedom because that symbolizes liberating you from the cycle 

of death and reincarnation through the Magnum Opus, the two gods to whom this holiday was 

consecrated, Liber Pater and the goddess Libertas are Satan and Astarte.” 

 

Liber Pater was the Rome name of Dionysus, Bacchus as well. Father Liberty. 
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EXPOSING JEWISH LIES ABOUT HITLER  
 
 
The Jewish Rothschilds and collective race were behind creating and funding 
Communism and its collective takeover. The Jews were using Communism to 
take over Germany and bring it under their control as they were doing 
everywhere. Hitler and his government ended the Jewish attempts to take 
Germany from within and aided other Nations in stopping the Jewish take over, 
even by military force such as in Spain. 
 
The Third Reich rose quickly and unexpectedly and was such a threat to Jewry, 
that the Jew started World War II, to destroy his Nation and National Socialist 
System and invented the big lie of the holocaust. This was an attempt to discredit 
and defame National Socialism and Adolf Hitler, which the Jews fear dreadfully, 
just as Vampires fear the sunlight. National Socialism is the only system and 
people to successfully oppose Jewry in a thousand years. 
 
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Hitler_Man_of_Peace.htm 
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Real_Holocaust.html 
http://www.zundelsite.org/ 
 
 
THE MYTH OF HITLER'S 'JEWISH' GRANDFATHER by Martin Kerr  
 
[Note: Martin Kerr is a lifelong activist, a father, and a writer and editor on 
National Socialist themes. He wrote this standard refutation, which has well stood 
the test of time, in 1982.]  
 
Hitler was right: The more enormous and preposterous a lie is, the quicker it 
captures the public's imagination and is believed, and the harder it is to dispel.  
 
"Since the great masses of people at the very bottom of their hearts tend to be 
corrupted rather than purposely evil, and that, therefore, in view of the primitive 
simplicity of their minds, they fall more easily victim to a big lie than to a little one  
– since they themselves lie in little things, but would be ashamed of lies that were 
too big."  
 
"Such a falsehood will never enter their heads, and they will not be able to 
believe the possibility in others of such monstrous effrontery and infamous 
misrepresentation; yes, even when enlightened on the subject, they will long 
doubt and waver, and continue to accept at least one of the claims as true. 
Therefore, something of even the most insolent lie will always remain and stick." 
– Mein Kampf [1]  
 
It is one of the cruel ironies of history, though perhaps not an unexpected one, 
that having exposed and denounced the technique of the Big Lie to the world, 
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Adolf Hitler himself became the subject of a whole slew of falsehoods and 
calumnies.  
It is not our purpose here to investigate all of the Big Lies which have been 
propagated about Adolf Hitler, National Socialism and the Third Reich, but rather 
to focus on one of the most long-lived and pernicious of these lies: That Hitler 
was of partially Jewish ancestry.  
 
There are a number of variations of the "Hitler was part Jewish" myth, which 
generally have two things in common: Most are based on the accusation that 
Hitler's paternal grandfather was a Jew, and all are thoroughly discredited by the 
available documentary evidence. That this charge is still repeated today is a 
testament to the enduring and burning hatred, which Adolf Hitler's enemies still 
harbor for him, even now, decades after his death. At the same time, it is a 
classic example of the contempt for the truth which many anti-Hitler System 
historians display when discussing the National Socialist Era in Europe.  
 
In point of fact, the Hitler family, including Adolf Hitler's paternal grandfather, is 
one of unimpeachable Aryan lineage. Through the records of births, deaths and 
marriages kept by the Roman Catholic Church, it is possible to trace Hitler's 
forebears back hundreds of years.  
 
The family, which lived since time immemorial in Upper Austria, was of solid 
German peasant stock, and Hitler's immediate ancestors were all either small 
farmers or craftsmen. [The notable exception to this, of course, was Hitler's 
father, Alois Hitler, who was a commissioned official in the Austrian customs 
service]. The spelling and pronunciation of the family name as "Hitler" is a fairly 
recent development. Older versions include "Huettler" and "Hiedler," the former 
being the original family name from which the other forms were derived.  
 
The sole irregularity in Hitler's ancestry was the illegitimacy of his father. 
Because he was born out of wedlock, Alois Hitler bore the maiden name of his 
mother, Maria Anna Schicklgruber, for a good portion of his life. Even after his 
mother finally married [his father], Johann Georg Hiedler, Alois retained the name 
Schicklgruber. Not until he was 39 years old, did he reclaim his proper family 
name, which he spelled and pronounced in the manner which the world has 
come to know: Hitler! [3]  
 
Yet this illegitimacy in itself is not significant or even unusual. As the anti-NS 
historian Bradley F. Smith notes in his well-researched and generally impartial 
book Adolf Hitler: His Family, Childhood and Youth [1967]:  
Although illegitimacy was frowned upon by the authorities, especially the Catholic 
Church, it was common in the Austrian countryside. In some districts, 40 percent 
of births were illegitimate. The figure for Lower Austria as late as 1903 was still 
24 percent. An illegitimate child in a peasant household, therefore, was not an 
unusual phenomenon." [4]  
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Unusual or not, the illegitimacy of Alois has served as a crucial factual base for 
those who seek to spread the falsehood that Hitler had a Jewish grandfather.  
Early Smears  
As anyone who has firsthand experience in the racialist movement knows, it is 
common practice for the Jews themselves to attempt on occasion to discredit up-
and-coming anti-Jewish personalities by spreading spurious rumors that this or 
that leader is really a Jew, or a homosexual, or a communist, or a government 
agent. Indeed, with slanders of this sort even some individuals within the racialist 
movement will attempt to undercut their political rivals.  
 
Adolf Hitler was the target of such underhanded, contemptible opposition from 
within the Movement at least as early as July of 1921. A clique of NSDAP 
members who evidently felt that Hitler was not suited to lead the Party began a 
whisper campaign that he was of Jewish ancestry.  
 
As is always the case in stories concerning Hitler's allegedly Jewish ancestors, 
these conspirators had absolutely no documentary evidence for their claims, and 
relied instead on false innuendo, unfounded suspicions, and ill will. Their efforts 
culminated in the circulation of a leaflet by NSDAP member Ernst Ehrensperger, 
which read in part:  
"Hitler believes the time has come to introduce disunity and dissension into our 
ranks at the behest of his shady backers, and thus promote the interests of Jewry 
and its henchmen And how is he conducting this struggle? Like a real Jew." [5]  
 
Although this may have been the first effort to smear the Leader in this manner, it 
certainly wasn't the last. Throughout the 1920s and 1930s, those hostile to Hitler 
propagated a number of variations of this tale, including versions that were often 
mutually contradictory. The London Daily Mirror futilely tried to add some 
substance to this lie in October 1933 by publishing a photograph of a tombstone 
of a Polish Jew who had borne the same name as the Leader. Two Jewish 
newspapers, Forward in the United States and Haynt in Poland, quickly took it 
upon themselves to spread this particular story further, the implication being that 
the deceased Jew was Hitler's grandfather!  
 
However, since this specific Jew was born in 1832, he was only five years older 
than Hitler's father, which meant that he couldn't have been the man who sired 
the illegitimate Alois [unless the Jew in Poland sired the Führer's father in Austria 
at age five.]  
 
Thus, the first "Jewish grandfather" story was laid to rest. [6]  
The infamous anti-National Socialist propagandist Konrad Heiden, himself part-
Jewish, also suggested in his venomous biographies of Hitler, published in 1932 
and 1936, that the Leader was of Jewish descent.  
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Although these books were highly regarded in circles hostile to the Movement, 
this one lie was correctly deemed too unlikely to be taken seriously and was 
generally dismissed. [7]  
 
Hans Frank's Big Lie Disproved  
Strangely enough, the most persistent version of the myth was not widely 
publicized until 1956, long after the Leader's death, with the publication of Franz 
Jetzinger's Hitler's Jugend: Phantasien, Luegen und die Wahrheit [Hitler's Youth: 
Fantasies, Lies and the Truth]. Whereas previous attempts to stigmatize Hitler by 
accusing him of being part Jewish simply took the form of wild rumors which 
were as devoid of documentation as they were detached from reality, Jetzinger at 
least made some effort to back up his case.  
 
Bradley Smith summarizes Jetzinger's charges:  
In the German edition of his book, Hitler's Jugend [pp. 28-35], and especially in 
the later English abridgement, Hitler's Youth [pp. 19-30], Jetzinger argues, with 
increasing enthusiasm, that Alois Hitler's father was really a Jew from Graz by 
the name of Frankenberger. 
 
Jetzinger's only source for these surprising contentions is Im Angesicht des 
Galgens [In the Face of the Gallows], written by Hans Frank, former Nazi lawyer 
and Governor General of Poland, while awaiting execution at Nuremberg.  
 
In a narrative studded with demonstrable errors [that were exposed in part by 
Jetzinger's own research] Frank states that towards the end of 1930 he went to 
Austria on Hitler's orders to investigate a threat of exposure of an alleged Jewish 
ancestor of the Führer.  
 
In Graz, Frank claims that he learned Alois' mother had been employed by the 
Jewish family Frankenberger, that she had become pregnant while in their 
employ, and that the family paid her support money in later years on the 
assumption that the child's father was the young Frankenberger. Frank's 
narrative is vague and lacks confirming evidence. He claims letters were extant 
to support his story, but neither he nor anyone else has ever been able to 
produce them. [8]  
 
Although it most assuredly was not his purpose in once again raising the "Jewish 
grandfather" allegation, Jetzinger performed in this way a valuable service to our 
Movement, for his accusation spurred other researchers on to determine once 
and for all the truth or falsity of the myth.  
What these researchers found, of course, was that Hans Frank was lying.  
The German historian and biographer of Adolf Hitler, Werner Maser, who is 
somewhat less hysterical in his opposition to National Socialism and its founder 
than other anti-NS writers, discovered that:  
"None of the Frankenbergers known to have lived in Graz [capital of Upper 
Austria] could have been the father of Alois Schicklgruber, nor does there appear 
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to be any trace of a German Jew bearing this name or any variant thereof in the 
nineteenth century.  
"Indeed, from the end of the fifteenth century until a decade after Maria Anna 
Schicklgruber's death, no Jews were residents of Graz. Under the terms of the 
treaty concluded on March 19, 1496 between Emperor Maximilian I and the 
Styrian towns, all Jews were to be expelled from the province by January 6, 
1497."  
 
"Not until 1781, in the reign of Joseph II, were they allowed to re-enter the Duchy 
of Styria and then only for a few weeks at a time, when they were admitted to the 
annual fairs in Graz, Klagenfurt, Laibach and Linz against the payment of a fixed 
sum."  
 
"But as early as September 9, 1783, the rights of the Jews were again curtailed, 
a measure that was reinforced by further discriminatory regulations in 1797, 1823 
and 1828. This situation remained unchanged until the beginning of the 1860s." 
[9]  
 
In other words, it is simply impossible that in 1836, Adolf Hitler's paternal 
grandmother, Maria Anna Schicklgruber, could have become pregnant by a Jew 
in Graz named Frankenberger, prior to giving birth to Alois Schicklgruber/Hitler, 
Adolf's father, in 1837.  
 
Graz City Hall. We are told one "Frankenberger" impregnated Hitler's  
grandmother in Graz by 1837, although no Jews were in Graz before 1860.  
 
Of course, the truth has seldom acted as a constraint on the more rabid anti-
Hitler writers, such as Jetzinger. When, in 1956, the German magazine Der 
Spiegel published the results of an investigation which were the same as Maser's 
findings, Jetzinger was apparently unfazed. Smith notes:  
"In the English abridgement of his work, Jetzinger dismissed the Spiegel story, 
not by presenting new evidence, but by restating with increased emphasis that 
he believed Adolf Hitler's paternal grandfather was Jewish." [10]  
 
It is impossible to ascertain today why Hans Frank told this unfounded and 
outrageous falsehood. It is clear from the confused state of his biography [11] 
that he suffered a mental collapse from the strain of his imprisonment and the 
Nuremberg kangaroo-court proceedings. One can only assume that the "Jewish 
grandfather" story he related was the product of this psychological debility.  
It is less clear why Jetzinger so uncritically accepted Frank's story, especially 
after it was factually refuted by other anti-National Socialist historians. And it is 
absolutely astounding that still other historians continue to this day to parrot such 
nonsense in the face of a wealth of solid evidence disproving it.  
 
Anti-Hitler Writers Ignore the Evidence  
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For example, the System historian Robert Waite, in a book published in 1977 
[some 21 years after the Spiegel investigation], relates Hans Frank's assertion 
that Hitler's paternal grandfather was Jewish, saying:  
"Despite Frank's reputation as the 'Butcher of Poland,' there would seem to be 
reason for believing his story. He wrote his memoirs as a condemned man who 
had converted to Catholicism. He wrote, in part, to expiate his sins. He had no 
apparent reason to misrepresent Hitler or to invent the story."  
 
Waite's work, by the way, is entitled The Psychopathic God Adolf Hitler, the title 
indicating the level of historical objectivity which the author maintains throughout 
the book.  
 
Others, while repeating Frank's long-disproved charges, have been less 
enthusiastic about an unqualified acceptance of them. Joachim Fest, in his 
biography of the Leader, concedes that Frank's story is "exceedingly dubious" 
and that "recent research has further shaken the credibility of his statement, so 
that the whole notion can scarcely stand investigation." [13]  
 
Having said this, however, Fest proceeds to speculate that Hitler himself may 
have believed Frank's tall tale and that "Frank's findings [sic] forced Hitler to 
doubt his own descent." [14] It should come as no surprise that Fest produces 
zero evidence to back up this peculiar notion.  
 
Perhaps the most widely read recent biography of the Leader is John Toland's 
Adolf Hitler [1976]. Ignoring the investigations into Frank's story by Der Spiegel, 
Bradley and Maser, all of which were available to him, and spurning any personal 
research into the matter, Toland says that Alois Hitler's father was probably a 
man from the neighborhood. There is a slight possibility that Hitler's grandfather 
was a wealthy Jew named Frankenberger or Frankenreither; that Maria Anna 
had been a domestic in this Jewish household in Graz and the young son had 
gotten her pregnant. [15]  
 
He goes on to cite Jetzinger as one source for this story, remarking that 
Jetzinger's book is "generally accurate." It should be noted that Toland [1912-
2004] may have a personal psychological motive for wishing to believe the 
discredited "Jewish grandfather" tale: He himself is a race-mixer with a Japanese 
wife and thus may be overly eager to project his own lack of racial integrity onto 
others.  
 
Yet for all their scholarly dishonesty, Waite, Fest and Toland [each of whom is at 
least nominally Aryan] do not begin to approach the absurd claim made by the 
Jewish psychologist Walter Langer.  
 
In The Mind of Adolf Hitler [1972], he presents what is perhaps the most brazen 
and insulting version of the "Jewish grandfather" lie. In this "psycho-historical" 
analysis of Hitler's personality, Langer relates an account of Hitler's ancestry 
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which maintains that his paternal grandfather was actually a member of the 
Rothschild family living in Vienna. He does not offer a single piece of evidence or 
documentation to substantiate this remarkable claim, but instead lists "several 
factors which seem to favor its possibility," including:  
 
"The intelligence and behavior of Alois [Hitler's father], as well as that of his two 
sons [Adolf and Alois, Jr.], is completely out of keeping with that usually found in 
Austrian peasant families. Such ambitiousness and extraordinary political 
intuition are more in keeping with the Rothschild tradition."  
 
In other words, Hitler was too intelligent and capable to have been descended 
from humble Aryan peasant stock and therefore must have been part Jewish.  
 
What incredible arrogance!  
 
We noted earlier that the very first people to spread the canard that the Leader 
was Jewish were Hitler's opponents within the Movement. Thus, it is sad but un- 
surprising that his present-day racialist critics have tried to breathe new life into 
this falsehood. "Direct Action," a Canadian racialist newsletter with National 
Bolshevik leanings, repeated the Hans Frank accusation as recently as 
December 1980. [17] It further charged that S5 leader Reinhard Heydrich was 
also one-quarter Jewish, and declared that one of the real reasons that the traitor 
Gregor Strasser was executed at the time of the Röhm putsch was that he had 
"proof" of all this.' [18] The newsletter does not explain why Hans Frank was not 
executed by the SS, too, if he was also in possession of this elusive "evidence."  
 
Lies Die Hard   
Lies die hard-especially, when they are deliberately propagated by scoundrels 
disguised as scholars or by those who have a political axe to grind. And yet, 
sometimes real events lend an aura of credibility to that which is false.  
 
The unfortunate attraction that National Socialism exerts over certain unstable, 
self-hating Jews and part-Jews is well known throughout the Movement.  
 
This is particularly true of the grotesque, distorted parody of true National 
Socialism which has been labeled "Hollywood Nazism." Since the revival of the 
Movement in the early 1960s [by George Lincoln Rockwell, 1918-1967, Cmdr, 
USN], there have been a number of Jews who have so strongly identified with 
the Movement that they have concealed their racial ancestry and joined our 
ranks. In at least three cases [19], these sick individuals have risen to positions 
of media prominence before having their backgrounds exposed.  
 
In the most notable of these instances, Frank Collin/Cohn, founder of the splinter 
group which calls itself the National Socialist Party of America, was widely 
presented to the public by the media as the classic example of a "Nazi" leader 
who was secretly a Jew. [20]  
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This and similar cases only serve to reinforce the popular misconception that 
Hitler himself was of Jewish descent.  
 
Insult or Compliment?  
These tales are spread, of course, in the hope that they will somehow discredit 
Adolf Hitler, his Idea, and his Movement. National Socialists take such 
accusations as an insult, and rightly so.  
 
Still, in a way, they are an unintended compliment. In the case of great men, it is 
quite common for Jews and others to besmirch their Aryan pedigree or 
reputation, or claim Aryan accomplishments as their own. Christopher Columbus 
was also Jewish, they would have us believe, and likewise Shakespeare was a 
homosexual, Beethoven a Negro and Thomas Jefferson a race-mixer. When the 
Jews and their lackeys raise such preposterous allegations against the Leader 
we may wax indignant outwardly, but inwardly we should smile.  
 
We should smile because we know that such accusations are totally false, and 
can be so proven. But we should also smile because we know, as National 
Socialists, that Adolf Hitler's memory belong not only to his few faithful disciples 
today but ultimately to the entire Aryan race.  
 
Gentlemen! 
Never forget this: Your names will long be forgotten even before your bodies 
have rotted away in the earth. But the name Adolf Hitler will still be a light in the 
darkness.  
 
You cannot murder him by drowning his memory in your slop-buckets and you 
cannot strangle him with your filthy, ink-stained fingers. His name exists forever 
in hundreds of thousands of souls. You are far too insignificant to even touch 
him.  
 
He loved Germany, he fretted over Germany. When he fought for honor and 
respect it was for German honor, for respect for Germany and when there was 
nothing left, he gave Germany his life.  
 
What have you given so far? Which one of you would give his life for Germany? 
The only things you care about are riches, power and never-ending luxury items. 
When you think of Germany, you think of indulging your senses without 
responsibility, without cares?  
 
Trust me on this: The Führer's utter unselfishness in word and deed alone 
guarantees his immortality. The fact that the bitter fight for Germany's greatness 
wasn't crowned by success, as with Cromwell's in Britain, has a lot to do with the 
mentality of the people involved.  
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On the one hand, the Englishman's character is essentially unfair, ruled by 
jealousy, self-importance, and a lack of consideration. But he never forgets he is 
an Englishman, loyal to his people and to his crown. On the other hand, the 
German with his need for recognition is never first and foremost a German.  
 
Therefore it doesn't matter to you, you insignificant beings, if you destroy the 
entire nation. Your only guiding thought will always be: me first, me second, me 
third.  
 
In your worthlessness, you will never think of the welfare of the nation, and with 
that pitiful philosophy you wish to prevent the immortality of a giant?  
 
Paula Hitler, Berchtesgaden, May, 1st. 1957  
 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
FOOTNOTES  
 
[1]. Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, pp. 231-232.  
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 [19]. Frank Collin/Cohn [discussed here], Daniel Burros [of the American Nazi 
Party, the National Renaissance Party and the Ku Klux Klan] and Robert Burros 
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Exposing Kabbalah How The Hebrew Seventh Letter Is Used To Curse Gentiles 

 

The Hebrew seventh letter relates to the sword and is used to curse. How this is used is revealed 

in the letter image its designed to have a sympathetic tie into the human spine and brain in its 

image in Kabbalah. Which is the energy system along the spine and within the brain. 

 

 

This letter is directed like an energy knife to put blocks into the energy body of the target to 

disrupt the system and cause low energy levels, illness, insanity and even death. What is a sword 

used for... One major way its used in the Kabbalah is to put blockages at the base of the spine 

around the tail bone. The five major energy systems or Vayus that govern the vital systems in the 

body connect to and send energy to and from the energy systems of the root chakra and its 

systems up the spine and the brain and this includes all the nadi systems. The seventh letter is 

used to attack this point and block the energy systems to disrupt the psycho-physical energy 

system. When this has been done by the enemy magicians it can slowly kill the target. Its Dim 

Mak on the astral level. 

 

The image in the book of Genesis of the two Hebrew Angels holding the flaming swords which 

symbolize energy forms of the seventh letter and the two swords are used to symbolize the 

driving down and blocking off the flow of the life force in the spine of the Gentiles in Kabbalah. 

This ties into this letter and the image of this letter and how its being used to curse Gentiles. The 

book of Genesis is one of the most important texts in Kabbalah and its based on how to use the 

Hebrew letters this includes for cursing the Gentiles. This book also includes the Hebrew curses 

on the Gentile serpent the Kundalini.  

 

This is also designed to make it dangerous to impossible to awaken the Kundalini energy. As the 

blockages will keep such locked in the root chakra and when the energy hits intense blockages it 

can cause insanity and death from the warnings. The eastern texts state if the Kundalini is not 

awoken and brought to the crown the person will be consumed by the energy of time to grow old 

and die and to suffer illness and fate. This is the curse the Jewish god pronounces on Gentile 

humanity in the garden of Edin And this is how this curse is done. This is what the enemy wants. 

The entire Edin tale is a instruction in Kabbalah on how to use the Hebrew letters to curse 

Gentiles into this situation.  

 

The number of the Hebrew thought form of Yeshua [Christ] in the enemy Bible is 777 which is 

the tripling of the power of the Hebrew letter 7. Its a curse and the Christ tale is designed to 

sympathetically connect into the Genesis book with Kabbalah magic. The binding of Christ to 
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the cross the 777 is the binding of the Gentile soul with the Hebrew 7th letter. 

 

The serpent symbol of the Gentile Kundalini the enemy attempts to bind in Genesis and within 

their Bible is called Satan and in the Latin writings of the Catholic Church the Catholic Bible 

was wrote in Latin the name Satan is wrote as Satanam. Latin is originally a Sanskrit language 

and the Romans worshipped the same Gods of Hinduism in the East including Agni. Satanam in 

Sanskrit means "Hail The True Name Of God" its also Satanama which means "Hail Satan" in 

Sanskrit. The Kabbalah states that Satan is the reversal of the name of the Hebrew god which is 

the 22 Hebrew letters. Satan is reversing the 22 Hebrew letters and undoing the death curses of 

the Jewish enemy. And this reversal of the 22 Hebrew letters allows the serpent energies of the 

Gentile soul to flow freely and the serpent to fully awaken and rise to the crown and give 

Gentiles eternal life. 

 

Satanama is the highest name of God in serpent power yoga in the east. 
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Extremism 

Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Tue Jul 10, 2018 8:25 pm 

I note there is a particular type of human, in particular where low IQ is concerned, which, people 

do compromise the so called 'extremists'. One can look at jews and understand what extremism 

in action mean, or go to a local church and denomination and tell them they don't believe in 

God, to see extremism, curses, and even murder at their doorstep.  
 

But this kind of extremism, such as for example beating people with a stick on the head 

because they are 'possessed' or blood-bathing a whole continent to accept the 'love of Christ', 

this is ruling extremism. These types of extremisms have ruined humanity so much that in many 

cases they are beyond judgement now.  
 

This is an issue we are trying to solve, and which, as the enemy admits, Satanism has always 

posed an antithesis to. In other words, this kind of mental insanity has prevailed over the stupid 

populace, and harm, danger, and death coming from such is not considered a crime, but rather, 

'normal' or as the jewish press loves to label every other terrorist attack (only when it reports it) 

they call these 'isolated incidents'. 
 

The same tendency can be seen in Mudslimes that are infesting Europe now. These people 

have a fetish with death, in particular, targeting innocent people. The only place these people 

should be is either in jail, or 6 feet under, but this won't happen either. The truth is obvious and 

the truth is that this type of extremism and sickness is accepted to the world.  
 

The enemy raves about extremism only when it has to do with some people trying to, in a 

legitimate way, protect their rights, and going slightly overboard about it. One needs to look no 

further than Israel to understand what thousands of years of extremism, vileness, and hatred, 

lead a nation or a common people, especially so when these are manifested materially.  
 

The jews themselves murder and exterminate many people on a daily basis to steal their land 

on the foundation of religious extremism. They have literally caused unrest for decades to their 

neighboring countries simply because of their stupid culture and religion which they follow, 

same as Muslims, which are instructed to rape minors, do pedophilia as a way to "God" and 

allowed by "God", and that lying and exterminating innocents is really a good thing indeed in the 

eyes of "Allah". 
 

Satanism stands on the antipode of these religions as Satanism is, and should be based, on 

common sense. Extremism is not a part of Satanism, nor there should ever be. If someone is a 

lunatic or an extremist, they are on their own. The True Satanism that we have here cannot be 

accepted by people based on a sword, or by violence. You cannot force someone to meditate 

and make it work.  
 

We are by design impossible to advance through what extremists do, because the Truth cannot 

be accepted through forced coercion, violence, murder and death. Christianity and the related 

programs just have people praising a retarded jewish thoughform and jewish pseudo-social 

construct, and this yes, you can convince people based on death believe in. But Satanism is 

about life and freedom so that is impossible.  
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Indeed part of our moral opposition to the enemy is because not only they damage, brainwash, 

and affect the lives of innocents, but because of their extremist present and past. These are not 

things that should exist in the world to come in the future. If people want to learn truth, then they 

can be our guest.  
 

It's well known and beyond all reasonable amount of doubt to any half-wit educated person that 

these abrahamic religions were essentially just jewish generated faiths that were meant (and did 

successfully manage to) keep the world in full darkness. In knowledge, in understanding, in 

wealth, in every way possible. People had to fight for their lives to escape the hindrances of 

these programs. We have a right based on social standards to, in the VERY least, dislike the 

authors of these, which unfortunately, after thousands of years time, do not seem to have 

deviated from these beliefs in one inch.  
 

Yet, they maintain not only to indoctrinate us to our belief systems (such as how they pervert 

and corrupt Satanism) but also, they blame other races and people when they try to maintain a 

similar integrity to their beliefs, if these are not the 3 mainstream opiods of Christianity, Islam 

and Judaism. These are fine to get 'high' on. All other beliefs are 'immoral'.  
 

Lastly, extremism is useless to promote an agenda of our type, it only works for agendas who 

prey on stupidity, unsuspecting people, victimhood etc. Those who progress to any said 

retarded or dangerous actions, and try to pin it on Satan's name, they will experience not only 

social destruction (rightfully so) but Satan's unbridled wrath, that will consume their soul and 

destroy it to the last fibre. This is a job that his enemies have done for centuries. If those who 

pretend to be Satan's friends engage in this behavior, they are not going to be tried as enemies, 

but also as traitors, and as foolish retards, and they will be left to be consumed not only by their 

own karmic consequences, but the unbound wrath of the Gods. 
 

The same goes for emo metalheads and deranged individuals who claim to be "Pagans", and all 

sorts of other fools who cannot control their urge to destroy and harm others, while blaming 

some random external factor for this. These people are no better than radical jews, christians 

and muslims. 

 

Satan wants his people to reign through effective manners, to live free, and to do what's best for 

the world and their personal development. Rotting in jails, the life of a worthless thug, engaging 

in criminality or vile whoredom, endless decadence and self-destruction blamed and pinned on 

the God who is ironically the father of common sense and man's helper EVEN in the books of 

his enemies, are bullshit arguments from bullshit people, and are not parts of Satanism. 

 

Lastly to emo edgelords that are well known and many other similar dross organizations, I make 

a warning from you to Satan himself. Turn around from your erroneous ways of self inflicted 

stupidity (it's so against the laws of nature and self improvement as you should obviously have 

seen by now, and these lead nowhere), and if you want to become a God and a dignified being, 

then stray from all the decadence that was taught to you by retards and incels who pretended to 

be "Satanic Superstars" and have now joined Islam for a quick buck. Not to go into names, you 

know who these people are. Get out of this downward useless spiral. 
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Satanism is the path to uprising, to power, and to development. Our war cannot be solved by 

punches and kicks since it's a global psycho-spiritual war and war of information. These are the 

effective outputs for such and the only way to truly 'solve' any problem. Those who think by 

dressing like edgy emo incels, and punching random people on the face, are doing some sort of 

'revolution', you are many decades late from this stupid hype. Grow up, mature up, and if you 

truly seek change, join us and advance spiritually instead. 
 

Satanism is the root of ancient Paganism without any jewish dross in it and aside from the 

reflection of being a retarded anti-christian whose identity is forged so the Christian Church 

pretends it serves a purpose on this planet to fight 'evil'. Those who, aware of this truth, practice 

reverse jewish dross, and curse Satan from his own house like the lowest of his enemies, you 

will taste his unbridled wrath and find yourselves rotting from your own dumb actions in prisons, 

under the ground, and in full decay.  
 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 

 
 
- http://www.joyofsatan.org 

- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: Extremism 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Wed Jul 11, 2018 7:39 pm 

StraitShot47 wrote:Great sermom as always High Priest, and cuts right to the goal of our 

objectives. 
 

I do have one question though. What is the difference between fanaticism and extremism? 

 

 

Extremism is about using violence and coercive means to get your ways and imposing your 

'ideology'.  
 

Fanaticism is like extreme passion which can under circumstances MAY lead to extremism. 

There is nothing bad about being fanatical about something. 
 

However "extremism" also nods to criminal behavior to achieve your objectives. It's essentially 

using criminal force to impose your beliefs on other people, forced prosyletism, and can also 

lead to terrorism. Beyond a level it simply translates to terrorism.  
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Of course, the jews label as 'extremists' anyone they see fit, except of true extremists and 

terrorists. But this is nothing new with the jews either. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  

More will follow soon. 

 

Re: Extremism 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sat Jul 14, 2018 12:05 am 

ZmajEriksson wrote:It's obvious truth can't be forced. But can one use magic to wake up 

specific people, like spouses or family members? Is this possible or even moral? 

 

 

Depends on the how. And yes, it's moral. It's moral to take the blindfold of the jews off from 

one's children and/or spouse. Yet you do not have to coerce them or enforce them to come over 

as a replacement for that blindfold. 
 

One is more like cleaning the eyes of these people. I don't see how using magick to wake up 

someone to a literally proven jewish conspiracy over them and mankind is a nefarious magickal 

thing. It can be equating to just lifting a veil so someone can see.  
 

If one believes that some of these people deserve some help, then give them that. It's not like 

they will become a super Satanist genius simply because of magick if their soul is fully alien to 

these beliefs. But it may help them to wake up and more effectively know what is going on. 

Which is always helpful. 
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Fabian Society, Orwell, Russell Brand, Useful Idiots 
 
This was an answer to a question on Orwell's 1984, I gave on the forum.... 
 
Orwell was a member of the Fabian Society a Marxist organization dedicated to 
Marxist subversion. Fabious who the society is named after was a Roman 
general famous for never fighting a direct battle but wearing his enemy down with 
gradual attacks and tricks then moving in with the full army and destroying them 
when they were too weak to have a chance of victory. The symbol of the Fabian 
Society is a wolf undressing from sheep's clothing.  

 
The Fabian Society was founded by the jewish 
Sassoon's and its magazine/society was being 
run by a jewess from the jewish banker elite 
families who are connected to the Rothschild's. 
The Rothschild's who in Zionist publications 
called themselves "The Kings Of The Jews." 
And want to establish a global Zionist 
dictatorship under Communism. Moses Hess 
the major writer of the communist manifest is 
the intellectual father of Zionism and stated in 
his writings. Zionism is building a jewish world 
government run from Israel. 
Extolling the Talmud and delegating Moses to 
the inferior role given him therein (page 91), 
the whole cry of Hess was for Jewish world 

rule from Palestine “between Europe and far Asia … the roads that lead to India 
and China,” and he told Jewry: 
“You have contributed enough to the cause of civilization and have helped 
Europe on the path of progress to make revolutions and carry them out 
successfully.” He called for Jews to “March forward!” and stated: “The world will 
again pay homage to the oldest of peoples.” (pp. 139-40) The “Talmud is the 
corner-stone of modern” Orthodoxy, (page 143). He looked to black magic, the 
occultism of Chasidism, which along with Zionism, was to achieve Communist 
dictatorship.” “The great good which will result from the combination of 
Chasidism with the national movement is almost incalculable,” (page 218), and 
he added, “Although the Chasidics are without social organization, they live in 
socialistic fashion.” (Same) 
 
The translator called Hess, in the 1918 edition Preface: “The herald of 
Nationalism and the trumpet of Zionism,” when Russell Brand was dating this 
elite Jewess. Then magically, when Brand becomes a Marxist shill for the Jewish 
establishment, his failing career gets a boost. The Fabian Society has been a 
major wing of creating the globalist dictatorship of the Jews. It was involved in the 
League of Nations and later creating the UN. The Rockefeller's are one of the 
Jewish elite dynasties operating openly within this Society as its heads. In 1951 
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the (((Fabian Society))) created the Socialist International, to carry on Karl Marx's 
First International with the aim of using their (((UN))) to create and coordinate the 
agenda of establishing world communist government. The UN was created by 
the Rothschilds, the Rockefellers and other Jewish elites, like the EU. In order to 
march the world towards world government. Agenda 21 for world government, 
the (((UN))) created, it’s stated points are literally the points of the communist 
manifesto.  

As Mullins showed the Rockefeller's created and owned the American 
Communist Party and ran it thought their fellow Jewish mogul, Armand Hammer.  
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A little note on Armand Hammer.... 
 
From Dossier: The Secret History of Armand Hammer By Edward Jay Epstein 
Random House/US  

This investigative book exposes the life of Armand Hammer -- hailed during his 
lifetime as a successful businessman and philanthropist -- for what it was: a myth 
nurtured and embellished for nearly 70 years. In 1922, Lenin wrote a secret letter 
to Stalin, designating Hammer as their official "path" to the resources of 
American capitalism. From then until his death in 1990, Hammer was indeed a 
Soviet agent. 
 
Either Brand really is that stupid from bad genetics and years of heavy drug 
abuse and believes living under a society were he is not allowed to have any of 
his expensive material possessions including a multi million dollar bank account. 
And the revolutionary holocaust, Marx wrote is the crucial part of Communism is 
in full swing.  
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[Marx also openly wrote to major American news papers arguing for the 
continuation of the institution of slavery as the "foundation of western civilisation" 
because his tribe was running the whole slave trade and slave industries. Slavery 
is a divinely ordained institution in Judaism; Jews are to make slaves of the 
Gentiles, which is why they created communism]. 
 
In which he probably won't last long, along with the other Limousine Marxists, is 
wonderful. Or he is an opportunist. I doubt he even bothered to read the 
Communist Manifesto. He also pimps for the Christian scam and promotes the 
Jew, Che who even openly enjoyed murdering 13 year old children. As a hero. 
His tour promotes the fact that Christianity and communism are the same 
system, as the pope admits. Brand is simply whoring for a global communist 
dictatorship openly. This is a normal part of subversion of society with false 
counter cultural figures. John Lennon a strange weirdo, who admitted he sexually 
desired his own mother and was an abusive personality, also shilled the same. 
His song "Imagine" was simply a call for a global communist state. He just took 
the bulletin points of the communist manifesto and put them into a song for the 
masses to rock along to.  
 
Orwell wrote that book as warning as to the real future the Jewish globalists were 
planning. The book is based on Stalinist Russia, which was run out of New York 
and London. Mullins also noted Jewish, Abe Herrmann was flown out of New 
York to run the Soviet Union on orders from Rothschild when Stalin had a 
nervous break down in 1943. Trotsky was an agent of the Rockefellers, Lenin 
and the Warburgs. It’s no mistake President Wilson, whom Jews in the know 
such as Freeman, admitted was a agent of Jewish power, stepped in and got 
Trotsky released from prison in Canada and got his passport back to get to 
Russia with all that Rockefeller money he was found with. Just like Warburg sent 
Lenin into Russia with trunks of shekels. Just as it’s common knowledge that the 
entire communist revolution was funded off Wall Street by the Rothschilds, the 
Rockefellers, and other all Jewish bankers, the same ones who all own the 
Federal Reserve and the Fabian Society. But Brand is like against the same 
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bankers he shills for or something...... 
 
Note the character called Emmanuel Goldstein. What does that tell you? The rat 
torture Smith is given was a common one used on the enemies of the Bolsheviks 
in Russia. Orwell's book “Animal Farm” is based upon the Bolshevik Revolution 
in Russia. Napoleon is Stalin and Snowball is Trotsky. Note he made the leaders 
all pigs, the most hated animal to Jews......it’s a swipe at the kikes. 
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Facial Recognition Required In China For 

Internet Access 

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Thu Oct 10, 2019 

 

 
What is next? Brainchip for citizens? Wait this has already happened. 
 
Maybe internet monitoring and the police showing at your doorstep when you make a wrong search? 
Wait, this has happened too. 
 
Wait, the worst thing that could actually happen is a system of ranking of citizens based on behavior! 
But this has already happened. 
 
Cattle Farm 2030 is an actual thing, how Communist of them. Stalin would have a wet dream of present 
day China. Actually it was a bit beyond his wildest wet dreams. 
 
Makes me wonder if actually we should be more accepting to the idea of China somehow being 
obliterated, as the example the jews are setting in China is just setting the "Western Jew Control" 
example in pale motion. 
_____________________________ 
 
https://www.businessinsider.my/china-to ... s-2019-10/ 
 

 
 
Chinese citizens will soon need to scan their face before they can access internet services or get a new 
phone number 
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China’s 854 million internet users will soon need to use facial identification in order to apply for new 
internet or mobile services. 
The Chinese government announced last month that telecommunications companies will need to scan 
users’ faces in order to verify their identities before they can access new services. 
 
The new rule will apply from December 1. 
 
The new legislation is part of China’s wider efforts to keep close tabs on its citizens and monitor their 
activities and behaviors. 
Visit Business Insider’s homepage for more. 
 
Chinese citizens will soon have to start using facial identification in order to sign up for internet services 
or get a new mobile number. 
 
The Chinese government announced last month that residents applying for a new mobile or internet 
device will have their faces scanned by telecommunications carriers. The new rules will apply from 
December 1. 
 
China’s Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT), which is the state agency responsible 
for internet and technology regulation, wrote that the decision was part of its moves to “safeguard the 
legitimate rights and interests of citizens in the cyberspace” and prevent fraud, according to Quartz. 
 
Recent reports indicate that China has around 854 million internet users. 
 
The new legislation will also ban residents from transferring their mobile numbers to other people. 
According to Quartz, China appears to be the first country to require facial ID to sign up for mobile and 
internet services. 
 
The new legislation is part of China’s wider efforts to keep close tabs on its citizens and monitor their 
activities and behaviors. 
 
A promotional video shows an actor wearing LLVision live facial recognition smart glasses during a 
demonstration at the company's office in Beijing, China February 28, 2018. 
 
A promotional video shows an actor wearing LLVision live facial recognition smart glasses during a 
demonstration at the company’s office in Beijing, China February 28, 2018. Thomas Peter/Reuters 
Last month Chinese state media announced the development of a new “super camera,” and artificial 
intelligence-driven 500-megapixel camera capable of identifying individual faces in crowds of tens of 
thousands of people in “perfect detail.” State media said the device, which is five times more powerful 
than the human eye, could have “military, national defence and public security applications.” 
 
China last year also said it developed a new surveillance camera which could identify users based on 
their walking style and silhouette. The “gait recognition” technology has reportedly already been rolled 
out in several Chinese cities, including Beijing and Shanghai. 
 
Read more: China has started ranking citizens with a creepy ‘social credit’ system – here’s what you can 
do wrong, and the embarrassing, demeaning ways they can punish you 
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Chinese censorship and monitoring has soared under Chinese President Xi Jinping, and thousands of 
new censorship and surveillance initiatives have been issued every year. 
 
In 2014, the Xi’s government announced plans for its “social credit system,” a vast, mandatory ranking 
system of all of its 1.4 billion citizens. According to China, the ranking system seeks to reinforce the 
notion that “keeping trust is glorious and breaking trust is disgraceful.” 
 
The plan, which has already been implemented in some cities, will be fully implemented in 2020. 
Blocking the sidewalk, jaywalking, fare evasion, and even loitering can lower your social credit score. 
Punishments for maintaining a low social credit score include being banned from taking trains, having 
your internet speed cut, and being publicly shamed.  
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False Flag Dome Of The Rock? 

by HP Mageson666 » Mon Jun 17, 2019 
 

 

 

 

The Jewish media have been promoting the concept of a false flag attack on the Muslim, Dome of the 

Rock. They also have been promoting this with predictive programing such as in the show that is created 

by two Jews, that of Game of Thrones, when the Holy Sept is destroyed by bombing. Note the name of 

Holy Sept is taken from the Church of the Holy Sepulchre which is in Jerusalem the same location of the 

Dome of the Rock. 

 

 

Note the similarities to the Dome of the Rock: 
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And the Holy Sept: 

 

 
 

Again the Holy Sept shown from the inside, note the seven pointed star is close to the eight pointed star 

the popular symbol within Islam: 
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The inside of the Dome of the Rock: 

 

 
 

The news articles on Game of Thrones, mentioned all the Bible prophecies which are put into the show. 

This is predictive programing. The Jewish Sanhedrin the council of 70 Rabbi's who are to administer the 

future Third Temple the Jews want to build on the Temple Mount, once they destroy the Dome of the 

Rock, already have all the Temple items built and ready to go. There has already been an attempt to 

destroy the Dome of the Rock by Jewish fanatics by bombing in the past. 

 

The Jews must build the Third Temple to bring in the age of the Jewish Messiah, note: 
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Begin was the Jewish Prime Minister of Israel for the Likud Party, the same Israeli Party of which current 

Jewish Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu is the leader. Jared Kushner who is close friends of 

Netanyahu is also a member of Chabad the movement that claimed that their leader this Rabbi: 

 

 
 

Was the possible Messiah of the Jews. Kushner from reports is attempting to work out a deal behind the 

scenes to build the Third Temple. The whole point of the Chabad movement that Kushner is a major 

player within is to build the Third Temple and usher in the Jewish Messiah. 

 

The move Trump made to recognize Jerusalem is a move towards making the Third Temple come into 

being. 
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"Fame" 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Tue Jul 31, 2018 11:44 pm 

There are some people who just complain all the time about 'fame' and consider it a very 

important factor in things such as world domination or enlightening the world.  
 

It matters, but it's not everything. It's definitely far from being the most important thing in 

changing the world in it's current state. 
 

"Why the JoS doesn't have 10,000,000 members?".  
 

But I will tell you the real reason. I have witnessed myself the Gods wipe out the minds of 

humans overnight, in ways that are impossible to be done by any natural means. They have 

power over humanity, and they can unscrew any human in a matter of seconds. They can turn 

anyone they want to 'their side', but they just do not care to attract anyone on this planet as it's 

not necessary. This would only hamper the progress of their work which is to find people who by 

their own understanding and free will, decide to undertake the Great Work.  
 

However as you can see, they have done tremendous work globally to open the roads to 

knowledge for all human beings. Even in the most remote villages, you can find the way now. 

This process is not finalized yet, but we are in a very good way. In other words, one can exit the 

jewtrix if they want it really much, and they will draw this upon themselves. 
 

Those who are capable spirituality are a minority on this planet. And rare souls. Yet any such 

people would be serious allies to the Gods and people worth investing time into.  
 

The enemy keeps telling people that "fame" has to do with power in many ways. But this is not 

the only way to power. And power is not decided through this in the world. 
 

All the people that run the world, most people have never heard of them. And this is not about 

Merkel. These are just people the average person has seldom heard about in their life. For 

example, how many people know Mario Draghi who is the deciding factor for every bill-note in 

Europe? This is one example. These people that run the world appear almost nowhere. The 

more you go into what really runs the world, you do not see anything.  
 

Also, all the people who are the heads of the European Jew-nion, none of these are elected. 

Fame is irrelevant to this. They are hand-picks of higher authorities of which, nobody even has 

awareness. The 5 jews of Europe decide more than all the parliaments of Europe combined. 

The drunkard Juncker, the hag Merkel, the vampire Draghi, the creep Schulz, these people 

influence the EU more than all the parliaments combined. 
 

Meanwhile, we have "Democracy" they tell the goyim. And don't forget your vote counts. It 

counts yet, unfortunately for the jews, but they are doing everything they can to make this null 

and void. At this point any elected party doesn't really matter to any measurable extent.  

 

Now take Kim Kardashian, the fake jew queen. 115 million followers, or in other words, 1/3rd of 

Americans just focuses on two fake jewish pieces of meat.  
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https://www.instagram.com/kimkardashian/ 
 

George Soros, Elder of Zion, has been shaping this planet for like decades. "Fame" factor, 9k 

followers. Or let's say less than an average size mall in any developed town. 
 

https://www.instagram.com/georgesoros/ 
 

I do not think however her ass controls the universe, however this rotting jew is actually deciding 

the fate of nations. And this is one very, very famous jew, especially because many people 

focus on him as if he were some particular foot soldier in the enemy's work. But he is too, just a 

pawn in a giant chess game. 
 

The people of the surface may have fame, and obvious power, but they do not have any base 

power in themselves. Also, who would be 'imaginative' enough to assume that some old, rotting 

Rabbis from Israel literally run the planet through phonecalls? All the way up from the 

Kabbalists? How many people have heard about such people in their life? Of course to them it 

sounds all as a conspiracy theory. 
 

 

these people run the planet and have been running it for centuries.  
 

Do you know any of their names?  
 

The other question, will anyone ever know they exist at all?  
 

Push came to shove only lately. And still many so called "awake" of these people like Pagans, 

WN'ists and Nationalists, just deny that these old people have any power whatsover.  
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Eventhough it's proven they visit someone in an office, like the leader of the planet such as what 

they did to Bush. And get him to change the world's policy the next day.  
 

Kim Kardashian cannot change the world nor Michael Jackson did. However these old, 

seemingly weak fucks, do indeed control the planet, until now, and for centuries, to a full extent. 
 

"Fame" has to be reconsidered. What matters is doing influential acts. There are acts that any of 

you can do which exact more influence to this world than if you were mayors in big cities at this 

point. These powers are granted by Satan to turn the situation around, and they are doing this 

everyday.  
 

So we keep doing these and we will triumph: 
 

viewtopic.php?f=5&t=11506 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  

More will follow soon. 
 

 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 

- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 
- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 
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Feeling Sorry? 

By High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Tue Feb 12, 2019 

 

 

 
Something very important... 

When one feels sorry, one opens one's self to negative energy in the way of making it extremely easy to 

be vulnerable to curses.  

 

This is why the Christian churches are forever promoting being sorry and repentance. Being sorry opens 

a person wide up. People would be shocked at how, especially the Catholic Church throws curses (the 

Jesuits are a spiritual assassin squad). Just as rotten as the Jews, as they are and always have been 

nothing more than a powerful tool for the Jews. 

 

Azazel explained that feeling sorry is connected to punishment. Punishment = accepting curses. 

 

Now, the more we meditate, the more we reach enlightenment. Enlightenment is awareness. 

Enlightenment is destroying the walls in our minds that prevent us from seeing reality, seeing truths and 

seeing the results of our actions. 

 

Most people out there are walking around with walls up in denial of reality. This is why they can't see 

truths and facts that are in front of them every single day. 

 

My point here is when we open our minds, we will experience much awareness, also inner awareness.  

 

There are others in our lives that were undeserving of behavior towards them. Ask yourself, if you could 

really have known at the time, would you still have done it? If not and it was serious enough, this can 

bring regret. 

 

Harm and injustice that we've done to others over our lifetime, others that did NOT deserve it, will at 

some point manifest into our awareness. This can bring serious regret. This is on the soul.  

 

You can't hit the rewind button on your life or the lives of others, but what you can do is send the souls 

you've harmed positive energy, wherever they might be. I'm talking serious issues here. Seriously 

wronging and committing an injustice to someone who never deserved it. If you feel a need to do this, 

then it should be done to get it off your soul and make peace with the other's soul.  

 

This is just between you and the individuals and no one else. 

 

Do not stew in regret. The enemy uses this more than you know. This sort of thing does not just go away 

unless we act on it. Those who are without can carry this sort of thing on their souls through lifetimes. 

 

In a way, this is cleaning your soul and putting your mind to rest where there might be a lot of 
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subconscious guilt that you haven't been consciously aware of. Enlightenment will open your mind to 

such things. Enlightenment is awareness. 

 

Remember, certain things will crop into your mind that cause regret (unless someone is a full blown 

psychopath). Sending positive energy to the one's soul is an effective way to deal with this and to close 

the situation. Just make sure you feel strongly enough about it. This is not minor every day things.  

And stop dwelling on it. 
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Few against Millions

Sun Mar 27, 2016 12:04 am

By High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

____

Brothers and Sisters in Satan.

We are building up Satan's plan, which is no other plan than the liberation of Humanity. We are
doing this together. Our work and effort against the enemy, is growing them weary by the day. It
grows us only more powerful as the days go. And it will keep on happening that way. The once,
self-proclaimed and brief "reign" of the jews and their "g-d", will be totally revealed and they will
be unmasked. With compensated power, also destroyed mercilessly. Not as a random event, but as a
restoration of eternal justice, of millions of literal dead people, and billions of spiritually dead peo-
ple. They will pay. They are paying. And there will be no swindles and false terms.

The enemy only considers all of you animals, slaves of the mass. Though, how far is this from reali-
ty? People still get out of this and awaken. Do you think they are right? They have lost or won the
battle with you?

We have been fighting a war, in which we have been severely outnumbered. One brave woman star-
ted this, and she kept going, despite the setbacks, despite the hardship. Against all. With total faith
and conviction in the Father of Humanity. Now that people will see and they are seeing the Truth
for themselves, of our Ancient Father, the mistake this world has done will require its payment. And
those responsible will pay, because we will make them pay with our spiritual means. What is long
expected, will come. Satan didn't come with any prophecies, vain expectations and lies. He approac-
hed us honestly. However heavy the Truth was to us, because of the weakened minds the jew has
produced.

He gave as straightforward as possible, the ways and the means to push the enemy back. After all,
this world, is our own responsibility. We are the builders, or the destroyers of it, each and every one
to their own power. Even the enemy knew, that they wouldn't last forever. They pulled this stunt
anyway. They surely made it up to a point. They devoured and killed forever so many people. The
eternal though, stands and will stand. But nobody can say we have been overpowered. Hold your
brothers in arms, and as we stay defiant and score victory after victory, more will join our Ranks
faithfully. Our head has been raised today, and it will stay raised. People need to see these people
that will move in the front, totally naked and devoid of all the jew in their being and heart. Then,
even those who weren't brave as all of you here, they will come and join our Ranks. Under us.

This is where you must pay attention. Become the best you can be. And build yourself up for what
will come. How do you know that it will come, Cobra? I know because we create it together. Other
than that, it will come because it has been said and it will arrive. Because the Gods and some cer-
tain Souls work for it. And because circumstance will force the Spirit of Resistance of Humanity to
come up and purge the source of the problem. It may come earlier, or later, sooner, or down in time.
Yet, you must not forget that this is not your beginning, neither your end. You are an eternal follo-
wer of Truth, a Soul that will live forever, and will eventually reach Satan's intention. Thinking on
these lines, you must build up yourself in an eternal manner.
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Once, it was just a man, against a whole world of lies. The Gods didn't let up, and they didn't abad-
don us, at our lowest. And yes, this has been Humanity's lowest. It has never been lower. One just
needs to really look in the eyes of people, to understand this eternal grief and sadness they are pai-
nted with, smiling or not, shouting or not. You just look into people and you see dead dreams, dead
ambitions, dead drives, a dead thing walking around in many of them. The more this applies, the
more jewdification has went into this poor soul. The age where you have to pop pills to feel happy,
where you have to pay with your hard earned toil to just feel relaxed for a few moments, where a
virtual reality must become the new reality, because humanity suffers too much and just can't live
straight anymore. Too much of a price to look at its own wounds. They don't have the guts to do
this, so they try to escape. But reality will force them to do so. And we have already done this, by
looking into our individual wounds, into their eyes. Because in the end, yes, Humanity suffers. And
in our end, yes, Humanity will make it. And few people decided to change this. In the root. Follo-
wing the paradigm of others.

Back in 1920, now in this Age. It’s the recurring pattern of the cries of Humanity that wants to free
itself. Expect no slaves to do this. Most slaves will even want to stay in shackles. So paralyzed, and
so afraid, to see their own weakened limbs. So fearful, as to not look upon its own self in disgust.
And in this moment of terror, we will hold them sane and show them the way to heal themselves.
The weak, Nature will not spare and they will meet the existential fires they have chosen to follow.
Though, the enemy has turned the strong weak and the weak strong. It can't be reversed forever,
though. And this time, things will be different. Because the whole world has known them by their
fruit. This is why education and spreading the Truth is important. People have been ridding themsel-
ves of many shackles of the enemy, and many will too be destroyed by the magnitude of the ene-
my's attacks. The last chains holding these people down, Xianity and Pisslam, will also come off.
Humanity will be able to breathe again. Yet we have so much work to do.

Then, it became that a few hundreds, went against this rotten order. Now, as time draws and people
wake up from their inducted and brainwashing slumber, others are coming up from this jewish exi-
stence. 1 to 100, 1 to 1000, 1 to a million even. We will stand and fight, until the end, fiercely and
to the end. Humanity has suffered enough. No more. Few, against Millions, even billions.

Let the silent history of the Gods bear your name too. Do something great, take a stand in the side
of your family here. As we all do. Then you will be able to know that you fought for what was
right, while others just died in the path of what's wrong.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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Equality, The Gods, And other Questions 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

Greetings to our Satanic Comrades and Family. 

 

The purpose of this post is to address some questions asked here and there about our 

standing. First of all, the Joy of Satan has reached the core of the issues, which is the Torah 

and the spiritual attacks of the jews. Those who have open eyes and elevated consciousness, 

you can clearly understand how these things work. We have completely explained these. For 

that reason, the most important thing one can do, is attack the enemy through magick and 

spiritual means and then, educate the people. Education and spiritual means can be as 

powerful and as actual as any physical aciton, only far, far worse. This is evident, since the 

enemy did take over by force only as a last resort and when they thought they had totality in 

power. 

 

Another thing. Its been stated, Satan has Won. Yes, Satan has won the spiritual and the war 

"out there" with the enemy, but the thing is, the Earth is still under the conditions we readily 

see. The future is NOT set and is fluid, until it arrives. Yet, one can have this "pre 

determined" but where there is no total power, there is no totality in this. This has to do 

with the time/gravitational grid of the Earth, which is what it is and can't change. Outside it 

might have already changed, on the inside, events still go and we are all under this fluidity. 

In other words, different conditions are "out there" and different conditions are down here. 

For those who have elevated themselves, they can see the enemy has no spiritual power 

(other than harassment etc), other than the power they are given by your beliefs or your 

fear or lack of mediation. In other words, they are gone on this department from here 

below. This shows the enemy spiritually has lost. But down there, on the physical plane, 

their spiritual effort has brought them rotten fruits. And the physical is the last and slowest 

moving of all levels. Meanwhile as the physical comes, the enemy, if they left unimpeded, 

they will try to re-achieve spiritual power. This is why we must wage full and total spiritual 

and intellectual warfare. 

 

And these do not change overnight. Physical power is what it is, and although its derived 

from spiritual power, when its established, its "hard" to bring down. For this reason, we 

must compensate with more Willpower. Also, the enemy is actively down here trying to 

push things, no matter what, to their final end. Even if they have lost they will push until the 

last moment. Satan has incarnated people to fight in this time/space grid from the inside, as 

spiritual attacks carried here manifest more blatantly. This is identical to wanting to move 

something with telekinesis. If you are on the other end of the universe, you will need to 

exact maybe hundreds of times more force. If you are able to physically touch the item, you 

can move this right away.  

 

The Gods are currently helping and will forever help us, but this is our Earth and this 

responsibility we cannot escape, no different than any other being in the universe cannot 

escape from the responsibility to mind their environment, fate and self. Its just simple, if you 

don’t do anything, this is again left on its own luck. Yet, always something, guides this 
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process and is responsible over it. Surely, when one is struck to the ground by a fatal blow, 

they need powerful allies to get them up. The Gods did that and did do and will forever do 

titanic efforts to make us understand, see and finally, guide us to fight and destroy the 

enemy. This isn't the easiest thing, because Humanity has degenerated spiritually. This is 

definitely fully reversible.  

 

IF you look at your physical life, you will see, that long story short there is TOTAL 

disconnection from anything spiritual whatsoever, before you joined Spiritual Satanism 

(except of those who had some fake watered down spiritual practice before). Even if you are 

a teenager, your past years have been nothing but spiritual. The brain and body have 

adjusted to this and therefore need to re-adjust. The notion of spirituality in itself has been 

bastardized to no end and people have been programmed to approach anything in certain 

ways, so they will fail spiritually. Hocus pocus, fast solutions, farting out fairy dust, shitting 

gold, your own personal rainbow horse, all these “magic expectations” are included here.  

 

This is why the JoS at first might strike a bit strange to someone who is clueless or pretty 

much programmed by the powers that be. The key is to approach things with an open mind. 

Read, evaluate, study, do your research. And seriously, FUCK your comfort zone. For your 

own sake and for the sake of your own happiness. Re-examine this and be ready to “kill” 

your comfort zone, so you can transcend higher. “Comfort zone” is simply a programming 

that has been put inside your mind, for better or for worse. For worse in that case, as this is 

the enemy. Nowadays “Comfort zone” is the zone where you completely give up to your 

own vision, where you give up to the laws nature indicates and forces you to abide and 

pretty much kill your common sense and ability to see for yourself.  

 

If the Truth degraded itself to everyone's comfort zone, it would not be Truth, it would be 

lies. And this is what the enemy does. Rabbi jewsus, Hippie Jewsus, Drug promoting Jewsus, 

Roman Jewsus, Cyborg Jewsus, Pimpster Jewsus (nails mary the magdalene), Half Pagan 

Jewsus, Pokemon Jewsus, Communist Jewsus, Far Right Wing Jewsus, Gay Jewsus, ET 

Jewsus, Pornstar Jewsus, Warrior Jewsus, Buddhist Jewsus, Meditating Jewsus, Ascended 

Mustard Jewsus and the list goes etc etc. For every insanity, person and idea, voila, one 

Jewsus. Lies apply everywhere, Truth is what it is.  

 

Inside your mind except of the JoS information or anything else that had substance 

spiritually, there is probably 95% trash that poses as false spirituality or outright delusional 

imagination, whatever, or even worse, nothing. Many people have even lost the ability to 

imagine or dream nowadays. It’s the developed world, you see. For instance, all people 

know the brain adjusts to conditions, same with the body. Re-adjusting the brain and 

bringing it again to a state of equilibrium between the male and female parts of it, takes 

time and maybe years even. This is like anything else in the Soul (which impacts the physical 

body) and how advanced one is. No matter where you are, it will take a while to re-elevate 

yourself. This is like entering a whole different life and a different environment and you need 

to adjust, which you will, because these things are not really alien, but living merely 

physically like drones is. 

 

This brings us to another point, which is the point of magick. Successful magick requires a 

strong and powerful Soul, which is also a powerful, focused will and brain. This is why you 

need to take care of your body. In order to be able to do magick, you have to tap to the 
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other part of your brain, and direct it with the left side of the brain. This will happen in time. 

To most other alien Races out there, this is common sense. This part of the mind can do 

miracles, change lives, is the seat of all power- the Divine Mother. In order to aweaken this, 

meditation must be done daily and this will happen. This again, was common knowledge in 

the Ancient World.  

 

Due to spiritual practice, people will after a point one will be very blissful. This is gradual and 

builds over time. Living blissfully and without suffering, without being dependent to external 

circumstances for your own well-being, this is a revolution. The enemy doesn’t want this in 

anyway. They always want you to be dependent, especially to them. What power will they 

have if people can be happy? None. The programs and everything the enemy has created, is 

based on and reinforces endless suffering. Then, no different than marketing, sells fake 

solutions, creates fake problems and then solves them. Then repeat this again. When the 

product doesn't sell, change it or morph it. If it still doesn't, change product. Xianity and the 

enemy programs are testament of that. The enemy profits, thrives and lords over a society 

of people that are damned by them and go to them to be “saved”. Misery is the stadium 

where they pull their big game. Misery that THEY themselves inflict. They would not survive 

a day inside a sane and healthy society. 

 

Reverting this all and re-ascending to a whole different way of existence, this takes time and 

patience. This is beyond any selfish, materialist or whatever other types of “goals”, or 

“wants” or “needs”. Humans rush everything because of our mortality. Our mortality pushes 

everything to happen fast. We built a whole society around this mortality and rushing your 

whole life. Life is a race, get there, do this, then this, then that, then enter your coffin and go 

meet the big lie on the sky. This is very bad for the human mind and many can’t take this. 

This is why so many people are depressed, suicidal and feel like trash. But there is good 

news. You do NOT have to live that way or ever should. With enough power, you can put 

your "law" to your personal life so to say. No matter what type of life you live, meditation, 

wherever, you have access to yourself. This is the time where you have fun, slow down, 

become lazy and shut down the external drama world.  

 

Now another thing. Many people do complain and constantly ask about the Third eye and 

how to know if it’s activated. Many people do meditate, but they do not take some time to 

see what they have accomplished. In other words, after you are done with your meditation 

program, sit some minutes to see, passively, what you have accomplished. Do not expect. 

Just sit there and see. There is no right or wrong here. Just give and pay attention. By seeing, 

we don’t always mean a visual experience. 3rd eye vision extends past this and involves all 

the senses, plus the so called 6th sense, or simply feeling. You need to be open with this and 

give it time. This is the Eye of Satan. The enemy hates this beyond anything and they curse it 

all the time. When this eye is properly empowered and the mind is properly cleansed of 

dross, this eye is the gateway for higher consciousness and understanding. Everything 

requires persistence, practice and breaking your limitations.  

 

Then, I always see another thing in the groups. People are advancing spiritually, and 

physically, but mentally, they do not force this advancement to catch up. In other words, 

you must realize and change your mentality. You are someone else now, you have changed 

and after every meditation session your change positively for the better. As you grow and 

this will happen automatically, your old mindsets will be thrown out of the window. Not the 
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base of your character or who you are, but what is dross accumulation definitely will give 

way to greater potential. You are actually more and more powerful after every meditation 

session. Keeping around a xian mentality, this can be of severe consequence when you have 

power. 

 

Nature creates everything unequal. I am so thankful that the Gods are so much higher than 

us and therefore, we have our guides, we can receive help and make relations with other 

more prominent and powerful beings. They can show us the way, like a father to child 

relation. The fingers on your hands are not equal in length, yet this is the spirit of co-

operation. Everyone to one’s own, your position and always, with the ability to grow. 

Equality is NOT justice, as many idiots do believe. Justice is what is needed and altruism, not 

fake ass “equality”. Equality kills the potential of everything and anyone and is the recipe for 

disaster for all creation.  

 

Equality also always relates to equality with those in the bottom. When one has hit rock 

bottom there are countless equals. As one goes and advances, there is justice, not equality. 

Equality sucks and is a deathly plague that wears a fake beautiful dress for those who are 

too blind to see beyond this. Equality means death. Only inanimate things and dead are 

“equal”. Not adhering to the notion of "equality" doesn't make one a bigot, bad person or 

whatever else in that stupid pseudo-ethical dilemma made up by the enemy. Equality forces 

many people to go really outside of what they can do, even if this seems like a paradox. One 

instance of that is how everyone is forced to go to college for instance, or how many people 

who aren't made for certain jobs are pushed into this "baseline" of anyone else. 

 

So long someone lives, someone excels somewhere, is bad somewhere. Someone else is 

good on this thing. I am a terrible painter, yet, I am very thankful there are good artists and 

painters so I can enjoy their creations which I can't make, for instance. Nature gives us 

collectively skills and spreads gifts to anyone. The more this process is followed and the 

more people are push to collectively and personally excell, there is upbringing for the whole, 

which then again pulls up the individual and this goes and goes. The jews constantly rant and 

rave about "equality", yet they themselves say they are masters of the universe, that you are 

goyim etc. Equality and assimilation for you, not for them. They know this is all a big crock of 

shit. For them, racial, cultural and religious purity. Purity at all costs even at the expense of 

other members of their race. Because as all the Ancients knew, this is how everyone 

survives. The jews have taken this completely out of context, yet, they apply the basic rules 

with cutthroat adherence. The jews are vastly different than them, but their inability and 

unwillingness to advance, evolve and catch up, has been their greatest weapon. And even if 

the rot can make it so high by applying these laws, what we Gentiles could do.  

 

Nature gives us all abilities, paths and works by her will, makes us unequal, so we can all 

strive to better our blueprint of self, which is one and only in the universe. The enemy is a 

communist and wants everyone to become a selfless amassment, destroying any and all will 

of nature, which indicates we should expand our ego and our whole at the same time. The 

enemy is not part of this. They are a literal accident that is constantly trying to impose their 

law through exploitation of the nature of others and in general. Equality is degeneration. 

Humanity goes forward by personal genius and not by mass "genius". Mass genius would 

only exist if the "baseline" for people constantly got raised and raised and this can never 

happen through equality and lack of justice, as things are today. Nature indicates the way to 
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personal and collective success. The Gods are about JUSTICE, *NOT* equality. 

 

The enemy lies and keeps lying, that supposedly if such order existed, the higher beings 

would execute the weaker or this crock of filth. This is their fear and they project it, as they 

know when Gentiles find out what they have committed, they will definitely grow violent. 

This is their own criminal complex and how they see power. Power to them is not for help 

and elevate, but rather, always a tool to enslave, conquer and kill the host. Any parasite 

thinks that way, same does the enemy. This has NOTHING to do with us though, or the 

essence of power in itself.  

 

Power is a neutral concept. Yet the enemy teaches people to love weakness and hate power. 

They are making it seem like one their abuse of any power they possess, so that people, 

obviously disgusted, will hate power. This is clever and prohibits anyone else from the 

pursuit of power, leaving space for the powerless jews to become powerful and as thus, 

continue their actions. This is definitely what THEY would do if they found themselves at the 

heights of power. The USSR and Communist regimes testify to that. Because we are alien to 

them, and totally unrelated to them.  

 

Claiming this is a case for Gentiles is definitely a fallacy. Cats or Dogs supposedly are "below" 

us, one would say. Yet, we live together, love them, they are no different than family 

members in most cases. While the fact is that Dogs and Cats cannot be compared to us or us 

to them, our "inequality" or "difference" is not a reason for any aggressive behavior, but 

mutual respect and affection. This is in fact the beauty of creation. The enemy wants to 

assimilate everything, destroy all that is "different" and then use this remaining clump as 

slaves.  

 

 

 

They are preaching "pro" diversity, while in fact, this diversity will kill ALL living diversity, 
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beyond to the point of recovering. They are promoting diversity to kill any diversity.  

 

This is the same as when they are promoting love through the senseless and deathly hoax of 

xianity, which kills and maims the ability of humanity to love, and translates love to the 

worst form of victimization and slavery. 

 

On a final note, the enemy wants everyone to be "equals" so they can lord over them.  

 

 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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Fiat Currency, Labour Value And Money 

Wed Jul 26, 2017 3:22 pm  

 

HP Mageson666  

 

 

This is to an answer I gave to thread on this subject. 

 

 

Fiat currency is real money you can spend it. That is what money is a medium of 

exchange for goods and services. All money is Fiat in a sense of principal as its assigning 

value to something people agree to, gold, paper, Fiat by decree. Hitler took Germany off 

the (((gold))) standard and into a Fiat style economy which is a labour based economy. Its 

right in the definition you posted.  

 

The gold standard is what jewish libertarians push because the jewish banks have all the 

gold and they can then create dollar scarcity from this control. And rule by scarcity and 

the monopoly on power it gives them. The Founding Fathers of America had Fiat 

currency as well.  

 

Is there is not a Libertarian ideologue, that was not a scheming Kike working for Jewish 

banking interest. Rabbi Marx told us that capitalism is the religion of the Jew. He should 

know he created a system for the Jews to steal the wealth and property of the entire 

world. Which is what capitalism does its right in the Torah in Deuteronomy the Jews are 

given the command to use what we call capitalism today. That of usury and the 

Plutocracy it creates to conqueror the Gentiles and enslave them to debt and rule them by 

monopoly.  

 

Every Alt-lite, libertarian personality today is always literally a kike, who demands civic 

Nationalism for everyone but Israel as well. Globalism within one Nation for the Goyim. 

When money rules and Jews rule the money..... 

 

Usury already existed before Fiat. In a proper Fiat situation you can't have usury as its 

attempting to assign value to a medium of exchange for value onto the medium. And in a 

Fiat society, Labour is the value that makes money fruitful not money. Such a society has 

a proper moral structure economically and would recognize usury for the criminal 

principal it is. The writings of the capitalists who were sophists for the usurers of their 

time like Smith and Hume. Claim otherwise. And try and reverse the principal to money 

makes labour of value. Really..... You can't plant a crop with dollar bills. But you can 

grow a crop of food which is real value and then use money to exchange for it. Money is 

sterile paper and barren metal. Usury has ruined every economy of every nation that 

allowed it to exist. Hence capitalism's true definition that of State sponsored usury is the 

correct one. As this is how the psychological system of capitalism always ends. From 
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Florence of the 15th century to the Federal Reserve of current year. They call this Crony 

Capitalism today. Which is the true form of the system. The Banker's and their 

monopolies on everything simply sit back and steal the fruits of the labour of the entire 

nation state.  

 

It was always a foolish notion to think that in the system of capitalism a system created 

by Jewish money lenders and Le Happy Merchants, that it would not end as a Plutocracy. 

Every time the seed of capitalism is planted in a nations soil, Crony Capitalism always 

springs up. Run by Jewish Plutocracy. Yet the Jews then turn around and send their 

Jewish agents out to con the rest of us to keep morally supporting capitalism because 

Muh capitalism.  

 

Capitalism is a Jewish system of organized theft and political control from what their 

monopoly gives them as Rabbi Marx admitted, that is based on their Torah.  

 

Capitalism is Jewish theology applied to economics'.  

 

 

Straitshot47 wrote: 

 

You ask what will replace money? Our money means nothing right now, and requires 

FAITH. If SS can't understand that our whole financial system, since the great 

depression, has been based solely on faith and nothing intrinsic of value, then one has to 

start reading some financial history.  

 

What is 'Fiat Money' 

 

Fiat money is currency that a government has declared to be legal tender, but it is not 

backed by a physical commodity. The value of fiat money is derived from the 

relationship between supply and demand rather than the value of the material that the 

money is made of. Historically, most currencies were based on physical commodities 

such as gold or silver, but fiat money is based solely on the faith and credit of the 

economy. 
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VAHT • FUHT • VUHT • 
VUHSS • OUT • OUTH • 

VAHSS 
 
NISH • NIS • NEESH • 
NEESS 

(SS Place tongue on upper hard palate for 
a hissing sound) 
 

     SHER • SHAYR • SHOR  
    (ROLL THE R) 

 
• FUUK (rhymes with “ZOOM”) 
• PUG (rhymes with “PUT”) 
• FOHG 

AID-AHTS • EED-AHTS 
• AID-AHZ • EED-OHTS 
• KEED-AHTS 

 

  AYP • EHP • AYF • EHF 

       

NIY-EYE • NEYE • EYE 

 

KHEHM-AHS • KHIM-AHS 
•KHEHM-OHS • TEHK-MIS 

 

• NOON (same as “noon.”) 
• NUUN (rhymes with “put”)  

 
MEHM • MEEM • MAIM 

 
DUHM-AHL • TEHM-EHL • DEHM-
OHL 

 
• FAHKH • FAHK • FUKH 
 

FUK (rhymes with “HOOK”)  
FUHK (rhymes with “FUCK”)  
PACK (same as “PACK” with hard A) 

 DUUY • DUY (RHYMES WITH PUT) 
• DOHY • THOHY • TUUY 

 
 TEHT • SEHT • THOYT •THAYT 
• DHOYTH DHOYH • DHOYD 

TEHKH • SEHKH • THAYKH • 
THEHKH • THOYKH THAYH 

        
 NUH-EYEZ • NEYEZ •  
NIY-EYEZ • EYEZ  

(same as “EYES”)  
     

 VAHV • VAHW • VUHV • WAHW  
                       (same as “WOW”)  

HAYH • HEH •         
 

DEH-LAHD • TUH-LAHD • TEH-
LUHD • THEH-LAHD • THI-

LOHD • THI-LOHZ • TEH-LEHD 
           

LEHM-EEG • MAHG • LUHM-
MIG • LUHM-MIG • LUHM-

EEG • LUHM-IHG (deep guttural) • 
LEHM-MIG LEHM-EEG 

 SAYB • SAYV • TEHB • TEHV 
• TAYB • THAYB • THAYV • 

TEEB • TEEV 

 FEHL-AH • FUHL-AH • FUUL-
AH • FIL-AH • FIL-UH • FEHL-
UH • PEH-LEH • FEHL-OH 

 
Now, affirm the following 3 times: 
 
• Each and every one of the Hebrew 
letters has lost all of its power in 
every way, totally, permanently, and 
completely. 
• The Hebrew alphabet is dead in 
every way. 
 
HAIL SATAN!! 
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FINAL RTR  
This is the final Reverse Torah Ritual. This RTR can be performed immediately. 
Right now. This RTR will put an end to Christianity and its related ilk as well, as 
Christianity has its roots in Hebrew. This is the most important RTR. All of Jewish 
control and incredible wealth comes from the Hebrew aleph-bet, which has been 
infused with power centuries ago. The enemy has made prolific use of the Hebrew 
aleph-bet for centuries. We are now reversing this. 
Amdusias stated to the JoS Ministry back in 2003: “Just as (Jehovah’s people) 
cannot see you, you cannot see them, but they will manifest blatantly as the earth 
draws closer to the climax of our cause.” This earth is rapidly being destroyed by 
the enemy. We can stop this and reverse it with these rituals. One can see how 
they control public opinion in the news, with their control of the media and with 
their false, lying, nefarious programs they promote as “religions.” 

SPECIAL THANKS TO AZAZEL WHO ORGANIZED THIS PROJECT AND GAVE US THIS 
KNOWLEDGE. Azazel stated that the former RTRs stripped the enemy of enough 
power to where this one will be final. There is no longer any need to do the other 
RTRs, as we will be destroying the power of the Hebrew letters. Begin this RTR at 
any time. You will need a marker, pen, or other writing utensil to blot each of the 
letters out, thus destroying them. 

DO THIS RTR AS MUCH AS YOU ARE ABLE TO, PREFERABLY EVERY DAY IF 
POSSIBLE. The full RTR requires you recite each of the words 9 times. If you are 
very short for time, it is ok to recite these once each, for a shorter version of the 
ritual. It is most important to do this RTR frequently, as many times as you can You 
will need to print this RTR, several or more full pages to do this ritual. There are 
several different pronunciations for most of the letters, (see bottom of this PDF, 
also notes at the end of certain words). There is Ashkenazi Hebrew, Sephardic 
Hebrew, Ancient Hebrew, Aramaic and more. 
______________________________ 
Pronunciation Key: The BOLD syllables are accented/stressed.  
AMERICAN ENGLISH:  

♣ AH as in Saw, Awe, Paw  
♣ AI or AY as in Bay, Say, Aim  
♣ DH a hard TH, as in The  
♣ EE as in Meet, Seed, Seem  
♣ EH as in Let, Set, Met  
♣ I or IH as in Sit, Miss, Hit  
♣ OH as in Open, Cold, Bold  
♣ OO as in Zoom, Bloom  
♣ TS as in Pizza, Bats, Mats  
♣ U as in Put, Hoof, Hook  
♣ UH as in Hut, Hum, Mu
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VAHT • FUHT • VUHT • 
VUHSS • OUT • OUTH • 

VAHSS 
 
NISH • NIS • NEESH • 
NEESS 

(SS Place tongue on upper hard palate for 
a hissing sound) 
 

     SHER • SHAYR • SHOR  
    (ROLL THE R) 

 
• FUUK (rhymes with “ZOOM”) 
• PUG (rhymes with “PUT”) 
• FOHG 

AID-AHTS • EED-AHTS 
• AID-AHZ • EED-OHTS 
• KEED-AHTS 

 

  AYP • EHP • AYF • EHF 

       

NIY-EYE • NEYE • EYE 

 

KHEHM-AHS • KHIM-AHS 
•KHEHM-OHS • TEHK-MIS 

 

• NOON (same as “noon.”) 
• NUUN (rhymes with “put”)  

 
MEHM • MEEM • MAIM 

 
DUHM-AHL • TEHM-EHL • DEHM-
OHL 

 
• FAHKH • FAHK • FUKH 
 

FUK (rhymes with “HOOK”)  
FUHK (rhymes with “FUCK”)  
PACK (same as “PACK” with hard A) 

 DUUY • DUY (RHYMES WITH PUT) 
• DOHY • THOHY • TUUY 

 
 TEHT • SEHT • THOYT •THAYT 
• DHOYTH DHOYH • DHOYD 

TEHKH • SEHKH • THAYKH • 
THEHKH • THOYKH THAYH 

        
 NUH-EYEZ • NEYEZ •  
NIY-EYEZ • EYEZ  

(same as “EYES”)  
     

 VAHV • VAHW • VUHV • WAHW  
                       (same as “WOW”)  

HAYH • HEH •         
 

DEH-LAHD • TUH-LAHD • TEH-
LUHD • THEH-LAHD • THI-

LOHD • THI-LOHZ • TEH-LEHD 
           

LEHM-EEG • MAHG • LUHM-
MIG • LUHM-MIG • LUHM-

EEG • LUHM-IHG (deep guttural) • 
LEHM-MIG LEHM-EEG 

 SAYB • SAYV • TEHB • TEHV 
• TAYB • THAYB • THAYV • 

TEEB • TEEV 

 FEHL-AH • FUHL-AH • FUUL-
AH • FIL-AH • FIL-UH • FEHL-
UH • PEH-LEH • FEHL-OH 

 
Now, affirm the following 3 times: 
 
• Each and every one of the Hebrew 
letters has lost all of its power in 
every way, totally, permanently, and 
completely. 
• The Hebrew alphabet is dead in 
every way. 
 
HAIL SATAN!! 
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Loyalty, Faith and War 

By High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

Dear Brothers, Sisters and Comrades. 

We are now facing against a most important turn of our battle against the enemy. 

This is where nobody must rest, but everyone must relentlessly and mercilessly 

keep attacking the enemy. The Powers of Hell demand it as such. Things are to 

where the jews have been relentlessly drinking our blood for centuries, countless 

souls have perished and suffered from their actions. Satan, inside this cruel jewish 

world, has given us peace. Satan, inside all this, has stood by us, a failing 

Humanity, with never ending loyalty in his vision to save us from this low level of 

being. Satan has been mercilessly dedicated in getting us rid of our enemies, 

giving us knowledge, protecting us, guiding us and making us better everyday. 

Satan has personally touched many here, deep within their Soul. Satan has been 

overseeing us, Satan protected us, Satan placed his faith in us unwaveringly when 

even the strongest of hearts have faltered away. This is not a time to rest, this is a 

time to attack. We have a valuable opportunity now to help this world and get rid 

of the jewish cancer that has been plaguing every nation and has infected any 

Soul for hundreds of years.  

For those who have quite advanced in the Path and spiritually and are seeking 

themselves, witnessing Satan's Gift, the Serpent, for those who have became 

more powerful or just escaped from the depression of the enemy, to those who 

just recently joined with Him, He requires you to fight. Fight Mercilessly and 

execute Justice by all Spiritual means. For every murdered Soul, for every child 

they have tortured, for each and every of these Ancient Gentile Souls that 

perished under the jewish sword, you must fight. You are the ones that have 

touched the Truth and history is not going to place the weight on anyone else's 

back. The enemy has been attacking us relentlessly, they seek nothing less than 

our death.  

Do they know who they are messing with? Do they know who's Kingdom they 

dared touched? They touch the Souls of the Children of Satan? They dare go 

against the one who's name is Truth and nothing less? They dare go against the 

giver of Truth, Peace and Enlightenment? The King of Knowledge? They dare go 

against Satan and Satanists? 
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You must show them. You must give yourself the satisfaction of destroying our 

enemies. Destroying those who are right now, as you read, destroying whole 

nations, whole peoples, the ones who are bringing the ever looming darkness and 

destruction to this planet and world.  

I want you to raise yourself. I want you to become Gods in your own right. Thats 

my demand and that should be your demand. Nothing less. Only more. How can 

someone deny such gift? Nobody is allowed to throw the Truth out of their sight, 

and nobody is allowed to blaspheme Father Satan. For all he did for our 

Ancestors, for all the civilization he created, for all the help we have personally 

received, we must help him and show him that we are here for Him. We must 

show that we was, are and will forever be at service. Not because he requires it as 

so, but because His heart is so pure and beautiful that He wills for nothing but our 

own prosperity, peace and strength for this planet and His creation. This shows 

loyalty to Him and ourselves. 

The enemy has made their army of liars, their thousands of agents, their millions 

of slaves. We have a few thousands of those who will be Gods. We have a few 

thousands Souls who are to ascend where Human beings haven't been ascended 

in thousands of Years. The enemy has tyranny, we have freedom and joy, a life 

worth living for every being. We have a vision, we have an aim, we have an 

awareness of Justice and we are to execute Justice. We have faith. We have never 

ending faith. Not in anyway a blind faith, but a proven and strong faith. We have 

faith in our vision. Faith in ourselves. Faith in that Humanity is more than this. 

Faith in that we are to execute justice. Faith in Truth. 

This is the time where you must take all of your comrades in arms. We will fight 

until the end. Nobody is allowed to falter, nobody's heart is allowed to get weak, 

nobody's mind allowed to wander to lies! You are only allowed to become, to 

strive, to live and to be happy. You are awoken and for that reason, reality calls us 

all in to fight the tyrants of Humanity, its oppressors and its destroyers. Without 

us fighting, this world will fall into darkness and despair. IF everyone does their 

purpose, we will see again the Golden Age of Humanity. Do not deny your calling. 

Nobody knows how to fight like you, like us. Nobody has caused what has been 

caused in simply a matter of years to these parasitic jewish race. YOU MUST KEEP 

ON! MERCILESSLY, LOYALLY, IN DEDICATION TO SATAN!  

Show the enemy that we are here and we have won. Mercilessly launch your 

curses. Let hatred flow into your veins for everything and anything they have 

commited against you. For every moment of suffering they caused, by hiding the 
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Truth. For every innocent person suffering, due to their teaching. For any animal 

and any other form of life that has been tortured and put to shame, due to their 

actions. For every Soul that is suffering, you are their voice. For every Ancestor 

who wants revenge, for anyone who hasn't reached the Truth, stand up for them. 

Fight on and destroy the enemy. Set the World free.  

Until the next Reversing Ritual, lets all curse the enemy daily. Lets make them fear 

so much, lets punish them, let them see the Satanic Retribution. Lets bring in 

reality what they are most afraid: Justice. Bring them the death in all levels that 

they seek to bring upon you. Lets all stand as a united army and obliterate the 

enemy to the last one, as they seek to obliterate all of us for so long. Your 

spiritual weapons are here, Use them: 
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Finishing off the Jewish Tyranny 

(small working) 

Dear Brothers, Sisters and Comrades. 

Today it is another day like all others that we belong to the Truth and serve the 

Truth. Those of us who have been with us until the end, saw and have done all 

the big work we are seeing the seeds of today. We have been rampantly attacking 

Israel and will continue doing so. There were members who went very far with 

this as all our family has done, attacked the enemy ruthlessly for 40 or even 80 

days concusively. Due to the effort of these modern day Heroes and our Freedom 

fighters, international jewry is crumbling as the day goes by. 

Though, as much as we see victory, we see something very evident: That the 

enemy will not just stand there and die. That they are very dangerous now like 

they never were. 

We have had people who doubted, run away in lazyness or fear, those Faithful 

Warriors of Satan know that Satan stands above them and has them under his 

wings. We had people who worked ruthlessly and wrote and are still writting 

history in its most subtle level. THIS IS YOU. YOU ARE NOT THE IGNORANT, YOU 

ARE THE BEINGS OF TRUTH AND THE LIGHT. I ask both of you to stand on your 

height of Soul and finish off the intruders of our life. There is not one problem in 

our lives that is not connected to the international jewry. You see what they do to 

Gaza, what they have done to countless civilizations. This is only a bit of dust on 

what they will do to us if they will prevail. 

For that reason I call the spiritual elites of this Era, to fight them ruthlessly, once 

more and until the end. Even when things are seemingly over, we must not fool 

ourselves as they will not go down so easily. Those who stop now, steps before 

the end, are not worthy of what it is to come. WE WANT A FREE WORLD. A 

WORLD FOR YOU AND ME AND NOT THESE JEWS TO RULE ON. 

I call everyone to the Spiritual Arms. These days like no other days the enemy has 

been around their coffin. Its of serious historical importanct that you act now. I 

tell you this from the bottom of my Soul, from the bottom of my Heart. If you are 

not the greatest and most brave people in the world, I do not know who that is. 

Those who know what we do, know that we should decimate those who oppress 

us. Now is our most fatal opportunity. 
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You raised your head in spiritual tyranny, you have been with us from the start to 

the end. And you are now living to see the fruits which we have planted. 

Be merciless in your pursuit of justice and in your pursuit of a better, Satanic 

World. 

We are the most defamed, the most misunderstood, the most brave, the women 

and men against time, those who have an eternal vision of a greater tommorow. 

Its up to you who have the tools of shaping the world to shape it. FATE CALLS YOU 

ALL TO DO IT!!! 

So what I am asking is quite easy. 

Everyday, until the day that a Ritual will come, which will be soon, raise the 

following and direct it as following. 

-Thurisaz x9. 

Then affirm Once with intent- 

"Israel and all the jewish race of peoples are permanently and completely 

destroyed in every and all levels of existence." 

-Hagalaz x9 

Then affirm Once with intent- 

"Israel and all the jewish race of peoples are permanently and completely 

destroyed in every and all levels of existence." 

You can multiply 9 vibrations and do this, like x18 Thurisaz or x18 Hagalaz. 

An Alternate affirmation would be as following: "Israel and the jewish race as a 

whole are now being permanently and completely destroyed, in every and all 

levels of existence." 

****ALL THE ABOVE IS TO BE DONE EVERYDAY, UNTIL A NEW RITUAL IS POSTED. 

THIS SHOULD BE PART OF YOUR DAILY MEDITATIONS. PREFFERABLY, DO THIS 

FIRST AND THEN DO YOUR AURA OF PROTECTION AND CLEANING MEDITATION! 

Use whichever feels more on the point for you. Both are the same thing. But 

some might have a tendency toward one or the other. 
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You can imagine grey energy suffocating them all over the globe, with severe 

intensity. This is to be done daily with your daily meditations. This will add up to 

our older Rituals and finish the job. But the job is not finished until WE finish it. 

And we are not idiots to think that Israel is over with...Far from it. 

Satan has placed his faith in us. Lets make Father Satan proud and create a world 

in which his name stands proud for all the Ages! 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!! 

HAIL THE GODS AND DEMONS OF SATAN!!!!!! 

HAIL TO OUR MOST PRECIOUS AND FAITHFUL COMRADES AND WARRIORS!! 
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How to Pronounce The Runes 

Runic Kabalah CD Mp3 Files Zip  

http://www.exposingcommunism.com/Runic%20Kabalah%20Audio%20CD.zip 

The Runic Kabalah on site: 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Runic_Kabalah.html  
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Finnish translations 

Joy of Satan 

 

Mon Nov 16, 2015 5:26 pm  

Valontuoja  

 

Posts: 223 

(I have been thinking about making a Finnish translation about some of the topics in Joy of Satan 

-ministry. Like meditations, Exposing Christianity, Death of Communism, Jews Are Gone, 

sermons of the HPs etc. Because this is a big project for one man I hope that there is someone 

from Finland who can help me in making the translations and giving development ideas for 

further translations. In future there may come better translations but this one is good enough for 

now. As I announced these finnish translations are under development and can change for better 

in the future. Hail Satan!) 

 

How to Clean Your Aura 

 

Source URL - http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... aning.html 

 

Kuinka aura puhdistetaan 

 

Aurasi puhdistaminen on välttämätöntä hengellisen hygienian kannalta. Puhdistamalla aurasi 

päivittäisin suojaat itsesi psyykkisiltä hyökkäyksiltä ja sairauksilta. Puhdas aura on 

vetovoimainen ja edistää parempia ihmissuhteita. Ihmiset ovat luonnostaan huomaavaisempia ja 

tarjoavat palveluksia niille joiden aura on puhdas ja säteilee energiaa. Tässä on kuinka 

vaikutamme ihmisiin ja saamme heidät tekemään tahtomme mukaan. Mustassa magiassa 

käytetyt ajatusmuodot jotka saavat alkunsa pahantahtoisuudesta, kateudesta ja/tai toisten vihasta 

kiinnittyvät yksilön auraan ja tuovat epäonnea kuten onnettomuuksia, sairauksia ja niin edespäin. 

Auranpuhdistaminen [niin kauan kun kyseessä ei ole vakavia ongelmia] vie ainoastaan 

muutaman minuutin päivästä ja on sen arvoista. Kun yksilö on sairas, ja/tai masentunut, aura on 

likainen ja sen puhdistamiseen voi tarvita useita meditaatiosessioita. Mitä on sisällä heijastuu 

auraan. Kun on kyse sairauksista, joko valmiiksi ilmentyneestä tai tulossa olevasta, aura 

omaksuu likaisen harmaan värin. 

 

Ihanteellisesti aura pitäisi puhdistaa kahdesti päivässä – herätessä, ja ennen nukkumaanmenoa 

illalla. Auran puhdistaminen ennen nukkumaanmenoa on välttämätöntä. Mitä useamman ihmisen 

kanssa tulet vuorovaikutukseen päivän aikana sitä enemmän ajatusmuotoja ja energiaa kiinnittyy 

astraaliruumiiseesi mikä usein johtaa ongelmiin. Ihmisten astraaliruumiit usein sekoittuvat 

päivittäin. Kuten fyysisten virusten ja fyysisten basillien kanssa astraaliruumis voi olla 

haavoittuvainen negatiivisille energioille. 
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PUHDISTAAKSESI AURASI: 

1. Kuvittele kirkas valo peittämään sinut kokonaan. Pidä tämä mielessäsi minuutti tai kauemmin. 

Se ei kestä kauaa. 

2. Nyt kuvittele valo kirkkaampana ja intensiivisempänä jokaisen chakrasi kohdalla aivan kuin 

pienoisaurinkona. 

 

Tuossa oli kaikki mitä lyhyeen työskentelyyn sisältyy. Tämä harjoite voi pitää sinut 

puolustustilassa negatiivisia energioita ja psyykkisiä hyökkäyksiä vastaan ja estää niitä 

ilmentymästä. Jos huomaat, että aurasi ja chakrasi ovat vakavasti likaantuneet kuten sairauden 

aikana, sitten toista pidempi versio auranpuhdistuksesta: 

 

PUHDISTAAKSESI AURASI TÄYDELLISESTI, lausu saatanallisen rukousnauhan 

(http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... osary.html) kanssa Auringon siemenmantra samalla 

kun visualisoit itsesi loistavan valkokultaisen valon peitossa. Keskity värähtelyyn koko sielullasi. 

Voit valita kumman tahansa Auringonmantran jonka kanssa tunnet olosi viihtyisäksi, koska 

molemmat ovat toimivia: 

 

”SURYA” SUUU-RR-YAH 

tai 

”RAUM” RR-AHH-UUU-MMM. 

[Be sure to roll your R's]. 

 

Vibraatio on paljon tehokkaampaa auranpuhdistamisessa. Tämän voi tehdä joka päivä, jos niin 

haluaa. Visualisaatio yksin, useimmiten, ei ole ainoastaan erittäin vaikeaa tapauksissa joissa 

yksilö on erittäin sairas, mutta ei läheskään niin tehokasta kuin vibraationkäyttäminen. Koska 

sielu on tehty valosta, Aurinko sisältää kaikki nähtävissä olevat värit spektristä ja tämän lisäksi 

valo joka on näkymätöntä paljaalle silmälle, joka myös on olennainen osa sielua. Yhtä kirkkaan 

valon kuin Aurinko kuvitteleminen ja Aurinkomantran resitoiminen on erittäin voimakasta 

auranpuhdistamiseksi kaikista negatiivisista energioista. 

 

Melko usein, jos on ongelmia kuten sairauksia ja jos on paljon negatiivista energiaa, yksilöllä on 

vaikeuksia visualisoida valoa. Kun tarpeeksi energiaa rakentuu toistetuista työskentelyistä, 

valonvisualisoimisesta tulee paljon helpompaa. Valon näkeminen osoittaa, että työskentely 

toimii kuten pitää. Näin on asianlaita myös saatanallisten parantamisten suhteen. Jos sairaus on 

vakava tai/ja krooninen, se voi viedä useita työskentelyjä ennen kuin yksilö pystyy 

visualisoimaan ja näkemään valon. Tässä tapauksessa se merkitsee, etttä työskentely pitäisi 

toistaa jatkuvasti jopa sen jälkeen kuin yksilö näyttäisi olevan täysin parantunut. Huolimatta siitä 

”näkeekö” yksilö helposti valon vai ei, hänen tulisi tehdä parhaansa visualisoidessaan valoa jopa 

kaikkein vaikeimmissa tapauksissa. 

 

Vastoin monia opetuksia, Saatana/Lucifer on valontuoja. Kun demonit vapautettiin, valonmäärä 

heidän auroissaan on lisääntynyt huomattavasti. Heidän voimansa on lisääntynyt myös. Joissakin 

vanhoista grimoireissa tietyt demonit ovat ilmaisseet toivoa ”valoon palaamisesta”. Ne meistä 

jotka ovat työskennelleet heidän parissaan ymmärtävät mitä he tarkoittivat tällä toteamuksella. 

Valo on aurassa. Sielu on valmistettu valosta (http://hailtosatansvictory666.angelfire ... 
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as666.html) ja tarvitsee valoa omatakseen voimaa. Isä Saatana levitoi kerran edessäni. Kun hän 

teki niin, hänen auransa tuli äärimmäisen kirkkaaksi valosta. 

 

”Valo on voimaa” --Lilith 

Joy of Satan -wikia for Finnish people: 

http://fi.suomenjoyofsatan.wikia.com/wi ... atan_Wikia 

 

Translation project for Finns: 

topic11953.html 

 

Re: Finnish translations 

Wed Nov 18, 2015 8:02 am  

johnson_akemi  

 

Posts: 2643 

Translating the Joy of Satan into Finnish is doing humanity a favor. The pages you translate can 

be put into PDF form and put in Satan's Library. You can send the PDFs to High Priest Hooded 

Cobra at hoodedcobra666@yahoo.com. 

And, participate in our reverse torah rituals. We are in a war here and need to do what we can for 

our creator, Satan.  

 

Reverse Torah Rituals  

http://www.angelfire.com/wizard/pixie66 ... ituals.htm 

 

 

Hail Satan!! 

 

Re: Finnish translations 

Wed Nov 18, 2015 3:12 pm  

Valontuoja  
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Posts: 223 

Foundation Meditation 

 

Source URL - http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... ation.html 

 

Hengitys: 

Taikuuden, energiamanipulaation ja mielenvoimien perusta 

 

1. Istu mukavalla tuolilla tai makaa mukavassa paikassa ja rentoudu. 

 

2. Kuvittele ja tahdo, että jokaisella sisäänhengityskerralla eivät ainoastaan keuhkoja hengitä, 

vedä ilmaa sisään vaan myös koko ruumiisi hengittää sisäänsä energiaa. Sinä hengität sisään 

koko ruumiillasi. Hengitys toimii keskittymisvälineenä energian absorboimiseksi. 

 

3. Tiedä, että keuhkojesi ohella jokainen yksittäinen tuuma kehostasi vetää puoleensa energiaa 

samanaikaisesti. Kuten kuiva pesusieni kun se kastetaan veteen, sinun kehosi pitäisi absorboida 

energiaa jokaisella sisäänhengityksellä. 

 

Koska jokainen on yksilö, se kuinka tunnemme energian, on erilaista jollain tavalla. 

 

Tehdäksesi tämän päinvastoin, hengitä energiaa ulos. Tämä voi saada sinut väsyneeksi ja näin ei 

pitäisi tehdä säännöllisesti muuten kuin saadaksesi käsityksen kuinka se tehdään. 

 

* Energian uloshengittäminen soveltuu talismaanien voimistamiseen, sigilien lataamiseen, minkä 

tahansa parantamiseen, ja kaikissa tapauksissa jossa haluat asettaa energiaa johonkin tai suunnata 

sitä. 

 

* Energiaa voi myös hengittää sisään ja absorboida ja sitten suunnata se tiettyyn kehosi 

alueeseen parantamista varten. 

 

* Erittäin lyhyessä ajassa sinun pitäisi pystyä tuntemaan energia kun hengität sitä sisään. 

Edetessäsi sinä pystyt näkemään sen ilman visualisointia. 

 

* Tunteminen on kaikkein tärkein osa tätä harjoitetta, erityisesti kun olet tulokas. Älä yritä nähdä 

energiaa sillä se voi kiinnittää huomiosi liiaksi. Pyri vain tuntemaan se. 

 

*Tämä harjoite on kaikkein tärkein mielesi kanssa työskentelemisen ja energiamanipulaation, 

joka on kaiken taikuuden perusta, kannalta. 

 

Kun etenet voit käyttää tätä energian absorboimismenetelmää saadaksesi energiaa Auringosta ja 

ihan mistä tahansa mitä valitset. 

Joy of Satan -wikia for Finnish people: 
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Translation project for Finns: 

topic11953.html 

 

Re: Finnish translations 

Wed Nov 18, 2015 3:40 pm  

Valontuoja  

 

Posts: 223 

Opening and Meditating on Your Clairaudience Points 

 

Source URL - http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... nters.html 

 

Selväkuuloisuuspisteidesi avaaminen ja niihin keskittyminen 

 

Keskittymällä selväkuuloisuuskeskuksiisi; voimistat astraalikuuloasi, joka tunnetaan myös 

”psyykkisenä kuulona”. Tämä on hyödyllistä kun kommunikoit demoneiden kanssa. Rentoudu ja 

keskity jokaiseen keskukseen, visualisoi jokainen niistä kirkkaana tähtenä. Käytä muutama 

minuuttia jokaisen parissa. 

 

Avataksesi nämä vähäisemmät chakrat, keskity niihin ja visualisoi ne avautumassa kuin tähdet ja 

kirkastumassa. Tämä pitää mahdollisesti tehdä useissa meditaatiosessioissa ennen kuin ne ovat 

avautuneet pysyvästi. Pisteet sijaitsevat samoilla paikoilla molemmilla puolilla päätä vaikka 

kuva näyttääkin vain yhden puolen kasvoista. 

 

Tulet huomaamaan muutoksia tietoisuudessasi ja psyykkisissä kyvyissäsi kun teet tätä harjoitetta 

kuinka pitkän ajan tahansa. 

Kun etenet pystyt tekemään ”chakrahengitystä” jossa absorboit energiaa jokaisella 

sisäänhengityksellä, ja laajennat vähäisen sekä kirkastat jokaista chakraa joihin keskityt kun 

hengität ulos. 

 

 

*Taideteokset joita käytettiin kuvissa:  

"The Land Baby" by Hon John Collier; 1800-luvulta 
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Translation project for Finns: 
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Valontuoja  

 

Posts: 223 

Satanic Void Meditation 

 

Source URL - http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... ation.html 

 

Saatanallinen tyhjyysmeditaatio 

 

”Tyhjyysmeditaatio” tunnetaan myös nimellä ”mielen vaientaminen”. Tyhjyysmeditaation 

hyötyihin lukeutuu kyky lopettaa ei-toivotut ajatukset ja vaikutukset tahdonalaisesti, eli hallitset 

ajatuksiasi sen sijaan, että ajatuksesi hallitsevat sinua (kuten keskivertoihmisten tapauksissa) ja 

saat tunteen sisäisestä rauhasta. Tyhjyysmeditaatio on välttämätöntä jokaiselle joka harjoittaa 

voimameditaatiota, ja se on tärkeää saadaksesi menestystä edistyneemmissä taikuusharjoitteissa. 

Voimameditaatio muuttaa ajatusten voimaa jolloin on erittäin tärkeää pystyä hallitsemaan 

ajatuksia ja hiljentämään ne tahdonvaraisesti. Tarvitset ajatusvoimaa, joka tunnetaan myös 

”noitavoimana”, menestyäksesi rituaaleissa ja käyttääksesi mieltäsi saavuttaaksesi mitä haluat. 

Voimameditaatio voimistaa ajatuksiamme jolloin ihmiset jotka ovat tietoisempia tai 

sensitiivisempiä pystyvät poimimaan ajatuksiamme ja tunteitamme telepaattisesti. 

Tyhjyysmeditaatio harjoittaa mieltäsi olemaan hiljainen jolloin muut eivät tiedä mitä ajattelet. 

Japanilaiset ninjat käyttävät tätä menetelmää välttääkseen havaituksi tulemista toteuttaessaan 

tärkeää tehtävää joka vaatii etenemään tai soluttautumaan huomaamatta. Tyhjyysmeditaatio 

harjoittaa mieltäsi niin, että voit keskittyä rituaalien aikana ja jokapäiväisessä elämässä jolloin 

mielesi tuo sinulle mitä tahdot. 

 

On olemassa useita tyhjyysmeditaatiotekniikoita. Tarkoitus on vaientaa kaikki ajatuksesi ja 

keskittyä tähän hetkeen. Saat mielesi olemaan täysin tyyni haluamaksesi ajaksi. Aluksi tämä voi 

olla äärimmäisen vaikeaa kun ajatuksia tulee mieleesi jatkuvasti. Ennen kuin huomaatkaan, olet 

taas ajattelemassa jotakin. Älä suutu itsellesi sillä tämä on täysin normaalia ja jopa edistyneille 

harjoittajille jotkut meditaatiohetket eivät mene niin hyvin kuin tavallisesti. Pyri vain saamaan 

mielesi takaisin keskittymään. Kärsivällisyys ja sinnikkyys ovat avainasemassa. Transsitilan 

saavuttaminen hengitysharjoituksilla ennen tyhjyysmeditaation suorittamista auttaa varmasti. 

Joidenkin ihmisten kokemusten mukaan raskaan aterian jälkeen meditoidessa mielesi harhautuu 

helpommin. 

 

Yritä aina meditoida kun olet täysin hereillä ja valpas. Jos yrität tehdä tyhjyysmeditaatiota kun 

olet väsynyt se johtaa todennäköisesti nukahtamiseen. 

 

1. Hengitysharjoitteet ovat suositeltavia. Tässä on yksittäinen hengitysmenetelmä joka saattaa 

sinut transsitilaan: 

 

Hengitä sisään kuuden sekunnin ajan,* 

pidätä henkeäsi kuuden sekunnin ajan 

Hengitä ulos kuudeksi sekunniksi 

 

Toista tämä muutama kertaa kunnes tunnet itsesi rentoutuneeksi. 
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*Pidätä henkeäsi vain niin kauan kuin tunnet sen mukavaksi. Jos kuusi sekuntia ei ole mukavaa 

niin pidätä henkeäsi vaikkapa neljä tai edes kaksi sekuntia. Pidä vain huoli, että olet yhtenäinen 

ajan osalta. Älä koskaan pidättele kauemmin kuin on mukavaa. Hengitysharjoituksia ei pidä 

koskaan pakottaa sillä niin tekemällä se voi aiheuttaa vahinkoa hermojärjestelmälle.  

 

2. Nyt saa koko mielesi olemaan täysin tyyni ja vapaa kaikista ajatuksista valitsemaksesi ajaksi 

ilman ajatuksia tai musiikkia mielessäsi. Mielesi pitäisi olla täysin tyhjä. Sinun pitäisi keskittyä 

nykyhetkessä olemiseen. Aloittelijoille viisi minuuttia on hyvä aika. Keskitasoiset ja 

edistyneemmät harjoittajat saavat tehdä tätä viidestätoista minuutista niin pitkän ajan he tuntevat 

tarvitsevansa. 

 

Tyhjyysmeditaatiota voi tehdä silmät avoinna tai suljettuina. Kun silmäsi ovat avoinna näet 

todennäköisesti sumua esineiden ympärillä kun laskeudut transsitilaan. Se on normaalia. Jos 

valitset sulkevasi silmäsi voit nukahtaa, mutta tämä on yksilöllinen valinta joten käytä sitä 

menetelmää joka toimii sinulle kaikkein parhaiten. 

 

Meditoidaksesi silmät auki: 

 

Valitse jotain pientä johon keskityt. Tämä voi olla piste seinällä, toinen viisari kellossa tai jopa 

nukkapala vaatetuksessasi. Monet valitsevat meditoivansa kynttilän liekillä. Tärkein asia on 

keskittyä valitsemaasi objektiin. 

 

Meditoidaksesi silmät kiinni: 

 

Keskity sisäpuolellesi ja rentoudu. Voit saattaa itsesi yhä syvemmälle transsiin putoamisen 

tunteella. Se on normaalia. Tulokkaille tämä putoamisen tunnetta voi usein seurata huimaavaolo. 

Lopettaaksesi kyseisen tuntemuksen keskity kehosi etuosaan. 

 

Päivittäinen tyhjyysmeditaatio: 

Tyhjyysmeditaatiota voi harjoittaa missä tahansa, milloin tahansa vain päättämällä keskittyä 

nykyhetkeen ja siihen mitä olet tekemässä. Tämä menetelmä on hyödyllinen niille joilla ei ole 

mahdollisuutta yksityisyyteen. Valitse vain tavoite nykyhetkessä valitsemaksesi ajankohdaksi 

joka päivä ja tulet hyötymään. 

 

Edistynyt tyhjyysmeditaatio: 

 

Visualisoi esine ja pidä sen kuvaa mielessäsi. Aluksi se on haihtuvinaan pois, mutta kehittyessäsi 

se tulee pysymään mielessäsi pidempiä aikoja. Tämä on ehdottomasti vaadittu kyky 

taikuusharjoituksiin ja mielenvoiman keskittämiseen. 

 

Keskity erityiseen chanttiin (suom. huom. eli mantran resonointiin tietyllä sävelkululla) tai 

ääneen. Voit tehdä tätä joko ääneen tai mielessäsi. Tämä tunnetaan nimellä ”mantra”. Sinä 
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hengität sisään ja hengittäessäsi ulos chanttaat valitsemaasi mantraa tai ääntä. Yksi yleinen 

chantti jota käytetään kundaliinijoogassa on ”Sa Ta Na Ma”. Se äännetään ”Sah- Tah- Nah- 

Mah.” Voit myös chantata ”Sa Tan” ”Say-Tahn” 

tai ”Say- Tahn- Nah- S-S-S-S.” 

 

Keskity erityiseen tunteeseen- suuttumukseen, iloisuuteen, suruun, rakkauteen, vihaan. Voit 

valita myös tunteen sen mukaan miltä sinusta päivänaikana tuntuu. Tämä on erinomaista 

harjoitusta edistyneisiin rituaaleihin. 

 

Keskity erityiseen tuntumaan, esimerkiksi liikuta sormiasi edestakaisin samettia tai 

froteepyyhettä pitkin. 

 

Keskity erityiseen hajuun tai makuun. 

 

Edistynyt tyhjyysmeditaatio johon sisältyy fyysisiä asentoja harjoittaa sekä mieltäsi että 

kehittää sinulle rautaisen tahdon, ja äärimmäisen sisäisen tahdon. 

 

1. Pidä koko kehosi tyynenä. ÄLÄ liiku. Tämä on mitä edistyneet joogit tekevät. Mene 

mukavaan asentoon. Älä raavi itseäsi vaikka tuntisit kutinaa, ole välittämättä siitä ja pysy 

keskittyneenä. Lihaskramppeja tulee ja menee. Jätä huomiotta kaikki fyysinen tai mentaalinen 

uupumus. Jatka keskittyneenä pysymistä. 

 

2. Lisää epämukavia ja/tai vaikeita asentoja. Pidä huoli, että nämä on saatu jooga- tai Tai Chi –

kirjoista jotta niistä olisi fyysistä hyötyä. Tämä on oppi joka opetetaan monista 

itsepuolustuskouluissa joissa opitaan olemaan välittämättä kivusta samalla kun säilytetään 

intensiivinen keskittyminen. Tämä voimistaa mieltä fyysistä kamppailua varten ja drastisesti 

lisää itsevarmuuden tunnettasi. Tämä myös lisää kivunsietokykyäsi. 

 

3. Juokseminen ja meditaatio; keskittymällä juoksuaskeliisi lisäät mentaalista ja fyysistä 

kestävyyttäsi. 

 

Voimallinen tyhjyysmeditaatio: 

Tämä on erinomainen keino voimistaa itseäsi kun teet tyhjyysmeditaatiota. Tämä on edistynyttä 

ja sinun pitäisi omata tunne energiasta ja vetää sitä sisääsi kuten energiameditaatiossa 

(http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... ation.html). Tässä sinä et visualisoi energiaa vain 

hengität sisään ja ulos vetäen energiaa sisällesi sisäänhengityksellä ja laajennat auraasi 

uloshengityksen aikana. Keskity täysin *tunteeseen*. Sinun pitäisi olla kokenut 

energiahengityksessä ennen kuin lisäät tämän menetelmän tyhjyysmeditaatioosi. 

Joy of Satan -wikia for Finnish people: 

http://fi.suomenjoyofsatan.wikia.com/wi ... atan_Wikia 

 

Translation project for Finns: 

topic11953.html 
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Re: Finnish translations 
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Valontuoja  

 

Posts: 223 

Meditating on Your Clairvoyance Points 

 

Source URL - http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... oints.html 

 

Selvänäköpisteisiin keskittyminen 

 

 
 

Keskittymällä psyykkisiin silmiisi voimistat astraalinäköäsi. Se on helppoa. Sulje silmäsi ja 

”katso” kolmanteen silmääsi, joka sijaitsee keskellä otsaasi. On tärkeää rentoutua ja olla 

rasittamatta silmälihaksiasi vaikka silmäsi ovatkin kiinni. Aluksi näet vain mustaa riippuen siitä 

kuinka aktiivinen kolmas silmäsi on, ja sitten mahdollisesti kieppuvia värejä ja muotoja. Kuten 

peilistä ennustettaessa värit ja muodot tulevat väistymään kuvien tieltä kun teet meditaatiota 

tarpeeksi kauan ja säännöllisesti. Muista pitää keskittymisesi lempeänä ja rentoutuneena. 

 

Kun olet meditoinut kolmannen silmäsi parissa, visualisoi kolmas silmäsi kirkastumassa ja 

loistamassa ulospäin kuin Aurinko ja suuntaa tämä energia jokaiseen psyykkiseen silmääsi 

alkaen ensimmäisestä ja toisesta psyykkisestä silmästä takaisin kolmanteen silmääsi ja siitä ylös 

neljänteen, viidenteen, ja kuudenteen silmänpaikkaan. Voit sitten kierrättää energiaa ylös ja alas 

kuin kirkkaana valovirtana. 

 

Toinen menetelmä, joka on jossain määrin edistynyt, on suorittaa chakrahengitystä jokaisen 
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keskuksen kautta. Vedä energiaa joko yhteen erityiseen keskukseen kerralla tai tee se 

samanaikaisesti yhdellä sisään hengityksellä. Visualisoi jokainen keskus kirkastumalla ja ulos 

hengityksen aikana laajenna jokaista keskusta vähäsen kuin kirkasta tähteä. Jos työskentelet 

kaikkien parissa samanaikaisesti, on tärkeää visualisoida ne kaikki samaan aikaan. 

 

 

*Malli on muinaisfilistealainen ruumisarkku. 

Joy of Satan -wikia for Finnish people: 

http://fi.suomenjoyofsatan.wikia.com/wi ... atan_Wikia 

 

Translation project for Finns: 

topic11953.html 

 

Re: Finnish translations 

Fri Nov 20, 2015 3:37 am  

roadtorevolution  

 

Posts: 1162 

Location: Republic Of India 

Valontuoja wrote: 

(I have been thinking about making a Finnish translation about some of the topics in Joy of Satan 

-ministry. Like meditations, Exposing Christianity, Death of Communism, Jews Are Gone, 

sermons of the HPs etc. Because this is a big project for one man I hope that there is someone 

from Finland who can help me in making the translations and giving development ideas for 

further translations. In future there may come better translations but this one is good enough for 

now. As I announced these finnish translations are under development and can change for better 

in the future. Hail Satan!) 

 

 

Great if there are more finnish people here to aid you in your great project. And in case you cant 

find dont worry for your will is the best aiding element in your great cause of translation  
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Hail Satan Hail Peacock Lord Hail Shiva Hail Kartikey HAIL all demon friends  

“It is necessary that I should die for my people; but my spirit shall rise from the grave, and the 

world will know that I was right.” -Adolf Hitler. 

Heil mein Führer I know you were right -roadtorevolution 

Contact ME - proudpaganproudpast@gmail.com  

______________________________ 

 

HEY HAVE 

Poo people... 
 

Re: Finnish translations 

Fri Nov 20, 2015 3:38 pm  
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Valontuoja  

 

Posts: 223 

Chakra Alignment 

 

Source URL - http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... nment.html 

 

Chakrojen kohdistaminen 

 

Haluan tehdä jotakin erittäin selväksi. Kaikille ei-satanisteille jotka vierailevat tällä sivulla, olitte 

sitten niin kutsuttuja ”New Age” ”mystikkoja” tai mitä tahansa, jos jatkatte lukemista ÄLKÄÄ 

KOSKAAN UNOHTAKO, ETTÄ TÄMÄ TIETO TULEE SAATANALTA JA 

EGYPTILÄISELTÄ JUMALALTA THOTHILTA. Thoth on Helvetin voimien puolella. 

 

Kuten on tapahtunut kaiken hengellisen tiedon osalta, myös risti on inhottavasti vääristelty 

kristinuskon nimissä. Tasapäinen risti esittää neljää nurkkaa/osaa ja suuntaa kuten silloin kun 

kutsumme Neljää kruunattua Helvetin prinssiä rituaalin aikana. 

 

 
RISTI ON AIHE, jonka näemme useiden demonien sigileissä 

(http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... igils.html). Chakrat on kohdistettu oikein kun ne 

ovat YLÖSALAISIN OLEVAN LATINALAISEN RISTIN MUODOSSA. KRISTILLINEN 

RISTI ON VÄÄRENNÖS JA PYHÄINHÄVÄISTYS. Jos seisot peilin edessä chakrojesi kuuluu 

olla ylösalaisen ristin muodossa siten, että Aurinko [666] chakra on kyynärpäiden kohdalla, 

kuten kuvasta näkyy. 
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Ylösalainen risti on ollut jo kauan satanismin symboli hyvästä syystä. Kolmas chakra, joka 

tunnetaan myös ’Aurinko’ chakrana on kaikkein-tärkein ’666’ chakra. [666 on kabbalistinen 

Auringon neliö]. Sitä esittää myös hakaristi, joka on muinainen Auringon symboli. 666 chakra, 

EIKÄ sydänchakra, on sielun voimanlähde. Tämä on pääsyy siihen, että muinaiset uskonnot, 

jotka edelsivät kristinuskoa, keskittyivät Aurinkoon. New Age ja muut sen kaltaiset opit 

keskittyvät sydänchakraan jotta jokainen olisi riistetty tyhjiin hengellisestä voimasta, ja josta 

seuraisi pahempiakin asioita. Sydänchakra on sukupuoleton ylempien ja alempien chakrojen 

yhdistäjä. Thorin vasara on myös käännetty risti joka symboloi tätä aihetta. Oikea kantavibraatio 

kuudennelle chakralle/käpyrauhaselle on ”THA” [THAUM] ja oikea vibraatio 666 chakralle on 

”RA” [RAUM]. Kun yhdistät nämä molemmat vibraatiot kuten sitomisriimun tapauksessa, siitä 

seuraa vibraatio ”THOR”. Aurinko chakra on Luciferin malja, joka sisältää elämäneliksiirin. 

 

Yleinen tieto, jota on valmiiksi saatavilla chakroista, ei ole ainoastaan vaarallista vaan myös 

äärimmäisen virheellistä. Kolme muuta chakraa ovat mies ja naispareja jotka pitäisi yhdistää, 

koska ne toimivat yhdessä. 

 

Kuten tiedämme, kruunuchakra tunnetaan ”tuhat-terälehtisenä lootuksena”. Lootus on myös 

tunnettu liljana (eng. lily). Lilja (Lily) = ”Lilith”. Jokainen demoni on todellinen elävä olento, 

sen lisäksi jokaisella demonilla on oma hengellinen sanomansa. Lilith hallitsee kruunuchakraa. 

Saatana hallitsee juurichakraa. Molemmat juuri ja kruunu chakrat ovat mies ja naisparit jotka 

toimivat yhdessä. Tämä on eräs niiden tärkeimmistä hengellisistä viesteistä. Miehen ja naisen 

yhdistyminen on Babhometin kuvan, jolla on miehen ja naisen ruumiinosia, taustalla oleva 

symboli kuten myös egyptiläisen Akhenatonin tapauksessa, hän on myös hermafrodiitti. 
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Nyt, ilman kaikkea sydänchakran väitetyn merkityksen toistoa New Agella harhautettujen 

typerysten taholta [tämä on tehty tarkoituksella, ei ainoastaan pitääkseen ihmiset erossa 

todellisesta hengellisestä tiedosta vaan kaikkein tärkeimpänä asiana estämään heitä 

saavuttamasta mitään vakavasti otettavaa hengellistä voimaa], kun yksilö edistyy tarpeeksi 

meditaatiossa ja psyykkisten kykyjen osalta, hänelle selviää, että yonin muotoinen sydänchakra 

on sukupuoleton. Yoni on vaginanmuotoinen, kuten Tarot kortissa sitä kuvataan. Kristityt ovat 

vääristäneet tämän kääntämällä sen sivusuuntaiseksi tuoksi typeräksi ja kaikkein 

ärsyttävimmäksi kalasymboliksi, joka myös on pyhäinhäväistys todellista hengellistä tietoa 

kohtaan, ja kuten kaiken muukin kyseisen ohjelman osalta on varastettua, väärennettyä ja väärää. 
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"...seven towers - the Towers of Satan [Ziarahs] -six of them trapezoidal in form, and one, the 

"center" on Mount Lalesh, shaped like a sharp, fluted point." [suom. ”…seitsemän tornia – 

Saatanan tornit ” [Ziarahs] – joista kuusi on puolisuunnikkaan muodossa, ja yksi, ”keskusta” 

Lalesh-vuorella, muodoltaan kuin terävä, uurrettu kärki.”] 

-- The Satanic Rituals, kirjoittanut Anton LaVey 

 

Ylläoleva lainaus on myös vertauskuva, sillä keskusta on erilainen, sydänchakra. Sillä on 

voimaa, mutta ei samalla tavalla kuin sielun voimakkaimmalla chakralle eli Auringon 666 

chakralla. Sydänchakralla on voimia vähiten. Tässä on syy miksi vihollinen aina mainostaa sitä 

valtavirran kirjoissa, ja New Age –dogmassa. 

 

Jokaisessa chakrassa energian otto tapahtuu laajan loppuosan ansiota, ja energianlähetys 

tapahtuu kärjen, joka tunnetaan nimellä ”bindu” kautta. 

Järjenkannalta chakrat kuten kolmas silmä [ÄLÄ sekoita tätä kuudenteen chakraan, joka sijaitsee 

kolmannen silmän TAKANA] tarvitsevat laajan osansa osoittamaan ulospäin energian 

keräämiseksi. 
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Tämä tietenkin sisältää kaikki vähäisemmätkin chakrat. Tulet huomaamaan, että chakrojen 

oikein kohdistamisen jälkeen tunnet itsesi yhtenäisemmäksi ja parantaminen sekä taikojenteko 

sujuvat helpommin. 

 

Kaikki mitä tarvitsee tehdä on kääntää Aurinko 666 chakra siten, että sen kärki [bindu] osoittaa 

ALAS. Tämä on hakaristichakra, Auringon chakra. Kaikki kristinuskoa edeltäneet 

pakanauskonnot keskittyivät intensiivisesti Aurinkoon. Tämä on sielun voimanlähde. Thorin 

vasara oli alkuperäisin ylösalaisen ristin muodossa. Aikaisimmat alkumme ja elämämme tulevat 

navasta, ja Aurinkochakra, voiman ja elämän antaja sijaitsee navan takana. Tämä on missä 

sijaitsee suurin elinvoima/noitavoima/vril/chi varastomme. Aurinko chakran pari on kuudes 

chakra ja kolmas silmä, joka tunnetaan myös naispuolisena ”komentokeskuksena”. 

 

Suositut kirjoitukset toitottavat, että sydänchakra on ”tunteiden istuin”. Tämäkin on toinen suuri 

väärinkäsitys. Kurkkuchakra on ”tunteiden istuin”. Kun olemme surullisia ja itkuvalmiita, tunne 

tulee kurkusta eikä sydämestä. Tämä on usein sama asia koskien onnellisuutta. Ole tietoinen 

tästä. Molemmat tunteet tulevat kurkkuchakrasta. 
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Tunnettu sydämen muoto ei myöskään kuvaa sydäntä. Sitä toitotetaan sydämen symbolina 

vaikka sekin on pelkkä väärennös. Tämän tarkoitus on harhauttaa sinua. Käärmeiden risti on 

symbolinen sielun ida ja pingala nadeille. Ne ylittävät kurkkuchakran ja syöksyvät muodostaen 

täydellisen sydämen nenän kohdalle, muodostaen sydämenmuodon kasvoille. Tunnettu 

sydämenlävistävä nuoli tarkoittaa ”energian korjaamista” esittämällä noussutta Saatanan 

käärmettä. 

 

Numero 666, ylösalainen risti, ja muut Saatanan symbolit ovat erittäin pyhiä ja sisältävät salatun 

viestin. 

 

Nyt, kun suuntaat energiaa kuten taikatyössä, ja muissa mielen työskentelyissä, chakrat voi olla 

hetkellisesti käänteisesti eli niiden kärjet osoittavat ulos saattaakseen energian. Muista, älä 

koskaan yhdistä itseäsi mihinkään negatiiviseen energiaan kuten tehdessäsi mustan magian 

työskentelyjä. Toisien sanoen, negatiivisen energian ei koskaan pitäisi kulkea lävitsesi, vaan olla 

ulkopuolellasi koko ajan. Kun työskentelet positiivisen energian kanssa, kuten kun haluat vetää 

puoleesi tahtomasi asiat, on suositeltavaa suunnata chakrat ulos ja yhdistyä. Muista aina 

oikeaoppisesti kohdistaa chakrasi uudelleen minkä tahansa työn jälkeen. Chakrojen 

kohdistaminen väärin vähentää noitavoimaasi. 

 

Tutkimus ja paljastus Thothilta on paljastanut todellisen kahdeksannen ja yhdeksännen chakran 

olevan olkapäächakrat. Näiden avaaminen kohdistaa sielua ja avaa energiaväylät 

kämmenchakroihin voimistaen niitä suuresti. Avatakesi olkapäächakrasi sinun täytyy 
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visualisoida ne kuten kuvassa, ja keskittyä sekä meditoida niiden parissa muutama minuuttia. 

Säryn ja/tai paineen tunne on positiivinen merkki, että olet onnistuneesti avannut ne. Tämä tunne 

voi levitä käsiisi ja voi tuntua vähän kuin ne olisivat nukahtamassa. Kun olkapäächakrat ovat 

täysin voimistettuja sielun siivet ilmaantuvat 

(http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Wings.html). 

 
 

Muista aina, että kun chakrasi ovat avautuneet onnistuneesti ja ovat aktiivisia pystyt tuntemaan 

ne. Tämä tunne on useimmiten paineen tunnetta tai lievää särkyä tai kihelmöintiä. Chakrojen 

kohdistaminen oikein lisää suuresti hengellistä voimaasi. 

 

 
 

1. Aloita juurichakralla ja käännä kärki niin, että se osoittaa ylöspäin kuin pyramidi. 
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2. Tee sama sakraalichakralla [toinen chakra]. 

 

3. Nyt keskity aurinko ’666’ chakraan ja käännä se niin, että kärki osoittaa alaspäin. 666 chakra 

on malja, joka ottaa kiinni ja varastoi elämäneliksiirin. 

 

4. Tee sama kuudennella ja kurkkuchakralla – käänne ne niin, että molempien kärjet osoittavat 

alaspäin. 

 

5. Nyt keskity sydänchakraasi ja kuvittele kaksi pistetty tulemassa yhteen ja leikkaamassa 

toisiaan kuten alapuolella olevassa kuvassa näkyy. 

 

 
 

6. Keskitä huomiosi kruunuchakraasi ja käännä sen kärki alaspäin. 

 

7. Lopeta keskittymällä uudestaan olkapäächakroihisi ja visualisoi ne osoittamaan sisäänpäin. 
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Asaselin sigili esittää sydänchakran muotoa. 

Joy of Satan -wikia for Finnish people: 

http://fi.suomenjoyofsatan.wikia.com/wi ... atan_Wikia 
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More on Correct Chakra Alignment 

 

Source URL - http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... ment2.html 

 

Lisätietoa chakrojen oikeasta kohdistamisesta 
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Kolme tasapäistä ristiä, kuten nuo jotka näkyy Setin sigilissä. Esittävät kolmea chakraparia. 

Minä uskon myös, että tämä on Gizan, Egyptissä, kolmen pyramidin viesti sillä ne ovat 

muotoiltu chakrojen muotoon. 

Astarothin sigili esittää saman asian joka puolella olevilla palkeilla. 
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Lantiochakrat ovat samat molemmilla puolilla lantiota sivusuunnassa, kuten taideteoksesta 

näkee. 
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Ohimochakrat sijaitsevat oikealla ohimojen takapuolella, kuten kuvasta näkyy, vähän eteenpäin 

korvasta katsottuna. 

Kun avaat ja kohdistat menestyksekkäästi nämä chakrat, tulet tuntemaan painetta ja ikävää 

särkyä kuten kolmannen silmän ja muiden chakrojen osalta. Tämä on positiivinen merkki, että ne 

on löydetty ja aktivoitu onnistuneesti. 

Joy of Satan -wikia for Finnish people: 

http://fi.suomenjoyofsatan.wikia.com/wi ... atan_Wikia 

 

Translation project for Finns: 
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Sound Meditation 

 

Source URL - http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Sound.html 

 

Äänimeditaatio 

 

Äänien meditoimisen hyötyinä on, että aivoihin syntyy enemmän reittejä. Mitä tahansa ääntä voi 

käyttää tähän meditaatioon. Tähän sisältyy mikä vain musiikki. Sulje silmäsi ja rentoudu. Avaa 

mielesi ja yritä ”nähdä” äänet. Äänet usein tulevat tietyssä liikkeessä ja erityisissä muodoissa, 

väreissä ja aalloissa. Kyky nähdä ääniä tunnetaan nimellä ”synestesia”. Synestesia on 

lääketieteellinen termi niille jotka synnynnäisesti pystyvät näkemään ääniä ja/tai kokemaan 

erilaisia tuntemuksia samaan aikaan, esimerkiksi kuulemalla ääniä tai maistamalla/haistamalla 

muotoja. Pieni määrä ihmisistä syntyy synestesian kanssa. Usein se katoaa iän myötä ja monissa 

tapauksissa on voimakkaampi lapsuudessa. 

 

Kokemus äänten näkemisestä ja aistien risteytymisestä on yleistä psykedeelisten huumeiden 

kuten LSD:n käyttäjillä, vaikka huumeidenkäyttö tuottaa synestesiaa keinotekoisesti sitä ei pysty 

hallitsemaan. 

 

Huumeiden käyttäjä ei ole hallinnassa, silloin kun huume hallitsee, ja itsensä voimistamisessa 

sekä taikuusharjoittelussa on erittäin tärkeää, että harjoittaja on aina hallinnassaan oman 

luontaisen kykynsä kautta. Riippuvuus voimakkaista mieleen vaikuttavista aineista luo luonteen 

heikkoutta ja myös tuottaa aukkoja auraan sekä heikentää astraaliruumista. En puhu kannabiksen 

viihdekäytöstä vaan viittaan riippuvuuteen käyttää voimakkaita kemikaaleja muuttuneen tilan 

saavuttamiseen josta jotkut maagit tunnetaan. 

 

Synesteettiset ihmiset ovat usein erittäin psyykkisiä ja korkean älykkyyden omaavia 

lääketieteellisten tutkimusten mukaan. CIA:n ja Yhdysvaltain armeijan psyykikot raportoivat 

menneensä synesteettiseen tilaan kun he tekivät laajamittaisia harjoitteita avatakseen mielensä 

psyykkistä sodankäyntiä varten. 

 

Synestesiaa voi tapahtua ensimmäisen äänimeditaatiosi aikana tai harjoituksen kautta. Sulje 

silmäsi ja kirjaa äänten värit, muodot ja liikkeet. Sinun pitäisi kirjoittaa tämä Varjojen 

kirjaasi/Mustaan kirjaan/päiväkirjaan, jos pidät sellaista. Sinun pitäisi laittaa sivuun kaikki 

ajatukset ja visiot kuten tyhjyysmeditaatiossa ja yrittää ”nähdä” äänet tai musiikki. Ajan mittaan 

muita aisteja voi myös tulla mukaan leikkiin- miltä se maistuu? Haistuu? Yleisin kokemus on 

nähdä äänet, mutta älä aseta yhtäkään rajoitusta itsellesi. 

 

Luonnollinen synestesia auttaa selvänäköisyyttä, selväkuuloisuutta ja muita psyykkisiä kykyjä. 

Synestesia voi olla erittäin kaunis kokemus ja palkitseva meditaatiohetki. Mitä enemmän reittejä 

avaamme ja voimistamme aivoissamme sitä enemmän kokemuksia ja kykyjä pystymme 

omaamaan. Me emme ole enää käyttämässä vain ”5-10%” aivoistamme. Kehittääkseen tämän 

kyvyn täysin täytyy kuunnella erilaista musiikkia ja aina päivittäin käyttää aikaansa 

ympäristönsä äänten kuuntelemiseen ja ”näkemiseen”. Kuten kaiken muunkin osalta, mitä 

enemmän käytämme tätä kykyä, sitä voimakkaampi siitä tulee. 
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Chakra Alignment 

 

Source URL- http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... nment.html 

 

Chakrojen kohdistaminen 

 

Haluan tehdä jotakin erittäin selväksi jokaiselle ei-satanistille, joka vierailee tällä sivulla, olit 

sitten niin kutsuttu ”New Age” ”mystikko” tai mitä tahansa, jos jatkat lukemista ÄLÄ 

KOSKAAN UNOHDA, ETTÄ TÄMÄ TIETO TULEE SAATANALTA JA 

EGYPTILÄISELTÄ THOTH-JUMALALTA. Thoth on Helvetin voimien puolella. 

 

Kuten kaiken hengellisen tiedon suhteen, myös risti on inhottavasti vääristelty kristinuskon 

toimesta. Tasapäinen risti esittää neljää nurkkausta/osaa ja suuntaa, kuten silloin kun me 

kutsumme Neljää Helvetin kruununprinssiä rituaalimme aikana. 
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RISTI ON KÄSITE, joka näkyy monissa Demonien sigileissä 

(http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... igils.html). Oikea chakrojen kohdistamismalli on 

YLÖSALAISEN LATINALAISEN RISTIN MUODOSSA. KRISTILLINEN RISTI ON 

VÄÄRENNÖS JA PYHÄINHÄVÄISTYS. Jos seisot peilin edessä, chakrojesi pitäisi sijoittua 

ylösalaisen ristin muotoon, jossa Aurinko [666] chakra on kyynärpäiden kohdalla, kuten kuvasta 

näkyy. 
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Ylösalainen risti on kauan ollut satanismin symboli, erittäin hyvästä syystä. 

 

Kolmas chakra; tunnetaan ’Aurinko’ chakrana, on kaikista-tärkein ’666’ chakra [666 on 

kabbalistinen Auringon neliö] on myös kuvattu hakaristilla, joka on muinainen Auringon 

symboli. 666 chakra, EIKÄ sydänchakra, on sielun voimanlähde. Tämä on yksi pääsyy miksi 

muinaiset, kristinuskoa edeltäneet, uskonnot keskittyivät Aurinkoon. New Age ja muut 

samankaltaiset opit keskittyvät sydänchakraan jotta jokaiselta olisi riistetty hengelliset voimat, ja 

pahempaakin. Sydänchakra on sukupuoleton ylempien ja alempien chakrojen yhdistäjä. Thorin 

vasara on myös ylösalainen risti, joka symboloi tätä asiaa. Oikea juurivibraatio kuudennelle 

chakralle/käpyrauhaselle on ”THA” [THAUM] ja oikea juurivibraatio 666 chakralle on ”RA” 

[RAUM]. Kun yhdistää molemmat vibraatiot, kuten sitomisriimun yhteydessä, siitä seuraa 

vibraatio ”THOR”. Aurinko chakra on Luciferin malja, joka sisältää elämäneliksiirin. 

 

Yleinen, valmiiksi saatavilla oleva tieto chakroista ei ole pelkästään vaarallista, mutta myös 

äärimmäisen epätarkkaa. Kolme muuta chakraa ovat mies- ja naisparit jotka pitäisi yhdistää sillä 

ne toimivat yhdessä. 

 

Kuten tiedämme, kruunuchakra tunnetaan ”tuhat-terälehtisenä lootuksena”. Lootus tunnetaan 

myös liljana. Lilja (eng. Lily) = ”Lilith”. Lisäyksenä jokainen demoni on todella olemassaoleva 

olento, jolla on oma hengellinen viestinsä. Lilith hallitsee kruunuchakraa. Saatana hallitsee 

juurichakraa. Molemmat juuri ja kruunu ovat mies- ja naisparit jotka toimivat yhdessä. Tässä on 

yksi heidän tärkeimmistä hengellisistä viesteistään. Tämä miehen ja naisen yhdistäminen on 

myös symboli Baphometin, jolla on miehen ja naisen osia, kuvan takana kuten myös egyptiläisen 
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Akhenatonin tapauksessa, hänkin on hermafrodiitti. 

 

 
Nyt, kaikesta New Agella harhautettujen typerysten sydänchakran korostamisesta huolimatta 

[tämä on tehty tarkoituksella, ei ainoastaan jotta todellinen hengellinen tieto pysyisi poissa 

ihmisten ulottuvilta vaan myös, kaikkein tärkeimpänä asiana, estämään heitä saavuttamasta 

mitään vakavasti otettavaa hengellistä voimaa], kun yksilö edistyy tarpeeksi meditaatiossa ja 

psyykkisissä kyvyissään, hänelle selviää, että yonin muotoinen sydänchakra on sukupuoleton. 

Yoni on vaginan muotoinen, sitä kuvataan Tarot-kortissa. Kristityt ovat vääristäneet tämän 

kääntämällä sen sivusuuntaan tuoksi typeräksi kalasymboliksi, joka on pyhäinhäväistys 

todelliselle hengellisyydelle kuten kaikki muukin tuossa vastenmielisessä ohjelmassa, se on 

varastettu, väärennetty ja väärä. 

 

”…seitsemän tornia – Saatanan tornit [Ziarahit] –kuusi niistä puolisuunnikkaan muodossa, ja 

yksi, ”keskusta” Lalesh-vuorella on muodoltaan kuin terävä, kiertynyt kärki.” 

--The Satanic Rituals, kirjoittanut Anton LaVey 

 

Yllä oleva lainaus on myös vertauskuva, keskusta on erilainen, sydänchakra. Sillä on voimaa, 

mutta ei sielun voimakkaimman chakran, Auringon 666 chakran, voimaa. Sydänchakralla on 

voimaa vähiten. Tässä on syy miksi vihollinen aina mainostaa valtavirran kirjoissa, ja New Age 

dogmassa, sitä yleisölle. 

Energianvastaanottaminen tapahtuu chakran laajassa osassa, ja energianlähettäminen kärjessä, 

joka tunnetaan nimellä ’bindu’. 
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Jotta tämän voisi ymmärtää järjellä chakrat kuten kolmas silmä [ÄLÄ sekoita tätä kuudenteen 

chakraan, joka on kolmannen silmän TAKANA] tarvitsevat laajanpuolensa osoittamaan ulospäin 

energian absorboimiseksi. 

 

Tähän sisältyy tietenkin kaikki vähäisemmätkin chakrat. Tulet huomaamaan, että chakrojen 

oikean kohdistamisen jäkeen tunnet itsesi yhtenäisemmäksi ja parantaminen sekä taikojenteko 

tulevat helpommin. 

 

Kaikki mitä tarvitsee tehdä on kääntää Aurinko 666 chakra niin, että kärki [bindu] osoittaa 

ALAS. Tämä on hakaristichakra, Auringon chakra. Kaikki pakanauskonnot jotka edeltävät 

kristinuskoa keskittyivät intensiivisesti Aurinkoon. Tämä on sielun voimanlähde. Thorin vasara 

oli alun perin ylösalaisen vasaran muodossa. Aikaisimmat alkumme ja elämämme tulevat 

navasta, ja Aurinkochakra, voiman ja elämän antaja on keskittynyt navan taakse. Tämä on 

suurimman elämänvoima/noitavoima/vril/chi -varastomme. Aurinkochakran pari on kuudes 

chakra ja kolmas silmä, joka tunnetaan ’komentokeskuksena’ joka on naispuolinen. 

 

Nyt, suositut kirjoitukset mainostavat sydänchakraa ’tunteiden istuimena’. Tämä on taas suuri 

väärinymmärrys. Kurkkuchakra on tunteiden istuin. Kun olemme surullisia ja melkein itkemässä, 

tunne tulee kurkusta eikä sydämestä. Tämä on usein sama koskien onnellisuutta. Ole tietoinen 

tästä. Molemmat tunteet tulevat kurkkuchakrasta. 
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Tunnettu sydämenmuoto; taas tämä ei ole sydämestä. Sitä mainostetaan sydämen symbolina, 

joka on myös vääristelyä. Tämän tarkoitus on harhauttaa sinua. Käärmeiden risti, nämä ovat 

sielun ida ja pingala nadien symboleja. Ne ohittavat toisensa kurkkuchakrassa ja kääntyvät 

muodostaen täydellisen sydämenmuodon tavatakseen nenänkärjen luona muodostaen täydellisen 

sydämenmuodon naaman luokse. Tunnettu sydämen lävistävä nuoli symboli tarkoittaa ’energian 

korjaamista’ esittämällä Saatanan noussutta käärmettä. 

 

Numero 666, ylösalainen risti, ja kaikki Saatanan symbolit ovat erittäin pyhiä ja sisältävät 

salaisen viestin. 

 

Nyt, kun kohdistat energiaa kuten tekisit taikatyössä, ja muissa mielen työskentelyissä, chakrat 

voi kääntää hetkelliseksi jotta niiden kärjet osoittavat ulos saattaakseen energiaa. Muista, älä 

koskaan liitä itsesi kanssa mitään negatiivista energiaa kuten mustanmagian työskentelyissä. 

Toisin sanoen, negatiivisen energian ei pitäisi koskaan kulkea kauttasi, mutta olla ulkopuolellasi 

aina. Kun työskentelet positiivisen energian kanssa kuten silloin kun pyrit toteuttamaan halusi, 

on suositeltavaa asettaa chakrat osoittamaan ulos ja yhtyä energiaan. Muista aina jälleenasettaa 

chakrasi minkä tahansa työnjälkeen. Vääränlainen chakrojen kohdistaminen vähentää 

noitavoimaasi. 

 

Tutkimus ja paljastus Thothilta on paljastanut todellisten kahdeksannen ja yhdeksännen 

chakrojen olevan olkapäächakrat. Näiden avaaminen yhtenäistää sielua ja drastisesti avaa 

energiaväyliä kämmenchakroihisi voimistaen niitä suuresti. Avataksesi olkapäächakrasi, kaikki 
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mitä sinun pitää tehdä on visualisoida ne kuten kuvassa näkyy. Keskittyä, ja meditoida, niihin 

muutaman minuutin ajan. Säryn ja/tai paineen tunne on positiivinen merkki, että olet onnistunut 

avaamaan ne. Tämä tunne voi levitä käsiisi ja voi tuntua kuin ne olisivat nukahtamassa. Kun 

olkapäächakrasi ovat täysin vahvistettuja sielun siivet ilmentyvät 

(http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Wings.html). 

 
 

Muista aina, kun chakrasi ovat avautuneet menestyksellisesti ja ovat aktiivisia, tunnet ne. Tämä 

tunne on usein paineen tunnetta, lievää särkyä tai kihelmöintiä. Chakrojen oikea kohdistaminen 

lisää henkistä voimaasi drastisesti. 

 

1. Aloita juurichakrasta ja käännä se niin, että kärki osoittaa ylös, kuin pyramidi. 

2. Tee sama sakraalichakralle [toinen chakra]. 

3. Nyt keskity Aurinko ’666’ chakraan ja käännä se osoittamaan alaspäin. 666 chakra on kuppi, 

joka ottaa vastaan ja varastoi elämäneliksiirin. 

4. Tee sama kuudennella ja kurkkuchakralla – käännä ne niin, että molemmat osoittavat alaspäin. 

5. Nyt keskity sudänchakraasi ja visualisoi kaksi kärkeä tulemassa yhteen ja leikkaamassa 

toisiaan kuten kuvassa. 

 
6. Keskitä huomiosi kruunuchakraan ja käännä sen kärki osoittamaan alas. 

7. Lopeta keskittymällä uudestaan olkapäächakroihisi ja visualisoi ne osoittamassa sisäänpäin. 
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Asaselin sigili esittää myös sydänchakran muotoa. 
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Suojaava aura 
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Tämä meditaatio on erittäin tärkeä. Se on yksinkertainen ja mitä enemmän teet sitä, sitä 

voimakkaammaksi suojaava aura tulee. 

 

1. Hengitä sisään valkokultaista energiaa* kuten tekisit perustameditaatiossa 

(http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... ation.html). Sinun ei tarvitse mennä syvään 

transsiin. Keskity pelkästään *tuntemaan* energia saapumassa sisällesi jokaisella sisäänvedolla 

ja sitten visualisoi voimakas säteilevä valo kuin Aurinko tulemassa kirkkaammaksi ja 

kirkkaammaksi jokaisella uloshengityskerralla. Kun pääset vauhtiin tästä tulee erittäin helppoa ja 

tämä vie vähän aikaa. 

 

2. Lausu affirmaatio: ”Minä hengitän sisälleni voimakasta suojaavaa energiaa. Tämä energia 

rakentaa suojaavan auran ympärilleni. Tämä aura suojelee minua kaikkina aikoina, kaikin 

tavoin.” Sano tämä itsellesi viisi kertaa, viiden uloshenkäyksen lisäksi. Tämän jälkeen keskity 

visualisoimaan ja tuntemaan energia tekemällä siitä kirkkaampaa ja voimakkaampaa. 

 

Tämä ohjelmoi energiaa ja auraasi. 

Kun olet tehnyt tätä harjoitetta muutaman päivän ajan, voit sanoa affirmaation kerran tai kaksi 

viiden sijaan, sillä se on jo valmiiksi ohjelmoitu auraasi. 

 

Mitä enemmän teet tätä, sitä voimakkaamman suojaavan auran rakennat. Käytä myös Auringon 

energiaa. Auringosta saatu energia on äärimmäisen voimakasta. Kun teet tätä, lisää ”Hengitän 

sisään voimakasta suojaavaa energiaa Auringosta. Tämä energia rakentaa suojaavan auran 

ympärilleni. Tämä aura suojaa minua kaikkina aikoina, kaikin tavoin.” 

 

*Valkokultaista energiaa käytetään, koska se heijastaa. Voit myös ohjelmoida aurasi niin, että 

hengität suojaavaa energiaa Auringosta (äärimmäisen voimakasta) kun olet ulkona. Muutaman 

ensimmäisen kerran jälkeen sinun ei tarvitse edes visualisoida mitään. Voit vain tuntea tämän 

eikä sinun tarvitse olla edes transsissa jotta se toimisi- tunnet sen. Minä olen jo sillä tasolla, jolla 

minä vain hengitän tietoisesti sisääni energiaa ja voin tehdä sen helposti milloin tahansa ilman 

transsia tai visualisaatiota. 

 

Toinen tärkeä asia mitä voit tehdä suojellaksesi itseäsi ja pysyäksesi turvassa on affirmoida 5-10 

kertaa ennen kuin menet nukkumaan: 

”Minä olen aina täysin turvassa ja suojattu kaikin tavoin.” Älä koskaan epäile tätä! Suojaava aura 

auttaa myös puhdistamaan aurasi ja karkottamaan negatiivista energiaa. Tämä on erittäin tärkeää. 

 

Voit myös visualisoida rakkaasi ja hengittää energiaa heidän auroihinsa suojataksesi heitä. Mene 

transsiin ja visualisoi kenet tahansa jota haluat suojella ja hengitä energiaa sisään, ylläolevassa 

linkissä kuvatulla tavalla, ja sitten hengitä energiaa ulos sen auraan ketä haluat suojata, ja sitten 

seuraa samaa ohjetta toisen henkilön osalta. Näin voi tehdä myös parantamistarkoituksessa. 
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Transsi 

 

Syvä transsi tekee mahdolliseksi pääsyn alitajuiseen mieleen, ja sen ohjelmoinnin 

haluamallamme tavalla. Aivojen aktiivinen vasenpuoli estää kaikki yritykset päästä käsiksi 

oikeaan passiivisen aivopuoliskon, jossa tiedostomaton sijaitsee. Tämä on verrattavissa sähköjen 

katkaisemiseen huoneesta tai rakennuksesta kytkentöjen korjaamisen ajaksi. Oikea aivopuolisko 

on missä pystymme ohjelmoimaan mielemme ilmentämään sitä mitä haluamme todellisuuteen. 

 

Transsitilaan pääsy vaatii harjoittelua. Muista, jokainen meistä on yksilöllinen ja jollekin tämä on 

helpompaa kuin toiselle. Tärkeä asia on olla sinnikäs ja kärsivällinen itsesi kanssa. Sinnikkyys ja 

jatkuva harjoittelu ovat avainasemassa. 

 

Hengitysharjoitteiden (http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... ng666.html) suorittaminen 

ennen transsia on erittäin suositeltavaa, koska tämä luonnollisesti rentouttaa hermojärjestelmän. 

 

1. Istu mukavasti. Älä makaa, koska tämä voi saada sinut nukahtamaan. 

 

2. Hengitä sisään kuuden sekunnin ajan, pidätä henkeä kuusi sekuntia ja sitten hengitä ulos 

kuuden sekunnin ajan. Hengitä näin kunnes olet täysin rentoutunut. Ihanteellisesti et pysty enää 

tuntemaan kehoasi. 

 

3. Kuvittele, että kiipeät alaspäin tikkaita pimeydessä. Älä visualisoi tikapuita; kuvittele, että 

tunnet itsesi tekemässä niin. Hengittäessäsi ulos, tunne kiipeäväsi askeleen tai kaksi alaspäin 

tikkaita. Hengittäessäsi sisään, tunne pysyväsi paikallasi tikapuilla. 

 

4. Nyt päästä irti tikkaista ja putoa vapaasti taaksepäin. Jos tunnet huimausta tai sekavuutta, tuo 

keskittymisesi kehosi etuosaan ja se loppuu. Tämä mentaalinen putoamisilmiö yhdistettynä 

syvään rentoutumiseen ja mielenrauhaan saa aikaan sen, että pääset transsitilaan. 

 

Tarvitset mielensisäistä putoamisvaikutusta. Se muuttaa aivoaaltojen aktiivisuustason 

heräämistilasta (Beta) nukkumistilaan (Alpha) tai syvänunen tilaan (Theta). Kun aivoaaltojen 

aktiivisuustasosi saavuttaa Alpha-tilan saavut transsiin. Kun tunnet painavan tunteen lopeta 

mentaalinen putoamisharjoite. Jos et pidä tikkaista, kuvittele olevasi hississä, tunne putoavasi 

hengittäessäsi ulos ja pysyväsi paikallaan sisään hengittäessäsi. Tai kuvittele, että olet sulka, 
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tunne liitäväsi alas ulos hengityksen aikana ja pysyväsi paikallaan sisäänhengityksen aikana. 

Tarvitset mentaalisen putoamisilmiön laskemaan aivoaaltojesi aktiivisuustasoa. 

 

5. Jatka tämän tekemistä niin kauan kuin se kestää. Aika jonka transsiin pääseminen kestää 

vaihtelee riippuen syvänrentoutumisen ja mielenrauhan kokemuksistasi. 

 

Transsi tuntuu kuin: Kaikki on hiljaisempaa ja tunnet olevasi paljon suuremmassa paikassa. 

Kehosi sisällä on erittäin hiljaista humisevaa tunnetta. Kaikki tuntuu erilaiselta. Tuntuu vähän 

samankaltaiselta kuin laittaisit pahvilaatikon pääsi päälle pimeässä, pystyt tuntemaan ilmapiirin 

muuttumisen. Se on kuin kaikki menisi sekavaksi tai hiukan sumeammaksi. Kaikki vihlovat 

äänet transsin aikana ovat kivuliaita. 

 

6. Poistuaksesi transsista:  

Keskity sormiesi tai varpaidesi liikuttamiseen. Kun pystyt liikuttamaan sormea tai varvasta, 

jännitä kättäsi, liikuta käsiäsi, heiluta päätäsi, t.s., jälleen-elävöitä kehosi; nouse ylös ja kävele 

ympäriinsä muutama minuuttia. 

 

 

Mitä tämä harjoite tekee: 

Kehittyäksemme psyykkisissä voimissa, meidän täytyy harjoittaa mieliämme. Kun olemme 

transsitilassa, aivoaaltomme hidastuvat huomattavasti. Aivoissa on kaksi puolta vasen 

looginen/intellektuellinen maskuliininen puoli ja oikea luova/intuitiivinen naisellinen puoli. 

Alitajunta sijaitsee oikealla puolella. Tämä on alue, joka on avoinna suggestiolle ja 

ohjelmoinnille ja on astraalisen voimamme istuin. Kun vasen aivopuolisko on aktiivinen 

ajattelussa, oikeaa puolta ei voi käsitellä. Transsitila sammuttaa vasemman aivopuoliskon jotta 

pääsisimme oikean puolen (alitajunnan) pariin. 

 

Vaatii harjoittelua päästä syvään transsitilaan. Syvä transsitila ei aina ole vaadittavaa, mutta 

erityisissä työskentelyissä se on erittäin tärkeää. Kun opettelemme mielemme menemään 

syvemmälle transsiin, siitä tulee paljon helpompaa ja se vie vähemmän aikaa kun tulemme 

mestareiksi. Mieli on kuin lihas, ja useimmille ihmisille tämä harjoite on pääsy mielenosaan jota 

ei ole koskaan edes käytetty. 

 

On *erittäin* tärkeää, että sinua ei koskaan hätkähdytetä pois transsitilasta, erityisesti syvästä, 

joten pidä huoli, että olet huoneessa tai alueella jossa sinut jätetään rauhaan ja kännykkä on 

poispäältä. Hätkähtäminen ja poisjoutuminen väärällä tavalla voi olla erittäin kivuliasta ja kipu 

voi kestää päiviä, erityisesti jos teet energiatyötä tässä tilassa. 

 

On normaalia, että transsissa kaikki äänet ovat erittäin kivuliaita. Tämä johtuu siitä, että 

transsissa aistimme ovat äärimmäisen valppaina. 

 

Mestari voi mennä syvään transsiin sekunneissa tahtoessaan. Lopetuksena, ei ole tarpeellista 

mennä aina syvään transsiin työskennelläksesi mielesi kanssa. Transsitilaa käytetään mielesi 

harjoittamiseen. Erittäin tärkeiden tai vaikeiden työskentelyjen osalta syvä transsi on usein 

välttämättömyys. 
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Kuinka suljet chakrasi 

 

Tämä harjoite on tärkeä ja hyödyllinen ei-tahdottujen ja/tai haitallisten energioiden estämiseksi. 

Kun suljet chakrasi, tunnet tyyneyttä ja sisäistä rauhaa. Chakrojen sulkeminen myös suojelee 

sinua epämiellyttävien ihmisten ja astraaliolentojen energioilta, koska molemmat kiinnittävät 

itsensä chakrojen kautta. Sulkemalla chakrasi kun olet uhkaavien olentojen lähellä estää suurinta 

osaa negatiivisista energioista pääsemästä ja kiinnittymästä sieluusi. Suljetut chakrat myös 

suojaavat sinua psyykkiseltä vampirismilta. Tämä harjoite voi myös auttaa hiljentämään mielesi 

kun sen tekee ennen tyhjyysmeditaatiota sillä se sulkee paljon psyykkisiä ääniä. 

 

1. Aloita juurichakrasta. Visualisoi juurichakra pyörivänä punaisena energiavorteksina, jonka 

kärki osoittaa ylös kuin pyramidi. Visualisoi joko ovet tai ikkunaluukut ja sulje ne chakrasta, 

eristäen kaiken valon. Voit visualisoida tämän chakran etupuolelta aivan kuin katsoisit chakraa 

ikkunan läpi. 

 

2. Jatka jokaisella yksittäisellä chakralla kruunuchakraan asti. 

 

Sinun pitäisi tuntea rauhaa ja hiljaisuutta kun kaikki chakrasi ovat suljettuina. Tämän harjoitteen 

voi tehdä useita kertoja päivässä, jos haluat estää ei-toivottuja ulkoisia ärsykkeitä ja/ta suojata 

itseäsi negatiivisessa ympäristössä kuten kristittyjen ja muiden epämieluisten lähettyvillä. 

 

Tämä on erityisen tehokasta sellaisten ihmisten jotka luontaisesti ovat meedioita ja empaatteja, 

jotka voivat absorboida energiaa lähettyvillään olevista ja ympäristöstä. Tämä harjoite myös 

auttaa niitä jotka harhautuvat helposti ulkopuolisista ärsykkeistä. 

Tämä on toinen harjoite joka on välttämätöntä osata kunnolla, koska tätä käytetään Magnum 

Opuksen (http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... _Opus.html) edistyneimmillä tasoilla. 

 

Chakrasi aukenevat uudestaan itsestään hetken jälkeen. Jos tunnet, että sinun täytyy avata ne nyt 
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voit tehdä yllä olevan harjoitteen käänteisesti: avaa ovet ja pyöritä jokaista chakraa muutama 

kerta. 
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Liekkimeditaatio 

 

Ensimmäinen menetelmä: 

1. Sytytä kynttilä ja tuijota liekkiä noin kaksi minuuttia. Pidä huoli siitä, että keskittymisesi ei 

herpaannu. 

 
 

2. Sulje silmäsi, aseta kätesi rentoutuneeseen kupin muotoiseen asentoon, kämmenet silmien 

eteen ja keskity liekin hahmoon pimeydessä. Kuvalla on taipumus liikkua näkökenttäsi halki. 

Jatka sen tuijottamista, palauta se takaisin ja jatka siihen keskittymistä noin neljän minuutin 

ajaksi. 

 

3. Rentoudu, tyhjennä mielesi ajatuksista ja keskity hengitykseesi muutamaksi minuutiksi, 

keskittyen ainoastaan yksittäisiin henkäyksiin. 

 

Mitä tämä harjoite tekee: 

Tämä harjoite valmentaa mieltäsi yksisuuntaiseen keskittymiseen, joka on tärkeä mille tahansa 
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psyykkisele/astraaliselle työskentelylle. Keskivertoihmisen ajatukset ovat sekaisin eivätkä ne 

johda mihinkään. Harjoitetulla mielellä joka voi keskittyä intensiivisesti, ajatukset ovat 

yksisuuntaisia, keskitettyjä kuin laser, ja niillä on voimaa. Täydellinen keskittyminen tekee eron 

astraalisissa työskentelyissä. Myös tahto kehittyy tämän harjoitteen kautta niin voimakkaaksi, 

että se ei harhaannu ärsykkeistä. Älä suutu tai ole kärsimätön itsesi suhteen. On normaalia, että 

ajatuksia nousee esiin harhauttamaan sinua alussa. Täydellinen keskittyminen vie aikaa ja 

useimmille ihmisille se on yksi suurimmista vaikeuksista mielen harjaannuttamisessa. 

 

Toinen menetelmä [keskitasoinen]: 

 

1. Keskity liekkiin useiden minuuttien ajaksi. 

 

2. Sulje silmäsi ja aseta kätesi rentoutuneeseen kupinmuotoiseen asentoon, kämmenet silmiesi 

eteen ja keskity liekin hahmoon pimeydessä. Kuvalla on taipumusta liikkua näkökenttäsi halki. 

 

3. Pidä silmäsi kiinni, tuo liekkiä lähemmäs. Liikuta sitä edestakaisin, kun olet taitava liekin 

liikuttamisessa ja hallitsemisessa, yritä asettua hahmoon. Tulet huomaamaan, että hahmo alkaa 

kiintymään ja muuttamaan väriä. Kirkas kuva muuttuu vaaleanpunaiseksi, sitten punaiseksi ja 

siitä pimeäksi. 

 

4. Toista harjoite, jos haluat. 

 

Mitä tämä harjoite tekee: 

Tämä harjoite harjoittaa mieltäsi ja kolmatta silmääsi suuntaamaan psyykkistä energiaa. 

Joy of Satan -wikia for Finnish people: 

http://fi.suomenjoyofsatan.wikia.com/wi ... atan_Wikia 

 

Translation project for Finns: 

topic11953.html 

 

Re: Finnish translations 

Sat Nov 28, 2015 7:25 pm  

High Priestess Myla Limlal666  
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Posts: 1210 

Location: Pandemonium 

Good also add this meditations to pdf , and send them to Hps Maxine so she can add them to 

JoS's Library . 

You don't stop when you are tired 

You stop when you are done!  

AVE SATAN SIEMPRE! 

Hail Satan e tutti gli Dei di Duat. 

 

http://www.alegriadeenki.com 

 

Re: Finnish translations 

Sun Nov 29, 2015 2:26 pm  

Valontuoja  

 

Posts: 223 

Directing Energy from Azazel 

 

Source URL - http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... nergy.html 

 

Energian suuntaaminen 

(saatu Asaselilta) 

 

Hyötyäksesi täysin kyvyistäsi käyttää magiaa, on tärkeää olla perehtynyt energiaan: tuntea se, 

kuinka absorboida sitä, havaita se, lähettää sitä pois ja manipuloida sitä. Tämä tulee meditaation 

kautta, herkistämällä itsesi sille ja työskentelemällä sen kanssa. Jatkuvalla harjoittelulla, 

voimameditaatio luonnollisesti lisää bioelektrisyyttäsi. Tulet pystymään tuntemaan tämän 

energian usein pelkästään olemalla tietoinen siitä. Tietoisuus on avain edistymiseen kyvyssä ja 

voimassa. Tämä harjoite toimii parhaiten hathajoogan, mantran tai - minkä tahansa meditaation 

joka saa sinut tuntemaan energian - jälkeen. 

 

1. Makaa hiljaa ja tule tietoiseksi energioista kehosi vasemmalla puolella, ja sitten oikealla 

puolella. 

 

2. Suuntaa energia puolelta toiselle ja sitten palauta se molemmilta sivuilta tapaamaan keskelle 

ylävartaloasi, tai minne tahansa muualle mihin haluat energioidesi menevän. Sinun pitäisi lähes 

heti tuntea energia keskellä ylävartaloasi. Energia menee sinne, mihin mieli keskittyy 

tarkoituksella. 

 

3. Tästä alkaen, laajenna energia kehosi ulkopuolelle ja auraasi ja sitten supista energiaa. Keskity 

tarkoituksella auraasi [energiakenttään, joka sijaitsee heti kehosi ulkopuolella.] 

 

4. Jatka energian laajentamista ja supistamista kunnes molemmat puolet kehostasi tuntuvat 
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tasapainoisilta. Sitten tunne energiat vasemmalla ja oikealla puolella yhdessä. 

 

5. Tunne energia kehosi etupuolella, sitten takana, toistaen edellä kuvatut ohjeet. 

 

6. Tee tämä uudestaan, tällä kertaa vyötäröstä ylöspäin, ja sitten vyötäröstä alaspäin. Samalla 

tavalla. 

 

7. Nyt, tunne energia koko kehossasi yhtenä kokonaisuutena. Harjoittele aurasi laajentamista ja 

supistamista muutamia kertoja. 

 

8. Viimeisen kerran, tuo energia yhteen kehosi keskiosaan ja hellästi laajenna sitä ulos, 

laajentaen auraasi, pitämällä huolta, että se tuntuu tasapainoiselta ja tasaiselta. 

 

9. Keskity (meditoi) muutamaksi minuutiksi tuntemaan kuinka energia hellästi säteilee ja 

laajentaa auraasi. 

 

Tämä on erinomainen harjoite energian suuntaamiseksi tahdon avulla. 

 

On erittäin tärkeää aina suunnata energiasi ylöspäin, ja ulos kruunuchakran kautta. Tulee 

olemaan aikoja jolloin tunnet sen kasautuvan jalkoihin ja jalkapohjiin. Sen ei pitäisi pysyä siellä, 

koska tämä voi aiheuttaa ongelmia kierronpuutteen takia. 

Joy of Satan -wikia for Finnish people: 

http://fi.suomenjoyofsatan.wikia.com/wi ... atan_Wikia 

 

Translation project for Finns: 

topic11953.html 

 

Re: Finnish translations 

Sun Nov 29, 2015 2:51 pm  

Valontuoja  

 

Posts: 223 

High Priestess Myla Limlal666 wrote: 

Good also add this meditations to pdf , and send them to Hps Maxine so she can add them to 

JoS's Library . 

 

Should I do it after I have translated beginners-section or should I wait until every meditation is 

translated? 

 

After that I have to still check the grammar (to fix potential mistakes) and take closer look to 

some problems and make some decisions. By problems I mean some challenges like words that 

don't even exist in Finnish - for example "energy buzz"... I have to think what is the closest word 

I can use or is there some alternative way of writing it - like how to describe it.  
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Another problem would be citations from books like: 

"...seven towers - the Towers of Satan [Ziarahs] -six of them trapezoidal in form, and one, the 

"center" on Mount Lalesh, shaped like a sharp, fluted point."  

-- The Satanic Rituals by Anton LaVey 

 

Should I translate it, or leave the English citation (as most Finnish persons can read English well 

enough to understand it), or leave it in English and put Finnish translation into square brackets? 

The Satanic Ritual is not translated to Finnish so I can't check how the translator has written that 

sentence. 

 

Beginners section is almost complete, only some parts are missing: 

Breathing exercises 

Opening the soul 

Opening the chakras 

How to use satanic rosary 

EZ Chakra Spin 

 

+ both information pages: 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... nergy.html 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... g_Out.html 

Joy of Satan -wikia for Finnish people: 

http://fi.suomenjoyofsatan.wikia.com/wi ... atan_Wikia 

 

Translation project for Finns: 

topic11953.html 

 

Re: Finnish translations 

Sun Nov 29, 2015 3:42 pm  

Valontuoja  

 

Posts: 223 

EZ Chakra Spin 

 

Source URL - http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... _Spin.html 

 

Helppo chakrapyöritys 

 

Tämä meditaatio vie vain muutamia minuutteja, ja tämän voi tehdä milloin tahansa kun pystyt 

keskittymään. Sen tekeminen on helppoa ja voi korvata pitkän tai pidennetyn meditaation niiden 

osalta joilla ei ole tarpeeksi vaadittua yksityisyyttä tai joilta puuttuu aikaa. 

 

Käännä huomiosi selkärankasi juureen ja visualisoi juurichakrasi vorteksina [kuin pienenä 

pyramidina]. Visualisoi tämä chakra väriltään rikkaana kirkkaana punaisena ja pyöritä sitä. Jatka 

sen pyörittämistä kunnes se pyörii nopeasti itsestään. Pidä huoli, että kärki osoittaa ylöspäin. 
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Työskentele jokaisen chakran parissa yksitellen, visualisoiden jokainen yksitellen pyörimässä 

kunnes se pyörii nopeasti ja itsestään. Visualisoi jokainen pyörivänä vorteksina jolla on oma 

voimakas kirkas värinsä- 

 

Ensimmäinen- Punainen, kärki osoittaa ylöspäin. 

 

Toinen- Oranssi, kärki osoittaa ylöspäin 

 

Kolmas- Keltainen/Kultainen, kärki osoittaa alaspäin 

 

Neljäs- Vihreä, tämä chakra on muodoltaan kuin yoni  

 

Viides- Kirkas taivaan sininen, kärki osoittaa alaspäin 

 

Kuudes- Indigo [sinivioletti], kärki osoittaa alaspäin. 

 

Seitsemäs- Purppura, kärki osoittaa alaspäin 

 

Kun pyörität kuudetta chakraa keskity kolmannen silmäsi *taakse*, keskellä päätäsi. Monet 

ihmiset virheellisesti uskovat kolmannen silmän olevan kuudes chakra. Kolmas silmä on 

kuudennen chakran *jatke*; ei kuudes chakra. 

 

Jokaisen chakrasi pitäisi olla voimakasta kirkasta väriä. Chakrat jotka ovat pimeitä tai saastuneita 

eivät toimi kuten pitäisi. Jatka niiden pyörittämistä ja keskity visualisoimaan ne palauttaaksesi 

niille niiden ominaisen voimakkaan värin. Voit myös haluta puhdistaa 

(http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... aning.html) ne, jos siitä on kyse. 

 

Kun chakramme pyörivät nopeampaan tahtiin, tämä auttaa suojelemaan meitä epäonnelta ja 

sairaudelta, ja avaa meidät astraaliselle, ja suojelee meitä astraalisesti kuten myös fyysisessä 

maailmassa. Muista aina, että energiatyötä pitää tehdä päivittäin, koska jokainen päivä rakentuu 

edellisen päivän pohjalta ja kunnes voimakas energiakenttä on pysyvästi muodostettu, 

lyhytaikaiset hyödyt voivat kadota tai olla vaikeita palauttaa. 

 

Huomaa myös, että sielu on valmistettu valosta. Jokainen chakra on valontaajuuden aallonpituus, 

kuten valoprismasta näkee, kun Auringon valo hajoaa näkyvien värien spektriksi. Tämä on 

fysiikkaa. Kaiken niin kutsutun ”okkultismin” voi selittää tieteellisesti. Kun hengitämme tai 

kutsumme sisäämme (invokaatio) valoenergiaa voimistamme sielujamme. 

Joy of Satan -wikia for Finnish people: 

http://fi.suomenjoyofsatan.wikia.com/wi ... atan_Wikia 

 

Translation project for Finns: 

topic11953.html 

 

Re: Finnish translations 
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Sun Nov 29, 2015 8:21 pm  

High Priestess Myla Limlal666  

 

Posts: 1210 

Location: Pandemonium 

Gather as many you can in large file like Meditation Volume 1 and 2 so on.... 

Same for Sermons , You can look at the JoS library so you can have a idea of what looks like  

Anything feel free email me .  

Thanks for Translations . 

Valontuoja wrote: 

Should I do it after I have translated beginners-section or should I wait until every meditation is 

translated? 

You don't stop when you are tired 

You stop when you are done!  

AVE SATAN SIEMPRE! 

Hail Satan e tutti gli Dei di Duat. 

 

http://www.alegriadeenki.com 

 

Re: Finnish translations 

Mon Nov 30, 2015 2:11 pm  

Valontuoja  

 

Posts: 223 

Satanic Rosary 

 

Source URL - http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... osary.html 

 

Saatanallinen rukousnauha 
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Saatanallinen rukousnauha on erinomainen ja erittäin tehokas keino nostattaa voimaa ja suunnata 

energiaa toiveidensa toteuttamiseksi. Saatanallista rukousnauhaa voi myös käyttää kabbalistisena 

meditaatiovälineenä värähtelyjen kanssa työskenneltäessä kuten riimumeditaatiossa 

(http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... balah.html). Liuta sormiasi helmien ylitse ja sinun 

ei tarvitse edes laskea. Meditaatiosi voi sujua kitkattomasti ja siten omata enemmän voimaa. 

 

Katolinen rukousnauha on VARASTETTU ja vääristelty tiibetiläisestä mala-nauhasta kuten 

kaikki muukin tuossa inhottavassa ohjelmassa. Tiibetiläinen mala-nauha koostuu 108 helmestä 

toisin kuin varastettu katolinen rukousnauha johon sisältyy puolet tuosta luvusta, 54. 

 

Rukousnauhan kanssa työskentelemisen pitäisi aina alkaa suosiollisen planetaarisen ajanjakson 

aikana, joka on yhdenmukainen tavoitteen kanssa. Standardi tämän suhteen, ja tämä on erittäin 

tehokas, on 40 päivää putkeen. Saadaksesi mahdollisimman suuren hyödyn, tee se kahdesti 

päivässä, päivällä ja yöllä 40 vuorokautta. ”40 päivää” varastettiin ja väärennettiin siinä 

saastaisessa juutalaiskristillisessä Raamatussa, mutta sen alkuperä on muinaisessa Egyptissä. 

Tällä on tekemistä numeroiden kanssa (Enkin/Saatanan numero on 40) ja kuusyklin kanssa. 
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Voimallisimmat ajat tehdä työskentely on keskiyöllä, kello 12 aamupäivällä, 6 pm ja 6 am, 

MUTTA pidä huoli, että tunti tukee työskentelyä, ensiksi ja aina kun olet kykenevä. 

 

Tutkimus on todistanut, että muinaiset kaldealaiset planetaariset tunnit ovat äärimmäisen 

tarkkoja. Suosittelen vahvasti sinua lataamaan Chronos-ohjelman tältä nettisivulta: 

http://chronosxp.sourceforge.net/en/ 

 

Sinun täytyy ladata ja asentaa Microsoft.NET Framework versio 2.0 tämän mukana. Kaikki 

informaatio on saatavilla yllä olevalta nettisivulta. Tämä ohjelma on vertaansa vailla ja laskelmoi 

planeettojen tunnit tarkasti sijaintisi mukaan. Työskentelysi tuloksista riippuen, jos et ole 

vieläkään saavuttanut tavoitettasi 40 päivän jälkeen voit aloittaa toiset 40 päivää. Päivän 

ohittaminen johtaa sinut takaisin ensimmäiseen päivään. Yhtäkään päivää ei saa ohittaa. On 

olemassa juttu nimeltä ”Karma” kuten monet teistä tietävät. Tätä paskaa hallitsee Saturnus-

planeetta ja ainut keino voittaa se on tietää ja työskennellä sen ylittämiseksi. Karma lyö sinut 

alas, ja pitää sinut alhaalla paitsi jos olet tietoinen siitä ja tarpeeksi voimakas ja sisukas 

jatkamaan taistelua ja voittamaan sen. Tämä ei ole heikoille. Kestävyys, kärsivällisyys ja kova 

työ ovat vaadittuja. Kun menneiden elämien karma potkaisee, asiat tulevat esiin kuin kriisinä 

elämässäsi pyrkien hajottamaan 40 päivän syklin ja pysäyttämään sinut meditoinnista. Tämä on 

mikä ilmoittaa sinulle, että meditaatiosi toimii. Jatka päivittäistä meditointia rukousnauhan 

kanssa tapahtui mitä tapahtui. Tämän kaltaisia asioita usein nousee esille meditaatiosyklin 

viimeisten 30–40 päivän aikana palauttaakseen sinut takaisin aloitusruutuun tai/ja pysäyttää 

meditaation. Ole valmistunut ja tietoinen. Sinun täytyy jatkaa taistelua. Vain voimakkaat 

selviävät täällä ja saavuttavat tavoitteensa. 

 

Energiaa täytyy suunnata uudestaan ja uudestaan kunnes muutos on saavutettu. Tämä on 

verrattavissa kiropraktikkoon joka jatkaa selkärangan niksauttamista paikalleen kunnes se pysyy 

niin kuin pitää. 

 

Parantamista varten on tärkeää, että kun kyse on kroonisista sairauksista mennä selvästi oireiden 

loppumisen taakse meditoidessa. Oireet voivat lakata hetkeksi ja sitten palata jos meditaation 

lopettaa. Aika joka sairaudesta on kärsitty pidentää meditaatioaikaa, joskus jopa kuukausiksi tai 

vuosiksi. Synnynnäiset ongelmat ovat pahimpia ja vaikeimpia parantaa. Nämä eivät ole millään 

tavalla mahdottomia. Ne vain vaativat paljon enemmän voimaa ja yritystä. 

 

Käyttämällä saatanallista rukousnauhaa me otamme takaisin omaisuuttamme, ja toiseksi- 

pilkkaamme katolista kirkkoa. Olen havainnut tämän meditaatiovälineen olevan loistava ja 

tuokin on vähättelyä. Värähtely virtaa rytmiin ja voima on voimistettu jolloin sen voi käyttää 

minkä tahansa tavoitteen saavuttamiseksi. 

 

Käyttääksesi saatanallista rukousnauhaa, ihanteellisesti, sinun tulisi työskennellä Kabbalan 

parissa. TODELLINEN Kabbala toimii värähtelyllä, esimerkiksi silloin kun värähtelemme 

riimuja, demonien nimiä, egyptiläisiä voimansanoja jne. suuresti nostattaaksesi energiaasi ja 

voimaa. Tämänlainen meditaatio on edistynyttä ja erittäin tehokasta. 

Voit tehdä vain värähtelyt energian ja tietoisuuden nostattamiseksi tai voit keskittyä erityiseen 

chakraan tai sielusi osaan tai voit tehdä taikatyötä. 

Suosittelen sinua tekemään oman saatanallisen rukousnauhasi. Ne ovat helppoja valmistaa. 
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Materiaalit ovat halpoina saatavilla useimmista liikkeistä joissa on taide- ja askarteluosasto. Osta 

helmet ja nauhaa. Baphometin voi ostaa netistä tai mistä tahansa hyvin-varustellusta 

okkultismiliikkeestä. Suosittelen jättämään vähän tilaa nauhaan jotta voit liikuttaa helmiä 

samalla kun teet värähtelyjäsi yksitellen. Suosittelen myös ylimääräisen helmen asettamista 

(käytin itse neliön mallisia helmiä extra-helminä) molemmille puolille suurempaan nauhaan kun 

osut 50 kohdalle. Tämän avulla pystyt kertomaan missä olet ilman transsin/meditaation 

keskeyttämistä. 

 

Käyttääksesi saatanallista rukousnauhaa, tässä on esimerkki, - olet vapaa muokkaamaan 

meditaatiosta mieleisempää yksilöllisiä tarkoituksia ajatellen: 

 

VETÄÄKSESI RAHAA PUOLEESI: 

 

1. Aloita suurimmalla helmille suoraan Baphometin vieressä ja lausu affirmaatio mielessäsi; 

esimerkiksi: ”Minä vedän puoleeni suuret määrät ilmaista ja helppoa rahaa. Tämä raha on 

ilmaista ja kokonaan minun omistettavakseni tai käytettävissäni haluamallani tavalla.” Nyt 

suuntaa energia, visualisoiden valkokultaista valoa (tämä soveltuu yleistarkoituksiin) kukkaroosi 

ja itseesi. 

 

2. Toista yläpuolinen neljällä jäljelle jäävällä helmellä. 

 

3. Saatanallisessa rukousnauhassasi pitäisi olla 108 helmeä, joten yksi päälinjasta pitäisi päättyä 

kahdeksaan. Haluat aloittaa siltä puolelta jossa on yhdeksän. Hengitä sisään ja ulos 

hengittäessäsi, värähtele: F-F-F-F-F-F-F-E-E-E-E-E-E-E-E-H-H-H-H-H-H-H-U-U-U-U-U-U-U 

 

4. Liikuta helmi takaisin ja siirry seuraavan, hengitä sisään ja hengittäessäsi ulos, värähtele  

F-F-F-F-F-F-F-E-E-E-E-E-E-E-E-H-H-H-H-H-H-H-U-U-U-U-U-U-U 

 

5. Tee tämä jokaisella helmellä yhdeksän sarjoissa. Visualisoi Fehu-riimu hehkumassa energiasta 

niin usein kun teet värähtelyjä. (Jos värähtelet demonin nimeä, sitten visualisoi hänen sigilinsä 

samalla tavalla.) 

 

6. Kun saavutat 10. suuremman helmen, joka erottaa yhdeksän helmen sarjat toisistaan, toistat 

affirmaatiosi uudestaan ja asetat juuri nostattamasi energian rahan puoleesi vetämiseen, 

yläpuolisen esimerkin mukaisesti. Voit myös käyttää joka 10. helmeä ottaaksesi muutama 

normaalia hengenvetoa ennen kuin jatkat värähtelyjä uudestaan. 

 

SAAVUTTAAKSESI RAKKAUTTA JA HIMOA: 

Tuodaksesi haluamasi elämääsi, visualisoi energia jonka nostatat peittämässä hänet. Voit myös 

fantasioida seksuaalisesta kanssakäymisestä tai mistä tahansa hänen kanssa jota himoitset. 

Ehdotan, että visualisoit valon (energian) peittämässä molemmat teistä, meditaation/fantasian 

aikana. Kun olet valmis voit masturboida ja suunnata lisää energiaa orgasmista häneen. 

 

PARANTAMISEEN: 

Lausu affirmaatio parantamiseen ja suuntaa energia tunteen ja visualisaation kautta 

sairastuneeseen kehosi osaan. Jos parannat rakastasi tee visualisaatio unohtamatta puhdistaa 
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sairastunutta osaa ennen meditaation aloittamista. 

Muista, parantamisen osalta, energia tulee suunnata affirmaatioiden lisäksi sairastuneeseen osaan 

noin 10–20 kertaa päivässä. Tämä voi viedä 1-2 minuuttia, mutta se pitää tehdä niin usein kuin 

vain mahdollista, mihin tahansa aikaan jolloin voit keskittyä, kunnes olet täysin parantunut. 

 

MUSTAN MAGIAN OSALTA: 

Käytä rukousnauhaa samalla tavalla, täytä kohteesi negatiivisella energialla. 

 

TÄRKEÄÄ! 

Mustan magian työskentelyissä on erittäin tärkeää käyttää eri rukousnauhaa. Rukousnauha kerää 

energiaa ja voi tulla voimakkaammaksi mitä enemmän käytät sitä. Tietenkin, vastakkaiset 

energiat voivat iskeytyä ja kumota toisensa. 

 

Olen käyttänyt saatanallista rukousnauhaa molempiin toiveitteni manifestointiin ja energioiden 

nostattamiseen. Riimuilla työskentely on erittäin voimallista ja meditaation aikana, ei ole 

epätavallista nähdä osia sielustasi ja tuntea energia kohdistumassa itsestään. 
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beginners meditation section. 
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Yogic Breathing Basic 

 

Source URL - http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... thing.html 

 

Joogisen hengityksen perusteet 

 

”Elämä on hengityksessä”  

– Thoth 

 

Joogiset hengitysharjoitteet ovat muutamia tehokkaimmista keinoista voimistaa 

vril/noitavoimaa/chi, jne. Nämä hengitysharjoitteet myös stimuloivat kundalinikäärmettä ja 

helpottavat sen nousua. 
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Täällä on myös monia edistyneitä hengitysharjoitteita. Suorittaaksesi ne onnistuneesti ja 

tehokkaasti, perusteet täytyy osata mestarillisesti. Melkein kaikki edistyneemmistä 

hengitysharjoitteista rakentuvat perusteiden varaan. Kun olet asiantuntija perusteissa, 

edistyneemmät harjoitteet sujuvat paljon helpommin. 

 

Noitavoima rakentuu askeleittain, vakaalle perustalle. Tässä ei ole mitään pelleilyn tai leikin 

asiaa sillä nämä harjoitteet toimivat voimistaakseen ja muuntaakseen elinvoimaa. On 

välttämätöntä edistyä hitaasti ja askel kerrallaan. Eteenpäin ohittaminen ja/tai näiden 

harjoitteiden liika tekeminen voi olla vaarallista. Kuten kaiken muunkin osalta, jos jokin ei tunnu 

oikealta, sitten lopeta. 

Kaikki joogaharjoitteet pitäisi lopettaa olemalla 10-15 minuuttia rentoutuneessa asennossa ja 

täysin rauhassa. Tämä on missä voima sijaitsee, kuten tulet huomaamaan saadessasi kokemuksen 

energiasta, joka on vril/noitavoiman vahvistumista. 

 

VAROITUS!! 

ÄLÄ tee liikaa mitään hengitysharjoitteita!! Enemmän EI OLE parempi! 

Hengenpidätyssuositukset ovat pelkästään esimerkkejä. Hengen pidättäminen vähemmäksi aikaa 

on hyväksyttävää. Tee mitä tahansa joka on miellyttävää. Sinun ei koskaan pitäisi tuntea, että 

happi on loppumassa, tai kokea mitään stressiä, tai tarvetta vetää henkeä kun teet mitään 

hengitysharjoitteita. HENGITYSHARJOITTEET EIVÄT OLE VOIMISTELUA! RAJOJEN 

YLITTÄMINEN TAI LIIKA PONNISTELU VOI JOHTAA TULOKSIIN 

KESKUSHERMOSTOSSA, T.S. AIVOVAHINKOON. 

 

Tehdessäsi hengitysharjoitteita, aloita yhdellä tai toisella menetelmällä ja vain viisi kierrosta mitä 

tahansa alla kuvattua menetelmää. Jos teet kundalinijoogan harjoitteita joihin sisältyy tulinen 

henkäys, tämä toimii hengitysharjoitteena itsessään. On hyväksyttävää tehdä täysiä kierroksia 

kundaliniharjoitteita, mutta suosittelen, että aloitat vähäisemmistä toistoista kuin 108 vaikkapa 

aloita 54 toistolla missä tahansa harjoitteessa, joka sanoo tee 108, hetkeksi. Nämä harjoitteet ovat 

jotakin jossa ei voi ylittää rajoja. Ne eivät ole kuin salissa voimistelua millään tavalla. 

 

Niille, jotka ovat olleet kierroksella jonkin aikaa ja joilla on kokemusta, tehkää mitä tahansa 

jonka tiedätte itsellenne sopivaksi. Puhun uusille ja kokemattomille tässä. 

 

JOOGISEN HENGITYKSEN PERUSHARJOITTEET: 

 

Jooginen täysihengitys [Perusta] (http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... reath.html) 

 

Aurinko/Kuu –hengitys [Vuorottele sierainta] (http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... 

stril.html) 

 

Tulen hengitys (http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... _Fire.html) 

 

Humiseva hengitys (http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... reath.html) 

 

Sithali (http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... thali.html) 
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Sitkari [Käärmeen sihinähengitys] (http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... tkari.html) 

 

Kissan sihinähengitys [Ujjayi] (http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... jjayi.html) 

 

Kumbhaka kuuhengitys (http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... reath.html) 

 

666 Luciferin maljan hengitys (http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... reath.html) 
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Complete Yogic Breath 

 

Source URL - http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... reath.html 

 

Jooginen täysihengitys 

 

Tämä hengitysharjoite on perusta ja yksi ensimmäisistä joita opetetaan joogaoppilaille. 

 

1. Istu selkäranka suorana, voit myös seistä jos haluat 

 

2. Hengitä sisään nenäsi kautta: 

A. Työnnä alemmat vatsalihaksesi ulos, täytä keuhkojesi alaosa, sitten 

B. keskiosa keuhkoistasi, sitten 

C. ylemmät keuhkosi 

 

3. Pidätä henkeäsi 5, 8 tai 10 sekuntia [mikä tahansa on mukavampaa, älä rasita itseäsi]. ÄLÄ 

KOSKAAN pidätä henkeä väkisin! 

 

4. Hengitä ulos supistamalla alemmat vatsalihaksesi, sitten keski-osuus [alemmat keuhkot], sitten 

ylemmät keuhkosi, kunnes olet täysin tyhjä hengityksestä. 

 

Kohdat 1-4 sisältävät vain yhden kierroksen. Tee viisi kierrosta. 
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Alternate Nostril [Sun/Moon] Breathing [Anuloma Viloma] 

 

Source URL - http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... stril.html 

 

Sieraimen vuorotteluhengitys [Aurinko/Kuu] [Anuloma Viloma] 

 

1. Aseta peukalo oikean sieraimesi päälle, sulje oikea sieraimesi, ja hengitä sisään vasemman 

sieraimen kautta neljän sekunnin ajan ja pidätä henkeäsi kuusi sekuntia. 

 

2. Vaihda peukalo vasemman sieraimen päälle, sulje vasen sieraimesi peukalollasi, ja nyt hengitä 

ulos neljän sekunnin ajan oikean sieraimesi kautta, hitaasti ja tasaisesti. 

 

3. Pidä vasen sieraimesi suljettuna peukalollasi, hengitä sisään oikean sieraimesi kautta neljän 

sekunnin ajan ja pidätä henkeä kuusi sekuntia. 

 

4. Sulje oikea sieraimesi peukalollasi ja hengitä ulos vasemman sieraimesi kautta, neljän 

sekunnin ajan. 

 

5. Pidä peukalosi oikealla sieraimellasi, hengitä sisään vasemman sieraimesi kautta neljän 

sekunnin ajan, pidätä henkeä kuuden sekunnin ajan, vaihda peukalosi vasemmalle sieraimellesi, 

hengitä ulos oikean sieraimesi kautta neljän sekunnin ajan. 

 

Hengitä sisään vasemman kautta 

Pidätä henkeä sisäänvedon jälkeen 

Hengitä ulos oikean kautta 

Hengitä sisään oikean kautta 

Pidätä henkeä sisäänvedon jälkeen 

Hengitä ulos vasemman kautta 

 

Yläpuolinen sisältää yhden kierroksen. 

 

Niiden jotka ovat uusia hengitysharjoitteiden parissa, kannattaisi tehdä viisi kierrosta, mutta ei 

enempää. Voi kestää useita kierroksia ennen kuin voi siirtyä korkeampiin kierrosmääriin. 

Kokeneet meditoijat voivat tehdä kymmenen kierrosta tai enemmän. Muista, kaikkien 

hengitysharjoitteiden osalta, vähemmän on aina parempi, toisin sanoen, älä koskaan tee väkisin 

hengitysharjoitteita tai enemmän kuin mikä hyvältä tuntuu. Sinun EI KOSKAAN pitäisi tuntea, 
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että olet tulemassa väsyneeksi sillä tämä on varoitus, että kannattaisi lopettaa. Älä koskaan pidätä 

henkeäsi kauempaa kuin on mukavaa. Hengitysharjoitteiden väkisin tekeminen voi olla 

vaarallista. 

 

On tärkeää rentoutua ja käyttää tarpeeksi aikaa tämän harjoitteen kanssa. 

 

Edistyneille meditoijille, ajat voivat muuttua tasaisista, esimerkiksi sellaiseksi sarjaksi jossa 

hengitetään sisään kaksi sekuntia, pidätetään henkeä kahdeksan sekuntia, ja hengitetään ulos 

neljä sekuntia, mutta tämän täytyy pysyä jatkuvana koko meditaation ajan. 

 

Yläpuolinen harjoite on erinomainen parannustyön jälkeen tai minkä tahansa työskentelyn joka 

vaatii energian tuotantoa sillä se toimii sielun energioiden tasapainottamiseksi. 

 

Yläpuolinen harjoite suuntaa prana/noitavoiman päähän ja ylempiin chakroihin, tasapainottaa ida 

ja pingala –kanavia [Aurinko ja Kuu nadit], ja toimii niiden puhdistamiseksi jotta 

kundalinikäärme voisi nousta turvallisesti. 
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Breath of Fire 

 

Source URL - http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... _Fire.html 

 

Tulen hengitys [Kapalabhati] 

 

1. Supista vatsalihaksiasi, voimakkaasti, hengittäen ulos, ”pumppaamalla” vatsalihaksiasi sisään 

ja ulos, nopeasti, mutta kontrolloidusti. Ilma virtaa keuhkojen yläosaasi itsestään. Käytä nopeita 

vatsalihasten supistuksia hengittääksesi sisään ja ulos tämän harjoitteen osalta. Supistamisen 

pitäisi tapahtua rytmisesti.  

 

2. Harjoittele muutama kerta, päästäksesi jyvälle. 

 

3. Tee 20 putkeen, sisään ja ulos, käyttäen vatsalihaksiasi nopeassa tahdissa. 20 hengenvedon 

lopuksi, hengitä ulos, hengitä sisään täyttäen keuhkosi, supista peräaukkoasi, laske leukasi rintasi 

kohdalle, pidätä henkeäsi niin kauan kuin pystyt mukavasti tekemään- ÄLÄ TEE TÄTÄ 

VÄKISIN! 
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4. Hengitä ulos hitaasti. 

 

Yläpuolinen sisältää yhden kierroksen. Uloshengityksen pitäisi olla lyhyt, ja sisäänhengityksen 

pitäisi olla passiivinen ja pidempi. Kierroksia nostetaan lisäämällä vatsalihasten pumppausten 

lukumäärää. Yritä ensiksi tehdä kolme sarjaa 20 pumppausta ja sitten jonkin ajan jälkeen lisää 

luku 30, sitten 40 kunnes teet 60. 

 

Mitä tämä hengitysharjoite tekee: 

 

1. Se lisää hapen määrää kehossa. 

 

2. Se lisää lämmön määrää. Alkemistit goottisella- ja keskiajalla ”puhaltajina” ja palkeet tulisijan 

palkeet alkemiamaalauksissa symboloivat tätä harjoitetta. 

 

3. TÄMÄ HENGITYSMENETELMÄ ON KUNDALIINIJOOGAN PERUSTA 

 

ÄLÄ suorita tätä harjoitusta jos olet raskaana, sinulla on ongelmia korkean verenpaineen kanssa, 

sinulla on tyrä tai mikään muu fyysinen vatsalihaksia koskeva ongelma. 

 

Tässä on linkki YouTube videoon jossa esitellään kuinka tämä hengitysharjoite suoritetaan 

oikeaoppisesti: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Axs2dq06s9M 

HUOMATKAA*, tämä YouTube video on linkitetty tänne vain lyhyytensä [kesto 17 sekuntia] ja 

helpon ymmärrettävyyden vuoksi, sillä ei millään tavalla mitään tekemistä Joy of Satan -

ministeriön kanssa. 
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Yogic Humming Breath 

 

Source URL - http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... reath.html 

 

Jooginen humiseva hengitys [Brahmari] 
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Tämä hengitystapa on välttämätön jotta voisit olla mestari mantrojen [voiman sanoja ja nimiä] 

värähtelyssä. Mantrat täytyy aina värähdellä, EI KOSKAAN lausua sanoina. Jokainen mantran 

tavu pitäisi värähdellä. Pyhien sanojen ja nimien värähtely on niiden voiman ilmentymisen lähde. 

 

Suorittaaksesi joogisen humisevan hengityksen [Brahmari]: 

 

1. Hengitä sisään kuten joogisessa täysihengityksessä (http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent 

... reath.html) täyttäen keuhkosi alhaalta ylös. 

 

2. Hengittäessäsi ulos, pidä huulesi suljettuina tätä harjoitetta varten, HUMISE ilma ulos. Tämä 

pidentää ulos hengitystä. [Hengitä sisään kokonaan, sitten ääntele HMMMMMMMM [suljetuin 

huulin] kunnes ilma on täysin lopussa]. 

 

Yläpuoliseen sisältyy yksi kierros. Tee viisi kierrosta. 
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Sithali 

 

Source URL - http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... thali.html 

 

Sithali 

 

1. Rullaa kielesi kuten alapuolella olevassa kuvassa: 
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2. Hengitä sisään kielesi kautta, pitäen se rullalla 

 

3. Sulje suusi ja pidätä henkeäsi 5-10 sekunnin ajaksi [kumpi vain on mukavampi]. 

 

4. Sitten hengitä hitaasti ulos nenäsi kautta 

 

Yläpuoliseen sisältyy yksi kierros. 
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The serpent Hissing Breath 

 

Source URL - http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... tkari.html 

 

Käärmeen sihinähengitys [Sitkari] 

 

1. Paina kielesi suulakeasi vastaan kevyesti, pidä pieni tila avoimena sisäänhengitystä varten. 

 

2. Hengitä sisään, tekemällä sihisevää ääntä. Tämän pitäisi onnistua luonnollisesti kun kielesi on 

suulakeasi vasten. Kuten kaikkien hengitysharjoitteiden osalta, sisäänhegityksen täytyy olla 

kolmessa osassa, tasaisesti- ensiksi täytä alimmat keuhkosi, sitten keuhkojen keskiosa, sitten 

ylinosa kuten joogisessa täysihengityksessä (http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... 

reath.html). 

 

3. Pidätä henkeäsi niin kauan kuin pystyt mukavasti tekemään, ja sitten hengitä ulos hitaasti ja 

tasaisesti nenäsi kautta. 

 

Yläpuoliseen sisältyy yksi kierros. Suorita 5 -10 kierrosta. 
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Kissahengitys [Ujjayi] 

 

Aloittaaksesi, harjoittele äänirakosi sulkemista osittain [kuten kuorsatessa] ja sihise kuin kissa, 

tee molempien kanssa ulos- ja sisäänhengitystä. Tämän pitäisi olla tasaista ja hallittua. 

 

1. Nyt kun olet löytänyt äänirakosi, sulje se sihisemällä ja hengitä sisään nenäsi kautta. 

Heiveröinen sihisevä ääni pitäisi kuulua aivan kuten kevyesti kuorsatessa. 

 

2. Pidätä henkeäsi 

 

3. Hengitä ulos nenäsi kautta pitäen molemmat äänirakosi osittain suljettuina. 

 

Suorita tämä 3-5 kertaa ja opi kuinka se tehdään, sillä tätä menetelmää voidaan käyttää 

edistyneempien hengitysharjoitusten yhteydessä. 
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Kumbhaka Lunar Breath 
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Kumbhaka Kuuhengitys 

 

Suorita molemmat seuraavista hengitysharjoitteista. Tee ensimmäistä sarjaa muutaman 

hengenvedon ajan, ja jatka sitä toisella sarjalla yhtä monella hengenvedolla kuin ensimmäisessä. 
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Esimerkiksi: jos teet 4 kertaa ensimmäistä sarjaa, siten pidä huoli, että teet 4 kertaa toista sarjaa; 

ei enempää eikä vähempää. 

 

Ensimmäinen sarja: 

1. Hengitä sisään molempien sierainten kautta kahden sekunnin ajan. 

2. Pidätä henkeä neljä sekuntia. 

3. Hengitä ulos kuudeksi sekunniksi. 

4. Pidätä henkeä neljä sekuntia. 

 

Yläpuolinen lasketaan yhdeksi kierrokseksi. 3-6 kierrosta on hyväksyttävää aloittelijoille. Ne 

jotka ovat kokeneita ja edistyneitä tehkööt niin monta kuin mukavasti pystyvät. 

 

Seuraava harjoite pitäisi tehdä yhtä monta kertaa kuin ensimmäinen sarja [ylempi harjoite]: 

 

Toinen sarja: 

1. Hengitä sisään kuudeksi sekunniksi 

2. Pidätä henkeä kuusi sekuntia 

3. Hengitä ulos neljäksi sekunniksi. 

ÄLÄ pidätä henkeäsi lopussa, mutta kuitenkin sinun pitää tehdä yhtä monta kierrosta kuin 

ensimmäisessä sarjassa. 

 

Yläpuolinen lasketaan yhdeksi kierrokseksi. 3-6 kierrosta on hyväksyttävää aloittelijoille. Ne 

jotka ovat kokeneita ja edistyneitä tehkööt niin monta kuin mukavasti pystyvät. 
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666 Breath of Lucifer's Grail 
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666 Luciferin maljan hengitys 

 

Tämä hengitysharjoite on jotakuinkin edistynyt, se toimii graalin mies- ja naisosien yhdistäjänä. 

Tämä on erittäin tärkeää Magnum Opuksen kannalta. Tekijän pitäisi valmiiksi olla pätevä 

hengitysharjoitteissa ja energiatyössä. 
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1. Hengitä juurichakrasi kautta solar [666] chakraan. 

 

2. Pidätä henkeäsi niin kauan kuin pystyt mukavasti tekemään, ja keskity kuudenteen 

chakraasi/käpyrauhaseesi. Sinun pitäisi tuntea vähän painetta kuudennessa chakrassa. 

 

3. Hengitä ulos, ja toista niin monta kierrosta kuin on mukavaa. 

 

Tämä hengitysharjoite yhdistää kaikista-tärkeimmän käpyrauhasen/kuudennen chakran 

[naispuolisen osan] 666 solar chakraan [miespuoliseen osaan]. Voimakas energiayhteys pitää 

muodostaa näiden kahden chakran välille voidakseen suorittaa Magnum Opuksen. 
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Energy of the Soul 
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Sielun energia 

 

Internetin ja joukkoviestinnän laajuuden vuoksi totuutta ei voi enää kauemmin vaientaa. Monet 

erilaiset ihmiset tulevat satanismin pariin suurin määrin, heitä on enemmän kuin koskaan ennen. 

Kirjoitan tämän artikkelin pääasiassa niille jotka ovat täysin uusia. Monet meistä, jotka ovat 

olleet Saatanan kanssa kauemmin, ovat taitavia siinä mikä tunnetaan ’okkultismina’. Okkultismi 

on toinen sana ’hengellisyydelle’. 

 

Todellinen satanismi on sielun muuntamista voimameditaation kautta. Monille jotka ovat täysin 

uusia satanismiin meditaation vaikutukset voivat olla tuntemattomia. Kun yksilö saavuttaa 

meditaatiossa tietyn pisteen [toisille tämä voi tapahtua erittäin aikaisin. Kaikki riippuu sielun 

voimista jotka tulevat menneistä elämistä], hän tulee tuntemaan sielunsa. Tämä on erittäin 

positiivinen merkki, että meditaatiot on suoritettu oikein ja kaikki menee hyvin. Älä koskaan 

säikähdy tuntemasta sielusi energiaa. Sielu koostuu bioelekrisyydestä ja valospektristä. 

Voimakkaan auran, värähtelyjen, tunteminen ilmenee joissakin tapauksissa lämpönä tai kylmänä 

tai muina tunteina kuten pistelynä… tämä kaikki on normaalia. 

 

Voimameditaatio myös avaa mielesi. Voit kokea ”näppituntumia” voimistuneen intuition kautta, 

toisissa tapauksissa, mielesi tulee olemaan avoimempi ja vastaanottavampi astraalisille 
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olennoille. Nämä voivat olla positiivisia yhtä hyvin kuin negatiivisia. Tapauksissa joihin liittyy 

negatiivista tunkeutumista, sammuta se, kuin radio, mielessäsi ja ole välittämättä siitä. Älä 

koskaan sitoudu mihinkään negatiiviseen tai ei-tervetulleeseen. Nämä menevät pois jos ne jättää 

huomiotta eikä niitä ravitse huomiolla tai tunteilla. 

 

Satanismi liittyy hengellisen vapauden saavuttamiseen. Kristinusko, islam ja muut valtavirran 

ohjelmat jotka esiintyvät uskonto-nimikkeen valepuvussa on suunniteltu poistamaan kaikki 

hengellinen tieto. Niissä ei ole mitään hengellistä. Satanismi on erittäin hengellistä, voit odottaa 

kokevasi monia uusia hengellisen luonteenomaavia kokemuksia, mutta tämäkin on yksilöllistä. 

Älä koskaan säikähdä, kun tunnet sielusi energian ensikerran. Voimakas mieli ja sielu 

varmistavat sinulle, että sinulla on voimaa ja myös tietoa karkottaa ei-toivotut olennot[jotka ovat 

olemassa välittämättä siitä onko yksilö tarpeeksi avoin havaitakseen ne]. Sielusi voima myös 

varmistaa sinulle, että olet elämäsi ja päämääräsi hallinnassa ja jumaliltamme saadun tiedon 

avulla voit saavuttaa kuolemattomuuden. Heikommat sielut ovat voimakkaampien armon alla ja 

syntyvät uudelleen, unohtaen kaiken oppimansa edellisestä elämästä ollen kirottuja toistamaan 

samoja virheitä ikuisuuksia. Saatana näyttää meille tien ulos kaikesta tästä. Mutta meidän täytyy 

työskennellä sen parissa tiedon kanssa ilman pelkoa. 
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Sielun avaaminen 666 

 

Sielusi avaaminen johtaa hengellisten silmiesi avautumiseen jonka vuoksi tulet näkemään 

totuuden ja saavuttamaan valaistumisen. Lisäksi tulet löytämään monia niin-kutsuttuja 

”yliluonnollisia” voimia sisältäsi kun voimistat chakrojasi. Kun chacrasi ovat oikein 

kohdistettuja ja vahvistettuja fyysinen ja mentaalinen parantuminen tapahtuu usein 

ihmeenomaisesti. 

 

1. Kolmannen silmän avaaminen 

2. Kruunuchakran avaaminen ja käpyrauhasen herättäminen 

3. Kurkkuchakran avaaminen 

4. Sydänchakran avaaminen 
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5. Solar Plexus -chakran avaaminen 

6. Sakraalichakran avaaminen 

7. Juurichakran avaaminen 

8. Kahdeksannen ja yhdeksän chakran, olkapäächakrat, avaaminen 

9. Kymmenennen ja yhdennentoista chakran, ohimochakrat, avaaminen 

10. Kahdennentoista ja kolmannentoista chakran, lantiochakrat, avaaminen 

11. Käsichakrojen avaaminen ja vahvistaminen 

12. Jalkachakrojen avaaminen 

13. Kuudennen chakran avaaminen 

13. Vähäisempien chakrojen avaaminen – sisältää kuvan: 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... agram.html 

 

Asasel, joka on mestari spirituaalisessa alkemiassa, työskenteli kanssani näiden meditaatioiden 

yksityiskohtiin liittyen. 21.7.2007, useita on arvioitu uuden tiedon valossa. Nämä meditaatiot 

ovat äärimmäisen voimakkaita ja usein, vaikutukset voi tuntea tunteja myöhemmin. On tärkeää 

seurata ohjeita, ja edetä hitaasti jos olet uusi voimameditaation parissa. Jos olet valmiiksi tehnyt 

aikaisemmat meditaatiot, on hyväksyttävää tehdä nämä. Vain harvat raportoivat vähän tai ei 

ollenkaan tuloksia edellisistä meditaatioista jotka otettiin kirjoista. 

 

Jokaisessa harjoitteessa on tietty määrä toistoja, jos tuntuu, että stimuloidut liikaa niin on 

suositeltavaa lopettaa harjoite ja antaa olla. Harjoitetta voi jatkaa myöhemmin kun annat 

hermostollesi aikaa sopeutua lisääntyneeseen elinvoimaan. On suositeltavaa antaa itsellesi 

muutama päivä tai enemmän harjoitteiden välille. 

 

Niiden joilla on ongelmia kohtausten/epilepsian kanssa, tai jotka ovat psykiatrisen lääkityksen 

alaisuudessa, ei pitäisi suorittaa yhtään näistä voimameditaatioista, ainoana poikkeuksena 

tyhjyysmeditaatio, paitsi jos heidän lääkärinsä antaa hyväksyntänsä. Ne ovat erittäin tehokkaita 

chakrojen avaamiseksi ja kundalinin stimuloimiseksi. Nämä uudet meditaatiot ovat täynnä 

saatanallista energiaa. Niiden jotka eivät ole vihkiytyneet, tai ovat ulkopuolisia, kannattaisi 

käyttää harkintaa tämän suhteen. Vihkiytyneille satanisteille vaikutuksen pitäisi olla erittäin 

positiivinen chakrojen avaamiseksi ja voimistamiseksi ja henkilökohtaisen vallan lisäämiseksi. 

 

Nämä meditaatiot tuottavat erittäin nopeita tuloksia. Tavallinen New Age -kundalinimeditaatio 

voi ottaa vuosia tuottaakseen selkeää vaikutusta. Nämä meditaatiot kuten satanismi ovat 

todellisia. 

 

Tyhjyysmeditaatio on erittäin suositeltavaa ajatusten ja mielen hallinnoimiseksi jotka tulevat 

stimuloiduiksi chakrojen avaamisen myötä. 

Jokaista harjoitetta kohden on tietty määrä toistoja, jos tuntuu kuin tulet liian stimuloiduksi on 

suositeltavaa päättää harjoite ja antaa asian olla. Harjoitetta voi jatkaa myöhemmin kun annat 

hermostollesi aikaa sopeutua lisääntyneeseen elinvoimaan. 

Meditaatiot suoritetaan resitoimalla erityistä mantraa jokaista chakraa kohden. Jokainen resitoitu 

mantra pohjautuu joogiseen huminahengitykseen. Tässä hengityksessä vedät keuhkosi täyteen 

happea ja hengittäessäsi ulos värähtelet kunnes olet käyttänyt kaiken hapen, sitten hengität 

sisään, täytät keuhkosi kuten ennenkin. Tämä hengitystapa on normaalisti käytössä 

kurkkuchakran tapauksessa: 
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1. Hengitä nenäsi kautta, täytä keuhkosi 

 

2. Hengitä ulos yhdellä pitkällä värähtelyllä, tämä johtaa uloshengitystä 

 

3. Hengitä uudestaan ja toista. 

 

Jotkut resitoiduista mantroista/värähtelyistä perustuvat riimuihin. Riimut perustuvat 

tähtikuvioihin ja ovat muinaisin aakkosista. Ne ovat alkuperäiseltä muodoltaan kirjoitusta ja 

nuolenpääkirjoitus johdettiin niistä.* Monet riimuista voidaan vieläkin nähdä 

nuolenpääkirjoituksenmerkeissä, riimut ovat aina olleet kauhistus kristilliselle kirkolle, enemmän 

kuin mikään muu magian muoto. 

 

Neljään ensimmäiseen chakraan on välttämätöntä käyttää ”Jalandhara Bandhaa” eli nyökäyttää 

päätäsi ja painaa leukaasi varmasti, mutta kevyesti rintaasi vasten. Tämä suuresti voimistaa 

mantrojen resitoinnin vaikutusta alemmissa chakroissa. 

Mudria [kädenasentoja] käytetään muutamien sormissa olevien piirien yhdistämiseen ja 

elinvoiman jälleen ohjaamiseen avattavaan chakraan. Jotkut näistä voivat olla vaikeita, erityisesti 

jos kätesi ovat suurempia. Näistä mudrista on apua, mutta ne eivät ole välttämättömiä. Jos 

havaitset jonkin kädenasennon vaikeaksi jätä se pois. 

 

Sinun pitäisi keskittyä chakroihin jotka ovat keskellä kehoasi. Lisäkkeet ovat selkärangassa ja 

kehon etuosassa. Näiden avaaminen ja vahvistaminen on edistyneempää ja erityisiä meditaatioita 

annetaan kappaleessa edistyneemmistä meditaatioista. Ne meistä, jotka ovat vahvistaneet 

sielujamme menneissä elämissä, ovat herkempiä meditaatioille. Tämä on synnynnäistä, mutta 

kuka tahansa joka suorittaa seuraavat harjoitteet avaa aikanaan chakransa. 

*Saatu Asaselilta 
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Kolmannen silmän avaaminen 
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Tämä harjoite tehdään erityisellä äänensävyllä ja mantralla. Sinun tarvitsee tehdä tämä harjoite 

neljä päivää peräkkäin. Säännöllinen meditoinnin kolmannen silmän parissa pitäisi avata se 

kokonaan ja vakiinnuttaa energian imeytyminen. Tämä harjoite on ainoastaan alku. Vaaditaan 

enemmän jatkuvaa työtä maksimitulosten saavuttamiseksi. 

Huomaa: vaiheet 1 ja 2 ovat vaihtoehtoisia. Vaiheet 3-7 ovat pakollisia. 

 

1. Istu selkä suorassa 

 

 
2. Aseta kätesi kuvassa näytettyyn asentoon. Oikeakätisten pitäisi laittaa oikea kätensä nyrkkiin 

vasemman etusormen ympärille; vasenkätisten vasemmankäden pitäisi tehdä nyrkki oikean 

etusormesi ympärille. Peukalonkynnen pitäisi painaa sormea, sivulta kuten kuvassa näkyy, 

paikasta jossa kynsivalli päättyy. 

 

Kun tunnet heiveröisen sähköiskun, tiedät löytäneesi oikean kohdan. Älä lannistu jos et löydä 

sitä. Sen pitäisi olla selvää niissä joilla on luonnostaan voimakkaammat aurat. 

 

Tämä suuntaa energiavirtauksen kolmanteen silmään. 

Tätä mudraa voi käyttää milloin tahansa säännöllisen kolmanteen silmään keskittyneen 

meditaation aikana. Pidä tämä asento koko meditaation ajan. 

*HUOMAA: TÄMÄ KÄSIASENTO ON VALINNAINEN. LOPUT VAIHEET 3-7 OVAT 

PAKOLLISIA. 
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3. Hengitä sisään nenäsi kautta ja hengittäessäsi ulos värähtele ”Thoth”. Thoth on kuunjumala ja 

kuudennen chakran hallitsija ja kolmas silmä on kuu. Vapauta hengityksesi hitaasti suusi kautta 

ja värähtele: 

TH-TH-TH-TH-OH-OH-OH-TH-TH-TH yhdessä pitkässä uloshengityksessä (värähtele ääni 

kerran per uloshenkäys, kuten joogisen ”huminahengityksen” yhteydessä) 

 

Nyt tämä on tärkeää. Pidä TH ja OH kuulumassa samaan aikaan. Sinun pitäisi tehdä TH ääni 

koko uloshengityksen ajan. 

Kielesi pitäisi värähdellä hampaittesi välissä. Voi kestää muutama sekuntia sopeutua siihen kun 

alat tuntemaan sen keskellä otsaasi (kolmas silmä), älä huoli, jatka ainoastaan. 

 

Yritä saavuttaa oikea värähtely jossa tunnet sen otsallasi. Tämä voi vaatia jonkin verran 

kokeilua. Tee se parhaasi mukaan. Sinun täytyy ehkä yrittää niinkin monta kertaa kuin 10–15 

kertaa saadaksesi sen onnistumaan. 

 

4. Tee ylläoleva neljä kertaa peräkkäin ja sitten rentoudu. 

 

 
5. Nyt kohdista kolmas silmäsi oikein visualisoimalla sen kärki osoittamassa sisäänpäin kuten 

kuvassa. Kolmannen silmän väri on kirkas valkoinen, kuin pienoisaurinko. 

 

6. On erittäin tärkeää, että ylläoleva harjoite tehdään NELJÄNÄ peräkkäisenä päivänä, mieluiten 

24 tuntia toisistaan erillään- Kun se on tehty ja olet suorittanut alustavan vaiheen kolmannen 

silmän avaamisessa ja aktivoinnissa. 

 

7. Kun olet lopettanut, on tärkeää keskittyä (meditoida) kolmanteen silmääsi saadaksesi energian 

virtaamaan, tällä tavalla se avautuu kokonaan. 

Sulje vain silmäsi ja ”katso” kolmanteen silmääsi keskellä otsaasi. On tärkeää rentoutua ja olla 

rasittamatta silmälihaksiasi, vaikkakin silmäsi ovatkin kiinni. Aluksi, siinä on useimmiten vain 

mustaa, riippuen kuinka aktiivinen kolmas silmäsi on, sitten mahdollisesti kieppuvia värejä ja 

muotoja kuin kaleidoskoopissa. Kuten ennustettaessa peilistä kuvat ja muodot väistyvät kuvien 

tieltä kun teet meditaatiota tarpeeksi kauan ja säännöllisesti. Muista pitää katseesi pehmoisena ja 

rentoutuneena. Paineen tai solmun tunteminen siellä on usein normaalia harjoitteen tekemisen 

jälkeen. Se tavallisesti katoaa ajan kanssa. 

 

MITÄ VOIT ODOTTAA: 

 

1. Yksi ensimmäisistä kokemuksista on päänsärky tai paine keskellä otsaasi. Tämä tunne voi 
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myös tuntua kuin se tulisi sisältäpäin, useimmiten tuuman tai enemmänkin otsasi pinnan alta sillä 

se vaikuttaa kuudenteen chakraan. Tämä on positiivinen merkki, että käpyrauhanen on 

heräämässä ja alkamassa toimimaan terveellisellä tavalla. 

 

Voit myös tuntea tämän säryn tai paineen milloin tahansa keskität huomiosi kolmanteen silmään 

tai meditoit kolmannen silmäsi parissa. Tämä on täysin normaalia ja helpottuu ajan mittaan. 

 

*Jotkut ihmiset voivat kokea migreenin joka kestää useita tunteja. Sivuvaikutusten kovuus 

riippuu siitä kuinka näivettynyt käpyrauhasesi on alun perin. 

Joy of Satan -wikia for Finnish people: 

http://fi.suomenjoyofsatan.wikia.com/wi ... atan_Wikia 

 

Translation project for Finns: 

topic11953.html 

 

Re: Finnish translations 

Fri Jan 01, 2016 1:19 am  

Valontuoja  

 

Posts: 223 

Torah and the Jews exposed (by HP Hooded Cobra) is translated: 

http://www.filedropper.com/toorajajuuta ... aljastettu 

 

I have send it to him some days ago but I also want to share it there with some notes. My goal is 

to create Finnish Satan's library called Saatanan kirjasto. 

 

NOTES ABOUT THE TRANSLATION: 

- I had to change some fonts because original didn't support letter Ä/ä and Ö/ö. 

- Hooded Cobra's funny writing style, wordplay, like "mudslim"/"Jokehovah"/"Jewsus" wasn't 

always possible to translate but I still tried to stay as close to the original as possible. Xian is 

translated with a word meaning christian. Kike is translated with similar word jutku. 

- I translated the ET-races, reptilians (reptiliaanit) and greys (Harmaat) are well-known but 

Nordics didn't have Finnish name so I just decided to call them Pohjoiset (meaning Nordics) and 

I put into brackets the English name. 

 

FUTURE TRANSLATIONS: 

I have nearly translated all meditations in volume I of Satan's library. I don't feel like the 2nd and 

3rd volumes are in hurry because Finns are not so advanced in satanic meditation. Exposing 

Xianity might be my biggest tranlation project for this year. 

 

If there is some very important sermons I would like to see them so I could translate them. 

 

I wrote very long text about Finland's history and modern migrant situation, communism and 

nazism in Finland, Finno-German relations and other good stuff like alternative media and 
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mainstream media... but I was logged out so it got lost as I logged in because I didn't copy-paste 

it. My intuition told me to write it but probably it had no-importance for anyone so it might be 

better this way That text was also off-topic because it had nothing to do with my translating 

work so... So be it. 

 

Clock is 03:15 but I still have to do the reversal rituals so this is going to be fun night. 

Joy of Satan -wikia for Finnish people: 

http://fi.suomenjoyofsatan.wikia.com/wi ... atan_Wikia 

 

Translation project for Finns: 

topic11953.html 

 

Re: Finnish translations 

Sat Jun 25, 2016 8:15 pm  

Valontuoja  

 

Posts: 223 

I noticed this just today: 

http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Finland666.htm 

 

I have took very long pause from translating mainly because I did the job alone and lost 

motivation and hope when I had to meditate and fo my usual work at the same time. Now when I 

noticed the Satan's library I feel like fixing the translation of exposing christianity page is higher 

priority than the meditations which are mainly translated. 

 

I might start to fix the current translation of exposing christianity and I apologize for not doing 

the project I started from start to finish. 

 

Should I start another topic for the Exposing Xianity -project or keep everything there? 

 

The only fully translated file is Torah and the jews exposed book by Hooded Cobra. I have it in 

my computer. 

Joy of Satan -wikia for Finnish people: 

http://fi.suomenjoyofsatan.wikia.com/wi ... atan_Wikia 

 

Translation project for Finns: 

topic11953.html 

 

Re: EXPOSING CHRISTIANITY IN FINNISH 

Thu Jun 30, 2016 5:13 pm  

Valontuoja  
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Posts: 223 

(Notes: I save the text that I have written into my computer and I also share it there. Now I'm 

translating exposing christianity because it is already in the Finnish version of Satan's library but 

it is currently done by online translator and it contains many mistakes. // I named the text Totuus 

kristinuskosta meaning Truth about christianity because "exposing christianity" wouldn't look so 

good/natural in Finnish... It is due to language differences. // I also left the quote from book "The 

Astral Body" in English because most Finns can read English and I wanted to save the original 

quote without altering it. // I keep making short notes at the beginning of each section just so it is 

easier for future translators to understand why I took some decisions concerning the translation.) 

 

Exposing Christianity - Foreword 

 

Alkusanat 

 

Perehtyen, uskoen ja eläen valhetta, kristinuskon edistyneemmillä tasoilla, kristitty omaksuu 

teennäisen olemuksen ja alkaa näyttää valheelta:  

Erittäin tunnettu kalpea ulkonäkö, joka peitetään hymyllä. Valhe tulee esiin kristityn fyysisessä 

minässä.  

 

Kristityt väittävät taukoamatta, että ”Paholainen pettää” ”Paholainen pettää…” Mitä he eivät 

huomaa on, että kaikki mistä he syyttävät paholaista on todellisuudessa Jumala jota he palvovat. 

Jumala, joka tunnetaan Jahvena/Jehovana. 

Kaikki mistä kristityt syyttävät ”Paholaista” on todellisuudessa heidän oma Jumalansa. 

Tähän löytyy todisteet raamatullisissa kirjoituksissa: 

 

"Murhaaja ja valehtelija alusta"  

"Ihmisvihaaja"  

"Kaikkien kansojen pettäjä"  

 

Ongelma on, että harvat OIKEASTI lukevat Raamattua. Useimmat vain uskovat mitä heille on 

kerrottu liittyen kristinuskoon ja Raamattuun. Harvat lukevat sen ja voivat nähdä mitä se on.  

 

On todettu, että "Lopussa totuus paljastuu ja monet haluavat liittyä viimeisellä hetkellä, mutta 

silloin on liian myöhäistä..."  

 

Liittyen joukkomielen voimiin:  

"The power of the united thought of a number of people is always far more than the sum of their 

separate thoughts: it would be more nearly represented by their product"  

–The Astral Body and Other Phenomena, kirjoittanut Lieut. Colonel Arthur E. Powell © 1927  

 

Seuraavat artikkelit tarjoavat todisteet, että kaikki mitä kristinuskoon ja Raamattuun kuuluu 

onVARASTETTU muilta uskonnoilta, jotka edellisivät sitä kaikkialla ympäri maailmaa. 

Kristinusko on väline okkulttisen/hengellisen tiedon poistamiseksi väestöltä, jotta tämä voima 

voitaisiin pitää muutamien hallussa massojen manipuloimista ja orjuuttamista varten.  

 

Ymmärtääkseen Raamattua todella ja nähdäkseen totuuden täytyy olla erittäin oppinut liittyen 
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okkultismiin. Joukkomieli on erittäin voimakas. Kun opiskelee tarpeeksi kauan ja saavuttaa 

edistynyttä tietoa okkultismista, totuus on erittäin järkyttävä. Koko juutalaiskristillinen Raamattu 

on katastrofaalisiin mittasuhteisiin edennyt huijaus, jonka erittäin selvä päämäärä on käyttää 

subliminaalisia keinoja ja uskovaisten kanavoitua psyykkistä energiaa.  

 

Aina kun kristinusko tai sen apujoukot ottivat hallinnan valtiosta tai maakunnasta, muinaiset 

hengelliset tekstit ja arkistot poistettiin ja/tai tuhottiin ja ne joilla oli hengellistä tietoa murhattiin 

inkvisition toimesta. Tämä lopetti sen tiedon, jota käytettiin ja yhä käytetään manipuloimaan 

tietämätöntä väestöä hengellisillä/okkulttisilla voimilla, kierron. Raamattu on yksi kaikkein 

voimakkaimmista subliminaalisista välineistä joita harvat valitut käyttävät orjuuttaakseen 

massoja. Enemmistö ihmisistä on tietämättömiä tästä, koska heiltä puuttuu tietoa liittyen 

okkultismiin, ajatusten voimaan ja psyykkiseen energiaan. Voimiin jotka toimivat 

vahvistaakseen uskoa, että okkultismi, mielenvoimat ja henki ovat vain hölynpölyä.  

 

Muinaisten arkistojen tuhoaminen mahdollisti vaihtoehtoisen ”historian” kirjoittamisen, joka on 

poistanut ihmiskunnalta yhteyden alkuperäisiin juuriinsa. 

Menneisyyden hallitseminen on tärkeää, koska manipuloimalla sitä miten ihmiset ajattelevat 

menneisyydestä, se vaikuttaa myös nykyiseen ja tulevaisuuteen. 

 

Koko Raamattu on erittäin voimakas subliminaalinen väline täynnä okkulttisia numeroita, 

viestejä, vertauksia ja varastettua aineistoa, jota on vääristelty muinaisista uskonnoista. Lisäksi 

tämä kirja on täytetty psyykkisellä energialla ja voimalla aiheuttaa pelkoa ja tehdä siitä 

uskottavan. Kun ihmisen silmät ovat auki ja hänellä on tarvittavaa tietoa *taika* ei enää ole 

tehokas. Juutalaiskristillisen Raamatun koko perusteema on muodostaa juutalaisen kansan 

fiktiivinen historia joukkomieleen. Sillä mitä joukkomieli uskoo on voimaa ja energiaa 

manifestoitua todellisuudessa sillä ajatukset ovat energiaa. 

 

Vatikaanin kirjastossa on säilöttynä tuhansia muinaisia esoteerisia kirjoja ympäri maailmaa jotka 

on varastettu ja kerätty vuosien saatossa sekä pidetty poissa julkisuudesta. Katolinen kirkko, joka 

muodostaa kristinuskon perustan, on salaisen yhteisön, joka on väärinkäyttänyt okkulttista 

voimaa orjuuttaakseen massoja, hallinnassa. Päämäärä on ihmiskunnan lopullinen orjuuttaminen 

jota kohti he ovat työskennelleet väsymättä ja armottomasti.  

 

Kaikki tämä on suoraan vaikuttanut jokaiseen meistä. Ihmiskunta on kärsinyt tarpeettomasti, 

koska siltä on kielletty tämä tieto. Ihmisiä on pakotettu vuosisatoja maksamaan omasta tuhostaan 

pitämään tämän valheen rikkaana ja kestävänä. Tämän paheellisen huijauksen hengissä 

säilyminen vaatii vain yhtä asiaa – TIEDON PUUTETTA!  

 

Päinvastoin sitä mihin useimmat ihmiset on indoktrinoitu, juutalaisuus, kristinusko ja islam ovat 

suhteellisen uusia uskontoja. Ihmiskunnan historia ulottuu kymmenien tuhansien vuosien taakse. 

Nämä kolme ovat työskennelleet taukoamatta pitääkseen hengellisen/okkulttisen tiedon poissa 

meiltä käyttäen tätä voimaa, joka meillä kaikilla on.  

 

Nämä niin-kutsutut ”uskonnot” ovat rakentuneet murhan, kidutuksen ja valheiden päälle ja ainoa 

keino jolla mikään näistä valheista voi selviytyä on luoda enemmän valheita ja tuhota ne ihmiset 

jotka tietävät totuuden. Kristinusko ei ole mitään muuta kuin ohjelma. Siinä ei ole mitään 
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hengellistä. Miljoonat ihmiset kärsivät masennuksesta, toivottomuudesta ja sekaannuksesta 

elämiinsä liittyen. Sielu tarvitsee valoa ja erittäin harvat tietävät tämän tai aktiivisesti harjoittavat 

voimameditaatiota joka kirjaimellisesti ”pelastaa” heidän sielunsa. Johtuen tiedon puutteesta ja 

tietämättömyydestä liittyen okkultismiin ihmiskunta on asetettu voimakkaan taian alaisuuteen 

käyttämällä okkulttista voimaa ja indoktrinoitu olemaan esittämättä kysymyksiä liittyen näihin 

kolmeen ”uskontoon”. Tätä on voimistettu vuosisatoja kristittyjen lähettäessä psyykkistä 

energiaansa ja sieluja kanavoitavaksi tämän valheen jatkumiseksi, mikä loppujen lopuksi tulee 

hyödyttämään ainoastaan muutamia valittuja.  

 

Kaikki mistä kristityt syyttävät ”Paholaista” on todellisuudessa heidän oman Jumalansa työtä.  

 

"Murhaaja ja valehtelija alusta alkaen"  

"Ihmisvihaaja"  

"Kaikkien kansakuntien pettäjä" 

 

Lainaus juutalaisesta Talmudista:  

Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "Kun Messias saapuu jokaisella juutalaisella tulee olemaan 2800 

orjaa." 

Joy of Satan -wikia for Finnish people: 

http://fi.suomenjoyofsatan.wikia.com/wi ... atan_Wikia 

 

Translation project for Finns: 

topic11953.html 

 

Re: EXPOSING CHRISTIANITY IN FINNISH 

Fri Jul 22, 2016 1:31 pm  

Valontuoja  

 

Posts: 223 

(Notes: translating this text about Old Testament took some time because I had to check nearly 

every name and text if there was already a existing translation which I could use. Some texts 

mentioned are not in Finnish so I had to translate them myself.) 

 

Vanha testamentti paljastettu 

 

Useimmat kristityt ja monet muut uskovat juutalaiskristillisen Raamatun olevan ”Jumalan” 

sanaa. Oikeasti melkein kaikki mitä Raamatussa on, on varastettu ja vääristelty pakanallisista 

uskonnoista joka edeltävät juutalaiskristillisyyttä tuhansia vuosia ympäri maailmaa, ja erityisesti 

kauko-idästä.  

 

"Me tulemme tuhoamaan Jumalan" –lainaus Siionin viisaiden pöytäkirjoista.  

 

Hepreaksi kirjoitetut ”Viisi Mooseksen kirjaa” jotka tunnetaan myös ”Pentateukkina”, yhdessä 

Tooran kanssa on VARASTETTU ja VÄÄRISTELTY egyptiläisestä ”TAROTISTA”. Huomaa- 
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Torah on anagrammi sanasta Tarot. Tunnetuin esimerkki tarotista ovat 78 kortin pakkaa joita 

myydään nykyisin monissa myymälöissä ja käytetään ennustamiseen. Tarot sisältää viisi maata 

(eli ryhmää) [tästä on varastettu ja vääristelty numero viisi]: sauvat/tulen kepit, ilman miekat, 

veden maljat, maan pentaakkelit ja eetterin torvet. Torvien maa jätettiin pois normaaleista 

pelikorttien sarjoista, ja kaikki mitä siitä jäi jäljelle on narri-kortti mikä säilyi jokerina. Kaikki 

näistä ovat ihmissielun elementtejä [tuli, maa, ilma, vesi ja eetteri] ja tarotin viesti on 

ennustuskykyjen lisäksi Magnum Opus mikä johtaa fyysiseen ja henkiseen täydellistymiseen ja 

kuolemattomuuteen. Kaikki tämä varastettiin ja väärennettiin juutalaisten fiktiiviseksi historiaksi, 

jolla ei ole mitään tekemistä hengellisyyden kanssa.  

 

Juutalainen Talmud ohjeistaa juutalaisia tuhoamaan ei-juutalaiset ja orjuuttamaan heidät sillä 

”YHVH” on oikeasti juutalainen kansa.  

 

Lainaus Talmudista:  

Sanhedrin 58b. Jos pakana [ei-juutalainen] lyö juutalaista, se ei-juutalainen täytyy tappaa. 

Juutalaisen lyöminen on sama asia kuin Jumalan lyöminen.  

 

Fiktiivisen juutalaisen ”Jumalan” ”Jahven/Jehovan” nimi on luotu korvaamaan monien ei-

juutalaisten/pakanallisten jumalten nimiä. Henkiolento ”Jehova” on fiktiivinen. Nimi ”Jehova” 

on varastettu roomalaisen Jumalan ”Joven” nimestä yhtenä esimerkkinä.  

"Hurskas Dr. Parkhurst. . . todistaa Diodorus Sisilialaisen, Varron, pyhän Augustinuksen, jne., 

auktoriteetistä, että juutalaisten lao, Jehova, tai ieue oli latinalaiten ja etruskien Jove." 

"JHVH/IEUE oli alun perin egyptiläinen Auringon jumala Ra: Ra oli taivaanisä, jonka yksi 

nimitys oli ’Huhi’, eli ikuinen, mistä heprealaiset johtivat nimen ”Ihuh." "Juutalainen mystinen 

perinne näki alkuperäisen Jehovan androgyyninä, hänen nimessään yhdistettiin Jah [jod] ja 

Eevan esi-heprealainen nimi, Havah tai Hawah, joka kirjoitetaan he-vau-he heprealaisin 

kirjaimin. Neljä kirjainta yhdessä muodostivat pyhän tetragrammatonin, JHVH, Jumalan salaisen 

nimen.” Me voimme myös nähdä Zeuksen[Jove] ja Prometheuksen antagonistisen tarinan 

toimineen innoittajana kapinallisen Jumalan, joka tuomittiin ja eristettiin tiedon tuomisesta 

ihmiskunnalle."  

[1]  

 

Ihmiskunnan alkuperäinen uskonto oli polyteistinen [monijumalainen]. Alkuperäisessä 

heprealaisessa Raamatussa käytetään sanaa ”Elohim”. "Ensimmäisen Mooseksen kirjan 

kokoojien ja muokkaajien, jotka kamppailivat julistaakseen uskoa yhteen jumalaan aikana, 

jolloin maailmassa uskottiin moniin jumaliin, ärsytykseksi Raamatun kertomuksista löytyy useita 

kohtia, joissa puhutaan jumalista monikossa. Jumalaa tarkoittava sana [kun Herrasta ei käytetä 

erityisesti nimeä Jahve], ei ole yksiköllinen muoto El vaan monikko Elohim. [2]  

 

Kristinuskon dualismi on varastettu zarathustralaisuuden, joka edelsi kristinuskoa vuosisatoja, 

dualismista. [3] Jahve/Jehova korvasi Ahura Mazdan ja muinaiset jumalat jotka olivat 

alkuperäisiä jumalia [Ahriman, joka on Aryan (arjalainen) ja tarkoittaa ”ylhäistä” sanskritiksi] 

leimattiin ”pahoiksi” jotta voitaisiin luoda monoteistinen Jahve/Jehova. Alkuperäiset jumalat 

muunnettiin demoneiksi ja hirviöiksi, jotka kuvattiin pahoina. [4] Useimmat päätyivät 

”Goetiaan”. Huomaa samankaltaisuus sanan ”Goet”-juuren kanssa, joka tarkoittaa ”Paholaista” 

ja halventavan juutalaisen sanan ”Goy”, monikossa ”Goyim”, joka tarkoittaa ei-juutalaista 
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välillä."  

 

Tämä Katolisesta ensyklopediasta poimittu lainaus on erittäin paljastava:  

"Samalla tavalla kuin kreikkalaiset ja roomalaiset ovat palvoneet jumaliaan uskoen heidän 

olevan hyviä, mutta kristilliset kirjoitukset julistavat kaikki pakanoiden jumalat demoneiksi.“  

– Katolinen ensyklopedia: Paholaisen palvonta http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/04767a.htm  

DEMONIT OVAT EI-JUUTALAISTEN JUMALIA!!!! 

 

Mithra, taivaallinen välittäjä Ahura Mazdan ja Angra Manyun [Ahriman] välillä, omaa lukuisia 

samankaltaisuuksia Nasaretilaisen ”Jeesus Kristuksen” kanssa. Mithra oli pelastaja, joka 

Nasaretin tavoin julistettiin ennalta profeettojen toimesta, joka syntyi luolassa [monet kuvaukset 

Nasaretilaisen syntymästä väittävät hänen syntyneen luolassa], ja poikkeuksellisen tähden 

ilmestyminen. Mithra myöhemmin syrjäyttäisi Vishnun, joka zarathustralaisuutta edeltäneessä 

vedalaisuudessa oli maailman pelastaja. [5]  

 

Seuraava on todiste monista erilaisista ja monimuotoisista lähteistä joista juutalaiskristillinen 

Raamattu on peräisin:  

 

LUOMINEN/GENESIS:  

Enuma Elish joka edelsi Raamattua vähintään 1000 vuotta, ja jonka oletetaan olevan paljon 

vanhempi. Taulut ovat nykyisin British Museumissa.  

 

Atrahasiksen tarina edeltää raamatullista Genesistä yli 1000 vuotta tai enemmän. Molemmat 

näistä luomiskuvauksista edeltävät kristinuskoa ja juutalaiskristillistä Raamattua vuosisatoja. 

Molemmat paljastavat, että täällä oli ”JUMALIA” eikä pelkästään ”yksi Jumala”. Tämä on missä 

juutalaiset tekivät virheitä useiden ristiriitaisten kirjoitusten lisäksi. On ilmiselvää, että 

juutalaiskristillinen Raamattu ei ole ”Jumalan” sanaa. Typerät raamatulla hakkaavat idiootit 

paasaavat kuinka ”Jumala on täydellinen”. Tässä on kanssa toinen ristiriita.  

 

Molemmat näistä luomiskuvauksista edeltävät kristinuskoa ja juutalaiskristillistä Raamattua 

vuosisatoja. Molemmat paljastavat, että oli ”JUMALIA” eikä vain yhtä ”Jumalaa”. 

 

1. Mooseksen kirja kappale 1, jae 26: ""Tehkäämme ihminen kuvaksemme, kaltaiseksemme…"  

Tämä kumoaa juutalaisten monoteistisen Jahve-myytin.  

Avaruudesta saapunut Jumala, joka tunnetaan nimellä EA [Saatana] loi ihmiset geenitekniikan 

kautta, ja useita muitakin jumalia/jumalattaria osallistui luomiseen. Katso alla olevaa kuvaa 

sumerialaisesta luomisesta. Tämä oli alun perin kaiverrettu kiveen, se on tuhansia vuosia vanha; 

kristinuskon edeltäjä.  
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Tulva 

Gilgameshin tulvakertomus edeltää kristillistä versiota vähintään yli 1000 vuodella. 

Juutalaiskristillinen Raamattu väittää, että ”Jahve” aiheutti tulvan. Todellisuudessa ”Enlil” salli 

tulvan tapahtumisen. Selvitettyämme Enlilin alkuperää maailmassa olemme löytäneet, että hänet 

tunnettiin nimellä ”Bel”, joka kehittyi nimeksi ”Baal” ja myöhemmin hänestä tuli "Beelzebub" 

joka oli filistealaisten jumala.  

 

”Tulva" on toinen muinainen ALLEGORIA, joka on VARASTETTU ja vääristelty 

alkuperäisistä pakanauskonnoista ja jolla on tekemistä tulvan energian kanssa Magnum Opus -

työskentelyn aikana, jonka jälkeen tulee näkyjä väreistä jotka merkitsevät, että tärkeä osa on 

suoritettu. Värien allegoria on mistä kjuutalaiset käsikirjoittajat saivat ”sateenkaaren” ja 

"Jaakobin värikkään puvun" [aura]. Allegoriat ja KÄSITTEET olivat VARASTETTUJA ja 

väärennetty mauttomiksi juutalaisiksi hahmoiksi joita ei-juutalaisten tulisi orjamaisesti palvoa. 

Pyhät uskonnolliset opetukset, joiden tarkoitus oli kehittää ihmiskuntaa hengellisesti, häpäistiin 

ja korvattiin juutalaisella roskakirjallisuudella. Näillä FIKTIIVISILLÄ juutalaisilla hahmoilla EI 

OLE MITÄÄN TEKEMISTÄ hengellisyyden tai sielunkehittämisen kanssa.  

 

"Nooa" rakensi arkin. 

EA varoitti "ZIUSUDRAA" joka tunnetaan myös nimellä "UTNAPISHTIM," eikä "Nooaa", 

tulevasta tulvasta ja ohjeisti häntä rakentamaan arkin. Legenda on sumerilainen ja 

akkadilainen/babylonialainen alkuperältään. "Atrahasis-eepos" on akkadilainen/babylonialainen 

kuvaus suuresta tulvasta.  

”Kyyhky" palasi arkkiin oliivipuun oksa mukanaan ilmoittaen, että tulva oli ohi ja vedet olivat 

laskeneet. Alkuperäisessä sumerilaisessa kuvauksessa KORPPI eikä ”kyyhky” löysi kuivaa 

maata. [6]  

 

BAABELIN TORNI 

Tähän liittyy taas enemmän kuin yksi Jumala. Jumalat poistuivat Maasta tulvan aikoina. Huomaa 

”JUMALAT.”  

Raamattu väittää, että ”Jahve” sekoitti Baabelin tornia rakennuttaneiden kansojen kielet. 

Tämäkään ei mennyt näin. Juutalaiskristillisen Raamatun kirjoittaneet juutalaiset tekivät virheen 

ja tästä löytyy todistusaineistoa taas useammasta kuin yhdestä Jumalasta:  

1. Mooseksen kirja kappale 11; jae 7:  

"Tulkaa, astukaamme alas ja sekoittakaamme siellä heidän kielensä, niin ettei toinen ymmärrä 

toisen kieltä." JÄLLEEN KERRAN tässä on osallisena enemmän kuin yksi Jumala. Huomaa 
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monikko. 

 

”Baabelin torni” on toinen ALLEGORIA. Muinaisina aikoina ihmiset kykenivät 

kommunikoimaan telepaattisesti ilman sanoja. Tämä otettiin meiltä pois, mutta siitä on jälleen 

tulossa todellisuutta, kun monet meistä kokevat tämän mielen ja sielun avaamisen – 

voimameditaation kautta.  

 

Kymmenen käskyä 

Monet Vanhan testamentin laeista kymmenen käskyn ohella varastettiin:  

 

Hammurabin laista: 

Alla on valokuva basalttisesta kivitaulusta, joka näyttää sumerilaisen Auringon juamalan 

Shamashin antamassa Hammurabille taulua jossa lukee lait. ”Shamash” tunnetaan myös nimellä 

”Asasel, niin-sanottujen ”langenneiden enkelien” johtaja, ”Igigi” pohjoisen (eng. Nordic) 

muukalaisia avaruudesta jotka ottivat ihmisvaimoja.  

 
 

Esimerkkinä: 2. Mooseksen kirja: 20:  

16 Älä sano väärää todistusta lähimmäisestäsi. 

 

On varastettu Hammurabin laista 3: "Jos herra saapuu väärän todistuksen kanssa, eikä pysty 

todistamaan sanojaan, ja tapaus liittyy elämiin, sitten tuo herra saakoon kuolemantuomion."  

 

Lisää Hammurabin laista varastettua:  

2. Mooseksen kirja 21:24 silmä silmästä, hammas hampaasta, käsi kädestä, jalka jalasta  

 

Hammurabi 196: "Jos herra on tuhonnut ylimystöön kuuluvan silmän, heidän tulee tuhota hänen 

silmänsä."  

Hammurabi 200: "Jos herra on lyönyt irti arvoisensa herran hampaan, tulee hänen hampaansa 

lyödä irti."  
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Sumerilainen laki 

Ur-Nammun laki on vanhin muinaisen Lähi-Idän laki, jonka arkeologit ovat jälleen löytäneet. 

Sumerilainen laki 1800 eaa. Kuuluu vanhimpaan säilyneeseen lakiperinteeseen.  

 

Heettiläisten laki 

Vaikka heettiläisten laki oli samankaltainen Hammurabin lain kanssa se sisälsi kaksi sataa 

pykälää sääntöjä jotka kuvaavat seksuaalisen moraalittomuuden suvaitsemista ja painottavat 

taloudellisia asioita. Heettiläiset jalostivat ohraa ja vehnää, panivat ohrakaljaa. Rahayksikköinä 

käytettiin hopeapaloja.  

 

Assyrian keisari Tiglat-Pileser I:n käyttöön ottama Keski Assyrian laki vuosilta 1115- 1077 

EAA. 

Alun perin lakiteksti, joka painotti sosiaalisia asioita ja Assyrian hallinnon intressejä. Löydettiin 

vuonna 1903 Assurista, Irakista. Kirjoitettu nuolenpääkirjoituksella viidelletoista savitaululle. 

Lukuisat raamatun kirjoista, kuten toinen-, kolmas- ja viides Mooseksen kirja, on varastettu 

Assyrian lakiteksteistä.  

 

Uus-Babylonialainen laki 

Raamatun sananlaskujen kirjan kirjoitukset on VARASTETTU lukuisista lähteistä:  

 

Ahiqarin sanat 

Ahiqar oli Sanheribin, Assyrian kuningas vuosina 704-681 eaa. neuvonantaja. Vuonna 1906 

saksalaiset arkeologit kaivoivat, Elefantinen raunioista nykyisestä etelä-Egyptin kaupungista 

nimeltä Aswan, esille kopion hänen opetuksistaan, merkittynä yhteentoista palimpsesti 

paryruskääröön.  

 

Vertailtavaa:  

Joka isäänsä ja äitiänsä kiroaa, sen lamppu sammuu pilkkopimeään. San.20:20 , tämä on 

VARASTETTU tästä:  

"Joka ei koe ylpeyttä isänsä ja äitinsä nimistä, älköönAurinko hänelle paistako." Ahiqar 9:137  

__________________  

 

Joka vitsaa säästää, se vihaa lastaan; mutta joka häntä rakastaa, se häntä ajoissa kurittaa; San. 

13:24  

 

VARASTETTU tästä:  

"Älkää säästäkö poikaanne vitsalta muuten et pysty pelastamaan häntä pahuudelta." Ahiqar 6:81  

__________________  

 

Kärsivällisyydellä taivutetaan ruhtinas, ja leppeä kieli murskaa luut. San. 25:15  

 

VARASTETTU tästä:  

Kuninkaan lausunto on pehmeä, mutta silti terävämpi ja voimakkaampi kuin kaksiteräinen 

puukko." Ahiqar 7:105  

 

Amen-em-opetin opetukset 
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Amen-em-opet, Ka-nakhtin poika, opetti Egyptissä aikavälillä 1200 - 1000 eaa. Teksti löytyy 

British Museum:ista nimellä Papyrus 10474 ja osa Torinosta, Italiasta kirjoitustaululta. 

Papyruksen sanotaan olevan peräisin Thebasta ja en arvellaan olevan 10. tai 6. vuosisadalta eaa. 

 

Vertaile seuraavia: 

 

Kallista korvasi ja kuuntele viisaitten sanoja ja tarkkaa minun taitoani, Sillä suloista on, jos 

kätket ne sisimpääsi; olkoot ne kaikki huulillasi valmiina. San. 22:17-18  

 

VARASTETTU tästä:  

Kallista korviasi, kuule mitä on sanottava,  

Avaa sydäntäsi ymmärtääksesi se, 

Anna sen levätä vatsasi arkussa 

Jotta se voisi olla avain sydämeesi."  

Amen-em-opet 3:10  

__________________  

 

Älä raasta vaivaista, siksi että hän on vaivainen, äläkä polje kurjaa.  

San. 22:22  

 

VARASTETTU tästä:  

"Pidä huoli, että et ryöstä sorretulta etkä polje kurjaa."  

Amen-em-opet 2:1  

__________________  

 

Jos vihamiehelläsi on nälkä, anna hänelle leipää syödä, ja jos hänellä on jano, anna hänelle vettä 

juoda. Sillä niin sinä kokoat tulisia hiiliä hänen päänsä päälle, ja Herra sen sinulle palkitsee. San. 

25:21-22  

 

VARASTETTU tästä:  

"Jätä hänet jumalan käsiin;  

Täytä hänen vatsansa leivälläsi, 

Että hän olisi tyydyttynyt ja joutuisi häpeään."  

Amen-em-opet 5:8  

__________________  

 

Älä siirrä ikivanhaa rajaa äläkä mene orpojen pelloille, Sillä heidän sukulunastajansa on väkevä, 

ja hän ajaa heidän asiansa sinua vastaan. San. 23:10-11  

 

VARASTETTU tästä:  

"Älä siirrä rajamerkkiä viljelykelpoisen maan rajoilta. 

Äläkä häiritse mittausnuoran asentoa 

Älä ahnehdi kyynärän maata perään. 

Äläkä kajoa lesken rajaan."  

Amen-em-opet 7:12-15  

__________________  
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Parempi vähä Herran pelossa kuin paljot varat levottomuudessa. 

San. 15:16 

Parempi vähä vanhurskaudessa kuin suuret voitot vääryydessä. San. 16:8  

 

VARATETTU tästä:  

Parempi vähä, jonka jumala sinulle antaa,  

Kuin viisituhatta vääryydellä otettua."  

Amen-em-opet 8:19  

[Tämä myös pilkkaa niitä Nasaretilaisen ruokkimiin "viiteen tuhanteen."]  

__________________  

 

Parempi vihannesruoka rakkaudessa kuin syöttöhärkä vihassa..  

San. 15:17  

Parempi kuiva kannikka rauhassa kuin talon täysi uhripaistia riidassa.  

San. 17:1  

 

VARASTETTU tästä:  

"Parempaa on leipä, kun sydän on onnellinen 

kuin rikkaudet tuskan kanssa."  

Amen-em-opet 9:9  

__________________  

 

Älä rupea pikavihaisen ystäväksi äläkä seurustele kiukkuisen kanssa, että et tottuisi hänen 

teihinsä ja saattaisi sieluasi ansaan, San. 22:24-25  

 

VARASTETTU tästä:  

"Älä tervehti äkkipikaista vihassasi, jotta et satuttaisi siinä samassa omaa sydäntäsi."  

Amen-em-opet 13:8  

__________________  

 

Syömäsi palan sinä olet oksentava, ja suloiset sanasi sinä tuhlasit turhaan. San. 23:8  

 

VARASTETTU tästä:  

"Suuntäydeltä liian hyvää leipää niellessäsi tulet oksentamaan."  

Amen-em-opet 14:13  

__________________  

 

Älä huomispäivästä kersku, sillä et tiedä, mitä mikin päivä synnyttää. San. 27:1  

 

VARASTETTU tästä:  

"Älä haaskaa yötä peläten huomista. Aamunkoitossa millainen on huominen?  

Ihminen ei tiedä millainen huominen on."  

Amen-em-opet 19:11  

__________________  
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Monet ovat miehen mielessä aivoitukset, mutta Herran neuvo on pysyväinen. San. 19:21  

Ihmisen sydän aivoittelee hänen tiensä, mutta Herra ohjaa hänen askeleensa. San. 16:9  

 

VARASTETTU tästä:  

"Eri asioita ovat ihmisten sanat ja Jumalan teot."  

Amen-em-opet 19:15  

__________________  

 

Olenhan ennenkin sinulle kirjoittanut, antanut neuvoja ja tietoa. San. 22:20  

(suom. huom. englanninkielisessä yhtäläisyys näkyy selvemmin: ”Have I not written thirty 

sayings for you, sayings of counsel and knowledge.”)  

 

VARASTETTU tästä:  

"Näe nämä kolmekymmentä kirjaa 

Ne viihdyttävät; ne ohjeistavat.  

Ne ovat ensimmäisiä kaikista kirjoista."  

Amen-em-opet 27:5 

 

Ptah-hotepin opetukset 

Ptah-Hotep opetti 2450 eaa. tienoilla, Egyptin vanhan valtakunnan viidennen dynastian aikana. 

Hänen opetuksensa ovat säilyneet savitauluissa ja papyruskääröissä, nykyisin ne löytyvät Pariisin 

Bibliothéque Nationalesta. Sananlaskujen kirjan lisäksi monet kirjoitukset Saarnaajan kirjasta ja 

Siirakilta on varastettu Ptah-Hotepin opetuksista.  

 

Egyptiläiset rakkauslaulut 

Egyptiläiset rakkauslaulut ovat yli 1000 vuotta vanhempia kuin Laulujen laulu. Yhtäläisyydet 

ovat erehtymättömiä. Harrisin papyrus 500 löydettiin Thebasta, Karnakin temppelistä.  

 

Nefertitin näyt 

Raamatun ”Kuninkaiden”- ja ”Danielin” kirjoissa toistuu molemmissa kohtaus kuninkaan 

viihdyttämisestä kuin myös hänen perikatonsa ennustaminen. Teema orjasta josta tulisi kuningas 

toistetaan "Haagarin tarinassa [1. Mooseksen kirja kappaleet 16 ja 21]. Nefertitin näyt ovat 

peräisin faarao Sneferun hallintokaudelta [2680- 2565 eaa.]. Hän kutsuu Nefertitin viihdyttämään 

häntä. Nefertiti ennustaa Vanhan kuningaskunnan tuhon ja Amenemhet I:n hallitseman uuden 

dynastian nousun [1991- 1786 eaa]. Lisäksi valtaosa mitä on kirjoitettu raamatullisiin 2.-, 3.- ja 

5. Mooseksen kirjaan on peräisin Nefertitin näyistä EIKÄ ”Jahvelta”. On olemassa kristittyjä 

jotka ovat tarpeeksi tyhmiä uskoakseen, että heidän ”Jahvensa” on ainoa jumala.  

 

LISÄÄ VARASTETTUA:  

Joosefin ja Potifarin vaimon tarina; 1. Mooseksen kirja kappale 39. on varastettu egyptiläisestä 

Anubiksen ja Batan tarinasta.  

 

MOOSEKSEN TARINAN KANSSA YHTÄLÄISIÄ:  

 

* Sargonin syntymä 

* Horuksen syntymä  
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1. Salaperäisyyttä syntymänympärillä 

2. Asettaminen kaislakoriin 

3. Jokeen asettaminen 

4. Selviytyminen ja adoptio  

 

Paljon Psalmien kirjan materiaalista on varastettu:  

 

Atonin hymneistä: 

Atonin hymnit voi löytää nykyisin Silmän haudasta. 1365- 1348 eaa.  

 

Ba'alin ja Anatin tarinoista 

Kaiverrettu kuuteen savitauluun Ugaritin kielellä; nuolenpääkirjoituksella. Noin 1400 eaa.  

 

Urin valitusvirsi 

Monet Joosuan kirjan kirjoitukset ovat peräisin:  

 

Amarnan kirjeistä Merneptahin steelestä 

 

Lisää varastettuja kirjoituksia raamatun Tuomarien kirjassa:  

 

* Aghatin tarina 

* Wenamonin tarina  Gezerin vuosikirja  

 

Raamatun Samuelin ja Kuninkaiden kirjat sisältävät myös paljon varastettua materiaalia:  

 

* Marin profetioista 

* Meshan steelestä 

* Karatepen kirjoituksista 

* Salmanassar III:n annaaleista 

* Salmanassar III:n musta obeliskista 

* Tiglatpileser III:n annaaleista 

* Sargon II:n annaaleista 

* Siiloan kirjoitukset 

* Yavne-Yamin kirjoitukset  

* Lachlishin kirjeistä 

* Aradin ostrakonista 

* Sanheribin annaaleista 

* Nebukadressar II:n annaaleista 

 

Raamatun Esran ja Nehemian kirjojen varastettua materiaali on peräisin:  

 

Kyyroksen sylinteristä 

Jobin ja Saarnaajan kirjojen varastetut tarinat ja kirjoitukset ovat peräisin:  

 

Keretin tarinasta  
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Tämä on Jobin alkuperäinen tarina, kirjoitettu Ugaritin kielellä [nuolenpääkirjoituksella], koottu 

noin 1400 eaa. "Ilimilku Kirjurin" toimesta. Tähän tarinaan sisältyy ”Keret” ja jumala ”El” EIKÄ 

Job ja jehova. Keretin perhe trategiat ja sairaudet ovat yhtäläiset Jobin tarinan kanssa. 

Alkuperäisessä tarinassa ”Saatana” ei koskaan ollut osallisena.  

* Kärsijä ja sielu 

* Maanviljelijä ja oikeus  

* Kärsijä ja ystävät 

Kuten voimme nähdä kristillinen ”uskonto” perustuu varastettuun materiaaliin jota on vääristelty 

ja väännelty jotta sillä voitiin manipuloida, sekoittaa ja pelotella ihmiskuntaa. Se on muuttanut 

ALKUPERÄISEN JUMALAN JA IHMISKUNNAN LUOJAN EAn/ENKIn, joka tunnetaan 

myös nimellä SAATANA/LUCIFER, ihmiskunnan viholliseksi. "Me tulemme tuhoamaan 

Jumalan" – Siionin viisaiden pöytäkirjat. Kristinuskoa on käytetty pilkkaamaan ja vääristelemään 

vanhoja jumalia, joista se pyrkii vieraannuttamaan ja korvaamaan väärällä ”Jahve/Jehovalla”. 

Lisäksi tätä hirvittävää ohjelmaa on käytettä välineenä luomaan puolustautumaton, orjan, 

mentaliteetti joka psykologisesti riisuisi ei-juutalaiset aseistaan hyväksymään kommunismin 

toisen juutalaisen ohjelman.  

 

On usein sanottu, että todellinen pahuus ei voi luoda mitään. Kaikki oikeasti paha on 

keinotekoista. Todellisuudessa ”Jumala” ja ”Paholainen” ovat käännetty toisinpäin. Tämän 

typerän uskonnon koko perusta koostuu varastetusta materiaalista. Lisäksi se on elämänvastainen 

ja suisidaalinen. Siinä ei ole mitään hengellistä. Sen ainoa tarkoitus on katkaista ihmiskunta 

kokonaan pois todellisen luojamme, Saatanan, yhteydestä. Tekemällä niin reptiliaanit ja niiden 

kanssa työskentelevät tulevat saavuttamaan tavoitteensa, joka on ihmiskunnan orjuuttaminen 

juutalaisen kommunismin avulla. Saatana antaa meille tietoa ja voimaa. Ilman häntä ihmiskunta 

ei olisi mitään. Todellinen paha tunnetaan myös valheiden ja petoksen mestarina, Mitä suurempi 

petos voisikaan olla niiden osalta jotka seuraavat näitä uskonnollisia huijauksia ja kiroavat sekä 

pilkkaavat heidän Luojaansa? Monet muinaisista pakanauskonnoista kuten kreikkalaisten ja 

roomalaisten uskonnot jakoivat samoja legendoja ja jumalpantheoneja. Tämä on täysin erilaista 

kristinuskosta, joka on työskennellyt armotta tuhotakseen kaikki uskonnot väittäen olevansa 

ainoa oikea. 

 

 

"TIETONI SALASSA EI OLE MUUTA JUMALAA KUIN MINÄ" – SAATANA  

tekstistä "Rauha hänelle" (engl. Peace Be Unto Him – löytyy Joy of Satan -sivustolta)  

 

 

 

Lähteet:  

 

[1]The Christ Conspiracy, The Greatest Story Ever Sold by Acharya S sivut 94-95  

[2] The Stairway to Heaven by Zecharia Sitchin, sivu 99.  

[3] World Book Encyclopedia article on Zoroastrianism, © 1989  

[4] A History of the Devil by Gerald Messadié  

[5] Cambridge illustrated History of Religions, edited by John Bowker. Sivut  

216- 217  

[6] Mesopotamia by Pamela F. Service, sivu 44.  
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Muut viitteet:  

 

The Holy Bible- King James Version 

Raamattu vuosien 1933/1938 kirkolliskäännös  

 

The Ancient Near East, Volume I, edited by James B. Pritchard © 1958  

 

Old Testament Parallels: Laws and Stories From the Ancient Near East by Victor  

H. Matthews and Don C. Benjamin© 1991  

 

A History of the Devil by Gerald Messadié© 1993, 1996  

 

Encyclopedia Britannica 
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Flat Earth by High Priest Mageson 

  

As Mullins wrote the CIA was created by the Jewish Rothschild's who in their 

own writing call themselves "The Kings of the Jews" and with the Jewish 

Rockefeller family over seeing such from out of the OSS and British intelligence 

after the 2nd war. The Rockefeller's ordered and oversaw the MK Ultra program 

which is based on running psychological operations against the public. This is 

why old man Bush got to be the Director of the CIA. His family as Mullins 

showed got their start working for the Rothschild family on Wall Street running 

fronts to ship Rothschild cash to fund their communist agents in Russia.   

  

Part of this MLK Ultra was the infiltration of the movement of investigative 

journalism that exposed the criminality of the establishment and their narratives. 

This is the birth of the term "Conspiracy Theorists" they created it as part of the 

psychological operations.  

  

The book: Conspiracy Theory in America (Discovering America) by political 

scientist Lance deHaven-Smith goes into this from the book description:  

  

"Lance deHaven-Smith reveals that the term “conspiracy theory” entered the 

American lexicon of political speech to deflect criticism of the Warren 

Commission and traces it back to a CIA propaganda campaign to discredit 

doubters of the commission’s report."  

  

Its known those magazines back in the day with the President shaking hands 

with the aliens [a lot has gone into attacking disclosure as well, the Jewish run 

Vatican and Soviet Union both worked to remove all ancient and current truth of 

Extra terrestrials from society] and such were funded by the CIA as memetic 

warfare on the populace.   

  

Now they are at it again with the Flat Earth, the original and main pusher of Flat 

Earth, Eric Dubay has direct connections to Washington and the highest levels of 

the Military Junta ruling Thailand that was put into power by the CIA. He has also 

been caught lying numerous times on such connections and exposed. It’s no 

mistake any video's exposing him get disappeared from the internet quickly as 

we know who runs (((Google))) which owns YouTube. Exposing this Dubay 

character here:  

  

La verdad Absoluta:  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCCKQeX ... YhPbi3qixw  

  

There are three important things here. This is the pushing of what is Christian 
creationism, the Flat Earth Society was founded as a Christian creationist society 
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in the early part of the Twenty Century. And why this is being pushed now as 
psychological operations.  
  

Mainstream psychological papers back into the nineties noted flat earth was a 

point of insult among the Truthers. This a way to cause conflict and polarize 

debate quickly and suck people up into a distraction with total emotional energy. 

Which it has done. Divide, distract, conqueror.  

  

This happened just as the Truther movement was starting to understand the 

Jewish question is the source of everything and the Jew naming was starting to 

take off. This is proven by the fact Dubay attempts to target people with exposing 

the Jewish issue. But then attempts to suck them in with dangerous 

misinformation on the subject setting them up for standard tactics of Jewish 

infiltration. Its a poisoned apple he is offering. This is a standard technique of the 

"Limited Hangout". Alex Jones is the more popular example.  

  

Dubay is as mentioned and this is important has been tasked with promoting the 

enemies Christian program via the Truther movements he also has another 

video promoting the arguments of Christian creationism past the flat earth 

creationism he promotes. This works to keep people under the spell of the Jews 

program of Christianity.   

  

Note the Jewish operated CIA with their Rockefeller bosses and their MK Ultra 

was doing the same running psychological operations on the public with their 

Christian program before, here is an example from the Jewish run media:  

  

Subliminal message hidden in an old 1960's station sign-off:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wofs8ZpcXlM  

  

Note in the above YouTube video, the Jews are using the terms with god 

repeatedly:   

  

"God is real, God is watching" = 22 letters   

  

"Believe in government God" =22 letters   

  

"Obey Consume Obey Consume" = 22 letters   
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Romans 13: 1-2   

  

1 Everyone must submit himself to the governing authorities, for there is no 

authority except that which God has established. The authorities that exist have 

been established by God.   

  

2 Consequently, he who rebels against the authority is rebelling against 

what God has instituted, and those who do so will bring judgment on 

themselves.   

  

The government is god in the Jewish bible and the Jews run the government.  

This is also the basis of Jewish communism the Jewish communist state is god.  

  

22 is the number of the Hebrew Alphabet which is the Hebrew god in Kabala as 

word. The 22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet are the 22 names of god. The Jews 

chant these 22 letters during their holy days to recite the 22 names of their god.  

  

With the consume there is subliminal here. What word is on the American money 

supply?  

  

  
  

See how their tying their order to consume and obey god the Jewish run 

government into their control of the money. Its also telling you money is god and 

the Jews control the money.  
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How did that word, "god" get on the money?  

  

The Founders wanted the Great Seal put upon the dollar for a good reason, but 

they never put anything about the Jewish "God" on there. Reference to the 

Jewish "God" was put on American currency by Jewish President Dwight David 

Eisenhower.   

"July 30th, 1956, two years after pushing to have the phrase "under God" 

inserted into the pledge of allegiance, President Dwight D. Eisenhower signs a 

law officially declaring "In God We Trust" to be the nation's official motto. The 

law, P.L. 84-140, also mandated that the phrase be printed on all American 

paper currency." 1 Eisenhower was a Jew by his own confession; the name 

Eisenhower is taken from Eisenhauer, a Jewish surname.   

  

"In Eisenhower's West Point Military Academy graduating class yearbook, 

published in 1915, Eisenhower is identified as a "terrible Swedish Jew."  

  

Remember a certain movie........  

  

  
  

Do you think its a coincidence the director showed a store full or rich uptown 

Jews as the first real place the main character puts on the glasses and sees the 

greedy, violent and hostile aliens. And the first alien he openly confronts is a total 

and obvious Jewesses yenta. Then he goes to the bank of all places and its run 

by the aliens.  
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Florida False Flag

• Quote   

Postby HP Mageson666 » Sat Feb 24, 2018 10:44 am 

Florida False Flag

From reports the NBC website NBC-2.COM two days before the shooting happened which is 
Monday put an article that stated: "Former student opened fire with a semiautomatic rifle in a 
Florida high school Wednesday". This was put up on the site two days before the shooting 
happened. This article was done two days before the event happened. The reason for this they had it
full of the narrative they wanted and the Kabbalistic connections. They wanted this up the second 
they pulled it off to connect. But someone messed up and put it up two days early. 

Also an Aid to a Florida House Law Maker, Benjamin Kelly blew the whistle and stated the two 
students interviewed on CNN were paid actors and were not survivors of the attack. 

Its now known that the media hired fake students to pretend to be senior students at the high school. 
And give crisis actor performances. We also have reports of a second shooter. Multiple strange 
stories from witnesses that don't make any sense and contradict each other. 

The amount of strange interviews with other claimed students blank faced repeating prepared 
political statements demanding gun control shows an obvious agenda. 

Note this event was done on Valentines Day and the number 2:22 was used in the report of claiming
the time the event happened. 222 is a Kabbalistic number its the tripling of the number 2 and relates
to 22 which is the number of "God" in Kabbala. This is the number of finishing something a plan. 
222 also adds to 6 the Kabbalistic number of bringing workings into existence. Valentines Day is 
also an Occult power point. The area this happened in is also heavily Jewish in the population just 
look at the last name of the Sheriff....’Israel’. That is put in all the major headlines. 

This is the repeat of the Sandy hook that was a false attack and was pulled off in a totally Jewish 
area. That used major Jewish crisis actors all prepared to push gun control on America. Jewish 
Hollywood also put predictive programming in their movies for this with the Batman movie:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KnDVjyAHT8Y

Remember how the Jewish media went on and on about how the claimed shooter Lanza was a 
Batman fan and dressed up like the Dark Night.... It was the tie in to this subliminal they used in 
their movie.

The telling part is the Jewish Media is freaking out over the amount of people who are calling out 
this fake shooting in Florida this shows the whole thing is falling apart. The Jews also forced 
Amazon to ban books showing Sandy Hook was a hoax. Right now the Jews are trying to pull down
as many videos on Youtube on the Florida false shooting as they can. 
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Our RTRs are ripping their matrix of control apart and their Kabbalistic memetics are not working 
anymore.

Re: Florida False Flag
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sun Feb 25, 2018 10:53 am 

Six people who survived the Columbine School attack stated years later their where multiple 
shooters attacking the school not just the two students. And other strange events going on. They 
gave names but the six witnesses all died under strange situations shortly after. And the report that 
was released all the names given were blacked out.
 

Follow the Slothz search engine to:
www.joyofsatan.com
www.exposingchristianity.com
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For Satan's Love  

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

Greetings to all our Comrades and Family! 

 

 

Its been a while I have been thinking to make this post, which is about nobody else but 

Father Satan.  

 

You know, Satan really loves Humanity. HE doesn't love Humanity from somewhere afar, he 

doesn't demand a return of this love, he loves Humanity both as a concept and a whole. He 

doesn't ask for endless worship, he really is Nature's finest. He doesn't want His "ego" filled. 

He is only interested in our wellbeing, happiness and ascendance as species and peoples, on 

a personal level. Satan loves perfectly and also, hates perfectly. He does this both in 

accordance to highest principle. Even His name, means the highest principle in existence, to 

be ever conceived by Humanity: Truth. This is what Satan personifies and is. 

 

Nowadays, we know this being as Satan, which is stolen from the Sumerian root of "Satyan" 

which means "Eternal Truth". Stolen by the jews, that is, and perverted into the exact 

reverse. In any other culture, He had other names. He had though one thing in common with 

everything. He was the loving, powerful and defiant Creator God of Humanity, the Gentile 

people, the establisher and teacher of civilization. He was the one who gave us knowledge 

and consciousness so we can be conscious beings and not animals, in all these cultures. In 

just one alien sub-culture, the one of His sworn enemies, His name ended up to mean 

"Adversary". Adversary is what the Truth has been made to these people, but this is a whole 

another matter. In just one "culture", which is nothing but an amassment of everything that 

is stolen from everyone else, Satan ended up as an evil being, the Gods who helped 

Humanity ended up as evil beings. This is the jewish, stolen and perverse pseudo-culture, 

that is nothing of relation to the whole of Humanity. These people literally state they are of 

"another g-d" and totally something unrelated to all other people. 

 

But this was never the case. Now those of you here, you have made a brave step. Despite of 

what all this "society" and what the "ruling beliefs" were, you approached Father Satan, 

breaking the barriers of fear the enemy has created to enslave you. Something inside you 

told you all the time that what is being said about Him is total blasphemy and dishonesty. 

Something inside your own heart, knew the Truth. How this manifested in your choices and 

what motivated you to seek Him, or when you decided this, is another matter and falls 

under the core reason itself. What matters is that you have returned to Him.  

 

Satan though was never absent and never was far away from us. Satan never made vain or 

fake promises or demanded anything of Humanity, other than to do what is beneficial and 

frees their Spirit and Mind. Satan asked us to become our own Gods, because He gave us 

this ability inherently in ourselves. His enemies have demanded us to be slaves, eternally 

damned and to return to the state of Soullessness- on top of these values and aims, all the 

creation they have created is shaped.  
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I know from within me that many of you here, you have been alone, you may have been 

weak and frail, as this world strikes ruthlessly to break down everyone and put them under 

either subservience, slavery or to totally crush down their Soul. You have had a Soul in the 

midst of a Soulless world, a sense of Justice in a world unjust and of course, something 

inside you that was free inside this world of programmed slavery. Many even have been 

crushed to the point that they have been drained of even the Will to live. But Satan did not 

give you up, and He called you from within you. His call has a reason. Have you ever closed 

your eyes to listen to this reason, only to just feel it, only to just know Him? Without any 

expectations, without any desire to exalt one's vanity, position or anything other we have 

learned that "matters".  

 

There are things that matter way, way more. What makes you an exalted creature has 

already happened: You embraced the Truth, in an age where the lies are ruling. This was a 

highlight in one's life and it should be treated with the same respect. For those who don't 

realize this, then, I have nothing but pity about their chained mind. As for others who have... 

We are all here moving defiantly against murderous and treacherous lies, steadfastly in the 

road of Truth. What motivates one deep down, but the love of Power, Truth and Light? 

Nothing else.  

 

So many people say that Satan is about Darkness. While everything is under Him, including 

Darkness, so many do forget that after the Darkness, in the Magnum Opus, comes the Light. 

Satan is about this Light, eternal life. His title as Lucifer in all cultures testifies the same 

thing. So many enemies lie and claim of this, in the attempt to steal this from Humanity and 

confuse Humanity. They are investing their time in creating multitudes of lies, so that the 

people will be lost and never advance. They are attacking and blinding His Children in the 

attempt to harm our Creator, but because this is impossible, they just want to enslave what 

Humanity is capable of. For us here who know of Satan's Light, of Satan's love, everything is 

clear. We can see through all these vain promises, attempts and purposeless and 

unintelligent attempts of the enemy to enslave Humanity and its consciousness to an animal 

level. We can see the layers of this disgusting work. We can recognize its forms and our eyes 

have been opened. Above all, we have taken a decision: To Spiritually Act on What we SEE.  

 

You know, the enemy supposedly, "owns" this world for this while. As Asmodeus stated, this 

time will be short. How many people do you see being totally happy and loved deep down? 

Supposedly, this world is created about "love". But there is no love in this world in any 

serious and higher level. Its just relations of exploitation, savior complexes, wanna-be and 

desires about it, songs about it, hymns about it, its blackened with victimization, 

sadomasochism and fear, subservience and slavery- this is the love the enemy is teaching 

Humanity all along. Where are the actions and the knowledge on how to love correctly? 

How many people you can see and state that the Light of Truth lives within them?  

 

Obviously no being that belongs to the enemy is to be listed in this. In their eyes you can see 

only fear. Fear and lack of knowledge or consequence guides all their actions. Even the war 

these programed robots are waging against Satan in anyway, is a war because of the "fear" 

of "God" or plain our sadomasochism and fear of their own "survival", and the program that 

reassures it. Nobody can state the same for Satan's Warriors. Satan's Warriors fight 

genuinely and from the Heart. Satan has touched brave and strong men to tears and made 
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them kneel to the ground from His overwhelming majesty. How many times has He sent His 

beloved Demons to help you out and raise you from the pits of everlasting darkness and 

torment? How many of you has Satan made better, healed and elevate yourselves? 

 

Satan shows us His love. You don't need to believe in Him as this is beyond this relation. 

Satan wants you to have faith and conviction in yourself, for you are a piece of Him. He 

doesn't demand anything but of you to be happy, well versed, civilized and powerful. He 

doesn't offer anything but Power and Truth, which are centered within you. Satan is the 

Teacher of Teachers. Satan helps in moments least anticipated, in ways that most people 

cannot even understand or see, or outright and blatantly. Satan acts perfectly. Satan and the 

Gods are not dependent on "Our" worship, or anything of this nature. They are beyond this. 

 

Even from all His enemies, which are so unworthy of Him, they all of course may doubt the 

existence of their "god" which is nothing but a low grade spiritual terrorist, but almost 

nobody is skeptical about Satan's existence. His love is not only some emotion or some sort 

of promise. Satan proved His love countless of times in History, with the epitome of it being 

that He helped elevate and ascend Humanity to a point that it will be able to stand on its 

own ground. Satan gave us the deepest depths of knowledge which is the Spiritual 

Knowledge.  

 

Satan was the one who came down here and helped us implement this and put it into use. 

Satan is the one who gave Humanity the status to be more than Animals. And Satan's 

enemies are the ones who are trying to rob this from people. Satan showed us endless love. 

He loved us as we were and like a Father, He didn't focus on providing solely, but on making 

His children able to provide on their own, for themselves and their existence. 

 

Despite of what is going on right now, in this befallen Epoch, Satan's name was once sung all 

over the world. In any Alias and any tradition, His essence reigned triumphant. His spirit was 

ascended and was giving eternal life to people. The people returned this love, not because 

Satan wanted this or demanded this, but because they felt as such. In my own dictionary, I 

love means I protect and it means I fight. Satan's enemies are the enemies of all those who 

have seen His honest heart and love. You already have the highest privilege a being can 

have, right in their hands. Satan doesn't just "love" anybody personally without a reason or a 

mutual return, but Humanity as a whole He is obviously defending endlessly. I can also tell 

you of one thing Satan hates. Satan hates the jews, for they have attacked and they have 

sworn to destroy what He has created and put into establishment- Humanity. Satan's name 

must be defended from all the jewish lies, as the blasphemy these beings have committed is 

beyond any word. To love someone means to stand by them, not in words, but in deeds. 

 

So many are wandering around, purposelessly and asleep, without realizing what they are to 

do, that inside them sleeps the Gift of Satan's Providence. The Godhead. How many will die 

this day without the gift that you yourself have found? Does it take too much of a choice to 

realize, that this is the Greatest chance on can ever have? What have you done this day to 

seize this chance? Wake up and once and for all, realize that we have the GREATEST, 

STRONGEST AND MOST PROUD AND BEAUTIFUL GOD THERE IS!!  

 

SATAN IS KING!!! 
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For Satan's Love, usher it and climb the mountain of Truth. Hold your Brothers fast, the 

Banner High and for Satan's love, March forward! 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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For the Final Victory, The Final Reckoning  

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666  

 

Greetings to all our Comrades and Satanic people. 

 

Time goes on. With it, it brings an inevitable result: A war that is about to break up between 

the Gentiles and the Jew. Back in time, nobody had an acute knowledge of the dangers of 

this race, or their plans for Humanity. They have now been revealed. Their plan is obvious, 

self-evident, and they shout it out loud: Destroy what Nature has created. This goes hand in 

hand with the destruction of the Races which Nature so carefully created, so diverse and so 

beautiful, spread them evenly on top of this Earth. To the enemy this means nothing, and 

they want to destroy all the efforts of Nature and its Diversity, just to conquer the ruins of 

the ruins. 

 

The further someone goes to the future, the further one sees and understands more, on 

how our Ancestors saw Nature as. Nature was our teacher, our friend, our sustainer, our 

mother. Disobedience was punishment, and acceptance meant pleasure, love and comfort. 

All Races were handed down a mission by Nature, except of one, who self-made their reason 

to justify their purposeless existence. 

 

The jew. 

 

Now, this being spitefully hated all the other races, such as if they were the evil entity in a 

fairytale. But this is not a fairytale and this reality extends further than the wildest dreams 

many people do have. What once was impossible, a dream, or could never happen, is now 

blatantly evident even to the most blind. This man, Adolf Hitler, did not lie. The Ancient 

Pharaohs, did not lie. The Ancient Romans, they did not lie. The Ancient Sumerians, the 

Akkadians, the Phoenicians and all these people, they did not lie either: They affirmed of the 

enemy which happens to be "Israel". 

 

The intelligent people are aware. They are aware and they are opening their ears. They are 

opening their eyes to see that what Humanity is undergoing down, is a genocide of an 

important Race of the planet. The White Race. The race of civilizers, the inventors and the 

supporters and peacekeepers of the Human Race. The teachers of dignity, comfort and 

spirituality. What was once a union of peace between people of the planet, the differences 

that were to be cherished, protected and upheld, now they are trying to crumble into the 

ground.  

 

The enemy tells to people they are inferior and useless, that they somehow need to get 

elsewhere to live, that they need to mix and destroy what Nature has so hard labored to 

create. Behind these actions comes a deep acceptance of one's own inner weakness, 

stupidity and docility. The eyes of people and their own mind, for many, it has been given to 

the jews to operate. So many people have also sold their souls, believing in a jewish "god". 

The "God" of the self-proclaimed "chosen ones" and themselves, they always have the same 
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purpose: Weaken down, dumb down, destroy, disarm and finally, assimilate everything. 

According to them, people are useless and helpless in the face of circumstance. Everything in 

this life, or in the whole of existence, is purposeless. People need to come in terms with 

their purposelessness, and just assimilate. They cannot have the rights to have their own 

schools, their own health, and their own culture of civilization. 

 

Forget your Gentile Gods, forget your people and a good future for them, betray your Race, 

live only for yourself- trust in that you will be saved by a jew- in the afterlife. Create what the 

jew demands and wants of you, then finally, die and cease existing. This is their message. 

 

The Spirit of Satan has another thing to tell to Humanity though.  

 

The Spirit of Satan tells to people that they are useful, that they are to advance. To have 

pride in themselves and on their own. That nature commits the highest acts in accordance to 

the highest Will. That Races and people have purposes, which they exist to get further. Satan 

stands for real diversity, in all of existence. Satan teaches you, that you belong to the Soul of 

your people, of your families, of your Ancestors, of the soil that binds you in existence. Satan 

is honest and he has always been honest, even though blatantly. Even though the people 

have betrayed their old Gods, or they have lost one another, Satan is still there, supporting 

people and giving a battle for them. From the back of the White Soul who is being 

mercilessly attacked, and the Souls of the wise ones of all Gentile Races who have been 

subjected by the jew, the purging flame will rise. 

 

And it will rise strong...Stronger than ever before. Behind all the futile attempts to contain it, 

mask it, misdirect it, destroy it, it will rise. It will rise like fire and brimstone, in an explosion 

never seen again by the eyes of Mankind, in proportions so titanic, that this age will only be 

called an age of Reckoning. When the Gentiles will wake up, the brave ones who have 

removed the jew from within them and recognized them, they will be a Divine Fire that will 

be unstoppable inside the aeons of time. Upon the sacred oil of knowledge and education 

inside the Souls and Minds of people, the Satanic Fire will be ignited. The people will once 

again want to be free. They will see their shackles, and they will break them like thin paper.  

 

It escalates every day. People are seeing the betrayal of their "governments", of their so 

called "politicians", of the so called "rights activists", of the so called "internationals". They 

see and feel the looming hatred of "allah", but also the traitor jew, "Jesus", whom they have 

been praying and asking help from, but never replied. Enough has been the age of their 

enemies. But the enemy pushes the knife deeper into the back of Humanity. Reaction is 

necessary, as they will not stop. 

 

Its either us, or them. People must comprehend this. Whether we like it or not, we are 

obligated to take on our Natural roles and fight against our Natural enemies. And time won't 

ask, neither times will. The times are now, they are here.  

 

BUT WE ARE HERE TOO. AND WE ARE HERE TO STAY AND SPIRITUALLY OBLITERATE THEM!! 

 

This is the time of the people to wake up. To break the chains.  

 

And the things that bond us, these last things that bond us, that Nature has given to us, are 
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our Races and our Forefathers, our Gods. Upon this base a new conception, a new hatred 

will arise like newborn life and give rise to something similar to a Divine War: A final 

reckoning for all of Humanity. 

 

Satanists: You are the spiritual hierarchy of the planet. Bound by definition to go against the 

rotten spiritual slaver hierarchy of the enemy. So what is asked of you is very simple. Take 

your stand. Show your power and express it. Usher all the power you can muster. Free 

yourself as much as you can. Reverse what they are doing, burn their prophecies, melt their 

shackles with the Power of Truth. Reverse their magick like a wild animal, and let your 

hatred flourish in all of the realms. Let them know they attacked the wrong "God", that they 

mass murdered the wrong people, that they cursed the wrong people.  

 

The jews say they are going to win. So what? Since when did we believe them, or care about 

it? Are you so foolish to believe them? 

 

So some jews make up a story, about how all of our Ancient Cultures are wrong, demonic, 

evil and the list goes. What is there to believe? Who cares about them? 

 

What is more important in your Soul? What you believe or what our Ancestors have said, or 

the words of some petty liars and slavers? 

 

I then, give you something better to believe, that we have been given centuries ago, long 

before most people can even recall. Buried deep within the Soul that so many have 

forsaken. But you do remember, and that's why you are here... 

 

The Ancient Egyptians, the Ancient Sumerians, the Ancient Aryans of the North, the Ancient 

Greeks, the Ancient Hindus, the Ancient Japanese, the Ancient Mayans, they all mention one 

thing: In the end, the evil that took over briefly the world and shed the blood, destroyed the 

spirit of Humanity, will be defeated.  

 

The Sun will rise again.  

 

And so will the Avatar of the Eternal Sun rise again... 

 

For the Final Victory, for the Final Reckoning. 

 

Satanists, light up the Sun! 
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For Those Disbelieving in Victory

by HoodedCobra666 » Sun Feb 25, 2018 8:59 pm 

There are few people who are blinded by the Jewish flashes of filth, and many few have lost their 
faith. This is a symptom of those who do not keep themselves close to the light and they are just 
gas-lighted by blinding circumstances.

The facts we see by our 'very eyes', can be deceiving. Largely deceiving. Memorize and remember 
who controls the press, who controls public 'opinion', and who audits it to transfer these 'messages' 
to us. You guessed it right, our enemies do that. And their messages are a projection and extension 
of their control. Therefore one has to learn to deny what one sees, and also go by other and higher 
senses and understandings. If you open your TV, you will see defeat, propaganda, race mixing, and 
they will keep showing you messages of terror to get your heart to bend completely and possibly 
shatter as a result. This is why they are incessant in this tactic, which is their major weapon.

To restore one's faith in full, one must think and know of three things. The first thing is that we have
survived the Jewish assaults for endless centuries. When we say endless, we mean more than 50 to 
60 only on recorded history alone. We have left back civilizations, regrouped, we have suffered, and
we have rose in impossible circumstances, reconquering. Our enemy has went almost extinct in this 
process, many times over. 

The Middle Ages were the most impossible circumstance of them having seemingly unending and 
total authority over everything and anything, but the Satanic Spirit still rose and defeated the enemy,
after staggering wars of 17 centuries. These wars were not done by Tom the Christian Cattle in a 
random village, they were waged by individuals who stood in the shadows or stepped in the front in
clever manners to topple the Jewish slave authorities. It took a lot of time, a lot of suffering, but it 
happened.

The second thing one has to remember, is that we have millions of allies. Our Gods are advanced 
ETs from other systems. We may be having problems here, but the enemy is largely flattened in 
other places. The enemy's bragging and false stories do not mean a thing, nor logic does mean a 
thing, simply because, one's 'logic' is largely flawed by the wrong information passed down by the 
enemy. As such many people have quit and they have felt lost. But why? Because we have lost? Far 
from it - they have just collapsed by the mind warfare of the enemy, and they have lost, in their 
mind. Still the most developed and most powerful countries are dependent on us. 

Not more than 80 years ago, we have been owning our whole world. This process escalated quickly 
and beyond the majority of enemy control. Gentiles have built this century like Tesla, Hitler, Henry 
Ford and many others. One must also remember Jews almost got their empire flattened last century 
completely. Only now they are raving of their so called 'victory'. Then they had them running like 
rats all over the place. And this came virtually out of 'nowhere'.

The enemy is at the height of their danger of exposing them, the peak of peaks from where they will
fall. They have took down our empires, and we will take down their silly and worthless empire, 
reinstating the Golden Age in contrast to their Jewish modern Middle Ages. Chances are, every 
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Gentile home and every Gentile family, has a person that knows the Jewish works and as such hates
them.

We have the future. The past largely belongs to them, but the future belongs to us. We are not bound
by their pedantic hoaxes and their mind games. People once beaten down beyond repair, are now 
moving towards the powerful light of Satan. It's only a matter of time.

The third thing we have to remember, is that there is no time, nor a need for disbelief. We are 
fighting heroically, because we know what is right, and because we know the depth of the crimes of 
our enemies. To live in such a world of our enemies would only make us eternal slaves, and to live 
in denial would mean a certain extinction to us and everyone else. We cannot go against our Souls, 
superior in choice rather than our simple logic. 

Many idiotic people have the logic of the coward and they believe that everything will be alright if 
they simply just cower in the sight of the enemy. Christians are the most obvious category here. 
Little do they know their souls will probably not even exist in the future as a result. But they will 
also not exist in the upcoming decades if their race goes extinct. So their cowardice is doing exactly
what they are trying to avoid. It kills them in the most direct manner. 

Those who posses A Satanic Soul and try to rebuke it, will only be met with disaster, stagnation and 
failure, as this is war of Souls, and the enemy looks at the soul, rather your behaviour. There is 
nothing you can do to change their stance, and lowering your head will not give you any mercy, let 
alone any profits. To live as a slave is worthless in itself, and the enemy hates you. Not because you 
have done or not have done something, but because they look at people as a mass, as 'generations', 
rather than individuals. Therefore the Good Goyim doesn't live either, it will be killed in the same 
manner as the evil Goyim. 

Therefore we only have one choice - to have to give our hands to our Gods to lift us up, and this is 
our only and one set way to go - as surrendering to our enemies is certainly death, humiliation, and 
destruction. 

Fighting the enemy is certain life, victory and freedom. There is no reason to take the wrong choice 
here...

Every great thing begins in darkness, and right now the darkness is on it's height, but we are 
fighting against it and will ultimately bring it down. Have Faith in the Gods, but not only blind 
faith, but thrive in the living knowledge they have given us. When you fill yourself in this 
conviction, you will see the light of Lucifer coming through this endless night, and you will know 
that everything we did is, was, and will forever be worth it.

Change and revolution never comes from the large mass. The large masses are slow, and cowardly. 
However change and revolution comes from Individuals who bond in a unity. 

As we are right now, we are enough. If every hand takes a torch today, as others have done before, 
we will add to the fire of the worldwide revolution that will burn the dross and bring the Golden 
Age. Everyday, we are getting there.
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Dispel your disbelief in Power, in Knowledge, and in Faith.

HAIL SATAN!!

HAIL THE GODS!!!

www.joyofsatan.com
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For Andras 

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Tue Sep 03, 2019 

 

 

 
I wanted to write as part of an agreement I had with our glorious God Andras, as part of a promise to 
thank him for his help and extremely important assistance. Be the case I always pay and do what is 
demanded of me in full, but time had to pass to verify that Andras carried out the task, which he did, I 
feel indebted and wanted to return the favor by giving him the spotlight and inspiring his followers or 
people interested in him. I want to write that this is a wonderful God, serious, reliable, and those who 
have him as a Guardian Demon should be proud, as he is simply great. 
 
Without being able to go into many details [I wish I could go into some, but this is a public forum], 
Andras is astounding in that so long one follows his own end, he will follow his own, and in this 
particular case, right in time. He is extremely powerful, wise, and straight to the point. Andras deals 
swiftly and the precision of a marksman. What he did was also indirectly related to the whole group as 
well.  
 
Our Gods and our God Satan are wonderful, and those who do not take this seriously and/or do not try 
to do better and better in staying at their side, are really losing out.  
 
HAIL ANDRAS! 

 

For Andras Sep 03  2019 4406



   

The American Founding Fathers Were Satanists   

-By High Priest Mageson 666   

   

   

   
The Apotheosis of Washington is located in the eye of the Rotunda of the U.S. Capitol. Note the rainbow.   

   

The Real American Revolution   

Lighthouses are more helpful than churches."    

-Benajmin Franklin   

   

"In the affairs of the world, men are saved, not by faith, but by the lack of it."   -Benjamin 

Franklin   

   

"Millions of innocent men, women and children, since the introduction of Christianity, have been 

burnt, tortured, fined, imprisoned; yet we have not advanced an inch towards uniformity. What 

has been the effect of coercion? To make one half the world fools, and the other half hypocrites. 

To support roguery and error all over the earth."   

-Thomas Jefferson   
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"Gouverneur Morris had often told me that General Washington believed no more of that 

system (Christianity) than did he himself."  -Thomas Jefferson, in his private journal, Feb. 1800   

   

The Founders stated it in their Treaty of Peace."   

"Treaty of peace and friendship between the United States of America and the Bey and   

Subjects of Tripoli, of Barbary," most refer to it as simply the Treaty of Tripoli. In Article 11, it states:   

   

   

"As the Government of the United States of America is not, in any sense, founded on the Christian 

religion...."   

   

To view the original document of Article 11:   

http://nobeliefs.com/document.htm   

   

   

   

"Following their victory in the Revolutionary War, two important documents were drawn up by 

the Freemasons in Philadelphia, a city ostensibly named after Philadelphes, the name of the 

"Supreme Secret Society" of Freemasons in France."    

   

"The first of their documents, the Declaration of Independence, was authored principally by the 

Freemason Thomas Jefferson and signed primarily by the high ranking Freemasons, of the  

56 signers of the document, 50 were Freemasons, including the Grandmaster John Hancock.."    

   

"After the Philadelphia Convention the government of the United States began to take concrete 

form as the country's first President, the Freemasonic Grandmaster George Washington, was 

sworn in by Robert Livingston, Grandmaster of the New York Lodge. With hordes of attending 

Freemasons cheering the inauguration, a new "Nation of the Phoenix" was officially born."    

   

Five city squares of Philadelphia where designed to perfectly match the Five major stars of Orion.    

   

"When the wheels of the United States government finally began to turn, the new institution 

resembled one huge Freemasonic Lodge. Most of the high ranking officials in all three branches of 

government were either Freemasons or allied with the principles of   

Freemasonry. While the Grandmaster Washington was presiding over the Executive Branch of 

the government, John Marshall, a brother master mason from Washington's Virginia Lodge, 

was chairing the Judicial Branch as its first Chief Justice. The majority of lawmakers in the House 

of Representatives and Senate were also Freemasons."    
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We have built no TEMPLE but the Capitol. We consult no common oracle but the   

Constitution." �Rufus Choate   

   

Jefferson described the Capitol as a Temple to sovereign liberty. This liberty is something much 

deeper then believed at face value. Jefferson believed true liberty was only possible though the 

enlightenment [perfection] of the being and the spiritual liberty or liberation that comes with 

it. Jefferson was as mentioned a high ranking Mason and one of the greatest geniuses to have 

ever lived. This was the deep spiritual knowledge of the other Founding Fathers as well.   

   

   

The Masonic Founders build their great Temple in the form of the Capitol building in   

Washington. Its construction is identical to the layout of the diagram of the body as found in 

Luxor in Egypt even the blue prints of Luxor perfectly overlay the Capitol building as the ancient 

temples of the Serpents where always build as diagrams of the human being with the formula 

of the Great Perfection encoded within.    

   

   

In the Capitol we find the following under the central dome in the lowest level Washington's 

tomb but yet he was buried at Mt. Vernon and a floor above this the crypt[in a civic building] 

which is actually a temple to the Priest King and God ruler of Atlantis Poseidon. It contains forty 

high detailed stone pillars and stone flooring with beautiful chandlers hanging it was modeled 

after the famed temple of Poseidon in ancient Athens. In the center of the floor of this 

structure is a white star called the "Seed of Washington" of which all the mile markers for 

Washington D.C are measure from.    

   

"Neptune [Poseidon in Greek] was simply the Sumerian Enki by another name and form. Like 

his counterpart Enki, Neptune was principally associated with the seas although he was also 

known by his devotes as the Lord of the Earth. The identity of Neptune as king of the World 

is revealed by Geek names, such a Enosichthon, meaning "Earth Shaker." A title that 

obviously links him to Lucifer."-Pinkham   

   

The major case for Atlantis being in the West is made in Plato's works the Timaeus and   

Critias and these accounts are based upon the Egyptian record. But that is not what the   

Egyptian record documents on the subject. The Egyptian record documents the opposite, that the 

Egyptian people’s origins are in the East the 'Land of the Gods,' Pa-Nuter. Which is modern India 

of which the it has been shown to share an identical culture:   

   

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/214   
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Satan was the Priest King of Atlantis, known as The Peacock King [Melek Ta'us] among other titles all 

the surviving traditions still directly linked to this area specifically state it as so.   

   

   

Washington is also seen in the image of a statue as the embodiment of Zeus seated, making the same 

sign of "As above so below.".   

   
   

   

One floor above is the rotunda the black and white floor lays the hallway leading into it. Directly 

above this is the mural called the "Apotheosis Of George Washington." Apotheosis means "Man into 

God." On the floor of the rotunda in the direct center in line with the white star below and 

Washington image in the solar image above in a central axis.   

   

   

The painting upon this dome shows Washington in the center depicted as a resurrected Godman 

wearing a purple robe which is the traditional symbol for the resurrected being or perfected 

being, it's a sign of divinity. The Roman Emperor who was also the High Priest wore this and 

certain high ranking Druids also wore such robes as mark of having achieved a high spiritual 

level. Washington is also making the traditional sign of Hermeticism seen in the Baphomet.   

   

   

Note that, traditionally in the Christianized West it was always Christ shown in such imagery, 

meaning that Washington was purposely put in place of the Christian Messiah. Along with the 

Pagan Gods[Demons by the Catholic confession] where being honored and reverenced in the capitol 

building. With Neptune[Satan among them].   

   

Other aspects of this mural is Washington is shown sitting on a throne placed upon a rainbow 

bridge surrounded by thirteen "star maidens" each with a star painted near their heads, this 

symbolizes the thirteen major steps of the Magnum Opus and stands for the thirteen major 

energy centers in the human body which must be fully empowered in order to reach the perfected 

state.   

   

   

Four of these maidens [four is the number of Satan, the 4 elements of creation.etc] are shown 

holding a banner over Washington that states:   

E pluribus unum Latin for "Out of many, one" this has to do when all the centers become as one with 

the finishing of the Magnum Opus.    
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The rainbow bridge Washington sits upon is the symbol of what is called the "Rainbow body" in 

Tibet, in Bon and also depicted other traditions such as the Norse/Germanic Bifrost Bridge.    

   

In Bon the ancient religion of Tibet which was suppressed by Buddhism. The Goal of a Yogi or 

adept was to ascended and reach the highest state of the Magnum Opus, what the Tibetans called 

Dzogchen[Great Perfection]. Many images of Lama's [ones who had ascended the Kundalini 

Serpent] are shown in a radiant circle of the five lights of the rainbow body.    

   
The five lights being the purified elements and centers. I mention Bon as it’s one of the most 

ancient still surviving traditions today and states it was founded seventeen thousand years ago by 

the God Mura [Amon Ra].    

   

Tibet was such an important area of surviving ancient Aryan spiritual knowledge that Himmler 

sent an SS expedition to the country and where received as friends and made allies with the 

Dalai Lama. Many Monks returned with them back to Berlin to instruct and share spiritual 

knowledge with the SS. It's a little known fact the SS officers where all required to have a 

daily practice of this process on orders from Himmler, himself an adept of the Thule Society. 

Today they have found the evidence that Aryans once lived across the entire Eastern and far 

Eastern regions in powerful civilizations from the Himalayas to North China.   

  

Before disappearing over time due to mixing in with the Mongoloid races of the area's and events forcing 

them to seek other lands. But passing their culture into the regions to this day in varying aspects of 

degrees. It was found the upper classes of the Tibetans did possess Aryan genes in a larger degree to the 

lower classes who were purely racially Mongoloid.   

   

Theos. Bernard an American Yogi living in his Guru's ashram in India in the early to middle time 

of the last century. Was told by his Indian mentor to obtain full knowledge and the highest 

levels he most travel into the Himalayas into Tibet.    

   

   

More on this state:   

In Sufism it is called "the most sacred body" and the "supracelestical body." Taoists call it "the 

diamond body,' and those who have attained it are called "the immortals" and "the cloud 

walkers." Yogic schools and Tantric's call it "the divine body." The ancient Egyptians called it 

"the luminous body or being" or the karast. This conception evolved into Gnosticism, where it 

called the "radiant body." In the Mithraic liturgy it was called the "the perfect body."�. In the 

Hermetic Corpus, it is called "the immortal body." In the alchemical tradition, the Emerald 

Tablet calls it "the golden body."   
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Namkhai Norbu Rinpoche stated in Dream Yoga and the Practice of Natural Light:   

   

Body of Light: Tibetan, ja-lus. Also known as the "rainbow body." Certain realized being�achieve the 

transformation of their ordinary bodies into a Body of Light."   

   

   

How this process works:   

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/176   

   

   

In the painting of Washington that Dolly Madison saved from the British that hung in the  

White House. President Washington was shown standing with a Caduceus beside him encoded  

in the table leg and a rainbow surrounding him in the background. This as stated, is identical to 

the images of the Lama's in Tibetan Bon. And other famous images in the West.   

   

Further into this mural. Beneath and around the scene mentioned are six sections of images containing 

Pagan Gods they are Thoth, Poseidon[Satan], Vulcan, Persephone and  

Athena[shown instructing Benjamin Franklin]. The sixth image is the image of Freedom. These 

are the traditional five Gods of the alchemy of the soul or the pure lights. The sixth image being 

of quiescence and the spiritual freedom that comes from the Magnum Opus. True Liberty.   

   

   

The different scenes also from into a seven vignettes which correspond to the seven major charka's along 

the spine and the seven alchemical states of purification of them.   

   

The images in the mural form the pentacle of the five elements and the star as seen in Astaroth's sigil. 

They also form the pentagram the symbol of drawing the energy down from above into the head and 

down the spinal column opening the centers in the proper form.   

  

The two images overlapping are identical in symbolism of the Mendes Goat with the five pointed star 

upon its forehead.   

   

   

Next under this we see seventy two, five pointed stars[pentagrams] which represent the 

seventy two steps of Godhead also called the "seventy two" names of God which are the Goetia 

Demon Sigils. Not the corrupted Hebrew version. The pentagram is also the symbol of Lucifer as 

it marks the orbit His planet Venus makes.   
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The Dome shape is based upon sacred geometry it is the Pyramidal principal or receiver this is 

why we have an empty tomb in the lower level that center axis is perfectly inline all the way up 

the other floors to the center of the dome where Washington is sitting ascended as a God. 

Washington is not in his tomb because he has been resurrected and is placed upon the top of 

the dome.   

   

The ancient Egyptians believed their Pharaohs where reborn as Stars. Perfected beings the Pharaohs where 

the High Priests of the Egyptians.    

   

The reality the dome acts a receiver for an energy vortex which spins around this central axis 

is important as in the ancient Pyramid the initiate would lay in the Kings chamber[or tomb] in 

the open sarcophagus and the central axis of the pyramid would line up with the center of 

their forehead and send this massive spiral of energy into the head activating the psychic seat 

of the soul the pineal gland and flooding the system with a massive wave of energy helping to 

ascend and awaken the Kundalini power.    

   
The three floors also represent the trinity of the soul the trine aspect of the male, female and 

central channel, the three male and female centers and the three knots the kundalini must pass 

thought to reach the crown and obtain Apotheosis as seen at the top of the third level.   

   

   

This dome is also shaped to represent the "Cave of Brahma" where the pineal gland resides. 

You can see the numerous amounts of pinecone symbolism within the dome. The architecture 

in the dome is identical to the court of the pinecone in the Vatican in this sense which is 

blatant [just as the Popes staff] in its meaning. The pinecone is the ancient symbol of the 

psychic seat of the soul, the pineal gland even the name pineal comes from the term 

pinecone.   

   

Not too far away is the Washington monument which is a large obelisk that acts to draw power up 

from the earth and send it to the dome.   

   

"A motion was introduced in Congress by Freemason John Marshall to erect a memorial in 

honor of the first president. It was decided that the most appropriate monument for the late 

Grandmaster Freemason was the Egyptian "frozen snake," the obelisk. Soon afterwards, in 

1793, a special ceremony was held in which the Freemason Robert Mills used square, level and 

plumb, the symbolic tools of Freemasonry, to lay the cornerstone of what was to become a 

600 foot obelisk.. The tallest structure of its kind in the world."    

   

"A curious piece of the Masonic puzzle is the actual street layout for our Capital city,  
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Washington, D.C.. You see, the city was laid out in the form of the central Masonic Symbols, the Square, 

the Compass, the Rule and the Pentagram.    

   

"Take any good street map of downtown Washington, D.C. and find the Capitol Building. Facing 

the Capitol from the Mall and using the Capitol building as the head or top of the Compass, the left 

leg is represented by Pennsylvania Ave. and the right leg, Maryland Ave.   

  

The Square is found in the usual Masonic position with the intersection of Canal St. and 

Louisiana Ave. The left leg of the Compass stands on the White House and the right leg stands 

on the Jefferson Memorial. The circle drive and short streets behind the building form the head 

and ears of what Satanists call the Goat Of Mendes.   

   

"Sitting on top of the White House is an inverted 5 pointed star, or Pentagram. It faces   

North, with the point down in true occult fashion. It sits within the intersections of  

Connecticut and Vermont Avenues north to Dupont and Logan Circles, with Rhode Island and 

Massachusetts going to Washington Circle to the West and Mt. Vernon Square on the   

East.    

   

"The Pentagram or five-pointed star is, of course, both a Masonic symbol and the ancient symbol of 

witchcraft. With its point facing down (or south, when placed on the ground) it is especially 

associated with Satanism. It is also the emblem of the Eastern Star, the women's Masonic 

organization.    

   

"The center of the pentagram is 16th St. where, thirteen blocks due north of the very center of 

the White House, the Masonic House of The Temple sits at the top of this occult iceberg.  "The 

Washington Monument stands in perfect line to the intersecting point of the form of the 

Masonic square, stretching from the House of the Temple to the Capitol building. Within the 

hypotenuse of that right triangle sits many of the headquarters buildings for the most 

powerful departments of government, such as the Justice Dept., U.S. Senate and the Internal 

Revenue Service. [1]   

   

On the top of the dome is the statue of Freedom which is a Goddesses depicted wearing a 

crown of stars[the rays of the halo of the ascend Kundalini power] and is seen in the most 

famous role as the Statue of Liberty in New York built by a fellow French Free Mason Frederic 

Bartholdi. The rays of the crown of Her statue are the risen Kundalini power and the torch she 

holds the eternal flame of life it brings. The chains about Her are broken as she has been 

liberated with the Magnum Opus. Many times Liberty is shown wearing the Mithriac cap of 

the Masons.   
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Who is this Great Goddesses of America?   

   

   

Writes James Lloyd in Beyond Babylon:    

"Auguste Bertholdi was a member of the cultic Masonic Lodge in Paris, a `. . . secret international 

brotherhood linked to the ancient builders of the pyramids and the cathedrals'   

[quoted from Statue of Liberty, by Weisberger]; and as a result, fellow members of the mysterious order of 

Masons `. . . were frequently involved with the creation of the structure, and the various ceremonies that 

were dedicated to it' [ibid., p.44]. For example, the pedestal was built by another mason named Richard 

Hunt, and the design came from his study of `. . . pyramids, ziggurats, and other . . . styles' [Statue of Liberty 

video]. You'll recall The Tower of Babel was a ziggurat; and of course, the Statue of Liberty is actually a 

tower" (Beyond Babylon, p.103).   

   

   

As the obelisk was completed in the 1880's, a number of American clergymen were upset that a 

"pagan goddess" was being placed on American soil. The Masonic Lodge, in the meantime, kept 

a low profile to avoid unnecessary controversy, just as they did when they planned the 

Washington monument, another Egyptian obelisk symbolizing the rays of the Egyptian god 

shining down and enlightening mankind.   

The Masons, of course, trace the origin of their secret society back to king Solomon, and from 

him back to ancient Egypt. Says Alexander Hislop in his magnificent book, "The Two Babylons," 

concerning the origins of Masonry:   

   
"It is admitted that the secret system of Free Masonry was originally founded on the MYSTERIES 

OF THE EGYPTIAN ISIS, THE GODDESS-MOTHER, OR WIFE OF OSIRIS. But what could have led to 

the union of a Masonic body with these Mysteries   

   

As Hislop shows, Isis is the Egyptian name for the Babylonian goddess    

Ishtar, who is also the same as Athena (Greece), Minerva (Egypt and Greece), Astarte (Syria), 

Cybele (Rome), Ashtoreth (Canaan), and Diana (Ephesus). This statue of the pagan Madonna, the 

Statue of "Liberty," is a statue of this same ancient pagan "Queen of Heaven," the wife of 

Nimrod, or Semiramis!   

   

"Astaroth has been known as a Goddess of fertility, love, and war. The clusters of three dots at 

the points of the star of her sigil are extremely ancient and denote her high spiritual rank. Her 

Sumerian title "Queen of Heaven" was stolen by xians and used for their fictitious "Virgin 

Mary."   

   

The Statue of Liberty in the New York Harbor is Astaroth and she is the Patron of the USA.  Her 

number is eight and is associated with wealth."-HP Maxine   
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The platform the Statue of Liberty stands on is built in the 8 pointed star of Astaroth as well.   

   

This Goddesses so many times enshrined in America by the Founders is Astaroth. She is so 

beloved that in Nashville Tennessee the Masons built a perfect replica of the Parthenon. Her 

famous Temple that stood in classical Greece. The Tennessee Temple holds one of the largest 

standing statues in the Western world. Of Athena [Astaroth] standing leafed in gold holding Nike 

a statue six feet tall in her hand. Beside her is the Her golden serpent raised next to her rod. The 

kundalini power:   

   

   
Inside of the Nashville Tennessee Parthenon.   

   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parthenon_(Nashville)   

   

Astaroth is the protector of America.   

   

We have built no temple but the Capitol. We consult no common oracle but the  CONSITUTION." 

�Rufus Choate   
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The other famous Goddesses in America is shown as Justice who is in reality the Goddesses Maat. 

Holding the scales of Maat, divine justice and order. It is Maat who is shown in the Capitol 

building guarding the constitution.   

   

To the Egyptian mind, Maat bound all things together in an indestructible unity: the universe, the 

natural world, the state, and the individual were all seen as parts of the wider order generated 

by Maat.[2]   

   

This means living in harmony with the cosmic order of the universe. Spiritual advancement of the 

individual being was crucial to the Laws of Maat.   

   

"The rituals of Free Masonry where designed to influence the body so that "evolution may be quickened."-

Charles Leadbeater   

   
The most famed seal on the American dollar bill is based upon the original of the same seal drafted in 

the 18th century by the Founders working in 3 committees of thirteen men, it was Charles Thompson 

who submitted the final design.    

  

The famed pyramid on the seal has 13 levels or steps representing the thirteen steps of the Magnum Opus 

with 72 granite stones. Which represent the 72 steps of the Godhead:   

   

Manly P. Hall's "The Secret Destiny of America" has an interesting interpretation of the 72 stones 

in pyramid of the Great Seal. He sees them corresponding to the 72 arrangements of the 

Tetragrammaton, or the four-lettered name of God [my note ENKI] which represents, in turn, 

the laws, powers, and energies of Nature by which the perfection of man is achieved. - William 

Henry   

   

   

Above this is the all Seeing Eye representing the all-knowing state and that comes with 

completing the Godhead. Pike writes that the keystone [capstone] is the symbol of the energies 

of Lucifer perfected and the Perfection finished. This is the ancient symbol of the Temple of Sol-

om-on the enlightened human soul the inner sun perfected. Our word for soul comes from Sol 

the Latin term for sun:   

   

"I have every hope that the grand work we have done today will be handed down to a late 

posterity, as the like work of that ever memorable temple to our order erected by our ancient 

Grand Master Solomon." Maryland Grand Master Joseph Clark, September 18, 1793, at the laying 

of the cornerstone of the Capitol.   
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They were building the New Atlantis.   

   

   

The Jews have stolen and corrupted this allegory into some horrid: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/230   

On the symbolism on the rest of the dollar bill we see an Eagle:   

   

Manly P. Hall states:   

“The hand of the mysteries controlled in the establishment of the new government for the 

signature of the mysteries may still be seen on the Great Seal of the United states of America. 

Careful analysis of the seal discloses a mass of occult and Masonic symbols chief among them, 

the so-called American Eagle. ... the American eagle upon the Great Seal is but a 

conventionalized phoenix..."    

   

"Not only were many of the founders of the United States government Masons, but they received 

aid from a secret and august body existing in Europe which helped them to establish this country 

for A PECULIAR AND PARTICULAR PURPOSE known only to the initiated few."   SOURCE: Manly P. 

Hall, The Secret Teachings of All Ages, pp. XC and XCI   

   

   

The original images of the seal from the time of 1776 to 1782 was the Phoenix not the eagle. The 

Phoenix is an ancient symbol of alchemy the death rebirth and immortality thought the fires of 

the kundalini energy.   

  

Apotheosis.   

  

With the eagle it holds in one talon it holds and olive branch with 13 leaves and the other 13 

arrows, there are also 13 stripes on the shield the stripes represent the ying and yang of the 

soul also depicted in the black and white checkerboard pattern on the Masonic floors. There 

are also 13 letters in "E Pluribus Unum" on the ribbon. And there are 13 stars in the star above 

the Eagle head within a six pointed star which has six points, six angles and six planes which 

adds to the sum total of the sun square or 666 the number of the Sun or Sun God the 

alchemically perfected human, the Gold in the work. There is also a small owl which appears in 

the just to the left of the "1" which appears on the upper right hand corner of the Dollar  Bill. 

The Owl is a symbol of Astaroth[Athena]. And deals with the energies of the kundalini.   

   

Where did the Founders use "Novus Ordo Seclorum" from? Charles A.L Totten:   

In his letter to the Sectary of the Treasury Charles .J .Folger on Feb 10 1882 he states:   
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Novus Ordo Seclorum is a quotation form the 4th Eclogue and was borrowed in turn by Virgil from the 

mystic Sibylline records [Sibyil was an ancient Goddess]   

   

A mighty order of ages is born anew. Both the prophetic Virgin and Saturnine kingdoms now return. Now 

a new progeny is let down from the lofty heavens�.   

   

The boy soon to be born in whom the Iron Age shall come to an end, and the golden one shall 

arise again in the whole earth.   

   

   

More into this passage:   

   

What’s tracks remain of our old wickedness, once done away, shall free the earth from never-ceasing fear.   

He shall receive the life of gods, and see heroes with gods commingling, and himself be seen of them.   

And with his father's worth reign o'er a world at peace.   

   

What are the Founders telling us in all of this?    

   
The Founders by their own admission and evidence left us an important message in their 

symbols and buildings that America was the New Atlantis in which Humanity would break free 

of the spiritual slavery of the enemy and create a New Order that would usher in the Golden 

Age of humanity, the Age of Lucifer when the Great Perfection would be finished and paradise 

would reign. They left the science of Satan's Great Working encoded in the Capitol building of 

the Nation as a temple to Him and the perfection of the human soul.   
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France: 80 killed in Bastille Day attack 

in Nice 

-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
A child's doll lies on the street beside the body of a young girl who was killed in the attack 
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'We stand in solidarity and partnership with our oldest ally': Obama condemns 'horrific 

terrorist attack' in Nice as Trump postpones VP nomination announcement 

At least 80 people are dead and more than 50 have been injured in a Bastille Day attack in 

Nice, southern France 

 

A driver moved down a group of hundreds as they watched fireworks  

 

Eyewitnesses said he then opened fire at hotels and cafes before he was gunned down by 

police  

 

Obama said he has directed his administration to offer assistance to French officials as they 

investigate attack 

 

Trump postponed Friday's news conference in which he was expected to announce Indiana 

Gov. Mike Pence as his running mate  

 

 

Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article ... z4ETnOQwRl  

Follow us: @MailOnline on Twitter | DailyMail on Facebook 

 

President Barack Obama has condemned the 'horrific terrorist attack' that has left at least 80 

people dead and more than 50 injured after they were mowed down by a truck in Nice, 

France. 

 

Obama said America's 'thoughts and prayers' were with the families of the victims, who 

were watching Bastille Day fireworks when they were killed on Thursday night.  

 

'We stand in solidarity and partnership with France, our oldest ally, as they respond to and 

recover from this attack,' he said in the statement released by the White House. 
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At least 80 people have been killed after a truck ploughed through a large group of people in 

Nice, France during a suspected terrorist attack 

 

 
Horrific images depicting men and women lying on the side of a road close to the 

Promenade des Anglais  

 

The president said he has directed his administration to offer any assistance French officials 

may need to investigate the massacre. 
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'On this Bastille Day, we are reminded of the extraordinary resilience and democratic values 

that have made France an inspiration to the world,' Obama said at the end of his statement.  

 

'And we know that the character of the French Republic will endure long after this 

devastating and tragic loss of life.'  

 

The attack prompted Donald Trump to postpone the unveiling of his running mate, expected 

to be Indiana Governor Mike Pence.  

 

'In light of the horrible attack in Nice, France, I have postponed tomorrow's news conference 

concerning my Vice Presidential announcement,' Trump tweeted on Thursday night.  

 

Anti-terror police swooped in as Nice was put on lockdown and residents were warned to 

stay indoors for their safety, as French authorities revealed they were searching for a second 

suspect. 

 

 

The large white truck plunged into the crowd at around 11pm Thursday night as hundreds of 

people were on Nice's beachfront Promenade des Anglais to watch the fireworks for 

France's national day.  

 

Local deputy mayor Christian Estrosi said the truck ploughed 1.3 miles through the crowd.  

 

 

 

Eyewitnesses said they could hear gunshots ringing out in the street after the truck driver 

then opened fire on hotels and cafes before police shot him dead. 

 

Guns and grenades were later found inside his truck. Identity documents belonging to a 31-

year-old French Tunisian were also found.  

 

The recovered documents indicate that the man is a resident of Nice.  

 

He was alleged said to have shouted 'Allahu Akbar' — God is greatest — before being shot 

dead by police. 

 

Pro-ISIS groups have been celebrating the attack but as yet the terror group has not officially 

claimed responsibility.  
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French police riddled the truck with gunfire in an effort to kill the crazed driver, who opened 

fire after crashing into a crowd of people watching Bastille Day fireworks 

 

 

 

 

One witness called Antoine said: 'We were at the Neptune beach and a firework display had 

just finished. That is when we saw a white lorry. It was going quickly at 60 kilometers (40 

miles) an hour.'  

 

Wassim Bouhlel, another eyewitness, said that he saw a truck drive into the crowd and then 

saw the man emerge with a gun and start shooting. 

 

'There was carnage on the road,' Bouhlel said. 'Bodies everywhere.'  

 

Anti-terrorist police have taken over the investigation into the attack, according to the 

French interior ministry.  

 

France's ambassador to the United States, Gerard Araud, also called last night's incident a 

'terrorist attack'. 

 

Addressing a Bastille Day reception in Washington, Araud said: 'Our democracies - France, 

the United States, our other partners, we are besieged, we face a terrible threat.'  
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Stunned eyewitnesses prayed over the bodies of their friends and relatives who were killed 

in the massacre 

 

 

 
The Paris prosecutor's office opened an investigation for 'murder, attempted murder in an 

organised group linked to a terrorist enterprise' 
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Interior Ministry spokesman Pierre-Henry Brandet said the gunman was killed by police and 

that authorities were continuing to investigate whether he acted alone or had accomplices 

who fled.  

 

 

 

The Paris prosecutor's office opened an investigation for 'murder, attempted murder in an 

organised group linked to a terrorist enterprise'. 

 

The probe is being handled by France's intelligence agency and judicial police. 

 

Bodies could be seen lying on the floor by the beach, as the police and other emergency 

services tried to deal with mass panic.  

 

British holidaymaker Esther Serwah, 59, was staying in a hotel a short walk from the scene. 

 

She said she had been on her way to the Promenade des Anglais for dinner with her 

daughters when people started screaming at her. 

 

Mrs Serwah, from Surrey, said: 'I was just walking to the Promenade and then I saw 

everybody running and I just didn't know what was going on.' 

 

'People were screaming at me in French but I didn't understand.Some people were lying on 

the streets dead and people were running over the bodies.' 

 

Fireworks were filling the night sky as the drama unfolded while a crowd of thousands 

enjoyed the country's biggest public holiday. 

 

Regional newspaper Nice Matin quoted its own reporter at the scene saying there were 

many injured people and blood on the street.  

 

It published a photograph of a damaged, long-distance delivery truck, which it said was 

'riddled with bullets' and images of emergency services treating the injured. 

 

Damien Allemand, the paper's correspondent, was quoted as saying: 'People are running. It's 

panic. He rode up onto the Prom and piled into the crowd.'  

 

'There are people covered in blood. There must be many injured.'  

 

The attack began just as the fireworks display ended as thousands of people were milling 

around the waterside. 

 

'A fraction of a second later, an enormous white truck came along at a crazy speed, turning 

the wheel to mow down the maximum number of people,' Allemand said. 

 

'I saw bodies flying like bowling pins along its route. Heard noises, cries that I will never 
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forget.' 

 

The area around the Promenade is full of hotels and restaurants, all currently packed at the 

height of the holiday season. 

 

France is still under a State of Emergency following last year's attacks on Paris, when almost 

150 people were murdered by ISIS and Al-Qaeda operatives.  

 

 

Both groups are well known for driving vehicles into innocent people, prompting fears that 

tonight's incident could be linked to their activities.  

 

 

 
Anti-terrorist police have taken over the investigation into the attack, according to the 

French interior ministry  

 

 

 

 

Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article ... z4ETpb15v8  

Follow us: @MailOnline on Twitter | DailyMail on Facebook 
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France 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Wed Sep 26, 2018 6:17 pm 

With the recent election of the current French President, Macron it was leaked out into the Free 

Press that Macron was blatantly put into direct power on orders from the Jewish Emperor's and 

self stated Messianic Kings of the Jewish race the Rothschild's themselves who control France 

and the EU. The EU was created by Rothschild's and Warburg's to enact the Jewish plan of 

total Genocide of the European Race. This fact is confessed by their political asset Kalergi, who 

put this together on floor level for them. This also explains why France joined in America to 

destroy Libya to protect their Rothschild's masters monopoly. 
 

 

In the last election the regime in France openly rigged the election against Le Pen's party with 

the distribution system of ballots and how they are issued to the public. This was done to cause 

Le Pen's party to suffer a major loss of votes. To allow for Macron and the general continuation 

of the Jewish elites selection process to trump elections.  
 

 

However in Europe things are changing fast. The EU has lost Italy, Hungary, Austria and Poland 

to Nationalists. And they are losing Germany which is the heart of the EU power base. Jewish 

Merkel has been undergoing a quite coup against her in the Parliament. And just had her 

chosen Parliament leader denied for someone else. A major kiss of death to her political career. 

In Germany we have thousands of protesters in the streets demanding and chanting "National 

Socialism Now!" The writing is on the wall for Germany. 
 

 

France is the other major EU player the Jewish elites are trying to desperately hold onto. They 

are in panic enough over Germany. Macron's public political fight with the leader of Hungary has 

also revealed something. The EU Parliament elections next spring are bringing the end to the 

anti-European parties grip on power.  
 

Within this sinking ship of evil schemes and dreams for the Jewish establishments plans to turn 

Europe in Mordor. We have the latest news from Jewish controlled France. Marie Le Pen was 

forced by the regime to undergo forced psychiatric testing by the state to make sure she is not 

mentality ill for protesting the murderous terrorism of Islamic State. This is done in a pathetic 

attempt to make not just Le Pen.....But anyone in France who is against Islamic migration and 

the influx of dangerous Jihadism into Europe appear as mentality insane. Thus the actual 

obvious message is anyone who questions the Jewish regimes policy of the Genocide of the 

European Race is mentality ill. Take this as a lesson Le Pen has kissed up to the Kikes but its 

all in vain. The Jewish Talmud states from the Jewish Torah: "Even the best of the Gentiles kill 

them." So even if your the best Shabbos Goy on earth the Chosen got your number on a bullet.  
 

This is the same tactic the Jews used when they ran their slave camp called the USSR. Anyone 

who opposed or questioned the Jewish establishment was labelled as criminally insane by their 

State and locked away and tortured Clockwork Orange style in psychiatric prisions. Today the 

Jewish power groups have also campagined to label "Anti-Semitism" a mental illness as well. It 

should be obvious as to why. To then create legal base work to have people arrested and 
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locked away in psychiatric prisions who oppose the criminal rule of the Jewish race. Where a 

Dr.Jewbergwtiz well then see to their "treatment". 
 

 

Any Gentile who does not believe they are a talking animal put here by the Jewish G_d, to be 

slave properity of the only human beings which are the Jews is mentality ill says the Jews....... 

Well then are we done taking the disgusting criminal claims of these inbred, alien kike maniac's 

seriously then. 
 

NATIONAL SOCIALISM NOW! 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

 

Re: France 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Wed Sep 26, 2018 6:39 pm 

I would wipe my ass on the Torah but the poo people would find this a kind of respect for their 

book. 

 

Re: France 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Wed Sep 26, 2018 7:16 pm 

HP Mageson666 wrote:I would wipe my ass on the Torah but the poo people would find this 

a kind of respect for their book. 

 

 

Now you act in my own prudent recommendations, but I changed my mind too considering this 

very fact it may become a holier relic for them if it goes down the toilet or it's pissed upon. 
 

If we took a crap on the torah this would make it an even more e-scat-ological book and thus 

attract more rabbis into it's study due to the holy fragrances that they would perceive it of 

radiating.  
 

Maybe we can use a big airplane like the ones they have for large forest fires. Then, all Gentiles 

can piss into the bucket of this plane. Then, we can send it over the holy dome of Israel and it 

will fill it with great fragrance. Then, all jews will think their Messiah has arrived (Piss be unto 

him) and they will gather around the holy site to experience the second Flood of Rabbi Noah.  
 

The airplane G3NT1L3-P1ZZ will be carried in the pockets of jews like a small relic, they will 

honor it until the end of time for bringing their deliverance. 
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Prophecy says in Rabbi Pissenbergs New Book "The Golden Shower: The spiritual importance 

of scat in the finding of God", says this is a sign of the end times. 
 

"The Gentiles will be pissing on the heads of the jews, and they will want to put them in Gulags. 

The jews, filled with enjoyment and lacking any ability for self control, will fall for the mystery of 

the piss: The Golden Shower signifies the coming of the Messiah Jesus Christ Rabbayenu 

Yehoshua, master of the Golden Showers. When the dome of Jerusalem becomes discolored 

from acidic piss, know that the time is neigh and chant the Asher Yetzar in full power, so that the 

Mossiach Ben David will arrive from the giant hole of YHVH as his holy spawn. Since G-d is of 

Masculine Gender and not feminine, blessed be he, he will begot his own son in his own form 

into this world, from his holy rear, and we call this the Mystery of the Redemptive Male Birth. 

Goyim will not understand this meaning as usual and become more anti-semetic as usual, our 

fixation with the holy matter of JHVH is a mystery unto the Goyim of the earth. Blessed be the 

'sweet brown fruit' of Hashem and his ineffable name Yud-Hei-Scat-Hei, which in it lies coded in 

Hebrew Letters the Grand Masonic Secret of Mossiach Ben David". 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  

More will follow soon. 
 

 
- http://www.joyofsatan.org 

- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 

- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 
- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 
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France Today 

Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Dec 14, 2018 2:21 pm 

Macron was a high up member in the Rothchild's banking world and his major backer in politics' 

is a Polish Jew who is a big mover in the EU and connected into the political and banking world 

of the Jewish Elites. Macron was put into power from the leaked documents directly by the 

Rothchild's as their agent to enforce their Jewish agenda on the French and the EU.  
 

Macron whole image of a outsider was a scam from the start he is total establishment. His job 

has been to force the French people to the austerities of the Jewish Banking dynasties that run 

the EU. And to continue the dissolution of White Europe. The EU was created and is run by the 

Rothschild's and Warburg, Jewish Dynasties and the goal is to destroy White Europe with non-

White migration while reducing Europe to a planation state of the Jews in a global planation 

state of the Jews. In Germany the Jewess Merkel who's Jewish family was part of the Jewish 

elites that ran Communist East Germany. Was put out of nowhere totally into power in Germany 

to bring this Jewish plan about. Merkel's government has been all but dissolved and she has 

announced she is leaving after the next election.  
 

The other crypto autocrat Macron is now on the way out. Today their is going to be a no 

confidence vote on him in the government.  
 

This revolt is not against Macron its against the entire Jewish establishment that Macron is just 

the goon of. The French are tried of voting for parities from the left or right that have just 

continued on the same Jewish EU agenda and now they are pushing them out. Something to 

note with France and how this connects to historic currents of energy. France was the first major 

nation to totally revolt against the previous Jewish regime of the Catholic Church and their 

feudal Aristocracy in the Enlightenment. The slogans in this current revolt have tied into this 

past and this is on the minds of the French all the time. Just read the national anthem. 

Traditionally France has lead the way for major changes in Europe. The wheel is turning and the 

EU Jewish autocrat's are openly terrified this revolt is going to spread across Europe. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

 

Re: France Today 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Dec 14, 2018 2:42 pm 

As Macron sat in his palace waiting anxiously for the call from his aid on the vote on him in the 

government. He nervously sipped from a bottle of his favoured whine "Le Happy Merchant" as 

he loosened his tie and wiped the sweat from his brow. Reaching into the drawer of his desk he 

pulled out his favourite thing in the world next to a Menorah of course. His very own 

autographed version of the season 2 "My Little Pony" dubbed in French. Macron had always a 

deep love for the number 2 and was always full of number 2 in everything he did. "Oh wee bon 
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Mee Little Poainy". He stated with a half drunk smile on his face.  
 

No sooner had he finished his bottle of whine the telephone rang. Macron quickly picked up the 

phone expecting his aid to give him the news on the vote. "Bonjur" he stated nervously into the 

phone. Shocked to hear what sounded like a British accent on the other end the voice 

spoke...."Bonjew mate this is President Billy Idol letting you know your out on yer ass mate and 

get fucked." 
 

Macron hung up the phone as his eyes spun around in his skull in shock he turned on the TV 

news to which the news caster with a shocked look on her mug stated that the French had 

decided to Idolize the nation and declare Billy Idol supreme leader of France and the first goal of 

Supreme Leader Idol was to Swastika Awesome France. As Macron turned off the TV. He just 

stared off in space, drool running down the corner of his mouth. Somewhere in his mind a silent 

scream of "Le Oy Vey" was wailing. 
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Free Speech Must Be Defended 

Fri Aug 18, 2017 12:55 am   - By High Priest Hoodedcobra 666  

 

Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades. 

 

We would have posted a schedule, but some things need to be cleared. The problem right 

now is largely attacks on Free Speech. We need to do something about this. We must be 

intolerant when it comes to free speech. Remember than in many places in the world this 

doesn't exist at all. In other words, people are wearing an invisible chain around their 

necks and cannot express themselves. 

 

Free speech is not having forum moderation, and the disability to start criminal behavior, 

advocate illegal things etc. All places where people have specific goals in mind have that 

and this is in the adobe of the law. In the same way you do not go into the house of 

someone and tell them your shit by force, the same thing happens in any space with 

organized people. 

 

Free speech is a way larger thing, than your personal shitfest in Youtube comments. Even 

if it includes Youtube Shitfest comments as well. Which Jewtube is trying to ban because 

it offends...A little clique running all of it. 

 

Free speech banning is when you ban people from expressing opinions to the public 

sphere in some way. And let's be honest most people never have had this ability until 

recently. But now they do, with the internet. And the internet is wonderful. And is of 

Satan. The beautiful WWW [666] has changed the world forever. 

 

Supposedly, "liberals" or "progressives" have won the war against Hitler after WW2. 

And their yadda yadda, was "Free Speech". Free speech insofar you don't question or 

even worse of all, offend the jews that is. Now we evidently see, it was never them that 

won. It was the jews and the radical bolsheviks of the left. These people are left to do 

whatever useless thing they do. And alright, expression and speaking is one thing, but all 

the other things they do prove that Bolshevism is still a great danger.  

 

Hitler did something necessary. Removed jews from the press. Which the why of, you 

can see right now in the world. The jews did the same thing with the press, instigated 

civil war and many other things. Just look what the Media are doing right now, and ask 

yourself, do they need to be stopped?  

 

Hitler also only imprisoned political opponents who plotted killing and assassination, as 

any other secret police would have done. Any president would do the same, and 

reasonably, as these people didn't stay on plotting, but attempted this over 130 times.  

 

Hitler however says in the Table Talks and in many other times, that because he left his 

opponents escape and live peacefully (He mentions the particular case of a Communist 

intellectual) he did this because he was against persecution where no real danger was 
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involved. This proved real costly to him in the years to come.  

 

That's all he did. And gave the press back to the people to serve itself. Who would write 

whatever they saw fit, but with the best interest of the nation in mind, not just idly raising 

capital and attacking people ad nauseum as they do now. Not the private properties and 

ownership and shekels of the jews. This is the media today, it's a corporation. They have 

to create chaos in order to profit. 

 

The media has a job, and when you have to do a job, you have to do it. The jews just 

serve Zion through their media, attack people and have formed a mafia that brings people 

in the guillotine for social judgement. This is not what the media is supposed to be doing 

in a free society. They have to inform the people ACCURATELY and leave it at that, for 

the people to judge. 

 

And I mean, okay. Do you think the above goes too far? They literally try to censor the 

INTERNET. If there is something that belongs and should belong to EVERY PERSON 

ON EARTH, that is the INTERNET. The internet is like an externalized interface of the 

mind. People go there and do their mind, whatever that is. And they try to ban this. 

 

Anyway, and to make a reminder. Where the programs of the enemy take over, such as in 

Islamic countries, or the cutthroat Christians, you can see where this ends. It's been 18 

centuries until people could voice an opinion in Europe. The jews always wanted to 

regress humanity back to this level. Satanic Civilizers like Voltaire and many others were 

free speech radicals who made the world a better place. 

 

They are also, the groups mentioned above, behind all censorship. It's just the emotions 

of jews being offended, and they rally their companies, forces and so forth, to shut people 

down. This is not even a mad dictatorship, as even mad dictators can neglect these things, 

but the powers that be right now are mentally ill in the head, and they shut down random 

webpages.  

 

And no I do not mean DailyStormer, as he is a pure disinfo Duginism agent, and I 

disagree with his style, even if arguably, it would be good for our agenda since they 

completely misrepresent the "NS" and everything racialist people stand for, by 

degenerating this to White Sharia because the fanbase of this site can't have proper sexual 

relations. This whole thing harms us. 

 

Killing Freedom of Speech however will kill all that humanity has ever labored to create. 

This must never happen. People have to be vigilant and defend whatever freedoms they 

have, or these will be lost. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 
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Free Speech Online: A New Crime Discovered By The Jew 
 
 

 
 

The Jooz at the ADL [which was founded to defend child rapist and murderer, joo 
Leo Frank, and has been proven to be a spy ring for Israel with connections to 
organized crime, which is jooish] is crying six billion kosher tears over the fact 
people are expressing their right to freedom of speech, which is the FREEDOM 
OF THOUGHT. It is getting harder for the trash-Jews to cover up all of their lies 
and schemes anymore. Even their army of hasarats is not enough anymore. This 
shows we are winning. 
 
The kikejooz believe their right to murder, lie and steal is more important than 
your constitutional rights. Ebola might be deadly, but Jewbola is even more 
dangerous. Russia got caught with a bad infection and it cost them more than a 
hundred million people. 
______________________________________________________________ 
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But ignoring the dirt is not enough according to the New York City based Anti-
Defamation League (ADL). Despite the best efforts by Tel Aviv’s industrious tribe 
of hasbara and the considerable self-censorship that already takes place, many 
comments on websites discussing recent developments in the Middle East are 
highly critical of Israel’s behavior. That is unacceptable to ADL, which would 
prefer to route the negative commentary to some limbo where it will never be 
read or even block the authors from access to the site. The caustic comments 
are now being referred to as “cyber hate.” 
 
Stopping Cyber Hate 
A new "crime" discovered by friends of Israel 
 
http://www.unz.com/article/stopping-cyber-hate/  
 
The many blog and information sites on the internet are attractive to many 
habitues precisely because they sometimes seems to be the last bastions for 
free expression. But free expression does not necessarily guarantee civility. 
Anyone who peruses comments on many of the major websites can confirm that 
there is considerable garbage mixed in with the occasional pearl. Racist, 
homophobic and bigoted comments of all types sometimes prevail, but it is up to 
the reader to filter out the trash and unless a comment is obscene or threatening 
in a specific way it is best just to ignore it. It is hard to imagine that anyone is 
actually inspired or motivated by the muck that appears in the internet comments 
sections. 
 
But ignoring the dirt is not enough according to the New York City based Anti-
Defamation League (ADL). Despite the best efforts by Tel Aviv’s industrious tribe 
of hasbara and the considerable self-censorship that already takes place, many 
comments on websites discussing recent developments in the Middle East are 
highly critical of Israel’s behavior. That is unacceptable to ADL, which would 
prefer to route the negative commentary to some limbo where it will never be 
read or even block the authors from access to the site. The caustic comments 
are now being referred to as “cyber hate.” 
 
For those who are not familiar with ADL, it is a group established one hundred 
years ago to combat bigotry directed against Jews. It is generally considered to 
be a major component in the Israel Lobby. The ADL National Director since 1987 
has been Abe Foxman. 
 
ADL has recently been meeting in California with a British group called the Inter-
Parliamentary Coalition for Combating Anti-Semitism, which included the 
Community Security Trust (CST). The CST advocates physical response to anti-
Semitic incidents, to include the equipping and training of organized “self-
defense” forces. CST is controversial in the UK, partly because many British 
Jews believe they are adequately protected by the police. It has also been 
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criticized because its Director is the highest paid head of any Jewish organization 
in the country and its finances are alleged to be non-transparent. 
 
An article entitled “Web giants unite to fight online hate” described the purpose of 
the California meeting. It reported that a “game changing” agreement was 
reached with Twitter, Facebook, Google and Microsoft to take steps to stop “the 
proliferation of racist and abusive comments” and to “force racism and hatred 
from the web.” This will be accomplished in part by “tougher sanctions against 
those who post abusive messages.” The internet companies, who already have 
the ability to automatically block content that they disapprove of, will devise 
proactive strategies to deal with the problem while being guided in the process by 
the ADL, “a leading anti-Semitism watchdog” which has been designated the “co-
convenor” of the project. 
 
The issue of online hate is important to all web users as efforts to define and then 
curb it will affect everyone who works on the internet. There are, of course, 
constitutional rights to free speech that would be impacted by anyone trying to 
define what is or is not “hate” and there will be an inevitable tendency on the part 
of anyone seeking to come up with definitions to expand the scope to favor 
particular constituencies. Given the participants and the combatting anti-
Semitism theme of the gathering, there should be no doubt that the meeting in 
California was only concerned with criticism of Jews and Israel and quite likely 
will have no interest whatsoever in controlling the much more widespread 
disparagement of Muslims. 
 
Assuming that the ADL will be the focal point for future developments, it might be 
interesting to look at its track record in defense of civil liberties for anyone who is 
not Jewish and who might also be subjected to vilification that amounts to hatred. 
The ADL, which has trademarked the expression “Imagine a World without Hate,” 
claims to be against all forms of discrimination and bigotry but its actual focus is 
on perceived bias against Jews. It recently celebrated its hundredth birthday with 
a gala dinner in New York City attended by Vice President Joe Biden, who 
enthused “…I mean this sincerely: You have become America’s conscience. You 
have become the conscience of this country, no matter what the issue. You have 
been a pillar of the Jewish community, but you reach out and you have reached 
out your embrace for all communities. ” 
 
All communities aside, Abe Foxman would be unemployed if he couldn’t 
demonstrate that the world is awash with anti-Semitism. In a recent foray in self-
justification, he was interviewed by the Israeli newspaper Haaretz where he 
restated his belief that Israel and the Jewish people are constantly under threat 
just because they are what they are, a contention that inter alia supports his 
$563,000 salary. And lest there be any confusion, Foxman also explained to 
Haaretz how he defines an anti-Semite. It is someone who criticizes Israel but 
doesn’t say anything good about it. By that metric, he calls Professor John 
Mearsheimer, co-author of The Israel Lobby, an anti-Semite. He has also stated 
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that former President Jimmy Carter has been “engaging in anti-Semitism.” 
Foxman conflates most criticism of Israel with being an anti-Semite. 
 
Foxman see prejudice against Jews everywhere he looks but has trouble seeing 
bias within himself. He endorses spying on American Muslims just because they 
are Muslims and therefore untrustworthy while leading the charge against the 
building of an Islamic cultural center near ground zero in New York City. He 
criticizes peace groups because they oppose Israel’s attacks on its neighbors 
and has also taken shots at People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, the 
German government, human rights activists, environmentalists, civil rights groups 
and anti-apartheid organizations. 
 
Foxman defended his opposition to the New York Islamic center by maintaining 
that “Survivors of the Holocaust are entitled to feelings that are irrational. Their 
anguish entitles them to positions that others would characterize as irrational or 
bigoted.” He later called his statement an “inarticulate quote” but has never 
backed away from his contention that he believes that Jewish suffering is both 
somehow different and provides unique entitlement. 
 
More recently Foxman has criticized race riots in Tel Aviv targeting Africans, who 
have been described by leading Israeli politicians as “infiltrators” and a “cancer,” 
while carefully and repeatedly noting that the violence was in response to crimes 
committed by the refugees, his way of always exonerating Israeli actions while 
delivering the mildest possible slap on the wrist. In contrast to his generous 
understanding of what he sees as the Israeli dilemma on migrants he is tough on 
his fellow American citizens who oppose the millions of illegals in the US. In May 
2010 he referred to Arizona’s illegal immigrant legislation as an example of 
“nativism” and “bigotry,” manifestly “mean spirited” and xenophobic. He has not 
commented on the statement by Israeli Interior Minister Eli Yishai that Africans 
must learn that “Israel is for the white man.” Even Foxman might find it difficult to 
explain that one. 
 
It is possible that Google, Twitter, Facebook and Microsoft were unaware of 
Foxman’s comments or that ADL itself has a history of behavior that some might 
consider either bigoted or racist. A notorious espionage case involving the 
organization became public twenty years ago in 1993. The police investigation 
ultimately exposed illegal activity that had taken place during at least forty years 
prior to that date, revealing that the organization had been running a private 
nationwide spy operation. The information obtained on American citizens and 
organizations was routinely shared with Israeli intelligence. 
 
The ADL referred to its spying as maintaining “confidential investigative 
coverage” of Arab activities in the United States but the San Francisco police raid 
on ADL offices revealed that there were files on 600 organizations and more than 
10,000 individuals, many of whom were neither Arabs nor in any way connected 
to the Middle East. Three quarters of the information was from city, state, and 
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federal files, to include those belonging to the FBI that had been obtained 
illegally. Groups targeted included the NAACP, the ACLU, labor unions and a 
number of organizations considered to be supportive of “black anti-Semitism.” 
ADL even had a file on Palestinian-American activist Alex Odeh, who had been 
killed in 1985 by a bomb in his office, to include an office floor plan and keys. 
There was a public outcry over the extent of the spying and the city of San 
Francisco prepared to prosecute ADL and its officers, but the Clinton 
Administration Justice Department instead opted to halt the FBI investigation and 
do nothing. 
 
Most recently, the ADL again showed its true colors, presumably also unknown 
to Google, Twitter, Facebook and Microsoft. It became peripherally involved in a 
controversial poster campaign on New York City buses and subway stops 
denigrating Muslims that even the New York Daily News described as “shocking” 
and “incendiary.” The posters were provided by Pamela Geller, noted high profile 
Islamophobe. One poster says “Islamic Jew-Hatred: It’s In the Quran,” directing 
viewers to the site Islamic-JewHatred.com. A photo of Hitler also appear on the 
poster before the New York Metropolitan Transit Authority deemed the graphic 
too offensive and ordered it removed. The ADL, in its presumed guardianship of 
a world without hate, examined the content and declared that while Geller 
“frequently crosses the line into racism when she criticizes Islam…in this 
particular case…it does not appear that she has done so.” 
 
Perhaps it would have been considered reasonable “due diligence” for Google to 
Google and Microsoft to Bing the Anti-Defamation League and Abe Foxman on 
the internet before entering into an agreement to sign on to their agenda. Internet 
users don’t really need yet another control mechanism designed to favor Israel 
and its interests and the constantly repeated claims regarding the alleged surge 
in anti-Semitism are getting tiresome. Most internet users are sensible and 
recognize hate and bigotry when they see it, meaning that tinkering with access 
to the system will accomplish little and only discredit the overall integrity of the 
product. It is something that in the long run will hurt consumers as well as 
Google, Microsoft, Facebook and Twitter. 
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Freeing The Soul 

by HP Mageson666 » Fri Apr 26, 2019 
 

 

 

 

The discussions about freeing the soul in the groups and different techniques that are being 

mentioned, the thing to be understood is the Final RTR is a major freeing the soul technique.  

 

The 22 letters of the Final RTR are actually mainly deity names that relate to the soul. There is a 

reason the enemy created the reversal of these names in this numerical sequence to bind the soul 

of Gentiles.  

 

From experience doing the Final RTR is a form of mantra yoga that activates the soul drastically 

as well as frees it. With the Final RTR the other practices I have done have become amplified 

and I hit a major level of energy that normally would have drastic side effects, but the energy 

went right through properly and no real anything of side effects. Because the Final RTR removes 

the blockages in the soul, that the energy otherwise would had to have pushed through.  

 

That is powerful, the Final RTR is a necessary form of daily power meditation. It works on the 

whole soul. 
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French Revolts Verdict

Post by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Tue Dec 11, 2018 11:31 pm 

Our first post and conversation on the subject from around a week ago: viewtopic.php?f=3&t=13586

From all the news and everything else related in regards to the events in France, the situation is 
extremely dire. There are many deaths, and around 2000 people imprisoned as of current. The enemy 
system has simply lost the ball in France.

The French Gov has turned, given the jewish control, against the French people. There are kosher 
agreements attempted to be made, but people aren't stopping. We are probably experiencing the first 
major revolt of this magnitude in decades. This isn't going to stop either, as the people out there, are out
there, because the system is flawed beyond fixing. 

The system itself over there is breaking down. One has went to Paris to see 1 French person every 100 
miles and you will understand why, the systematic jewish plan for extinction of the people is a very fact
that is manifesting directly into the life of the French. 

This is not about fuel prices, but about a general life that is only centered around destroying the native 
French, feeding parasites for "Compassion", and creating the ruin of a great people. People are picking 
up on this reality, and they are extremely angry. 

Even if not directly, or from a racial standpoint, the situation is, the strangulation to bring this racial 
extinction about is in itself a burden the people simply cannot lift, and a yoke they cannot have.

The majority of people in France that are revolting are not people who are middle, lower, even few 
backers higher class and business owners which many people like in generally to present as some sort 
of magnates due to stupidity. All of these people are having tremendous problems. They are essentially 
just about everyone. 

From all the information also, the striking majority is white people. From all the news and first person 
reports, even the police is one inch from turning against the Government. After all, the policemen, are 
people too, and they are also, like other citizens, slaves of the jews. This is why during the revolts you 
have had people from hospitals and firefighters actually siding with the protesters, and not the gov.

This phenomenon is going to reverberate to all of Europe, sooner than later. People are greatly fed up, 
and the rising of information in regards to jews, is ruining them. At this pace more and more people 
will join the revolution movement, and whatever the situation or circumstance, there is no going back 
now. These social phenomena have no going back. 

The jews were hoping initially all of the infestation and racial bastardization would happen in a climate
of 'good economy' and that as a result, people wouldn't grow mad over the consensus enforced to 
materialize this higher kalergi plan in action. But you just cannot have this going without something, 
somewhere, snapping. They have been censoring all their failures from the news, but the manifestation 
of these in everyday life, and in the fact you need to walk three neighborhoods in France to find a 
French person, is on it's own, enough.
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What the enemy will essentially try to do, in classical actions they always do, they plant infiltrators on 
these movements that destroy them, early on, when they are grassroots, with longterm missions, to 
destroy and corrupt them little by little. This however cannot happen to this French movement as 
essentially, it has no defined organization or leadership, and it doesn't reflect class or anything else like 
that either. It is just the common voice of a suffering people who cannot take the jewish system of life 
anymore and see their own impending doom. 

A situation with the migrants is that they always side with the government, in all of abuse, out of fear of
being expulded, and since they do not have rights ex sanguinis citizens do, they can always be extorted 
by the native government on the fear of "Rising of Evil Nazis That Will Kick You Out" to vote, act, and
behave, exactly as you see fit. Trump's election proved all these fears are utopic, but this Pavlovian fear
is instilled on foreign people and this is something the jews do in order to rally them around. Trump 
didn't kill or remove anyone even if he is a "Nationalist". 

This is another reason the jews are filling Europe with all the random people of the world, and low 
wage serfs. This low wage serfdom that is supported by cheap migrant labor (most of the time illegal 
and untaxable) is bound at some point to crash the rights of other, working class people, and the 
economy itself, since the incessant social policy of welfare and free gurbs destroys the economy by 
milking other generative people. 

People like these migrants are in need, and always useful slaves to the jewish government, and 
additionally, if the system doesn't crash, you can steal a native country by elections, by having a 
"Socialist" party that is commie red, and automatically recruits these cheap soldiers or bases situations 
on "Class", rather than race or ex sanguinis living and citizenship of the people of a country. The types 
of political kosher trinkology that Hitler obliterated, that is. Hitler writes in his writings that even in his 
time, in the region of Ruhr in Germany, the jews have been bringing an endless supply of Black people,
which were mining and working there as the 'new working class', in order to force mixing and work 
stealing of the natives. "The New Citizens of the Ruhr".

People were shocked as this was the 1920's but the same thing is happening all over today, and 
repeating. The jews do the tried and true methods of mixing to take down civilizations. And this whole 
Kalergi plan is one of these methods.

The jewish tricks here are nothing new. If shit hits the fan and you have to create a war machine state 
against the native people of a country, you can also have these foreign guys as cheap assassins, cheap 
anti-revolutionary groups (the anti-fa is most of the time compromised of entitled bratty kikes, and 
migrant troops), and anything else you really need, to support the jewish state, directly and in fear of 
being put out of it. You can also have a cheap underworld which is the situation in Paris, where crime 
has rose exponentially to post-war levels, but this was also kept beneath the blanket for too long.

This is why many other European countries are also speeding up the process to indict all these 
foreigners in the police force, in the military, and in all works of the public office. The military, ideally, 
is the safeguard of the freedoms of the people - ironically, and also, the only force that can restore order
if let's say Macaroni turns into one of the likes of the jew Herod. This makes the state composed of 
foreigners, and not natives, creating the case of revolution by 'elections' literally impossible. Even 
usurping the state back to the people with arms becomes impossible. Paris in particular is a 
manifestation of all of the above, in fast escalating motion.

And of course, the experiment of the "Great Replacement" by these bright jews of Europe, is 
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collapsing, and causing all these aforementioned things to bleed over in the life of people. They were 
hoping to make it work from the backdoor but it appears it didn't go as well as expected. So France is 
now undergoing a revolution.

As such, people stopped giving a fuck about fake ass elections and all the rest of the jokes, and they 
just took the streets in a decentralized manner, to rally for their rights, directly, the old fashioned way. 
And in this situation the solving of the above is not systemic as the system is essentially wired to run on
chaos and perilous situation which extinct the native populace.

Given the pace of things are going, we might as well expect the same in England or elsewhere 
hopefully.

As for France, they can kill people and fill prisons (2000 is a hell of a lot of people) but the situation is 
not going to go back. Macaroni tried to bribe the populace with cheap measures and the next day, 
people were again out on the street. 

Keep up the RTR's to create a good escalation out of this. The jews are going to be exposed and ripped 
out. 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up. 
More will follow soon.

- http://www.joyofsatan.org
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/
- http://www.groups-archive.com/
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PART 1: The Jewish Race: 

Masters of Deceit - A Short History of the Jews 

Excerpt by Ben Klassen 

Nature in her infinite wisdom has put the highest premium on survival of the species. In 

her profuse variety Nature has brought forth creatures of all kinds, fish and fowl, animal 

and vegetable, insect and bacteria. Some creatures like the cardinal and bluebird are 

beautiful to behold. Others like the scorpion fish and the sloth are not. Some creatures 

are flesh eating. Others are herbivorous. Some animals, like cows, forage on the grass of 

the meadows. Others like the coyote, the wolf and the tiger are predatory. Other 

creatures like cockroaches, mosquitoes and maggots are parasitic. Each creature has its 

means of existence and survival and its means of perpetuating its species. In all, the will 

to live and perpetuate its own kind is intensely strong. If it were not, the species would 

soon have died out. In the human species there is one race that stands out above all 

others in the intensity and fierceness in its will to survive — that is the Jewish race. 

How this one race has survived and stayed intact through all the convulsions and 

upheavals of history for 5000 years is something remarkable to behold. 

Whereas some of the ancient races of recorded history such as the Babylonians, the 

Romans, the Phoenicians, the Egyptians, as a race, have all gone down the sinkhole of 

history — the Jew has survived. Not only has he survived, but he has become the slave-

master of all the other races of the world, although he only numbers a small percentage 

of the world‘s population. 

Whereas the White Race has been a builder, explorer and creator of civilizations, of 

governments and nations, the Jew has been none of these. On the contrary, he has been 

the very antithesis of the noble White Man. Throughout his history, which goes back 

more than 5000 years, during which he has remained united as a race, the Jew has been 

the parasite and predator on the backs of those nations who have been his unwilling 

hosts. The Jew has never been a creator, nor a builder, nor a producer, like the members 

of the White Race. On the contrary, he has been a destroyer of civilizations, a plunderer 

of nations, and a killer who invented the very idea of genocide in the earliest stages of 

his own history. All we have to do is read their own Old Testament to find that in page 

after page after page they slew, killed and plundered one tribe after another. One nation 

after another was put to the sword, man, woman and child. 

The history of mankind is filled with wars and conflict, but of all the conflicts that have 

ensued between the different nations and the different races, there is only one race that 

has aroused the most violent antagonisms no matter where they settled — that race is 

the Jewish race. 

Why is it that the Jewish Race has survived through all the upheavals of over 5000 

years of history, whereas more powerful races like the Romans have perished? Is it 

because the Jew is tough? We find that the Jew is tough, but other races, such as the 

Romans, have been even tougher and they have not survived. Is it because he is a good 

fighter? No, he is, in fact, a physical coward and in open combat he is certainly one of 

the lesser and more cowardly warriors. Is it because he is more treacherous and 

deceitful? Perhaps, since in this characteristic he undoubtedly excels all other peoples.  
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But this is not the sole reason why he has survived either. The reason for his survival 

lies in his unique religion. Early in their history the Jews realized the tremendous 

potency of religion as a weapon — a weapon to either unite their own race, or a weapon 

to disintegrate and destroy their enemies. For thousands of years they have capitalized 

upon this knowledge to the hilt. In a masterful fashion, they have manipulated religion 

to their advantage with an evil cunning that no other people seems to have even 

suspected. 

The central theme of the Jewish religion is hatred, hatred for the Gentiles, that is all 

other races. The other overwhelmingly powerful facet of the Jewish religion is racial 

loyalty, loyalty to its own kind. Whereas to the average White Gentile, sadly enough, it 

matters very little with whom he does business, whether it is another White Man or not. 

Nor is the average White Gentile too interested in whether the person next door or the 

person he meets is one of his own kind. But to a Jew, whether he is doing business with 

a Jew, living next door to a Jew, or meets a Jew, this means everything. 

The main center of power of the Jewish world-wide conspiracy now resides in the New 

World. In fact, in New York is the largest center of Jewish population in the world, and 

New York is the central financial powerhouse, not only of the United States, but also 

the rest of the world. 
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The Nature of the Jewish People 

By High Priest Mageson 

The Jews are a dualistic system with one core. The Jews themselves at the core are a 

genetic group a blood line. Yet one can con-vert to Judaism. But upon this they have to 

marry into the genetic group and absorb their genes into the hive. This allows the Jews 

to blend into the host society while still maintaining their genetic-psychic strength. And 

the con-vert becomes an active agent of the Jews, with a Gentile face. But will never be 

allowed to go far within the deep ranks of Judaism. 

At the highest levels only those of purest Jewish genetic lines can be admitted. Making 

sure the pure blooded ones lead the group and give it direction. 

The Jews by their records and texts such as the Zohar, state they come from a genetic 

line not of the Gentiles which they believe makes them superior and gives them 

entitlement to the planet and all upon it. They state Gentiles are animals put here to be 

their slaves and property. And since we are not from their line we are not human and not 

covered by their law of the Torah. Meaning they can do what they want to us with no 

moral qualms. Judaism dehumanizes the entire planet. 

Above the Jews are a collective of negative entities who the top Rabbinical class who 

are adept Black Magicians work with and take direction from. The Jews carry the 

spiritual inheritance of these entitles in their blood as this is the group they are 

genetically created from by their admission. What this means is they are connected on 

the deep soul level to such non and anti-human, entitles. They are a window to these 

beings on the planet. 

Even the average Jew has a deep unconscious connection to these beings. On the soul 

level. And they are bound into a large mass Jewish mind or collective unconscious and 

consciousness they share with such entitles as well. They share the same race soul 

together. Their soul nature is encoded in their religious texts of which are nothing but 

what is in their soul. And simply the desire to harm, enslave, murder and destroy 

Gentiles by any means. Their biology is their belief. 

People point to their different factions, disagreements and infighting as something to 

offer an example of something to believe the Jews are not a mono group against us. But 

this shows nothing in many cases it proves the opposite. Its in their soul and even 

programs started by Jews in conflict with other Jews. Still push the Jewish agenda 

anyway and harm Gentiles. This above belief not all bad apples belief creates a false 

understanding that allows Jews to step in and control the opposition to them. And 

terraforming it into something which serves them. 

Which means you can never trust them. Many do what they do unconsciously. Because 

what‘s in the soul is what its about. And its in their soul to do what their religious texts 

state. 

Its not about opposition to Christianity, Islam, Communism, Liberalism or Capitalism, 

Zionism etc. Its actually on the deeply conscious and honest level. One thing only. 

Opposition to JUADISM. 
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All these programs listed above come out of the Jewish race soul. Most people in our 

society are in strong opposition to the Jews on some level and don‘t even realize it yet. 

One can also observe strong schizogenic behaviours in those who are larger admixture 

of Gentile blood. Its a from a conflict on the soul level which manifests into the 

conscious mind. Otto Weininger stands out. He was half Jewish. But hated his Jewish 

half, as an ugly and vile stain within his soul. He could feel this. He lived a life of 

struggle with it. Till he killed himself to try and escape it. He was an open example. Of 

the two different and conflicting natures of the Gentile and Jewish soul in one man. And 

the fact those of Jewish blood can never stop being Jewish, even if they consciously 

want to. Its in the soul. 

The purpose of Judaism is to terraform the planet into a situation where the entitles that 

manifested the Jew, can then feed off humans and use them as slaves without end. The 

Jews are simply the terrestrial level of this agenda. In lay terms the Jews are race of 

psychopaths. And not part of Gentile Humanity. They are a war upon it. 
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Genocide IS and Always Has Been a Jewish Ideal 

Everything the Jews are and do, they accuse their enemies of. This creates the necessary 

psychological confusion so that they might accomplish their agenda. The Jews are 

masters of lying and deceit. While they extort billions upon billions of dollars from 

Germany in so-called ―reparations‖ for a ―holocaust‖ that never happened, [See ―The 

Holocaust Hoax: The ‗Six-Million‘ Lie‖: 

http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Holocaust_Hoax.html] and incessantly advertise 

this fraud in the media, through movies, books, schools, and other sources, this creates a 

very powerful distraction and diversion regarding their own crimes against humanity. 

Everything the Jews are and do, they cleverly blame upon Gentiles. If one does enough 

in-depth research, one will find that slave labor/death camps are actually a Jewish idea 

and Jewish invention, and existed long before the alleged Nazi camps. To read about 

The Real Death Camps and Holocaust, visit: 

http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Real_Death_Camps.htm 

Communist leader Grigory Zinoviev [Jew] seemed to be advocating genocide when he 

declared in mid-September of 1918: ―To overcome of our enemies we must have our 

own socialist militarism. We must carry along with us 90 million out of the 100 million 

of Soviet Russia‘s population. As for the rest, we have nothing to say to them. They 

must be annihilated.‖ 

The following excerpts prove beyond any doubt that the Jews were planning for the 

annihilation of the German people even before World War II broke out. See World 

Jewish Congress Declared War on Germany Long Before Germany Took Any Action 

Against Jews: 

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/World_Jewish_Congress.html 

The following plans are for the deliberate genocide of the German people, and this is 

just one source, there are many others: 

Excerpts from the book ―Germany Must Perish‖ written by Theodore N. Kaufman [Jew] 

1941: 

http://hailtosatansvictory666.angelfire.com/Germany_Must_Perish_1941.pdf 

―This dynamic volume outlines a comprehensive plan for the extinction of the German 

nation and the total eradication from the earth, of all her people. Also contained herein 

is a map illustrating the possible territorial dissection of Germany and the 

apportionment of her lands.‖ 

―The population of Germany, excluding conquered and annexed territories, is about 

70,000,000, almost equally divided between male and female. To achieve the purpose of 

German extinction it would be necessary to only sterilize some 48,000,000 -- a figure 

which excludes, because of their limited power to procreate, males over 60 years of age, 

and females over 45.‖ 

―Concerning the males subject to sterilization the army groups, as organized units, 

would be the easiest and quickest to deal with. Taking 20,000 surgeons as an arbitrary 

number and on the assumption that each will perform a minimum of 25 operations 

daily, it would take no more than one month, at the maximum, to complete their 

sterilization.  
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Naturally the more doctors available, and many more than the 20,000 we mention 

would be available considering all the nations to be drawn upon, the less time would be 

required. The balance of the male civilian population of Germany could be treated 

within three months. Inasmuch as sterilization of women needs somewhat more time, it 

may be computed that the entire female population of Germany could be sterilized 

within a period of three years or less. Complete sterilization of both sexes, and not only 

one, is to be considered necessary in view of the present German doctrine that so much 

as one drop of true German blood constitutes a German.‖ 

―Of course, after complete sterilization, there will cease to be a birth rate in Germany. 

At the normal death rate of 2 per cent per annum, German life will diminish at the rate 

of 1,500,000 yearly. Accordingly in the span of two generations that which cost 

millions of lives and centuries of useless effort, namely, the elimination of Germanism 

and its carriers, will have been an accomplished fact. By virtue of its loss of self-

perpetuation German Will, will have atrophied and German power reduced to negligible 

importance.‖ 

The imperative demands of the victor people that Germany must perish forever makes it 

obligatory for the leaders to select mass sterilization of the Germans as the best means 

of wiping them out permanently. They proceed to: 

1. Immediately and completely disarm the German army and have all armaments 

removed from German territory. 

2. Place all German utility and heavy industrial plants under heavy guard, and replace 

German workers by those of Allied nationality. 

3. Segregate the German army into groups, concentrate them in severely restricted 

areas, and summarily sterilize them. 

4. Organize the civilian population, both male and female, within territorial sectors, and 

effect their sterilization. 

5. Divide the German army (after its sterilization has been completed) into labor 

battalions, and allocate their services toward the rebuilding of those cities which they 

ruined. 

6. Partition Germany and apportion its lands. The accompanying map gives some idea 

of possible land adjustments which might be made in connection with Germany‘s 

extinction. 

7. Restrict all German civilian travel beyond established borders until all sterilization 

has been completed. 

8. Compel the German population of the apportioned territories to learn the language of 

its area, and within one year to cease the publication of all books, newspapers and 

notices in the German language, as well as to restrict German-language broadcasts and 

discontinue the maintenance of German-language schools. 

9. Make one exception to an otherwise severely strict enforcement of total sterilization, 

by exempting from such treatment only those Germans whose relatives, being citizens 

of various victor nations, assume financial responsibility for their actions. Thus, into an 

oblivion which she would have visited upon the world, exists Germany. 
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In addition to the above, the ―Morgenthau Plan‖ created by Jew Henry Morgenthau, was 

a blueprint for the systematic annihilation of the German people. 

―Emotionally upset by Hitler‘s rise and his persecution of the Jews, Morgenthau often 

sought to induce the President to anticipate the State Department or act contrary to our 

better judgment We sometimes found him conducting negotiations with foreign 

governments which were the function of the State Department. His work in drawing up 

a catastrophic plan for the postwar treatment of Germany and inducing the President to 

accept it without consultation with the State Department, was an outstanding instance of 

this interference.‖ 

―In recent years various German groups have, with the cooperation of the Russians, 

been establishing memorials for the German civilians and soldiers who died in the 

Soviet Union. Recently, a Russian Jew, Aleksandr Gutman, produced a documentary 

film in which he interviewed four German women from East Prussia who as young girls 

had been raped by Red Army troops, then transported soon after the war to a 

particularly hellish outpost of the Gulag, no. 517, near Petrozavodsk in Karelia. Of the 

1,000 girls and women who were transported to that camp, 522 died within six months 

of their arrival. These women were among tens of thousands of German civilians, men 

and women, deported, with the acquiescence of the Western powers, to the Soviet 

Union as German ―reparations-in-kind‖ for slave labor. One of the women interviewed 

by Gutman remarks: ―While the diary of Anne Frank is known throughout the world, 

we carry our memories in our hearts.‖ Recently, German philanthropists established a 

memorial cemetery for those women who perished in slave pen no. 517.‖ 1 

―His best estimate is that some three million Germans, military and civilians, died 

unnecessarily after the official end of hostilities. A million of these were men who were 

being held as prisoners of war, most of whom died in Soviet captivity. (Of the 90,000 

Germans who surrendered at Stalingrad, for example, only 5,000 ever returned to their 

homeland.) Less well known is the story of the many thousands of German prisoners 

who died in American and British captivity, most infamously in horrid holding camps 

along the Rhine river, with no shelter and very little food. Others, more fortunate, toiled 

as slave labor in Allied countries, often for years. Most of the two million German 

civilians who perished after the end of the war were women, children and elderly -- 

victims of disease, cold, hunger, suicide, and mass murder. 

We are ceaselessly reminded of the Third Reich‘s wartime concentration camps. But 

few Americans are aware that such infamous camps as Dachau, Buchenwald, 

Sachsenhausen and Auschwitz stayed in business after the end of the war, only now 

packed with German captives, many of whom perished miserably. The vengeful plan by 

US Treasury Secretary Henry Morgenthau to turn defeated Germany into an 

impoverished ―pastoral‖ country, stripped of modern industry, is recounted by 

MacDonogh, as well as other genocidal schemes to starve, sterilize or deport the 

population of what was left of the bombed-out cities. 2 

Ilya Ehrenberg - The Man Who Invented The ‗Six Million‘ 

―He was the top Soviet propagandist during the Second World War. He was a notorious 

liar and a pathological monster. He was a Jew.‖  

―But Ehrenburg was perhaps most notorious for his viciously anti-German hate 

propaganda in World War II. In it, he exhorted Soviet troops to kill all Germans they 
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encountered without pity.‖ ―In one leaflet entitled ―Kill,‖ Ehrenburg incited the simple 

Russian soldier to treat the Germans as subhuman. The final paragraph concludes: 

―The Germans are not human beings. From now on, the word ‗German‘ is the most 

horrible curse. From now on, the word ‗German‘ strikes us to the quick. We have 

nothing to discuss. We will not get excited. We will kill. If you have not killed at least 

one German a day, you have wasted that day ... If you cannot kill a German with a 

bullet, then kill him with your bayonet. If your part of the front is quiet and there is no 

fighting, then kill a German in the meantime ... If you have already killed a German, 

then kill another one - there is nothing more amusing to us than a heap of German 

corpses. Don‘t count the days, don‘t count the kilometers. Count only one thing: the 

number of Germans you have killed. Kill the Germans! ... - Kill the Germans! Kill!‖ 

―This is typical of the steady diet of pathological hate fed to millions of Soviet troops by 

this Jew, safely ensconced far from the front.‖ ―The crowning achievement of 

Ehrenburg‘s career came on December 22, 1944, when this hate-crazed fiend became 

the first person to mention the kabbalistic figure of Six Million alleged Jewish victims 

of National Socialism, and then proceeded to introduce that figure into Soviet 

propaganda. After the war he joined with co-racial and fellow propagandist Vasily (Iosif 

Solomonovich) Grossman to produce a fictitious ―Black Book‖ and lay the foundation 

for what has come to be known as ―The Holocaust.‖3 

The Eisenhower Death Camps: http://www.ihr.org/jhr/v10/v10p161_Brech.html 

The above link summarizes the atrocities committed against the German people by 

Jewish General Dwight David Eisenhower. This is a further act of genocide against 

Gentile peoples enforced by a Jew. The book: ―Other Losses: An investigation into the 

mass deaths of German prisoners at the hands of the French and Americans after World 

War II‖ by James Bacque (Toronto: Stoddart, 1989) goes into much more detail and 

exposes Eisenhower for what he really is- one of the worst of war criminals and a mass 

murderer. 

For Further Reading 

James Bacque, Crimes and Mercies: The Fate of German Civilians Under Allied 

Occupation, 1944-1950 (Toronto: Little, Brown and Co., 1997) 

Alfred-Maurice de Zayas, Nemesis at Postsdam (Lincoln, Neb.: 1990) 

Alfred-Maurice de Zayas, A Terrible Revenge: The Ethnic Cleansing of the Eastern 

European Germans, 1944-1950 (New York: St. Martin‘s Press, 1994) 

John Dietrich, The Morgenthau Plan: Soviet Influence on American Postwar Policy 

(New York: Algora, 2002) 

Ralph Franklin Keeling, Gruesome Harvest: The Allies‘ Postwar War Against the 

German People (IHR, 1992). Originally published in Chicago in 1947. 

Giles MacDonogh, After the Reich: The Brutal History of the Allied Occupation (New 

York: Basic Books, 2007) 

The Morgenthau Plan (AKA The Jewish plan to rid the world of Germans): 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=buUAJc-6-AI 

The above YouTube video is a summary of the Jewish to annihilate not only the 

German people, but the Russians as well- total genocide. 
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The blueprint for the Jewish agenda can be found in the Judeo/Christian Bible. Because 

of this most evil and horrendous work, claiming to be ―the word of God‖ spiritual 

knowledge has been systematically removed and replaced with fictitious Jewish 

characters, places and other archetypes. The average, deluded Christian who ties into 

this energy through worship and belief establishes him/herself as a psychic host. In a 

word...‖God‖ and the ―Devil‖ are backwards. 

Exposing Christianity: http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

The Holy Bible, A Blueprint for the Mass Murder and Destruction of Gentiles: 

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Energy.html 

References: 

1 The Gulag: Communism‘s Penal Colonies Revisited 

2 British Historian Details Mass Killings and Brutal Mistreatment of Germans at the 

End of World War Two 

3 Ilya Ehrenberg - The Man Who Invented The ‗Six Million‘ 
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2000 Years of Jewish Ritual Murder 

 

The Jews work very hard to keep Satanists/Pagans from being heard when speaking of 

the Jewish crimes against humanity. The most you‘ll usually find regarding the truth 

about the Jewish ritual murders are from Christians. In the Talmud and the Protocols of 

the Elders of Zion, the Jews have replaced the term Gentile (Pagan/Satanist, who‘s God 

is Satan) with ―Christian‖ and ―Christ.‖ As High Priestess Maxine wrote in a sermon 

about how the Jews deceive, ―Christian‖ is a code word for Pagan/Satanist. With this 

being said, the Jews are not blaspheming their beloved messiah Jesus of Nazareth (Ben 

Yahashua), but Satan who is the true God of the Gentiles. There are millions of other 

cases of Jewish ritual murder, but here is a comprehensive list that covers from the years 

before the common era to 1932. Satan demands that Gentiles see the Jews for the sick 

murdering pedophile, lying bastards that they really are. Those who read this and still 

don‘t have a problem with the Jewish race, have a death wish.  

―Human sacrifices are to-day still practised by the Jews of Eastern Europe.... as is set 

forth at length by the late Sir Richard Burton in the MS which the wealthy Jews of 

England have compassed heaven and earth to suppress, and evidenced by the ever-

recurring Pogroms against which so senseless an outcry is made by those who live 

among those degenerate Jews who are at least not cannibals.‖ - Aleister Crowley  

THE COMPILATION OF JEWISH RITUAL MURDERS FROM BCE UNTIL 1932  

The earliest of historians, Herodotus, informs us about the Hebrew cult of human 

sacrifice. He writes: ―The Hebrews sacrificed humans to their God Moloch.‖ 

(Herodotus, Vol. II, p. 45)  

The ritual murders that have been passed down through writings since before the current 

era until today are:  

169 B.C. -- ―King Antiochus Epiphanes of Syria, during the plundering of the Temple 

of Jerusalem, found a Greek lying on a bed in a secret chamber. He begged the King to 

rescue him. When he began to beg, the attendants told him that a secret law commanded 

the Jews to sacrifice human beings at a certain time annually. They therefore searched 

for a stranger which they could get in their power. They fattened him, led him into the 

woods, sacrificed him, ate some of his flesh, drank some of his blood, and threw the 

remains of his body into a ditch.‖ (Josephus, Jewish historian, Contra Apionem)  

418 A.D. -- Baronius reports the crucifixion of a boy by the Jews at Imm, between 

Aleppo and Antioch.  

419 A.D. -- In the Syrian district of Imnestar, between Chalcis and Antioch, the Jews 

tied a boy to a cross on a holiday and flogged him to death. (Socrat)  

425 A.D. -- Baronius reports the crucifixion of a boy.  

614 A.D. -- After the conquest of Jerusalem, the Jews purchased, for a small amount of 

money, 90,000 prisoners from the Persian King Chosros II and murdered them all in the 

most disgusting ways. (Cluverius, Epitome his. p. 386)  
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1071 A.D. -- Several Jews from Blois crucified a child during the Easter celebration, put 

his body into a sack and threw it into the Loire. Count Theobald had the guilty ones 

burned alive. (Robert of Mons, Mon. Germ. hist. Script VI 520)  

1144 A.D. -- In Norwich, during Passover, 12-year-old St. William was tied by the local 

Jews, hanged from a cross, and his blood drained from a wound in his side. The Jews 

hid the corpse in the nearby woods. They were surprised by a local citizen, Eilverdus, 

who was bribed with money to keep quiet. Despite this the crime still became notorious. 

(Acta sancta, III March, Vol., p. 590)  

1160 A.D. -- The Jews of Gloucester crucified a child (Mons Germ. hist. Script 520)  

1179 A.D. -- In Pontoise, on March 25th before Passover, the Jews butchered and 

drained St. Richard‘s body of blood. Due to this, the Jews were expelled from France. 

(Rob. of Turn., Rig.u.Guillel. Amor.)  

1181 A.D. -- In London, around Easter, near the church of St. Edmund, the Jews 

murdered a child by the name of Roertus. (Acta sanct, III March Vol., 591)  

1181 A.D. -- In Saragossa, the Jews murdered a child named Dominico. (Blanca 

Hispania illustrata, tom. III, p. 657)  

1191 A.D. -- The Jews of Braisme crucified a a Gentile who had accused them of 

robbery and murder, after they had previously dragged him through the town. Due to 

this King Philip Augustus, who had personally come to Braisme, burned eighty of them. 

(rigordus, Hist. Gall.)  

1220 A.D. -- In Weissenburg, in Alsace, on the 29th of June, the Jews murdered a boy, 

St. Heinrich. (Murer, Helvetia sancta.)  

1225 A.D. -- In Munich a woman, enticed by Jewish gold, stole a small child from her 

neighbor. The Jews drained the blood from the child. Caught in her second attempt, the 

criminal was handed over to the courts. (Meichelbeck, Hist. Bavariae II. 94)  

1235 A.D. -- the Jews committed the same crime on December 1st in Erfut. (Henri 

Desportes, Le mystere du sang, 66)  

1236 A.D. -- In Hagenau in Alsace, three boys from the region of Fulda were attacked 

by the Jews in a mill during the night and killed in order to obtain their blood. 

(Trithemius; Chronicle of Albert of Strassburg)  

1239 A.D. -- A general uprising in London because of a murder committed secretly by 

the Jews. (Matthew v. Paris, Grande Chron.)  

1240 A.D. -- In Norwich the Jews circumcised a Gentile child and kept him hidden in 

the ghetto in order to crucify him later. After a long search, the father found his child 

and reported it to the Bishop Wilhelm of Rete. (Matthew v. Paris, op. cit. V. 39)  

1244 A.D. -- In St. Benedict‘s churchyard in London, the corpse of a boy was found 

which bore cuts and scratches and, in several places, Hebrew characters. He had been 
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tortured and killed; and his blood had been drained. Baptized Jews, forced to interpret 

the Hebrew signs, found the name of the child‘s parents and read that the child had been 

sold to the Jews when it was very young. Distinguished Jews left the city in secret.  

1250 A.D. -- The Jews of Saragossa adopted the horrible dogma that everyone who 

deliverd a child for sacrifice would be freed from all taxes and debts. In June, 1250, 

Moses Albay-Huzet (Also called Albajucetto) delivered the 7-year-old Dominico del 

Val to the Jews for crucifixion. (Johan. a Lent, Schedias, hist. de pseudomes, judæorum, 

p. 33)  

1255 A.D. -- At Lincoln, in England, on Peter and Paul‘s Day, 8-year-old St. Hugh was 

stolen by the local Jews, hidden, and later crucified. The Jews beat him with rods for so 

long that he almost lost all his blood. (Acta santa 6 July 494)  

1257 A.D. --So that they could commit their annual sacrifice, the Jews of London 

butchered a child. (Cluvirius, epitome historiarum, p. 541. col I)  

1260 A.D. -- The Jews of Weissenburg killed a child (Annal. Colmariens)1261 A.D. --

In Pforzheim a 7-year-old girl who had been delivered to the Jews, was laid on a linen 

cloth and stabbed on her limbs in order to soak the cloth with blood. Afterwards the 

corpse was thrown into the river. (Thomas, Cantipratanus, de ratione Vitæ.)  

1279 A.D. --The most respectable Jews of London crucified a child on April 2nd. 

(Florent de Worcester, Chron. 222)  

1279 A.D. -- The crucifixion of a child at Northampton after unheard-of tortures. (Henri 

Desportes Le mystere du sang, 67)  

1282 A.D. -- In Munich the Jews purchased a small boy and stabbed him all over his 

body. (Rader., Bavar. sancta I. Bd. p. 315)  

1283 A.D. -- A child was sold by his nurse to the Jews of Mainz , who killed it. 

(Baroerus ad annum No. 61. Annalen von Colmar)  

1286 A.D. -- In Munich the Jews martyred two boys. The wooden synagogue was 

encircled with fire and 180 Jews burnt to death. (Murer, Helvetia sancta.)  

1286 A.D. -- In April, at Oberwesel on the Rhine, 14-year-old St. Werner was slowly 

tortured to death by the Jews over a period of 3 days. (Act. sct. II. Bd. b. Apr. p. 697 bis 

740.)  

1287 A.D. -- The Jews in Bern kidnapped St. Rudolf at the Passover, horribly tortured 

the child and finally slit his throat. (Hein, Murer, Helvetia sancta.)  

1292 A.D. -- In Colmar, the Jews killed a boy. (Ann. Colm., II, 30)  

1293 A.D. -- In Krems, the Jews sacrificed a child. Two of the murderers were 

punished; the others saved themselves through the power of gold. (Monum. XI, 658)  
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1294 A.D. --In Bern, the Jews murdered a child again. (Ann Colm., II, 32; Henri 

Desportes, Le mystere du sang, p. 70)  

1302 A.D. -- In Reneken the same crime. (Ann. Colm. II, 32)  

1303 A.D. -- At Weissensee in Thuringen the young student Conrad, the son of a 

soldier, was killed at Easter. His muscles were cut to pieces and his veins were opened 

in order to drain all his blood.  

1305 A.D. -- In Prague, around Easter, a Gentile, who was forced by poverty to work 

for the Jews, was nailed to a cross; while naked, he was beaten with rods and spat on in 

the face. (Tentzel)  

1320 A.D. -- In Puy, a choirboy of the local church was sacrificed.  

1321 A.D. --In Annecy a young priest was killed. The Jews were expelled from the 

town by a decree of King Phillip V. (Denis de Saint-Mart.)  

1331 A.D. -- At Uberlingen in present-day Baden the Jews threw the son of a citizen 

named Frey into a well. The incisions found later on the body proved that previous to 

this his blood had been drained. (Joh. Vitoduran, Chronik.)  

1338 A.D. - The Jews butchered a noble from Franconia in Munich. His brother 

prepared a veritable bloodbath for the Jews. (Henri Desport)  

1345 A.D. -- In Munich, the Jews opened the veins of a little boy Heinrich, and stabbed 

him more than 60 times. The church canonized Heinrich. (Rad. Bav. sct. II p. 333)  

1347 A.D. -- In Messina a child was crucified on Good Friday. (Henri Desport)  

1350 A.D. --The boy Johannes, a student of the monastic school of St. Sigbert in 

Cologne, drew his last breath after being stabbed by local Jews. (Acta sancta., aus den 

Kirchenakten v. Koln.)  

1380 A.D. -- At Hagenbach in Swabia several Jews were surprised while butchering a 

child. (Martin Crusius, Yearbook of Swabia, Part III, Book V)  

1401 A.D. --At Diessenhofen in Switzerland (near Schaffhausen), 4-year-old Conrad 

Lory was murdered. His blood was said to have been sold by the groom Johann Zahn 

for 3 florins to the Jew Michael Vitelman. (Acta sancta.)  

1407 A.D. --The Jews were expelled from Switzerland because of a similar crime in the 

same region. (ibid.)  

1410 A.D. -- In Thuringia the Jews were driven out because of ritual murder that was 

discovered. (Boll. II, April 838. Baronius 31)  

1429 A.D. -- At Ravensburg in Wurttemberg, Ludwig van Bruck, a boy from 

Switzerland who was studying in the town and living among the Jews, was martyred by 

3 Jews amid numerous tortures and sexual violations. This happened during a big 
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Jewish festival (Passover) between Easter and Whitsun. (Baron. 31, Acta sancta. III. Bd. 

des April p. 978)  

1440 A.D. -- A Jewish doctor in Pavia, Simon of Ancona, beheaded a four- year-old 

child which was stolen and brought to him by a degenerate Gentile. The crime became 

notorious when a dog jumped out of a window into the street with the child‘s head. The 

murderer escaped. (Alphonsus Spina, de bello Judæorum lib. III. confid. 7.)  

1452 A.D. -- In Savona, several Jews killed a 2-year-old child. They pierced his whole 

body and collected the blood in the vessel they used for the circumcision of their 

children. The Jews dripped small pieces of sliced fruit into the blood and enjoyed a 

meal of them. (Alphonsus Spina, de bello Judæorum lib. III, confid. 7.)  

1453 A.D. -- In Breslau, the Jews stole a child, fattened him and put him in a barrel 

lined with nails, which they rolled back and forth in order to draw the child‘s blood. 

(Henri Desportes, Le mystere du sang, 75)  

1454 A.D. -- On the estates of Louis of Almanza in Castile, two Jews killed a boy. They 

tore out his heart and burned it; threw the ashes into wine which they drank with their 

co-religionists. By spending considerable sums they succeeded in delaying the trial, 

since two of the three lawyers were of Jewish descent. Thereafter the Jews were 

banished from Spain. (Alphonsus Spina, de bello Judæorum)  

1462 A.D. -- In a birchwood at Rinn near Innsbruck the boy Andreas Oxner was sold to 

the Jews and sacrificed. The church canonized him. A chapel called ―Zum Judenstein‖ 

(‗To the Jews‘ Rock‘) was built. (Acta sancta., III. July Vol I. 472)  

1468 A.D. -- At Sepulveda, in Old Castile, the Jews crucified a woman on Good Friday 

upon the order of the Rabbi Solomon Pecho. (Did. de Colm. Gesch. v. Seg.)  

1470 A.D. --In Baden the Jews were convicted of the murder of a child. (Tho. Patr. 

Barbar.)  

1475 A.D. -- In Trent on March 23rd (Maundy Thursday) before Passover, the Jews 

sacrificed a 29-month-old baby, St. Simon.  

1476 A.D. -- The Jews in Regensburg murdered six children. The judge, in the 

underground vault of a Jew named Josfol, found the remains of the murdered victims as 

well as a stone bowl speckled with blood on a kind of altar. (Raderus Bavaria sancta 

Band III, 174)  

1480 A.D. -- In Treviso, a crime similar to the one in Trent was committed: the murder 

of the canonized Sebastiano of Porto-Buffole from Bergamo. The Jews drained his 

blood. (H. Desportes, Le mystere du sang 80)  

1480 A.D. -- At Motta in Venice the Jews killed a child at Easter. (Acta sancta I. Bd d. 

April 3)  

1485 A.D. -- In Vecenza, the Jews butchered St. Laurentius. (Pope Benedict XIV Bull. 

Beatus Andreas)  
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1490 A.D. -- At Guardia, near Toledo, the Jews crucified a child. (Acta sancta I. Bd. d. 

April 3)  

1494 A.D. -- At Tyrnau in Hungary, 12 Jews seized a boy, opened his veins, and 

carefully collected his blood. They drank some of it and preserved the rest for their co-

religionists. (Banfin Fasti, ungar. br. III. Dec. 5)  

1503 A.D. -- In Langendenzlingen a father handed his 4-year-old child over to two Jews 

from Waldkirchen in Baden for 10 florins under the condition that he would be returned 

alive after a small amount of blood had been drained. However, they drained so much 

blood from the child that it died. (Acta sancta. II Bd. des April p. 839: Dr. Joh. Eck, 

Judebbuchlien)  

1505 A.D. -- A crime, similar to the one in Langendenzlingen in 1503, was attempted at 

Budweis in Bohemia. (Henri Desportes, Le mystere du sang. 81)  

1509 A.D -- Several Jews... murdered several children. (Cluverius, Epitome hist. etc. p. 

579)  

1509 A.D. --The Jews in Bosingen (Hungary) kidnapped the child of a wheelwright, 

dragged him to the cellar, tortured him horribly, opened all his veins and sucked out the 

blood with quills. Afterwards they threw his body in a hedge, which the Jews admitted 

after repeated denials. (Ziegler Schonplatz p. 588, col. 1,2)  

1510 A.D. -- In Berlin, the Jews Salomon, Jacob, Aaron, Levi Isaac, Rabbi Mosch and 

the butcher Jacob were accused of buying a three- or four-year-old boy for 10 florins 

from a stranger, laying him on a table in a cellar, and puncturing him with needles in the 

large blood-rich veins until he was finally slaughtered by the butcher Jacob. An 

enormous trial began, and eventually a hundred Jews were locked in the Berlin prison. 

They partially admitted to having bought children from strangers, stabbing them, 

draining their blood, and drinking the blood in case of illness or preserving it with 

tomatoes, ginger, and honey. No fewer than 41 of the accused Jews were sentenced to 

death-by-burning after their confession. All the other Jews were banished from the 

Mark of Brandenburg. (Richard Mun: ‗The Jews in Berlin‘)  

1520 A.D. -- The Jews in Hungary repeated the crime of 1494 by murdering a child in 

Tyrnau and Biring, and draining its blood. (Acta sancta II. Bd. d. April p. 839)  

1525 A.D. -- A ritual murder in Budapest caused a widespread anti-Semitic movement 

among the population. In this year the Jews were expelled from Hungary (Henry 

Desportes, Le mystere du sang 81)  

1540 A.D. -- At Sappenfeld in Bavaria, 4-year-old michael Pisenharter was kidnapped 

from his father before Easter and taken to Titting (North of Ingolstadt), where he 

suffered the most horrible tortures for three days, his veins were opened and his blood 

drained. The corpse showed signs of a crucifixion. The blood was found in Posingen. 

(Raderus, Bavaria sancta. III. Bd. 176f)  

1547 A.D. -- At Rava in Poland 2 Jews stole a tailor‘s boy named Michael and crucified 

him. (Acta sancta II. Bd. April p. 839)  
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1569 A.D. --In Vitov (Poland) Johann, the 2-year-old son of the widow Kozmianina, 

was savagely murdered by Jacob, a Jew of Leipzig. (Acta sancta ebenda.)  

1571 A.D. -- M.A. Bradaginus was butchered by the Jews. (Seb. Munster, 

Cosmographia)  

1571 A.D. -- Joachim II, Elector of Brandenburg, was poisoned by a Jew with whom he 

had a trusting association. (Scheidanus X. Buch. seiner Hist. pag. 60)  

1573 A.D. -- In Berlin a child who had been purchased from a beggar was tortured to 

death by a Jew. (Sartorious p. 53)  

1574 A.D. -- At Punia in Latvia, the Jew Joachim Smierlowitz killed a 7- year-old girl 

called Elizabeth shortly before Passover... At about this time a boy in Zglobice was 

stolen and taken to Tarnow, where another boy was found in the hands of the Jews 

under suspicious circumstances: both were freed in time. (Act. sancta II. Bd. d. April p. 

839)  

1575 A.D. --The Jews killed a child, Michael of Jacobi. (Desportes) 1586 A.D. --In a 

series of cases children were snatched away from their parents and killed; by breaking 

down these crimes, Rupert traced them back to the Jews. (Brouver Trier‘schen Ann. v. 

J. 1856)  

1592 A.D. -- At Wilna, a 7-year-old boy, Simon, was horribly tortured to death by the 

Jews. More than 170 wounds, made by knives and scissors, were found on his body, 

besides the numerous cuts under his finger- and toe-nails. (Acta sancta III. Bd. des Juli)  

1595 A.D. -- At Costyn in Posen a child was tortured to death by the Jews. (Acta sancta 

389)  

1597 A.D. -- In Szydlov the blood of a child was used in the consecration of a new 

synagogue. They eyelids, neck, veins, limbs, and even the sexual organs of the child 

showed countless punctures. (Acta sancta, II Bd. des April)  

1598 A.D. -- In the village of Wodznick, in the Polish province of Podolia, the 4-year-

old... son of a farmer was stolen by two young Jews and butchered four days before the 

Jewish Passover by the most horrible tortures in which the most respected Jews of the 

community took part. (Acta sancta, II Band des April 835)  

1650 A.D. -- At Kaaden in Steiermark, 5½-year-old Mathias Tillich was butchered by a 

Jew on March 11th. (Tentzel)  

1655 A.D. -- At Tunguch in Lower Germany the Jews murdered a child for their Easter 

celebration. (Tentzel, monatl. Unterred. v. Juli 1693 p. 553)  

1665 A.D. --In Vienna the Jews butchered a woman on the 12th of May in the most 

dreadful way. The corpse was found in a pond in a sack weighted with stones. It was 

completely covered with wounds, decapitated and the legs were cut off below the knees. 

(H.A. von Ziegler, Tagl. Schaupl. p. 553)  
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1669 A.D. -- On the way from Metz to Boulay, near the village of Glatigny, on Sept. 

22nd, a 3-year-old child was stolen from his mother by the Jew Raphael Levy. He was 

horribly butchered. His body was found viciously mutilated. The murderer was burned 

alive on Jan. 17th in 1670. (Abrege du proces fait aux Juifs de Metz, ebd. 1670)  

1675 A.D. -- At Miess in Bohemia a 4-year-old child was murdered by the Jews on 

March 12th. (Acta sancta II. Bd. des April)  

1684 A.D. -- In the village of Grodno, Minsk government in Russia, the Jew Schulka 

stole the 6-year-old boy Gabriel and carried him to Bialystock where, in the presence of 

several Jews, he was tortured to death and his blood drained. (Records of the magistrate 

at Zabludvo)  

1753 A.D. -- On Good Friday, the 20th of April, in a village near Kiev (Russia), the 3½-

year-old son of the nobleman Studzinski was kidnapped by the Jews, hidden in a tavern 

until the end of the Sabbath, and then monstrously sacrificed with the help of the Rabbi 

Schmaja. The blood was poured into several bottles. (Criminal Register of the City 

Court of Kiev)  

1764 A.D. --The 10-year-old son of Johann Balla, who had disappeared on the 19th of 

June from Orkul (Hungary), was found in a neighboring wood covered with many 

wounds. (Tisza-Eslar, von einem ungarischen Ubgeordneten 108)  

1791 A.D. -- On the 21st of February, the corpse of 13-year-old Andreas Takals, who 

lived with a Jew named Abraham, was found outside a village near Tasnad 

(Siebenburgen). The blood had been drained from him by severing his jugular vein. 

(Ger.-Akt i.d. Archiv. v. Zilah.)  

1791 A.D. -- At the same time two blood murders were reported at Holleschau 

(Moravia) and at Woplawicz in the District of Duplin. (Tisza-Eslar, v.e. ungar. 

Abgeord.)  

1791 A.D. -- During the reign of Sultan Selim III, the Jews in Pera killed a young Greek 

by hanging him from a tree by his legs. (Henri Desportes)  

1803 A.D. -- On March 10th, the 72-year-old Jew Hirsch from Sugenheim seized a 2-

year-old child between Ullstadt and Lengenfeld in Buchof near Nuremberg. Several 

days later the Jew denied having been in Buchhof at all on March 10th. The father of the 

child, who wanted to prove the contrary with witnesses, was rebuffed in court with 

threats and insults. On the 12th day the child was found dead, his tongue sliced and his 

mouth full of blood. The Jews besieged the district governor of Newstadt at that time 

until the matter turned out to their satisfaction. The father was forced under threats to 

sign a protocol, to which it attested that the child, still warm when he was found, had 

frozen to death. (Friedr. Oertel, ―Was glauben die Juden?‖ Bamberg, 1823)  

1804 A.D. -- In Grafenberg near Nuremberg a 2 to 3-year-old boy was kidnapped by an 

old Jew from Ermreuth by the name of Bausoh. Soldiers hurried to prevent the crime 

after hearing the child‘s scream. (Dr. J. W. Chillany)  
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1810 A.D. -- Among the records of the Damascus trial a letter exists from John Barker, 

ex-consul of Aleppo, which speaks of a poor person who suddenly disappeared from 

Aleppo. The Hebrew Raphael of Ancona was charged with having butchered her and 

draining all of her blood. (A. Laurent. Affaires de Syrie)  

1812 A.D. --On the island Corfu in October three Jews who had strangled a child were 

condemned to death. Some time later, the child of a Greek, called Riga, was stolen and 

killed by the Jews. (Achille Laurent, Affaires de Syrie)  

1817 A.D. -- The Indictment of the murder committed in this year against the little girl 

Marianna Adamoviez, was quashed due to a lapse of time.  

1823 A.D. -- On the 22nd of April, at Velisch in the Russian government of Vitebsk, the 

3½- year-old son of the invalid Jemelian Ivanov was stolen, tortured to death, and his 

blood drained. Despite a great deal of statements by witnesses charging the Jews, the 

trial was suddenly stopped. (Pavlikovsky, ebenda.)  

1824 A.D. -- In Beirut the interpreter Fatch-allah-Seyegh was murdered by his Jewish 

landlord, as the investigation established, for ritual purposes.  

1826 A.D. -- In Warsaw a murdered 5-year-old boy was found whose body had more 

than a hundred wounds showing that his blood had been drained. The whole of Warsaw 

was in a state of insurrection; everywhere the Jews protested their innocence without 

having been accused. The depositions made to the courts, together with the medical 

evidence, were removed from the documents. (Pavlikovski, wie oben p. 282)  

1827 A.D. -- At Vilna in Russia the stabbed corpse of a farmer‘s child, Ossib Petrovicz, 

was found. According to the testimony of the 16-year-old shepherd Zulovski, he was 

kidnapped by the Jews. (Nach einer Mitteilung des gouvernement Vilna.)  

1829 A.D. -- In Turin the wife of the merchant Antoine Gervalon was kidnapped from 

her husband. In the cellar she was prepared for her sacrifice by two rabbis. With her last 

bit of strength she answered her husband who was going through the Jewish quarter 

with several soldiers, calling her name aloud. Thus, she was freed. However, the Jews 

managed to hush up the incident with money. (Auszug aus einem Briefe des Barons von 

Kalte )  

1831 A.D. -- Killing of the daughter of a corporal of the Guard in St. Petersburg. Four 

judges recognized it as a blood murder, while a fifth doubted it. (Desportes)  

1834 A.D. -- According to the Testimony of Jewess Ben Nound who converted to 

Christianity, an old Gentile man in Tripoli was tied up by 4 or 5 Jews and hanged from 

an orange tree by his toes. At the moment when the old man was close to death the Jews 

cut his throat with a butcher knife and let the body hang until all the blood had been 

collected into a bowl. (Henri Desportes, Le mystere du sang. 91)  

1839 A.D. -- On the Island of Rhodes, and 8-year-old merchant‘s boy, who was 

delivering eggs to some Jews, did not return. Jewish money power took effect, and the 

court proceedings were delayed and finally suppressed. (Henri Desportes, Le mystere 

du sang. 92)  
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1839 A.D. -- In Damascus the customs office discovered a Jew carrying a bottle of 

blood. The Jew offered 10,000 piastres in order to hush up the affair. (cf. Prozess bei A. 

Laurent, op. cit. S. 301)  

1843 A.D. -- Murders of Gentile children by the Jews on Rhodes, Corfu and elsewhere. 

(Famont L‘Egypte sous Mehemet Ali, Paris, 1843)  

1875 A.D. -- At Zboro, in the county of Saros in Hungary, several Jews attacked the 16-

year-old servant girl Anna Zampa in the house of her master, Horowitz. The knife was 

already raised above her when a coachman accidentally intervened, thus saving her. The 

court President, Bartholomaus Winkler, who was in debt to the Jews, was afraid to bring 

the criminals to justice.  

1877 A.D. -- In the village of Szalaacs, in the country of Bihar (Hungary), Josef Klee‘s 

6-year-old niece, Theresia Szaabo, and his 9-year-old nephew, Peter Szaabo, were 

murdered by the Jews. However, a Jewish doctor held the inquest, who declared the 

children were not murdered, thus ending the affair. (M. Onody, ebenda.)  

1879 A.D. -- In Budapest, before the Purim feast, a young servant girl in the Jewish 

Quarter was put to sleep with a drink. 24 hours after the feast, she woke up so weak she 

could hardly walk. On her right forearm, her left thigh, and her body below the navel 

she discovered red circular wounds like spots of blood, with small openings in the 

center. Blood had been drained from her. (M. Onody, ebenda.)  

1879 A.D. -- At Kutais in the Caucasus, 4 Jewish image sellers killed a 6- year-old girl. 

Between her fingers had been cut with a knife; on her legs, a little above the calf, 

horizontal incisions had been made, and there was not one drop of blood in her veins. 

With the aid of the powerful Jews of Russia the guilty ones escaped punishment. 

(Univers.)  

1881 A.D. --At Kaschau in Hungary the daughter of a certain Josef Koczis disappeared. 

Two weeks later the body was found in a well completely emptied of blood. (M. Onody, 

Tisza-Eszlar)  

1881 A.D. -- In Steinamanger the 8-year-old granddaughter of a coachman who worked 

for the Jews disappeared. (M. Onody, evenda.)  

1881 A.D. -- In Alexandria the Jews again killed a Gentile child called Evangelio 

Fornoraki. The parents of the strangled child, discovered on the sea- shore, allowed a 

post-mortem examination which lasted several days and was the cause of riots against 

the Jews. The Baruch family, prime suspects in the murder, were arrested, but later 

released. (Civita cattolica, von des. 1881)  

1881 A.D. -- In the Galician town of Lutscha, the Polish maid servant Franziska Muich, 

who worked for the Jewish tavern-keeper Moses Ritter, and had been raped by him, was 

murdered by Moses and his wife, Gittel Ritter, according to the testimony of the farmer 

Mariell Stochlinski. (Otto Glogau, der Kulturk. Heft. 128. 15. Febr. 1886)  

1882 A.D. -- At Tisza-Eszlar, shortly before the Jewish Passover, the 14- year-old girl 

Esther Solymosi disappeared. Since the girl was last seen nearby the synagogue, 
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suspicion was directed immediately on the Jews. The two sons of the temple-servant 

Josef Scharf, 5-year-old Samuel and the 14-year- old Moritz, accused their father and 

stated that Esther was led into the Temple and butchered there. The corpse of the girl 

was never found.  

1882 A.D. -- A short time later another very similar case transpired in Galata. Serious, a 

distinguished lawyer of the Greek community, sent a petition to the representatives of 

all the European powers at Constantinople so that justice might be done: but the Jews 

bribed the Turkish police, who allowed certain documents in the case to disappear. 

Bribed doctors declared the mother of the kidnapped and murdered child to be mentally 

deranged.  

1883 A.D. -- Once more a ritual murder occurred in Galata. The police, bribed with 

Jewish money, prevented an investigation. The newspaper Der Stamboul, which 

strongly spoke out against the guilty ones, was suppressed. This suppression cost the 

Jews 140,000 francs.  

1884 A.D. -- At Sturz (West Prussia) the dismembered body of 14-year-old Onophrius 

Cybulla was found one January morning under a bridge. According to the doctor‘s 

opinion, the dismemberments showed great expertise and dexterity in the use of the 

knife. Although the murdered boy had been strong and plethoric, the dead body was 

completely bloodless. Immediately suspicion fell on various Jews, and during the 

investigation some very troublesome facts emerged. These, however, were not 

considered sufficient and the arrested Jews were released. (Otto Glagau, der Kulturki, 

Heft 119. 15. Mai 1885)  

1885 A.D. -- At Mit-Kamar in Egypt a young Copt was butchered for the Easter 

celebrations.  

1888 A.D. -- At Breslau in July, a crime was committed by Max Bernstein, a 24-year-

old Rabbinical candidate at the Talmudic college, against a 7-year-old boy, Severin 

Hacke, whom Bernstein had enticed into his room. Bernstein withdrew blood from the 

boy‘s sex organ. After the judge‘s verdict Bernstein confessed: ―The Bible and the 

Talmud teach that the gravest of sins can only be atoned for through innocent blood.‖ 

Therefore, he had withdrawn blood from the boy. The Jews recognized the danger and 

declared Bernstein to be a ‗religious maniac.‘  

1891 A.D. -- Murder of a boy at Xanten, on the Rhine. The 5-year-old robust boy of the 

cabinet-maker, Hegemann, was found in the evening at 6 o‘clock on June 29th, by the 

maid Dora Moll, in the cow shed of the town councilor Kuppers, with his legs spread 

apart, laying on his side with a circular formed ritual cut, carried out by a skilled hand, 

and bled white. The boy was already missed at 10:30 in the morning. He was seen by 3 

witnesses being pulled into the house of the Jewish butcher Buschoff.  

1899 A.D. -- On March 26th the single 19-year-old seamstress, Agnes Kurza, was 

slaughtered by the hand of the Jewish butcher Leopold Hilsner. The corpse was found 

bloodless. The murderer was sentenced to death by the court of Kuttenberg.  

1900 A.D. -- At Konitz (West Prussia) on the 11th of March 1900, the 18- year-old 

college freshman, Ernst Winter, was bestially murdered. Two days later pieces of his 
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dismembered body were fished out of the Monschsee; almost five days later, on April 

15th, the first Easter holy day, his head was found by children playing in the bushes. 

The corpse was completely bloodless. Winter was ritually murdered. The murder was 

carried out in the cellar of the Jewish Butcher, Moritz Levi, after the victim had been 

lured there by a young Jewess. On the day of the murder, a large number of foreign 

Jews were in Konitz who departed the next day without any plausible reason being 

given for their visit. Among them were the butchers Haller from Tuchel, Hamburger 

from Schlochau, Eisenstedt from Prechlau and Rosenbaum from Ezersk. The Konitz 

butcher Heimann disappeared shortly after the murder.  

1911 A.D. -- The 13-year-old schoolboy, Andrei Youshchinsky was murdered in Kiev 

on March 12th. After eight days, his corpse was found in a brickyard completely 

slashed to pieces and bloodless. Suspicion fell on the Jewish manager of the brickyard, 

Mendel Beiliss. The case did not come to trial until two and a half years later (Sept. 

29th to Oct. 28th, 1913). In the intervening period numerous attempts were made to lead 

the investigating officers on to the wrong track. Meanwhile a large number of 

incriminating witnesses suffered sudden and unnatural deaths; false accusations and 

confessions followed one after another due to huge money bribes. Behind the accused 

lurking in the shadows, was the figure of Faivel Schneerson of the Lubavitchers, leader 

of the ‗Zadiks‘ (‗Saints‘) of the Chassidim sect, who was the spiritual director of the 

murder. The trial ended with the release of Beiliss, but at the same time the court 

established that the murder had taken place inside the Jewish brickyard, which was the 

religious center of the Kiev Jews, for the purpose of obtaining blood. Almost all the 

prosecutors, witnesses, and authorities who had spoken out against Judaism, later fell 

victim to the Bolshevik Terror. (Ausfuhrliche Darstellungen des Prozeßes enthalten 

‗Hammer‘ Nr. 271, 273, 274, 275; Oktober bis Dezember 1913)  

1926 A.D. -- The bodily remains of the children Hans and Erika Fehse were found in a 

parcel on the public square in Breslau. The children had been butchered. The corpses 

were bloodless. The genitals were missing. The Jewish butcher was believed the culprit. 

He disappeared without a trace.  

1928 A.D. -- The college sophomore Helmut Daube was butchered on the night of the 

22nd-23rd of March, 1928. In the morning, the blood-drained corpse lay in front of his 

parents home. (cf. ‗Der Sturmer‘)  

1929 A.D. -- The murder at Manau. The boy Karl Kessler was found butchered and 

bloodless on March 17th, 1929, several days before Passover. (cf. ‗Der Sturmer‘)  

1932 A.D.-- Martha Kaspar was butchered and dismembered at Paderhorn on March 

18th, 1932. The pieces of the corpse were drained of blood. The Jew, Moritz Meyer, 

was convicted and received 15 years in prison. (cf. ‗Der Sturmer‘)  

―These are 131 ritual murders which are known and have been passed down to posterity 

in writing. [LSN: There are actually some others, particularly in the ancient period, 

which are not listed here.] How many have occurred and nobody today knows about 

them! How many thousands, yes, perhaps HUNDREDS of THOUSANDS have 

remained undiscovered! To torture young, innocent human beings, to kill and drink 

their blood, this is the greatest and most terrible aspect of all the crimes which 

International Jewry has taken upon itself!‖  
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This information came from a source that had a xian bias to it, but the fact that the 

majority of the earth‘s population haven‘t figured out yet is that Jewish and the sister 

title ―Christian‖ are none but the same. ―Christian‖ is actually a title that Jews give to 

the dupes who have fallen under the spell of that Jewish ―religion‖ called Christianity. 
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The Fecal Fixation of the Chosen Ones 

The Jewish obsession with feces is very disturbing, and very real. In fact, it is openly 

admitted by many Jews. 

 

In an article called The Past, and Future, of Jewish Humor, the Jewish writer Uriel 

Heilman writes: 

 

―And if it‘s scatological, all the better.‖ 

 

―For a Jew, a bowel movement is an event,‖ Waldoks declared. ―That‘s why there‘s so 

much bathroom humor.‖(1) 

 

Tablet magazine columnist Marjorie Ingall had this to say about the Jewish fecal 

obsession: 

 

―Jews have a fine tradition of scatological humor.‖  

 

―When new [Jewish] moms get together they love talking about poop.‖(2) 

 

In a weird article about toilet training, Jewess Carla Naumburg proudly states: 

 

―We talk about poop a lot in my family. You might think it‘s just because we‘re the 

parents of a toddler and an infant, and that‘s definitely part of it. But we‘re also Jews, so 

it comes naturally to us.‖(3) 

 

A jew named Howard Rheingold has a blog titled Howard‘s Butt , where he writes 

extensively about his rectal cancer. In this blog we find yet another glowing reference to 

the bowel process: 

 

―A lot of psycho-social-sexual-mythological energy flows forth from our organ of 

shit,‖(4) 

 

Jewish actress Tori Spelling made a blog entry about plunging a toilet for her toddler 

entitled Poo‘s funny…Sometimes! Here‘s what she said: 

 

―I‘m NOT shit shy. In fact, I‘m a Poo Fanatic and a fart joke fan to the extreme. I even 

have the childhood cartoon books ―The Gas We Pass‖ and ―Everybody Poo‘s!‖ proudly 

displayed on my mantle while my unused copy of ―War and Peace‖ collects dust buried 

in my sock drawer. Hey, I‘m a self-professed and mildly obsessed Poo Lover and not 

ashamed to admit it. Shit‘s funny!‖(5) 

 

This unhealthy obsession has also been recognized and noted upon by many well 

respected antisemitic researchers. Michael Collins Piper of American Free Press had the 

following to say on page 423 of his book The Confessions of an Anti-Semite : 

 

―And speaking of toilet ―humor,‖ I must be honest in saying that it‘s probably no 

coincidence that, over the years, when I‘ve received emails from people upset about my 

opposition to Israel that the messages-which are usually posed in a scoffing, sarcastic, 

belittling tone-most always contain allusions to bodily functions in one form or another. 
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I do not exaggerate. In fact, not once, but twice-and I kid you not-Jewish critics have 

even made references to dirty diapers, the presumptive ―humor‖ being in the fact, as the 

writers made clear, that my last name [Piper] happens to rhyme with diaper. Juvenile, to 

be sure, but a sad reflection on the peculiar mindset of my Jewish critics. 

 

The late Dr. William Pierce of the 

National Alliance made these remarks in an April 2001 radio broadcast/article entitled 

Shocking Differences: 

 

―This is something I first noticed when I was a junior high school student in Dallas, 

Texas. The school I attended was in one of Dallas‘ wealthier suburbs, and there were a 

number of Jews in the school. What I and several of my classmates noticed about the 

Jews was their uniquely Jewish sense of humor. One doesn‘t expect much delicacy in 

the jokes told by 14-year-olds, of course, but the thing that made the jokes that appealed 

especially to the Jews stand out was their scatological content. Nearly every Jewish joke 

involved excrement in one way or another. As I said, this Jewish tendency was so 

pronounced that I and my Gentile classmates noticed it and commented on it, even 

though we didn‘t understand it. And it wasn‘t that we had an exceptionally large 

number of budding Howard Sterns among our Jewish classmates. The inclination 

toward scatology is a general Jewish characteristic. Jews themselves, including Jewish 

psychologists, have commented on this Jewish trait often, explaining it in terms of the 

collective Jewish experience throughout history. It is real, and it is quite noticeable.‖ 

 

He then tells an anecdote about Jewish run MTV: 

 

―I don‘t watch MTV myself, and I suspect that most White parents of teenaged girls, 

even very liberal and trendy parents, also don‘t pay attention to what their daughters are 

being indoctrinated with by Sumner Redstone‘s MTV. An example of which I recently 

became aware was brought to my attention by the filing just last week of a lawsuit 

against MTV in Los Angeles Superior Court. Let me give you the details: three months 

ago, on January 21, MTV was taping a pilot for a new show called Dude, This Sucks. 

Some teenaged girls were visiting the studio during the taping. A studio employee 

instructed them to stand on the stage in a certain place for a part of the show in which a 

pair of performers known as the ―Shower Rangers‖ were to go through their routine. 

The girls were not told what the performance would be or how they would be involved 

in it. 

 

The ―Shower Rangers‖ were two men dressed in Boy Scout uniforms. They came on 

stage, turned their backs to the camera and to the teenaged spectators on the stage, 

dropped their trousers, bent over, and let fly with a shower of semi-liquid feces, 

spattering the unsuspecting girls from head to foot. Apparently they had dosed 

themselves with a powerful laxative prior to the performance. 

 

To Jews, including billionaire Jewish media moguls like the owner of CBS and MTV, 

Sumner Redstone, this sort of thing is hilariously funny. It‘s their idea of humor. 

Unfortunately for MTV, however, the girls who were sprayed by MTV‘s ―Shower 

Rangers‖ weren‘t amused, nor were their parents. Last week two of the girls sued. One 

of them told the court: 

 

―We were having a good time until the second act of Dude, This Sucks went on. All of a 
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sudden I was smelling something disgusting, and I started to gag. I looked around at my 

friends. They were covered in something. As I looked down at myself I realized that I 

was too.‖ 

 

Another of the plaintiffs, 14-year-old Kelly Sloat, spoke of the humiliation the girls felt 

when they returned to school: 

 

―Everyone knew about it, even some of the teachers. Most of the kids were cracking 

jokes or wouldn‘t come near us because, even though we washed off the feces, they said 

we smelled. I will never, ever forget what a horrible experience this was.‖(6) 

 

The Jewish inclination toward fecal humor is most apparent in Hollywood movies. A 

recent movie called Bridesmaids, directed by half-Jew Paul Feig, contains a 

scene in which the female cast all get food poisoning at the same time. What follows is 

a truly sickening orgy of women crapping and vomiting all over the place. One girl 

throws up all over a toilet. Another then comes in and throws up on the back of the first 

one‘s head, while a fat woman sits on the sink next to them spraying diarrhea into it and 

screaming. The bride then runs into the middle of a busy street and defecates all over 

the inside of her wedding gown. All of this is presumably supposed to be funny. For 

more examples of this type of filth, go rent any given Jewish comedy, or simply turn on 

the TV, because there are way too many to name here. 

 

Vulgar Jewess Sarah Silverman has basically built a whole career on her various bodily 

functions. The following are the infantile lyrics from a song she sings called. 

 

The Poop Song: 

It was brown and it had raisins 

And we flushed it for that reason 

This is a poop song 

This is a poop song 

I was walking through the mall 

And I had to make a poop 

This is a poop song 

This is a poop song 

We pooped at the mall today 

We pooped at the mall  

 

Another example of disgusting, fecal-laden lyrics comes from degenerate Jewish ―Beat‖ 

poet Allen Ginsberg. Ginsberg was an open pedophile and founding member of 

NAMBLA, which stands for the North American Man/Boy Love Association . His 

writings were made popular by his Jewish brethren in the media and consist of the most 

depraved Jewish filth that one could ever imagine. I hesitate to even reprint anything 

that this abominable creature had to say but for the sake of getting the full story, I will 

quote one short passage. 

 

This is from a poem that he wrote about his sick and dying mother (in which he at one 

point contemplates having sex with) called Kaddish: 

 

―One night, sudden attack—her noise in the bathroom—like croaking up her soul—

convulsions and red vomit coming out of her mouth—diarrhea water exploding from 
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her behind—on all fours in front of the toilet—urine running between her legs—left 

retching on the tile floor smeared with her black feces—unfainted—‖(7) 

 

Palestine 

 

Israeli Jews over in occupied Palestine have made playing with their feces into 

somewhat of a natural pastime. Just look at this video where they pay one Israeli Jew to 

have another Jew take a dump on his head, while the rest of the degenerate Jews cheer 

them on. Pretty sickening stuff. Other favorite sports of the occupying Jews include 

driving around spraying feces at Palestinians and their homes with a giant fire hose and 

defecating all over the inside of Palestinian homes after they‘ve invaded and ransacked 

them. 

One Palestinian woman described the antics of the Israeli occupational army of cowards 

as thus: 

 

―The smell was terrible. The food was everywhere. Very disgusting smell. They put shit 

in the sinks, shit everywhere. Our clothes were everywhere. The last time they invaded, 

it was easy. They broke everything and we fixed it. But this time, they put shit 

everywhere: in cupboards, on beds — my bed is full of shit.‖ 

 

She goes on: 

 

―A minute ago, Sabreen opened her clothing cupboard: there was a bowl of shit in it! 

They used our clothes for the toilet. They broke the door of the bathroom and brought it 

into our room. I don‘t know why.‖(8) 

 

The Holohoax 

 

An yone with two brain cells to click together knows by now that the Holocaust is a 

complete fraud. All of the stories about it are completely made up, and they almost all 

include feces. One ―survivor‖ described his experience in the camps like this: 

 

―Filth was also tremendous. Filth. It was filthy. It was filthy even in the building where 

we lived. I mean, in the winter time. I mean, the toilet was…it was…it was ice. It was 

all ice. And then the feces and the urine all over, was overflowing…overflowing 

there.‖(9) 

 

Perhaps the most comical ―Holocaust‖ story is the one by Irene Zisblatt, the infamous 

―defecating diamonds‖ hoaxer from top Jew propagandist Steven Spielberg‘s Oscar-

winning Last Days documentary. She claims to have preserved diamonds that her 

mother gave her by eating them daily and then defecating them out, presumably on the 

floor of the toilet house since there‘s no way she could‘ve retrieved them from the deep, 

wide-open holes generally used for human waste. According to the story, she then 

proceeded to rummage through her feces on the floor of the toilet house with her bare 

hands to find the diamonds, and then ate them again without having washed them, all to 

repeat the process the next day for two years straight. What the hell kind of sick mind 

would come up with a story like that? 

 

In another fictional tale from this demented liar, she explains being inside of a 

homicidal gas chamber in which the Jews were forced to wade around naked in their 
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own bodily fluids. If they felt the need to go to the bathroom they had no choice but to 

―go where they stood‖ down their legs and on their feet. 

 

Fecal freak Spielberg‘s other Oscar-winning Holohoax propaganda film Schindler‘s List 

features a scene in which young kids hideout from the ―evil Nazis‖ inside of a toilet—

neck deep in urine and feces. 

 

One Jewish author, Joseph E. Tenenbaum, actually wrote about Jews having sex while 

inside of a dung-filled toilet. Imagine for a second crawling inside of a toilet, and then 

having sex with someone. These people are disgusting beyond belief. 

 

On page 145 of In Search of a Lost People: The Old and the New Poland he writes: 

 

―I heard harrowing stories of these latrines of Birkenau, of how the children hid for 

hours in the foulness, to escape gassing, how love went on in these places and sexes 

mated in the dung under the threat of instantaneous death when discovered ; how 

business thrived and gossip thrilled in these latrines. If you lost your footing in the heat 

of passion, you could drown!! ― [emphasis added](10) 

 

Psychoanalysis 

 

The Jewish pseudo-science of psychoanalysis is also loaded with fecal-minded 

personalities. The coke-sniffing Jew who invented it, Sigmund Freud, was himself 

borderline obsessed with bathroom behavior and described the second stage of his 

thoroughly disturbing ―psychosexual development‖ theory as the ―anal stage,‖ in which, 

around the age of two, pleasurable sensations become centered on the anus, and children 

become fascinated by their own feces. This is the stage of life where ―anal 

personalities‖ could develop, he claimed. 

 

The first of his ―psychosexual development‖ stages is the ―oral stag,e‖ and the third is 

the ―phallic stage,‖ by the way—just to give you an idea of how sick the man was. 

 

The Jew Dr. Mortimer Ostow, in his book ―Myth and Madness: The Psychodynamics of 

anti-Semitism, ― theorizes that antisemitism is actually a son‘s hatred toward his father 

(as a result of poor childhood potty training) being projected on to the Jews.(11) 

A bizarre offshoot of psychology led by possible Jew Lloyd deMause called 

Psychohistory takes the childhood toilet trauma a step further and asserts that both the 

so-called Holocaust and WWII were natural outcomes of incredibly sadistic behavior 

practiced on infants by the average German mother. 

Here are a few passages from an over-the-top, anti-German hate fantasy written by 

deMause: 

 

―A v isitor from England described the German baby as ―a piteous object; it is pinioned 

and bound up like a mummy in yards of bandages…it is never bathed…Its head is never 

touched with soap and water until it is eight or ten months old.‖ Their feces and urine 

was so regularly left on their bodies that they were covered with lice and other vermin 

attracted to their excreta, and since the swaddling bandages were very tight and covered 

their arms as well as their bodies, they could not prevent the vermin from drinking their 

blood. Their parents considered them so disgusting they called them ―filthy lice-covered 

babies,‖ and often put them, swaddled, in a bag, which they hung on the wall or on a 
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tree while the mothers did other tasks.The fear of being poisoned by lice was daily 

embedded in the fearful alter of the baby . 

 

The sub-human then proceeds to project his German shit-baby theory onto the so-called 

mistreatment of Jews by the Third Reich... 

 

/I will not qoute these horrific lies...it makes me sick how they project their own 

disgusting filth onto gentiles.../ 

 

... 

 

That is just a few examples of the type of world that we live in today, where it‘s 

perfectly acceptable to go on hate-filled rants generalizing all Germans as inherently 

evil people, yet a mere mention of a Jewish crime or shortcoming will have you branded 

as a ―hater‖, ―nazi‖, ―bigot‖, ―racist‖, and ―antisemite‖. 

 

Well some of us aren‘t afraid of these labels, and in fact, we wear them as badges of 

honor. 

 

Source: 

The End of Zion  
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Opposing Jews? 

How Jews Take Control of Opposing Sides to Advance Their Communist Agenda: 

The following article is an excerpt from ―The White Man‘s Bible‖ by Ben Klassen. 

Although the U.S.S.R. no longer exists as a communist state, this article which was 

written before the fall of Russian communism is very revealing. 

RUSSIA, ISRAEL AND THE UNITED STATES  

USA not fighting communism.  

One of the most flagrant and persistent deceptions that has been foisted on the 

American people since the Russian revolution of 1917 is that the American government 

is desperately but valiantly fighting a losing war ―against communism.‖ After more than 

six decades, most American people still believe this hoax, and remain perpetually 

confused as to why the United States, rich, powerful, morally superior to communism, 

is continually losing.  

American Jews Power Center of Communism.  

The brutal truth is that the American power establishment— governmental, financial 

and propaganda-wise (all dominated by Jews) has not been fighting communism. The 

fact is communism is Jewish from its very inception. Communism is only one of the 

many powerful tools being utilized in the Jewish program of taking over the world. Not 

only has the United States not been fighting communism as most Americans are duped 

to believe, but on the contrary, the United States has been the chief financier, planner 

and promoter of communism, not only in Russia, but throughout the world. Without the 

financial support and technical aid of the United States, the Jewish-communist outrage 

against the Russian people would have fallen flat on its face at its very inception, and 

many times over since then. In fact, it would never have been inaugurated in the first 

place. Trained and Financed in New York. It is a fact of history that the final push for 

the communist take-over of Russia was lavishly financed and carefully planned by 

wealthy Jewish capitalists right here in good old U.S.A. There, on the East Side of New 

York, Trotsky and 3,000 Jewish cut-throats were carefully trained to deliver the final 

coupe-de-grace. The venture was financed to the tune of 20 million dollars by no less 

than (Jew) Jacob Schiff himself of the New York firm of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., an 

American branch of the Rothschild network. When the time came, Trotsky and his 

trained Jewish revolutionaries were shipped by boat (in the middle of World War I) and 

arrived unhampered in Russia to do their job. Once there they knew exactly what to do, 

and when it was all over 30 million White Russians had been murdered and the Jews 

were fully in the saddle.  

Communism is a Jewish Swindle.  

We must remember again and again that communism is nothing more than a horrible, 

vicious Jewish program to take over the world, camouflaged with deceptive 

―humanitarian‖ propaganda, as are most other Jewish programs. Paid by American 

Taxpayers. The Jewish-Communist-Marxist-Zionist blueprint is all part and parcel of 

the same program. It is well financed not only with Jewish money, but more 
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significantly with taxpayers‘ money, of which the American taxpayer pays the 

overwhelming brunt. There is no greater source of goods, wealth and productivity than 

the working American taxpayer, and the Jewish potential for looting this tremendous 

source of productivity seems without limit.  

Behind it the whole Jewish Network. The Jewish-Communist-Marxist-Zionist 

movement is tremendously powerful. Behind it are all the Jewish power networks of the 

world. This includes their vast world-wide propaganda network— television, 

newspaper, newswire, magazine, book printing, education and all the other 

accouterments that not only influence, but decide ―public opinion.‖ Behind this Jewish 

movement also is the powerful ―capitalistic‖ Federal Reserve System with its unlimited 

monopoly to print paper money at no cost to themselves. In short, behind it is ―the 

hidden hand‖ of world-wide Jewry.  

American Policy Hostile to Tzars. 

It is this power establishment that engineered the overthrow of the Romanov dynasty, a 

Viking dynasty that had ruled Russia for over three centuries, and replaced it by an 

ironfisted Jewish tyranny. In respect to American policy toward Russia it is interesting 

that prior to the 1917 revolution, United States policy was hostile towards Russia (as 

were the Jews). It enthusiastically favored Japan in the Russo-Japanese War of 1904- 

05, which the Japanese won. Once the Jews had clamped their vicious ironclad rule on 

Russia and its vast resources in 1917, United States foreign policy did a dramatic (but 

covert) flip-flop and became anti-Japanese and pro-Russian.  

Benevolent after Commie Take-over. 

Despite all the propaganda, camouflage and window dressing to the contrary, it has 

been strongly pro-Russian (really pro-Jewish) ever since. It was America who shored up 

the precarious communist government in the decade of 1920‘s with food and other aid. 

It was American technical aid that built her dams and power plants, drilled her oil fields 

and built her refineries in the 1920‘s and 1930‘s. When despite all this aid the Russian 

behemoth was about to collapse of its own weight and rottenness in the early 1930‘s, it 

was Roosevelt‘s official recognition and extension of financial credits that again saved 

it from oblivion. When Hitler‘s heroic armies stood at the gates of Leningrad, Moscow 

and Stalingrad, again it was American military aid and direct intervention that saved 

communist Russia from being wiped off the map. Before the War was even over, the 

United States already began shipping vast quantities of aid, civilian goods— tractors, 

machinery, food, to the tune of 13 billion dollars. This, again, was all done at the 

expense of the American taxpayers, who pay for most of the cost of the Jewish world-

wide take over.  

Saved by America Again and Again. 

Since the end of World War II it was the United States who encouraged and promoted 

the Russian-Communist take over in Eastern Europe. In fact, when Russia nervously 

hesitated in rolling her tanks into Hungary in that unhappy country‘s revolt in 1956, it 

was President Eisenhower who specifically sent Premier Kruschev an encouraging 

telegram assuring him that the United States would not lift a finger to aid the 

Hungarians.  
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False, Deceptive Front. 

This has been the modus operandi of the United States-Russian relations ever since 

1917. Officially the United States puts up a front of being ―anti-communist.‖ Behind the 

scenes it has aided, abetted, planned, financed and promoted communist take-overs 

throughout the world, whether it was in countries adjoining Russia in eastern Europe or 

whether it was in countries halfway around the world that were temporarily beyond the 

reach of Russian troops.  

America aided Cuban Take-over. A good example of the latter is the ―Communist‖ 

takeover of Cuba. Without propaganda aid of the American (read Jewish) press, Fidel 

Castro would have died an unknown bum, unheard of, and unsung. It was the American 

press, especially the Jewish New York Times that puffed up Castro as a native hero, as 

a liberator, as the Abraham Lincoln of Cuba, the George Washington of the Sierra 

Maestra, as a non-communist agrarian reformer, and temporarily sold him to the 

American people as such. At the same time our government put secret pressure on the 

then pro-American head of the Cuban government, Fulgencio Batista, to leave Cuba. 

Having been betrayed by the American government and the skids effectively put under 

him, Batista fled the country and Castro walked in with the full support of the American 

government and the American (Jewish) press. It was an interesting study in hypocrisy to 

see how we slowly ―discovered‖ that Castro was a communist, a fact well known to the 

American government and the Jewish conspiracy, and the basic reason for the 

revolution in the first place.  

Repeated Betrayal of American Interests. 

It is not my purpose here in this limited dissertation to review the history of Jewish 

betrayal of American interests and communist takeovers throughout the world. This 

would literally take a whole encyclopedia to cover. I only want to point out a few 

historical events that even the most naive American reader of the daily news is familiar 

with. In this regard I want to point the finger at only a few obvious glaring examples 

anyone can understand.  

Betrayal of China. 

One of the most blatant swindles and of greatest world-wide significance was 

manipulated by the United States shortly after World War II, and that was the betrayal 

of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek and the vast multitudes of China. Chiang Kai-shek 

had fought the Chinese communists in the early 1920‘s and finally beat them at their 

game. He assumed control of the Chinese government in 1926 and was undoubtedly the 

staunchest anticommunist leader in Asia. He was strongly pro-American and fought the 

Japanese on the side of America in World War II. As soon as this (Jewish) war was over 

he was treacherously betrayed by the United States.  

Marshall a Communist Stooge. 

General George C. Marshall, who had been accorded every honor that could be 

bestowed on a military man short of becoming president, was sent to China to do the 

hatchet job in November of 1945. Although he was by now 65 years old, in poor health 

and ready to retire, he stayed in that miserable country for 14 months, selling out Kai-
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shek to the communists. That he would make such a personal sacrifice at his age is an 

indication of the tight communist discipline he was under and had been for most of his 

adult life.  

Not possible without American perfidy. 

When Marshall left China he had negotiated a ―coalition government‖ between the Kai-

shek Nationalists and the Mao Tse-tung communists, and disarmed the Nationalist 

army, which he later bragged he had done ―with the stroke of a pen.‖ Needless to say, 

with the Chinese Nationalists disarmed and betrayed by the United States, Mao Tse-

tung and his communist gang of cut-throats soon drove Chiang Kai-shek and the 

Nationalists from the Chinese mainland. By 1949 Mao was the undisputed communist 

master of China, the most populous country in the world. China, with its teeming 800 

million people had been turned over to Jewish-communist control through American 

treachery. And so another country succumbed to betrayal, made in the United States of 

America.  

Huge Bloodbaths Followed. 

Shortly after the communists took over in China, huge bloodbaths followed. It is 

conservatively estimated that at least 60 million Chinese were murdered in the Mao 

Tse-tung purge that followed in order to consolidate his brutal regime. Died a Traitor. 

General George C. Marshall, having faithfully done his treacherous duty to his 

communist masters, died shortly thereafter. A few more recent examples should suffice 

to establish the pattern. Let‘s look at what has been going on in the Western 

hemisphere.  

Betrayal of Chile. 

By 1970, in Chile an outright communist government had been established, headed by 

Salvador Allende. This had been achieved with the help of huge sums of American 

―aid,‖ and especially the connivance of the American C.I.A. Then in 1974 the 

unexpected happened. The people of Chile, led by army officers, revolted, killed 

Allende and took back their government. Was the United States government happy at 

this triumph over communism? On the contrary, it stopped all aid, cut off credits and 

has carried on a vicious trade boycott and propaganda campaign against Chile ever 

since.  

Panama Canal given to Communists. 

In 1979 the traitorous United States Senate and executive branch turned over the 

American built and owned Panama Canal to a tinhorn communist government of dope 

peddlers and thieves headed by General Torrejos. Not only did they hand it to these 

criminals free on a silver platter, but they paid them billions to take this, the most 

strategic waterway in the world. This despite the fact that the mail of some senators was 

running 200 to 1 against this blatant and treacherous sellout.  

Treacherous sell-out in Nicaragua. 
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While this treacherous sell-out was being promoted to the American people, the C.I.A. 

was already busy using Panama as a base to run arms and revolutionaries into nearby 

Nicaragua and instigate revolution. Here again our perfidious American government ran 

true to form. Whereas the Somoza family, which had ruled Nicaragua for more than 40 

years was strongly pro-American and anti-communist, the same year as we gave away 

the Panama Canal, Anastosia Somoza was blatantly betrayed and sold down the river.  

With C.I.A. organization, money and arms, the country was thrown into utter chaos and 

turmoil, and finally with the United States telling Somoza to get out, he, too, fled the 

country. The communist ―Sandinistas‖ took over and another anti-communist country 

was betrayed and turned over to the communist behemoth with the help of democratic, 

―anti-communist‖ United States of America.  

* * * * *  

C.I.A. plays Vital Role. 

At this point it would be useful to point out the tremendous importance of the Central 

Intelligence Agency in most of the Communist takeovers. During World War II the 

Office of Strategic Services was organized as a super intelligence agency coordinating 

and superseding the different United States military intelligence agencies. It was heavily 

staffed with Jews, and was in reality a supra world-wide Jewish secret police. Like its 

Russian counterpart, the Cheka, the O.G.P.U., the N.K.V.D., the K.G.B. and various 

other name changes in between, so, too, the name of the O.S.S. was changed to the 

C.I.A. But essentially its character and purpose remained unchanged— it remained (and 

is today) a world-wide secret police and spy network in the employ of world-wide 

Jewry, with the American taxpayer again footing the bill. Not only is the C.I.A. a spy 

network, but it also acts as a powerful army of intrigue and deception, a strong-arm that 

not only spies, but uses force to make things happen. Awesome Power, Unlimited 

Funds. The bill to the American taxpayer is enormous. With almost unlimited funds at 

its disposal and a huge army of manpower in its employ, the power and influence of the 

C.I.A. in the world at large is awesome and frightening indeed. Neither Congress nor 

the president really knows how many billions are spent each year by this powerful 

secret police agency. Nor are they aware of what capers or machinations they are 

engaged in. All this is cloaked under the guise of ―secrecy,‖ ―national security,‖ 

―protecting our agents.‖ The C.I.A. is completely beyond the control of either the 

courts, congress or the executive branch. In fact, the visible members of the government 

are themselves frightened of, and very much at the mercy of the C.I.A.  

A Criminal Army. 

Nor are there any limits to the tactics in which the C.I.A. may engage. Assassination, 

planting false propaganda, lying, stealing, murder, betrayal, planning revolutions, and 

―dirty tricks‖ of any nature are all in their routine arsenal of promoting the Jewish 

program. Nor is that all. Setting up dummy corporations, false political movements, 

printing a temporary newspaper, rigging elections, supporting political candidates and 

movements, destroying others, all of this is also part of their bag of tricks.  

Operate on American soil also. 
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Nor are their operations limited to foreign soil. Any American citizen who is loyal to his 

country, or is for the White Race, or wants to expose the Jewish conspiracy, or is 

anticommunist, is fair game for the powerful and treacherous C.I.A. right here in our 

home territory. This they do in perfect collaboration with the F.B.I. Hand in glove with 

each other they will infiltrate domestic organizations, political parties and build up or 

destroy any group, faction or individual they see fit.  

Tool of the Jews. 

What they see fit is always in the best interests of the Jews and towards the destruction 

of the White Race. Before we leave the subject of intelligence there are a few other 

arms of Jewish spying that I must bring to light at this point.  

Mind police. 

Since the Jews for the last several thousand years have been carrying on the most 

vicious conspiracy in history, namely the destruction and take-over of all other 

peoples— they have been fanatic to the point of being paranoid about spying and 

gathering information on their enemies. And this is understandable. Since the hideous 

crime they are perpetrating is all based on secrecy and deceit, holding the lid on their 

conspiracy is a highly precarious business. So they frantically enter into all kinds of 

devices, spy organizations and means of gathering intelligence that would stagger the 

limits of the Gentile mind. The Jews not only want to know what their enemies 

(everybody is their enemy) are doing, they also want to know what they might be 

planning. In fact, as far as is possible they want to know what everybody is thinking 

before such thinking might be translated into action.  

Network of spy games. 

So they have all kinds of spy and intelligence networks operating throughout the world. 

Besides the C.I.A., the F.B.I., the Russian K.G.B. and others already mentioned there 

are two more that I want to point out, one in America, the other in Israel. The A.D.L. 

The A.D.L., short for Anti-Defamation League, is in America. Ostensibly, it pretends to 

safeguard Jewish interests and prevent the spread of ―anti-Semitism.‖ Why the Jews 

should find this necessary when the English, the Germans, the Italians or other ethnic 

groups find such safeguards unnecessary, they have never explained. But in reality the 

A.D.L. is much, much more than that. Presumably an offshoot of the Jewish B‘nai 

B‘rith, it is really the main powerhouse of this Jewish outfit. In reality it is a powerful, 

well financed spy operation inside our own borders that not only gathers information on 

politicians, civic organizations, diverse individuals, but on anything and everything that 

they so much as even suspect might blow the lid on the Jewish conspiracy. They have 

huge files and electronic computers that rival the F.B.I. and the C.I.A. itself, and any 

information the F.B.I. or C.I.A. might have that is considered useful to the A.D.L. is 

readily fed to the latter.  

Censorship Operation. 

The A.D.L.‘s activities extend much further. They are extremely active in politics— 

promoting those useful to the Jews and destroying those that might be deemed 

uncooperative. They also monitor all books, magazines, newspapers, all news media, 
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movements or whatever— anything that might effect the Jewish conspiracy— and this 

includes just about everything of any significance that happens in this country.  
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Plant Propaganda. 

They aggressively invent, if necessary, news stories and plant them into the mainstream 

of the news media— T.V., newspapers, etc. They not only publish a great number of 

articles for dissemination, but they also publish a large number of books that are either 

favorable to Israel and the Jews or viciously attack their enemies.  

The Mossad, super Spy network. The other Jew spy organization that is of major 

worldwide importance is the one headquartered in Israel. It is known as the Mossad. It 

is the central Jewish intelligence gathering apparatus for the entire world. It is the super-

supra spy network of all history. Anything the American C.I.A. knows that is useful to 

the Jews (just about everything) is funneled to the Mossad. Everything the Russian 

K.G.B. knows that is useful is funneled to the Mossad. Likewise with the intelligence 

gathering apparatus in Germany, France, Italy and throughout the world, it is all 

funneled to the Mossad. There is hardly anything of significance that happens anywhere 

in the world but what it is shortly catalogued in the massive computers of the Mossad in 

Israel.  

Deadly criminals. 

But the Mossad goes much further than just spying and gathering intelligence from all 

over the world. Like the A.D.L., it is virulently aggressive and continually on the 

offensive. It has well trained assassination squads that run rampant in most of the 

countries of the world, especially the United States. It sets up paramilitary organizations 

like the Jewish Defense League, or Jewish gun clubs trained to skillfully kill Gentiles. 

The members of Mossad have the run of the United States with little or no opposition 

from ―our own‖ law enforcement agencies while they tap telephones, bug embassies, 

foreign diplomats, even the White House and any and every branch of the United States 

government. In short, not only the United States but the whole world is their undisputed 

territory, and the White Man, (their main victim) not only gives them no opposition, but 

pays the bill and hardly knows they exist.  

Runs Rampant over World Governments. 

Undoubtedly the Mossad is the most dangerous, cruel and blood-thirsty gang of 

international criminals the world has ever known, running rampant and roughshod over 

all laws and governments throughout the world, with little or no opposition. Like the 

C.I.A., it is world-wide and parallels many of its operations with this difference: 

Whereas the C.I.A. is headquartered in the United States, the Mossad is headquartered 

in Israel; whereas the C.I.A. is manned by a mixture of Jews and Gentiles, the Mossad 

is all Jewish; whereas the C.I.A. freely shares its information with Mossad, the latter 

gives nothing to the C.I.A. It is strictly a one-way street, all leading to exclusive Jewish 

supremacy and tyranny over the ―goy‖ of the world.  

* * * * *  

Before we leave this foul conspiracy of Russia, Israel, Jews and the U.S. government, 

there are two other aspects of this nefarious combination that I must clarify.  
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Foreign Aid to Everybody. 

One is the issue of America dispensing foreign aid (taxpayers‘ money) to every sleazy 

panhandler in the world. At present I understand that we are handing out foreign aid to 

116 countries in the world. This is one of the most insane pieces of piracy ever imposed 

upon any group of taxpayers in the history of the world. The American taxpayers have 

never had an opportunity to vote or express their opinion upon this blatant piece of 

thievery, but this continues year after year. For 35 years the American taxpayers have 

been bled white, and at this time there is no indication that it will ever stop or even 

lessen. Supposedly to Bribe Countries out of Communism. The gimmick in this whole 

fraudulent swindle is this: It was inaugurated as the Marshall Plan to keep countries 

from ―going communist.‖ Its noble objective seemed to be to fight communism. In other 

words we tried to bribe them, to buy them off, to wheedle them out of communism with 

cash, thereby supposedly winning friends for our side. That supposedly, was the idea, 

we were told. Actually we are Subsidizing Communism. The realities were somewhat 

different. Actually we were propping up faltering communist countries, including the 

big one, Russia. Before World War II was even concluded we shipped over 13 billion 

dollars worth of domestic goodies, including tractors, refrigerators and what have you. 

If we were trying to fight communism, why subsidize them?  

Hostile to Anti-Communist Countries. 

In practice we were subsidizing communism, not fighting it. We used our tremendous 

wealth as a club to push countries into communism. We used it as a wedge to get our 

C.I.A. into their midst and maneuver their politics in such a way that the Jews and the 

communists would sooner or later gain control. In countries such as Chile where they 

did throw the communists out on their own (no thanks to the U.S. government) we 

would bear down hard on them, boycott them (as also in Rhodesia) and use economic 

pressure to get them back into the Jewish fold.  

U.S. Betrays Friends, Rewards Enemies. 

As a result of all this fantastic give-away amounting to hundreds of billions of dollars, 

most of the countries of the world have completely lost respect for America. They 

intensely distrust us and never have we been hated so much by so many. And for good 

reason. The United States (controlled by Jews) has repeatedly practiced treachery, to 

both its own people and its foreign friends. It has consistently betrayed and punished its 

friends (such as Rhodesia, Somoza, Batista, Chile, etc.) and generously rewarded its 

communist ―enemies‖. No wonder the rest of the world distrusts and despises the 

United States.  

Germany under Military Occupation. 

The other matter is the keeping of American occupational forces in Germany for the 

interminable period of 35 years after the defeat of a former enemy, something the 

United States has never done before in its history. This, too, is a gigantic swindle. We 

supposedly have the troops there to ―protect‖ Germany from a Russian onslaught. The 

fact is Germany could have protected itself very well from communist Russia, and 

would have cleaned out that foul nest of vipers in the early 40‘s had we not interfered.  
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Real Reason: 

To Protect the Jews. The real reason our troops have been kept in Germany these 35 

years and undoubtedly will remain another 35 years is to keep the German people 

subdued so they will not revive the Hitler movement and again turn on the Jews. In 

short, our troops are there for the sole purpose of protecting the Jews from the Germans 

and preventing the Germans from setting up a government of their own choice. Yes, 

that is the real and only reason, not to protect Germany from Communist Russia.  

* * * * *  

Artificial Bandit State. 

Now we come to that other nest of vipers, the bandit state of Israel itself. This artificial 

monstrosity owes its very existence to the combined money power of International 

Jewry, the C.I.A., the news media and the facade known as the ―United States‖ 

government.  

Total Parasite. 

We must remember that Jews are total parasites and do not really want to live in a 

country of their own. Parasites cannot live off of each other and must live on a 

productive host. For this reason Jews do not want to, and could not even if they did 

want to, live in a country of their own. For thousands of years they, more than anyone 

else, have had ample opportunity to get together and build a country of their own. They 

never have wanted to and they never will. They remain eternally what they always have 

been— parasites.  

Reasons for Set-up. 

So why did they go to such great pains to steal Palestine from the Arabs and set up this 

artificial monstrosity called Israel?  

The reasons are manifold, all designed to aid and abet the Jewish program for the take-

over of the world. 

1. Probably the most important reason was to Bolster and Unify the sagging ideology of 

the Jewish rank and file. So successful and so affluent have the recent generations of 

Jews become that many of the younger Jews were fraternizing with and marrying 

Gentiles. We must remember that enmity, hatred and struggle have historically been the 

foundation that built the Jewish race and religion into the solid battering ram that has 

brought them the phenomenal success that they now flaunt. In too much success can 

also be the seed-bed of its own disintegration. With Zionism, the Israeli ―Homeland‖ 

and the struggle to defend and expand Israel the Jewish people have created new 

enemies and thereby regained a tremendous boost of fervor and solidarity that has 

seemingly ―confirmed‖ their religious myths and turned them into a tangible reality.  

2. Israel was designed to become the center of World Government. It is their plan to 

move the United Nations to Jerusalem and rule the world from Zion. ―The law shall go 

out from Zion.‖ It is their intent to rule the goyim from ―Zion‖ where they can do so 

without any interference from alien surveillance or disturbances.  
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3. Having ―Israel‖ and Jerusalem as their home base has given a religious and mystical 

quality to their movement of taking over the world. It convinces many of their own 

people as well as millions of goy yokels that ―God‖ is on their side and that the Jews are 

―God‘s chosen people.‖ This is what is called a self-fulfilling prophecy which the Jews 

have been shrewd enough to turn into real power and into billions of dollars and cents.  

4. It provides a safe and unmolested haven for that murderous supra intelligence agency, 

the Mossad, which we have already described.  

5. There are a number of other reasons that have been advanced such as (a) the 

tremendous wealth of precious minerals contained in the murky waters of the Dead Sea, 

(b) the Jews (with the help of United States power) will expand and take over the Arab 

lands and rich oil fields of the Persian Gulf, (c) it is a place of refuge if world conditions 

become too hostile for the Jews, (d) other minor reasons.  

It is my opinion that the first four reasons stated are by far the most important and the 

fifth category is comparatively minor, especially No. 5 (c) that it could be a refuge in a 

crisis. The fact remains that the Jews will always be a deadly parasite on the backs of 

the productive nations of the world, or they will be nothing. Once they are driven from 

power in the White nations of the world their whole power structure will rapidly 

collapse. Israel will rapidly collapse with it. In fact, the Arabs themselves would soon 

make short shrift of the bandit state of Israel as soon as the Jews lose their grip on the 

control centers of the White nations of the world, especially the United States.  

Israel short lived without subsidization. The plain fact is that inside Israel itself there is 

turmoil, dissension, hatred and disintegration. The Jews have not proved they could 

build a nation of their own, or live with themselves. On the contrary, without the 

continual financial blood transfusions from Germany, the United States and other 

―goyim‖ countries, Israel couldn‘t last six months. Even with all this tremendous aid 

from the outside it has one of the highest rates of inflation in the world. The United 

States alone in 1979 subsidized Israel to the tune of $10,000 per family of four in Israel. 

On top of that Germany is paying reparations for the phony ―holocaust‖ to the tune of a 

billion dollars a year. The Jews in New York, Miami Beach and elsewhere raise $300 

million each year for ―Israeli bonds‖ (a swindle) and send it tax free to Israel. Yet 

despite all this tremendous outside subsidization Israel the parasite is in a continual 

turmoil politically and in a precarious and faltering financial situation, a true parasite 

with no future of its own.  

* * * * *  

Summary. In summation we can safely conclude:  

1. That Communism, Marxism and Zionism combine with capitalism to accomplish one 

and the same goal— the Jewish take-over of the world.  

2. That the United States is not fighting Communism, but on the contrary, is firmly in 

the grip of the Jewish network using the wealth, power and prestige of the United States 

to betray and take over one country after another, all in the sham battle of ―fighting 

Communism.‖  
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3. The C.I.A. and the F.B.I. are both the Secret police and the strong arm of the Jewish 

network. Never, never trust their agents nor collaborate with them in any way.  

4. We need not look to Russia as the real enemy of the United States. The Russian 

people would like to get the Jewish-Communist monkey off their back as much as 

anybody and would have succeeded long ago if it had not been for the machinations of 

the United States. The real enemy resides right here in our own country, especially in 

New York and Washington.  

5. Only by rallying the total power of the White Race and organizing it under a 

powerful racial religion such as CREATIVITY can we ever hope to break the back of 

the Jewish Marxist-Communist-Zionist tyranny.  
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PART 2: The Bible, Koran and Communist Manifesto: 

The Jewish Creation of Christianity and Islam 

Part 1, Christianity, by Ben Klassen. 

About 100 B.C. a small Jewish sect, called the Essenes, originated around the area of 

the Dead Sea. This sect promoted ideas of self-debasement that were highly suicidal to 

those who embraced this creed. Toward the end of the first century C.E. this teaching 

evolved into Christianity, but still a purely Jewish cult. It was regarded as a subversive 

and destructive movement by the mainstream of the Jewish leaders and was opposed 

and persecuted by them. Among the persecutors of the Christian cult was one Saul of 

Tarsus, a Jew, who later became Christianity‘s St. Paul. One day while persecuting 

(Jewish) Christians, he conceived the brilliant idea of humbling and destroying the 

mighty Roman Empire by selling this suicidal creed, Christianity, to the Gentiles.  

This idea was the most significant turning point in history. No plague, series of plagues, 

wars, or disasters during the next two thousand years has wreaked more horrible 

calamity on the White Race of the world than what happened next. So well did Saul of 

Tarsus do his job that he was soon joined and backed by the entire Jewish network in 

selling these suicidal teachings to the Romans. The Jews went about it with a 

vengeance, feeding the Romans such idiotic and self destructive ideas as ―love your 

enemies‖, ―turn the other cheek‖, ―sell all thou hast and give it to the poor‖, ―resist not 

evil‖, ―judge not‖ and much other suicidal advice.  

[To add to this, the Jews kept the ancient knowledge of mind power and energy 

manipulation and used this to further push the ludicrous xian ideas on the gentile 

peoples, while all of the time working to remove this knowledge from the gentile 

populace and cut us off from our Gods. The Nazarene was invented to distract and 

nothing more. People put their faith in the idea of salvation through the Nazarene while 

forfeiting all of their own powers. Through generations, the Gentile soul has been 

stripped of all psychic power while those Jews and their Catholic/Jesuit gentile stooges 

at the top have kept theirs and the ancient knowledge that enables them to use these 

powers to enslave the masses.]  

Christ Never Existed. 

Jesus Christ did not invent or found Christianity. All evidence that can be gleaned from 

a scholarly examination of authentic history points to an obvious conclusion: there 

never was any Jesus Christ roaming about in 30 A.D. or thereabouts teaching a new 

religion. The whole story was invented and concocted much later. It was patched 

together out of fables, myths, bits and pieces of other religions, until finally they had a 

movement going that pulled in the Roman Emperor Constantine. It was this Roman 

Emperor, who had the mind of a criminal, (he murdered his own wife and son, and 

thousands of others) who in the year 313 A.D. really put Christianity into business. The 

Romans, who had always been extremely tolerant to all religions, were now told by an 

edict of Emperor Constantine that Christianity was now the supreme religion of the 

empire to the exclusion of all others.  
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The beginning of the Christian era found Rome near the height of her civilization. Her 

supremacy, in the then known world, was pretty much unchallenged and it was the 

beginning of a long period of peace. To be specific, Pax Romana (Roman Peace) lasted 

approximately 200 years beginning with the reign of Caesar Augustus. Rome was 

highly literate, there were many great writers, scholars, historians, sculptors and 

painters, not to mention other outstanding men of philosophy and learning. Yet it is 

highly strange that despite the great commotion and fanfare that supposedly heralded 

the birth of Christ and also his crucifixion (according to the bible), we find not a single 

historian nor a single writer of the era who found time to tale note of it in their writings. 

Outside of the fabricated biblical writings, no Roman historian, no Roman writer, and 

no Roman play-writer, has left the slightest hint that he had the faintest awareness that 

this supposedly greatest of all greats was in their very midst and preaching what is 

claimed the greatest of all the new gospels. Whereas Caesar left voluminous writings 

that are still extant today and can be studied by our high school boys and girls, Christ 

himself, who had supposedly the greatest message to deliver to posterity that the world 

has ever known, left not the slightest scrap of paper on which he had written a single 

word. This, in fact, the biblical literature itself confirms and mentions only that once he 

did write in the sand. 

Today we can still study Cicero;s great orations and writings. He has left over 800 

letters behind that we can study to this day. We can study whole books of what Marcus 

Aurelius wrote, we can study what Aristotle wrote, what Plato wrote, and scores of 

others wrote that were contemporary with the first beginning of the Christian era, or 

preceded it. But strangely there is not a word that is in writing that can be attributed to 

Jesus Christ himself. Furthermore, the Greeks and the Romans of that era, and even 

previously and afterwards, had developed the art of sculpturing to a fine state. We can 

find busts of Cicero, of Caesar, Of Marcus Aurelius and innumerable other Greek and 

Roman dignitaries and lesser lights, but nor one seemed to think it important enough to 

sculpture a likeness of Jesus Christ. And the reason undoubtedly is there was none to 

model at the time. There were undoubtedly numerous skilled artists and painters at that 

time, but again strangely enough none took the time or the interest to paint a likeness of 

this purportedly greatest of all teachers, who in fact was proclaimed the ―Son of God‖ 

come to earth. But no painting was ever made of this man, who, we are told, gathered 

great multitudes around him and caused great consternation and fear even to King 

Herod of Judea himself. Now all of this is very, very strange, when, if, as the Bible 

claims, the birth of Jesus Christ was ushered in with great fanfare and great 

proclamations. Angels proclaimed his birth. An exceedingly bright star pointed to his 

place of birth. In Matthew 2:3, it says, ―When Herod, the king, had heard of these things 

he was troubled and all Jerusalem with him.‖ We can hardly gather from this that no 

one was aware of the fact that the King of the Jews, the great Messiah, was born, for we 

are told in the preceding verse that the Wise Men came to King Herod himself saying, 

―Where is he that is born King of the Jews, for we have seen his star in the East and we 

are come to worship him.‖ Evidently the event was even lit up with a bright star from 

heaven. 

In any case, King Herod, we are told in Matthew 3, was so worried that he sent the Wise 

Men to Bethlehem to search diligently for the young child to bring it to him so he 

undoubtedly could have him put to death. As the story further unfolds we learn that 

Joseph heard of this and quietly slipped out in the night taking with him his wife, the 

young child and a donkey and departed for Egypt. When Herod found out that he had 
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been tricked it says that he ―was exceedingly wroth and sent forth and slew all children 

that were in Bethlehem, and in all the coasts thereof, from two years old and under.‖ 

Now this is a tremendously drastic act for a King to take, that is, to have murdered all 

the children in the land that were under two years of age. Again we can hardly say that 

the birth of Jesus was unheralded, unannounced and unobserved, according to the story 

in the bible. However, it is very, very strange that this act of Herod, as drastic and 

criminally harsh as it is, is nowhere else recorded in the histories or writings of any of 

the other numerous writers of the times. All we have is the claims of those people who 

wrote the New Testament. In fact, whoever wrote the New Testament invented so many 

claims that are inconsistent with the facts that they even made a rather glaring error by 

pulling King Herod into the story. History tells us that in the year 1 C.E. When Christ 

was supposedly born, Herod had already been dead for four years. He could hardly been 

disturbed or very wroth about the birth of anybody in the year 1 C.E. There is further 

great evidence that Matthew, Mark, Luke and John never wrote any of those chapters 

that are supposedly attributed to them.  

What historical evidence can be dug up reveals that they were written much later, not at 

the time that Jesus supposedly said all those things, but somewhere around 30 to 50 

years later by a person or persons unknown. Furthermore, when we compare the first 

four books of the gospel with each other, which supposedly tell more or less the same 

story, we find that they contradict each other in so many details that one need only read 

them for himself to pick them out. I neither have the time, the space, not the inclination 

to go into all these contradictions. They are too numerous.  

Still No Bible at 300 C.E. 

At this time the Christian movement, although purportedly nearly 300 years old, still did 

not have a written text or ―Bible.‖ Under the powerful and dictatorial direction of 

Emperor Constantine a convocation of church fathers was called at Nicaea, a town in 

Asia Minor. At this meeting a number of scripts and writings were dragged together and 

a heated controversy ensued over a period of several months. Many writings were 

considered, discussed, argued over, and reviewed. Some were revised, some were 

rewritten, some were rejected. The final package that emerged from the Council of 

Nicaea was what was called the New Testament, a contradictory, demented 

conglomeration of far-out nonsense. To it was patched the Jewish ―Old Testament.‖ The 

Christian movement now had a ―Bible,‖ with Constantine as final arbiter. When the 

gathered bishops would or could not agree, he would threaten to bring in his army, 

which was standing by outside, to enforce compliance. Ready to Crush All Opposition. 

Constantine exercised the full powers of his position, financially, militarily and in terms 

of legal enforcement to now promote Christianity and crush all opposition. Christianity 

was now on its way.  

Jews Concocted Christianity. 

Where did the ideas of Christianity come from? The Jews, who were scattered 

throughout the Roman Empire, have been Master Mind-manipulators of other peoples 

from the earliest beginnings of their history. They have always been at war with the host 

peoples they have infested like a parasite. When during the Jewish Wars of 68-70 C.E., 

Rome put down the Jewish rebellion in Judea and leveled Jerusalem to the ground, the 

Jews were thirsting for revenge. They were looking for a way to destroy Rome, the 
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Roman race and its total empire. They had tried military opposition and failed 

miserably, being no match for the superlative Romans. They looked for an alternative— 

mind manipulation through religion— and they found the right creed in a relatively 

unimportant religious sect called the Essenes.  

The Essenes 

Nevertheless, the evidence is overwhelming that these ideas long preceded the Christian 

era and it was not Christ who came out with them but a Jewish sect called the Essenes 

who lived on the border of the Dead Sea. It was they who had already evolved the ideas 

contained in the Sermon on the Mount but have been attributed to Christ. Not only had 

they evolved the same ideas as set forth in Matthew, Mark, Luke and John, but the 

wording, the phraseology and the sentences were the same and they preceded the 

supposed time of the Sermon on the Mount by anywhere from 50 to 150 years. The 

Essenes were a Jewish religious group living in approximately the first century BCE 

And the first century CE We have important sources of their contemporary writings in 

the historian Josephus and also in the philosopher Philo. They are also mentioned by 

various other Roman and Greek writers of those times in which their religious teachings 

are revealed in considerable detail. However, in the last twenty years the thousands of 

Dead Sea Scrolls, many of which were written by the Essenes themselves, reveal a 

tremendous amount of insight into their religious teachings, and above all, reveal that 

they preceded and preempted the Sermon on the Mount word for word, so that the so-

called ―new‖ teachings of a figure supposedly appearing from heaven in the year 1 C.E., 

and preaching during the years 3- to 33 C.E. were neither original nor were they new. 

Furthermore, we learn that the Essenes were notable for their communistic society, their 

extreme piety and purity and their practice of celibacy. They possessed all their worldly 

goods in common and looked upon private property as an evil which might divert them 

from sanctity. They engaged in agriculture and handicrafts, considering these 

occupations less sinful than others. They also practiced baptism, and this practice 

preceded the Christian era by at least one hundred. So the Christian apostles can hardly 

be credited with having instituted the ritual of baptism, as is claimed.  

Why, the average reader might ask, haven‘t we been told more about the Essenes if they 

were the original practitioners of Christianity? There are two good and overriding 

answers for that. The Christians on their part, although the early Christian fathers were 

well aware of the Essene teachings and writings, took every measure possible to destroy 

them and purge them from circulation. The reason being they did not want their 

presence known because it would undermine their dogma that Christ was the originator 

of the New teaching. It would make impossible the claim that this was a great new 

revelation sent forth by God himself amid the hosannas and singing of angels. The 

Jews, on the other hand, did not want to reveal the presence of the Essenes because they 

wish to completely hide any connection between the Jews and the new religious 

teaching that they were about to administer unto the Gentiles. They even went to great 

lengths to appear hostile to it. Before I go further into the highly illuminating and highly 

interesting Dead Sea Scrolls I want to make just one further point that is that the 

original manuscripts on which the New Testament supposedly based is always alluded 

to being translated from the ―Original Greek.‖ Since the New Testament repeats over 

and over again and again that Paul spoke to his flock in Jewish and that Jesus spoke in 

Jewish and that the Apostles were Jewish, why, then, is it that the manuscripts were all 

in Greek? The historical facts add up to this : the Jewish hierarchy and undoubtedly the 
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whole conspiracy was well coordinated and had many, many members and co-workers. 

It was not written at the time of Christ at all, but the movement was given great 

promotion by the combined efforts of the Jewish nation. As they organized and 

promoted their ideas further, these were reduced to writing considerably later than the 

years 30 to 33 C.E. when Christ supposedly came out with these startlingly and ―new‖ 

revelations. The conclusions are that they were written by Jewish persons whose 

identity we shall never know and were written by collectively by many authors, were 

revised from time to time and not only in their original formation and formulation but 

have been revised time and time again throughout the centuries to become more 

effective and persuasive propaganda. However, we want to go further into the teachings 

of the Essenes and who they were and why their particular teachings were pounced 

upon by the Jews to be formulated into a well distilled poisonous brew and then fed to 

the Gentiles.  

The Dead Sea Scrolls, which are more numerous and much more revealing than the 

Jewish press of today has informed us tell us much about the teachings and the life of 

the Essenes. One of the important things that they tell us about the Essenes is that they 

vanished from the face of the earth after about two centuries of existence and the 

termination date being somewhere around the year 100 C.E. They were, needless to say, 

only a very small sect of the Jewish tribes and not a part of the Jewish conspiracy as 

such. Being outside of the mainstream of Jewish activity and thought, the Jews 

nevertheless observed from them that this kind of teaching could ruin and destroy a 

people. The Jews, looking for a way to destroy the Roman nation, who in the year 70 

C.E. had destroyed and leveled Jerusalem to the ground, noted well what these 

teachings were and decided to perpetuate them on the Romans.  

Essenism was really a revolutionary new form of social order, an ideal cooperative 

commonwealth in miniature. Instead of the Messiah, the ideal of the Essenes was the 

―Teacher of Righteousness.‖ They established a new cooperative communitarian 

brotherhood and they were the first religious society to establish and observe the 

sacraments of baptism and the Eucharistic meal. Furthermore, the ―Teacher of 

Righteousness‖ as promulgated by the Essenes may not have been the first pacifist in 

history, but he was the first to implement his pacifist theories with an overall practical 

measure, which if generally adopted, would abolish war. This, of course, was a 

wonderful religion for the Jews to sell to the Romans, for if they convert the Romans 

into submissive pacifists they could certainly soon thereafter dominate them in full. And 

this they did. The Essenes lived in the area of Qumran near the Dead Sea and according 

to Philo, the Jewish Philosopher and writer contemporary of that age, ―the Essene 

brotherhood would not allow the manufacture of any weapons or allow within their 

community any maker of arrows, spears, swords or any manufacture of engines of war, 

nor any man occupied with a military avocation, or even with peaceful practices which 

might easily be converted to mischief.‖ Not only does Philo tell us about the Essenes, 

but also Josephus and Pliny, both contemporary historians, tell us much about the 

Essenes. As mentioned before, much is emerging also from the study of the Dead Sea 

Scrolls. The overriding fact that emerges from the study of the writings of the historians 

of that time and the Dead Sea Scrolls is this tremendously significant fact:  

Namely that the beliefs, teachings, and practices attributed to Jesus Christ,although not 

exactly identical in all respects with those of the Essene school, were nevertheless, 

closer to those of the Essenes than to those of the Bishops of the Ecumenical Council 

which determined the Nicene Creed of orthodox Christianity.  
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So we can come to the obvious conclusion that the Christian beliefs and doctrines as 

supposedly enunciated by Christ in the Sermon on the Mount did not originate at all at 

that time but at least 100 years earlier from a Jewish sect called the Essenes living near 

the Dead Sea; that the Elders of Sanhedrin recognized this teaching as being deadly and 

suicidal; that they further took this doctrine and distilled and refined it into a working 

creed; the Jews then, with a great deal of energy and tremendous amounts of 

propaganda (in which they excel), promoted and distributed this poisonous doctrine 

among the Romans. Setting this creed down in writing in what is now called the New 

Testament evolved over the next several centuries. It was written by persons unknown 

to us today but undoubtedly of Jewish origin. Furthermore, to give it a mystical and 

heavenly sent deification, they invented the person of Jesus Christ, and claimed that he 

was the ―Son of God‖. Then, having laid the ground work for this new church, they 

consolidated that power at a meeting in Nicene, where the creation of the new church 

was solidified, the creed formalized and given official sanctification. Thus, in short, was 

launched the new church and the new religion of ―Jesus Christ‖ which was fabricated 

out of thin air. Not a single trace of the Jesus Christ personage can be found in authentic 

history. Nevertheless, this newly fabricated hoax of Jesus Christ, the Son of God this 

idea, with all its suicidal doctrines, was soon to pull down in ruins the great Roman 

Empire and the great White civilization that went with it. Never again did the White 

Race shake off the control if the Jews. Never again did the White Man regain control of 

his own thinking, of his own religion, his own finances, nor his own government. Unto 

this day the White Race has not regained control of its own destiny.  

Death of the Romans. 

We all know what happened to the Romans shortly after they were ―converted‖ to 

Christianity. With their instincts deadened and their thinking perverted into worrying 

about the spooks in the sky instead of struggling for their own survival and 

advancement, they soon shrank into oblivion. They faded from the scene of history. 

They paid the penalty of allowing themselves to be mongrelized and not recognizing 

their eternal enemy, the Jew.  

Such are the consequences of not recognizing your enemy, and, of course, you can‘t 

defend yourself against an enemy you can‘t, or won‘t, recognize.  

The Jewish-Christian bible is a mass of contradictions that has something to say 

positively and negatively on all sides of every issue. It is like a musical instrument— 

you can play on it any tune you choose. By picking out those particular passages that 

suit your argument and ignoring all other passages that contradict it, you can have God 

and the bible on your side to back up your argument, any argument, whatever it may be. 

As the Jews have often pointed out, they always first enlist the aid of the stupid 

preachers to help spread their corrosive ideas. The passages that were now emphasized 

were that ―we are all God‘s children‖, that ―we are all equal in the eyes of the Lord‖, 

that ―we all have a soul‖, that Jesus came to ―save all sinners‖, and a lot of similar 

drivel. [The Jews are masters of argument. They capitalize in teaching argument tactics 

to their young in their Yeshivas (Jewish religious schools.]  

Infiltration of the Jews. 

At about this time Rome itself was infiltrated by an alien people that were to prove 

more deadly, more treacherous and more tenacious than the Carthaginians. According to 
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a Jewish Encyclopedia, the first accounts of Jewish settlement in Rome date to 139 

B.C.E., but they undoubtedly were there much earlier. It states that Rome is the oldest 

continuous Jewish settlement in the world. Unlike the Carthaginians, the Jews were not 

a military threat, but more like an internal disease or virus, they undermined and 

sickened the whole body politic, culturally, economically, religiously, morally and 

racially.  

Jews had Racial Religion. The answer to the question is this: the Jews then, as now, 

possessed a strong racial religion, and they have rallied around their religion with race 

as the core, for the last five thousand years. We have already studied the importance of a 

racial religion in the previous chapter and will have more to say about this in subsequent 

chapters. In their rebellion against the Romans, the Jews were utterly devastated 

militarily. They realized that they could never match the Romans in a contest of arms.  

Dispersion. But they had a number of other factors going for them. Unlike Carthage 

they were not congregated in a specific geographic area. In fact, they were dispersed all 

over the Roman world, specializing even then in the slave trade, in finance, and feeding 

on the trade routes. Then as now, they covered all the nerve centers of power. The 

dispersion out of Jerusalem and Judea did not weaken but only reinforced the Jewish 

infection on the lifelines of the Roman Empire.  

Planned Revenge. 

Collectively they planned revenge on the Romans, for whom they harbored an intense 

and pathological hatred. In fact, the Jews always hate that which is best in the Aryan 

Race and instinctively set about to destroy the best.  

Since the Jews knew they had no chance of destroying the Romans militarily, they 

conspired to use their most powerful weapon— mind manipulation, and they chose 

religion as the vehicle to do it with.  

The Christian Churches. 

Every creed and tenet that Christianity has espoused for the last 17 centuries has 

influenced our thinking towards down-breeding of our race. Christianity continuously 

and perpetually agitates against the fit and the competent and directs our interest and 

sympathy towards helping the halt, the lame, the blind, the poor in spirit, the morons 

and the idiots, by such teachings as ―Blessed are the poor in spirit‖ (morons); ―Blessed 

are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth.‖ The very idea that we are all equal in the 

eyes of an imaginary spook is just another re-hash of the old Jewish equalitarian hoax 

all over again and must inevitably lead to race-mixing.  

The White Man‘s Innate Tendency towards Compassion is the Achilles heel that has 

been his own worst enemy ever since Jewish Christianity conquered and destroyed the 

Romans. Whereas every other species in Nature instinctively rejects and culls out the 

misfits, the White Race stupidly does just the opposite.  

Ancient Greeks Practiced Eugenics. The idea of eugenics is not new. The Spartans of 

ancient Greece back in the fifth century B.C.E. were already aware of it and practiced 

much of what we are proposing today.  
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Jews Supreme Racists. 

Whereas all this race-mixing propaganda is aimed at the [Gentiles], the Jews push a 

completely opposite line to their own people. The Jews being yellow Semites, being 

racially aware and fanatically loyal to their own, preach racial aloofness to their own 

people. Through their synagogues, through their own Jewish press, through the 

thousands of exclusively Jewish organizations they warn strongly against inter-racial 

marriages, against inter-faith marriages. No Race-Mixing for Jews. In short, the Jew, 

while viciously promoting the bastardization of the White Race, fervidly guards his own 

against it. In Israel anyone not born of a Jewish mother is a goy, a non-Jew, an outsider, 

and can‘t be married or buried in Israel, nor can they become a citizen or enjoy any of 

the other civil rights of a born Jew. Racial solidarity is the order of the day, whether a 

Jew lives in Israel or anywhere else in the world.  

The Jew carries the alien reptilian gene through the mother which is recessive. The 

gargoyle like features of Jewish celebrities Rodney Dangerfield, Larry King, Bela 

Abzug, Don Rickles and many others are obvious. To be accepted among orthodox 

(knowing jews), one must have a jewish mother. The Genes do not match up and the 

Jewish people are plagued by a host of rare diseases such as ―Tay Sachs,‖ Berger‘s 

Disease, multiple sclerosis, and many others. The Jews themselves even admit there is a 

common gene they can all be traced to. LINK  

Mind police. 

Since the Jews for the last several thousand years have been carrying on the most 

vicious conspiracy in history, namely the destruction and take-over of all other 

peoples— they have been fanatic to the point of being paranoid about spying and 

gathering information on their enemies. And this is understandable. Since the hideous 

crime they are perpetrating is all based on secrecy and deceit, holding the lid on their 

conspiracy is a highly precarious business. So they frantically enter into all kinds of 

devices, spy organizations and means of gathering intelligence that would stagger the 

limits of the Gentile mind. The Jews not only want to know what their enemies 

(everybody is their enemy) are doing, they also want to know what they might be 

planning. In fact, as far as is possible they want to know what everybody is thinking 

before such thinking might be translated into action.  

The A.D.L. 

The A.D.L., short for Anti-Defamation League, is in America. Ostensibly, it pretends to 

safeguard Jewish interests and prevent the spread of ―anti-Semitism.‖ Why the Jews 

should find this necessary when the English, the Germans, the Italians or other ethnic 

groups find such safeguards unnecessary, they have never explained. But in reality the 

A.D.L. is much, much more than that. Presumably an offshoot of the Jewish B‘nai 

B‘rith, it is really the main powerhouse of this Jewish outfit. In reality it is a powerful, 

well financed spy operation inside our own borders that not only gathers information on 

politicians, civic organizations, diverse individuals, but on anything and everything that 

they so much as even suspect might blow the lid on the Jewish conspiracy. They have 

huge files and electronic computers that rival the F.B.I. and the C.I.A. itself, and any 

information the F.B.I. or C.I.A. might have that is considered useful to the A.D.L. is 

readily fed to the latter.  
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Censorship Operation. 

The A.D.L.‘s activities extend much further. They are extremely active in politics— 

promoting those useful to the Jews and destroying those that might be deemed 

uncooperative. They also monitor all books, magazines, newspapers, all news media, 

movements or whatever— anything that might effect the Jewish conspiracy— and this 

includes just about everything of any significance that happens in this country. Plant 

Propaganda. They aggressively invent, if necessary, news stories and plant them into the 

mainstream of the news media— T.V., newspapers, etc. They not only publish a great 

number of articles for dissemination, but they also publish a large number of books that 

are either favorable to Israel and the Jews or viciously attack their enemies.  

Part 2, Islam: Muhammad never existed, by High Priestess Zildar Raasi. 

There have been very few people in the past who have had the guts to challenge the 

authenticity of islam‘s ―Muhammad‖, and very little research has been done into the 

subject. However, when it is looked into, it becomes more and more apparent that just 

like the ―jesus‖ of xianity, Muhammad is too a false, fabricated character created for no 

other purpose than the destruction, desecration and removal of the true Ancient 

Knowledge given to humanity by the Gods and the consequent enslavement of the 

Gentile People. 

Islam and its false ―prophet‖ have heaped untold sorrow and suffering upon humanity 

from the moment of their creation. One only need look to the Middle East and other 

areas and countries dominated by islam to see that this is true. The poverty, war, 

destruction, anti-life practices, abuse of women and children, total lack of personal 

privacy and freedom, filth, ignorance and violence in these areas all have their roots in 

islam and its Muhammad. To rid the world and the Gentile people of this suffering, the 

world must be rid of the lie that is Muhammad. 

There is a ton of evidence to prove this character never existed. That which stands out 

most clearly is the fact that the only so-called ―Ancient Sources‖ of information 

concerning the life of Muhammad are extremely questionable and have never been able 

to be proven accurate and authentic. 

As one example, the earliest ―biography‖ of Muhammad has left no surviving copies 

and even so is dated to at least 100 years after his supposed death. Very suspicious, to 

say the least, and the question has to arise, if this was such an important character as 

islam states, why did people wait 100 years to document his life and achievements? 

Also, considering the fact Muhammad had already been dead 100 years at the time, the 

biography could not have been written by anyone who knew him personally, and 

therefore the accuracy would have been extremely questionable. This biography is 

known only because it is mentioned in much later texts, and no copies or anything of the 

sort have ever been found to prove its existence. Why? Because it never existed in the 

first place. 

There are many more examples like this one. The same as with xianities ―jesus‖, the 

only place in which the life and existence of Muhammad is documented is within 

islam‘s qur‘an. Outside of this, there is nothing. One scholar wrote, ―It is a striking fact 

that such documentary evidence as survives from the Sufnayid period makes no 

mention of the messenger of god at all. The papyri do not refer to him. The Arabic 

inscriptions of the Arab-Sasanian coins only invoke Allah, not his rasul [messenger]; 
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and the Arab-Byzantine bronze coins on which Muhammad appears as rasul Allah, 

previously dated to the Sufyanid period, have not been placed in that of the Marwanids. 

Even the two surviving pre-Marwanid tombstones fail to mention the rasul‖. 

The qur‘an and pseudo-biographies of this supposed prophet claim that he was widely 

known, and that people, many of whom were powerful in the political world of the time, 

travelled from all over to witness his ―miracles‖ and teachings. If this were so, there 

would be much surviving documentation for us to investigate, and it would be a known 

historical fact. We have hundreds of documentations of Alexander the Great, 

Christopher Columbus, all of the Egyptian Pharaohs and other powerful and influential 

people of history from those who saw and interacted with them, because they were real 

people who existed in a real time and were involved in events which really took place. It 

is human nature to document events and experiences in order to preserve them for future 

generations to learn from. However, as stated above, no documentation of this man 

Muhammad exists outside of the islamic texts, which themselves cannot be put forward 

as proof of his existence. 

As for the inscriptions upon Arab Sasanian coins mentioning ―Allah‖, it has already 

been proven that the name ―Allah‖ was STOLEN from the Ancient Pagan Title for the 

chief God or Goddess of an area, which was Al-Ilah. The Al-Ilah was the ―supreme 

God‖ of a region. The Moon God Sin was given this title in much of Ancient Arabia, 

and many connections have been made between Sin and ―Allah‖, due only to the fact 

that islam STOLE this. This goes a lot deeper, however I will address this in an entirely 

separate article in the near future. 

On the other hand, the real historical documentation that we have is in contradiction 

with the islamic version of history, which again proves that islam and its Muhammad 

are false. 

 

As a small example, according to the history put forth by the qur‘an and other islamic 

Texts, islam spread through much of Arabia peacefully and by willing conversions of 

hundreds of people. However, historical documentation tells us that this is not the case 

at all and that the time known as the islamic conquest was a time of brutal and savage 

war perpetrated by the bringers of islam against the Pagan people residing in the 

Arabian Peninsula and countries father East such as India at the time. Pagan Temples 

had to be destroyed, thousands and thousands of Ancient Sacred Texts full of the 

knowledge of the Gods were destroyed, Pagan Priesthood were brutally tortured and 

murdered, cities were besieged and raised to the ground and hundreds and thousands of 

people died as a result of the spread of islam. 

Various other artifacts that have been found have blatantly contradicted what islam has 

put forth as history and reveal a different story altogether. 

Aside from this, once again, we can expose the lies of islam through its connection to 

xianity. Xianity has been proven to be false. Everything it has was blatantly STOLEN 

from Ancient Paganism with the purpose of the enslavement and eventual destruction of 

our Gentile people. There is literally more than a ton of proof for this. One only need 

read through all of the articles contained on http://www.exposingchristianity.com by 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich to see that this is true, I also highly recommend the 

book, ―The Christ Conspiracy, the Greatest Story Ever Sold‖ by Acharya S. 

When the enemy formed their trinity of lies, they gave it one major flaw, and that is the 

fact that all three are undeniably and irrevocably connected. Thus, when one comes 
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down, the others must come down with it. At least to a very large extent. 

The character Muhammad is said to have been descended from the jewish (Note another 

connection to the jews, the root of the lies and the perpetrators of Gentile Enslavement. 

Muhammad was always described as a jew himself, and NOT an Arab/Gentile!!) 

Ishmael, son of Abraham. ―Abraham‖ has been proven to be fictitious and was a 

corruption stolen from the Hindu God Brahma. This has been discussed on 

exposingchristianity.com. As the stolen and corrupted jewish story goes, Abraham was 

most famous for his ―many Sons‖. This is a blatant corruption of Brahma and his ―many 

forms‖. Also, the connection can be made when you look at ―Abraham and his wife 

Sarai/Sarah‖. This was stolen from Brahma and his wife Saraswati, the Hindu Goddess 

of Knowledge. Once again, like all the fictitious characters invented by the enemy jews, 

there is absolutely no physical proof that Abraham ever existed, or that his so-called son 

Ishmael ever existed. It is safe to assume that anyone else said to be descended from 

them never existed either, and would therefore make them fictitious. 

Connecting Muhammad with the jewish characters is yet another subliminal message of 

jewish supremacy over Gentile People. This is the entire purpose for islam‘s invention 

of Muhammad. To enslave the Gentile people who have been blinded by the lie of islam 

and put them under the power of the enemy jews and their masters. It is simple as that. 

 

Many of the other supposed family member of Muhammad are also nothing more than 

stolen and corrupted versions of Ancient Pagan Gods. A prime example is ―Fatima‖, 

supposedly Muhammad‘s daughter, who was STOLEN from the Goddess 

Inanna/Isis/Al-Uzza. She was supposed to be portrayed as the fertile, ―divine‖ mother, 

and divine Feminine. Although, considering how appallingly women are treated in 

islam, any reverence of ―divine feminine‖ is an outright contradiction. None the less, 

Fatima‘s character is stolen from the Goddess Al-Uzza, the Arabian Goddess of 

Fertility, motherhood and the Planet Venus, among other things. Al-Uzza was the 

original Arabian Feminine Divine and the sacred mother. Islam took this and 

horrendously corrupted it into ―Fatima‖, the so-called ideal islamic woman/mother and 

role model for women to live by. This is no different than in xianity where the virgin-

kike Mary was also stolen from Inanna/Isis/Al-Uzza. Once again, it is a common theme 

throughout the enemy programs. 

As well as this, Muhammad accompanied by his four family members Ali, Fatima, 

Hassan and Hussein can be seen as a corrupted (Stolen) Spiritual Allegory. The Five 

together are a representation and corruption of the Five Elements of the Soul. 

Muhammad, Ali, Fatima, Hassan and Hussein = Akasha, Fire, Water, Air and Earth, the 

Elements which make up all that exists, the central forces of the Universe. These five 

characters are the central characters of islam. In the same way that the Akasha was 

supposed to have ―given life‖ to Fire and Water, which further joined and gave birth to 

Air and Earth, Muhammad (Akasha) gave life to Fatima who married/joined with Ali 

(Fire and Water) and they in turn gave birth to Hassan and Hussein (Air and Earth). The 

Spiritual/Alchemical corruption is blatant here, and it is also blatant that these were 

never real characters, but stolen allegories. 

There are countless more examples like this one. Another is the ―12 Imams‖, who are a 

rip off of the 12 constellations of the Zodiac and the 12 Great Ages accompanying 

them. However, I will write on this in much more detail in a later article. 

The qur‘an makes many more connections between Muhammad and other characters 

who have been proven fictitious. An example is Moses/Musa who is stolen from a 
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number of Ancient Pagan Gods, such as the Egyptian Gods Set and Horus. For more 

information regarding this, see exposingchristianity.com. Muhammad is also frequently 

compared to and given ties to xianities ―jesus‖, who again has been 100% proven to be 

stolen and fictitious. Again, see exposing christianity. A character who is constantly 

compared with and so deeply connected to fictitious characters is fictitious themselves. 

The events which are said to have occurred throughout the life of Muhammad are also 

nothing more than Alchemical Corruptions. Here are but a few examples (There are far 

too many to list here, but more will be dealt with in a separate article): 

-The qur‘an relates how when Muhammad was only an infant, two men appeared to him 

and cut open his breast, retrieving his heart and removing from it a ―Black Clot‖ which 

they proceeded to cast away. The ―Black Clot‖ is the Philosophers Stone. The 

Philosophers Stone has often been described as ―Black‖, i.e. ―The Black Stone‖ referred 

to in many Alchemical writings. ―Black‖ refers to and Alchemical process before the 

Stone is transformed and becomes White. Black is Base/Lead. As has been said before, 

the Philosophers Stone is contained within the Heart Chakra, thus why they ―removed it 

from his Heart‖. Note how islam removes the Philosophers Stone (True Satanic Power, 

GodHead, etc) and ―casts it away‖. This is a powerful subliminal message. 

-The ―angel‖ (enemy thoughtform) Gabriel appears before Muhammad, striking the side 

of a hill and causing a Spring to come gushing forth. With it he instructs Muhammad on 

how to perform Ritual Ablution for purification, also teaching him the prayer postures, 

―the standing, the inclining, the prostrating and the sitting‖ to be accompanied by 

repetitions of sacred names. This is ripped straight from Ancient Yoga and Mantra 

Practices of the Far East! Anyone who practices Yoga and Meditation will be able to 

see this easily, the postures that are performed along with Mantras/Words of Power, in 

order to drastically increase Bio-Electricity. Although, in islam, the energy raised is 

reversed and directed not to the person performing the postures and Mantras, but to the 

enemy thoughtform. As well as this, the ―striking the Hill, causing a spring to come 

gushing forth‖ is an Alchemical Corruption. The Chakras have often been portrayed 

allegorically as hills or mountains in various Ancient Texts throughout the world, due to 

their True Form. The ―Spring‖ is referring to the Alchemical Elixirs which are released 

and ―dripped‖ from the Chakras during the Magnum Opus. 

-Muhammad performs a ―miracle‖ by splitting the Full Moon into Two Halves, causing 

half a Moon to Shine on either side of the Mountain. Once again, the Mountain 

represents the Chakras, and the Moon being split in two represents the two polarities of 

the Soul. 

-The ―Isra and Mi‘raj‖, The Night Journey and the ascension through the Seven 

Heavens. This entire event is an Alchemical corruption and rip off of the raising of the 

Kundalini Serpent through the Seven Chakras. The word Mi‘raj means ladder, which is 

referring to the Spine up which the Serpent Ascends. The qur‘an relates how 

Muhammad rode a Winged Horse (An Ancient Alchemical Symbol!) to the ―Circles of 

Heaven‖- The Chakras. He is taken through each one until finally after going through 

the Seventh Heaven, he meets with ―God‖. It is blatantly obvious that this is a 

corruption of reaching ―Enlightenment‖ when the Kundalini rises to the Seventh 

(Crown) Chakra. 

As I said above, there are many other examples of this. The Stolen and corrupted 

Alchemy is astounding and blatant throughout islam and its qur‘an. 

This not only proves Muhammad to be false, but it also proves the qur‘an to be false. 

Throughout its pages, it has professed these characters and events to be real, yet it has 
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been proven that on the contrary, all of these characters are fictitious and STOLEN. 

 

Everything that islam has, like xianity, has been STOLEN and corrupted from Ancient 

Pagan Religions that are many thousands of years older. 

Sources: 

*Muhammad Sven Kalisch, German Muslim states ―likely muhammad never existed‖ 

*MUHAMMAD: his life based on the earliest sources, Martin Lings (Abu Bakar Siraj 

al-Din), 2006 

* Quran (Arabic and English Translation) 
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Human Sacrifice in the Bible 

Deuteronomy 12:27  

And thou shalt offer thy burnt offerings, the flesh and the blood, upon the altar of the 

LORD thy God: and the blood of thy sacrifices shall be poured out upon the altar of the 

LORD thy God, and thou shalt eat the flesh.  

The Judeo/Christian bible is chock full of blood sacrifice- HUMAN blood sacrifice. 

Most xians rely on what their preacher has to say and/or are too lazy or mentally 

challenged to read and study for themselves. How many people bother to REALLY 

THINK?? In addition to the blatant human blood sacrifices for jehova, bloodbath after 

bloodbath took place under the direction and orders of this bloodthirsty entity in the 

form of numerous wars and other acts of inhumanity.  

Gentile Holy texts and sacred writings have been replaced with this Jewish invented and 

written filth. There is nothing spiritual about it, just murder after murder, no different 

from the Jewish controlled Hollywood and its emphasis on violence, bloodshed, and 

murder to no end.  

Exodus 22:29 ―Thou shalt not delay to offer the first of thy ripe fruits, and of thy 

liquors: the firstborn of thy sons shalt thou give unto me.‖  

Ezekiel 20:25-26 ―Wherefore I gave them also statutes that were not good and 

judgments whereby they should not live; ―  

20:26 ―And I polluted them in their own gifts in that they caused to pass through the fire 

all that openeth the womb that I might make them desolate, to the end that they might 

know that I am the Lord.‖  

II Samuel 21 is another example of blood sacrifice to appease Jehova.  

21:6 Let seven men of his sons be delivered unto us, and we will hang them up unto the 

Lord in Gib‘e-ah of Saul, whom the Lord did choose.  

21:9 And he delivered them into the hands of the Gib‘e-on-ites, and they hanged them 

in the hill before the Lord: and they fell all seven together, and were put to death in the 

days of harvest, in the first days, in the beginning of barley harvest.  

21:10 And Riz‘pah the daughter of A-i‘ah took sackcloth, and spread it for her upon the 

rock, from the beginning of harvest until water dropped upon them out of heaven, and 

suffered neither the birds of the air to rest on them by day, nor the beasts of the field by 

night.  

When seven men are murdered in cold blood in order to appease Jehova in hopes that he 

will end a famine, it can only be called human blood sacrifice.  

More Blood Sacrifice:  

Numbers 31:25 And the Lord spake unto Moses, saying,  

31:26 Take the sum of the prey that was taken, both of man and of beast, thou, and 

Eleazar the priest, and the chief fathers of the congregation:  

31:27 And divide the prey into two parts; between them that took the war upon them, 

who went out to battle, and between all the congregation:  

31:28 And levy a tribute unto the LORD of the men of war which went out to battle: 
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one soul of five hundred, both of the persons, and of the beeves, and of the asses, and of 

the sheep:  

31:29 Take it of their half, and give it unto Eleazar the priest, for an heave offering of 

the LORD.  

31:30 And of the children of Israel‘s half, thou shalt take one portion of fifty, of the 

persons, of the beeves, of the asses, and of the flocks, of all manner of beasts, and give 

them unto the Levites, which keep the charge of the tabernacle of the LORD.  

31:31 And Moses and Eleazar the priest did as the LORD commanded Moses.  

31:32 And the booty, being the rest of the prey which the men of war had caught, was 

six hundred thousand and seventy thousand and five thousand sheep,  

31:33 And threescore and twelve thousand beeves,  

31:34 And threescore and one thousand asses,  

31:35 And thirty and two thousand persons in all, of women that had not known man by 

lying with him.  

31:36 And the half, which was the portion of them that went out to war, was in number 

three hundred thousand and seven and thirty thousand and five hundred sheep:  

31:37 And the LORD‘S tribute of the sheep was six hundred and threescore and fifteen.  

31:38 And the beeves were thirty and six thousand; of which the LORD‘S tribute was 

threescore and twelve.  

31:39 And the asses were thirty thousand and five hundred; of which the LORD‘S 

tribute was threescore and one.  

31:40 And the persons were sixteen thousand; of which the LORD’S tribute was 

thirty and two persons.  

This excerp was taken from ―The Handbook of Jewish Knowledge‖ by Nathan Ausubel 

©1964; pages 302-303  

―Jephthah, one of the ruler judges following the conquest of Canaan, had sacrificed his 

only daughter to the God of Israel in a celebration of a military victory against the 

Ammonites; Samuel ―the seer‖ had hacked in a sacrificial manner the body of Agag 

before God; David, the sensitive poet king had handed the seven sons of Saul to the 

Gibeonites ―to hang them up unto God.‖  

An example of this can be seen below, how the verse was changed in Judges 11:39.  

In the others, the human has been replaced with a ―lamb.‖  

Judges 11:34  

And Jephthah came to Mizpeh unto his house, and, behold, his daughter came out to 

meet him with timbrels and with dances: and she was his only child; beside her he had 

neither son nor daughter.  

11:35  

And it came to pass, when he saw her, that he rent his clothes, and said, Alas, my 

daughter! thou hast brought me very low, and thou art one of them that trouble me: for I 

have opened my mouth unto the LORD, and I cannot go back.  

11:36  

And she said unto him, My father, if thou hast opened thy mouth unto the LORD, do to 

me according to that which hath proceeded out of thy mouth; forasmuch as the LORD 

hath taken vengeance for thee of thine enemies, even of the children of Ammon.  

11:37  

And she said unto her father, Let this thing be done for me: let me alone two months, 
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that I may go up and down upon the mountains, and bewail my virginity, I and my 

fellows.  

11:38  

And he said, Go. And he sent her away for two months: and she went with her 

companions, and bewailed her virginity upon the mountains.  

11:39  

And it came to pass at the end of two months, that she returned unto her father, who did 

with her according to his vow which he had vowed: and she knew no man. And it was a 

custom in Israel,  

11:40  

That the daughters of Israel went yearly to lament the daughter of Jephthah the Gileadite 

four days in a year.  

Just how obvious can this get? In Judges 11:35; Jephthah ―rents‖ his clothes. For those 

of you who are unfamilair with this term, it is a hebrew and also ancient custom to rent 

(tear/rip) one‘s clothes upon the death of a loved one.  

―for I have opened my mouth unto the LORD, and I cannot go back.‖ He has made a 

promise to sacrifice his only daughter to jehova. It is also glaringly apparent jehova 

demanded this act in exchange for his victory over his enemies and ―the children of 

Ammon‖ as he stated ―I cannot go back.‖ 

In Judges 11:37; His daughter states ―Let this thing be done for me: let me alone two 

months, that I may go up and down upon the mountains, and bewail my virginity‖ ―This 

thing be done for me‖ and ―bewail my virginity‖ Here it is obvious jehova demanded 

the sacrifice of a virgin.  

Judges 11:39; When she returned to her father ―who did with her according to his vow 

which he had vowed: and she knew no man.‖ and Judges 11:40; ―the daughters of Israel 

went yearly to lament the daughter of Jephthah‖ This is so obvious, he sacrificed his 

only virgin daughter to jehova who DEMANDED this act in exchange for his securing a 

victory for Jephthah.  

CANNIBALISM:  

Deuteronomy 28:53  

And thou shalt eat the fruit of thine own body, the flesh of thy sons and of thy 

daughters, which the LORD thy God hath given thee, in the siege, and in the straitness, 

wherewith thine enemies shall distress thee:  

28:54 

So that the man that is tender among you, and very delicate, his eye shall be evil toward 

his brother, and toward the wife of his bosom, and toward the remnant of his children 

which he shall leave:  

28:55 

So that he will not give to any of them of the flesh of his children whom he shall eat: 

because he hath nothing left him in the siege, and in the straitness, wherewith thine 

enemies shall distress thee in all thy gates.  

28:56 

The tender and delicate woman among you, which would not adventure to set the sole 

of her foot upon the ground for delicateness and tenderness, her eye shall be evil toward 

the husband of her bosom, and toward her son, and toward her daughter,  

28:57 
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And toward her young one that cometh out from between her feet, and toward her 

children which she shall bear: for she shall eat them for want of all things secretly in the 

siege and straitness, wherewith thine enemy shall distress thee in thy gates.  

28:58  

If thou wilt not observe to do all the words of this law that are written in this book, that 

thou mayest fear this glorious and fearful name, THE LORD THY GOD;  

HUMAN BLOOD WAS NOT ENOUGH, JEHOVA GAVE CLEAR INSTRUCTIONS 

FOR THE RITUAL SLAUGHTER OF ANIMALS AS WELL:  

Exodus 20:24  

An altar of earth thou shalt make unto me, and shalt sacrifice thereon thy burnt 

offerings, and thy peace offerings, thy sheep, and thine oxen: in all places where I 

record my name I will come unto thee, and I will bless thee.  

Exodus 24:4  

And Moses wrote all the words of the LORD, and rose up early in the morning, and 

builded an altar under the hill, and twelve pillars, according to the twelve tribes of 

Israel.  

24:5  

And he sent young men of the children of Israel, which offered burnt offerings, and 

sacrificed peace offerings of oxen unto the LORD.  

24:6  

And Moses took half of the blood, and put it in basons; and half of the blood he 

sprinkled on the altar.  

24:7  

And he took the book of the covenant, and read in the audience of the people: and they 

said, All that the LORD hath said will we do, and be obedient.  

24:8  

And Moses took the blood, and sprinkled it on the people, and said, Behold the blood of 

the covenant, which the LORD hath made with you concerning all these words.  

More instructions from Jehova for blood sacrifice:  

Exodus 23:18  

Thou shalt not offer the blood of my sacrifice with leavened bread; neither shall the fat 

of my sacrifice remain until the morning.  

Exodus 29:10 And thou shalt cause a bullock to be brought before the tabernacle of the 

congregation: and Aaron and his sons shall put their hands upon the head of the bullock.  

29:11  

And thou shalt kill the bullock before the LORD, by the door of the tabernacle of the 

congregation.  

29:12 

And thou shalt take of the blood of the bullock, and put it upon the horns of the altar 

with thy finger, and pour all the blood beside the bottom of the altar.  

29:13 

And thou shalt take all the fat that covereth the inwards, and the caul that is above the 

liver, and the two kidneys, and the fat that is upon them, and burn them upon the altar.  

29:14 

But the flesh of the bullock, and his skin, and his dung, shalt thou burn with fire without 
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the camp: it is a sin offering.  

29:15 

Thou shalt also take one ram; and Aaron and his sons shall put their hands upon the 

head of the ram.  

29:16 

And thou shalt slay the ram, and thou shalt take his blood, and sprinkle it round about 

upon the altar.  

29:17 

And thou shalt cut the ram in pieces, and wash the inwards of him, and his legs, and put 

them unto his pieces, and unto his head.  

29:18 

And thou shalt burn the whole ram upon the altar: it is a burnt offering unto the LORD: 

it is a sweet savour, an offering made by fire unto the LORD.  

29:19 

And thou shalt take the other ram; and Aaron and his sons shall put their hands upon the 

head of the ram.  

29:20 

Then shalt thou kill the ram, and take of his blood, and put it upon the tip of the right 

ear of Aaron, and upon the tip of the right ear of his sons, and upon the thumb of their 

right hand, and upon the great toe of their right foot, and sprinkle the blood upon the 

altar round about.  

29:21 

And thou shalt take of the blood that is upon the altar, and of the anointing oil, and 

sprinkle it upon Aaron, and upon his garments, and upon his sons, and upon the 

garments of his sons with him: and he shall be hallowed, and his garments, and his sons, 

and his sons‘ garments with him.  

29:22 

Also thou shalt take of the ram the fat and the rump, and the fat that covereth the 

inwards, and the caul above the liver, and the two kidneys, and the fat that is upon them, 

and the right shoulder; for it is a ram of consecration:  

29:23 

And one loaf of bread, and one cake of oiled bread, and one wafer out of the basket of 

the unleavened bread that is before the LORD:  

29:24 

And thou shalt put all in the hands of Aaron, and in the hands of his sons; and shalt 

wave them for a wave offering before the LORD.  

29:25 

And thou shalt receive them of their hands, and burn them upon the altar for a burnt 

offering, for a sweet savour before the LORD: it is an offering made by fire unto the 

LORD.  

29:26 

And thou shalt take the breast of the ram of Aaron‘s consecration, and wave it for a 

wave offering before the LORD: and it shall be thy part.  

29:27 

And thou shalt sanctify the breast of the wave offering, and the shoulder of the heave 

offering, which is waved, and which is heaved up, of the ram of the consecration, even 

of that which is for Aaron, and of that which is for his sons:  

29:28 

And it shall be Aaron‘s and his sons‘ by a statute for ever from the children of Israel: 

for it is an heave offering: and it shall be an heave offering from the children of Israel of 
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the sacrifice of their peace offerings, even their heave offering unto the LORD.  

29:29 

And the holy garments of Aaron shall be his sons‘ after him, to be anointed therein, and 

to be consecrated in them.  

29:30 

And that son that is priest in his stead shall put them on seven days, when he cometh 

into the tabernacle of the congregation to minister in the holy place.  

29:31 

And thou shalt take the ram of the consecration, and seethe his flesh in the holy place.  

Leviticus Chapter 1  

1:1 

And the LORD called unto Moses, and spake unto him out of the tabernacle of the 

congregation, saying,  

1:2  

Speak unto the children of Israel, and say unto them, If any man of you bring an 

offering unto the LORD, ye shall bring your offering of the cattle, even of the herd, and 

of the flock.  

1:3 

If his offering be a burnt sacrifice of the herd, let him offer a male without blemish: he 

shall offer it of his own voluntary will at the door of the tabernacle of the congregation 

before the LORD.  

1:4 

And he shall put his hand upon the head of the burnt offering; and it shall be accepted 

for him to make atonement for him.  

1:5 

And he shall kill the bullock before the LORD: and the priests, Aaron‘s sons, shall bring 

the blood, and sprinkle the blood round about upon the altar that is by the door of the 

tabernacle of the congregation.  

1:6 

And he shall flay the burnt offering, and cut it into his pieces.  

1:7 

And the sons of Aaron the priest shall put fire upon the altar, and lay the wood in order 

upon the fire:  

1:8 

And the priests, Aaron‘s sons, shall lay the parts, the head, and the fat, in order upon the 

wood that is on the fire which is upon the altar:  

1:9 

But his inwards and his legs shall he wash in water: and the priest shall burn all on the 

altar, to be a burnt sacrifice, an offering made by fire, of ―a sweet savour unto the 

LORD‖.  

1:10 

And if his offering be of the flocks, namely, of the sheep, or of the goats, for a burnt 

sacrifice; he shall bring it a male without blemish.  

1:11 

And he shall kill it on the side of the altar northward before the LORD: and the priests, 

Aaron‘s sons, shall sprinkle his blood round about upon the altar.  

1:12 

And he shall cut it into his pieces, with his head and his fat: and the priest shall lay them 

in order on the wood that is on the fire which is upon the altar:  
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1:13 

But he shall wash the inwards and the legs with water: and the priest shall bring it all, 

and burn it upon the altar: it is a burnt sacrifice, an offering made by fire, of a sweet 

savour unto the LORD.  

1:14 

And if the burnt sacrifice for his offering to the LORD be of fowls, then he shall bring 

his offering of turtledoves, or of young pigeons.  

1:15 

And the priest shall bring it unto the altar, and wring off his head, and burn it on the 

altar; and the blood thereof shall be wrung out at the side of the altar:  

1:16 

And he shall pluck away his crop with his feathers, and cast it beside the altar on the 

east part, by the place of the ashes:  

1:17 

And he shall cleave it with the wings thereof, but shall not divide it asunder: and the 

priest shall burn it upon the altar, upon the wood that is upon the fire: it is a burnt 

sacrifice, an offering made by fire, of a sweet savour unto the LORD.  

Leviticus Chapter 7  

7:1 

Likewise this is the law of the trespass offering: it is most holy.  

7:2 

In the place where they kill the burnt offering shall they kill the trespass offering: and 

the blood thereof shall he sprinkle round about upon the altar.  

7:3 

And he shall offer of it all the fat thereof; the rump, and the fat that covereth the 

inwards,  

7:4 

And the two kidneys, and the fat that is on them, which is by the flanks, and the caul 

that is above the liver, with the kidneys, it shall he take away:  

7:5 

And the priest shall burn them upon the altar for an offering made by fire unto the 

LORD: it is a trespass offering.  

Leviticus 7:14  

And of it he shall offer one out of the whole oblation for an heave offering unto the 

LORD, and it shall be the priest‘s that sprinkleth the blood of the peace offerings.  

THE ―LORD‖ NEEDS EVERY DROP OF THAT BLOOD FROM THE BLOOD 

SACRIFICE:  

Leviticus 7:27  

Whatsoever soul it be that eateth any manner of blood, even that soul shall be cut off 

from his people.  

Here, more blood sacrifice is needed to remove the curse of leprosy jehova has inflicted:  

Leviticus 14:34 

 

When ye be come into the land of Canaan, which I give to you for a possession, and I 

put the plague of leprosy in a house of the land of your possession;  

14:49 
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And he shall take to cleanse the house two birds, and cedar wood, and scarlet, and 

hyssop:  

14:50 

And he shall kill the one of the birds in an earthen vessel over running water:  

14:51 

And he shall take the cedar wood, and the hyssop, and the scarlet, and the living bird, 

and dip them in the blood of the slain bird, and in the running water, and sprinkle the 

house seven times:  

14:52 

And he shall cleanse the house with the blood of the bird, and with the running water, 

and with the living bird, and with the cedar wood, and with the hyssop, and with the 

scarlet:  

14:53 

But he shall let go the living bird out of the city into the open fields, and make an 

atonement for the house: and it shall be clean.  

14:54 

This is the law for all manner of plague of leprosy, and scall,  

14:55 

And for the leprosy of a garment, and of a house,  

14:56 

And for a rising, and for a scab, and for a bright spot:  

14:57 

To teach when it is unclean, and when it is clean: this is the law of leprosy.  

More examples of blood sacrifices to Jehova:  

Leviticus 8:14- 32  

Leviticus 9:1- 24  

Leviticus 14:1- 5  

Leviticus 14:12-28  

Leviticus 23:12-21  

Numbers 19:1- 7  

Joshua Chapter 10- Nothing but mass murder  

Judges 1:1- 18 More bloodbaths and mass murder  

Judges 3:27- 31  

This goes on and on and on. Repeats of endless mass murder and bloodshed. The word 

―BLOOD‖ is used over and over again. You would think this would all be so obvious.  

We all must bear in mind, the Nazarene was the ultimate human sacrifice; also ―eat his 

body and drink his blood‖ is repeatedly recited during nearly every Christian 

mass/service around the world.  

The Christian Mass/Service: a Simulation of a Human Blood Sacrifice  

The article above and this article Jehova: ―A Murderer and a Liar from the Beginning‖ 

reveal bloodbath after bloodbath, and the conquering and genocide of Gentiles at the 

hands of the Jews.  
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The Christian Mass and How it Ties into  

Jewish Ritual Murder 

Due to centuries of the vehement suppression of spiritual knowledge, most people are 

not only unaware of, but also they are unable to see certain truths. This is the enemy‘s 

way of conquering; by creating a blind spot on the soul, where one is spiritually 

disarmed; the so-called ‗sixth-sense‘ is lacking in most people and in many others, it is 

completely absent.  

Millions of unfortunate people are and have been deceived by the Christian and Muslim 

programs; both of these whose sole intention is to destroy spiritual knowledge and 

replace it with lies for the destruction of humanity and every other living creature on 

this earth.  

The Judeo/Christian bible warns its believers regarding the powers of the mind and of 

‗witchcraft‘ so that one is unable to see through the blatant lies that are right there every 

day.  

The Jews who are parasites by nature have always used Gentiles as their spiritual hosts; 

to feed from...no different from the alien greys who use their collection of souls to feed 

from. Many of you are already familiar with ‗Jewish Ritual Murder.‘ During the times 

of Jewish holidays, top rabbis will abduct Gentile children and use them in their ritual 

sacrifices to Jewhova. The child is taken to a secret back room of a synagogue, tied to a 

cross and then tortured to death with the blood drained from the four corners [hands and 

feet], while the child is still alive and aware, and then this blood is drunk ritually by the 

rabbis. This heinous act has been performed repeatedly for centuries and this is why the 

Jews have endured endless pogroms [where Gentiles have massacred entire villages of 

Jews], have been forcibly expelled from nearly every country of the world, except for 

the USA, and have been hated to an extreme by every Gentile race. This is just one...I 

could go on and on endlessly of the crimes that the Jews have committed ad nauseum, 

but the purpose of this sermon is how all of this ties into the christian mass/church 

service.  

There was a title of a book I noted on a shelf in the public library; written by a Jewish 

rabbi and the title was ‗Thou Shalt Prosper.‘ This is also in the Bible. This title was in 

reference to the Jews. Nearly everyone is aware of the unbelievable material wealth, 

success, and power this race has had for centuries. This directly results from their abuse 

of occult power, and all of this ties directly into Christianity.  

As I mentioned many times before, the Judeo/Christian Bible is a book of Jewish 

witchcraft. The verses, their numbers, and so forth. In order to know this, one must 

know how witchcraft, words of power, and most of all, the subliminal and the powers of 

the mind work to bring the operator‘s intentions to manifest in reality.  

As with so much of the Jewish workings, the subliminal is used to make the necessary 

subconscious connection to establish an energy link. One must know about witchcraft 

and the powers of the mind to know this. This is why the Bible warns and works to 

frighten Gentiles away from anything really spiritual...‘thou shalt not suffer a witch to 

live‘ and other crap about ‗burning in a lake of fire‘ etc. In addition, I noted early on 
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that there were curses involved in one using one‘s powers of the mind to prevent this 

and to frighten those who scare easily away from this sort of thing.  

―Eat me...Drink me.‖  

The entire theme of the Christian mass/church service is that of a simulation of a human 

sacrifice. Most people cannot see this, nor are they aware of it due to their minds being 

walled up. The nazarene with every mass/service is crucified in a blood sacrifice to 

Jewhova. I remember very well the endless repeated phrases used by the priest so that a 

connection is established ‗This is the body of christ‘ and then that stupid little 

communion wafer...where the believer eats that ‗body of christ.‘ Now we know the 

nazarene was nailed to that cross; the four corners, no different from the Gentile 

children that the Jews use in their sacrifices. This creates the necessary connection that 

fuels the energies for the Jewish ritual murders, bringing success to the Jewish race, 

especially that of vast material wealth.  

Each and every catholic mass for one [and with protestants, the theme is the same], 

these same verses are DRUMMED into the minds of the congregation, over and over 

and over and over and over:  

―On the night he was betrayed, he took bread and gave you thanks and praise. He broke 

the bread, gave it to his disciples, and said:  

Take this, all of you, and eat it: this is my body which will be given up for you.‖  

―When supper was ended, he took the cup. Again he gave you thanks and praise, gave 

the cup to his disciples, and said:  

Take this, all of you, and drink from it: this is the cup of my blood.‖  

SEE THE CONNECTION??? THIS IS BLATANTLY A HUMAN SACRIFICE!!  

People cannot see this because they have been spiritually blinded. I can see all kinds of 

things as I have knocked down walls in my mind and I remember just four of weeks 

ago, when hearing religious xmas songs blasting over the speakers in the store I was in, 

it was very blatant to me how these deluded Christian fools were singing for their 

damnation.  

To create the necessary distraction and to confuse their victims, the Jews have always 

pretended to be persecuted by Christians. They pretend to be at odds with Christianity. 

If one‘s walls are knocked down, one can see what is there right in front of us every 

day. The entire Bible has either the word ‗Jew‘ ‗Jews‘ ‗Israel‘ and related written on 

every page and with all of these, the Jewish people, and their patriarches are honored 

and exalted. The Bible follows a subliminal theme in that Gentiles are conquered 

repeatedly in the old testament by the Jews and their god Jewhova. After all of this 

conquering and enslaving, the nazarene, the long awaited Jewish messiah comes on the 

scene. Jewish from birth to death; for more on this see Jewish Nazarene.  

The Jewish nazarene character was invented from a concept, that of the serpentine 

witchpower. To read a full article about this, click here. Again, for a working to succeed 

in many cases, there must be some sort of connection in the mind of the victim. Most 

Christians cannot see that Jewhova was a ‗murderer and a liar‘ from the beginning. The 

New Testament goes on with the nazarene then becoming a human sacrifice...murdered 
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and sacrificed to Jewhova, the murderous, bloodthirsty, and sadistic ‗father.‘ In its own 

twisted way, this translates into the murder of children. Because the mind of a child is in 

many cases a blank slate in the way of limited personal experiences that shape attitudes 

and color the personality, children are prime victims. Christianity is notorious for 

preying upon children as are angels and of course, the filthy kikes. They know they can 

use the energy of children quite freely, as there is little or no spiritual resistance.  

Then, the final cap with all of this is the ‗second coming of christ‘ which is in truth 

another hoax designed to channel Gentile spiritual energies and beliefs through the mass 

mind into making the coming of the Jewish messiah into a reality. 

Quote from the Jewish Talmud:  

Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: ―When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 2800 

slaves.‖  

Most people are totally unaware of the above and cannot see this. I already wrote in 

another sermon concerning how the Jews use occult power: JoSNewsletter/message/385  

Here is an excerpt:  

*****  

The video below [which I highly recommend everyone sees] is nothing new and 

blatantly exposes the Jews and how they abuse occult power, the power of suggestion 

and the subliminal to make the subconscious connection to manifest their workings in 

reality. The shootings were for the purpose of instituting gun control. Many people such 

as the author of the video linked below have no idea of the Jewish power, feeding off of 

and directing the energy that the deluded follwers of the Christian program provide for 

their Jewish masters, is behind all of this and can only make misguided guesses:  

Sandy Hook and Batman shootings announced in Movie Batman and Dark Knight Rise  

The Jewish abuse of occult powers has its roots in their gematria. The 911 was another 

one...very blatant. A co-worker, some years ago, showed me how a $20.00 bill could be 

folded a certain way so that on the rear of it, the twin towers going up in smoke would 

appear. Look on the internet for this, I don‘t have the time to search out the websites 

that have this. All of a sudden, after the 911 incident, the older version of the $20.00 

bills where you could fold it that way, was taken out of circulation. They fed the public 

the bullshit story that ―they were too easy to counterfeit.‖ Well, they disappeared real 

fast, as too many people knew the deal on how to fold them. The 20 is the most 

common currency used and circulated in the USA.  

Others include presidential assassinations. I did some research on this a few years back. 

Note about Lincoln and the names, dates, and the numbers and how they all come 

together in a very creepy way, indicating the use of their version of witchcraft. 911 is 

another blatant one- the date, the flights, the numbers, such as ‗New York City‘ 11 

letters; just do your own research on this.  

*****  

In closing, the suicidal doctrines and teachings that poverty is a virtue, and the rejection 

of material wealth, work to ensure that the Jews prosper and that all wealth and power is 
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in their hands. These suicidal teachings are drummed into the minds of Gentiles from a 

very early age, making sure they take a roothold and will even last for future lifetimes, 

ensuring poverty.  

Quotes from the Jewish Talmud:  

Seph. Jp., 92, 1: ―God has given the Jews power over the possessions and blood of all 

nations.‖  

Schulchan Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 348: ―All property of other nations belongs to the 

Jewish nation, which, consequently, is entitled to seize upon it without any scruples.‖  

Schulchan Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 156: ―When a Jew has a Gentile in his clutches, 

another Jew may go to the same Gentile, lend him money and in turn deceive him, so 

that the Gentile shall be ruined. For the property of a Gentile, according to our law, 

belongs to no one, and the first Jew that passes has full right to seize it.‖  

Behind it all, the Jews are the ones who push Christianity, though they try to deceive the 

world into believing otherwise. I see this all the time, as I am very aware of it. Even 

with small unimportant things as crossword puzzle books, most are authored by Jewish 

writers and there are endless references to Christianity and that filthy Bible, like 

everyone is supposed to know those filthy Jewish characters and archetypes by rote. 

Like this is supposed to be common everyday accepted knowledge.  
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The True Meaning of Jewish “Celebrations” 

By High Priest Mageson 

Purim is where jews make cookies in the shape of human ears and eat them as a style of 

cannibalism. To celebrate the seventy thousand counted of dead men, women and 

children they killed in ancient Persia by cutting off one of their ears and putting it in a 

sack. The tale is bogus as the Hebrew torah is. Which shows the real murderous nature 

of jews. They would make a tale like this up for themselves. The jews like to write 

themselves into other peoples histories to then heap all kinds of lies, hate, blasphemy 

and filth and upon them. This is why the leader of Israel making biblical references to 

Iran as Persia in his lying tirade to Congress. The jews every year act out the phony tale 

of Purim Fest which in their mind is real and just happened yesterday. Purim Fest is just 

the celebration of the jewish desire to murder Goyim and then eat their ears. 

Which is all Judaism is the desire to murder, abuse, steal from, rape and enslave the 

Goyim. Judaism is a purely criminal conspiracy against humanity. 
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All Jewish Programs are United by the Same Atrocities 

By Edward Lonsa 

―Don‘t be shy to use violence and break the racial pride of German women. Take them 

as your legit property, you, gallant soldiers of the Red Army‖. 

- Ilia Ehrenburg, Russian Jew, holohoax propagandist 

 

Aboda Sarah 37a: ―Daughters of goyim from 3 years of age can be raped‖. 

- Jewish Talmud 

 

―You can‘t take married woman till you won her in battle with the unfaithful‖ 

- Koran 4:24 

 

This comparison shows that behind all programs - xianity, communism, islam, 

Marxism, etc. - stands the same kike mentality. As Russians during the WW2 used 

mongoloid battalions for rapes and atrocities, so English and Americans used 

Moroccans as hordes of beasts that raped everybody on their way. This is mutual tactics 

of all the Allies, because behind all of them were kikes: 

 

―Soldiers and officers raped women. Two main hospitals of Berlin only received from 

95 to 130 thousands raped. About 10 thousand raped committed suicide. In the Eastern 

Prussia Pomerania and Silesia 1,4 million women were raped, and in this case there 

were more deaths. As a whole not less than 2 million German women were raped. 

Ukrainian, Russian and Belarusian women and girls freed from German labor camps 

were also raped‖. 

 

- Yakov Krotov. RUSSIAN HISTORY. Russia in World War Two. War crimes of 

Russian Army. 

 

―The Mongols are coming… You go quick. Go quick.‖ 

 

―Composed largely of Mongols, Kulaks, Kazakhs, Kalmuks, and other Asians, as well 

as convicts and communists, these men who formed the second wave of troops [the first 

were Slavs] were regarded, even by their own comrades, as utterly merciless. Terrified 

by the news, many Germans did attempt to flee and move in the wake of the first Soviet 

wave. Most, however, found themselves trapped and could do little more than hide 

young girls and once again pray that their worst fears were unfounded. After a wait of 

sometimes days, but normally only hours, the dreaded second wave arrived‖. 

 

- Thomas Goodrich‘s 2010 book Hellstorm: The Death of Nazi Germany (1944-1947) 

 

―Let me tell you about one group of victims -- real victims -- from the Second World 

War that you‘ve never heard about for this very reason. In May 1944 the Allies -- the 

forces of democracy and equality, the anti-Nazi and pro-Jewish forces -- finally 

succeeded in taking Monte Cassino in the Apennines of central Italy away from the 

German Army, after bombing Monte Cassino‘s sixth-century abbey into ruins. The 

Allies had some Moroccan soldiers with them. They wanted ―diversity‖ in their armed 

forces even then. They wanted to demonstrate their belief in racial equality. The 
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Moroccans were only mediocre as fighters, but they really excelled at cutting the throats 

of prisoners after the fighting was over. They were pretty good at raping civilians too. 

The night after the battle for Monte Cassino was over and the Germans had withdrawn 

in good order, a division of Moroccan soldiers -- 12,000 of them -- left their camp and 

swarmed over a group of mountain villages around Monte Cassino. They raped every 

village woman and girl they could get their hands on, an estimated 3,000 women, 

ranging in age from 11 years to 86. They murdered 800 village men who tried to protect 

their women. They abused some of the women so badly that more than 100 of them 

died‖. 

 

Sourse: http://www.natvan.com/free-speech/fs977c.html 

 

Now look here. Its same updated kike tactic of atrocities against Arian Race, namely 

raping to death Arian women, but in 21 century its updated version is called ―Muslim 

immigration‖. 

 

http://frontpagemag.com/2013/dgreenfield/1-in-4-swedish-women-will-be-raped-as-

sexual-assaults-increase-500/ 

 

―This is atrocious right here. Shows the pure hatred of the enemy bastards, their sick 

mentality, their sick religion and the Jewish and Muslim hatred for all that is beautiful 

and is of Satan. The Swedes are of the most clear blooded whites, and they get assaulted 

into this Marxist cultural brew. 

 

I remember a mention by Savitri Devi, about those naturally lower, attacking their 

superiors, just because of pure jealousy and hatred. It‘s there. I was shocked to read this. 

Shit is very out of hand.‖ 

 

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 

 

By Daniel Greenfield: 

 

―1 in 4 Swedish Women Will Be Raped as Sexual Assaults Increase 500% 
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Sweden has imported huge numbers of Muslim immigrants with catastrophic effect. 

 

Sweden‘s population grew from 9 million to 9.5 million in the years 2004-2012, mainly 

due to immigration from ―countries like Afghanistan, Iraq and Somalia‖. 16 percent of 

all newborns have mothers born in non-Western countries. Employment rate among 

immigrants: 54 percent. 

 

Sweden now has the second highest number of rapes in the world, after South Africa, 

which at 53.2 per 100,000 is six times higher than the United States. Statistics now 

suggest that 1 out of every 4 Swedish women will be raped. 

 

In 2003, Sweden‘s rape statistics were higher than average at 9.24, but in 2005 they shot 

up to 36.8 and by 2008 were up to 53.2. Now they are almost certainly even higher as 

Muslim immigrants continue forming a larger percentage of the population. 

 

With Muslims represented in as many as 77 percent of the rape cases and a major 

increase in rape cases paralleling a major increase in Muslim immigration, the wages of 

Muslim immigration are proving to be a sexual assault epidemic by a misogynistic 

ideology. 

 

The statistics are skewed by urban centers where the Islamic colonists cluster. In 

Stockholm this summer there was an average of 5 rapes a day. Stockholm has gone 

from a Swedish city to a city that is one-third immigrant and is between a fifth and a 

quarter Muslim. 

 

Sweden, like the rest of the West, will have to come to terms with the fact that it can 

either have female equality or Muslim immigration. It cannot have both‖. 
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PART 3: The Jews in Modern and Contemporary History: 

The Jewish Mass Murder Machine Called the URSS 

Every day we have our senses assaulted by the Jewish Media‘s Lie Machines, favorite 

fable of the fictional Holocaust of six million poor Jews by the Germans. Despite the 

fact such lies have already been exposed by numerous experts from across the world 

and even during the land mark trial of Zundel [which did not stop him from being put in 

prison for five years for telling the truth] the Jews keep up the wailing of their lies as 

they are the race of the Big Lie. At this point as their holyhoax tales unravel daily they 

are left only with state backed terrorism aimed at those who tell the truth on the subject 

in a desperate bid to use fear to silence those brave souls who speak out. The truth does 

not fear investigation.  

 

Exposing the biggest lie of the 20th Century: 

 

http://www.zundelsite.org 

 

The following is what Hitler spent his life fighting against and to free the world from: 

 

In this article the Jewish lead slaughtercost of the Gentile People of Eastern Europe will 

be examined. The Jews literally in the drive of their Talmudic psyche systemically 

murdered over sixty million innocent Gentiles. A whole nation genocided from the top 

down. 

 

FAMOUS [Jew] TROTSKY QUOTE (1917): 

―We must turn Russia into a desert populated by white negroes upon whom we shall 

impose a tyranny such as the most terrible Eastern despots never dreamt of. The only 

difference is that this will be a left-wing tyranny, not a right-wing tyranny. It will be a 

red tyranny and not a white one. We mean the word `red‘ literally, because we shall 

shed such floods of blood as will make all the human losses suffered in the capitalist 

wars pale by comparison. The biggest bankers across the ocean will work in the closest 

possible contact with us. If we win the revolution, we shall establish the power of 

Zionism upon the wreckage of the revolution‘s funeral, and we shall became a power 

before which the whole world will sink to its knees. We shall show what real power is. 

By means of terror and bloodbaths, we shall reduce the Russian intelligentsia to a state 

of complete stupefaction and idiocy and to an animal existence.‖ 

 From the `Memoirs of Aron Simanovich‘, quoted in The Nature of Zionism by 

Vladimir Stepin, Moscow, 1993, and translated from Russian into English by Clive 

Lindhurst. 

 

The major events that lead to the Communist ―Revolution‖ in the East was the first war. 

This war was instigated by Jewry for the purpose of toppling the remaining remnants of 

the old Gentile political, social and economic power structures. And creating a chaotic 

situation that would make the Western world ripe to be seized upon by Jewry and lead 

into its destruction and enslavement via a global Communist take over. In essence the 

Hegelian dialect of problem, reaction, solution. This war alone killed over sixteen 

million people. 
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The official trigger event was the murder of Ferdinand and his wife. 

 

The Jewish Revolutionary Gavrilo Princip shown being seized by police moments after 

mortally wounding Archduke Ferdinand and his wife. The assassination of Catholic 

Monarch ~ Crown Prince Franz Ferdinand ~ heir to the Austrian throne, was carried out 

by the Jewish assassin Gavrilo Princip using a Browning pistol on Jun. 28, 1914. The 

Zionist newspaper PEIEWISCHE VORDLE wrote on Jan. 13, 1919, ―The international 

Jewry... believed it *necessary to force Europe into the war so that a new Jewish era 

could begin throughout the world.  

 

Arch-duke Ferdinand was assassinated by Gavril Princeps at Sarajevo; Austria 

demanded an apology from Serbia, Serbia apologized but Austria inexplicably declared 

war anyway.Max Warburg, Jewish advisor to the Kaiser who also helped fund the 

Jewish Bolshevik Revolution. He advised the Kaiser to go into WW1 so Zionists could 

push for an Israeli state. Both Warburg and Schiff were Rothschild agents. Warburg 

also arranged for Lenin to be transported through Germany to Russia in a sealed train to 

lead the conspirators to their Bolshevik triumph.  

 

Three Jewish advisers to Kaiser Wilhelm, Chancellor Bethmann-Hollweg, Max 

Warburg and Albert Ballin, then had the Kaiser declare war, and the other nations were 

involved.  

 

Why ? To carry out the Jewish Plan.  

 

On February 8, 1920, Sir Winston Churchill expressed his alarm over world 

developments in an interview published in the Sunday Illustrated Herald, London:  

 

―From the days of Adam (Spartacus) Weishaupt, to those of Karl Marx to those of 

Trotsky, Bela Kun, Rosa Luxemburg and Emma Goldman. This worldwide conspiracy 

for the overthrow of civilization and for the reconstruction of society on the basis of 

arrested development, of envious malevolence and impossible equality, has been 

steadily growing.  

 

―There is no need to exaggerate the part played in the creation of Bolshevism and in the 

actual bringing about of the Russian Revolution by these international, and for the most 

part, atheistic Jews. It is certainly a very great one: it probably outweighs all others. 

With the notable exception of Lenin [my note it turns out Lenin was a Jew], the 

majority of the leading figures are Jews. Moreover, the principal inspiration and driving 

power comes from the Jewish leaders.‖  

Churchill referred, of course, to the overthrow of the Gentile State in Russia and its 

replacement by a hateful gang of homicidal maniacs, whose unimaginable success was 

accomplished by the astute financial aid of Jacob Schiff to the Jewish revolutionaries, 

and by Max Warburg in Germany, who, at the crucial moment of the revolution in 

Russia, arranged for Lenin to be transported through Germany to Russia in a sealed 

train to lead the conspirators to their Bolshevik triumph.  

 

Jacob Schiff [Jew]whose money bankrolled the Jewish Bolsheviks who were 

responsible for millions of Gentile deaths and the overthrow of the Russian nation.  

 

A statement of the situation from 1926 from a revised and re-edited version of A Sea of 
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Blood: the Truth about Bolshevik Russia, a 12,000-word pamphlet originally published 

in Munich (1926) and authored by a Russian émigré known as ―Dr Gregor‖.  

 

1. Introduction 

Nine years have already passed since an indescribable crime against humanity, the 

Bolshevik Revolution of 1917, was systematically begun. Now in its ninth year [1926], 

a government exists which calls itself a worker-and-peasant governmentbut not one true 

worker or farmer has ever sat on it. For nine years, torture has been used in the name of 

democra¬cy as an official instrument of the state. And in the name of socialism millions 

of upright individu¬als have been murdered, put to death through starvation, or 

banished from home and hearth to every distant part of the globe. 

 

In the name of the proletariat the Russian people has been subjugated by rank 

foreigners, their speech has been silenced, and their bodies sentto the cheers of the 

[Jewish] Third International into mass graves. 

 

An old Russian expression says: ―There are never more lies told than before a war and 

after a hunt.‖ And in point of fact the Great War [WW1] never had a true armistice; it 

never really ended. And the hunt for more human skulls of course only Gentile and 

Aryan skulls will do continues in accordance with a sinister and systematic plan. And 

thus the great lie blooms forth, in effect a form of worship of the Father of Lies, by that 

international scum calling itself the Bolsheviks. 

 

Mundus vult decipi! the world wants to be deceived! It believes Soviet lies and fairy 

tales and even participates in this sick comedy, sending delegations of well-known 

people, leftists of course, incapable of understanding the Russian language, and 

sympathetic to boot with the goals of the Third International! 

[The 3rd Internationale was the third great convention meeting held by ultra-radical 

Jews and Marxists in 1919 to coordinate Communist activities worldwide.] 

 

Off these foreign guests go to Soviet Russia to ―study‖ the  

situation. These splendid chaps have no idea what Russia was like before the 

Bolsheviksand what it could have become without them in the meantime! On the other 

hand, the Soviet Union‘s new friends show great knowledge and appreciation for our 

Russian caviar and vodka! The caviar is good, the vodka burns like fire going down, 

and in the brain-fog of democratic good will one somehow misses the rivers of blood, 

the dashed brain fragments, and the slithering clatter of mil-lions of slaves‘ chains. 

 

And so internationalist democracy [Jewry] celebrates its rites of sacrifice. The Gentile 

lamb is slaughtered…  

 

2. The systematic destruction of Russia 

 

The old Russia no longer exists. 

 

In its place we have a vast desert: its intelligentsia 90% annihilated, its middle class 

throttled, its work¬ing class made serfs once again but this time serfs in state-owned 

factories, workers who just for using the word ―strike‖ can be put up against the wall! 

As for the farmer, now he is a mere beast of burden, a camel in the Soviet-made Sahara, 

laboring without question for his Jewish exploiters and nearly without pay. 
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For a non-initiate it must be entirely incomprehensible how such a mighty empire, 

seemingly in one night of revolution, could be set aflame at all four corners and 

destroyed. 

However, in one night it did not happen. 

 

The events of March 1917 Kerensky‘s middle-class overthrow of the tsar and of 

November 1917 the Bolshevik putsch against Kerensky‘s government were only the 

visible re¬sult of years of patient, mole-like undermining activities by the Jewish 

Internationale: a work which did not begin in the criminal minds of [Jews] Marx, 

Kautsky and Engels, but instead in an earlier alliance of Jewry with the higher grades of 

world [Jewish infiltrated] Freemasonry.  

 

My note its important to understand the Freemason‘s where infiltrated by the Jewish 

Illuminati in the 18th century and turned into an organ of Global Jewry. 

 

These lofty ―idealists‖ have tortured and killed, in the name of Russia‘s workers and 

peasants and according to their very own statistics the following numbers of victims in 

the first four years of the glorious Russian Revolution:  

8,800 Gentile doctors and their aides. Why? Because they represented non-Jewish 

middle-class medicine. 

 

Now come the officers: 54,650 army and naval officers, 10,500 police offi¬cers 

(lieutenant-rank and above) and 48,500 lower-ranking policemen. And for what reason? 

Because they were military and police officers, and we all know that ―militarism‖ is no 

longer permissible for any nationalistic and Aryan-conscious white people. It is only 

allowed to Red bandits, who call themselves proletarians, to dig the real proletariat a 

mass grave. 

 

Then there are 260,000 flag-loyal soldiers of the old army, all now executed. But even 

this statistic is trifling. Now come the intelligentsia: teachers, professors, engineers, 

building contractors, writers and judges especially judges, because these were the most 

dangerous for a state ruled by convicted felons. 

To them let us add lawyers, district attorneys and all the college-educated occupations 

to reach the number of 361,825 murdered members of our most mentally demanding 

professions. I will not even tarry over our annihilated class of large landowners, 

consisting of 12,950 persons. 

 

And when someone asks me how the Russian intelligentsia can bear the Bolshevik 

yoke, I always answer that the Russian intelligentsia is either literally six feet under or 

in exile, and that the tiny remainder left over has suffered such a blood-letting and 

systematic humiliation through the communist steamroller that they have forfeited every 

last bit of self-esteem and personal honor. 

Finally, we come to the modest numbers of workers and peasants executed by the 

worker-and-peasant state. They amount to only 192,350 workers and 815,000 peasants. 

All these figures are official statistics pub¬lished by the Cheka [forerunner of the KGB] 

and printed in easily obtainable Bolshevik newspapers during this period when the anti-

communist White Russian forces were fighting Trotsky and the Red Army, [1917-

1921]. 
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All these facts can be verified in the complete volumes of informa¬tion or excerpts 

published in 1922 by the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Kingdom of Serbia, the only 

coun¬try in Europe which is fighting mercilessly against the disease of communism. 

Even this enormous number of casualties is small compared to the mentally ill persons 

now running around free in Soviet Russia four million eight hundred thousand of them. 

But this is no surprise. Even the old Russia did not have enough sanatoria and hospitals 

for them. Now the whole country has become a madhouse. The murders continue and 

the blood flows on, albeit only Gentile and Aryan blood. 

 

When during the 1922 Famine, 30,000 human beings were dying every day, Jewish 

leader Trotsky made the sarcastic remark: ―All the better look at the paperwork that will 

save us now!‖ 

 

3. Tsars assassinated by the Jews 

After Nicholas I, his son Alexander II mounted the throne, a true friend of his people. In 

1861 he abolished serfdom and gave the peasants land. This reform happened through 

the mir arrangement of village communities an institution far closer to true and sincere 

communism than the capitalistic, tax-exploitative system we see in Soviet Russia today. 

 

This same tsar, Alexander II, who in 1864 gave his people a whole new trial procedure 

for their court system then the fairest and most progressive in Europe underwent seven 

attempts to assas¬sinate him, until finally, in an eighth attempt perpetrated by 

Goldmann, Liebermann and Zuckermann can anyone mistake their race? successfully 

carried out the wishes of London. 

[Great Britain was by this time in the control of the Jewish bankers of the City of 

London.] 

 

Alexander II, the great benefactor of his nation, was dynamited on March 1, 1881 the 

very day that he was to bestow on his country a new, constitutional form of government. 

Alexander II was gone. 

 

Alexander III now became tsar. With respect to this monarch who preserved Euro¬pean 

peace, we Russians were all convinced that when he died in 1894, he had succumbed to 

a normal illness in this case an acute kidney infection. How great was afterward our 

amazement when we learned on the run, in exile, and from Jewish sources that this tsar 

too had fallen victim to the criminal minds of the tribe of Judah. 

 

The Jew Saltus exults over this fact in his book The Imperial Orgy, published in New 

York in 1920. In•his foam-mouthed delirium over the successful downfall of the 

Gentile-Aryan world he explains in his book how the Jews, working with the Entente 

powers England, France, the U.S. and Italy got rid of the tsars one after the other. 

He further relates that, at the same time as Russian churches were praying for the health 

of the tsar, he was being cursed in the synagogues. 

 

My note this is true and was proved in the 1911 case of the ritual murder of Andrei 

Youshchinksy, who was ritually murdered by the local Jewish community as part of a 

ritual by their own confession to help bring down the Tsar and Russia to Jewry. 

 

―While the murder which was have proven to have taken place inside the synagogue of 

a local Jewish owned and operated brick factory, the Jury could not determine for 
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certain if it was Beiliess who had wielded the implement that punchered Andrei over 45 

times around his body killing him, drawing as much blood possible carefully from 

Andrei‘s body in the process. It was stated the puncher marks 

done to the side of the child‘s head where done specifically for a special part of the 

ritual as a sacrifice so the Jews could overthrow the Czar.‖ 

 

To the bedside of the sick tsar his personal physician, Zakharin, was summoned. 

Zakharin, a perfectly good Russian name, and yet a Jew. When he arrived to see the tsar 

in Livadiya, he had the medicine all ready for him in his vest pocket. The kind of 

medicine is easy to imagine: a one-way ticket into the next world. 

After the trusting tsar had swallowed the medication and was rolling in pain on his bed, 

Zakharin bent over-him according to Saltus with a diabolical grin on his face. 

The tsar choked out the words ―Who are you?‖ 

Zakharin‘s answer: ―I am a Jew!‖ And with enormous chutzpah, he then turned to the 

empress and the tsar‘s ministers and said: ―Not to worry, his majesty is only talking in a 

fever!‖ 

Then he bent over the dying man and grinned at him again: ―You are breathing your last 

breathand we have won!‖ 

This comes straight from the Jew Saltus in his book The Imperial Orgy. 

 

4. The murder of millions of Gentiles by the Cheka 

 

And then the Russian Revolution came. 

Who were these friends of the common people who in the name of freedom, equality, 

and democracy began annihilating the Gentile-Aryan population? 

 

Undoubtedly there were among them some true idealists [useful idiots of Jewry] who 

really believed that they could use murder and manslaughter, robbery and theft, to make 

a happier world and a new paradise of equality. The well-known result, however, was a 

living nightmare consisting of hunger, deprivation, despair and an equality only in one‘s 

right to be murdered by the Jewish-controlled Cheka [forerunner of the KGB]. 

 

The word ―Cheka‖ is not only an acronym in Russian for ―Special Commission for 

Fighting Counter-Revolution,‖ but also a Yiddish expression for ani¬mal slaughter. 

How fitting this expression! We Gentiles, who are called ―goyim‖ or cattle, are in the 

Jewish view mere animals. Yahweh gave us human faces, however, so as to spare the 

Jews the distress of having servants who looked like animals. [Paraphrased] 

 

The first provisional government [after the abdication of Tsar Nicholas II and just 

before the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution] consisted exclusively of [Corrupted] 

Freemasons of Romance-language initiation, from France or Italy, and funded by [Jew 

Rothschild] English money.  

 

The criminality of this ―provisional government‖ knew no bounds, because it did the 

most despicable thing a government can do. It ignored the promises, purposes and ideals 

for which it was put in powerand for which it had overthrown the Tsar, head of state. 

The nine months of this ―government‖ was nothing but a gestation period, and horribly 

pregnant Russia gave birth to the mis¬carriage on October 27, 1917. It can rightly be 

said that power was lying there on the street and the Bolsheviks merely picked it up. To 

provide a show for the friendly democracies abroad, there had to be street battles in 
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Russia. And so the prime minister Kerensky, a half-Jew whose real name was Kirbis, 

meaning ―pumpkin‖, deliberately sent a battalion of women and young officer cadets 

into the jaws of a howling and murderous mob, where they were sadistically 

annihilated. Meanwhile Kerensky, dressed in a sailor suit, fled St. Petersburg. 

Just before that, Kerensky had signed for publicity reasons an arrest warrant against the 

―traitor Trotsky‖ [Bronstein]. But when General Polovtsev showed up with his 

Cossacks in Trotsky‘s apartment to arrest him, there sitting in a plush armchair with 

Trotsky was Kerensky, sipping a liqueur. He took the arrest warrant from the 

aston¬ished general‘s hand, theatrically tore it up, and sent the general on his way a 

man who lacked the courage to simply arrest both these scum for in a revolution, the 

first one to pick up his stick is on top. 

 

 

In any case, the Russian and foreign publics were to be treated to scenes of urban 

warfare and bloodshed. 

Aryan blood, of course. 

 

5. [Jew] Lenin, a syphilitic psychopath 

 

The Mensheviks, or ―majority people‖, wanted a peaceful socialist welfare state and 

limited state ownership of industries as in Sweden. The Bolsheviks, or ―minority 

people‖ [i.e., mostly Jews] wanted a reign of terror and total nationalization under Lenin 

and Trotsky. 

The Mensheviks made only one condition: that Lenin explain himself with respect to 

allegations of theft from the Party. When the convention began and Lenin was 

challenged to give an account of himself, he stood up, stuck his hands in his pockets and 

proclaimed that his standing was so high in the party that he owed no one any answers. 

 

When Lenin first arrived in Russia from Germany, he was already demented from 

untreated or poorly treated syphilis. 

With this softening of the brain a sort of gumming of the tissues he was now fully 

qualified to pour his criminal fantasies into the ears of the foaming mob. 

 

Russia already stood in flames, and the shabby gang of brigands were encouraged by 

Lenin‘s slogan, ―Rob back what they robbed from us!‖ 

And so the mob hurled themselves upon the meager remains of Russian society. Under 

the joyful croakings of Jewry, Mother Russia was submerged. 

 

Truly, truly the ―international proletariat‖ can be proud: its leader a [Jew] thief, its 

prophet a syphilitic, its greatest man a mass murderer. 

 

Instead of leading mankind into the bright light above the clouds, it has jammed 

human¬ity down into the sewer, and it is no accident that his mausoleum ―Lenin‘s 

tomb‖ looks today like a public lavatory. 

 

After the February Revolution of 1917, Nicholas II abdicated his throne and took refuge 

with his family in a house in Yekaterinburg. The Czar, his wife, his son, his four 

daughters, his servants and family doctor were all killed in the same room by the 

Bolsheviks on the night of July 17, 1918. It has since been confirmed that Lenin ordered 

the clandestine killings from Moscow.  
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Veteran British journalist Robert Wilton explains in his cult classic, The Fall of the 

Romanovs, how the murder of the Tsar and his family was orchestrated entirely by 

Jews:  

 

―The whole record of Bolshevism in Russia is indeliby impressed with the stamp of an 

alien invasion. The murder of the Tsar, deliberately planned by the Jew Sverdlov, and 

carried out by the Jews Goloshchekin, Syromolotov, Safarov, Voikov, and Yorovsky, is 

the act not of the Russan people, but of this hostile invader.‖ (Robert Wilton, The Fall 

of the Romanovs, p.148). 

 

6. Trotsky, another killer of Gentiles 

 

Lenin‘s great rival was a man who nearly exceeds him in treachery, viciousness and 

sadistic love of executions: the Jew Laibe Bronstein, who now calls himself Leo 

Trotsky. 

 

This Bronstein-Trotsky character formerly was an ultra-radical writer of gall-dripping 

articles for Jewish newspapers. But long before the war he was an agent of the tsarist 

secret police in Vienna, reporting on Russian Jews who had deserted from the Russian 

armed forces. 

Trotsky, a full-blooded Jew, betrayed his racial brothers to the Russian government for 

150 gold crowns a month [about $200]. This perhaps tells us all we need to know about 

him. 

 

He moved to St. Petersburg and founded a very bourgeois and capitalist freight-moving 

business. Later he got into the business of lopping off heads when it became more 

advantageous to be a commu¬nist. The whole communist system under Soviet Judea is 

shot through with bizarre values. While pure communism is said to promise a 

community of sharing, the slogan of Russian communism seems to be: ―What‘s mine is 

mine and what‘s yours is mine, too!‖ 

 

FAMOUS TROTSKY QUOTE (1917): 

―We must turn Russia into a desert populated by white negroes upon whom we shall 

impose a tyranny such as the most terrible Eastern despots never dreamt of. The only 

difference is that this will be a left-wing tyranny, not a right-wing tyranny. It will be a 

red tyranny and not a white one. We mean the word `red‘ literally, because we shall 

shed such floods of blood as will make all the human losses suffered in the capitalist 

wars pale by comparison. The biggest bankers across the ocean will work in the closest 

possible contact with us. If we win the revolution, we shall establish the power of 

Zionism upon the wreckage of the revolution‘s funeral, and we shall became a power 

before which the whole world will sink to its knees. We shall show what real power is. 

By means of terror and bloodbaths, we shall reduce the Russian intelligentsia to a state 

of complete stupefaction and idiocy and to an animal existence.‖ 

 From the `Memoirs of Aron Simanovich‘, quoted in The Nature of Zionism by 

Vladimir Stepin, Moscow, 1993, and translated from Russian into English by Clive 

Lindhurst. 
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7. Fiendish tortures devised by the Jewish Cheka 

 

 

A whole shelf of books with both written and photographic documentation has been 

published on this theme. 

 

I need mention only The Blood Intoxication of the Bolsheviks by Nilostonsky, The 

Battle Against Bolshevism by Avalov, The Plague over Russia by Albert Rosenberg, 

Soviet Russia by Katharina Haug-Houg, and The Cheka by Georg Popov. 

 

[My note when Adolf Hitler was still a solider in the Germany Army he was in one of 

the units that was brought to deal with the Jewish Communist insurgency in Germany 

he personally along with thousands of other German Nationalist fighters saw the 

remains of innocent Germans murdered the same way by the Jewish Bolsheviks in the 

city.  

 

Hundreds of reports and letters coming back from the East during the war from Axis 

troops and commanders mentioned finding the same, the bodies of Gentile victims of 

similar atrocities [killed by the Jewish NKVD] in liberated cities, towns and villages. 

This is what lead to the pogroms as hundreds of outraged Gentiles who had suffered for 

over a decade under the Jewish Red Terror Machine took to the streets to find those 

Jews within their kosher prized communities who had been their tormenters and 

murders of their friends and family members for years. As recent KGB reports also 

show the majority of the Russians in the liberated Axis territory welcomed and worked 

with the Axis forces on every level, willingly and thanked them for liberating them for 

the Jewish terrorism and oppression. Over a million also fought as volunteers for the 

Axis force to help liberate the rest of the Russia‘s from Communist Jewry. Most where 

later killed by the Jewish Communist occupation state after the war to the sum of 

millions. Their crime was wanting to be free.] 

 

―The Jew is immunized against all dangers: one may call him a scoundrel, parasite, 

swindler, profiteer, it all runs off him like water off a raincoat. But call him a Jew and 

you will be astonished at how he recoils, how injured he is, how he suddenly shrinks 

back: ―I‘ve been found out.‖ -Joseph Goebbel 
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Jewish Ritual Murder in America 

By means of the press [Jewish control] and by their great wealth, the Jews are able to 

stifle any impartial investigation into ritual murder.  

--Thomas Burbage 1916  

―Alilath Seker‖ a slush found in today terms, provided bribe money and expenses [for 

Jews] to combat blood accusations.  

--Dr Philip Devier, ―Blood Ritual‖  

―A secret fund, the Alilath Seker [fund for bloody calumnies] set up by the Council of 

the Four Nations, served chiefly for this purpose.‖ Leon Poliakov ―History of Anti-

Semitism‖ cited by Dr Harrel Rhome.  

If you want to learn and understand why the Jews can commit such insane crimes as 

ritual murder, you must know the secret Jewish teachings. You must know the teachings 

of the Torah, the Talmud, and the Schulchan Aruch. These laws and teachings are proof 

that the Jews feel themselves superior to all nations, that it has declared war on all other 

races, and that it is the sworn enemy of the whole of non-Jewish humanity.‖  

Even Tacitus, the Roman historian wrote:  

―The Jews are a race that hates the gods and mankind. Their laws are in opposition to 

those of all mortals. They despise what is to us holy. Their laws condone them in 

committing acts which horrify us.‖ [Historian V.3-8]  

The Jew knows that when the non-Jewish world knows his laws and sees through his 

plans, that he is lost. Therefore, by threat of death, he forbids their translation and 

publication. A well-known Jewish scholar [Dibre David] writes:  

―If the Gentiles knew what we are teaching against them, they would kill us.‖ The 

Jewish secret laws are based on the fundamental principle that states:  

―Only the Jew is human. In contrast, all non-Jews are animals. They are beasts in 

human form. Anything is permitted against them. The Jew may lie to, cheat, and steal 

from them. He may even rape and murder them.‖  

There are hundreds of passages in the Talmud in which the non-Jews are described as 

animals. Some of them are:  

1. ―The Jews are called human beings, but the non-Jews are not humans. They are 

beasts.‖ [Talmud: Baba Mezia 114b]  

2. ―The Akum [non-Jew] is like a dog. Yes, the scripture teaches to honor the dog 

more than the non-Jew.‖ [Ereget Raschi Erod. 22 30]  

3. ―Even though God created the non-Jew they are still animals in human form. It 

is not becoming for a Jew to be served by an animal. Therefore he will be served 

by animals in human form.‖ [Midrasch Talpioth p. 255, Warsaw 1855]  
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4. ―A pregnant non-Jew is no better than a pregnant animal.‖ [Coschen 

hamischpat]  

5. ―The souls of non-Jews come from impure spirits and are called pigs.‖  

[Jalkut Rubeni gadol 12 b]  

6. ―Although the non-Jew has the same body structure as the Jew, they compare 

with the Jew like a monkey to a human.‖ [Schene luchoth haberith, p. 250 b]  

So that the Jew will never forget that he is dealing with animals, he is reminded by 

eating, by death, and even by sexual intercourse constantly. The Talmud teaches:  

―If you eat with a Gentile, it is the same as eating with a dog.‖ [Tosapoth, Jebamoth 

94b]  

―If a Jew has a non-Jewish servant or maid who dies, one should not express sympathy 

to the Jew. You should tell to the Jew: `God will replace ―your loss,‖ just as if one of his 

oxen or asses had died.‖ [Jore dea 377]  

―Sexual intercourse between Gentiles is like intercourse between animals.‖ [Talmud 

Sanhedrin 74b]  

It is written in the Talmud about the murder of the Gentiles:  

1. ―It is permitted to take the body and the life of a Gentile.‖ [Sepher ikkarim IIIc 

25]  

2. ―It is the law to kill anyone who denies the Torah. The Christians belong to the 

denying ones of the Torah.‖ [Coschen hamischpat 425 Hagah 425. 5]  

3. ―Every Jew, who spills the blood of the godless [non-Jews], is doing the same as 

making a sacrifice to God.‖ [Talmud: Bammidber raba c 21 & Jalkut 772]  

These laws of the Talmud and the Torah were given to the Jews over 3000 years ago. 

They are just as valid today as they were back then. This is how the Jews are taught 

from childhood. The result of this stands before us. It is Jewish ritual murder.  

―Further, there is a law concerning the slaughter of foreigners, who are the same as 

beasts. This slaughter is to be carried out in a lawfully valid manner. The ones who do 

not follow the Jewish religious law have to be offered to God as a sacrifice. It is to them 

that Psalm 44:22 refers: `Yea, for thy sake are we killed all the day long; we are counted 

as sheep for the slaughter.‘―  

[Thikune Zohar, edition Berdiwetsch 88b]  

Dr. Bischoff [the trial of 30th Oct. - 4th Nov. 1931] established the correct translation of 

this law: This translation and publication of the law of human sacrifice is the greatest 

blow that ever struck the Jews in this controversy. THIS LAW COMMANDS THE 

JEWS TO BUTCHER NON-JEWS. THIS IS TO BE DONE IN A ―LAWFULLY 

VALID WAY.‖ THIS MEANS THAT THE GENTILES ARE TO BE SACRIFICED 

IN THE SAME WAY AS ANIMALS. THEY ARE TO BE SACRIFICED TO THE 
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JEWISH GOD. THEREFORE, WE ARE DEALING WITH A LAW THAT DOES 

NOT ONLY PERMIT THE PRACTICE OF RITUAL MURDER, BUT COMMANDS 

IT!  

Ritual murder in America:  

In America, such a case came to light in 1955 in Chicago, with the kidnapping and 

murder of five children that year, the time of the major Jewish holiday. The bodies of 

the children show they where murdered in accordance to Jewish ritualistic laws. 

Chicago is also an area of large and powerful Jewish communities. The victims where 

of murder were John and Anton Schuessler, Jr., Robert Peterson, Barbara and Patricia 

Grimes.  

The facts of the case reveal:  

They had been kept alive for some time after being abducted. Their dead bodies were 

naked. Ligature marks suggested they had been bound by wrists and were held in 

confinement before being bled by small cuts and puncture wounds. The marks on one 

body matched up with the floor mats of a luxury Packard automobile, so the killers 

where mostly likely upper class.  

The two little girls had repeatedly been punctured with a sharp pointed object in the 

upper torso, thighs and buttocks. This may have been part of the blood collecting 

process. The two boys showed signs of having been nailed through the hands and feet, 

along with injuries to the mouth and eyes. Both groups of victims revealed enough 

similar evidence indicating the murders were committed by the same group of killers.  

Something more revealing:  

One of the wounds to the victims contained an unspecified grain, possibly wheat. The 

Jews are known for using human blood from such rituals for creating wheat-based 

meals as Matzo balls soaked in the blood of the victims of such rituals. In the case, it 

was openly stated in the Chicago Sun-Times: ―Religious cult might be involved.‖  

Note it only stated ―Religious Cult‖ and nothing more, indicating it could of been just 

about anyone or anything, but how did the Jews react? Immediately after the article was 

released, fleets of trucks were sent out and all the newspapers were removed from the 

stands and literally burned. The Jews, from the writings of Crowley, did the same in 

England when such facts were ever bought to light regarding such cases, even going as 

so far as to buy every copy of every book or paper to burn them.  

Another recent case of the Jews doing this was when Toafler, the son of the Chief Rabbi 

of Rome and professor of history in Israel, wrote the book ―Blood Passover,‖ which is a 

record of the Jewish ritual murders in medieval Italy. Toafler‘s main source of 

documentation was from the synagogue tracts of the time of the murders. The Jewish 

network combined heaven and earth to ban, remove, and burn every copy made.  

Now back to the 1955 case, note how the Jews worked to cover it up further: The 

Jewish Sheriff of the County, named Lohman, sent a Jewish deputy, Horowitz, to 

investigate the father of the two of the murdered boys. Lohman did this as away to shift 

blame and be able to put the Gentile family under house arrest, thus making it 

impossible for them to talk to anyone about the case. Then Lohman, the Jewish Sheriff 

quickly ordered another Jew on his force, Gloss to head the ―investigation.‖  
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Two other Gentile detectives on the case Lieutenants Lynch and McMahon stated that 

Cook County investigators ―destroyed evidence, threatened witnesses, and worked to 

impede their investigation at every turn.‖  

The father was ordered by the Police into a Sanitarium [even after passing lie detector 

tests], under the control of a Jewish Doctor, Leon Steinfeld, where he literally died the 

same day. The official report was that he died from natural causes, being a heart attack. 

However, it was revealed very shortly thereafter that he was murdered by electro-shock 

treatments, performed on him within very hours of after his arrival.  

The coroner for Cook County, a Gentile named Doctor Thomas McCarron openly called 

Steinfeld a murderer and liar, after important documents to that fact were brought to the 

District Attorney. Shortly after Dr. McCarron‘s house was bombed and he was ordered 

to keep silent by the District Attorney. Nothing ever came from the faint investigation 

into the affair. Later Steinfeld, after fleeing the Country, was found dead in a hotel room 

from what appeared to be a suicide. The Family of the two murdered boys was then paid 

One Hundred Thousand dollars from the local Jewish community to stay silent. 

Obviously, this is not the only case in America. Workers once tearing down a 

synagogue in Manhattan in 1989 found the human skeleton of a young girl in the 

basement‘s coal bin.  

Note that every year; thousands of Gentile Children go missing in America, many 

around the time of the major Jewish holidays, such as Passover, where such rituals are 

done. Why are no bodies showing up? A look at the names of the owners of many 

animal processing plants reveals them to be owned by Jews. You can put two and two 

together on this. After all, we are by the Jews‘ own words and deeds, nothing but 

animals to them.  

Good authors and scholars on the subject: Dr. Arnold Leese, Dr. Hellmutt Schramm, 

Dr. Philip DeVier, Dr. Harrell Rhome, Dr. Edward Fields, Attorney and Duma Member 

G.G. Zamyslovsky,  

Other disgusting truths on the Jews:  

Rome, Italy -- Italian and Russian police, working together, broke up a ring of Jewish 

gangsters who had been involved in the manufacture of child rape and snuff 

pornography.  

Three Russian Jews and eight Italian Jews were arrested after police discovered they 

had been kidnapping non-Jewish children between the ages of two and five years old 

from Russian orphanages, raping the children, and then murdering them on film. Mostly 

non-Jewish customers, including 1700 nationwide, 600 in Italy, and an unknown 

number in the United States, paid as much as $20,000 per film to watch little children 

being raped and murdered.  

Jewish officials in a major Italian news agency tried to cover the story up, but were 

circumvented by Italian news reporters, who broadcasts scenes from the films live at 

prime time on Italian television to more than 11 million Italian viewers. Jewish officials 

then fired the executives responsible, claiming they were spreading ―blood libel.‖  
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Throughout history, various groups have accused sects of Jews of ritually murdering 

small children. One such account, that of Hugh of Lincoln, led to the expulsion of all 

Jews from Britain in the 13th Century. Such accounts have generally been ―discounted‖ 

but are so wide spread that Jewish organizations have developed a name for them -- 

―blood libel.‖  

The American group the ADL was founded to defend a Jew, Leo Frank, accused of 

raping and murdering a five year old girl, Mary Fagan, in his Atlanta pencil factory in 

1913. The ADL claims he was innocent. A mob lynched him after the governor 

commuted his death sentence to life in prison.  

Though AP and Reuters both ran stories on the episode, US media conglomerates 

refused to carry the story on television news, again saying the story would prejudice 

Americans against Jews.  

Jewish gangsters in Russia have become increasingly linked to traffic in ―white slaves‖ 

and prostitutes through Israel, according to a recent report in the Jerusalem Post. Israel 

turns an official blind eye to forced prostitution, and does not punish Israeli citizens 

who choose to own ―sex slaves,‖ as long as the slaves are foreign and non-Jews.  

According to the Talmudic Encyclopedia: ―He who has carnal knowledge of the wife of 

a Gentile is not liable to the death penalty, for it is written: ‗thy fellow‘s wife‘ rather 

than the alien‘s wife; and even the precept that a man ‗shall cleave unto his wife‘ which 

is addressed to the Gentiles does not apply to a Jew, just there is no matrimony for a 

heathen; and although a married Gentile woman is forbidden to the Gentiles, in any case 

a Jew is exempted.‘ This does not imply that sexual intercourse between a Jewish man 

and a Gentile woman is permitted - quite the contrary, but the main punishment is 

inflicted on the Gentile woman; she must be executed, even if she was raped by the Jew: 

‗If a Jew has coitus with a Gentile woman, whether she be a child of three or an adult, 

whether married or unmarried, and even if he is a minor aged only nine years and one 

day - because he had willful coitus with her, she must be killed, as is the case with a 

beast, because through her a Jew got into trouble. The Jew, however, must be flogged, 

and if he is a Kohen [member of the priestly tribe], he must receive double the number 

of lashes, because he has committed a double offense: a Kohen must not have inter-

course with a prostitute, and all Gentile women are presumed to be prostitutes.  

--Israel Shahak, Jewish History, Jewish Religion, Pluto Press, London 1994, page 87  

British Link to ‗Snuff‘ Videos  

Jason Burke in London, Amelia Gentleman in Moscow, Philip Willan in Rome 

Observer - Sunday October 1, 2000  

Britain is a key link in the largest ever, international investigation into the production 

and supply of pedophile ‗snuff‘ movies - in which children are murdered on film - an 

Observer investigation can reveal. The key suspect in the inquiry, a Russian who was 

arrested last week in Moscow for distribution of thousands of sadistic child porn videos 

and pictures, was traced following the seizure of his products from British pedophiles.  
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Dmitri Vladimirovich Kuznetsov, a 30-year-old former car mechanic in Moscow, was 

identified after British Customs and police traced the origin of violent child porn videos 

found in the UK back to Russia.  

Last week Italian police seized 3,000 of Kuznetsov‘s videos on their way to clients in 

Italy, sparking an international hunt for pedophiles who have bought his products. The 

Italian investigators say the material includes footage of children dying during abuse. 

Prosecutors in Naples are considering charging those who have bought the videos with 

complicity in murder. They say some may have specifically requested films of killings.  

British authorities yesterday confirmed that scores of Kuznetsov‘s videos, produced in 

his small flat in Moscow‘s rundown Vykhino district, have been found in the UK. They 

are concerned that ‗snuff‘ movies in which children are killed may have also been 

imported.  

Around a dozen British men have already been arrested and charged with offenses 

alleged to be connected to the Russian tapes. A second Russian child porn ring, which 

allegedly had a British distributor, was broken up earlier this year. The investigation 

into the importing of violent Russian child porn, which led to the identification, and 

subsequent imprisonment of Kuznetsov started about 15 months ago after Customs 

seized material coming into the country. Since then there have been dozens of other 

finds.  

‗We have seen some very, very nasty stuff involving sadistic abuse of very young 

children, but actual deaths on film takes it a whole step further. That is very worrying,‘ 

said one senior customs officer this weekend. British paedophiles were paying between 

£50 and £100 for Kuznetsov‘s tapes, the officer said. Further fees were paid for access 

to a website that features pictures of extremely violent abuse. Though two men arrested 

with Kuznetsov have also been imprisoned by Moscow authorities, only one of the three 

remains behind bars. Dmitri Ivanov was sentenced to 11 years for actually participating 

in the abuse that was being filmed. The others were released under an amnesty aimed at 

clearing Russia‘s overcrowded prisons.  

When officers from the Moscow Criminal Investigation Department raided Kuznetsov‘s 

flat they found two boys in a makeshift studio. They seized a huge quantity of films and 

other pornographic material as well as lists of clients in Italy, Germany, America, and 

Britain.  

Last week Italian detectives moved in, following months of inquiries, and arrested eight 

people. The police searched more than 600 homes and say they now have evidence 

against about 500 people. Among the suspects were businessmen, public employees and 

a university student. Several of them were married, with children of their own. 

Hundreds of people are also under investigation in Germany.  

The Russian videos, which had been ordered over the internet, were intercepted when 

they came into Italy by post, repackaged, and then delivered by undercover police 

officers. They cost between £300 and £4,000, depending on what type of film was 

ordered. Covert film of young children naked or undressing was known as a ‗SNIPE‘ 

video. The most appalling category was code-named ‗Necros Pedo‘ in which children 

were raped and tortured until they died. Police in Russia and the UK believe that 
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Kuznetsov and his associates have been in business for more than two years in which 

time they are believed to have recruited around 100 boys - aged between 9 and 15 - to 

be filmed.  

‗Most of the children were rounded up from railway stations. A lot of them came from 

the suburbs, or surrounding regions and were from deprived, problem families,‘ said 

Kiril Mazurin, a police spokesman. ‗Usually when children like this arrive in the 

capital, they‘ve got no idea where to go and hang around in the station. It‘s very easy to 

entice this kind of teenager - with a promise of a warm bed or a trip to the cinema.‘ 

Many were lured away from orphanages. ‗Children are not locked in,‘ said Mazurin. 

‗Anyone can come along and promise them a meal at McDonalds. It doesn‘t take any 

more than that.‖  

Some children were paid a commission to find other boys willing to be filmed, 

according to reports in the Russian press, for a fee of between 100 and 300 roubles 

[£2.50 - £7]. Kuznetsov had given up his job in 1998 to devote himself to the lucrative 

pornography industry. A self-taught computer expert, he was in the process of 

upgrading his equipment to allow him to e-mail videos directly to clients when police 

raided him.  

Many customers repeatedly ordered videos from him. The Naples newspaper Il Mattino 

published a transcript of an alleged email exchange between a prospective client and the 

Russian vendors.  

―Promise me you‘re not ripping me off,‖ says the Italian.  

―Relax, I can assure you this one really dies,‖ the Russian responds.  

―The last time I paid and I didn‘t get what I wanted.‖ 

―What do you want?‖  

―To see them die.‖  

________________________________________________________________  

Friday, May 19 2000 [14 Iyar 5760]  

Amnesty: Israel Failing to Deal with White-slave Trade by Dan Izenberg and Heidi J. 

Gleit  

JERUSALEM [May 19] - Israel has failed to take adequate measures against human 

rights abuses of women who have been brought here and forced to provide sexual 

services, Amnesty International charged.  

―This is so,‖ a special Amnesty report on the trafficking of women from the former 

Soviet Union said, ―even though many of them have been subjected to human rights 

abuses such as enslavement or torture, including rape and other forms of sexual abuse, 

by traffickers, pimps, or others involved in Israel‘s sex industry.‖  

Amnesty International also criticized Israel for not providing a procedure to grant 

asylum to women who have been smuggled into the country often on the basis of false 

promises of work having nothing to do with sex.  
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Fighting the trade in women and bringing foreign women here to work as prostitutes is a 

priority for the Israel Police, but it is a very difficult phenomenon to fight, police 

investigations head Cmdr. Yossi Sedbon said yesterday. One of the main problems is 

that there is not a law against selling women, he explained, adding that he is aware of 

the initiatives to pass such a law and hopes they are successful.  

Justice Minister Yossi Beilin told Amnesty International representatives yesterday that 

Deputy Attorney-General Yehudit Karp is preparing an amendment to the Penal Law, 

which would address the trafficking phenomenon and provide immunity for trafficked 

women. He predicted that the legislation would be presented to the Knesset at its winter 

session. According to Amnesty International, hundreds of women are brought to Israel 

from the former Soviet Union every year. According to Amnesty International, Israel is 

bound by international law and by international covenants that it has signed to stamp 

out the sex trafficking.  

Police are arresting suspects on related charges such as kidnapping, pimping, raping, 

and assaulting the women, Sedbon said. The other major problem is that the women are 

scared to file police complaints and testify against the pimps, he said. Since most of 

them are in the country illegally, they are scared to approach police. Fear of reprisal by 

the pimps further paralyzes them. Police try to get around this both by promising to 

protect complainants and by initiating operations to collect evidence against and raid 

brothels, he said.  

An additional complication is that prosecutors need the women who complain to testify 

in the court cases against the pimps, which can be months after the initial complaint is 

filed. Since the women are here illegally and there is a chance that the pimps will harm 

them if they are left to their own devices here, they have often ended up sitting in jail 

until the trial is completed. Sedbon said that they now try to send the women home and 

bring them back here for the trial.  

Sedbon declined to comment on the complaints filed against Afula police chief Ch.-

Supt. Shlomo Marmelstein and Tel Aviv Police Chief Cmdr. Shlomo Aharonishky for 

not acting against the problem, saying he could not comment on specific cases.  

Sedbon emphasized that the issue is a priority for police and that each police district‘s 

serious crimes division is dealing with the problem. Statistics police released earlier this 

year show an increase in the number of cases opened against pimps: 279 in 1997; 370 in 

1998; and 506 in 1999. Sedbon also said that only a minority of the foreign women 

working here as prostitutes are kidnapped and forced into prostitution. 

___________________________________________________________________  

Jews are allowed by their God to keep slaves. The modern day Israel takes advantage of 

this divine permission. ―Your male and female slaves are to come from the nations 

around you; from them you may buy slaves. You may also buy some of the temporary 

residents living among you and members of their clans born in your country, and they 

will become your property. You can will them to your children as inherited property and 

can make them slaves for life, but you must not rule over your fellow Israelites 

ruthlessly.‖ [Leviticus 25:44-46]  

http://www.ety.com/HRP/jewishstudies/snuffporn.htm  
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The Jewish Ritual Murder of Andrei ―Alilath Seker‖ a slush found in today terms 

provided bribe money and expenses [for Jews] to combat blood accusations.- Dr Philip 

Devier, ―Blood Ritual‖ 

In 1911, Kiev Russia, the most notorious case of ritual murder occurred. The body of 

Andrei Youshchinsky, a child from the local area was found in a cave, drained of all his 

blood, and a local Jew, Beiliess, was charged with the crime. Jews from around the 

world poured the modern equivalent of 115 million dollars into concealing the facts of 

the case and for his defense. After the discovery of the body, the police arrested the 

mother and did not allow her to attend her sons‘ burial. During this time, the family was 

approached by a local Jewish lawyer who attempted to bribe them into silence. Jewish 

owned newspapers then attempted to slander the mother with the false claims that she 

ran a criminal network that killed her son. Once again, the Jew is the master of 

projection and lies. Several witnesses including two children of the Chebariak family, 

who witnessed the kidnapping of Andrei by local Jews, where murdered during the 

case. It was also revealed that the local head of the Police had planted false evidence to 

get Beiliess off the hook for the murder. The children who had been with Andrei at the 

time of the abduction and who were witnesses, were all given pieces of cake by the 

investigator. All three became severally ill the next day and two died, one survived after 

being ill for months, and when she recovered, she testified in the court as to what she 

witnessed: ―We started to ride the clay-mixer, and suddenly Beiliess and two other Jews 

ran toward us. We jumped off the clay-mixer and tried to run away Andrei and my 

brother [Zhenya] were caught by Beiliess and the other Jews, but my brother freed 

himself. The Jews then dragged Andrei away; my sister [Valentina] also saw this.‖ --

Court testimony of Chebariaks‘ daughter.  

John Grant, the American Consulate stationed in Odessa Russia at the time, reported the 

findings of the jury. The jury had officially found that ―A certain boy, Andrei, in Kiev, 

Russia had been killed by fanatical Jews, and that Jews for occult purposes, had 

carefully drawn all blood from the dying child and that it was instance of Jewish 

ritualistic murder, and that Beiliess was innocent.‖ While the murder, which was proven 

to have taken place inside the synagogue of a local Jewish owned and operated brick 

factory, the Jury could not determine for certain if it was Beiliess who had wielded the 

implement that punctured Andrei over 45 times around his body killing him, and 

drawing as much blood possible carefully from Andrei‘s body in the process. It was 

stated the puncture marks on the side of the child‘s head where done specifically for a 

special part of the ritual as a sacrifice so the Jews could overthrow the Czar.  

Medel Beiliess went free because 6 of the 12 members of the jury could not determine if 

he had murdered the child, [in spite of an eyewitness account from Chebariaks‘ 

surviving daughter]. He was one of the kidnappers of Andrei along with two other Jews, 

and too many witnesses had been killed along with too much evidence being destroyed 

and covered up before the trial, by the Jews. In 1917, G.G Zamyslovsky the prosecuting 

attorney wrote a 525-page book on the subject called ―The Murder of Andrei 

Youshchinsky‖ in which he detailed the facts of the case in depth. During the Judeo-

Bolshevik revolution, Zamyslovsky was given a show trail by the Jewish CHEKA then 

murdered by them mainly for his book on the subject, which revealed all the aspects of 

the case. His book was then classified until 1997, to keep the contents secret. The Jews 

also ―executed‖ the judge of the case and all of the original surviving witnesses.  
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Israeli Calls for Total Ethnic Cleansing of Gaza 

The agenda is the total extermination of the Palestinians in the Gaza strip. The Israeli 

government admits that Hamas was not responsible for the kidnapping and killing of the 

three Jewish teens they used as the premise for the current slaughter on Gaza under false 

premise of such blaming Hamas. Because that was just a lie to act as cover for the 

destruction of the Palestinian state and the stealing of all its land. Which is what the 

Jews have been doing from the start of the Jewish state.  

 

The full plans for the maximum expansion of the Jewish state as drafted by the Jews 

calls for the extermination of millions of Arabs and the destruction of whole nations. 

They tried to expand further into Lebanon with the civil war Mossad admits it started to 

use an excuse to invade southern Lebanon steal its resources and annex its land into 

Israel. While the Lebanese where busy killing each other along religious lines. This 

resulted in the deaths of 120,000 people in Lebanon. This backfired on them and they 

where driven out, they reinvaded in 2006 to be defeated again. They have pushed 

outwards into Syrian land with the Golan Heights. And have funded the proxy forces 

working to destroy Assad to wipe the Syria nation out and replace it with weak Islamic 

bandit regions that can easily be taken by Israel at any time. This conflict they are 

behind in Syria has killed almost 200,000 people at this point and is still raging. 

 

The Jews pulled 911 to pull America into Wars and occupations in the ME to build the 

Greater Israel and destroy all their rivals in the Middle East. This is why Iraq was 

destroyed and occupied with a death toll of several million Iraqi‘s and they where 

forcing and still trying to get a war against Iran. And tried to pull America into war in 

Syria. 911 was just a bigger version of what they did with the USS Liberty attack and 

Lavon affair.  

 

The real 911 Truth: 

http://www.911missinglinks.com/watch-movie 

 

Literally millions of Arabic men, women and children have been killed along with 

thousands of American‘s in the name of the Jewish war mongering in the Middle East. 

 

What does the Jewish Talmud say about Gentiles: 

Sanhedrin 59a: ―Murdering Goyim is like killing a wild animal.‖  

Abodah Zara 26b: ―Even the best of the Gentiles should be killed.‖ 

Hilkkoth Akum X1: ―Show no mercy to the Goyim.‖ 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

―Genocide is permissible‖ according to insane Times of Israel Op-Ed (UPDATED) 

Blogger Yochanan Gordon argues that the solution to opponents in Gaza is to 

―obliterate them completely‖  

 

―Genocide is permissible‖ according to insane Times of Israel Op-Ed (UPDATED) 

A screen-grab of Yochanan Gordon‘s article, ―When Genocide is Permissible.‖(Credit: 

The Times of Israel) 
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The Times of Israel is under fire on Friday after publishing a blog post titled ―When 

Genocide Is Permissible.‖ The post, written by Yochanon Gordon, was quickly 

removed from the Times‘ website, but cached and screen-captured versions of the piece 

quickly proliferated on social media. 

 

In the article, Gordon blasts the United Nations for its recent admonition against the 

―disproportionate‖ use of force by Israel in Gaza, insisting that international observers 

―are completely out of touch with the nature of this foe and are therefore not qualified to 

dictate or enforce the rules of this war.‖ 

 

Because of the supposedly unique menace that Hamas presents to Israel, Gordon 

contends that ―nothing … can be considered disproportionate when we are fighting for 

our very right to live.‖ 

 

He continues later on in the piece: 

 

Hamas has stated forthrightly that it idealizes death as much as Israel celebrates life. 

What other way then is there to deal with an enemy of this nature other than obliterate 

them completely? 

 

News anchors such as those from CNN, BBC and Al-Jazeera have not missed an 

opportunity to point out the majority of innocent civilians who have lost their lives as a 

result of this war. But anyone who lives with rocket launchers installed or terror tunnels 

burrowed in or around the vicinity of their home cannot be considered an innocent 

civilian. 

 

And then concludes by asking the following rhetorical question: 

 

 

If political leaders and military experts determine that the only way to achieve its goal 

of sustaining quiet is through genocide is it then permissible to achieve those 

responsible goals? 

 

You can read a full version of the article here. 

 

Gordon does not cite any ―political leaders and military experts‖ who have called for the 

genocide of Palestinians in Gaza. However, recent weeks have seen a spate of hard-line 

Israel supporters in the media aggressively justifying Israel‘s campaign in Gaza, which 

has already claimed the lives of nearly 1,500 Palestinians, many of them civilians. 

 

Gordon, for his part, seems to be sticking to his guns. A Twitter account that appears to 

belong to the writer responded to critics on Friday afternoon. (Update: Gordon‘s twitter 

*account has been deactivated, and his tweets deleted.) 

 

The page where Gordon‘s piece was original published now bears a note reading: ―The 

contents of this post have been removed for breaching The Times of Israel‘s editorial 

guidelines.‖ The original headline has been removed entirely. According to his author 

page on the Times‘ website, Gordon has been blogging for the newspaper since April. 
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Update: The Times of Israel has released a formal statement about the article, calling it 

―damnable and ignorant‖ and stating that the newspaper has discontinued Gordon‘s 

blog. ―We will not countenance blog posts that incite to violence or criminal acts,‖ the 

statement reads. 

 

Gordon, meanwhile, has issued an apology of his own, stating that ―I never intended to 

call to harm any people although my words may have conveyed that message.‖ 

 

―I pray and hope for a quick peaceful end to the hostilities and that all people learn to 

coexist with each other in creating a better world for us all,‖ the note ends. 

 

Expel Palestinians, populate Gaza with Jews, says Knesset deputy speaker 

Ali Abunimah 19 July 2014  

 

A relative carries the body of four-year-old Qassim Elwan during his funeral in Gaza 

City on 19 July. Qassim was killed along with his brother by Israeli shelling the 

previous day. Ezz al-Zanoun APA images 

Israel must attack Gaza even more mercilessly, expel the population and resettle the 

territory with Jews, the deputy speaker of Israel‘s parliament, the Knesset, has said. 

Moshe Feiglin, a member of Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu‘s ruling Likud Party, 

makes the call in an article for the Israeli news website Arutz Sheva. 

Feiglin demands that Israel launch attacks ―throughout Gaza with the IDF‘s [Israeli 

army‘s] maximum force (and not a tiny fraction of it) with all the conventional means at 

its disposal.‖ 
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Force Gaza population out 

―After the IDF completes the ‗softening‘ of the targets with its firepower, the IDF will 

conquer the entire Gaza, using all the means necessary to minimize any harm to our 

soldiers, with no other considerations,‖ Feiglin writes in one of several calls for outright 

war crimes. 

Following the reconquest, Israel‘s army ―will thoroughly eliminate all armed enemies 

from Gaza. The enemy population that is innocent of wrongdoing and separated itself 

from the armed terrorists will be treated in accordance with international law and will be 

allowed to leave,‖ Feiglin writes. 

“Gaza is part of our land” 

―Gaza is part of our Land and we will remain there forever,‖ Feiglin concludes. 

―Subsequent to the elimination of terror from Gaza, it will become part of sovereign 

Israel and will be populated by Jews. This will also serve to ease the housing crisis in 

Israel.‖ 

Feiglin has a long history of incitement. Last week he expelled Arab members of the 

Knesset who dared to criticize Israel‘s ongoing slaughter in Gaza and called for Israel to 

cut off power to dialysis patients there. 

As of now, ninety percent of Gaza is without electricity, journalist Mohammed Omer 

reports, and most Palestinians in Gaza are getting as little as two hours of electricity per 

day. 

Death toll climbs relentlessly 

More than 100 Palestinians have been killed in the last 48 hours as Israel continues its 

indiscriminate attacks on Palestinians throughout the occupied Gaza Strip by land, sea 

and air. 

By Saturday afternoon in Gaza, the thirteenth day of Israel‘s current bombardment and 

invasion of the coastal territory, 339 people, the vast majority civilians, had been killed 

in total and 2,500 injured. 

Tens of thousands have fled their homes, primarily in the north and east of Gaza, 

seeking shelter from the Israeli assault in United Nations-run schools. 

Genocidal demands 

Feiglin‘s call for the destruction of the Palestinian community in Gaza has some 

resonance. 

Just a day before Feiglin‘s article, Rabbi Ben Packer made a similar demand, calling the 

current assault ―an opportunity for Israel to achieve a victory – to move the border‖ by 

conquering northern Gaza. 

Packer is the director of ―Heritage House,‖ a settlement in occupied East Jerusalem that 

houses so-called ―lone soldiers,‖ men recruited from overseas to join the Israeli 

occupation forces. 

Israel‘s former settlers in Gaza, evacuated in 2005, would be given the first opportunity 

to ―settle in the regained territory,‖ Packer said. 
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Packer, a settler from the United States and volunteer in the Israeli army, previously 

served as the ―Rabbi on Campus― at the University of North Carolina and Duke 

University. 

Calls like Feiglin‘s and Packer‘s for genocidal-scale violence against Palestinians are 

being heard with ever more frequency from Israeli leaders. 

A call for genocide of the Palestinians by Ayelet Shaked, a rising star in Israel‘s 

Habeyit Hayehudi (Jewish Home) party, part of the government, received global 

notoriety after The Electronic Intifada translated and exposed it earlier this month. 

 

 

By High Priestess Maxine Dietrich: 

This ―ethnic cleansing‖ is and always has been Jewish. What was done in the USSR and 

in other countries controlled by Jewish communism is unimaginable. Everything and I 

mean everything they accused the Nazis of [which the Nazis were innocent], is really 

the Jews. Millions upon millions of innocent men, women and children were falsely 

arrested, tortured to near death into making false confessions, [many died from the 

torture], and sent to Jewish run slave labor death camps where most died under 

conditions that were so horrid, there are no real words to describe them. [Disposable 

human beings]. The Jews took entire areas and peoples based upon their nationality/race 

and estroyed them. 

Then, they blamed all of their mass murders, their methods and heinous torture on the 

Nazis. They did this to create a distraction, and as we know they have really used the 

media, reparations where Germany has had to pay trillions of dollars for ―crimes‖ that 

never happened. Not one mass murderer from any communist country has ever been 

brought to justice. NOT ONE! The Jews never expected their communism to fail like it 

did. 

The Black Book of Communism: Crimes, Terror, Repression [2000 Harvard 

University], reveals crimes against humanity beyond any imagination. Of coursed the 

authors always have to being up that phony holoco$t. Another point on this is that 

phony holoco$t of their 6 million [they always use that number 6, just as their Talmud 

has 24 volumes 2+4=6, and the list goes on with the 6, which is the biblical number for 

slave labor, with the Jews being the masters] and the fact that authors of such books 

elaborate on the Jews further indicates the bias towards Jewish supremacy. 

It doesn‘t matter what has happened to Gentiles, but OH MY! No one should even think 

to persecute any Jew! 

The more I have been studying on this; the more it is glaringly apparent how the Jews 

are a most vicious, vile race full of the most depraved hatred imaginable. Oh, I know 

that there are a small percentage of Jews, like 5% that mind their own business and 

don‘t bother anyone, but always remember... they use these small percentages to hold 

up as examples, or even the part Jews that pollute the population with their filthy genes; 

that 5% breeds more of the 95% and would definitely support and side in with their own 

should they ever gain total power. A Jew is a Jew is a Jew. Astaroth once told me ―They 

are cancer cells.‖ Most people know cancer cells attack healthy cells and take over the 

body, killing it. 
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Underneath all of this concerning the Gaza, the Jews are really using genocide and 

blatant racism [as they always have for centuries, while accusing Gentiles of such for 

distraction, as everything the Jews are and do, they blame upon and punish others for to 

create the distraction, no different form what they have done with Satan and our Gods in 

that bible of theirs], they are making room for their own. Many Gentiles in different 

countries are waking up to the Jew. The Jews know this, but are keeping it quiet, and 

using excuses and schemes to make room for as many kikes as they possibly can in 

Israel and from what I heard, in some places in Spain. They always have the inside 

information and they know what is coming. Being as unspeakably vicious and spiteful 

as they are, they will not go quietly. 
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Israeli Senator: “All Mothers of Palestinians 

Should Also be Killed” 

Ali Abunimah Rights and Accountability 7 July 2014  

Ayelet Shaked (Wikipedia) 

Update, 8 May 2015 

In light of Ayelet Shaked‘s appointment as justice 

minister in the new Israeli coalition government, and 

renewed interest in her anti-Palestinian views, an 

image of her now-deleted Facebook posting has been 

added below, along with the full and complete 

translation. 

Original post 

A day before Palestinian teenager Muhammad Abu 

Khudair was kidnapped and burned alive allegedly by 

six Israeli Jewish youths, Israeli lawmaker Ayelet 

Shaked published on Facebook a call for genocide of 

the Palestinians. 

It is a call for genocide because it declares that ―the entire Palestinian people is the 

enemy‖ and justifies its destruction, ―including its elderly and its women, its cities and 

its villages, its property and its infrastructure.‖ 

It is a call for genocide because it calls for the slaughter of Palestinian mothers who give 

birth to ―little snakes.‖ 

If Shaked‘s post does not meet the legal definition of a call for genocide then nothing 

does. 

Shaked is a senior figure in the Habeyit Hayehudi (Jewish Home) party that is part of 

Israel‘s ruling coalition. 

Her post was shared more than one thousand times and received almost five thousand 

―Likes.‖ 

Uri Elitzur, to whom she refers, and who died a few months ago, was leader of the 

settler movement and speechwriter and close advisor to Prime Minister Benjamin 

Netanyahu. 

Here‘s a translation of Shaked‘s posting: 

This is an article by the late Uri Elitzur, which was written 12 years ago, but remained 

unpublished. It is as relevant today as it was at the time. 

The Palestinian people has declared war on us, and we must respond with war. Not an 

operation, not a slow-moving one, not low-intensity, not controlled escalation, no 

destruction of terror infrastructure, no targeted killings. Enough with the oblique 

references. This is a war. Words have meanings. This is a war. It is not a war against 

terror, and not a war against extremists, and not even a war against the Palestinian 
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Authority. These too are forms of avoiding reality. This is a war between two people. 

Who is the enemy? The Palestinian people. Why? Ask them, they started. 

I don‘t know why it‘s so hard for us to define reality with the simple words that 

language puts at our disposal. Why do we have to make up a new name for the war 

every other week, just to avoid calling it by its name. What‘s so horrifying about 

understanding that the entire Palestinian people is the enemy? Every war is between two 

peoples, and in every war the people who started the war, that whole people, is the 

enemy. A declaration of war is not a war crime. Responding with war certainly is not. 

Nor is the use of the word ―war‖, nor a clear definition who the enemy is. Au contraire: 

the morality of war (yes, there is such a thing) is founded on the assumption that there 

are wars in this world, and that war is not the normal state of things, and that in wars the 

enemy is usually an entire people, including its elderly and its women, its cities and its 

villages, its property and its infrastructure. 

And the morality of war knows that it is not possible to refrain from hurting enemy 

civilians. It does not condemn the British air force, which bombed and totally destroyed 

the German city of Dresden, or the US planes that destroyed the cities of Poland and 

wrecked half of Budapest, places whose wretched residents had never done a thing to 

America, but which had to be destroyed in order to win the war against evil. The morals 

of war do not require that Russia be brought to trial, though it bombs and destroys 

towns and neighborhoods in Chechnya. It does not denounce the UN Peacekeeping 

Forces for killing hundreds of civilians in Angola, nor the NATO forces who bombed 

Milosevic‘s Belgrade, a city with a million civilians, elderly, babies, women, and 

children. The morals of war accept as correct in principle, not only politically, what 

America has done in Afghanistan, including the massive bombing of populated places, 

including the creation of a refugee stream of hundreds of thousands of people who 

escaped the horrors of war, for thousands of whom there is no home to return to. 

And in our war this is sevenfold more correct, because the enemy soldiers hide out 

among the population, and it is only through its support that they can fight. Behind 

every terrorist stand dozens of men and women, without whom he could not engage in 

terrorism. Actors in the war are those who incite in mosques, who write the murderous 

curricula for schools, who give shelter, who provide vehicles, and all those who honor 

and give them their moral support. They are all enemy combatants, and their blood shall 

be on all their heads. Now this also includes the mothers of the martyrs, who send them 

to hell with flowers and kisses. They should follow their sons, nothing would be more 

just. They should go, as should the physical homes in which they raised the snakes. 

Otherwise, more little snakes will be raised there. 

There are celebrations of mourning and honor in two homes of two despicable 

murderers. I assume they have put up outdoor mourning structures, and all the 

dignitaries of the city come to honor the mother and father who raised the devil. Those 

two houses should be bombed from the air, with intention to destroy and to kill. And it 

should be announced that we will do this from now on to every home of every martyr. 

There is nothing more just, and probably nothing more efficient. Every suicide attacker 

should know that he takes with him also his parents and his house and some of the 

neighbors. Every brave Um-Jihad who sends her son to hell should know she‘s going 

with him, along with the house and everything inside it.‖ 

Prevention cannot be focused. That‘s how it is in wars. Whatever‘s focused cannot 

prevent. It is not we who started this dastardly war and it is not we who can stop it. The 
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keys to the ceasefire are in the hands of the members of the Palestinian nation. We can 

only singe their fingers until they wish to use them. 

Shocking words like this from Israeli leaders have an impact. And they are words 

backed by actions. 

When Israel rampages against the entire Palestinian population, subjecting them to what 

Human Rights Watch calls ―collective punishment,‖ it sends a clear message to the 

Israeli public that any Palestinian is fair game for ―revenge.‖ 

Shaked evidently has much worse in mind. Here‘s an image of the original Facebook 

post, which Shaked subsequently deleted: 

 

Israeli lawmaker Ayelet Shaked‘s now deleted Facebook posting calling for genocide of 

the Palestinians. 

Hate trickles down 
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In another sickening example of the country‘s endemic racism, Israeli website 

shtieble.net, which is oriented toward an Orthodox Jewish audience, referred to 

lynching victim Muhammad Abu Khudair in a headline as a ―little terrorist.‖  

 מחבל=בחיים בעודו שנשרף 17 בן ערבי נער :שטיבל החרדי באתר בינתיים

pic.twitter.com/h7bgtO2sHT 

— LiatBS (@liatbs) July 7, 2014 

The hate trickles down. These two images were posted on the photo-sharing website 

Instagram – they are among hundreds posted on various social media sites inciting 

―revenge‖ and celebrating violence against Palestinians. 

The first image, posted on 3 July, apparently shows an Israeli soldier with a weapon on 

his shoulder and the word ―revenge‖ with two bloody daggers tatooed or drawn on his 

back.  

In the second image, posted on 6 July, the badly injured face of Palestinian American 

15-year-old Tariq Abukhdeir appears next to an image of a pig. 

Abukhdeir was savagely beaten by Israeli forces in eastern occupied Jerusalem last 

Thursday. He is a cousin of Muhammad Abu Khudair. 

Not “fringe” 

In a New York Times article today, Isabel Kershner presents the rampant racism that 

apparently led six Israeli youths to lynch Muhammad Abu Khudair as a ―fringe‖ 

phenomenon. 

It is no such thing. Incitement comes from the top. 

Shaked is not alone in inciting this kind of genocidal hatred and it was Netanyahu who 

was the first to incite ―vengeance‖ after the bodies of three murdered Israeli teenagers 

were found in the West Bank one week ago.  
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Jew Tells You Jews Can Rape, Rob and Murder You,  

as It’s Their Divine Law 

He even lets you know Jews can rape, murder and torcher Gentile children as Divine 

Law... One Rabbi stated every Jew is a walking Talmud. And to understand the mind of 

Jews you have to read the Talmud well this Jew is telling you all about the Talmud. 

Keep this in mind the next time they cry about their phony holyhoax of sixty billion 

lampshades and shrunken heads, magic gas chambers with flimsy wooden doors and 

other bullshit. Communism is Judaism and its all based on the Talmud-Torah get it now 

why the Jews murdered a hundred million Goyim like animals in their Soviet Union? 

 

Hitler fought for All Humanity against this Jewish Evil. If not for Hitler these 

Psychopathic Yids would have the whole planet under a level of absolute control.  

 

The Jews are already working over time for damage control on this article as its a literal 

Talmudic rage filled confession of everything Jewish. Expect all kinds of lies to cover 

this over. 

Understanding the Idea of Israeli Land Under Talmudic Law 

JOSH BORNSTEIN April 9, 2015, 12:56 pm 

Recently, I have begun to intensely study the Talmud, and it has proven to be a very 

spiritually enlightening experience. The Talmud has much to teach us about God, Jews, 

Israel, and daily life. ―It‘s a central pillar for understanding anything about Judaism, 

more than the Bible,‖ says Rabbi Adin Steinsaltz, one of the world‘s best known 

Talmudical scholars. ―The Talmud is not a divine gift given to people. The Jewish 

people created it. But on the other hand, it created the Jewish people. In so many ways, 

we‘re Talmudic Jews, whether we believe in it or not.‖ 

 

All practicing Jews are Talmudic Jews, as the Talmud is the very core of Judaism. The 

Talmud is the rock which forms the base of Judaism and Jewish law. We can see the 

Talmud‘s influence all over Israel today, from Israel‘s calendars to its legal codes. In the 

words of Herman Wouk: ―The Talmud is to this day the circulating heart‘s blood of the 

Jewish religion. Whatever laws, customs or ceremonies we observe – whether we are 

Orthodox, Conservative, Reform or merely spasmodic sentimentalists – we follow the 

Talmud. It is our common law.‖ 

 

Make no mistakes about it: under Talmudic divine law, Israel absolutely has the right to 

exist. In fact, Israel has more than the right to exist. Under Talmudic law, Israel actually 

has the right to FAR more power than it currently has. An examination of the Talmud 

and what it teaches us about the rightful place of Israel can be very enlightening and 

eye-opening to those of us who are not yet aware of how Talmudic law works. 

 

Studying the Talmud is currently something associated almost exclusively with 

Orthodox Judaism and Conservative Judaism. That‘s a shame, because all Jews – 

including the most ultra-reform Jews – have much to learn from the Talmud. Again, the 

Talmud is the foundation of all Jewish beliefs. How important is the Talmud? So 

important, in fact, that Israel is now basing much of its legal system on the Talmud. 
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A Jewish state fully endorses the use of the Jewish Torah and the Talmud as the laws of 

the land. Last year, as part of a series of moves designed to make Israel‘s Jewish status 

crystal clear, Benjamin Netanyahu publicly stated that he aims to make Israel‘s legal 

system based on the Talmud, as it should be. In Netanyahu‘s own words to the Likud 

party‘s ultra-Orthodox member Yaakov Vider: ―We will legally define the Talmud as 

the basis of the Israeli legal system.‖ 

 

As the Jewish state, Israel‘s Jewish essence must be felt in every single aspect of Israeli 

life. The Talmud is the divine law of the Jewish people, so it‘s essential that it also be 

the law of Israel – the Jewish state. Regardless of one‘s feelings about Netanyahu, his 

commitment to following Talmudic law and cementing Israel‘s Jewish status is truly 

something to be admired. 

 

However, by acknowledging the idea of ―Palestinian land,‖ Netanyahu is betraying the 

Talmud and Talmudic law. If there is one term that I truly cannot stand to hear, it‘s the 

term ―Palestinian land.‖ Talking to other people in the Jewish community, I often hear 

the term ―Palestinian land‖ thrown about, and it always deeply irks me. Any Jew who 

speaks of ―Palestinian land‖ clearly has a very deep misunderstanding of Jewish law. 

The Talmud makes it very clear that all land belongs to Jews, and that Jews may seize 

any land that they so desire. Schulchan Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 348: ―All property 

of other nations belongs to the Jewish nation, which, consequently, is entitled to seize 

upon it without any scruples.‖ This is directly from the Talmud. Why, then, should the 

―Palestinians‖ be entitled to any land? Why should they even be allowed to exist? 

 

In the words of top Israeli Rabbi Ovadia Yosef, ―Goyim were born only to serve us. 

Without that, they have no place in the world; only to serve the People of Israel.‖ 

Likewise, Rabbi Ya‘acov Perin has publicly stated: ―One million Arabs are not worth a 

Jewish fingernail.‖ Shocking? It shouldn‘t be. This is Talmudic law as well. The 

Talmud makes it very clear that the life of a non-Jew has no value, and that gentiles 

exist only to serve Jews. Sanhedrin 59a: ―Murdering Goyim is like killing a wild 

animal.‖ Abodah Zara 26b: ―Even the best of the Gentiles should be killed.‖ Baba Necia 

114, 6: ―The Jews are human beings, but the nations of the world are not human beings 

but beasts.‖ Midrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: ―Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form 

so that the Jew would not have to be served by beasts. The non-Jew is consequently an 

animal in human form, and condemned to serve the Jew day and night.‖ 

 

This is directly from the Talmud, and these are just a few of many examples. Jewish 

divine law makes it very clear: the ―Palestinians‖ not only have no right to any land, but 

the ―Palestinians‖ are not even human beings and thus have no right to even live at all. 

The ―Palestinians‖ are worthless subhuman beasts and vermin. Jews are human beings, 

but gentiles are subhuman beasts whose only purpose is to serve the people of Israel. 

The only reason that goyim have to exist is to serve Jews. If goyim cannot serve Jews, 

then they should be exterminated. We allow Americans, Australians, Canadians, and 

Europeans to exist because they serve Jews and they serve Israel – and, when they get 

out of line, we attack them, like we did to the Americans when we sunk their USS 

Liberty. In the words of former Israeli Knesset member Yossi Sarid, ―We control US 

politicians like marionettes.‖ Countries like the US, Sweden, and Australia play 

valuable roles not only in protecting Israel, but also in serving as dumping grounds (or 

garbage cans) where Israel can send Sudanese, Syrians, and other subhuman waste who 

seek asylum in Israel. Multiculturalism in the West has ultimately been of great benefit 
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to the people of Israel, as it allows Israel to ship off invaders to the West rather than 

having them infiltrate and invade the Jewish state of Israel, thus threatening Israel‘s 

Jewish character. Multiculturalism is something that exists strictly for gentiles. It is 

NOT something that should ever be attempted in Israel. Israel is the Jewish state, and 

allowing ANY non-Jews into Israel would be unthinkable. This is precisely why, when 

African baboons come to Israel, they are sterilized, shoved into crude containment 

facilities, and eventually shipped off to gentile nations like Sweden, Canada, and 

Australia – as they should be. Their inferior monkey genes are not wanted anywhere in 

Israel, as they spread nothing but crime, destruction, ignorance, and misery. 

 

Non-Jews have absolutely no place in Israel, and they have absolutely no place 

attempting to boss Israel around. The life of a non-Jew is disposable, and Jews are 

entitled to take the lives of non-Jews whenever necessary. Again, the only purpose of 

non-Jews is to serve Jews. If non-Jews are not able to serve Jews, then, under Talmudic 

law, they should be exterminated. ―Palestinians‖ do not serve Jews in any way. In fact, 

―Palestinians‖ do the exact opposite. ―Palestinians‖ are the single biggest threat to the 

continued existence of the Jewish state that there is. As such, it‘s time to stop pretending 

that ―Palestinians‖ have any rights whatsoever. It‘s time to deal with the ―Palestinians‖ 

the exact same way that we would deal with cockroaches, termites, fleas, ticks, and all 

other parasites: through swift and merciless extermination. 

 

The Talmud clearly states (Bammidber raba c 21 & Jalkut 772): ―Every Jew, who spills 

the blood of the godless (non-Jews), is doing the same as making a sacrifice to God.‖ 

Isn‘t it time for a mass sacrifice of ignoble ―Palestinian‖ scum? Isn‘t it time to cleanse 

the land of Israel – which rightfully belongs to the Jews – of all inferior subhuman 

vermin? What we need to do is to round up all ―Palestinian‖ cockroaches and slaughter 

them like cattle. We need to take immense pleasure in raping, torturing, and murdering 

―Palestinians.‖ We need to boil ―Palestinians‖ alive in boiling human feces. We need to 

take ―Palestinian‖ babies and stomp them to death in front of their parents. We need to 

cut open pregnant ―Palestinian‖ women, put their fetuses on pikes, and leave the fetus-

pikes all over ―Palestinian‖ neighbourhoods. We need to anally rape ―Palestinian‖ 

women with butcher knives in broad daylight. We need to burst into ―Palestinian‖ 

hospitals and butcher ―Palestinian‖ newborns right in front of their helpless mothers. 

We need to stuff pig‘s heads with explosives and throw the explosive pig heads into 

―Palestinian‖ mosques and community centres. We need to take Uzis, bust into 

―Palestinian‖ preschools, and slaughter every single ―Palestinian‖ child and teacher 

inside. We need to mutilate, rape, beat, and torture ―Palestinians‖ in public, while other 

―Palestinians‖ watch helplessly. We need to massacre ―Palestinian‖ men, women, and 

children without any mercy or pity. The Talmud orders us to do so, and any Jew who 

disagrees has clearly never read and understood the Talmud. 

 

The thing to be done about the ―Palestinians‖ is to KILL them, exterminate them, get rid 

of them. How do we deal with cockroaches? We don‘t argue or debate with them. We 

exterminate them. If we exterminate cockroaches because they destroy the foundations 

of our houses, why shouldn‘t we also exterminte ―Palestinians,‖ who destroy the 

foundations of the Jewish state of Israel? Shouldn‘t ―Palestinians‖ be treated even more 

harshly than cockroaches, termites, and other smaller parasites? ―Palestinians‖ are, after 

all, a much more powerful and destructive breed of parasite. Whereas cockroaches and 

termites merely destroy buildings, the ―Palestinian‖ virus threatens to destroy the entire 

nation of Israel and the Jewish people along with it. Shouldn‘t we treat the ―Palestinian‖ 
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cancer the same way we would treat any other cancer? Shouldn‘t the ―Palestinian‖ 

parasite be swiftly and violently exterminated, the same way we would exterminate 

cockroaches or termites? The answer is yes, and the Talmud clearly agrees with me. The 

Talmud says (Coschen hamischpat 425 Hagah 425. 5): ―It is the law to kill anyone who 

denies the Torah. The Christians belong to the denying ones of the Torah.‖ Under 

Talmudic law, Jews are permitted – and, in fact, encouraged – to kill Christians, 

Muslims, and anyone else who denies the Torah. 

 

The only use that ―Palestinians‖ could possibly serve would be as test material for 

medical experiments. Normally, we wouldn‘t be able to conduct medical tests on 

humans if those tests cause significant pain. But, since ―Palestinians‖ aren‘t humans, we 

can cause as much pain as we want to them. We can inject ―Palestinian‖ children with 

unstable chemicals, we can chop open pregnant ―Palestinian‖ women, we can strip the 

flesh off of ―Palestinian‖ babies – we can do whatever we want to these worthless 

subhuman vermin. And, by conducting medical experiments on ―Palestinians,‖ we can 

obtain medical knowledge that will ultimately be useful in providing medical assistance 

for Jews. Not only that, but it would also be a lot of fun to do. Could there be anything 

more satisfying than the helpless screams of a ―Palestinian‖ child as it‘s torn apart by 

Jewish doctors? I certainly can‘t imagine anything more enjoyable. The Talmud (in 

Yebamoth 98a) clearly says: ―All gentile children are animals.‖ Under Talmudic law, 

―Palestinian‖ children are not human. They are subhuman beasts and we are thus free to 

rape them, torture them, and kill them as we please. 

 

I will never condemn ANY act – no matter how cruel or savage – committed against a 

―Palestinian.‖ The ―Palestinians‖ are inferior subhuman beasts, and are not even worthy 

of breathing in Jewish air. The life of a ―Palestinian‖ has no more value than the life of 

a flea or a tick. They are vile, filthy, disgusting, worthless, parasitic, subhuman vermin 

and they need to be violently purged from the face of the Earth, which rightfully 

belongs to the Jewish people. We need to hate them, we need to segregate them, we 

need to discriminate against them, and, most of all, we need to kill them. Israel is not 

going NEARLY far enough in its attempts to wipe out the ―Palestinians.‖ We need to 

have ZERO mercy or pity for these vulgar subhuman parasites. If we do not exterminate 

the ―Palestinians,‖ they will exterminate us. History has taught us again and again that 

gentiles pose a major risk to the existence of Jews. Have we learned nothing from the 

Holocaust? 

 

The ―Palestinians‖ could very well perform another Holocaust against the Jewish people 

if we do not exterminate them first. The Nazis successfully killed six million Jews. The 

―Palestinians‖ could kill even more – unless we kill them first. Are we really going to 

sit back and simply wait for the subhuman ―Palestinians‖ to carry out a new, even 

deadlier Holocaust against the Jewish people? Is that a risk that you want to take? If not, 

then it‘s time to wipe out the ―Palestinians‖ once and for all, and in the most brutal, 

violent manner possible. 

 

―Palestinians‖ deserve nothing more than a slow, painful, and agonizing death. There 

can be no ―Palestinian‖ left alive. We need to utterly exterminate the ―Palestinians.‖ 

Then, once we butcher every single ―Palestinian,‖ we need to dig up ―Palestinian‖ 

graves and burn their bones. Israel needs to focus all of its energy to ensuring that the 

―Palestinians‖ are completely and utterly wiped off of the face of the Earth. The only 

good ―Palestinian‖ is a dead one. 
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I am sick of hearing ―Palestinians‖ complain about ―oppression‖ and ―genocide,‖ even 

though Israel has never once come anywhere close to giving these Arab cockroaches the 

real genocide that they so richly deserve. These two-faced, terrorist-supporting 

―Palestinians‖ NEED to suffer a real genocide, and, if violence against ―Palestinians‖ 

ever goes viral in Israel (and I know it will), I myself will not hesitate to move to Israel, 

join the IDF, and take an AR-15 to the nearest mosque, especially if on a Muslim 

holiday like Ramadan. I would love nothing more than to savour the screams of 

―Palestinians‖ as I invade their ―safe‖ places and mow them down with advanced Israeli 

weaponry. 

 

―Palestinians‖ have proven via their anti-human behaviour to not be humans. We need 

to legally change the definition of the crime of murder so that killing a ―Palestinian‖ is 

not murder and carries no penalty (since ―Palestinians‖ are not human). We need to 

encourage all Jews in Israel to butcher ―Palestinians‖ without any mercy or pity. In fact, 

we should even give out rewards for people who kill the most ―Palestinians.‖ We should 

hold contests to see who can kill the most ―Palestinians‖ in the shortest amount of time, 

with money rewards for the best and most effective ―Palestinian‖ killers. We should 

offer Jews cash incentives to kill ―Palestinians,‖ like, for example, giving out shekels to 

any Jew who kills ―Palestinians,‖ with more shekels being rewarded for more 

―Palestinians‖ killed. 

 

Whenever I‘m asked how many ―Palestinians‖ Israel has killed, I know the answer 

instantly: not nearly enough. Until there is not a single ―Palestinian‖ left breathing, that 

answer will remain the same. ―Palestinians‖ are a plague upon Israeli civilisation, and 

they‘re a plague that needs to be wiped out. My friends, the time to kill ―Palestinians‖ is 

long overdue. Grab your weapon today and let‘s take out this ―Palestinian‖ scum. The 

―Palestinians‖ are parasites and pigs. It‘s time to take the pigs to the slaughter. Death to 

all ―Palestinians‖ and death to anyone who stands in the way of the Jews. 
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The Threat of Israel Today 

Who really presents the biggest nuclear threat to the world? Iran - members of the 

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty who cooperate with the International Atomic Energy 

Agency? Or Israel – who refuse to sign the Treaty, and refuse to even admit they have 

nukes? Let‘s consider the nuclear weaponry Israel is believed to have: Up to 400 atomic 

and hydrogen nukes, including thermonuclear weapons in the megaton range A range of 

systems including neutron bombs, tactical nukes, and suitcase nukes Delivery 

mechanisms including Jericho intercontinental ballistic missiles with a range of 11,500 

km, and offshore second-strike capabilities using submarine launched nuclear-capable 

cruise missiles Israel‘s formidable nuclear armoury contrasts sharply with Iran‘s non-

existent nuclear weapons. Whilst Iran has consistently denied developing nukes, Israel 

has repeatedly threatened the world with theirs. Israel operates a strategy known as the 

―Samson Option‖, a policy in which any threat to Israel will be responded to with 

massive nuclear retaliation. Samson is the Biblical figure who destroyed a Philistine 

temple, killing himself and thousands of Philistine enemies. 

An Israeli official is quoted in Seymour Hersh‘s book ―The Samson Option‖ as 

declaring, ―We can still remember the smell of Auschwitz and Treblinka. Next time 

we‘ll take all of you with us.‖ General Moshe Dayan, a leading promoter of Israel‘s 

nuclear program, stated, ―Israel must be like a mad dog, too dangerous to bother.‖  

Martin Van Creveld, a professor of military history at the Hebrew University in 

Jerusalem, said, ――Most European capitals are targets for our [Israel‘s] air force....We 

have the capability to take the world down with us. And I can assure you that that will 

happen before Israel goes under.‖ 

Israeli whistleblower Mordechai Vanunu alleged that Israel blackmails the world with 

its ability to ―bombard any city all over the world, and not only those in Europe but also 

those in the United States.‖ Israel‘s threats to pre-emptively attack other countries have 

increased since Iran began enriching uranium for its nuclear energy program. Whilst it‘s 

unlikely Israel seriously believes Iran would attack them - Iran knows it would likely be 

obliterated if it dared to attack Israel with any form of weaponry - Israel cannot tolerate 

the possibility of a nuclear armed Iran. 

Any challenge to Israel‘s nuclear hegemony could weaken its ability to use the nuclear 

threat in order to hold on to stolen Palestinian land. A nuclear armed Iran might see 

Israeli citizens leave the country and its occupied territories. Investment could decline, 

reducing the finances needed to fund and maintain Israel‘s illegitimate expansion. 

Israel‘s large stockpile of nuclear weapons and the fact that many high profile Israelis 

have declared that the country is quite prepared to use them if threatened, should be of 

great concern to everyone. Israel, and their Neocon and Zionist allies in the US 

government, pose a much graver threat to world peace than Iran.  

Taken from:  

http://www.resistradio.com/updates/israels-nuclear-holocaust 
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Future Events Fall Of China 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Sep 28, 2018 1:30 pm 

The situation is in the world is such. Trump has put major tariff's on China to combat the 

economic warfare that it has been waging on America for decades. This has created a system 

of escalation on China's side that has left the leader of China in a situation he can't win. Due to 

the nature of his rule he can't afford to lose or back down. Experts on China have pointed out 

the simple fact China can't win this trade war and the escalation of economic warfare with 

America. Europe is now stepping in and also pushing against China as well. Its been stated by 

experts on the subject the Chinese Communist Party can't stand up against this. The nature of 

this struggle and its escalation and how it connects to internal politics within China is going to 

lead to the total collapse of the Communist Party of China.  
 

China has been attacking American planes and ships in the South China Sea as part of their 

claims to the Islands in the region claimed by Japan. These are aggressive acts of war. It might 

come down to the Chinese Communist Party could start a war to stay in power. That is a war 

China can not win but it could cause the collapse of the American dollar if it goes badly for 

America and American allies. But it will end in the collapse of the Communist Party in my 

opinion as the effects of such a war to China might speed up the conditions of the looming 

collapse. The conflict might not happen but it might. Much of China is bluster but the current 

leader might go that far. China can't survive an embargo from America, almost of all Chinese 

economy is based on trade with America. So what would a war with America and America's 

NATO allies such as Japan bring them. China is doomed to collapse and that is the end of the 

Communist regime.  
 

The American sanctions on Iran might also bring about the collapse of the Islamic Regime of 

Iran as well. Soon it will bring the ability of Iran to sell oil to zero and that is it. There are major 

riots in Iran against the Islamic regime calling for the end of the Mullahs. China has stepped in 

to buy Iran's oil however this means the American sanctions will also target China and thus 

speed up the looming collapse of Communist China. Our RTR's are moving thought all of this 

and directing. Trump was the leader our RTR's brought into being and he might bring about the 

collapse of the last major base of the enemy Communist China. The one base the Jews still 

have and plan to use to wage war on the nations to bring about a Communist world 

government. 
 

Also to add the economic collapse of Iran might force the regime into a war in the ME with 

America and its allies in the region. That is a possibility. The Iranian regime is shooting its 

citizens down in the streets now over the rioting against their regime. Its only going to get worse 

if the embargo's are placed on China over this and the Iranian economy is going to look like 

Venezuela. As the Europeans nations have bowed to Trump's embargo on Iran as well. Maybe 

the Iranians will buckle and give in like North Korea. The collapse of the Islamic regime in Iran 

will be a major blow to Islamic rule in the world as well. The whole program is coming apart. The 

Catholic Church is collapsing as well so is Christianity in general.  
 

With the Final RTR done daily in our life times we will see the liberation of earth.  

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
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Re: Future Events 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Sep 28, 2018 4:33 pm 

Something to consider the fall of the Islamic regime in Iran will end the rule forced Islamic 

indoctrination and religious law. That means the religious police will be gone and all this forcing 

of the Iranians to pour their spiritual power into the enemy program will be gone. The Iranians 

were betrayed after they overthrew the Shah by the Mullah faction of the revolution. The goal 

was to create a secular style free government. Then the Mullah faction overthrew that and 

declared an Islamic Theocracy instead.  
 

With the Islamic regime gone this will open the door for the return of the Iranian cultural 

movements that want to restore Paganism into Iran and return to pre Islamic more Vedic ideals. 

The Iranians hate Islam as a alien ideology imposed on them by an alien regime and have had 

a long cultural war against it. This will allow Islam to be swept away in time out one of the 

largest if not the largest nation in the ME population wise. 

 

Re: Future Events Fall Of China 
Postby High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Fri Sep 28, 2018 7:52 pm 

I'm happy about the tariffs. China has been poisoning many countries with tainted foods, 

vaccines for babies and children that cause autism and inferior and toxic pharmaceuticals and 

much more, from cookware with toxic Teflon, etc.  

 

To answer questions,  
ME is an abbreviation for Middle East. 

 
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 
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"Futuristic" Jewish "Freedom" and Judgment Day, 
too! 

  
-By Hooded Cobra 666 

 

The future is upon us. It’s coming as you read this text. Which future will be based upon our 

decisions, though. 

 

The jews are advancing to make this a jewish living nightmare for everyone, same as they 

did 2500 years ago. Every day, without stop, without a turn, without a break. Now for those 

who cannot make sense of much that is written here, you must study the jewish problem. If 

you do not, if you are “bored”, if you “can’t take it”, go back to the feet of your jewish 

master, kiss them and then wait to die a slow and painful death, as will all the jewish slaves 

die. Because your master hates you. You are a human disgrace to the planet and the world, 

because your stupidity drags down the whole lot of humanity, inside the pool of everlasting 

destruction. You don’t deserve to exist and therefore, you have no word in this. But so many 

fools think they do. That’s what their master told them. 

 

For those of you who do understand and do fight, know, that the Eye of Satan will never 

leave you. His Providence will shine upon you and you will know the Truth. 

 

The one we name Satan nowadays is the being that has been a patron of everything anti-

jewish. He is the Father of Gentile Humanity and the jews themselves know this entirely 

well. Satan is called the “Father of All Sin” in the bible. That is, the Father of anything anti-

jewish. The enemy of all they are and do. Pagans are called the eternal Sinners, or 

“Avaryanim”. We can never change and they know this. Every time, every place, so long we 

exist, we are “Sinners”. This is why Christianity and the Abrahamic hoaxes are infact, jewish 

in their core. They aren’t for us. Its stated no “Gentile” will ever be “saved” in all their texts. 

“Saved” means, will survive in their “ideal world” and escape “judgement”, as in, 

“judgement” from the enemy beings. Xianity and Pisslam, as well as Judaism they are for the 

jews, but due to the removal of our religions, people started believing in this low level 

nonsense as fairytales. We are Children of the Eternal Spiritual Father and not this senseless 

jewish dung. The word they define us as is very revealing. Av-AryaN-im. Av is Ab and this is 

the word root Abba, which means Father in Hebrew. Aryan means Aryan, as in Aryan Gods, 

Aryan Deities, Pagan Gods. “im” means “they of who”. The jewish word for Sinners [Pagans] 

means “Those who have the Father of the Aryans as their Father”, or “The sons of the Aryan 

Father”, whom is none else but Satan Himself. We are his “Seed” and “progeny” and this is 

all over the Rabbinical texts. Satan in Hebrew means Adversary and in the Ancient Languages 

of the East such as Sanskrit, it means “Eternal Truth”. Satanama is a mantra to raise our 

Consciousness through the Kundalini Serpent, which brings out the evolutionary force of 

Humankind so we can ascend to a Divine Level of existence. The kikes are opposing this idea. 

We create, they destroy. We laugh, they cry. We enjoy, they suffer. They are our opposition 

and opposites. They are anti-Human. They are alien to us. 
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Satan is our Spiritual Father and is our door to the Higher Self of Humanity, that which is the 

God part of ourselves. The jews want to "Destroy God" and they state this in their Zion 

Protocols. The jews are those who constantly want to shut this door and cut this connection 

we have with Satan. They want to destroy this connection, for this will be their greatest 

failure and undoing. They want to disconnect us from Truth, so they can win us below and in 

lies. 

 

When I asked Satan and Lilith on what the enemy is doing years ago, this was their reply 

[NOT IN EXACT WORDS, but the meaning of it]: 

 

"They are preparing the world so in the long term it will be taken over by their alien 

counterparts, which will further the enslavement to totality and will attempt to create 

Humanity into beings no different than the greys, without self-consciousness but only a hive 

mind, which will be controlled. The jews want to prepare this world for it to be ready so it will 

be delivered into the hands of the Reptilians. Communism is the political means through 

which the enemy tries to materialize this and achieve this objective physically. "  

 

Again, these were not the exact words, as Telepathic communication doesn’t always happen 

word to word so to say. Our minds and our language are not very vast, as that of the Gods 

and neither our minds are used to being exposed to info that lies TOTALLY ourside our realm 

of “understanding” so to say. For that reason, the Gods “downgrade” the messages so we 

can understand. This is no different than how you are trying to explain something to a little 

child. It must be made as it can understand it. 

 

Satan gives us the only real solution to this problem: Spiritual Warfare. Warfare of the Spirit 

and the Mind. A real, plausible way to eradicate the source of all misery inflicted upon the 

World. Not merely hitting idols, but hitting the idol maker itself. The jewish being. 

 

Farfetched? Television was farfetched in 1900, technology we have today were a fantasy of 

bewitched people. Pyramids reaching the skies made by Ancients who supposedly possesed 

no "Technology", that have been made with tremendous precision not even accessible 

today, in the "we know it all" times? All over the Ancient World?. Not at all farfetched. What 

is really farfetched in the end? Reality moves forward. Just keep reading. But since words 

without explanations don’t always do this, let us get a bit more into this. 

 

Now you need to come with me and look into this very great world that the kikes are trying 

to create for you. The world of their prelithic dreams to enslave anyone, destroy everyone 

who "thinks" or "acts" against them, a world without "race", without "culture", without 

anything at all. Just dozens of loads of jewish freedom. Yes, you know, this freedom you 

have now with your computer, with over 15000 corporations fetching your data, knowing 

everything you like and dislike. The freedom of "facebook" where you are brainwashed 

every day, bombarded shitty advertisements to brainwash you, your insticts being exploited 

to make money for the kikes. The nice freedom of using google, while it uses all data daily 

aside with the secret organizations, so they can see where this "world" is going, and if 

anything should ever befall the jewish master. A piece of freedom resulting in total 

enslavement. All this, because you are living in a context of limitation, accursed, of a lower 

physical level and as thus, you are not free. The "masters" of freedom can "spoon-fed" you 

some freedom, only to know more about you as to further enslave you! That's great!  
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You still believe you are free? I suggest you look again in matters carefully. You are free, not 

because anyone is trying to make you free, but because, maybe, the extent of any freedom 

is based upon the fact that you can choose. Almost everything in this jewish reality is 

actually trying to alter you to do something profitable for the kikes. And in many cases, its 

impossible to choose otherwise, as this is how the "World" is. This is not bad in itself 

everytime, but the jews are making sure its made a disaster in the end. 

 

The freedom of cameras in every street, the freedom in the bizarre huge towns where there 

are countless meaningless things to do, where people are clumped together, yet they rarely 

even talk, in this physical crap game of endless materialism. "Higher and lower" are only 

numbers in your bank account. "Better" and "Worse" are internalized into digital currency 

and physical coins. Few if any things derive from the actual nature of things, which implies 

that beings should be where they are based on and in accordance to who they are on the 

inside. But you have many "Freedoms" they tell you, whilist they are robbing them away. 

The freedom to contact any disease you might want, from any jewish AIDS [as we revealed it 

was created in a lab by the jews to curse and destroy sexual freedoms and homosexuals, as 

well as 3rd world countries], to any brain damage down to your jewish doctor by their false 

pharma crap that they know is dangerous, who wants to "cure" you from your "disease" that 

might itself have caused in the first place. You don't know who to blame, who made that 

shit. In our case, we may do, but many out there do not know. Many are interested to know 

and swallow a big Truth pill, but they can't find it. This is where we come in. 

 

And why make it further? To further the research for even more freedom! While this would 

be ideal, its rarely the case. Most of the time, what has been created for freedom, is being 

turned by the rotten jews to what is made for slavery. They, after all, are "advancing" this 

world. They are "guiding its fate". Everyone stuck on a physical level, they think they are 

stupid, imperfect, bizarre, failures, always imperfect. They all believe this thing. After all, the 

reality the jews created projects these messages into their minds. They tell you everyday in 

their magazines and shit, how shitty you are for not being Beyonce and what to buy to 

become Beyonce. Beyonce is just some nut with a big bank account, herself too a slave of a 

higher level. They just show you how to become a "higher pay" slave. They promise you the 

way to this. Internally, both you and all these "Beyonce's" are equally enslaved. Enslaved in a 

physicality (or escapism) of decay. Victims of the same jewish ploy and world. A world with 

focus on the rotting, solely transient and truthless. The Non- Eternal. They make Gentiles 

feel like the jews feel about themselves, they are making Gentiles think like jews do, hope in 

what jews hope (such as in christianity where fools wait for christ) and make them think how 

they should govern themselves is how the hive minded kikes govern themselves 

(communism). And the list goes... 

 

The same jews that created the "Atomic Bomb", enslaved everyone in the Middle Ages, own 

"google" and all these "Freedom corporations", enforced "Christianity" and "Islam" on the 

world, as well as the pinnacle of 'freedom', namely COMMUNISM, they want to create a new 

cyborg communist future for everyone else. The source of all degeneration portrays itself as 

the source of all creation and advancement. Even history shows the obvious Truth, yet they 

deny the fact, both the worshippers of these kieks and the worshipped. A closed, blind eye, 

to the Truth itself. The denying of the Truth leads to sadness, decay and ultimately 
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destruction. They deny obvious facts. Things that are right in front of them. They couldn't 

quite succeed in 1950, so now, that Humanity is inevitably advancing towards technological 

research, they are patiently waiting to develop some new "Freedom" technology, so they 

can materialize their old jewish dream: That of Global Slavery and Control. Microchips inside 

your brain, Artificial "Intelligence" that "Knows" and "Does" on its own, or some divine flying 

dung that will lord over the Planet. The creativity of the jews doesn't extend any further. Its 

only fairly limited creative ways to destroy everything. 

 

To jews, "freedom" means nothing. They do not understand it, or ever will. "Ethics", 

"Rights", "Humanity", "Future", all these are nothing to them, but targets they seek to 

dominate and destroy, befall and subvert. They themselves are enslaved in all levels. A 

people in which freedom is not present, it cannot understand it. They do not have a sense of 

it. Freedom is alien to them, as much as slavery is alien to us Gentiles.  

 

I thank the members who provided the Videos, as these are very important and I have to 

share them. 

 

Look how free this being is in this Video!! Its filled with Freedom (and a brain microchip)!! 

For Jewish "science", straight from Tel Aviv! [I warn as this is extremely disturbing and also, 

thanks to the person who posted this in the main group.] 

 

https://youtu.be/ia4Fd661GLM 

 

Implantable Microchips that can kill remotely. Jews want to be able to kill you through a 

computer command, Goyim. They want to own you as their animals and kill you as they see 

fit. Give you "credits" (digital money) as they see fit. Enslave you as they see fit. Dumb you 

down as they see fit. The Computer system they have named "Zion" and is under 

development right now as we speak, which is a computer intelligence meant to enslave 

anyone and be under the control of the "Messiah". Insane as fuck? Wait there is more: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4MZKEzG ... e=youtu.be 

 

But who is the Jewish "Messiach"? Rabbi Kaduri, a top hieracy jewish Rabbi, mentions that 

the Name of the "Savior", is JESUS. Yes, goyim christians, its JESUS. The one foolish Gentiles 

slaves worship and want to return and all: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAULE3AB8Qs 

 

Only, to break this down for the stupid xian slime reading this post, this is the Messiach of 

the jews and will rape you too in the end, no matter how "loyal" of a fucking "sheep" [Goy] 

you were. You have one last chance to embrace the Truth, or just keep working for 

everyone's damnation. You have been warned. "Many will want to know the Truth in the 

end but it will be too late", as the Satanic saying goes. 

 

“We have examined the scriptures thoroughly, and I can conclusively say that there’s 

nothing to indicate that RFID Chips are Satanic in anyway. If anything, these devices are a 

blessing from God himself, bestowed upon humanity to solve many of the world’s ills.” -  
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See more at: http://nationalreport.net/pope-francis- ... IDJYy.dpuf 

 

Obviously, these are NOT SATANIC IN ANYWAY. These are JEWISH and REPTILIAN IN ALL 

WAYS. Its just a way to enslave everyone, by the jewish masters. And their "God". 

 

Don't worry, it will all be under control...Just whose control though? Maybe some fat jews 

that they are calling "Messiah" and will "Impose the law of Israel" to all Nations and peoples, 

ultimately enslaving them, so that all jews will have 2800 slaves each, as they write in their 

"Racial books"? OR NO, IT CAN'T HAPPEN, ITS TOO OVERSTRECHED OF A SCENARIO? They 

will make you more intelligent than the stupid you that you are now! You will be better! You 

will be better than the worst the kikes have brought out of you, with this stupid society they 

have created, with their stupid religions, with their destruction of the Ancient Knowledge 

that elevated Mankind to the point that they were Gods in the Flesh! You will be sitting on 

your ass all day like a senseless slob, doing nothing and here will come the jew, inject you 

and make your life "easier"! And who has the "money" to make this "research" and "define 

how" it will be "used"? What are the "Ethics" behind it? All jewish bullshit. These all belong 

to the jews. They have made these up and they know, so they bypass them. They do not 

care. Only you, stupid "Goyim" [animals in hebrew] do sit down to think of all that shit and 

praise the time where your destruction is coming. And they consciously or not, work 

towards this direction.  

 

I realize and know, personal lives tend to move slowly. But on the upper levels, this is 

happening daily. You might think this is far ahead, but how far ahead you thought was a 

smartphone after a television, for instance? Many wouldn't even believe it. Now, everyone 

holds one. Or better yet, a smartphone got the hold of them. You simply cannot live 

anymore with all these things. They have took a hold of many people. Others use these 

sensibly and this is good, others have been consumed into this thing. 

 

Do any of you watch movies? Like the "Matrix", where everyone is plugged into a massive 

machine of a living digital simulation, namely some space kike artificial "Intelligence" that 

has locked everyone inside a false reality?  

 

The "video" games also are chock full of this. This recent "Trailer" of "Call of Duty" is nothing 

but a "trailer" its straight propaganda. Look at this christianity, pretending to be savior and 

sorry, the kikes who are the "scientists" and the reporter and so forth. The kike also wants to 

convince you that "THIS IS HAPPENING". 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bfr053KdD6w 

 

Have any of you watched the "Surrogates" where everyone is basically hooked into a 

machine system and they have machine body, living like drones, because they can't be 

normal anymore?  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UGwQ74cH5O0 

 

The movie with the jewish justin Timberlake, cursed be it and his whole fucking race, for all 

eternity, in SATAN's NAME, that people are made "Immortal" and they work for "time", 

because they are all hooked on a central system that pays with "time to live"? 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fdadZ_KrZVw 

 

Of course the kike in every movie plays the savior, the sorry guy, the strong guy, the merciful 

guy, and the blonde German looking or Gentile guy, plays the bad guy, the evil guy and so 

forth. This is all subliminal, so much that this is obvious.  

 

No different than how Adolf Hitler plays the bad guy for the whole world into the jewish 

shoah movie they call “reality”, while the kikes play the persecuted cheezen ones, who are 

infact the slaver authority themselves. Good ol’jewish crap. 

 

I could go on and on, as of course, all movies are more or less jewish infested. There may be 

other filth and I know the members here do know this. 

 

Have you seen all these jewish "Dreams" coming into your screen and therefore, into your 

mind? If you didn't, I urge you to go watch this filth, or similar filth, just to get a taste of the 

jewish "Dream world". These will make you understand why the jews want to make money 

"Digital". Because now, they might own for instance like 50% of global world wealth. They 

want to own it all. Your house, your property and finally YOU too. Give and take as they see 

fit. They state this is a privilege from "god". But the trick is, they are just a hive. They do not 

personally "see" or look forward to anything. They are rather a means to an end. They are an 

alien hive, descending directly from the reptilians, who simply want to enslave the world. 

For reasons that might not be understandable nowadays, but were in the Ancient World, but 

can be summed up easily: Because this is who they are. Simple. That's it. Everyone creates 

the reality of who they are. Everyone sees reality as they are in themselves. 

 

They want to make Man cyborg, Man trapped in a "digital world", Man's life based on digital 

currency, Man living in illusions and lies, Man without spirit, Man without Soul, Man without 

thinking, whatever have you. A total escapist. In one phrase, Man enslaved. A jewish slave. A 

dead Man. A kingdom of lies. And why do people want to "Escape"? Because this fucked up 

reality the enemy has created for many is unsuitable, hard to live, worthless and 

purposeless. It leads nowhere and there is freedom nowhere. Its a reality that you many just 

simply want to escape from. 2 wins for the jew, back and forth.  

 

Jewish Problem- Jewish Reaction- Jewish Solution. The all in one formula. 

 

The Sad Truth is that unless something is done, this world is over with. I point, UNLESS-

SOMETHING-IS-DONE, emphasis here. Anyone without opposition with the means the kikes 

possess, will achieve their ends sooner or later. And we are the ones who are actively doing 

something about it. Count each of yourselves like a man carrying 10 millions of other stupid 

men. Most people out there are stupid by choice, not stupid because they cannot 

understand. Most people can, will understand and are logical and not evil beings. The jews 

are pushing the perversion that people are somehow all weak, stupid, idiots and so forth. As 

such they were created by the jewish superpower. And in that, you are heroes, because you 

take a stand for all people who don't. You are those who have woken up from this jewish 

ploy and are actively trying to destroy this filthy reality. I tell you this Truth, totally raw and 

as it is. You might or might not take it. But the fact you are not dead right now, didn't even 

get born, that in this world there are still some freedoms and comfort, is all due to 3 factors: 
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1. The war our side has been waging for centuries, the ET who we call as Gods and their 

Leader, who we call nowadays Satan opposing the jewish plans. Spiritual opposition, as in, 

pushing back their efforts and delaying them, as well as destroying their efforts. 

2. The lack of knowledge on the behalf of the kikes, which is advancing as days go. 

3. Their inability to instantly materialize this crap right here, right now, and destroy you. 

Only "time" and "effort" saves our ass, for more or less.  

 

How did we get there? Those of you who are adept with magick, you know that magick 

creates realities and events to one's liking. For others who do not know, this might be 

confusing or even alien to you. This left brained society made it surely alien to many. For 

that reason its advised that you make your research in regards to that. But for those who 

know, they can make sense of what is being said. This is known to everyone who is into the 

occult. So the kikes, using their "TORAH" book, they endlessly casted magick towards this 

"reality" to morph it, no different than an as in programming, to the jewish bullshit many are 

living today to whatever extent. Energy plus Will [programming-direction] = Action. Action = 

Movement/Change. Change = Morphing, Creating, Destroying. Christianity, Communism, 

false ideas, whatever, were projected into the minds of the Gentiles, so they will absorb this 

filth and their minds would more or less work in alignment with this. All these are by-

products of the good ol' jewish law, the Torah, The Talmud and the "Sepher Yetzirah", the 

Zion Protocols and the list goes endless. With the necessary brainwashing of the masses and 

with the necessary spiritual powers for the kikes, they have been pushing for thousands of 

years to turn this world into a jewish "paradise". They are now bringing in technology. That 

is, the christian "hell" for everyone who might oppose them. Christian "hell" about to get 

right here, right now not some fancy afterlife. A world where the kikes will have total and 

absolute control, here and now. Physically. Not in ideas. 

 

Technology is beautiful and it was revered in Ancient Civilizations. As High Priestess Maxine 

stated, its not “good” or “evil” in itself. Its like an advanced butcher knife, you can use it to 

feed your family or kill. The kikes would rather kill and enslave with it. Though, whatever the 

kikes get their hands on or is created [most technological advancements were done by 

Gentiles like Tesla and then the enemy took these things and wreaked havoc to Humanity] 

they malign, pervert and destroy it. They make it fit their totalitarian ends. For instance you 

have a disabled person, or people with cancer. Supposedly, all the funds raised do happen 

for these people. The funds obviously never make it to these people. We are still in 1960 

where it comes with healings and procedures for such people. This is how the stupid Goyim 

Gentiles feel mercy, because of their inbuilt emotional world that is exploited on the behalf 

of the kikes. 

 

We Gentiles, people of Satan [we are called Satan's seed in the Rabbinical texts] are the 

ones who want to make this world beautiful pure and comfortable for people to live. We like 

to help. To protect. We are not “evil” at heart. The kikes project we are the slime they are 

are, but this is a lie, like anything else. The jews take all we are trying to do and they pervert 

it, while abusing our instincts and unconscious mechanisms to achieve their ends. This is 

evident in that they are alien hybrids, parasites, but on a lower level, just slime walking 

around the planet. Which they of course, destroy like anything else. Then this is blamed on 

the “American’s”, the “Chinese” and whomever else, some random group, some random 

nonsense. So long you don't blame the jews, you can blame anyone the fuck you want. Just 
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don't piss of de muster! Or u will be punished for insolence and judged! And burn! And 

perish!! and...and...and. NEVER BLAME THE KIKES THOUGH, OR YOU WILL BE RELENTLESSLY 

ATTACKED.  

 

They are above any suspicion. God status. Unjudged. Afar from any criticism. Could ever the 

sorry, presecuted, desert hooknosed rats be the source of all this? Look at them, weak, 

fragile, with a damaged heart...With tears in their eyes for the 6 gorrilion... Oh vey, the 

cheezen reptilian rats of Gawd. Oh my, maybe because this is the fucking source of the rot? 

Obviously. Who stands behind all these “frontiers”, “countries”, “corporations”, 

“institutions”? Go ahead and find out. But I sum it in the picture for you. 

 

This guy: 

 
 

 

While we want technology to work on our service, that is, technology to be below us, as any 

sentient being would want, serve us, not serve itself or anything, the kikes want technology 

to be at the service of their unconscious and conscious dreams of world domination. If this 
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sounds farfetched, look on how its conversed about how "Artificial Intelligence" might wipe 

us out in the future. This is factual. People are currently working on this, without knowing 

and they are advancing this for the kikes. They want to bring the worst out of it. The internet 

is an obviously good thing, or well, as such it started and maybe is up to now. It starts and is 

built upon "WWW" which is the 666. The number of Satan. Due to the internet, you can see 

this now. But on the other hand, you have the kikes, trying to make trillions from it, to 

advance research, to destroy the internet, always in the race to bring us back to the Middle 

Ages, just technologically advanced, with brain-chips, so that none will escape. You can’t 

escape from something into your own head, that’s a fact. And the jews know this fact quite 

well, because they have conducted numerous experiments on this. The kikes want to steal 

all these benefits from people. 

 

Free "music", the ability to see places you never been, the beauty of communication 

between people that are physically afar, whatever. They want to make this a hive-mind, 

digital lie and jewish bastardization. Make it LIFE. A life where they will lord over as digital 

kike monarchs and overlords. They want to make this from freedom to total enslavement. 

The kikes want to censor and destroy the internet. Look on how the "awakening" happens 

through this. Through this purely evil 666 Satanic thing!! Oh my!! You are reading right now 

this thing I wrote. Without the internet, you never could. This has gotten out of the hands of 

the jewish slavers, who merely see this world as a fucking pig farm. In many places of the 

world, the internet doesn't exist, such as in North Korea, which is a Communist Slave 

dictatorship. People are killed for trying to access information on other parts of the World. 

The North Korean Communists are following the advice of their ideological parents, the 

communist jews real well.  

 

 

You want answers? You want guidance? You want Wisdom to understand what is going on? 

See the "Great enemy of the 20th Century", Adolf Hitler, and he will tell you. Adolf Hitler 

who put a halt on the development of the Atomic Bomb and denied using it, Adolf Hitler 

who even in war tried to save the lives of enemy Gentiles Soldiers, Adolf Hitler who unveiled 

the Jewish purpose, Adolf Hitler who defended the Rights of Human and Animals, Adolf 

Hitler, upon whom all the diseases of the kikes were projected as false history, Adolf Hitler 

who recreated his country and the Whole World and re-awakened us to our Gentile 

Heritage, Adolf Hitler, the Hero of our Recent times. Adolf Hitler, who taught us all, that we 

should stand steadfastly, as Gentiles, against the jewish world of decay. Adolf Hitler, who 

burned the synagogues and drive out the jews. Adolf Hitler, that waged war as an unknown 

soldier, against a faceless beast named "Judea". 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NHQn3B_rAwc 

 

We must all march under the Banner of Satan and put an end to this. The more people are 

informed the better. Those who can “take” this, they are the ones who can change this. IF 

you are one of these people, you must fight, preserve, never slacken and never capitulate. 

The World is on our hands. FIGHT AND DESTROY THE ENEMY!!! 

 

LETS FINISH AND DESTROY THESE FILTHY TYRRANTS!!  

THIS IS THE SATANIC ERA OF THE PEOPLE OF SATAN!!  

WE DECIDE TO BE FREE AND SO WE WILL BE!!  
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JEWISH CHAINS WILL BE DESTROYED!!!  

 

Here is how to partake into destroying the evil in this reality and saving the world: 

 

topic5159.html 

 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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GBLT THULE SOCIETY 

http://web.archive.org/web/20140208014459/http:/
/gblt.webs.com/ 

 
 

This website was taken down by our enemy, the Jew, who so censor everything that shows 

the truth and stands in your way. They have perverted Homosexuality in an unimaginable 

way to further promote their power. Please try to keep this PDF is circulation. Please note 

that the 666 Black Sun PDF, Exposing Christianity PDF and The Real Holocaust PDF go 

well with this PDF. Click here to visit Satan’s Library to obtain these/ 

www.joyofsatan.com 

www.see_the_truth.webs.com 
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Adolf Hitler: Man of Peace 

By High Priest Mageson666 

"This war thrusts us years back in our constructive work. It is deplorable. I have not indeed 

become the Chancellor of the Greater German Reich in order to conduct war!" 

-Adolf Hitler 1940  

National Socialism is Political Satanism: 

If Hitler was the monster the Jews lie and say he was, he might have won the war. Hitler 

showed mercy on the entire British Army at Dunkirk and personally ordered his generals to 

stop the attack and allow the English to leave. Hitler spared his enemies where he could have 

killed them all. Previous and still, Hitler had worked around the clock to obtain peace with 

England. Many Gentiles in England including members of the Royal family and even the 

famed T. E. Laurence of "Arabia" himself was a pro-Nazi. Laurence was murdered on his 

way to an important meeting to help bring a peace treaty with Germany before the war. 

Rudolf Hess also made a fateful mission to Britain in 1941 to meet with the Pro-Peace 

members of the English Nobility and Government and bring Peace between the two Nations, 

where he was captured by the kosher Churchill's secret police and spent the rest of his life in 

a solitary prison cell:  

"Hess was a prominent figure in Nazi Germany, acting as Adolf Hitler's deputy in the Nazi 

Party. On the eve of war with the Soviet Union, he flew to Scotland in an attempt to negotiate 

peace, but was arrested. He was tried at Nuremberg and sentenced to life in prison where he 

died [was murdered] in 1987." 

"My coming to England in this way is, as I realize, so unusual that nobody will easily 

understand it. I was confronted by a very hard decision. I do not think I could have arrived at 

my final choice unless I had continually kept before my eyes the vision of an endless line of 

children's coffins with weeping mothers behind them, both English and German, and another 

line of coffins of mothers with mourning children." 

-Rudolf Hess Statement of 10 June 1941, as quoted in Rudolf Hess: Prisoner of Peace (1982) 

by Ilse Hess (his wife). 

"I was suspicious for several reasons... after all, Hess who had been held in Spandau for 

almost 30 years was by then 93-years-old and fragile. I doubted he had the strength to kill 

himself with a cord which was not attached at both ends to anything." 

- Lt. Col. Eugene K. Bird on the death of Hess, to a Deutsche Presse-Agentur reporter, as 

quoted in "Former governor of Spandau Prison dies in Berlin" in Expatica (7 November 

2005) 
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Hess was murdered by the Jews to "tie up loose ends" and remove anyone who might still be 

alive to tell the truth. 

And of course the Holohoax is a lie: http://www.holocaustdenialvideos.com/ 

Cole in Auschwitz 1 of 7  

Even a JEW admits and proves the "holocaust" is a LIE! 

Hitler also forbade the use of chemical weapons and did not allow the creation of nuclear 

weapons as he was disgusted and aghast at such a thing. Hitler was a combat soldier at the 

front [highly decorated for bravery] for the entire Great War and knew first hand what such 

Jewish [the creator of Gas weapons was a Jewish chemist] created weapons were like. He like 

millions of men experienced being wounded by such weapons. The creators of Atomic 

weapons and war was a Jew named Oppenheimer and his fellow Jews were behind getting it 

built and used. Japan was already going to surrender to the Allies, so there was no need to use 

Atomic weapons on them. It was Talmudic hated for Gentiles, nothing more. It was Jewish 

dominated politicking in America that had forced Japan into war on purpose in the first place 

by placing embargo's on Japan that would have left Japan impoverished and starving. The 

Jews committed a real holocaust on Japan because they also wanted to test their new Atomic 

weapons on a real Goyim population. 

The reason America came into the War was by that time the Jewish elite were in control of its 

vital networks and so did everything to push America into the War: 

The same Jewish placed international embargo's on Germany during the 1930's- see Judea 

Declares War on Germany/Freedman confessions: would have left 1/3rd of the German 

people in starvation. Even then Germany did not go to war until Hitler had no choice to 

invade Poland to stop the genocide of the ethnic German populace which had killed around 

20,000 to 50,000 innocent people by Jewish-created and backed Haitian-style murder squads. 

And that was after Hitler had warned Poland to stop it and appealed to the League of Nations, 

the UN of the day, to do something. The Broomberg massacre was the final draw. In one day, 

thousands of Germans were massacred, literally Rawandian style. 

Hitler's invasion of Poland was done to end the genocide of thousands of innocent people by 

force, as appeals to reason and compassion had failed. Churchill, the Jew puppet and who's 

mother was a Jewess, some sources have claimed, made a deal with the Pole government 

behind the door. They were to force Germany into attacking by any means and then England 

and France could declare war and look like the morally righteous side. This was to open a 

two front war between Poland in the East, and France, and England in the West, which was to 

defeat Germany, as the Polish Army alone out-numbered the German one. Key areas of 

Polish society had no doubt been subverted by Jewry as well by this point. 

"Lord Nathan Rothschild was the most powerful man in Britain." 

-British Prime Minister Lloyd George  
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The British Empire had been under Jewish control for a century by this point with the Jewish 

Banking Dynasties. Many such Jews had also become part of the British Nobility, such as the 

Rothschilds: 

"The Rothschild family....The British branch of the family was elevated into the British 

nobility at the request of Queen Victoria. It has been argued that during the 19th century, the 

family possessed by far the largest private fortune in the world, and by far the largest fortune 

in modern world history." 

Even having the Jews in control of the British Government directly such as Disraeli:  

"Benjamin Disraeli, 1st Earl of Beaconsfield, KG, PC, FRS, (21 December 1804 ¨C 19 April 

1881) was a British Prime Minister, parliamentarian, Conservative statesman, and literary 

figure. He started from comparatively humble origins. He served in government for three 

decades, twice as Prime Minister of the United Kingdom. Although his father had him 

baptized to Anglicanism at age 12, he was nonetheless Britain's first and thus far only Prime 

Minister who was born into a Jewish family - originally from Italy." 

They did not count on the fact Hitler was a genius who had created a modern People's Army 

and lighting war tactics which if you study the history of military thinking were revolutionary 

and so far ahead of the time. Hence why Poland and then France fell in two weeks each. Even 

then after what the wicked Jews had done to Germans and Europe, Hitler still asked for and 

gave fair terms in friendship and not as a conqueror. France agreed with the Vichy Nationalist 

Government but England refused. Poland stayed under occupation considering what had 

happened and Poland had already invaded Germany several times before in the Weimar 

period, but they were treated with respect under Hitler's direct orders there was no revenge 

actions taken towards the Polish populace for Broomberg. 

The Soviet Jewion which had attacked from the East taking advantage of the situation for a 

power grab did however commit genocide on the Polish population, the most famous 

example being Katyn massacre:  

"The Katyn massacre, also known as the Katyn Forest massacre, was a mass execution of 

Polish nationals carried out by the Soviet secret police NKVD in April ¨C May 1940. It was 

based on Lavrenty Beria's proposal to execute all members of the Polish Officer Corps, dated 

5 March 1940. This official document was then approved and signed by the Soviet Politburo, 

including its leader, Joseph Stalin. The number of victims is estimated at about 22,000, the 

most commonly cited number being 21,768. The victims were murdered in the Katyn Forest 

in Russia, the Kalinin and Kharkov prisons and elsewhere. About 8,000 were officers taken 

prisoner during the 1939 Soviet invasion of Poland, the rest being Polish doctors, professors, 

lawmakers, police officers, and other public servants arrested for allegedly being 

"intelligence agents, gendarmes, landowners, saboteurs, factory owners, lawyers, officials 

and priests." Since Poland's conscription system required every unexempted university 

graduate to become a reserve officer, the NKVD was able to round up much of the Polish 

intelligentsia." 
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The invasion of the Soviet Union was done after German intelligence informed them with the 

overwhelming evidence that the Soviet Jewion was planning to attack them in the Spring of 

1941, and yes, the entire Red Army was mobilizing on the boarders. It was too big to be 

exercised alone. It was an invasion force. Operation Sea Lion, the invasion of England was 

nothing more then a ruse to distract the Soviets from the fact they knew and were preparing a 

first survival strike. 

The Battle of Britain started in defense against Kosher Churchill's sending bombers across 

the Channel to bomb German cities and towns FIRST. Hitler warned him to stop such 

actions. Churchill refused and after several more times, then Hitler sent the German Air Force 

across the channel and then only to bomb the British Air Forces bases to cripple Kosher 

Churchill and Harris RAF terror bombers from attacking anymore German civilian centers. 

What happened is during a night attack, one of the German bombers thinking they were over 

the channel already had to drop their excess bombs to have the fuel left to make it home. 

Sadly they were over a British City but since the blackouts were in effect, they had no way of 

knowing. 

Churchill once asked Bomber Harris "How do we light up six hundred thousand?" In regards 

to the city of Dresden which was now packed with innocent refugees fleeing the Red Army. 

The city had no military value to attack. It was pure intentional murder for the sake of it. The 

Dresden slaughter raid killed almost a quarter of a million innocent men, women and 

children. The RAF would bomb a fire ring with incendiary 1000 pound bombs creating a wall 

of fire so no one could escape. Then, they would bomb starting from the inside of the city 

working out grid by grid with incendiary bombs creating a fire storm sucking out all oxygen 

from the area and turning the whole city into a lit oven. Children were sucked out of their 

mothers arms into the flames and burned alive. Even those who made it to the bomb shelters 

died form lack of oxygen. This is how the Jews by their Talmudic/Torah commands make 

war on Gentiles. 

Here is an example of a minor RAF raid:  

"During the latter stages of World War II Porzheim, a town in southwestern Germany, was 

bombed a number of times. The largest raid, and one of the most devastating area 

bombardments of the war was carried out by the Royal Air Force (RAF) on the evening of 

February 23, 1945. As many as 17,600 people, or 31.4% of the town's population, were killed 

in the air raid. About 83% of the town's buildings were destroyed, two-thirds of the complete 

area of Pforzheim and between 80 and 100% of the inner city." 

The RAF Bomber or Ariel Genocide Force took some of the highest death rates of any 

service in the war for Britain. Because the Germans fought so desperately against the terror 

bombing strikes on their people, German Fighter Pilots would crash their burning shot apart 

fighters along with themselves into a RAF Bomber just to stop one more of them from being 

able to murder anymore of their people. It was that horrific of a situation. 

Hitler knew that fighting a defensive war against the Red Army was suicide, as they would be 

facing up to 30,000 million troops, thousands of tanks, planes and heavy guns. If the Red 
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Army was not struck while still mobilizing for their invasion, Western Europe was doomed. 

Jewry was playing their big Red Hand as they were the Soviet Jewion. Even Stalin was a Yid. 

His real name `Dzhugashvili' in Georgian means "Son of a Jew." 

So the Eastern War started because the Jews started it. The Axis Army was welcomed as a 

liberator across the Eastern Nations. They went through as they had freed the Gentiles from 

Jewish rule under Communism, which had already murdered over 20 million innocent 

Gentiles. Seven million died in the Ukrainian holocaust alone which was overseen by the Jew 

Lazar Moiseyevich Kaganovich on orders from the Jew Stalin. Millions more died in a 

system of death camps called Gulags, each run by a Jewish Commissar. The Jews just 

worked them to death on purpose as shooting them was too quick. 

On the camps from survivors:  

"If you complain or write anything ("Heaven forbid"), they will frame you for an attempted 

escape or for something else, and they will shoot you like a dog. They [the Jews] line us up 

naked and barefoot at 22 degrees below zero and keep us outside for up to an hour. It is 

difficult to describe all the chaos and terror that is going on in Kemi, Solovky, and the other 

sections of the concentrations camp....they forced inmates to eat their own feces." 

Tens of millions of innocent Gentiles died in these Jewish run camps. The Jew being the 

Master of Projection, lied and took what they did to the Gentiles in the Gulags and claimed it 

was what the Germans did to them! 

In fact, reading the reports and letters of the Axis soldiers of the first waves going into the 

former Communist controlled areas, it was the citizens themselves who were rounding up and 

punishing the Jews in general, as they all knew the Commissars were local Jews and even 

anti-Semitism was literally the death penalty under the Reds. The Kosher NKVD before 

running away had rounded up any Gentile they could and brutally murdered them in droves 

with everything from axes to bullets in pure Talmudic vile. When the family members found 

the bodies stacked like wood in the courtyards, and as mentioned, they knew it was the Jews, 

so they took revenge. It was the Axis troops that ended the Pogroms, not started them. Unlike 

the kosher claims, and yes, all Commissar's given the disgusting crimes against humanity, the 

Axis troops had found they were committing were ordered to be shot on site. 

The so called "Partisans" in the East as in the West were actually all Kikes, especially at the 

start. The Western branch of the resistance [red terror] movements like the famed "French 

Resistance" were almost to a person, Jews. Hence why the Axis had to round up and imprison 

every Jew they could find, as they knew the Jews were working against them as terrorist 

racial collective behind the lines and at the front. Axis Europe was fighting for it's life at this 

point. 

Hundred of thousands of Eastern European Gentiles volunteered to fight against the Judeo-

Bolsheviks and their Red Army in the East, 50,000 White Russians fought with the 6th Army 

at Stalingrad alone and they all fought to the end in that desperate battle. 
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Hundreds of thousands more Western and central Europeans volunteered to help to fight in 

the Waffen SS alongside their Eastern Brethren against Judeo-Bolshevism on the Eastern 

front. They fought so fierce even in the face of overwhelming odds. Kosher Stalin was 

begging his fellow Jews to open up a second front in the West. Only a tiny percent of the 

Waffen SS were German Nationals. The mass majority were Europeans from every free 

Nation in Europe. Even some English fought in the ranks. 

Hitler had done for the first time in known history what no other Man had done. He had 

united European Nations and peoples to fight together as one against the Jewish monster in 

the East and the whole of Global Jewry as well. Europeans had decided they wanted to be 

free and were fighting by the millions to be free from Jewry. 

Beyond that, even Indians, Blacks, Japanese, and Tibetan Gentile warriors fought in the Axis 

ranks as honored Gentile Brothers-in-Arms. It is a little known fact that Hitler and the Dali 

Lama were allies and thousands of dead Tibetans in German uniforms were pulled from the 

rubble of Berlin where they died fighting with thousands of other free Gentiles warriors, 

fighting against the ancient enemies of Humanity.... the Jew. 

The Jews have lied about Hitler and project their vulgar racism onto him falsely. 

Hitler's OWN statements on the subject of actual racialism:  

"I promise you I am quite free from all racial hatred. It is, in my case, undesirable that one 

race should mix with other races. Except for a few gratuitous successes, which I am prepared 

to admit, systematic cross-breeding has never produced good results. It's desire to remain 

racially pure is proof of the vitality and good health of a race. Pride in one's own race -- is 

also a normal and healthy sentiment. I have never regarded the Chinese or Japanese as being 

inferior to ourselves. They belong to ancient civilizations, and I admit freely that their past 

history is superior to our own. They have the right to be proud of their past, just as we have 

the right to be proud of the civilization to which we belong. Indeed, I believe the more 

steadfast the Chinese and the Japanese remain in their pride of race, the easier I shall find it 

to get on with them."  

-Adolf Hitler 

Hitler wanted each Gentile Race to preserve their own unique genetic line and cultures and 

work to become the best people they could be in the Cosmos. That is real care for the healthy 

order of life where the Jew wants to destroy it. 

Hitler's only mistake was he was too virtuous as a Man and his enemies were Jewish evil. 

Hitler was the Man of Peace, the last chance of a peaceful solution. The next Man Satan 

sends, I personally believe will be the Avenger who shall usher in the Golden Age and Free 

the Gentiles eternally. 

"As I said before, His [The Avenger/Kalki] companions at arms will be the last National 

Socialists [Satanists]; the men of iron who will have victoriously stood the test of persecution 

and, what is more, the test of complete isolation in the midst of a dreary, indifferent world, in 
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which they have no place; who are facing that world and defying it through every gesture, 

every hint, — every silence — of theirs and, more and more (in the case of the younger ones), 

without even the personal memory of Adolf Hitler's great days to sustain them; those I have 

called "gods on earth" and parents of such ones. They are the ones who will, one day, make 

good for all that which men "against Time" have suffered in the course of history, like they 

themselves, for the sake of eternal truth: the avenging Comrades whom the Five Thousand of 

Verden called in vain within their hearts at the minute of death, upon the bank of the Aller 

River, red with blood; those whom the millions of 1945 — the dying; the tortured; and the 

desperate survivors — called in vain; those whom all the vanquished fighters "against Time" 

called in vain, in every phase of the great cosmic Struggle without beginning, against the 

Forces of disintegration, co-eternal with the Forces of Life. 

"They are the bridge to superman-hood, of which Nietzsche has spoken; the "last Battalion" 

in which Adolf Hitler has put his confidence. Kalki will lead them, through the flames of the 

great End, into the sunshine of the new Golden Age." 

- Savitri Devi 

Hail Satan! 

Hail Hitler! 
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Jewish Bankers War On America  
By High Priest Mageson666 

"Let me issue and control a Nation's money and I care not for who writes it's laws." 

-Mayer Amschel Rothschild, 1790 

"The Rothschilds introduced the rule of money into European politics. The Rothschilds were 

the servants of money who undertook the reconstruction of the world as an image of money 

and its functions. Money and the employment of wealth have become the law of European 

life; we no longer have nations, but economic provinces." (New York Times, Professor 

Wilheim, a German historian, July 8, 1937). 

"If you will look back at every war in Europe during the nineteenth century, you will see that 

they always ended with the establishment of a 'balance of power.' With every reshuffling 

there was a balance of power in a new grouping around the House of Rothschild in England, 

France, or Austria. They grouped nations so that if any king got out of line, a war would 

break out and the war would be decided by which way the financing went. Researching the 

debt positions of the warring nations will usually indicate who was to be punished." 

(Economist Stuart Crane). 

"They (the Jews) work more effectively against us than the enemy's armies. They are a 

hundred times more dangerous to our liberties and the great cause we are engaged in. It is 

much to be lamented that each state, long ago, has not hunted them down as pests to society 

and the greatest enemies we have to the happiness of America."  

Source: Maxims of George Washington by A.A. Appleton & Co. 

"I fully agree with General Washington, that we must protect this young nation from an 

insidious influence and impenetration. That menace, gentlemen, is the Jews. In whatever 

country Jews have settled in any great number, they have lowered its moral tone; depreciated 

its commercial integrity; have segregated themselves and have not been assimilated; have 

built up a state within a state; and when opposed have tried to strangle that country to death 

financially, as in the case of Spain and Portugal. 

"For over 1700 hundred years, the Jews have been bewailing their sad fate in that they have 

been exiled from their homeland, as they call Palestine. But, gentlemen, did the world give it 

to them in fee simple, they would at once find some reason for not returning. Why? Because 

they are vampires, and vampires do not live on vampires. They cannot live only amongst 

themselves. They must subsist on other people not of their race. If you do not exclude them 

from these United States in the Constitution, in less than 200 years they will have swarmed 

here in such great numbers that they will dominate and devour the land, and change our form 

of government, for which we Americans have shed our blood, given our lives, our substance, 

and jeopardized our liberty. 

"If you do not exclude them, in less than 200 years our descendants will be working in the 

fields to furnish them substance, while they will be in the counting houses rubbing their 
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hands. I warn you, gentlemen, if you do not exclude the Jews for all time, your children will 

curse you in your graves."  

-Benjamin Franklin, at the Constitutional Convention of 1787 in Philadelphia. 

(Note Jewish have been howling these quotes are false forever, because the know that they 

are not false been in fact true and thus a great and damning condemnation of their crimes) 

When, on the Day of Atonement, you walk into a synagogue, the very first prayer that you 

recite, you stand -- and it's the only prayer for which you stand -- and you repeat three times a 

short prayer. The Kol Nidre In that prayer, you enter into an agreement with God Almighty 

that any oath, vow, or pledge that you may make during the next twelve months -- any oath, 

vow or pledge that you may take during the next twelve months shall be null and void. 

The oath shall not be an oath; the vow shall not be a vow; the pledge shall not be a pledge. 

They shall have no force and effect, and so forth and so on. 

And further than that, the Talmud teaches: "Don't forget -- whenever you take an oath, vow, 

and pledge -- remember the Kol Nidre prayer that you recited on the Day of Atonement, and 

that exempts you from fulfilling that". -Freedman 

Sounds like a people you can trust to tell you the truth? 

The silent war against America started in 1791 when the Rothschild agent and Jew, 

Alexander Hamilton in George Washington's cabinet. Was able to set up the legal base for a 

central bank in America to be born, the "First Bank Of the United States." With a 20 year 

charter 1811, the charter for Rothschild's "First Bank Of the United States" runs out and 

Congress votes against it's renewal. In response to this Nathan Mayer Rothschild threatens 

the America government with the direct statement " Either the application for renewal of the 

charter is granted or the United States will find itself involved in a most disastrous war." 

The American government refuses to bow to the threat and the vote remained. 

Nathan Rothschild upon hearing the news makes the statement "Teach those impudent 

American's a lesson bring them back to colonial status!" So Britain by this time being firmly 

under the control of Rothschild's and other Jewish banker families declares war on America. 

The war of 1812 begins which will last several years and kill thousands and leaves the 

American capital burned to the ground. The aim of this war for the Jews was to cause the 

Free Gentile Nation of America to create such a massive war debt in defending themselves 

they would be forced to cede, and renew the charter. 

The plan succeeds in 1816 the American government forced by terrorist tactics of the Jews 

creates a new 20 year charter for the Rothschilds "Second Bank of America." 

In 1832 things start to change Andrew Jackson runs for the second campaign for office on the 

promise: "Jackson and no Bank!" Jackson angry at the criminal nature of the Rothschilds 

banking tactics, desires to end their mafia like control on American's money system and put it 
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back into the trust of the American people. Jackson does this by removing all government 

deposits from the "Second Bank Of American" and into the Gentile owned American Banks. 

The Rothschilds then send their agents out to contract the money supply to cause a depression 

in the Nation to hit, as way to pressure the government. Jackson openly declares then as the 

crooks they are and vows to route them out. Not long after on January 30th 1835 there is an 

assassination attempt on President Jackson, he is saved by the fact the assassins pistols both 

misfire. Later Jackson states he knew the Rothschilds where responsible for the attempt. 

Jackson not intimidated by the Jewish Banking mafia, continues his long fight against the 

Rothschilds bank, in 1836 he wins and has their bank cast out of the Nation when their 

charter is not renewed. 

"I am one of those who do not believe the national debt is a national blessing... it is calculated 

to raise around the administration a moneyed aristocracy dangerous to the liberties of the 

country."  

Andrew Jackson, Letter to L. H. Coleman of Warrenton, N.C., 29 April 1824 

Later in 1841 President Tyler vetoes the act to renew the charter of for Rothschilds bank. In 

response he is threatened with assassin from many "anonymous" sources. 

The Civil War in America starts President Lincoln appeals to large New York based banks 

for loans for the war(Rothschild and the Jewish Banker mafia are behind many of and have 

influence over these banks) the criminal deal they make him is 24% to 36% on all monies 

loaned. Another attempt to regain control over American people by debt. Lincoln angry and 

not stupid simply prints his own debt free money instead outwitting the Jews. Lincoln states 

of this fact "We gave the people of this republic the greatest blessing they ever had, their own 

paper money to pay their own debts." 

In 1863 Lincoln discover the Tsar of Russia Alexander the II' is having identical problems 

with the Jewish banks mainly the Rothschilds and was also resisting their attempts to create a 

Central bank in Russia. The Tsar then comes to the aid of Lincoln by ordering that if England 

and or France (both under the domination of Rothschild/Jewish banker families) actively 

came to the aid of the South he would consider this an act of open war. And take up arms on 

the side of President Lincoln. The Tsar then orders a major part of his Pacific fleet to San 

Francisco and New York. 

In 1865 President Lincoln states: "I have two great enemies the Southern Army in the front of 

me, and the financial institutions in the rear. Of the two, the one in the rear is my greatest 

foe." In the same year on April 14, Lincoln is assassinated. 

1881 President Garfield states two weeks before he is also assassination: "Whoever controls 

the volume of money in our country is absolute master of all industry.....and commerce and 

you when you realize the entire system is very easily controlled, one way or another by a few 

powerful men at the top,you will not have to be told how periods of inflation and depression 

originate." 
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Then in 1913 the Federal Reserve central bank is set up in America, under orders of Jewish 

puppet President Woodrow Wilson. This act literally hands the America economy over to a 

handful of power Jewish banking families. Bring what President Garfield warned about to 

pass. 

The main Jewish names behind creating this system of control where: 

The Rothschilds 

The Rockefellers 

The Morgans 

The Warburgs 

The placement for this was carried out by Morgan who used his position to publish lies that a 

powerful bank in New York was bankrupt, knowing it would cause mass panic and chain 

reaction among the Gentile public causing them to withdraw their monies. Causing the banks 

to call in all loans which forced the recipients of the loans to sell whatever they had from 

properties on. Thus a depression was generated by the Jews. 

"Early in 1907, New York Times Annual Financial Review published (Jew)Paul Warburg's(a 

partner of Kuhn, Loeb and Co. first official reform plan, entitled "A Plan for a Modified 

Central Bank," in which he outlined remedies that he thought might avert panics. Early in 

1907, (Jew)Jacob Schiff the chief executive officer of (Jews) Kuhn, Loeb and Co. in a speech 

to the New York Chamber of Commerce warned that "unless we have a central bank with 

adequate control of credit resources, this country is going to undergo the most severe and far 

reaching money panic in its history." "The Panic of 1907" hit full stride in October." 

[Herrick]"The Panic of 1907 and Some of Its Lessons", Annals of the American Academy of 

Political and Social Science, vol. 31 (Jan.-June 1908) 

"The Morgan interestings took advantage to precipitate the panic of 1907, guiding it shrewdly 

as it progressed." -Fredrick Allen, Life Magazine 

This lead to a Congressional investigation headed by Aldrich that stated a central bank should 

be created to stop such a event from happening in the future. Note Aldrich later married into 

the Rockefeller family. 

In 1910 the Jewish bankers held a secret meeting on a Morgan estate on Jekyll Island where 

they drafted the Blueprint, and then handed it over to Aldrich, who brought it into Congress. 

"Aldrich's investigation led to his plan in 1912 to bring central banking to the United States, 

with promises of financial stability, expanded international roles, control by impartial experts 

and no political meddling in finance. Aldrich asserted that a central bank had to be 

(contradictorily) decentralized somehow, or it would be attacked by local politicians and 

bankers as had the First and Second Banks of the United States. The Aldrich plan was 

introduced in 62nd and 63rd Congresses (1912 and 1913) but never gained much traction as 
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the Democrats in 1912 won control of both the House and the Senate as well as the White 

House." This later became known as the Federal Reserve Act 

When in 1913 Woodrow Wilson who was put up and backed by the Jewish bankers was 

elected President upon the promise to them in return for their financial support to sign the Fed 

Reserve act into law. At the time the act was frustrated in Congress from passing. The Jews 

moved, days before the Christmas of 1913 when the majority of the Congress men where 

home with their families the Federal Reserve act was voted in. And Wilson true to his 

treasonous word, make it law. 

"The Aldrich Plan is the Wall Street Plan. It means another panic, if necessary, to intimidate 

the people. Aldrich, paid by the government to represent the people, proposes a plan for the 

trusts instead." - The Aldrich Plan was a forerunner to that which spawned the Federal 

Reserve." -Congressman Lindbergh 

A world banking system was being set up here, a super state controlled by 

[Jewish]international bankers acting together to enslave the world for their own pleasure, the 

Fed has usurped the Government."-Congressman Louis McFadden, upon the passage of the 

Federal Reserve bill. 

This [Federal Reserve Act] establishes the most gigantic trust on earth. When the President 

signs this bill, the invisible government of the monetary power will be legalized....the worst 

legislative crime of the ages is perpetrated by this banking and currency bill." 

-Congressman Lindbergh 

"This Act establishes the most gigantic trust on Earth. When the President signs this bill, the 

invisible government by the Monetary Power will be legalized, the people may not know it 

immediately but the day of reckoning is only a few years removed.... The worst legislative 

crime of the ages is perpetrated by this banking bill."  

-Congressman Lindbergh 

"The Federal Reserve System virtually controls the Nation's monetary system, yet it is 

accountable to no one it has not budget, it is subject to no audit, and no Congressional 

Committee knows of, or can truly supervise it's operations" 

-Profession M. Rothbard 

President Wilson also brought America into the First War for the Jews, after being elected on 

the promise of keeping America out of the war. 

The other important reason the Jews wanted American in World War One, was now in 

control of the American money supply via the Fed Reserve, they need America to enter into 

the war, which would require the American government to take massive war loans and hook 

them into debt to the Jewish banks faster and on a monolithic pace. 

"At the outbreak of World War 1 the Fed was better positioned than the Treasury to issue war 

bonds, and so became the primary retailer for war bonds under the direction of the Treasury. 

After the war, the Fed, led by Paul Warburg and New York Governor Bank President 
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Benjamin Strong convinced Congress to modify its powers, giving it the ability to both create 

money, as the 1913 Act intended, and destroy money, as a central bank could." 

From the confession of one of the key Jewish swindlers involved at the time: 

"I was 'confidential man' to (Jew)Henry Morgenthau, Sr., who was chairman of the Finance 

Committee, and I was liaison between him and Rollo Wells, the treasurer. So I sat in these 

meetings with President Wilson at the head of the table, and all the others, and I heard them 

drum into President Wilson's brain the graduated income tax and what has become the 

Federal Reserve, and also indoctrinate him with the Zionist movement. 

Justice Brandeis and President Wilson were just as close as the two fingers on this hand, and 

President Woodrow Wilson was just as incompetent when it came to determining what was 

going on as a newborn baby. And that's how they got us into World War I, while we all slept. 

The Zionists in London sent these cables to the United States, to Justice Brandeis: "Go to 

work on President Wilson. We're getting from England what we want. Now you go to work, 

and you go to work on President Wilson and get the United States into the war." And that did 

happen. That's how the United States got into the war. We had no more interest in it; we had 

no more right to be in it than we have to be on the moon tonight instead of in this room. 

Now the war, World War I, in which the United States participated, had absolutely no reason 

to be our war. We went in there, we were railroaded into it, if I can be vulgar, we were 

suckered into that war merely so that the Zionists of the world could obtain Palestine. Now, 

that is something that the people in the United States have never been told. They never knew 

why we went into World War One. Now, what happened? 

World War I broke out in the summer of 1914. Within two years Germany had won that war 

not a shot had been fired on the German soil. Not an enemy soldier had crossed the border 

into Germany. And yet, here was Germany offering England peace terms. 

While that was going on, the Zionists in Germany, who represented the Zionists from Eastern 

Europe, went to the British War Cabinet, and they said "Look here, you can yet win this war. 

You don't have to give up. You don't have to accept the negotiated peace offered to you now 

by Germany. You can win this war if the United States will come in as your ally." 

They [Zionists] told England: "We will guarantee to bring the United States into the war as 

your ally, to fight with you on your side, if you will promise us Palestine after you win the 

war." In other words, they made this deal- "We will get the United States into this war as 

your ally. The price you must pay us is Palestine after you have won the war and defeated 

Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Turkey." 

Now England had as much right to promise Palestine to anybody, as the United States would 

have to promise Japan to Ireland for any reason whatsoever. It's absolutely absurd that Great 

Britain [that never had any connection or any interest or any right in what is known as 

Palestine] should offer it as coin of the realm to pay the Zionists for bringing the United 

States into the war. 
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However, they made that promise, in October of 1916, and shortly after that the United 

States, which was almost totally pro-German; totally pro-German because the newspapers 

here were controlled by Jews, the bankers were Jews, all the media of mass communications 

in this country were controlled by Jews, and they were pro-German because their people, in 

the majority of who came from Germany, and they wanted to see Germany defeat the Czar. 

The Jews didn't like the Czar, and they didn't want Russia to win this war. So the German 

bankers -- the German-Jews -- Kuhn Loeb and the other big banking firms in the United 

States refused to finance France or England to the extent of one dollar. They stood aside and 

they said: "As long as France and England are tied up with Russia, not one cent!" But they 

poured money into Germany, they fought with Germany against Russia, trying to defeat the 

Czarist regime. 

Now those same Jews, when they saw the possibility of getting Palestine, they went to 

England and they made this deal. At that time, everything changed, like the traffic light that 

changes from red to green. Where the newspapers had been all pro-German, where they'd 

been telling the people of the difficulties that Germany was having fighting Great Britain 

commercially and in other respects, all of a sudden the Germans were no good. They were 

villains. They were Huns. They were shooting Red Cross nurses. They were cutting off 

babies' hands. And they were no good. 

Well, shortly after that, Mr. Wilson declared war on Germany. 

The Zionists in London sent these cables to the United States, to Justice Brandeis: "Go to 

work on President Wilson. We're getting from England what we want. Now you go to work, 

and you go to work on President Wilson and get the United States into the war." And that did 

happen. That's how the United States got into the war. We had no more interest in it; we had 

no more right to be in it than we have to be on the moon tonight instead of in this room." 

A Jewish Defector Warns America: Benjamin Freedman speaks  

"President Woodrow Wilson was the fairy godmother who provided Trotsky with a passport 

to return to Russia to "carry forward" the revolution. This American passport was 

accompanied by a Russian entry permit and a British transit visa. Jennings C. Wise, in 

Woodrow Wilson: Disciple of Revolution, makes the pertinent comment, "Historians must 

never forget that Woodrow Wilson, despite the efforts of the British police, made it possible 

for Leon Trotsky to enter Russia with an American passport." 

-Wall Street And The Bolshevik Revolution" 

Sounds like a loyal American President, does he not? 

"Since I entered politics, I have chiefly had men's views confided to me privately. Some of 

the biggest men in the United States, in the field of commerce and manufacture are afraid of 

somebody, are afraid of something. They know that there is a power somewhere so 

organized, so subtle, so watchful, so interlocked, so complete, so pervasive, that they better 

not speak above their breath when they speak in condemnation of it."  

Woodrow Wilson, The New Freedom (1913), Doubleday 
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The present Federal Reserve System is a flagrant case of the Governments conferring a 

special privilege upon bankers. The Government hands to the banks its credit, at virtually no 

cost to the banks, to be loaned out by the bankers for their own private profit. Still worse, 

however, is the fact that it gives the bankers practically complete control of the amount of 

money that shall be in circulation. Not one dollar of these Federal Reserve notes gets into 

circulation without being borrowed into circulation and without someone paying interest to 

some bank to keep it circulating. Our present money system is a debt money system. Before a 

dollar can circulate, a debt must be created. Such a system assumes that you can borrow 

yourself out of debt.  

Willis A. Overholser, A short review and analysis of the history of money in the United 

States, with an introduction to the current money problem (1936), p. 56 

Once in control with the Federal Reserve the Jews moved quickly with increasing the money 

supply from 1914 to 1919, much was in loans to smaller banks, in 1920 the Jews called in the 

majority of all loans sparking a identical crisis to the 1907 one (the Jews had lied to the 

public telling the Fed Act passage would prevent such problems-- Hegelian anyone?) This 

move wiped out over 5400 Gentile banks outside of the official grip of the Jewish bankers 

and consolidated more power under the Jewish banking Families. 

"Under the Federal Reserve Act, panic's are scientifically created as the present panic is the 

first scientifically created one, worked out as we work out a mathematical equation."- 

Congressman Lindbergh, on the crash of 1920 

From 1921 to 1929 the Jewish Fed replayed this criminal robbery again, the new tool also 

used was the Margin loan, which allowed a investor to only have to put down 10% of a 

stocks worth with the other 90% being loaned by a broker. Hence the "Roaring 20's" The 

catch the Jews put in was the Margin loan could be called in at any time and had to be paid 

within 24 hours of such "Margin call" The result of such a call is the selling of the stock 

brought with the loan in question. 

1929 the Jewish bankers such as Rockefeller and others withdrawn from the market out the 

backdoor. On Oct 24, the Margin loans are called in mass waves. Everyone starts selling their 

stocks at once, in the encoring crash over 16,000 banks are wiped out alone. The Jews then 

swooped in and brought up the entire socket market at a penny cost. Leaving them in control 

of numerous corporations across the board. And generally the entire economic system. The 

Jews then purposely shrank the money supply increasing the depression to the point it is 

remember to this day as "The Great Depression." 

"It was a carefully contrived occurrence, International Bankers sought to bring conditions of 

despair so they might emerge rulers of us all".-Congressman Madden, on the truth of the 

Great Depression 

Congressman McFadden along term crusader against the Jewish bankers, declared his 

intention of pushing for an impeachment of the Fed, he had already survived two assassin 

attempts on his life, the third one was successful McFadden was poisoned at a dinner banquet 

and died, before he could get the impeachment. 
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The next step was the Jews had the gold standard abolished "to end the depression" in 1933 

the Jews brought about the infamous gold seizure: 

Executive Order 6102 required U.S. citizens to deliver on or before May 1, 1933 all but a 

small amount of gold coin gold bullion and gold certificates owned by them to the Federal 

Reserve in exchange for $20.67 per troy ounce Under the Trading With the Enemy Act of 

October 6, 1917, as amended on March 9, 1933, violation of the order was punishable by fine 

up to $10,000 ($167,700 if adjusted for inflation as of 2010) or up to ten years in prison, or 

both. Most citizens who owned large amounts of gold had it transferred to countries such as 

Switzerland." 

"If you do not exclude them, in less than 200 years our descendants will be working in the 

fields to furnish them substance, while they will be in the counting houses rubbing their 

hands. I warn you, gentlemen, if you do not exclude the Jews for all time, your children will 

curse you in your graves."  

-Benjamin Franklin, at the Constitutional Convention of 1787 in Philadelphia. 

Why? Make things worse after already robbing their way into total economic power? 

Problem, reaction, solution. They where creating a fertile ground for a Communist revolution, 

the Jewish created Communist Party in America ranks swelled to over a million members. 

They where pulling the same stunt in Germany and else for the same reasons. 

"The first order of business for the Illuminati-initiated Jews, who were the was to manifest 

their prophesied Zion, a world ruled by the chosen people of Yahweh. Plans were set in 

motion for the Jews to finally have their "land of milk and honey" that had been promised to 

them for so long [in their own Jew minds] and it would be the entire world. 

The opportunity for manifesting their Zion arrived with the Russian Revolution, which was 

financed by the Jewish bankers. One of their own, the German Jew, Karl Marx [Mordecai 

Levi], had catalyzed the event with the publication of his Communist Manifesto." 

"The fact of the matter is that Communism has been largely financed by rich Jews, starting 

with the Rothschilds and continuing right on through the Lehmans, Sterns, Oppenheimers, 

Rosenwalds, and other rich Jewish families right here in America. 

For instance, Marx himself was financed by a Jewish soap millionaire, Joseph Fels (Fell-

Naptha soap). As already mentioned, Jacob Schiff, the head of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., 

contributed over $20 million to his fellow Jew, Leon Trotsky (Bronstein), to put over the 

capture of the Russian people by the Communist Jews. (New York Journal American, 

February 3, 1949). 

At a mass rally in Madison Square Garden, New York City, celebrating the revolutionary 

victory in Russia, and attended by tens of thousands of New York Communist Jews, Jacob 

Schiff, the same multi-billionaire Jewish head of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., sent the following 

telegram to the Committee in Charge, when he could not appear there in person: "Will you 

say for me to those present tonight how deeply I regret my inability to celebrate with the 

Friends of Russian Freedom the actual reward of what we had hoped and striven for these 
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long years!" (New York Times, March 24, 1917, page 2).  

-G.Rockwell, Naval Commander and Leader of the ANP.(Assassinated by Jewry) 

"From the days of Spartacus-Weishaupt[Jew and famous Rothschild agent] to those of[Jew] 

Karl Marx, and down to [Jew Trotsky] (Russia), [Jew]Bela Kun (Hungary), [Jew]Rosa 

Luxembourg (Germany), and Emma Goldman[Jew] (United States), this world-wide 

conspiracy for the overthrow of civilization and for the reconstitution of society on the basis 

of arrested development, of envious malevolence, and impossible equality, has been steadily 

growing. It played, as a modern writer, Mrs. Webster, has so ably shown, a definitely 

recognizable part in the tragedy of the French Revolution. It has been the mainspring of every 

subversive movement during the Nineteenth Century; and now at last this band of 

extraordinary personalities from the underworld of the great cities of Europe and America 

have gripped the Russian people by the hair of their heads and have become practically the 

undisputed masters of that enormous empire."  

Winston Churchill, "Zionism versus Bolshevism", Illustrated Sunday Herald (London), 

February 8, 1920, pg. 5  

Illumination on the Illuminati 

From here via they brought American into the Second World War: 

Benjamin Freedman's 1961 Speech: Benjamin Freedman Warns America 

How Franklin Roosevelt Lied America Into War 

President Roosevelt and The Origins of the 1939 War 

Some of these Jews were directly responsible for plunging America into WWII by 

deliberately alienating America from anti-Communist countries[non-Kosher] such as 

Germany and Japan long before the outbreak of hostilities. These Jews also pioneered the 

idea of Big Egalitarian Government in America; some of them were later discovered to have 

been spies for the Soviet Union.  

President Franklin D. Roosevelt's Jewish Cabal 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt, president of the United States of America, 1933-1945, was 

himself partly of Dutch-Jewish ancestry. 

1. Bernard M. Baruch -- a financier and adviser to FDR. 

2. Felix Frankfurter -- Supreme Court Justice; a key player in FDR's New Deal system. 

3. David E. Lilienthal -- director of Tennessee Valley Authority, adviser. The TVA changed 

the relationship of government-to-business in America. 

4. David Niles -- presidential aide. 

5. Louis Brandeis -- U.S. Supreme Court Justice; confidante of FDR; "Father" of New Deal. 

6. Samuel I. Rosenman -- official speechwriter for FDR. 
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7. Henry Morgenthau Jr. -- Secretary of the Treasury, "unofficial" presidential adviser. Father 

of the Morgenthau Plan to re-structure Germany/Europe after WWII. 

8. Benjamin V. Cohen -- State Department official, adviser to FDR. 

9. Rabbi Stephen Wise -- close pal of FDR, spokesman for the American Zionist movement, 

head of The American Jewish Congress. 

10. Frances Perkins -- Secretary of Labor; allegedly Jewish/adopted at birth; unconfirmed. 

11. Sidney Hillman -- presidential adviser. 

12. Anna Rosenberg -- longtime labor adviser to FDR, and manpower adviser with the 

Manpower Consulting Committee of the Army and Navy Munitions Board and the War 

Manpower Commission. 

13. Herbert H. Lehman -- Governor of New York, 1933-1942, Director of U.S. Office of 

Foreign Relief and Rehabilitation Operations, Department of State, 1942-1943; Director-

General of UNRRA, 1944 - 1946, pal of FDR. 

14. Herbert Feis -- U.S. State Department official, economist, and an adviser on international 

economic affairs. 

15. R. S. Hecht -- financial adviser to FDR. 

16. Nathan Margold -- Department of the Interior Solicitor, legal adviser. 

17. Jesse I. Straus -- adviser to FDR. 

18. H. J. Laski -- "unofficial foreign adviser" to FDR. 

19. E. W. Goldenweiser -- Federal Reserve Director. 

20. Charles E. Wyzanski -- U.S. Labor department legal adviser. 

21. Samuel Untermyer -- lawyer, "unofficial public ownership adviser" to FDR. 

22. Jacob Viner -- Tax expert at the U.S. Treasury Department, assistant to the Treasury 

Secretary. 

23. Edward Filene -- businessman, philanthropist, unofficial presidential adviser. 

24. David Dubinsky -- Labor leader, president of International Ladies Garment Workers 

Union. 

25. William C. Bullitt -- part-Jewish, ambassador to USSR [is claimed to be Jonathan 

Horwitz's grandson; unconfirmed]. 

26. Mordecai Ezekiel -- Agriculture Department economist. 
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27. Abe Fortas -- Assistant director of Securities and Exchange Commission, Department of 

the Interior Undersecretary. 

28. Isador Lubin -- Commissioner of Labor Statistics, unofficial labor economist to FDR. 

29. Harry Dexter White [Weiss] -- Assistant Secretary of the Treasury; a key founder of the 

International Monetary Fund, and the World Bank; adviser, close pal of Henry Morgenthau. 

Co-wrote the Morgenthau Plan. 

30. Alexander Holtzoff -- Special assistant, U.S. Attorney General's Office until 1945; 

[presumed to be Jewish; unconfirmed]. 

31. David Weintraub -- official in the Office of Foreign Relief and Rehabilitation Operations; 

helped create the United Nations; Secretary, Committee on Supplies, 1944-1946. 

32. Nathan Gregory Silvermaster -- Agriculture Department official and head of the Near 

East Division of the Board of Economic Warfare; helped create the United Nations. 

33. Harold Glasser -- Treasury Department director of the division of monetary research. 

Treasury spokesman on the affairs of United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation 

Administration. 

34. Irving Kaplan -- U.S. Treasury Department official, pal of David Weintraub. 

35. Solomon Adler -- Treasury Department representative in China during World War II. 

36. Benjamin Cardozo -- U.S. Supreme Court Justice. 

37. Leo Wolman -- chairman of the National Recovery Administration's Labor advisery 

Board; labor economist. 

38. Rose Schneiderman -- labor organizer; on the advisery board of the National Recovery 

Administration. 

39. Jerome Frank -- general counsel to the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, Justice, 

U.S. Court of Appeals, 1941-57. 

40. Gerard Swope -- key player in the creation of the N.R.A. [National Recovery 

Administration] 

41. Herbert Bayard Swope -- brother of Gerard 

42. Lucien Koch -- consumer division, N.R.A. [apparently-Jewish] 

43. J. David Stern -- Federal Reserve Board, appointed by FDR 

44. Nathan Straus -- housing adviser 

45. Charles Michaelson -- Democratic [DNC] publicity man 

46. Lawrence Steinhardt -- ambassador to Soviet Union 
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47. Harry Guggenheim -- heir to Guggenheim fortune, adviser on aviation 

48. Arthur Garfield Hays -- adviser on civil liberties 

49. David Lasser -- head of Worker's Alliance, labor activist 

50. Max Zaritsky -- labor adviser 

51. James Warburg -- millionaire, early backer of New Deal before backing out 

52. Louis Kirstein -- associate of E. Filene 

53. Charles Wyzanski, Jr. -- counsel, Dept. of Labor 

54. Charles Taussig -- early New Deal adviser 

55. Jacob Baker -- assistant to W.P.A. head Harry Hopkins; assistant head of W.P.A. [Works 

Progress Admin.] 

56. Louis H. Bean -- Dept. of Agriculture official 

57. Abraham Fox -- research director, Tariff Commission 

58. Benedict Wolf -- National Labor Relations Board [NLRB] 

59. William Leiserson -- NLRB 

60. David J. Saposs -- NLRB 

61. A. H. Meyers -- NLRB [New England division] 

62. L. H. Seltzer -- head economist at the Treasury Dept. 

63. Edward Berman -- Dept. of Labor official 

64. Jacob Perlman -- Dept. of Labor official 

65. Morris L. Jacobson -- chief statistician of the Government Research Project 

66. Jack Levin -- assistant general manager, Rural Electrification Authority 

67. Harold Loeb -- economic consultant, N.R.P. 

68. William Seagle -- council, Petroleum Labor Policy Board 

69. Herman A. Gray -- policy committee, National Housing Conference 

70. Alexander Sachs -- rep. of Lehman Bros., early New Deal consultant 

71. Paul Mazur -- rep. of Lehman Bros., early consultant for New Deal 

72. Henry Alsberg -- head of the Writer's Project under the W.P.A. 
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73. Lincoln Rothschild -- New Deal art administrator 

After the Jews Harvest Two, and with the Holyhoax lie  

Holocaust Denial Videos being built into place, for obvious reasons. The Jewish rule over 

American in all area's of life was absolute from the governments, to the economy, the Media, 

the schools and on. 

The Jews now fully entrenched in the all the key positions of power unleashed their own 

"Cultural Revolution" on American society in the radical sixties and on with Cultural Marxist 

of the Jewish Frankfurt School......because Global Communism is, was and shall always be 

the end goal for Global Jewry. 

"In this New World Order the children of Israel will furnish all the leaders without 

encountering opposition. The Governments of the different peoples forming the world 

republic will fall without difficulty into the hands of the Jews. It will then be possible for the 

Jewish rulers to abolish private property and everywhere to make use of the resources of the 

state. Thus will the promise of the Talmud be fulfilled, in which is said that when the 

Messianic time is come, the Jews will have all the property of the whole world in their 

hands." 

Baruch Levy, Letter to Karl Marx (Mordecai Levi), 'La Revue de Paris', p.574, June 1, 1928 

The Gulf of Tonkin was staged, to get America into a war that could destabilize society 

enough to create the grounds for such "Cultural Revolution" social programmers know you 

can advance a society in a couple of years with a war, that it would take decades in peace. 

Hegelian, problem, reaction, solution. 

Did you think the creators of Communism wanted to fight it? Or it was about the money from 

the Jewish race that literally owns, prints and controls all the money? 

The last major President to oppose the Jewish bankers was President Kennedy. 

On June 4 1963 President Kennedy signs Executive Order 11110 which returns the American 

government the ability to print it's own currency again, without having to deal with the 

Federal Reserve."  

- Kennedy from a letter found on his, planned to go public on the Jewish control of America. 

"The answer to the Kennedy assassination is with the Federal Reserve Bank. Don't 

underestimate that. It's wrong to blame it on (CIA official James Angleton and the CIA) per 

se only. This is only one finger of the same hand. The people who supply the money are 

above the CIA.'  

- Wife of accused assassin Lee Harvey Oswald, told to author A.J. Weberman 

In the infamous Nixon tapes, President Nixon openly admits the Jewish run America and he 

lives in terror of them. Can you blame him. 
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Illumination on the Illuminati 

by 

High Priest Mageson666 

On the much framed subject of the Free Masons and the Illuminati here is a brief history of 

the events that lead to subversion of the Masons by Jewry and the truth of the Illuminati: 

Several good articles addressing the subject are here: 

The Truth About the New World Order  

The Temple of Solomon  

The New Atlantis 

Rothschild hired a son of a Jewish Rabbi named Adam Weishaupt to create a psuedo-

Masonic looking front- [The Illuminati] and armed him with massive funds and contacts the 

stage was set. 

History records that on May 1, 1776, Dr. Adam Weishaupt founded the Bavarian Order of the 

ILLUMINATI. Weishaupt was a Professor of Jewish Canon Law at the University of 

Ingolstadt in Bavaria, Germany. He was born to Jewish parents and later "converted" to 

Roman Catholicism. He became a high-ranking member of The Order Of The Jesuits, whom 

he subsequently left to form his very own organization at the clear behest of the newly 

formed "House Of Rothschild." 

It was the Jewish Weishaupt's belief that only a chosen few could qualify for enough 

"illumination" to guide and rule the world. The problem was, where could he find enough 

intellectual "light bearers" to start the ball rolling? He subsequently found them in various 

lodges and orders of the day, such as the various Masonic lodges, the Rosicrucian Order and 

other legitimate and sincere orders of antiquity. This is confirmed yet again by Edith Starr-

Miller in her classic, "Occult Theocracy:" "As the organization of the Illuminati developed, 

so did its ambitions, which ended in a plot to subvert Freemasonry to its aim of world 

domination by any and all means ……. After obtaining control of certain Masonic Lodges, 

Weishaupt and his associates recklessly vaunted their growing power." 

Weishaupt took the name, Spartacus, because, like the Roman warrior, he was dedicated to 

freeing the [opressed masses] from the oppression of all monarchies and religious powers, his 

desire to shake off the yoke of limitation would include not only governments and organized 

religion, but also the institution of marriage, and even family.... 

Weishaupt wanted a system of truly global dimensions, even if it brought about violent 

worldwide revolution and rivers of blood. His "benevolent dictatorship" had six main points 

dealing with the abolition of: 

1.Ordered or nationalistic governments in the form of monarchies. 

2.Private property. 
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3.Inheritance rights. 

4.Patriotism to nationalist causes. 

5.Social order in families, sexual prohibition laws and all moral codes. 

6.All religious disciplines based on faith in a living God, as opposed to faith in nature, man, 

and reason. 

This is almost word-for-word from Karl Marx's THE COMMUNIST MANIFESTO and that 

these six points are also perfectly consistent with the Protocols in general, [once again 

proving their legitimacy]. 

Weishaupt's vision for a future world was a full-on Communism, with all possessions, even 

children, held in common. 

It is more interesting to learn that Karl Marx was not the real founder of Communist world 

revolution. Its true father was Adam Weishaupt, founder of the "Freemasonic Order" of the 

Illuminati- Marschalko 

"The great strength of our Order lies in its concealment; let it never appear in any place in its 

own name, but always covered by another name, and another occupation. None is fitter than 

the three lwers degrees of Freemasonry; the public is accustomed to it, expects little from it, 

and therefore takes little notice of it."  

- Adam Weishaupt 

At its beginning, the Illuminati was not a Masonic order, and Weishaupt himself did not enter 

a lodge until 1777, when he received induction into the Lodge Theodore de Bon Conseil in 

Munich. However, once inside Masonry, Weishaupt immediately saw its potential value to be 

a vehicle for the realization of his Illuminati dreams. To create an official union between the 

Illuminati and Freemasonry, Weishaupt set about organizing the Congress of Wilhelmsbas at 

the Castle of William IX of Hesse-Kassel, to occur on July 16, 1782. That special even, 

which was momentous in both size and aspirations, was attended by elite representatives of 

Masonic lodges from all over. 

It was also there that a decision was reached to allow the previously excluded Jews to be 

granted admittance into Freemasonry. The Illuminati creed claimed all people are 

equal.[Communism/Christianity]  

Christianity & Communism: Jewish Twins 

However, there was another, tacit reason for the change in Masonic policy towards the Jews, 

money was needed....And the Jews where the principal bankers of Europe, a role they had 

assumed since the time of the fall of the Knights Templar. And don't forget King William IX 

was in debt at the time, and was in general a psychopatic individual. 

When the time came for a vote on their admittance at Wilhelmsbad, the Jews were so anxious 

to win the day that they completely filled the hall with other Jewish supporters. It was not 

long afterwards that the Illuminati membership included an abundance of Jewish banking 
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families, including the Rothschilds, the Oppenheimers, the Wertheimers, the Schusters, 

Speyers, and Sterns. 

New lodges of predominantly Jews were formed in Frankfurt the Rothschild's financial 

capital in Europe, and soon all of Illumininzed Freemasonry would make the city its world 

headquarters. 

The first order of buisness for the Illuminati-initiated Jews, who were the was to manifest 

their prophesied Zion, a world ruled by the chosen people of Yahweh. Plans were set in 

motion for the Jews to finally have their "land of milk and honey" that had been promised to 

them for so long [in their own Jew minds] and it would be the entire world. 

The opportunity for manifesting their Zion arrived with the Russian Revolution, which was 

financed by the Jewish bankers. One of their own, the German Jew, Karl Marx, had catalyzed 

the event with the publication of his Commnunist Manifesto. 

Karl Marx who's real name was Rabbi Mordechai Levi was a member of the League of the 

Just of which would lead to the creation of the Communist League. 

-1841, Moses Hess, brought Marx into a society called the "League of the Just" 

The motto of the League of the Just (Bund der Gerechten) was "All Men are Brothers" and its 

goals were "the establishment of the Kingdom of God on Earth, based on the ideals of love of 

one's neighbor, equality and justice".[1]. See how Christianity is the twin of Communism.  

See- Christianity & Communism: Jewish Twins 

The Bolshevik leader of the Revolution, Lenin, who on both sides of his family was of Jewish 

lineage, contributed his plan for a centralized government that would be controlled by a 

Jewish oligarchy. After Lenin and his Illuminati cohorts raised their flags at the end of the 

Russian Revolution, their new communist government emerged with Jews occupying at least 

75% of its highest positions...And end up with 60 million Gentiles murdered by the Jews, by 

the time Communism was over. Many of them murdered in an organized system of camps all 

run by Jewish Commissar's.  

Slave Labor in Soviet Russia 

The Jewish bankers also took another tact and and slowly built up an empire of financial 

istitutions to oversee a capitalistic infrastructure that would govern the world. As one Jewish 

banker and Illuminati patron, Amshel Rothschild, is known to have famously remarked, 

"Give me the control of a county's finances, and I care not who governs the country!" 

Which leads to Communism in the end. The Jews hold all wealth and power and the Gentiles 

are reduced to total slavery to global Jewry's One World Order. 

The nations will gather to pay homage to the people of God: all the fortunes of the nations 

will pass to the Jewish people, they will march captive behind the Jewish people in chains 

and willl prostrate themselves before them, their kings will bring up their sons, and their 

princesses will nurse their children. The Jews will command the nations, they will summon 
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peoples whom they do not even know them will haten to them. The riches of the sea and the 

wealth of natons will come to the Jews of their own right.  

"Any people of the Kingdom who will not serve Isreal will be destroyed"  

-Isidore Loeb [Le Litterature des Pauvres dans la Bible]. 

What were the effects of the subversion of Free Masonry by the Jews, within the 

organization? Masonry is based upon Judaism. Eliminate the teachings of Judaism from the 

Masonic Ritual and what is left?  

- The Jewish Tribune [New York,Oct 28,1927] 

"In the present nations, Freemasonry is only of benefit to the Jews"  

-Theodore Herzl [Founder and Leader of World Zionism] 

"We have founded many secret associations, which all work for our purpose, under our 

orders and our direction. One of the many triumphs of our Freemansonry is that those 

Gentiles who become members of our Lodges, shoud never suspect that we are using them to 

build their own jails, upon whose terraces we shall erect the throne of our unversal King of 

the Jews; and should never know that we are commanding them to forge the chains of their 

own servility to our future King of the World"  

-Opening speech made at the B'nai B'rith convention in Paris [published in the Catholic 

Gazette, Feb 1936] 

Here it should be obvious why the Third Reich banned such organizations within Germany. 

They are organs of Jewish Communism. 

 

 

Sources: The Coming Gnostic Civilization by M.A.Pinkham 
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The Western Origins of the Witchcraft Tradition:  

The origins of the Arya 

By High Priest Mageson666 

"The priests of the Mysteries were symbolized as a serpent, sometimes called Hydra...The 

Serpent Kings reigned over the earth. It was these Serpent Kings who founded the Mystery 

schools which later appeared as the Egyptian and Brahmin Mysteries... .The serpent was their 

symbol...They were the true Sons of Light, and from them have descended a long line of 

adepts and initiates."  

- Hall 

The Druids called themselves the Naddreds, which translates to Serpents. Their symbol was a 

serpent wrapped around a rod and the Dragon. The true source of the term “Arya/Aryan” 

comes from Lord EA, EA pronounced or spoken properly is Arya. Hence the race of him and 

created by him in his image and blood, and the other “Shinning Ones.” The Nordic’s of Orion 

bare his name no different then you bare your Fathers surname. It also relates to alchemical 

concepts within the race as well of the spiritual light of the inner Godhead, of which our races 

most ancient of holy banners the swastika relates. Origins of the European connection:  

“The Pheryllt were Druids of the Cymry people who arrived in the British Isles from 

“Defrobani” which is a Welsh of Taprobana, a name for Sri Lanka. It is said that the Cymry 

where guided from Sri Lanka to the British Isles by the Welsh cultural hero, Hu Gadran, and 

proof of their Westward journey is the Welsh language, which is full of Sanskrit root words. 

Hu Gadran founded what many believe to have been the incipient sect of Druids, the Pheryllt, 

a term meaning “Alchemists.” The term Britain itself comes out of the ancient Sanskrit word 

Bharat, the ancient Aryan name for the area today known as the Indian subcontinent. “The 

Druidical religion prevailed not only in Britain, but likewise across the East.” 

-E. Keneanly, the Book of God 

It is well known that the Sanskrit language is the root language of the Indo-Aryan. “When we 

examine the etymology of the word Teuton or Teonic which are both derived from base word 

teuta (pronounced tay-oo-tay), this compares precisely with the Egyptian scribe of the Gods, 

Tahuti, who is known as Thoth by the Greeks.” This title is also carried with the Tuatha de 

Danaan of ancient Arie. In Erie (Arie in the original spelling), today the sacred Tara mounds 

still exist. “Arya Tara” is a Goddess still worshipped in the East and was also known in 

Egypt. 

Arie of Egypt connection:  

References to some of the earliest epochs in Egypt and the arrival of Atlantean colonists can 

be found of the country’s remaining papyrus scrolls. The papyrus of Turin, for example, 

alludes to priest-kings ruling Egypt. The country was ruled by the “Shemsu Hor.” The 

original race that built and was the lived in the land today known as Egypt called themselves 

the Shemsu Hor or Heru. They described themselves as blue eyed sons of the blue eyed, 

blonde haired God Heru. Heru in the ancient language translates as “He of the Ari” and 
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Shemsu as “Serpent(s).” So we see a common kinship with the other Ari or Arya of Europe 

and the East. 

One of the most important finds in Egypt happened with the Egyptologist and Archaeologist 

Professor Walter B. Emery (1903-1971) while excavating tombs at Saqqara. Emery found 

men with blond hair and fair complexions. These individuals were revered by the Egyptians 

as a special class, an endowed elite the “Shemsu Hor” (Serpents of He of The Ari). The 

famous Egyptologist, author of Archaic Egypt discovered the remains who lived in the pre-

dynastic epoch. These presented a dolichocephalous skull larger than that of the local ethnic 

group, fair hair and a taller, heavier build. Emery declared that this stock wasn’t indigenous 

to Egypt…This race kept its distance from the common people, blending only with the 

aristocratic classes….the scholar associated them with the Shemsu Hor….The Shemsu Hor 

are recognized as the dominant sacerdotal caste in pre-dynastic Egypt.”  

-V. Di Cesare and A. Forgione “Malta: Skulls of the Mother Goddess" 

Professor Emery wrote of these Shemsu Hor: “The Demigods of Manetho’s history.” These 

Shemsu Hor were stated to have originally lived on an island homeland as well. A very 

revealing text on the truth of the ancient Egyptians record of their origin: 

Col. Henry Steel Olcott, a former president of the Theosophical Society, who explained in a 

March, 1881 edition of The Theosophist (page 123) that:  

"We have a right to more than suspect that India, eight thousand years ago, sent a colony of 

emigrants who carried their arts and high civilization into what is now known to us as 

Egypt...This is what Bengsch Bey, the modern, as well as the most trusted Egyptologer and 

antiquarian says on the origin of the old Egyptians. Regarding these as a branch of the 

Caucasian [Aryan] family having a close affinity with the Indo-Germanic races, he insists 

that they 'migrated from India before historic memory, and crossed that bridge of nations, the 

Isthus of Suez, to find a new fatherland on the banks of the Nile." The Egyptians came, 

according to their own records, from a mysterious land...on the shore of the Indian Ocean, the 

sacred Punt; the original home of their gods...who followed thence after their people who had 

abandoned them to the valley of the Nile, led by Amon, Hor and Hathor. This region was the 

Egyptian 'Land of the Gods,' Pa-Nuter, in old Egyptian, or Holyland, and now proved beyond 

any doubt to have been quite a different place from the Holyland of Sinai. By the pictorial 

hieroglyphic inscription found on the walls of the temple of the Queen Haslitop at Der-el-

babri, we see that this Punt can be no other than India. For many ages the Egyptians traded 

with their old homes, and the reference here made by them to the names of the Princes of 

Punt and its fauna and flora, especially the nomenclature of various precious woods to be 

found but in India, leave us scarcely room for the smallest doubt that the old civilization of 

Egypt is the direct outcome of that the older India."  

(source: Theosophist for March 1881 p. 123). 

The legends of Atlantis, the Aryan homeland we have in the West were handed down to 

Solon and then Plato via the ancient Egyptians who stated they had come from Atlantis which 

had been destroyed thousands of years before, and of which they were the cultural/racial 

bears of. Now we have an Egyptian record showing this Isle was on the shore of modern day 

Southern India and we have archeological proof today of massive sunken cities in this region 
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around S. India and Sri Lanka- even a sunken land bridge, and numerous cultures claiming 

with proof origin from said area themselves. Someone switched the direction the Egyptians 

stated they came from, from West to East instead of the original East to West. Sri Lanka was 

part of a much larger land mass that sunk beneath the waves thousands of years ago. [On a 

personal note: years ago I came across in a National Geographic article a photo of an old wall 

fresco from a ancient palace dug up in Sri Lanka. The women on the walls had red hair and 

blue eyes and White skin.]  

More on White Egypt 

Another connection:  

“The Yezidis, who now reside in Northern Iraq, before coming to Iraq they had resided in 

India” The Yezidi God is Melek Ta'us whose symbol like Murrugan in Sri Lanka is the 

Peacock and the Serpent. Within the Yezidi writings Melek Ta'us makes mention of 

Shambhala the sacred place of the East and to the Lotus another Eastern spiritual theme. The 

Peacock the sacred symbol to the Yezidi, Mandean and Hindu alike, is native only to the Far 

East not the Middle East or Europe and nowhere else on the planet. The Peacock was a sacred 

bird in Europe to the Goddess Hera and the God Dionysus (of whom the serpent is also 

sacred). “Like the Yezidi the Mandeans also have a tradition regarding Melek Ta'us, whom 

they refer to in their texts as Malka Ta'us….Melek Ta'us was present at the birth place of the 

Mandean culture, the island paradise of Sri Lanka…where he was known not only as the 

Peacock Angel, but also as Murrugan. According to Mandean legend Melek Ta'us came 

down from Sri Lanka’s highest mountain and taught the Mandeans’ their spiritual wisdom. 

The Mandeans have also stated the Sumerians (of who they view themselves being a remnant 

of, like the Yezidi) came from Sri Lanka area. Graham Hancock, author and researcher on the 

subject, stated in an interview that the coast of Southern India is covered with sunken cities 

especially the sunken land bridge that once connected the island of Sri Lanka to the main 

Indian continent. The Mandeans state the Garden of Edin (abode of the Gods) was in Sri 

Lanka as do many other tribes in the Near East today.  

"Kumarai Nadu that once stretched across the Pacific Ocean, most of this primeval continent 

sank to the bottom of the ocean except for those parts of it that became islands, such as Sri 

Lanka, the paradise currently recognized by much of the Arab world as not part of the primal 

Garden, but the Garden of Edin (Edin means abode of the Gods in English). Melek Ta'us is 

worshipped by the Sri Lankians as Murrugan and center in English means "Place of the 

Peacock. He also is known as Al-Khadir among the Arabic world. 

"The black stone of Mecca, which, according to the geography of the Purana(s), is a Shiva 

Linga situated in the ancient sacred site called Makhevshvara (Lord of the Crocodile). 

Vestiges of an important colony of people from the Indus Valley have been discovered at 

Oman, on the Arabian Peninsula." 

Melek Ta'us (Satan) is also known in Europe as the Green man among the Pagans there. It 

has also been proven the Sumerian language has it’s origin in Sanskrit. Many of the Sumerian 

cylinder seals also match those of the Indus Valley. Modern archeological finds in India have 

unearthed a massive ancient Aryan civilization along the Saraswati river bed. The Saraswati 
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river mentioned in the ancient Veda’s was though a myth till satellite imaging found its 

ancient course. The findings show the river went dry over eight to ten thousand years ago. 

This not only rolls back the Veda’s to over eight thousand years but is proof the earliest 

Aryan civilization was in the East, not the Middle East. The dates on the sunken finds around 

Sri Lanka and Southern India match with that of the Sarawati finds. 

The Western Tradition of Witchcraft 

It was from the Western directed branch of the Arya migrating out of their destroyed 

homeland and seeking new shores that the base and origin of the European or Western 

Witchcraft Tradition is rooted in. The Priestarchy of the Arya known universally as the 

Serpents later became popularized in Europe as the “Druids.” 

On the Serpents of Europe: 

The Druids called themselves the "Naddreds" which is Gaelic for "Serpent Priests." The 

Druids or Naddreds held the symbol of the Serpent and Dragon in the highest honor as the 

symbol of royalty. It was recorded the Druid Arphaxad referred to himself as thus: "I am a 

Serpent." The main symbol was a serpent wrapped around a rod or a tree. The title Dragon is 

passed down from Latin Draco which means "Serpent" but in the sense of the fully 

empowered Kundalini energy of a Sidhe. This culture was described by an expert who 

studied it as more advanced in all areas of civilization then Rome or Greece at its height. The 

homes unearthed alone are grand palaces unmatched today. 

“Who where the Druids? The Druids did not call themselves by such a name. The name itself 

was a Gaelic word (Druidhe) for "Witch.” Interestingly enough, among them were a caste of 

high ranking Serpents called the Sidhe. From what has been found the origin of Gaelic as a 

language is from Sanskrit in which Siddha is a term for a being with a fully risen Serpent and 

Siddhi is a term for the powers that come with such a state.  

As Sir L. Gardner writes: "Thus it can be seen that Sidhe and Siddhi are one and the same." 

From the Eastern Tantric texts on the subject we can see clearly what this state of being 

"Sidhe" or Siddha actually entails and the state of Gnosis that is part of it: 

"Liberation arises from gnosis (jnana), gnosis arises from the maintenance of the vital 

breaths. Therefore, where there is stability mercury is empowered and the body is stabilized. 

Through the use of mercury obtains a body that is unaging and immortal. 

Supernatural powers and bodily immortality, the goals of the tantric practitioner [Siddha]. 

“As immaculate as the chaplain of the gods, he is an alchemical wizard and wonder-worker. 

He moves with the imposing gait of a great bull; his voice is deep and mellifluous. Like the 

divine elephant Airavant, he surges ever forward into the world Radiant as a lotus pond, he 

outlives even the sun, moon and stars of this world. A consummate logician and expert in all 

the sciences, he is a protector of the percepts of the virtuous men because he knows, by his 

power of inference, what is righteous and proper. The heroic equal of Vishnu and Siva, he is 

as enduring as the sun, moon, and sea. (The Siddha is)." 
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The Gaelilc meaning of Witch, is 'Wise One.' It in essence is reference to truth in the sense of 

the state of awareness that comes with activating/raising this serpent energy and opening the 

"Eye of Wisdom" the center [Pineal Gland] of heightened awareness representing the ability 

to see things clearly when fully activated by raising the Kundalini to the crown. Another 

famous term for this state is Gnosis [Janna in Sanskrit]. Witch also relates to the female 

aspect of the serpent power, but at the same time Warlock an old Gaelic term for Wizard 

symbolizes a male Pagan Priest who has obtained Gnosis via fully risen serpent. Where 

Witch is also a Gaelic title for the female Priestess, in the Pagan world to be a Priest or 

Priestess one had to have a fully risen serpent. Another famous title for the Serpents, Magi 

also means “Wise One”, but in the same sense as Witch/Druid, it comes from a Sanskrit term 

meaning Magnificent as in radiant with energy, from having a fully risen kundalini. Note this 

is also the original of Gnosticism, gnosis the ancient term for the all-knowing state that 

manifests when the kundalini serpent ascends to the crown. The Serpents are also the origin 

of the famous King Arthur and Grail mythos- all allegories for the Great Working or 

Magnum Opus of the personal Godhead. Only later some was given a Xian veneer over top. 

The joke of what passes for Gnosticism today in the mainstream has been so infested with 

Jewish-Xianity. It leads to nothing but the opposite of Gnosis. 

The Arya Serpents of Europe: “Built a Gnostic civilization with a fluid caste system 

composed of commoners, at its lowest, followed by the warriors and then themselves the 

Serpents Priests, who could be male of female.” Within the Arya society class was based 

upon spiritual evolution. Thus a fluid caste existed where an individual may rise, fall or exist 

as they like, with those who desire to achieve spiritual enlightenment evolving themselves to 

the top, thus ensuring society has the highest conscious beings governing its course and 

mentoring the next generation of the Folk with it. 

“At the pinnacle of the Serpents caste was the Arch-Druid and below him where the Druid 

Elders, who administered an unwritten law known as the “Tara” and sat as lawmakers and 

judges in Councils of Twelve. The high Druids were the final word in all matters relating to 

divine law [divine in the Aryan world was cosmic or eternal laws of nature understanding the 

universe and it’s order or laws of life as divine] and justice; they were the “Supreme Court” 

of a tribe and co-ruled it with a specially chosen warrior or divinely chosen king.” 

The major position of many Serpents was to oversee the massive Temple schools, the largest 

of which existed in Arieland (Ireland today) and the British Isle, such as the one mentioned as 

Snowdon in modern Wales. "The students at these universities numbered at times sixty-

thousand souls, among whom were included the young nobility of Britain and Gaul. It 

required twenty years to master the circle of Druidic knowledge.” The reason for the time, 

was it took around 20 or more years to fully ascend the serpent (thus becoming a full 

qualified Priest). This is seen in many ancient traditions and mentioned today by teachings 

from India (in fact due to removal of knowledge many are lucky to ever achieve it, as it has 

extended to several of more decades at all if they obtain it). One such center in Arieland 

housed 300,000 import texts. These Temple centers were destroyed by the Catholic church 

over several decades of pulling them down stone by stone and recycling them into other 

buildings. 
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“The Serpent caste was subdivided into Bards who functioned as chanters (the symbol of the 

Harp meaning is the power of vibration to empower the soul) as well as Vates who played the 

roles of diviners, and those who served as priests, judges and advisors to the ruling 

kings…..Although all priestly Druids were of the same status, one sub-sect of them known as 

the Pheryllt, appear to have been one of the most advanced.” This seems to be a caste mainly 

concerned with the apex and highest rung of Witchcraft, that of achieving the personal 

Godhead. 

“In their Temple center of Snowdon in modern day Wales the Serpents founded the 

“ambrosial city of Emrys.” Emrys is also remembered as “Dinas Affaraon,” the “place of 

Higher Powers,” i.e the place where a Druid could achieve the apex of his or her spiritual 

powers and consciousness” (The Godhead of spiritual and physical perfection and immorality 

along with all the powers the perfected Godhead contains). Emrys was the headquarters of 

the “Dragons of Beli” and the Goddess Kerridwen. The alchemical initiation of the Pheryllt 

(thus the entire Serpent Order) involved an elixir of immortality that was decanted from a 

chalice shaped like a crescent moon called the Cauldron of Kerridwen, or the “Cauldron of 

Inspiration.” To partake of this elixir of Kerridwen’s Cauldron lead the initiate into a inner 

death and rebirth, (by awaking the inner serpent power and raising towards the crown leading 

to the subsequent awakening of gnosis). The Druids referred to this state as Awen meaning 

“inspiration.” Here is the origin of the Grail mythos as the Grail is another symbol for the 

Perfected Soul or Godhead and is seen in Lucifer’s Sigil. 

When Awen is fully active, a Druid was able to fully access the powers of their psyche. 

Awen is another name for the female serpent power called Sophia or Shakti in other 

traditions, hence it’s awakening leads to expansion of consciousness still symbolized in the 

Cobra with it’s hood fully opened in the Egyptian and Vedic Aryan cultures. Hence why 

when Awen was fully activated the serpent (Druid) was able to fully make use of their higher 

mind as the serpent power when raised fully activates the dormant parts of the mind, leading 

to super conscious or Gnosis. 

“A Welsh alchemical verse within the Book of Talieson, known as The Spoils of Annwn, 

defines both Kerridwen and her Cauldron as intimately related to the alchemical serpent 

power. The allegory contained in the poem recounts the journey of King Arthur and his 

Knights as they journey though Annwn, the underworld and discover the Cauldron of 

Kerridwen in the” Four Cornered Castle in the Isle of the Strong Door.” This is a cryptic 

allusion to Kerridwen’s Cauldron being the British version of the serpent power Kundalini 

which lies deep within a person (their underworld ) in the four-petal root charka (the Four 

Corned Castle) at the entrance to the Sushumna energy meridian (the Strong Closed Door).” 

In the center of Glastonbury, the Serpents built a mound known as Glastonbury Tor, “the 

Spiral Castle,” which is comprised of the serpentine number of seven levels or tiers. Also 

known as the home of the Dragoness Kerridwen, the Tor contains polar opposite red and 

whites springs that circulate and unite to produce the power and wisdom of the serpent, which 

vibrates throughout the Tor. Through the ages alchemists have traveled to Glastonbury Tor to 

capture water from the red and whites springs for their experiments.” 
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“Megalithic stones found on the summit of Glastonbury Tor point its use as center for rituals. 

It has been suggested that during the most energetic days of the years, the Sabbats and Esbats, 

special rites where performed by the Serpents on Glastonbury Tor.” 

More on Serpents sites:  

"One of their (Druids) temples in the island of Lewis in the Hebrides, bears evident signs of 

their skill in the science of astronomy. Every stone in the temple is placed astronomically. 

The circle consists of twelve equidistant obelisks denoting the twelve signs of the zodiac. The 

four cardinal points of the compass are marked by lines of obelisks running out from the 

circle, and at each point subdivided into four more." The Druids after numerous attempts by 

the then Jewish-controlled “Roman Empire,” much like the “American Empire” of today is 

kosher owned and operated at the top, to destroy them by armed force from without failed, 

were slowly subverted from within by a sect called the Culdees. This internal subversion is 

identical to how the Jews and their agents toppled the powerful priesthood of Serapis in 

Egypt and the Free Masons with the Illuminati later on. 

"Christianity was first introduced into Britain when Pope Gregary I approved a law which 

sanctioned the fusion of Celtic and Christian belief. Soon afterwards, many British kings, 

such as King Diarmuid MacCerunbhail, accepted Christianity and declared that both it and 

Druidism should co-exist as cooperative religious faiths. As a result, some new sects arose 

which were an amalgamation of the two traditions. The Druid-Christian synthesis eventually 

engendered the formation of certain sects like that of the Culdees. The Culdees pursued a 

daily regimen of both Druid and Christian spiritual disciplines while living as a cloistered 

group of monks upon the ancient Danaan Island of Iona. After genuflecting in front of the 

cross and chanting Christian devotional hymns, they would commune with the Druid nature 

spirits in the fields or recite the magical incantations of the ancient Pheryllt and Danaans. 

Many Culdees who mastered the Danaan magical rites were known to have achieved the 

power to shape-shift, becoming invisible and even summon blistering storms on demand. 

Their ultimate goal, however, was to achieve the state of Jesus Christ, a renowned ascended 

adept who was both a Christian Master and the greatest of all Arch Druids." –HP Carlson 

In the case with the Serapis way as with the Druids in a war of Xian genocide, the majority of 

Pagans, the leaders and lay alike where murdered in genocide in Egypt after a 20 year 

rampage. Not one of the upper Pagan classes priestly included was left alive. The same in 

Arieland where Patrick spent decades leading the warpath of death and destruction against 

the Arya Serpents still honored by Xianity today as the Commissar who drove the Serpents 

from Ireland. Thankfully the Church was not as powerful as it claims till later on in history 

and many Serpents escaped and remerged with the veneer of external Xian trappings as the 

Cathars and Templar Orders later on, and from there, the Free Masons and Rosicrucian 

Order. 

 

Sources: 

Irish Origins of Civilization by Michael Tsarion 
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World Gnosis: The Coming Gnostic Civilization by Mark Amaru Pinkham 

The Black Sun by Peter Moon 

Realm of the Ring Lords by Laurence Gardner 

The Alchemical Body by Gordon White 
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Lies In Cornelius Tacitus' "Germania" Concerning 

GLBT People  

By High Priest Mageson666 

Cornelius Tacitus' famous work Germania, makes mention that homosexuals were put to 

death in the Pagan Germanic world. This upon a closer look is false. I address this issue 

because the neopagans manual is Tacitus in certain circles and Tacitus has been used to 

condemn us many times. 

One thing to understand is why did Tacitus' work just survive the christian culture destruction 

of millions of important works? Two things when examining any historical work- you have to 

look at who's hands it's gone though. Any work that survived the christian destruction has had 

two thing in common. 

1) They corrupted it to fit there lie.  

2) They corrupted it a lot to fit there lie. 

This is why we all know about Plato and that wing of Greek philosophy because the 

intelligence wing of the christian program found a dogmatic platform for their propaganda for 

those with higher intelligence. So it was corrupted into christian apologetics pretending to be 

philosophy. Nietzsche condemned Augustine for his perversion of true philosophy which is 

Satanic. The Gods only know now what Greek philosophy really was before the christians 

latched onto it. Out of thousands of philosophy schools in the ancient world and we only 

know of a few, and not in original form. 

In the ancient Aryan world which was populated by a common race which shared a common 

culture, blood and racial psyche, and you can see this if you study them across the board. We 

can see that in the Pagan world, homosexuality was common in the upper classes to the point 

it was considered elitist and heterosexuality to be the mark of the commoner, Priesthoods also 

part of the elite had regular homosexual sexual rites that took place in the Satanic (Pagan) 

temples. If you read the new testament you will see that the jew Saul of Tarsus (Tarsus was a 

major hub of Paganism- it was kind of an Oxford of the Empire), he condemns the new 

converts for returning to the Pagan temples to take place in homosexual pagan sexual rites. If 

all gays where swinging from trees, like the enemy "Pagans" say, then, why were there so 

many homo/bisexuals forming the block of the ruling classes and taking place in open 

homosexual rites? 

This nonsense to work depends on the lie that the Aryan world was separated off from each 

other, which it was not at all. In fact, the ancient world was more global then taught by the 

jewish lies today. 

The Druid Naddred's who where the common elite who ruled the Germanic world- the Celtic 

is the Germanic. It just seems that much of the view of the two is based on the romantic 

period of Nationalism of the 19th century where each European nation became it's own race, 
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and due to the tension between England and Germany, the English decided to become all 

"Celtic"- not Germanic. The problem is that Celtic is a Latin word for stranger people. 

Nothing more. In reality, the "Celtic's" were Teutons. Their culture, blood and way of life 

was identical to the Germanic because that is what they were. Germanic's below the Rhine, 

just as the Doric's who formed more of what is know as classic Greece where migrating 

Germanic tribes, just as the Osgoths, Angles, Saxons and Vandals later were. Let us call the 

Greeks southern-most Germans originally. So we can see the Greek shows us the Germanic. 

Now why would things just change in the upper part of the Germanic world which was 

identical to the rest? Because a christian said so? It's a lie the jews have been trying to use- 

any lie to justify our pushing down simply because we are a threat to them on many levels. 

Perhaps the fact that the ruling elites of the Satanic world where GLBT to the extreme has 

something to do with that. 

The jews always work to destroy the natural ruling elite of the Gentile races, and replace it 

with themselves and psychopathic shabbos goyims. Look at communism alone. 

The other lie is (which is pushed in Tacitus' Germania) is our ancestors lived like dogs in 

mud huts outside the Roman world. This is also a lie. If you study, you will find the Aryan 

civilization of N/West Europe. It literally outdoes the Roman Empire at it's height, in higher 

civilization. Ireland (Aryan) had a Naddred temple complex that housed sixty thousand 

students. Why is it not there now? Because the catholic church spent two centuries 

terraforming Ireland into the dark age. They pulled it all down and recycled the stones into 

other smaller, more primitive buildings. What do you think they did to the rest of Europe? 

Some of the cities of N/W Europe were level with Babylon at it's height. Why would a race 

that created the greatest cities in the NE and Eastern part of the ancient world just decide to 

live like savages in another? Once again it depends on the jewish lies that our race only 

existed in a divided up Europe, where the Germanic Aryans who built Greece just decided to 

live in mud huts in Germania. 

This helps them push the lie that the christian church created civilization (they destroyed it) 

and our ancestors were all savages who could not even read (despite the runic alphabet) 

before them. It should also be noted the Roman Empire by Tacitus' day was as jew infested 

and controlled as America is today. I have watched jews brag about how they brought down 

the Roman Empire. 

May neopagans are quick to agree with Tacitus' book without looking deeper because it 

justifies their christian bias against homosexuality. They deny this reality but most atheist, 

neopagan or others are still subconsciously christian. You do not exist in a society based on a 

total christian paradigm secularized or other, and not be effected on the subconscious level. 

Anyone who disagrees does not understand how the mind works. 

Most neopagans don't work on the inner journey of Enlightenment of their soul (in fact, some 

of them don't even think they have one) and have the cleaning out of the psyche we as 

Satanists do. They think just leaving the christian church undoes a lifetime of programming. 
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Pretending the full trash can is not there does not mean it is gone. That is what the condition 

of the average human psyche has become as, under this paradigm. 

The major difference between Satanists and neopagans is this: We exist as the original, pure 

Pagan paradigm existed free of the jewish corruption. 

The neopagan exists in the opposite. They are another blend of the judaized paradigm. They 

are closer to the cross than the Oak. 
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The Real Attitude of Communism Towards Gays 

by 

Reverend Mageson666 

"And a senior Maoist leader, Dev Gurung - former commander of the Maoist militia in the 

western part of Nepal, and now minister of Local Government - was quoted in December in 

the New Delhi, India- based daily The Asian Age as proclaiming, "Under Soviet rule there 

were no homosexuals in the Soviet Union. Now that they are moving towards capitalism, 

homosexuals may have arisen there as well. So homosexuality is a product of capitalism. 

Under socialism this kind of problem doesn't exist." 

Remember that "Under Soviet rule there were no homosexuals in the Soviet Union." 

 

Nepal's Maoist Assault on Gays  

by DOUG IRELAND  

04/19/2007  

The kidnapping in Nepal last month of two young women accused of being lesbians 

underscores the continuing plight of the Himalayan nation's sexual minorities. 

Despite the people's democracy movement that last year put an end to the autocratic rule of 

the country's monarchy, Nepal's LGBTs - including its many metis, or cross-dressing and 

transgendered males - are still the targets of violence and persecution by the country's 

Maoists. 

Following a peace agreement the Maoist guerillas signed last November which put an end to 

the bloody, decade-long civil war they had led, they joined an interim government and, at the 

beginning of this month, received six of the 16 ministries in a cabinet headed by 85-year-old 

Prime Minister G. P. Koirala, chief of the Seven Party Alliance, the coalition that is Nepal's 

largest political formation. 

"Before the peace deal, most of the violence against metis was committed by the Nepali 

police, but recently many metis have been victimized by men who called themselves 

Maoists," Sunil Pant, founder and director of Nepal's Blue Diamond Society, the country's 

leading LGBT rights and AIDS-prevention organization, recently wrote in U.K. Gay News. 

But metis are not the Maoists' only target, as the kidnapping of the two young lesbians shows. 

On March 2, a 16-year-old girl and a 20- year-old woman named Sarita C. were detained by 

cadres of the Communist Party of Nepal-Maoist on suspicion they had a sexual relationship, 

according to the Blue Diamond Society. The two were held for half a day at a Maoist camp in 

Sunsari, intensively interrogated about whether they were homosexuals, and told they would 

"have to undergo a blood test to check if they were lesbians." 
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The teenager's family had used violence on several occasions against the couple and had 

demanded that the Maoists take action against them. This was the pair's second kidnapping; 

in late 2006, they had been abducted and held at a Maoist camp in the Morang district, where 

they were called insulting names for homosexuals, including chakka, and ordered to join the 

Maoists as soldiers because it would lead them to the "straight life." 

But the duo refused to carry weapons - as a result of which they were deprived of food and 

beaten daily, though they finally managed to escape after a month. 

The U.K. lesbian magazine Diva reported recently that in Nepal's patriarchal culture, in 

which only 25 percent of adult women can read or write (compared to 55 percent of men), 

lesbians - or mitinis - "face enormous problems. Most are forced into marriage. They will be 

sacked and victimized if their sexuality becomes known." 

The magazine cited a Nepali saying, "The hen ought not to crow." 

Incendiary homophobic declarations from Nepal's Maoist leaders have multiplied recently. In 

January, Maoist cadres began moving from house to house in the Nepalese capital of 

Kathmandu telling owners not to rent rooms to gays, according to the Mumbai, India-based 

newspaper Daily News and Analysis. The newspaper reported that Sagar (some Nepalese use 

only one name), the former Maoist military commander of Kathmandu, had said that 

homosexuality was an "aberrant activity that could have a negative effect on society." The 

newspaper reported that the Maoists, "who have also been campaigning against polygamy, 

polyandry, infidelity, and drunkenness, have a zero tolerance policy towards homosexuality." 

And a senior Maoist leader, Dev Gurung - former commander of the Maoist militia in the 

western part of Nepal, and now minister of Local Government - was quoted in December in 

the New Delhi, India- based daily The Asian Age as proclaiming, "Under Soviet rule there 

were no homosexuals in the Soviet Union. Now that they are moving towards capitalism, 

homosexuals may have arisen there as well. So homosexuality is a product of capitalism. 

Under socialism this kind of problem doesn't exist." 

Moreover, Amrita Thapa, general secretary of the Maoist women's association, told 

participants at a national conference in March 2006 that homosexuals were unnatural and 

were "polluting" society. 

Human Rights Watch this week called for an end to Maoist persecution of LGBT people. In 

an April 16 letter to Nepal's minister for Women, Children, and Social Welfare, HRW's 

director of LGBT affairs, Scott Long, wrote that his group "is gravely concerned by anti-gay 

rhetoric and violence targeting people because of their presumed sexual orientation or the 

exercise of their sexual autonomy on the part of the Communist Party of Nepal-Maoist." 

Citing the kidnapping of the two accused lesbians, Long said that case "is only one of 

numerous documented cases of arrests, rapes, and beatings of lesbians, gays, and metis in 

Nepal over the past several years. It also forms one part of a larger pattern of abuses of the 

rights of children by the Maoists." (In February, HRW issued a report, "Children in the 
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Ranks: The Maoists Use of Child Soldiers in Nepal," which documented the Maoists' 

widespread recruitment of children as soldiers.) 

LGBT activist Pant and the Blue Diamond Society (BDS) will be honored in New York City 

on May 1 with the Felipa de Souza Award given by the International Gay and Lesbian 

Human Rights Commission (IGLHRC) for their "courage and impact" as a grassroots group 

on LGBT rights. Pant founded the BDS in 2001, and the group says it now has 40,000 

Nepalese LGBT people in its database and more than 10,000 active supporters. 

In June 2004, BDS organized the first-ever LGBT demonstration in the country's history, to 

protest police harassment and brutality - but the demonstration was violently broken up by 

police. The following month, in a case that aroused international outrage, Nepalese police 

arrested 39 BDS members and metis on charges of "spreading perversion." In January this 

year, the group organized Nepal's first LGBT conference, featuring openly gay and openly 

HIV-positive Justice Edwin Cameron of South Africa's Supreme Court of Appeal. 

BDS, working in coalition with other human rights groups in the country, is currently 

pressing for inclusion of protection for the rights of LGBT people in the new Nepalese 

Constitution to be adopted by a special assembly that will be elected in June - but Pant told 

IGLHRC last week that "the major political parties don't take our issues seriously and this 

means we have to work hard to convince them." 

The BDS is desperate for funds to continue and expand its work defending persecuted LGBT 

people.  
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Marxism: The Modern Poisonous Brew 

This is also from N.E.R and is a good overall view of the subject of Marxism. 

--Marxism: The Modern Poisonous Brew  

By no recognized standard may Karl Marx be considered a great writer, nor even a great 

thinker. His famous production Das Kapital is so dull and so boring that it is almost 

impossible to read. Despite the fact that it has been highly touted by the Jewish propaganda 

networks and tremendously promoted by international Jewry, this book has been read very 

little, and is still, today, very seldom read by anybody. In fact, the book was not even written 

by Marx alone but was compiled with a great deal of help from Friederich Engels, his Jewish 

collaborator and his financial angel. Engels revised and re-arranged Marx's notes in a more 

readable form, but even so, the whole production is as difficult to wade through as to wade up 

stream in a river of cold molasses. 

Nor does this book contain any really intrinsic new theories. Marx borrowed most of his 

socialist theories from Condorcet, Saint-Simon, Auguste Compte and others. The theory of 

Thesis, Antithesis and Synthesis, which he calls Dialectical Materialism, was lifted from the 

works of G. W. Friederich Hegel. It is a useless and unproductive theory that is no more than 

a play on words and can best be described as Semitic semantic casuistry. 

Nevertheless Marx's writings have been able to permeate and poison the minds of most of 

today's world, and it therefore behooves us to analyze and study why it did so and just what it 

was that Marx wrote. 

It must be added here that the spread of Marx's teachings has not taken place because of their 

brilliance, or because of their persuasiveness, nor because of their eloquence, nor because 

they had something constructive to offer, nor even because there was anything particularly 

new in his writings and his thinking. The reason they have attained worldwide dissemination 

is because they have been fervently promoted by the Jewish propaganda network and by 

force of all the power and influence of the total Jewish conspiracy, just as Christianity was. I 

repeat, Marxism has not spread because it was a saleable product, nor was it wrapped in an 

attractive and desirable package — no, it was spread and disseminated and perpetrated solely 

by the force of the Jewish worldwide organized conspiracy with thousands of speakers in 

union halls, on radio, on television, injecting the poisons distilled by Marx down the throats 

of millions and billions of unwitting victims. Like the Sermon on the Mount, it did not offer 

new solutions, nor did it offer new hope, nor did it offer any constructive doctrine, but on the 

contrary, like the Sermon on the Mount, it offered a suicidal program for the destruction of 

our White civilization. 

The other work that Karl Marx wrote in collaboration with Friederich Engels is the 

Communist Manifesto. It is shorter and was written considerably earlier than Das Kapital. It 

is much more widely read and is considered as the basis of communist doctrine. 
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Marx was born in Trier, Prussia in 1818. His real name was Moses Mordecai Levy, son of a 

Jewish rabbi. His father was a proselyte Jew who seemingly left the Jewish religion and 

turned to Christianity in 1824 when young Marx was six years old. We need not really take 

this conversion seriously, since the Jews have a habit of parading under false colors, and like 

the chameleon, merge into the environment they are trying to infiltrate. Since in retrospect we 

can now see the momentous role that the Jews have bestowed upon Karl Marx, it is not only 

possible, but highly probable, that the hidden hand of Jewry helped Engels and Marx write 

their poisonous diatribe. They further, undoubtedly, especially picked Marx as the author so 

that it could seemingly be attributed as originating from a non-Jew. Then having compiled 

this assembled doctrine designed to poison the mind of the Gentile, the whole Jewish network 

worked feverishly to promote and distribute these revolutionary ideas, all in the service of the 

Jewish race. 

* * * * * 

Let us digress at this point and get our bearings straight in regards to Socialism vs. 

Communism. Although most people confuse the two as being closely related, we beg to differ 

vigorously. Socialism is not an evil as such, any more than is capitalism or money or 

government or organization, or education, or many other essential building blocks of our 

civilization. In fact the progress of mankind can be measured by the degree in which mankind 

was able to live together, institute government and law, organize the subdivision of labor, and 

form a social community which as it grew, became nations and countries. There is nothing 

wrong with this. In fact, this is all constructive, and all of these activities are socialistic 

activities or collectivism in its truest sense. 

In fact, the very idea of a group of people living under an organized government is a 

socialistic endeavor as such, there is no question about it. When we get together to build 

national highways, to build airports, to create an Army and Navy for the defense of our 

country, when we join together in common efforts to build a school or schools to educate our 

children, we are definitely engaging in a socialistic enterprise. All of this means that people 

collaborate in a common or collectivist effort for their collective good and achieve a benefit 

far beyond anything that they could do if they acted solely as selfish individuals, each going 

their own individual path. Socialism, in short, is organized society. 

It can truly be said that the measure of human progress can be directly computed by the 

willingness of the individual to sacrifice his own interests for that of the common good, and 

this is the essence of socialism. There is absolutely nothing wrong, we repeat, with socialism, 

per se, or collectivism, and during Hitler's short peacetime period in Germany from 1933 to 

1939 under National Socialism, Germany built and created and progressed at an astounding 

rate never before seen by any other nation in history. That was a White Man's Socialism 

under the leadership of a great White Man and, we repeat, the results were tremendously 

constructive, creative and productive. 

It is a different matter with communism, a Jewish perversion of socialism designed not to 

build for the common effort, but designed to destroy the White Man's nation, the White Man's 
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country and the White Man's civilization. Out of the ruins the Jews then forge a hellish 

Jewish dictatorship. That is what communism is designed to do and that is what the Jew 

means when he talks about socialism. 

Again it is like every other tool that the Jew uses in his program for world conquest: there is 

nothing wrong with money, but when he uses money, he uses it for the destruction of the 

White Race and for the creation of a Jewish world dictatorship; there is nothing wrong with 

government as such, but when the Jew gets a hold of government he uses it to destroy the 

White Gentiles and help to forge the chains for their enslavement; there is nothing wrong 

with education as such, but when the Jew gets a hold of it he uses it to pervert the minds of 

our children, and turn them into hateful enemies of their own culture, of their own 

civilization, of their own people, and of their own country; there is nothing wrong with labor 

unions as such, except when the Jew gets in control of them, which he has, he turns them into 

shock troops to tear down our economic and national structure; and so it goes with everything 

that the Jew touches and everything that the Jew controls. 

Unfortunately, most of the White intellectuals have not been able to distinguish between 

socialism as such, and the form which the Jews have perverted and converted it into, namely 

Jewish communism. Unfortunately, in their ignorance the White Race has lumped 

communism and socialism together as twin evils divided only by degree, and if you are a 

socialist you must therefore be a blood brother to the communists. This is patently false and 

deceptive. On the contrary, socialism is the basic fabric of civilization. It is the foundation of 

organized society. It is the basis of any possible government, and the underlying ingredient of 

all the progress that the civilized White Race has ever made. It does not take a great deal of 

thought to come to the conclusion that if every man labored only in his own selfish interests, 

in other words was completely immersed in "individual enterprise" as the Conservatives are 

so eager to espouse, humanity would still be back in the caveman stage. In fact he would not 

even be able to build the basic unit of society — which is the family — because that, too, 

takes cooperative sacrifice of the individual for the good of the group, small though it may 

be. 

Communism, on the other hand, is an altogether different animal. In fact it is a grizzly beast. 

Whereas National Socialism under Germany retained private property for the individual; it 

retained private enterprise as such; it not only retained but promoted family building and 

family life; it promoted the idea of patriotism and the idea of the loyalty to one's race; 

communism does none of these things but seeks viciously to wipe them all from the face of 

the earth. Under the aegis of National Socialism in Germany, during six short years Hitler 

rebuilt a bankrupt and broken nation, a nation broken morally, financially and spiritually. He 

built it and forged it into one of the most progressive and productive nations that the 

astounded eyes of the world had ever seen. The fact that the Jews later through lying, 

connivery and conspiracy managed to corral the rest of the White nations of the world 

together to smash Germany from the outside is another story. Nevertheless the 

accomplishments of Nation Socialism, which was a socialist government, during the six 

peaceful years in Hitler's Germany is something that no amount of lying Jewish propaganda 

can erase from the history of our times. 
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* * * * * 

Now that we have drawn a distinguishing line between the creative and constructive idea of 

socialism as such and separated it from communism, let us examine just what some of the 

concepts of Jewish communism were, as belched up by this Jew, Karl Marx. 

The Jews are great dividers, and the theory of divide and conquer has been developed by 

them to a treacherously fine art. There are a number of ways of dividing humanity — by 

sexes, by age groups, by religions, and by nations, and various other ways. But Karl Marx 

chose to divide them into "Bourgeois and Proletarians." Whereas he did not exactly invent 

these words, he, for all practical purposes, pulled them out of a hat and made them the 

fighting words they are today, with the help, of course, of the total worldwide conspiracy. 

By "Bourgeois" he meant the people in the class of modern capitalists, or owners of the 

means of production and employers of workers. In fact, just about anybody in the middle 

class who owned even a small store or a small shop would be classified as "Bourgeois." As 

we all know, the middle class is the real strength and backbone of a nation, but it was even 

against these, and especially these, that Marx turned his full invective and his wrath, that as a 

class they must be destroyed. 

"Bourgeoisie" had originally meant the inhabitants of cities, but by the Romantic Age the 

term had come to mean the middle classes whether they lived in cities or not. Businessmen 

from the greatest textile magnates down to the smallest hole-in-the-wall shop-keepers, 

doctors, lawyers, teachers and other educated and professional people, all the groups that we 

now call "White Collar workers" were part of the "Bourgeois" according to Marx, and must 

all be wiped out. Marx's own definition was a new economic definition of the Bourgeois "the 

owners of the means of capitalist production." And he used this definition to include the 

middle class in its entirety. 

Marx professed to be the great champion of the working class, for whom he coined the word 

"Proletarians." For this word he reached far back into ancient Roman history, for the 

Proletarians had originally been the poverty-stricken class (of minor import) of ancient 

Rome, who had no property save their children (proles). Although the Roman poor had 

nothing whatsoever to do with factories, Marx liked the term because he believed it had a 

grand romantic historical sweep. Under the Proletarians he included not only the factory 

workers but all the urban poor, whether they worked in factories or not, as well as the 

peasants, who, he was sure, would be drawn into the city sooner or later by economic 

necessity. The Bourgeois, too, would sooner or later become Proletarians because they would 

bankrupt themselves by capitalistic competition and would sink into the mass of the 

Proletariat. The fact that a hundred years later this has not happened, but on the contrary, the 

middle class has immensely grown and prospered far beyond anything envisioned in the 

middle of the nineteenth century, doesn't trouble the Jewish propagandist of today in the 

least. They just keep espousing the same Marxist-Jewish doctrine, forging forward towards 

enslavement of the world. We might add that this is only one of many of the theories and 

predictions of Karl Marx that time has proven completely wrong and fallacious. 
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Marx further wrote in the Communist Manifesto, "The working men have no country. 

National differences and antagonisms are vanishing gradually from day to day, owing to the 

development of the Bourgeois, to freedom of commerce, to the world market." This also was 

patently false, probably more obviously and stupidly false than many of the other things that 

he wrote in his treatise — and he wrote many things that were stupid and false. Since the 

Communist Manifesto was written on the eve of the series of Jewish revolutions unleashed in 

1848, Marx judged that nationalistic feelings were on the way out. He couldn't have been 

more wrong. It was the beginning of a great resurgence of nationalistic feeling among the 

working man, just at a time when Marx declared that the working man had no country. 

Marx was a master of delineating cleavage between two classes that he had practically 

invented. In the first chapter of the Communist Manifesto, Marx pictured Europe as being in 

the throes of a tremendous struggle for "the upper hand between the rising Bourgeois and the 

developing Proletariat." He pictured the future struggle was to be marked by strikes, lockouts, 

sabotage, wage slashes, bankruptcies, business crises, the simultaneous rise of industrial 

combines and trade unions, increasing Proletarian "class consciousness," and violence. He 

thereby drew the blueprint for tearing apart a country and a nation which the powerful hidden 

hand of the Jew was to promote with great zeal and energy, was to be used to smash several 

of the great nations of the world, and is today undermining those that have not yet fallen. He 

saw this as a vast dramatic clash between two irreconcilable and hostile classes of society 

who could pursue no other course but fight to the death. As a follower of Hegel, he too 

believed that progress came through "the fruitful struggle of opposite principles," and to this 

process Hegel and Marx gave the celebrated name of "dialectics." By this he described the 

struggle between two opposites, the thesis and the antithesis, finally merging into a synthesis. 

The synthesis then became the new thesis which soon developed an antithesis which then 

would again evolve into a new synthesis and so on and on ad nauseum. This pointless theory 

was then given a fancy name, called "dialectical materialism." 

In the second chapter of the Communist Manifesto entitled Proletarians and Communists he 

presents an argument with Bourgeois critics of Communism as to whether Communism is 

good or not. When he asks the question "in what relation do the communists stand to the 

Proletarians as a whole?" an honest answer would have been that there was no relationship 

since there wasn't really any Communist Party at this stage. However, Marx being as 

deceptive as he was arrogant, (a trait very common to his race), blatantly strode forth as if his 

party and the impending destruction of the Bourgeois was already an established fact in this 

chapter he sets forth the communist program of the abolition of private property and then 

goes on to abuse and vilify the Bourgeois. He pictures them as thieving, bloated, stupid 

villains of some vulgar horse opera, a stance that has since been followed by his Jewish 

supporters over the past century. 

In this second chapter Marx steps up his invective, and the attack against the Bourgeois 

becomes more vindictive and vicious. He defends the communist program and its aims and 

objectives to annihilate the state, to destroy culture, religion and the family, claiming, of 

course, the Bourgeois have already done all this. 
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He claims there is nothing wrong with the Bourgeois losing their private property since they 

have already stolen all their property from the hard working heroic Proletarians and farmers 

that produced it. According to Marx, back in 1848 everything had already been destroyed by 

the Bourgeois and this included culture, the state itself, religion, family life, private property 

and on such an insane basis he justifies the communist aims of suicidal annihilation for the 

nation, arguing that everything would be wonderful as soon as everything was smashed and 

the working class was in control. These charges are so ridiculous and so detached from the 

real world that the average person might wonder if Marx had not already lost his mental 

facilities, and if he hadn't, that he most certainly could not have believed what he himself 

wrote. 

The answer to this, of course, is that certainly he did not believe what he wrote, certainly he 

did not think that the working class would benefit by what he was advocating. He had no 

intention of the working class benefiting from anything. We must keep in mind one hard and 

fast fact, Karl Marx was a Jew, dedicated to his race in the pursuit of the destruction of the 

White Race. Like the Sermon on the Mount, which advocates "love your enemies, turn the 

other cheek, sell all thou hast and give it to the poor, resist not evil," Marx's ideas were pure 

destruction, annihilation and suicide. Nobody was too interested and nobody really bought 

them. But it was with the tremendous propaganda program of International Jewry behind 

these ideas that foisted them on the world as they had done previously nearly two thousand 

years ago when the Jews promoted the suicidal ideas of the New Testament upon the then 

supreme Roman White world. 

Marx then goes on to advocate the abolition of the family unit as such. He defends this 

suicidal proposal (which certainly has no support from the working class or anybody else) by 

launching another vicious attack on the "Bourgeois." We must keep in mind that the term 

"Bourgeois" meant nothing until Marx and the Jewish propaganda network made it a 

household word, and it still means nothing, since there are people in all walks of life with 

different sizes of incomes and all kinds of variations in the amount of their net worth. 

Nevertheless, Marx continues to hammer the "Bourgeois" as if they were the devil 

personified and asks the question "on what foundation is the present family, the Bourgeois 

family, based?" Then he gives a non sequitur (it does not at all follow) answer and says, "on 

capital, on private gain." He further states that 9/10 of all the people presumably in Europe 

don't own any property. When these two statements are taken together, they, of course, 

contradict each other, since the Proletarians he claims make up 90 percent of the people, also 

have families, in fact, they probably, on the whole, have larger families than the so-called 

"Bourgeois." According to his ridiculous line of reasoning, those 9/10 (since they don't have 

any capital and since the family is based on capital) shouldn't be having any family at all. 

And so it goes. He jumps from one non sequitur argument to another ridiculous and 

unfounded argument, but nevertheless he keeps justifying his brew for the destruction of 

society, that is White society. 

He then goes on in this vein of idiocy and advocates that women are to be "freed" and are to 

be the objects of "free love." He defends this by saying that there is no need for the 

communists really to introduce this as such, since in any case "it has existed almost from time 
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immemorial." Therefore, all his good little communists want to do is "to introduce, in 

substitution for a hypocritically concealed, an openly legalized system of free love." 

He goes on. Destroy, destroy, destroy. All the known values that previous civilization has set 

up, Marx wants to destroy. 

It is very strange that the whole program and the whole book is consumed with how to 

destroy the present "Bourgeois" system, how to promote a revolution, how to overthrow, how 

to annihilate. When one looks beyond the revolution and beyond the tearing down and 

beyond the destruction, we find very few, if any, constructive ideas about how to build 

something to take its place, or, in fact, how to build anything. It is the old Jewish program of 

tear down, tear down, destroy, annihilate. And the next communist plank is the abolition of 

countries and nationality, arguing that the workmen have no country, a treacherous lie! He 

then states that national differences and antagonisms between peoples are daily vanishing, a 

statement that back in the 1840's was completely contrary to fact and history. Very seldom 

has nationalist feeling been as high as during that period, and not only was it not diminishing, 

but it continued to grow even stronger over the next half century. 

Marx continues on in this kind of idiotic drivel, completely out of contact with fact, history or 

reality, the main theme being destroy everything, down with everything. The end result will 

be "the Proletariat will use its political supremacy to wrest, by degrees, all capital from the 

Bourgeois, to centralize all instruments of production in the hands of the state, i.e., of the 

Proletariat organized as the ruling class." The thing that he fails to mention is whose hands 

the state will really be in. What he really has in mind is that it will be concentrated in the 

hands of the Jews themselves, as history has shown over the last 50 some years of Jewish 

communist tyranny in Russia. 

The end and culmination of the second chapter then winds up with setting forth the famous 

ten points of the Communist Manifesto and they are famous not because of any intrinsic 

wisdom contained in them, but again, only because the Jewish worldwide conspiracy has 

taken hold of them and foisted and propagated them on the rest of the world, much to the 

sorrow of the unfortunate inhabitants thereof. 

We herewith set forth the ten points verbatim in order that we may examine how much 

progress the Jews have already made in implementing them, not only in the communist 

countries where they now rule supreme, but also in the so-called "free" Western countries 

like the United States where they are rapidly tearing down the frameworks of these nations 

and the foundations of the White Race itself. 

Here is the gibberish that the Jews have made so spectacularly famous: 

The Communist Manifesto 

1. Abolition of property in land and application of all rents of land to public purposes. 

2. A heavy progressive or graduated income tax. 
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3. Abolition of all right of inheritance. 

4. Confiscation of the property of all emigrants and rebels. 

5. Centralization of credit in the hands of the state, by means of a national bank with state 

capital and an exclusive monopoly. 

6. Centralization of the means of communication and transport in the hands of the state. 

7. Extension of factories and instruments of production owned by the state; the bringing into 

cultivation of wastelands, and the improvement of the soil generally in accordance with a 

common plan. 

8. Equal liability of all to labor. Establishment of industrial armies, especially for agriculture. 

9. Combination of agriculture with manufacturing industries; gradual abolition of the 

distinction between town and country, by a more equitable distribution of the population over 

the country. 

10. Free education for all children in public schools. Abolition of children's factory labor in 

its present form. Combination of education with industrial production, etc., etc. 

 

Not that there is any great logic attached to the above program, nor is there evident any over-

riding need for such changes. Nevertheless, when we consider how much progress the Jews 

have made in instituting and making this diabolical program become a reality, it is gruesome 

to behold. It is fantastic to consider that the Jews have created two seemingly antagonistic 

groups, have artificially divided them, have synthetically labeled them as "Bourgeois" and 

"Proletarians," and built on this unsubstantiated and flimsy proposition a program for world 

conquest. Nevertheless, as fantastic as it seems, with the power of money, propaganda, and 

organization in their hands, this the Jews have done. 

In the third chapter Marx has no new material or ideas that are worth mentioning. He spends 

most of the chapter justifying with little substantiation and much twisted logic, trying to shore 

up that which he has already said before. Mostly it is a case of further trying to make a bogey 

man out of what he prefers to call the "Bourgeois" and trying to whip up the hostile opposing 

group which he calls "Proletariat." 

One point that he does make that is rather interesting and significant, although not in the 

manner he intended, is that communism and Christianity have a great deal in common. He 

says, "Nothing is easier than to give Christian asceticism a socialist tinge. Has not 

Christianity declaimed against private property, against marriage, against the state? Has it not 

preached in the place of these, charity and poverty, celibacy and mortification of the flesh, 

monastic life, and Mother Church? Christian socialism is but the Holy Water with which the 

Priest consecrates the vexation of the aristocrat." 

Whereas Marx did not at all state the case correctly, he inadvertently brought up a point that 

needs emphasizing, and that is the similarity between Jewish Christianity and Jewish 
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communism, which, we contend, are amazingly similar, although neither the communists nor 

the Christians would ever admit this. Nevertheless, they are extremely alike and we are going 

to make a comparison of the two. 

One of the main planks of the communist program is the abolition of private property. 

Christianity, too, promotes such, in fact it castigates again and again against those productive 

members of society who have the energy and the foresight to provide for their families. The 

New Testament says again and again, "sell all thou hast and give it to the poor." "It shall be 

harder for a rich man to enter the kingdom of heaven than for a camel to walk through the eye 

of a needle." "My kingdom is not of this world." "Lay not up treasures on this earth but lay up 

treasures in heaven. ""Behold the lily in the field, it toils not yet your heavenly Father cares 

for it." And so on and on. The theme is repeated again and again that anybody that is 

energetic and ambitious enough to work for a living and provide for his family is an 

extremely poor candidate to enter into the kingdom of heaven. 

Then we come to the matter of family life. On this we find that Jesus is quoted as saying, 

(Matthew 10, Verse 34) "Think not that I am come to send peace on earth: I came not to send 

peace but a sword. For I am come to set man at variance against his Father and the daughter 

against her mother and the daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law. And a man's foes shall 

be they of his own household. For he that loveth father or mother more than me is not worthy 

of me and he that loveth son or daughter more than me is not worthy of me." Here we have 

clear evidence as quoted by Christ himself that the objective of the new Christian religion is 

to divide — divide the household, divide the family, destroy the family. 

We may have other manifestations of the Christian church pulling down the family and 

stifling the procreation of its members. For nearly 2000 years the Catholic Church has been 

promoting celibacy amongst its people. Priests were, and still are, forbidden to marry. It has 

set up numerous monasteries, the members of which, namely Monks, are dedicated to living 

out their life in an unmarried state'. The best and the most devoted of the young women are 

deluded into joining a convent and becoming a Nun and stripping themselves of any form of 

womanly appeal that they might have originally had. They are then rigidly regulated by the 

"Mother Superior," spending the rest of their lives in a bleak Nunnery, finally withering away 

and dying, unproductive and childless, having destroyed their hereditary line with their 

religious perversion. 

Another major similarity between Jewish communism and Jewish Christianity is the 

philosophy with which both of them attack the productive, creative leaders of society. We 

have already well covered the vicious attacks that communism makes on the so- called 

''Bourgeois," and how it extols the virtues of the "Proletarians," that is, these people who have 

not managed to acquire anything. That the reason therefore might be due to their own lack of 

ambition, is not mentioned. 

In the same way the New Testament continuously denounces the rich man or the man who 

has acquired any property or any assets. Whether he did so by dint of his own hard work and 

perseverance is ignored. It keeps repeating again and again that he is completely disqualified 
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from ever getting to heaven and it says, "For what shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the 

whole world, and lose his own soul?" Then in the Sermon on the Mount it extols the virtues 

of the shiftless, the unambitious and the lazy. It says, "blessed are the poor in spirit," "blessed 

are the meek," and so on and on. These concepts are completely contradictory to the ideals 

and virtues of the White Man, who has always held such virtues as productivity, creativity, 

ambition, progress, in high esteem. 

In a later chapter, in Part II of this book, I will go more fully into a detailed comparison 

between communism and Christianity. Suffice it here to say that Marxism is a Jewish 

creation, designed to undermine and disintegrate the White Man's society, to tear it asunder, 

and lay it wide open like a dead carcass for the parasitic Jew to feast upon. 

Continuing on to the third and fourth chapters of the Communist Manifesto, we find (a) a 

scattered and confused review of history at large, with Marx doing much violence to history, 

trying to justify his idiotic arguments (b) his appraisal of the then existing and competing 

socialist parties. He has very little good to say about any of them, and predicts their early 

demise. He insisted that he was right and that every other group that called itself socialist was 

inadequate, unscientific, wrong, and vile. Right or wrong, all those groups soon disappeared, 

as Marx had predicted. 

However, it is important to point out here that it was not due to the fact that Marx's ideas, if 

they can be called such, had any superior merits to these others. No, on the contrary, they 

were probably more inadequate, more unscientific, more wrong, and more vile than any of 

those that he denounced. The success of Marx's ideas is solely due to the fact that it was his 

ideology that the huge Jewish conspiratorial apparatus selected to make their vehicle for their 

program of the destruction of the White Race. 

This is what the whole program is aimed at. He insists on the "forcible overthrow of all 

existing social conditions," with the reckless abandon of a pyromaniac. He ends the last 

chapter with the fiery appeal to the workers, "Let the ruling classes tremble at a communist 

revolution. The proletarians have nothing to lose but their chains. They have a world to win. 

Working men of all countries, unite!" 

And there we have a summation of the highly touted Communist Manifesto. In short, Marx 

pulls out of ancient history two terms, the Proletariats and the Bourgeois, twists them, gives 

them new meaning, and uses them as a divisive wedge to create two antagonistic groups 

where none existed before. He then unleashes a campaign of vilification, slander and hatred 

to stir up the working group to destroy just about anybody who has acquired any property 

during their lifetime of productive work. On this flimsy "theory," if it can be called such, is 

launched a whole program to destroy society, to destroy the family, to destroy the state, and 

in short, as he himself says, to destroy "all existing social conditions." 

Das Kapital  

We now turn to that monumental one thousand page production that is revered as his 

masterpiece, namely, Das Kapital. We are not, however, going to waste much time on it 

because it is not worth it. In all those thousand pages of garbage there is very little grain to 
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glean. Mostly it is all chaff. In fact, it is very dull, dry chaff, at that. He tries to amalgamate 

and blend economic theory and political theory with history, sociology and his own Utopian 

thinking. The result is one unholy disaster. He makes a great to do about his theory of 

"surplus value," something he really did not invent, but derived from classical British 

economic doctrine of the time. 

Marx's whole method was not that of observation and logical deduction of that which he had 

observed. Rather, he had some very Fixed conceptions — namely that society should be 

destroyed — and then went to work to drag together a mass of fallacious "evidence" that he 

twisted in such a fashion that it would seem to support his untenable theories. Even at this he 

fails miserably. However, after 1000 pages of this kind of trash, he seems to have convinced 

many people (although they haven't really read it and although they really don't understand it) 

that somehow there must be something to it. Even so, it has convinced hardly anyone who 

was not already tinged with the ideas of Revolutionary Marxism previously. Economists, 

historians, and philosophers have long since ceased to take it as a serious contribution to any 

of their fields. It is so long and so dull a book that even very few Marxists can stand to read 

it, or can understand it. 

The best function of the book, Das Kapital, to the world of Marxist Socialism is to sit on the 

shelf, looking heavy and impressive, and to be pointed to as evidence that somewhere in all 

those hundreds of pages there must be some deep intellectual proof of anything that any 

given Marxist may happen to feel at any given moment 

The Communist Manifesto was published in 1848. Volume I of Marx's Kapital was published 

in 1867, nearly two decades later. This amounted to approximately 800 pages. When Marx 

died in 1883, Volumes II and III were no more than a confused mass of notes, references and 

outline. It was Engels' lot to put them together in final form and prepare them for publication. 

These appeared in 1885 and 1894, respectively, bringing this massive accumulation of trash 

to more than a thousand pages. 

Most of Marx's organizational activities involved him in prolonged quarrels with other 

socialist leaders, notably the German Trade Unionist Ferdinand Lassalle and the Russian 

Anarchist Mikhail Bakunin. He helped found an abortive working man's association in 1864, 

which is known in socialist history as the "First International." However, his struggle to keep 

Bakunin from taking over that organization helped wreck it in the early 1870's. When he died 

there was no communist organization as such to speak of. 

The greater development of the organizations that profess Marxist doctrines came only after 

his death. From the 1880's on, the International Jewish apparatus really took hold of his 

theories which they had helped to propound and built them into parties of major importance 

in most continental European countries, especially Germany, France, and Italy. By 1889 they 

formed an international coordinating committee called the "Second International." 

Whereas Marx had tailored his program with the idea of Germany being the first victim, 

history turned out somewhat differently. It remained for Nikolai Lenin, another Jew, to found 
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the important Russian Marxist party. The Bolsheviki, between 1909 and 1913. These later 

renamed themselves "communists" after Marx's term in the Communist Manifesto. 

Lenin's party, however, was very different from the theories propounded by Karl Marx and 

could scarcely be called Marxist at all. In fact, Lenin picked up most of his doctrine of 

"dialectical materialism" from other Russian revolutionaries, particularly N.G. 

Chernyshevskii rather than from Marx. He formed his plans for the Bolshevik Party, a tiny, 

well disciplined, conspiratorial, elite group in a vast backward peasant country, from earlier 

Russian revolutionary theory and practice, and not from Marx, who had rejected such ideas as 

"unscientific adventurism." The only thing that Lenin really adopted from Marx was the 

"scientific" idea of the "inevitability" of a socialist revolution and the emphasis on the 

Proletariat. 

Whereas we neither have the time nor the space to concern ourselves with the history of the 

Russian Revolution, let us not, however, delude ourselves that it was the attraction of either 

Marx's "brilliant" theories, nor those of Lenin's. The grizzly story of the destruction of the 

Russian people is something altogether different. 

Russia for centuries had been infested with more Jews than any other country in the world. 

These Jews had been conspiring, agitating and planning anarchy and revolution for a long 

time. Leon Trotsky, another Jew, had been trained along with 3000 other cut throat Jewish 

revolutionaries in East Side New York to do the strong arm job for the overthrow of the 

Russian government. Jacob Schiff, a Jewish financier of New York, contributed 20 million 

dollars to this cause. When the proper time came, Trotsky and his band of revolutionary cut-

throats were shipped to Russia, and along with their Jewish brethren they managed to pull a 

bloody coup d'etat. It was strictly an example of Jewish conspiratorial tactics at their best. 

The Russian people and the Russian "Proletariat" couldn't have understood less as to what 

was going on. The Jewish propaganda network both in Russia and in the outside world then 

loudly proclaimed the triumph of the "poor, down-trodden" Russian workers over the 

"tyrannical" regime of the Tsar. 

Both of these representations were overwhelming, atrocious lies. If the Russian Tsar had any 

faults they were not on the side of tyranny, but rather on the side of tolerance, weakness and 

vacillation. The Russian workers neither understood what was going on nor did they have any 

conception of the ghastly fate that was in store for them. 

Once the Jews were in power in Russia they quickly seized all the strategic posts in 

government and in propaganda. They immediately launched a massive campaign to slaughter 

20 million White Russians. 

It must here be pointed out that it was the Nordic White Russians, who for centuries had been 

the intellectual and creative leaders of the Russian people, in fact, had built modern Russia. It 

was, therefore, this select group of elite White Russians that was the prime target of the 

Jewish takeover immediately after they had the revolutionary government in their hands. 

They proceeded on a reign of terror the likes of which the world had never before seen, a 

reign of terror that continues even to this day. In a few years they miserably slaughtered 20 
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million White Russians, the cream and leadership of the Russian population, leaving the 

Russian Slavs and Kulaks as a mass of slaves in the hands of their Jewish masters. These now 

became the hewers of wood and the drawers of water for their Jewish masters — who had 

promised them a worker's paradise. 

Thus we witnessed the death of the Russian nation and the establishment of Jewish 

communism with a worldwide operating base in the largest country on the face of the earth, 

and with it, control of its enormous natural resources. 
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Two Types of Nazism  

by  

High Priest Mageson666 

I feel the need to address this as a longtime National Socialist. There are two types of 

Nazism. The Nazism of Adolf Hitler and his Satanic philosophy of racialism and life. The 

other type of Nazism is the Hollywood version which could be called "new nazism." 

Nazism was changed when it was put forth by Rockwell in the U.S. during the 1960's, and it 

was changed into an odd judeo-xianity, bible belt hybrid ideology. Basically it was removed 

to fit into the Americana of that era. Rockwell had his faults but I respect him. He could have 

lived an excellent easy life as a Navy Commander and successful artist and business man, but 

he chose to struggle for NS, and he lost everything in the process, even is own life as he was 

murdered by the jews as his movement started to gain momentum. But he was smart and he 

knew that to create a populist movement in the U.S., he needed to make it fit the larger 

populist mindset of the American people he needed which at the time was still conservative 

christian. Sadly, there is a large number of American Nazi's stuck in the 1960's neo-Nazism. 

Many of these are bible-bangers. 

But there are many other Nazis who are in the mold of the original Nazis growing in the 

States. This is a good thing and a sign of the times. Nazism among those who are without is 

changing back to it's pure essence as we move close to the New Aeon. We Spiritual Satanists 

are the pure essence of Nazism and will be fully realized once we achieve the God-head and 

become the Ubermensch, Nietzsche's word for Godman. 

"Man is becoming God."  

-- Adolf Hitler 

The other aspect of new Nazism is jewish Hollywood jew over it into which they project 

everything jewish and turn Nazism into zionism (jewish supremacism) with a Swazi banner, 

hence Hitler is made into a jew in a Nazi uniform. Anyone who has watched a jewish made 

movie with Nazis in it can understand. The jew is a master at projection. 

For more information on Jewish Supremacism, click here 

So you get people who call themselves Nazis but are following later corrupted versions of it. 

Some disturbed individuals totally embrace the enemy's image of it and become violent thugs 

with superiority complexes that mirror judaism, not Nazism. These people are identical to the 

christian "Satanists" who follow the xtian lies about Father Satan, and I believe they would 

follow jewhova if it became the cultural view of evil tomorrow. 

These elements mix together into the judeo-Americana neo/ new Nazi. 

What is a real Nazi? Simple. One who understands Hitler's Satanic philosophy of life. 
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Was Hitler a screaming racist like the modern remake of him to be? And people who follow 

in the neo-image of Hitler to act? 

Hitler on racialism and racial respect:  

"I promise you I am quite free from all racial hatred. It is, in my case, undesirable that one 

race should mix with other races. Except for a few gratuitous successes, which I am prepared 

to admit, systematic cross-breeding has never produced good results. It's desire to remain 

racially pure is proof of the vitality and good health of a race. Pride in one's own race -- is 

also a normal and healthy sentiment. I have never regarded the Chinese or Japanese as being 

inferior to ourselves. They belong to ancient civilizations, and I admit freely that their past 

history is superior to our own. They have the right to be proud of their past, just as we have 

the right to be proud of the civilization to which we belong. Indeed, I believe the more 

steadfast the Chinese and the Japanese remain in their pride of race, the easier I shall find it to 

get on with them." 

Hitler was an enlightened racialist. 

Did Hitler just want power like a tyrant? 

On Hitler's destiny for his people by his close friend:  

"Till then I had been convinced that my friend wanted to become an artist, a painter, or an 

architect. In that hour there was no question of such a thing. He was concerned with 

something higher, which I could not yet understand ... How he spoke of a mission that he was 

one day to receive from our people, in order to guide them out of slavery, to the heights of 

freedom ... Many years were to pass before I could realize that starry hour, separated from all 

earthly things, had meant to my friend." 

No, Hitler wanted to help his people to be free of the jews and to be happy in a Nation that 

puts their real best interests first and has them at heart at all times. 

Study this site:  

666 Black Sun 

Find the truth of Hitler and National Socialism yourselves. It takes a very enlightened person 

to not just understand but to understand the full essence of National Socialism, which is 

looking you in the face everytime you look in the mirror. 

"Man is becoming God."  

-- Adolf Hitler 
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"The New Atlantis"  

by 

High Priest Mageson666 

 

The purpose of this article is to show the truth behind the creation of the U.S of America 

which is not what the fundies and their jewish masters want you to know. In essence this is 

the true, hidden and Satanic history of America. Read these before going futher: 

New World Order 

USA Founding Fathers 

 

"Many leading Serpents of Wisdom were quietly drawing up plans for what was to be a 

model nation across the western sea. Referred to within closed circles of initiates as the "New 

Atlantis." This new land was to be governed by the Serpents of Wisdom elected "by the 

people and for the people." 

In reality Europeans already new about the new world back into the time of the Vikings as 

the north American rune stones prove. It's also been shown many of the Templar's had bases 

in America going back to their day. America was the goal of the Free Masons. A nation free 

of the catholic/jewish grip, and where they could create a nation based on soley Satanic 

principles. This plan was put into work over a hundred years before the offical revolution. 

"Starting in the late 1600's members of the Free Masons began leaving their comfortable lives 

behind in order to undertake the long ardous journey across the Atlantic Ocean to become 

citizens of the New Land of the Phoenix. Once in America they proceeded to organize a 

cohesive network of Rosicrucian and Freemasonic Lodges within a nation of 13 colonies the 

ancient number of the Phoenix Dragon. In 1694 a Rosicrucian colony was established in 

Pennsylvania and by the early 1700's Freemasonic Lodges were literally sweeping across the 

new land. By the beginning of the Revolutionary period there was a multitude of common 

lodges and seven (the number of the Serpent) Grand Provincial Lodges scattered evenly 

throughtout the Thirteen Colonies." 

"One of the favorite forums of the Freemasons in Boston was the Green Dragon Tavern, 

where Daniel Webster referred to as "the headquarters of the revolution." During a frenzied 

meeting at this tavern a plan was hatched to resist the British tariff on tea by destroying a new 

shipment of the commodity residing in Boston Harbor. It was decided that on the night of 

December 6,1773 a group of Freemasons of Saint Andrew's Lodge would disguise 

themselves as Native Americans, clandestinely board the tea ships and toss the cargo 

overboard. This act was to become an unforgiving thorn in the side of the British Crown and 

a full scale Revolutionary War was declared soon afterward." 
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"The North American FreeMasons pooled their resources in order to organize a formidable 

resistance against their oppressive rulers. They chose the Rosicrucian and Master Mason 

George Washington to supervise the building of an army and brought over from Germany 

Freemason Baron von Steuben to instruct the virgin troops in the art of battle." 

"The Colonial Army was a "Military Lodge" and a "Who's who of American Colonial 

Freemasonry." Over 2000 of its officers were Freemasons and out of these at least 100 were 

generals working directly under Washington. Many high ranking officers were also 

Freemasonic Grandmasters. Included in this elite list was Washington, Paul Revere and 

Joseph Warren, the Grandmaster of the Massachusetts Grand Lodge who became famous for 

sacrificing his life while leading a battalion up Bunker Hill." 

It should also be noted the American Freemasons also had many allies in the British 

government and military who where also committed to the creation of the New Satanic 

Nation, and helped to secure the creation of this nation from behind the scenes. It has been 

noted during many pitched battles, masons on both sides would make the masonic's signs to 

each other. 

"Following their victory in the Revolutionary War, two important documents were drawn up 

by the Freemasons in Philadelphia, a city ostensibly named after Philadelphes, the name of 

the "Supreme Secret Society" of Freemasons in France." 

"The first of their documents, the Declaration of Independence, was authored principally by 

the Freemason Thomas Jefferson and signed primarily by the high ranking Freemasons, of 

the 56 signers of the document, 50 were Freemasons, including the Grandmaster John 

Hancock.." 

"After the Philadelphia Convention the government of the United States began to take 

concrete form as the country's first President, the Freemasonic Grandmaster George 

Washington, was sworn in by Robert Livingston, Grandmaster of the New York Lodge. With 

hordes of attending Freemasons cheering the inauguration, a new "Nation of the Phoenix" 

was officially born." 

A similar gathering was held in which the cornerstone of the new capital was lain. This 

ceremony was executed by the Grand Lodge of Maryland and several lodges under the 

jurisdiction of Washington's Virginia Lodge. As was his practice, president Washington 

attended the service in full Freemasonic ceremonial regalia complete with apron." 

"When the wheels of the United States government finally began to turn, the new institution 

resembled one huge Freemasonic Lodge. Most of the high ranking officials in all three 

branches of government were either Freemasons or allied with the principles of Freemasonry. 

While the Grandmaster Washington was presiding over the Executive Branch of the 

government, John Marshall, a brother master mason from Washington's Virginia Lodge, was 

chairing the Judicial Branch as its first Chief Justice. The majority of lawmakers in the House 

of Representatives and Senate were also Freemasons." 
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"Of all the early American Serpents who laid the foundwork for the new nation, none is more 

importanat than Ben Fraklin, a Rosicrucian, Freemason and Grandmaster of numerous secret 

societies." 

"Franklin created the Leather Apron Club, one of the earliest of Freemasonic Lodges in 

America. It served as a vehicle for "preparing members for citizenship in a yet-to-be-born 

nation." Following this, Franklin acquired initiation into a Freemasonic lodge in Philadelphia 

and was alter elected as Grandmaster over all lodges within the state of Pennsylvania." 

"In order to make the Freemasonic rites uniform within the 13 colonies, Franklin composed 

and published a series of "masonic by- laws, manuals and constitutions" which served to 

standardize the rites and philosophies adhered to by the Colonial Serpents. He also published 

numerous treatises within which he encoded Rosicrucian wisdom along with a "call to arms" 

to all those ready to join in the fight for freedom. One of his occult literary vehicles was the 

famous Poor Richard's Almanac." 

"Franklin's activity also included membership in the Appolloinian Society, an esoteric 

fraternity founded upon the rites and principles of the ancient Egyptian and Atlantean 

Serpents of Wisdom." 

It should also be noted, Franklin, while on diplomatic mission in France lived in the main 

masonic lodge in Paris and was also initiated into French societies.. He and his masonic 

brothers in France got France to become involved in the war in America which enabled the 

final victory of the Satanists and the creation of the New Atlantis. Hence why America has 

the statue of Liberty. A gift from the French masons to commemorate such events. 

Franklin also used the symbol of the Serpent in many of his works. 

"Franklin is well known for making his own life a reflection of the spiritual principals he 

preached to other masons.. He led a pure spiritual life punctuated by vegetarianism and daily 

meditation. His prodigious philanthropic activities included the creation of numerous 

libraries, hospitals and firehouses. Franklin was also a crusader for the creation of positive 

relations with the Native Americans and eventually became an honorary member of various 

tribes. Through his efforts numerous treaties were created between the North American tribes 

and the Unites States government." 

"The Freemason and Rosicrucian George Washington is considered the greatest of leaders 

during the United States earliest hours. Exhibiting spiritually precocious gifts from a young 

age, Washington was initiated into the Lodge of Alexandria Virgina as an Entered Apprentice 

when just twenty years old. Two years later he became the lodge's first Master Mason and 

later ascended to the degree of Royal Arch, one of the highest of Master Mason degrees. 

Washington was also honorably inducted into the Mystics of Wissahickon, the American 

Supreme Rosicrucian Council, which was instrumental in constructing both the Declaration 

of Independence and the Constitution." 

"When Washington assumed the office of president he was simultaneously elevated to serve 

as honourary Grandmaster over all the Freemasonic Lodges in the United States." 
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"Washington's funeral was an elaborate Freemasonic affair. The service was based upon the 

ancient Egyptian rites of resurrection and presided over by three Freemasons from 

Washington's Alexandrian Lodge. Masonic symbols of sprigs of acacia, crossed swords and 

his apron where placed on his casket." 

"A motion was introduced in Congress by Freemason John Marshall to erect a memorial in 

honor of the first president. It was decided that the most appropriate monument for the late 

Grandmaster Freemason was the Egyptian "frozen snake," the obelisk. Soon afterwords, in 

1793, a special ceremony was held in which the Freemason Robert Mills used square, level 

and plumb, the symbolic tools of Freemasonry, to lay the cornerstone of what was to become 

a 600 foot obelisk.. The tallest structure of its kind in the world." 

"A Freemason, Rosicrucian and initiate of the French order of the Nine Sisters. Thomas 

Jefferson was another important Serpent and founding father. An important contributor to 

both the Declaration and Constitution and under his guidance the first American University 

was founded in Virginia. Modeled after the Lyceum of Greece and the Alexandrian Museum, 

Jefferson's university resembled an ancient mystery academy of the Serpents and offered a 

curriculum similar to that taught within the Museum." 

"Jefferson was chosen by the North American Serpents to oversee the creation of a "New 

Alexandria" because of his intellectual and spiritual achievements. He was a recognized adept 

of most practical sciences including chemistry, botany, anatomy, surgery, zoology, natural 

philosophy, medicine, mathematics, astronomy, geography, politics and law. He was also an 

occult genius who had studied the esoteric wisdom and communicated the ancient mysteries 

through secret ciphers.. His work with ciphers or secret codes earned Jefferson the title of 

"Father of American Cryptography." 

"In this creation of his "New Alexandria" Jefferson brought together all the most renowned 

American teachers in both the scientific and religious fields. To house the classrooms of these 

adepts and their students, Jefferson constructed a campus of magnificent temples similar to 

those of the ancient Museum. Within the walls of these temples diverse subjects as chemistry, 

mathematics, religion, philosophy and metaphysics coexisted harmoniously and supportively. 
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The Naddreds (Druids) 

by  

Reverend Mageson666  

and 

High Priest Jake Carlson 

 

After Hyperborea sank, the locus of the remaining population moved into the Isles. It has 

been stated the Isles where part of Hyperborea that did not go under the waves. The evidence 

I have seen shows the Aryans came from the West/North and moved East.* 

Who where the Druids? The Druids did not call themselves by such a name the name itself 

was a Gaelic title "Druthin" given to them by others, which means "servant of truth" which 

might have to do with the motto of the Druids which was: Y Gwir Erbyn Y Byd "Truth 

Against the World." 

The Druids called themselves the "Naddreds" which is Gaelic for "Serpent Priests." The 

Druids or Naddreds held the symbol of the Serpent and Dragon in the highest honour as the 

symbol of royality. It was recorded the Druid Arphaxad refferred to himself as thus: "I am a 

Serpent." 

In the ancient world was a Priesthood called the Kingly Serpents or Naga's in Sanskrit:  

"The priests of the Mysteries were symbolized as a serpent, sometimes called Hydra...The 

Serpent Kings reigned over the earth. It was these Serpent Kings who founded the Mystery 

schools which later appeared as the Egyptian and Brahmin Mysteries... .The serpent was their 

symbol...They were the true Sons of Light, and from them have descended a long line of 

adepts and initiates." - Hall 

What were the insignias of these Serpent Kings? "The three, five, seven, nine-headed snake is 

the totem of a race of ruler, (Brahmins/ Naddreds) who presided over the Aryan Hindus."-

J.H. Baecker. 

The Maruts, Rudras and Pitris are esteemed "Fiery dragons of wisdom," as magicians and 

Druids were of old."-Hans F.K.Gunther( the Religious Attitdues of the Indo-Europeans) 

What about Druids themselves? "(Druids) a caste incorporating all the learned professions, 

philosphers, judges, teachers, historians, poets, musicians, physicians, astronomers, prophets 

and political advisers or counselors." -P. Berresford Ellis (The Druids) 

"As one of their leading dogmas, they (Druids) include this: that souls are not annihilated, but 

pass after death from one body to another, and they hold that by this, men are much 

encouraged to valor, throught disregarding the fear of death. 
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They also discuss and impart to their young many things concerning the heavenly bodies and 

their movements, the size of the world and our earth, natural sciences, and the influence and 

power of the immortal Gods."-Julius Caesar 

From the old Irish texts, one gathers that the Druids were concerned, above all things, with 

Truth...this notion of truth as the highest principal and sustaining power of creation pervades 

the Irish literature." -Peter Berresford Ellis 

One of the Holy sites of the Druids were described as such:  

"One of their (Druids) temples in the island of Lewis in the Hebrides, bears evident signs of 

their skill in the science of astronomy. Every stone in the temple is placed astronomically. 

The circle consists of twelve equidistant obelisks denotoing the twelve signs of the zodiac. 

The four cardinal points of the compass are marked by lines of obelisks running out from the 

circle, and at each point subivided into four more." 

You can see how the Catholics ripped this off with St. Peters Square in Rome. 

 

On the Wisdom Temples of the Druids:  

"The students at these universities numbered at times sixty-thousand souls, among whom 

were included the young nobility of Britain and Gaul. It required twenty years to master the 

circle of Druidic knowledge... Natural philosphy, astronomy, arithmetic, geometry, 

jurisprudence, medicine, poetry, and oratory were all proposed and taught, the first two with 

severe exactitude. The system of astronomy inculcated had never varied, being the same as 

taught by Pythagoras, now known as the Copernican or Newtonian." 

"In the Druidic order indeed centered, and from it radiated to the whole world civil and 

ecclesiastical knowledge of the realm: they were its statesmen, legislators, priests, physicians, 

lawyers, teachers, poets; the depositories of all human and divine knowledge; its Church and 

parliament; its court of law its colleges of physicians and surgeons; its magistrates, clergy and 

bishops." 
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"Druids appear as healers in many Irish and Welsh tales. And in the Sagas we find many 

male and female physicicans. ...The Druidic physicians appear in native sources as being 

skilled with herbs as well as surgery and among their operations they perform Caesarean 

sections, amputations and brain surgery...We are told that a whole medical corps 

accompanied the army of Conchobhar mac Nessa during the Tain wars." 

It appears that part of their Temples where also used as free hospitals for the populace, i.e. 

free health care. 

The Druids also taught from their Temples that the path to true salvation was by work on 

oneself by finishing the Opus and obtaining physical and spiritual perfection. Part of their 

religious views center of a sun God named Esus who is crucified, dies and rises from the 

dead, a thousand years before Christianity existed. 

A title of the Druids was Aryan meaning "Pefected man, shining one" or "twice born" in the 

alchemical sense. Ireland was once called Erie meaning Aryan. 

What about St. Patrick and chasing the Snakes out of Ireland, when there have never been 

physical snakes in Ireland?  

"No country in Europe is so associated with the Serpent as Ireland."- J.Bonwick (Irish Druids 

and Old Irish Religions) 

The story of Patrick is about Christianity removing the Naddreds and their wisdom Tradition 

and centers from Ireland. The Christians lead by Patick burned one of the largest libraries in 

the world holding over 300,000 texts, all the knowledge of the sciences, lore and history of 

the Aryan peoples. That was just the start of the cultural and physical genocide the Christians 

launched in Erie. 

Ireland was once Erie- the place called by the Hindus "The seat of religion" the realm of the 

great Naddreds the blessed land of light where thousands of people travelled from across the 

world to be taught in the Temples. 

Now look at what it has become, because of Patrick the murderer and Jewish-Christianity. 

Is that what an honest person would want to celebrate? 

I say make this 17th, Naddred day and celebrate the honourable Aryan Priesthood of Father 

Satan and what they stood for. 

"Truth against the World."  

- Reverend Mageson666 

 

Yes, there are still many Christians who keep their brains in their ass who still honestly 

believe that "St. Patrick" drove snakes, literal snakes out of Ireland. Even scarier are the ones 

who say that they've never heard of the Inquistion. Yes, these Christians really do exist. 

When you try to enlighten them, it's just in one ear and out the other. The same goes with the 

truth about "St. Patrick's Day." And why would any honest person want to celebrate the death 
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of thousands of Satanists in Ireland? It's either because of ignorance or Christianity. Both go 

hand and hand and amount to Stupidianity. 

The quotes that I have here are from the book titled The Return of the Serpents of Wisdom by 

Mark Amaru Pinkham. 

"I am a Druid, I am an architect, I am a prophet, I am an Adder." - declaration of a Druid. 

"The Serpents of Wisdom of the British Dragon Culture were known as Naddred or Adders, a 

Welsh name for Serpents. They were more commonly known as Druids, a title in which the 

Gaelic language of early Ireland signified a wise man, sorcerer and Serpent. 

Among the later Celts the designation of Druid denoted a priest, an enlightened spiritual 

master, a judge or even a priest king." 

Notice many descriptions of the Nazarene stepping or stomping on a serpent. The "St. 

Patrick's Day" massacre represents the destroying not of real serpents, but real people who 

had Satanic Serpent knowledge and power. The "I am a Druid, I am an architect, I am a 

prophet, I am an Adder" was the declaration of the Druids as we can see. 

With the convert or die ultimatum taking place, the once Aryan Pagan Ireland was gradually 

Christianized. 

"Christianity was first introduced into Britain when Pope Gregary I approved a law which 

sanctioned the fusion of Celtic and Christian belief. Soon afterwards, many British kings, 

such as King Diarmuid 

MacCerunbhail, accepted Christianity and declared that both it and Druidism should co-exist 

as cooperative religious faiths. As a result, some new sects arose which were an 

amalgamation of the two traditions. 

The Druid-Christian synthesis eventually engendered the formation of certain sects like that 

of the Culdees. The Culdees pursued a daily regimen of both Druid and Christian spiritual 

disciplines while living as a cloistered group of monks upon the ancient Danaan Island of 

Iona. After genuflecting in front of the cross and chanting Christian devotional hymns, they 

would commune with the Druid nature spirits in the fields or recite the magical incantations 

of the ancient Pheryllt and Danaans. Many Culdees who mastered the Danaan magical rites 

were known to have achieved the power to shape-shift, become invisible and even summon 

blistering storms on demand. Their ultimate goal, however, was to achieve the state of Jesus 

Christ, a renowned ascended adept who was both a Christian Master and the greatest of all 

Arch Druids." 

Naaseni and Ophites: The Jewish and Greek Gnostic Serpents 

"According to Hippolytus, a Church Father and historian who composed a Christian history 

of "heretical" sects, many of the very first Gnostics who traveled to Egypt were known as the 

Naaseni, or the "Serpents" (from Naas or Nahash, Hebrew for serpent). The Naaseni were 

descendants of the School of the Prophets and continued the ancient worship of their 
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predecessors by worshiping Nahustan, the golden or "brazen" Primal Serpent, which they 

adoringly placed upon wooden crosses. They also venerated live snakes as manifestations of 

the Serpent and incorporated these slithering beasts into many of their rituals. During the 

daily ritual to bless their food, for example, the early Gnostics were known to cajole a live 

snake to crawl over loaves of bread and then kiss the beast squarely upon the mouth. 

The Naaseni movement eventually engendered teachers who separated from the parent order 

to form their own gnostic schools, each of which was at least partly committed to the worship 

of the Primal Serpent. Many Gnostics, however, remained purely Naaseni in belief and 

worship were later known more commonly as Ophites (Ophir and Ophite is Greek for 

Serpent)." 

It's also quite obvious that the Jewish "Tribe of Dan" was stolen from the Druidic Tuatha de 

Danann, or People of Dana/Don. Also, the "heretical Christ" that was incorporated into the 

new Druid and Christian fusion was stolen from the symbolic birth, death and rebirth of the 

SUN god Esus who the Naadrids knew was symbolic and alchemical- not only symbolizing 

the death and rebirth of the Sun (night-morning), but overcoming death which is a result of 

Gnosis. The Christian church had to go and carnalize this symbolism and alchemical 

metaphor, just like they have done with everything else. 

As can be seen here, Gnosticism has been corrupted as well. Gnosis means Knowledge, 

enlightenment and the end result of achieving immortality. All-seeing and all-knowing. In the 

ancient far east, we have the term "Siddha." Siddha is a Sanskrit word which means "one who 

is accomplished." This is what the risen kundalini represents. This was the original basis of 

the teachings and practices of the Aryan left hand path Tantric Yoga from Asia Minor which 

migrated west to Europe. In Celtic lore, there is plenty mention of sidh/siddhe. In many 

modern books about the Druids and Celtic Paganism, things have been purposefully blurred 

as to who the Druids were. Depending on the author, the terms "faery" and "siddhe" have 

been given to woodland nature spirits and faery mounds, but also to the Shining ones 

themselves who were the Druids. "Siddhe," like "Siddha" has it's roots in ancient Hindu-

Aryan Sanskrit which has the same meaning, and that is "Shining One" which is another 

despription or title of one who has achieved Godhead. The end result of the Magnum Opus. 

- High Priest Jake Carlson 
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Ego and the Will to Power 

by 

High Priest Mageson666 

 

What is the will to power? But you desire. Desire itself is a major essence to being alive. 

People tend to think and feel that desire as a thing that is not good for them, but they want it 

anyway. And they tend to think that the Will to Power is some sort of uber-macho thing like 

you would see on the WWE. But understanding life is action, and behind every action, there 

is a desire to act. 

Just getting up in the morning and having a shower is a desire to do so. Even just reading 

what is written here requires a desire to do so. The more life force we have, the more 

powerful and beautiful our desires become. People who suffer from extra depression and 

cannot get out of bed are the perfect RHP pupil without even knowing it. For they have 

removed desire from their lives and are waiting to die. These circumstances are to be 

expected in the current time that humanity is caught in. 

Emotion and thought or the logical and emotional aspects of our being need to be unified 

together for our success. They are two major aspects of the element of desire. A person who 

wants to stop a lifestyle habit that is not the best for them but always fails to do so because 

the logical mind knows what it wants but the emotional mind still wants to maintain the status 

quo of the current way. The answer is the understanding for the reason of change and feeling 

to change must become one. 

For this a person may cognitively channel their emotional energy into this goal. We do this 

every time we program a command or affirmation with magic. But people can forget to do 

this for the more mundane aspects of life. 

If a person is trying to change something in their life and the drive not to challenge pulls 

them, becoming aware of what is happening, then re-channeling emotional power back into 

the desire for change with affirmation, but the affirmation must have the emotional power 

behind it. Don't just say it, but feel it. This unites the logical and emotional parts of the mind 

and the desire element is working properly and is no longer divided. 

The interesting but obvious thing that the RHP people miss when they want to remove all 

desire for their existence is the desire to remove. Desire is still desire. 

Desire is our will to life. The problem comes when the two major aspects of desire, cognitive 

and emotional are not in harmony for our greater transformation to higher levels of positive 

Being. 

With ego, this term has been maligned out of ignorance and malicious intent. The removal of 

Ego is a big theme of the new age types in the West. They have carried this concept from the 

East, without understanding the cultural difference of the meaning of this term. There are 
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words in Sanskrit which have no English translation. Ego in the original Eastern term was 

simply that which kept a person from advancing spiritually towards becoming a Siddha. 

In the Western world, Ego is a term for your overall Psyche or the sum of your parts. If you 

remove your ego, you have wiped your personality clean. People who have accomplished this 

in the world are found in labotomy clinics drooling on themselves while being vacant. RHP 

dummies who seem to have a special penchant for lacking critical thinking forget that there is 

a different and special personality. It is a way of life. Of course Ego gets in the way of 

absolute control over mass groups of people. If a person has ever watched Sci-Fi and has seen 

the Borg, that is a group of people free from all Ego and living as one. And the goal of the 

RHP doctrine is total slavery and lack of any diversity. Because diversity is difference, it 

becomes harder to control. And the harder things are to control, the more power is lost over 

it. 

This goes back to desire. Ego and desire are different aspects of each other. We are taught 

that our desires are selfish in the sense that they are wrong. People that believe them to be 

wrong are still fighting that shame on a stick for room up on that stick for themselves. The 

root of selfish is self. So be yourselves without letting others abuse you with false and 

perverse guilt trips. 

Ironically the type of profane egoism the RHP claims all ego is, is the exact egoism they are 

built upon. Base, hypocritical, back patting, doing other things not because they need to be 

done, but because they can play the saint and flatter themselves. A lifelong loser with feelings 

of inferiority can become a christian and presto, now they are special and superior and engage 

in this by looking down on unbelievers and even believers. Watch christians for a while and 

you will see them try and humble out each other. They need the christ lie in order to be able 

to look down their noses at others. They need people to need them so they can feel puffed up 

about themselves. In psychology this is understood to be an identified form of neurotic 

behaviour. As is known with the RHP, they project what they really feel onto others. 

The root of all equality is resentment. If we're all equal, nobody can be better than me and 

threaten my insecurity. It is the band-aid ideology for people with large feelings of inferiority. 

Hey it's easier than self improvement after all. 

All nature is hierarchy or aristocratic in design. 

In this society a powerful Ego is needed to repel the constant attempts of the crowd to pull 

you down to puff them up. They want you to take up their damning yoke so they can feel 

equal and not threatened by difference. The power to be yourself and not care what the Jones' 

think is part of a strong Ego. Ego is that part of you that allows you to be you and thus enjoy 

your life to the fullest, where the average person lives in constant fear of being themselves 

because others might disagree. They're pathetic creatures who live in fear and self-doubt. No 

wonder a strong Ego makes them uneasy. It makes them feel bad about themselves. That's 

their problem. Don't let them make it yours. 
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Morality, Sexuality, and You  

by  

High Priest Mageson666 

 

I want to address morality and sexuality here. Many people who are gay or bi/trans have 

grown up feeling bad and that something is just downright horrible for their sexual 

orientation. Feeling like freaks and outcasts and other such negative self images which has 

lead many to all types of insanity and sucide. Why? 

We live in a society who's morality states that if you are not purely heterosexual that you are 

an abnormal freak. And not being on the good side of society's morality means you become 

on the outside and the way of the outcast is a painful and depressing one. People don't like to 

stick out as the freak, so they repress themselves out of fear. 

So now we obviously know that society's morality has caused such negative feelings towards 

people who's sexual orientation does not fit into its nice stocking but it's naughty one. 

Well, what is morality at large but a social construct and what is a social construct but an idea 

that has been placed into the minds of the masses by a small group of manipulators. 

Our social morality has been shaped by the social construct of jewish-christianity. 

The German Nietzsche wrote on length about morality. He pointed out that the popular or 

current social mores and norms were from a alien and anti-natural current brought in by 

jewish-christianity. He wrote that the overman is the one who overcomes the system's 

morality in his head, and looks inward and develops his own morality based on his personal 

and pure nature. This man (or women) becomes their own philospher King (or Queen) and 

liberates themselves from the shackles of slave morality. This was Nietzsche's wish. A world 

where people lived true to their noble instincts from creeds fashioned from their own hearts 

and an inner light that shines bright. And in doing so, society would return to being based on 

a natural and healthy evolutionary order. He longed for a return to the original Pagan ways. 

"Man should live simply and naturally that should be his highest goal." - Nietzsche. 

How do we help to find our compass as Nietzsche wrote "having rediscovered the way that 

leads to a yes and a no: I teach you to say yes to all that strengthens, that gathers energy, that 

justifies the feeling of vigor." 

Now we know as did our Pagan ancestors that sexual orientation is a fact of the natural world 

and it is not evil. It only becomes evil if we embrace false man-made creeds that make it evil. 

Hating ourselves robs us of health and vigor. Loving ourselves for who we are naturally 

increases our feelings of health and vigor. 
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By understanding that it is part of our nature to be who we are sexually, then we know that it 

is good and pure and in understanding this, we reject the slave morality of xtainity that 

general society lives under. We take a step towards higher becoming and Overman-hood. 

We simply stop looking at ourselves the way xtainity sees us, and we leave the negativity 

behind. Once we have the Satanic inner revolution against the jewish pollution in our mind, 

as a gift of Father Satan, we start to see ourselves and how we are though our pure lens. Not 

though society's constructed jewish mono-prism. 

We start to live naturally because our nature is to be who we are and part of that is our sexual 

orientation. Father Satan shows us we can love ourselves for who we are. The christ religion 

is born out of lies and hatred for the pure and natural. So it causes people to hate themselves 

for naturally being themselves. 

How did ancient Egypt see it? 

"Self knowledge is the basis of true knowledge." 

"Man is to become God-like through a life of virtue and cultivation of the spirit throught 

scientific knowledge, practice and bodily discipline." 

You know your sexual orientation is natural and you are not abnormal.... you are only 

abnormal if you are in denial of your inner nature and that denial manifests as toxic. That is 

our part of inner knowledge. Hating ourselves and feeling guilty over our sexuality is as 

abnormal as feeling the same over breathing because it too is a natural act. Toxicity in the 

mind causes toxicity in the body and spirit and is harmful. False guilt over being ourselves 

hinders our spiritual advancement and quality or life. Get the jebus out of your head. The 

negativity tells us that such feelings over a natural and healthy feeling is not of 

us........because left to our natural ways we would not feel guilt over our normal sexuality. So 

then it has to be from an outside source not of us. And what makes them right, they can't even 

prove the bible is real. 

We know we are right because our hearts speak pure. 

Science which in its purest form is a study of natural laws has proven that homosexuality and 

bi-sexuality and such are normal and occur in all species. Remember Nietzsche and all the 

great philosphers were naturalists. The facts of nature/science have disproven xtainity up and 

down. 

The xtian religion is a proven lie. To hate yourself over your natural orientation is to live a lie 

and the price of living a lie is to be consumed by that lie. 

"They call you destroyers of morality but you are the discovers of yourselves!" - Nietzsche 

Hail Satan! 
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On Christian Identity 

By High Priest Mageson666 

I have noticed the Christian Identity (crisis) bowel movement brought up. I have a view on 

them that they hate but I feel has truth. It is important to understand the back story of 

America. In the early days of America way before the revolution, a lot of the Christian 

Taliban-like trash and other charming types were all cleaned out and put on boats to ship 

them to the new world and get them out of Europe because I think by that time the majority 

of still surviving Europeans in the protester area's where sick and tired of Christian 

fundamentalism and the wars and repressions it brought especially after the 30 year war 

which left Germany near as devastated as the second war did. And also the Taliban-like rule 

of Cromwell in England. Oliver Cromwell is the same fellow who let the Jews back into 

England three hundred years after Longshanks kicked them out for dishonest business and 

child murdering of Guy. I know a lot of people have trouble to believe the ritual child murder 

charge but keep in mind a few years ago a massive child murder porn snuff ring in Russia 

was busted and those in charge of such sickness where all Jews. They were kidnapping little 

blond Gentile Slavic children for use in such sickness. Also keep in mind it went down the 

memory hole fast due to Jews running the media. 

Anyway, this CI crap that was started by Cromwell was called British Israelism which the 

Anglo-Saxon Aryans were considered to be the lost tribes of Israel. The puritan nuts bought it 

and it gave Cromwell the leeway to let the Jews back into England (the same Jews who 

funded his war against the English King and loyalists in return for being able to be let back 

into England to Jew away). 

So that is the start of CI for real. Now some five million Jews made their way into Europe at 

the dawn of christ-insanity and some intermixed among the Gentiles. Now back to the 

shipping of the fundies to the new world just as one flushes the toilet when done their 

business. Many of the first shipped out where the genetic descendents of such mixing. 

I have seen many photos of large-scale Identity church meetings and their members and have 

read the reports of others who were involved with them. Many of them look Jewish. A lot of 

them, but not all of them are hybrid Jews and gentiles and a lot of their behaviour is because 

of the confusion of blood, hence the reason they fanatically believe the old testament 

Jews/Hebrews where Aryans and that Aryans are the true Jews and the official Jews stole 

their Jewish/Hebrew identity. Upon first seeing the photo of the most powerful preacher of 

CI, I honestly thought it was the Jew Mel Brooks. I read from an Odinist who attended some 

CI meeting that when he looked around he saw a lot of big hooked noses, kinky greasy hair, 

and other extreme Jewish features on those creatures. Look at a picture of the Jew Abe 

Foxman and then look at a lot of CI people pictures. Enough said. 

The CI nuts are no friends of anyone; not even themselves. Most of their time, they spend 

slandering Father Satan and calling for the deaths of all Pagans, gays, bi's, people with long 

hair, people in another religious sects, and generally, anyone who does not fit into their 
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insane world view which is 99.9999% of the planet. Those also share the Jewish view of 

other gentile races as being soulless beasts of the field. In addition, from personal dealings 

with them in the past they are totally mentally Jewish. 

So, all in all, the CI movement is a hybrid Jewish sect of race-mixed Jews and gentiles who 

suck in the odd pure gentile who has been conditioned into Jewish fundamental Christianity 

at a young age. Hence their strange beliefs and Jewish behaviour. 

 

The Christian Mass and How it Ties into Jewish Ritual Murder 
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The Talmud 

By High Priest Mageson666 

Also from N.E.R, this is an excellent view into the mindset of the Jews. Any Gentile who 

does not hate Jews cuts their own throat.  

-The Talmud 

The real essence of the Jewish creed is not the Old Testament as such, not the Pentateuch, or 

the Book of Moses, but the basic creed as set forth in the Talmud. To the outside world, the 

Jews profess to be attached to the Old testament. Again, this is partial deception and also a 

partial smoke screen for their real program. When Jewish boys and girls reach the age of 

thirteen, it is not the Old Testament that they pursue, look to for guidance, but by this time 

they have a completed a thorough study and indoctrination course of the Talmud. It is their 

real Bible. 

The Jews claim that whereas Moses received the written law from God on Mount Sinai on 

tables of stone, he also received interpretations of it, or the "oral law," at the same time. They 

claim this is the reason why Moses remained so long on the mountain, since God could have 

given him the written law in one day. Whereas all this again is so much fiction and Jewish 

invention, nevertheless it is significant to note their explanation of the origin of their creed. 

Moses is said in turn to have transmitted this oral law to Joshua; Joshua in turn supposedly 

transmitted it to the seventy Elders; these Elders then passed it on to the Prophets, and the 

Prophets to the Great Synagogue. The Jews then claim it was later transmitted successively to 

certain Rabbis until it was no longer possible to retain it orally and they began to put it down 

in writing. 

This again is their mythical explanation of the origin of their sacred creed. It is, of course, not 

based on any fact. Like the rest of their self-concocted history, it is pure myth. It is very 

doubtful whether characters such as Moses or Joshua even existed. Nevertheless, going back 

to historical sources, it is well know that before the advent of Christianity, schools existed in 

Palestine in which "sacred: Jewish literature was taught. The commentaries of the doctors of 

law were noted down on charts and lists as an aid to memory, and these collected together 

formed the beginnings of the Jewish Talmud. 

There is a long history from here on out as to its compilation and its growth to the present day 

Talmud. I do not want to take up the space to go into all the complicated machinations that 

took place in order to build it up to its present huge volumes. 

Suffice it to say that the Mischnah is the foundation and the principle part of the whole 

Talmud. This book was accepted by the Jews everywhere and was recognized as their 

authentic code of law. With the passing of time, the interpretations of this code increased and 

disputations and decisions of the doctors of the law concerning the Mischnah were written 

down. These writings, which were interpretations of the law, constitute another part of the 

Talmud called the Gemarah. In total therefore, these two parts, namely the Mischnah, which 
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serves as the text of the Jewish law, followed by the Gemarah which serves as an analysis and 

interpretation of that law, constitute the Jewish Talmud. 

By the year 500 A.D. the Talmud was more or less compiled in its present form. Even at that 

time there were two main Talmuds used by the Jews, one was the Palestinian Talmud, and the 

other was the Babylonian Talmud, of which the latter, the Babylonian Talmud, was the more 

comprehensive. It was not compiled by any one person nor at any one time, but many 

prominent Jewish leaders labored over it for many years. 

The Babylonian Talmud is the one that is today accepted by the majority of Jews, but not all. 

When we refer to the Talmud in this chapter, we will be talking basically about the 

Babylonian Talmud. 

Thus the Mischnah, the Gemarah, Tosephoth, and the Perusch Hamischnaioth of 

Maimonides, all collected into, constitute a vast work which is called the Talmud. The 

complete Talmud contains sixty- three books in five hundred and twenty-four chapters. 

It is this vast piece of literature, which contains much trash and also much filth, that has 

nevertheless woven into, and throughout the length of it, the basic Jewish teaching. It lays 

down the line for the destruction of the Gentile peoples of the world with all its wealth, the 

enslavement of all peoples. It basically contains all the Jewish laws in their relationships 

between each other, and also in relationship of the Jews towards the Gentiles. 

The Talmud also contains much detailed advice about the use of fruits, seeds, herbs, trees, 

etc. It goes into much detail about Jewish festivals, about when they are to begin, when they 

are to be ended and how they are to be celebrated. It has a voluminous amount of law treating 

the subject op marriage, and repudiation of wives, their duties, relationships, sickness and 

many other subjects in this field. 

The fields that it covers is almost unlimited. It takes in the penalties and compensations in 

regards to damages, It makes a big to do about sacrifices and sacred rites and holy days. It 

also goes into the subject of purifications in great detail. 

The Talmud further goes into great length about the laws themselves., It has a treatment of 

laws concerning buying and selling, laws concerning real estate and commerce. It goes into 

the treatment of courts and their proceedings and the punishment of capital crimes. It also 

deals the different kinds of oaths and the breaking thereof. It has a collection of traditional 

laws and decisions gathered from the testimonies of their distinguished scholars and Jewish 

teachers. 

The books go on and on. There is hardly a subject that is not covered as far as the life of a 

Jew is concerned. Much of it is trivial, much of its tremendously boring. Nevertheless, 

threaded throughout the Talmud is the basic philosophy and creed of the Jew himself that 

makes such a dangerous parasite to every society he bores into. 

It is not my purpose to spend too much time on the massive detail embodied in the 

compendium of the books of the Talmud. Suffice it to say that this work has always been 
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regarded by the Jews as holy. They have also held it, and still hold it, as more important that 

the so-called sacred scriptures. The Talmud itself shows this very clearly. In one part it says 

"Those who devote themselves to reading the Bible exercise a certain virtue, but nor very 

much; those who study the Mischnah exercise virtue for which they will receive a reward; 

those, however, who take upon themselves to study the Gemarah exercise the highest virtue." 

In another part of the Talmud it says "The Sacred Scripture is like water, the Mischnah wine, 

and the Gemarah aromatic wine." 

The following is a well-known and highly praised opinion in the writings of the Rabbis: "My 

son, give heed to the words of the scribes rather than to the words of the law." In other words, 

the young Jew being trained for his prospective role and part in the Jewish world conspiracy 

is told over and over again that he musty pay close attention to the teachings of the Talmud 

rather than the written law of the Old Testament itself. Whereas both are part of their 

underlying religious creed, the teachings of the Talmud prevail and are predominant. 

Throughout the Talmud the word Goi is used in referring to the Gentiles and in particular to 

the White Gentiles and the Romans. This is their derogatory term for the word cattle, or 

beast, and is sometimes spelled Goyim. From early childhood the Jews are taught that a 

Gentile, any Gentile, is a beast and is to be treated the same as they would treat cattle. 

Interwoven throughout the teaching of the Talmud is the idea of hostility and hatred towards 

the Goyim. 

Although the Talmud was not compiled until the year 500 A.D., much of it was written 

before the Christian era and at the time when Rome was at its height. The policy of the 

parasitic Jews from time immemorial has always been to vent their fiercest hate against the 

dominant and prevailing White power structure. It is therefore not surprising that much of the 

hate in the Talmud is directed against Rome directly. 

When Babylon was at its height their most violent hatred was directed against Babylon. After 

they had destroyed Babylon their most vehement hatred was directed against the Romans. As 

always the Jews invade and disperse themselves throughout a healthy White productive 

society. Then they scream persecution. They called the Romans tyrants. They claimed that 

the Romans held captive the children of Israel. The Jews frantically exhorted their people that 

only by the destruction of the Romans would the Jews be freed from what they call their 

fourth captivity. They urged therefore, that every Jew was bound to do all that he could to 

destroy this impious kingdom of the Edomites (Rome), which ruled the whole world. 

Since, however, it is not always and everywhere possible to effect this extermination of the 

Goyim, the Talmud orders that they should be attacked at least indirectly, namely by injuring 

them in every possible way, and by thus lessening their power, help towards their ultimate 

destruction. Wherever possible, a Jew should kill the Goyim, and do so without mercy, the 

Talmud says. 

Their hatred for Rome knew no bounds,. They say that the Princetom, whose chief city is 

Rome, is the one to be hated most of all by the Jews. They call it the Kingdom of Esau, and 
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of the Edomites, the Kingdom of Pride, the Wicked Kingdom, Impious Rome. The Turkish 

Empire is called the Kingdom of the Ismaeklites which they do not wish to destroy. The 

Kingdom of Rome, however, must be exterminated, because when corrupt Rome is 

destroyed, salvation and freedom will come to God's Chosen People. So says the Talmud. 

As we all know, destroy Rome they did. The weapon that was instrumental in destroying 

Rome was the suicidal Christian teachings that the Jews perpetuated upon the White Roman 

civilization. 

The Talmud further says "Immediately after Rome is destroyed we shall be redeemed." 

Translated from the Jewish jargon this means that as soon as they have destroyed Rome that 

they will be supreme. History shows that after the Jews destroyed and disintegrated Rome 

with their suicidal teachings, the White Man has never regained control of his own destiny. 

The destruction of Rome was not the end of the Jewish program by any means, of course. A 

Jew, by the fact that he belongs to the Chosen People and is circumcised, possesses so great a 

dignity that no one, not even an angel can share equality with him, so says the Talmud. In 

fact he is considered almost the equal of God. "He who strikes an Israelite" says Rabbi 

Chanina "acts as if he slaps the face of God's Divine Majesty." A Jew is always considered 

good, in spite of unlimited sins he may commit; nor can his sins contaminate him, any more 

than dirt contaminates the kernel in a nut, but only soils its shell. A Jew is always looked 

upon as a ma; the whole world is his and all things serve him, especially "animals which have 

the form of men." 

In legal matters "A goi or a servant is not capable of acting as a witness." Furthermore, a Jew 

may lie and perjure himself to condemn a Goyim. About this the Talmud says further "Our 

teaching is as hollows: When a Jew and a Goi come in to court, absolve the Jew, if you can, 

according to the laws of Israel. If the Goi wins, tell him that is what our laws require. If, 

however, the Jew can be absolved according to the Gentile law, absolve him and say it is due 

to our laws. If this cannot be done, proceed callously against the Goi, as Rabbi Ischmael 

advises." 

In any case, their war against the Goyim is relentless. They quote the Proverbs 24:6 "By wise 

counsel thou shalt war against them" and the Talmud then asks the question further by what 

kind of war? "The kin do war that every son of man must fight against his enemies, which 

Jacob used against Esau by deceit and trickery whenever possible. They must be fought 

against without ceasing, until proper order can be restored. (Restoring order to the Jews 

means the final Jewish tyranny over the world.) Thus it is with satisfaction that I say we 

should free ourselves from them and rule over them." 

So much for quoting from the Talmud. By its sheer length of volume it hides most of the 

vicious and insidious material from the eyes of the Goyim. It is only by the intense and 

lengthy study followed by the Jewish teaching that the whole import f the deadly program is 

revealed. It is not my intention to even partially review such a lengthy volume of books. 
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Suffice it to say it is a detailed program for binding the Jews together under a code of laws 

and a long term program fro the destruction of the White Race. The final aim is the complete 

destruction of the Gentiles and the domination of the Gentile world of which the White Race 

is their most hated enemy. 

I will further expose the contents of the Talmud by going into more detail in the chapter on 

the Protocols of the Elders of Zion. Since the Protocols spell out more clearly and in concise 

essence the teachings of the Talmud, more space will be devoted to them. 

In summation, outside of what I have already quoted about the Talmud, the Protocols and the 

Communist Manifesto pretty well cover the entire ground of the Jewish program for the 

enslavement of the world. The protocols and the Communist Manifesto themselves are 

nothing more than a distillation of the teachings of the Talmud. The Talmud came first, and it 

is in itself the supreme Jewish master plan overshadowing all other Jewish books. 
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The Jewish Origins of Christianity 

by 

Reverend Mageson666 

"In 380 C.E. Emperor Theodosius declared Christianity to be the official Roman state 

religion, and all Pagan cults were forbidden." 

And the long night began and most know the rest as it is blood soaked history. 

But this article deals with how the Jews created Christianity in phases and gained power in 

the ancient Roman Empire in general. To get to that point, the Jews created this ideology in 

Alexandria- the Jew York of its era. 

Jews were among the earliest occupants of the newly founded city of Alexandria, beginning 

in the fourth century BCE. With further influxes later at the invitation of the Ptolemies, as 

revealed by the ancient historian Stabo (63/64 BCE-24 AD/CE), Alexandria represented by 

his time the greatest commercial center in the world. Alexandria during the first century of 

the common era was thus a thriving metropolis that extended out in all directions and that 

influenced people around the Mediterranean, including in the important field of religion.- 

First-century Alexandria vied with Rome to be the greatest city of the Roman empire. More 

then a half a million people lived in its cosmopolitan four square miles. It was a major center 

for international trade and shipping.- 

It seems clear that the Jewish population of the city was large and spread out in all of the five 

areas...- 

So sizable was the Jewish population at Alexandria that Philo, a member of one of the 

wealthiest Jewish families (and wealthiest families in the Empire -think Rothschild rich) in 

that metropolis estimated that by his era Jews constituted some 50 percent of the city. 

Moreover, the Jewish population at Alexandria was so large and powerful that Jews 

possessed "their own treasury and court of justice." 

Many Jews in that city were "Hellenizing," in that, as Jews do today, they adopt and lived 

within the culture or cultures around them, in this case the Greek, which was dominant during 

the era in question. As The International Standard Bible Encyclopedia sates: 

It was in Alexandria that the Jews first came so powerfully under the influence of Hellenism, 

and here that the peculiar Graeco-Jewish philosophy sprang up of which Philo was the most 

notable representative.- 

Indeed, Hellenistic Judaism had its "chief seat" at Alexandria where also the Jewish Bible 

was translated into Greek and called the Septuagint.- 

One group of Hellenizing Jews, or rather, "Hebrews of a fashion," was deemed the 

"Therapeuts," a type of monastic community centered at Alexandria, with similar groups 
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elsewhere around the Mediterranean. The Therapeuts at Alexandria were first mentioned by 

this name by Philo in his work De Vita Contemplative.- 

The term "Hellenizing" is in reality subverting, i.e. Neo-Cons, Ann Randian Liberals, etc. 

The Jews started to work creating a hybrid form of their agenda to entrap the Gentiles with 

and thus morph and bring down their culture. A Trojan Horse, so to speak. No different have 

they have done today on many levels. A sneaking cancer. 

Interesting enough the Essenes, another jewish sect, are considered to be the "spiritual 

cousins" of the Therpaeuts. Charming. 

Despite their differences, the Therapeuts resembled the better known Essenes in several 

important aspects, including their renunciation of personal wealth and their abolition of 

slavery. Like the Essenes, they also wore white robes and maintained the Sabbath. They also 

spend much time in prayer and study of the Jewish scriptures. 

In the Ancient Lowly: A History of the Ancient Working People, C. Osborne Ward, a 

political economist at the U.S. Department of Labor, provided an interesting and practical 

take on the Therapeuts. . . . They were members of very powerful and "business guilds" and 

"unions" of working class people. Citing various inscriptions, Ward sought to demonstrate a 

"Solonic Dispensation," which constituted a "vast organization" that equalization of mankind 

served as a "veritable vehicle of emancipation of slaves..."- 

This is simply proto-Communism. It can be 139 B.C. or 1919 A.D. The Jewish agenda is 

always the same. The Jewish author Otto Weininger, admits in his work "Sex and Character", 

on page 311 "The Jew is an inborn Communist." 

The talk of freeing the slaves is a joke as in the Roman Empire. The Jews as later on with the 

African Slave Trade ran all the majority if not the whole Slave Trade. The Roman writers 

remarked of how ghoulishly the Jews slavers would follow the Roman Army on Campaign to 

obtain as many slaves as possible and how cruelly they treated their slaves once they had 

them. 

In reality this rhetoric is designed to recruit the slave classes which were large and the general 

lower classes would use them as radical battering ram against Roman authority. No different 

then the Jews would do with Communism and the "proletariat." Keeping in mind the Jew 

creates the problems in society to offer the solution, their rule. Problem, Reaction, Solution is 

the Jew tactic. 

This "Solonic dispensation" that Ward suggests became Christianity represented as a "vast 

system of trade unions over the world." 

Describing these brotherhoods as found in Egypt and elsewhere, Ward remarks: 

The principal name by which they were known, not Coptic but Greek, was Therapeute, an 

association closely allied to the Essenes. 
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This is important. You are seeing the fact that the jews were operating this proto-

Communism/xianity in an organized network across the empire in a collective aim to spread 

it. No different then later on when the Jews in Russia were taking orders from the Jews in 

New York or London, etc. The Jews operate as a global network and brotherhood against 

Gentiles. 

Interestingly, at one time, except for the Jewish groups, the majority of voluntary or Gentile 

associations were banned by Julius Caesar, but were later reinstituted by Augustus. 

Ben Klassen wrote that Julius Caesar was a Jewish puppet and the Jews wanted to create the 

position of Emperor to consolidate power in a central position they can control with ease, as 

Rome was a Republic at the time of Caesar. 

This makes sense, given that the Jews by that time were in control of the majority of wealth 

in the Roman Empire just as they are today with their control of the global banks and 

banking/corporate system, which gives them control over the Gentile Nations. 

Who do you think Caesar borrowed the vast sums of money he did to win the mob with 

massive displays and games and fund his armies and wars? Caesar not only hunted down and 

attacked the Naddred's even sailing all the way to they Holy Isle of Britain to launch a failed 

assault. But he also burned the Library at Alexandria and sacked it. 

Who benefits from this? Gentiles? Hardly. 

I believe the attacks on the Naddred's were due to them being outside of Roman control so 

thus the Jews could not subvert them like the evidence shows they were doing to the Gentile 

schools within the Empire. So they wanted them destroyed and weakened.  

Later with the spreading of the Christian virus, the Naddred's were brought down by identical 

subversion in Britain via the Culdee sects, and then when weakened beyond hope, killed off 

by the Christians just as they did to the followers of Serpis before.  

A repeat of identical tactics are still being used today by Jewish Christianity against the 

Hindu culture: The Fraud of 'Christian Ashrams'  

Dishonest Christian evangelism in fake Hindu cultural garb 

What they were doing and did to the Gentile or Pagan Mystery Schools in the Roman period 

is what they did to the Free Masons later on. 

*Note for Spiritual Satanists: The enemy is trying this towards us today with fake "Satanic 

organizations." 

In our present analysis showing extensive comparisons between the religions of the cultures 

around the Mediterranean and beyond, it bears repeating that the "various confraternities"-the 

religious associations, which included the Therapeuts, Essenes and Nazarenes. . . . 

Considering all the factors, it appears that in the Egyptian Therapeuts we possess a Jewish 

religious community that was evidently part of a massive brotherhood and that was 
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Hellenizing bringing into its doctrines the beliefs of Pagan religions as well including and 

especially the Egyptian.-(My note; Subverting the Gentiles) 

It is apparent from the purported remarks of the emperor Hadrian in a letter to his brother-in-

law Servianus around 34 AD/CE, as related by the Pagan writer Vopiscus circa 300, that the 

Jews at Alexandria were very involved in the worship of Serapis, as were the Christians. 

Over the centuries that this letter has been translated, scholars of certain sensibilities have 

found it expedient either to expunge various parts of it or to denounce it as a forgery.- 

(My note: "Involved" with the worship of the Gentile God Serapis, they where not even 

hiding their infiltration of the Gentile Pagan orders.) 

What just did the Jews do to the Gentile followers of Serapis once they have gotten what they 

wanted from their weakening and subversion of the host culture? 

In 391 C.E. the Patriarch (Commissar) of Alexandria, Theophilus, summoned the monks to 

arms and turned them against the city of Memphis and the great shrine of Serapis, the 

Serapeum, the main temple of the Osirian-Isis religion. The attack was akin to ordering the 

destruction of the Vatican. Egyptian (Satanic) priests were massacred in their shrines and in 

the streets. The ferocity of the violence consumed priests, followers, and the Egyptian 

intellectual elite of Alexandria, Memphis and the other cities of Egypt who were murdered 

and their temples and libraries destroyed. The institutional structure of Egyptian religion, then 

more then four millennia old, was demolished in less than two decades. 

Hadrian writes on the issue of Jews as well: They are a most seditious sort of people, most 

deceptive, most injurious; their city is wealthy, rich, and [their land] fertile and no one is 

idle.... Their only god is money, and this the Christians, the Jews and all people adore.- 

The Jewish branch of the Therapeutae, contrived to create an equivalent mythical god-man of 

their own in Jesus Christ.- 

Regarding the Therapeuts, Christianity and Hadrian, noted historian Edward Gibbon (1737-

1794) states: 

The extensive commerce of Alexandria, and its proximity to Palestine, gave an easy entrance 

to the new religion [of Christianity]. It was first embraced by great numbers of Therapeutae, 

or Essenians, of the Lake Mareotis, a Jewish sect which had abated much of its reverence for 

the Mosaic ceremonies....It was in the school of Alexandra that the Christian theology 

appears to have assumed a regular and scientific form; and when Hadrian visited Egypt, he 

found a church composed of Jews and of Greeks, sufficiently important to attract the notice 

of that inquisitive prince.- 

In Philo (X,83) we find a Therapeutan precentor, or "ecclesiastical dignitary, sometimes an 

administrative or ceremonial officer," existing also within Judaism and passing over in 

Christianity. 
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On their locations of Therapeutan order as presented by Philo in "On the Contemplative Life" 

but also in other treatises, Conybeare comments: 

Are we to suppose that systemata of the same types as that which Philo proceeds to describe, 

were found all over the inhabited world? Or was the one settled on the Lake Mareotis, to 

which the best persons resorted from all quarters, the only one? I think the truth may lie 

between the two suppositions. There may have been such societies in several of the great 

Jewish communities scattered round the Mediterranean, e.g. in Cyprus, Corinth, Tarsus, 

Colossae, Antioch, Rome, Smyrna and elsewhere. 

The ancient Romans wrote that the Christian mobs were funded, lead and organized from 

local Jewish community synagogues within the empire. They also called Christianity "a sect 

of Judaism." 

He also writes:  

That there were many such societies elsewhere, is quite credible, if we bear in mind the wide 

dissemination all around the Mediterranean of Greek Judaism, and the widespread 

propaganda of the religion which, in Philo's day, had been in progress for at least two 

centuries. 

Thus we see that Conybeare was of the educated opinion that the Therapeutan systemata of 

rudilds, as he translates the term, were spread around the Mediterranean, emanating out of 

headquarters at Lake Mareotis.- 

Lake Mareotis is basically the Frankfurt School of the ancient world. 

As we can see, at the time of the alleged founding of Christianity, there existed all around the 

Mediterranean- at the very places where Christianity took root, in fact- religious brotherhoods 

with very much the same tenets, doctrines, hierarchy and structure of the later Christian 

effort. These widespread brotherhoods included those by the title of "Therapeuts".... Which 

possessed a distinctly "Christian" feel about them- such as we noticed even in ancient times. 

One Catholic writer who insisted upon the connection between Philo's Therapeuts and the 

Christians was Eusebius during the fourth century. In The History of the Church (2.17), in 

speaking of "Philo's account of the Egyptian ascetics," Eusebius remarks:  

"Whether he invented this designation [Therapeutae] and applied them, fitting a suitable 

name for their mode of life, or whether they were actually called this from the very start, 

because the title Christian was not yet in general use, need not be discussed here." 

The reality, however, may be that the Therapeuts morphed into Christians because it was they 

who essentially created much of Christianity, with no "historical Jesus".... 

de Bunsen remarks:  

"...Stephen, Paul and Apollos we regard as promulgators of the universalist Alexandrian (read 

jewish) Gnosis of the Essenic Therapeuts, as applied to Christianity." 
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Dr. Grant states:  

"The best precedent for the Christian schools of Alexandria seems to lie...among the 

Therapeutae by the Mareotic lake, described in Philo's work On the Contemplative Life.... 

Such Therapeutae would be ready for Alexandrian Christianity." 

By now it's obvious the Jewish infiltration happened over centuries in the Roman world and 

happened no different than how they did and do it today. Same old Jew yesterday or today. 

Communism, Christianity, Capitalism in all there forms are nothing more then the Talmud in 

action. 

Julian you are not forgotten, even today, comrade.  

Long live the Fighters!  

Eternally bound by blood, forever plus a day.  

Hail Satan! 

--Rev. Mageson666 

The Christian Mass and How it Ties into Jewish Ritual Murder 
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Of Men, Gods, and Morality  

by 

Reverend Mageson666 

Study of the ancient tales of our race, one sees a common theme in the attitude of them and 

this is the Heroic, life affirming one. This has been called the Olympian or Solar view that 

our race carried with them from the Primordial Tradition or Hyperborean time. Later this 

Heroic worldview was brought back to the surface of the White European mind again by the 

German Philosopher Nietzsche as the Master morality. Think of the great Hero and Demi-

God Hercules who obtains Godhood by his Heroic actions, Heroic morality is the warrior 

morality in essence. 

Of all the Heathen (Satanic) tales of those Hero's who obtain the Godhead from Lord Woden 

to Lord Hercules, etc Study the Heroic or Master morality they embodied, i.e. All-powerful 

conquering Hero's, leaders of Men, and dealers of deadly battle blows to their foes, 

courageous, brave, bold, cunning, wise and clever totally noble with true virtue beyond 

question. They embody the very essence of the Satanic Will to Power which is the very will 

and urge to life itself and the Master morality that flows from it. 

They show the way of the Ubermensch, the Godman. 

Knowing this is it any wonder our Heathen ancestors laughed at the cult of crap on a stick. 

The ancient Roman writers of their day all recorded the same observation on the crap cult. 

That it was known it was the religion of the slaves, not the Free men and upper classes and 

that it only attracted the most stupid, ugly and inferior of the slave and herdlings.... the 

undermen. They honestly called the jesus cult a sect of judaism and noted the crap movement 

was organized, lead, and funded and backed by the jewish centers in the Roman Empire. And 

it's major leaders where all kikes, just like communism a thousand years later would be. 

I believe a study of Nietzsche is important as he was writing not that long ago and his works 

show the truth of the slave morality of Christianity and it's communist/capitalist spawnlings. 

And also shows the need for a return to the Satanic and orignal world view of our Satanic 

ancestors. Nietzsche made Satanic-thinking mainstream again in a depressing time of xianity 

and Nietzsche's truths influenced many Men in the right direction who would later became 

leaders and founders of the National Socialist movement in Germany. 

The jews have done a vicious number on Nietzsche's works knowing they can't smear him 

like Hitler so they invert Nietzsche's beauty of wisdom into a jewish world view of super 

selfishness and egotism, basically Zionism, just like they have tried to do with Satanism. 

When I became a Spiritual Satanist and struggled to understand the essence of true Satanic 

philosophy and to realize it, to no longer speak of it but to become it and neither think of it 

further, but be it. I was directed I don't think now by accident to Nietzsche's works. 
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In his book the "Will to Power" Nietzsche states outright that a higher Aryan race needs to be 

created a Master race. The Master race is the God race. Who become Gods by living by the 

Satanic Master morality or the natural morality. 

Remember in the Saga's of the Heroes of our Heathen/Satanic ancestors, the path to the 

Godhead is the Heroic one and those brave ones who walk that path where exalted as great 

Warriors and Kings and the highest example of honor and courage and all that is really noble 

in men. Become Gods with a God-like attitude, not as slaves. 

Just look to our own Father Satan and the Gods and Goddesses of Hell to see the right 

attitude to live by. Not to new aged wimpy shit of the slave morality. Think of how many 

creeplings of the new aged bowel movement are really just cowards, weaklings and freaks 

who hide their inferiority and weakness behind the "halo" of slave morality. 

"The man who is born to be King shall be King, the man who was born to be a slave.....that 

man does not know Satan." 

Hail Satan!  

Hail Hell! 
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Of Pinko Fags And Men 

By High Priest Mageson666 

 

[image-Priam approaches Achilles to beg for the return of Hector's body. Whom Achilles 

enraged over the death of his lover Patroclus by Hector. Killed Hector in revenge and 

dragged his body around the walls of Troy by his chariot. Of course Jew Hollywood tries to 

rewrite Patroclus as Achilles cousin not lover. Alexander The Great spent the night at the 

tomb of his hero Achilles before the start of his main campaign into the Persian Empire.] 

 

Its time to be serious. Gay has always been an old English word for sexual deviant. 

Heterosexual's are called straights as they are not deviant in juedo-xian, social view. Walking 

the straight and narrow. Crooks have gone straight. Its the same as being called a Fag. 

 

Danielou was a Traditionalist scholar who lived in India for years and taught as a professor at 
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an India university.  

 

As I mentioned Skanda is actually Siva our God in the primordial form. 

 

"Skanda. He is the protector of Homosexuals who are consider privileged and beneficial 

beings." Alain Danielou: Yoga. 

 

Skanda in his image of the leader of the Divine armies was the God of elite orders of 

Homosexual warriors as well. 

 

Sex life in the Primordial world is noted below. 

 

“The Complete Kama Sutra” 

The First Unabridged Modern Translation of the Classic Indian Text 

By Alain Danielou 

 

"The Complete Kama Sutra deals without ambiguity or hypocrisy with all aspects of sexual 

life—including marriage, adultery, prostitution, group sex, male and female homosexuality, 

and transvestism. The text paints a fascinating portrait of an India whose openness to 

sexuality gave rise to a highly developed expression of the erotic.” 

(The Complete Kama Sutra, back cover) 

 

We can note here non-heterosexuality was normal and actually had a special role in society. 

 

Hence the Gay culture [even the name is built on a Jewish view of us] and identity is a social 

construction created by our enemies to entrap us. So the Judeo-Xian right does not like us 

because they follow theistic Jewish-xianity. Well the left side of the same paradigm which is 

secularized Jewish=xianiy, is not any better. Oh yes as long as we act tame and domesticated 

and bow before their wooden secularized God of universal radical egalitarianism. And dance 

around in pink and make asses out of ourselves for their amusement, its ok. After all we are 

just equal [equally worthless] and want a society based on the secularized norms of 

Christianity. Of which the Liberal Left is xianity without the Christ. Heck we even go to 

liberal churches and pray to a Jewish monster that hates us for our nobility. And read and 

worship the book of the Jews that is the origin of the hatred against us. And the cause of the 

problems in society and the world. 

 

How did we go from this: 
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The Sacred Band of Thebes whom where comprised of 150 couples of male lovers and where 

instrumental in the defeat of the Spartan Army at the battle of Leuctra. They fought against 

the forces of Philip II of Macedon at the battle of Chaeronea. When the army broke during 

the battle only the Sacred Band refused to retreat. They fought so well Philip offered them 

surrender with honour. But they chose to fight to the death as honourable sons and warriors 

of Thebes.  
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Above the monument erected to the warriors of Thebes who gave their lives at Chaeronea. 

 

 

 

 

And from there sink to this worthless level: 
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The liberals snicker at us behind our backs with the Jews who stated they would use non-

heterosexual people as cultural Marxist dupes to Communize the West and help to 

demoralize, destabilize and to conqueror us all. Once this is done they will as in the past and 

by their statements liquidate the usefool idiots such as non-heterosexual movements they 

created and entrapped with a false identity based on their cultural Marxist-liberalized norms. 

Even the Gay culture they created as a entrapment is laced with their hatred and fear of us all. 

Pretending to be your pal while they humiliate you to the public and make it almost 

impossible to be seen anything but what their Xian and communist controlled branches stated 

about us. Abnormal, sinning freaks and mentally ill weirdo's who need a psyche ward. But 

hey keep doing their dirty work and carry kosher water for them. They made homosexuality 

the death penalty in their USSR. Just as their Torah and Noahide laws state it is to be for 

Gentile homosexuals.  

 

Much of this behaviour is based on the externalized expression of deeply conditioned self 

hatred by the enemy. Which dictates norms to us so that we can not exist in anything of 

society other then a pinko, freak show. In the Primordial world we where the elites of the 

aristocratic and the Priest/philosopher classes. We marched with Alexander from Greece to 

India and defended the West at the Battle of Thermopylae. We have upheld Aryan culture 

and been its guardians for millennium's. We have unique souls and our rightful place is 

within this what we today call Spiritual Satanism. 
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Dionysian procession. Dionysius who was always depicted as bi-sexual. Would you rather be 

part of this sacred tradition or the degenerate Marxist-cult of secularized xianity and depraved 

self hatred and destruction? Can't you see the sacred role we held in the past. Why do you 

think the Jews hate us so much? 

 

Even today many of us are found in the arts as this comes from a deep spiritual awareness. Its 

no mistake the sacred mysteries where always transmitted via theatre of which the sacred 

knowledge was given and people reminded of their divine heritage and destiny. This tradition 

was key to the primordial Tradition and is still seen in the East. Our role is as 

keepers,transmitters and defenders of the sacred. Its not a mistake even in Xian times our 

types for so small in number always appeared in the aristocratic and cultured classes. One 

way or another if its DaVinci [a spiritual master as well] or the works of Plato [who was 

hideous rewrote by the enemy but some remnant is intact] we have helped to keep civilization 

alive under the enemy attempts to destroy it.  

 

 

I note the snickering of people who hate us behind our backs the liberals and Jews stop. Once 
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any of our kind reconnects with their divine heritage and role with it. And then takes up the 

struggle for Western civilization. Then its fearful and fitful rage filled shrieks of: 

"Faggot!!!!!!" 

 

The Jews still remember it was many of kind who helped in the fighting of the years of 

struggle and willing shed their blood and gave their lives fighting the Reds in the streets of 

Germany so that the 3rd Reich might be born. Many of these fighters where from Pagan 

organizations that understood the sacred role of our kind in the Traditional World and the 

enemies of our People, the Jew needing to be fought against. They openly sought to liberate 

our People from Jewish-xianity and its secularized branches of Communism and Liberalism.  

 

They also had to fight against the Jewish fake "Gay rights movement" in the time. That was a 

tool of social Marxism. And was designed to humiliate our kind and classify us as mentally 

ill freaks of nature before the public, reinforcing the Jewish mentality and lies about us. 

Which is what they are doing today.  

 

Of course the Jews will tell any lie about the Reich to us. But the fact is those in the camps 

with the Pink Triangle where child molesters many of them convicted Catholic Priests and 

Jewish Communists. Homosexuals where never persecuted in the Reich. Where if the Jewish 

Communist had won all homosexuality would have been made the death penality. Like in the 

USSR. Once again the Jews project what they do onto others. 

 

Its time to awaken to your divine nature and role and take up the hero's path and ascend out 

of the filth, self hate and confusion of this society towards us. And reclaim our rightful place. 

Each one of us is descended from the blood line of a God. Which our primordial culture knew 

and was built on. Not apes nor men, but Gods.  

 

The Hero's challenge of our Pagan culture was to go with the divine inheritance and strive for 

the Olympian and become a full God. To ascend beyond the lower material sphere to the 

solar.  

 

Its dishonourable for our noble kind to aid Jewish materialism in destroying the planet. Our 

role is to ascend and help others ascend as divine beings. 

 

The Jews are the ones who decided we are worthless Fags. If you aid them then you simply 

agree with them. And wish to be a worthless, pinko Fag. 

 

I reject the Jewish left and right side of the same Nazarene paradigm. I march under the 

eternal, solar banner of our true God Satan and the divine tradition the Gods gave to us. I'am 

an Aryan, descended from the blood of the Gods. I shall ascend to Perfection to Olympus like 

the Hero's of old and new. 
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Gay Rights, Radical Honesty On An Important Issue 

By High Priest Mageson666 

The Jews are trying to control gay identity to create the sociology needed to keep gays under 

control and further their own racial goals. When the time comes it will be easy to sweep gays 

away as Communism's view of gays is actually being brought to life by the psychology of 

this gay identity they are giving them, its crafted to conform to such narrative. They confirm 

the indoctrinated animus towards non-heterosexuals.  

 

Russia is using this psychology to keep gays down while playing the other pro gay angle with 

the same they do over here. Which makes it easier to keep them down forever given the 

narratives of the state. For the reasons stated above. The Jews over there as here. Are leading 

both sides to maintain this. 

 

Jewish, Putin is using the Communist narrative to maintain and centralize power, while 

marching Russian back into a totalitarian Communist regime. The western Jews such as 

Sorros are working the other half of this reverse psychology game and put together and pay 

for disgusting and shocking groups of malcontents to troll the public under what is viewed as 

Western Liberalism. And this allows Putin to them crush all opposition to his regime as 

Western agents and fifth columnists. Enemies of the state, he uses this to ban political parties 

of even actual Russian Nationalists. As well for a major justification to ban Gay Rights and 

Homosexuality. This is the standard Communist narrative. Denounce anything and anyone as 

disloyal to the People [ Communist State]and then give them a show trial and that's it. When 

the Jews ruled under the Christian regime just remove disloyal with heretic. Same 

psychology, same purpose. 

 

 

Time for radical honesty. 

 

Authentic, Gay rights is simply an issue of human rights and the inherent nature of the soul to 

yean for its own freedom and to express its core value into the world, which is the 

metaphysical core of human rights. Taking the soul out of the equation gives licence to write 

whatever narrative anyone wants as rights and degenerates the issue into a theatre of the 

absurd, which the enemy does quite often [with Christianity as well which is soul destroying 

materialism] to forever try and work towards stomping our rights into the dirt. 

 

This meta-right within our being, is what our ancestors talked about within Dharma and the 

Founders where writing about with individual rights and liberty. Franklin was not 

heterosexual himself, he engaged in sexual orgies with men and women as a member of the 

"Hell Fire Club." Sexual orientation is within the soul, its metagenic. 

 

 

The greatest freedom the soul yeans for is its own liberation and transformation into the 
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perfected vehicle of the divine, to bring forth the gold hidden deep within its own self. Its the 

greatest crime against man to deny him what is his by divine right. And to weight him down 

by putting chains on his very soul itself. All evil comes out of this.  

 

Heterosexual or Homosexual, every man is his own King. The ancient articles of Kingship 

the specter and crown are symbols of the risen serpent and transformation of the human into 

the fully Divine. Benjamin Franklin and the other Founders also left this ancient code in their 

images.  

 

Anyone can sit on a throne, but only a Man can crown himself King. The crown is the halo of 

the risen serpent of Satan. The symbol of ultimate freedom and power by the enlightenment 

of the soul. This is Satan's gift to us. True and eternal freedom. But that freedom is for every 

Gentile, because its the freedom of the soul to the realization of its own self as a God. This is 

what is at the core of all true, human rights. 

 

Am, I worthy of achieving the light if I deny my brother his divine right to the same light. 

The slavery of the soul has come to an end for all humanity. 
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The Metaphysic's Of Sexual Union 

By High Priest Mageson666 

      

 

The beings we call Gods are perfected and above time. They are a race of Siva's or Maha 

Siddha's [Great Perfected Ones]. The androgyne is spiritual of the magnetic, electric not 

literal. They are fully divine beings [not mortal] who lent themselves to a symbolic science of 

union and ascension. To go from human into fully divine. Now we examine the symbolic. 

 

God in the macrocosm is quintessence not a literal being. Simply an impersonal cosmic force. 

The Logos or Shabda, the word. 

 

"Verse 129 implies that the ultimate [ here Siva] is of the nature of Cosmic Space[Akasa or 

Void] and the essence of Jiva lies in the self-same Space in microcosmic condition."- 

Tirumantiram 

 

God in the microcosm is the perfected human. Who is the incarnate Siva. The incarnate 

shabda. This is also called the Vak in Sanskrit. One who finished the union and become 

above time. Being made of that energy which is quintessence, the Hermetic first matter. 

 

This is why the process of union is possible. The ancient names of God contain this 

understanding [AUM is the name of God as well and depicts the union of opposites]. God 
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adds into 8 the number of quintessence/mercury and 8 forms the symbol of union. The 

individual soul is made of the same element that is called Siva and this by union of the body, 

soul and spirit is refined into the same energy and thus becomes Siva from turning copper 

into gold. This is done by the serpent fire. Because the element of Siva is beyond time. We 

have this Siva element within us like coal has the diamond within it. Kundalini fire is what 

transmutes us into the Diamond body.  

 

The Zodiac 

 

The serpent is the symbol of eternity. And the Zodiac represents the cosmic serpent Ananat. 

The sign of the Great Work. 

 

Ophiuchus is the 13th constellation that has been hidden. As we know there is 13th steps of 

the great work. Ophiuchus means "The Serpent Holder" 

 

The macrocosm is depicted as the Zodiac which contain both polarities. In many images the 

keystone is the symbol of the great work the union of opposites and is where the 13th sign is 

revealed. In many cases the keystone is in the shape of the yoni that the reborn God emerges 

from. In some images the zodiac wheel has the keystone within it as top center. 

 

In other the 13th step appears the perfected logos of the microcosm openly in the image of 

the reborn sun god holding the serpent in the center of the Zodiac which is also the place of 

the sun. The depiction of the dual meaning of the macrocosm and microcosm. And the Great 

Work. The incarnation of the logos, Siva. In the east Siva in the image of the dancer with 12 

arms in the center of the Zodiac wheel, crowned by Ananta shows this 13th step that is Siva. 

 

In the East the animal headed deities are representations of the Vak or the logos of creation 

generally shown as the keystone image of the Dragon-serpent virala. Which is manifested 

depending on the image the Elephant head, Lion head and on. In the microcosm image.  

 

This is why the Lion-Dragon head that is the capstone in the East which is above the eye of 

the Bull. Has no lower jaw because its the Logos from which all existence flows. Hence it 

can never close his mouth and end existence. Its eternal. The whole temple is considered to 

issue from the image of the Virala the capstone. And this image as Danielou shows in the 

West is the Green man and is also shown on the keystone of the Templars in Rosslyn chapel 

which relates to the same cosmology.  

 

The union of opposites generates the soul back into the vak or quintessence [Siva] that is 

symbolized as the image of the sun as the material manifestation of this principal. Which is 

depicted as the keystone or capstone. Which is why Yoga [union] equals to the number 13 in 

Sanskrit numerology.  
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Siva in his primordial form the Eternally young divine androgyne. 

 

All union is maithuna. 

 

The feminine part is the spirit that animates and transforms the masculine, into the perfected 

divine form. As well as numerous sub-groupings of how this different polarity manifests 

within the soul. The Goddess sexually straddles over the God in many images from Egypt to 

India as union and transformation of the new soul. As the male is the divine form being 

animated and unified by the female energy of creation. Which resurrects the individual into 

the reborn state. As the divine child is also the reborn God who absorbs both polarity into 

one. More on this later. 

 

Siva is the message of male and female unified into the primordial element the divine 

androgyne. Siva is androgynous and an eternal youth of 16 which adds into 7 the number of 

completion. Which is the process of union completed as this refines the being into the 

element of Siva. The agathodaemon is the androgyne. Skanda originally has 7 heads not six. 

This is actually Siva. This is the meaning of Siva's drum as well the hexagram.  

 

The act of union of the soul was depicted by the sexual union of the God and Goddess. Kama 

is depicted on the Temples in India to this day. And its considered blasphemy in the Sanskrit 

texts relating to the creation of Temples to not have Maithuna [sexual union] depicted upon 
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the Temple walls. The entire temple is built according to the principal of union. As all the 

yantra’s [the temple is also] depict the same. 

 

 

 
 

Cupid, Kama And Cathar’s 

 

This is the origin and meaning of Cupid who is originally depicted not as today but as the 

agathodaemon [another title for Dionysus] at the source. The divine androgyne of 16 years 

old. Eros or Cupid is the God at the heart of the most primeval mysteries of ancient Hellas.  

 

“In classical mythology, Cupid (Latin Cupido, meaning "desire") is the god of desire, erotic 

love, attraction and affection. He is often portrayed as the son of the love goddess Venus, and 

is known in Latin also as Amor ("Love"). His Greek counterpart is Eros.” 

 

“ Kamadeva is a name of Vishnu in Vishnu Purana and Bhagavata Purana and of Krishna as 

well as of Shiva. It is the name of author of Sanskrit work Prayaschita padyata. Kama is also 

a name used for Agni.” 

 

As shown elsewhere at the link below, these above Gods are the same Primordial God at the 

source and have gone through centuries of cultural diffusion and adaptation. 

 

The Supreme God: 

topic217.html 
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““Kāmadeva is represented as a young, handsome winged man with green skin [my note blue 

and green where used interchangeable] who wields a bow and arrows. His bow is made of 

sugarcane with a string of honeybees, and his arrows are decorated with five kinds of fragrant 

flowers.The five flowers are Ashoka tree flowers, white and blue lotus flowers, Mallika plant 

(Jasmine) and Mango tree flowers” 

 

Kama deva is the reborn soul, Cupid is a latin spelling of Kama [Latin is Sanskrit at its core]. 

And is the divine androgyne. As his name in latin is also Amour. Which is the Amour 

worshipped by the Cathar’s who where worships of love.  

 

Amour as Evola wrote also means Amrita: 

“Amrita (Sanskrit: अमतृ; IAST: amṛta) is a Sanskrit word that literally means "immortality", 

and is often referred to in texts as nectar. The word's earliest occurrence is in the Rigveda, 

where it is one of several synonyms of "soma" as the drink which confers immortality upon 

the gods.” 

 

The bow and arrow are the spine and piercing aspect of the serpent with prana-mantra the 

mantra energized. Before an arrow is shot in the Eastern myths mantra is always recited to 

give it its power to destroy the asura's. The dross. Which in the Siva Purana’s is describe as 

atomic [solar] style blast that destroys the Asura’s totally and their three cities. Which brings 

the union of the soul and liberation. The Arrow tip relates to the A power as well, this power 

moving up the spine. The A relates to the logos/Siva. AUM is the one letter mantra because 

its an extension of A. The wings also represents the ascension of the soul. And the blue or 

green colour the purified one. The colour given the blue ether element in Sanskrit mean 

purified in English.  

 

Siva's bow is described as resembling a rainbow in the image of a powerful serpent with 

seven heads. And is also called the southern sun path. Siva is mentioned as always holding 

the bow. Rainbow comes from Ra's bow, the celestial solar ship of Ra. Which the keel is the 

spine. Hence the Dragon ships.  

 

The heart shape is seen in the Yogi texts is where the pink and white channels meet in the 

head and where as the texts state union is achieved with the rising of the serpent. This heart 

symbol is a scaled down version of the Cobra serpent with its hood open. Which represents 

the same. Part of this symbolism is the union of the dual hemispheres of the brain that occurs. 

This is why all the ancient texts refer to the heart being the center of intuition, the pineal 

gland in the head. Their mention of the chamber of the heart is the same. The heart also 

represents the Yoni and the arrow the Phallus joined the symbol of union. The highest symbol 

of the full union behind the raising of the serpent. 

 

On this level the androgyne is the unification of the trine channels by raising the serpent. The 

arrow also represents fixing this power which is also seen as Krishna being crucified to the 

sacred tree by arrows in an ancient form of the tale as well. Krishna is the personification of 
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the serpent Ananta. Of which he as Vishnu is shown standing upon. The tree is the spinal 

column and the energy centers along it with the branches being the nadi channels.  

 

Kama deva as the God of love, this love is taking about Shakti energy. The kundalini. The 

Cathar Amour is from the Sanskrit amrita the nectar of immorality. That is generated in the 

chakra's when kundalini pierces them as it moves upwards. And how this nectar causes the 

souls perfection. This is why Cupid or Kama fires arrows that cause one to experienced love 

[immorality]. By the transformation of the soul into the primordial element of Siva. 

 

This shows that the love the Cathar’s worshipped was immorality. Divine Love or Amrita is 

the energy that is generated by the exercises [Tapa’s] that unify and transform the soul into 

Siva. Kama is Siva in the earliest images. This is embodied in the image of Kama who is also 

known as Dionysus, Krishna and Siva.  

 

This is why Krishna also means "Blue Black" the color of quintessence. Krish also means 

"The cultivation of God Siva." Siva is the quintessence as stated in the Tantra. Si and Va. 

Male and Females union together and generation of the individual into the reborn soul, the 

quintessence principal.  

 

Dionysus . Is called the Second Zeus because he is the reborn and perfected God. Just as 

Skanda is called the second Siva for the same reason. The Greeks by their own record that 

confirm the archeological evidence. Came right from Helladiva which what is left of today 

Sri Lanka [who still worship Siva]. The original form of Zeus-Dionysus is the God Korous in 

the primordial Greek period before the destruction of their civilization at the time of the end 

of Crete. Which marks their decline and loss of cultural knowledge as the Egyptian records 

comment. And the later Greeks shown themselves. Korous later became known as Zeus-

Dionysus. Korous is shown naked, and colored blue, the symbol of rebirth as a youth of 16 

years and has a consort Radha as well as playing the flute having a sacred bull and 12 

cowherd companions [Siva’s 12 Gana’s and sacred bull]. This also describes Krishna who is 

also called Kamadeva and who engages in sexual union with the 16,000 milkmaids and his 

Gopi’s. As well as Radha, his half sister [the other half of the soul]. In the Kama Sutra we see 

something important: 

 

“In such a away by sexual inversion In order to conquer Krisnha, Radha audaciously 

unleashes the conflict of inverted copulation.” 

 

This is the same image as elsewhere of the Goddess sexually [such as Siva and Shakti] 

mounting the God to bring him to life by transformation into the divine androgyne. 

 

The positions in the Kama Sutra correspond to spiritual concepts of union of the soul. They 

have a esoteric core. As the text commentaries make mention of.  

The six pointed star the symbol of the union and perfection of the soul. Is the upper triangle 

the Yoni coming together with the lower triangle the Phallus to generate the reborn soul by 

inner maithuna. The images of the Gods and naturally of their sexual union form into 
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geomantic diagrams or yantra that describes steps of the science of union of the soul. 

 

The sexual union of the Goddess mounting the God is simply another way of depicting the 

hexagram. 

 

This is a clue to the valentine day time. It was known to have been a pagan holiday in Rome 

and thus everywhere at one point. 

 

Krisnha is at the heart is Siva in the North of which I have shown in other articles. When we 

go back to Korous and primordial Hellas, we can see clearly this is the fact. There are still 

ancient Serpentine Lingam stones all over Greece from their Pagan sacred centers. Dionysus 

as the Egyptians and Greeks both state is Osiris in Egypt and the reborn Osiris by the sexual 

union of the God and Goddess. Is Hari Krist [Krisnha][not Horus]. Who is depicted in images 

the same as Siva-Krishna in the East. Higgin’s states the God in Ireland who was also known 

as Dionysus-Siva elsewhere is called among names, Krishna by the ancient Irish. The popular 

images of Hari [horus] also show him as the androgyne. 

 

When the Greek army stopped in Sri Lanka sailing on their way home after the end of 

Alexander's campaign. They openly worshipped Siva-Skanda as Zeus-Dionysus.  

 

The Bible in the book of revelations openly states Satan is the God Zeus-Dionysus. 

 

Revelation 2:12 "Pergamos. Where Satan's throne is." 

 

Peragmos was dedicated to the God Zeus [Dionysus] and the altar of the God was also the 

throne of the God. 

 

Kama means Sex and Kama and Yoga mean the same thing: 

 

Something is purposely left out is Kama means sex and union as Yoga actual means sexual 

union or sex on its own as its the same. The entire cosmology of the Yogic science is 

displayed by sex. The ancient symbol of Union the Godhead is a erect penis [Lingam] within 

a vagina [Yoni]. The male semen or energy mixes with the female egg the female drop or 

energy within the cosmic womb of creation and generates the third power or the divine child 

the God soul. And nine months later the child emerges out the cosmic womb the Yoni as a 

generated God. The eternal youth.  

 

The God is always shown emerging from a Yoni with the four corners around him. The god 

is Kama [Siva]. The four corners are the elements with Kama being the primordial element. 

This is still in the world card of the Tarot. 

 

The Buddhas in the famous temple mound of Java [Buddhaya is this same element] there are 

seventy two of these statues each within what is what is called the womb of generation. 

Seventy two adds to nine the number of completion and rebirth.  
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Siva is the primordial Buddha before the corruptions of the present: 

 

Primordial Buddhism: 

topic175.html 

 

Time 

The fall in the mysteries is the loss of this inner union the one, which results in the 

manifestation of duality in the world  

[soul]. This is why the number 2 is profane in the Mysteries such as those of Pythagoras [who 

was a concept of the union not a person even the name means serpent]. Pythagoras morphs 

into a shine of Demeter upon his death. For this reason. 

 

Something possible to consider. 

 

There was no big bang. The universe has always existed on the level its called Siva is the 

Shabda the subtle element=sound that is beyond time. This is due to time and material 

existence being generated by the force of gravitation which an electric expansive force and 

magnetic contracting force. The physicist Russell wrote about this electric universe. The 

perfected being is also called the Shabda in the texts. 

 

This dual polarity comes from the primordial force in a different or material manifestation. 

The union of the same polarity within generates one into the back into the same, the Shabda. 

Its like a reversal of the principal that causes the force of time. And thus one transcends it. 

The Shabda. Hence our God in the mysteries is called the destroyer of time over and over. 

Which is liberation from karma which is the force of time itself. Karma also means action 

which can be considered the action of the dual forces that causes time. 

 

The Primordial being is one who is made of the same energy by union of the soul. This is the 

Primordial tradition in its core meaning. 

 

The Sacred Role Of Homosexuality  

 

In the earliest form of the mysteries, Homosexuality is used to express this metaphysical 

science quite notably. Even on the temple walls. 

Homosexuality was considered the third sex in the ancient world. The Kama Sutra makes 

statements according to this. There are also homosexual acts depicted on the temple walls 

that relate to maithuna in the cosmological sense. 

 

Originally the metaphysics of sex is based upon the inner union of the soul into the sacred 

androgynous or third sexed principal. Heterosexuality was not important on this level. Unlike 

the fake religion of Christianity and its Jewish root. Who make heterosexual sex, sacred only 
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based on the profane, material procreation of children even then done horribly in violation of 

all sacred, spiritual laws and thus becomes profane. Procreation of children in the Pagan 

Tradition was done according to proper metagenic laws, astrological timing and spiritual 

rituals for the auspicious creation of a spiritual child. Such required knowledge is called 

practicing Satanism by Judeo-Christianity. The heterosexual variation of maithuna is 

contained in the remnant of the marriage ritual [taken from the Pagan world]. But is so 

debased by Christianity its lost its metaphysical principal. Marriages where as part of such 

arranged by metagenic law including astrological charts.  

 

As a note the unedited Kama Sutra has whole sections devoted to homosexual love and sex. It 

also mentions homosexual marriage as part of the Primordial tradition. It existed until the 

Jewish programs destroyed it.  

 

The Templars who practice the primordial tradition [Satanism] chose to depict two male 

knights upon a single horse to show this principal. This is linked to why the oldest mysteries 

that of Siva are consider to be Homosexual in nature this is allegorical. Homosexuality is two 

of the same physical sex but together show the metaphysical polarity within the soul coming 

together into the same physical being. The homosexual is the third sex all of this together 

shows the androgyne. 

 

Skanda. [my note Siva] He is the protector of Homosexuals who are considered privileged 

and beneficial beings." Alain Danielou 

 

The horse is the symbol of the serpent power as well. Not the church chose the image of the 

Templars to accuse them of homosexuality.  

 

So all of this shows the androgynous principal. As such sexual union does not create people 

and is based on the third sex. It exalts the highest metaphysical principal of maithuna. By 

attacking homosexuality the Jews [the core of Abrahamic programs that are the reason 

homosexuality is hated] are attacking the core knowledge of maithuna and the Godhead. This 

principal was always shown as sexual union. Another example the reborn God is always 

bisexual. For this purpose the union of opposites. Transsexualism was also sacred as it was 

considered along with homosexuality the third sex. Which embodies the cosmology of the 

divine. 

Siva is the third sex, the divine androgyne. 
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The Truth About the Talmud 

by 

High Priest Jake Carlson 

 

"Jesus Christ," "Christians," and "Christianity" are hardly ever mentioned in the Talmud, 

despite the mistranslations that are available to the deluded Christians who believe that the 

Talmud is a conspiracy against Christ and Christianity. The truth is that the Talmud IS a 

conspiracy, but, it is a conspiracy against the Pagan [Gentile] peoples of the world. Despite 

the fuss that the Christians have made for centuries about passages in the Talmud that 

allegedly blaspheme Christ, the Jesus of Nazareth character is supposedly mentioned only 

once in the later editions of the Talmud, and he is cited: "I have come not to destroy the Law 

of Moses." (Matthew 5:17) 

There is nothing anti-Christian about Christ in the Talmud. However, clueless members of 

the Christian faith insist that the Talmud contains numerous blasphemous references to Jesus, 

and the Christian "religion." The truth is that "Jesus" and "Yeshua" were very common 

Jewish names during the era when Christ's fictitious life was supposed to take place. Some 

sources say that the references to a man named "Jesus" or "Yeshua" existed around either 100 

B.C.E. or 100 C.E., which according to Christian tradition, is not the birthdate of the Jesus of 

the gospels. 

Many Jews do not believe in Jesus the Christ because they know that he is fictitious and that 

they invented this Jewish character for the Gentiles to grovel before as worthless "sinners," 

and to prepare them for the coming of the official Jewish Messiah who unites all of the Jews 

in the world, brings judgment and damnation upon the Aryan peoples, and enslaves the rest 

of Gentile humanity. 

Since the Jews concocted the Christian "religion" by stealing from the Aryan Pagans of the 

time from all around the world, Christianity's Christ, although Jewish by race, was given 

phony Gentile features in order to wreak havoc on the collective unconscious of the Gentiles. 

Today, there are Jews who claim to be out to "destroy" Christianity and replace it with Global 

Communism. If there is even the slightest grain of truth to the claim that the Jews want to 

quit promoting and actually "destroy" Christianity, it would only be because of the Pagan 

elements that Christianity stole from have out-lived their use, and a much more drastic 

theocracy is now required. The Jewish goal behind implementing Global Communism is to 

perform the final removal of all spiritual knowledge that was contained in all of the original 

Pagan [Gentile] religions. Christianity has never been anything more than a blueprint for 

Global Communism. [The Jews have targeted the United States of America for Jewish 

Communism, and the USA has more Jews than anywhere else. If our Gentile peoples don't 

wake up, we will all be in grave danger with no hope for survival]. 

One faction of the Jews is pretending to be against the Christian "Trinity," which is actually a 

Jewish pseudo-trinity consisting of "God the Father," "God the Son," and "God the Holy 
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Spirit." The other faction of Jews will admit that a Christian who worships this "Trinity" 

cannot be put to death for "idolatry," because the Jewish version of the "three-persons-in-one-

god" is NOT "idolatry," as these Gentile Christians are still worshipping the Jewish god. 

In the book of Revelation in the Christian Bible, Christ admits that he is Yahweh/Jehovah. "I 

am the Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending, saith the Lord, which is, and which 

was, and which is to come, the Almighty." (Revelation 1:8) Jesus said he is the "god" of both 

the Old and New Testaments. Despite the way certain factions of the Jewish community hate 

to be reminded that Jesus is a Jew, they are pro-Christianity for the Gentiles, as Christianity 

was created to replace Satan and Paganism. The Jews concocted the Christian "religion" 

during a time before Paganism became politically correct. Paganism was synonymous with 

Satanism, and for those who have eyes, the two are still identical. Wicca and neo-Paganism 

are kosher counterfeits and corruptions of real Paganism, which is of Satan. 

The Jesus/Yeshua Christ of the Christian Bible is clearly not the "Jesus/Yeshu" that is 

"mocked" in the Talmud. The contrary does not hold water, as there are not enough matching 

parallels between Yeshu and Christ. The Christian New Testament is just as Jewish as the 

Torah and Talmud. I have read books and web page after web page that complain about the 

"Judaification of Christianity," as if Christianity is Gentile and not Jewish. The Jews invented 

Christianity FOR the Gentiles, and no one is excempt from the truth that every single "layer" 

of Christendom is of the Jews. Adolf Hitler made the observation that "Christianity is the 

greatest lie the Jews ever told humanity." [1] 

The Jewish instigator of Christianity, Paul of Tarsus, states the following about the Jews and 

Jesus/Yeshua: "God's people [Jews] are sanctified by the name of Yeshua and the power of 

the Holy Spirit." [2] 

I expect the Jewish people and some non-Jewish Christians to be "tearing their hair out" over 

this, but we must examine two important, alleged coded references to "Jesus" in the Talmud 

in order to prove what I have said thus far. 

1) Sanhedrin 106b "A sectarian said to R. Chanina: Do you know how old Balaam was? [R. 

Chanina] replied: It is not written. However, since it says (Psalms 55:24) "Men of bloodshed 

and deceit will not live out half their days..." he was 33 or 34. [The heretic] said: You said 

well. I have seen the chronicle of Balaam and it said "At 33 years Balaam the lame was killed 

by Pinchas (Phineas) the robber." 

Here is one Jew's commentary on this passage: 

..."It is impossible to imagine that a Christian would ask a Jew how old Jesus was, and call 

the Gospel Balaam's Chronicle or that Pontius Pilate, who is not mentioned even once in the 

whole of rabbinic literature, should be referred to as Pinchas the robber. The sectarian 

referred to was merely a member of a Gnostic sect who was testing whether Chanina could 

answer a question that was not answered in the Torah. Balaam's Chronicle was an apocryphal 

book on Balaam. These books often adopted an unfavorable attitude to the patriarchs and the 
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prophets and it was possible that Pinchas of the Bible was called in them Pinchas the robber." 

[3] 

2) Talmud Gittin 56b-57a "[Onkelos Bar Kalonikus] called up Balaam from the dead. 

[Onkelos] asked: Who is honored in that world? [Balaam] replied: Israel. [Onkelos asked:] 

What about joining them? [Balaam] replied: (Deut. 23:7) "You shall not seek their peace or 

welfare all your days." [Onkelos] asked: What is your punishment? [Balaam answered]: In 

boiling semen. 

[Onkelos] called up Yeshu from the dead. [Onkelos] asked: Who is honored in that world? 

[Yeshu] replied: Israel. [Onkelos asked:] What about joining them? [Yeshu] replied: Seek 

their good. Do not seek their bad. Whoever touches them is as if he touched the pupil of his 

eye. [Onkelos] asked: What is your punishment? [Yeshu answered]: In boiling excrement. As 

the mast said: Whoever mocks the words of the sages is punished in boiling excrement." 

Here is the Jewish commentary for this passage: 

"Here we see a story of the famous convert Onkelos who, prior to converting, used black 

magic to bring up famous villains of history and ask them whether their wickedness saved 

them in the world to come. In both cases (there is a third case of Onkelos calling up Titus as 

well) the sinner is being terribly punished in the afterlife while Israel is being rewarded. 

Presumably, this helped convince Onkelos to convert to Judaism. 

As we have explained elsewhere, Yeshu is not Jesus of the New Testament. He is most likely 

a prominent sectarian of the early first century BCE who deviated from rabbinic tradition and 

created his own religion combining Hellenistic paganism with Judaism. While Yeshu may be 

the proto-Jesus some scholars point to as inspiring the early Christians, he is definitely not the 

man who was crucified in Jerusalem in the year 33 CE." [4] 

The "Yeshu" that is cursed in the Talmud could have been a Pagan God who the Jews stole 

from in order to later concoct the Christ myth. There are several parallels between the life of 

our Aryan God Dionysus [Satan] and the fictitious, counterfeit Jew, Jesus Christ. 

"Therefore, the Talmud is worthless as a non-Christian source demonstrating the historicity 

of the gospel tale and does not much add acceptable material for our quest to find out who 

Jesus was." [5] 

"In the story of Dionysus is to be found not only these various significant correspondences to 

biblical characters and the Christ myth, but also an apparent explanation of the tale of Jesus 

ben Pandira, Pandera or Panthera, who was supposed by many to represent the "historical 

Jesus." This Jesus or Joshua ben Pandira is found only in the Talmud. In the story of 

Dionysus or Bacchus, the god is reborn as one of twins suckled by a female panther, hence 

his title "son of a panther," the same as "ben Panthera" As the "God of Nysa," Dionysus came 

out of Egypt, and his moniker was IHE, or IES in Latin, hence, "Jesus ben Panthera" may 

have been a reference to Dionysus. "Jesus ben Pandira" is not the gospel Jesus. [6] 
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Conclusion: The Jews have stolen from our Aryan culture and corrupted the spiritual 

messages behind our Pagan teachings. Christianity is close to having completed its task of 

removing Pagan spiritual knowledge and replacing them with Jewish SCUM. With what little 

spiritual knowledge remains for those who are sensitive enough to find such knowledge, the 

Jews are NOT playing games. They want to enforce the Noahide Laws [Global Communism] 

and even kill the Gentiles who served the Jews well. Wake up people! 
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The Truth About Homosexuals In National Socialist 

Germany 

By High Priest Jake Carlson 

"It is commonplace to say that anti-gay prejudice is "a medieval Christian attitude." Although 

it is true that such prejudice was certainly expanded and cruelly enforced during the medieval 

Christian ethos, homophobia nevertheless began long before Christ or the Church Fathers, 

and is quite specifically Jewish or Hebrew." 

A History of Homophobia 

In addition to this, the origins of shame and condemnation of nudity and the human body is a 

product of the Jews. The Jews cannot create. They copy everything and then turn it around 

and make it into their own image, such as promoting race-mixing, homophobia, and 

circumcision, to name a few. There is NOTHING to be found in the ancient pre-Christian 

Pagan/Satanic world that condemns homosexuality. The nude body was also considered 

sacred, as was sex and sexuality. 

The Jewish Hoax of Christianity 

It is a well-known and documented fact that Hitler and many of the High-Ranking Nazis were 

deeply involved in the occult and were doing everything in their power to destroy 

Christianity. Any time that they sounded "Christian" was only when the Christian Churches 

were dominating and the Nazis had to keep their power by being diplomatic and pay lip-

service when they had no other choice. However, this isn't how it was going to remain. If 

Christians, including the "Positive Christianity" variety were to have still been around after 

the war, the Nazis would have liquidated them, as they would have outlived their use. This 

gives food for thought for those who suffer from "Christian Identity," which is another 

JEWISH movement and program of decay. 

Homosexuality has it's roots in Satanism/pre-Christian Paganism. It is also known that anti-

homosexuality is rooted in Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. What did Hitler personally have 

to say about Christianity? He said many things, but here is a quote that is harder to find: 

"I will crush Christianity under my boot like a poisonous toad." - Adolf Hitler 

Christian Action for Israel 

This statement speaks volumes in and of itself. As a matter of fact, the "liberals" and the 

Christian "Right" alike, who would even consider trying to paint Hitler as a Christian would 

have met their deaths after the end of World War II. Hitler was a truly dedicated Satanist, 

trying to restore Satanism, which has it's roots in pre-Christian Paganism. 

The "liberal Jews" who PRETEND (yes, pretend) to serve rights for homosexuals love to say 

that homosexuals were specifically singled out for special persecution by the Nazis. Many of 

the Zionist Jews will readily admit that the Nazis never singled out homosexuals for being 

homosexual. The "liberal Jews" and the Zionist Jews are actually friends and allies of each 

other, playing both sides against the middle, so that whichever side the "goyim" (non-Jews) 

are on, both sides have the human beings who they see as "cattle" under their thumbs. For 
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this sermon, the focus is on the "liberal" lies that state that the Nazis targeted homosexuals as 

a group or class for special or specific persecution. 

The truth is that it is very rare that an actual homosexual person was persecuted by the Nazis 

at all. The Jews love to show black and white photos of hundreds of men standing in line in 

labor camps, such as Buchenwald and Dachau. What the Jews leave out is that the "pink 

triangle" badge was given to all kinds of people- namely political opponents of the Third 

Reich and *all* manners of sex offenders. Sex offense, in the Nazis' eyes was not about 

homosexuality, but criminals, rapists, and child molesters. 

"Paragraph 175" was a law that was used against gays since 1871, which was 62 years before 

Hitler came to power. Despite the pressure from the Christian Churches, Hitler and Heinrich 

Himmler made changes to this law, taking out the word "unnatural," and they applied this law 

as an umbrella for all political as well as spiritual enemies of the Third Reich, such as 

Christians, communists, and all manners of criminals and those who were proven to have ties 

to International Jewry. 

The Truth Behind the Myth of Nazi Persecution of Homosexuals 

Magnus Hirschfeld was a prominent anti-Nazi Jewish homosexual and gay rights activist. 

Many homosexuals flocked to him. Hirschfeld, who ran the World League of Sexual Reform 

had over 130,000 members in Germany, alone. He had world-wide connections to 

communists, other Jews, and tons of enemies of the Third Reich. The homosexuals who 

*were* persecuted were the ones who sided with the communists and/or were suspected of 

having connections to International Jewry. Hence the well-known "pink lists," when in 1935, 

the Nazis made a crackdown on sex offenders and those who proved to have connections 

with the enemy. 

Why did the Nazis draw up "pink lists?" In 1935, a year after the death of the head of the SA 

(Storm Troopers), Ernst Rohm, who was an open homosexual with thousands of homosexuals 

in the SA, there was a group known as "Rohm's Avengers." "Rohm's Avengers" murdered 

155 of Heinrich Himmler's SS soldiers and placed a slip of paper onto each of the bodies that 

read "Rohm's Avenger." After this, homosexuals were looked at with a little more unease due 

to possible connections with the enemies of the Third Reich. Ernst Rohm had over 3 million 

soldiers and most of them were homosexuals, but Rohm proved to be a traitor. 

Why did Hitler have Ernst Röhm killed? 

It was proven to Hitler that Röhm was consorting with the enemy and that the French 

government had paid Röhm millions of francs to overthrow Hitler. On top of this, Röhm had 

made several smearing remarks towards Hitler. A couple of the statements included: 

"Adolf is a swine. He will give us all way. He only associates with reactionaries now. Adolf 

knows exactly what I want. Not a second edition of the old imperial army. Are we 

revolutionaries or aren't we? We've got to produce something new, don't you see? A new 

discipline. A new principle of organization. The generals are a lot of old fogies. - May, 1933. 

"If these bourgeois simpletons think that the national revolution has already lasted too long, 

for once we agree with them. It is in fact high time the national revolution stopped and 

became the National Socialist one. Whether they like it or not, we will continue our struggle - 

if they understand at last what it is about - with them; if they are unwilling - without them; 

and if necessary - against them. - June, 1933." 
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"Hitler can't walk over me as he might have done a year ago; I've seen to that. Don't forget 

that I have three million men, with every key position in the hands of my own people, Hitler 

knows that I have friends in the Reichswehr, you know! If Hitler is reasonable I shall settle 

the matter quietly; if he isn't I must be prepared to use force - not for my sake but for the sake 

of our revolution." - January, 1934. 

Everything2 Ernst Röhm 

Not only did Röhm have ties with the enemy, he and his men were planning a second 

revolution that would have ruined the Nazi Party. Röhm was executed in what is commonly 

known as "The Night of the Long Knives" or "Operation Hummingbird" at the end of June 

1934. 

After the Night of the Long Knives 

Even though Ernst Röhm and many of his men who happened to be homosexuals had ties to 

the enemy, homosexuals were never singled out for special persecution. However, under the 

direction of Heinrich Himmler, discretion was now the key for homosexuals. This wasn't any 

kind of punishment, but was for their own protection. Just because Hitler and Himmler were 

in the know, doesn`t mean that the general dim-bulb Christian populace which still permeated 

Germany wouldn`t still complain about homosexuals in the Reich. It was at this point that 

Himmler made public statements against homosexuality as lip-service to satisfy the 

Christians who were still needed for support. However, like what is stated above, these 

Christians would have died after the war, simply for not returning to their Pagan roots, which 

is the essence of Satanism. This is some more food for thought for the "Nazis" today who in 

any way identify with Christianity or so-called Christian "morality." 

Out of all sex offenders, and those who were proven guilty of having ties to International 

Jewry from 1933-1945, only 178,000 Germans were sentenced to prison or sent to labor 

camps such as Buchenwald or Dachau. This was only about 1 in 1,000 Germans. All of the 

homosexuals who were legitimate served the Reich from it's beginning to the very last days 

of the war. This was over 90% of the homosexual population of Germany, as the other 10% 

were traitors who had sided with Ernst Rohm or communists and/or Jews. 

After the War 

When the Allies "liberated" Germany, they kept the few gay men that they found in prison 

under confinement while they released all of the Jewish prisoners. The allies who liberated 

the Jews felt that homosexuals deserve to be in prison, which is the law for those who are 

homosexuals in communist and democratic countries. After the war, many homosexual Nazis 

met in secrecy or else they would be handed over to the Jews and communists. Communism 

has literally mass-murdered countless Gentiles and many homosexuals were murdered by the 

communists for no other reason than because these individuals were homosexuals. This 

punishment was handed down by "God" to the "righteous Jews" to carry out, as it is written 

in their Bible and Talmud. 

Hitler's Official Stance On Homosexuality 

One time, I was very confused because of conflicting information regarding Hitler's stance on 

homosexuality, especially with the Jewish lies that Himmler was really against it because of 

population issues. It was around that time that Hitler's spirit had contacted me and told me 

that he never had a problem with it. Since I was still a little bit confused, Satan pointed me to 

the following quote within days after Hitler's visit: 
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"I won't be a spoil sport to any of my men. If I demand the utmost of them, I must permit 

them to let off steam as they see fit, not as it suit's a lot of elderly church-hens. My lads are 

no angels… nor are they expected to be. I've no use for goody-goodies and League of Virtu-

ites." - Adolf Hitler 

This says it all. Hitler, Himmler, and other High-Ranking Nazis were too busy with the occult 

and relentlessly trying to destroy Christianity to be persecuting gays as a group of people. 

Homosexuality doesn't go against Nature, but it sure goes against Christianity and everything 

that Christianity and the other Jewish religions, such as Islam stand for. Christianity and 

company go against Nature and are a crime against humanity and reason. 

Right now, many gays are in a state of mind where some serious re-education is needed. So-

called "gay politics" have become Social Marxism. However, once gays are seen to be 

leaving the lying "liberal" Jewish elite and coming into their own, the inorganic democratic 

wing will no longer protect them. It is our duty as Gentiles and namely, the White race 

returning to our Satanic roots, to re-educate gays so that all of our people can stick together, 

spiritually, emotionally, and politically. When the time comes where there is no choice but 

our racial unity- if we can't stick together, it will be the kiss to the final eradication of our 

people, and the Jews, who are the cosmic enemies of Satan, will have triumphed. Persecution 

of homosexuality isn't Aryan. It is Jewish. 

 

**Sources: 

 

Adolf Hitler Research Society 

 

The Pink Swastika by Scott Lively and Kevin Abrams (Written by a Fundamentalist 

Christian and an Orthodox Jew- This book is full of delusion, but it contains some historical 

facts in-between the lines) 

 

Gnostic Liberation Front: Homosexuality & National Socialism  

(This related article is true in a lot of ways, but from a homosexual supremacist viewpoint 

and unfortunately, the author sympathized with Christianity in a couple sections) 
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2000 Years of Jewish Ritual Murder  

By High Priest Jake Carlson 

The Jews work very hard to keep Satanists/Pagans from being heard when speaking of the 

Jewish crimes against humanity. The most you'll usually find regarding the truth about the 

Jewish ritual murders are from Christians. In the Talmud and the Protocols of the Elders of 

Zion, the Jews have replaced the term Gentile (Pagan/Satanist, who's God is Satan) with 

"Christian" and "Christ." As High Priestess Maxine wrote in a sermon about how the Jews 

deceive, "Christian" is a code word for Pagan/Satanist. With this being said, the Jews are not 

blaspheming their beloved messiah Jesus of Nazareth (Ben Yahashua), but Satan who is the 

true God of the Gentiles. There are millions of other cases of Jewish ritual murder, but here is 

a comprehensive list that covers from the years before the common era to 1932. Satan 

demands that Gentiles see the Jews for the sick murdering pedophile, lying bastards that they 

really are. Those who read this and still don't have a problem with the Jewish race, have a 

death wish. 

"Human sacrifices are to-day still practised by the Jews of Eastern Europe.... as is set forth at 

length by the late Sir Richard Burton in the MS which the wealthy Jews of England have 

compassed heaven and earth to suppress, and evidenced by the ever-recurring Pogroms 

against which so senseless an outcry is made by those who live among those degenerate Jews 

who are at least not cannibals." - Aleister Crowley 

THE COMPILATION OF JEWISH RITUAL MURDERS FROM BCE UNTIL 1932 

The earliest of historians, Herodotus, informs us about the Hebrew cult of human sacrifice. 

He writes: "The Hebrews sacrificed humans to their God Moloch." (Herodotus, Vol. II, p. 45) 

The ritual murders that have been passed down through writings since before the current era 

until today are: 

169 B.C. -- "King Antiochus Epiphanes of Syria, during the plundering of the Temple of 

Jerusalem, found a Greek lying on a bed in a secret chamber. He begged the King to rescue 

him. When he began to beg, the attendants told him that a secret law commanded the Jews to 

sacrifice human beings at a certain time annually. They therefore searched for a stranger 

which they could get in their power. They fattened him, led him into the woods, sacrificed 

him, ate some of his flesh, drank some of his blood, and threw the remains of his body into a 

ditch." (Josephus, Jewish historian, Contra Apionem) 

418 A.D. -- Baronius reports the crucifixion of a boy by the Jews at Imm, between Aleppo 

and Antioch. 

419 A.D. -- In the Syrian district of Imnestar, between Chalcis and Antioch, the Jews tied a 

boy to a cross on a holiday and flogged him to death. (Socrat) 

425 A.D. -- Baronius reports the crucifixion of a boy. 
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614 A.D. -- After the conquest of Jerusalem, the Jews purchased, for a small amount of 

money, 90,000 prisoners from the Persian King Chosros II and murdered them all in the most 

disgusting ways. (Cluverius, Epitome his. p. 386) 

1071 A.D. -- Several Jews from Blois crucified a child during the Easter celebration, put his 

body into a sack and threw it into the Loire. Count Theobald had the guilty ones burned alive. 

(Robert of Mons, Mon. Germ. hist. Script VI 520) 

1144 A.D. -- In Norwich, during Passover, 12-year-old St. William was tied by the local 

Jews, hanged from a cross, and his blood drained from a wound in his side. The Jews hid the 

corpse in the nearby woods. They were surprised by a local citizen, Eilverdus, who was 

bribed with money to keep quiet. Despite this the crime still became notorious. (Acta sancta, 

III March, Vol., p. 590) 

1160 A.D. -- The Jews of Gloucester crucified a child (Mons Germ. hist. Script 520) 

1179 A.D. -- In Pontoise, on March 25th before Passover, the Jews butchered and drained St. 

Richard's body of blood. Due to this, the Jews were expelled from France. (Rob. of Turn., 

Rig.u.Guillel. Amor.) 

1181 A.D. -- In London, around Easter, near the church of St. Edmund, the Jews murdered a 

child by the name of Roertus. (Acta sanct, III March Vol., 591) 

1181 A.D. -- In Saragossa, the Jews murdered a child named Dominico. (Blanca Hispania 

illustrata, tom. III, p. 657) 

1191 A.D. -- The Jews of Braisme crucified a a Gentile who had accused them of robbery 

and murder, after they had previously dragged him through the town. Due to this King Philip 

Augustus, who had personally come to Braisme, burned eighty of them. (rigordus, Hist. 

Gall.) 

1220 A.D. -- In Weissenburg, in Alsace, on the 29th of June, the Jews murdered a boy, St. 

Heinrich. (Murer, Helvetia sancta.) 

1225 A.D. -- In Munich a woman, enticed by Jewish gold, stole a small child from her 

neighbor. The Jews drained the blood from the child. Caught in her second attempt, the 

criminal was handed over to the courts. (Meichelbeck, Hist. Bavariae II. 94) 

1235 A.D. -- the Jews committed the same crime on December 1st in Erfut. (Henri Desportes, 

Le mystere du sang, 66) 

1236 A.D. -- In Hagenau in Alsace, three boys from the region of Fulda were attacked by the 

Jews in a mill during the night and killed in order to obtain their blood. (Trithemius; 

Chronicle of Albert of Strassburg) 

1239 A.D. -- A general uprising in London because of a murder committed secretly by the 

Jews. (Matthew v. Paris, Grande Chron.) 
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1240 A.D. -- In Norwich the Jews circumcised a Gentile child and kept him hidden in the 

ghetto in order to crucify him later. After a long search, the father found his child and 

reported it to the Bishop Wilhelm of Rete. (Matthew v. Paris, op. cit. V. 39) 

1244 A.D. -- In St. Benedict's churchyard in London, the corpse of a boy was found which 

bore cuts and scratches and, in several places, Hebrew characters. He had been tortured and 

killed; and his blood had been drained. Baptized Jews, forced to interpret the Hebrew signs, 

found the name of the child's parents and read that the child had been sold to the Jews when it 

was very young. Distinguished Jews left the city in secret. 

1250 A.D. -- The Jews of Saragossa adopted the horrible dogma that everyone who deliverd a 

child for sacrifice would be freed from all taxes and debts. In June, 1250, Moses Albay-Huzet 

(Also called Albajucetto) delivered the 7-year-old Dominico del Val to the Jews for 

crucifixion. (Johan. a Lent, Schedias, hist. de pseudomes, judæorum, p. 33) 

1255 A.D. -- At Lincoln, in England, on Peter and Paul's Day, 8-year-old St. Hugh was stolen 

by the local Jews, hidden, and later crucified. The Jews beat him with rods for so long that he 

almost lost all his blood. (Acta santa 6 July 494) 

1257 A.D. --So that they could commit their annual sacrifice, the Jews of London butchered a 

child. (Cluvirius, epitome historiarum, p. 541. col I) 

1260 A.D. -- The Jews of Weissenburg killed a child (Annal. Colmariens)1261 A.D. --In 

Pforzheim a 7-year-old girl who had been delivered to the Jews, was laid on a linen cloth and 

stabbed on her limbs in order to soak the cloth with blood. Afterwards the corpse was thrown 

into the river. (Thomas, Cantipratanus, de ratione Vitæ.) 

1279 A.D. --The most respectable Jews of London crucified a child on April 2nd. (Florent de 

Worcester, Chron. 222) 

1279 A.D. -- The crucifixion of a child at Northampton after unheard-of tortures. (Henri 

Desportes Le mystere du sang, 67) 

1282 A.D. -- In Munich the Jews purchased a small boy and stabbed him all over his body. 

(Rader., Bavar. sancta I. Bd. p. 315) 

1283 A.D. -- A child was sold by his nurse to the Jews of Mainz , who killed it. (Baroerus ad 

annum No. 61. Annalen von Colmar) 

1286 A.D. -- In Munich the Jews martyred two boys. The wooden synagogue was encircled 

with fire and 180 Jews burnt to death. (Murer, Helvetia sancta.) 

1286 A.D. -- In April, at Oberwesel on the Rhine, 14-year-old St. Werner was slowly tortured 

to death by the Jews over a period of 3 days. (Act. sct. II. Bd. b. Apr. p. 697 bis 740.) 

1287 A.D. -- The Jews in Bern kidnapped St. Rudolf at the Passover, horribly tortured the 

child and finally slit his throat. (Hein, Murer, Helvetia sancta.) 
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1292 A.D. -- In Colmar, the Jews killed a boy. (Ann. Colm., II, 30) 

1293 A.D. -- In Krems, the Jews sacrificed a child. Two of the murderers were punished; the 

others saved themselves through the power of gold. (Monum. XI, 658) 

1294 A.D. --In Bern, the Jews murdered a child again. (Ann Colm., II, 32; Henri Desportes, 

Le mystere du sang, p. 70) 

1302 A.D. -- In Reneken the same crime. (Ann. Colm. II, 32) 

1303 A.D. -- At Weissensee in Thuringen the young student Conrad, the son of a soldier, was 

killed at Easter. His muscles were cut to pieces and his veins were opened in order to drain all 

his blood. 

1305 A.D. -- In Prague, around Easter, a Gentile, who was forced by poverty to work for the 

Jews, was nailed to a cross; while naked, he was beaten with rods and spat on in the face. 

(Tentzel) 

1320 A.D. -- In Puy, a choirboy of the local church was sacrificed. 

1321 A.D. --In Annecy a young priest was killed. The Jews were expelled from the town by a 

decree of King Phillip V. (Denis de Saint-Mart.) 

1331 A.D. -- At Uberlingen in present-day Baden the Jews threw the son of a citizen named 

Frey into a well. The incisions found later on the body proved that previous to this his blood 

had been drained. (Joh. Vitoduran, Chronik.) 

1338 A.D. - The Jews butchered a noble from Franconia in Munich. His brother prepared a 

veritable bloodbath for the Jews. (Henri Desport) 

1345 A.D. -- In Munich, the Jews opened the veins of a little boy Heinrich, and stabbed him 

more than 60 times. The church canonized Heinrich. (Rad. Bav. sct. II p. 333) 

1347 A.D. -- In Messina a child was crucified on Good Friday. (Henri Desport) 

1350 A.D. --The boy Johannes, a student of the monastic school of St. Sigbert in Cologne, 

drew his last breath after being stabbed by local Jews. (Acta sancta., aus den Kirchenakten v. 

Koln.) 

1380 A.D. -- At Hagenbach in Swabia several Jews were surprised while butchering a child. 

(Martin Crusius, Yearbook of Swabia, Part III, Book V) 

1401 A.D. --At Diessenhofen in Switzerland (near Schaffhausen), 4-year-old Conrad Lory 

was murdered. His blood was said to have been sold by the groom Johann Zahn for 3 florins 

to the Jew Michael Vitelman. (Acta sancta.) 

1407 A.D. --The Jews were expelled from Switzerland because of a similar crime in the same 

region. (ibid.) 
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1410 A.D. -- In Thuringia the Jews were driven out because of ritual murder that was 

discovered. (Boll. II, April 838. Baronius 31) 

1429 A.D. -- At Ravensburg in Wurttemberg, Ludwig van Bruck, a boy from Switzerland 

who was studying in the town and living among the Jews, was martyred by 3 Jews amid 

numerous tortures and sexual violations. This happened during a big Jewish festival 

(Passover) between Easter and Whitsun. (Baron. 31, Acta sancta. III. Bd. des April p. 978) 

1440 A.D. -- A Jewish doctor in Pavia, Simon of Ancona, beheaded a four- year-old child 

which was stolen and brought to him by a degenerate Gentile. The crime became notorious 

when a dog jumped out of a window into the street with the child's head. The murderer 

escaped. (Alphonsus Spina, de bello Judæorum lib. III. confid. 7.) 

1452 A.D. -- In Savona, several Jews killed a 2-year-old child. They pierced his whole body 

and collected the blood in the vessel they used for the circumcision of their children. The 

Jews dripped small pieces of sliced fruit into the blood and enjoyed a meal of them. 

(Alphonsus Spina, de bello Judæorum lib. III, confid. 7.) 

1453 A.D. -- In Breslau, the Jews stole a child, fattened him and put him in a barrel lined 

with nails, which they rolled back and forth in order to draw the child's blood. (Henri 

Desportes, Le mystere du sang, 75) 

1454 A.D. -- On the estates of Louis of Almanza in Castile, two Jews killed a boy. They tore 

out his heart and burned it; threw the ashes into wine which they drank with their co-

religionists. By spending considerable sums they succeeded in delaying the trial, since two of 

the three lawyers were of Jewish descent. Thereafter the Jews were banished from Spain. 

(Alphonsus Spina, de bello Judæorum) 

1462 A.D. -- In a birchwood at Rinn near Innsbruck the boy Andreas Oxner was sold to the 

Jews and sacrificed. The church canonized him. A chapel called "Zum Judenstein" ('To the 

Jews' Rock') was built. (Acta sancta., III. July Vol I. 472) 

1468 A.D. -- At Sepulveda, in Old Castile, the Jews crucified a woman on Good Friday upon 

the order of the Rabbi Solomon Pecho. (Did. de Colm. Gesch. v. Seg.) 

1470 A.D. --In Baden the Jews were convicted of the murder of a child. (Tho. Patr. Barbar.) 

1475 A.D. -- In Trent on March 23rd (Maundy Thursday) before Passover, the Jews 

sacrificed a 29-month-old baby, St. Simon. 

1476 A.D. -- The Jews in Regensburg murdered six children. The judge, in the underground 

vault of a Jew named Josfol, found the remains of the murdered victims as well as a stone 

bowl speckled with blood on a kind of altar. (Raderus Bavaria sancta Band III, 174) 

1480 A.D. -- In Treviso, a crime similar to the one in Trent was committed: the murder of the 

canonized Sebastiano of Porto-Buffole from Bergamo. The Jews drained his blood. (H. 

Desportes, Le mystere du sang 80) 
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1480 A.D. -- At Motta in Venice the Jews killed a child at Easter. (Acta sancta I. Bd d. April 

3) 

1485 A.D. -- In Vecenza, the Jews butchered St. Laurentius. (Pope Benedict XIV Bull. 

Beatus Andreas) 

1490 A.D. -- At Guardia, near Toledo, the Jews crucified a child. (Acta sancta I. Bd. d. April 

3) 

1494 A.D. -- At Tyrnau in Hungary, 12 Jews seized a boy, opened his veins, and carefully 

collected his blood. They drank some of it and preserved the rest for their co-religionists. 

(Banfin Fasti, ungar. br. III. Dec. 5) 

1503 A.D. -- In Langendenzlingen a father handed his 4-year-old child over to two Jews from 

Waldkirchen in Baden for 10 florins under the condition that he would be returned alive after 

a small amount of blood had been drained. However, they drained so much blood from the 

child that it died. (Acta sancta. II Bd. des April p. 839: Dr. Joh. Eck, Judebbuchlien) 

1505 A.D. -- A crime, similar to the one in Langendenzlingen in 1503, was attempted at 

Budweis in Bohemia. (Henri Desportes, Le mystere du sang. 81) 

1509 A.D -- Several Jews... murdered several children. (Cluverius, Epitome hist. etc. p. 579) 

1509 A.D. --The Jews in Bosingen (Hungary) kidnapped the child of a wheelwright, dragged 

him to the cellar, tortured him horribly, opened all his veins and sucked out the blood with 

quills. Afterwards they threw his body in a hedge, which the Jews admitted after repeated 

denials. (Ziegler Schonplatz p. 588, col. 1,2) 

1510 A.D. -- In Berlin, the Jews Salomon, Jacob, Aaron, Levi Isaac, Rabbi Mosch and the 

butcher Jacob were accused of buying a three- or four-year-old boy for 10 florins from a 

stranger, laying him on a table in a cellar, and puncturing him with needles in the large blood-

rich veins until he was finally slaughtered by the butcher Jacob. An enormous trial began, and 

eventually a hundred Jews were locked in the Berlin prison. They partially admitted to having 

bought children from strangers, stabbing them, draining their blood, and drinking the blood in 

case of illness or preserving it with tomatoes, ginger, and honey. No fewer than 41 of the 

accused Jews were sentenced to death-by-burning after their confession. All the other Jews 

were banished from the Mark of Brandenburg. (Richard Mun: 'The Jews in Berlin') 

1520 A.D. -- The Jews in Hungary repeated the crime of 1494 by murdering a child in 

Tyrnau and Biring, and draining its blood. (Acta sancta II. Bd. d. April p. 839) 

1525 A.D. -- A ritual murder in Budapest caused a widespread anti-Semitic movement 

among the population. In this year the Jews were expelled from Hungary (Henry Desportes, 

Le mystere du sang 81) 

1540 A.D. -- At Sappenfeld in Bavaria, 4-year-old michael Pisenharter was kidnapped from 

his father before Easter and taken to Titting (North of Ingolstadt), where he suffered the most 

horrible tortures for three days, his veins were opened and his blood drained. The corpse 
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showed signs of a crucifixion. The blood was found in Posingen. (Raderus, Bavaria sancta. 

III. Bd. 176f) 

1547 A.D. -- At Rava in Poland 2 Jews stole a tailor's boy named Michael and crucified him. 

(Acta sancta II. Bd. April p. 839) 

1569 A.D. --In Vitov (Poland) Johann, the 2-year-old son of the widow Kozmianina, was 

savagely murdered by Jacob, a Jew of Leipzig. (Acta sancta ebenda.) 

1571 A.D. -- M.A. Bradaginus was butchered by the Jews. (Seb. Munster, Cosmographia) 

1571 A.D. -- Joachim II, Elector of Brandenburg, was poisoned by a Jew with whom he had a 

trusting association. (Scheidanus X. Buch. seiner Hist. pag. 60) 

1573 A.D. -- In Berlin a child who had been purchased from a beggar was tortured to death 

by a Jew. (Sartorious p. 53) 

1574 A.D. -- At Punia in Latvia, the Jew Joachim Smierlowitz killed a 7- year-old girl called 

Elizabeth shortly before Passover... At about this time a boy in Zglobice was stolen and taken 

to Tarnow, where another boy was found in the hands of the Jews under suspicious 

circumstances: both were freed in time. (Act. sancta II. Bd. d. April p. 839) 

1575 A.D. --The Jews killed a child, Michael of Jacobi. (Desportes) 1586 A.D. --In a series 

of cases children were snatched away from their parents and killed; by breaking down these 

crimes, Rupert traced them back to the Jews. (Brouver Trier'schen Ann. v. J. 1856) 

1592 A.D. -- At Wilna, a 7-year-old boy, Simon, was horribly tortured to death by the Jews. 

More than 170 wounds, made by knives and scissors, were found on his body, besides the 

numerous cuts under his finger- and toe-nails. (Acta sancta III. Bd. des Juli) 

1595 A.D. -- At Costyn in Posen a child was tortured to death by the Jews. (Acta sancta 389) 

1597 A.D. -- In Szydlov the blood of a child was used in the consecration of a new 

synagogue. They eyelids, neck, veins, limbs, and even the sexual organs of the child showed 

countless punctures. (Acta sancta, II Bd. des April) 

1598 A.D. -- In the village of Wodznick, in the Polish province of Podolia, the 4-year-old... 

son of a farmer was stolen by two young Jews and butchered four days before the Jewish 

Passover by the most horrible tortures in which the most respected Jews of the community 

took part. (Acta sancta, II Band des April 835) 

1650 A.D. -- At Kaaden in Steiermark, 5½-year-old Mathias Tillich was butchered by a Jew 

on March 11th. (Tentzel) 

1655 A.D. -- At Tunguch in Lower Germany the Jews murdered a child for their Easter 

celebration. (Tentzel, monatl. Unterred. v. Juli 1693 p. 553) 

1665 A.D. --In Vienna the Jews butchered a woman on the 12th of May in the most dreadful 

way. The corpse was found in a pond in a sack weighted with stones. It was completely 
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covered with wounds, decapitated and the legs were cut off below the knees. (H.A. von 

Ziegler, Tagl. Schaupl. p. 553) 

1669 A.D. -- On the way from Metz to Boulay, near the village of Glatigny, on Sept. 22nd, a 

3-year-old child was stolen from his mother by the Jew Raphael Levy. He was horribly 

butchered. His body was found viciously mutilated. The murderer was burned alive on Jan. 

17th in 1670. (Abrege du proces fait aux Juifs de Metz, ebd. 1670) 

1675 A.D. -- At Miess in Bohemia a 4-year-old child was murdered by the Jews on March 

12th. (Acta sancta II. Bd. des April) 

1684 A.D. -- In the village of Grodno, Minsk government in Russia, the Jew Schulka stole 

the 6-year-old boy Gabriel and carried him to Bialystock where, in the presence of several 

Jews, he was tortured to death and his blood drained. (Records of the magistrate at Zabludvo) 

1753 A.D. -- On Good Friday, the 20th of April, in a village near Kiev (Russia), the 3½-year-

old son of the nobleman Studzinski was kidnapped by the Jews, hidden in a tavern until the 

end of the Sabbath, and then monstrously sacrificed with the help of the Rabbi Schmaja. The 

blood was poured into several bottles. (Criminal Register of the City Court of Kiev) 

1764 A.D. --The 10-year-old son of Johann Balla, who had disappeared on the 19th of June 

from Orkul (Hungary), was found in a neighboring wood covered with many wounds. (Tisza-

Eslar, von einem ungarischen Ubgeordneten 108) 

1791 A.D. -- On the 21st of February, the corpse of 13-year-old Andreas Takals, who lived 

with a Jew named Abraham, was found outside a village near Tasnad (Siebenburgen). The 

blood had been drained from him by severing his jugular vein. (Ger.-Akt i.d. Archiv. v. 

Zilah.) 

1791 A.D. -- At the same time two blood murders were reported at Holleschau (Moravia) and 

at Woplawicz in the District of Duplin. (Tisza-Eslar, v.e. ungar. Abgeord.) 

1791 A.D. -- During the reign of Sultan Selim III, the Jews in Pera killed a young Greek by 

hanging him from a tree by his legs. (Henri Desportes) 

1803 A.D. -- On March 10th, the 72-year-old Jew Hirsch from Sugenheim seized a 2-year-

old child between Ullstadt and Lengenfeld in Buchof near Nuremberg. Several days later the 

Jew denied having been in Buchhof at all on March 10th. The father of the child, who wanted 

to prove the contrary with witnesses, was rebuffed in court with threats and insults. On the 

12th day the child was found dead, his tongue sliced and his mouth full of blood. The Jews 

besieged the district governor of Newstadt at that time until the matter turned out to their 

satisfaction. The father was forced under threats to sign a protocol, to which it attested that 

the child, still warm when he was found, had frozen to death. (Friedr. Oertel, "Was glauben 

die Juden?" Bamberg, 1823) 
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1804 A.D. -- In Grafenberg near Nuremberg a 2 to 3-year-old boy was kidnapped by an old 

Jew from Ermreuth by the name of Bausoh. Soldiers hurried to prevent the crime after 

hearing the child's scream. (Dr. J. W. Chillany) 

1810 A.D. -- Among the records of the Damascus trial a letter exists from John Barker, ex-

consul of Aleppo, which speaks of a poor person who suddenly disappeared from Aleppo. 

The Hebrew Raphael of Ancona was charged with having butchered her and draining all of 

her blood. (A. Laurent. Affaires de Syrie) 

1812 A.D. --On the island Corfu in October three Jews who had strangled a child were 

condemned to death. Some time later, the child of a Greek, called Riga, was stolen and killed 

by the Jews. (Achille Laurent, Affaires de Syrie) 

1817 A.D. -- The Indictment of the murder committed in this year against the little girl 

Marianna Adamoviez, was quashed due to a lapse of time. 

1823 A.D. -- On the 22nd of April, at Velisch in the Russian government of Vitebsk, the 3½- 

year-old son of the invalid Jemelian Ivanov was stolen, tortured to death, and his blood 

drained. Despite a great deal of statements by witnesses charging the Jews, the trial was 

suddenly stopped. (Pavlikovsky, ebenda.) 

1824 A.D. -- In Beirut the interpreter Fatch-allah-Seyegh was murdered by his Jewish 

landlord, as the investigation established, for ritual purposes. 

1826 A.D. -- In Warsaw a murdered 5-year-old boy was found whose body had more than a 

hundred wounds showing that his blood had been drained. The whole of Warsaw was in a 

state of insurrection; everywhere the Jews protested their innocence without having been 

accused. The depositions made to the courts, together with the medical evidence, were 

removed from the documents. (Pavlikovski, wie oben p. 282) 

1827 A.D. -- At Vilna in Russia the stabbed corpse of a farmer's child, Ossib Petrovicz, was 

found. According to the testimony of the 16-year-old shepherd Zulovski, he was kidnapped 

by the Jews. (Nach einer Mitteilung des gouvernement Vilna.) 

1829 A.D. -- In Turin the wife of the merchant Antoine Gervalon was kidnapped from her 

husband. In the cellar she was prepared for her sacrifice by two rabbis. With her last bit of 

strength she answered her husband who was going through the Jewish quarter with several 

soldiers, calling her name aloud. Thus, she was freed. However, the Jews managed to hush up 

the incident with money. (Auszug aus einem Briefe des Barons von Kalte ) 

1831 A.D. -- Killing of the daughter of a corporal of the Guard in St. Petersburg. Four judges 

recognized it as a blood murder, while a fifth doubted it. (Desportes) 

1834 A.D. -- According to the Testimony of Jewess Ben Nound who converted to 

Christianity, an old Gentile man in Tripoli was tied up by 4 or 5 Jews and hanged from an 

orange tree by his toes. At the moment when the old man was close to death the Jews cut his 
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throat with a butcher knife and let the body hang until all the blood had been collected into a 

bowl. (Henri Desportes, Le mystere du sang. 91) 

1839 A.D. -- On the Island of Rhodes, and 8-year-old merchant's boy, who was delivering 

eggs to some Jews, did not return. Jewish money power took effect, and the court 

proceedings were delayed and finally suppressed. (Henri Desportes, Le mystere du sang. 92) 

1839 A.D. -- In Damascus the customs office discovered a Jew carrying a bottle of blood. 

The Jew offered 10,000 piastres in order to hush up the affair. (cf. Prozess bei A. Laurent, op. 

cit. S. 301) 

1843 A.D. -- Murders of Gentile children by the Jews on Rhodes, Corfu and elsewhere. 

(Famont L'Egypte sous Mehemet Ali, Paris, 1843) 

1875 A.D. -- At Zboro, in the county of Saros in Hungary, several Jews attacked the 16-year-

old servant girl Anna Zampa in the house of her master, Horowitz. The knife was already 

raised above her when a coachman accidentally intervened, thus saving her. The court 

President, Bartholomaus Winkler, who was in debt to the Jews, was afraid to bring the 

criminals to justice. 

1877 A.D. -- In the village of Szalaacs, in the country of Bihar (Hungary), Josef Klee's 6-

year-old niece, Theresia Szaabo, and his 9-year-old nephew, Peter Szaabo, were murdered by 

the Jews. However, a Jewish doctor held the inquest, who declared the children were not 

murdered, thus ending the affair. (M. Onody, ebenda.) 

1879 A.D. -- In Budapest, before the Purim feast, a young servant girl in the Jewish Quarter 

was put to sleep with a drink. 24 hours after the feast, she woke up so weak she could hardly 

walk. On her right forearm, her left thigh, and her body below the navel she discovered red 

circular wounds like spots of blood, with small openings in the center. Blood had been 

drained from her. (M. Onody, ebenda.) 

1879 A.D. -- At Kutais in the Caucasus, 4 Jewish image sellers killed a 6- year-old girl. 

Between her fingers had been cut with a knife; on her legs, a little above the calf, horizontal 

incisions had been made, and there was not one drop of blood in her veins. With the aid of 

the powerful Jews of Russia the guilty ones escaped punishment. (Univers.) 

1881 A.D. --At Kaschau in Hungary the daughter of a certain Josef Koczis disappeared. Two 

weeks later the body was found in a well completely emptied of blood. (M. Onody, Tisza-

Eszlar) 

1881 A.D. -- In Steinamanger the 8-year-old granddaughter of a coachman who worked for 

the Jews disappeared. (M. Onody, evenda.) 

1881 A.D. -- In Alexandria the Jews again killed a Gentile child called Evangelio Fornoraki. 

The parents of the strangled child, discovered on the sea- shore, allowed a post-mortem 

examination which lasted several days and was the cause of riots against the Jews. The 
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Baruch family, prime suspects in the murder, were arrested, but later released. (Civita 

cattolica, von des. 1881) 

1881 A.D. -- In the Galician town of Lutscha, the Polish maid servant Franziska Muich, who 

worked for the Jewish tavern-keeper Moses Ritter, and had been raped by him, was murdered 

by Moses and his wife, Gittel Ritter, according to the testimony of the farmer Mariell 

Stochlinski. (Otto Glogau, der Kulturk. Heft. 128. 15. Febr. 1886) 

1882 A.D. -- At Tisza-Eszlar, shortly before the Jewish Passover, the 14- year-old girl Esther 

Solymosi disappeared. Since the girl was last seen nearby the synagogue, suspicion was 

directed immediately on the Jews. The two sons of the temple-servant Josef Scharf, 5-year-

old Samuel and the 14-year- old Moritz, accused their father and stated that Esther was led 

into the Temple and butchered there. The corpse of the girl was never found. 

1882 A.D. -- A short time later another very similar case transpired in Galata. Serious, a 

distinguished lawyer of the Greek community, sent a petition to the representatives of all the 

European powers at Constantinople so that justice might be done: but the Jews bribed the 

Turkish police, who allowed certain documents in the case to disappear. Bribed doctors 

declared the mother of the kidnapped and murdered child to be mentally deranged. 

1883 A.D. -- Once more a ritual murder occurred in Galata. The police, bribed with Jewish 

money, prevented an investigation. The newspaper Der Stamboul, which strongly spoke out 

against the guilty ones, was suppressed. This suppression cost the Jews 140,000 francs. 

1884 A.D. -- At Sturz (West Prussia) the dismembered body of 14-year-old Onophrius 

Cybulla was found one January morning under a bridge. According to the doctor's opinion, 

the dismemberments showed great expertise and dexterity in the use of the knife. Although 

the murdered boy had been strong and plethoric, the dead body was completely bloodless. 

Immediately suspicion fell on various Jews, and during the investigation some very 

troublesome facts emerged. These, however, were not considered sufficient and the arrested 

Jews were released. (Otto Glagau, der Kulturki, Heft 119. 15. Mai 1885) 

1885 A.D. -- At Mit-Kamar in Egypt a young Copt was butchered for the Easter celebrations. 

1888 A.D. -- At Breslau in July, a crime was committed by Max Bernstein, a 24-year-old 

Rabbinical candidate at the Talmudic college, against a 7-year-old boy, Severin Hacke, 

whom Bernstein had enticed into his room. Bernstein withdrew blood from the boy's sex 

organ. After the judge's verdict Bernstein confessed: "The Bible and the Talmud teach that 

the gravest of sins can only be atoned for through innocent blood." Therefore, he had 

withdrawn blood from the boy. The Jews recognized the danger and declared Bernstein to be 

a 'religious maniac.' 

1891 A.D. -- Murder of a boy at Xanten, on the Rhine. The 5-year-old robust boy of the 

cabinet-maker, Hegemann, was found in the evening at 6 o'clock on June 29th, by the maid 

Dora Moll, in the cow shed of the town councilor Kuppers, with his legs spread apart, laying 

on his side with a circular formed ritual cut, carried out by a skilled hand, and bled white. The 
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boy was already missed at 10:30 in the morning. He was seen by 3 witnesses being pulled 

into the house of the Jewish butcher Buschoff. 

1899 A.D. -- On March 26th the single 19-year-old seamstress, Agnes Kurza, was 

slaughtered by the hand of the Jewish butcher Leopold Hilsner. The corpse was found 

bloodless. The murderer was sentenced to death by the court of Kuttenberg. 

1900 A.D. -- At Konitz (West Prussia) on the 11th of March 1900, the 18- year-old college 

freshman, Ernst Winter, was bestially murdered. Two days later pieces of his dismembered 

body were fished out of the Monschsee; almost five days later, on April 15th, the first Easter 

holy day, his head was found by children playing in the bushes. The corpse was completely 

bloodless. Winter was ritually murdered. The murder was carried out in the cellar of the 

Jewish Butcher, Moritz Levi, after the victim had been lured there by a young Jewess. On the 

day of the murder, a large number of foreign Jews were in Konitz who departed the next day 

without any plausible reason being given for their visit. Among them were the butchers 

Haller from Tuchel, Hamburger from Schlochau, Eisenstedt from Prechlau and Rosenbaum 

from Ezersk. The Konitz butcher Heimann disappeared shortly after the murder. 

1911 A.D. -- The 13-year-old schoolboy, Andrei Youshchinsky was murdered in Kiev on 

March 12th. After eight days, his corpse was found in a brickyard completely slashed to 

pieces and bloodless. Suspicion fell on the Jewish manager of the brickyard, Mendel Beiliss. 

The case did not come to trial until two and a half years later (Sept. 29th to Oct. 28th, 1913). 

In the intervening period numerous attempts were made to lead the investigating officers on 

to the wrong track. Meanwhile a large number of incriminating witnesses suffered sudden 

and unnatural deaths; false accusations and confessions followed one after another due to 

huge money bribes. Behind the accused lurking in the shadows, was the figure of Faivel 

Schneerson of the Lubavitchers, leader of the 'Zadiks' ('Saints') of the Chassidim sect, who 

was the spiritual director of the murder. The trial ended with the release of Beiliss, but at the 

same time the court established that the murder had taken place inside the Jewish brickyard, 

which was the religious center of the Kiev Jews, for the purpose of obtaining blood. Almost 

all the prosecutors, witnesses, and authorities who had spoken out against Judaism, later fell 

victim to the Bolshevik Terror. (Ausfuhrliche Darstellungen des Prozeßes enthalten 'Hammer' 

Nr. 271, 273, 274, 275; Oktober bis Dezember 1913) 

1926 A.D. -- The bodily remains of the children Hans and Erika Fehse were found in a parcel 

on the public square in Breslau. The children had been butchered. The corpses were 

bloodless. The genitals were missing. The Jewish butcher was believed the culprit. He 

disappeared without a trace. 

1928 A.D. -- The college sophomore Helmut Daube was butchered on the night of the 22nd-

23rd of March, 1928. In the morning, the blood-drained corpse lay in front of his parents 

home. (cf. 'Der Sturmer') 

1929 A.D. -- The murder at Manau. The boy Karl Kessler was found butchered and bloodless 

on March 17th, 1929, several days before Passover. (cf. 'Der Sturmer') 
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1932 A.D.-- Martha Kaspar was butchered and dismembered at Paderhorn on March 18th, 

1932. The pieces of the corpse were drained of blood. The Jew, Moritz Meyer, was convicted 

and received 15 years in prison. (cf. 'Der Sturmer') 

"These are 131 ritual murders which are known and have been passed down to posterity in 

writing. [LSN: There are actually some others, particularly in the ancient period, which are 

not listed here.] How many have occurred and nobody today knows about them! How many 

thousands, yes, perhaps HUNDREDS of THOUSANDS have remained undiscovered! To 

torture young, innocent human beings, to kill and drink their blood, this is the greatest and 

most terrible aspect of all the crimes which International Jewry has taken upon itself!" 

This information came from a source that had a xian bias to it, but the fact that the majority of 

the earth's population haven't figured out yet is that Jewish and the sister title "Christian" are 

none but the same. "Christian" is actually a title that Jews give to the dupes who have fallen 

under the spell of that Jewish "religion" called Christianity. 
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Homosexuality and Christianity 

By High Priest Jake Carlson 

Due to the Ubiquitous Nazarene who likes to change with the times to fit into any political or 

religious agenda, this article is mainly addressed to "Gay Christians." I'm not here to tell you 

whether you can be gay and a Christian simultaneously, because you do not get to choose 

whether you're gay or not; either you are or you aren't. On the other hand, however, you do 

get to choose whether you want to follow such a suicidal program as Christianity or not. One 

thing that a "Gay Christian" needs to get into their head is that everything related to 

Christianity is Jewish. The alleged founder of Christianity "Jesus" would have been a Jew if 

that Jewish piece of shit had existed. Most of us with intelligence know that "Jesus" isn't an 

historical person. However, the true founder of Christianity was 100% Jewish, and that 

founder is Paul of Tarsus. The bible is Jewish. The Koran is Jewish. The Book of Mormon is 

Jewish. The "Civil Rights" movement is Jewish. The root of all of these Jewish programs are 

the Jewish people and their law book which is not only the Torah, but their Talmud, which 

the bible echoes in a lot of ways. Think of the Christian (Jewish) bible as the illustrated 

Talmud that speaks much more on a subliminal level than the Talmud which 99% of it is kept 

secret from us "goy." 

Gentile homosexuals who prefer the civil rights movement, blind equality, or the brotherly 

love or "love conquers hate" special interest groups, seem to have something in common and 

that commonality is Christianity/Communism. A homosexual may have been hurt by 

Christianity over and over again, but once accepting the fact of being gay, some would prefer 

to hold on to "Jesus" (rather than moving on) by attempting to "reinterpret scripture" and 

mold Christianity into a cuddly "Jesus never turned anyone away for being different" sham. 

Despite the hateful fundamental Christians, Christianity is all the same. A liberal Christian is 

equally Christian as a die-hard fundamental Christian and vice versa. There's a Ubiquitous 

Nazarene at every turn. A "Jesus" that hates gays and loves to watch gays get the shit kicked 

out of them or worse, and still at the same time, but from another angle, that very same 

"Jesus" supposedly loves everyone equally. One of the most popular quotes from "Gay 

Christians" is that "Jesus was silent about homosexuality." If you read on, you will see that at 

least indirectly, "Jesus" hated gays just like his dad. Paul of Tarsus, on the other hand, tells 

the Christian flat out how he feels about homosexuality. Now let's take a look at some of the 

quotes that are used against gays and how Christianity is a sham that will never bring any 

Gentile homosexual permanent relief and liberation from homosexual oppression. I am 

adding a brief explanation from a Satanic standpoint for these verses. 

Genesis 1: 27 - 28  

"So God created man in his own image, in the image of God created he him; male and female 

created he them. And God blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful and multiply...." 

This is one scripture that Christians use in their "God made Adam and Eve, not Adam and 

Steve" bullshit argument. This is also used against gays because homosexual intercourse 
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doesn't provide physical offspring. The "be fruitful and multiply and replenish the earth" was 

stolen from the Epic of Gilgamesh, but the ancient Babylonians didn't have any anti-

homosexual views. They weren't Christians. 

There is a spiritual truth to the male and female as well as the "be fruitful and multiply." First 

of all, Satan is our Creator God and he gave us a soul. Satan divided our souls into male and 

female. The male and female principles meet at the heart chakra where the "male and female" 

parts of the soul meet as one. It doesn't take heterosexual intercourse for this to happen unless 

you want to have children. 

The spiritual truth to the "be fruitful and multiply" and how this can apply to gays is in the 

Magnum Opus. This information comes from the serpent teachings of Egypt and India and 

this involves uniting the male and female polarities through spiritual alchemy. When the male 

and female aspects of the soul meet, the male and female solar and lunar, or spirit and matter, 

produce *internal* offspring, so to speak. This purifies every aspect of the soul and perfects 

the different metals/chakras. The "child(ren)" that are born internally/astrally can also have 

effects on the outside world even though with gay sex, physical offspring are not produced. 

I am in no way advocating the idiotic Judeo-Christian practices of Aleister Crowley, but he 

did have a few ideas that were inspired by Demons such as techniques for Tantric Yoga. Here 

is a quote about one of Crowley's truer ideas:  

"Crowley also came to believe that the power of heterosexuality lay in reproduction, whereas 

the power of homosexuality lay in the shamanic experiences of transformation and 

death/rebirth. Related to this, he viewed heterosexual relations as extending outward (as to 

children) and homosexual relations as creating a circuit or loop of magical energy or power. 

Crowley continued to experiment with homosexual magic, as he did with heterosexual magic, 

for the remainder of his life." - Cassell's Encyclopedia Of Queer Myth, Symbol and Spirit 

In Kundalini Yoga... "The centres, or Chakras, of the human body are described to be 

vortices of "etheric" matter into which rush from the "astral" world, and at right angles to the 

plane of the whirling disc, the sevenfold force of the Logos bringing "divine life" into the 

physical body. Though all these seven forces operate on all the centres, in each of them one 

form of the force is greatly predominant. These inrushing forces are alleged to set up on the 

surface of the "etheric double" secondary forces at right angles. The number of these 

radiations of the primal force is said to determine the number of "petals"... which the "Lotus" 

or vortex exhibits. The secondary force rushing round the vortex produces... the appearance 

of the petals of a flower..." - Serpent Power by Arthur Avalon 

As you can see, the human soul contains many "loops" and "circuits" or pathways called 

nadis which in turn can purify and amplify the aspects of the chakras, causing "full bloom," 

so to speak. Homosexual sex works just as well as heterosexual sex, because sexual energy 

taps into the Kundalini power. "Logos" means "word" and in the Satanic Kabballah, "In the 

beginning was the word" (which the Jews stole from the Egyptian God Ptah aka Satan) means 

creation through sound. You activate your energy centers through vibrations of words and 
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syllables. You can do the same when you want to create something on the astral plane and 

have it manifest on the physical plane. 

Another place that can support the internal *SYMBOLIC* truth to "be fruitful and multiply" 

for gays and straights who either choose not to have children or cannot for whatever reason, 

is Hatha Yoga: 

"Hatha Yoga became one of India's foremost paths for polarity union and raising Serpent 

Fire. The Sanskrit word Hatha implies this union. Ha denotes "Sun" or the male principle, 

and Tha denotes "Moon" or the female principle. Together Ha-Tha means Sun-Moon, male-

female, or Spirit-matter and denotes their alchemical union WITHIN THE HUMAN BODY 

[emphasis, mine]. 

A student of Hatha Yoga employed numerous techniques to catalyze the union of opposites 

within the body. The union was effected through the regimen which included... the 

disciplines of alchemy, asanas, and pranayama techniques performed in conjunction with 

three Bandhas or body locks, Jalandara Bandha, a neck lock, and Mulabandha, a perineum 

lock, assisted... in holding prana in the abdomen and thus creating a "spark" of 

"androgynous" fire. This spark was then pushed to the base of the spine by Uddyana Bandha, 

a stomach lock, where it sympathetically ignited the dormant Kundalini fire and opened the 

"door" of the Sushumna, the central nadi running up the middle of the spine. 

When the door of the Sushumna was opened, the prana flowing within the polar opposite 

nadis, the Ida and Pingala, would be withdrawn from these divergent channels and made to 

move into the central nadi. Its upward movement, along with the fiery Kundalini, would then 

PRECIPITATE [emphasis, mine] the union of all polarities in the body as well as the opening 

of the six lower energy centers or chakras, the most important of which was the 

"androgynous" Heart Chakra." - The Return of the Serpents of Wisdom by Mark Amaru 

Pinkham 

I'm sure that by now, it would take an idiot to look down on homosexuals for not procreating 

whether this is how a Christian feels or even someone who doesn't identify with the Christian 

program. It should also be obvious that homosexual sex or non-procreative heterosexual sex, 

as well as masturbation can all "be fruitful and multiply" astrally and internally through 

Alchemy and spiritual disciplines if the intent and focus are directed properly. 

"The ambrosia is the nectarlike reproductive secretion which, at the highest point of ecstasy, 

pours into the brain with such an intensely pleasurable sensation that even the sexual orgasm 

pales into insignificance before it. This unbelievably rapturous sensation - pervading the 

whole of the spinal cord, the organs of generation and the brain - is nature's incentive to the 

effort directed at self-transcendence, as the orgasm is the incentive to the reproductive act." - 

Gopi Krishna 

Genesis 13: 13 and Genesis 19  

"But the men of Sodom were wicked and sinners before the LORD exceedingly." 
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These verses have to go into a separate sermon because of the length of this article. In short, 

the Babylonian parallel event had nothing to do with homosexuality. Their was a nuclear war 

between the gods, and the humans who sided with the gods that the enemy was pissed at, 

were scorched. "Sodom" literally means "scorched." This parallels Amos 4: 11, which reads: 

"I have overthrown some of you, as God overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah, and ye were as a 

firebrand plucked out of the burning..." This verse made it politically correct for anti-

homosexualists to call gays "faggots," although even the term "faggot" had nothing to do with 

homosexuals, either. Look at what Christianity has done. 

Genesis 38: 9 - 10  

"And Onan knew that the seed should not be his; and it came to pass, when he went in unto 

his brother's wife, that he spilled it on the ground, lest that he should give seed to his brother. 

And the thing which he did displeased the LORD: wherefor he slew him also." 

I am citing this verse both to Christians and non-Christians who see consensual non-

procreative sex as a "sin" against one's race. Here is a quote that comes DIRECTLY from 

Satan in regards to this: 

"Let the heterosexual men and women secure the future children of our race with joyous 

pleasure, but let the homosexual men be the guards who protect and preserve the territories, 

fighting strong and proud with great pleasure." 

- Satan 

That is hardly exclusive to heterosexuals as Satan's words make obviously clear. If straight 

people are going to have a problem with homosexuality, then maybe they should take a 

deeper look within themselves. Better yet, a person that sees homosexuality this way, might 

as well never EVER masturbate for personal pleasure under any circumstance, since that 

potential seed could have gone towards creating a child, but didn't. GROW UP! 

Leviticus 18: 22 and 20: 13  

"Thou shalt not lie with mankind, as with womankind: it is abomination" and "If a man also 

lie with mankind, as he lieth with a woman, both of them have committed an abomination: 

they shall surely be put to death; their blood shall be upon them" 

It has been debated whether these laws originated from the Jews for their own racial laws or 

from the Gentiles for the same reason. Some say that the Aryans imprisoned and/or executed 

homosexuals not for moral reasons, but racial and that "it was Christianity that made 

homosexuality sinful." This is a load of crap. SATAN is the God of the Aryans and he 

encourages the survival of the species, BUT it is not part of his desire to condemn 

homosexuals or homosexuality. Only something as sick as the tribal "god" of the Jews could 

think of something like condemning something like this that is perfectly natural. It is true that 

the post-Christian Vikings frowned upon homosexuality, both ethically and racially, but even 

the most die-hard neo-Asatru will end up gritting their teeth or become nauseated at the fact 

that any real punishment or incrimination for homosexuality by Aryan tribes didn't come to 
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the scene until AFTER the Jews invaded and then invaded again with the Christian program. 

That truth may be very nauseating for those who want to believe that homosexuality belongs 

in the same bucket of puke as Christianity, the Jews, illegal immigration, and race-mixing. 

Gays have no bearing on these things, nor do they stand in the way of civilization, as many 

homosexuals throughout history have proven to be builders and creators of Gentile 

civilizations. 

Leviticus 20:13 reads:  

"If a man also lie with mankind, as he lieth with a woman, both of them have committed an 

abomination: they shall surely be put to death; their blood shall be upon them." This 

mentality can only come from the same sick Jewish mind as the grotesque ritualistic animal, 

human, and blood sacrifice as well as bible verses such as these where the "god" of the Jews 

is constantly obsessed with excrement and cannibalism: 

Malachi 2: 3 - "Behold, I will corrupt your seed, and spread dung upon your faces..." 

Deuteronomy 28: 53 - "And thou shalt eat the fruit of thine own body, the flesh of thy sons 

and of thy daughters, which the LORD thy God hath given thee, in the siege, and in the 

straitness, wherewith thine enemies shall distress thee..." 

Leviticus 20: 6, 27 - "A man also or woman that hath a familiar spirit, or that is a wizard, 

shall surely be put to death: they shall stone them with stones: their blood shall be upon 

them." 

Look very closely. In Leviticus 20: 6, 27, magick and sorcery are a capital punishment within 

the same list of filthy laws and threats that forbid Gentiles from doing things and being things 

that are completely natural. Why a Gentile would want to have such a double standard as that, 

is a good case to support a Jew lying about being a Gentile in an attempt to hide their Jewry. 

In this epoch, Satan will always provide enough heterosexuals, but the enemy tries to 

convince otherwise, thus further dividing the White race and Gentiles in general. 

The Jews play both sides against homosexuals. There are even gay Jews, but they're not off 

the hook. A Jew is a Jew and Christianity/Communism is their vessel. At first glance, it looks 

as though they are promoting homosexuality, and in a way, some Jews are, through special 

interest groups and television shows aimed at making gays look foolish, disgusting, not to be 

taken seriously, or a threat to the family unit, but with a much closer look behind the scenes, 

here is how the top ruling Jews really feel about homosexuality and how they handle it far 

from the outskirts of the "safety" of the media: 

".... Still, the Talmud is consistent in its view that relations between healthy adult males were 

to be regarded as capital offenses. Indeed, the execution was to be accomplished by the most 

severe method-- stoning. The Talmud lays down the procedure in gruesome detail: 

The place of stoning was twice a man's height. One of his witnesses pushed him by the hips, 

[so that] he was overturned on his heart. He was then turned on his back. If that caused his 

death, [the witness] had fulfilled [his duty] but if not [the criminal] was stoned by all Israel. 
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For it is written: the hand of the witnesses shall be first upon him to put him to death, and 

afterwards the hand of all the people." - Homosexuality and Civilization by Louis Crompton 

In the Jewish Talmud and their Noahide Laws, adult male homosexuality is regarded as a 

capital offense which earns the death penalty (decapitation is added to the list of murder for 

homosexuals and others), but just to show how sick the Jews really are, is the fact that they 

promote intercourse and marriage with girls who are under the age of three years and a day. 

Adult males are allowed to rape boys under the age of nine years and a day, which is 

something that they themselves and the Christian Clergy, whom many are Jews themselves, 

have in common. The Jews are anti-homosexual, but they are pro-pedophile. 

As stated above, some Gentiles think that this was just a Jewish racial law for their own 

people, but that's not true because, biblically, practically in the same sentence, the Jews also 

forbid Gentiles from using magick, sorcery, and divination within the same set of laws that 

include the death penalty for homosexuals. The Jews forbidding homosexuality only among 

their own kind, but promoting it for Gentiles (other than so they can make money off of civil 

rights "brotherly love" organizations) is a lie because the Jews are very much bent on 

BLENDING races together into a racial genocide for the White race (descended from Satan's 

race). Satan and other Demons of Hell say that they've never had racial, nor any moral laws 

against male homosexuals or lesbians. 

1 Samuel 18 and John 13 - David and Jonathan and Jesus and John  

1 Samual 18:1 And it came to pass, when he had made an end of speaking unto Saul, that the 

soul of Jonathan was knit with the soul of David, and Jonathan loved him as his own soul.  

18:3 Then Jonathan and David made a covenant, because he loved him as his own soul.  

18:4 And Jonathan stripped himself of the robe that was upon him, and gave it to David, and 

his garments, even to his sword, and to his bow, and to his girdle.  

John 13: 23 Now there was leaning on Jesus' bosom one of his disciples, whom Jesus loved... 

BOTH instances, which I left vague because of the length of this sermon- The fictitious 

David and Jonathan and Jesus and John, reflect the sexual relationships and comradery 

between Zeus and Ganymede and Apollo and Hyacinthus who actually exist and are Demons. 

Hyacinth was the flower named after Apollo's male lover Hyacinthus. 

What did Jesus have to say about homosexuality? 

Since Jesus never even existed, what he says or doesn't say could be taken in any way that a 

person wants to read the bible, such as the "Gay Christians" that this article is devoted to. 

This character never said anything *specific* but he said so in a non-direct way. Remember 

the Leviticus 18:22 and 20:13 scriptures that commanded the stoning to death of homosexual 

men? Here in Matthew, Jesus says that he came to fulfill the laws of the old testament, but 

*NOT* to remove them. In other words, the Nazarene reinforces the disgusting grizzly laws 
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of the old testament. Human, animal, blood sacrifices and all. Afterall, his appointed 

crucifiction would have been a human sacrifice. 

Matthew 19: 17 - 19 "And he said unto him, Why callest thou me good? There is none good 

but one, that is, God: but if thou wilt enter into life, keep the commandments. Thou shalt not 

murder, Thou shalt not commit adultery, Thou shalt not steal, Thou shalt not bear false 

witness, Honor thy father and mother: and thou shalt love thy neighbor as yourself." 

Although "If a man also lie with mankind, as he lieth with a woman, both of them have 

committed an abomination: they shall surely be put to death; their blood shall be upon them" 

isn't listed here, "Jesus" agrees with his daddy about the 10 commandments and ALL of the 

laws of the old testament, but without mentioning every single law. His fabled "death on the 

cross" (blood of the lamb BULLSHIT) didn't suddenly make it alright to be born a 

homosexual, not even if you love that pedophile on a stick "Jesus" with all your heart and pay 

it money during your "Gay Christian" church services. Jesus HATES homosexuals just like 

his dad. I've even read somewhere that "Jesus" is the one who penned the 10 commandments 

and gave them to "Moses." Moses is another fictional character of the bible. 

"Jesus" is always quoting old testament laws in Leviticus, etc and he came to REINFORCE 

EVERY SINGLE LAW OF THE OLD TESTAMENT. Christians often contradict 

themselves about the death of their beloved Jew. Somewhere, Paul states that if you break 

one single law of the old testament, that you are guilty of breaking all of them. That means 

that the communist "Jesus" who commands everyone to love their neighbor as themselves 

HATES homosexuals and wants each and every Gentile homsexual stoned to death which is 

the Talmudic law, the old testament law, the new testament law (the fake Nazarene and Paul 

of Tarsus), the Noahide law, as well as the same or very similar Jewish laws that the Muslims 

follow. 

On one side, the Jews support the civil rights/gay rights movement (for money and dividing 

the White race) by always making communist christ-like programs for gays that tell you to 

steer clear of feeling hate for anyone, but to love everyone instead. Jesus' dad said the same 

thing as well. On the other side, the Jews have their laws where they kill you if they find out 

that you're a homosexual, and behind the "curtain," you see that the top-ruling Jews are 

having a Jew who controls each side from the inside out. This includes both, the fundamental 

Christian churches that preach "death to homosexuals" and the "Gay Christian" churches and 

other more "liberal" churches that teach you to turn the other cheek and to love everyone 

unconditionally. 

Romans 1: 26 - 27, 32  

"For this cause God gave them up unto vile affections: for even their women did change the 

natural use into that which is against nature: And likewise also the men, leaving the natural 

use of the woman, burned in their lust one toward another; men with men working that which 

is unseemly, and receiving in themselves that recompence of their error which was meet.... 

Who knowing the judgment of God, that they which commit such things are worthy of death, 

not only do the same, but have pleasure in them that do them." 
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With the Christian (Jewish) bible, you really can't take anything "out of context." The bible 

will always be the same shit-heap that it always has been, which some new edition is made 

that will have something "slightly different" added or deleted from the original scripts, that 

were already changed a hundred times before that. The four gospels were somewhat silent 

about homosexuality except for a couple indirect statements that the Nazarene made. 

This set of bible verses condemn not only male homosexuality as "vile, unnatural" and 

"without natural affection," but lesbians as well. Most people agree that this is the only verse 

in the bible that openly condemns lesbians. It doesn't matter. The bible is still the bible no 

matter how much a "Gay Christian" may like to "re-interpret scripture." Paul doesn't stop at 

homosexual men and lesbian women, but goes on to attack people who don't see 

homosexuality to be vile, disgusting, aberrant or unnatural as being "worthy of death." 

Overall, in this set of scriptures, the Jew Paul of Tarsus is making a vicious attack on 

Paganism/Satanism and everything that is natural. Homosexuality is perfectly natural, but just 

like many Christians (especially fundies and Christian Identity idiots), Paul calls it 

"unnatural" or against the laws of nature and natural selection (as well as morally "sinful"). 

After the four gospels that are supposedly "liberal," Paul restores the merging of the old 

testament with the new testament from where the authors of the four gospels left off. "Gay 

Christians" need to stop trying to make the bible mean or not mean something that you want 

to believe/disbelieve. "Gay Christians" use the whole "the people Paul was referring to were 

Pagans and idolators because they worshipped other gods instead of Jesus." Wake up! There 

is no place in Christianity for homosexuals unless you're Jewish or subscribe to the oh so 

"liberal" civil rights movement. Speaking of communism, in communist countries, people 

who were even so much as suspected of "homosexual practices" were thrown into prison or 

executed, as were anyone who were thought to be friends (supporters) of the person(s). This 

seems to be quite the opposite of the communism in America. 

The line that reads: "And likewise also the men, leaving the natural use of the woman, burned 

in their lust one toward another; men with men working that which is unseemly, and 

receiving in themselves that recompence of their error which was meet...." is where the idea 

that the increasingly openness of homosexuality has "caused AIDS" and is "the lord's 

punishment." The truth is that AIDS was deliberately created in a lab by JEWS (man-made 

virus). This has been proven by a few sources, but most importantly, Satan and his Demons 

confirmed this. The virus was made to destroy the White race, and other non-Jewish races, 

babies included, but the Jews saw the American White homosexual population who declined 

the Jewish civil rights offers to be a major threat and so during the late 1970's, this pre-

meditated virus was being delivered to gay White men in the form of "hepatitis B vaccines." 

This Jewish created disease was in part created to fulfill these verses from Romans chapter 

one that says "burned in their lust one toward another; men with men working that which is 

unseemly, and receiving IN THEMSELVES THAT RECOMPENCE OF THEIR ERROR 

THAT WAS MEET [emphasis, mine]. It would take a die-hard meth addict to not be able to 

see this. 
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The Jews play both sides with everything. On one side, Jews run the gay rights movement, 

but on the other side, they also created the HIV/AIDS virus. There is a Jew on every side 

controlling everything and money is their greatest source of bribery. 

1 Corinthians 6: 9 - 11  

"Know ye not that the unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of God? Be not deceived: 

neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor effeminate, nor abusers of themselves 

with mankind... And such were some of you..." 

These verses are openly anti-Pagan/Satanist and anti-homosexual ("abusers of themselves 

with mankind"), but there is an alchemical riddle in here. As High Priestess Maxine has 

stated- "Hell" is a code word for the base chakra and "heaven" is a code word for the crown 

chakra. 

The term "effeminate" basically means "weak/soft" or "those without a backbone" or one 

who is without any will-power. The alchemical riddle hidden within "nor effeminate can 

enter the kingdom of God" (again, "god" is a code word for chakra, the crown chakra for 

"heaven") are those who aren't strong enough to complete the Magnum Opus where you 

*become* as the Gods as Satan has promised. The spine is "the backbone" with 33 vertabrae 

that the serpent has to ascend. Through power meditation, one's astral "backbone" is 

strengthened and finally, when the time comes, one's kundalini serpent will rise up to the 

"heaven" (crown) chakra. This has nothing to do with one's sexual orientation, but sexual 

energy is important because it is related to the life force which is necessary to tap into the 

kundalini power. One's Willpower must be strong. 

Notice that other sneaky phrase in this bible quote: "And such were some of you..." Many 

Christian "reparative therapy" organizations for attempting to "cure" homosexuals use this 

verse as part of their "god-given right" to try to "change" something that is normal and fine 

just the way it is. Many Christians claim that they do this out of "love." 

"The deliberate lie in the matter of religion was introduced into the world by Christianity. 

Bolshevism practices a lie of the same nature, when it claims to bring liberty to men, whereas 

in reality it seeks only to enslave them. In the ancient world, the relations between men and 

gods were founded on an instinctive respect. It was a world enlightened by the idea of 

tolerance. Christianity was the first creed in the world to exterminate its adversaries in the 

name of love. Its keynote is intolerance. Without Christianity, we should not have had 

Islam..." - Adolf Hitler** 

Jude 7  

Christians use this chapter in an attempt to "justify" that homosexuality was the reason for the 

destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah. I will elaborate on this in a separate sermon. 

There are a few other verses, but I covered the bulk of the ones that xians use against gays the 

most and I provided some alchemical truth. The point of all of this is that you don't get to 

choose whether you're gay or not, but you do get to choose whether to continue or 
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discontinue the Jewish programs of Christianity or Islam, or not. Satan has a home for 

Gentile homosexuals that no other path can provide. Prepare for true healing from 

homosexual oppression and repression... and for revenge! 

What it all comes down to, is that Gentile homosexuals and Christianity are not compatable 

in any way, shape, or form unless you're an active participant in the "civil rights" movement 

which is just a more "gentle" and "loving" form of Christianity. A Christian is a Christian 

whether you're a screaming fundamentalist Christian or you're a "Jesus would never 

discriminate" new "moderate" Christian who tries to love everyone and tries to avoid the 

emotion of hate. "Gay Christians" need to wake up. You cannot defeat the hate that you were 

brought up with and heal from it with "unconditional love" because you are still suppressing 

emotions, which is very dangerous. Those who told you that being a homosexual is "against 

nature" or "wrong," whether they are a Christian or not, should never be "swept under the 

rug" just like they STOMPED YOU UNDER THE RUG! You fight fire with a MUCH 

BIGGER FIRE (so to speak)! Don't let the civil rights movement sweep you away from 

reality. The bible is the bible and it is Jewish, the whole damned thing from cover to cover 

and whether you feel something is in or out of context is irrelevant because it's still the filthy 

bible. 

**Learning the truth that Hitler was a Pagan/Satanist and did not hate homosexuals in general 

or have them sent to workers camps en masse is very advanced knowledge that involves deep 

study, communication with Demons, and some serious deprogramming of the lies told about 

Hitler. 
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Jewish Control of Gay Rights 

By High Priest Jake Carlson 

Gay rights are a good thing, as they are needed, but what isn't good is what the Jews have 

been doing with them. What passes for "gay rights" today, has nothing to do with actual 

rights for gays/bi's. The Jews are pushing a PERVERTED version that doesn't resemble true 

gay rights at all. 

 

Right now, the Jews are doing some serious baiting, in hopes to cause as big of a backlash as 

possible. Jewish "sex education teachers" with last names such as Katz and Abels, are 

teaching young children dangerous sex acts, such as how to insert a hand and wrist into 

someone's anus. They are also telling the children that it is a "privilege" to be sexually 

molested by an adult. 

 

This causes serious outrage from parents and increasing violence towards innocent gay 

people, all on the account of Jews sticking their nose into the sex lives of others and 

exploiting them, and choosing the most dangerous sex acts to push on the children. 

 

The so-called "left wing" is completely owned by Jews who pretend to be "liberal" and all for 

"free thought," etc. Do not let the Jews fool you!! In *all* past and present Jewish political 

regimes, gays were, and are, segregated, persecuted, tortured, and killed. Josef Stalin's real 

last name was "Dugashvilli" which means "son of a Jew" in Georgian. Stalin's regime was 

one such example of hatred and massacre towards gay people. While Stalin was having 

homosexuals rounded up by the thousands and sent to REAL death camps (all run by Jews), 

his troops were sent to America to teach that homosexuality meant "free love." 

 

This is how the Jews handle things with gays. They use them as Marxist foot soldiers and 

then throw them away, when they've outlived their use. 

 

It is because of the Jews who use gays for advocates of "free love" and other communist lies 

that give homo/bisexuals a reputation of being "agents of the Jews." 

 

Gays need to realize that the "left wing" is used by the Jews as a tool to weaken, pacify, and 

desensitize them, just like Christianity, of any persuasion, is used to weaken all Gentiles. 

 

Contrary to deluded popular beliefs, it cannot be denied that homosexuality isn't an anti-

thesis to nature, but it is an anti-thesis to Christianity. Christianity is NOT natural!! 

 

At first glance, the list of names below looks like a long list of people who have spent their 

entire lives helping to encourage tolerance and acceptance towards GLBT people, but if one 

takes another look, it will be seen that ALL of the last names of these so-called "gay rights 

activists" are JEWISH. This means that they have a secret agenda AGAINST Gentiles, and 

their ultimate goal is to enslave us, while only helping themselves. The Jews are the true 
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masters of deception, no matter how "innocent" and "peaceful" many of the "Liberal Jews" 

look. 

 

According to the Demoness Lilith, ALL Jews are the same and can never be trusted, at any 

cost. 

 

Here is a comprehensive list of the Jewish last names that identify the aformentioned "Liberal 

Jews" of the 'gay movement' who know exactly what they're doing with the "Non-Liberal 

Jews" behind the curtains in regards to Gentile gays and lesbians (bisexuals fit in with "gay 

and lesbian"). KNOW YOUR ENEMY!!!! 

 

Larry Kramer -- co-founder of "Act Up," a homosexual/AIDS activist organization; co-

founder of the Gay Men's Health Crisis 

 

Alan Klein -- co-founder of group ACT UP, co-founder of group Queer Nation, National 

Communications Director and chief spokesperson for the Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against 

Defamation [GLAAD]. Klein also co-founded the successful multimedia campaign 

STOPDRLAURA.COM 

 

Arnie Kantrowitz -- co-founder of the Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation 

[GLAAD]. 

 

Jonathan D. Katz -- founded and chairs the Harvey Milk Institute, the largest queer studies 

institute in the world. A long time queer political activist, was a co-founder of Queer Nation, 

[the key San Francisco branch]. 

 

Harvey Fierstein -- film actor [Mrs. Doubtfire]; well-known gay activist. 

 

Moisés Kaufman -- playwrite and film director [The Laramie Project]. 

 

Israel Fishman -- founder of the Gay Liberation Caucus in 1970 [now known as the Gay, 

Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgendered Round Table of the American Library Association], 

the world's first gay professional organization. 

 

Bella Abzug and Edward Koch -- both Jewish -- the first members of the U.S. House of 

Representatives to introduce legislation banning discrimination based on sexual orientation 

[1974]. 

 

Winnie Stachelberg -- political director, Human Rights Campaign [HRC] 

 

Michael S. Aronowitz, The New York Log Cabin Republicans. 

 

Tony Kushner -- gay activist; Tony and 1993 Pulitzer Prize-winning playwright [for Angels 

in America, 1992]. 
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Len Hirsch -- president of the GLBT federal government employees group, GLOBE. 

 

Meg Moritz, Ph.D. -- a Director and member of the Executive Committee of GLAAD. 

Barbara Raab -- an NBC-TV producer; a "Jewish lesbian feminist journalist, writer." 

 

Charles Kaiser [?] -- author & founding member of National Lesbian and Gay Journalists 

Association [NLGJA]. 

 

David Goodstein -- owner/publisher of the gay magazine The Advocate [1975-1985]; co-

founder of the National Gay Rights Lobby. 

 

Judy Wieder -- Editor-in-chief, The Advocate gay magazine. 

 

Alison Bechdel -- cartoonist creator and author of the bi-weekly comic strip "Dykes to Watch 

Out For." 

 

Kevin Koffler -- Editor-in-chief, Genre gay magazine. 

 

Garrett Glaser -- National Lesbian and Gay Journalists Association [NLGJA] national board 

member. 

 

Ronald Gold -- reporter for Variety; a leader in the fight to overturn the American Psychiatric 

Association's policy that homosexuality is an illness. 

 

Magnus Hirschfeld [d. 1935], early gay rights activist in Germany; founded one of the first 

gay rights organizations, the Scientific Humanitarian Committee; coined the term 

"transvestism"; fled Nazi Germany. 

 

Fred Hochberg -- deputy administrator, U.S. Small Business Administration; co-chair of the 

Human Rights Campaign [HRC]. 

 

Michael Berman -- member, Human Rights Campaign Board of Directors. Mitchell Gold -- 

HRC Board; Marty Lieberman -- HRC Board; Andy Linsky -- HRC Board; Dana Perlman -- 

HRC Board; Abby Rubenfeld -- HRC Board; Andrew Tobias -- HRC Board; Lara Schwartz -

- Senior Counsel; HRC Heather Wellman -- HRC Field Coordinator; Dan Furmansky -- HRC 

Senior Field Organizer; West Sally Green -- HRC Associate Field Director 

 

Rick Rosendall -- President, Gay & Lesbian Activists Alliance of Washington, DC. 

 

Barney Frank -- member of U.S. Congress; helped create non-discriminatory employment 

policies in all U.S. federal agencies 

 

Kerry Lobel -- executive director of the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force. 
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Robin Margolis, American coordinator of the Bi Women's Cultural Alliance and author 

[Bisexuality: A Practical Guide]. 

 

Evan Wolfson, Senior Staff Attorney, Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund -- and -- 

the executive director of Freedom to Marry. 

 

Jennifer Einhorn -- Communications Director, Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation 

[GLAAD] Nancy Alpert -- Treasurer, GLAAD Judy Gluckstern -- Board of Directors, 

GLAAD. Stephen M. Jacoby -- Board of Directors, GLAAD. Matt Riklin -- Board, GLAAD 

Carol Rosenfeld -- Board, GLAAD. William Weinberger -- Board, GLAAD Tanya Wexler -- 

Board, GLAAD. David Huebner -- GLAAD Counsel. 

 

Richard Goldstein -- Village Voice writer on gay culture and politics 

 

Ron Schlittler -- Director of Field & Policy, Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays 

[PFLAG]. 

 

Craig Ziskin -- Deputy Director of Development, PFLAG. 

 

Debra Weill -- Senior Field & Policy Coordinator, PFLAG. 

 

Dody Goldstein -- Board of Directors, PFLAG. 

 

David Horowitz -- Board of Directors, PFLAG. 

 

Shawn Frank -- Board of Directors, PFLAG. 

 

Leon Weinstein -- Chair, Nominating Committee, PFLAG. 

 

Kate Kendell -- National Center for Lesbian Rights. 

 

Gayle Rubin -- lesbian author/activist. 

 

Hilary Rosen -- a founding member of the Gay and Lesbian Victory Fund; former board co-

chair of the Human Rights Campaign. 

 

Roz Richter, American attorney and activist. 

 

Bob Kunst -- long-time activist in gay and Jewish causes. 

 

"Gay, Lesbian & Straight Education Network" [GLSEN]. Board co-chairs: Marty Seldman, 

president 
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"National Gay & Lesbian Task Force" [NGLTF]. Board co-chairs: ..... Rachel Rosen in Santa 

Fe, N.M Dave Fleischer -- Director of Training [political training], NGLTF. Craig Hoffman -

- Board of Directors, NGLTF. Beth Zemsky -- Board, NGLTF. Marsha C. Botzer -- 

Treasurer, NGLTF. Jeff Levi -- first, Levi was NGTF's lobbyist, early 1980s [NGTF became 

NGLTF in 1985]. Later, he was NGLTF executive director. 

 

Bill Rubenstein, J.D. 1986, developed the ACLU Lesbian and Gay Rights Project 

 

Martin Duberman -- author/historian; founded the Center for Lesbian and Gay Studies at the 

City University of New York. 

 

Ben Schatz 1981, J.D. 1985, is executive director of the Gay and Lesbian Medical 

Foundation. 

 

Kevin Schaub, American; Executive Director and Dean of the Harvey Milk Institute in San 

Francisco, the world's largest center for queer studies. 

 

Sarah Schulman [1958- ], American playwright, novelist, and activist [one of the founders of 

the Lesbian Avengers, a direct-action lesbian rights organization]. 

 

Susan Spielman -- principal/head of Common Ground, an education/consulting firm 

specializing in workplace sexual orientation education; her company has worked with 

hundreds of U.S. organizations, helping them to implement domestic partner benefits plans; 

co-author of the book Straight Talk About Gays in the Workplace. 

 

Gertrude Stein -- wrote the first openly lesbian novel, "Q.E.D.," in 1903, but it was only 

published posthumously in 1950. 

 

Rikki Streicher (1925-1994), American activist and businesswoman. 

 

Michael Goff -- founded Out magazine in 1992. 

 

Paulette Goodman -- founder of local chapter [Washington D.C.] of PFLAG and served as 

President of the National PFLAG organization from 1988-1992. 

 

Jeffrey Newman, American, president and COO of the Gay Financial Network; president and 

CEO of out.com. 

 

Jim Levin -- New York gay historian. 

 

Barrett Brick -- GLAA [Gay and Lesbian Activists Alliance] Treasurer. 

 

Robin Tyler -- American comedian [born Arlene Chernick] who was the first openly gay 

comic in North America; Tyler is also an activist who was the stage producer for the first 
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three gay marches on Washington and the national protest coordinator for the "Stop Dr. 

Laura" campaign; she produces women's comedy and music festivals, and operates a lesbian 

travel-tour company. 

 

Dr. Bruce Voeller [1935?-1994] American gay rights activist, molecular biologist, 

physiologist, and AIDS researcher (pioneer in the use of nonoxynol-9 as a spermicide); 

cofounder and first executive director of the National Gay Task Force; creator of the 

Mariposa Foundation [an AIDS prevention research organization]. 

 

Mark Elderkin -- co-founded Gay.com. 

 

Leroy Aarons -- American professor, journalist, and founder of the National Gay and Lesbian 

Journalists Association (1990). 

 

Dr. Donald I. Abrams -- American physician, HIV expert, medical marijuana researcher, and 

past president of the Gay and Lesbian Medical Association. 

 

Johnny Abush (1952-2000) -- [Canadian]; archivist of the International Jewish GBLT 

Archives. 

 

Roberta Achtenberg [1950- ]; civil rights lawyer and federal official; appointed as Assistant 

Secretary for Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity by President Bill Clinton in 1993. 

 

Miriam Ben-Shalom [1948- ], American Army Reserves drill sergeant and gay activist; in 

1986 she won a ten-year legal battle with the Reserves when a court ordered her 

reinstatement; founder of the Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Veterans Association [GLBVA] in 

1990, serving as its first president. 

 

Larry Brinkin, American gay activist who brought the first domestic partnership lawsuit 

[against Southern Pacific Railroad, 1982]. 

 

Rob Eichberg, American psychologist, co-creator of National Coming Out Day [October 

11th]. 

 

Scott Evertz, American; in April 2001, President Bush appointed him to serve as the Director 

of the White House Office of National AIDS Policy [ONAP]. 

 

Gene Falk -- American business executive; Senior Vice President of the Showtime Digital 

Media Group; part of the team that launched and marketed the U.S. TV series Queer as Folk; 

Chair of the Board of Directors of the Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation 

[GLAAD]. 

 

Surina Kahn -- American lesbian activist. 
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Larry Kessler -- founding director in 1983 of the AIDS Action Committee of Massachusetts, 

the largest AIDS support organization in New England. 

 

Kathy Levinson -- American investor and philanthropist; serves on the board of PlanetOut; 

also on NGLTF Board of Directors. 

 

Judith Light -- actress, activist for gay causes. 

 

David Mixner -- gay activist, political consultant; co-founder of the Municipal Elections 

Committee of Los Angeles [MECLA], a group of wealthy gays and lesbians who became 

influential in local politics; president Bill Clinton's Special Liaison to the Gay-Lesbian 

Community. 

 

Dan Savage -- American author of gay-themed books [The Kid: What Happened After My 

Boyfriend and I Decided to Go Get Pregnant; Skipping Towards Gomorrah: The Seven 

Deadly Sins and the Pursuit of Happiness in America] and gay-themed- sex-advice columnist 

[Savage Love]. 

 

Susan Schuman, American executive vice-president and general manager of the Planet Out 

gay and lesbian online service. 

 

Scott Seomin, American entertainment media coordinator for the Gay & Lesbian Alliance 

Against Defamation [GLAAD]. 

 

Jason Serinus [Jay Guy Nassberg] -- founder and coordinator of the Lavender Healing 

Network; a former gay activist with the New York chapter of the Gay Liberation Front. 

 

David Sine -- American CEO of C1TV, the first U.S. gay and lesbian cable TV network. 

 

Rex Wockner -- longtime gay, American journalist who has reported news for the gay press 

since 1985. 

 

Jack Fritscher -- became Editor in Chief of Drummer gay magazine [1977]. 

 

Leslie Feinberg [1949-], American trade unionist, transgender activist and author 

[Transgender Warriors: Making History from Joan of Arc to RuPaul]. 

 

Allan Ginsburg - late Jewish poet and leading member of North American Man Boy Love 

Association [NAMBLA] 

 

David Kohan - Creator of the Will and Grace television series 
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Wolf Szmuness - The Jew who created AIDS in America [This one really goes to show how 

the Jews have "The Liberal Jews" versus the Zionist Jews played out for both sides against 

the middle, or, in other words, something similar to the "Good Cop/Bad Cop" game.] 
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If You Have Trouble Finding Your Guardian Demon 

By Caitlin/Silvercrab 

The mistake most new people make is attempting to find their Guardian through a pendulum 

or Ouija board. If you have absolutely no past experience or practice with these items, they 

probably won’t work for you. Using a Ouija board or pendulum takes SKILL and 

PRACTICE. When you’re new, you must be in a trance and completely disconnect yourself 

from the board or you will end up talking to yourself, which is a very common occurrence. 

There is also a chance a negative entity might interfere with communication or fool you into 

believing they’re a Demon and give you false information. So as you can see, a lot can go 

wrong here if you aren’t already skilled in these areas. 

So, how do you find your Guardian? There are many reliable ways, such as Astral Projection, 

Astral Merging, using a black mirror, or invoking the Demon. But all these are advanced 

methods which most people are unable to do until they are at least on the intermediate level. 

So for beginners, here are a few things you can do to narrow down the list. 

Go look through ALL the Demons listed on joyofsatan.com, even the “High Ranking Gods 

and Crowned Princes of Hell” section because hey, you never know. Also, don’t forget the 

section underneath the S - Z Demons titled “More Gods”. Not everyone’s Guardian Demon is 

going to be one of the 72 Goetic Demons, but that doesn’t mean your Guardian is any less 

special. Pazuzu, for example, is not one of the 72 Goetic Demons, but he is very powerful 

and is a great protector. Write down the names of the Demons who interest you, the ones you 

really like. Once you have a complete list of Demons who attract you, apply these tips: 

*Your Guardian Demon will usually have the same element(s) as you. When I say that, I’m 

not referring to your astrological sign, I’m referring to the element you love the most. You do 

not need experience with invoking the elements to figure out which one is your favorite. To 

read information on each one:  

Invoking Fire  

Invoking Earth  

Invoking Air  

Invoking Water 

*Kudos to Reverend Mageson and High Priest Jake Carlson for figuring this one out. The sex 

of your Guardian is usually dependant on your own sexuality. Meaning, the straight man has 

a female Guardian, the homosexual man has a male Guardian. Even the most evenly split of 

bisexuals have a preference. If you’re a bisexual woman who likes other women just a little 

bit more than men, chances are you’ll have a female Guardian. I believe this pattern has to do 

with what you’re most comfortable with. 

Now that you’ve narrowed down your list (but please remember that the above tips are not set 

in stone and might not apply to everyone) ask yourself these questions: 
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“Am I truly comfortable with the idea of _____________ being my Guardian Demon?” 

When I was new, there were several Demons I thought looked very cool and kick ass, but 

when I thought about it after a few days, I realized the idea just didn’t feel quite right. 

“Do I love absolutely everything about ______________?” This is self-explanatory. There 

may be a Demon that you really like and respect, but if you embrace the idea of him/her as 

your Guardian and you feel a consistent longing to keep looking at other Demons, then he/she 

probably isn’t the one. When you find your true Guardian, you should feel a strong bond, an 

unquestioning love. Most people have been with their Guardian in many other lifetimes, 

which is where that feeling comes from. 

And finally, “Is there any reason to believe ______________ would not suit me as a 

Guardian?” Don’t just take the information listed about the Demon into account. You’re 

probably not going to have everything in common with your Guardian. For example, 

someone with Bifrons as their Guardian might be very interested in necromancy and 

astrology, but not in learning the magical properties of herbs and stones. Use your intuition 

with this question. 

By now you should have narrowed down your list to only one or two Demons. Now comes 

the part where you figure out if He/She is really your Guardian: 

Get yourself into a deep trance..  

Vibrate the name of the Demon 30 - 40 times. (Ex: Amon. A-A-A-A-M-M-M-M-O-O-O-O-

N-N-N-N). After a while, you should feel his/her energy. Connect with the Demon as best 

you can. 

Ask _____________ if he/she is your Guardian. You will probably not see or hear anything if 

you are not psychically open, but you should FEEL their response.. Interpreting energy like 

this might be difficult at first, and if you don’t understand the response, then tell them you 

don’t understand and ask for a stronger signal. If you receive a very warm, positive signal 

then you’ve probably found your Guardian. If not, go back over your list and try again. 
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Phil's Testimony 

I was recently asked to share my miraculous experience in February of 2007. 

Coming home from work, I was stopped at a red light in a very busy intersection. There was a 

line of traffic on both sides of me. I was in the middle lane of a 3-lane street, which was three 

lanes in all four directions when a lifted F-150 King Cab truck struck my tiny Chevy Prism 

from behind. The force of the impact shoved my car into approximately 25 to 30 feet into the 

middle of the intersection. 

At the moment just before the impact, I looked into my rear-view mirror and I knew that this 

truck was going to hit me, seeing the speed of the on coming truck. At this split second before 

I was hit, I shut my eyes knowing that I didn't have the time nor a place to go to get out of the 

way. 

A feeling of peace and protection took over me as I felt incredibly strong all-encompassing 

*PHYSICAL* hands pull me back as if these hands were acting as an all-powerful "seat 

belt." 

Sitting in the middle of this very busy intersection, not one other vehicle had entered the 

intersection from the other 11 lanes of traffic. I seemed to have blacked out for just an instant. 

When I regained my thoughts, I noticed that the driver's seat was in a prone position. I was 

taking a mental inventory of my body and my surroundings. I seemed to be fine. Seeing that I 

was in the middle of the intersection, I knew I needed to try and move my car out of the 

intersection. To my surprise, my car seemed to be running fine, so I pulled my car into a bus 

stop lane just to my right. The truck did the same as well. Within just moments, the police 

had arrived. Both officers were there at the site of the accident. Both said to themselves "This 

is a bad one." Both officers told me this later and also said that they couldn't believe how my 

car could have possibly come out unscathed with only a four-inch crack in my bumper, but 

afterwords, I found out that the truck that had hit me received over $2,300 in damage. 

After the police were finished, I got into my car and drove home. The truck had to be towed. 

It is true that the the backs of vehicles are made stronger than the front part of vehicles, but 

the thing is that this truck was a lifted vehicle and at the speed that it was going, it could have 

easily glided up the back of my car and smashed into my rear window. It felt as though strong 

hands were encompassing my entire vehicle because one other thing to take into 

consideration is that I was stopped at a red light which means that one or more of the lanes of 

traffic had a green light, but no one entered the intersection. 

I truly believe that Father Satan and his demons saved and protected me and my car that day. 

Ever since then, I have never even once doubted his existence and I talk to him every day and 

I meditate even when I'm at work. 

Hail Satan!!!!!! 
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Gay in the Gulag 

Anal and genital contact between consenting males became a criminal offence in the USSR 

on 17 December 1933. On 1 April 1934, article 154 (later 121) was introduced specifying a 

punishment of up to five years imprisonment. One theory currently popular among Moscow 

gays has it that the adopted son of the leading proletarian writer, Maxim Gorky, was seduced 

by a homosexual and that Gorky's personal petition to Stalin led to the subsequent formal 

prohibition. On 23 May 1934, Pravda and Izvestiya published an article by Gorky 

declaiming, in language reminiscent of a political trial, that homosexuality was the result of 

pernicious influences from the Western bourgeoisie and German fascism. The article 

concluded with the slogan: “Destroy homosexuality and fascism will disappear!” 

Article 154 quickly became a tool of reprisal against political dissent. In January 1934, 

homosexuals were arrested en masse in the Soviet Union's main cities. Among those 

imprisoned were many actors, musicians and artists. Historians have noted numerous suicides 

in the Red Army and a growing mood of panic among Soviet gays at that time. 

In 1936 the Commissar for Justice, Nikolai Krylenko, declared homosexuality a political 

crime against the Soviet state and the proletariat. It became an object of NKVD (later 

transformed into KGB) investigations, possibly with a view to recruiting new informers from 

among known homosexuals. 

In the mid-1930s gays flooded into Soviet camps in their thousands, and the influx apparently 

remained steady throughout the years article 121 was in force. Alexander Solzhenitsyn called 

it a 'sordid' bit of legislation. In the Gulag Archipelago, dedicated to 'all those who did not 

live long enough to tell the story', there isn't a word of sympathy for oppressed homosexuals. 

Just as there isn't in Varlaam Shalamov's Kolyma Tales. Most dissident authors, while 

exposing the inhumanity of life in the camps, hold on firmly to camp attitudes in their 

contemptuous dismissal of gays and of homosexuality in general. Until very recently the 

issue remained taboo. Even when revelations about Stalinist repressions began to emerge, not 

a single human rights activist, neither in the USSR nor abroad, was seriously prepared to 

tackle the problem. 

The fate of homosexuals in Soviet prisons and camps is unprecedented in the scope of its 

tragedy and brutality. Not only were the numbers vast, homosexual rape took place in every 

camp and prison without exception. Not only did the Soviet system fail to cure the 'foreign 

disease', it led to a dramatic growth in the numbers of homosexuals. Huge numbers of people 

who had not previously been gay became categorised as opushchennye (lit: crestfallen, 

degraded, downcast; also slang term for one who has been beaten up, raped and urinated 

upon). 

In his book The Mordovian Marathon (Jerusalem, 1979), Eduard Kuznetsov devotes a 

chapter called Queer Folk to homosexuals in the camps. 
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“According to people in the know,” he writes, “90 per cent of convicts are homosexual. But 

only passive gays—about 10 per cent—are regarded as such. They are the so-called kozly (lit: 

billy goats, or customers of prostitutes) and petukhi(lit: cocks, or faggots). Active 

homosexuals are so commonplace they don't even merit a special name.” 

“Passive homosexuals are not necessarily prisoners with gay inclinations”, writes Andrei 

Amal'rik in the book Notes of a dissident (Ann Arbor, 1982), “they are the unassertive, the 

timid, those who have lost a game of cards, those who have broken the camp code of ethics. 

Once you have the reputation of being a "cock", it is impossible to get rid of it. It follows you 

from camp to camp. And if, after transfer to a new place a "fallen” prisoner fails to reveal 

himself, sooner or later it is bound to come to light. Then punishment is unavoidable, and it 

will take the form of a collective reprisal often ending in death.” 

The first convicted homosexual to come out was the Leningrad poet Gennady Trifonov. In 

December 1977, he sent the following open letter to Literaturnaya Gazeta from Camp No. 

398/38 in the western Urals: 

“I have experienced every possible nightmare and horror; it is impossible to get used to it. 

Over a period of 18 months I have seen daily what it is to be a convicted homosexual in a 

Soviet camp. The position of gays in the death camps of the Third Reich was nothing 

compared to this. They had a clear prospect for the future-the gas chamber. We lead a half-

animal existence, condemned to die of hunger, nursing secret dreams of contracting some 

deadly disease for a few days peace in a bunk in sickbay. 

“I know people who have either forgotten the end of their prison term, or who have not 

managed physically to survive that long. Their bodies were taken off the electric wire; they 

were found hanging in prison cells, tortured to death by prisoners in bestial mood or beaten 

by guards, mad. I know their names; I have access to the written evidence of witnesses. In a 

year and a half of this hell I have carefully studied 22 convictions for homosexuality in the 

USSR. If this information reaches the West, I will be accused of slander and physically 

liquidated. It won't take much. They will set a group of convicts who have lost all semblance 

of humanity against me and certify my death ‘in the natural way’.” 

Trifonov's letter was not published in the Soviet Union. But once his name became known in 

the West, the camp authorities treated him less cruelly... 

Pavel Massalsky from Moscow, a man of middle height with close cropped hair, aged about 

35, was convicted with his boyfriend in 1984. Until then his name had been filed with the 

special department of the militia that was formed 'to fight against homosexuality'. This was 

where all information about Moscow's gays was collected. Pavel recalls occasions when 

militiamen from the Department blackmailed and sexually harassed him and other gay men. 

In order to imprison Pavel and his boyfriend, a neighbor's denunciation was enough. There 

was not even any need for evidence of a homosexual act, normally compulsory in these cases. 
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The court hearing was closed, like most cases dealing with 'sexual crimes' in the USSR. After 

the hearing Pavel and his boyfriend were sent away to different prisons. After nine months, 

Pavel was moved to a camp where out of 1,500 men about 200 were categorized 

as opushchennye. 

“In our camp the petukhi lived with everyone else but we had a separate table, separate 

crockery, and a separate place in the queue-at the very end. The administration regards 

the opushchennye in the same way as the prisoners: it helps them less, does not give them the 

opportunity to work on good jobs. Sometimes if they see that a man is being taunted beyond 

endurance they move him on to another zone to get rid of him. 

“The administration treated me worse than the others. They found taunting me rather 

diverting; they would follow me around, summon me up to headquarters-which is the worst 

thing possible in a zone because everyone thinks you're squealing. They suggested that I 

become an informer but I refused and because of that I spent about three months in penal 

isolation cells. After that they left me alone, and I began to go up in the eyes of the convicts 

and became a prostitute. It was the only way out: it was impossible to live otherwise.” 

Valery Klimov from Nizhny Tagil is a slightly stout man of about 35, with grey hair. He was 

arrested for a relationship with a boy who was under age. When Valery was called to the 

prosecutor's office, the investigator offered him two options: suicide or plea guilty. He was 

threatened with reprisal against his friends if he refused. Klimov took all the blame on 

himself and got three years. 

”I was able to stand for myself in prison and in camp, but there were about 10 occasions 

when gays were murdered before my eyes. One was beaten to death in a prison in 

Sverdlovsk. There were 100 men in our cell; three or four raped him every day and then 

chucked him under the bunks. It was bestial, a nightmare. Once 10 of them raped him and 

then jumped on his head. I nearly went mad there; my hair turned grey. That's how people 

lose their sanity; many never recover even after they leave. 

“Homosexuality exists at all levels in the camp. It isn't only the opushchennye who do it; the 

prison staff does it as well. In prison conditions heterosexual males can easily turn into 

homosexuals. Sometimes it isn't only a physical urge, but real emotion. I saw displays of love 

and affection between partners. Our team leader, Viktor Popov, declared his love for me and 

asked me to be with him; I was the active partner. Until then he had thought of himself as 100 

per cent 'natural' (straight). Now he is married and has children. Sometimes he still visits me 

though.” 

Translated from the Russian by Irena Maryniak 
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Communists Agree with Christians regarding 

Homosexuality 

Many gays and others are deluded into joining and/or supporting so-called "left-wing" 

organizations. These communist organizations, no different from Christianity, advance and 

promote themselves under the pretense of universal "brotherhood" "equal rights" and other 

related principles. Nothing could be further from the truth. Communism has tortured and 

mass murdered literally billions of innocent men, women and children. It is a modern 

inquisition. The Jewish textbook writers, professors, teachers and censors work diligently and 

relentlessly to portray a positive image of this monstrous Jewish controlled program for 

enslaving Gentiles, in the schools and in many other places. Like Christianity, communism is 

another Jewish program of horrors to destroy and enslave Gentiles. 

Quote from the Jewish Talmud:  

Baba Necia 114, 6: "The Jews are human beings, but the nations of the world are not human 

beings but beasts." 

For more about Christianity and Communism, see Christianity and Communism: Jewish 

Twins 

Below is a most revealing article revealing the true communist agenda of interferring in the 

sex lives [typically Jewish] of their enslaved peoples. 

***** 

Communists Agree with Christians on Criminalizing Homosexuality  

Monday May 19, 2008 

In America, atheists tend to be liberal and thus also tend to favor greater equality for gays. 

This causes many conservative, evangelical Christians to associate atheists with liberalized 

attitudes towards homosexuality, but there is nothing about being an atheist which 

necessitates treating gays as equal human beings. Almost all the old communist regimes, for 

example, criminalized homosexuality and Russia only decriminalized it in 1993 when 

communism fell. Today, former communists in Russia are working with conservative 

Christians in the Orthodox Church to make homosexuality a crime again. 

The legislation, introduced Monday by Deputy Nikolay Kuryanovich would bring back the 

old law, and make it a crime for gays to congregate - a provision that would bar gay pride 

parades or meetings. 

How far Kuryanovich's bill will advance is unknown. As an Independent he does not have a 

party backing him but the measure has widespread support from former Communists and 

parties allied to the Russian Orthodox Church. 

The bill is the latest in a series of attempts to stifle Russia's gay community. 
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Source: 365Gay  

Conservative Christians in America like to attack both atheistic communism and liberal 

attitudes towards homosexuality, but how do they deal with the fact that the old communist 

governments were and at least some communists today are as illiberal in their treatment of 

pornography, homosexuality, and related matters as the Christians would like the American 

government to be? 

Why don't we hear them praise those old communist laws? Why don't we hear them admit 

some admiration for illiberal, totalitarian policies? Would they be interested in working with 

illiberal atheists in such matters, or would their aversion to atheism and communism cause 

them to refuse? I wonder what's more important to them, bigotry towards gays or bigotry 

towards atheists. 

Regardless, news stories like this help demonstrate that being an atheist doesn't make a 

person liberal, tolerant, reasonable, rational, or anything else decent. Atheists are more than 

capable of working on behalf of illiberal, authoritarian, repressive political agendas. There 

are no political, philosophical, or social beliefs shared by all atheists. 

It's a person's political and personal philosophy that is most important, not being an atheist or 

a theist. I have little in common with the atheist communists referenced in the above article 

and would be unlikely to work with them towards any political or social goals. It's not their 

being communists that's necessarily the problem, but their illiberal attitudes make them as 

valuable as religious fundamentalists when it comes to fulfilling political goals. 
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Why National-Socialism is Not Racist 

By David Myatt, 111 yf 

What is Racism? 

The terms "racism" and racist" are recent inventions. Racism itself is a modern abstract idea, 

invented by Marxist-Zionist social engineers and used by those social engineers, and those 

who aid and support them and their social engineering, to mentally condition people and so 

enable those social engineers to construct the modern tyrannical, dishonourable, usury-

driven, "politically-correct" societies we have today. 

These Marxist-Zionist social engineers want people in the West, and elsewhere, to view the 

world through the terms, the abstract ideas, they have created. 

For instance,  the Chief Rabbi of the United Kingdom, Dr. Jakobovits, in an interview 

published in The Guardian newspaper (London) on 7th August 1982, stated that the Jews 

were chosen to act as pathfinders (moral guardians) for the world, and that Israel [and thus 

Zionism] had a special place as an instrument to effect the Jew's social engineering upon the 

world. 

Is it just a coincidence that the inventors of the sociological and political ideas behind 

Marxist social engineering were all Jews:  Boas, Benedict, Durkheim, Mauss, Marcuse, Levi-

Strauss? Is it just coincidence that the inventor of Marxism, Marx, was also Jewish? Is is just 

a coincidence that the neurotic theorizing of Freudian psychology - often used in conjunction 

with sociological and Marxist, mechanistic, ideas, is also the creation of a Jew? 

The truth is that the nations of the West have been turned into "politically-correct" societies 

because of the political and social ideas invented by these people and propagated for over 

seventy years by Zionist social engineers and their Marxist and crypto-Marxist helpers. These 

societies are Marxist in all but outward name. In fact, there has been the introduction of 

Marxism by stealth, by deceit, by social engineering. 

For the reality is that Marxism is not fundamentally about opposing so-called capitalism: it is 

about creating a mechanistic, soulless, tyrannical multi-racial society governed by and 

upholding Zionist-created sociological values and ideas where The State has supreme 

authority and where such Aryan ideals as personal honour and duty to the folk are at best 

rejected and at worst unknown. 

What is National-Socialism? 

We Aryans should and must uphold our own Aryan values, our own Aryan ideals, and thus 

define National-Socialism according to these Aryan values and ideals. We must not allow 

ourselves to be tricked into using terms and ideas which our Zionist enemies have created. 

For these terms and ideas distort our vision, our view of the world, just as the Zionists 

intended them to. This is, in effect, a form of mental control. 
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Thus if we use such terms and ideas - and worse, if we describe ourselves in such terms and 

ideas - then we are not being true to our own Aryan values, our own Aryan ideals, our own 

culture, our own unique Weltanschauung, or way of life. 

One of the terms, one of the ideas, we must avoid is so-called racism. Instead of using this 

term, and instead of trying to affirm or deny that we are or are not "racist", we should think of 

ourselves, and describe ourselves, only in terms of our own values of honour, of loyalty, of 

duty to the folk. The Zionist-created terms of "racist" and "racism" then become irrelevant, 

and we will have destroyed the mental control which such terms and ideas cause. 

It is totally wrong to define or explain or represent National-Socialism in such abstract 

Marxist-Zionist, sociological terms such as so-called racism. For when someone thinks in 

such terms, or uses them in their speech and writing, they are actually thinking, writing and 

speaking in the socially conditioned way the Marxist social engineers want, and thus are in 

effect being mentally controlled by these abstract sociological ideas, which is one of the 

fundamental aims of Marxist social engineering. 

Whenever we hear or see the words racism and racist we are hearing and seeing Zionist social 

engineering at work, and it is our duty, as Aryans, not to use such words. 

For us, as National-Socialists, to define  or attempt to define, or explain, National-Socialism, 

in such terms is to allow the mortal enemies of National-Socialism, with their vehement 

hatred for National-Socialism and National-Socialists, to define and explain National-

Socialism. 

Correctly defined and understood, National-Socialism is an ethnic philosophy which affirms 

that the different races, the different peoples, which exist are expressions of our human 

condition, and that these differences, this human diversity, should be treasured in the same 

way we treasure the diversity of Nature. National-Socialists believe our world would be 

poorer were these human differences to be destroyed through abstract ideas: through the 

creation of a socially-engineered cypto-Marxist society. 

Furthermore, National-Socialism is a pure expression of our own unique Aryan ethics, based 

as these ethics are upon the idealism of duty to the folk, duty to Nature, and upon the nobility 

of personal honour. 

National-Socialism is a way of living which affirms that the purpose of our lives is to 

contribute to evolution in a positive way. We contribute to evolution when we do our duty to 

our folk, since our folk (our race and culture) is our connection to Nature: how Nature is 

manifest in us as human beings. 

National-Socialism expresses the natural truth that the living being which is Nature works to 

produce diversity and difference: that the evolution of Nature is a bringing-into-being of 

more diversity and more difference. 

For our own, human, species this diversity of Nature is evident in the different races which 

exist, and in the different cultures which these races develope over time. 
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National-Socialism values this diversity and difference, and states that we should not only 

strive to maintain and aid this diversity, but also encourage the peoples and cultures which 

express this diversity and difference to continue to develope and evolve, for by so developing 

and evolving race and culture we are aiding the evolution of Nature and thus fulfilling our 

potential, as human beings. 

The Ethics of National-Socialism: 

Treating Other Races With Respect 

According to National-Socialist ethics, what is good is what is honourable, what aids Nature 

and the living beings of Nature (such as our own race), and what aids the evolution of the 

cosmos itself. Our duty is to do what is honourable and what aids Nature, the living beings of 

Nature, and the cosmos, even if doing this duty makes us, as individuals, unhappy, or even if 

it means our own death. Furthermore, the happiness of the majority, of other people, comes 

second to this duty. 

The perspective of National-Socialist ethics is that of Nature - and indeed of the cosmos itself 

of which Nature is but a part. The perspective of all other ethics is the perspective of the 

individual, of their happiness, their winning of some reward in this life or the next. 

In addition, National-Socialist ethics - being based upon the ideal of personal honour - means 

and implies that we National-Socialists must strive to treat all people with courtesy and 

respect, regardless of their race and culture. This alone disproves the lie of National-

Socialism being "racist", just as the true history of National-Socialist Germany (as opposed to 

the Zionist lies about NS Germany) proves how honourable and respectful genuine National-

Socialists were toward others races and cultures. 

National-Socialist Germany: 

The government and officials of National-Socialist Germany strove hard to uphold and live 

by the ethics of National-Socialism, as did every genuine National-Socialist, even after the 

defeat of NS Germany in what has become known as the First Zionist War. 

Thus, in NS Germany, groups such as Muslims and Buddhists were accorded full respect, and 

allowed to practise their religion freely.  In the pre-war years, NS Germany helped organize a 

pan-Islamic world congress in Berlin. Berlin itself was home to thriving Muslim and 

Buddhist communities, of many races, and the Berlin Mosque held regular prayers even 

during the war years, attended by Arabs, Indians, Turks, Afghans and people of many other 

races. Indeed, the Berlin Mosque was one of the few buildings to survive the lethal, 

indiscriminate, bombing and bombardment, and although damaged, it was clearly 

recognizable as a Mosque amid the surrounding rubble. 

NS Germany was home to exiles from many races, including respected individuals such as 

Subhas Chandra Bose, leader of the Indian National Army, and Mohammed Amin al-

Husseini, the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem. Both received significant financial support from the 

German government and both enthusiastically collaborated with Hitler. 
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There was also, of course, the alliance with Japan, and while the Allies - and particularly the 

Americans - were revelling in and spreading derogatory anti-Japanese propaganda (many 

American GI's thought "the Japs" were not human) the Germans were extolling their virtues 

and regarded them as "comrades-in-arms".  While the Germans honoured Admiral Isoroku 

Yamamoto with one of their highest decorations for gallantry, a Knights Cross with Oak 

Leaves and Swords, American GI's ruthlessly exterminated Japanese soldiers, it being 

common practice for them to "take no prisoners" and execute any Japanese soldier who 

surrendered. Incidentally, two other Japanese warriors were also honoured by Germany by 

being awarded the Knights Cross with Oak Leaves. 

There was also, of course, the links between NS Germany, the SS, and various Muslim and 

Arab organizations, even before the First Zionist War. For instance, the Egyptian Greenshirt 

organization revered both Mussolini and Adolf Hitler, while Hassan Al-Banna, the founder of 

the Muslim Brotherhood (which lives on to this day in organizations like Hamas), made 

several complimentary remarks about Hitler. There was also a pro-National-Socialist coup 

attempt in Iraq, led by Rashid Ali. 

Thus, while the British in Egypt and Palestine were treating the Arabs as conquered subjects, 

the Germans were treating them as equals, as comrades, and respecting their culture, and 

even to this day in places like Egypt many Arabs fondly recall their meetings with these 

"nazis". In fact, Egypt was to become something of a haven for National-Socialists after the 

War, with hundreds of former SS and German officers helping the post-War anti-British 

government of Gamal Abdal Nasser, who was associated with the Muslim Brotherhood and a 

relative of the Egyptian publisher who published an Arabic version of Mein Kampf. 

These SS and German officers included Major General Otto Ernst Remer, Joachim 

Däumling, former Gestapo chief in Düsseldorf, and SS Officer Bernhard Bender, who 

allegedly also converted to Islam. 

Most revealing of all, perhaps, are the friendly links between NS Germany, the SS, and 

various Jewish organizations. SS Officer Adolf Eichmann was known to have travelled to 

Palestine in the years before the war where he met Jewish settlers, Jewish leaders, and 

German agents. His relations with these Jews were always very cordial and friendly. 

Of particular interest is the attempt, in 1941 (52yf) by the Jewish group Irgun Zevai Leumi 

(known to the British in Palestine as the Stern gang) to collaborate with Hitler and Germany: 

"On condition that the German government recognizes the national aspirations of the 

'Movement for the Freedom of Israel' (Lehi), the National Military Organization (NMO) 

proposes to participate in the war on the side of Germany..."  [Document number E234151-8 

at Yad Vachem in Jerusalem.]. 

The German NS government, however, refused to recognize such Jewish "national 

aspirations" since it conflicted with the policy of their ally Mohammed Amin al-Husseini 

who was opposed to the establishment of a Jewish State in Palestine. Thus, the attempted 

Jewish collaboration failed. 
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Conclusion: 

To quote Waffen-SS General Leon Degrelle: 

" German racialism meant re-discovering the creative values of their own race, re-discovering 

their culture. It was a search for excellence, a noble ideal. National Socialist racialism was 

not against the other races, it was for its own race. It aimed at defending and improving its 

race, and wished that all other races did the same for themselves. 

That was demonstrated when the Waffen SS enlarged its ranks to include 60,000 Islamic SS. 

The Waffen SS respected their way of life, their customs, and their religious beliefs. Each 

Islamic SS battalion had an imam, each company had a mullah. It was our common wish that 

their qualities found their highest expression. This was our racialism. I was present when 

each of my Islamic comrades received a personal gift from Hitler during the new year. It was 

a pendant with a small Koran. Hitler was honoring them with this small symbolic gift. He 

was honoring them with what was the most important aspect of their lives and their history. 

National Socialist racialism was loyal to the German race and totally respected all other 

races."  Leon Degrelle - Epic: The Story of the Waffen SS (Lecture given in 1982). Reprinted 

in The Journal of Historical Review, vol. 3, no. 4, pp. 441-468. 

I myself have saught to understand the purpose of our lives, as human beings, and so studied, 

first-hand in a practical way, most of the major religions of the world - Buddhism, Taoism, 

Hinduism, Christianity, Islam - as well as philosophy from Aristotle to Heidegger, literature 

from Homer to Mishima, and science from its earliest beginnings. 

I have spent long hours, day after day, often week after week and sometimes month after 

month, talking with Muslim scholars, Buddhist and Taoist Masters, Christian priests and 

theologians, Hindu ascetics, and a multitude of ordinary people of different faiths, cultures, 

and races.  My very life, my very experiences among the different cultures, the different 

faiths, of the world, reveals the truth of National-Socialism: its desire for harmony, honour, 

and order. My own life, my experiences, my National-Socialist writings, expose the 

propaganda lies of those opposed to National-Socialism: those social engineers who have 

saught, and who do seek, through the usury of a world-wide consumer-capitalism, to exploit 

this planet and its peoples and so destroy diversity and difference and everything that is noble 

and evolutionary. 

A true, a genuine, National-Socialist does not go around "hating" people of other races just as 

National-Socialists are not disrespectful of the customs, the religion, the way of life, of 

people of other races. 

As I have said and written many times, we National-Socialists respect other cultures, and 

people of other races, because we uphold honour. Honour means being civilized; it means 

having manners: being polite; restrained in public and so on. Honour means treating people 

with courtesy and respect, regardless of their race and culture. 

We National-Socialists express the view that a person should be proud of their own culture 

and heritage, respectful of their ancestors and their ancestral way of life, and accept that other 
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peoples have a right to be proud of their own culture and heritage as well. The ideal is a 

working toward mutual understanding and respect. 

What we must remember is that whenever we hear or see the words racism and racist we are 

hearing and seeing Zionist social engineering at work. Our duty, as Aryans, is to uphold and 

strive to live by our own Aryan values of personal honour and loyalty to our folk. 
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The Jewish Origins of the AIDS Virus by High Priest 

Jake Carlson 

Although this sermon is aimed at the White race, all Gentile races are affected. The way that 

everyone can get justice from the kikes is through spiritual warfare, awakening rituals, and 

the destruction rituals. This sermon is meant to infuriate the Third Sex population and the 

heterosexual population alike against our Jewish enemy. The truth about the origins of AIDS 

among the White race in the United States needed to be revealed, so here it is. 

 

666/88!! 

 

High Priest Jake Carlson 

http://www.joyofsatan.com  

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

http://gbltthulesociety666.angelfire.com/aids/  

 

AIDS: The Secret Jewish Genocide Plot Against White Homosexual Men by High Priest Jake 

Carlson 

 

There are plenty of books and articles out there that speculate about the origin of the AIDS 

virus among the Black African population [as the Jews also hate Blacks and use them as 

slaves programmed to destroy White civilization], so what I am going to do in this sermon is 

expose the true origin of the AIDS virus among White homosexual men in the United States, 

since the truth about this has only seen the light of day in small, limited amounts. 

 

While all non-Jews are hated by the Jewish people, the White race has been at the 

BULLSEYE of where the Jews vent their relentless, fanatical, psychotic, and genocidal rage 

the most, for as long as the Jewish people have existed. This is the reason why the Jews exist 

in the first place; to exterminate the White Aryan race, as we are the direct descendents of 

Satan and his Demons. Although homosexual relations do not produce physical offspring, 

Nature has also provided that a relatively small percentage of animals and humans, alike, are 

non-heterosexual, because in Paganism/Satanism, which is Nature's religion, homosexuals 

have other areas of expertise that leave the homosexual much too busy to birth and raise 

children. 

 

White homosexuals [who undeniably, have traditionally offered Pagan/Satanic civilization 

creativity and leadership in the Arts and Crafts, Philosophy, Mathematics, Science, 

Literature, Religion, Spirituality, and Warrior skills, among many other areas of Aryan 

culture that form the basis of human life itself], are hated by the Jewish people just as much 

as heterosexuals. Unlike what many deluded Christians believe, not producing offspring 

through heterosexual relations does not exempt a person from being at the BULLSEYE of 

Jewish hatred. Because homosexuals are creative by nature, and they have a unique balance 
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of the male and female polarities within their souls, thus making their spiritual energy a threat 

to the Jewish powers that be, the Jews have brainwashed many gays into helping the Jewish 

people to destroy Aryan culture with liberalism, as the Jews have seductively presented 

Marxism with the illusion that it is an "escape" from the traditional, "conservative" wing of 

Biblical Christianity's hatred of homosexuality. In reality, nothing could be further from the 

truth. Christianity and Marxism come from the same Jewish "cloth" and work together behind 

the scenes for the same Jewish goal; the removal of the Aryan race from planet Earth. Even 

the Christianity that has assimilated some Aryan Pagan concepts in its efforts to survive, kills 

us in the end. Nothing good can ever come from ANY aspect of Christianity! 

 

Like the Jewish conspiracies of the Christian, Muslim, and Communist programs that the 

Jewish people have encompassed all of the "heavens" and the earth to hide their involvement 

with, there is another conspiracy worth mentioning in this sermon; a Jewish conspiracy 

against White homosexual and bi-sexual men, who the Jews would use to spread this 

conspiracy to the heterosexual population through bi-sexuality and blood transfusions. That 

conspiracy is spelled A-I-D-S! 

 

While the AIDS virus is a threat to everyone, no other group of individuals on this planet has 

been blamed more for this disease than the homosexually-oriented population. If a person is 

confused about why the Jews have these "brotherly love" Communist organizations that cater 

to "homosexual causes," including "AIDS activism," but that the Jews secretly hate 

homosexuals and want them killed along with the rest of the White peoples of Satan, the 

reason is because the Jews are not only currently brainwashing homosexuals into using their 

creativity against the White race, but because the Jews are covering their tracks, hiding their 

involvement with the Christian and Muslim persecution of homosexuals, thus lowering many 

of these gay people's defenses into trusting the Jewish people who have been brainwashing 

them with the lie that the Jews are "brothers and sisters" who share a "common persecution" 

from the Christians. Once again, this is to fool the Gentiles. The Jews concocted the Christian 

"religion" and enforced it upon the Pagan Gentiles under "convert or die..." 

 

Christianity, a Jewish "religion," teaches that homosexuality is an abomination and an 

abnormality in the eyes of the Christian [Jewish] "god" and that it "goes against Nature." In 

the Torah, Jewhovah/Yahweh says that homosexuality [whether it's among Jews/Israelites or 

Gentiles] is to be punished with the death penalty. In the New Testament, which is just as 

Jewish as the Torah, homosexuality, and people who are not bothered by it, are said to be 

worthy of the death penalty, and that homosexuality violates Nature's laws, is a sin that is just 

as grave as stealing and murder, and promises that the homosexual's soul will live in eternal 

punishment and torture [the book of Jude in the New Testament makes this clear]. Not even 

the dumbest of the mentally handicapped can deny that the anti-homosexuality of the New 

Testament is aimed at a Gentile Pagan audience. In other words, the Christian Bible, another 

Jewish hoax and conspiracy -- a Book of Jewish Witchcraft -- forbids homosexuality for the 

Gentiles, due to its occult power, despite the many White racialists, who have been touched 

by Christian "morality" in some way, and would rather believe the contrary, thus denying 

reality in order to coddle their Christian superstitions. 
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Christians use the explicitly anti-gay and anti-Pagan Romans 1:27 from the New Testament, 

which is just as Jewish as the Old Testament, to try to claim that AIDS is their "god's" or 

Nature's wrath. Nothing could be further from the truth. AIDS is 100% MAN-MADE by the 

Jews, just like the Judeo/Christian Bible is. AIDS was fully pre-meditated and was created 

also in part to make the Christians [think Anita Bryant] believe that so-called "Bible 

prophecy" was in action. Keep in mind that the late 1970's was a time when many 

homosexuals were coming out of the proverbial "closet," practically en masse, so the Jews 

used this event as the backdrop for the "fulfillment" of the Bible scriptures that are against 

homosexuality. The Jews have also succeeded in covering their tracks by pretending to be 

against Christianity, thus fooling as many clueless "goyim" as possible. 

 

The AIDS virus began in a LABORATORY and was formed into an experimental hepatitis B 

vaccine trial that was given by Jewish doctors and their cohorts to homosexuals, using them 

as test subjects, in the "gay ghettos" of America's largest cities. Gays were offered a 

"solution" to hepatitis B through an experimental hepatitis B vaccine. Within months of 

receiving the "experimental" vaccine, White homosexual and bi-sexual men began 

mysteriously dropping dead like flies from a "new" epidemic that would later be called 

AIDS, after being known as "gay cancer," "GRID," and "the gay plague." 

 

The book that I am citing for this sermon is "AIDS and the Doctors of Death: An Inquiry Into 

the Origin of the AIDS Epidemic" by Dr. Alan Cantwell. The book contains many left-

winged lies, such as the lie that Jewish Communism is "Anti-Semitic" and putting the blame 

on Adolf Hitler and the Nazis for what the Jewish people and the Communists are guilty of. 

Most authors, both Jewish and Gentile, mix lies with the truth. This is the only way Gentiles 

can get their books published by the Jewish-controlled press when it comes to anything 

concerning "controversial knowledge." However, I will never forget that it was in the year of 

2003, that Satan, who was coming to me in the form of Pan, started communicating with me, 

and he found Dr. Alan Cantwell's books for me about a Jewish doctor who invented the AIDS 

virus in the United States. I had no idea of the implication of this event at the time, as this 

was three and a half years before I dedicated my soul to Satan [I dedicated on August 28th, 

2006]. I have chosen to make the truth about AIDS public at last, as now is the time. The 

information in the following quotes that I am providing for this sermon are reliable and 

accurate for those who want to know what actually happened... 

 

"Most people are unaware of the gay experiments that immediately preceded the mass deaths 

in the gay community. But the details of the vaccine trials, and their effects on the health of 

homosexual men, are recorded for posterity in the annals of medical science." 

 

"Dr. Wolf Szmuness [a Soviet-trained Polish Jew] was the mastermind who planned the 

hepatitis B vaccine trials in gay men. He was professor of epidemiology at the Columbia 

University School of Public Health, and chief of epidemiology at the New York City Blood 

Center in Manhattan." "According to Allan Chase (Magic Shots, 1982), Szmuness was a 
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newcomer to the American medical and research communities. He was born in 1919 in 

Poland, and trained in the Soviet Union... He joined the New York Blood Center in 1969." 

 

"There was a complete agreement that the AIDS virus had been "introduced" into the United 

States through the male homosexual population in Manhattan, sometime around the years 

1978-1979. The negative testing of old (pre-1978) blood for AIDS virus antibodies had 

supplied that proof." 

 

"In January 1979, a few months after Wolf Szmuness began his experiment, purple skin 

lesions began to appear on the bodies of young white gay men in the Village area of 

Manhattan. The doctors were not sure exactly what was wrong with these men. During the 

next thirty months, Manhattan physicians encountered dozens of cases of a new disease 

characterized by immunodeficiency, Kaposi's sarcoma, and a rapidly fatal lung disease, 

known as Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia. All the men were young and gay and 

promiscuous. Almost all were white. All died horribly. Within a few years, AIDS would 

become the leading cause of death of young men and young women living in New York City; 

and The Big Apple would be the epicenter of the new plague with the highest number of 

AIDS cases in the country." 

 

"In March 1980 the CDC supervised additional gay experiments in San Francisco, Los 

Angeles, Denver, St. Louis and Chicago. In the fall of 1980 the first West Coast case of 

AIDS appeared in a young man from San Francisco. Six months later, in June 1981, the 

AIDS epidemic became "official." No one could understand why large numbers of young, 

white, previously healthy homosexual men were dying mysteriously in Manhattan, San 

Francisco, and Los Angeles." 

 

In light of these facts, it is obvious that the homosexual population has NOT been judged by 

the fictitious Christian [Jewish] "god" or any other being(s) except for the Jewish people who 

are the enemies of Satan and his peoples. The Jews are the people who have been cursed by 

Satan with more diseases than any other people, as the Jewish people are against Nature [see 

the Al-Jilwah]. The Jews suffer plenty, but their removal is still yet to come, but our spiritual 

warfare is setting things in motion. Homosexuality is a part of Nature and it's kingdom. As a 

matter of fact, many of Satan's Demons have bi-sexual feelings, as bi-sexuality is the 

illustration of a perfectly balanced human soul. Bi-sexuality is a very large part of the animal 

kingdom as well. 

 

I recently watched a movie called The Normal Heart [very Jewish movie, unfortunately], 

which is about the homosexual community's reaction to the AIDS crisis during its early years. 

A man who had died of AIDS in a hospital in Phoenix, Arizona, was placed inside of a large 

garbage bag and thrown out into the dumpster. Christian logic, that is based upon what the 

Bible literally teaches about homosexuality, doesn't feel that such instances even matter, 

because in the eyes of the Christian [Jewish] "god," Christians are exempt from the "Love thy 

neighbor" crap if that neighbor is a homosexual [see Leviticus 20:13, which does NOT only 

apply to the Jews/Israelites, but Gentiles, too]. 
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While the Christians and Muslims have been rightfully blamed for their disgust and 

animosity towards homosexuality, it is the Jewish people who have been calling the shots all 

along, while they hide behind the "curtains," controlling their masterpieces of Christianity, 

Islam, and Communism, from behind the scenes. The Jews hate everyone who isn't Jewish, 

including the puppets that they use in order to destroy our Aryan race and civilization. 

 

Like with Jewish Ritual Murder, with the AIDS virus that was blamed on the homosexual 

population, the blood of multiple millions of innocent Gentile lives is on the hands of the 

Jewish people. This includes the lives of infants of heterosexuals and young hemophiliacs 

who received AIDS-tainted blood from blood transfusions that contained blood from AIDS 

patients, as the Jewish-run blood banks knew that they were giving out AIDS-tainted blood, 

but they refused to develop a blood test and clean up the blood banks, which resulted in 

massive lawsuits against the blood banks. Homosexuals would once again be at the receiving 

end for the blame from this Jewish-invented virus that was destined to become a disease that 

affects all Gentiles. 

 

While I was growing up, I was taught the Christian lie that homosexuality is a "filthy, 

disgusting perversion" that can give a person AIDS just from THINKING about it, let alone 

"acting upon" it. This lie that many other people have also been forced to believe has been 

debunked by this sermon. AIDS is a fully pre-meditated JEWISH MAN-MADE disease. Like 

in the 1993 HBO movie And the Band Played On, which was about the AIDS crisis, "Patient 

Zero" stated, "Remember, if I have this gay plague, someone gave it to me" which means that 

"Patient Zero" was a victim, not an intentional victimizer, since the Jews had told the public 

for the longest time that AIDS "is not sexually transmitted," and of course, they played the 

same game concerning whether the disease is blood-borne or not, as well. The Jewish 

invention of the AIDS virus was genocide and was bio-warfare, plain and simple. 

 

As an Aryan Leader for Satanists, I will say this: We, as Spiritual Satanists/National 

Socialists, are NOT Christian in any way, shape or form, nor do we agree with anything that 

the Christians believe about things like homosexuality. Truth be known, there is no such 

thing as a Spiritual Satanist, a true National Socialist, who is against homosexuality, as we 

recognize that homosexuality has its place firmly rooted within Nature's laws, as does 

heterosexuality. Satanism and the Satanic government, which is National Socialism, support 

homosexuals just like we support heterosexuals. It is many homosexuals who need to wake 

up and stop serving the Jews and Marxist politics that are completely at odds with Satanism 

and Satanic government. Marxism, which is the doctrine of Yeshua/Jesus Christ/Iesous 

Christos, the Jewish Messiah, is designed to annihilate the White race of Satan. Now is the 

time to wake up, not later, as anytime later is too late [today is July 9th, 2015]. I'd hate to see 

fellow homosexuals who could have become Satanists/National Socialists, but were too lazy 

or cowardly, have the same fate as the rest of the people who try to stop Satan's Kingdom 

from manifesting on its home which is planet Earth. Take care of yourselves, each other, and 

work for Satan and the destruction of his and our enemies, the Jewish people and their 

Christian, Muslim, and Communist programs. 
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The AIDS conspiracy against White GBLT people is finally exposed! 

 

666/88!! 

 

Reference: 

 

AIDS And the Doctors of Death: An Inquiry Into the Origin of the AIDS Epidemic by Dr. 

Alan Cantwell 

 

Informative article regarding untested AIDS blood in the blood banks during the 1980's: 

 

http://www.nytimes.com/1989/04/27/us/health-medical-liability-blood-banks-facing-

hundreds-of-aids-suits.html?pagewanted=1  

 

To see how genocide has always been a Jewish ideal, please read: 

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Genocide_is_Jewish.html  

 

Christian PDF that ADMITS that the Christian Bible's persecution of homosexuality applies 

to Gentiles as well: http://www.fredsbibletalk.com/fb020b.pdf  
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Magic: History-Theory-Practice  

by Dr. Ernst Schertel,  

Annotated by Adolf Hitler 

Adolf Hitler, Heinrich Himmler and other Third Reich leaders worked relentlessly to rid Nazi 

Germany of the poison of Judeo/Christainity. Most of the top Nazi leaders were educated in 

the occult and knew the truth. This can readily be seen from the numerous occult and Satanic 

symbols, such as the swastika, the red, black, and white colors, and the death's head, seen 

nearly everywhere in Nazi Germany. 

The Jews know all too well that The Third Reich was spiritually aware, and onto the Jewish 

hoax of Christianity. Christianity is the root of Jewish power. Christianity is the Jewish 

bulwark. For centuries, the Jews have deluded Gentiles into believing that Christians and 

Jews are against each other, that the Jewish people murdered "Jesus the Christ" [which is a 

fictious Jewish archetype], but this is not true, nor has it ever been true. This is why the Jews 

have worked so hard to infest post WWII NS and affilated organizations, such as former 

'Aryan Nations' with Christianity, Christian "morals" and such. True National Socialism does 

not conform to Judeo/Christian "morals." True National Socialism has its roots in Paganism, 

which is another word for Gentile. 

Supporters of Martin Luther who claimed to be against the Jews would be surprised to know 

that there are strong indications that Luther was secretly working in collusion with the 

Catholic Church in order to diffuse its centralized power. There will be a full article 

forthcoming regarding this soon, along with references. 

Nearly everything of the material has its beginnings in the mind. Your car, your PC, 

electricity, books, buildings- THE IDEA CAME FIRST!! Christianity plants a powerful 

psychic seed and connection for psychic control which eventually leads to, and has bled over 

into total control on all levels. 

The Judeo/Christian Bible and YES, especially the New Testament has written on nearly ever 

page either the word JEW, JEWS, and/or ISRAEL [which are written of and exalted in every 

way]. THE FICTITIOUS JESUS IS THE EPITOME OF JEWISHNESS. NO CHRISTIAN 

CAN EVEN USE SCRIPTURES TO ARGUE JESUS IS NOT A JEW. THIS JEWISH 

INVENTED ARCHETYPE IS JEWISH FROM BIRTH TO DEATH! 

"Satan" means "ENEMY" in Hebrew. Satan is and always was the True God of the 

Gentiles. "Yaweh" YHVH" "Jehova" and related names are in truth, the Jewish 

people. Christians who claim to be Nazis are not only a malignancy within the organizations, 

but they are tied into a powerful psychic vortex of worshipping Jewish masters. THE 

ENEMY WORKS THROUGH THEM. THIS CAN READILY BE SEEN WITH MANY 

WORKING FOR DISUNITY AND INFIGHTING, USING THE VEHICLE OF 

CHRISTIAN RELIGION AS A TOOL. 
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THERE IS NO GREATER THREAT TO THE JEWISH ENEMY THAN THAT OF 

SATANISM. THEY HAVE WORKED CENTURIES TO KEEP US GENTILES FROM 

OUR GODS THROUGH MASS MURDER, GENOCIDE, FORCED INDOCTRINATION, 

USE OF THE MEDIA, HOLLYWOOD, AND MUCH, MUCH MORE. 

Below is further proof of Adolf Hitler's spiritual beliefs. Truth be known, many of the Top 

Leaders of the Third Reich were Satanists. They knew the truth. 

Here is an excerpt from Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

Magic: History, Theory and Practice 

Originally published in Germany in 1923 by Dr. Ernst Schertel, Magie: Geschichte, Theorie, 

Praxis, in its original German edition, was a hardcover book consisting of 154 pages. 

Schertel identifies heavily with the "demonic" in Magic, espousing the belief that 

"communion with the demon" is the most important aspect of magical/religious practice. 

In 2003 it was revealed that Schertel had sent a dedicated copy of the book to Adolf Hitler. 

Hitler read the book and marked several passages. A total of sixty-six annotations were made 

by Hitler in his copy. Eventually the Hitler copy was obtained from the John Hay Library at 

Brown University and the book was translated into English with his annotations added.  

Magic: History, Theory and Practice From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

Some of the passages marked by Hitler include: 

"Our body represents an accumulation of potential and kinetic world energies and ranges on 

the way from the line of our ancestors, to the animal, plant, and crystal down to the beginning 

of all things." 

"…Through our bodies flood the energies of the universe, out of the infinite into the infinite. 

What we call our `soul' is the sum of all world energies, all pasts of the world and states of 

the world…" 

"That we, who are living today, do not really know how to deal with the `sensory world,' that 

it appears to be empty, dull, even oftentimes annoying, that we perceive our body as a 

`prison' of our `soul,' that we are consequently at best capable for mystique, and only in the 

rarest cases capable of magic, is because of the extinguishing of the ability of which all the 

late times are lacking, and which consists in experiencing the `outer world' as an incarnation 

of `spiritual' contents. But only he is a magician who is able to inspire things and solidify the 

soul. 

"We call the central focus of the cosmic forces in us our `god' or our `demon.' It describes the 

punctual projection of the whole dynamic of the universe with all of its abysmal infiniteness 

in our self, it signifies the deepest sense, the first being and the highest value, created in the 

center of our consciousness out of the senseless, being-less and value-less chaos of 

paracosmic forces." 
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"Every demon-magical world is centered towards the great individuals, from whom basic 

creative conceptions spring. Every magician is surrounded by a force field of para-cosmic 

energies, and as already indicated he acts to the highest degree `ektropically' upon the cosmic 

dynamic. The individuals which are infected by him form a `community of his `people' 

(Volk) and create a complex of life of a certain imaginative framework which is called 

`culture.' From that moment on, when these imaginative-magical forces of cohesion run dry, 

the result is a deteriorating people (Volk) and with them, their culture." 

"Satan' is the creative, value-setting and value-increasing principle… Satan is the fertilizing, 

destroying/constructing warrior… "He who does not have the demonic seed within himself 

will never give birth to a magical world." "The mass of today lives only materially, but not 

with the body, it feels only intellectually but not with the soul." "Only the magician is 

therefore able to also learn something from historical symbols, only he is able to interpret life 

forms which have faded away. 

"Satan is the beginning… Satan is in everything that lives and appears, he acts in the last 

tenderest beam of light of the last star…" "All reality is only Phantoms… Our demon is 

struggling, and he is struggling in pain and hardship. We must suffer with him to share 

victory with him. 
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LIST OF JEWISH SURNAMES/LASTNAMES 

Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the 

letter A 

Aaron 

Aaronin 

Aaronsen 

Aaronson 

Aaronstein 

Abba 

Abel 

Abelson 

Abendana 

Aberke 

Aberl 

Aberlein 

Aberlieb 

Aberzuss 

Abil 

Abrabanel 

Abraham 

Abrahm 

Abrahmsohn 

Abram 

Akiba 

Album – variation of 

"Weiss" 

Alcalay 

Alembik 

Alfandari 

Algus 

Aliyah 

Alizah 

Alkus 

Alper 

Alpern 

Alpert 

Alpron 

Alter 

Alterman 

Altfeld 

Altmann 

Altneu 

Altschul 

Aronstam 

Aronstein 

Aronthal, variation of 

Aaron 

Aryeh 

Arzt 

Asael 

Asaf 

Asch 

Aschenheim 

Aschenheimer 

Ascher 

Aschheim 

Ash 

Ashburg 

Ashendorf 

Ashkenazi – this name 

used to mean "German" 

(Gentile) until the 17th 

century when many 

European jews migrated 

to Asia Minor, where 

they were given this 

name by Turkish jews to 

identify them as coming 
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Abrami 

Abramin 

Abramov 

Abramowitz 

Abrams 

Abramsky 

Abramsohn 

Abramson 

Abravanel 

Abravaneln 

Absalom 

Abudraham 

Abulafia 

Abzug 

Achselrad 

Ackerman/n 

Acosta 

Adele 

Adelman 

Adelman/n 

Adelson 

Adelstein – "precious 

stone; very expensive" 

Ader 

Altschuler 

Altshule 

Amdur 

Amdursky 

Amschel 

Amsel 

Amsle 

Amsler 

Amster 

Anastasios 

Anav 

Ancier 

Andrussier 

Anixter 

Ansbach 

Anschel 

Antman/n 

Anzieher 

Apel 

Apelopwitz 

Apfelbaum 

Appel 

Apt 

from the German 

territories. 

Ashman/n 

Ashner 

Askush 

Asner 

Aspis 

Astruc 

Astruc 

Atar 

Atlin 

Atzmon 

Auerbach 

Auslander 

Auspitz 

Austern 

Averik 

Avigaal 

Avigad 

Avigdor 

Avil 

Avindam 

Aviram 

Avi-Shaul 
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Adler 

Adler-Adonoilom 

Admon 

Adolescenti 

Africk 

Afrom – variation of 

"Ephraim" 

Agosi 

Agozi 

Agranat 

Agron 

Agronsky 

Ahavah 

Ahikam 

Ahitov 

Ahl 

Ahuvah 

Akabiah 

Akashia 

Apter 

Aren- variation of Aaron 

Arfa 

Arkin - variation of 

Aaron 

Arkules 

Aron, variation of Aaron 

Aroni, variation of 

Aaron 

Aronin, variation of 

Aaron 

Aronoff, variation of 

Aaron 

Aronoff, variation of 

Aaron 

Aronov, variation of 

Aaron 

Aronow, variation of 

Aaron 

Aronowitch, variation of 

Aaron 

Aronowitz, variation of 

Aaron 

Aronson, variation of 

Aaron 

Avraham 

Avrech 

Avril 

Avrom 

Awerbuch 

Axeldar 

Axelrad 

Axelrod 

Axelrood 

Ayalah 

Ayelet 

Ayzenschtat 

Azariah 

Azria 

Azzopardi 
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Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the 

letter B 

Bab 

Babad 

Bacharach 

Bacher 

Bacherach 

Bachrach 

Bachrich 

Bad 

Badanes 

Bader 

Badt 

Baer 

Bailin 

Bak 

Bakst 

Balaban 

Balak 

Balfur 

Balsam 

Balta 

Balter 

Ben 

Bender 

Bendit 

Bendit 

Bendor 

Ben-Gurion 

Ben-Horin 

Benjamin 

Benowitz 

Ben-Shahar 

Bensheim 

Bensinger 

Ben-Tikvah 

Bentwich 

Benveniste 

Ben-Zahav 

Ben-Zvi 

Ber 

Berakhiah 

Berg 

Berger 

Boerne 

Bogatch (Polish- 

meaning "wealthy") 

Bogati 

Bogolub 

Bogoraz 

Bohm 

Boim 

Bokser 

Bollag 

Bolotin 

Bondi 

Borer 

Bornstein 

Borodaty 

Boros 

Borowsky 

Bortnik 

Boruchschomer 

Botbol 

Botnick 

Botstein 
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Bamberg 

Bamberger 

Banet 

Bar 

Barad 

Baram 

Baratz 

Barbakoff 

Barch 

Bard 

Bardach 

Bardowitz 

Barg 

Bar-Gada 

Bar-Ilan 

Barkan 

Bar-Kokhba 

Barlas 

Barmak 

Barmash 

Barmat 

Bar-Nathan 

Baron – variation of 

'Bar-Aaron" (son of 

Bergman/n 

Berish 

Berkal 

Berkman/n 

Berko 

Berkovits 

Berkowitz 

Berl 

Berlin (Nothing to do 

with the city. The name 

means "Son of Berl') 

Berliner 

Berman 

Bernbaum 

Bernheim 

Bernick 

Bernstein – derived from 

"dealings with amber" 

Bertinero 

Beshanim 

Beshar 

Besser 

Bethel 

Bettelheim 

Bettsack 

Botushansky 

Botwinnik 

Boxerman/n 

Boyer 

Brach 

Bradt 

Brady 

Braf 

Bragin 

Brainin 

Bram 

Bran 

Brand 

Brandão 

Brandeis 

Brandelstein 

Brander 

Brandler 

Brandwein 

Brann 

Brasch 

Brat 

Braude 
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Aaron) 

Barr 

Barron 

Barrstein 

Barshay 

Barth 

Baru 

Baruch 

Barukh 

Barukh 

Bar-Yehuda 

Barza 

Bas 

Basch 

Bashe 

Basheva 

Baskin 

Baskind 

Bass 

Bassan 

Bassani 

Bassovsky 

Basyah 

Betzalel 

Biback 

Biber 

Bibick 

Bickel 

Biederman/n 

Biegeleisen 

Bildhauer 

Bilu 

Binder 

Bing 

Birnbaum 

Bistritzky 

Bitensky 

Blacher 

Black 

Blaser 

Blashki 

Blaszka 

Blau 

Blaustein 

Blecher 

Blechman/n 

Braunfeld 

Braunschild 

Braunspan 

Braunstein 

Braunthal 

Braverman/n 

Breger 

Breindel 

Breine 

Bremel 

Brender 

Brenner 

Breuer 

Brewda 

Breyer 

Brickenstein 

Brik 

Brill 

Brilliant 

Brim 

Brisch 

Brock 

Brockman/n 
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Batnick 

Batusanschi 

Batyah 

Baum 

Bauman/n 

Baumgarten 

Baxt 

Bayla 

Bechar 

Becher 

Bechor 

Bechtheim 

Becker 

Beckerman/n 

Beckman/n 

Bedwinek 

Beederman/n 

Behar – variation of 

"ben-harav" 

Behokhmah 

Behrman 

Beifuss 

Beilin 

Beilke 

Bleich 

Bleiweiss 

Blitstein 

Bloch 

Block 

Bloom 

Bloomberg 

Bloomfeld 

Bloomfield 

Bloomingdale 

Blowitz 

Blozer 

Bluestein 

Blum 

Bluma 

Blumenberg 

Blumenfeld 

Blumengarten 

Blumenheim 

Blumenkrantz 

Blumenkrohn 

Blumenreich 

Blumenstein 

Brod 

Broder 

Brodner 

Brodsky 

Brodt 

Brody 

Brog 

Broitman/n 

Bromberg 

Bronfman/n 

Bronfn 

Bronstein 

Brosch 

Brostoff 

Brownstein 

Bruck 

Bruckenstein 

Bruckstein 

Brüll 

Buber 

Buchsbaum 

Buchwald 

Bufman/n 
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Bekher 

Bekhorath 

Belier 

Belka 

Belkin 

Bellow 

Belmont 

Belmonte 

Belofsky 

Belzer 

Blumenstock 

Blumenthal 

Blumfeld 

Blumkin 

Blustein 

Bobroff 

Bochner 

Bodanis 

Bodek 

Bodenstein 

Bodner 

Bukspan 

Bulka 

Bunim 

Burack 

Burla 

Burstein 

Buschbaum 

Buxbaum 
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Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the 

letters C, D, and E 

C 

Cahan- variation of 

Cohen 

Cahen- variation of 

Cohen 

Cahn- variation of 

Cohen 

Calish 

Cantarini 

Cardozo 

Carlebach 

Caro 

Casdan 

Cassirer (Yiddish for 

Cash) 

Castro 

Casuto 

Chabas 

Chabin 

Chabner 

Chagall 

Chai 

Chaikin 

D 

Da Costa 

Damrosch 

Danto- variation of 

"David" 

Daskal 

Daskelowitz 

Daube 

Dauber 

David 

Davidovitch 

Davidowitz 

Davidson 

Davis 

Dayag 

Dayan 

De Haas 

Dekovnick 

Del Medigo 

Del Vecchio 

Dembitz 

Dewoskin 

E 

Eberman/n 

Ebril 

Eckstein 

Edel 

Edelman/n 

Edelsberg 

Edelstein 

Efer 

Efroike 

Efroikin 

Eger 

Egers 

Ehmann 

Ehren (all names with 

"Ehren" are variations of 

Aaron) 

Ehrenberg 

Ehrenfeld 

Ehrenfest 

Ehrenfreund 

Ehrenfried 
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Chaim 

Chait 

Chalef 

Chalfan 

Chamedes 

Chameides 

Chamides 

Chamudes 

Chanen 

Chanin 

Chankin 

Chapiro – variation of 

Shapiro 

Charlap 

Charmatz 

Charness 

Charnis 

Charrik 

Charry 

Chasin 

Chasins 

Chason 

Chatan 

Chavkin 

Diamant 

Dick 

Dickenstein 

Dickstein 

Dienesmann 

Dieudonné 

Diofatto 

Dissen 

Ditzah 

Dobe 

Dobkin 

Dobrin 

Dohm 

Dolinsky 

Dorfman/n 

Doron 

Drach 

Dratwa 

Drechsler 

Dreebin 

Dreifuss 

Dresner 

Dressler 

Ehrenfrucht 

Ehrenhaft 

Ehrenhaus 

Ehrenkrantz 

Ehrenpreis 

Ehrenreich 

Ehrenstamm 

Ehrenstein 

Ehrenteil 

Ehrenthal 

Ehrentreu 

Ehrenzweig 

Ehrlich 

Ehrman/n 

Eibenschitz 

Eibenschütz 

Eibeschütz 

Eichel 

Eichhorn 

Eichler 

Eidels 

Eifer 

Eiferman/n 
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Chayes 

Chayim 

Chayyah 

Chazan 

Chazzan 

Cherkasky 

Cherniak 

Chernik 

Chernoff 

Chernoffsky 

Chiel 

Chiger 

Chiya 

Chodes 

Chodesh 

Chodosh 

Chomsky 

Chorney 

Chubin 

Chubinsky 

Chudnow 

Citron 

Cogan- variation of 

"Cohen" 

Drexler 

Drexsler 

Dreyfus 

Dreyfuss 

Druck 

Drucker 

Dubin 

Dubofsky 

Dubow 

Dubowsky 

Duchan 

Duchen 

Duchin 

Duchovny 

Dukhen 

Dunkelman/n 

Durchschlag 

Dushkin 

Duskin 

Duvdevani 

Dvoshke 

Dym 

Eige 

Eiger 

Eiges 

Einhorn 

Einstein 

Eisbart 

Eise 

Eiseman/n 

Eisen 

Eisenbach 

Eisenberg 

Eisengarten 

Eisenheim 

Eisenhower 

Eisenkraft 

Eisenman/n 

Eisenstadt 

Eisenstam 

Eisenstark 

Eisenstein 

Eisinger 

Eisler 

Eisman/n 
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Cohan- variation of 

Cohen 

Cohen -(Exclusively 

Jewish name) 

Cohn- variation of 

Cohen 

Cohnheim- variation of 

Cohen 

Cohnstein- variation of 

Cohen 

Cole 

Colombo 

Cone– variation of 

Cohen 

Consolina 

Cooper (Some Gentiles 

also use this name) 

Cooperman/n 

Cornberg 

Cornblith 

Cornblum 

Cornfein 

Cornfeld 

Cornfield 

Corngreen 

Corngut 

Eisner 

Eisnick 

Eissig 

Eizik 

Elath 

Elazar 

Elbaz 

Elchanan 

Eleazar 

Elhanan 

Eliakim 

Elias 

Eliasaph 

Eliezer 

Elijah 

Elimelech 

Elimelekh 

Elishama 

Elishaphat 

Elkan 

Elkin 

Ellbogen 

Ellenbogen 
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Cornpracht 

Cramer 

Cresca 

Csillag 

Czaczkes 

Ellman/n 

Elman/n 

Elnathan 

Elow 

Elowitz 

Elya 

Emale 

Embden 

Emden 

Engel 

Engeler 

Enker 

Entin 

Enzil 

Enzlin 

Ephraim 

Ephrat 

Ephron 

Ephros 

Eppenstein 

Eppstein 

Epsteen 

Epstein 
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Erlanger 

Eshkol 

Espérance 

Esperanza 

Esterine 

Esterman/n 

Esterson 

Estrin 

Ettinger 

Ettlinger 

Evron 

Ewig 

Ewigkeit 

Eybeschitz 

Ezekiel 
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Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the 

letter F 

Fagan 

Fagin 

Faibisch 

Fairchild 

Falk 

Falkenberg 

Falkenfeld 

Falkenheim 

Falkenstein 

Falkenthal 

Falkheim 

Farber 

Farkas 

Fassbinder 

Fayvel 

Feder 

Federbusch 

Federman/n 

Feibelman/n 

Feig 

Feige 

Felsenstein 

Felsenthal 

Felsher 

Feltenberg 

Fenichel 

Fenster 

Ferber 

Fertel 

Fetterer 

Feuchtwanger 

Feuer 

Feuerstein 

Fiedler 

Figel 

Figler 

Figlin 

Filehne 

Filene 

Filler 

Fine 

Fingerhut 

Fogelstein 

Fonseca 

Forman 

Forscheim 

Fortel 

Forti 

Fradkin 

Fraime 

Fram 

Frank 

Frankel 

Frankfurter 

Frayda 

Freeman 

Freilach 

Freilich 

Frenkel 

Freud 

Freudenberg 

Freudenfeld 

Freudenfels 
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Feigel 

Feigelman/n 

Feigelstock 

Feigenbaum 

Feigenblat 

Feigin 

Feigler 

Feigon 

Feilchenfeld 

Fein 

Feinberg 

Feiner 

Feinerman/n 

Feingold 

Feinman/n 

Feinsilver 

Feinstein 

Feis 

Feischl 

Feitel 

Feivel 

Feivis 

Feivish 

Fink 

Finkdorf 

Finke 

Finkel 

Finkelstein (dealing in 

diamonds) 

Finkenfeld 

Finkerfeld 

Finkheim 

Finkhof 

Finn 

Finzi 

Firestone 

Fisch 

Fischbein 

Fischel 

Fischer 

Fischman/n 

Fiscl 

Fishkin 

Fishkind 

Fishman/n 

Flacksman/n 

Flaks 

Freudenheim 

Freudenreich 

Freudenstein 

Freudenthal 

Freudman/n 

Fried 

Friedel 

Friedenheim 

Friedenson 

Friedenstein 

Friedenthal 

Frieder 

Friedheim 

Friedjung 

Friedland 

Friedländ 

Friedlich 

Friedman/n 

Friedson 

Friedwald 

Frohlich 

Froike 

Froikin 

Froikin – variation of 
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Feivus 

Fekete 

Feld 

Feldbaum 

Feldblum 

Feldhaus 

Feldheim 

Feldinger 

Feldleit 

Feldman/n 

Feldscher 

Feldstein 

Feller 

Fellerman/n 

Fellner 

Felltrager 

Felman/n 

Felsen 

Felsenbach 

Felsenberg 

Flasch 

Flaschin 

Flax 

Flaxman/n 

Fleischer 

Fleischhaker 

Fleischhauer 

Fleischman/n 

Flesch 

Flexner 

Florscheim 

Florsheim 

Floss 

Flosser 

Fogel 

Fogelbaum 

Fogelman/n 

Fogelsang 

Fogelsdorf 

Fogelson 

Ephraim 

Froim 

Fromel 

Fromer 

Fromkin 

Fromm 

Frommer 

Frosch 

Fruma 

Fuchs 

Fudim 

Fudm 

Fudym 

Fuld 

Funk 

Furrier 

Fürth 

Fürther 

Futorian 

Futterman/n 
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Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the 

letter G 

Gabbai 

Gabel 

Gabler 

Gad 

Gaffen 

Galinsky 

Galpern 

Gam 

Gamliel 

Gamoran 

Gans 

Garfinkel 

Garfunkel (dealings with 

diamonds) 

Garland 

Garmaize 

Gartenhaus 

Gaster 

Gedaliah 

Geduld 

Geffen 

Geffner 

Gewirtz 

Glick 

Glickberg 

Glickin 

Glickman/n 

Glicksberg 

Glickselig 

Glicksman/n 

Glickstein 

Glickstern 

Gluck 

Gluckenspiegel 

Gnendel 

Goetzl 

Goiten 

Golan 

Gold 

Goldbart 

Goldbaum 

Goldberg 

Goldberger 

Gompers 

Gompertz 

Goodman/n 

Gordon (also used by 

many Gentiles, 

originally a Gentile 

name) 

Goren 

Gorenstein 

Gorfinkel 

Goronchik 

Gorwitz 

Gottesman/n 

Gottinger 

Gottlieb 

Gottstein 

Gotze 

Gougenheim 

Gould 

Goveh 

Grabber 

Graiver 

Granot 
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Geiger 

Gelbart 

Gelber 

Gelfman/n 

Geller 

Gellman/n 

Gendel 

Gerber 

Gersh 

Gershman/n 

Gershom 

Gershon 

Gershovitz 

Gerson 

Gerstein 

Gerstner 

Gertz 

Getz 

Getzel 

Getzl 

Gewirtzman/n 

Giblichman/n 

Giesser 

Goldblatt 

Goldblitt 

Goldblum 

Goldbrunn 

Golde 

Golden 

Goldenbaum 

Goldenberg 

Goldenthal 

Goldfarb 

Goldfeder 

Goldfish 

Goldfluss 

Goldhaber 

Goldhammer 

Goldheim 

Goldhirsch 

Goldich 

Goldkorn 

Goldkrantz 

Goldkraut 

Goldman/n 

Goldmann 

Granovsky 

Gratz 

Graubart 

Green 

Greenberg 

Greene 

Greenhut 

Greenleaf 

Greenspan 

Greenspun 

Greenstein 

Greenstone 

Grinberg 

Grobtuch 

Gross 

Grossbart 

Grossinger 

Grossman/n 

Grozovsky 

Gruenbaum 

Guberman/n 

Guckenheim 

Guggenheim 
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Gilah 

Gilden 

Gilman/n 

Gimbel 

Gimpel 

Gingold 

Ginsburg 

Ginzberg 

Giora 

Gittel 

Gittelmacher 

Gittelman/n 

Gittelsohn 

Gittelson 

Gitzok 

Glass 

Glassman/n 

Glatzer 

Glazer 

Goldmark 

Goldner 

Goldreich 

Goldsand 

Goldscheider 

Goldschild 

Goldschlag 

Goldschmidt 

Goldsmith 

Goldstadt 

Goldstaub 

Goldstein 

Goldstern 

Goldstrand 

Goldstrom 

Goldzweig 

Golomb 

Goltz 

Goltzer 

Goltzman/n 

Golub 

Guggenheimer 

Gumbeiner 

Gumpel 

Gumpertz 

Gumprecht 

Gunzburg 

Gunzelmann 

Gur 

Gurovitz 

Gurvich 

Gute 

Gutein 

Gutfeld 

Gutfreund 

Gutmacher 

Gutman/n 

Gutreich 

Gutstein 

Gutter 

Gutterman/n 

Guttman/n 
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Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the 

letters H, I, and J 

Haare 

Haas 

Haber 

Habib 

Hadash 

Hadassah 

Haffkin 

Haganah 

Hahn 

Hait 

Halafta 

Halevi 

Halevy 

Halfan 

Halper 

Halperin 

Halprin 

Hamashbir 

Hammerstein 

Hananel 

Hananiah 

Ibn 

Ichel 

Idelson 

Ifland 

Ignatz 

Imber 

Ingber 

Irving 

Isaac 

Isaacsohn 

Isaacson 

Isaakovitch 

Isak 

Ishmael 

Isidore 

Israel 

Israelin 

Isril 

Isser 

Isserl 

Isserles 

Jacob 

Jacobin 

Jacobsen 

Jacobson 

Jaffe 

Jaffin 

Jastrow 

Javitz 

Jehoshaphat 

Jellenik 

Jellin 

Jellinik 

Jephthah 

Jerusalimsky 

Jessel 

Jesselman/n 

Jewison 

Jochanan 

Joffin 

Joske 

Judah 
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Handel 

Handwerger 

Handwerker 

Hankin 

Hanoch 

Hardt 

Harif 

Harpaz 

Harris (also used by 

some Gentiles) 

Hart (also used by some 

Gentiles) 

Hartig 

Hartman/n (also used by 

some Gentiles) 

Hartog 

Hartwick 

Hartwig 

Harz 

Haspel 

Hassan 

Hatzkel 

Hauer 

Havah 

Havkin 

Isserlin 

Itkin 

Itts 

Itzhaki 

Itzhakin 

Itzig 

Itzik 

Itzkovitz 

Itzl 

Judel 

Julius 

Jurnove 
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Hayt 

Hayyah 

Hayyim 

Hazan 

Hedvah 

Hefter 

Heifetz 

Heilbron 

Heilbronner 

Heilbrun 

Heilpern 

Heilprin 

Heilprun 

Heiman/n 

Heine 

Helfgott 

Heller 

Hellman/n 

Helpern 

Hendel 

Henkin 

Hersch 

Herschel 
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Herschfus 

Herschson 

Herschstein 

Hersh 

Hershdorfer 

Herskowitz 

Herstein 

Hertzman/n 

Hertzmark 

Herz 

Herzbach 

Herzberg 

Herzbrunn 

Herzfeld 

Herzl 

Herzlia 

Herzog 

Heskel 

Heuer 

Heyman/n 

Hezekiah 

Hickman/n 

Higger 
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Hildesheim 

Hillel (Hillel is also the 

name for the Jewish 

center on college 

campuses) 

Hillman/n 

Himmelfarb 

Hinda 

Hindes 

Hindin 

Hirsch 

Hirschbaum 

Hirschberg 

Hirschberger 

Hirschbruk 

Hirschburg 

Hirschfeld 

Hirschfield 

Hirschhaut 

Hirschhorn 

Hirschkopf 

Hirschkorn 

Hirschler 

Hirschman/n 

Hirschthal 
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Hirschwald 

Hirsh 

Hirz 

Hirzh 

Hirzhman/n 

Hite 

Hittelmacher 

Hode 

Hodel 

Hodes 

Hodesmann 

Hodi 

Hoffman/n (also used by 

Gentiles) 

Hofstadter 

Holtz 

Holtzer 

Holz 

Holzer 

Holzman/n 

Hoos 

Horn 

Hornstein 

Hornthal 
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Horowitz 

Horre 

Horwitz 

Houseman/n 

Huberman/n 

Hudel 

Hyman 

Hymen 

Hyrcanos 
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Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the 

letter K 

Kabakoff 

Kacev 

Kaciff 

Kadar 

Kadoorie 

Kadury 

Kafka 

Kagan – variation of 

Cohen 

Kaganoff – variation of 

Cohen 

Kahane – variation of 

Cohen 

Kahn- variation of 

Cohen 

Kaiserman/n 

Kalisch 

Kalischer 

Kalman/n 

Kalonymos 

Kaluzna 

Kamin 

Kaminetzsky 

Kempler 

Kesef 

Kestenbaum 

Kevod 

Kibalti 

Kibaltic 

Kimchi 

Kimmelman/n 

Kirchen 

Kirchstein 

Kirmeyer 

Kirsch 

Kirschdorf 

Kirsche 

Kirschenbaum 

Kirschenberg 

Kirschenblatt 

Kirschenzweig 

Kirschheim 

Kirschner 

Kirstein 

Kopel 

Kopelman/n 

Kopeloff 

Kopelovitch 

Kopke 

Koppel 

Koppelman/n 

Korentayer 

Korf 

Korff 

Korn 

Kornberg 

Kornfeld 

Kornfield 

Korngold 

Kornreich 

Korshak 

Koshes 

Koslowsky 

Kossowsky 

Kotelschik 
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Kamins 

Kammerstein 

Kane– variation of 

Cohen 

Kansi 

Kantor 

Kapke 

Kaplan 

Karelitz 

Karlin 

Karliner 

Karlinsky 

Karlman 

Kartagener 

Kashdan 

Kaskel 

Kaspi 

Kassirer (Yiddish for 

Cash) 

Katz 

Katzenellenbogen 

Katzenstein 

Katzer 

Katziff 

Kirsten 

Kirzner 

Kisch 

Kisselevich 

Kissinger 

Kissner 

Kitay 

Kivel 

Klapholtz 

Klass 

Klausner 

Kleban 

Klein 

Kleinman/n 

Kleinsinger 

Klinger 

Klippfisch 

Klopman/n 

Kluger 

Klugman 

Knesset 

Kobel 

Kobrin 

Kotlar 

Kovalsky 

Kovarsky 

Kozin 

Kraines 

Krainin 

Kramer 

Krasny 

Kratchmer 

Kraus 

Kraushaar 

Krauskopf 

Krauss 

Kreindel 

Kreine 

Krensky 

Kretske 

Kretskes 

Krichevsky 

Krieger, Kriegman/n 

(This name is also used 

by Gentiles) 

Kripke 

Krischer 
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Katzin (rich) 

Katzman/n 

Katzoff 

Katzovitz 

Kaufman/n – also used 

by some Gentiles 

Kavinoky 

Kavka 

Kavner 

Kawka 

Kay 

Kaye 

Kayla 

Kazan 

Kazhdan 

Kedoshim 

Kele 

Kelman/n – (also used 

by some Gentiles) 

Kelpfish 

Kemmelman/n 

Kemp 

Kemper 

Kempenich 

Kochabi 

Kodesh 

Koenig 

Koenigsberg 

Kofman/n 

Kogan 

Kogen 

Kohanim – variation of 

Cohen 

Kohen– variation of 

Cohen 

Kohlberg 

Kohn– variation of 

Cohen 

Kohut 

Kojeteiner 

Kolatch 

Kolben 

Kolitz 

Kolodkin 

Kolodny 

Kompert 

Kone– variation of 

Cohen 

Konotopsky 

Krochmal 

Kronish 

Krulewitz 

Krumbein 

Krupnick 

Kuhn– variation of 

Cohen 

Kulefsky 

Kulikowsky 

Kulp 

Kumpert 

Kupietz 

Kuppenheim 

Kurtz 

Kus 

Kushner 

Kusiel 

Kusmann 

Kutner 

Kutoff 

Kuznitsky 

Kwilecki 
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Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the 

letter L 

Lachman/n 

Ladany 

Laffer 

Lagover 

Lakin 

Lamdan 

Lamech 

Landau 

Landman/n 

Lang 

Langsam 

Lansky 

Lanzner 

Lapidus 

Lapin 

Lapman/n 

Lasar 

Lash 

Lasker 

Laskov 

Laskowitz 

Lenoff 

Leorekh 

Lepavsky 

Lepretre 

Lerner 

Leser 

Lev 

Levandula 

Levenson 

Levey 

Levi (Exclusively 

Jewish, including all 

variations- prefix, 

middle of the name, 

suffix, "Lev") 

Levigne 

Levin 

Levine 

LeVine 

Levinsky/i 

Levinstein 

Levinthal 

Levitan/sky or ski 

Lipkin 

Lipman/n 

Lipschitz 

Lipschuetz 

Lipsky 

Lis 

Lisagor 

Liss 

Litant 

Litaur 

Litman/n 

Littauer 

Littman/n 

Litvak 

Litwack 

Litwin 

Locker 

Loeb 

Loetstein 

Lome 

Long 
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Lautenberg 

LaVine 

Lawentman/n 

Layb 

Lazarowitch 

Lazarus 

Leah 

Leahy 

Lebeau 

Lebedoff 

Leblang 

Lebovitch 

Lebow 

Lebowitz 

Leder 

Lederer 

Leeser 

Leff 

Lehman/n (money 

lender) 

Lehner 

Lehrer 

Leibowitz 

Lekach 

Levitch 

Levite 

Levitt 

Levitz 

Levy 

Lewin 

Lewin 

Lewis 

Leyisrael 

Leyser 

Liba 

Libschitz 

Licht 

Lichtenberg 

Lichtenfeld 

Lichterman/n 

Lichtman/n 

Lichtzer 

Lieb 

Lieberman/n 

Liebman/n 

Liebowitz 

Lifschitz 

Lopata 

Lopatnik 

Lopatnikov 

Lopez 

Lorge 

Lorig 

Lorsch 

Lotstein 

Löw 

Lowenbraun 

Lowenstein 

Lowitz 

Luban 

Lubar 

Lubarsky 

Lubin 

Lubowitz 

Ludwig 

Luepschuetz 

Lugner 

Lukatzsky 

Lunz 

Luria 
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Lekachman/n 

Lemberger 

Leml 

Lemlin 

Lempert 

Lenchitzky 

Leno 

Lifshitz 

Ligorner 

Lilienthal 

Linetsky 

Linker 

Lipa 

Lipes 

Lipis 

Lurie 

Lurje 

Lustig 

Lutz 

Luzzati 

Luzzato 

Lysagora 
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Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the 

letter M 

Maccabi 

Macht 

Magid 

Magida 

Magidson 

Magit 

Magtaz 

Mahalalel 

Mahler 

Maimon 

Maites 

Maitin 

Maizlish 

Malachi 

Malawsky 

Malbim 

Malech 

Malev 

Malevsky 

Malin 

Malkah 

Maslin 

Mass 

Matanky 

Mattathias 

Mattis 

Mattisoff 

Mattison 

Mattityahu 

Mattiyahu 

Mautner 

May 

Mayefsky 

Mayer 

Maymin 

Maza 

Mazal 

Mazur 

Meckler 

Medinah 

Meer 

Meersand 

Meyerhardt 

Meyerheim 

Meyeroff – variation of 

"Meir" 

Meyers 

Meyersberg 

Meyersicht 

Meyerstein 

Michel 

Mihály 

Milgrom 

Milhaud 

Miller – (this name is 

also used by many 

Gentiles) 

Millman/n 

Milstein 

Milton 

Minc 

Mince 

Mindel 

Minkche 

Minkovsky 
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Malkes 

Malkiel 

Malkin 

Malkinson 

Malkoff 

Malkov 

Mall 

Malter 

Maltin 

Manba 

Mandel 

Mandelbaum 

Mandelblum 

Mandelbrodt 

Mandelbrot 

Mandelman/n 

Mandelstam 

Mandelstamm 

Mandelsuss 

Manewith 

Manewitz 

Maniowitz 

Manisch 

Mehler 

Mehlman/n 

Meir 

Meisel 

Meislish 

Meisterlin 

Meites 

Meitin 

Melamed 

Melber 

Melezin 

Mellitz 

Melnick 

Melnikoff 

Meltsner 

Meltz 

Meltzer 

Melzner 

Menachem 

Menachim 

Menaheim 

Menahem 

Menaker 

Minne 

Minowitz 

Mintz 

Miriam 

Mirman/n 

Mirsky 

Mirvis 

Mishkin 

Mishnah 

Mizera 

Mlotok 

Model 

Mogilner 

Mohel 

Molotok 

Monsky 

Montagu 

Montalban 

Montefiore 

(disambiguation) 

Morah 

Moran 

Mordecai 

Moreh 
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Manischewitz 

Manishen 

Mankovsky 

Mankuta 

Mann 

Mannheim 

Mannish 

Mannsky 

Manoah 

Mapu 

Maram 

Marans 

Marantz 

Marburg 

Marcuse 

Maremont 

Margalit 

Marganit 

Margolin 

Margolioth 

Margolis 

Margolouth 

Marguiles 

Menasche 

Menba 

Menche 

Menchen 

Mendel 

Mendelberg 

Mendelheim 

Mendelovitch 

Mendelovitz 

Mendelsberg 

Mendelsohn 

Mendelson 

Mendelssohn 

Mendheim 

Mendthal 

Menke 

Menken 

Menkin 

Menlin 

Menuchin 

Menuhah 

Menuhin 

Menz 

Morenu 

Morgenstern 

Morgenthau 

Moritz 

Morpurgo 

Mosak - variation of 

"Moses" 

Moscheles- variation of 

"Moses" 

Moses 

Moshe- variation of 

"Moses" 

Moshia- variation of 

"Moses" 

Moskowitz- variation of 

"Moses" 

Moss- variation of 

"Moses" 

Mosse- variation of 

"Moses" 

Motche 

Moteff 

Motel 

Motele 

Motew 

Motke 
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Margules 

Margulies 

Margulis 

Marhuc 

Markowitz 

Marks 

Marmelstein 

Marpurch 

Marpurg 

Marshak 

Marx 

Mashbir 

Mashbitz- setter of 

jewels 

Mashgiah 

Merman 

Merr- variation of 

"Meir" 

Merrick- variation of 

"Meir" 

Mervitz 

Meslin 

Messenger 

Metchik 

Metz 

Metzger 

Metzia 

Mevaser 

Meyer 

Meyerfeld 

Motlin 

Motz- variation of 

"Moses" 

Motzkin- variation of 

"Moses" 

Mozak- variation of 

"Moses" 

Muchnik 

Mukel 

Munves 

Munz 

Mytofsky 

Mytosky 

Mytowsky 
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Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the 

letter N 

Nachman 

Nachman/n 

Nadel 

Naftalin 

Naftulin 

Naftulis 

Nagel 

Nager 

Nahman/n 

Nahum 

Naiman/n 

Naimon 

Najmark 

Namir 

Namslau 

Naparstek 

Naphtali 

Nardi 

Narkiss 

Narudetzki 

Nasati 

Nasatir 

Nash 

Nashelka 

Nass 

Natati 

Nathan 

Nathaniel 

Nathanson 

Naymark 

Neeman/n 

Nehamah 

Nehemiah 

Nehunyah 

Neiger 

Nelkin 

Nemirovsky 

Nerenberg 

Netzky 

Neumark 

Neviaser 

Nevler 

Newmark 

Nierenstein 

Nili 

Nissan 

Nissen 

Nissenbaum 

Nissenfeld 

Nissenholtz 

Nissim 

Novak 

Novick 

Nuger 

Nussbaum 
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Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the 

letters O and P 

Oberlander 

Ochakoff 

Ochs 

Ochsenschwantz 

Oder 

Oettinger 

Ofen 

Offen 

Ohringer 

Okner 

Okun 

Olshansky 

Onixt 

Oppenheim 

Oppenheimer 

Or 

Orbach 

Ore 

Oren 

Orenstamm 

Orenstein 

Pacifico 

Packer – (peddler) 

Pailet 

Paiser 

Panet 

Papernick 

Papiermeister 

Papirnyi 

Pappenheim 

Parchi 

Parness 

Pasch 

Pasternack 

Patinka 

Patinkin 

Pauker 

Pearl 

Pearlman/n 

Pechenik 

Peiman/n 

Peiser 

Pilch 

Pinchofsky 

Pinchuk 

Pines 

Pinhas 

Pinke 

Pinkhas 

Pinner 

Pinsk 

Pinsker 

Pinsky 

Piser 

Pizer 

Plisken 

Plotkin 

Plotnick 

Podoloff 

Podolov 

Podolsky 

Polier 

Politzer 
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Orenthal 

Orke 

Orkin- (descendant of 

Aaron) 

Orlansky 

Orlik 

Orlinsky 

Ornstein 

Oron 

Or-tzion 

Orun 

Oshinsky 

Osina 

Osinsky 

Osterweil 

Ostrow 

Ostrower 

Ottensosser 

Ovosky 

Ozarovsky 

Pekarsky 

Peled 

Pelles 

Pelofsky 

Penner 

Perachiah 

Perah 

Perelman/n 

Peres 

Pergament 

Perles 

Perlin 

Perlman/n 

Perlmutter 

Perlow 

Perlowsky 

Perlstein 

Perlzweig 

Persky 

Pervin 

Peshe 

Peshke 

Peshkin 

Polka 

Pollack 

Pollock 

Polski 

Polster 

Pomis 

Poneviaser 

Popp 

Popper 

Poppers 

Porat 

Porath 

Portnoy 

Portugal 

Posner 

Potashnik 

Poticha 

Potok 

Prensky 

Prenzlau 

Presch 

Presser 

Primack 
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Pessel 

Pevsner 

Pfaltzer 

Pforzheim 

Pianko 

Pick 

Pikelny 

Pringsheim 

Prinz 

Pritikin 

Prochownik 

Proskauer 

Pruzansky 

Pugatch 
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Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the 

letter R 

Rabad 

Rabak 

Rabb 

Rabbi 

Rabin 

Rabinovitch 

Rabinowitz 

Rackofsky 

Rackover 

Racoosin 

Racusen 

Racusin 

Radzik 

Rafael 

Rahamin 

Rakh 

Rakowsky 

Rakusin 

Ralbag 

Rambaum 

Raphael 

Rele 

Reles 

Remba 

Rembo 

Renah 

Rephun 

Resh 

Resnick 

Reuben 

Reuven 

Reysel 

Riback 

Ribalow 

Ribeisen 

Ribicoff 

Ribnick 

Richter 

Ridker 

Ries 

Riese 

Rifkin 

Rosengarten 

Rosenhaft 

Rosenhain 

Rosenhaus 

Rosenheim 

Rosenkrantz 

Rosenkwit 

Rosenmann 

Rosenschein 

Rosenstamm 

Rosenstein 

Rosenstern 

Rosenstock 

Rosenstrauch 

Rosenstrauss 

Rosenthal 

Rosenwald 

Rosenwasser 

Rosenwein 

Rosenzweig 

Rosh 
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Raphan 

Rappaport 

Rashal 

Rashi 

Raskin 

Rasofsky 

Rathenau 

Ratner 

Rauchwerker- furrier 

Ravidovitch 

Rawitz 

Rayzel 

Razumny 

Rebhuhn 

Rebhun 

Redstone 

Reese 

Regensberg 

Regensburg 

Reich – variation of 

"Rachel" 

Reiche 

Reichel 

Reichelson 

Rifkind 

Rimland 

Ringel 

Ringlet 

Rise 

Rivke 

Rivkes 

Rivki 

Rivkin 

Rivkind 

Rivlin 

Roback 

Rockoff 

Rödelheim 

Rofe 

Rofeh 

Rogoff 

Rogov 

Rogover 

Rogovsky 

Rogow 

Roman/n 

Rose 

Roskin 

Rosmarin 

Rosow 

Rosshaelter 

Rossi 

Rossof 

Rossovsky 

Rostholder 

Roth 

Rothbart 

Rothberg 

Rothenberg 

Rothman/n 

Rothschild 

Rothstein 

Routenstein 

Rovner 

Roytbarg 

Rubashov 

Rubel 

Rubenchick 

Rubenstein 

Rubenzik 
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Reichenbaum 

Reichenheim 

Reichenthal 

Reichman/n 

Reichner 

Reichstein 

Reifman/n 

Reines 

Reis 

Reisen 

Reiss 

Reiter 

Reitza 

Reitzes 

Rosen 

Rosenbach 

Rosenbaum 

Rosenberg 

Rosenblatt 

Rosenblith 

Rosenblum 

Rosenbusch 

Rosendorf 

Rosendorn 

Rosenfarb 

Rosenfeld 

Rosenfrucht 

Rubin 

Rubinfeld 

Rubinger 

Rubinstein 

Ruchames 

Ruffer 

Rush 

Rushnevsky 

Ruskin 

Ruttman/n 

Rymartz 

Rymer 

Ryter 
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Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the 

letter R 

Rabad 

Rabak 

Rabb 

Rabbi 

Rabin 

Rabinovitch 

Rabinowitz 

Rackofsky 

Rackover 

Racoosin 

Racusen 

Racusin 

Radzik 

Rafael 

Rahamin 

Rakh 

Rakowsky 

Rakusin 

Ralbag 

Rambaum 

Raphael 

Rele 

Reles 

Remba 

Rembo 

Renah 

Rephun 

Resh 

Resnick 

Reuben 

Reuven 

Reysel 

Riback 

Ribalow 

Ribeisen 

Ribicoff 

Ribnick 

Richter 

Ridker 

Ries 

Riese 

Rifkin 

Rosengarten 

Rosenhaft 

Rosenhain 

Rosenhaus 

Rosenheim 

Rosenkrantz 

Rosenkwit 

Rosenmann 

Rosenschein 

Rosenstamm 

Rosenstein 

Rosenstern 

Rosenstock 

Rosenstrauch 

Rosenstrauss 

Rosenthal 

Rosenwald 

Rosenwasser 

Rosenwein 

Rosenzweig 

Rosh 
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Raphan 

Rappaport 

Rashal 

Rashi 

Raskin 

Rasofsky 

Rathenau 

Ratner 

Rauchwerker- furrier 

Ravidovitch 

Rawitz 

Rayzel 

Razumny 

Rebhuhn 

Rebhun 

Redstone 

Reese 

Regensberg 

Regensburg 

Reich – variation of 

"Rachel" 

Reiche 

Reichel 

Reichelson 

Rifkind 

Rimland 

Ringel 

Ringlet 

Rise 

Rivke 

Rivkes 

Rivki 

Rivkin 

Rivkind 

Rivlin 

Roback 

Rockoff 

Rödelheim 

Rofe 

Rofeh 

Rogoff 

Rogov 

Rogover 

Rogovsky 

Rogow 

Roman/n 

Rose 

Roskin 

Rosmarin 

Rosow 

Rosshaelter 

Rossi 

Rossof 

Rossovsky 

Rostholder 

Roth 

Rothbart 

Rothberg 

Rothenberg 

Rothman/n 

Rothschild 

Rothstein 

Routenstein 

Rovner 

Roytbarg 

Rubashov 

Rubel 

Rubenchick 

Rubenstein 

Rubenzik 
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Reichenbaum 

Reichenheim 

Reichenthal 

Reichman/n 

Reichner 

Reichstein 

Reifman/n 

Reines 

Reis 

Reisen 

Reiss 

Reiter 

Reitza 

Reitzes 

Rosen 

Rosenbach 

Rosenbaum 

Rosenberg 

Rosenblatt 

Rosenblith 

Rosenblum 

Rosenbusch 

Rosendorf 

Rosendorn 

Rosenfarb 

Rosenfeld 

Rosenfrucht 

Rubin 

Rubinfeld 

Rubinger 

Rubinstein 

Ruchames 

Ruffer 

Rush 

Rushnevsky 

Ruskin 

Ruttman/n 

Rymartz 

Rymer 

Ryter 
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Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the 

letter S 

Sacerdote 

Sachs 

Sahl 

Saks 

Salaman 

Salander 

Salant 

Salanter 

Salida 

Salinger 

Salmen 

Salmon 

Salomon 

Salpeter 

Salzman/n 

Sameth 

Samter 

Samuel 

Sandak 

Sandek 

Sanditen 

Seckel 

Seckl 

Sedlis 

Sefansky 

Seff 

Segal 

Segalowitch 

Segalowitz 

Segan 

Seidman/n 

Seidner 

Seigal 

Seigel 

Seiler 

Seixas 

Selda 

Selde 

Seldes 

Seldin 

Seldis 

Selig 

Simms 

Simon 

Simonsky 

Singer 

Sinilnik 

Sinykin 

Sirkes 

Sirkin 

Sirota 

Sivitz 

Sklar 

Skolnik 

Skora 

Skudin 

Skurnik 

Skyer 

Sladovsky 

Slava 

Slavin 

Slepin 

Sliva 
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Sanvil 

Saperstein (deals with 

sapphire) 

Saphir (deals with 

sapphire) 

Sapoznik 

Saran 

Sarassohn 

Sarfatti 

Sason 

Sasportas 

Sassoon 

Satz 

Saunders 

Savit 

Savitt 

Savitz 

Savitzky 

Schach 

Schachtel 

Schaffer 

Schaffner 

Schalit 

Scharf 

Seligman/n 

Selik 

Seltzer 

Senelnick 

Sered 

Sertels 

Sexton 

Shabad 

Shabbetai 

Shaffer 

Shafran 

Shaliah 

Shalom- Hebrew for 

"peace." Often used as a 

greeting, like "hello" 

among Jews 

 

Shames 

Shandalov 

Shaphat 

Shapiro 

Sharer 

Sharett 

Sharf 

Sharfman/n 

Sloma 

Slonimsky 

Slova 

Slovin 

Slutzky 

Sluva 

Smilansky 

Smoler 

Smorgansky 

Sobol 

Sofar 

Sofer 

Sokol 

Sokoloff 

Sokolow 

Sokolowsky 

Sokolsky 

Solarz 

Solinger 

Sollender 

Solodar 

Solomon 

Soloveichik 
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Scharfman/n 

Scharfstein 

Schatz 

Schatzmann 

Schauer 

Schayer 

Schechter 

Scheier 

Schein 

Scheinberg 

Scheinberger 

Scheinfeld 

Scheinman/n 

Schemlke 

Schen 

Schenberg 

Schenberger 

Schenfeld 

Schenman/n 

Scher 

Scherer 

Schertzer 

Scheuer 

Sharlott 

Shatach 

Shatsky 

Shatz 

Shayna 

Shayndel 

Shazar 

Shelomo (Solomon) 

Shemo 

Shephatiah 

Sherer 

Shereshefsky 

Sherman/n 

Shertok 

Sheva 

Shevin 

Shick 

Shifra 

Shifrin 

Shigon 

Shik 

Shikolnik 

Shimke 

Soref 

Sorke 

Sorkin 

Soroka 

Sorotzkin 

Sourkes 

Spanier 

Spear 

Spector 

Speishandler 

Spelling 

Spellman/n 

Sperling 

Spero 

Spett 

Speyer 

Spiegel 

Spiegler 

Spielberg 

Spier 

Spilky 

Spira 

Spire 
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Schick 

Schiff 

Schimmel 

Schindler 

Schinkel 

Schlagbaum 

Schlamps 

Schlampps 

Schlechter 

Schleh 

Schleifer 

Schlesinger 

Schloss 

Schlossberg 

Schlossman/n 

Schmaltz 

Schmelkin 

Schmukler 

Schmulke 

Schnaittacher 

Schneebalg 

Schneider (some 

Gentiles use this name) 

Schnell 

Shimme 

Shimmel 

Shimon 

Shimshelevich 

Shimshon 

Shimshon 

Shkolnik 

Shlensky 

Shlomit 

Shlomo (Solomon) 

Shlonsky 

Shmelke 

Shmuel 

Shmulik 

Shnayer 

Shnitke 

Shoenkind 

Shohet 

Sholk 

Shor 

Shoshan 

Shprinzel 

Shteyn 

Spiro 

Spitalny 

Spitz 

Spitzer 

Spivak 

Sprai 

Springer 

Sprinze 

Spritzer 

Srol 

Srul 

Srulik 

Sruloff 

Stamm 

Stampfer 

Stark 

Starkman 

Stawitsky 

Stein (exclusively 

Jewish) 

Steinberg 

Steinberger 

Steinem 

Steiner 
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Schnitman/n 

Schochet 

Schoenteil 

Schonbrunn 

Schorr 

Schram 

Schramm 

Schreiber 

Schreier 

Schreiner 

Schreter 

Schrift 

Schulhof 

Schulman/n 

Schulsinger 

Schultz 

Schupack 

Schupakevitch 

Schwab 

Schwartz 

Schwartzbart 

Schwartzberg 

Schwartzchild 

Shtull 

Shub 

Shuldine 

Shulruf 

Shulvass 

Shulweis 

Sickel 

Sidelko 

Sidney 

Siedenfaden 

Siegal 

Siegbert 

Siegel 

Siegelman/n 

Siegfried 

Sigismund 

Sigmund 

Silber 

Silberberg 

Silberman/n 

Silver 

Silverberg (mountain of 

silver) 

Silverman/n 

Steinitz 

Stellmacher 

Stendal 

Stern 

Sternberg 

Sternin 

Steuer- (tax collector) 

Sticker- (gold worker) 

Stier 

Stoller 

Stolper 

Storch 

Storm 

Strahl 

Strashun 

Strauss (used by some 

Gentiles) 

Strikman/n 

Strizower 

Stroh 

Sturm 

Sudnovsky 

Sukenik 

Sulz 
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Schwartzenberg 

Schwartzman/n 

Schwarz 

Schwarzschild 

Schweid 

Schwersensky 

Sculsinger 

Scwartzen 

Seagal 

Silvermintz (name of 

one in the money-

lending business) 

Silvers 

Silverstein (jeweler) 

Simeon 

Simhah 

Simkin 

Simmon 

Simmons 

Sulzbach 

Sulzberg 

Susskind 

Sussman/n 

Svirsky 

Swibel 

Synikin 

Szpir 

Szrift 
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Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the 

letter T 

Tabachnik 

Tabor 

Tadlis 

Tahlifa 

Taksen - (the one who 

levied taxes on meat, 

milk, etc) 

Talesnick 

Talisman/n- (maker of 

prayer shawls) 

Talisnick 

Talmach 

Talmadge 

Tamar 

Tamara 

Tamari 

Tamarkin 

Tambor 

Tandler 

Tannenbaum 

Tanzer 

Taradash 

Targ 

Teigman/n 

Teitelbaum 

Teller 

Temkin 

Tendler 

Tene 

Tenenbaum 

Teomim 

Teplitz 

Térine 

Tessler 

Tewel 

Tewele 

Teybel 

Tibbon 

Ticktin 

Tikvah 

Tischler 

Tobias 

Tolmach 

Tomim 

Trilling 

Trillinger 

Tringler 

Trivash 

Trock 

Trubnick 

Tuchman/n 

Tulman/n 

Tunik 

Turbin 

Turetz 

Turetzky 

Turoff 

Turofsky 

Turov 

Turover 

Turowitz 

Tuvia 

Tuviah 

Twersky 

Tygel 
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Targovetsky 

Targow 

Targownik 

Tarler 

Tarr 

Tarshish 

Tartakover 

Taub 

Taube 

Tauber 

Taxin- (the one who 

levied taxes on meat, 

milk, etc) 

Tcherikover 

Tchernowitz 

Tehiya 

Teibel 

Teig 

Toporek 

Touro 

Tov 

Tovah 

Tovim 

Trachtenberg 

Trainin 

Trana 

Trandel 

Trattner 

Trefus 

Treindel 

Treine 

Treinel 

Treves 

Trèves 

Trevis 

Tribas 

Tzabok 

Tzahal 

Tzarfat 

Tzchernowitz 

Tzedek 

Tzedekah 

Tzevi 

Tzibbur 

Tzion 

Tzipor 

Tzipporah 

Tzirel 

Tziyonah 

Tzukerman/n 

Tzur 

Tzvah 

Tzvi 
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Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the 

letters U and V 

Uchitel 

Udelevsky 

Udell 

Ulman/n 

Ulrich 

Umelitz 

Ungar 

Unger 

Unna 

Urbach 

Urevich 

Uri 

Ushpiz 

Uziel 

Uzziah 

Uzziel 

Valk 

Vardah 

Vardimon 

Vardina 

Vardit 

Varon 

Veinberg 

Veivelman/n 

Veivis 

Velikoff 

Velikov 

Velikovsky 

Verbin 

Vered 

Vidal 

Vifs 

Vigder 

Vigdorchik 

Vigdorowitz 

Vigoda 

Vis 
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Viscl 

Vital 

Vitkin 

Vivant 

Vivanti 

Vivas 

Vivelman/n 

Vives 

Vivis 

Vivs 

Vogel 

Voorsanger 

Vromel 
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Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the 

letter W 

Wachtel 

Wahl (This name is also 

used by some Gentiles) 

Wahrman/n 

Waldenburg 

Walfish 

Walk 

Walker 

Wallach 

Wallack 

Wallerstein 

Wallich 

Wallik 

Wank 

Wapner 

Warberg 

Warburg 

Warnik 

Wartel 

Wasserman/n 

Wasserstein 

Waxman/n 

Weinberg 

Weinberger 

Weiner 

Weinglass 

Weinlaub 

Weinles 

Weinreb 

Weinreich 

Weinstein 

Weintraub 

Weisbart 

Weisberg 

Weisberger 

Weisel 

Weiss 

Weissmann 

Weisz 

Weitz 

Weizman/n 

Welsch 

Werben 

Wigodney 

Wilk 

Windner 

Winkler 

Winnick 

Winokur 

Winternitz 

Wita 

Witkin 

Wittenberg 

Wloch 

Wolf 

Wolfberg 

Wolfenberg 

Wolfenfeld 

Wolfenstein 

Wolfenthal 

Wolfheim 

Wolfinger 

Wolfish 

Wolfsfeld 
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Waxstein 

Weber 

Wechsler 

Weckler 

Weil 

Weile 

Weiler 

Weill 

Wein 

Werbin 

Wernik 

Wertheim 

Wertheimer 

Westheimer 

Wetzlar 

Wexler 

Wieder 

Wiederman/n 

Wigodar 

Wolfshaut 

Wolfsheimer 

Wolfsohn 

Wolfson 

Wolk 

Wollman/n 

Wolper 

Woskoboinik 

Wygoda 
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Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the 

letters Y and Z 

Yaakov (variation of Jacob) 

Yablunsky 

Yafeh 

Yaffah 

Yaffe 

Yaffin 

Yakhne 

Yakir 

Yakobl (variation of Jacob) 

Yakof (variation of Jacob) 

Yakofman/n (variation of 

Jacob) 

Yakov (variation of Jacob) 

Yakovman/n (variation of 

Jacob) 

Yale 

Yamin 

Yampol 

Yampolsky 

Yankel 

Yankelowitz 

Yarchi 

Zackheim 

Zadok 

Zadok 

Zager 

Zahav 

Zaitz 

Zakai 

Zakkai 

Zaks 

Zalkin 

Zalman/n 

Zamattison 

Zangwill 

Zarchin 

Zaret 

Zaretsky 

Zarfatti 

Zaslavsky 

Zavill 

Zechariah 

Zeckendorf 
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Yareah 

Yarmak 

Yatkeman/n 

Yavetz 

Yechiel 

Yedidya 

Yedidyah 

Yehezkel 

Yehi-am 

Yehiel 

Yehielchik 

Yehieli 

Yehuda 

Yekel 

Yekusiel 

Yekutiel 

Yellen 

Yellin 

Yellinik 

Yente 

Yentlin 

Yerahmiel 

Yesse 

Zederbaum 

Zeev 

Zeevy 

Zegman/n 

Zehavah 

Zehavit 

Zehuva 

Zeideman/n 

Zeidler 

Zeidner 

Zeitel 

Zeitlin 

Zeitman/n 

Zeitz 

Zekl 

Zelda 

Zelde 

Zeldes 

Zeldin 

Zeleznikov 

Zelig 

Zeliger 

Zelighaus 
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Yishtabach 

Yisrael 

Yitkin 

Yitzhak 

Yoelberg 

Yoelsdorf 

Yoelson 

Yoetz 

Yokel 

Yolleck 

Yollenberg 

Yolles 

Yos 

Yosef 

Yosel 

Yosi 

Yoske 

Yudke 

Yudko 

Yukel 

Zeligsberg 

Zeligsheim 

Zeligstein 

Zelik 

Zelikovitz 

Zelinger 

Zemach 

Zerobnick 

Zertel 

Zev 

Zevin 

Z'fansky 

Zfass 

Zfassman/n 

Ziegel 

Ziegelman/n 

Ziegler 

Ziff 

Zilber 

Zimbalist 

Zimmerman/n 

Zimmet 

Zimring 
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Zinneman/n 

Zipperstein 

Zipporah 

Zirelsohn 

Zitnik 

Zlate 

Zlatkin 

Zlotkin 

Zlotnick 

Zloty 

Zmira 

Zoe 

Zohar 

Zokovsky 

Zolotar 

Zorach 

Zoref 

Zucker 

Zuckerman/n 

Zunder 

Zunz 

Zupnick 

Zweibel 
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Zweig 

Zwibel 

Zwillenberg 

Zwirn 
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GENERAL PATTON’S WARNING AND HIS MURDER BY JEWS 
 
 
My note* General Eisenhower was a Jew by his own confession; Eisenhower is 
taken from Eisenhauer, a Jewish surname. 
 
"In Eisenhower's West Point Military Academy graduating class yearbook, 
published in 1915, Eisenhower is identified as a "terrible Swedish Jew."  
 
It is no surprise that the Kosher owned White House with President Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt who himself was of Dutch-Jewish ancestry and his staff read 
like a synagogue list: 
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Jewish_Banksters_War.html 
 
"In 1943, Washington not only transferred Col. Eisenhower to Europe but also 
promoted him over more than 30 more experienced senior officers, to a five star 
general and placed him in charge of all the US forces in Europe.  
 
This "General" personally ordered the genocide of 1.7 million German soldiers 
after the war was over in his POW camps. 
 
http://www.fourwinds10.net/siterun_data/history/american/news.php?q=1236390
943 
 
The Eisenhower Death camps: 
http://www.ihr.org/jhr/v10/v10p161_Brech.html 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
GENERAL PATTON'S WARNING  
At the end of World War II, one of America's top military leaders accurately 
assessed the shift in the balance of world power which that war had produced, 
and foresaw the enormous danger of communist aggression against the West. 
Alone among U.S. leaders, he warned that America should act immediately, 
while her supremacy was unchallengeable, to end that danger. Unfortunately, his 
warning went unheeded, and he was quickly silenced by a convenient "accident" 
that took his life.  
 
Thirty-two years ago, in the terrible summer of 1945, the U.S. Army had just 
completed the destruction of Europe and had set up a government of military 
occupation amid the ruins to rule over the starving Germans and deal out victors' 
justice to the vanquished. General George S. Patton, commander of the U.S. 
Third Army, became military governor of the greater portion of the American 
occupation zone of Germany.  
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Patton was regarded as the most militant general in all the Allied forces. He was 
considerably more audacious and aggressive than most commanders, and his 
martial ferocity may very well have been the deciding factor that led to the Allied 
victory. He personally commanded his forces in many of the toughest and most 
decisive battles of the war: in Tunisia, in Sicily, in the cracking of the Siegfried 
Line, in holding back the German advance during the Battle of the Bulge, and in 
the exceptionally bloody fighting around Bastogne in December 1944 and 
January 1945.  
 
During the war Patton had respected the courage and the fighting qualities of the 
Germans, especially when he compared them with those of some of America's 
allies, but he had also swallowed whole the hate-inspired wartime propaganda 
generated by America's alien media masters, the Jews. He believed Germany 
was a menace to America's freedom and that Germany's National Socialist 
government was an especially evil institution. Acting on these beliefs, he spoke 
incessantly of his desire to kill as many Germans as possible, and he exhorted 
his troops to have the same goal. These bloodthirsty exhortations led to the 
nickname "Blood and Guts" Patton.  
 
It was only in the final days of the war and during his tenure as military governor 
of Germany, – after he had gotten to know both the Germans and America's 
"gallant Soviet allies" – that Patton's understanding of the true situation grew and 
his opinions changed. In his diary and in many letters to his family, friends, 
various military colleagues, and government officials, he expressed his new 
understanding and his apprehensions for the future. His diary and his letters 
were published in 1974 by the Houghton Mifflin Company under the title "The 
Patton Papers."  
 
Several months before the end of the war, General Patton had recognized the 
fearful danger to the West posed by the Soviet Union, and he had disagreed 
bitterly with the orders that he had been given to hold back his army and wait for 
the Red Army to occupy vast stretches of German, Czech, Rumanian, 
Hungarian, and Yugoslav territory, which the Americans could have easily taken 
instead.  
 
On May 7, 1945, just before the German capitulation, Patton had a conference in 
Austria with U.S. Secretary of War Robert Patterson. Patton was gravely 
concerned over the Soviet failure to respect the demarcation lines separating the 
Soviet and American occupation zones. He was also alarmed by plans in 
Washington for the immediate partial demobilization of the U.S. Army.  
 
Patton said to Patterson, "Let's keep our boots polished, bayonets sharpened, 
and present a picture of force and strength to the Red Army. This is the only 
language they understand and respect." Patterson replied, "Oh, George, you 
have been so close to this thing so long, you have lost sight of the big picture."  
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Patton rejoined, "I understand the situation. Their [the Soviet] supply system is 
inadequate to maintain them in a serious action such as I could put to them. They 
have chickens in the coop and cattle on the hoof – that's their supply system. 
They could probably maintain themselves in the type of fighting I could give them 
for five days. After that, it would make no difference how many million men they 
have, and if you wanted Moscow, I could give it to you. They lived on the land 
coming down. There is not enough left for them to maintain themselves going 
back. Let's not give them time to build up their supplies. If we do, then we have 
had a victory over the Germans and disarmed them, but we have failed in the 
liberation of Europe; we have lost the war!"  
 
Patton's urgent and prophetic advice went unheeded by Patterson and the other 
politicians and only served to give warning about Patton's feelings to the alien 
conspirators behind the scenes in New York, Washington, and Moscow.  
 
The more he saw of the Soviets, the stronger Patton's conviction grew that the 
proper course of action would be to stifle communism immediately, while the 
chance existed. Later in May 1945, he attended several meetings and social 
affairs with top Red Army officers, and he evaluated them carefully. He noted in 
his diary on May 14, "I have never seen in any army at any time, including the 
German Imperial Army of 1912, as severe discipline as exists in the Russian 
army. The officers, with few exceptions, give the appearance of recently civilized 
Mongolian bandits."  
Patton's aide, General Hobart Gay, noted in his own journal for May 14, 
"Everything they [the Russians] did impressed one with the idea of virility and 
cruelty."  
 
Nevertheless, Patton knew that the Americans could whip the Reds at that time, 
but perhaps not later. On May 18, he noted in his diary, "In my opinion, the 
American Army as it now exists could beat the Russians with the greatest of 
ease, because, while the Russians have good infantry, they are lacking in 
artillery, air, tanks, and in the knowledge of the use of the combined arms, 
whereas we excel in all three of these. If it should be necessary to right the 
Russians, the sooner we do it the better." Two days later, he repeated his 
concern when he wrote his wife, "If we have to fight them, now is the time. From 
now on we will get weaker and they stronger."  
 
Patton immediately recognized the Soviet danger and urged a course of action 
that would have freed all of Eastern Europe from the communist yoke. This 
action, if taken would have expended far less American blood than was spilled in 
Korea and Vietnam, and would have obviated both those later wars not to 
mention World War III. Patton then came to appreciate the true nature of the 
people for whom World War II was fought: the Jews.  
 
Most of the Jews swarming over Germany immediately after the war came from 
Poland and Russia, and Patton found their personal habits shockingly uncivilized.  
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He was disgusted by their behavior in the camps for Displaced Persons [DP's], 
which the Americans built for them and was even more disgusted by the way 
they behaved when they were housed in German hospitals and in private homes. 
He observed with horror that "these people do not understand toilets and refuse 
to use them except as repositories for tin cans, garbage, and refuse. They 
decline, where practicable, to use latrines, preferring to relieve themselves on the 
floor."  
 
He described in his diary one DP camp, "where, although room existed, the Jews 
were crowded together to an appalling extent, and in practically every room there 
was a pile of garbage in one corner which was also used as a latrine. The Jews 
were only forced to desist from their nastiness and clean up the mess by the 
threat of the butt ends of rifles. Of course, I know the expression 'lost tribes of 
Israel' applied to the tribes that disappeared, it is my personal opinion that this 
too is a lost tribe, lost to all decency."  
 
Patton's initial impression of the Jews did not improve when he attended a 
Jewish religious service at Eisenhower's insistence. His diary entry for 
September 17, 1945, reads in part, "This happened to be the feast of Yom 
Kippur, so they were all collected in a large, wooden building, which they called a 
synagogue. It behooved General Eisenhower to make a speech to them. We 
entered the synagogue, which was packed with the greatest stinking bunch of 
humanity I have ever seen. When we got about halfway up, the head rabbi, who 
was dressed in a fur hat similar to that worn by Henry VIII of England, and in a 
surplice heavily embroidered and very filthy, came down and met the General. 
The smell was so terrible that I almost fainted and actually about three hours 
later lost my lunch as the result of remembering it."  
 
These experiences and a great many others firmly convinced Patton that the 
Jews were an especially unsavory variety of creature and hardly deserving of all 
the official concern the American government was bestowing upon them. Another 
September diary entry, following a demand from Washington that even more 
German housing be turned over to Jews, summed up his feelings: "Evidently the 
virus started by Morgenthau and Baruch of a Semitic revenge against all 
Germans is still working. Harrison [a U.S. State Department official] and his 
associates indicate that they feel German civilians should be removed from their 
homes for the purpose of housing Displaced Persons. There are two errors in 
this assumption. First, when we remove an individual German we punish an 
individual German, while the punishment is not intended to the individual but to 
the race. Furthermore, it is against my Anglo-Saxon conscience to remove a 
person from a house, which is a punishment, without due process of law. In the 
second place, Harrison and his ilk believe that the Displaced Person is a human 
being, which he is not, and this applies particularly to the Jews, who are lower 
than animals."  
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One of the strongest factors in straightening out General Patton's thinking on the 
conquered Germans was the behavior of America's controlled news media 
toward them. At a press conference in Regensburg, Germany, on May 8, 1945, 
immediately after Germany's surrender, Patton was asked whether he planned to 
treat captured SS troops differently from other German POW's. His answer was, 
"No. SS means no more in Germany than being a Democrat in America. That is 
not to be quoted. I mean by that, that initially the SS people were special sons of 
bitches, but as the war progressed they ran out of sons of bitches and then they 
put anybody in there. Some of the top SS men will be treated as criminals, but 
there is no reason for trying someone who was drafted into this outfit."  
 
Despite Patton's request that his remark not be quoted, the press eagerly seized 
on it, and Jews and their front men in America screamed in outrage over Patton's 
comparison of the SS and the Democratic Party as well as over his announced 
intention of treating most SS prisoners humanely.  
 
Patton refused to take hints from the press, however, and his disagreement with 
the American occupation policy formulated in Washington grew. Later in May, he 
said to his brother-in-law, "I think that this non-fraternization is very stupid. If we 
are going to keep American soldiers in a country, they have to have some 
civilians to talk to. Furthermore, I think we could do a lot for the German civilians 
by letting our soldiers talk to their young people."  
 
Several of Patton's colleagues tried to make it perfectly clear what was expected 
of him. One politically ambitious officer, Brig. Gen. Philip S. Gage, anxious to 
please the powers that be, wrote to Patton: "Of course, I know that even your 
extensive powers are limited, but I do hope that wherever and whenever you can, 
you will do what you can to make the German populace suffer. For God's sake, 
please don't ever go soft in regard to them. Nothing could ever be too bad for 
them."  
 
However, Patton continued to do what he thought was right, whenever he could. 
With great reluctance, and only after repeated promptings from Eisenhower, he 
had thrown German families out of their homes to make room for more than a 
million Jewish DP's – part of the famous "six million" who had supposedly been 
gassed – but he balked when ordered to begin blowing up German factories, in 
accord with the infamous Morgenthau Plan to destroy Germany's economic basis 
forever. In his diary he wrote, "I doubted the expediency of blowing up factories, 
because the ends for which the factories are being blown up, that is, preventing 
Germany from preparing for war, can be equally well attained through the 
destruction of their machinery, while the buildings can be used to house 
thousands of homeless persons."  
 
Similarly, he expressed his doubts to his military colleagues about the 
overwhelming emphasis being placed on the persecution of every German who 
had formerly been a member of the National Socialist Party. In a letter to his wife 
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of September 14, 1945, he said: "I am frankly opposed to this war criminal stuff. It 
is not cricket and is Semitic. I am also opposed to sending POWs to work as 
slaves in foreign lands, where many will be starved to death."  
 
Despite his disagreement with official policy, Patton followed the rules laid down 
by Morgenthau and others back in Washington as closely as his conscience 
would allow, but he tried to moderate the effect, and this brought him into 
increasing conflict with Eisenhower and the other politically ambitious generals. 
In another letter to his wife, he commented, "I have been at Frankfurt for a civil 
government conference. If what we are doing [to the Germans] is 'Liberty, then 
give me death.' I can't see how Americans can sink so low. It is Semitic, and I am 
sure of it," and in his diary he noted, "Today we received orders, in which we 
were told to give the Jews special accommodations. If for Jews, then why not 
Catholics, Mormons, etc? We are also turning over to the French several 
hundred thousand prisoners of war to be used as slave labor in France. It is 
amusing to recall that we fought the Revolution in defense of the rights of man 
and the Civil War to abolish slavery and have now gone back on both principles."  
 
His duties as military governor took Patton to all parts of Germany and intimately 
acquainted him with the German people and their condition. He could not help 
but compare them with the French, the Italians, the Belgians, and even the 
British. This comparison gradually forced him to the conclusion that World War II 
had been fought against the wrong people.  
 
After a visit to ruined Berlin, he wrote his wife on July 21, 1945, "Berlin gave me 
the blues. We have destroyed what could have been a good race, and we are 
about to replace them with Mongolian savages, and all Europe will be 
communist. It's said that for the first week after they took it [Berlin], all women 
who ran were shot and those who did not were raped. I could have taken it 
[instead of the Soviets] had I been allowed."  
 
This conviction, that the politicians had used him and the U.S. Army for a criminal 
purpose, grew in the following weeks. During a dinner with French General 
Alphonse Juin in August, Patton was surprised to find the Frenchman in 
agreement with him. His diary entry for August 18 quotes Gen. Juin, "It is indeed 
unfortunate, mon General, that the English and the Americans have destroyed in 
Europe the only sound country – and I do not mean France. Therefore, the road 
is now open for the advent of Russian communism."  
 
Later diary entries and letters to his wife reiterate this same conclusion. On 
August 31, he wrote, "Actually, the Germans are the only decent people left in 
Europe. It's a choice between them and the Russians. I prefer the Germans." 
And on September 2, "What we are doing is to destroy the only semi-modern 
state in Europe, so that Russia can swallow the whole."  
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By this time the Morgenthauists and media monopolists had decided that Patton 
was incorrigible and must be discredited. Therefore, they began a non-stop 
hounding of him in the press, a la Watergate, accusing him of being "soft on 
Nazis" and continually recalling an incident in which he had slapped a shirker two 
years previously, during the Sicily campaign. A New York newspaper printed the 
false claim that when Patton had slapped the soldier who was Jewish, he had 
called him a "yellow-bellied Jew."  
Then, in a press conference on September 22, reporters hatched a scheme to 
needle Patton into losing his temper and making statements that could be used 
against him. The scheme worked. The press interpreted one of Patton's answers 
to their insistent questions as to why he was not pressing the Nazi-hunt hard 
enough as: "The Nazi thing is just like a Democrat-Republican fight." The New 
York Times headlined this quote, and other papers all across America picked it 
up.  
 
The unmistakable hatred, which had been directed at him during this press 
conference, finally opened Patton's eyes fully as to what was afoot. In his diary, 
that night lie wrote, "There is a very apparent Semitic influence in the press. They 
are trying to do two things: first, implement communism, and second, see that all 
businessmen of German ancestry and non-Jewish antecedents are thrown out of 
their jobs. They have utterly lost the Anglo-Saxon conception of justice and feel 
that a man can be kicked out because somebody else says he is a Nazi. They 
were evidently quite shocked when I told them I would kick nobody out without 
the successful proof of guilt before a court of law. Another point that the press 
harped on was the fact that we were doing too much for the Germans to the 
detriment of the DP's, most of whom are Jews. I could not give the answer to that 
one, because the answer is that, in my opinion and that of most nonpolitical 
officers, it is vitally necessary for us to build Germany up now as a buffer state 
against Russia. In fact, I am afraid we have waited too long."  
 
And in a letter of the same date to his wife, "I will probably be in the headlines 
before you get this, as the press is trying to quote me as being more interested in 
restoring order in Germany than in catching Nazis. I can't tell them the truth that 
unless we restore Germany we will insure that communism takes America."  
 
Eisenhower responded immediately to the press outcry against Patton and made 
the decision to relieve him of his duties as military governor and "kick him 
upstairs" as the commander of the Fifteenth Army. In a letter to his wife on 
September 29, Patton indicated that he was, in a way, not unhappy with his new 
assignment, because "I would like it much better than being a sort of executioner 
to the best race in Europe."  
 
However, even his change of duties did not shut Patton up. In his diary entry of 
October 1 we find the observation: "In thinking over the situation, I could not but 
be impressed with the belief that at the present moment the unblemished record 
of the American Army for non-political activities is about to be lost. Everyone 
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seems to be more interested in the effects that his actions will have on his 
political future than in carrying out the motto of the United States Military 
Academy, 'Duty, Honor, Country.' I hope that after the current crop of political 
aspirants has been gathered, our former tradition will be restored."  
 
Patton continued to express these sentiments to his friends – and those he 
thought were his friends. On October 22, he wrote a long letter to Maj. Gen. 
James G. Harbord, who was back in the States. In the letter, Patton bitterly 
condemned the Morgenthau policy; Eisenhower's pusillanimous behavior in the 
face of Jewish demands; the strong pro-Soviet bias in the press; and the 
politicization, corruption, degradation, and demoralization of the U.S. Army, 
which these things were causing.  
 
He saw the demoralization of the Army as a deliberate goal of America's 
enemies: "I have been just as furious as you at the compilation of lies which the 
communist and Semitic elements of our government have leveled against me 
and practically every other commander. In my opinion it is a deliberate attempt to 
alienate the soldier vote from the commanders, because the communists know 
that soldiers are not communistic, and they fear what eleven million votes [of 
veterans] would do."  
 
His denunciation of the politicization of the Army was scathing: "All the general 
officers in the higher brackets receive each morning from the War Department a 
set of American [newspaper] headlines, and, with the sole exception of myself, 
they guide themselves during the ensuing day by what they have read in the 
papers. . ."  
 
In his letter to Harbord, Patton also revealed his own plans to fight those who 
were destroying the morale and integrity of the Army and endangering America's 
future, by not opposing the growing Soviet might. "It is my present thought that 
when I finish this job, which will be around the first of the year, I shall resign, not 
retire, because if I retire I will still have a gag in my mouth. I should not start a 
limited counterattack, which would be contrary to my military theories, but should 
wait until I can start an all-out offensive."  
 
Two months later, on December 23, 1945, General George S. Patton was 
silenced forever.  
 
Issue Number 53 of National Vanguard Tabloid in 1977. 
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“Genocide is Permissible” according to insane Times of Israel Op-Ed 
(UPDATED)  
 
The agenda is the total extermination of the Palestinians in the Gaza strip. The 
Israeli government admits that Hamas was not responsible for the kidnapping 
and killing of the three Jewish teens, they used as the premise for the current 
slaughter on Gaza under false premise of such blaming Hamas. Because that 
was just a lie to act as cover for the destruction of the Palestinian state and the 
stealing of all its land, which is what the Jews have been doing from the start of 
the Jewish state.  
 
The full plans for the maximum expansion of the Jewish state as drafted by the 
Jews calls for the extermination of millions of Arabs and the destruction of whole 
nations. They tried to expand further into Lebanon with the civil war Mossad 
admits it started to use an excuse to invade southern Lebanon steal its resources 
and annex its land into Israel. While the Lebanese where busy killing each other 
along religious lines. This resulted in the deaths of 120,000 people in Lebanon. 
This backfired on them and they where driven out, they reinvaded in 2006 to be 
defeated again. They have pushed outwards into Syrian land with the Golan 
Heights. And have funded the proxy forces working to destroy Assad to wipe the 
Syria nation out and replace it with weak Islamic bandit regions that can easily be 
taken by Israel at any time. This conflict they are behind in Syria has killed almost 
200,000 people at this point and is still raging. 
 
The Jews pulled 911 to pull America into Wars and occupations in the ME to 
build the Greater Israel and destroy all their rivals in the Middle East. This is why 
Iraq was destroyed and occupied with a death toll of several million Iraqi's and 
they where forcing and still trying to get a war against Iran. And tried to pull 
American into war in Syria. 911 was just a bigger version of what they did with 
the USS Liberty attack and Lavon affair.  
 
The real 911 Truth: 
http://www.911missinglinks.com/watch-movie/ 
 
Literally millions of Arabic men, women, and children have been killed along with 
thousands of American's in the name of the Jewish war mongering in the Middle 
East. 
 
What the Jewish Talmud says about Gentiles: 
 
Sanhedrin 59a: "Murdering Goyim is like killing a wild animal."  
 
Abodah Zara 26b: "Even the best of the Gentiles should be killed." 
 
Hilkkoth Akum X1: "Show no mercy to the Goyim." 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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“Genocide is permissible” according to insane Times of Israel Op-Ed 
(UPDATED)  
 
http://www.salon.com/2014/08/01/genocide_is_permissible_according_to_insane
_times_of_israel_op_ed/ 
 
The Times of Israel is under fire on Friday after publishing a blog post titled 
“When Genocide Is Permissible.” The post, written by Yochanon Gordon, was 
quickly removed from the Times’ website, but cached and screen-captured 
versions of the piece quickly proliferated on social media. 
 
In the article, Gordon blasts the United Nations for its recent admonition against 
the “disproportionate” use of force by Israel in Gaza, insisting that international 
observers “are completely out of touch with the nature of this foe and are 
therefore not qualified to dictate or enforce the rules of this war.” 
 
Because of the supposedly unique menace that Hamas presents to Israel, 
Gordon contends that “nothing … can be considered disproportionate when we 
are fighting for our very right to live.” 
 
He continues later on in the piece: 
Hamas has stated forthrightly that it idealizes death as much as Israel celebrates 
life. What other way then is there to deal with an enemy of this nature other than 
obliterate them completely? 
 
News anchors such as those from CNN, BBC, and Al-Jazeera have not missed 
an opportunity to point out the majority of innocent civilians who have lost their 
lives as a result of this war. But anyone who lives with rocket launchers installed 
or terror tunnels burrowed in or around the vicinity of their home cannot be 
considered an innocent civilian. 
 
And then concludes by asking the following rhetorical question: 
If political leaders and military experts determine that the only way to achieve its 
goal of sustaining quiet is through genocide, is it then permissible to achieve 
those responsible goals? 
 
Gordon does not cite any “political leaders and military experts” who have called 
for the genocide of Palestinians in Gaza. However, recent weeks have seen a 
spate of hard-line Israel supporters in the media aggressively justifying Israel’s 
campaign in Gaza, which has already claimed the lives of nearly 1,500 
Palestinians, many of them civilians. 
Gordon, for his part, seems to be sticking to his guns. A Twitter account that 
appears to belong to the writer responded to critics on Friday afternoon. (Update: 
Gordon’s twitter account has been deactivated, and his tweets deleted.) 
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The page where Gordon’s piece was original published now bears a note 
reading: “The contents of this post have been removed for breaching The Times 
of Israel’s editorial guidelines.” The original headline has been removed entirely. 
According to his author page on the Times’ website, Gordon has been blogging 
for the newspaper since April. 
 
Update: The Times of Israel has released a formal statement about the article, 
calling it “damnable and ignorant” and stating that the newspaper has 
discontinued Gordon’s blog. “We will not countenance blog posts that incite to 
violence or criminal acts,” the statement reads. 
 
Gordon, meanwhile, has issued an apology of his own, stating that “I never 
intended to call to harm any people although my words may have conveyed that 
message.” 
 
“I pray and hope for a quick peaceful end to the hostilities and that all people 
learn to coexist with each other in creating a better world for us all,” the note 
ends. 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
Israeli Calls For Total Ethnic cleansing Of Gaza 
 
 

 
 
http://electronicintifada.net/blogs/ali-abunimah/expel-palestinians-populate-gaza-
jews-says-knesset-deputy-speaker 
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A relative carries the body of four-year-old Qassim Elwan during his funeral in 
Gaza City on 19 July. Qassim was killed along with his brother by Israeli shelling 
the previous day. (Ezz al-Zanoun / APA images)  
 
Israel must attack Gaza even more mercilessly, expel the population and resettle 
the territory with Jews, the deputy speaker of Israel’s parliament, the Knesset, 
has said. 
 
Moshe Feiglin, a member of Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s ruling Likud 
Party, makes the call in an article for the Israeli news website Arutz Sheva. 
 
Feiglin demands that Israel launch attacks “throughout Gaza with the IDF’s 
[Israeli army’s] maximum force (and not a tiny fraction of it) with all the 
conventional means at its disposal.” 
 
Force Gaza population out 
“After the IDF completes the ‘softening’ of the targets with its firepower, the IDF 
will conquer the entire Gaza, using all the means necessary to minimize any 
harm to our soldiers, with no other considerations,” Feiglin writes in one of 
several calls for outright war crimes. 
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Following the reconquest, Israel’s army “will thoroughly eliminate all armed 
enemies from Gaza. The enemy population that is innocent of wrongdoing and 
separated itself from the armed terrorists will be treated in accordance with 
international law and will be allowed to leave,” Feiglin writes. 
 
“Gaza is part of our land” 
 
“Gaza is part of our Land and we will remain there forever,” Feiglin concludes. 
“Subsequent to the elimination of terror from Gaza, it will become part of 
sovereign Israel and will be populated by Jews. This will also serve to ease the 
housing crisis in Israel.” 
 
Feiglin has a long history of incitement. Last week he expelled Arab members of 
the Knesset who dared to criticize Israel’s ongoing slaughter in Gaza and called 
for Israel to cut off power to dialysis patients there. 
 
As of now, ninety percent of Gaza is without electricity, journalist Mohammed 
Omer reports, and most Palestinians in Gaza are getting as little as two hours of 
electricity per day. 
 
Death toll climbs relentlessly 
 
More than 100 Palestinians have been killed in the last 48 hours as Israel 
continues its indiscriminate attacks on Palestinians throughout the occupied 
Gaza Strip by land, sea, and air. 
 
By Saturday afternoon in Gaza, the thirteenth day of Israel’s current 
bombardment and invasion of the coastal territory, 339 people, the vast majority 
civilians, had been killed in total and 2,500 injured. 
 
Tens of thousands have fled their homes, primarily in the north and east of Gaza, 
seeking shelter from the Israeli assault in United Nations-run schools. 
 
Genocidal demands 
 
Feiglin’s call for the destruction of the Palestinian community in Gaza has some 
resonance. 
 
Just a day before Feiglin’s article, Rabbi Ben Packer made a similar demand, 
calling the current assault “an opportunity for Israel to achieve a victory – to move 
the border” by conquering northern Gaza. 
 
Packer is the director of “Heritage House,” a settlement in occupied East 
Jerusalem that houses so-called “lone soldiers,” men recruited from overseas to 
join the Israeli occupation forces. 
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Israel’s former settlers in Gaza, evacuated in 2005, would be given the first 
opportunity to “settle in the regained territory,” Packer said. 
 
Packer, a settler from the United States and volunteer in the Israeli army, 
previously served as the “Rabbi on Campus” at the University of North Carolina 
and Duke University. 
 
Calls like Feiglin’s and Packer’s for genocidal-scale violence against Palestinians 
are being heard with ever more frequency from Israeli leaders. 
 
A call for genocide of the Palestinians by Ayelet Shaked, a rising star in Israel’s 
Habeyit Hayehudi (Jewish Home) party, part of the government, received global 
notoriety after The Electronic Intifada translated and exposed it earlier this 
month. 
 
GENOCIDE: A JEWISH IDEA AND JEWISH INVENTION 
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Real_Death_Camps.htm 
 
"One million Arabs are not worth a Jewish fingernail," – Rabbi Yaacov Perri 
http://www.nytimes.com/1994/02/28/world/west-bank-massacre-israel-orders-
tough-measures-against-militant-settlers.html  
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Gentiles On The Jewish Dinner Menu 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Wed Oct 10, 2018 8:33 pm 

Its known and historically and legally documented the Jewish race engages in ritual murder of 

children, animals and Gentiles its right in their Torah and even their thoughtform of Rabbi Jesus 

is a ritual human sacrifice of which his followers drink his blood and eat his flesh which is made 

literal blood and flesh by the kabala ritual of the Catholic Priest this is so it connects directly into 

the actual blood and flesh energies of the victims which follows the ritual murders of the Jews in 

which they consume the blood and flesh of the victim. The Christian communion is a form of 

Kabbalistic sympathy magic designed to tie into the actual energies the Jews raise with their 

ritual murders in the astral and enhance them. That is why the Jews created the ritual murder as 

the center of the Christian program they created. The entire rituals of the Christian church are 

Kabbalistic magic the tale of the Last Supper of Christ in the Bible ties into Jewish Kabbalistic 

rituals. The Last Supper ritual in the bible is the theme of the "Holy Communion" ritual in the 

Church and its passages are recited from the Bible as they drink the blood and eat the flesh as 

part of the ritual connecting the energies of the ritual murders and cannibalism of the Christ 

ritual into actual ones the Jews engage in... The Christian Bible is the source of this sympathetic 

magic and the energies of the victims of the Jewish ritual murders to connect into the vortex of 

Christian energy and connect with the minds and souls of millions of Christians to infuse it with 

power. Its documented Jews suffer from strange aliments only members of cannibal tribes in 

New Guinea suffer from..... The ones the cannibal tribe members get from eating other people.  

 

 

 

That is the murderous fake religious program the Jews created to bind the Gentiles to them and 

rule them. In 130 AD, Jewish missionaries where banned from the city of Rome for the charge 

of CORRUPTING GENTILES with preaching Christianity which the Romans called a JEWISH 

SECT. Saul of Tarsus in the Bible states Christianity is the method in which the Jews will corrupt 

the Gentile soul by making them spiritually Jewish. Connecting the Gentiles into this Jewish 

witchcraft to destroy them and possess their literal soul with the energy of the mass Jewish 

thoughtform "The Holy Spirit" they all tie into and it acts thought them to manifest into the world. 
 

Note in the Torah the Jews are to ritually sacrifice five animals one of them is cattle. The Jews 

call Gentiles....CATTLE, literally. As we see the Jews also eat Gentiles like hamburger as well. 
 

We have from the ancient histories of the Romans: 
 

From the history of Cassius Dio, a Roman statesman and historian of the early 2nd century 

A.D., writing of events in the reign of Trajan: 
 

“From the reign of Nero to that of Antoninus Pius…humanity is shocked at the recital of the 

horrid cruelties which they [Jews] committed in the cities of Egypt, of Cyprus, and Cyrene, 

where they dwelt in treacherous friendship with the unsuspecting natives; and we are tempted 

to applaud the severe retaliation which was exercised by the arms of the legions against a race 

of fanatics, whose dire and credulous superstition seemed to render them the implacable 

enemies not only of the Roman government, but of humankind.”  
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What did the Jews do to the Gentiles.....They ate them and drank their blood. 
 

“In Cyrene they massacred 220,000 Greeks; in Cyprus, 240,000; in Egypt, a very great 

multitude…The victorious Jews devoured the flesh, licked up the blood, and twisted the 

entrails like a girdle round their bodies.” 
 

 

The Jews have not only damned Gentiles to be Golems of a hideous witchcraft of the Bible. 

They also eat Gentiles for dinner like the alien reptilian soul and reptilian Cohen genes of theirs 

demand. 
 

 

Never stop with the Final RTR daily its the only way these monsters are coming down. 
 

Source 
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

 

Re: Gentiles On The Jewish Dinner Menu 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Wed Oct 10, 2018 8:38 pm 

Is a Jewish Vegan promising not to eat Goyim..... 

 

Re: Gentiles On The Jewish Dinner Menu 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Thu Oct 11, 2018 1:54 am 

The Jews created Christianity a religion which core ritual is ritual murder and cannibalism and 

you can't go to their heaven without engaging in this communion ritual. 

 

Re: Gentiles On The Jewish Dinner Menu 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Fri Oct 12, 2018 12:03 am 

14HwiteBoiiiii88 wrote: 

HP Mageson666 wrote:... 

 

 

 

I'm a bit confused, I thought the Jews have always been feminine, rat like creatures with no 
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military or ability to massacre anyone:? I agree with the main point though and am doing the 

Final RTR incessantly because of it. 

 

 

 

Nobody said in this or any other war that the jews went and feasted and pillaged people later 

that it was jews fighting this war. 
 

In the 19th century in the shores of Turkey the local Greek population was messacred by Turks. 

The jews orchastrated the event. As the Turks were killing the local populations, the jews did 

throw glasses and bottles so the people who run away from their houses could not run. They put 

traps on the streets etc. Then they ransacked their houses to steal their belongings. They also 

swindled them out of their banks prior to the even with all their deposits in agreement with the 

Turks. 

 

You can destroy people without being able to do war, if you are jew, you can put other Gentiles 

in the front to die. 
 

Think how jews command the children of the US to go die for wars in Iraq.  
 

The jew may not be a race capable of war, but they are a race capable of banditry and massive 

terrorism. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 
 

 
- http://www.joyofsatan.org 

- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: Gentiles On The Jewish Dinner Menu 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Oct 12, 2018 1:19 am 

You did notice the Torah is full of stories of the Jews violently murdering entire nations of 

people.... 
 

That is an obvious strange thinking on your part. You did notice Israel has its own military that 

massacres the Arabs. The Mossad also engages in all kinds of mass terrorism like 911. You did 

notice the Jews killed two hundred million people with Communism at least between the USSR 

and China. Jews are violent their entire religion orders them to destroy and murder the Gentiles 

by any means. As the Roman history states they tricked the people into false friendships and 

then attacked them all with organized violence by surprise, murdering them in their own homes 

and streets like bandits. That is part of the fun for the Jews the bragging about tricking the 
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Goyim as part of destroying them. They really find that fun its part of the typical mentality of 

psychopaths. Jews when they feel in the weaker position well feign weakness and friendship but 

they are preparing the knives behind the victims backs. 

 

The Jews launched those massacres however when the Roman Legion was sent in they 

themselves were all put to the swords of the Legion. The Roman's were naturally disgusted and 

shocked by the Jews. Every Jewish uprising was always defeated by Rome and the Jews 

reverted to trickery on the entire Roman populace they took them over in time with black magic 

and taking the money supply and then the government over and then imposing Christianity in 

which they then unleashed massacred millions of people in the Roman empire.  
 

 

14HwiteBoiiiii88 wrote:[I'm a bit confused, I thought the Jews have always been feminine, 

rat like creatures with no military or ability to massacre anyone:? I agree with the main point 

though and am doing the Final RTR incessantly because of it. 
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George Soros Admits to Being Motivated By 

His Jewishness 

by HP Mageson666 » Sat Feb 09, 2019 

 

 

George Soros Admits to Being Motivated By His Jewishness 

 

George Schwartz who calls himself "Soros" to hide his Jewish identity in public because he 

admits he is doing what he does as part of the Jewish agenda for global Jewish government. This 

includes funding terrorist Marxist organizations such as "Blacks Lives Matter" and "Anti-FA" to 

destabilize America for marital law of the Jewish oligarchs. Soros is just a front Jew for the 

Rothschild's, Warburg's and other globalist Jewish oligarchs in building the Jewish world 

government nightmare of their Talmud. Soros has been the public instrument of enacting the 

Rothschild's and Warburg's EU, Kalergi plan these Jewish dynasties are the people the Hebrew 

speaking, B'nai Brith member Kalergi was the well known open agent of: 

 

 
 

 

We can witness the same Jewish plan march on today with the Jewess Merkel the known 

Rothschild's puppet Macron the list goes on and on. The Jewish racial religion orders the Jews to 

exterminate the White Race as the Children of Amelek. The title Amelek is the occult name of 

Satan in Judaism.  
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Note the below is covered in Jew talk but its still a confession from this criminal Jewish bastard. 

The Hungarians hated the Jews because Cohen and his fellow Jews had taken the nation over 

with Communism briefly and mass murdered and tortured tens of thousands of innocent human 

beings of their nation in a short time before being overthrown by the Hungarians themselves. The 

Jews always blame their victims. Soros hid out as the pretend Goy during the war and worked to 

get as many of his criminal brother Jews out the back door as possible. Can some one get this 

article to Alex Jones already maybe he can read it on air between surfing tranny porn, selling 

erection magic formula's and pretending Soros is a National Socialist for his Jewish bosses and 

sponsors to take the heat off the tribe.  
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https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/17/maga ... ciety.html 

“One morning in Paris, I had coffee with Alex Soros, who is 32 and the second-youngest of 

George’s five children. Bespectacled, wiry and careful with his words, he had recently earned a 

doctorate in history from the University of California, Berkeley, and was now running his own 

philanthropy while also working with the O.S.F. He was a little groggy, having been up late the 

night before writing an op-ed for The Daily News rebutting Roseanne Barr’s Nazi tweet. (His 

father’s lawyers also filed a cease-and-desist order against Barr; she issued an apology two 

weeks later.) When the caffeine finally kicked in, Alex told me that for many years, his father 

had not been eager to advertise his Judaism because “this was something he was almost killed 

for.” But he had always “identified firstly as a Jew,” and his philanthropy was ultimately an 

expression of his Jewish identity, in that he felt a solidarity with other minority groups and also 

because he recognized that a Jew could only truly be safe in a world in which all minorities were 

protected . Explaining his father’s motives, he said, “The reason you fight for an open society is 

because that’s the only society that you can live in, as a Jew — unless you become a nationalist 

and only fight for your own rights in your own state.”  
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Germany: Migrants' Rape Epidemic 

-By Descartes 666 

 

http://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/6527/ ... pe-germany 

 

 

Don't expect the German or any other European Government to say anything about 

it. They will just call you a racist and a Nazi for pointing out proof that immigrants 

bring in AIDS. You know, becuz itz not faaaaiiirrr. 

 

 

◾Although the rape took place in June, police kept silent about it for nearly three 

months, until local media published a story about the crime. According to an 

editorial comment in the newspaper Westfalen-Blatt, police are refusing to go public 

about crimes involving refugees and migrants because they do not want to give 

legitimacy to critics of mass migration. 

 

 

◾A 13-year-old Muslim girl was raped by another asylum seeker at a refugee facility 

in Detmold, a city in west-central Germany. The girl and her mother reportedly fled 

their homeland to escape a culture of sexual violence. 

 

 

◾Approximately 80% of the refugees/migrants at the shelter in Munich are male... 

the price for sex with female asylum seekers is ten euros. — Bavarian Broadcasting 

(Bayerischer Rundfunk). 

 

 

◾Police in the Bavarian town of Mering, where a 16-year-old-girl was raped on 

September 11, have issued a warning to parents not to allow their children to go 

outside unaccompanied. In the Bavarian town of Pocking, administrators of the 

Wilhelm-Diess-Gymnasium have warned parents not to let their daughter's wear 

revealing clothing in order to avoid "misunderstandings." 

 

 

◾"When Muslim teenage boys go to open air swimming pools, they are 

overwhelmed when they see girls in bikinis. These boys, who come from a culture 

where for women it is frowned upon to show naked skin, will follow girls and bother 
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them without their realizing it. Naturally, this generates fear." — Bavarian politician, 

quoted in Die Welt. 

 

 

◾A police raid on the Munich refugee facility found that guards hired to provide 

security at the site were trafficking drugs and weapons and were turning a blind eye 

to the prostitution. 

 

 

◾Meanwhile, the raping of German women by asylum seekers is becoming 

commonplace. 

 

 

 

A growing number of women and young girls housed in refugee shelters in Germany 

are being raped, sexually assaulted and even forced into prostitution by male asylum 

seekers, according to German social work organizations with first-hand knowledge of 

the situation. 

 

Many of the rapes are occurring in mixed-gender shelters, where, due to a lack of 

space, German authorities are forcing thousands of male and female migrants to 

share the same sleeping areas and restroom facilities. 

 

Conditions for women and girls at some shelters are so perilous that females are 

being described as "wild game" fighting off Muslim male predators. But many 

victims, fearing reprisals, are keeping silent, social workers say. 

 

At the same time, growing numbers of German women in towns and cities across the 

country are being raped by asylum seekers from Africa, Asia and the Middle East. 

Many of the crimes are being downplayed by German authorities and the national 

media, apparently to avoid fueling anti-immigration sentiments. 

 

On August 18, a coalition of four social work organizations and women's rights 

groups sent a two-page letter to the leaders of the political parties in the regional 

parliament in Hesse, a state in west-central Germany, warning them of the 

worsening situation for women and children in the refugee shelters. The letter said: 

 

 

"The ever-increasing influx of refugees has complicated the situation for women and 

girls at the receiving center in Giessen (HEAE) and its subsidiaries. 

 

"The practice of providing accommodations in large tents, the lack of gender-

separate sanitary facilities, premises that cannot be locked, the lack of safe havens 

for women and girls — to name just a few spatial factors — increases the 
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vulnerability of women and children within the HEAE. This situation plays into the 

hands of those men who assign women a subordinate role and treat women 

traveling alone as 'wild game'. 

 

"The consequences are numerous rapes and sexual assaults. We are also receiving 

an increasing number of reports of forced prostitution. It must be stressed: these are 

not isolated cases. 

 

"Women report that they, as well as children, have been raped or subjected to 

sexual assault. As a result, many women sleep in their street clothes. Women 

regularly report that they do not use the toilet at night because of the danger of rape 

and robbery on the way to the sanitary facilities. Even during daylight, passing 

through the camp is a frightful situation for many women. 

 

"Many women — in addition to fleeing wars or civil wars — are also on the run for 

gender-related reasons, including the threat of forced marriage or genital mutilation. 

These women who face special risks, especially when they are on the run alone or 

with their children. Even if they are accompanied by male relatives or acquaintances, 

this does not always ensure protection against violence because it can also lead to 

specific dependencies and sexual exploitation. 

 

"Most female refugees have experienced a variety of traumatizing experiences in 

their country of origin and while on the run. They are victims of violence, 

kidnappings, torture, rape and extortion — sometimes over periods of several years. 

 

"The feeling to have arrived here — in safety — and to be able to move without fear, 

is a gift for many women.... We therefore ask you...to join our call for the immediate 

establishment of protected premises (locked apartments or houses) for women and 

children who are travelling alone.... 

 

"These facilities must be equipped so that men do not have access to the premises 

of the women, with the exception of emergency workers and security personnel. In 

addition bedrooms, lounges, kitchens and sanitary facilities must be interconnected 

so that they form a self-contained unit — and thus can only be reached via lockable 

and monitored access to the house or the apartment." 

 

After several blogs (here, here and here) drew attention to the letter, the 

LandesFrauenRat (LFR) Hessen, a women's lobbying group that originally uploaded 

the politically incorrect document to its website, abruptly removed it on September 

14, without explanation. 

 

The problem of rapes and sexual assaults in German refugee shelters is a nationwide 

problem. 
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In Bavaria, women and girls housed at a refugee shelter in Bayernkaserne, a former 

military base in Munich, are subject to rape and forced prostitution on a daily basis, 

according to women's rights groups. Although the facility has separate dorm rooms 

for women, the doors cannot be locked and men control access to the sanitary 

facilities. 

 

Approximately 80% of the refugees/migrants at the shelter are male, according to 

Bavarian Broadcasting (Bayerischer Rundfunk), which reports that the price for sex 

with female asylum seekers is ten euros. A social worker described the facility this 

way: "We are the biggest brothel in Munich." 

 

Police insist they have no proof that the rapes are taking place, although a police raid 

on the facility found that guards hired to provide security at the site were trafficking 

drugs and weapons and were turning a blind eye to the prostitution. 

 

On August 28, a 22-year-old Eritrean asylum seeker was sentenced to one year and 

eight months in prison for attempting to rape a 30-year-old Iraqi-Kurdish woman at a 

refugee shelter in the Bavarian town of Höchstädt. The reduced sentence was thanks 

to the efforts of the defense attorney, who persuaded the judge that the 

defendant's situation at the shelter was hopeless: "For a year now he sits around and 

thinks about — about nothingness." 

 

On August 26, a 34-year-old asylum seeker attempted to rape a 34-year-old woman 

in the laundry room of a refugee facility in Stralsund, a city near the Baltic Sea. 

 

On August 6, police revealed that a 13-year-old Muslim girl was raped by another 

asylum seeker at a refugee facility in Detmold, a city in west-central Germany. The 

girl and her mother reportedly fled their homeland to escape a culture of sexual 

violence; as it turns out, the man who raped the girl is from their country. 

 

Although the rape took place in June, police kept silent about it for nearly three 

months, until local media published a story about the crime. According to an 

editorial comment in the newspaper Westfalen-Blatt, police are refusing to go public 

about crimes involving refugees and migrants because they do not want to give 

legitimacy to critics of mass migration. 

 

Police chief Bernd Flake countered that the silence was aimed at protecting the 

victim. "We will continue with this policy [of not informing the public] whenever 

crimes are committed in refugee facilities," he said. 

 

Over the weekend of June 12-14, a 15-year-old girl housed at a refugee shelter in 

Habenhausen, a district in the northern city of Bremen, was repeatedly raped by two 

other asylum seekers. The facility has been has been described as a "house of 

horrors" due to the spiraling violence perpetrated by rival gangs of youth from Africa 
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and Kosovo. A total of 247 asylum seekers are staying at the shelter, which has a 

capacity for 180 and a cafeteria with seating for 53. 

 

Meanwhile, the raping of German women by asylum seekers is becoming 

commonplace. Following are a few select cases just from 2015: 

 

On September 11, a 16-year-old girl was raped by an unidentified "dark-skinned man 

speaking broken German" close to a refugee shelter in the Bavarian town of Mering. 

The attack occurred while the girl was walking home from the train station. 

 

On August 13, police arrested two Iraqi asylum seekers, aged 23 and 19, for raping 

an 18-year-old German woman behind a schoolyard in Hamm, a city in North Rhine-

Westphalia. 

 

On July 26, a 14-year-old boy was sexually assaulted inside the bathroom of a 

regional train in Heilbronn, a city in southwestern Germany. Police are looking for a 

"dark skinned" man between the ages of 30 and 40 who has an "Arab appearance." 

Also on July 26, a 21-year-old Tunisian asylum seeker raped a 20-year-old woman in 

the Dornwaldsiedlung district of Karlsruhe. Police kept the crime secret until August 

14, when a local paper went public with the story. 

 

On June 9, two Somali asylum seekers, aged 20 and 18, were sentenced to seven-

and-a-half years in prison for raping a 21-year-old German woman in Bad Kreuznach, 

a town in Rhineland-Palatinate, on December 13, 2014. 

 

On June 5, a 30-year-old Somali asylum seeker called "Ali S" was sentenced to four 

years and nine months in prison for attempting to rape a 20-year-old woman in 

Munich. Ali had previously served a seven-year sentence for rape, and had been out 

of prison for only five months before he attacked again. In an effort to protect the 

identity of Ali S, a Munich newspaper referred to him by the more politically correct 

"Joseph T." 

 

On May 22, a 30-year-old Moroccan man was sentenced to four years and nine 

months in prison for attempting to rape a 55-year-old woman in Dresden. On May 

20, a 25-year-old Senegalese asylum seeker was arrested after he attempted to rape 

a 21-year-old German woman at the Stachus, a large square in central Munich. 

 

On April 16, a 21-year-old asylum seeker from Iraq was sentenced to three years and 

ten months in prison for raping a 17-year-old girl at festival in the Bavarian town of 

Straubing in August 2014. On April 7, a 29-year-old asylum seeker was arrested for 

the attempted rape of a 14-year-old girl in the town of Alzenau. 

 

On March 17, two Afghan asylum seekers aged 19 and 20 were sentenced to five 

years in prison for the "particularly abhorrent" rape of a 21-year-old German woman 
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in Kirchheim, a town near Stuttgart, on August 17, 2014. 

 

On February 11, a 28-year-old asylum seeker from Eritrea was sentenced to four 

years in prison for raping a 25-year-old German woman in Stralsund, along the Baltic 

Sea, in October 2014. 

 

On February 1, a 27-year-old asylum seeker from Somalia was arrested after 

attempting to rape women in the Bavarian town of Reisbach. 

 

On January 16, a 24-year-old Moroccan immigrant raped a 29-year-old woman in 

Dresden. 

 

Dozens of other cases of rape and attempted rape — cases in which police are 

specifically looking for foreign perpetrators (German police often refer to them as 

Südländer, or "southerners") — remain unresolved. Following is a partial list just for 

August 2015: 

 

On August 23, a "dark skinned" man attempted to rape a 35-year-old woman in 

Dortmund. On August 17, three male "southerners" attempted to rape a 42-year-old 

woman in Ansbach. On August 16, a male "southerner" raped a woman in Hanau. 

 

On August 12, a male "southerner" attempted to rape a 17-year-old woman in 

Hannover. Also on August 12, a male "southerner" exposed himself to a 31-year-old 

woman in Kassel. Police say a similar incident occurred in the same area on August 

11. 

 

On August 10, five men of "Turkish origin" attempted to rape a girl in 

Mönchengladbach. Also on August 10, a male "southerner" raped a 15-year-old girl 

in Rinteln. On August 8, a male "southerner" attempted to rape a 20-year-old 

woman in Siegen. 

 

On August 3, a "North African" raped a seven-year-old girl in broad daylight in a park 

in Chemnitz, a city in eastern Germany. On August 1, a male "southerner" attempted 

to rape a 27-year-old woman in downtown Stuttgart. 

 

Meanwhile, parents are being warned to look after their daughters. Police in the 

Bavarian town of Mering, where a 16-year-old-girl was raped on September 11, have 

issued a warning to parents not to allow their children to go outside unaccompanied. 

They have also advised women not to walk to or from the train station alone 

because of its proximity to a refugee shelter. 

 

In the Bavarian town of Pocking, administrators of the Wilhelm-Diess-Gymnasium 

have warned parents not to let their daughters wear revealing clothing in order to 

avoid "misunderstandings" with the 200 Muslim refugees housed in emergency 
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accommodations in a building next to the school. The letter said: 

 

 

"The Syrian citizens are mainly Muslim and speak Arabic. The refugees have their 

own culture. Because our school is directly next to where they are staying, modest 

clothing should be worn in order to avoid disagreements. Revealing tops or blouses, 

short shorts or miniskirts could lead to misunderstandings." 

 

A local politician quoted by Die Welt newspaper said: 

 

 

"When Muslim teenage boys go to open air swimming pools, they are overwhelmed 

when they see girls in bikinis. These boys, who come from a culture where for 

women it is frowned upon to show naked skin, will follow girls and bother them 

without their realizing it. Naturally, this generates fear." 

 

The increase in sex crimes in Germany is being fueled by the preponderance of 

Muslim males among the mix of refugees/migrants entering the country. 

 

 

 

Where are the women? 

Of the 411,567 refugees/migrants who have entered the EU by sea so far this year, 

72% have been male. Above, some of the hundreds of migrants who arrived in 

Munich on September 12, 2015. 

 

 

 

A record 104,460 asylum seekers arrived in Germany in August, bringing the 

cumulative total for the first eight months of 2015 to 413,535. Germany expects to 

receive a total of 800,000 refugees and migrants this year, a four-fold increase over 

2014. 

 

At least 80% of the incoming refugees/migrants are Muslim, according to a recent 

estimate by the Central Council of Muslims in Germany (Zentralrat der Muslime in 

Deutschland, ZMD), a Muslim umbrella group based in Cologne. 

 

The asylum seekers are also overwhelmingly male. Of the 411,567 refugees/migrants 

who have entered the European Union by sea so far this year, 72% have been male, 

13% women and 15% children, according to calculations by the United Nations 

Refugee Agency. Information about the gender of those arriving by land remains 

unavailable. 

 

Of the asylum seekers arriving in Germany in 2014, 71.5% of those between ages 16 
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and 18 were male; 77.5% in the 18-25 age group were male; as were 73.5% of those 

between 25 and 30, according to German migration statistics. Data for 2015 is not 

yet available. 
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Introductory Note
by Mark Weber

Theodore N. Kaufman, the author of Germany Must Perish, was a Manhattan-born Jewish businessman who was
also chairman of a group that called itself the "American Federation for Peace." The first edition of this slim volume
was published in 1940 or early 1941. A second, 96-page edition, which sold for 25 cents, was published in 1941 by
Argyle Press of Newark, New Jersey. Both editions were issued when the United States was still officially neutral,
that is, before the Pearl Harbor attack of December 7, 1941, that brought the U.S. openly into World War II.

Kaufman's fervent proposal for the systematic sterilization of the entire German population was given respectful
attention in the American press, including reviews in a number of newspapers. A review in the weekly Time
magazine, March 24, 1941, called Kaufman's plan a "sensational idea."

Germany's propaganda chief, Joseph Goebbels, seized with delight on the book. "This Jew [Kaufman] has done a
disservice to the enemy," Goebbels privately commented. "If he had composed the book at my behest he couldn't
have done a better job."

At his direction the German press played up Kaufman's call for genocide. A front page article about the book in the
Berlin daily Der Angriff, July 23, 1941, appeared under headlines that called it a "Diabolical Plan for the
Extermination of the German People" and a work of "Old Testament Hatred." Extracts also appeared, for example,
in the nationally-circulated weekly paper Das Reich, August 3, 1941.

A plan similar to Kaufman's was issued during the war years by a prominent American anthropologist. In an article
headlined "Breed War Strain Out of Germans" in the New York daily newspaper P.M., January 4, 1943, Ernest
Hooton laid out an "outbreeding" plan that would "destroy German nationalism and aggressive ideology while
retaining and perpetuating desirable German biological and sociological capacities." (See also: Benjamin Colby,
‘Twas a Famous Victory, 1974, p. 131.)

The Harvard University professor's proposal called for genetically transforming the German nation by encouraging
mating of German women with non-German men, who would be brought into the country in large numbers, and of
German men, forcibly held outside of Germany, with non-German women. Ten to twelve million German men
would be assigned to forced labor under Allied supervision in countries outside of Germany to rebuild their
economies. "The objects of this measure," wrote Dr. Hooton, "include reduction of the birthrate of 'pure' Germans,
neutralization of German aggressiveness by outbreeding and denationalization of indoctrinated individuals."

This plan, Hooton estimated, would require at least 20 years to be implemented. "During this period," he went on,
"encourage also the immigration and settlement in the German states of non-German nationals, especially males."

In the decades since the end of World War II, something of the spirit of the genocidal Kaufman and Hooton plans
seems manifest in Germany's population and immigration policies. Since the nation's defeat in 1945, the German
birth rate has fallen to below the replacement level, millions of racially and culturally alien migrants have been
welcomed as settlers in Germany, the number of children of mixed ethnicity has sharply increased, and the ethnic-
cultural character of much of the country has been drastically altered, especially in the larger cities.

This dynamic volume outlines a comprehensive plan for the extinction of the German nation and the total
eradication from the earth, of all her people. Also contained herein is a map illustrating the possible territorial
dissection of Germany and the apportionment of her lands.

To all those men and women who would rather die fighting for freedom, than remain alive as slaves;

To all those men and women who, unafraid, speak out the truth as they conceive it to be the truth;
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To all those men and women who, inspired by the efforts, hopes and aspirations of mankind place its needs before
their own;

This book is humbly dedicated.

Special Note to Reader

Germany Must Perish presents a plan for the structure of a permanent and lasting peace among civilized nations. It
bases its thesis on the eventual defeat of Germany by the British Empire and its Allies, without the assistance of the
United States.

However, should circumstances decree that the American public cast its ballot in favor of war as a measure of self-
defense (and it is the fervent prayer of the author that this may never happen) it would become paramount that the
lives of our native sons not be sacrificed in vain as were their fathers' lives a generation ago.

If our soldiers must go forth to kill or die in battle, at least let them be given not alone a Slogan but a Solemn
Purpose and a Sacred Promise.

Let that Purpose be an Enduring Peace!

And, this time, that Promise must be kept!
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1. About This Book
Today's war is not a war against Adolf Hitler.

Nor is it a war against the Nazis.

It is a war of peoples against peoples; of civilized peoples envisioning Light, against uncivilized barbarians who
cherish Darkness.

Of the peoples of those nations who would surge forward hopefully into a new and better phase of life, pitted against
the peoples of a nation who would travel backward enthusiastically into the dark ages. It is a struggle between the
German nation and humanity.

Hitler is no more to be blamed for this German war than was the Kaiser for the last one. Nor Bismarck before the
Kaiser. These men did not originate or wage Germany's wars against the world. They were merely the mirrors
reflecting centuries-old inbred lust of the German nation for conquest and mass murder.

This war is being waged by the German People. It is they who are responsible. It is they who must be made to pay
for the war. otherwise, there will always be a German war against the world. And with such a sword forever hanging
overhead the civilized nations of the world, no matter how great their hopes, how strenuous their efforts, will never
succeed in creating that firm and solid foun- dation of permanent peace which they must first establish if ever they
intend to start the building of a better world.

For not only must their be no more German wars in fact; there must not even remain the slightest possibility of one
ever again occurring. A final halt to German aggression, not a temporary cessation, must be the goal of the present
struggle.

This does not mean an armed mastery over Germany, or a peace with political or territorial adjustments, or a hope
based on a defeated and repentant nation. Such settlements are not sufficiently conclusive guarantees of no more
German aggressions.

This time Germany has forced a TOTAL WAR upon the world.

As a result, she must be prepared to pay a TOTAL PENALTY.

And there is one, and only one, such Total Penalty: Germany must perish forever!

In fact -- not in fancy!

Daily the truth is being impressed upon us by observation, and upon others less fortunate, by bombs, that the
German doctrine of force is not one based upon either political expediency or economic necessity. The personal
war-lust of those who lead the German people is but a component part of the war-lust which exists as a whole in the
German masses. German leaders are not isolated from the will of the German people because apart from this will
they could not come into being or exist at all. Their personal inspiration, the motivation, even the acquiescence to
their deeds are one and all drawn by German leaders from the very depths of the German national soul.

Far too often the claim has been made that the present German drive toward world-dominion is only street
gangsterism practiced on an organized national scale, deriving principally from the lowest classes, the dregs of
Germany. Such a claim is not sustained by facts, for the same lust, the same brute force which the Germans display
today under the rule of the so-called "low class Nazis," they also displayed in 1914, at a time when the "highest
classes" and the "noblest specimens" capable of being produced by the German nation, the Junkers, ruled that land.
And a vast number of Germany's intellectuals, another German "high-class," sat as members in the German
Reichstag!
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No! The problem of Germanism must not again be passed along to the next generation. The world must never again
be stretched and tortured on the German rack. Ours is the problem; ours the solution. The world has learned, with a
knowledge born of tragedies too numerous, too horrible to record, that regardless of what leader or class rules
Germany, war will be waged against it by that country, because the force which compels it to action is an in-
separable part of the mass-soul of that nation. True, that soul, at one time, might have been otherwise fash- ioned.

But that time was in the civilizing cycle of a thousand years ago. Now it is too late.

We know that. Our men of 1917 did not. They had no precedent on which to base their experience. We have not that
excuse today. Their futile sacrifices and their empty efforts must today dictate our own actions and decisions. We
are paying today for the lack of experience of the last generation in dealing with the peoples of the German nation.
When and if the time comes for us to take similar decision and action we must not repeat their mistake. The cost is
far too great; not alone for us, but for all future generations.

We must bring ourselves to realize that no leader can govern Germany at all unless, in some manner, he embodies
the spirit and expresses the war-soul existent in the majority of her peoples. "Majority" is used advisedly for in
speaking of the masses which compose a nation it must be impartially conceded that some fraction of the mass must
perforce vary from it. Consequently no unfair contention is here being made that everyone in Germany is guilty of
its heinous offenses against the world. In fact we shall, in pursuing our point, favor Germany by allowing that as
much as 20% of her population is entirely guiltless of complicity in her crimes, as well as being foreign to any share
of her war-soul. We therefore grant, for argument's sake, that some 15,000,000 Germans are absolutely innocent.

BUT -- shall Poles, Czechs, Slovaks, Austrians, Norwegians, Dutch, Belgians, Frenchmen, Greeks, Englishmen,
Irishmen, Scotsmen, Canadians, Australians and Americans -- for we too may ultimately feel the spike of the
German boot -- shall all these peoples, numbering some 300,000,000 of the most civilized, most enlightened on
earth suffer constantly and face unnatural death every generation so that some small part of Germany's populace
may continue to exist? Are those 15,000,000 Germans so valuable, so indispensable to mankind that 300,000,000
guiltless men, women and children shall fight a war with Germany every time she so decrees? Shall perpetual
struggle against the German be the only future facing civilized peoples? Why breed children while Germany breeds
war?

Are not the Dutch a sober and thrifty people? Are not the French cultured? Are not the Czechs industrious? Are not
the Poles deeply attached to land, family and God? Are not the Scandinavians a decent people? Are not the Greeks
brave and fearless? Are not the English, Irish, Scotch and American freedom-loving and progressive people? And in
very simple arithmetic are not these 300,000,000 more than 15,000,000 Germans?

If Democracy as Americans know it is majority rule in a national sense, it must be so in an international sense as
well. The greatest good for the greatest number is Democracy's rule of thumb; to fight for world Democracy is to
secure the rights of the majority of democratic peoples against the incursions made upon them by any autocratic
minority.

If this is not so, why conscript a vast army for Democracy's defense? Why train American soldiers to murder a
hypothetical enemy of Democracy, when the Will which spawned this enemy waxes and grows with each successive
blood-bath?

In 1917 American soldiers, as those of every other major nation, were forced to murder by the millions. What for?

Suppose we are forced again to kill? For wars are won only by such killing, not by dying. Again what for? Another
sell-out? Is selling-out our soldiers to become a national habit? For quite patently, to fight once more in democratic
defense against Germany with any goal in view save that country's extinction constitutes, even though it loses the
war, a German victory. To fight, to win, and not this time to end Germanism forever by exterminating completely
those people who spread its doctrine die to herald the outbreak of another German war within a generation.

Let us then beware, for it is not illogical to assume that some day the soldier, if constantly martialed and regimented
against his will, may emerge from underneath the time-worn cloak of "duty" and come, like labor, capital and
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civilian to demand his "rights." It must not be unreasonable to conjecture that a soldier must have rights too, as well
as duties. Certainly, a man forced against his instinct to kill has rights; perhaps not the rights of wages and hours,
nor the rights of profits, not the right of untrammeled speech against his superiors, which in a military sense spells
catastrophe. No, none of these; just a few simple rights -- three of which would appear his in- contestable duty to
demand: one, that he be adequately supplied with the proper arms in sufficient quantities so that there be a
maximum of speed attached to his "killing," -- secondly, that he be not betrayed by fifth-columnists who must, in
wartime, be summarily dispatched, by imprisonment or execution, and lastly, of the primmest importance, that he
receive a definite avowal by his government guaranteeing him once and for all time that this whole ghastly, horrible
business of killing the Germans is at an end; that his son may know peace without having to kill for it.

If such a guarantee be not vouchsafed him before his struggle, or be not upheld after his struggle, as it was not the
last time, (though the Generals knew, among them our own Peshing, that Germany at that time should have been
unalterably snuffed out) may he not then take such action in his own hand? Granting labor has the right to strike
when its rights are violated, granting that capital withhold itself from circulation when it feels its usage unprofitable,
granting that the civilian feels tyrannized when his civil liberties are jeopardized, what course may the soldier not
take once he realized he has been cheated, once too often, out of that for which he killed?

When the day of reckoning with Germany comes, as come it will, there will be only one obvious answer. No
statesmen or politician or leader responsible for post-war settlements will have the right to indulge in the personal
luxury of false sentiment and specious sanctimony and declare that Germany, misled by her leaders, shall deserve
the right of resurrection! He will not be permitted this time to forget so easily the bomb-blasted, earth-entombed
millions of women and children who lived through a hell on earth; the bullet-ridden, tank-crushed bodies of soldiers;
the many countries whose energies were sapped and resources drained. And most of all, he will not be permitted to
disregard the unselfish sacrifices made by the common people so that the beast that is Germany shall never roam on
earth again!

It is a definite obligation which the world owes to those who struggled and died against the German yesterday, and
to those who are fighting him again today, as it is the bounden duty of the present generation to those yet unborn, to
make certain that the vicious fangs of the German serpent shall never strike again. And since the venom of those
fangs derives its fatal poison not from within the body, but from the war-soul of the German, nothing else would
assure humanity safety and security but that that war-soul be forever expunged, and the diseased carcass which
harbors it forever removed from this world. There is no longer any alternative:

Germany Must Perish!

This war, with its harrowing miseries, its indescribable German devastations, its unutterable German atrocities, is
born of the war-soul of those barbarians of whom Machiavelli, writing over four hundred years ago, observed:

German towns are at little or no expense in any thing, but in laying up military stores and making good their
fortifications ... on holidays instead of other diversion, the Germans are taught the use of weapons.

History repeats itself.

We can remove a tiger from his natural environment, his lair in the jungle, and with patience so tame him that
eventually he will respond to our caress, feed from our hand and perform at our command. The more acquiescent he
becomes in response to this outward conditioning, the more deceived are we in believing that his jungle days have
been forgotten. This is a fatal deception. For in- evitably there comes a time when the tiger-soul within the tiger
drives him again to the use of gang and claw. In that inexorable response to that irresistible soul-force, the tiger
reverts once again to jungle lore. He becomes, again, a killer.

And so it is with the people of Germany. They may respond for a while to civilizing forces; they may seemingly
adopt the superficial mannerisms and exterior behaviorism of civilized peoples but all the while there remains ever
present within them that war-soul which eventually drives then, as it does the tiger, to kill. And no amount of
conditionism, or reasoning, or civilizing -- past, present or future -- will ever be able to change this basic nature. For
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if no impress has been made upon this war-soul over a period of some two thousand years it is to be expected that of
a sudden, on the morrow, this miracle will occur?

This analogous linking of the people of Germany with savage breast is no vulgar comparison. I feel no more
personal hatred for these people than I might feel for a herd of wild animals or a cluster of poisonous reptiles. One
does not hate those whose soul can exude no spiritual warmth; one pities then. If the German people wish to live by
themselves, in darkness, it would be strictly their own affair. But when they make constant attempts to enshroud the
souls of other people in those fetid wrappings which cloak their own, it becomes time to remove them from the
realm of civilized mankind among which they can have no place, or right to existence.

We need not condemn the Germans. They stand self- condemned. For it suffices us to read and hear those words
written and spoken only by Germans; to endure sufferings and dislocations caused solely by the German people in
pursuit of their megalomaniacal ideals and demonic aspirations to realize that it is the Germans themselves who
decree, almost demand, their ostracism from their follow-man. They have lost the wish to be human beings. They
are but beasts; they must be dealt with as such.

This is an objective viewpoint, carefully considered and factually sustained. It is the view taken of them in this book.

Naturally there are men in the world, our own country included, who think otherwise and who would deal
differently with the German menace. It is the custom of such men to take, what they term, a "sensible" view of the
problems and progress of humanity. These men would rely upon fate to fashion the future. They would, in effect,
permit the Germans to conquer and enslave the world by explaining, in terms whose degree of vociferousness is
dependent upon the extent of their own personal motive of gain, that German world-dominion cannot last forever;
that at some future date Germany would ultimately lose its iron grip upon the world and then enslaved mankind
would come to free itself again. Or, if neither collusion nor surrender seems palatable to their listeners, they would
suggest a compromise with the Germans, the so-called "Negotiated Peace."

These are soulless postulates. They can originate only in men whose hearts and souls are still held captive by the
marine life of their origin; human species of spineless jellyfish floundering about in the waters of yesteryear. These
are men of the past forever living in that past. Men who, being incapable of mastering their own intellectual and
spiritual primitivism, seek to drag others down with them to the murky depths and stygian blackness which surround
their own pitiful existence.

These are the men, indeed, who witnessing the actual enslavement of such civilized and humane people as the
Austrians, Czechs, Poles, French, Dutch, Norwegian and Belgians would all too willingly close their eyes and
simulate disbelief in that which is stark and dread reality. These are men who with fatalism as their creed come
intellectually to be anesthetized by it; who, proclaiming fate an ally, have become its most pathetic servants.
Fortunately, such men are not yet in the majority nor will they be unless Germany can harness, employ or bribe
enough of them to spread the German netherworld doctrines throughout the earth. But even as a minority the danger
which these "appeasers" represent in none the less real and they must be harshly dealt with. For by such actions as
they may take under the cloak of "unquestioned patriotism" it is apparent that they would not do so unless, within
their own soul there existed some part complementary to the war-soul of the German. Those other appeasers whose
integrity is doubtful and patriotism questionable -- those who advocate the principles of Germanism -- are downright
traitors to their country. And when, as and if a government can not or refuses to treat them as such, may it not come
in time to depend upon the people, whose lives and liberty are at stake, to do so!

I have no desire that this work be considered as a means of encouraging war for this or any other nation.

As a human being I deplore war; as a civilized member of a civilized nation I hate it.

I hate war not alone for the sufferings, misery, tragedy and senseless waste which follows in its path, but even more
because I consider it to be the still-unsevered umbilical cord which binds the moral and spiritual embryo of man to
the physical womb of the beast-instinct. And I know that so long as that cord remains uncut social evolution and
human progress must rest forever upon an impermanent and insecure basis. And too, that so long as war persists
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there will never come into being that world peace out of which, some day, a world confederation of nations will be
born. For it is such a confederation which is the ultimate aim and absolute inevitability of the human race.

Peace! Hardly a man, woman or child lives who has not heard the word! Throughout the ages it has been a subject of
more discussion and debate than any other single problem of mankind. In the halls of government great orators have
loudly extolled its virtues. The great prophets of every religion on earth have preached its gospel and catalogued its
benefits to world humanity. And in all the world we find that peace is the common denominator which binds
together the people of all nations, of all color and races, in common thought and prayer.

Why then, after passing through thousands of years of such great desire and yearning have we failed to find peace?
Why is it that after such a prolonged period of time not one single practical and enduring step has been taken toward
its absolute realization? Certainly no one man or group of men shall be born tomorrow who shall exceed in
knowledge and excel in ability all those great men who have written, spoken and preached about peace over the long
past. What shall we do then? Throw up our hands and give up? Shall we have done with peace by exclaiming that it
dose not exist because it cannot? That is an unobtainable abstract?

I do not believe that it is any such thing. I sincerely believe that peace on earth can come to exist as a permanent
condition of living. But believing in it as I do, I would not expect it to arrive, on some fine morning, knock on my
door, and suddenly announce its presence! No, it will never come of itself!

I believe that peace can be produced, not merely conceived. But never so long as war persists.

Then why does war still exist?

Simply because it has not been made impossible for it to be waged.

There is only one way to abolish war: impose a penalty of such dire magnitude and frightful consequence upon
aggressor peoples as to render it virtually impossible for any nation to start a war.

War must be fought not with weapons of ever-increasing destructiveness but with penalties infinitely more frightful
and hazardous than war itself.

This book sincerely believes that it has found such a penalty; and by its imposition upon the people of Germany, this
book believes that not only would a great scourge be removed from the world, but a great good born to it.

Note: The majority of authors dealing with Germanism have treated that subject purely as a product of modern times
-- born after the last world war -- and since developed solely by Hitler and his Nazis. The reader, in pursuing the
subsequent chapters on Germanism, will find out for himself just how mistaken these authors are in their viewpoints.
And since the German quotations and German writings are so contemporaneously apropos -- though they were all
written prior to the last world war -- I have thought it advisable, lest they be considered "fabricated," to append a
bibliography to this volume.
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2. Background of Germanism
Germans are an execrable people! They think and dream of nothing but chicanery. Their great joy consists in fault-
finding, shrieking and threats. They brandish arms which are like barbed clubs; from their mouths instead of
ordinary human speech, issue the rumbling of artillery and the clash of steel; their life is one of perpetual explosion.
The German does not live on the heights; he avoids light, and from his hiding place he picks to pieces treaties,
exercises his malign influence on newspaper articles, pores over maps, measures angles, and traces with gloating
eagerness the lines of frontiers. To love their country is for them to despise, flout and insult every other country.
They are capable of little else but cheating and lying, even to themselves. They meddle in everyone else's affairs,
poking their nose into matters that do not concern them, criticizing everything, bossing everything, lowering and
distorting everything. What a pity that twenty-three centuries after Socrates and Plato, two thousand years after
Christ, the voice of men like these should still be heard in the world, worse still that they should be listened to, and
worst of all that any one should believe them! Country for them is an isolated organism and they admit it is possible
for them to live and breathe in an atmosphere of haughty contempt for their neighbors. They conceive their country
as a permanent element of dissolution like a devouring and insatiable monster, a beast of prey, whose one function is
to plunder. All that it does not possess it has been robbed of. The universe belongs to it by right. Whoever attempts
to escape from its tyranny is a rebel. This jingo country, this bloodthirsty fetish of which they are the champions,
they endow, with the capriciousness of potentates, when it suits their purpose, with every marvelous and charming
attribute. Whoever does not at once agree with their extravagances is a barbarism. You must love their country in
full armor, with dervish-like celebrations and howls, eyes shut and body trembling with ecstasy; a deaf ear must be
turned to the rest of the world on its failings. Everything that is not It must be hated. Hate is sacred. Love and hate
are in connection with your country two terms proceeding from one condition of mind. For them Industrial progress
is not a happy sign of national prosperity but a means of domination. Geography is not the science of the earth, but a
mere revelation of the boundaries between which are elaborated strategical schemes of conquest. Every neighbor is
of necessity a jealous one, and the enemy who is vigilant is jealous too. The world is populated by hyenas crouching
on the plots of earth from which they ought to be dislodged.

The German has decided that his race has been elected by God to order the modern world. Anyone who resists him
will be an arrogant usurper, who ought to be crushed. The German professes to want peace, but it must be his own
sort of peace, after the pattern of the Persian satrap's who, out of love for peace and concord, throws everyone to the
lions who dares dispute him. His voice is raucous and resounding; he does not argue but makes sweeping assertions
and lays down the law. As the first sign of resistance he grows crimson in the face, and has resource to thunder and
lightning. He holds forth on the authority of a sacred categorical imperative which stands in the stead of truth and
order; he respects nothing and no one. Should he find himself confronted by the law, he says that it needs reforming.
Ministers are mere clerks to be used as pawns in his manoeuvering. He is exacting and cantankerous; whoever
undertakes to shout with him never shouts loud enough. To give in to him means becoming enlisted as his civil
agent. He is an agitator and swashbuckler. He dips his pen in gall and he sets in motion with his antics the
marionettes which appeal to the nation and may come to conquer it. The fundamental superiority of the German
race, the necessity of expanding German prestige in all quarters of the globe, of protecting the German wherever he
may be found, no matter what he may be, because he bears within him a residuum of the race; that is what the
educators of youth coming down the years in disciplined array like battalions crossing the manoeuver fields, have
never ceased to drum into the popular understanding and the flame of victory rising to the sky will be the signal for
it to boil over. (note 1)

A vivid portrait of a Nazi? Emphatically so, and yet, though thirty years have past since it was first written, we can
easily discern, in the character of the German of that remote period, every single trait which characterized the
German madmen of today. Yesterday they may have been called Pan-Germans; today Nazis; tomorrow perhaps
Supergerman. Time cannot change the infernal breed, whatever its label. Time merelyA vivid portrait of a Nazi?
Emphatically so, and yet, though thirty years have past since it was first written, we can easily discern, in the
character of the German of that remote period, every single trait which characterized the German madmen of today.
Yesterday they may have been called Pan-Germans; today Nazis; tomorrow perhaps Supergerman. Time cannot
change the infernal breed, whatever its label. Time merely enlarges the field in which the German can, with ever-
increasing intensity and thoroughness, practice those monstrous acts which his fevered, war-intoxicated brain
dictates, and his vile instincts and barbaric, savage soul prompts. If today the urge of his war-soul can prompt the
German to murder innocent hostages imagine, if you can, how that same soul will express itself through the
thousandfold-more-fanatic German of tomorrow?
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To most people the fantastic "progress" of the Nazi has seemed as meteoric and unexpected as an unheralded bolt of
lightning suddenly discharged from the heavens. Others hold tenaciously, with dangerous deception, to the opinion
that the Nazi came into power only as a result of the German-termed "inequities" of the Versailles treaty, and that
the beliefs and aims of the Nazi were, and are, merely the result of a contemporary but transient political and
economic upheaval in Germany. Such opinions gave birth to the most outstanding criminal misconception of the
Nazi and his party; that after those so-called injustices to Germany were remedied, the Nazi would vanish from the
scene by his own accord, or the German people would rise up in revolt against him.

Such misconceptions of his origin, structure and purpose were eagerly fostered and disseminated by the Nazis
themselves. We know how belief in them has already led a dozen nations to their doom, and yet not so long ago a
prominent member of our congress arose and declared that the German idea of world-dominion was a fantasy, and
advised Americans to dismiss the avowed aims of the Nazis a fabulous myths! (note 2) Such utterances are not only
born of incredible stupidity but, if not downright traitorous, are extremely dangerous, for they tend to blind people to
those stark realities which they must face, firmly and honestly, if they are ever to successfully combat them. Too,
such beliefs tend to diffuse among our people that same indifference, lethargy and irresponsibility which permeated
the peoples of those nations which, one by one, fell victim to the German peril. These nations found that the German
peril was not a myth; the sufferings of their people are the best description of the German character, methods, and
final aims.

By thus helping to create the impression of his transiency of character and purpose, and by promoting propaganda
proclaiming his ever-imminent downfall, the Nazi knew full well that those nations would incorrectly gauge the
strength and deprecate the durability of his party and, what was and is infinitely more important, would fail to
correctly interpret the growth and aims of the Nazi as being compatible to, and not at variance with, the German
character; a bud whose nourishment is drawn not from an isolated branch but from the very roots of the German
soul.

For it must be patent by now that while all the Germans may not approve of the means being employed by the Nazis
in achieving German-world-dominion, they are practically unanimous in agreeing that that goal must, now or in the
future, be definitely achieved by Germany. Were the German nations to win this war, not one German would
hesitate laying claim to a share in the loot. But, losing the war, they intend to be ready to disclaim, individually, the
actions taken by then collectively, under their "government." Thus they intend to escape, once again, punishment for
their crimes. Yet defeat will on no account erase their desire to conquer and rule the world. There is only one way to
frustrate such a desire: the goal of world-dominion must be removed from the reach of the German and the only way
to accomplish that is to remove the German from the world!

Therefore, it is most essential that we realize as an irreconcilable fact the truth that the Nazis are not beings existing
apart from the German people. They are the German people! For to the German, Nazi or not, the Mailed Fist is
stimulating and meaningful as symbol of all the aims and aspirations of his nation as the Statue of Liberty is to the
American. Make no mistake about it; world- dominion is not a mirage to the German; it never was, and so long as
Germany exists as a nation, it never will be. A belief to the contrary, if too-long sustained, may well result in the
world's enslavement by the German.

As fantastic and as cyclonic as Nazi "accomplishments" might seem, it is still more fantastic to note as a fact that in
the entire annals of history no doctrine ever existed which has all its major beliefs so clearly defined, its methods so
concisely detailed, and its aims so vividly, comprehensively, and boldly stated beforehand. It is in every respect a
deliberate, ruthlessly calculated plot to rule the world or, failing that, to annihilate it! And so long as the German
nation exists it intends, in one form or another, now or later, to bring about just such a catastrophe.

The unfortunate neglect displayed by the various governments in preparing for the cataclysmic events brought about
by the German Nazis becomes all the more startling and tragic when we examine records existing by the thousands
and emanating solely from unbiased German sources, some written as far back as fifty years ago, clearly indicating
the precise course of procedure to be some day adopted by the German in his march to world- conquest. These
documents are not pedantic treaties expressing theories or extravaganzas dealing in fables or fancies. They are
substantial, sober outpourings from the very soul of Germandom. And as such they define lucidly its structure, and
interpret frankly its yearnings.
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Moreover, these records are so exact in their theme and comprehensive in their scope that the Nazis have adopted
and embraced them almost ad verbatim. In searching through these original papers one is struck by the realization
that Mein Kampf is nothing more than a clumsily-written hodge-podge collection of the writings, opinions and
teachings contained in those records and ex- pounded by Germans years before Adolf Schickelgruber war born! As
we shall see later, even Hitler's much-publicized mystic prophecies, and his time-tables of conquests are merely
reprints of those published, too, long before his time.

If Hitler was able to make such rapid strides in resurrecting again the monstrosity that is Germanism, it was only
because the German people, long before his birth, had already become completely instilled with each and every
principle and precept, with every yearning and desire which he himself, later, came merely to express and advocate.
The poisonous wine of destruction has long before been distilled; Hitler is merely the agent decanting the poisonous
fluid from its bottle, which is the German war-soul, into the jug that is world humanity. In detailing those
ingredients which combine to constitute the toxic formula of Germanism the author shall quote, wherever
confirmation of his statements may be deemed advisable, principally from German sources. For after all no one can
explain the German so well as he himself. He has made no secret of his character, his ambitions and his intentions.
By his acts he has himself bared his heart and soul; by his words, by his own hand he will someday come to dig his
own grave.

It is not to be wondered at that the nations of the Western world regard the avowed program of the German for
world conquest and dominion with a great deal of amazement and incredulity. For such an idea is entirely alien to
those basic principles and instincts of the western civilization which, painfully and gradually, arose out of the chaos
of the past thousands of years. Such civilized nations regard individual rights, the sacredness of human life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness as the virtues of mankind and itself, the individual States, as guarantor of those rights.
And though, at one time or another during their existence nations may have sought political and economic
adjustments, even territorial aggrandizement through force of arms, it must be noted that no Western nation has ever
made such a religion of war, such idolatry or armaments, and such a cult of mass murder and destruction as has
Germany and her peoples.

According to her own writers, teachers and statesmen Germany has but one great reason for existing; that of
achieving world-dominion! Since that is its highest aim, therefore, Germany constantly claims that it has every right
to make free and liberal use of chicanery, deceit, intolerance, lust, persecution and oppression, in order to achieve
that goal. Consequently such a perverted nation , such a State of human negation, views its vice as being the only
true virtue in life, whereas to the Germans the virtues as they are known and may be practiced by the rest of the
world are merely vices due to the latter's decay and degeneration! (note 3) As though there exists anywhere in the
world a nation which can boast of degeneration in the same degree as Germany!

The primary reason which stirs German lust for world- dominion was best summarized by a German professor who
declared that since Germany will never be able to understand the world, the latter must be conquered and reformed
so that it will be able to conform to German thought! (note 4)

It is just such mass megalomania, crass egoism intellectual aberrancy which stirred the demented brain of the
German of yesterday to foment his wars; which animates the insane Nazi today in continuing those wars and which
will, if the schizophrenic Teutons continue to exist, direct the policies and actions of any party in control of
Germany in the future. For, to reiterate, the German idea of world- dominion and enslavement of its peoples is no
political belief: it is a fierce and burning gospel of hate and intolerance, of murder and destruction and the unloosing
of a sadistic blood lust. It is, in every literal sense, a savage and pagan religion which incites its worshippers first to
a barbaric frenzy and then prompts them to vent their animal ferocity in the practice of every horrible, ruthless and
unmentionable atrocity upon innocent men, women and children. Such are the true Germanic virtues! And the world
will feel their sting so long as they continue to tolerate Germany and her peoples on the earth, for those Germanic
traits are the same as those which, emanating from the German soul, animated the Germanic tribes of yore. We have
but to examine the development of those tribes to perceive just to what extent within the German soul, the German
ideal of world conquest and dominion really lies.
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The German slave-holding tribes were noted for their unnaturally passionate love of war and destruction. Seeck, a
noted German historian, writes with pride that the Germans of ancient days were notorious for their villainy and
treachery and "their faithlessness became almost proverbial with the Romans," (note 5) who found that the Germans
were adept at breaking a pact or a peace whenever it best suited them to so do.

Lamprecht, another German historian, recounts that even among themselves the Germans held no pledge valid!
(note 6) Is it so much to be wondered at then that a nation whose people distrust one another, would hesitate at
double-crossing any of its fellow nations?

Those ancient Germanic tribes, like the peoples of modern Germany, were unable to assimilate and accept the
humane ideals, civilized aims and social aspirations of their neighbors as constituting the desirable, natural goal of
life. "Warlike, as then, have the Germans ever remained!" (note 7)

We can understand, therefore, why to a German peace is not an objective but merely an interlude to be used by him
to prepare for a war in which he can assuage the thirst for mass murder which burns in his soul. The German has
absolutely no regard for life; there is no such expression in his language as "sacredness of human life."

It would be impossible, even between the covers of a thousand volumes, to list and describe the demonic brutalities
practiced by the Germans upon innocent peoples, and though records of the last war are replete with numerous
actual incidents illustrating the innate cruelty and viciousness of the Germans we have but to refer to one recent
occurrence, the sinking of the British vessel "Lancastria" to realize just how and why the German earns his
reputation for such cruelty and viciousness.

For assuredly, after sinking a vessel, the aviators of no other Western nation would have deliberately and
coldbloodedly dropped incendiary bombs on the oil-covered waters which surrounded the ship in order to roast alive
the desperate women and children struggling below. But the German aviators did not hesitate to do so; it must have
been with a perverted gleam in their mad eye that they boiled those women and children alive in oil! This from a
"modern" and self-styled "cultured" nation! A nation whose press heralded such cannibalism as an illustrious
example of German courage and heroism!

Such is the "Master-Race" of the world!
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3. Organized Germanism
Germanism -- the theory of a master race of Germans destined to enslave a weak world by force and brutality -- had
been an unvoiced doctrine of German belief since tribal days until the latter part of the last century when it reached
its maturity by becoming fashioned into a vast and well-organized movement. Its astounding and ambitious program
amalgamated all the major doctrines and beliefs of such German teachers, writers, statesmen and philosophers as
Kant, Nietzsche, Hegel, von Bernhardi, Rohrbach, Treitschke and Spengler. And because the doctrine which it
preached touched upon the very roots of the German soul, and embraced the fundamental tenets of the German
intellect, the movement met with immediate and tremendously popular response. In fact its program was so popular
with the Germans that within ten years after its inception its malignant dogma was already spread throughout the
entire world.

In 1886 a Dr. Karl Peters convened a General German Congress in Berlin during the course of which all German
national associations therein represented were merged into one group, a so-called German League. (note 13) Its
program at first was vague and indefinite, and so much strife grew to exist among the various groups composing the
League, that its dissolution seemed imminent until 1891 when Professor Ernst Hasse, a deputy in the Reichstag from
Leipzig, became its president and took its management into his own hands.

The first step of Professor Hasse was to broadcast a widespread plea for help, appealing, as he said, "to the traditions
of the German soul." His appeal met with such a favorable response that the League grew by leaps and bounds until
it was not long before it was able to publish and maintain its own newspaper. In 1894 it changed its name to the Pan-
German League (note 8) and proceeded to lay down an entire program of action relative to world-conquest and
domination by Germany. This program of action for achieving such a goal was so replete with details, and its plan of
procedure so comprehensive that it was adopted, almost unchanged, by the Nazis. For its motto the League used the
words of the Great Elector: "Remember you are a German!"

During the interval in which the Pan-German League was organized, a German professor, Heinrich von Treitschke
was being hailed throughout Germany as a new prophet. For years he had been spreading the fiery message of
Germanism; it was a rabid admixture of war, hate, anti-Christism and destruction. It was the preaching of such
doctrines which today has earned for Treitschke the great "honor" of being recognized by the Germans as the apostle
of their ideology.

Heinrich von Treitschke was born in Dresden in 1834. After graduating from various German universities and
spending some time in aimless drifting, he suddenly became consumed with the tortuous idea of a German unity
founded by the sword. Feeling that the best method, in his day, of spreading such a belief was through teaching, he
turned eagerly to that profession. His continual in- sistence on spreading Prussianism and its doctrine of the "mailed-
fist rule" finally enabled him to settle in Berlin where he became established as a popular historian and publicist.

Treitschke was a war-monger and a "might makes right" advocate of the first rank. Possessing a natural gift of
eloquence he held his students spellbound during his lectures on "conquer at all costs" for, according to his
interpretation of Germany's development and history, it had to pursue such a course in order to spread itself beyond
its boundaries. At first he set Europe as the area of Germany's "Lebenstraum" but, after the success of the German
army in 1870 he enlarged and expanded upon his original declaration by stating that the world was Germany's to
conquer and dominate; that through foisting war upon the world the German nation was destined to become the
"super-state" of the universe, and to hold its people in thraldom. These teachings so appealed to the German
character that Treitschke, like Hitler, soon captured the intellectuals as well as the masses of his day. His doctrines
were spread throughout Germany by his many pupils until, eventually, practically every educated German of that
day fell under his influence. Conceivably, he could not have inspired such a profound belief in such monstrous
doctrines unless, in substance, they embraced aims and ideas already very definitely existing as inherent in the
German character and innate in his soul. Many of those beliefs explain much of Germany's present actions.

According to Treitschke (note 9) the individual has no right of his own, but exists only for the State which has the
exclusive right to use him as it wills. There is no other force except the will of the State, and war is the only and best
way in which that will might be employed by it. A Germany so constituted can recognize no earthly power and
"might makes right" only when a German wields the sword! There is no such thing to the German as "sacredness of
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human life" and war is sublime to him because in it he can "murder without passion." War is the best way in which
Germany can enforce its will upon its neighbors, as well as being "the only cure for diseased nations."

Treitschke then treats with various methods to be employed by Germany in order to conquer and dominate the
world.

"Germany," he writes, "must make it a duty to employ traitors in the enemy state for its own interest," even though,
he adds, "every good German subject is a latent, and when opportunity arises, an active spy."

Lying and deceit are encouraged as being a foundation stone for German policy and as for treaties and the like
Treitschke advises that they are mere scraps of paper and urges that "they can and must be denounced by Germany
whenever the promise they hold become unprofitable to her." In such a case a treaty becomes automatically obsolete
and "German honor" demands that it be broken! There is, he continues, no such thing as international law and order,
no covenants between nations. As for justice, there is no such thing except at the point of a German sword.

All of Treitschke's teachings as well as the most pointed and precise interpretation ever made of the German ego is
best summarized in a declaration in which he maintained that Germany could never have peace with the world
because to the German mode of thought it "is a foreign world, which cannot be reformed, but can only be
overthrown." Thus the ideal of Germany becomes allied to the "rule of evil" in a common German effort to
annihilate civilization!

The Pan-German League combined Treitschke's various doctrines into a program of action and issued, among its
statutes, four main principles which lay down broadly its chief objectives. (note 10) They were:

1. To watch over and support all German national movements in all countries where Germans have to sustain a
struggle in support of Germanism with the object of embracing and uniting all Germans on the globe.

2. To promote an active German policy in interests in Europe and across the seas and especially to further all
colonial movements for practical purposes.

3. To treat and solve all questions bearing upon the bringing up of children and higher education in the Germanic
sense.

4. To quicken patriotic self-consciousness of Germans, and to offer opposition to all movements antagonistic to
national development.

In further explanation of the above statutes the League issued a manifesto declaring that "the fate of the Germans in
Austria cannot be a matter of indifference to Germany; it cannot be a matter of indifference whether the Saxons or
Swabians in Hungary are Magyarized, or the Germans in Switzerland or the Flemish in Belgium are Gallicized.
Germans must actively support all movements in those countries in support of Germanism. Germanism across the
seas must be preserved and fostered by every possible means." (note 12)

We already know how well the German has heeded and obeyed such advice.

By 1900 there were some fifty various associations in existence all subservient to the Pan-German League. Ramified
in character but identical in aim these groups, which ranged from military and naval cliques to sports leagues and
banking institutions, were all fervidly pledged to preserve and foster Germanism in foreign lands. Politically too, the
League gained considerable prestige. In 1903 no less than forty-three members of the Reichstag had already been
initiated as members.

Branches of the League sprang up in major cities of the world. Of the two in the United States one was located in
New York, the other in Texas. With the spread of its propaganda, the League scattered a large number of secret
agents throughout the world for the purpose of supplying it with confidential reports relating to the gospel of
Germanism. These agents were the forerunners of the present day fifth-columnists; it was their work which started
to compilation of the notorious German "scrap-book" in which that government listed all its enemies, and enemies to
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the idea of a German-dominated world. To a nation such as Germany blackmail pales in insignificance to its other
crimes. And so, with every pass- ing hour, the members of the German League continued with their nefarious work
which, teaching and enforcing the great common German ideal of world-enslavement, quickly became an integral
part of the average German life and dreams. By 1905, the tenets of the Pangerman were already known to all. The
initial work had been done. The vicious virus of Germanism had been injected into the life stream of the public, and
the Germans awaited the epidemic which they felt must sooner or later infest the world.

As a matter of fact, the work and program as well as the propaganda which they spread had reached such a pitch that
as far back as 1895 various German writers were already busy prophesying how and when the ideologic goal of
German world-dominion would be attained! These prophets were by no means few in number; there exists a large
number of serious works by German authors in which the destiny of their country is elaborately worked out in full
detail and the deification of Germanism as a world religion depicted.

From one such prophecy, written in 1900, we learn that "things about the year 1950 have begun to cause great
uneasiness. All Germans have been united, Holland enters the German union; in Belgium the Flemings grow in
power and because the French element causes increasing trouble, Germany is obliged to intervene. If France objects
to a total absorption (of Belgium by Germany) then the French Walloon territory falls to France the Flemish portion
to Germany. Maybe the French fight, in which case all Belgium will be annexed and incorporated in the German
World Empire." The author then goes on to discuss, rather vaguely, the case of Rance, Switzerland, and the Balkans,
after which he cautions the Germans "by all means avoid a war with Russia, if possible." He completed the prophesy
by stating that "in the year 1950 Great World Germany will possess a population of two hundred millions.
Everybody is happy because all the Germans are now united and are ruling the world!" (note 14)

This prophesy did not, by any means, appear fantastic to the German of that day. Actually it was considered as
altogether too conservative because more radical leaders had set the establishment of the "German World" at a much
earlier date than 1950. Writing in 1895 one ambitious German predicted that Der Tag would arrive sometime in
1915. Here is a summary of his augury:

Around about 1915 the whole world starts trembling. Two great States take action in self-defense, America
and Russia. America proclaims aloud the doctrine of "Pan-America." Russia concludes customs treaties
with Turkey, Persia and China. Great Britain, Pan-America and the Pan-Slavonic Russian Colossus
threaten to overwhelm the sixteen states of Europe. At this juncture Germany intervenes and rising to the
occasion, sets to work to prepare army and navy for the coming struggle.

Then follows a description of the war and a few miscellaneous vagaries after which the writer continues:

The Junkers roll in money. Meanwhile Pan-America has become a source of great uneasiness to Germany
for Germanism is threatened in South America. The United States, declining to give way, the German,
Italian and French navies mobilize and set sail for America. The American navy is destroyed. On land the
German troops made short work of the American mercenaries. Under the brilliant leadership of the German
Leader, the Germans were everywhere victorious. On sea the German ships, guns and men showed their
great superiority over the English who were regularly defeated. German discipline, courage and skill made
the German navy invincible. The British navy was destroyed. Invaded, the English offered but a half-
hearted resistance. The German and Italian soldiers seized London. England and America were defeated.
Peace was concluded. (note 15)

Concerning the terms of such a peace, the writer declared that:

...Germany took Mexico, Guatemala, British Honduras, all Brazil south of the Amazon, Uruguay,
Paraguay, Bolivia, Peru and northern Chile. France took Brazil north of the Amazon, British Guiana,
Venezuela, Columbia and Ecuador. Italy took what was left of South America, including the Argentine.
The West Indies were divided between Germany and France. Gibraltar was restored to Spain, Malta given
to Italy, Cyprus to Turkey. The English had to pay an enormous war indemnity. There was great discontent
in England because the entire British navy was held by the Germans as a guarantee of payment. All
England's Suez Canal shares were confiscated and distributed among the victorious powers. The Kimberley
diamond mines were seized by Germany and all English and American capital invested in Brazil and South
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America was transferred to German hands. The Cable lines were taken by Germany and all English and
American colonists were ordered to leave South America within a year, never to be permitted to settle in
any country on that continent again.

Thus England and America are humbled and the rule of the German Mailed-Fist secured! Maps, circulated soon
after this prophesy was made public, illustrate the division of South America; the northern half and Central America
being portrayed thereon as German colonies.

Still another writer, predicting a war somewhat similar to the one mentioned above finished his prophesy by stating
that "after completely humbling England, the time had arrived for Germany to settle with the United States, but upon
German mobilization United States yielded to all her demands without striking a blow!" (note 16)

Though many of these "prophecies" vary in detail the reader is aware of the one outstanding fact which pervades
them all; that the deification of Germanism cannot be accomplished without the fall and humiliation of both England
and the United States. This was declared to be a fact by Dr. Paul Semassa, a German Professor who, in 1902, stated
that Germany must be prepared to combat the Britons and Americans; after defeating these last of the free peoples,
Germany could then rule the world in any way she pleased!

In 1904 one observer, taking serious note of all such German prophecies and desires wrote an envisioned analysis in
which he forewarned that "the doctrine of Germanism may quite well become a national ideal and kindle a very
dangerous spirit. For Anglo-Saxondom the lesson it teaches is obvious. Readiness is all. Let England and the United
States be prepared at all times successfully to meet the Teutonic onrush if ever it should come." (note 17)
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4. Germanism Abroad

I. United States

The task of spreading the heathenish cult of Germanism in foreign lands was delegated to the General School
Association, an organization maintained by the Pan-German League. Beginning its operations in 1881 that
association, existing today as the notorious German Ausland Organization (AO), was the first to prepare the ground
and develop and test the tactics which are being used today by all German fifth-columnists.

Of all the countries in which he spread his evil doctrine, it was only in the United States that the German had any
doubts about the successful retention and development of Germanism. So much so, in fact, that Professor Hasse, in
one of his speeches before the German Reichstag declared that the "grave of Germanism lies in America" and the
spade which will dig that grave is the Monroe Doctrine. But not all exponents of Germanism, however, felt so
forlornly about their chances of successfully propagating Germanism in this country, and they made many early
attempts to reorganize and strengthen their movements here.

In effect, the Germans did not achieve any notable success in their work. The Americans of German origin or
descent either had no interest in preserving his German identity in contradistinction to his pride in being labeled an
"American" or else, because he had fled his native land precisely on account of such malignant beliefs and
persecutions, he retained no desire or inclination to see those evils flourish in a land of freedom which he had come
to adopt as his own.

German fury, stirred to fever-pitch heights by the apoplectic rantings of German leaders expressed itself against the
United States many times. The first of these crises occurred at the time of the Spanish-American war when Germany
tried to raise a coalition of nations to oppose our stand. Next it was Germany's plan to effect a European Customs
Union against the United States, a step which was immediately followed by attempts first to annex Samoa and then
to break the force of the Monroe Doctrine by testing it in Venezuela. All these attempts failed principally because of
England's refusal to act in collusion with Germany against an independent United States, as well as England's firm
acceptance and advocacy of the Monroe Doctrine as a major and permanent policy of our country.

Chagrined at her failures to impress her will upon the United States Germany decided to try new tactics. She
adopted a policy of "taking it easy"; a policy which she hated because it was one antagonistic to heChagrined at her
failures to impress her will upon the United States Germany decided to try new tactics. She adopted a policy of
"taking it easy"; a policy which she hated because it was one antagonistic to her natural ideals of arrogance, brute
force and aggression, and contrary to the spirit of her war-soul. Such inherent hatred of Germany to adhere to a sane
course of international procedure which takes into account human rights and decencies, was well summarized by
one of her most able and popular political writers, Dr. Paul Rohrbach who exclaimed:

Does any one think that Germany likes saying nice things to the United States, or that they are the outpourings of a
loving heart? She only says them because Germany must eradicate the suspicions with which Americans regard her
policy. (note 18)

Because of their common language and their humanistic philosophies the Germans regarded both England and the
United States as dire enemies of his Super-state and, therefore, his main function as a trouble-maker in the latter
country expressed itself in attempts to drive a wedge between it and England. Part of his hatred for England was
directed toward it for its "not feeling ashamed" to openly recognize the Monroe Doctrine. Again and again reference
to the Doctrine creeps up in connection with the origin and development of Germanism in the United States.

In 1903 Johannes Volert declared that "the Monroe Doctrine is indefensible. It is direct impertinence, and all the
more so as America is lacking the means to enforce its application." (note 19)

This perpetual opposition of Germany to the Monroe Doctrine as well as its continual defiance of it was best
delineated in an article printed at the beginning of this century by the Journal of Commerce in answer to the German
claim that the Monroe Doctrine was "an empty pretension." The purport of that message is so fraught with vigor and
truth, its every word so fresh and alive and currently apropos, that it deserves quotation here in full.
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The last German professor (Mommsen) to fall foul of the Monroe Doctrine seems to show the usual Teutonic
incapacity to understand what it means. He assumes that this "empty pretension" on the part of the United States is
to control the destiny of the South American nations, and to keep Europeans out of them. He cannot see that the
United States seeks no predominance, but only objects to European predominance. The German mind fails to see
that our policy is to leave South American countries independent, to develop on their own lines; and all we ask of
Europe is that it shall leave them independent, and not undertake to appropriate their territory or suppress their
sovereignty. The United States wishes South America to do its own controlling.

Failing constantly in their attempts to drive a wedge between the two English-speaking countries Germans were
instructed by their headquarters to try to create a force of their own with which to combat Americans. In reviewing
this angle of attack, Professor Hasse stated that the only way in which he could envision a future for Germanism in
the United States was for the Germans to "so organize and educate the German element in that country that political
power will finally fall into its lap." And in order to do so, the professor advises that "Germans must abandon all
attempts to take sides on Democratic and Republican matters, and form themselves into a national political party."
Another professor, Muensterberg, agreed with Hasse by adding that the Germans should build a State within a State,
in the United States. Still another German writer added that the best way for the Germans to form a political party of
their own was to infect the American, especially those of Irish extraction, with the German virus of Anglophobia.
The recommendation was also made that the Germans appoint a confidential agent in Washington who might keep
in touch with the (American) government and influence it!(note 20)

All these wild notions of Germanism produced a great deal of agitation in this country but the German was not able
to maintain that any real progress had been made by his movement in the United States. It is only since the rise of
present Germany and its "exported agitators" as well as hired spies and bribed sycophants that the nightmare of
Germanism has been forced through coercion and terror down the throats of a slight handful of Americans of
German descent.

II. South America

German designs in South America, particularly towards Brazil, as well as the underhanded methods they employed
in trying to further her interests there have never been kept entirely secret. Long before the advent of the present
German government, Germans had always covetously regarded South America as a land which someday would
belong to them. That to pursue such a course might bring them face to face with the power of the United States was
an eventuality they foresaw and for which they prepared. They felt no uncertainty as to their ultimate success against
the United States; in scores of books prominent German authors have time and again made the forecast that the
United States would, through fear, yield to the Germans without striking a blow or else, would capitulate in a short
war. In any event the Germans were instructed to be prepared for that day, for that day must come for the German.

Such warnings, persistently expressed by German writers, teachers, and statesmen were fully clarified in the
statement of Professor Schulz-Gaevernitz to the effect that:

The more Germany is condemned to an attitude of passive resistance towards the United States, the more
emphatically must she defend her interests in Central and South America. For this purpose we need a fleet
capable not only of coping with the miserable forces of the South American states, but powerful enough to
cause Americans to think twice before making any at- tempt to apply the Monroe Doctrine in South
America. (note 21)

German colonists to South America were encouraged to preserve their nationality, their language, their German
ways of life, and their interest in their "mother country." Thus there came to exist, especially in Brazil, states within
states. The methods the Germans used in Brazil were those applied in strict accordance with the principles
expounded by Dr. Kapff in his brochure on the "German Schools." In that work is found the cautionary advice that
"Germans in South Brazil had better become Brazilian citizens as that is the quickest and surest way to obtain
political power." Dr. Kapff also forewarns his countrymen that:

...the danger of Germanism in South America comes from North America, and it is not only a question of
commercial interest. Is Germany to stand idly by if America sets about the task of Americanizing that
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continent? Germany cannot; she must proclaim, urbi et orbi, that she is determined to maintain her rights in
South America. And Brazil holds out the most buoyant hope for the German and the spread of Germanism.

Dr. Kapff's declarations were amplified by Professor Gustav Schmoller who emphatically asserted that "at all costs a
German country must grow up in the twentieth century in Brazil," (note 22) for in South America Germans will
found a new Germany, "which shall prove a blessing to the old country, and stand as a model to the whole world!"
(note 23)

Dr. Paul Rohrbach's explanation of German intentions in Brazil were even more arrogantly expressed. He stated
that:

... although the United States may possibly prevent the acquirement of South American territory by
Germany it cannot prevent the creation of a state within a state, and that when the Germans have finally
accomplished that deed, they would rule the roost in Brazil and rule over the inferior peoples of that
country.

But propaganda must be made in Germany to popularize the idea, and every good German must assist in the work
because a promising future for Germany lies in her South American colonies, and to attain those ends Germans must
work quietly, jointly and firmly -- underground.

Professor Wolf, coinciding with that view expressed his opinion that "South America for the German, is the land of
the future, for that land holds greater promise for the Germans than Europe or Africa."

Hence, we find that hand in hand with her march toward world-dominion Germany has always deemed it her
mission to establish, by force or by trickery, great South American colonies. As she does today, Germany has
always laughed at any actual resistance from the Untied States, consistently declaring our country to be nothing
more than, to use the words of a German, "a heterogeneous melange of crass egoistic Jingoists having no pure racial
blood to build upon" and therefore a land and a people to be easily vanquished, at any time, by the great German
supermen.

Germany tried often to suit her words with action. Prince Solms-Braunfels made a real effort to found a German
colony in Texas as an American outpost of Germanism and, though he failed, the idea which prompted his action
always persisted in the German mind as a possibility fraught with great promise of eventual fulfillment.

The Pan-German League heeded the advice of its leaders to labor in partial silence in South America and so kept
unusual secrecy about their work on that continent. Little by little they sought to honeycomb those parts of South
America which seemed favorable to Germanism by establishing branch leagues and to reticulate those regions with
confidential agents who carried on their work disguised as travelers, teachers or diplomatic agents. From time to
time they reported their progress to the Central Association in Germany. The startling disclosure was only recently
made that the German consulates too, had given their aid, serving as hypodermics through which the malignant
bacilli of Germanism was being syringed into the blood stream of the South American peoples.

In his work on Chile, Dr. Unfold advised German settlers in South America "to send their children to Germany to be
educated in a fitting German spirit" and that then they should be sent back to propagate and disseminate the animus
of the German war-soul. "The time will assuredly come," he encouraged, "when Germany, during the confusion
caused by some international conflagration, will have the opportunity to acquire colonial territory in South
America." (note 11)

Records and facts, whose truths are every minuet being sustained by current events, make it obvious that German
policies in South America, her aims and methods too, have all been, for a long time, clearly, persistently and
publicly pronounced by her leaders. To the German his aims in South America are merely some additional "must
items" on a long list of German-planned depredations against humanity and civilization.

Here, quoted ad verbatim, are the words of one observer of German ambitions in South America who, writing his
analysis almost two score years ago, declared:
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Whether Germany's aim in South America is obtainable without friction is something which the future
alone can decide. The future of South America must depend largely upon the Monroe Doctrine and the
navy which is behind it. There will come a time, not so remote in the future, when the economic
penetration of Brazil and other South American states by the Germans may lead to political supremacy
which, if questioned, must be abandoned or contended for. Con- ceivably, the issue may be a fighting one.
Though Germans rave against the Monroe Doctrine as an empty pretention, that doctrine nevertheless is
destined to bar Germany's way. Already there are unmistakable signs that Americans have become
cognizant of such German aims and ambitions in South America. On the creation of a great American fleet,
as on the solidarity of England and the United States, the fate of South America depends. If America is to
cry "Hands off!" they must have the power to support the words. (note 17)

III. Europe

Austria:

True Germanism, being as it is a purely primitive paganism with some modern "refinements" finds that it can
express itself best by committing truly barbaric and bestial acts of violence against innocent civilized peoples. Thus,
if Germanism were ever to prevail upon this earth, we can be sure that every step would be taken -- though few
indeed are these steps which the Germans have not already taken! -- to reawaken every dormant animal instinct and
vicious trait in man.

Thus it has been a chief aim of the German to eradicate each and every one of the three principal religions from the
earth. However, the German was practical enough to realize that he could not successfully combat all these religions
at one time with any hope of emerging supreme. But since their extinction was absolutely necessary to the
propagation of the German dogma of hate and destruction, the Germans conceived their now infamous and oft-tried
trick of pitting first the believers in one religion against those of another until, at a single coup, they could deliver
the final knock-out blow against the single remaining adversary. It was in Austria that they first tested the efficiency
of their scheme, a test which, at that time, actually constituted organized high treason against that country.

Germanism had its birth in Austria as an organized movement founded and headed by an Austrian statesman, one
Schoenerer, in 1878. Its activity was rather limited in scope until 1898 when Schoenerer joined with Hasse; from
that time on the Pan-German League in Berlin became the head of the movement in Austria, and it proceeded at
once to establish permanent bases of operation in that country.

First a plan of attack was decided upon. Hasse and Schoenerer agreed that if Germany was ever to rule over Austria
the latter country must first be forced to break with Rome (Roman Catholicism). In order to achieve this objective
the leaders decided upon a roundabout course of action. They therefore first created an artificially stimulated
pseudo-religious revivalist movement having anti-Semitism as its primary and immediate purpose.

The German Hasse found some renegade, so-called Catholics (though such men were no more Catholics in spirit
than those men of any religion who, hiding behind a pulpit of a church, rail against God and preach hatred and
intolerance) members of the leading Catholic Party, who agree to act as leaders of such a movement. It was not long
thereafter that a frightful wave of anti-Semitic persecution began to sweep over Austria, continuing unabated in
intensity, until Schoenerer and Hasse felt that a sufficiently high degree of agitation and terrorism had been reached.
Thereupon they turned their efforts against the Catholic Party and in turn, started a rabid anti-Catholic, "free-from-
Rome" movement of their own, Schoenerer declaring that "the chains which tie us to a Church hostile to Germanism
must be broken!" The "No Popery" and anti-Catholic agitation was stimulated by Hasse and Schoenerer through
their introduction into Austria of numerous pseudo-evangelical, free-booter German clergymen who were liberally
paid, with money and liquor, to rail against the Catholics.

Though the complete success of this plan was not achieved, it did have a salutary effect; that of establishing and
proving the audacity and ruthless aggressiveness of the German.
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Czecho-Slovakia:

Notwithstanding the fierce resistance which met them and their ideas in Bohemia, the Germans were able to
organize various ancillary associations of their League, as well as to maintain their own press in that country. They
were further aided in their work by the importation of German clergymen, agitators and school-masters all of whom
played leading roles in the struggle to spread Germanism throughout that brave land of free thought.

The vile work of the Germans was not easy; they were met with a bold and determined resistance. The Czechs
fought the demented Germans with that fierce and patriotic intensity characteristic of their old hero, Hus, whose
famous motto, "Nothing German!" became their rallying call and slogan. In fact so strong was the Czech resistance
to Germanism that by 1900 leading Germans were ready to declare that the fate of their movement lay in Bohemia,
and depended on the outcome of their strug- gle in that country.

Besides attempting to spread their doctrines, the Germans did everything possible to interfere with the establishment
of the Czech language in Bohemia.

It is to the redounding credit of Czecho-Slovakia, that even before it had became a nation it had already fought alone
against German dominion; left to its own devices, it would have never have suffered surrender.

Holland:

A decade before the last world war it was noted as a fact that the one State which Germany dreaded was Russia; the
two States which she would have liked to see at odds with each other were Britain and the United States, and the one
State she would really have liked to absorb was Holland, a free and democratic country which hated Germanism and
all its narrow spiritual and political principles. Nevertheless, the German pursued his work in that country with that
fanatic stubbornness so imbedded in his character.

In 1898 a General Dutch League was formed in Holland primarily for the purpose of spreading the Dutch language
in South Africa. Not meeting success they appealed to the Pan-German League for aid and found themselves, shortly
thereafter, to be entirely supported by that German organization. With their aptitude for "pro- tecting" and
"adopting" countries, the members of the League early regarded Holland as an essential and integral part of
Germany and declared that if they were not able to secure Holland by "peaceful persuasion," they must do so by
force.

In 1901 a German writer stated that in case of war "Germany could not be expected to regard the Dutch ports as
neutral and refrain from making use of them." (note 25) Writing in the Deutsche Zeitschrift in 1901, Kurt von
Strautz declared that "It is impossible that outposts of Germanism like the Netherlands, Belgium, Switzerland, and
Austria remain permanently outside the boundaries of Germany."

At the same time another German asserted that Germany would do well to secure possession of the Dutch colonies
so as to acquire naval bases and additional overseas trade routes, while another suggested that the Dutch colonies
were threatened by England, the United States and Japan, and therefore must be "protected" by Germany!

Though the League did manage to succeed in stirring up a great deal of mischief and agitation in Holland,
Germanism was unable to achieve any marked success in that land so noted for its great intellectual freedom, a
freedom which did not exist even among the highest class of Germans who, at the time, were labeling the Dutch,
"Low Germans." (note 26)

The Dutch wished to remain Dutch. They felt too strong and independent in their own freedom to need or desire the
gangster-like protection of the brutish, uncivilized German.
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Belgium:

Belgium has never been considered as anything but a negligible factor in German plans for world-dominion. The
German felt that because of its size Belgium could easily, and at any time, be forced to bow to the German will.
However, he did not neglect Belgium entirely and, as a matter of fact, he even adopted somewhat different tactics
from those which he employed in other lands.

Instead of trying his utmost to sponsor the use of the German language in Belgium, the German believed that his
success in that country would depend upon his ability to popularize Flemish language in contradistinction to French.
By thus creating a sense of Flemish nationality in Belgium the German hoped to prevent the spread of French
influence and so drive a wedge between France and Belgium.

However, the German was regarded with great suspicion by the Belgian populace and therefore he was forced to
carry on most of his work through underground channels. He failed to make much headway. But this failure did not
dim his hopes for future realization. In fact he was so certain that the seeds being planted would some day result in
fruition that, back in 1901 he had already, with habitual high-and-mighty German arrogance, renamed Belgium
German "West Mark."

Denmark:

As with Belgium, the German felt his task in Denmark to be such an easy one that he did not even bother to use any
"finesse" in his attempts to saturate the Danish people with his Germanism, and so, instead of trying to at least
render the idea "palatable" to the Danes, he aimed at ramming it down their throats.

Nothing came of such attempts. The Danes might be invaded by German arms; they would never fall victim to what
the German calls "Ideals." For the Danes are an independent, civilized people with no inclination to be dragged back
a thousand years to savage barbarism.

Switzerland:

The work of the German League in Switzerland was impeded by its own tactless and stupid blunders. The
propagators of Germanism, past and present, have always failed in estimating the local or national patriotism of any
peoples by completely undervaluing it.

When, therefore, the German early and loudly proclaimed that Switzerland was merely an annex of Germany; that it
had no culture and could maintain no freedom of its own, he was met with the most intense antagonism on the part
of the majority of Swiss.

The Swiss have always burned with the desire to remain forever free, neutral and independent and everywhere the
German was met with the firm declaration that "We Swiss are no Germans!"

And what more vivid testimony to that fact can be offered than the moral to be gleaned from the story of William
Tell, and admitted German Classic written by a German author!

Scandinavia:

Of all countries in continental Europe, the German has always been the least liked in Norway and Sweden, and
though from time to time pro-German voices were raised, the German League enjoyed little success there.

Instead of Germans it was Norwegians and Swedes of a "German character" who paid allegiance to the German
ideal and in tracing the work of such traitors it is not to be wondered at, now, that the Germans were able to find a
Quisling in Norway.
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Professor Samassa, stating that the future struggle for existence would be between Germans on the one side and
Britons and Americans on the other remarked that "Sweden will converge towards Germany the more Germany
grows in power, and it is therefore a German interest to preserve the independence of Sweden. In such a way this
outland will eventually be absorbed by Germany." (note 27)
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5. 'Blessed Are the War Makers'

The German Soul

"Ye Have Heard how in old times it was said, Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth; but I say unto
you, blessed are the valiant, for they shall make the earth their throne. And ye have heard man say, blessed are the
poor in spirit; but I say unto you, blessed are the great in soul and the free in spirit, for they shall enter into Valhalla.
And ye have heard men say, Blessed are the peacemakers; but I say unto you, Blessed are the warmakers, for they
shall be called, if not the children of Jahve, the children of Odin, who is greater than Jahve."

Thus out of the Bible of Germanism cometh the German Sermon on the Mount, as interpreted by Friedrich
Nietzsche, prophet of the Superior Soul, by whose Apostolic sword millions of people in the past year have been cut
down, bleeding to earth.

But the world even then was blind. It looked on saber-rattling Prussianism not a continuance of the German war-soul
developed throughout the ages, but simply as a transient period of political history. For had not the spirit of Christ,
in the image of Love and Brotherhood, walked the earth for nineteen centuries, softening men's hearts and tempering
men's souls? Could civilized man fall heir to such a spirit and not pay heed? In Germany great cathedrals housed the
Cross, but though others did not, German thinkers knew they housed but a great emptiness of soul. For they well
knew that the German gods of pagan days were not dead; that they but slept; that even in their slumber they were
still charged with a fire inflaming the barbaric instincts of those people.

Heinrich Heine, in 1834, had this to say of Christ in Germany:

Christianity -- and this is its fairest merit -- subdued to a certain extent the brutal warrior ardor of the
Germans, but it could not entirely quench it; and when the Cross, that restraining talisman, falls to pieces,
then will break forth again the ferocity of the old combat- ants, the frantic Berserker rage whereof Northern
poets have said and sung so much. The talisman has become rotten, and the day will come when it will
pitifully crumble to dust. The old stone gods will then arise from the forgotten rains, and wipe from their
eyes the dust of centuries, and Thor with his giant hammer will arise again, and he will shatter the Gothic
cathedrals...when ye hear the tramping of feet and the clashing of arms, ye neighbors children, be on your
guard...it might fare ill with you... Smile not at the fantasy of one who foresees in the region of reality the
same outburst of revolution that has taken place in the region of the intellect. The thought precedes the deed
as the lightning with thunder. German thunder is of true German character: it is not very nimble, but
rumbles along somewhat slowly. But come it will, and when ye hear a crashing such as never before has
been heard in the world's history, then know that at last the German thunderbolt has fallen. At this
commotion the eagles will drop dead from the skies and the lions in the farthest wastes of Africa will bite
their tails and creep into their royal lairs. There will be played in Germany a drama compared to which the
French Revolution will seem but an innocent idyll. At present everything is quiet; and though here and
there some few men create a little stir, do not imagine these are to be the real actors in the piece. They are
only little curs chasing one another round the arena...till the appointed hour when the troop of gladiators
appear to fight for life and death. And the hour will come.

German intellect, German culture, German emotion, industry, economics, politics, in fact all things German, are
each but a tiny rivulet feeding with its water the mighty rushing stream which is the German war-soul. The war-soul
itself is thus become a mighty torrent against which no dike can be built sufficiently high or sufficiently strong to
stem its onrush. Our problem then is not the course-altering or damming up of any of the rivulets but in contending
with and in subduing that power which they have produced, the power of the German war-soul.

Let us hold in abeyance for the moment the question of the all too obvious sufferings which the German war-soul
has inflicted upon the world, and examine it objectively from the standpoint of its justification as regards world
benefits. In short, is the war-soul of Germany and its spread of Germanism worth more to civilization than its cost in
human life and freedom? Will the world derive more from its perpetuation than from its extinction?
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The answer requires no guesswork on our part. Once again Nietzsche in is role of spiritual Baedeker of Germanism
leaves no vestige of doubt concerning German blessings. Following are random excerpts from his Ecce Homo:

Where Germany spreads the corrupts culture ... Every great crime against culture committed during the last
four hundred years lies on the German conscience ... The Germans incurred the responsibility for
everything that exists today -- the sickliness and stupidity that opposes culture, the neurosis called
Nationalism, from which Europe suffers...the Germans have robbed Europe itself of meaning and
intelligence and have led it into a blind ally ... In the history of knowledge Germans are represented only by
doubtful names, they have produced only "unconscious swindlers." "German intellect" is bad air, a
psychological uncleanliness that has now become instinctive -- an uncleanliness which in every word and
gesture betrays the German. And if a man is not clean how can he be deep? You can never fathom their (the
German) depths, they have none; and that ends it ... The German soul is small and base.

There is nothing to add to these words. The myth of German intellect and culture explodes under the hand of their
outstanding product. German-proclaimed culture is not worth its, or any, cost.

However, is there yet some fine point about the Germans that we do not understand? Over a generation ago, the late
American historian, Charles Francis Adams, disturbed by this very question, undertook to examine it:

Suspecting in my own case (that I did not think like a German) I have of late confined my reading on this topic
almost exclusively to German sources. I have been taking a course on Nietzsche and Treitschke, as also in the
German "Denkschrift," illumined by excerpts from the German papers in this country and the official utterances of
Chancellor von Bethmann-Hollweg. The result has been most disastrous. It has utterly destroyed my capacity for
judicial consideration. I can only say that if what I find in those sources is a capacity to think Germanically, I would
rather cease thinking at all. It is the absolute negation of everything which in the past tended to the elevation of
mankind, and the installation in place thereof of a system of thorough dishonesty, emphasized by brutal stupidity.
There is a low cunning about it, too, which is to me in the last degree repulsive.

Germanism was born ages ago, its growth has been proceeding for centuries, and it has now reached an advanced
stage of flowering. Hitler is but a bud indicative of what kind of "flower" when it comes to full bloom, the world
may expect to see!

Because she made no effort thousands of years ago, to become civilized as did her neighbors, Germany today is an
outsider among all civilized nations. The processes which it has taken other nations thousands of years to absorb,
cannot be suddenly absorbed by Germany overnight. Consequently, the continued existence of Germany among
them becomes increasingly inimical to the best interests of civilized nations.

The deliberate and perverse distortions of what should have been a sane and normal course of development -- as in
other nations -- now gives to Germany and her people a capacity unexcelled by any other peoples on earth, for
fostering and propagating every indecent and inhuman precept of life. And as she seeks to distribute her own
poisonous brew she has herself become so intoxicated by its ingredients that she can no longer escape the ever-
constant desire, the urgent compulsion and the burning lust which it incites in her to extinguish any and all signs of
good which she sees developed or practiced in other lands. Thus in self-justification Germany would excuse her own
unnatural and perverse life by polluting others with her malignant infection. Germany is now well beyond all saving.
The world had best look to its own preservation and welfare, lest some of those German poisons run through her
system also and come to destroy it!

With each succeeding world war which she plans, plots and starts Germany comes ever closer and closer to her goal
of world-dominion. At the present time Hitler, who has merely striven to remedy mistakes which previous German
leaders made in attempts at worWith each succeeding world war which she plans, plots and starts Germany comes
ever closer and closer to her goal of world-dominion. At the present time Hitler, who has merely striven to remedy
mistakes which previous German leaders made in attempts at world-subjection, may bring the German people very
close to realizing their goal. And Hitler is not the last of the Führers!
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How much misery, suffering, death and destruction are needed before it becomes apparent to the world that any
compromise with Germanism will, of itself, be a certain guarantee that soon thereafter, Germany must again embark
upon her unholy crusade to dominate it. How many more chances will be vouchsafed it to beat back Germany?
Suppose there comes a time when Germany can not be halted? Dare we risk waiting? One never knows the exact
hour one is scheduled to die; can we, with any more certitude and assurance tell which opportunity shall be our last?
It may well be that this is our last chance. Suppose we pass it by; look ahead. Next time, the so-called elder
generation of Germany will be the Hitler-trained youth of today, and this elder generation, now mothers and fathers,
will already have instilled and encouraged their children with the idea of world-dominion. Thus the next Fuhrer may
come to lead a nation of born fanatics! As a consequence of this there may come to be welded a machine so gigantic
in proportions, so overwhelming in destructive power, that it may well overcome every possible obstacle in its path.
For assuredly the German youth of the next generation -- today schooled in Fuhrer schools -- will find a leader, as
past generations of German youth have always found a leader, to incarnate and personify the body and soul of that
nation and dominate its collective Will.

A leader who will feed that German body and soul the only food upon which it can subsist: War!
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6. A Middle Road?
With Germanism shown thus to be the very soul of conquest and world-dominion, may we not then pose this
question: Is it possible for the world, in any manner, to find some compromise that will allow both it and Germany
to exist side by side in peace and justice? In concrete terms, were peace declared tomorrow to Germany's apparent
satisfaction, could this nation born and bred on blood, be expected to be appeased for more than the immediate
future?

We should like to hope so; but the history of that nation cuts the hope out of our heart.

The majority of people claim that Hitler alone stands between war and peace. But is it Hitler alone who smashed
Austria, Czecho-Slovakia, Holland, Poland, Norway, Belgium and France and the Balkan countries? Is it Hitler
alone who tortures and oppresses these people?

But for argument's sake, let us assume that Hitler is no more and the world is seeking a just basis for peace with
Germany. We quickly discover that the Germany of our dreams is not the Germany of dread reality.

For, in the first place, there is no longer living in Germany that so-called "older generation" with whom reasonable
talk might be made. This woeful handful is gone and forgotten and in its stead stands that brown-shirted legion
singing that glorious Horst-Wessel paean: Today Europe, tomorrow all the World! Enlightened reason with
perverted chanters of a world-dirge composed by a drunkard, written in a brothel and dedicated to a pimp?

What then of a democratic Germany?

Democracy for a nation that has destroyed a mighty people of some thirty million Poles with the epithet "such a
servant race has no existence"? Democracy for a people who believe only in superiority, not equality?

Well then, break Germany up into small autonomous states?

Nonsense!

That Pan-Germanism which has received blind allegiance in Berlin of every German irrespective of his remoteness
or his nationality could not overnight endure such an arbitrary and weak barrier to its dreams.

Let us carve up the world and give Germany a share which the world and she will agree is her just due?

Germany already has given us her answer:

"Germany does not want a share of anything. She wants, she demands, all or nothing."

Re-educate the younger generation?

Even were such a vast program put into operation it is highly doubtful whether it would be worth the effort, or
achieve its objective. The soul is a greater and infinitely more powerful force than the brain. And the martial
characteristics of the German are linked indelibly with his spirit and have become an integral part of his soul. Some
day that war-soul would again come to dominate his brain.

A final solution: Let Germany be policed forever by an international armed force?

Even is such a huge undertaking were feasible life itself would not have it so. As war begets war, suppression begets
rebellion. Undreamed horrors would unfold.

Thus we find that there is no middle course; no act of mediation, no compromise to be compounded, no political or
economic sharing to be considered. There is, in fine, no other solution except one: That Germany must perish
forever from this earth!
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And, fortunately, as we shall now come to see, that is no longer impossible of accomplishment.
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7. Death to Germany
When an Individual commits premeditated murder, he must be prepared to forfeit his own life in consequence.
When a nation commits premeditated murder upon its fellow nations, it must be prepared to forfeit its own national
life.

On that point the laws of man and God are explicit:

"An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, and a life for a life."

But what is the law of man or God to Germany? Nothing.

She recognizes only German law; so be it.

It must then be German law, if such a law there be, which decrees her penalty -- the penalty of death.

And there is such a German law which decrees that death to her:

As in all human affairs, there must also be in every system of punishment a last limit, a ne plus ultra that no
punishment can overstep. Thus even from the point of view of pure theory the necessity of the depth-penalty is
postulated; it is, as the ultimate punishment on earth, the indispensable keystone of every ordered system of criminal
law. No apparent reasons which are alleged against it can withstand any serious criticism. The State, which has the
right to sacrifice for its own protection the flower of its youth, is to feel so nice a regard for the life of a murderer?
We much rather allow to the State the right to make away with men who are undoubtedly injurious to the common
weal. That the powers that be must bear the sword is an expression which runs deep in the blood of the honest man;
if this truth is to be banished out of the world, great wrong is done to the simple moral feeling of the people. The
ultimate problems of the moral life are to be solved in the domain of the practical, not of the theoretical, reason. The
conscience of every earnest man demands that blood be atoned by blood, and the common man must simply grow
doubtful of the existence of justice on earth, of this last and highest punishment is not inflicted. The State makes
itself ridiculous and contemptible if it cannot finally dispose of a criminal. There must be a limit for mercy and
indulgence, as for the law, a last limit at which the State says: "This is the end, humanity is not longer possible
here." It must be possible to inflict at last a punishment beyond which there is nothing, and that is the punishment of
death. (Heinrich von Treitschke.)

Let German Will be done!

There remains now but to determine the best way, the most practical and expeditious manner in which the ultimate
penalty must be levied upon the German nation. Quite naturally, massacre and wholesale execution must be ruled
out. In addition to being impractical when applied to a population of some seventy million, such methods are
inconsistent with the moral obligations and ethical practices of civilization. There remains then but one mode of
ridding the world forces of Germanism -- and that is to stem the source from which issue those war-lusted souls, by
preventing the people of Germany from ever again reproducing their kind. This modern method, known to science
as Eugenic Sterilization, is at once practical, humane and thorough. Sterilization has become a byword of science, as
the best means of ridding the human race of its misfits: the degenerate, the insane, the hereditary criminal.

Sterilization is not to be confused with castration. It is a safe and simple operation, quite harmless and painless,
neither mutilating nor unsexing the patient. Its effects are most often less distressing than vaccination and not more
serious than a tooth extraction. Too, the operation is extremely rapid requiring no more than ten minutes to
complete. The patient may resume his work immediately afterwards. Even in the case of the female the operation,
though taking longer to perform, is as safe and simple. Performed thousands of times, no records indicate cases of
complication or death. When one realizes that such health measures as vaccination and serum treatments are
considered as direct benefits to the community, certainly sterilization of the German people cannot but be considered
a great health measure promoted by humanity to immunize itself forever against the virus of Germanism.
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The population of Germany, excluding conquered and annexed territories, is about 70,000,000, almost equally
divided between male and female. To achieve the purpose of German extinction it would be necessary to only
sterilize some 48,000,000 -- a figure which excludes, because of their limited power to procreate, males over 60
years of age, and females over 45.

Concerning the males subject to sterilization the army groups, as organized units, would be the easiest and quickest
to deal with. Taking 20,000 surgeons as an arbitrary number and on the assumption that each will perform a
minimum of 25 operations daily, it would take no more than one month, at the maximum, to complete their
sterilization. Naturally the more doctors available, and many more than the 20,000 we mention would be available
considering all the nations to be drawn upon, the less time would be required. The balance of the male civilian
population of Germany could be treated within three months. Inasmuch as sterilization of women needs somewhat
more time, it may be computed that the entire female population of Germany could be sterilized within a period of
three years or less. Complete sterilization of both sexes, and not only one, is to be considered necessary in view of
the present German doctrine that so much as one drop of true German blood constitutes a German.

Of course, after complete sterilization, there will cease to be a birth rate in Germany. At the normal death rate of 2
per cent per annum, German life will diminish at the rate of 1,500,000 yearly. Accordingly in the span of two
generations that which cost millions of lives and centuries of useless effort, namely, the elimination of Germanism
and its carriers, will have been an accomplished fact. By virtue of its loss of self-perpetuation German Will will have
atrophied and German power reduced to negligible importance.

Reviewing the foregoing case of sterilization we find that several factors resulting from it firmly establish its
advocacy.

Firstly, no physical pain will be imposed upon the inhabitants of Germany through its application, a decidedly more
humane treatment than they will have deserved. As a matter of fact it is not inconceivable that after Germany's
defeat, the long-suffering peoples of Europe may demand a far less humane revenge than that of mere sterilization.

Secondly, execution of the plan would in no way disorganize the present population nor would it cause any sudden
mass upheavals and dislocations. The consequent gradual disappearance of the Germans from Europe will leave no
more negative effect upon that continent than did the gradual disappearance of the Indians upon this.

Here again, a German attests to this point, Spengler's famous: "A nation or an individual may die and leave no gap!"

A detailed program of the manner in which the outraged victims of Germanic onslaught might make certain that
Germany leave no gap might be put hypothetically:

Germany has lost its war. She sues for peace. The imperative demands of the victor people that Germany must
perish forever makes it obligatory for the leaders to select mass sterilization of the Germans as the best means of
wiping them out permanently. They proceed to:

1. Immediately and completely disarm the German army and have all armaments removed from German
territory. 

2. Place all German utility and heavy industrial plants under heavy guard, and replace German workers by
those of Allied nationality. 

3. Segregate the German army into groups, concentrate them in severely restricted areas, and summarily
sterilize them. 

4. Organize the civilian population, both male and female, within territorial sectors, and effect their
sterilization. 
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5. Divide the German army (after its sterilization has been completed) into labor battalions, and allocate their
services toward the rebuilding of those cities which they ruined. 

6. Partition Germany and apportion its lands. The accompanying map gives some idea of possible land
adjustments which might be made in connection with Germany's extinction. 

7. Restrict all German civilian travel beyond established borders until all sterilization has been completed. 

8. Compel the German population of the apportioned territories to learn the language of its area, and within
one year to cease the publication of all books, newspapers and notices in the German language, as well as
to restrict German-language broadcasts and discontinue the maintenance of German-language schools. 

9. Make one exception to an otherwise severely strict enforcement of total sterilization, by exempting from
such treatment only those Germans whose relatives, being citizens of various victor nations, assume
financial responsibility for their actions. 

Thus, into an oblivion which she would have visited upon the world, exists Germany.
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8. 'Lest We Forget ...'
Perhaps in the Future ...

United States has entered the war. The struggle is long and bitter but at last the Allies forge ahead. Their armies
surround Germany.

Germany realizes that she has lost again. She dose not want invasions. She fears the vengeance long overdue her. So
she sues for peace. Comes the Armistice!

And immediately thereafter, as once before, Germany finds that the words "Humanity" -- which she has debased;
"Justice" -- which she has distorted; and "God" whom she has profaned, have an irresistible sales appeal to Allied
Statesmen.

Germany puts her propaganda machine to work.

Soon men in the victor nations are urging:

"Peace with Honor!" -- "Justice without Rancor!" -- "God and Mercy!", and all those other weak, sticky phrases
which befuddle the weary minds and exhausted emotions of the long-suffering people of the war-decimated
democracies.

Forgotten in the sudden lush of a peace that is no peace, are all the brave sons who were sacrificed to the monster
Germany: forgotten is the plight of the countries whose resources were drained, and whose energies were sapped in
stemming the Teutonic onslaught. Forgotten, too, is the duty owed to generations yet to be born. Forgotten, as in
1918, is the day of the coming of the next German leader.

Yes: all forgotten because the Allies cannot resist such an appeal. And so, even though a hundred years and a
hundred instances have shown the hypocrisy of a German promise, the Allies fall once again its victim.

They forget that the struggle they waged was not a sport's contest: that their adversary was a beast, not a human
being! And so, filled to overflowing with the infectious germ of sentiment, they stretch out their hand to their fallen
opponent and help him arise.

They pat him on the back with a hearty "No hard feelings, old man!" and, happy that the war is now over and done
with, return to their homes.

Believing, sincerely, that German war will not come again.

Believing that somehow, in some inexplicable manner, Germany has accepted Christ.

A decade passes. A decade of hard work and many sacrifices.

A decade of much sweat and little pleasure.

But the democratic peoples do not mind. They are building a better world for their children.

So they think.

Meanwhile Germany grows strong and robust.
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Her army is larger and more powerful than ever before; she has developed new weapons whose frightfulness surpass
all imagination. She had found a new leader. And her war-souled people are bent once again upon conquering the
world.

Once more the earth trembles beneath the march of the German boot.

Like a cobra Germany is poised:

She strikes!

The people of the civilized nations are stunned.

They exclaim, "But it cannot be again!"

But it is.

And this time it is Too Late!

For Germany wins. She is mistress of the world.

...and so a thousand years of peace was sold to the Devil for a moment's respite! And only because men tried to
placate the body, instead of expunging forever the bestial war-soul, of the German!

The sun now shivers as it rises upon a Dark world.

For slaves to the German are children once free.

Civilization is no more. Perversity is raged rampant.

Even the moon shudders as it wanes in a frightening chill.

This is, finally, "Deutschland Ueber Alles."

Shall it be so?

Our choice lies still before us:

False sentiment or courageous decision --

Which shall it be?
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Germany 
 
This is why Jewess, Angela Merkel was mouthing some claims of immigration 
reform not that long ago. It was just Jew talking to trick the Goyim to keep the 
Jewish establishment of White genocide going. You can see Merkel states she 
really wants to keep the gates wide open in the article below which is what she is 
doing as a Jew. Note with what happened in Austria with the elections and Britain 
with Bretix. This is why the attempts with false flag attacks like in Munich and 
Nice are going down. They need martial law to suspend the political process in 
Europe, forever. As to keep the genocide plan going martial law, kosher run 
police states are going to be required or they are going to lose to the righteous 
reaction. 
Don't buy all the Jew talk about low birth rates. If the Jewish establishment was 
not taxing the Europeans into slow poverty to subsidise their own displacement 
and blasting them with Jewish created anti-White, anti-family, propaganda all 
these years the birth rate would be normal. That's the disgusting Jew for you. 
They blame you for their own crimes. 
 
Mossad Involvement In Munich And Nice: 
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic15540.html 
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https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/ ... lls-merkel 
 
Angela Merkel has suffered a sobering defeat in regional elections in her 
constituency of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, with her Christian Democratic Union 
(CDU) coming third behind the Social Democrats (SPD) and the rightwing 
populists Alternative für Deutschland (AfD). 
Projections late on Sunday night saw the centre-left SPD on 30.5%, the anti-
immigration AfD on 20.9%, and the chancellor’s centre-right CDU suffering its all-
time lowest result in the eastern state, on 19%. Earlier this year, the CDU had 
looked like the party most likely to be tasked with forming the next government in 
the state. 
 
For the past 10 years, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern has been governed in a “grand 
coalition” between the SPD and CDU, mirroring the current power structure at 
federal level. But an increasingly divisive debate over the consequences of the 
German government’s strategy during the refugee crisis has spurred support for 
AfD – fronted in the state by Leif-Erik Holm, a radio presenter based in Berlin’s 
multicultural Prenzlauer Berg district – even though the state has been largely 
insulated from the refugee crisis. 
Though the result will not have a direct impact on the workings of the German 
government, and Mecklenburg-Vorpommern only has a population of 1.6 million, 
it has a symbolic value, with regional elections in Berlin on 18 September and a 
general election coming up next year. Merkel, in power since 2005, has yet to 
confirm whether she will run for a fourth term in 2017. 
 
While the Social Democrats emerged as the largest party on the night and the 
results for the Christian Democrats were particularly humiliating, leftwing parties 
in the state also suffered considerable losses. The Left party was projected to 
have won 13.2%, down from 18.4% five years ago, while the pro-environment 
Greens seemed set to win 4.9%, down from 8.7%. The far-right National 
Democratic party (NPD), which has been represented in the state parliament for 
the last 10 years, fell beneath the 5% threshold for the first time in a decade, on 
3.1%.  
 
AfD, by contrast, continued a remarkable streak of electoral victories at regional 
level. Three years after being founded on an anti-euro ticket in 2013, it is now 
represented in nine state parliaments. Its co-leader, Frauke Petry, described 
Sunday’s result as a blow to Angela Merkel. “Now it is our responsibility to make 
politics for the people. The people no longer trust the old establishment parties to 
do so,” Petry said. 
On Sunday night, CDU candidate Lorenz Caffier said: “There was only one 
subject during the campaign, and that subject was the refugee policy. The 
refugee question was decisive.” The conservative politician ruled out a 
resignation and said he hoped his party would be able to continue to form the 
state’s coalition government.  
Peter Tauber, the CDU’s general secretary, described the outcome as “a bitter 
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result, a new experience”. “We are all responsible for this,” Tauber said. “It was 
noticeable that the refugee subject was very present. Of course many people are 
looking at Angela Merkel.” 
The state election in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern comes a year to the day after 
Merkel’s government accepted thousands of refugees stranded at Budapest train 
station – the consequences of which have been analysed across the German 
media in the past fortnight.  
 
In May, a pig’s head carrying an insulting message was left outside Merkel’s 
constituency office in the Baltic Sea town of Stralsund, where she has won a 
direct mandate since 1990. 
AfD candidate Holm spoke of a proud result for a young party. “The icing on the 
cake is that we have left Merkel’s CDU behind us,” he said. “Maybe that is the 
beginning of the end of Merkel’s time as chancellor.” 
 
Gero Neugebauer, a political scientist at Berlin’s Free University, sounded a 
similar warning for Merkel. “People will see this as the start of the 
‘Kanzlerdämmerung’ [twilight of the chancellor],” he said. “If a lot of CDU 
members start seeing this defeat as Merkel’s fault, and members of parliament 
start seeing her as a danger for the party and their own jobs, the whole situation 
could escalate out of control.”  
 
The northernmost of the five former East German states that joined with the West 
German federal republic in 1990, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern has in the past been 
troubled by industrial decline and a dwindling population but last year registered 
the lowest unemployment rate and highest GDP since reunification. 
 
An electoral map of Sunday’s election shows a state split between an SPD-voting 
west, where incomes are higher due to its proximity to affluent Hamburg, and the 
east, where many electoral districts went to the AfD.  
 
In part due to its economic weakness and low population density, the region was 
assigned fewer refugees than all but two of Germany’s 16 other Länder; 23,080 
asylum seekers were registered in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern in 2015, roughly a 
quarter of those assigned to similarly sized Hesse. Only 3.7% of the state’s 
population is of non-German background, one of the lowest rates in the country. 
 
In the past year, the state has registered no high-profile criminal incidents, such 
as terrorist attacks or rape, carried out by asylum seekers, and a decline in theft 
and violent crime. Police in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern recorded seven incidents 
of attempted arson at refugee shelters in 2015. 
 
A shooting rampage in Munich and two attacks with an Islamist motive in regional 
towns in Bavaria in July have fostered a national debate about internal security. 
Caffier was one of the politicians behind a call for a ban on the full face veil in 
Germany last month. 
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Germany  

 

by High Priest Mageson 666 

  

This is why Jewess, Angela Merkel was mouthing some claims of immigration 

reform not that long ago. It was just Jew talking to trick the Goyim to keep the 

Jewish establishment of White genocide going. You can see Merkel states she 

really wants to keep the gates wide open in the article below which is what she is 

doing as a Jew. Note with what happened in Austria with the elections and Britain 

with Bretix. This is why the attempts with false flag attacks like in Munich and 

Nice are going down. They need martial law to suspend the political process in 

Europe, forever. As to keep the genocide plan going martial law, kosher run 

police states are going to be required or they are going to lose to the righteous 

reaction.  

Don't buy all the Jew talk about low birth rates. If the Jewish establishment was 

not taxing the Europeans into slow poverty to subsidize their own displacement 

and blasting them with Jewish created anti-White, anti-family, propaganda all 

these years the birth rate would be normal. That's the disgusting Jew for you. 

They blame you for their own crimes.  

  

Mossad Involvement In Munich And Nice:  

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic15540.html  
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https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/ ... lls-merkel  

  

Angela Merkel has suffered a sobering defeat in regional elections in her 

constituency of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, with her Christian Democratic Union 

(CDU) coming third behind the Social Democrats (SPD) and the rightwing 

populists Alternative für Deutschland (AfD).  

 

Projections late on Sunday night saw the centre-left SPD on 30.5%, the 

antiimmigration AfD on 20.9%, and the chancellor’s centre-right CDU suffering its 

alltime lowest result in the eastern state, on 19%. Earlier this year, the CDU had 

looked like the party most likely to be tasked with forming the next government in 

the state.  

  

For the past 10 years, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern has been governed in a “grand 

coalition” between the SPD and CDU, mirroring the current power structure at 

federal level. But an increasingly divisive debate over the consequences of the 

German government’s strategy during the refugee crisis has spurred support for 

AfD – fronted in the state by Leif-Erik Holm, a radio presenter based in Berlin’s 

multicultural Prenzlauer Berg district – even though the state has been largely 

insulated from the refugee crisis.  
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Though the result will not have a direct impact on the workings of the German 

government, and Mecklenburg-Vorpommern only has a population of 1.6 million, 

it has a symbolic value, with regional elections in Berlin on 18 September and a 

general election coming up next year. Merkel, in power since 2005, has yet to 

confirm whether she will run for a fourth term in 2017.  

  

While the Social Democrats emerged as the largest party on the night and the 

results for the Christian Democrats were particularly humiliating, leftwing parties 

in the state also suffered considerable losses. The Left party was projected to 

have won 13.2%, down from 18.4% five years ago, while the pro-environment 

Greens seemed set to win 4.9%, down from 8.7%. The far-right National 

Democratic party (NPD), which has been represented in the state parliament for 

the last 10 years, fell beneath the 5% threshold for the first time in a decade, on 

3.1%.   

  

AfD, by contrast, continued a remarkable streak of electoral victories at regional 

level. Three years after being founded on an anti-euro ticket in 2013, it is now 

represented in nine state parliaments. Its co-leader, Frauke Petry, described 

Sunday’s result as a blow to Angela Merkel. “Now it is our responsibility to make 

politics for the people. The people no longer trust the old establishment parties to 

do so,” Petry said.  

On Sunday night, CDU candidate Lorenz Caffier said: “There was only one 

subject during the campaign, and that subject was the refugee policy. The 

refugee question was decisive.” The conservative politician ruled out a 

resignation and said he hoped his party would be able to continue to form the 

state’s coalition government.   

Peter Tauber, the CDU’s general secretary, described the outcome as “a bitter 

result, a new experience”. “We are all responsible for this,” Tauber said. “It was 

noticeable that the refugee subject was very present. Of course many people are 

looking at Angela Merkel.”  

The state election in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern comes a year to the day after 

Merkel’s government accepted thousands of refugees stranded at Budapest train 

station – the consequences of which have been analysed across the German 

media in the past fortnight.   

  

In May, a pig’s head carrying an insulting message was left outside Merkel’s 

constituency office in the Baltic Sea town of Stralsund, where she has won a 

direct mandate since 1990.  

AfD candidate Holm spoke of a proud result for a young party. “The icing on the 

cake is that we have left Merkel’s CDU behind us,” he said. “Maybe that is the 

beginning of the end of Merkel’s time as chancellor.”  

  

Gero Neugebauer, a political scientist at Berlin’s Free University, sounded a 

similar warning for Merkel. “People will see this as the start of the 
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‘Kanzlerdämmerung’ [twilight of the chancellor],” he said. “If a lot of CDU 

members start seeing this defeat as Merkel’s fault, and members of parliament 

start seeing her as a danger for the party and their own jobs, the whole situation 

could escalate out of control.”   

  

The northernmost of the five former East German states that joined with the West 

German federal republic in 1990, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern has in the past been 

troubled by industrial decline and a dwindling population but last year registered 

the lowest unemployment rate and highest GDP since reunification.  

  

An electoral map of Sunday’s election shows a state split between an SPD-voting 

west, where incomes are higher due to its proximity to affluent Hamburg, and the 

east, where many electoral districts went to the AfD.   

  

In part due to its economic weakness and low population density, the region was 

assigned fewer refugees than all but two of Germany’s 16 other Länder; 23,080 

asylum seekers were registered in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern in 2015, roughly a 

quarter of those assigned to similarly sized Hesse. Only 3.7% of the state’s 

population is of non-German background, one of the lowest rates in the country.  

  

In the past year, the state has registered no high-profile criminal incidents, such 

as terrorist attacks or rape, carried out by asylum seekers, and a decline in theft 

and violent crime. Police in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern recorded seven incidents 

of attempted arson at refugee shelters in 2015.  

  

A shooting rampage in Munich and two attacks with an Islamist motive in regional 

towns in Bavaria in July have fostered a national debate about internal security. 

Caffier was one of the politicians behind a call for a ban on the full face veil in 

Germany last month.  
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Get Enriched: 3 Year Old Sacrificed by 

Muslims to "Cast Out Demons" 

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Mon Jun 03, 2019 

 

 

 

 
Makes you wonder why this passed beneath the radar in the news. If it were anyone else but Islamics or 
related, there would have been an outcry. But since it's the groups jews love and promote, this passed 
beneath the radar, hardly mentioned. 
 
Imagine if this has happened by some jews or from some nutcases from the ONA, we would have a 
Satanic Panic 2.0 going around in the media. However, since practices like this are all too frequent on 
Abrahamic religions, they do not strike a cord. 
 
We can safely assume this will be everyday life in Europe and elsewhere soon, as we can thank 
enrichment for this. A nation or a continent is not enriched unless 3 years olds are Isalmic Style 
sacrificed in Rituals for the Quran to "Cast out Demons". This is more of what we need. We didn't have 
this before. Think of this as Chinese food, it's enriching you in general to have this in your nation and of 
mandatory importance to do so.  
 
After all, as leftists with very high IQ say, if one has a border, or has like controlled immigration at like 
extremely low percents, this is absolutely racist. You literally become Hitler when you do this. And you 
also kill 6 billion people the moment you even think of this. However, when you allow free terror in your 
land, and your elderly get killed, your people get replaced, and you basically get ransacked with the 
purpose of being fully displaced, that is what Jesus would do (to the goyim) so you are doing perfectly 
fine. 
 
At least one can go to bed at night and say: "One more day I hated myself for being alive! One more day 
I haven't made similar thoughts to Hitler". After this you have to take a lot of sleeping pills to have a 
good night. Dr Shekelstein recommends to take the whole box. As he puts it, "This will create tranquil 
sleep for prolonged periods of time, but this treatment works only on White skin folk of no jewish 
background".  
 
Got to listen to the professionals here. Can't argue. I listen to my Sociologists that tell me that 
everything is fine and normal. I also listen to economists who say that even with 20% unemployment 
rates, what you need is million of foreign, unskilled labor in your own land, and that this creates a lot of 
positive things for everyone. 
 
Can you imagine things like living in a normal country and not having 3 year olds sacrificed in Quran 
rituals to cast out Demons? Can you also imagine a life where Islamic Somalians wouldn't abduct babies 
for "Git Money Queef" rituals and sacrifice fetuses?  
 
If you can imagine or you even try this, or have any disagreement, the Freedom Lovers Of 21st Century 
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are making a Healing solution for you. For this, we also have to ensure DARPA fixes the microchip to 
make you a happier person soon, as you sound quite desperate to care about the above. As jews would 
say, this is mental illness. 
 
I say this is coming to Europe as thankfully, and by the grace of the pious jews, we are now having in 
Britain for example 66 out of like 83 terrorist organizations that have been reported all being Muslim. 
We are bound to live a far more Interesting Life where you do not know when and how you are going to 
get blown up on the Metro, or what year exactly you are going to be racially extinct, or where the SWAT 
will be on your home for a twitter post of hurting the emotions of poor refugees.  
 
We didn't have this before. And this is exactly why we need more of this: This is what is New. This is the 
Future. You cannot argue with this. It's necessary enrichment for the Future. The Brown Future. 
 
3 year olds getting sacrificed is an absolute necessity and it's perfectly fine to happen in your own 
homeland, for your homeland to be enriched. You turning into a demographically extinct demographic is 
also an absolute necessity. 
 
Life is bound to get all the more interesting. The jews pitied us for living a life without excitement. A life 
that you do not go in the middle of the street and your head is cut with a machete randomly as a protest 
for you being "White" is not a life. We clearly need more of that. Our kids need to be knifed in schools 
and all sorts of other interesting things like Muslim Grooming gangs have to become mainstream. 
Where were we all along in our ignorance without a child brothel in a Muslim neighborhood? Why have 
we been so close minded? 
 
Europe is going into a multicultural mode, and jews are going to be on the throes of that transformation, 
which MUST take place. Jews will be resented because of their leading role, but without this leading 
role, and without that transformation, Europe will not survive. Barbara Kikess Spectre. 
 
As if with it, it is going to fare all well, and life is about to become more interesting. 
 
It's great to walk in London and just look behind your back on if you are going to get killed, backstabbed, 
raped, and also take always another road because there are no go zones and turfs. This is lovely. 
 
Think of this as GTA 5 in real life, only you are the NPC victim in it. This is very Interesting. Experiments 
are to be Interesting. We need more of this, or we will go to hell, as our Rabbi Jewsus said: Love thy 
neighbor as you love thyself.  
 
And in this new Globalist world, we are all neighbors, you silly goy. 
 
________________ 
 
3 year Old Sacrificed by Muslims to "Cast Out Demons" 
 
https://www.foxnews.com/us/investigator ... issing-boy 
 
It was also announced Monday that 3-year-old Abdul-ghani Wahhaj, who had been missing since 
December, allegedly died amid a ritualistic religious ceremony intended to “cast out demonic spirits,” 
Reuters reported. 
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“It was a religious ritual carried out... a ritual intended to cast out demonic spirits from Abdul-ghani 
Wahhaj,” Taos County Prosecutor John Lovelace said. 
 
Public defenders argued the boy's father was trying to heal the child by reading passages from the Koran 
but prosecutors claimed he was denying the boy medication. One of the children taken into custody 
claimed that the boy had died in February. 
 
The children said they were told the boy would be resurrected as Jesus and guide them on which 
"corrupt institutions" to attack, NBC reported citing investigators. 
 
It wasn’t immediately clear if the remains of a child found on the grounds of the compound were Abdul-
ghani Wahhaj. 
Subhannah Wahhaj, Jany Leveille and Hujrah Wahhaj were arrested on earlier this month. 
 
Subhannah Wahhaj, Jany Leveille and Hujrah Wahhaj were arrested on earlier this month. (Taos County 
Sheriff's Office) 
 

 
 
The defendants were arrested and 11 children were taken into custody during a raid Aug. 4 on the 
compound near the Colorado state line. 
 
Wahhaj and the others were seated with their public defenders in a Taos courtroom Monday as 
prosecutors presented books that were found at the compound, documents related to Wahhaj's trip to 
Saudi Arabia and a handwritten notebook that appeared to be some kind of teaching manual. They also 
pointed to evidence that Wahhaj had taken a series of firearms courses while in Georgia. 
 
Defense attorneys, meantime, argued that prosecutors were trying unjustly to paint their clients as 
armed militants. Public defenders also argued that the rifles and handguns found on the property were 
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common guns that could be bought at retail stores and that their clients made no aggressive efforts to 
defend their compound. 
 
Wahhaj is the son of a Brooklyn imam, also named Siraj Wahhaj, who was named by prosecutors as an 
unindicted co-conspirator in the 1993 World Trade Center bombing, the New York Post reported. The 
elder Wahhaj, who heads Masjid At-Taqwa mosque, was a character witness in the trial for Sheik Omar 
Abdel Rahman, the notorious “blind sheikh” who was convicted in 1995 of plotting terror attacks in the 
U.S. 
 
Fox News’ Travis Feschun, Nicole Darrah and The Associated Press contributed to this report. 
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GET OFF YOUR KNEES!! 

by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Fri Sep 13, 2019 

 

 
The enemy sure didn't want me writing this. This is the second time... 
 
The New Age movement for one has been prolific in spreading misinformation. Many of us here already 
know this. 
 
I just finished reading a book that included experiences certain people had with extraterrestrials. I'm 
sure most of you here are familiar, as these experiences contain a theme with the same repeated 
message. 
 
It goes that we humans are destroying the planet, destroying each other, advancing our military 
capabilities to where we are threatening other planets...yadda, yadda, yadda... 
 
Of course, this is a very tragic fact, BUT, few people have the sense to look deeper. These oh so pristine 
ETs NEVER provide any directions or solutions. New Age idiots preach that we must "trust." The fact is, 
you can't. 
Trust can be lethal, as Christianity, Islam and other Jewish enforced programs have proven for centuries. 
 
All these programs have accomplished (under the direction of "The Watchers," enemy ETs) is to 
systematically destroy knowledge in any way they can. 
 
The Christian churches, especially the original Christian church, the Catholic Church, brutally mass 
murdered our most gifted minds, our scientists, and anyone who with advanced knowledge. 
 
Knowledge has been brutally suppressed for centuries. We die and forget everything we've learned in a 
lifetime. I also learned, many of our scientists who have passed, are souls who are not at rest. They did 
not live long enough to complete their experiments. Many still try to communicate with the living. 
 
Do you really believe this world would be where it's at if we were all-knowing? Many deluded believe 
humanity has "free will." How can anyone really have "free will" when one is not all-knowing. Our life 
spans have been cut short, so short we don't live long enough to acquire any serious knowledge. Then, 
we can't take it with us. 
 
Of course, as with the communism program, the victim's are always persecuted and blamed. No 
different from Christianity and the sinner bullshit. "Original sin." One is systematically damned the day 
he/she is born. Everybody's always got to be sorry. 
 
Wake up people! All of this is enemy ET crap, with the Jews carrying all of this our. 
 
All souls are not the same. SATAN GIVES KNOWLEDGE AND SOLUTIONS!! Satan has always been 
synonymous with knowledge. 
 
The state of the earth and everything else, in truth, is not the fault of humanity, but of enemy aliens out 
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there and the Jewish race that they operate through. 
 
I also want to add, anyone with even a perfunctory knowledge of history regarding Islam, should be 
aware of how that Allah SHITS on his own Muslims incessantly. Yet, Islamic idiots point their asses in the 
air 5 times a day in slavish worship of total evil. Violence attracts violence. Muslims with their bombs 
and endless supply of destruction attract violence unto themselves like fresh shit draws flies and other 
vermin on a hot day. This is what they dwell on, this is what comes right back to them. It's what they 
worship. 
 
Satan gives answers. The key is everyone must become aware. Once everyone is aware, then we can 
proceed to fight back and deal with these problems. Ignoring them, living in denial, refusing to face 
reality, and much, much worse, supporting and contributing to, worshipping the perpetrators, being 
repentant, self-blaming, etc will only damn us all and keep us enslaved. 
 
This is the third time, I've received interference in trying to post this. The end paragraphs have been cut 
off.  
 
This happened twice already. 
 
We are NOT to blame!! Enemy ETs who have been attacking us for centuries, systematically destroying 
knowledge, deliberately holding us back... THEY ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CONDITION OF THIS 
PLANET!  
 
Also, human beings are not in any position to make any serious decisions. How can one really decide 
anything without enough knowledge? Without knowing the end results or outcome? That level of 
knowledge has been taken from us. We don't have it. 
 
In closing (for the third time), several of us have been seeing the same repeated number constantly. 
Azazel revealed this is definitely from enemy aliens, attacking and harassing. Just know this. I'll have 
more on this later, how they do it, etc.  
 
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 
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GET OFF YOUR KNEES!! Part 2 

by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Sat Sep 14, 2019 

 

 

 

 
I had to post part 1 three times. The moon is void now, but I want to finish up. 
 
There is no doubt enemy ETs have been working for centuries to keep humanity enslaved. Removing, 
destroying and attacking knowledge reveals this. 
 
Those "Watchers" (enemy ETs, Greys, Reptilians, enemy Nordics...), THEY ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE 
PLIGHT OF HUMANITY AND THIS PLANET. 
 
Through their programs, they have reaped untold amounts of spiritual energy. 
 
Feeling sorry, repenting and self-blame only opens one up to psycic attack and spiritual usury. This is 
why all those enemy jewsus christowitz programs focus on being sorry, repentance, self deprecation, 
original sin, owing, etc.  
 
Humanity must get out of this mindset! We have a right to knowledge, a right to be all knowing, and a 
right to be free from alien attack. We have a right to eternal life. 
 
It's obvious those aliens out there are not all powerful. They fear us. Wake up people! Only when 
everyone knows and acknowledges the truth can we successfully fight back.  
 
Also, who do you really think is ultimately responsible for all those wars? The way issue here is most 
people just don't know. Spread the word online. Wake people up. Educate everyone.  
 
 
 
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 
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Ghoulish Jew's Selling Body Parts of Killed Gentile 

Infants 

-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

 

 
 

 

Planned Parenthood a Jewish owned and operated business from the top down that pushes 

Communism, race mixing and teaching children the virtues of shitting on people as foreplay. 

Here is just an example of the Jewish control of this... 

 

Planned Parenthood Federation of America, 

President: Gloria Feldt 

"At the tenth annual Power of One event, over 600 women gathered in San Francisco to 

celebrate their commitment to the Jewish Community Federation. They were inspired by 

messages from Jan Richer, Liki Abrams, and keynote speaker Gloria Feldt, President of the 

Planned Parenthood Federation of America, who spoke eloquently about her Jewish roots, 

personal challenges and the importance of activism." [1] 

 

“All four original organizers of the most influential group of abortion pushers in the United 

States — the National Abortion Rights Action League (NARAL) — were of Jewish birth, 

including now pro-life Dr. Bernard Nathanson. Dr. Christopher Tietze worked for the 

Population Institute and International Planned Parenthood Federation, and did more to 

promote the worldwide slaughter of innocent unborn children than any other person. Dr. 

Alan Guttmacher was president of the Planned Parenthood Federation of America for more 
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than a decade, founded Planned Parenthood Physicians, and did more than any other doctor 

to promote abortion in this country. He also advocated mandatory abortion and sterilization 

for certain groups in the United States. Dr. Etienne-Emile Baulieu, inventor of the RU-486 

abortion pill, was born in 1926 to a physician named Leon Blum. He changed his name in 

1942. Stanford professor Paul Ehrlich is the ‘father’ of the overpopulation myth. His ‘work,’ 

The Population Bomb, was the ’spark’ that ignited the anti-natalist movement. Lawrence 

Lader, (New York University professor and co-founder of NARAL) king of the abortion 

propagandists, has written several books crammed with fabrications and outright lies that 

have helped advance abortion all around the world… Lader was quoted 11 times in Roe v. 

Wade, because he had a message that the Justices wanted to hear. (In the same decision, 

testimony from the world’s leading fetologist, Dr. A. W. Liley, was totally ignored because it 

decisively undercut the Court’s decision)… Lader also founded Abortion Rights Mobilization 

(ARM), which sued the Internal Revenue Service in court in a failed attempt to get the tax-

exempt status of the Catholic Church revoked for opposing abortion too effectively. He also 

was one of the leading proponents of the abortion pill RU-486.”[2] 

 

As noted the majority of abortionist clinic's and doctors are Jewish. The Jews themselves 

don't push this for their own. Jews take a social issue over and then use it as a cover to 

promote their own agenda of destruction of the host. ie THE GOYIM. 

 

 

This organization was originally founded by Communist Jews who as Professor MacDonald 

shows in his works. Will have a front Goy as window dressing for such radical movements 

some such as Freud and Boas openly state they did this. Sanger herself a claimed Goy in 

1902 she married William Sanger who was a German Jew and a political leftist radical. Her 

mentor and teacher was Emma Goldstein the notorious and gross Communist Jewesses who 

supported the her fellow Jewish Bolsheviks in Russia and Spain. 

 

Sanger in 1921 established the American Birth Control League, a national lobbying group, 

which became Planned Parenthood in 1942. 

 

 

Here is a list of Jewish organizations behind supporting Planned Parenthood.... 

 

 

American Jewish Committee • American Jewish Congress • B’nai B’rith Women • Central 

Conference of American Rabbis [Reform] • Federation of Reconstructionist Congregations • 

Hadassah Women • Jewish Labor Committee • Na’amat USA • National Federation of 

Temple Sisterhoods [Reform] • National Council of Jewish Women • New Jewish Agenda • 

North American Temple Youth Rabbinical Assembly • Union of American Hebrew 

Congregations [Reform] • United Synagogues of America [Conservative] • Women’s League 

for Conservative Judaism [3] 

 

 

 

This is only Goy slaughter where the Jooz made a big killing out of killing the Goyim. Then 

sell their mutilated bodies and make a double killing. 
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-------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

The recent undercover video showing a Planned Parenthood official negotiating for the sale 

of the organs of aborted babies has caused a firestorm of outrage: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CBNcP4AsIdg 

 

 

http://www.lifenews.com/2015/07/16/plan ... -the-tone/ 

New undercover footage shows Planned Parenthood Federation of America’s Senior Director 

of Medical Services, Dr. Deborah Nucatola, describing how Planned Parenthood sells the 

body parts of aborted unborn children and admitting she uses partial-birth abortions to 

supply intact body parts. 

 

In the video, Nucatola is at a business lunch with actors posing as buyers from a human 

biologics company. As head of PPFA’s Medical Services department, Nucatola has overseen 

medical practice at all Planned Parenthood locations since 2009. She also trains new Planned 

Parenthood abortion doctors and performs abortions herself at Planned Parenthood Los 

Angeles up to 24 weeks. 

 

(Watch the FULL two-hour video at the end of this article). 

 

Nucatola admits that Planned Parenthood charges per-specimen for baby body parts, uses 

illegal partial-birth abortion procedures in order to get salable parts, and is aware of their 

own liability for doing so and takes steps to cover it up. 

 

The footage shockingly depicts the top medical official at the Planned Parenthood 

corporation munching on her salad while she discusses the sale of body parts of unborn 

children victimized by abortions. She brazenly describes how the heads of unborn babies 

killed in abortions command top dollar. 

 

 

 

 

[1] Jew Watch 

[2] [3]Abortion: The Kosher Slaughter-Jayne Gardener 
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Give Me Your Stuff Goyim, I am Special 

by HP Mageson666 » Tue Feb 12, 2019 
 

 

This was an answer I gave on the Trump State Of The Union Address, but decided to post it as an article 

as this subject effects the bigger issue:  

 

The National Socialist State in Germany in 1935 took the 21 stock exchanges and took the down to only 

9.  

 

The other scam going on is the scam of the Share holders and stock markets. You will never have a 

ethical wage or rich society for normal people till this is abolished. Your working your Wally World style 

minimum wage because while your earning around 2 hundred or more dollars of value an hour with 

your labour. Your wage is devalued because the major part of it is stolen and sucked away to the share 

holders who get millions of dollars of working people's money to then be able to keep up the cycle of 

plundering the value creating, working people. But some poor person on peanut welfare is the problem. 

Not the corporate welfare and tax free status the large corporations all have. You have dozens of major 

corporations who loot the economy to get rich and ship American jobs to China to undercut wages and 

raise prices and then don't have to pay any taxes while getting hundreds of millions of dollars in 

corporate welfare from the nation they loot. But poor people on welfare because their job is in China 

are the problem..... 

 

As the cycle of grabblering goes on Welfare State Capitalism grows because the economy has been 

looted dry and people need to live. The politician's are happy to pander for votes and the looters don't 

mind the peasants getting bread rations to spend at their slave run companies to buy the stuff they once 

worked to make, now from China at marked up prices in the stores. And the Jewish private banks are 

happy to print more private money and collect the usury that sucks the nation dryer. How is capitalism 

not Jooish…… It is. The Jews created it themselves this is admitted by historians it came out of Northern 

Holland the region full of free Jews and Protestants who wanted to be old testament Jews they created 

a economic system based on the Old Testament. This is also where the Jewish run slave trading 

companies started and operated out of and in time colonized and enslaved much of the world the 

(((Dutch East India Company))). Just like the Jews are doing with their control of China today. 

 

Adam Smith was into Usury and on the pay roll of robber barons and he wrote them a nice propaganda 

book the book he put USURY as part of capitalism into. The psychology of usury is that of looting others 

actual work and stealing the fruits of labour off those who produce that labour. THE ENTIRE SYSTEM IS 

BUILT ON THAT. The ancient Greeks warned about Usury and how it destroyed their own nations and it 

destroyed Rome. But now its different because its called interest. People should take interest about this 

strange joo, joo money magic and take interest to ban it like the National Socialist Government in 

Germany did. There is a reason the word "Usury" appears so much as the negative thing to be banned in 

the 25 points of the National Socialist Party manifesto.  
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There is also a reason National Socialist Germany created the richest nation in the world in under a year. 

For everyone in the nation. Hitler did what American President Andrew Jackson and American President 

Madison did. He took down the Rothschild bank. The Rothschild's and their Jewish tribe started a war 

against America with their control of Britain in 1812 for kicking out the Rothschild's "Bank of America" 

and tried to destroy the American nation with economic warfare to attack Jackson, who himself was a 

war veteran and hero of the war of 1812. The Rothschild's and their Jewish tribe started a war against 

Germany in 1939 by their control of Britain, France and America for kicking the Rothschild bank out of 

Germany. 

 

The Jews are stealing America and the world into debt slavery and the abuse of poverty. We will never 

have the rights to the fruits of our labour and the labour of our Nation and the liberty that comes with it, 

till the Jews are stripped of citizenship. America needs another Madison or Jackson. 
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Giving energy to The Powers of Hell as a sign of 

gratitude 

There are many times we are blessed by Satan. It is very important that we show 

our gratitude and acknowledge his gifts. For a Thanksgiving Ritual, this is a way to 

show appreciation, but the best way is to do some actual work for the Powers of 

Hell. When one is new, the Powers of Hell will often work on your behalf and help 

you. The entire foundation of True Satanism is that Satan helps us and gives us 

the knowledge to where we can become independent and to help ourselves. 

Whenever one petitions the Powers of Hell, one draws off of their energies. The 

entire focus here is one should be sing one’s own energies as soon as one is able 

to.  

Giving a Demon/ess something in return; if one is not yet spiritually powerful 

enough and needs assistance from a Demon/ess, “something in return” means 

actually working for the advancement of Satanism. Working against the enemies 

of Satan, such as noted in the Hell’s Army website: 

http://web.archive.org/web/20131030150215/http://fight4satan666.webs.com/i

ndex.htm   

Work to destroy the enemy and do this effectively. Educate people to the truth, 

but do this safely and safely is effectively. This can be done online, where you can 

reach thousands. Working offline, you can put anti-Christian tracts in bibles, 

Christian books in libraries and such; wherever they will be seen and read. The 

enemy leaves Christian tracts all over the place and consistently. Be discreet, 

work quietly and counter them. Practical work is what the Powers of Hell need 

from us, not just verbal gibberish- talking the talk, but doing little or nothing to 

actually show appreciation and thanks. Talk is cheap, whether it is used in ritual 

or otherwise. SHOW your appreciation by devoting your time and energy when 

and where you can to destroy the enemy and to advance Satanism.  

Lastly- one of the most important things you can give the Powers of Hell is your 

energy. If you have energy to spare, ask for Satan to send a Demon/ess to take 

the energy and to deliver it where the Powers of Hell need it. This also includes if 

you are ever overcharged with energy. Establish a relationship with a Demon/ess 

and call upon him/her to take any excess energy and deliver it to the Powers of 

Hell. This is even more serious if you have a coven. Your Patron Demon/ess can 
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take any energy that is left over and deliver it. This is a very important gesture of 

gratitude.  

Satan wants our efforts and our work, for we are at war; not idle chit-chat or 

meaningless talk. Everyone should know what to “give a Demon in return.” Offer 

your services and hard work, NOT trinkets, food, or other worthless junk. Work 

where you are able to, build your powers through consistent meditation, and 

strive for independence to where you can make your own desires manifest in 

reality on your own. If you are in doubt concerning what to do or how to work, 

focus on Satan and ask him in your mind. Be aware and open, and you will receive 

signs. 
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Giving energy to Satan and Lilith 

By High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

Satan and Lilith wanted me to post this, as it is very important. Energy is needed 

for a very important purpose. This is not time sensitive, but the sooner the better 

to do this. Just raise your energies and then ask for Lilith to take them. This can 

even be done more than once, but always remember, never drain yourself, do 

NOT give any energy if you are even mildly ill or overly tired. Covens are strongly 

encouraged to perform an energy raising working to offer to the Powers of Hell.  

The energies needed are so-called "white magic" in the way of being positive, 

protective energies. If you are new, you can also do this. Before your working [this 

does not have to be formal in any way- no ceremony is needed unless you choose 

to do this], just focus on Satan and Lilith and they will respond.  

For those who are new and/or unfamiliar with this kind of working, doing physical 

yoga, reciting mantras, breathing exercises to raise your energies, absorbing light 

energy and also the Sun... (see sermon below) there are many different ways to 

achieve the energy buzz. Once you have the heightened energy, call upon Lilith to 

take the energy. 

By High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

(Originally, it was created for 13-14 February, but it can be done always as a way 

of giving energy to the Powers of Hell) 

Hello to our Warriors and our People. 

This is a call to arms. It will be a simple action everyone, new or advanced should 

be doing. This is for one, so we can receive more help from the Gods and Satan, 

but to hasten the manifestation of our victory. We take a stand against our 

enemies and we ARE taking action. 

This is something we will all do to aid and in a sense repay our Gods and Father 

Satan. I am openly calling to all our dedicated people to take action and 

participate in this offering of energy to Father Satan and Mother Lilith. As most 

people know, Satan and His Wife Lilith are patrons and guides both to all of us 

collectively but the Ministry as well. In other words, they relentlessly aid us with 

guidance and knowledge so we can free ourselves, achieve Godlike Powers and 

finally free the world from this unjust and horrendous rule of the jewish beings, 

who have been making us suffer and do all sorts of injustice towards us. 
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They need to be stopped. How this will happen is one through our effort, two 

towards the Gods and finally, through our collective effort. By giving to Satan and 

Lilith you are giving back to yourselves. 

Now to the main point. I will be making this fairly simple so anyone can do this. 

We will create an energy ball and direct it to Satan and Lilith, programming this 

energy ball to be under their total command and control for any purpose they 

wish. 

You can do this for February 13th, but it would be ideal to do this for 2 days 

straight so a commendable amount of energy can be raised. This also is in honor 

of Valentine's day, which was desecrated by the enemy. Traditionally this date is 

to honor the merging of the male and female principle. When the Ida and Pingala 

Serpents meet they form the shape of the heart and this is why this symbol is 

used so much. So in a sense lets honor Satan, as the Divine Male and Lilith as the 

Divine Female. 

Steps: 

1. Imagine and by breathing in pull energy from the Sun and accumulate it in front 

of you in a ball. The ball should be bright and clear. 

2. Now vibrate "Ra" or "Aum Suryae" or "Raum" or "Sol" or any other vibration of 

the Sun for either 9, 40, or 108 repetitions. This will intensify the power of the ball 

of light. 

3. Focus on this ball and program this ball to be obedient to the commands of 

Lilith and Satan. Then imagine the ball leaving your room and getting in front of 

them. An affirmation for this could be "This ball is under the total command and 

Will of Satan and Lilith so they can use this energy as they desire." 

Beforehand, you can tune in your GD or Satan so they can assist with this. 

This is it. The Gods use this energy for our collective advancement and protection. 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

HAIL SATAN!!!!! 
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Global Cooling - Joy Of Satan Forums 

by HP Mageson666 » Mon Jun 03, 2019 
 

 

 

People want me to respond with an answer to the Climate Change topic so here it is: 

 

The debate is a distraction off the real problem, the world is not heating up or cooling from pollution. Its 

known there are cooling and warming periods through history. The situation is the levels of nuclear 

pollution and other pollution along with the destruction of important ecological reserves like the rain 

forest is destroying the life support system on this earth. 

 

We already fought the nuclear war on earth, the amount of nuclear weapons tests alone and the 

amount of depleted uranium in the atmosphere from the weapons used in the middle east in the wars 

over there. Think about that.  

 

The Bible has curses on the earth and they are manifesting, the enemy wants to wipe out most of the 

environment and only have small zones left to herd the goyim into the smart cities. 

 

Global Warming is a hoax, its designed to build the platform to offer the solution of Jewish control with. 

However the environmental issues are real and not being addressed. The actual solutions for the 

problem is simple cleaning up the environment, changing over to bio-plastic's and clean production of 

materials and clean energy, cleaning the oceans and reforesting the planet. This does not require 

Agenda Jew, taxes or loss of freedoms. This also includes using weather control and reforesting the 

deserts. The use of modern tech like stacking green houses on the oceans could clean up the problems 

with loss of ecosystem to farming. Also industrial farms both animal and agricultural will have to be 

ended. They are environmental and human health risks. 

 

Technology that is organic and not toxic needs to be put into use. We can have a civilization without the 

destruction of anything, its adjusting to a non-toxic infrastructure. 
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God, Race, Existence and the Future  

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

Greetings to all our Comrades and Satanic Forces, 

 

 

Now, many people need to understand something. Others have, others are learning, others 

are new to this, all will benefit, I believe. This post surely, is very long, but it answers these 

concerns from ALL sides. This information just has to be available, so when people reach a 

point, they will not be bluffed by circumstances below their “reach”. To destroy the jew is to 

destroy their influence on the minds and souls of people. This is education. Then the jew is 

revealed, their viruses cannot work. The jew can never be successful with people who think 

on themselves, are critical and they are really examining Nature and themselves honestly. 

The jew thrives for darkness and lies, lack of knowledge and a distorted understanding of 

reality. 

 

First of all, I have to explain to everyone what "God" is, for those who don’t know or haven’t 

quite understood this already. People are very confused when it comes to this. I have related 

some points on my other Sermons, but there is more to this. 

 

"God" broadly nowadays means either, someone who makes physical things happen, 

someone very powerful with power, some essence or some sky spook that controls the fates 

of men, some universal essence, whatever. It just means a lot of things, but nobody really 

knows what "god" is. It has become a faceless jewish fable in these late centuries. People are 

spiritually, ethically and mentally handicapped and therefore they cannot understand this 

concept. It has been malformed beyond recognition. It has become faceless nonsense, 

associated with servitude, the enemy and the attacks they are plaguing us with. In other 

words, it’s now a useless concept that has to do with the jewish supremacy over the 

“Goyim” (Gentile Animals in Hebrew). 

 

Therefore, Spirituality, God and anything of these things becomes an obnoxious nonsense 

and jewish psychopathy. So naturally, people tend to not believe or not give a damn, or 

never take something that they know doesn't exist seriously. Unless they are blinded to the 

point of ignorance and brainwashing, where they shape their own childish world to live in, 

where some cloud kike that sits on the sky is "god" and the "defining" force of everything, 

even your grandma’s stomach ulcers. Literally, any Abrahamic religion having to do with 

"god" in the jewish sense, is nonsense and crap. These are just programs for jewish world 

domination, to blind and destroy the other people and Races, so they will do this easily. 

 

In reality, the word God was used in the Ancient texts for any defining energy, that resides in 

a higher dimension and guides affairs in all aspects of life. In this sense, broadly, planets, 

chakras and any other such energy is “God”. Though, there is something subtler to this. 

“God” is like a “Joker” word, it can mean many things in many places, yet the center of the 
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essence it’s the same. Any “higher” force, it’s a “God” energy. This is an energy that is 

neutral, it doesn’t reason in any way of our present conception, neither it “judges” or 

anything. It doesn’t think, it doesn’t “reason” as we would call it, but it actively creates and 

expands. It’s more of an essence, like the essence of the Aether, or any other element per 

se. From this, everything gets created in accordance to some blueprint. Long story short, in 

this understanding, “God” is just Nature. I 

 

t’s just a defining force that defines things that we have yet to understand, but since we 

beings have the abilities to define too, we are too “Gods” in this eternal movement. This 

could be YOUR life, EVERYONE’S life, life in general, existence, how planets revolve around 

one another, whatever. The first definitions came to be, when the first “defining wills” came 

about. Some of these beings that we know as such, are different extraterrestrials who in 

fact, after millions of years of “self-developing” and understanding their own being, which 

when completely evolved houses the forces of existence, they came to realization that they 

can “control” and direct this very force. How these energies of nature take life, active 

movement and express themselves, are through beings. Beings are active, alive and 

expanding. Animals too, microbes and anything else, do project these forces and have some 

sort of such force within them. The extent of the power, varies. Also, most beings are not 

aware of this and this is what defines us from animals. In-fact, many animals might be more 

aware than present day humanity, under the slaver rulership of the jews. Animals do not 

know, neither they can quite exercise control on Will on these forces, but other, more 

developed beings, like humans, CAN. Life evolves on its own, cultivates and advances on its 

own. A plant doesn’t ask anybody to grow, just so the conditions are met, it does. This is the 

knowledge of meditation and the powers of the Mind. Generally, all forces who are “set” in 

an order and they define us, or we are partakers in this collective movement and they do 

thing we are not aware about, we used to call “god”. Other than this, Gods are higher than 

these forces and they have surpassed them, but they are also, ruling these forces to greater 

or smaller extents, depending on their power. These Gods we are calling our “Gods”. The 

Gods are beyond this, though.  

 

These energies could be the energies of the chakras or someone, the energies of the planets, 

then as you went further back, The Gods as we know them [Those who descended to the 

Earth and Created us - our Forefathers], the energy of Creation itself, Lifeforce etc etc. God is 

a spiritual essence of the cosmos that is filled with causality only of itself, but fills anything 

else with causality. Also, it’s a source of life, because life too can “come” from this, but also, 

absolutely anything else can result. Its not like life is abundant in the universe, as its evident. 

One exists their “home planet” and they are set to die in seconds, before they reach out of 

the planet, lest they not have the necessary gear for this. This environment too exist. It 

would be a fallacy to state that everything in this universe happens about life, or anything of 

that reason. Things do “just” happen, but explaining matters verbally will not solve this 

mystery, Meditation will. This is why Satan and the Gods emphasize on meditation. If you 

want Truth and power, to look really at matters, then you have to look these from a 

meditative standby, using ALL your faculties of understanding. Though, when it comes to 

living beings, they too are the causality causers of themselves, when they are made “as the 

Gods”. This was Satan’s intention, on the contrast of the intentions of other enemy ET’s who 

wanted us slaves and unaware of this causality, ie, Animals/Goyim. The jews are playing a 

part on the behalf of these enemy ET’s, to keep humanity blind, away from the inner Godly 

essence and our Divine Purpose set by Satan. Inside living and sentiment, logical beings, this 
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essence exists. The cultivation of this life-force/essence/conscious energy and its raising and 

amplification, makes one a "God". 

 

Satan also mentioned to me, that the jews have lied relentlessly in regards to this concept 

and that our present day conception is entirely wrong about this concept, because we have 

been spiritually blinded, therefore they are preying on this to destroy us. I will do my best to 

relate this experience, how I understood it. I am not sure if I understood it perfectly, as the 

mind filters information to the level It can understand, but Satan wanted this message out. 

The enemy is behind these errors. They are trying to always inject to people that “Someone” 

or “Something” “created” all this thing, that reality is somehow predetermined, that it will 

“end” and so forth. This determinism is based on stupid, one sided physical speculations 

about “where the world” is going, while in-fact, nothing is entirely “set” in the universe in 

this way. Satan told me these are all lies, both in word and through my experiences, and I 

experienced this after many years of spiritual practices. Many of you can state the same, I 

am sure. I don’t want to confuse anyone, but there is no “end”, neither a “beginning” in 

these things. 

 

There is only eternity and constant change, which is the only constant. There is no “within” 

and “without” of this reality, but this can be created, as in the sense of the Torah, which has 

every being locked down on this low dimension of understanding, such as the “religious” lies 

of the enemy. This is all in short, jewish lies and wanna-be stories. They wish it was like this, 

so their “Will” will be without opposition, but it is not. They want to impose their Will, 

because they are created as such by their “creators”, so they can wipe us out. This is their so 

called “purpose” and what they are set to do. Life happens on its own, and it has a purpose 

that it sets for itself, to continue life. Beings have to advance. Satan’s Race, I don’t know the 

“human” timeline for all these things, advanced to the point they “understood themselves” 

on a complete level. Racial Eugenics and these ideas come from this realization. They 

became their own “Gods”, and surpassed these “laws” all together. From there Satan and 

His Demons wanted me to know, that there is no “God”, other than the Divine Forces that 

are being revered. There is just an endless sea of PURE CONSCIOUSNESS. This source is not 

“God”, neither anything else, of what the jews state. It’s just a sea of creative/destructive 

energy and consciousness. Every being that meditates can have potential access for more or 

less to this energy, and they can become “god”. As their power gets raised and they advance 

their own life-form, this becomes bigger and bigger. This force doesn’t reason, doesn’t judge 

and is not some sort of set “law”. Its a potentiality which can be everything. If anything, this 

force makes anything, and destroys. It doesn’t’ mind anything on its own. From this, the 

jews bastardized into the low conception of that “God doesn’t Judge”. The mixing of these 

forces is the bastardized notion of “Love”. From there on, the creators are responsible for 

what they create. In other words, beings of the universe are the Gods. 

 

Heinrich Himmler stated that one will not to seek God, if they have this within themselves. 

This stupid dialecti of the jews that somehow, "God" is an omnipotent spook that sits on the 

clouds, is just nonsense and conception of a very low level. Its though documented, that the 

beings which the enemy duped humanity to believe in, are "residing" and "watching" 

humanity from the "skies" or the astral level, trying to enslave and monitor Humanity in all 

ways. This is again, "God" for the jews. Its nothing but their enemy collective, all its thoughts 

and actions, and all its attempts to impose its slaver order in this world. This is the "jewish 

god". For Gentiles, it has a very exalted meaning. This is the case here. You cannot seek 
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externally what you have within you already. The jews are obsessed with this externality 

because they do not have anything concrete within.  

 

This not some stupid statement, like people who stupidly state that they do “not have souls” 

and all these jokes. They DO have a “soul” of some kind, they do have a “serpent” energy of 

some kind and some sort of “serpent” too. Soul = Astral existence, roughly. This is like a pot. 

It can contain gold and it can contain shit. Even vegetables have some sort of astral 

existence. As for the kikes, they have humanoid bodies and this gives them humanoid 

abilities like anyone else. They lack certain parts in what they are, compared to what 

Gentiles have, neither they do have any exalted purpose to exist on their own like us, but I 

will not get into this as the community in their attempt to justify things that are not 

understood, they wipe out these statements to bullshit and degeneration to make up 

disneyland. 

 

Now, as life advances, there are countless incidents that are being created, almost seemingly 

through chaotic/random chance. Amongst these sad incidents, were the creations of Satan’s 

enemies. At some point, some beings were created and these beings evolved too over who 

knows what timelines, starting to rival Satan’s creation and the ways of the Gods, who are in 

fact those who we call today as Demons. What we know of them collectively is, “the 

enemy”. The enemy consists of all energetic forms created by the enemy, the Greys, the 

races of the Reptilians and other sorts of imbecile beings, whose business is to keep 

Humanity on a low level of consciousness and intelligence, so that they will destroy us and 

use us as a farm for whatever they desire. Satan created us by spreading His Seed, which 

contains all the accumulated knowledge and experience of His Race (He is Their Leader), so 

that we will colonize the planet and part-take in this creation. The Gods themselves after our 

creation sat with us and taught us, advancing us extremely far in consciousness and 

understanding. Then, the enemy attacked us and they halted this process, because they 

didn’t want Satan’s essence to multiply, so that therefore, more enlightenment would begin 

and they would eventually be destroyed. These species can be mirrored in the jews, they are 

blackmailers, murderers, superiors that crash all their inferior, they destroy their home 

planets and the closer living thing to equate them with is a Virus. Just an evolved Virus. 

 

The whole of the Satanic/Aryan culture was based upon the Worship of 3 forces. The Passive 

Force, or Divine Mother Goddess, the All-Mother, source of all Life. Lilith. This was One 

Goddess. The Father, or Active Force, which is the Conscious-All Father Force. Satan. This is 

the Will that sets the mother force in motion. The third and holiest force came from the 

admixture of these two, which is the Life Force, or simply “Love” as the enemy has stolen 

the concept. This unified force creates what is known as life, which then results into 

consciousness. In life, a “miracle” for a higher realm happens. The opposites Unite. This is 

the essence of “God” and it’s a common essence for everyone that meditates. This is what 

Satan is trying to protect, life that is worth it, according to universal understanding. His 

enemies can usher the forces, same as any animal can use force to get what they “want”, 

but they haven’t understood any concept as they are evolutionary wise, very far back. This is 

the same thing with their jewish offspring, which is cunning and strong in its own distorted 

way, but empty and devoid of anything higher. Satan is God and Satan is the one who is 

protecting Life, Advancing our Consciousness and enlightens us. He is showing us the Way to 

the Higher Truth. The enemy wants Satan, same as us, destroyed. Satan, through the 

Magnum Opus, wants to grant Humanity eternal life, so they will be partakers of this eternal 
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creation. This involves the en-lightening of the Soul, which pretty much means meditation. 

This is why the enemy hoaxes are obsessed and try to mimic all the above, which was in fact 

the core of all Pagan Traditions. 

 

When Humanity was on the making by Satan and the Gods, the Gods decided to give us the 

5th element, which was the element of Consciousness and make us self-conscious and 

conscious beings. This automatically elevated us, a newly created Race, above the Races of 

the enemy, which resulted in “war”. Our creator is Satan and in many places in the “bible” 

and the other hoaxes, the messages are mixed on purpose by the enemy. 

 

From all the infinite numbers of things that “could potentially” happen in the Universe, one 

thing happened. Life evolved and advanced, like all other elements in the universe. Though, 

this element has been conscious, unlike all other elements who are just dominated by this 

passive or active “movement” of existence. This “life” is a force that moves against other 

forces and has its own “Will”. The Kundalini of the Gentiles is the "Spirit of God" which is 

actually a gift by Satan, so people can rise to higher Dimensions of existence and stop being 

subjecting themselves to forces that bring needless suffering to the Consciousness. The jews 

are the antithesis to this Will of Satan, and they demand Humanity to descend the ladder of 

evolution, so that we will fall at their level and eventually, get destroyed and stop existing 

with such potentiality, because this threatens them, like pesticide threatens cockroaches. 

 

Satanism is about Life, protecting life and advancing Life. Life is Sacred, Life is Holy and Life is 

revered. Not only Life, but the best Life. This is why Satan is Natural, the Natural religion and 

why we have all these Natural celebrations. Satan, except of our Creator being, is a 

representation of the Forces of Nature, including life. This is another reason the enemy 

hates Satan. Because they are life hating in general. 

 

‘God’ is also a code word for laws of Nature, aside of the Forces of Nature. So long one 

understands and even succumbs to these forces, only then they can ascend higher. When 

this is done consciously, then one is on their way upwards to controlling creation. What 

defines man from animals is that man can understand and make choices about this, but 

animals cannot. What defines man from God is that the Gods are in total alignment with 

these laws and can even form their own, on top of these. The Forces of Nature do not have 

the “reasoning” ability as the one we may think, which was developed after hundreds of 

millennia, most probably, and is what is defining man from rocks, water or any other 

“element”. They do not have some sort of “understanding” but they are more like, just 

acting on a certain way. Satan gave us the necessary means to understand these, in our 

Souls. One is Fire, to understand the brutality of the forces, the other is Water, to feel the 

WHY these forces are in such motion, the third is Air to intellectualize what we find and be 

able to use these in every level we exist, and the fourth is the Earth element, so we can 

“bring down” these forces and put these finally under our grasp, so we can survive, like 

anyone else in the universe. Satan made us as complete beings. 

 

Reason in itself is not a “thing” but its rather an ability to understand and make into 

concrete knowledge the “laws” that revolve around us in the existence. It’s an ability we 

have and that helps us survive. Another force has to be ushered against the brutal forces 

that want to put us into extinction. Yes, many are living in this peaceful planet, living and let 

be, but a small explosion from the Sun could easily wipe us all away. We are on a Race to 
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keep our life, alive. The enemy has desecrated into complete physicality, that is without 

reason and purpose. Satan though wants us to KNOW why all this happens, where we are 

coming from and where we are going. This is why the Ancient Greek allegory is that when all 

the elements came together, Man formed, and that Nous (reasoning) was given to us by the 

Gods as a gift. In this way, we can create things with a “purpose” or generally, understand 

what it means to have a “purpose”. We can make our own purpose, give purpose, or follow 

an already existing purpose. The more in alignment with Nature this purpose is, the stronger 

it becomes, because it obeys the laws of Nature and as thus, its “Blessed” by nature. This is 

like riding a wave, instead of going against a tsunami wave, trying to sever it with a 

toothpick. 

 

 

In that case, everyone has to "obey" God, because the “Law of God” is actually, the laws of 

nature. Whomever doesn’t, they get “cursed” and they get “destroyed”. When “god” is 

obeyed, “God” is gracious. This is nature. The jews hijacked this term to inject themselves 

within it, forcing into the minds of everyone that they are “god” and the “ruling law” of 

everyone else. Given nobody had the spiritual and occult powers, of course, they thought of 

them as some sort of “god”. The jews replaced these things with their putrid Jewish World 

Domination nonsense, to enslave anyone, placing themselves in the position of this “force” 

named “god”. The jews hijacked themselves into the position of those beings who could 

“control” these forces, by stealing OUR SATANIC knowledge. Originally, this was US Gentiles. 

They stole ALL OF IT, and now, they trying to control the forces of the “Empty Shells 

(Qlippoth) Goyim”, to do their bidding and create a world in the lowest level, of which they 

are to exist. To explain this, the jews call a “Qlippoth” (Shell) everyone who doesn’t 

meditate. Long story short, like the Goyim (Animals) these are just animals. They are calling 

people animals because they do not use their occult powers and because they want to make 

fun about how they stripped these away from them. Empty shells pertains that the “Goyim” 

no longer have a Soul, therefore they are nothing but empty bodies, like a rock or stick, 

waiting to be moved by the jewish hand by the stolen spiritual means (occult forces) to 

shape history into what they want. This is how the jews achieve things. A global Communist 

slave state, that is to be delivered to the Reptilians, is what they are aiming to do. Just focus 

on the Slave state first, which is the crucial part. What happens after, nobody wants to know 

really. This is the worst thing, that one can possibly imagine. I know many Satanists have 

“seen” this “possible” future. Nothing to do with any Original Concept, of “God”, or 

“Creator. Just jewish insanity and destruction of all life, subversion and slavery, murder and 

killings, suffering and sadness. Just some hijacking reptoids, who stole everything, 

malformed it, and injected it through what once was the Truth. That’s the story about the 

enemy. 

 

All must obey to the laws of Nature, contemplate and understand these. Nature always has 

the best and greatest reasons, and always tries to act with perfection. Nature is HONEST. Its 

not some insane jew that lies to you about Liberalism, Marxism and anything else they 

magickally created with their nasty magick, so they can enslave the Goyim with. Nature is 

straight up, forward, her ways always work and bring fruits. Yet, when evolved beings with 

consciousness emerge, they are basically asked to take part in this process, wether they like 

it or not. If you don’t like this, you are eventually destroyed. From there on, mistakes can 

happen, and other forms of malformations, simply because there is no “perfection” as the 

jewish owned Hollywood teaches, neither “God” to correct these mistakes. Since Humanity 
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has AWARENESS, Humanity has to become its own GOD. Satan and the Gods teach us to 

elevate to a level, so that we can do this. OUR CREATOR GOD, WHO IS SATAN, DOES NOT 

DEMAND ANY WORSHIP. Whatever we do, we do it out of gratitude, to THANK Him and to 

show Him that we love Him for His action in giving us life. Going back to Nature. One of 

these laws is the law of separation of Races, which is Natural.  

 

Nature made it happen. The jews destroy everything natural for others, but when it comes 

to them, they follow whatever laws they have understood by TOTAL RIGIDITY, to the point 

they murder anyone of their own that doesn’t adhere to their laws and is against them. For 

the Goyim slaves, they can have liberalism, pseudo “human rights” and all other blinding 

philosophies that keep people bluffed while the jews are on the back, severely abusing all 

the “natural laws” they have either understood or stolen from Gentiles who were highly 

spiritual. When Races are separated and the natural laws are followed, people become 

strong and stronger, more capable to survive, to deal with their environment and channel 

this so called "God". This in the jewish clan is the Cohen and the Levi bloodlines, let alone 

other “clear blooded” bloodlines that the jews are keeping pure for centuries. You Goyims, 

you can Race mix. Them, they do Eugenics. You do sex out of mercy, you are sorry for your 

Race, you have guilt for everything and of course, they tell you how bad Eugenics are. 

 

Simply put, since the jews were the only ones who used spiritual powers up to now, except 

others who were very few, eventually they took over anything. Its nothing fancy about their 

IQ, or anything else of that matter. It’s just abuse of natural laws. The victims and targets 

were totally without knowledge of what was going on. This, recurring in the centuries 

brought them where they are. All your “conceptions” and “understanding” about life is 

heavily influenced by the jews. They just spew out how you are to live, what you are to do, 

why you even exist, where you will be after you die and the list goes and goes. They merely 

lie at every Gentile’s face and have made people insane, cut off from nature and also, blind. 

The ideal Goyim to plow the meadows for the kikes.  

 

Life is not interested what your “opinions” are in matters, unless you have the necessary 

tools to bring these under some sort of protection. You can put the opinions up your ass, 

and the jews know this all too well. This is why they shower Gentiles with all sorts of 

sickening philosophies that never work, are outright nonsense or are based into other things 

that make these seem real. For instance they state that doing drugs is good for people. 

Depending on how much you believe this and integrate this in your reality, this is how much 

it will affect you. Though, you will face the consequences of Nature for what you are doing, 

which is the destruction of your mind and body and the list goes, even life. Satanism 

emphasizes on the basic values of LIFE IN ITSELF. And its metaphysical laws. It doesn’t create 

all sorts of crap all around the place, minding how and if “people” can deal with this.  

 

You can deal with this, or you can go and this is why Satanism is about the elite beings who 

show fortitude and loyalty in these teachings. There are hundreds of offshoot religions who 

are made to fit anyone’s Disneyland. Satanism is the ORIGINAL religion. That’s that. For 

instance, the stupid are not meant to survive. People here can see this, how much stupidity 

is going outside. The jews keep this stupidity up, alive and good, so that it will devour 

intelligence in the end, getting out of the way their most important enemies and the 

enemies of their agenda. Then they can ascend. Of course, YOU carry the weight of these 

things, YOU are the one faced with adverse circumstances and their effects of what the jews 
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are doing. They themselves aren’t faced with any, because of course they apply Nature’s 

laws as much as they can. You, you can burn in the oven they prepare for you, for being 

disobedient to “God”, which is in their vocabulary, their collective of beings. 

 

More “force” can be mustered by individuals and beings, and they are able to withstand and 

fight against more “force”. Man is put there by the Gods who created us (and these Gods are 

also, Living beings, who are Racially Separated too) to further the process of Survival. In this 

process, Man is still Man but they are advancing to Godhead. Satan and the Gods have 

reached the level where all these forces, roughly, are subservient to them. From there on, 

other realities begin, which we will not understand unless we reach them. They made us 

different for their own reasons, and because they follow Nature, of which another law is the 

law of Hierarchy in species and within species. Satanism praises Nature. As far as "Creator 

God" goes, this universe has no beginning and no "End". It only changes and gets renewed. 

The physical universe might have an ever expanding limit, but the Aether, which 

encompasses all, does not. Therefore, as "God" as we know it, Humanity has the one who 

created them, Satan. They always did know this fact, until the enemy came in and lied about 

everything, to destroy us. Its well documented in all the writtings who write about Satan, 

Satyan (Eternal Truth), Satyaloka (Satan’s adobe which is the Bhrahmic level of 

consciousness- highest level of being) and the list goes and goes. This is what it always was, 

until the enemy destroyed this notion into jewish nonsense. So everything was fine back 

then and Nature was taking her course. Then the jew came in and disrupted this process, no 

different than a Virus destroys a healthy body. All Races on Earth talk the same story, about 

the elder times where the Patron who created them is Enki/Ptah/Zeus/Odin/Shiva and list 

goes and goes. They too also mention the “Fall of Man” and the attack we underwent, by 

those who stand behind the jews and those who are using the jews as pawns, whom we 

know today as “Reptilians”. These beings too are of ‘superior’ power, but not necessarily 

superior than ours or of the Gods. 

 

When man arises to the ladder of creation by the knowledge handed to us by the Gods, one 

starts to raise themselves higher in the level of consciousness. This is where many Truths are 

simply understood by heart, but they may not be able to be expressed. Expressing some 

stuff spoils such stuff many times. This is wisdom, which is waiting to become concrete 

understanding. Some are good at this, some are not, but the universe talks its language to 

those willing to hear. How do we learn? By observation of course. The opening of the Satanic 

3rd eye (also known as “Evil eye”) is the Eye of Shiva by which we can see the occult reasons 

and laws of the universe, if we pay attention and get to a high spiritual level. The Serpent 

links one to the consciousness of the Cosmos and therefore, the Nature where we obey, we 

are now able to "bend" and "rule”. How "life is" and what "Can" or "Cannot" be done, rests 

on the level of elevation of consciousness of someone, not some abstract law defining it, 

other than when one is in consciounsess. Whomever cannot do this, is more or less subject 

to any other “force” that might potentially kill them or anything. As such, all levels of 

existence, they have their own laws. When one raises their consciousness, they touch the 

Divine Consciousness, which is the "Shakti" Force of the universe, the passive energy, which 

is in tune with the Active energy and keeps the universe going. 

 

The statements about Satan going against his own “Father” (Anu), but having his Mother 

(Tiamat) on his side, are an allegory of this. This is the mastery over the active, unreasoning 

destructive forces of Nature who are symbolized by “Anu”, by getting in control of the 
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“passive” or meditative forces of the female part, “Tiamat”. Other than this allegory, Anu 

was a “God” that helped the kings become Gods, so “he” was not Evil. You can see in the 

Greek fables, that the Fathers and Mothers of the Gods are, other celestial bodies, such as 

Earth, Sky and the list goes on. This is because, of the mixture of the elements. This was the 

“time before time”. Anu and Tiamat are probably allegorical and the same. These forces 

both existing in Man, are the “Divine Mother and Father”. Now in the literal sense, Father 

Satan is our Father, but in the allegorical way, the Divine Mother and Father are these above 

forces, who have “parented” every living being. 

 

The allegory of the Gods coming to “mine” for “Gold”, I have already explained and I found 

also stolen in a number of sites. You see, some “bad” Satanists talk to Satan and he has 

Truths to say, others mimic and copy webpages and present falsified info to suit their 

mediocre, because they cannot do anything by themselves. They do not respect the Truth, 

so how the Truth can respect them back and give itself up to them? This is what defines us 

from them. Unless this attitude is given up, they are never going to see Satan’s light. Many 

will want to do so at the last moment, but it will be too late. 

 

Another allegory is Cronus. The Cronus ate all his children, so his “Wife” hid one Child. This 

Child, when it was raised, it defeated Cronus. The defeat of Cronus happened by his “Son”, 

Zeus/Jupiter. This is obviously not a child story, but how beings through their “meditative” 

power can defeat the decaying forces of Nature and also master these forces, which have 

nevertheless brought us into being. Or better yet, brought the ET Gods into being which 

later brought us too in existence. 

 

Satan is in India called the “Adiyogi” or the “First Yogi”, who descended to the Earth and 

gave us the knowledge of meditation. Satan, from the info we have even nowadays, this 

being seems to have reached this elevated Status first of all other beings, then guided them 

to this. Now, this state of consciousness and the ability to tap into this energy to guide 

affairs, is called as the "Tuning with the Divine Mother". When people attain this 

consciousness state, they are understanding of the higher purposes of life, why is life to 

exist, the Divisions of life and the list goes on. From this state of "All knowing" and the 

"Womb of creation", things are translated in concrete philosophy and whatever else is 

needed for the persons and civilizations to advance, such as, concrete knowledge, science, 

language etc. It’s the personal “link” to the “Divine Mother” and “Father”, but also 

“Universal Consciousness”. 

 

The jews have lied to you, dearest “GoyiM”. Goyims are Yogins. The people who the enemy 

calls animals are the exact people who are to NOT be animals in anyway. There isn't some 

giant spook who does this on the skies, or who "created" this thing. It’s just natural and 

exalted form of existence, as the beings who reached there observed it. To see this, one has 

the option to rise. Or else, they can remain a jewish slave. Everyone to their own destiny, 

right? But the choice lies in your hands. 

 

Our Gods are our Gods because they have been successful of defeating the putrid elements 

of death and so forth, in their existence. They also, created us and handed us down the 

knowledge on how to advance spiritually. From there on, we are to take our way. Millenia of 

Racial separation and Racial empowerment, brought their kind to the top of this ladder, 

where they all started to get "higher" towards creation. This evolution never stops. But to 
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us, they are Gods, because they are vastly superior in all their powers and attributes. This is 

why we call them "Gods". Because they are so much above them, that we do not understand 

them fully. But we have points of relation, and they help us, they are guiding us, and they 

have given us the knowledge that cost them who knows how much time, effort and labor to 

find. 

 

Satan wants this to be quite understood. "God" is nothing but a force. This force is neutral. 

It’s not some spooky “god”. As I explained, this “JHVH” in the bible is a stolen Egyptian 

formula, of doing magick and getting things to happen, whatever these are. Because jews 

have been the only users of this formula, they assumed the “position of god” and they “stole 

the Throne of the Gods”, aside with their draconian excrement “parents”. They could only 

do this with the stolen knowledge from us, which is stolen in most cases, VERBATIM, letter 

for letter. 

 

“God” is just a force, or better yet, the mixed primal forces. It just exists and moves. From 

there on, whomever can tap into this force, they can use it, same as with any other energy 

that is set to motion and is guided to achieve a purpose. There is no “god” outside, sitting 

somewhere and creating everything. The mystical secret of the Egyptian/Sumerian/Aryan 

Kabbalah is that, YOU are this God, in the making. This force exists within you and you don’t 

need to search anywhere else. It’s certainly not some jewish imbecile on the clouds, neither 

some diseased and ugly looking rabbi who sucks the penis of partly reptilian offsprings. In 

that sense, WE are the Gods. But there are also OUR GODS. When the ability of someone to 

control all these energies becomes powerful, one starts to understand how to refine it, 

making their existence immortal and the list goes on. Now, the personification of this 

life/consciousness/God energy, is the Sun and also, the Black Sun. The more one's light body 

is refined, and the more this type of energy is inside, they start to become more and more 

"One" with creation, understanding its laws etc. Therefore, the Sun is also a "God" for the 

Ancients. 

 

The "One God" which is an enemy corruption, is pretty much the force of the Aether, from 

which all causality comes. The why’s of this are unknown to me and in Truth, these cannot 

be understood or transferred by “words” in this sense. This is from where all beings 

"resulted" but this was a natural phenomenon and not some kike spook doing this, or 

anything in this behalf. In fact, the enemy books and the Torah, have locked the 

consciousness of Mankind to a level where things are observed that way. The Torah is 

actually, a book created by the reptilians who have stolen the knowledge we possessed, a 

turned algorithm, that creates and perpetrates a reality that is of a very low, murderous and 

self decaying level. This shit the jews do present as “life”, its rules as “god” and they are the 

ones who are sitting there, like the algorithm writer, pretty much reinforcing this program 

until its finalized and everyone gets devoured in it. They are the leaders of the darkness, 

despair and human failure. They are committing an existential crime of unparalleled 

proportions. We aren't quite living in any "real" world, more like, in a "seemingly real" occult 

prison, which is nevertheless again dominated by the Natural laws, a copy of the real world 

owned by the jews. This doesn’t mean this is done in its entirety, as nobody can “Escape” 

nature from “Within nature”, but you can see this prison all around. The bizarre outcomes of 

this is how all jews own the worlds wealth, why humanity is so fatally stupid, why people are 

lower than animals, why there is no spirituality and anything that has to do with the Original 

Pagan Gods has been lost. We are living in a reality within a reality, and most Gentiles out 
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there feel it, but they are unable to express what they feel goes wrong, because so many 

thigns do go wrong at the same time by the jews. 

 

Vibrating Aether, or "silent" Aether (waiting to be vibrated) occupies all places in existence 

and is abundant, whomever knows how, they can tap this an create or destroy in this infinite 

space. This is the "God" element that the "Gods" are breathing and that runs in their vains. It 

exists there, waiting to be shaped by consciousness and to be put in vibration. These are the 

stories on how "God" created "Earth" and everything else, or how “God” (Aether element) is 

omnipotent and so forth, but these are allegories. The jews are again degrading the concept 

to fit their own genocidal and murderous standards, and they place themselves as “god”. 

 

Long story short, the Torah and its offspring nonsense books, it’s just energies set in motions 

by the will of the reptilians, which the enemy appointed rabbis are keeping in order, because 

the reptilians created them to do this. The “Torah” is the root of all this program. They are 

not Human like anyone else, they are more like programs set to a certain “motion”. Wether 

they win or fail, the enemy will destroy them. This is just the way the work, don’t ask why. I 

know it doesn’t make sense, but for them, it does. 

 

The jews are pushing in this “program” they have created, which encompasses the whole of 

Human Consciousness at this point (not totally but still), that somehow Satan fell from 

Grace, the Demons have been defeated or whatever other lying crap. Yet, for the beings 

who are WITHIN this program, this might have been a reality upwards that the energies of 

this “program” lasted. Old day occultists who went outwards in the Astral realms of higher 

levels, they could see this program as either a “Cube” around Earth, or a “Box” or a Gauntlet, 

which veils the real world from the Higher Worlds, where we can see the meaning of life etc. 

This was recipe put in motion by the reptilians. I explained that Satan told me that this war is 

waged in CONSCIOUSNESS. When a species are attacked in consciousness, as the people 

nowadays, no matter what you “are” or what you can “do”, all is fucked with to the point a 

great being can become a cockroach. This is why you see all this nonsense around or within 

you. Meditation naturally “breaks” this program and returns one to “grace”. Also, the 

Gentiles trapped into this program, they are reinforcing and creating this program, without 

their knowledge, because their thoughts, emotions, beliefs and other crap, enforces and 

empowers the program. Their prayers also go to the same program and its reinforcement. 

The jews are using them like animals, and so they state in their books. The Goyim are 

animals that have to fuel the jewish works, they are like animals working the meadow on 

jewish instruction. 

 

Satan was the being to have ascended into "God" status. This is total alignment to the higher 

forces of Nature and ability to usher them and use them for Creation. This is why Satan is 

called "King of this World" and "Creator of the World" in general. Not because he created 

the Earth or anything else, as in this stupidity and endless physicality, but because he is in 

general a creator. Nature creates nature and it is what it is. Now, we are co-creators and co-

destroyers in this. These statements about the physical objects are spiritual allegories and 

allegorical. "God" status is not about having all you ever wanted physically, or anything that 

present day Humanity can understand ,because unfortunately, the jewish bastards have 

degenerated this message to where "god" is some fucking psycho who will kill people in the 

hellfire. But all this is just jewish mirroring. The jews are unable to grasp anything higher, 

they are only able to steal, because as such they were created, anyway. Its far more than 
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this. In other words, being a God, is way of a higher title. How we mean it and perceive it is 

almost undeserving to the Real Gods, but in anyway, this is how we call this thing. 

 

The "Why" of all the above and why all this happens and where this is “going”, everyone 

would be a hypocrite to say they KNOW it or WHY it happened, or WHY things are as they 

are. It doesn’t need be verbally communicated, as probably, its not even meant for this. The 

only hypocrites to state they know are the enemy, and this is because they never know and 

they never will know, so they lie. Everyone expects a verbal Truth, but they are not only not 

ready to “hear” this, but it may not even be able to be “heard” at all. Basically, questions 

such as these do NOT exist. These are Neptunian and blinding type jewish injections to make 

the Goyim go insane, over things that do not exist and that would never exist, unless the 

jewish virus injected these deadly ideas to other beings. The jew kills by Neptunian ways and 

also, endless brutality. Confusion and dust in the eyes are the number one skill they have. 

 

Also, the thing that somehow there are things "outside" of this creation, is a nicely made 

jewish trap to make everyone go crazy. So many mistakenly believe that when they enter 

the Astral realm, they are “outside” existence, but in fact, they are within existence all the 

time. This is because the jews know, when the consciousness drops, one starts to see things 

as in “Oppositions” and they start to see things in a dipolar manner. For instance, the Sun 

and the Moon seem to be “different” and in “opposition”, night and day, etc, but the fact is, 

both these “Bodies” or “Gods” are subject to one higher and neutral law of movement and 

causality, and they are moving under the same “law”. These laws are “Gods”. Any force that 

somehow imposes us something in this manner, Nature being above all, is “God”, unless its 

understood, worked with, and surpassed. As one surpasses higher than this, they start 

developing themselves as “Gods”. Higher doesn’t mean in “opposition”. It means one has 

enough power and knowledge to not be subjected to what they should not, when they 

shouldn’t. Life = Movement. Death = Lack of movement. 

 

Nobody is on the clouds making stuff, there is no Bordallah, or any other thoughtform for 

that liking. People need to get this across their heads. Only “Nature” presides above us, as 

some sort of “Highest God” and nature is totally “indifferent” to this or what we do. This 

force on its own doesn’t “favor” or “misalign” anyone. We are sentiment and we have this 

force inside us, in our own body, and all the forces that come with Nature. Therefore, we 

have control and choice over these. Nature “blesses” whomever goes HER way, and “curses” 

whomever goes against, but if one pays attention, it’s just the choices of more or less aware 

Human beings that are guiding this so called “nature”, except of the spheres we don’t have 

influence of. For instance if one is born tall or not, this has to do with their parents, not 

some other giant “force” that cursed them or didn’t curse them. Who defines this is not 

“nature”, but its something else that I cannot quite explain yet at this point, but the thing is, 

it’s a part of nature too. Nature/God energy is only one thing. It’s just a force of movement. 

From there on, GOD is a term for anyone who can muster this force and all the other forces 

and bend them to his will to create and Destroy, and give Meaning and Purpose to this 

reality, stemming from the Natural dictate. This is why Satan states, even in the enemy 

books, that we are to become as the Gods. And His statement was completely TRUE. We are 

Gods in the making. 

 

Our body, is the home of all “Nature” and inside it, the “whole of reality/existence” takes 

place. In our first 7 chakras, there are “all in the world” that are housed, everything that is 
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evident. This is why, to know “Thyself”, in the occult light, means to know all. This is why the 

Body is the Temple of “God”, or in other texts, the Temple of the Sun or the Rainbow body 

etc. When the body, in all its dimensions, is perfected according to the Etheric Element and 

cleansed from the Dross of the low dimensions, “imperfection” (energies and forces who are 

out of alignment and work against the body to degrade this, the esoteric degrading 

elements), this body becomes a Temple of the Serpent, or the “Holy Fire” which has 

NOTHING to do with xianity, but only with Satan, which given us this ability. Then one starts 

to become what the Ancients called as “Angels”. They are not “gods” yet, but they are 

“Angels” in that sense. Angel means messenger of the Gods. This is why the Rising of the 

Serpent is NOT immortality on its own. It’s the opening of the necessary force and the 

consciousness needed. Satan is the Serpent, remember? The enemy hates the Serpent and 

its followers, Remember? Serpent = Eternal Life, Remember? 

 

The Swastika is an Aryan Symbol, combining the Sun, the Movement of Life and the 4 

elements, plus the Aether in the Center. It’s a symbol for Creation. There is only existence 

[life] and no existence [death]. The Swastika, depending on the tilt, it shows something. IF its 

tilted, it is moving, its is life. If its stable, its stillness, the allegorical stage of the Nigredo, or 

the “personal death”, where one gets “Eaten” by the Ouroboros, Passivity, Silence. All this 

happens in the same, infinite universe, in all its infinite layers. Trying to observe the universe 

from a "starting" and "Ending point" is just a stupid fallacy, because the jewish Torah has 

turned this reality into a deathbed. Reality is meant to be understood from spheres that we 

are currently cut out from, due to the enemy. If people are not cut, because well, their 

hoaxes do not entirely work, Humanity is degenerating and this isn’t helping matters at all. 

The enemy attacks and subverts all languages and this is for the reason, language is the 

element of AIR. Air is where the things are intellectualized and are brought into written or 

spoken information, which transfers the other elements. 

 

Another common mistake, people think that because their physical bodies die, they are 

"dead" and therefore, as they have a "beginning" and an "end", everything "must" have. This 

is not so. There is no "end", there is only change. There is also, no beginning. This was and 

has always been the hardest thing for anyone to understand. But there are two things really, 

consciousness and the "Eternal Now". This is why Eastern Yoga has corrupted this thing to 

no end, no different than how the Abrahamic religions have purposely fucked up the term 

"God" into some psycho kike. The downfall of consciousness and anything else, resulted in 

this. 

 

For anyone Spiritually Advanced, there is NO Death. Satan takes care of our Souls. This is 

why Satan stated to HPS Maxine in 2005, that we will be here as long as HE is HERE and that 

is FOREVER. Others, they can possibly die or make up their own fate, because this is just 

again, Natural. The correct term for death is “unconsciousness” of the next world. When 

people die, because they weren’t spiritually conscious in this lifetime, they aren’t in the next 

one either. This is why in many cultures, death and “sleep” are interchangeable terms. 

Therefore without being aware (as they are astrally blind and deaf etc etc), they are taken 

and reincarnated, or the process happens naturally and automatically in some cases, by the 

“unconscious” mind, in which these laws work automatically. If one is aware, and Meditation 

builds awareness and bridges over the “unaware” part of ourselves, then there is no “death” 

in the Afterlife, unless one’s body is decayed away, which again happens after successive 

lifetimes of zero to no meditation. This is why so many hopeless people are hanging into the 
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enemy religions, with such zeal, while they are Gentiles. These programs of the enemy are 

made to parallel ours, they are like 1% Truth with 100% lies, all the characters are stolen etc. 

The average weak minded people, due to the enemy magick, in an unconscious level, they 

think they are serving the real Pagan God and their Creator. 

 

Now as far as anyone's personal "Life" goes and personal "Godhead" goes. Since beings tend 

to “Start” from the base chakra consciousness and if they win the fight of survival, “make it” 

to the higher points, Satan when creating us, he gave us additional parts and ways for our 

“individuality” to survive but also the knowledge to tap to these means. The masters of using 

these means and who have mastered themselves and others, naturally have become the 

“Leaders” of their Races, whose mission was to guide others to survive and advance, while 

maintaining living order against these “forces” who wanted anyone gone. This is why the 

Pharaohs, they were called Gods. They have literally went to the level of consciousness of a 

God, and therefore, their mission was akin to the one of the Gods, whose chosen mission is 

to help us get to “eternal life”. This also is Racial, as in making the Races Divine. 

 

This can only happen through separation, as each Race is a different and unique blueprint in 

creation, that must be preserved. Satan created us that way, to preserve what they created 

in their OWN Race, but to create something entirely NEW as-well. The bright individuals of 

each Race have to ascend the ladder and then, get their people upwards to their ladder too. 

But with the jew around, these things are nonsense. These parts are the parts of the Soul 

that are reincarnated over and over. These reincarnate inside the selective Races, so as the 

advancement goes, the whole kind advances, and the Races are basically in a battle with the 

death brining forces of the environment, struggling to reach the point of “Freedom”, which 

is basically the transition to a deathless level. Gentiles were made to be reflections of Satan’s 

desire for them, which is freedom and elevation. The enemy always tries to destroy this 

concept of puporse. 

 

Race is the home when one returns and one must advance. This is common knowledge to 

any being that knows the laws of Nature, including the jews. This is why the enemy pushes 

genocide. They have stolen the means to this, and because of their inferiority, they want to 

destroy and obliterate everyone else, to be their slaves, so that they will never advance. In 

that sense, the jew is the “unspiritual” element, or an element of opposition in Nature 

herself, which intends everyone to become better. Jew is really the source of all evil, and the 

source of all destruction when it comes to people.  

 

To become one with Nature, is to defeat the jew and all their programs and bluffs. These 

would never work if people were only in more accordance to Nature and trusted their own 

eyes more. But the jews have made people idiots, so they expect the jew to do their thinking 

for them. The thinking of the jew is to kill all the thinking in others and enslave them. To 

defeat the jews, is to defeat the major element which keeps Humanity back, spiritually, 

physically and mentally- the element of decay which shackles and bondages people in all 

levels. They must be dealt with and removed from the minds and realities of people. Then, 

Humanity elevates. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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God Realization  

by HP Mageson666 » Mon Jul 01, 2019 

 

 

The term God Realization, is within numerous books written by Hindu Guru's for western 

audiences, this term is used constantly and its become a power on its own. But what does it 

actually mean, its become a hypnotic phrase with no actual meaning so it can mean anything to 

anyone. Its also created obsessed individuals who use this to justify anything. 

The term Brahman is translated into God for western audiences and this is the confusion. Hindu 

metaphysic's is based upon the realization of Brahman, within the Hindu texts such as the 

Upanishads this is openly explained. When the Kundalini energy is awoken and directed to the 

crown, which causes the full opening of the thousand petal lotus, one becomes a Brahmana 

which means one who has realized Brahman.  

Brahman is the element of Akasha in Hinduism, this is the element of Ather, once the serpent is 

fully ascended the energy centers in the mind are fully open and from here one is fully connected 

into the element of Ether which relates to mind. The Ether element or Brahman is the subtle 

element that the other four elements manifest from and of, its the universal astral light, that 

vibrational power that manifests all archetypes that manifest into the material universe. Brahman 

means Ether that is all, the Brahman is eternal its always existed. 

Brahman is a non-personal energy field in the ancient Vedic texts, its a impersonal force and was 

treated as such by the Brahmana's.  

In the recent times in the last several hundred years in Hinduism with the infiltration of the 

enemy from within such as Buddhism and from without with Islam, the Jewsuits and 

Christianity, in the east the attempt to turn what is an impersonal energy field into a personal 

human being who is placed as the man made creator of the universe, which is beyond clown 

world, its clown universe. This has become the Bhakti movement that dominates Hinduism of 

today. Each group the Vaishnava's the Saivties, the Shakta's all claim their personal deity is the 

Brahman, and engage in devotional worship of such. And what this amounts to is a moralistic, 

sentimental movement that replaces spiritual knowledge and practice with moralistic rules and 

sentimentalism as spirituality which creates a religious version of the social credit system in 

Communist China. And actual spiritual practices are then openly ridiculed as inferior by such 

movements and lost and corrupted. Which creates a society the enemy can manipulate and take 

over. 

Originally the serpent deity in Hinduism was shown as the thousand hooded serpent and related 

to the pure Kundalini energy that takes one to realization. Because the thousand hoods are 

symbolic of the fully opened thousand petal lotus of the risen serpent. Its Kundalini Yoga that is 

the source of ancient Hinduism. The ancient Brahmana's were also called the Naga's, meaning 
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the Royal Cobra's. The symbol of the Naga Kings was Shesha Naga, the Thousand Hooded 

Serpent. The Kundalini serpent of Satan. 

The highest name of God in ancient Hinduism's serpent power Yoga is Satanama which means 

literally "Hail Satan" the serpent is the symbol of Satan.  

Source 

Return Of The Serpents Of Wisdom, Mark Pinkham 
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The New Year 1934 
By Joseph Goebbels 

 
My fellow German citizens! My goal is not to add a bitter taste to the 
holiday’s festive glass of cheer. I believe that every level and class of the 
German people has reason to celebrate today with confidence. And there is 
no reason to be moderate. We Germans over the last 20 years have had too 
much pain, sorrow, and disappointment to run the risk of overdoing our 
celebration. A bit of pain is behind all our joy, and the cheer with which we 
look back on the past year and forward to the coming one is filled with 
earnestness and proud manliness. 
 
But now we raise our hearts and see with satisfaction that a year of success 
is behind us, and that good fortune has been granted upon the German 
people. Our whole hearts rejoice. It is a kind of joy that looks back with 
pride on what has been accomplished, and that gives strength for new plans 
and decisions. The powerful movement that has seized the entire German 
people in the past year is a movement of life that is filled with a firm and 
faithful optimism that gives endurance and strength. We Germans have once 
more learned to love life in all its splendor. We affirm it and accept all its 
demands, even if they be hard and pitiless. National Socialism affirms life, it 
does not deny it. We draw from it the joyful strength that so wonderfully 
fills us in the last hours of the passing year. 
 
No one is left out. It fills the festive streets of the great cities and the lonely 
alleys and paths of our German villages. It fills huts and palaces, the rich and 
the poor. It fills the heart of the lonely wanderer who greets the New Year in 
the snow-capped and towering mountains, or those who are part of the 
crowds on Berlin’s Under the Lime Tree.  
 
It was a fortunate year. The German people found themselves once more, 
and regained a hope that lets them look confidently into the coming year. 
What a difference from the New Year’s Eve of a year ago. Then the Reich 
stood before the abyss. The people were torn by hatred and civil war. The 
parties and the government lacked the strength even to recognize the 
catastrophe, much less to deal with it. Collapse and desperation were rising 
wherever one looked, and the specter of Bolshevism was everywhere. But 
today? The Reich is once more strong and powerful, the people more united 
and firm than ever before, led by a strong hand who is dealing with the 
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problems we face. Where once there was hopelessness and despair, today a 
whole nation is filled with faithful devotion. 
 
A year of unprecedented victories and triumphs is behind us. What twelve 
months ago seemed the product of an overactive imagination has become 
reality. The flags of national renewal fly over the Reich, and a revolution of 
vast extent has captured the German people and given them back their true 
nature. 
 
There were probably only a few last 30 January, when the great 
transformation began, who imagined that a new era of German history was 
beginning, and that within a year the revolution would be over. 
Remember 21 March, 1 May, the unforgettable days in Nuremberg, 1 
October, and 12 November. A wonderful transformation unified the nation, 
one that future generations will scarcely be able to comprehend. They will 
judge the year 1933. It will go down in history as the year the German nation 
finally broke free of its two thousand years of misery. What an astonishing 
collection of significant political, cultural, and economic events mark this 
year of German awakening! It finally destroyed the Marxist nonsense that 
had tortured the German people for six decades, condemning them to 
political impotence. Only a year ago, it threatened the Reich, ready at any 
moment to seize power. Today we know of it only through stories. It was 
replaced by the idea of a true community of the people that was not the 
empty theory of a meeting hall, but rather gradually and piece by piece 
became a total and happy reality. The socialism that we preached for years 
found its living expression in the active participation of all Germans, 
perhaps the most wonderful and exciting event of the past year. 
 
Twelve months ago, the parties carried on their nonsense in the parliaments, 
government crisis followed crisis, and the fate of the Reich was determined 
by special interests that used the holy idea of Germany only for their party’s 
benefit. This contemptible parliamentarianism, whose only Christmas gift to 
the people was the collapse of a cabinet, is gone. The German people 
overwhelmingly have affirmed one man and one idea. A movement fully 
aware of its responsibility governs the Reich. 
 
The people itself, however, could not support the new regime any more 
strongly than it does. People, state, and nation have become one, and the 
strong will of the Führer is over us all. The eternal quarreling particularity 
that threatened the Reich has been overthrown. Germany once more stands 
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before the world as an unshakable unity, and no one inside our outside of our 
borders is able to damage the interests of the German nation by using some 
kind of group within the Reich. 
This political foundation had to be established if the government had any 
intention of dealing with the big problems of the day, if it was to do 
everything possible to deal with the specter of unemployment. 
 
The government had not only the intention to do something, it acted. It 
attacked unemployment with impressive measures. It was able to do even 
more than it promised: over two million people are at work again, and even 
the hard winter did not slow us down. The entire world admires this 
accomplishment of the German people, gained by our will and toughness. 
The world is just as astonished as it watches the German people fight hunger 
and cold; the first half of the battle has already been won. It fills us with 
pride that in this first National Socialist winter no one, however poor and 
needy, has been left alone, that none of us, no matter how heavy our 
burdens, has gone uncared for through winter’s cold months, that we have 
done our duty and need not fear anyone’s gaze. 
 
Is it any wonder that courage, confidence, and optimism in growing measure 
fill the German people? Is not the flame of a new faith rising in the people 
from this sacrificial readiness? This people are noble, brave, generous, 
willing, and full of devotion under the care of a strong hand, and it may 
rightly believe that it is spotless and pure. 
 
Is there any reason to doubt that we will return this people to its just place 
among the nations of the world? We have had the courage to break with the 
unacceptable methods of international post-war diplomacy and claim the 
absolute right of the German nation to national honor and equality. We knew 
from the beginning that it would take a tough battle. Today we think we can 
say that we will win if we keep our nerve. The year 1933 ends under this 
happy sign. With nostalgia, we look back once again. It was a proud and 
manly year. It was a year of beginning and renewal, the first since the end of 
the war of which we can say that it ended for Germany better than it had 
begun. As always, we stand at the helm even more firmly after the battle. 
The New Year is before us, with its new challenges and tasks. Nothing will 
be given to us; we will have to seize it. Hard and challenging problems await 
us. We will need all our strength and intelligence to hold the ground that we 
have won, to increase it, to build on it, for only from it can we make the leap 
to new territory. 
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The comradeship of the people that has begun in so wonderful a way is not 
something that has found eternal root in German hearts. It is the foundation 
from which we will find the strength to bring a victorious end to coming 
battle against hunger and cold, and then to begin in the spring a second great 
campaign against the unemployment that we will eliminate in the coming 
year. A major political problem in the coming year will be to give a new and 
organic structure to the Reich. Based on the firm ground of tradition, a 
reform must be implemented that will give the same unity to the Reich as to 
the people. The National Socialist idea and movement will fill both people 
and state for all time. Then we will be able to view our foreign problems 
with calmness. The people and nation stand on firm ground. No power on 
earth can split them apart. 
 
The tasks before us are large and difficult, almost discouragingly so. Only 
our strong and fanatic faith will give us the strength to solve them. If the 
German people stay united and work together, it will master fate and build a 
new future. Peoples never lose because of inadequate weapons, only through 
a lack of self- confidence and will. Let us then stand together and enter the 
New Year with courage. The whole people should be confident of the 
government’s thanks. Each of us is proud that we serve the people in a high 
position. We are all members of the people; we express its spirit and its will. 
The lowliest of our people is dearer to us than the king of another nation. 
And we would rather be the lowliest citizen of our nation than the king of 
another. This nation has displayed remarkable heroism both during the war 
and thereafter. Covered with scars, it has recovered from the blows dealt us 
by fate. It lives once more and will live as long as we faithfully affirm its 
life. 
 
No one has the right to become weary. Everyone is needed, each in his 
place. We know full well how much need remains in Germany, but we will 
never surrender to it. We do not stick our head in the sand, but rather we 
raise it high and offer it to fate. No one should lose courage. Only he who 
thinks he is lost is lost.  
 
The year of revolution is over. The year of construction is beginning. We 
give our respectful greeting to the General Field Marshall and Reich 
President Hindenburg, who in the past year was once more the loyal 
supporter of his people. May fate preserve him for us for many years to 
come. We give our loyalty and eternal allegiance to the Führer, who, never 
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wavering, bore the flag through storms and dangers. May he stay strong and 
healthy, and complete his work. 
 
I wish a happy New Year, filled with struggle and victory, to all good 
Germans at home and to our brothers on the other side of the border. We 
will not fail if we have the courage to be stronger than the misery that once 
defeated Germany. 
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The New Year 1938-39 
By Joseph Goebbels 
 
We are at the close of the most successful year in the history of the National 
Socialist government. It is rather strange how hard it is to find the right 
words for the events of the past year. Everyday language is not enough to 
express what we feel in this emotionally festive hour, to say what moves us 
so deeply. 
 
There is no doubt that the year 1938 was unique in German history. It 
fulfilled a thousand-year dream of the German nation. The Greater German 
Reich has become reality. All other political events pale before this 
historical fact. Other events may be important, but in comparison they are 
but of passing interest. The return of over ten million Germans to the Reich 
is an event of historic significance that goes far beyond the year. It will 
affect the most distant future. Things are happening all too quickly. The 
years are filled with dramatic events. They are so exciting and intense that 
we sometimes are not able to appreciate them individually. Hardly is one 
political problem resolved and along comes another. We often fail to be 
thankful enough to our age and to ourselves. Given the rapid pace in which 
history is happening, we incline all too easily to forget the difficulties that 
were involved. We can easily consider the government’s successes as 
obvious, things that had to be. If last year we had a harvest of unprecedented 
size in our barns, we can easily believe that it was the result of political good 
fortune and a kind of historic wonder. 
 
Of course, a certain element of luck is involved in historical successes, and 
the sheer scope of the Führer’s success does seem miraculous. But the kind 
of luck we are having is the kind that, as Moltke once said, is enjoyed only 
by those who work for it. The historic wonder we are experiencing is one of 
those wonders that are mysterious and inexplicable in their totalities, but are 
brilliantly clear in individual events. As long as we are speaking of wonders, 
it is worth asking why the National Socialist government has been granted 
with wonders, but not its predecessors. The most incredible thing about 
wonders is that they always come when one does not simply wait for them, 
but works and fights for them. That is what has happened here. The Führer 
did not bring about the wonders of 1938 by waiting for them. He gathered 
and organized the strength of the nation and used it courageously. It paid off. 
There was certainly risk involved. Without big risks, history never grants big 
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successes. This is further proof of the saying that the world belongs to the 
brave. 
 
It is characteristic of historic wonders that they seem almost impossible until 
they happen, and when they happen, it sometimes looks as if it had been 
easy. It is therefore no great thing to recognize a historic wonder that has 
happened. One must believe in ones yet to come. That is the important thing 
about the big historic events of the past year. The people did not waver 
during the difficult tensions that were involved, and had to be involved. The 
broad masses of the people have a primitive and incorruptible ability to 
believe that everything is possible and reachable if one devotes one’s full 
energies and fights with a strong and courageous heart. 
 
This ability to believe is rather weak in some circles, above all in those with 
money and education. They may trust more in pure cold reason than a 
glowing idealistic heart. Our so-called intellectuals do not like to hear this, 
but it is true anyway. They know so much that in the end they do not know 
what to do with their wisdom. They can see the past, but not much of the 
present, and nothing at all of the future. Their imagination is insufficient to 
deal with a distant goal in a way such that one already thinks it achieved. 
They were also unable to believe in the victory of National Socialism while 
the National Socialist movement was still fighting for power. They are as 
little able today to believe in the greatness of our National German future.  
 
They perceive only what they can see, but not what is happening, and what 
will happen. That is why their carping criticisms generally focus on 
laughable trivialities. Whenever some unavoidable difficulty pops up, the 
kind of thing that always happens, they are immediately inclined to doubt 
everything and to throw the baby out with the bath water. To them 
difficulties are not there to be mastered, but rather to be surrendered to. 
One cannot make history with such quivering people. Thankfully, they are 
only a thin intellectual or social upper class, particularly in the case of 
Germany. 
 
They are not an upper class in the sense that they govern the nation, but 
rather more a fact of nature like the bubbles of fat that always float on the 
surface of things. Today, they seek to give good advice to National Socialist 
Germany from abroad. We do not have to ask them for it. They focus all 
their energies on the small problems that always are there, complain about 
the cost and believe that crises and unavoidable tensions are on the way. 
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They are the complainers who never tire of bringing National Socialist 
Germany before the so-called court of world opinion. In the past, they 
always found willing and thankful followers. Today, they only have a few 
backward idiots in their camp. 
 
The people want nothing to do with them. These fools are the 8/10 of one 
percent of the German people who have always said “no”, who always say 
“no” now, and who will always say “no” in the future. We cannot win them 
over, and do not even want to. They said “no” when Austria joined the 
Reich; they said “no” when the Sudetenland followed. They always say “no” 
as a matter of principle. One does not need to take them all that seriously. 
They do not like us, but they do not like themselves any better. Why should 
we waste words on them? They are always living in the past and believe in 
success only when it has already happened, but then waste no time in 
claiming credit for it. 
 
The people want nothing to do with these intellectual complainers. The year 
1938 was filled with great and sometimes unnerving tension. But they are 
delighted at the close of this year with the Führer’s great historical 
successes. This people are once more happy about life. Never before has 
there been such a happy Christmas as that of a week ago, and never before 
have we looked forward with so much confidence and courage to a New 
Year as we do to 1939. It is always hard to bid farewell to a year. Each year 
has many joys and sorrows. Each has its high points and low points. We 
would not want to miss a single year of our lives. 
 
It has never been as difficult, however, to bid farewell to a year as it is to the 
year 1938. It was a splendid year, crowned with victory and success, a year 
without equal. The ten million Germans who returned to the Reich feel this 
above all. They join us for the first time in celebrating the New Year. 
A year ago, they gathered in dark cellars and blacked out rooms to listen to 
the radio as I gave the political report for the year. The voice of the nation 
reached them as they sat in the prisons or concentration camps that Austrian 
clericalism, with its pure Christian neighborly "love" had established. They 
could do nothing but long for the Reich. 
 
Now they are part of the great German fatherland. They sit in their rooms 
and dwellings. They are surrounded by comfortable warmth and are filled 
with pure and cheerful joy. They are united with us. For the first time, 80 
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million Germans of the great German motherland join in celebrating the 
New Year. 
 
I take pleasure in this festive hour to send over the radio the last greetings of 
the passing year to all from Flensburg to Klagenfurt and from Aachen to 
Tilsit. We 80 million Germans are united in this great Reich in the center of 
Europe. We have a common fatherland and serve common national goals. 
In these last hours of the old year, I greet Germans everywhere. I greet the 
Germans in the Reich. I greet the Germans throughout the world, in foreign 
countries and in distant continents. I greet the Germans on the high seas. 
And in the name of countless millions of Germans I send our common 
greeting to the Führer. Never were our wishes for him heartier and deeper 
than in this hour. We thank him for the Greater German Reich that is now a 
reality. Only his courage, his steadfastness, his actions, and his nerves made 
this great wonder possible.  
 
It has been six years since we gathered with him at the end of 1932 at the 
Obersalzberg. It was at National Socialism’s gravest hour. The movement 
had experienced a depressing electoral loss and many had begun to lose faith 
in ultimate victory. Those who always live in the past were saying that 
Hitler’s star was sinking. More than ever, however, we believed in him and 
in his strong and unshakable belief in the greatness of the Reich and the 
historic mission of the German people. Because he believed so firmly and 
unshakably, the Greater German Reich has become reality. 
 
Today we once more join with him in this strong and unshakable belief in 
the greatness of the Reich and the historic future of the German nation. 
Loyal and unshakable, we trust this man and his historic mission, and will do 
everything to ensure that his orders will always find a ready and determined 
people. The year 1938 has been the most prosperous year in Germany’s 
history. May it be followed by a New Year also filled with success and 
victory! May it bring our land and its people blessing and good fortune! 
I greet all Germans, above all those who in the past year carried the heaviest 
burdens, deprivations, sorrows, and responsibilities. You have the thanks of 
the fatherland. 
 
May our people and Reich be eternal, and long live the Führer! 
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The New Year 1939/40 
By Joseph Goebbels 
 
It is harder for me than it was in years past to recall the old year for my 
listeners. Certainly there is no lack of material. To the contrary, the year 
1939 was so dramatic and filled with historical splendors that one could fill a 
library writing about them. One hardly knows where to begin. Much that 
happened in the past year already seems as if it happened years or even 
decades ago. It was a year burned into the book of history. It will surely give 
the historians enough material to write about for decades to come. They will 
explain the events and look into the motives and drives of the central 
characters. They will attempt to explain all that moved us so deeply, all that 
we have done, and they will probably fall short in the attempt. Whether 
friend or foe, supporter or opponent, all will have to admit that this was a 
great and eventful year, a year in which history was made, in which the face 
of Europe changed, in which the map took new form. More than that, our 
people began to restore its national life in 1939, beginning a great effort 
finally to throw off the chains of constraint and slavery and to once again 
take our place as a great power after our deep fall [after 1918].  
 
When the diligent historians investigate this year, the worries and difficulties 
we all had will be forgotten; the sacrifices will appear in a milder and more 
becoming light, the tears shed will be concealed and the blood that has been 
shed will be the cement that forever holds our Reich together. From the 
beginning, it was clear to everyone who could not only read history, but also 
experience it, that this year would deeply affect the fate of Germany and the 
European peoples. True, the first two months were relatively uneventful, but 
he who saw clearly knew it was only the calm before the storm. Everyone 
felt that it would be a year of important decisions.  
 
On 13 February the ethnic Germans in Bohemia and Moravia made it clear 
that their legal, economic, and social situation in the former Czechoslovakia 
had not become better since the solution of the Sudeten problem, but had in 
fact worsened. On 22 February, the Slovakians called for independence. At 
the beginning of March, there were severe persecutions of Germans in 
Prague, Brünn, and other cities in Bohemia and Moravia. On 8 March, the 
Carpathian-Ukrainian government in Prague protested against the 
appointment of a Czech general as Carpathian-Ukrainian interior minister. 
On 10 March, the Czech government deposed the Slovakian government and 
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the persecution of Germans in Bohemia and Moravia intensified. It was clear 
that the time had come to settle the problems in these areas, which had been 
cultivated by Germans for centuries. On 13 March, the Slovakian leader Tiso 
visited the Führer, and on 14 March, the Czech President Dr. Hacha placed 
the fate of Bohemia and Moravia in the hands of the Führer. The goddess of 
history looked down to earth. German troops entered Bohemia and Moravia, 
and with breathless excitement the German people and the whole world saw 
the Führer take up residence in the castle of Prague. Slovakia declared 
independence on the same day, and the day after the Führer issued his 
historical decree establishing the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia. 
The Slovakians put themselves under the protection of the Reich.  
 
The issue of Bohemia and Moravia found its final historic solution. On 22 
March, the Memel District returned to the Reich. Parallel to these 
developments, the Polish question was intensifying. As early as 5 January, 
the Führer received the Polish Foreign Minister Beck at the Obersalzberg. 
He reminded him of Danzig’s German character and made suggestions for 
improving German-Polish relations. These proposals fell on deaf Polish ears. 
After the reactions from London and Paris to these developments, one knew 
why. 
 
On 31 March, soon after the establishment of the Protectorate of Bohemia 
and Moravia, London hate papers printed lies about German troops 
gathering on the Polish border. Chamberlain reported to the House of 
Commons on English-Polish negotiations, and gave a formal declaration of 
British support to Poland. The London warmongering clique thus gave 
Warsaw the freedom to act, in the secret wish that Warsaw would begin the 
conflict that the London plutocrats needed in order to begin their long 
desired and carefully prepared military measures against the Reich. 
The government in Warsaw understood. Beginning in April, terror and 
persecution of ethnic Germans climbed beyond the previous normal and 
tolerable level. On 13 April, severe anti-German persecutions occurred on 
the Danzig border. The terrorist attacks on Germans rose throughout Poland 
after Germany began its efforts to improve relations. German consulates 
reported countless persecutions every day to Berlin.  
 
On 8 May, 300 ethnic Germans were expelled from Neutomischel County. 
The German theater was closed in Bromberg on 9 May. Two Germans were 
killed by Poles in Lodsch on 15 May. A Danzig citizen was killed by Poles 
in Kalthof on 21 May. 
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One can understand this only after learning that on 15 May the Polish War 
Minister Kasprzycki was in Paris for secret talks, and that the German 
representative in Warsaw reported to Berlin on 8 May that maps were being 
distributed in Polish cities that showed the border moved into German 
territory past Beuthen, Oppeln, Gleiwitz, Breslau, Stettin, and Kolberg. 
The situation in Danzig intensified under Polish pressure. On 15 June, the 
German ambassador lodged an official protest against insults and slanders 
against the Führer. Border incidents and other problems increased through 
June and July. On 4 August, the Polish government made an insolent and 
provocative ultimatum against rumors of alleged resistance against Polish 
customs officials.  
 
Danzig rejected the ultimatum on 7 August. The German government 
expressed its concern to the Polish representative on 9 August. Poland 
apparently felt itself under England's protection, and gave an unsatisfactory 
reply on 10 August. On 18 August, the SS Home Defense was mobilized to 
protect the German city of Danzig. Things were in motion. English 
plutocracy attempted to wash its hands of the situation and claim innocence, 
seeking to build a moral alibi for the war it wanted. But even a blind man 
could see what England was doing.  
 
On 24 August, the customs negotiations between Danzig and Poland ended 
because of Polish intransigence. Poland called up further reserves and 
intensified its provocations. On 25 August, Poland further intensified the 
situation by firing on a German plane with a Reich Secretary on board on 
international airspace. The reaction of the London warmongering clique to 
the events they had encouraged was clear; on 25 August, they 
demonstratively signed a British-Polish alliance. The day after, a million and 
a half Poles were under arms. 
 
The Führer spoke to the German Reichstag on 27 August. He announced that 
he wanted to solve three problems: Danzig, the Corridor, and improving 
Germany’s relations with Poland in a way that would guarantee peaceful 
cooperation. Lively diplomatic efforts between Berlin, Rome, London, and 
Paris occurred between 28 and 31 August. The Führer yet again attempted a 
peaceful solution by announcing that the German government was expecting 
a Polish emissary. Poland replied by provocatively announcing general 
mobilization on 30 August. Polish radio on 31 August declared German 
proposals to solve the existing problems unacceptable. German consulates 
reported 55 instances between 25 and 31 August of the most serious Polish 
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attacks on ethnic Germans. Polish troops committed a series of serious 
border violations on 31 August. 
 
The result was that German troops marched into Poland on 1 September. 
The Führer spoke to the Reichstag and announced that force would be met 
with force. The same day, Danzig proclaimed its union with the Reich. 
The following lightning campaign in Poland was unique in all of history. On 
2 September, the Jablunka Pass was taken. The Polish army in the Corridor 
was destroyed on 4 August. Bromberg was captured on 6 September. The 
Westernplatte fell on 7 September. Lodsch was captured on 10 September. 
The blockade of Radom was completed on 12 September. 52,000 Poles laid 
down their weapons. Posen, Thorn, Gnesen, and Hohensalza were captured 
on 13 September. Gdingen fell into German hands on 15 September. Brest-
Litovsk fell on 17 September. The blockade of 
Weichselbogen um Kunto was completed successfully on 18 September.  
 
170,000 Polish prisoners marched into captivity. Warsaw capitulated on 27 
September. Modlin fell two days later. The Polish army was defeated and 
destroyed. Over 700,000 Poles were captured. The booty was enormous. 
Over a half million guns, 16,000 machine guns, 32,000 artillery pieces and 
over 3 3/4 million rounds of artillery munitions fell into our hands. The 
London warmongering clique did not lift a finger to support its Polish ally. 
England saw the solution of the German-Polish problem only as an excuse to 
begin the long-desired battle with the German people. 
 
The English warmongers had achieved their first goal. Ever since the 
Munich Agreement, London had more and more been winning the upper 
hand. They increasingly influenced the governments in London and Paris. 
The year 1939 was increasingly characterized by Germany’s blockade. 
London plutocracy used the extremely tense situation to prepare war against 
Germany. Chamberlain and Halifax were in Paris on 10 January.  
 
Chamberlain told the House of Commons on 5 February that the full forces 
of the Empire were ready to assist France. On 18 March, Britain and France 
protested the establishment of the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia. 
War was avoided only because France and England were not ready for it. 
But as the Protectorate was established, the anti-German press campaign in 
London and Paris reached its first peak. At the same time, the London 
warmongering clique spread alarming rumors to conceal the true situation.  
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A lying report on 19 March claimed that Germany had given Romania an 
ultimatum. The Norwegian Foreign Minister denied reports from Paris about 
alleged German threats against the Nordic states on 21 March. On 24 March, 
England guaranteed the security of Holland, Belgium, Switzerland and the 
Eastern states. Not a day passed in which the English press did not predict 
some sort of German attack or spread lies about German threats against the 
smaller states. 
 
Paris played the same tune. The French government passed emergency 
measures to strengthen the navy on 28 March. The English Chief of Staff 
Gort visited France. The English-French warmongering clique now made a 
desperate attempt to bring Russia into the alliance against Germany. The 
English Commerce Minister Hudson traveled to Moscow on 28 March. 
London newspapers printed lies on 31 March that German troops were 
gathering on the Polish border. The same day, Chamberlain told the House 
of Commons that England would stand by Poland and Romania. 
 
The Führer on the following day warned the English in a speech at 
Wilhelmshaven. On 5 April, Lord Stanhope said that the air forces of the 
English fleet were on alert. London established a munitions ministry on 20 
April, in case of necessity. The Führer replied to these warmongering actions 
on the part of English plutocracy in a speech to the German Reichstag on 
28 April. He declared the provisions of the German-English naval accord 
null and void, and also the German-Polish agreement of 1934. 
 
A day before, England had introduced the draft, and negotiations between 
England, France, and Russia began on 14 June in Moscow. London’s goal 
was to organize an attack on Germany from both East and West. 
At the same time, English propaganda made the foolish attempt to confuse 
the German people by leaflets, radio, and the press, the same thing they had 
so often done in the past. The plans failed. The German people stood firmly 
and unanimously behind the Führer. The English attempt to bring Russia 
into its blockade campaign collapsed. The British Ambassador returned from 
London to Berlin on 25 August. The Führer presented him with a generous 
proposal for a lasting understanding between Germany and England.  
 
The English government did not intend to respond to this constructive 
proposal. Their answer came on 28 August. England claimed that it had 
received assurances from the Polish government that it would negotiate with 
the Reich government. The Führer replied to the English government on 29 
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August that the Reich government was ready to accept the English proposal 
and expected the Polish negotiator on Wednesday, 30 August. On the 
evening of 30 August and despite the absence of the Polish delegate, the 
Reich Foreign Minister gave the English Ambassador in Berlin a sixteen-
point proposal to resolve the questions of Danzig, the Corridor, and German-
Polish minority issues. Poland replied with force, and the Führer had no 
alternative but to answer force with force. 
 
Paris and London demanded the withdrawal of German troops from Poland 
on 1 September. The German Reich government rejected the demand. 
Mussolini’s attempts to resolve the situation on 2 September collapsed 
because of England’s stance. On 3 September, London and Paris gave 
Germany an ultimatum, and declared war against the Reich soon after. 
Now the mask fell from the faces of the London warmongering clique. 
When the government was shuffled on 3 September, leading members of the 
warmongering clique joined the cabinet. Churchill and Eden became official 
inciters of British war policy. 
 
The war of the Western powers against the Reich had begun. The Führer’s 
foreign policy had succeeded in destroying Britain’s blockade. England and 
France were alone against Germany. The Reich faced a new challenge. All 
necessary internal measures had been taken to ensure a victorious conclusion 
to the war. On 28 August, rationing of food and consumer items was 
introduced. A Ministry for Defense was established on 30 August.  
 
Comprehensive economic measures were announced on 1 September, and a 
Reich Defense Commission with extensive powers was established on 5 
September. Measures to guarantee the necessities of life for dependents of 
soldiers were implemented on 20 October. As early as 6 November, we 
could increase food rations. On 16 November, clothing rationing was 
introduced, and on 20 November better rations for those working at night or 
in demanding occupations. The front and the homeland celebrated Christmas 
as a firm and unshakable community. The Führer was with his troops at the 
West Wall to celebrate Christmas Eve and Christmas Day. The year 1939 
ended with the German people holding to an unshakable confidence in 
victory. 
 
Another year is behind us, the proudest and most important year of the 
National Socialist regime. We see its passing with honor and respect. It was 
a German year in Europe’s history. We honor the sacrifices that the entire 
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German people have made in this year. Some were affected more than 
others. We have done all we could to see that the burdens are fairly shared. 
This war involves the whole people. It is a war for our national existence. It 
has not yet seen its full extent on every front. No one can doubt that the 
warmongering cliques in London and Paris want to stifle Germany, to 
destroy the German people. They admit that openly today. They reserve their 
sanctimonious phrases about defeating Hitlerism, but not the German 
people, only for the stupid. We know what they are doing from experience, 
and a child once burned is more cautious the second time. No one in 
Germany listens to them. They want to attack the Führer through 
Hitlerism, the Reich through Hitlerism, and the German people through the 
Reich. All the Führer’s attempts at peace bore no fruit with them.  
 
We 90 million in the Reich stand in the way of their brutal plans for world 
domination. They hate our people because it is decent, brave, industrious, 
hardworking, and intelligent. They hate our views, our social policies, and 
our accomplishments. They hate us as a Reich and as a community. They 
have forced us into a struggle for life and death. We will defend ourselves 
accordingly. All is clear between us and our enemies. All Germans know 
what we are doing, and the entire German people are filled with fanatical 
resolve. There is no comparison here to the World War. Germany today is 
economically, politically, militarily, and spiritually ready to respond to the 
attack of the enemy. 
 
It would be a mistake to predict what will happen in the New Year. That is 
all in the future. One thing is clear: It will be a hard year, and we must be 
ready for it. Victory will not fall into our laps. We must earn it, and not only 
at the front, but at home as well. Everyone has to work and fight for it. 
Therefore, in this hour as we bid farewell to a great year and enter a new 
one, the homeland greets the front. We greet soldiers in bunkers and the 
front lines, at airbases and in the navy. The homeland and the front join in a 
common greeting to the Führer. May a gracious fate keep him healthy and 
strong; then we will look with assurance into the future. Today more than 
ever he is Germany, the faith of our people, and the certainty of its future. 
We bow in honor before the great sacrifices of our people. The sacrifices of 
the past and those yet to come must not be in vain. We owe that to the Reich 
and its future. 
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Our Hitler   

Goebbels’ 1944 Speech on Hitler’s 55th Birthday  
  

German citizens!   

Not only fortune, but also reputation is always shifting during a war 

between great men and nations. It is therefore difficult, perhaps even 

impossible, to determine the political and military importance of individual 

events in the midst of war. What yesterday seemed a brilliant move can 

within several weeks or months prove a major mistake, and that which 

seemed shortsighted and mistaken can later become a decision of deep 

wisdom. Only when a war is over, and usually some time after that, once its 

lasting results have become clear to all, is it possible to objectively weigh 

and evaluate its individual events.  

  

That was true of every past war, and presumably of this one as well. The 

war can be evaluated only as a whole. Beside the events of the moment, a 

war has larger historical significance. Only a trained and practiced eye can 

understand that larger significance during the war itself. For example, 

consider the vast differences in Frederick the Great’s reputation during the 

Seven Year War, particularly from 1760 to 1763. His personal reputation 

and that of his work during his day was influenced by partisan 

considerations, but today we evaluate him historically, that is, objectively 

and justly. His individual actions and decisions were evaluated in various 

ways. Given the circumstances of the time, some seemed to lead to victory, 

others to defeat. Even those in his entourage could not properly evaluate 

them.  

  

A genius acts from instinct, sometimes consciously but often unconsciously, 

which raises his actions out of the ordinary sphere. Great, timeless 

personalities have to fulfill not only the tasks of the moment, but larger 

historical missions as well. Unfortunately, the two do not always agree. A 

war of vast historical significance brings with it the heaviest sacrifices and 

burdens. The less these problems are seen by people in their broader 

historical significance, the likelier the struggling generation will be 

misunderstand them, or even to think them avoidable. This explains why 

those at the time and posterity evaluate historical events differently. We can 

think of numerous historical examples. We can hardly understand today 
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why the contemporaries of Alexander the Great or Caesar or Frederick the 

Great did not understand their true significance. To us there are no secrets 

any more.  

  

It is somewhat surprising that those who may get the most excited about 

historical misunderstandings are also the ones who are least able to make 

the proper historical judgment regarding their own day. They are people 

who have the ability to evaluate the events and developments of earlier eras, 

but who lack the capacity to judge the historical happenings of their own 

era in a way that posterity will respect.  

  

Which of the events of the present war will be significant in a hundred 

years? It is difficult to judge individual events, but even today, one can with 

some assurance predict the factors that will influence posterity’s evaluation 

of this great drama of the European peoples. It is not a matter of things 

whose traces, even by our present understanding, will have vanished several 

years after the war is over. For example, few signs of the damage to 

Germany’s cities caused by enemy air terror are likely to remain ten years 

after peace comes. What is likely to be recalled are the attitudes and 

behavior of those who withstood the terror.  

  

Whether Europe becomes Bolshevist or whether we succeed in rescuing our 

continent and its people from this deadly threat will influence the future of 

many, perhaps all, future generations. This is the decisive historical 

significance of this war. The man who in the end frees our continent from 

its spiritual and military difficulties will be at the conclusion of the vast 

struggle, from the standpoint of history, the man of the war.  

  

That does not change the fact that his opponents have done and are doing 

everything in their power to hinder the historical mission of the man who 

stands above his times. They are using their material superiority in 

population and weapons in an attempt to bring his work to naught. All this 

will only increase the honor history will give him and add immortal fame to 

his name. Once the foul mist of vile and despicable wartime polemics has 

lifted, he will suddenly appear as the great historical figure of this enormous 

international drama, both to the living and even more to the coming 

generations. And what of his opponents, who were ready and willing to 

throw the two thousand year history and civilization of our continent into 
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chaos? They will be of interest only as the dark background to the greatness 

and foresight of this shining figure.  

  

Was not this also true when we were fighting for power? How often did the 

Führer battle long forgotten political parties when rescuing the Fatherland? 

How often did cowardly journalists attempt to persuade us that they were 

not only his equal, but his political superiors! Today even their names are 

forgotten. All that remains is the historical personality, one who stands 

above his times, and who despite all the challenges that sometimes seemed 

insurmountable found the solution to the German dilemma and saved the 

nation.  

  

Victory determined everything then, as it will today. The end of this war 

will bring with it either the end of European history and any historical 

meaning from our point of view, or our victory will give our continent a 

chance for a new beginning. The fame belongs alone to the man who saved 

Europe from its most terrible danger, who despite the turns of triumph and 

defeat came through at the end and thereby saved not only his own nation, 

but the continent. This conclusion springs not from any desire for fame or 

national superiority, which is granted nonetheless by the sense of justice of 

the best in every nation who understand the graveness of the hour.  

  

I am sure that I speak to the heart not only of every old National Socialist, 

but to that of every German. We all feel part of a historic mission. For us, 

the goal of the war is not only clear, it is also unalterable and unchangeable. 

The longer the war lasts, the more fanatically and committedly we pursue it. 

To seek the goal means to follow the Führer, to do his work with loyalty 

and devotion, to turn in the midst of the storms of the war every personal 

thought and deed toward him. We are happy to have him on our side, for he 

incorporates not only our firm faith in victory, but also the constancy of our 

national leadership, the character of our war outlook, and the integrity of 

our war aims. We only need to look over our borders to foreign and enemy 

peoples to see what he means to the nation and what he is to us all. It is easy 

and comfortable during times of great national successes, especially when 

they have been achieved without great cost of blood and sacrifice, to join 

the crowds of those shouting praises for the accomplishments of the 

national leadership, which everyone can see. It is harder to stay loyal to the 

cause in the middle of a long struggle for a nation’s very existence. Such a 
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struggle demands the full energy of those who are not spared periods of 

sleeplessness or even occasional nervous exhaustion. The harder and more 

bitter the circumstances, the more their deeper historical significance is 

revealed.  

  

We old National Socialists have never seen the Führer in a different role. 

Our greatest honor was always to stand by him in such hours, to protect his 

rear as he stepped forward into still unknown and dangerous territory, to 

give him the certainly that he was never alone. The National Socialist 

movement, the core of our present national community, developed in 

circumstances like these. The virtues of our movement, which overcame all 

barriers and obstacles during the hard years of the struggle for power, have 

become during this war the virtues of our fighting people, tested a million 

fold by trial and danger: Our loyalty to ourselves finds its most visible but 

also its deepest expression in our loyalty to the Führer.  

  

When has there ever been such a fruitful relationship between a people and 

its leader, and vice versa? People of other countries see their leaders as the 

representatives of class interests, of parliamentary majorities more or less 

cleverly constructed, as necessary evils in the absence of a better 

alternative, or as the result of blind mass terror that stands upon millions of 

corpses. For us, the Führer is the spokesman and the agent of the will of the 

whole nation. Despite all the prophecies of the enemy, there has not been a 

single case, from the beginning of the war until today, in which a soldier 

broke his oath to the Führer or in which a worker in the home front 

renounced his loyalty to the Führer by ceasing his labors.  

  

We know that the enemy is unable to understand this, and attributes it to 

force or violence. But what we as a people and leadership have 

accomplished cannot be brought about by such methods. Other forces must 

be at work, forces of loyalty and community that cannot be understood by 

people who are unable to perceive them. That which we sowed before the 

war begun has grown to fruition: the rich harvest of solidarity between the 

leadership and the whole people.  

  

Permit me the freedom in this speech to say some things to the entire 

German people, at home and at the front, about the Führer personally. I 

have had the good fortune to be at his side during the period of struggle for 
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power and during this great war, to be present at many, indeed most, of the 

particularly happy and critical hours. I never saw him doubt or waver. He 

always followed the call of his blood, and where it called he went, 

regardless of the difficulties. He stands above all other statesmen of our 

time in that he recognized danger at the proper time and took courageous 

action. The German people thanks him for that today, as will one day all of 

civilized humanity.  

If there is a divine gift to leading peoples and nations which allows great 

historical leaders to perceive instinctively the necessary and right, and to 

combine this knowledge with an unerring sense of what needs to be done at 

the moment, he is that  fortunate man. That the parliamentary mayflies on 

the other side fail to realize this is more a proof of his abilities than of their 

absence. Even the best leadership sometimes suffers defeats and reverses. 

They are in fact the test that proves its merits. For all people and nations, 

war is a hard and pitiless force that separates the strong from the weak and 

the industrious from the lazy.  

  

Has the Reich and its leadership ever failed the test? Have we ever stood 

confused and desperate before an approaching fate, unsure of what to do? 

We have always stood ready. A man always stood at the head of our people 

who was a bright and shining example. Even under the hardest blows he 

stood firm and the confidence of his heart turned the greatest misfortunes to 

our advantage. We don’t speak about it often, but we all know it. Never 

have the German people looked with such faith toward its Führer as in the 

days and hours when it knew the full gravity of the situation. It did not lose 

heart, but rather affirmed even more firmly and strongly its goals.  

  

When we looked back on November 1918, we could not rid ourselves of the 

bitter feeling that it was in part our own responsibility. This time we have 

earned victory, and the goddess of history will not withhold it from us. The 

price of our coming victory is our loyalty. The war is not an occasion for 

loose talk and empty promises. It is a time to realize what we have so often 

said in the past. It depends on our oath to the flag and on the silent oath in 

our hearts.  

  

Wherever in Europe our soldiers stand in battle or on watch, wherever 

Germans work, wherever German farmers sow and harvest, wherever 

inventors, artists, and scholars ponder with crinkled brow the future of the 
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Reich, wherever mothers hope for victory and children trust in it with quiet 

confidence, in distant nations and continents, on every ocean, wherever 

Germans breathe, the warmest wishes from the truest hearts for the Führer 

rise to the above.  

  

The fact that he stands at the head of our nation is for us all the surest sign 

of coming victory. Never was he so near to us as in the moment of danger; 

never were we so bound to him, as when we felt that he needed us as we 

needed him. Through this, we have dashed the great hopes of our enemy.  

They hoped that we would do what they could not. It was the only way we 

could be defeated. We have done what is necessary for victory. I am happy 

to speak to the German people at this hour. We have affirmed in the past 

year our support and our confidence in the Führer’s work. On his birthday, 

we want also to speak the words that come from the depths of our heart. We 

want to tell him what he is to us all, both in the trials of the moment and in 

the shining future.  

  

We all wish him health, strength, and a fortunate hand. He must know that 

he can always rely on his people. When trial and danger is before him, we 

will stand more firmly behind him. We believe in him and in his historical 

mission, and believe that in the end he will be crowned with victory. He 

will be the man of the century, not his opponents. He gave this century its 

meaning, its content, its goal. Affirming the meaning and understanding the 

content, we will reach the goal. He points the way. He commands, we 

follow. We, his old and tested comrades, march in the first row behind him. 

We are tested by danger, steeled by misfortune, hardened by storm and trial, 

but also crowned with the first victories and successes of the coming new 

world. We are at the head of a countless multitude who carry and defend the 

future of the Reich.  

  

We defend the cause of the nation, which has found its visible form in the 

Führer. In this battle between life and death, he is and will remain for us 

what he always was: Our Hitler!  
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Our Hitler  

Goebbels’ 1945 Speech on Hitler’s 56th Birthday  

  

German citizens!  

At the moment of the war when, so it seems, all forces of hate and 

destruction have been gathered once again,, perhaps for the final time, in the 

west, the east, the southeast and the south, seeking to break through our 

front and give the death blow to the Reich, I once again speak to the German 

people on the eve of 20 April about the Führer, just as I have done every 

year since 1933. That has happened at good and bad times in the past. Never 

before did things stand on such a knife’s edge, never before did the German 

people have to defend their very lives under such enormous danger, never 

before did the Reich have to draw on its last strength to protect its 

threatened self.  

  

Times such as these are rare in history. They are unique and unparalleled for 

the fighting generation that must survive them. Historical events of similar 

nature and extent fade in our memory under the pain that we bear, under the 

sorrows that almost overwhelm us, under tortured questions about our own 

future and that of our brave, sorely tested people...  

  

This is not the time to speak of the Führer’s birthday in the usual way or to 

present him with the usual best wishes. More must be said today, and by one 

who was won the right both from the Führer and the people. I have been at 

the Führer’s side for more than twenty years. I have seen his rise and that of 

his movement from the smallest and most improbable beginnings up to the 

seizure of power, and gave my best efforts to them as well. I have shared joy 

and sorrow with the Führer, from unprecedented historic victories to the 

terrible setbacks in the remarkable years from 1939 until now. I stand beside 

him today as fate challenges him and his people with its last, most severe 

test. I am confident that fate will give him and his people the laurel wreath 

of victory. The fact that Germany yet lives, that Europe and the civilized 

world have not yet fallen into the dark abyss that looms before us, is thanks 

to him alone.  

  

He will be the man of this century, who was sure of himself despite terrible 

pain and suffering, who showed the way to victory. He is the only one who 
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remained true to himself, who did not cheaply sell his faith and his ideals, 

who always and without doubt followed his straight path toward his goal.  

That goal may today be hidden behind the piles of rubble that our hate-filled 

enemies have wrought across our once-proud continent, but which will once 

again shine before our burning eyes once the rubble has been cleared.  

  

Times like those we experience today demand more of a leader than insight, 

wisdom and drive. They demand a toughness and endurance, a steadfastness 

of heart and soul, that appear only rarely in history, but that, when they do 

appear, produce the most admirable achievements of human genius. 

Burkhardt said in his “Observations on World History” “The fates of people 

and of states, of entire civilizations, can depend on whether an extraordinary 

person can bring forth the proper strength of soul and action. Normal minds 

and spirits, no matter how numerous, cannot replace such a person.” Who 

can deny that only the Führer has the right to feel these words apply to him 

and his deeds in our and many coming generations? What can enemy 

statesmen say in response? They have nothing but superior numbers, their 

stupid and insane destructiveness, and their ugly lust for annihilation, behind 

which lurk the chaos of the collapse of civilized humanity. What has come 

of their loud and emotional theses of happiness, what of their Atlantic 

Charter and their Four Freedoms? Only hunger, misery, pestilence, and mass 

death. A whole raped part of the earth cries out against them. Once 

flourishing cities and villages in every nation of Europe have been 

transformed into fields of craters, and hundreds of thousands, even millions 

of women and children in the north, east, and southeast of the continent sigh 

and weep under the raging scourge of Bolshevism.  

  

The most shining culture the earth has ever seen sinks in ruins and leaves 

only memories of the greatness of an age destroyed by the most evil jewish 

powers. The peoples are shaken by the most severe economic and social 

crises, which are but foretastes of the terrible events to come. Our enemies 

claim that the Führer’s soldiers marched as conquerors through the lands of 

Europe — but wherever they came, they brought prosperity and happiness, 

peace, order, reliable conditions, a plenitude of work, and therefore a decent 

life. Our enemies claim their soldiers came to the same lands as liberators — 

but wherever they come there is poverty and misery, chaos, devastation and 

destruction, unemployment, hunger and mass death. And what remains of 
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their so-called freedom is a life that no one would dare call decent even in 

the darkest corners of Africa.  

  

Here is a clear broad outline of a program of construction that has proved 

itself useful, humane and beneficial, positive and forward-looking, in its 

own as well as in all the other lands of Europe. It stands against the fantasies 

of Jewish-Plutocratic-Bolshevist destruction. Here stands a man, sure of 

himself, having a clear and firm will, against the unnatural coalition of 

enemy statesmen who are only the lackeys and tools of this world 

conspiracy. Europe once had the choice between these two. It chose 

concealed anarchy, and must today pay for its mistake with million-fold 

agony. It will not have much time any more to choose its fate a second time. 

It is a matter of life or death! A British newspaper wrote a few days ago that 

the result of the insane policies of the enemy powers would surely be a 

revolution of the European peoples against the Anglo-American plutocracy, 

and that Hitler was the man who was hindered by the same plutocracy 

through an unholy alliance with Bolshevism as he began to bring Europe 

political and economic happiness. That is how it is, and nothing can 

whitewash our plutocratic enemies of their crimes.  

  

Opposing this apparently all-powerful coalition of destructive jewish forces 

brings with it tests and burdens of superhuman nature, but that is not 

dishonorable — the opposite in fact! To bravely accept a battle that is 

unavoidable and inescapable, to wage it in the name of divine providence, to 

have confidence in it and its eventual victory, to stand before fate with a 

pure conscience and clean hands, to bear all suffering and every test, never 

even thinking of being untrue to one’s historic mission, never wavering even 

in the most difficult hours of the final battle — that is not only manly, it is 

also German in the best sense of the word! Would our people not accept this 

task and not fight for it, it would not deserve to live any longer, and would 

lose any possibility of further life.  

  

What we experience today is the last act of a powerful drama that began on 

1 August 1914 and which we Germans gave up on 9 November 1918 just 

before the end. That is why we had to begin again on 1 September 1939. 

What we hoped to spare ourselves in November 1918 we have paid for two- 

or threefold today. There is no escape — unless the German people 
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surrenders any kind of decent human life and is ready to forever live in a 

way that would shame even the most primitive tribes.  

  

If it is manly and German as Führer of a great and brave people to depend 

wholly on oneself in this struggle, relying on one’s own strength and 

certainty as well as the help of divine providence in the face of an enemy 

who threatens with overwhelming numbers, to fight rather than to capitulate, 

then it is just as manly and German for a people to follow such a Führer, 

unconditionally and loyally, without excuse or reservation, to shake off all 

feelings of weakness and uncertainty, to trust in the good star that is above 

him and us all. This is all the more true when that star at times is covered by 

a black cloud. Misfortune must not make us cowardly, but rather resistant, 

never giving a mocking watching world the appearance of wavering. Rather 

than hoisting the white flag of surrender that the enemy expects, raise the 

old swastika banner of a fanatic and wild resistance, renewing the oath that 

we swore so often in the happy and safe days of peace, thus showing the 

enemy world that they can wound but not kill us, that they can beat us 

bloody but not force us down, torture us, but not demoralize us!  

  

Is there a single German who disagrees? After six years of battle, could our 

people debase itself so low as to forget honor and duty, surrendering in the 

turmoil of the moment its holy and inalienable right to its great coming life 

for a pot of soup? Who would dare suggest that? Who holds us in such 

contempt that he believes that now, just as we stand before the final and 

decisive round of the war, we would be untrue to all our sworn ideals, that 

we would throw all our hopes for the future of our Reich overboard, giving 

up in the midst of the confusion of misfortune that has overcome us on 

ourselves, our land and people and the lives of our children and children’s 

children?  

  

The world speaks of loyalty as a German virtue. How could our people have 

withstood the tests of this war without it, and how could it survive the war’s 

coming end without it? For it is ending! The war is nearing its end. The 

insanity that the enemy powers of unleashed on humanity has gone beyond 

all bounds. The whole world feels only shame and disgust. The perverse 

coalition between plutocracy and bolshevism is collapsing! Fate has taken 

the head of the enemy conspiracy [U.S. President Roosevelt had died the 

week before]. It is the same fate that the Führer escaped on 20 July 1944 yet 
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another date of an assassination attempt on the Führer, amidst the dead, the 

wounded and the ruins, so that he could finish his work — through pain and 

trials it is true, but nonetheless as the Highest providence ordained.  

  

Once more the armies of the enemy powers storm against our defensive 

fronts. Behind them is the slavering force of International Jewry that wants 

no peace until it has reached its nefarious goal of world destruction. But its 

hopes are in vain! As has happened so often before, good will triumph over 

evil. A man of truly timeless greatness, of unique courage, of a steadfastness 

that elevates the hearts of some and shakes those of others, will be the 

instrument. Who will maintain that this man can be found in the leadership 

of Bolshevism or plutocracy? No, the German people bore him. It chose 

him, it by free election made him Führer. It knows his works of peace and 

now wants to bear and fight the war that was forced upon him until its 

successful end.  

  

Within a few years after the war, Germany will flourish as never before. Its 

ruined landscapes and provinces will be filled with new, more beautiful 

cities and villages in which happy people dwell. All of Europe will share in 

this prosperity. We will again be friends of all peoples of good will, and will 

work together with them to repair the grave wounds that scar the face of our 

noble continent. Our daily bread will grow on rich fields of grain, stilling the 

hunger of the millions who today suffer and starve. There will be jobs in 

plenitude, the deepest source of human happiness, from which will come 

good fortune and strength for all. Chaos will vanish. The underworld will 

not rule this part of the world, but rather order, peace, and prosperity.  

  

That was always our goal! It is our goal today. If the enemy powers had 

their way, humanity would drown in a sea of blood and tears. War would 

follow war and revolution would follow revolution, finally destroying the 

last remnants of a world that was once beautiful and lovely, and that will be 

so again.  

  

But if we achieve our goals, the project of social construction begun in 

Germany in 1933 and was rudely interrupted in 1939 will be taken up again 

with renewed strength. Other peoples will join in — not because we force 

them to, but rather of their own free will — because there is no other way 

out of the world crisis. Who could show the way save the Führer! His work 
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is the work of order. His enemies have anarchy and devastation to set 

against his work. German history is not rich in great statesmen. Where one 

has appeared, he mostly had something to say and give not only to his own 

people, but to the world. What would there be European about Europe had 

not German Kaisers and kings, counts and generals and their armies ever 

again withstood the onslaughts from the east! Usually only a disunited 

continent stood behind them that either did not understood or even fell upon 

Germany in the midst of its saving work for Europe. Why should it be any 

different today? At the present state of things, which the war is just before, 

or perhaps even in the midst of, a peripatetic, it is difficult to understand this 

great battle between peoples. One thing, however, can no longer be 

disputed: If there had been no Adolf Hitler, if Germany had been led by a 

government like those in Finland, Bulgaria, or Rumania, it would long since 

have become the prey of Bolshevism. Lenin once said the path to world 

revolution leads though Poland and the Reich. Poland is already in the 

possession of the Kremlin, despite all the attempts of the Anglo-Americans 

to conceal it. If Germany had followed, or would follow, what would 

become of the rest of our continent?  

  

To ask the question is to answer it. The Soviets would probably already be 

at the Atlantic coast, and England eventually would receive its just reward 

for its betrayal of Europe that finds its most wretched expression in its 

marriage with Bolshevism. In the United States too, one would soon think 

differently of the dreadful world phenomenon that a Jewish press entirely 

and fully conceals from the American public.  

  

If the world still lives, and not only our world but the rest of it as well, 

whom has it to thank other than the Führer? It may defame and slander him 

today, persecuting him with its base hatred, but it will have to revise this 

standpoint or bitterly regret it! He is the core of resistance to the collapse of 

the world. He is Germany’s bravest heart and our people’s most passionate 

will. I permit myself to make a judgment that must be made today: If the 

nation still breaths, if it still has the chance of victory, if there is still an 

escape from the deadly danger it faces — it is thanks to him. He is 

steadfastness itself. I have never seen him fail or falter, or weaken or tire. He 

will go his way to the end, and there awaits not the end of his people, but 

rather a new and happy beginning to an era in which Germany will flourish 

as never before. Listen, Germans! Millions of people look to this man from 
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every land on the earth, still doubting and questioning whether he knows the 

way out of the great misfortune that has befallen the world. He will show the 

peoples that way, but we look to him full of hope and with a deep, 

unshakable faith. We stand behind him with fortitude and courage: soldier 

and civilian, man, woman and child — a people determined to do all to 

defend its life and honor.   

  

He may look his enemies in the eye, for we promise him that he does not 

need to look behind him. We will not waver or weaken. We will never 

desert him, no matter how desperate and dangerous the hour. We stand with 

him, as he stands with us — in Germanic loyalty as we have sworn, as we 

shall fulfill. We do not need to tell him, for he knows and must know: 

Führer command! — We will follow! We feel him in us and around us. Our 

misfortune has made us mature, but not robbed us of our character. 

Germany is still the land of loyalty. It will celebrate its greatest triumphs in 

the midst of danger. Never will history record that in these days a people 

deserted its Führer or a Führer deserted his people. And that is victory. We 

have often wished the Führer in happy times our best on this evening. Today 

in the midst of suffering and danger, our greeting is much deeper and more 

profound. May he remain what he is to us and always was — Our Hitler!  
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Golden Age 2500 to 3000 Years Ago: Library 

Of Alexandria 

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun Jun 30, 2019 
 

 

 

What is known by actual and recent history is the loss of the knowledge of the Library of Alexandria, 

which was the pinnacle of the world's knowledge many hundreds of years ago. It had accumulation of 

technical and any form of knowledge by thousands of years. 

 

It's a common line for people to just repeat that the "Golden Age" was 10,000 years ago or so, and that 

kind of historical approach aside, just by going by linear history, we know for a fact when the last Golden 

Age was for humanity - that was fairly recently - about 2500 years ago. 

 

The library was burned by a jewish talmudic terrorist of the time, named Philo Judaeus, making this the 

biggest crime of jews against humanity at the time in regards to knowledge. He found time during the 

siege of the Romans to go with other cultists of his tribe and to eventually burn the library to the 

ground.  

 

Philo Judaeus was a hijacker of the Neo-Platonic school, an infiltrator in today's terminology, a 

"Hellenistic Jew" who basically burned the library in retaliation to the aggressive policy that the Ancient 

Greeks and later Romans had towards the alien jews, a symbolic burning of their central dome of 

knowledge.  

 

It's interesting to say that the Ancient Greeks during Alexander's reign were not only rulers of this world, 

but they were the first empire to also turn the slavery system into an obsolete system and work in that 

regard. This had happened through technology, cumulative from knowledge of many Ancient Greek 

scientists.  

 

Many people downplay this fact as they are dumb and they do not understand that it's not "later" 

inventions which are difficult, but the birth of a new concept. It's far more difficult to conceive the basic 

math and what the mathematics are in an essence, than it is to sit beneath a tree and pretend you are 

enlightened with knowledge already discovered for you.  

 

Contrary to modern beliefs, we do not quite truly invent the basic and most difficult things anymore, we 

just evolve on what was given - you guessed it, from back then (the modern world has invented very few 

things that did not already exist as patters before). 

 

All the assumptions about our "origins" aside, it's verified that many of these inventions, on a linear 

scale of usability and in clear terms (and not in the form of arbitary "wisdom") were created by Ancient 
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Greek scientists whom at least at the time as recorded as being the world's most knowledgeable in 

terms of linear sciences. Biology, mathematics, medicine, even the basics of printing were already in 

use.  

 

Due to the rise of religious (ie, Jewish) fundamentalism, and the creation of Christianity and later Islam, 

and the plunging of the civilized peoples into essentially the Middle Ages, the burning of Alexandria was 

pivotal and is said to have kept us around 1600 years back in our development. This is not some 

estimate, but rather, the knowledge of the scientific and historical community. All science during the 

middle ages in its true essence had disappeared. 

 

Things rediscovered later by Newton such as calculus, or other reputable scientists, were already 

everyday life in the lives of the Aryan empire of Alexander, even the basics of rocketry and fuel were 

well known all the way down to Rome and later Byzantium, and the first "Calculation" machines that 

parallel or computers, or our later to be called basis for Turbine technology, force multiplier technology, 

was already discovered in the Ancient Greek era. The Asians also had indepth knowledge of explosives 

and rocketry as early as 250 BC. 

 

It was also put to use, and the same thing goes for what we call "Automation" or first era "Robotics". 

Robots or in other words machines that work through automation (From the Greek Automaton, that 

which operates itself) were used widely in Ancient Greece. There were for example vending machines 

for things like spring water and other forms of necessities. This we know very well despite of the fact 

that most of these were later gone, almost entirely without mention. 

 

So now people go to a vending machine and they think that we are so advanced but in reality a vending 

machine already existed around uhm, 2500 years ago. 

 

As such, many people who were doing these tasks prior done by slaves, such as plowing fields and so 

forth, were gradually replaced by machinery. The people who were already working were eased off by 

generational pains and repetitive or bad type of labor.  

 

The rapid technological expansion of these times had everyone hopeful and they had a right to be such, 

as the hardest thing about a development, ie, its start, had started in pretty much anything. The same 

development restarted scientifically in 1500 based on these substantial ideas and in just 500 years, with 

jews included, we are where we are technologically. 

 

The funniest part of this is that with all this progress, most of these machines such as the machines for 

using at our fields, are the same patterns that we used 2500++ years ago, and we used such until 1800. 

Technological inventions patented by Ancient Greeks were later also carried in the Roman Empire. We, 

on principle, still follow the very same knowledge which goes back all the way to the Gods which were 

working with the first inventors. The field plowers and many other machines that we still use today, are 

all of the same blueprint as back then, the only difference is that we have evolved the ideas of ignition 

technology - again, practiced around 2500+ years ago in its first levels. 

 

It is not beyond historical fact either that we would have at this pace an industrial revolution, not in 
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England, but somewhere in the Mediterranean and around 1800 years earlier. But we instead 

historically had to deal with jewish fundamentalism and chimpouts, the death of scientific thought, and 

some useless bullshit about some jew born in the levant.  

 

Indeed, Rabbi Jesus, this hoax, saved the jews from total damnation, as the rise of information would 

cause them back then what the internet has caused them today - in the face of populations who would 

also seek to even the account out. 

 

What changed in the 16th century was that these ideals were carried over in forms through people who 

were against the ruling dark ages church, and scientists, in secret, went back in working on the same 

ideals, conducting experiments, and generally tried to reconstruct the Golden Age. At the penalty of 

death, these people did experiment and propelled society scientifically forward.  

 

What we say was "discovered" in 1600 or 1700 was nothing but a rediscovery. The existence of the 

roundness of the earth or the atomic structure was already debated and explained by Ancient Greek 

scientists which went under the name "Philosophers". 

 

While the intellectual awakening started looming as early as the 14th century, the accumulation was not 

until the 16th century for science, and it took many more hundreds of years to also manifest a change in 

regards to linear or political life - and this change did not come without huge amounts of jewish 

contamination that we are still fighting to shake off. 

 

These people who carried forth this struggle became what is called "Satanists", "Heretics" and were 

hunted down like dogs from the defiled structure of the church, which was keen in keeping people blind 

for endless centuries, insofar this meant the jews had the upper hand.  

 

People then ask, how come are you a Satanist? How come you are against jews? Clearly these people 

are retards, uneducated, or they self-delude themselves. And why they self delude? Because a jewish 

rabbi told them to "Love thy enemy", in regards to the jew. We closed our ears to the song of the jewish 

disgusting desert siren. 

 

White Aryans also paid the price of except being enslaved, almost being exterminated for progressing 

this planet by their own hands. The Bubonic plague is just one example. The life of the serfs and slaves in 

both the Middle Ages and later. 

 

An example of this loss of 1600 of years of knowledge due to jews, should alert us to this: from 1600 to 

2019 today, we have went from "Basic printing" invented around the 15 century, to the global era of 

information. This was due to the invention of the first idea behind printing, which later became mass 

printing, and unto the same concepts we later based off our digital era. 

 

Where would we really be without impediment and without bullshit like Christianity, Islam, and 

Judaism?  

 

A message from me may be coming from one of our numerous space colonies. We also wouldn't be 
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tormented by ugly lizards who are pathologically sick and cattle of burden, their sole mission to enslave 

and pointlessly radicalize the world which they populate in full stupidity and weakness only to have tools 

and allies. 

 

However, this knowledge existed 2000 years back, in it's beginning form, which was later transformed 

into printing, and after this more complex information technology. So if from 1500 to 2000 you are 

almost ready to go to Mars in 2030, during a jewish owned system, it begs one with the question to ask 

themselves, where would humanity be today if it were not for jews, and our evolution was not impeded 

by these aliens? 

 

Just imagine a sheer force going straight for 2000 years, not just 400 as of late, and these 400 years 

under the struggle and control, and curses of the alien jews. 

 

It's pretty safe to assume that we would be an interplanetary species right now, and questions like 

slavery would not be questions of present day mankind, not questions of toiling for bread, or lack of 

knowledge, or problems like cancer. We would have been far beyond all of this by around the year 1000 

of what we call together "after christ".  

 

The destruction of all this by the way, came with the advent of the cultism of xianity, which inserted 

radicalism and hatred of the people and caused the first communist revolt lead by jews in history. The 

jews do not care about any form of "human progress" and they ruined the world solely for the subject of 

their own talmudic insanity. On reptillian command. 

 

Plus, all of this happening through our holistic and natural system of the Gods, which brought birth of all 

of this in the first place, would ensure quality and safety for everyone. We would sit here on this current 

year and ask ourselves existentially deep questions, and we would explore the cosmos, and not concern 

ourselves with filth coming from every monkey and wasting all of our potential. 

 

Jews know that they have actively ruined and destroyed humanity. History knows this very well. We 

have blame shifted for way too long, but the truth is historically observant.  

 

Were it not for the abrahamic programs and jewish infestation and ruin, we would now be at 

unprecedented levels of advancement as a species, way beyond purely mortal suffering and the torture 

that many people today call "life". 

 

Everytime someone opens a history book the jews call this anti-semitism, as per usual, one observes the 

timeline of jewish crimes and how low we sunk because of this perilous danger. Indeed, everything 

negative give to humanity, came from jews. 

 

Jews pretend to have given anything to humanity. They say they gave us "law and morals" while we had 

legal system when they were being in the desert, extending their timeline but many thousands od years.  

 

The irony and the insanity of the jew, and their lies, are just apparent even scientifically. We are so 

insane as a civilization that we took the jews seriously and also gave them a land they never owned 
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based on a fake book their tribal authors wrote. 

 

As it should be obvious, this sinking has to stop, and this will be stopped with the Final RTR and activism. 

Our people must not be in the darkness anymore and must be brought to the light. 
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Golden Age 2500 Years Ago: Library Of 

Alexandria 

Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun Jun 30, 2019 
 

 

 

What is known by actual and recent history is the loss of the knowledge of the Library of Alexandria, 

which was the pinnacle of the world's knowledge many hundreds of years ago. It had accumulation of 

technical and any form of knowledge by thousands of years. It was in a sense the knowledge bank of the 

ancient world. 

 

It's a common line for people to think that the "Golden Age" was 10,000 years ago or so, and that kind 

of historical approach aside, just by going by linear history, we know for a fact when the last Golden Age 

was for humanity - that was fairly recently - about 2500 years ago. 

 

The library was burned by a jewish talmudic terrorist of the time, named Philo Judaeus, making this the 

biggest crime of jews against humanity at the time in regards to knowledge. He found time during the 

siege of the Romans to go with other cultists of his tribe and to eventually burn the library to the 

ground.  

 

Philo Judaeus was a hijacker of the Neo-Platonic school, an infiltrator in today's terminology, a 

"Hellenistic Jew" who basically burned the library in retaliation to the aggressive policy that the Ancient 

Greeks and later Romans had towards the alien jews, a symbolic burning of their central dome of 

knowledge.  

 

It's interesting to say that the Ancient Greeks during Alexander's reign were not only rulers of this world, 

but they were the first empire to also turn the slavery system into an obsolete system and work in that 

regard. This had happened through technology, cumulative from knowledge of many Ancient Greek 

scientists.  

 

Many people downplay this fact as they are dumb and they do not understand that it's not "later" 

inventions which are difficult, but the birth of a new concept. It's far more difficult to conceive the basic 

math and what the mathematics are in an essence, than it is to sit beneath a tree and pretend you are 

enlightened with knowledge already discovered for you.  

 

Contrary to modern beliefs, we do not quite truly invent the basic and most difficult things anymore, we 

just evolve on what was given - you guessed it, from back then (the modern world has invented very few 

things that did not already exist as patters before). 

 

All the assumptions about our "origins" aside, it's verified that many of these inventions, on a linear 
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scale of usability and in clear terms (and not in the form of arbitary "wisdom") were created by Ancient 

Greek scientists whom at least at the time as recorded as being the world's most knowledgeable in 

terms of linear sciences. Biology, mathematics, medicine, even the basics of printing were already in 

use.  

 

Due to the rise of religious (ie, Jewish) fundamentalism, and the creation of Christianity and later Islam, 

and the plunging of the civilized peoples into essentially the Middle Ages, the burning of Alexandria was 

pivotal and is said to have kept us around 1600 years back in our development. This is not some 

estimate, but rather, the knowledge of the scientific and historical community. All science during the 

middle ages in its true essence had disappeared. 

 

Things rediscovered later by Newton such as calculus, or other reputable scientists, were already 

everyday life in the lives of the Aryan empire of Alexander, even the basics of rocketry and fuel were 

well known all the way down to Rome and later Byzantium, and the first "Calculation" machines that 

parallel or computers, or our later to be called basis for Turbine technology, force multiplier technology, 

was already discovered in the Ancient Greek era. The Asians also had indepth knowledge of explosives 

and rocketry as early as 250 BC. 

 

It was also put to use, and the same thing goes for what we call "Automation" or first era "Robotics". 

Robots or in other words machines that work through automation (From the Greek Automaton, that 

which operates itself) were used widely in Ancient Greece. There were for example vending machines 

for things like spring water and other forms of necessities. This we know very well despite of the fact 

that most of these were later gone, almost entirely without mention. 

 

So now people go to a vending machine and they think that we are so advanced but in reality a vending 

machine already existed around uhm, 2500 years ago. 

 

As such, many people who were doing these tasks prior done by slaves, such as plowing fields and so 

forth, were gradually replaced by machinery. The people who were already working were eased off by 

generational pains and repetitive or bad type of labor.  

 

The rapid technological expansion of these times had everyone hopeful and they had a right to be such, 

as the hardest thing about a development, ie, its start, had started in pretty much anything. The same 

development restarted scientifically in 1500 based on these substantial ideas and in just 500 years, with 

jews included, we are where we are technologically. 

 

The funniest part of this is that with all this progress, most of these machines such as the machines for 

using at our fields, are the same patterns that we used 2500++ years ago, and we used such until 1800. 

Technological inventions patented by Ancient Greeks were later also carried in the Roman Empire. We, 

on principle, still follow the very same knowledge which goes back all the way to the Gods which were 

working with the first inventors. The field plowers and many other machines that we still use today, are 

all of the same blueprint as back then, the only difference is that we have evolved the ideas of ignition 

technology - again, practiced around 2500+ years ago in its first levels. 
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It is not beyond historical fact either that we would have at this pace an industrial revolution, not in 

England, but somewhere in the Mediterranean and around 1800 years earlier. But we instead 

historically had to deal with jewish fundamentalism and chimpouts, the death of scientific thought, and 

some useless bullshit about some jew born in the levant.  

 

Indeed, Rabbi Jesus, this hoax, saved the jews from total damnation, as the rise of information would 

cause them back then what the internet has caused them today - in the face of populations who would 

also seek to even the account out. 

 

What changed in the 16th century was that these ideals were carried over in forms through people who 

were against the ruling dark ages church, and scientists, in secret, went back in working on the same 

ideals, conducting experiments, and generally tried to reconstruct the Golden Age. At the penalty of 

death, these people did experiment and propelled society scientifically forward.  

 

What we say was "discovered" in 1600 or 1700 was nothing but a rediscovery. The existence of the 

roundness of the earth or the atomic structure was already debated and explained by Ancient Greek 

scientists which went under the name "Philosophers". 

 

While the intellectual awakening started looming as early as the 14th century, the accumulation was not 

until the 16th century for science, and it took many more hundreds of years to also manifest a change in 

regards to linear or political life - and this change did not come without huge amounts of jewish 

contamination that we are still fighting to shake off. 

 

These people who carried forth this struggle became what is called "Satanists", "Heretics" and were 

hunted down like dogs from the defiled structure of the church, which was keen in keeping people blind 

for endless centuries, insofar this meant the jews had the upper hand.  

 

People then ask, how come are you a Satanist? How come you are against jews? Clearly these people 

are retards, uneducated, or they self-delude themselves. And why they self delude? Because a jewish 

rabbi told them to "Love thy enemy", in regards to the jew. We closed our ears to the song of the jewish 

disgusting desert siren. 

 

White Aryans also paid the price of except being enslaved, almost being exterminated for progressing 

this planet by their own hands. The Bubonic plague is just one example. The life of the serfs and slaves in 

both the Middle Ages and later. 

 

Today, at again the same time continuum and advent, a repeat of the above, we find ourselves 

massively invaded to cause a racial twillight, forced to bastardize, and to basically go extinct once again. 

Others contributing to the development have their own share of problems such as deep Communism, or 

dying birthrates such as in Japan.  

 

This is the price and the thank you by this planet for the things done for it, against all odds and the mass 

lazyness of mankind, celebrating the downfall of those who tried to build at least something. 
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Here does sit a monkey now like Carlos Jew Vox behind his PC, an invention conceived by a far superior 

entity, and writes with his monkey fingers about white privillege or how free speech has to be 

abolished- in a language conceived by the people he wants to exterminate, in logical context far below 

his primitive brain 

 

 

And some race took his kind from this and for this he will repay them with permanent complaints, fraud 

tears, demands, replacing them, and hating them forever. Values fought for thousands of years by 

brilliant creatures, are now discarded by some oragutang because it is backed up by the masters of 

decay the jews.  

 

As the jews took revenge on the ancients for advancing, so do these unholy filth conspire to take down 

what is beautiful, as they struggle in their inner world to remain as slaves, and apes. This is a powerful 

force that propels them to remain in the bottom rung of existence, and taking down whitey and 

civilization is very important to achieve this mission.  

 

Jews benefit from this as their job is to parasitically steal thenprogress of other civilizations for their own 

ends, so the process is ongoing.  

 

Again today we are moving towards another advancement stage, and the situation is so bad and 

dangerous we need otherworldly intervention. 

 

An example of this loss of 1600 of years of knowledge due to jews, should alert us to this: from 1600 to 

2019 today, we have went from "Basic printing" invented around the mid 16th century, to the global era 

of information. This was due to the invention of the first idea behind printing, which later became mass 

printing, and unto the same concepts we later based off our digital era. To evolve an idea does not take 

much, only to discover it does. 

 

Where would we really be without impediment and without bullshit like Christianity, Islam, and 

Judaism?  

 

A message from me may be coming from one of our numerous space colonies. We also wouldn't be 

tormented by ugly lizards who are pathologically sick and cattle of burden, their sole mission to enslave 

and pointlessly radicalize the world which they populate in full stupidity and weakness only to have tools 

and allies. 

 

However, this knowledge existed 2000 years back, in it's beginning form, which was later transformed 

into printing, and after this more complex information technology. So if from 1500 to 2000 you are 

almost ready to go to Mars in 2030, during a jewish owned system, it begs one with the question to ask 

themselves, where would humanity be today if it were not for jews, and our evolution was not impeded 

by these aliens? 

 

Just imagine a sheer force going straight for 2000 years, not just 400 as of late, and these 400 years 

under the struggle and control, and curses of the alien jews. 
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It's pretty safe to assume that we would be an interplanetary species right now, and questions like 

slavery would not be questions of present day mankind, not questions of toiling for bread, or lack of 

knowledge, or problems like cancer. We would have been far beyond all of this by around the year 1000 

of what we call together "after christ".  

 

The destruction of all this by the way, came with the advent of the cultism of xianity, which inserted 

radicalism and hatred of the people and caused the first communist revolt lead by jews in history. The 

jews do not care about any form of "human progress" and they ruined the world solely for the subject of 

their own talmudic insanity. On reptillian command. 

 

Plus, all of this happening through our holistic and natural system of the Gods, which brought birth of all 

of this in the first place, would ensure quality and safety for everyone. We would sit here on this current 

year and ask ourselves existentially deep questions, and we would explore the cosmos, and not concern 

ourselves with filth coming from every monkey and wasting all of our potential. 

 

Jews know that they have actively ruined and destroyed humanity. History knows this very well. We 

have blame shifted for way too long, but the truth is historically observant.  

 

Were it not for the abrahamic programs and jewish infestation and ruin, we would now be at 

unprecedented levels of advancement as a species, way beyond purely mortal suffering and the torture 

that many people today call "life". 

 

Everytime someone opens a history book the jews call this anti-semitism, as per usual, one observes the 

timeline of jewish crimes and how low we sunk because of this perilous danger. Indeed, everything 

negative give to humanity, came from jews. 

 

Jews pretend to have given anything to humanity. They say they gave us "law and morals" while we had 

legal system when they were being in the desert, extending their timeline but many thousands of years.  

 

The irony and the insanity of the jew, and their lies, are just apparent even scientifically. We are so 

insane as a civilization that we took the jews seriously and also gave them a land they never owned 

based on a fake book their tribal authors wrote. 

 

As it should be obvious, this sinking has to stop, and this will be stopped with the Final RTR and activism. 

Our people must not be in the darkness anymore and must be brought to the light. 
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Good Guy Satan 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Thu Dec 06, 2018 2:47 am 

There is a situation here that people need to understand. Satan is not some "Good" or 

"Ultimately Good" type of 'God'. Because Satan is not a hypocrite. 
 

Satan does not promise to this world an end to materialism and all the values such as 'super 

spirituality' which the enemy professes. Satan knows better than anyone else the obstacles, 

challenges, and where or what humanity can or cannot become. This comes from the simple 

fact that Satan is realistic. Satan was always a natural God. If you want to be Just, you have to 

send people to prison, and absolve the people who did nothing wrong. "Evil" becomes a 

necessity and way of life, if you want to maintain good, and you have to be 'evil' everyday in 

order to do any good. This is entwined in nature, and it's undeniable natural law. 
 

According to the enemy, they are 'good', and we are doing them 'total evil'. When someone 

does something, you are always evil in the perception of someone, and always good to the 

perception of someone else. One just observes a judge and they can see it. You give this guy a 

ticket, you're good with society. You don't give this guy a ticket, you're not good with society.  
 

The jewish way of trying to 'end evil' is to castrate humans and rob them of their will, and 

equalize them forcibly, as to avoid 'evil' and 'wrongdoing'. If you are a golem with a microchip in 

your brain, you will not get tickets, because you'll be a borg. Perfectly legal in all your works, 

and the perfect slave. A world of 'universal peace' will be in place. Nobody will step out of the 

line, as the people will be borgs, and borgs, do not step out of line."Resistance is Futile, Enjoy 

Universal Peace" *borg sounds*. 
 

Complaining about 'evil' is useless, and it serves nowhere. Nature has relations of domination, 

positive, and negative. I don't fight the jews because I consider myself to be a good guy Cobra 

like the Middle Ages and their "Good Guys Take Jerusalem" type of retarded shit. Because such 

knights are the easiest to give them another 'good' objective in order to get them to do the 

stupidest things.  
 

Likewise, I do not personally fight this war because of heavenly affairs, or because I want to be 

praised as a 'good' person in all eternity, either, nor because I want to go to my own version of 

heaven. If you're into this for that, you're still a christian in the soul and the mind. The christian 

can go into a murder spree against children if one provides sufficient proof that these kids are 

'muslim' or 'pagan'. The sense of judgement is lacking, one is essentially an animal. There is no 

logic or evaluation - just the promise of heavenly jerusalem coins to spend in a future that does 

not exist. 
 

Christians are fools. Because simply told them if they kiss jewish ass for all eternity they are 

good, and they just lick it real well and clean. Then, they complain they get crapped in the face. 

This is cycle of licking and crapping is the relation between the Christian and the Jew. 
 

Satan is the only good guy because he is not a good guy or a bad guy. He is just what he is, just 

and truthful. If you don't like the way how the universe works, and you want a 'gud boi goddie' 

you might as well become a christian, because Satan is both the epitome of wrath, hatred, and 
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destruction, as he is the epitome of understanding and also, if logic coincides, forgiveness, too.  
 

If one asks themselves why they follow Satan rather than anyone else, they will understand, that 

the more of the love one feels is because Satan can punish, guide, and so forth, and not 

because Satan is some good boi that wants to make mankind into all equal Telletubies. If you 

want to live in a world like Telletubies, something is wrong in your head, and you need to see 

that you get it fixed, or reality will fix it for you by brutalizing and negativity until you understand 

what is wrong, or perish. 
 

The reality is also we are 'better' than the enemy, since, simply, we accept the evil part of 

nature, and we seek to see how to deal with it, with other measures like justice, courts, and 

understanding. The enemy simply banishes it, and exorcises evil, and the world got consumed 

by this weakling Telletubbies behavior of the enemy.  
 

This world is a world of fighting and war. Those who do not want to live inside such world, can 

pretend to be Telletubies, but only for too long: Reality will come at them and destroy them for 

their insolence. One has to permanently fight and clean, and there is nothing wrong in this world 

either, other than the falsified idea that it should be different, because people are weak to 

accept it as it is.  
 

Many also transfer the same mentality in Satanism, and they make the jews be the bad guy in 

their own Telletubbies universe, without accepting the innate negative part of nature. Even the 

enemy, builds on top of the natural evil to inflict evil. Worms do not grow where there is nothing 

rotting. The enemy casts curses to intensify and hasten the rot. Telletubbies and idiots do not 

have place in Spritiual Satanism.  
 

If you seek a future of Telletubbies where the Sun only Smiles and doesn't do any Solar Flares 

to burn people like cockroaches, you're looking down at the fake future. As to what fakeness to 

this level causes in the short term, of course, it's fun. Nothing better is made by people believing 

in Telletubbies stories either.  
 

This led to an escalating situation where the Telletubbies then got possesed by the spirit of the 

jew: The original crippled Telletubbie, who wanted to become Darth Vader, and had to fool the 

other disabled to make them into Darth Vader, by telling them good social Telletubbies dreams 

about equality, goodness, and fairness, and how them becoming Darth Vader was only a 

measure to uhm...Telletubize the world, and promote fairness, equality, and all the rest of the 

jewish crap. 
 

The jew told his sheep that they will live 'forever in christ in the second coming', and what is the 

result, people live in the lowest decadence level today, waiting for what will never come. The 

jew is the master of decay because he introduced this type of thinking to people, which is 

complete contrast to anything logical, natural, or truthful. It's against development in the future, 

and against the past, and against the very essence of the present. Destroying as a result the 

world, and every form of development. 

 

Even in the heart of the worthless Telletubbies there is something that makes them feel like shit 

when they see something better, but they just cannot escape their own Telletubyism.  
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Humans are made out of Telletubbies when they admit that "Uhm, I don't want to be a 

Telletubby forever. I do not like this state of existence. I want to get better". And this is the 

original Devil talking naughty and non-jewish thoughts into the mind of the Telletubby, to help it 

develop from it's sorry state.  
 

Anyway guys, Cheers, and keep up the good work in developing, and don't forget to HAIL 

SATAN: 
 

 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 
 
 
- http://www.joyofsatan.org 

- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: Good Guy Satan 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Thu Dec 06, 2018 2:55 am 

Satan is a Good God as He was called in the ancient world "The Good God" however this term 

means virtue to be free of spiritual corruption is to be free of moral corruption which is the 

meaning of Good.  
 

The ability to commit to force for virtue is justice and what is righteous. Our Aryan Sages and 

Gods have told us for thousands of years the Satanana Dharma has to be defended to maintain 

a world of righteousness. To live with a pure heart is to defend what is good with a pure soul.  
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To have no justice and be all mercyiful is to punish the innocents instead of the wicked by 

allowing the wicked to prey on those who are innocent and destroy the moral spiritual order of 

truth.  
 

 

Its morally wrong to tolerate evil and that is the spiritual teaching of our ancient Sages and 

Gods. The archetype of hero always fought for good against evil. We can't let the enemy 

spiritually and morally disarm us or they will conqueror us by the violence of lies and the 

brutality of force. 
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Goyims are YOGINS  

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

Greetings to all our Comrades and Satanic People. 

If you pay close attention, I note the jews have a problem with Satan, who is the Father of 

the Gentiles, which the enemy calls "Goyim". The word Goyim in Hebrew means Animal, in a 

derogatory sense. The Goyim, contains the sounds and letters of the Hindu Yogin, except of 

the M. The N or M is irrelevant, as this doesn’t' to do with anything, the sounds are very 

close indeed. What remains is: 

 

YOGI 

= 

GOYI. 

 

Just another mere lack of creativity and scorning of the kikes against us. 

 

Now, their GREATEST ADVERSARY is Satanas. 

 

Satanama and the variations of Sat, these do raise the Serpent of Satan. In Sumerian this 

means Eternal Truth. In all languages, the SA is very prominent. Its a word of reverence. 

 

In Scythian, the Satanas if broken down, shows something very intresting. The letter S in 

Sythian means light. Sa means head, spear and such. Spear is allegorical in many texts for 

the head. It generally has to do with a "head" point. Spear is also allegorical to piercing the 

Crown in the texts, by the Kundalini Energy. Ta in Sythian means Human Collective. Na 

means Mother. The mother Goddess is the Kundalini. So we have Sa-Ta-Na-S. SATANAS 

could literally mean in Scythian, The Light (consciousness) reaches the crown in the 

Consciousness of all Humanity, reaching the Mother Consciousness. Plain out, Kundalini 

raised to the Crown. This again shows that Satan is AGAIN connected with our "emergence" 

and our Father God, or the one who gave us access to the Mother Goddess, which is the 

Kundalini. The Divine Goddess is also the Giver of Life in general. 

 

In other Cultures, this means also exalted things. Satan and the other Gods of the Idolaters, 

are the "Enemies" and "Adversaries" of the jews. Satan is the Serpent in Eden, who helped 

make Man God. This was through the Spiritual Teachings and the "Forbidden knowledge". 

This is what the jews are about, destroying Humanity and keep people from becoming Gods. 
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Another comment I have to state, is that in the Bible, the enemy openly states they are to 

destroy all the Nations of the Idolaters, and all Idolatry. Goyim also has to do with these 

"states", as in the plural form, Goyish are the Gentile Countries, Races and States. These 

"states" at the time where the Shitty Torah was written by the reptilian jewish offspring, 

were Pagan states. 

 

States built around people ascending spiritually, culturally and in the Godhead. With a 

Religious tradition focused around making people into Godhead, in general. This is why in all 

the cores of these religions, whoever the "Gentile Tribes" were, you will all find the same 

center, Satan. The Ascent into Godhead was the first priority, or it should be. This is what the 

Plato's Republic is all about, with the Philosopher Kings. Here Plato yearns about a republic 

from his Ancestors pretty much, but even upwards to his time, people followed the "Way of 

the Ancients" and their "Practices". And people actually built civilizations for this. Then, the 

jews came in to destroy everything and bring humanity into servitude and at the level of 

animals and worse. 

 

The hatred of Kikes about Gentiles, how we live and simply because we exist, is evident. 

They want to destroy us simply for existing and being human. Their pseudo-religious 

programs are part of this. To degenerate Humanity to the point of no return. The hatred 

about the "Goyim" includes in it everything "Goyish", this includes our States. This evidently 

explains the subversive and parasitic attacks of the jew to our States and Nations. 

 

Now this process of Godhead, involves Sexual Sacred Rites, Meditation, freeing the mind and 

the Soul from hang-ups and generally, living free from all these obstructions the jews 

reinforce and create, in a healthy and NATURAL manner. The enemy, bastardizing the 

meaning of those, supposedly goes against "physical" and "earthly" pleasures, but in fact, 

this teaching is a rip-off from the original rites, which actually are about transcending these 

things and not giving all your life into "pleasures", other than the Pleasure of Becoming a 

God. They were to be indulged nonetheless, as this is one essence to be Human. 

 

Again, the enemy uses the methods of "unhealthy extremes" to appeal to the populace and 

base their putrid reptilian nonsense, with a stupid and uncreative way. This is what the jews 

have always been against, the Godhead and whomever helps us do it. The Father of this 

Process being Satan Himself. The Bible, which is the "Torah" or the Jewish Law, is against 

everything of such things. In other words, everything Pagan and Idololatric which leads to 

Godhead and Spiritual Power. 

 

They are what Adolf Hitler called them, the element of all decay. They are literally, the 

embodiment of all death and decay, all that is evil and keeps people blind in nature. Their 

religions and their acts testify more than any statement in regards to that. The jewish 

plagues are always, to degenerate humanity into animal level, with the final aim of World 

Communism. Shackled Down to Servitude and physicality, in a communist clump, unable to 
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advance, this is how the jews intend you to be. An animal, living as in Communist, Racially 

mixed livestock, where everyone is made into a clump, equal, and can only parellel to 

emotionally, mentally and above all spiritually dead "animals". 

 

So the Yogins, they become Goyims in their language. 

 

From God consciousness, to an ANIMAL consciousness. 

 

From Eternal Truth, Satan is turned to Adversary. This is what it means to them. 

 

Satanas, Satanama, Yoga, All these words are from the Far East. These have Sanskrit roots, 

but they are still open words in India nowadays. 

 

Literally, Gentiles are all Sons of Satan. The Rabbis know this. Also, they know how 

potentially dangerous we become when we are spiritual empowered, and how they will be 

realized as an alien element once we do. Therefore, their first and foremost job was to 

destroy the consciousness of People, so they would think they were the same. The Ancients 

knew what was up with them. 

 

Gentiles all had their mystical systems and Meditation systems, to reach Godhead. 

Therefore, they were all practicing the metaphysics of Union of the Soul. They were all 

"Yogins". Now, the enemy to attack this term, they made this Goyim, to mean the exact 

opposite in their language. Animal. "Goyim" (Yogin) all are of Satan's seed and their Souls 

come from the Satanic Spheres, Rabbis have stated. 

 

Also, Satan, from King of ALL Spirituality and Goodness, the Master God, is put in their 

fairytale as the "source of all evil" and the list goes...They are just reversing whatever they 

are and do, and whatever their alien lackeys are, to Our Primordial Gods and our Cultures. 

And whatever they themselves are, they project to us. Its 1-1, equals 0. So easy. Just 

reversals, stealings and re-arrangements of what we had and were. 

 

In the East, you see Shiva (Satan is Shiva) is the ADIYOGI. The First Yogi is what this means 

literally. The First "Yogi" Humanity has known. The Yoga Science is to follow the path of this. 

The first to Teach us and Understand Yoga. The union of the Soul and the Holy Science. In 

the same thinking, Satan is also the "First Gentile" who descended down this Culture of the 

Gods to us, so we can follow them. The first and most fierce opponent of the enemy, who 

wants you all enslaved and like animals. 
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Don't be a GOYIM, Be a YOGIN. 

 

Be a Yogi and Follow the Satan, the Father God of all Gentiles, who taught us the 

meditations and the means to exalt ourselves. 

 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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Grey's Involvement in Ancient America 
 
 
Take a look at just who appears all over these ancient Mayan Temple artifacts.  
 
From the Aztec codex Chimalpopoca: 
"The Toltecs were engaged in battle at a place called Netalpan. And when they 
had taken captives, human sacrifice also got started as Toltecs sacrificed their 
prisoners. Among them and in their midst the evil YAotl followed along. Right on 
the spot he kept inciting them to make human sacrifices. And then, too, he 
started and began the practice of flaying humans...Then he made one of the 
Toltecs named Ziuhcozcatl wear the skin and he was the first to wear a Toltec 
skin. Indeed, every kind of human sacrifice that there used to be got stared then. 
For it is told and related that during the and under his authority, the first 
Quetzalcoatl, whose name was Ce Acatl, absolutely refused to perform human 
sacrifice. It was precisely when Huemac was ruler that all those things that used 
to be done got stared. Huemas sacrificed a human streamer, thus making 
payment." 
 
In the Codex's it makes mention of the fact the original civilization given by the 
Gods described as Blond haired and blue eyed, ordered them to never commit 
human or animal sacrifice. In the Codex the Quetzalcoatl here is a title not of the 
Nordic God [Satan] but of the Priest King of the time, who kept the law given. We 
see in the Codex other rulers later on started to make deals with these other 
beings described as being evil. In return for power and earthly favors, they 
offered blood sacrifices. Note the name of this being is YAh-olt, Jau of Yau, Yao, 
is also a spelling of Yahweh who is also called Yah by the Jews. Yahweh is a 
collection of enemy aliens. Yahweh orders human sacrifice and animal sacrifice 
in the Torah. 
 
You can see the arrival of the Greys-Reptilians at later date in the South 
American histories: 
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DEDICATION 

This book is dedicated to those people in all lands who are ruled 
primarily by reason, rather than emotion; who think consistently in 
terms of principle, rather than prejudice; who try to see events now 
the way they will be viewed a generation hence by sober historians; 
who try to identify the present distortion in public sentiment and 
understanding caused by total war and propaganda; who are willing 
to appraise the problems of peace in terms of national, rather than 
presumed personal self-interest; who do not ask others to follow rules 
and standards which they would not accept for themselves; who 
believe in equality before the law for whole peoples as for individuals; 
who recognize the injustice of condoning an act committed by one 
country while condemning the same act committed by another; who 
can see that an a priori picking of sides and choosing of favorites 
among nations without regard to their conduct is a repugnant form of 
racial or national discrimination; who strive for better human 
relations by helping overcome chauvinism, ethno-centrism, and 
persecution on any account; who respect human dignity and 
fundamental human rights; who have democratic faith in the simple 
honesty and soundness of the broad masses of people in all countries; 
who therefore believe that the people of no nation can be collectively 
condemned without condemning human nature itself; who 
sympathize with those millions of suffering, starving victims of total 
war wherever they may be; who seek the peace, prosperity, and 
happiness of all people, including those who live in our America - and 
our former enemies. 
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PREFACE 

A year and a month after the Potsdam Declaration was published, 
Secretary of State Byrnes suddenly left the Paris peace conference 
and went to Stuttgart where among the German people he attempted 
to justify and defend America's policy toward the defeated Reich. 

This willingness to place a value on German public opinion marked a 
fundamental and welcome turning point in our official attitude, for 
previously we were carrying out our mission in Germany with utter 
disregard for what the Germans might think of it or us. 

The change did not arise from any newly discovered fondness for our 
defeated subjects. Mr. Byrnes had put his finger on the real reason 
when he said: "It is not in the interest of the German people or in the 
interest of world peace that Germany should become a pawn or a 
partner in a military struggle for power between East and West." 

That is precisely what had already happened. Belatedly, we had come 
to realize that while we were busily and blindly alienating the German 
people by carrying out one of the most brutal and terrifying peace 
programs ever inflicted on a defeated nation, Russia, who had been 
egging us on, was quietly preparing to come forward as their 
champion and to offer them an avenue of escape from us through the 
establishment of a unified, revived, and Communist Reich to be 
joined to the Soviet Union. This had been made clear by Molotov in 
July at Paris. 

Germany is more than a mere pawn in the struggle for power between 
world ambitious Communist Russia and the West, she is the major 
price. World Communism has long coveted Germany as the brightest 
jewel in its crown. The Kremlin knows and we know that all Europe 
would have to fall before the combined might of a union between 
Soviet Russia and a resuscitated Reich. 

Such an eventuality cannot be tolerated by Britain who, with a hostile 
Europe at her back, would find her very existence threatened. Nor 
could we countenance such a threat to England, because treatment of 
the British Isles as our first line of defense in the Atlantic is one of the 
imperatives of our present foreign policy. 

Union between Soviet Russia and a sovietized Germany would mean 
war. To prevent war, we must therefore prevent the fruition of 
Russia's design. Hence, it becomes necessary that we attract Germany 
to our side and keep her there. 
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The situation demands a thorough review of our German program, 
followed by whatever changes are required to establish a decent peace 
and prevent the Germans from feeling compelled by desperation to go 
over to the Russians. 

The time has come for frank admission of past mistakes and 
courageous facing of hard facts. It is necessary for the American 
people to become thoroughly acquainted with what has been going on 
and to see to it that the proper corrective steps are taken and taken 
promptly. 

This book is offered as a contribution to that end. It sets forth in plain 
terms just what has happened in Germany, because such knowledge is 
essential both to apprehend the German point of view and to become 
acquainted with the status quo from which we must proceed with 
remedial measures. It outlines the nature of Russia 's design, together 
with a description of the mistakes we have made in falling so deeply 
into her trap. And finally it presents some suggestions for a peace 
settlement with Germany which would be at once just and permanent. 
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INTRODUCTION 

At Yalta in the Crimea, Messrs. Churchill, Roosevelt, and Stalin met to 
decide the fate of Europe and in their joint statement solemnly 
declared: 

"It is not our purpose to destroy the people of Germany." 

Again at Potsdam, the representatives of the Big Three met and in 
their joint Declaration, signed by Messrs. Stalin, Truman, and Attlee, 
officially proclaimed: 

"It is not the intention of the Allies to destroy or enslave the German 
people." 

Despite these and other assurances, the Potsdam decisions, as we at 
first interpreted them, meant throwing the German people on their 
own, with outside assistance prohibited, after the necessary means 
for their survival had been destroyed. This could have but one result: 
to blot out Germany and the German people. 

The life of every nation is supported by three main pillars: land (all 
natural resources), labor (both brawn and brains), and capital 
(plants and equipment). Break down any one of these and the nation 
is plunged into catastrophe. 

We have been guilty of pulling down all three in Germany. 

The war started the process by destroying the flower of German 
manpower, shattering cities, factories, railroads, and impoverishing 
the soil by a five year cessation of fertilizer production. And an 
equally oppressive war has been waged against the German people 
since their unconditional surrender. The supporting power of the 
land has been undermined by vital territorial losses followed by 
overcrowding caused by the influx of millions of Germans expelled 
into the shrunken Reich from the lost areas and from Czechoslovakia, 
and Poland. Industrial capital resources have been further 
diminished by loss of all production facilities in the territories taken 
by the conquerors and by a gigantic program of sacking politely 
known as "deindustrialization" and "reparations in kind." The 
working force had been decimated by the enslavement of millions, the 
throwing of other millions out of posts of responsibility through 
"denazification," and weakened by undernourishment which causes 
workmen to fall at their posts of duty. Even the German race itself has 
been attacked by a program of mass violation of Germany's 
unconditionally surrendered motherhood. 
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In consequence, Germany lies prostrate and her people famish. After 
they began to die en masse, it was finally decided that the importation 
of some food would be necessary - unfortunately barely enough to 
keep the great masses of people in the twilight zone between life and 
death. Their agonies and despair have been perpetuated at the 
maximum of human capacity. 

The following pages portray what TIME magazine has aptly called 
"history's most terrifying peace", a peace which fully explains why 
many Germans are ready to turn to communism, or worse. For, 
strangely, our modern age which brought us the atom bomb has also 
given birth to nations which at the expense of their allies are able to 
derive profit from the production of human suffering. 
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Chapter I: 
WAR DEVASTATION 

Devastation of the Reich by total warfare was alone enough to cast serious doubt on 

Germany's postwar ability to survive. 

Never before in history have the life-sustaining resources of a nation been so 

thoroughly demolished. Returning from victory in Europe, General Bradley declared, 

"I can tell you that Germany has been destroyed utterly and completely."[1] 

The demand for unconditional surrender had forced the desperate Germans to fight 

to the bitter end, until their cities had been pulverized into death-ridden rubble and 

their factories, railroads, canals, dams, power installations, communications, 

buildings, homes - all their exposed facilities - had been converted into heaps of 

twisted, smouldering ruins. 

Allied fervor to destroy everything German had been expressed by General 

Eisenhower with the opening of the Ruhr drive. "Our primary purpose," he declared, 

"is destruction of as many Germans as possible. I expect to destroy every German 

west of the Rhine and within that area in which we are attacking."[2] 

Allied capacity to destroy became overwhelming after the American industrial 

colossus had been converted from peace-time to war production. American output 

soon surpassed that of all other belligerents in the war combined and became twice 

as great as the capacity of the doomed Axis.[3] 

Stunned by American power, Hermann Göring confessed to his Nuremberg prison 

guards: "The industrial genius of America is something of which no one dreamed." 

A glimpse of America's smashing force when devoted to the grim business of mass 

production of death and destruction is provided by the following description written 

by a front line war correspondent: 

"A cataclysmic blast of exploding, splintering steel rent the earth before us and it 

seemed like the world was coming to an end. 

"The Americans were blasting out a path for a forward drive. 

"Man and beast shuddered in their tracks. Whole towns were disintegrating. Life 

seemed to disappear from the scene. It was the most terrifying destructive force of 

warfare Germany has ever seen. And it was a symbol of what was to come as the 

U.S. 1st Army unloosed this shattering blow within the borders of Germany. 

"For an hour and a half more than 2,000 bombers and hundreds of guns pounded the 

German countryside, making the earth dance before this mighty man-made force. 

When the heavies and mediums were not making the earth quake for miles around, 

our massed artillery was giving them hell out there. They were firing at an average 

rate of one round every 15 seconds, blasting every conceivable obstacle in our path. 

Minefields went up as though touched off by an electric switch... 

"In the center of that frightful scene, the Germans were entrenched as a 'human 

wall.' They were dug in foxholes and inside houses of 'fortified towns.' Many died 

without knowing what had hit them. 

"Having seen brave men and wild beasts crack as they do sometimes in the grip of a 
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terrible earthquake, I could have sworn there would be no opposition when the zero 

hour came. 

"Yet, when our tanks and doughboys went over the top after the barrage, as in the 

battle of Verdun, there were Germans still alive and they fought us with 

violence."[4] 

Great though it was, the destruction resulting from ground fighting pales in 

comparison with that caused by our gigantic air raids. The two atom bombs dropped 

on Japan may have been more dramatic, but they could hardly have been more 

destructive than the millions of phosphorous, fire, and "blockbuster" bombs dropped 

on Germany. Near the end we were using 11-tonners which crews said caused their 

planes to bounce up over 500 feet when the huge 25-foot missiles were released, 

sending up "a tremendous pall of black smoke and a fountain of debris" which 

"dwarfed the terrific explosions of the six-ton 'earthquake' bombs." 

During the war, more bombs by weight were dropped on Berlin alone than were 

released over the whole of England. So great was the ruin that General Eisenhower 

was constrained to say: 

"I have seen many great engineering jobs during the war - such as the clearing of 

the port of Cherbourg - but I just wouldn't know where to begin to rebuild 

Berlin."[5] 

An American writer, among the first group of correspondents allowed to spend more 

than 24 hours in the smashed metropolis, wrote: 

"The capital of the Third Reich is a heap of gaunt, burned-out, flame-seared 

buildings. It is a desert of a hundred thousand dunes made up of brick and powdered 

masonry. Over this hangs the pungent stench of death . . . It is impossible to 

exaggerate in describing the destruction . . . Downtown Berlin looks like no thing 

man could have contrived. Riding down the famous Frankfurter Allee, I did not see 

a single building where you could have set up a business of even selling apples."[6] 

All German cities above 50,000 population and many smaller ones were from 50 to 

80 per cent destroyed. Dresden, as large as Pittsburgh, was wiped out and nearly all 

of its 620,000 inhabitants buried under the ruins.[7] Cologne, with a population of 

750,000, was turned into a gigantic wasteland. Hamburg, with its 1,150,000 people, 

was blasted by huge attacks, in one of which the flames rolled a mile into the sky and 

roasted alive hundreds of thousands of civilians in street temperatures of a thousand 

degrees. Frankfurt-on-Main, a city of 500,000, was reduced to a mass of rubble. All 

cities and industrial areas, such as the Ruhr and Saar regions, were laid waste.[8] 

The story of Kassel typifies the tragedy which befell the others: 

"Three hundred times the people of Kassel ran terrified to their air-raid shelters as 

giant British and American planes dropped their bombs. Nearly 10,000 were killed 

in the first terrible bombing, the night of October 22, 1943. That was largely an 

incendiary attack, which set the whole center of the city afire. Thousands were 

killed in their air-shelters by the gas fumes from great piles of burning coal, never 
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knowing why they felt sleepy, never awakening. 

"From that night on they never knew when; they just knew they were doomed. 

Sometimes they got only a few bombs; often raiding parties which couldn't reach 

objectives farther east around Berlin picked Kassel on the way home. 

"Occasionally swarms of planes went directly overhead and nothing happened; 

other times they went overhead, and when the people of Kassel thought they were 

going on eastward, they wheeled around and came back to drop their powerful tons 

of TNT. 

"They got so they knew all the tricks, those that remained in Kassel. Steadily their 

town was beaten down upon their heads 

. . . Less than 15,000 of their 65,000 homes remained livable. They learned how to 

dig in, to escape the coal fumes, the fires. Somehow, I thought it was with just a 

touch of pride that the Burgomeister said, 'And then our latest raid, March 8 and 9, 

1945. It was by far the biggest. Perhaps a thousand big bombers, one of the biggest 

raids in all Germany; and we lost very few killed - less than 100.' 

"'And then, just before Easter, we heard the American armies were coming and 

wanted to make Kassel an open city,' said Helga Aspen, a pretty blond girl who 

stayed through it all. 'But,' she added bitterly, 'the Fuehrerhauptquartier (Himmler) 

gave orders to defend to the last man.' 

"And so Kassel, beaten by 300 air-raids, must know the crashing of American 

artillery fire. They gathered about 6,000 civilians in a deep bunker in the center of 

town and waited - as the rather inept German defense units gradually were driven 

back. 

"So, on April 4, 1945, Kassel surrendered, not more than 15,000 of its 250,000 still 

in the the city and living. Thousands lay buried under the countless tons of brick 

and mortar and twisted steel that had been dwellings and stores and factories. 

"That was a year ago and it's no exaggeration to say that they are still dazed. Only a 

few have snapped out of their stupor to become real leaders. It is not uncommon to 

see a person burst into helpless tears, if the conversation turns to recounting the war 

terror."[9] 

This wholesale destruction of the cities and production facilities of the most highly 

industrialized nation in Europe was successful from a strictly military point of view; 

however, it was also an attack against the livelihood of millions of workers, for the 

wrecking of factories and machines is also destruction of jobs, the basic means of 

life. 

Some of Germany's jobless millions have found temporary employment in clearing 

rubble and similar work. But genuine reconstruction is impossible without 

production of vast amounts of building materials and new equipment, neither of 

which can be produced in Germany today, because the necessary facilities no longer 

exist. It takes factories and machines Germany lacks to build the factories and 

machines Germany needs. 

To get the German economy off this dead center demands external assistance. And 

meanwhile the people, unable to produce the necessities of life for themselves, must 

either be allowed to die in masses or be given outside help until recovery has gone 

far enough to enable them once more to take care of themselves. 
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Chapter II: 
EXTERMINATION BY OVERCROWDING 

Territorial Amputations 

Germany's living space, even in 1937, was small for her heavy 
population and afforded important natural resources only in the form 
of farm lands and deposits of coal and potash. Her agricultural lands 
have been overworked by intensive cultivation for 1,000 to 2,000 
years and her soil has been starved for fertilizer during and since the 
recent war. Even when plenty of fertilizer was available and her 
territory was intact, Germany was never able to produce more than 
80 per cent of the food and other farm products needed to meet her 
domestic needs.[1] 
The rest had to be imported in exchange for coal and manufactured 
exports. 

As her agricultural lands became overcrowded, Germany had 
resorted to manufacturing. By importing iron ore and exploiting her 
coal and potash resources to the utmost, she had built up the world's 
second largest steel and chemical industries which, in turn, formed 
the "workshop of Europe," raised the general European standard of 
living, and provided direct or indirect support for fully two thirds of 
her own population. 

On account of destruction by total warfare and deliberate Allied 
policy, these industrial resources are now largely wiped out. Without 
them, over half of the German workers must resort to the soil as their 
only other means of life. Under the circumstances it is extremely 
doubtful that the land, even if all held in 1937 were left intact, could 
support the huge, now jobless, industrial population on even the 
barest subsistence level. 

Without waiting to see, Germany's conquerors have ruthlessly 
stripped her of lands constituting 28 per cent of her living space, 
producing an even higher proportion of her food, and containing two 
of her three principal coal regions. To make matters still worse, they 
are expelling into the remaining Reich millions of Germans from the 
lost provinces, Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and elsewhere; are 
coddling a large population of "displaced persons" within stricken 
Germany; and, in the case of the Russians and French, are 
maintaining large armies of occupation which live off the land. Both 
the "displaced persons" and these occupation forces enjoy priority 
over the Germans by being able to make requisitions against them for 
whatever food and other items they need in order to live in 
comparative ease and luxury. The deplorable situation created by 
these actions ean well be imagined. 
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The Atlantic Charter had promised: 

"No aggrandizement." - "No territorial changes that do not accord 
with the freely expressed wishes of the peoples concerned." - "the 
right of all peoples to choose the form of govemment under which 
they live." - "To all nations the means of dwelling in safety within their 
own borders." - "A peace . . . which will afford assurance that all men 
in all lands may live out their lives in freedom from fear and want." 

In their Yalta statement, the Big Three reaffirm their "faith in the 
principles of the Atlantic Charter" and say they uphold "the right of all 
people to choose the form of government under which they live." Yet 
in the same pronouncement they grant Russia the eastern half of 
Poland and as compensation promise the Poles "substantial 
accessions of territory" in eastern Germany - all without regard to 
"the wishes of the peoples concerned," - "freely expressed" or 
otherwise. 

Although Yalta prescribes that the exact amount of such territory 
Poland is to receive must await final adjudication at the peace 
conferenee, Russia at Potsdam confronted her two western allies with 
a territorial fait accompli. She had taken a third of East Prussia as her 
own permanent acquisition and had placed her Polish puppet in 
possession of all other German territory east of the Oder and Neisse 
Rivers. Even the drastic Morgenthau Plan had called for ceding 
Poland only the part of East Prussia not taken by Russia and the 
Upper Silesian coal and industrial region. But in addition to these 
areas, Poland had now possessed herself of German Posen, nearly all 
of Pomerania and Lower Silesia, and the eastern part of Brandenburg 
- the best part of the Reich's breadbasket. In urging her two allies to 
accept these acquisitions as permanent, Russia argued that so many 
German inhabitants had fled when the Red armies invaded that to get 
the regions back into production would require their incorporation 
into the Russian and Polish economies along the lines already 
drawn.[2] 

Russia's seizure of Koenigsberg and adjacent East Prussian territory 
was accepted at Potsdam and has since gone unopposed. Renamed 
Kaliningrad, the former East Prussian capital has been developed into 
a prized warm water port for the Soviet Union, most of the German 
inhabitants have been ousted, and the whole region has been 
thoroughly Russified.[3] 

But concerning German lands held by Poland, Potsdam decides that 
"the final delimitation of the western frontier of Poland should await 
the peace settlement"; however, it permits the territories to be held 
meanwhile "under the administration of the Polish state." Apparently 
looking upon this arrangement as tantamount to de facto recognition 
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of her title to the regions, Poland has proceeded to dispossess and 
drive out the millions of German inhabitants, and to replace them 
with Poles. 

Although Moscow had led Poland to believe that she could keep the 
German provinces in question, German Communists with Soviet 
backing early in 1946 started hinting to the Germans that all or part of 
the lands might be returned and Poland herself partitioned again 
between Russia and Germany, if the Reich would accept 
communization and membership in the Soviet Union. Marshall 
Zhukov himself had made such a suggestion to German Communists 
in April and in July Molotov at Paris had lent his tacit support when, 
to the consternation of his western allies, he came out boldly for a 
territorially unified, centralized strong Reich. He specifically opposed 
any territorial amputations in the west and although silent on the 
subject, permitted the inference that some or all of the eastern 
territories might be returned. The coup came as a discomforting 
surprise especially to France and the United States, whose "tough 
peace" programs which they had assumed met with hearty Russian 
approval, called for severe amputations of the Reich. It became plain 
that Russia approved the programs only as long as her western 
friends would put them forward and thereby permanently alienate 
the German people. 

Finally realizing that we must meet the Russian bid for German 
sympathy and support, Mr. Byrnes at Stuttgart made it plain to the 
Germans that, while the United States will continue to support 
Poland's claim to some German territory, it does not necessarily 
consider the western Polish frontier to be permanently fixed at the 
Oder River. His object was clearly to place the United States in a 
position to match any offer the Russians might make to return to the 
Germans all or part of their lost eastern territory. Communist 
inspired Polish reaction to the Byrnes statement was immediate and 
bitter. The day after it was given crowds with clenched fists waving 
milled about in front of the Warsaw residence of the American 
Ambassador shouting, "Down with the defenders of Germany!" A 
spokesman of the Polish puppet government publicly warned that 
Poland "will fight" if any attempt is made to move her western 
frontier east of the Oder. A little later Stalin declared that he 
considers Poland's present frontiers permanent. With the situation 
thus stalemated awaiting the peace settlement, Poland remains in 
what may easily become permanent possession of the disputed areas. 

France, meanwhile, had waged a bitter fight to deprive Germany of 
vital western areas. Insisting that the Reich must be permanently 
weakened by economic and political dismemberment, she demanded 
that the Ruhr be detached and internationalized, that the Rhineland 
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be turned into an autonomous state, and that she be allowed to annex 
the rich Saar coal and industrial regions. Placing settlement of these 
questions and her exorbitant reparation claims above all bilateral 
agreements and alliances, she attempted to force the issue by blocking 
all Allied attempts to treat Germany as an economic whole. 

Prior to the Molotov coup at Paris, France had been supported in her 
territorial claims against Germany by French Communists with 
Moscow backing. But just as she was making her strongest appeal for 
Allied approval of their severe plans for western Germany, Molotov 
suddenly abandoned her and made his unexpected bid for German 
territorial unity and support. Rejecting outright the proposed 
internationalization of the Ruhr and, by implication, French 
annexation of the Saar, he quoted from Stalin's speech of November 
2, 1942, in which he had said that it is "just as impossible to destroy 
Germany as to destroy Russia." Opposing any "alamode" plans to 
dismember or pastoralize the Reich, or to turn it into a federation or 
confederation of small states, as had been proposed, he demanded 
four-power control and administration of the Ruhr. 

Despite this stinging Russian rejection of territorial changes in 
western Germany, the United States, in exchange for a French 
promise to cease blocking treatment of Germany as an economic 
whole, promised to back French claims to the Saar which France 
thereupon began to enlarge by annexing adjoining areas. But at 
Stuttgart, Mr. Byrnes, after repeating the promise to support the 
French claim to the Saar, followed Mr. Molotov's example and 
opposed detachment of the Ruhr and Rhineland. His stand, 
supported by both Russia and Britain, will undoubtedly force 
substantial moderation in future French claims. 

Byrnes declared that apart from the Saar, and the eastern territories 
to go to Russia and to Poland as decided at the peace conference, "the 
United States will not support any encroachment on territory which is 
indisputably German or any division of Germany which is not 
genuinely desired by the people concerned. So far as the United States 
is aware the people of the Ruhr and the Rhineland desire to remain 
united with the rest of Germany. And the United States will not 
oppose their desire." 

With the exceptions noted, Mr. Byrnes, here with telling effect, 
applied to Germany the principles of the Atlantic Charter. There 
should be no exceptions. If these principles apply to the Ruhr and 
Rhineland, as they do, they apply with equal force to the Saar and to 
German territories east of the Oder-Neisse line. Such principles 
cannot be used merely as convenient trumps in the sordid game of 
power politics without convincing the world, including the Germans, 
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that our stand is unprincipled, inherently contradictory, and 
prejudiced, that in consequence they are being unjustly deprived of 
territory vital to their very existence. 

The Germans have long suffered from acute overpopulation. In 
earlier years they sought relief in colonies and heavy emigration, 
which incidentally brought us the large German element in our own 
population. Later, they resorted to intensive industrialization. After 
World War I, they were stripped of their colonies, emigration was 
impeded by barriers such as immigration quotas, and their homeland 
was reduced from 208,830 to 181,699 square miles. Following World 
War II, emigration has been entirely prohibited, and all the Germans 
in Europe are being jammed into a homeland further slashed to only 
133,000 square miles. 

Although Germany's population is half as large as our own, her 
territory in 1937 was only one sixteenth as large as ours, or about 
equal to the combined areas of Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, and 
Pennsylvania. Since the present losses to Poland, Russia, and France 
subtract an area as large as Pennsylvania, they mean that the 70 
million Germans are being crammed into a territory no larger than 
Michigan, Indiana, and Ohio. 

Imagine trying to force half the people of the United States into these 
three states with their cities, factories, railways, and, other 
production facilities demolished! 
The resultant population compression is tremendous. Thinking 
people in France are justly worried that it will bring another violation 
of their territory impelled by millions of desperate Germans faced by 
extermination through overcrowding. 
Diplomacy which creates such powder kegs is singularly lacking in 
statesmanship and humanity. It makes sense only in terms of Soviet 
designs. 

 
Mass Expulsions of Outside Germans into the Shrunken Reich  

The forced exodus of Germans from the lost German territories and 
elsewhere in eastem Europe constitutes one of the blackest pages of 
history. Potsdam gives its permission by saying that the "transfer to 
Germany of German populations, or elements thereof, remaining in 
Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary, will have to be undertaken." 
However it adds that "any transfers that take place should be effected 
in an orderly and humane manner." 
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Some 15 million people are victimized by this decree: a half million 
from Hungary, nearly three million from Czechoslovakia, and most of 
the rest from the German territories taken by Russia and Poland. 

Potsdam calls for annulment of all Nazi laws which established 
discrimination on grounds of race and declares: "No such 
discrimination, whether legal, administrative or otherwise, shall be 
tolerated." Yet these forced migrations of German populations are 
predicated squarely on rank racial discrimination. The people 
affected are mostly wives and children of simple peasants, workers, 
and artisans whose families have lived for centuries in the homes 
from which they have now been ejected, and whose only offense is 
their German blood. How "orderly and humane" their banishment 
has been is now a matter of record. 

Winston Churchill was not exaggerating when, in referring to the 
expulsions some three months after V-E Day, he informed the House 
of Commons: 

"It isn't impossible that a tragedy on a prodigious scale is imposing 

itself behind the iron curtain which presently divides Europe."[4] 

The conservative newletter, REVIEW OF WORLD AFFAIRS, quotes as 
follows from a confidential memorandum prepared by an eminent 
European economist: 

"Since the end of the war about 3,000,000 people, mostly women and 
children and overaged men, have been killed in eastern Germany and 
south-eastern Europe; about 15,000,000 people have been deported 
or had to flee from their homesteads and are on the road. About 25 
per cent of these people, over 3,000,000, have perished. About 
4,000,000 men and women have been deported to eastern Europe 
and Russia as slaves. ... It seems that the elimination of the German 
population of eastern Europe - at least 15,000,000 people - was 
planned in accordance with decisions made at Yalta. Churchill had 
said to Mikolajczyk when the latter protested during the negotiations 
at Moscow against forcing Poland to incorporate eastern Germany: 
'Don't mind the five or more million Germans. Stalin will see to them. 

You will have not trouble with them: they will cease to exist.'"[5] 

Dr. Lawrence Meyer, executive secretary of the Lutheran Church, 
Missouri Synod, after a tour of Germany stated: 

"About 16,000,000 German refugees east of the Oder are being 
deported from their homes. It has been estimated that already 
10,000,000 have been driven out. The human tragedy and suffering 
caused by this 'Volkswanderung' are unparalleled in history. Hunger, 
cold, sickness, and death is the lot of millions. An authentic eye-
witness report of the physical wretchedness of most of the refugees is 
pictured in the following: 
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"A !arge barge is slowly being towed across the Oder River. In it, lying 
on straw, are 300 children ranging from 2 to 14 years of age. There is 
hardly a sign of life in the whole group. Their hollow eyes, their 
swollen bellies, knees, and feet are telltale signs of starvation. These 
are merely the vanguard of hundreds of thousands - millions of 
homeless, shattered, hungry, sick, helpless, hopeless human beings 
fleeing westward - west of the Oder and Neisse Rivers. 
"A trust in God - in his goodness and mercy - these are the only hope 
of Germany today. And thank God in many there is still faith in God 
against which the gates of hell have stormed in vain during the past 

decade."[6] 

In describing the expulsions in Poland and Czechoslovakia, Russian 
officers told Chicago Daily News correspondents: 

"The Poles have cleaned out all the Germans as far west as the Oder 
River, and now all that property is for any Poles who want it. 
"The Czechs have taken care of the Germans in Sudetenland in their 
own way - and it's not pretty. They round them up, with only what 
they can carry, and start them moving." 

Upon returning to his post as professor of political science at the 
University of Michigan, after serving 14 months as director of AMG's 
regional government coordinating office, Dr. James K. Pollock, in 
August, 1946, said most of the 2-1/4 million expellees from Hungary 
and Sudetenland are old women and children. He said: 

"The Germans we are getting are mostly from the Sudetenland or 
Germans whose families had been living in Hungary for some 500 
years. They come in perfectly frightful condition. They even took the 
women's wedding rings before they left. In many cases they have no 

clothes except those they are wearing."[7] 

An officer would call at the door of the victims and order them to 
leave their home within a few hours, permitting them to take along 30 
to 100 lbs. of luggage containing nothing of value which might help 
them in making a new start elsewhere. The property forcibly left 
behind would be confiscated by the state. Any able-bodied men found 
would be hustled off to slavery. The others would then start their 
perilous hegira to overcrowded Germany wholly without protection of 
law, subjected to every conceivable abuse, including robbery, 
beatings, rape and murder. 

A dispatch in December, 1945, paints a picture of the plight of the 
exiles in the new Poland, where hundreds of thousands had been 
ousted from their homes and left to wander where they would. 
Former German cities like Breslau are described as almost 
depopulated of Germans, with Poles taking their place. The dispatch 
goes on to say: 
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"Hundreds of thousands of persons in Poland are constantly on the 
move, restlessly seeking a spot where they can grub a living out of the 
war raged land. In every rail station and junction men, women, and 
children await transport. Clusters of human beings, almost hidden 
under loads of parcels and cans and other remnants of what must 
have been their homes, wait along the roads or in blasted villages for 
any transport that will carry them somewhere else. Life with its birth 
and death continues even in these nomadic streams and everywhere 

you see womenfold tending their sick or nursing babies."[8] 

An eye-witness report of the arrival in Berlin of a train which had left 
Poland with exacly 1,000 refugees aboard reads: 

"Nine hundred and nine men, women, and children dragged 
themselves and their luggage from a Russian railway train at Leherte 
station today, after 11 days travelling in boxcars from Poland. 
"Red Army soldiers lifted 91 corpses from the train, while relatives 
shrieked and sobbed as their bodies were piled in American lend-
lease trucks and driven off for internment in a pit near a 
concentration camp. 
The refugee train was like a macabre Noah's ark. Every car was 
jammed with Germans . . . The families carry all their earthly 
belongings in sacks, bags, and tin trunks. . . Nursing infants suffer the 
most, as their mothers are unable to feed them, and frequently go 
insane as they watch their offspring slowly die before their eyes. 
Today four screaming, violently insane mothers were bound with 
rope to prevent them from clawing other passengers. 
"'Many women try to carry off their dead babies with them,' a Russian 
railway official said. 'We search the bundles whenever we discover a 
weeping woman, to make sure she is not carrying an infant corpse 

with her.'"[9] 

New York Daily News correspondent Donald Mackenzie likewise 
reports from Berlin: 

"In the windswept courtyard of the Stettiner Bahnhof, a cohort of 
German refugees, part of 12,000,000 to 19,000,000 dispossessed in 
East Prussia and Silesia, sat in groups under a driving rain and told 
the story of their miserable pilgrimage, during which more than 25 
per cent died by the roadside and the remainder were so starved they 
scarcely had strength to walk. 
"Filthy, emaciated, and carrying their few remaining possessions 
wrapped in bits of cloth they shrank away crouching when one 
approached them in the railway terminal, expecting to be beaten or 
robbed or worse. That is what they have become accustomed to 
expect. 
"A nurse from Stettin, a young, good-looking blond, told how her 
father had been stabbed to death by Russian soldiers who, after 
raping her mother and sister, tried to break into her own room. She 
escaped and hid in a haystack with four other women for 4 days . . . 
"On the train to Berlin she was pillaged once by Russian troops and 
twice by Poles. . . Women who resisted were shot dead, she said, and 
on one occasion she saw a guard take an infant by the legs and crush 
its skull against a post because the child cried while the guard was 
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raping its mother. 
"An old peasant from Silesia said . . . victims were robbed of 
everything they had, even their shoes. Infants were robbed of their 
swaddling clothes so that they froze to death. All the healthy girls and 
women, even those 65 years of age were raped in the train and then 

robbed, the peasant said."[10] 

Precedent for these inhuman expulsions was set long before Potsdam 
in Romania where, according to a diplomatic report from Bucharest, 
520,000 Romanian citizens of German ancestry, men between the 
ages of 17 and 45 and women between 18 and 30, were rounded up 
like slaves and deported to Soviet Russia. The document said "there 
were heart-rending scenes and many preferred suicide to an 
unknown fate in Soviet Russia."[11] 

The United States had made its own direct contribution by ousting 
more than 16,000 people of German extraction from Latin American 
countries, obtaining permission to do so by pressure of various kinds 
applied from Washington, extraditing them without trial to this 
country, holding them here in concentration camps incommunicado 
and still without trial, and finally deporting them out of this 
hemisphere where many of them have been impressed into slavery by 
England and France.[12] 

These wholesale expulsions of native populations are as 
reprehensible as anything the Nazis are accused of doing, and have 
caused deep resentment among all classes of Germans. Had America 
kept her skirts clean, and especially if she had denounced them, as 
she should have done, German respect for us would have soared. As 
matters stand, Germans blame us almost as much as the Russians and 
Poles. Our hands, too, are stained with the blood of millions of 
innocent victims of this savage, thoroughly un-American program. 

Apart from the moral aspects of the matter, the dumping of all these 
millions of expropriated, helpless, people into what remains of 
wrecked Germany piles chaos upon chaos and helps convert the 
entire German nation into one vast Belsen or Buchenwald. 

  

Reference Notes: 
[1] Karl Brandt, "The Rehabilitation of Germany," address Oct. 11, 1944, Chicago 
Council of Foreign Relations. 
[2] Brought out by U.S. Secretary of State Byrnes in speech at Stuttgart, Germany, 
Sept. 6, 1946. 
[3] Hal Foust, Berlin, July 14, 1946, Chicago Tribune Press Service. 
[4] August 16, 1945, as reported by E.R. Noderer, Chicago Tribune Press Service. 
[5] Quoted by Sen. Homer Capehart in speech before U.S. Senate, Feb. 5, 1946. 
[6] Same source as No. 5. 
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[10] Congressional Record, Dec. 4, 1945, p. 11554, and New York Daily News, 
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Chapter III: 
PULLING DOWN THE PILLAR OF LABOR 

Enslavement 

Allied attacks against German manpower have proceeded along three main 
fronts: enslavement, denazification, and physical incapacitation through 
undernourishment. Our present discussion will take up the first two of these, 
with starvation postponed for special treatment. 

President Roosevelt on October 21, 1944, promised that "the German people are 
not going to be enslaved, because the United Nations do not traffic in human 
slavery." In the preceding month of Quebec, however, he had used strong 
pressure to obtain Mr. Churchill's acceptance of the Morgenthau Plan which 
called for "forced German labor outside Germany." Pravda writer Boris Izakov 
wrote that when in the following February at Yalta the proposal was advanced to 
force German workers to rebuild war-damaged areas, "President Roosevelt called 
this a healthy idea."[1] It was at this meeting that Mr. Roosevelt pressed the 
Morgenthau Plan and won Mr. Stalin's ominously ready acceptance. 

Although at Potsdam it was solemnly promised again that "It is not the intention 
of the Allies to . . . enslave the German people," thousands of Germans had 
already been marched eastward into Russia's yawning slave camps. More that a 
month earlier, on June 29, 1945, the following had been published: 

"German prisoners in Russian hands are estimated to number from four to five 
millions. When Berlin and Breslau surrendered, the long grey-green columns of 
prisoners were marched east. . . downcast and fearful. . . toward huge depots near 
Leningrad, Moscow, Minsk, Stalingrad, Kiev, Kharkov, and Sevastopol. All fit 
men had to march some 22 miles a day. Those physically handicapped went in 
handcarts or carts pulled by spare beasts. . . They will be made to rebuild the 
Russian towns and villages which they destroyed. They will not return home until 

the work is completed."[2] 

It has long been an open secret that Russia maintains under the direction of the 
NKVD (secret police) a vast army of Russian slaves, varying in number form 10-
20 millions, mainly recruited as "political unreliables."[3] The presence and 
importance of this huge slave force explains, among other things, the profitability 
and frequency of Soviet Russia's many "purges": they are primarily a device for 
rounding up prisoners for enslavement. It is not surprising, therefore, that the 
Soviet Union should jump at the opportunity to enslave millions of defeated 
enemy civilians and soldiers and, to avoid special criticism, induce her allies to do 
likewise. When it was learned that the Soviets were impressing German civilian 
personnel for service in factories being removed to Russia, Britain and the United 
States protested. In reply the Russians produced a proclamation signed by Gen. 
Eisenhower a year earlier requiring that German authorities must carry out any 
measures of restitution, reinstatement, restoration, reparations, reconstruction, 
relief or rehabilitation as the Allied representatives might prescribe, to 
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accomplish which the Germans must "provide such transporation, plant 
equipment and materials of all kinds, labor, personnel, specialists, and other 
services for use in Germany or elsewhere as the Allied representatives may 
direct." Since the document did not require four-nation agreement, the Russians 
are permitted by it to act unilaterally. After it was produced, Britain and the 
United States had to withdraw their protests. 

A few crippled and ailing Germans who have survived the ordeal have been 
returned from the Russian slave camps to Berlin where American correspondents 
have obtained first hand accounts of what is happening. German Red Cross girls 
went at 9 a.m. on the morning of September 10, 1946, to meet a 20-car trainload 
of returning forced laborers. As the sealed cars were opened by the armed guards 
who had been riding on top, the girls were greeted with thin, scabby-faced men in 
rags begging for water or hysterically calling for help in removing the dead. A 
professional nurse told the story: 

"They had been in the train almost a week traveling about 60 miles from 
Frankfurt-on-Oder. There had been deaths from starvation, not from starvation 
just during the ride, but from the hardships of the trip after months of 
malnutrition in Russian labor camps. Almost all of the 800 or 900 in the train 
were sick or crippled. You might say they were all invalids. With 40 to 50 packed 
in each of those little boxcars, the sick had to sleep beside the dead on their 
homeward journey. I did not count them but I am sure we removed more than 25 
corpses. Others had to be taken to hospitals. I asked several of the men whether 
the Russian guards or doctors had done anything on the trip to care for the sick. 
They said 'No.' 
"I met only one alert, healthy man in the lot and I have seen him since. He was 
just a kid of 17. The boy told me that prisoners leaving Russian camps for 
Germany are searched to prevent any from smuggling mail for their comrades. 
Therefore; when one of them has been diagnosed as a hopeless invalid, in 
anticipation of discharge he will memorize the names and addresses of relatives 
to whom he can report for his fellow prisoners. He said only prisoners in special 
favor are able to mail postcards to their nearest of kin. This kid of 17 had 
memorized 80 names and addresses in Berlin of relatives of his prison friends. 
He found the buildings at most of the addresses in rubble, with the present 
whereabouts of the former occupants unknown, but he visited all 80 addresses in 

his first six days in Berlin."[4] 

The daily diet in Russian slave camps is soup and lectures on the glories of 
Communism and the evils of western democracy. The slightest disobedience is 
penalized by such heavy work that a third of the culprits die within three weeks 
from exhaustion. A tenth of the slaves died during the first year, according to 
those who have returned.[5] 

If prisoners released by the Russians as unfit for further forced labor happen to 
recuperate, they are re-impressed and sent back for more.[6] Moreover, able 
bodied Germans we have released who have returned to their former homes in 
the Russian zone are arrested by the Russians and sent to the Soviet Union for 
enslavement, on the pretext that they have been rendered "politically unreliable" 
through exposure to British or American influences.[7] Refusal of released 
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prisoners to return to the Russian zone has created a major problem, which 
France has attempted to meet by permitting the men to remain in France as a 
special class of citizens. 

When the war ended, we enjoyed a decided advantage over the Russians in 
German esteem. Aware of the barbarities of the NKVD's treatment of slaves, 
German soldiers did their best to avoid falling into the hands of the Red armies, 
preferring instead to surrender to the British or Americans. German prisoners 
who were to be turned over to the Russians often committed suicide or tried to 
incapacitate themselves by slashing their bodies with knives, razors, or bits of 
glass.[8] Persistent reports coming from Russia, however, tell of large numbers of 
German prisoners joining the Red Army, after indoctrination in Communism, 
and justify the fear that ultimately the huge German prison army in Russia may 
be successfully converted into a potent military force which may someday be 
turned against the West. [9] 

France, according to the International Red Cross, had 680,000 former German 
soldiers slaving for her in August, 1946. 475,000 of their number had been 
captured by the United States and later turned over to the French for forced 
labor.[10] French treatment of her slave subjects is revolting to the civilized 
conscience. In an article entitled, "We Should Not Resemble Them," FIGARO 
reveals: 

"In certain camps for German prisoners of war . . . living skeletons may be seen, 
almost like those in German concentration camps, and deaths from 
undernourishment are numerous. We learn that prisoners have been savagely 
and systematically beaten and that some have been employed in removing mines 
without protection equipment so that they have been condemned to die sooner or 
later. 
"People, of course, will point to the Gestapo tortures, the gas chambers and the 
mountains of human bodies found in the internment camps in Germany. But 
these horrors should not become the theme of sports competition in which we 
endeavor to outdo the Nazis. . . We have to judge the enemy, but we have a duty 

not to resemble him."[11] 

Gathering his facts from numerous reliable sources, Louis Clair writes in THE 
PROGRESSIVE of "the horrible conditions in the French camps of German 
POW's." He says: 

"In a camp in the Sarthe district for 20,000 prisoners, inmates receive 900 
calories a day; thus 12 die every day in the hospital. Four to five thousand are 
unable to work at all any more. Recently trains with new prisoners arrived in the 
camp: several prisoners had died during the trip, several others had tried to stay 
alive by eating coal that had been lying in the freight train by which they came. 
"In an Orleans camp, the commander received 16 francs a day per head or 
prisoner to buy food, but he spent only nine francs, so that the prisoners were 
starving. In the Charentes district, 2,500 of the 12,000 camp inmates are sick. A 
young French soldier writes to a friend just returned from a Nazi camp: 
"'I watch those who made you suffer so much, dying of hunger, sleeping on cold 
cement floors, in no way protected from rain and wind. I see kids of 19, who beg 
me to give them certificates that they are healthy enough to join the French 
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Foreign Legion. . . . 
Yes, I who hated them so much, today can only feel pity for them.' 
"A witness reports on the camp in Langres: 'I have seen them beaten with rifle 
butts and kicked with feet in the streets of the town because they broke down of 
overwork. Two or three of them die of exhaustion every week.' 
"In another camp near Langres, 700 prisoners slowly die of hunger; they have 
hardly any blankets and not enough straw to sleep on; there is a typhoid epidemic 
in the camp which has already spread to the neighboring village. In another camp 
prisoners receive only one meal a day but are expected to continue working. 
Elsewhere so many have died recently that the cemetery space was exhausted and 
another cemetery had to be built. 
"In a camp where prisoners work an the removal of mines, regular food supplies 
arrive only every second day so that 'prisoners make themselves a soup of grass 
and some stolen vegetables.' All prisoners of this camp have contracted 
tuberculosis. Here and elsewhere treatment differs in no respect from the Nazi SS 
brutality. Many cases have been reported where men have been so horribly 
beaten that their limbs were broken. In one camp, men were awakened during 
the night, crawled out of their barracks and then shot 'because of attempted 
escape.' 
"There are written affidavits proving that in certain camps commanding officers 
sold on the black market all the supplies that had been provided by American 
Army authorities; there are other affidavits stating that prisoners were forced to 
take off their shoes and run the gauntlet. And so on, and so on . . . These are the 
facts."[12] 

After we had delivered the first 320,000 prisoners, the French returned 2,474 of 
them to us, claiming that we had given them weaklings. Correspondents 
described them as "a beggar army of pale, thin men clad in vermine infested 
tatters." All were pronounced unfit for work - three-fourths of them on account of 
malnutrition - and 19 per cent had to be hospitalized. Associated Press 
photographer Henry Griffin, who had taken pictures of the corpses piled in all 
German concentration camps, including Buchenwald and Dachau, said of the 
men: "The only difference I can see between these men and those corpses is that 
here they are still breathing."[13] 

Asked to investigate, the Red Cross reported the prisoners were receiving 
inhuman treatment. Upon our threat to stop further transfers the French 
protested that they must have more prisoners or suffer heavy financial loss. It 
then came out that the French Government was hiring the men out to French 
employers for which it collected regular union wages, an average of 150 francs per 
day per man. Out of this, the government paid each prisoner 10 francs, and stood 
their daily cost of upkeep of perhaps another 40 francs, leaving a daily net profit 
of 100 francs per slave. In the aggregate the French Government thus stood to 
make a profit of over 50 billion francs a year from its German slaves!" [14] No 
wonder it became upset when we threatened to stop handing them over. 

When we resumed deliveries, we took pains to make sure that the prisoners were 
in satisfactory physical condition. The men would be lined up and examined, 
their mouths opened and inspected, their chest thumped, their joints tried, their 
eyes, ear and teeth looked over, as if they were horses being offered for sale. GI's 
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witnessing this spectacle were overheard to remark: "Gee! I hope we don't ever 
lose a war." 

In the summer of 1946 a hopeful development which may bring an end to the 
slave traffic in France put in its appearance. It began when prisoners newly 
arrived from American POW camps not only refused to work in French coal 
mines but persuaded prisoners already there to follow their example.[15] A 
month later some of the prisoners were freed and then hired to work at full union 
wages, frankly as a measure to increase output.[16] The experience proves that in 
this modern world at least men when free produce more abundantly and 
profitably than when enslaved. 

On December, 5, 1946, it was announced that the American Government had 
requested the repatriation by October 1, 1947, of the 674,000 German POW's it 
had turned over to France, Belgium, The Netherlands, and Luxemburg. France 
had agreed to release its 620,000 of this number but gave no definite pledge of 
when they would be freed. The French Government also disclosed that the United 
States, in a Dec. 21, 1945, memorandum, expressly stipulated that the Germans 
captured by the American Army and handed over to France were chattels to be 
used indefinitely for forced labor as part of France's war reparations from 
Germany. Meanwhile reports continued to pour into the press that conditions in 
the French slave camps remained as bad or worse than before - starvation diets, 
little protection from the elements or disease, in filthy, vermin-infested quarters. 

Great Britain in August, 1946, according to the International Red Cross, had 
460,000 German prisoners slaving for her,[17] and as in the case of France 
bringing in a handsome profit to the War Office. Upon embarking from our ports 
the prisoners were given to understand that they were being sent home; when 
they learned upon arrival in British or French ports that they were to be worked 
indefinitely as slaves, they became sullen. As one British officer said, "It takes us 
several weeks to bring them around where they will work hard."[18] 

A British contractor employing German slaves for skilled work is reported to have 
remarked: 

"When you see how well they do things and how awful our own Ministry of Works 
- we call the Ministry the O.C., short for organized chaos - messes things up, it 

makes you wonder how we ever won the war."[19] 

Among other projects, the prisoners were forced to build in Kensington Gardens 
a British victory celebration camp to house 24,000 empire troops who marched 
in the Empire's Victory Day parade. One foreman remarked: "I guess the Jerries 
are preparing to celebrate their own downfall. It does seem as though that is 
laying it on a bit thick."[20] 

The British Government nets over $250,000,000 annually from its slaves. The 
Government, which frankly calls itself the "owner" of the prisoners, hires the men 
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out to any employer needing men, charging the going rates of pay for such work - 
usually $15 to $20 per week. It pays the slaves from 10 cents to 20 cents a day, 
depending on the character of the work required, plus such "amenities" as slaves 
customarily received in the former days of slavery in the form of clothing, food, 
and shelter.[21] The prisoners are never paid in cash, but are given credits, either 
in the form of vouchers for camp post exchange items or credits against the time 
when they will be liberated. In March 1946, 140,000 prisoners were working on 
farms, for which the Government collected $14 a week per prisoner, 24,000 on 
housing and bomb damage clearance, 22,000 on railroads, mostly as section 
hands, the balance at odd jobs, such as digging weeds out of the Thames river or 
serving as menials for GI brides awaiting shipment to America.[22] 

According to revelations by members of the British House of Commons, about 
130,000 former German officers and men were held during the winter of 1945-46 
in British camps in Belgium under conditions British officers have described as: 
"Not much better than Belsen." The prisoners lived through the winter in tents 
and slept on the bare ground under one blanket each. They say they are underfed 
and beaten and kicked by the guards. Many have no underclothes or boots.[23] 

In the summer of 1946 an increasing number of prisoners were escaping from 
British slave camps with British civilian aid. Accounts of the chases by military 
police are reminiscent of pre-Civil War pursuits of fleeing negro fugitives.[24] By 
mid-September public indignation had risen to such a pitch that the British War 
Office announced that plans were under way to release 15,000 slaves per month, 
with preference given those displaying "genuine democratic" convictions. Army 
officers and important Nazis would not be repatriated under the plan. However, 
promises were made to improve conditions in the camps.[25] 

The official International Red Cross report in August 1946 showed that our own 
government, through its military branch in the German zone, was exacting forced 
labor from 284,000 captives, 140,000 of them in the occupation zone, 100,000 
in France, 30,000 in Italy, and 14,000 in Belgium.[26] 

Slave holdings of other countries, as reported by the Red Cross, were: Yugoslavia 
80,000; Belgium 48,000; Czechoslovakia 45,000; Luxemburg 4,000; Holland 
1,300.[27] 

Keeping these millions of Germans away from their families is a direct attack 
against the German home and family, and in this respect serves only 
Communism. Still the tie that binds the men to their loved ones has remained 
strong. A dispatch from Geneva tells a touching story. 

"Hundreds of tons of parcels shipped by German war prisoners in United States 
camps to relatives in the Reich via the International Red Cross during the last 
three years are congesting warehouses here. The Geneva organization is unable to 
forward them because no central Red Cross is permitted in Germany. Other 
hundreds of tons are being held in New York pending a solution. 
"'The contents of the packages tell a pitiful story,' said Col. T. F. Wessels, provost 
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marshall at U.S. army headquarters in Frankfurt, Germany. They contain chiefly 
wooden toys laboriously made by hand by the prisoners to send to their children, 
and even hand made shoes for their wives and mothers. Many German captives 
refrained from smoking and sent their cigarette allowances and candy. Many sent 

books about American life."[28] 

An attempt is made by British officials to justify the enslavement on the grounds 
that the men are prisoners of war, and that as such they can be forced to work 
under the Geneva Convention rules. It is said that the war is not yet legally ended, 
that the prisoners are still soldiers of the German Government, and that when 
they return to Germany it will be the responsibility of the German Government to 
give them their pay accumulated as soldiers and prisoners. This argument rests 
on the assumption that there is a German government. But they also argue that 
repatriation of the prisoners cannot take place, as called for by the Geneva 
Convention as soon as hostilities are over, because there has been no armistice or 
peace treaty signed with Germany, and that none can be signed at present, 
because there is no German Government. 

By similar double-talk they justify feeding the prisoners rations well below army 
standards on the pretext that the Geneva Convention which requires standard 
army rations has expired with World War II; yet, when press representatives ask 
to examine the prison camps, the British loudly refuse, with the excuse that the 
Geneva Convention bars such visits to prisoner-of-war camps.[29] 

The International Red Cross, the highest authority on the subject, roundly 
condemns the slave system. As related from Geneva: 

"The United States, Britain, and France, nearly a year after peace, are violating 
International Red Cross agreements they solemnly signed in 1929. 
"Investigation at Geneva headquarters today disclosed that the transfer of 
German war prisoners captured by the American army to French and British 
authorities for forced labor is nowhere permitted in the statutes of the 
International Red Cross, which is the highest authority on the subject in the 
world. 
"Although thousands of the former German soldiers are being used in the 
hazardous work of clearing mine fields, sweeping sea mines, destroying surplus 
ammunition and razing shattered buildings, the Geneva Convention expressly 
forbids employing prisoners 'in any dangerous labor or in the transport of any 
material used in warfare.' 
"Russia refused to attend the 1929 conference of the International Red Cross and 
Japan never ratified that convention, so neither Moscow nor Tokyo was bound by 
the provisions regulating war prisoners. 
"'The American delivery of German prisoners to the French and British for forced 
labor already is being cited by the Russians as justification for them to retain 
German army captives for as long as they are able to work,' an International Red 
Cross official admitted. 'The bartering of captured enemy soldiers by the victors 
throws the world back to the dark ages - when feudal barons raided adjoining 

duchies to replenish their human live stock.'"[30] 

A Red Cross observer condemns the enslavement in these words: 
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"It is an iniquitous system and an evil precedent because it is wide open for 
abuses with difficulty in establishing responsibility. German soldiers were not 
common law convicts - they were drafted to fight in a national army on patriotic 
grounds and could not refuse military service any more than the Americans 
could. It is manifestly unjust to buy and sell them for political reasons as the 

African Negroes were a century ago."[31] 

It must be emphasized, moreover, that many of the slaves were never German 
soldiers. Many were civilian Germans held in America during the war, including 
seamen picked up before we entered the war, former legal residents of the United 
States, and persons brought here by force from Latin America for having pro-
German sentiments. Even anti-Nazi Germans who have voluntarily returned to 
Germany from America to help the military government rebuild the destroyed 
countries and to help families and friends in dire need have been nabbed for 
enslavement.[32] 

In sharp contrast with our treatment of German war prisoners was German 
treatment of American war prisoners. Allan Wood, war front correspondent of 
the London Express, in summarizing German treatment of their prisoners said: 

"The most amazing thing about the atrocities in this war is that there have been 
so few of them. I have come up against few instances where the Germans have 

not treated prisoners according to the rules, and respected the Red Cross."[33] 

Lieutenant Newton L. Marguiles, Assistant Judge Advocate of Jefferson Barracks, 
said in St. Louis, Mo., April 27, 1945: 

"The Germans even in their greatest moments of despair obeyed the Convention 
in most respects. True it is that there were front line atrocities - passions run high 
up there - but they were incidents, not practices; and maladministration of their 

American prison camps was very uncommon."[34] 

Chief of Staff Gen. George C. Marshall, on Jan. 5, 1945, wrote to the National 
Commander of the American Legion: 

"Our treatment of them" (prisoners of war) "is governed by the Geneva 
convention which, among other provisions, requires them to be furnished rations 
equal in quality and quantity to those of American troops at base camps in this 
country. This is done as a matter of treaty obligation and our soldiers in German 

hands receive generally reciprocal treatment."[35] 

The American Red Cross in 1945 reported officially that "99 per cent of the 
American prisoners of war in Germany have survived and are on their way 
home." 

German treatment of Russian war prisoners was on a par with Russian treatment 
of German war prisoners. Since Russia had not signed the Geneva Convention, 
neither it nor Germany was bound by its provisions. And it must be remembered 
that the atrocities in German concentration camps did not involve war prisoners, 
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but people supposed to be German, people who now proudly admit, those who 
have survived, that they were members of the German underground, saboteurs, 
doing their best to obstruct and defeat the German war effort. The treatment they 
received, while deplorable and inhuman in the extreme, is on a par with Russian 
treatment of her political prisoners. If one is to be condemned, so must the other, 
if there is to be justice. Otherwise, we are guilty of rank discrimination, 
condemning a crime committed by one, condoning or overlooking it when 
committed by another. If we really fought this war to stop such things, the war 
will not be over until the inmates of the Russian slave camps are also liberated. If 
we fought a half trillion dollar war to free those in German camps only, but not to 
free those in Russian camps, an explanation is due. 

In any case, we must ask ourselves what we would do if we should go to war with, 
let us say, Russia, and were beset from within by an "underground" movement of 
sabotaging Communist fifth-columnists. 

An attempt has been made to justify enslavement of the common man of 
Germany on the ground that the Nazi government exacted forced labor from 
foreign workers. It is true that the Reich had millions of imported workers, but it 
is also true that, except for special cases such as war prisoners coming under the 
Geneva Convention, they were for the most part paid and fed well. 

Dr. James K. Pollock, for 14 months with AMG [American Military Government], 
said of Germany's "forced laborers": "I think some of the persons found 
themselves better off than at any time in their lives before."[36] A mass of 
evidence proves that this is true and that Allied war propaganda to the contrary 
was greatly exaggerated. Besides, there can be no justification for punishing the 
average citizen of any country for the sins of its political leaders. 

In July, 1946, Max H. Forester, chief of AMG's coal and mining division when 
asked, "What did the Germans do to get efficient production for forced labor that 
we are not able to do with Germans working the mines?" replied: "They fed their 
help and fed them well."[37] 

The American Federation of Labor in the summer of 1946 came out strongly 
against the slave system as a fundamental threat to free labor all over the world. 
Calling attention to tariff laws which specifically forbid the importation from 
foreign countries of goods produced wholly or in part by convict, forced, 
indentured, or any other form of involuntary labor,[38] AF of L spokesman 
Herbert Thatcher warned in a radio address that the slave labor system may 
grind down trade and production to a level that can lead to another war. 
Conditions of slave labor in Britain, France, and Russia, he said, "menace world 
peace and they destroy world trade." - "Therefore, the American Federation of 
Labor," he concluded, "calls upon the United States government to propose to the 
United Nations that all member nations renounce the use of forced labor and 
agree to bar the products of forced labor from world trade."[39] 
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Upon his return from the Nuernberg trial Justice Jackson, who had served as U. 
S. chief prosecutor, reported to President Truman that German industrialists and 
financiers could be tried "on such specific charges as the use of slave labor." He 
went on to say: 

"We negotiated and concluded an agreement with the four dominant powers of 
the earth which for the first time made explicit and unambiguous what was 
theretofore, as the tribunal has declared, implicit in international law, namely, 
that . . . to enslave or deport civilian populations is an international crime and 

that for the commission of such crimes individuals are responsible."[40] 

Willis Smith of Raleigh, N. C., President of the American Bar Association, in 
defending the Nuernberg convictions said: 

"The time has come when men who order criminal things to be done should 
themselves be declared criminals. Since when are murder and deportations and 

slave labor not crimes?"[41] 

 
Denazification 

Germany under Hitler was ruled by the single National Socialist German Workers 
party, with all other parties outlawed. The system in this respect was similar to 
that of the Communists of Russia who since the 1917 coup d'etat have enforced a 
one party system upon the Russian people and treated all dissident political 
opinions as treason. 

Rejecting parliamentarism, the Nazis followed what they called the leadership 
principle. The chief leader or "Fuehrer" exercised supreme authority; under him 
descending layers of subordinate leaders spread out fan-wise through all 
branches of society to bring the entire German nation under centralized party 
control. 

After it took over, leaders in all walks of life found it necessary or expedient to 
join the party or one or more of its affiliated organizations. Among its 7,500,000 
members were nearly all government workers, professional men, scientists, 
technicians, professors, teachers, writers, and businessmen inducted as "führers" 
of business and compelled under heavy penalties, such as confiscation of 
property, to conform to party policies and mandates. White collar workers, 
craftsmen, and technicians had to fall in line to be eligible for promotion. 
Membership expanded rapidly during the war and the period of high tension 
immediately preceding. Party and nation became so closely identified that to join 
was to display patriotism; to refuse, to invite penalization for disloyalty. In short, 
almost everybody in Germany with brains, skills, and managerial ability belonged 
to the Nazi party, or one of its affiliated organizations and obeyed its orders. 

By placing sole blame for the war on Germany and therefore the Nazi party, by 
declaring the war to be one of aggression, and by outlawing aggression as a crime 
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against humanity, Germany's conquerors have condemned the Nazi party, its 
affiliates, and its millions of members as criminal. The punishment meted out at 
Potsdam, if carried out to the letter, would mean the virtual liquidation of 
Germany's middle and upper classes. 

The blanket incrimination rests upon an infirm base, as revealed in the Potsdam 
denazification decrees. In one breath they order that all "discrimination on 
grounds of . . . political opinion shall be abolished"; yet in the next breath they 
permanently dissolve the Nazi party and its affiliated organizations and 
institutions, ban propagation of Nazi political opinion, without identifying it in 
particular, and call for severe punishment of all Nazis simply for being Nazis. 

Potsdam commands that "Nazi leaders, influential Nazi supporters and high 
officials of Nazi organizations and institutions . . . shall be arrested and interned" 
and that all lesser Nazis "shall be removed from public and semi-public office and 
former positions of responsibility in private undertakings." 

In attempting to carry out these unusual edicts, which were looked upon as a 
purge order "to throw the rascals out," the American military government issued 
"Law Number Eight" to denazify business and various mandatory removal edicts, 
the exact provisions of which were military secrets, to purge government of all 
Nazis. Approximately 3,000,000 German men were affected in our zone out of a 
total population of 16,682,000. Our occupation authorities jailed 75,000 and 
earmarked another 80,000 unreturned war prisoners for internment for being 
important Nazis; ousted more than 100,000 from public office; and denuded 
business of managerial and technical talent by firing and demoting hundreds of 
thousands of others.[42] 

In other words, we set out to ruin the lives and reputations of three million men 
in our zone alone because, as they see it, they made a "political mistake." In 
consequence, the Germans are afraid to identify themselves with any political 
party or to express any political views, for fear of being punished later on, just as 
the Nazis are being punished now. 

Most important of all, the zone and its people have been denied the economic 
benefits which would accrue if these men were permitted to do the work which 
they alone by talent, training, and experience are capable of performing. Putting 
the zone's most productive men in pick and shovel gangs and filling their places 
with incapables has been one of the chief contributing causes to the zone's 
economic paralysis. 

Our occupation authorities have been confronted with two opposing mandates 
which often set them to working at cross purposes. They were ordered at 
Potsdam to secure enough production to supply the needs of the occupation 
forces and the "displaced persons," with enough left over "to enable the German 
people to subsist without external assistance." In the attempt to carry out this 
mandate some of our zonal authorities, for example, might be out scouring the 
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zone with scanty success for trained personnel to run the undermanned railway 
system. But at the same time, some of our other authorities, attempting to 
enforce the denazification decrees, would be out ahead of the others nabbing and 
jailing trainmen and locomotive engineers, because they had been Nazis. 

Administration of the denazification decrees proved to be a task of forbidding 
magnitude. The limited AMG personnel found it impossible to get the three 
million Nazis properly registered, their questionnaires filled out and tabulated, 
and proper files set up. Nor could individual trials and hearings for so many be 
properly conducted, especially when each error added to the rising tide of 
German indignation. 

Fearing organized resistance, we carried out in Gestapo fashion one of the 
greatest mass raids in history. Striking at daybreak without warning, our troops 
halted every vehicle in our zone, checked the papers of civilians and soldiers, and 
swept through every German house from cellar to attic. Although the German 
populace had supposedly been under the influence and domination of criminals 
and criminal organizations for a dozen years, according to the men in charge "the 
search showed less crime than perhaps would be uncovered in a similar action 
over a comparable area in the United States."[43] 

A few months of experience proved to us that in the denazification program we 
had taken hold of a very hot iron, impossible to hold, yet difficult to drop. We 
therefore tossed it to the Germans for them to handle. 

The law turning the job of denazification in our zone over to the Germans was 
largely formulated by one Heinrich Schmitt, a corpulent Communist Quisling 
serving under AMG as Bavarian Denazification Minister. The execution of the law 
was also partly placed in his hands.[44] This sort of thing is a logical outgrowth of 
the program which automatically places political responsibility on former 
political neutrals or active anti-Nazis, including Communists, who, with 
Communist Russia signing the Potsdam Declaration, must be accepted as 
"democratic." 

The law is designed to permit some Nazis, otherwise condemned, to prove their 
innocence or pay the penalties and be restored to citizenship. It sets up five 
catgories of war criminals and potentially dangerous persons, namely: 

1) Major offenders, 2) offenders broadly described as Nazi activists, militarists, 
and profiteers, 3) lesser offenders, 4) followers, constituting the broad 
membership of the party and affiliates, and 5) persons exonerated after a tribunal 
finds them innocent. 

Penalties for those in the first category range from death or life imprisonment to 
imprisonment for five or more years with or without hard labor. Those in the 
second category may be imprisoned for a period up to ten years. Those in lower 
categories are subject to a variety of "sanctions," including loss of citizenship and 
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the right to vote, debarment from public office, loss of personal rights such as the 
privilege to own an automobile, demotion in position with heavy cut in 
compensation, discharge from position, confiscation of property, and 
employment only at ordinary labor. [45] 

To make matters easier, we granted an amnesty to all Nazis in our zone under 27 
years of age who had no special charges against them. The action readmitted to 
citizenship about a million men who, as General Clay put it, had become Nazis 
before they were old enough to know what they were doing. He failed to explain 
why the same consideration might not apply to most of the older men as well. At 
any rate, the action was accompanied by a statement to the effect that it was the 
desire of the military govemment "to offer encourgement to the youth of 
Germany to understand and develop a democratic way of life."[46] 

Unfortunately, most of those pardoned under the blanket order were in France, 
Britain, Belgium, Holland, Russia or elsewhere for indefinite terms performing 
forced labor in the manner of convicts. 

Within a few months left wing critics again began to complain that the elaborate 
German court system which had been set up to adjudicate the million remaining 
cases was far too lenient, that it was permitting Hitler's Hordes to creep back. In 
November 1946, Lt. Gen. Lucius D. Clay expressed concern over the leniency 
being shown Nazis in German courts. Setting a 60 day deadline before which the 
Germans must prove they had developed "the will to do this job which is not 
present today," he warned that the military government was ready to take back 
the job of denazification unless the German courts tightened up. The day before 
the following Christmas, Gen. McNarney proclaimed a general amnesty for 
approximately 800,000 "little Nazis" in the U.S. zone. Included were minor Nazis 
whose incomes during the calendar years 1943 and 1945 were less than 3,000 
marks and whose taxable property in 1945 did not exceed 20,000 marks. 

Nevertheless, in the autumn of 1946 the Allied Control Council's Coordinating 
Committee passed general denazification laws for the whole of Germany 
patterned after the American zonal law, with enforcement, however, left entirely 
to each zonal authority.[47] This loophole permits the other occupation 
governments to continue to denazify as they see fit, which thus far has been with 
greater reasonableness and leniency than have been exercised in the American 
zone where enforcement, in other words, has been far more rigid and drastic than 
elsewhere. At Stuttgart Mr. Byrnes was able to boast that denazification in the 
American zone had been completed. 

Less than four weeks later, the Nuernberg tribunal handed down its momentous 
decision. Out of 22 arch-Nazis the Allied court, which certainly cannot be accused 
of judicial neutrality or leniency, and which tried the cases on four all-embracing 
counts, gave the death penalty to only 12, life imprisonment to three, prison 
terms ranging from 10 to 20 years to four, and acquitted three. If three of the very 
highest Nazis were free of all guilt, and four others were only partly guilty, the 
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broad party membership could not be seriously guilty at all. This means that the 
denazification decrees which condemn all Nazis without trial are thoroughly 
unjust. The Nuernberg proceedings themselves have been roundly condemned 
for violating basic principles of Anglo-Saxon jurisprudence, particularly for 
condemning on the basis of ex-post facto law, for placing partisan judges on the 
bench, and for excluding evidence that would reflect on the victorious powers. 
But the verdict handed down at Potsdam was still worse, for there a blanket 
verdict of guilty was pronounced, without even a pretense of trial, evidence, or 
testimony. Under the present denazification laws, all Nazis are still guilty, unless 
they can prove themselves innocent in the face of procedure which permits 
violation of the accepted rules of evidence.[48] 

The Nuernberg tribunal also tried various Nazi organizations to determine 
whether or not they and their members were criminal. The SS, Gestapo, SD - elite 
guard, secret police, and security police - and the higher brackets of the Nazi 
leadership corps were adjudged criminal organizations. This means that for 
acquittal, some 400,000 members must prove they were forced to join or knew 
nothing of the criminality. Punishment ranges to the death penalty. On the other 
hand, the SA - original storm troopers - was dismissed as not linked with 
conspiracy to wage aggressive war, and the General Staff, High Command, and 
Brown Shirts were found not guilty. Certainly, then, the broad masses of the 
German people could not be guilty, and should not be punished. 

The denazification program in general and the Nuernberg trial in particular 
violates our traditional ideas of justice; on the contrary, they embody the Nazi 
and Communist concept of jurisprudence - the liquidation of ideological 
opponents. As Barron's weekly says: 

". . . the punishment is being meted out one-sidedly to the vanquished. After all, 
except that they did not commit the same spectacular atrocities on the spot, the 
Russians did just about the same things in Poland that the Nazis did. Thus a 
combination of excusably fanatic Nazi-haters and purposeful fellow-travelers has 
provided a Roman holiday by exploiting our legitimate desire for a new 
international law. 

"In the eyes of the world we have adopted the Communist view of justice."[49] 

Even worse, we have permitted Communists, whose worst doctrines and those of 
the Nazis are identical, to continue to preach and agitate and even to work their 
way into key positions in our military govemment. When we first arrived the 
Germans were strongly anti-Communist; they have since started fleeing our zone 
and entering the Russian where they are welcomed into the Communist party and 
even into the Red Army, in whose ranks they may someday be able to get their 
revenge against us. 

Denazification in the Russian zone has been far more enlightened and less 
economically disruptive. The strong men of the Kremlin could hardly take 
seriously the condemnation of all Nazis as criminals when they know full well 
that their own party, which rules Russia much as the Nazi party ruled Germany 
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and which demands the same blind obedience of its members, is guilty of every 
act for which we so strongly condemn the Nazis: wars of aggression against 
peaceful neighbors, wars of nerves, confiscation of property of whole classes 
without compensation to the owners, violation of treaties and agreements, 
hostility toward religion, concentration camp atrocities, slave labor, looting and 
abusing conquered countries, the use of fifth columns and Quislings, one-party 
rule by terror with the aid of civilian informers and a brutal secret police system, 
stifling of human rights and individual liberties of all kinds, and even the aim to 
conquer the world. 

The Russians know this and so do the Germans. When we condone the one and 
condemn the other we become ridiculous in the eyes of both. 

The attitude of the Kremlin toward denazification was expressed years ago and 
probably has not changed since. Russia in partnership with Hitler had just 
attacked, defeated, and partitioned Poland and Hitler had proposed that since the 
issue which had started the war had been settled, all the belligerents should stop 
fighting and call a general disarmament conference. Britain and France had 
declined with the terse remark that they would fight on for the "extermination of 
Hitlerism." The Kremlin scoffed. Its reaction, which is probably still its inner 
conviction, was reported by the Associated Press from highly censored Moscow 
(Oct 9, 1939), as follows: 

"Soviet Russia threw her weight behind Adolph Hitler's peace gestures today in 
an editorial in the government newspaper Izvestia, accusing Great Britain and 
France of 'returning to the middle ages' for waging war to 'exterminate Hitlerism.' 
"Izvestia asserted British-French arguments that the war must be prolonged to 
crush Hitlerism 'makes us return to the gloomy middle ages when devastating 
religious wars were carried on to exterminate heretics and people of different 
religions.' The paper asserted: 
"'It is impossible to exterminate any idea or any opinion by fire and sword. 
"'One may respect or hate Hitlerism or any other system of political opinion. That 
is a matter of taste. But to begin a war for the 'extermination of Hitlerism' means 
to admit to criminal silliness in policy.'" 

Potsdam's decrees calling for the "extermination of Hitlerism" have been highly 
useful to the Kremlin, however, for they have provided a basis for the liquidation 
of the German "bourgeoisie" and therefore set the stage for ultimate 
communization. The necessary expropriation of property has been accomplished 
through confiscation of the holdings of Nazis, absentee fugitives, "war profiteers," 
and other classes of synthetic criminals. But once a nominal Nazi in the Russian 
zone has been dispossessed he is offered a chance to redeem himself. He is given 
his job back if he works satisfactorily for six months with clean-up crews. 
Denazification is thus linked to "Aufbau" or reconstruction.[50] Minor offenders 
have been tried in German courts and penitent Nazis are invited to join the 
Communist party.[51] According to Reuters, German military officers have been 
taken into the Red army by invitation. When the officers cross the zonal frontiers 
they are nominally "arrested," placed in quarantine camps, and invited to enlist. 
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Upon acceptance, they are given preferential treatment. In other words, the 
union of the Red and Nazi armies has begun.[52] 

In her zone, Russia is taking full advantage of the many points of similarity 
between her own system and that of the Nazis under Hitler. Some Germans are 
remarking that "Communism is nothing but National Socialism under a different 
name."[53] While we continue to pound away at the evils of Nazism, which we 
apparently consider as something unique, Russia, which our army men have been 
ordered not to criticize, matches up these evils to those of her own system and 
thereby facilitates the desired transformation from the one to the other. 

By eliminating the "bourgeoisie" in our zone we have played into the Kremlin's 
hands, for the action has removed the principle barrier to the establishment of 
the "dictatorship of the proletariat," and ultimate absorption of the zone into the 
Soviet Union - the Kremlin's own United Nations. Our entire denazification 
procedure has been highly satisfactory to Moscow, for the greater the chaos, 
despair, and disgust we create, and the greater the resentment of the German 
people becomes, the stronger becomes the grip of Communism, and the closer we 
come to losing everything for which we fought the war. 
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Chapter IV: 
THE ATTACK AGAINST THE GERMAN CAPITAL 

Looting 

The sacking of Germany after her unconditional surrender will go down in 
history as one of the most monstrous acts of modern times. Its excess beggars 
description and its magnitude defies condemnation. 

Allied armies that swept into Germany came with blood in their eyes and the 
conviction born of propaganda that the Germans had lost caste as members of 
the human race, were unworthy of protection afforded by human law and 
civilized institutions such as property rights and security of person. It was not 
thought of as looting, but simply as helping one's self to property the Germans 
had forfeited by being German. 

Russian soldiers were particularly ravenous, their appetites for loot being 
restrained only by the limitation placed on their own rights to hold property. 
Things the individual Russian soldier could keep, such as wrist watches, they 
snatched on sight, even from the arms of Yankees. 

The serious looting by the Russians was conducted officially, systematically and 
thoroughly. Every house and apartment was entered, searched, and stripped of 
everything at once valuable and movable - jewelry, silverware, works of art, 
clothing, household appliances, money. Stores, shops, warehouses were 
ransacked. Farms were denuded of farm animals, machinery, seed reserves, 
fodder, wine and food stocks. Telephones were removed from residences, 
telephone and telegraph lines and equipment were dismantled. Automobiles, 
motor trucks, even fire engines, were seized. Everything not nailed down was 
hauled away.[l] For the German standard of living must be lowered to the average 
of Europe. 

The Russian armies of occupation, kept equal in size to the combined occupation 
forces of the western powers, live off the land, paying for requisitions by paper 
occupation marks. Exorbitant occupation costs afford the Kremlin an effective 
device for milking the territory. Charges in the Soviet zone of Austria are several 
times greater, relatively, than those the Germans imposed on France, Belgium, 
Holland, Greece, and elsewhere.[2] This, despite Austria's promised "liberated" 
status. 

All of the Allies have issued huge amounts of military currency which the 
Germans are forced to accept in "payment." It is conservatively estimated that 
altogether they have pumped into the country between 15 billion and 20 billion 
occupation marks as against a normal currency circulation of between 7 and 9 
billion.[3] This means that the four powers have obtained between 2 and 4 billion 
dollars worth of German property for the mere cost of printing money issued in 
payment. 
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Just as there was a preponderance of American forces in the armies that struck 
against the west and south of Germany, so in these sectors was the 
preponderance of the looting American. Chicago Daily News foreign 
correspondent William H. Stoneman, stationed with the U.S. 3rd Army, wrote in 
May, 1945, when Germany was surrendering: 

"I have been impressed by the careless manner in which the booty has been 
handled and the way in which great stocks of foodstuffs have been left to the 

reckless inroads of looters."[4] 

A few days later he cabled: 

"Millions of dollars worth of rare things varying from intricate Zeiss lenses to 
butter and cheese and costly automobiles are being destroyed because the Army 
has not organized a system for the recovery of valuable enemy material. 
"Frontline troops are rough and ready about enemy property. They naturally take 
what they find if it looks interesting, and, because they are in the front lines, 
nobody says anything. 
"There are no M.P.s in the front lines. 
"But what front-line troops take is nothing compared to the damage caused by 
wanton vandalism of some of the following troops. 
"They seem to ruin everything, including the simplest personal belongings of the 
people in whose houses they are billeted. 
"Today, we have had two more examples of this business, which would bring 
tears to the eyes of anybody who has appreciation of material values. 
"First I found two boxcars loaded with magnificent Zeiss rangefinders for ack-ack 
guns, thousands of rare lenses, worth at rough estimate, perhaps $1,000,000. 
"Most of the things we saw there - many of them scattered about the tracks - were 
priceless, and thousands of dollars worth of stuff had been scattered as G.I.s 
combed boxcars for binoculars and other items which appeared easy to sell. 
Anybody with any knowledge of precision instruments would have cried his eyes 
out to see instruments worth $500 to $1,000 scattered around like so much junk. 
"Later I visited a warehouse which had been loaded with textiles and it was like a 
pigsty. 
"There still were thousands of yards of printed cotton goods and artificial woolen 

goods lying around, but much more bad been looted by somebody or other."[5] 

In one case looting resulted in arrests and trials. A WAC Captain and a Colonel 
were arrested in America and tried in Frankfurt, Germany, for taking $1,500,000 
worth of jewels, mostly of the House of Hesse, from a castle owned by Princess 
Margaret of Hesse, granddaughter of Queen Victoria. Defense attorneys at the 
trials made clear the extent of looting which had been done and the philosophy 
behind it. An on the scene account reads as follows: 

"The princess scored heavily against the defense contention that the owners of 
the jewels were just a bunch of Nazis whose loss was a misfortune of war which 
should not be singled out for prosecution from among hundreds of thousands of 

thefts from Germans by the American army personnel."[6] (emphasis added) 

It is, indeed, unlikely that the case would have gone to trial had the owners lacked 
such imposing connections. It is well known that we took from German museums 
some 200 art masterpieces with the intention of keeping them. Public opinion 
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was so outraged that President Truman found it expedient to promise their 
return; yet no one was prosecuted or even arrested. 

American Provost Marshall Lt. Col. Gerald F. Beane, whose duty it is to deal with 
crimes committed by our soldiers, in an official report released in Berlin late in 
1945 on the nature and extent of criminality in our army of occupation stated that 
larceny and robbery are the crimes most frequently committed by our soldiers. A 
leading daily comments: 

"As to the crimes against property, the explanation is fairly obvious. No effective 
steps were taken to discourage looting by the invading armies during the war. 
Officers and men alike committed this crime and for much the most part went 
unpunished. It was tolerated under some such euphemism as souvenir collecting. 
The habit of stealing, once formed, is difficult to break. The fault, of course, lies 
with the high command which permitted the abuse. Col. Beane's pronouncement 

suggests that the army is tardily seeking to correct its error."[7] 

Most of this type of looting died out during the first year of occupation; after that 
the methods became more subtle and indirect. Late in July, 1946, GI's were called 
to task for "sleeper purchases" of German properties which could be bought at 
the time for almost nothing, but which may some day have great value.[8] Full 
advantage has been taken of the currency chaos. In September, 1946, military 
authorities, to kill American profiteering in the black markets and illegal 
acquisition of foreign exchange, issued a new scrip currency, to replace all 
"foreign and allied military currencies in financial transactions throughout 
United States army installations."[9] And if official Russian accusations can be 
given credence, American officials have stolen equipment from plants in our zone 
earmarked for shipment to Russia on reparations account and sold it to foreign 
countries for their personal profit.[10] 

However, the type of looting just discussed, although it has run in value into 
hundreds of millions of dollars and robbed the German people of comforts and 
necessities they have sorely needed during the dreadful days through which they 
are having to pass, is but petty larceny as compared to the gigantic program of 
industrial sacking authorized at Potsdam. 

 
Economic Cannibalism 

Potsdam decrees that future German production shall be so limited by the Allied 
Control Council that the average German standard of living will not exceed the 
average of the standards of living of other European countries, exclusive of 
Britain and Russia, and that "productive capacity not needed for permitted 
production" shall be taken by the conquerors as plunder or destroyed. The 
prostrated German economy must be drawn and quartered and its flesh fed to 
other economies, a project which has aptly been called "economic cannibalism." 
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Potsdam piously recites, as a mere observation, not a mandate, that the program 
"should leave enough resources to enable the German people to subsist without 
external assistance." At the same time it admits that remaining resources are 
disastrously inadequate, for it says that the war and defeat "have destroyed 
German economy and made chaos and suffering inevitable." Still, it proceeds to 
lay down a reparations program to destroy or remove a large part of the scanty 
remaining production facilities. 

After much wrangling and horse trading, the Control Council in March, 1946, 
reached its decisions fixing the future levels of production both for Germany as a 
whole and for individual industries in accordance with Potsdam's stipulations. As 
a top limit, but by no means a guaranteed minimum, Germany's output under 
these orders may reach by 1949, but not surpass, the level to which it plunged at 
the bottom of the great depression of 1932, just before the Nazis were voted into 
power, when a third of the German workers were unemployed. . 

In carrying out the Potsdam mandate calling for the "elimination or control of all 
German industry that could be used for military production" and emphasis on 
"the development of agriculture and peaceful domestic industries," many 
ordinarily peaceful industries are entirely prohibited. These include shipbuilding, 
manufacture and operation of airplanes, ball and taper roller bearings, nearly all 
types of heavy machine tools, heavy materials, aluminum, magnesium, beryllium, 
vanadium, radioactive materials, hydrogen peroxide, and synthetic oil, gasoline 
and ammonia. 

Exports and imports are rigidly controlled and drastically restricted. Payments 
for necessary imports are given first call on proceeds from exports. Imports are 
confined mostly to a small amount of food and nitrates for fertilizer; exports are 
limited largely to coal, potash, and lumber. Foreign trade in the ordinary sense 
has been impossible, however, and will remain so, as long as the mark is given no 
value in terms of other currencies. 

Future production of a large number of domestic industries is drastically 
restricted. Electrical engineering is cut in half; mechanical engineering by two-
thirds. Synthetic textiles are sharply curtailed. Over-all chemical production is 
reduced to 45 per cent of the old level. Steel production may not surpass 
5,800,000 ingot tons a year, against the former 54,000,000 ton capacity.[11] 
Britain had argued that such a level would turn the Reich into an economic desert 
and had fought for a 7,500,000 ton level. Since Russia had held out for a much 
lower figure, however, the 5,800,000 ton ceiling was reached as a compromise. 

All during the negotiations Russia had fought for extremely low production 
ceilings. She had even asked for a sharp reduction in permitted food imports, to 
reduce the volume of necessary exports, and thus to free more industrial booty in 
which she was to share. When a little later shipment of reparations to her from 
the western zones was halted, she suddenly reversed her stand, however, and 
asked for higher ceilings. Molotov specifically demanded higher coal production 
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and said, "The Reich must be permitted more steel, greater industry and foreign 
trade." 

Mr. Byrnes at Stuttgart stubbornly defended the agreed production ceilings and 
insisted the program would permit some betterment in the German standard of 
living if the German people would work and save hard enough. 

Apart from generating bitter despair through closing the door to any hope of 
achieving prosperity, the ceilings have had little practical significance, because 
actual German output has remained far below the permitted levels. Our military 
authorities have asserted that it will require years for German recovery to reach 
the ceilings which have been set. The current effect of the program has been 
largely confined to repression of power to produce thorough destruction and 
removal of productive capacity and other measures, such as the banning of 
scientific research. 

German science, upon which German industry depended heavily, has been dealt 
a lethal blow, partly by direct prohibitions and partly by the operations of the 
denazification decrees which automatically ended the careers of the great 
majority of German scientists, at least within the Reich. Potsdam has ordered 
control of "all German public or private scientific bodies, research and 
experimental institutions, laboratories, etc., connected with economic activities." 
In harmony with this decree, German science has been suppressed by orders 
from the Control Council. 

Research (in Germany) by scientists who had been Nazis or had contributed to 
the development of German weapons, secret or otherwise, has been banned. 
Others, and they are very few, are forbidden to probe into a long list of specific, 
comprehensive subjects, 10 general categories of chemicals, and anything of 
military value or nature. Pure or theoretical science - explorations into the basic 
laws of nature and the like - may be conducted by the few eligibles, but only 
under military government surveillance. 

In other words, German science has been destroyed, and with it German ability to 
compete commercially with the war victors. 

German scientists, as a matter of fact, have become a highly esteemed form of 
war plunder. Russia, the first to recognize their value, was unable to hide her 
anxiety and frantic efforts to grab as many as she could. Britain, France, and the 
United States were not slow in following her example, entering the competition 
with marked success. We even managed to kidnap a large number from the 
western Russian zone when we retired to let the Russians take over. At first our 
interest was confined to experts who had been working on war developments, 
especially atomic fission and secret weapons. Others in our zone, including 
numbers who had fled before the Red armies, were held in jail. We changed this 
wasteful policy, however, after Dr. Roger Adams, head of the chemistry 
department of the University of Illinois and scientific adviser to the deputy 
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governor of AMG, declared it unwise to confine ourselves only to war industry 
scientists, since many of those languishing in prison would prove equally valuable 
to us for other purposes if we chose to use them. In consequence we have now at 
our disposal hundreds of ex-German scientists who no doubt constitute one of 
our most profitable acquisitions taken from the fallen Reich. Perhaps they should 
be counted as reparation. 

In addition we have sent into Germany teams of experts to scour the country and 
search out all German patents, designs, and secret processes, privately owned, or 
otherwise. According to Assistant Secretary of State Willliam L. Clayton, in 
testimony before a U.S. Senate committee in June 1945: 

"We intend to secure the full disclosure of an existing German technology and 
invention for the benefit of the United Nations. . . This Government and other 
governments with which Germany has been at war have reduced to their control 
inventions and designs both patented and unpatented which were owned and 
controlled by German nationals at the time of the outbreak of war . . . It is 
probable that no steps will be taken by either the legislative or executive branch 
of this government which would have the effect of returning such rights to the 
former German owners." 

Mr. Morgenthau called for the industrial sacking of Germany by proposing that, 
instead of repeating the mistake made after the last war by demanding 
"reparations in the form of future payments and deliveries," requiring 
production and sale of exports, this time 

"reparations shall be effected by the transfer of existing resources and territories, 
e.g. . . . by transfer of German territory and German private rights in industrial 
property situated in such territory to invaded countries. . .; by the removal and 
distribution among devastated countries of industrial plants and equipment . . .; 
by forced German labor outside Germany; and by confiscation of all German 
assets of any character whatsoever outside of Germany." (emphasis added) 

These proposals to trample on the sanctity of private German property could 
hardly fail to meet with wholehearted approval in the Politburo. In effecting the 
program no pretense is made that the owners of confiscated private property will 
be compensated now or later by either the Allies or the German government, for 
the latter, if it is ever established, will no doubt be so weak that such 
compensation would be beyond its financial capacity. 

Yet the Hague convention in Article 46 in the section dealing with "Military 
Authority Over the Territory of the Hostile State" says: "Private property cannot 
be confiscated." Article 53 underscores the point by saying that any private 
property taken during an occupation "must be restored and compensation fixed 
when peace is made." 

In view of the present deadly, worldwide assault against the institution of private 
property, those who pretend to be its defenders should insist upon adherence to 
these provisions of international law. Flagrant Big Four violations not only create 
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the injustices the laws were established to prevent but incriminate the victors of 
World War II for the very actions for which they so strongly and justly 
condemned Hitler. One can readily understand why Socialistic Soviet Russia 
would violate private property rights in occupied countries, but the same cannot 
be said of the United States. 

Russia at Yalta took the lead in demanding that German reparations be set at 20 
billion dollars, half of which was to go to herself. President Roosevelt, engrossed 
as he was in his "great design," gambling that Russian suspicions of the western 
capitalistic powers could be allayed by giving Stalin everything he wanted, and 
more, agreed to support the demand. Prime Minister Churchill, however, pointed 
out the obvious fact that if Germany was to be so weakened by de-
industrialization that she could not pay reparations from current production and 
if reparation was to be limited to plant and equipment discarded by de-
industrialization, there could be no justification for Russia's position. The de-
industrialization program would automatically limit the amount of reparation to 
the amount to plant and equipment not ruined by war, less whatever amount 
would be left to the Germans. For the sake of harmony, however, the 20 billion 
dollar figure was accepted "as a basis for discussion." 

At Potsdam Russia was apportioned the lion's share of the reparation. She was to 
receive all from her own zone, plus 25 per cent from the other zones. Of the latter, 
two-fifths was to go to Russia outright and three-fifths was to be given to her "in 
exchange for an equivalent value of food, coal, potash, zinc, timber, day products, 
petroleum products, and such other commodities as may be agreed upon," 
presumably to be taken from her zone. President Truman said of the 
arrangement: "It is a means of maintaining a balanced economy in Germany and 
providing the usual exchange of goods between the eastern part and the western." 
In other words, one section of German economy must give up to Russia 15 per 
cent of the flesh to be stripped from its bones in order to receive sustenance from 
another section - a most remarkable form of economic cannibalism. 

The value of Germany's bombed and battered plant and equipment remaining at 
the end of the war has been officially estimated at between 5 and 10 billion 
dollars, of which 45 per cent was located in the Russian zone where Russia was 
given a free hand. Under the "level of industry plan" 40 per cent of this was to be 
available for removal as reparation or destroyed. Total reparation, therefore, 
could not be more than 2 to 4 billions, and if Russia were to adhere to the general 
plan in her zone her total share from all Germany could not exceed 2.4 billion 
dollars. 

At first Russia went along amicably with the program and, according to some 
reports, apparently took far less than the 40 per cent allowable from her own 
zone. In March, 1946, the head of the local Thuringian government told 
correspondents permitted to visit there on a conducted tour that Russia has 
dismantled less than 100 out of Thuringia's 5,200 industries.[12] A later report 
had it that out of 6,272 industries in the province only 310 had been dismantled, 
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of which 80 had been able to get under way again. Neither gave the relative size 
of the establishments seized. If the plants taken were of average size, they 
constituted only 2 to 5 per cent of the total. Early in the summer of 1946 the 
United States estimated that actual removals from the Russian zone amounted to 
between 500 and 750 million dollars, exclusive of war booty, restitution for 
destroyed or stolen Russian goods, or occupation costs.[13] This was still less 
than the allowance. Considering how thoroughly she stripped such regions as 
Manchuria and northern Iran before evacuating her troops, her early restraint in 
her German zone, if true, would suggest an ulterior motive. 

What this motive might be is indicated by the fact, also according to reports, that 
over 90 per cent of the plants in her zone were in operation, with from 80 to 100 
per cent of their output going to Russia as occupation costs or reparation. For 
example, at one plant with an output of 20 million razors, the German market 
was to receive 3 million; the rest was to go to the Soviet Union. Persistent rumors, 
moreover, told of large German munitions plants operating day and night in the 
zone producing munitions and implements of war for the Soviet Union. 

Meanwhile reparations shipments from the western zones had gotten under way 
in April. The first shipment was six shiploads carrying the physical assets of the 
Deschimag shipyard, Germany's largest, valued at $4,800,000. Soon to follow 
were 20 carloads of machinery and tools valued at $5,000,000, representing half 
of the assets of the country's largest ball bearing plant. Other early shipments 
included the Gendorf unit of the Anorgana Chemical works, valued at 
$10,000,000 and the vast Daimler-Benz underground aircraft engine plant near 
Oberingheim. 

By May, according to Reparations Commissioner Edwin W. Pauley, the U.S. zone 
had earmarked 144 plants for removal to Russia, of which 35 or 40 were actually 
shipped, before we suddenly halted further shipments on the ground that we 
must do so to protect the economic interests of our zone until interzonal 
economic unity had been achieved, in harmony with Potsdam. Shortly before 
this, however, the western powers had failed to get the Russians to agree on how 
much inspection a four power commission would be allowed to do in all four 
zones, including the Russian. The idea has originated in the Paris conference of 
Foreign Ministers to allay interzonal suspicions and to give each occupying power 
a clearcut picture of disarmament in other zones. Britain has hinted that she 
wanted to check rumors that munitions were being turned out in the Russian 
zone; Russia had retorted with the direct accusation that Britain had not 
disbanded large units of the captured German army and wanted to investigate. 

Whatever the reasons, we stopped further shipments of reparations from our 
zone. And then the storm broke loose. 

Russia apparently reversed her whole attitude toward Germany. In June at Paris 
Molotov declared it ridiculous to try to destroy Germany, called for a strong, 
centralized and economically balanced Reich with the Ruhr and Saar attached, 
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specifically asked for higher steel and coal production levels than those Russia 
had previously agreed upon, saying, "The Reich must be permitted more steel, 
greater industry and foreign trade," and added, "The Soviet Government insists 
that reparations from Germany to the amount of ten billion dollars be exacted 
without fail." His object was clear: Russia now wanted a Germany able and 
required to pay large reparations so heavy that socialization would become 
mandatory, with "Anschluss" with the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics to 
follow. 

Meanwhile, Russia was stripping her zone to the bone, implying that it was 
necessary to do so to guarantee a continued flow of reparations to the Soviet 
Union. Many of Germany's greatest producers of civilian goods were dismantled 
and shipped eastward. Among them were the two largest shoe factories (Lingel 
and Tack); the largest sugar refineries in the great beet-sugar region; the largest 
grain processing mills in Europe, at Barby near Magdeburg; the great Bemberg 
Silk Mills, famous before the war for their hosiery and lingerie, and the Zeiss 
Optical Works at Jena. All secondary rail lines were torn up and all electric 
locomotives removed from the zone. 

But many of the confiscated plants were left in Germany where they could be 
operated by Germans for Russia's benefit. She installed Russian or Communist 
foremen and placed Russians or Communists on the Boards of Directors. In this 
fashion she acquired complete ownership and control of 200 of Germany's key 
industries comprising the zone's real economic wealth and employing 1,300,000 
workers - a third of the zone's working population. Examples of the industries 
seized are all of the I.G. Farben Industrie plants in Saxony, including the famous 
Leuna chemical factories at Merseburg, Bitterfeld, and Wollin; the Reich's only 
important copper works, the Mansfield Co., in Saxony; the machine works of 
Krupp Gruson at Magdeburg; the Brabag Brown Coal and Gasoline Co., near 
Gera in Thuringia; the Polysius machine works at Dessau; and many of the most 
important iron ore plants, machine tool factories, coal mine companies, potash 
mines, and electrical plants. 

America, which from the beginning had been the most zealous in carrying out de-
industrialization in its own zone, made no protest to Russia until it was learned 
that two establishments owned by American concerns, the United Shoe 
Machinery Co. and the Corn Products Refining Co., had been among those seized. 
We then offered the suggestion that Allied owned property should be exempted 
from seizure and added the pious thought that plants producing civilian goods 
should be kept in Germany. Our note went unanswered. It is known, however, 
that Russia has invented numerous excuses to give her seizures apparent legality, 
among them being the contention that plants with international backing are 
abandoned property and that the owners, most of whom have fled or been 
liquidated, were war profiteers. 

Since Britain had come forward with a scheme to nationalize the Ruhr and other 
industries in her zone, potentially worth billions of dollars, in a manner that 
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would place title to much of it in her own hands as "custodian" without one cent 
of compensation to the former owners, she had lost all moral ground on which to 
base a protest against the Russian action. Nor could the French object, in view of 
their avaricious, vengeful treatment of their own zone, where looting has been 
just as thorough as in the Russian, but far less intelligent; where, for example, 
they demand most of the crops to be harvested and at the same time requisition 
draft animals in July just when most needed to help gather the harvest. 

Although America went about the business of dismantling and dynamiting 
German plants with more fervor than was at first exhibited in any other zone, our 
motive was quite different from the motives of our allies. Russia is anxious to get 
as much loot as possible from Germany and yet to make it produce abundantly 
for Russia to help make her new five year plan successful, and ultimately to 
absorb the Reich into the Soviet Union. France is ravenous for loot, has been 
anxious to destroy Germany forever and to annex as much of her territory as 
possible. Britain has found uses for large amounts of German booty, wants to get 
rid of Germany as a trade competitor, while retaining her as a market for British 
goods. The United States has no use for German plant and equipment as booty, 
and has often said so. We consider our own abundant production equipment 
superior. Apart from one or two special cases, our primary interest in German 
assets has been in those located outside Germany, to eliminate German 
competition in world trade. We are willing to permit the German people to 
subsist on their own little plot of land, if they can, but we are determined that 
they never again shall engage in foreign commerce on an important scale. In 
partnership with Britain we have carried out a systematic campaign to root out all 
German contacts and assets located abroad and have put our own traders in their 
place. 

Known as the "replacement program," the campaign is closely related to the 
"safehaven" program which calls for the forcible elimination of all accumulations 
of German capital abroad. 

The following extracts from testimony by assistant Secretary of State William L. 
Clayton before the "Kilgore Committee" of the U.S. Senate, June 25, 1945, tell the 
story: 

"LATIN AMERICA" 
"The government soon determined that German enterprises could not be 
permitted to survive . . . in this hemisphere. The replacement program was 
accordingly evolved as a means of bringing about the elimination of German 
enterprises and of German interests. 
"The businesses of any persons who were acting against the political and 
economic independence or security of the American republics 'shall be the object 
of forced transfer or total liquidation.'" German economic and political 
penetration in this hemisphere has, for the most part, been dealt a blow from 
which it will probably not recover . . ."  

"THE SAFEHAVEN PROGRAM" 
"The replacement and safehaven programs are both based upon the common 
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knowledge that totalitarin Germany was able to marshall the ostensible private 
interests of German nationals abroad for the purpose of waging economic war." - 
"The safehaven program concerns itself with denying to Germany" among other 
things "the German capital investments already located abroad when the war 
began." - "The financial and corporate interests of German nationals located 
outside of Germany have either been seized or will be subject to seizure." (Mr. 
Clayton also advocated that Germans with brains and skills, including citizens of 
Latin American countries of German extraction who had publicly expressed any 
sympathy for the German cause, should be extradited and sent to Germany.) 

Accordingly, we have confiscated nearly a billion dollars of property in this 
country believed by our Justice Department to be owned by Germans, although 
held in the name of citizens of neutral countries such as Sweden and Switzerland. 
Attorney General Clark says the Justice Department contends these holdings now 
belong to the United States Government. 

The external operation of the program has been illustrated by our forcing 
Switzerland, Sweden, Spain and other countries to hand over their German 
owned assets. Sweden, for example, held German wealth valued at 104 million 
dollars. At the same time we held 200 million dollars of Swedish assets which we 
had "blocked," that is, cut off from Swedish control during the war. We used 
these blocked funds as a club to compel Sweden to turn the assets over to us. 
After long negotiations, she finally did deliver 77 million dollars worth of the 
German resources and we in turn unblocked the 200 million dollars in Swedish 
funds in America. After obtaining the funds we confiscated them and divided the 
loot with Britain and France. 

We were able to obtain half of the 200 to 250 million dollars worth of German 
assets held in Switzerland and pried loose over 100 million dollars worth of 
German assets from Spain. We have used and are using every weapon and 
pressure at our command to root out and confiscate German assets all over the 
world, and in the process, as Mr. Clayton testified, have dealt a death blow to 
German foreign trade. 

That we officially recognize that the program will also destroy Germany and 
exterminate the German people was made perfectly clear by Mr. Clayton in his 
testimony before the Kilgore Committee. Dr. Schimmel, chief investigator, had 
inquired of the Under-Secretary of State if it were not true that the Germans had 
made their successful penetration of South American trade for the purpose of 
acquiring superior information facilities. Mr. Clayton replied: 

"With the Germans it was not a matter of information, it was largely a matter of 
necessity. I mean they had to have foreign trade, they had to export in order to 
live. The country has, as you know, very little natural resources. The only natural 
resources of any consequence that they have are coal and potash, and they had to 
export manufactured goods in order to acquire the raw materials that they 
needed in their economic life, in their industry, and foreign trade was an 
absolute necessity for the Germans. "(emphasis added) 
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Taking their foreign trade away from them, and making it impossible for them to 
export manufactured goods, the program advocated by Mr. Clayton and 
embodied in the Potsdam agreements, was tantamount, therefore, to 
pronouncing the death sentence on the German people. 
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Chapter V: 
BASTARDIZING THE GERMAN RACE 

Not only have the conquerors set out to destroy Germany economically by pulling 
down the three pillars of production but they have launched an assault against 
the German race itself by an attack against its mothers. From the record it 
appears that the men who met at Yalta deliberately formulated a diabolical 
program of racial bastardization which they considered an appropriate response 
to the claim of racial superiority. 

A Russian General told General Ira Eaker, Commander of the Mediterannean air 
forces: "We've decided just to kill all the German men, take 17,000,000 German 
women and that will solve it." Something on this order was obviously the intent. 
The millions of German men of marriageable age not killed or disabled in war 
were marched off into slavery where they could not protect their wives, 
sweethearts, daughters and sisters. And then the attack began. 

From the east came the Bolshevized Mongolian and Slavic hordes, repeatedly 
raping every captured woman and girl, contaminating them with venereal 
diseases and impregnating them with a future race of Russo-German bastards. In 
the west the British used colonial troops, the French Sengalese and Moroccans, 
the Americans an excessively high percentage of negroes. Our own method was 
not so direct as the Russian: instead of using physical force, we compelled the 
German women to yield their virtue in order to live - to get food to eat, beds to 
sleep in, soap to bathe with, roofs to shelter them. 

Senator Eastland of Mississippi, after a European tour of observation, told his 
colleagues in the U.S. Senate early in December, 1945: "The virtue of womanhood 
and the value of human life are civilized man's most sacred possessions, yet they 
are the very cheapest thing in Russian-occupied Germany today." 

He had learned first-hand of such incidents as the following, told by a priest in a 
letter smuggled out of Breslau, Germany, September 3, 1945: 

"In unending succession were girls, women and nuns violated. . . Not merely in 
secret, in hidden corners, but in the sight of everybody, even in churches, in the 
streets and in public places were nuns, women and even eight-year-old girls 
attacked again and again. Mothers were violated before the eyes of their children; 
girls in the presence of their brothers; nuns, in the sight of pupils, were outraged 

again and again to their very death and even as corpses."[l] 

Meanwhile newspaper headlines assured us that "Ivan and Joe Are Brothers 
Under the Skin." 

Prime Minister Churchill had told the Germans in January, 1945, just before they 
surrendered unconditionally: 
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"We Allies are no monsters. This, at least, I can say on behalf of the United 
Nations. . . Peace, though based on unconditional surrender, will bring to 
Germany and Japan immense and immediate alleviation of suffering and 

agony."[2] 

When our Russian Allies "liberated" Danzig they promptly liberated all the 
women of their virtue and chastity - by raping all - from small girls to ladies as 
much as 83 years of age. A 50-year-old teacher says that her niece, 15, was 
violated seven times the day after the Russians arrived, while her other niece, 22, 
was raped 15 tirnes the same day. When women of the city pleaded for protection, 
a Russian officer told them to seek shelter in the Catholic Cathedral. After 
hundreds of women and girls were securely inside, the brave sons of mother 
Russia entered and "playing the organ and ringing the bells, kept up a foul orgy 
through the night, raping all the women, some more than 30 times.[3] 

A Catholic pastor of Danzig states: "They even violated eight-year-old girls and 
shot boys who tried to shield their mothers." 

It was the same in all regions overrun by the Communist Armies. When Berlin 
fell the Commander told his Russian soldiers the women of the city were theirs, 
to help themselves. They did! The only escape the women had was suicide. 

The following is an eye-witness account of what the Russians did in eastern 
Germany written by a veteran American newspaperman who had been taken 
prisoner by the Germans in Paris and later freed by the Russians with whom he 
stayed for nearly three months as they swept over eastern Germany and on to 
Berlin and beyond: 

"REDS TERRORIZE CONQUERED WITH RAPE AND DEATH 
"London, August 4, 1945 - As our long line of British Army lories (trucks) 
carrying American, British, and French liberated prisoners of war from the 
Russian to the main Anglo-American zone of Germany rolled through the main 
street of Brahlsdorf, the last Russian occupied-town, a pretty blond girl darted 
from the crowd of Germans watching us and made a dash for our truck. 
"Clinging with both hands to the tailboard, she made a desperate effort to climb 
in. But we were driving too fast and the board was too high. After being dragged 
several hundred yards she had to let go and fell on the cobblestone street. 
"That scene was a dramatic illustration of the state of terror in which women in 
Russian-occupied eastern Germany were living. All these women, Germans, 
Polish, Jewish, and even Russian girls 'freed' from Nazi slave camps were 
dominated by one desperate desire - to escape from the Red zone." 
"In the district around our internment camp - the territory comprising the towns 
of Schlawe, Lauenburg, and Buckow and hundreds of larger villages - Red 
soldiers during the first weeks of their occupation raped every woman and girl 
between the ages of 12 and 60. That sounds exaggerated but it is the simple 
truth."(emphasis added) 
"The only exceptions were girls who managed to remain in hiding in the woods or 
who had the presence of mind to feign illness - typhoid, dyptheria or some other 
infectious disease. Flushed with victory - and often with wine found in the cellars 
of rich Pomeranian land owners - the Reds searched every house for women, 
cowing them with pistols or tommy guns, and carried them into their tanks or 
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trucks. 
"Husbands and fathers who attempted to protect their women folk were shot 
down and girls offering extreme resistance were murdered. 
"Some weeks after the invasion, Red 'political commissions' began a tour of the 
countryside ostensibly in search of members of the Nazi party. In every village 
the woman were told to report for examination of papers to these commissions, 
which looked them over and detained those with sex appeal. The youngest and 
prettiest were taken by the officers and the rest left to the mercy of the privates. 
"This reign of terror lasted as long as I was with the Reds in Pomerania. Several 
girls whom I had known during my captivity committed suicide. Others died after 
having been raped by ten soldiers in succession. 
"In an isolated farmhouse where my French comrade and myself spent three 
months after joining the Reds, there were eight young girls from neighboring 
villages hiding from the Reds. One was always on watch and when the Russians 
were seen approaching they scampered off into a nearby woods and hid in the 
dense underbrush. This sometimes happened several times daily and the girls 
never had a quiet moment but while we were there the Reds never discovered 
them. 
"All of these girls already had been raped and three of them - one a little girl of 13 
- were pregnant. 
"Inevitably the Red occupation is having a disastrous effect on the morality of the 
inhabitants and the existing conditions of anarchy will exert an evil influence for 
years. Many woman have been infected with venereal diseases and now a very 
few youthful girls have joined the Reds for pleasure and food and are helping 
them spot their compatriots. 
"Whenever possible, girls attach themselves to liberated Anglo-American or 
French prisoners of war for protection against the Russians. Curiously, the Reds 
seemed to have a special code of honor in this respect - they will take an Allied 
prisoner's watch but won't touch his girl. 
"When the Red Army starts a big offensive its commanders held out prospects of 
unrestricted rape and pillage as encouragement to the troops, but later they try to 
stem the tide of lust - not on grounds of humanity but because it threatens to 
undermine discipline. 
"Squadrons of Cossacks, used by the Reds as they were by the Tsar, as mounted 
police, periodically surrounded villages in Pomerania and searched all the houses 
for deserters and stragglers who had remained behind with women. The Cossacks 
mercilessly drove the soldiers off to jail with their 'nagaikas' - Cossack whips - but 

they kept the women for their own pleasure."[4] 

In refusing Yamashita's plea for clemency General MacArthur in the following 
words condemned the Japanese leader for his maltreatment of the defenseless: 

"The soldier, be he friend or foe, is charged with the protection of the weak and 
unarmed. It is the very essence and reason for his being. When he violates this 
sacred trust, he not only profanes his entire cult but threatens the very fabric of 
international society. The traditions of fighting men are long and honorable. They 

are based on the noblest of human traits - sacrifice."[5] 

The Russians were not alone in violating these principles. Police records of 
Stuttgart show that during the French occupation, 1,198 women were raped and 
eight men violated by French troops, mostly Moroccans. Dr. Karl Hartenstein, 
prelate of the Evangelical church in the city estimated the number at 5,000. Frau 
Schumacher, secretary of the police woman's section, in submitting a 
documented report on numerous rapings, said that on the night the French 
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evacuated the city a child of 9 was raped and killed, her mother also raped and 
shot, and her father killed by Moroccans. In the town of Vailhingen, with a 
population of 12,000, for example, 500 cases of rape were reported.[6] So it went 
in areas occupied by the French. 

While a good number of American troops have resisted the example of others and 
deported themselves in a manner becoming their Christian backgrounds, the 
record for our occupation forces as a whole is dark. 

An Associated Press dispatch from Nuernberg, Germany, quotes a letter which 
appeared in STARS AND STRIPES written by Capt. Frederick B. Eutsler, 
Chaplain of the 478th United States port battalion, charging that public behavior 
of American troops in Germany had become deplorable. He urged that the 
newspaper "launch a crusade against this disgraceful conduct which is earning a 
bad name for our army," and added, "I refer particularly to the assumption of 
many GI's that every German woman is immoral and it is their privilege to force 
their attentions on these women and insult them with indecent proposals.[7] 

In April, 1946, the military authorities found it necessary to "crack down" and 
ordered stricter adherence to soldierly standards so as not to "discredit" the "fine 
performance of our troops in general."[8] 

That same month an anonymous staff sergeant wrote in STARS AND STRIPES a 
charge that married men in the army were afraid to bring their wives to Germany 
because many American soldiers behaved like "supercharged wolves" toward 
women in public. He wrote: "Wise up, men. The hardest part of the war is now 
being fought, not with tommy guns, but with personalities. Let's show the 
Germans that we are men, not pigs." 

In reporting the latter, Edward P. Morgan of the Chicago Daily News foreign 
service wrote: 

"Whether he knew it or not the sergeant aired a subject which long has been a 
sore spot with Arnerican - and other - women in the European theatre. Ask 
almost any woman correspondent who has been around Europe at all and she will 
tell you reluctantly that the conduct of the average American soldier in public 
toward women is "disgraceful" compared to the reserve and discipline of his 
British, Russian, and French Allies. 
"Now that spring has come to Bavaria, one of the favorite pastimes of the GI's in 
Nuremberg seems to be to drive slowly along the curb in jeeps and reach out and 

pat the posteriors of startled frauleins."[9] 

When wives of men in our occupation forces arrived in Germany it became 
necessary, for their protection against indecent advances by American men, to 
wear special badges on their arms to distinguish them from German women. 

One of the consequences of the immoralities of howling G.I. wolf packs is an 
upsurge in venereal diseases which has reached epidemic proportions. Before we 
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arrived, although the rate had increased with the return of German soldiers from 
France and North Africa, it was still moderate and well under control. After our 
arrival, contamination soared. In December, 1945, only 7 per cent of German 
civilians receiving venereal disease treatment were men; by August, 1946, 
however, men constituted 41 per cent of the patients.[10] In other words, 
contamination had spread from our troops to the German women and finally to 
German men. 

A large proportion of the contamination has originated with colored American 
troops which we have stationed in great numbers in Germany and among whom 
the rate of venereal infection is many times greater than among white troops. In 
July, 1946, the current rate of infections among white soldiers was 190 per 1,000 
men per annum, meaning that slightly less than one in five would be infected in 
the course of a year. In contrast the rate among negro troops stationed in the 
American zone of Germany was 771 per thousand![11] In speaking of this general 
problem, Lee Hills, Chicago Daily News foreign correspondent, writes: 

"Two of the biggest headaches in the American occupation of Germany are 
problems we brought with us. One is the extreme youth and inexperience our 
army men . . . The other problem - and one so politically touchy the War 
Department is afraid to remedy - is the heavy use of Negro American troops. The 
result, despite some superb Army leadership at the top, is that American prestige 
has steadily dropped from its V-E Day peak. 
"The top men in Germany, almost without exception, think it's a mistake to have 
so many (42,000) Negro troops here. 'They're simply not trained and disciplined 
for this job, which is vastly more complicated and delicate than fighting,' said one 
general. 'They have a higher crime rate, a venereal disease rate several times that 
of the white soldier, and a worse record for mischief in general. . . Frankly, the 
worst problem comes from our colored troops going with white German girls. 
This stirs bitter hatred among German men. Many of our own soldiers feel almost 

as strongly about it.'"[12] 

That the German women do not accept advances from American troops out of 
choice but rather out of sternest necessity is shown by the close connection 
between the venereal disease rate and availability of food. As one correspondent 
writes: 

"Statistics show that the venereal rate is related to the food supply of the German 
civilians during our occupation. After the winter's supply of potatoes was issued 
to the Germans last fall, there was a drop in the number of soldiers infected. As 
frauleins became more hungry, more soldiers were infected. Ration cuts last 

spring also were reflected in higher venereal figures."[13] 

The German press broke its long silence on the subject of venereal contamination 
in a front page editorial in the NEUE ZEIT, a Soviet licensed Berlin newspaper. 
The author, a young woman editor named Renate Lengnick, whose husband had 
not returned from the American zone of occupation, where he was a prisoner of 
war, struck at the collapse in moral foundations for sex relations: She wrote: 
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"There are husbands and sweethearts who have not yet returned. Many never will 
return. There are girls who will never have husbands. There is unemployment. 
Apprenticeships are empty promises. There is little to inspire hope. 
"Thirty-five per cent of the civilian venereal disease victims are girls under 20. 
For most of them it was desperation that turned them to sex indulgence. They 
needed food, clothing, and shelter. Most important of what they lacked was hope 
for a normal, decent life. 
"Doctors and police must continue their campaign of eradication without 
abatement. We must also rescue the spirit as well as the bodies of youth from 

demoralization."[14] 

The main difference between American and Russian methods of ravishing the 
unconditionally surrendered women of Germany is the American capitalistic, free 
economy touch. THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY, for Decernber 5, 1945, reports: 

"The American provost marshal, Lieutenant Colonel Gerald F. Beane, said that 
rape represents no problem to the military police because 'a bit of food, a bar of 
chocolate, or a bar of soap seems to make rape unnecessary.' Think that over if 
you want to understand what the situation is in Germany." 

Dr. George N. Schuster, President of Hunter College, charged, after a visit to the 
American zone: 

"You have said it all when you say that Europe is now a place where woman has 
lost her perennial fight for decency because the indecent alone live." 
"Except for those who can establish contacts with members of the armed forces, 

Germans can get nothing from soap to shoes."[15] 

L.F. Filewood, writing in the WEEKLY REVIEW, London, Oct. 5, 1945, stated: 

"Young girls, unattached, wander about and freely offer themselves, for food or 
bed . . . Very simply they have one thing left to sell, and they sell it . . . As a way of 
dying it may be worse than starvation, but it will put off dying for months - or 

even years."[16] 

Significantly, the Potsdam Declaration declares: 

"The Allied armies are in occupation of the whole of Germany and the German 
people have begun to atone for the terrible crimes committed under the 
leadership of those whom in the hour of their success, they openly approved and 
blindly obeyed." 

It fails to declare that the crimes to be committed by the Allied armies of 
occupation would eclipse those of which the Nazi armies have been accused. Now 
that the war is over and the heat of combat has died down enough to enable us to 
view the cold facts again, it must be brought home to the Arnerican people that 
much of what they have been led to believe was born of propaganda, that the 
German army, for example, actually behaved itself very correctly toward the 
people of occupied territories whose governments were signatories of the Hague 
and Geneva Conventions. The facts are now well known, and are beyond dispute, 
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despite the opposite picture previously painted in the press as part of the 
horrendous business of war. 

William L. Shirer, in his Berlin Diary (p. 412), on June 17, 1940, in the first flush 
of German occupation, described how many French women had fled Paris for 
fear of what the German armies might do to them. 

"It seems," he wrote, "the Parisians actually believe the Germans would rape the 
women and do worse to the men . . . The ones who stayed are all the more 
amazed at the very correct behavior of the troops - so far." 

And their behavior never changed. 

Frederick C. Crawford, President of Thompson Products, after a tour of 
inspection in which he, with others of the War Department, visited areas where 
the Germans had been in occupation for four years, in his "REPORT FROM THE 
WAR FRONT", said: 

"The Germans tried to be careful in their dealings with the people . . . We were 
told that if a citizen attended strictly to business and took no political or 
underground action against the occupying army, he was treated with 

correctness."[17] 
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Chapter VI: 
THE PEOPLE HUNGER 

In view of all that has happened in Germany, it is small wonder that the people 
have been overtaken by extreme shortages of basic necessities, especially food. 

Months after the war had ended and the conquerors had assumed complete 
control of the German government and therefore responsibility for the German 
people and their future, the Bishop of Chichester, quoting a noted German 
pastor, said: 

"Thousands of bodies are hanging in the trees in the woods around Berlin and 
nobody bothers to cut them down. Thousands of corpses are carried into the sea 
by the Oder and Elbe Rivers - one doesn't notice it any longer. Thousands and 
thousands are starving in the highways. . . Children roam the highways alone, 

their parents shot, dead, lost."[1] 

A wireless to the New York Times in April, 1946, says: 

"Like Russia's half-wild vagabonds after World War I, Germany's youth is on the 
road . . . because there was not enough to eat at home. Homeless, without papers 
or ration cards . . . these groups rob Germans and displaced persons. They are . . . 
wandering aimlessly, disillusioned, dissolute, diseased, and without 

guidance."[2] 

Despite conditions, the German people are putting up a brave struggle for 
existence. After a five-week tour of Europe, including Germany, Malcolm Muir, 
publisher of BUSINESS WEEK, told the Union League Club of Chicago: 

"The Germans are making every effort to help themselves . . . It is not unusual to 
see a milk cow hitched to a plow, a woman leading the cow and a small boy 

guiding the plow."[3] 

What harvesting machinery remains is mostly small, old fashioned and run 
down, often useless for want of parts. Draught work is supplied by animals and 
men. Oxen are used where available, and a horse and cow hitched together are 
common. It is not unusual to see a wagon of straw moving along a road with one 
or two old men at the tongue and a flock of women and children pushing. One 
observer writes: 

"The plight of the Germans is epitomized by scenes in the stubble fields, which 
are thoroughly gleaned by the owners. Villagers, old men, women and children, 
may be seen picking up one grain at a time from the ground to be carried home in 

a sack the size of a housewife's shopping bag."[4] 

Crop yields have been reduced by the five year fertilizer famine, which continues 
and the fact, as mentioned before, that the soil for the most part has been worked 
for 1,000 to 2,000 years. 
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Food reserves which were ample when the war ended were soon depleted, thanks 
in part to deliberate destruction by invading armies, and, in the case of the 
Russians and French, to armies of occupation living off the land. When we first 
invaded Normandy we were surprised by the large stores of food we found. It was 
the same elsewhere. Although his statement contrasted sharply with the current 
propaganda which had all Europe starving, Prof. Theodore Shultz of the 
University of Chicago, in November, 1943, had said that continental Europe that 
year had harvested good crops, that "farm production had been so well 
maintained despite the war that Europe will meet 90 to 95 per cent of her food 
requirements in the year after peace is declared."[5] Although distribution was 
disrupted at the end of the war, aggregate food stocks were large. But under 
Allied management they were soon dissipated. 

The situation, worsened by the loss of the eastern "bread basket" and the large 
number of displaced persons and evacuees from the east, became critical and 
then catastrophic. 

For six months our military govemment refused to supply any food from the 
outside to supplement the vanishing German stocks; however, the terrible 
consequences of this policy ultimately got under the tough hides of the 
occupation authorities to such an extent that by December they appealed to the 
U.S. Government to send sufficient food to prevent universal starvation. Relief 
was finally promised, and after many heartbreaking delays, a dribble arrived. 

The intensity of the famine through which Germany is passing can be guaged by 
comparing the German diet with our own and with what experiments prove to be 
the minimum to maintain life. 

An average slice of bread yields around 200 calories. The average American diet 
is 3,000 calories per person per day. To maintain weight and health, a 
lumberjack needs as much as 7,600 calories, an active woman at least 3,000.[6] 
Herbert Hoover, famed for his work in famine relief, says that 2,200 calories "is a 
minimum in a nation for healthy human beings."[7] 

Various studies have been made to determine the effects of subnormal diets and 
the limits of starvation. The University of Minnesota conducted a test during the 
war in which a group of conscentious objectors voluntarily lived for several 
months on a daily diet of 1,650 calories. Within six months each man lost a fourth 
of his weight and experienced fainting spells, dizziness, and a feeling of always 
being cold. Their hearts shrank and some had to have two blankets even in 
summer. All lost three-fourths of their energy and work ability. "Each individual 
gradually tended to withdraw to himself, to shun social companionship . . . The 
main interest in life became the next meal."[8] 

Northwestern University Medical School conducted a similar experiment with 
similar effects. A diet with protein and vitamin contents 40 per cent and 25 per 
cent of normal, respectively, was tried with results which in the words of Dr. 
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Andrew C. Ivy, "hold out a dismal prospect for the people of food-restricted 
countries." He said little change was noted in the patients during the first month 
and a half; "after six weeks, however, they showed a slow, progressive 
deterioration in physical and mental health, accompanied by loss of endurance, 
skin lesions, leg pains, and mental slowness." It was difficult to get the subjects 
back to normal: "the time of recovery was in no case less than a month."[9] 

In response to a question on the subject of minimum diets, the National Research 
Council states: 

"The best evidence available to the Board would indicate that adult European 
males reduced to an intake on the average of 1,400 to 1,700 calories for a period 
of six months will suffer: 1) Reduction of capacity for work (endurance) to the 
point where only very light work can be performed effectively, moderate heavy 
work, and heavy work not at all. 2) Loss of power of mental concentration 
associated with apathy, depression, and a high level of irritability. 3) Increased 
susceptibility to infections and contagious diseases . . . The ability of a population 
to maintain or increase its own community production of food, not to speak of 
other goods, would be diminished. In the second place, there would be less hope 
of establishing acceptable community political organization. In the third place, a 
population subjected to such a low level of food supply might be expected to 
develop epidemics which might spread to other nations and consequently 

represent a hazard to the entire world."[10] 

These facts prove the excruciating character of the rations imposed upon the 
German populace by the conquerors. In the American zone where the level has 
been consistently higher than in other zones the base ration since V-E Day has 
ranged between a high of 1,550 to a low of 1,180 calories per person per diem. 
Here is the record: before November 11, 1945, 1,262 calories; from that date 
through the following March, 1,550 calories; from April 1, 1946, through most of 
the following May, 1,275 calories; from then on through most of the summer, 
1,180 calories. In August, 1946, it was raised to 1,350 calories, and in the fall was 
restored to 1,550 calories where it was supposed to remain during the winter of 
1946-47. 

Herbert Hoover in April, 1946, in commenting on the European situation in 
general called the 1,550 calorie level a "grim and dangerous base" and said: "At 
this level we believe most of the adults can come through the short period of four 
months until the next harvest. The children's health will become suceptible to 
disease. Many of the children and aged will fall by the wayside."[11] The 
consequences of keeping the base German rations at or below the 1,500 calorie 
level since V-E Day are not difficult to imagine. Although some of the German 
workers, such as farmers and miners, are allowed somewhat higher rations, the 
base ration applies to the great majority, including housewives and children. 
Such reports as the following made by an official of the food branch of the 
American Military Government should therefore cause no surprise.[12] 

"The greatest famine catastrophe of recent centuries is upon us in central Europe. 
Our Government is letting down our military government in the food deliveries it 
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promised, although what Generals Clay, Draper, and Hester asked for and were 
promised was the barest minimum for survival of the people. We will be forced to 
reduce the rations from 1,550 calories to 1,000 or less calories. 
"The few buds of democracy will be burned out in the agony of death of the aged, 
the women, and the children. 
"The British and we are going on record as the ones who let the Germans starve. 
The Russians will release at the height of the famine substantial food stores they 
have locked up (300,000 to 400,000 tons of sugar, large quantities of potatoes). 
"Aside from the inhumanity involved, it is so criminally stupid to give such a 
performance of incredible fumbling before the eyes of the world. It makes all the 
many hard-working officers of the Office of Military Government, Food and 
Agricultural Branch, ashamed.  

Karl Brandt 
Berlin, Germany, March 18, 1946."  

The following is taken from a report prepared by the German Central 
Administration for Health, a German agency created by the Russian occupation 
authorities: 

"The people hunger. They hold only the immediate present responsible for their 
condition. They are without the energy to trace the links of causes. They have 
even forgotten Hitler. Beyond the immediate present their power to reproduce 
even memory does not reach. There is growing as though by psychological 
compulsion, a mass hysteria, with a thousand different symptoms of drug 
addiction, drunkenness, perversities, sadism, murder and infantilism. . . The 
situation is reaching a generally psychopathological state, through chronic 
hunger. We are seeing aberrations such as were previously known only among 
stranded and starving sailors in lifeboats, or thirsting persons forgotten by 
caravans in desert sands. It is increasingly impossible to discover in the masses of 
the people opinions. They have only animal urges. 
"The explanation of this mass phenomenon, this mental and spiritual paralysis, is 
physical. They are emaciated to the bone. Their clothes hang loose on their 
bodies, the lower extremities are like the bones of a skeleton, their hands shake as 
though with palsy, the muscles of the arms are withered, the skin lies in folds, 
and is without elasticity, the joints spring out as though broken. 
"The weight of the women of average height and build has fallen way below 110 
pounds. Often women of child-bearing age weigh no more than 65 pounds. The 
number of still-born children is approaching the number of those born alive, and 
an increasing proportion of these die in a few days. Even if they come into the 
world of normal weight, they start immediately to lose weight and die shortly. 
Very often the mothers cannot stand the loss of blood in childbirth and perish. 

Infant mortality has reached the horrifying height of 90 per cent."[13] 

The following dispatch from Wiesbaden, Germany, portrays the lot which has 
befallen the children: 

"Those fat, round cheeked, chubby-legged German children so well known in 
picture and story - remember them? 
"They're of another era. You do not see them now. 
"I sat with a mother, watching her eight-year-old daughter playing with a doll and 
carriage, her only playthings. Then she came to supper - hard brown bread, three 
slim slices of pressed sausage, a cup of coffee substitute. Her legs were tiny, the 
joints protruding. Her arms had no flesh. Her skin drawn taut across the bones, 
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the eyes dark, deep-set and tired. 
"'She doesn't look well,' I said. 
"'Six years of war,' the mother replied, in that quiet toneless manner so common 
here now. 'She hasn't had a chance. None of the children have. Her teeth are not 
good. She catches illness so easily. 
"'She laughs and plays - yes; but soon she is tired. She never has known' - and the 
mother's eyes filled with tears - 'what it is not to be hungry.' "'Was it this bad 
during the war?' I asked. 
"'Not this bad,' she replied, 'but not good at all. And now I am told the bread 
ration is to be less. What are we to do; all of us? 
"'For six years we suffered. We love our country. My husband was killed - his 
second war. My oldest son is a prisoner somewhere in France. My other boy lost a 
leg. That's what the Nazis did for us. And now . . .' 
"By this time she was weeping. I gave this little girl a Hershey bar and she wept - 
pure joy - as she held it. By this time I wasn't feeling too chipper myself. . . But it 

gives you an idea."[14] 

Dr. Lawrence Meyer, Executive Secretary of the Lutheran Church, Missouri 
Synod, after returning from Germany said on January 13, 1946: 

"Germany literally swarms with children. Eight children per family is nothing 
extraordinary. Millions of these children must die before there is enough food. In 
Frankfurt at a children's hospital there have been set aside 25 out of 100 children. 
These will be fed and kept alive. It is better to feed 25 enough to keep them alive 
and let 75 starve then to feed the 100 for a short while and let them all 

starve."[15] 

Dorothy Thompson reported: 

"In Berlin, in August, 1945, out of 2,866 children born, 1,148 died, and it was 
summer, and the food more plentiful than now . . . From Vienna a reliable source 

reports that . . . infant mortality is approaching 100 per cent."[16] 

Edd Johnson of P.M., on October 3, 1945, wrote from Germany: 

"The infant mortality rate is 16 times as high today as in 1943 . . . There is going 
to be a definite age group elimination. Most children under 10 and people over 60 

cannot survive the coming winter."[17] 

A United States Press dispach from Berlin, February 8, 1946, reads: 

"Official announcement that two German women bad been murdered and their 
flesh sold on a food black market aroused fear today that organized gangs of 
human butchers were at work here. Spokesmen for the criminal investigation 
department of the German police said only two cases of murder-for-flesh bad 
been established but that it was possible that butchers were operating on a much 
larger scale, killing their victims and peddling their flesh in local black 

markets."[18] 

Hal Foust wrote from Berlin, February 20, 1946: 
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"Germans are dying in masses, not so much from starvation alone as from 

illnesses aggravated by acute malnutrition."[19] 

A United Press dispatch from Hamburg, Germany, March 22, 1946, reads: 

"33 workmen collapsed from hunger today - the first signs of starvation were 
apparent in this area - with hostility rising among the Hamburg working classes, 

and food riots continued in Hamburg for the fourth straight day."[20] 

Dorothy Thompson wrote: 

"The children of Europe are starving. Six years of war, indescribable destruction, 
and the lunatic policies which have added to the disintegration inherited from the 
collapse of the Nazi regime have done their work. Germany, and with it Europe, is 
skidding into the abyss. 
"The facts are at last being revealed through what has amounted to a conspiracy 
of silence here . . . This war was fought by the West in the name of Christian 
civilization, the Four Freedoms, and the dignity of man against those who were 
perpetrating crimes against humanity. But policies which must inevitably result 
in the postwar extermination of tens of thousands of children are also "crimes 

against humanity."[21] 

General of the Army Dwight D. Eisenhower in November, 1945, solemnly warned 
that if our military victory is to have lasting significance, the United States and 
other nations must "assist the war devastated countries back on their feet" and 
added: 

"If this bitter situation is not to become so disastrous as to make me wonder if it 
was worthwhile to have taken up arms against the Nazis, we in the United States - 
which is truly the land of plenty as compared to Europe - must be prepared to 

discharge a heavy responsibility."[22] 

After giving Herbert Hoover, serving as Chairman of President Truman's Famine 
Investigating Commission, a grim report of Germany's food situation on April 13, 
1946, Generals Joseph T. McNarney and Lucius Clay said in a formal statement: 

"Political stabilty cannot develop under conditions which create political apathy. 
Political apathy can be overcome in a population which must devote its full effort 
to the daily search for food. Political stability in Germany is closely related to 
political stability in the rest of Europe. 
"German transport facilities are required to move relief supplies and exports 
across Europe. German workmen must be used to man available transport 
facilities. 
"German coal is vital to Europe. German potash, salt, lumber, spare parts, and 
other products are needed throughout Europe. Coal production in the Ruhr has 
declined substantially since the recent food cut. Without food Germany cannot 
produce coal. Without coal Germany cannot produce fertilizer and unless it 

produces fertilizer it cannot improve its food supply."[23] 

The statement went on to point out that the American zone even in normal times 
had been a deficit area with regard to food, requiring 2,000,000 tons of imports 
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in 1943-44. It said that the German economic pump must be primed with food 
imports, because the American zone and other western areas cannot produce 
enough to sustain life even at starvation levels. 

Ten months after V-E Day, only 600,000 tons of food had been imported into our 
zone by AMG, or about one ounce per person per meal. Yet AMG officers asked 
GI's to remind the Germans they owe America a debt of gratitude for feeding 
them.[24] 

 
Evidence that the German Famine is Deliberate 

Senator Homer E. Capehart of Indiana in an address before the United States 
Senate February 5, 1946, said in part: 

"The fact can no longer be suppressed, namely, the fact that it has been and 
continues to be, the deliberate policy of a confidential and conspirational clique 
within the policy-making circes of this government to draw and quarter a nation 
now reduced to abject misery . 
"In this process this clique, like a pack of hyenas struggling over the bloody 
entrails of a corpse, and inspired by a sadistic and fanatical hatred, are 
determined to destroy the German nation and the German people, no matter 
what the consequences. 
"At Potsdam the representatives of the United States, the United Kingdom, and 
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics solemnly signed the following declaration 
of principles and purposes: 
"'It is not the intention of the Allies to destroy or enslave the German people.' 
"Mr. President, the cynical and savage repudiation of these solemn declarations 
which has resulted in a major catastrophe, cannot be explained in terms of 
ignorance or incompetence. This repudiation, not only of the Potsdam 
Declaration, but also of every law of God and men, has been deliberately 
engineered with such a malevolent cunning, and with such diabolical skill, that 
the American people themselves have been caught in an international death trap. 
"For nine months now this administration has been carrying on a deliberate 
policy of mass starvation without any distinction between the innocent and the 
helpless and the guilty alike. 
"The first issue has been and continues to be purely humanitarian. This vicious 
clique within this administration that has been responsible for the policies and 
practices which have made a madhouse of central Europe has not only betrayed 
our American principles, but they have betrayed the GI's who have suffered and 
died, and they continue to betray the American GI's who have to continue their 
dirty work for them. 
"The second issue that is involved is the effect this tragedy in Germany has 
already had on the other European countries. Those who have been responsible 
for this deliberate destruction of the German state and this criminal mass 
starvation of the German people have been so zealous in their hatred that all 
other interests and concerns have been subordinated to this one obsession of 
revenge. In order to accomplish this it mattered not if the liberated countries in 
Europe suffered and starved. To this point this clique of conspirators have 
addressed themselves: 'Germany is to be destroyed. What happens to other 
countries of Europe in the process is of secondary importance.'"  

These remarks were interspersed with a mass of supporting evidence. 
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There can be no question that there has been a deliberate attempt to keep the 
facts from the American public. Senator Eastland of Mississippi, for example, in a 
stirring address to the United States Senate December 3, 1945, exposing the 
chaotic conditions in Germany, told of the great difficulty he had encountered in 
gaining access to the official report on conditions in the Reich made by Calvin 
Hoover. He said the State Department at first refused to furnish him a copy of the 
report, but that through the intercession of a high official in the department he 
had been able to obtain it, but only "with the understanding and the promise 
received from me first that the information therein would be made available to 
the people of this country." Senator Eastland continued: 

"There appears to be a conspiracy of silence to conceal from our people the true 
picture of conditions in Europe, to secrete from us the fact regarding conditions 
of the continent and information as to our policies toward the German people . . . 
Are the real facts withheld because our policies are so cruel that the American 
people would not endorse them? 
"What have we to hide, Mr. President? Why should these facts be withheld from 
the people of the United States? There cannot possibly be any valid reason for 
secrecy. Are we following a policy of vindictive hatred, a policy which would not 
be endorsed by the American people as a whole if they knew true conditions? 
"Mr. President, I should be less than honest if I did not state frankly that the 
picture is so much worse, so much more confused, than the American people 
suspect, that I do not know of any source that is capable of producing the 
complete factual account of the true situation into which our policies have taken 
the Ameriean people. The truth is that the nations of central, southern, and 

eastern Europe are adrift on a flood of anarchy and chaos."[25] 

Victor Gollancz, influential left-wing British publisher and pamphleteer, in his 
book "Leaving Them to Their Fate - the Ethics of Starvation," after marshalling 
voluminous proof explains the starvation in these words: 

"The plain fact is when Spring is in the English air we are starving the German 
people, and we are starving them not deliberately in the sense we prefer their 
death to our own inconvenience. 
"Others, including ourselves, are to keep or be given comforts while the Germans 
lack the bare necessities of existence. If it is a choice between discomfort for 
another and suffering for the German, the German must suffer; if between 
suffering for another and death for the German, the German must die."  

He describes the ample British diet and stocks of food while the Germans starve 
and says: 

"Stocks of food and feeding stuffs in this country owned and controlled by the 
minister of food, exclusive of stocks on farms or held by secondary wholesalers 
and manufacturers, were estimated to total on the last day of March no less than 
4,000,000 tons." 

He rejects the thesis that we should starve the Germans because they would have 
starved us had they won, on the ground that those who reason as the Nazis are no 
better than the Nazis. He could have added that starvation of children of an 
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enemy country is to admit having enemy children. One leading daily thinks Mr. 
Gollancz fails to plumb the depths of the infamy: 

"On the contrary it [the starvation] is the product of foresight. It was deliberately 
planned at Yalta by Roosevelt, Stalin, and Churchill, and the program in all its 
brutality was later confirmed by Truman, Attlee, and Stalin . . . The intent to 
starve the German people to death is being carried out with a remorselessness 

unknown in the western world since the Mongol conquest."[26] 

Ample food stocks nearer to Germany even than those in England existed while 
the Germans starved. On the same page of a newspaper in the autumn of 1945 
two articles appeared under the following headlines: 

(1) "WEST GERMANS FACE HARD FIGHT AGAINST FAMINE" 
(2) "COME AND GET IT, DENMARK TELLS HUNGRY EUROPE" 
The article under the latter reads: 
"The exhausted Danish farming industry succeeded in increasing pigs to nearly 
two million, 60 per cent of the prewar stock, and last week 45,000 live cattle were 
offered to slaughtering, of which 32,000 had to be refused as the warehouses are 
filled to capacity and no shipping was available. 
"Denmark has, in vain, drawn the attention of Britain, the United States, and 
UNRRA to the facts, at the same time forwarding proposals, but no reply has 
been received so far. 
"The huge cold storage facilities in north Germany are not being utilized, and 
refrigerator ships are lying idle in north German harbors. At the same time 
slaughtering houses are forced to return live cattle to farmers, the cattle now 
consuming fodder that otherwise would be available to further increase 
production, as a result of the failure of distribution machinery. 
"Denmark would welcome it if public opinion would induce the united shipping 
pool, UNRRA and other concerned agencies to overcome difficulties and supply 

shipping essential to emptying 'Europe's bursting larder.'"[27] 

An Associated Press dispatch from Copenhagen a month earlier had told the 
same story: 

"While the rest of Europe hungers for meat, Denmark has 3,000 to 4,000 tons of 
surplus beef weekly which cannot be exported for lack of shipping space. 
Hoegsbro Holm, permanent secretary of the agricultural council of Denmark, 
said today that for the last six weeks farmers have had as many as 16,000 head of 
cattle ready for slaughter, but Denmark has been able to use and export only 
10,000. Holm said, 'We have been trying to get transport for at least two months 

but to date nothing is ready to take the meat.'"[28] 

Another report, by Robert Conway of the New York News, written March 22, 
1946, from Rome, under the headline: "FINDS EUROPEAN 'SHORTAGES' ARE 
EXAGGERATION reads: 

"Coincident with the arrival of former President Hoover on his food mission, it is 
timely and vital that the American public should receive the simple facts 
regarding the grossly exaggerated talk of shortages in Europe. 
"England is not starving, although food is short. France is better off than 
England, and Italy is better off than France. The rich and the racketeers are 
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eating sumptuously in London, Paris, and Rome, and the poor in Italy have 
rations equivalent to the diet enjoyed in 1937 at the peak of Mussolini's 
prosperity era. 
"England is the only one of the three countries which is making an honest, 
serious effort to ration food and clothing and control prices. France is doing 
better than Italy, but the black market in Paris is flourishing in all lines of goods. 
Italy is exploiting everything in a fantastic black market based on the contempt of 
the majority of the nation for the ignorance of Allied - chiefly American - officers 
of language, customs, and the traditional system of bartering and begging. 
"In addition, some officers are flagrantly cooperating in the various rackets." 
"I found it possible to eat well and cheaply in London, Canterbury, and other 
English towns. I found a similar situation in Paris and its environs. Then I came 
to Italy which is a veritable land of plenty, although in all three countries black 
market restaurants supplied steaks, eggs, fruits and other delicacies at prices 
equivalent to those of restaurants in New York. 
"The task of ferreting out the truth of the food and economic situation is a 
difficult one, and unless a better and more experienced personnel is supplied for 
the purpose than is evident in the permanent allied administration here, a 

distorted and inadequate picture will be given to Mr. Hoover."[29] 

That the general European famine advertised by Washington is for the most part 
German, as reported by Senator Butler of Nebraska after a trip through 33 
countries, is indicated by the fact that UNRRA has been used "to finance 
governments and not to feed the hungry." UNRRA has in effect supported these 
governments, mostly satellites of the Soviet Union, by supplying them with 
billions of dollars worth of goods which they, in turn, have sold to those with the 
money to buy, thus bringing to themselves handsome revenues in lieu of 
taxes.[30] In Germany, where there is widespread hunger and poverty, UNRRA is 
specifically forbidden to function for the benefit of any but "displaced persons," 
and then only by making requisitions against the starving Germans.[31] In 
August, 1946, Cyril Osborn, M.P., denounced the so-called relief agency of the 
United Nations as "the biggest racket in Europe." 

For another thing, no Central Red Cross has been permitted to function in the 
stricken Reich. And it is now a matter of history that the Washington 
administration for nearly a year hotly resisted all efforts to bring private relief to 
the Germans, and only permitted a miserable dribble when it finally did allow it, 
at the urgent request of AMG officials. It placed the limit at 2,000 tons a month, 
limiting packages to 11 pounds and 72 inches in girth, with shipping charges of 14 
cents a pound. 

Senator Albert W. Hawkes, of New Jersey had made a strong appeal to the 
President urging that private relief packages be permitted to prevent mass 
starvation of the German people. In his reply, dated December 21, 1945, 
President Truman professed that "there is as yet no possibility of making 
deliveries of individual packages in Germany," because "the postal system and 
the communications and transportation systems of Germany are in the state of 
total collapse." He then said: 
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"Our efforts have been directed particularly toward taking care of those who 
fought with us rather than against us - Norwegians, Belgians, the Dutch, the 
Greeks, the Poles, the French. Eventually the enemy countries will be given some 
attention. 
"While we have no desire to be unduly cruel to Germany, I cannot feel any great 
sympathy for those who caused the death of so many human beings by starvation, 
disease, and outright murder, in addition to all the destruction and death of war. 
Perhaps eventually a decent government can be established in Germany so that 
Germany can again take its place in the family of nations. I think that in the 
meantime no one should be called upon to pay for Germany's misfortune except 
Germany itself. 
"Until the misfortunes of those whom Germany oppressed and tortured are 
oblivated [sic], it does not seem right to divert our efforts to Germany itself. I 
admit that there are, off course, many innocent people in Germany who had 
little to do with the Nazi terror. However, the administrative burden of trying to 
locate these people and treat them differently for the rest is one which is almost 

insuperable." (emphasis added)[32] 

This letter makes perfectly clear that we are deliberately discriminating against 
"the Germans," that Mr. Truman expeeted to be at least a little cruel in his 
treatment of them, and that he had not the slightest consciousness of the German 
children, as such, and the agonies they must suffer, although they surely "had 
little to do with Nazi terror" and certainly could be as easily located as Nazis and 
war criminals. It is difficult, indeed, to see how those responsible for our policy 
can escape condemnation under the following principles laid down by General 
Eisenhower: 

"While I and my subordinates believe that stern justice should be meted out to 
war criminals by proper legal procedure, we would never condone inhuman or 
un-American practices upon the helpless, which is one of the crimes for which 

those war criminals must now stand trial."[33] 

Michael Foote, M.P., in discussing this question reminded the House of 
Commons that there is an older law than any promulgated at Potsdam for the 
protection of victims or our policy: 

"But who shall offend one of these little ones which believe in me, it were better 
for him that a millstone were hanged about his neck and that he were drowned in 

the depth of the sea."[34] 

It later came out that Russian objection in the Control Council was at least partly 
responsible for our inability to send private relief packages to Germany. Four 
Senators, after being rebuffed at the White House in their request that the mails 
be opened to permit relief packages to Germany, learned that permission to do so 
must meet with unanimous consent of all four occupying powers and that the 
Soviet Union had opposed the idea. The four gave out this information in a 
statement which said in part: 

"The American people should know once and for all that as a result of this 
government's official policy they are being made the unwilling accomplices in the 
crime of mass starvation. How long must we expect Mr. Stalin to deny the 
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American people the opportunity to express their native humanitarianism and 

desires?"[35] 

Russia's inhuman truculence was referred to indirectly by General McNarney in a 
letter to Senator Wiley (February 14, 1946). He explained: 

"United States citizens have not been permitted to send individual gift supplies to 
German nationals, as the establishment of international postal service, while 
under study, is yet to be effected. 
"Once such agreement has been reached, the distribution of packages within the 
United States zone can be reasonably well met by the parcel post service which 

has now been reinstalled within Germany." (emphasis added)[36] 

In other words, the difficulty was a question of agreement, rather than lack of 
facilities. 

In close harmony with Russia's inhuman attitude, which had an ulterior purpose 
as part of a larger program, as we shall see, the "liberal" press has for the most 
part greeted with silence or derision all efforts to publicize the facts concerning 
German prostration and to bring relief to the suffering German masses. Eleanor 
Roosevelt, Senator Connelly, and the late Sidney Hillman, backed by personages 
in AMG, upon visiting Germany professed to see no evidence of starvation or 
suffering beyond what they considered tolerable. The New Republic expressed its 
horror over the possibility that Senator Wherry, who had agitated for a Senate 
investigation of conditions in Europe, including Germany, might become more 
influential. In the New Republic's own words, this was his crime: "His present 
efforts are devoted to getting more food for Germany and Austria." 

In commenting on the New Republic attitude and PM's professed liberalism, 
William Henry Chamberlain, in his excellent article "The Crisis of Liberalism," 
which was entered in the Congressional Record, says: 

"So it becomes a crime, in the eyes of a liberal magazine, to try to ward off what is 
at best acute malnutrition, at worse starvation. As to PM, with its loudly 
professed code of humanitarian ethics, it gives a daily exhibition, in its attitude 
toward relief for central Europe, of nazism in reverse, of a positively sadistic 
desire to inflict maximum suffering on all Germans, irrespective of their 

responsibility for Nazi crimes."[37] 

"Liberals" have, however, indulged in some relief activities. Here is one case, as 
reported by correspondent Philip Warden: 

"Washington, D.C., June 6 (1946) - The emergency food collection committee 
headed by Henry A. Wallace, Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, and Herbert Lehman, has 
collected $323,000 in cash and is incurring an estimated $300,000 in 
administrative expenses, Chairman Wallace reported to the Senate Small 
Business' Committee today. 
"Wallace listed among the 'estimated cash requirements' for the two month 
campaign which is expected to wind up by July 1, $75,000 in salaries, $45,000 in 
travel and subsistence claims, $115,000 for publicity, materials, and stationery, 
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$28,000 for communications, and $20,000 in state and metropolitan 

organizational expenses."[38] 
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Chapter VII: 
ECONOMIC TRIBULATION 

It is inconsistent to show solicitude for the welfare of Germany or the German 
people and at the same time to support the Potsdam agreements, because, as we 
have seen, the latter were intended not to help Germany recover but rather to 
prevent her from doing so. Potsdam was based on the Morgenthau Plan and the 
Morgenthau Plan had stipulated: 

"The sole purpose of the military in control of the German economy shall be to 
facilitate military operations and military occupation. The Allied Military 
Government shall not assume responsibility for such economic problems as price 
controls, rationing, unemployment, production, reconstruction, distribution, 
consumption, housing, or transportation, or take any measures designed to 
maintain or strengthen the German economy, except those which are essential 
to military operations. The responsibility for sustaining the German economy and 
people rests with the German people with such facilities as may be available 
under the circumstances. "(emphasis added) 

"Under the circumstances" must be underscored as meaning an absence of 
essential facilities. The territorial losses and seizures; the program of over-
crowding through expulsions of millions of eastern Germans; the wholesale 
enslavement of German manpower; the liquidation of German science and 
managerial, technical, and professional classes through de-nazification; the 
settling of the low level of industry decided upon, coupled with the industrial 
sacking and elimination of all German external resources - all these measures on 
top of the war devastation cannot be described as anything but a program to 
throw Germany and her people into a state of collapse. 

But these are not the only acts of repression. Taxes have been raised to 
confiscatory levels which stifle incentives and prevent operation of the free 
enterprise system. They have helped to socialize German economy and kill the 
profit motive. They have corrupted public morals for even the poor must contrive 
to dodge them in order to have enough income to buy shoes.[1] We have refused 
to establish an exchange value for the German mark in terms of other currencies, 
preventing privately handled imports and exports and throwing what little 
external trade there is into the hands of the military government. And instead of 
trying to work out some intelligent plan for the resuscitation of the collapsed 
financial system we have proceeded to make matters far worse by such actions as 
the printing of vast sums of occupation currency which will almost certainly help 
create the 1923 inflation disaster and complete the destruction of the German 
middle class.[2] Such a result would serve the ends of Soviet Russia, but hardly 
those of the other powers. 

 
Economic Prostration 
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It is difficult to imagine the depth of German depression. When the United States 
reached the bottom of 1932, industrial production had fallen to 60 per cent of 
normal. The depression was so severe - the losses so enormous, the 
unemployment so widespread - that it almost brought a revolution. 

Industrial production in Germany a year after V-E Day was 10 per cent of what 
used to be normal. 

Production in our zone has gradually risen until it reached a high of about 12 per 
cent of the old normal, or about 20 per cent of the new permitted levels. With the 
cut in rations, however, the index began a steady decline.[3] On May 4, Brig. Gen. 
William H. Draper, AMG director of economics, reported that output in our zone 
was "far below that necessary to maintain the minimum standard of living." The 
report went on to give production figures for individual industries as percentages 
of capacity. Here are a few samples: chemicals 25 per cent; electric power 20 per 
cent; building materials 20 per cent; steel products 13 per cent; ceramics 5 per 
cent; farm machinery 22 per cent; electrical equipment 15 per cent; automotive 
and industrial machinery 10 per cent.[4] The following summer it was reported 
that less than 30 per cent of available industry in our zone was in operation.[5] 

Deputy Military Governor Clay at the end of August declared that it will take at 
least four more years for Germany to recover sufficiently to bring production up 
to the bare subsistence levels set under the deindustrialization program.[6] 

War destruction plus the Allied program of repression have created thorough 
disorganization. Of the plants not bombed out completely, many were obsolete, 
others located in areas where residential destruction was so complete that there 
was no room for workers, or where available transportation and communications 
could serve only a fraction of production.[7] Freight carrying has been slow and 
unreliable, able to meet only 70 per cent of the low demand. Passenger service is 
covering only 30 per cent of German requirements. Cars are jammed and 
passengers even hang on the sides and tops. Railroad shortages lie in rolling 
stock, ships, manpower, coal, and result in part from bottlenecks and the 
inevitable inefficiency of military control.[8] 

Low coal production has been a key problem resulting in part from lack of civilian 
goods available to miners and their families. The AMG official in charge said in 
July, 1946, that the miners must be fed better and treated better in other ways to 
get improved output. "We are going to have to provide decent housing and we are 
going to have to make consumer goods available, as an incentive for the miners to 
dig. At present they cannot even buy needle and thread with which to patch their 
pants . . . There is no slowdown conspiracy nor underground political sabotage by 
the workers, it is just that they have not enough incentive to work."[9] 

A high ranking British officer a few days earlier had admitted that anti-British 
sentiment is growing in the Ruhr. He said: "The Germans are just beginning to 
appreciate the economic hardships imposed upon them by allied policy. It is 
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natural there should be a stiffening of the German attitude toward this policy, 
and that the British should receive the brunt of this stiffening since the 
reparation program takes more from the British zone than from other parts of 
Germany." He pointed out that the miners lack incentive due to the absence of 
food and other necessities and added: "In a vicious economic cycle we do not 
have consumer goods because manufacturing plants lack the coal to make them. 
Therefore we must have more coal for production."[10] 

Bottlenecks and shortages permeate the whole German economy as the inevitable 
consequence of war destruction and the production prohibitions enforced under 
the level of industry plan. In July, 1946, for example, it was reported that the 
metal shortage had halted the production of plows, while the supply of 
horseshoes and nails was about exhausted. The number of motor trucks in Berlin, 
with its 3,000,000 inhabitants and area five times that of Chicago, was down to 
8,000. Solder was not available even for mending pots and pans. Shoe cobblers 
were using old portfolios, dice boxes, helmet liners, any piece of salvage leather 
they could find to repair shoes. Although 50,000 school children were out of 
shoes, the supply of shoe nails was about exhausted. Because of lack of 
permanganate of potash, caused by dismantlement of I.G. Farben plants, the 
manufacture of saccharine, vitally needed on account of the sugar famine as well 
as by diabetics, was threatened. Manufacture of adhesive tape, muslin, bandages, 
and surgical dressings was halted in Thuringia because cotton mills appropriated 
by the Russians would not furnish raw materials. Cement production, sorely 
needed for reconstruction, was low because of dismantlements and shortage of 
machinery and tools.[11] Reports reveal that such industries as rug, fabric, 
cutlery, toy, and musical instrument factories, fortunate to have survived the war, 
lack fuel and raw materials.[12] 

Current German production has been far less than enough to supply current 
minimum needs of the populace. For the first year, it was possible to draw on 
reserve supplies left over from pre-surrender days and spared in the looting and 
destruction even of vast leftover food stores by the armies of the victors.[13] But 
these reserves were gradually exhausted, leaving a dark prospect for the future. 
Clothes wore out and could not be replaced, due to the virtual nonexistence of 
textiles for civilian use. In consequence, as one report put it: 

"The best dressed frauleins in Berlin this spring will wear a combination of 

window curtains and old bedclothes."[14] 

Desperation for money to buy food on the black markets to supplement the 
starvation rations, has led the Germans to sell their assets, disposing first of what 
they need the least. Their rings have gone, then watches, bracelets, that other pair 
of shoes, dresses, jackets, suits. As one Berlin reporter put it: 

"Last winter there was no coal, and Berliners burned every tree in town and for 
several miles around. Cold is the most miserable of all living conditions, and as 
people get closer and closer to the primitive, it's natural that they look to the 
future. At first I was amazed to see girls walking down Berlin streets in summer 
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clad in long coats of fox, or squirrel, or sheep. Then I realized. Remembering last 
winter; looking toward another winter without fuel - they've sold the clothing 
least needed. And I'm not kidding when I say a lot of these frauleins are down to 

their last fur coat."[15] 

Associated Press bulletin from Hereford, Germany, dated September 9, 1946 
reads: 

"The British officially informed Germans in their zone today they could expect no 

coal for heating this winter."[16] 

A little later an arrangement was made for miners to work Sundays, so that the 
average family of four in the merged American and British zone could have fuel 
this winter equivalent in heating value of a little over half a ton of hard coal for a 
six months period.[17] A month later the unions voted not to work on Sundays. 

In the face of this grim prospect, the best that could be hoped for in the way of 
food by the population living on the very edge of starvation, suffering from 
famine edema, swelling of joints, and all the other terrors of gradual starvation, 
as stated before, was an increase in rations to the "grim and dangerous" 1,500 
calorie level throughout the 1946-47 winter. In June, 1946, Col. H.B. Hester, in 
charge of the American military government food branch, predicted a disastrous 
famine in Germany the next winter unless the ration level was raised by 
October.[18] His report followed another by Col. W.L. Wilson, chief of public 
health and welfare, that the condition of the conquered people was sinking 
rapidly under the present ration.[19] 

In the French zone 5,000 have died weekly of starvation.[20] In mid-summer of 
1946, in Berlin, 19,000 very serious tuberculosis cases for whom no beds were 
available were reported officially by American authorities. The Senate of 
Hamburg issued an appeal to England and the entire world to send food and 
medicines to "avert terrible epidemics and mass deaths." Hamburg motormen 
and conductors were imperiling safety of public transport by "fainting from 
hunger" and dropping at their posts from long undernourishment and weakness 
while on duty. The Medical Council of Cologne informed the British military 
authorities that the population there "is facing catastrophe" unless food was 
quickly provided, adding that "resistance to infectious diseases, especially 
tuberculosis, is vanishing." Authorities in the Rhineland sent an appeal from 
Düsseldorf to the British military government to "close the murderous food gap," 
in order to check rapidly spreading disease and epidemics caused by hunger." A 
medical authority said: 

"Many thousands of men, women, and children, who, with what reserves in 
strength and vitality they still possessed, managed to live through the rigors, cold 
and hunger of last winter, will not survive this winter, after another year's 
depletion in their power of resistance to diseases fostered by starvation and semi-

starvation. Death's harvest indeed may be appalling."[21] 
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With this frightful prospect it will behoove relief organizations to operate at 
maximum capacity if millions of lives are to be saved. 

 
Economic Dismemberment 

Big Four officials have laid all the blame for Germany's distress on the war and 
zonal separation. In their view Potsdam would afford the best possible solution to 
all difficulties if only zonal division could be corrected. 

German territory west of the Oder-Neisse line was divided into four zones to be 
occupied and administered by the military forces of Russia, Great Britain, the 
United States, and France. 

Russia's zone, comprising the eastern half of Prussia west of the Oder-Neisse 
river line is the best balanced of the four zones. In addition to containing some 45 
per cent of Germany's manufacturing during the war, it produced more than 
enough food for its own consumption and mines brown coal and other minerals. 
Other sections of the Reich had been heavily dependent upon it for many key raw 
materials and manufactures. Stripped as it has been, it nevertheless supplies 
Russia with a sizable flow of goods taken as reparation. 

Britain's zone comprises the western half of Prussia. Within it is the Ruhr District 
which contains the continent's most valuable natural resources, especially large 
deposits of high grade coal close to Europe's best iron ores, and lies in the midst 
of Europe's densest concentration of population in a region served by excellent 
rail and water transportation. Molotov rightly called it "Europe's workshop." 
Despite intensive cultivation the zone suffers a heavy food deficit, and even coal 
production has been at a low ebb since V-E Day. Administration costs are 320 
million dollars a year above revenues. 

The American zone lies in the central and southern sections of the Reich. Most of 
it is mountainous and largely scenic. It is not and cannot become self-sufficient in 
food production and is highly dependent upon various imports. It perfectly 
illustrates the essential interdependence of all sections of German economy. All 
of its hard coal requirements must be imported from the Ruhr or Saar regions, 
and 83 per cent of the steel required by its many manufacturing establishments 
must come from the outside. Lack of coal has forced partial or total closing of 
many industries; for example, the pharmaceutical industry, which needs coal tar; 
the tire business, which needs buna made from coal; and various fabricating, 
processing and finishing establishments. Because of the steel shortage, the largest 
tin can manufacturer in Bavaria closed so that some 10 million tins badly needed 
to put up the 1946 crop of peas, beans, and fruit, were not made. Large numbers 
are unemployed and administration is costing the American taxpayers 200 
million dollars a year. 
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France's zone consists mostly of provincial fragments of former Germany 
bordering on France and contains no complete political or economic entities. Its 
chief asset is the Saar Basin, rich in coal and steel. Although intensively 
cultivated, the zone is not self-sufficient in food, because of heavy specialization 
in vineyards and orchards. It must import its potatoes from Bavaria, for example, 
and other zones rely upon its food specialties. 

One of the outstanding facts about Germany is the dependence of each section, 
and now each zone, upon all the others - for food, steel, coal, timber, and other 
essentials. The peace settlements did not anticipate economic separation of 
Germany's highly interdependent regions. Since the zones were set up strictly for 
administrative purposes and were not supposed to exert any divisive influence 
upon Germany economy, zonal boundary lines were laid out promiscuously 
across political and economic subdivisions. The belief that the zones would 
remain one thing and German economy another is clearly shown in the early 
statements and declarations of policy. 

Potsdam directs that "during the period of occupation Germany shall be treated 
as an economic unit," and an earlier Big Four statement on control machinery for 
Germany decrees that: 

"The Control Council, whose decisions shall be unanimous, will ensure 
appropriate uniformity of action by the Commanders in Chief in their respective 
zones of occupation and will reach agreed decisions on the chief questions 
affecting Germany as a whole." 

This demand for results made impossible by the conditions laid down 
simultaneously has been about as effective as commanding the sun to stand still. 

Insisted upon by Russia the requirement that Control Council decisions "shall be 
unanimous" has in practice barred "agreed decisions on the chief questions 
affecting Germany as a whole," and has brought anything but uniformity of zonal 
action. It has killed Control Council effectiveness just as the veto power also 
insisted upon by Russia has destroyed the effectiveness of the Security Council of 
the United Nations Organization. 

France has been particularly obstructive in Control Council voting. Although 
British and American delegations insisted upon inclusion of France in the Four 
Power control and occupation of the Reich, France has never signed the Potsdam 
agreements. In consequence she is not bound by the agreements, yet is able to 
veto their execution.[22] She has frankly admitted her opposition to German 
unification and, for her own presumed self-protection and territorial 
aggrandizement, has demanded that Germany be Balkanized and destroyed as a 
power factor of Europe. To achieve this end she had obdurately insisted, as 
mentioned before, that the whole of western Germany be broken off and either 
internationalized or added to France. Upon taking her place among the Big Four, 
she served notice that until these demands were met, she would veto all Control 
Council decisions aiming to treat the Reich as an economic unit and thereafter 
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lived up to her promise - even to such a fine point as rejecting a national postage 
stamp. 

France has been by no means alone in blocking unified economic administration. 
Russia has been almost as obstructive and would probably have been more so had 
France not been so obliging. Even Britain and the United States have not 
hesitated to balk whenever it appeared selfishly advantageous for them to do so. 

In the absence of "agreed decisions" calling for uniform action in all zones, the 
Reich has become divided into four economically deficient and unbalanced "air 
tight" compartments, each administered exclusively by its occupying power as 
though it were a colony or protectorate. More difficult to surmount than those of 
independent states, zonal boundaries form such barriers to interzonal intercourse 
that what little trade occurs must be barter deals arranged by special treaty. [23] 

Although such economic dismemberment would alone guarantee economic 
disorganitation, it cannot rightly be made to serve as a scape-goat for all the sins 
of Potsdam, nor for the British and American zonal deficits. Even in the absence 
of zonal separation the other harsh and repressive measures ordered at Potsdam 
would assure German economic paralysis. 

Disregarding this manifest fact, many officials find it convenient to lay all the 
blame on the zonal barriers and to argue that if they could be eliminated Potsdam 
would be transformed from a dismal failure into a dazzling success. The thesis 
may enable them to avoid admitting the colossal blunder Potsdam really is, but it 
also serves as a bar to taking the steps necessary to meet the trouble 
fundamentally. 

Put forward as a general panacea for all German administrative ills, economic 
anschluss of as many zones as possible has become the chief objective of our 
zonal authorities. In the attempt to break down French and Russian objections, 
they offered to divide the Reich into a number of federated states and to 
guarantee German disarmament for 25 or even 40 years. After this proposal was 
rejected on the ground that it was wholly inadequate and would lead to war, they 
offered to merge the American zone economically "with one, two, or three other 
zones."[24] In making the offer, AMG Commander in Chief, General McNarney, 
observed: 

"The United States Government proposes this arrangement because of its belief 
that Germany can no longer be administered in four air tight compartsments 
without free economic intercourse, unless paralysis is to result. The United States 
Government is unwilling to permit creeping economic paralysis to grow if it is 
possible to attain economic unity between its zone and any other zone in 

Germany, as a prelude to economic unity for all Germany."[25] 

Although Russia and France turned down the offer, Britain accepted and the task 
of effecting economic unification of the British and American zones was 
undertaken. 
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Even if such an economic merger can be made effective in the absence of political 
unification, which is doubtful, it is but one short step in a long way that must be 
traveled before substantial permanent amelioration of Germany's plight can be 
attained. On the other hand, the merger partitions the Reich between East and 
West and intensifies and embitters the conflict between the two. 
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Chapter VIII: 
TEACHING DEMOCRACY IN REVERSE  

The Lord High Executioners  

We thought we were coming to Germany as liberators to free the German people 
from dictatorship, to teach them the errors of their ways, and to give them the 
benefits of our form of democracy and free enterprise. Actually we accepted at 
Potsdam a program which negated all of our principles, which could sell our form 
of democracy only in reverse. The Potsdam plan was made to order for Soviet 
Russia, but not for free enterprise or free democratic processes. Its very execution 
requires totalitarianism of the kind the Soviets are accustomed to, of the kind 
which, when the Nazis were practicing it, so outraged us that we fought a half 
trillion dollar war to eradicate it from the earth. 

We first eliminated the German government, the only instrumentality through 
which the German people might take collective self-preservative action and then 
substituted a system of military absolutism, born not of free American 
institutions or ideals, but of the absolutisms dominant at Potsdam. Military 
absolutism was set up under the following edict: 

"In the period when Germany is carrying out the basic requirements of 
unconditional surrender, supreme authority in Germany will be exercised, on 
instruction from their Governments, by the Soviet, British, United States, and 
French Commanders-in-Chief, each in his own zone of occupation, and in 
matters affecting Germany as a whole. The four Commanders-in-Chief will 
together constitute the Control Council." 

Set up to function under the heads of this alien military dictatorship is a 
complicated bureaucracy headed by a hierarchy of descending Caesars, forming a 
neat replica of the authoritarian apparatus employed by both the Soviets and 
Nazis. 

This dictatorship, as we have seen, has as its purpose not the resuscitation and 
rehabilitation of the fallen Reich, but rather its repression and the erection of 
barriers to recovery. With hundreds of thousands of heavily armed occupation 
troops behind it, the alien dictatorship was also prepared to prevent resistance by 
the Germans as they saw the ground prepared for their extermination by their 
being thrown on their own, and forbidden outside assistance while the necessary 
means for their survival were destroyed. It has dropped a soundproof iron curtain 
down around its victims, virtually cutting off intercourse with the outside world, 
ostensibly to prevent contamination of other nations by Nazi ideas, but also to 
prevent the anguished cries of the German women and children from reaching 
and disturbing others while the gruesome program was carried into effect. 

As the death noose tightened about them, the Germans were to be made to 
believe they are entirely to blame for their dilemma. Even the inevitable 
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economic collapse must be laid at the door of German administrators. They must 
be made to spring their own trap door. Potsdam says: 

"In the imposition and maintenance of economic controls . . ., German 
administrative machinery shall be created and the German authorities shall be 
required to the fullest extent practicable to proclaim and assume administration 
of such controls. Thus it should be brought home to the German people that the 
responsibility for the administration of such controls and any breakdown in 
these controls will rest with themselves." (emphasis added) 

This was the craven way we were to bring self government to the Germans. 

We no doubt hoped, for example, that by turning denazification over to so-called 
"German" prosecutors and courts set up and operating under our mandate we 
could make the Germans blame themselves for the deleterious effects. 

We have said it is democratic to make the Germans conduct their own purge, 
which is tantamount to accepting the Russian purges as democratic. But those 
purges were at least Russian affairs. The German purge machinery is operated by 
Communists and radical Marxist Socialists placed in office by an alien 
dictatorship and no more representative of the Germans than Quisling's Nazi 
government was of the Norwegians. The Germans know full well that whatever 
our puppets do reflects our will and dicta. If we should by any chance convince 
them that this is what we mean by the democracy we came to force upon them, 
we could hardly blame them if they rejected it at the first opportunity. 

Our military government is anything but democratic, except in the Russian sense. 
It is headed by well-trained military men, competent to carry out military tasks 
and orders received from Washington prepared by politicians and behind-the-
scenes operators. Instead of a democratic body representative of free Americans, 
they are order takers, willing to carry out without question whatever directive 
they receive from above. They are identical in this respect with Hitler's loyal 
hierarchy of lord high executioners. 

Our troops of occupation have been splendid young American boys, but for the 
most part raw, inexperienced, teenage draftees who could be expected neither to 
relish their job nor to comprehend its exacting nature. The whole experience has 
tended to corrupt and brutalize them. As mentioned before, our use of a 
disproportionate number of negro troops has helped alienate the Germans and 
disgust our own personnel. 

In conjunction with the military forces we have sent over a corps of high salaried 
civilian employees, consisting in large measure of people who had failed the 
social and economic competition at home, including in some cases broken down, 
discharged officers who could not stand the rough going of actual combat in 
France and Italy, or the chagrin of having to return home as failures before the 
war was over, but who now draw higher pay than ever in their lives during 
peacetime before, and who enjoy swelling arrogantly with self-assumed 
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importance before defeated but often more refined, cultured, and substantial 
people caught under their delegated authority. 

This motley crew for the most part has no intimate knowledge of European and 
especially German conditions, mores, problems, or history, but was hastily 
recruited and superficially trained for its extremely demanding mission. 

Although circumstances do not permit our body of civilian employees as a whole 
to be representative of the best there is in America, there are, fortunately, some 
notable exceptions. Often at great personal sacrifice, some very able, well-
informed, conscientious experts and specialists have gone over and by their 
influence and efforts helped to mitigate the difficult situation. To these splendid 
products of our free institutions must go the lion's share of credit for whatever 
success AMG has achieved. For army men, if they are competent as such, cannot 
be expected to manage and perform major operations on a crippled foreign 
economy and social system without creating chaos. If the Army has proved 
unequal to the task of running such relatively simple things as railroads and mail 
order houses in America, it surely must be unequal to the stupendous job given it 
in Germany. 

Potsdam has imposed upon us a program which runs counter to our fundamental 
convictions and philosophy. The military men who head AMG generally believe 
that the less government interferes with business the better it is for everybody, 
except in Germany. And they oppose collectivism philosophically, except in 
Germany. Although they fought a war to destroy dictatorship, they are willing to 
serve as one themselves and to impose almost complete control over the lives of 
individual Germans. Nothing runs without their permission. 

Zonal rule over the economic, political, and cultural life of the German people, as 
commanded at Potsdam, could be handled with a modicum of success only by 
men with long experience in totalitarian philosophy and methodology. And in 
this respect the Russian zonal authorities enjoy a great advantage. Whereas the 
rule which Potsdam orders is alien to our background, training, and philosophy, 
it conforms perfectly to Russian practice at home. Such rule cannot bring free 
enterprise to Germany; only some form of collectivist society could grow up 
under it. 

These are points of cardinal importance in the rivalry between Soviet Russia and 
the western powers over ultimate control of the German Reich. 

 
"Reeducation" 

Many ardent supporters of Potsdam have become greatly upset about Communist 
plans for taking over the Reich. They have no right to be, because the very first 
signature affixed to the document is that of Joseph Stalin. The Russians, 
therefore, have just as much right as we to lay down the meaning of its loose 
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provisions and undefined terms. When Potsdam calls for democratization of the 
Reich without specifying exactly what is meant by "democracy," the Soviets have 
a perfect right to insist that the order calls for German communization. And this 
is but one of the pernicious features of its "re-education" program. 

Potsdam, in connection with denazification, decrees that ousted Nazis "shall be 
replaced by persons who by their political and moral qualities, are deemed 
capable of assisting in developing genuine democratic institutions in Germany." 
But no hint is given as to what "genuine democratic institutions" might be. It 
prohibits propagation of national socialist ideas, without stating what they are, 
and then provides that "German education shall be so controlled as completely to 
eliminate Nazi and militarist doctrines and to make possible the successful 
development of democratic ideas," again without definition. 

But forbidding propagation and discussion of one political philosophy and 
forcing the public to accept a different one held by those in the seats of power is 
Nazi doctrine. It is also Communist doctrine. And the Communists claim theirs is 
the one and only genuine democracy. 

Political democracy, say the Bolsheviks, is impossible over the long run without 
"economic democracy," by which they mean abolition of private ownership of 
property, the foundation of free enterprise. But they call free enterprise fascism, 
and defenders of the American system fascists. And Nazism is a form of fascism. 
Denazification, in Russian eyes, therefore, is tantamount to rooting out our own 
system, along with all other private property systems. 

The Bolsheviks call any country or party fascist or Nazi if it takes or advocates 
measures to curb the activities of Communist parties; those which permit the 
Communists to go freely about their business of destroying them and building a 
world soviet union are denominated "democratic." Thus, Potsdam qualifies as a 
"democratic" document. 

These facts were known, or should have been known, by all the principals at 
Potsdam. When Russia was permitted to sign the agreements without a clear 
definition of what was meant by "democracy," we were falling into a dangerous 
trap from which we cannot escape, unless we simply repudiate the agreements we 
signed. The whole thing makes us look very stupid. 

If by democracy we meant our way of life - free enterprise, private property, 
individual liberties, the protections guaranteed in the Bill of Rights, and 
government of, by, and for the people - it should have been obvious to us from 
the beginning that the program to establish democracy by force was foredoomed 
to failure. We might logically have hoped to wipe out Hitlerism by Hitlerite 
methods, but we certainly could never hope to establish our way of life that way. 

Our intolerance of Nazi political opinion, however justified it may seem, is 
nevertheless the opposite of democratic in the American sense. Our 
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determination to wipe out ideas by force is a repudiation of democracy's most 
sacred tenets. People who really believe in freedom of thought and opinion do not 
use clubs on the debating platform. We despised Hitler for burning books 
proscribed by the Nazis, not because we were necessarily partial toward the 
particular books involved, but as a matter of principle. Yet we have ourselves 
violated the principle, and adopted Hitlers, by burning the Nazi books. In words 
we denounce Hitlerism; in deeds we exonerate it! 

The impression has been given by prolonged propaganda that national socialist 
tenets were obviously evil and criminal, that they openly called for aggressive 
war, for example, and conquest of the world. This is not true. Like the platform of 
any political party seeking support at the polls, its planks appeared to be quite 
innocuous. In fact, Nazism and its works were praised by many foreign notables 
such as Lloyd George and Winston Churchill. When polled, 51 per cent of our 
own GI's, stationed in Germany, said they believed Hitler "did the Reich a lot of 
good before 1939," and 19 per cent of those questioned believed "the Germans 
had some or a good deal of justification for starting the war." - "It showed large 
percentages of the soldiers ready to accept German explanations and willing to 
absolve the mass of Germans from responsibility for concentration camp 
atrocities." - "29 per cent conceded they had grown 'more favorable' toward their 
former enemies since they had been in the country."[1] 

It was perfectly possible for honest, intelligent, conscientious German citizens to 
be party members and even enthusiasts. For us to assume differently is merely to 
exhibit our ignorance and gullibility for propaganda. Nazism was wrong in many 
fundamental respects, and these features should be exposed. The Germans 
should be shown in principle where these ideas were wrong and dangerous. They 
should be stated as general principles to be opposed no matter who advances 
them, even if they are communists. And the operation should be discussion by 
free, uncensored debate. Certainly, nothing can be gained by treating the subjects 
as undiscussable. 

The Nazis were wrong in their invasion of the schools and forcing elimination of 
certain ideas and texts and acceptance of certain others. They were wrong in 
principle. So are we, when we impose our ideas and textbooks on the Germans. 
We are even more so for being outsiders, whereas the Nazis were at least German. 
The Nazis were wrong in their strict censorship of the German press. And so are 
we. We cannot create a free press in Germany through rigid censorship and we 
look very foolish when we try it. 

Persecution of people on account of their blood is deplorable - whether practiced 
by the Germans or against them. Persecution arises from hate and is stirred by 
hatemongers. Walter Winchell has said we must hate the Germans. "Let future 
German generations see them [German monuments] and find out what kind of 
blood they were born with," he wrote a year after Germany surrendered. "If they 
can grow up among reminders of what it costs to be a monster, maybe they'll 
work a little harder to get back into the human race."[2] Likewise, while Secretary 
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of State Byrnes was appealing to the Germans at Stuttgart, the information and 
education department of the U.S. Army in the European theatre was still calling 
for hatred toward the German people. In a pamphlet it said: "The feeling of pity 
for the Germans is very similar to the psychological reaction we get toward a 
pretty girl who murdered her father in cold blood, owing to the reluctance to 
condemn one who looks so nice and kind, as a murderess." The Germans in their 
hate mongering were no more unheedful of the Christian, "Love thine enemy." 

The German leaders applied the hideous and indefensible doctrine of collective 
guilt against a whole people whom they looked upon as deadly enemies. This was 
one of their greatest crimes. We have committed the same crime by applying the 
same doctrine against all the people of Germany, including unborn babies. 
Perhaps the reason we forbid discussion of Nazism, fail to list its features, and try 
to destroy it by force, goes back to our having unconsciously accepted most of its 
worst features since 1932, without knowing their identity.[3] 

And so we go blithely on our way trying to stamp out Nazism while practicing it 
ourselves. The very stamping is Nazi like. 

We came as liberators to teach the Germans how to enjoy self-government and 
political freedom. Yet we have imposed our denazification decrees which so 
frighten them that they refuse to take part in politics for fear of the possible 
consequences under our "democratic" control. We are trying to teach them 
democracy, and yet we have so circumscribed what they may teach that their 
teachers, unless they are Communists, are afraid to say anything. Politically, 
German leaders are not permitted to speak freely, and even those in our military 
government are afraid to say what they think, for fear of the consequences. 
Because of our undemocratic policies regarding freedom of the press, which we 
preach while violating in practice, the German press is operating in a vacuum. 
Intellectual hunger in Germany is almost as acute as physical hunger. 

On top of everything else, our system of justice has become brutalized and highly 
discriminatory. We have three separate bodies of laws, one for our forces, one for 
displaced persons, and one for the German population, and in none is there a 
serious effort to make the punishment fit the crime. For example, a frail, 
widowed, German mother of two small children was sent to jail for five months 
for having in her possession a parachute knife given her as a trophy and 
remembrance by her husband just before he was shot down over Britain.[4] This 
is typical, not exceptional. It makes the Germans shudder at "democratic justice." 
While we preach law and order, we coddle and grant special privileges to 
"displaced persons," who according to AMG officers, have been responsible for 50 
per cent of the crimes in the American zone.[5] 

While preaching democracy we have installed ourselves as an alien plutocracy, 
many of whose members have found blackmarket operations and other shady 
deals not beneath them. While the Germans around them starve, wear rags, and 
live in hovels, the American aristocrats live in often unaccustomed ease and 
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luxury. Their wives must be specially marked to protect them from licentious 
advances; they live in the finest homes from which they drove the Germans; they 
swagger about in fine liveries and gorge themselves on diets three times as great 
as they allow the Germans, and allow "displaced persons" diets twice as great. 
When we tell the Germans their low rations are necessary because food is so 
short, they naturally either think we are lying to them or regard us as inhuman 
for taking the lion's share of the short supplies while they and their children 
starve. 

We have in many ways shown ourselves quite callous to the sufferings of the 
conquered. The war left in its wake countless numbers of war victims with 
disabled bodies, some without arms, legs, eyes, or otherwise disfigured. They and 
the millions killed in battle or held as war prisoners have millions of dependents, 
aged parents, wives and children. In addition there are the hordes of 
impoverished, suffering expellees from the east. But the towering needs of all 
these millions of helpless Germans have been a minor consideration to the 
feeding and housing of displaced persons. Only a little news comes from their 
loved ones held as war prisoners in England, France, and other western 
countries, none from Russia. Nor has the Allied Control Council yet issued a full 
and detailed list of either war casualties or war prisoners. Thousands are still held 
in unnecessary, agonizing suspense wondering whether fathers and brothers who 
were in the war are still alive or dead. As one German mother said, "Even a little 
sympathy would help. I haven't heard from my son for more than a year now. If I 
knew he were dead, I could get over it." 

This is the way to teach democracy in reverse. If the Germans are ever to become 
adherents, they must do so voluntarily, through conviction, not compulsion. By 
our behavior we are making it impossible for them to gain the conviction. In the 
light of what they are having to endure under our control and because of our 
policies and weaknesses, they will not easily conclude, as we wish them to, that 
Hitlerism is uniquely brutal, oppressive, or dishonest. 

One of the main difficulties is the fact that our democracy is confronted by a 
paradox which almost defies solution. Far from facing or solving it, we have failed 
to notice it. And those whom we wish to win to democratic principles see our 
blindness and lose their respect for their would-be teachers. We must sooner or 
later make up our minds whether democracy can tolerate the spread of 
democracy-destroying doctrines, and if not, how it can stop them and still remain 
democracy. 

If what we are doing in Germany against Nazism is right, then what we are doing 
here at home about Communism is wrong. If we must stamp out Nazism there, 
we must stamp out Communism here; if in the name of democracy and freedom 
of opinion we can tolerate dissemination of Communist doctrine and treasonable 
Communist fifth column activities here, we should treat Nazism with equal 
kindness over there. For the one is just as bad as the other. 
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Chapter IX: 
THE KREMLIN'S PROGRAM  

Imperialist Expansion and World Revolution  

To comprehend Russia's bid for control over the German Reich, it is necessary 
first to have an understanding of the Soviet Union's more general aims and ideas. 
Lack of such knowledge is primarily responsible for the botch our leaders have 
made of our relations with Moscow. 

Surging, aggressive Soviet Russia represents a merger of the territorial ambitions 
of old Russian imperialism and the communist program of world revolution. The 
former proceeds as before on military power and the allurements of Pan-Slavism, 
to which has now been added the force of world communism. The latter, 
motivated as always by the crusading urge of ideological fanaticism, finds itself 
carried along by the expansionist imperialism of its base, Soviet Russia. 
Reinforcing each other as they do, the two confront the world with menacing 
power. 

Russian imperial expansion now as in former years threatens British trade 
routes, strategic oil reserves, and commercial opportunities. Russian attempts to 
penetrate through Iran to the Persian Gulf and through the Dardanelles and 
Trieste to the Mediterranean are to Britain intolerable threats to her lifeline to 
India. Equally damaging is the actual and potential enlargement of the Soviet 
Union itself, for wherever it expands it virtually closes the door to international 
trade and financial operations on which Britain thrives and without which she 
starves. Through the force of world communism the U.S.S.R., which has already 
drawn into its orbit the eastern half of Europe and important sections of Asia, 
actively menaces other sectors all over the globe - in Asia, Africa, western Europe, 
and even the Americas. 

And because we believe our own vital interests parallel those of Britain, our 
reaction to Russian expansion is similar to the British and collaborates closely 
with it. 

World Communism, based on the teachings of Marx, Lenin, and now Stalin, 
paints capitalism as a diabolical exploitative system in which the propertied 
classes rob the workers through the wage system. In harmony with Marx's 
dialectical materialism and economic teachings, Communists and many Socialists 
believe that capitalism is dying by predestined, convulsive stages involving 
commercial crises, wars, and catastrophes, that the end of the capitalist world is 
at hand, to be superseded by a new world order of socialism. 

Communists deem it their mission to hasten by all available means the process of 
capitalist disintegration and the advent of the socialist millennium. Following the 
philosophy that might makes right, that the end justifies the means, their every 
act, even when disguised as "reform," is calculated to hasten the revolutionary 
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downfall of the private property and wage systems.[1] Communists aim to lead 
the revolution and to command the new socialist world order by having charge of 
the "dictatorship of the proletariat" by which it is to be ruled.[2] 

The chief instrument to carry out this mission is the Communist Party with 
branches in all countries and its headquarters now in Moscow. But it is not a 
political party in the ordinary sense. It is not intended to be a voting aggregation, 
to gain power by legal means, but rather a thoroughly trained, highly disciplined 
Military Staff and vanguard of the revolutionary masses to seize power by 
violence and to hold it by terror, "unlimited power, resting on violence and not on 
law." In the words of Lenin, as quoted by Stalin: 

"The successful victory over capitalism requires a correct relationship between 
the leading Communist Party and the revolutionary class, the proletariat, on the 
one hand, and the masses, i.e., all those who toil and are exploited, on the other. 
Only the Communist Party, if it really is the vanguard of the revolutionary class, if 
it incorporates all the best representatives of the class, if it is composed of fully 
conscious and devoted Communists who have been educated and steeled by the 
experience of stubborn revolutionary struggle, if this party has succeeded in 
linking itself inseparably with the whole life of its class and through this class 
with the whole mass of the exploited, and in imbuing this class and these masses 
with complete confidence - only such a party is capable of leading the proletariat 
in the most ruthless, decisive, and final struggle against all the forces of 

capitalism."[3] 

The proselytizing power of the Party arises primarily from mass discontent with 
the existing order to which Communists attribute all the annoyances and troubles 
of life. The Party takes full advantage of the many admitted defects of the present 
system, a large part of which are rooted in human nature itself and would be 
present under any arrangement. It thrives on such things as the failure of 
classical political economy to explain or mitigate business crises; the 
inadequacies and the distortions of orthodox history; the failure of church and 
other leaders to recognize and face the great issues of our times; the universal 
tendency to envy those who are better off and to blame "the system" for personal 
failure and maladjustment; the secret desire to witness, perhaps aid, the downfall 
of those in superior positions gained, it is supposed, by foul play or personal 
connections, rather than merit. Finally, there is the idealistic attraction of the 
slogan "from each according to his ability and to each according to his need." The 
prospect offered seems like perfect brotherhood and altruistic interest in the 
welfare of one's fellow men, which contrasts sharply with the cold, self-regarding 
character of private enterprise. But those who permit themselves to follow this 
lure fail to realize what Russia has learned, though she does not preach it, 
namely, that in practice removal of incentive for superior performance provided 
by personal reward in accordance with deed causes interest and performance to 
fall, and compulsion, by enslavement or worse, to follow. 

The first country to fall to world communism was Russia, which since the 
Bolshevist Revolution of October, 1917, has provided a powerful national base for 
international communist operations. A strong effort is now made to create the 
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impression that the Communist International has been dissolved, that there is no 
longer any connection between Russia and communist parties in other countries. 
Stalin when recently asked, "What is your opinion regarding the accusation that 
the policies of communist parties in western Europe are 'dictated by Moscow'?" 
replied, "I consider the accusation absurd and to be borrowed trom the bankrupt 
arsenal of Hitler and Goebbels."[4] 

Yet in his own book, PROBLEMS OF LENINISM, currently revised by him, 
translated under his authorization into all civilized languages, distributed by 
communist parties everywhere, and accepted by them as unquestionable gospel, 
Stalin cries: "For what else is our country, the country that is building socialism, 
if not the base of the world revolution?"[5] Quoting Lenin, he says: 

"The victory of socialism is possible, first in a few or even in one single capitalist 
country taken separately. The victorious proletariat of that country, having 
expropriated the capitalists and organized its own socialist production, would rise 
against the rest of the capitalist world, attract to itself the oppressed classes of 
other countries, raise revolts among them against the capitalists, and even in the 
event of necessity come out even with armed forces against the exploiting classes 
and their states.[6] 
"It is inconceivable that the Soviet republic should continue to exist for a long 
period side by side with imperialist states. Ultimately one or the other must 
conquer. Meanwhile a number of terrible clashes between the Soviet republic and 
the bourgeois states in inevitable. This means that if the proletariat, as the ruling 

class, wants to and will rule, it must prove it also by military organization."[7] 

Stalin says that all but traitors to the cause of communism must accept these 
views, that to deny them "is to abandon internationalism, to abandon 
Leninism."[8] In his equally widely translated and distributed FOUNDATIONS 
OF LENINISM, Stalin says: 

"But overthrowing the power of the bourgeoisie and establishing the power of the 
proletariat in a single country does not yet guarantee the complete victory of 
socialism. After consolidating its power and leading the peasantry after it, the 
proletariat of the victorious country can and must build up socialist society. But 
does that mean that in this way the proletariat will secure a complete and final 
victory for socialism, i.e., does it mean that with the forces of a single country it 
can finally consolidate socialism and fully guarantee that country against 
intervention, which means against restoration? Certainly not. That requires 
victory for the revolution in at least several countries. It is therefore the essential 
task of the victorious revolution in one country to develop and support the 
revolution in others. So the revolution in a victorious country ought not consider 
itself as a self-contained unit, but as an auxiliary and a means of hastening the 
victory of the proletariat in other countries. 
"Lenin has tersely expressed this thought by saying that the task of the victorious 
revolution is to do the "utmost possible in one country for the development, 

support and stirring up of the revolution in all countries."[9] 

In the same work, Stalin emphasizes the necessity of maintaining absolute 
uniformity of policy in all branches of the world communist party through iron 
discipline.[10] He says: 
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"But the parties of the Communist International, which organize their activities 
on the basis of the task of achieving and strengthening the dictatorship of the 
proletariat, cannot afford to be "liberal" or to permit the formation of factions. 
The Party is synonymous with unity of will, which leaves no room for 

factionalism or division of authority in the Party."[11] 

This is the reason for the well-known close conformity of the American 
Communist Party to Moscow policy. And neither these realities nor the 
quotations just given can be obliterated for Mr. Stalin's present convenience as 
absurdities "borrowed from the bankrupt arsenal of Hitler and Goebbels." Lying 
and deception are among communism's most useful weapons. Stalin explains the 
necessity of deceiving one's bourgeois enemies, even when serving as allies, of 
waging relentless war against all bourgeois states, i.e., states operating under the 
private property system, which includes the United States of America. Quoting 
Lenin, he says: 

"To carry on a war for the overthrow of the international bourgeoisie, which is a 
hundred times more difficult, prolonged and complicated than the most stubborn 
of ordinary wars between states; and to refuse beforehand to maneuver, to utilize 
the conflict of interests (even though temporary) among one's enemies; to refuse 
to temporise and compromise with possible (even though transient, unstable, 
vacillating and conditional) allies - is not this ridiculous in the extreme? Is it not 
as though, in the difficult ascent of an unexplored and hitherto inaccessible 
mountain, we were to renounce beforehand the idea that at all times we might 
have to go in zigzags, sometimes retracing our steps, sometimes giving up the 

course once selected and trying various others?"[12] 

Russia's wartime pretense that she had abandoned the revolution both at home 
and abroad was done merely to deceive her unstable allies of the moment, was 
merely a necessary zigzag or strategic retreat in the continuing effort to reach the 
ultimate goal of destruction of private enterprise throughout the world. In a 
speech to the Russian people, February 9, 1946, Stalin made clear that the 
Kremlin looks upon the Soviet Union as its own united nations organization 
which it wishes to spread all over the world ostensibly to end wars and other 
difficulties among nations. He said: 

"The Soviet state system has proved an example of a multinational state system 
where the national problem and the problem of collaboration among nations are 

solved better than in any other multinational state."[12A] 

While assuring the Russians that under normal conditions they are better off 
than any other people, the Kremlin constantly paints the outside world in lurid, 
hateful colors. It tells the people that the diabolical capitalists are plotting to 
attack them from within and from without in order to destroy the workers 
paradise which threatens to overthrow the capitalist system of exploitation. Stalin 
in 1939, for example, warned the Communist Party: 

"Never to forget that we are surrounded by a capitalist world; to remember that 
the foreign espionage services will smuggle spies, murderers and wreckers into 
our country; and, remembering this, to strengthen our socialist intelligence 
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service and systematically help it to defeat and eradicate the enemies of the 

people."[13] 

A people thus stirred up to believe they are fighting to save their national life are 
more easily ruled, more willing to obey orders unquestioningly, more willing to 
accept purges of their ranks as necessary cleansings of deadly capitalistic 
influences. Any Russian found conversing with a foreigner is naturally suspected 
of being an agent of free enterprise and is dealt with accordingly. 

Between those who accept and those who reject the teachings of communist 
ideology and the decrees of its leaders there is and can be no compromise, no give 
and take, no margin of tolerance. When they get the upper hand, Communists 
root out and destroy under a reign of terror all capitalistic elements and 
influences. They believe that the workers as they are awakened to the truth about 
their former masters will welcome the new order as a vast improvement over the 
old. Lenin said, as quoted by Stalin: 

"The dictatorship of the proletariat. . . is not merely the use of violence against 
the exploiters, and is not even mainly the use of violence. The economic basis of 
this revolutionary violence, the guarantee of its vitality and success, is that the 
proletariat represents and introduces a higher type of social organization of labor 
compared with capitalism. That is the essential point. This is the source of the 
strength of Communism and the guarantee of its inevitable complete 

victory."[14] 

 
The German Program 

Communists believe that fascism is the final state of capitalism, that when it falls, 
as it must, it can be succeeded only by communism.[15] They believe that our 
attempt to democratize fascist Germany in the western sense is as futile as to try 
to transform a chicken into an egg or a butterfly into a larva. They believe that 
Germany must pass through a natural metamorphosis from nazism to 
communism, and that when they help the process along they are working in 
harmony with the inevitable course of history . 

Walther Ulbricht, Director of the Communist Party in Germany, whose wife was a 
secretary to General Zhukov, and who was in Russia between 1933 and V-E Day, 
stated before a secret Berlin meeting of the "Free German Trade Union's" 45-man 
executive committee for the Soviet zone: 

"When the job of Communizing the Soviet zone is completed we shall devote 
ourselves to the other zones. 
"Soon there will not be any privately owned companies in the Soviet zone in 
Germany. All the large companies, even medium-sized ones will revert to 
community ownership. This must be done rapidly, before the establishment of a 

central administration in Germany can interfere in our zone."[16] 
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Communism is fundamentally an attack against private property and the 
propertied class. In the Russian zone the process of stripping Germans of their 
property has been accomplished by destruction through war action, by looting, 
reparations, inflation, confiscation, and by forced sales. Meanwhile, liquidation of 
the property owning classes has been completed by denazification, forced labor, 
executions, and terror which has led thousands to suicide and other thousands to 
turn fugitive and thus to forfeit their holdings. 

We have already noted the thoroughness with which the zone was sacked and 
looted, yielding billions of dollars worth of lucre to Russia. The other operations 
have been equally devastating. Inflation, which destroys whole classes and eats 
the very marrow out of the bones of any economy, has been deliberately created. 
Russia's share of the occupation marks which had been printed up in advance by 
the U.S. Treasury was not enough. She asked for the plates and after we turned 
them over to her printed up and circulated untold billions more. Finally, she 
opened the vaults of the Reichsbank, its branches, and other banks and seized 
their contents.[17] The resulting inflation has yielded fabulous spoil at little or no 
cost and at the same time helped to ruin and expropriate the propertied class. 

The dispossessed German masses have been reduced to prostrate, helpless, 
submissive proletarians. Having lost all individual security, they are utterly 
dependent upon their new masters for jobs, food, and all other necessities. Since 
nothing is supplied to critics and objectors, survivors are submissive. Farmers, as 
stated before, were stripped of equipment, tools, seeds, and livestock during the 
early looting. To obtain replacements necessary to carry on operations they must 
apply to the "co-operatives" which are under communist control and which use 
their monopoly to prevent "politically unreliable" farmers from obtaining 
essential supplies. Unless they submit, they must abandon farming and give up 
their land. In this fashion the way is opened wide for zonal sovietization with 
minimum interference.[18] 

Soviet authorities believe that the German masses will enthusiastically accept the 
liquidation of the propertied classes as liberation from capitalistic exploitation. 
Carefully censored press and radio assure them that the present painful 
difficulties are only birth pains of a glorious new order which had been blocked 
by the former upper classes. In harmony with this thought, all schools and 
universities that are operating teach the Germans the advantages of communism 
and belittle the western democracies as strongholds of fascism and capitalistic 
exploitation, of wretched imperialism and fomenters of imperialist wars. Such 
ideas are taught the members of the Russian sponsored, nationwide "Free Youth" 
movement,[19] and thousands of children who have been snatched from their 
families and placed in special children's "Homes" for systematic 
indoctrination.[20] Here is a sample of what they are taught: 

"In comparison with the Soviet Republic, the parliamentarian democracies are a 
step backward. . . The difference between bourgeois society in the Soviet Union is 
like the difference between ape and man. Socialism is the future of all humanity . 
. . The old powers can delay this development, but they cannot destroy it . . . This 
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change in the structure of society cannot be achieved in a reformatory way. You 
can only achieve it in the revolutionary way . . . If this socialist structure we have 
in Russia were introduced in all nations of the world, it would be impossible to 

wage war, just as war is impossible between the Ukraine and Armenia."[21] 

The Soviets, according to their lights, are making an effort to woo the Germans 
into acceptance of communism and to minimize resentment. As already noted, 
they have handled denazification with comparative enlightenment. Scientists, 
technologists, military experts, and others with special talents have been eagerly 
sought after and offered attractive inducements to render service to the new 
regime. Penitent Nazis are invited to transfer allegiance to the Communist Party 
and to start working through it for German salvation. Taking advantage of the 
deep resentment of the French and Morgenthau proposals to amputate the 
western Reich, Communists have taken the lead in an intensely pro-Fatherland 
movement. This gives the Germans the impression that the western democracies 
who would stand in the way of "the new and greater German Reich" are the real 
enemies, rather than either nazism or communism.[22] Russian occupation 
troops apparently no longer molest frauleins, "at least not in the careless, 
irresponsible way the Americans do," reports an American correspondent.[23] It 
is interesting to note in this connection that only one man remains in the zone for 
every 15 women in the 20 to 30 years of age bracket.[24] 

Hitler had freed the peasants of the scourge of usurious mortgage holders; Russia 
goes a step further in her bid for popular approval by breaking up the Junker and 
other large estates and making the land available in small plots of between 11 and 
17 acres to approved Germans on easy terms.[25] The operation does not increase 
total production but appears to spread ownership. The maneuver is obviously a 
preliminary to collectivization similar to the procedure followed in liquidation of 
the Ukrainian Kulaks. The new "owners" are promised houses and equipment. 
Since these are not available, the owners have no choice but to band together in 
the existing estate buildings, where collectivist headquarters must be located. 
Collectivization can thus proceed a little later with minimum disturbance, and the 
new government can with ease slip into position to exploit those who work the 
soil in place of the former owners. 

All farmers are given production quotas to fill at controlled prices. Part of any 
surplus, and there rarely is one since the quotas are set so high, may be sold in 
markets where those with the money to buy, usually members of the new ruling 
bureaucracy, can buy food to supplement rations, which are nominally set at 
about the same level as those in the American zone. The requisite supplies are not 
always available in many places, however, and widespread starvation has 
occurred.[26] Persistent reports nevertheless tell of substantial food exports to 
Russia.[27] However people are allowed rationed brown coal for residential 
heating,[28] whereas, as previously mentioned, Berliners and those in the 
western zones have had no coal to heat their homes. 
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The industries left in the zone are all in operation and are either managed by 
Russians or "workers councils" dominated by Communists. Although most of the 
product is taken as reparation and sent to the Soviet Union, a small amount is 
made available for sale to the German workers. Correspondents permitted to tour 
the zone in March, 1946, reported that a long list of manufactured products were 
on display, including carpenter tools, typewriters, sewing machines, even 
automobiles.[29] They reported that the Germans they saw displayed less of an 
attitude of futility and a more vigorous spirit than are encountered in other 
zones.[30] 

Only one political party is allowed, the Social Unity Party, representing a forced 
merger of the Communist and Social Democratic Parties, with the former 
completely dominant. Since all positions carrying power, prestige, and higher 
than ordinary incomes are held by Communists and their pets, thousands of 
Germans have rushed into the Party simply to gain its perquisites.[31] The 
Germans are learning spoils politics from their Red overlords on a scale that 
would make a Tammany ward heeler blush.[32] Even if Russia should be forced 
to withdraw her occupation forces, with political control returned to the 
Germans, the deeply entrenched German Communists would no doubt continue 
to maintain themselves in power and in all probability provide the whole of 
Germany with political leadership.[33] 

The way for ultimate communization of the western areas is being assiduously 
prepared by Communists in the western zones of occupation,[34] many of whom 
have worked their way into important posts in both the occupation bureaucracies 
and the local governmental establishments which have been set up to be run by 
Germans under the watchful eye of the military forces. Such communist 
penetration has automatically been abetted by the Potsdam program, by de-
industrialization, de-nazification, enslavement, repression, by the whole terrible 
catastrophe. The roaming bands of vagabonds may be a curse to the western 
zonal authorities, but they afford the Communists excellent revolutionary 
material. Since the institution of private property and the propertied classes are 
now largely wiped out, the way has been opened for converting the whole Reich 
into a Sovietized "democracy." 

We have done much already to facilitate realization of Russia's plans, and the 
Kremlin expects us to do more. It wants us to accept the Russian claim to 10 
billion dollars in German reparations, not only to produce handsome booty but to 
place such a load on the crippled German economy that it could survive only 
under communization.[35] It is to Russia's advantage to delay the signing of a 
peace treaty with Germany as long as possible, for the delay will give her plans 
that much longer to mature. And if any German government is to be set up in the 
meantime, Russia wants it to be a provisional, centralized government, one that 
will give maximum opportunity to the thoroughly entrenched Communists to 
draw into their grasp controls over all of Germany. 
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The West Awakens 

The West has been slow to recognize that the Russian ally is really no ally at all, 
but a determined enemy, that behind the Kremlin's every move lurks a sinister, 
dangerous motive. Our own leaders were long caught under the influence of Mr. 
Roosevelt's "great design," the strategy of trying to cure the Soviet leaders of their 
suspicion, animosity, and hatred of the West by showering them with favors and 
kindness. While under the spell we considered the truculent sons of Russia 
prodigals just returning to the family of nations, and felt it our duty to cater to 
their whims and eccentricities, to overlook their insults and stabs. 

We signed the Potsdam Declaration, without suspecting that it was a Russian 
booby trap, that its vague, contradictory, undefined provisions and phrases could 
be applied by and yield advantage to only a Soviet Union which thrives on human 
misery. We shut our eyes to the vital difference between our way of life and 
Russian communism. Because Communists called their way "democracy," we 
assumed it was somehow akin to our "democracy" and we accepted in good faith 
Russia's wartime pretension that she was finished with revolution both at home 
and abroad, that her aggressions were nothing more than moves to strengthen 
her "essential security." 

We have had our clashes with the Russians both in and out of Germany, have 
endured slaps and humiliations such as Americans have never accepted before. 
We have permitted our telephone lines running through the Russian zone to our 
zone in Berlin to be tapped. We have even put up with a Russian refusal to supply 
our Berlin zone with fresh food. We have bowed to Russian refusal to permit us to 
double track our single rail line into Berlin. We have had serious conflicts over 
newspaper censorship, control of radio outlets and programs, schools and school 
curricula, and a multitude of things both important and trivial, taking it all with a 
friendly smile when we had to yield to Soviet demands. 

But finally we began to realize that such tactics were impressing the Russians 
only as weakness and to awaken to the menacing character of Soviet designs. 
Mildly at first, but with growing determination, we began to take a firmer stand, 
to demand that our own interests be given some attention. Our disillusionment 
was complete when Mr. Molotov at Paris finally showed his hand. We have been 
staggering to our senses ever since. We must hope that the awakening has come 
in time to prevent the Kremlin from absorbing the German Reich. 

In the struggle we must recognize that Russia will have certain advantages, apart 
from those gained by our attempt to apply the sadistic Potsdam decrees, 
including deep German resentment. The Russian bureaucracy with its long 
experience in managing economic institutions and processes has found it 
relatively simple to take over control of the German economy in its zone and is 
fully prepared to extend the control over the rest of the Reich when opportunity 
presents itself. On the other hand, our own Government and especially our 
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military forces are notoriously incompetent in handling economic affairs. 
Conditions reached bottom early in the Russian zone, so that what change has 
come has been for the better; whereas, bad as things are in our zone, they must 
be expected to become progressively worse. Germans will not fail to note the 
contrast and to draw dangerous conclusions. As stated before, the former 
movement of Germans from the East to the West has already reversed. 
Thousands of disillusioned, discouraged Germans are crossing into the Russian 
zone where they will enthusiastically prepare to help drive the hateful 
democracies out of Germany. 

We have numerous advantages, however, which, if handled properly, should 
prove decisive. German antipathy toward Russia and Bolshevism is deepseated; 
in contrast, Germans have hitherto always admired us Americans and have 
imitated us in many ways, especially in economic techniques. Russia has also 
compromised herself in fundamental ways. She was behind the terrible 
expulsions of Germans from the lost territories and other places. She has been 
the instigator and chief beneficiary of the slave system, having taken from three 
to four times as many prisoners as all the western powers together. Germans of 
all classes deeply resent the cruel and violent liquidation of the former upper and 
middle classes, especially because it was carried out by foreigners and 
Communists whose patriotism is suspect. 

Our task is to formulate a new and just German peace program - one that will 
give effect to our basic ideals and convictions and lead Germany toward, not away 
from, us and our way of life. But before we can take this step intelligently we must 
first face certain basic facts, must disabuse our minds of certain gross 
misconceptions which have lowered us in German esteem and misled us into the 
present danger. 
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Chapter X: 
FACTS WE MUST FACE  

How We Played into Russia's Hands 

General Eisenhower told a press conference in London that the Russians "like to 
laugh." Well they might, in view of the way we have played into their hands and 
fallen for their subterfuges. 

Things have come to such a pass that we have seriously been told we must not 
criticize the Russians or their government; yet those who said so have felt 
perfectly free to criticize everything American and have made no corresponding 
effort to stop Soviet blasts at us. 

In March, 1945, GI's in Germany were actually placed under oflicial orders not to 
make unflattering remarks about the Reds.[1] Typical of our un-American efforts 
to throttle critics was AMG censorship in April, 1946, of a letter by a Catholic 
Bishop calling attention to Russian abuses of Germans through forced labor and 
expulsions. We prohibited the reading of the letter in churches, because it might 
offend Russia.[2] Social Democrats and other German political parties have not 
been allowed to criticize the Communist party, lest Russia take offense. 

We must realize that there is something seriously wrong with nations, as with 
people, who cannot stand criticism, who try to place themselves beyond reproach, 
and that something is equally wrong with people who truckle to them. 

Russia deserves not only criticism but condemnation. Stalin in 1939 told the 
Communist Party of Russia it must beware of us, for we would send our "spies, 
murderers, and wreckers" into the Soviet Union. The facts are that the Soviet 
Union has sent its spies, murderers, and wreckers into this country, as in all 
others, where they have infiltrated into our government, occupying hundreds of 
key positions, sitting in our inner councils, and even helping mold our foreign 
policy. 

It must make the Russians chortle up their sleeves the way we coddle these 
insidious fifth columnists. In contrast, the Reds shoot on suspicion anyone they 
catch in Russia who they think might represent outside influences. 

In the Canadian spy trial it was established both by direct testimony and 
documentary proof that "the dissolution of the Communist International was 
probably the greatest farce of the Communists in recent years," and that "only the 
name was liquidated with the object of reassuring public opinion in the 
democratic countries. Actually, the Comintern exists and continues its work." 
Communist insiders were warned by their higher-ups with regard to Britain and 
the United States: "Yesterday they were allies, today they are neighbors, 
tomorrow they will be our enemies." It was also brought out that "in Russia there 
is a great deal of propaganda carried on by conversation of the propagandists and 
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even in the press. It is all done to train people to think they must fight another 
war, that maybe it will be our final war."[3] 

In Germany we have permitted the Comintern to place its agents in AMG and the 
local German government apparatus we have erected. Newspapermen in our zone 
tend to lean toward communism, mostly because former anti-Nazi talent was first 
cleared for press work by German emigres with leftist leanings hired by AMG to 
do the screening.[4] 

In May, 1946, it was revealed that the State Department with the aid of the FBI 
had purged itself of hundreds of pro-Soviet employees.[5] Some time later Mr. 
Byrnes, head of the department, when asked why certain others had not been let 
out, despite their having been identified, replied that it would be inadvisable to 
do so while we are involved in a serious diplomatic struggle with the Soviet 
Union.[6] 

His excuse was a tacit admission that he recognized that the men are agents of 
the Soviet Government, and that the Kremlin might get upset if we turned the 
rotters out. 

There is no valid reason why we should treat Russia and her fifth column any 
differently from the way we treated Nazi Germany and its fifth column. The only 
important difference between the two in terms of their threat against our national 
tranquility and safety is that the Soviet fifth column is far stronger and more 
deeply entrenched than the Nazi one ever was. If it was right for us to crack down 
on the Nazis here the way we did, without regard to Hitler's feelings, it is right 
that we should crack down with equal firmness and effectiveness on the 
Communists in our midst, without regard to Stalin's feelings, for all of them 
would be potential traitors and saboteurs if we should get into serious trouble 
with Russia. 

One of the most costly consequences of Soviet penetration of our State 
Department has been our acceptance of wily Russian proposals at Yalta and 
Potsdam. These include: division of Germany into zones, each to be occupied by a 
different power; the Allied Control Council, with the clause calling for unanimity 
on all decisions, with the disastrous results already noted; requiring Germany to 
pay reparations in kind; the forced labor system; the forcible expulsions of 
Germans from lost German territories, Poland, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia. 
The territorial settlements and arrangements accepted at Potsdam were all the 
ones pressed by Russia; French claims were left open. The idea of a long 
armistice for Germany, if not of actual Russian origin, would certainly play into 
Russia's hands.[7] 

Britain and the United States in the days between Teheran and Potsdam, thanks 
in large measure to Mr. Roosevelt's unfortunate "great design" and Red 
influences in the administration, were eager to borrow any Soviet idea and 
acclaim any Soviet plan for Germany. Although deeply involved in war, the brains 
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of the Politburo found the time to frame a program to take full advantage of the 
westerners' solicitude. They have been cashing in on it ever since, and we have 
been suffering the consequences. 

We have even given Russia help both direct and indirect in extending her power 
over eastern Europe and half of Germany. Instead of following Churchill's advice 
of attacking Germany through the Balkans and thus warding off Russian 
conquest and occupation, we sided with Russia and decided to attack across the 
English Channel. As the Russians swept into the Balkans and on into Austria and 
Germany, they rode in American lend-lease trucks, jeeps and airplanes. Since 
then we have supported their brutal rule through such agencies as UNRRA. As 
fast as we have shipped relief supplies into these areas, Russia has drained out an 
equivalent amount for herself and claims the credit for what we pour in.[8] In 
Germany we even handed the Russians our money plates and permitted them to 
print billions of occupation marks which we were originally supposed to make 
good, and possibly still are. But all such aid, including the eleven billion dollars in 
lendlease gifts has been ignored by the Kremlin which has gone blithely on its 
way opposing our most vital interests. 

 
We Should Have Known Better  

In addition to all this, as Dorothy Thompson has well expressed it: "Mr. 
Morgenthau's fantastic concepts laid the basic 'principles' for the Potsdam 
program, which played straight into Soviet hands."[9] In other words, the 
Morgenthau Plan was made to order for the Kremlin. 

When we came to Russia at Yalta with a so-called peace plan which called for 
vengeance and destruction of a trade competitor, she saw and seized her 
opportunity to turn the whole program to her advantage at our expense. 

Although the Plan promises to bring the blessings of peace and prosperity to a 
troubled world, if we had only taken the trouble to analyze its proposals in the 
light of Mr. Morgenthau's own principles as expressed in other connections on 
other occasions, we should have recognized immediately that it could only bring 
catastrophe. 

In promoting acceptance of the Bretton Woods Fund and Bank Plan, Mr. 
Morgenthau as Secretary of the Treasury, proclaimed the thesis that "prosperity, 
like peace, is indivisible." And in promoting the loan to Britain later on he 
elaborated at length on this principle. These are his words: 

"If we have learned nothing else from the frightful experience of war, we should 
have learned at least that we live in an incorribly integrated world. It is a world 
which cannot exist half slave and half free, nor half at war and half at peace. 
Neither can it exist half prosperous and half impoverished. Prosperity, like peace 
is indivisible. It must be shared by all if any are to enjoy it." - "Our own living 
standards cannot rise and remain at high levels without progressive prosperity 
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throughout the world." - "As I have observed before, prosperity cannot be 

segmented; all must share in it or in time all will lose it."[10] (emphasis added) 

The contradiction between these tenets and the deliberate impoverishment of any 
nation is irreconcilable and obvious. Mr. Morgenthau advances these ideas as 
universal principles, applicable to all countries without exception. If they could 
validly be used to support making sacrifices to put one country, Britain, on its 
feet to bolster world trade and prosperity, with equal force they compel the 
conclusion that a program calling for permanent impoverishment of any leading 
country, Germany not excepted, would plunge the whole world into an economic 
quagmire. 

Mr. Morgenthau is not alone, however, in thus compromising himself with his 
own principles. Mr. Bernard Baruch, well known adviser of Presidents, has also 
been at one and the same time a one-worlder and an implacable advocate of 
converting Germany into a poor house. As the war was drawing to its close in the 
European theater, Mr. Baruch, who loves to address his audiences as "Fellow 
citizens of the world," was in London where he granted an interview to a Victor 
Lasky, a Stars and Stripes staff writer. In explaining his presence in the British 
capital, Baruch said, according to Lasky: 

"And one reason I am over here is to hold a big stick over the big 
boys to make damn sure they're not going to foul up the peace. 
We've got to de-industrialize Germany and Japan - for at least a 
generation - to see that those subsidized slave labor countries do 

not again flood the world with their cheap products . . ."[11] 

This was Mr. Baruch's way of saying that he was abroad to see to it that Germany 
was permanently eliminated as a competitor in world trade. 

Baruch failed to explain the nature of the "big stick" he was holding over the big 
boys, but the following June, before the Senate Military Affairs Committee, he 
made very clear what he wanted done with the Reich. He said it was not enough 
merely to demand an "economically weak" Germany, that the program of 
weakening Germany must be "sufficiently specific - industry by industry - so that 
all the occupying nations know they have agreed to the same thing." First of all, 
he said, reparations should be paid in German labor, instead of rebuilding the 
country's industry so it could pay reparations through exports from current 
production. Germany's "war making potential must be eliminated. Many of her 
plants must be shifted east and west to friendly countries; all heavy industries 
destroyed; the Junker estates broken up; her exports strictly controlled; German 
assets and business organizations all over the world rooted out." 

This program of impoverishment and that of Mr. Morgenthau are, of course, very 
similar. Mr. Baruch candidly admits that his aim is to destroy Germany as a trade 
competitor; Mr. Morgenthau's program tacitly contains the same objective. 
People were appalled when it was said that the elder Rockefeller burned down the 
refineries of competitors he could not otherwise destroy. How much more 
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revolting are these proposals to destroy the economy of a whole nation for a 
similar purpose! Conservative leaders who use their influence in this manner 
furnish a basis for effective criticism of capitalistic morality, or lack of it, and 
weaken the basis for defense of the profit system. Since, according to the one 
world thesis, prosperity "must be shared by all if any are to enjoy it," and "all 
must share in it or in time all will lose it," the Morgenthau-Baruch Plan would 
impoverish not only Germany, but Europe, and the whole world, not excluding 
the United States, and therefore presumably Messrs. Baruch and Morgenthau as 
well. 

The Morgenthau-Baruch proposals have been the official policy of our 
Government, which at the same time is committed to one-world principles. As a 
result, our leading officials, in their efforts to uphold these mutually exclusive 
theories, have been forced, like Mr. Morgenthau, into absurd self-contradiction. 
For example, Mr. Truman, while advocating impoverishment of Germany along 
Morgenthau-Baruch lines, said at Soldiers Field in Chicago: 

"We shall work to achieve equal opportunity in world trade because closed 
economic blocs in Europe or any place in the world can only lead to 
impoverishment and isolation of the people who inhabit it. We shall press for the 
elimination of artificial barriers to international navigation, in order that no 
nation, by accident of geographic location, shall be denied unrestricted access to 
seaports and international waterways."  

Later he said in the same speech: 

"Economic distress, anywhere in the world, is a fertile breeding ground for 

violent political upheaval."[12] 

By continuing our policy of creating economic distress in Germany, we would 
therefore create a fertile breeding ground for communism. Here Mr. Truman 
admits as much. 

In his speech in Stuttgart, Mr. Byrnes contradicted himself in similar fashion, for 
he tried to justify the original program of deindustrialization and denazification, 
which means holding Germany in poverty, and at the same time said: 

"We have learned, whether we like it or not, that we live in one world from which 
we cannot isolate ourselves. We have learned that peace and well-being are 
indivisible."  

Before we can win the respect of the world and get on the right road leading to 
real world prosperity and well-being, we must eradicate the whole Morgenthau 
and Potsdam contamination from our thinking and official policies. 

 
Germany, the Heart of Europe 
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We must take seriously the recognized fact that Germany is the heart of Europe 
on which the economic life of that Continent depends, and that when we make 
that heart stop beating all Europe must die. We must realize, too, that any 
reduction of the German standard of living would only lower the standards of 
other European countries, that to bring them all to the same mean level would 
bring universal impoverishment that would cancel out the progress of centuries. 

Despite his one-world principles expressed elsewhere, Mr. Morgenthau in his 
book, GERMANY IS OUR PROBLEM, writes: 

"Actually there is no 'European Economy,' certainly not in the sense that there is 
a United States economy. Some thirty countries in Europe have their separate 
economies, and a great variety of them, too." (p. 31) 

He factiously argues that "a strong Europe is better than a strong Germany," as 
though the two were opposed, and insists that weakening Germany and reducing 
her foreign trade will add to European prosperity. He says: 

"Before World War I, Germany accounted for 12 per cent of the world's 
international commerce. By the 1920's her share had fallen below 10 per cent. In 
1936 and 1937 it was a bit more than 8 per cent. The world would not be the loser 
if Germany fell to 2 or 3 per cent and her share were taken over by other nations." 
(pp. 71-2)  

In short, where Germany is concerned, Mr. Morgenthau finds foreign trade quite 
unimportant either for the Reich or for the countries trading with her; however, 
when other countries are involved, foreign trade takes on unique importance. 

In a statement submitted to the Small Business Committee of the Senate, April 
20, 1945, Mr. Morgenthau said: 

"Our exports may seem to be only a small part of our total production. They are, 
nevertheless, vital. . . . They mean the difference between prosperity and 
depression for both agriculture and industry."  

On Feb. 26, 1945, he told the Detroit Economic Club, while urging building up 
our exports of automobiles to a million cars a year: 

"We can reach such a trade level only if both the producing and consuming 
powers of all countries are expanded, not merely restored to their old levels."  

Such statements show that Mr. Morgenthau himself, if he will only think things 
through, must repudiate his proposals to impoverish the Reich and destroy its 
trade with the rest of the world, or give up one-world principles. 

Britain's experience testifies eloquently to the importance of Germany to 
European economy. At first she fell under the influence of those advocating 
German impoverishment, ostensibly to prevent another war but actually to 
remove the Reich as a trade competitor and possibly turn it into a market for the 
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very products it had formerly exported. But when she saw that Germany was 
facing complete disaster, and pulling Europe down with her, she partly reversed 
her position, to prevent what "approximated closely to cutting off one's nose to 
spite one's face." For, after all, she had to realize that destruction of Germany to 
prevent German exports from competing with hers would also mean loss of a 
large German demand for British goods. As Prime Minister Attlee told the U. S. 
Congress, "We cannot have prosperity at home with hell abroad." 

The German prostration has been felt everywhere. Sweden has officially 
expressed concern over the fact that she has been unable to carry on any of her 
accustomed trade with the Reich, with damaging consequences to herself as well 
as to Germany.[13] Holland, too, has been hard hit, having to export food and 
fuel while the homeland does without. Dutch farmers used to exchange food 
products for German fertilizer, which they can obtain now only at high prices 
from high cost producers. Holland used to get fees for transmitting goods 
between Germany and other countries; now this trade and its profit are gone with 
the suppression of German commerce. Germany and Holland used to exchange 
the things each made best in its own country. This put German machinery, tools, 
and instruments in Dutch plants, on Dutch farms and railroads. Now this 
equipment cannot be replaced or even repaired due to stoppage of manufacture 
in the Reich. As one observer puts it: 

"The deindustrialization decrees have been encouraged by less efficient interests 
of the United Nations, especially England, which hope to gain by the death 
sentences for German competition. The Netherlands and other countries are 

missing what they used to get from Germany."[14]  

In London, "Food ministers of 17 European countries," says an Associated Press 
dispatch, "turned to defeated Germany as a possible source of coal and fertilizer, 
both sorely needed to avoid famine."[15] 

Showing deep concern, The London Economist says: 

"The truth is that the prosperity of Western Europe has depended to a great 
extent upon the existence of a great wealth producing industrial concentration in 
the Ruhr. That wealth-producing machinery is now almost completely idle, and 
all of Germany's western neighbors are bearing the consequences. 
"To say that the ruin of Germany is the ruin of Europe would not raise in Russia 
more than a sigh of relief that both should be weakened together. The American 

attitude is more difficult to understand."[16] 

The Chicago Sun said editorially: 

"It is good business - plain, hardboiled common sense - for any wholesaler to help 
his best customer back on his feet when that customer is in financial difficulty. If 
the customer is a whole nation, the need becomes immensely more 

pressing."[17] 
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Of course this was said in defense of a loan to Britain, but the same logic would 
apply as well to Germany, once one of our best customers. 

Mr. Byrnes said at Paris: 

"The economic revival of Germany is essential to the well-being of Europe."  

At Stuttgart he admitted, as had Molotov at Paris, that Germany is the industrial 
workshop of Europe. 

To repeat, we are having to face the fact that we cannot continue with our original 
policies toward Germany and hope to have anything but impoverishment of 
Germany, and, as a consequence, of Europe, and the world. 

 
The Matter of War Guilt  

Mr. Morgenthau, whose ideas on the subject correspond to the official opinion of 
the United Nations, rests his entire case for turning Germany into a poorhouse on 
the thesis that German lust for war was the sole cause of both World Wars. 
"Desire for war," he writes in bis book, "has been as firmly planned in the 
German as desire for freedom in the American." Sheer will to war, accompanied 
by a plot to conquer the world, he says, has been intensively cultivated in the 
German people for nearly two hundred years and would probably require another 
two hundred years to eradicate. Hence, he argues, the only way to stop Germany 
from again disturbing the peace of the world at her first opportunity is to prevent 
the opportunity, and this can be done best by permanently weakening her to a 
point where she cannot, even though she would, wage war.[18] 

The justice of his whole program, and therefore of Potsdam, must stand or fall on 
this premise. If there is any doubt as to its validity or completeness, there must be 
equal doubt as to the justice of his plan. 

Without attempting to exhaust the subject we offer the following evidence which 
does tend to raise doubt concerning the accuracy of the premise, and therefore 
equal doubt as to the justice of our treatment of the German people. 

Let us again consult Mr. Morgenthau on other occasions. On March 7, 1945, he 
told the House Committee on Banking and Currency: 

"Power politics . . . has become a term of reproach in the world. . . . The United 
Nations hope to abolish it from the earth. But power economics may be just as 
dangerous, for if it is not the root of all evil in international affairs it is at the very 
least a frequent cause of conflict. The legislation before this committee is our best 
hope of banishing that too. 
"We cannot say that we will join the other nations in an organization to maintain 
peace, but will not help remove one of the most dangerous causes of war - 

economic dislocation."[19] 
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Economic dislocation is hardly the same thing as the perversity of German nature 
or "will to war." 

Three months later, Mr. Morgenthau told the Senate Banking and Currency 
Committee: 

"Peace is more than a political problem. It is a complicated structure than can be 
built only upon the solid foundation of economic order and prosperity in all 
countries. Peace and prosperity are two sides of the same problem. We can 't 
neglect one without endangering the other. If peace is to endure, there must be 
jobs, there must be hope of economic betterment. 
"International monetary and financial problems have been a source of conflict 
for a generation. We must see that after this war they do not become the basis for 

new conflicts."[20]  

Lack of prosperity and hope of economic betterment and international monetary 
and financial problems were therefore at least partly to blame for the recent war, 
according to Mr. Morgenthau himself, not merely German lust for war, argued in 
his book. 

He told the St. Louis Chamber of Commerce: 

"After the last war, informal attempts were made to stabilize currencies but they 
failed. . . . Competitive currency depreciation led to other forms of economic 
warfare. . . . New currency tricks restricted and burdened trade. They must 
certainly be counted as a contributory cause of the great depression. And they 

were the first phase of the tragic war in which we are now engaged."[21] 

Mr. Vinson, successor to Mr. Morgenthau as Secretary of the Treasury, gave his 
version of the causes of war in these words: 

"We have the political, social, and economic problems among nations that twice 
in our generation rocked us into war. The resolution of these problems is 
necessary for prolonged prosperity and for lasting peace."[22] 

Solving such problems to prevent war is a far cry from our original policy of 
trying to maintain peace by turning Germany into a goat pasture. 

Herbert E. Gasten, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, in a published speech 
said: 

"It was almost entirely because of the sick condition of foreign trade that we were 

barely getting out of the last depression when war came upon us."[23] 

And on another occasion he said: 

"It seemed apparent even before the present war began with Germany's assault 
on Poland that we could not have political peace without economic peace and 
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thriving world trade were not possible except under conditions of monetary 

peace."[24] 

That most wars, including the last one, have been caused by economic disruption 
and consequent "foul growths," to borrow a phrase from the late Lord Keynes, is 
a truism which no informed person will deny. Such dislocations and their results 
are not the same as human beings; human beings are the victims. Therefore, it is 
wrong to blame people for the forces which compel their behavior. When people 
fall into a trap where their very existence is threatened, they will fight their way 
out if there is any possibility to do so. They will fight, even though it might appear 
suicidal to do so. For most people prefer to die fighting than to die supinely. Such 
behavior may be wrong, but it is the way people have behaved for many 
thousands of years, and the chances are they will continue to do so. 

The British themselves have often found conditions during peace more 
unbearable than war. Whenever the balance of power is upset in Europe so that 
the continent starts to fall under the domination of some one of its powers, 
Britain considers the situation a threat to her very existence and goes to war to 
preserve herself. One of the best and most authoritative analyses of the matter 
appeared in the September, 1943, issue of the semi-official British publication, 
"The Nineteenth Century and After," by the editor, Mr. F. A. Voight. The 
following are pertinent excerpts: 

"It is fashionable to dismiss the balance of power as an obsolete doctrine. It is not 
a doctrine. It is, for Great Britain and the Empire the immutable condition of 
survival. Any power that becomes undisputed master of the European mainland 
can become master of the British Isles. . . . 
"England has no one permanent foe in Europe, and none of her vital interests 
conflict with the vital interests of any European power. Her only foe is that 
power, or that coalition of powers, which may endeavor to dominate Europe. 
Against that foe she must always be ready, always be strong, and always have 
allies. As her foe varies, so her allies must vary. The foe of yesterday may be the 
ally of tomorrow and the ally of yesterday may be the foe of tomorrow. 
"The power of the British Empire, plus the power of continental allies, will, if the 
Empire is strong, always balance the power of whatever power seeks domination. 
And as long as the balance is maintained, there will be peace, for no one power 
can prevail over the rest of Europe plus the British Empire, as long as the Empire 
is strong. 
"This simple mechanism is the balance of power. It exists by virtue of the 
immutable physical realities. Neither the League of Nations, nor any system of 
collective security, nor disarmament can change these realities. As soon as the 
balance of power is challenged, every collective system will collapse and England 
will, if she is not to perish, make the counter-challenge. She did so in 1939. The 
mechanism of the balance was released and the League of Nations was at once 
deprived of whatever reality it had ever possessed on the 1st of September in that 
year, on the day when Germany attacked Poland and, so releasing the 
mechanism, began the second world war. England fought to preserve the balance 
- for that reason and no other. 
"The commonly accepted view that Germany made war to dominate the world is, 
in our opinion, mistaken. 
"She wanted to be a world power, but world power and world domination are not 
the same thing (England is a world power, but she does not dominate the world). 
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Hitler would have been glad to share the world with the English. . . . Had England 
remained neutral he would have been successful. But she would then have been 
at his mercy, or the mercy of his successor - in any case at the mercy of the 
German Nation. . . . Nothing could have saved England from destruction - except 
the good will of the Germans.... 
"It was to avert this fate that England went to war in 1939. It is to avert a similar 
fate in future years that the balance must always be maintained. The political 
complexion of those that maintain the balance is quite irrelevant. . . . The nature 
of the peace must be determined by the enduring realities of the European 
situation, not by transient phenomena like fascism, national socialism, socialism, 
or communism. This exorbitant strength of Germany must be reduced and it 
must be kept reduced. Better a despotically governed Germany that is not too 
strong than a liberal Germany that is too strong. . . . But it is . . . important that 

the weakening of Germany be relative rather than absolute."[25]  

This explains in terms very different from Mr. Morgenthau's the underlying cause 
of the two world wars. It explains Britain' s interest in the Potsdam agreements, 
including de-industrialization and de-nazification, and the exigencies behind 
Britain's present opposition to Russia, which again threatens to upset the 
European balance, just as Germany did. It disputes the thesis that the German 
people and their perversities were solely responsible for the war and should be 
punished accordingly. 

It also clarifies a good many otherwise unexplainable episodes connected with the 
war and its outbreak. It shows why Britain went to war ostensibly to oppose 
aggression, but applied the policy only to Germany, and not to Russia when she 
attacked Poland in full partnership with Germany. It explains the reason for the 
secret protocol attached to her declaration guaranteeing British and French aid to 
Poland, which qualified and limited the guarantee to German aggression and 
none other. The portion of this treaty that was made public at the time, gave the 
impression that the guarantee stood on moral ground, against any and all 
aggression. The published part stated: 

"Should one of the contracting powers become engaged in hostilities with a 
European power in consequence of aggression by the latter against that 
contracting party, the other contracting party will at once give the contracting 
power engaged in hostilities all the support and assistance in its power."  

Although the language is somewhat involved, the meaning is clear, that defense 
against aggression was the prime consideration and what England would fight 
for. The German attack against Poland was considered a high international 
wrong. But when Russia also attacked and Britain failed to oppose this aggression 
which was also a brutal stab in the back, but continued the war against Germany 
alone, it became clear to many observers that something more was present in the 
situation than readily met the eye. There was a secret rider attached to the treaty 
which has since been made public and which stipulates that "The expression, a 
European power, employed in the agreement is to be understood as 
Germany."[26] 
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In other words, Britain was taking advantage of the situation to go to war against 
Germany because the Reich had become too strong and had upset the European 
balance. To correct the fundamental trouble, from Britain's point of view, 
Germany, after her defeat, must be weakened as a protective measure. No 
morality enters into the matter, only considerations of power politics and British 
survival. 

Lord Lothian, ihen British ambassador to the United States, said in March, 1938, 
at the time of the Austrian crisis: 

"If another war comes and the history of it is ever written, the dispassionate 
historian a hundred years hence, will say not that Germany alone was responsible 
for it, even if she strikes first, but that those who mismanaged the world between 

1918 and 1917 had a large share of responsibility in it."[27] 

In his column, April 23, 1944, Karl Von Wiegand wrote: 

"On April, 1939, four months before Hitler invaded Poland, Ambassador William 
C. Bullitt, whom I had known for 20 years, called me to the American embassy in 
Paris. Both of us standing before the fireplace in his office, the windows of which 
faced the beautiful Place de la Concorde, the American Ambassador told me that 
war had been decided upon. He did not say, nor did I ask, by whom. He let me 
infer it. When I said that in the end Germany would be driven into the arms of 
Soviet Russia and Bolshevism, the ambassador replied: 'What of it. There will not 

be enough Germans left when the war is over to be worth bolshevizing.'"[28]  

A month earlier, according to the Associated Press: 

"Joseph Stalin, in one of his most outspoken statements, told the world that 
Soviet Russia would not be dragged into conflict with Germany as a 'cat's paw' to 
pull British and French chestnuts out of the fire. . . . Underlying the policy of 
nonintervention (against fascism) he said was a desire to embroil ltaly, Japan, 
and Germany as deeply as possible in war against the Soviet Union and then, 
when they all had become weakened by conflict, 'come on the stage with fresh 

forces and dictate peace."[29] 

And a month after the conflict started Pravda said: 

"Peace and friendship between the U.S.S.R. and Germany are also in the interests 
of all nations of Europe. Conditions of anxiety, enmity and mutual distrust in 
Eastern Europe are advantageous only for warmongers who are used to make 
others pull chestnuts out of the fire for them. Such conditions were maintained in 
the course of many years by a policy of incitement of one country against the 

other."[30] 

Professor Harry Elmer Barnes in reply to the charge of bellicosity of the German 
people says: 

"England has been way out in front in point of relative bellicosity among the 
nations, while Germany and the Netherlands stand at the very bottom of the list, 
next to Denmark."  
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This conclusion is forced by such findings as those in Professor Quincy Wright's 
"A Study of War" wherein it is shown that in the period from 1480 to 1940 there 
were 278 wars involving European countries, whose percentage participation was 
as follows: 

"England, 28; France, 26; Spain, 23; Russia, 22; Austria, 19; Turkey, 15; Poland, 
11; Sweden, 9; Italy, 9; Netherlands, 8; Germany (including Prussia), 8; and 
Denmark, 7," (Vol. I, p. 221)  

Likewise Pitirim Sorokin, in Vol. III, Part II of his SOCIAL AND CULTURAL 
DYNAMICS, shows that from the twelfth century to 1925 the percentage of years 
in which leading European powers have been at war is as follows (p. 352): 

Country.........Percent of Years at War 
Spain ............................67 
Poland ..........................58 
England .........................56 
France ...........................50 
Russia ...........................46 
Holland .........................44 
Italy ...............................36 
Germany ........................28 

Sorokin concludes, therefore, "that Germany has had the smallest and Spain the 
largest per cent of years at war." Of leading modern European states England, 
France, and Russia thus show nearly twice the bellicosity displayed by the "war-
loving" Germans. 

Prof. Barnes goes on: 

"President Truman has well said that constructive public acts must be based on 
truth. It is too bad somebody could not have whispered a little truth into his ear 
before he left for Potsdam. There is little prospect that a structure erected wholly 
on lies in 1945 will endure any better than the one that was wholly based on lies 
in 1919. 
"And the probability is that the disillusionment after Potsdam will set in much 
more rapidly than it did after Versailles. In the period after 1919, we had to wait 
some years to obtain formerly secret documents to upset the lies of the period of 
war and peacemaking. This time, the upsetting facts are already available and so 
clear that any honest and informed man can read them while running. The only 
thing that we have to wait for is courage enough to state what is today well known 
and above serious doubt - in short, to know that an honest historian will not be 

listed immediately as a defendant in a mass sedition trial. [31] 

Incitement to war is a terrible thing. Oliver Lyttleton, British Minister of 
Production, told the Chamber of Commerce of America in London, June 20, 
1944, as reported by the United Press: 

"Japan was provoked into attacking the United States at Pearl Harbor. It is a 

travesty on history ever to say that America was forced into the war."[32] 
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It is now established that to avoid war with the United States, Germany ordered 
its submarines not to retaliate in any way when attacked by U.S. forces under 
orders from Washington. In clear violation of international law our vessels in the 
Atlantic were ordered two months before Pearl Harbor to shell all Axis craft 
encountered. At the time, Admiral Stark had sent a message to Admiral Kimmel 
that "we are at war" in the Atlantic. 

Two months after Pearl Harbor, Prime Minister Churchill told the House of 
Commons: 

"When I survey and compute the powers of the United States and its vast 
resources and feel that they are now in it with us, with British Commonwealth of 
Nations all together, however long it lasts, till death or victory, I cannot believe 
that there is any other fact in the whole world which can compare with that. That 
is what I had dreamed of, aimed at, and worked for, and now it has come to 

pass."[33] 

Our lend-lease program had been squeezed through Congress by the narrowest of 
margins as a "peace measure." Senator Glass had given away its real purpose, 
however, when he said he favored loaning Great Britain all the war equipment we 
could spare "to wipe Germany off the face of the map.[34] He had the courage to 
say what was on the mind of many a figure in Washington and elswhere. 

Hitler has been condemned as a violator of international pacts and agreements; 
yet when we sent destroyers to Britain long before Pearl Harbor and later on 
permitted many of our vessels to be commandeered by British officers we 
violated Section 3 of Article V of the Act of June 15, 1917, which provides that 
during a war in which the United States is a neutral nation, it shall be unlawful to 
send out of the jurisdiction of the United States any vessel built, armed, or 
equipped as a vessel of war with any intent or with reasonable cause to believe 
that it shall be used by any belligerent nation. We also violated the Hague 
Convention which forbids a neutral nation to supply any war materials whatever 
to any belligerent country. 

There is no need to pursue the argument further. We have shown that good 
grounds exist for doubting in some degree, at least, the charge that the German 
people, because of their perverse natures, and their will and lust for war, were the 
sole culprits in the late conflict. There is equal room, therefore, for doubting the 
Justice of the Potsdam program to cripple Germany and condemn its people to 
perpetual poverty, and equally sound moral grounds for the repudiation of that 
program. 

 
On "Collective Guilt" and Propaganda 

The victors in every war think they are right and the defeated wrong. The late war 
has offered no exception. By continuing to condemn the defeated in this war as a 
race of criminals and punishing them accordingly, as we at first set out to do, we 
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would be setting a most dangerous precedent, one which our children might have 
good reason to regret. For if we should ever lose a war we could only expect 
similar treatment. 

It is manifestly unjust to blame and punish the people of any country for the acts 
of their leaders, especially where the people have been brought under the heel of 
a dictatorship which under heavy penalty compels conformity to the leaders 
edicts and orders. 

The truth is that the people of no nation in modern history, including ourselves, 
have ever enjoyed an important voice in the making of the great decisions either 
of going to war or of framing the peace arrangements. This is one of the greatest 
facts we must face. America cannot possibly add amelioration to the sordid game 
of power politics which has plunged the nations of the world into one terrible war 
after another, until the people do assert themselves and insist upon the injection 
of justice into the peace arrangements. 

But before this can be accomplished they must break the bonds of false 
propaganda. This propaganda flows from two major levels, a higher and a lower. 
Britain's pose as upholder of righteousness while actually engaged in 
manipulating the balance of power system exemplifies the upper level. This type 
of propaganda is poignantly described by the late John Maynard Keynes in THE 
ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF THE PEACE: 

"The politics of power are inevitable and there is nothing very new to learn about 
this war or the end it was fought for; England had destroyed, as in each preceding 
century, a trade rival; a mighty chapter had been closed in the secular struggle 
between the glories of Germany and of France. Prudence required some measure 
of lip service to the 'ideals' of foolish Americans and hypocritical Englishmen, but 
it would be stupid to believe that there is much room in the world, as it really is, 
for such affairs as the League of Nations or any sense in the principle of self-
determination, except as an ingenious formula for rearranging the balance of 
power in one's own interests." 

This was written about World War I, but it applies as well to the second. Another 
Englishman, the great Disraeli, said: 

"All great events have been distorted, most of the important causes concealed, 
some of the principal characters never appear, and all who figure are so 
misunderstood and misrepresented that the result is a complete mystification. If 
the history of England is ever written by one who has the knowledge and the 

courage, the world would be astonished."[35] 

British Foreign Minister Ernest Bevin told the truth about the propaganda of the 
lower level when he said at the London Conference of Foreign Ministers, 
February 10, 1946: 

"A newspaper has three things to do. One is to amuse, another is to entertain, and 

the rest is to mislead."[36] 
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That such propaganda has played an enormous part in fomenting most wars 
cannot be doubted. It deceives and bewilders the public, inflaming it and 
strengthening its innate prejudices which civilizing processes ordinanarily hold to 
tolerable proportions. People can accurately judge only those things which come 
within the purview of their direct experience or which they are allowed to view 
from all angles by educational processes. When the mediums upon which the 
people rely to bring them their foreign news, color and emasculate the facts, or 
even manufacture them out of whole cloth, as they sometimes do, there is no 
possibility for the public to get the truth. Its collective judgment, the accuracy of 
which is the base upon which democratic processes rest, cannot, in consequence, 
be reliable; on the contrary, if its judgment is misled and its passions inflamed 
properly for the purpose, it will inevitably support mad adventures, unjust 
interventions, and other tragic missteps in international affairs. 

Thus, Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain, a month before war broke out, sadly 
observed: 

"Unhappily, bad feeling between nations is fomented daily by poisonous 
propaganda in the press and by other means. I cannot help feeling that if only we 
halt this war of words and some action is taken which would tend to restore 
confidence of the people in the peaceful intentions of all the statesmen of Europe 
- if only that could be done, then I still feel that I know of no question that could 
not and should not be solved by peaceful discussions. The gain would be 
enormous. On the other hand, if war should come, whichever side may claim 
ultimate victory, nothing is more certain that victor and vanquished alike would 

glean a gruesome harvest of human misery and suffering."[37] 

Americans, as well as the British, were flooded with misleading, inflamatory 
propaganda on the eve of the war. Only a few calm, informed observers were able, 
apparently, to see through it. In a letter to Hugh W. Long & Co., an executive of 
Roosevelt & Son of Pine Street, wrote six months before we were plunged into 
war: 

"I cannot refrain from expressing my contempt for those who are politically 
toying with the fear motif at this time and painting a picture of the United States 
overrun by Adolph Hitler. There never was a country so strongly situated 
strategically for defense as this one, and when, in addition, that country has more 
oil than any other country in the world and more practical inventive 
achievements to its credit (inclucling the original invention of and most of the 
significant improvements upon the airplane), and has an established and 
recognized aptitude for mass production, it is clear to me that it has a special 
genius for mechanized warfare and that all talk about what Adolph Hitler's armed 
forces may do to us is just bunk. 
"No. If totalitarianism is coming to the United States it will come because the 
American people can be charmed by insincere, superficial, adroit politicians and 

fail to demand the leadership of men of character, of courage, of honesty."[38] 

Perhaps the most poisonous of all the propaganda themes circulated in this 
country in full page newspaper ads and elsewhere was the purported statement of 
Adolph Hitler that he was going to come over here some day and finish off 
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"decadent Yankeedom." The passage was dressed up to look like a direct 
quotation and was placed over the name of Adolph Hitler. Every effort was made 
to give the impression that it came from Mein Kampf; whereas, it was something 
Herman Rauschnigg had said Hitler had said - the unsupported testimony of one 
man, a refugee. 

Such a proposition is quite at variance with what Hitler actually wrote in Mein 
Kampf where he decries Germany's vulnerability on account of her exposed 
borders and the small extent of her national territory and extolls the United 
States on account of "its vast space, which is equivalent to the site of a Continent" 
and its "incomparable inner strength.". . . "The gigantic North American State," 
he says, "with the enormous resources of its soil, is much more invulnerable than 
the encircled German Reich." Again he says: 

"Military decisions are more quickly, more easily, more completely and more 
effectively gained against States which have extensive territories. Moreover, the 
magnitude of a national territory is of itself a certain assurance that an outside 
power will not hastily risk the adventure of an invasion; for in that case the 
struggle for power would have to be long and exhausting before victory could be 
hoped for. The risk being so great, there would have to be extraordinary reasons 
for such an aggressive adventure. Hence it is that the territorial magnitude of a 
State furnishes a basis whereon national liberty and independence can be 

maintained with relative ease . . ."[39] 

Yet, how firmly propaganda had fixed the public impression that Mein Kampf 
offered a program for world conquest is brought out in the following excerpt 
taken from the transcript of the question period following an address given by 
Ambassador John Cudahy before the Chicago Council of Foreign Relations a 
month and a half before Pearl Harbor. 

"Chairman Bentley: I have a question here in writing: 'How do you reconcile 
Hitler's announced plan of world conquest with his statements made to you?' 
"Mr. Cudahy: I know of no plan of world conquest. (Cries of 'How about Mein 
Kampf?' from audience). 
"I read Mein Kampf very thoroughly and I cannot find any plan of world 
conquest. (Cries of Oh-h-h-h from audience). It used to put me to sleep; but after 
I had been in Germany I read the thing very thoroughly. Hitler has made a 
number of statements that would indicate that he has dreamed of world empire, 
but I guess Hitler can be guilty of a bit of campaign oratory. 
"I know that this war was caused by the last war." 

There never was any actual evidence that world conquest was contemplated. 
General Marshall, Army Chief of Staff, in his biennial report released in October, 
1945, stated that valuation by the War Department General Staff of 
interrogations of ranking members of the German high command had "failed to 
disclose any over-all German strategic plan to conquer the world."[40] 

 
Conclusion 
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The Allied program to reeducate the Germans is a case of one deluded group 
trying to disillusion another. Our conviction that the Germans have been filled 
with poisonous propaganda is quite correct and our impulse to extirpate the 
effects of that propaganda is a good one. However, we cannot accomplish our 
purpose when so many of our own ideas are false, and especially when the 
Germans know from direct experience that they are false. To be successful, a 
teacher must enjoy the respect of those he attempts to teach. He must win that 
respect through the demonstrated superiority of his knowledge and 
understanding. Part of what we are trying to teach the Germans is true and could 
have a most salutary effect on the German outlook, if only we could get the 
Germans to listen with respect and sympathy. But too much of what we try to 
make them believe the Germans know to be untrue, and this knowledge on their 
part causes them to lose their respect for us and to turn a deaf ear to everything 
we say. 

Our reeducation program should begin at home. If we could only overcome the 
effects of our own illusions born of propaganda and ignorance arising from lack 
of intimate knowledge of European affairs, if we could only possess ourselves of 
the facts and then face them courageously, we not only could reeducate the 
Germans but could eliminate many erroneous and tragically dangerous features 
of our German program. Unless we do revise our own ideas and the program to 
which those ideas have given birth, we are in danger of losing Germany, Europe, 
and everything for which we fought this costly war. It is hoped that this book will 
help point the way to truth and therefore to our future success. 

Our experience in Europe has already taught us some bitter lessons and has 
forced us to ameliorate in some degree the harsh and brutal program which we 
set about to force upon our defeated enemy. But we have much more to learn and 
must make many more changes in our policy before we can hope for the success 
of our German adventure. With these facts in mind we offer the following 
suggestions. 

 
A Brief Plan for Germany 

Rush emergency food supplies to Germany. Raise the base diet to 2,200 calories 
per person per day immediately, and to 2,500 calories during the winter. Permit 
the Central Red Cross to function. Remove all limitations to private relief. 
Organize great drives under the sponsorship of Government, if possible, to 
provide clothing, fuel, medicines, and other necessities now lacking. 

Free all German war prisoners, return them to Germany, and provide them with 
the tools needed so they can work in Germany to feed and otherwise provide for 
the German people, and thereby remove a heavy burden from our shoulders. Give 
all prisoners full union wages for work exacted from them since V-E-Day, to 
enable them to reestablish themselves and provide for their surviving 
dependents. 
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Return all German lands and restore the Reich's 1937 borders. Hold plebiscites in 
all other territories heavily populated by Germans in 1937, Danzig and Austria 
included, to determine, in harmony with the Atlantic Charter, under what flag 
these peoples wish to live. 

To relieve the present unbearable population pressure, encourage all countries 
with low population densities, such as the United States, Canada, Latin America, 
Australia, and Africa to lower the bars and permit the excess German population 
to emigrate. 

Extend all possible aid to rebuild German cities, restore essential public services, 
and create decent housing facilities. 

Remove all limitations to industrial production and encourage highest possible 
output (except munitions), in harmony with the thesis that "prosperity, like 
peace, is indivisible." 

Encourage German foreign trade in order to enable the Germans to maintain 
themselves as soon as possible. Place a value on the mark in terms of other 
currencies to make private German foreign trade possible. Permit production and 
operation of commercial airships and ocean-going vessels. 

Rehabilitate national finances and forestall inflation by stabilizing the currency. 
Contract existing currency by calling in outstanding marks and exchanging them 
for new marks on some such basis as five old for one new, and make all debts and 
contracts payable in the new marks at the same ratio in place of the old. Let 
experts decide the exact ratio needed for this operation which will aim to bring 
the price level down to that of 1937. Thereafter changes in the total supply of 
means of payment should be made to correspond to changes in national capacity 
to produce. 

Lower taxes to revive incentives and the profit motive. 

Remove all limitations on scientific research and invention, with prohibitions 
continued only in the fields of atomic fission, poison gas, and weapons of war. 

Draw up a peace treaty with Germany and officially end the war. 

Allow the Germans to set up a unified, central Government of their own choosing, 
in harmony with the Atlantic Charter, with only such external controls as those 
mentioned below. Encourage the Germans to frame a Constitution for 
themselves, with all parties advocating dictatorship or revolution barred from the 
Constitutional Convention. 

Thereupon, withdraw all occupation troops, remove the military governments, 
and abolish all zones. Continue disarmament permanently, however, and prohibit 
production of munitions and all weapons of war. To enforce United Nations 
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controls install a system of observation and surprise inspection by roving patrols, 
permitted to inspect any and all records and activities, and backed by the military 
might of the United States and other United Nations. Violators to be tried before 
German courts by Allied prosecutors, with verdicts subject to appeal and retrial, 
if necessary, before Allied tribunals. 

Insist on abolition of all discrimination in favor of displaced persons and others, 
and make all persons in Germany equal before the law. 

Withdraw the reeducation program as gracefully and soon as possible. Replace 
the general anti-Nazi decrees with specific laws forbidding propagation and 
advocacy of certain clearly defined and specified ideas or activities, making these 
prohibitions apply to all alike, including Communists, so that if a certain 
principle previously advocated by the Nazis and outlawed as socially dangerous, 
happens also to be advocated by the Communists, the suppression will apply to 
Communists and all others alike, and not just to former Nazis as at present. 
Abolish all other edicts establishing political discrimination and give former 
Nazis a chance to reestablish themselves as productive, respectable, law abiding 
citizens with full rights. Abolish all censorship and facilitate intercourse between 
the Germans and the outside world. Permit Germans to travel freely to other 
countries and citizens of other countries to visit Germany as they wish. 

Only by such an example of wisdom and humanity, can we teach the Germans 
effectively the advantages of our way of life. By advancing such a program and 
pressing for its acceptance by our allies, we could instantly win the support and 
sympathy of virtually all Germans. Russia's designs on Germany would be 
frustrated, war between East and West would be unnecessary, the world would be 
spared another tragic holocaust. 
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Gulf Of Oman False Flags 

by HP Mageson666 » Tue Jun 25, 2019 

 

 

 

 
The attacks on the two ships in the Gulf of Oman, that were blamed on Iran are revealing. The tankers 

were both Japanese and this came at the same time the Japanese Prime Minister was meeting with the 

Iranian government. The meetings were to discuss countering the sanctions on Iran and lifting them. The 

major leverage Japan has within this is the Japanese are well esteemed to be against nuclear weapons 

and nuclear proliferation. Which means Japanese intervention politically can help lift the sanctions. As 

the Japanese inspectors and agreements will be given high merit in the international community. 

 

Japan is also a major trading partner of Iran with fossil fuels, the majority of Japanese fossil fuels are 

imported. The wavers that America issued for nations trading with Iran for fossil fuel ran out on the first 

to second of May this year. Japan has an interest in getting the sanctions lifted for there own economic 

requirements as well. 

 

The attacks on the Japanese tankers would not have been done by Iran, as Japan is their important ally 

in helping them internationally to lift the destructive sanctions on their nation. And at the time 

important political meetings between Japanese and Iranians leaders were going on.  

 

The attacks were a false flag, the fact the American government claimed the way the tankers were 

attacked totally contradict what the crew themselves state. And the attempt to claim an Iranian boat 

helping the crew members to safety was an attempt to remove mines from the hull, is suspect and 

unproven from the video. The tanker was stuck above the water line by a flying projectile as the crew 

stated, not below the water line from a magnetic mine. 

 

The obvious purpose of the attacks was to attempt to disrupt the talks between Japan and Iran and 

distance them for each other and break up their alliance. The other reason was to create another 

incident to raise tensions in the region and create further escalation. It can also be argued it was also to 

punish Japan for pursuing the course of political action they are taking. If the Japanese government does 

not fall for the immediate ruse they might get the other message. 

 

The policy of the Israeli government is to use false flag attacks against their enemies to then push the 

nations into war in the Middle East for Israel. The Lavon Affair, the USS Liberty. The attacks on the 

American and French barracks in Beirut in 1983, that killed 242 American Marines and 58 French 

soldiers, were done by Mossad and then blamed on Iran, from the report of the book By Way of 

Deception: The Making and Unmaking of a Mossad Officer, wrote by former Mossad officer, Victor 

Ostrovsky: 

 

"According to Ostrovsky, then Mossad head Nahum Admoni decided against giving the specific details to 

the Americans on the grounds that the Mossad's responsibility was to protect Israel's interests, not 
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Americans." 

 

The Israeli's withheld the information because they wanted the attacks to happen. 

 

Rafael "Rafi" Eitan former Israeli Defense Forces Chief of Staff, stated the Mossad had groups operating 

in Lebanon, under Lebanese's fronts. For the purpose of carrying out false flag attacks. Such as Front for 

the Liberation of Lebanon from Foreigners, this organization used massive amounts of car and truck 

bombing attacks, such as those used with the Beirut attacks. 

 

Israel's interests were to pull America into war with Iran and their allies, which was outlined in the Yinon 

Plan. Mossad was behind the Beirut attacks as well. Just as Mossad was behind 911. 
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Hail The Great Satan!! [4th of July] 

-High Priestess Maxine Dietrch 

 

Today is the 4th of July, the official birthday of the USA. The USA is also known as "The Great 

Satan." 

 

In spite of Jewish filth and other rot trying to destroy this wonderful country, we still have 

freedoms here that many other countries do not. Thanks to our Satanic Founding Fathers, 

we have this most wonderful country. 

 

Idiots and those who are too weak to live in reality, those who lack the knowledge and the 

education and other ignorant people, are unaware. 

 

Life in many other countries is abominable. One woman who was taken to the USSR as a 

child, was trapped over there for some 50 years and risking her life and placing herself in 

extreme danger, finally made it back here. She knelt down and actually kissed the ground 

when she exited the ship. 

 

We have libraries, open schools, modern conveniences, open bookstores, fun, recreation, 

and so many things to be grateful for here in the USA. You can get just about anything here. 

Many necessities, modern conveniences, recreation and fun are often either banned, 

prohibited or just unavailable in many other countries. 

 

In the world of Islam, life is brutal. The rotten and most negative attitudes, along with 

slavishly worshipping and prostration before total rot has taken its toll. Endless violence, 

bombs, sick and debased hatred of women, "infidels" desertification and bareness of the 

land, total indifference towards domestic animals and overall misery. Prostrating before and 

worshipping pure evil attracts ugliness, misfortune and violence, as what the mind and soul 

dwell upon, even more so with the masses, they attract. I recently saw a photo of an older 

Islamic woman. Her eyes looked so sad from a lifetime of brutal slave labor and misery.  

 

Even worse is how the Muslims, as they slavishly worship that total rot they are deluded into 

believing is "God" work to spread the worst imaginable misery to Europe, the USA and other 

countries that have not been afflicted by that most vile plague that creates violent 

murderers who are depraved, capable of anything, spiritually debased and criminally insane. 

 

I just finished reading a book how young girls are kidnapped from the USA and Europe and 

sold as brides to Islamic men and boys in places such as Yemen. Life in these places is 

horrific. The girls wind up being slaves who are brutality worked under the most heinous 

conditions, and raped. All of their rights and freedoms are gone. Pedophilia is rampant in 

Islam as it is with all the Jewish invented programs that have the audacity to call themselves 

"religions." Another fact is no one is just free to leave these places.  

 

Most of these countries are stuck in the Dark Ages. The populace is forced to attend those 

rotten mosques and those caught eating during the fasting time for Islam, Ramadan, are 

severely punished. 
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Freedom must be fought for. Here in the USA, we still have many freedoms, though the 

Jewish filth that has infested and taken control of our government, our press, corrupted our 

legal system and our educational systems, working to promote their injustices, and bent on 

destroying this wonderful country, using racial tensions, lies and their malignant "religious" 

programs in attempts to make us fall to their communism. 

 

I'm proud and very grateful to be an American. Hail the Great Satan! 

 

We will have the last 2 RTRs later this month. Repeatedly doing these rituals is destroying 

the enemy. The Christian churches are crumbling, though there are still pockets of stupid, 

deluded individuals, but these will also cease to exist in time. 

 

After these next RTRs, we will then be working on the worst plague to ever afflict humanity, 

outside of the Jewish root... Islam.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

www.joyofsatan.org 
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Half Jews, Quarter Jews etc. 

Sat Jul 15, 2017 9:42 pm  

 

High Priest Hooded Cobra 666  

 

 

Now I write this shortly to explain some purposeful (or due to mistakes) misconceptions 

that happen amongst people in regards to the jews.  

 

The art of infiltration consists of APPEARING as your enemy, and being behind their 

ranks and ruining them from within. This is exactly what the enemy has done and what 

they did.  

 

In their Torah, they have full guides in regards to this very thing. This is the proficiency 

of the jew. You can't take over billions or millions of Goyim, when you are sick frailing 

lifeform that comes based on warfare, moreso the Ancient races of old. But you can 

pretend and get in and ruin them from within with occult means, now that's more 

possible. 

 

Now many people try to misinterpret the jewish writings in order to make reasons as to 

why half jews are less jewish and the list goes on. This is entirely untrue. Some even state 

the Nuremberg laws. Many people do not understand... 

 

Some of these 'jews' were just jews in religion, and additionally, these people were 

strictly monitored, controlled, and forbidden from marrying with others. They were put in 

cages, so to say. The crackdown did happen on 99% of jews. The 1% remaining would be 

weeded of exactly after that time. As procreation was disallowed.  

 

Unfortunately, when jews get too far in civilization (This is advice from the Torah) they 

gain positions between a state that the state cannot survive without. Surgical incision is 

needed, brute force will not always work. 

 

The jews know internal mechanics of the soul. They know that the inner soul is inherited 

by the line of the mother, and outward dealing of life and other factors are generated 

much by the father. They don't seem to know all the details, but they know what they 

need to know for their job. However, make no mistake: the soul and the genetics alike are 

one and there is no 'separation' in such things.  

 

The "Cohen" gene, as I have heard some crap, CANNOT be removed either. It's in every 

cell, on every strand, every molecule of their hair, and so forth. They are jews. You 

cannot change what you are. You can change your appeareance, alter the DNA code, 

chop your face into pieces until you can't recognize yourself, become a cyborg even- but 

this fundamental thing that is 'you' and makes you recognize yourself, this 'damned sense 
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of self' is actually jewish for the jew.  

 

You cannot get this out with meditation or anything like that. The only thing that 

meditation made to the jew is basically make them all the more dangerous and the first 

thing they did with spiritual knowledge is weaponize it against the Goyim. Because this 

is who they are. Their mission is coded in their very soul. There are no stupid or good 

samaritan reasons to ever accept the jews either. No reason whatsoever. Let's stop acting 

like good goyim retards here. 

 

I am well aware many people will skip these lessons and go and assosciate anyway. Like 

the person in the groups two weeks before that said they had this jew they were doing 

weed with, so they didn't do the RTR's because they were afraid it would hurt their 

smoking habit could be met with problems. I mean seriously guys, who should do RTR's 

to save the planet from extinction while you can smoke a plant and form a culture around 

it? I mean that's obviously superior than saving the planet from morbid futuristic plans of 

a jewish oligarchy and shit like that.  

 

"I just want my 10 minutes of kush induced mechanical relaxation and frying braincells 

and my front cortex which gave me the curse to be able to judge and have self control, 

not to defeat any jews." 

 

Now please let's just be serious... 

 

Then they wrote later in the message how the jew brought them some strange 'kush' if I 

recall right, which knocked them senseless and they felt like they were going insane. The 

jews love you Goyim. This person knew firsthand. Who knows maybe the jew next time 

will bring some cyanide or rape them while they are stoned. It may take a while until they 

get it. But this is the friendship of marijuana in the 21st century. If you don't fight them, 

they STILL WILL fight you and want to exterminate you. It's really that simple...You 

will not have peace because you're stupid or in conscious denial... 

 

After all (((self-thinking))) comes with a price in these cases. Most people self-think only 

when it is, you know, to do retarded shit such as smoke drugs. They want to exercise 

'individuality' when it comes to all the suicidal crap in the world, to prove they are an 

'individual'.  

 

Everyone knows better than this "Hooded Nut Cobra" and of course all these other people 

in the world who tell them things like drugs are going to kill you or ruin you. Therefore 

to my little individual thinking scientists who are always in for 'checking everything'.  

 

I have a challenge for these people [Obviously this is...humor]: You might want to got to 

a Hasidic neighborhood, and ask the jews there some questions, but why don't you go 

there? Ask them to read some Torah and other things? And be a bit pressing on your 

questions because this is where you're going to see them a bit agitated...Keep pressing 

with it...If you can come around alive, then you can tell us your individual, self-thinking 

opinion. Because you have a feeling they may gun you down or kill you? Why? We have 
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to be 'individual thinkers' don't we?  

 

Some others also argue: "Oh the non-Zionists do not do crimes". Well, they CAN'T. They 

are powerless, and then again, how do YOU KNOW? I know their writings and their 

culture inside and out for a while now, and I see they use occult warfare, lying, and many 

other things extensively. How do you know what these people do at night so to say? 

Because they don't stab a knife in your stomach, that doesn't make them good, and it 

doesn't imply they do not want it. 

 

Needless to say, to accept reality, have spiritual sight, and enough cultural of the jews, 

shows you things that can be disturbing. I never saw something more evil and deprived 

before.  

 

The fact that the Rabbis reject these half or part jewish people, is because they are 

corrupted in accordance to how jews need their people. In other words, this is nothing 

'personal'. It's just what they are commanded to do. They know the weaker people to 

inbreed, and the jews have did whatever they could to maintain their jewishness.  

 

If you look at Rabbis, there aren't many brown rabbis, or asiatic looking rabbis in Israel 

or close at the top. They simply aren't going to allow lesser than sustained reptilians to 

run the show. So instead they send these hybrids to infiltrate and do whatever they want 

really, OUTSIDE of their 'motherland'. They confer them benefits and great lives, so long 

they wipe out their enemies such as many jews at hollywood do. They simply don't care 

further however. Why should they? Is it like they have a compassion even for their own? 

 

The jews in Israel, they don't want, especially for the Rabbinical class or spiritualists, 

jews from the father, simply because, the inner part of the soul is better and closer from 

the jewish mother. This makes a jew, completely jewish in all levels. Now, when this is 

from the father, the job of these beings is NOT to be in Israel and pollute it, but become 

infiltrators to other races of people and so forth. This is just their job. Their external part 

is concealed for this exact purpose.  

 

Many people do get confused on the jews. The purpose of hybridizing is this. The benefit 

of the doubt, the 'confusion' and the 'tolerance' that may be given rise to the victims. It's 

through these hybrids and through infiltration their greatest goals are accomplished. 

Indeed for jews, this need to 'intergrate' and this need to procreate with their enemies is 

the fundamental savior of the jewish race. They are programmed to think that way, while 

most other Gentiles needed propaganda to ever consider this fact. 

 

A jew is always a jew. They can dress European, or African or anything else, even adhere 

to the 'cultures' of their host, and in extreme cases, look and act like them, especially now 

with plastic surgeries. But as Rabbi Laitman mentioned, at some point, they know for a 

fact that they are jews. They can never disassociate this from their blood, behavior, and 

their soul. Mask it? Sure...For a while. 

 

Especially if the circumstances help, or if people are blind, they can't be seen. Indeed 
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even the jew can neglect his own jewisheness. However when the time comes, they 

become exactly what they were all along, like a latent parasitic organism. They just can't 

help it anymore than every race acts in accordance to their behavior, which paints 

anything people do. Intergration of jews in another lands or places has always ended up 

with Pogroms and expulsions over this very reason. 

 

Jewish hybrids from the mother are completely jewish in all levels, same are from their 

father. As I told you, it's only the behavior that may be different and how this is 

externalized. While the hybrid from the mother is basically in the soul (inner feminine) 

and therefore is extremely obvious in their behavior, the hybrid from the father is more 

internalized and as thus maybe less obvious at first glance. This can lead people into 

confusion and the jews know it. This is their job. They are however the same thing in 

their entirety. It's the method of operation that is different. 

 

Lastly, when you understand the patterns of the jews and study the jewish soul, as in 

culture, religion, behavior and anything else, you can thoroughly see that they are an 

alien species. Many people don't know about them, and that is the problem. The way they 

perceive the world, their beliefs and everything else are far from 'cultural'.  

 

A jew can be raised in Mars and he will still materialize the same jewish culture and the 

same jewish way of looking at the world. This is reflected in most jewish artists who may 

have even had a "Christian" upbringing. Christianity is essentially judaism so it brings 

out the very same product even with zero exposure. 

 

Culture is nothing but the expression of the biology of the jewish race upon itself. 

Nobody forced the jews to believe what they do, but on the other hand, they forced the 

whole planet to adhere to their lies, so to say. 

 

Let's let this giant pill (pun intended for the post) be swallowed, if humanity is to be 

saved. It can cause you six trillion gasses, which will kill a lot of parasites inside you, but 

that's all about it. If you however take the jew pill, a non adventuresome death is 

guaranteed. 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 
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Halloween/Samhain 
Postby High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Mon Oct 29, 2018 1:46 am 

I post this every year for people who are new. Please read this to know and understand the 

Satanic stance on Halloween. 
 

I would also like to interject something else here, off topic. When I was new to Satanism and 

even in later years, there was a lot I didn't understand and I had to just go on faith. Now, so 

much has been answered and makes sense. Knowledge and truths have replaced faith. There 

may be times when we still don't understand certain things, but I can assure you, with Satan, in 

time you will understand and see the truth for yourself. Then everything makes sense. OK, now 

onto the article and wishing everyone a very Happy Halloween. 
 

  

 

Halloween/Samhain 
(written 2004-2005) 
 

For those of us who are very close to Father Satan, we are all well aware that he is fed up with 

all of the Judeo/Christian claims and statements concerning what Satanism is about, how we 

celebrate and worst of all WHAT THEY CLAIM HE IS ALL ABOUT. 

 

SATAN IS NOT A HALLOWEEN MONSTER. 
SATAN IS NOT A VAMPIRE, SPOOK OR GHOUL.  
SATAN DOES NOT HAVE RED HORNS AND A TAIL.  
SATAN IS NOT ABOUT GRAVEYARDS, GRIM REAPERS, SKELETONS OR ABOUT 

HORROR. 

 

THIS TRASH COMES FROM CHRISTIANS. IT IS USED TO BLASPHEME, DENIGRATE AND 

RIDICULE HIM. THE SAME GOES FOR HIS DEMONS. 
 

For many of us, Halloween is a favorite holiday. I, myself love horror movies and such. The 

point here is how these have been twisted to portray a false and insulting image of Satan and 

the Original Gods (Now labeled as "Demons"). 
 

Ask yourself how you would feel if people put on hideous masks and went out as either you or a 

family member of yours or a loved one. 
 

Father Satan should be respected on this date, not mocked by those who believe in and honor 

whatever Christianity dictates he is. How long do you think someone would last going out 

dressed as the Nazarene? Chances are, they would be attacked by some fundie Christian.  
 

Or, if Hollywood was to produce a movie depicting the nazarene and his ilk as hideous 

monsters. 

 

Halloween is a great time for costumes, monsters and ghouls, images of death and such. A time 

to be creative and indulge. It is one of our major holidays, but the negative images denigrating 
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Father have to go.  
 

He is tired of it and has let the clergy know he does not approve of these insults. For far too 

long, too many Satanists have gone along with the CHRISTIAN ideas of Satan and his Demons; 

what the CHRISTIANS allege them to be and what THEY claim our religion is all about, instead 

of seeing Satan for WHO HE REALLY IS without all of the Christian false and twisted overtones.  
 

ABOUT SAMHAIN:  
The holiday known as "Halloween" was originally called "Samhain" a Celtic word meaning 

"Summer's End." In ancient times, religions were based upon nature, where humanity lived in 

tune with the earth, the change of seasons and the changes in the stars in the sky. This is the 

essence of Satanism; what is natural. 
 

The major cycles of the year and the crops were important times for festivities, rites, and 

celebrations. Samhain was a time of harvest and the end of a year, a time of preparation; 

storing crops and preparing for the dead of winter. The eve of November 1st was the eve of the 

Celtic New Year. This holiday was a time of harvest, a time of endings, death, and dying, as 

plant life died and the cold set in. Samhain was also a time of honoring the dead. The Druids 

built huge bonfires, which they considered sacred, in honor of the Celtic New Year.  
 

There was a prevailing belief in the existence of a Celtic God of the dead known as 'Samhain". 

With extensive research and study accomplished by many scholars, nearly all agree this God 

was non-existent.  
Nearly all of the sources mentioning a deity of death known as "Samhain" are CHRISTIAN and 

they have (as usual) NO legitimate references to back up their claims. 
 

Samhain was celebrated for centuries before the Christian takeover of Pagan holidays. To the 

intruding Christian religion, any Gods of the old faith were considered "evil" and therefore 

especially unwelcome at a time of "danger" for the "soul of any good parishioner." This was why 

Christians suppressed the deadly rite and replaced it a day later with 'all soul's day.'"  
 

Trick or treating originated in Ireland as beggars went door to door on October 31st, asking for 

handouts. The gifts were for "Muck Olla" a God who was said to destroy the house of anyone 

who was not generous. Jack-O-Lanterns also had their origin in Ireland; named for a man 

named "Jack." The story goes that Jack was a miser and when he died, he was not allowed into 

heaven and he also played jokes on the Devil, so he was not admitted into Hell either, but was 

doomed to walk the Earth forever. He only had a litle lantern to light his way and this is why he 

came to be called Jack-O-Lantern. Of course, the spooks, vampires and ghouls were 

associated with this holiday because of the natural human fear of death and Samhain was a 

holiday of death. 
 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
http://www.joyofsatan.org 
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Hand of God In Kabbalah Stolen From The East

by HP Mageson666 » Wed Jan 17, 2018 8:37 am 

Hand of God In Kabbalah Stolen From The East

The very popular Hamsa amulet in the Jewish Kabbalah that celebrities into the Kabbalah, like 
Madonna, have made famous:

The Hamsa:
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This amulet was stolen out of the ancient East. It’s used in Hinduism, and later Buddhism, when it
 was created.
There is a lot of nonsense claiming what this is in Kabbalah. 

In Hinduism, the most important mantra of Kundalini Yoga is that of Shiva and Shakti. The Ham 
(Shiva) and SA (Shakti) mantras. 
This is used as part of a Prana Kriya to open the centres in the brain. 
However, in Kabbalah, the symbol of the open hand is the Crown chakra and the All-Seeing Eye is 
the Pineal gland - or as they call this - the ‘Eye of God’. 

The full and proper spelling of this mantra, in the ancient Hindu texts, is Haum Saum. 
Haum is the bija mantra of Shiva and placed in the crown as mentioned in the previous article on 
this subject. While Saum is the bija mantra of Soma, the moon deity, the sixth chakra. The five 
fingers of the Hamsa hand in Hinduism and Buddhism represent the five elements which come 
together in the Third Eye.

This amulet stolen from ancient Hinduism is the formula for opening the Crown chakra and Third 
Eye and how they interconnect. It’s the name of Shiva and Shakti. 
It’s not even Hebrew. It’s Sanskrit. 

What else is stolen from Hinduism in Kabbalah?:

In Kabbalah they call the highest God the Ayin which is the 16th letter in Hebrew and means "Eye". 
And in Kabbalah is simply the term for the All Seeing Eye. 
In Kabbalah, it states, when Yahweh states his name is: "I' am what I am." This is Kabbalistic: Ayin,
Yahweh is AYIN. Ayin is the "Eye of God" and the pineal gland in Kabbalah. 

This is also stolen from Hinduism, from Ain, which is the bija mantra of the Goddess Saraswati. 
It’s Ain not “Aim”, it has the symbol of the nasal N sound not the M in Sanskrit. The AIN mantra is 
given for the Sri Yantra which is the Yantra of the Moon Chakra, the All Seeing Eye. The AYIN the 
Y is a double letter with I in Kabbalah, so it’s redundant. 
The number of 130, for the full spelling for Ayin, is based on five times twenty six. The Five 
elements and the number of their "god" that of twenty six.

In Kabbalah, which is the pure understanding of the Torah and Judaism, they state their "god" is 
simply the energy of the letters and the All Seeing Eye.  The chakra point in the head.  Which is a 
concept they stole from the ancient religions, such as Hinduism and Egypt. 

The head God of Egypt: Osiris was called "The Eye" the Ayin. This is the Eye of Shiva, in the East.

Sources:

Wisdom of the Hebrew Alphabet, Rabbi Munk
The Encyclopedia of Jewish Myth, Magic and Mysticism, Dennis
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Tirumantiram
Soma in Yoga and Ayurveda: The Power of Rejuvenation and Immortality: David Dr. Frawley

Follow the Slothz search engine to:
www.joyofsatan.com
www.exposingchristianity.com
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Hand signs / Mudras / Spiritual Gestures / "Celebrities"  

 
-by High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

  

Since this topic is a hot topic in some areas, and people see all the "Celebrities" 

doing these supposed "Satanic" signs, I have to explain what is behind these.   

  

The Jewish use, or Hollywood use, or celebrity use, or spiritual use of these by 

the enemy, has nothing to do with Satan whatsoever.  

  

First of all the Satanic Hand signs are the actual Mudras. Mudras do have 

metaphysical effects and act on the metaphysical part of the nervous system or 

Soul to produce desired effects. The human hands and fingers also relate to the 

planets, and this is why palmistry is made possible.  

  

As all of us here know, "Jesus" is nothing but an allegory of an imposter "God" 

for the whole of the "Jewish Race". This thing also symbolizes their "Serpentine 

energy" and they also wish to materialize this thing with occult energy, in the 

physical form of a sovereign ruler that will create slavery rule over the whole 

globe, under a jewish slaver oligarchy of elect jews.  

  

*As you will see here, the Nazarene Jew, "Seed of the Jewish Lot of David", 

Rabbi Jesus himself- Want-to-be-manifested-Leader and Mossiach of the Jewish 

Race Slaver Oligarchy, acts on a stolen Mudra:  
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Now these Mudras are very Ancient and they are very, very powerful. Many of 

the powers these possess are also "Universal" as this is speaking on the 

language of the Cosmos. According to Palmistry, the Palm is something we can 

relate to the Natal Chart and the Soul itself. Its a great divinatory discipline that 

has been, like everything else, corrupted and destroyed.  

  

For the reason of that the enemy steals absolutely everything from the old Pagan 

Religions and re-wires this to mean evil things, I can relate some more of the 

corrupted and blasphemous actions and shows they take to blaspheme the 

Origin of these Mudras, which comes in Satanism.  
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Then we have the Mudra with which the "Sheeple" is 

supposed to "Pray to Jesus". This is called the "Kubera 

Mudra" and is associated with the Eastern Gods of 

Wealth. Now all xians are told to, many times a day, and 

as many times as possible, fixate upon the "Jesus" and 

"Cross themselves" with that Mudra. Guess where the 

"Wealth" energy is going...To the object of focus...Who is 

the Jew, Jesus.   

  

  

  

  

  

As I related in my other post, if that 

makes on sense, "Jesus" is just a 

personification of the Jewish "Kundalini" 

Serpent, or simple occult force, which 

gives occult powers to the jews.  

  

*Later on, we have the "Prayer Mudra" 

which is done by the Christian Sheep. 

The Prayer Mudra is also called 

"Namaste Mudra" which means, 

thanksgiving Mudra. This also has many 

uses, one of the uses being the 

channelling of one's energy towards a 

purpose. Guess who they are praying to 

when this Mudra is done... The Jews. 

This is a literal hoax of energy siphoning 

of Humanity.   

  

This is also "Thanking" the Sky Jew for 

the pestilence and ignorance it attempts 

to cause to everyone, everyday. Prayers  

never manifest, because the energy never really gets anywhere but the Jewish  

"thoughform" which feeds from it. Only the very spiritually strong who 

unconsciously direct the energy at the actual goal, even if naive xians, do get 

*SOME* results once in a year or so.  

Also, this Mudra produces a sense of balance, so the Christian sheeple assume 

it was "god" who gave them this sense of balance.  

  

_____________________________________________________  

  

Now as for the "Celebrities".  
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*First of all, the "OK" or "All Perfect" hand sign.  

  

As its evident in the picture, here we have the "666" which is self-evident in this. 

This means "perfection" and since the first finger has to do with fire, pointing etc, 

this has to do with direction of energy towards perfection. Stating that this is the 

666 Mudra, is also self-explanatory. Also, this Mudra has to do with the MerKaBa 

meditation, which has to do with raising one's vibration (and as thus 

understanding) to a higher level of consciousness. The Thumb is the extra finger 

that makes us different from apes, and the first finger is the "Ego" finger, the 

Fire.  

This makes it so that this means that it shows advancement and perfection. 

Beliefs can differ, but the meaning remains the same.  

Jewish 

celebrities 

also use 

this Mudra 

for obvious 

reasons of 

deceit and 

empowerment to themselves.  
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The jews of course steal all the things that are from us, brush these on our face, 

and tell the "Goyim" (Jewish Term for those who don't have Spiritual Knowledge 

due to its forcible removal by the Jewish Programs) that its of Satan. Yes, all 

these are of Satan. But these are stolen and the enemy uses these for their own 

nefarious purposes.  

  

 

  

*We have the gesture in the hands of this kike, which promises "protection". 

Again, stolen from the East and Egypt. This is called the "AbhaYa Mudra" and it 

has to do with protection of others. When we want to STOP someone from doing 

something dangerous, this Mudra comes off as natural body language. This is all 

subconscious messaging.  
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*Now as for the "Horns". These are the literal "Horns of Satan" in Mudra, and this 

is again stolen from the East like with everything else. Of course, the Jews use 

this Mudra because it’s a natural protection Mudra, and to also directly 

blaspheme and "play cocky" in the "face of Satan", trying to ridicule Satan who is 

their eternal enemy that always kept them in the bottom. This is to denigrate 

Him. This Mudra deals with spiritual protection, and is also associated with the 

planet Saturn, which has to do with protection, reaching the top etc. This also 
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acts for their so called "protection" and also relates to other occult things the 

Jews do, but I can't go over this in this post.  

  
There are two alterations of this Mudra, one being the "Apan Mudra" (thumb on 

the bottom of the two fingers) and in the front (over the nails) which the Mudra I 

talked about.  

  

*Now at the "Triangle" with the hands. This Mudra is related to Jupiter, and also 

the "Eye of Satan" or the Capstone of the Pyramid. This is associated with the 

"3rd eye" and also the high state of consciousness and awareness. This is also 

to relate to their counterparts and the "world" that they "know” and that they are 

"aware". They literally brag into the face of Humanity for enslaving it, by using 

stolen information to ascend themselves higher, knowledge that belongs to 

Satan.  
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This is why these symbols are used, because they have inherent power, and not 

because they belong to, have anything to do with the Jews, or because the Jews 

are any "Illuminati". They are used and utilized to blaspheme the Gods and for 

the inherent power these possess, but also for confusion game against the 

Goyim who are naive enough to think that the jews could ever even REMOTELY 

associate positively with Satan.  
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Hanukkah Exposed 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Tue Dec 04, 2018 4:34 am 

Hanukkah Exposed 
 

 

Hanukkah's purpose in the Jewish religion is based on a fable from the Gemara from the 

Talmud about the light of the Menorah in the Jewish Temple. The Jews after they took the 

Temple from the Greeks found one jar of oil not profaned by the Goyim this jar magically burned 

for eight days not just one.  
 

Rabbi's admit this is symbolic its not a literal historical event. The tale goes the Greeks where 

forcing the Jews to put images of Pagan Gods into their Temple and this caused the revolt. The 

eight days is symbolic of the name YHVH which the 26 value of adds to 8. The Menorah is 

mount Menorah the symbol of YHVH. 

 

The Hanukkah was instituted to be based on Sukkot the Jewish festival. However as Rabbi's 

state the purpose of Hanukkah is done to attack the Gentile spiritual festival of Saturnalia which 

would start around this time.  
 

The light of the Menorah is symbolic of the light of Kether which is the Ain Soph which is 

connected to the Shekinah the 22 Hebrew letters, the Sukkot booths have the skull in them 

which is the symbol of Kether in Judaism. The nine branches of the Menorah are the worlds of 

the Jewish world tree which is mentioned to also have nine worlds that emanate from Kether the 

tenth this is stolen from Hinduism. There are nine main loka's but a hidden tenth they emanate 

from. However within Judaism the number 9 is a number of finality and is used in judgement 

against Gentiles this ninth letter Tas relates to one thing the cursing of Gentiles in Kaballah. The 

Jews are attempting to bind the nine major gates of the soul of the Gentiles the Loka's or 

Chakra's that form the centers of consciousness and must be cleaned and activated properly for 

the serpent which is called Sat to be able to rise up to the crown and become spiritual 

awakened fully. 
 

Tas the ninth letter is the reversal of Sat which the ancient name of the Gentile soul and Gentile 

God which is Satan in Sanskrit. The ninth letter Tas will not exist in the world to come of the 

Jews because its the letter of Gentiles and their world.  
 

The fable of the lights is simple the retaking of the Temple and the driving of the Pagans out is 

symbolic of the world of the Jews to come the destruction of Gentiles with the light of Kether the 

energy of their godform YHVH will overcome and destroy the Gentile world totally. Hanukkah is 

related to cursing Gentiles at the time of year when the Gentiles would be engaging in spiritual 

practices and customs that relate to the Magnum Opus the spiritual practice of ascension into 

the Light Body. Its designed to bind Gentiles from this and destroy the Gentile world. The 

Talmud also mentions this festival of Saturnalia being of the Pagans. Whom the Jews are sworn 

to destroy. This festival was done at this time to be inline with the proper astral energies to 

perform the spiritual work of the Magnum Opus. The Jews are trying to corrupt this with their 

curses. 

 

The Neoplatonist philosopher Porphyry stated the celebrations that with done on the festival of 
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Saturnalia where about the "freeing of souls into immortality". This is done by the Magnum 

Opus. Saturnalia is based on Liberation and dissolution of the Magnum Opus its based on the 

sun entering Capricorn: 

 

As Hauck wrote in his book on Alchemy: 
"Capricorn encompassed the entire work from beginning to end. Capricorn is the first sign of the 

year, and movement from Capricorn to Capricorn encompassed the one symbolic alchemical 

year in which the Great Work could be accomplished." 

 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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Happy Birthday, Adolf Hitler!  

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

Today, more than a century ago, a Man was born. A man that would in his lifetime, rise into 

Divine status, rise to be a teacher to all of Humanity. A man that some say, came too early. 

Too early for this Humanity to understand.  

 

A man that was on a race against time, a man that hauled with himself a large portion of the 

world, against a state of total disturbance and decay- orchestrated by the hidden worldwide 

enemy whom He revealed.  

 

A Noble man, a man that never lied, a man that never deceived anyone. An honest man, 

who shook the world with the power of Honesty, and never by use of lies. Some call him the 

Greatest Philosopher of all times, others call him one of the Greatest Geniuses to ever cross 

the Earth. To others, he was a Savior. For the spiritually wise ones, He was a God, deserving 

only a throne in amongst the Divine. 

 

His Name is Adolf Hitler.  

 

 
 

The one and only, that was, that is, and that will forever be. 
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127 years after His birth, closing in to a century from the time he permanently raised his 

name in the History of this world, forever, giving rise to the highest teaching Humanity has 

ever known, he is still loved and hated. Hated, by those of whom he revealed, to the world.  

Loved, by all those who know the Truth and who love life. Its highly possible than if and 

argument about the most defamed and lied about man in all history, Adolf Hitler could take 

this place.  

 

He is certainly, one of the most remembered and memorized men in Human history. Deep 

inside the hearts of people, is his name. His memory exists in every single mind.  

 

Unlike so many of his enemies that died with their history, and are now just a page in an old 

and torn history book, Adolf Hitler is the future. HE still lives. HE still exists, in the minds and 

thoughts of all people. 

 

HE will certainly go in History as the most lied on about man, whose name has been 

triumphantly purged clean of all the filth lies of his enemies. What they did in tainting his 

Divine Name, will only work against them: The Truth will be revealed. Then it will all be 

evident, as about who was whom, all along, and which Banner was the honest banner all 

along, the Banner of Good. 

 

Here though, us, we know the Truth. 

 

Under this Banner, for one more year, we celebrate. Nothing has changed since next year, 

only that our love has multiplied, our faith is stronger than ever before. Our love for this 

man is unshaking, our loyalty unwavering- behind his message for Humanity, we are taking a 

stand, as light bearers of His light. 

 

He came at the time of darkness, in defense and in protection not only of his own people, 

but for all people on Earth. But as he would say, he is nobody but an unknown soldier, like 

the way he began. He fought as an unknown soldier, with another few people with him. 

Behind these people stood prideful the Truth. And He held the torch for all Humanity to see. 

Some say, too early- nobody can say though, that not in the correct time. 

 

What is there not to love and adore about this man? What is there not to respect? He was 

eternally won the fear of his enemies, and the love of his people. Some people say he "left", 

but he just ascended to his Eternal throne. The lying mouths of his enemies, exactly as 

prophesized by Him, Himself, are being shut up forever. People are knowing the Truth about 

this leader, a leader of all Mankind.  

 

An idol to some, an image of faith to others, an everlasting fear and torment for his enemies. 

He shook this world, he shook the hearts of men, he liberated the minds and souls of million 

of people. Him and his people, as one, they fought one unjust war that they have been 

dragged to fight.  

 

The most honest politician, one of the greatest prophets, a man of peace, with the most 

outrageous and unjustified on his back. Who always lived with a pure heart.  

 

His Name shall be cleansed, his Legacy shall be an eternal Legacy for Humankind.  
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Adolf Hitler, our Noble Leader, Happy Birthday! 

 

Happy Birthday, Adolf Hitler, Our Greatest One! 

 

Always in our hearts, minds and Souls, now and forever! 

 

 

 

SIEG HEIL!!! 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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Happy Halloween & Good News 
Postby High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Tue Oct 30, 2018 11:57 pm 

Just what Azazel's been telling me Trending on the News: 
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/29/tech ... 81030&te=1 
 

"The aftermath of hatred. 
The man charged with killing 11 congregants at an American synagogue posted about his 

hatred of Jews on social media. And in the wake of the killings, our reporters found a flood of 

new anti-Semitic posts on Instagram. 
It’s the latest evidence that social network companies never quite understood the negative 

consequences of their influence nor what to do about it — and that they cannot put the genie 

back in the bottle." 
 

Also, with the aftermath and the whining, now most people should know where the immigration 

problems are coming from, they've admitted: 
HIAS (founded as the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society)  
However, since 1975, and even more so since 2000, HIAS as a matter of policy has directed its 

resources to assist refugees and immigrants of all backgrounds, ethnicities, and religions. It has 

helped many such refugees and immigrants to reunite with their families, and to resettle in the 

United States. The very large majority of such refugees are currently non-Jewish. 
HIAS has offices in the United States and across Latin America, Europe, Africa, and the Middle 

East. Since its inception, HIAS has helped resettle more than 4.5 million people.  
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/HIAS 
 

It's glaringly obvious the Jews are using mass immigration to carry out the genocide of the 

White Race and culture, along with the Jewish programs of pedophilia and other depravities 

against children. 
 

Quote from The White House newsletter: 
“The so-called migrant caravan that's slowly making its way to the U.S. from Central America is 

many things to many people. But one thing seems pretty certain: it's not about seeking ‘asylum,’ 

or ‘refugee status.’ It's about getting to the United States at all costs,” the Investor’s Business 

Daily editorial board writes. “It's time we take our border seriously, or we'll end up like those 

countries in Europe and the Mideast who find their nations no longer governable.”  
 

REPEAT: 
"or we'll end up like those countries in Europe and the Mideast who find their nations no longer 

governable.” 
 

This is not to be taken lightly. As I've already mentioned in another post here. Once these 

criminality insane Muslims have control of your government (which they are relentlessly working 

towards), it's all over. And for talk the talk imbeciles who claim they will revolt. There won't be 

nearly enough of you left. 

 

Our Final RTR is taking them down and exposing them. 
http://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Final_RTR.htm 
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EVERYONE SHOULD BE DOING THIS!! 
 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 
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Happy Imbolc + New Website and Ritual 

by HPS Shannon » Sun Feb 03, 2019 

 

 

 
Fire is creation, strength, vigor and the pulse of life. It is representative of the unbreakable essence of 
Satan within us all. 
 
 

 
 
 
Happy upcoming Imbolc, precious Satanic family. 
 
 
Just wanted to let everyone know that I have put together a website for members of the Black race. It is 
a simple website but it will serve its purpose.  
 
blacksforsatan.com 
 
It has collections of past sermons and articles and some new ones, of course. I intend to update it 
periodically, as I still have some other features to add. There are links to the JoyofSatan website and a 
few others as well. I give special thanks to all of the clergy and other satanic warriors who have inspired 
me, and shared wonderful information, that I have included in the site. 
 
Please use this if need be and feel free to share and spread it, even if you are a non-Black member, it 
could help out in many ways, especially for many Black Gentiles who are looking for answers. I am 
hoping for my site to be a simple and direct source of study material for them. 
 
Imbolc is less than 24 hours away, at least in the Northern Hemisphere and aside from the RTRs that are 
going to be performed, I wanted to encourage all Black members to raise energy for the next two days 
and starting tomorrow night (even if you are below the equator) and program it to awaken and bring 
Black Gentiles to Satan and the JoyofSatan website. I have entreated the Gods to assist us in this 
endeavor. To ensure that our energies are especially directed to the Black Gentiles who are open and 
are "satanic/pagan souls" at heart.  
 
We finally have a chance now, please, let's make this count. Do it for our Gods who have never given up 
on us after so many many many years. We need to awaken more Black members to the beauty and 
salvation the is Satan. 
 
Raise energy through runes (the Uruz rune especially), or after yoga-- however you like. Program it to 
awaken Black Gentiles and call upon one of the Daemon gods to guide the energy if you desire. 
 
Any for members of the other races, celebrate in anyway you want with our RTRs and a Gentile 
awakening ritual for your races too. But definitely take advantage of this holiday. It is my favourite. The 
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Moon will be in Aquarius, so it is extra favourable for waking up humanity and related pursuits. 
 
 
Again, Happy Imbolc Everyone. <3 
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Happy Jew Year In Europe 

-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

 
 

 

New Year's Eve used to be about friends, family and celebration of new hopes, ringing in the 

New Year with fun and cheer. Now thanks to Jews it’s about the ringing in your ears from 

the explosions of burning cars, and screaming rape mobs of worthless, hostile invaders of 

the turd world as they riot and rape their way thought your neighborhood.  

The Jews are to blame for all this, even Merkel is Jewish: 

topic11918.html 

 

Jews behind the whole thing: 

topic12011.html 

 

Don't worry though the Jews as seen in France already have your military to protect their 

communities. 

 

Now Goyim just hop on the HIV gang rape train to divershitty already.... 

 

Sweden Shocked Again after Woman Raped to Death by Somali Immigrant 

http://conservativepost.com/sweden-shoc ... immigrant/ 

 

A 34 year old immigrant from Somalia was arrested for savagely attacking a woman next to 

the parking garage of a Sheraton hotel in Sweden. 

 

The woman died while being raped. Police say the perpetrator continued to rape the 

woman’s corpse well after she had died.  
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The Somalian was apprehended by police while still in the act of raping the murdered 

woman. Source in Swedish. By the way, Sweden and Norway are in the middle of a massive 

epidemic of violent rapes. Crime statistics show that rapes in both countries are 

overwhelmingly perpetrated by Muslim immigrants. 

 

2013 figures were given in a recent report by Swedish Public Radio. In the first seven months 

of 2013, over 1,000 Swedish women reported being raped by Muslim immigrants.  

 

Over 300 of those were under the age of 15. The number of rapes is up 16% compared to 

2012 numbers. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

http://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conser ... 90610.html 

 

This is what Europeans can expect in the ‘new normal.’ 

 

On New Year’s Eve a large group of Muslims sexually harassed scores of young women in 

and around the main train station of Cologne. They even ripped off one girl’s stockings and 

underwear. 

 

“They were with their hands really everywhere. This is something I’ve never experienced, 

“citing the” Kölner Stadt-Anzeiger “, said one 22-year old victim. “When we called for help, 

they laughed. “Bags and valuables” been robbed.” And one 17-year-old is quoted as saying: 

“I had fingers on every orifice”….. here 

 

The media insist the evildoers aren’t refugees, however there are people on social media 

who were there say otherwise. According to a post on a big local group on Facebook in 

Cologne, most of the perpetrators were speaking Arabic. That post got deleted pretty fast. 

Mark Zuckerberg is Merkel’s mop up boy now. 

 

Translation of this KSYA article [here]:  

 

Sexual harassment on New Year’s Eve – 

 

Cologne police assumes that there have been 40 different offenders. 

 

The extent of sexual assaults on women on New Year’s Eve at Cologne Central Station is 

gradually becoming more evident. Investigators assume that there have been over 40 

different offenders. 30 victims have already filed charges. 

 

Cologne. The police has an investigation team set up to investigate the sexual assaults on 

women on New Year’s Eve around the main train station. More than 30 victims have already 

filed a complaint with the police. According to information of the “Kölner Stadt-Anzeiger”, 

the investigators assume that there have been over 40 different perpetrators that know 

each other. However, to date, no one was reliably identified and there have been no arrests. 
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The perpetrators supposedly consist of young men known to the police, who are committing 

larcenies by trick and burglaries downtown and in the amusement districts like the Zülpicher 

Straße for many months. Victims and witnesses told the police they had a North African 

male appearance. 

 

But in the night of Friday, they supposedly haven’t acted alone or in pairs as usual, but in a 

large group. In the areas Alter Wartesaal / main train station / Domplatte they are said to 

have offended women badly, taunted, surrounded and robbed them. 

 

A 22-year-old women spoke to the “Kölner Stadt-Anzeiger” the day after, describing how the 

perpetrators physically and sexually harassed her and her friend. 

 

The other victims had the same experience, she said. The robbers succeeded to hide in the 

crowd so that police wasn’t able to track them down. 

 

The police denied rumors in internet forums, according to which the perpetrators were 

refugees. An investigator said: “The recent leads go significantly towards police-known serial 

offenders, refugees have nothing to do with them.” 

 

Germany Nye 

 

To clarify what exactly happened, video recordings are evaluated. Other victims who have 

been at the main train station and the cathedral on New Year’s Eve in the period between 

midnight and 4 A.M. and haven’t filed charges are requested to contact the police. 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

http://newobserveronline.com/euro-new-y ... nd-terror/ 

 

Euro New Year: Sex Crimes, Arson, and Terror 

 

 

 
 

Nonwhite invaders in Europe welcomed in the New Year with over 800 vehicles torched in 

Paris, mass sexual assaults in Cologne, and terror alerts in at least five major European cities. 
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Official figures from the French Ministry of the Interior showed that no less than 804 

vehicles were torched overnight from December 31 to January 1, part of a now annual 

“celebration” in France. 

 

The car burning “tradition” started in the 1980s in the nonwhite-dominated slums of the 

outlying suburbs of some northern cities, and quickly spread to other cities, and particularly 

Paris. This year, Parisian authorities mobilized 11,000 policemen, gendarmes, and 

firefighters in Paris and its inner suburbs, up from 9,000 the previous year. 

 

A state of emergency was declared in the French capital, and all festivities were reduced to 

the bare minimum. Some 622 arrests were made. 

 

Across France, more than 100,000 police and military were mobilized in order to deal with 

“civil unrest” and the threat of terrorism, Interior Minister Bernard Cazeneuve said. 

 

“There is a general threat to all European capitals” from ISIS, he continued, adding that there 

have never before been so many French security forces mobilized. 

 

Other establishment French politicians gave the usual platitudes about “not bowing to 

terrorism” and so on, but all of them ignored the real reason for the emergency: decades of 

mass Third World immigration, which has generated the violence, terrorism, and unrest 

which France now faces. 

 

From Cologne in Germany comes the news that a large group of nonwhite invaders carried 

out an unprecedented mass sexual assault on German girls near the city’s train station. 

 

According to reports in local German media, the girls were returning home from New Year’s 

celebrations near the city’s famous cathedral, when they were accosted by the nonwhites. 

 

According to a victim quoted by the Express newspaper, the women tried to flee, but were 

“grabbed everywhere, on the breasts and in the groin area. The men laughed, pulled our 

hair, and said we were fair game. We were crying and were panicked; it was horrible.” 

 

According to a victim quoted by the Kölnische Rundschau newspaper, the attack started in 

front of the main railway station. 

 

“We were surrounded by a group of at least 30,” a seventeen year-old girl said. “They stole 

our bags and valuables and groped us. I had fingers inserted in every orifice,” she said. Other 

women had their clothes pulled off by an even larger mob. 

 

 

 

All of the German media reports refused to carry any indication of the race of the attackers, 

but the Kölner Stadt-Anzeiger newspaper reported that posts about the attack made by 

eyewitnesses on the Facebook group Nettwerk Köln were all deleted because of their 

“xenophobic tendencies.” 
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HATE  

by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Wed Apr 17, 2019 

 

 

 
 

I just want to state something before the sermon I wrote a few years ago. I was absolutely 

appalled at what I learned of recently regarding how Christians viciously attacked verbally, and 

kicked one of our Sisters in Satan when she was really down and suffering. Satan and our Gods 

are helping her.  

 

Christians are capable of anything and the more Christian they are, the more evil they become. 

They are also obsessed and compulsive about pushing the Christian program at all costs. They 

don't care who they step on, or who they hurt or in many cases, even murder. 

 

The nauseating emphasis on "love" is a lead in. The brotherhood, equality, and universal love are 

used to ensnare unknowing victims into the Christian trap. This is no different from how a brutal 

serial killer is often friendly, charismatic and engaging when luring his victims.  

 

What Christians have done over the centuries to humanity both spiritually and physically is of 

the most brutal and depraved hatred imaginable.  

 

The Christian charity racket is not benevolent. People are set up for this through being 

indoctrinated that poverty is a virtue, don't own material things and other suicidal advice (so all 

wealth can be in the hands of the controlling Jews). The Christian ministry and the Bible imbed 

this in the subconscious of their congregations, and this stays on the soul through lifetimes. 

 

The Christian and the Jewish root create the problem, provoke the reaction and then push their 

solution/agenda. 

 

The Inquisition speaks for itself, and the fratricidal wars incited by Christianity are endless.  

 

When you perform the final RTR, let your pent up hatred out. This is a good time. Just let it out. 

Direct (focus) the hatred into the ritual, killing the letters. 

 

https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/FINA ... l_RTR.html 

 

You don't need any printed RTR, just have the letters, the ritual there for reference and you can 

use visualization. 

 

This acts as a powerful cathartic, a personal cleansing. 

 

This is an old sermon. I am posting this to remind everyone: 
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"HATE" 

June 20, 2015 

 

One of the first things I want to mention here in this sermon is that Satan does NOT place ANY 

restrictions on hate. You are completely free to hate whomever or whatever you choose to. Hate 

is a normal, natural emotion. When hatred is suppressed, it can cause one personal damage in 

many different ways. 

 

Hypocritical Jewish-invented New Age crap, along with Wicca [Christianized witchcraft] and 

related incessantly promote and support injustice. This again is another Jewish indirect method 

of creating lawlessness to where injustice and crime are so out of control, many Gentiles walk 

right into the kosher trap and readily give up their rights in return for ultra-strict laws, where 

again, there is even more injustice as is with Jewish communism, which has its foundation in the 

Judeo/Christian Bible. In addition to this, people are told what they allowed to hate. People are 

encouraged to hate anything against the Jewish agenda, such as people who are racially aware, 

etc.  

 

Few people stop to think and consider that ANY emotion can destroy, including that “love” that 

these hypocritical movements keep trying to promote. How many of us have loved the wrong 

people in our lives? Wasted love on the wrong people… people who are undeserving of our 

love? How many lives have been completely destroyed because of misplaced love? Marriages, 

partnerships, family relations, friendships that should never have taken place and much more. 

Think about it. No emotion is without consequences. Look where Christianity has gotten 

people… misplaced love on that foul Nazarene and human-hating alien entity they call “YHVH.” 

 

Hatred, like love is a very powerful emotion. It is obvious with the Jewish-invented and 

promoted programs such as the New Age, Christianity [Jesus loves you] and other related 

malignant deceptions, the Jews fear directed hatred and of course, truth and justice. This reveals 

where they are weak and vulnerable. Their programs keep on pushing the “love” “love” “love” 

ad nauseum. In addition, none of these programs has anything to do with “love.” The word 

“love” in regards to these nefarious programs is only a deception and a mask for extreme hatred 

of humanity. 

 

I mentioned in a recent audio sermon regarding Satanic movies, such as “The Devil’s Diary” the 

1978 movie “The Initiation of Sarah” and many others, how justice is subliminally portrayed as 

something evil. This is mostly directed at non-Satanists, as we Satanists know the truth. Satan 

stands for justice. Without justice, civilization ceases to exist and the Jews who are working to 

bring it down know this. Without justice crime gets out of control and much worse, like what is 

happening and has been happening for many years to an extreme, as the Jews have taken control 

of our legal systems and nearly all other key positions where they wreak havoc on Gentiles. 

 

My main reason for this sermon is regarding properly directed hate. The Jews fear hatred, 

especially when it is directed and of the masses. It has been said that “faith and love can move 

mountains” so can hate. 

 

BUT, always remember this… there is a stupid saying “today is the first day of the rest of your 
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life.” This means that one can change… BUT, each and every one of us has to live with the past. 

The past does not just miraculously vanish and go away. Mistakes we have made and many other 

things will dog us to the day we die. Some things do go away, but most things do not AND IT 

ONLY TAKES A FEW SECONDS TO COMPLETELY FUCK UP YOUR LIFE.  

 

Satan does NOT want for any of his people to be in prison. When one is in prison, one is 

extremely restricted and is useless in fighting for our cause. The Jews know this and they also 

infiltrate many different groups that THEY HATE and want to corrupt and through this, they 

encourage members to commit crimes and such that will place the member in prison, where the 

Jew no longer has to worry about him/her. This is and has been a strong tactic of theirs for 

centuries. Once someone has been in prison, most often, his/her life is ruined in more ways than 

one, even if he/she does get out. This is no way to go. 

 

When you find yourself seething with hatred and rage, try to calm down and STOP to think. 

Most acts of hatred and rage result in nothing very substantial. Going on a rampage and shooting 

up everyday people accomplishes nothing. Absolutely nothing. Lashing out violently and 

attacking others in most cases, the person full of rage will end up in prison. End of story. 

 

When you find yourself seething with hatred and rage and ready to literally burst with it, call 

upon Satan to send Demons to collect it and to deliver it to where it belongs and to where it 

WILL accomplish something and do the enemy the most damage. This can also be saved for a 

ritual. If you really feel a need to vent, just let it out either in a formal ritual or even in a private 

session [formal rituals are not necessary for this]. Just make sure to ask Satan to send you a 

Demon to take the hate energy, as I already stated above. Don’t waste your hatred or lash out in 

an uncontrolled act of violence. Yoga helps us to detach from our emotions in a positive way. 

This way emotions can be directed. If the injustice of the world is really getting to you, then have 

a personal session every day to vent that intense hatred. Demons will be happy to take the energy 

and apply it to the enemy. 

 

Most people are so much in a hurry, few stop to think or even consider the consequences of their 

actions. It may feel good and provide a very short-term release to lash out in acts of violence, but 

in the long term, sitting behind bars is no way to go. 

 

Everyone should perform the reverse torah rituals. The ritual I posted a couple of days ago can 

be started at any time Sunday [tomorrow]. This is also a very good time to vent your hatred. 

Hatred is something to be acknowledged, and like any other emotion, it should be properly 

directed. Satan and his Demons are here to help us with that. 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 
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Heinrich Himmler 
 

The Voice of Our Ancestors  
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Heinrich Himmler 
 

The Voice of Our Ancestors 
 

The Pagan Snow White and the Evil Queen Christianity 
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There they hang on the wall, one hundred ninety-six little plaques in oval, gilded frames. 

And there are still far fewer than there ought to have been. All the frames in the upper rows 

show only a name with a couple of dates on white paper. 

But in the lower rows they become alive. The portraits begin about the time of the Thirty 

Years War. They are fine miniatures, carefully painted with a pointed brush on ivory, which 

has long since yellowed.  

One cannot but think of the difficulty the artist must have had in capturing those stern, 

proud features with his soft, marten-hair brush. All of the white ruffled collars, the lace, the 

puffed sleeves and on the “gentlemen,” the jabots have a frivolous effect on these portraits 

dating from the beginning of the eighteenth century. “Ladies”? “Gentlemen”? No, indeed! 

In spite of the velvet and silk there is not a “lady” nor a “gentleman” among them. They are 

all women and men—and that says far more than the “gentleman” of today.  

For they. there on the wall, living again in their portraits—were free! This is what we have 

come to, that we must banish our ancestors to pictures or vital statistics on the wall in order 

to give them a faint presence in our dim memories. Ancestors? People today do not even 

know the birth dates and death dates of their own parents. Of course, they are written 

down somewhere. It is a wonder if one knows even a little about his grandfather, not to 

mention his great-grandfather. 

As for great-great-grandfather, one does not think about him at all, as if he had never 

existed. Earlier—much earlier—things were different. That was before words had become 

but mere merchandise, used to concoct lies, when a man still lived by his word; then it was 

not necessary to write down and record one’s ancestors. That was a time when the living 

flow of blood from son to father, from father to grandfather and great-grandfather and 

great-great-grandfather still had not been choked off. It had not yet sunk, as it has today, so 

deep beneath all of the alien values within mind and soul, that most of us can no longer 

hear its rustle, even in the stillest hour. Once the whole past dwelt in the hearts of the 

living. And from this past the present and the future grew upward like the strong limbs of a 

healthy tree. And today? They laugh at the fables of our Folk, They do not even understand 

them. Nevertheless, that which remains with us from the “Once upon a time” of our fables, 

serves as a reminder, a finger showing us the way back into the millennia of our great past.  

You believe that we have no use for what is past and gone? Nonsense! The man in whose 

breast the “Once upon a time” of his race is no longer awake—has no future which truly 

belongs to him. How timely would be the appearance of a man who would teach us again 

the meaning of our fables, and show us that our struggle for the freedom of the earth which 

has borne us was, also, the struggle of our ancestors a hundred and a thousand years ago!  

Did you know that when you read about Snow White and the Wicked Queen who came over 

the mountains, that those mountains she had to cross each time she came to kill Snow 
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White were the Alps, and that the Queen came from Rome, the deadly enemy of everything 

Nordic? Think about the Queen’s Daily query: “Mirror, mirror on the wall, Who is the fairest 

of them all?” When you think of this saying think about Rome, which could not rest until 

everything Nordic, bright and joyful was exterminated, and only darkness remained—dark 

like the Wicked queen in the fairy tale, so that she could be the fairest in all the land, after 

everything white was dead.  

That which came over the southern mountains to us tolerated no peers. Everything had to 

kneel before it and kiss its feet. When the queen came over the Alps the first time, dressed 

as a peddler from a distant land, she offered Snow White a bewitched corset—bewitched 

because it was alien. Then she pulled the laces so tight that Snow White fainted and fell. The 

emissaries of Rome bound the Nordic spirit in the suffocating bonds of alien concepts and 

deceitful words.  

But the queen’s ruinous plan did not succeed. The dwarves—the good spirits of the Folk—

came and freed Snow White. The Frisians crushed the Roman emissaries who tried to break 

the strength of our people with their doctrines of misery and servitude. For nearly a 

thousand years the Nordic tribes struggled against the poison from Sinai, which gradually 

fouled their blood.  

And when the vain queen again asked her mirror, the answer was: “... but Snow White, over 

the seven mountains with the seven dwarves is a thousand times fairer than you.” Driven by 

her restless jealousy, the queen came over the snowy wall of the Alps with a new deception. 

She offered Snow White a magnificent glittering Comb, the most exotic thing she had ever 

seen. The “Holy Roman Empire” diverted the Nordic will-of-action away from its natural 

course; one after another, Nordic leaders have gone off to Rome and the consequence has 

been turmoil and Roman law in our land, which has enchained our Nordic pride. It began 

with Karl, the eternally cursed Frank, murderer of Saxons. From Aller to Verdun, the blood 

of the most noble or our people is on his hands. In recognition for his deeds, the Roman 

priests bestowed upon Karl the title of “The Great.”  

Silent forever are the lips of our Folk who named this wretched Frank, “Karl the Saxon 

slayer”!  

Despite this, the Nordic spirit remained unbroken; the Wicked queen still was not the fairest 

in the land. And so, for a third visit she came and presented Snow White with a rosy-

cheeked, but poisoned apple. The first bite stuck in Snow White’s throat and caused her to 

faint as if dead. This apple symbolized the rejection of our own nature, the abandonment of 

tribal ways. “As if dead,” the fairy tale says, acknowledges the enormous strength which 

slumbers in our people, recognizing that one day will come the great hour, when that 

strength will mightily throw off the chains of Sinai. Has it yet come, this long awaited hour?  
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“Snow White” is but one of the hundreds and hundreds of age-old Nordic tales which 

remind us, with as many different images, of the difficulties, the oppression and the deep 

wisdom of our ancestors.  

And as Rome cracked its whip over our land, mercilessly annihilating every genuine 

manifestation of our own nature, our wise forebears wove into these tales, using colorful 

symbols and allegory, a legacy of our heritage. But Rome’s influence extended over our tales 

and sagas, falsifying them, giving them new meaning and made advantageous to Roman 

domination. Thus, it was that our people no longer could understand the voice of our 

ancestors, that we went astray these many centuries, becoming more and more alienated 

from our own ways and enslaved to Rome, and thus to Judah. Only he who bears his own 

soul, living and burning in his breast, is an individual—a master. 

And he who abandons his own kind is a slave. The key to freedom lies within us! Now we 

must hearken again to the voice of our ancestors and protect our essence from alien 

influences, protect that which wants to grow out of our own souls. Stronger than any army 

is the man who wields the power which resides within him! 

Reflectively, I look over the long rows of my ancestors. The last members reach so far back 

that hardly more than a name and a date on a sheet of paper remain. Yet their voices come 

alive in my blood, because their blood is my blood. 

I think of how the French-speaking monks came from Switzerland to convert our 

forefathers, the Goths and the Vandals. Even their deadly enemies, the Romans said: 

“Where the Goths are, there virtue rules. And where the Vandals are, there even the 

Romans become chaste.” 

And to such men the commandments from Sinai were offered as guiding lights for their 

lives! Can one understand why these men laughed when they heard those commandments, 

which demanded that they not commit acts they never would have dreamed of committing? 

Can one understand that they raised their swords in wrath when the monks told them that 

they were “born in sin”—these best of the Goths, whose very name means “The Good 

Ones”? 

Cannot one understand the unspeakable contempt with which these noble men regarded 

those who promised them a reward in heaven for abstaining from doing things which, 

according to their own nature, were beneath the dignity even of animals?  

To such men the commandments were brought; men infinitely superior in human dignity 

and morality than the monks who brought them. For countless generations they had lived 

far above the moral plateau on which the commandments from Sinai then operated. 

Thousands of years before the time of the “Christ” the monks claimed to represent, our 
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ancestors had sown the seeds of culture and civilization throughout the world on their 

fruitful voyages and wanderings. 

When I contemplate the small portraits and see in their firmly composed faces the 

expressions of my ancestors, which compel no more notice of these times, it seems as if we 

have descended from a high, high ladder—a ladder which we must yet again climb. 

Nowadays, it is seldom that we can even appear to be like they were. They were on intimate 

terms with Allfather and did not need to call on halo-wearing intermediaries when they 

wished to speak to him. And even then, they did not know how to beg; they were too 

strong, too proud and too healthy for supplication. 

Blessings prayed for are not true blessings! They wanted nothing of gifts; either they already 

had everything they wanted or, if they lacked something, they got it for themselves. Their 

creed was a saying as brief as a wink and as clear and deep as a mountain stream: “DO 

RIGHT AND FEAR NO ONE!”  

As for their religion, there was no necessity to put it into words, which suited a people who 

were naturally frugal with their words anyway. They carried their spiritual consciousness 

deep within their souls; it served them like a compass needle which always steers a ship on 

its proper course. 

Was that not a better religion than one which must be written down in a thick book, lest it 

be forgotten—and which one cannot properly understand until a priest comes and 

interprets what is written there? And even then, an act of faith is required to believe that 

this intricate interpretation is correct. 

In their day, faith grew from the blood and it was knowledge. Today it must be learned, for 

it is an alien faith, unable to strike roots in our blood. It is dogma and doctrine which none 

can know and which most of us silently renounce, because it is contrary to nature and 

reason. Tell me—have we become better since taking on this new religion? A great wordless 

sorrow resides in the breast of most of us, a boundless sense of homelessness, because the 

way of our ancestors lives on eternally in our Nordic blood like a dream. 

We want, once again, to be free of sin—like our ancestors were. We are tired of being 

humble and small and weak and all the other things demanded of us by a god who despises 

his own creations and looks on the world as a den of corruption. We want to be proud 

again, and great and strong, and to do things for ourselves! 

How different are those faces there on the wall from the faces of today! Only if one looks 

very closely does one still find a trace of that clarity of the features in the present 

generation. 

What lived so dominantly in our ancestors that it showed in their faces has disappeared 

back into our blood to dream. That is why faces so often deceive us today. Many a person 
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whose hair color and eye color come from the south, still have the greatest part of their 

blood from Nordic fathers. And many who appear forgotten by the last two thousand years 

bear their bright hair and grey or blue eyes only as a deceptive mask, for their blood bears 

no trace of their fathers from the Northland. The one has only the appearance of the alien 

and retains his Nordic blood. The other has taken the blood of the alien and retains his 

Nordic face as an illusory mask. Which is better? 

Today, one must look into a person’s eyes and see whether or not they are still firm, shining 

and keen. 

The soul is illuminated through the eyes and it does not deceive. There were many a rebel 

among those there on the wall, and men who left home; many had refused to bend to those 

with power. They could not go crooked, these fellows. They preferred poverty abroad over 

submission at home. But they did not stay poor for long. Those who went abroad followed 

the restless stream of their blood, which gave them no rest until they had found 

themselves; rejecting that which was foreign to them and flowing into the bloodstream of 

their fathers, and so became conscious links in the chain of ancestors, closing the great 

kindred circle. 

When one of these came home again—and they all came home—he had become a calm, 

complete man. It is hard to describe this quality of completeness. If others are babbling in 

confusion, and such a man utters softly only a couple of words, then all the others will 

understand and become quiet and attentive. And such a man does not ask questions; others 

ask him! Look at their eyes; just as they mastered life, so they stood on intimate terms with 

death. 

To them death was life’s trusted companion. Those same eyes show up among them even in 

the most recent generations. There is one of them; Erik was his name and he fell at Kemmel. 

The steel helmet on his head seems to be a part of him. His mouth is a hard, straight line. 

But in his twenty-year-old eyes twinkles a silent laugh. And with this laugh, foreign to his 

mouth, and a wink, saluting with his fist against his breast, beckoning as he steps past, Erik 

greeted death. I cannot imagine this Erik, with bent knee and plaintive voice, begging some 

god up in the clouds for mercy and help. 

This is the way I picture him: leaping up from a crouch and with a fierce shout, plunging his 

great sword into a charging enemy—then, still in the same leap, being struck by an arrow 

and collapsing back to the ground with his final thought, “I gave my best for Germany!” 

Erik seized the bitter cup with a proud laugh and drank it down in a single draught without a 

grimace. And he likely rapped the cup with a fingernail, so that all could hear it was empty. 

He did not pray, “Father, let this cup pass from me.” He reached out and seized it for it 

himself, for he knew... everything necessary is good! Beneath Erik’s portrait is his motto, 

written in his own firm, clear hand: “Let a man be noble, benevolent, loyal and good.” Does 
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that not say far more than those commandments Moses had issued to the depraved rabble 

in the desert, in order to make that horde grasp the rudiments of humanity? 

The Commandments were appropriate for that Hebraic bunch. Even the Egyptians had 

driven them out of their lands. Even as slaves the Hebrews were too wicked and infected 

Egyptian life. The Hebrews—the chosen people of god! It is ludicrous that anyone take it 

seriously. A commandment presupposes a transgression. One can recognize from the mere 

necessity for such commandments (which demand nothing more than the barest behavior 

required to claim the designation “human beings”) to what kind of creatures they had been 

given, creatures truly entitled to claim no more than a resemblance to human beings. 

To the men of the North these commandments were a slander, an unforgivable insult to 

their sacred blood. 

So, there rose out of the burning indignation of the Nordic blood a Wittekind*, who 

returned again and again to lead his people into battle against the doctrines from Sinai. For 

these teachings are a deadly poison to our blood. You ask—when will Wittekind return no 

more? Hearken: Wittekind will die only with the last Northman! So long as a single Aryan 

lives, Wittekind is alive and the world is not safe from him! 

[* Wittekind was Saxon Chief who lead resistance against Charlemagne, King of the Holy Roman 

Empire, who forced Christianity on the German people. Wittekind was symbolic of Northern 

Paganism and all out resistance against domination.] 

Seventy million Aryans on this glorious earth are more than enough for anything that comes 

from Sinai. The last remnant who are still pure will still be poised when swords resound on 

shields and the bugles sound for the last, great battle of this wretched millennium. 

He who slumbers still, whose blood is dull and sour, no glory for him! He will be 

thoughtlessly trampled underfoot by the valiant who rush into battle down every street of 

Aryan homelands. 

An ancient custom among our kind has remained alive even to the present day in most parts 

of our Northland. There was a time when it seemed that this practice, handed down to us 

from our forefathers, would die out. But it has been revived—and the time is at hand when 

all our great and beautiful people will again recognize the significance of this custom and be 

made sound by it. 

Our ancestors gave to each child a powerful name, full of joy and vital energy. Actually, they 

only lent him this name. And it became a shining hope for the child, far ahead of him on his 

life’s course. 

The child bore this name in his soul like his most precious treasure, for it was to him both a 

goal and a sacred responsibility. 
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This name strengthened the child’s soul as he developed into a conscious, mature 

individual. 

When the child had become a youth, the elders of the kindred gathered for a celebration, at 

which they decided whether or not the developed character of the young man suited the 

name which had been given to him. If the man and the name were found to be in harmony, 

then his name was given to him for life. Otherwise, the young man chose a suitable name 

for himself one which characterized his nature. So it came to be that our ancestors were like 

their names and their names like them. And so their name carried weight like a rune-carved 

sword, like their word and a handshake, like yea and nay. 

In Christian times our ancestors were compelled by the new law from abroad to adopt still 

another name; it was written down in the church register, primarily for the benefit of the 

census taker. The authorities were obliged to write the living heathen name of a man beside 

his characterless Christian name in his register, lest it become nothing but a list of 

phantoms. 

In those times the most upright men and the proudest women sprung forth from our race. 

I step closer to the rows of pictures and read the names. The oldest are: Helge, Fromund, 

Meinrad, Markward, Ran, Waltari, Eigel, Asmus, Bjoern. Peculiar names, are they not? They 

are names born from the great language of our people. There is nothing foreign in them, no 

spurious sound. They ring true to the ear. These names taste of the salty sea, of the heavy, 

fruitful earth, of air and sunshine—and of the homeland. Do you notice that?  

A few will notice—but all too few. Their own language has become foreign to them and has 

nothing more to say to them. After these first rows our ancestors began to name their sons 

Gottlieb, Christian, Farchgott, Leberecht, Christoph (which mean: God-lover, Christ- 

worshipper, God-fearer, Righteous-liver, Christ-carrier)... Still later came the names Paulus, 

Johannes, Petrus, Christophorus, Korbinianus, Stephanus, Karolus. By those times our 

forefathers had no other names. Do you feel how something has been broken in these men, 

how they have become alienated from their own nature? Do you feel how steeply the 

ladder descends? 

A destiny is locked up in the transformation of these names. It is not the destiny of an 

individual or of a clan, but of a whole people—our Folk. But then something strange 

happened. Those who had been named Karolus and Paulus by their fathers suddenly 

regarded these names as annoying, alien, unsuitable, ridiculous. And now comes the 

generation that went into the Great War. The names with little iron crosses behind the 

dates on which they fell—a mere 20 or even fewer years from their birth dates, read: 

Jochen, Dieter, Asmus, Erwin, Walter. Roland, Georg... These are the names we still have 

today.  
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And what are the names of our youngest, those who carry their names into the third 

millennium after the time of Nordic self-forgiveness? Gerhardt, Hartmut, Deitrich, Ingo, 

Dagwin, Guenther, Hellmut, Gernot, Dagmar, Ingeborg, Helga... Has the Great War done 

this? The names tell the story. 

A few men wear priestly garments. But the painter has given us a clue. And whoever is able 

to find this clue can see how little or how much the strong heart of the man is darkened by 

the shadow of the black robes he wears.  

The paintings are all bust portraits, nevertheless in one of them the artist shows a hand. It is 

a strong, sinewy hand, of the sort which could steer a ship through a storm.  

The black book in his hand looks like a frivolous toy. Such a hand does not bless an enemy; it 

crushes him. His name is Frith. That is a strange name for a priest. “Frith” means “peace 

robber.” Another portrait shows a man with grey, windswept hair. He has a hawkish nose 

and in his eyes one perceives unlimited vision. Did Ran really bow his head in remorse, 

repentance and humility? Did he really despise the world and place his confidence in a 

power other than his own?  

I know why fate ordained that these men must wear the black robes; had it not been for 

them, there would be far fewer heathens in the North today; without them there would be 

many more who would have exchanged their own image of God for an alien one and would 

have grown weary of their own strength and the world; and many more would have been 

seduced by the alien doctrine into becoming its slaves and forgetting their own blood. 

They are true saints, for they have preserved their healthy inner selves. despite the priests 

cassocks. They fought the enemy with his own weapon. People called them “HEATHENS”. A 

few were so proud of this title that they incorporated it into their names, as one might don 

a precious jewel. For the heathen is one who remains true to himself and his kind, whose 

blood flows pure in his veins. And this pure blood regards the world with neither the hateful 

sneer of Sinai or the weak knees of Nazareth. It bears divinity, pure, clear and beautiful in its 

red stream, so long as the race endures. None of these men has ever sought God. One does 

not seek that which dwells in one’s own soul. 

None of these men has ever been torn with doubt about the divine. Only he who betrays 

the divinity in himself and offers his soul to an alien god knows such doubt. Doubt is eternal 

where there is the eternal alien, and thereby the eternal unknown. 

The Christian is an eternal doubter. 

Can any man be loyal, who is disloyal to himself? Can any man be great, who is consumed 

with a longing to return to dust? Can any man be strong, who loves weakness? Can any man 

be proud, who wanders along in humility? Can any man be pure, who regards himself born 
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in sin? Can any man be happy in this world, who despises the world? And can any man bear 

the Creator in his soul, who despises divine Creation? 

What a strange god you Christians have, who created you upright, but who commands you 

to crawl to him on your knees! 

We heathens do not beg to our Creator; it would be an insult to the divinity in our souls. 

Nor do we heathens come to the Creator to complain. We do not proclaim our failures to 

the world and least of all not to the Creator. We seek to overcome our faults and to grow. 

Our way is not complaining, but anger—and first of all anger against ourselves. Nor do we 

repent, we heathens, because we cannot be cowardly; we have the courage to stand by our 

deeds. 

Why have you Christians made the name “Heathen” an insult? You should not peddle your 

pettiness in the streets, for it permits people to see that the love you are commanded to 

display is bound up with hate, and that the forgiveness your religion requires of you is 

burdened with your desire for vengeance. Only the envious stoop to insults. We see your 

envy and are ashamed for you, since many of you are still brothers of our blood. 

There was a time when it was a disgrace to be a Christian. But then you began to conquer 

the masses and so you were able to turn the tables and make virtue a disgrace. Then you 

labeled us the “strange” ones and called us heathens. We have remained “strange”, despite 

your insults. We will never be a mass or a herd. Do you know that there are, also, many 

among you who are “strange” as we are? Why do you not throw away the beggar’s rags 

which cover the noble garments of your manhood? 

Are you ashamed to be “strange”? Afraid to be called heathens? When you Christians have 

finished burying your god in the sky—come to us; we heathens will again show you the 

Creator. And do not think we have settled accounts with you Christians. We weigh silently—

but we do not weigh with false weights. 

We do not deceive the God in us, since we do not deceive ourselves. And as we have 

weighed justly, so have we calculated, so we would be reckoned with justly by God for our 

souls. You see, we do not repent, since we have nothing to repent. Our value lacks nothing. 

We retained and preserved our whole worth. And now you weigh! And when you have 

weighed. calculated and evaluated, ask your envious spirit how much you have lost. He who 

has lost nothing of his worth is without envy—and without hatred for us heathens. 

The petty man hates whatever is superior to him, while the great man admires it. The petty 

man pities whatever is beneath him, while the great man scorns it, if it merits his scorn, or 

he helps it up. There in his cradle lies my son, reaching, reaching gleefully toward his 

ancestors’ portraits on the wall. 
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This tiny, laughing bundle of life is the next step of the future of my race. I was the last step. 

He is the next. And behind me I see the path of my race passing back through the distant 

millennia until it is dimmed by the mist of time—for the generations which came before the 

earliest on the wall are, also, real. My race’s entire path through time I do not know—but, I 

do know that I live and that I am only a link in the chain in which no link must fail, so long as 

my people live. Otherwise, I never would have been. For generations a parchment-bound 

book has been passed down through our family. I open it and inscribe a yellowed page for 

my son: “Your life is not of this day and not of tomorrow. It is of the thousand years which 

came before you and the thousand years to come after you. During the thousand years 

before you, your blood was purely preserved, so that you would be who you are. Now you 

must preserve your blood, so that all of the generations of the next thousand years will 

honor you and thank you.” 

That is the meaning of life, that divinity awakens in the blood. But only in pure blood does it 

live!  

Of whom have I spoken? Of my ancestors? They are only a symbol of the Folk of which I am 

a living part. 

To whom have I spoken? To my son? My son is only a part of my Folk. The wisdom of a 

thousand generations slumbers in you. Waken it and you have found the key which will 

open the doors of your truest aspirations. Only he who esteems himself is worthy of being a 

man.  

Only he is a man who bears the living past and future in himself, for only he is able to stand 

above the present hour. And only he who is master of the present is successful; he alone is 

fulfilled. As only in fulfillment is divinity. Thus sayeth the Voice of our Ancestors… 
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Concerning Spiritual Warfare

[Concerning those who only care about themselves and see Satanism as a 
religion only for the self and disregard Satan] 
"They are of no importance to me."
-Satan 

I have read articles where the author presented some grandiose ideas about 
joining Hell's Army after death; being "ferried across the River Styx and joining 
the forces of Hell on the other side." This is not the way it is. The fight is in the 
here and now and takes place upon battleground Earth. Satan spoke to me at 
length on the Eve of Beltane 4/30/05 concerning this. All souls that were residing 
in Hell in spirit form, have all been reincarnated recently and will be joining the 
ranks of Hell here on Earth. This is total fucking war! 

For centuries, xians have been relentlessly attacking us and continue to do it to 
this day. We are persecuted to where we are unable to openly have our own 
places of Satanic worship in public. We often have to conceal our beliefs and 
practices from others in order to keep our jobs, avoid major confrontations with 
our families and to avoid persecution and harassment. Places where we can 
purchase black candles and other Satanic items are becoming more and more 
scarce and access to Satanic books of prayer and inspiration are impossible to 
obtain in the mainstream stores that are flooded with xian filth. We have been 
turning the cheek for far too long. It is high time we begin to fight back 
aggressively and with a vengeance. The burning days are over and we have the 
psychic power. 

Fundamentalist xians continually brag about "binding Satan" "binding and cursing 
Demons" and so forth. They all talk the talk. It is time we show them what *real* 
binding and cursing is. The burning days are over with and there are no laws 
against spiritual cursing and other works of psychic retaliation. What you do 
using the powers of your mind in the privacy of your ritual chamber in or out of 
doors is legal and free. 

Satan wants the enemy completely drained of their massive vortex of psychic 
energy and destroyed. 

Satan has asked every dedicated Satanist to participate in spiritual warfare. We 
must work together as a team and like a battering ram, relentlessly attacking the 
enemy through psychic means. Everyone can do at least one ritual or hook up an 
energy line and/or direct destructive energy towards the enemy. Many of you 
who are truly dedicated and able may want to perform a ritual to Satan dedicating 
your services as a warrior and making a commitment to carry out regular works 
of psychic destruction against the enemy. Covens can do this as well and the 
more people involved- the more power. 
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It is important to work in silence and secrecy here. Steel your heart and steel 
your mind. As the images of the Egyptian Gods have shown us with their arms 
crossed over their chests- the heart and human emotions are vulnerable to 
manipulation. The enemy exploits this. This is why the nazarene is usually shown 
with his arms open. This is to exploit human emotions. We must never forget the 
Inquisition and what was done to millions of innocent human beings under xian 
rule. 

No human being is of more importance to Satan than a warrior is. Satan will 
reward you profusely as he has with me. Now is the time and Satan is asking 
each and every one of you to join in the fight and bring the enemy down to their 
knees and completely destroy them through psychic means. Power meditation is 
a gift from Satan. It has changed many of our lives for the better. It is time each 
and every one of us gives something back in gratitude. The more you do for 
Satan, the more Satan will do for you. Each warrior will receive special 
recognition and outstanding rank in Hell. 

As for those who have this complacent "live and let live" attitude and prefer to 
ignore the ever advancing xian problem that curses and blasphemes our God, 
works to enact laws that are forever taking away our rights and is incessantly 
fighting against us- these people don't even deserve to be called Satanists. One 
only needs to type in "spiritual warfare" and "Satan" together in any search 
engine to pull up thousands of militant xian websites that prove how they are 
relentlessly attacking us. So far, most Satanists have turned the other cheek. 
This needs to be corrected. 
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Spiritual Warfare Message from Satan

There is a positive and negative side to all things to keep them in balance --
to keep the Universe going. There are awful and terrible things that must happen, 
destructive deathly things, and there are good and miraculous things that must 
happen full of life and creative construction. It seems this would come to each 
randomly and it seems thus it should continue this way for eternity. This is not 
true. And this is the essence of Who I Am. 

The world is to evolve out of this. There is always another way to do a thing. That 
way is far away. But it is still a possible way. Destruction and terror will not 
always be the other way. But until the time comes when destruction and terror 
are removed the world you must work how the world works. Until that time, that 
will come in time, this is Me -- a Perfect Balance. This is necessary. Destruction 
and creation. 

Since the time is not yet, and you are in the time that is not yet, destruction and 
creation are in your hands as they are Mine. Do not be afraid to do these things. 
Until the time comes where these things have found more peaceable means you 
must keep the earth in balance. Do not be afraid to destroy. Do not be afraid to 
create. LISTEN to Me. Create with all of your being. Destroy with all of your 
being. You will not be more created by creating any more than you will be 
destroyed by destroying. Are you more created now? Are you here or are you 
destroyed? You are here. You will be here as long as I am here and that is 
forever. Listen to what I tell you. If I tell you to create -- do it. And do it with 
perfection and pleasure. And if I tell you to destroy, do it. Do not hesitate. Destroy 
with all of your might and pleasure; yes, I tell you to delight in what you have 
destroyed. 

-Satan/Lucifer 

Dictated personally 4/28/05 
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Spiritual Warfare Training Program for Satanists

As for techniques- who and how to psychically attack- ask for guidance from 
Satan and his Demons. They will lead you to what you need to know. Just be 
open. 

This is a simple step-by-step program, that if followed consistently, will produce 
results within six months. Remember, the six month time period is a major step 
upward and is a preparation for the higher levels of ability. When you can focus 
completely and clearly for five minutes, you have reached a competent level. You 
can work more on these than the minimum in the lessons given. You can do 
these as often as you wish to advance at a faster rate, but it is very important to 
stick with this program. 

I suggest you keep a black book or journal and record your strengths and 
weaknesses, any notable experiences or impressions or anything you feel is 
important. Ask yourself how the meditation felt, how you felt afterwards, the next 
day, any problems you might have had in doing the meditation, etc. 
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First Month

This phase will take one month of daily practice to complete and move to the 
next level. This phase will take one month of daily practice to complete and move 
to the next level. 

Days One through Seven
Trance Training

Days One through Seven: 
Practice inducing a Trance State: 

1. Sit comfortably. Do not lie down because you might fall asleep. 

2. Breathe in for a count of six, hold for a count of six and then exhale for a count 
of six. Do this breathing until you are completely relaxed. Ideally, you should no 
longer be able to feel your body. 

3. Imagine you are climbing down a ladder in the dark. Don’t visualize a ladder; 
just imagine you can feel yourself doing it. On the exhale, feel yourself climbing a 
step or two down the ladder. On the inhale, feel yourself holding still on the 
ladder. 

4. Now, let go of the ladder and free fall backwards. If you get dizzy or 
disoriented, just bring your attention to the front of your body and this will stop. 
This mental falling effect, when combined with deep relaxation and mental 
calmness, will cause you to enter the trance state. 

What is needed is a mental falling effect inside your mind. This changes the level 
of brain wave activity from the awake and alert level (Beta) to the sleep level 
(Alpha) or the deep sleep level (Theta). Once your level of brain wave activity 
reaches Alpha you will enter a trance. Once you get the heavy feeling, stop the 
mental falling exercise. If you don’t like the ladder, imagine you are in a lift 
[elevator], feel yourself falling on the exhale and holding on the inhale. Or, 
Imagine you are a feather, feel yourself floating down on the exhale and holding 
still on the inhale. You need a mental falling effect to lower your level of brain 
wave activity. 

5. Keep doing this for as long as it takes. The time it takes to enter trance will 
vary, depending on your experience with deep relaxation and mental calmness. 
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A trance feels like: Everything gets quieter and you feel like you are in a much 
bigger place. There is a very slight humming feeling in your body. Everything 
feels different. It feels a bit like putting a cardboard box over your head in the 
dark, you can feel the atmosphere change. It’s like everything goes fuzzy or 
slightly blurred. Any sharp noises, while in trance are painful. 

6. To bring yourself out of the trance: 
Concentrate on moving your fingers or toes. Once you can move a finger or toe, 
flex your hands, move your arms, shake your head, i.e., reanimate your body; 
and get up and walk around for a few minutes. 

What this exercise does: 
In order to advance in psychic power, we must train our minds. When we are in a 
trance state, our brain waves slow down considerably. There are two sides to the 
brain- the left logical/intellectual masculine side and the right creative/intuitive 
feminine side. The right side is the seat of the subconscious. This is the area of 
the mind that is open to suggestion and programming and the seat of our astral 
power. When the left side of our brain is active in thinking, the right side cannot 
be accessed. Trance states shut off the left side so we can access and program 
the right side (subconscious). 

It takes training to be able to induce a deep trance state. Deep trance states are 
not always necessary, but for specific workings, they are very important. Once 
we train our minds to go deeper and deeper into a trance, this becomes easier 
and easier and takes less and less time as we become adept. The mind is like a 
muscle and for most people; this exercise will be an introduction to a part of the 
mind that has never even been accessed before. 

It is *very* important to never be startled out of a trance state, especially a deep 
one, so make sure you are in a room or area where you are left alone and the 
phone is turned off. Being startled and pulled out of a trance the wrong way can 
be extremely painful and the pain can last for days, especially if you are doing 
energy work in this state. 

It is normal when in a trance state for any sounds to be very painful. This is 
because in this state, our senses are extremely heightened. 

An adept can place themselves in a deep trance within seconds at will. In 
closing, it is not necessary to always go into a deep trance. With the following 
exercises in this program, a deep trance is not necessary unless the instructions 
say so. Always follow the instructions in this program and you will be fine. 
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First Month
Days Eight through Nine

Flame Concentration

1. Light a candle and stare at the flame for 2 minutes. Make sure your attention 
does not wander. 

2. Close your eyes, and place your hands in relaxed cupped 
position, palms over your eyes and concentrate on the imprint of 
the flame in the darkness. The image will tend to move across 
your area of vision. Keep looking for it and bring it back and keep 
concentrating on it for four minutes. 

3. Relax and empty your thoughts and tune into your breathing for a few minutes, 
concentrating only on each breath 

What this exercise does: 
This exercise prepares the mind for one-pointed concentration, which is so 
important to any psychic/astral workings. With the average person, thoughts are 
scattered and dissipate into nothing. With the trained mind that can concentrate 
intensely, the thoughts are single-pointed, focused like a laser, and have power. 
Total concentration makes the difference in astral workings. One's will is also 
developed with this exercise, as a powerful will does not give into distraction. Do 
not become frustrated or impatient with yourself. It is normal for thoughts to creep 
in to distract you in the beginning. Total concentration takes time and is one of 
the most difficult aspects of training the mind. 
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First Month
Days Ten through Twenty-Four
Visualization Training Exercises

Days 10, 11 and 12 

Sit comfortably and place the Image 1, on page 12, in front of you. Relax and fix 
your gaze upon this image for 3-4 minutes. Concentrate on the image and do not 
let your mind wander. If your mind wanders, just bring it back to the image. 

Close your eyes and visualize the image. The image may fade in and out or 
move around, just keep bringing it back. Do this for 3-4 minutes. 

Image 4 (page 15) is a variation of Satan's Sigil. This variation was used 
extensively in many 1920's - 30's European Satanic Lodges. This symbol and a 
few variations were the main symbol before the Church of Satan Baphomet was 
created in the late 1960's.

What these exercises do: 
Visualization exercises build and empower our astral vision. Visualization is 
necessary in nearly all spell working. With intense visualization, we direct energy 
into specific action in the material world. Nearly invention in the material world is 
preceded by an idea. The idea is then focused upon and then put into concrete 
action. It is the same with energy. During a ritual or mind working, energy is 
raised. This energy must then be focused and applied or it just remains energy. 
Focused clear and intense visualization directs the energy. When one can focus 
uninterrupted and hold the vision of an object of choice in the mind for five 
minutes, one is adept at visualization. 
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Days 13, 14 and 15 
Repeat with Image 2, directly below: 
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Days 16, 17 and 18 
Repeat the above with Image 3, directly below:
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Days 19, 20 and 21 
Repeat the above with Image 4, directly below: 
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Days 22, 23 and 24 
Repeat the above with Image 5, directly below: 
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First Month
Days Twenty-Five through Twenty-Six

Meditation on the Senses

Days 25 and 26: 

1. Place Image One (page 12) in front of you. Relax and calm your mind. 

2. Gaze at the image for 2 minutes. 

3. Now, instead of visualizing the image with your eyes closed, visualize the 
image with your eyes open for 2 minutes. Your attention should be fixed upon the 
image to where you do not observe anything else in your environment. 

4. Now, close your eyes and visualize the image for 3-4 minutes. 

What this exercise does: 
This exercise further strengthens your astral vision while working on your 
concentration as your eyes are open. This further opens, trains and develops 
dormant areas of the mind and empowers them. 
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First Month
Days Twenty-Seven through Thirty-One

Meditating on Senses

Days 27 - 31 

1. Sit comfortably, close your eyes, and relax your mind. 

2. Choose a sound such as a clock ticking or a bell ringing or any other simple 
sound and focus on hearing this sound in your mind for 2 minutes. Do not see 
any images in your mind with this exercise- use only hearing. 

3. Choose a material such as velvet or carpeting or whatever and meditate on 
feeling this for 2 minutes. 

4. Choose an odor such as roses or a specific incense scent- again, whatever 
and focus on this for 2 minutes. 

5. Choose a taste like salt or sugar, honey; the taste should be of something 
strong to start with and focus on this taste for 2 minutes. 

What this exercise does: 
This exercise develops the astral senses. By performing this exercise regularly, 
you will empower and strengthen your astral sense of hearing, touch, taste and 
smell. 
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Second Month
Opening the Chakras

Days 1 - 4 
If you are new, you will be opening your third eye. If you have already opened 
your third eye, then skip to page 23. When you are finished with the meditation, 
look up with your eyes closed at your third eye in the middle of your forehead and 
concentrate on it for several minutes. 

Opening the Third Eye

This exercise is done with a specific tone and chant. 
You need to do this exercise for 4 days in a row. 
Regular meditation on the third eye should follow to 
completely open it up and establish an energy uptake. 
This exercise only gets it going. Further work is needed 
and must be consistent to reap maximum results.

                                                 

1. Sit with your back straight. 

2. Place your hands in the position as shown in the photo. Your 
for people who are right handed, your right hand should make a 
fist around your left index finger; for people who are left-handed, 
your left hand should make a fist around your right index finger. 
The thumbnail should press on the side of the finger as shown, at 
the spot where the cuticle ends. When you feel a very faint 
electrical shock, you will know you have the correct spot. Don't 
get discouraged if you cannot find it. It should be apparent in 
those who have naturally stronger auras. What this does is 
redirect the flow of energy to the third eye. This mudra can be 
used at any time during regular meditation on the third eye. Keep 
this position throughout the meditation. 

3. Breathe in through your nose and on the exhale vibrate "Thoth." Thoth is the 
Moon God and the ruler of the 6th chakra and third eye is the moon. Release 
your breath slowly through your mouth and vibrate: 
TH-TH-TH-TH-OH-OH-OH-TH-TH-TH in one long exhale (vibrate the sound one 
time per exhale, as with the Yogic "humming breath"). 
Now this is important. Keep the TH and OH sounding at the same time. You 
should be making the TH sound all throughout the exhale. 
Your tongue will be vibrating between your teeth. It may take a few seconds to 
adjust this to where you feel it in the middle of your forehead (3rd eye), don't 
worry, just keep on going.
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Try to get it to the correct vibration where you can feel it in your forehead. This 
can take some experimenting. Just do the best you can. You may have to try as 
many as ten to fifteen times or more to get it right.

4. Do the above 4 times in a row and then relax. 

5. Now, align your third eye correctly by visualizing it point 
end facing inside as illustrated at left. 

6. It is very important the above exercise be done for 
FOUR consecutive days, preferably 24 hours apart. Then it 

is a done deal and you will have performed the initial step of opening and 
activating your third eye. 

7. After you are finished, it is important to meditate on your third eye to get the 
energy flowing, this way it will fully open. 
Just close your eyes and "look" at the 3rd eye in the middle of your forehead. It is 
important to relax and not to strain your eye muscles, even though your eyes are 
closed. At first, there is usually just blackness depending on how active your 3rd 
eye is, then possibly swirling colors and shapes like a kaleidoscope. Like scrying 
into a mirror, the colors and shapes will give way to images when you do the 
meditation long enough and regularly. Remember to keep your gaze soft and 
relaxed. Feeling pressure here or a knot is normal after the above exercise is 
completed. This usually diminishes in time. 

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT: 

1. One of the first experiences is a headache or pressure in the center of the 
forehead. This sensation may also feel like it is originating from within, usually an 
inch or more beneath the surface of the forehead as it affects the sixth chakra. 
This is a positive indication the pineal gland is awakening and beginning to 
function in a healthy manner. 

You may also find you can feel this ache or pressure whenever you focus your 
attention on your third eye or meditate on your third eye. This is perfectly normal 
and eases with time. 
*Some people can experience a migraine lasting several hours. The severity of 
the side effects will depend on how atrophied your pineal gland is to begin with. 
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If you have already opened your third eye, do these meditations
instead:

Meditation from Satan

This is the most blissful meditation I have ever done; it was a gift to me from 
Father Satan. This meditation stimulates the crown chakra and the pineal gland 
and it is a most beautiful natural high that lasts long after the meditation is 
performed. 

Begin by "breathing" into your third eye. Do this several times in and out. (See 
the Foundation Meditation below, for how to do this if you are unfamiliar). 

Inhale into your third eye deeply, all the way back into your 6th chakra. (The 6th 
chakra is behind the third eye and is located about half way from your third eye 
and the rear of your head). 

Hold the inhale for a count of five. (You can hold longer if you are experienced in 
power breathing). 

Now slowly exhale and when you exhale, visualize the energy from your inhale 
as bright light and flood the top part of your head with it. (Your brain area). 

Do this for five to ten times. When you are finished, just relax and meditate on 
the beautiful energy. It is addicting. 

Foundation Meditation
The Breath:

The Basis of Magick, Energy Manipulation, and Mind Power

Sit in a comfortable chair or lie down on a comfortable spot and relax. 

Imagine and will, with each inhale, not only your lungs are breathing, inhaling air, 
but also your whole body is breathing in energy. You inhale with your entire body. 
The breath acts as a focus for absorbing energy. 

Know that along with your lungs, each single inch of your body simultaneously 
absorbs energy. Like a dry sponge when dipped into water absorbs, your body 
should absorb energy with each inhalation. 
Since everyone is individual, how each of us feels the energy will be different in 
some respects. 

To reverse this, exhale energy out. This can make you tired and shouldn’t be 
done regularly other than to get a grip on how to do it. 
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Exhaling energy is for empowering talismans, charging sigils, healing- anything, 
and everything when you want to put energy into something or to direct it. 
Energy can also be inhaled and absorbed and then directed to a specific area of 
your body for healing. 

In a very short time, you should be able to feel the energy when you breathe it in. 
As you advance, you will be able to see it without trying to visualize it. 

Feeling in this exercise is most important, especially when you are new. Do not 
try to see the energy as this can be a distraction. Just get a feel for it. 

This exercise is the most important for working with your mind and manipulating 
energy, which is the foundation of all magick. 
As you advance, you can use this technique of energy absorption to absorb 
energy from the Sun and from just about anything you choose. 
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Second Month, Day 5
If you have already opened your crown chakra, then skip to page 37

Opening the Crown Chakra

In order for this to work properly, you must 
have already performed the Opening of 
the Third Eye 

The effects of this exercise are extremely 
pleasurable. A feeling of lightness should 
follow. Some people may feel energy or 
tingling inside their heads, or completely 
covering their heads; a slight pressure in 
the crown area and intense euphoria. The 

pleasant light feeling is what makes astral projection and astral travel easy. The 
bliss state can occur hours and even days later. 

When done properly, this exercise will stimulate the pineal gland and crown 
chakra. By continually stimulating the pineal gland, it will grow and become 
active. The pineal gland is the psychic seat of the soul. With this revised 
meditation, the chant is much more powerful and effective. It is based on the 
Böjrk rune.* Opening this pathway is also very healing for drug addicts as it 
naturally induces extreme pleasure. 
This exercise should be done only to initially open your crown chakra and 
stimulate your pineal gland. The vibration is very intense and effective, but 
produces quite a headache, which can occur the following day. If your crown 
chakra is open, you will feel lightness and a sense of bliss. If you do not 
experience these indications after a period of 4-5 days, you can redo this 
exercise again as many times as needed to open your crown.

1. Breath in deeply and hold your breath for a count of four; do this five times. 
This helps you to be relaxed, focused, and to enter into a trance state. Then 
focus all of your concentration on your 3rd eye. You should begin to feel a slight 
pressure sensation or awareness of your 3rd eye. 

2. Now, place your hands in the position shown at left and 
take a deep breath as you did for the awakening one 
exercise and hold it for as long as comfortable- (do not 
push this) and release your breath vibrating b-b-b-b-b-b-b-
b (vibrate with a deep, soft hum with the lips almost closed) 

The vibration should sound like a bee. The bee was sacred in Ancient Egypt and 
many other ancient cultures for this very reason.                                  
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It is ok to adjust your pitch. You should focus on and feel the vibration in your 
third eye, then focus on your pineal gland. You should be 1/3rd the way through 
of your drawn out vibrating exhale and feel the vibration in your pineal gland. 
Then, focus on your crown and feel the vibration in your crown chakra. Continue 
to extend your exhale as long as you are able to.                                

Breathe in again, repeating this four times. 
This exercise is extremely powerful, much more powerful than the former 
version.                                                   

Now, VERY IMPORTANT-

Remember to concentrate on your forehead (3rd eye area), then your pineal 
gland and finally your crown chakra. You should regulate the exhale so it evens 
out. This is done for the duration of each chant. 

Summary: 

1. Breath in 
2. Begin to exhale, vibrating b-b-b-b-b-b-b-b 
3. Concentrate on and feel the vibration in your 3rd eye 
4. Concentrate on and feel the vibration in your pineal gland 
5. Concentrate on and feel the vibration in your crown chakra 

Repeat 3 more times for a total of 4 times. 

Now align your crown chakra by visualizing it point down as 
illustrated at left. 

Day 6 is continued on page 29.
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If you have already opened your crown chakra, do this meditation 
instead:

Pineal Meditation

This meditation expands intuitiveness and creativity and helps to open one’s 
mind to comprehend information much easier. 

1. Relax and go into a trance state 
2. Inhale and visualize white-gold energy entering through your third eye into 

your pineal gland. 
3. Draw the energy in with each inhale, then brighten, and expand your 

pineal gland with the energy with each exhale. 
4. The first few times you do this, affirm to yourself: "I am breathing in 

powerful white-gold energy that is safely stimulating my pineal gland." 
5. When you are finished, feel the energy for a few minutes, and meditate on 

it. It should be very pleasurable. 

This meditation activates and empowers the pineal gland. The pineal gland is the 
psychic powerhouse of the brain. White-gold is the most powerful of all of the 
colors. It is the color of the Sun and this is one of the reasons the original 
religions worshipped the Sun. 
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Second Month, Day 6

If you have already opened your throat chakra, then meditate on this chakra and 
do chakra breathing by breathing in vibrant sky blue energy through your throat. 
See the Foundation Meditation on page 23, and instead of breathing in energy 
through your entire body, breathe in through your throat chakra. Detailed 
instructions for this meditation are on page 30.

Opening the Throat Chakra

To activate the throat chakra, fold your hands together as in 
the photo, thumbs touching side by side- do not fold the 
thumbs. Take a deep breath; hold as in the other awakening 
exercises and then vibrate: "Nebo" until your breath is fully 
released. 
N-N-N-N-EH-EH-EH-EH-B-B-B-B-OH-OH-OH-OH
The important thing is to feel it strongly in your throat, above 
the hollow. Do this 5-7 times. Remember- getting the correct 

tone can take some practice. The chant should vibrate your throat area. This 
exercise can be done once a week or more as needed.    

                                                                
Now align your throat chakra point down as illustrated at 
left. 
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Chakra Breathing
by Azazel

To perform this meditation, you should already be experienced with the 
Foundation Meditation. 

Relax and enter into a trance state, then, instead of breathing in energy into your 
entire body as with the energy meditation, breathe in energy into each one of 
your chakras, for seven breaths each. Seven breaths is only a guideline; you can 
do more or less, but it is important to keep your chakras in balance. It is 
important to not only breathe in the energy, but also to visualize it. 
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Second Month, Day 7

If you have already opened your heart chakra, then meditate on this chakra and 
do chakra breathing with vibrant green energy through your heart. See page 30.

Opening the Heart Chakra

Azazel explained the crossing of the arms completes a circuit that directly affects 
the heart chakra.

1. Sit comfortably, relax, and go into a meditative state. 

2. Cross your arms as in the example. Your hands 
should be touching your shoulders near your armpits.

3. Position your hands so your thumb connects with 
your ring and little finger, leaving your index and middle 
fingers pointed straight. 

4. Take a deep breath and nod your head so your chin 
is gently pressed into your chest. Keep your chin firmly against your 
chest during each exhale, only raising your head to inhale.

5. Focus your attention on your heart chakra. 
Exhale and chant "Amon" 

AH-AH-AH-AH-M-M-M-UH-UH-UH-N-N-N

6. Extend the N-N-N-N-N until you have completely exhaled. 
Try to adjust the tone so you feel it in the middle of your
chest where your heart chakra is located.  

7. Repeat eight times.

7. Visualize the image at right where your heart chakra is and yourself engulfed 
in a vibrant green aura and focus your attention on feeling your heart chakra for 
several minutes.  
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Second Month, Day 8

If you have already opened your solar chakra, then meditate on this chakra and 
do chakra breathing with vibrant yellow energy through your solar chakra. See 
page 30.

Opening the Solar Plexus Chakra

1. Sit in a comfortable position with your spine straight. 
2. Relax and go into a meditative state. 
3. Place your hands in the solar mudra illustrated at left. 
4. Inhale fully and drop your chin to your chest. Keep your chin 
gently, but firmly pressed against your chest throughout the 
entire exhale, only raising your head during the inhale. 
5. Vibrate "RA"
R-R-R-R-AH-AH-AH-AH-AH
until you are out of breath, concentrating on your solar plexus 
chakra. Adjust the vibration of the chant so you can feel it in 
your solar plexus chakra. 
6. Repeat 5 times.
7. Now, align your solar chakra point facing downwards as 
illustrated on the left. 
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Second Month, Day 9

If you have already opened your sacral chakra, then meditate on this chakra and 
do chakra breathing with vibrant orange energy through your sacral chakra. See 
page 30.

Opening the Sacral Chakra

1. Fold your hands. DO NOT fold your thumbs, place them side 
by side and keep your palms together. 
2. Inhale and fill your lungs. 
3. Drop your chin to your chest. 
4. Contract your anus.
5. Exhale and chant I-I-N-N-N-N-G-G-G-G-G-G-G-G-G (rhymes 
with the English word "Thing.") and concentrate on your second 
sacral chakra.

6. Align your chakra point facing upwards as illustrated at left.

Repeat the above eight times. When you are finished, visualize 
yourself in an orange aura for a few minutes while 
focusing on feeling your sacral chakra. 
The "Ing" Rune illustrated at right represents the 
creative life force ruled by this chakra. The 
magickal qualities of the Ing Rune are its use in 
sex magick and fertility. The sacral chakra is the sexual chakra. 
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Second Month, Day 10

If you have already opened your base chakra, then meditate on this chakra and 
do chakra breathing with vibrant red energy through your base. Then visualize 
this in a stream of red energy ascending up your spine and out of your crown 
chakra. Do this only for several minutes, no more than ten. See page 30.

Opening the Base Chakra

To open the base chakra, place your hands in the position shown in the photo, 
like the sign of the horns. Your finger pads should be touching and your thumbs 
should be touching side by side down to the fleshy part known in palmistry as the 
"Mount of Venus." This mudra produces a heat sensation in the hands and 
stimulates the base chakra. Don't worry if you cannot feel the heat sensation as 

this takes sensitivity.
                                            

The backs of the middle and ring fingers 
should be touching, as in the photo at left.

Breathe in and fill your lungs, but not to 
discomfort and with the exhale, make the s-
s-s-s-s-s-s-s hissing sound. 

The Sigel Rune symbolizes the Satanic Lightening Bolt which is a 
manifestation of the kundalini serpent and the creation; the spark of life. 
Kundalini is like lightening.

While exhaling with the hissing sound, try to imagine/feel your base chakra as 
very hot and visualize it about the size of a pea, opening and expanding into a 
vortex. Spin this vortex. 
Continue visualizing your chakra lighting up into red/gold and expanding with a 
bright white/gold fire, about the size of a silver dollar coin in diameter and 
imagine the feeling of it growing hotter as it gets brighter. 

The hissing breath should be done seven times. 

Align your base chakra point facing upwards as you did with your solar and 
sacral chakras. 
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Opening the Sixth Chakra

The third eye is an EXTENSION of the 6th chakra, which is located directly 
beneath the crown chakra, right in the middle of the brain. OPENING the 6th 
chakra [this is done the exact same way as with the third eye and should only be 
done after opening all of the other chakras], will help to activate the pineal gland 
and much more. See page 27. The third eye mudra is unnecessary. 
Because of the power of opening this chakra, I do not recommend to open it until 
you have opened all of your other chakras. Your third eye should also be all the 
way open, as it acts as a vent for the powerful energies of the sixth chakra. 

I just found this recently through my own experiences in meditation. Every book I 
have read [plenty] focuses on the third eye, not the 6th chakra, which is directly 
in back of the third eye. I have found through my own experience, the 6th chakra 
directly ties into the pineal gland and activates it. It seems to be much more 
powerful than the third eye.

Sixth Chakra

1. Sit with your back straight, breathe in through your nose and on the exhale 
vibrate "Thoth." Release your breath slowly through your mouth and vibrate: TH-
TH-TH-TH-OH-OH-OH-TH-TH-TH in one long exhale (vibrate the sound one time 
per exhale, as with the Yogic "humming breath") and try to concentrate the 
vibration on your 6th chakra. 
Now this is important. Keep the TH and OH sounding at the same time. You 
should be making the TH sound all throughout the exhale. 
Your tongue will be vibrating between your teeth. It may take a few seconds to 
adjust this to where you feel it in your 6th chakra, don’t worry, just keep on going. 
Try to get it to the correct vibration where you can feel it in the middle of your 
brain. This can take some experimenting. Just do the best you can. You may 
have to try as many as ten to fifteen times or more to get it right. 

2. Do the above 4 times in a row and then relax. 

3. Now, align your sixth chakra correctly by visualizing it point end facing down 
as illustrated at left. The color of the sixth chakra is bluish-violet. 

4. It is very important the above exercise be done for FOUR consecutive days, 
preferably 24 hours apart. Do this exercise whenever you feel ready. [Any 
day you choose hereafter is fine].
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Second Month, Days 11 - 15

Even if you have already opened your hand chakras, use this meditation time to 
direct energy through them. This is important for the program that follows.

           Opening the Hand Chakras

What this exercise does, when done consistently is 
to establish an energy circuit within the hand 
chakras. This energy can be used for healing, 
opening other chakras, applying energy or as with 
Dim Mak, the "death touch." It also helps with 
telekinesis (moving objects with one's mind and 
pyrokinesis (setting objects on fire using the powers 
of the mind and aura). In order to advance with 
these gifts, a powerful aura is needed to act on the 
auras of objects. 

This exercise should be done at least once a day to get your energy flowing 
freely through your hand chakras.

1. Sit comfortably and relax. Try to go into a trance as the deeper the trance 
and level of concentration, the better the results, especially when 
beginning this exercise. After an energy current within the hand chakras is 
open and flowing, this can be done anywhere at will. 

2. Put your hands facing each other, fingertips almost touching and relaxed. 
(Your fingers can be slightly bent as in the illustration). 

3. With the pad of your thumb, press into the palm of each of your hands, 
right in the hollow part. 

4. Now, focus intensely upon your hands, especially your palms. Feel the 
area you pressed in with your thumb. 

5. Keep focusing all of your concentration and begin to feel a warm glow and 
energy between your palms. 

6. Begin to move your hands an inch or two apart slowly and back again to 
where your fingertips are almost touching. Try to feel the energy between 
the palms of your hands. The more you practice and the stronger your 
energy becomes, keep moving your hands in and out, further and further 
apart until you can feel your energy as far apart as two or more feet. 
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7. Now, visualize a ball of white-hot fire like the sun as in the picture above. 
Later on, you can use colors. Feel the heat and energy from this ball of fire 
between your hands. This may feel as a tingling or throbbing. For some 
people, it may even feel cold. The important thing is to get this energy 
flowing and to *feel* it. 

8. Now let your arms hang down and relax. Focus on energy flowing down 
your arms into your hands. This may feel tingly and your lower arms and 
hands may feel pumped. This is a sign the energy is flowing. Now repeat 
steps 5 through 7 above. 

9. Do the above exercise 4 times. 

This exercise should be done every day for as long as it takes to really open your 
hand chakras and establish a permanent flow of energy. With the proper 
practice, you should be able to feel powerful energy between your hands when 
your hands are more than a foot apart.
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Second Month, Days 16 - 24

The Foundation meditation on page 23 is the most important meditation anyone 
can do outside of opening the chakras. Work on this with your full attention.

Second Month, Day 25

If you have already opened your feet chakras, then stand and breathe energy 
through them and connect with the earth, weather permitting, but if this is not 
possible, any floor will do. Do this for seven full breaths and then spend a few 
minutes feeling and meditating on the energy. If you haven't opened your feet 
chakras, perform the next exercise:

Opening the Feet Chakras

This exercise is done standing. Relax and "breathe" in energy 
through the bottoms of your feet, mainly your heels. The feet chakras 
tie directly into the base chakra and sacral chakra. This may result in 
stimulating your sex organs as well as the feet are tied to orgasm. 

Continue drawing the energy up through your feet into your base 
chakra and up your spine and out your crown. Continue breathing the 
energy in for a few minutes.
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Second Month, Day 26

Opening your 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th and 13th Chakras  

Research and revelation from Thoth has revealed the true 8th and 9th chakras are 
the shoulder chakras. Opening these will align the soul and drastically open 
energy pathways to the palm chakras, greatly empowering them. 

To open your shoulder chakras, all you need to do is to 
visualize them as in the illustration at left. Focus and 
meditate on them for a few minutes. A feeling of aching, or 
pressure is a positive sign you were successful in opening 
them. This feeling can extend to your arms and can feel sort 
of like they are falling asleep. 

1. Begin with the base chakra and turn the point so the point is facing 
upwards. 

2. Do the same with the sacral chakra [second chakra].
3. Focus on your solar [third chakra] and turn it so the point is facing 

downwards
4. Focus your attention on your crown chakra and turn the point down.
5. Do the same with your sixth and throat chakras.
6. Now, focus on your heart chakra and visualize two points coming together 

and intersecting as shown in the illustration on page 39. 
7. Finish by again focusing on your shoulder chakras and visualize them 

pointing inward.
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Opening and Aligning the 10th and 11th Temple Chakras

The 10th and 11th chakras are located at the temples, a bit towards the rear and 
are extensions of the 6th chakra. 

To open these chakras, 
just turn your attention to each 
one and visualize it point 
facing in. Then do the same 
on the other side. A weird 
feeling of aching, heaviness, 
pressure, or aching is a 
positive sign you have 
correctly located and opened them. 

The temple chakras are extensions of the sixth chakra. 

Opening and Aligning the 12th and 13th Hip Chakras

To open these chakras, just turn your attention to each 
one and visualize it point facing in. Then do the same 
on the other side. A weird feeling of aching, heaviness, 
pressure, or aching is a positive sign you have correctly 
located and opened them. 
The hip chakras are extensions of the base chakra, but 
like the shoulder chakras in proximity to the heart, they 
are located a bit higher. 
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Second Month, Day 27

Opening the Clairaudience Chakras

If you have already opened these, correctly align them (see below) and then 
breathe through them (See page 30). 

Meditating on your centers of clairaudience, also known as "psychic hearing" will 
empower your astral hearing. This is useful when communicating with Demons. 
Just relax and focus on each center, visualizing each one as a bright star. Spend 
a few minutes with each one.

To open each of these minor chakras, just focus on them and visualize them 
opening up like a star and getting brighter. This may have to be done for several 
meditation sessions before they are permanently opened. The points are the 
same for both sides of the head, though the illustration directly above shows only 
one side of the face.  

You will notice changes in your awareness and psychic abilities when doing this 
exercise for any length of time. 

As you advance, you can do "chakra breathing" where you absorb energy with 
each inhale and slightly expand and brighten each chakra you are focusing on, 
upon the exhale." 

Correctly align these chakras:

To do this, focus on each one and visualize the coned shaped chakras all 
pointing inwards.
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Second Month, Day 28

Opening the Astral Eyes Chakras

If you have already opened these, correctly align them (see below) and then 
breathe through them (See page 30).

Meditating on your psychic eyes will empower 
your astral vision. It is easy. 

Just close your eyes and "look" at the 3rd eye in 
the middle of your forehead. It is important to relax 
and not to strain your eye muscles, even though 
your eyes are closed. At first, there is usually just 
blackness depending on how active your 3rd eye 
is, then possibly swirling colors and shapes. Like 
scrying into a mirror, the colors and shapes will 

give way to images when you do the meditation long enough and regularly. 
Remember to keep your focus soft and relaxed.

After meditating on your 3rd eye, visualize your 3rd eye brightening and shining 
outward like the sun and direct this energy to each of your psychic eyes, 
beginning with your 1st and 2nd psychic eyes and back to your third eye and up 
through your 4th, 5th and 6th eye points. You can then circulate the energy up 
and down as a stream of brilliant light. 

Another technique which is somewhat advanced is to perform the chakra 
breathing through each of the centers. Draw energy into either one specific 
center at a time or do all simultaneously with each inhale. Visualize each center 
lighting up and upon each exhale, expand each center slightly, like a brilliant star. 
If you are working on all simultaneously, it is important to visualize all of them at 
the same time. 

Correctly align these chakras:

To do this, focus on each one and visualize the coned shaped 
chakras all pointing inwards. The bases point outwards, as 
these are your energy intake centers. This is their normal 
resting position so one can absorb energy. 
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Second Month, Day 29

EZ Chakra Spin

This meditation only takes a few minutes or less and can be done at any time 
when you can tune in and focus. It is easy to do and can take the place of a full 
or extended meditation for people who lack the necessary privacy and/or are 
short on time. 

Turn your attention to the base of your spine and visualize your base chakra as a 
vortex (like a small tornado). Color the energy a rich vibrant red and spin it. Keep 
spinning it until it spins fast and on its own. 

Work your way up through each chakra, visualizing each one and spinning it until 
it spins fast and on its own. Visualize each one as a spinning vortex with a 
powerful vibrant color-

 1st- red 
 2nd- orange 
 3rd- yellow 
 4th- green 
 5th- rich sky blue 
 6th- indigo (Bluish-violet) 
 7th- purple 

When you spin the 6th chakra, focus *behind* your 3rd eye, in the middle of your 
head. Many people erroneously believe the third eye to be the 6th chakra. The 
3rd eye is an *extension* of the 6th chakra; not the 6th chakra. 

Each of your chakras should be a powerful vibrant color. Chakras that are dark or 
tainted are not functioning properly. Keep spinning them and focus your 
visualization to restore them to their own powerful color. You might also want to 
clean them if this is the case. 

When our chakras spin at a faster rate, this helps to protect us from misfortune 
and disease. It also opens us to the astral and protects us astrally as well as in 
the physical world. Remember, though, energy work must be done every day as 
each day builds on the day before and until a strong energy field is permanently 
established, short term benefits can be lost or harder to restore. 
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Second Month, Day 30

Full Chakra Meditation

To amplify the powers of your chakras to their full potential, it is important to 
meditate upon the chakra at the day and hour when it is at its full power. The 
more powerful your chakras, the more powerful your magick. Research has 
proven that the Ancient Chaldean planetary hours, are extremely accurate. I 
strongly encourage you to download the Chronos program from this website:

http://chronosxp.sourceforge.net

You will need to download and install version 2.0 of the Microsoft .NET 
Framework along with this. All of the information is available at the above 
website. This program is outstanding and calculates hours of the planets specific 
to your location. 

I have found from my own experiences through years of meditation, some 
meditations are very powerful and other times- little or nothing. The same goes 
for spellworking. This has to do with the alignment of the planets and timing. 
Each chakra is ruled and influenced by a specific planet. When meditating upon 
a specific chakra, if you do this on the day and the hour of the planet 
corresponding to the chakra, the effects will be 100% amplified. This also 
includes spellworking and the planet that rules over the working, such as Venus 
for love, Mars for athletics or rage, etc. For example, meditating upon money 
when Saturn (limitations, hardships, and loss) is strong, is a total waste of time 
and rarely will the working produce any tangible results. 

The Full Chakra Meditation on the following pages is perfected and extremely 
powerful. 

Each session should begin with correctly aligning your chakra. Instructions for 
this are in Power Meditation Volume 1 in the section on opening the soul. The 
meditation for each chakra is in four steps:

1. Specific chakra breathing for the chakra you are working on
2. Breathing energy directly into the chakra you are working on
3. Vibrating the God-name for the chakra you are working on
4. Spending a few minutes feeling the chakra

If you are new to meditation, please read through Power Meditation Volume 1 
before doing any of the meditations in this supplement.
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THE FIRST, THE BASE CHAKRA, THE "MULADHARA" MEANING, "ROOT."  

 LOCATION: Base of the tailbone
 ELEMENT: Earth
 COLOR: Red
 NUMBER OF "PETALS": 4
 PLANET: Saturn
 DAY: Saturday
 METAL: Lead
 VIBRATION: NINIB
 FUNCTION: Survival, grounding
 INNER STATE: Stability

*The traditional chant for this chakra is 'Lam" or in Tibetan "Lang"

BREATHING TECHNIQUE:

1. Inhale slowly through your nose, contract your anus and visualize and focus 
upon energy being drawn into your base chakra and with the inhale, draw this 
energy up through all of your chakras to the crown, illuminating each one. 

2. Hold for a count of four for new people, for an average, a count of ten and for 
advanced meditators, however long you feel comfortable. This should be the 
same count throughout the meditation. 

3. Exhale slowly through your nose and visualize and focus upon energy being 
drawn into your crown chakra and with the exhale, direct this energy back down 
through all of your chakras to the base, illuminating each one. 

THE MEDITATION:

This meditation is best performed on Saturdays during the hours of Saturn. 

1. Begin by correctly aligning your base chakra, point facing upwards. 

2. Perform the breathing for the base chakra for several breaths

3. When you are finished with the breathing, vibrate "NINIB" several times 
while focusing on your base chakra.                                                          
"N-N-N-N-N-N-EE-EE-EE-N-N-N-N-N-N-EE-EE-EE-B-B-B-B-B-B-B"

4. Focus upon and feel your base chakra for several minutes.
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THE SECOND THE SACRAL CHAKRA (SVADISTHANA)

 LOCATION: Halfway between the naval and pubic bone.
 ELEMENT: Water
 COLOR: Orange
 NUMBER OF PETALS: 6
 PLANET: Mars
 DAY: Tuesday
 METAL: Iron
 VIBRATION: "NERGAL"
 FUNCTION: Sexuality, pleasure, procreation, creativity. The seat of sexual
 energy.
 INNER STATE: Creativity.

*The traditional chant for this chakra is "Vam" or in Tibetan "Vang"

BREATHING TECHNIQUE:

1. Inhale through your nose and focus upon drawing energy from your base 
chakra into your sacral chakra; breathe the energy into your sacral chakra 
and hold for a count of 6. (This can ba varied, however long you are 
comfortable as holding the breath should never be pushed. A count of 4 or 
8 is fine as long as you keep this through the meditation).

2. Exhale and just let the air fall out of your lungs effortlessly. 

THE MEDITATION:

This meditation is best performed on Tuesdays during the hours of Mars. 

1. Begin by correctly aligning your sacral chakra, point facing upwards. 

2. Perform the breathing for the sacral chakra for several breaths

3. When you are finished with the breathing, vibrate "NERGAL" several times  
while focusing on your base chakra.                                                          
"N-N-N-N-N-N-AIR-AIR-AIR-AIR-AIR-G-G-G-G-G-AH-AH-AH-L-L-L-L"

4. Focus upon and feel your sacral chakra for several minutes.
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THE THIRD THE SOLAR CHAKRA (MANIPURA)

 LOCATION: Slightly above the naval near the solar plexus
 ELEMENT: Fire
 COLOR: Yellow
 NUMBER OF PETALS: 10
 PLANET: Sun
 DAY: Sunday
 METAL: Gold
 VIBRATION: UDDU
 FUNCTION: Will, power, manipulation
 INNER STATE: Willpower, timing

*The traditional chant for this chakra is "Ram" or in Tibetan "Rang"

BREATHING TECHNIQUE: BREATH OF FIRE 

1. Contract your abdominal muscles, forcefully, creating an exhale, by sucking 
your stomach in real hard and fast. Immediately relax and air will enter the top 
part of your lungs by itself. Use the rapid contractions of your abdominal muscles 
to inhale and exhale with this exercise. The contractions should be rhythmic. 

2. Practice a few times, and get a feel for it. 

3. Do 20 in a row, in and out, using your abdominal muscles in rapid succession 
at the end of the 20th breath, exhale, inhale and fill your lungs, contract your 
anus, lower your chin to your chest, hold your breath as long as you comfortably 
can- DO NOT PUSH YOURSELF! 

4. Exhale slowly. 

The above constitutes one round. The exhalation should be brief, and the 
inhalation should be passive and longer. Rounds are increased by adding the 
number of pumpings with your abdominal muscles. First, try doing three sets of 
20 pumpings and then after some time, increase to 30, then 40 until you are 
doing 60. 

THE MEDITATION:

This meditation is best performed on Sundays during the hours of the Sun. 

1. Begin by correctly aligning your solar chakra, point facing downwards. 

2. Perform the breathing for the solar chakra for several breaths

3. When you are finished with the breathing, vibrate "UDDU" several times 
while focusing on your solar chakra.                                                         

4. "OO-OO-OO-OO-TH-TH-TH-TH-OO-OO-OO-OO"

5. Focus upon and feel your solar chakra for several minutes.
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THE FOURTH, THE CENTER THE HEART CHAKRA (ANAHATA)

 LOCATION: Center of the chest
 ELEMENT: Fire/Air
 COLOR: Green
 NUMBER OF PETALS: 12
 PLANET: Venus
 DAY: Friday
 METAL: Copper
 VIBRATION: INANNA or GEBO
 FUNCTION: Emotions
 INNER STATE: Feelings

*The traditional chant for this chakra is "Yam" or in Tibetan "Yang"

BREATHING TECHNIQUE:
ALTERNATE NOSTRIL BREATHING 

1. Focus on your three lower chakras

2. Inhale through your left nostril for a count of four, closing off the right 
nostril with your thumb. 

3. Switch and close your left nostril with your thumb, and now exhale through 
your right nostril for a count of four.

4. Hold your breath for a count of six, after the exhale. 

5. Keeping your left nostril closed, inhale through your right nostril for a count 
of four, switch and close your right nostril and exhale through your left for 
a count of four. 

6. Hold at the end of the exhale for a count of six and then inhale through 
your left again for a count of four, exhale through the right and then hold 
for a count of six, inhale through the right, switch and close the right and 
exhale through the left, hold for six, inhale through the left.

This constitutes one round. Perform the above three times and then continue 
with step seven below:

7. Inhale through your left nostril for a count of four and focus on your top 
three chakras.

8. Hold your breath for a count of 6 at the top of your inhale. 

9. Switch and close your left nostril with your thumb, and now exhale for a 
count of four through your right nostril, slowly and evenly.
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10. Inhale through your right nostril and hold for a count of six

11. Exhale through your left nostril, for a count of four 

12. Inhale through your left nostril for a count of four, hold for a count of six, 
exhale through your right nostril for a count of four. 

The above constitutes one round. Perform three times.

As you advance, you can perform this breathing more than three times each. You 
should perform both for the same number of times each. You can also lengthen 
the holds, but the time you do this should correspond to the ratio below. It is very 
important to be balanced.

Inhale: 4
Hold: 6
Exhale: 4

THE MEDITATION:

This meditation is best performed on Fridays during the hours of Venus. The 
heart chakra does not align as the other chakras. Just focus on the center of your 
chest.

1. Perform the breathing for the heart chakra for several breaths

2. When you are finished with the breathing, vibrate "INANNA" several times 
while focusing on your heart chakra.                                                          
"EE-EE-EE-EE-N-N-N-N-N-AH-AH-AH-AH-N-N-N-N-N-AH-AH-AH-AH"
    
Or vibrate "GEBO"
"G-G-G-G-AY-AY-AY-B-B-B-B-OH-OH-OH-OH"

3. Focus upon and feel your heart chakra for several minutes.
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THE FIFTH THE THROAT CHAKRA (VISHUDDI)

 LOCATION: Throat
 ELEMENT: Air
 COLOR: Sky Blue
 NUMBER OF PETALS: 16
 PLANET: Mercury
 DAY: Wednesday
 METAL: Mercury
 VIBRATION: NEBO or NINGHIZHIDDA 
 FUNCTION: Communication, self-expression
 INNER STATE: Psychic hearing, intellect

*The traditional chant for this chakra is “Ham” or in Tibetan “Hang”

BREATHING TECHNIQUE: VIBRATION BREATH

1. Inhale and with your exhale, vibrate "NEBO"
           N-N-N-NAY-AY-AY-B-B-B-B-OH-OH-OH" 

or "NINGHIZHIDDA"    
N-N-N-E-E-E-N-N-N-GH-GH-GH-E-E-E-JH-JH-JH-H-H-EE-EE-EE-DAH-

AH-AH           
until you are empty of air

Repeat the above several times. 

THE MEDITATION:

This meditation is best performed on Wednesdays during the hours of Mercury. 

1. Align your throat chakra point down

2. Perform the breathing exercise about for several breaths. 

3. Focus upon and feel your throat chakra. It is normal to feel a pressure or a 
lump in your throat which indicates your throat chakra is open and active. 
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THE SIXTH CHAKRA (AJNA)

 LOCATION: Behind the third eye
 ELEMENT: ether
 COLOR: Indigo/bluish-violet
 NUMBER OF PETALS: 2
 PLANET: Moon
 DAY: Monday
 METAL: Silver
 VIBRATION: NANNA or THOTH
 FUNCTION: Psychic vision
 INNER STATE: Intuition

*The traditional chant for this chakra is “Ohm” 

BREATHING TECHNIQUE: VIBRATION BREATH

First Set: 

1. Inhale through both nostrils for a count of 2 
2. Hold four a count of 4 
3. Exhale for a count of 6 
4. Hold for a count of 4 

The above constitutes one round. Six to ten rounds is ok for new people. Those 
who are experienced and advanced should go with as many as comfortable. 

The following exercise should be done for as many rounds as the above exercise 
and both should be done with the one below following the one above: 

Second Set: 

1. Inhale for a count of 6 
2. Hold for a count of 6 
3. Exhale for a count of 4 

Do NOT hold at the bottom. However many rounds you did with set one, you 
need to do with this exercise. 

Repeat the above several times. 

THE MEDITATION:

This meditation is best performed on Mondays during the hours of the Moon. 

1. Align your sixth chakra point down
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2. Perform both of the breathing exercises, do the first one first for several 
breaths and follow with the second for the same amount of breaths as you 
did with the first. 

3. Focus upon and feel your sixth chakra and third eye. It is normal to feel a 
pressure or an aching sensation in the middle of your forehead, which 
indicates your third eye, is open and active. 

THE SEVENTH CROWN CHAKRA (SAHASRARA)

 LOCATION: Top of the head
 ELEMENT: Water
 COLOR: Violet
 NUMBER OF PETALS: 1,000 petal lotus
 PLANET: Jupiter
 DAY: Thursday
 METAL: Tin
 VIBRATION: MARDUK
 FUNCTION: Enlightenment
 INNER STATE: Bliss

*There is no traditional chant for this chakra.

There is no breathing technique for this chakra. 

THE MEDITATION:

This meditation is best performed on Thursdays during the hours of the Jupiter. 

1. Align your seventh chakra point down

2. Breathe in and on the exhale, vibrate "Marduk"
"M-M-M-AH-AH-AH-R-R-R-TH-TH-TH-OO-OO-OO-K-K-K"

Focus upon and feel your seventh chakra on the top of your head (inside your 
head). A beautiful sensation of bliss indicates this chakra is open and active. 
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Third Month
Days One Through Five

The following meditation is the most important meditation as it deals with 
invoking energy. Energy manipulation is the basis of all mind power/magick. To 
be able to feel the nuances of different energies, to invoke them and to direct 
them is the basis of power. 

The exercise for the next five days will be based upon the foundation meditation, 
See page 23. But, instead of expanding the aura, you will breathe the energy 
back into the ether. Breathe the energy in and exhale the energy, sending it back 
out with each exhale. Do the above for 15 breaths. 

What this exercise does: 
This exercise will enable you to breathe energy into people, objects, empower 
sigils and talismans, and program anything you wish with your energy. This 
exercise will also prepare you for the next step in this program- working with the 
elements. 

Third Month
Days Six through Thirteen

For the next three days, we will be working with Ectoplasm. Ectoplasm is the 
substance we see with the clouds when scrying. This is a minor form, but will get 
you started. 

Candle light is perfect for this exercise. Candle color here does not matter, so 
use whatever you have available. 

If you have a black mirror, you will want to use this, but any other similar props 
will do. You can even use a regular mirror or a bowl of dark or black liquid. 

1. Sit in a quiet dimly lit room. 

2. Relax and go into a trance state. This does not have to be a deep trance, just 
enough so you are focused. 

3. Look into the mirror or bowl of liquid and stare at one point. You should 
eventually see clouds form. 

4. Concentrate on these clouds, willing them in a soft way to condense and 
thicken. 
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5. For days seven through nine of this exercise, gently and slowly take your eyes
off of the mirror. You should still be able to see the clouds in front of you. Try to 
focus on them for two to three minutes. 

6. Blink your eyes and move your fingers and toes and gently bring yourself back 
from the trance. 

For Days Ten through Thirteen

Repeat the above exercise, but with step five, will the ectoplasm into a ball 
shape. 

About Ectoplasm: 
Ectoplasm has many different astral uses. Extra-terrestrials use this in a much 
more potent form than humans. This is the cloud that forms before many 
abductions, where there is a loss of time and memory. Ectoplasm can make one 
invisible and can also be used to kill with death rituals. After proficiency is 
achieved in producing this substance, one can will it to manifest in specific colors 
that are harmonious with the objective of the working. 

The most common example of the use of ectoplasm is with mediums. The 
ectoplasm gives the evoked spirit something to manifest itself in. Ectoplasm can 
also add much more potency to creating a thoughtform. 
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Third Month
Days Fourteen through Seventeen

When you can perform this exercise for five minutes straight with uninterrupted 
concentration, you are proficient. 

Get together four simple objects like a pen, pencil, ball, hair clip, spoon-
whatever. Just make sure the object is simple and easy to visualize. 

1. Take the first object and focus on it for one to two minutes. 

2. Close your eyes and visualize it for one to two minutes 

3. Open your eyes and visualize the object in front of you in the air. You should 
only be focused on seeing the object and not anything else in the room. 

4. Repeat the above with the remainder of the objects. 

Third Month
Days Eighteen through Twenty

With the following exercise, we are going to add sounds to visualizations. This 
exercise greatly strengthens the astral senses. 

Day Eighteen: 
Visualize a clock on a wall and hear it ticking. This can be any clock, but the 
more simple, the better to start with. Now, visualize the clock and hear the 
ticking. Do this for three to four minutes. 

Day Nineteen: 
Visualize a large bonfire and hear the crackling of the flames. 

Day Twenty: 
Visualize a lake, river, or the ocean and hear the waves rippling or roaring. 
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Third Month
Days Twenty-One through Twenty-six

Day 21:

1. Sit quietly and relax. 

2. Visualize a large bonfire. *Hear* the crackling and *feel* the heat, then *smell* 
the heat. 
Do this for five minutes. 

Day 22: 

1. Sit quietly and relax. 

2. Visualize yourself wading in water. This can be a lake, the river or the ocean. 
*Feel* the water, *hear* the water and *smell* the water, like you are actually 
there. 
Do this for five minutes. 

Day 23: 

1. Sit quietly and relax. 

2. Visualize yourself walking barefoot on the earth. This is best if you can 
visualize yourself walking on soil in a farm field as this is very close to the 
element of earth. *Feel* the soil under your bare feet and *hear* and *feel* the 
light breeze through the air and *smell* the earth. 
Do this for five minutes. 

Day 24: 

1. Sit quietly and relax. 

2. Visualize yourself walking against the wind. *Feel* the wind blow against your 
skin and the roar of the wind in your ears. *Smell* the fresh air as it blows against 
you. Feel each step walking into the wind. 
Do this for five minutes. 

Day 25: 

1. Sit quietly and relax. 

Visualize yourself in a cold environment. Feel yourself getting cold. Feel the cold 
wind blow on your skin. For those of you who know snow (some brothers and 
sisters live in tropical environments, so not everyone has experienced snow), 
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visualize yourself in snow and ice. Hear the crunching of the snow beneath your 
feet. For those of you who have never experienced snow- just visualize yourself 
in a cold environment and use all of your astral senses. 
Do this exercise for three to four minutes and no longer. 

Day 26: 

1. Sit quietly and relax. 

Visualize yourself walking through the desert. *Feel* the searing heat and the dry 
hot wind in the scorching environment. Feel the sand beneath your feet and your 
body growing hotter. 
Do this exercise for three to four minutes and no longer. 

What the above exercises do: 
In addition to strengthening your astral senses, these exercises will introduce you 
to working with the four elements of earth, air, fire, and water. By invoking these 
elements which we will do next month in this program, we can strengthen 
ourselves to where we will be able to withstand incredible amounts of heat, cold 
and other extremes. Invoking and directing fire is a very important aspect of 
pyrokinesis. With invoking the fire element, we can keep warm or with the water 
element, cool if circumstances call for this. Invocation of fire is how the Tibetan 
monks spent the nights of their initiation in the ice-cold mountains, naked under 
in a wet sheet in a snowstorm. In the morning, if the initiate passed, the sheet 
was warm and dry and the snow and ice were melted in the surrounding area. 

Some 1920's-30's Satanic Lodges in Germany used the element of fire for 
assassination. The element when invoked and directed to the victim would make 
the victim's blood literally boil. 

The air element, when invoked properly, produces levitation. Through invocation 
and proper direction of the elements, we can also influence the weather. 
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Third Month
Days Twenty-Seven through Thirty-One

For the next five days, enter into a trance state and visualize a scene. 

For days 27 and 28, visualize a scene out of doors with animals and plants. Use 
all of your astral senses with this. Smell the air, feel the breeze, and hear the 
animals barking or whatever. See everything around you as if you are really there 
and be aware of everything at the same time. 

For days 29 through 31, visualize yourself within a room or busy street where 
there are people. Hear these people talking as if you are really there. You can 
smell the area, see the people moving about, hear the sounds of the traffic, hear 
them talking. Try to be aware of everything at once. 

When you can do the above for five minutes, uninterrupted, you have passed. 

What this exercise does: 
This exercise strengthens your astral senses, and opens areas of your mind and 
empowers them for the serious practice of magick. 
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Fourth Month
Days One through Fifteen

Merging Astral Consciousness

*When you are finished with merging with a human being or animal, be sure to 
clean your aura and chakras thoroughly as their thoughts or beliefs can rub off on 
you. Always choose a healthy being when you are new to this, be it a plant or a 
human being. 

Days One and Two: 

1. Choose an object; this can be a crystal, a table- anything in your room. 
Beginners should start with an object that is a single material, like a rock or 
playing dice. 

2. Get comfortable and go into a trance state. 

3. Look at the object in front of you for a minute or two and then close your eyes. 
Visualize the object. 

4. Now enlarge the object so it is big enough for you to walk into in your mind and 
enter it. 

5. Become one with the object and open your astral senses. What do you see, 
hear, smell, and feel? Is it cold or warm inside? What sensations do you feel? If 
the object is on a table or hard surface, *feel* that surface. 

Days Three and Four 

Do the same as the above, only this time use a plant. This can be a tree or even 
a blade of grass. If you don't have any house-plants, you might want to do this 
exercise out of doors. It is important that the plant be alive. 

With the plant exercise, *feel* the earth through the roots of the plant. How does 
this plant feel in relation to other plants around it if out of doors? 

Days Five through Eight 

Now, do the same as the above, but this time merge with an animal. You can 
visualize this animal if you are not near any animals. If you have pets, then 
choose one of your pets and merge with your pet. See through his/her eyes; hear 
through his/her ears; feel the floor or ground beneath his/her feet. How does your 
pet's body feel? Is your pet warm? Cold? Hungry? What does your pet smell in 
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the environment? Use his/her nose. What is in your pet's mind? Animals think in 
visions. 

Days Nine through Fifteen 

Now, do the above with a person you know. You can choose a different person 
each day. Think with their mind. 

What the above exercises do: 

Plenty. They are *very* important. When mastered, the above exercises will give 
you skills to 

 Shapeshift 
 Communicate with animals 
 Plant thoughts in the minds of others and to even possess them 
 Fix electrical equipment and appliances- you can find the problem by 

merging with the item. 
 Pull thoughts out of the minds of others and obtain information 
 Diagnose diseases in humans and animals 
 Students can use this to merge with their teachers to find what questions 

will be posted on an important exam 
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It Is Very Important That Your thoroughly Read This
And

Understand It to Continue

Those of you who have gotten this far will have to make an important choice. The 
meditations from this point on can be very dangerous. I am speaking from 
experience here. There are many authors who write from a theoretical scholastic 
prospective and have not had the direct experience with certain meditations and 
psychic practices. I am going to give you *my* personal experiences with the 
meditations that follow. Remember- THESE ARE MY OWN DIRECT 
EXPERIENCES AND SOME OF WHAT I EXPERIENCED, YOU MAY OR MAY 
NOT AS WE ARE INDIVIDUALS, BUT THESE MEDITATIONS *ARE* HIGHLY 
EFFECTIVE, POWERFUL AND DANGEROUS. 

If you: 

 Are not physically and/or mentally healthy 
 Are pregnant
 If you take *any* psychiatric medications or medications that affect your 

brain/nervous system 
 If you suffer from High Blood Pressure 
 If you have heat flashes from menopause 
 If you suffer bouts of depression 
 If you do not know yourself 100% 

I strongly encourage you to turn back and work on the meditations you are 
having problems with or still need to master. Once you have overcome any 
problems mentioned above using safer meditations, you can proceed at a very 
slow pace if you think you are ready. Let me explain: 

With the meditations that follow, we will be invoking the elements. Ok- here are 
some examples of what can happen: 

Invoking fire will make you hot. Depending on how many breaths you do (only 
seven and under are recommended for those who have not had experience with 
this element). Even with adepts, 20 breaths can be extreme. While you are doing 
the fire meditation for the first time, more than likely while you are doing it, you 
will feel little or nothing. DO NOT MAKE THE MISTAKE OF DOING ANY MORE 
BREATHS BECAUSE YOU MIGHT FEEL NOTHING! More than likely, you will 
feel the effects hours later. The effects of invoking fire include a fever, feeling 
BURNING HOT after a warm glow/aura manifests, insomnia and since water is 
the opposite of fire, you can get a backlash of water and this can manifest in 
depression. These effects can last several hours to several days. 
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Invoking air can over stimulate the nervous system. Air can make you very 
irritable and oversensitive for a few hours to several days, depending on how 
much you take in. 
There is much more to this and I will post full articles on each element. I have 
always been a person of extremes and I am daring, so I have never put any 
limitations on myself with meditation, though I have always used common sense. 
Now, with invoking these elements over a period of time, we become resistant to 
extremes of temperature, we can warm or cool our bodies at will and we can be 
adept at pyrokinesis, cryokinesis and other astral disciplines. There is no gain 
without pain. 

If you are planning to continue on, I seriously urge you to keep written entries in a 
black book or journal regarding how these exercises affect you. Mastering the 
elements is one of the highest forms of magick, while others play around with 
props. 

There are two ways of invoking the elements. One way is total invocation as I 
have done (no breathing them back out and the most dangerous) and the other 
way is easier is to breathe the element back out into the ether. You can work up 
from this. 

Each one of us has strengths and weaknesses with certain elements. Nearly all 
of us have imbalances of the elements in our souls. The following meditations will 
correct these. 
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Fourth Month Days Sixteen through Thirty-One

Fourth Month, Day Sixteen
Invocation of Fire

To invoke fire, go into a light to medium trance and visualize yourself in the 
middle of a large sphere of fire. Now, do the energy breathing. Breathe in the fire 
from all sides of your body, front, back, top of your head and bottom of your feet. 
Imagine yourself getting burning hot. Do this for seven breaths AND ONLY 
SEVEN BREATHS! DO NOT DO ANY MORE! YOU CAN EVEN DO AS LITTLE 
AS 2-3 BREATHS, BUT NO MORE THAN SEVEN! 

You have two options for this exercise: 

1. You can breathe the fire back out into the ether after each inhalation and even 
breath it out some more when you are finished with the seven breaths (This is 
the safest way) OR 

2. You can retain the fire. With retention of the elements, you will progress faster, 
understand how each element feels and affects you and increase your ability to 
handle each element, but remember- this is not for everyone. It is better to take 
things slower and use caution. Remember to always use common sense. 

To be adept, one must master blowing (directing the exhale) the element out as 
we will in following meditations. For example, blowing out the element of fire after 
you have invoked enough of it and your body can withstand high amounts of this 
element; you can raise the temperature of objects and even set them on fire, 
using only your mind. Unlike the article on pyrokinesis on the Joy of Satan 
website, with the above, you can even be miles from your object. In meditations 
that follow, we will be working on heating glasses of water and such for beginning 
in exercising this power. 
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Fourth Month, Seventeenth Day

Today, sit quietly and meditate on how you feel after invoking the fire element. 
How did you feel during the past 24 hours? It is important to be able to *feel* the 
elements in order to direct and control them. 

Fourth Month, Eighteenth Day
Invocation of Air

Sit quietly and go into a light to medium trance. Now, imagine yourself in the air. 
Feel the lightness and breathe in the air element. It is important to imagine 
yourself feeling lighter and lighter and airy. Imagine that your body is becoming 
lighter, as light as air itself to where you can no longer feel your body. 
Do this for seven breaths AND ONLY SEVEN BREATHS! DO NOT DO ANY 
MORE! YOU CAN EVEN DO AS LITTLE AS 2-3 BREATHS, BUT NO MORE 
THAN SEVEN! 

You have two options for this exercise: 

1. You can breathe the air back out into the ether after each inhalation and even 
breathe it out some more when you are finished with the seven breaths (This is 
the safest way) OR 

2. You can retain the air. With retention of the elements, you will progress faster, 
understand how each element feels and affects you and increase your ability to 
handle each element, but remember- this is not for everyone. It is better to take 
things slower and use caution. Remember to always use common sense. 

After some 12-24 hours, sit quietly and meditate a few minutes on how you feel 
after invoking air. 

The air element is used in rituals to incite chaos. Air can over-stimulate the 
nervous system until you get used to it so it is important to go slowly. Invoking air 
is used for levitation. 
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Fourth Month, Nineteenth Day
Invocation of Water

To invoke water, go into a light to medium trance and imagine that you are 
completely under water in a large pool or lake. The water should be still. Just 
relax. Breathe in the water from all sides of your body, front, back, top of your 
head and bottom of your feet. Imagine yourself getting ice cold. Do this for seven 
breaths AND ONLY SEVEN BREATHS! DO NOT DO ANY MORE! YOU CAN 
EVEN DO AS LITTLE AS 2-3 BREATHS, BUT NO MORE THAN SEVEN! 

You have two options for this exercise: 

1. You can breathe the water back out into the ether after each inhalation and 
even breath it out some more when you are finished with the seven breaths (This 
is the safest way) OR 

2. You can retain the water. With retention of the elements, you will progress 
faster, understand how each element feels and affects you and increase your 
ability to handle each element, but remember- this is not for everyone. It is better 
to take things slower and use caution. Remember to always use common sense. 

After some 12-24 hours, sit quietly and meditate a few minutes on how you feel 
after invoking water. 

The more advanced you become, the more you will feel the coldness of the water 
element. You should feel like a block of ice. Adepts are able to keep the body 
cold as ice even in the hottest of summer weather. The water element can incite 
depression, so it is important to go slowly. Water is used in rituals involving 
attraction. 
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Fourth Month, Twentieth Day
Invocation of Earth

To invoke the earth element, go into a light to medium trance and visualize 
yourself in the middle of a large sphere of heavy dense gravity. Now, do the 
energy breathing. Breathe in the earth from all sides of your body, front, back, top 
of your head and bottom of your feet. Imagine yourself getting heavier to where 
you are like lead and can no longer move- like you are buried under several feet 
of dirt. Do this for seven breaths AND ONLY SEVEN BREATHS! DO NOT DO 
ANY MORE! YOU CAN EVEN DO AS LITTLE AS 2-3 BREATHS, BUT NO 
MORE THAN SEVEN! 

You have two options for this exercise: 

1. You can breathe the earth element back out into the ether after each inhalation 
and even breath it out some more when you are finished with the seven breaths 
(This is the safest way) OR 

2. You can retain the earth. With retention of the elements, you will progress 
faster, understand how each element feels and affects you and increase your 
ability to handle each element, but remember- this is not for everyone. It is better 
to take things slower and use caution. Remember to always use common sense. 

After some 12-24 hours, sit quietly and meditate a few minutes on how you feel 
after invoking earth. 

The earth element is used in binding rituals. Invoking earth can also help to still 
and quiet your mind for meditation. 
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Fourth Month
Days Twenty-One Through Thirty-One

Read the information on the elements, below. For the next eleven days, work on 
balancing your elements. Invoke the elements where you are weak. 

The Elements Part One

With this section, you will learn which elements are dominant in your soul and 
which are lacking. To properly invoke, direct, and control the elements, you must 
be balanced in all of the elements. Most of us have imbalances. These can 
usually be seen in our astrology charts. Part One will deal with the characteristics 
of each of the elements that manifest in human beings. As we progress, I will 
post articles concerning the different aspects of elemental magick and how to 
use the elements in workings. Please study everything in this spiritual warfare 
section. Those of us who progress and continue on will be working some 
extremely advanced magick. This magick is very dangerous and it is imperative 
that each and every one of you be prepared and strong enough. Rituals that are 
especially dangerous, we will do as a group. I will post these on the JoS group 
about a week before they are scheduled. We will hit the enemy especially hard at 
the right time as a group and coordinate our efforts. 

You must be honest with yourself and know yourself. Below are attributes of 
each of the elements in their pure form. Very few of us are imbalanced with just 
one element; usually there are two that are dominant. Look to the elements 
where most of the characteristics describe you. By balancing your elements, you 
will find healing physically, psychologically, at the soul level and mentally. 

Fire is opposite Water and Air is opposite Earth. The opposite element is what is 
needed to fix the imbalance. It is important to be aware that invoking the lacking 
element can create a temporary backlash in the over-dominant element. 

Fire 
Characteristics: 
Self-centered, confident, enthusiastic, expressive, bold, subjective, expansive, 
out-going, extroverted, insensitivity to others, impulsive, impatient, creative, vain, 
extravagant, reckless, passionate, self-important, exhibitionist, courageous, 
adventuresome. 
Fire people often burn themselves out. They are often over-active, restless, and 
over concerned with making something happen in the world. There are often 
problems in dealing with others; they can be very insensitive and crude in their 
approach. 
People who are lacking in fire are usually low in energy, lack self-esteem, and 
self-confidence. There is a lack of spiritedness, lack of enthusiasm, aversion to 
challenges; there is apathy toward living, major problems take a long time to 
overcome with lingering psychological scars. 
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Earth 
Characteristics: 
Sensual, materialistic, practical, hates anything unplanned, patient, self-
disciplined, dependable, conventional, likes tradition, security is extremely 
important, cautious, deliberate, slow in forming opinions, slow in everything they 
do, reserved, limited imagination, they have exceptional endurance. They are 
practical, grounded, and cool-headed. They are hard working, dislike change and 
can be stuck in a routine for years without ever getting bored. They have a hard 
time adjusting to new situations and changes. 

People who are lacking in earth are not attuned to the material/physical world, 
they are spaced-out, impractical, they can neglect their bodies, they are flighty, 
lack self-discipline, are ungrounded, often feel out of place, have over-active 
imaginations, These people can forget to eat, rest, exercise and so forth. They 
have trouble with routine, endurance, scheduling and organizing their lives. 

Air 
Characteristics: 
The ability to be objective and detached, unemotional, intellectual, enjoy 
spontaneity, easily bored, very talkative and communicative, they are the most 
social of the elements. They are usually quick in their movements and speedy. 
They can be very impractical. Air lacks feeling and emotion. Air is pure intellect. 
Air people can adapt and adjust to situations easy. There can be an over-active 
mind, one who lives in his/her head, Jack-Of-All-Trades, and master of none, a 
lack of depth, air headed, a lack of planning, scatterbrained, nervousness, high-
strung, and nervous exhaustion. 

People who are lacking in air have a hard time detaching and find themselves too 
involved with others. They can be overly emotional, have violent reactions, lash 
out, and have a very difficult time with being objective. They can have a hard 
time adjusting to new situations. The emotions often dominate in one who is 
lacking the air element. 

Water 
Characteristics: 
In touch with feelings and emotions, psychic, notices things others don’t see, 
irrational fears, compulsive desires, oversensitivity, feels threatened, very easily 
hurt and offended, impressionable, their emotions can dominate them, intuitive, 
over-reactive, fearful, timid, extremes of behavior, compassionate, loyal, devoted 
sympathetic, feelings of inner emptiness. 

People who are lacking in water are not in touch with their feelings. They have 
trouble in dealing with their own feelings as well as those of others. Cold, aloof, 
unfeeling, callous, they have little if any compassion towards others and have 
trouble in relationships due to a lack of an emotional rapport. These people are 
often total materialists who disregard the spiritual. 
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Fifth Month 

Fifth Month, Day One
Aura of Protection

This meditation is very important. You need to add this to your daily meditations. 
It is simple and the more you do this, the more powerful the protective aura 
becomes. We will be doing very advanced magick and you will need the 
protective aura. 

1. Go into a trance. 

2. Breathe in white-gold energy.* You don't need to expand your aura with this. 
Just visualize a strong brilliant barrier of your aura as you would when you 
contract it, like an outline of your aura. 

3. Affirm: "I am breathing in powerful protective energy. This is building an aura 
of protection around me. This aura protects me at all times." 

You can change this, but always word it in the present tense. The more you do 
this, you will build a more and more powerful protective aura. Use the energy 
from the Sun as well. 

*White-gold energy is used because it is reflective. 
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Fifth Month, Day Two

Meditation on the Spirit

The properties of the spirit in correspondence to the elements are as follows: 
the will is of the fire element, the intellect and memory are of air, all aspects of 
feeling are of the water element, and all aspects of consciousness that connect 
the three elements is of the earth element. 

1. Go into a trance and focus inward into your own spirit, try to be aware of and 
feel your spirit/astral body and meditate on it. 

2. Meditate on each aspect of the above-mentioned elements in correspondence 
to the parts of your spirit. 

What this exercise does: 

This is important as it hones each aspect of your soul to work magick. It will 
enable you to influence these aspects within yourself and also when you master 
them, within others. You will eventually, with practice learn to strengthen or 
eliminate them. 

Fifth Month, Day Three

Go into a trance and meditate on your astral body within your physical body. Try 
to feel your astral body and be aware of it. Once you are aware of and can feel 
your astral body and focus upon it, do the following during your daily activities: 

1. Be aware of your astral body inside your physical body. For example, 
when walking, be aware that your astral body is walking and following the 
motions of your physical body. 

The longer you can do this without any dizziness, feelings of being off-balance or 
disoriented, the stronger your astral body will become. This also helps with astral 
projection. Mastering this will give you much more power.  
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Fifth Month, Day Four

1. Go into a trance

2. Imagine yourself to be in the middle of a vast space. There is no above, a 
below, or any sides. 

3. Focus your attention at your center, near your naval. For men, this point is 
higher; for women it is lower. You will know when you find it as it will feel a 
bit different.

4. Now, imagine you are floating in quintessence. This is the fifth element 
and is ultra-violet (like a black light) or cobalt/electric blue (Demons 
appear in this color). Try both and see which color you prefer to work with. 
This is individual. 

5. Now, breathe in the quintessence through your entire body, as with the 
foundation meditation on page 23. 

Try to focus on the infinite space and being one with that space. 

The following is an excerpt from "Initiation into Hermetics" by Franz Bardon, 
1956: 

"We have heard that akasa is the primary source, the sphere of all causes. Any 
deliberate cause, such as a wish, a thought, any imagination created in this 
sphere together with the dynamic conviction is bound to be realized with the help 
of the elements, regardless of the level or sphere on which the realization 
necessarily has to be performed. This is one of the greatest magic mysteries and 
a universal key for the magician, who will understand its range only later on in the 
course of his development."
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Fifth Month, Day Five

This exercise will enable you to control of the elements with the help of the akasa 
principle in all the three realms. 

1. Repeat the above exercise with the quintessence (see page 83)

2. Imagine that you are beginning your control over the four elements.  Know 
that you are mastering the elements and that they will fulfill everything you 
desire or are wishing for, no matter on which plane the realization of your 
desires must manifest. 

3. With every breath, feel your mastery over the elements. Expand and focus 
on your will and confidence. 

Fifth Month, Day Six
Concentrating and Directing Elements

1. Go into a light trance. 

2. Breathe in the element of fire and upon the exhale, direct all of it to your base 
chakra, so it is concentrated. 

3. Do this for five breaths. 

4. Meditate upon and feel the heat in your base chakra. 

If you feel uncomfortable doing this, you can substitute directing the water 
element into your sacral chakra. Do either one or the other. 

What this does is to train you to concentrate and direct an element. This can also 
be done outside of your body and for advanced magick, you will need this skill. It 
must be taken slowly though. This is very advanced. The fire element will 
stimulate your kundalini. Directing the elements to specific parts of the body can 
also be used to heal. NEVER DIRECT THE FIRE ELEMENT TO YOUR HEART 
OR YOUR BRAIN!! This can be very dangerous and can cause permanent 
damage to these organs. 
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Fifth Month, Day Seven

Follow the instructions below. 

My suggestion is to use green and program the thoughtform to attract money to 
you. Be sure to make the command short and to the point and include that this is 
money for you to keep and spend as you wish. The money should come to you 
within a week or less, depending on the strength of the thoughtform. 

Creating a Thoughtform Servitor (Magickal Assistant)

IMPORTANT!! THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS ARE FOR CREATING A 
THOUGHTFORM FOR WHITE MAGICK. FOR BLACK MAGICK, YOU DO 
*NOT* WANT TO CONNECT IN ANY WAY WITH THE ENERGY, FOR 
OBVIOUS REASONS!! 

A thoughtform is a small packet of condensed psychic energy. Like all energy, 
the thoughtform can be programmed to carry out specific tasks and/or directed to 
travel to a target area. The success of the thoughtform is dependent upon the 
mind strength and aura of its creator. A weak thought form will quickly dissipate, 
accomplishing nothing. 

Thoughtforms, can be disintegrated after their tasks are completed. Energy feeds 
on energy and a thoughtform that is several weeks old may have accumulated all 
kinds of different influences, emotions and other energy from its surroundings. 
The mutated thought form has often been known to reappear in the locale of its 
creator, only to wreak havoc, due to the outside energies it has accumulated. 
One must use proper judgment in choosing whether to destroy a 
thoughtform/servitor, program it for a specific lifetime or to keep it with you as 
long as your own lifetime. * (see message below)

To create a thoughtform: 

1. Sit comfortably. 

2. Enter into a deep trance. 

3. Keep your eyes closed during this one. When you are completely relaxed, and 
you can no longer feel your body, you are ready to begin. 

4. Now, visualize a beam of light entering your body through the crown of your 
head and filling your aura. The color of the light should correspond with the 
intended working of the thoughtform. Saturate your entire being with the colored 
energy until you are vibrating with it. 
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5. Given the nature of the working, choose a corresponding chakra (according to 
color) where you will release the energy. Keeping your eyes closed, visualize this 
energy streaming from the chakra and forming a ball in front of you. It is 
important that the energy be released in a straight line. Keep packing the energy 
into the ball so it becomes more and more solidified. 

6. When the energy is sufficiently strong, you can begin to shape it into whatever 
form will serve your purpose. Visualize what it is you want this creature to do and 
infuse the creature with it. Keep it simple. Complex and detailed instructions don’t 
work with thought forms. 

7. Using a very short phrase, 1-5 words, silently or aloud, keeping your eyes 
closed, command the creature, then release it like a bullet shot into the void. 

For example: 
For example- to attract money, you would want to project from the heart chakra 
and program the assistant to continuously bring you money.

Thoughtforms can be attached to material objects as well. The can protect or 
cause damage. 

The Magickal assistant will need to be "fed" on a regular basis; you do this 
through summoning it and putting your energy into it and reprogramming it.

To destroy the thought form*-

1. Summon it. Visualize it coming to you and hovering in the air before you. 

2. Focus and visualize the energy dissipating like smoke into the air. Say 
something like "you are no more!" 
You may have to do this several times. 

*Given experience and skill in working with thoughtforms, many mages choose to 
keep a faithful and reliable servitor, even through a lifetime. As long as the 
thoughtform/servitor keeps performing faithfully, one does not need to destroy 
him/her.
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Fifth Month, Day Eight
Work Your Aura

Program your aura to attract something you want. The results here can be 
amazing. The point is, you can use your aura to bring you whatever you need. 
Start out with something easy and gradually work on more difficult things. 
Attempting something too difficult can end in failure and be discouraging. Also, 
what you ask for has to be physically possible. Any type of mind working will take 
the easiest available route to get you what you want, so be sure to be specific. 
For example, when making an affirmation to attract money, if one only affirms for 
attracting money, the money may come and even be in one's hands, but this 
could be like a bank teller or cashier or the money may belong to or be taken by 
another. 

1. Go into a light trance 

2. Breathe in energy. White or gold is all-purpose and can be used, but you can 
also use color energy depending on what you want. Fill your entire being full of 
this energy until you are glowing with it. 

3. Now, program your aura. Affirm: "My aura is attracting to me__________ 
easily and effortlessly." State this several times; 5-10 times. 

4. Now, put this out of your mind and do not think about it. If you are powerful 
enough, what you programmed your aura to bring to you should come within a 
short period of time. 

To cite an example, I wanted a certain CD. The CD was out of print and nowhere 
to be found. No stores or internet sales outlets had it. I programmed my aura one 
morning to bring me the CD. I had the CD that very afternoon and got it for free. 
Now, you have to go with the flow and often search for what you programmed 
your aura to attract in a lot of cases, but the point is- it will be there if your aura is 
powerful enough. 
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Fifth Month, Days Nine and Ten
Akasha/Quintessence

Because of the importance of working with and mastering the akasha, we are 
repeating this exercise. 

1. Go into a medium trance and close your eyes. Imagine that you are in the 
center of an unlimited space. There is no above or below or sideways. This 
unlimited space is filled with quintessence, the universal ether. Quintessence is 
colorless, but to our senses, it appears to be of ultra-violet or electric/cobalt blue. 

2. Breathe in the akasha/ether, visualizing yourself surrounded by the black-violet 
energy as you would with energy breathing and fill your entire being with it for 
eleven breaths. 

"In performing this exercise, you have to retain the feeling of being united to the 
entire infinite space. You have to be as it were completely secluded from the 
world. It is necessary to become acquainted with this unusual state of mind." 
-Excerpt from Initiation Into Hermetics by Franz Bardon, 1956

3. Meditate on the feeling you get from invoking this energy for 10-15 minutes. 
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Fifth Month, Day Eleven
Creating Elemental Thoughtforms: Lesson One

The elemental has to be given a form corresponding to the desire one wishes to 
be fulfilled. The form is to be created with intensive imagination. You can shape 
this out of the ball. 

Give the thoughtform a name. This name should be unique and unusual because 
just saying the name either aloud or in your mind will immediately summon the 
thoughtform. Obviously, you don't want other people calling out a common name 
and then here it comes! 

You have to impress upon the thoughtform whatever task you wish it to carry out. 
This must be done with authority and a strong will, with desire. 

In working with advanced thoughtforms, you must be specific as to how long the 
thoughtform has to complete the task. Is it ongoing? Or limited to a certain finite 
time. 

The procedure is as follows: 

1. Go into a medium trance and imagine yourself in a universal ocean of light. 
White is all purpose, but colors can be used. 

2. Use this light to shape an enormous ball of light, compressing, and 
accumulating it more and more until the ball has the size of approximately 12-20 
inches. The ball should be like a brilliant radiating sun. 

3. Now, fill the thoughtform with whatever you desire it to do. Desire strongly and 
feel this deeply while making your affirmations. The affirmations should be a 
repeated phrase, right to the point and precise. 

4. Name your thoughtform and say this name several times. 

5. Focus on the time, when you want the elemental to dissolve and return to the 
light, as soon as it has fulfilled its task. Expressing it magically, the birth, and 
death of the elemental are fixed in exactly the same manner as a human's or any 
other being's fate is. Affirm this time such as "__(name of elemental)__ will return 
to the universal storehouse of light and dissolve." 

6. Breathe in and then blow out with force, sending the ball on its way. 

7. Forget about the thoughtform and working. Let it do its job. 
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An elemental knows neither time nor space. Using external energy is important in 
workings of black magick and workings where you must be completely detached 
from the thoughtform as opposed to running the energy through yourself with 
simple thoughtforms. 

It can work independently in the mental sphere and will not be restricted in any 
way by the magicians' mind. You can recharge the elemental to give it more 
power. This is achieved by calling the elemental by the name given to it, and 
recharging it with more light and power, and sending it off again. As soon as the 
elemental has fulfilled the required task, it will dissolve itself in the ocean of light. 

The above is important. You must will the thoughtform to dissolve. Later on, with 
much more advanced thoughtforms, it will become a powerful entity of its own 
and harass you if you aren't careful. 

" With the help of the elementals the magician can influence the mind of any 
other person optionally, he can strengthen or weaken man's mental and 
intellectual faculties, he can protect himself or others against foreign influences, 
transmute friendships into animosities or the other way around, he can produce a 
favorable atmosphere in associating with his fellow men, and he can bring under 
his control anybody's will that is not yet developed or profiled. 
The businessman can enlarge the number of his customers, and the elementals 
can be helpful to him in many other ways. The genuine magician will always be 
inspired by good and noble intentions and keep the altruistic motive in mind if he 
is aiming at the highest level of magical maturity." ¹ 

Reference: 

¹ Initiation into Hermetics by Franz Bardon 
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Fifth Month, Days 12 - 20
Astral Projection

For those of you who already have this ability, work to strengthen it and perfect it. 
Real astral projection is not just placing your consciousness somewhere else; it 
is willing your soul to leave your body. 

Methods of astral projection are as individual as ourselves. What may work for 
one person, may not work for another. For those of you who have had difficulty 
achieving this goal, I recommend you ask your Guardian Demon to work with 
you. If you do not know your Guardian, then go to Satan and ask him to send you 
a Demon to work with you. 

For the next seven days, work on astral projection. Remember, to come back, 
just visualize yourself inside of your body, feel yourself lying on your bed or 
sitting in your chair or what ever you were doing and you will be right there again. 
Be sure to take time to allow your soul to settle back in or you can feel out of 
sorts for days. Lie still for several minutes, and get up slowly and then try to do 
something physical like eat some food. 

Meditations for Astral Projection

Meditation 1 

This meditation feels weird. Just make sure you seriously want to project, 
otherwise, any hesitation can keep you in your body. You have to be relaxed, 
both mentally and physically. The first few times are the most difficult. Like with 
anything else, consistent practice will make this easier, until you no longer have 
to even enter into a deep trance, but can project any time at will. Some people 
find projecting easier than others do, as they have done this in past lives. 

Get real comfortable and go into a trance. When you are so relaxed you can no 
longer feel your body, you are ready. 
Visualize your astral body inside your physical body, being held there by your 
seven chakras. The chakras can be visualized like colored knobs. 
Take each spinning chakra and stop it from spinning and give it a quarter turn in 
the reverse of the direction it was spinning, like turning a doorknob. 
Relax and let go and try to exit. 

Meditation 2 

This is more like a preparatory exercise. This one is not nearly as powerful as the 
one above, but less intense for those of you who would rather do this gradually. 
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Lie down and relax, as above. Go into a trance. Relax to where you feel like you 
are floating. 
Now, lift your left astral arm up. Visualize this. You will need to imagine this, but 
energy follows where it is directed. 
Lift up your right astral arm and touch your face 
Touch both your astral hands together. 
Do the same thing with each leg and foot. 
Imagine your entire astral body floating above your physical body, or somewhere 
else in the room and concentrate on being there. Just lie there and focus on this 
for a while. 
Keep repeating this exercise often and eventually, astral projection will follow. 
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Fifth Month, Twenty-first Day
Evoking the Elements

When your goals are personal and pertain to yourself, this is the time to invoke 
energy and project it from yourself. 

Evoking energy is different. When spells are for others, it is important to evoke 
energy, as energy that you project from yourself will establish a connection with 
the person you send it to. In both cursing and healing, for obvious reasons, this is 
undesirable. The energy you use must be taken from the universe. It is very 
important to master both evocation and invocation of the elements in order to 
progress to advanced levels of ability. 

Evoking Fire 
Get into a trance and visualize you are in the middle of fire. Feel the heat and 
hear the hissing and crackling of the flames and feel the burning. Now, begin to 
collect and condense that fire into a sphere in front of you. Draw the fire element 
from all directions into the sphere in front of you. The more of the fire element 
you direct into the sphere, the more dense, material, and hotter it will become. 
You should feel the heat while you are doing this. The more you compress and 
condense the fire, the more the heat will grow. You should actually have the 
sensation of literally being in an oven. 

Now dissolve the sphere of fire by visualizing it dissipating – the exact opposite 
of when you brought it together. Keep working at visualizing it dissipating, losing 
its strength, power, and heat, and eventually dissolving into nothing. 

Fifth Month, Day 22
Evoking Air

Evoking Air 
Get into a trance and visualize you are in the middle of air, fill the entire room 
with it. Draw the air from all directions simultaneously into a sphere in front of 
you. Fill and pack the sphere with the air element. You should feel very light, as 
though you are floating. 

When you are finished packing the air into the sphere, dissolve it as you did with 
the fire sphere. 
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Fifth Month, Day 23
Evoking Water

Evoking Water 
Get into a trance and visualize you are in the middle of an ocean or lake. Draw 
the water element from all directions. Feel the water at first as a cold vapor, the 
closer you draw it to your body, as you condense the water more and more, you 
should feel icy cold. Now, pack the water element into a sphere in front of you 
and then dissolve it, the same as you did with the fire and air. Let it evaporate 
away into nothingness. 

Fifth Month, Day 24

Evoking Earth 
Get into a trance and draw a gray mass, similar to clay, from all directions 
simultaneously. The closer you bring it to yourself, it becomes browner and 
browner, rich like soil and more dense. Fill the room entirely with the heavy mass 
of the earth element and visualize it compacting into a sphere. Feel the 
heaviness, the gravity, and its pressure on your body. When finished, dissolve it 
as you did with the other elements. 

Fifth Month, Twenty-Fifth Day

Evoke the element of fire again, but this time, have a glass of tepid water in front 
of you and draw the fire from all directions and condense it into the glass of 
water. It is best to use a clear glass with this exercise. Imagine the water getting 
hotter and hotter with the fire element. 

If you are successful, the water will increase in temperature by a few degrees. 
When finished, you can taste the water and it should have an unusual taste to it if 
you were successful. 

Later on, when you find you can raise the temperature of tepid water, then work 
with colder and colder water and practice the same. 
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Fifth Month, Days Twenty-Six through Twenty-Eight
Working with Color

Take three brightly colored objects. All must have the same texture and feel, but 
must be different colors. Take each one at a time in your hand and feel it. Close 
your eyes and feel it some more. 

Visualize the color while you hold and run your fingers over the object in your 
hands. Say to yourself in your mind: 
"This is how the color (name of color) feels and I will recognize the color_____ 
when I feel it in the future." 

The more you do this exercise; you will soon be able to feel each color as distinct 
and separate. It is important to be sensitive enough when working with energy to 
sense different colors. This will also help with invoking and evoking them and in 
seeing auras. 

Fifth Month, Days Twenty-Nine through Thirty-One
Invocation of Color

1. Enter into your trance state. 

2. Breathe in and fill yourself with each breath with a specific color of the 
spectrum, visualizing it as brighter and brighter each time. Red, blue, 
yellow, orange, violet, green, indigo (bluish-violet, the color of the 6th 
chakra) or black. This meditation can also be done after meditating on a 
specific chakra. You can then fill yourself with the color of that chakra. 

3. Hold the color for two to four minutes. If the color feels pleasant, you can 
hold for a longer period of time. Those who are used to the energy of the 
colors can hold much longer. One’s increased time should be comfortable 
and gradual. 

Each color should be in its pure form and bright. Later on, it is fine to experiment 
with different shades when adept. 

If a color feels negative to you, work with it gradually. Ask your mind for an 
answer as to why. What does the color mean to you? What associations do you 
have with a particular color? This is a great way to find out more about yourself. 
Which colors feel pleasant to you? These are the ones that you may be using the 
most in your life to the exclusion of others. Knowing this provides information as 
to which chakras need more work to bring them up to full power. 
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The most important objective of this meditation is to *feel* the colors. Spend 
some time with each color, getting into how it feels. Keep a written record in your 
book of shadows/black book. 

The benefits of this meditation are the ability to feel, direct, and apply color. Color 
energy is exceptionally powerful when used in magick. Each color has specific 
energies and acts to bring results unique to that energy. 
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Sixth Month

For the next 31 days, you need to assess where you are at and work on where 
you are weak. Look to your journal/black book and be honest with yourself. It is 
very important that you know yourself. 

Completion

This concludes the six-month program. To advance and become adept, it is 
important that you work on areas where you are weak. All of the meditations 
included in the program will give you a powerful foundation for working advanced 
magick. I will soon be creating another more advanced program, which will build 
upon this one. It is important between these programs that you take two weeks or 
more of a break to work on areas you need to perfect. 

These meditations, if performed correctly will create a powerful foundation for 
more advanced practices, which will come much easier. 

Those of us who are Spiritual Warriors must work in secret. Satan's Demons will 
guide us as to what we are to do. 
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Helping Others, Forums, Trolls 

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sat Apr 06, 2019 
 

 

 

The JoS in general as a mindset, is not to ban people because they are weird or because whatever, they 

are a bit trouble makers, or behave in let's say in a not 'uniform' way right of the bat. People have their 

own pace and how they think things through, different backgrounds, etc.  

 

This is from Satan, its a command, and people have to be able to question even the dumbest 'questions'. 

Changes had to happen because "its a troll" was used as an excuse to just disappear people out of 

questioning. Now, the same people who were just "censored", they are allowed to question more, 

except of the blatant ones who are totally trolling with blatant aggression. Satan wants to be heard. It's 

normal to be against closing the door on people based on this perception.  

 

The "troll" who comes first day and asks weird or stupid questions is actually the beginning stage of 

many advanced members who nowadays are in these forums or groups. If they were banned and 

scolded or never had the ability to receive an answer (albeit it may be hard to them) they may not have 

been there nor they may have advanced. Legitimate people are also harmed when they are banned, as 

it's exclusion from the community.  

 

Anyone who enters a school runs the risk of sounding an idiot but that is past the point, the point is 

willingness to learn. Satan wants people to speak out. You can't be top dog in the first day, but 

eventually, if this is what you want then you will do your end of the deal and start advancing. This will be 

commendable and observed. It may take years, even decades - that is absolutely fine. What's important 

is to move forward. Each on their own pace. 

 

Also, think to yourself if you are a Satanist. You have a question. In many ways, the Gods will guide you 

to where you will receive an answer. This can be in some material, some post, somewhere. They know 

the ways to guide people in accordance to their own level of understanding. The more we answer/help 

others, this lessens the burden the Demons have (as they can be really busy) and this also shows people 
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their answers that they seek, giving double good reputation to the Gods. It's important then to help and 

also do this in a mode of quality, and by providing quality.  

 

Now steps are being taken to ensure the availability of this information. I have worked (and still am) on 

around 700+ pages of the JoS related sites. The situation is, this is a treasure in our possession, but also 

an inheritence for the literal planet.  

 

The basis for answering life's questions and gaining insights is there, and this database of knowledge is 

also expanding. People for centuries and centuries have went without help, without answers, without 

any guidance, and to add saucing on top of it, with endless remorseless attacks by jews. This is not to 

excuse anyone, this is the reality of the situation. Jews until recently and even now own 96% of all 

sources of information of the planet. It becomes hard and requires all sorts of defensive measures to 

even keep a normal website running with contrary opinions. 

 

As for the age of the press, and of television, it's better to leave it unstated how difficult it is to have any 

flow of information there. Without flow of information, there are no schools, no educators, no 

knowledge, no advancement, nothing. People sink into ignorance and our minds remain totally dull. We 

become bestial and retarded, or we just turn into total NPC's.  

 

This is changing for the better with the WWW (666), the same internet that jews are trying to destroy, 

and the jews will be disappointed to find out it's an impossibility to deal with that. The age of jew 

control is going to soon be over, to the detriment and whiny tears of the jewish tribe. 

 

Truly, some people are on the absolute border of abomination behavior, so I understand why some 

people flip out, but even if some people have really bad manners, or are really brainwashed, not 

answering them or blocking them and kicking them out isn't always going to solve everything. We live in 

a world where people do mass mistakes, do heavy drugs, are severely deluded, and let's be honest, 

Satanism is in an 'avenue' filled with people who believe about aliens etc, who are for the most part, not 

the most uniform type of people. Satanism helps bring things back into proper balance. At least for 

those who put themselves on the path seriously that is. 

 

Many people to reach there have went through a lot of very weird thinking, studying and reading, if they 

came from a less 'direct' pathway. This creates a situation where some people may be extremely 

deluded. What is important that these people are at our door, so they can enter the 'school' and see 

what it is about. Students who want to learn, will try, regardless of grades, and they will learn. 99% of 

occult literature or teachings are filled with total abominations in general. People are severely deluded. 

 

I can't blame a person who opened a couple books and went flip-out, but they will be driven out like rats 

if, after they learn the truth, instead continue to act like total trash. People are helping them here, even 

the stern ones. This is to help them out of this senseless rut and to propel people to advance.  

 

However if one assaults or acts as pure garbage towards others, and this reaches a point of toxicity, or 

attacks in a way, then booting, and without any remorse, will be equally taken as a route of action. This 

is a like a university so if someone is there only to sell weed, or deceive, or just fuck around, without the 
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slightest idea to advance, even at the slowest pace, or even worse, to take it down, has no place in a 

university or a place or learning, or a spiritual military unit, or elsewhere. 

 

The troll and the legitimate person both come in the forum in a ranging spectrum of a similar ignorant 

state, just with different motivations. The troll however maintains this, is aggressive about it, or is doing 

this on purpose, and seeks to spread it, to the detriment of others. The legitimate person gets out of this 

rut and understands things as time goes. The troll is unrepentant in his way towards ignorance, and it 

seeks to spread it here too, screw others, deceive them, and so forth. 

 

Normal students/co-scientists/interested people in Satanism with legitimate interesting in Satan in, for 

example, when they want to disagree, they won't go as far as to try to rip down a school, attack the 

teachers, bomb the educators, and set the place on fire. They won't try to pull children on another place 

to ((('teach' them privately))) as all sorts of kikes and other asshats try to do not that infrequently, nor 

invite them into a dubious ice cream van for abductions.  

 

These people have everything to fear from this community here and the other advanced Satanists, so 

they hide in their holes and they lie to small groups which they try to turn innocents into little cults. 

Many people have come crawling and/or mentally harmed from these, and these events will not be 

tolerated. These people who cause this damage to others are unwelcome here, and will be confronted 

mercilessly. If one's intentions are 'good', and they care for Satan, they will understand why the above 

has a strong meaning.  

 

Lastly, everyone who is here, even for a decade, or some of you way more, remember that one day one 

entered this place and they were the ignorant in the room, we had no idea. I say "we" because this 

includes everyone, there are no exceptions here. Everyone grows into Satanism, it's a place of growing.  

 

We all start on ignorance, it can't be other way in the current world, and even if things were better, still 

the relative level of learning would be ignorant compared to an advanced level. Someone, something, 

some people, Demons mainly, whatever, helped us advance, others acted only as impediment. Follow in 

that example and help the legitimate people. 

 

How do Demons help? They help with growth. They don't sit there like slaves to serve someone as the 

enemy's thoughforms do. This creates a very unhealthy dependency and it keeps a person a cripple, it 

doesn't emphasize learning and growth so one can lift their own weight. Demons are the opposite of 

how the enemy 'teaches'. Likewise people should help themselves, so that others can help them, and 

raise the general level of things higher. 

 

Now as for trolls who want to come assault etc, they'll get it real bad. But it's also an aim to make 

everything real good and constantly advancing for those learning at all levels. We're doing the things we 

can to improve everything in that regard, for everyone involved. It's a common task for all of us. 

 

HAIL SATAN!!! 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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Hero Is That You 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sat Jul 07, 2018 10:22 am 

Hero Is That You 
 

The word Hero is from the ancient Greek for human's its Hero's from Ero's its the description of 

Humans it means one thing in the ancient Greek. That Human's are descended from the Ero's 

the sexual union of the human's and the Gods and are divine. The Greek texts talk of Hero's like 

unto the Gods. The point of the purpose of the human is to ascend into their divine nature by the 

Magnum Opus. This is the point of Hercules note the Her....Hero. The map of the human born 

from the union of Gods and human women who then ascends to Olympus as a full God by the 

Magnum Opus. The Greeks stated the Human has only two paths one is the mortal which is 

reincarnation and karma. The other is the light body the fully divine state of the Magnum Opus 

to become fully divine and have equality with the Gods.  
 

In the east the tales of the Yogi's always mention that Shiva appears to those who have 

obtained a level of spiritual transformation to where the high psychic centers are open and then 

instructions them in the higher levels of Yoga so they can obtain the light body and ascend to 

their fully divine state.  
 

Now you must understand something some of the Gods are fully ascended HUMANS who were 

born on this planet as we were and ascended and are now Gods. That can you be as well one 

day. If you live how we are supposed to. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

Re: Hero Is That You 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sat Jul 07, 2018 3:52 pm 

The enemy has spent thousands of years with geo political movements to remove this 

knowledge that is the only reason it seems out there. Because its outside of the frame of 

reference the enemy has created to enslave people from. 
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High Priestess Maxine Dietrich's 2015 Sermons Volume 1 
[As of 31st of March 2015] 

 
 

Forward Note: 
I have written hundreds of sermons and replies to questions and concerns of JoS 
members over the years. Please excuse if some of these are repeated, as there 
are too many for me time-wise to keep up with and recheck, to see if they are 
already on other pdfs I uploaded. For those who are new "xian" = Christian. We X 
out the "christ" for obvious reasons. If some of the links here no longer work, you 
can access them by copying and pasting the URL into the "Browse History" box 
at the "Internet Archive Way Back Machine http://archive.org/web/ 
A page will come up with dates, just click on a date and it will bring up the page. 
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Regarding Biblical "Prophesies" 
 
Something I need to bring to everyone's attention, especially for those who are 
new to Satanism is concerning biblical prophesies. Please read this and know it. I 
don't have the time right now to do any research on what I am going to write 
below, but I strongly suggest that any of you here who have any doubts and/or 
worries to do your own research. There are plenty of websites online where you 
can find proof.  
 
There have always been "earthquakes" "pestilences" 'famines" "plagues" and 
above all, weather disasters and related. I was just watching the news and the 
unusual warming in Alaska and the snowstorms in the Eastern US, etc., were 
highlighted. Back in 2008, given my own experience, I noted how the 
commentators for the Beijing Olympics stated several times how the Chinese 
were able to stop rain by controlling the weather, as no one wanted rain for the 
Olympic Games. They were successful.  
 
Now, given the above, and how science has progressed and is now progressing 
at a rapid rate to where many are unable to even keep up with the plethora of 
technology, it is glaringly obvious that humanity has advanced to where the 
weather can be controlled. I also want to add here that the so-called "New World" 
being the Americas was not fully populated and did not have an extensive written 
history until give or take, some 400 years ago. Major earthquakes, droughts, 
hurricanes and other natural disasters were not recorded and did not factor in as 
they do today. This right here is major in the way of giving the amount of natural 
disasters and also, the media today is much more extensive in both covering this 
type of thing world-wide and in broadcasting it.  
 
My point here is these natural disasters are NOT "An act of God." Scientists can 
now control the weather and even create this sort of thing. Scientists can create 
natural disasters and as most of us know, can create plagues and other biblical 
crap. Sadly, many followers/victims of Christianity, Islam and related are fooled 
into believing these events to be predictive of "the end" and this works well for 
the enemy in bringing in more victims to their nefarious program, due to a lack of 
knowledge.  
 
The entire Judeo/Christian Bible is nothing more than a powerful subliminal. I 
have said time and again and will repeat myself for new people here: there is 
NOTHING SPIRITUAL about Christianity, Islam and their Jewish root, other than 
the Jewish root is in control and at the top, the Jews use occult power to keep 
these nefarious programs thriving. The Jews become "God" and as most of us 
are aware, they DICTATE. They are always telling us Gentiles what we are to do, 
what we should think, how we should think, what to believe and everything else. 
THE JEWS DICTATE. Idiots jump up and get to it. They readily carry out the 
orders given by their Jewish masters. The Judeo/Christian Bible is NOT a "Word 
of God"!  
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The book "Eye to Eye: Facing the Consequences of Dividing Israel" by 
William Koenig is very revealing, though the author himself [Christian] is very 
deluded. Anyone who is familiar with witchcraft and the workings of the mind and 
soul, rituals, etc., can see through this for what it is.  
 
Many of these so-called "prophesies" were put into motion centuries ago BY 
HUMAN BEINGS. Christians and even more so, Muslims [as many Muslims are 
in third world countries where there is a high percentage of illiteracy] and have no 
knowledge of the workings of the mind and soul. Anyone who has any knowledge 
related to witchcraft in Muslim dominated countries is murdered if they are found 
out. As I stated many times before, Islam and Christianity are murder and death 
focused programs, that have their foundations built upon genocide, mass-
murder, torture, death and living for one's death, destruction and violence. 
Nothing more. Everyone always has to be sorry. The biblical subliminal is 
everyone is born into "original sin" everyone is in debt and everyone owes. So, 
everyone must pay the Jew.  
 
I remember seeing a movie a very long time ago "Little Odessa" where the 
Jewish father says to his son. "Rueben! Do your homework! Don't be like some 
dumb goy in our neighborhood!" "Dumb goy" They feel they have the right to slur 
Gentiles as they please. No one ever really says anything against these Jewish 
"masters."  
 
Most of you already know, that is how they look at us- "stupid goyim." They feel 
they have a "God-given" RIGHT to dictate and tell us what to do and to use us as 
slaves and then throw us away. Disposable human beings.  
 
Don't be an idiot. KNOW the truth. Take the time to study, learn, and find out 
about things. The only way a lie and hoax can be successful is if the victim/s do 
not know. Satan stands for knowledge. Don't be duped! Know how the Jews 
work. These so-called "prophesies" are also highlighted and promoted by the 
Jewish-run media, movies, books and TV shows to keep the subliminal going 
and to keep these lies alive and thriving, bringing in many more victims. The 
mass-mind is very powerful. The torah is the Jewish life-line and the Christianity 
and Islam programs for Gentiles are the bulwark in giving power, belief, and 
energy to the Jewish programs.  
 
In addition to all of this, and my main point here for this article is; you think the 
Jewish scientists at the top aren't going to try to control the weather, create 
plagues, pandemics and natural disasters [which they now have the technology 
to do so] to make those biblical prophesies appear to be real?  
 
They have controlled NASA for one, for decades. They work to control everything 
else, especially any program or organization of importance and influence, so go 
figure.  
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The sciences, advanced education and learning and everything else including 
sex, the Jew works to rot these out from the inside, turning a positive into a 
negative, tainting everything and abusing freedoms and everything else to 
destroy civilization and humanity. Everything intended to help is turned by the 
Jew to destroy and transformed into something nefarious and very ugly.  
 
SATAN STANDS FOR KNOWLEDGE, EDUCATION AND ABOVE ALL. 
SPIRITUAL LIBERATION AND INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS!!!!  
 
So, ask yourself, just what is so "evil" about wanting to be free? Many people are 
so indoctrinated; they can see the truth at all. 
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Re: Why is it so hard to deprogram from Christian influence?  
<JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com> "Lilith345" wrote: 
Just when I think I'm making progress, it seems like all the "what ifs" start to pop 
up into my head. It's really confusing. How can I be so close to freedom and yet 
so far away. It's been this way even before I dedicated myself. I don't understand 
how I can make contact with a demon and no harm comes to me, then the next 
time I try to summon, anxiety and fear that something bad is going to happen 
comes up out of nowhere, Then have no problems the next time I summon. I 
mean is it really as simple as deprogramming from Christianity or is it some kind 
of attack? What do I do? 
 
MY REPLY: 
Something I want to add to this thread, as there are people here who are new 
and others are still having problems. Most people are unaware of the extent of 
the mass mind and its influence. The Judeo/Christian and Muslim virus has 
infested and has been imbedded in the mass mind for centuries. This is all 
subliminal. In other words, your logical conscious mind is often not aware of it to 
the extent that it is there, but your subconscious mind and soul take this filth in. In 
addition to the extent it has infested and imbedded, it is relentlessly pushed and 
kept going by idiots world-wide. Take just one year for an example. Pagan 
holidays were hijacked. Millions were tortured and murdered [so much for the 
Christian lies of "love" and "peace" and "free will." Christianity has never been 
tolerant of any other beliefs, especially Paganism. As for the Jews whining about 
being "persecuted" by the Christians, this is another lie and what little they were 
was just for show. Catholic Popes during the inquisition ordered their inquisitors 
to "Leave the Jews alone."  
 
Christianity has always been pushed [under threat of torture and death] onto the 
populace. In Japan, the Emperor kicked the Catholic Jesuits out of the country as 
they wanted to murder all of the Buddhists that would not convert. The Jesuits 
are another Jewish program and the Jews retaliated in 1945 with bombing 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Getting back to the year, what were once Pagan 
holidays and celebrations, all of this has been hijacked with the energies being 
directed into Judaism and Christianity. If you do some research, this is world-
wide and in nearly every country, with the exception of Islamic countries and they 
do their own spiritual destruction and subliminal ugliness, infesting the mass 
mind with total rot. Also, in addition to the main holidays, there are other 
numerous dates where the Christians spew their filth. Take Spain for example, 
their huge celebration of "Holy Week" and then there is that "Pentecost" which 
was also hijacked and the list is extensive. Take all of that energy, along with the 
churches and their slavish worshipping fools, who work relentlessly for not only 
their own damnation and destruction, but also that of all of humanity and all life 
on this earth. They are too stupid and deluded to see this.  
 
Then, there is the Jewish-controlled media. All the while the Jews pretend to be 
enemies of Christianity and persecuted by it. This is to fool the populace. Most 
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people actually believe these lies, while in truth, the Jews promote Christianity 
zealously behind the scenes, though they do so quietly and secretively, no 
different from those kosher symbols on our food bottles and jars, etc. Many TV 
shows and movies are steeped in Christianity. For example, many years ago, 
"Little House on the Prairie" was aired during what was called "family hour." It not 
only had heavy Christian themes, but with the Jewish knowledge of psychology, 
it combined those themes with strong emotional reactions that were intended to 
be deeply touching for the audience. This sort of thing is powerfully subliminal, 
especially when it affects more than one sense/emotion. Then, there was the 
family series "The Waltons." Same sort of Christian shit. I haven't watched any 
regular TV in probably more than 30 years, so this is going way back, but my 
point is, anyone here with even half a brain is aware of how the Jews control the 
media. Another one. the 1959 movie "Ben Hur." I heard there was a recent 
sequel, but I wouldn't waste my time. The music, that filthy Nazarene and all of 
the whole ball of subliminal crap intended to associate Christianity and its related 
themes in the average mind with profound tear-jerking and emotionally moving 
scenes. Few people would not be emotionally moved at the ending of that movie 
and the Jews who wrote and promoted this knew it. I also want to add, that movie 
was promoted for families and children saw it and it had bloody violence in it 
along with other unsavory content that was not suitable for children.  
 
I also mentioned in my other sermons, I like to do crossword puzzles, as do other 
millions of people. It is glaringly obvious, most, if not all of the word and other 
puzzle books on the newsstand were authored and published by Jews. Most of 
these puzzles and even in your local newspaper have queries about that filth 
bible. In other words, it is taken for granted that the populace is supposed to just 
know this shit, like it is common knowledge. How many of you can walk down an 
aisle in a market or store during the Yule season and hear instrumental xmas 
hymns and even though there may not be words in a particular hymn, how many 
of you know the lyrics by heart? This is the kind of crap I mean. It is and has 
been so infested and imbedded; most of us know the lyrics verbatim. The music 
alone is enough and before you know it, your mind pulls up the lyrics.  
 
Then, for those of us who were forced to go to church when we were under-age, 
the embedded prayers. The robotic, stupid, meaningless trash that we had to 
memorize and repeat endlessly. Every stinking vile church service/mass is a 
repeat of the human blood living sacrifice of that foul Nazarene. It is so repetitive 
and purposely imbedded to no end. To add to this, most people are literally bored 
out of their minds and when dozing off or in a mentally receptive state, this 
psychological poison takes hold like hypnosis. That is where it really gets 
imbedded and even those with the lowest intelligence levels are very open and 
receptive as it is endlessly repetitive and reinforced. This is why this world is in 
the current state of depravity, the wars, the extreme suffering and every other 
ugly and negative thing. Individuals do not have to read the bible. All they have to 
do is to tie into that negative energy and it is embedded in the mass mind and 
right now, this earth is on the brink of disaster.  
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http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/ChristianMass_JewishRitualMurder.
ht ml  
 
In addition to its being perpetuated by humanity, enemy aliens known as Greys 
who have a micro-chip implant, work relentlessly to push this malignant program. 
Many of us have been directly harassed by this alien degenerate scum spiritually 
on the astral. Christianity and its related lethal poisonous programs do NOT take 
"NO" for an answer. Just as humans who have been heavily infected with the 
Christian virus and tie into its energy have an obsessive/compulsive disorder 
when it comes to getting others to "accept Jesus" enemy spooks do the very 
same. Now that some level of Free-thought and freedom of religion have been 
established in most Western Developed countries, these alien spooks are 
working even harder in other ways to try to destroy it. Enemy spooks cannot 
refrain from harassing those of us who know the truth. I will tell you though, there 
does come a time when they will no longer try to deceive you with the Christian 
lies. That is when you know the truth 100%. Then, they resort to other tactics of 
harassment.  
 
My advice to all of you who are having problems getting Christian, Muslim and 
related imbedded poison out of your minds is to study, study and do more 
studying. There are a load of sermons, articles and all kinds of reading material 
on the main Joy of Satan website, Satan's Library and Exposing Christianity.  
 
If any of you are having reservations in regards to trying to call upon our original 
Gods [Demons], then my advice is to wait. There is no hurry. Clear your mind 
first and then and only when you feel completely relaxed and comfortable, you 
can go ahead with this. True Satanism is liberation and freedom, especially 
spiritual liberation and freedom. You only need to be yourself. Nothing is forced 
upon you. Be aware of and know this. Just be free. If there is something you are 
not completely comfortable with, then don't do it. Work on yourself and work on 
ridding your mind of that foul toxic Christian waste first and replace it with positive 
knowledge, positive thoughts, and a positive faith. Positive faith is NOT blind 
faith. Positive faith is faith in what you know to be true and faith in yourself to 
make the correct choices FREE OF COERSION AND ANY FEAR! 
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Why is There Suffering in the World? Satan Gives Answers 
 
Unlike those so-called "Gods" that are false and worshipped by followers of the 
enemy programs, Satan gives us wisdom, knowledge and sensible answers. 
Christians and Muslims, being as deceived as they are, are at a loss to explain.  
 
Most people wonder why there is so much suffering, misery and ugliness in this 
world. Thousands of years ago, there was a time called "The Golden Age." It was 
a time of peace, prosperity, and happiness. Humans in those days lived 
hundreds of years. Our Gods were with us as well. Ever since the coming of 
Christianity and Islam, everything beautiful and positive turned to ugliness and 
destruction.  
 
Now, most of you here are familiar with the powers of the mind and soul and 
meditation. I remember many years ago when I was still an atheist, I was reading 
a book on chakras and the book instructed to "look" at each one of your chakras, 
of which I did and I got a shock that nearly knocked me off of the sofa. That 
freaked me out. Now, this was a result of focusing my attention. Most of you have 
had spiritual experiences where you have had similar occurrences. Just focusing 
on a chakra or another area of your soul and you find it is a very intense 
experience.  
 
I wrote about this part before, but just look around you, everything you see, your 
computer screen, your chair, your bed, your furniture, the cars outside, buildings, 
windows...everything you see was once someone's idea before it materialized 
into a physical form in reality. Now, I also want to add in some instances, such as 
with science, for example storms manifest on their own; hot humid air colliding 
with cold, dry air for example, but the majority of everything here was once 
someone's idea. This right here reveals the importance of one's thinking and 
one's mind. Those of you who have been meditating for any length of time know 
how important it is to try to focus on positive things, as focusing on destructive 
thoughts, needless worry, and negativity, with a strong mind and soul one will 
attract this.  
 
The average person who does not meditate and who has a much weaker mind, 
where most thoughts tend to dissipate, alone does not have much power, but 
when combined with the mass mind of millions of other people who are focusing 
along the same lines, then thoughts do have much more power. I came across a 
book some 20 years ago [I can't remember the name of the book or the author], 
but I read it and the author had a technique where she could place her hands 
upon a book and subliminally absorb all of the information in that book. I also 
heard of where the same can be done in learning a foreign language. Most of 
you are familiar with the US $20.00 bill and the 9-11 incident. I also wrote of this 
and how the "Holy Bible" factored in, as even more prevalent than the $20.00 bill, 
there is a bible in nearly every home, in hospitals, hotel rooms, and in many other 
places.  
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The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft 
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Bible_Jewish_Witchcraft.htm  
 
Psychiatrists, psychologists and others who work with the human mind give 
certain tests like the Rorschach Ink Blot tests to probe into the minds of patients 
in order to ascertain what they dwell on and to determine their psychological 
make-up. Most people will see things in these ink blots according to what their 
own experiences in life have been and how they think, and what they dwell on.  
 
Now, again, most of you here are even somewhat aware of the extent of the 
extreme negativity, and this is an understatement, contained in both the Bible 
and the Koran. In reading through scriptures for reverse Torah rituals, the curses 
against humanity are prolific to where one can't even begin to count them all. 
Curse after curse, after curse and the damnation and the most utter debased 
depravity. One does not have to read the Bible or the Koran cover to cover to be 
influenced by or to tie into the most hideous energy contained therein. Just 
focusing on this is enough, and by focusing, I mean attending church, and of 
course, Muslims "pray" 5 times a day, facing east in the direction that with the 
gravitational pull of the earth, amplifies energies.  
 
So, just how much energy has been put into and is still being put into such 
extreme destruction and negativity? This has influenced this world and 
everything in it. Much of the populace is steeped in it, though lifetimes. One 
individual alone doesn't have too much power, but how about tens of millions? 
Most people aren't even aware of the subliminal. I like to do crossword puzzles 
and in nearly every book, they have the biblical crap. In other words, this is 
supposed to be common knowledge.  
 
Wonder why there is so much fighting and family break-ups?  
 
Luke 12:53  
The father shall be divided against the son, and the son against the father; the 
mother against the daughter, and the daughter against the mother; the mother in 
law against her daughter in law, and the daughter in law against her mother in 
law.  
 
Matthew 10:21  
"Brother will betray brother to death, and a father his child; children will rebel 
against their parents and have them put to death.  
[This one is a given with Jewish communism, where many children were 
brainwashed into turning their parents over to the so-called "State" to be put to 
death].  
 
Matthew 10:35  
For I have come to turn "'a man against his father, a daughter against her 
mother, a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law-  
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The above is only a very small portion of where human focus and energies have 
been going for centuries. It doesn't matter whether a follower has read the Bible 
cover to cover or is even familiar with its contents [as most people who follow 
such depravity are not], he/she still connects with the energy and with more 
available information regarding the human mind, and one can see this is a fact. 
What one thinks, believes and the energies one ties into and identifies with 
determines what one is and where one is going in life. In addition, even those 
who reject the Christian and Islamic programs or who are non-believers are 
affected, as the mass mind is powerful enough to influence the world. The mass 
mind is more powerful.  
 
Both with Christianity and Islam, the focus is on suffering and death. Followers 
live for their death. The filthy parasitical worthless Nazarene is worshipped - torn, 
ragged, beaten and bled dry. Deader than a doornail. DEATH. Every 
mass/church service focuses on the death of that Nazarene. Then, of course the 
cannibalism 'Eat me" "Drink me, " as this creates the necessary ties for Jewish 
ritual murder to succeed where they take an abducted Gentile child into a secret 
back room of a synagogue and proceed to butcher him/her after tying him/her to 
a cross in simulation of that Nazarene and then drink his/her blood. The 
foundation for this is in Deuteronomy- the book of instructions on how to carry out 
living blood sacrifices. The Jews even openly claim it as such as to their Torah.  
 
I have also written about poverty. Poverty is a world-wide serious problem that 
has resulted in the deaths of millions over the centuries and has ruined many 
lives.  
 
Matthew 6:24  
24 No man can serve two masters: for either he will hate the one, and love the 
other; or else he will hold to the one, and despise the other. Ye cannot serve God 
and mammon.  
[MAMON (MAMMON): Mishnaic Hebrew and Aramaic for "riches." The word itself 
is given in the Sermon on the Mount.]  
http://www.jewishencyclopedia.com/articles/10339-mamon-mammon  
Also note the above scripture, the number 6 is emphasized again. 6 and the 
2+4=6. The Jews always use the number 6. Through this, they direct the 
energies into slave labor for Gentiles and of course, their own wealth, and riches. 
The Bible dupes Gentiles into accepting poverty and living for their death, while 
the Jews who created this work of degeneracy and filth know better. Wealth and 
power is concentrated in their hands.  
 
Matthew 19:21-26  
21 Jesus said unto him, If thou wilt be perfect, go and sell that thou hast, and 
give to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in heaven: and come and follow 
me.  
22 But when the young man heard that saying, he went away sorrowful: for he 
had great possessions.  
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23 Then said Jesus unto his disciples, Verily I say unto you, That a rich man shall 
hardly enter into the kingdom of heaven.  
24 And again I say unto you, It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a 
needle, than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of God.  
 
Mark 4:19  
19 And the cares of this world, and the deceitfulness of riches, and the lusts of 
other things entering in, choke the word, and it becometh unfruitful.  
 
Proverbs 23: 4-5  
4 Labour not to be rich: cease from thine own wisdom.  
5 Wilt thou set thine eyes upon that which is not? for riches certainly make 
themselves wings; they fly away as an eagle toward heaven.  
 
Ecclesiastes 5:10  
He that loveth silver shall not be satisfied with silver; nor he that loveth 
abundance with increase: this is also vanity.  
 
Proverbs 11:4  
Riches profit not in the day of wrath: but righteousness delivereth from death.  
 
2 Corinthians 9:7  
Every man according as he purposeth in his heart, so let him give; not 
grudgingly, or of necessity: for God loveth a cheerful giver.  
 
Matthew 6:19-21  
19 Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth, where moth and rust doth 
corrupt, and where thieves break through and steal:  
20 But lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust 
doth corrupt, and where thieves do not break through nor steal:  
 
The above is only a small sample of indoctrination into a lifetime of poverty. This 
in many cases persists into many lifetimes as it clings to the soul.  
 
In the verse below, the suffering of innocent children is encouraged:  
Matthew 19:14  
But Jesus said, Suffer little children, and forbid them not, to come unto me: for of 
such is the kingdom of heaven.  
 
There was a man who both encouraged and participated the murdering of 
"witches." That man was reported to have read the "Holy Bible" some 53 times. It 
is no wonder he displayed a murderous bent. When one worships murder, one 
becomes a murderer.  
Below is a sampling of the endless murders committed by Yahweh/Jehovah in 
the Bible. This is praised and extolled by Christians incessantly:  
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Killing Event Reference Bible's Number Estimate:  
 

· The Flood of Noah- Genesis 7:23, an estimated 20,000,000 murdered  
· Abraham's war to rescue Lot- Genesis 14:17-19, an estimated 1,000 

murdered  
· Sodom and Gomorrah Genesis 19:24 an estimated 2,000 murdered  
· While they were sore, Dinah's brethren slew all the males Genesis 34:1-

31, Judith 9:2-3 2 an estimated 1,000 murdered  
· A seven year worldwide famine Genesis 41:25-54, an estimated 70,000 

murdered  
· There will be blood: The first plague of Egypt Exodus 7:15-27, an 

estimated 10,000 murdered  
· The seventh plague: hail Exodus 9:25, an estimated 300,000 murdered  
· Firstborn Egyptian children Exodus 12:29-30, an estimated 500,000 

murdered  
· The Lord took off their chariot wheels Exodus 14:8-26, an estimated 600 

5,000 murdered  
· Amalekites Exodus 17:13, an estimated 1,000 murdered  
· Who is on the Lord's side?: Forcing friends and family to kill each other 

Exodus 32:27-28 an estimated 3,000 murdered  
· When the people complained, God burned them to death Num 11:1 an 

estimated 100 murdered  
· While the flesh was still between their teeth, the Lord smote them will a 

very great plague Num 11:33, an estimated 10,000 murdered  
· Ten scouts are killed for their honest report Num 14:35-45, 10 murdered  
· A man gathering sticks on the Sabbath day is stoned to death Num 15:32-

35, 1 murdered  
· Korah, his companions, and their families are buried alive Num 16:27 3, 9 

murdered  
· God burns 250 people to death for burning incense Num 16:35, 250 

murdered  
· God kills 14,700 for complaining about God's killings Num 16:49 14, 700 

murdered  
· The Jericho massacre Joshua 6:21 1,000 murdered  
· The Ai massacre Joshua 8:1-25 12,000 murdered  
· God stops the sun so Joshua can get his killing done in the daylight 

Joshua 10:10-11 5,000 murdered  
· Joshua utterly destroyed all that breathed as the Lord commanded Joshua 

10:28-42 7 7,000 murdered  
· The genocide of twenty cities: There was not any left to breathe Joshua 

11:8-12 2 20,000 murdered  
· The Lord delivered the Canaanites and Perizzites Judges 1:4 10,000 

murdered  
· Gideon's story: The Lord set every man's sword against his fellow Judges 

7:22 120,000 murdered  
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· A city is massacred and 1000 burn to death because of God's evil spirit 
Judges 9:23-27 1,001 2,000 murdered  

· The Ammonite massacre Judges 11:32-33 20,000 murdered  
· God forces the Philistines to kill each other 1 Samuel 14:20 1,000 

murdered  
· David spends the day killing Amalekites 1 Samuel 30:17 1,000 murdered  
· God killed 100,000 Syrians for calling him a god of the hills 1 Kings 20:28-

29 100,000 murdered  
· God killed 27,000 Syrians by making a wall fall on them 1 Kings 20:30 

27,000 murdered  
 

The endless list goes on and one. Steeped in bloodthirsty heinous murder. The 
subliminal message here is MURDER.  
 
The above was taken from:  
Dwindling in Unbelief  
http://dwindlinginunbelief.blogspot.com/2010/04/drunk-with-blood-gods-killings-
in-bible.html  
The above website has many more examples. The listing I included in the above 
is very small.  
 
There is no need to elaborate on war here. That filthy bible is full of wars, 
injustices, famine, endless savage cruelty, and a hatred for humanity. This is 
celebrated with hijacked Pagan holidays, singing for the damnation of humanity, 
worshipping, focusing, and giving copious amounts of energy into promoting 
suffering, loss, death, misery and pain. This is soooooo obvious. As I already 
mentioned, when doing some research for reverse torah rituals, the amount of 
direct curses aimed at humanity was so extensive I didn't even know where to 
begin and with Lilith's direction, picked out the most blatant ones and there were 
also plenty of those.  
 
We are what we think about and dwell upon. This is where the mass mind has 
been for well over two thousand years. It is no wonder there is so much pain and 
suffering. There is your answer.  
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Re: Just when you thought Joooz couldn't be any DUMBER....  
 
MY REPLY:  
This thread implies that Jews are stupid. NEVER underestimate the enemy!!!!! 
Yes, there are some stupid Jews, but not as a whole. These people are not 
stupid, not the ones who have had us Gentiles for the past 2,000 years. They are 
very clever at lying and deceiving. Many of the Jews have an IQ [level of 
intelligence] above the top 2% of the population. I saw this myself when I joined 
American Mensa [which is by invitation only after passing a supervised IQ test 
that proves your intelligence is in the top 2% or above of the population]. They 
had an orientation that was compulsory to attend. It was in the home of a Jewish 
couple for one and for another, out of some 30 people give or take, I was only 
one of three, maybe four Gentiles there. This is not to say that Gentiles are not 
intelligent. The IQs of Nazi leaders were way on top in the genius level and they 
were onto the Jewish problem. Many Jews are in professional occupations like 
law. They also know loopholes and brag openly about this and they are very 
deceptive to an extreme. Not to mention, at the upper levels they are organized 
and they have money and resources that would make a lot of people's eyes 
water.  
 
In addition to this, the Jews call themselves "people of the book." There is a 
Jewish joke: "A Jewish drop out is a Jew who did not complete their PhD 
degree." The universities and colleges are loaded with them. While they push 
and indoctrinate the suicidal notion in that lethal bible, enforce on the populace 
enslaved under Jewish communism, that knowledge is something evil [the 
Serpent of Satan in the bible represents knowledge], they, themselves know it is 
the key to everything. For a slave state to exist and function, slaves must be 
ignorant. The word "ignorant" means "unknowing." It is a sad fact that there are 
some people here who have to have the word explained as I just did. I am not 
talking non-Americans either.  
 
The average Gentile comes home, snaps on that TV set, goes to the fridge and 
takes out an ice cold beer, and then sits down in front of that TV for the rest of 
the night [many even eat their evening meals on TV trays], and watches 
PROGRAMS. YES, PROGRAMS AND FROM THESE PROGRAMS, THEY ARE 
PROGRAMMED.  
 
I, myself place too much value and respect for my own time and mind to sit in 
front of some of the worst stupidity and waste hours at this. Not to mention the 
stupidity and blatant Jew-Communist programming is as far as my concern, not 
only totally unworthy of my precious time, but it is also sickening and boring to 
the extreme. So, ask yourself. what are you learning from this?? There ARE 
movies [DVDs] and such that can be educational, even those solely for 
entertainment. Those sitcoms, Jew run talk shows and related to me are 
nauseating. Wasted days and wasted nights. lead to a wasted life and a waste of 
a human being. The Jew dictates both directly and indirectly how you should 
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think, what you should and should not believe, how you should live your life and 
everything else. THEY PROGRAM YOU!!  
 
Another blatant example. those of you who understand the workings of the mind 
and meditate enough to have the experience already are aware of just how one's 
thoughts, focus and attention are so sensitive. Just placing your awareness to 
'feel' your aura and your chakras is very powerful. You can do this easily right 
now and you will see what I mean just how rapidly this manifests- just the 
smallest bit of focus, attention and awareness.  
 
Just as the Jewish program of communism perpetually and most forcibly 
indoctrinates the populace [their victims] with endlessly repeated slogans 
enforcing blatant communist lies [the Jews have long been aware of the powers 
of the mind and soul, while systematically removing these from the Gentile 
populace with the programs of Christianity and Islam]; the very same is done with 
the "Holy Bible" being called "The Good Book." This is a very obvious example of 
the stupidity and ignorance of those who believe that SHIT! Never has there 
been such a horrific conglomeration of perverted, corrupted and stolen legends, 
concepts, literature and other crap and above all- ENDLESS CURSES AND I 
MEAN EXTREME CURSES AGAINST HUMANITY!!!!!  
 
IGNORANT people keep extolling and praising and giving their energies to this 
extreme negativity and its destructive forces. These are all aimed at destroying 
civilization and humanity as a whole. There was a time when our Gods had 
control over the earth and this was called the "Golden Age." It was a time of 
peace and prosperity for Gentile humanity. With enforcing of the Christian 
program, this was the REAL "Paradise Lost" and humanity has unfortunately 
degenerated ever since. Christianity, Islam and its Jewish root have taken a 
lethal toll and the world is now facing disaster. Yes, ignorance is bliss as the 
saying goes. Most people who spend hour after hour wasting their time in front of 
the TV set, playing endless games on the PC for hours and hours and engaging 
in other wastes of time are unaware of just how bad things are in the world. 
Some are so stupid they just don't even bother to care. Where would we all be 
here right now if Satan and the Powers of Hell didn't care? We would still all be 
fucking slaves back in the Dark Ages. I also know that Christians are subliminally 
PROGRAMMED to obsessively push Christianity. In this I am mainly referring to 
the fundamentalists and those who are steeped in the Christian energy.  
 
Things are REALLY bad, such as the environment. What Jewish communism did 
to the environment has put a funeral wreath to hang over the entire earth. Whiling 
away the hours is what they WANT you to do. Be stupid, be unaware, don't 
bother so put any effort into developing your mind, don't put any effort into 
studying or learning. Just wait until it is all far too late to do anything. What the 
Jews have done and are now doing WILL EVENTUALLY EFFECT EVERYONE.  
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There is a wealth of information that everyone should be studying here. Satan 
represents knowledge. For those who are just too fucking lazy and unmotivated, 
JoS ministry and other very dedicated members have already done the work for 
you. Even the worst slum in the USA is a paradise compared to living under 
Jewish communism. Unbeknownst to many uninformed dolts who just don't 
bother to read, the USA is the number one target for a communist take-over. The 
USA is the last major power that still has some freedom and this is being rapidly 
destroyed. Our legal system, our law enforcement, out bill of rights and anything 
related to ensuring individual freedoms are being viciously attacked, undermined 
and if something isn't done will be eventually destroyed. Many talk the talk, but 
when reality hits, it is a different story. We are in a very dire situation. Few 
understand the tactics of communist take-over such as how the Jews destroy the 
law-enforcement, of which they are doing right now blatantly. The next step is 
total anarchy of which they enthusiastically promote and then when they get 
some real power in a country, such as they did in the former USSR, they go on a 
mass murder rampage. The police and related are usually the first in line to be 
murdered, along with the educated classes they label the "intelligentsia." No, for 
the dummies here, you don't have the right to a trial, nor does your family. You 
are just butchered, and everything you once had and owned is taken form you 
and now belongs to the Jew-run "State." This is another example of how they 
push their slogans. The word "people's" is analogous with communism. NO, 
NOTHING BELONGS TO THE "PEOPLE" IN REALITY. Everything becomes the 
property of the Jew-owned and run state. The Jews are very adept at inventing 
slogans that are outright total lies and perverting these and enforcing them as 
truths upon the populace.  
 
When communism fails as it did in the early 1990's, the first thing they then do is 
to push the Christian program. Fundamentalist Christians are allowed into the 
victimized country in droves, the bible is then reinstated into the local languages, 
and churches and mosques are opened up and again running. This puts the 
entire nation back at square one again, under Jewish spiritual control. As I have 
stated repeatedly, but will again, the bible is the foundation for Jewish 
communism. When it has done its job and a nation falls to Jewish communism, 
the bible, the churches and the mosques are no longer needed and all of the 
stolen materials they used that were hijacked and corrupted from Pagan religions 
around the world are then done away with, ensuring the ENTIRE memory is 
gone. If this fails, as I already wrote in the above, they revert right back to using 
the bible again. This way, the spiritual energies of the populace are under their 
direct control. The Jews have survived as they have because like that foul 
Nazarene character, they mutate like a virus. They mutate and adapt to the 
current times, but they never change in character, nor does their goal of 
enslaving the entire world. A communist state is a slave state. Christianity and 
Islam, while pushing the slogans of "freedom" "peace" "equality" and 
"brotherhood" are in truth, the total opposites.  
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SATAN IS FREEDOM, SATAN STANDS FOR FREEDOM, AND SATAN 
STANDS FOR TRUTH, LIBERATION, AND INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS.  
 
Below is a list of JoS and affiliated websites that have a very large number of 
pdfs available for absolutely free. Many of us have put in years of our time in 
serious study, creating these works and websites in the service of Satan. We do 
this because we care. Not only do we work for Satan and the Powers of Hell, we 
strongly support and believe in Satan's plans for this world.  
 
http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Satans_Library.htm  
 
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Real_Holocaust.html  
 
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/  
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How many Gentiles have ever received any compensation? 
 
The article below is truly appalling to say the least and unfortunately is one of 
many over the years. That entire HOLOCO$T was phony.  
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Real_Holocaust.html  
For those of you who are new here, or not onto that scam.  
 
How many Gentiles have received any compensation??????? How many 
Gentiles endured the worst brutality imaginable under the Jewish communist 
regimes? How many Gentiles were systematically worked to death in Jewish run 
slave labor/death camps like Kolyma? How many people have heard of Kolyma? 
But, everyone hears the kike whining about Auschwitz, Treblinka, Dachau, etc., 
endlessly.  
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Real_Death_Camps.htm  
Many of the victims of communism never even made it to the slave labor camps. 
They either died being tortured for crimes they never committed or died in 
transport, going in some cases weeks without any food. Who has ever 
compensated these people? Their families? Their systematically being worked to 
DEATH LITERALLY. NO ONE VICTIMIZED BY JEWISH COMMUNISM HAS 
EVER GOTTEN ANY COMPENSATION!! Over 100+ million Gentile lives have 
been totally destroyed under Jewish communism [of which has its foundation in 
the Judeo/Christian bible].  
 
The article below reveals the Jewish supremacy. Also note the emphasis again 
on their number 6 with the "60 million" in the second paragraph below in the 
article. Not only are the few remaining kikes [most are dead from old age] on the 
doles, but also their families and descendants. We Gentiles have to support 
these rotten parasites. I just replied to a personal e-mail within the ministry 
regarding how years ago, I was standing and waiting for a bus in the ice cold rain 
and watched a Jewish funeral procession go by. ALL of the cars totaling some 25 
give or take were ALL BRAND NEW. YOU PAY FOR THIS!  
 
In addition, just how many military veterans such as those who fought in the Viet 
Nam War against the communist vermin have ever really gotten any reparations 
or compensation? The death toll from communist mass murder in SE Asia was in 
the tens of millions. Those who fought against communism in Viet Nam were 
vehemently attacked by the Jewish controlled press here in the USA and other 
parts of the world. This is just one. There have been continuous wars where 
nations fought against this Jewish pestilence. No amount of money or so-called 
"compensation/reparations" can ever satisfy Jewish greed.  
 
By performing the ritual [this ritual will be ongoing through the 20th of December], 
we can put a stop to this. You can do the ritual at any time between those dates 
and as many times as you are able to.  
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Dec_20.html   
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Another ritual that can be performed at any time:  
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/62914_Ritual.html  
 
Unless we all work to take a stand against this most vicious, vile and completely 
rotten parasitical race, this kind of major injustice will continue on. Right now we 
have a chance. Don't waste this opportunity!  
 
 
http://www.dw.de/us-france-strike-deal-over-sncf-role-in-the-holocaust/a-181 
12753?maca=en-newsletter_en_around_the_globe-5663-html-newsletter   
 
US, France strike deal over SNCF role in the Holocaust  
 
American Holocaust survivors who were deported to death camps by the French 
state rail operator, SNCF, are to receive compensation. A joint US-France fund 
has been agreed following lengthy negotiations.  
 
Hundreds of Holocaust survivors who were deported to death camps by France's 
state rail company, SNCF, during the Nazi occupation will be entitled to 
compensation from a $60 million (49-million-euro) US-French fund.  
 
The breakthrough followed at least two years of negotiations. Thousands of 
people could be eligible for compensation, including nationals of Israel, Canada 
and the United States. The announcement on Friday was part of a deal that 
would see Washington work to end lawsuits and other compensation claims in 
US courts against SNCF.  
 
The French state-owned company had been bidding for lucrative high-speed rail 
and other contracts in US markets. However, some state legislators had sought 
to block SNCF because of its involvement in the Holocaust. The French Foreign 
Ministry and US State Department jointly announced the accord for the 
compensation fund, which will be financed by Paris and managed by the US.  
 
Paris had already paid more than $6 billion in compensation to French citizens 
and certain other deportees. The new fund will also provide money for thousands 
of spouses or descendants of Holocaust deportees who have since died.  
SNCF transported around 76,000 French Jews to Nazi concentration camps, 
though experts still disagree on the state rail operator's degree of guilt. Only 
3,000 survived.  
 
The company argued that it had no effective control over its rail operations during 
the Nazi occupation from 1940 to 1944.  
The French parliament will have to authorize each application for the Holocaust 
compensation, which could take months to be processed. 
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Re: Yahoo answers  
<JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com> wrote: 
I had more than one account of mine "suspended" for doing nothing that violates 
the rules. I guess if many dumbass xians report your account, no matter if you 
did anything against the rules or not, it gets suspended. 
<JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com> wrote: 
I think we should do the same. If you see posts about the lies, jewsus, or any 
other xian judeo-christian shit, report them. All they go on is if an account gets 
enough complaints. Happens on Facebook too. 
 
MY REPLY: 
We have to keep fighting. Xians tie into aggressive energies that compel them to 
attack anyone who does not support their lies. They are not only online 
promoting and pushing their lies, but they are also everywhere else. Hospitals, 
drug and alcohol addiction programs, prisons. it is endless. Nearly everything is 
infested with the lies of xianity. If they take your account down, then get a new 
one and get right back on there. If you run into any real serious problems, then 
ask Satan and Demons will help you. We must fight for our spiritual freedom. 
There is no backing down or turning the other cheek. Unless we continue to fight, 
the enemy will win and this earth and everything in it will be doomed. Xianity and 
the idiots who push this anti-life human-hating alien program need to be 
destroyed.  
 
Quote from the Black Book of Communism: Crimes, Terror, Repression, C 1999 
Harvard Press:  
"The main difference between the Soviet camps and detention camps in the rest 
of the world is not their huge, unimaginable size or the murderous conditions 
found there, but something else altogether. It's the need to tell an endless series 
of lies to save your own life, to lie every day, to wear a mask for years and never 
say what you really think. In Soviet Russia, free citizens have to do the same 
thing. Dissembling and lies become the only means of defense. Public meetings, 
business meetings, encounters on the street, conversations, even posters on the 
wall all get wrapped up in an official language that doesn't contain a single word 
of truth. People in the West can't possibly understand what it is really like to lose 
the right to say what you think for years on end, and the way you have to repress 
the tiniest "illegal" thought you might have and stay silent as the tomb. That sort 
of pressure breaks something inside people."  
 
During the Middle Ages when the Xian church had total control, the above was 
"heresy" and the same applied. Those who refused to accept the Jewish dictated 
belief system were tortured and murdered. Everyone should know about the 
"Inquisition" where the Catholic Church tortured and mass-murdered innocent 
people in the millions. Refusal to accept the Jewish dictatorship is rebellion and 
"rebellion" is of Satan.  
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The Jews dictate to us Gentiles how we supposedly got here, how the Jews are 
the special "Chosen of God" and how we are to live. This foul and malignant filth 
must go. Xianity has thrived because of illiteracy, ignorance and of course, 
indoctrination and the followers/victims being under a powerful spell. It is time for 
us to break that spell and wake up the world before it is too late.  
 
We have the numbers. JoS members are in the tens of thousands. We need to 
fight this vermin every single day. The JoS ministry fights the enemy every single 
day, both on and offline.  
 
The Jew has nearly every aspect of the life of the populace programmed. Take 
that Jew tube TV. The Jew chooses the programs you will watch if you tune into 
regular television, the content of those programs and everything else. Too many 
idiots out there are like zombies in the way they just follow along. Then, the 
media. The Jew chooses the content of the newspapers and also the content of 
most high profile news reporting. Permissible opinions and reporting only. 
Thanks to the internet, we can read from alternative sources.  
 
In closing, I would like to add something here. I came across this, but it is quite 
old. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mUt7P55DIRc  
 
The video is a little over 4 minutes in length. Former US President Jimmy Carter 
denounces Israel. He also stands up to the Jewish interviewer who tries to side-
step the issue.  
 
The Jews always strive to take control. They then resort to bullying, threats and 
then torture and murder when their demands are not met. Xianity and Islam are 
programs as we know, for Gentiles to keep putting their spiritual energies into 
advancing the agenda of the Jews and seeing to it that the Jews always succeed 
in getting their way. Unless we fight back incessantly and relentlessly, this ugly 
situation will continue on. 
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Re: Isis (Jew controlled) is destroying archaeological sites. 
<Teens4Satan@yahoogroups.com> "Lolo Bardonik" wrote: 
The Jews are destroying our past and they continue to do so. If you haven't 
already read this article on JoS to see the truth:  
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Destroying_Our_Past.htm  
This recent article  
http://www.infowars.com/isis-attacks-archaeological-site-at-nimrud/ is reporting 
that ISIS (created by the NATO)  
http://presstv.com/detail/2014/08/24/376396/nato-behind-creation-of-isil/ which is 
Jewish controlled http://www.realjewnews.com/?p=962 is destroying an 
archaeological site in Iraq. Remember that the area of Iraq is where the 
civilization of the Sumerians originated. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sumer  
Imagine the historical significance and the artifacts, archaeological sites that this 
area contains. (The full article is quoted at the end of the post)  
 
These are my thoughts, triggered by reading the mentioned article.  
 
 
Think about it.  
The jews have tried to erase our original heritage and have tried to replace it with 
xianity, islam, communism and all their bullshit creations. They tried to strip our 
past in order to remove the knowledge and weaken us. They are trying to remove 
the knowledge by killing people who have the knowledge, by destroying books, 
artifacts and archaeological sites. And this makes it more difficult for us Gentiles 
to prove that all the filthy jewish created bullshit are wrong. We know that they 
are wrong, we feel it inside us, and we express it with our whole being. But, our 
brothers and sisters who are without wouldn't be able to see it. They would like to 
see some proof to start thinking. They are brainwashed by the jewish programs 
and they would have to see some hard evidence to awaken from this brainwash.  
 
If the jews continue to destroy our past through their funded wars, in a few 
centuries all evidence would be a part of imagination. What we know as hard 
facts and are supported by evidence, in a few centuries would become "myths" 
and "fairytales" for the next generations. The knowledge would be removed from 
the physical level.  
This knowledge though wouldn't be lost. It would remain in the Akashic Records 
http://www.crystalinks.com/akashicrecords.html and in the knowledge of our 
Gods. But it would be a lot harder to obtain. Because as most of us know 
communicating to our Gods through telepathy is not an easy task. The same 
goes for obtaining access to the Akashic records. The person needs to have 
trained and honed these skills in order to reliably obtain any information this way.  
 
This is the reason, that all of us who have been given the privilege to this 
knowledge (any part of knowledge) from our Gods, have to preserve it for the 
next generations. Write journals, write books, write articles, and write posts.  
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Those of you who can do this (and of course are allowed by the Gods to share 
this knowledge), share it with as many trustworthy people as you can. Share it 
with people that deserve this knowledge and would honor its value.  
If you are now allowed to share it write a "black book" or a "grimoire" and keep it 
in a safe place. This way the knowledge would remain on the physical plane.  
Most of us have come to the truth because we had an inner urge to find the truth. 
Because we were spiritual enough to see the lies of the jewish world. We were 
guided to some info that helped us realize the truth. We found Father Satan and 
the Gods of Hell because we "stumbled" to the JoS site.  
 
Maybe a friend told us about it. Maybe the Gods have given us guidance. The 
result is the same. We "stumbled" upon the information. We read about it. We 
started trusting in our spiritual abilities. We started trusting that they are real. We 
started accepting this "invisible" reality. We obtained the knowledge. But 
everything started with information in the physical plane. A site, a book, a person 
with knowledge. So think about it. What could we do to help the Gods?  
 
Imagine the possibilities.  
What would happen if you write a book, a journal, a grimoire, a post on the 
internet. When you'd be long gone from the physical plane of this world, this 
information would remain. The Gods could direct a spiritual person to this 
information. To help this person get initiated in spirituality. To help this person 
and awaken him.  
We are a generation of pioneers. We had to search for the truth, and we're still 
searching to obtain more of our lost knowledge. Each of us has it's own interests. 
Each of us has it's own special abilities. While we're training to advance 
ourselves and our abilities we obtain knowledge. We obtain knowledge by the 
Gods. We obtain practical knowledge by training.  
 
This is valuable knowledge.  
This is the knowledge that needs to be preserved.  
This knowledge is our legacy for the next generations of our Gentile brothers and 
sisters.  
Let's fight hard and become stronger.  
 
Hail Father Satan and the Gods of Hell  
_____________________________________________________________  
 
This is the full article mentioned in the start of this post: 
 
ISIS ATTACKS ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE AT NIMRUD"These extremists are 
trying to destroy the entire cultural heritage of the region..." 
http://www.infowars.com/isis-attacks-archaeological-site-at-nimrud/  
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The Islamic State militant group attacked the ancient archaeological site of 
Nimrud in northern Iraq and damaged it with heavy vehicles, Iraq's Ministry of 
Tourism and Antiquities said Thursday.  
 
It was the latest in a series of attacks 
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/31/world/middleeast/iraqi-anger-rises-as-mil 
itants-attack-mosuls-cultural-history.html on ancient structures and artifacts in 
Syria and Iraq that the group has destroyed in the name of its harsh 
interpretation of Islamic law. Last week, Islamic State militants videotaped 
themselves destroying statues and artifacts 
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/27/world/middleeast/more-assyrian-christians -
captured-as-isis-attacks-villages-in-syria.html in the Mosul Museum and at the 
Nergal Gate entryway to ancient Nineveh. The militants captured the city during 
its offensive blitz through much of Iraq last June.  
 
The terrorist gangs of ISIS 
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/organizations/a/al_qaed 
a_in_mesopotamia/index.html?inline=nyt-org are continuing to defy the will of the 
world and the feelings of humanity after they committed a new crime that belongs 
to its idiotic series," the ministry said in a statement on its Facebook page, 
referring to the Islamic State, also known as ISIS, ISIL or Daesh.  
 
Nimrud is the sprawling site of a city founded by the Assyrian 
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/25/world/middleeast/besieged-assyrians-have- 
deep-roots-in-middle-east.html King Shalamansar I, who died in 1245 B.C. 
 
MY REPLY: 
Any of you who are new here, and/or still have lingering doubts, worries, and 
fears related to Christianity, Islam or related programs and their lies- you really 
need to read the article below my reply here and visit 
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Destroying_Our_Past.htm  
 
Look at what the bible really is. From beginning to end, it is a FICTITIOUS 
HISTORY and nothing more. There is NOTHING SPIRITUAL about it! This is 
why is has not only conflicted with the sciences, especially paleontology 
[historical geology], astronomy and all of the others, but has also vehemently 
attacked and held the sciences back for centuries. I remember when I was a very 
young girl, 6 or 7 years old, being indoctrinated with that Christian filth, I actually 
believed this was how we all got here, etc. A few years later when I was pre-teen, 
I began to think for myself. Sadly, there are many adults who still believe these 
Jewish lies about how humanity got here as dictated in that nefarious bible which 
is and always has been a lethal plague on humanity.  
 
Beginning in Genesis, the Jews TELL us all how we were "created" by their so-
called "God" and how we got here and all these rotten lies. The Jews believing 
they themselves are "God" feel they have a right to DICTATE to everyone how 
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we Gentiles are to think, what we can and cannot believe, and all sorts of other 
things that not only make our lives miserable, but are also very anti-life. Many 
scholars have wasted centuries and centuries researching that most worthless 
character jewsus who never existed. Just realize the endless time and wasted 
energy directed at combating these nefarious kosher programs. Imagine how far 
humanity would be if time and energy were not wasted on combating this filth. 
The arts, music, and nearly everything else was hijacked and directed to 
promoting and perpetuating these Jewish programs. For centuries as can be 
seen in the arts and music, those who didn't comply were harshly punished and 
in many cases, murdered as "heretics" by the Christian Church. Jewish 
communism did exactly the very same thing. All of the arts, music and related 
had to promote communism.  
 
Always remember, the Jews take control of both opposing sides and work both 
opposing sides to their agenda. For example, Jewish Israel openly "allied" with 
the USA and the so-called "Free World." The Jewish controlled former USSR 
would always take up for and support the countries that were openly against 
Israel. To most people, this is very deceiving. The USSR always took the side of 
any country such as the Arab countries that were against Israel. BUT, when 
arming the Arab countries, the Arab countries received inferior weapons and 
other problems from the USSR that worked to undermine them. All the while 
most of the world was confused and actually believed the USSR was hostile to 
Israel, which was a lie. In addition to all of this, no different from their invented 
Nazarene, they are like chameleons in that they always change in a way and 
adapt their programs for the times. That rotten bible, because it has so many 
contradictions and endless verses that can be applied to practically any situation 
at any time, both for and against, survives because of this adaptation, though the 
Jews themselves never change in their character, nor in their agenda. Xian 
preachers can take whatever verses they please and apply them to any situation 
to suit their evil purposes. That bible was written in typical Jewish style in that like 
the Jews themselves, it can change itself to fit anything:  
 
 
The Ubiquitous Nazarene  
 
The Nazarene is made up of nothing but stolen legends, stolen identities and a 
bunch of meaningless, worthless hypocritical and contradictory teachings. I don't 
think there has been a character in all of history that is as fictitious as this 
Nazarene idiot, and because he is a lie, he can change according to the times. 
He was invented to be nothing more than a distraction for the masses, with the 
intention of removing all spiritual knowledge and power from the populace and 
placing it in the hands of a controlling few to the detriment of the all. Christianity 
has survived because it always adapted to the times, just as it is doing today. 
The Christian church finally admitted insidiously that the Earth is not flat. If they 
hadn't, they would have never survived. That is just one of numerous examples. 
Now, the Nazarene has put on a New Age face. The teachings of the Original 
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Gods and ancient knowledge are all of a sudden attributed to the Nazarene. This 
is whether they come from Egypt [Some double-digit I.Q. individuals have the 
stupidity to claim he was a "pharaoh."]  
 
In the 1960's and 70's, he was the ideal hippie. Now he is the great teacher of 
this new age crap and the "threefold" joke, which of course includes those 
nefarious angels and Judeo/Christian mysticism. During the crusades, he was 
the Christian warrior, leading the Christian armies to slaughter everyone in their 
path- "Onward Christian Soldiers." With Islam, he still exists, but this time, as not 
the "Son of God" but as a prophet. He seems to be everywhere and conforms to 
every trend, and every culture. Just slap the ragged poor professional victim on 
two crossed sticks of wood and there he is. The only thing that *is* real 
concerning this ubiquitous clown is the suicidal teachings designed to turn the 
whole of society into malleable slaves. The underlying message never changes.  
 
This is analogous to a harmless looking rodent that brings in lethal parasites that 
infest the locale like what happened with the Bubonic Plague of the Middle Ages. 
Because he is fictitious, he can be made into whatever they please as long as it 
is done insidiously. He can be anything at any time and anywhere. On the one 
hand, he is celibate and the "Son of God." On the other hand, in order to adapt 
with the sexual openness of today, he now has sexual relations with Mary 
Magdalene. Because new knowledge has come from the Far East, of course, he 
was there from age "13 until 30," as there is no written record so they can make 
up anything they wish. This way, they can attribute a lot of the Eastern teachings 
to him and claim "the all is one." Yeah, the "all is one" until someone mentions 
"Satan" and either there is denial or defensiveness out of these jokers. Because 
homosexuality is becoming more open, now parts of the gospel of St. John, 
which were conveniently deleted, claim he had sexual intercourse another male. 
He can be anything at anytime and anywhere. The Nazarene never gave any 
direct answers to anything. This way, any bible thumper is free to quote here and 
there, as they see fit. His parables fit any situation at any time and say nothing. 
They can be interpreted 100 different ways. Just put him on a stick and start 
pounding away!  
 
 
That bible is no "Word of God." I already wrote a detailed sermon regarding the 
so-called "biblical prophesies" and how the Jews put these into action a very long 
time ago. Anyone can do this sort of thing. In addition to the sciences being 
relentlessly and most viciously attacked over the centuries, it has been the very 
same and even worse with witchcraft. Most of you also know that when science 
advances far enough, all of the so-called occult can be scientifically explained. It 
is a sad fact that aside from stupid deluded idiots, fear is a major factor in 
keeping those Jewish programs thriving, no different from the terrors of Jewish 
communism. Both of which have mass-murdered, tortured, and destroyed billions 
of lives with their wars, their "purges" and their direct attacks on those who 
sought after and stood for the truth.  
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Right now, we have a chance to really get out from under this hideous and most 
lethal plague. We have the internet. Do your part in waking people up. There are 
many different ways. If you are not able to reveal yourself for important reasons, 
then go to Satan and ask him what you can do. I am aware that not everyone is 
able to be open, but that does not mean you do nothing. There is always 
something. Satan will show you what you can do. This may come as an idea, an 
opportunity, or other. Demons will work with you. We must fight for our freedom 
NOW and relentlessly or we will all be forever enslaved! A hero only dies once. a 
coward dies a thousand times.  
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Re: Enraged over destruction of Astaroth's Temple, etc. 
<JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com> "Sims Motal" wrote: 
I have been so depressed all day. And I finally began to understand why. The 
destruction of sacred temples and statues is way beyond evil. Yes! It is horrible 
the way that ISIL -- I refuse to refer to them by one of our Goddesses' names -- 
murders and rapes and destroys. But to me, this is the icing on the cake! I 
fully intend to continue with rituals towards the jews, but I am also going to 
include the islamic extremist monsters too! I have cried and cried about it. To me, 
the things they have done are unspeakable, and unforgivable. I hope others will 
join me in cursing the SOBs too. 
Hail Father Satan! Hail Isis! Hail Osiris! Hauk Anubis! 
 
MY REPLY: 
I already replied to a post on this, but another thing I want to add here. When I 
was very new to Satanism, one of the things our Gods impressed upon me was 
they did not want humanity to "forget them." In other words, not know they ever 
existed. I wrote my best at the time in the Demons' section of the JoS and how 
our people should promote our Gods in any way they can. IN songs, art work, 
band names and other things I suggested at that time in return for favors granted 
to us from our Gods.  
 
Jehovah's Witnesses have take steps in eliminating all of the holidays such as 
Xmas and Easter, even celebrating one's birthday. This is because all of these 
holidays, as they will openly admit are Pagan. Other fundamentalist xian sects 
[xian = Christian for those who are new here] work to remove all of the Pagan 
celebrations and traditions from these holidays and replace them with that 
scumbag Nazarene; attacking Santa Claus, gift-giving, Easter Eggs, the Easter 
Bunny etc. There are even xian placards that state "Easter is not about the 
Easter Bunny" for instance. Many are also deceived with the Jewish communist 
agenda that promotes atheism. Truth be known, communist countries are not all 
that harsh towards xianity and related Jewish filth. The end goal though is to 
remove all of the xian crap because it comes with the Pagan baggage. Xianity 
still has not completely disconnected itself from the STOLEN Pagan holidays, 
mala beads and many other things, as xianity has nothing of its own.  
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/STOLEN_YEAR.htm  
 
This here is exceptionally blatant. All of the truth and history is systematically 
being removed and replaced with lies, the most blatant ones being the Bible and 
the Koran. When all evidence is gone through deliberate destruction, the Jews 
are then at liberty to seal their agenda. An atheist knows nothing of spirituality 
and is helpless to fight back against forces he/she does not even believe to exist, 
let alone know how to. The Jews then become "God." Anyone who poses a 
serious threat is dealt with through their version of black magick; child sacrifice- 
Jewish ritual murder.  
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http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/ChristianMass_JewishRitualMurder.
ht ml  
 
All evidence is destroyed and the Jews replace it all with their lies. Like I already 
wrote, the Bible is very blatant as is the Koran.  
One of the most important messages I ever received form our Gods is "Never let 
them forget us." If we forget our True Gods and where we come from, then all is 
lost.  
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Bible_Jewish_Witchcraft.htm 
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The Good News 15/March/2015  
 
This should motivate dedicated warriors for Satan. The news report tries to 
soften some of this, but it is obvious the Catholic Church is rapidly crumbling. 
This now is the second pope that obviously cannot handle the pressure anymore 
and intends to resign. Used to be the Catholic popes were appointed for life. Not 
anymore. This most foul, corrupt, and murderous institution is in its last days. 
Never weaken in your resolve. Never underestimate your presence online and 
anything else you do for Satan and our Gods. It has and is taking its toll on the 
enemy. The Catholic Church is the original Christian church. It is the root of 
Christianity. We are taking it down. We must be relentless and like a battering 
ram. Never stop until the enemy is COMPLETELY destroyed in every way. When 
the Catholic root is gone, it won't be long before the rest- the Protestants will also 
collapse.  
http://www.dw.de/pope-francis-says-may-follow-benedict-into-retirement/a-183 
14790?maca=en-newsletter_en_around_the_globe-5663-html-newsletter 
 
Pope Francis says may follow Benedict into retirement  
 
Francis says he could leave his job as pope after about three more years. The 
bombshell came in an interview with Mexico's Televisa broadcast Friday, the 
second anniversary of his election as pope.  
 
Francis told Mexico's Televisa that he believed he would remain pope a bit longer 
and then resign, as his predecessor had. In February 2013, Benedict XVI 
became the first pope to resign in almost 600 years.  
 
"I have the feeling that the Lord has put me here for something short, not more," 
Francis told Televisa in the interview aired on Friday, the second anniversary of 
his election as pope. "Four or five years," he added. "Or maybe two or three. 
Well, two have already gone."  
 
Francis said he opposed a fixed retirement age of 80 for popes. As it is, Francis 
presents his 78 years relatively youthfully. However, he said he preferred to keep 
his options open - and praised his predecessor for having made retirement an 
option again. Francis also said he visited and spoke by telephone to Benedict, 
who lives a monastic life in a former convent inside the Vatican.  
 
"I am in favor of what Benedict did," Francis told Televisa. "I think what Benedict 
so courageously did was to open the door to the popes emeritus," he added. 
"Benedict should not be considered an exception, but an institution."  
 
Francis, who met with German Chancellor Angela Merkel in February, said he 
missed the relative anonymity he had enjoyed in his pre-pope days as a bishop 
in Argentina: "In Buenos Aires, I was an alleycat," he said of his ability to walk the 
streets undisturbed. 
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Satanism & Sexuality  
 
I need to make another repeated statement here. Just as I have been typing out 
"Christian/ity" as many who are new do not know what xian/ity means. The most 
important thing here is so that everyone fully understands.  
 
Any and ALL consenting sex is fine in Satanism. Satan doesn't care about, nor is 
he interested in your sex life. In Satanism, your body is not the piece of property 
of some spook out there. You own your body, not some stupid envious spook. I 
came across an e-mail a few days ago where a member asked if it was ok to 
remain a virgin. The member was comfortable with this. YES. No one is ever 
forced to do anything he/she is not comfortable with, or does not fully consent to.  
 
Heterosexual, gay, bi-sexual, a-sexual, group sex, orgies, fetishes. as long as 
everyone involved is consenting, anything goes.  
 
I just want to add for people here who are unaware, the Jews work relentlessly to 
try to destroy any and all sexual freedoms. They take control of both opposing 
sides and work both sides to their communist agenda. This is very blatant with 
the Gay Rights movement, of which High Priest Jake Carlson [who is gay], has 
exposed.  
http://web.archive.org/web/20130411154310/http://gblt.webs.com/Enemy_Contro
l.htm  
 
On the one side, the Jews who have total control push for Gay Rights real hard 
and on the other; they control the Christians and inflame them. The final goal of 
the Jews is a return to Old Testament laws as was in the communist countries, 
such as the former USSR, to where any sex outside of marriage was a crime, 
and if even suspected, anyone involved was severely punished. The Jews also 
work overtime with the media to try to ruin sex with pushing it incessantly [hoping 
for a backlash to the Old Testament], and doing other things to cause problems 
in the minds of the populace. The Jews work to destroy anything and everything 
that is good for and that advances humanity in order to return the entire world 
into the slave state that it was during the Middle Ages. Look how they have been 
working to ruin the internet by trying to get control of it and outlaw free speech. 
Science has been vehemently attacked for centuries in order to perpetuate the 
false Jewish history in the bible and to keep humanity enslaved.  
 
I also want to add there is a Jewish anti-communism organization and of course, 
this is another tactic of trying to deceive Gentiles and work the anti-communist 
side towards the Jewish communist agenda, so do not be fooled. They always 
take control of both opposing sides and work both to their communist/biblical 
agenda of enslaving the world.  
 
In closing, I also want to add that the sexually frustrated Christians always hype 
concerning sexually transmitted diseases and such: being "God's punishment" 
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and similar crap. In truth, it is a lot easier to catch all kinds of diseases from just 
breathing, touching something, etc. Most STDs can be controlled through the use 
of condoms and so forth. I am just stating this here so people are not duped into 
falling for that Christian idiocy.  
 
To have sex, to not have sex, how you have sex, with whom you have sex. Satan 
is not concerned. ALL consenting sex in Satanism is fine. Never is anyone forced 
into doing anything he/she is not fully consenting to or may be unsure or 
uncomfortable with.  
 
The ONLY thing in Satanism that is strongly encouraged is consistent meditation. 
Satan does not want, nor does he need slavish worship.  
 
The foundation of Satanism is that of becoming a god and only through working 
on your soul, through consistent meditation can you do this.  
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Re: Prime Minister of Israel calls all Jews "home"  
 
MY REPLY: 
There is another side to this:  
 
"We possess several hundred atomic warheads and rockets and can launch 
them at targets in all directions, perhaps even at Rome. Most European capitals 
are targets for our air force. Let me quote General Moshe Dayan: 'Israel must be 
like a mad dog, too dangerous to bother.' I consider it all hopeless at this point. 
We shall have to try to prevent things from coming to that, if at all possible. Our 
armed forces, however, are not the thirtieth strongest in the world, but rather the 
second or third. We have the capability to take the world down with us. And I can 
assure you that that will happen before Israel goes under."  
– Martin van Creveld, Israeli professor of military history at the Hebrew University 
in Jerusalem in an interview in the Dutch weekly magazine: Elsevier, 2002, no. 
17, p. 52-53.  
 
Someone mentioned to me, regarding this – since Israel is allied with the USA, 
Russia, and China, all the superpowers that have nuclear capabilities, and they 
actively manipulate these countries, they feel they have nothing to fear. Now, 
those of you who are fully onto the Jews and their tactics… vicious exploitation… 
why would this kike leader asshole want all of the Jews out of Europe? They 
obviously have plans for Europe.  
 
The Jews plan way ahead and they also work their blood sacrifices and ritual 
murders with the Christian energies to bring certain events about.  
 
As I wrote before, they are not stupid.  
Many people really underestimate the Jews. Much of this is because most 
Gentiles do not have that kind of sick depravity and malice. Gentiles do not think 
the same way the Jews do. Everything they do, they do for a sinister reason. 
Something is in the future and this will not be pleasant. Satan has given this 
knowledge to many people here, especially the ministry in regards to a future 
world crisis. It is obvious. Netanyahu wouldn’t be doing this unless of course he 
and the other top kikes have something planned and they know the Jews will be 
safe in Israel. This tells me Europe won’t be safe.  
 
“Most European capitals are targets for our air force.”  
 
Look to the above quote again. With the internet, the anti-Semitism is world-wide. 
This is not limited to us Spiritual Satanists; it is within all kinds of different groups, 
nations, and sects. If you have been following articles posted on the JoS forums 
and e-groups, you are more than likely aware of news articles we posted 
regarding how different Jews were admitting defeat due to exposure on the 
internet. Given this malignant virus of a race has survived as long as they have, 
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both racially and intact in nefarious character indicates a high level of sinister 
intelligence. You can bet they have some real and lethal plans.  
 
After this was explained to me, that is my own opinion.  
 
Also, the planets haven’t been right for this, as Mercury was retrograde and now 
Jupiter is a bit off, but I will be posting more reverse torah rituals. Those seemed 
to really be doing their job. I will post the rituals a few days in advance before we 
do them as a group. Lilith works with me on the dates and the selected verses. 
We will win in the end. The future after this spring looks very grim for Israel in 
spite of everything.  
 
 
 
Netanyahu urges European Jews to move to Israel after Denmark attacks  
 
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has called for a "mass immigration" of 
European Jews. His announcement followed two fatal attacks in Denmark in 
which one Jewish man was shot dead near a synagogue.  
http://www.dw.de/netanyahu-urges-european-jews-to-move-to-israel-after-denm 
ark-attacks/a-18259226?maca=en-newsletter_en_Newsline-2356-html-
newsletter##  
Israel Benjamin Netanjahu Porträt 21. Dez. 2014  
 
Netanyahu made a plea to Europe's Jewish population on Sunday, saying that 
Israel is their "home."  
 
"To the Jews of Europe and to the Jews of the world I say that Israel is waiting for 
you with open arms," Netanyahu said in a statement.  
 
"Extremist Islamic terrorism has struck Europe again ... Jews have been 
murdered again on European soil only because they were Jews," he added.  
 
Netanyahu, who is currently campaigning for the Israeli general election on 
March 17, said his government planned to adopt 39.5 million euro ($45 million) 
plan "to encourage the absorption of immigrants from France, Belgium and 
Ukraine."  
 
The Israeli prime minister made a similar call last month following the bloody 
attacks by Islamist extremists in Paris in which 17 people died. Among the 
victims were four Jews who were killed during a police commando raid on the 
Kosher supermarket where they were being held hostage. Their bodies were 
later flown to Israel where they were buried.  
 
Netanyahu's comments were seemingly rebuffed by French President Francois 
Hollande, however, who vowed to combat the  
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http://www.dw.de/hollande-appeals-to-jews-france-is-your-homeland/a-1821779 
6 "unbearable" rising anti-Semitism in France.  
 
"You, French people of the Jewish faith, your place is here, in your home. France 
is your country," Hollande told France's Jewish community.  
 
Less than a month later, however,  
http://www.dw.de/french-soldiers-attacked-outside-jewish-community-center/a -
18232517 three French soldiers were attacked by a knife-wielding man in the 
southern French city of Nice while taking part in an anti-terror pateol in front of a 
Jewish community center.  
 
ksb/kms (Reuters, AFP, AP)  
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Hell's Army 666 Webpages 
 
The Hell's Army webpages are back up and running. All links within have been 
updated and should be working:  
 
http://hailtosatansvictory666.angelfire.com/Hells_Army_666.html  
 
I apologize for not having updated this section of the JoS website. Please 
understand, we are small staffed, the Gods of Hell keep heaping more work onto 
us, as things are in the critical stage and urgent. We also have plenty of daily 
personal chores and such to tend to. No one who is truly dedicated to Satan has 
much free time.  
 
More reverse torah rituals will be forthcoming. I also want to add that we Gentiles 
drastically outnumber the Jews. There is strength in numbers. The important 
thing is to educate people who have a mind that is open enough to hear and 
accept the truth. Get people away form the Christian and Islam programs. If 
enough Gentiles would unite in spiritual warfare, awareness of the hoaxes and 
the lies that have been force-fed to our peoples and nations, Jewish powers 
would collapse within a very short time. They are the root. Just as Reinhard 
Heydrich stated: "With the Jews out of the way, many problems take care of 
themselves."  
 
The constant focus on, tying into the energy of and the giving of energy to such 
hideous, destructive and total negativity. Christianity, Islam and Judaism, has 
resulted in centuries of destruction for the human race and nearly every other 
species of the world. It is now reaching a serious critical stage. The earth is 
trashed, many innocent animals are extinct, many areas have little or no 
drinkable water [the Jew exploits this as he can now rake in more money by 
charging for bottle water, which has become a necessity]. Jewish communism 
REALLY did a job on the environment. Few people have any real idea just how 
bad and critical this is. Society as a whole is psychologically disturbed and 
worse. This is where the Jewish programs of Christianity, Islam and communism 
have gotten everyone. Parts of Europe and Asia are total garbage dumps and 
there are areas where once edible mushrooms, berries, etc., now glow at night 
from radiation from the Chernobyl accident which was communist negligence [the 
Jew has always been too cheap to have to spend anything for increased safety 
for their "workers" which in reality are slaves that are brutalized. The former 
USSR has buried all kinds of nuclear and toxic waste in countries such as 
Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan. Poland, Ukraine, Belarus, and other nations that 
were once under communist control have been left with toxic waste dumps, filthy 
polluted rivers and lakes and other health and life threatening toxic filth. Our 
oceans are also to where much of the aquatic life therein is in many cases close 
to extinction and/or heavily contaminated.  
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Most places are unable to clean up communism's leftovers. The pollution 
continues, as having to spend a bit of extra money from a budget of trillions of 
dollars to properly dispose of this toxic waste and deadly filth is too much to ask 
the Jew. Jews own and operate nearly all of these factories and related, which 
rake in trillions of dollars each year. Just do your research. This is world-wide. 
The endless smog and pollution of the air, if this is not attended to and cleaned 
up. The Jew will then be charging people for air.  
 
Everything of civilization, the Jew has worked to corrupt and to destroy. It has 
reached the critical stage of "either" "or." 
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Islam...  
 
The current news in Europe is now calling for “more tolerance for Islam.” 
Although I am and have been aware for many years that Islam is even worse 
than fundamentalist Christianity [which is total rot], I am not an expert. High 
Priestess Zildar knows much about Islam in depth and is an expert. What I have 
come across in the past few days of which Lilith led me to, people need to know.  
 
Many, many years ago, it was exceptionally cold outside and I was waiting for the 
bus and had time and went into a small library right near the bus stop. I was 
browsing some books and pulled out a book on torture from the shelf. I will never 
forget what I saw and read. A small woman from Yemen who ran away from her 
abusive husband was caught, sentenced and returned to her husband by an 
Islamic court. They pounded a tow truck chain through her forearm. I always 
thought this was a somewhat isolated incident. Was I ever wrong.  
 
I have known and befriended men from the Middle East who came to America 
when I was a very young adult. Most were decent, polite and respectful. They put 
Islam behind them. Others only observed Islam lukewarm sop to speak, as is 
with many xians [Christians for people who are new here]. In order to find out if 
something is “good” or “evil” it must be given power. I would also like to add here, 
how the Jews use anything and everything they can to create enmity between 
family members and of course between men and women. What is thoroughly 
disgusting and appalling is how this completely degenerate and depraved Jewish 
program of Islam [Judaism is the root] is blamed upon men. The problem is NOT 
with “men,” THE PROBLEM IS WITH ISLAM!! If the problem were with men, as 
the Jews try to promote through certain areas of the media, then it would be 
world-wide, which it isn’t. This is just another case of blame shifting as with how 
xian Andrea Yates murdered her five children by drowning them in the bathtub 
when they came home from school one day.  
 

What smacks of these three Jewish invented so-called “religions” is 
how they induce not only total insanity, but also incite believers into 
committing the most extreme and utterly depraved acts that in any 
normal society would place the perpetrator in an asylum for the 
criminally insane for a lifetime. The more an individual ties into xian 
or Islamic energy, the more psychologically unbalanced they 
become. Many young and well meaning men enter the xian 

seminary and study to be xian ministry. Yes, this is pushed upon them and they 
are told this is a good thing and that they can help others. Xianity takes its toll 
over the years and then men usually end up as perverts and pedophiles. Many 
other extremely negative things also factor into their lives and most become 
completely intolerant, obsessive, hateful and in some cases, even murderous. 
Lives destroyed. They also end up destroying many lives. One of the prosecutors 
in the Salem Witch Trials read the Bible some 54 times. This affected him with 
influencing a murderous bent. This is not surprising given the intense focus on 
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murder, torture, rape and every other ugly thing that is the foundation of the “Holy 
Bible.”  
 

This is a bit long, but please take the time and read. Those who 
remain ignorant and unknowing only open themselves to the 
worst victimization imaginable. The world is in the state it is in 
because millions are duped into not only slavishly worshipping, 
but also promoting TRUE EVIL. This has taken its toll and 
unless something is done, everyone on the entire planet will 
have no future.  
 
 

Lilith led me to a book titled: “Souad Burned Alive.”  
“When Souad was seventeen she fell in love. In her village, as in so many others, 
sex before marriage was considered a grave dishonour to one's family and was 
punishable by death. This was her crime. Her brother-in-law was given the task 
of arranging her punishment. One morning while Souad was washing the family's 
clothes, he crept up on her, poured petrol over her and set her alight. 
 
In the eyes of their community he was a hero. An execution for a 'crime of 
honour' was a respectable duty unlikely to bring about condemnation from others. 
It certainly would not have provoked calls for his prosecution. More than five 
thousand cases of such honour killings are reported around the world each year 
and many more take place that we hear nothing about. 
 
Miraculously, Souad survived rescued by the women of her village, who put out 
the flames and took her to a local hospital. Horrifically burned, and abandoned by 
her family and community, it was only the intervention of a European aid worker 
that enabled Souad to receive the care and sanctuary she so desperately 
needed and to start her life again. She has now decided to tell her story and 
uncover the barbarity of honour killings, a practice which continues to this day. 
 
Burned Alive is a shocking testimony, a true story of almost unbelievable cruelty. 
It speaks of amazing courage and fortitude and of one woman's determination to 
survive. It is also a call to break the taboo of silence that surrounds this most 
brutal of practices and which ignores the plight of so many other women who are 
also victims of traditional violence." 
 
http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/386990.Burned_Alive  
 
This was a couple of days ago and I just finished reading the book. It was 
enough to make me vomit. Lilith wanted me to do a sermon on this. High 
Priestess Zildar also got a similar message concerning the threat of Islam and 
how people need to be educated about what Islam really is and how this is most 
urgent at this time more than ever. Islam has infested many countries in Europe 
and just as with the xian and communist programs; it is either convert or die. 
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What is even more appalling regarding the above mentioned book is how a 
couple of pro-Islam websites are trying to denounce this woman’s story as being 
“fabricated in order to make Islam look bad.” Thanks to the internet though, many 
are aware this case is one of many, and what is worse, it is common in countries 
that are infested with and dominated by Islam. There are just too many similar 
cases of this sort of thing that have been made public for this to be “fabricated.” 
Just check out how women in Afghanistan are treated and even if one fingernail 
is showing [they are covered from top to bottom with only a net to look out of], 
they are readily beaten with clubs, or even worse. The enemy will do anything 
and everything to try to shift the blame and take the heat off of Islam as a 
religion. They also do this with xianity. Blame the victims, anyone and everyone, 
but not the root cause itself.  
 
In this auto-biography, Souad reveals how as a pregnant teenager, her brother-
in-law doused her with gasoline and set her on fire. This, I have learned is quite 
common in those areas. She lived through it. Most young women who are victims 
do not make it to tell and the few who do are understandably terrified, as this is 
called an “honor killing” and the family will try in every way to finish it, if the 
murder was not successful the first time, even if the woman is in hiding in another 
country thousands of miles away. This reveals just how the influence of Islam 
can incite one to the most sick and utterly depraved acts, the lowest and most 
vile of crimes and even worse, do this to members of their own families.  
 
Here are some excerpts from the book. This woman is Arab and lived 
somewhere either in Jordan or the West Bank. She was rescued after she was 
dumped in a hospital where she received no medical care and was left to die with 
burns over 90 percent of her body, and taken to Europe, where her life was 
saved and she was given treatment: 
 
“It is a curse in my village to be born a girl. I have no memory of having played 
games or having fun as a child. The only freedom a girl can dream about is 
marriage, leaving your father’s house for your husband’s, and not coming back, 
even if you are beaten. If she does return to her father’s house, it is her family’s 
duty to bring her back to her husband. My sister was beaten by her husband and 
she brought shame on our family when she came back home to complain.”  
 
“A wife must produce a son, at least one, and if she gives birth to only girls, she 
is mocked.” Souad also went on to reveal how her mother was pregnant 14 times 
and when girls were born, she murdered them immediately by smothering them. I 
also want to add here, this is not fabricated. If one takes the time, one can find on 
the internet and on YouTube, there are entire villages in various parts of the 
world that have been infested by Islam and there are only males left as nearly all 
of the female babies were either aborted or murdered right after their births. This 
is a fact.  
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[Her father] “He pulls me by the hair and he drags me on the ground into the 
kitchen. He strikes me while I kneel, he pulls on my braid as if he wants to pull it 
out, and he cuts it off with the big scissors used for shearing wool. I have hardly 
any hair left. I can cry, yell or plead, but I’ll get only more kicks.” “The girls and 
women were certainly beaten every day in the other houses too. “You had to 
bring even this tea tray to the men of the family with your head down, looking 
only at your feet, and back bent and in silence. You don’t speak. You only speak 
in answer to a question.” “Our mother was often beaten just as we were. 
Sometimes she tried to intervene when my father beat us really viciously, and 
then he’d turn the blows on her, knocking her down and pulling her by her hair.”  
 
“Every birth of a girl was like a burial in the family. It was always considered the 
mother’s fault if she produced only girls. ““…my parents went to see my brother’s 
wife at her parents’ house, where she had take refuge because she was 
pregnant and he had beaten her. “It doesn’t take much at all before a girl is seen 
by everyone as a charmuta, who has brought shame to the family and who must 
now die to wash clean the honor not only of her parents and her brother, but of 
the entire village.  
 
“It is the duty of the brother, the brother-in-law, or the uncle to preserve the 
family’s honor. They have the right of life and death over their women. If the 
father or the mother says to the son: ‘Your sister has sinned, you must kill her,’ 
he does it for the sake of honor and because it is the law.”  
 
“Rarely did I see the police. It’s nothing if a woman disappears, and the villagers 
agree with the men’s law. If you don’t kill a girl who has dishonored her family, 
the people in the village will reject this family, and nobody will speak to the family 
or do business with them and the family will have to leave. “Assad was always 
angry and violent. He wasn’t allowed to go to see his wife. She had gone directly 
to her parents’ house when she left the hospital because he had beaten her too 
severely. But she returned to live with him anyway; it’s the law.”  
 
I would also like to add here concerning pedophilia in Islam. Girls as young as 8 
or 9 years old can be “married” off to men in their 40’s. IN addition to this, and I 
know this for certain, women are required to shave off all of their pubic hair. This 
makes for a child-like vagina.  
 
“Absolutely every single hair of the genital area must be removed. It must all be 
bare and clean. My mother says that if by chance you forget a single hair, the 
man will leave without even looking at his wife and will say she is dirty!” “We 
don’t remove hair from our legs or our underarms, only from the vulva.”   
 
Women who are not virgins and/or cannot prove they are virgins are murdered. 
Here is another quote: “We will have to wait for the moment when the husband 
will display the white linen from the balcony or attach it to the window at daybreak 
so the people can verify officially the presence of the bride’s blood.” “It is a 
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special linen that is placed on the bed for the first night.” “And we cry also with 
relief, for Noura has passed the great test. The only test of her life, except for 
proving she can produce a son.” “Noura showed her bruises. Hussein had struck 
her so hard that she had bruises on her face too. She lowered her pants to show 
her violet thighs, and my mother wept. He must have dragged her on the ground 
by her hair, all the men do that. But, I didn’t find out why he had beaten her. 
Sometimes its enough if the young bride doesn’t know how to cook very well, she 
forgets the salt, there is no sauce because she forgot to add a little water…that’s 
reason enough for a beating. “ 
 
“In my village, we don’t measure time the same way as in Europe. You never 
know exactly how old your father or mother is, you don’t even know the date of 
your own birth. Time is calculated by Ramadan…” [Islamic month of fasting]. “I 
prayed to God that night as usual. My parents were very religious, my mother 
went often to the mosque.”  
 
After she was burned: 
“I am on a hospital bed, curled up in a ball under the sheet. A nurse comes to 
tear off my dress. She pulls roughly on the fabric, and the pain jolts me. I can see 
almost nothing, my chin is stuck to my chest, I can't raise it. I can't move my arms 
either. The pain is in my head, on my shoulders in my back and on my chest.”  
 
The book is a very blatant revelation of what Islam truly is. Now, European 
countries are being rapidly infested with this most vile of plagues to every beset 
humanity.  
 
The Koran is divided into 114 chapters called suras [again, the number 6... 1 + 1 
+ 4]. In addition to the endless sick filth and depraved violence therein, there is 
also copious praise for the Jews and for Israel: 
 
The Cow 
[2.40] O children of Israel! call to mind My favor which I bestowed on you and be 
faithful to (your) covenant with Me, I will fulfill (My) covenant with you; and of Me, 
Me alone, should you be afraid.  
 
[2.47] O children of Israel! call to mind My favor which I bestowed on you and 
that I made you excel the nations.  
 
There are many more verses, but this sermon is already very long. I strongly 
suggest everyone here learn the truth about what Islam really is. Just as xianity 
constantly pushes and promotes endless lies abut how it is brotherhood, peace, 
love and equality, Islam does the same. No different from how the populace is 
repeatedly brainwashed with these types of slogans in communist countries in 
regards to communism.  
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Don’t be an uninformed stupid idiot. Instead of watching the jootube and wasting 
your time on worthless related crap, do a little research on Islam, be informed, 
know the truth and what it is and what they will do to YOU and YOUR FAMILY, if 
they ever take control, which is what is insidiously happening right now in 
Europe, various parts of Asia and other areas of other world.  
 
http://www.skepticsannotatedbible.com/quran/cruelty/long.html  
 
http://www.newvision.co.ug/news/663629-merkel-top-ministers-to-join-muslim-
rally-for-tolerance.html   
 
"There are some who are putting women at risk. And doing so for ridiculous 
reasons, namely that they are somehow responsible for the abuse they are 
suffering." — Nazir Afzal, head of the Crown Prosecution Service, northwest 
England.” “A new documentary secretly filmed inside several of the 85 Islamic 
Sharia Law courts operating in Britain has exposed the systematic discrimination 
that many women are suffering at the hands of Muslim jurists.”  
 
“In one case, the BBC secretly filmed proceedings at the Islamic Sharia Council 
in Leyton, a heavily Islamized area in east London. While there, a BBC reporter 
met Sonia, a Muslim woman from Leeds who has suffered extreme physical 
abuse from her husband. When Sonia obtained a civil divorce, the courts allowed 
her husband only indirect access to the children. After Sonia threatened to 
contact the police, the Leyton Sharia Council dropped its demand. Reflecting on 
the court case, Sonia said, "I could not bear the thought of such a violent person 
having my children. What was shocking was when I explained to them why he 
should not have that access to the children, their reaction was, well, you cannot 
go against what Islam says." “On its website, the Leyton Sharia Council writes: 
"Though the Council is not yet legally recognized by the authorities in the UK, the 
fact that it is already established, and is gradually gaining ground among the 
Muslim community, and the satisfaction attained by those who seek its ruling, are 
all preparatory steps towards the final goal of gaining the confidence of the host 
community in the soundness of the Islamic legal system and the help and insight 
they could gain from it. The experience gained by the scholars taking part in its 
procedures make them more prepared for the eventuality of recognition for 
Islamic law." 
http://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/3682/uk-sharia-courts   
 
I strongly encourage everyone here to see for yourselves what Islam really is and 
ask yourself: Do you really want to be “tolerant” and have this most vile of 
plagues that will eventually murder YOU and YOUR LOVED ONES in YOUR 
COUNTRY?  
 
Just take a long hard look at the photos on this website and see for yourself the 
REALITY OF WHAT ISLAM TRULY IS: 
http://www.mypracticalphilosophy.com/jihadpages/women.htm   
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Quotes from the above linked website: 
“Muslims in Saudi Arabia abused their hired help from foreign countries such as 
the Philippines. This is a picture of Sumiati a maid from the Philippines.  She had 
burns all over her body as well as broken bones…” 
 
“Fakhra Yunus was a dancing girl in the red light district of Pakistan.  She left her 
husband after 3 years of marriage because of his abusive behavior toward her.  
He came to her mother's house while she was sleeping in May 2000 and poured 
acid all over her. After a decade of over a dozen surgeries she jumped out a 
window and killed herself. More than 8,500 acid attacks, forced marriages and 
other forms of violence against women were reported in Pakistan in 2011.”  
 
“People are afraid to speak out about Muslim Rape in Norway.” 
 
“Disturbing video from the Netherlands: Muslims beat, kick non-Muslim girl. This 
is happening on a daily basis all over the Netherlands.” 
 
“Woman stoned for being seen with a man. Muslim cleric explains that stoning 
purifies the soul.  The above woman was being done a favor.” 
 
[Women are also buried up to their necks and then stoned to death for having 
failed to ask permission to use the toilet].  
 
“Hole where Medine Memi, a 16 year old girl, was buried alive for talking to 
boys.” [There is a photo].  
 
“Three months pregnant, Farzana Parveen was on her way to the courthouse to 
contest an abduction charge her family filed against her husband, Mohammad 
Iqbal. A group of nearly 20 family members, her father and brothers included, 
accosted the couple in front of the courthouse and tried to pull them apart. When 
Farzana resisted, they fatally beat her with batons and bricks from a nearby 
construction site.  
 
Calling the murder an "honor killing," the victim's father is said to have 
proclaimed he killed his daughter because she had insulted the family by 
marrying without their consent.”  
 
“13 year old girl crawls out of grave after being raped and buried alive in 
Pakistan.” 
 
http://www.barenakedislam.com/2011/12/17/acid-attacks-on-muslim-women-
continue-as-pakistan-finally-passes-a-law-that-would-actually-punish-the-men-
who-do-this/   
 
From the above linked website: 
RELATED STORIES/VIDEOS: 
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· Muslim-throws-acid-in-his-own-daughters-face-then-strangles-her-for-
marrying-a-non-muslim-man 

· Pakistan-acid-attack-on-nine-year-old-child-bride-by-her-husband 
· Pakistan-where-acid-attacks-on-women-by-muslim-men-show-no-sign-of-

going-down acid-attacks-on-women-and-girls-are-increasingly-common-in-
the-muslim-world 

· Muslim-fathers-vicious-acid-attack-on-his-own-daughter 
· Afghanistan-acid-attack-victims-demand-justice 

 
 

  

   

   
 
Only something truly evil and thoroughly depraved would corrupt and incite 
people to commit the lowest and most vile crimes such as these. Islam is a lethal 
plague and cannot be tolerated in any of its forms. For those idiots who state and 
mistakenly believe “It’s not my problem” if nothing is done to stop this vile 
monster, THEN IT WILL BE YOUR PROBLEM.  
 
Satan stands for freedom, liberation, justice, and human rights.  
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Happy Satan's Personal Holiday and the Yule Season 
 
This post is for new people. There is NOTHING Christian about "Christmas." As 
with everything else in the Christian program, spiritual concepts were hijacked, 
corrupted and transformed into fictitious Jewish characters, places and other 
related kosher crap for Gentiles to slavishly worship and above all, to create a 
powerful subliminal link to where Gentile spiritual energies are under the control 
of the Jews who are on top and know the truth about this; Gentile spiritual 
energies and even life force is channeled into promoting Jewish monetary 
wealth, Jewish success and Jewish prosperity. Here is more information 
concerning the Yule Season. If you are new to Satanism, please read. Wishing a 
Very Happy Yule Season to Everyone here.  
 
There is a true and a false with nearly everything and one can see the glaring lie 
of Christianity in that everything in that foul program is and has been stolen from 
the original religions, and replaced with imposter characters, places, and rites 
where nothing spiritual is left. Another example is how fundamentalist Christians 
have been working to destroy the last Pagan/Satanic practices of the Yule 
Season and Winter Solstice, such as removing Santa Claus, the Yule tree, and 
other evidence that reveals the true origins of the Yule and replace them solely 
with the Nazarene and ilk. For more information and research, type in Jehovah's 
Witnesses into any internet search engine such as google.com and add 'Pagan 
holidays.' The information about this is extensive and proves beyond any doubt 
that these holidays have NOTHING WHATSOEVER TO DO WITH 
CHRISTIANITY.  
 
The fictitious Nazarene has nothing to do with xmas. Xmas coincides with the 
Winter Solstice and the Yule season, the shortest day of the year. December 
25th is the birth date of the Persian God Mithra, and the Roman Holiday of 
Saturnalias. The tree, the decorations, baking, gifts and celebrating have 
NOTHING to do with the Nazarene. These are carry-overs from original Pagan 
celebrations. The Yule tree is really symbolic of the human soul, with the trunk 
being representative of the spine, the branches, the 144,000 nadis [pathways of 
the vril/witchpower/chi], and the lights being symbolic of the nadis all lit up with 
Satan's Serpentine Energy. The star on top of the tree is representative of the 
risen Serpent of Satan.  
 
YULE/WINTER SOLSTICE  
December 22nd-23rd  
Although the Solstice begins on the 21st-22nd of December, the 23rd is a very 
special Personal Day for Father. The Sun enters the sign of the Goat which 
represents Satan. The Night of December 22nd- the eve of December 23rd is the 
Highest Satanic Holy Night of the year. (This was dictated from him personally). It 
is the day after the longest night of the year. Again we look forward to 
beginnings, as the days will begin to get longer as the year goes on. This is a 
time for intense celebration and devotion to Lord Satan. Indulgence, decorating 
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the home, family celebrations and get-togethers. The Night of Dec. 22nd should 
be spent in dedication to Satan. This is an excellent time to focus on planning for 
the year. If one wishes to make personal resolutions this is a good time to do so.  
 
The Yule holidays for Satanists are times of indulgence and taking pleasure in 
the physical and material aspects of life. Actually, xmas trees and wreaths are 
Pagan in origin, so there is no reason not to celebrate this holiday with our 
families. Gift giving, baking, decorating. This is what the TRUE Yule season is 
about, not that filthy worthless Nazarene.  
 
The Yule season is a season of enjoyment, indulgence, and feasting.  

· Cooking  
· Baking  
· Gift giving  
· Decorating  
· Building snowmen  
· Winter sports in places where there is snow  
· Tree decorating  
· Blue lights in honor of Lucifer  
· Partying  
· Santa Claus for the kids  
· Shopping and more.  

 
The Nazarene as you can see has no place in the Yule season. December 25th 
is actually the Persian deity Mithras's birthday, for one. The Yule was stolen from 
the Pagans and incorporated into the Christian religion as Xmas. Pagan peoples 
were celebrating the Yule long before the false program of Christianity forced 
itself onto the scene. We need to take back our holiday!!  
Celebrate and Indulge!!  
 
HAIL SATAN!!  
 
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Baal-Berith.html  
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Jewish Man Caught Spray Painting Swastikas & Making "anti-
Semitic" Threatening Phone Calls 
 
This has been going on for a very long time, but thanks to the internet, it is being 
exposed. Over the years, rabbis have gotten caught painting swastikas on the 
outside of their synagogues so they can blame Nazis and whine about "hate," as 
they are professional "victims." This also includes threatening phone calls and 
related. The Jews themselves do this sort of thing to evoke sympathy and of 
course as always, benefits. This is no different from how they work relentlessly to 
promote Christianity and Islam.  
We all know who controls Hollywood and the media worldwide.  
 
The video linked below is 1:44 in length.  
 
Jewish Man Caught Spray Painting Swastikas & Making "anti-Semitic" 
Threatening Phone Calls 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWW27uwfH_E 
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Exposing Islam: Islam's Greatest Weakness 
 
 
Exposing Islam for the horrendous lie and program of enslavement which it is 
may seem slightly harder than exposing the equally horrendous and enslaving lie 
of Christianity, what with the vagueness added to it and seemingly better "tied up 
ends". This is seen as Islam's strength by many who are fooled into following it 
and arguing for it, HOWEVER, Islam has one major weakness which it cannot 
and will never escape: Its total dependence and reliance on the Ka'aba situated 
in Mecca, its so-called "most sacred site".  
 
For one, the fact that Islam chose the Ka'aba to be its prime site to which all of 
Islamic worship and reverence is directed is a total and utter joke. Why? Because 
the Ka'aba was originally in fact a Pagan Temple. Like many other Pagan 
Temples of the area, it was built in the shape of a simple cube, each of its 
corners aligning to one of the Four Cardinal Points/Compass Points which held 
exceptional importance in Pagan Rituals and Rites. Before the "Islamic 
conquest", it housed a number of statues depicting the Pagan Gods and was an 
important centre of Pagan worship and pilgrimage. It is a fact that Islam stole this 
site and Temple, destroying the Pagan artifacts therein and proceeding to use it 
to its own benefit. However, this will be addressed in a separate article.  
 
The other reason for this being a strong point of weakness is its easy destruction. 
This may seem an unlikely event to some, but it is in fact quite inevitable. There 
are many anti-Islamic groups who have already spoken of the bombing of the 
Ka'aba and Mecca as a means of fighting Islam and its terrorist "jihad" mentality. 
It is not unheard of and is alive as a possibility in the minds of many.  
 
We have to remember that Islam is nothing more than a program of the enemy 
and will soon become dispensable, once it has served its purpose. Its destruction 
will leave the people who once followed it with all their hearts completely 
demoralized and humiliated, and therefore severely weakened. This is the aim of 
the enemy, with both Islam and Christianity.  
 
Why will the destruction of the Ka'aba mean the fall of Islam? The answer to this 
question is that with the Ka'abas destruction, a huge chunk of Islam itself will 
consequently die along with it.  
 
Think of this: 
Every Muslim in the entire world directs their prayers, performed no less than five 
times a day, towards the "holiest" Ka'aba, as instructed by their Qur'an. If it is 
destroyed, they have no object to which they can focus any of these prayers. It is 
gone. Five times a day prayers therefore become pointless, futile acts and die 
away completely.  
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The Ka'aba also houses the all-important "Black Stone", a vital part of Islam 
which is seen as a gift straight from their so-called "god". The Muslim people 
believe it is a sacred duty to visit and kiss the Black Stone, an action supposedly 
performed by Muhammad. If the Ka'aba is destroyed, and therefore the Black 
Stone is destroyed, this "gift" is destroyed which will greatly disillusion many 
Muslim people across the globe. This also makes the sacred practice of kissing 
the Black Stone and following in the footsteps of their beloved prophet 
impossible.  
 
Furthermore, the Ka'aba is the centre of the whole Islamic pilgrimage or Hajj 
which is called "The Fifth Pillar of Islam". Every Muslim is obligated to complete 
all Five of the Pillars in order to assure their place in paradise and please "god". 
With the Ka'aba gone, the Fifth Pillar is consequently gone as well, along with 
their hopes of ever reaching "paradise". What happens when you break down a 
supporting pillar of a building? Breaking down one of Islam's pillars is a defeat 
from which they will never recover. It is analogous to removing one of Islam's 
vital organs, without which it cannot survive. 
 
Lastly and most importantly, the Qur'an states that the Ka'aba is the house of 
god itself, and it is indestructible and untouchable to those considered outsiders. 
Non-Muslims are not even allowed to step one foot within it. They see it as no 
less than the centre of the whole world. Imagine it is bombed and reduced to a 
pile of ashes? They will be completely disillusioned concerning their gods 
supposed "power". How strong can he be if he cannot even protect his own 
sacred house from being destroyed? The statement of it being indestructible will 
also be blown right out of the water, which means that the words of Allah himself 
have been blown right out of the water. Their centre of their world has been 
destroyed. The very Heart of Islam has been annihilated, and Muslims all over 
the world will begin to lose their hope and faith, and slowly, Islam will crumble.  
 
All it would take is one bomb. This is why the Ka'aba is Islam's greatest 
weakness. Bombing the Ka'aba is the equivalent of bombing Islam itself.  
 
Muslims all over the world will be shedding their burqas and prayer hats and 
turning their eyes to the sky, shouting "Fuck you Allah!"  
I see a great Spiritual Warfare opportunity here!! Who says we cannot help this 
event along and shape it to fit our own will?  
 
We must continue to fight this foul program that has enslaved Gentile people for 
far too long. It is a filthy rot and a cancer to our world.  
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Exposing Islam: Muhammad Never Existed 
 
 
There have been very few people in the past who have had the guts to challenge 
the authenticity of Islam's "Muhammad," and very little research has been done 
into the subject. However, when it is looked into, it becomes more and more 
apparent that just like the "Jesus" of Christianity, Muhammad is too a false, 
fabricated character created for no other purpose than the destruction, 
desecration and removal of the true Ancient Knowledge given to humanity by the 
Gods and the consequent enslavement of the Gentile People.  
 
Islam and its false "prophet" have heaped untold sorrow and suffering upon 
humanity from the moment of their creation. One only need look to the Middle 
East and other areas and countries dominated by Islam to see that this is true. 
The poverty, war, destruction, anti-life practices, abuse of women and children, 
total lack of personal privacy and freedom, filth, ignorance and violence in these 
areas all have their roots in Islam and its Muhammad. To rid the world and the 
Gentile people of this suffering, the world must be rid of the lie that is 
Muhammad.  
 
There is a ton of evidence to prove this character never existed. That which 
stands out most clearly is the fact that the only so-called "Ancient Sources" of 
information concerning the life of Muhammad are extremely questionable and 
have never been able to be proven accurate and authentic.  
 
As one example, the earliest "biography" of Muhammad has left no surviving 
copies and even so is dated to at least 100 years after his supposed death. Very 
suspicious, to say the least, and the question has to arise, if this was such an 
important character as Islam states, why did people wait 100 years to document 
his life and achievements? Also, considering the fact Muhammad had already 
been dead 100 years at the time, the biography could not have been written by 
anyone who knew him personally, and therefore the accuracy would have been 
extremely questionable. This biography is known only because it is mentioned in 
much later texts, and no copies or anything of the sort have ever been found to 
prove its existence. Why? Because it never existed in the first place.  
 
There are many more examples like this one. The same as with Christianity's 
"Jesus," the only place in which the life and existence of Muhammad is 
documented is within Islam's Qur'an. Outside of this, there is nothing. One 
scholar wrote, "It is a striking fact that such documentary evidence as survives 
from the Sufnayid period makes no mention of the messenger of god at all. The 
papyri do not refer to him. The Arabic inscriptions of the Arab-Sasanian coins 
only invoke Allah, not his rasul [messenger]; and the Arab-Byzantine bronze 
coins on which Muhammad appears as rasul Allah, previously dated to the 
Sufyanid period, have not been placed in that of the Marwanids. Even the two 
surviving pre-Marwanid tombstones fail to mention the rasul."  
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The Qur'an and pseudo-biographies of this supposed prophet claim that he was 
widely known, and that people, many of whom were powerful in the political world 
of the time, travelled from all over to witness his "miracles" and teachings. If this 
were so, there would be much surviving documentation for us to investigate, and 
it would be a known historical fact. We have hundreds of documentations of 
Alexander the Great, Christopher Columbus, all of the Egyptian Pharaohs and 
other powerful and influential people of history from those who saw and 
interacted with them, because they were real people who existed in a real time 
and were involved in events, which really took place. It is human nature to 
document events and experiences in order to preserve them for future 
generations to learn from. However, as stated above, no documentation of this 
man Muhammad exists outside of the Islamic texts, which themselves cannot be 
put forward as proof of his existence.  
 
As for the inscriptions upon Arab Sasanian coins mentioning "Allah", it has 
already been proven that the name "Allah" was STOLEN from the Ancient Pagan 
Title for the chief God or Goddess of an area, which was Al-Ilah. The Al-Ilah was 
the "supreme God" of a region. The Moon God Sin was given this title in much of 
Ancient Arabia, and many connections have been made between Sin and 
"Allah", due only to the fact that Islam STOLE this. This goes a lot deeper, 
however I will address this in an entirely separate article in the near future.  
 
On the other hand, the real historical documentation that we have is in 
contradiction with the Islamic version of history, which again proves that Islam 
and its Muhammad are false. 
 
As a small example, according to the history put forth by the Qur'an and other 
Islamic Texts, Islam spread through much of Arabia peacefully and by willing 
conversions of hundreds of people. However, historical documentation tells us 
that this is not the case at all and that the time known as the Islamic conquest 
was a time of brutal and savage war perpetrated by the bringers of Islam against 
the Pagan people residing in the Arabian Peninsula and countries father East 
such as India at the time. Pagan Temples had to be destroyed, thousands and 
thousands of Ancient Sacred Texts full of the knowledge of the Gods were 
destroyed, Pagan Priesthood were brutally tortured and murdered, cities were 
besieged and raised to the ground and hundreds and thousands of people died 
as a result of the spread of Islam.  
 
Various other artifacts that have been found have blatantly contradicted what 
Islam has put forth as history and reveal a different story altogether.  
 
Aside from this, once again, we can expose the lies of Islam through its 
connection to Christianity. Christianity has been proven to be false. Everything it 
has was blatantly STOLEN from Ancient Paganism with the purpose of the 
enslavement and eventual destruction of our Gentile people. There is literally 
more than a ton of proof for this. One only need read through all of the articles 
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contained on http://www.exposingchristianity.com by High Priestess Maxine 
Dietrich to see that this is true, I also highly recommend the book, "The Christ 
Conspiracy, the Greatest Story Ever Sold" by Acharya S.  
 
When the enemy formed their trinity of lies, they gave it one major flaw, and that 
is the fact that all three are undeniably and irrevocably connected. Thus, when 
one comes down, the others must come down with it. At least to a very large 
extent.  
 
The character Muhammad is said to have been descended from the Jewish 
(Note another connection to the Jews, the root of the lies and the perpetrators of 
Gentile Enslavement. Muhammad was always described as a Jew himself, and 
NOT an Arab/Gentile!!) Ishmael, son of Abraham. "Abraham" has been proven to 
be fictitious and was a corruption stolen from the Hindu God Brahma. This has 
been discussed on exposingchristianity.com. As the stolen and corrupted Jewish 
story goes, Abraham was most famous for his "many Sons". This is a blatant 
corruption of Brahma and his "many forms". Also, the connection can be made 
when you look at "Abraham and his wife Sarai/Sarah". This was stolen from 
Brahma and his wife Saraswati, the Hindu Goddess of Knowledge. Once again, 
like all the fictitious characters invented by the enemy Jews, there is absolutely 
no physical proof that Abraham ever existed, or that his so-called son Ishmael 
ever existed. It is safe to assume that anyone else said to be descended from 
them never existed either, and would therefore make them fictitious.  
 
Connecting Muhammad with the Jewish characters is yet another subliminal 
message of Jewish supremacy over Gentile People. This is the entire purpose for 
Islam's invention of Muhammad. To enslave the Gentile people who have been 
blinded by the lie of Islam and put them under the power of the enemy Jews and 
their masters. It is simple as that.  
 
Many of the other supposed family member of Muhammad are also nothing more 
than stolen and corrupted versions of Ancient Pagan Gods. A prime example is 
"Fatima", supposedly Muhammad's daughter, who was STOLEN from the 
Goddess Inanna/Isis/Al-Uzza. She was supposed to be portrayed as the fertile, 
"divine" mother, and divine Feminine. Although, considering how appallingly 
women are treated in Islam, any reverence of "divine feminine" is an outright 
contradiction. None the less, Fatima's character is stolen from the Goddess Al-
Uzza, the Arabian Goddess of Fertility, motherhood and the Planet Venus, 
among other things. Al-Uzza was the original Arabian Feminine Divine and the 
sacred mother. Islam took this and horrendously corrupted it into "Fatima", the 
so-called ideal Islamic woman/mother and role model for women to live by. This 
is no different than in Christianity where the virgin-kike Mary was also stolen from 
Inanna/Isis/Al-Uzza. Once again, it is a common theme throughout the enemy 
programs. 
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As well as this, Muhammad accompanied by his four family members Ali, Fatima, 
Hassan and Hussein can be seen as a corrupted (Stolen) Spiritual Allegory. The 
Five together are a representation and corruption of the Five Elements of the 
Soul. Muhammad, Ali, Fatima, Hassan and Hussein = Akasha, Fire, Water, Air 
and Earth, the Elements which make up all that exists, the central forces of the 
Universe. These five characters are the central characters of Islam. In the same 
way that the Akasha was supposed to have "given life" to Fire and Water, which 
further joined and gave birth to Air and Earth, Muhammad (Akasha) gave life to 
Fatima who married/joined with Ali (Fire and Water) and they in turn gave birth to 
Hassan and Hussein (Air and Earth). The Spiritual/Alchemical corruption is 
blatant here, and it is also blatant that these were never real characters, but 
stolen allegories.  
 
There are countless more examples like this one. Another is the "12 Imams", 
who are a rip off of the 12 constellations of the Zodiac and the 12 Great Ages 
accompanying them. However, I will write on this in much more detail in a later 
article.  
 
The Qur'an makes many more connections between Muhammad and other 
characters who have been proven fictitious. An example is Moses/Musa who is 
stolen from a number of Ancient Pagan Gods, such as the Egyptian Gods Set 
and Horus. For more information regarding this, see exposingchristianity.com. 
Muhammad is also frequently compared to and given ties to Christianity's 
"Jesus", who again has been 100% proven to be stolen and fictitious. Again, see 
exposingchristianity. A character who is constantly compared with and so deeply 
connected to fictitious characters is fictitious themselves.  
 
The events which are said to have occurred throughout the life of Muhammad 
are also nothing more than Alchemical Corruptions. Here are but a few examples 
(There are far too many to list here, but more will be dealt with in a separate 
article):  
 
-The Qur'an relates how when Muhammad was only an infant, two men 
appeared to him and cut open his breast, retrieving his heart and removing from 
it a "Black Clot" which they proceeded to cast away. The "Black Clot" is the 
Philosophers Stone. The Philosophers Stone has often been described as 
"Black", i.e. "The Black Stone" referred to in many Alchemical writings. "Black" 
refers to and Alchemical process before the Stone is transformed and becomes 
White. Black is Base/Lead. As has been said before, the Philosophers Stone is 
contained within the Heart Chakra, thus why they "removed it from his Heart". 
Note how Islam removes the Philosophers Stone (True Satanic Power, Godhead, 
etc) and "casts it away". This is a powerful subliminal message.  
 
-The "angel" (enemy thoughtform) Gabriel appears before Muhammad, striking 
the side of a hill and causing a spring to come gushing forth. With it he instructs 
Muhammad on how to perform Ritual Ablution for purification, also teaching him 
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the prayer postures, "the standing, the inclining, the prostrating and the sitting" to 
be accompanied by repetitions of sacred names. This is ripped straight from 
Ancient Yoga and Mantra Practices of the Far East! Anyone who practices Yoga 
and Meditation will be able to see this easily, the postures that are performed 
along with Mantras/Words of Power, in order to drastically increase Bio-
Electricity. Although, in Islam, the energy raised is reversed and directed not to 
the person performing the postures and Mantras, but to the enemy thoughtform. 
As well as this, the "striking the Hill, causing a spring to come gushing forth" is an 
Alchemical Corruption. The Chakras have often been portrayed allegorically as 
hills or mountains in various Ancient Texts throughout the world, due to their True 
Form. The "Spring" is referring to the Alchemical Elixirs which are released and 
"dripped" from the Chakras during the Magnum Opus.  
 
-Muhammad performs a "miracle" by splitting the Full Moon into Two Halves, 
causing half a Moon to Shine on either side of the Mountain. Once again, the 
Mountain represents the Chakras, and the Moon being split in two represents the 
two polarities of the Soul.  
 
The "Isra and Mi'raj", The Night Journey and the ascension through the Seven 
Heavens. This entire event is an Alchemical corruption and rip off of the raising of 
the Kundalini Serpent through the Seven Chakras. The word Mi'raj means ladder, 
which is referring to the Spine up which the Serpent Ascends. The Qur'an relates 
how Muhammad rode a Winged Horse (An Ancient Alchemical Symbol!) to the 
"Circles of Heaven"- The Chakras. He is taken through each one until finally after 
going through the Seventh Heaven, he meets with "God". It is blatantly obvious 
that this is a corruption of reaching "Enlightenment" when the Kundalini rises to 
the Seventh (Crown) Chakra.  
 
As I said above, there are many other examples of this. The Stolen and 
corrupted Alchemy is astounding and blatant throughout Islam and its Qur'an.  
 
This not only proves Muhammad to be false, but it also proves the Qur'an to be 
false. Throughout its pages, it has professed these characters and events to be 
real, yet it has been proven that on the contrary, all of these characters are 
fictitious and STOLEN.  
 
Everything that Islam has, like Christianity, has been STOLEN and corrupted 
from Ancient Pagan Religions that are many thousands of years older.  
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Satan in Sanskrit 
 
 
As many of you are aware, "Satan" translates as TRUTH in Sanskrit, the original 
language of humanity.  
 
The Sanskrit root word "Sat", also sometimes "Satya" means Truth. "An" is also a 
shortening of "Ananta" which means Eternal/Infinite/Never ending, etc. The name 
"Satan" as a whole can also therefore be translated as "Truth Eternal" or "The 
Infinite and Never Ending Truth". Our God Satan IS the Eternal, Infinite and 
Never Ending Truth! 
 
The enemy kikes stole this, incorporating it into their filthy forged "language" they 
call Hebrew, changing the meaning of this Sacred Name to "adversary". What 
they are blatantly saying is that the Eternal and Never Ending Truth, Satan, is 
their adversary. Truth is their worst enemy, as they are nothing but lies.  
 
As well as this, Satan is also a name and word of great Spiritual Power and 
Enlightenment. As High Priestess Maxine Dietrich says on the Joy of Satan site, 
"Satanama", also a longer version of Satan, is an extremely Powerful Sanskrit 
Mantra which has been used for thousands of years to reach a state of Spiritual 
Empowerment.  
 
"Satan" can also be found in many other Powerful Sanskrit words. Here are a few 
examples:  
-The "Four Kumaras" or great Spiritual Powers were called Sanaka, Sanatana, 
Sanandana and Sanatkumara. The Four Kumaras were called the "Sons of 
Brahma". Brahma here appears to be a name for the infinite Energy and Power 
called "Ether" from which all was created, and the "Four Kumaras" seem to 
represent the Four All Powerful Elements, Ether being the Fifth and the originator 
of the others. The Elements are vital to all existence and form the Soul. Satan 
gave us our Soul, and Satan is a Master over the Elements.  
-The Sanskrit word Sanaatan or Sanataana which means eternal, fixed, 
perpetual, ever present, the fixed creation and also Ancient and everlasting.  
-The term "Sanatan Dharma" which means "The Eternal Law" or "Eternal 
teaching of Truth" which was the original name given to the religion followed by 
the people of the Indu's Valley.  
-Santa which in Sanskrit means peaceful, calm and stilled, i.e. the state of 
Meditation where the mind is cleared and focused on one point. It can also mean 
"complete" and also "equilibrium".  
-SatNam, which means "the True Name."  
-Satsang, which means "the wise."  
 
The Sanskrit word for "lineage", "race" or "descending from" is also SaMtaana, 
and this was used as a term for Gentile People in Sanskrit. It's interesting that the 
word for Race or Lineage contains the name Satan within it, as this is yet more 
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proof of the Gentile People being descended from Satan and so deeply 
connected to our True God Satan. SaMtaana also means "continuous flow", 
"connection to", "family" and "children".  
 
The name "Satan" has always been associated with great Power and 
Importance.  
 
All of this proves even further that it is Satan/Enki that is Truth, Power and 
Knowledge. Satan is the True God of the Gentile People!  
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Animals in the Third Reich 
 
 
A respect and love for animals comes with a more Spiritually advanced Soul. 
Animal care is held in the highest regard in True Satanism with many animals 
being sacred and protected.  
 
Adolf Hitler and the Nazis, who we know to have been Satanists, reflected this 
love, care, and respect for animals and took many measures to ensure the safety 
of those that were both domesticated and wild. Laws were enforced for the 
protection of every animal all the way from lions and wolves down to fish and 
frogs and anyone who was found guilty of animal abuse was punished 
accordingly.  
 
The kikes were known to be the main culprits of animal abuse and exploitation 
which included their disgusting and abominable kosher slaughter method and the 
use of animals in inhumane laboratory experiments.  
 
So much so, that the Nazi Animal Protection Laws were labeled as "direct attacks 
against Jews."  
 
Apparently, banning the torture and inhumane slaughter of innocent cattle or the 
use of other innocent animals in horrific laboratory experiments is "anti-
Semitism." This reveals even further the true, filthy nature of kikes.  
 
"One of the first steps in Adolf Hitler's anti-Semitic drive in the creation of his 
Third Reich was instituting a ban on the kosher slaughter of animals."- statement 
of a filthy kike maggot. 
For those who are unaware what "kosher" involves, here is a video:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWAqQ7ribdQ 
WARNING: This is graphic and highly upsetting.  
 
It was also known that these animals were treated horrendously even before they 
reached the slaughterhouse, being repeatedly kicked, shocked and prodded and 
other horrible things to force them to cooperate with the kike herders.  
 
Adolf Hitler and the Nazis made every effort to bring this disgusting treatment of 
animals at the hands of kikes to an end and to give animals the respect and care 
which they deserve and which is their birth right as sacred, special SATANIC 
beings.  
 
Some of the Efforts by the Third Reich to protect animals: 
 
§ Ban on kosher and vivisection. 

 
§ Animals officially declared as beings in their own right and not simply the 

property of humans. 
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§ Ban on commercial animal trapping. 
 
§ Strict regulations on the hunting of animals. Efforts made by SS 

Reichsführer Heinrich Himmler to ban the hunting of animals altogether.  
 
§ Ban on use of animals in theater or public events that caused any kind of 

pain or damage to the animal, either physical or mental.  
 
§ Ban on the extremely cruel forceful feeding of fowls for culinary purposes 

(e.g. foie gras) and other inhumane use of animals in food.  
 
§ The wolf officially labeled a protected species along with many other 

species.  
 
§ Nature declared protected by law, many areas were labeled protected 

areas and the commercial use thereof banned.  
 
§ Neglect and abuse of animals in ones care named a criminal offence.  

 
§ Educational programs concerning the care and protection of animals 

instituted in German schools and universities.  
 
There were many more, and many of the high profile Nazis were actively 
involved in animal and nature protection and conservation. 
 
Here are some interesting photographs: 
 
Adolf Hitler and Eva Braun with animals: 
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Thanks to Adolf's caring approach to defenseless creatures, 
Germany instituted the first comprehensive animal anti-cruelty 
laws in the world. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Hermann Göring with his pet Lion, and Hermann Göring and his wife Emmy, 
showing pet lion cub to Benito Mussolini  
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Hermann Göring felt very strongly about the protection of wild animals and made 
many efforts during the war to protect animals who were suffering as a result of 
enemy bombing. He even offered to have all the animals of a public zoo safely 

escorted to his own private zoo.  
 
It comes naturally to a Spiritually Advanced 
Satanic Soul to respect and care for animals 
and nature. Many of our pets come to us as 
gifts from our Father Satan and the Gods, 
and many of our beautiful experiences in 
nature are gifts just the same. These are 
things, which we must work to protect and 
preserve. Remember, this is Satan's Earth!  
The wording at the top reads "Vivisection 
Forbidden". 
This practice of butchering animals in 
scientific experiments 
was first banned in Germany. 
Reichsmarshall Goering salutes the lab 
animals and they salute him in turn. 

 
[The above photographs and captions were taken from www.adolfthegreat.com 
This website can be accessed through 
http://web.archive.org/web/20110624024439/http://adolfthegreat.com 
 
http://archive.org/web/] 
 
"There was widespread support for animal welfare in Nazi Germany and the 
Nazis took several measures to ensure protection of animals. Many Nazi leaders, 
including Adolf Hitler and Hermann Göring, were supporters of animal protection. 
Several Nazis were environmentalists, and species protection and animal welfare 
were significant issues in the Nazi regime. Heinrich Himmler made an effort to 
ban the hunting of animals. Göring was an animal lover and conservationist. The 
current animal welfare laws in Germany are modified versions of the laws 
introduced by the Nazis.  
 
At the end of the nineteenth century, kosher butchering and vivisection were the 
main concerns regarding animal protection in Germany. These concerns 
continued among the Nazis. According to Boria Sax, the Nazi view on animal 
protection rejected the anthropocentric perspective—animals were not to be 
protected for human interests—but for themselves. In 1927, a Nazi 
representative to the Reichstag called for actions against cruelty to animals and 
kosher butchering. 
 
In 1932, the Nazi party proposed a ban on vivisection. In early 1933, 
representatives of the Nazi party to the Prussian parliament held a meeting to 
enact this ban. On April 21, 1933, almost immediately after the Nazis came to 
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power, the parliament began to pass laws for the regulation of animal slaughter. 
On April 21, a law was passed concerning the slaughter of animals. On April 24, 
Order of the Prussian Ministry of the Interior was enacted regarding the slaughter 
of poikilotherms. Nazi Germany was the first nation to ban vivisection. A law 
imposing total ban on vivisection was enacted on August 16, 1933, by Hermann 
Göring as the prime minister of Prussia. He announced an end to the 
"unbearable torture and suffering in animal experiments". On August 28, 1933, 
Göring announced in a radio broadcast. 
 
Göring also banned commercial animal trapping, imposed severe restrictions on 
hunting, and regulated the shoeing of horses. He imposed regulations even on 
the boiling of lobsters and crabs.  
 
In 24 November 1933, Nazi Germany enacted another law called 
Reichstierschutzgesetz (Reich Animal Protection Act), for protection of animals. 
This law listed many prohibitions against the use of animals, including their use 
for filmmaking and other public events causing pain or damage to health, feeding 
fowls forcefully and tearing out the thighs of living frogs. The two principals 
(Ministerialräte) of the German Ministry of the Interior, Clemens Giese and 
Waldemar Kahler, who were responsible for drafting the legislative text, wrote in 
their juridical comment from 1939, that by the law the animal was to be 
"protected for itself" ("um seiner selbst willen geschützt"), and made "an object of 
protection going far beyond the hitherto existing law" ("Objekt eines weit über die 
bisherigen Bestimmungen hinausgehenden Schutzes").  
 
On February 23, 1934, a decree was enacted by the Prussian Ministry of 
Commerce and Employment which introduced education on animal protection 
laws at primary, secondary and college levels. On 3 July 1934, a law Das 
Reichsjagdgesetz (The Reich Hunting Law) was enacted which limited hunting. 
On 1 July 1935, another law Reichsnaturschutzgesetz (Reich Nature 
Conservation Act) was passed to protect nature. According to an article 
published in Kaltio, one of the main Finnish cultural magazines, Nazi Germany 
was the first in the world to place the wolf under protection.  
 
In 1934, Nazi Germany hosted an international conference on animal protection 
in Berlin. On March 27, 1936, an order on the slaughter of living fish and other 
poikilotherms was enacted. On March 18 the same year, an order was passed on 
afforestation and on protection of animals in the wild. On September 9, 1937, a 
decree was published by the Ministry of the Interior which specified guidelines for 
the transportation of animals. In 1938, animal protection was accepted as a 
subject to be taught in public schools and universities in Germany." – excerpt 
from Wikipedia. 
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Gentiles Must Pay so the Jews Can Live in Luxury! 
 
 
This is the kind of opulence and luxury that the average Jew has access to every 
day, in the land that once belonged to US which they blatantly STOLE by first 
removing, destroying and desecrating our True History before inventing a false 
history for themselves, imposing it upon our people through centuries of violent 
bloodshed that still has not come to an end and taking it from us ILLEGALLY! :  
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ISRAEL IS A STOLEN CRIMINAL STATE!  
 
And yet, this is a Gentile territory just around the corner, how most of it has 
looked since the kikes infested: 
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Note the extraordinary contrast. These places are two different worlds, one in 
which Jews live in the lap of luxury at the expense of our Gentile People, and the 
other in which our Gentiles suffer the most awful torture imaginable at the hands 
of these filthy Jews.  
 
Who pays for the upkeep of this lavish Jewish lifestyle?? US GENTILES. We pay 
literally with OUR hard-earned money that gets poured into Israel's bank account 
year after year as well as in every other way as our People are left to suffer and 
to die.  
 
Here is some information about how much the USA alone pays to Israel every 
year: 
http://wrmea.org/component/content/article/245-2008-november/3845-congress-
watch-a-conservative-estimate-of-total-direct-us-aid-to-Israel-almost-114-
billion.html 
 
It has also been reported that Barack Obama seeks to increase this amount: 
"The budget proposes $3.075 billion in US military aid for Israel, $75 million more 
than in fiscal year 2011. The aid proposal is based on the US-Israeli 
understandings signed on August 16, 2007. US military aid is set to increase by a 
further $25 million to $3.1 billion in fiscal year 2013, and remain at that level 
through 2018, assuming that the US foreign aid program remains as is. Israel is 
also due to receive $20 million in aid for integrating refugees."  
 
This is despite the fact that the American People themselves are suffering under 
an economic depression while the kikes are living comfortably. So we Gentiles 
must suffer in order for them to live in luxury???  
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The criminal state of Israel also receives "aid" from other countries around the 
world.  
 
Germany has been forced to give more than $35 billion to Israel since WW2 in 
"compensation" for an event that never even took place and the German People 
have suffered tremendously as a result!  
http://www.onethirdoftheholocaust.com/ 
 
This disgusting lie has been used ever since to totally devastate our Gentile 
People.  
 
As well as this, Jewish owned corporations around the world and Jews in the 
various world governments put billions which they leech from us Gentiles into 
Israel's pocket. Our governments are set up to fund Israel and its agenda of 
death and destruction, NOT to help us. 
 
What do our Gentile People get??? Devastation and poverty.  
 
How many hours a day do we work, for how many days a week, for how many 
months in a year, and for how many years in a decade? And what is the kind of 
salary that WE take home after bills, rates and taxes have been deducted that all 
go straight into the pockets of the kikes who are in control of all of the industries 
which we are currently slaves to? And the remainder is spent on ridiculously 
priced kike-kosher food that has been filled with all sorts of garbage and 
impurities designed to keep us weak and so on. We are currently paying them to 
keep us enslaved!!  
 
The average Gentile in today's world barely gets by, hundreds and thousands of 
our People are dying every day due to poverty, starvation, disease and so on. 
Yet, the kikes are sitting in their mansions. 
 
PEOPLE NEED TO WAKE UP AND SEE THE SOURCE OF THE WORLDS 
CURRENT APPALLING STATE. THESE KIKES NEED TO BE BROUGHT 
DOWN AND DESTROYED!! It is then and only then that OUR Gentile People will 
be free!  
 
These Jews view our Gentile People as their slaves, as "goyim".  
 
Quote from the Jewish Talmud:  
Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 
2800 slaves." 
 
Gentiles are treated lower than dogs by kikes. I have a friend who worked as an 
au pair for a few years in England. Four of the five families she worked for were 
kikes, and she related to me how they treated her like absolute shit. She worked 
every day like a slave, was screamed at and verbally abused, she was not 
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allowed to touch certain things or enter certain rooms or eat their food as if she 
was dirty and many other horrible things. Gentiles are nothing but worthless 
cattle to them.  
 
Quote from a Jewish prime minister Golda Meier: "100 Arabs are not worth one 
Jewish finger nail."  
 
Rabbi Yitzhak Shapiro- "it is permissible for Jews to kill Gentiles including 
children and babies who threaten Israel or break the commandments."  
 
From their Talmud- "All Gentile women, girls, and even little girls, are whores."- 
and they have no problem abusing and raping our Gentile women and girls.  
 
Aboda Sarah 37a: "A Gentile girl who is three years old can be violated." 
 
Kikes feel nothing about killing our Gentile People:  
 
Sanhedrin 59a: "Murdering Goyim is like killing a wild animal." 
 
A Gentile Peace Activist, Rachel Corrie, was killed in 2003 by an Israeli 
demolitioner when he bulldozed over the Palestinian house she was kneeling in 
front of trying to protect despite knowing that she was there and despite other 
activists screaming at him to stop. Rachel was naive enough to believe that a 
kike would give a damn about her life.  
http://electronicintifada.net/content/photostory-Israeli-bulldozer-driver-murders-
american-peace-activist/4449 
 
These parasites are living off of our land, our money and our hard work whilst 
professing us to be worthless cattle and treating us as such! Again, WE must 
suffer in the worst possible ways so that THEY can have luxury. WE must work 
for our own destruction.  
 
With the current economic decline, we are suffering even more. Debt is rampant 
and our People are losing their personal property and homes on a daily basis 
despite back breaking work every day.  
 
How many of our Brothers and Sisters right here in these Groups have suffered 
and are suffering right now as a result of this??  
 
During any economic depression, our People suffer starvation and awful 
conditions. You can guarantee that the kikes will have anything and everything 
that they want and need handed to them on a silver platter. They will have 
access to food, clean water, electricity and other supplies in abundance. The 
Jews themselves boast about this in their "Protocols of the Learned Elders of  
Zion" where they state that they will cause our Gentile People to suffer 
unimaginably while they make sure that their own prosper.  
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They still have the money and resources tied up. They have their "Sayanim" net 
work in which Jews are looked after and protected by other Jews and it is 
ensured that no Jew ever goes without: 
 
Yet, how divided are OUR People? Where are OUR networks set up to help and 
support each other in times of need? These divisions were all caused by Jewish 
programs. Whether its their filthy "religious" programs of Christianity, Islam and 
related or their filthy political programs of communism, capitalism, democracy 
and so on and so forth, their gender dividing program of feminism and all of its 
offshoots, their incitement of hatred between the Gentile Races, and the list goes 
on, all of these were designed by Jews to divide and destroy our Gentile People.  
 
THEY ARE THE CAUSE OF OUR SUFFERING! Were it not for them, we would 
be the ones prospering and the world would be as it should be: A True Satanic 
Civilization based upon the highest and most beautiful Spiritual Ideals. Our 
People would be free from age and decay, disease, poverty, ignorance, 
depression, rampant crime and all other horrible results of Spiritual and Physical 
degeneration, and we would be free from this thanks to the Knowledge of 
Meditation and the Godhead which was our Father Satan's gift to us. Yet this 
beautiful and priceless gift was taken from us too by the Jews and their enemy 
ET masters!! 
 
It is not only us that suffer because of these maggots. Our animals and our 
environment suffer everyday as well. Kikes have a penchant for abusing animals 
and this is especially apparent in their disgusting kosher slaughter. 
 
Look at what has become of our environment today as a result of Jewish 
destructive corporations. Billions of acres of natural land have been utterly 
destroyed around the world in order to make way for Jewish run and controlled 
facilities, the purpose of which is to rake in yet more money for these maggots. 
They control the world's fuel industries, the gigantic paper making industries such 
as Mondi that have done untold damage to our environment and many more. 
This is despite the fact that these are unnecessary and the Jews know this.  
 
The fuel, which we use today, is extremely inefficient and unhealthy. Had we 
been free of kikes and their influences and had the world remained, as it always 
should have, we would have by now developed an efficient form of "fuel" that 
was based off of the principles of "anti-gravity" technology as was discussed by 
Nikola Tesla. This is more than possible and had we been given the funds for 
research and development, it would be a reality; however, the Jews would be 
losing money and control if they allowed it to go ahead.  
 
Construction, which today is a major environmental issue, would also be very 
different if it were not for kikes.  
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The Ancient Pagans, with the Knowledge of the Gods, constructed many 
beautiful wonders that worked with and enhanced the natural environment 
instead of simply slapping artificial concrete slabs over it and replacing it with 
ugly towering buildings. Each Ancient structure was carefully planned and 
thought out according to Spiritual Occult principles such as ley-lines and 
alignment with the Stars and the Cardinal Points and so on and so forth. A 
perfect example of this is the Egyptian Pyramids, which are aligned to the Belt of 
Orion, and the Ancient Temples of the Far and Near East, many of which were 
built out of existing natural structures such as mountains and specially aligned 
and placed:  
 

 
 
See also: http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Orion.html 
 
That is the beauty we have lost thanks to the existence of the Jews.  
 
Nowadays buildings are simply slapped anywhere and everywhere that there is 
space and the surrounding environment is totally disregarded thanks to a lack of 
Knowledge which is the result of kikes.  
 
They have stripped us of everything we once had and they now sit at the top in 
absolute luxury on a FALSE throne, their fat bellies full from the produce of 
Gentile labour, in the world that is rightfully OURS. They are parasites that have 
drained our Gentile People, but it is now time for us to take back what is ours!  
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They know their time is at an end. Yes, we HAVE won, but we must NOT give up 
the fight. They must be punished for what they have done! 
It is time for every Brother and Sister to stand up and join the fight. Fight n 
whatever way you as an individual are able. Whether it be online and offline 
warfare educating our Gentile People or Spiritual Warfare. Every effort 
contributes to the larger fight. It is up to us, and the time is NOW! 
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Jews Buy and Sell Gentile Women as Sex Slaves 
 
 
"It's like a car. It depends how valuable she is"- this is how one of the kike pimps 
in Israel referred to the Gentile women who are constantly trafficked in to be used 
as sex slaves to Jews.  
 
These women are lured out of their home countries and away from their friends 
and family, usually by female Jews, and into Israel under false pretences 
involving fake job offers, before being kept captive in the most appalling 
conditions. Once in Israel, their passports are destroyed so they are unable to 
leave and they are informed of their real purpose and fate there. They are told 
clearly that there is nothing that they can do about it; that no one in Israel will be 
willing to help them, and are threatened with torture or even death if they dare try 
to escape. Most of them are force fed hard drugs such as heroin and cocaine 
and eventually become addicted as a means of keeping them there ad under 
control.  
 
One account stated that the women were kept in a damp cellar beneath a hotel in 
Israel where they had only dirty mattresses on the floor to sleep on. Many of the 
girls contracted diseases such as TB and were left to die where others were also 
suffering from STD's such as Chlamydia and even HIV/AIDS that they contracted 
on the job. The girls were forced to "work" ridiculous hours, servicing elderly and 
often obese, greasy Jewish men, many of whom were Israeli "police officers", 
lawyers and others supposedly involved in the Criminal Justice System.  
 
"Some rabbis, "Wake Up or Die" said, ride bicycles to the whorehouses. "A good 
percentage of the clients are ultra-Orthodox Jews"  
 
"So, on Thursday [boys night out in Israel] busloads of Orthodox Jews travel from 
Jerusalem, Haifa, and points beyond to Tel Aviv for a few brief moments of 
passion in a massage parlor, behind a sand dune, or in an alley. Other 
customers are accountants, lawyers, policemen, and politicians. "The entire 
spectrum of Israeli society is keeping the hookers in business," Detective 
Shachar, veteran on the Tel Aviv vice detail, said." 
 
-Note how the kikes refer to these Gentile Women as "hookers", as if they are 
there being raped and abused willingly!! 
 
Another Jewess in the article also complains about the Gentile Women, stating 
she has "no sympathy" for them as they come into Israel to be prostitutes and 
then moan about the conditions, again, as if our Gentile Women chose this! And 
apparently, according to this kike, it is the Gentiles who are exploiting them!! Only 
the twisted and sick mind of a kike could reach that conclusion.  
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The women do not receive the profit that their kike pimps make off of their work. 
They ARE there as slaves. The reason I emphasized ARE is to bring to your 
attention the fact that this has by no means stopped- Our Gentile Women are 
experiencing this heinous torture AS YOU READ THIS, and little to nothing is 
being done about it. The kikes are allowed to continue with this torture of our 
People as they currently control the media, the governments, and the Legal 
Systems of the world. Yes, they are falling fast and we have won, but we need to 
keep on fighting to see their total downfall and destruction.  
 
Make our Gentile People aware of what is going on and what is being done by 
the Jews. Use the internet to spread this information, print articles out and leave 
them in public places, tell your friends and family if you can, and use any other 
means of getting this out!  
 
These Gentile Women deserve freedom and justice for what has been done to 
them. They most certainly will not get it from the kikes who enslaved them.  
 
In the article I am going to post here, it details how when one of the women 
escaped successfully, she went to the Israeli police, believing that they would 
help her. When they heard where she was from, they promptly phoned her pimp 
and told him of her whereabouts, and waited for him to come and fetch her again. 
One of the police officers had recognized her as he had raped her before. Yes, 
RAPED, as the women were NOT willing. They are slaves.  
 
I would also like to add here- Israel has made much to do about the Jewish 
police who supposedly "rescued" the women. This was nothing but a media ploy 
and it was noted as such. The article speaks of how the kikes only started 
pretending to do something about it when they were pressured by outside forces. 
People had become aware of what was going on in one particular situation and 
Israel was under pressure as Gentile People were rightfully accusing them of 
their crimes. They had to make it seem as if they were making some effort to 
prevent these crimes, when in truth they actually support and fund them. The 
article makes it very clear that the kike "police" were taking just as much 
advantage of the Gentile sex slaves as any other kike was. It has been noted that 
Israel has done little to nothing in attempting to prevent these crimes, only lifting 
a finger when their image is threatened. Gentile Women continue to suffer 
horrendously and will until something is done about it, as well as the source, 
which is the kikes.  
 
-Many of the Women are Russian and are desperate to escape the poverty that 
they experience in their home country which is why they are eager to accept "job 
offers" and such in a foreign country. The kikes play on this, and it was them that 
caused the poverty and awful conditions in Russia in the first place, with their 
disease of communism and the war which they waged upon it in which millions of 
Russians were killed by kikes in real death camps.  
We must keep up the fight for our People! 
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The Vatican Continues to Crumble Under One Scandal After Another 
 
 
http://news.yahoo.com/vatican-faces-widening-leaks-scandal-182537865.html 
 
Most of you will already have seen this in the news. The Vatican is undergoing 
yet another scandal investigation after more top-secret documents have been 
leaked. They are losing their legitimacy before the eyes of the world at a rapid 
rate. We must continue to facilitate this!  
 
As for those deluded fools who do realise the falsity of the Vatican yet still cling to 
Christianity, their days are numbered. Soon this entire Jewish run program will be 
exposed entirely before the eyes of the Gentile World and our People will wake 
up to the Truth of Satan. We must work towards this and continue to educate our 
People by every legal means possible. The enemy is falling. Their pillars are 
crumbling and they are losing their foundations.  
 
"The scandal, which has been brewing for months, has hit the very heart of the 
Roman Catholic Church." –And remember, the Catholic Church is the father of all 
of the Christian sects, no matter how hard Christians try to deny that.  
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/ 
 
Each and every single one of us is a Warrior of Satan, and each and every single 
one of us should be doing our part in this War!  
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Jew Gets 45 Days in Prison for the Murder of Two Gentile Women 
 
 
http://news.yahoo.com/Israel-sniper-45-days-over-gaza-war-shooting-
164134300.html 
 
In another abominable display of just how lowly the lives of our Gentile People 
are in the eyes of the Jews- a Jewish murderer has been let off with a mere 45 
day sentence for his crime that led to the death of two Gentile Women. The 
Women had been doing nothing but standing in what remained of their home 
which had previously been obliterated by the same Jewish forces, and in fact 
displayed a sign of peace as they were approached. The Jews went ahead and 
opened fire on the innocent civilians despite this. It is unfortunate that they were 
naive enough to believe they would be shown mercy and respect by a Jew.  
 
This calls back to mind the case of Rachel Corrie, a Gentile peace activist who 
was working in Palestine to attempt to prevent the destruction of the homes of 
innocent Gentile Palestinians by Israeli thugs. She was brutally killed when one 
of the Israeli demolition workers PURPOSEFULLY drove over the house she was 
standing in front of with a bulldozer. Again, this murdering Jew got off with no 
charges.  
 
Note how they come up with excuse after excuse to explain away the senseless 
killing of our Gentile People.  
 
THESE PARASITES HAVE TO BE STOPPED. It is up to every single one of us 
to carry on fighting. Expose them before the eyes of the world, so that all may 
see their true colours. They have destroyed our past and STOLEN from us what 
is rightfully ours! They have insulted and blasphemed our Beloved Gods in the 
worst possible ways, and they have denigrated our True Satanic Heroes. They 
continue to slaughter our People like cattle in an abattoir, and this will not stop 
until they have been destroyed!  
 
KEEP UP THE FIGHT! Don't ever give up! 
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Jewish Media Admits Nazis NOT Responsible  
for Massacre of Polish Gentiles 

 
 
"WARSAW, Poland (AP) — The American POWs sent secret coded messages to 
Washington with news of a Soviet atrocity: In 1943 they saw rows of corpses in 
an advanced state of decay in the Katyn forest, on the western edge of Russia, 
proof that the killers could not have been the Nazis who had only recently 
occupied the area." 
 
"The Soviet secret police killed the 22,000 Poles with shots to the back of the 
head. Their aim was to eliminate a military and intellectual elite that would have 
put up stiff resistance to Soviet control. The men were among Poland's most 
accomplished — officers and reserve officers who in their civilian lives worked as 
doctors, lawyers, teachers, or as other professionals. Their loss has proven an 
enduring wound to the Polish nation." 
 
"But returning to their POW camps, the Americans carried a conviction that they 
had just witnessed overwhelming proof of Soviet guilt. The corpses' advanced 
state of decay told them the killings took place much earlier in the war, when the 
Soviets still controlled the area." 
 
http://news.yahoo.com/ap-exclusive-memos-show-us-hushed-soviet-crime-
132109652.html 
 
As we know, the Soviet Union was Jewish through and through, including Stalin 
himself. It was the Jews who were responsible for the deaths of MILLIONS of 
Gentile Men and Women, and NOT the other way around!  
 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/328 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/282 
 
 
It is extremely telling that an article such as this has actually been publicized 
within the Media at this time. The Jews are losing power, and people are waking 
up!!  
 
Another thing this article proves beyond a shadow of a doubt is the US 
government of the time was working with the Jews and against the Gentile 
People. This atrocity is one of many examples of how our People have met 
gruesome fates at the hands of the enemy. One only needs to research Dresden 
to find another example of this. Again, the Jewish run governments were 
responsible for this horrific event.  
 
OUR PEOPLE ARE WAKING UP, and it is time for us to step up the fight!  
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Forward Note: 
I have written hundreds of sermons and replies to questions and concerns of JoS 
members over the years. Please excuse if some of these are repeated, as there 
are too many for me time-wise to keep up with and recheck, to see if they are 
already on other pdfs I uploaded. For those who are new "xian" = Christian. We X 
out the "christ" for obvious reasons. If some of the links here no longer work, you 
can access them by copying and pasting the URL into the "Browse History" box 
at the "Internet Archive Way Back Machine http://archive.org/web/ 
A page will come up with dates, just click on a date and it will bring up the page. 
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Regarding Biblical "Prophesies" 
 
Something I need to bring to everyone's attention, especially for those who are 
new to Satanism is concerning biblical prophesies. Please read this and know it. I 
don't have the time right now to do any research on what I am going to write 
below, but I strongly suggest that any of you here who have any doubts and/or 
worries to do your own research. There are plenty of websites online where you 
can find proof.  
 
There have always been "earthquakes" "pestilences" 'famines" "plagues" and 
above all, weather disasters and related. I was just watching the news and the 
unusual warming in Alaska and the snowstorms in the Eastern US, etc., were 
highlighted. Back in 2008, given my own experience, I noted how the 
commentators for the Beijing Olympics stated several times how the Chinese 
were able to stop rain by controlling the weather, as no one wanted rain for the 
Olympic Games. They were successful.  
 
Now, given the above, and how science has progressed and is now progressing 
at a rapid rate to where many are unable to even keep up with the plethora of 
technology, it is glaringly obvious that humanity has advanced to where the 
weather can be controlled. I also want to add here that the so-called "New World" 
being the Americas was not fully populated and did not have an extensive written 
history until give or take, some 400 years ago. Major earthquakes, droughts, 
hurricanes and other natural disasters were not recorded and did not factor in as 
they do today. This right here is major in the way of giving the amount of natural 
disasters and also, the media today is much more extensive in both covering this 
type of thing world-wide and in broadcasting it.  
 
My point here is these natural disasters are NOT "An act of God." Scientists can 
now control the weather and even create this sort of thing. Scientists can create 
natural disasters and as most of us know, can create plagues and other biblical 
crap. Sadly, many followers/victims of Christianity, Islam and related are fooled 
into believing these events to be predictive of "the end" and this works well for 
the enemy in bringing in more victims to their nefarious program, due to a lack of 
knowledge.  
 
The entire Judeo/Christian Bible is nothing more than a powerful subliminal. I 
have said time and again and will repeat myself for new people here: there is 
NOTHING SPIRITUAL about Christianity, Islam and their Jewish root, other than 
the Jewish root is in control and at the top, the Jews use occult power to keep 
these nefarious programs thriving. The Jews become "God" and as most of us 
are aware, they DICTATE. They are always telling us Gentiles what we are to do, 
what we should think, how we should think, what to believe and everything else. 
THE JEWS DICTATE. Idiots jump up and get to it. They readily carry out the 
orders given by their Jewish masters. The Judeo/Christian Bible is NOT a "Word 
of God"!  
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The book "Eye to Eye: Facing the Consequences of Dividing Israel" by 
William Koenig is very revealing, though the author himself [Christian] is very 
deluded. Anyone who is familiar with witchcraft and the workings of the mind and 
soul, rituals, etc., can see through this for what it is.  
 
Many of these so-called "prophesies" were put into motion centuries ago BY 
HUMAN BEINGS. Christians and even more so, Muslims [as many Muslims are 
in third world countries where there is a high percentage of illiteracy] and have no 
knowledge of the workings of the mind and soul. Anyone who has any knowledge 
related to witchcraft in Muslim dominated countries is murdered if they are found 
out. As I stated many times before, Islam and Christianity are murder and death 
focused programs, that have their foundations built upon genocide, mass-
murder, torture, death and living for one's death, destruction and violence. 
Nothing more. Everyone always has to be sorry. The biblical subliminal is 
everyone is born into "original sin" everyone is in debt and everyone owes. So, 
everyone must pay the Jew.  
 
I remember seeing a movie a very long time ago "Little Odessa" where the 
Jewish father says to his son. "Rueben! Do your homework! Don't be like some 
dumb goy in our neighborhood!" "Dumb goy" They feel they have the right to slur 
Gentiles as they please. No one ever really says anything against these Jewish 
"masters."  
 
Most of you already know, that is how they look at us- "stupid goyim." They feel 
they have a "God-given" RIGHT to dictate and tell us what to do and to use us as 
slaves and then throw us away. Disposable human beings.  
 
Don't be an idiot. KNOW the truth. Take the time to study, learn, and find out 
about things. The only way a lie and hoax can be successful is if the victim/s do 
not know. Satan stands for knowledge. Don't be duped! Know how the Jews 
work. These so-called "prophesies" are also highlighted and promoted by the 
Jewish-run media, movies, books and TV shows to keep the subliminal going 
and to keep these lies alive and thriving, bringing in many more victims. The 
mass-mind is very powerful. The torah is the Jewish life-line and the Christianity 
and Islam programs for Gentiles are the bulwark in giving power, belief, and 
energy to the Jewish programs.  
 
In addition to all of this, and my main point here for this article is; you think the 
Jewish scientists at the top aren't going to try to control the weather, create 
plagues, pandemics and natural disasters [which they now have the technology 
to do so] to make those biblical prophesies appear to be real?  
 
They have controlled NASA for one, for decades. They work to control everything 
else, especially any program or organization of importance and influence, so go 
figure.  
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The sciences, advanced education and learning and everything else including 
sex, the Jew works to rot these out from the inside, turning a positive into a 
negative, tainting everything and abusing freedoms and everything else to 
destroy civilization and humanity. Everything intended to help is turned by the 
Jew to destroy and transformed into something nefarious and very ugly.  
 
SATAN STANDS FOR KNOWLEDGE, EDUCATION AND ABOVE ALL. 
SPIRITUAL LIBERATION AND INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS!!!!  
 
So, ask yourself, just what is so "evil" about wanting to be free? Many people are 
so indoctrinated; they can see the truth at all. 
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Re: Why is it so hard to deprogram from Christian influence?  
<JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com> "Lilith345" wrote: 
Just when I think I'm making progress, it seems like all the "what ifs" start to pop 
up into my head. It's really confusing. How can I be so close to freedom and yet 
so far away. It's been this way even before I dedicated myself. I don't understand 
how I can make contact with a demon and no harm comes to me, then the next 
time I try to summon, anxiety and fear that something bad is going to happen 
comes up out of nowhere, Then have no problems the next time I summon. I 
mean is it really as simple as deprogramming from Christianity or is it some kind 
of attack? What do I do? 
 
MY REPLY: 
Something I want to add to this thread, as there are people here who are new 
and others are still having problems. Most people are unaware of the extent of 
the mass mind and its influence. The Judeo/Christian and Muslim virus has 
infested and has been imbedded in the mass mind for centuries. This is all 
subliminal. In other words, your logical conscious mind is often not aware of it to 
the extent that it is there, but your subconscious mind and soul take this filth in. In 
addition to the extent it has infested and imbedded, it is relentlessly pushed and 
kept going by idiots world-wide. Take just one year for an example. Pagan 
holidays were hijacked. Millions were tortured and murdered [so much for the 
Christian lies of "love" and "peace" and "free will." Christianity has never been 
tolerant of any other beliefs, especially Paganism. As for the Jews whining about 
being "persecuted" by the Christians, this is another lie and what little they were 
was just for show. Catholic Popes during the inquisition ordered their inquisitors 
to "Leave the Jews alone."  
 
Christianity has always been pushed [under threat of torture and death] onto the 
populace. In Japan, the Emperor kicked the Catholic Jesuits out of the country as 
they wanted to murder all of the Buddhists that would not convert. The Jesuits 
are another Jewish program and the Jews retaliated in 1945 with bombing 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Getting back to the year, what were once Pagan 
holidays and celebrations, all of this has been hijacked with the energies being 
directed into Judaism and Christianity. If you do some research, this is world-
wide and in nearly every country, with the exception of Islamic countries and they 
do their own spiritual destruction and subliminal ugliness, infesting the mass 
mind with total rot. Also, in addition to the main holidays, there are other 
numerous dates where the Christians spew their filth. Take Spain for example, 
their huge celebration of "Holy Week" and then there is that "Pentecost" which 
was also hijacked and the list is extensive. Take all of that energy, along with the 
churches and their slavish worshipping fools, who work relentlessly for not only 
their own damnation and destruction, but also that of all of humanity and all life 
on this earth. They are too stupid and deluded to see this.  
 
Then, there is the Jewish-controlled media. All the while the Jews pretend to be 
enemies of Christianity and persecuted by it. This is to fool the populace. Most 
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people actually believe these lies, while in truth, the Jews promote Christianity 
zealously behind the scenes, though they do so quietly and secretively, no 
different from those kosher symbols on our food bottles and jars, etc. Many TV 
shows and movies are steeped in Christianity. For example, many years ago, 
"Little House on the Prairie" was aired during what was called "family hour." It not 
only had heavy Christian themes, but with the Jewish knowledge of psychology, 
it combined those themes with strong emotional reactions that were intended to 
be deeply touching for the audience. This sort of thing is powerfully subliminal, 
especially when it affects more than one sense/emotion. Then, there was the 
family series "The Waltons." Same sort of Christian shit. I haven't watched any 
regular TV in probably more than 30 years, so this is going way back, but my 
point is, anyone here with even half a brain is aware of how the Jews control the 
media. Another one. the 1959 movie "Ben Hur." I heard there was a recent 
sequel, but I wouldn't waste my time. The music, that filthy Nazarene and all of 
the whole ball of subliminal crap intended to associate Christianity and its related 
themes in the average mind with profound tear-jerking and emotionally moving 
scenes. Few people would not be emotionally moved at the ending of that movie 
and the Jews who wrote and promoted this knew it. I also want to add, that movie 
was promoted for families and children saw it and it had bloody violence in it 
along with other unsavory content that was not suitable for children.  
 
I also mentioned in my other sermons, I like to do crossword puzzles, as do other 
millions of people. It is glaringly obvious, most, if not all of the word and other 
puzzle books on the newsstand were authored and published by Jews. Most of 
these puzzles and even in your local newspaper have queries about that filth 
bible. In other words, it is taken for granted that the populace is supposed to just 
know this shit, like it is common knowledge. How many of you can walk down an 
aisle in a market or store during the Yule season and hear instrumental xmas 
hymns and even though there may not be words in a particular hymn, how many 
of you know the lyrics by heart? This is the kind of crap I mean. It is and has 
been so infested and imbedded; most of us know the lyrics verbatim. The music 
alone is enough and before you know it, your mind pulls up the lyrics.  
 
Then, for those of us who were forced to go to church when we were under-age, 
the embedded prayers. The robotic, stupid, meaningless trash that we had to 
memorize and repeat endlessly. Every stinking vile church service/mass is a 
repeat of the human blood living sacrifice of that foul Nazarene. It is so repetitive 
and purposely imbedded to no end. To add to this, most people are literally bored 
out of their minds and when dozing off or in a mentally receptive state, this 
psychological poison takes hold like hypnosis. That is where it really gets 
imbedded and even those with the lowest intelligence levels are very open and 
receptive as it is endlessly repetitive and reinforced. This is why this world is in 
the current state of depravity, the wars, the extreme suffering and every other 
ugly and negative thing. Individuals do not have to read the bible. All they have to 
do is to tie into that negative energy and it is embedded in the mass mind and 
right now, this earth is on the brink of disaster.  
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http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/ChristianMass_JewishRitualMurder.
ht ml  
 
In addition to its being perpetuated by humanity, enemy aliens known as Greys 
who have a micro-chip implant, work relentlessly to push this malignant program. 
Many of us have been directly harassed by this alien degenerate scum spiritually 
on the astral. Christianity and its related lethal poisonous programs do NOT take 
"NO" for an answer. Just as humans who have been heavily infected with the 
Christian virus and tie into its energy have an obsessive/compulsive disorder 
when it comes to getting others to "accept Jesus" enemy spooks do the very 
same. Now that some level of Free-thought and freedom of religion have been 
established in most Western Developed countries, these alien spooks are 
working even harder in other ways to try to destroy it. Enemy spooks cannot 
refrain from harassing those of us who know the truth. I will tell you though, there 
does come a time when they will no longer try to deceive you with the Christian 
lies. That is when you know the truth 100%. Then, they resort to other tactics of 
harassment.  
 
My advice to all of you who are having problems getting Christian, Muslim and 
related imbedded poison out of your minds is to study, study and do more 
studying. There are a load of sermons, articles and all kinds of reading material 
on the main Joy of Satan website, Satan's Library and Exposing Christianity.  
 
If any of you are having reservations in regards to trying to call upon our original 
Gods [Demons], then my advice is to wait. There is no hurry. Clear your mind 
first and then and only when you feel completely relaxed and comfortable, you 
can go ahead with this. True Satanism is liberation and freedom, especially 
spiritual liberation and freedom. You only need to be yourself. Nothing is forced 
upon you. Be aware of and know this. Just be free. If there is something you are 
not completely comfortable with, then don't do it. Work on yourself and work on 
ridding your mind of that foul toxic Christian waste first and replace it with positive 
knowledge, positive thoughts, and a positive faith. Positive faith is NOT blind 
faith. Positive faith is faith in what you know to be true and faith in yourself to 
make the correct choices FREE OF COERSION AND ANY FEAR! 
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Why is There Suffering in the World? Satan Gives Answers 
 
Unlike those so-called "Gods" that are false and worshipped by followers of the 
enemy programs, Satan gives us wisdom, knowledge and sensible answers. 
Christians and Muslims, being as deceived as they are, are at a loss to explain.  
 
Most people wonder why there is so much suffering, misery and ugliness in this 
world. Thousands of years ago, there was a time called "The Golden Age." It was 
a time of peace, prosperity, and happiness. Humans in those days lived 
hundreds of years. Our Gods were with us as well. Ever since the coming of 
Christianity and Islam, everything beautiful and positive turned to ugliness and 
destruction.  
 
Now, most of you here are familiar with the powers of the mind and soul and 
meditation. I remember many years ago when I was still an atheist, I was reading 
a book on chakras and the book instructed to "look" at each one of your chakras, 
of which I did and I got a shock that nearly knocked me off of the sofa. That 
freaked me out. Now, this was a result of focusing my attention. Most of you have 
had spiritual experiences where you have had similar occurrences. Just focusing 
on a chakra or another area of your soul and you find it is a very intense 
experience.  
 
I wrote about this part before, but just look around you, everything you see, your 
computer screen, your chair, your bed, your furniture, the cars outside, buildings, 
windows...everything you see was once someone's idea before it materialized 
into a physical form in reality. Now, I also want to add in some instances, such as 
with science, for example storms manifest on their own; hot humid air colliding 
with cold, dry air for example, but the majority of everything here was once 
someone's idea. This right here reveals the importance of one's thinking and 
one's mind. Those of you who have been meditating for any length of time know 
how important it is to try to focus on positive things, as focusing on destructive 
thoughts, needless worry, and negativity, with a strong mind and soul one will 
attract this.  
 
The average person who does not meditate and who has a much weaker mind, 
where most thoughts tend to dissipate, alone does not have much power, but 
when combined with the mass mind of millions of other people who are focusing 
along the same lines, then thoughts do have much more power. I came across a 
book some 20 years ago [I can't remember the name of the book or the author], 
but I read it and the author had a technique where she could place her hands 
upon a book and subliminally absorb all of the information in that book. I also 
heard of where the same can be done in learning a foreign language. Most of 
you are familiar with the US $20.00 bill and the 9-11 incident. I also wrote of this 
and how the "Holy Bible" factored in, as even more prevalent than the $20.00 bill, 
there is a bible in nearly every home, in hospitals, hotel rooms, and in many other 
places.  
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The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft 
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Bible_Jewish_Witchcraft.htm  
 
Psychiatrists, psychologists and others who work with the human mind give 
certain tests like the Rorschach Ink Blot tests to probe into the minds of patients 
in order to ascertain what they dwell on and to determine their psychological 
make-up. Most people will see things in these ink blots according to what their 
own experiences in life have been and how they think, and what they dwell on.  
 
Now, again, most of you here are even somewhat aware of the extent of the 
extreme negativity, and this is an understatement, contained in both the Bible 
and the Koran. In reading through scriptures for reverse Torah rituals, the curses 
against humanity are prolific to where one can't even begin to count them all. 
Curse after curse, after curse and the damnation and the most utter debased 
depravity. One does not have to read the Bible or the Koran cover to cover to be 
influenced by or to tie into the most hideous energy contained therein. Just 
focusing on this is enough, and by focusing, I mean attending church, and of 
course, Muslims "pray" 5 times a day, facing east in the direction that with the 
gravitational pull of the earth, amplifies energies.  
 
So, just how much energy has been put into and is still being put into such 
extreme destruction and negativity? This has influenced this world and 
everything in it. Much of the populace is steeped in it, though lifetimes. One 
individual alone doesn't have too much power, but how about tens of millions? 
Most people aren't even aware of the subliminal. I like to do crossword puzzles 
and in nearly every book, they have the biblical crap. In other words, this is 
supposed to be common knowledge.  
 
Wonder why there is so much fighting and family break-ups?  
 
Luke 12:53  
The father shall be divided against the son, and the son against the father; the 
mother against the daughter, and the daughter against the mother; the mother in 
law against her daughter in law, and the daughter in law against her mother in 
law.  
 
Matthew 10:21  
"Brother will betray brother to death, and a father his child; children will rebel 
against their parents and have them put to death.  
[This one is a given with Jewish communism, where many children were 
brainwashed into turning their parents over to the so-called "State" to be put to 
death].  
 
Matthew 10:35  
For I have come to turn "'a man against his father, a daughter against her 
mother, a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law-  
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The above is only a very small portion of where human focus and energies have 
been going for centuries. It doesn't matter whether a follower has read the Bible 
cover to cover or is even familiar with its contents [as most people who follow 
such depravity are not], he/she still connects with the energy and with more 
available information regarding the human mind, and one can see this is a fact. 
What one thinks, believes and the energies one ties into and identifies with 
determines what one is and where one is going in life. In addition, even those 
who reject the Christian and Islamic programs or who are non-believers are 
affected, as the mass mind is powerful enough to influence the world. The mass 
mind is more powerful.  
 
Both with Christianity and Islam, the focus is on suffering and death. Followers 
live for their death. The filthy parasitical worthless Nazarene is worshipped - torn, 
ragged, beaten and bled dry. Deader than a doornail. DEATH. Every 
mass/church service focuses on the death of that Nazarene. Then, of course the 
cannibalism 'Eat me" "Drink me, " as this creates the necessary ties for Jewish 
ritual murder to succeed where they take an abducted Gentile child into a secret 
back room of a synagogue and proceed to butcher him/her after tying him/her to 
a cross in simulation of that Nazarene and then drink his/her blood. The 
foundation for this is in Deuteronomy- the book of instructions on how to carry out 
living blood sacrifices. The Jews even openly claim it as such as to their Torah.  
 
I have also written about poverty. Poverty is a world-wide serious problem that 
has resulted in the deaths of millions over the centuries and has ruined many 
lives.  
 
Matthew 6:24  
24 No man can serve two masters: for either he will hate the one, and love the 
other; or else he will hold to the one, and despise the other. Ye cannot serve God 
and mammon.  
[MAMON (MAMMON): Mishnaic Hebrew and Aramaic for "riches." The word itself 
is given in the Sermon on the Mount.]  
http://www.jewishencyclopedia.com/articles/10339-mamon-mammon  
Also note the above scripture, the number 6 is emphasized again. 6 and the 
2+4=6. The Jews always use the number 6. Through this, they direct the 
energies into slave labor for Gentiles and of course, their own wealth, and riches. 
The Bible dupes Gentiles into accepting poverty and living for their death, while 
the Jews who created this work of degeneracy and filth know better. Wealth and 
power is concentrated in their hands.  
 
Matthew 19:21-26  
21 Jesus said unto him, If thou wilt be perfect, go and sell that thou hast, and 
give to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in heaven: and come and follow 
me.  
22 But when the young man heard that saying, he went away sorrowful: for he 
had great possessions.  
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23 Then said Jesus unto his disciples, Verily I say unto you, That a rich man shall 
hardly enter into the kingdom of heaven.  
24 And again I say unto you, It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a 
needle, than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of God.  
 
Mark 4:19  
19 And the cares of this world, and the deceitfulness of riches, and the lusts of 
other things entering in, choke the word, and it becometh unfruitful.  
 
Proverbs 23: 4-5  
4 Labour not to be rich: cease from thine own wisdom.  
5 Wilt thou set thine eyes upon that which is not? for riches certainly make 
themselves wings; they fly away as an eagle toward heaven.  
 
Ecclesiastes 5:10  
He that loveth silver shall not be satisfied with silver; nor he that loveth 
abundance with increase: this is also vanity.  
 
Proverbs 11:4  
Riches profit not in the day of wrath: but righteousness delivereth from death.  
 
2 Corinthians 9:7  
Every man according as he purposeth in his heart, so let him give; not 
grudgingly, or of necessity: for God loveth a cheerful giver.  
 
Matthew 6:19-21  
19 Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth, where moth and rust doth 
corrupt, and where thieves break through and steal:  
20 But lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust 
doth corrupt, and where thieves do not break through nor steal:  
 
The above is only a small sample of indoctrination into a lifetime of poverty. This 
in many cases persists into many lifetimes as it clings to the soul.  
 
In the verse below, the suffering of innocent children is encouraged:  
Matthew 19:14  
But Jesus said, Suffer little children, and forbid them not, to come unto me: for of 
such is the kingdom of heaven.  
 
There was a man who both encouraged and participated the murdering of 
"witches." That man was reported to have read the "Holy Bible" some 53 times. It 
is no wonder he displayed a murderous bent. When one worships murder, one 
becomes a murderer.  
Below is a sampling of the endless murders committed by Yahweh/Jehovah in 
the Bible. This is praised and extolled by Christians incessantly:  
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Killing Event Reference Bible's Number Estimate:  
 

· The Flood of Noah- Genesis 7:23, an estimated 20,000,000 murdered  
· Abraham's war to rescue Lot- Genesis 14:17-19, an estimated 1,000 

murdered  
· Sodom and Gomorrah Genesis 19:24 an estimated 2,000 murdered  
· While they were sore, Dinah's brethren slew all the males Genesis 34:1-

31, Judith 9:2-3 2 an estimated 1,000 murdered  
· A seven year worldwide famine Genesis 41:25-54, an estimated 70,000 

murdered  
· There will be blood: The first plague of Egypt Exodus 7:15-27, an 

estimated 10,000 murdered  
· The seventh plague: hail Exodus 9:25, an estimated 300,000 murdered  
· Firstborn Egyptian children Exodus 12:29-30, an estimated 500,000 

murdered  
· The Lord took off their chariot wheels Exodus 14:8-26, an estimated 600 

5,000 murdered  
· Amalekites Exodus 17:13, an estimated 1,000 murdered  
· Who is on the Lord's side?: Forcing friends and family to kill each other 

Exodus 32:27-28 an estimated 3,000 murdered  
· When the people complained, God burned them to death Num 11:1 an 

estimated 100 murdered  
· While the flesh was still between their teeth, the Lord smote them will a 

very great plague Num 11:33, an estimated 10,000 murdered  
· Ten scouts are killed for their honest report Num 14:35-45, 10 murdered  
· A man gathering sticks on the Sabbath day is stoned to death Num 15:32-

35, 1 murdered  
· Korah, his companions, and their families are buried alive Num 16:27 3, 9 

murdered  
· God burns 250 people to death for burning incense Num 16:35, 250 

murdered  
· God kills 14,700 for complaining about God's killings Num 16:49 14, 700 

murdered  
· The Jericho massacre Joshua 6:21 1,000 murdered  
· The Ai massacre Joshua 8:1-25 12,000 murdered  
· God stops the sun so Joshua can get his killing done in the daylight 

Joshua 10:10-11 5,000 murdered  
· Joshua utterly destroyed all that breathed as the Lord commanded Joshua 

10:28-42 7 7,000 murdered  
· The genocide of twenty cities: There was not any left to breathe Joshua 

11:8-12 2 20,000 murdered  
· The Lord delivered the Canaanites and Perizzites Judges 1:4 10,000 

murdered  
· Gideon's story: The Lord set every man's sword against his fellow Judges 

7:22 120,000 murdered  
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· A city is massacred and 1000 burn to death because of God's evil spirit 
Judges 9:23-27 1,001 2,000 murdered  

· The Ammonite massacre Judges 11:32-33 20,000 murdered  
· God forces the Philistines to kill each other 1 Samuel 14:20 1,000 

murdered  
· David spends the day killing Amalekites 1 Samuel 30:17 1,000 murdered  
· God killed 100,000 Syrians for calling him a god of the hills 1 Kings 20:28-

29 100,000 murdered  
· God killed 27,000 Syrians by making a wall fall on them 1 Kings 20:30 

27,000 murdered  
 

The endless list goes on and one. Steeped in bloodthirsty heinous murder. The 
subliminal message here is MURDER.  
 
The above was taken from:  
Dwindling in Unbelief  
http://dwindlinginunbelief.blogspot.com/2010/04/drunk-with-blood-gods-killings-
in-bible.html  
The above website has many more examples. The listing I included in the above 
is very small.  
 
There is no need to elaborate on war here. That filthy bible is full of wars, 
injustices, famine, endless savage cruelty, and a hatred for humanity. This is 
celebrated with hijacked Pagan holidays, singing for the damnation of humanity, 
worshipping, focusing, and giving copious amounts of energy into promoting 
suffering, loss, death, misery and pain. This is soooooo obvious. As I already 
mentioned, when doing some research for reverse torah rituals, the amount of 
direct curses aimed at humanity was so extensive I didn't even know where to 
begin and with Lilith's direction, picked out the most blatant ones and there were 
also plenty of those.  
 
We are what we think about and dwell upon. This is where the mass mind has 
been for well over two thousand years. It is no wonder there is so much pain and 
suffering. There is your answer.  
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Re: Just when you thought Joooz couldn't be any DUMBER....  
 
MY REPLY:  
This thread implies that Jews are stupid. NEVER underestimate the enemy!!!!! 
Yes, there are some stupid Jews, but not as a whole. These people are not 
stupid, not the ones who have had us Gentiles for the past 2,000 years. They are 
very clever at lying and deceiving. Many of the Jews have an IQ [level of 
intelligence] above the top 2% of the population. I saw this myself when I joined 
American Mensa [which is by invitation only after passing a supervised IQ test 
that proves your intelligence is in the top 2% or above of the population]. They 
had an orientation that was compulsory to attend. It was in the home of a Jewish 
couple for one and for another, out of some 30 people give or take, I was only 
one of three, maybe four Gentiles there. This is not to say that Gentiles are not 
intelligent. The IQs of Nazi leaders were way on top in the genius level and they 
were onto the Jewish problem. Many Jews are in professional occupations like 
law. They also know loopholes and brag openly about this and they are very 
deceptive to an extreme. Not to mention, at the upper levels they are organized 
and they have money and resources that would make a lot of people's eyes 
water.  
 
In addition to this, the Jews call themselves "people of the book." There is a 
Jewish joke: "A Jewish drop out is a Jew who did not complete their PhD 
degree." The universities and colleges are loaded with them. While they push 
and indoctrinate the suicidal notion in that lethal bible, enforce on the populace 
enslaved under Jewish communism, that knowledge is something evil [the 
Serpent of Satan in the bible represents knowledge], they, themselves know it is 
the key to everything. For a slave state to exist and function, slaves must be 
ignorant. The word "ignorant" means "unknowing." It is a sad fact that there are 
some people here who have to have the word explained as I just did. I am not 
talking non-Americans either.  
 
The average Gentile comes home, snaps on that TV set, goes to the fridge and 
takes out an ice cold beer, and then sits down in front of that TV for the rest of 
the night [many even eat their evening meals on TV trays], and watches 
PROGRAMS. YES, PROGRAMS AND FROM THESE PROGRAMS, THEY ARE 
PROGRAMMED.  
 
I, myself place too much value and respect for my own time and mind to sit in 
front of some of the worst stupidity and waste hours at this. Not to mention the 
stupidity and blatant Jew-Communist programming is as far as my concern, not 
only totally unworthy of my precious time, but it is also sickening and boring to 
the extreme. So, ask yourself. what are you learning from this?? There ARE 
movies [DVDs] and such that can be educational, even those solely for 
entertainment. Those sitcoms, Jew run talk shows and related to me are 
nauseating. Wasted days and wasted nights. lead to a wasted life and a waste of 
a human being. The Jew dictates both directly and indirectly how you should 
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think, what you should and should not believe, how you should live your life and 
everything else. THEY PROGRAM YOU!!  
 
Another blatant example. those of you who understand the workings of the mind 
and meditate enough to have the experience already are aware of just how one's 
thoughts, focus and attention are so sensitive. Just placing your awareness to 
'feel' your aura and your chakras is very powerful. You can do this easily right 
now and you will see what I mean just how rapidly this manifests- just the 
smallest bit of focus, attention and awareness.  
 
Just as the Jewish program of communism perpetually and most forcibly 
indoctrinates the populace [their victims] with endlessly repeated slogans 
enforcing blatant communist lies [the Jews have long been aware of the powers 
of the mind and soul, while systematically removing these from the Gentile 
populace with the programs of Christianity and Islam]; the very same is done with 
the "Holy Bible" being called "The Good Book." This is a very obvious example of 
the stupidity and ignorance of those who believe that SHIT! Never has there 
been such a horrific conglomeration of perverted, corrupted and stolen legends, 
concepts, literature and other crap and above all- ENDLESS CURSES AND I 
MEAN EXTREME CURSES AGAINST HUMANITY!!!!!  
 
IGNORANT people keep extolling and praising and giving their energies to this 
extreme negativity and its destructive forces. These are all aimed at destroying 
civilization and humanity as a whole. There was a time when our Gods had 
control over the earth and this was called the "Golden Age." It was a time of 
peace and prosperity for Gentile humanity. With enforcing of the Christian 
program, this was the REAL "Paradise Lost" and humanity has unfortunately 
degenerated ever since. Christianity, Islam and its Jewish root have taken a 
lethal toll and the world is now facing disaster. Yes, ignorance is bliss as the 
saying goes. Most people who spend hour after hour wasting their time in front of 
the TV set, playing endless games on the PC for hours and hours and engaging 
in other wastes of time are unaware of just how bad things are in the world. 
Some are so stupid they just don't even bother to care. Where would we all be 
here right now if Satan and the Powers of Hell didn't care? We would still all be 
fucking slaves back in the Dark Ages. I also know that Christians are subliminally 
PROGRAMMED to obsessively push Christianity. In this I am mainly referring to 
the fundamentalists and those who are steeped in the Christian energy.  
 
Things are REALLY bad, such as the environment. What Jewish communism did 
to the environment has put a funeral wreath to hang over the entire earth. Whiling 
away the hours is what they WANT you to do. Be stupid, be unaware, don't 
bother so put any effort into developing your mind, don't put any effort into 
studying or learning. Just wait until it is all far too late to do anything. What the 
Jews have done and are now doing WILL EVENTUALLY EFFECT EVERYONE.  
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There is a wealth of information that everyone should be studying here. Satan 
represents knowledge. For those who are just too fucking lazy and unmotivated, 
JoS ministry and other very dedicated members have already done the work for 
you. Even the worst slum in the USA is a paradise compared to living under 
Jewish communism. Unbeknownst to many uninformed dolts who just don't 
bother to read, the USA is the number one target for a communist take-over. The 
USA is the last major power that still has some freedom and this is being rapidly 
destroyed. Our legal system, our law enforcement, out bill of rights and anything 
related to ensuring individual freedoms are being viciously attacked, undermined 
and if something isn't done will be eventually destroyed. Many talk the talk, but 
when reality hits, it is a different story. We are in a very dire situation. Few 
understand the tactics of communist take-over such as how the Jews destroy the 
law-enforcement, of which they are doing right now blatantly. The next step is 
total anarchy of which they enthusiastically promote and then when they get 
some real power in a country, such as they did in the former USSR, they go on a 
mass murder rampage. The police and related are usually the first in line to be 
murdered, along with the educated classes they label the "intelligentsia." No, for 
the dummies here, you don't have the right to a trial, nor does your family. You 
are just butchered, and everything you once had and owned is taken form you 
and now belongs to the Jew-run "State." This is another example of how they 
push their slogans. The word "people's" is analogous with communism. NO, 
NOTHING BELONGS TO THE "PEOPLE" IN REALITY. Everything becomes the 
property of the Jew-owned and run state. The Jews are very adept at inventing 
slogans that are outright total lies and perverting these and enforcing them as 
truths upon the populace.  
 
When communism fails as it did in the early 1990's, the first thing they then do is 
to push the Christian program. Fundamentalist Christians are allowed into the 
victimized country in droves, the bible is then reinstated into the local languages, 
and churches and mosques are opened up and again running. This puts the 
entire nation back at square one again, under Jewish spiritual control. As I have 
stated repeatedly, but will again, the bible is the foundation for Jewish 
communism. When it has done its job and a nation falls to Jewish communism, 
the bible, the churches and the mosques are no longer needed and all of the 
stolen materials they used that were hijacked and corrupted from Pagan religions 
around the world are then done away with, ensuring the ENTIRE memory is 
gone. If this fails, as I already wrote in the above, they revert right back to using 
the bible again. This way, the spiritual energies of the populace are under their 
direct control. The Jews have survived as they have because like that foul 
Nazarene character, they mutate like a virus. They mutate and adapt to the 
current times, but they never change in character, nor does their goal of 
enslaving the entire world. A communist state is a slave state. Christianity and 
Islam, while pushing the slogans of "freedom" "peace" "equality" and 
"brotherhood" are in truth, the total opposites.  
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SATAN IS FREEDOM, SATAN STANDS FOR FREEDOM, AND SATAN 
STANDS FOR TRUTH, LIBERATION, AND INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS.  
 
Below is a list of JoS and affiliated websites that have a very large number of 
pdfs available for absolutely free. Many of us have put in years of our time in 
serious study, creating these works and websites in the service of Satan. We do 
this because we care. Not only do we work for Satan and the Powers of Hell, we 
strongly support and believe in Satan's plans for this world.  
 
http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Satans_Library.htm  
 
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Real_Holocaust.html  
 
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/  
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How many Gentiles have ever received any compensation? 
 
The article below is truly appalling to say the least and unfortunately is one of 
many over the years. That entire HOLOCO$T was phony.  
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Real_Holocaust.html  
For those of you who are new here, or not onto that scam.  
 
How many Gentiles have received any compensation??????? How many 
Gentiles endured the worst brutality imaginable under the Jewish communist 
regimes? How many Gentiles were systematically worked to death in Jewish run 
slave labor/death camps like Kolyma? How many people have heard of Kolyma? 
But, everyone hears the kike whining about Auschwitz, Treblinka, Dachau, etc., 
endlessly.  
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Real_Death_Camps.htm  
Many of the victims of communism never even made it to the slave labor camps. 
They either died being tortured for crimes they never committed or died in 
transport, going in some cases weeks without any food. Who has ever 
compensated these people? Their families? Their systematically being worked to 
DEATH LITERALLY. NO ONE VICTIMIZED BY JEWISH COMMUNISM HAS 
EVER GOTTEN ANY COMPENSATION!! Over 100+ million Gentile lives have 
been totally destroyed under Jewish communism [of which has its foundation in 
the Judeo/Christian bible].  
 
The article below reveals the Jewish supremacy. Also note the emphasis again 
on their number 6 with the "60 million" in the second paragraph below in the 
article. Not only are the few remaining kikes [most are dead from old age] on the 
doles, but also their families and descendants. We Gentiles have to support 
these rotten parasites. I just replied to a personal e-mail within the ministry 
regarding how years ago, I was standing and waiting for a bus in the ice cold rain 
and watched a Jewish funeral procession go by. ALL of the cars totaling some 25 
give or take were ALL BRAND NEW. YOU PAY FOR THIS!  
 
In addition, just how many military veterans such as those who fought in the Viet 
Nam War against the communist vermin have ever really gotten any reparations 
or compensation? The death toll from communist mass murder in SE Asia was in 
the tens of millions. Those who fought against communism in Viet Nam were 
vehemently attacked by the Jewish controlled press here in the USA and other 
parts of the world. This is just one. There have been continuous wars where 
nations fought against this Jewish pestilence. No amount of money or so-called 
"compensation/reparations" can ever satisfy Jewish greed.  
 
By performing the ritual [this ritual will be ongoing through the 20th of December], 
we can put a stop to this. You can do the ritual at any time between those dates 
and as many times as you are able to.  
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Dec_20.html   
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Another ritual that can be performed at any time:  
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/62914_Ritual.html  
 
Unless we all work to take a stand against this most vicious, vile and completely 
rotten parasitical race, this kind of major injustice will continue on. Right now we 
have a chance. Don't waste this opportunity!  
 
 
http://www.dw.de/us-france-strike-deal-over-sncf-role-in-the-holocaust/a-181 
12753?maca=en-newsletter_en_around_the_globe-5663-html-newsletter   
 
US, France strike deal over SNCF role in the Holocaust  
 
American Holocaust survivors who were deported to death camps by the French 
state rail operator, SNCF, are to receive compensation. A joint US-France fund 
has been agreed following lengthy negotiations.  
 
Hundreds of Holocaust survivors who were deported to death camps by France's 
state rail company, SNCF, during the Nazi occupation will be entitled to 
compensation from a $60 million (49-million-euro) US-French fund.  
 
The breakthrough followed at least two years of negotiations. Thousands of 
people could be eligible for compensation, including nationals of Israel, Canada 
and the United States. The announcement on Friday was part of a deal that 
would see Washington work to end lawsuits and other compensation claims in 
US courts against SNCF.  
 
The French state-owned company had been bidding for lucrative high-speed rail 
and other contracts in US markets. However, some state legislators had sought 
to block SNCF because of its involvement in the Holocaust. The French Foreign 
Ministry and US State Department jointly announced the accord for the 
compensation fund, which will be financed by Paris and managed by the US.  
 
Paris had already paid more than $6 billion in compensation to French citizens 
and certain other deportees. The new fund will also provide money for thousands 
of spouses or descendants of Holocaust deportees who have since died.  
SNCF transported around 76,000 French Jews to Nazi concentration camps, 
though experts still disagree on the state rail operator's degree of guilt. Only 
3,000 survived.  
 
The company argued that it had no effective control over its rail operations during 
the Nazi occupation from 1940 to 1944.  
The French parliament will have to authorize each application for the Holocaust 
compensation, which could take months to be processed. 
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Re: Yahoo answers  
<JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com> wrote: 
I had more than one account of mine "suspended" for doing nothing that violates 
the rules. I guess if many dumbass xians report your account, no matter if you 
did anything against the rules or not, it gets suspended. 
<JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com> wrote: 
I think we should do the same. If you see posts about the lies, jewsus, or any 
other xian judeo-christian shit, report them. All they go on is if an account gets 
enough complaints. Happens on Facebook too. 
 
MY REPLY: 
We have to keep fighting. Xians tie into aggressive energies that compel them to 
attack anyone who does not support their lies. They are not only online 
promoting and pushing their lies, but they are also everywhere else. Hospitals, 
drug and alcohol addiction programs, prisons. it is endless. Nearly everything is 
infested with the lies of xianity. If they take your account down, then get a new 
one and get right back on there. If you run into any real serious problems, then 
ask Satan and Demons will help you. We must fight for our spiritual freedom. 
There is no backing down or turning the other cheek. Unless we continue to fight, 
the enemy will win and this earth and everything in it will be doomed. Xianity and 
the idiots who push this anti-life human-hating alien program need to be 
destroyed.  
 
Quote from the Black Book of Communism: Crimes, Terror, Repression, C 1999 
Harvard Press:  
"The main difference between the Soviet camps and detention camps in the rest 
of the world is not their huge, unimaginable size or the murderous conditions 
found there, but something else altogether. It's the need to tell an endless series 
of lies to save your own life, to lie every day, to wear a mask for years and never 
say what you really think. In Soviet Russia, free citizens have to do the same 
thing. Dissembling and lies become the only means of defense. Public meetings, 
business meetings, encounters on the street, conversations, even posters on the 
wall all get wrapped up in an official language that doesn't contain a single word 
of truth. People in the West can't possibly understand what it is really like to lose 
the right to say what you think for years on end, and the way you have to repress 
the tiniest "illegal" thought you might have and stay silent as the tomb. That sort 
of pressure breaks something inside people."  
 
During the Middle Ages when the Xian church had total control, the above was 
"heresy" and the same applied. Those who refused to accept the Jewish dictated 
belief system were tortured and murdered. Everyone should know about the 
"Inquisition" where the Catholic Church tortured and mass-murdered innocent 
people in the millions. Refusal to accept the Jewish dictatorship is rebellion and 
"rebellion" is of Satan.  
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The Jews dictate to us Gentiles how we supposedly got here, how the Jews are 
the special "Chosen of God" and how we are to live. This foul and malignant filth 
must go. Xianity has thrived because of illiteracy, ignorance and of course, 
indoctrination and the followers/victims being under a powerful spell. It is time for 
us to break that spell and wake up the world before it is too late.  
 
We have the numbers. JoS members are in the tens of thousands. We need to 
fight this vermin every single day. The JoS ministry fights the enemy every single 
day, both on and offline.  
 
The Jew has nearly every aspect of the life of the populace programmed. Take 
that Jew tube TV. The Jew chooses the programs you will watch if you tune into 
regular television, the content of those programs and everything else. Too many 
idiots out there are like zombies in the way they just follow along. Then, the 
media. The Jew chooses the content of the newspapers and also the content of 
most high profile news reporting. Permissible opinions and reporting only. 
Thanks to the internet, we can read from alternative sources.  
 
In closing, I would like to add something here. I came across this, but it is quite 
old. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mUt7P55DIRc  
 
The video is a little over 4 minutes in length. Former US President Jimmy Carter 
denounces Israel. He also stands up to the Jewish interviewer who tries to side-
step the issue.  
 
The Jews always strive to take control. They then resort to bullying, threats and 
then torture and murder when their demands are not met. Xianity and Islam are 
programs as we know, for Gentiles to keep putting their spiritual energies into 
advancing the agenda of the Jews and seeing to it that the Jews always succeed 
in getting their way. Unless we fight back incessantly and relentlessly, this ugly 
situation will continue on. 
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Re: Isis (Jew controlled) is destroying archaeological sites. 
<Teens4Satan@yahoogroups.com> "Lolo Bardonik" wrote: 
The Jews are destroying our past and they continue to do so. If you haven't 
already read this article on JoS to see the truth:  
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Destroying_Our_Past.htm  
This recent article  
http://www.infowars.com/isis-attacks-archaeological-site-at-nimrud/ is reporting 
that ISIS (created by the NATO)  
http://presstv.com/detail/2014/08/24/376396/nato-behind-creation-of-isil/ which is 
Jewish controlled http://www.realjewnews.com/?p=962 is destroying an 
archaeological site in Iraq. Remember that the area of Iraq is where the 
civilization of the Sumerians originated. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sumer  
Imagine the historical significance and the artifacts, archaeological sites that this 
area contains. (The full article is quoted at the end of the post)  
 
These are my thoughts, triggered by reading the mentioned article.  
 
 
Think about it.  
The jews have tried to erase our original heritage and have tried to replace it with 
xianity, islam, communism and all their bullshit creations. They tried to strip our 
past in order to remove the knowledge and weaken us. They are trying to remove 
the knowledge by killing people who have the knowledge, by destroying books, 
artifacts and archaeological sites. And this makes it more difficult for us Gentiles 
to prove that all the filthy jewish created bullshit are wrong. We know that they 
are wrong, we feel it inside us, and we express it with our whole being. But, our 
brothers and sisters who are without wouldn't be able to see it. They would like to 
see some proof to start thinking. They are brainwashed by the jewish programs 
and they would have to see some hard evidence to awaken from this brainwash.  
 
If the jews continue to destroy our past through their funded wars, in a few 
centuries all evidence would be a part of imagination. What we know as hard 
facts and are supported by evidence, in a few centuries would become "myths" 
and "fairytales" for the next generations. The knowledge would be removed from 
the physical level.  
This knowledge though wouldn't be lost. It would remain in the Akashic Records 
http://www.crystalinks.com/akashicrecords.html and in the knowledge of our 
Gods. But it would be a lot harder to obtain. Because as most of us know 
communicating to our Gods through telepathy is not an easy task. The same 
goes for obtaining access to the Akashic records. The person needs to have 
trained and honed these skills in order to reliably obtain any information this way.  
 
This is the reason, that all of us who have been given the privilege to this 
knowledge (any part of knowledge) from our Gods, have to preserve it for the 
next generations. Write journals, write books, write articles, and write posts.  
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Those of you who can do this (and of course are allowed by the Gods to share 
this knowledge), share it with as many trustworthy people as you can. Share it 
with people that deserve this knowledge and would honor its value.  
If you are now allowed to share it write a "black book" or a "grimoire" and keep it 
in a safe place. This way the knowledge would remain on the physical plane.  
Most of us have come to the truth because we had an inner urge to find the truth. 
Because we were spiritual enough to see the lies of the jewish world. We were 
guided to some info that helped us realize the truth. We found Father Satan and 
the Gods of Hell because we "stumbled" to the JoS site.  
 
Maybe a friend told us about it. Maybe the Gods have given us guidance. The 
result is the same. We "stumbled" upon the information. We read about it. We 
started trusting in our spiritual abilities. We started trusting that they are real. We 
started accepting this "invisible" reality. We obtained the knowledge. But 
everything started with information in the physical plane. A site, a book, a person 
with knowledge. So think about it. What could we do to help the Gods?  
 
Imagine the possibilities.  
What would happen if you write a book, a journal, a grimoire, a post on the 
internet. When you'd be long gone from the physical plane of this world, this 
information would remain. The Gods could direct a spiritual person to this 
information. To help this person get initiated in spirituality. To help this person 
and awaken him.  
We are a generation of pioneers. We had to search for the truth, and we're still 
searching to obtain more of our lost knowledge. Each of us has it's own interests. 
Each of us has it's own special abilities. While we're training to advance 
ourselves and our abilities we obtain knowledge. We obtain knowledge by the 
Gods. We obtain practical knowledge by training.  
 
This is valuable knowledge.  
This is the knowledge that needs to be preserved.  
This knowledge is our legacy for the next generations of our Gentile brothers and 
sisters.  
Let's fight hard and become stronger.  
 
Hail Father Satan and the Gods of Hell  
_____________________________________________________________  
 
This is the full article mentioned in the start of this post: 
 
ISIS ATTACKS ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE AT NIMRUD"These extremists are 
trying to destroy the entire cultural heritage of the region..." 
http://www.infowars.com/isis-attacks-archaeological-site-at-nimrud/  
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The Islamic State militant group attacked the ancient archaeological site of 
Nimrud in northern Iraq and damaged it with heavy vehicles, Iraq's Ministry of 
Tourism and Antiquities said Thursday.  
 
It was the latest in a series of attacks 
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/31/world/middleeast/iraqi-anger-rises-as-mil 
itants-attack-mosuls-cultural-history.html on ancient structures and artifacts in 
Syria and Iraq that the group has destroyed in the name of its harsh 
interpretation of Islamic law. Last week, Islamic State militants videotaped 
themselves destroying statues and artifacts 
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/27/world/middleeast/more-assyrian-christians -
captured-as-isis-attacks-villages-in-syria.html in the Mosul Museum and at the 
Nergal Gate entryway to ancient Nineveh. The militants captured the city during 
its offensive blitz through much of Iraq last June.  
 
The terrorist gangs of ISIS 
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/organizations/a/al_qaed 
a_in_mesopotamia/index.html?inline=nyt-org are continuing to defy the will of the 
world and the feelings of humanity after they committed a new crime that belongs 
to its idiotic series," the ministry said in a statement on its Facebook page, 
referring to the Islamic State, also known as ISIS, ISIL or Daesh.  
 
Nimrud is the sprawling site of a city founded by the Assyrian 
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/25/world/middleeast/besieged-assyrians-have- 
deep-roots-in-middle-east.html King Shalamansar I, who died in 1245 B.C. 
 
MY REPLY: 
Any of you who are new here, and/or still have lingering doubts, worries, and 
fears related to Christianity, Islam or related programs and their lies- you really 
need to read the article below my reply here and visit 
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Destroying_Our_Past.htm  
 
Look at what the bible really is. From beginning to end, it is a FICTITIOUS 
HISTORY and nothing more. There is NOTHING SPIRITUAL about it! This is 
why is has not only conflicted with the sciences, especially paleontology 
[historical geology], astronomy and all of the others, but has also vehemently 
attacked and held the sciences back for centuries. I remember when I was a very 
young girl, 6 or 7 years old, being indoctrinated with that Christian filth, I actually 
believed this was how we all got here, etc. A few years later when I was pre-teen, 
I began to think for myself. Sadly, there are many adults who still believe these 
Jewish lies about how humanity got here as dictated in that nefarious bible which 
is and always has been a lethal plague on humanity.  
 
Beginning in Genesis, the Jews TELL us all how we were "created" by their so-
called "God" and how we got here and all these rotten lies. The Jews believing 
they themselves are "God" feel they have a right to DICTATE to everyone how 
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we Gentiles are to think, what we can and cannot believe, and all sorts of other 
things that not only make our lives miserable, but are also very anti-life. Many 
scholars have wasted centuries and centuries researching that most worthless 
character jewsus who never existed. Just realize the endless time and wasted 
energy directed at combating these nefarious kosher programs. Imagine how far 
humanity would be if time and energy were not wasted on combating this filth. 
The arts, music, and nearly everything else was hijacked and directed to 
promoting and perpetuating these Jewish programs. For centuries as can be 
seen in the arts and music, those who didn't comply were harshly punished and 
in many cases, murdered as "heretics" by the Christian Church. Jewish 
communism did exactly the very same thing. All of the arts, music and related 
had to promote communism.  
 
Always remember, the Jews take control of both opposing sides and work both 
opposing sides to their agenda. For example, Jewish Israel openly "allied" with 
the USA and the so-called "Free World." The Jewish controlled former USSR 
would always take up for and support the countries that were openly against 
Israel. To most people, this is very deceiving. The USSR always took the side of 
any country such as the Arab countries that were against Israel. BUT, when 
arming the Arab countries, the Arab countries received inferior weapons and 
other problems from the USSR that worked to undermine them. All the while 
most of the world was confused and actually believed the USSR was hostile to 
Israel, which was a lie. In addition to all of this, no different from their invented 
Nazarene, they are like chameleons in that they always change in a way and 
adapt their programs for the times. That rotten bible, because it has so many 
contradictions and endless verses that can be applied to practically any situation 
at any time, both for and against, survives because of this adaptation, though the 
Jews themselves never change in their character, nor in their agenda. Xian 
preachers can take whatever verses they please and apply them to any situation 
to suit their evil purposes. That bible was written in typical Jewish style in that like 
the Jews themselves, it can change itself to fit anything:  
 
 
The Ubiquitous Nazarene  
 
The Nazarene is made up of nothing but stolen legends, stolen identities and a 
bunch of meaningless, worthless hypocritical and contradictory teachings. I don't 
think there has been a character in all of history that is as fictitious as this 
Nazarene idiot, and because he is a lie, he can change according to the times. 
He was invented to be nothing more than a distraction for the masses, with the 
intention of removing all spiritual knowledge and power from the populace and 
placing it in the hands of a controlling few to the detriment of the all. Christianity 
has survived because it always adapted to the times, just as it is doing today. 
The Christian church finally admitted insidiously that the Earth is not flat. If they 
hadn't, they would have never survived. That is just one of numerous examples. 
Now, the Nazarene has put on a New Age face. The teachings of the Original 
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Gods and ancient knowledge are all of a sudden attributed to the Nazarene. This 
is whether they come from Egypt [Some double-digit I.Q. individuals have the 
stupidity to claim he was a "pharaoh."]  
 
In the 1960's and 70's, he was the ideal hippie. Now he is the great teacher of 
this new age crap and the "threefold" joke, which of course includes those 
nefarious angels and Judeo/Christian mysticism. During the crusades, he was 
the Christian warrior, leading the Christian armies to slaughter everyone in their 
path- "Onward Christian Soldiers." With Islam, he still exists, but this time, as not 
the "Son of God" but as a prophet. He seems to be everywhere and conforms to 
every trend, and every culture. Just slap the ragged poor professional victim on 
two crossed sticks of wood and there he is. The only thing that *is* real 
concerning this ubiquitous clown is the suicidal teachings designed to turn the 
whole of society into malleable slaves. The underlying message never changes.  
 
This is analogous to a harmless looking rodent that brings in lethal parasites that 
infest the locale like what happened with the Bubonic Plague of the Middle Ages. 
Because he is fictitious, he can be made into whatever they please as long as it 
is done insidiously. He can be anything at any time and anywhere. On the one 
hand, he is celibate and the "Son of God." On the other hand, in order to adapt 
with the sexual openness of today, he now has sexual relations with Mary 
Magdalene. Because new knowledge has come from the Far East, of course, he 
was there from age "13 until 30," as there is no written record so they can make 
up anything they wish. This way, they can attribute a lot of the Eastern teachings 
to him and claim "the all is one." Yeah, the "all is one" until someone mentions 
"Satan" and either there is denial or defensiveness out of these jokers. Because 
homosexuality is becoming more open, now parts of the gospel of St. John, 
which were conveniently deleted, claim he had sexual intercourse another male. 
He can be anything at anytime and anywhere. The Nazarene never gave any 
direct answers to anything. This way, any bible thumper is free to quote here and 
there, as they see fit. His parables fit any situation at any time and say nothing. 
They can be interpreted 100 different ways. Just put him on a stick and start 
pounding away!  
 
 
That bible is no "Word of God." I already wrote a detailed sermon regarding the 
so-called "biblical prophesies" and how the Jews put these into action a very long 
time ago. Anyone can do this sort of thing. In addition to the sciences being 
relentlessly and most viciously attacked over the centuries, it has been the very 
same and even worse with witchcraft. Most of you also know that when science 
advances far enough, all of the so-called occult can be scientifically explained. It 
is a sad fact that aside from stupid deluded idiots, fear is a major factor in 
keeping those Jewish programs thriving, no different from the terrors of Jewish 
communism. Both of which have mass-murdered, tortured, and destroyed billions 
of lives with their wars, their "purges" and their direct attacks on those who 
sought after and stood for the truth.  
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Right now, we have a chance to really get out from under this hideous and most 
lethal plague. We have the internet. Do your part in waking people up. There are 
many different ways. If you are not able to reveal yourself for important reasons, 
then go to Satan and ask him what you can do. I am aware that not everyone is 
able to be open, but that does not mean you do nothing. There is always 
something. Satan will show you what you can do. This may come as an idea, an 
opportunity, or other. Demons will work with you. We must fight for our freedom 
NOW and relentlessly or we will all be forever enslaved! A hero only dies once. a 
coward dies a thousand times.  
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Re: Enraged over destruction of Astaroth's Temple, etc. 
<JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com> "Sims Motal" wrote: 
I have been so depressed all day. And I finally began to understand why. The 
destruction of sacred temples and statues is way beyond evil. Yes! It is horrible 
the way that ISIL -- I refuse to refer to them by one of our Goddesses' names -- 
murders and rapes and destroys. But to me, this is the icing on the cake! I 
fully intend to continue with rituals towards the jews, but I am also going to 
include the islamic extremist monsters too! I have cried and cried about it. To me, 
the things they have done are unspeakable, and unforgivable. I hope others will 
join me in cursing the SOBs too. 
Hail Father Satan! Hail Isis! Hail Osiris! Hauk Anubis! 
 
MY REPLY: 
I already replied to a post on this, but another thing I want to add here. When I 
was very new to Satanism, one of the things our Gods impressed upon me was 
they did not want humanity to "forget them." In other words, not know they ever 
existed. I wrote my best at the time in the Demons' section of the JoS and how 
our people should promote our Gods in any way they can. IN songs, art work, 
band names and other things I suggested at that time in return for favors granted 
to us from our Gods.  
 
Jehovah's Witnesses have take steps in eliminating all of the holidays such as 
Xmas and Easter, even celebrating one's birthday. This is because all of these 
holidays, as they will openly admit are Pagan. Other fundamentalist xian sects 
[xian = Christian for those who are new here] work to remove all of the Pagan 
celebrations and traditions from these holidays and replace them with that 
scumbag Nazarene; attacking Santa Claus, gift-giving, Easter Eggs, the Easter 
Bunny etc. There are even xian placards that state "Easter is not about the 
Easter Bunny" for instance. Many are also deceived with the Jewish communist 
agenda that promotes atheism. Truth be known, communist countries are not all 
that harsh towards xianity and related Jewish filth. The end goal though is to 
remove all of the xian crap because it comes with the Pagan baggage. Xianity 
still has not completely disconnected itself from the STOLEN Pagan holidays, 
mala beads and many other things, as xianity has nothing of its own.  
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/STOLEN_YEAR.htm  
 
This here is exceptionally blatant. All of the truth and history is systematically 
being removed and replaced with lies, the most blatant ones being the Bible and 
the Koran. When all evidence is gone through deliberate destruction, the Jews 
are then at liberty to seal their agenda. An atheist knows nothing of spirituality 
and is helpless to fight back against forces he/she does not even believe to exist, 
let alone know how to. The Jews then become "God." Anyone who poses a 
serious threat is dealt with through their version of black magick; child sacrifice- 
Jewish ritual murder.  
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http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/ChristianMass_JewishRitualMurder.
ht ml  
 
All evidence is destroyed and the Jews replace it all with their lies. Like I already 
wrote, the Bible is very blatant as is the Koran.  
One of the most important messages I ever received form our Gods is "Never let 
them forget us." If we forget our True Gods and where we come from, then all is 
lost.  
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Bible_Jewish_Witchcraft.htm 
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The Good News 15/March/2015  
 
This should motivate dedicated warriors for Satan. The news report tries to 
soften some of this, but it is obvious the Catholic Church is rapidly crumbling. 
This now is the second pope that obviously cannot handle the pressure anymore 
and intends to resign. Used to be the Catholic popes were appointed for life. Not 
anymore. This most foul, corrupt, and murderous institution is in its last days. 
Never weaken in your resolve. Never underestimate your presence online and 
anything else you do for Satan and our Gods. It has and is taking its toll on the 
enemy. The Catholic Church is the original Christian church. It is the root of 
Christianity. We are taking it down. We must be relentless and like a battering 
ram. Never stop until the enemy is COMPLETELY destroyed in every way. When 
the Catholic root is gone, it won't be long before the rest- the Protestants will also 
collapse.  
http://www.dw.de/pope-francis-says-may-follow-benedict-into-retirement/a-183 
14790?maca=en-newsletter_en_around_the_globe-5663-html-newsletter 
 
Pope Francis says may follow Benedict into retirement  
 
Francis says he could leave his job as pope after about three more years. The 
bombshell came in an interview with Mexico's Televisa broadcast Friday, the 
second anniversary of his election as pope.  
 
Francis told Mexico's Televisa that he believed he would remain pope a bit longer 
and then resign, as his predecessor had. In February 2013, Benedict XVI 
became the first pope to resign in almost 600 years.  
 
"I have the feeling that the Lord has put me here for something short, not more," 
Francis told Televisa in the interview aired on Friday, the second anniversary of 
his election as pope. "Four or five years," he added. "Or maybe two or three. 
Well, two have already gone."  
 
Francis said he opposed a fixed retirement age of 80 for popes. As it is, Francis 
presents his 78 years relatively youthfully. However, he said he preferred to keep 
his options open - and praised his predecessor for having made retirement an 
option again. Francis also said he visited and spoke by telephone to Benedict, 
who lives a monastic life in a former convent inside the Vatican.  
 
"I am in favor of what Benedict did," Francis told Televisa. "I think what Benedict 
so courageously did was to open the door to the popes emeritus," he added. 
"Benedict should not be considered an exception, but an institution."  
 
Francis, who met with German Chancellor Angela Merkel in February, said he 
missed the relative anonymity he had enjoyed in his pre-pope days as a bishop 
in Argentina: "In Buenos Aires, I was an alleycat," he said of his ability to walk the 
streets undisturbed. 
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Satanism & Sexuality  
 
I need to make another repeated statement here. Just as I have been typing out 
"Christian/ity" as many who are new do not know what xian/ity means. The most 
important thing here is so that everyone fully understands.  
 
Any and ALL consenting sex is fine in Satanism. Satan doesn't care about, nor is 
he interested in your sex life. In Satanism, your body is not the piece of property 
of some spook out there. You own your body, not some stupid envious spook. I 
came across an e-mail a few days ago where a member asked if it was ok to 
remain a virgin. The member was comfortable with this. YES. No one is ever 
forced to do anything he/she is not comfortable with, or does not fully consent to.  
 
Heterosexual, gay, bi-sexual, a-sexual, group sex, orgies, fetishes. as long as 
everyone involved is consenting, anything goes.  
 
I just want to add for people here who are unaware, the Jews work relentlessly to 
try to destroy any and all sexual freedoms. They take control of both opposing 
sides and work both sides to their communist agenda. This is very blatant with 
the Gay Rights movement, of which High Priest Jake Carlson [who is gay], has 
exposed.  
http://web.archive.org/web/20130411154310/http://gblt.webs.com/Enemy_Contro
l.htm  
 
On the one side, the Jews who have total control push for Gay Rights real hard 
and on the other; they control the Christians and inflame them. The final goal of 
the Jews is a return to Old Testament laws as was in the communist countries, 
such as the former USSR, to where any sex outside of marriage was a crime, 
and if even suspected, anyone involved was severely punished. The Jews also 
work overtime with the media to try to ruin sex with pushing it incessantly [hoping 
for a backlash to the Old Testament], and doing other things to cause problems 
in the minds of the populace. The Jews work to destroy anything and everything 
that is good for and that advances humanity in order to return the entire world 
into the slave state that it was during the Middle Ages. Look how they have been 
working to ruin the internet by trying to get control of it and outlaw free speech. 
Science has been vehemently attacked for centuries in order to perpetuate the 
false Jewish history in the bible and to keep humanity enslaved.  
 
I also want to add there is a Jewish anti-communism organization and of course, 
this is another tactic of trying to deceive Gentiles and work the anti-communist 
side towards the Jewish communist agenda, so do not be fooled. They always 
take control of both opposing sides and work both to their communist/biblical 
agenda of enslaving the world.  
 
In closing, I also want to add that the sexually frustrated Christians always hype 
concerning sexually transmitted diseases and such: being "God's punishment" 
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and similar crap. In truth, it is a lot easier to catch all kinds of diseases from just 
breathing, touching something, etc. Most STDs can be controlled through the use 
of condoms and so forth. I am just stating this here so people are not duped into 
falling for that Christian idiocy.  
 
To have sex, to not have sex, how you have sex, with whom you have sex. Satan 
is not concerned. ALL consenting sex in Satanism is fine. Never is anyone forced 
into doing anything he/she is not fully consenting to or may be unsure or 
uncomfortable with.  
 
The ONLY thing in Satanism that is strongly encouraged is consistent meditation. 
Satan does not want, nor does he need slavish worship.  
 
The foundation of Satanism is that of becoming a god and only through working 
on your soul, through consistent meditation can you do this.  
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Re: Prime Minister of Israel calls all Jews "home"  
 
MY REPLY: 
There is another side to this:  
 
"We possess several hundred atomic warheads and rockets and can launch 
them at targets in all directions, perhaps even at Rome. Most European capitals 
are targets for our air force. Let me quote General Moshe Dayan: 'Israel must be 
like a mad dog, too dangerous to bother.' I consider it all hopeless at this point. 
We shall have to try to prevent things from coming to that, if at all possible. Our 
armed forces, however, are not the thirtieth strongest in the world, but rather the 
second or third. We have the capability to take the world down with us. And I can 
assure you that that will happen before Israel goes under."  
– Martin van Creveld, Israeli professor of military history at the Hebrew University 
in Jerusalem in an interview in the Dutch weekly magazine: Elsevier, 2002, no. 
17, p. 52-53.  
 
Someone mentioned to me, regarding this – since Israel is allied with the USA, 
Russia, and China, all the superpowers that have nuclear capabilities, and they 
actively manipulate these countries, they feel they have nothing to fear. Now, 
those of you who are fully onto the Jews and their tactics… vicious exploitation… 
why would this kike leader asshole want all of the Jews out of Europe? They 
obviously have plans for Europe.  
 
The Jews plan way ahead and they also work their blood sacrifices and ritual 
murders with the Christian energies to bring certain events about.  
 
As I wrote before, they are not stupid.  
Many people really underestimate the Jews. Much of this is because most 
Gentiles do not have that kind of sick depravity and malice. Gentiles do not think 
the same way the Jews do. Everything they do, they do for a sinister reason. 
Something is in the future and this will not be pleasant. Satan has given this 
knowledge to many people here, especially the ministry in regards to a future 
world crisis. It is obvious. Netanyahu wouldn’t be doing this unless of course he 
and the other top kikes have something planned and they know the Jews will be 
safe in Israel. This tells me Europe won’t be safe.  
 
“Most European capitals are targets for our air force.”  
 
Look to the above quote again. With the internet, the anti-Semitism is world-wide. 
This is not limited to us Spiritual Satanists; it is within all kinds of different groups, 
nations, and sects. If you have been following articles posted on the JoS forums 
and e-groups, you are more than likely aware of news articles we posted 
regarding how different Jews were admitting defeat due to exposure on the 
internet. Given this malignant virus of a race has survived as long as they have, 
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both racially and intact in nefarious character indicates a high level of sinister 
intelligence. You can bet they have some real and lethal plans.  
 
After this was explained to me, that is my own opinion.  
 
Also, the planets haven’t been right for this, as Mercury was retrograde and now 
Jupiter is a bit off, but I will be posting more reverse torah rituals. Those seemed 
to really be doing their job. I will post the rituals a few days in advance before we 
do them as a group. Lilith works with me on the dates and the selected verses. 
We will win in the end. The future after this spring looks very grim for Israel in 
spite of everything.  
 
 
 
Netanyahu urges European Jews to move to Israel after Denmark attacks  
 
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has called for a "mass immigration" of 
European Jews. His announcement followed two fatal attacks in Denmark in 
which one Jewish man was shot dead near a synagogue.  
http://www.dw.de/netanyahu-urges-european-jews-to-move-to-israel-after-denm 
ark-attacks/a-18259226?maca=en-newsletter_en_Newsline-2356-html-
newsletter##  
Israel Benjamin Netanjahu Porträt 21. Dez. 2014  
 
Netanyahu made a plea to Europe's Jewish population on Sunday, saying that 
Israel is their "home."  
 
"To the Jews of Europe and to the Jews of the world I say that Israel is waiting for 
you with open arms," Netanyahu said in a statement.  
 
"Extremist Islamic terrorism has struck Europe again ... Jews have been 
murdered again on European soil only because they were Jews," he added.  
 
Netanyahu, who is currently campaigning for the Israeli general election on 
March 17, said his government planned to adopt 39.5 million euro ($45 million) 
plan "to encourage the absorption of immigrants from France, Belgium and 
Ukraine."  
 
The Israeli prime minister made a similar call last month following the bloody 
attacks by Islamist extremists in Paris in which 17 people died. Among the 
victims were four Jews who were killed during a police commando raid on the 
Kosher supermarket where they were being held hostage. Their bodies were 
later flown to Israel where they were buried.  
 
Netanyahu's comments were seemingly rebuffed by French President Francois 
Hollande, however, who vowed to combat the  
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http://www.dw.de/hollande-appeals-to-jews-france-is-your-homeland/a-1821779 
6 "unbearable" rising anti-Semitism in France.  
 
"You, French people of the Jewish faith, your place is here, in your home. France 
is your country," Hollande told France's Jewish community.  
 
Less than a month later, however,  
http://www.dw.de/french-soldiers-attacked-outside-jewish-community-center/a -
18232517 three French soldiers were attacked by a knife-wielding man in the 
southern French city of Nice while taking part in an anti-terror pateol in front of a 
Jewish community center.  
 
ksb/kms (Reuters, AFP, AP)  
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Hell's Army 666 Webpages 
 
The Hell's Army webpages are back up and running. All links within have been 
updated and should be working:  
 
http://hailtosatansvictory666.angelfire.com/Hells_Army_666.html  
 
I apologize for not having updated this section of the JoS website. Please 
understand, we are small staffed, the Gods of Hell keep heaping more work onto 
us, as things are in the critical stage and urgent. We also have plenty of daily 
personal chores and such to tend to. No one who is truly dedicated to Satan has 
much free time.  
 
More reverse torah rituals will be forthcoming. I also want to add that we Gentiles 
drastically outnumber the Jews. There is strength in numbers. The important 
thing is to educate people who have a mind that is open enough to hear and 
accept the truth. Get people away form the Christian and Islam programs. If 
enough Gentiles would unite in spiritual warfare, awareness of the hoaxes and 
the lies that have been force-fed to our peoples and nations, Jewish powers 
would collapse within a very short time. They are the root. Just as Reinhard 
Heydrich stated: "With the Jews out of the way, many problems take care of 
themselves."  
 
The constant focus on, tying into the energy of and the giving of energy to such 
hideous, destructive and total negativity. Christianity, Islam and Judaism, has 
resulted in centuries of destruction for the human race and nearly every other 
species of the world. It is now reaching a serious critical stage. The earth is 
trashed, many innocent animals are extinct, many areas have little or no 
drinkable water [the Jew exploits this as he can now rake in more money by 
charging for bottle water, which has become a necessity]. Jewish communism 
REALLY did a job on the environment. Few people have any real idea just how 
bad and critical this is. Society as a whole is psychologically disturbed and 
worse. This is where the Jewish programs of Christianity, Islam and communism 
have gotten everyone. Parts of Europe and Asia are total garbage dumps and 
there are areas where once edible mushrooms, berries, etc., now glow at night 
from radiation from the Chernobyl accident which was communist negligence [the 
Jew has always been too cheap to have to spend anything for increased safety 
for their "workers" which in reality are slaves that are brutalized. The former 
USSR has buried all kinds of nuclear and toxic waste in countries such as 
Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan. Poland, Ukraine, Belarus, and other nations that 
were once under communist control have been left with toxic waste dumps, filthy 
polluted rivers and lakes and other health and life threatening toxic filth. Our 
oceans are also to where much of the aquatic life therein is in many cases close 
to extinction and/or heavily contaminated.  
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Most places are unable to clean up communism's leftovers. The pollution 
continues, as having to spend a bit of extra money from a budget of trillions of 
dollars to properly dispose of this toxic waste and deadly filth is too much to ask 
the Jew. Jews own and operate nearly all of these factories and related, which 
rake in trillions of dollars each year. Just do your research. This is world-wide. 
The endless smog and pollution of the air, if this is not attended to and cleaned 
up. The Jew will then be charging people for air.  
 
Everything of civilization, the Jew has worked to corrupt and to destroy. It has 
reached the critical stage of "either" "or." 
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Islam...  
 
The current news in Europe is now calling for “more tolerance for Islam.” 
Although I am and have been aware for many years that Islam is even worse 
than fundamentalist Christianity [which is total rot], I am not an expert. High 
Priestess Zildar knows much about Islam in depth and is an expert. What I have 
come across in the past few days of which Lilith led me to, people need to know.  
 
Many, many years ago, it was exceptionally cold outside and I was waiting for the 
bus and had time and went into a small library right near the bus stop. I was 
browsing some books and pulled out a book on torture from the shelf. I will never 
forget what I saw and read. A small woman from Yemen who ran away from her 
abusive husband was caught, sentenced and returned to her husband by an 
Islamic court. They pounded a tow truck chain through her forearm. I always 
thought this was a somewhat isolated incident. Was I ever wrong.  
 
I have known and befriended men from the Middle East who came to America 
when I was a very young adult. Most were decent, polite and respectful. They put 
Islam behind them. Others only observed Islam lukewarm sop to speak, as is 
with many xians [Christians for people who are new here]. In order to find out if 
something is “good” or “evil” it must be given power. I would also like to add here, 
how the Jews use anything and everything they can to create enmity between 
family members and of course between men and women. What is thoroughly 
disgusting and appalling is how this completely degenerate and depraved Jewish 
program of Islam [Judaism is the root] is blamed upon men. The problem is NOT 
with “men,” THE PROBLEM IS WITH ISLAM!! If the problem were with men, as 
the Jews try to promote through certain areas of the media, then it would be 
world-wide, which it isn’t. This is just another case of blame shifting as with how 
xian Andrea Yates murdered her five children by drowning them in the bathtub 
when they came home from school one day.  
 

What smacks of these three Jewish invented so-called “religions” is 
how they induce not only total insanity, but also incite believers into 
committing the most extreme and utterly depraved acts that in any 
normal society would place the perpetrator in an asylum for the 
criminally insane for a lifetime. The more an individual ties into xian 
or Islamic energy, the more psychologically unbalanced they 
become. Many young and well meaning men enter the xian 

seminary and study to be xian ministry. Yes, this is pushed upon them and they 
are told this is a good thing and that they can help others. Xianity takes its toll 
over the years and then men usually end up as perverts and pedophiles. Many 
other extremely negative things also factor into their lives and most become 
completely intolerant, obsessive, hateful and in some cases, even murderous. 
Lives destroyed. They also end up destroying many lives. One of the prosecutors 
in the Salem Witch Trials read the Bible some 54 times. This affected him with 
influencing a murderous bent. This is not surprising given the intense focus on 
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murder, torture, rape and every other ugly thing that is the foundation of the “Holy 
Bible.”  
 

This is a bit long, but please take the time and read. Those who 
remain ignorant and unknowing only open themselves to the 
worst victimization imaginable. The world is in the state it is in 
because millions are duped into not only slavishly worshipping, 
but also promoting TRUE EVIL. This has taken its toll and 
unless something is done, everyone on the entire planet will 
have no future.  
 
 

Lilith led me to a book titled: “Souad Burned Alive.”  
“When Souad was seventeen she fell in love. In her village, as in so many others, 
sex before marriage was considered a grave dishonour to one's family and was 
punishable by death. This was her crime. Her brother-in-law was given the task 
of arranging her punishment. One morning while Souad was washing the family's 
clothes, he crept up on her, poured petrol over her and set her alight. 
 
In the eyes of their community he was a hero. An execution for a 'crime of 
honour' was a respectable duty unlikely to bring about condemnation from others. 
It certainly would not have provoked calls for his prosecution. More than five 
thousand cases of such honour killings are reported around the world each year 
and many more take place that we hear nothing about. 
 
Miraculously, Souad survived rescued by the women of her village, who put out 
the flames and took her to a local hospital. Horrifically burned, and abandoned by 
her family and community, it was only the intervention of a European aid worker 
that enabled Souad to receive the care and sanctuary she so desperately 
needed and to start her life again. She has now decided to tell her story and 
uncover the barbarity of honour killings, a practice which continues to this day. 
 
Burned Alive is a shocking testimony, a true story of almost unbelievable cruelty. 
It speaks of amazing courage and fortitude and of one woman's determination to 
survive. It is also a call to break the taboo of silence that surrounds this most 
brutal of practices and which ignores the plight of so many other women who are 
also victims of traditional violence." 
 
http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/386990.Burned_Alive  
 
This was a couple of days ago and I just finished reading the book. It was 
enough to make me vomit. Lilith wanted me to do a sermon on this. High 
Priestess Zildar also got a similar message concerning the threat of Islam and 
how people need to be educated about what Islam really is and how this is most 
urgent at this time more than ever. Islam has infested many countries in Europe 
and just as with the xian and communist programs; it is either convert or die. 
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What is even more appalling regarding the above mentioned book is how a 
couple of pro-Islam websites are trying to denounce this woman’s story as being 
“fabricated in order to make Islam look bad.” Thanks to the internet though, many 
are aware this case is one of many, and what is worse, it is common in countries 
that are infested with and dominated by Islam. There are just too many similar 
cases of this sort of thing that have been made public for this to be “fabricated.” 
Just check out how women in Afghanistan are treated and even if one fingernail 
is showing [they are covered from top to bottom with only a net to look out of], 
they are readily beaten with clubs, or even worse. The enemy will do anything 
and everything to try to shift the blame and take the heat off of Islam as a 
religion. They also do this with xianity. Blame the victims, anyone and everyone, 
but not the root cause itself.  
 
In this auto-biography, Souad reveals how as a pregnant teenager, her brother-
in-law doused her with gasoline and set her on fire. This, I have learned is quite 
common in those areas. She lived through it. Most young women who are victims 
do not make it to tell and the few who do are understandably terrified, as this is 
called an “honor killing” and the family will try in every way to finish it, if the 
murder was not successful the first time, even if the woman is in hiding in another 
country thousands of miles away. This reveals just how the influence of Islam 
can incite one to the most sick and utterly depraved acts, the lowest and most 
vile of crimes and even worse, do this to members of their own families.  
 
Here are some excerpts from the book. This woman is Arab and lived 
somewhere either in Jordan or the West Bank. She was rescued after she was 
dumped in a hospital where she received no medical care and was left to die with 
burns over 90 percent of her body, and taken to Europe, where her life was 
saved and she was given treatment: 
 
“It is a curse in my village to be born a girl. I have no memory of having played 
games or having fun as a child. The only freedom a girl can dream about is 
marriage, leaving your father’s house for your husband’s, and not coming back, 
even if you are beaten. If she does return to her father’s house, it is her family’s 
duty to bring her back to her husband. My sister was beaten by her husband and 
she brought shame on our family when she came back home to complain.”  
 
“A wife must produce a son, at least one, and if she gives birth to only girls, she 
is mocked.” Souad also went on to reveal how her mother was pregnant 14 times 
and when girls were born, she murdered them immediately by smothering them. I 
also want to add here, this is not fabricated. If one takes the time, one can find on 
the internet and on YouTube, there are entire villages in various parts of the 
world that have been infested by Islam and there are only males left as nearly all 
of the female babies were either aborted or murdered right after their births. This 
is a fact.  
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[Her father] “He pulls me by the hair and he drags me on the ground into the 
kitchen. He strikes me while I kneel, he pulls on my braid as if he wants to pull it 
out, and he cuts it off with the big scissors used for shearing wool. I have hardly 
any hair left. I can cry, yell or plead, but I’ll get only more kicks.” “The girls and 
women were certainly beaten every day in the other houses too. “You had to 
bring even this tea tray to the men of the family with your head down, looking 
only at your feet, and back bent and in silence. You don’t speak. You only speak 
in answer to a question.” “Our mother was often beaten just as we were. 
Sometimes she tried to intervene when my father beat us really viciously, and 
then he’d turn the blows on her, knocking her down and pulling her by her hair.”  
 
“Every birth of a girl was like a burial in the family. It was always considered the 
mother’s fault if she produced only girls. ““…my parents went to see my brother’s 
wife at her parents’ house, where she had take refuge because she was 
pregnant and he had beaten her. “It doesn’t take much at all before a girl is seen 
by everyone as a charmuta, who has brought shame to the family and who must 
now die to wash clean the honor not only of her parents and her brother, but of 
the entire village.  
 
“It is the duty of the brother, the brother-in-law, or the uncle to preserve the 
family’s honor. They have the right of life and death over their women. If the 
father or the mother says to the son: ‘Your sister has sinned, you must kill her,’ 
he does it for the sake of honor and because it is the law.”  
 
“Rarely did I see the police. It’s nothing if a woman disappears, and the villagers 
agree with the men’s law. If you don’t kill a girl who has dishonored her family, 
the people in the village will reject this family, and nobody will speak to the family 
or do business with them and the family will have to leave. “Assad was always 
angry and violent. He wasn’t allowed to go to see his wife. She had gone directly 
to her parents’ house when she left the hospital because he had beaten her too 
severely. But she returned to live with him anyway; it’s the law.”  
 
I would also like to add here concerning pedophilia in Islam. Girls as young as 8 
or 9 years old can be “married” off to men in their 40’s. IN addition to this, and I 
know this for certain, women are required to shave off all of their pubic hair. This 
makes for a child-like vagina.  
 
“Absolutely every single hair of the genital area must be removed. It must all be 
bare and clean. My mother says that if by chance you forget a single hair, the 
man will leave without even looking at his wife and will say she is dirty!” “We 
don’t remove hair from our legs or our underarms, only from the vulva.”   
 
Women who are not virgins and/or cannot prove they are virgins are murdered. 
Here is another quote: “We will have to wait for the moment when the husband 
will display the white linen from the balcony or attach it to the window at daybreak 
so the people can verify officially the presence of the bride’s blood.” “It is a 
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special linen that is placed on the bed for the first night.” “And we cry also with 
relief, for Noura has passed the great test. The only test of her life, except for 
proving she can produce a son.” “Noura showed her bruises. Hussein had struck 
her so hard that she had bruises on her face too. She lowered her pants to show 
her violet thighs, and my mother wept. He must have dragged her on the ground 
by her hair, all the men do that. But, I didn’t find out why he had beaten her. 
Sometimes its enough if the young bride doesn’t know how to cook very well, she 
forgets the salt, there is no sauce because she forgot to add a little water…that’s 
reason enough for a beating. “ 
 
“In my village, we don’t measure time the same way as in Europe. You never 
know exactly how old your father or mother is, you don’t even know the date of 
your own birth. Time is calculated by Ramadan…” [Islamic month of fasting]. “I 
prayed to God that night as usual. My parents were very religious, my mother 
went often to the mosque.”  
 
After she was burned: 
“I am on a hospital bed, curled up in a ball under the sheet. A nurse comes to 
tear off my dress. She pulls roughly on the fabric, and the pain jolts me. I can see 
almost nothing, my chin is stuck to my chest, I can't raise it. I can't move my arms 
either. The pain is in my head, on my shoulders in my back and on my chest.”  
 
The book is a very blatant revelation of what Islam truly is. Now, European 
countries are being rapidly infested with this most vile of plagues to every beset 
humanity.  
 
The Koran is divided into 114 chapters called suras [again, the number 6... 1 + 1 
+ 4]. In addition to the endless sick filth and depraved violence therein, there is 
also copious praise for the Jews and for Israel: 
 
The Cow 
[2.40] O children of Israel! call to mind My favor which I bestowed on you and be 
faithful to (your) covenant with Me, I will fulfill (My) covenant with you; and of Me, 
Me alone, should you be afraid.  
 
[2.47] O children of Israel! call to mind My favor which I bestowed on you and 
that I made you excel the nations.  
 
There are many more verses, but this sermon is already very long. I strongly 
suggest everyone here learn the truth about what Islam really is. Just as xianity 
constantly pushes and promotes endless lies abut how it is brotherhood, peace, 
love and equality, Islam does the same. No different from how the populace is 
repeatedly brainwashed with these types of slogans in communist countries in 
regards to communism.  
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Don’t be an uninformed stupid idiot. Instead of watching the jootube and wasting 
your time on worthless related crap, do a little research on Islam, be informed, 
know the truth and what it is and what they will do to YOU and YOUR FAMILY, if 
they ever take control, which is what is insidiously happening right now in 
Europe, various parts of Asia and other areas of other world.  
 
http://www.skepticsannotatedbible.com/quran/cruelty/long.html  
 
http://www.newvision.co.ug/news/663629-merkel-top-ministers-to-join-muslim-
rally-for-tolerance.html   
 
"There are some who are putting women at risk. And doing so for ridiculous 
reasons, namely that they are somehow responsible for the abuse they are 
suffering." — Nazir Afzal, head of the Crown Prosecution Service, northwest 
England.” “A new documentary secretly filmed inside several of the 85 Islamic 
Sharia Law courts operating in Britain has exposed the systematic discrimination 
that many women are suffering at the hands of Muslim jurists.”  
 
“In one case, the BBC secretly filmed proceedings at the Islamic Sharia Council 
in Leyton, a heavily Islamized area in east London. While there, a BBC reporter 
met Sonia, a Muslim woman from Leeds who has suffered extreme physical 
abuse from her husband. When Sonia obtained a civil divorce, the courts allowed 
her husband only indirect access to the children. After Sonia threatened to 
contact the police, the Leyton Sharia Council dropped its demand. Reflecting on 
the court case, Sonia said, "I could not bear the thought of such a violent person 
having my children. What was shocking was when I explained to them why he 
should not have that access to the children, their reaction was, well, you cannot 
go against what Islam says." “On its website, the Leyton Sharia Council writes: 
"Though the Council is not yet legally recognized by the authorities in the UK, the 
fact that it is already established, and is gradually gaining ground among the 
Muslim community, and the satisfaction attained by those who seek its ruling, are 
all preparatory steps towards the final goal of gaining the confidence of the host 
community in the soundness of the Islamic legal system and the help and insight 
they could gain from it. The experience gained by the scholars taking part in its 
procedures make them more prepared for the eventuality of recognition for 
Islamic law." 
http://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/3682/uk-sharia-courts   
 
I strongly encourage everyone here to see for yourselves what Islam really is and 
ask yourself: Do you really want to be “tolerant” and have this most vile of 
plagues that will eventually murder YOU and YOUR LOVED ONES in YOUR 
COUNTRY?  
 
Just take a long hard look at the photos on this website and see for yourself the 
REALITY OF WHAT ISLAM TRULY IS: 
http://www.mypracticalphilosophy.com/jihadpages/women.htm   
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Quotes from the above linked website: 
“Muslims in Saudi Arabia abused their hired help from foreign countries such as 
the Philippines. This is a picture of Sumiati a maid from the Philippines.  She had 
burns all over her body as well as broken bones…” 
 
“Fakhra Yunus was a dancing girl in the red light district of Pakistan.  She left her 
husband after 3 years of marriage because of his abusive behavior toward her.  
He came to her mother's house while she was sleeping in May 2000 and poured 
acid all over her. After a decade of over a dozen surgeries she jumped out a 
window and killed herself. More than 8,500 acid attacks, forced marriages and 
other forms of violence against women were reported in Pakistan in 2011.”  
 
“People are afraid to speak out about Muslim Rape in Norway.” 
 
“Disturbing video from the Netherlands: Muslims beat, kick non-Muslim girl. This 
is happening on a daily basis all over the Netherlands.” 
 
“Woman stoned for being seen with a man. Muslim cleric explains that stoning 
purifies the soul.  The above woman was being done a favor.” 
 
[Women are also buried up to their necks and then stoned to death for having 
failed to ask permission to use the toilet].  
 
“Hole where Medine Memi, a 16 year old girl, was buried alive for talking to 
boys.” [There is a photo].  
 
“Three months pregnant, Farzana Parveen was on her way to the courthouse to 
contest an abduction charge her family filed against her husband, Mohammad 
Iqbal. A group of nearly 20 family members, her father and brothers included, 
accosted the couple in front of the courthouse and tried to pull them apart. When 
Farzana resisted, they fatally beat her with batons and bricks from a nearby 
construction site.  
 
Calling the murder an "honor killing," the victim's father is said to have 
proclaimed he killed his daughter because she had insulted the family by 
marrying without their consent.”  
 
“13 year old girl crawls out of grave after being raped and buried alive in 
Pakistan.” 
 
http://www.barenakedislam.com/2011/12/17/acid-attacks-on-muslim-women-
continue-as-pakistan-finally-passes-a-law-that-would-actually-punish-the-men-
who-do-this/   
 
From the above linked website: 
RELATED STORIES/VIDEOS: 
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· Muslim-throws-acid-in-his-own-daughters-face-then-strangles-her-for-
marrying-a-non-muslim-man 

· Pakistan-acid-attack-on-nine-year-old-child-bride-by-her-husband 
· Pakistan-where-acid-attacks-on-women-by-muslim-men-show-no-sign-of-

going-down acid-attacks-on-women-and-girls-are-increasingly-common-in-
the-muslim-world 

· Muslim-fathers-vicious-acid-attack-on-his-own-daughter 
· Afghanistan-acid-attack-victims-demand-justice 

 
 

  

   

   
 
Only something truly evil and thoroughly depraved would corrupt and incite 
people to commit the lowest and most vile crimes such as these. Islam is a lethal 
plague and cannot be tolerated in any of its forms. For those idiots who state and 
mistakenly believe “It’s not my problem” if nothing is done to stop this vile 
monster, THEN IT WILL BE YOUR PROBLEM.  
 
Satan stands for freedom, liberation, justice, and human rights.  
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Happy Satan's Personal Holiday and the Yule Season 
 
This post is for new people. There is NOTHING Christian about "Christmas." As 
with everything else in the Christian program, spiritual concepts were hijacked, 
corrupted and transformed into fictitious Jewish characters, places and other 
related kosher crap for Gentiles to slavishly worship and above all, to create a 
powerful subliminal link to where Gentile spiritual energies are under the control 
of the Jews who are on top and know the truth about this; Gentile spiritual 
energies and even life force is channeled into promoting Jewish monetary 
wealth, Jewish success and Jewish prosperity. Here is more information 
concerning the Yule Season. If you are new to Satanism, please read. Wishing a 
Very Happy Yule Season to Everyone here.  
 
There is a true and a false with nearly everything and one can see the glaring lie 
of Christianity in that everything in that foul program is and has been stolen from 
the original religions, and replaced with imposter characters, places, and rites 
where nothing spiritual is left. Another example is how fundamentalist Christians 
have been working to destroy the last Pagan/Satanic practices of the Yule 
Season and Winter Solstice, such as removing Santa Claus, the Yule tree, and 
other evidence that reveals the true origins of the Yule and replace them solely 
with the Nazarene and ilk. For more information and research, type in Jehovah's 
Witnesses into any internet search engine such as google.com and add 'Pagan 
holidays.' The information about this is extensive and proves beyond any doubt 
that these holidays have NOTHING WHATSOEVER TO DO WITH 
CHRISTIANITY.  
 
The fictitious Nazarene has nothing to do with xmas. Xmas coincides with the 
Winter Solstice and the Yule season, the shortest day of the year. December 
25th is the birth date of the Persian God Mithra, and the Roman Holiday of 
Saturnalias. The tree, the decorations, baking, gifts and celebrating have 
NOTHING to do with the Nazarene. These are carry-overs from original Pagan 
celebrations. The Yule tree is really symbolic of the human soul, with the trunk 
being representative of the spine, the branches, the 144,000 nadis [pathways of 
the vril/witchpower/chi], and the lights being symbolic of the nadis all lit up with 
Satan's Serpentine Energy. The star on top of the tree is representative of the 
risen Serpent of Satan.  
 
YULE/WINTER SOLSTICE  
December 22nd-23rd  
Although the Solstice begins on the 21st-22nd of December, the 23rd is a very 
special Personal Day for Father. The Sun enters the sign of the Goat which 
represents Satan. The Night of December 22nd- the eve of December 23rd is the 
Highest Satanic Holy Night of the year. (This was dictated from him personally). It 
is the day after the longest night of the year. Again we look forward to 
beginnings, as the days will begin to get longer as the year goes on. This is a 
time for intense celebration and devotion to Lord Satan. Indulgence, decorating 
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the home, family celebrations and get-togethers. The Night of Dec. 22nd should 
be spent in dedication to Satan. This is an excellent time to focus on planning for 
the year. If one wishes to make personal resolutions this is a good time to do so.  
 
The Yule holidays for Satanists are times of indulgence and taking pleasure in 
the physical and material aspects of life. Actually, xmas trees and wreaths are 
Pagan in origin, so there is no reason not to celebrate this holiday with our 
families. Gift giving, baking, decorating. This is what the TRUE Yule season is 
about, not that filthy worthless Nazarene.  
 
The Yule season is a season of enjoyment, indulgence, and feasting.  

· Cooking  
· Baking  
· Gift giving  
· Decorating  
· Building snowmen  
· Winter sports in places where there is snow  
· Tree decorating  
· Blue lights in honor of Lucifer  
· Partying  
· Santa Claus for the kids  
· Shopping and more.  

 
The Nazarene as you can see has no place in the Yule season. December 25th 
is actually the Persian deity Mithras's birthday, for one. The Yule was stolen from 
the Pagans and incorporated into the Christian religion as Xmas. Pagan peoples 
were celebrating the Yule long before the false program of Christianity forced 
itself onto the scene. We need to take back our holiday!!  
Celebrate and Indulge!!  
 
HAIL SATAN!!  
 
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Baal-Berith.html  
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Jewish Man Caught Spray Painting Swastikas & Making "anti-
Semitic" Threatening Phone Calls 
 
This has been going on for a very long time, but thanks to the internet, it is being 
exposed. Over the years, rabbis have gotten caught painting swastikas on the 
outside of their synagogues so they can blame Nazis and whine about "hate," as 
they are professional "victims." This also includes threatening phone calls and 
related. The Jews themselves do this sort of thing to evoke sympathy and of 
course as always, benefits. This is no different from how they work relentlessly to 
promote Christianity and Islam.  
We all know who controls Hollywood and the media worldwide.  
 
The video linked below is 1:44 in length.  
 
Jewish Man Caught Spray Painting Swastikas & Making "anti-Semitic" 
Threatening Phone Calls 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWW27uwfH_E 
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Regarding Biblical "Prophesies" 
 
Something I need to bring to everyone's attention, especially for those who are 
new to Satanism is concerning biblical prophesies. Please read this and know it. I 
don't have the time right now to do any research on what I am going to write 
below, but I strongly suggest that any of you here who have any doubts and/or 
worries to do your own research. There are plenty of websites online where you 
can find proof.  
 
There have always been "earthquakes" "pestilences" 'famines" "plagues" and 
above all, weather disasters and related. I was just watching the news and the 
unusual warming in Alaska and the snowstorms in the Eastern US, etc., were 
highlighted. Back in 2008, given my own experience, I noted how the 
commentators for the Beijing Olympics stated several times how the Chinese 
were able to stop rain by controlling the weather, as no one wanted rain for the 
Olympic Games. They were successful.  
 
Now, given the above, and how science has progressed and is now progressing 
at a rapid rate to where many are unable to even keep up with the plethora of 
technology, it is glaringly obvious that humanity has advanced to where the 
weather can be controlled. I also want to add here that the so-called "New World" 
being the Americas was not fully populated and did not have an extensive written 
history until give or take, some 400 years ago. Major earthquakes, droughts, 
hurricanes and other natural disasters were not recorded and did not factor in as 
they do today. This right here is major in the way of giving the amount of natural 
disasters and also, the media today is much more extensive in both covering this 
type of thing world-wide and in broadcasting it.  
 
My point here is these natural disasters are NOT "An act of God." Scientists can 
now control the weather and even create this sort of thing. Scientists can create 
natural disasters and as most of us know, can create plagues and other biblical 
crap. Sadly, many followers/victims of Christianity, Islam and related are fooled 
into believing these events to be predictive of "the end" and this works well for 
the enemy in bringing in more victims to their nefarious program, due to a lack of 
knowledge.  
 
The entire Judeo/Christian Bible is nothing more than a powerful subliminal. I 
have said time and again and will repeat myself for new people here: there is 
NOTHING SPIRITUAL about Christianity, Islam and their Jewish root, other than 
the Jewish root is in control and at the top, the Jews use occult power to keep 
these nefarious programs thriving. The Jews become "God" and as most of us 
are aware, they DICTATE. They are always telling us Gentiles what we are to do, 
what we should think, how we should think, what to believe and everything else. 
THE JEWS DICTATE. Idiots jump up and get to it. They readily carry out the 
orders given by their Jewish masters. The Judeo/Christian Bible is NOT a "Word 
of God"!  
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The book "Eye to Eye: Facing the Consequences of Dividing Israel" by 
William Koenig is very revealing, though the author himself [Christian] is very 
deluded. Anyone who is familiar with witchcraft and the workings of the mind and 
soul, rituals, etc., can see through this for what it is.  
 
Many of these so-called "prophesies" were put into motion centuries ago BY 
HUMAN BEINGS. Christians and even more so, Muslims [as many Muslims are 
in third world countries where there is a high percentage of illiteracy] and have no 
knowledge of the workings of the mind and soul. Anyone who has any knowledge 
related to witchcraft in Muslim dominated countries is murdered if they are found 
out. As I stated many times before, Islam and Christianity are murder and death 
focused programs, that have their foundations built upon genocide, mass-
murder, torture, death and living for one's death, destruction and violence. 
Nothing more. Everyone always has to be sorry. The biblical subliminal is 
everyone is born into "original sin" everyone is in debt and everyone owes. So, 
everyone must pay the Jew.  
 
I remember seeing a movie a very long time ago "Little Odessa" where the 
Jewish father says to his son. "Rueben! Do your homework! Don't be like some 
dumb goy in our neighborhood!" "Dumb goy" They feel they have the right to slur 
Gentiles as they please. No one ever really says anything against these Jewish 
"masters."  
 
Most of you already know, that is how they look at us- "stupid goyim." They feel 
they have a "God-given" RIGHT to dictate and tell us what to do and to use us as 
slaves and then throw us away. Disposable human beings.  
 
Don't be an idiot. KNOW the truth. Take the time to study, learn, and find out 
about things. The only way a lie and hoax can be successful is if the victim/s do 
not know. Satan stands for knowledge. Don't be duped! Know how the Jews 
work. These so-called "prophesies" are also highlighted and promoted by the 
Jewish-run media, movies, books and TV shows to keep the subliminal going 
and to keep these lies alive and thriving, bringing in many more victims. The 
mass-mind is very powerful. The torah is the Jewish life-line and the Christianity 
and Islam programs for Gentiles are the bulwark in giving power, belief, and 
energy to the Jewish programs.  
 
In addition to all of this, and my main point here for this article is; you think the 
Jewish scientists at the top aren't going to try to control the weather, create 
plagues, pandemics and natural disasters [which they now have the technology 
to do so] to make those biblical prophesies appear to be real?  
 
They have controlled NASA for one, for decades. They work to control everything 
else, especially any program or organization of importance and influence, so go 
figure.  
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The sciences, advanced education and learning and everything else including 
sex, the Jew works to rot these out from the inside, turning a positive into a 
negative, tainting everything and abusing freedoms and everything else to 
destroy civilization and humanity. Everything intended to help is turned by the 
Jew to destroy and transformed into something nefarious and very ugly.  
 
SATAN STANDS FOR KNOWLEDGE, EDUCATION AND ABOVE ALL. 
SPIRITUAL LIBERATION AND INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS!!!!  
 
So, ask yourself, just what is so "evil" about wanting to be free? Many people are 
so indoctrinated; they can see the truth at all. 
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Re: Why is it so hard to deprogram from Christian influence?  
<JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com> "Lilith345" wrote: 
Just when I think I'm making progress, it seems like all the "what ifs" start to pop 
up into my head. It's really confusing. How can I be so close to freedom and yet 
so far away. It's been this way even before I dedicated myself. I don't understand 
how I can make contact with a demon and no harm comes to me, then the next 
time I try to summon, anxiety and fear that something bad is going to happen 
comes up out of nowhere, Then have no problems the next time I summon. I 
mean is it really as simple as deprogramming from Christianity or is it some kind 
of attack? What do I do? 
 
MY REPLY: 
Something I want to add to this thread, as there are people here who are new 
and others are still having problems. Most people are unaware of the extent of 
the mass mind and its influence. The Judeo/Christian and Muslim virus has 
infested and has been imbedded in the mass mind for centuries. This is all 
subliminal. In other words, your logical conscious mind is often not aware of it to 
the extent that it is there, but your subconscious mind and soul take this filth in. In 
addition to the extent it has infested and imbedded, it is relentlessly pushed and 
kept going by idiots world-wide. Take just one year for an example. Pagan 
holidays were hijacked. Millions were tortured and murdered [so much for the 
Christian lies of "love" and "peace" and "free will." Christianity has never been 
tolerant of any other beliefs, especially Paganism. As for the Jews whining about 
being "persecuted" by the Christians, this is another lie and what little they were 
was just for show. Catholic Popes during the inquisition ordered their inquisitors 
to "Leave the Jews alone."  
 
Christianity has always been pushed [under threat of torture and death] onto the 
populace. In Japan, the Emperor kicked the Catholic Jesuits out of the country as 
they wanted to murder all of the Buddhists that would not convert. The Jesuits 
are another Jewish program and the Jews retaliated in 1945 with bombing 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Getting back to the year, what were once Pagan 
holidays and celebrations, all of this has been hijacked with the energies being 
directed into Judaism and Christianity. If you do some research, this is world-
wide and in nearly every country, with the exception of Islamic countries and they 
do their own spiritual destruction and subliminal ugliness, infesting the mass 
mind with total rot. Also, in addition to the main holidays, there are other 
numerous dates where the Christians spew their filth. Take Spain for example, 
their huge celebration of "Holy Week" and then there is that "Pentecost" which 
was also hijacked and the list is extensive. Take all of that energy, along with the 
churches and their slavish worshipping fools, who work relentlessly for not only 
their own damnation and destruction, but also that of all of humanity and all life 
on this earth. They are too stupid and deluded to see this.  
 
Then, there is the Jewish-controlled media. All the while the Jews pretend to be 
enemies of Christianity and persecuted by it. This is to fool the populace. Most 
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people actually believe these lies, while in truth, the Jews promote Christianity 
zealously behind the scenes, though they do so quietly and secretively, no 
different from those kosher symbols on our food bottles and jars, etc. Many TV 
shows and movies are steeped in Christianity. For example, many years ago, 
"Little House on the Prairie" was aired during what was called "family hour." It not 
only had heavy Christian themes, but with the Jewish knowledge of psychology, 
it combined those themes with strong emotional reactions that were intended to 
be deeply touching for the audience. This sort of thing is powerfully subliminal, 
especially when it affects more than one sense/emotion. Then, there was the 
family series "The Waltons." Same sort of Christian shit. I haven't watched any 
regular TV in probably more than 30 years, so this is going way back, but my 
point is, anyone here with even half a brain is aware of how the Jews control the 
media. Another one. the 1959 movie "Ben Hur." I heard there was a recent 
sequel, but I wouldn't waste my time. The music, that filthy Nazarene and all of 
the whole ball of subliminal crap intended to associate Christianity and its related 
themes in the average mind with profound tear-jerking and emotionally moving 
scenes. Few people would not be emotionally moved at the ending of that movie 
and the Jews who wrote and promoted this knew it. I also want to add, that movie 
was promoted for families and children saw it and it had bloody violence in it 
along with other unsavory content that was not suitable for children.  
 
I also mentioned in my other sermons, I like to do crossword puzzles, as do other 
millions of people. It is glaringly obvious, most, if not all of the word and other 
puzzle books on the newsstand were authored and published by Jews. Most of 
these puzzles and even in your local newspaper have queries about that filth 
bible. In other words, it is taken for granted that the populace is supposed to just 
know this shit, like it is common knowledge. How many of you can walk down an 
aisle in a market or store during the Yule season and hear instrumental xmas 
hymns and even though there may not be words in a particular hymn, how many 
of you know the lyrics by heart? This is the kind of crap I mean. It is and has 
been so infested and imbedded; most of us know the lyrics verbatim. The music 
alone is enough and before you know it, your mind pulls up the lyrics.  
 
Then, for those of us who were forced to go to church when we were under-age, 
the embedded prayers. The robotic, stupid, meaningless trash that we had to 
memorize and repeat endlessly. Every stinking vile church service/mass is a 
repeat of the human blood living sacrifice of that foul Nazarene. It is so repetitive 
and purposely imbedded to no end. To add to this, most people are literally bored 
out of their minds and when dozing off or in a mentally receptive state, this 
psychological poison takes hold like hypnosis. That is where it really gets 
imbedded and even those with the lowest intelligence levels are very open and 
receptive as it is endlessly repetitive and reinforced. This is why this world is in 
the current state of depravity, the wars, the extreme suffering and every other 
ugly and negative thing. Individuals do not have to read the bible. All they have to 
do is to tie into that negative energy and it is embedded in the mass mind and 
right now, this earth is on the brink of disaster.  
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http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/ChristianMass_JewishRitualMurder.
ht ml  
 
In addition to its being perpetuated by humanity, enemy aliens known as Greys 
who have a micro-chip implant, work relentlessly to push this malignant program. 
Many of us have been directly harassed by this alien degenerate scum spiritually 
on the astral. Christianity and its related lethal poisonous programs do NOT take 
"NO" for an answer. Just as humans who have been heavily infected with the 
Christian virus and tie into its energy have an obsessive/compulsive disorder 
when it comes to getting others to "accept Jesus" enemy spooks do the very 
same. Now that some level of Free-thought and freedom of religion have been 
established in most Western Developed countries, these alien spooks are 
working even harder in other ways to try to destroy it. Enemy spooks cannot 
refrain from harassing those of us who know the truth. I will tell you though, there 
does come a time when they will no longer try to deceive you with the Christian 
lies. That is when you know the truth 100%. Then, they resort to other tactics of 
harassment.  
 
My advice to all of you who are having problems getting Christian, Muslim and 
related imbedded poison out of your minds is to study, study and do more 
studying. There are a load of sermons, articles and all kinds of reading material 
on the main Joy of Satan website, Satan's Library and Exposing Christianity.  
 
If any of you are having reservations in regards to trying to call upon our original 
Gods [Demons], then my advice is to wait. There is no hurry. Clear your mind 
first and then and only when you feel completely relaxed and comfortable, you 
can go ahead with this. True Satanism is liberation and freedom, especially 
spiritual liberation and freedom. You only need to be yourself. Nothing is forced 
upon you. Be aware of and know this. Just be free. If there is something you are 
not completely comfortable with, then don't do it. Work on yourself and work on 
ridding your mind of that foul toxic Christian waste first and replace it with positive 
knowledge, positive thoughts, and a positive faith. Positive faith is NOT blind 
faith. Positive faith is faith in what you know to be true and faith in yourself to 
make the correct choices FREE OF COERSION AND ANY FEAR! 
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Why is There Suffering in the World? Satan Gives Answers 
 
Unlike those so-called "Gods" that are false and worshipped by followers of the 
enemy programs, Satan gives us wisdom, knowledge and sensible answers. 
Christians and Muslims, being as deceived as they are, are at a loss to explain.  
 
Most people wonder why there is so much suffering, misery and ugliness in this 
world. Thousands of years ago, there was a time called "The Golden Age." It was 
a time of peace, prosperity, and happiness. Humans in those days lived 
hundreds of years. Our Gods were with us as well. Ever since the coming of 
Christianity and Islam, everything beautiful and positive turned to ugliness and 
destruction.  
 
Now, most of you here are familiar with the powers of the mind and soul and 
meditation. I remember many years ago when I was still an atheist, I was reading 
a book on chakras and the book instructed to "look" at each one of your chakras, 
of which I did and I got a shock that nearly knocked me off of the sofa. That 
freaked me out. Now, this was a result of focusing my attention. Most of you have 
had spiritual experiences where you have had similar occurrences. Just focusing 
on a chakra or another area of your soul and you find it is a very intense 
experience.  
 
I wrote about this part before, but just look around you, everything you see, your 
computer screen, your chair, your bed, your furniture, the cars outside, buildings, 
windows...everything you see was once someone's idea before it materialized 
into a physical form in reality. Now, I also want to add in some instances, such as 
with science, for example storms manifest on their own; hot humid air colliding 
with cold, dry air for example, but the majority of everything here was once 
someone's idea. This right here reveals the importance of one's thinking and 
one's mind. Those of you who have been meditating for any length of time know 
how important it is to try to focus on positive things, as focusing on destructive 
thoughts, needless worry, and negativity, with a strong mind and soul one will 
attract this.  
 
The average person who does not meditate and who has a much weaker mind, 
where most thoughts tend to dissipate, alone does not have much power, but 
when combined with the mass mind of millions of other people who are focusing 
along the same lines, then thoughts do have much more power. I came across a 
book some 20 years ago [I can't remember the name of the book or the author], 
but I read it and the author had a technique where she could place her hands 
upon a book and subliminally absorb all of the information in that book. I also 
heard of where the same can be done in learning a foreign language. Most of 
you are familiar with the US $20.00 bill and the 9-11 incident. I also wrote of this 
and how the "Holy Bible" factored in, as even more prevalent than the $20.00 bill, 
there is a bible in nearly every home, in hospitals, hotel rooms, and in many other 
places.  
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The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft 
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Bible_Jewish_Witchcraft.htm  
 
Psychiatrists, psychologists and others who work with the human mind give 
certain tests like the Rorschach Ink Blot tests to probe into the minds of patients 
in order to ascertain what they dwell on and to determine their psychological 
make-up. Most people will see things in these ink blots according to what their 
own experiences in life have been and how they think, and what they dwell on.  
 
Now, again, most of you here are even somewhat aware of the extent of the 
extreme negativity, and this is an understatement, contained in both the Bible 
and the Koran. In reading through scriptures for reverse Torah rituals, the curses 
against humanity are prolific to where one can't even begin to count them all. 
Curse after curse, after curse and the damnation and the most utter debased 
depravity. One does not have to read the Bible or the Koran cover to cover to be 
influenced by or to tie into the most hideous energy contained therein. Just 
focusing on this is enough, and by focusing, I mean attending church, and of 
course, Muslims "pray" 5 times a day, facing east in the direction that with the 
gravitational pull of the earth, amplifies energies.  
 
So, just how much energy has been put into and is still being put into such 
extreme destruction and negativity? This has influenced this world and 
everything in it. Much of the populace is steeped in it, though lifetimes. One 
individual alone doesn't have too much power, but how about tens of millions? 
Most people aren't even aware of the subliminal. I like to do crossword puzzles 
and in nearly every book, they have the biblical crap. In other words, this is 
supposed to be common knowledge.  
 
Wonder why there is so much fighting and family break-ups?  
 
Luke 12:53  
The father shall be divided against the son, and the son against the father; the 
mother against the daughter, and the daughter against the mother; the mother in 
law against her daughter in law, and the daughter in law against her mother in 
law.  
 
Matthew 10:21  
"Brother will betray brother to death, and a father his child; children will rebel 
against their parents and have them put to death.  
[This one is a given with Jewish communism, where many children were 
brainwashed into turning their parents over to the so-called "State" to be put to 
death].  
 
Matthew 10:35  
For I have come to turn "'a man against his father, a daughter against her 
mother, a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law-  
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The above is only a very small portion of where human focus and energies have 
been going for centuries. It doesn't matter whether a follower has read the Bible 
cover to cover or is even familiar with its contents [as most people who follow 
such depravity are not], he/she still connects with the energy and with more 
available information regarding the human mind, and one can see this is a fact. 
What one thinks, believes and the energies one ties into and identifies with 
determines what one is and where one is going in life. In addition, even those 
who reject the Christian and Islamic programs or who are non-believers are 
affected, as the mass mind is powerful enough to influence the world. The mass 
mind is more powerful.  
 
Both with Christianity and Islam, the focus is on suffering and death. Followers 
live for their death. The filthy parasitical worthless Nazarene is worshipped - torn, 
ragged, beaten and bled dry. Deader than a doornail. DEATH. Every 
mass/church service focuses on the death of that Nazarene. Then, of course the 
cannibalism 'Eat me" "Drink me, " as this creates the necessary ties for Jewish 
ritual murder to succeed where they take an abducted Gentile child into a secret 
back room of a synagogue and proceed to butcher him/her after tying him/her to 
a cross in simulation of that Nazarene and then drink his/her blood. The 
foundation for this is in Deuteronomy- the book of instructions on how to carry out 
living blood sacrifices. The Jews even openly claim it as such as to their Torah.  
 
I have also written about poverty. Poverty is a world-wide serious problem that 
has resulted in the deaths of millions over the centuries and has ruined many 
lives.  
 
Matthew 6:24  
24 No man can serve two masters: for either he will hate the one, and love the 
other; or else he will hold to the one, and despise the other. Ye cannot serve God 
and mammon.  
[MAMON (MAMMON): Mishnaic Hebrew and Aramaic for "riches." The word itself 
is given in the Sermon on the Mount.]  
http://www.jewishencyclopedia.com/articles/10339-mamon-mammon  
Also note the above scripture, the number 6 is emphasized again. 6 and the 
2+4=6. The Jews always use the number 6. Through this, they direct the 
energies into slave labor for Gentiles and of course, their own wealth, and riches. 
The Bible dupes Gentiles into accepting poverty and living for their death, while 
the Jews who created this work of degeneracy and filth know better. Wealth and 
power is concentrated in their hands.  
 
Matthew 19:21-26  
21 Jesus said unto him, If thou wilt be perfect, go and sell that thou hast, and 
give to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in heaven: and come and follow 
me.  
22 But when the young man heard that saying, he went away sorrowful: for he 
had great possessions.  
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23 Then said Jesus unto his disciples, Verily I say unto you, That a rich man shall 
hardly enter into the kingdom of heaven.  
24 And again I say unto you, It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a 
needle, than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of God.  
 
Mark 4:19  
19 And the cares of this world, and the deceitfulness of riches, and the lusts of 
other things entering in, choke the word, and it becometh unfruitful.  
 
Proverbs 23: 4-5  
4 Labour not to be rich: cease from thine own wisdom.  
5 Wilt thou set thine eyes upon that which is not? for riches certainly make 
themselves wings; they fly away as an eagle toward heaven.  
 
Ecclesiastes 5:10  
He that loveth silver shall not be satisfied with silver; nor he that loveth 
abundance with increase: this is also vanity.  
 
Proverbs 11:4  
Riches profit not in the day of wrath: but righteousness delivereth from death.  
 
2 Corinthians 9:7  
Every man according as he purposeth in his heart, so let him give; not 
grudgingly, or of necessity: for God loveth a cheerful giver.  
 
Matthew 6:19-21  
19 Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth, where moth and rust doth 
corrupt, and where thieves break through and steal:  
20 But lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust 
doth corrupt, and where thieves do not break through nor steal:  
 
The above is only a small sample of indoctrination into a lifetime of poverty. This 
in many cases persists into many lifetimes as it clings to the soul.  
 
In the verse below, the suffering of innocent children is encouraged:  
Matthew 19:14  
But Jesus said, Suffer little children, and forbid them not, to come unto me: for of 
such is the kingdom of heaven.  
 
There was a man who both encouraged and participated the murdering of 
"witches." That man was reported to have read the "Holy Bible" some 53 times. It 
is no wonder he displayed a murderous bent. When one worships murder, one 
becomes a murderer.  
Below is a sampling of the endless murders committed by Yahweh/Jehovah in 
the Bible. This is praised and extolled by Christians incessantly:  
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Killing Event Reference Bible's Number Estimate:  
 

· The Flood of Noah- Genesis 7:23, an estimated 20,000,000 murdered  
· Abraham's war to rescue Lot- Genesis 14:17-19, an estimated 1,000 

murdered  
· Sodom and Gomorrah Genesis 19:24 an estimated 2,000 murdered  
· While they were sore, Dinah's brethren slew all the males Genesis 34:1-

31, Judith 9:2-3 2 an estimated 1,000 murdered  
· A seven year worldwide famine Genesis 41:25-54, an estimated 70,000 

murdered  
· There will be blood: The first plague of Egypt Exodus 7:15-27, an 

estimated 10,000 murdered  
· The seventh plague: hail Exodus 9:25, an estimated 300,000 murdered  
· Firstborn Egyptian children Exodus 12:29-30, an estimated 500,000 

murdered  
· The Lord took off their chariot wheels Exodus 14:8-26, an estimated 600 

5,000 murdered  
· Amalekites Exodus 17:13, an estimated 1,000 murdered  
· Who is on the Lord's side?: Forcing friends and family to kill each other 

Exodus 32:27-28 an estimated 3,000 murdered  
· When the people complained, God burned them to death Num 11:1 an 

estimated 100 murdered  
· While the flesh was still between their teeth, the Lord smote them will a 

very great plague Num 11:33, an estimated 10,000 murdered  
· Ten scouts are killed for their honest report Num 14:35-45, 10 murdered  
· A man gathering sticks on the Sabbath day is stoned to death Num 15:32-

35, 1 murdered  
· Korah, his companions, and their families are buried alive Num 16:27 3, 9 

murdered  
· God burns 250 people to death for burning incense Num 16:35, 250 

murdered  
· God kills 14,700 for complaining about God's killings Num 16:49 14, 700 

murdered  
· The Jericho massacre Joshua 6:21 1,000 murdered  
· The Ai massacre Joshua 8:1-25 12,000 murdered  
· God stops the sun so Joshua can get his killing done in the daylight 

Joshua 10:10-11 5,000 murdered  
· Joshua utterly destroyed all that breathed as the Lord commanded Joshua 

10:28-42 7 7,000 murdered  
· The genocide of twenty cities: There was not any left to breathe Joshua 

11:8-12 2 20,000 murdered  
· The Lord delivered the Canaanites and Perizzites Judges 1:4 10,000 

murdered  
· Gideon's story: The Lord set every man's sword against his fellow Judges 

7:22 120,000 murdered  
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· A city is massacred and 1000 burn to death because of God's evil spirit 
Judges 9:23-27 1,001 2,000 murdered  

· The Ammonite massacre Judges 11:32-33 20,000 murdered  
· God forces the Philistines to kill each other 1 Samuel 14:20 1,000 

murdered  
· David spends the day killing Amalekites 1 Samuel 30:17 1,000 murdered  
· God killed 100,000 Syrians for calling him a god of the hills 1 Kings 20:28-

29 100,000 murdered  
· God killed 27,000 Syrians by making a wall fall on them 1 Kings 20:30 

27,000 murdered  
 

The endless list goes on and one. Steeped in bloodthirsty heinous murder. The 
subliminal message here is MURDER.  
 
The above was taken from:  
Dwindling in Unbelief  
http://dwindlinginunbelief.blogspot.com/2010/04/drunk-with-blood-gods-killings-
in-bible.html  
The above website has many more examples. The listing I included in the above 
is very small.  
 
There is no need to elaborate on war here. That filthy bible is full of wars, 
injustices, famine, endless savage cruelty, and a hatred for humanity. This is 
celebrated with hijacked Pagan holidays, singing for the damnation of humanity, 
worshipping, focusing, and giving copious amounts of energy into promoting 
suffering, loss, death, misery and pain. This is soooooo obvious. As I already 
mentioned, when doing some research for reverse torah rituals, the amount of 
direct curses aimed at humanity was so extensive I didn't even know where to 
begin and with Lilith's direction, picked out the most blatant ones and there were 
also plenty of those.  
 
We are what we think about and dwell upon. This is where the mass mind has 
been for well over two thousand years. It is no wonder there is so much pain and 
suffering. There is your answer.  
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Re: Just when you thought Joooz couldn't be any DUMBER....  
 
MY REPLY:  
This thread implies that Jews are stupid. NEVER underestimate the enemy!!!!! 
Yes, there are some stupid Jews, but not as a whole. These people are not 
stupid, not the ones who have had us Gentiles for the past 2,000 years. They are 
very clever at lying and deceiving. Many of the Jews have an IQ [level of 
intelligence] above the top 2% of the population. I saw this myself when I joined 
American Mensa [which is by invitation only after passing a supervised IQ test 
that proves your intelligence is in the top 2% or above of the population]. They 
had an orientation that was compulsory to attend. It was in the home of a Jewish 
couple for one and for another, out of some 30 people give or take, I was only 
one of three, maybe four Gentiles there. This is not to say that Gentiles are not 
intelligent. The IQs of Nazi leaders were way on top in the genius level and they 
were onto the Jewish problem. Many Jews are in professional occupations like 
law. They also know loopholes and brag openly about this and they are very 
deceptive to an extreme. Not to mention, at the upper levels they are organized 
and they have money and resources that would make a lot of people's eyes 
water.  
 
In addition to this, the Jews call themselves "people of the book." There is a 
Jewish joke: "A Jewish drop out is a Jew who did not complete their PhD 
degree." The universities and colleges are loaded with them. While they push 
and indoctrinate the suicidal notion in that lethal bible, enforce on the populace 
enslaved under Jewish communism, that knowledge is something evil [the 
Serpent of Satan in the bible represents knowledge], they, themselves know it is 
the key to everything. For a slave state to exist and function, slaves must be 
ignorant. The word "ignorant" means "unknowing." It is a sad fact that there are 
some people here who have to have the word explained as I just did. I am not 
talking non-Americans either.  
 
The average Gentile comes home, snaps on that TV set, goes to the fridge and 
takes out an ice cold beer, and then sits down in front of that TV for the rest of 
the night [many even eat their evening meals on TV trays], and watches 
PROGRAMS. YES, PROGRAMS AND FROM THESE PROGRAMS, THEY ARE 
PROGRAMMED.  
 
I, myself place too much value and respect for my own time and mind to sit in 
front of some of the worst stupidity and waste hours at this. Not to mention the 
stupidity and blatant Jew-Communist programming is as far as my concern, not 
only totally unworthy of my precious time, but it is also sickening and boring to 
the extreme. So, ask yourself. what are you learning from this?? There ARE 
movies [DVDs] and such that can be educational, even those solely for 
entertainment. Those sitcoms, Jew run talk shows and related to me are 
nauseating. Wasted days and wasted nights. lead to a wasted life and a waste of 
a human being. The Jew dictates both directly and indirectly how you should 
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think, what you should and should not believe, how you should live your life and 
everything else. THEY PROGRAM YOU!!  
 
Another blatant example. those of you who understand the workings of the mind 
and meditate enough to have the experience already are aware of just how one's 
thoughts, focus and attention are so sensitive. Just placing your awareness to 
'feel' your aura and your chakras is very powerful. You can do this easily right 
now and you will see what I mean just how rapidly this manifests- just the 
smallest bit of focus, attention and awareness.  
 
Just as the Jewish program of communism perpetually and most forcibly 
indoctrinates the populace [their victims] with endlessly repeated slogans 
enforcing blatant communist lies [the Jews have long been aware of the powers 
of the mind and soul, while systematically removing these from the Gentile 
populace with the programs of Christianity and Islam]; the very same is done with 
the "Holy Bible" being called "The Good Book." This is a very obvious example of 
the stupidity and ignorance of those who believe that SHIT! Never has there 
been such a horrific conglomeration of perverted, corrupted and stolen legends, 
concepts, literature and other crap and above all- ENDLESS CURSES AND I 
MEAN EXTREME CURSES AGAINST HUMANITY!!!!!  
 
IGNORANT people keep extolling and praising and giving their energies to this 
extreme negativity and its destructive forces. These are all aimed at destroying 
civilization and humanity as a whole. There was a time when our Gods had 
control over the earth and this was called the "Golden Age." It was a time of 
peace and prosperity for Gentile humanity. With enforcing of the Christian 
program, this was the REAL "Paradise Lost" and humanity has unfortunately 
degenerated ever since. Christianity, Islam and its Jewish root have taken a 
lethal toll and the world is now facing disaster. Yes, ignorance is bliss as the 
saying goes. Most people who spend hour after hour wasting their time in front of 
the TV set, playing endless games on the PC for hours and hours and engaging 
in other wastes of time are unaware of just how bad things are in the world. 
Some are so stupid they just don't even bother to care. Where would we all be 
here right now if Satan and the Powers of Hell didn't care? We would still all be 
fucking slaves back in the Dark Ages. I also know that Christians are subliminally 
PROGRAMMED to obsessively push Christianity. In this I am mainly referring to 
the fundamentalists and those who are steeped in the Christian energy.  
 
Things are REALLY bad, such as the environment. What Jewish communism did 
to the environment has put a funeral wreath to hang over the entire earth. Whiling 
away the hours is what they WANT you to do. Be stupid, be unaware, don't 
bother so put any effort into developing your mind, don't put any effort into 
studying or learning. Just wait until it is all far too late to do anything. What the 
Jews have done and are now doing WILL EVENTUALLY EFFECT EVERYONE.  
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There is a wealth of information that everyone should be studying here. Satan 
represents knowledge. For those who are just too fucking lazy and unmotivated, 
JoS ministry and other very dedicated members have already done the work for 
you. Even the worst slum in the USA is a paradise compared to living under 
Jewish communism. Unbeknownst to many uninformed dolts who just don't 
bother to read, the USA is the number one target for a communist take-over. The 
USA is the last major power that still has some freedom and this is being rapidly 
destroyed. Our legal system, our law enforcement, out bill of rights and anything 
related to ensuring individual freedoms are being viciously attacked, undermined 
and if something isn't done will be eventually destroyed. Many talk the talk, but 
when reality hits, it is a different story. We are in a very dire situation. Few 
understand the tactics of communist take-over such as how the Jews destroy the 
law-enforcement, of which they are doing right now blatantly. The next step is 
total anarchy of which they enthusiastically promote and then when they get 
some real power in a country, such as they did in the former USSR, they go on a 
mass murder rampage. The police and related are usually the first in line to be 
murdered, along with the educated classes they label the "intelligentsia." No, for 
the dummies here, you don't have the right to a trial, nor does your family. You 
are just butchered, and everything you once had and owned is taken form you 
and now belongs to the Jew-run "State." This is another example of how they 
push their slogans. The word "people's" is analogous with communism. NO, 
NOTHING BELONGS TO THE "PEOPLE" IN REALITY. Everything becomes the 
property of the Jew-owned and run state. The Jews are very adept at inventing 
slogans that are outright total lies and perverting these and enforcing them as 
truths upon the populace.  
 
When communism fails as it did in the early 1990's, the first thing they then do is 
to push the Christian program. Fundamentalist Christians are allowed into the 
victimized country in droves, the bible is then reinstated into the local languages, 
and churches and mosques are opened up and again running. This puts the 
entire nation back at square one again, under Jewish spiritual control. As I have 
stated repeatedly, but will again, the bible is the foundation for Jewish 
communism. When it has done its job and a nation falls to Jewish communism, 
the bible, the churches and the mosques are no longer needed and all of the 
stolen materials they used that were hijacked and corrupted from Pagan religions 
around the world are then done away with, ensuring the ENTIRE memory is 
gone. If this fails, as I already wrote in the above, they revert right back to using 
the bible again. This way, the spiritual energies of the populace are under their 
direct control. The Jews have survived as they have because like that foul 
Nazarene character, they mutate like a virus. They mutate and adapt to the 
current times, but they never change in character, nor does their goal of 
enslaving the entire world. A communist state is a slave state. Christianity and 
Islam, while pushing the slogans of "freedom" "peace" "equality" and 
"brotherhood" are in truth, the total opposites.  
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SATAN IS FREEDOM, SATAN STANDS FOR FREEDOM, AND SATAN 
STANDS FOR TRUTH, LIBERATION, AND INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS.  
 
Below is a list of JoS and affiliated websites that have a very large number of 
pdfs available for absolutely free. Many of us have put in years of our time in 
serious study, creating these works and websites in the service of Satan. We do 
this because we care. Not only do we work for Satan and the Powers of Hell, we 
strongly support and believe in Satan's plans for this world.  
 
http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Satans_Library.htm  
 
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Real_Holocaust.html  
 
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/  
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How many Gentiles have ever received any compensation? 
 
The article below is truly appalling to say the least and unfortunately is one of 
many over the years. That entire HOLOCO$T was phony.  
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Real_Holocaust.html  
For those of you who are new here, or not onto that scam.  
 
How many Gentiles have received any compensation??????? How many 
Gentiles endured the worst brutality imaginable under the Jewish communist 
regimes? How many Gentiles were systematically worked to death in Jewish run 
slave labor/death camps like Kolyma? How many people have heard of Kolyma? 
But, everyone hears the kike whining about Auschwitz, Treblinka, Dachau, etc., 
endlessly.  
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Real_Death_Camps.htm  
Many of the victims of communism never even made it to the slave labor camps. 
They either died being tortured for crimes they never committed or died in 
transport, going in some cases weeks without any food. Who has ever 
compensated these people? Their families? Their systematically being worked to 
DEATH LITERALLY. NO ONE VICTIMIZED BY JEWISH COMMUNISM HAS 
EVER GOTTEN ANY COMPENSATION!! Over 100+ million Gentile lives have 
been totally destroyed under Jewish communism [of which has its foundation in 
the Judeo/Christian bible].  
 
The article below reveals the Jewish supremacy. Also note the emphasis again 
on their number 6 with the "60 million" in the second paragraph below in the 
article. Not only are the few remaining kikes [most are dead from old age] on the 
doles, but also their families and descendants. We Gentiles have to support 
these rotten parasites. I just replied to a personal e-mail within the ministry 
regarding how years ago, I was standing and waiting for a bus in the ice cold rain 
and watched a Jewish funeral procession go by. ALL of the cars totaling some 25 
give or take were ALL BRAND NEW. YOU PAY FOR THIS!  
 
In addition, just how many military veterans such as those who fought in the Viet 
Nam War against the communist vermin have ever really gotten any reparations 
or compensation? The death toll from communist mass murder in SE Asia was in 
the tens of millions. Those who fought against communism in Viet Nam were 
vehemently attacked by the Jewish controlled press here in the USA and other 
parts of the world. This is just one. There have been continuous wars where 
nations fought against this Jewish pestilence. No amount of money or so-called 
"compensation/reparations" can ever satisfy Jewish greed.  
 
By performing the ritual [this ritual will be ongoing through the 20th of December], 
we can put a stop to this. You can do the ritual at any time between those dates 
and as many times as you are able to.  
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Dec_20.html   
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Another ritual that can be performed at any time:  
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/62914_Ritual.html  
 
Unless we all work to take a stand against this most vicious, vile and completely 
rotten parasitical race, this kind of major injustice will continue on. Right now we 
have a chance. Don't waste this opportunity!  
 
 
http://www.dw.de/us-france-strike-deal-over-sncf-role-in-the-holocaust/a-181 
12753?maca=en-newsletter_en_around_the_globe-5663-html-newsletter   
 
US, France strike deal over SNCF role in the Holocaust  
 
American Holocaust survivors who were deported to death camps by the French 
state rail operator, SNCF, are to receive compensation. A joint US-France fund 
has been agreed following lengthy negotiations.  
 
Hundreds of Holocaust survivors who were deported to death camps by France's 
state rail company, SNCF, during the Nazi occupation will be entitled to 
compensation from a $60 million (49-million-euro) US-French fund.  
 
The breakthrough followed at least two years of negotiations. Thousands of 
people could be eligible for compensation, including nationals of Israel, Canada 
and the United States. The announcement on Friday was part of a deal that 
would see Washington work to end lawsuits and other compensation claims in 
US courts against SNCF.  
 
The French state-owned company had been bidding for lucrative high-speed rail 
and other contracts in US markets. However, some state legislators had sought 
to block SNCF because of its involvement in the Holocaust. The French Foreign 
Ministry and US State Department jointly announced the accord for the 
compensation fund, which will be financed by Paris and managed by the US.  
 
Paris had already paid more than $6 billion in compensation to French citizens 
and certain other deportees. The new fund will also provide money for thousands 
of spouses or descendants of Holocaust deportees who have since died.  
SNCF transported around 76,000 French Jews to Nazi concentration camps, 
though experts still disagree on the state rail operator's degree of guilt. Only 
3,000 survived.  
 
The company argued that it had no effective control over its rail operations during 
the Nazi occupation from 1940 to 1944.  
The French parliament will have to authorize each application for the Holocaust 
compensation, which could take months to be processed. 
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Re: Yahoo answers  
<JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com> wrote: 
I had more than one account of mine "suspended" for doing nothing that violates 
the rules. I guess if many dumbass xians report your account, no matter if you 
did anything against the rules or not, it gets suspended. 
<JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com> wrote: 
I think we should do the same. If you see posts about the lies, jewsus, or any 
other xian judeo-christian shit, report them. All they go on is if an account gets 
enough complaints. Happens on Facebook too. 
 
MY REPLY: 
We have to keep fighting. Xians tie into aggressive energies that compel them to 
attack anyone who does not support their lies. They are not only online 
promoting and pushing their lies, but they are also everywhere else. Hospitals, 
drug and alcohol addiction programs, prisons. it is endless. Nearly everything is 
infested with the lies of xianity. If they take your account down, then get a new 
one and get right back on there. If you run into any real serious problems, then 
ask Satan and Demons will help you. We must fight for our spiritual freedom. 
There is no backing down or turning the other cheek. Unless we continue to fight, 
the enemy will win and this earth and everything in it will be doomed. Xianity and 
the idiots who push this anti-life human-hating alien program need to be 
destroyed.  
 
Quote from the Black Book of Communism: Crimes, Terror, Repression, C 1999 
Harvard Press:  
"The main difference between the Soviet camps and detention camps in the rest 
of the world is not their huge, unimaginable size or the murderous conditions 
found there, but something else altogether. It's the need to tell an endless series 
of lies to save your own life, to lie every day, to wear a mask for years and never 
say what you really think. In Soviet Russia, free citizens have to do the same 
thing. Dissembling and lies become the only means of defense. Public meetings, 
business meetings, encounters on the street, conversations, even posters on the 
wall all get wrapped up in an official language that doesn't contain a single word 
of truth. People in the West can't possibly understand what it is really like to lose 
the right to say what you think for years on end, and the way you have to repress 
the tiniest "illegal" thought you might have and stay silent as the tomb. That sort 
of pressure breaks something inside people."  
 
During the Middle Ages when the Xian church had total control, the above was 
"heresy" and the same applied. Those who refused to accept the Jewish dictated 
belief system were tortured and murdered. Everyone should know about the 
"Inquisition" where the Catholic Church tortured and mass-murdered innocent 
people in the millions. Refusal to accept the Jewish dictatorship is rebellion and 
"rebellion" is of Satan.  
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The Jews dictate to us Gentiles how we supposedly got here, how the Jews are 
the special "Chosen of God" and how we are to live. This foul and malignant filth 
must go. Xianity has thrived because of illiteracy, ignorance and of course, 
indoctrination and the followers/victims being under a powerful spell. It is time for 
us to break that spell and wake up the world before it is too late.  
 
We have the numbers. JoS members are in the tens of thousands. We need to 
fight this vermin every single day. The JoS ministry fights the enemy every single 
day, both on and offline.  
 
The Jew has nearly every aspect of the life of the populace programmed. Take 
that Jew tube TV. The Jew chooses the programs you will watch if you tune into 
regular television, the content of those programs and everything else. Too many 
idiots out there are like zombies in the way they just follow along. Then, the 
media. The Jew chooses the content of the newspapers and also the content of 
most high profile news reporting. Permissible opinions and reporting only. 
Thanks to the internet, we can read from alternative sources.  
 
In closing, I would like to add something here. I came across this, but it is quite 
old. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mUt7P55DIRc  
 
The video is a little over 4 minutes in length. Former US President Jimmy Carter 
denounces Israel. He also stands up to the Jewish interviewer who tries to side-
step the issue.  
 
The Jews always strive to take control. They then resort to bullying, threats and 
then torture and murder when their demands are not met. Xianity and Islam are 
programs as we know, for Gentiles to keep putting their spiritual energies into 
advancing the agenda of the Jews and seeing to it that the Jews always succeed 
in getting their way. Unless we fight back incessantly and relentlessly, this ugly 
situation will continue on. 
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Re: Isis (Jew controlled) is destroying archaeological sites. 
<Teens4Satan@yahoogroups.com> "Lolo Bardonik" wrote: 
The Jews are destroying our past and they continue to do so. If you haven't 
already read this article on JoS to see the truth:  
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Destroying_Our_Past.htm  
This recent article  
http://www.infowars.com/isis-attacks-archaeological-site-at-nimrud/ is reporting 
that ISIS (created by the NATO)  
http://presstv.com/detail/2014/08/24/376396/nato-behind-creation-of-isil/ which is 
Jewish controlled http://www.realjewnews.com/?p=962 is destroying an 
archaeological site in Iraq. Remember that the area of Iraq is where the 
civilization of the Sumerians originated. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sumer  
Imagine the historical significance and the artifacts, archaeological sites that this 
area contains. (The full article is quoted at the end of the post)  
 
These are my thoughts, triggered by reading the mentioned article.  
 
 
Think about it.  
The jews have tried to erase our original heritage and have tried to replace it with 
xianity, islam, communism and all their bullshit creations. They tried to strip our 
past in order to remove the knowledge and weaken us. They are trying to remove 
the knowledge by killing people who have the knowledge, by destroying books, 
artifacts and archaeological sites. And this makes it more difficult for us Gentiles 
to prove that all the filthy jewish created bullshit are wrong. We know that they 
are wrong, we feel it inside us, and we express it with our whole being. But, our 
brothers and sisters who are without wouldn't be able to see it. They would like to 
see some proof to start thinking. They are brainwashed by the jewish programs 
and they would have to see some hard evidence to awaken from this brainwash.  
 
If the jews continue to destroy our past through their funded wars, in a few 
centuries all evidence would be a part of imagination. What we know as hard 
facts and are supported by evidence, in a few centuries would become "myths" 
and "fairytales" for the next generations. The knowledge would be removed from 
the physical level.  
This knowledge though wouldn't be lost. It would remain in the Akashic Records 
http://www.crystalinks.com/akashicrecords.html and in the knowledge of our 
Gods. But it would be a lot harder to obtain. Because as most of us know 
communicating to our Gods through telepathy is not an easy task. The same 
goes for obtaining access to the Akashic records. The person needs to have 
trained and honed these skills in order to reliably obtain any information this way.  
 
This is the reason, that all of us who have been given the privilege to this 
knowledge (any part of knowledge) from our Gods, have to preserve it for the 
next generations. Write journals, write books, write articles, and write posts.  
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Those of you who can do this (and of course are allowed by the Gods to share 
this knowledge), share it with as many trustworthy people as you can. Share it 
with people that deserve this knowledge and would honor its value.  
If you are now allowed to share it write a "black book" or a "grimoire" and keep it 
in a safe place. This way the knowledge would remain on the physical plane.  
Most of us have come to the truth because we had an inner urge to find the truth. 
Because we were spiritual enough to see the lies of the jewish world. We were 
guided to some info that helped us realize the truth. We found Father Satan and 
the Gods of Hell because we "stumbled" to the JoS site.  
 
Maybe a friend told us about it. Maybe the Gods have given us guidance. The 
result is the same. We "stumbled" upon the information. We read about it. We 
started trusting in our spiritual abilities. We started trusting that they are real. We 
started accepting this "invisible" reality. We obtained the knowledge. But 
everything started with information in the physical plane. A site, a book, a person 
with knowledge. So think about it. What could we do to help the Gods?  
 
Imagine the possibilities.  
What would happen if you write a book, a journal, a grimoire, a post on the 
internet. When you'd be long gone from the physical plane of this world, this 
information would remain. The Gods could direct a spiritual person to this 
information. To help this person get initiated in spirituality. To help this person 
and awaken him.  
We are a generation of pioneers. We had to search for the truth, and we're still 
searching to obtain more of our lost knowledge. Each of us has it's own interests. 
Each of us has it's own special abilities. While we're training to advance 
ourselves and our abilities we obtain knowledge. We obtain knowledge by the 
Gods. We obtain practical knowledge by training.  
 
This is valuable knowledge.  
This is the knowledge that needs to be preserved.  
This knowledge is our legacy for the next generations of our Gentile brothers and 
sisters.  
Let's fight hard and become stronger.  
 
Hail Father Satan and the Gods of Hell  
_____________________________________________________________  
 
This is the full article mentioned in the start of this post: 
 
ISIS ATTACKS ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE AT NIMRUD"These extremists are 
trying to destroy the entire cultural heritage of the region..." 
http://www.infowars.com/isis-attacks-archaeological-site-at-nimrud/  
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The Islamic State militant group attacked the ancient archaeological site of 
Nimrud in northern Iraq and damaged it with heavy vehicles, Iraq's Ministry of 
Tourism and Antiquities said Thursday.  
 
It was the latest in a series of attacks 
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/31/world/middleeast/iraqi-anger-rises-as-mil 
itants-attack-mosuls-cultural-history.html on ancient structures and artifacts in 
Syria and Iraq that the group has destroyed in the name of its harsh 
interpretation of Islamic law. Last week, Islamic State militants videotaped 
themselves destroying statues and artifacts 
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/27/world/middleeast/more-assyrian-christians -
captured-as-isis-attacks-villages-in-syria.html in the Mosul Museum and at the 
Nergal Gate entryway to ancient Nineveh. The militants captured the city during 
its offensive blitz through much of Iraq last June.  
 
The terrorist gangs of ISIS 
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/organizations/a/al_qaed 
a_in_mesopotamia/index.html?inline=nyt-org are continuing to defy the will of the 
world and the feelings of humanity after they committed a new crime that belongs 
to its idiotic series," the ministry said in a statement on its Facebook page, 
referring to the Islamic State, also known as ISIS, ISIL or Daesh.  
 
Nimrud is the sprawling site of a city founded by the Assyrian 
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/25/world/middleeast/besieged-assyrians-have- 
deep-roots-in-middle-east.html King Shalamansar I, who died in 1245 B.C. 
 
MY REPLY: 
Any of you who are new here, and/or still have lingering doubts, worries, and 
fears related to Christianity, Islam or related programs and their lies- you really 
need to read the article below my reply here and visit 
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Destroying_Our_Past.htm  
 
Look at what the bible really is. From beginning to end, it is a FICTITIOUS 
HISTORY and nothing more. There is NOTHING SPIRITUAL about it! This is 
why is has not only conflicted with the sciences, especially paleontology 
[historical geology], astronomy and all of the others, but has also vehemently 
attacked and held the sciences back for centuries. I remember when I was a very 
young girl, 6 or 7 years old, being indoctrinated with that Christian filth, I actually 
believed this was how we all got here, etc. A few years later when I was pre-teen, 
I began to think for myself. Sadly, there are many adults who still believe these 
Jewish lies about how humanity got here as dictated in that nefarious bible which 
is and always has been a lethal plague on humanity.  
 
Beginning in Genesis, the Jews TELL us all how we were "created" by their so-
called "God" and how we got here and all these rotten lies. The Jews believing 
they themselves are "God" feel they have a right to DICTATE to everyone how 
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we Gentiles are to think, what we can and cannot believe, and all sorts of other 
things that not only make our lives miserable, but are also very anti-life. Many 
scholars have wasted centuries and centuries researching that most worthless 
character jewsus who never existed. Just realize the endless time and wasted 
energy directed at combating these nefarious kosher programs. Imagine how far 
humanity would be if time and energy were not wasted on combating this filth. 
The arts, music, and nearly everything else was hijacked and directed to 
promoting and perpetuating these Jewish programs. For centuries as can be 
seen in the arts and music, those who didn't comply were harshly punished and 
in many cases, murdered as "heretics" by the Christian Church. Jewish 
communism did exactly the very same thing. All of the arts, music and related 
had to promote communism.  
 
Always remember, the Jews take control of both opposing sides and work both 
opposing sides to their agenda. For example, Jewish Israel openly "allied" with 
the USA and the so-called "Free World." The Jewish controlled former USSR 
would always take up for and support the countries that were openly against 
Israel. To most people, this is very deceiving. The USSR always took the side of 
any country such as the Arab countries that were against Israel. BUT, when 
arming the Arab countries, the Arab countries received inferior weapons and 
other problems from the USSR that worked to undermine them. All the while 
most of the world was confused and actually believed the USSR was hostile to 
Israel, which was a lie. In addition to all of this, no different from their invented 
Nazarene, they are like chameleons in that they always change in a way and 
adapt their programs for the times. That rotten bible, because it has so many 
contradictions and endless verses that can be applied to practically any situation 
at any time, both for and against, survives because of this adaptation, though the 
Jews themselves never change in their character, nor in their agenda. Xian 
preachers can take whatever verses they please and apply them to any situation 
to suit their evil purposes. That bible was written in typical Jewish style in that like 
the Jews themselves, it can change itself to fit anything:  
 
 
The Ubiquitous Nazarene  
 
The Nazarene is made up of nothing but stolen legends, stolen identities and a 
bunch of meaningless, worthless hypocritical and contradictory teachings. I don't 
think there has been a character in all of history that is as fictitious as this 
Nazarene idiot, and because he is a lie, he can change according to the times. 
He was invented to be nothing more than a distraction for the masses, with the 
intention of removing all spiritual knowledge and power from the populace and 
placing it in the hands of a controlling few to the detriment of the all. Christianity 
has survived because it always adapted to the times, just as it is doing today. 
The Christian church finally admitted insidiously that the Earth is not flat. If they 
hadn't, they would have never survived. That is just one of numerous examples. 
Now, the Nazarene has put on a New Age face. The teachings of the Original 
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Gods and ancient knowledge are all of a sudden attributed to the Nazarene. This 
is whether they come from Egypt [Some double-digit I.Q. individuals have the 
stupidity to claim he was a "pharaoh."]  
 
In the 1960's and 70's, he was the ideal hippie. Now he is the great teacher of 
this new age crap and the "threefold" joke, which of course includes those 
nefarious angels and Judeo/Christian mysticism. During the crusades, he was 
the Christian warrior, leading the Christian armies to slaughter everyone in their 
path- "Onward Christian Soldiers." With Islam, he still exists, but this time, as not 
the "Son of God" but as a prophet. He seems to be everywhere and conforms to 
every trend, and every culture. Just slap the ragged poor professional victim on 
two crossed sticks of wood and there he is. The only thing that *is* real 
concerning this ubiquitous clown is the suicidal teachings designed to turn the 
whole of society into malleable slaves. The underlying message never changes.  
 
This is analogous to a harmless looking rodent that brings in lethal parasites that 
infest the locale like what happened with the Bubonic Plague of the Middle Ages. 
Because he is fictitious, he can be made into whatever they please as long as it 
is done insidiously. He can be anything at any time and anywhere. On the one 
hand, he is celibate and the "Son of God." On the other hand, in order to adapt 
with the sexual openness of today, he now has sexual relations with Mary 
Magdalene. Because new knowledge has come from the Far East, of course, he 
was there from age "13 until 30," as there is no written record so they can make 
up anything they wish. This way, they can attribute a lot of the Eastern teachings 
to him and claim "the all is one." Yeah, the "all is one" until someone mentions 
"Satan" and either there is denial or defensiveness out of these jokers. Because 
homosexuality is becoming more open, now parts of the gospel of St. John, 
which were conveniently deleted, claim he had sexual intercourse another male. 
He can be anything at anytime and anywhere. The Nazarene never gave any 
direct answers to anything. This way, any bible thumper is free to quote here and 
there, as they see fit. His parables fit any situation at any time and say nothing. 
They can be interpreted 100 different ways. Just put him on a stick and start 
pounding away!  
 
 
That bible is no "Word of God." I already wrote a detailed sermon regarding the 
so-called "biblical prophesies" and how the Jews put these into action a very long 
time ago. Anyone can do this sort of thing. In addition to the sciences being 
relentlessly and most viciously attacked over the centuries, it has been the very 
same and even worse with witchcraft. Most of you also know that when science 
advances far enough, all of the so-called occult can be scientifically explained. It 
is a sad fact that aside from stupid deluded idiots, fear is a major factor in 
keeping those Jewish programs thriving, no different from the terrors of Jewish 
communism. Both of which have mass-murdered, tortured, and destroyed billions 
of lives with their wars, their "purges" and their direct attacks on those who 
sought after and stood for the truth.  
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Right now, we have a chance to really get out from under this hideous and most 
lethal plague. We have the internet. Do your part in waking people up. There are 
many different ways. If you are not able to reveal yourself for important reasons, 
then go to Satan and ask him what you can do. I am aware that not everyone is 
able to be open, but that does not mean you do nothing. There is always 
something. Satan will show you what you can do. This may come as an idea, an 
opportunity, or other. Demons will work with you. We must fight for our freedom 
NOW and relentlessly or we will all be forever enslaved! A hero only dies once. a 
coward dies a thousand times.  
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Re: Enraged over destruction of Astaroth's Temple, etc. 
<JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com> "Sims Motal" wrote: 
I have been so depressed all day. And I finally began to understand why. The 
destruction of sacred temples and statues is way beyond evil. Yes! It is horrible 
the way that ISIL -- I refuse to refer to them by one of our Goddesses' names -- 
murders and rapes and destroys. But to me, this is the icing on the cake! I 
fully intend to continue with rituals towards the jews, but I am also going to 
include the islamic extremist monsters too! I have cried and cried about it. To me, 
the things they have done are unspeakable, and unforgivable. I hope others will 
join me in cursing the SOBs too. 
Hail Father Satan! Hail Isis! Hail Osiris! Hauk Anubis! 
 
MY REPLY: 
I already replied to a post on this, but another thing I want to add here. When I 
was very new to Satanism, one of the things our Gods impressed upon me was 
they did not want humanity to "forget them." In other words, not know they ever 
existed. I wrote my best at the time in the Demons' section of the JoS and how 
our people should promote our Gods in any way they can. IN songs, art work, 
band names and other things I suggested at that time in return for favors granted 
to us from our Gods.  
 
Jehovah's Witnesses have take steps in eliminating all of the holidays such as 
Xmas and Easter, even celebrating one's birthday. This is because all of these 
holidays, as they will openly admit are Pagan. Other fundamentalist xian sects 
[xian = Christian for those who are new here] work to remove all of the Pagan 
celebrations and traditions from these holidays and replace them with that 
scumbag Nazarene; attacking Santa Claus, gift-giving, Easter Eggs, the Easter 
Bunny etc. There are even xian placards that state "Easter is not about the 
Easter Bunny" for instance. Many are also deceived with the Jewish communist 
agenda that promotes atheism. Truth be known, communist countries are not all 
that harsh towards xianity and related Jewish filth. The end goal though is to 
remove all of the xian crap because it comes with the Pagan baggage. Xianity 
still has not completely disconnected itself from the STOLEN Pagan holidays, 
mala beads and many other things, as xianity has nothing of its own.  
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/STOLEN_YEAR.htm  
 
This here is exceptionally blatant. All of the truth and history is systematically 
being removed and replaced with lies, the most blatant ones being the Bible and 
the Koran. When all evidence is gone through deliberate destruction, the Jews 
are then at liberty to seal their agenda. An atheist knows nothing of spirituality 
and is helpless to fight back against forces he/she does not even believe to exist, 
let alone know how to. The Jews then become "God." Anyone who poses a 
serious threat is dealt with through their version of black magick; child sacrifice- 
Jewish ritual murder.  
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http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/ChristianMass_JewishRitualMurder.
ht ml  
 
All evidence is destroyed and the Jews replace it all with their lies. Like I already 
wrote, the Bible is very blatant as is the Koran.  
One of the most important messages I ever received form our Gods is "Never let 
them forget us." If we forget our True Gods and where we come from, then all is 
lost.  
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Bible_Jewish_Witchcraft.htm 
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The Good News 15/March/2015  
 
This should motivate dedicated warriors for Satan. The news report tries to 
soften some of this, but it is obvious the Catholic Church is rapidly crumbling. 
This now is the second pope that obviously cannot handle the pressure anymore 
and intends to resign. Used to be the Catholic popes were appointed for life. Not 
anymore. This most foul, corrupt, and murderous institution is in its last days. 
Never weaken in your resolve. Never underestimate your presence online and 
anything else you do for Satan and our Gods. It has and is taking its toll on the 
enemy. The Catholic Church is the original Christian church. It is the root of 
Christianity. We are taking it down. We must be relentless and like a battering 
ram. Never stop until the enemy is COMPLETELY destroyed in every way. When 
the Catholic root is gone, it won't be long before the rest- the Protestants will also 
collapse.  
http://www.dw.de/pope-francis-says-may-follow-benedict-into-retirement/a-183 
14790?maca=en-newsletter_en_around_the_globe-5663-html-newsletter 
 
Pope Francis says may follow Benedict into retirement  
 
Francis says he could leave his job as pope after about three more years. The 
bombshell came in an interview with Mexico's Televisa broadcast Friday, the 
second anniversary of his election as pope.  
 
Francis told Mexico's Televisa that he believed he would remain pope a bit longer 
and then resign, as his predecessor had. In February 2013, Benedict XVI 
became the first pope to resign in almost 600 years.  
 
"I have the feeling that the Lord has put me here for something short, not more," 
Francis told Televisa in the interview aired on Friday, the second anniversary of 
his election as pope. "Four or five years," he added. "Or maybe two or three. 
Well, two have already gone."  
 
Francis said he opposed a fixed retirement age of 80 for popes. As it is, Francis 
presents his 78 years relatively youthfully. However, he said he preferred to keep 
his options open - and praised his predecessor for having made retirement an 
option again. Francis also said he visited and spoke by telephone to Benedict, 
who lives a monastic life in a former convent inside the Vatican.  
 
"I am in favor of what Benedict did," Francis told Televisa. "I think what Benedict 
so courageously did was to open the door to the popes emeritus," he added. 
"Benedict should not be considered an exception, but an institution."  
 
Francis, who met with German Chancellor Angela Merkel in February, said he 
missed the relative anonymity he had enjoyed in his pre-pope days as a bishop 
in Argentina: "In Buenos Aires, I was an alleycat," he said of his ability to walk the 
streets undisturbed. 
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Satanism & Sexuality  
 
I need to make another repeated statement here. Just as I have been typing out 
"Christian/ity" as many who are new do not know what xian/ity means. The most 
important thing here is so that everyone fully understands.  
 
Any and ALL consenting sex is fine in Satanism. Satan doesn't care about, nor is 
he interested in your sex life. In Satanism, your body is not the piece of property 
of some spook out there. You own your body, not some stupid envious spook. I 
came across an e-mail a few days ago where a member asked if it was ok to 
remain a virgin. The member was comfortable with this. YES. No one is ever 
forced to do anything he/she is not comfortable with, or does not fully consent to.  
 
Heterosexual, gay, bi-sexual, a-sexual, group sex, orgies, fetishes. as long as 
everyone involved is consenting, anything goes.  
 
I just want to add for people here who are unaware, the Jews work relentlessly to 
try to destroy any and all sexual freedoms. They take control of both opposing 
sides and work both sides to their communist agenda. This is very blatant with 
the Gay Rights movement, of which High Priest Jake Carlson [who is gay], has 
exposed.  
http://web.archive.org/web/20130411154310/http://gblt.webs.com/Enemy_Contro
l.htm  
 
On the one side, the Jews who have total control push for Gay Rights real hard 
and on the other; they control the Christians and inflame them. The final goal of 
the Jews is a return to Old Testament laws as was in the communist countries, 
such as the former USSR, to where any sex outside of marriage was a crime, 
and if even suspected, anyone involved was severely punished. The Jews also 
work overtime with the media to try to ruin sex with pushing it incessantly [hoping 
for a backlash to the Old Testament], and doing other things to cause problems 
in the minds of the populace. The Jews work to destroy anything and everything 
that is good for and that advances humanity in order to return the entire world 
into the slave state that it was during the Middle Ages. Look how they have been 
working to ruin the internet by trying to get control of it and outlaw free speech. 
Science has been vehemently attacked for centuries in order to perpetuate the 
false Jewish history in the bible and to keep humanity enslaved.  
 
I also want to add there is a Jewish anti-communism organization and of course, 
this is another tactic of trying to deceive Gentiles and work the anti-communist 
side towards the Jewish communist agenda, so do not be fooled. They always 
take control of both opposing sides and work both to their communist/biblical 
agenda of enslaving the world.  
 
In closing, I also want to add that the sexually frustrated Christians always hype 
concerning sexually transmitted diseases and such: being "God's punishment" 
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and similar crap. In truth, it is a lot easier to catch all kinds of diseases from just 
breathing, touching something, etc. Most STDs can be controlled through the use 
of condoms and so forth. I am just stating this here so people are not duped into 
falling for that Christian idiocy.  
 
To have sex, to not have sex, how you have sex, with whom you have sex. Satan 
is not concerned. ALL consenting sex in Satanism is fine. Never is anyone forced 
into doing anything he/she is not fully consenting to or may be unsure or 
uncomfortable with.  
 
The ONLY thing in Satanism that is strongly encouraged is consistent meditation. 
Satan does not want, nor does he need slavish worship.  
 
The foundation of Satanism is that of becoming a god and only through working 
on your soul, through consistent meditation can you do this.  
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Re: Prime Minister of Israel calls all Jews "home"  
 
MY REPLY: 
There is another side to this:  
 
"We possess several hundred atomic warheads and rockets and can launch 
them at targets in all directions, perhaps even at Rome. Most European capitals 
are targets for our air force. Let me quote General Moshe Dayan: 'Israel must be 
like a mad dog, too dangerous to bother.' I consider it all hopeless at this point. 
We shall have to try to prevent things from coming to that, if at all possible. Our 
armed forces, however, are not the thirtieth strongest in the world, but rather the 
second or third. We have the capability to take the world down with us. And I can 
assure you that that will happen before Israel goes under."  
– Martin van Creveld, Israeli professor of military history at the Hebrew University 
in Jerusalem in an interview in the Dutch weekly magazine: Elsevier, 2002, no. 
17, p. 52-53.  
 
Someone mentioned to me, regarding this – since Israel is allied with the USA, 
Russia, and China, all the superpowers that have nuclear capabilities, and they 
actively manipulate these countries, they feel they have nothing to fear. Now, 
those of you who are fully onto the Jews and their tactics… vicious exploitation… 
why would this kike leader asshole want all of the Jews out of Europe? They 
obviously have plans for Europe.  
 
The Jews plan way ahead and they also work their blood sacrifices and ritual 
murders with the Christian energies to bring certain events about.  
 
As I wrote before, they are not stupid.  
Many people really underestimate the Jews. Much of this is because most 
Gentiles do not have that kind of sick depravity and malice. Gentiles do not think 
the same way the Jews do. Everything they do, they do for a sinister reason. 
Something is in the future and this will not be pleasant. Satan has given this 
knowledge to many people here, especially the ministry in regards to a future 
world crisis. It is obvious. Netanyahu wouldn’t be doing this unless of course he 
and the other top kikes have something planned and they know the Jews will be 
safe in Israel. This tells me Europe won’t be safe.  
 
“Most European capitals are targets for our air force.”  
 
Look to the above quote again. With the internet, the anti-Semitism is world-wide. 
This is not limited to us Spiritual Satanists; it is within all kinds of different groups, 
nations, and sects. If you have been following articles posted on the JoS forums 
and e-groups, you are more than likely aware of news articles we posted 
regarding how different Jews were admitting defeat due to exposure on the 
internet. Given this malignant virus of a race has survived as long as they have, 
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both racially and intact in nefarious character indicates a high level of sinister 
intelligence. You can bet they have some real and lethal plans.  
 
After this was explained to me, that is my own opinion.  
 
Also, the planets haven’t been right for this, as Mercury was retrograde and now 
Jupiter is a bit off, but I will be posting more reverse torah rituals. Those seemed 
to really be doing their job. I will post the rituals a few days in advance before we 
do them as a group. Lilith works with me on the dates and the selected verses. 
We will win in the end. The future after this spring looks very grim for Israel in 
spite of everything.  
 
 
 
Netanyahu urges European Jews to move to Israel after Denmark attacks  
 
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has called for a "mass immigration" of 
European Jews. His announcement followed two fatal attacks in Denmark in 
which one Jewish man was shot dead near a synagogue.  
http://www.dw.de/netanyahu-urges-european-jews-to-move-to-israel-after-denm 
ark-attacks/a-18259226?maca=en-newsletter_en_Newsline-2356-html-
newsletter##  
Israel Benjamin Netanjahu Porträt 21. Dez. 2014  
 
Netanyahu made a plea to Europe's Jewish population on Sunday, saying that 
Israel is their "home."  
 
"To the Jews of Europe and to the Jews of the world I say that Israel is waiting for 
you with open arms," Netanyahu said in a statement.  
 
"Extremist Islamic terrorism has struck Europe again ... Jews have been 
murdered again on European soil only because they were Jews," he added.  
 
Netanyahu, who is currently campaigning for the Israeli general election on 
March 17, said his government planned to adopt 39.5 million euro ($45 million) 
plan "to encourage the absorption of immigrants from France, Belgium and 
Ukraine."  
 
The Israeli prime minister made a similar call last month following the bloody 
attacks by Islamist extremists in Paris in which 17 people died. Among the 
victims were four Jews who were killed during a police commando raid on the 
Kosher supermarket where they were being held hostage. Their bodies were 
later flown to Israel where they were buried.  
 
Netanyahu's comments were seemingly rebuffed by French President Francois 
Hollande, however, who vowed to combat the  
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http://www.dw.de/hollande-appeals-to-jews-france-is-your-homeland/a-1821779 
6 "unbearable" rising anti-Semitism in France.  
 
"You, French people of the Jewish faith, your place is here, in your home. France 
is your country," Hollande told France's Jewish community.  
 
Less than a month later, however,  
http://www.dw.de/french-soldiers-attacked-outside-jewish-community-center/a -
18232517 three French soldiers were attacked by a knife-wielding man in the 
southern French city of Nice while taking part in an anti-terror pateol in front of a 
Jewish community center.  
 
ksb/kms (Reuters, AFP, AP)  
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Hell's Army 666 Webpages 
 
The Hell's Army webpages are back up and running. All links within have been 
updated and should be working:  
 
http://hailtosatansvictory666.angelfire.com/Hells_Army_666.html  
 
I apologize for not having updated this section of the JoS website. Please 
understand, we are small staffed, the Gods of Hell keep heaping more work onto 
us, as things are in the critical stage and urgent. We also have plenty of daily 
personal chores and such to tend to. No one who is truly dedicated to Satan has 
much free time.  
 
More reverse torah rituals will be forthcoming. I also want to add that we Gentiles 
drastically outnumber the Jews. There is strength in numbers. The important 
thing is to educate people who have a mind that is open enough to hear and 
accept the truth. Get people away form the Christian and Islam programs. If 
enough Gentiles would unite in spiritual warfare, awareness of the hoaxes and 
the lies that have been force-fed to our peoples and nations, Jewish powers 
would collapse within a very short time. They are the root. Just as Reinhard 
Heydrich stated: "With the Jews out of the way, many problems take care of 
themselves."  
 
The constant focus on, tying into the energy of and the giving of energy to such 
hideous, destructive and total negativity. Christianity, Islam and Judaism, has 
resulted in centuries of destruction for the human race and nearly every other 
species of the world. It is now reaching a serious critical stage. The earth is 
trashed, many innocent animals are extinct, many areas have little or no 
drinkable water [the Jew exploits this as he can now rake in more money by 
charging for bottle water, which has become a necessity]. Jewish communism 
REALLY did a job on the environment. Few people have any real idea just how 
bad and critical this is. Society as a whole is psychologically disturbed and 
worse. This is where the Jewish programs of Christianity, Islam and communism 
have gotten everyone. Parts of Europe and Asia are total garbage dumps and 
there are areas where once edible mushrooms, berries, etc., now glow at night 
from radiation from the Chernobyl accident which was communist negligence [the 
Jew has always been too cheap to have to spend anything for increased safety 
for their "workers" which in reality are slaves that are brutalized. The former 
USSR has buried all kinds of nuclear and toxic waste in countries such as 
Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan. Poland, Ukraine, Belarus, and other nations that 
were once under communist control have been left with toxic waste dumps, filthy 
polluted rivers and lakes and other health and life threatening toxic filth. Our 
oceans are also to where much of the aquatic life therein is in many cases close 
to extinction and/or heavily contaminated.  
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Most places are unable to clean up communism's leftovers. The pollution 
continues, as having to spend a bit of extra money from a budget of trillions of 
dollars to properly dispose of this toxic waste and deadly filth is too much to ask 
the Jew. Jews own and operate nearly all of these factories and related, which 
rake in trillions of dollars each year. Just do your research. This is world-wide. 
The endless smog and pollution of the air, if this is not attended to and cleaned 
up. The Jew will then be charging people for air.  
 
Everything of civilization, the Jew has worked to corrupt and to destroy. It has 
reached the critical stage of "either" "or." 
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Islam...  
 
The current news in Europe is now calling for “more tolerance for Islam.” 
Although I am and have been aware for many years that Islam is even worse 
than fundamentalist Christianity [which is total rot], I am not an expert. High 
Priestess Zildar knows much about Islam in depth and is an expert. What I have 
come across in the past few days of which Lilith led me to, people need to know.  
 
Many, many years ago, it was exceptionally cold outside and I was waiting for the 
bus and had time and went into a small library right near the bus stop. I was 
browsing some books and pulled out a book on torture from the shelf. I will never 
forget what I saw and read. A small woman from Yemen who ran away from her 
abusive husband was caught, sentenced and returned to her husband by an 
Islamic court. They pounded a tow truck chain through her forearm. I always 
thought this was a somewhat isolated incident. Was I ever wrong.  
 
I have known and befriended men from the Middle East who came to America 
when I was a very young adult. Most were decent, polite and respectful. They put 
Islam behind them. Others only observed Islam lukewarm sop to speak, as is 
with many xians [Christians for people who are new here]. In order to find out if 
something is “good” or “evil” it must be given power. I would also like to add here, 
how the Jews use anything and everything they can to create enmity between 
family members and of course between men and women. What is thoroughly 
disgusting and appalling is how this completely degenerate and depraved Jewish 
program of Islam [Judaism is the root] is blamed upon men. The problem is NOT 
with “men,” THE PROBLEM IS WITH ISLAM!! If the problem were with men, as 
the Jews try to promote through certain areas of the media, then it would be 
world-wide, which it isn’t. This is just another case of blame shifting as with how 
xian Andrea Yates murdered her five children by drowning them in the bathtub 
when they came home from school one day.  
 

What smacks of these three Jewish invented so-called “religions” is 
how they induce not only total insanity, but also incite believers into 
committing the most extreme and utterly depraved acts that in any 
normal society would place the perpetrator in an asylum for the 
criminally insane for a lifetime. The more an individual ties into xian 
or Islamic energy, the more psychologically unbalanced they 
become. Many young and well meaning men enter the xian 

seminary and study to be xian ministry. Yes, this is pushed upon them and they 
are told this is a good thing and that they can help others. Xianity takes its toll 
over the years and then men usually end up as perverts and pedophiles. Many 
other extremely negative things also factor into their lives and most become 
completely intolerant, obsessive, hateful and in some cases, even murderous. 
Lives destroyed. They also end up destroying many lives. One of the prosecutors 
in the Salem Witch Trials read the Bible some 54 times. This affected him with 
influencing a murderous bent. This is not surprising given the intense focus on 
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murder, torture, rape and every other ugly thing that is the foundation of the “Holy 
Bible.”  
 

This is a bit long, but please take the time and read. Those who 
remain ignorant and unknowing only open themselves to the 
worst victimization imaginable. The world is in the state it is in 
because millions are duped into not only slavishly worshipping, 
but also promoting TRUE EVIL. This has taken its toll and 
unless something is done, everyone on the entire planet will 
have no future.  
 
 

Lilith led me to a book titled: “Souad Burned Alive.”  
“When Souad was seventeen she fell in love. In her village, as in so many others, 
sex before marriage was considered a grave dishonour to one's family and was 
punishable by death. This was her crime. Her brother-in-law was given the task 
of arranging her punishment. One morning while Souad was washing the family's 
clothes, he crept up on her, poured petrol over her and set her alight. 
 
In the eyes of their community he was a hero. An execution for a 'crime of 
honour' was a respectable duty unlikely to bring about condemnation from others. 
It certainly would not have provoked calls for his prosecution. More than five 
thousand cases of such honour killings are reported around the world each year 
and many more take place that we hear nothing about. 
 
Miraculously, Souad survived rescued by the women of her village, who put out 
the flames and took her to a local hospital. Horrifically burned, and abandoned by 
her family and community, it was only the intervention of a European aid worker 
that enabled Souad to receive the care and sanctuary she so desperately 
needed and to start her life again. She has now decided to tell her story and 
uncover the barbarity of honour killings, a practice which continues to this day. 
 
Burned Alive is a shocking testimony, a true story of almost unbelievable cruelty. 
It speaks of amazing courage and fortitude and of one woman's determination to 
survive. It is also a call to break the taboo of silence that surrounds this most 
brutal of practices and which ignores the plight of so many other women who are 
also victims of traditional violence." 
 
http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/386990.Burned_Alive  
 
This was a couple of days ago and I just finished reading the book. It was 
enough to make me vomit. Lilith wanted me to do a sermon on this. High 
Priestess Zildar also got a similar message concerning the threat of Islam and 
how people need to be educated about what Islam really is and how this is most 
urgent at this time more than ever. Islam has infested many countries in Europe 
and just as with the xian and communist programs; it is either convert or die. 
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What is even more appalling regarding the above mentioned book is how a 
couple of pro-Islam websites are trying to denounce this woman’s story as being 
“fabricated in order to make Islam look bad.” Thanks to the internet though, many 
are aware this case is one of many, and what is worse, it is common in countries 
that are infested with and dominated by Islam. There are just too many similar 
cases of this sort of thing that have been made public for this to be “fabricated.” 
Just check out how women in Afghanistan are treated and even if one fingernail 
is showing [they are covered from top to bottom with only a net to look out of], 
they are readily beaten with clubs, or even worse. The enemy will do anything 
and everything to try to shift the blame and take the heat off of Islam as a 
religion. They also do this with xianity. Blame the victims, anyone and everyone, 
but not the root cause itself.  
 
In this auto-biography, Souad reveals how as a pregnant teenager, her brother-
in-law doused her with gasoline and set her on fire. This, I have learned is quite 
common in those areas. She lived through it. Most young women who are victims 
do not make it to tell and the few who do are understandably terrified, as this is 
called an “honor killing” and the family will try in every way to finish it, if the 
murder was not successful the first time, even if the woman is in hiding in another 
country thousands of miles away. This reveals just how the influence of Islam 
can incite one to the most sick and utterly depraved acts, the lowest and most 
vile of crimes and even worse, do this to members of their own families.  
 
Here are some excerpts from the book. This woman is Arab and lived 
somewhere either in Jordan or the West Bank. She was rescued after she was 
dumped in a hospital where she received no medical care and was left to die with 
burns over 90 percent of her body, and taken to Europe, where her life was 
saved and she was given treatment: 
 
“It is a curse in my village to be born a girl. I have no memory of having played 
games or having fun as a child. The only freedom a girl can dream about is 
marriage, leaving your father’s house for your husband’s, and not coming back, 
even if you are beaten. If she does return to her father’s house, it is her family’s 
duty to bring her back to her husband. My sister was beaten by her husband and 
she brought shame on our family when she came back home to complain.”  
 
“A wife must produce a son, at least one, and if she gives birth to only girls, she 
is mocked.” Souad also went on to reveal how her mother was pregnant 14 times 
and when girls were born, she murdered them immediately by smothering them. I 
also want to add here, this is not fabricated. If one takes the time, one can find on 
the internet and on YouTube, there are entire villages in various parts of the 
world that have been infested by Islam and there are only males left as nearly all 
of the female babies were either aborted or murdered right after their births. This 
is a fact.  
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[Her father] “He pulls me by the hair and he drags me on the ground into the 
kitchen. He strikes me while I kneel, he pulls on my braid as if he wants to pull it 
out, and he cuts it off with the big scissors used for shearing wool. I have hardly 
any hair left. I can cry, yell or plead, but I’ll get only more kicks.” “The girls and 
women were certainly beaten every day in the other houses too. “You had to 
bring even this tea tray to the men of the family with your head down, looking 
only at your feet, and back bent and in silence. You don’t speak. You only speak 
in answer to a question.” “Our mother was often beaten just as we were. 
Sometimes she tried to intervene when my father beat us really viciously, and 
then he’d turn the blows on her, knocking her down and pulling her by her hair.”  
 
“Every birth of a girl was like a burial in the family. It was always considered the 
mother’s fault if she produced only girls. ““…my parents went to see my brother’s 
wife at her parents’ house, where she had take refuge because she was 
pregnant and he had beaten her. “It doesn’t take much at all before a girl is seen 
by everyone as a charmuta, who has brought shame to the family and who must 
now die to wash clean the honor not only of her parents and her brother, but of 
the entire village.  
 
“It is the duty of the brother, the brother-in-law, or the uncle to preserve the 
family’s honor. They have the right of life and death over their women. If the 
father or the mother says to the son: ‘Your sister has sinned, you must kill her,’ 
he does it for the sake of honor and because it is the law.”  
 
“Rarely did I see the police. It’s nothing if a woman disappears, and the villagers 
agree with the men’s law. If you don’t kill a girl who has dishonored her family, 
the people in the village will reject this family, and nobody will speak to the family 
or do business with them and the family will have to leave. “Assad was always 
angry and violent. He wasn’t allowed to go to see his wife. She had gone directly 
to her parents’ house when she left the hospital because he had beaten her too 
severely. But she returned to live with him anyway; it’s the law.”  
 
I would also like to add here concerning pedophilia in Islam. Girls as young as 8 
or 9 years old can be “married” off to men in their 40’s. IN addition to this, and I 
know this for certain, women are required to shave off all of their pubic hair. This 
makes for a child-like vagina.  
 
“Absolutely every single hair of the genital area must be removed. It must all be 
bare and clean. My mother says that if by chance you forget a single hair, the 
man will leave without even looking at his wife and will say she is dirty!” “We 
don’t remove hair from our legs or our underarms, only from the vulva.”   
 
Women who are not virgins and/or cannot prove they are virgins are murdered. 
Here is another quote: “We will have to wait for the moment when the husband 
will display the white linen from the balcony or attach it to the window at daybreak 
so the people can verify officially the presence of the bride’s blood.” “It is a 
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special linen that is placed on the bed for the first night.” “And we cry also with 
relief, for Noura has passed the great test. The only test of her life, except for 
proving she can produce a son.” “Noura showed her bruises. Hussein had struck 
her so hard that she had bruises on her face too. She lowered her pants to show 
her violet thighs, and my mother wept. He must have dragged her on the ground 
by her hair, all the men do that. But, I didn’t find out why he had beaten her. 
Sometimes its enough if the young bride doesn’t know how to cook very well, she 
forgets the salt, there is no sauce because she forgot to add a little water…that’s 
reason enough for a beating. “ 
 
“In my village, we don’t measure time the same way as in Europe. You never 
know exactly how old your father or mother is, you don’t even know the date of 
your own birth. Time is calculated by Ramadan…” [Islamic month of fasting]. “I 
prayed to God that night as usual. My parents were very religious, my mother 
went often to the mosque.”  
 
After she was burned: 
“I am on a hospital bed, curled up in a ball under the sheet. A nurse comes to 
tear off my dress. She pulls roughly on the fabric, and the pain jolts me. I can see 
almost nothing, my chin is stuck to my chest, I can't raise it. I can't move my arms 
either. The pain is in my head, on my shoulders in my back and on my chest.”  
 
The book is a very blatant revelation of what Islam truly is. Now, European 
countries are being rapidly infested with this most vile of plagues to every beset 
humanity.  
 
The Koran is divided into 114 chapters called suras [again, the number 6... 1 + 1 
+ 4]. In addition to the endless sick filth and depraved violence therein, there is 
also copious praise for the Jews and for Israel: 
 
The Cow 
[2.40] O children of Israel! call to mind My favor which I bestowed on you and be 
faithful to (your) covenant with Me, I will fulfill (My) covenant with you; and of Me, 
Me alone, should you be afraid.  
 
[2.47] O children of Israel! call to mind My favor which I bestowed on you and 
that I made you excel the nations.  
 
There are many more verses, but this sermon is already very long. I strongly 
suggest everyone here learn the truth about what Islam really is. Just as xianity 
constantly pushes and promotes endless lies abut how it is brotherhood, peace, 
love and equality, Islam does the same. No different from how the populace is 
repeatedly brainwashed with these types of slogans in communist countries in 
regards to communism.  
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Don’t be an uninformed stupid idiot. Instead of watching the jootube and wasting 
your time on worthless related crap, do a little research on Islam, be informed, 
know the truth and what it is and what they will do to YOU and YOUR FAMILY, if 
they ever take control, which is what is insidiously happening right now in 
Europe, various parts of Asia and other areas of other world.  
 
http://www.skepticsannotatedbible.com/quran/cruelty/long.html  
 
http://www.newvision.co.ug/news/663629-merkel-top-ministers-to-join-muslim-
rally-for-tolerance.html   
 
"There are some who are putting women at risk. And doing so for ridiculous 
reasons, namely that they are somehow responsible for the abuse they are 
suffering." — Nazir Afzal, head of the Crown Prosecution Service, northwest 
England.” “A new documentary secretly filmed inside several of the 85 Islamic 
Sharia Law courts operating in Britain has exposed the systematic discrimination 
that many women are suffering at the hands of Muslim jurists.”  
 
“In one case, the BBC secretly filmed proceedings at the Islamic Sharia Council 
in Leyton, a heavily Islamized area in east London. While there, a BBC reporter 
met Sonia, a Muslim woman from Leeds who has suffered extreme physical 
abuse from her husband. When Sonia obtained a civil divorce, the courts allowed 
her husband only indirect access to the children. After Sonia threatened to 
contact the police, the Leyton Sharia Council dropped its demand. Reflecting on 
the court case, Sonia said, "I could not bear the thought of such a violent person 
having my children. What was shocking was when I explained to them why he 
should not have that access to the children, their reaction was, well, you cannot 
go against what Islam says." “On its website, the Leyton Sharia Council writes: 
"Though the Council is not yet legally recognized by the authorities in the UK, the 
fact that it is already established, and is gradually gaining ground among the 
Muslim community, and the satisfaction attained by those who seek its ruling, are 
all preparatory steps towards the final goal of gaining the confidence of the host 
community in the soundness of the Islamic legal system and the help and insight 
they could gain from it. The experience gained by the scholars taking part in its 
procedures make them more prepared for the eventuality of recognition for 
Islamic law." 
http://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/3682/uk-sharia-courts   
 
I strongly encourage everyone here to see for yourselves what Islam really is and 
ask yourself: Do you really want to be “tolerant” and have this most vile of 
plagues that will eventually murder YOU and YOUR LOVED ONES in YOUR 
COUNTRY?  
 
Just take a long hard look at the photos on this website and see for yourself the 
REALITY OF WHAT ISLAM TRULY IS: 
http://www.mypracticalphilosophy.com/jihadpages/women.htm   
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Quotes from the above linked website: 
“Muslims in Saudi Arabia abused their hired help from foreign countries such as 
the Philippines. This is a picture of Sumiati a maid from the Philippines.  She had 
burns all over her body as well as broken bones…” 
 
“Fakhra Yunus was a dancing girl in the red light district of Pakistan.  She left her 
husband after 3 years of marriage because of his abusive behavior toward her.  
He came to her mother's house while she was sleeping in May 2000 and poured 
acid all over her. After a decade of over a dozen surgeries she jumped out a 
window and killed herself. More than 8,500 acid attacks, forced marriages and 
other forms of violence against women were reported in Pakistan in 2011.”  
 
“People are afraid to speak out about Muslim Rape in Norway.” 
 
“Disturbing video from the Netherlands: Muslims beat, kick non-Muslim girl. This 
is happening on a daily basis all over the Netherlands.” 
 
“Woman stoned for being seen with a man. Muslim cleric explains that stoning 
purifies the soul.  The above woman was being done a favor.” 
 
[Women are also buried up to their necks and then stoned to death for having 
failed to ask permission to use the toilet].  
 
“Hole where Medine Memi, a 16 year old girl, was buried alive for talking to 
boys.” [There is a photo].  
 
“Three months pregnant, Farzana Parveen was on her way to the courthouse to 
contest an abduction charge her family filed against her husband, Mohammad 
Iqbal. A group of nearly 20 family members, her father and brothers included, 
accosted the couple in front of the courthouse and tried to pull them apart. When 
Farzana resisted, they fatally beat her with batons and bricks from a nearby 
construction site.  
 
Calling the murder an "honor killing," the victim's father is said to have 
proclaimed he killed his daughter because she had insulted the family by 
marrying without their consent.”  
 
“13 year old girl crawls out of grave after being raped and buried alive in 
Pakistan.” 
 
http://www.barenakedislam.com/2011/12/17/acid-attacks-on-muslim-women-
continue-as-pakistan-finally-passes-a-law-that-would-actually-punish-the-men-
who-do-this/   
 
From the above linked website: 
RELATED STORIES/VIDEOS: 
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· Muslim-throws-acid-in-his-own-daughters-face-then-strangles-her-for-
marrying-a-non-muslim-man 

· Pakistan-acid-attack-on-nine-year-old-child-bride-by-her-husband 
· Pakistan-where-acid-attacks-on-women-by-muslim-men-show-no-sign-of-

going-down acid-attacks-on-women-and-girls-are-increasingly-common-in-
the-muslim-world 

· Muslim-fathers-vicious-acid-attack-on-his-own-daughter 
· Afghanistan-acid-attack-victims-demand-justice 

 
 

  

   

   
 
Only something truly evil and thoroughly depraved would corrupt and incite 
people to commit the lowest and most vile crimes such as these. Islam is a lethal 
plague and cannot be tolerated in any of its forms. For those idiots who state and 
mistakenly believe “It’s not my problem” if nothing is done to stop this vile 
monster, THEN IT WILL BE YOUR PROBLEM.  
 
Satan stands for freedom, liberation, justice, and human rights.  
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Happy Satan's Personal Holiday and the Yule Season 
 
This post is for new people. There is NOTHING Christian about "Christmas." As 
with everything else in the Christian program, spiritual concepts were hijacked, 
corrupted and transformed into fictitious Jewish characters, places and other 
related kosher crap for Gentiles to slavishly worship and above all, to create a 
powerful subliminal link to where Gentile spiritual energies are under the control 
of the Jews who are on top and know the truth about this; Gentile spiritual 
energies and even life force is channeled into promoting Jewish monetary 
wealth, Jewish success and Jewish prosperity. Here is more information 
concerning the Yule Season. If you are new to Satanism, please read. Wishing a 
Very Happy Yule Season to Everyone here.  
 
There is a true and a false with nearly everything and one can see the glaring lie 
of Christianity in that everything in that foul program is and has been stolen from 
the original religions, and replaced with imposter characters, places, and rites 
where nothing spiritual is left. Another example is how fundamentalist Christians 
have been working to destroy the last Pagan/Satanic practices of the Yule 
Season and Winter Solstice, such as removing Santa Claus, the Yule tree, and 
other evidence that reveals the true origins of the Yule and replace them solely 
with the Nazarene and ilk. For more information and research, type in Jehovah's 
Witnesses into any internet search engine such as google.com and add 'Pagan 
holidays.' The information about this is extensive and proves beyond any doubt 
that these holidays have NOTHING WHATSOEVER TO DO WITH 
CHRISTIANITY.  
 
The fictitious Nazarene has nothing to do with xmas. Xmas coincides with the 
Winter Solstice and the Yule season, the shortest day of the year. December 
25th is the birth date of the Persian God Mithra, and the Roman Holiday of 
Saturnalias. The tree, the decorations, baking, gifts and celebrating have 
NOTHING to do with the Nazarene. These are carry-overs from original Pagan 
celebrations. The Yule tree is really symbolic of the human soul, with the trunk 
being representative of the spine, the branches, the 144,000 nadis [pathways of 
the vril/witchpower/chi], and the lights being symbolic of the nadis all lit up with 
Satan's Serpentine Energy. The star on top of the tree is representative of the 
risen Serpent of Satan.  
 
YULE/WINTER SOLSTICE  
December 22nd-23rd  
Although the Solstice begins on the 21st-22nd of December, the 23rd is a very 
special Personal Day for Father. The Sun enters the sign of the Goat which 
represents Satan. The Night of December 22nd- the eve of December 23rd is the 
Highest Satanic Holy Night of the year. (This was dictated from him personally). It 
is the day after the longest night of the year. Again we look forward to 
beginnings, as the days will begin to get longer as the year goes on. This is a 
time for intense celebration and devotion to Lord Satan. Indulgence, decorating 
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the home, family celebrations and get-togethers. The Night of Dec. 22nd should 
be spent in dedication to Satan. This is an excellent time to focus on planning for 
the year. If one wishes to make personal resolutions this is a good time to do so.  
 
The Yule holidays for Satanists are times of indulgence and taking pleasure in 
the physical and material aspects of life. Actually, xmas trees and wreaths are 
Pagan in origin, so there is no reason not to celebrate this holiday with our 
families. Gift giving, baking, decorating. This is what the TRUE Yule season is 
about, not that filthy worthless Nazarene.  
 
The Yule season is a season of enjoyment, indulgence, and feasting.  

· Cooking  
· Baking  
· Gift giving  
· Decorating  
· Building snowmen  
· Winter sports in places where there is snow  
· Tree decorating  
· Blue lights in honor of Lucifer  
· Partying  
· Santa Claus for the kids  
· Shopping and more.  

 
The Nazarene as you can see has no place in the Yule season. December 25th 
is actually the Persian deity Mithras's birthday, for one. The Yule was stolen from 
the Pagans and incorporated into the Christian religion as Xmas. Pagan peoples 
were celebrating the Yule long before the false program of Christianity forced 
itself onto the scene. We need to take back our holiday!!  
Celebrate and Indulge!!  
 
HAIL SATAN!!  
 
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Baal-Berith.html  
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Jewish Man Caught Spray Painting Swastikas & Making "anti-
Semitic" Threatening Phone Calls 
 
This has been going on for a very long time, but thanks to the internet, it is being 
exposed. Over the years, rabbis have gotten caught painting swastikas on the 
outside of their synagogues so they can blame Nazis and whine about "hate," as 
they are professional "victims." This also includes threatening phone calls and 
related. The Jews themselves do this sort of thing to evoke sympathy and of 
course as always, benefits. This is no different from how they work relentlessly to 
promote Christianity and Islam.  
We all know who controls Hollywood and the media worldwide.  
 
The video linked below is 1:44 in length.  
 
Jewish Man Caught Spray Painting Swastikas & Making "anti-Semitic" 
Threatening Phone Calls 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWW27uwfH_E 
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Exposing Islam: Islam's Greatest Weakness 
 
 
Exposing Islam for the horrendous lie and program of enslavement which it is 
may seem slightly harder than exposing the equally horrendous and enslaving lie 
of Christianity, what with the vagueness added to it and seemingly better "tied up 
ends". This is seen as Islam's strength by many who are fooled into following it 
and arguing for it, HOWEVER, Islam has one major weakness which it cannot 
and will never escape: Its total dependence and reliance on the Ka'aba situated 
in Mecca, its so-called "most sacred site".  
 
For one, the fact that Islam chose the Ka'aba to be its prime site to which all of 
Islamic worship and reverence is directed is a total and utter joke. Why? Because 
the Ka'aba was originally in fact a Pagan Temple. Like many other Pagan 
Temples of the area, it was built in the shape of a simple cube, each of its 
corners aligning to one of the Four Cardinal Points/Compass Points which held 
exceptional importance in Pagan Rituals and Rites. Before the "Islamic 
conquest", it housed a number of statues depicting the Pagan Gods and was an 
important centre of Pagan worship and pilgrimage. It is a fact that Islam stole this 
site and Temple, destroying the Pagan artifacts therein and proceeding to use it 
to its own benefit. However, this will be addressed in a separate article.  
 
The other reason for this being a strong point of weakness is its easy destruction. 
This may seem an unlikely event to some, but it is in fact quite inevitable. There 
are many anti-Islamic groups who have already spoken of the bombing of the 
Ka'aba and Mecca as a means of fighting Islam and its terrorist "jihad" mentality. 
It is not unheard of and is alive as a possibility in the minds of many.  
 
We have to remember that Islam is nothing more than a program of the enemy 
and will soon become dispensable, once it has served its purpose. Its destruction 
will leave the people who once followed it with all their hearts completely 
demoralized and humiliated, and therefore severely weakened. This is the aim of 
the enemy, with both Islam and Christianity.  
 
Why will the destruction of the Ka'aba mean the fall of Islam? The answer to this 
question is that with the Ka'abas destruction, a huge chunk of Islam itself will 
consequently die along with it.  
 
Think of this: 
Every Muslim in the entire world directs their prayers, performed no less than five 
times a day, towards the "holiest" Ka'aba, as instructed by their Qur'an. If it is 
destroyed, they have no object to which they can focus any of these prayers. It is 
gone. Five times a day prayers therefore become pointless, futile acts and die 
away completely.  
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The Ka'aba also houses the all-important "Black Stone", a vital part of Islam 
which is seen as a gift straight from their so-called "god". The Muslim people 
believe it is a sacred duty to visit and kiss the Black Stone, an action supposedly 
performed by Muhammad. If the Ka'aba is destroyed, and therefore the Black 
Stone is destroyed, this "gift" is destroyed which will greatly disillusion many 
Muslim people across the globe. This also makes the sacred practice of kissing 
the Black Stone and following in the footsteps of their beloved prophet 
impossible.  
 
Furthermore, the Ka'aba is the centre of the whole Islamic pilgrimage or Hajj 
which is called "The Fifth Pillar of Islam". Every Muslim is obligated to complete 
all Five of the Pillars in order to assure their place in paradise and please "god". 
With the Ka'aba gone, the Fifth Pillar is consequently gone as well, along with 
their hopes of ever reaching "paradise". What happens when you break down a 
supporting pillar of a building? Breaking down one of Islam's pillars is a defeat 
from which they will never recover. It is analogous to removing one of Islam's 
vital organs, without which it cannot survive. 
 
Lastly and most importantly, the Qur'an states that the Ka'aba is the house of 
god itself, and it is indestructible and untouchable to those considered outsiders. 
Non-Muslims are not even allowed to step one foot within it. They see it as no 
less than the centre of the whole world. Imagine it is bombed and reduced to a 
pile of ashes? They will be completely disillusioned concerning their gods 
supposed "power". How strong can he be if he cannot even protect his own 
sacred house from being destroyed? The statement of it being indestructible will 
also be blown right out of the water, which means that the words of Allah himself 
have been blown right out of the water. Their centre of their world has been 
destroyed. The very Heart of Islam has been annihilated, and Muslims all over 
the world will begin to lose their hope and faith, and slowly, Islam will crumble.  
 
All it would take is one bomb. This is why the Ka'aba is Islam's greatest 
weakness. Bombing the Ka'aba is the equivalent of bombing Islam itself.  
 
Muslims all over the world will be shedding their burqas and prayer hats and 
turning their eyes to the sky, shouting "Fuck you Allah!"  
I see a great Spiritual Warfare opportunity here!! Who says we cannot help this 
event along and shape it to fit our own will?  
 
We must continue to fight this foul program that has enslaved Gentile people for 
far too long. It is a filthy rot and a cancer to our world.  
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Exposing Islam: Muhammad Never Existed 
 
 
There have been very few people in the past who have had the guts to challenge 
the authenticity of Islam's "Muhammad," and very little research has been done 
into the subject. However, when it is looked into, it becomes more and more 
apparent that just like the "Jesus" of Christianity, Muhammad is too a false, 
fabricated character created for no other purpose than the destruction, 
desecration and removal of the true Ancient Knowledge given to humanity by the 
Gods and the consequent enslavement of the Gentile People.  
 
Islam and its false "prophet" have heaped untold sorrow and suffering upon 
humanity from the moment of their creation. One only need look to the Middle 
East and other areas and countries dominated by Islam to see that this is true. 
The poverty, war, destruction, anti-life practices, abuse of women and children, 
total lack of personal privacy and freedom, filth, ignorance and violence in these 
areas all have their roots in Islam and its Muhammad. To rid the world and the 
Gentile people of this suffering, the world must be rid of the lie that is 
Muhammad.  
 
There is a ton of evidence to prove this character never existed. That which 
stands out most clearly is the fact that the only so-called "Ancient Sources" of 
information concerning the life of Muhammad are extremely questionable and 
have never been able to be proven accurate and authentic.  
 
As one example, the earliest "biography" of Muhammad has left no surviving 
copies and even so is dated to at least 100 years after his supposed death. Very 
suspicious, to say the least, and the question has to arise, if this was such an 
important character as Islam states, why did people wait 100 years to document 
his life and achievements? Also, considering the fact Muhammad had already 
been dead 100 years at the time, the biography could not have been written by 
anyone who knew him personally, and therefore the accuracy would have been 
extremely questionable. This biography is known only because it is mentioned in 
much later texts, and no copies or anything of the sort have ever been found to 
prove its existence. Why? Because it never existed in the first place.  
 
There are many more examples like this one. The same as with Christianity's 
"Jesus," the only place in which the life and existence of Muhammad is 
documented is within Islam's Qur'an. Outside of this, there is nothing. One 
scholar wrote, "It is a striking fact that such documentary evidence as survives 
from the Sufnayid period makes no mention of the messenger of god at all. The 
papyri do not refer to him. The Arabic inscriptions of the Arab-Sasanian coins 
only invoke Allah, not his rasul [messenger]; and the Arab-Byzantine bronze 
coins on which Muhammad appears as rasul Allah, previously dated to the 
Sufyanid period, have not been placed in that of the Marwanids. Even the two 
surviving pre-Marwanid tombstones fail to mention the rasul."  
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The Qur'an and pseudo-biographies of this supposed prophet claim that he was 
widely known, and that people, many of whom were powerful in the political world 
of the time, travelled from all over to witness his "miracles" and teachings. If this 
were so, there would be much surviving documentation for us to investigate, and 
it would be a known historical fact. We have hundreds of documentations of 
Alexander the Great, Christopher Columbus, all of the Egyptian Pharaohs and 
other powerful and influential people of history from those who saw and 
interacted with them, because they were real people who existed in a real time 
and were involved in events, which really took place. It is human nature to 
document events and experiences in order to preserve them for future 
generations to learn from. However, as stated above, no documentation of this 
man Muhammad exists outside of the Islamic texts, which themselves cannot be 
put forward as proof of his existence.  
 
As for the inscriptions upon Arab Sasanian coins mentioning "Allah", it has 
already been proven that the name "Allah" was STOLEN from the Ancient Pagan 
Title for the chief God or Goddess of an area, which was Al-Ilah. The Al-Ilah was 
the "supreme God" of a region. The Moon God Sin was given this title in much of 
Ancient Arabia, and many connections have been made between Sin and 
"Allah", due only to the fact that Islam STOLE this. This goes a lot deeper, 
however I will address this in an entirely separate article in the near future.  
 
On the other hand, the real historical documentation that we have is in 
contradiction with the Islamic version of history, which again proves that Islam 
and its Muhammad are false. 
 
As a small example, according to the history put forth by the Qur'an and other 
Islamic Texts, Islam spread through much of Arabia peacefully and by willing 
conversions of hundreds of people. However, historical documentation tells us 
that this is not the case at all and that the time known as the Islamic conquest 
was a time of brutal and savage war perpetrated by the bringers of Islam against 
the Pagan people residing in the Arabian Peninsula and countries father East 
such as India at the time. Pagan Temples had to be destroyed, thousands and 
thousands of Ancient Sacred Texts full of the knowledge of the Gods were 
destroyed, Pagan Priesthood were brutally tortured and murdered, cities were 
besieged and raised to the ground and hundreds and thousands of people died 
as a result of the spread of Islam.  
 
Various other artifacts that have been found have blatantly contradicted what 
Islam has put forth as history and reveal a different story altogether.  
 
Aside from this, once again, we can expose the lies of Islam through its 
connection to Christianity. Christianity has been proven to be false. Everything it 
has was blatantly STOLEN from Ancient Paganism with the purpose of the 
enslavement and eventual destruction of our Gentile people. There is literally 
more than a ton of proof for this. One only need read through all of the articles 
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contained on http://www.exposingchristianity.com by High Priestess Maxine 
Dietrich to see that this is true, I also highly recommend the book, "The Christ 
Conspiracy, the Greatest Story Ever Sold" by Acharya S.  
 
When the enemy formed their trinity of lies, they gave it one major flaw, and that 
is the fact that all three are undeniably and irrevocably connected. Thus, when 
one comes down, the others must come down with it. At least to a very large 
extent.  
 
The character Muhammad is said to have been descended from the Jewish 
(Note another connection to the Jews, the root of the lies and the perpetrators of 
Gentile Enslavement. Muhammad was always described as a Jew himself, and 
NOT an Arab/Gentile!!) Ishmael, son of Abraham. "Abraham" has been proven to 
be fictitious and was a corruption stolen from the Hindu God Brahma. This has 
been discussed on exposingchristianity.com. As the stolen and corrupted Jewish 
story goes, Abraham was most famous for his "many Sons". This is a blatant 
corruption of Brahma and his "many forms". Also, the connection can be made 
when you look at "Abraham and his wife Sarai/Sarah". This was stolen from 
Brahma and his wife Saraswati, the Hindu Goddess of Knowledge. Once again, 
like all the fictitious characters invented by the enemy Jews, there is absolutely 
no physical proof that Abraham ever existed, or that his so-called son Ishmael 
ever existed. It is safe to assume that anyone else said to be descended from 
them never existed either, and would therefore make them fictitious.  
 
Connecting Muhammad with the Jewish characters is yet another subliminal 
message of Jewish supremacy over Gentile People. This is the entire purpose for 
Islam's invention of Muhammad. To enslave the Gentile people who have been 
blinded by the lie of Islam and put them under the power of the enemy Jews and 
their masters. It is simple as that.  
 
Many of the other supposed family member of Muhammad are also nothing more 
than stolen and corrupted versions of Ancient Pagan Gods. A prime example is 
"Fatima", supposedly Muhammad's daughter, who was STOLEN from the 
Goddess Inanna/Isis/Al-Uzza. She was supposed to be portrayed as the fertile, 
"divine" mother, and divine Feminine. Although, considering how appallingly 
women are treated in Islam, any reverence of "divine feminine" is an outright 
contradiction. None the less, Fatima's character is stolen from the Goddess Al-
Uzza, the Arabian Goddess of Fertility, motherhood and the Planet Venus, 
among other things. Al-Uzza was the original Arabian Feminine Divine and the 
sacred mother. Islam took this and horrendously corrupted it into "Fatima", the 
so-called ideal Islamic woman/mother and role model for women to live by. This 
is no different than in Christianity where the virgin-kike Mary was also stolen from 
Inanna/Isis/Al-Uzza. Once again, it is a common theme throughout the enemy 
programs. 
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As well as this, Muhammad accompanied by his four family members Ali, Fatima, 
Hassan and Hussein can be seen as a corrupted (Stolen) Spiritual Allegory. The 
Five together are a representation and corruption of the Five Elements of the 
Soul. Muhammad, Ali, Fatima, Hassan and Hussein = Akasha, Fire, Water, Air 
and Earth, the Elements which make up all that exists, the central forces of the 
Universe. These five characters are the central characters of Islam. In the same 
way that the Akasha was supposed to have "given life" to Fire and Water, which 
further joined and gave birth to Air and Earth, Muhammad (Akasha) gave life to 
Fatima who married/joined with Ali (Fire and Water) and they in turn gave birth to 
Hassan and Hussein (Air and Earth). The Spiritual/Alchemical corruption is 
blatant here, and it is also blatant that these were never real characters, but 
stolen allegories.  
 
There are countless more examples like this one. Another is the "12 Imams", 
who are a rip off of the 12 constellations of the Zodiac and the 12 Great Ages 
accompanying them. However, I will write on this in much more detail in a later 
article.  
 
The Qur'an makes many more connections between Muhammad and other 
characters who have been proven fictitious. An example is Moses/Musa who is 
stolen from a number of Ancient Pagan Gods, such as the Egyptian Gods Set 
and Horus. For more information regarding this, see exposingchristianity.com. 
Muhammad is also frequently compared to and given ties to Christianity's 
"Jesus", who again has been 100% proven to be stolen and fictitious. Again, see 
exposingchristianity. A character who is constantly compared with and so deeply 
connected to fictitious characters is fictitious themselves.  
 
The events which are said to have occurred throughout the life of Muhammad 
are also nothing more than Alchemical Corruptions. Here are but a few examples 
(There are far too many to list here, but more will be dealt with in a separate 
article):  
 
-The Qur'an relates how when Muhammad was only an infant, two men 
appeared to him and cut open his breast, retrieving his heart and removing from 
it a "Black Clot" which they proceeded to cast away. The "Black Clot" is the 
Philosophers Stone. The Philosophers Stone has often been described as 
"Black", i.e. "The Black Stone" referred to in many Alchemical writings. "Black" 
refers to and Alchemical process before the Stone is transformed and becomes 
White. Black is Base/Lead. As has been said before, the Philosophers Stone is 
contained within the Heart Chakra, thus why they "removed it from his Heart". 
Note how Islam removes the Philosophers Stone (True Satanic Power, Godhead, 
etc) and "casts it away". This is a powerful subliminal message.  
 
-The "angel" (enemy thoughtform) Gabriel appears before Muhammad, striking 
the side of a hill and causing a spring to come gushing forth. With it he instructs 
Muhammad on how to perform Ritual Ablution for purification, also teaching him 
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the prayer postures, "the standing, the inclining, the prostrating and the sitting" to 
be accompanied by repetitions of sacred names. This is ripped straight from 
Ancient Yoga and Mantra Practices of the Far East! Anyone who practices Yoga 
and Meditation will be able to see this easily, the postures that are performed 
along with Mantras/Words of Power, in order to drastically increase Bio-
Electricity. Although, in Islam, the energy raised is reversed and directed not to 
the person performing the postures and Mantras, but to the enemy thoughtform. 
As well as this, the "striking the Hill, causing a spring to come gushing forth" is an 
Alchemical Corruption. The Chakras have often been portrayed allegorically as 
hills or mountains in various Ancient Texts throughout the world, due to their True 
Form. The "Spring" is referring to the Alchemical Elixirs which are released and 
"dripped" from the Chakras during the Magnum Opus.  
 
-Muhammad performs a "miracle" by splitting the Full Moon into Two Halves, 
causing half a Moon to Shine on either side of the Mountain. Once again, the 
Mountain represents the Chakras, and the Moon being split in two represents the 
two polarities of the Soul.  
 
The "Isra and Mi'raj", The Night Journey and the ascension through the Seven 
Heavens. This entire event is an Alchemical corruption and rip off of the raising of 
the Kundalini Serpent through the Seven Chakras. The word Mi'raj means ladder, 
which is referring to the Spine up which the Serpent Ascends. The Qur'an relates 
how Muhammad rode a Winged Horse (An Ancient Alchemical Symbol!) to the 
"Circles of Heaven"- The Chakras. He is taken through each one until finally after 
going through the Seventh Heaven, he meets with "God". It is blatantly obvious 
that this is a corruption of reaching "Enlightenment" when the Kundalini rises to 
the Seventh (Crown) Chakra.  
 
As I said above, there are many other examples of this. The Stolen and 
corrupted Alchemy is astounding and blatant throughout Islam and its Qur'an.  
 
This not only proves Muhammad to be false, but it also proves the Qur'an to be 
false. Throughout its pages, it has professed these characters and events to be 
real, yet it has been proven that on the contrary, all of these characters are 
fictitious and STOLEN.  
 
Everything that Islam has, like Christianity, has been STOLEN and corrupted 
from Ancient Pagan Religions that are many thousands of years older.  
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Satan in Sanskrit 
 
 
As many of you are aware, "Satan" translates as TRUTH in Sanskrit, the original 
language of humanity.  
 
The Sanskrit root word "Sat", also sometimes "Satya" means Truth. "An" is also a 
shortening of "Ananta" which means Eternal/Infinite/Never ending, etc. The name 
"Satan" as a whole can also therefore be translated as "Truth Eternal" or "The 
Infinite and Never Ending Truth". Our God Satan IS the Eternal, Infinite and 
Never Ending Truth! 
 
The enemy kikes stole this, incorporating it into their filthy forged "language" they 
call Hebrew, changing the meaning of this Sacred Name to "adversary". What 
they are blatantly saying is that the Eternal and Never Ending Truth, Satan, is 
their adversary. Truth is their worst enemy, as they are nothing but lies.  
 
As well as this, Satan is also a name and word of great Spiritual Power and 
Enlightenment. As High Priestess Maxine Dietrich says on the Joy of Satan site, 
"Satanama", also a longer version of Satan, is an extremely Powerful Sanskrit 
Mantra which has been used for thousands of years to reach a state of Spiritual 
Empowerment.  
 
"Satan" can also be found in many other Powerful Sanskrit words. Here are a few 
examples:  
-The "Four Kumaras" or great Spiritual Powers were called Sanaka, Sanatana, 
Sanandana and Sanatkumara. The Four Kumaras were called the "Sons of 
Brahma". Brahma here appears to be a name for the infinite Energy and Power 
called "Ether" from which all was created, and the "Four Kumaras" seem to 
represent the Four All Powerful Elements, Ether being the Fifth and the originator 
of the others. The Elements are vital to all existence and form the Soul. Satan 
gave us our Soul, and Satan is a Master over the Elements.  
-The Sanskrit word Sanaatan or Sanataana which means eternal, fixed, 
perpetual, ever present, the fixed creation and also Ancient and everlasting.  
-The term "Sanatan Dharma" which means "The Eternal Law" or "Eternal 
teaching of Truth" which was the original name given to the religion followed by 
the people of the Indu's Valley.  
-Santa which in Sanskrit means peaceful, calm and stilled, i.e. the state of 
Meditation where the mind is cleared and focused on one point. It can also mean 
"complete" and also "equilibrium".  
-SatNam, which means "the True Name."  
-Satsang, which means "the wise."  
 
The Sanskrit word for "lineage", "race" or "descending from" is also SaMtaana, 
and this was used as a term for Gentile People in Sanskrit. It's interesting that the 
word for Race or Lineage contains the name Satan within it, as this is yet more 
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proof of the Gentile People being descended from Satan and so deeply 
connected to our True God Satan. SaMtaana also means "continuous flow", 
"connection to", "family" and "children".  
 
The name "Satan" has always been associated with great Power and 
Importance.  
 
All of this proves even further that it is Satan/Enki that is Truth, Power and 
Knowledge. Satan is the True God of the Gentile People!  
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Animals in the Third Reich 
 
 
A respect and love for animals comes with a more Spiritually advanced Soul. 
Animal care is held in the highest regard in True Satanism with many animals 
being sacred and protected.  
 
Adolf Hitler and the Nazis, who we know to have been Satanists, reflected this 
love, care, and respect for animals and took many measures to ensure the safety 
of those that were both domesticated and wild. Laws were enforced for the 
protection of every animal all the way from lions and wolves down to fish and 
frogs and anyone who was found guilty of animal abuse was punished 
accordingly.  
 
The kikes were known to be the main culprits of animal abuse and exploitation 
which included their disgusting and abominable kosher slaughter method and the 
use of animals in inhumane laboratory experiments.  
 
So much so, that the Nazi Animal Protection Laws were labeled as "direct attacks 
against Jews."  
 
Apparently, banning the torture and inhumane slaughter of innocent cattle or the 
use of other innocent animals in horrific laboratory experiments is "anti-
Semitism." This reveals even further the true, filthy nature of kikes.  
 
"One of the first steps in Adolf Hitler's anti-Semitic drive in the creation of his 
Third Reich was instituting a ban on the kosher slaughter of animals."- statement 
of a filthy kike maggot. 
For those who are unaware what "kosher" involves, here is a video:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWAqQ7ribdQ 
WARNING: This is graphic and highly upsetting.  
 
It was also known that these animals were treated horrendously even before they 
reached the slaughterhouse, being repeatedly kicked, shocked and prodded and 
other horrible things to force them to cooperate with the kike herders.  
 
Adolf Hitler and the Nazis made every effort to bring this disgusting treatment of 
animals at the hands of kikes to an end and to give animals the respect and care 
which they deserve and which is their birth right as sacred, special SATANIC 
beings.  
 
Some of the Efforts by the Third Reich to protect animals: 
 
§ Ban on kosher and vivisection. 

 
§ Animals officially declared as beings in their own right and not simply the 

property of humans. 
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§ Ban on commercial animal trapping. 
 
§ Strict regulations on the hunting of animals. Efforts made by SS 

Reichsführer Heinrich Himmler to ban the hunting of animals altogether.  
 
§ Ban on use of animals in theater or public events that caused any kind of 

pain or damage to the animal, either physical or mental.  
 
§ Ban on the extremely cruel forceful feeding of fowls for culinary purposes 

(e.g. foie gras) and other inhumane use of animals in food.  
 
§ The wolf officially labeled a protected species along with many other 

species.  
 
§ Nature declared protected by law, many areas were labeled protected 

areas and the commercial use thereof banned.  
 
§ Neglect and abuse of animals in ones care named a criminal offence.  

 
§ Educational programs concerning the care and protection of animals 

instituted in German schools and universities.  
 
There were many more, and many of the high profile Nazis were actively 
involved in animal and nature protection and conservation. 
 
Here are some interesting photographs: 
 
Adolf Hitler and Eva Braun with animals: 
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Thanks to Adolf's caring approach to defenseless creatures, 
Germany instituted the first comprehensive animal anti-cruelty 
laws in the world. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Hermann Göring with his pet Lion, and Hermann Göring and his wife Emmy, 
showing pet lion cub to Benito Mussolini  
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Hermann Göring felt very strongly about the protection of wild animals and made 
many efforts during the war to protect animals who were suffering as a result of 
enemy bombing. He even offered to have all the animals of a public zoo safely 

escorted to his own private zoo.  
 
It comes naturally to a Spiritually Advanced 
Satanic Soul to respect and care for animals 
and nature. Many of our pets come to us as 
gifts from our Father Satan and the Gods, 
and many of our beautiful experiences in 
nature are gifts just the same. These are 
things, which we must work to protect and 
preserve. Remember, this is Satan's Earth!  
The wording at the top reads "Vivisection 
Forbidden". 
This practice of butchering animals in 
scientific experiments 
was first banned in Germany. 
Reichsmarshall Goering salutes the lab 
animals and they salute him in turn. 

 
[The above photographs and captions were taken from www.adolfthegreat.com 
This website can be accessed through 
http://web.archive.org/web/20110624024439/http://adolfthegreat.com 
 
http://archive.org/web/] 
 
"There was widespread support for animal welfare in Nazi Germany and the 
Nazis took several measures to ensure protection of animals. Many Nazi leaders, 
including Adolf Hitler and Hermann Göring, were supporters of animal protection. 
Several Nazis were environmentalists, and species protection and animal welfare 
were significant issues in the Nazi regime. Heinrich Himmler made an effort to 
ban the hunting of animals. Göring was an animal lover and conservationist. The 
current animal welfare laws in Germany are modified versions of the laws 
introduced by the Nazis.  
 
At the end of the nineteenth century, kosher butchering and vivisection were the 
main concerns regarding animal protection in Germany. These concerns 
continued among the Nazis. According to Boria Sax, the Nazi view on animal 
protection rejected the anthropocentric perspective—animals were not to be 
protected for human interests—but for themselves. In 1927, a Nazi 
representative to the Reichstag called for actions against cruelty to animals and 
kosher butchering. 
 
In 1932, the Nazi party proposed a ban on vivisection. In early 1933, 
representatives of the Nazi party to the Prussian parliament held a meeting to 
enact this ban. On April 21, 1933, almost immediately after the Nazis came to 
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power, the parliament began to pass laws for the regulation of animal slaughter. 
On April 21, a law was passed concerning the slaughter of animals. On April 24, 
Order of the Prussian Ministry of the Interior was enacted regarding the slaughter 
of poikilotherms. Nazi Germany was the first nation to ban vivisection. A law 
imposing total ban on vivisection was enacted on August 16, 1933, by Hermann 
Göring as the prime minister of Prussia. He announced an end to the 
"unbearable torture and suffering in animal experiments". On August 28, 1933, 
Göring announced in a radio broadcast. 
 
Göring also banned commercial animal trapping, imposed severe restrictions on 
hunting, and regulated the shoeing of horses. He imposed regulations even on 
the boiling of lobsters and crabs.  
 
In 24 November 1933, Nazi Germany enacted another law called 
Reichstierschutzgesetz (Reich Animal Protection Act), for protection of animals. 
This law listed many prohibitions against the use of animals, including their use 
for filmmaking and other public events causing pain or damage to health, feeding 
fowls forcefully and tearing out the thighs of living frogs. The two principals 
(Ministerialräte) of the German Ministry of the Interior, Clemens Giese and 
Waldemar Kahler, who were responsible for drafting the legislative text, wrote in 
their juridical comment from 1939, that by the law the animal was to be 
"protected for itself" ("um seiner selbst willen geschützt"), and made "an object of 
protection going far beyond the hitherto existing law" ("Objekt eines weit über die 
bisherigen Bestimmungen hinausgehenden Schutzes").  
 
On February 23, 1934, a decree was enacted by the Prussian Ministry of 
Commerce and Employment which introduced education on animal protection 
laws at primary, secondary and college levels. On 3 July 1934, a law Das 
Reichsjagdgesetz (The Reich Hunting Law) was enacted which limited hunting. 
On 1 July 1935, another law Reichsnaturschutzgesetz (Reich Nature 
Conservation Act) was passed to protect nature. According to an article 
published in Kaltio, one of the main Finnish cultural magazines, Nazi Germany 
was the first in the world to place the wolf under protection.  
 
In 1934, Nazi Germany hosted an international conference on animal protection 
in Berlin. On March 27, 1936, an order on the slaughter of living fish and other 
poikilotherms was enacted. On March 18 the same year, an order was passed on 
afforestation and on protection of animals in the wild. On September 9, 1937, a 
decree was published by the Ministry of the Interior which specified guidelines for 
the transportation of animals. In 1938, animal protection was accepted as a 
subject to be taught in public schools and universities in Germany." – excerpt 
from Wikipedia. 
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Gentiles Must Pay so the Jews Can Live in Luxury! 
 
 
This is the kind of opulence and luxury that the average Jew has access to every 
day, in the land that once belonged to US which they blatantly STOLE by first 
removing, destroying and desecrating our True History before inventing a false 
history for themselves, imposing it upon our people through centuries of violent 
bloodshed that still has not come to an end and taking it from us ILLEGALLY! :  
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ISRAEL IS A STOLEN CRIMINAL STATE!  
 
And yet, this is a Gentile territory just around the corner, how most of it has 
looked since the kikes infested: 
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Note the extraordinary contrast. These places are two different worlds, one in 
which Jews live in the lap of luxury at the expense of our Gentile People, and the 
other in which our Gentiles suffer the most awful torture imaginable at the hands 
of these filthy Jews.  
 
Who pays for the upkeep of this lavish Jewish lifestyle?? US GENTILES. We pay 
literally with OUR hard-earned money that gets poured into Israel's bank account 
year after year as well as in every other way as our People are left to suffer and 
to die.  
 
Here is some information about how much the USA alone pays to Israel every 
year: 
http://wrmea.org/component/content/article/245-2008-november/3845-congress-
watch-a-conservative-estimate-of-total-direct-us-aid-to-Israel-almost-114-
billion.html 
 
It has also been reported that Barack Obama seeks to increase this amount: 
"The budget proposes $3.075 billion in US military aid for Israel, $75 million more 
than in fiscal year 2011. The aid proposal is based on the US-Israeli 
understandings signed on August 16, 2007. US military aid is set to increase by a 
further $25 million to $3.1 billion in fiscal year 2013, and remain at that level 
through 2018, assuming that the US foreign aid program remains as is. Israel is 
also due to receive $20 million in aid for integrating refugees."  
 
This is despite the fact that the American People themselves are suffering under 
an economic depression while the kikes are living comfortably. So we Gentiles 
must suffer in order for them to live in luxury???  
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The criminal state of Israel also receives "aid" from other countries around the 
world.  
 
Germany has been forced to give more than $35 billion to Israel since WW2 in 
"compensation" for an event that never even took place and the German People 
have suffered tremendously as a result!  
http://www.onethirdoftheholocaust.com/ 
 
This disgusting lie has been used ever since to totally devastate our Gentile 
People.  
 
As well as this, Jewish owned corporations around the world and Jews in the 
various world governments put billions which they leech from us Gentiles into 
Israel's pocket. Our governments are set up to fund Israel and its agenda of 
death and destruction, NOT to help us. 
 
What do our Gentile People get??? Devastation and poverty.  
 
How many hours a day do we work, for how many days a week, for how many 
months in a year, and for how many years in a decade? And what is the kind of 
salary that WE take home after bills, rates and taxes have been deducted that all 
go straight into the pockets of the kikes who are in control of all of the industries 
which we are currently slaves to? And the remainder is spent on ridiculously 
priced kike-kosher food that has been filled with all sorts of garbage and 
impurities designed to keep us weak and so on. We are currently paying them to 
keep us enslaved!!  
 
The average Gentile in today's world barely gets by, hundreds and thousands of 
our People are dying every day due to poverty, starvation, disease and so on. 
Yet, the kikes are sitting in their mansions. 
 
PEOPLE NEED TO WAKE UP AND SEE THE SOURCE OF THE WORLDS 
CURRENT APPALLING STATE. THESE KIKES NEED TO BE BROUGHT 
DOWN AND DESTROYED!! It is then and only then that OUR Gentile People will 
be free!  
 
These Jews view our Gentile People as their slaves, as "goyim".  
 
Quote from the Jewish Talmud:  
Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 
2800 slaves." 
 
Gentiles are treated lower than dogs by kikes. I have a friend who worked as an 
au pair for a few years in England. Four of the five families she worked for were 
kikes, and she related to me how they treated her like absolute shit. She worked 
every day like a slave, was screamed at and verbally abused, she was not 
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allowed to touch certain things or enter certain rooms or eat their food as if she 
was dirty and many other horrible things. Gentiles are nothing but worthless 
cattle to them.  
 
Quote from a Jewish prime minister Golda Meier: "100 Arabs are not worth one 
Jewish finger nail."  
 
Rabbi Yitzhak Shapiro- "it is permissible for Jews to kill Gentiles including 
children and babies who threaten Israel or break the commandments."  
 
From their Talmud- "All Gentile women, girls, and even little girls, are whores."- 
and they have no problem abusing and raping our Gentile women and girls.  
 
Aboda Sarah 37a: "A Gentile girl who is three years old can be violated." 
 
Kikes feel nothing about killing our Gentile People:  
 
Sanhedrin 59a: "Murdering Goyim is like killing a wild animal." 
 
A Gentile Peace Activist, Rachel Corrie, was killed in 2003 by an Israeli 
demolitioner when he bulldozed over the Palestinian house she was kneeling in 
front of trying to protect despite knowing that she was there and despite other 
activists screaming at him to stop. Rachel was naive enough to believe that a 
kike would give a damn about her life.  
http://electronicintifada.net/content/photostory-Israeli-bulldozer-driver-murders-
american-peace-activist/4449 
 
These parasites are living off of our land, our money and our hard work whilst 
professing us to be worthless cattle and treating us as such! Again, WE must 
suffer in the worst possible ways so that THEY can have luxury. WE must work 
for our own destruction.  
 
With the current economic decline, we are suffering even more. Debt is rampant 
and our People are losing their personal property and homes on a daily basis 
despite back breaking work every day.  
 
How many of our Brothers and Sisters right here in these Groups have suffered 
and are suffering right now as a result of this??  
 
During any economic depression, our People suffer starvation and awful 
conditions. You can guarantee that the kikes will have anything and everything 
that they want and need handed to them on a silver platter. They will have 
access to food, clean water, electricity and other supplies in abundance. The 
Jews themselves boast about this in their "Protocols of the Learned Elders of  
Zion" where they state that they will cause our Gentile People to suffer 
unimaginably while they make sure that their own prosper.  
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They still have the money and resources tied up. They have their "Sayanim" net 
work in which Jews are looked after and protected by other Jews and it is 
ensured that no Jew ever goes without: 
 
Yet, how divided are OUR People? Where are OUR networks set up to help and 
support each other in times of need? These divisions were all caused by Jewish 
programs. Whether its their filthy "religious" programs of Christianity, Islam and 
related or their filthy political programs of communism, capitalism, democracy 
and so on and so forth, their gender dividing program of feminism and all of its 
offshoots, their incitement of hatred between the Gentile Races, and the list goes 
on, all of these were designed by Jews to divide and destroy our Gentile People.  
 
THEY ARE THE CAUSE OF OUR SUFFERING! Were it not for them, we would 
be the ones prospering and the world would be as it should be: A True Satanic 
Civilization based upon the highest and most beautiful Spiritual Ideals. Our 
People would be free from age and decay, disease, poverty, ignorance, 
depression, rampant crime and all other horrible results of Spiritual and Physical 
degeneration, and we would be free from this thanks to the Knowledge of 
Meditation and the Godhead which was our Father Satan's gift to us. Yet this 
beautiful and priceless gift was taken from us too by the Jews and their enemy 
ET masters!! 
 
It is not only us that suffer because of these maggots. Our animals and our 
environment suffer everyday as well. Kikes have a penchant for abusing animals 
and this is especially apparent in their disgusting kosher slaughter. 
 
Look at what has become of our environment today as a result of Jewish 
destructive corporations. Billions of acres of natural land have been utterly 
destroyed around the world in order to make way for Jewish run and controlled 
facilities, the purpose of which is to rake in yet more money for these maggots. 
They control the world's fuel industries, the gigantic paper making industries such 
as Mondi that have done untold damage to our environment and many more. 
This is despite the fact that these are unnecessary and the Jews know this.  
 
The fuel, which we use today, is extremely inefficient and unhealthy. Had we 
been free of kikes and their influences and had the world remained, as it always 
should have, we would have by now developed an efficient form of "fuel" that 
was based off of the principles of "anti-gravity" technology as was discussed by 
Nikola Tesla. This is more than possible and had we been given the funds for 
research and development, it would be a reality; however, the Jews would be 
losing money and control if they allowed it to go ahead.  
 
Construction, which today is a major environmental issue, would also be very 
different if it were not for kikes.  
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The Ancient Pagans, with the Knowledge of the Gods, constructed many 
beautiful wonders that worked with and enhanced the natural environment 
instead of simply slapping artificial concrete slabs over it and replacing it with 
ugly towering buildings. Each Ancient structure was carefully planned and 
thought out according to Spiritual Occult principles such as ley-lines and 
alignment with the Stars and the Cardinal Points and so on and so forth. A 
perfect example of this is the Egyptian Pyramids, which are aligned to the Belt of 
Orion, and the Ancient Temples of the Far and Near East, many of which were 
built out of existing natural structures such as mountains and specially aligned 
and placed:  
 

 
 
See also: http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Orion.html 
 
That is the beauty we have lost thanks to the existence of the Jews.  
 
Nowadays buildings are simply slapped anywhere and everywhere that there is 
space and the surrounding environment is totally disregarded thanks to a lack of 
Knowledge which is the result of kikes.  
 
They have stripped us of everything we once had and they now sit at the top in 
absolute luxury on a FALSE throne, their fat bellies full from the produce of 
Gentile labour, in the world that is rightfully OURS. They are parasites that have 
drained our Gentile People, but it is now time for us to take back what is ours!  
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They know their time is at an end. Yes, we HAVE won, but we must NOT give up 
the fight. They must be punished for what they have done! 
It is time for every Brother and Sister to stand up and join the fight. Fight n 
whatever way you as an individual are able. Whether it be online and offline 
warfare educating our Gentile People or Spiritual Warfare. Every effort 
contributes to the larger fight. It is up to us, and the time is NOW! 
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Jews Buy and Sell Gentile Women as Sex Slaves 
 
 
"It's like a car. It depends how valuable she is"- this is how one of the kike pimps 
in Israel referred to the Gentile women who are constantly trafficked in to be used 
as sex slaves to Jews.  
 
These women are lured out of their home countries and away from their friends 
and family, usually by female Jews, and into Israel under false pretences 
involving fake job offers, before being kept captive in the most appalling 
conditions. Once in Israel, their passports are destroyed so they are unable to 
leave and they are informed of their real purpose and fate there. They are told 
clearly that there is nothing that they can do about it; that no one in Israel will be 
willing to help them, and are threatened with torture or even death if they dare try 
to escape. Most of them are force fed hard drugs such as heroin and cocaine 
and eventually become addicted as a means of keeping them there ad under 
control.  
 
One account stated that the women were kept in a damp cellar beneath a hotel in 
Israel where they had only dirty mattresses on the floor to sleep on. Many of the 
girls contracted diseases such as TB and were left to die where others were also 
suffering from STD's such as Chlamydia and even HIV/AIDS that they contracted 
on the job. The girls were forced to "work" ridiculous hours, servicing elderly and 
often obese, greasy Jewish men, many of whom were Israeli "police officers", 
lawyers and others supposedly involved in the Criminal Justice System.  
 
"Some rabbis, "Wake Up or Die" said, ride bicycles to the whorehouses. "A good 
percentage of the clients are ultra-Orthodox Jews"  
 
"So, on Thursday [boys night out in Israel] busloads of Orthodox Jews travel from 
Jerusalem, Haifa, and points beyond to Tel Aviv for a few brief moments of 
passion in a massage parlor, behind a sand dune, or in an alley. Other 
customers are accountants, lawyers, policemen, and politicians. "The entire 
spectrum of Israeli society is keeping the hookers in business," Detective 
Shachar, veteran on the Tel Aviv vice detail, said." 
 
-Note how the kikes refer to these Gentile Women as "hookers", as if they are 
there being raped and abused willingly!! 
 
Another Jewess in the article also complains about the Gentile Women, stating 
she has "no sympathy" for them as they come into Israel to be prostitutes and 
then moan about the conditions, again, as if our Gentile Women chose this! And 
apparently, according to this kike, it is the Gentiles who are exploiting them!! Only 
the twisted and sick mind of a kike could reach that conclusion.  
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The women do not receive the profit that their kike pimps make off of their work. 
They ARE there as slaves. The reason I emphasized ARE is to bring to your 
attention the fact that this has by no means stopped- Our Gentile Women are 
experiencing this heinous torture AS YOU READ THIS, and little to nothing is 
being done about it. The kikes are allowed to continue with this torture of our 
People as they currently control the media, the governments, and the Legal 
Systems of the world. Yes, they are falling fast and we have won, but we need to 
keep on fighting to see their total downfall and destruction.  
 
Make our Gentile People aware of what is going on and what is being done by 
the Jews. Use the internet to spread this information, print articles out and leave 
them in public places, tell your friends and family if you can, and use any other 
means of getting this out!  
 
These Gentile Women deserve freedom and justice for what has been done to 
them. They most certainly will not get it from the kikes who enslaved them.  
 
In the article I am going to post here, it details how when one of the women 
escaped successfully, she went to the Israeli police, believing that they would 
help her. When they heard where she was from, they promptly phoned her pimp 
and told him of her whereabouts, and waited for him to come and fetch her again. 
One of the police officers had recognized her as he had raped her before. Yes, 
RAPED, as the women were NOT willing. They are slaves.  
 
I would also like to add here- Israel has made much to do about the Jewish 
police who supposedly "rescued" the women. This was nothing but a media ploy 
and it was noted as such. The article speaks of how the kikes only started 
pretending to do something about it when they were pressured by outside forces. 
People had become aware of what was going on in one particular situation and 
Israel was under pressure as Gentile People were rightfully accusing them of 
their crimes. They had to make it seem as if they were making some effort to 
prevent these crimes, when in truth they actually support and fund them. The 
article makes it very clear that the kike "police" were taking just as much 
advantage of the Gentile sex slaves as any other kike was. It has been noted that 
Israel has done little to nothing in attempting to prevent these crimes, only lifting 
a finger when their image is threatened. Gentile Women continue to suffer 
horrendously and will until something is done about it, as well as the source, 
which is the kikes.  
 
-Many of the Women are Russian and are desperate to escape the poverty that 
they experience in their home country which is why they are eager to accept "job 
offers" and such in a foreign country. The kikes play on this, and it was them that 
caused the poverty and awful conditions in Russia in the first place, with their 
disease of communism and the war which they waged upon it in which millions of 
Russians were killed by kikes in real death camps.  
We must keep up the fight for our People! 
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The Vatican Continues to Crumble Under One Scandal After Another 
 
 
http://news.yahoo.com/vatican-faces-widening-leaks-scandal-182537865.html 
 
Most of you will already have seen this in the news. The Vatican is undergoing 
yet another scandal investigation after more top-secret documents have been 
leaked. They are losing their legitimacy before the eyes of the world at a rapid 
rate. We must continue to facilitate this!  
 
As for those deluded fools who do realise the falsity of the Vatican yet still cling to 
Christianity, their days are numbered. Soon this entire Jewish run program will be 
exposed entirely before the eyes of the Gentile World and our People will wake 
up to the Truth of Satan. We must work towards this and continue to educate our 
People by every legal means possible. The enemy is falling. Their pillars are 
crumbling and they are losing their foundations.  
 
"The scandal, which has been brewing for months, has hit the very heart of the 
Roman Catholic Church." –And remember, the Catholic Church is the father of all 
of the Christian sects, no matter how hard Christians try to deny that.  
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/ 
 
Each and every single one of us is a Warrior of Satan, and each and every single 
one of us should be doing our part in this War!  
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Jew Gets 45 Days in Prison for the Murder of Two Gentile Women 
 
 
http://news.yahoo.com/Israel-sniper-45-days-over-gaza-war-shooting-
164134300.html 
 
In another abominable display of just how lowly the lives of our Gentile People 
are in the eyes of the Jews- a Jewish murderer has been let off with a mere 45 
day sentence for his crime that led to the death of two Gentile Women. The 
Women had been doing nothing but standing in what remained of their home 
which had previously been obliterated by the same Jewish forces, and in fact 
displayed a sign of peace as they were approached. The Jews went ahead and 
opened fire on the innocent civilians despite this. It is unfortunate that they were 
naive enough to believe they would be shown mercy and respect by a Jew.  
 
This calls back to mind the case of Rachel Corrie, a Gentile peace activist who 
was working in Palestine to attempt to prevent the destruction of the homes of 
innocent Gentile Palestinians by Israeli thugs. She was brutally killed when one 
of the Israeli demolition workers PURPOSEFULLY drove over the house she was 
standing in front of with a bulldozer. Again, this murdering Jew got off with no 
charges.  
 
Note how they come up with excuse after excuse to explain away the senseless 
killing of our Gentile People.  
 
THESE PARASITES HAVE TO BE STOPPED. It is up to every single one of us 
to carry on fighting. Expose them before the eyes of the world, so that all may 
see their true colours. They have destroyed our past and STOLEN from us what 
is rightfully ours! They have insulted and blasphemed our Beloved Gods in the 
worst possible ways, and they have denigrated our True Satanic Heroes. They 
continue to slaughter our People like cattle in an abattoir, and this will not stop 
until they have been destroyed!  
 
KEEP UP THE FIGHT! Don't ever give up! 
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Jewish Media Admits Nazis NOT Responsible  
for Massacre of Polish Gentiles 

 
 
"WARSAW, Poland (AP) — The American POWs sent secret coded messages to 
Washington with news of a Soviet atrocity: In 1943 they saw rows of corpses in 
an advanced state of decay in the Katyn forest, on the western edge of Russia, 
proof that the killers could not have been the Nazis who had only recently 
occupied the area." 
 
"The Soviet secret police killed the 22,000 Poles with shots to the back of the 
head. Their aim was to eliminate a military and intellectual elite that would have 
put up stiff resistance to Soviet control. The men were among Poland's most 
accomplished — officers and reserve officers who in their civilian lives worked as 
doctors, lawyers, teachers, or as other professionals. Their loss has proven an 
enduring wound to the Polish nation." 
 
"But returning to their POW camps, the Americans carried a conviction that they 
had just witnessed overwhelming proof of Soviet guilt. The corpses' advanced 
state of decay told them the killings took place much earlier in the war, when the 
Soviets still controlled the area." 
 
http://news.yahoo.com/ap-exclusive-memos-show-us-hushed-soviet-crime-
132109652.html 
 
As we know, the Soviet Union was Jewish through and through, including Stalin 
himself. It was the Jews who were responsible for the deaths of MILLIONS of 
Gentile Men and Women, and NOT the other way around!  
 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/328 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/282 
 
 
It is extremely telling that an article such as this has actually been publicized 
within the Media at this time. The Jews are losing power, and people are waking 
up!!  
 
Another thing this article proves beyond a shadow of a doubt is the US 
government of the time was working with the Jews and against the Gentile 
People. This atrocity is one of many examples of how our People have met 
gruesome fates at the hands of the enemy. One only needs to research Dresden 
to find another example of this. Again, the Jewish run governments were 
responsible for this horrific event.  
 
OUR PEOPLE ARE WAKING UP, and it is time for us to step up the fight!  
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Highly Recommended... 
Postby High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Mon Jul 23, 2018 2:45 am 

In addition to this RTR destroying the enemy, I highly recommend everyone do this for personal 

benefits for 9 days straight without missing any days in between. 
 

This removes curses off the soul and more. Jews have been cursing Satanists for centuries.  
 

People who have performed this ritual have reported feelings of intense elation, blocked 

chakras cleared, a tremendous sense of peace and lasting tranquility, chatter of the mind which 

hinders meditation goes away, and much more. 
 

9 days is required to make it final in removing curses placed upon us by the enemy. This 

requires reciting each of the words 9 times. 
 

When you finished with the RTR, sit quietly and visualize brilliant bright light like the sun, 

beginning at the top of your head, scanning and brightening your entire aura and soul, scanning 

down to your feet, pushing out all of the dross, and brightening your entire aura and soul. Do 

this 3 times. Immediately afterwards, affirm 3 times: 
 

My aura is constantly and continuously deflecting and repelling any and all curses, bindings, 

hatred, ill will, and negative and destructive energy directed at me and is immediately returning 

it to the senders.  
 

Do this for 9 days straight, the full RTR. 
 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
http://www.joyofsatan.org 

 

Re: Highly Recommended... 
Postby High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Mon Jul 23, 2018 10:46 pm 

Cyn666 wrote:Besides the next 9 days, are there any other times when this ritual would be 

best suitable to be performed?  
I remember doing this one before. 

 

 

There will be a most important blood moon prolonged lunar eclipse this next Friday. We will be 

posting on this soon. This spells total doom for the enemy. 

 

Re: Highly Recommended... 
Postby High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Mon Jul 23, 2018 10:49 pm 

Highly  Recommended  By  Hps  Maxine 5480

https://www.ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?f=24&t=11566#p38151
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alek wrote:Should we take a day break after day 9 because of the number of power or can 

we keep going to day 10, 11, 12, 13 and so on? Also can we do as much rtrs as possible 

within 9 days for maximum effect?  

Thank you 

 

 

The nine days is based upon an ancient Pagan ritual, as 9 is the number of finality.  
 

To properly perform the 9 day working, for 9 days straight, do the aura cleaning part only once 

each day. 
 

You can do the RTR as often as you wish, outside of this. 
 

After the 9 days are passed, you can do the aura cleaning with the RTR, and/or the RTR as 

often as you wish. 
 

This ancient Pagan working, once each day for 9 days in a row has a lot of power. Also, make 

sure to check that the moon is not void before beginning any ritual.  
 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

www.joyofsatan.com 

Top 
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 Himmler's Fake extermination 

Pozen Speech  

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

 

This is from a reply in another post, plus some extra. 

_____ 

This is my reply to some trolling person down the groups who mentioned the "Pozen Speech" of 

Himmler. This lie has been long debunked, but the jews keep it afloat, in the context of 6 trillion 

lampshades. 

_____ 

(((Censorship))) complaints. 

 

Seriously, unless you are a troll, you could answer this question yourself. Even google nowadays 

supplies all the lazy, with a gateway to knowledge. 

This so called 'speech' was created by voice generation technology. This has existed for roughly 50 

years now. All you need is a few samples, and with the correct software and some engineers, you can 

create full fake speeches and full fake 'claims' to support anything. This is known to the secret 

agencies, and obviously to jews. 

Especially for people who are public speakers, like Adolf Hitler or Heinrich Himmler, this is especially 

easy. However, the voice will always sound flattened/dead and the list goes, as the speech is 

generated by a computer and according to algorithm. 

The SS meetings were always secret. There were no pocket recorders or anything at this time. How 

would they have recorded Himmler? With a giant, recording device, or a cable microphone hidden in 

some pocket? Supposedly this thing was, according to mainstream (((History))), a total secret 

operation, only known to Himmler and Hitler, as claimed by mainstream jewish historians. Again, 

endless lies and jewish contradictions to catch all fish in the sea, just in case. 

This is no different than the 'gas chamber' hoax. The doors and even walls were leaking air, even the 

amount of time in conjunction to how much it takes to 'kill someone' by 'Zykon B', would need to be 

triple in order to kill the 6 gorillion the jews claim. It would take a century given all the factors. But of 
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course, where there is heavy magick, facts go out of the window. Even today, killing people by 

alleged gassing, in the developed facilities we have is gladly impossible. 

But it 1943 with the technology then, it would be extremely possible wouldn't it. Sounds as 

impossible as the pocket microphone that some secret Nazi SS used to record the secret speech of 

Himmler. Its an OY GEVALT situation from wherever one sees it, simply because these lies are too 

huge and only prey on emotion. If evidence comes in, off they go out of the window. This is why 

investigation in such has been criminalized. 

The holohoax lies collapse onto their own self. You can also look around for your information. 

Satanism is about self-inquiry. If we go to answer every demand with all the supposed evidence that 

can be googled, we might as well write a bible and pass it around to people, and form xianity 2.0. 

A thing to watch is also this, Ursula Haverbeck's interview. This elderly woman is in jail because she 

dared 'question' the biggest lie in history, only second to xianity: The Shoah Bussiness. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPa_QeV9KDM 

Do we honestly think that the jews can't make up a speech? Also, the allies raved the archives of the 

Nazi and such as speech would be found, would be used in Nuremberg. Is it so hard that in a decent 

speech, we get someone for instance with a similar voice, pretending the record is a bit broken, to 

say anything whatsoever? 

The Gods will answer to all of your questions and lead you to your answers. These answers are for 

you. We, we know the Truth so its not our concern to 'make believe' with anyone randomly. The 

institute of historical review is a good place to start. You need to criss-cross all the sources to get into 

an understanding. 

Heinrich Himmler: The Fake Posen Jewish-Extermination Speech: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=voR2SRG9SMg 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

__ 

 

 

Another post below by TheFourthReich666 

 

Here is another hoax. Please note this speech has many phrases such as "Thank god" none of which 

are too bad. Himmler expresses his hate in this speech aswell, you will find quotes such as: Every 

convinced Christian is against us. – Heinrich Himmler 
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This speech was edited by the Allies to say the holocaust happened in the Nuremberg trials. Much of 

what is in this article, is not my words. This is because there is no point in me to put precious time 

and effort into something which is so openly available. 

 

This will be posted in two parts as it is too large to post as one 

__________________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

 

PART 1 

 

The Fake Speech by Himmler 

 

NOTE: Here is another hoax. Please note this speech has many phrases such as "Thank god" none of 

which are too bad. Himmler expresses his hate in this speech aswell, you will find quotes such as: 

Every convinced Christian is against us. – Heinrich Himmler 

This speech was edited by the Allies to say the holocaust happened in the Nuremberg trials. Much of 

what is in this article, is not my words. This is because there is no point in me to put precious time 

and effort into something which is so oppenly available 

__________________________________________________________________________________

_________________ 

 

Reichsfuhrer-SS Hienrich Himmler [Heil!] Supposedly gave a speech to very High Ranking members of 

the Waffen-SS regarding the extermination of the Jews given on the 4 and 6 of October on Pozen, 

Poland. This speech, like all the other allied hoaxes such as Malmendy and Lidice, arose in the 

Nuremberg Trials. 

 

When historians look over a speech for legitimacy, the search for contradictions, words of context, 

etc. This speech contains out of context words everywhere. And this speech was meant to be top, 

TOP secret.....yet the Nazis were stupid enough to record right? 

 

Regarding the recording: 

 

The Holocaust History Project says: "There is a faint before-and-after echo that can be heard at loud 

portions of the speech, most notably when Himmler shouts "gnadenlos" ("mercilessly"). This is from 
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the magnetic impressions bleeding through two or three layers of tape on a reel, and indicates that a 

source for our recording spent some years on tape. Whether that is Himmler's original tape or the 

National Archives' master tape made in the 1970s is, at this time, unknown." The same writer also 

admits that it is unknown whether the original medium was magnetic tape or phonograph disc, 

which means that he cannot say that he has examined the recording in its original medium. That 

should be very troubling given the fact that the trustworthiness of the recording is in question..... 

 

It was completely feasible to edit sound recordings after Germany was defeated in 1945, since 

magnetic recording tape, which unlike wire recording or phonograph record is easily cut and spliced, 

had already been invented (by a German) in 1928. According to the U.S. National Archives (cited by 

The Holocaust History Project) the most common method of recording speeches in the Third Reich 

was direct recording to phonograph disc. Echos in this recording however indicate that the speech 

was stored for years on tape.*** This means that ample opportunity to edit the recording existed. 

 

Editing a sound-recording to make it seem more incriminating would not be the most outrageous 

thing that the Allies did in their propaganda during and after the war. (Cf.the U.S. Army's Why We 

Fight series, featuring undeniably fake Hitler quotes that could have been exposed by anybody who 

bothered to check, and deliberately misrepresented documentary footage from China.) 

 

It makes perfect sense to suppose that some similar shenanigans were committed in this case, 

because the content of Himmler's Posen speech of 4 October 1943, as it has been presented to us in 

this recording, makes no sense, even in relation to itself." /1 

____ 

In this speech Himmler is said to have said the extermination of the Jews is one of the 25 points of 

the NSDAP. However when we over the points, there is nothing linked to anything regarding the 

Eztermination of the Jews /2 

According to many holocaust deniers and those who defended Zundel, The original speech was 

tampered. It was re-written with different typeweiters. The original has never been seen before. All 

the Nazis who attended this speech also stated this. There is also another audio version, but you can 

be surprised of how much can be done with technology. This audio is an obvious hoax. 

 

Within this speech, he talks about the "extermination of the Jews" using the German verb 

Ausrottung 

 

"In 1993, Robert Wolfe, supervisory archivist for captured German records at the National Archives 

admitted that a more precise translation of Ausrottung would be extirpation or tearing up by the 
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roots. Wolfe also pointed out that in Himmler's handwritten notes for the speech, that Himmler used 

the term, Judenevakuierung, or evacuation of the Jews, not extermination." /4 

In fact, there are four different definitions of this verb: 

Ausrott/en v/t. (Plants) (also figurative): root out; (figurative), extirpate, eradicate, stamp out; 

(People) exterminate, wipe out; Ausrottung, f.: uprooting, extirpation, eradication; extermination; 

(Politics) (Entire peoples): also: genocide /5 

Here is a 1887 definition: /6 

It is fair to say that this verb means to kill. 

Here is an excerpt from the translation of the speech (look below) which talks about the holohoax. 

Whitlock's note are in [ ] and in bold 

 

The evacuation of the Jews 

 

I want to mention another very difficult matter here before you in all frankness. Among ourselves, it 

ought to be spoken of quite openly for once; yet we shall never speak of it in public. Just as little as 

we hesitated to do our duty as ordered on 30 June 1934, and place comrades who had failed against 

the wall and shoot them, just as little did we ever speak of it, and we shall never speak of it. It was a 

matter of course, of tact, for us, thank God, never to speak of it, never to talk of it. It made 

everybody shudder; yet everyone was clear in his mind that he would do it again if ordered to do so, 

and if it was necessary. 

I am thinking now of the evacuation of the Jews, the extirpation ["Ausrottung"] of the Jewish people. 

It is one of those things that's easy to say: "The Jewish people will be extirpated" ["wird 

ausgerottet"], says every Party comrade, "that's quite clear, it's in our programme: elimination 

["Ausschaltung"] of the Jews, extirpation ["Ausrottung"]; that's what we're doing." And then they all 

come along, these 80 million good Germans, and every one of them has his decent Jew. Of course, 

it's quite clear that the others are pigs, but this one is one first-class Jew. Of all those who speak this 

way, not one has looked on; not one has lived through it. Most of you know what it means when 100 

bodies lie together, when 500 lie there, or if 1,000 lie there. To have gone through this, and at the 

same time, apart from exceptions caused by human weaknesses, to have remained decent, that has 

made us hard. This is a chapter of glory in our history which has never been written, and which never 

shall be written; since we know how hard it would be for us if we still had the Jews, as secret 

saboteurs, agitators, and slander-mongers, among us now, in every city -- during the bombing raids, 

with the suffering and deprivations of the war. We would probably already be in the same situation 

as in 1916/17 if we still had the Jews in the body of the German people. 

The riches they had, we've taken away from them. I have given a strict order, which SS Group Leader 

Pohl has carried out, that these riches shall, of course, be diverted to the Reich without exception. 

We have taken none of it. Individuals who failed were punished according to an order given by me at 

the beginning, which threatened: he who takes even one mark of it, that's his death. A number of SS 

men -- not very many -- have violated that order, and that will be their death, without mercy. We had 
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the moral right, we had the duty to our own people, to kill this people which wanted to kill us 

["dieses Volk, dass uns umbringen wollte, umzubringen"]. 

 

[Translator's note: it is unclear whether the writer is referring to the Jews as a race, or to the Jews as 

saboteurs, agitators, and slander-mongerers; see above]. 

But we don't have the right to enrich ourselves even with one fur, one watch, one mark, one 

cigarette, or anything else. Just because we eradicated ["ausgerottet"] a bacillus, after all, doesn't 

mean we want to be infected by the bacillus and die. I will never permit even one little spot of 

corruption to arise or become established here. Wherever it may form, we shall burn it out together. 

In general, however, we can say that we have carried out this most difficult task out of love for our 

own people. And we have suffered no harm to our inner self, our soul, our character in so doing. 

Sources 

1/ National Socialist World View Blog 

/2. The Program of the NSDAP. 

/3. Codoh. 

/4. Cassel's German and English Dictionary 

/5. A New Compendious German and English Dictionary by William Dwight Whitney, Henry Holt & 

Co., New York, 1887. 

/6. Translation by Carlos Whitlock Porter: http://www.cwporter.com/posen.htm  
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Hindu Gods 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Wed Nov 14, 2018 5:26 pm 

In Hinduism the serpent God is called Shesa and Shesa is also called Vasuki. The Gods Visnu 

and Shiva are avatar's or personifications of this serpent God. Shesa is the serpent Visnu 

stands upon and is also called Patanjali meaning "Gift of the Serpent" Visnu is a avatar of 

Shesa. which is the official oldest text on the serpent power yoga though this has been 

corrupted by the enemy. And Vasuki [Shesa] is the serpent that Shiva wears around His neck 

and is an avatar of. The descriptions of Shesa/Vasuki are that of the kundalini energy and its 

stated when Shesa uncoils it creates the universal. This is the serpent power uncoiling in the 

mula and rising up the spine to the crown in Hinduism. The symbolism is based on the serpent 

energy. 
 

 

Enki was symbolized by a nine headed serpent in ancient Sumeria as well. Like Shesa in 

Hinduism. The nine heads are symbols of the nine major chakra points along the spine and in 

the brain. The color blue of Visnu and Shiva is the color of spiritual energy in the ancient culture.  
 

One of the names of Shesa is Sat in Sanskrit Shesa is used for the number Six but Sat is also 

used interchangeably as Six. Sat's full mantra is Satanama. Six is the number of the union of 

what brings about creation and Satanama is the five elements of creation and Shesa is the 

energy of creation hence 666 the number of the energy of the serpent which was shown as the 

sun. 
 

Satanama is where the name Satan comes from. 

 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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Hinduism 

by HP Mageson666 » Sat Apr 20, 2019 
 

 

This is an answer I gave to a question on the subject in the groups: 

 

Hinduism is a mixture of Jainism which is a non-Vedic culture and the Vedic culture. The 

remnant of actual Vedic teachings are in the Tantra's. Everything else that claims to be Vedic is 

mixture of Jainist cosmology and general ideology. Most of the core "spiritual" claims of 

Hinduism and its morality are Jainism. 

 

After this Hinduism got furthered mixed in with Islamic and Christian ideology as well. This 

seems to be where the Bhakti movements come from, an attempt to copy Islam. Bhakta 

movements arise in India during the period after the Islamic invasions. The Bhakti movements 

seemed to replace the more complex Vedic Tantra teachings with you just worship a monist 

Hindu deity like the Islamic's worship Allah and follow some moral teaching and you go to some 

paradise. One can note in the writings of the Vaisnava, Bhakti leader of ISCON, Prabhupada, the 

Bhakti attitude towards the Kundalini Chakra is one of contempt and Prabhupada makes 

mocking criticism of those who practice this method and develop Siddhi's. Prabhupada's attitude 

is normal of the Bhakti movement towards actual spiritual practice and development. The Bhakti 

movement is the moralism originally found in Jainism with the Islamic approach to worship of a 

supreme deity and merging this with Puranic and Epic literature of Hinduism and Vedantic 

monism of Adi Shankara. Which results in a dystopian mess. 

 

The other instance is the Jesuit infiltration into India, they where altering the Hindu culture for 

centuries by pretending to become Hindu Brahmin converts. The reason the Kundalini Chakra, 

the Tantra has all but vanished is due to the Jesuits removing this knowledge from Hindu society 

for centuries as Hindu Tantric, Guru's mentioned in the 19th century. The removing of spiritual 

teachings with the shift of focus into abnormal moralism and monist Bhakti movement to 

supplant the original teachings, provided a distraction for Hindu's to channel them into 

something which alters the culture and removes the understanding of real spirituality. This is the 

enemy tactic. 

 

Jainism is a proto-Christianity without the Jewish worship. It preaches hatred of the material 

world as evil, hatred of the body and normal desire and even the owing of possessions. It 

promotes celibacy, veganism, insane fasting and its saints just wander around naked in the jungle 

with nothing, fasting themselves to an early end. The highest level of Jainism is where Jains 

starve themselves to death. Jainism claims that by starving yourself, being vegan, celibate and 

such one purifies themselves of sinfulness and will ascend into some non-existent state to 

dissipate their consciousness back into the nothingness of the ether after death. They call this 

"Liberation" from the cycle of rebirth. Its a death cult. Buddhism can only be understood in the 

fact its a Jainist sect. The highest goal of Jainism is literal "extinction" of your own being, this 

survives in Buddhism. Scholar's have noted that the morality preached by Jesus in the four 
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gospels is identical to Jainism. If everyone followed Christianity as Christ taught, all humanity 

and civilization would go extinct. This is an alien program. 

 

The Jains claim their doctrine is over eighty thousand years old, but the only actual 

documentation we have of this cult is from around 2500 years ago. The actual manifestation of 

Jainism matches the time the Jewish race migrated into ancient India. The same alien practices of 

Jainism are found in the Jewish Kabbalah as well and form a lot of "spiritual" basis of Judaism. 

The fasting, veganism, celibacy, world hatred, body hatred, reality hatred, the creation of fantasy 

realms of supernaturalism that exists over this one and assigning to this the only good and 

merging this within a monism of Jewish proportions. The Jains like the Jews are also a Merchant 

class that is obsessed with materialism, for all their strange claims.  

 

The Jainist movement was also obsessed with changing the cultural demographics' of the Vedic 

society by aggressive political power. Many Jain's would use money power and manipulation to 

gain important positions in ancient Hindu, royal governments within the courts and attempt to 

convert the Kings and Princes to Jainism and then have them promote and force Jainism into 

society which was done by removing the previous spiritual teachings of the Vedic society and 

replacing them with Jain pseudo spirituality. This is the classical behaviour of the Jewish race.  

 

When Jainism was fully imposed on the population by the Emperor Ashoka with the sect of 

Jainism of Gautama. All knowledge and practice of the spiritual doctrines of our Gods where 

banned by law. There was massive destruction of libraries and its recorded the regime had 

mountains of scrolls of spiritual teachings burned in public. What was not destroyed was 

rewritten by the new regime who had control over all Temples and places of knowledge to 

conform to the alien ideology of the regime. This also included the executions of political 

dissents. Those who resisted the destruction of the spiritual cultural teachings. 

 

When Ashoka's regime collapsed the population revolted and destroyed the temples and 

monuments of the Jainist ideology of the Ashoka regime. And then a movement to go back to the 

spiritual teachings of the Gods went underway. From this period comes the Tantra period which 

are the Vedic teachings of spiritual cosmology, nature and the working of the Magnum Opus. 

The enemy attempted to infiltrate and destroy this movement mainly from Kerala, the major 

Jewish hub of power into which Jewish Christianity originally landed in India and then working 

with their brethren Jews, spread Christianity further into India. The teachings of Adi Shankara 

are found in the Kabbalah theosophy of the Jewish race. Shankara was from Kerala and his 

beliefs make up most of pseudo Vedic Hinduism. Shankara had a Jewish mind and attempted to 

corrupt the concept of the Ether or Brahman into something akin to the monist Jewish cosmology 

and supreme being.  

 

Note Ashoka's regime was very close politically to the Jewish oligarchs in Alexandria. This is 

because of the tribal connections of the Jewish race behind the scenes running Ashoka's regime. 

The Alexandria Jewish oligarchs later created Christianity and the Flavian dynasty, which they 

created, became the Catholic Church and forced the alien Jewish doctrine on the population. 

Then we note the same pattern as in India under Ashoka's regime. The destruction of the spiritual 

teachings and the previous society and its replaced by the alien program. 
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History Exposed The Jews Admit 

Christianity Is Jewish Witchcraft 

by HP Mageson666 » Tue Jun 11, 2019 

 

 

 

 

The Jewish history of the Rabbi's admit something important, the first Pope and founder of the 

Catholic Church the one all Popes ever since have worn his symbol on their ring, that of Peter 

the fisherman, was himself a Kabbalistic adept who was working with the Jewish Kohanim, his 

fellow Rabbinical leadership of the Jewish race to create Christianity and move its base of 

operation to Rome. The Jewish history states that Rabbi Peter was openly using Jewish 

witchcraft of the Kabbalah including numerous Hebrew Kabbalah formula's to manipulate events 

and the Gentiles who were converted into the Jewish plot to overthrow the Gentile world. The 

Romans stated Christianity was a "Jewish movement" and was banned by the Romans because it 

was a method of Jewish warfare against the population. The Romans banned the Torah in many 

cases for being Kabbalistic witchcraft so did the Greek leaders. The Jewish Rabbi's themselves 

state Kabbalah came from Abraham then the Torah from Moses to encode the Kabbalah. This is 

their way of educating their own that Kabbalah is the source of Judaism. 

 

The Jewish adepts and Rabbinical elites state that Judaism is based on "The Language Of 

Branches" this includes the Torah, its a symbolic occult formula method of writing to encode 

information. The Jews in their historical texts are informing their own that the Jewish Rabbinical 

elites created Christianity and the Catholic [universal] Church as their own program to overthrow 

the Roman Empire and take control over the Gentiles. The Catholic Church was created by 

Jewish Kabbalistic Rabbi's, who wrote the Bible and created the Christian ritual. Christianity is 

all Kabbalistic witchcraft of the Jewish race. The Jews freely admit this to their own. 

 

If one studies the history of Kabbalah in the western world it originally emerged into the public 

from the members of the Catholic Priesthood. The Jesuit Order, was founded by the Jewish 

Kabbalistic adept Loyola who himself was imprisoned previous to this, by the Spanish 

authorities for being a member of a Talmudic-Kabbalistic movement of Jews. The Jesuits entire 

system if one reads Loyola's works are all based on Jewish Kabbalah. The Jesuits run the 

Catholic Church, this is well documented they select the Popes as well from behind the scenes. 

This is however nothing new the entire Catholic Church was created and is always been run by 

the Jewish race as Witchcraft against the Gentiles to bring about what the Bible calls: The End 

Of The Gentiles.  

 

The images of the Popes all show them to be obvious racial Jews as well and sometimes it comes 

out they are Jews, into the public such as the Borgia popes, John Paul II and if one reads the 

historical list of the Catholic Popes further back it openly admits the long list of racial Jews were 

the original Popes, this includes the Cardinals and bishops as well. The Orthodox wing of the 

Catholic Church if one studies the mystical practices of such, that are ancient and from the start 
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of the Catholic Church, its from the Merkaba traditional of the Jewish prophets in the Torah, its 

Kabbalah they do not hide this either the writings openly admit they are using Kabbalah. 

 

This is why the Jewish Rothschild's who are Kohanim adepts are the bankers for the Vatican, 

thus making them the most powerful banking dynasty on earth. This is nothing new the Jewish 

bankers and money elites in the time of Charlemagne funded the Catholic Church and its military 

crusades into Europe. Charlemagne the military commander of the Catholic crusades made the 

Jews the bankers of his Empire and the record of history shows he himself was Jewish, Jewish 

historians also brag about this. His family was from the Palace Mayors who were put into power 

over the Frankish Empire by the Vatican, after they had the original Gentile King assassinated, 

they took power and became the ruling elites for the Vatican. The crypto Jews of the new 

Vatican elected dynasty then worked to turn Europe into a Catholic Empire of the Jews working 

with their fellow Jews in the banking and Vatican, they murdered their way through Europe for 

centuries then the rest of the world. Christianity is what allowed the Jewish race to gain control 

and maintain its control over the Gentiles. 

 

That is why every Pope wears the ring of the founder of the Catholic Church a Rabbinical master 

of Jewish Witchcraft. Even today the Pope is a Jesuit. 

 

 
 

The goal of the Christian religion is the goal of Judaism, to bring about the Jewish Messiah and 

give the Jews control over the world and bring about the end of the Gentiles. As the Jews admit 

the Christian religion and Bible is Jewish witchcraft. 
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Hitler, Vimana's, Nazi UFO's, The Moon and 

Antarctica 

by HP Mageson666 » Fri Feb 08, 2019 

 

 

 
This an answer I gave on another thread about the Professor says Alien spacecraft flying around Jupiter. 
 
 
My answer: 
 
Farrell wrote about this the NASA people that deal with space observation have a term "Little Green 
Men" because this is so frequently observed by them all the time they use it seriously not as a joke. 
There was a photo taken of a formation of flying Saucers over Washington DC after the war in the later 
1940's they where flying in the formation only used by the German Luftwaffe under the Nation Socialist 
period. This happened after it was announced in the American press Admiral Byrd's plan to turn 
Antarctica into a Atomic blast site and ring it with the worlds armed fleets as the America forces had 
been defeated in a battle for control of Antarctica by flying saucers with Nazi symbols on them. After the 
nice Seig Heilo, visit it didn't happen. A lot of UFO sightings on earth start in Europe and Latin America 
after the war. But there where other sightings going back hundreds of years such as the battle of the 
skies that happened over the German city of Nuremberg in 1561 and the obvious UFO's shown in the 
renaissance paintings and the accounts of the plague was that there where lights in the sky and UFO's 
would appear and then a mist would appear in the area and everyone would die from plague this was 
known so well that people started in the cities to light massive bon fires when this occurred as its sucked 
the mist into them and purified the air and saved entire populations. Even accounts of UFO's landing 
and figures in chemical suits coming out and spraying the crops and then people started to get the 
plague. There was also Pye's work with the star child skull where he had DNA testing done on it and 
proved it was Extra Terrestrial it was found buried in a native America site. Many of these Amerindian's 
tribes talked of the star peoples of different kinds. I suspect the battle over Nuremberg was our side 
being able to intervene and attack the enemies ships as they where planning on attacking the cities 
more directly. Who knows how many battles where fought and not recorded it might have stopped the 
plague ships. 
 
 
 
 
Many people in Hamburg and other German cities reported at the end of the war watching UFO's flying 
in low for take off and landings they where coming to pick up some people for sure. This also gets into 
where the Nazi's escaped to either off world or the inner world or both. Serrano who was initiated in 
Tibet and was friends with the Dalai Lama and a life long practiced of Kundalini Yoga's, stated he was 
visited by Hitler in the astral after the war had been over for awhile and told by him that he was alive. 
Serrano stated Hitler escaped in a UFO ship and would return one day to rule the world and create a 
Fourth Reich. 
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We do know from space videos our planet has fleets of enemy UFO's around such and they are using the 
moon as their base. Russian astronauts reported have psychic visons of angels telling them "god" does 
not want them to go into space and turn back now and such. That is the enemy.  
 
We went to the moon but the images show the background of the photographs where covered over. 
They are full of images of ruins and other ships. However we have never gone back and the Jews have 
sabotaged NASA to prevent us from going into space again.  
 
 
The ancient Aryan's did have Vimana's an actual engineer took the descriptions of the Vimana's in the 
Vimana sutra and drew the proper engineering blueprint the ancient Vimana's look like the Nazi UFO. 
The saucer shape relates to the Taurus field and how this is generated by the mercury ring in the center 
that spins and heats up and generates this energy field as well for gravity within the ship to be 
generated like the spinning of the earth generates gravity on the earth. There was a depiction of the 
ancient Vimana's from the Ramayana within an ancient Hindu temple they were painted to look like the 
typical UFO of today not the chariots in the sky. The Greeks who invaded India with Alexander reported 
being buzzed by two Vimana's. The ancient texts in India with Vimana's show the use of nuclear and 
possible chemical weapons being fired from them as well. There where sites found in India that are 
ancient and radioactive. The Mahabharata war the title means greater earth it was describing a global 
war that was fought with advanced Vimana's and weapons. However our solar system has the remains 
of a destroyed planet and Mars is wiped out on the surface and covered with nuclear blast sites and 
ruins. The Greeks wrote about other "earths" so did the enemy Bible and the ancient Vedic people did 
as well. The Jews stated their "god" destroyed other worlds before coming to this one. And they state 
their "god" is a collection of Reptilian Extra Terrestrials the same ones that gave them the nuclear bomb 
during the second war. Maybe Mahabharata was the greater Solar System. The Jewish "god" floods the 
earth in their Torah to wipe out the Race of beings descended from Orion. This flood actually happened 
to the planet globally when Phaeton was destroyed and Mar's was wiped out in this and the fall out of 
the oceans of Phaeton hit earth and flooded it drastically even creating the Himalayan and Andes' 
mountain ranges. There are whole barren looking area's of the American west where dozens of feet of 
earth where washed away in a massive flood that was ocean sized. 
 
Welcome to reality we are living the Movie Star War's. 
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Hitler, War, David Bowie, England Then And Now 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Tue Mar 27, 2018 8:18 am 

HoodedCobra666 wrote: 
 

HP Mageson666 wrote: 
No one in England wanted another war with Germany. It was forced on the populace by the 

Jews in control of the government from the top. 
 

Oy vey goyim how dare you imply that the English were held hostages by the jews and an 

alcoholic named Churchill...The English really wanted to threaten their empire and their 

wellbeing and waste their life after they had understood WW1 was a fraud. It was their 

decision goy see the English is English...White is only a social construct goy... 

 

 

 
My great Uncle who was at Dunkirk and fought thought the entire war stated to us he didn't fight 

Germany in the second war to have England over run with hostile foreigners who were turning 

our area's of London into no go zones for Whites. And a society where its a crime to be English. 

That was back in the early nineties. Its even worse now.  

 

Joyce a English National Socialist warned this would happen to England if they won the war. 

The Jews would ramp up English Nationalism for the war then they would flood England with all 

the non-Whites of the Empire and then make it a crime to even fly the English flag. The Jews 

hung Joyce after the war for being a real Patriot. Joyce fought the Jewish Communists in the 

streets and was known for the scar he had across his face from a bayonet from a Communist in 

the political warfare that was the time. The man was dedicated to his nation and race and a 

warrior against the Jews. They called him "Lord Haw Haw" but who is laughing now. The Jews 

and their communist cohorts want to even take down the statue of Nelson from Trafalgar 

square. Lord Nelson was a Patriot who died at Trafalgar leading his men to an epic victory 

against overwhelming odds, to keep England free. These people hate England for being White 

and Goyim.  

 

At the start of the war the Jews who run England put all the BUF members the English National 

Socialist Movement into prison camps along with anyone else who protested the war. My family 

talked about how the BUF had political rallies that drew hundreds of thousand of people to 

them. They also stated most people in England didn't want this war including the Prime Minister 

who the Jews cursed to death with kabala magic to get Churchill who a Jewish historian stated 

in his book "Churchill and the Jews" was a agent of the Rothschild's into office. The Royal 

Family also didn't want the war they sent Hitler all kinds of money during his campaigns and the 

former King of England was an open ally of the German National Socialist and Hitler. The Royal 

Family had their own family members killed in Russia by the Jewish Communists. The Czar was 

the grandchild of Queen Victoria.  
 

These people actually cared about the well being of England. I can't describe how terrible that 

war was for everyone. My grandfather was in Bomber Command during the war and he 

describe the long death lists of young men, many not even 25 that would go up after every raid, 
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all killed in action. Burned up in their bombers and ripped apart by AA fire over Europe. I knew a 

fellow who was in Bomber Command he told me about how his plane crashed landed shot up 

after a mission. All of his friends in the crew died horribly they slowly burned to death inside the 

plane with it blew up from the crash, most where just 18 years old. He only lived because he 

was the tail gunner and the tail turret broke off with him inside when they hit the ground. He still 

almost died. My one Great Uncle spoke about having to fight in the battles of the North Atlantic 

and how thousands of young men died burned to death on the waves or died frozen to death 

slowly in the freezing waters or downed in their ships or where blown apart. He had his Royal 

Navy warship sunk by a U-boat and just managed to get to a boat in time. Most of this friends 

didn't. My family also had their home destroy by bombs during the Blitz. And they talked about 

the terror of the V-2 rockets. My family lost a lot of friends in the war. They still had the bomb 

shelters in their backyard after the war for a garden shed. The Blitz started because Churchill 

was sending waves of English bombers to attack German towns and cities. The German air 

force was sent into destroy the Royal Air Force on the ground to stop this and it escalated from 

there. 

 

I will never forget Rudolf Hess who on Hitler's consent flew to England on a secret mission to 

meet with the Nationalist elements in the English Royal family and government to stop all of this 

from happening. Hitler bent over backwards to avoid this war. For this Hess was imprisoned and 

tortured by the Jews for decades till they murdered him in his jail cell.  
 

The cucks who like to hide behind their families who fought against Germany in Jew War Two. 

To hate Hitler are pathetic. Their families suffered because the Jews made their countries fight 

Hitler. Who Himself didn't want war. Hitler fought in the First War as front line combat solider the 

entire war and knew first hand how horrible war is. He didn't want his people to have to go 

thought this again or any other European nation. He wanted to preserve Western Civilization 

with National Socialism not have it destroyed in war. 

 

Its known now that Churchill along with Bacon, the Jewish run American Sectary of State made 

a secret deal with the Polish Government to get them to attack Germany to push Germany into 

the war. The Polish army was illegally occupying part of Germany. The Poles stated ethically 

cleansing thousands of Germans in Germany lands in one day at the Broomberg massacre the 

Poles killed 55 thousand men, women and children. Germany then attacked the Polish military 

in defense of the nation and people. The French and English forces also invaded into west 

Germany and were pushing into the Rhine land. So the German Army has to swing down and 

fight a defensive campaign to push foreign militaries who invaded their nation out of their 

country. This is also why Germany was forced to invade Norway. The English were already on 

their way with a military fleet and troops to turn it into a base against Germany. The German's 

managed to head them off and deny them this base. Its also document by historians that Stalin 

had amassed the largest army in history to invade Germany and all of Europe with in the 

summer of 1941. Which is why Hitler and his allies were forced to attack the Soviet Union. To 

stop the Red Army as they knew they couldn't survive the assault Stalin was planning. 
 

 

 

The Jewish Powers started that war to destroy Europe so they could take control with 

Communism. 
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Hundreds of English men volunteered to fight in the Pan-European Waffen SS against the Red 

Army.  
 

 

David Bowie also flew the BUF flags at the back ground of his rock concerts on stage. He was 

also openly pro Hitler, even speaking well of Hitler back in the day. Of course OY....VEH!!!! 

Sholomo can't have that. That is the real reason the Jews tried to deep six Bowie's career. 
 

My own English Grandmother spoke well of Hitler and that the war was regrettable. And she 

was a proud English women who hung the Queen's picture on the wall and all that. After the war 

many people were just glad the war was done with and just wanted to rebuild their lives and 

move on. The hatred for Germany was indoctrinated in the western populations for decades by 

Jews after the war to the insane levels its known at.  
 

General Patton also regretted the war and wanted to rearm the Germans under American flags 

to smash the Soviet Union. Patton was murdered by the Jews for this and for blowing the 

whistle on the Jewish Morgenthau plan which was the genocide of the German People. A million 

German men mostly just 15 year old kids who were put in uniform at the end of the war. Where 

mass murdered in the death camps run by the American forces after the war on the orders of 

the Jewish controlled American President Truman, with this plan. Truman admitted in the 
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missing three pages of his diary that were found in his library. He was pathetic pawn of Jewish 

power and nothing else and how he resented this and hated the Jews for it.  
 

If Europe is going to survive its going to have to reach upwards to the spiritual message of 

salvation for the European People that Hitler delivered to the world and stop cucking around. 
 

All of the hatred and lies about Hitler including the holocaust which has been debunked by 

numerous historians, forensic investigations and even debunked in court during the Zundel trial 

all come from only one place in history and its the Jews. The Jews want to destroy Gentile 

Humanity and enslave the rest of the Goyim in their insane talumdic agenda. So the agenda 

that wants to destroy you wants you to hate Hitler......WHY IS THAT? 
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So stop doing this already and get woke. 
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Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 

 

Re: Hitler, War, David Bowie, England Then And Now 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Wed Mar 28, 2018 7:33 am 

The Ottman Empire was taken over by the Jews with the Young Turk movement and destroyed 

from within during the war. This was to ensure the break up of the Ottman Empire by the British 

and creating the stage for the creation of Israel out of this. The Balfour declaration is part of this. 

Atta Turk was himself a Dohmeh Jew who pushed Turkey into a secular republic to keep any 

Imperialist ambitions down like retaking the Levant. The Jews created the current Arab world 

after the first war with the British Imperial control of the region to divide the Ottman Empire up 

into smaller nations they could pick off one by one while putting their own into power with the 

Saudi's who control Mecca and the major oil flow in the region. They also created the Wahhabis 

to divide the Muslims up and get them fighting between Sunni and Shia to divide and conqueror 

further which has been going on. This was all planned out by the Rothschild's and other Zionist 

leaders before the first war. 
 

 

Mighty misho wrote:Hp mageson what is your opinion on ottman empire what was thier 

goal in ww1 ??? 

 

Re: Hitler, War, David Bowie, England Then And Now 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Wed Mar 28, 2018 7:37 am 

No he is Gentile his step father was stated to be Jewish however if I remember. Nothing will 

make you understand the Jews more then having to live with one. 
 

 

makesyouperfect1 wrote:pretty sure david is kike yes? 

 

Re: Hitler, War, David Bowie, England Then And Now 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Wed Mar 28, 2018 7:40 am 

The Jews are in there. But it was not until Princess Diana they were able to move right into the 

top rung. The Queen Mother didn't want Charles to marry Diana because Diana had Jewish 

blood. Now they have that level, this Kate Middleton is a Jewesses and her husband Prince 

William is part Jewish as well. They even had a Jewish wedding. 
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LuxDuellerIX wrote:hmm... i always thought England's Royal Families already infiltrated by 

Jewish blood through political marriage since medieval times... but this post made me think 

twice and looks like i need to do proper history learning.... 

 

Re: Hitler, War, David Bowie, England Then And Now 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Wed Mar 28, 2018 7:48 am 

Your grandfather was a great man. And your family deserves the thanks of the entire world for 

this. The victory in Spain halted a lot of the Communist expansion.  
 

Stalin was behind this and this is why Hitler and his allies intervened in Spain. Franco was 

something epic and was able to win by excellent ways of thinking. He was the first man in 

history to use air power to transport an army to a spot. It was because he was able to land in 

Spain overnight with a force they were able to win. Over here they glorify the Communist in the 

Spanish war. Of course they don't show the mass graves of old women that were raped and 

murdered by the Jewish Communists and other horrors. 
 

 

Wotanwarrior wrote:My grandfather who was a Falangist also supported Hitler, he always 

said how the Spanish communist revolution was directed directly by Stalin and the URSS, 

that the civil war was provoked by all the Soviet lackeys who wanted to establish a 

communist dictatorship in Spain and how Hitler helped Franco and other nationalists to avoid 

it. 

 

Re: Hitler, War, David Bowie, England Then And Now 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Mar 30, 2018 9:17 am 

What officially started the war was the Polish massacring thousands of Germans in the regions 

they occupied in a deal with Britain and America Jews. Hitler offered to withdraw all his troops 

from France and even lend German troops to protect the British Empire in return for peace. The 

situation with the USSR was also unavoidable. Hitler offered a lot to the Polish government for 

peace before this. Hitler didn't want to mess with the British Empire or England he even allowed 

the British Army to retreat from Dunkirk back to England. Hitler would have withdrawn his forces 

back into Germany and left it at that. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

 

Re: Hitler, War, David Bowie, England Then And Now 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Fri Mar 30, 2018 10:01 am 

Stormblood wrote: 
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EasternFireLion666 wrote:I sometimes wonder what goes trough Trump s mind given he is 

a servant of Pissrael... I think he does not like this and would like to break away. Don t get 

me wrong I don t care about him in this context. 

 

 

Easy. He is part Jewish. He has been exposed some time ago but I can't find the links of the 

people who did a thorough research in his genealogy. In any case, it only takes a look at his 

face and attitude, as well as focusing on his energy to understand his true colours. A kike is 

a kike is a kike. 
 

Watch this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4TPn019AUt0 The comment section is very 

funny. 

 

 

All jews want to break free from being jewish as being jewish is a permanent and eternal 

servitude to dark forces and reptilian aliens who are hostile and use them and abuse them like 

their slaves. This urge to try to break free but being unable to do so, because they have been 

genetically engineered for a very specific purpose, is the theme in the Old Testament when jews 

try to be Pagan.  
 

They fail to be Pagan and they always revert, with violence or on their own, back to being jews. 

They are a slave race without freedom to choose their own destiny. The jews have a love-hate 

pathological relationship with their own from which they can never break free. The enemy also 

tells them openly in the end of days many of them will get exterminated as well for the slightest 

disobedience.  

 

Jews are a sick gathering. 

 

Re: Hitler, War, David Bowie, England Then And Now 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sun Apr 01, 2018 7:17 am 

The first war was the first Zionist war. It was fought to break apart the Ottoman Empire and build 

Israel along with break apart the European Empires and create a global Communist system out 

of the chaos. The second war was also a Zionist war but it was just moving this ahead more.  

 

Re: Hitler, War, David Bowie, England Then And Now 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Thu Apr 05, 2018 8:41 am 

He cucked to save his career like most people. Most White People will get down and crawl in 

pig shit to prove their not racist over just a word. Not to mention save their music career. 

However Bowie knew the truth but the Jews never forgave him and pushed him to the back of 

the line and kept him there. You don't work in the music industry and not be woke to the Jews. 

As John Lennon mentioned. 
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Note he got mixed into the kabala and then drugs. Kabala is toxic. 
 

 

jay wrote:David Bowie later goes on and blames being on coke/drugs(which he obviously 

indulged in, many of his primeyears interviews he is a fidgeting drugaddicted mess) and 

"Kabbalism/Crowley Black Magic"(lol) for ever having supported Hitler/Fascism. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5UIzGKxiVAs 
 

He also jumped on the whole anti-white/SJW bandwagon complaining that ultratalented 

african american "musicians" don't get the coverage they deserve.....Oh and did I mention he 

is a race mixer(married a black women)....yeah.. wouldn't go as far to say that hes our guy. 

good write up, but adding him was kind of unnecesary other than the appeal of a mainstream 

name. i'm sure he realized something was wrong with mainstream society which led to him 

having rebellious views, but the drugs prevented him from ever fully realizing. 
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Hitler And Jesse Owens The True Spirit Of 

National Socialism 

by HP Mageson666 » Wed Feb 27, 2019  

 

 

Hitler And Jesse Owens The True Spirit Of National Socialism 

 

"When I passed the Chancellor [Hitler] he arose and waved his hand at me, and I waved back. I think the 

writers showed bad taste in criticizing the man of the hour in Germany[Hitler].- Jesse Owens 

 

"Hitler didn't snub me- it was FDR [my note a Jewish Communist] that snubbed me. The President didn't 

even send me a telegram!"-Jesse Owens 

 

 

 

 
"James Cleveland "Jesse" Owens{ J.C} (September 12, 1913 – March 31, 1980) was an American track 

and field athlete, and four-time Olympic gold medalist in the 1936 Games." 
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The myth that Hitler snubbed Owens put out by the Jewish media [the Jews themselves hate Blacks and 

call them slaves in their Torah] Owens himself has rebutted this and showed nothing but respect for 

Hitler and the German People.  

 

 

"Owens candidly told Ottley: "the Nazis bent [over] backward in making things comfortable for [blacks], 

even to inviting them to the smartest hotels and restaurants."[1] 

 

Further, Olympic newsreel footage shows Hitler watching Owens race. Owens was invited to Hitler's 

chancellery for a festive dinner for champions. Apparently, this was only publicized in the German 

press."[2] 

 

 
"German athlete Lutz Long talks to Olympic superstar Jesse Owens. With Hitler watching, Lutz held up 

Jesse's hand, shouting to the gigantic crowd. "Jes-se Ow-ens!", "Jes-se Ow-ens!". In fact the entire 

stadium started chanting too: "Jes-se Ow-ens!", "Jess-se Ow-ens!", Owens recalled: "My hair stood on 

end."[3] 

 

Yeah all those racist National Socialist German's showing their respects to a Black Man for his well won 

victory. Including a National Socialist German athlete holding up his hand and starting the cheer in front 

of the world. It was also Long as Owens stated who gave Owens on the spot coaching that helped him to 

win the gold, what a racist Nazi. 
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Long and Owens remained friends and even after Long was killed in the war, Owens and Long's family 

remained close friends up till Owens passing away. 

 

"Long and Owens corresponded after 1936. In his last letter, Long wrote to Owens and asked him to 

contact his son after the war and tell him about his father and "what times were like when we were not 

separated by war. I am saying—tell him how things can be between men on this earth". After the war, 

Owens travelled to Germany to meet Kai Long, who is seen with Owens in the 1966 documentary Jesse 

Owens Returns to Berlin, where he is in conversation with Owens in the Berlin Olympic Stadium Owens 

later served as best man at Kai Long's wedding." 

 

Leon Degrelle the famous Waffen SS General who was Hitler's close friend and Hitler spoke of as such: 

"If I ever had a son I would want him to be like Leon." Himself told the world the truth about the 

racialism of Hitler's National Socialism: 

 

 
 

 

This is why Hitler and his fellow National Socialist German's behaviour towards Owens and other Black 

athletes is not surprising its keeping with their actual character and why the Jews have to lie about this 

event to promote their lying propaganda. So what else are the Jews lying about when it comes to Hitler 

and National Socialism. 

 

Source 

Wiki 

[1] [2] [3]Black Nazis II!, Veronica Clark 
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Hitler And The Rothschild's 

by HP Mageson666 » Tue Jan 29, 2019 

 

 

 

The myths about Hitler and the Rothschild's are easily debunked. Hitler was not part Rothschild 

or did he work for them. He had the Rothschild criminal banking operations shut down totality 

and the Rothschild's put into prison as well. Hitler shut down the Rothschild's criminal banking 

operations totality in Germany, Austria and France. Putting them out of business in the National 

Socialist parts of Europe totally. 
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THE MYTH OF HITLER'S 'JEWISH' GRANDFATHER 

by Martin Kerr  

 

[note: Martin Kerr is a lifelong activist, a father, and a writer and editor on National Socialist 

themes. He wrote this standard refutation, which has well stood the test of time, in 1982.]  

 

Hitler was right: The more enormous and preposterous a lie is, the quicker it captures the public 

imagination and is believed, and the harder it is to dispel.  

 

". . . Since the great masses of people in the very bottom of their hearts tend to be corrupted 

rather than purposely evil, and that, therefore, in view of the primitive simplicity of their minds, 

they fall more easily victim to a big lie than to a little one -- since they themselves lie in little 

things, but would be ashamed of lies that were too big.  

 

"Such a falsehood will never enter their heads, and they will not be able to believe in the 

possibility in others of such monstrous ef¬frontery and infamous misrepresentation; yes, even 

when enlightened on the subject, they will long doubt and waver, and continue to accept at least 

one of the claims as true. Therefore, something of even the most insolent lie will always remain 

and stick. . . ." Mein Kampf(1)  

 

It is one of the cruel ironies of history -- though perhaps not an unexpected one -- that having 

exposed and denounced the technique of the Big Lie to the world, Adolf Hitler himself became 

the subject of a whole slew of falsehoods and calumnies.  
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It is not our purpose here to investigate all of the Big Lies which have been propagated about 

Adolf Hitler, National Socialism and the Third Reich, but rather to focus on one of the most 

long-lived and pernicious of these lies: That Hitler was of partially Jewish ancestry.  

 

There are a number of variations of the "Hitler was part Jewish" myth, which generally have two 

things in common: Most are based on the accusa¬tion that Hitler's paternal grandfather was a 

Jew, and all are thoroughly discredited by the available documentary evidence. That this charge 

is still repeated today is a testament to the enduring and burning hatred which Adolf Hitler's 

enemies still harbor for him, even now, decades after his death. At the same time, it is a classic 

example of the contempt for the truth which many anti-Hitler System historians display when 

discussing the National Socialist era in Europe .  

 

In point of fact, the Hitler family, including Adolf Hitler's paternal grandfather, is one of 

unimpeachable Aryan lineage. Through the records of births, deaths and marriages kept by the 

Roman Catholic church, it is possible to trace Hitler's forebears back hundreds of years.  

 

The family, which lived since time immemorial in Upper Austria, was of solid German peasant 

stock, and Hitler's immediate ancestors were all either small farmers or craftsmen. (The notable 

exception to this, of course, was Hitler's father, Alois Hitler, who was a commissioned official in 

the Austrian customs service.) The spelling and pronunciation of the family name as "Hitler" is a 

fairly recent development. Older versions include "Huettler" and "Hiedler," the former being the 

original family name from which the other forms were derived.  

 

The sole irregularity in Hitler's ancestry was the illegitimacy of his father. Because he was born 

out of wedlock, Alois Hitler bore the maiden name of his mother, Maria Anna Schicklgruber, for 

a good portion of his life. Even after his mother finally married [his father], Johann Georg 

Hiedler, Alois retained the name Schicklgruber. Not until he was 39 years old did he reclaim his 

proper family name, which he spelled and pronounced in the manner which the world has come 

to know: Hitler!(3)  

 

Yet this illegitimacy in itself is not significant or even unusual. As the anti-NS historian Bradley 

F. Smith notes in his well-researched and generally impartial book Adolf Hitler: His Family, 

Childhood and Youth (1967):  

 

Although illegitimacy was frowned upon by the authorities, especially the Catholic Church, it 

was common in the Austrian countryside. In some districts, 40 percent of births were 

illegitimate. The figure for Lower Austria as late as 1903 was still 24 percent. An illegitimate 

child in a peasant household, therefore, was not an unusual phenomenon .... "(4)  

 

Unusual or not, the illegitimacy of Alois has served as a crucial factual base for those who seek 

to spread the falsehood that Hitler had a Jewish grandfather.  

 

Early Smears  

 

As anyone who has firsthand experience in the racialist movement knows, it is common practice 
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for the Jews themselves to attempt on occasion to discredit up-and-coming anti-Jewish 

personalities by spreading spurious rumors that this or that leader is really a Jew, or a 

homosexual, or a communist, or a government agent. Indeed, with slanders of this sort even 

some individuals within the racialist movement will attempt to undercut their political rivals.  

 

Adolf Hitler was the target of such underhanded, contemptible opposition from within the 

Movement at least as early as July of 1921. A clique of NSDAP members who evidently felt that 

Hitler was not suited to lead the Party began a whisper campaign that he was of Jewish ancestry.  

 

As is always the case in stories concerning Hitler's allegedly Jewish ancestors, these conspirators 

had absolutely no documentary evidence for their claims, and relied instead on false innuendo, 

unfounded suspicions and ill will. Their efforts culminated in the circulation of a leaflet by 

NSDAP member Ernst Ehrensperger, which read in part:  

 

"Hitler believes the time has come to introduce disunity and dissension into our ranks at the 

behest of his shady backers, and thus promote the interests of Jewry and its henchmen .... And 

how is he conducting this struggle? Like a real Jew."(5)  

 

Although this may have been the first effort to smear the Leader in this manner, it certainly 

wasn't the last. Throughout the 1920s and 1930s, those hostile to Hitler propagated a number of 

variations of this tale, induding versions that were often mutually contradictory. The London 

Daily Mirror futilely tried to add some substance to this lie in October 1933 by publishing a 

photograph of a tombstone of a Polish Jew who had borne the same name as the Leader. Two 

Jewish newspapers, Forward in the United States and Haynt in Poland, quickly took it upon 

themselves to spread this particular story further, the implication being that the deceased Jew 

were Hitler's grandfather!  

 

However, since this specific Jew was born in 1832, he was only five years older than Hitler's 

father, which meant that he couldn't have been the man who sired the illegitimate Alois [Ed.--

i.e., unless the Jew in Poland sired the Fuehrer's father in Austria at age five.]  

 

Thus the first "Jewish grandfather" story was laid to rest.(6)  

 

The infamous anti-National Socialist propagandist Konrad Heiden, himself part-Jewish, also 

suggested in his venomous biographies of Hitler, published in 1932 and 1936, that the Leader 

was of Jewish descent.  

 

Although these books were highly regarded in circles hostile to the Movement, this one lie was 

correctly deemed too unlikely to be taken seriously and was generally dismissed.(7)  

 

Hans Frank's Big Lie Disproved  

 

Strangely enough, the most persistent version of the myth was not widely publicized until 1956, 

long after the Leader's death, with the publication of Franz Jetzinger's Hitlers Jugend: 

Phantasien, Luegen-und die Wahrheit (Hitler's Youth: Fantasies, Lies and the Truth). Whereas 

previous attempts to stigmatize Hitler by accusing him of being part-Jewish simply took the form 
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of wild rumors which were as devoid of documentation as they were detached from reality, 

Jetzinger at least made some effort to back up his case.  

 

Bradley Smith summarizes Jetzinger's charges:  

 

In the German edition of his book, Hitlers Jugend (pp. 28-35), and especially in the later English 

abridgement, Hitler's Youth (pp. 19-30), Jetzinger argues, with increasing enthusiasm, that Alois 

Hitler's father was really a Jew from Graz by the name of Frankenberger ....  

 

Jetzinger's only source for these surprising contentions is Im Angesicht des Galgens (In the Face 

of the Gallows), written by Hans Frank, former Nazi lawyer and Governor General of Poland, 

while awaiting execution at Nuremberg.  

 

In a narrative studded with demonstrable errors (that were exposed in part by Jetzinger's own 

research) Frank states that towards the end of 1930 he went to Austria on Hitler's orders to 

investigate a threat of exposure of an alleged Jewish ancestor of the Fuehrer.  

 

In Graz, Frank claims that he learned Alois' mother had been employed by the Jewish family 

Frankenberger, that she had become pregnant while in their employ, and that the family paid her 

support money in later years on the assumption that the child's father was the young 

Frankenberger .... Frank's narrative is vague and lacks confirming evidence. He claims letters 

were extant to support his story, but neither he nor anyone else has ever been able to produce 

them.(8)  

 

Although it most assuredly was not his purpose in once again raising the "Jewish grandfather" 

allegation, Jetzinger performed in this way a valuable service to our Movement, for his 

accusation spurred other researchers on to determine once and for all the truth or falsity of the 

myth.  

 

What these researchers found, of course, was that Hans Frank was lying.  

 

The German historian and biographer of Adolf Hitler, Werner Maser, who is somewhat less 

hysterical in his opposition to National Socialism and its founder than other anti-NS writers, 

discovered that:  

 

"... None of the Frankenbergers known to have lived in Graz [Ed.--capital of Upper Austria, 

whence, BTW, Arnold Schwarzenegger] could have been the father of Alois Schicklgruber, nor 

does there appear to be any trace of a German Jew bearing this name or any variant thereof in the 

nineteenth century.  

"Indeed, from the end of the fifteenth century until a decade after Maria Anna Schicklgruber's 

death, no Jews were residents of Graz. Under the terms of the treaty concluded on March 19, 

1496 between Emperor Maximilian I and the Styrian towns, all Jews were to be expelled from 

the province by January 6, 1497  

 

".... Not until 1781, in the reign of Joseph II, were they allowed to re-enter the Duchy of Styria 

and then only. for a few weeks at a time, ... when they were admitted to the annual fairs in Graz, 
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Klagenfurt, Laibach and Linz against the payment of a fixed sum.  

 

"But as early as September 9, 1783 the rights of the Jews were again curtailed, a measure that 

was reinforced by further discriminatory regulations in 1797, 1823 and 1828. This situation 

remained unchanged until the beginning of the 1860s ....(9)  

 

In other words, it is simply impossible that in 1836 Adolf Hitler's paternal grandmother, Maria 

Anna Schicklgruber, could have become pregnant by a Jew in Graz named Frankenberger, prior 

to giving birth to Alois Schicklgruber/Hitler, Adolfs father, in 1837.  

 

Picture 

 

Graz City Hall. We are told one "Frankenberger" impregnated Hitler's  

grandmother in Graz by 1837, although no Jews were in Graz before 1860. . . .  

 

Of course, the truth has seldom acted as a constraint on the more rabid anti-Hitler writers, such 

as Jetzinger. When, in 1956, the German magazine Der Spiegel published the results of an 

investigation which were the same as Maser's findings, Jetzinger was apparently unfazed. Smith 

notes:  

 

"In the English abridgement of his work, Jetzinger dismissed the Spiegel story, not by presenting 

new evidence, but by restating with increased emphasis that he believed Adolf Hitler's paternal 

grandfather was Jewish."(10)  

 

It is impossible to ascertain today why Hans Frank told this unfounded and outrageous 

false¬hood. It is clear from the confused state of his biography(11) that he suffered a mental 

collapse from the strain of his imprisonment and the Nuremberg kangaroo-court proceedings. 

One can only assume that the "Jewish grandfather" story he related was the product of this 

psychological debility.  

..  

It is less clear why Jetzinger so uncritically accepted Frank's story, especially after it was 

factually refuted by other anti-National Socialist historians. And it is absolutely astounding that 

still other historians continue to this day to parrot such nonsense in the face of a wealth of solid 

evidence disproving it.  

 

Anti-Hitler Writers Ignore the Evidence  

 

For example, the System historian Robert Waite, in a book published in 1977 (some 21 years 

after the Spiegel investigation), relates Hans Frank's assertion that Hitler's paternal grandfather 

was Jewish, saying:  

 

"Despite Frank's reputation as the 'Butcher of Poland,' there would seem to be reason for 

believing his story. He wrote his memoirs as a condemned man who had converted to 

Catholicism. He wrote, in part, to expiate his sins. He had no apparent reason to misrepresent 

Hitler or to invent the story."  
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Waite's work, by the way, is entitled The Psychopathic God Adolf Hitler, the title indicating the 

level of historical objectivity which the author maintains throughout the book.  

 

Others, while repeating Frank's long-disproved charges, have been less enthusiastic about an 

unqualified acceptance of them. Joachim Fest, in his biography of the Leader, concedes that 

Frank's story is "exceedingly dubious" and that "recent research has further shaken the credibility 

of his statement, so that the whole notion can scarcely stand investigation."13  

 

Having said this, however, Fest proceeds to speculate that Hitler himself may have believed 

Frank's tall tale and that "Frank's findings [sic] forced Hitler to doubt his own descent."(14) It 

should come as no surprise that Fest produces zero evidence to back up this peculiar notion.  

 

Perhaps the most widely-read recent biography of the Leader is John Toland's Adolf Hitler 

(1976). Ignoring the investigations into Frank's story by Der Spiegel, Bradley and Maser--all of 

which were available to him--and spurning any personal research into the matter, Toland says 

that Alois Hitler's father was probably a man from the neighborhood. There is a slight possibility 

that Hitler's grandfather was a wealthy Jew named Frankenberger or Frankenreither; that Maria 

Anna had been a domestic in this Jewish household in Graz and the young son had gotten her 

pregnant. (15)  

 

He goes on to cite Jetzinger as one source for this story, remarking that Jetzinger's book is 

"generally accurate." It should be noted that Toland [Ed.--1912-2004] may have a personal 

psychological motive for wishing to believe the discredited "Jewish grandfather" tale: He himself 

is a race-mixer with a Japanese wife and thus may be overly eager to project his own lack of 

racial integrity onto others.  

 

Yet for all their scholarly dishonesty, Waite, Fest and Toland (each of whom is at least nominally 

Aryan) do not begin to approach the absurd claim made by the Jewish psychologist Walter 

Langer.  

 

In The Mind of Adolf Hitler (1972), he presents what is perhaps the most brazen and insulting 

version of the "Jewish grandfather" lie. In this "psychohistorical" analysis of Hitler's personality, 

Langer relates an account of Hitler's ancestry which maintains that his paternal grandfather was 

actually a member of the Rothschild family living in Vienna. He does not offer a single piece of 

evidence or documentation to substantiate this remarkable claim, but instead lists "several factors 

which seem to favor its possibility," including:  

 

". . .the intelligence and behavior of Alois [Hitler's father], as well as that of his two sons [Adolf 

and Alois, Jr.], is completely out of keeping with that usually found in Austrian peasant families 

.. . . Such ambitiousness and extraordinary political Intuition are more in keeping with the 

Rothschild tradition."  

 

In other words, Hitler was too intelligent and capable to have been descended from humble 

Aryan peasant stock and therefore must have been part Jewish.  

 

What incredible arrogance!  
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We noted earlier that the very first people to spread the canard that the Leader was Jewish were 

Hitler's opponents within the Movement. Thus it is sad but un- surprising that his present-day 

racialist critics have tried to breathe new life into this falsehood. "Direct Action," a Canadian 

racialist newsletter with National Bolshevik leanings, repeated the Hans Frank accusation as 

recently as December 1980.(17) It further charged that S5 leader Reinhard Heydrich was also 

one-quarter Jewish, and declared that one of the real reasons that the traitor Gregor Strasser was 

executed at the time of the Roehm putsch was that he had "proof" of all this.' (18) The newsletter 

does not explain why Hans Frank was not executed by the SS, too, if he was also in possession 

of this elusive "evidence."  

 

Lies Die Hard ...  

 

Lies die hard-especially, when they are deliberately propagated by scoundrels disguised as 

scholars or by those who have a political axe to grind. And yet, sometimes real events lend an 

aura of credibility to that which is false.  

 

The unfortunate attraction that National Socialism exerts over certain unstable, self-hating Jews 

and part-Jews is well-known throughout the Movement.  

 

This is particularly true of the grotesque, distorted parody of true National Socialism which has 

been labeled "Hollywood Nazism." Since the revival of the Movement in the early 1960s [Ed.--

by George Lincoln Rockwell, 1918-1967, Cmdr, USN], there have been a number of Jews who 

have so strongly identified with the Movement that they have concealed their racial ancestry and 

joined our ranks. In at least three cases(19), these sick individuals have risen to positions of 

media prominence before having their backgrounds exposed.  

 

In the most notable of these instances, Frank Collin/Cohn, founder of the splinter group which 

calls itself the National Socialist Party of America, was widely presented to the public by the 

media as the classic example of a "Nazi" leader who was secretly a Jew. (20)  

 

This and similar cases only serve to reinforce the popular misconception that Hitler himself was 

of Jewish descent.  

 

Insult or Compliment?  

 

These tales are spread, of course, in the hope that they will somehow discredit Adolf Hitler, his 

Idea and his Movement. National Socialists take such accusations as an insult-and rightly so.  

 

Still, in a way, they are an unintended compliment. In the case of great men, it is quite common 

for Jews and others to besmirch their Aryan pedigree or reputation, or claim Aryan 

accomplishments as their own. Christopher Columbus was also Jewish, they would have us 

believe, and likewise Shakespeare was a homosexual, Beethoven a Negro and Thomas Jefferson 

a race-mixer. When the Jews and their lackeys raise such preposterous allegations against the 

Leader we may wax indignant outwardly, but inwardly we should smile.  
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We should smile because we know that such accusations are totally false, and can be so proven. 

But we should also smile because we know, as National Socialists, that Adolf Hitler's memory 

belong not only to his few faithful disciples today but ultimately to the entire Aryan race.  

 

"Gentlemen! 

 

Never forget this: Your names will long be forgotten even before your bodies have rotted away 

in the earth. But the name Adolf Hitler will still be a light in the darkness.  

 

You cannot murder him by drowning his memory in your slop-buckets and you cannot strangle 

him with your filthy, ink-stained fingers. His name exists forever in hundreds of thousands of 

souls. You are far too insignificant to even touch him.  

 

He loved Germany, he fretted over Germany. When he fought for honor and respect it was for 

German honor, for respect for Germany and when there was nothing left, he gave Germany his 

life.  

 

What have you given so far? Which one of you would give his life for Germany? The only things 

you care about are riches, power and never-ending luxury items. When you think of Germany, 

you think of indulging your senses without responsibility, without cares?  

 

Trust me on this: The Fuehrer’s utter unselfishness in word and deed alone guarantees his 

immortality. The fact that the bitter fight for Germany’s greatness wasn’t crowned by success, as 

with Cromwell’s in Britain, has a lot to do with the mentality of the people involved.  

 

On the one hand the Englishman’s character is essentially unfair, ruled by jealousy, self-

importance, and a lack of consideration. But he never forgets he is an Englishman, loyal to his 

people and to his crown. On the other hand, the German with his need for recognition is never 

first and foremost a German.  

 

Therefore it doesn’t matter to you, you insignificant beings, if you destroy the entire nation. Your 

only guiding thought will always be: me first, me second, me third.  

 

In your worthlessness, you will never think of the welfare of the nation - and with that pitiful 

philosophy you wish to prevent the immortality of a giant?  

 

Paula Hitler, Berchtesgaden , May, 1st. 1957  
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This Blog Linked From Here The Web  

 

http://national-socialist-worldview.blo ... r-and.html 

 

 

24 August 2010 

Hitler Had No Jewish Grandfather -- And He Wasn't Part-Negro Either, You Nut!  

 

 

This map shows the distribution of the Y-chromosome that a news-item in the Daily Mail is 

claiming demonstrates that Hitler was descended from Blacks and Jews. Really! 
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The article says, "A chromosome called Haplopgroup E1b1b (Y-DNA) in their samples is rare in 

Germany and indeed Western Europe." Rare? According to the color-coding of this map, this 

chromosome is carried by a minority of men in Germany but it isn't extremely rare. In any case it 

is much more common a little farther south in the Balkans. It seems to occur in more than 25% 

of the male population along parts of the Adriatic coast. This chromosome is not even close to 

being confined to either Africans or Jews. 

 

 

The fact that Hitler carried a mutated Y-chromosome that is also carried by 18-20% of 

Ashkenazi Jews and by mixed-race people from some coastal regions of Africa does not even 

begin to imply that Hitler is descended from either Negroes or Jews. If it were a Negro 

chromosome it would be common in the heart of Africa, and it is not. If it were a Jewish 

chromosome then it wouldn't be much less common in Sephardic Jews, and it is. This is bad 

journalism and junk science, preying on the ignorance of the reading public. 

 

 

Two years ago the same journalist who published this claim, Jean-Paul Mulders, published the 
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conclusion that Hitler did not have a Jewish paternal grandfather as had been rumored.* The fact 

that Hitler shares identical Y-dna with other Hitlers and Hiedlers and Huettlers proves it. Here is 

the summation from a Belgian news source, dated 25 August 2008: 

 

 

 

Hitler n’avait pas de sang juif et pas de fils en France, indique une enquête de Jean-Paul 

Mulders, journaliste au quotidien flamand Het Laatste Nieuws. Mulders est parvenu à 

déconstruire ces deux mythes grâce à des enquêtes ADN. Le journaliste s'est rendu en Autriche 

et aux Etats-Unis et est parvenu à obtenir des échantillons ADN des membres de la famille de 

l'ancien Führer. Le chromosome Y des échantillons autrichiens et américains semble 

parfaitement correspondre, ce qui signifie que Hitler était bel et bien un Hitler et que la rumeur 

selon laquelle il avait un grand-père juif et qu'il était un bâtard est fausse.[source: DH.be] 

 

 

Translation:  

 

 

Hitler had no Jewish blood and no son in France, indicates an investigation by Jean-Paul 

Mulders, journalist for the Flemish daily Het Laatste Nieuws. Mulders was able to deconstruct 

these two myths thanks to DNA testing. The journalist went to Austria and the United States and 

was able to obtain DNA samples of members of the old Fuehrer's family. The Y-chromosomes 

of the Austrian and American samples seem to match perfectly, which means that Hitler was 

well and truly Hitler and that the rumor according to which he had a Jew as a grandfather and 

that he was illegitimate is false.**  

 

 

Maybe Mulders is trying to make amends to the powers that be with his current tenuous effort to 

restore doubt about Hitler's racial forebears.  

__________________ 

* This was an unintended consequence of Mulders' investigation of the claim by a Frenchman 

named Jean Loret that he was Hitler's illegitimate son.  

** It was Alois Hitler who was born out of wedlock, but his father Johann Georg Hiedler married 

his mother Maria Schicklgruber when Alois was only five years old; many years later Alois had 

his legitimacy formalized before a parish priest. The rumor, mentioned (and dismissed) in David 

Irving's Hitler's War, that Adolf Hitler himself was born illegitimate, is an obvious corruption of 

that story 

Top 
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Hitler Avatar 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Wed Mar 28, 2018 8:50 am 

In the west due to the works of Savitri Devi is the ideal of Hitler as an Avatar [also Avatara in 

Sanskrit] of Vishnu. This however is not understand as its been presented.  
 

Devi was a European Hindu who lived in Hindu India. What Devi related was what is and 

already spoken to be real in Hindu India when she lived there. Among the Hindu leaders and 

Swami's who held this ideal of Hitler. Prabhupada one of the most famous Hindu spiritual 

leaders who came to the west himself stated Hitler was an Avatar of Vishnu. Prabhupada also 

stated something important that Hitler and the German's did have the plans for the Atomic bomb 

but Hitler forbade this from ever being developed in the name of humanity. Prabhupada also 

stated he knew the Holocaust was a hoax as well. He also spoke out against race mixing. He 

was also murdered. 
 

The Hindu's believe that the three energies of creation have personifications in the symbolic 

forms of the Gods and Goddesses. Vishnu is the symbol of the energy of the serpent power in 

Hinduism that which creates and sustains life. This God is also Venus to the Hindu's. If one 

studies the ancient texts the titles of Avatar was given to Yogi's who had finished the Magnum 

Opus and had obtained high levels of this.  
 

Calling Hitler an Avatar of Vishnu was simply the Hindu's understanding that Hitler was a being 

of high spiritual obtainment. However the problem is this part has not been mentioned is this 

ideal is a title given to people who have ascended to high levels of transformation of the soul by 

the serpent power Yoga. Hence you need to actually practice this to move in this direction 

yourself. Its known Hitler practiced this his entire life starting as a young man. He read the 

spiritual societies writings that had information on this and also read the eastern texts that had 

been translated into German by the scholars. Hitler did also have Yogi Siddhi's as well which is 

the mark of high obtainment. This is why people who met Hitler stated there was always 

something different in a powerful and special way about him that is beyond a normal political 

leader. This is because he was a highly ascended and spiritually awakened being. The only 

other people ever mentioned who have this effect are highly obtained Hindu Yogi's and Swami's 

for the same reason. 
 

Hitler and the inner circle of the National Socialist Party were from the Thule Society which 

created the National Socialist Party and thus ran it. This was a spiritual society devoted to 

practices of spiritual ascension and rebuilding a spiritual nation who were working and in contact 

with our Gods and Goddess the patron Goddess of this society was Astaroth. The SS officers 

under Himmler's orders practiced Yoga and studied spiritual knowledge in their universities. 

Himmler carried a copy of The Bhagavad Gita with him and when Himmler met with Chandra 

Bose the Hindu National Leader who was also a student of Vedic spiritual knowledge and 

practices. Himmler had a day conversation with him on these subjects as a peer on the subject 

same when Bose talked with Hitler.  
 

Hitler was vegetarian because of this he studied mainly the Hindu system which orders such. 

The Vedic texts such as the Upanishads go on and on about serpent power yoga. One of the 

Upanishads is called the Kundalini Yoga Upanishad. The Nazi's sent massive teams to Hindu 
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India to translate these texts and bring them back to Germany as well.  
 

 

Avatara in Sanskrit relates to something important Tara means "Star" this is from the Goddess 

Tara the AV relates to the serpent energy as well. This title means one who has finished the 

Magnum Opus. The Goddess Tara is called Arya Tara in the east. The Goddess Tara in the 

east is given the star that relates to the constellation of Aldebaran which is what the Thule 

Society also symbolically gave to Astaroth as the name also relates to this. And what it means 

for the soul and origins. 

 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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Hitler Fought Against Organized Jewish Racism

by HP Mageson666 » Wed Jan 10, 2018 6:05 am 

Hitler Fought Against Organized Jewish Racism

This is from an answer I gave on a thread:

Table Talks has been altered like everything else.

That fact as I wrote in an article on the subject Hitler is the acknowledged liberator of India and the 
father of Indian independence by the Hindu swamis and scholars themselves. Srila Prabhupada is on
record stating this fact it was not Gandhi but Hitler via Bose who was the giver of Independence to 
Hindu India. 
Hitler and Bose worked together with their allies to liberate India from the Rothschild Empire, 
which was brutality oppressing the India population, including with genocide. There are murals of 
Hitler meeting with Bose the national hero of India all over the nation. The Jewish Rothschilds and 
their fellow Jewish oligarchs who ran the Empire also worked to destroy Hinduism in India as the 
last major Pagan Gentile land left. Thus following the Torah. The Rothschilds, in their own writing 
from the 19th century, call themselves the Messiah thus the Kings of the Jews race they inherited 
this mantle from Yacob Frank the Rabbinical Jew and founder of Communism who put the 
Rothschilds and Warburgs into power with his money and political connections. 
Frank was the political messiah of the Jews in his time.

You can also note, Hitler didn't invade the Soviet Union to rule it. But to destroy Jewish 
Communism and the Jewish Golem of the Red Army before their invasion on Europe along several 
fronts coming the next month, and Hitler wanted to give the people back their free nations. This was
stated by the Russian author Suvoro in his book on the subject which he wrote from the Soviet 
archives.    His books are banned in Jewish run Russia. 
Suvoro, who is no friend of Hitler, stated that the invasion of Hitler's forces into the Soviet Union 
had nothing to do with lebensraum or any maniac plans -- But it was a very rational decided plan 
and the only working plan to deal with the Soviet invasion that was coming as there was no other 
action that could be taken. It was self-defence of the European world against the criminal plans of a 
band of Jewish racist maniacs bent on world conquest and enslavement as their Torah is the 
blueprint for. 

Hitler's plans for liberated Europe follows his anti-Imperialist stance and the pointlessness of trying 
to rule vast different Empires.

Hitler always hated the Austro-Hungarian Empire because it was a polyglot failure and didn't want 
to recreate this.

If you study Hitler's writings and actions, he was not racist towards other groups. In fact, he was 
quite respectful towards other groups, which was outside of the norm for the time. Something to 
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note, Hitler lead a vast multi-racial and ethnic force in which everyone was treated with equal 
respect and not discriminated against based on race or ethnic background. This was vastly 
different from other nations policies who treated the different races and ethnicities serving in their 
forces as second-class people --- Including the American military, where Blacks were treated as 
second-class back of the bus types. 
There was the written memories of a Black solider who served in Hitler's army. He stated, the Black
soldiers were treated equal to the White solders they even ate at the same tables and slept in the 
same barracks.    This did not happen in the America Military.    The Officers and enlisted men in 
the SS also ate at the same tables this would not have happened anywhere else. This was done on 
purpose as the SS was the National Socialist force. And was against the class-ism of the previous 
world.

Hitler himself stated National Socialism was not about racial hatred of others, but love for one's 
own race and the want to improve the best traits of your own People. 
Hitler stated that National Socialism was based on mutual racial respect, racial self-determination 
and improvement for all Peoples.

Hitler did oppose the Jews because they are violently racist against His own People and the world 
and where trying to oppress the German People and destroy the nations of the world with 
Communism the messianic weapon of the Jews. Which is politicized Kabbalah theosophy and just a
manifestation of Jewish supremacy and racist predatory beliefs of the alien soul of the Jew. As 
mentioned Communism was created by Jewish Rabbi's. 

The Jews in charge of the Western Allies even worked to slow down the military advance of Patton 
and the British forces to allow for their Red Army to take as much of Europe as possible. Patton 
complained about this quite loudly. This on top of already agreeing to give away as much of Europe
as possible to Stalin at Yalta. 

As already proven in the court case of Zundel when the Holocaust was put on trial right from the 
Red Cross records which were admitted and the testimony of the Red Cross themselves on the stand
admitted as expert witnesses. The Red Cross had observers in the German camps the entire war and 
kept records. There was around two hundred and such thousand people who died in the camps. And 
they died due to ALLIED BOMBING RAIDS and the effects of the entire infrastructure of Europe 
being bombed to the ground by the Allies during the war. Not in homicidal gas chambers. The 
expert forensic testimony of the Leuchter Report sealed this fact. The Leuchter Report proved there 
was no poison gas used at Auschwitz. And it was scientifically impossible any of the shower rooms 
could have been used as gas chambers. The camps were industrial centres and the workers where 
needed to build war material which is why they were targeted by the Allies in bombing raids. The 
Jews that were put in the camps were done so as an understood legitimate threat to German security 
during the war as members of a hostile race. Every major sabotage group, guerrilla movement and 
such against the German's and their allies during the war was lead by Jewish people and operating 
as part of a larger Jewish network. Its no different then how Japanese were put into camps during 
the war by America and the Japanese also put British and American civilians who lived in China 
and the Far East in camps during the war as well. It was standard practice. 

The Zundel trial proved those people all died in the camps as victims in a horrific war started by the
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Elders of Zion to destroy the Gentile world. The Zundel trial is also the proof of why the Jewish 
power lobbies have made it against the law to question the Holocaust in 18 nations. Because the 
truth does not fear investigation. The Jewish presses also tried to claim the Germans murdered six 
million Jews in WORLD WAR ONE from 1914-1918.

Look at Palestine to witness who the genocidal, racist maniacs really are. The Jews. 

Hitler fought against this as the Jews were trying to turn the entire world in one large Palestine with 
Communism. As Hitler realized before His time. We are all Palestinians now.
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Re: Hitler Fought Against Organized Jewish Racism

by Egon » Wed Jan 10, 2018 1:02 pm 

He even mentioned in The State chapter that missionaries should not bother African tribes but left 
them alone to preserve their racial integrity, but somehow a quote or two of the Mein Kampf are 
taken out of context to show how Hitler hated blacks and stuff, while 70% of the bible is pure 
genocidal hatred towards heathens and some retarded wonder if the MK should either be printed or 
not while the bible and koran are spread everywhere.
Agenda de Rituais | www.alegriadesatan.com | Downloads | Alternative Yoga Program | 
Martial Arts

Re: Hitler Fought Against Organized Jewish Racism

by HP Mageson666 » Thu Jan 11, 2018 1:49 am 

When Hitler spoke of the “Reich” meaning ‘Empire’. He was speaking of the united states of 
Germany. Which is what the second Reich was the unification of different German states and 
regions into a nation. That was just the traditional German word for such. Like how we say "United 
States of America." This is why Germany had a national vote along with Austria to have Austria 
united into the Reich. Austria was the one German state that didn't become part of the Second Reich
because it was part of the Austro-Hapsburg Empire. Hitler put Germany back together again and 
ended the oppression and discrimination the German People were suffering and in the case of 
Poland outright genocide. He fought for the rights of his People.
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Hitler The Occultist 

by HP Mageson666 » Sun Sep 15, 2019 
 

 

 

A National Socialist leader in the region of Danzig, Herman Rauchning mentions conservations he had in 

private with Hitler: 

 

"To have magical insight was apparently Hitler's idea of a goal of human progress. He himself felt that he 

already had the rudiments of the gift. He attributed to it his success and future eminence. A savant of 

Munich...had also written some curious stuff about the prehistoric world, about myths. And visions of 

early man, about forms of perceptions and supernatural powers. There was the eye of Cyclops, or 

median eye, the organ of magic perception of the Infinite, now reduced to a rudimentary pineal gland. 

Speculations of this fascinated Hitler and he would sometimes be entirely wrapped up upon them. He 

saw his own remarkable career as a confirmation of hidden powers. He saw himself as chosen for 

superhuman tasks, as the prophet of the rebirth of man in a new form." 

 

This new man from this conversation is obvious its the spirituality transformed Aryan human who has 

transformed themselves with the internal practices that open the soul. The serpent power Yoga of the 

ancient Aryan Rishi's and Siddha's. Hitler is taking about this practice which activates the Siddhi's the 

spiritual psychic powers within. As Rauchning states this was a common subject that Hitler was focused 

on. 

 

Hitler when he lived in Vienna spent most of his time at the Hofbibliothek, which had been the previous 

court library of the Hapsburgs. This library was famous for containing spiritual texts on alchemy, magic 

and general spiritualist information from the personal collection of the former Emperor Rudolf II of 

Bohemia. 

 

Something to note as well, Dr.Stein an Austrian economist had purchased a copy of Parsifal from a 

second hand book story. He was so amazed at the notes in the book wrote by the former owner on the 

Germanic Pagan mythology and the concept of "racial magic" he went back to the store and asked the 

store owner who the previous owner of the book had been thinking it must have been a scholar on the 

subject on Pagan mythos. The owner told him it was one Adolf Hitler the local artist. Dr.Stein found 

Hitler who was working as a street artist at the time and had a conversation with Hitler that left him 

amazed at Hitler's level of understanding and knowledge on the subject. 

 

Racial magic was the ideal that each race had spiritual powers within their soul their blood, racial 

consciousness that could be awakened and activated. This was the goal of Hitler and National Socialism. 

 

Source 

Walpurgis Night, Thomas Sheridan 
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Hitler's Pact With The Devil 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Aug 03, 2018 10:12 pm 

Note Himmler ordered Otto Rahn to write the book "Lucifer's Court" which was distributed to the 

SS and Nazi Party members with Hitler's approval. Rahn gave numerous speeches to SS 

leaders and Nazi Party leaders on the subject proclaiming the religion of Lucifer in which he 

received standing ovations. Rahn would start his speech by stating to the audience..... 

"Greetings in the name of Lucifer who was wronged." 
 

The Nazi Party leadership was the Thule Society who's patron Goddess was Astaroth and they 

were in direct communication with our Gods and working to bring about an enlightened society 

and free world. Hence the Nazi's creation of free energy to liberate the world from the grip of the 

global Jewish energy monopoly which runs the world to this day and the Nazi's creation of 

Nationalist, debt free currency and goods and services economy . To liberate Germany and 

create a model for world liberation from the globalist Jewish banking monopoly. The Nazi's also 

worked to remove Christianity and bring in a future religion of spiritual enlightenment. The Jews 

were so threatened by the existence of the Thule Society they murdered seven members, 

during their Communist uprising. In which the leaders of the Thule Society had a major hand in 

destroying the same Communist uprising,  
 

 

 

"An unique document can be found amongst the specialists studying the mysteries of Adolf 

Hitler’s fantastic ascension, inexplicable from almost every perspective.  
 

The document, dating from 30th of April 1932, which is considered to be an authentic document, 

went through several technical expertise processes and it represents a deal that Hitler made 

with the Devil himself, according to the Russian website Afischa. Written in gothic characters, as 

it was used to in Germany in those times, the document is signed in blood and the expertise did 

not infirm neither the age of the blood, nor the fact that it belonged to the former führer. 
 

Remembering the allegorical formula from Faust by Goethe, Hitler committed through this 

document that he surrendered his soul to Satan in exactly 13 years. In return, the master of 

darkness, by using satanic paranormal means, was going to secure Hitler with limitless powers 

on one condition, that they were used in solely malicious purposes. 
 

Dr. Greta Layber, who is specialized in deciphering the ins and outs of the Third Reich, says 

that she verified the validity of the document from several perspectives and that it is genuine...." 

Source Ziare.com 
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Hollow Earth, Ancient Calendar, 

Subterranean Aliens And Civilizations 

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Mon Mar 11, 2019 
 

 

 

Among many theories about the earth, and it's shape, and other theories, there is the theory of the 

Hollow Earth. Now, this theory cannot really stand, as every object like a living object such as the earth, 

has to have a fiery core. The earth, contrary to popular belief, is not some amassment of bricks, tar, and 

petroleum, and it is quite 'alive', but not in the sense we humans are right now understanding of. This 

was well known to the ancient people, who paid homage in yearly celebrations to the earth. 

 

As I have written before, the Hollow Earth, is not really "Hollow" with a whole world in the middle. 

However, the crust of the earth has layers and layers. These layers are on the superficial levels 

humongous in size. Between these layers, there are full gaps, underground tunnels, or let's say "veins".  

 

Between these gaps, life can exist, provided one has enough technology or a means to provide necessity 

such as water and and oxygen. Even we humans have now constructed many bunkers and other things, 

on the very high layers of the earth, such as governments and many other institutions. 

 

The size of these 'layers' are basically as big as the face of the earth, minus the percent of depth divided 

by the size of the spherical range of the axis of the earth. I am not an expert mathematician, but people 

in ancient times had already proven the earth is close to what is a sphere, and therefore, by assumption, 

the above should help understand the size of these potential cities. 

 

Obviously, nothing could live on the absolute center of this sphere, or it would incinerate due to the hot 

magma. It's funny you have people saying the earth is "Hollow" with clouds and everything in it and then 

you have literally a sun in the middle, yet volcanoes erupt and literally bring out hot magma which 

proves what the earth has on the middle of it. One cannot live in the middle. 

 

From the above 'postulation' arose the meme of Hell being into the "Earth", because even the most 

primitive people understood that in the earth there is hot magma, and not a beautiful sun and clouds, 

and a second sky.  

 

Now between the "crusts" or "layers" or "plaques" of the earth, there are definitely underground cities. 

Many would more than likely be abandoned. In places like Peru or Turkey they have found said cities, 

and tunnels and all sorts of other cities exist all over the places where there are actual civilizations.  

 

Humans even without any major technological means were able to dig and create meeting points and 

underground cities such as the Malakope which was created by Greeks in Turkey to avoid persecution by 
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the Muslims. These could house as many as 20,000 people and they were not created by some sort of 

alien technology but by human hands. These are considerably a joke compared to what could be done 

today with our technology, or by an advanced alien race who may for whatever reason decide to 'settle' 

in said cities. On the above there were storage houses, beds, places to keep cattle, even chapels and 

other luxuries. And this was fairly recent and by human hands.  

 

If normal people without any tool of construction and supposedly 'primitives' can do the above, it is not 

an outlandish statement to say that people who can build Pyramids and other megastructures, can also 

create underground cities. 

 

It goes beyond saying that the American Government and many other govs also have underground 

bases at the size of full blown towns, who can keep people alive for decades by food, water, air 

conditioning, and whatever else imaginable. In other words, these things are extremely possible, and 

those who pretend to be 'open minded' and deny these realities are fools.  

 

In regards to the question on if there are aliens, both ours, and those of the enemy, on the earth, yes, 

there are. Especially of the enemy, even normal people have had the unfortunate experience to 

encounter reptilians in places like Mexico South America. According to what is 'rumored' by Ufologists, 

they are not that many, but they exist.  

 

Many of these reptilians seem to be either trapped there from some sort of cataclysmic war because of 

our side a long time ago, or simply staying there so they can have a more direct 'hand' in the operation 

of what they are doing to humanity, or as a result of both. The Mayans and many others speak of the 

subterranean people and these reptiles, which also appear to have went 'up' at some point to govern or 

take over the Mayan civilization and turn it into a human sacrificial gulag. 

 

There is a statement from Hitler that in regards to his work, he was trying to develop the White race, so 

that when said beings would 'emerge', we would not be trampled of like dogs by them, and ruled with a 

rod of iron. Many of these species are very powerful, way beyond humans, and they dominate them 

quite easily. The greys have a paralyzing effect on governments, officials, and human civilization.  

 

Stories in regards to the existence of both these 'beings' and many other positive or neutral, some being 

humanoids have been written in the form of fiction. One of these is a 'story' which the Vril had as a book 

of importance, The Coming Race by Lytton. Lytton clearly has affected the story and made into 

literature, and did not provide any 'cheesy' details, but it is not unlikely that he actually found himself 

into one of these subterranean civilization, or he passed down the story of someone else who did.  

 

In regards to Egypt and what exists in Egypt, what we see on the top, is covered by sand. With recent 

infrared and UV sightings from satellites, we are able to see that around 90% of Egypt is beneath the 

sand. In other words, it is covered, and in my opinion, purposefully, to keep things in their place. 

Uncivilized tribes and Muslims have went to Egypt and wrecked havoc, with many sites totally 

destroyed, corrupted, or as done recently under jewish command (as always) bombed to shreds or 

prohibited of any archeological excavation.  
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If one looks what the dumbasses have done to the surface, both with the statues, and by stripping 

naked the pyramids as typical civilization wreckers, it makes sense for someone or something to cover a 

civilization, someone who at least cares to salvage something for future humans who will be better and 

more aware to not proceed in said criminality. Through technology or particular events it may be 

possible to 'clean up' or in time reveal what is beneath the sands in Egypt, and find further info.  

 

It also has to be remembered that a lot of information that changed our lives and perception today, was 

basically non existent in the ancient times, or in the recent Middle Ages. Discoveries such as these are to 

name one example the Sumerian Civilization, which was up until the 15th century between the realm of 

'mythological' and 'mumbo jumbo',. and nobody really understood much of their language or anything 

related to that, but became later a founded archeological and linguistic facts, after finally the civilized 

elements of this planet were able to go there and start deciphering with the locals what existed in these 

civilizations. 

 

As an astrologer I have been asked before by some in regards to our "True Calendar" and how we can 

find it. We know to this day our actual calendar as it's based on the stars, so astrologically, we are on the 

correct path, as we are monitoring the planets. However, scientific theory and postulation in regards to 

what "Date" it actually is today, is unclear, since, our history basically has been confounded by jewish 

science on the axis of the 6000 Year Torah of the Jews, and their jewish and individual claim that this 

world is to 'fulfill its purpose' (aka to be enslaved by jews) within the span of said 6000 years. 

 

The most ancient civilizations which extent to more than 10,000 years before, are put to conform with 

the Talmudic lie that our world is 6000 years old, and we are around on year 5779 or something like that 

based on the jewish calendar. By subtracting the 'ancient' civilizations from this number, we reach 

around our present '2019', which is only a literal joke. 2019 is a total lie, and is an invention of the jews. 

 

This is deliberate, and many of the ancient civilizations lasted for at least a thousand or more years, and 

not 500 or 600 as many claim. Contrary to popular belief they were far better at keeping history and 

permanent historical observations than 'we' modern people are. 

 

Little is known that aside what came to be of the "French Revolution", instigated to become a brutal 

revolution by jews same as they pulled a few hundreds of years later in the USSR, which ended up as a 

kosher revolution with execution of Gentile aristocracy, and if it weren't for Bonaparte to save this mess, 

would end up in a perpetual state of downfall of civilization...The French people of the actual 

enlightenment in contrast to the jewish bandits, had better ideas such as for example discovering the 

ancient calendar and re-instating it, as they had understood the present calendar was a lie and made 

from jews, same as restoring the Pagan Pantheon. Thanks to jews, nothing of these things really 

'happened' in the end, and was burried beneath the perpetual mindless mob violence and jewish 

agitation which corrupted the historical evolution. They won't tell you the above at school however.  

 

Answering about the true calendar, in order for us to theoretically gain insight about our 'true year' and 

our 'true origins', that would be a strange feat, but definitely possible. By finding some archeological site 

or data from ancient astrological texts, that mention the exact position of the sky of a certain object that 

we can track and comparing it to how many thousands of years ago it re-appeared at the claimed point 
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on the sky. This could be done through the Pyramid and specific calculations, and the position of 

prominent stars on the sky such as Sirius, or Orion's belt.  

 

In the Egyptian texts and inscriptions, the majority of which the Egyptian Islamic government does not 

allow people to decipher, they will more than likely clearly write the last time they saw these. Texts here 

would be divided in spiritual texts, and in actual astronomical data, which was a practice the astrologers 

of the time were supposed to keep, as they were also astronomers and mathematicians. There are 

calendars kept based on structures.  

 

The pyramids themselves have points and inscriptions centered for the appearance of specific stars, 

luminaries, and when these appear, for certain meditations. The same aspects are also in the 

Stonehenge, and in other ancient cites which scientist now say are 'prehistoric', and 'only rocks', but 

were basically astrological pointers for stars in the skies. This is why the enemy mercilessly destroyed 

these cites, which kept a track of our history astrologically.  

 

Scientists of the highest caliber, that are open minded and don't worship jews like Einstein, can then 

evaluate when and how 'long' it is likely these inscriptions were done, by crossing these over with the 

texts, and capable astronomers can make the calculations with geologists who take in consideration the 

geographic or height change or from where this should happen, and cross this over with the astrological 

data to find out quite a guess in regards to where we are today.  

 

There are lots of mysteries presently and we have more than enough means to find them, but with the 

enemy as an obstacle, we will be forever dumbed down, nonspiritual, and slave cattle, that thinks it's 

important in it's own small, little, and secluded world. If humanity wants to look into it's own origins and 

discover actual secrets, there has to be freedom of information, science has to become unbridled and 

discover beyond strict jewish invented empiricism, and all abrahamic cult programs have to be put on 

the shredder.  

 

The paranoia of the jewish established is so great that they even now ban, censor, and 'remove from any 

form of recommendation' any video about aliens, old civilization, and anything pertaining to the past. 

Despite of many of these being total mumbo jumbo and disinfo, at least, people are searching. One 

thing leads to another with these matters and the jews know this.  

 

Tell me now it's all a coincidence that for two thousand years and since the birth of a ficticious jew, 

every attempt of humans to find out about the past is constantly stopped violently. Only in the last three 

or four thousand years we finally became aware that Oh, we used to have a Pagan past, and not worship 

a kike on the cross for all eternity. What a shocker, right? 

 

The truth is truly, out there. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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Exposing the Holocaust by 
RoadtoRevolution 

Greetings  

 

This is another addition to my (Must Must Read Series ), In this very article I am gonna debunk the 

ugly lies of this So Called “HOLOCAUST and 6 Million Fucked Up “ .  

 

 

 
 

Author Don Heddesheimer’s book, The First Holocaust: Jewish Fundraising Campaigns With Holocaust 

Claims During and After World War One, is an important piece of the revisionist puzzle.  
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Heddesheimer cogently documents the slew of previous attempts by Jews to disseminate deceitful 

and untrue atrocity propaganda before, during and after World War I. The First Holocaust features an 

amazing collection of press clippings and propaganda articles dating back to the late 19th century that 

make claims of the suffering and imminent extermination of European Jewry. Among such articles we 

find that Jews have, dozens of times before WWII, invoked the cabalisitc “6,000,000″ number as the 

amount of Jews on the verge of death and destruction during various periods of turmoil and conflict in 

Europe and Russia. Undoubtedly, this book exposes the deliberate fraudulence of these sinister Zionist 

campaigns and media blitzes — long before Hitler became Chancellor of Germany in 1933 — designed to 

elicit public sympathy and financial support for Jewish political ambitions, principally the establishment 

of the State of Israel. 
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Young children are taught to hate their own kind over something that never even happened! 

 

The obsessive invocation of the cabalistic fable of “6,000,000 dead or dying Jews” dating back at least 

four decades prior to the events of WWII directly undermines and betrays the notion that 6,000,000 

Jews perished in Europe between 1939-1945, as Jews have claimed. It was a lie the first time, and it is 

a lie today and it will be a lie forever !!! 

 

The Gentile populations of the World have, for decades, been inundated and inoculated with an endless 

onslaught of holocaust-themed Hollywood movies, television shows, “docudramas”, books and 

memoirs; in conjunction with mandatory “holocaust education” in schools across North America and 

Europe. 

 

The primary function of this insidious global propaganda campaign is to — quite simply — brainwash 

non-Jews into a state of abject fear and paralysis while we are ideologically, economically and physically 

enslaved by the Jewish tribe. It is also designed to delegitimize all criticism of Jews and the State of Israel 

and to ensnare non-Jews into adopting a pro-Jewish, pro-Zionist worldview. Even in my Country ,the 

republic of India , so called intellects are silent on the issue of Holocaust, No mainstream media in 

India would ever criticize Jews with exception of a very few people who do it, not publically and, 

ironically such people are not so much known in India.  

 

 

With their hateful holocaust lies, Zionist myth-makers are teaching masses of young school children to 

hate Germans, and European mankind in general. These kids, not knowing any better and unable to 

think for themselves, blindly believe these tall tales and never question what they’ve been told when 

they become adults. The indoctrination of our little ones with Zionist ‘holocaust’ fiction is permanently 

damaging the minds of young people. Force-feeding young children, as well as teenagers, distortions 

and outright falsehoods about World War II so that they sympathize with Jewish people and treacherous 

Jewish causes — such as Zionism and Communism — is immoral, destructive, harmful and criminal. It 

must be stopped!  

 

A question that you might ask is: “what is the significance of the ‘Six Million’ figure and where did it 

originate?” 
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The mythical “Six Million” figure has intriguing origins indeed. Jews have staunchly emphasized the 

6,000,000 figure in atrocity propaganda from the years 1869 through 1945. I have provided news 

paper clippings from 1869 through 1945 in the end of this article talking this mofo propaganda by 

mofo Jews.  

 

 

World War II ended in 1945, and since that time the cabalistic 6,000,000 figure has now reached 

sacrosanct status. This was achieved through a sleazy and deceptive campaign of repetitive HoloHoax 

swindlespeak in the news and entertainment media, centered in Jewish Hollywood 

 

As the Jewish-Communist mass murderer, Vladimir Lenin, once said: “a lie told often enough becomes 

the truth.” (WhichI mentioned in my previous article titled Exposed – Lies About Hitler)This campaign 

of Jewish deceit has steadily intensified over the years. When Jews sense an increase in awareness of 

their treachery and global crimes against humanity amongst the Gentile public (a natural reaction of 

which is resentment and hostility), the louder they begin to wail about their invented holocaust in the 

octopus of media organs they control. That’s why they are always gauging the pulse of public opinion. 

 

World leaders, Presidents, Prime Ministers, ceremonial Kings and Queens, Popes, Priests and Holy Men 

of all faiths, genuflect in groveling reverence of the mythical “6,000,000 Jews” who didn’t perish in “Nazi 

gas chambers”, as such chambers did not exist and were impossible. 

 

 

(See: http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blog ... mbers.html)  

 

Research shows that the reason for this bizarre Jewish fixation on the number 6,000,000 primarily stems 

from an ancient religious prophecy in the Torah. According to some sources, the prophecy envisioned 

that before the Jewish people could reclaim and reconquer Palestine to establish a Jewish homeland 

called “Israel”, 6,000,000 Jews would first have to perish in a fiery burnt offering (i.e. “Holocaust”), as a 

sacrifice to their bloodthirsty mofo tribal deity, YHWH. (See: Weintraub, Ben. The Holocaust Dogma of 

Judaism: Keystone of the New World Order. Washington, D.C.: Cosmo Pub., 1995.) 

 

Jewish author, Benjamen Blech, confirmed this reality in his book “The Secrets of Hebrew Words” (J 

Aronson Inc., 1991, p. 241), stating, 

 

 

“The Hebrew word for ‘ye shall return’(TaShuVU), seems to have been spelled incorrectly. 

Grammatically it requires another (vav). It ought to read (TaShUVU). Why is it lacking the letter (vav) 

which stands for six?. [TaShuVU] without the vav is a prediction to the Jewish people of ultimate 

return to their national homeland. TaShuVU in numbers adds up to 708: tav=400, shin=300, vei=2, 

vey=6. When we write the year, we ignore the millennia. In 1948 on the secular calendar, we 

witnessed the miracle of Jewish return to Israel. On the Hebrew calendar it was the year 5708. That 
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was the year predicted by the incomplete word (TaShuVu), you shall return. We did return, lacking 6 – 

an all important 6 million of our people who perished in the holocaust. Yet the fulfillment of the 

prediction of return in precisely that year implied by the gematria of TaShuVU gives us firm hope that 

the words of the prophets for Final Redemption will come true as well.” 
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Here are two additional commentaries on the origins of the “Six Million” from History & Scriptural 

Origins of the Six Million Number: 

 

 

 

 

[Quote 1] Jewish prophecies in the Torah require that 6 million Jews must “vanish” before the state of 

Israel can be formed. “You shall return minus 6 million.” That’s why Tom Segev, an Israeli historian, 

declared that the “6 million” is an attempt to transform the Holocaust story into state religion. Those 

six million, according to prophecy, had to disappear in “burning ovens”, which the judicial version of 

the Holocaust now authenticates. As a matter of fact, Robert B. Goldmann writes: “. . . without the 

Holocaust, there would be no Jewish State.” A simple consequence: Given six million Jews gassed at 

Auschwitz who ended up in the “burning ovens” (the Greek word holocaust means burned offerings), 

therefore, the prophecies have now been “fulfilled” and Israel can become a “legitimate state”. –

Unknown  

[Quote 2] Regarding the ‘six million’ number you should know the following: In the Hebrew text of the 

Torah prophesies, one can read “you shall return”. In the text the letter “V” or “VAU” is absent, as 

Hebrew does not have any numbers; the letter V stands for the number 6. Ben Weintraub, a religious 

scientist, learned from rabbis that the meaning of the missing letter means the number is ’6 million’. 

The prophesy then reads: You will return, but with 6 million less. See Ben Weintraub: “The Holocaust 

Dogma of Judaism”, Cosmo Publishing, Washington 1995, page 3. The missing 6 million must be so 

before the Jews can return to the Promised Land. Jahweh sees this as a cleaning of the souls of the 

sinful people. The Jews must, on the return to the Promised Land, be clean — the cleaning shall be 

done in burning stokes. (Quoted from a birdman.com article but Jews Internet Gang took it down, I had 

that website downloaded though ) 

 

(See also - http://www.thebirdman.org/Index/Jews/Je ... umber.html) The link might not work we all 

know why  

 

 

 

Is it just coincidental that the flimsy and farcical story of “6,000,000 Jews” being murdered in “gas 

chambers” and burned up in “ovens” in concentration camps during WWII gave the Jews the impetus 

and PR ammunition they needed to make their “gallant return” to the “promised land” at the war’s end 

— occupying and ethnically cleansing much of Palestine through terrorism and force of arms 

establishing a racist/apartheid “Jewish state” called “Israel” in 1948? And this all just happens to fit the 

previously cited ancient Torah prophecy to the letter? I hardly think so!  

 

(See more about Zionist gangs Mofos http://guardian.150m.com/palestine/jewish-terrorism.htm) 

 

Today, the holocaust tall tale has taken the form of a bizarre cult-like State-enforced and protected 
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religious dogma of the West (i.e. Holocaustianity), as it is illegal to question, dispute or deny in over a 

dozen European countries, under punishment of heavy fines and imprisonment! This farfetched 

Zionist-trumpeted conspiracy theory is being utilized by Jewish hucksters and scam artists as a money-

making enterprise — a larcenous con of near-planetary proportions which Jewish professor Norman 

Finkelstein dubbed “The Holocaust Industry”. (The Holocaust Industry: Reflection on the Exploitation of 

Jewish Suffering. London: VERSO, 2000.)  

 

(See : http://vho.org/aaargh/fran/livres4/NFHolindustry.pdf) 

 

On top of that, this myth has been wielded by Jewish zealots as an ideological sledgehammer to club 

Gentiles over the head with any time non-Jews dare criticize or oppose the global banditry and 

menacing influence of the self-professed “Chosen People”. 

 

Below I am providing reproductions of many press clippings and articles featuring the cabalistic 

6,000,000 number, dating back to the year 1900. Note the ceaseless references to “6,000,000 Jews”, 

the continuous begging for money and land (Palestine), and the term “holocaust” used well before the 

events of the 1940s. It is also noteworthy that the authors of the vast majority of these propaganda 

articles were the richest of Wall Street’s Jewish bankers as well as leaders of Zionist pressure groups — 

Schiffs and Warburgs among them.  

 

 

 

1900- 

 

American Zionist leader, Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, let slip the Zionist agenda behind the Holocaust Hoax: 

to promote public sympathy for Zionism (Jewish takeover of Palestine). 

“There are 6,000,000 living, bleeding, suffering arguments in favor of Zionism.” 

(“ZIONISTS’ MASS MEETING: Rabbi Wise’s Address.” New York Times. June 11, 1900.) 
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1902- 

Under its entry on “anti-Semitism”, the tenth edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica references “Six 

Million Jews” of Rumania and Russia being “systematically degraded.” 
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1905- 

A Jewish preacher declares that if the (Jewish-led) Communist uprising in Russia succeeds in its long-

time goal of overthrowing the Tsarist government, Zionism would be obsolete. “6,000,000 Jews” is 

mentioned. 
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The New York Times reports: “From 1890 to 1902 he caused 6,000,000 Jewish families to be expelled 

from Russia.” 

 

1906-  

 

A Jewish publicist addresses an audience in Germany where he claimed that the Russian Government 

had a “solution of the Jewish Question” and that this solution entailed the “murderous extermination” 

of “6,000,000 Jews.” Of course, the Russians never had any such plans but the fictional story was 

resurrected during WWII with the Germans being on the receiving end of these slanderous accusations 
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this time around.  

 

 
 

 

As a side note: 1906 was the year after the first Jewish-led Communist uprising in Russia had failed. This 

lame sob story was nothing more than a ploy to distract public attention from the fact that the 
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Communist-led upheaval that took place in Russia a year earlier was the handiwork of his fellow Jews 

who perpetrated widespread atrocities against Russian patriots (anti-Communists). 

 

 

1908- 

Donmeh Jews organize a coup d’etat in the Ottoman Empire and seize power from the Sultan. 

 

 

 

1910- 

 

In the American Jewish Committee’s annual report it is claimed that since 1890 Russia has had a policy 

to “expel or exterminate” Six Million Jews. (Source: American Jewish Yearbook pg. 15) 
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1911- 

 

Max Nordau, co-founder of the World Zionist Organization together with Theodore Herzl, made an 

astonishing pronouncement at the tenth Zionist Congress in Basle, Switzerland. He claimed that 

6,000,000 Jews would be annihilated. This was twenty-two years before Hitler came to power and 

three years before World War I started 
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Quoted in Ben Hecht’s book, Perfidy. Hecht, a Zionist Jew himself, would go on to make the very same 

claim in 1943. 

 

1914- 

The bloodbath of World War I kicks off and the Jews are already whining that “6,000,000 Jews” are in  

danger. 

 

 
 

 

1915- 
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Jewish leader Louis Marshall proclaims: “In the world today there are about 13,000,000 Jews, of whom 

more than 6,000,000 are in the heart of the war zone: Jews whose lives are at stake and who today 

are subjected to every manner of suffering and sorrow…” 
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The crypto-Jewish “Young Turks” orchestrate a mass murder of 1.5 million Armenian Christians, as well 
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as 250,000 Greek and Assyrian Christians 

 

(See - http://www.jewishracism.com/Jewish_Geno ... larged.pdf) 

(See also - http://www.realjewnews.com/?p=95) 

 

1917- 

 

Jewish lobbyists convince the British government to support the Zionist project of making Palestine 

the national homeland for the Jews. British official James Arthur Balfour decrees the “Balfour 

Declaration.” The letter is addressed to Zionist big-wig Lord Rothschild. 
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Britain becomes a deadly pawn of Zionism 

 

This very same year radical Jewish Marxists take control of Russia in the Bolshevik Revolution 

establishing the first Zionist state, the “Soviet Union.” Czar Nicholas II, along with his wife and 

children, are kidnapped by Jews, then shot and bayoneted. The “revolution” was led by the Jews’ Leon 

Trotsky, Lazar Kaganovich, Lev Kamanev, Grigory Zinoviev, Jacob Sverdlov, Moisei Uritsky, Alexander 

Parvus, Karl Radek, and the philosemitic part-Jew Vladimir Lenin, who all received financing from 

capitalist Jewish international bankers: Jacob Schiff, Max Warburg and ultimately the Rothschild’s. The 

Communist Jews and their pawns would go on a six decade long reign of terror. Some 40 million Russian 

and Eastern European Gentiles would perish in Gulags, death camps, mass executions and via man-

made famines under Jewish Communist ruler-ship. 
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(See also - http://www.cephas-library.com/israel/is ... ewish.html) 

 

1918- 

 

“Six million souls” need a billion dollars, (See - http://72.52.208.92/~gbpprorg/obama/nyt ... 

2/666t.pdf) The British take control of Palestine, and occupy the country militarily. Eventually the British 

Mandate for Palestine is administered, against the will of the Arabs living there. 
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This same year Jewish Communist leader Grigory Zinoviev announces plans for the annihilation of 

10,000,000 Russians. 

 

 

 

Jewish Communists plot genocide of Russians. They put out stories of Jewish persecution at this same 

time to hide their blood-curdling atrocities in Russia. 

 

1919- 
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Shortly after the end of World War I hostilities, Zionists claim a “Holocaust” of “Six Million Jews” is 

imminent in Europe in a deceitful campaign to raise money for Jewish charities and also to distract 

public attention from the Jewish origins of Communism, the Bolshevik atrocities in Russia and the 

Armenian Genocide. 
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The first reported “Holocaust” of “Six Million Jews.” Nothing more than Zionist propaganda. 
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Elder of Zion Nathan Straus published this article in the San Fransico Chronicle claiming 6,000,000 Jews 

were in peril. 
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More persecution propaganda in the same year. Again “6,000,000 Jews” as victims, of course. 

 

1920-  

 

A Jewish relief campaign advertisement states: “Today 6,000,000 Jews are facing the darkest days ever 

known in the history of the race.” 
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1921-  

 

Russian patriots gain ground on the Jewish Bolshevik usurpers of their nation. In a vein attempt to hide 

their heavy involvement in the brutal Bolshevist atrocities being committed in Russia, Mofo Jews reel 

out the “six million” myth once again. 

 

 
 

 

 

1922- 

 

Zionist leader, Nahum Sokolow, boasts about Organized Jewry’s globalist ambitions when, at a Zionist 
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conference in Carlsbad, California, he proclaimed: “The League of Nations is a Jewish idea, and 

Jerusalem some day will become the capital of the world’s peace 
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1931- 

 

 
 

 

 

1932- 

 

 

Jews commit a deliberate genocide. To put down nationalist resistance to a Communist takeover, 
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Soviet Dictator Josef Stalin orders the Jewish-dominated Soviet Secret Police (NKVD) to orchestrate a 

man-made famine in the Ukraine. Stalin’s Jewish deputies and secret police chiefs (Kaganovich, Beria, 

Yagoda, etc) ruthlessly implement the murderous starvation policy. Between six and seven million 

Ukrainian men, women and children, are annihilated in this genuine Holocaust. It is now known as the 

“Holodomor.” 

(See also - http://www.realzionistnews.com/?p=160) 
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1933- 

 

 

 
Adolf Hitler becomes Chancellor of Germany in 1933. Jews immediately seek his complete destruction. 

 

Hitler comes to power in Germany. Antithetical to Jewish banking interests which thrives off of usury 

(the lending of money at interest making debt-slaves out of countries), Hitler immediately begins 

printing his own state-controlled, labor-backed currency and thus breaking the death-grip of the 

monolithic Jewish banking establishment of Europe, led by the Rothschild’s and the Warburg’s. Hitler 

also removed Jews from all positions in government, media, education and banks, which they had been 

dominating up until that point. 

Because of this World Jewry declares war on Germany in 1933. Jews around the world launched a 

global economic boycott of German goods in an effort to economically strangle Germany to death and 

topple Hitler’s new government. 

(See also - http://wakeupfromyourslumber.com/node/6720) 
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Jews don’t like it when Gentiles revolt against their tyranny and control. Their motto is: be our slave or 

be dead. Mofo Jews casted all war but Hitler and Gentiles are blamed. Fucking cocksukers Jews . 

 

 

This act of treachery leads to widespread dislike of Jews in Germany and foments tension between 

Jews and German Gentiles. For this act, and for the Jews’ well-known support for Communism and 

substantial involvement in the bloody Bolshevik Revolution, the Nazis declare Jews “enemies of the 

state” eventually interning them in concentration camps and labor camps during the Second World 

War yet they were treated well. I have already exposed this in my previous article (Exposed – Lies 

About Hitler – A Must Must Read). Almost the same thing happened to Japanese-Americans after Pearl 

Harbor. Although, unlike the Jews, Japanese people never waged an economic war on America, they 

were interned in American concentration camps simply for their ethnicity. 
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1936- 

 

As early as 1936, Zionists who originally coined the phrase Final Solution of The Jewish Question, 

somehow knew exactly 6,000,000 Jews had “neither hope nor future. 
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Appearing before the Peel Commission, World Zionist Organization chairman, and first Israeli president, 

Chaim Weizmann, declares that “6,000,000 Jews are destined to be imprisoned,” (in Europe) “where 

they are unwanted.” 

 

 

(See also - http://books.google.co.uk/books?ei=xGBk ... rch_anchor) 

 

Jews continue to agitate for Palestine. The New York Times reported that Zionist groups were 

desperately lobbying American Christian leaders, Christian organizations, and the British government, 

demanding assistance in the creation of a “Jewish nation in Palestine” to save the Jews from “the 

European Holocaust.” These strikingly prophetic statements were made years before the creation of 

ghettos or concentration camps and over three years before the German invasion of Poland. 
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Jewish leaders meet to discuss their schemes, swindles and sinister conspiracies. “Six Million Hebrews” 

is mentioned in the article title. 
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This is full news paper clipping for above image  

 

1938- 
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Jew propagandists shout up the “Six Million” Fucked Up as World War II draws closer. 

 

 

 
 

This article references “five or six million Jews uprooted by dictatorships” and calls for them to be 

settled in the “Holy Land” (Palestine) 
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This is full news paper clipping for above image  

 

1939- 

 

Poland, under British influence, refuses to concede to Hitler any of his relatively modest territorial 

demands. Hitler sought to recover the territory stripped away from Germany and given to Poland at the 

end of WWI; specifically the formerly German city of Danzig. Hitler also demanded an autobahn in the 

Danzig corridor connecting the German mainland to East Prussia. Poland categorically refused all of 

Hitler’s somewhat reasonable demands. 
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Hitler wanted back the German city of Danzig and an autobahn through the Danzig corridor connecting 

the German mainland to East Prussia. Poland, under British/Jewish direction, refused to acquiesce to 

Hitler’s modest demands. 

 

In September Poland is invaded from the west by Germany and from the east by the Soviet Union. 

Britain and France immediately declare war on Germany, supposedly because of Hitler’s invasion of 

Poland. However, Britain and France did not declare war on the Soviet Union who also had invaded 

Poland and then attacked Finland a few months later. 

 

 
 

The Allies, who waged war on Germany in 1939 using as a justification the excuse that Germany 

breached Polish sovereignty by invading, DUMPED Poland off to Stalin and the Communist butchers who 

had murdered 22,000 Poles in the Katyn Forest in 1940! 

 

The reason the Allies only found fault with Germany for invading Poland, and not the Soviets, was 

because the USSR was under Jewish rule, and had been since 1917. The purpose of WWII all along was 

not to free Poland but to destroy Germany, who had broken loose from the grip of the Jews. . The Allies, 

who originally claimed to be concerned for Poland’s sovereignty, dumped Poland, along with the rest of 

Eastern Europe, off to the Soviet-Communist butchers at the end of the war! This Allied betrayal proves 

that the Allies never cared about Poland at all. Poland was nothing more than a pawn used by the Allied 
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warmongers to sucker the Third Reich into a war. 

 

 
 

Over half a year before the war began ,Jews were already squawking about “6,000,000 helpless victims 

of persecution.” 

 

Some More 6 million Cries from Jewish Papers Months before war Started or just few months passed 

since the war actually started are -  
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Meanwhile as usual cocksuking Jews were whining about “Six Million” helpless victims in February, 

seven months before the war even started. 

 

Chaim Weizmann turns up again and proclaims: “The fate of six million people was in the balance” 
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A Jewish newspaper, The Jewish Criterion, predicts that “the coming world war would be the 

annihilation of six million Jews in East and Central Europe.” 
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1940- 

 

Jewish leader Nahum Goldmann predicts “Six Million” Jewish victims before Nazi concentration camps 

have even fully completed construction 
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1941- 

 

An American Jew named Theodore Newman Kaufman I have told about this cocksuker in my previous 

article (Exposed - Lies about Hitler - A Must Must Read)devises a plan for the extermination of all 

Germans through forced sterilization. He publishes his evil aspiration to annihilate the German people 

in a book called “Germany Must Perish!” This Jewish “Final Solution” to Germans is praised by Jewish-

owned publications in America. And ironically Good Gentiles are blamed for it !!!!!!!! 

 

 
 

Mofo Jew Kaufman THe mentor of Final Solution.  

 

1942- 

 

British Jew, Victor Gollancz, predicts 6,000,000 Jewish deaths 

(See also - http://books.google.co.uk/books?ei=pwjT ... rch_anchor) 
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1943- 

A Zionist organization, The American Jewish Committee, claims the Nazis had set in motion a plan to 

kill 6,000,000 Jews 
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Ben Hecht, a Hollywood screenwriter and Zionist Jew, floats out the “Six Million” lie in Reader’s Digest 

Magazine. He would later go on to support the Zionist terrorist group Irgun in Palestine “by writing 

propaganda and fund-raising.“ 

 

 

 

During the Nazi offensive on the eastern front, German soldiers discover the mass graves of some of 

the 22,000 Polish military officers and intelligentsia who were murdered and then buried in mass 

graves in the Katyn Forest by the Soviets in 1940. The insidious Allies knew their “gallant Soviet ally” 

was a mass murderer but kept quiet about it. When it could no longer be kept hidden from the public 

they then tried to blame the atrocity on the Germans! 

 

 

(See also - http://katyn.org.au/naziphotos.html) 

 

1944- 
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In September of 1944, eight months before the end of WWII, U.S. Communist (Jewish) Union leaders 

prematurely proclaim that nearly Six Million Jews have been killed, long before that could have been 

known or calculated. 

(See - http://winstonsmithministryoftruth.blog ... -jews.html) 
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In late 1944, half a year before the official end of the war, at least three newspapers printed stories 

informing us of the mythical deaths of “six million Jews.” All of these propaganda articles were based 

on the lies of Ilya Ehrenburg, a Jewish propagandist in the USSR. 
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The New York Times reports that Jewish groups were urging the governments of Britain and America to 

launch gas attacks against the Nazis. 
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1945-  

 

In January, still many months prior to the end of the war, before any official body count for any group 

could have reasonably been calculated or ascertained, Zionists proclaim exactly “Six Million Jews” had 

died.  
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Ilya Ehrenburg, a notorious Jewish Propagandist in the USSR who agitated for genocide against 

Germans and incited the mass rape of German women by the Red Army, prematurely proclaimed that 

“the world now knows that Germany has killed Six Million Jews” before anyone could have known that 

was the number. 
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Jewish Communist devil, Ilya Ehrenburg, prematurely announces 6,000,000 Jews killed, thus exposing 

himself as a fraud and the holocaust as a premeditated hoax. 

 

(See - http://www.rense.com/general75/ehr.htm) 

 

Ehrenburg, along with another Communist Jew propagandist Vasily Grossman, are considered by 

many revisionists to be the brains behind the Holocaust Hoax. Together they penned “The Black 

Book,” a work of pure fiction inundated with unconscionable anti-German hate propaganda horror 

stories that are physically impossible, and have since been thoroughly discredited.  
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I am providing you certain Excerpts of black book - 

 

 
 

SELECTED LIES FROM THE “BLACK BOOK” 

 

PUBLISHED BY THE JEWISH BLACK BOOK COMMITTEE, 1946 

 

World Jewish Congress, New York 

Jewish Anti-Fascist Committee, Moscow 

Vaad Leumi (Jewish National Council of Palestine, Jerusalem) 

American Committee of Jewish Writers, Artists and Scientists, New York. 

 

Inside cover blurb: “The entire manuscript of THE BLACK BOOK was submitted to the juridical authorities 

of the United Nations War Crimes Commission meeting at Nuremberg, Germany, as evidence of the 

false propagated crimes committed by the Nazis against the Jewish people.” 
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PAGE 270, BREENDONCK CAMP, BELGIUM: “One man, after having his back burned, was sent outside to 

work with 600 pounds of wood tied to his bare back… One cell… contained nothing but an air pump with 

a vent outside. In the wall was a hole through which the Germans forced gas. If the victim was strong 

enough he could pump in fresh air and keep himself alive for a while. The weak died quickly.” 
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PAGE 280, FRANCE: “They were poisoned in the camps. In trucks which were meant to hold twenty 

people, the Germans placed a hundred. Quicklime was placed on the floor about ten inches deep. The 

doors were sealed hermetically. These people had to pass their water – that would start the lime 

cooking. Gas and fumes came up and choked them to death. Bodies were thrown into special 

crematories on the border between Germany and Poland and burned there.”  

 

Page 281, NATZWEILER: "Cremation of one corpse required fifteen minutes." 

 

PAGE 313, BELZEC: “The Belzec camp is built underground. It is an electric crematorium. There are two 

halls in the underground buildings. People were taken out of the railway cars into the first hall. Then 

they were led naked to the second hall. Here the floor resembled an enormous plate. When the crowd 

of men stood on it, the floor sank deep into a pool of water. The moment the men sank up to their 

necks, a powerful electric current of millions of volts was passed through, killing them all at once. The 

floor rose again, and a second electric current was passed through the bodies, burning them until 

nothing was left of the victims save a few ashes.” 

 

PAGE 339, TATARSK, RUSSIA: “A river of blood flowed from their home…” LOLZ  
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PAGE 356, THE UKRAINE: “Children up to the age of fifteen were not shot, but were thrown into ditches 

and buried alive. For several days the earth trembled above the infants. Their blood seeped up to the 

surface.” 

 

PAGE 364, SOMEPLACE IN RUSSIA: “On the tenth day we were driven to the Lykyanovka ravine. We 

stood there – panic-stricken. From beneath the freshly strewn earth streamed rivers of blood, the blood 

of 56,000 murdered Jews. It cried out to us from beneath the earth. My hair turned gray that morning.” 
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PAGE 375, SOBIBOR: “Gas was filtered into the ‘bathhouse’ through a hose. The Germans watched the 

process of asphyxiation through a tiny window. At a signal the supply of gas cut off, the floor of the 

‘bathhouse’ opened, and the bodies dropped below. The prisoners working underground had to load 

the bodies and cart them away.” 

PAGE 378, POLAND: “The Nazis organized special workers’ brigades to make powder out of human 

bones; the powder was taken to the village of Zawada, on the Warta river near Kolo, where it was used 

in building walls.” 

 

PAGE 408, TREBLINKA: “The second Treblinka camp method, and the most widespread one, consisted of 

pumping all the air out from the chambers with large special pumps. By this method death ensued from 
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approximately the same causes as from poisoning with carbon monoxide: man was deprived of oxygen. 

And, finally, the third method, less widespread, was killing by steam, based also on deprivation of 

oxygen: the steam drove air out of the chamber.” 

 

 

I have already exposed in my previous article (titled Exposed – Lies About Hitler ) , the truth of 

concentration camps, It’s all a fucking lie . Would you really expect to find a swimming pool (fitted 

with a diving board), a soccer field, a cinema, a theater, a brothel, hospitals, a post-office, religious 

facilities, a sauna, an artist’s studio, kitchens, dental facilities, etc, in a perilous “death factory”? All of 

those things existed in the Auschwitz concentration camp complex and almost all major camps. I have 

explained in detail all about the facilities provided in these camps in my previous article !!!!!Add to 

that the truth of Concentration camps is already revealed us by Great works of High Priests/ess in this 

very forum and its pretty clear to us that this so called black book is a fucked up shit I had also like to 

add something very important here , In 1976 

The influential Zionist leader Nahum Goldmann, co-founder and long-time head of the World Jewish 

Congress, publishes a book about Jews, The Jewish Paradox. In this book Goldmann candidly admits 

on pages 122 and 123 that years before the end of the second World War two influential co-conspiring 

Jews conceived the idea of a post-war Nuremberg show-tribunal and “German reparations” to be paid 

out to the Jews. so you can now see for your self this fucking black book used in Nuremberg Trials was 

just a part of Jewish Propoganda to facilitate Jews in Post war Nuremberg Trials. Goldmann describes 

how he, and his fellow conniving Zionists at the World Jewish Congress, intended the reparations 

swindle to finance Jewish settlement in Palestine after the war. 

 

 

 

At a March 1945 Congressional Hearing, Joseph Thon, representing The National Organization of Polish 

Jews in America, stated to the committee: 
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Zionist liar, Joseph Thon, let slip the “6,000,000 Jews have died” hoax a bit too early. These mofo Jews 

just can’t help themselves can they? 

 

“The German people murdered, in cold blood, in excess of 6,000,000 European Jews … I accuse the 

whole German people that in the years 1939 to 1945 they slaughtered upward of 15,000,000 men, 

among which there were 6,000,000 Jews.” 

 

 

 

More newspaper clippings from 1945 telling us exactly 6,000,000 Jews had been killed, before any 

official body count could have been accurately ascertained 
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In May of 1945 the New York Times reported that “more than 6,000,000 people” had been “liberated” 

from Nazi concentration camps. 

 

 
The New York Times reports 6,000,000 had been liberated, not killed. OOPS! 

 

 

1946- 

 

A year after the war Jews are already spouting the “six million” myth as fact.Meanwhile, as the Jews 

whine about a phony Holocaust in Europe, Zionist terrorist groups wreak havoc in Palestine 

slaughtering Arab men, women and children, at will, like the massacre at Deir Yassin. 
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Inhuman Jewish terror agents of the Irgun ruthlessly slaughtered Arab women and babies, then 

mutilated their corpses in the Palestinian village of Deir Yassin. 

 

(See also - http://guardian.150m.com/palestine/jewish-terrorism.htm) 
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In 1946, Jewish Terror agents from the cutthroat Irgun terrorist network in Palestine, led by the mass 

murderer Menachem Begin (who would later become the Prime Minister of Israel), blow up the King 

David Hotel, disguised as Arabs. 91 people are killed, 28 of the victims were British officials. The 

British were the real target of the bombing as the hotel was the headquarters for the British military 

command. 
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Begin the beast; terrorist leader of the Irgun; mastermind of the King David Hotel bombing in 1946 and 

other atrocities; Prime Minister of Israel. A complete animal. 

 

1947-1949 

 

Over the course of two years Zionist Jews obliterate 419 Arab villages and build Jewish settlements in 

their place. This process of ethnic cleansing of Palestinians from their own homeland by Jews continues 

to this very day. 
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The Zionist colonization and ethnic cleansing of Palestine — a crime against humanity that goes 

unpunished and is, in fact, supported by many Western governments. 

 

(See also - http://guardian.150m.com/palestine/destroyed-towns.htm) 

 

1963- 

 

The Encyclopedia Britannica prints its 1963 edition, within which it states that 2,000,000 people, mostly 

Jews, were exterminated by the Nazis in Mauthausen, a concentration camp in Austria. This absurd 

figure has been officially revised quite a lot. Now it is claimed that only 95,000 people died in 
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Mauthausen, of which only 14,000 were Jews. An exaggeration of 1,905,000! This camp is no longer 

considered by official sources who support the holocaust legend as an “extermination camp,” nor is it 

still claimed that any camps on German soil were either.  
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(See also - http://exposing-the-holocaust-hoax-arch ... -camp.html) 

 

1976- 

 

The influential Zionist leader Nahum Goldmann, co-founder and long-time head of the World Jewish 

Congress, publishes a book about Jews, The Jewish Paradox. In this book Goldmann candidly admits on 

pages 122 and 123 that years before the end of the second World War two influential co-conspiring 

Jews conceived the idea of a post-war Nuremberg show-tribunal and “German reparations” to be paid 

out to the Jews. Goldmann describes how he, and his fellow conniving Zionists at the World Jewish 

Congress, intended the reparations swindle to finance Jewish settlement in Palestine after the war. 
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Cocksuking Goldmann admits the swindle and all the fucking lies propaganda jews did to ensure German 

Gentiles Suffer ! 

 

1990- 

 

 

The Allied Nuremberg Trial indictment charged the Nazis with murdering 4,000,000 people at Auschwitz. 

This figure was printed on the plaques displayed to tourists visiting Auschwitz, and the figure was 

repeated as “fact” by governments, historians, journalists, politicians, and all authority figures, for 45 

years. In 1990 it was all exposed as a big lie when the Auschwitz State Museum officially revised the 

death toll from 4,000,000 down to 1.1 million, of which 960,000 are claimed to be Jews.  

 

(See also - (See also - topic7096.html) Here I have exposed this lie of Auschwitz , you will need to scroll 

down a bit to reach to Auschwitz part of article.) 
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Auschwitz death toll reduced to a million, yet sacred “Six Million” figure remains unchanged and is still 

repeated by Mofo Jews. 
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The original plaques were removed and replaced with new ones sporting the “new” fake figure of 1.5 

million. That’s at least 2.5 million people erased from the official death toll overnight. They can’t even 

make up their mind about what the new figure should be. This should tell you right away that they are 

just making it up as they go along. 

 

The Nuremberg Trial indictment charged the Nazis with killing 1,500,000 people at Majdanek, a camp 

in Poland. This ridiculous figure was conjured by Saul Hayes, a Canadian journalist in the pay of a 

Canadian Zionist organization, the Canadian Jewish Congress. It is now claimed that only 79,000 people 

died in this camp, officially. An exaggeration of 1,421,000!  

 

(See also – http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Majdanek_c ... ation_camp) 

 

 

 

Despite substantial reductions in the official death toll’s of Mauthausen, Auschwitz and Majdanek, the 

mythical and obviously false “Six Million” figure is never revised and continues to be peddled by 

Zionist Jews everywhere. That’s because it has religious significance to Jews and fulfills their 
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delusional ancient Torah prophecies. The Holocaust™ is nothing more than a religion to inoculate the 

Gentiles !!! 

 

Also in 1990, another Holocaust myth was vanquished; that being the preposterous lie that the Nazis 

used the skin of Jews to make “lampshades” and their fat to make “human soap.” Jewish groups in 

Israel have confessed that this widespread rumor was a myth. 

 

 

 

Despite this admission, there are still Jews today going around claiming that this actually occurred !. 

 

 

 

Two Zionist Holocaust promoters, Deborah Lipstadt and Professor Peter Novick, both have stated in 

their books that Simon Wiesenthal, the infamous “Nazi hunter” and pathological liar, outright invented 

the “five million non-Jewish deaths” that supposedly happened in the Holocaust as a marketing ploy to 
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garner interest of Non-Jews in the Holocaust religion, also known as “Holocaustianity.” 

 

 

 

The revisionists estimate that the combined death toll in all German concentration camps was 

somewhere between 300,000 to 500,000. Of that amount about half the victims were Jews. Unlike the 

comical and discredited “6,000,000″, this figure is based on solid documentation, including the reports 

released by the International Red Cross who inspected the camps, the Auschwitz death registries 

released to the Soviet archives in 1990 (which recorded only 69,000 deaths in Auschwitz), and other 

evidence. The main cause of death was the typhus epidemic and starvation. (See - 

http://www.ihr.org/jhr/v12/v12p265_Weber.html) 

 

 

After decades of careful forensic investigation, scientific analysis, and intense study, scholarly 

revisionists have allocated the “gas chambers,” “steam chambers,” “electrocution conveyor belts,” 

“suffocation rooms,” “pedal-driven-brain-bashing-devices,” “Jew bone powder used for construction,” 

and other absurdities to the realm of science fiction 

 

(See Must: Vho.org, Codoh.com, holocaustdenialvideos.com, Winston Smith Ministry of Truth) 
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A report from the International Red Cross Tracing Service that tallied a total of just under 300,000 

German concentration camp victims. Main cause of death: Typhus 

 

1991- 
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In 1991, a leading Jewish Freemason let slip the agenda behind the Holocaust religion. Ian J. Kagedan, an 

official for the Canadian branch of B’nai B’rith (a secretive organization founded in New York City in 1843 

by Jewish Freemasons), told 

 

“Memory of the Holocaust is central to the new world order. …Achieving our quest of a “new world 

order” depends on our learning the Holocaust’s lessons.” 
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Jewish Freemason admits Holocaust story a vehicle for Jewish World Domination. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fund Raising Fliers- 
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New York Times “6,000,000″ References (1869-1945)- 
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34 appearances of the Kabbalistic 6,000,000 figure of Jews in the New York Times from 1869 – 1945 

(From very far before to months before the end of WWII). Click to enlarge. 

 

 

 

 

 

Five early Jewish “holocausts” in the New York Times- 

 

 

Five early Jew holohoaxes. Click to enlarge. 

 

 

 

 

More pre-WWII 6,000,000 References- 
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More early hoaxocausts- 

 

 

 

This 1897 “Science of Religion” American magazine, claims nearly six million Jews were killed in the Bar 

Kokhba revolt 132-136AD. What a laugh! Click to enlarge. 
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1899: New York Times speaks of a “mighty holocaust of jews”. Click to enlarge. 
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Hence We have debunked all the jewish lies of 6 million Fucked Up and their False Hollocaust 

Propaganda . Its clear that Jews have been using 6 million fucked up from right before the war 

actually started and its all false. But one thing is to be noted here, Jews can go to any limit. This is 

some thing we wont find in mainstream media anywhere.  

 

Note - Some links may not work in the article, specially the ones in brackets. Mofo Jews sabotage 

anything critical to them . 
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S. E. CASTAN 

 

HOLOCAUST: 

JEWISH OR GERMAN? 

 

 

 

I Denounce: 

THE LIE OF THE CENTURY 
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... The comments by the SHALOM 
magazine are full of contradictions 
such as "the book is not to get any 
special attention", and then "a 
book like that is to be publicly 
debated", and further demanding 
that the authorities do something, 
as if they were Tn Israel or in 
occupied Germany ... 

.. .1 am sending you a copy of "The 
Hebrew" matter, N'? 87, written by Mr 
Ben Abraham, he saying 10,500,000 
people were exterminated by 
Germans in concentration camps for 
being considered inferior races ... 
After pointing out just one minor 
untruth he found in the " Holocaust" 
film ... that since its presentation on 
TVS of Jewish Mr. Senor Abravanel 
(who became known in Brazil under 
the alias ofSilvio Santos), in a replay, 
to try to deny you, Mr. Ben told the 
community that "we must take ali 
care not to abandon reality", which 
apparently means they should stop 
lying ... And then fiQ.ally he fails to 
follow that advice himself and tells 
the Jewish community the printing 
expenses to promote your book come 
from "the values stolen by Nazis in 
Europe" .. . Weil, how about getting a 
loan of sorne with you? .. . 

... 1 am Brazilian, a veteram of the 
last war and l have never accepted 
the lying manners of the 
international press, or how the 
imbeciles of ail shades accept 
them ... 

... My grandparents were ltalian; 1 was 
taught by my father to know the 
history of the second World War 
almost exactly as you say in your 
book, with the same fàcts that started 
it, a confirmation that made me very 
happy ... 

ＢＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭ ｾ ﾷ＠ - - - - ---- --- -
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S. E. Castan is Brazilian, born on July 
30, 1928. in Candelâria, Rio Grande do Sul, 
of German grandparents whose parents 
migrated to Brazil. He studied at Candelâria 
and Santa Cruz do Sul. He was a worker 
when 12, in a motherpearl button factory 
and then as office assistant in a dairy 
organization and candy plant. In 1946 he 
volunteered to the Brazilian Marine Corps 
in Rio de Janeiro for three years. Back to the 
South ofBrazil he lived with his parents"and 
worked as office assistant in a steel 
importing corporation and was made head 
salesman in six years. Later on he was 
invited to organize a branch office in Porto 
Alegre for a major organization dealing with 
iron a,nd steel. of Rio de Janeiro. After ten 
years he resigned and started his own 
organization dealing with steel production 
and trade. He created in Rio Grande do Sul 
a plan for the production of galvanized 
water pipes, soldered by induction,•the first 
cold-drawn steel bars, the first rolled steel 
for special profiles, that were.imported into 
Brazil until then. In the railway material 
division his organization was the first one 
to turn out elastic steel clips developed in 
Rio Grande do Sul for rails. He also invented 
support plates for rails, used in Brazilian 
railways and also exported. He sold the 
stock control of his organization a few years 
ago and devoted himself mostly to 
researches about the second World War. 

He travelled severa) times, to Europe, 
North, Central and South America, visiting 
France, England, Western and Eastern 
Germany, Austria, Poland, Denmark, 
Sweden, Norway, Holland, Luxembourg, 
Switzerland, Italy, Spain, Portugal, the 
United States, Mexico, Cuba, Panama, 
Uruguay and Argentina. 

As happens in ail the Western world, 
also this author, who is proud of his 
Brazilian nationality, has been called an 
anti-Semite, neo-Nazi or even Nazi, illiterate, 
etc. by Zionist writers and also by half a 
dozen hasty Brazilians who have never 
heard any other version for the Second 
World War: that is slander meant to avoid 
issues and HARD-HITTING, CONCRETE 
FACTS he brings his readers in several 
co un tries of the world, as this book is being 
EXPORTED from Brazil in several idioms. 

(signed) Cesar F. Machado 
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S.E. CASTAN 

ｾｾＭＧｾＧＧＧ＠
JEWISH 

OR 
GERMAN? 

1 Denounce: 
JHE LIE OF THE CENTURY 

EDITORA LTDA 

1988 
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This book is dedicated 
not only to the Germans and their descendanls, 
so unjustly slandered, 
but to ali those who, 
like myself, 
for a lack of protest and deniai, 
have for sorne time believed in 

THE LIE OF THE CENTURY 

Porto Alegre, Brazil, December 1988. 

S.E. Castan. 
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THANKS 

My thanks and hamage, very special, to the following historians 
and researchers whose studies have a/so cooperated for the 
formation of my opinion in this book: 

. Prof. PAUL RASSINIER (Deceased) -France. 
Prof. ROBERT FAURISSON -France. 
Prof. DAVID IRVING - Great-Britain. 
Prof. ARTHUR BUTZ -U.S.A. 
Prof. SALVADOR BORRE GO - Mexico. 
Researcher ERNEST ZÜNDEL - Canada. 
Dr. WILHELM STÂGLICH - Germany. 
Dr. UDO WALENDY - Germany. 
Historian MARK WEBER - U.S.A. 
Researcher DITLIEB FELDERER - Sweden. 
Researcher THIES CHRISTOPHERSEN - Denmark. 
Dr. MANFRED ROEDER - Germany (arrested 

for defending people charged of "crimes against Man ki nd" 
and his country against slander). 

To the Legion of readers 
who have encouraged me in my work, 
a/so by sending me, often, 
plenty of histories/ material, 

To the Bookstores and newsstands 
which were interested in a good 
divulgation and sale to readers, 

To the New Friends 
1 have made in ali of Brazil, 

and to my Family 
and 0/d Friends, who gladly 
follow up this book, which 
will be exported to many countries, 

my embrace, 
with friendship and gratefulness. 

S.E. Castan 

, 
\ 
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WAR 

"War, in the best of ali cases, 
is BARBARISM ... Only those who have never 
fired a shot and who have never heard 
the cries and moans of the wounded, 
are the ones who ask for blood, holler for it, 
ask for more revenge and more desolation. 
War is HELI!'. 

(William Sherman, 1820-1891). 

• • • • • 

"None has a monopoly on presenting the 
sequence of historical tacts. A debate on 
this matter should never be silenced 
by imposition of State-controlled means". 

(Douglas Christie) 

• • • • • 

THE ARABS SAY 

"He who doesn't know and doesn't know it 
is an imbecile: he should be interned. 
He who doesn't know and knows it, 
is an ignorant: he should be instructed. 
He who knows and doesn't know it 
is a dreamer: he should be awakened. 
He who knows and knows it 
is a sage: he should be imitated". 

• • • • • 

/ 
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TRANSLATOR'S NOTE 

1t has be en an honor and a pleasure, the attempt to render the contents 
of this book into English, for the clean and pure air it brings one. After forty 
orso years of silence we finaUy have Castan's masterful presentation of tacts 
doing away with the stench arjsing not from atrocities created by the imagination 
of those who so fondly fondled them but from those who change the truth 
of the world into a lie, for they have been living off their "smartness" (is it 
really intelligence?) for sorne ti me now. The tresh and pure air is this we begin 
to inhale after very bad airs have been expelled from our conscience and mind. 
That has been pollution! 

Man becomes not a beast by a nationality, whatever, perhaps a minority 
may become beastly on finding no way out of, and the trap they have created 
for, themselves- and for those who believe them. Not for man's entire lite 
on this planet! The feeling that cornes when you read this work is that of 
freedom and health. 

Perhaps not applicable to those stuck with the unhealthy fruits of their 
incestors' imagination, pitiable or laughable one s. 

The translater has done what he could , knowing none will ever be able 
to please the Greek and the Trojan. Faults are probably galore but the message 
has been delivered. On time? The reader will decide for himself, nothing like 
respecting other peoples' dignity. 1 stillthink they can save themselves if they 
give another thought to the idea the announced savior will come from them. 

To ali Germans, particularly children and Frâulein murdered in a ghastly 
and oh, so impersonal and distant mannar by fliers who thought they were 
complying with their duty (anyone thinking about the "Enola Gay"?), a word 
over the barriers of unknown qualities of reality - you shall be back to this 
beautiful blue planet, if you win; we are waiting for you. 

To the author, congratulations -and thanks. To the reader, a hunch that 
here is more than meets the eye. Who is dead, after ali? None is, as long 
as we want them to live on. Wonder, wonder. 

Thank you, Sieg. 

lt will be seen in Castan's text written in Portuguese for a Portuguese-reading 
public and now translated into English that many are its quotations of speeches, 
news, cables, reports and statements originally made 'in other languages, 
particularly English and German, brought to Brazil through usual media. tt means 
such statements and what-not have been brought into Portuguese and now 
they are sent back to English. This should account for changes in sentence 
structure and words when compared to original ones, which brings us an 
important theme: is the essence of thought what counts when translated into 
other languages? Adolf Hitler's speeches in German have so been rendered 
into English via Portuguese. 

Before any son of a mother cornes up with the traditional •traduttore 
tradittori'comment sorne smart cookie cooked ages ago {often to get someone 
lnto a spot), debate ls opened and contributions are wei come to a basic 
question: is essence to be respected (as f trust it has been) or are shape 
and outlook to be so cared for we .get tost on beautiful words and structures 
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and can do without the meaning intended? lsn't a growing number becoming 
ever more interested in the general outlook of any a thing than its reality, thanks 
to a general idea of 'progress' and especially 'making her/himself comfortable'? 
Are we placing more value in a feeling we are civilized and oh so comfortable 
from our modern gadgets than in the marrow of things? 

Which by itself is, this provocation, a tapie for much debating. 
One good thing, amid many, you find in Castan's book, from which none 

can deny (not even himself), he is passionate in his presentation (how can 
one fail to be, in these matters?!), is the humor he usually employs. As another 
Brazilian 1 can say it cornes from Brazilianness, for we are a people made 
up of every people one can think of (Eskimos in their proportionately smaller 
number, of course) , having thus become the meeting ground for ali races and 
nationalities and abhorring fanaticism- but that in fact, not theory. Even so, 
as another Brazilian who can see it ali on ample standards, the translator has 
to admit he was himself a passionate assistant in the passage of this very 
human report to another language. After ali, to be 61 does riot mean one is 
dead or devoid of passion . The fight is noble, needed -on to it! 

The professional preparation of this book owes a lot of two persans also 
responsible for it, for their/our patience - and proficiency: 

Murilo Alves Lopes, 
Sandra Beatriz Zagonel. 

NOTE 

This book has beeri previously published in Portuguese, and it reached in 
Brazil a success in sales that checks with the import of matters examined herein. 
The author wishes to say that he has written and published it on his own initiative 
and that after decades of research work and concourse of other Brazilians who. 
with their ponderation , led him to review its original text and eliminate sorne 
references in its previous editions, fruits of his natural and human inclination 
to oppose those who so rise against what seems to be fair, correct and decent 
to him. So he has moderated expressions to avoid that his persona! opinion, 
sometimes impassionate, would harm a clear and simple enumeration of facts 
in the defense of the German people and against the deception of mankind. 
For that, to help us seeing, true friends contribute, true friends we ali need and 
which are one of the greatest assets of a man - or a people. That because 
there are certainly peoples that may have and they do have friends in other 
peoples. 

A remark: Ali along the book, any word, mark or comment within parentheses 
was entered by me. 
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OVERTURE 
For forty years knowing a lot of what Castan presents in his documentary, 

1 thought 1 was going to die without seeing/listening Germans tell their version 
for the second world war. And then finally a Brazilian does it, which made 
me very happy. 

ln my opinion this book's central stand is that of presenting the German 
side of what went on in the second world war. For a Western world where 

· only the version of defenders of Zionism has circulated for 43 years and the 
worst atrocities are traced to the Germans, the task of Zionists has had the 
benefit of the astounding silence on the matter, by the German side and also 
by those who, not being German or Jewish, have kept practically mum. 

The tact is that the youth everywhere in the Western world has been 
gypped not just by plain lies of propaganda but also by the impossibility that, 
by a mere matter of elementary justice, it would have knowledge of both sides 
so then it would be able to make up its opinion, using its intelligence, realism, 
sanity and justice. 

Castan does that - he offers his documentary, after examining which 
the sincere, honest, lucid reader, who wants to know what is really going on 
and has gone on in our recent world, may make up his opinion. 

There is no shame in making up one's opinion when one has been led 
along to do it by just one side of the coin. Shameful may be to stick to an 
injust and one-sided opinion when the other side's stand finally appears. 

A mere matter of justice and in defining justice we can say it is a matter 
of lucidness, reliable information, knowledge of real tacts- and so justice 
can appear efficient, operative, useful and better than that- indispensable. 

We are in a world of tumult, each faction supposing itself the absolutely 
and divinely right one, supported on tacts that are selected , manicured, 
implanted on masses (even those who think of themselves as well-informed) 
by mechanisms that control the public opinion. That in Brazil, only? Not at 
ali, it happens in Europe, Asia, America an Africa. There are 
mechanisms/institutions living off that fat - informing and misinforming, 
enlightening but leading matters to their side. We always find those who feel 
themselves "the righter, more correct, juster ones". 

When does the human being plan to put an end to this stupid and suicidai 
game? How many peoples that under ali lights should be brotherly, will go 
on acting like those small ltalian feuds engaged in hand-to-hand knifing , 
devouring each other, in regional and stupid political fights? 

We are on the threshold of the Age of Information, when the matter printed 
and divulged by the other media is making up, among them, a mass of vidiots. 
lt is only the beginning, because books, informative material in general, have 
grown so capable to change/inform human beings they have rendered 
INEVITABLE the REVOLUTION OF KNOWLEDGE AND OPINION of most 
peo·ples in our world . 

The book by S.E Castan fills those requirements and works along that 
direction. One more reason why it deserves acceptance, calm and just 
examination, decent and clean treatment. lt can change your ｬｩｾ･Ｎ＠ making you 
see how easily whole peoples may be deceived, for how long ... and by whom ... 

Alf Eyre 
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THE AUTHOR'S AIMS 
ln this work, to which 1 have devoted a good part of my lite, 1 aim: 
1. To give the impassionate re ader a chance to hear, perhaps for his first 

ti me, the other side of a version until now monopolized and one-sided ... what 
exists to be said about the last world war, and also the one before that (1914-18). 

2. To offer in this manner the means by which the reader may evaluate 
both sides of a question that, amazing as it may seem, has been presented 
by one side only. After that the reader will issue his own judgment. lt is 
something like making up one's opinion only after the other party has also 
been heard, in a couple's dispute, and not issue an opinion only on what the 
first party had to say. 

3. To show how easily that question - and so many others - has been 
presented one-sidedly, which will allow a persan in good faith, sincere and 
just, to make up his opinion with the data he received -and without knowing 
it, ignoring what actually went on and still goes, thus placing himself in an 
unfair and taise stand, which sooner or later may bring him harm- a lot of it. 

4. To show that the German people has been unbelievably unfaired in 
1914-18 and yet more in the 1939-45 wars, and that it is not made up of sick 
and megalomaniac individuals able to perform the worst atrocities, smashing 

' other peoples. On the contrary, it ,is a hard-working, sincere and ... stiJl joyful 
people. 

5. To show what people led to war may do, in heroism and sacrifice. lnstead 
of the charge of Jews sacrif.iced by the millions in gas chambers, millions of 

Germans (men, women, children, old people, the sick, mutllated) were gassed 
and burned, but then in the open air, amid flames, tires, explosions and gasses 
in air-raid devastated towns and cities, in a genocide whose performers bad 
to hide from to the world after the war. 

6. To show there is a plan on march, by which many Individuals, even 
though they are in their hearts convinced of their racial and spiritual 
superiority .... go on reaping material advantages extracted from another people. .. 
the one stiU paying up indemnifications and reparations of war, in a fraud that 
wiH hardly find a parallel in the history of civilized peoples. 

7. Am id those kinds of indemnification, as a matter of curiosity, we cannot 
faU to say that, according to the Hait newspaper, number 41, January 1988, 

. edited in Vienna, the most famous "witch hunter" SIMON WIESENTHAL has 
appeared to our days with requests of indemnifications for no less than 89 
uncles, aunts and cousins - a record mark by itself ... 

Even though the author already is in possession of data to raise the 
question. he will gladly receive any additional documents from any reader, 
anywhere.. Our suggestion is that we are sent xerox copies .of any such 
documents, indications or any such documents, indications or any matter of 
the 'kind , signed or not. with address or without it, since the larger its mass, 
the greater the impact it can cause when presented. Frauds can be of various 
k1nds and amounts. This book has been meeting with such support that we 
.are glad to carry on, although its main reason has been that of !etting a BrazifJan 
fits author) LET OFF STEAM. But the documents requested will be welcome, 
coming from any country in the world . Our address is found in our first pages. 
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PREFACE BY THE AUTHOR 
This book results from a research in History and it will present tacts that 

are completely unknown by the great maj.ority, tacts that will or will not mix 
and fit with news known by most of the world's public opinion. After reading 
them up the reader will stand a chance to pronounce his own judgment. 

The reasons leading me to do that research in History were multiple and 
1 may quote sorne: the story that Germans made soap out of Jewish bodies' 
fat... That other one, saying the C.O of a concentration camp in Ger many had 
in his sleeping room a lamp made out of ... Jewish ears and skins ... Gas 
chambers in concentration camps ... People who were murdered in cremation 
furnaces (giving one the idea they were roasted alive) ... German troops 
beheading small children by ax, as it was narrated in Rio de Janeiro on a TV 
show in June 1985, by an eyewitness, a woman who was crying white telling 
it... The story told by an interviewer, also :n Rio de Janeiro, saying he had 
been shown the photograph of genitalia of a woman who had been used by 
Dr. Menge le in an experiment, the crossing of a woman with a jackass ... ln 
additi.on to a whole series of films on permanent show, presenting German 
soldiers and people under an unreal Hght. 

The most recent one in TV that 1 remember was a story titled Auschwitz 
Song, on Rio's Manchete TV, where a famous (?) French Jewish singe.r was 
interviewed and then she said she had once been in that concentration camp; 
singing for German troops and officers and then she said she was amazed 
to see that those troops, just after they had finished their job of executing 
Jews in gas chambers, were able to cry when she sang, and then she wound 
up by saying she had once been invited to a special show for Dr. Meng,ele. 
When she arrived at the show room she fcund that terrible murderer surrounded 
by sorne twenty to thirty dwarfs, ali dressed up in tuxedos! Her show was 
a success and she drew a lot of applause. When it was over, Mengele led 
his flock of dwarfs personally to the gas ch amber ... 

Another reason leadîng: me to examine, what really happened in the second 
world war were the American redskins, or lndians. 

For over thirty years in my life t went to movies where the American tndians 
or redskins were depi.cted in a sinister and repuls.ive manner. For the rote· of 
Geronimo, the Apache Fuehrer, they setected the ugliest and most somber-
looking star and the same applied to his henchmen and warriors. They were 
whitekitlers. they massacre:d innœem men. women and children who traveUed 
in their Far west wag:ons. Somettrnes tlhose damnedi rndians sneaked in white 
white men were absent and t.hen they finfshed off in the most crue'l manner 
the children and women,. burning: up the ir shacks or wagons .... Sensationat 
and thrilling was the audience's reaction in the theater when he hem appeared 
with his friends, shooting off theîr guns. that never required refoading: or when 
the Ar:my cavalry came in to liquidate with the dammed redskins. EVERYBODY 
was nofsily rooting· to have them kHted! The redskins, of course-. 

We needed haM a century to find out precisely the opposite. 
The DAMNED were exacUy the ones depicted as lheroes in those movies. 

Geronimo was only trying to, preserve t.he· land and the butfai:Os for his ｴｮ､ｩ｡ｬＡｬｳＮｾ＠ ... 
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THAT WAS AN ALERT ON HOW MANKIND CAN BE FOOLED. 1 see a 
lot of similarity between what happened to American redskins and then to 
Germans in our century. If anyone bears any doubt, he could have a look into 
the map of lands Germany held in 1914 and what was left of them . He could 
try to find out how was the Christian and family fife in Germany under National 
Socialism, as weil as the pureness and devotion of its youth, the lite, standards 
and enthusiasm of workers and the people, as compared to our days' Germany, 
which has again become an industrial power, but then infested with 
pornography, sex, empty churches being leased for the most varied purposes, 
the breakup of families that includes marital vacation with full liberty, the 
resulting fall in birth rate, Jack of patriotism, unemployment, drugs and a natural 
wave of unprecedented crime, in the history of Germany, imported and 
maddening fads ·and sangs, the title of world champion in suicide am id children 
from 6 to 14, etc, etc. r 

Why the German government has not divulged, to our days, ONE SOLE 
noteprotesting the SLANDER its people is victim of , since the end of World 
War Il? 1 shall strive to sum up those reasons: 

To our days the peace treaty has not been signed ; Western Germany is 
occupied by approximately 400,000 foreign troops, most of them American; 
Eastern Germany is occupied by an unknown number of Soviet troops; after 
surrender the Allied powers imposed a brain-washing operation called "de-
Nazification" which goes on to our days (a brain-washing operation without 
precedent in History) ; the Nürnberg lynching trials were started, trials about 
which U.S. Senator Robert A. Taft, years later, said: " ln ALL condemnations 
THE SPIRIT OF REVENGE PREVAILED" ... After the terror spread by Nürnberg, 
which scared the people out of the ir wits, the re were held ''democratie" 
elections in 1949, and the government took over part of the 10% of people 
who voted against Nationai-Socialists and were, therefore, either mere 
opponents or then enemies or authentic traitors; that people was "reinforced" 
by political and racial refugees and a large number of people who love power 
and do not care greatly with History and HONOR. For that reason the 
"government" sends in to Lyon, in France, an attorney to help in the charges 
against Klaus Barbie, instead of defending its veteran soldier. For that reason 
the German police, working in close touch with lsrael 's Mossad, sometimes 
plays a major role in the search for " Nazis", which is no difficult task, since 
90% of the German people were Nati 

The first nn<:,T-\U- ••• 

office for 15 years, m on. 
Socialist government from 1933 to ＱＹｾｪｩｩｬＮｬｩｬｩｬｬｩｬｬｬ＠

ln 1987 a monument TO THE DESERTER was installed in Bremen, at 
the Gustav Heinemann Büergerhaus, a monument to the most repulsive 
creature anywhere. lt cou Id ont y have been to hon or themselves ... 

Since those are submissive administrations, they will not promote the 
historical revision or re-examination of that war; they accept slander and not 
infrequently help in its divulgation through cultural institutes, such as the 
Goethe Instituts, where at a certain occasion they showed no trace of shame 
in presenting a series of hateful films offending the German people and further 
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gave themselves the luxury of sending a Zionist to present and comment on 
them .. . ln that "institute" 1 personally saw a banner carrying the propaganda 
of an lsraeli baby to be presented .in the Saint Peter Theater, and the name 
of the show was: "Holocaust". 

There are Germans persecuted and books forbidden , as they intend to 
show that the story of the Second World War is altogether different of the 
version presented by the victorious occupiers and dominators of Germany. 
One of my readers has taken this book to Germany where he innocently, and 
wanting to give it a hand, thought he would meet with exceptional success. 

About its success he returned to Brazil absolutely sure but he also brought 
back in WRITTEN FORM the information that it would be confiscated in the 
bookstores in the first week of its presence there .. . Unfortunately the Germans 
are going to have to bring in the book, in German, from neighborly countries. 

ln that apparently democratie Germany, the · 'administrators'' have 
succeeded in approving two laws which practically prohibit any revision of 
historical tacts. The first one deals with "war crimes against humanity", 
attributed to the Germans, and the second one "p:-ohibits to deny the reality 
of the Jewish holocaust". The latter determines that the authors of "calumnies" 
against a person belonging to a group persecuted under Nationai-Socialism 
will be taken to court, even if no denunciation is presented ... 

Only by abrogating those two laws there may appear the thousands of 
witnesses who are now silent or in hiding so they will not be brought to "courts" 
of the Nürnberg, Jerusalem or Lyon kind , to finish with the infamy thrown on 
the laborious and honest German people, which is to take action in that direction 
by forcing its administrators; and they should hasten in that job, for in case 
they do not, within a few years there will only by a few living witnesses to 
look their accusers in the eye and enjoy the pleasure of calling them LIARS 
in persan. 

This research is a job do. ie looking for TRUTH and it has nearly ali been 
based almost exclusively in the testimonies of historians and information media 
of countries that fought AGAINST Germany in World War Il. 

Any quotation about Zionism, or then references to international Jews, 
are not to be construed against those who profess the Judaic religion, who 
live and work honestly and peacefully with us and who ali the time grow less 
approving of the terrorist acts of the first , since those cause them growing 
unrest . 

The first chapter is devoted to the Olympie Games in Berlin, 1936, 
exclusively due to the tact that it was the meeting and the revelation of the 
first in an unending list of lies that 1 have found and which were scattered 
ali over the world, regarding Germany. 
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OLYMPIC GAMES IN BERLIN, 1936 

Hitler x Jesse Owens, 

Fifty years' lie 
The "International '' press nas for years been publishing that Jesse 

Owens, the exceptional athlete who won four gold medals at the Berlin Olympie 
Games in 1936, games that would have been promoted to show the world 
the superiority of the Aryan race, had demoralized the Aryans , that Hitler wou Id 
not have complimented Jesse Owens because he was a Negro and that Hitler 
would have been so irritated by Owens' victories he left the stadium ... 

ln more recent times they are elaborating on that matter and it has been 
divulged the Fuehrer drooled of envy ... Such a bit of news will have at !east 
three purposes, stnce they have never given details about thal Olympie 
gathering : 

1. Racism against Ne.groes; 
2. give one the idea of defeat and demoralization of Germans; 
3. he who drools in rage is a raving madman .. . 

The· On.ly Public Compliments by Hitler 

Correio do Povo of Porto Alegre (Brazil, state capital for Rio Grande do Su!) , 
printed on August 5, 1'936, said the forl'owrng about events that took place 
in Berlin on August 2, 1936, the first day of the Olympie Games: 

''Hitler attended a part of the competition in the Stadium, and he wanted 
to be introduced to the winners of the competitions he t'lad just been a spectator 
of, at the government's officiat stand. He personafly complimented and 
congratulated Miss Ffeischer, from Germany, for the first victory in dart 
throwing' '. 

''The sports.director, von Tschaumer Osten, also introducedhimto Misses 
Krüger of Germafly; second winner and Knasniewska, of Poland, third winner. 
Sorne time later the three Finnish athletes who had won the 10,000 meters 
race, the German WoeUke, first in ｷ･ｩｧｴｨ ｾ ｴｨｲｯｷｩｮ ｧ Ｌ＠ the Finnish athlete 
Baerlunde, second, and the German athtete Stoeck, third winner, were atso 
introduced to the Fuehrer. 

After those introductions and before he left the Stadium,. as by information 
from Mr. K.C. Duncan, secretary-general of thé British- Olympie Association , 
members of the lOC, fnternatlonal Olympie Comrnittee, asked Hitler that he 
no ronger pubticly complfment winners in any other competition ... The tact 
took place when Cornelîus Johnson (not Jesse OWens ... ), a Negro athlete 
from the United States., was bein.g given his gold medal for high jump. 

A:fter that request made by the lOC there were, of course, .. oo more public 
compliments by the Fuehrer durlrtg the rest of the Olympie Games, neither 
for "Negroes" nor for ' 'Aryanst' themselves. 
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Jesse's First Gold Medal 

ln the final dash for 100 meters, Jesse Owens was the winner, as expected 
by the public that had seen him break a world record in the eliminatories. The 
time for the final race was 10,3 seconds, tantamount to the Olympie marle 
Correio do Povo wrote about that victory as follows, on August 4, 1936; 

"Right after he won thé 100 meters dash, Jesse Owens stated to the 
press: 'lt's hard to imagine how happy 1 feel. From a moment to another it 
seemed to me that while 1 ran 1 had grown wings. Ali the Stadium was so festNe 
it was contagious, so 1 ran with greater joy and to me it seemed 1 had 1ost 

ali weight of body. The sportive enthusiasm of those German spectators made 
a deep impression on me, particularly the gentlemanly attitude of those 
spectators. Vou may tell everybody we are thankful for the German hospitality'". 
That was his first gold medal. 

Broad Jump 
The second gold medal he won in broad jump in a dispute with the German 

athlete Lutz Long who, in the series, had equalled that fantastic Negro athlete 
with 7 .87m. Th at was wh en Jesse Owens made his last jump and reached 
8 .06m, a new Olympie and world record that remained unsurpassed for 24 
years. Long also had his last jump but then, anxious to beat Jesse's mark, 
he burned the limit at the start. lt is important to point out the sportive spirit 
among athletes in that Olympie Game, for after his victory Jesse Owens 
commented he had made that jump thanks to an advice given him by his main 
competitor, the "Aryan" Long , who became his close friend for many years. 

Third and Fourth Gold Medals 
Having thus become one of the idols of the GERMAN PEOPLE, since 

the eliminatories in 100 meters, Jesse Owens set for his third gold medal in 
the 200 meters sprint . Despite foui weather the Stadium sitting 100,000 people 
was, as always, completely taken, for none wanted to miss the show. ln the 
eliminatories he had already beaten the world record at 21.3 seconds. 

From the start he took the le ad and he crossed the li ne of arrivai in 20.7 
seconds, a new Olympie and world record. 

Hitler was present also to that test for which the Germans had not been 
classified. The Germans had already prepared a very special crowning 
ceremony for Jesse Owens, expecting his victory. The three winners, first, 
second and third placed took their stands on a especially built platform adomed 
with green foliage and gold, in front of the Fuehrer's stand, where honor guests 
were also present. Jesse was at the center, slightly above the silver medal 
winner, to his right , and the third winner to his left . When the three athletes 
looked at the honor stand the band of the Olympie Games, headed by Count 
Henri de Billet Latour and a fanfare of trumpets, at the 'stadium's extreme, 
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began to play and everybody stood up. 
Three beautiful young girls in white uniform walked in and they crowned 

the winners with laurel. Jesse was also awarded a small oak planted in a vase. 
Loudspeakers announced the three winners and the band played the American 
anthem while athletes kept in attention and the "Aryans" filling the stadium, 
arms raised ahead, made their usual Nationai-Socialist salute. After the anthem 
the spectators took seat to watch the girls leave in perfect formation while 
the winners saluted the platform where Hitler was, and then departed. 

The fourth and last gold medal was won by Jesse Owens in the relay 
4 x 100 race, timed at 39.8 seconds for the U.S team integrated by Jesse 
Owens, also setting a new world record . 

Autographs 

The "darkie" was so endeared to and popular with the German people 
he practically had no rest after his first victory, as everywhere he went he 
was asked for autographs. After his victory in the 4 x 100 relay race he was 
forced to change address to escape crowds of autograph-hunters (racists 
would never doit!). Thousands stood in line outside the Bautzen House at 
the Olympie village. Owens first liked to be so popular and he willingly gave 
autographs galore but at the end of the competition his right arm muscles 
were getting cramps. 

Larry Snyder, his team mate, feared those cramps would harass Jesse's 
legs and he had the help of Herb Fleming, another Negro, with whom he was 
often confused and whom he authorized to sign his name. 

Presentation in Cologne 

After the Olympie Games the German government promoted the 
presentation of Jesse Owens and sorne other American athletes in the city 
of Cologne (Kôln) . Correio do Povo, August 12, 1936, said the following . 

''Jesse Owens, in a telephone interview to the United Press, said today 
in Kôln he will abandon his trip through Europe and depart as soon as possible 
to the United States to examine severa! offers to enter professional sport". 

Mystery 

After the presentation in Kôln the U.S. Delegation set up a presentation 
in Norway and another in Sweden, but Jesse Owens refused togo to those 
countries. None has yet been able to collect concrete data about what 
happened to him in that period. 
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What we have for sure is that he was suspended by the Athletic 
Association of the United States, returned to his homeland, where he was 
not received by music bands and fanfare, no honors, abandoned his college 
course and signed a contra ct to be ... a music band leader! And he never again 
competed in sports! 

Ali that is very strange. One of the greatest athletes of aH times, a man 
who had become a celebrated hero to Germans, and then was ignored by 
his country on his return. Or would it have been precisely for that reason the 
" international" press ignored him? Would he have fallen in sorne ''trap"? 

For reasons of indiscipline, after the beginning of the Olympie Games, 
the American officiais dismissed from the ir delegation the ath tetes Sam Stoller 
and Martin Glickman, the only Jews in the track and field teams of the U.S., 
who were replaced by Negroes Jesse Owens and Ralph Metcalfe in the 4 
x 100 relay race. From that moment on the inclination to criticize the American 
committee dominated headlines in the "international" press, particularly in the 
United States. Stoller and Glickman stated they could also have beaten the 
world record ... The press said their dismissal had been inopportune and it 
taunched charges of race prejudice against the U.S. team, charges that 
extended for sorne years. Those who liked sports in the U.S. were able to 
read many more news about the accomplishments of Eleanor Hotm Jarret, 
fe male back-swimming champion, who was also dismissed from the U.S. tearn 
for not having carried out ali the trainning on the ship taking the team to 
Germany, Being a nightclub singer and a movie actress, Eleanor said she had 
trained instead with champagne and caviar. Weil , the press. gave more coverage 
to the girl than to ali the American swimming. team, that won severa! medals. 
There were also much more news on two prize fighters who also were 
dismissed than about th ose who fought. 

That seems to evidence just one tact . The "international" racist press 
did not accept those discharges and replacements of Jewtsh athl·etes by Negro 
ones, nor the tact of their spectacular victories celebrated by the German peopfe. 

To complete the question we must also mention that among the German 
athletes there was Miss. Helene Mayer,. a Jewess, who won the sihrer rnedal 
in femal:e épée and received from the German govefl\llllelil't a tûl German 
cimenship. a facl that irrftated ZWntsts. 

Who Won th.e Olympie Games? 

Exc:ept for the tour remarkabte victories by Jesse Owens, who would have 
demolisllect the ''Aryan'' myth, we Und nothing in the press or in lillraries to 
show the honor roll, with the final resuJts for ail countries represented', medal 
per medal. Not even ln German consufates you may find them. ln August 1985 
1: finafly succeeded in what t was so much after: lt happened in the National 

übrary of Vienna and the book is titled So lcimpfte. und Siegte die Jugend 
der \Yelt (Thus the World Ybuth Strived and WOn) by Franz: Miner, P. v_ le Fort 

and H. Harster; of whiclt J had several copies made ot ru;, JOOSt inferesüng, 
parts. About one year later Ir was; able to flnd and ptJrehase a ccpy ofthe book 
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in the "flea market " of Porto Alegre, Brazil. After a look at the Honor Roll 
the reader will understand why the press has never published it: 

Medals, 

Country Gold SU ver Bronze 

Germany .. ..... .... ... ...... ..... .. ... ....... ....... .... .. ... .. .. . 33 26 30 
U.S.A. .. .. ........ ... ..... .... .. .... ..... ..... ... .. ....... ... ... ... 24 20 12 
ltaly ... ....... .. .. ..... ....... ........ ................... ... .... ... . 8 9 5 
Finnland............. ........ ..... .. .... .. ......... ... ....... ...... 7 6 6 
France .... ..... ... ...... .... ........ .... ...... ..... ..... ... ..... .. 7 6 6 
Hungary .... .. .... .... ... .. ... .. ... ... ..... .... ........ ... ... .. ... 10 1 5 
Sweden ..... ...... ...... .. ... .... .. .. .. ..... ... ..... .. .... ... .... 6 5 9 

Japan ... ...... ....... ....... ...... ..... .. ........ ........ ..... .... 6 4 8 
Netherlands . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. . 6 4 7 
Great-Britain .......... ............ .. .. .. .. .. .... ................ 4 7 3 
Austria ........ ...... .. ... .. .. ... .. ..................... ... ........ 4 6 3 
Switzerland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 9 5 
Czechoslovakia .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. 3 5 0 
Canada ........... .. ....... .... ..... ...... ... ....... ........ ..... . 1 3 5 
Argent ina . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . 2 2 3 
Estonia ... ...... ....... .... .... ...... ... ..... .... . ... .... .. ....... 2 2 3 
Norway ..... ..... ........... .. .. .. ... ...... .. ..... ..... .... ....... 1 3 2 
Egypt. ....... ... .... ......... ...... .. ..... ..... ... ..... ... ...... .. . 2 1 2 
Poland ............ ... .... ... ....... ... ... ....... ....... ...... ..... 0 3 3 
Denrnark ... ................. ... ......... ..... .. ... .... .... ... .... 0 2 3 
Turkey .. ...... ... ... .. .......... .. .............. ....... ..... ...... . 1 0 1 
lndia ...... ... .. ........ .... ... .. .. ......... .... .... .... .. ....... ... 1 0 0 
New Zealand........ .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .... .. . .. .. .. . .. 1 0 0 
latvia. ... ....................... .. ... ... .... .. .. ... .. ........ .. ..... 0 1 1 
Mexico......... ... ..... .... .. ....... ......... ... .. .. .... ... ....... 0 0 3 
Yugoslavia.. .. .......... ...... ... .. ..... ......... . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . 0 1 0 
Romania.... .. .... .... ..... ....... .. ...... ... .. .. ........ .... ..... 0 ; 0 
South Africa ........ ...... ..... .... .... ... ... ... ... .. ... .. ..... . 0 1 0 
Belgium ....... ..... ........ ......... ..... ....... .. .. ....... .. .. .. 0 0 2 
Australia ...... .... ... ... ..... ......... .. ......... ... ........ .. .... 0 0 1 
Philippines .. .......... ........ .......... .................. ,..... 0 0 ; 
Portugal.... ..... .... ................. ... .. .. ... ...... ............ 0 0 ; 

We can now examine the three items previously mentioned, which would 
be the goal of taise news appearing in the world press by occasion of the 
Berlin Olympie Games, because those were the last ones before World War Il. 

Racism against Negroes? There certainly was some, but not on the 
German side, that celebrated and glorified the victories of Jesse Owens, making 
him its idol. 
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That the ''darkie'' would have demoralized the Aryan race, which organized 
th ose Olympie Games to show off its superiority ... 1 cannet be lieve that press 
would ignore who won, but then it has been spreading falsities for decades 
and more decades and this is one of the veteran cnes, as it has been lasting 
for fifty years now, or more. 

Asto the fast point under examination, would a head of State have reasons 
to drool in rage when his country won the Olympie Games in the most brilliant 
way possible? German athletes won a total 89 medals, a number equivalent 
to the JOINT tetais of the United States, France and Great-Britain, the three 
largest world powers at the time. 

JESSE OWENS, in the Cancer Hospital before he died, gave the following 
information to the 'Tampa Tribune" on April 1, 1980, pages 1 and 3/6: 

That Hitler complimented no ether athlete after the request made by the 
Olympie Committee chairman . That on returning to the U.S.A., as a great 
Olympie champion , he had no handshake from his President Roosevelt. 
Contrarily to Germany, in his own country he was not even allowed to sit on 
front seats of buses, he had to sit on the rear part destined to Negroes. ln 
public departments he had to go through the back doors and he could not 
live where he would like to. Joe Louis and he were the first Negro athletes 
of world fame. They could not work on publicity for sport goods in the U.S.A 
because the Southern States would boycott those goods. " We lived in America 
under that discrimination". 

OLVMPIC GAMES AT SEOUL, KOREA, 1988 

Despite the tact it has been defeated, raped and reduced to shambles 
in the second world war, Germany, which has won the Olympie Games of Berlin, 
1936, as it has been happening practically ali along the Olympie Games carried 
out after war, has afso won these cnes at Seouf, Korea, in which its athletes 
climbed the winner 's podium no less than 143 times, as compared to 132 
times for the Soviet Union and only 94 times by the U.S.A. 

For that total of medals Eastern Germany contributed with no less than 
102 cnes, even though it has only 17 million inhabitants; Western Germany, 
under a strong Zionist impact, plus a capitalist one, plus a Coca-Colization, 
with its approximately 58 million inhabitants, contributed with 40 medals, while 
Austria, 8 million inhabitants, has been able to come up with only one medal. 

Separating Germany into three parts the winners of that war had in mind 
only one goal- to weaken it . Only a NATIONALIST MOVEMENT shall be 
able to muster those dismembered parts. That situation shall fast as long as 
its leaders stick to lapping shoes and boots of winners and as long as the 
German people will put up with the bad foot oder from them (a small percen-
tage has grown used to that smell, as it has never had another one in its 
nostrils ... ) 
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MONTEFIORE, 1840 

Sir Moses Haim Montefiore, known as the Baron of Montefiore, a British 
Jew and philanthropist who devoted a large part of his lite and fortune to improve 
the lite of Jews, particularly in Great-Britain, wrote in 1840: 

"You are losing your time babbling. As long as the press of the whole 
world is not in your hands, ali that you do shall be fruitless. lt is necessary 
that we dominate the world press, or at least influence it, if we want to deceive 
and enslave the peoples". (Page 78 in Henry Ford's book, "The International 
Jew", pg. 22). 

EÇA DE QUEl ROZ AT THE TIME OF BISMARCK 

The greatest Portuguese writer of ali times, Eça de Queiroz, was also 
a diplomat and a consul for Portugal in Cuba, London and Paris, having attended 
the Suez Canal inaugguration, travelling through the East and ali of Europe. 
For the time he was at the Embassy of Portugal in London, 187 4 to 1878, 
we have his Letters from London, from which 1 quote pages 72 and 73. 
Examining the Jewish question in Germany at the time of Bismarck, after 
pointing out the show of wealth that so much irritates the country's natives, 
he depicts the situation of Semites in the former German empire: 

"Worse yet, in Germany, is the elever plan through which they strengthen 
their prosperity and assure their influence, a plan so elever it has the flavor 
of a conspiracy : in Germany the Jew has slowly and silently taken over the 
two larger social forces - the stock exchange and the press". 

"Nearly ali banking houses, nearly ali major newspapers, are in possession 
of the Semite. He thus becomes unassailable, so that he not only expels 
Germans from liberal callings and humiliates them with his shining opulence 
and brings them to be dependent on capital, but then - supreme offense 
___,. through the voice of his newspapers he tells them what to do, what they 
must think, how they are to be governed and against whom they are going 
to battle!" 

"Ali this could be tolerated if the Jew would mix up with the native people. 
But no, the Jewish world keeps isolated, compact, inaccessible and 
impregnable. The formidable walls of the Temple of Solomon, which have been 
brought down, continue to place around him an obstacle of citadels. lnside 
Berlin there is a true impregnable Jerusalem; that is where he is sheltered 
with his God, his book, his customs, his Sabbath, his tongue, his pride, his 
dryness, enjoying gold and disdaining the Christians. He invades the German 
society, he wants to shine and dominate it, but then he will not allow a German 
to place the tip of his shoe inside Jewish society. Jews only marry among 
themselves and it is among themselves that they aid each other regally, 
exchanging millions in gifts - but they would not favor a hungry German with 
a few coins, and they exhibit pride, an insolent coquetry in differentiating 
themselves from the rest of the nation in ali, from the way of thinking to the 
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way of dressing. Such an accentuated exclusiveness is, of course, interpreted 
as hostility and paid for with hatred". 

The quotation from Eça de Queiroz is primarily meant to show those who, 
110 years ago, already were modelling minds of people" through the press. 
Western Germany of our days, with a few exceptions, goes on being the same! 

HENRY FORD, 1920 

The following quotation also has a very special value, both for the time 
it has to do with, the end of World War 1 in Germany, and because its author 
is Henry Ford, American, industrialist, creator and founder of the Ford 
automobile industries and author of a book, The International Jew, he wrote 
in 1920, published in Brazil by Uvraria do Globo and published in severa! 
languages throughout the world. lt is important also because it was written 
thirteen years before Nationai-Socialism appeared. ln addition to The 
International Jew, Ford also wrote My Lite and My Work, plus other books. 

After it was published Jews grew indignant because the adversary was 
a serious one, so they launched against Ford a violent campaign that lasted 
years and only ended in 1927. 

Harassed by major financial troubles, sued by Jews at American courts, 
victim of a major automobile accident in a mysterious manner, Ford wrote to 
Jewish organizations a .letter recanting aU he had published in his book. After 
they had left him dangling in uncertainty for sorne time the Jews accepted 
his retractation" (from page 5 of the book). Let us see what we have at pages 
25 to 30. 

''1. Mankind, in its constant progress, deals openly with its fight against 
sicknesses about which it deemed to find necessary to extend the mantle 
of shame and silence. Political cleanliness has not made progress to that point. 
The fundamental cause of sickness in the German national body has its roots 
in the excessive Jewish influence. If that was for many years the conviction 
of sorne far-seeing minds, it is time that also the Jess intelligent masses begin 
to see it. What we have for sure is that ali the political lite of Germany turns 
around this idea and we can no longer hide the tact much longer. According 
to the opinion of ali social classes, bath the defeat after the armistice (World 
War 1) and the revolution and its consequences, under which the German 
people succumbs, are the work of slyness and a premeditated plan by Jews". 
(Note that Ford does not separate Zionists from Jews and will rather cali 
them ali Jews). 

"This is stated in ali accuracy, with addition of innumerable proofs and 
it is supposed that on its time History will provide the complement in 
documentation''. 

"2. ln Germany the Jew is held to be just a guest who, abusing the 
tolerance of his host, feil in excess with his inclination for domination". 
(Compare this to what the Jew Joseph Mendel told reporter Alexandre 
Kondei in chapter "Viena, June 1986 and Berlin, 1940", pg. 31). 

"2,. There is not in the world, in tact. a greater contrast than that existing 
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between the purely German race and the Hebrew one. The German sees only 
a guest in the Jew. The .Jew, on his turn , feeling indignant because not ali 
the prerogatives of the natives are extended to hlm, fosters an unjust hatred 
against the people that hosts hlm". 

" ln other countries the Jew can mix more freely with the native people 
and increase his domination with less obstacles, but not so in Germany. 
For this reason the Jew hates the German people and precisely for that same 
reason the peoples at which the Jewish influence predominated have shown 
along that deplorable world war the most acute degree of hatred against 
Germany. Jews were the ones predominating almost exc.lusively in THE 
ENORMOUS WORLD 1NFORMATION SET, through which the 'public opinion' 
was made up, as regards Germany. The only greedy ones, after the Great 
War, were indeed the Jews' '. 

" 4. lt is not enough to just say it, of course. lt is necessary to prove it . 
Let us therefore examine the tacts, and see what happened as soon as 
Germany passed from the former to the new regime. ln the cabinet made up 
of SIX members, which usurped the office of the imperial government, we 
had an absolute majority of Hebrews Haase and Landsberg . Haase conducted 
external affairs, aided by the Jew Kautsky, a Bohemian who in 1918 did not 
even have German citizenship. The Jew Shiffer occupied the ministry of 
Finance with the Jew Bernstein for his under-secretary. ln the ministry of lnterior 
the boss was the Jew Preuss, aided by his friend and fellow-countryman 
Freund. The Jew Fritz Max Cohen, ex-correspondent in Copenhagen for the 
pan-Jewish daily Frankfurter Zeitung, rose to the office of all-powerfull chief 
of the official Information Service''. 

" 5. That constellation had its second part in the Prussian government. 
Jews Hirsch and Rosenfeld presided over the cabinet, the latter in the ministry 
of Justice while the former held the office of lnterior. The Jew Simon was 
appointed secretary of state in the ministry of Finance. The office of director 
of Education was assigned to the Russian Jew Futran, in cooperation with 
the Jew Arndt. To the office of head of the department of the Colonies rose 
the Jew Meyer-Gerhard, while the Jew Kastenberg occupied himself as head 
of the department of Letters and Arts. The secretariat of Nutrition was given 
to the Jew Wurm, who lent a hand in the ministry of Fomentation with Jews 
Dr. Hirsh and Dr. Stadthagen. The Hebrew Cohen was the chairman of the 
Council of Workers and Soldiers, a new organization where high offices were 
held by Jews Stern, Herz, Lowenberg, Frankel , lsraelowitz, Laubenheim, 
Seligsohn, Katzenstein, Lauffenberg , Heiman, Schlesinger, Merz and Weyl''. 

" 6. The Jew Ernst was appointed police chief for Berlin and in the same 
office for Frankfurt-on-Main appeared the Jew Lewy. ln Munich, the Jew Eisner 
appointed himself president of the State of Bavaria and selected the Jew Jatte 
to be his minister of Finance. The lndustry, Commerce and Trade in Bavaria 
were under orders of Jew Brentano. Jews Teilheimer and Heiman held high 
off.ices in the ministries of Würtenberg, while the Jew Fulda was the governor 
in Hessen". 
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" 7. Also Jewish were two German plenipotentiaries, while a third one 
was a known unconditional tool of Jewry in the Versailles peace conference. 
ln addition to that there were plenty of Jews in the German delegation, such 
as Max Warburg, Dr. von Strauss, Merton, Oscar Oppenheimer, Dr. Jatte, 
Deutsch , Brentano, Perstein , Struck, Rathenau, Wassermann and 
Mendelssohn-Bartholdy''. 

"8. The number of Jews in the delegations of 'other ' governments at 
the Conference (Versailles) may be easily coniputed by reading the reports 
of non-Jewish journalists. lt seems that tact called the attention of those ones, 
only, while the Jewish correspondants decided to silence on it, certainly for 
a matter of prudence' '. 

" 9. The Jewish influence had appeared in Germany never so strongly 
as during the war. lt appeared with the bold certainty of a cannon volley, as 
if it ali had been prepared beforehand ". 

' 'The German Jews were not patriots during the war. Even though this 
tact, in the opinion of nations inimical to Germany, does not amount exactly 
to be a fault , it allows us to estimate at their just value the clamorous assurances 
of absolute loyalty made by Jews to countries where they casually live. Shielded 
in reasons we shall examine further on, serious German thinkers declare it 
is entirely impossible for a Jew to ever be a pat riot''. 

" 10. According to general opinion, not one of the Jews mentioned above 
would ever have reached those offices without the revolution . On the other 
hand, that revolution would never have come up without their own preparation 
of it . There were deficiencies in Germany, for sure, but the people itself could 
correct them and it would certainly do it. ln this case, to be precise, the causes 
for those shortcomings that ruined the public morale and rendered ali the 
reform impossible were und er Jewish influence''. 

''11. As early as in the second year of war German Jews said the defeat 
of Germany was mandatory to liberate proletarians. Socialist Stroebel declared: 
'1 state it frankly, the full victory of Germany would not be favorable to the 
interests of social democracy '. lt was everywhere said that the rise of 
proletarians should be nearly impossible if Germany won the war. These short 
examples, picked among so many we could quote, do not aim to re-examine 
ali the question of the war, they are only meant to show many Jews, who were 
so-called Germans, forgot their duties to the country whose citizenship they 

. proclaimed, and they united with ali enemy Jews to prepare a catastrophe 
for Germany. That goal, as we shall see further on, was not even close to 
that of getting Germany rid of militarism, but to submerge ali the German people 
in a chaotic state allowing them to take over the power, as they actually did". 

"12 . Timidly first and then 'with ali the light' the German press endorsed 
those tendencies of Jewish spokesmen. The Berliner Tagblatt and the 
Münchener Neueste Nachrichten were officious or semi-officious publications 
of the German government during the war. The first stands for the Jewish 
interests in Germany, while the latter presents itself entirely submissive to 
the influence of organized Judaism. Genuinely Judaic is also the Frankfurter 
Zeitung, upon which many other newspapers of greater or smaller importance 
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depend. Ali those newspapers are no better than German editions of the anti-
German Judaic World Press, following the same tendency the whole line. This 
close cooperation of the press from ali nations, which is called WORLD PRESS, 
should be considered very scrupulously from this viewpoint, to exhibit to 
mankind these secrets - how and for which secret purpose the formation 
of public opinion is daily prepared". (!!!) 

"13. When the war started ali foodstuffs and war material went into Jewish 
hands and from that moment on there appeared such a laxity of integrity the 
trust of fighting men was undermined. The same as other patriotic peoples, 
also Germans knew a war means sacrifice and suffering and from the first 
day they were decided to bear them . But now Germans understood they had 
been exploited by a horde of Jews who had it ali prepared to extract enormous 
advantages from the overall suffering of the German people. Wherever one 
could deal with the needs of the people, wherever a chance appeared to make 
a profit in-between, be it in banks, war societies, public loans or ministries 
that placed large orders for war material , there you would find Jews". 

"Usual commodities that had existed aplenty now disappearea, ali of a sudden 
and then they would be found later at a fabulous raise in priee. War societies 
were the domain of Jews. Those who had money could buy it ali , even buy 
ration cards the government created in an extra-hu man effort to share foodstuffs 
equanimously amid the population. Jews trebled priees for articles they 
purchased under cover of official distribution and so they reaped abundant 
gold. Thanks to hidden stocks the Jews had built, government estimates and 
censuses failed. The public morale grew unrestive in view of this". 

"Demands were set in court, lawsuits followed but when it came to a court 
decision, both judge and the charged being Jewish, it would ali end in a nearly 
general give-it-all-up. When , however, the culprit was a German, they would 
impose hard fines that should also have been paid by the others". 

"14. Examining the country from this viewpoint , scanning Germany 
everywhere, listening to the voices and opinions of the people, we shall always 
hear from every direction that such an abuse of power during the war was 
imprinted on the German soul as if it had been imprinted with a branding iron". 

"15. lt is necessary, therefore, both in America and in Russia, to make 
a clear distinction between the methods of rich Jews and poor Jews; the first 
busy themselves with the subjugation of governments, the latter with winning 
the masses of the people, both aiming at the same goal". (He is talking about 
world domination). 

"16. The overall interpretation by Germans and Russians may be frankly 
summed up in the following words: Judaism is the best organized power in 
the world, employing methods that are stricter than those of the British Empire. 
lt makes up a State whose citizens obey unconditionally, wherever they live, 
whether rich or poor, and that state that exists within other States is in Germany 
called 'Pan Judea'- Ali Judah'. The means of domination of that pan-Judaic 
state are capitalism and press, th at is, mo ney and diffusion of propaganda' '. 

" 17. Among ali States of the world the only one that really holds an 
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r universal domination is Pan-Judea; ali others can and want to exert only a 
national domination' '. 

" 18. The main propeller of Pan-Judaism is its domination of the press. 
The technical, scientific and literary productions of modern Judaism are of 
a journalistic nature only and they have as basis ttie admirable capacity of 
Jews to assimil other peoples' ideas. Capital and journalism meet in the product 
PRESS, wh.ich is really the dominating weapon of the Jews". 

As readers will have noticed, there no longer is the gigantic British Empire 
that collapsed after the World War li , neither a Pan Judea in Germany, because 
now we have Israel, despite its problems with Palestinians and Arabs in general, 
and the World Jewish Councll in New York, a city where there are practically 
twice as many Jews ali those living in Israel. 

This chapter also presents a special value as it shows the opinion of a 
man who was known ali over the world and a citizen of a country that fought 
against Germany. ls also shows who led the opinions of readers up to 1920, 
when the book was published. 

INFLATION lN GERMANY, 

FROM 1919 TO 1923 

A reader has sent me in May, 1988, copies of a book published in 1966 
in the German city of Theley, with statistical data for the end of World War 
1, in November, 1918, with the march of inflation in Germany. These are really 
astounding data so J decided to include them in this edition, so that the reader 
may have a chance to know the figures and think about them . 

The table following shows in the various occasions the amount of German 
marks needed to cover just ONE dollar. 

January 3, 1919 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ... .. . .. 8.02 marks 
January 3, 1920 ... ...... .... ... ..... . .. .... ......... ... ........ .. .... .... . 49.10 marks 
January 3, 192Î . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 7 4.50 marks 
January 3, 1922 ............... ..... ..... ............ .... ................ 188.00 marks 
January 3, 1923 .. ... .. ....... .. .... ................. .................. 7,525.00 marks 
May 1, 1923 ... .... ....... ....... ... .. ..... ........ ...... .... .. .... .... 31,700.00 marks 
June 1, 1923 ..... ...... ....... .. ..... .. ..... ...... ...... ... . : .. ... .. 74,740.00 marks 
July 1, 1923 ....... ............ ............ .... .. .... .... ..... .. .... 160,400.00 marks 
August 1, 1923 ..... .. ........ .. ..... ............... .... ... ...... 1,102,750.00 marks 
September 1, 1923 .. .. ... ...... .. ... ............. .. ..... .... 9,724,250.00 marks 
October 1, 1923 .. .... ....... ......... ...... ............... 242,000,000.00 marks 
October 21, 1923 ... ..... .. .. ...... ...... .. ....... ... 40,100,000,000.00 marks 
November 1, 1923 ... ..... .. .... ..... .... .. ........ 130,000,000,000.00 marks 
November 11. 1923 ........... ..... ..... .... ..... .. 631 ,575,000,000.00 marks 
November 21, 1923 .. ......... ..... ... ......... 4,210,500,000,000.00 marks 
December 21, 1923 .... ... .. ........... ... .. ... 4,210,500,000,000.00 marks 
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The figures are correct, from November 21 though December 21, 1923, 
the cast of ONE DOLLAR was established at four trillion, two hundred and 
ten billion and five hundred million German marks. 

The priee of one kilogram of full bread, in Germany, in December, 1914, 
already in World War 1, was 0 .32 marks. 

ln December 191·9 0 .80 marks 
ln November 1923 201 ,000,000,000.00 marks 
ln December 1923 399,000,000,000.00 marks 

(with the dollar stable for one month .. . ). 

Another reader, from Rio de Janeiro, has made me the gift of a bank-
note in the value of TEN MILLION MARKS. Unfortunately if presents only value 
of a historical nature ... because as you may see in its photograph, it was issued 
at Hamburg on August 24, 1923. 

The· important find in the note is not the face value of it but the fact that 
the re are no less than eight stars oi David on it, four of them larger and four 
smaller: · 

Surprised by the ffnd, in the fotro.wing Sunday after th at discovery 1 went 
t"' the· market of ofd tbin:gs in Parque Farroupilha ｾｐｏｲｴｯ＠ Alegre; Brazil) to examine 
the old bank-notes on sale there. Amid the few ones in there 1 failed to f1nd 
one witn that star printed on If. So 1· bought another bank-note for ten: million 
German marks, for: the fact if had been issued in Berlin two days before the 
one L hadi been given, which therefore would be the 22' August of the same 
year, 1.923. Som.ewhat disappointed for failfng to find another star of David, 
in the evening t proceeded to another examination witb a magnifylng, gtass 
- nothing! And' then, 1 do not know why, 1 rose that note against a stronger 
lig.ht,. whicl:l showed SEVERAL STARS OF DAVlD IN THE WATERMAAl<! 

l' ignore the meaning1 of those signs in German money gorng through a 
frenzied inff:ation but then 1: can imagine what tne p:eo.pfe of Uruguay woutd-
think about Brazffians if ,. at a certain moment, fhere: woul.d appear in theFr money 
the design of the Bmz11ian flag, or then in our ｾ ﾷﾷ＠ if there was. in our €:rwado 
c.tafremcy t:he design of the U.S flag ..... 
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MOVIES, NEWSPAPERS, 
RADIO AND TELEVISION 

The book World Defeat, an important report dealing with tacts of World 
War Il, written by Mexican author Salvador Borrego, confirms Zionist 
predominance in the movie industry, through the Metro Goldwin-Mayer of 
Marcos Loew and Samuel Goldwin; the Fox Films of Willian Fuchs, the Universal 
Films of Julius Baruch and the United Artists. ln radio-broadcasting networks, 
the major organizations Radio Corporation of America (RCA) and Columbia 
Broadcasting System (CBS) are or were under control of David Sarnoff and 
William Paley. Three out of the four major television channels are also handled 
by them, the NBC, CBS and ABC systems. ln the newspaper and magazine 
sector, the New York Times by the New York World, Washington Post, 
Newsweek and those that control the international information . 

The same domination is found in nearly ali countries of the Western world, 
with exception of the Communist countries plus Iran, Syria, Paraguay, Libya 
and Nicaragua, which under the most varied reasons are under permanent 
attack either by the news from the U.S.A. or then by bullets or mines, recently 
happening in the two latter countries. 

lt is amazing to notice how, for example, those responsible for the 
American government will extract no lesson from World War Il, from Korea 
or Vietnam , from interventions that as a rule have been disastrous, as the 
invasion of Cuba, the hostage rescueing operation in Iran, where those forces 
have destroyed themselves .. . The thousands of troops sent to Le banon to 
raise the confusion prevailling there and then ending in a tragic manner when 
their quarters were blown up with their troops; the full cooperation with England 
in the Malvinas war against Argentina, taking from that country any chance 
it held to keep those islands reconquered without bloodshed for any British 
soldier or inhabitant, the intervention in Nicaragua, the mining and financing 
of rebels or even mercenary forces, operations that have been condemned 
by the International Court of the Hague, the bombing of military and civilian 
installations in Libya, in retaliation for attempts that would have been financed 
by Khadafi in Europe and would have been detected by the lsraeli secret 
service, since the attempts were against Jews residing in the United States, 
considered to be American citizens. What seems to be impossible happens, 
when after ali the outcry for the Soviet decision to destroy a Jumbo full of 
civilians in Korea, we have as U.S frigate firing , destroying and killing 290 
civilians in an lranian airbus. 

To show the American people actually can do little or knows little about 
their own homeland, here is a special bit of news published by Zero Hora 
(Porto Alegre, Brazil) on June 27, 1986: 

" U.S. SENATE AGAINST WALDHEIM - The U.S. Senate approved last 
Wednesday (June 25, 1986) a motion asking President Reagan to request 
the U.N.O. to cancel the yearly pension of 81,650 U.S dollars toits ex-secretary 
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general and present President of Austria, Kurt Waldheim, who is charged with 
participation in the Nazi massacres of World War Il. The amendment asks to 
instruct the U.S ambassador at the U.N.O., general Vernon Walters (who has 
carried out extensive activity in Brazil...) to present a motion to the General 
Assembly of the U.N.O. to cancel the retirement pension of its ex-secretary". 
Can there be any doubts about who influences or dominates the Senate? While 
it approves' that motion against Waldheim, the House of Representatives 
approved a loan of US$ 300,000,000 in aid to the so-called "contras", made 
up of ex-henchmen of Somoza, longing for the "good old times" and 
professional mercenaries paid and trained by the U.S. From Correio do Povo 
(Porto Alegre, Brazil) 1 have another clipping , without date, quoting the ex-
ambassador of the U.S. in El Salvador and Honduras, Mr. Robert White, who 
is related to the Jllatter: 

"Unfortunately the ignorance of the U.S. government about the reality 
in Central America has been combined to sorne interests to preserve its foreign 
policy, which is basically anti-democratic". Of course it is the government, 
but then one that was legitimately elected and, according to the polis, continues 
to have the support of the people which, on its turn, is misguided by the press. 
lt is not without reason or rhyme that the U.S. finds an ever-decreasing number 
of admirers ali over the globe". 

ln what concerns Paraguay the problem is still older and it dates from 
the period before World War Il , when Germany wanted to transfer to other 
countries, if feasible, the remaing 210,000 undesired Jews still present there. 
300,000 of them had already migrated since National Socialism began to grow. 

Paraguay was the only country that did not limit the number of immigrants 
it would take, but that under a condition: they would have to be farmers, land-
workers. lt seems none would thus qualify! ln the absence of better reasons, 
Paraguay has since been charged or harboring Nationai-Socialists. As of more 
recently, a Zionist lady, in the certainty that Dr. Mengele was in Paraguay, had 
no qualms to present by herselt an anti-Stroessner demonstration in Assunci6n 
and, of course, she was expelled at once from the country. Since then a travel 
planned by Stroessner to Germany has been called off, there has been a 
constant campaign against him, although Paraguay has been the country of 
!east inflation in South America, for many years. 

There are many news about opposition leaders who had formerly been 
expelled and who want to return to Paraguay forcefully ; in short, there is growing 
in the press a wave against Stroessner, who has always been a great friend 
of Brazil and who recently, in his visit to our country, met with remonstrations 
by Brazilians ... My ad vice is to follow up the Waldheim case, as 1 think th at 
press, specialized in slander, will not let his foot off so easily. 

KURT WALDHEIM 

During the presidential elections in Austria, Kurt Waldheim was charged 
to be a " nazi", of participation in massacres of Jews, deportation of Jews 
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and other crimes. Figures were presented over the 100,000 mark. On April 
25, 1986, the newspaper Zero Hora (Zero Hour) of Porto Alegre, Brazfl, printed 
the following news that was part of the slandering campaign against Wàldheim: 

"WALDHEIM - The Nazi-hunting sector of the State Department of the 
United States has recommended to Secretary Edwin Meese to decree an 
interdiction for entrance in the country of none less than the ex-secretary 
of the United Nations, the Austrian Kurt Waldheim. Neal Shear, a spokesman 
for the Department, said yesterday in Washington the recommendation indicates 
that Waldheim must be placed in an 'observation list' until the denunciations 
about his participation in massacres of civilians during World War Il in Greece 
and Yugoslavia, where the ex-UNO secretary served as a German army officer, 
be clarified. The recommendation was made after an analysis, by the 
Departament, of UNO files recent! y requested by the govemments ot Israel 
and Austria. Waldheim is at present running for the presidency of Austria in 
elections for early May and the charges against him were raised by the World 
Jewish Council " . 

One week before the elections, in its second tu rn, the minister of justice 
in Israel , Yitzhak Modai, said in New York an lsraeli was a witness when 
Waldheim personally assaulted his brother until the latter died. (Zero Hora, 
June 9, 1986). On that same week it was hinted that in case Waldheim were 
elected, the European Common Market would possibly stop business with 
Austria. A clear interference by the "International " press and Zionism into 
a question that affected Austrians only. Along these last weeks the Austrians 
were giving signs of being tired and irritated by such charges, anti-Semitism 
reappeared during the campaign, swastika banners on walls, whHe the Jewish 
community of 7,500 people received an avalanche of offensive letters. Because 
of that press, a peaceful community of 7,500 Jews received offenses. lt 
even seems the provocation is carried out wfth a purpose of leading countries 
where they live and work to start discriminating or expelling them, so they 
win eventually have to go Israel, which ali the time grows emptier. 1 do not 
think this ｾｳ＠ going to happen. 

Ali that campaign which lasted for months ended with the victmy of Kurt 
Waldheim in the elections, votes for him amounting to 53.9% of bafitots cast. 
Thaf investigation is gotng to be. carried out in the United States ... ln 'llàshillgton 
they are· writing up the usualletter of congratulations to the President ele:cted 
of Austria, a retter not to be d1vufged in Washington, on!y in Vrerma ... 
(porporting naturaity not to offend Zionistsl. 

Israel is going to, withhold for some more time rts official ret ter of 
congratulations .. . ln Vienna the greatest ' 'hunter'' o·f Nationaf·Socfatists., the 
Pole Simon Wiesenthal, exhorted the United States, Great-Britain and other 
countries invotved to make up a multi-national communify of speclafists to 
examine documents on Waldheim's past. (Zero Hora, June 10, 1986). 

This is really unbelievabte - the ma!'l' is l'lot Austrian ,, he has been there 
for many years and then he asks that foreign governments make up a multi-
national commiUee to examine the Presictent-e!ect of the country host#tg mm •.. 
About this man we shaff have a special chapfer. ln Moscc>w the TASS agency 
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came out with unconditional praise to Waldheim on commenting his election, 
saying he is an emminent politician and that his victory is important to the 
cause of Palestinians, who fight for their rights, and congratulating Austrian 
voters for the hard blow they delivered on lsraeli propaganda and on the policy 
to interfere in internai matters of other countries, adopted by Zionists. The 
political commentator of TASS went on further, saying the election of Waldheim 
means a clear repudiation of lsraeli charges about that man's past. Zionist 
charges have had no effect on Austrian voters. This is the victory of the forces 
of justice and peace against those of blackmail and hatred". 

VIENNA- JUNE 1986 AND BERLIN 1940 

The campaign waged against Waldheim by the "international" press and 
the animosity it created against a minority of the Jewish religion in Vienna 
lead me to quote part of a book, A Brazilian Reporter in European War, wrîtten 
by journalîst Alexandre Konder, of Rio de Janeiro, in February-thru-May, 1940, 
where we find the following on page 133: · 

''Germany, having gat he red the lands of former Austria, the protectorate 
and former Poland, must have today several million Jews within its borders. 
Sorne three hundred thousand Jews migrated in the last years. They have 
gone to America, mostly to New York, Buenos Aires, Rio de Janeiro and Sao 
Paulo''. 

" 'The worst ones have migrated, those individuals who, after ali, where 
the ones responsible for ali that happened', tells me Mr. Joseph Mendel, a 
Berlin Jew, in a Unter den Linden cafe.'' 

" 'Thanks to that really harmful elite, which exploited us also, we are ali 
paying. Berlin had over two hundred thousand Jews and Vienna a greater 
number still. ln several occasions our good elements warned them, they told 
those individuals who are now enjoying life far from here, in other countries, 
possibly casting seeds for future anti-Semitic reaction. lt was ali in vain, the 
inevitable happened' ". 

"And then, his voice full of resentment: 'We are a branded race. We live 
under persecution because unfortunately we lack self-criticism. Except for 
that we would not let ourselves be so easily carried away by the mirage of 
our successes. See what happens in North America: those who are there 
think the same way as in Germany thought the Jews by time they had reached 
a really privileged position. They figure themselves easily victorious, and that 
for keeps, and they forget there are in the country millions of individuals who 
are able to think and who have a clear conscience of Nationality. That is why 
several clubs and restaurants in the United States have begun to exhibit anti-
Semitic posters. We are too well-known to afford certain cl ai ms. The reaction 
is inevitable'. (That was 46 years ago and let us imagine the domination 
Zionism exerts today in the United States). 1 put a question not too discreet 
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for the atmosphere of a Berlin cafe where the portrait of Hitler is plainly visible. 
1 ask him how the Jewish community in Germany sees the campaign waged 
outside Germany in its favor. He lits up a cigarette and replies : 'We were not 
born yesterday; my friend. We are perfectly familiar with the meaning of that 
campaign. lt is faulty, from its start, for its absence of honesty. lt is not the 
German. the Pole or the Czech Jew it ai ms to stand for' " . 

" 'Our tate does not interest them and the proof we have here, that nearly 
ali ports of the world are closed to us. The few ones who succeed in migrating 
now do it at the cost of a lot of money, our money, made here through the 
counters of Nazi banks. We owe absolutely no favor to whoever be abroad . 
We deal with the Germans, only with the Germans, and it is only the Germans 
who supply us with exchange. Out there, it is ali literature for internai and 
external political purposes. We interest those individuals only as a mass of 
maneuver. See the case of Palestine- a comedy! lt would be one thousand 
times preferable that people would have remained in Germany. lt would not 
be now hiding and being hunted in the streets by Arab snipers' ". 

"ln a temper, Mr. Mendel concluded: 'They had better let us alone! ' " . 
And the journalist goes on : " The concentration camps where 'thousands of 
Jews suffer the Nazi captivity', as 1 was able to find out in Jewish and non-
Jewish circles, are a pure fabrication for propaganda purposes abroad, against 
the third Reich . There are Jews in prison, for sure, not for the tact they are 
Jews but for the tact they committed offenses under the penal code. Outside 
Germany, however, it is very easy to turn a common criminal into a martyr to 
Nazidom .. '' 

"'Particularly when most of press information agencies are in the hands 
of Zionists ' " . That was in the spring of 1940, in Europe! 

GEOGRAPHie POSITION 
OF EUROPEAN COUNTRIES 

ln 1914, the beginning of World War 1, Poland did not exist as aState 
- it belonged to Russia, it was Russian territory! 

Germany, together with Austria-Hungary, Turkey and Bulgaria, fought 
against Russia, France, Great-Britain , ltaly, Servia, Romania, Japan and the 
United States and other smaller coutries. 

lts advance and victories on the Russian front were expressive and they 
resulted in a cease-fire treaty at Brest-Litovsk, signed on the Russian side 
by the Communist leaders who had put an end to the Tzarist regime. Through 
that treaty, Germany as a winner was to take over the Russian territories later 
transformed into: Poland, the Ukraine, Finnland, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. 
That treaty was signed on March 3, 1918, and we shall presently examine 
what happened to those territories. 

The treaty signed, Germany was free along ali that border to deploy most 
of its troops to reinforce lines in the French front and finish with the war. Thanks 
to the reinforcement of over 700,000 troops taken from the Russian front , 
it launched an offensive in the French front , which was practically the same 
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as on the first month of the warin 1914. The offensive started on March 21 
and it proceeded to July 15, 1918, which marks the culmination of the German 
advance, arriving at a point less than 100 kilometers from Paris. 

The internai enemies of Germany, seeing the deployment of those troops 
would inevitably bring about a German victory, increased rumors and pressure 
against the war. There even appeared strike-outs in ammunition plants. The 
winner of Russia should not win now. The German production in 1917, as Henry 
Ford showed, was largely under control of Jewish financiers. Public 
departments were crowded with enemies. The German soldier had to f ight, 
while his homeland was being subverted . 

When the divisions at the front should receive instructions for a final 
offensive, there burst out in Germany, right smack during the war, a GENERAL 
STRIKE !!! We are to notice that supplies had already been in major failure, 
a tact that was compensated for by the value of the German soldier. That strike 
had the effect of a bomb and the whole world was stupefied ! The morale 
of the German soldiers could naturally be only lowered by it . Why die, if our 
people does not want the war? 

The enemy countries availed themselves of the chance with ali imaginable 
forces to encourage and motivate their soldiers, who were formerly rather 
scared. They could now, feeling new courage, man the ir weapons and instead 
of beating a hasty retreat, establish a resistance full of hopes, which changed 
into counter-offensives. 

ln addition to the general strike of civilians in Germany, in early November, 
1918, sailors on trucks incited the people to the Revolution. The national 
ruination of the country had been caused. 

The promoters of such an infamous blow against Germany were those 
who expected to climb the highest offices in a revolutionary Germany. Check 
with the distribution of offices in the chapter dealing with Henry Ford. 

Despite the tact that German troops still occupied enemy territory in 
France and Belgium, the armistice was proposed on November 9 and signed 
on the 11 of the same month , without deposition of arms, as that WOULD 
DEPEND ON THE MAGNANIMITY OF THE ENEMY. 

On the same November 13, 1918, with the abdication of Emperor Charles 
1, Austria was changed into a Republic and, by decision of the new government, 
IT ANNEXED ITSELF TO GERMANY. 

·The act was not accepted by Allied powers and it would require twenty 
years ' time to materialize (1938). . 

Let us now examine what Germany did with the territories it had conquered 
from Russia, according to the Brest-Litovsk treaty on March 3, 1918: 

POLAND: With the German offensive against Russia, the first encounters 
took naturally place on territories that for a long period up to 1831 had been 
Polish ground. On November 5, 1916, the German governmerit undersigned 
with Pilsudski , a future marshal of Poland, the commitment, in case of victory, 
to create a Kingdom of Poland, hereditary, constitutional and independent. 
On September 12, 1917, Germany authorized the creation of a Regency 
Council, a ministerial cabinet and a Council of State, fulfilling its promise. On 
that same year revolutionary Russia acknowledged the Polish independence. 
(REMARK: ln World War Il , when Germany invaded part of Poland, at once 
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Hitler ordered the posting of a German military honor guard over the mortal 
remains of Marshal Pilsudski , in the city of Crakow; the Marshal had ruled 
Poland from 1926 to his death in 1935, keeping good relations with the Nationai-
Socialist government of Germany) . 

THE UKRAINE: ln 1917, under German protection, it had proclaimed its 
independent republic. ln the 1920 war between Poland and Russia, the Ukraine 
again became part of the Soviet Union, now as the Socialist Soviet Republic 
of the Ukraine. · 

FINNLAND: Under German protection in 1917 the independance of the 
country was attained. After the Brest-Litovsk treaty there followed a short-
lived civil war, very intense, in which the Nationalist forces under general 
Mannerheim, aided by German forces, defeated pro-Russian forces and thus 
confirmed its independance. lt fought by side of Germans in World War Il. 

ESTONIA: Since 1721 it had been a Russian possession. ln 1917 it was 
made into an autonomous State but after the Russian Revolution it was 
occupied by German forces, winning its independence. ln 1944 it was again 
incorporated to the Soviet Union under the name of Socialist Soviet Republic 
of Estonia. 

LATVIA: lt also went to Germany by the treaty and it became independant 
in 1918. Under the sphere of Soviet influence the country was occupied in 
1940 and the Soviet Socialist Republic of Latvia was shortly proclaimed 
thereafter. 

LITHUANIA: Since 1807 it also belonged to Russia. lt was occupied in 
1915 by the Germans, who in 1918 promoted its independance. On July 21 , 
1940, it was united to the USSR under the name of Soviet Socialist Republic 
of Lithuania. 

To sum up, we have seen that when the war started in 1914 there were 
not on the map of Europe the following countries: Poland, the Ukraine, Finnland, 
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. Thanks to German victories in the Eastern front 
and to the Brest-Litovsk treaty, any European map printed after March 3, 1918, 
could present those new countries, made independant by victorious Germany. 
Germany wanted nothing of the enormous extensions of land it had conquered! 

Let us now examine the position of German armies in the Belgian and 
French fronts on November 11 , 1918. 

The German forces on Armistice Day dominated the whole of the 
Netherlands, 90% of ali Belgium and a large strip of the French territory. There 
had been no battles on German soil. The German army, with ali its weapons, 
abandoned the land it had conquered on the battlefields and went back home 
to its country that was internally rebelled . 

COLONIES: While Germans dominated ali the battlefields in Europe, the 
British proved particularly VERY BRAVE, from the beginning, in the conquest 
of various German colonies in Africa, where Germany kept practically only 
one soldier corps to give a hand to the administration. They conquered them 
ali easily, except Eastern German Africa, latter on called Tanganyka and now Tanzania, 
where they met with trouble because a certain lieutenant-colonel called Paul 
von Lettow Vorbeck, in command of an "army" made up of 155 troops, ali 
German, decided to face the English who invaded the colony ... He began by 
giving military training to loyal Africans, who reached a maximum number of 
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4,168 men, almost at the end of the war. His tactics was to attack English 
forces by total surprise, to get as much ammunition and weapons from the 
enemy as he could, as there were no supplies to his troops. They never lost 
one encounter and those men lost not one battle ali along the war, despite 
being pursued ali over the territory by the English, who counted on a force 
over 33,000 troops, 1,193 officers and 1,497 commissioned officers. That 
German group inflicted major losses on the English and it fought up to middle 
November 1918, when the news came of the armistice in Europe. Paul von 
Lettow Vorbeck returned with his men to Germany and took their armament 
with them. 

THE VERSAILLES TREATV 

We have seen in entry 7 of chapter "Henry Ford, 1920", what delegation 
represented Germany during the Peace Conference of Versailles, which among 
other penalties imposed the following ones on Germany: 

1.Payment of war reparations in a total of 90,000,000,000 (ninety billion 
gold marks) . 

2. Destruction of ali armament and equipment for war on land, sea or 
air, to be supervised by the Allied . 

3. Loss of the following territories: 
TOGO, Republic of - At the Guinea gulf, Africa, extending over 

56,600 square kms of area. Corn, rice, manioc and sweet potato are its main 
crops. Cattle-raising and fishing activities complete the foodstuffs produced. 
lt also produces peanuts, cocoa, cotton, oil palmtrees and coffee. 

The soil has deposits of iron, bauxite and particularly phosphates. IT WAS 
DIVIDED INTO ZONES, THE WESTERN ONE GIVEN TO GREAT-BRITAIN AND 
THE EASTERN SIDE WAS GIVEN TO FRANCE! 

CAMEROON, United Republic of- Ex-Kamerun, also in the Guinea gulf, 
47 4,000 square kms in area, producing manioc, yams, sweet potato, cocoa, 
coffee, banana, rubber-trees, palm-trees, oil-producing plants, peanuts, cotton 
and cattle. lt is rich in many mineral resources such as tin, rutile, natural gas 
and oil. IT WAS GIVEN TO FRANCE, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF A LITTLE 
BIT BY SIDE OF NIGERIA, WHICH WAS GIVEN TO GREAT-BRITAIN! 

TANZANIA - Then called Ostafrika - Eastern German Africa and later 
on called Tanganyka, its area 938,043 square kms, large corn and sorghum 
plantations. lt raises large herds of cattle, sheep and goats. lt has the world 's 
largest prodution of sisal. lt also turns out coffee, cotton, tea, tobacco and 
peanuts, with deposits of gold, lead, tin , coal and diamonds. GIVEN TO 
GREAT-BRITAIN! 

RUANDA- BURUNDI, Republic of- 26,338 square kms in area, South 
of Uganda, engaged in plantations of coffee, manioc, cotton, plus fishing in 
the Kivu and Tanganyka lakes. lt has tin and gold deposits. GIVEN TO 
BELGIUM! 

NAMIBIA- Ex-Eastern German Africa, Deutsch-Südwest Afrika, 822,876 
square kms in area, plus large cattle herds, copper and diamond deposits. 
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GIVEN TO SOUTH AFRICAN UNION AT THE TIME IT WAS DEPENDENT 
UPON GREAT-BRITAIN! 

MARIANAS Islands - Archipelago in Micronesia on the Pacifie Ocean, 
401 square kms in area. Plantat ions of rice and coconut. GIVEN TO JAPAN 
that had also declared war on Germany and in our days administered by the 
U.S.A. 

CAROLINE Islands - Also in the Micronesia archipelago, 862 square 
kms of area. Copra harvesting . Given TO JAPAN, now administered by the 
U.S.A. that expelled the Japanese settlers in 1944-45. 

KIAO-TCHEOU -Port town on the Chinese coast , at a bay South of 
the Chan-Tong peninsula. Leased to Germany in 1898, occupied by Japan in 
1914 and later returned to China. . 

WESTERN SAMOA - Pacifie archipelago, 2,927 square kms in area, 
producing cocoa, coconut, banana, etc. GIVEN TO NEW ZEALAND, 
CONNECTED TO GREAT-BRITAIN! 

BISMARCK, archipelago - NE of New Guinea, 53,000 square kms in 
area. GIVEN TO AUSTRALIA, CONNECTED TO THE BRITISH EMPIRE! 

NAURA Island- On the Pacifie ocean , 50 kms from the Equator line, 
only 21 square kms in area. Rich in phosphate deposits that generate one 
of the world's highest per capita income. TAKEN BY GREAT-BRITAIN! 

ALSACE-LORRAINE - 14,552 square kms, rich area producing wheat, 
potato, tobacco, hops, plants destined to forage, fruits, wine, plus chemical, 
mechanic and other industries. ANNEXED TO FRANCE! 

POZNANIA- Former Prussian province, 28,993 square kms. GIVEN TO 
POLAND! 

WESTERN PRUSSIA- 25,556 square kms in area. GIVEN TO POLAND! 
HIGH SILESIA - 13,230 square kms. GIVEN TO POLAND! 

Curiosity: Denmark, that had not even been in war against Germany or 
any other country, received a eut of land from the German state of Schleswig-
Holstein ... Summing up, we have the following picture showing who received 
what . 

Great Britain 
and domain: 

50% of Togo 
10% of 

Cameroon 
Tanzania 
Namibia 
Western Samoa 
Bismarck 

Islands 
Naura Island 

France 

50% of Togo 
90% of 

Cameroon 
Alsace-

Lorraine 

Belgium Japan 

Ruanda- Marianas 
Burundi Carolines 

Kiao-
-Tcheou 

Pola nd 

High Silesia 
Poznania 
Western 
Prussia 

Germany, the wiriner at the Tzarist Russian front , which did not take in 
its own benefit one square foot of the ample land conquered and which, on 
the contrary, helped in the creation , formation and independence of six new 
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countries (Poland, the Ukraine, Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania and Finnland), that 
same Germany whose forces, by time of the armistice were on Dutch, Belgian, 
Luxembourgian and French soil, received as " magnanimity" from its internai 
and external enemies the reduction of its territory from 2,915,068 to 540,000 
square kms. 

The treaty was signed in Versailles on June 28,1919. 
lt is weil to point out the treaty was so cruel and plundersome to Germany 

that the U.S. Senate rejected it as indecent, in a meeting held on November 
20, 1919 ... (!!!) 

We must also notice the tact that Poland had been recreated months 
before, thanks to Germany and it had also been accrued of three major land 
extensions, ali of them densely populated by Germans. With the surrender 
of Western Prussia to Poland, Eastern Prussia and the city of Dantzig were 
neatly eut off from Germ any, having access by se a, only .. . two days after the 
Versailles treaty was signed, a French deputy stated that the reasons had 
been created for the next war ... ln fa ct it was not to necessary to be a savant 
to foresee it! 

The greatest plunder of the century had been carried out. Germany in 
1919, with 67,000,000 inhabitants to feed, had been left only one-sixth of 
its previous extension and, in addition to ether vexing clauses about weapons 
and armed forces, it had to pay up 90 billion gold marks as war reparations. 
THE STAGE HAD BEEN SET FOR THE APPEARANCE OF A GERMAN 
NATIONALIST MOVEMENT!!! 

THE NATIONAL·SOCIALIST PARTY OF 
THE GERMAN WORKERS 

ln September, 1919, at Munich , Anton Drexler, a mechanic in the 
maintenance shops of German railways, together with five friends, founded 
the German Workers' Party. On that same month Adolf Hitler was invited to 
attend one of the meetings of that "party" in a room of a modest beerhall called 
Sternecker Brau . There were some twenty individuals in the meeting and 
severa! of them speke their minds, among them Hitler, who at the end of their 
meeting was invited to join them. After two days' thinking he was convinced 
he should do it. ln Mein Kampf he wrote : "That was the decision of most 
consequences in my lite. There was not and could not be a withdrawal. 1 

accepted to be included as a member of the German Workers' Party and 1 

was given a provisional card bearing number 7' '. The party had 7.50 marks 
in its fund ... 

ln a short time Hitler took over the party command, changed its name 
to Nationai-Socialist Party of the German Worker, introduced the swastika 
banner as a symbol ; in Sanskrit it means HAPPY LIFE, which later on officially 
became one of the German flags. 

On February 24, 1920, inside the hall of the Hoffbrauhaus, a large beerhall 
in Munich, the first public mass demonstration for the new political movëment 
took place, gathering about two thousand people and at the occasion the 22 
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theses of the new party's program were presented and joyfully approved. The 
following may be pointed out, among them: 

- There is no more than one political doctrine, that of nationality and 
mother-country. 

- The State is a container, the people the contents. The State has only 
a reason to exist when it takes care of, and protects the contents. 

- Peoples of the same blood correspond to a common mother-country. 
Human right cames before political right. He who is not decided to fight for 
his own existence or then feels uncapable to do it is already destined to 
disappear, and that cames through the eternal justice of Providence. The world 
has not been made for cowardly peoples. 

- The freedoms can be eut off whenever the citizen sees in such 
measures a purpose for the national grandeur. 

- Workers in Germany must be incorporated into the heart of the German 
people. The mission of our movement in this arder consists in pulling out the 
German worker from the utopia of internationalism, free him of his social 
suffering and take him away from the sarry cultural milieu where he is now living. 

- The exaltation of a social group cannat be attained by lowering the 
level of the higher, but by raising that of the lower. The worker goes against 
his country when he puts on exaggerated demands, the same way as the 
employer who uses subhuman means and selfish exploitation goes against 
his country, if he abuses the nationallabor forces, gorging on millions at the cast 
of the worker's sweat. 

- Create better conditions for our development. Cancel the incorrigibly 
depraved. On the theater and cinema, through obscene literature and filthy 
publications (that was 66 years ago ... ) poison is being injected into the people 
every day, in abundance. The problem of nationalization of a people consists 
first in the creation of healthy social conditions. 

- Suppression of foreign influence on the press. That which we cali 
"public opinion" is the result of the idea the individual makes up about things 
through a "public information" scheme that is tenacious and persistent. 

- Just as instruction is mandatory, the maintenance of physical well-being 
must also be. 

- Men should not worry so much in selecting dogs, ｣｡ｴｾＮ＠ and horses, 
but they should, in raising the raciallevel of themselves. We are not to give 
any degenerate the chance to multiply. 

- Marriage is to become possible at a younger age and the economie 
means necessary made avaliable so that a large number of children will not 
be a reason for unhappiness of the couple. 

- The mixture of strange blood is harmful to nationality. The first 
unfavorable result from that is shawn in the super-individualism of many. 

- He who loves his country shall prove that love only through the sacrifice 
he is ready to make for it. A patriotism that will aspire no more than one's 
own benefit is no patriotism. "Hurrahs" prove nothing. One can only be proud 
of his people when one will not feel ashamed of any of its social classes. 
But when half that people lives in conditions of extreme poverty and has been 
depraved, the picture is so heart-breaking that one has no reason to feel pride. 

- The forces creating and supporting a State are the spirit and the will to 
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sacrifice, by the individual , in favor of the collectivity. 
- Fight against pernicious orientation in art and in literature. 
Their rallies were growing larger and also their numbers. 
To ensure order at their rallies, since opponent parties attempted to disrupt 

and finish them, they organized a repression force that succeeded in imposing 
itself. They attacked not only problems existing inside Germany but also the 
Jewish whom they charged with betraying Germany. Nationai-Socialism also 
attacked Russian Communism. 

lt so happens that the same day it had occurred in Germany by 1918, 
the Jews had taken over the key offices by time the Tzarist regime was 
overthrown in 1917. Let us examine what Henry Ford has written in his The 
International Jew, pp.212-17: "The true name of Kerensky is Adler and both 
his father and mother were Jews. When his father died, his mother came home 
with a Russian named Kerensky, whose name the statesman and attorney 
adopted". 

"But Lenin, the Jewish spokesmen say, Lenin, 'the main head and brain 
of ali the movement, Lenin was no Jew'. lt is possible, but why does he educate 
his children in Jewish argot? Why does he write his manifestes in a Jewish 
dialect? Why did he cancel the Christian Sunday and created the Mosaic 
Sabbath feast? The explanation may be found in the fact he married a Jewess". 

"None has up to now placed in doubt the nationality of Trotsky, who is 
a Jew and whose true name is Braunstein". 

" Bolshevism is no more, nor less, than the execution of the international 
program contained in the 'Protocols of Zion', such as it will be carried out 
in ali countries by a radical minority. The events in Russia represent a general 
rehearsal''. 

Our readers should not forget that the book written by Henry Ford was 
begun in 1920, reflecting that time's situation, which has nothing to do with 
Communism after World War Il and less even with still more recent times; for 
it suffices to make a survey of how many embassies of Communist countries 
exist in Jerusalem in 1986 ... 

Still Henry Ford : "A statistical proof of a Jewish predominance in Red 
Russia:'' 

Offices 
Total Jewish Jewish 

members members percentage 

Councils of people's commissariats .. 22 17 77% 
War Committee ........ ... ... ......... ... .... ... 43 33 77% 
Foreign Aff airs Commissariat ........... .. 16 13 81% 
Finance Commissariat .... ....... .. .......... 30 24 80% 
Mercy & Justice Commissariat .... .. .... 21 20 95% 
Public Instruction Commissariat ........ 53 42 79% 
Social Relief Commissariat ............... . 6 6 100% 
Labor Commissariat ............... .... ...... . 8 7 88% 
Red Cross Delegates ...... ... ........ ....... 8 8 100% 
Province Commissaries .... ...... ..... ... ... 23 21 91% 
Journalists .... ... : ...... ........... ........ ... .... 41 41 100% 
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" We are to bear in mind what the Protocols say about the domination 
of the press and remember what the Baron of Montefiore said along that line, 
and then consider the significance of those 100% of official journalists in 
the Bolshevist government. Only Jewish pens carry out the propaganda of 
Bolshevist Russia' '. 

" Dr. George A. Simons, a Christian priest of a religious community in 
Petrograd (now Leningrad) declared that hundreds of agitators coming from 
the lower suburbs West of New York met with Trotsky's entourage ... for many 
of us it was a surprise to notice the markedly Jewish element in that mass 
and later on it was evidenced that more than half those agitators of the so-
called Soviet movement were Jews". And then : " William Huntington, trade 
attaché of the American Embassy in Petrograd, declared th at in Russia 

• everyb"ody knows that three-fourths of the Bolshevist leaders are Jews". 
" ln the Aften magazine for February-March, 1920, they printed an article 

that, together with other important details, presents the following narrative: 
'ln ali Bolshevist organizations the leaders are Jews. The Commissar for 
Elementary Education, called Grünberg , can hardly speak any Russian. The 
Jews succeeded in everything and they win in everything . They know how 
to get an absolute submission and how to keep it , but then they grow proud 
and raging against everyone, which raises the people against them ... " 

That, therefore, was the basic reason for the attack made by Nationai-
Socialism against the Soviet Union. 

The party grew. Nationai-Socialism was not imposed on anyone, it 
appeared in a time when Germany was being sold out like marchandise surplus, 
as the only salvation for the nation against the exploiters, speculators, the 
oppressing capital . The people no longer believed in extreme right activists, 
neither Communists, because of their involvement at the war's end. Their rallies 
scared the bourgeois and caused scandai amid them. 

To disparage the Nationai-Socialist movement and to try to misconstrue 
its tully popular character the press, even in our days, says capitalists financed 
the ascension of Hitler. They quote the case of Fritz Thiessen, of the steel-
making Thiessen group, as its financier. We are however to recall that the 
gentleman did not go weil among his financees, since as early as 1936 he 
escaped to France, where he was arrested years later and transferred, together 
with his wife, to the concentration camp of Dachau. Where he remained until 
the end of Word War Il , in the company of other celebrities, subject to be 
examined further ahead. 

· To confirm the totally popular nature of the Nationai-Socialist movement 
and party, we may mention the following words by Hitler on the matter: " 1 
want to proclaim that if it has been possible to finally carry out our revolution , 
without arms, and build in a few years, from a ruined nation, the first one in 
Europe, that was thanks to German workers and peasants. The bourgeois, 
big and small , were united around our banner when over ten million workers 
had aire a dy voted for us''. 

" 1 have always preferred one hundred times better.a Communist to one 
of those hypocritical and selfish bourgeois who are only concerned in 
defending their money. A Communist will fight and it is possible to convince 
him. A bourgeois is, before anything else, a creature staunchly convinced of 
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the all-powerfulness of money. His doctrine is none ether. For that reason, 
every bourgeois or likely movement is condemned to failure, whatever the 
language used by its leaders. For that reason the bourgeois parties are actually 
parties of disorder. We can do nothing except scorn the cowardice of the 
bourgeois". 

lt is known that the great industrialists and businessmen everywhere in 
the so-called free world contribute to several political parties in order to 
preserve good relations with them ... They would not be absent in the case 
of Nationai-Socialism! 

ln the elections the party was given 810,000 votes, corresponding to 
twelve deputies elected to the Parliament (Reichstag). ln 1929 we had the 
crash in the New York Exchange, that also hit Germany. Even the Hoover 
moratorium, which seme time later suppressed ali debts and war reparations 
failed to improve matters. There followed strikes and street manifestations and 
riots. 

The German people began to realize the meaning of the motte of Nationai-
Socialists: Deutschland erwache! (Germany, awake!) and in September 14, 
1930 elections the party was given 6,409,600 votes and elected 107 deputies 
who entered the Parliament wearing the party's brown shirt. On April10, 1932, 
Hitler stepped on to run for the preside ney of Germany, competing with Marshal 
Hindenburg, the hero of the Tannenberg battle against Russians and the 
Communist leader Thaelman. Hindenburg won with 19,359,633 votes against 
13,418,051 for Hitler and 3,706,655 for Thaelman. On January 30, 1933, 
Hindenburg appointed Hitler to be the Chancellor of the Reich. On March 5, 
1933, new elections for the Congress gave the Nationai-Socialists 17,300,000 
votes and 228 deputies in the Reichstag, that is, an absolute majority! The 
new deputies approved a bill giving Hitler full powers for four years and that 
by 441 votes against 94, these from social-democrats. The German people, 
from 1933 to 1938, gave four times its massive adhesion to the policy Hitler 
advocated. On November 12, 1933, the nation voted against Versailles when 
it decided by 40,600,000 votes against 2,100,000 to withdraw the Reich from 
the Society of Nations. 

On August 19, 1934, the unification of the Reich, under command of the 
Fuehrer (leader or guide) was voted simultaneously to President and Chancellor 
of the Reich. Despite opposition from monarchists who were seeing their last 
chances for a restoration disappear, the law brought in 38,363,000 votes 
against 4,294,000. 

The denunciation of the Locarno treaty was approved in March, 1936, 
by 44,412,000 votes against 543,000. 

A plebiscite about the annexation of Austria produced finally 48,751,000 
votes for and 452,000 against, in April, 1938. Of the 4,300,177 voters enrolled 
in Austria, a total of 4,284,295 went to the polis and 4,273,884 were for 
Austria's joining Germany and only 9,852 went against it, plus 599 votes 
eance lied. 

During the thirties Hitler promoted en economie and political revolution 
in the heart of Europe. Within Germany he brought an end to unemployment 
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and he created a new kind of mass prosperity, ali through the new climate of 
national trust, as John Lukacs said in his book The Last European War. Outside 
Germany Hitler restored the traditional German predominance in the markets 
of neighboring countries, East and South. "Most of this was done through 
a non-orthodox method, the sensible one, of nationalizing the German people, 
instead of nationalizing the industries and by stressing that the wealth of 
Germany depended on its production, not on gold Germany might possess". 
The German mass-production soon became superior to that of any other 
European nation, to include England, in amounts produced, distribution and 
nearly always also in quality. Examples: ln 1933, when Hitler came to power, 
Hungary exported 11.1% and imported 19.6% from Germany; in 1938 those 
rates went up to 51% and 48%. Bulgaria exported and imported exactly the 
same percentage of 38% in 1933, which rose to 64% of exports and 58% 
of imports in 1938. 

ln Yugoslavia those rates are 13% for imports from Germany in 1933 and 
50% in 1938. Romania imported 18% from Germany and grew to 49% in 
1938. That German preponderance began to extend to nations that had formerly 
kept little trade with Germany such as Greece, Norway and Spain. ln 1938 
the amount of trade which Greeks,traditionally anglophile, kept with Germany, 
was nearly five times greater than that with England and fourteen times greater 
than that with France. lt happened in a larger or smaller scale with most 
countries of the world. Hitler's accomplishments in the thirties were more 
important than those of Bismarck, particularly when we consider he had won 
them for Germany without a war. ln 1938, that is, five years after Nationai-
Socialism had come to power, Germany was united and its J'eople happy. The 
people worked with joy and decision, turning out materials of fine quality that 
were exported in exchange for goods to supply its 82,000,000 inhabitants. 
Taking into account the inexistence of unemployment, the living standard and 
welfare of Germans, from 1936 to 1939, were as high as none of the great 
world powers, fifty years after, has been able to give its people. If the reader 
feels any doubt about this he should be prepared to carry out a rather difficult 
and complicated research job. ln the German consulates themselves one 
cannat find a book from the time of Nationai-Socialism, written from 1933 
to 1945; there is a purpose to delete ali that has been written in favor"of the 
regime and one can only find books printed before that period - and after 
it, of course. lt is plain they mean to prote ct us from the devil. .. 

This reminds me how the governments have acted, both in the U.S.A. 
and in our Brazil, which after breaking up diplomatie relations with Cuba, forbid 
their citizens to go the re also to prote ct them from the devil. .. Th at, wh en 
they should do the precise opposite, making it easier for their citizens to go 
and have chance to check personally on the he li prevailing the re ... 

The German Jewish population in 1939, having in a certain manner 
become undesirable since the end of World War 1, was reduced to 210,000 
individuals. that is, 0.25% of ali Germany; 290,000 of them had migrated. 
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JEWISH SOCIALIST 
SOVIET REPUBLIC OF BIROBIDJAN 

How many readers are wise to the matter? Very few! ln 1934 the Soviet 
Union set apart as Jewish Autonomous Region a large area of land by the 
Amur river, bordering with Manchuria and crossed by the Trans-Siberian railroad. 
That was the first time the Jewish people could materialize its greatest dream, 
to have its own national state. The new Republic was destined to become 
the homeland for Jews from any corner of the world. lt sufficed to be a Jew 
to be entitled to settle there. A worldwide campaign was carried out so Jews 
would know about it and get themselves installed and settled in their new 
home, their new country. The Soviet government was ali engaged in the project 
and so were Jewish intellectuals, to have that republic inhabited and it could 
take in many millions of people. There followed campaigns in practically every 
country where Jewish communities could be found, collecting money for the 
project . 

ln 1938 the migration to Birobidjan was suspended and groups of other 
nationalities started to settle in, because despite ali effort and dedication no 
more than 20,000 Jews showed up, to include those from the Soviet Union. 
ln 1959, from a total population of 117,000 inhabitants, there were only 14,000 
Jews in there. 

Zionism had refused to receive, without a war, a fertile land to shelter 
ali its people, a home, a country, in an area where it would possibly never 
have any problems, in exchange for the gift received from Great-Britain, that gave 
them what by right did not even belong to it - Palestine. ln a general manner 
we can make a comparison,such as the United States delivering Porto Rico 
to sorne minority, undesired by the Puerto Ricans. If historical reasons are 
brought up we may fear for our future the resurgence of Macedonia, for 
instance, its people wanting back the land conquered by Alexander. Or then 
ltalians claiming back the lands they held by time of Julius Caesar. 

To have a religious seat for administration in Jerusalem to control the 
Jewish religion everywhere, as we have Catholics with their seat in Rome to 
guide them in the world , that would be a perfectly normal situation, but to 
create a nation at the cost of another one, even with ali coverage by American 
Zionism, that holds high offices in the U.S.A. government, that is to look for 
trouble. Anyone who wanted a homeland could go to Birobidjan. 1 believe they 
made a poor choice. As regards non-Zionists, the moment they take the 
nationality of countries where born, they will never again have any problems. 
The problems have always turned up because many have not really adopted 
a country for keeps. 

DECLARATIONS OF WAR 

Let us now examine how the Zionist press dealt with Germany. ln January, 
1934 (!) the Zionist leader Wladimir Jabotinsky told the Tatscha Retisch 
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newspaper: ''Our Jewish interests demand the definitive extermination of 
Germany and also of the German people; if that is not done it shall become 
a danger for us and for this reason it is impossible to allow Germany, under 
an opposing government, to grow strong!!!". 

Notice the expressions of extermination and against whom they are 
levelled. But then we can proceed: On May 24, 1934 (!) the editor of the 
American Hebrew in New York told the American writer Mr. R.E. Edmonson, 
from Oregon: "We are working to take war to Germany (!!!) ". 

On April 16, 1936 (!)the Jewish newspaper The Youngstown Jewish 
Times of Ohio, U.S.A., said: "After the next war there will no longer be a 
Germany. To a signal from Paris, France and Belgium, as weil as the peoples 
of Czechoslovakia shall move to involve the German colossus in a morta! attack. 
They shall split Prussia an Baviera and shall destroy lite in those states". 

On April 30, 1937 (!)The American Hebrew said: "The peoples must 
arrive at the necessary conclusion that Nazi Germany deserves to be eliminated 
from the Family of the Peoples!'' The threats and instigations against Germany, 
as weil as the deformation of treatment Germans gave the Jews were ali-present 
in newspapers ali over the world . 

The German government, feeling the pressure mount every day··through 
the press that suggested even a boycott on imports of German goods, ordered 
the publication, everywhere in the world, of the following Communiqué, which 
was published by Porto Alegre's Revista do Globo on August 22, 1936: 

"WHO BROKE THE DISARMAMENT PROMISE OF VERSAILLES?" 

The disarmament Committee has witnessed the destruction of the German 
war force, made up of: 

59,897 
6,007,000 

38,750,000 
60,400,000 

358,515,000 
79,500 

1,072 
59 

8,982 
2,199 

8,230,350 

46 

180 
11 

174,000 
2,500 

25,757 
26 
19 
83 

130,000 
243,937 

cannons and barrels 
rifles 
machine-gun cartridges 
primers 
cartridges 
gauges 
fire-throwers 
tanks 
radio-telegraph stations 
pontoons 
sacks for soldiers 
sleds for machine-guns 
wooden cars 
gas masks 
machines for war industry 
airplane angines 
large warships 
small cruisers 
torpedo boats 
machine-guns 
barrels for machine-guns 
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16,550,000 
491 '000' 000 
37,600,000 

212,000 
31 

1,762 
1,240 
981,7 
7,300 

21 
64,000 

8 ,000 
15,714 

4 
4 

21 
315 

hand grenades and rifle grenades 
rounds of ammunition for rifles 
kegs of gunpowder 
telephones 
armored trains 
observation vehicles 
field bakeries 
tons of equipment for soldiers 
revolvers 
mobile workshops 
steel helmets 
rifle barrels 
fighter and bomber airplanes 
armored coast-guard beats 
cruisers 
schoolships and special ships 
submarines 

plus fuel , vehicles, spotlights, aiming deviees, acoustic measurement sets, 
optical ditto, sabres and swords, hangars for airplanes, etc .. .''. 

The communiqué proceeds to proclaim: " ln view of the fact that countries 
in the world are arming themselves, contrarily to the Versailles treaty, also 
Germany is going to produce its armament, not for offensive purposes but 
to defend its people and the world peace' '. 

Germany had reacted to threats, warning it would rearm itself. 

NOVEMBER, 1938 - ESCALATION 
AGAINST GERMANV 

On November 7, 1938, at 9 a.m. , a young Polish Jew by name Herschel! 
Grinszpan, who had clandestinely entered France and had just received an 
order of expulsion, murdered the councillor of the Germany Embassy in Paris, 
Ernest von Rath, nephew of the German ambassador Koerts. ln retaliation 
there followed the destruction of store glass windows and propertv of Jews 
in Germany, known as "the crystal night". The government had to step in 
energetically to avoid greater damages. Hitler, in his diary (declared false by 
German authorities of our days ... and about which 1 shall present you with 
a special chapter), was tully against that act, calling it unnecessary and highly 
harmful to the policy the German government had been employing towards 
the Jewish question . ln his diary he shows his concern for the poor reflections 
the incidents would cause abroad. That was something akin to a repetition 
of the Seravejo drama on June 28, 1914, when Arch-Duke Franz Ferdinand, 
heir to the Austro-Hungarian throne, was shot and killed , and which would 
have brought up a reason for the beginning of World War 1. 

Let us see what Correio do Povo (Porto Alegre, Brazil) , published, 
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regarding major events following suit . 
November 16, 1938. Front page: " The armamentist plan of the United 

States aims to assure the defense of America". "The United States prepares 
to break up diplomatie relations with Germany", " Roosevelt will strive so that 
other American nations follow his example' '. ''The fe ars of the United States: 
the visit to be made by the King and Queen of England may bring about 
a relief to many official circles that fear England may be ready to surrender 
the African colonies to Germany, or then let the Reich take over the African 
coast territories facing the Western hemisphere, from Portugal or other 
countries' '. 

''The plans of the new German colonial empire will be presented to Hitler 
this week". "London, 15 (Associated Press): the Daily Mail says the South 
African Defense Minister, Mr. Pirrow, who is to leave London tomorrow to Berlin, 
will take along a plan for Hitler, to create a new German colonial empire in 
Africa, instead of returning its old territories. The new colonies would be made 
up of parts of Cameroon (Republic of Cameroon), which is French, Portuguese 
Angola and the Belgian Congo. The mentioned newspaper goes on: 'The new 
colonies would be grouped together and in addition to excellent sea coasts they 
would have a rich and varied hinterland, scarcely inhabited'. Mr. Pirrow would 
argue that the former German colonies would give them more trouble than 
they are worth (!) since these are scattered about , have a mixed population 
and are financially bankrupt. The newspaper says if Hitler's bid is unreasonable 
the only task left for Pirrow would be to persuade France, Belgium and Portugal' ''. 

Let us analyse the news of that day. 
Under the pretext of the "crystal night" in Germany, the United States 

launched an armamentist plan for ali the Americas, based on the Monroe 
doctrine, denominated "America for Americans", to which Brazilians added 
years later "North Americans ... " They get ready to break up diplomatie 
relations with Germany and let the rest of the pack follow its example. ln short, 
a commercial war to stifle Germany. Germany at the time was Brazil's largest 
buyer and supplier, at approximately 60% of their total trade. 

We find another beauty in the news: the preoccupation of the U. S. press 
and government regarding a possible return of the colonies to their owner 
and, worse still, that Germ any may acquire more land in Africa ... The true glory 
would then be to achieve a total trade boycott against Germany and let the 
82 million Germans do what they could inside little more than 500,000 square 
kms, th at is, something like the size of Brazil's state of Bahia ... 

The last but not least pearl in the news is that from London saying Mr. 
Pirrow 's mission may take him to Hitler. Great-Britain and South Africa refuse 
to return the formerly rich colonies they got through the Versailles treaty, 
be cause th ose colonies have go ne ban kru pt.. . they plan to off er Germ any 
something that does not even belong to them, those are property of France, 
Portugal and Belgium ... But then, depending on the priee offered by Hitler, it 
shall only be necessary to convince th ose countries to close the deal. .. (Do 
you think anyone is joking?) . 

Back to Correio de Povo, December 17, 1938 edition : 
Right at the front page a headline: "Argentina refuses to accept any 
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commitment regarding military agreements among the countries of the 
continent ". This is the first and only nation that went against the Roosevelt 
plans. 

About the same theme: "America for Americans", also at the front page: 
''Brazil supports president Roosevelt 's plan'' and then under the headline we 
have what makes us ashamed although half a century has elapsed: " The Yankee 
president did for America what Bismarck did for Germany", says the Brazilian 
ambassador. And on go the news: " Brazilian ambassador Mario Pimente! 
Brandao praised the statement by Mr. Roosevelt about the need to defend 
the Western Hemisphere, saying '1 think this is a great day for Brazil. If President 
Roosevelt needed any other merit to be immortalized, this would be it ' ··. The 
man, in a few words, came out both as a sycophant and an idiot! Bismarck 
tried to unite the German people, that spoke German, from a German culture 
around an united Germany; the idea of applying that tact to the three Americas 
must be a joke, as that has only served the interests of the smartie from the 
North. We are not to forget, in addition to ali the interventions that happened 
along these last fifty years, that nothing good came to our Central and South 
American brothers from the attitude of the United States of America. in the 
recent Malvinas case, when its aid to England did away with the presence of 
Argentine troops on th ose Islands, after they had reconquered the ir territory. 

Correio do Povo proceeds (November 17, 1938): " England and France 
have officially refused to return the colonies to Germany ", is the headline, 
front page. Then we have: "The hardest blow delivered on colonial claims 
of Germany. The French and the English governments, together with South 
Africa, have officially refused to return to the Reich the territories under their 
mandates". (Aithough they were bankrupt.. .). 

" The planned aid to Jews in Germany; negotiations go on in London to 
settle 20,000 Jewish families in the British Guiana". 

"Roosevelt's plan of defense for America- The U.S.A. plans to build 
an air base in Central America - Argentina will present opposition in Lima 
(Seat of the conference) . - They want to place the Reich in ostracism (sic!)". 
And then follow the news: Democrat Senator M.M. Logan, from Kentucky, 
suggested that the U.S.A. and other American republics ally with England, 
France and other nations to send Germany to ostracism, is order to force an 
end to the anti-Semitic activities. This opinion will be the only way to cali a 
madman to reason". 

"Official protest of the U.S.A. to the Reich". "Against violence suffered 
by property of Americans (in the 'crystal night') - The American embassy has 
sent an official protest to the Foreign Ministry about the destruction of 
AMERICAN property during the anti-Semitic manifestations. Details have been 
supplied in the note sent the Foreign Ministry but nothing has been released 
to safeguard interests that may be hurt ". This is really something, for in no 
book dealing with the crystal night we find mention of North American property 
and we are to notice the note keeps secret about which are those property 
items. 

"American imperialism ....:... How the ltalian press comments on the increase 
of United States air power- Roosevelt's plan to augment the United States 
air force is seen by the ltalian press as a decision to keep American imperialism 
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armed. A newspaper that called Roosevelt 'the ghetto champion' says the 
PROVOKING attitude to Germany was heightened by the interview given the 
press last night. There are in Rome three pending cases of American Jews 
who were forced to leave ltaly within six months . lts is known the American 
embassy expects the creation of a special ltalian committee to examine the 
possible expulsion of American Jews who are in ltaly". 

ln an inner page, same edition, with no special interest drawn to it, we 
find the following : " ln the greater economie competition with Germany the 
Anglo-American trade agreement will be signed today. Washington, 16 (AP) 
The United States and England have come even closer to each other with 
the news of signature of a treaty for reciprocal trade, while the United States 
and Germany are moving even farther apart.The trade pacts will be signed 
tomorrow at the White House. Premier Mackenzie King of Canada will be 
present to sign it . Mr. Cordell Hull, King and possibly the British ambassador 
Lindsay will speak after the ceremony. This is the 19th agreement completed 
by Mr. Hull and it places under the trade agreements about 60% of the total 
trade with the United States. At the same time it has the effect of EXCLUDING 
GERMANY EVEN MORE FROM THE TRADE WITH THIS COUNTRY. lt is 
officially estimated that sorne one thousand concessions in tariffs are made 
by bath parties. Since Germany is on the 'black list' for economie activities 
in the U.S., as it discriminates against U.S. trade, it has no rights to tari ft 
reductions granted England and OTHER NATIONS. The new pact is held to 
spell a reply to the challenge made by the German trade practices, such as 
the exchange transactions. There is no confirmation to the rumors that the 
German ambassador Hans Dieckhoff might receive orders from his government 
to return to Berlin as a protest for statements by Roosevelt that the treatment 
of minorities in Germany was something unbelievable in our twentieth 
century's civilization". The boycott to German goods had finàlly been decreed. 
Correio do Povo, November 19, 1938, had the following headline: " Germany 
withdrew its ambassador to the U.S. government", and then it proceeds: " The 
tension between Germany and the United States has unexpectedly (?) risen". 
What was being commented, on the previous day, had happened. Germany 
was being more and more pressed economically, under allegations of anti-
Semitic persecution . At this lenght the reader would do weil in reviewing the 
chapter "Vienna, 1986 and Berlin, 1946", the interview of a Jewish citizen 
in Berlin to a Brazilian reporter, being therefore a direct contact, about the 
" persecutions" and " protections" from abroad . 

Something, however, stands out very clearly and it leads us to think about 
what Brazil shall have to face, the day. it wants to be freed politically and 
economically from oppressive international capital. 

Correio do Povo, December 11 , bears a headline : "The defense pacts 
among American countries meet the outspoken opposition of Argentina". ln 
continuation : " Chancellor Cantillo has defined the Argentine stand against 
special pacts. The Argentine motta: America for mankind (not America for 
Americans). Argentina will not isolate itself from the rest of the world. The 
Argentine Chancellor Cantillo said today at the Lima conference that ali 
American nations are ready to keep a common front against any danger that 
may from any direction threaten the independence and sovereignty of any of 
th ose nations, but th en special pacts are not needed for th at purpose' '. 
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Let us examine once again who made up the government of President 
Roosevelt , so offended when the German government imposed a fine of one 
billion marks on the Judaic community for the murder of a member of its 
embassy in Paris. The Jewish historian Emil Ludwig admits (in the book Lite 
of Roosevelt) that Franklin Delano Roosevelt was a descendant of the Jew 
Claes Martensen, who migrated from Holland to the U.S.A. in 1560, which 
does not mean he himself was a Jew. 

He was surrounded by, among others, Bernard M. Baruch, his constant 
council, Henry Morgenthau as a Secretary of Treasure, banker James P. 
Warburg, Felix Frankfurter, Brandeis and Cardozo in the Supreme Court, Sol 
Bloom in the foreign relations committee of the House, Samuel Untermeyer 
from the Jewish World Economie Federation, Sam Rosenmanm, rabbi Stephen 
Sidney Hilman, John L. Lewis, Ben Gold, Abraham Flexner, David Dubinski. 

Let us see what the formerly mentioned Samuel Untermeyer, president 
of the Jewish World Economie Federation, declared on August 7, 1933, six 
months after Nationai-Socialism had taken over the government in Germany, 
as on pages 102-103 of World Oefeat, by Salvador Borrego, a Mexican: "1 thank 
you for your enthusiastic reception, although 1 understand it does not aim at 
me but at the 'holy war' for mankind we are waging. That is a war in which 
we are to fight WITHOUT REST AND GIVING NO QUARTERS until the clouds 
of intolerance, racial hatred and fanaticism that caver up today what was once 
Germany, now become Hitlerland, have been dispersed. Our campaign 
consists, under one of its aspects, in a boycott to ali its trade, ships and other 
German services.. . The first president Roosevelt , whose vision and 
statesmanship are the marvel of the civilized world ( ... ) is invoking it for the 
realization of his noble concept on the readjustfnent between capital and 
labor' '. This speech was del ive red in New York. 

Only after the boycott maneuvers had been started by Jews in severa! 
countries the Nationai-Socialists carried out a campaign for one day's duration, 
so that Germans would not buy at Jewish stores, a tact that drew much news 
and photographs, so the world would see how Jews were persecuted ... 

Feverish preparations were under way to involve and destroy Germany 
in another war! 

NATIONAL • SOCIALISM AND COMMUNISM 

From the first days of the Nationai-Socialist party, many of its members 
harbored great respect for Communism, which was usually reciprocated, for 
the sincerity, the strength and goals that were similar to theirs. The first 
members of the Nationai-Socialist party were nearly ali come from the 
Communist party. Anton Drexler, one of the party founders, thought that ex-
Marxists were the best Nationai-Socialists. Nicolau Tolstoy, in his book The 
Secret War of Stalin, pages 98-99 , says that "the more devoted to his cause 
the Nationai-Socialist be, the more solid will be his spiritual links with Soviet 
Marxism. Quisling, in Norway, had originally been very favorable to the 
Communist experiment in Russia. The Nationai-Socialist leader whose 
inclinations came closest to Bolshevism was Goebbels. Without any doubt 
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he could have been either a Marxist of a Nationai-Socialist and since his youth 
he showed he preferred Socialism to Nationalism, saying the first was 'the final 
rejection of material and capitalist Mammonism of the West'. ln 1925 he 
recorded in his diary the wish to go to Russia and his beliet it was better 'to 
fall with Bolshevism than live in a eternal capitalism serfdom', while showing 
great admiration for Lenin . Lenin sacrificed Marx but then he gave Russia 
freedom, he explained. 'No Tzar understood the Russian people in its depth, 
its suffering, its national feelings, as Lenin did' ". 

Tolstoy proceeds: " Hitler's attitude to Bolshevism was more ambivalent, 
but then much more frank about what Nationai-Socialism owed to Marxism. 
Since the beginning of the party struggle he showed a clear preference for 
ex-Marxists as members of his party. With confidence we can understand, 
he said in 1934: 'lt is not Germany that will go Bolshevist, it shall be Bolshevism 
that will become Nationai-Socialism (!) . Besides that, the number of factors 
linking us to Bolshevism is greater than that separating us. Above ali there is a 
genuine revolutionary feeling alive in ali Russia, EXCEPT AMID THE MARXIST 
JEWS. 1 have always considered that circumstance and 1 have given orders 
for immediate admission of ex-Communists in our party. The small social-
democrat bourgeois and the labor union leader can never become Nationai-
Socialists, but Communists always can' " . 

"Hitler greatly admired and respected Stalin, in contrast to the scorn he 
felt for Roosevelt and Churchill. 'Stalin', he said, 'deserves our unrestricted 
respect. ln his own manner he is quite a man ... half an animal , half a giant'. 
That solidarious feeling of Nationai-Socialists about their rivais or counterparts 
was reciprocated , either deliberately or not. Except for anti-Semitism, the 
German Communist Party advocated a policy very similar to that of Nationai-
Socialism. lts program was dictated by the Kremlin through the Komintern. 
To its end the Communist party in Germany beat the drums of Nationalism 
and launched the masses against Versailles. They did not expect to excel the 
Nationai-Socialists but then they were valuable guides and help in preparing 
workers for the anti-Western policy of Hitler. The strength of Germany 
fascinated Stalin. ln Spain the Nationalist forces, supported by Germans and 
ltalians, had begun to restore in power those Republicans protected by Stalin. 

' 'The Marxist philosopher Ernst Nukisch advocated a program consisting 
of a combination of Marxist and Nationai-Socialist ideas. A 'Nafionai-Bolshevist' 
movement that would attempt to realize that union was approved with solidarity 
by Goebbels and Karl Radek, the Soviet ideologist". 

ln 1939, among the similarities extant in both ideologies we can point 
out the following, among many others: 

-They had popular leaders; 
-they were against capitalism; 
- they gave an ali-out support to youth, education, health, culture, 

sports, arts, science and technology; 
-they would not allow the entrance of pornographie publications 

in their countries; 
-they would not accept or recognize the institution of the Nobel 

prizes; 
-their Parliaments had representatives from the most varied classes; 
-their governments had a total and perfect control of ali that was 
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produced, imported and exported; 
-they celebrated Mayday as the most important date for the workers, 

with public parades and manifestations; 
-total stability of priees. 

lt is therefore natural that a non-aggression treaty be signed, which 
happened in August, 1939, and another one for trade exchange between 
Germany and the Soviet Union. 

That alliance in part frustrated the capitalist-Zionist plans that aimed at 
Great-Britain, France and the Soviet Union, who together with the United 
States and Poland could throw Germany at their feet! 

THE PROBLEMS WITH POLAND 

Not one shot being fired and Nationai-Socialism had gathered the Germans 
in the Saar, Bohemia and Moravia, the Sudeten and from Memel, which had 
formerly been separated and were now within German borders. Through the 
Versailles treaty Poland was given a strip of land to have access to the Baltic 
Sea, at the coast of Germany, but that isolated Prussia from Germany and 
the city of Dantzig, entirely German, was declared a free city, under Polish 
administration . 

Germany agreed in that Poland should have an outlet to the sea but then 
it claimed a highway-railway corridor to link it to Dantzig and the province of 
Prussia. 

Here the words of Salvador Borrego in World Defeat, pages 141-142: 'The 
political movement of Jews decided strongly to convert that obstacle into a 
cause to unclench war on Germany, because Poland had military treaties signed 
for mutual aid with England and France!" 

''By secret propaganda means, agitation and influences applied, the Polish 
public opinion was disoriented and the induction to disorder was carried out 
as the safest way to avoid any changes for a peaceful agreement between 
Poland and Germany. On May 3, 1939, there was a Polish parade during which 
the crowds chanted: 'To Dantzig and Berlin!. . .' The version was circulated that 
German troops were ill-fed and would put up no resistance''. 

"The German population annexed to Poland in 1919 suffered BLOODY 
HOSTILITIES in 1939. On August 21 that year the number of fugitives and 
refugees crossing the border between Germany and Poland mounted to 
70,000. As was established later on , 12,857 cadavers of Germans were 
identified as victims of persecution, while sorne 45,000 other Germans were 
missing. International information agency representatives such as Mr. Oechsner 
of the UNITED PRESS were invited into Germany to witness those tacts!!! 
The provocation of these events bore the nefarious fruits expected". 

Negotiations between Germany and Poland were interrupted in July, when 
Poland mobilized against Germany. On August 28, the English advised that 
Germany resume negotiations that had been severed in July. Hjtler explained 
he had the best intention to accept English mediation: " The Reich government 
wanted thus to give His British Majesty's government and the English people 
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the evidence of its sincerity in the German purpose to come to a lasting 
friendship with Great-Britain. ln those conditions it is ready to agree in accepting 
the mediation of His Majesty's government to send to Berlin a Polish personality 
with full powers. lt expects that'personality to arrive up to the 30th August 
1939". 

"On the 30th August, however, at 4:30 p.m., there arrived, instead of 
a peace negotiator, the news that the Polish government had decreed a general 
mobilization. ln the meantime also England feil back and informed it could not 
recommend the sending of a representative. Hitler delivered then to the 
British ambassador, Henderson, the propositions for the construction of a 
highway and a railway uniting Prussia to Germany, passing through German 
territory that had been annexed to Poland". 

At 6:30p.m. on the 31st August, 1939, the Polish ambassador appeared 
at the Chancery of the Reich, but not endowed with powers for negotiation. 
At 9:00p.m. Germany informed England that the British mediation of the 28 
had been accepted, that Germany had expected a plenipotentiary but he had 
failed to arrive. As a result it found that also in that occasion the purpose for 
a peaceful negotiation had been practically rejected". 

"At 11:00 p.m. of the same 31st August the Polish radio announced: 'The 
re ply was the military action taken by the Polish government!' '' 

"The British military historian, captain Liddell Hart, says the promise 
of military aid to Poland, made by England and France, was immoral as it was 
impossible to carry it out. If the Poles, he says, would find about the military 
impossibility of France and England to save them from defeat, it is probable 
they would not have offered so much resistance to the original and moderate 
requests made by Hitler: Dantzig and the Polish corridor". 

The statements made by Polish marshal Rydz-Smigly and by the 
statesmen of Warsaw, and by Lukasiewicz, Polish ambassador in Paris, may 
be summed up as follows: "That the French take care of the ltalians and we 
shall take care of the Germans. ln a month's time the Polish army will parade 
in Berlin, under the Brandenburg Gate". 

As it had happened formerly in other points of the border between 
Germany and Poland, in the early morning of the first day of September there 
was an attack to a telegraph post in Gleiwitz, High Silesia, but this ti me it met 
with response. Let us see happened after that assault. 

Report of the Parliament session when Hitler announced the invasion 

of Poland by German troops (according to Paris Soir) 
Berlin, September 1, 1939. 
The streets from Wilhelmstrasse to Opera-Kroll are closed to ali traffic. 

From 9 a.m. police officers will not anyone pass except individuals with entry 
cards to the Parliament (Reichstag). 

On sidewalks, S.A. formations put up a barrier. ln front of the Opera-Kroll 
a S.A. detachment in grey uniform, the same as the army's, is in position to 
render honors to the Fuehrer on his arrivai at the Reichstag. 

The parade of vehicles from the diplomatie corps and deputies of the 
Reichstag began about 8.30 a.m. Among the diplomats Mr. Attolico, ltalian 
ambassador and the ambassador of Bulgaria can be seen, they were the 
first to arrive. 
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The public looks on with curiosity but no manifestations, at the arrivai 
of Mr. Von Neurath, general Keitel, chief of the supreme Army command, Mr. 
Goebels, Dr. Ley, head of the Labor Front, who personally drives his small car of 
the popular model (Volkswagen). 

The Fuehrer-Chancellor arrived at the Parliament in the company of 
marshal Goering, its chairman, at 10:07 a.m., amid acclamations from the 
crowds. 

ln the session hall deputies have taken their seats. Many deputies are 
absent, AS THEY HAVE BEEN MOBILIZED! 

Marshal Goering opens the session. The Fuehrer proceeds at once to 
the tribune and starts his talk. 

"1 have been unable to cali you this morning, around 3 o'clock. Thanks 
to a model organization you have been able to appear at the convocation, in 
large number. There are more than one hundred who are absent here. They 
are where they belong, in the army. They shall perform their duty there". 

''For months we have ali been suffering under the nightmare of a problem 
created by Versailles and which has grown unbearable for us. Dantzig and 
the corridor have been and they are German. Dantzig was separated from us. 
The corridor, annexed by Poland, but German minorities have been mistreated 
in the most painful manner''. 

''As always, 1 have attempted to create, also he re, a change, by me ans 
of proposais aiming a peaceful revision. lt is a lie, the statement made abroad 
that we have tried to impose our revisionist claims with the sole purpose of 
putting pressure on the world". 

The Chancellor recalls his previous proposai for the limitation of weapons, 
re-establishment of sovereignty of the Reich. "Ali that was fruitless. lt is 
impossible to demand peaceful revisions to us when they are persistently 
refused". 

"For us, Germans, the Versailles dictate has no force of law. One cannot 
say our revision of that dictate violates the law. One cannot extort our signature 
at gunpoint and then say the document signed has become a solemn law''. 

"Dantzig and the corridor have demanded a solution". 
Refusai of proposais made by the Fuehrer. 

"On this matter 1 have exchanged viewpoints with the Polish statesmen. 
There is nothing more loyal and modest than my proposais made then, and 
1 repeat them to the face of the world: 1 am the only man who can make such 
proposais. The proposais have been rejected. They have answered with 
mobilization, terrorism, etc. Poland was adamantin its fight against the free 
city of Dantzig. lt has not cared to carry out is commitments with the ethnie 
minorities living in that territory". 

''Germany has carried out its commitments. Let one French man stand 
and say the 100,000 French in the Saar are being oppressed by us". 

"For three weeks now 1 have told the ambassador of Poland that if they 
would adopt new measures against the Germans or then try to anihilate Dantzig 
by customs measures, Germany could no longer bear it without acting". 

"There is no power with a feeling of honor that would tolerate similar 
situations. 1 have tried for one last time to accept a mediation proposai by 
the British government to start direct conversations with Ppland. 1 accepted 
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that offer. For two days 1 have waited in vain with my government, that the 
Polish government would send a plenipotentiary to us". 

"L.ast night we were told it was examining in that moment the possibility 
to consider our proposais". 

"Messrs. Deputies, if the German Reich and its leaders would put up 
with that, 1 would abandon the poJitical scene". 

"My love for peace and my longanimity cannat be ascribed to cowardice". 
"1 have informed the British government that its proposais have failed". 

"1 do not want to ask for foreign aid" 
The Chancellor next lists several incidents at the border and then he says: 

"1 have decided to use with Poland the same language it has used with us. 
What else do they want? We are not demanding anything from the territories 
to the West, we have not claims in that direction. 1 have given assurance that 
the border between us and France is the final one. 1 have assured to England 
that Germany has no interests in the West and the ether States have understood 
it in part . Before anything else, we must be grateful to ltaly, which has always 
supported us, but 1 do not want to ask for foreign aid. 1 want to solve this matter 
by our means. We shall respect the neutrals". 

"You know that Russia and Germany follow different doctrines; Germany 
does not harbor the intention to export its doctrine and since Russia also does 
not plan to do it,l cannat see why we should once again take position against 
Russia''. 

1 am decided to fight until Poland will accept our conditions 
The Chancellor mentions the pact of non-aggression with Poland and he 

states: "Any attempt from the West to change anything on this regard shall fail". 
"Russia and Germany shall not fight for the second time as they did along 

the world war' ·. 
"1 have decided to solve first the Dantzig problem, and then the problem 

of the corridor and thirdly the problem of modifying the relations of Germany 
with Poland, in a such a way as to render them peaceful". 

"1 am decided to fight until Poland will accept our conditions". 
"1 do not want to reach women and children with the fight. 1 have given 

my air army orders to attack only military objectives. If the adversary, however, 
employ ether methods, we shall reply in such a manner as to withdraw from 
it ali the wish to proceed ". 

1 shall be the first soldier of the Reich. 
"For the organization of our army we have spent over 90 billions. If 1 have 

resorted to our army, 1 am also entitled to require sacrifices to the German 
people''. 

"1 am not asking to any German what 1 myself am not decided to do. There 
will be no hardships in Germany that 1 myself will not be subject to' '. 

"1 shall be the first soldier of the Reich (each sentence uttered by the 
Chancellor is interspersed with acclamations and heils) . 

"1 myself have donned the uniform, which 1 hold as the most sacred and 
beloved . 1 shall only leave it after victory. If anything happens to me, my 
successor is Goering. If anything happens to Goering, it will be Hess the next 
to succeed. If anything happens to Hess, a senate shall elect the bravest one". 

"As a soldier 1 march on to combat with a brave heart. Ali my lite has been 
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a combat for the rise of Germany. There is a word 1 shall never know: 
capitulation. 1 wish to assure ali who are listening: never again in German history 
we shall have another 9th November, 1918. This is not the time to make wishes. 
lt is not the time to busy ourselves with psychological states. lt is the time 
to comply with our duty". 

''1 expect that German women shall integrate the national community under 
an iron discipline. If we shape this community, if we decide to never capitulate, 
we shall never die''. 

"Deutschland, Sieg Heil!" (acclamations) . 
Marshal Goering, Parliament chairman, declares standing that the 

Parliament members shall carry out their duty to the end. Without exceptions 
the Parliament promises to be at ali times an example for the Nation. Ali of 
them standing, deputies acclaim the Chancellor for a long time. 

lt is interesting to quete the testimony for that historie moment from Mr. 
José Pagés Llergo (Mexican ambassador) as we find it at page 146 of the 
book World Defeat, by Salvador Borrego; 

''The civilians are pale, overwhelmed by emotion and they dry up their 
tears; diplomats looked on ecstatically, electrified, at the man who, from the 
distance, rose in ecstasy; the military shout. Outside the Parliament, half a 
million people uttered a cave and terrifying murmur when Adolf Hitler lowered 
his fists on the Reichstag tribune and his face reddened, hair fallen on his 
face, shouted with profuse tears in his eyes". 

"ln this moment 1 do not want to be more than the first soldier of the 
Reich". 

"His arms rose slowly, dramatically, to the sky. ln that gesture asking for 
silence, the tiger he had become instants before is changed by fantastic genius 
into the apostle of Germanism, which goes on lecturing with a rare modulation 
of the-voice, his truth , the truth of his People". 

"By my side a woman weeps, deeply touched. Men only breathe, their 
eyes ti red and their faces in sweat, they lie extenuated in their seats. ln a 
fraction of a second Hitler leads his audience to vibration down to exhaustion . 
His voice -is not strong but then he modulates it in such a manner that he 
makes it plaintive, sweet, suppliant and ferocious". 

" The shout 'Heil' extends tenuously, innaccurate, from the Reichstag 
platform to the amphitheater to become a deafening roar, a wild roar filling 
ali the building and expanding to the street ". 

So that the reader may have a chance to know and analyze the matter, 
Germany 's claims regarding the Polish corridor were the following: 

Dantzig and the Corridor 

1. Complying with its purely German character, plus the unanimous wish 
of the people, the Free City of Dantzig will at once return to the German Reich. 

2. The territory of the so-called corridor, extending from the Baltic sea 
to the Mariannewerder-Graudenz-Kulm-Bromberg line (including those towns) 
and then running approximately West of Schoenlake, will decide by itself 
whether it shall belong to Germany or Poland. 
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Plebiscite 

3. For that purpose there shall be held a plebiscite in that territory. Ali 
Germans living in that territory on January 1, 1918, or who have been born 
there up to that date, as weil as ali Potes living on that territory on the same 
day or born there since then shall participe in that plebiscite. The same shall 
apply to the Kachoubes. 

The Germans who have been expelled from that territory shall enter it 
to assure their right of vote and to guarantee a plebiscite that shall be objective 
and assure the necessary preparations. 

The mentioned territory, as has happened with the Saar territory, shall 
be placed under authority of the international mission to be composed at once 
and it shall comprise the four major powers: ltaly, Soviet Union, France and 
Gceat-Britain. (!). 

That commission shall hold ali the rights of sovereignty over that territory. 
For that purpose the territory shall, within the shortest possible period to be 
still matter of a convention , be evacuated by the Polish army, the Polish police 
and the Polish minorities. 

Gdynia 

4. Excluded from that territory shall be the Polish port of Gdynia which , 
in principle, is a sovereign Polish territory in what regards the land part inhabited 
by the Polish colony. The precise borders of that Polish port shall be settled 
by an agreement between Germany and Pol and and, in case it does not 
materialize, by an international court . 

5. So that there shall be time to carry out the preparations required by 
an impartial plebiscite, that plebiscite shall not be held before twelve months 
have elapsed. 

6. To assure Germany, during that period, its connection in a limited manner 
with Eastern Prussia and to secure Poland its access to the sea, highways 
and railway fines shall be established making it possible for free traffic. Tariffs 
shall be charged only at amounts that bring the necessary for the maintenance 
of the communication roads and to accomplish the transportation. 

7. The destination of the territory shall be decided by the simple majority 
of votes cast. 

Highways and railway, extra-territorial 

8. ln order to guarantee, after the plebiscite is held and whatever its result, 
at one side the safety of free communications between Germany and its 
province of Dantzig and Eastern Prussia and, on the other side, the safety of 
communications between Poland and the sea, the following shall apply: 

If the territory in plebiscite return to Poland, Germany shall receive an 
extra-territorial communication zone, approximately in the direction of Buetow-
Dantzig or Dirshau, so that it may establish there a highway and a railway fine 
in four tracks. The construction of the highway and railway shall be made in 
such a way as not to eut into or cross the Polish communication ways, that 
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is, the crossings shall be done through elevated passages or by tunnels. The 
width of that zone is hereby set in 1,000 meters, which shall become German 
territory. If the plebiscite decision be in favor of Germany, Poland shall receive, 
for its free and unhampered communication with its port of Gdynia, the same· 
rights to an extra-territorial communication by highway and railway line that 
Germany would have received in the opposite case. 

Exchànge of minorities 

9. ln case the corridor return to the German Reich, the Reich declares 
itself ready to make with Poland an exchange of inhabitants, in the measure 
that the corridor will be useful for that . 

10. The special rights that may be requested by Poland as regards the 
port of Dantzig shall be negotiated from the principle that identical rights shall 
be granted to Germany in the port of Gdynia. 

11 . To suppress in that zone ali feelings of threat by either side and from 
others, the cities of Dantzig and Gdynia should receive the character of trade 
cities, that is, they should have no military installations. 

12. The peninsula of Hela, whether it should be returned to Poland or 
to Germany, according to the the plebiscite, should in any case be demilitarized. 

lnquiry committees 

13. ln view of the tact that the Reich government means to raise the most 
vehement censure as regards the treatment to the German minority in Poland 
and on its turn the Polish government finds itself in the right to complain to 
Germany on the same matter, both parties declare they agree to submit those 
charges to an inquiry committee of international composition and forbid bodily losses, 
as weil as terrorist actions. Germany and Poland commit themselves to repair 
ali economie losses and others suffered by their respective minorities, since 
1918, as weil asto cancel out the expropriations and indemnify tully the losses 
resulting from those and other interventions in their economie life. 

14. To suppress among the Germans settled in Poland and among the 
Poles settled in Germany the feeling they are deprived of their international 
rights and to render them the assurance they shall not be forced to comply 
with acts or functions incompatible with their national feeling , Germany and 
Poland agree in guaranteeing the rights of their respective minorities through 
general agreements mandatory for the maintenance of such effect. 8oth parties 
commit themselves to not subject the members of their respective minorities 
to military service. 

15. ln case of an arrangement on the basis of these proposais, Germany 
and Poland declare they are decided to order and execute the immediate 
demobilization of their armed forces. 

16. Other measures destined to step up the agreements above shall be 
taken in common agreement between Germany and Poland. 
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•, "' 

FROM THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
XVIII . CENTURY 

GEORGE WASHINGTON (1732-1799) , was a general officer and a 
politician, the first President of the U.S.A., re-elected for a second term and 
having refused a third one. Together with Abraham Lincoln and Martin Luther 
King, he was the man who received most hamage from the American people. 
During my research in preparing this book 1 have found the opinion of this 
statesman regarding Jews living in the U.S. and then 1 shall quote it, for the 
complete surprise it caused in me and will possibly cause in the reader, as 
it was expounded 125 years before Adolf Hitler had been born: 

" They - the Jews -- fight against us more efficiently than enemy armies." 
" They are one hundred times more dangerous to our liberty and they 

are the major problem we face.'' 
" lt is to deplore that ali the State, for some ti me, has not persecuted them 

like a plague of society and the greatest enemies of America's happiness". 
Following up the thread 1 have found another surprising statement, this 

one present at pages 368-369 of the book Secret History of Brazil, by Gustavo 
Barroso, chairman of the Brazilian Academy of Letters, director of the National 
Museum of History, federal deputy from 1915 to 1918 and who had been 
secretary of the Brazilian delegation in the famous " Peace Conference" of 
Versailles, 1919: 

"BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, Postmaster General, wrote the Declaration of 
Independance of the United States in 1776 and he achieved, being a minister 
plenipotentiary in Paris, its recognition by England. From 1784 thru 1788 he 
was the chairman of Congress in Pennsylvania. FAMOUS FOR HIS INVENTION 
OF THE LIGHTNING RODS, he was a Masan and he therefore knew, and knew 
from close distance, secret forces. HIS PROPHECY ABOUT THE ｾｅｗｉｓｈ＠
FUTURE' OF THE UNITED STATES IS A REMARKABLE ONE!" 

" BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, who lived from 1706 thru 1790, one of the most 
emminent Americans and a man whose name shall never be forgotten, declared 
by time of prDmulgation of the U.S. Constitution, in 1787 (enacted to our days) , 
to ali that assembly: " 

" 'ln any country where the Jews try to settle in a larger number, they 
disrespect the ethic morality and the trade honesty; they isolate themselves, 
instead of assimilating themselves. They despise the Christian religion and 
they try to work against it, disagreeing with the religious customs of that 
country. They create, in the various countries where they live, independant 
States and in ali cases and places, where the authorities attempt to curb it, 
they cause the ruin of that country. Examples are Spain and Portugal' ". 

" 'For over 1,700 years the Jews complain that they have been expelled 
from Palestine. But ｴｾ･ｮ＠ if the world would give them Palestine ag ain , they 
would find reasons not to return to that land. Why? Because ali Jews are 
vampires, and vampires cannat live off vampires. They are unable to live for 
themselves. They exploit the Christian peoples and they harm ali other nations, 
with the exception of their own race' ". 
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" 'If you, gentlemen, do not exclude them from the Constitution of the 
United States, within 200 years (that would be on 1987!) th_ey shall have 
entered in such large numbers in this country that THEY SHALL DOMINATE 
AND SWALLOW IT UP. They shall have changed our form of government 
for which we, Americans, have given our lives and our blood, and for which 
we risk our freedom' ". 

" ' If you, gentlemen, fail to exclude them, in that case our descendants 
shall in two hundred years (that would be 1987) have to work only for Jews 
who, sitting on their cushioned chairs, will be counting up the money we make' ''. 

' "1 warn you! If you shall not exclude the Jews for ever, your children 
shall condemn you in yaur graves. The Jews are Asiatic and nothing else, 
whatever the place they have been born in' " . 

' " The customs and habits of Jews are not suitable to the lite of Americans, 
even if a Jew lives ten generations among us. A leopard does not abandon 
its habits. The Jews are Asiatic and if they can enter here, they become a 
danger to our country. They should be excluded constitutionally ' '·. 

Quoting the thought of those two illustrious Americans has no other 
purpose than that of giving our readers a knowledge of the tacts practically 
non-divulged , to have a chance to think, consider and also do sorne research , 
in order to have a more real view of what happens in this troubled world. Even 
disagreeing with the speech by Benjamin Franklin, we have to admit that, in 
a way, he has be en a prophet . 

ENGLAND & FRANCE AGAINST GERMANY 

We have examined the reasons for the conflict between Germans and Poles, 
so we may now look into the reasons why first England and then France 
declared war on Germany, making a neighbor conflict turn into a WORLD WAR! 

lt has to do with a tact mentioned by historians like John Lukacs, Salvador 
Borrego and Saint-Paulien, but then never giving it its due importance, since 
it involves international personalities that are very weil known by ali and 
because it demolishes ali that the " international press" has been saying and 
sticking into our heads after and before 1939 and since: 

JAMES V. FORRESTAL, EX-SECRETARY OF DEFENSE OF THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA, IN HIS BOOK THE DIARY OF FORRESTAL, PAGE 121, 
STATES THAT AFTER THE WAR, IN 1945, MR. JOSEPH KENNEDY TOLO 
HlM THAT IN 1939 NEVILLE CHAMBERLAIN HAD STATED ''THE AMERICAN 
JEWS AND JEWS OF THE WORLD HAD FORCED ME TO ENTER THE WAR 
AGAINST GERMANY". (!!!) 

We may weil examine the men involved: James V. Forrestal, ex-secretary 
of defense of a country that fought against Germany. 

Joseph Kennedy, father of John Kennedy, who was assassinated when 
holding the office of President of the United States, and also father of Robert 
Kennedy, assassinated when he was the favorite to become the next President 
of the United States, plus Senator Edward Kennedy, plus another son, killed 
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in the war against Germany. Ex-President John Kennedy had also been 
wounded in that war. Mr. Joseph Kennedy, at the time, 1939, was no more 
nor less than THE AMBASSADOR OF THE UNITED STATES IN LONDON! 

The last personality involved is only THE BRITISH PREMIER NEVILLE 
CHAMBERLAIN, the man who turned the key to start the second World War!!! 

Weil, now, if we cannat believe those men, who shall we believe in? 

OFFICIAL JUDAIC DECLARATION OF WAR ON 
GERMANY 

ln the elections of March 5, 1933, Nationai-Socialists were the winners, 
reaching an absolute majority at Parliament (Reichstag). Nineteen days after 
that, on March 24, 1933, Zionism declared war on Germany, as printed on 
the front page of the Daily Express, London, with the following headlines: ﾷｾ･ｷｩｳｨ＠
World Declares War On Germany'', ﾷｾ･ｷｳ＠ of the World, United", "Boycott to 
German Goods" and "Mass Demonstrations". Our readers can see that the 
economie war on Germany began precisely 6 years, 5 months and 8 days 
before conventional war started, which according to the British Premier, 
Chamberlain, was motivated and imposed by those same Zionists. 

ｾｾｾＭＭ ｊ｡ｴｬｾｾｾｾﾷ］Ｍｾ］］］］ｦｩｓｾｾｾ＠
JUDEA DECLARES WAR ON GERMANY 

Mr. Churchlll'11 Wlthe,.,. 
Attack On Prtm,.r 

During celebrations of the XXV Zionist Congress at Geneva, from 16 thru 
25 August, 1939, Dr. Chaim Weizmann (indeed the greatest worker for the 
Zionist cause) exhorted ALL JEWS OF THE WORLD, WHEREVER THEY 
MIGHT BE, TO JOIN IN THE STRUGGLE AGAINST GERMANY. (That 
happened one week before the war between Holland and Germany). 
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On September 3, 1939, precisely on the day when Great-Britain and 
France declared war on Germany, the president of the Judaic Agency in 
Jerusalem, Palestine at the time, published his opinion, saying: "The 
government .of His Majesty today declared war on Hitler's Germany. ln these 
moments that are so important to our destiny, the Judaic community has three 
different desires in its heart: the protection of the Judaic community, the 
welfare of Jewish people and the victory of the British Empire. The war 
that Great-Britain now is faced with, by gum of Nazi Germany, IS ALSO 
OUR WAR. WE SHALL RENDER THE BRITISH ARMV AND PEOPLE, WITHOUT 
ANY RESERVATIONS, THE AID WE CAN AND MUST RENDER!!!" 

Despite these declarations of war, made in late August and early 
September, 1939, only after the beginning of the American aid to the Soviet 
Union (aid brought about by Zionist interests) , in 1941 , Germans began to 
concentrate a larger number of German Jews in various labor camps such 
as Auschwitz and others, near which they had assembled ENORMOUS 
INDUSTRY COMPLEXES. 

ENGLAND DECLARES WAR ON GERMANV 

" On August 26, 1939 (six days!!! before battles started between Poland 
and Germany), England had signed a treaty with Poland, whose first article 
reads as follows: 

"If one of the contracting parties find itself in war with an European power, 
for HAVING BEEN THE VICTIM OF AN AGGRESSION FROM THAT POWER, 
the other contracting party shall at once render to the first ali its support 
and assistance''. 

Not taking into account that Germany started en masse against Poland 
after having, in a new border incident, a post assaulted at the town of Gieiwitz, 
by Polish troops, England ·issued an ultimatum to Germany to withdraw its troops 
from Poland until September 3, 1939, or then it would declare itself in war 
with Germany. 

After the war, " specialists" gave publicity to the following version for that 
border incident: ''Hitler gave orders for the creation of a commando task made 
of prisoners from concentration camps (!) and Polish army uniforms made 
and tailored for them and armed them to attack the German post . After that 
attack he ordered them killed so that they could not denounce his plan, born from 
the need to create a reason to attack Poland ... " Even a movie film has been 
made to that effect! ... 

That story of eliminating witnesses shall be repeated ali the time in the 
concentration camp cases ... Wh en the Jewish prison ers were put in charge 
of leading Jews to gas chambers and th en rem ove the bodies of other Jews .. . 
After some time doing that job there would come other Jews who killed the 
first collaborators so that not one witness would be left for what went on 
there ... As the reader shall see farther on , it seems that the "SS" achieved . 
their goal and succeeded in performing a perfect crime: the elimination of six 
million people in gas chambers, leaving not one reliable witness of it! ... 
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FRANCE ALSO DECLARES WAR ON GERMANY 

Based on article 3 of the French-Polish treaty signed on November 19, 
1921, which reads as follows: "If, against the provisions and the péaceful 
intentions of the two contracting States, both or one of them be attacked, 
without provocation, by a third State, the governments of both States shall 
concert for the defense of their territories and the safeguard of their interests", 
and not giving attention to the expression ''without provocation' ' and ali the 
persecution the German minority was being inflicted, France followed the 
example of England! 

MUSSOLINI'S ATTEMPT AT MEDIATION 

As from information from the Stefani Agency, here are the accurate and 
official data about the peace attempt made on August 31, 1939. 

"The Duce has informed the English and French governments that he 
would cali an international conference for the 5th of September to review the 
clauses of the Versailles treaty that are the reason for the present disturbance 
of European lite, but that under the condition that he would beforehand have 
the certainty of French and British agreement and that the participation of . 
Poland were assured by the action of London and Paris. Despite the requests 
by the ltalian government, London and Paris failed to take their answers to 
Rome before the first of September". 

"ln the course of the evening from 31 August to the first of September, 
however, there were border incidents between Germany and Poland, which 
have led the Fuehrer to retaliate in military operations against Poland". 

REPORT OF POLISH AMBASSADOR IN 
THE U.S.A. 

The following text is from a report, dated January 12, 1939 (nearly eight 
months before the Poland x Germany conflict) made by the Polish ambassador 
in the United States of America, count Jerzy Potocki, to the Foreign Minister 
of Poland, confirming tacts already mentioned and adding many new ones, 
notable in their value as they come from an adversary of Germany. 

" The atmosphere at present in the United States is marked by a GROWING 
HATRED AGAINST NAZISM, which is particularly concentrated in the person 
of Chancellor Hitler, as weil as against anything that has to do with Nationai-
Socialism. The propaganda is especially in the hands of the Jews, to whom 
belong nearly 100% of the radio, movies, press and magazines. Notwith-
standing. the tact the propaganda is carried out in a very gross manner, 
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depicting Germany as lowly as possible, they avait themselves of the 
religious persecution and concentration camps - it causes very deep effects 
here, since the public knows practically nothing and it has not even the slightest 
idea about the situation in Europe. At present the majority of Americans think 
Chancellor Hitler and Nationai-Socialism are the worst whip and the greatest 
danger threatening the world. The situation here creates an excellent forum 
for ali kinds of orators and the immigrants from Germany and Czechoslovakia, 
who spare no words to incite the people with the most varied slandering. They 
exalt American freedom and oppose it to the totalitarian States". 

"ln addition to that propaganda, they also create an ARTIFICIAL 
PSYCHOSIS OF WAR; they mean to convince the American people that peace 
in Europe hangs from a thread and that war is inevitable. On this matter they 
lead the American people to see, and that in an aggressive way, that America, 
in case of a world war, would have to enter the fight to defend the concept -
of freedom and democracy in the world' '. 

"President Roosevelt has been the first to give expansion to his anti-
Fascist hatred. He aims aLa double objective: first, to take the American 
people's attention off the hard and complex internai policy problems, very 
particularly off the pçoblems of the struggle of capital against tabor; secondly, 

/ TO CREATE AN ATMOSPHERE OF WAR and, with rumors of a danger that 
menaces Europe, to convince the American people to accept the ENORMOUS 
ARMAMENTIST PROGRAM that greatly excels the defense needs of the 
United States. As to the first we must say the situation in the tabor market 
is wgfSening ali the time and the unemployed amount today to 12,000,000 
(!)The expenditures of the country's administration, plus those of territories, 
are growing every day and only the enormous sums of billions of dollars the 
Treasury invests in projects to give jobs to the unemployed keep sorne internat 
tranquility''. (The American arms program, as said above, will soon celebrate 
its 50th anniversary ... ) "Up to know there have happened only local strikes 
and disturbances of a common nature. Up to when it will prove possible to 
sustain that ctass of subsidies by the State, it is hard to guess. The excitement 
and indignation in public opinion, as weil as the serious conflicts between 
private organizations and powerful trusts. to one side, and workers to the other, 
create many enmities to Mr. Roosevelt and render him sleepless for many 
nights". 

" On the second point, we can only see that President Roosevelt, in a 
elever political gambit , knowing weil the American psychology as he does, 
may promptly tu rn off the _attention of the people from its internat situation 
and become interested in ·international politics. His method to attain that 
purpose was not very hard to fJnd. tt sufficed to bring into play, to a side and 
in adequate manner, a dangér of war that threatened the world, thanks to 
Chancellor Hitlefs ｡｣ｴｩｾｩｴｩ･ｳ＠ and, to the other, create a ghost speaking'Of an 
attack TO THE UNITED STATES by totalitarian countries. ( ... )The Munich pact 
has come very timely for President Roosevelt and he presented it as the 
capihJiation of France and England to a belligerent German militarism. As is 
usually said there, 'Hitler put a gun on Chamberlain 's chest'. France and 
England, therefore, had nothing else to choose except sîgning that dishonorable 
peace". 
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"Aiso the RUMORED BRUTAL TREATMENT TO JEWS IN.GERMANY and 
the immigrants' problem have fed new lite to the hatred for everything related 
to German Nationai-Socialism.ln this we had the participation of SOME JEWISH 
INTELLECTUALS AS BERNARD BARUCH, THE GOVERNOR OF THE ｓｔａｔｾ＠
OF NEW YORK, MR LEHMANN, THE JUST-APPOINTED SUPREME COU Ri 
JUSTICE MR. FELIX FRANKFURTER, THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, 
MR. MORGENTHAU and other personalities of President Roosevelt's choice 
of friends, who are interested in that he become their leader in the struggle 
for the rights of men and freedom of religion and speech and that those who 
create unrest for the world be punished in the future". 

''Th ose individuals, holding the highest offices of the U.S. government 
and intending to appear as 'representatives of true Americanism and defenders 
of democracy' at bottom are linked by indestructible ties TO INTERNATIONAL 
JEWRY. For the Judaic international, that stands before anything else for the 
interest of their race, the placing of the President of the United States in that 
'more ideal' spot as the champion of man's right has truly been a masterful 
stroke. They have thus created in this hemisphere a very dangerous focus of 
hatred and enmity and they also have split the world into opposing fields". 

''Ali the problem is being dealt with in a mysterious mann er: Roosevelt 
has in his hands the bases for the next foreign pôlicy of the United States 
and the simultaneous creation of colossal military stocks for the future was 
THE JEWS' PLAN TO UNCLENCH WAR DELIBERATELY. From the viewpoint 
of internai policy, it is very comfortable to turn off the public attention from 
an ever-growing anti-Semitism in North America, speaking about the need to 
defend religions and the freedoms from attacks by Fascism". (No comments!!!) 

RECEPT-ION TO HITLER 
AND SPEECH IN DANTZIG 

On September 19, 1939 (from the Século newspaper, Portugal, dated 
September 20, 1939) Hitler made a speech. lt was also a speech of great 
historical value as it described ali the situation prevailing and it was possibly 
never tully quoted in Brazil - and other countries. 

ln the mid-afternoon Hitler arrived at the Polish-Dantziger border and he 
was received at the Remberg village by gauleiter Forster, who welcomed him 
on behalf of Dantzig. The streets and houses in Dantzig were lively decorated 
for the reception. Fighter planes flew over thecity, church belis rang. At 4 
p.m. the parade crossed the city at slow march, amid deafening ovation. On 
his arrivai the music band struck up the Bandonvillers march and the people 
burst in acclamation. Hitler began his speech: 

"1 am speaking to you for the first time on this land that already belonged 
to German settlers half A. century before the first white man arrived at the 
territory today known as the state of New York. After that this land was German, 
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went on being German and, you may rest assured of it, it shall be German 
forever. The destiny of this city and this beautiful country is linked to the destiny 
of ali Germany. The World War (1914-18), the most senseless struggle of ali 
times, has included both amid its victims. When that war ended and there 
were only the defeated, the world became convinced that peace would be 
installed and that it would last. Unfortunately the Great War has been forgotten, 
particularly by those who, RIGHT NOW IN THIS MOMENT, were the promoters 
and the main profiteers in such a massacre of the peoples". 

''When the bloody battle which Germ any ente red without purposes of 
war came toits end, the world should have been given a peace leading to 
the re-establishment of law and bringing an end to misery. But then in Versailles 
the peace was not given our people on grounds of an open liberation. lt was 
dictated to our people and imposed on it. Perhaps many men have thought 
it the solution for major problems. They were deceived. The authors of that 
peace have only created new and serious disturbances. They were mistaken 
even in that, the promoters of war: they had solved no problems that did not 
exist formerly. And the rise of the German nation was only a matter of ti me, 
to solve on its side the situations brought about". 

"ln tact the war and peace profiteers had forgotten this essential reality 
that is the existence of the peoples. But if recalling that was not convenient 
to this or that British warmonger, the tact is that82,000,000 Germans are 
now united in this vital space. These are 82 million beings who want only to 
live and they shalllive, although this is also not convenient to warmongers". 

' 'The peace of Versailles has been the greatest injustice carried out against 
Germany. If in our days there appear statesmen of an other people showing 
mistrust in the word of German leaders and the German people, then we 
Germans have a right to state we deposit no trust at ali in the guarantees that 
have been offered tous in a solemn way and. broken IJP in an unbelievable manner. 
1 do not want to cali supreme the injustice 'Of ｖ･ｲｾ｡ｩｬｬ･ｳＮ＠ The worst part in 
the lite of the peoples is perhaps not the injustice, but the lie, the comedy, 
the senselessness with which peace was granted the world, with no historical 
and economie thoughts and no respect for the national and political tacts, 
passing then to the 'order of the day'. They concocted regulations leading us 
to doubt that the men who dictated to us were sane of their five senses. 
Deprived of ali knowledge about the historical evolution of these territories, 
ignorant of ali economie understanding, the men of Versailles passed like a 
storm over Europe, dismantled states, separated and oppressed peoples and 
destroyed civilizations. The Polish state wasalso a fruit of that lack of sense". 

"Perhaps the world does not know what Germany had to sacrifice for 
the appearing of the Polish state. Ali regions that were then incorporated to 
Poland owe their evolution to the energy and creative spirit of Germans, since 
they owe their cultural importance to the German people. The separation of 
a province from the Reich and the annexation of other regions by Poland were, 
at that length, based on ethnical reasons. Later on, however, plebiscites have 
shown that the populations did not wish to be incorporated into the Polish 
state, which grew at the cost of German colonization, expanding against ali 
practical reason, going against ali economie chances". 

''The Pol es, who had not founded this culture, would not be capable to 
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preserve it. Fifty years would be enough for a return to the barbarism of the 
territories the Germans had civilized.ln ali Poland cultural degeneration began 
to sprout. lt was a state formed by different nationalities. They had done of 
it what they had formerly charged Austria with; a group of degenerates 
dominated the foreign nationalities and their own fellow-countrymen by means 
of a police and military regime. And the lite of Germans under that state became 
terrible". 

"There is a great difference of situation between a people of little culture 
to whom befalls the disgrace of being governed by a highly-cultured people 
and a people of high culture to which befalls the tragic fate of being submitted 
to an uncultured people. ln the uncultured people there will appear inferiority 
complexes and the dominated shall be ill-treated in a barbarous manner". 

"The Germans who lived under Polish domination have experienced it 
for nearly twenty years". 

"Despite it ali 1 have tried here, as everywhere else, to find a just regulation. 
1 have tried to set the Reich borders to the West and then to the South, to 
pull th ose areas out of insecurity and assure peace for the future. 1 have made 
like efforts with Poland where there was, then, an energetic man with a notion 
of reality. 1 have been able to keep understandings with marshal Pilsudski and 
arrive at an agreement opening the way for a peaceful understanding of both 
countries, an agreement that had no approval for the creations of the Versailles 
treaty and should, leaving aside that problem, create the grounds for a 
reasonable and bearable neighborhood". 

"White the marshallived, it seemed the attempt would lead us to a better 
situation but then, right after his death, the fight against Germany was resumed. 
And that fight has grown and darkened more and more the relations between 
both countries. lt was very difficult to watch patiently how, in a neighboring 
country that had done many injustices against Germany, a.German minority 
was inflicted barbarian persecution". 

"The world that sheds tears when a Polish Jew installed in Germany for 
dozens of years is taken to the border, proved deaf ｾＺｭ､＠ mute about the 
unhappiness of thousands of Germans who had to leave their country by 
imposition of Versailles. That is so because the world exhibits a special kind 
of deafness or voicelessness when it has to do with the tate of Germans. 
Weil, since Germany is a great power it should see how a less·cultured people 
and astate of lower grade of civilization dealt with its children. There were 
in particular two intolerable situations: they prohibited that a city whose German 
character none can deny would return to the Reich, and then they were 
attempting to colonize it little by little, through thousands of methods; a province 
separated from the German Reich had no direct access for connection with 
it and the communications of that province depended on ali shorts of chicanery 
or whims of the Polish. state". . 

"No world power would put up with such a state of âffairs for as tong 
as Germany. 1 do not know what England would have done in an identical case, 
nor how France or the United States would have acted. What 1 know is that 
in the shape of verbal proposais 1 have taken to the Po'lish leaders a bearable 
solution for the problem.. The proposais were modest: Dantzig would return 
to the Reich and an extra-territorial highway would be buîlt at our expense 
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between the Reich and Eastern Prussia. Poland, on its side, would have in 
Dantzig the rights of a free port and it would also use the same extra-territorial 
outlet to the sea. 1 was thus ready to assure the borders, which were nearly 
unbearable, between the Reich and Poland and let Poland join in the guarantee 
to Slovakia. 1 did not know which were the intentions of the Polish government 
that turned down my offer, but 1 know that millions of Germans thought, at 
the time, that 1 was offering too much. ln reply, Poland issued an order for 
mobilization. At the same timea large-scale campaign of anti-German terrorinm 
was launched. My request to the foreign affairs minister so that we held a 
conference in Berlin to examine the matter was 1iJ.gain refused.lnstead of coming 
to Berlin, that minister took off to london ... " 

''There followed weeks and months of threats that grew every day and 
became insupportable. The Poles were already speaking and debating openly 
on how thèy were going to anihilate the German army ahead or further on, 
in Berlin ... A Polish marshal (puff-puff, the crowd cries ironicaUy) has just 
regrettably abandoned his army but at the time he declared he was going to 
smash the German troops... ln Polish magazines they were speaking of 
conquering Eastern Prussia, Pomerania, the Oder borders and even the Elbe. 
The same Polish marshal (again the audience utters puff·puff) spoke of 
cutting down the German people. Who can thus throw dust at the eyes of 
the Polish people? For the Germans living in Poland the situation became an 
unequalled martyrdom. Thousand of Germans were placed under arrest, 
manhandled and killed in cruel ways. But the whole world kept silent.lt might 
be thinking that the German people would keep that way forever, a state as 
ridiculous as Poland, only because sorne foreign elements thought so. Weil , 
those elements are the same ones which, for centuries now, have been inciting 
to war. lt was the same people which offered its assistance to Poland and 
inspired Poles the decision to start the war. The truth is that for such individuals 
Poland was only the means to reach their purposes. What is more. they are 
now saying coldly that the question was not that of saving Poland but attacking 
the German regime''. 

"1 have always called attention to the danger in the tact that a country 
have men who may freely wage a war, saying it is a necessity. 1 am speaking 
about Messrs. Churchill, Eden, Duff Cooper, etc. And 1 cali it a danger because 
it is a country where none knows exactly if such gentlemen will or will not 
become members of the government at short notice. 1 was told that would 
never happen. ln my opinion they represent today the British government. 
1 never let any doubt subsist that Germany would never capitulate in front ot 
threats, neither in front of the strength of those gentlemen". 

''They then attacked me with violence. One can see that in democracies a 
system has been adopted: individuals can incite to war, regimes and statesmen 
can be attacked, also foreign heads of state, because there exists THE 
FREEDOM OF SPEECH AND PRESS. ln authoritarian states there is no right 
to answer them, because here we have discipline. Only in indisciplined states 
exists, therefore, the right to incite to war". 

' '1 have then decided to let the Reich people have the information about 
the maneuyers of those criminal individuals and the people thus became little 
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_ by little cognizant of this position necessary for the defense, so that it would 
not one day be caught by surprise. 1 think that in late August we could still 
have found a solution if England had not intervened and hate campaigns from 
those provoking elements had not increased. ln certain moments Great-Britain 
itself tried to organize a direct conversation between us and the Poles. Bath 
1 and the German government waited for them in Berlin, for two days. 1, however, 
prepared another proposai and 1 read it off, word per word, to the British ambassador, 
early the first day. The foreign affairs minister gave it further explanations. 
Nothing happened until the next day, except for the general mobilization of 
Poland, new terrorist acts and an assault on the Reich territory" (post at 
Gleiwitz) . 

" ln the international domain, as in any other, one should not confuse 
patience with weakness. For years 1 have patiently watched continuous 
provocations. What 1 have suffered along these years few people may only 
try to guess. There was not one month, or often a week, without receiving 
a delegation from these territories, saying the situation of Germans was 
unbearable and begging for an intervention.! have always renewed my promise 
to solve the matter. And years have so passed by. But then, for ali that ti me 
1 have also warned that it would come to an end and after a long wait, after 
many proposais had been made, 1 decided to speak to the Poles in the language 
they thought they could use against us. Even then peace could have been 
saved. Our friendly ltaly, the Duce, made mediation offers. France declared 
to be in accord with them. 1 also acquiesced. But England refused and decided 
to send the German people an ultimatum that lasted two hours and presented 
absurd demands". 

"Weil, the English have made a big mistake (acclamations) . They confused 
today's regime with the regime of November 1918. They have figured that 
the German nation of our days is that of the past. To present Germany one 
does not send such kind of intimidation. If Poland chose a war, that was because 
others incited it to, telling it the war was mandatory. Those warmongers thought 
they would thus close a large political and financial deal. 1 am telling them, 
however, that the war shall not, for them, be the desired deal and it shall bring 
them the greatest disappointment. Poland has chosen war because certain 
statesmen of the West had assured it they had accurate data on the poor 
condition of the German army, the inferiority of our matériel and morale of 
our troops. They told it about a moral decline inside the Reich and the 
separation existing between the German people and its leaders. They led 
the Poles to believe it would be easy to repeal our armies. lt was on such 
assumptions that Poland based its campaign, following the advice of Western 
General staffs. After ali, eighteen days later, we can say in truth: the enemy 
has been beaten". 

" Our troops occupy the Brest-Lemberg line. Farther on, North, in these 
moments our columns are making prisoners of the Poles who march in the 
space of Kutno. This morning we have made seventy thousand prisoners. What 
is left of the Polish army, West of that line, is to capitulate in a few days. They 
will either depose weapons or will be anihilated. The German army has therefore 
rendered to the Western statesmen the necessary enlightenment.. . About this, 
Marshal Smigly-Ridz was also roundly mistaken. lnstead of arriving at Berlin 
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he arrived at Czernowitz and taking with him ali his government plus ali those 
who seduced the Polish people and dragged it to an abyss. German soldiers 
on land, sea and air armies carried out their duty in an extraordinary manner. 
Our infantry has once again exhibited its matchless superiority. Many have 
been the times when they tried to insult it in regard of its courage and gallantry, 
but they have never succeeded' '. 

''The new weapons and our motor troops have go ne through the ir tests. 
Our navy soldiers performed their duties in an admirable way and the German 
aviation watches over the German air spaces. Those who want to smash 
Germany and destroy our cities may rest sure the Reich will respond at the 
rate of ten bombs per each one that fall on a German city. They say they want 
to wage war with humanitarian feelings. That is not true. They are afraid of 
our retaliation". 

"Often the Polish soldier fought bravely. Their inferior leadership cancelled 
their efforts. The medium leadership was not very intelligent but the higher 
leadership has been below any criticism. Their organization has truly been 
a Polish one ... Up to now we have taken 300,000 troops as prisoners, about 
2,000 officers and many generais. Despite the gallantry of many Polish troops, 
we have to mention the most atrocious bestialities. As a soldier who fought 
only in the West 1 have never had the occasion to witness those terrible facts. 
Thousands of Germans have been massacred, women, children, young girls, 
the German soldiers and officers who feil in enemy hands were tortured in 
the most beastly manner and massacred. To many of them their eyeballs were 
pulled out . (The book "Polish Atrocities Against German Ethnie Groups in 
Poland", published by the ALBA printing shop ln Rio de Janeiro, a copy 
in my possession, presents 215 pages with photographs and testimonies 
of that horror). The Polish government has openly admitted that German 
paratroopers were murdered. One could query wh ether und er such 
circumstances we might still present one or other restriction. Weil, up to here 
1 have had no information that any man from a democratie state would take 
the trouble to protest such barbarities. 1 have given orders to the military aviation 
to wage war only on fighting troops. The Polish government and its army 
command issued their civilians orders to wage the war as snipers. 1 want to stress, 
in the future and now, that there must be no illusions in the democratie states 
that it shall go indefinitely so on. If they want the warin another manner, they 
shall have it in another manner. My patience is also limited". 

"Despite this barbarian warfare from Potes, our armies have defeated the 
enemy in lightning speed. An English newspaper wrote a few days ago 1 would 
have discharged a general officer because 1 counted on a 'lightning war' and 
1 was disappointed by slowness in operations. The article has certainly been 
written by one of the strategists accepted by the Potes .. . We are trying to 
create in Poland a situation that allow for negotiations, perhaps even calm 
and sense, with the representatives of that people. Russia, however, intervened 
to protect the interests of ethnie white Russians and Ukrainian groups in Poland. 
Now England and France are seeing in the German-Soviet understanding a 
horrible crime''. 

"An Englishman declared it was perfidy! Betrayal! About perfidy and 
treason the English know better than anyone else. 1 think England calls perfidy 
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the tact that the understanding between democratie Great-Britain and 
Bolshevist Russia has become impossible, while the understanding between 
a Nationai-Socialist Germany and Soviet Russia became a reality' '. 

"1 must give you sorne explanations. Russia remains what it is, so Germany 
also keeps as it is . But the German and Russian governments have proclaimed 
one thing: neither the Reich nor Russia shall sacrifice one man for the interests 
of Western democracies. The experiences from four years of war are enough 
for the two states and the two peoples. Weil, we have the purpose to meet 
our own interests and we have seen the best chance for that was an 
understanding between the two peoples, of the two largest nations. That 
becomes even easier when it is sure that the British statement about the 
unlimited purposes of the German foreign policy is a lie. 1 rejoice to be able 
to prove in practice that such a statement is based on a lie by the British 
statesmen. Those who think Germany means to dominate Europe up to the 
Urals shall be happy to know the limited goal of the German policy's intentions. 
1 think we eliminate one of their reasons for war because they declare they 
are waging war orecisely against the 'unlimited intentions and pretensions' 
of the German regime. Very weil, gentlemen of the world empire of Great-
Britain, the purposes of Germany are very limited! We have spoken with the 
Russians about those purposes and they are the nearest interested neighbors. 
You were imagining we could enter a conflict with the Russians because of 
such interests. Weil, rest in peace, we are not going to do it. The German-
Soviet agreement is based on the elimination of this nightmare that took sleep 
out of the British statesmen because of 'world-domination' desires of the 
German regime. You may now remain calm because you know that Germany 
has no intention to conquer the Ukraine. We have very limited interests! 
However, we are decided to defend those interests against any threats, 
whatever their source. These last eighteen days must have been sufficient 
to make the whole world believe we shall not allow anyone to dictate to us 
what we should do. What shall be the final regulation in this vast territory? 
That depends first on the two countries that have here to defend their main 
vital interests. Germany is enforcing limited but inalterable claims here. We 
shall satisfy those claims one way or the other. Germany and Russia shall 
replace this infection focus for a situation that must be considered as meaning 
pacification''. 

"If the West thinks that would be impossible in any case and, if particularly 
England says it is decided to oppose it with a three-year war, this is my answer: 
Germany has accepted definitive borders West and South of its empire, with 
great renunciation. Germany wants a final peace through those renunciations. 
We would have attained that goal if certain warmongers were not disrupting 
European peace.'' 

"1 have no intention of war with England or France and the German nation 
has also none since 1 have come to power and was able to re-establish relations 
of trust with our former adversaries. 1 have strived to liquidate the tensions 
that existed between ltaly and Germany and 1 can see with pleasure it has 
been possible through my persona! relations with Mussolini. 1 have tried to 
do the same regarding France. Right after liquidation of the Saar problem 1 
solemnly renounced to ali border revision in the West. 1 have placed ali 
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propaganda at the service of this idea and 1 eliminated ali that could cause 
unrest in France". 

"My proposais addressed to England are well-known.l wanted a sincere 
friendship with the British people but England turned those offers down 
and it thought it was its duty to wage war on the Reich. To En gland my 
answer is: Poland shall never be back under its Versailles model. Both 
the Reich and Russia assure that. If, despite ali this, England goes on wanting 
a war, it shall thus prove what are its real intentions, that is, its purpose to 
wage war on the regime of Germany. ln principle 1 have educated the German 
people in such a way any regime that our adversaries try to impose on us 
shall be rejected by us. If the German regime would find applause from Messrs. 
CHURCHILL, DUFF COOPER and EDEN, that regime would grow intolerable 
for the Germans. As for me, 1 feel flattered for not being approved by those 
gentlemen. 1 may tell them that their applause would greatly vex me! If those 
gentlemen think they can create a distance between myself and the German 
people, it st'lall be because they suppose this people bears their own qualifies, 
that is, this people would be made up of IMBECILES or TRAITORS, as 
they themselves are''. 

"Nationai-Socialism has educated men along twenty years, educated them 
for something. We always have been attacked by our adversaries and what 
they did has as consequence considerably raised the numbers of our party 
members and followers. This union is based on indissoluble loyalty and the 
same as Nationai-Socialism that entered the fight and won it, the German Reich 
has equally come to the struggle. Those gentlemen may rest convinced that 
through a ridiculous propaganda they shall not be able to lead the German 
people to disparagement The day when there be peoples rotting, our people 
shall not be found among them, since it FIGHTS FOR ITS RIGHT, WANTS NO 
WAR AND HAS BEEN ATTACKED. Rotting peoples shall realize slowly the small 
reason of their leaders to wage war and that the only reason dragging them 
to it was THE MATERIAL AND POLITICAL INTERESTS OF A SMALL GROUP. 
When 1 hear that this war shall last three years 1 can only express pity for 
the noble French people. lt does not know it, itself! lt knows only it shall have 
to fight for three years! '' 

''That the war shall last three years, it will depend only upon a reduced 
number of individuals. But the world capitulation shall not be employed by 
us in the third, nor in the fourth or the tenth yea,r. The German people shall 
not be defeated in this fight. lt shall grow stronger and stronger. If anything 
breaks up, that shall happen in the so-called plutocracies, in the world empires 
built on domination of the peoples. We shall not be impressed by any 
propaganda mongers who say they want to fight only the German regime and 
not the German people. (This last sentence by Hitler caUs for comment: 
approximately three years before, when 1 kept first contacts with a German 
multi-national corporation operating in Brazil, 1 made acquaintance with 
a congenial German, who was a high official at i.t. After severa! times we 
met and noticing he appeared to be old enough to have joined in the last 
war 1 asked him, as 1 do whenever there is a chance, on 'how was thal 
thing'. His initial answer was a bit constrained but soon very firm: 'Yes, 
l've been in the war, but not for Germany. (!) Shortly before the war my 
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father was forced to sell out his business, as we are Jews, so we went to 
England and 1 joined the R.A.F. and fought in the war, not against Germany 

but exclusively against Hitler' ... lt seemed, in my view, he had the hope 
that one of those millions of bombs would find its way to hit the head of 
the man who had become his own persona! enemy). 

Hitler proceeds: 
"What would one think about us if we declared that the regime in France 

or England did not please Germany and for that reason we were waging them 
war? For that purpose millions of men shall be thrown into death. We shall 
see for how long those gentlemen, who have never in their lives been at the 
front, shall be able to carry on. Something, however, is sure: we shall answer 
and use the same methods of the adversary. England has already begun its 
fight against women and children. The English, with their sea power, think 
they have a right to wage war on women and children of their anemies and even 
the neutrals. If the English think themselves invulnerable on the sea it is very 
likely the moment shall come when we shall employ a weapon in which we 
also are invulnerable. 1 hope they shall then not protest with sudden 
considerations about humanity". (He is speaking about the German submarine 

fleet). 
"We, Germans, want to spare civilian populations and 1 have given orders not 

to attack open cities. If, however, a military column crosses the central square 
of a city and is attacked by airmen, it is possible that one or another person 
be victimized by the attack. We shall always obey the principle of sparing open 
cities, except if criminals offer resistance. Except for the railway station and 
the airport, not a bomb has fallen on a city like Crakow. But, on the other hand, 
if in Warsaw the civilians start making war in every street and house it is very 
natural that ali the city come to feel the effects of war. The English are the 
ones to decide whether they want to go on with their blockade under forms 
that will or not meet the right of individuals. We shall adapt our methods to 
their attitude. Today, however, there is no doubt about their attitude. The English 
are not fighting against the regime but against the women and children in 
Germany. The reaction shall not take long and this is for sure: Germany, this 
Germany, shall never capitulate!" 

"We know what the fate of the Reich would be in case of a capitulation. 
King-Hall told us in the name of his superiors: a second Versailles treaty, worse 
still than the first one! This means to exterminate twenty million Germans, 
the second aiming the same and it would split the Reich into parts, as has been 
told us. The German people notes down those intentions and it shall be able 
to defend itself". (No other thing happened!) 

"ln the course of these two last weeks the German people has given 
proof not only of its union but also of its morale and courage. The German 
people shows a much greater enthusiasm than it did in 1914. The enthusiasm 
is not a cover patriotism but a steady decision. lt is the enthusiasm of men 
who are familiar with war, who did not begin this war out of unconsciousness, 
but then they shall wage it because it has been imposed on them, as the 
old army did. We know weil the horrors of war but we are determined to carry 
it to good term, whatever may happen!" 

"WE HAVE ONLY ONE DESIRE: THAT GOD, WHO BLESSED OUR 
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WEAPONS, ENLIGHTEN OTHER PEOPLES AND MAKE THEM SEE THIS 
FIGHT SHALL BRING THEM NO ADVANTAGES! THAT HE SHALL MAKE 
THEM THINK ABOUT THE FRUITS OFA PEACE THEY ONLY ABANDONED 
BECAUSE A SMALL NUMBER OF WARMONGERS WANTED TO DRAG 
PEOPLES ALONG!" 

''Whatever the dificulties every German have to go through in the next 
months or years, we shall endure them easily if we have the conscience of 
the indissoluble community uniting our people. My dear Dantzigers, 1 receive 
you in this community, firmly decided to never let you go again. This decision 
is at the same time an arder to ali the Nationai-Socialist movement, to ali the 
Ge, man people. Dantzig was German, continues to be German and from now 
on it shall remain German as long as there be a people and a Reich that are 
German, for which we shall fight to death". 

THE SOVIET UNION INVADES POLAND 

On December 17, 1939, the Soviet Union delivered to the Polish 
ambassador in Moscow the following diplomatie note: 

"The German-Polish war has evidenced the internai incapability of the 
Polish state. ln eighteen days of operations Poland has lost ali its industrial zones 
and cultural canters. Warsaw has ceased to be a capital. The Warsaw 
government disintegrated and puts out no sign of life. This means the Polish 
state and its government have effectively ceased to exist and therefore the 
treaties extant between the U.S.S.R. and Poland have lost any validity. 
Abandoned to itself, without leaders, Poland has become an open field to any 
kind of hazards and surprises that may create a threat to the U.S.S.R. As 
consequence, the Soviet government cannat remain impassive to the fact the 
Ukrainians and white Russians, with whom it keeps a blood relation, have been 
left unprotected. ln view of this situation the Soviet government has issued 
order to the high command of the Red Army to cross the border with troops, 
at 2:00 a.m., taking under their protection the lives and property of the 
population in the Western Ukraine and white Russia. At the same time the 
U.S.S.R. means to adopt ali measures to free the Polish people of an 
unfortunable war, INTO WHICH IT HAS BEEN THROWN BY ITS OWN 
LEADERS, FAULTY OF SENSE, and give it a chance to resume a peacefullife". 

ENGLAND AND FRANCE DO NOT 
DECLARE WAR ON THE U.S.S.R. 

lt is interesting to notice that articles 1 and 3 of the treaties among England 
and France with Poland were carried out by those countries against Germany, 
but not against the Soviet Union, whose invasion of Poland began on the 17. 
On this matter it is highly illuminating to know what the anti-German extremist, 
Mr. Winston Churchill, said as First Lord of the British Admiralty, by radio in 
London on the first October, 1939: (The hatred of Churchill against Hitler 
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began when the first travelled to Munich to have a interview with the latter, 
a few years before, and was kept in useless wait for severa! days). Churchill 
speaks: "Poland has been invaded and torn apart but it shall come back one 
day". He emphasized that Russia's intervention had been no more than a 
warning to Hitler so that Germany should give up its dreams about the Eastern 
part of Europe. 

· 'Russia has preferred a cool and calm po licy of its own interest and we 
would have wished that that country, with ali its armies, should raise as it did now, 
but then as a friend and an ally of Poland, and not as an invader". (That was 
is harshest criticism ... ) 

But then he proceeds: "The line occupied by Russian armies in Poland, 
however, has clearly indicated a safeguard and guarantee of Russia against 
the Nazi menace. Thus has been formed an Eastern front the Germans certainly 
do not dare to destroy". 

''Through a cloudy and still full of uncertainties confusion one can frankly 
state there are common interests among England, France and Russia to prevent 
the Nazis from taking the flames of war to the Balkans and Turkey. Therefore, 
running the risk of being told my deductions are wrong, 1 think 1 can state 
the second important event in this first month of war is that Hitler, and Hitler 
al one, has be en warned to keep away from Southeastern Europe''. 

lnstead of declaring warin the defense of "innocent" Poland, the man 
justified and approved of the action! .. . And France, of course, did the same ... 

AGREEMENT TO PARTITION POLAND 

Signed on September 29, 1939, in Berlin, it reads as follows: 
"Having the governments of the Reich and Russia signed an agreement 

to regulate the questions aroused by the dissolution of the Polish state and 
having thus created a safe basis for the lasting peace in Western Europe, these 
governments declare their unanimous opinion should be, in the interest of ali 
nations, to bring to an end the state of war existing between Great Britain 
and France and the Reich. The two governments shall therefore strive together, 
in case of an agreement with other friendly powers, to attain that goal as soon 
as possible. ln case the efforts made by these two governments fail, the tact 
that Great Britain and France are responsible for the continuation of war shall 
have been established. ln case the war proceeds, consultations shall be made 
between the German and the Soviet governments regarding the measures 
to adopt". 

"Secondly, the governments of Russia and the Reich, after the dissolution 
of the former Polish state, think it their duty TO RE-ESTABLISH PEACE AND 
OROER IN THOSE TERRITORIES AND ASSURE ALL NATIONALITIES 
INHABITING THEM A PEACEFUL EXISTENCE CORRESPONDING TO THEIR 
PARTICULAR RACES. These governments are in accord as to the following 
points: 

1. The Russian and the German governments set as a border for their 
imperial interests on the former Polish territory the line marked on the enclosed 
map. That line shall again be defined in a complementary protocol. 
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2. The two parties accept as final the border of their imperial interests 
set by article 1. They shall reject any intervention from third parties in this 
regime. 

3. A new political regulation, required for the territories West of the line 
set by article 1. shall be established by the German government and, in 
territories East of that line, by the Soviet government. 

4 . The German and the Russian government find the above-mentioned 
regulation to be a safe basis for the development of friendly relations between 
their peoples. 

5. This agreement shall be ratified and the ratification documents shall 
be exchanged in Berlin as soon as possible. The agreement shall be enforced 
from the moment it has been signed". 

We may notice, therefore, that in the agreement the main purpose was 
to put an end to the state of war declared on Germany by England and France. 

WHAT THE 
"WORLD PRESS" PUBLISHES 

Let us see how the ' 'world press" received the Polish-German war and 
how it prepared minds of its readers, sevan days after a violent battle: 

Paris, September 7, 1939: "Through the Havas news agency French 
newspapers see the chance that Germany maylaunch, after some time, what 
might be called 'a major moral offensive'. According to those newspapers the 
German government's idea would be to present, through a benevolent 
intermediary, the question of peace. The press, however, hastens to add that 
SUCH AN INITIATIVE WOULD BE CONDEMNED TO A DEPLORABLE FAlLU RE 
BECAUSE THE ALLIED, HAVING TAKEN UP THE DEFENSE OF THE WORLD 
(!!!) , SHALL NOT WEAKEN UNTIL THE FINAL OEFEAT OF THE NAZI 
REGIME. .. " 

From London the news could not be very different. September 7. 1939: 
The newspapers declare that Great-Britain and its allies are determined to 
proceed with the war against Hitler until final victory. They render honors to 
the heroism of the Polish army and, in a general manner, they feel Hitler means 
to secure a fast decision in the East and shall keep, for the time being, on 
the defensive on the West. They do not think it impossible that Germany shall , 
later on, make 'peace offers' to Great·Britain and France, but then they say 
such a plan shall meet with failure. The allied shall only rest when the Hitlerian 
regime has been defeated. 

Mentioning an eventual German peace, the Times wrote: "Regarding this 
maneuver it suffices to say, as the Prime Minister did, that the existence of 
Hitlerism would only mean the world would go on living in astate of constant alarm. 
(!) lt is therefore necessary TO FINISH WITH THAT REGIME ONCE FOR ALL.: '. 

The Daily Express says: ' ' lt is possible the Germans may want to secure 
a decision in Poland so they will next make proposais to the allied. If that is 
true, they are flatly mistaken. If Warsaw capitulated, that f.act would not save 
Hitler from defeat, as the fall of Moscow did not save Napoleon". 
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The peoples were already being led to reject any possible peace offer 
from Germany to end a war that in practice had not yet been started between 
the allied against Germany. The order. as they had been planning from 1933, 
was to finish with Germany. They would hardly let slip what it had taken so 
long to get! lnstead of peace among peoples the press incited to death . The 
owners of that press would, of course, keep smugly at home! 

HITLER RENDERS ACCOUNT TO DEPUTIES 

From Berlin, October 6, 1939, according to the D.N.B., Deutsche 
Nachrichten Bureau, German agency news: 

"Reichstag deputies, 1 have explained to you on the first of September 
about the decisions 1 had to make on account of the provocative attitude of 
the Polish state. Five weeks have elapsed since. 1 want to render accounts 
to you and as mu ch as possible tu rn my eyes into the future' '. 

'The German people celebrates a victory unique in its kind. The enemy has 
been repealed or destroyed. The German decisions gave our army ali initiative 
for offensive. The fact the Poles have stood in Warsaw and Modin is due not 
to their capabilities but to our army, to which 1 have forbidden the sacrifice of 
more men than necessary. The attempt to convince the Warsaw command of the 
uselessness of resistance has failed. After fifteen days of battle, most of the 
Polish army has been destroyed. lt is a feat in the military history of the world . 
The tact that Polish troops still stand on the first of this month is due, as 1 

said, to our magnanimity". 
(1 want to make sorne remarks here, to the reader who is not versed 

in the matter; Chiefs of State, when they face a crisis with another country, 
whatever the reasons, knowing their pronouncements can be divulged the 
world over, give particular care to the points of power and flexibility in order 
to impress their opponents and therefore extract sorne advantage. Here in 
Brazil we can see the statements made by our President Sarney, telling world 
creditors "our debt shall not be paid up at the cost of our people's famine", 
or then our inflexiblility regarding the law of informatics. This is the way 
so that, the worst happening, sorne advantages can be extracted on the 
subject. When Hitler declares that if England and France insist in their 
declaration of war "then we shall fight", ot that "neither armed force nor 
time shall overcome Germany", it does not mean he wants the war; on the 
contrary, if he wanted it ali he had to do was to keep silent and go on firing; 
in this case his words have the purpose of trying to intimidate the two 
adversary powers because, as it has been found later, the German war 
machine in that moment, October 6, 1939, was ridiculous, though 
disciplined. Often troops had to fight in Poland using semi-finished 
ammunition. The battles with Poles were also not so easy as Hitler tried 
to hint, to impress his adversaries. lt has been theoretically proved, for 
instance, that if France alone invaded Germany at that moment, its campaign 
would have been a "walkabout''. Public speeches by Chiefs of State, which 
were much in fashion at the time, remind me of the brawl of two cariocas 
(Rio's citizens) 1 saw in Rio de Janeiro, years ago. lt happened at a corner 
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of Copacabana avenue and 1 was not present to its inception, when 1 arrived 

there they were throwing intimidation one on the other, both using Rio's 
lingo, one threatening here, the other one there and the crowd growing 

around them. Time went by and none hit anyone but the opponents' mouths 

flared with fire and brimstone and they would not stop, in that characteristic 

argot of Rio de Janeiro. Both, who at a certain length were probably scared 
to death one by the other, were "saved" by two police officers who took them 

to separate directions. The difference in Europe is, there were no police 

officers to pacify anyone, there were ONLV IUCITERS!) 

Let us resume the Fuehrer's rendering of accounts. 
"We could have smashed the resistance of Warsaw much earlier, in two 

or three days, if we wanted. lt was out of pity 1 proposed the city be evacuated 
by civilians. But then the Polish command, too proud to accept it, gave us 
no reply. 1 then issued orders to bomb only the military objectives. That marshal, 
the one who fied, encouraged civilians to the resistance". 

"Knowing their regular troops would not withstand German assaults, the 
Polish military leaders turned the city into a fortress and raised barricades, 
calling ali the civilian population to fight. 1 wanted to spare at least the women 
and children so 1 proposed that the civilians leave the city. 1 gave orders to 
suspend hostilities but we were once again waiting for a Polish parlamentarian, 
the same way we had been waiting for a plenipotentiary before the war started. 
Then 1 proposed to concentrate ali the civilian population in a city suburb that 
had escaped our bombing. Those were the suburbs of Prague 1 assigned for 
the purpose. 1 extended the periods offered and ordered the bombers and 
heavy artillery to fire only on military objectives. The Poles replied with disdain 
to our proposais. Once again 1 strived so that at least the international colony 
were evacuated, which finally was done. On the 25th of September 1 ordered 
the assault, which began on the same day and led rapidly to capitulation. 
120,000 men did not dare to make a sortie and they would rather lay down 
their weapons. For that reason the case of Warsaw cannot be compared to 
that of Alcazar, where an insignificant number of heroes stood its ground for 
weeks. Here they irresponsibly delivered a major city to destruction, to 
capitulate next. The Polish soldier defended himself gallantly but his supreme 
leadership had no scruples. 1 can say the same about the Hela peninsula and 
1 am saying these things so that legends and stories will not be fabricated . 
If there be room for legends in this war, it can only be the legend of the German 
soldier's heroism". · 

"When in five weeks a 35,000,000 inhabitants' state in destroyed it does 
not follow it has been a question of luck. lt shows the capability to command 
and sacrifice and the courage of our troops, their outstanding courage. We 
ali feel safe with the strength of our army". 

''The blood shed in common shall further cement the various elements 
of the German people, who had their share in the fights. Our troops were 
able not only to attack but also to withstand ". 

He describes the many hand-to-hand battle events of German divisions 
on the Vistula with Polish troops that fought desperately along a front over 
30 kms long . He asks the assembly to stand and listen to the reading he shall 
make of German losses up to the third day of October, 1939. He reads : 
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"10,572 killed, 30,322 wounded and 3,404 missing in action". 
He notes that many medal-bearing veterans of the 1914-18 war joined in 

the Polish campaign. "The result is the complete destruction of the Polish 
army. 644,000 prisoners have been sent to Germany". He speaks of the 
historical collapse of a state born in the Versailles halls. He says Versailles, 
paying no attention to thousand-year-old evolution, buîlt up astate that should 
be the beginning and the ferment for new conflicts. He says Lloyd George 
spoke about the unfeasibility of such a state. 

He then mentions methods employed by the Polish government in 
regard to minorities, after he has said that Poland had been given areas where 
the Polish minority was infinitesimal. "And we, statesmen, have given that state 
the name of Democracy! ... The Polish regime has never had behind it more 
than fifteen percent of the country's population. The Vistula, the river that 
Poland called one of its top concerns, was abandoned. The rivers are filled 
up and allow no shipping. Anyone who has travelled in Poland for one, two 
of three weeks knows what the expression Poelnishe Wirtschaft (Polish 
working methods) means". 

"1 strived for a pacification, taking the treaties into account, but 1 failed . 
As early as 1922 nearly one million Germans had to abandon their homes 
in the areas submitted to Polish domination. They lost their jobs, their homes and 
their belongings, taking along what they had on their bodies. We have known 
of that misery for years and years, always intent on improving the tate of our 
brothers. But our moderation has been interpreted as weakness. The proposais 
made in 1939 were the abject of talks with minister Beek". 

''Politicians, however, were very far from agreeing to an accord. They 
nurtured the intention to attack the Reich territory". "They demanded in their 
speechs, in addition to Eastern Prussia, Pomerania and Silesia, taking the Elbe 
river as the natural border between Germany and Poland and basing such 
demands on the civilizing mission of the Poles and trusting the strength of 
the Polish army and cowardice by the German soldier. Great Germany became 
a target to offenses no great State could tolerate any longer. That war has 
demonstrated the savage instincts of the Potes. ln many localities of areas 
with a German population there was not one man left. Women and children 
were tortured. Along the four years of the Great War (1914-18) we have not 
seen savagery amounting to what Poles demonstrated in this short campaign!'' 

''If the English had sulfered not over one percent of that foui treatment, 
1 wished to see them express their scorn for those horrors ... Then, 1 am sure, 
they would not speak of their disdain tor our alliance with Russia. lt was thought 
our longanimity was weakness. They insulted us with notes bearing the ait 
of an ultimatum and our warnings did no more than double the violence of the 
Poles!'' 

Once again he explains the German proposais were answered by a general 
mobilization. "But since the Poles thought our broad views were weakness, 
we had to answer by the same weapons. To give a guarantee to such a state 
and such a government could not tail ta lead to a catastrophe, Protected by 
the guarantee Poland turned down ali our proposais ahd started an offensive 
on our territory. But in a few weeks the destiny of ·that state was 'llquidated. 
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The Polish state, in fact, has disappeared as one of the most insensate 
constructions of Versailles!'' 

Examining the problem of German·Soviet relations: 
"Provided both regimes respect each other, ali the reason for enmity 

disappears. (Applause). The Great War, which had the two countries facing 
each other, was a great misfortune. lt served only the interests of capitalists 
who· now define as perfidy the German-Soviet approximation. When Pol es 
attempted to subject Dantzig 1 tried to find a compromise. He who says 1 
sent a ultimatum to Poland relative to Dantzig is a liar. My proposais were only 
the repetition of suggestions 1 had examined with colonel Beek. The Poles' 
refusai had as reasons the belligerant will of Poles who actually wanted the 
annexation of Eastern Prussia. The Polish chauvinists wanted no solution for 
the Dantzig question, for it served them as a program against Germany". 

He jeers at the "civiHzing mission of Poland" and becomes very angry when 
he speaks of the· anti-Nationai-Socialist campaigns by Hliterate Pol es. 

"The man who should lead their army to Berlin is now peacefully a retugee 
in Romania. 1 already have said that the German-Russian pact is a landmark 
for a decisive phase in Germany's foreign policy. ln the future the two countries 
shall march together on the road of peace. Russia and Germany shall contribute, 
each on its own home, to guarantee the prosperity of their populations". 

The Fuehrer considers next the well-known accusation made to Germany 
that it wanted to dominate the world ... and he says: 

"Those who dominate 40,000,000 square kilometers say that Germany, 
on 800,000 square kilometers, wants to hold world hegemony ... The two states, 
Russla and Germany, are now determined to put aside everything that may 
harm the ir reciprocal relations''. 

The chancellor says that at present the essential task to finish with Poland 
is the colonization of nationalities so that, .in the future, better borders may 
appear. He deflnes German purposes in Poland as follows: 

1. Establishment of a Reich border according to historical data; 
2. pacification of the territory as a whole; 
3.. absolute guarantee of security not only for the Reich territories but 

also of the zones of interest; 
4. arrangement of the economie aspect, cultural aspect, etc; 
5. renewal of ethnological conjunctures, that is, -territorial redistribuition 

so the retrocession shaiJ comprise better border Jines". 
''The Reich and the Soviets agreed on ｭｵｴｴｾ｡ｬ＠ and complete support and they 

shall never let the Polish state become a bone of contention between them . 
The new order of things to establîsh must be born from the determination 
of ethnicallayers. Southeast, the principle of nationalities must be particularly 
respected · '. 

''One cannot assimila people with a high degree of cîvilization. Most of 
the statesmen in Versailles had no notion of history. The revision is provîded 
for by the Versailles treaty but it failed in practice, when it ·ls sure that the 
Society of Nations has Jost aU justification to exist. ln fact the Society of Nations 
has become the center for th ose who were still interested in preserving the 
Versailles peace' '. 

Wlth imny Hitler adds: 
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" If in our days a group of three individuals who still have money enouqh 
to be in the democracies that shelter them is considered to be a government, 
we may also think the Society of Nations still exists, even when it is composed 
of only two states. (Laughs) . 1 have given the German people my word that 
1 should suppress Versailles and return it toits natural vital right. This is the 
reason why if a statesmen charges me with breach of my word, 1 protest". 

He compares the modesty of German territorial claims to the territorial 
proportions of the English empire, and then he says: 

"40,000,000 English dominate 40,000,000 square kilometers. IT IS FAIR 
THAT 82,000,000 GERMANS HAVE ONLY 800,000 SQUARE KILOMETERS? 
IS IT UNFAIR THAT THEY ASK FOR THEIR COLONIES? lt is true that 1 refused 
to present German rights in the tone of a prayer to the International 
Consortium". (Applause) . 

"But 1 have always tried to be accurate in the negotiations". He then 
affirms the Versailles revision he did is extremely modest. "There is a question 
Versailles was unable to solve: The peoples went on subsisting even after the 
disappearance of their respective states as a result of the 1919 treaty". He 
claims he had no other purpose than to assure conditions of existence that 
would be bearaôle for the German people. "ln no country of the world the 
wish for peace was greater than in Germany. lt may have been painful for sorne, 
the destruction of the Versailles treaty, but it was done with no bloodshed 
and that is a blessing for mankind. The revision of treaties could always have 
been made peacefully". 

·'The most important German claim is that the colonies be returned to 
us. This claim is no ultimatum and it shall not be carried out by force". 

Hitler expounds then the principles of the German external policy: 
''1. Germ any has signed non-aggression pacts with the Baltic countries. 
2. ln the past there were never reasons for conflict between Germany 

and the Scandinavian states. For that reason Germany proposed the signature 
of non-aggression pacts with Norway and Sweden. 

3. Denmark signed a non-aggression pact with Germany. 
4. We are linked to Holland by old friendship. 
5. Since 1 came to power 1 have tried to start friendly relations with Belgium. 
6. Our relations with Switzerland are ruled by a spirit of friendly reciprocity. 
7. 1 have informed Yugoslavia that Germany holds the borders with that 

state to be definitively set . 
8 . For centuries we are linked to Hungary in most friendly relations; those 

borders are also definitive. , • 
9 . Slovakia, BY ITS OWN FREE WILL, has placed itself under protection 

of the Reich ". 
Regarding relations with the major powers: 
'' ln corn mon accord with the Duce we have called definitive the borders 

existing. The adversary in the Great War has become a welcome friend . We 
have not only come to establish normal relations but we fou nd the bases for 
an extraordinarily friendly cooperation, through the signature of a pact". 

"As regards France, our relations are clearly defined. We only demanded 
the return of the Saar territory, which after a plebiscite came back to the Reich. 
With that case solved there are no other complaints on our part. 1 refused 
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to touch again the matter of Alsace and Lorraine because it does not amount 
to a problem that may separate Germany from France. 1 refused to enter a 
bloody war whose results could not meet its eventual advantages. No French 
statesman can say 1 have presented a claim in disagreement with the honor 
and the interests of the French state. Setter still, 1 have always been encouraged 
by the wish to establish relations of justice and friendship with France. 1 have 
strived to eliminate from the German people ali feelings of hostility to France 
and to develop in my people the feeling of respect for the French". 

"The same can be said about our relations with England. Nowhere have we 
been detrimental to English interests but unfortunately England, on its turn, 
has always meant to INTERFERE IN OUR MATTERS. The British statesmen 
have never hidden their desire to attack and fight Germany at their first chance. 
The reasons aligned for their aggressive intentions are ridiculous. 1 am 
convinced that a mutual understanding between England and Germany can 
only prove profitable to ali peoples in the world . If that road cannot lead to 
the result desired, we are not the ones to be blamed ". 

"Reading the foreign press 1 deem it necessary to speak on behalf of those 
who are the VICTIMS OF THE PRESS. ln the name of democracy great things 
have been announced with high-sounding names. The reality is different. The 
accomplishment by many newspaper articles do not affect us" . 

"An example: They have written that the armored detachments of Germany 
have little value. Now, after the destruction of Poland, they are saying it was 
precisely the motor forces of Germany that brought about the ruin of Poland . 
They said the German infantry is no good and that this is a very favorable 
symptom for their success in the war at the Western front. They say this to 
the French soldier, but the French soldier may one day be very happy to pull 
the ears of those prophets. Unfortunately they shall not be able to do it, 
because SUCH INDIVIDUALS DO NOT USE TO BE FOUND ON THE 
BATTLEFIELDS. They do not know what it is to be for fifteen days under close 
tire, they have no idea of military things and therefore 1 think it is my duty 
to make them listen to my voice". 

qWHY DOES THIS WAR HAVE TO GO ON? WHAT IS THE REASON TO 
PROCEED WITH THIS WAR? The Poland from the Versailles treaty shall never 
be back. For that we have the German-Soviet assurance". 

Hitler develops his thoughts and he asks whether the war is meant to 
destroy the Nationai-Socialist regime but then, even if that came true after 
three, six or eight years of war, there would appear a new Versailles, the source 
of other conflicts. 

" If Churchill 's opinion cornes to materialize, then we shall fight. Neither 
armed power, nor time shall conquer Germany". 

''The organization of the Eastern spa ce is a problem that shall be solved 
by Russia and Germany. The capability of Western democracies to re-estabilish 
a normal situation has been denied by events of the fast times. We have the 
clear example of Palestine showing us DEMOCRACIES WOULD DO 
SETTER IF THEY REFRAINED FROM MEDDLING IN MATTERS THAT ARE 
IN THE SPHERE OF INTEREST OF OTHER PEOPLES". 

"AN ACCORD SHOULD BE MADE BASED ON DISARMAMENT AND THE 
ELIMINATION OF MORE AGGRESSIVE WEAPONS, TO INCLUDE 
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SUBMARINES AND BOMBER PLANES, SO AS TO RENDER IMPOSSIBLE 
WAGING WAR AGAINST CHILDREN, WOMEN AND THE AGED. THAT 
AGREEMENT SHOULD ALLOW FOR ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL DEBATES, 
THE RETURN OF GERMAN COLONIES AND A WORLD CONFERENCE THAT 
WOULD HAVE TO BE CAREFULLY PREPARED FOR!" 

"The materialization of these desires within a. general cooperation of ali 
nations would be needed. ln case we cannet hold that peace conference, 
the war on the Western front shall go on in the form of systematic destruction 
of many cities. Among ethers, the French shall destroy Sarrebruck, Germany 
shall retaliate with the destruction of Mulhouse; from the German side there 
wou Id follow Karlsruhe and Strasbourg on the French side' '. 

''The end wou Id de complete chaos. The example of Poland should have 
shown it would be better to think up the possibitity of peace. The duel of field 
guns shall not be limited to the continent because it shall also extend to the seas. 
Today there are no longer any islands. Whole populations shall shed their blood 
on battlefields and one day there would again be a border between Germany 
and France, with a difference - it would be set by the enormous craters of 
grenades and mine fields. Let none take my words as an indication of weakness. 
That would be an errer. A Germany like the one in November 1918 shall not 
come back. Maybe Mr. Churchill is convinced that Great-Britain will win". 

(1 wish to point out that Churchill, the day that speech was made, was 
not yet the Premier of Great·Britain, but he then held the office of First Lord 
of the Admiralty, and he was a crony of none less than Mr. Chaim Weizmann, 
the indefatigable president of the World Zionist Organization operating from 
London and who, in 1948, was elected the first president of the just-
proclaimed State of Israel. ln addition to the hatred Churchill felt toward 
Hitler, whose only reason can be traced to the fact the Fuehrer did not 
receive him years before, he was one of the top instigators of the war against 
Germany). 

We are going to read just three parts of the book Israel, from Dream 
to Reality, an auto-biography of Chaim Weizmann, proving the total liaison of 
both politicians. So we have, on pages 466-467: 

"Before the war the House of Gommons was going to debate and vote 
on the case of the White Book on Palestine". Says Weizmann: "We knew the 
vote would be cast against us, in view of the state of mind of the House, the 
same that had behind it the record of Vien na and Prague. Our appeals to public 
opinion were in vain. Shortly after my return from a quick visit to Palestine 
l met Winston Churchill, who told me he would be at the debate and he would 
'of course speak against the proposed White Book. HE SUGGESTED TO HAVE 
LUNCH WITH HlM ON THE DAY OF THE DEBATE. 1 TOLO OF THAT 
APPOINTMENT TO MY FRIENDS. THEY GREW FULL OF IDEAS ABOUT 
WHAT CHURCHILL SHOULO SAY AND EACH ONE RECOMMENOED TOME: 
'Don't ｦｯｲｧｾｴ＠ this thought' or 'dont't forget that thought' . llistened respectfully 
but 1 was certain that an orator Hke Mr. Churchill would have his speech aH 
planned and that he would not wish that someone appear with suggestions 
one hour orso be fore pronouncing it. At the lunch were present, in addition to 
Mr. Churchill and myself, Randolph Churchill and Lord CherweiL (lord Cherwell 
is no less than Jewish Prof. Frederick Alexander Lindeman, who wou.ld 
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become Churchill's mastermind for the murder-through-space of the insane 
terrorist air attacks and bombings against Germany!) 1 was not wrong in my 
assumption. Mr. Churchill was detailedly prepared. HE HAD PREPARED A PACK 
OF ANNOTATED CARDS AND HE READ OUT HIS SPEECH TO US AND THEN 
HE ASKED ME IF 1 HAD ANY CHANGES TO BE MADE IN IT. (!) said the 
architecture of his speech was so perfect there were only one or two small 
points 1 wished would be altered but then they were so unimportant 1 would 
not bother him with that." (Which means that if Mr. Weizmann would not 
agree, Churchill could change his speech ... ) 

The second part, among many, is at page 474, already in December, 1939, 
after war had been declared on Germany: 

"When 1 told Mr. Churchill, who was back in the Admiralty (exactly where 
he was when World War 1 began) that 1 planned to travel to the United States 
he said he wanted to talk with me and on December 17, three days before 
1 left, 1 went to the Admiralty to see him. 1 found him not just friendly BUT 
FULL OF OPTIMISM ABOUT THE WAR. His first words, after he had 
complimented me, were almost 'WELL, DR. WEIZMANN, WE ARE GOING 
TO GIVE THEM A BEATING!' " 

Dr. Weizmann did not see exactly eye to eye with Churchill but he refrained 
to say so. "1 took the conversation to our own problem and 1 THANKED HlM 
FOR HIS CONSTANT INTEREST IN ZIONIST MATTERS. 1 told him: 'VOU HAVE 
BEEN WITH THE PROJECT FROM ITS CRADLE, 1 TRUST THAT VOU WILL 
FOLLOW IT AHEAD!' 1 added then that after the war we would like to build 
aState for three or four million Jews in Palestine. His reply was: 'YES, IN FACT 
1 FULLY AGREE WITH THAT' ". 

The third part happens in 1941 when Churchill already was and had been 
the Premier for quite sorne time. On page 481 Dr. Weizmann writes: 

"ln the spring of 1941 1 interrupted my activity in London for a three-
month visit to the United States. 1 TRAVELLED BY REQUEST OF THE BRITISH 
GOVERNMENT WHICH WAS WORRIED ABOUT THE EXTENSION OF ANTI-
BRITISH PROPAGANDA GOING STRONG IN THE UNITED STATES, but 1 also 
gave much attention to Zionist problems. lt was not easy for me to explain 
to Jewish audiences the HUMILIATING DELAYS IN THE FORMATION OF A 
JEWISH FIGHTING FORCE, even more so because American, English and 
Palestinian Jews were, in fact , sincerely with England. 1 HAD THE IMPRESSION 
THAT TWO-THIRDS OF THE SUMS COLLECTED IN THE PRO-ENGLAND 
CAMPAIGNS CAME FROM THE JEWS (!!!). (How he solved the problem of 
the anti-British campaign in the U.S.A. along those three months Dr. 
Weizmann is not saying but then, as he has always been a great worker, 
he must have come out very weil also from that mission! At first sight, the 
fact of sending the president of the World Zionist Organization to the U.S.A. 
for three months, to deal with matters of the English government that has 
a full diplomatie body in the U.S.A., plus its Foreign Office, seems 
completely strange, but then if we look into the main reason - ANTI-
BRITISH PROPAGANDA in the U.S.A. - we can see Churchill hit a bull's eye). 

Let us return to Hitler's speech when he said that maybe Churchill was 
convinced that Great-Britain would win the war ... 

"1, on my part, have no doubt that victory shall be ours. Fortune shall 
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decide who is right. UNTIL NOW THERE HAVE NEVER BEEN TWO WINNERS 
AT THE SAME TIME, BUT ONLY TWO LOSERS, AS HAS HAPPENED IN THE 

. LAST WORLD WAR!" 
He listed then the goals of Germany: 
1. Adequate liquidation of the German borders, according to the ethnical 

and social conditions; 
2. the various races under sovereignty of Germany and those of the 

Southeastern Europe are to be settled; 
3. attempts to liquidate the Jewish problem; 
4. resumption of trade relations with ali countries, 
5. creation of a Polish state. 
" lt is plain that the preparation of such an accord cannot be made under 

the roar of guns and pressure of mobilized armies. 1 shall make no new 
proposais. lt is desired that the conference is called before millions have died. 
The situation on the Western front cannot go on. 1 do not believe there is 
any statesman who does not want peace. If this war is waged to impose 
another regime on Germany the result shall evidently be enormous sacrifices 
made on both sides and the Third Reich shall rise on once again. 1 believe 
there may still be peace between England and Germany if both peoples arrive 
at an agreement. If peaceful understanding proves impossible, then force shall 
decide". 

"As Fuehrer of the German people and Chancellor of the Reich 1 can only 
thank God for this moment, God that in the first part of this war has granted 
us victory, and make my wishes that we may soon enjoy once again the 
happiness of peace!" 

STILL POLAND X GERMANY 
By time of the Munich treaty signed by Germany, Great-Britain and France 

in September 1938, and which dismembered Czechoslovakia, another creation 
of Versailles, Germany ceded to Poland the province of Teschen as it was 
populated by a Polish majority. This shows the German interests had more 
to do whith ethnical separations than with territorial claims, otherwise Germany 
would have retained that rich province. 

lt further shows that if Germany had preconceived a future attack on 
Poland, it would not have ceded that territory, one year before! 

INVASION OF POLAND BY THE U.S.S.R. 
Most historians say the invasion of Poland by Germany and the Soviet 

Union was the result of secret agreements that would have been made by 
those two countries. 

Events, however, examined at a greater depth, do not confirm it. Germany, 
although it had, like Poland, mobilized, was still trying to straighten 
the negotiations that grew more and more difficult and explosive, when the 
new border incident happened and precipitated it ali, on September 1, 1939. 

The Soviet Union mobilized its forces only on the following day, a tact 
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that puts off the idea of a previous arrangement and it began to fight on 
September 17, when the Germans were winning on nearly ali fronts. 

lt is interesting to read what Mr. Ivan Maiski, a Jew and Soviet ambassador 
to London, BEFORE AND AFTER THE WAR, wrote in his book Who Aided 
Hitler, page 178: 

"Schulenberg (Germany's ambassador in Moscow) broached the 
question of Poland. He said Germany tried to solve its divergences with Poland 
by peaceful means. If, however, it was forced to do otherwise, it would take 
into account THE SOVIET INTERESTS". 

At page 187, mentioning the entrance of the U.S.S.R. into Poland: 
"The only thing left to do was TO SAVE WESTERN UKRAINE AND 

WESTERN BIELORUSSIA FROM GERMAN INVASION. That was what the 
Soviet Union did". On the same page, mentioning the agreement signed by 
the U.S.S.R. and Germany on August, 1939: 

"Frustrated was the chance to make up a joint capitalist front against the 
Soviet people; further, THE BASES WERE ESTABLISHED FOR THE ULTERIOR 
CREATION OF THE ANTI-HITLER COALITION WHICH THE WESTERN 
POWERS NOT EVEN THOUGHT ABOUT YET! " (He is talking of the capitalist 
coalition made up of Great-Britain, France and the United States, together 
with the Communist Soviet Union, a coalition that, in case it were not 
cemented in a very special manner, could not materialize, for the antagonisms 
extant; but at the time Communism was not as refined as it is now) . 

The entrance of the U.S.S.R in Poland led its forces to establish borders 
with the following countries, with which it formerly had none: Lithuania, Germany 
in the province of Eastern Prussia, Hungary and Slovakia. That was sorne 
advancement! 

Germany, on its turn , assumed naturally Western Prussia, linking itself 
to Eastern Prussia it had lest in Versailles, plus a strip of land where there were 
Germans and which it also had lest in Versailles. The rest of the Polish territory 
up to the border with the Soviet forces in Brest-Litovsk, was declared to be 
the General Government of Poland and the Governor appointed was Mr. Hans 
Frank and Vice-Governor Mr. Arthur Seyss-lnquart. 

LIFE IN POLAND 

We can examine lite in occupied Poland, as weil as in the Protectorate 
of Slovakia, from the testimony of the Brazilian reporter Alexandre Konder, 
in his book A Brazilian Reporter in the European War. lt is very important, 
being the persona! testimony of one of ours and not from foreign news 
agencies or newspapers. The period covered goes from February through 
May, 1940. On pages 140-141 we find : 

" Poland was the European country with the largest rate of Jews within 
it. Most of that people is to these days under German domination with a 
governor who has A CONSULTANT REPRESENTATIVE who is a Jew". 

"ln order to better identify a Jew, he is provisionally marked by a white 
armband inside which there is a star in blue lines. As to the rest he proceeds 
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as before, busy in his usual activities. No restrictions have been imposed on 
him and the proof of it 1 had when 1 visited Crakow in the company of dozens 
of foreign war correspondents. We were offered a luncheon by German 
authorities at the Grand Hotel. The representatives of the local newspapers 
had been invited to that luncheon, INCLUDING THE JEWISH ONES". 

''At the Protectorate, where the Jewish population is large, they bear no 
armbands, neither have they suffered any restriction to activities. Jewish trade 
stores operate like other ones. At kiosks for sale of newspapers and magazines 
they sen Jewish periodicals just like Nationai-Socialist and Czech ones' '. And 
then he says on pages 163-175: 

"Crakow, with its dark and smoky houses, typical wagons, its people 
wearing overcoats and feeling cold - and also its century-old filth - is in 
front of me, my eyes tired of a long railway travel. At the Grand Hotel corner 
1 see groups of people waiting for us. We are ､ｯｺｾｮｳ＠ of foreign journalists. 
Our arrivai succeds in becoming an event in this quiet morning of the old 
capital of the former kings of Poland. Some applaud us, others ask for 
autographs. 1 can see severa! of.them wearing an armband; these are the Jews". 

"The press people - names from ali climates - make their first contact 
with the crowd. First photographs are made, the group enlarges, interrupts 
the traffic and they laugh about happily' '. 

''A citizen co mes close and looks fixedly at the sm ali Brazilian flag on my 
lapel. 'From Brazil?' he inquires in Portuguese. '1 have lived for many years 
in Ponta Grossa, Paranâ. 1 still have a brother there'. And he begins a true 
interview in the middle of the street, asking about Brazil. Others surround 
me and he translates my answers, which they listen to almost respectfully". 

"Then my turn comes to place questions. 'We're getting along, here', 
he answers. 'Germans to their side and we to ours. After the first natural 
moments of confusion and surprises of war, everything returned to what it 
had ben before. There is much work now, everywhere, and lite GROWS LESS 
HARD EVERY DAY'. 'Trouble with the Germans?' 1 inquire sotto voce. 'No! 
ln the beginning, maybe, but not now. As you will see the Germans have taken 
nearly ali their troops away from here. Policemen are as usual. The governor 
keeps close contact with the various representatives of the Polish community 
and the two other peoples living in the country. Decisions are niade according 
to ali, to include the Jews, who also have their leader near the governor' ". 

"1 first think this is a rehearsed scene, that the coïncidence of meeting 
a Pole who has lived in Ponta Grossa is no more than play-acting. During the 
day, however, walking everywhere in the city and speaking to people from ali 
social colors 1 have the chance to listen to the same things 1 heard at the 
Grand Hotel door". 

He then describes his interview with the vice-governor: 
"Mr. Seyss-lnquart received us with no formalities, in his large office. 

He shows a slight gait, a souvenir from his latest fall on skis ... The pioneer 
of Anschluss of Austria is now the second German authority in the vast 
domains of former Poland. He is a reserved man, almost laconical. At first 
sight he appears as cold as the North winds. By talking with him for some 
minutes, however, we were arrested by his charming simplicity". (Both Seyss-
lnquart and governor Hans Frank were hanged in Nürnberg as war criminals). 
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"Seyss-lnquart asks for my impressions about Poland and says he declines 
to speak on the matter. 'l ' li rather have you tell your readers in Brazil about 
what your eyes have seen. The official word is always suspect even when 
it does not go one milimeter beyond reality' ". 

" 'Much work? '1 asked. 'Oh, a lot! 'he answers readily. 'We have outlined 
an immense program to rebuild Poland, its brave people deserves ali our care, 
ali the resources of our technique. We estimate accurately the responsibility 
on our shoulders but we are sure we will be able to carry on with our 
construction work . We trust ourselves and the Polish people trusts us, now 
that it is free from the nightmare of political maneuvers by their former leaders 
they can go confidently on with their destiny, joining their efforts to ours and 
starting a new age of German-Polish cooperation' ". 

" 1 return to the downtown area. Streets brimming with people and inside 
the superb Cathedral of the Virgin 1 see the faithful kneeling on cold stones 
praying. That gigantic temple that was, until the XVI century, exclusive to the 
German community (!) still keeps nitid lines of German artistic taste. Outside, 
amid the afternoon that slips on, elegant ladies parade on the sidewalks, full 
of male onlookers. 1 recall Saturday afternoons in our Cinelândia, Rio de Janeiro. 
The world is growing ali very alike' '. 

''A cable was printed together with others of the same message by the 
South American press in late December 1939, when 1 was getting set and 
packing to Europe, so 1 pasted it on my notebook to carry out my own 
investigations on the spot . The cable said: 'Paris, 24 (Havas Agency)- The 
Polish agency Pat (?) has sent the press the following message. The 
persecutions against the Polish clergy and religious orders continue. Many 
monks have been arrested and deported. As an example, ali Franciscan monks 
of Nichokalanov, near Warsaw, have just been expelled. Also arrested for the 
second time have been ali the Jesuit fathers of Cracow. The Dominicans and Ber-
nardines of laroslaw, after being arrested and mistreated, were expelled during 
the night, without their luggage'. The note goes on: 'At the Dominican church 
of Lublin the door to the tabernacle has been forced by bayonet and the 
monks, under threats of death, were forced to show the places where the 
church treasures were, as weil as precious historical documents. Ali those 
abjects have been destroyed'. 'The Order of the Palatines has equally been 
deported. ïhe Jesuits of Poznan were arrested and Dominicans interned. The 
Jesuits have ben expelled from Ciesrzyn, with the exception of a German one. 
Nuns and sisters of charity sent to Kattowice have been replaced by others 
who light up candies near photographs of the Fuehrer, in front of which true 
religious acts are performed. Under such persecution the religious feelings 
and the Polish people's love to the church increase every day' ". (Which is 
a really a masterpiece of a cable) . 

Now we have reporter Alexandre Konder: 
" 1 am reading the cable attentively in front of the famous sanctuary of 

Czestochowa, where everything seems so peaceful as in days before the war. 
The temple is crowded and the image of the Virgin shines amid a sea of 
candlelight, high on its altar''. 

"1 look for a father in the vestry. 1 am gently welcome and soon 1 have a 
Polish religious man in front of me. He speaks correct French and 1 translate 
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the cable to him. The father looks annoyed and he says: 'We cannot understand 
why people insist in coming out with propaganda like that, out there. This 
will only bring us harm, because the continuation of such a campaign will give 
rise to a suspicion amid the Germans that we are the ones spreading those 
lies around . lt is hard to believe people will not hesitate to involve religion in 
every sort of intrigue, for political reasons' " . 

"Other fathers gather around us. Again we translate the cable 1 have 
brought from Brazil. They exchange opinions among themselves and shake 
their heads disapprovingly; the father finally turns to me and says: 'See the 
case of our sanctuary. ls has been scandalously said it was ruthlessly destroyed, 
to include the image of the Holy Virgin . That , however, we denied at once. 
As you see, ·everything is as it was, to include the freedom to practice religion . 
No faithful has been coerced by Germans in the exercise of his devotions' · '. 

"1 theri tell him that in Kattowice, Warsaw and Crakow 1 had personally 
seen the temples open and full of believers". 

"He interrupts me: 'Weil, there was nothing done against the religion, 
man of God! During the campaign, yes, we had sorne clashes but then for 
purely political reasons. Sorne fathers were involved by the events and they 
suffered the consequences of battle hazards. After the war, however, nothing 
ever happened to any religious Pole, except those who were closely linked to 
politics. We go on with our churches, our schools, our sororities and pious 
institutions in full operation. We preach our sermons freely in our language and 
nothing, positively nothing, has happened until now, in the religious domain, that may 
justify that campaign, rather irritating, (sic) being waged out there, trying to 
attract against tl'e Germans the ill-will of the Christian world. 1 repeat, this 
may only be detrimental for us and for millions of Catholics' " . 

"1 take down every world he says, the Reverend. lt happens in the most 
sacred place of Catholic Poland, the sanctuary of Czestochowa and he is a 
Catholic priest, a Pole". 

"Moments later, on the road, my car passes by several trucks, full of girls 
and nuns. lt is a female college going in holy pilgrimage to the sanctuary of 
the miraculous Black Virgin". 

"A whole month has not elapsed since 1 have been in the Sanctuary;-a 
month has not gone-by after 1 have visited dozens of Catholic temples in various 
cities of Poland and contacted leading personalities of local Catholicism. This 
is why 1 was very surprised when 1 arrived in Rio de Janeiro to find another 
cable from Havas, repeating the same lies it was scattering about last 
December on the NAZI RELIGIOUS PERSECUTION in old Kosciusko's 
homeland .. .' ' 

At the Munich airport, getting ready to return to Brazil via ltaly, Alexandre 
Konder, in the company of various war correspondents, tease a U.S. colleague 
who brought with him from his country several boxes of canned beef and other 
foodstuffs to face famine in Germany, besieged by the Eoglish .. . Ashamed 
for having let himself be carried by propaganda of Reuters, Havas, etc, he 
gave away his precious load to the Winter Aid workers. 

"At the airport another fact is recalled, that would have happened in 
February to another colleague, a Mexican, in Vienna. Just arriving at the capital 
of waltz he looked for the direction of ghettos, packing his camera in order 
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to snap sensational pictures of Jews dying off the streetwalks. After nearly 
an hour of search he would have asked sorne Austrian 'where the Jews are 
dying '. The man, taking him to be mad, would have led him to a nearby police 
officer who led him to a police precinct, where our Mexican colleague was given 
a chance to explain that in New York, before he left to Europe, there were 
so many news on the subject he had decided to photograph those for his 
readers .. .' ' 

Amid ali that teasing and bantering the Brazilian journalist boards the 
airplane taking him to Venice from where he would sail to Rio de Janeiro. 

The hatred of Pales to Jews for having through the press led them to 
war against Germany, was leading Pales in groups to a true hunt for Jews, will 
be examined in another chapter. · 

Before 1 resume matters 1 want to narrate a tact that happened at a friend's 
house a little before 1 started writing this book. This friend of mine, medium 
class, is one of those who deems himself well-informed, since he reads a 
newspaper every day and, as the majority, begins that reading by the soccer 
page, looks over rapidly the police chronicles, next he examines the political 
and economie sections and then, as he has read enough, takes a few minutes 
going through the news from abroad. ln that part he often limits himself to 
read headings that often have nothing to do with the text. Thus he makes 
up a reasonable collection of news and when anyone broaches a certain subject 
he is condition to join in.He is a very well-humored man and he likes to play 
around. 

We were in the living room waiting for a soccer match in the World Cup 
series when he asked me: " You still reading much?" " No", 1 retorted. 'Tm 
seriously considering the idea of writing a book". "That's fine. What is the title 
of it?" He asked. "A terrible subject", 1 replied. 'Tm convinced that Germany 
has been and goes on being the victim of injustice and", 1 went on, "worse 
still, that Hitler is nothing like that they have said ". 

My friend , who was on his second beer, faced me straight and seeing 
1 was serious, came up with a laugh that ended only in the sanitary because, 
having a small bladder problem, he simply began to piss in the living room. 
The "accident"also made me laugh a lot. 

When we had calmed down 1 only told him: "Monkey, laugh .. . " as on a 
humor TV show where a character appears laughing about something he is 
not familiar with and stops when another character tells him, " Monkey, 
laugh ... " That is when he stops laughing and begins to think . 

THE WAR -1 
England declared " it was not for vengeance it waged war on Germany 

but to defend Freedom". (?) "That not only the freedom of small nations was 
in jeopardy". (?) " That the peaceful existence of Great-Britain was also 
threatened, that the Domains, lndia and ali the British Empire, France, in short 
ali those countries that loved freedom". (!!!)(From Chamberlain's speech at 
the House of Commons, October 12, 1939). 

When we know now that Chamberlain confided to Joseph Kennedy that 
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"the American and world Jews forced him to declare war on Germany", we 
realize why he made the statements above, which are no better than blah-
blah-blah-. Or will anyone really think England would enter a war to defend 
other countries' freedom? 

From France we shall examine part of Daladier's speech in reply to the 
peace proposais from Hitler, broadcast by radio on December 10, 1939: 

" We are fighting not only for our lands and homes but also FOR 
CIVILIZATION (!), which goes beyond our borders and made us what we are: 
free, dignified beings who respect the next man and are capable to honor 
the word given, faithful to the tradition of culture and ideal". 

"Neither France nor England entered the war to carry out an ideological 
crusade or something like an ideological crusade. Neither France, nor England, 
have ente red the war with a spirit of conquest. They were forced to fight 
because Germany wanted to impose its domination on Europe. (?) To whom 
one will now make believe it was the destiny of Dantzig or then the corridor, 
or even the destiny of the German minorities? Germany itself took charge 
of showing it wanted either to enslave Poland through a trap (?) or then throw 
it down by iron". 

Like Chamberlain , so Daladier in no moment of his speech mentioned 
the persecution of German minorities, the constant threats to invade Germany, 
the no-dialogue about the Dantzig-Prussia corridor, or the assault on the border 
post at Gleiwitz which precipitated the war and not once either of them 
mentioned the invasion of more than half the Polish territory by Russia or what 
Germany was doing to Poland. What had the Soviet Union done? Leave that 
aside .. . France was going to fight for civilization and En gland for the freedom 
of the peoples!. .. 1 think that if the re was any preoccupation by those two 
powers, it could weil be for those rich colonies formerly described, which 
they had been given for free through the Versailles treaty. So it was preferable 
to finish once for ali with Germany, counting for that with the support of a 
lot of people ... 

THE SOVIET UNION ATTACKS FINNLAND 

On November 30, 1939, the Soviet Union started bombing Helsinki and 
with no declaration of war attacked Finnland that had refused to cede two 
bases. They signed the peace in March 1940, after a fearful war, since it was 
waged during the winter. 

Your kind attention, please: the two powers that together held around 
53,000,000 square kilometers in areà, Great-Britain and France, which were 
fighting against Germany with its 800,000 square kilometers for having entered 
war against Poland and whose leaders in early October had declared 
themselves to the DEFENDERS OF MANKIND'S FREEDOM, had pointed no 
finger at the Soviet Union, that in September invaded Poland and in November 
invaded and attacked Finnland. You may rest assured they had interests in 
it!. .. lt takes only a little thinking. 
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GERMANV OCCUPIES NORWAV AND 
DEN MARK 

The first clash of Germany with the Western powers began on sea, whE:ire 
England and France had together the most powerful fleet of the world. Great-
Britain prided itself of the title of "Queen of the Seas". 

As Salvador Borrego writes in World Defeat, the British fleet had 272 
first-line units and France 99, while Germany counted on only 54 warships. 
Asto submarines, England and France together presented 135 against only 
57 Germans ones. For that reason those two powers elected the sea to be 
the first fine for battle and they set up a total blockade to stop Germany's 
inflow of foodstuffs and raw materials. They expected to starve it into 
submission. 

ln December 1939 England began its preparations to invade Norway and 
Denmark, together with French strategists with the specifie purpose of cutting 
off German supply fines passing through Norway and thus tighten up the naval 
blockade imposed on Germany. 

ln early 1940, already facing the combined power of Great-Britain and 
France that had respectively the most powerful navy and army in Europe, 
Germany held a top interest in respecting Norway's and Denmark's neutrality, 
since the first was the mandatory way to import over ten million tons of iron 
and nickel ores coming from Sweden. ln addition to that the Norwegian 
neutrality allowed Germans to break up, although in a precarious way, the strict 
naval blockade set against its navigation by the British fleet, un der command 
of the First Lord of the Admiralty, Winston Churchill. Neutral Denmark was 
an excellent source of production for foodstuffs and its relations with Berlin 
were good. The Anglo-French plan to invade it was probably detected by the 
German s. 

The setting of mines in territorial waters of Norway, done by the English, 
convinced Hitler the allies were planning to break up Norwegian neutrality 
and he took the initiative at once to plan the invasion of those two neutral 
countries before the allies. 

A rapid survey made by Hitler showed that there was only one general 
officer, Nicolau von Falkenhorst, who had sorne experience in Scandinavia. 
He had fought in Finnland in the first world war .. . 

Hitler, who did not know him, had Falkenhorst called to the Chancery and 
put him in charge of preparing, WITHIN FORTY-EIGHT HOURS, the master 
strategie p'lan to occupy Norway and Den mark ... Stupefied, general Falkenhorst 
took to the first bookstore he could find to purchase a Baedeker tourist guide 
of Norway, a guide FOR TOURISTS! At home and working on that guide, much 
coffee and brandy, he figure<.l eut distances, available forces, supplies, firepower 
and mobility, and he prepared a specifie military plan. 

The means requested by Falkenhorst for the project were modest. Hitler 
approved his plan but then he gave him more than he had asked for and so, 
on April 9, 1940, there followed the simultaneous invasion of Norway and 
Oenmark, wîth a very reduced amou nt of shots f ired ln the first case and none 
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in the latter, taking by surprise not only those two neutra! coutries but 
particularly the allied strategists with their heads turning on comple>< plans 
to take over th ose two countries! ... 

Churchill next sent powerful forces to eliminate the German forces from 
Norway and he suffered a major defeat. (From Veja magazine, April14, 1980). 

The point in this case is that we were only told about it many years after 
the war, because at the time, to shock the world, the press divulged the 
following: GERMANY, IN ITS MAD AND SUICIDAL INTENTION TO DOMINATE 
THE WORLD, HAD LAUNCHED ITSELF IN A CRUEL AND TOTALLY 
UNNECESSARY MANNER AGAINST THOSE WEAK AND NEUTRAL 
COUNTRIES! ... 

The case was not exactly so and it would be much more correct to say 
THE WORLD WANTS TO DESTROY GERMANY, because in war against 
Germany, from the beginning, were not only England and France but also 
Australia, Canada and New Zealand! Many other countries would soon concur. 

ln 1939 Germany took no attitude on land against England, or France, 
despite the total mobilization of the latter and the arrivai on French soil of 
a large expeditionary corps from England. lt proceeded on the sea with its 
submarines, fighting the ships that blockaded its trade. Attempts from neutral 
countries as Sweden and others, to reach peace and placed with Great-Britain, 
were entirely fruitless! 

We are to believe there were no land battles, for many months, for two 
reasons: 

1. Attempts and more attempts to put an end to the absurdity of that war, 
and 

2. the totallack of preparation in Germany, in September, 1939, to face 
the large French army and power, aided by the English forces (Australians, 
Canadians and New Zealanders) . 

THE WAR -Il 

Salvador Borrego, in his World Defeat, page 190, speaks of France and 
describes the internai problems that disabled it for an international 
confrontation. change of government leaders who were under political pressure 
from the Universal Jewish Alliance with headquarters in Paris which held a 
decisive power on France, for in addition to its Masonic branch it held influence 
on the stock market, nearly ali the press and worker organizations. ﾷ ｾ･ｷｳ＠ are 
the leaders and politicians Leon Blum, Maurice Thorez, Jacques Duclos, Jules 
Moch, Edgar Faure, Pierre Mendès-France, René Mayer, Maurice Schuman 
and many others". 

Nearly seven months after the war had been declared, Paul Reynaud, 
who replaced Daladier as president of the Council and Foreign Relations, stated 
on March, 26, 1940, that "one of France's major duties is to wage the war" 
and the following day, presenting his cabinet, he said: "As a government wholly 
for war and having only one goal, to beat the enemy". 

The allied had 2,325,000 men already in arms. At that moment Germany 
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had only 1,950,000 men in arms and it could not employ them ali on the 
Western front, as it had to garrison Poland and also the extensive border it 
now held with the Soviet Union. 

England and France counted on Holland, whose royal house was related 
to the British one and also because King Leopold of Belgium had agreed in 
that the Franco-British armies crossed Belgian territory to attack Germany, 
as Paul Reynaud admits in his book Revelations. 

Hitler's situation in Germany was not an enviable one, in tact it was most 
serious. He had less troops and arms than his enemies. who wanted no peace; 
he was deep in trouble in a war he had not caused; he had the Soviet Union 
which he in tact did not wholly trust as it was mined by Zionists, despite the 
good opinion he held about Stalin and , what was worse, a major part of his 
generais who did not support him as they should . The aristocratie extraction 
of those generais kept them distant, in a way, from Hitler, who had not gone 
over the rank of corporal, although he had been awarded on Iron Cross for 
heroism in the first world war. 

General Blumentritt told later on to English historian Lidell Hart that " Hitler 
was the only one to be lieve a decisive victory was possible''. Among the younger 
generais only Mannstein and Guderian thought feasible a lightning campaign. 
General Stülpnagel presented a report according to which it was necessary to 
wait three years to be able to throw an offensive against France ... 

The situation of many of those aristocratie German generais regarding 
Hitler was aboutthe same as that of a manager in a large trade organization 
who, from a moment to another, is given a sales clerk to be his chief and, worse 
yet, be taught how to make deals. And so many good "deals" were needed to 
get the sale manager's attitude to soften. General Jodl (hanged in Nürnberg 
as a war criminal) , chief of staff of the High Command, one of the loyal 
supporters of Hitler, wrote in his diary: " lt was very sad to see that the whole 
people upheld the Fuehrer, except for prominent general officers who went 
on looking at him as a corporal and not as the greatest statesman Germany 
has ever had since the times of Bismarck". 

Hitler called his generais to present them a plan to attack France. The 
generais preferred to reinforce their defenses and had other unfounded plans. 
At the time he threw at the defeatists' faces their "lack of courage. How could 
they win if the reduced German territory became a battlefield?" "According 
to cold numerical calculations and not taking into account the psychological 
factors, the offensive against France showed a limited probability of triumph, 
which would not happen in case they kept their arms crossed and waited for 
the imminent assault of the enemy" . " Wars always end with the destruction 
of the enemy. Anyone believing otherwise is irresponsible' '. ''Ti me works for 
our adversaries". "1 shall stand or 1 shall fall in the fight. 1 shall never survive 
the defeat of my people". 

General Siegfried Westphal , in is book Army in Chains, says that after 
that meeting Hitler exclaimed : " What brand of generais are these, whom you 
have to push on to war, instead of their being the ones who take the initiative?" 

The reaction from sorne of those generais was terrible, as narrated by 
the English historian Lidell Hart and he says that after Hitler 's conference 
with his generais, ' 'general Brauchitsch , army C.O. and general Franz Halder, 
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chief of staff, spoke of the NEED TO OROER THE WEST TROOPS TO MARCH 
ON BERLIN TO DEFEAT HITLER, but then general Fromm, the C.O. of internai 
forces, called their attention to the tact the troops had faith in the Fuehrer 
and that any such a coup was destined to failure". 

That remark by general Fromm (in 1944 he joined in the attempt against 
Hitler and was executed) produced the effect of freezing the academie 
conspiracy. (General Halder and ali his family were arrested and imprisoned 
in the Dachau concentration camp at the end of the war). 

HOLLAND, BELGIUM AND ... DUNKIRK 

On May 10, 1940, following a plan outlined by the "sales clerk", having 
Denmark and Norway as examples, when he acted before the allied, Germans 
occupied Holland and Belgium and they engaged in combat the French and 
English forces on the North. When the French reinforced positions around 
Lille, the Germans launched another offensive South of Sedan, meant to 
surround the troops stationed there, particularly ail the English expeditionary 
corps, summing up approximately 400,000 men. 

General Jodl, in his diary for May 20, 1940 (ten days after the attack 
began) noted dawn that when the news arrived that the Anglo-French troops 
had been surrounded in Flanders, Hitler said in joy that saon he could resume 
peace with England. He figured that after that blunder the English would accept 
the friendship he had offered them for long. 

On the 22 of May the South attack arrived at the French port of Bolougne 
and on the 23 at Calais. THE ARMORED DIVISIONS OF GUDERIAN were 
at the strangling point of the Flanders siege. 

The allied troops had no other way out except the sea, through the port 
of Dunkirk and it was there one of the most spectacular events of the war took 
place. Churchill proclaimed it a "triumph" that the English army, even though 
it had lost ali its equipment, was able to save its life ... but the fact is that HITLER 
MADE THE SALVATJON POSSIBLE, IN ANOTHER ATTEMPT TO ARRIVE AT 
AN AGREEMENT WITH ENGLAND. 

Let us see what the British historian LideH Hart has to say on the subject: 
"On May 23, the German armored divisions arrived in Canal Aa, Gravelines, 

16 Kms from Dunkirk; general Reinhardt's army advanced on to Canal Aire 
St. Omer-Gravelines, where he found only one battalion of the aHied. The 
German armored torees set bridgeheads over the canal on the 23rd and no 
more obstacles followed. At Gravines, the armored divisions received a flat 
order, 'HALT!' "'THAT OROER ISSUED BYTHE ENEMY COMMAND", says 
Hart, "PRESERVED ALL THE BRITISH ARMY WHEN THERE WAS NOTHING 
ELSE THAT COULD SAVE IT!" 

Attention: the Germans had captured 330,000 French and Belgian troops 
and they let out, from May 23 to June 4 .• from Dunkirk, 338,226 British troops. 
Along those twelve days of German-granted leave, everything afloat was used, 
from rowboats to canoes and fishing craft and other and larger watercraft. 
ln his Memoirs Churchill admits that ali the British army was lost, abandoned 
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on the beach: 7,000,000 rifles, 120,000 vehicles, 8,000 field guns and 400 
anti-tank weapons. 

To conclude, says the English historian-captain, Lidell Hart: 
"The British army's escape from France has frequently been called 'the 

Dun kirk miracle', or then 'the glorious retreat from Dun kirk' .. . Those who were 
able to escape are continuously asking themselves how they managed to make 
it. The answer is that Hitler's intervention saved them when there was nothing 
one could do. A sudden order stopped the armored forces of Germany exactly 
when they were at the sight of Dunkirk". 

John Lukacs wrote in The Last European War, page 108: 
"ln May, 1940, the German military production reached Jess than 15% 

of the Third Reich's industrial output. lt turned out Jess than 40 tanks per 
month- in 1944 it would be turning out Jess than 200 per month. lts campaign 
and conquest, in six months on ali Western Europe, cost it 27,000 dead, Jess 
than often were one-day tosses in the 1914-18 war". 

Lukacs quotes the French intellectual André Gide, who on July 7, 1940, 
called Hitler "perfidious, cynical if you want, but then here again he acted 
as a kind of genius. His great cynical force was that of not bothering to take 
into account any indication of value, but only reality. He never fooled anyone 
with fine words. One may hate him, but then he has definitely to be taken 
into account". 

He goes on: "Hitler's realism was impressive. He did not want to fight 
the English. He felt for them an ambivalent love·hatred, or rather, a feeling 
of scorn-respect . ln the 1940 summer his respect was greater than scorn". 

"He also did not want to dominate the world. Contrarily to the Kaiser, 
Hitler wanted no world war. He wanted England to abandon the war either 
by persuasion or by force. He wanted to convince England that he did not 
mean to harm or even diminish the British Empire".' 

Churchill, humiliated on attending the return of his Expeditionary Corps 
sent to France so they could join forces and finish with Germany, his troops 
without weapons, wet from top to toe, KNOWING (even though he was a 
drunkard) THAT THOSE iROOPS WERE STILL AUVE OR HAD NOT BEEN 
TAKEN AS PAISONERS OUi OF HIS HATRED ENEMY'S ACi OF CLEMENCY 
OR GOOD WILL, must have seriously considered the idea of dying; but he 
did not want to die atone. Very possibly under the affect of alcohol he decided 
to carry on with the fight, offering and asking the British people " blood, sweat 
and tears" , a sentence the press changed into a heroic expression and 
exclamation. If fosses were at a minimum up to that moment, the 
uncompromisingness of Churchill, demonstrated at a later t ime, wouid cause 
a number of victims NONE CANIN FACT ESTIMAiE!I! 

Volces rose against Churchill in England but they were played down by 
the press. Let us see what Lord Halifax had to say: "llost hope when Churchill 
let himself be dominated by emotion, when he should stop and think" (Halifax, 
page 458, by Birkenhead). 

According to Lukacs, page 116: "Lloyd George went on telllng the people 
that Churchill was very wrong on taking Hitler as delirious when, on the 
contrary, Hitler was one of the GREAiEST MEN IN EUROPE'S HISTOAY, 
GREATER EVEN iHAN NAPOLEON!" 
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After the fall of France, which would follow a few days after Dunkirk -
according to Lukacs, page 117: "Ali newspapers sent representatives to the 
Foreign Office to find about the official reaction to the collapse of France. 
The reporters were issued a written, expressionless statement. They asked 
when the Premier could speak to the press. Until the afternoon no answer 
had been given them. They insisted, hotly demanded that is was imperative 
that Churchill said something to the Nation, that evening. The outcome were 
some hesitating sentences to show the situation was disastrous but then 
everything went weil. .. If he was DRUNK or th en exhausted by overwhelming 
tiredness, 1 do not know, BUT IT WAS THE WORST POSSIBLE OF HIS 
EFFORTS ... " 

A few years after that, cases are quoted when Churchill entered alcoholic 
states of ecstasy on receiving news of terrorist air attacks that had been 
successfully carried out by al lied aviation on German cities, empty of soldiers ... 

To end this chapter, relative to the vital part that was Dunkirk, let us see 
what Hitler declared to his closest associates on February, 1945, at war's 
end, according to Lukacs, page 110: 

"Churchill was absolutely uncapable to appreciate the sportive spirit 1 
gave proof of, when 1 did not want to cause an irreparable breach between 
the English and us. We in fact renounced to anihilate them at Dunkirk". 

FRANCE 

lt is important to notice that Germany threw itself on the English and the 
French, May 10, 1940, because at 9 p.m. on May 9, in London, none less 
than Mr. Winston Churchill, a known germanophobe who had been acting at 
the Admiralty, was appointed Premier of Great-Britain. 

On the 25 and on the 29 of May there were signs from France that it 
planned to end the war with Germany, a war into which France had been 
dragged, but then amid the confusion prevailing there still were encounters, 
so that finally on the 14th June the Germans paraded in Paris with music bands 
and ali and they were very weil received in the suburbs inhabited by workers, 
contrasting with the bourgeois suburbs, where there were few onlookers. 

On June 10, Roosevelt still exhorted the Frenchmen to a renewed and 
brave effort, promising the "enemies of violence" the sources of material aid 
from the United States. On the 13th June Roosevelt again sent Reynaud a 
cable saying that "as long as the allied governments will go on resisting, this 
government (U.S.A.'s) shall renew its efforts to send in airplanes, artillery and 
ammunition' '. 

Reynaud was deposed and replaced by Marshal Pétain, a hero of World 
War 1, who announced on the 2oth he had asked for an armistice because 
"the military situation did not fulfill our hopes after defeat on the lines of the 
Somme and Aisne rivers ... Let us extract a lesson from the battle that has 
been lost. From the beginning of the war the trend to entertainment was greater 
than the decision for sacrifice. Ali and any effort has been avoided. Now we 
have disgrace. 1 have been with you in the days of glory and 1 shall remain 
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with you in these mourning days of France" . 
The surrender ceremony went as follows: . 
"On ali faces the seriousness and grandeur of the hour are reflected. 

The French delegates can hardly dissimulate their intense emotion. They have 
come to Compiègne as soldiers, to be imposed armistice conditions. They 
are now to declare whether France shall or not depose arms. ln the hall where 
negotiations are done, not a sound can be heard. Everybody looks at Huntziger, 
who presides over the French delegation and who now, in front of general 
Keitel, declares: 'The French delegation, on signing the armistice pact by 
order of the French government, finds it necessary to make the following 
statement: under the imperative of destiny, forced by the arms that determine 
that France abandon the fight in which it was involved by side of its ally, France 
sees that strict conditions have been imposed on it. France has the right to 
expect that in future negotiations Germany shalllet itself be guided by a spirit 
that will render possible to the two great peoples to live and work in peace. 
The head of the German delegation, being a soldier, shall understand very 
weil the bitter hour that painful France expects' ". 

General Wilhelm Keitel, the same officer who signed the surrender to 
the allies in 1945 and who, in 1946, after 43 years of military services rendered 
the German people, WAS HANGED IN NÜRNBERG AS A WAR CRIMINAL, 
replied at that time in Compiègne: 

" 1 confirm the declaration received here regarding the decision to sign 
the armistice, by order of the French government. To the statements the general 
added 1 can only say it is also honorable for a winner to receive the !oser in 
the form befitting hi m''. 

Keitel asked then ali delegates to stand up as homage to those who had 
fallen in combat, while he said: 

"Ali members of the French and of the German delegations who are now 
standing salute in this moment the duty that the brave German and French 
soldiers have performE;ld. To ali those who shed their blood and who suffered 
for their cou nt ries we pay our honors' '. 

As we can see, the honors and the distinction the Germans gave the 
conquered were equal to those that would be rendered later, they being the 
conquered, from the so-called "allied" ... 

Dr. Paul Schmidt, chief interpreter, who followed that moment, writes in 
his book Secret Information from Behind Adolf Hitler's Curtain that when 
only he, Keitel and general Huntziger were present at the wagon , after the 
pact had been signed, Keitel addressed the French general withthese words: 

"1 do not want to fail, as a soldier, to express my sympathy for the sad 
moment that as a French soldier you have experienced . Your feelings may 
take solace in view of the conviction that French soldiers fought gallantly, as 
1 wish to tell you expressly". The German and the French generais were 
standing, both silent, their eyes brimming with tears. "Vou, general", proceeded 
Keitel, " have represented the interests of your country with great dignity in 
these difficult negotiations", and he shook Huntziger's hand. Thàt was peace 
among soldiers ... 

After the surrender of France it was found out the French !osses were 
around 70,000 dead and 318,000 wounded and the French army had inflicted 
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156,4651osses on the German army, of which 27,047 killed, 111,034 wounded 
and 18,384 missing in action. 

According to World Defeat, "100 German divisions had defeated 155 allied 
divisions. The propaganda made a supreme move to slighten and diminish that 
triumph to avoid scaring up or demoralizing other peoples which on the ir tu rn 
would in the future be thrown into the struggle. ln that task, in order to distort 
truth, the propaganda did not hesitate to throw on France ali the responsibility 
for the disaster. On June 18, 1940, Churchill blamed the French for the defeat. 
On June 25, Jean Prevost, of the French propaganda department, asked their 
friends of the U.S.A. to try to understand the sorrow of France ... asking 'our 
friends', the English, to respect our pain and make their own conscience test .. .'' 

After the surrender Germany allowed France to keep ali of its merchant 
and war fleets, which included large and modern units, ali its government 
agencies (Parliament, etc), its archives, history, school methods, diplomatie 
relations. (France went on having diplomatie relations with ali countries in 
war with Germany, such as Great-Britain, Canada, Australia and New 
Zealand). 

Worth of mention, amid many others, is the tact that the "international 
press" announced, right after beginning of the German assault on May 10, 
that the Germans cast paratroopers DISGUISED AS PRIESTS AND MONKS 
and that their initial successes were due to the unbelievable number of traitors 
and fifth-columnists ... 

The story recalls the events in Cuba, after the total failure of the Pigs 
Bay invasion financed by the U.S.A., when among the more than 1,000 
prisoners made the great majority was composed of priests, spiritual councils 
or then cooks! ... 

Pétain and a cohort of politicians launched their directive for a NEW AND 
NATIONAL FRANCE under the motto of Work, Family and Country. 

Pétain (condemned to life imprisonment after the war as a TRAITOR 
OF HIS COUNTRY) said: "History alternates between periods of an excessive 
authority that degenerates in tyranny, and periods of excessive freedom that 
degenerate into anarchy. The time has come for France to put an end to 
this kind of alternation and find harmony between authority and liberty". A 
young American historian, examining that time, has written, as quoted by 
Lukacs, page 321: 

·'The fervor and generalization of the cult to Pétain have had no parallel 
in France, in the XX century". 

Violent conflicts took place in July, 1940, between English and French 
seamen, when the first boarded French ships anchored in English ports by 
time of the French surrender. 

On July 13, 1940, a tragic event had place: part of the British fleet on 
the Mediterranean sailed to ｏｲ｡ｾＺｾ＠ (Mers-ei-Kebir) where numerous French 
warships were stationed and in view of their refusai to depart to England or 
the United States(!) the English fleet attacked and destroyed them, causing 
the death of 1,300 French sailors and as many wounded. 

The fact raised the indignation and hatred of the French against their 
ex-allies. The event could have been exploited by Hitler, for if he had made 
any concession to the French at the time he would have won them as allies; 
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and then, by not doing so he again confirms his hopes of making peace with 
the English, which would only be possible by the fall and replacement of 
Churchill, a tact that happened at the war's end, in 1945, by time of the 
elections in England, WHEN HE WAS ROUNDLY REPUDIATED BY THE 
ENGLISH PEOPLE! 

ln 1940 Churchill encouraged a major amphibian operation to land in Dakar, . 
at the Western coast of Africa, in order to give the allies a naval base from 
which they could control a major area of the Atlantic coastline. That expedition 
counted with participation, for the first time, of the detachment made up in 
England, called "Free French Forces", with a majority of Jews, to the 
displeasure of general Charles de Gaulle. The French forces at Dakar repelled 
the invading party and damaged several of its fleet units. Churchill accepted 
his persona! responsibility for the assault but then he decided to give no 
explanation whatever to the Parliament, which allowed him to save face. 

ln 1936 there came up a tact still to be adequately analyzed. 
With the death of King George V in London, 1936, the throne of Great-

Britain was occupied by King Edward VIII, who was a friend of Germany and 
frankly for an ample understanding between the British and the Germans. 
That, of course, went entirely against the thoughts of VERY IMPORTANT 
INDIVIDUALS, who had their chance to speak to the press in the moment 
the monarch spoke of his desire to marry Mrs. Simpson, a distinguished lady 
of American origin and who had the great fault of being ... a divorcee. That 
was enough; the press feil on her, first with discretion and th en forcefully, 
in the "defense of the royal family", as if only angels had reigned in it. 

For the joy of " moralists", King Edward VIII abdicated his throne and 
kept only the title of Duke of Windsor, left England and married Mrs. Simpson. 
8oth he and she never again returned to England while alive. She died in 1986 
in Paris and her body was taken to England and buried by side of her husband, 
with presence of the regents of Great-Britain. 

At the time of abdication newspapers of the world credited it to love: "He 
would rather lose a kingdom than lose her love"!. .. And everybody went very 
sentimental ... 

THOSE VERY IMPORTANT INDIVIDUALS of Great-Britain were in great 
aiarm one year later when the illustrious couple had gone to Germany and 
used the chance to pay a persona! visit to Hitler. 

When in a certain moment he was in Lisbon, during the war, the Duke 
of Windsor had words of praise to Hitler's desire for peace with England, and 
then he confirmed that were he the king, there would be no war! 

German soldiers behaved in occupied France as gentlemen, ceding their 
seats in the subway, busses and trains to ladies and eider people, a gesture 
that was accepted with great solidarity, as it was not in the habits of Frenchmen. 
They also attended restaurants, theaters and show houses, always keeping 
the greatest simplicity but in an impeccable line. 

A captain of the German forces in occupied France whom 1 met years 
ago, working for a Swiss corporation in Brazil, on recalling the past, said one 
of his worst war memories was a tact that took place in Paris, when he was 
forced to command an execution squad for a soldier of his company, under 
the charge that he had raped a French girl. 
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The young lady, perhaps to cause friction between French police and 
the German army, complained to police, which at once reported to the Germans 
and these promptly identified the soldier. Even a witness appeared at the ti me ... 
There was no excuse! The young man was executed! The captain's drama 
was that he knew weil his trooper. He had normal relations with the girl, HE 
WAS INNOCENT! 

The respect for the people conquered had to be preserved at any priee!. .. 
On the other hand, acts of sabotage and attempts were repressed in 

accordance with the case. Lukacs, in The L.ast European War, page 314, 
describes the case of a resistance member: 

"Lieutenant Estienne d'Orves, a young French navy officer, of conservative 
persuasion, was one of the first men in the French resistance. On May 24, 
1941, he was sentenced todeath by a German military court that treated him 
with respect. General Kayser, presiding over the court, said he had performed 
'a dificult misson, the culprit is a man of great merit, great strength of character 
and he acted out of love for his country'. Estienne d'Orves was executed in 
the dawn of August 29, at Mont Valérien. He told general Kayser: 'You are 
a German officer, sir. 1 am a French officer. We both comply with our duty'. 
They embraced and then Estienne shouted: 'Vive la Fra.nce!' and feil dead 
un der the platoon fi re''. 

What Lt. Estienne had done was not mentioned, but it must have been 
something very serious. 

Before the EXTERMINATION AIR RAIDS against the German populations 
were started, ali English pilots who died in combat when their planes feil were 
given military honors at the ir bu rial, when the Ger mans had a hon or platoon 
tire a volley as their coffins were lowered to the graves, covered with British 
col ors. 

FRENCH BEHAVIOR IN 
VIEW OF ALLIED 

INVASION AFTER "D DAY" 
ln his book The War Among Generais, David Irving presents severa! 

important quotations about the attitude of Frenchmen to allied troops, which 
had no special regard for French civilians, whose villages and cities were 
smashed by air raids, the same as with German cities and towns, causing 
indiscriminate massacres. 

'The attitude of the French'', writes John Eisenhower, son of general 
Dwight D. Eisenhower, in a report after a tour he made by the British sector, 
"was really a sober one. lnstead of bursting into enthusiasm, they seemed 
not only indifferent but also somber. There was reason enough to doubt whether 
that people actually wanted to be liberated". 

"Cities and towns in the beachhead area were subjected to massive 
shelling by allied warships and also by air raids of thousands of bombers, also 
allied''. 
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"The air-raid on Caen in the afternoon of 'D Day' had killed 2,500 people, 
to include families bringing children to their first communion in the famous 
cathedral of twin spires in that town. Peasants and villagers were machine-
gunned and bombed out". 

"Cities like Carentan, Montebourg and Valognes were demolished". 
"The people looked well-fed and the children healthy and decently 

dressed. Many allied personalities were afraid and they said the Frenchmen 
-at least in Normandy- did not feel entirely happy with the invasion. lt 
seemed that things had been not so bad before the allied came in". Sir Allan 
Brooks wrote: "1 was amazed to see how the country had been little affected 
by German occupation and five years of war. Ali harvests were good, the interior 
completely free of pests, with an abundance of cattle, horses, chicken, etc". 

Brooks remarked with displeasure in his diary: "The French population 
did not at ali seem happy by our arrivai as victorious armies to liberate France''. 
THEY WERE FULLY HAPPY AS THEY HAD BEEN AND WE WERE BRINGING 
THEM WAR AND DESOLATION". 

On these matters it is weil to quote the opinion of general Eisenhower, 
as in The War of the Generais, page 198: 

"Eisenhower had no problem on his conscience. He blamed the enemy, 
tully, for the misery and destruction. He hated the Germans with an intensity 
equalled only by that from Bedell Smith - another general officer whose 
German ancestors had migrated to America one generation after Eisenhower' s. 
also German. One day, returning from the front and passing by Saint-Lô, a 
town that was no better than a rubble heap, Eisenhower wrote to Mamie, his 
wife: 'Sorne of the larger towns along our advance were pulverized, particularly 
Saint-LÔ and Caen. 1 am always saddened when 1 face the need to destroy 
the houses of my friends. The German is an animal' ". (No comments). 

"ln reflex self-preservation, Frenchmen took arms to aid German armies 
against the just-arrived death agents. Sorne might be reacting to a historical 
resentment they inherited against foreigners from the other side of the canal, 
who had arrived there centuries ago, aiming to plunder ali that French area". 

Marshal Montgomery informed in a cable: "The roads are not 100% clear 
due to snipers, which include women". 

Many fighting men of Normandy took their war neuroses to the rearguard 
zones. A foreigner, for them, was always just one thing, whether French or 
ltalian. A fatality feil on the French who remained in Normandy. Soon they 
were persecuted, robbed, violated and killed. ln fact the behavior of American 
troops in ali the "liberated" Europe was creating reason for misgivings in 
Washington. The American chiefs of Staff were examining a report from Rome 
in which they were told the situation in ltaly's capital was also worse than 
by time the Germans held it. Lidell Hart, an English historian and soldier, on 
visiting Caen sorne ti me later, wrote: ''The majority of the French comment 
on the correct behavior of the German army". 

"ln Cherbourg, the first major city invaded by fighting troops, there burst 
rebellions and riots when uncaring American troops fired their weapons 
indiscriminately on the French. On November 5, 1944, Kay Summersby wrote: 
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'General Betts says the discipline levels in the army are going bad. Many 
cases of rape, murder and plunder have brought in complaints from the French, 
Dut ch, etc' " . 

Major general Le Ray Lutes wrote in his diary: 'The French are now 
protesting that Americans are a gang of drunkards and bullies, much more 
so than Germans and that they are waiting for the day when they shall be 
liberated from Americans", and he added: "The allied propaganda about the 
Germans WAS EVIDENTLY FALSE". "1 am told Germans did not plunder homes, 
stores, museums. ln fact the people says it was carefully treated by the German 
occupation army". At a certain time there were over 500 lawsuits per month 
for rape, against those liberators ... 

There were many killed and wounded among American forces landed on 
Normandy on "D Day" and in subsequent fighting. To bury their dead they 
employed special squadrons made up of Negroes, in a show of race 
discrimination. 

After one of those battles the Germans took as prisoners a whole 
American sanitarity unit. The German C.O. freed them almost immediately so 
they could return to American lines, with a memorandum to the American 
command saying he had freed them as he figured their services could be more 
necessary to their countrymen ... Ali indications are that the American command 
would rather have the Germans shoot ali that sanitary unit than go through 
that humiliation . 

POLAND,ENGLAND 
AND FRANCE 

The battles to defeat the English and let them escape back to their island, 
as weil as to defeat the French army, which by men and armament it possessed 
was a much greater force than Germany's, are due solely to the factors 
organization, discipline and surprise. To defeat those forces Germany took 
35 days, counting the occupation of Holland and Belgium, where there also 
were battles. 

One cannot of course make a direct comparison of facts, as in May, 1940, 
Germany had augmented its production for war, but the IMPORTANT fact to 
be noticed is that Germany took 31 days to get the surrender of HALF POLAND, 
for the other half was occupied by the Soviet Union. What becomes plain, 
therefore, is the value and the preparation and training of Polish troops for 
that war; and they did not parade under the Brandenburg gate in Berlin, as 
the press and warmongers of that war had predicted and encouraged, through 
the reaction of Germany. 

NEW PEACE OFFERS 
According to World Defeat, page 217, on July 19, 1940, Hitler made a 

still ampler, more official and solemn cali for peace from the Parliament tribune: 
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"Even today 1 deplore that in spite of ali my efforts we have not come 
to that friendship with England that,l think, should be a blessing to the peoples. 
1 did not succeed despite ali my honorable efforts''. 

"At this time 1 think it is my duty, in view of my own conscience, to make 
another appeal to reason and common sense, the same in Great-Britain as 
in other places. (He is talking about the U.S.A.). 1 am in the situation of making 
such a cali, for 1 am no loser but a winner, who speaks on behalf of reason. 
There is no motive for this war to go on". 

ln continuation, according to the English historian F.H. Hinsley, in Hitler 
Was Not Mistaken, "there followed diplomatie peace proceedings conducted 
by Sweden and the Vatican. This fourth cali to peace since Great-Britain had 
declared war on Germany came as complement to the order Hitler issued to 
his armored divisions to stop short of Dunkirk and so allow for the escape 
of British troops". (The reader will notice this is an English historian 
speaking). Hinsley goes on: "He thought he would thus calm the minds in 
England. But to his cali for concordy the same happened as in previous 
occasions, the propaganda (we can say "press") disfigured, ridiculed and 
presented it in a criminal manner (!) to the English people as a demand for 
SURRENDER. The newspaper Times carried the following headline: 'The 
people (?) of Britain has declared war on Germany and it shall go on with it' · '. 

If the peace had been signed at that moment, despite the horrors already 
caused by the war, like the death of thousands and thousands of young soldiers 
and others who had fought in the first world war, its cost would have been 
a bargain compared to what came next! Until then, counting on ali sides of 
the struggle, it had less dead and wounded in soldiers than the women, children 
and aged exterminated in the TERRORIST air-bombings carried out against 
only ONE German city, Dresden , on the 13th and 15th February, 1945, and 
which will be examined at greater depth in another chapter. 

The reader has understood wnat went on. From the rise of Hitler, as it 
has been shown, Zionism moved through the press a campaign meant to involve 
and exterminate Germany in a new war, for just one reason: 

Germany had denounced and exposed the subversive and treacherous 
acts performed by the Jewish summit during the first world war which led 
Germany to an armistice, as we said before, and which by that act had been 
considered undesirable persons in Germany, with exception for those who 
had married Germans. 

lt is known that Hitler, upon his own request as chief of state, was never 
paid one cent in salary by the government; he had his needs taken care of 
by the state but the money he would need, which should not be muchas he 
was not inclined to parties and private sprees, came from author rights of his 
book Mein Kampf which, in number of copies sold, possibly lost only to the 
Bible. 

lt remains to our days a very polemical book and we find individuals who 
are found of sticking to expressions used by Hitler in it!. .. They should not, 
however, forget that the thoughts expressed in that book relate to only a period, 
that his thoughts in 1940, his view of events then were, for certain, different 
in many aspects, which led Hitler himself to PROHIBIT ANY PUBLIC 
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EXHIBITION OF THE MANUSCRIPT in 1940. ls it not strange that we can find 
it in any bookstore today, when the author himself ordered it withdrawn from 
sales 46 years ago??? 1 believe it has been sorne kind of peace sign, both 
in regard to the Jews and in regard to the Jewish-Bolshevists, two of the items 
under his strong attacks in that book. 

Sorne attempt had been made against Germany, through Poland, that 
according to Jewish statistics in 1939 had about 3,000,000 Jews who, in their 
majority, passed to the Eastern Polish side, occupied by the Soviet Union. 

Later on they forced England, through Chamberlain and France by 
rebounding effect, to liquidate with Germany. Nothing went right! 

But they still had their ace-in-the-hole, a horse-race bettor, fond of playing 
cards, a cigar-smoker, inveterate drinker, the grandson of an American millionaire 
owner of the New York Times, a man closely associated to the leaders of 
the World Zionist Movement in London, a persona! enemy of Hitler (because 
Hitler did not receive him in an interview, before even he had become German 
chancellor) and more stubborn than a mule: CHURCHILL! 

He was of course very weil supported by assistants, both Roosevelt and 
the " WORLD'S PUBLIC OPINION" ... 

If we look for the guilty party in the beginning and continuation of 
the war, after the surrender of France, that shall not be Hitler. 

England was not conquered, it still had Canada, Australia, New Zealand, 
lndia and the rest of its colonies, ali totalling 40,000,000 square kilometers, 
full support from Roosevelt and, who knows, an "agreement" with the Soviet 
Union. 

Churchill had two options: he would either negotiate peace with Germany, 
preserving the British empire, or then proceed with the war and eventually 
win it, at the priee of BECOMING DEPENDENT UPON THE U.S.A. AND AT 
THE COST OF THE EMPIRE. For the disgust of the British crown, in the hands 
of George VI , the Premier (who will a day sit on the bench of culprits of History), 
chose the war, which would bring about the death of MILLIONS OF HUMAN 
SEINGS AND THE LOSS OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE! After the war, seeing 
what had been left of the 40,000,000 square kilometers, he said , pensively: 
" Poor England! " ... 

WINSTON CHURCHILL 

The book Churchill's War appeared in England in 1988. lts author is 
college teacher and historian David Irving, an Englishman, who is also the 
author of several other books about the history of the second war. We can 
examine sorne of its parts, transcribed by Brazilian newspaper 0 Globo, 
February 28, 1988, such as an interview granted by that author. Irving says 
that ali along his research work, when he wrote Hitler's War, he was unable 
to find the least evidence that the Fuehrer had issued one sole arder for 
extermination of Jews. Irving went further and he offered a money prize for 
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anyone who would turn up with JUST ONE document along that line. He 
explains that in Great-Britain they have had in this century just one hero, 
Winston Churchill , while in other centuries England had them, many of them, 
and then he says: 

"We are sitting in a nest of illusions. Churchill gave them a start with his 
speech when he said: 'We shall fight them on the beaches'. We can still hear 
his voice, as it remains in our memories and the tact is that THE VOICE WAS 
NOT CHURCHILL:S, but the voice of Norman Shelly, an actor working for a 
radio broadcast for children. Shelly spoke instead of Churchill because our 
leader was totally intoxicated. Shelly himself told me that and he said he kept 
silent ali along these years for fear he would lose his friends in case he told 
the truth . My book suggests that Great-Britain had a choice- togo on with 
the war on then accept the peace offered by Germany, through various 
embassies, in May and June, 1940, promptly after the fall of Poland, France 
and Czechoslovakia. Churchill chose the opposite direction . lt was in 
Churchill's War that we lost the empire and the world lost over twenty million 
lives". 

As regards Martin Gilbert, the official biographer of Churchill, Irving 
explains that''teacher Gilbert has two problems. First is that being an official 
biographer, he has to write within rules expected of an official biographer. 
The second problem is that being A JEW, he feels uncapable to write impartially 
on various matters. The Jews financed Churchill in the thirties. He was out 
of money and he received 50,000 pounds. Until then his favorite subjects 
were lndia, defense and disarmament. From thenon he adopted Germany as 
his main theme ... " 

The 0 Globo newspaper makes reference to Churchill's family and the 
tact his grandson sent him a letter of protest for lrving's book. Irving says 
he has answered that letter and sent copy of his answer to ali newspapers 
in England. ln that reply he says that Churchill's grandson, as ali other Churchills, 
is a drunkard, a liar and an adulterer. 

Churchill's official biographer, Jewish teacher Martin Gilbert, failed to 
appear at two television shows, to which he had been invited, to debate with 
David Irving the lite of that personality, who was not the savior, but the 
undertaker of the British empire. 

At a slow pace, but then in very steady manner, tacts that had been hidden 
or were distorted are coming to light . 

RUDOLF HESS 

Rudolf Hess was Hitler's next man, a Nationai-Socialist from the first 
moments and a man of total confidence of the Fuehrer. Son of an English 
mother, he nurtured for England, like Hitler, a great admiration. ln the Olympie 
Games for 1936 Hess kept intensive contact with the Duke of Hamilton and 
they became persona! friends. 

ln view of the insistance by Hess, who believed he could achieve peace 
with England if he were given a chance to have a serious and friendly talk 
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with the Duke of Hamilton and King George VI himself, plus other British 
authorities, Hitler and Hess set up a daring plan to achieve peace, with 
worldwide repercussion. Hess learned how to pilot the new German fighter 
Messerschmitt ME 110, and they located on maps the locality of Dungavel 
in Scotland, where the Duke lived. After ali details had been examined, to 
include how to get away from British anti-aircraft batteries, it was left only 
to rehearse bailing out by parachute. That would be Hess' first jump ... A mission 
we can compare to that of a Kamikaze. Before he flew away Hess left Hitler 
a letter saying: "ln case my project fails, and 1 know there are few chances 
of success, and destiny proves adverse, say 1 have gone mad". 

The date selected could not be better: May 10, 1941, first anniversary 
of the Churchill government and first anniversary of the initial German attack, 
which had thrown English forces into the ocean ... 

The solo flight plan operated like clockwork, to include the parachute 
jump, but on landing Hess twisted a foot. As it was night he got rid of the 
parachute and limped to the house of a peaceful Britisher who welcomed him 
and took him to the Duke of Hamilton, who lived nearby. 

The fact became a world headline. Hess spoke with the duke, failed to 
speak with King George VI and the duke put him in contact with Churchill. 

What the conversations were between Hess and British authorities, that 
is state secret and obeying a Parliament decree the tenor of those 
conversations may only be disclosed in the year 2,016, that is, 75 years after 
the event, when the fact shall no longer have any value. The mission, totally 
detailed, is found in the OtARIES OF ADOLF HITLER, which we shall examine 
in a special chapter, diaries that were declared false by German authorities. 
ln those diaries, the pages speaking of Hess' mission, Rudolf Hess himself 
authenticated with his mark the facts preceding his flight. 

What we officially know is that the man who went to personally propose 
peace to Great-Britain arrived there and was arrested in England until the end 
of the war, and then transferred to Germany by time of the Nürnberg "trial", 
when he was condemned to LIFELONG IMPRISONMENT AS A WAR 
CRIMINAL!. .. He was the only prisoner at the Spandau prison in Berlin, was 
over ninety years of age, made his daily walk, sang to himself sorne song of 
his time, had no radio or television set, received newspapers from which political 
matters had been clipped off, could not even embrace his cwn son who visited 
him once a month, as they were kept distant, each at the extrema of a table 
and "assisted" by four officers of the forces that manned the prison, two 
of them at each extreme of the table. Rudolf Hess was guarded by forces 
of the four powers: United States of America, Great-Britain, France and the 
Soviet Union, each in charge of his guard for a whole month, that for forty 
years except the five years he "enjoyed" in England. There had been requests 
for clemency made by isolated movements but the four powers lifted not a 
finger to release the "terrible war criminal " who was over 90 of age and who 
had thought up the ''foolishness' ' of trying to convince the English to make 
peace! ... 

1 think it is a beautiful case to be studied by the Human Rights Comission, 
whose activities spread ali over the world. 
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On May 28, 1987, an airplane that had flown over Scotland, Shetland 
islands, Faroe islands, Reykjavik on lceland, plus Bergen in Norway, Helsinki 
in Finnland and over - three times - the Red Square in Moscow, landed 
30 meters from the Kremlin wall. Then out came a young man 1.86m tall, 
wearing a red uniform, boots and bearing a badge- the press failed to report 
what that badge meant. The aircraft was a small Cessna and its pilot is named 
Mathias Rust, only 19 years old, born in Hamburg, Germany, a computer 
programmer. Judging from the 900km flown over Soviet territory without being 
detected and having landed a short distance from the Gorbachev office, none 
bears any doubt that his deed had in tact been very weil programmed. 

Arrested immediately he was later tried and sentenced to four years in 
prison. 

On August 9, 1987, eight dàys before what was, to judge from ali 
indications, the murder of Rudolf Hess at the Spandau prison in Berlin, in 
the U.S.A. there were talks that the spectacular flight by Rust had as main 
goal to cali the world's attention to the liberation of Rudolf Hess, since the 
Soviet Union was always the party pointed as the obstacle for it. The solitary 
and spectacular flights of Hess and Rust have much in commom. 

According to America Woche, August, 29, 1987, Die Bauernschaft No. 
288, December 1987, Mikhail Gorbachev planned to free Hess in a publicity 
move and so deliver a propaganda blow on the West. Through that liberation 
Gorbachev would be in a very privileged position at the eyes of the world, 
not only as a white dove for peace but also as a man who respects human 
rights. Such a plan by the Soviets was taken to president Weizsacker by 
diplomatie channels, before his visit to Moscow. The German president at once 
passed the information about those Soviet plans to the British, but not to the 
U.S.A. or other Western powers, which makes it very clear who was mostly 
interested in the matter. The British opposed flatly that Hess be liberated. 
Weizsacker told Gorbachev about the British negative. The Soviets wanted 
to free Hess in July 1987, when they would take over the prisoner guard. 

ln view of the negative, Gorbachev decided prudently to postpone thH 
liberation, which would then be effected in November, time when the Soviets 
would have their next turn of the guard and a Christmas amnesty would be 
employed. The British government would be greatly inconvenienced if, as 
a result of that amnesty, some undesired news came out to the public opinion ... 
Ali this was confirmed by thé British, who felt the need to step up plans that 
finally led to the murdering of Hess. 

The Spandau guard where Hess was imprisoned tell in AUGUST to the 
U.S.A. Details for the execution were left to the British secret service and 
the American CIA. Stepping up the action was made evident by the tact that 
the American guards were not replaced by CIA agents, except in some key-
posts: for this reason the American troops who knew nothing about the plan 
were stationed at places from where it would be difficult to interfere in the event. 

The two SAS British agents were already in Spandau on the Saturday 
night, the 15th and Sunday, the 16th August, 1987. Monday morning, on the 
17th, the two agents were given the "go ahead" signal from CIA. During the 
usual walk by Hess at noon the two agents left their hideouts, bringing an 
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electric cable nearly 1.5m long, with which they planned to choke and hang 
Hess on a tree, to give the impression of a suicide, but on assaulting Hess 
he was able to cry for help. One of the American guards showed up where 
the agents simulated they were trying to help Hess, who had only fainted, 
and who had tried to commit suicide ... 

The head of the American guard, who was wise to the operation by the 
British service, instead of calling an American ambulance, called one from 
the British Military Hospital, which took unconscious RUDOLF HESS, 93 years 
old, PLUS THE TWO AGENTS, who on their way finished their incomplete job. 

Since the murder was not carried out as originally planned, there appeared 
a host of contradictions in the notes officially issued and latter published by 
the press. Soviet silence may be interpreted as a sign of total disapproval, 
and even indignation that indeed prevailed at the Kremlin . On the ether hand, 
the SovieJswere surprised by the inefficient manner the plan was carried out 
by the English. · 

To me as a researcher, that murder story, published by the newspaper 
and magazines formerly quoted, respectively sold in the U.S.A., Germany, 
Switzerland and ether places, lacks many and most important details that due 
to its top secrecy may be disclosed to us only after another 75 years have 
elapsed .. . Like the case of Rudolph Hess' flight to Great-Britain . 

The photo shows the Spandau prison in Berlin. lt was snapped by me, 
in 1985, from inside a taxi, since it was forbidden to get off and photograph 
the place. Until August 17, 1987, there was only one prisoner inside. He had 
been in that prison for 41 years, condemned to lite imprisonment. He was 
the last victim of the NÜRNBERG LYNCHING. His CRIME: in 1941 he had 
flown to Scotland to try to bring an end to the war between Great-Britain 
and Germany, proposing PEACE. Name of the prisoner: RUDOLF HESS, 
murdered at 93 years of age, after he had passed 16,899 days in prison for 
THE SHAME OF MANKIND. 
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Worthy of record are the. words Rudolf Hess uttered to the " court" of 
Nürnberg on August 31 , 1946: 

" 1 am not defending myself from my accusers, to whom 1 deny the right 
to accuse me and my fellow-countrymen. 1 am not defending myself from 
accusations that have to do with the internai matters of Germany and not with 
foreigners". 

"1 am not protesting the statements that affect my honor and the honor 
of ali the German people. For long years of my lite it was granted me to live 
by side of the most powerful man my people has produced in ali its thousand-
year old history. Even if 1 could, 1 would not wish to erase that time of my 
existence''. 

" 1 feel happy for having carried out my duty as a German, a Nationai-
Socialist and a faithful to the Fuehrer. 1 repent nothing . If 1 had to start it ali 
over again, 1 would work the same way, knowing that at the end there would 
be a tire to burn me up. What men can do does not matter". 

" 1 shall be in front of the AII -Powerful. To Him 1 shall render accounts 
and 1 know He will acquit me! " 

The well-known photograph below, that of the MESSENGER OF PEAGE, 
was made before he took off to Scot land. 
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SOVIET UNION 

ln 1940 the Soviet Union had recovered, occupying with no war, the 
following areas it had lost to Germany in 1917 by the Brest-Litovsk treaty: 
Estonia, latvia, Lithuania and Bessarabia, which had been incorporated to 
Romania; by war the Soviet Union had recovered two major bases in Finnish 
territory and also through war it occupied approximately hait the territory of 
Poland. As has been explained, both Finnland and ali of Poland no longer existed 
as autonomous countries and they had become parts of the Russian Empire, 
passing in 1917, by the German victory on the Eastern front, first world war 
and Brest-Litovsk treaty, to Germany, which helped also those two countries 
to become independant. 

By the occupation of those two countries by Soviet forces, ali German 
minorities settled on them were transferred to Germany. 

At 3:15 a.m. of June 22, 1941, along a front extending for 3,000 kms 
the Germans, having at their side Romanian, ltalian, Hungarian and Finnish 
troops who also declared war on the U.S.S.R. , and by side of volunteers from 
Spain, Servia, Norway, Denmark, Albania, Bulgaria, Croatia, Holland, Belgium, 
Sweden and France, launched themselves against the Soviet Union. 

The trade agreement and the friendship pact signed in August 1939 were 
finished for good. 

Much has been written about the reasons for this war; opinions are most 
varied on both sides and from a historian to another. ln view of so many 
contradictory opinions 1 have failed to find something that would bring me 
conditions to point out accurately the reason for this war between Germany 
and its sm ali allies and the Soviet Union . 

For that reason 1 shall point out sorne opinions that have been issued 
on the reasons for that war. 

General Reinhard Gehlen, closely linked to a series of generais and military 
who betrayed Hitler and who was also condemned by the Germans at the 
end of the war, escaped and took along with him a complete archive of 
confidential information involving matters between the Soviet Union and 
Germany, wrote the book The Secret Service, where we find at page 55: "1 
must say 1 have no doubts that Hitler's decision to invade the Soviet Union 
was correct, because inevitable. If Moscow had no decided plans to attack 
us before the Poland campaign in 1939, the picture had changed in June 1940, 
when we attacked Russia. lt became clear Stalin had decided to wait to ｡ｴｴ｡｣ｾ＠
his former ally just the time needed to see us bleeding and exhausted after. 

a conflict with his Western allies. He could have waited until 1943 or 1944, BUT 
BOTH MYSELF AND MY COLLEAGUES OF THE EASTERN GROUP in the 
War Departament had grown convinced that sooner or later Stalin would attack 
us. The advanced state of preparations in the Soviet Union for an offensive 
war confirmed our conviction: the echeloned deployment, also in depth , for 
instance, of the Russian divisions by t ime of our attack, indicated they were 
concentrating a powerfulland force to attack us ''. There was a lot of people 
keeping Hitler wise about it . 
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Let us see what colonel Otto Skorzeny, a German hero who freed Mussolini 
in January, 1943, has stated: 

''When the war on the U.S.S.R. began, many German military 'leaders hoped 
in secret the Russians would wln, as they passionately hated the Fuehrer, to 
whom they 'had sworn loyalty''. John Lukacs, in The last European War, page 
158, says "Hitler gave Ribbentrop his final decision to attack the U.S.S.R. 
only on April, 6. We are to notice, however, that sorne .of his ·generais were 
full of confidence, this time'' .... 

Others conjecture that Hitler would attack and destroy the U.S.S.R. to 
put an 'end to Bolshevism and thus impress the U.S.A. not to enter the war 
against Germany ... the same would happen to England which, seeing the 
service rendered to capitalism, would become his friend .... 

According to Lukacs, ''in middle June, when his military council proclalmed 
Hussia would rapidly be overcome and when anyone would mention ｒｵｳｳ ｾ ｡＠

as only 'a great illusion', Hitler grew suddenly pensive and would comment 
Russla was more Hke the Flying Hollander ship in Wagner's opera. 'The 
beginning of each war is like opening the door to a dark room. You can never 
tell what is hidden in the darkness' ". 

On the eve of defeat, Hitler told his circle: 
' "No decision 1 have made during this wat was more serious than t'hat 

to attack Russia. 1 have al ways said we should avoid at ali costs a war on two 
fronts and you may be sure 1 have pondered long and exhaustively about 
Napoleon and hîs experiences 1n Russia''. 

We are to notice that from early 1941 the ｵ ｾ ｳ Ｎ ｓＮｒＮ＠ received military 
assistance from the United States. For which reason??? 

Salvador Borrego in Wotld Defeat, page 267: 
''Ai ming to reinforce the falsity they had been spreading, that the United 

States and England were in morta! danger (?) and to increase the war neurosis, 
Roosevelt proclaimed on May, 2.7, 1941, an unlimited National 'Emergency and 
fooled his people making it believe that at any moment the Nazis could bring 
about them the most astounding desolation ... Through the unlimited emergency 
declared by 'Roosevelt, practically ali resources of the United States were 
placed on the war against Germany and were since then brought to the service 
of the U.S.S.H." 

Borrego continues: "Thus the .Jewish political movement succeeded in 
that the Western peoples - democratie and religious - would unconditionally 
ally themselves to the tyranny t'hat most fervidly forbids freedom and religion. 
The 'lsraelis in the West and the lsraeHs who had introduced in Moscow the 
political regime of the Jew Marx made up a solid front. lN ALL HISTORY OF 
MANKINO THAT WAS THE LARGEST COALITION MADE UP ,ay POLITICAL 
JUDAlSM THHOUGH THE PERFIOY OF DECEPTION!'' 

Author lsaiah Golgher, a Jew, in his book The Tragedy of Jewish 
Communism, says at page ne t'hat "in the United States there were three 
pro-Hitler groups: America First, headed by Charles Lindbergh, the Voiksbund, 
a German·Amerlcan organization, and the communists. Within the last one, the 
JEWISH OOMMUNISTS were the most active. m lt may be correct to say, 
the most daring ". 

Golgher proceeds, mentioning Jewish Communists: 
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"ln addition to the ideological and publicity material that came from the 
Kominform , THEY CREATED THEIR OWN LIES, sharpened dialectics that 
would enter most Jewish minds, in order to neutralize and paralyze the Jewish 
masses". 

ln continuation Golgher says that on January 24, 1939, the Jewish 
Communist newspaper Freiheit carried on its front page the following headline: 
" Documents reveal that the war plans of Wilson in 1915 are identical to the 
present maneuvers by Roosevelt". That was before the German-Soviet pact. 
On September 11, 1939, the same Freiheit published: "America cannot aid 
war arsonists", designating "the English and the French imperialists". That 
already du ring the Germany-Poland conflict . 

More from Freiheit, which was edited in Yiddisch, in the U.S.A. , on April 
19, 1940: "Who is responsible for the war?" the newspaper asks and then it 
answers itself: "The dominating classes of England and France have on their 
shoulders that great responsibility ". 

Freiheit, May 24, 1940: "THE SECURITY OF AMERICA DEMANDS THAT 
PROVOKERS BE DEFEATED- Under the pretext of a 'Defense Program' 
a gigantic conspiracy against the people who really love their country has got 
under way. The United States are in great danger, THE GREATEST ENEMY 
IS AMONG US". The provokers mentioned by the newspaper are England and 
France. 

Also very interesting is the editorial of Freiheit for June 2, 1940: 
"ROOSEVELT PREPARES FOR WORLD WAR- Only the blind and the naïve 
can still believe the Roosevelt administration is not leading our country to war. 
lt is time the American masses awake. lt is time that in each office, farm and 
home we sound that terrible alarm, warning that WALL STREET and Washington 
conspire to push the country into the imperialist war. They want to send 
American youth to die on foreign battlefields". 

Golgher follows on : "The National Council of Jewish Communists, 
aggregated to the American Communist Party, has even called a conference 
to deal with the historical moment for the country and Jewish workers". 

On that conference, Freiheit reports: ' 'Steinberg , in his talk to the 
delegates, mentioned the historical moment FOR THE COUNTRY AND FOR 
THE JEWISH WORKERS, underlining the great danger of their being pushed 
into the imperialist war. HE DENOUNCED THE ROLE OF VARIOUS JEWISH 
POLITICAL TRENDS THAT ARE AIDING THE PROVOKERS OF WAR, 
PARTICULARLY THE SOCIAL DEMOCRACY AND THE ZIONIST". That was 
on June 20, 1940. 

The same council issued a manifesto addressed to Jewish masses in the 
United States, against imperialist provokers, that is, against England and the 
United States, which was giving assistance to the first. The document shows 
to what degree the Jewish Communists were engaged in convincing U.S. 
masses about THE DANGER OF HITLER'S DEFEAT, (!!!) which could only 
materialize through an American intervention, quoting: " The bones of the dead 
fallen in the first world war are being mixed with the bodies of French, English, 
Belgian and German youth, torn apart, who have lost their lives before they 
had a chance to enjoy them. The dead protest: 'We were deceived', the dead 
are saying ". 
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The manifesta goes on: "To avoid a panic at the Stock Market and defend 
the billions of the Morgans and other Wall Street barons, who have made 
investments in the war, that is why Presidente Wilson declared war on Germany 
and sent the American youth to the slaughterhouse of battlefields in Belgium 
and France". 

"If the United States enters the war, ali the advantages that the American 
working class has conquered at the cost of blood and lives of its best sons 
and daughters, both on labor rights and in living standard, will be gone". New 
York, June 1940. 

This campaign for peace, in the press, ended on June 22, 1941, when 
the German forces and their allies attacked the Soviet Union. Then roles were 
simply inverted: the party responsible for the 1914-18 war became Germany; 
Roosevelt, obeying democratie traditions of the American people, like Wilson, 
could and should mobilize ali the country forces to defeat the greatest enemy 
of mankind, THAT MüNSTER ADOLF HITLER. (!) 

Freiheit of August 10, 1941, exhorts "ali Jewish mothers to send their 
sons to the battlefields in arder to destroy the greatest enemy of Jews and 
Mankind, Nazism". And then it went on: 

"Hitler's agents in the America First movement are sabotaging the defense 
of America, harassing the aid to England and the Soviet Union, betraying the 
United States. Behind their sugared sentences about peace with Hitler they 
have their glimpses of swastikas, assault troopers, incitement, pogrom and 
the machinations to destroy American democracy from the inside. The 'Fascist' 
marginal world in America is sharpening its talons to draw Jewish blood and 
destroy the organized proletarians". 
ｾｯ＠ days after the German invasion of the U.S.S.R., o ' : 
_.e warmongers were no longer England, France, Roosevel or Wall Street 
financiers, even less their adversaries, also formerly. See what Freiheit wrote: 

"The most savage beast the world has seen, the enemy of Mankind, Hitler, 
WHO HAS KILLED MILLIONS ON THE BATTLEFIELDS OF EUROPE, the arch-
A Ill e world, 
tfie ammal 'àisgUised 1n human shape, who has enslaved the peoples of Europe, 
killed THOUSANDS OF JEWS IN GERMANY, Austria, Czechoslovakia, France, 
Poland, Belgium, Romania, Lithuania, Latvia and is now engaged in destroying 
the great Soviet Union, that is a lover of peace", etc, etc. 

Readers can see it is not as simple as it seems to analyze and issue an 
opinion on a certain subject. Examine the case of the Judaic-Communist 
newspaper Freiheit, where no change of editors or managers had taken place, 
only an inversion of tacts: what formerly had been TRUE became a LIE, the 
hero turned into a monster and monsters turned heroes of Mankind. 

From 1932 to 1943, Mr. Ivan Maiski, a Jew, was the Soviet ambassador 
in London and after the war he wrote the book Who Aided Hitler. At its page 
124 he describes a meeting with the ambassador of the U.S.A., Joseph 
Kennedy: 

"1 remember that in a few months, in June 1940, after France had 
capitulated, England was facing the dilemma of making peace with Germany 
or proceed with the war' '. 

"Kennedy came to the embassy to visit me and he asked for my opinion 
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about the matter. For him, England was powerless in front of Germany.; it had 
definitely lost the war and the sooner it signed peace with Hitler, the beUer". 
(lt is clear that Kennedy was a sens·ible man, as the continuation of war 
could only cause the invo.fvement of his country and an enlargement of ali 
the battlefield). The Soviet ambassador goes on: ''The American ambassador 
was greatly surprised when 1 rebuked his statements and tried to show him 
there was nothing lost for England until that moment, that tt nad .great 
chances to resist and repeal the Germans if, of course, :it preserved its courage 
and decision to fight. i pointed out that judging from my observation the spirit 
of the great masses of people was firm and even at the summit of the 
government there were men who would not surrender TO THE INSOLENCE 
OF FASCIST AGGRESSORS. Therelrom 1 concluded it was erroneous to 
depict the perspective in dark tones. When J .had finished, Kennedy, opening 
his arms, exc1aimed: 'Do youknow what 1 say? ... That you are an optimist.. 
1 have heard nothing like it even from the English!' ., ' 

After 1 have read many untruths ln books by Jewish authors 1 am somewhat 
afraid to analyze in greater depth what Mr. Maiski wrote but it is to be noticed, 
at least in the expression ''insolence of Fascist aggressors' ', when he 
mentioned Germany, with which the U.S.S.H. in that moment kept an apparently 
pertect relationship. 

1 ask the reader's attention to what Mr. Maiski wrote in the same book, 
page 45, relative to Churchill: 

''1 also had present that Churchill had been the main leader of the 
intervention in 1918-20 against the Soviet Union . ldeologicaUy we were 
separated by a chasm but on the field of fore.ign policy It is sometimes 
necessaryto march with yesterday's enemies against today's enemies, if the 
interests of the people require. Precisely for that, 1 KEPT CONSTANT 
RELATIONS WITH CHURCHILL, WITH FULL AGREEMENT FROM MOSCOW, 
IN OROER TO PREPARE THE COMBINEO FIGHT WITH ENGLAND AGAINST 
THE HITLERIST THREAT''. (!!!) 

If true what the Soviet ambassador wrote. then THE BREAKlNG OF THE 
TREATY WITH THE U.S.S.R. AND THE RESULTING ATTACK ON THAT 
COUNTRY BY GERMANY WOULO BE JUSTIFIED! 

John Lukacs states on page 357 of The last European War that "Stalin. 
as the war proceeded. became growingly MORE NATIONAUST,IC AND ANTl-
SEMITlC (l) without giving any explanations for his anti-Semitism''. 

The Jewish writer lsaiah Golgher, in the The Tragedy of Jewish 
Communism, page 197. says about Stalin, the winner of the war against 
Germany: 

"The paranoic condition always present in Stalin aoquired a virulent tone 
after the war. The victory over Nazilsm did not. as should be expected, lend 
him to repudiate anti-Semitic theories and tendencies. On the contrary, under 
the mantle of a rhetoricalanti-Naziism the Soviet system grew more oppressive 
than ever. more cruel than it had been. Conquered Naziism imposed its criteria 
on the winner. Stalin submitted the people to conditions no better than those 
from Hitler, so that the communist antl-Semitic persecutions were only an 
aspect of the system". He goes on: "Under such circumstances anti-Semitism 
acquired a prominent place and Stalin had in mir'ld to complete the job his former 
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ally, Hitler, nad been unable to,: to purge· Europe of Jews. He designed, like 
the Nazis, his own plan for a Final Solution''. 

Svetlana Alitueva, StaHn's daughter, nad problems wi.th her father for 
having. married' a Jew. Stalin said her husband had been selected by Zlonisfs 
so that, by marrying, her, he would have better chances to spy on them or 
get to know what went on in the Soviet government. 

From a hero they have. changed Stal.in into a monster. ·for havtng tost his 
confidence in the Jews, having executed severa! Jewish inteUectuals, deported 
ethers, etc. This is a subject about which there is no reliable information to 
quote. lt is known, however, that he was found dead despite the tact he enjoyed 
good health, by time a conspiracy of Jewish physicians was being investigated, 
a conspiracy against Soviet authorities. Stalin's name has been rehabilitated 
a few years aga. 

The first fo defame Stalin was Nikita "Salomon" Khruschev, who kept 
good relations with the U.S.A. The U.S.S.R.,. at each new leader it puts on, 
changes drastically its attitudes. Leonid Brejnev; who succeeded Khruschev, 
a man of anti-Zionist bias and therefore wtth difticult relationing· with the U.S.A., 
promoted a slow reabilitation of the name of Stalin. 

His successor Yu ri Andropov; a Jew who has as real famHy name that of 
Uebermann-Ahrenstein, rem.ained' in office for a short time. Mikhail. Gorbachev, 
his protegé, took over power next in Russia. He is married to a Jewess, Raïssa. 
The cold war between the world powers. was liquidated and Communism has 
become a fine thing. Protests by Armenians in the U,S.S'.R go nearly inaudible 
by the press, while they would have worked havoc times before. The ' 'opening'' 
and the couple· are saluted by ail the 'international press''. They are examining 
the re-establishment of diplomatie. relations. with Israel. Arafat has been advised 
to promote the recognition of his en emy, .. Many ''dissenters'' have been freed 
and they have already gone ta the U.S.A., via IsraeL There bas been a Jewish 
World Congress. in Hüngary. The enemy from the "springtime of Prague'' has 
been removed in Czec.hoslovakia. 

Wh ile they are removing ail pl'aques and names of streets, towns, cities, 
schools, factories, social centers, etc, that bear the mames of Stalîn and also 
Leonid Brejnev, they are examining the reabilitation of illustrious Jews who 
were formerly purged', among which Leon Trotsky fBrat:mstein)'. While. the two 
first strikes were carried out in. 70: years. of Comnmnist regime, they were also 
holding· in Moscow a collection of bids. to install a supermarket in the capitalist 
scheme - and Abilio Dias, a Brazilian, has. won th at collection . There followed 
also the associations of Soviet state enterprises. fo, American corporations 
for the manufacture of pizzas and light-meal shops. of the McDonald's. 

Question: is that incompetence or are they trying ta ''melt'' Communismr? 
The war between Germany and the Soviet Union was one of extreme 

violence;. for the ＱＮＱｓＮｓ ｾ ｒ＠ did notwant to wage it under the Geneva conventions. 
lit was a ''the devil get the weaker one'', German prisoners. werre. horribJ,y· 
mutitated. lt was a scorched land po licy, The troops could beat a retreat, but 
lea.Ying: no towns or plantations intact, it should ail be razed and destroyed .. 

Let use se.e what the Jewish Russian wri:ter, llya Ehrenburg,. sa1d in a book 
very di'-tulged ilil the ｵ ｾ ｳＮｳＮ＠ R. ,. under the title Voina (War), on how the Soviet 
people should deal with Germans; 
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"We are no longer saying 'Good morning' or 'Good evening'! We say in 
the morning: 'Kill Germans!' and by night time 'Kill Germans!' Now we are 
not speaking about books, love, the stars, now there is only one thought: 
'Kill Germans'. Kill them ali. Bury them ... There is nothing as beautiful for us 
as German cadavers. Beat Germans up until they die, asks you the old mother 
and the child begs of you. Germans are not human, Germans are two-legged 
animais, detestable creatures, true beasts. They have no soul, they are living 
cells, microbes without a soul equipped with machines, weapons and mine-
throwers. If you have killed a German, kill one more until he dies, as for us 
there is nothing more joyful than German cadavers". 

This excerpt, according to Stalin's Secret War, by Nicolai Tolstoy, page 
269 and many ethers, was printed in booklets and distributed among Soviet 
troops entering Eastern Prussia. What ensued was the realization of the most 
terrible fantasias of Ehrenburg. Very few Prussian women, from grandmothers 
to little girls four years old, failed to be raped East of the Elbe river. A Russian 
officer knew a girl who had been raped at least two hundred and fifty times 
in a week. ln Nemmersdorf, Eastern Prussia, one of the first small German 
towns captured, the Red Army put on stage its Katyn. Forty-eight hours later 
the Wehrmacht recaptured Nemmersdorf and found out what the liberators 
from the East were bringing them. Eyewitnesses give us an idea of events, 
although they are hard to imagine. Peasants had been nailed to barn doors, 
tortured or shot. Fifty French prisoners of war (!) were massacred at once. 
A military doctor saw the place where a long line of refugees had been crushed 
by Russian tanks; not only wagons and animais but also a large score of 
civilians, most of them women and children, had been crushed by the tanks ... 
An old woman was sitting by the sidewalk, dead with a bullet in her nape. 
Hundreds of thousands of defenseless people were killed, as many deported 
to forced labor camps and millions taken away from their homes forever. 

llya Ehrenburg, the author of that hateful book against Germans, was one 
of the few Jewish intellectuals spared by Stalin, possibly because he made 
an anti-Zionist statement after the war. 

THE U.S.A. OFFICIALLV IN THE WAR 
Hitler knew how much Churchill depended upon Roosevelt and the United 

States to carry on with the war. For that reason Hitler ignored ali provocations 
made by the U.S.A. government. Germany set up an alliance with Japan, forcing 
the U.S.A. to keep a major fleet in the Pacifie. 

John Lukacs, at page 170, mentioned the following tact of top importance: 
Churchill and Roosevelt met in middle August, 1941, secretly, off Newfoundland 
shores. ln their meeting, 

"Churchill told Roosevelt that Russia could be defeated. (Germany was 
on full and victorious offensive). With Russia out of the war and the United 
States still not actively engaged in it, what would happen? IT WAS URGENT 
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THAT THE UNITED STATES WOULD BY ANY MANNER ENTER THE WAR. 
Roosevelt agreed. HE WOULD TRY TO 'FORCE AN INCIDENT' ". (!!!) 

The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, took the 
German political and military leaders by surprise. They had recommended to 
the Japanese not to attack the United States but the U.S.S.R., if necessary. 

Salvador Borrego writes on page 348: ''The American investigator 
Emmanuel M. Josephson reveals that that unexpected change of front was 
induced and encouraged by the Foreign Relations Council, a powerfullsraeli 
organization that operates in the U.S.A., under sponsorship of the Rockefellers. 
As Germany was not attacking the U.S.A., not reacting to its provocations, 
harming none of its interests, Roosevelt went on having trouble to intervene 
tully in the war for the U.S.S.R." 

"48 hours after the German invasion of the U.S.S.R. Roosevelt had asked 
Japan that 'for the good of peace' the latter gave assurances that it would 
not attack the U.S.S.R. Japan followed that advice and one month later, 
WITHOUT ANY REASON, Roosevelt threw on the Japanese the grave 
provocation of freezing ali their values deposited in the United States. 
Automatically followed the suspension of fuel supplies, which caused a major 
crisis in Japan. ln addition to that, in November, 1941, Roosevelt issued an 
ultimatum, bringing to an end the American-Japanese diplomatie negotiations". 

"At one hand Roosevelt besieged the Japanese economically, or then 
left them without oil and humiliated them, AND ON THE OTHER HAND HE 
PROFFERED THEM AS A TEMPTATION A MOTIONLESS FLEET ANCHORED 
IN PEARL HARBOR. Ambition and self-esteem hurt ended by blinding the 
Japanese leaders and they feil in the trap by attacking Pearl Harbor, December 
7, 1941. That attack automatically rose the American people and IT CREATED 
THE SITUATION ROOSEVELT NEEDED to finally announce: Despite the fact 
that Germany and ltaly had not made a declaration of war, they are considered 
to be as much in war with the United States as they may be with England and 
Russia''. 

"And thus the American people found itself in the war it had never wanted. 
The Hebrew instigators of the European confrontation were hidden behindi 
the blood of the 3,303 Americans ki lied at Pearl Harbor''. 

Josephson says textually: "The proofs appearing in debates at the 
Congress show the Foreign Relations Council economically supported, through 
its subsidiary, the Pacifie Relations lnstitute, the Communist spyring of Richard 
Sorge, which operated in Japan and induced the Japanese to attack Pearl 
Harbor, instead of fo!Îowing their original plan to attack the U.S.S.R. Thus 
they precipitated another Rockefeller crusade: the Roosevelt war. But the 
power of the Foreign Relations Council is so great the Congress never dared 
to denounce or persecute them for their high treason' '. These quotations are 
found in the book lnternationalist Rockefeller, by the American Josephson. 

Borrego goes on in his World Defeat, page 349: 
"The revelation above coïncides with the testimony rendered by major 

general Charles A. Willoughby, chief of the Allied Intelligence Service in Tokyo, 
who asserted that the Pacifie Relations lnstitute (of Rockefeller) used 
the spyring of Richard Sorge to lead Japan to give up its attack on the Soviet 
Union and launch itself against Pearl Harbor, whose garrison was 
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SURPRISINGLY OFF GUARD. General Willoughby states that the secret agents 
knew in advance the day and the hour when the attack. would be made. The 
work ot the Rockefeller agents was a fantastic maneuver the lsraeli power of 
the United States played for the Japanese. 'bult' in beneflt of the ISRAEL! 
MARXISM OF THE U.S.S.R. If on that date of December 7, 1941,. the Japanese 
had attacked the Soviet Union instead of Pearl Harbor, the Kremlin would have 
been unable to launch its winter counter-offensive at the Moscow gates .. That 
would have been simply morfal for the Red Army''. 

"The American admirai Robert A. Theobald states that the Pacifie fleet 
was intentionally weakened and anchored in Pearl Harbor, in overt 
pass.iveness. and unreadiness, to do as bait and attract a surprise attack from 
Japan. He says. Roosevelt sacrificed 4,575 Americp.ns killed or wounded in 
Pearl Harbor, plus the 18 naval units sank or put out of combat, plus 177 
airplanes destroyed' '. 

The American admirai Theobald goes. on to say that ''Washington knew 
the aviation was going to attack Pearl Harbor at 8 a.m. Il knew with certainty 
enough at least four hours bef ore if happened ... Il was one hour before that 
an alarm message. was sent to Hawaii ... but then thmugh the ordinary channel 
of radio4elegraphy wh ile HAVING AT HAND THE TRANSPACIFIC TELEPHONE 
The mentioned message arrived to general Short SIX HOURS LAT EH and to 
admirai Kimmel! EIGHT HOURS AFTER THE ATIACK Theobald thinks, as we 
read in his book, The t.ast Secret of Pearl Harbor,. that Roosevelt enticed the 
attack DEUBERATELY as he figured that only this way the Ameri.can people 
would support with ail its heart the war against Germany''. 

Five-starred admirai William F. Halsey and rear-admiral William H. Standley 
confirmed i.t aiL The latter reaffirmed that Roosevelt "could have issued the 
alert signal in Pearl Harbor before the December T'. 

"The American writer John T. Flynn says that ten days before the 
Japanese attack, Roosevelt told the Secretary for War, Stimson, that the best 
tactics was TO FORCE the Japanese to attack. first. That should automatically 
lead to war and the problem would be solved ... Roosevelt got what he wanted. 
As was natural, the ｴｲ｡ｩｴｯｲｯｵｾ｡ｴｴ｡｣ｫ＠ united the Nation''.. (From the book. 
Myth of Roosevelt):. 

Lukacs, at page 495, says the following about Pearl Harbor: 
''The news from Pearl Harbor AROUSED THE COURAGE OF 

MILLIONS OF JEWS ALL OVEH THE WORLD''. Aroused because many 
Americans died in that attack? Because some hundreds of thousands of 
Americans and Japanese were go.ing to die in the Pacifie war? Because they 
knew the Japanese attack caused the war between the United States and 
Germany, as the latter had a military alliance with Japan? The last one seems 
to be the more correct answer, for even if the conflag:ration spread ali over 
the world, if millions and millions of human beings were kill.ed, whatever their 
o.rigin, the supreme goal was reached.: TO EUMINATE GEHMANY for the crime 
that Jews were no more considered to be Germans, but traito.rs of the Nation''. 

l:J sum up: The ''incident" by Roosevelt was a total success, not so much 
for the bravery of the American soldter who even today, like others, does not 
know why he fought, but for the production of weapons. of ali description that 
were tUI·ned out by the ''magnates" and sent everywhere, together with the 
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staying power, resistance and sacrifice of the U.S.S.R, which in fact ended 
the conflict, as shortly before surrender, for a very little bit, at the German 
assault at Ardennes, we came close to another Ounkirk when the Germans 
spread terror among the allfed invasion forces and it failed to materialize only 
because the Germans were torced to: divert their armored divisions to the 
Eastern front, which was under great dang,er! 

THE G:REAT VICTIIMS OF WAR 

When anyone speaks about the last war and its vi.ctims there always 
appears the figure of 6,000,000 Jews sacrificed in gas chambers at those 
terrible concentration camps by arder of Adolf Hi.tl'er. For forty years we have 
be en seeing EVERY DAY, either in the movies or on television, in the thousands 
of books written, those grotesque and bloodthirsty creatures who are the 
Germans soldfers, mercilessly finishing. with the lives of th.ose millions oJ 
innocent and harmless be.ings. 

Has the reader ever considered that we may be the victims of THE HOAX 
OF THE CENTURY? Were it not so; why do they so insist on the six million 
victims and an the films and daily reparts, after forty years are past? 

As 1 shaH endeavor to show farthe.r on, with studies made by citizens 
from countries that fought against Germany, bath the number of six million 
Jews kill.ed and their respecti'.le stories about gas. chambers are nothing but 
a THI'CK UE whose greatest victim is. precisely Germany, that has already 
paid up indemnifications near the figure of ONE HUNDRED BILliON MARKS, 
something close to 45 BILLION DOLLARS and even this year was given a 
bill for over 1.,000 Jews who worked during the war at the Mercedes Benz 
and to whom the EXTRA HOURS had not been paid up. We have evidence 
enough, therefore, that at !east t,OOO Jews survived the concentration camp 
labor ... 

Taklng into account that before the war Zranists already dominated the 
world press, imagine how that domination has been enlarged after the end 
of World War Il, to our days. 

1{ anyone· expected that press to publish something, favorable to Nationai-
Sociaiist G.ermany, he woufd die waiting,. No, th.e press that had already built 
up ''our'' opinions bef ore th at war, could only augment its defamations, after 
it was over. The only persan presented with respect was. marshall Erwin von 
Rommel, the "desert fox", and do, you know why,? Because he was a traiter; 
he had joined a conspiracy against Hitler, which resulted in a misfired attempt 
on the Fuehrer's lite in July, 1944, and who ended by commifting suicide. 

Everybody knows the stories of the concentration camps, gas chambers 
and cremation furnaces of Dachau, Bergen·Belsen,, Buchenwald,. Mauthausen, 
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Oranienburg, Sachsenhausen and so many others in Germany, where stacks 
of cadavers were shown with those who had already gone through gas 
chambers ... and were on wait to be cremated. Those stories and photographs 
took newspaper pages everywhere, for our horror and the horror of ali 
civilization. The American soldiers who occupied the Dachau camp, after they 
had seen sorne railway wagons full of the dead in the ruins caused by allied 
air-bombings and which Germans usually cremated in the concentration 
camps, were horrified on being told those were Jews transferred from other 
concentration camps. The Americans' reaction in the moment was: "Now 
we know what we were fighting for! .. .'' 

ln ａｭ･ｲｩ｣ｾｮ＠ Mercury N? 429, dated October 1959, an American attorney, 
Stefan F. Pinter, states: 

" 1 was, after the war, for seventeen months in Dachau, as deputy of the 
War Department of the U.S.A. and 1 declare that no gas chamber existed in 
Dachau. What the visitors and people interested were shown to be a gas 
cham ber was a crematory .. . ln no other concentration camp of Ger many the re 
existed gas chambers either. We have been told there is a gas chamber in 
Auschwitz, but since it was located in the Soviet occupation zone we were 
unable to examine the tact, because Russians refused permission". 

An American writer, Freda Utley, in her book The High Cost of Vengeance, 
published in Chicago, 1948, describes the horror American authorities felt 
when, on entering Germany, they discovered the terrible and barbarous results 
of THE TERRORIST AIR-BOMBING RAIDS. For that reason she wrote: 
"General Eisenhower prepared at once a MONSTROUS CAMPAIGN about 
the German war crimes, concentration camps, etc, TO COVER UP ALL THE 
REST''. 

"lt is sure", writes Freda Utley, "that such an intention has been taken 
to effect. Not one American newspaper described the horrors caused by 
our bombing-raids, nor the conditions under which the survivors were forced 
to live, amid streets full of bodies and generally without food, which was 
destroyed by those same bombings. On the other hand, the Americans (and 
the whole world) were satiated by the atrocities performed only by the Germans. 
On occasion, by the way, those atrocities HAD BEEN FABRICATED TO COVER 
UP ALL THE REST". 

Paul Rassinier was a French member of the resistance and he was arrested 
and sent to work on German concentration camps, going through the 
Buchenwald and Dora camps. Rassinier was a socialist deputy from the town 
of Belfort. After the war, having been freed, he followed up what was being 
published about atrocities and gas chambers in ali those camps and then he 
saw references about the camps where he himself had been. 

Knowing it to be a lie, HE DID WHAT GERMANS SHOULD HAVE DONE: 
he visited those camps, undoing their lies. Thanks to his tenacity, obtaining 
evidence and testimonies entirely above suspicion he achieved something that 
by itself should merit him a statue in Germany. 

On August 19, 1960, the lnstitute of Contemporary History in Munich, 
thanks to pressures from Mr. PAUL RASSINIER, was forced to admit 
OFFICIALLY that there had never been gas chambers in any of the concentration 
camps scattered over ali the Great Reich territory. That of course did not include 
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those small trucks shown in the movies and TV, in which the passengers were 
killed by the carbon gas ejected by the vehicle itself. (We always can count 
on imagination ... ) When 1 say the Instituts was forced to admit it, this means 
it was done by it in a terrible ill-will, since that instituts was at the time or 
still is financed by the Rockefellers. To see how things operated (no longer 
do they?) in Germany it might suffice to say that by time of the Auschwitz 
trial, when the war crimes were considered in court ... Mr. Rassinier was 
impeded from attending the proceedings. They took him off the train at the 
German border as he had been called persona non grata, an UNDESIRABLE 
IN GERMANY!!! The man who was helping to do away with the guilt traced 
to the Germans themselves HAD BECOME UNDESIRABLE, instead of being 
made a statue as he deserves. 

We have to give a discount, however, to thé Germans, because if there 
has been a HOLOCAUST, it happened tothem; they were bombed, massacred 
in large numbers, persecuted,murdered, abused and intimidated, scared out 
of theirs wits by the so-called Nürnberg tribunal and THE NEW PRESS 
MODELLED THEIR HEADS ... They are asleep, dormant. 

Just for curiosity 1 am quoting to the reader sorne of the personalities 
who were found imprisoned in Dachau, at the end of the war: marquis George 
von Pallavicini, from Hungary; countess Dampierre; countess Andrassy; premier 
Nicholas von Kallay of Hungary; Kurt von Schuschnigg, ex-chancellor of Austria, 
and his wife, countess Vera von Schuschnigg, who interned herselt voluhtarily 
-they married, lived together and had a daughter in Dachau; prince Leopold 
von Hohenzollern, of the Austrian crown; lieutenant Basili Kokorin Nedotowsk 
- none less than a nephew of the powerful foreign minister of the Soviet 
Union, Molotov; general Sante Garibaldi , of ltaly; Van Dyk, Dutch minister; 
marshal Halder, ex-commandant in chief of the German staff and his wife 
Gertrud Halder; Hjalmar Schacht, ex-finance minister of Hitler; ex-general 
von Falkenhauser; Leon Blum, Jewish ex-premier of France ; various counts 
and countesses von Stauffenberg, ali relatives of Claus von Stauffenberg, who 
placed a bomb to kill Hitler in July, 1944, but succeeded only in hitting other 
officers; count and countess Walter von Plettenberg; Dr. Erich Heberlein and 
wife ; Frank and Maria von Hammerstein; Fritz Thyssen, steel magnate of 
Germany and his wife ; Siegmund Payne Beat and major H.R. Stevens, chiefs 
of the British secret service in Western Europe; Peter Churchill, nephew of 
the Great-Britain's premier ; prince Xavier de Bourbon , whose son married 
princess Irene of Holland later; general Papagos, chief of the armed forces 
of Greece; Nicholas von Horty, Jr., son of the regent prince of Hungary; Dr. 
Schmitz, ex-mayor of Vienna; prince von Hessen, son-in-law of the king of 
ltaly; monsignor Johannes Neuhausler, vicar of Munich; prince Leopold of 
Prussia, nephew of the Emperor, together with his secretary and valet . There 
were also 1,240 priests, religious pastors, of which 90% were Catholic. 

From this we gather a broad view that the nobility was not very solidarious 
with Nationai-Socialism ... 

On Apri130, 1945, the press divulged that general Dwight O. Eisenhower, 
supreme commandant of the allied armies, signed and released the following 
communiqué: 

"American troops freed and destroyed the ill-famed concentration camp 
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of Dachau. Sorne 32., 000 prison ers found the re are now free. Three hundred 
SS guards were lîquidated on the spot". 

Let us see what really happened. 
When the Amencan troops approached the camp the G.erman forces 

hoisted a white flag of surrender and the troops: that manned the labor camp· 
sto.od: in attention, unarmed. The, commanding officer reported to the American 
C.O .. presenttng his report of prisoners interned, priso.ners whO: were workihg: 
outside the camp, the· list of the sick, number of soldie.rs, physicians and nurses. 
{TotaUing: soldiers, pbysicians. and nurses ｴｨ･ｾ＠ were 560, the Germans in 
uni.form)•. The Americans made a rapid: tour along the camp and they saw seven 
railway boxcars loaded with cadavers, most decomposing: as: those were 
bodies taken from the shambles of allied air-raids, sent ta that camp to be· 
cremated. The re appeared then prisoners saying the cadavers were Jews killed 
by Germans ... As a result the American C.O. had the Germans against the 
immense walls of the camp, arms raised and hands behind their heads and 
he· ordered them shot with light machine guns - the 560 soJdiers. 

This scene of extreme bravery, as we have· seen, would have ｾｴｳ＠ repl:ay· 
in Vietnam's village of Mi. Lak carried out by a U.S. army patrot. ln more recent 
times we had another g,allant act when the ''Christiatl militia' • financed by Israel: 
destro.yed the important shelters far the aged, wamen and children of Sabra 
and ChatHia .. . 

Amtd the rejpicement for the arriVai: of Americans, the conf;usion created 
by that ｳｨｯｲｴ ｾ ｯｲ､･ ｲ＠ shooting of the Germans. the wellk>rganized files of Dachau 
were· destroyed, possibly by prisone:rs interested in suppressing their criminal' 
records,, a fact that caused the despair of the new occupants as they s.o.on 
found out they were dealing with very important individuals, polrtical prisone.rs 
irl' larg,e number, but also. a number now impossibl'e to. ascertain of com.mon 
criminals, ｴｨｩ･ｴｳ ｾ＠ deserters. war prisoners and murderers and aU: these· now 
claimed they-were fine and innocent citizens, Result: the Dachau gates kept 
on locked, wire-fences electrified. ln short, there had only been an exchang.e' 
of the German guards for American ones. 

Problems sfarted the very first day; the Amerricans had food for their troops 
but now they had over 30,000 people.· to 1eedi, ta incl'ude 2,500 sicl( ones 
in the medical! wings. There was no food for prisoners neither knew they what 
ta give· the sick for they· iQrlored what each one was sick of, as alsomany dbctors 
and nurses. had been shot and th.e patients' files: had ･ｱｵ｡ｬｬ ｾ ﾷ＠ been burned. 

Affer 24 hours past of the '''liber:ation' •• in addition ta the 560 Germams: 
shot, there were· 300 additional' dead in the camp amid the sick and thos.e 
who· were killed in brawls, for persona!: revenge, amid the prisoners. 

1t is known there were more prisoners. oying: under American guard and 
medical care than under the Germarn, administration in Dachau. 

PlundeJ, looting, robbery, rape, aggressions, manslaugnter, intormants and 
murder:s brrought abou t new· massrshootfng of prfsoners. by Ameri.eans, 

The. prisoners had figured they· ｷｯｵｬ､ ｾ＠ be liberated at once'? They· feiJl flat 
on their faces. ln sorne· cases it t<:>ok them over ten ｾ･｡ｲｳＬ＠ to, be freed by 
Americans. Eisenhower,. therefore, had also lied, most prisoners were not freed. 

If our reader has any book in his library m.ent ionihg: execution of Jews 
in gas. chambers that would have· existed ill the· Reich territory;, do not throw 
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'it away! Keep 1t as a souvenir, draw a red ''X'' 0111 its caver, because the lnstitute 
of Conternporary History itself has been forced to confirm: THERE HAS NEVER 
!BEEN ANY GAS CHAMBER IN THE PRISONER CAMPS OF GERMANY 
iiN WORLD WAR U, also known as "concentration camps'''! 

After 1960., when the non-existence of gas dlambers :in Germany was 
confirmed, most of the alleged cases were then tr:ansferred to ,Auschwitz, 
in Poland .... 

Until it has been proved there have never been gas chambers or simîlar 
contraptlons, many !have been EXECUTEO for those inexisting crimes. So that 
our reader shall have an idea ·Of how tortures and threats against l ihe me111 
in charge of the concentration camps went on, let us examine a tact: 
commandant ZIERE<fS, of the Mauthausen camp, commandant KRÂMER of 
the Bergen-Belsen and commandant SUHREN .of the Ravensbrück camps 
CONF,IRMED THE EXISTENCE OF GAS CHAMBERS lN THEIR CAMPS, BY 
SIGNED CONFESSIONS ... (That, of course, happened before the ,opposite 
assertion by the Munich lnstitute). 

The professer at the Lyon University, Dr. Robert Faurisson, in the monthly 
magazine Défense de l'Occident for June, 1978, page 35, mentions those 
tacts and calls attention to the unbelievable fact that :the confession of the 
SS-Standartenfuehrer FRANZ ZIEREIS, of Mauthausen, was published in the 
shape of a brochure at the time. 

What appeared during the Nürnberg ''trial'' were falsified documents, by 
the score of thousands, many of which that blased ·'court'' itself rejected, as 
weil as "confessions" like the one mentioned above, made by indh.dduals who 
thought they would save their hides that way, ln an astounding manner. For 
years there have been historians trying use1essJy to get TO THE DOCUMENTS 
AND ORIGINAL EVIDENCE used by that ' 'court'' in ali its proceedings. Through 
the mimeographed copies, when they are found, it grows hard or impossible 
to identify forgeries. 

The above photograph shows the massacre performed by .American troops 
on Apri129, 1945, of 560 German so.ldiers in the Dachau concentration camp. 
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On the wall appear, fallen sorne of the bodies. After the initial machine-gun 
fire by American troopers, their backs to the lens, there remained standing 
the two German soldiers with raised arms and the third one standing at 
attention, arms folded on his chest. The three were executed seconds after 
the photograph was made. Since this is INDISCRIMINATE SHOOTING, ovèr 
half the unfortunate soldiers who had surrendered Dachau without resistance 
and according to military rules were only wounded. 

The Americans, who were troopers of the 3rd batallion of the 157th 
regiment, 45th division, under command of lieutenant-colonel Felix Sparks, 
after much debating put up a team to carry out the "mercy shot" operation 
to finish off the ir ' 'job'' with .45 pistols. 

ln the book Dachau: The Hour of the Avengers, written by colonel Howard 
A. Buechner, who is now a professor of medicine at the Louisiana state college 
and an eyewitness of that massacre, we found many important bits of 
information about that show. lt is interesting to notice that colonel Howard, 
who at the time was 26 and a lieutenant, took over 40 years to come out with 
his revelations. 

He mentions the efforts made by Americans to cover up their atrocities 
in Dachau. Before they could undo the evidence of their deeds, there arrived 
in Dachau sorne high rank officers and also from other regiments and those 
were able to see the bodies of Germans murdered. He says that at least 
sorne of those officers kept their sense of decency and justice, as they became 
very upset for the brutality of that killing . Many photographs were made and 
the incident grew hard to cover up. Investigations began and charges were 
presented at the court martial, which included the violations of Geneva conven-
tion rules on treatment for war prisoners and in the case Dr. Howard himself, 
who at the time was a medical officer, had to prove his powerlessness 
to avoid the mass-murder and render medical assistance to the wounded. 

When those investigations came to a despatch with general Patton, the 
military governor of Baviera, he (according to Dr. Howard) ordered that ali 
officers present in the investigation about Dachau report to his office. He also 
ordered that they took along ali photographs and documents related to the 
case. ln ·their meeting he asked the officers whether they held in their 
possession any other evidence and in view of their reply in the negative he 
personally took ali documents and burned them in the fireplace. Functions 
were eliminated, files changed and taise documents introduced in the official 
archives of the army about the liberation of Dachau ... 

Fortunately enough, severa! photographs of that massacre escaped 
Patton's lighter, as weil as the belated testimony by colonel Howard, an 
eyewitness to that shameful act . 

One week after the war ended, general Patton began to notice and awake 
to the fact that Americans had been fighting on the wrong side (he mentions 
the fact that the United States should have sided with the GERMANS). Three 
months after he tried to cover up the events at Dachau, Patton wrote in his 
diary: "Actually the Germans are the only decent people in Europe! " He also 
wrote in his diary the comment made to him by general Alphonse Juin, French : 
"lt is a disgrace, my general, that the English and Americans have destroyed 
the only healthy people of Europe, and 1 am not speaking about France! " 
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Patton became later a defender of the rights on the defeated Germans; 
he resisted with special strength to Zionist efforts meant to impose arbitrary 
punishments on ali former members of the Nationai-Socialist Party of the 
German Workers and on each SS man. Exactly for his resistance to the Zionist 
policy of revenge Patton was removed from his command by the ambitious 
politician named EISENHOWER, that still in 1945. 

Ali UNBIASED historians of the war agree in that the German soldiers 
were much more civilized in their treatment of war prisoners than their enemies. 

The same general Patton, who had to be severa! times in touch with the 
Dachau internees, as he had the responsibility to give them boarding and 
food and other services, mentioned them as "WORSE THAN ANIMALS"! (He 
was not, of course, speaking of the special political prisoners). 

1 have been informed that amid the SS troopers shot dawn without any 
explanations there were also Hungarian, Danish, Norwegian, Lithuanian and 
Belgian volunteers, ali of them young, to whom were demanded physical and 
racial qualifications and who had togo through a strict training, stricter than 
that required by the Wehrmacht. Regarding the appearance of those troopers 
journalist Nerin Gun, who wrote a book, Dachau, mentions the statements 
by an internee in that camp, who had to admit that " compared to the 
prisoners and to the American troops, the SS defense force men looked nearly 
as gods". 

American G.I., the day the 
Dachau concentration camp was 
taken, passes cigarettes to camp 
prisoners. We can notice the 
surprisingly excellent aspect of 
the prisoners, when we know that 
in the moment the photograph 
was made, there were Germans 
starving to death . 

AUSCHWITZ 

There must be still thousands and thousands of tacts that are hidden 
about the last war because it is from relatively recent times historians are 
uncovering and collectina tacts in their majority completely unknown by the 
public but then capable to alter everything that has been presented us for 
over half a century. 
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ln la Terre Retrouvée, Paris, dated December 15, 1960, Dr. KUBOVY, 
director o'f the WORLD CENTER OF CONTEMPORARY JEWlSH 
DOCUMENTATION, from Tei"Aviv, admitted that THERE EXISTED NO O'RD'ER 
FOR THE EXTERMINATION OF JEWS, given by Hitler, Himmler, Heydrich, 
ｇｯ･ｲｾｮｧＬ＠ etc (page 37 of the The Drama of European Jews, by PaUl Hassinier, 
mentioned here). 

If anyone could imagine that ''thing' ' may have been done by verbal orders, 
1 will only ask him to stop and think up a bit. How, for instance, could anyone 
be able to exterminate a population equivalent to twice the number of 
inhabitants of the Western republic of Uruguay without ONE, 1 repeat, JUST 
ONE WRITTEN OROER? Done it "under the table", on a ''whisper basis"? 
Worse stiJl : if they had murdered six million Jews, there must have been as 
many dead of the most varied nationalities and the figures on Gypsies are 
sometimes quoted to be as many as 2,500,000 ... To pro cess that number of 
people through gas chambers and in accordance to what cornes next on this 
book, not ONE, 1 must repeat, NOT ONE EYEWITNESS having turned up to 
speak for such tacts, in the testimonies of the time, that will resist a little more 
accurate examination, this is simply UNBELIEVABLE. 

Mr. Paul Rassillier, for instance, travelled over thousands and thousands 
of kilometers ali over Europe, every time he was given the address of an 
''eyewitness". After sorne questions wetl placed, those witnesses changed 
their testimony, saying they themselves had not personaJiy seen it, but then 
a relative, a close friend had; on asking tor the address of those relatives or 
friends, there came answers that they had unfortunately died since ... Regarding 
Auschwitz and its gas chambers, Mr. Rass1nier had no doubts to state that 
this is THE MOST LUGUBRIOUS HOAX OF ALL TtMES!l! 

The newspaper Zero Hora of Porto Alegre, Brazil, published on June 18, 
1986, the foUowing news that a very smaU number of people must have 
understood: 

''FRENCHMEN REJECT THESIS ON NAZIS -The highest French college 
instances have condemned the thesis presented by engineer Henri Roques, 
66, which tends to deny the existence of gas chambers in Nazi concentration 
camps during World War U''. 

' The section 'History and Civilization' of the Superior University CouncH, 
instance in charge of examining the value ·of .scientif.ic papers by French 
professors, issued a motion stating ' it shares the general outcry' raised by 
Roques' thesis. The motion further points out the unrest in that council in 
view of chances his thesis 'may come to be quoted as scientific reference' 
and shall bring about other papers meant to deny the existence of gas 
chambers destined to mass-extermination in concentration camps of NationaJ-
Socialist Germany''. 

''Oiscreetly submitted on June 15, 1985, to a panel gathered at Nantes 
university (West France) the thesis - innocently titled The Confessions of 
Kurt Gerstein - A Comparative study of their various ·versions, Critical 
edition- brought Roques a university doctorate with the mention Good .. ln 
his thesis Roques descrlbed particularly the contradictions and 'dissimilarities' 
noticed in the various reports made by Gersteln, who was a Nazi officer 
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witnessing the operation of gas chambers and who surrendered to the French 
army tn April, 1945". 

''COMMOTION - The thesis, divulged last May, has caused a commotion 
in the French public opinion, particularly among the judicial circles. ln 
addition to formulating a condemnation to foundations of the thesis, many have 
failed to understand how Roques was able to enter a panel of professors 
capable to evaluate his work' '. 

"ln tate May, however, the Nantes university dean, he himself 'horrified' 
by the paper's contents, said there was not a thing that could be done, as 
an investigation he had ordered arrived at the conclusion the thesis' 
presentation had been normal" (!) 

"On a recent radio broadcast, Roques was violently criticized by 
intellectuals of Jewish extraction (AFP)". 

Let us examine that bit of news from the newspaper. First of ali, its heading 
is not in accordance with the text, except on mentioning the rejection of the 
thesis by intellectuals of a Jewish extraction - not French opinion in general. 
How is it that the highest university levels in France condemn a thesis .aproved 
by an university like Nantes? lnteresting, the motion of that council... Surprise? 
Indignation? Commotion? Nothing like that, the French already knew the HOAX 
OF KURT GERSTEIN 'S CONFESSIONS through the description made by Paul 
Rassinier in 'Le Drame des Juifs Européens, published in France in 1964, 
that is, twelve years before. Now, Dr. Henri Roques has certainly brought in 
new data about that farce and so denied that gas chambers existed. 

lt is only logical that intellectuals of a Jewish extraction would fait to be 
pleased by that graduation, for the KURT GERSTEIN TESTIMONY, together 
with others, to be analyzed next, are considered to be THE GREATEST 
PROOFS OF THE MASS-ASSASSINATION OF JEWS, testimonies that led 
to the death and imprisonment of thousands of Germans, condemned and 
persecuted from the days of the Nürnberg court to our days. 

So that the readerwill have an idea about the testimony by Kurt Gerstein, 
who was a lieutenant in the sanitary service of SS forces, it will suffice to 
say the Public Ministry of Israel used it as evidence to condemn and hang 
the press-made "celebrity" colonel EICHMANN, in the "trial" at Israel, atter 
he had been abducted from .Argentina where he worked as a mechanic. 
(According to "Le Figaro", June 7, ＱＹＶＱｾ Ｍ

We shall be waiting for the full publication of Henri Roques' thesis, since 
the ''testimony'' by Kurt Gerstein has never been fullypublished and it seems 
that at its end there would be the figure of 25,000,000 Jews killed in German 
concentration camps .. . So, before we have complete data on the subject, let 
us see what has been divulged on it to this moment. 

. ｾ｜＠ ＺＬｾｾ ｽＺＧ｟ｽ Ｎ［［ＺＺＺＺＬ＠ __ ＬＭＭＭｾＭ［ＭＬ［Ｎｾ＠ ',t:!'t_ 
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Eichmann, at Jerusalem, came up again in Europe thanks to a dramatic work, 
Der Stellvertreter (The Vicar), published by Rowolth in Hamburg, 1963, written 
by one Rolf Hochhuth. lt is as phantasmagorically gruesome as that by Dr. 
Miklos Nyisli" (another "famous" testimony we shall also analyze). 

Around the 5th of May, 1945, allied troops- French ones- on entering 
Rottweil, in the province of Würtenberg, had found and captured in a hotel 
a certain Kurt GERSTEIN. He had a uniform of SS on (special defense troops) 
with a skull insignia and by its shoulder straps he was identified as a lieutenant. 
He was transferred to Paris and interned in a military prison, sorne say, in 
Cherche-Midi, others say Fresnes, still others claim, WHERE HE COMMITTEED 
SUICIDE.(!) ln short, they do not know exactly where. One July morning, on 
the 25, say nearly ali commentators but nothing is so uncertain. Dated March 
10, 1949, Gerstein's widow said she had only received from the Ecumenical 
Commission for Spiritual Comfort to War Prisoners, stationed in Geneva, the 
following note about her husband's death: 

"Regrettably it has not been possible, despite efforts made, to get detailed 
information about your husband's death and it has not been possible, either, 
to find out where he is buried". 

"To wit, neither the correct date of his arrest nor of his death have been 
found. Anyway, until January 30, 1946, that is, approximately nine months after 
his arrest, those dates have not caused any sensational concern, in view of 
the attention they suddenly aroused in certain individuals". 

"The first and most notorious of those individuals was indeed Mr. Dubost, 
French inspecter at the Nürnberg court - in proceedings against the major 
war criminals. ln the archives of the American delegation he had fou nd a certain 
number of invoices for Zyklon-B, supplied to the concentration camps of 
Auschwitz and Oranienburg by the Degesch-Gesellschaft corporation of 
Frankfurt, dated April 30, 1944, JOINED TO A REPORT IN FRENCH, SIGNED 
BY KURT GERSTEIN, a lieutenant in the SS troops, relative to extermination 
of Jews in gas chambers of BELZEC, CHELMNO, SOBIBOR, MAJDANEK and 
TREBLINKA". 

"Mr. Dubost recorded the document at the Nürnberg court on January 
30, 1946, where it was given reference number P.S. 1553 - R.F. 350". 

For reasons the reader will promptly understand, that court would not 
speak about Kurt Gerstein or his report; from the documents presented by 
Mr. Dubost the court kept only two invoices dated April 30, 1944, each for 
55 kilograms of Zyklon-8, one for Auschwitz the other for Oranienburg''. (Why 
take only two if there were ten other invoices?). 

"On the following day, January 31, 1946, in a manner none could doubt 
its authenticity and admission as evidence by the court (which had already 
received a score ... ), newspapers ali over the world were unceasingly 
reproducing, each its own way, the documents whose reading HAD BEEN 
REJECTED BY THE COURT AT THE AUDIENCE THE DAY BEFORE". 

''With its beginning from the press offensive cornes the exploitation that 
has been made of the document - each man earns his living the way he can 
- by emminent historians as Mr. Poliakov in THE BREVIARY OF HATRED; 
the Germans H. Krausnik in Documents on Extermination by Gas, J. J. 
Heidecker and J. Loeb in the The Nürnberg Proceedings; Gerhardt 
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Schoenberner in The Yellow Star - (at this length Paul Rassinier excuses 
himself for having quoted only these authors, one cannot read ali, 
particularly in this class of literature! ... ). 

Writer Poliakov was the first to make references and comments regarding 
the testimony by Kurt Gerstein, in French, in his book The Breviary of Hatred, 
published in 1951; THE SAME POLIAKOV, in his other book, Jerusalem 
Process, published in 1962, ELEVEN YEARS LATER, PRESENTS THE SAME 
WITNESS, KURT GERSTEIN, CONFESSING VERY DIFERENT THINGS, 
OMITTING PREVIOUS FACTS OR THEN INSERTING OTHER ONES. (!) He 
forgot he had published them in his first book, or then did he discover a second 
confession in French? 

lt is known the testimony in French, terrible French, filled six typewritten 
pages and it had a handwritten note at its end, certifying the authenticity of 
its contents, plus the witness signature, but no date. Enclosed were also two 
handwritten pages IN ENGLISH duly signed, on which it is stated no more 
than four or five people, ali Nazis, had been able to see what he had seen. 
Also enclosed were 24 additional pages, typewritten but then in German, dated 
May 4, 1945, BEARING NO SIGNAfURE .. . 

lt is at least COMPLETELY STRANGE that the witness should sign a 
document typewritten in French, undated, of which there already are two 
completely different versions, as it has been indicated, in spite of being books 
by the same author, and that he failed to sign the document in German, the 
only dated one, precisely in the language he knew ... 

They say the testimony in German corresponds to the original French 
version, only the first goes to six pages and the latter to 24 typewritten pages ... 
The Jerusalem court that condemned Eichmann, in its Considerandum ｎｾ＠
124, cites Gerstein as an officer whose conscience gave him no peace and 
that since 1942 (!) he meant to show the world what went on at the 
extermination camps ... 

A man with twelve Zyklon-8 invoices in his pocket and who wants to 
disclose what he saw in concentration camps shall not let himself be arrested; 
he takes the initiative to report and he would be welcome as a hero, for in 
the declaration of the Jerusalem court lieutenant Gerstein had been denouncing 
the extermination sin ce 1942 ... His photographs would have made front pages 
of ali newspapers in the world! 

But no, if he REALLY EXISTED, he was placed in the "clink", sent to a 
prison in France none knows which, and then he "was suicided" before he 
had time to sign the testimony, that in his own language. 

Until we are, one day, able to read Mr. Roques' thesis about this case, 
since being granted the title of Doctor, in France, does not seem to be 
something very easy to come by, and therefore it must have an ample 
explanation and details, let us considera summary of Kurt Gerstein's testimony, 
as seen by several historians: 

"KURT GERSTEIN was a chemical engineer. ln 1938 he would have met 
trouble with Gestapo and he was interned in the Welzheim concentration camp''. 
(ln Germany, after the rise of Nationai-Socialism, common prisons as we 
have them in Brazil, where they lock up six to eight men in a cell within 
iron bars, in a very inhumane manner and in an easy-to-imagine promiscuity, 
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were replac:ed by the so-called concentration camps made of very large 
pavillions-dormitories, identical to mllltary barracks and having 
c:ommissaries for purchases, immense patios and gardens, even prostitute 
houses. Their purpose was the rehabilitation of prisoners to society and 
they worked in some sector, usually out on the fields, being paid for the 
work done. The motta ln ali camps was "Arbeit macht Frei" (labor liberates). 
1 rnust say that the Auschwitz concentration camp pavillions, which 1 visited 
in 1965 for two days are, after forty years sinc:e they were built, more 
resistant, better built and in better condition than pavlllions of the Marine 
Corps at the Snakes island ln Rio de Janeiro, where 1 served as a marine 
from 194ij to 1948. 1 do not mean by this that the Marine pavillions in Rio 
are bad, 1 mean only that the Auschwitz pavillions are stlll excellent!) 

"lt is not known how Gerstein left Welzheim. ln 1941 he is found in the 
SS forces. where they say he enlisted ta carry out sabotage, from within. 
against the extermination project (!) and in 1942 as a lieutenant of the central 
sanitary department. He was put in charge of receiving the Zyklon-B orders, 
that being used as a disinfectant by ali German forces SINGE 1924. He would 
pass on orders with the required delivery documents to the Degesch 
Gesellschaft at Frankfurt or its branch offices. Testa Of Hamburg. And he 
nahJrally received the invoices ... " 

"The tacts he narrates .....,. fou nd in the report attributed to Gerstein ｾ＠
happen in 1942". 

"On July 8, 1942, he received in his office the SS Sturmfuehrer Günther, 
who told him he urgently needed 100 kilograms of Zyklon-B to take ta a place 
only the driver knew". 

· ''A few weeks later, the mentioned driver reported ln the company of 
Günther ta take the 10.0 kgs, get Gerstein ta go along and depart ta Prague 
first and then Lublin, where they arrived on August 17. That same day Gerstein 
meets general Globocnik. in charge of exterminating Jews jn Warthegau and 
WHO HAD FOUN.O NO OTHER WAY TO DO HIS JOB THAN ... THE EXHAUST 
GAS FROM DIESEL ENGINES (!!!) he discharges into some chambers 
espeçially prepared for the purpose". 

"That is when the general begins ta tell it aH ta our lieutenant ... ln his 
area there are installations ta exterminate Jews by Diesel exhaust gas. At 
Belzec. with capacity for 15,000 people per day; at Sobil:>ar, whi.ch the general 
does not exactly kno:ws where it is ... with capacity for 20,000 people per 
day; at Treblinka, ·with no indication of the daily murdering possibilities- as 
Poliakov says, but historian Heydecker and Loeb come over that gap, 20,000 
people per day. (This odd testimony does not speak the same language 
to some and others .. The re is a fourth installation being prepared at Majdanek 
but none will. give out details about its estimated capacity' '. 

"Giobonick finally places Kurt Gerstein up-to-date ta his mission: ta 
improve gas chamber services, particularly by means of a more taxie and easier-
to-handle gas. Right after they part. having arranged a visit ta Belzec 
installations the fo!Jpwing day" . 

. "Qn arriving at Belzec on August 18, Kurt Gerstein begins his visit 
accompanied by a persan Globonick assigns hi rn. Mr. Poliakov says in his book 
he could not read in the testimony the name of that person byt then, after 
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sorne effort, he succeeded in deciphering the name 'Wirth'. Luckier than 
Poliakov, Mr. Schoenberger was able to read clearly what was written in the 
document: SS Hauptsturmfuehrer Obermeyer de Pirmasens ... " (How come? ... 
Was it not a typewritten document? How could be any confusion of the 
name Wirth with that name just mentioned?). 

However that be, ''Gerstein saw the gas chambers that operate with exhaust 
gas from Diesel engines and being an engineer he measured them up: 5 x 
5 == 25 square meters in area per 1.9m in height == 45 cubic meters, he 
calculates ... " (Correct estimate is 47.3 cu bic meters)-(ln his first edition 
of "Breviary of Hatred" Poliakov mentions 25 square meters, in his second 
edition he "corrects" the testimony and begins to quote 93 square meters .. . 
ln the Jerusalem proceedings they had 25 square meters back again ... ). 

"On August 19, Gerstein SAW THE GAS CHAMBER OPERATING: in the 
morning there arrived a train with 6,700 Jews, men, women and children loaded 
into 45 wagons, from 148 to 150 parsons per car, arriving from Lemberg to 
the Belzec station, situated in the same camp''. 

"200 Ukrainians holding whips feil on the doors, pulled those doors out 
(!)and had everybody land, under protection of ether rifle-teting Ukrainians ... 
The 'Hauptmann of the SS' Wirth (there is no such a post in the SS forces 
ana Gerstein, being a SS member, would not make that mistake!) directs 
their landing, aided by sorne SS men''. 

"To undress completely, a haircut after turning in valuable objects and 
march to the gas chambers". (lt seems there is an inversion of things to 
be done by prisoners, besides the form it is presented, but to me it appears 
as a slow process, the turning in of luggage and valuables, which according 
to other testimonies were ali registered, one by one, and here we have 
nothing short of 6, 700 individuals; and then a haircut, or were they going 
around stark-naked along the camp, savoring what lt. Gerstein describes 
next?) 

"The four chambers are filled up. 'Press together', orders Hauptmann 
Wirth. They have to stand on tiptoe: THEY ARE SEVEN HUNDRED TO EIGHT 
HUNDRED OVER 25 SQUARE METERS AND 45 CUBIC METERS OF SPACE". 
(On this point 1 am asking the reader to stop, get a metric scale and 
determine one square meter at a room corner, cali everybody in the house 
and, if need be, sorne neighbors, to see in person how many people fit 
into one square meter. Depending on the number of children, pressing hard, 
you may get seven people, admitting none above 70kg (150 pounds) in 
weight. 700 to 800 people within 25 square meters correspond to 28 to 
32 people per square meter at an averag.e of 30 ... ). 

"The SS push with ali the ir vigor. Doors are closed ... " (The testimony 
bears no reference to any reaction, crying out, weeping, shouts, protests 
and what else from the people pushed inside the chamber, not from the 
3, 700 people standing outside completely naked, certainly on long queues 
and watching these scenes while they wait for their tu rn ... lt is a Iso strange 
that such a service be executed by SS soldiers, who were an elite force .... ). 

Here cornes the time-computation done by Gerstein: the average 750 
people spread out into the four chambers had to wait for two hours and 49 
minutes until the Diesel angine condescended to operate and then sorne 
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32 minutes more until they were ali dead". (A medicine student has told me 
to kill 250 people, which is one-third of the figure indicated, within a space 
of 47.5 cu bic meters, they would not have to wait two hours and 49 minutes 
to get the Diesel engine started plus 32 minutes, since long before that 
they would already have suffocated ... ) Paul Rassinier proceeds: "This is 
the lugubriously fantastic narrative Mr. Dubost - who is not a nonincompoop 
-an inspecter of renown, elected by ali his colleagues to represent France 
at Nürnberg, wanted to see accepted by the international court (as biased 
as could be) on January 30, 1946" . 

"The court did not accept that testimony but took in ethers of the style 
and fantasies, with no greater fuss". 

"That, however, did not prevent that the following day the world press 
would present the document as authentic and undebatable" 

" Fifiteen years after the tact, some men who aspire the title of historians 
dare to present it as authentic and undebatable, without losing favor and esteem 
of the world press". 

"ln the Eichmann trial case the Kurt Gerstein report was presented by 
the public ministry of Israel, in a series of statements made by Gerstein to 
allied authorities. The sentence from Jerusalem makes no reference to that 
series of statements THAT HAVE NEVER BEEN MADE PUBLIC. A remark: 
we do not know the entirety of the Gerstein document. Why? 1 fear the answer 
to such question has become too plain: in the article by H. Rothfels in 
Viertejahreshefte für Zeitgeschichte we find at page 180 that Gerstein in 
his testimony ESTIMATES AT 25,000,000 THE NUMBER OF THOSE KILLED 
IN GAS CHAMBERS - not only Jews but also and mainly Peles and Czechs ... " 

Paul Rassinier goes on : "From the Gerstein statements it is published or 
taken to court only what has been considered objective and, therefore, true. 
This is another doctored testimony. ln my opinion the people in charge of that 
doctoring need to undergo psychiatrie treatment and in sorne cases, when we 
are dealing with professors, it becomes very serious that the governments 
using them will not think about protecting the moral health of young students 
of the world against the self-evident mental imbalance of those who teach 
them". (!) 

"We now offer the French version of the Gerstein document as it was 
written by L. Poliakov in 1951, in his Breviary of Hatred, pages 220-224, with 
this enlightenment: - This report was directly written in hesitating French, 
we have respected its style in what is essential .. .'' 

Mr. Paul Rassinier next makes references to the books The Jerusalem 
Trial and The Third Reich and the Jews, both by the same author, where the 
stories are completely different between themselves but in ali ether books 
we find that 'they were reproduced verbatim' .. . There is no doubt that going 
as he is, Mr. Poliakov shall not take long to become THE IMPRESARIO OF 
A MULTITUDE OF GERSTEIN DOCUMENTS, ALL OF THEM DIFFERENT AND 
ALL OF THEM CONTRADICTORY ... BUT ALL OF THEM AUTHENTIC! Not 
one of those books, however, quoted the estimate that would appear in the 
original, according to which the number of Jewish in Europe rises to 25 
million .. .' ' 
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A. Introduction by Poliakov (The Brevlary, 1951) 
'The victims are no longer he re to testify to the world; also their 

executioners disappeared or are hiding under the ground. Among the RARE 
witnesses who have come to us about the camp operations here is one coming 
from A TRAGIC HERO OF THE GERMAN RESISTANCE, CHEMICAL 
ENGINEER KURT GERSTEIN. His report was directly written in hesitating 
French, we respected its style". 

B. Text of the Document 
"ln January, 1942, 1 was appointed chief of the technical disinfection 

services of the SS weapons, to include a section of highly poisonous gas. 
ln that capacity on June 8, 1942, 1 was paid a cali by SS Sturmfuehrer Günther, 
in civilian clothes. He told me to contact him at once for an ultra-secret mission, 
get 100 kg of Prussic ac id and that 1 took it to a place known only by the 
truck driver''. 

"One week later we departed to Prague. 1 had more or less imagined 
what the Prussic acid was for and what was behind that order but 1 acceded, 
since casuality was giving me that chance 1 had waited for very long, to enter 
the bottom of ali those things. On the ether hand, in my capacity as expert 
in Prussic acid 1 had such an authority that it would be easy to say, under 
any pretext, that the acid was in no condition to be used, that it had deteriorated, 
thus avoiding its utilization in extermination. We took along by casuality 
professer and medicine doctor Pfannenstiel, SS Obersturmbannfuehrer, helder 
of the chair of Hygiene of the Marburg university". 

"We departed in the truck until Lublin, Poland. We were being waited 
by SS-Gruppenfuehrer Globocnik. At the Collin factory they hinted the acid 
was assigned to kilt human beings. ln the afternoon a man sl)owed great interest 
in our truck. On being noticed he rapidly disappeared. Globocnik told us: 'This 
is one of the most secret matters, not to say it is the most secret of ali. He 
who mentions the matter shall be shot at once. Yesterday two impostors were 
shot' " 

"At the time - that was on August 17, 1942 - there were three 
installations: 

1st- Belzec, on the Lublin-Lwow road. Maximum of 15,000 people per day. 
2nd- Sobibor (1 do not know exactly where), 20,000 people per day. 
3rd- Treblinka, 120 kms Northwest of Warsaw. 
4th- Majdanek, near Lublin, being prepared". 
"Giobocnik said: 'They shall have to disinfect large amounts of clothes 

coming from the Jews, Potes, Czechs, etc. We shall further have to improve 
the services in our gas chambers that operate with the exhaust of a Diesel 
engine. We need a gas that be more poisonous and act faster, such as the 
Prussic acid. The Fuehrer and Himmler have been here the day before 
yesterday, August 15, and they told me to follow up in person ali those who 
had to do with the installation". (Hitler and Himmler could not be left out 
of the farce) . 

. "Professer Pfannenstiel asked him: 'But what did the Fuehrer say?' 
Globocnik replied: 'The Fuehrer ordered that ali action be stepped up. Mr. 
Herbert Linden, who was here with us yesterday asked me: 'Would it not be 
more prudent to burn the bodies, instead of burying them? Another generation 
may judge these things differently' ". 
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1 
"1 replied (He says 'l' but he is talking about what Globocnik replied 

to Linden): 'Gentlemen, if one day there be such a cowardly and weak 
generation that fail to understand our good and necessary work, Nationai-
Socialism should have become useless. On the contrary, we are to set up a 
bronze plate saying we were the ones who had the valor to accomplish this 
gigantic work. ·Then the Fuehrer said: 'Yes, my dear Globocnik, you are 
absolutely right' ". ( ... ) . 

"Next day we went to Belzec. Globocnik introduced me to SS Wirth (name 
identified with difficulty?) who showed me the installations. That day we saw 
none dead but a plague stench filled up ali that zone. By side of the station 
there was a large shed-vestiary with a placard reading 'Values'. Farther on, a 
room with sorne hundred chairs, 'Barber'. Next came a stretch of 100 meters 
in open air, barbed wire on both sides and placards reading 'To Baths and 
Inhalations'. ln front we had nowa house like a bath-house, to right and left 
large concrete vases with geraniums and other flowers. On the roof the star 
of David. (!) At the front a writing: Heckenholt Foundation". 

"The following day, minutes before 7 a.m., they told me: 'The first train 
shall arrive in ten minutes'. ln tact sorne minutes later there arrived a train from 
Lemberg - 45 cars with over 6,000 people". 

"Two hundred Ukrainians assigned to the job pulled out the doors (!)and 
handling leather whips they drew the Jews from the cars. A loudspeaker gave 
instructions: (did not say in which language) 'Get off ali clothing, also dental 
work. Deliver ali objects and valuables and ali money to Values section. The 
women and young women shall go on the barbershop to eut their haïr'. (Not 
the men?) A SS Unterfuehrer in service told me: 'That is to make something 
special for submarine crews' ". 

"Next the march started. Right and left the sheds, behind two dozens 
of Ukrainians toting rifles, they come closer. Wirth and 1 are in front of the 
death chambers. Entirely naked, men, women, children, the mutilated pass by. 
(No explanation on how the mutilated behave during the parade). At a corner 
a tall SS, the voice of a lecturer, speaks to the poor ones: (Does not say the 
language spoken by the SS or the origin of the Jews). " Nothing bad shall 
betail you. You have to breathe deeply. That strengthens the lungs, it is excellent 
to prevent infectious diseases, a good disinfection'. They ask what shall be 
their tate. The SS says: 'Men shall have to work, building houses and streets. 
Women shall busy themselves in cleaning and cooking' ". 

'For those poor devils it was a last whiff of hope, enough to make them 
go on without resistance to the death chambers. But most of them knew it 
ali, the stench was self-explanatory. They climb small wooden steps and enter 
the death chambers, most of them silent, pushed by those who come behind. 
A Jewess looking around 40, eyes in tire, curses the murderers and after taking 
sorne whip lashes from captain Wirth himself, disappears in the gas chamber. 
Many pray, others ask: 'Who shall give us water for death? ' - lsraeli ritual. 
ln the chambers, sorne SS push the men.- FHI them up- ordered Wirth. 
From 700 to 800 into 93 square meters (here Poliakov increased from 25 
square meters that are mentioned in the Eichmann case at Jerusalem and 
by his own book ... ) The doors are closed. Then 1 understand the reason for 
the Heckenholt name. Heckenholt is the man in charge of the Diesel engine 
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whose exhaust gas is destined to kill the unfortunate. The SS Unterscharfuehrer 
strives to get the engine on march but it does not go. Captain Wirth cornes 
in. lt is plain he is afraid, because 1 am present to the disaster. Yes, 1 see it 
ali and observe it ali. My timewatch marks time, 50 minutes, 70 minutes and 
the Diesel engine does not start ... The men wait in the gas chamber. ln vain. 
'They are crying as they do in the synagogue', says professer Pfannenstiel, 
looking into the chamber by the visor. Captain Wirth, furious, whips the 
Ukrainian who operated as HeckenhoWs assistant. After two hours and 49 
minutes - (the watch recorded it aU) - the Diesel starts. 25 minutes are 
past, many are dead already, as may be seen through the visor, a flashlight 
illuminates inside the chamber for a moment". 

' 'After 32 minutes they are finally ali dead. On the other side sorne Jewish 
workers (!) open the wooden doors. They have been promised """"""'" for their 
sickening job- to spare their lives and a small percentage (!)of the valuable 
abjects and money found. As basait columns, men are still standing, having 
no room to fall or bend. Everi in death we identify relatives GRASPINGEACH 
OTHER'S HANDS". (lt is suggested to check with sorne physician to find 
out whether the reaction of anyone suffocating is to extend a hand to the 
nearest relative ... and 1 beg your forgiveness for corning to so shocking a 
description, but it is needed). 

"lt takes time to separate them, empty the chamber and prepare it for 
the next cadavers, wet of blood and urine, their legs full of feces and menstrual 
blood. Two dozen workers busy themselves at the mouths they pry open with 
iron forks. Gold on the left, none at right. Others examine the anuses and 
genitals, looking for coins, diamonds, gold, etc. Sorne dentists pull out gold 
teeth, bridges, crowns. Among them, captain Wirth . He is on his ground and 
showing me a large canister, full of teeth , he says.: 'Look yourself how ·much 
gold. This is from yesterday and the day before yesterday alone' ' '.(This captain 
Wirth, as has been said before in the testirnony, showed him ali the camp 
the prevlous day, to· include the bath sector, plus. the installations, and none 
dead could be seen. then ... ). 

''You cannat imagine whatwe find every day: dollars, diamonds, gold. You 
shall see by yourself', Wirth concludes. He took me to a jeweller who was 
in charge of ali values. He also took me to one of the bosses of the large 
Berlin warehouses, Kaufhaus des Westens, and to a little man they made 
play the fiddle, the. chiefs of the Jewish worker commands. 'This is a captain 
of the Austrian imperial army, a knight of the German Iron Cross', Wirth told me''. 

C. Poliakov's Conclusion 
" ln continuation the cadavers were placed in sorne large tranches 

measuring sorne 100 x 200 x 12 meters, near the gas chambers (strange 
that Gerstein would have failed to notice trenches sorne 100 meters long. 
20 in wldth and 10 in depth the previous day, during. his visit to installations). 
After a few days the cadavers were swollen and the heap rose two or three 
meters because of gasses expanding. A few days after that swelling was through, 
cadavers again settled in. Later on 1 was told they burned off the bodies on 
raHway tracks, with the help of Diesel oil, to make them disappear". (Does 
not seem very intelligent to first bury them and then unbury them, 
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deteriorating bodies and only then burn. lt was not without reasons that 
even the Nürnberg court rejected this document on January 30, 1946. 
Another fact drawing attention is that the four chambers occupied space 
a little over 100 square meters. How could they scatter the 3,000 cadavers 
taken from there for a strict individual examination behind a 100 square 
meter area without the other 3,700 Jews, naked and standing on line, seeing 
or doing anything?J . 

" Mr. Poliakov concludes: 'We have not much to add to this description, 
as valid for Treblinka as for Sobibor and the Belzec camps. The installations 
were very similar and the carbon oxide produced by a Diesel engine was 
the method adopted to bring death about. ln Majdanek, which was created 
later and operated to the last days of German occupation , the suffocation 
method by Prussic acid (Zyklon-B) was introduced taking after Auschwitz . 
Majdanek was not a camp for immediate extermination''. 

Also interesting is the tact that there was no ether mention of the 100 
kg of Zyklon-B that Gerstein took to Belzec. Did he do his job as a chemical 
engineer, after ali? 

Let us see how long it shall take us to have a chance to read Mr. Henri 
Roques' thesis, the man who was granted a doctorate for proving the falsity 
in Kurt Gerstein's testimony and denying the existence of gas chambers! 

Let the reader not expect better and greater proofs about extermination 
in gas chambers or even about their existence than those found in Gerstein's 
testimony we have presented, as this is one of the great " stars" of the Jewish 
ｨｯｬｯｾｵｳｴＡ＠ But let us have a look into the ether " stars". 

THE TESTIMONY OF RUDOLF HOESS 

(Not to be confused with Rudolf Hess, who attempted in person to 
make peace with England and who recently died at Spandau, a prison in 
Berlin, where he had been the only "guest" for over 40 years and whom 
we have examined in our chapter bearing his name) . 

Rudolf Hoess was born on November 15, 1900, in the city of Baden-
Baden. He was a combatant in the first world war. He was also THE 
COMMANDANT OF THE AUSCHWITZ CONCENTRATION CAMP FROM MAY 
1940 TO LATE NOVEMBER, 1943. ln 1934 he had been block chief in Dachau, 
being soon promoted to administrator of values of the prisoners. Later on he 
became an assistant to the C.O. of the Sachsenhausen camp. 

After the war he was arrested for his first time, in May, 1945, by the English, 
but then freed and almost immediately arrested again at Flensburg in the same 
province, interrogated on the basis of ALCOHOL AND WHIPPING, as recorded 
on page 53 of Paul Rassinier, The Orama of European Jews, after a few days 
taken to Minden, interrogation center of the English zone, where he was 
submitted TO BRUTAL TREATMENT BY THE ENGLISH MILITARY 
INSPECTOR. His typewritten testimony, signed on the basis of alcohol and 
whipping , was produced at the Nürnberg court. ln the Nürnberg prison and 
under " technical assistance" of the psychologist assigned to his case, Prof. 
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Gustave Gilbert, he was taught what he should declare in court to please the 
English and Americans, who threatened to turn him over to the Russians. He 
himself (FOR THE GENERAL AMAZEMENT OF ALL GERMAN AUTHORITIES 
IN THE TRIAL, WHO KNEW NOTHING ABOUT IT!) confirmed the extermination 
of over two million jews. ln his persona! hearing he also confirmed as true 
an-d authentic his testimony rendered to the English (mentioning no alcohol 
or whipping ... ). The testimonies by Hoess in Nürnberg are dated April 5 to 
May 22, 1946. 

As a reward for his statements the court did not turn him over to the 
Russians (everybody was afraid of the Russians ... ) but TO THE POLES ... 

On July 30, 1946, Hoess was incarcerated in the Cracow prison. To write 
his memoirs he was given A PENCIL, instead of pen and ink. After he had 
written his memoirs which, 1 repeat, were pencilled, his trial started and it 
lasted from 11 through 29 March, 1947-.. -HE WAS SENTENCED TO DEATH 
ON APRIL 2 by the supreme court of Warsaw and two days later, on the 4, 
he was hanged in Auschwitz . 

HELD TO BE THE GREATEST EVIDENCE OF MASS EXTERMINATION 
IN GAS CHAMBERS, RUDOLF HOESS' MEMOIRS WERE PUBLISHED IN 
POLISH, ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN UNDER THE TITLE OF "THE 
AUSCHWITZ COMMANDER SPEAKS" , in 1959 ... twelve years after the 
"writer" had died. Despite those twelve years they took to compose the book, 
there are many falsifies and contradictions in it, in sorne cases revealed by 
Rassinier, but in greater depth by Dr. Wilhelm Staglich in Der Auschwitz-
Mythes, published in 1979 by Grabet-Verlag of Tübingen, Germany. The Drama 
of European Jews has been published by Ediciones Acervo in Barcelona. 
lt seems that the book Auschwitz-Mythes by Dr. Staglich, after six years in 
circulation, was forbidden in the year 1985 by the German government, VERY 
PREOCCUPIED IN PRESERVING FOR ALL ITS PEOPLE - THE VERSION 
OF THE WINNERS! 

Commandant Ziereis, of Mauthausen, had also signed a confession which 
was made into a book ... 

RICHARD BAER 
With the transfer of Rudolf Hoess to Berlin, in November, 1943, he was 

replaced by Sturmbannfuehrer Liebehenschel , who remained until early 1944, 
when he was replaced by Sturmbannfuehrer RICHARD BAER. 

lnteresting is the fate of this last C.O. at Auschwitz. ln December, 1960, 
working as wood collector near Hamburg, Richard Baer was arrested. ln 1963, 
enjoying the best of health as declared by his wife, he was in June found dead 
in his cell, under very mysterious circumstances. 

According to the French versions, still on page 307 of Auschwitz-Mythes, 
HE DENIED CATEGORICALLY THE EXISTENCE OF GAS CHAMBERS AT 
AUSCHWITZ, thus ccntrarying his predecessor Rudolf Hoess. There is talk 
that FOR THAT REASON RICHARD BAER WOULD HAVE BEEN REMOVED 
BY POISONING.In his autopsy the hypothesis has not been discarded. There 
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were no more attempts to clarify the Baer case further, and he was cremated. 
Suicide is completely out of question for his wife says HE HAD NO DOUBTS 
ABOUT SEING ACQUITTED, SINCE GAS CHAMBERS NOT EVEN EXISTED! 
Neither would he had asked for a doctor when he felt ill. The reasons to pick 
Baer off are many. 

The famous "Auschwitz Proceedings" were being prepared, full of 
"eyewitnesses". CAN YOU IMAGINE THE COMMANDANT OF AUSCHWITZ 
HIMSELF, WHO SHOULD KNOW EVERY NOOK AND CRANNY OF THAT 
CAMP, FROM THE ONE YEAR HE HAD BEEN THERE IN CHARGE, DENYING 
EVERY DETAIL SUPPLIED BY EVERY "WITNESS"? lt is very clear: Baer 
existing, there could be no Auschwitz proceedings and he had to be disposed 
of! We are to notice that the treatment in prisons at the time, 1960-63, was 
not the same as during the post-war perfod for on the contrary there would 
have appeared another book with the " memoirs" of the Auschwitz 
Commandant, with additional figures. The Auschwitz proceedings would start 
a little after his "death", still in the year of 1963. Just to remind the reader, 
it was to avoid that professer Paul Rassinier participated in those proceedings 
that he was taken from the train as an undesirable stranger. (!) The tact shows 
only that German authorities do not want to admit other truths after they 
have paid up BILLIONS IN INDEMNIFICATION! Much worse than a loss of 
money is THE SLANDER THROWN ON GERMANY. 

The re is in Germany a law un der which the so-called ' 'war crimes'' never 
prescribe. The day that country rescind that law, there will be a chance to 
see the other side of the coin . But as long as it shall behave as an occupied 
country, as it actually is, that will be difticult. 

After being taken off the train, Prof. Rassinier addressed a protest to the 
minister of lnterior, Hôcherl, of Germany, and to the ambassador in Paris, for 
which he received no replies ... (WAS tT NOT ENOUGH THAT THIS MAN HAD 
PUT UP ALL THAT CONFUSION, MAKING US OFFICJALLY DECLARE THERE 
HAD NEVER BEEN GAS CHAMBERS IN GREAT GERMANY? ... AND NOW THE 
SCOUNDREL MEANS TO DO THE SAME TO AUSCHWITZ! ... Nein! Nein! 
Nein!. .. ) 

Mentioning the fact , Dr. Staglich says 'it is not hard to imagine that behind 
that event against a man who has rendered the German people and Historical 
Truth inestimable services, were Jewish interests in the Auschwitz proceedings. 
Their bad conscience could not express itself in a more hard-hitting way" 
(page 443). 

PERY BROAD 

This name will hardly be known by any reader. This, however, is another 
Ｂｳｴ｡ｲ ﾷｾ＠ together with commandant Hoess and Kurt Gerstein, who had their 
say about extermination. As a great surprise we have that THIS IS A BRAZIUAN! 
Yes, a man born in Brazil, who reported as a volunteer to fight by side of 
Germans. He enlisted in the SS forces. ln the post of SS Rottenfuehrer he 
worked in the political section of the Auschwitz concentration camp. As a 
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prisoner of war of the Enghsh he signed a testimony that helped him out in 
a short ti me ... That testimony was later sent to Poland because Auschwitz 
lies in Polish territory, where it possibly was "worked on", appearing by time 
of the Auschwitz proceedings as a brochure. Pery's situation was not a 
promising one, for besides his functions in concentration camps, which by 
itself was held to be a crime, Brazil had fought against the "Axis" ... but then 
everything turned out very weil for him. 

Let us see what this young SS saw, as evidence. 
He first says in 1942 he heard information about 'mass gassing' in 

Auschwitz and he personally attended one when he was in his barracks, at 
· a distance between 40 and 45 meters. That would have been in July, 1942, 
when some persans wearing gasmasks were on the roof of the old crematory, 
raising the covers and placing possibly Zyklon-B into the six 10cm apertures 
that were linked to the chambers below ... " 

Our Brazilian friend is one of the good ones: from a distance of 40-45 
meters he was able to see six openings on the roof of a crematory; he is also 
not certain but he thinks it possibly was Zyklon-B and again he is not certain 
but he thinks the six hales, 10 cm wide, connected to the gas chambers ... 

ln fact the crematory he speaks about has three ventilation openings, 
upward. They are ali square, 8 ems wide, and the crematory was composed 
of two furnaces, each with capacity to incinerate two bodies, as it may be 
seen today, fully rebuilt. 

"Broad says there were from 300 to 500 persans in there at the moment, 
they could be Russian soldiers. After 3 to 5 minutes ali the shouting had died 
out". No doubt the Brazilian wrote and signed what he thought necessary 
to save his hide. 

"He is under the impression that such actions were repeated once or 
twi.ce a month, although he assisted to that one from a distance". 

"ln the autumn of 1944 he took notice, but from a much greater distance, 
of a gassing at Birkenau (a very large concentration camp a few kilometers 
from Auschwitz). There were four crematories in it and around 20,000 people 
would have been kiUed each day from March to April, 1944, by Zyklon-B thrown 
in cans. Those cans he would have seen once, inside the car of a persan who 
gave him a lift. He coul.d not, however, identify from where the cans came, 
by their tag. He figured out that in Birkenau something between 2,5 and 3 
million Jews from Belgium, Holland, France, Northern ltaly, Czechoslovakia 
and Poland had been killed, as weil as Gypsies and deported Germans. That 
am id the victims the re were also children and old people'·. 

"He agrees he never saw a gas chamber installation from the inside, or 
a crematory, but that does not prevent him from stating their size. Therefore, 
crematories 1 and Il. at Birkenau could take in their cellars from 3,000 to 4,000 
people. Crematories Ill and IV could take in 2,000 people in their underground 
chambers and crematory V had a capacity for 800 to 1,200 people in its 
chambers". 

A,ny expert in disinfection gas can tell an installation involving gas must 
be located at the higher or highest part possible and not underground, precisE)lY 
the opposite of what has been proposed. The information, incidentally, has 
be en wrong from the start and is being sustained by iron and tire. Als.o ·no 
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information equal to that of ether witnesses who said they saw ' 'the thing 
working '' has yet been found , even when they speak about the same 
concentration camp. 

The Brazilian proceeds: "That there was only one gas furnace, that ali 
such particulars he acquired with the guards. That he only participated in the 
disinfection of the pavillions and he thinks to eliminate people the same method 
was employed. That the death of Jews was carried out through work of the 
same people who disinfected their clothes". 

Sometimes 1 have the impression that ali this fable has its origin in eventual 
accidents that may have happened through incorrect application of the gas 
for disinfecting sorne pavillion or sector. Just as an example 1 want to recall 
the terrible accident in early 1987 in Sâo Paulo, Brazil , when the faulty 
application of disinfectants caused the death of nine aged people, not counting 
those injured. When we deal with large numbers of people as in military 
quarters, the aged always have important things or lies to tell, in order to impress 
recruits. That story of killing women, children and very old people does not 
stick weil! 

We proceed with Pery Bread : " He was cognizant that in 1942 and 1943 
the bodies were burned in heaps. He also knew that their clothes were sent 
to the German medium class ... He also knew the gassings were carried out 
with two one-kilogram doses, although he never had a direct contact with it. 
He further narrated that in April 1944 there were trains on line waiting in 
Birkenau to unload the ir hu man cargo to the gas chambers .. . He said it took 
approximately three hours to complete a batch of victims in the gas chambers 
and cremation after. He described a death machine in which millions of 
nameless people, completely unknown, in unending lines, were sent to gigantic 
gas chambers and came out as ashes from top - an industry of death". 

That testimony was rendered during the Tesch & Stabenov proceedings, 
the suppliers of Zyklon-B, to disinfect. ln the same proceedings we shall have 
now the testimony of 

DR. CHARLES SIGISMUND BENDEL 
He calls himself AN AUTHORITY on the Birkenau case, hinting that he, 

in his medical capacity, acquired his knowledge as A PARTICIPANT OF THE 
"SONDERKOMMANDO" (special command made up of Jewish prisoners) , 
composed of 900 men, whose work and occupation was in the gas crematory 
installations. He stated that along the nearly twelve months he spent at Birkenau 
the Germans killed 1,000,000 people with Zyklon-B. That he examined several 
victims. ln the months of May, June and July, 1944, the largest gassing took 
place. ln June it had been 25,000 per day. (That would bring the total to 
750,000 in a monthL in May 400,000 and another 80,000 from June 15 
to September 1, 1944. (Dr. Charles may be a good doctor, but he is not 
so good in figures, as he spoke about one million killed along twelve months 
and on breaking it down',. in four months he already explained 1,230,000 ... ). 
But here is more, for "groups of 300 or less people were shot , larger groups 
were gassed in the bunkers (antl-aircraft shelters) ". 
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ln counterpart to our Pery Broad, Dr. Charles gives the following capacities 
to the gas and cremation setups: "Compounds 1 and Il are for 2,000 people 
(Broad says 3,000 to 4,000). Compounds Ill and IV are for 3,000 people (Broad 
says 2,000), while in the bunker the capacity is 1,000 people" (Broad says 
it was crematory V, 800 to 1 ,200). 

"Dr. Charles confirms that the cellars of crematories 1 and Il were used 
for gassing. That the gas was introduced through the roof, falling directly into 
the ground. ln there you had at each chamber measuring ten meters of length 
per four meters in width and 1. 72m in height, 2,000 naked persons". (Dr. 
Charles reduced Kurt Gerstein's testimony to a dwarf, as Gerstein saw an 
average 30 people per square mater at Belzec. Dr. Charles, the 
"compressor", would not lag behing: 50 people per square meter) "While 
people were being gassed, their clothes were sent to Auschwitz to be selected 
and arranged". 

"After gassing the hair was eut out and gold taken from dentures. Around 
17,000 kilograms of gold would have been taken from the 4,000,000 victims". 
(The gang at Belzec eut their hair before they executed them). (Asto the 
gold it is opportune to recall that right after the war the Americans made 
a movie depicting cellars of the German Central Bank in Frankfurt, showing 
bags and bags of gold andjewels taken from Jews. That this is another farce 
we have made evident in the fact that neither the Jewish World Council 
nor the government of Israel, both protesting and receiving so much, have 
never spoken about such a treasure ... ) 

"Dr. Charles goes on saying that for the two years he was a German 
prisoner, only once he saw a disinfection of pavillions by Zyklon-B, saying 
they always used Lysoform. That Zyklon-B was exclusively used to kill people. 
(lt was used as a disinfectant since 1924! lt was even exported to other 
countries for the same purpt.se. This statement contradicts our Brazilian 
witness!) To kill 25,000 people each day required 50 doses of one kilogram 
each; he says cadavers were thrown on DITCHES (!)and within one hour they 
were transformed in ashes. (Dr. Charles should make a patent of the system, 
for in our days crematories take nearly two hours to burn just one cadaver). 
That Zyklon-B was sent in a boxcar showing a Red Cross but not under control 
of that organization". 

Let us now look into the records of Dr. Charles Sigismund Bendei: 
Romanian doctor and a Jew. Arrested on November 4, in Paris, and transferred 
to Drancy. Not having French citizenship and being a suspect for his anti-
German activities he was sent to Auschwitz, then Monowitz, next Birkenau 
and finally Mauthausen. From January 1, 1944, to January 18, 1945, he was 
the prisoners' physician at Birkenau and in that function he held an enviable 
stand in view of his mates, as he enjoyed special privileges, better 
accommodations, better food, etc. Thus he became suspect of collaborating with 
Germans. That joint collaboration was absolutely necessary for the lack of 
doctors in view of the many sicknesses on camps. ｄ･ｾｰｩｴ･＠ ali lies produced 
he was not unclassified as a witness to the British court... 
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DR. ADA BIMKO 

The next witness, Dr. Ada Bimko, having been stricken by acute angina 
pectoris, was unable to attend the court but then two written testimonies were 
prottered by her. She then states that a SS-Unterschartuehrer, whose name 
she torgot (!)had shown her a gas chamber. That Zyklon-8 was introduced through 
a cyHnder, and running through the piping it came off the showers. Since she 
noticed no drain for the water she became convinced that it should be a gas 
chamber. She turther testified that the camp prisoners kept a secret list of 
the gassing sessions through which they could prove a total of 4,000,000 
victims ... (ln the original blueprints for crematories 1· and Il there were, 
in both, rooms to place cadavers before cremation). 

Dr. Bimko was a Jewish Pole and a doctor from Sosnowitz, in charge of 
sector 8-3 at Birkenau, called "Mexico" in the prisoners' hospital before she 
was transferred to Bergen-Belsen. Due to her great responsibilities she was 
given, as Dr. Charles had been, the label of being a coUaborator. 8oth tried, 
by anti-Nazi denunciations or similar attitudes, to get rid of that charge. Worst 
accusations usually are made by people charged with having somehow 
benefitted from Germans, or having served or then cooperated with them. 

CREMATORY FURNACES 

The crematory furnaces existing in various concentration camps in 
Germany were made by the corporation Topf & Sôhne. ln the book Auschwitz-
Mythos, page 7 4, Dr. Wilhelm Staglich, to give an idea of the crematory fumaces 
model, quotes a letter from that corporation, sent to the Mauthausen camp, 
in which the manufacturer confirms .that a double furnace (to incinerate two 
bodies at each operation) has the capacity to burn up from 10 to 35 
CADAVERS IN TEN HOURS. The figure could be attained without overcharging 
the furnace fed with coal, even though it went on 24 hours a day. lt is to be 
believed the Birkenau furnaces and the only one at . Auschwitz were made by 
the same manufacturer, since it feil under the same Patent N ｾ＠ 861,731 in 
Germany. We would so arrive at a medium capacity of tour furnaces, 4 x 35 
= 140 cadavers per day, which figure is closer to reality, as from information 
supplied by Dr. Scheidl there were times when 69 to 177 deaths occurred 
by natural causes and infectious diseases, to include cholera and typhus. We 
are to remember that in the AuschwJtz and Birkenau complex there were over 
100,000 people, working at large industries the Germans had assembled 
nearby, such as Krupp and I..G. Farben, to use ｴｬ［ｬｾｴ＠ .. l';Jlaf'!.pÇ>Wer. 

An American. Dr. Arthur 8ut;z;.,whowrote TheHoax of the Century (relative 
to the "Jewish" holocaust) brlngs us an interesting information about the 
operation of the cremation furnaces, both those burning oil and thbse burning 
coal, fuels that went previously, tor correct operation, THROUGH A DEVICE 
BEFORE THE BURNERS, CALLED GASIFIER, GASIFYING CHAMBER OR 
GASIFYING UNIT. 
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Departing from this point, gasifier deviees, to get to gas chambers that 
would be meant to eliminate people, it was a natural!l! 

HITLER AND THE EXTERMINATION 

Before proceeding to other testimonies 1 want to point out something of 
top importance, for in the total inexistence of any order by Hitler or any other 
leader for the extermination of Jews, ali story-tellers, yarn·spinners and the 
great majority of historians quote, AS PROOF, and they quote it in a slanted 
manner, A PART of a speech Hitler made on January 30, 1939, therefore seven 
months before the war started with the Poles, in which he says: 

" If international financial Judaism whithin and outside Europe succeeds in 
leading the peoples once more to a world war, the result shall not be a 
bolshevization of the earth and so the victory of Judaism, but the destruction 
of the Judaic race in Europe''. 

Contrarily to what is divulged by the absolute majority of books, interpreting 
that text as proof he wanted to physically finish with the Judaic race, the speech 
should be interpreted as a reply to permanent instigationS by Zionism, 
instigations for war and extermination against Germany. We must also see it 
as evidence that Hitler DIO NOT REALLY WANT THAT WAR. 

Let us see more of the speech which has NEVER been divulged by the 
" world press". 

"For the lack of reaction to propaganda by the Judaic peoples comes 
to its end. Nationai-Socialist Germany and Fascist ltaly have installations that 
will allow them, if need be, to enlighten the world about the case of a question 
that many peoples instinctively know but in practice ignore". 

"Right now Judaism is spreading its instigations in certain countries, 
under the protection of a press that is in their hands, like movie films, radio 
publicity, theater, literature, etc. But if that people succeeds once again in that 
millions enter a struggle entirely destitute of any sense and meeting only Judaic 
interests, then there shall appear the effect of that enlightenment, which in 
Germany we already have made with reference to Judaism". 

His threat is therefore that of political detachment, as he apparently had 
obtained in Germany, from international Zionism and through an effective 
enlightenment, BUT NEVER THAT OF PHYSICAL ËXTERMINATION. The mere 
omission of the second part of Hitler's speech becomes proof of factiousness 
of those interested in itf 

THOMAS MANN 
As Wilhelm Staglish, page 150, says, Mr. Thomas Mann, whom many cali 

today 'a great German author', on September 27, 1942, in one of his instigations 
a.gainst Germany through American radio said 16,000 French Jews were gassed 
in a hermettcalfy sealed train going on open track and he added that was not 
an isofated case because there was a precise and authentîc report ... about 
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the execution of no less than 11,000 Polish Jews with toxic gas that happened 
in Konin, district of Warsaw, also in hermetically sealed boxcars, and that 
execution took fifteen minutes to accomplish". 

"The technical data of that unheard-of train in France, which should have 
approximately 160 boxcars or its Polish counterpart that should be nearly 
110 boxcars long, were not supplied, neither the dates of their mass-lethal 
trips, nor destination, not even their burial place". 

Ali indications are that the trains themselves were incinerated in the 
cremation furnaces, sin ce they vanished ... And nobody has called T. Mann 
a liar, that 1 know. 

From the trains that had been hermetically sealed off to gas chambers 
in concentration camps, that was ag ain a very short distance to cover ... 

BENEDIKT KAUTSKI 
An Austrian Jew, socialist leader, he was a prisoner in concentration 

camps for seven years, in Auschwitz and also Monowitz, which he calls 
"Auschwitz-Buna'\ .. He remained there up to the evacuation in January, 1945, 
and he never ran the risk of being gassed ... ln 1946 his book of memoirs 
appeared in Zurich bearing the title of Teufel und Verdammte (Devil and 
Damned). Although he was never in Birkenau he describes a gassing session 
there, based on testimony of dozens of prisoners who had themselves a chance 
to attend them and following cremations, as they carried out this or that func-
tion at the Birkenau camp. The witnesses' names were kept out as a sign of 
respect. ln his book Mr. Kautsky leaves out any explanation of why, being a total 
Jew, he escaped alive ... 

According to his version the victims, after they had got rid of their clothes 
at a certain room, were gathered in another one, fully lined with tiles and with 
showers from the ceiling. From those showers came out - not water, but 
gas, usually Kohlenoxid (coal monoxide gas), so the people inside were 
suffocated in a few minutes. The poor ones cried and moaned along that time 
and they were then found blue-lipped, blood coming out their mouths, noses, 
ears and eyes. The gas chamber took in up to to 2,000 people per day. The 
maximum daily capacity varied from 6,000 to 8,000 people. 

Coal monoxide is lighter than air and it does not lead to death in a few 
minutes. The loss of blood through the mouth, nose, ears and eyes by coal 
monoxide intoxication HAS NEVER BEEN VERIFIED TO OUR DAYS. So the 
testimony by Kautsky becomes another stroke of fantasy (Auschwitz-Mythos, 
page 155). 

THE POLISH PATRIOTS 
The short case coming next, according to Dr. Staglich, is found in the 

book Auschwitz- Testimonies and Information, by Adler, Langbein, Lingen 
and Reiner, having to do with a notebook disinterred at Auschwitz, written 
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in Yiddisch, in which it is said that "before the gas chamber there stood a 
line of Pales and another one of Dutch Jews. At a certain moment a Polish 
girl stepped ahead and she made a vehement speech for ali of them (a rally) 
asking at its end that the Jews avenge the Pales. Next ali Pales feil on their 
knees and sang out their national anthem. ln deep concentration they then 
expressed hope in the future of their people. Next, they ali together began 
singing the socialist International, and they sang that out in the ecstasy of 
dreams for an universal brotherhood and better days in the future, and so they 
marched on to their death ... " 

Without a shade of doubt this must have been the most festive execution 
of ali. What worries one is that the great majority of readers will read out only 
what has been written and will have no time to think about what they read 
and feel , for instance, that a tact like this is very natural. The reader may read 
along very fast so he can get to the end of the book and find out who done it. 

ln the story above, which is pure Polish patriotade, the most absurd tact 
is that Pales asked the Jews to avenge them, when it is so superbly known 
that ali along the war there have been in Poland armed Polish groups who 
performed true hunting raids on Jews as weil as on isolated Germans. There 
have been numberless cases wh en Jews took shelter with Germans to escape 
Pales, who blamed them for the war. 

On the subject we have John Lukacs, in The Last European War, page 
490, saying " it is harder to genoralize about Pales, among whom anti-Semitism 
persisted, though it was not rare to find efficient aid to Jews. There were 
examples of deeply-ingrained anti-Semitism among exiled Pales in England 
and there was anti-Semitism, GENERALIZED, among Polish refugees in the 
Soviet Union, where approximately one out of three of them was a Jew". (!) 

After the war the Pales would have carried out anti-Judaic persecutions 
that would have brought about the murdering of 500,000 to 1,500,000 Jews. 

STANISLAW SZMAJZNER 

Under that name few persans shall identify him, but that is the name of 
the man who wrote the book lnferno at Sobibor, published by Bloch Publishers 
in Brazil. The author is a Polish Jew who has offered his book "ta the Brazilian 
people, because in Brazil he has found peace, religious freedom, and the non-
existence of race prejudice. ln addition to that , he now considers Brazil to 
be his real homeland". 

After such a declaration of love ta our country, for which we may only 
feel flattered, we toster no desire ta screen the man, but then after we read 
his book it becomes hard not ta. Ex-Senator Pedro Ludovico Teixeira himself, 
who wrote him a preface, finds the tacts described ta be surprising and 
unbelievable and ti me and again he praises its author's prodigious me mory ... 

At page 25 he says: " Before the war there already was in Poland the 
practice ofanti-Semitism. Non-Jewish boys proclaimed themselves Polish and 
they would not take us as such and were constantly provoking us, mentioning 
our exotic blood, a tact that caused constant dissension among us. We had 
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a common Motherland but then we were treated as renegade brothers. ln 
many cities groups calling themselves Polish attacked Jews, using a series 
of pretexts to cause conflicts and clashes, where violence was always présent". 

"1 clearly remember the day when the government of Poland decreed 
the general mobilization of the country (he was only 12). At Pulawy the 
in habitants gathered in front of the town hall to get information and instructions. 
We were officially told the war had begun and next we feil on our knees 
and we sang out: 'The Germ ans are not going to spit on our faces .. .' '' 

On page 26, "To offer my modest contribution to authorities 1 joined 
the Air Attack Prevention Corps. At the time Poland had no gasmasks enough 
for its armed forces. To cover up that shortage or remedy it, another mask 
model was designed, nothing better than a crude artifact full of cotton and 
cloth inside which the protector liquid was soapy water. Those primitive gadgets 
were a great help to unprotected civilians in cities victimized by the Luftwaffe. 
(?) After the first air-bombing of our peaceful Pulawy, we received instructions 
to dig up trenches and ditches in our gardens and everywhere in the village, 
since there were no anti-aircraft shelters". 

''When the second air-raid took place 1 was home with my mother and 
younger brother. The bombs feil near my house and ali the village shook up 
as in an earthquake. Glass shattered, becoming thousands of dangerous cutting 
fragments; roofs blown up and thrown to the air and sides, wrecked; walls 
crumbling as if made of cardboard and filling the streets formerly so clean, 
of our hard-working and peaceful Pulawy; and finally a gigantic cloud of dust 
rose to the skies and the sun went into eclipse and palled the village in semi-
darkness. Ali of a sudden, 1 do not know from where, someone shouted: GAS! 
1 recall 1 promptly grabbed my mask but then it had no protecting liquid. ln 
the confusion ensueing someone among the many temporarily sheltered in 
our home turned up saying urine was also good for the rudimentary masks 
we had, without imagining that by fear and terror that had overtaken us none 
would be in condition for micturition. When the dust cloud was gone we went 
out to streets full of ruins, dust and smoke and 1 met the picture of catastrophe 
resulting from air bombardment: shouts and running-around in desperation 
here, death and destruction there. From ali corners came the convulsive crying 
marked by voices of women and children, looking for their beloved ones amid 
ruins of demolished houses: the children crying out loud and weeping, yelling 
for their parents and these looking for children and calling them by their names, 
often in vain". 

''We went on to a nearby garden am id the many they had dug out 
ditches in as protection against enemy raids the authorities expected. IT WAS, 
HOWEVER, PRECISELY IN THOSE PLACES THAT THE VIOLENCE OF THE 
GERMAN BOMBS HAD BEEN THE GREATEST and a large number of 
explosives had fallen on them, causing a true slaughter: we could see legs, 
arms, heads, mutilated and unidentifiable bodies scattered everywhere, making 
up a picture none can describe' '. 

ln my view the event went as follows: the fifth column, which certainly 
infiltered the small and peaceful village of Pulawy, must have had tipped the 
Gestapo, under butcher Himmler. about activities of Stanislaw Szmajner, a 
young man only twelve years old but one who had volunteered to the Air Attack 
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Prevention Corps and who had involved himself in the manufacture of 
homemade gasmasks and the opening of protection ditches everywhere he 
could find a garden. Himmler must have sent a report to Hitler, a full report , in 
a typically Nazi attitude ... 

Hitler, who just loved to massacre civilians, felt no doubts about the report 
and he must have sent at once for that one who would become the most 
decorated air-man of Germany, for whom they had to invent new decorations, 
since he already had ali, Stuka pilot HANS U. RUDEL, in order to select other 
pilots of his complete trust, to put an end to that boy before he grew up into ... 
A LIAR! With mathematical accuracy, which becomes German Nazis, the pilots 
hit nearly ali ditches dug up at Pulawy, figuring of course that Stanislaw should 
be hiding in one of them. Such a failure! That day, as if anticipating things, 
Stanislaw had remained home, in the company of his mother and younger 
brother. And here is the man shepherding his sweet cows, a rancher in Goiâs 
(Brazil) ... and writing on ... 

After a thousand-and-one adventures along which he never was away from 
his bag containing his tools to manufacture jewels, that being his profession, 
he arrived at Sobibor. lt pays to describe how he got there, page 115: 

• 'When the train halted we heard violent exclamations and curses followed 
by an incisive order: 'Out, quick!' " 

"This was the reception the thugs welcomed us with, making the guesses 
of the most optimistic tu rn into pessimism already latent. Using indiscriminately 
their whips, the Ukrainians and their German masters impelled the immense 
human mass to get off hastily and violently the overcrowded cars. We were 
hardly given time to breathe and then we were ali disorderly thrown out, like 
a stampeding herd. We pressed and stepped on ourselves mutually, passing 
over the dead that blocked our way and slipping on the pestilential and slippery 
paste covering ali the car floor''. 

·'At the precise moment when the crowd let the cars and even before we 
had ali landed 1 had a chance to see IN PERSON an elegantly-uniformed 
element dressing grey thousers, the mark of the German army, impeccable 
white tunic and a cap very weil set on his head. HE WAS FI RING HIS PISTOL 
ON JEWS WHO GOT OFF THE BOXCAR AND IN THAT HE HAD THE 
COMPANY OF ANOTHER OFFICER, A MAN EXCESSIVELY TALL, not counting 
ethers who PRACTICED TARGET SHOOTING ON DEFENSELESS HUMAN 
TARGETS. ln view of that undescribable attitude, dozens of our people were 
felled in the act of getting off the boxcars they had been brought in. The 
purpose was to impose, at our arrivai, terror and obedience on Jews, rendering 
them incapable to put up any reaction". 

The man in a white tunic he mentions and who practiced target shooting 
on Jews was, according to Stanislaw, the camp commandant Franz Stangel, 
arrested in Sâo Paulo (Brazil) in 1966, who according to Simon Wiesenthal, 
in his memoirs The Murderers Among Us, was the commandant of Treblinka. 
One of the two is wrong. The other one, the excessively tall officer who also 
practiced target shooting in the occasion, was to become our acquaintance 
through the press and television, Mr. Gustav Wagner, who was found out and 
charged in Brazil, and ended by committing suicide. ln his book Stanislaw 
describes him as a man with eyes so vividly green he would magnetize people 
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he looked at fixedly. The description made by the Brazilian press was that 
Wagner was blond and had blue eyes ... 

ln his book Stanislaw says Wagner saved his lite for misdeeds performed 
in the camp, at least three times .. . 

At Sobibor Stanislaw became a jewel-maker for German officers, he made 
jewels from gold "pulled out the teeth of his brothers in religion". There was 
so much gold those officers exerted no control on its weight and from each 
jewel Stanislaw took some for his old age .. . 

On page 128 he says: "After work, when tiredness began to overcome 
us, we interrupted it (he and two relatives he employed) and we went for 
food as the night came. We were astonished by the abundance and variety 
of food placed in front of us. lt was a rich table, as we had never dreamed 
of and we put on a gourmet show, something we had been unable to do for a 
long time and then we went to bed". 

One day he sent his nephew to camp 2 to talk with an officer called 
Bollender, in order to examine a particular jewel. On his return the nephew 
was unable to speak, he was ali shaken and panicky. Only the following day, 
early in the morning, was he able to describe what had happened, as we find 
on page 133: 

''He told us th at immediately after he had undressed in camp 2 he fou nd 
himself face to face with a tragic scene he had never seen or imagined until 
then". -

He saw a multitude of women, many of them naked and others-
undressing. Amid these last the more reluctant ones had their clothes pulled 
out by truculent guards, while others did it under whip, rifle butt and raining 
blows of ali kinds anywhere on their bodies, without mention of shots fired 
on them (that was really serious business ... ). At the timea total roar of shouts 
and cries rendered the atmosphere even more stupefying. That was crying, 
weeping, lamentation and shouting mixed with their begging that the Krauts 
would not go on with that undescribable cruelty. The Nazis and their Ukrainian 
henchmen replied with curses, shots, orders and blows", 

"Proceeding in that petrifying description he said he saw a picture 
compatible only with times when barbarians ran over Europe. CHILDREN OF 
All AGES WERE PULLED FROM THEIR MOTHERS' ARMS AND ONCE HELD 
OUT, TWIRLED BY THEIR LEGS AND VIOLENTLY THROWN HEAD-ON THE 
WALLS, WHERE THEY FELL DOWN DEAD. lt was mass-killing of children, 
impossible to think of in our modern age". 

"Amid ali that savage scene he witnessed, he was able see clearly that 
one of its leaders was Bollender, who seemed to be tailored for the job he 
performed with gusto, looking more of a jackal th an a man. His activity was 
feverish and he seemed determined, both in issueing orders and on playing 
an active role in ali that vandalism. Ali of a sudden Bollender saw Stanislaw's 
nephew and threw a hand into his pocket and took a 20 U.S. dollars coin from 
it, forbidding him to speak about what he had seen ... " 

The scene was attended by the nephew, who has died since, not 
Stanislaw ... A little after they had been in the camp Stanislaw received a note 
from Abraham, his brother who had arrived in the same train : 

"Dear brother, 1 ask you to pray the Kadish not for your parents only but 
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for us ali. Know that from ali Jews going through camp 1 to camp 2 few are 
left alive. From ali the transportation arrived there is only a small group for 
general work, of which 1 am a memper, miraculously' '. 

"When the thousands of Jews pass through the gate 1 mentioned, they 
follow a long corridor and enter camp 2. There they are deprived of their last 
belongings, forced to undress and taken to a large shed under the pretext 
they are going to bath. Hundreds of people enter that shed at one time". 

"After it has been filled the door is locked and then sealed hermetically. 
They then put in operation a large Diesel engine with its exhaust pipe 
introduced into a hole in the wall, so the gasses be thrown inside until they 
are ali suffocated". 

"Before that operation immense ditches are dug up and after the mass 
extermination we, the ones selected from the same transportation you came 
in, begin to pick up bodies and throw them into those ditches. Not infrequently 
THE EARTH SHOOK UNDER THAT HUMAN MASS TO BE BURIED AND THEN 
THE BANDITS CAME AND FINISHED THEM OFFWITH BULLETS". After other 
statements he ends up with : "If you can, escape to avenge, your friend, 
Abraham". 

On page 167 he wrote: 'While the Polish Jews were brought to Sobibor 
in the worst possible conditions and on freight trains, those coming from other 
countries were carried in luxurious convoys. They came from France and the 
Netherlands, from Germany, Central Europe and the Balkans; in short, from 
ali places where the feared swastika flew". This information goes against ali 
others that always depict the horrible conditions of accommodations. 

One day Gustav Wagner brought Stanislaw and his two relatives three 
women. On page 170: " 'Look', said Wagner, 'things now shall be better for 
you'. They were Eda, Esther and Bajle, who came in to clean up the shed and 
cook for their reduced group". 

Two days after the girls were brought in, Stanislaw loses his virginity after 
a pass on Bajle, which he described on page 17 4. 

"Biock ｎｾ＠ 2 sheltered the privileged ones in the concentration camp: 
myself and my group, washwomen, cooks, masons, cleaners and bakers. 1 
was appointed chief of the block". 

The boy had really made a meteoric career: he was the official 
jeweller, kept gold by the pots, was only 15 of age, passing ahead of those 
older than himself, enjoying the best food, he had women and was appointed 
chief ... On page 268 Stanislaw makes his most important move: 

"NOW, WE THOUGHT ONLY IN AVENGING THE NEARLY TWO MILLION 
JEWS WE SAW SUCCUMBING DU RING THAT TIME". Nearly two millions only 
in his time. How many in a total? ... But here cornes more. On page 204 he 
says: "The forest command was created, made of 40 men who should be sent 
to the woods to find lumber and chop wood. The wood was to feed crematory 
furnaces. As the furnace was always on it required formidable amounts of 
fuel. For that reason the woods were being pitilessly devastated". 

ln modern crematories at present a cremation takes from 1 1/2 to 2 hours. 
If anyone will bother to estimate the time needed to reduce "only" 2,000,000 
cadavers to ashes, using wood as fuel and one furnace, as our Goias farmer 
says, he who was a confidence men of Germans at Sobibor, in a spot equivalent 
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to Kapo or Block chief, he will come to a figure not under 100 years, which 
means the furnace would have to burn without interruption until the year 2,042, 
not considering that camp was extinct in the fall of 1943 ... 

The Polish committee, a complete suspect in the case, indicated a figure of 
250,000 killed at Sobibor and therefore it will have to arrive at the MAGIC NUMBER 
OF 6,000,000 originated in ... 1936!!! lts author is the president of the World 
Zionist Organization and the Judaic Agency, Mr. CHAIM WEIZMANN. When 
talking about the Third Reich he said: "lt is no exaggeration to say that in 
this part of the world 6,000,000 Jews are condemned to be arrested where 
they are not desired and for whom the world is divided into countries where 
they cannot live and those that do not accept them". 

He was mentioning obstacles the countries had to receive German Jews, 
the ones remaining. Why did he quote that figure of six milions? Hard to guess, 
particularly if we take into account it was quoted three years before the 
beginning of a war none knew how it would start and even less how it would 
end. We also are to consider that that year the number of Jews in Germany did 
not even reach 500,000. The magic number of 6,000,000, however, somehow 
stuck as an indicator of Jewish victims in the conflict an(j, logically enough, 
also for war reparations paid by Germany. 

Proceeding with our now Brazilian-by-heart Stanislaw, we shall quote sorne 
references about the terrible relations between Jews and Poles. On page 213, 
writing about the escape he was planning: "Even if 1 escaped in that moment 
1 would runa major risk because, later on, THE POLES might denounce or 
even kill me. 1 HAD KNOWN THEM FOR A LONG TIME AND 1 TRUSTED THE 
DEVIL SETTER THAN 1 TRUSTED THEM". 

On page 214, mentioning a Jewish friend: "Lajbu, who is the son of a rabbi, 
survived Sobibor. He was, however, cowardly murdered in 1945 (after the 
war) by reactionary Poles in his own home at Lublin". 

A Iso important is what Stanislaw writes regarding. Jews arriving from 
Germany: "The next day the executioners (the Germans) appointed a new 
'commandant' for ali Jews in the camp to replace Moshe. He was a German 
Jew born in Berlin, whom we immediately named Berliner. For ｾｨ･＠ post held by 
Krajcewicer they assigned another German Jew. Ali indications were the Nazis 
planned to place German Jews in the main posts of their trust". 

"They were premeditating, because Jews coming from Germany were 
not only more disciplined but more subservient. Even going through horrors 
with Naziism (?)they STILL BELIEVED IN THE FUEHRER AND HIS GANG. 
Their good faith was such they thought they would be spared. Both myself 
and my friends did not trust them. They were known to be informers. Any 
insurrection could never count on their participation. (!) Countless times we 
heard them stating they did not believe Hitler would liquidate them and the 
Germans were not as bad as we figured". 

ln the escape from the camp he organized (15/16 years of age), his 
younger brother, Moisze and his Jewish girlfriend (it seems ali the boys had 
girltriends) were saved but none knew their whereabouts. "Only later 1 was told, 
one nonth after the escape, HE HAD BEEN MURDERED BY POLISH 
REACTIONARY GUERRILLAS OF THE EXTREME RIGHT, WHO DIO NOT LIKE 
JEWS. That infamous event happened in he city of Lubartown, near Dublin, 
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and ONCE MORE CONFIRMED THE BANDITISM OF PO LES" . 
Stanislaw devotes his last chapter to Josef Albiniek, ''the only good Pole 

1 have ever known in my life' '. 
On page 291 he makes the following description of an encounter with 

the Polish guerrilla fighters: ''We purchased food and we were on our way back 
when, near the spot where the others had remained (ali escapees from Sobibor) 
we heard voi.ces. We halted at once, not to be seen . Looking carefully through 
bushes we found our group was surrounded by sorne twenty men in uniform". 

" They were ali armed , even though we could not identify their uniforms. 
My first act was to hide my rifle amid foliage, since 1 had brought it along 
when we went on buying the stuffs. Asto the gold 1 had (the brat was loaded 
with the metal) 1 hid it inside my trouser legs, inside the boots (filled 'em 
up) . Keeping a good distance 1 tried to overhear what they were saying and 
noticed they spoke Polish. 1 supposed those were guerrilla fighters but my 
heart said the opposite. 1 was worried and could flee and leave my friends 
but 1 decided to wait for the events. Saon 1 was able to identify volces of sorne 
carpenters in our group, talking to that armed party. They were saying we also 
were guerrillas and our leader had a rifle'·. ( Let us not forget the leader is 
Stanislaw). 

" On hearing that 1 was encouraged and lleft the hideout with the two in 
my company. We approached the group and one of the Pales who seemed to 
be the commandant told us ali to raise our hands to be searched. Then we 
had a reallooting. Those who still had sorne gold and valuables were left none 
(no explanation from where his friends had got their gold). After that assault 
at gunpoint 1 was questioned about my weapon and 1 said it was near, went 
for and turned it to them. The bandit found it a wonderful weapon and tried 
it , shooting into the air. 1 realized then we had been taken by hosti le guerrillas 
and bandits. At the same time 1 thought we were finished . Right after that 
we were ordered to run at once. The Polish chief had hardly shouted that arder 
and the first shot was fired. Fast as lightning 1 threw myself on the ground 
while the shooting grew. llaid dawn and simulated to be dead, at the same 
time as the bandits disappeared, thinking their nefarious job had been done". 

"1 remained in that uncomfortable position for sorne thirty minutes and 
when 1 noticed deep silence had been made 1 lifted my head and saw there 
was none nearby. To my surprise the same was done by Mayer and Jankiel , 
the aged tailor. The other friends were dead. After that pointblank shooting 
1 had been left alive miraculosly. Also the two others had come out untouched. 
Very scared we left fast from that sinister place, reduced to three men only. 
Léon and the other boys were already in Eternity. They had survived German 
tyranny, not even Sobibor had finished with them, but they found death at 
hands of their Polish fellow-countrymen . Once more the idea 1 had on Pales 
had been ratifled". 

1 cannat affirm it but 1 have the impression the television "Holocaust " 
series, shawn nearly everywhere in the world, has a part relative to the Sobibor 
events and that it took a hand or orientation from the now-cattle-rancher 
Stanislaw Szmajzner, a prodigy boy of Sobibor. 
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"ESCAPE FROM SOBIBOR" 

When the 16th edition of this book was being distributed, the Globo TV 
network (Brazil) showed, after a lot of publicity, the film with that title, based 
on the book described previously, under guidance of writer Samuel Szmajzner 
who, in tact, granted that network an interview after the film had been shown. 

1 shall mention briefly sorne of the discrepancies in the film compared to 
the book contents. The train was received by a music band .. : The German chiefs 
did not fi re on the prisoners ... The prisoners found gold and they bribed 
Ukrainian guards... A dog was shown, specialized in killing children ... The re 
is a black smoke coming out of a pavillion , without any explanations on what 
it was ... Another scene also not present in the book by Szmajzner shows Gustav 
Wagner, after he has been spit on his face, shoot gratuitously a mother and 
since her baby cries, he also kills it.. . On the arrivai of rich Jews from Holland, 
tips are given to a Jewish Ka,'Jo ... lnteresting , also, the prisoners' dance hall 
with waltzes and the rest , where pairs meet and make love ... A Soviet young 
lieutenant, married in his country and tully faithful to his wife, turns down amorous 
offers from a beautiful prisoner girl in love with him ... Then we have the hanging 
of two jewel thieves ... Fin ally the two million ki lied the book speaks about in 
the film reduced to " only " 250,000, no explanations given why that difference, 
sin ce the book and the film come from the same author ... 

On January 7, 1988, the newspaper Zero Hora (Porto Alegre, Brazil), based 
on 1 do not know wh at , said th at film depicted the true story ... 

SHORT STORIES 

On pages 157-159 Dr. Wilhelm Staglich quotes sorne cases selected by 
Aroneanus, 'The re is the woman who, in front of the gas cham ber, went ahead 
and took a pistol from a SS-Fuehrer and shot him on the spot. ln the case 
it was a remarkably beautiful lsraeli girl come from Belgium whose little 
son had just been torn apart from her when that SS officer threw him on a 
cement wall ". 

" Eugen Kogon, an ex-prisoner, related that story for an ltalian dancer 
who had to perform her art naked before she was gassed, in front of the 
crematory, by order of a SS officer. Kogon knows even the name of the SS-
Fuehrer who was so careless about his pistol , in the case 'Rapport-Fuehrer 
Schillinger' " . 

''Aiso Karl Barthel repeats the legend in his book Die Welt ohne Erbahmen, 
where the girl is a French artist for whose courage the author used lauding 
words. Barthel was personally in Buchenwald only ' '. 

" From the same selection we have the following story, whose origin would 
be the Russian information service: 800 to 900 meters from furnaces the 
prisoners board wagonets running on rails. ln Auschwitz they are of various 
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sizes and their capacity ranges from 10 to 15 people. As saon as loaded the 
wagonet maves and it goes dawn an inclined plane at top speed. At the end 
there is a wall and behind it the furnace entrance. When the wagonet hits 
the wall it opens automatically into the furnace. Another wagonet cornes next 
and so it goes" ijust the labor of poor prisoners - at the maintenance sector, 
of course - in hammering those wagonets straight up and periodically 
fix up that wall - or was it made of the stoutest steel anyone has ever 
produced? - plus other similarly hellish items in the installation must have 
been a really monstrous mental - and professional - torture, for besides 
turning them into the sickest and tiredest individuals on earth, it has ali 
the trappings to be crowned as one of the most stupid and ridiculous things 
anyone can imagine ... ). 

This is really a set up typical for mass-extermination and it further treats 
passengers to a coas ter ride .. . 

"From Irene Gaucher, in the book Todeslag (Death Camp) we find that 
in Auschwitz four to six million people were killed. lt says the number of 
executions at Birkenau ranged from 10,000 to 12,000, ali through the gas 
chamber (ONE chamber, in the case?); that children were thrown into 
crematories still alive (she must have never seen a crematory furnace). ln 
full contradiction, Irene Gaucher says in the five crematories at Auschwitz 
there were six furnaces only .. .'' (At Auschwitz there was never more than 
one crematory and two furnaces, an installation we find in any medium-sized 
population center in Europe) . 

ln 1957 appeared a book by Bernard Klinger, also a Jew, ｴｩｴｬｾｾ､＠ Der Weg, 
den Wir Gingen (The Way We Go On) which also fails to explain how he 
survived. He has sensational news about Auschwitz if we compare it to other 
testimonies. For one thing be paints the installations with good colors, also 
the model ones for bathing and toilette, paved streets, bathing sheds and 
disinfection chambers and still more specifically a pavillion with luxury items 
for sale. He even mentions the tact that prisoners, transferred from other 
camps, were amazed by the modern and well-cared-for buildings. ln part this 
confirms what 1 have said about the Auschwitz structures 1 visited last year . 

At one hand, Klinger says the average stay of Jews on that camp was 
no longer than three days. They were either in the crematory or ln the hu man 
tires ... (he himself is proof contrary to that as we wrote a book much later). 

ln continuation he also says in early 1944, under the command of the 
man old prisoners called a Human Beast, Obersturmfuehrer HOESSLER, the 
camp lost its mark as a concentration camp. "For us it became a Resting Camp, 
a sanatorium. Even beatings ceased. For us, Jews, there started a golden age 
and Hoessler himself went to the point of declaring once he saw no difference 
between Jews and Germans". He then speaks about executions at Birkenau 
but, as this was information passed to him by other people, they are not 
quoted . 

Dr. Wilhelm Staglich, on page 420 of Auschwitz-Mythos, concurs to the 
excellent impression he had of Auschwitz on various visits he made to that 
camp in 1944 and about which he had spoken in statements rendered to Nation 
Europe ｎｾ＠ 10, 1973. 
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Another story to be selected is from the book 1 Am Alive! by Kitty Hart, 
also mentioned by Dr. Staglich on pages 198-199: 

"After telling the reader her shed had a true window WITH A VIEW OVER 
THE GAS CHAMBERS AND CREMATORIES, Kitty goes on: '1 lifted my head 
and there, less than 50 meters away, 1 saw something that struck me like a 
boit of lightning. 1 had already seen a lot but never, never anything like that. 
1 stood there as if hypnotized, unable to move, with my open eyes 1 became 
a witness (she forgot to tip her readers she had put on a pair of glasses, 
THAT PARTICULAR BRAND MADE FOR LIARS WHICH IS A COMBINATION 
OF LASER AND X-RAYS, GENERALLV COUPLED TO A MINI-RADAR ON EACH 
LENS ... ) of the death, not the death of a person, but hundreds of people, innocent 
people who without a suspicion had been taken into the enormous hall. lt was 
a sight none could ever forget". (From her strategie window). 

''Outside the building the re was a lad der reaching a sm ali aperture. A 
SS-uniformed man climbed that ladder rapidly. Up there he put on a gasmask 
and gloves. With one hand he held open the aperture and with the other he 
took a small bag from his pocket and spread the contents of it inside, it was 
a whitish powder. He was fast and he closed up the aperture at once. As fast 
as a lightning boit he was down again, threw the ladder on the grass and 
HE RAN AS IF HE HAD THE WORST SPIRITS BEHIND HlM". 

"At the same time we heard THE TERRIBLE CRYING, DESPERATE CRIES 
FROM PEOPLE SUFFOCATING ... AFTER FIVE TO EIGHT MINUTES THEY 
WERE ALL DEAD". (Let the reader have no doubt about it, for she could 
really see through walls with those glasses ... What Kitty must have omitted 
on purpose, in order not to harm third parties, is that she possibly had 
bribed that man in a SS uniform so that he placed a mini-microphone 
through the opening he shook his powder into. This of course is an 
assumption, for in the opposite case, that is, without a microphone, she 
could not hear the crying and roar coming from a hall made of concrete, 
hermetically sealed, from a distance of 50 meiers ... Good thing she was 
the only one to see and listen in that occasion, but then we have sorne 
more). 

Later, from that same place, her panoramic window, wearing glasses of 
the future, she watched that famed operation of the Sonderkommandos -
special commandos made of Jews - who separated bodies, pulled out ali 
gold they had on their teeth, examined every body looking for jewels and 
dollars and then proceeded to the scalp-shearing operation that preceded 
cremation. 

This is Kitty with her say about cremation: "Smoke blew out of chimneys 
and then followed incandescent flames up two meters into the sky. The smoke 
became thicker and thicker, darker and suffocating and it bore a strange smell, 
the smell of burning cadavers, possibly comparable to burned feathers, but the 
stench of burned fat and haïr{!) was insupportable". (We are left to think that 
was a very special day for Kitty, as the smoke billowing from chimneys, 
approximately 50 meters from her, met with an air current blowing upwards, 
thus bringing it precisely to Kitty's panoramic window, enabling her to complete 
her horrifying tale at short order ... ) 

She finishes, which she should: "What we had heard about other camps 
WAS THEN TRUE. The information had no exaggeration. HERE WERE THE 
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FACTORIES OF DEATH. BY NIGHT ALL THE SKY WAS ABLAZE, AS IF IN 
AM BERS". 

1 have been told that a brick chimney such as the one found in Auschwitz, 
if it were to spill out tire two meters high, or less, would not resist one week! 

WITNESS MIKLOS NVISZLI 
(Doctor at Auschwitz) 

Paul Rassinier, in the The Drama of European Jews, page 63, described 
one other of those "stars". 

"ln March, 1951, in Les Temps Modernes, a monthly review headed by 
Jean-Paul Sartre (a Jew), one Tiberio Kremer presented under the title SS-
Obersturmfuehrer Dr. Mengele and subtitle Journal d'un Médecin déporté 
au crématorium d'Auschwitz A FALSE TESTIMONY ABOUT THAT CAMP, 
WHICH SHALL LAST AS ONE OF THE MOST ABOMINABLE TURPITUDES 
OF ALL TIMES". lts author, said Kremer, was a Hungarian Jew called Miklos 
Nyiszli , physician by calling. There followed 27 pages of selected fragments. 
The April issue of that review published an additional 31 pages That false 
testimony had just been presented to public opinion of the United States of 
America by Mr. Richard Seaver. The German magazine Quick published the 
story in 1961 under the name of Auschwitz in five chapters, from January 
thru February. Published by Julliard in France, it came out as a book bearing the 
title of Physician in Auschwitz - Memoirs of a deported doctor, in a 
256-pages volume! (tt had been started with 27 pages) . 

"Dr. Miklos said a lot of things! He examined the FIRST DETAILED 
REPORT of nearly ali horrors taking place in the Auschwitz camp, particularly 
extermination in gas chambers". 

''Among other things he assured the re were four gas chambers in 
Auschwitz, each 200 meters long, without saying how wide or deep, completed 
by four ones in the same size, to prepare victims for sacrifice. They asphyxiated 
20,000 people per day and those were cremated in four furnaces each with 
15 entrances, as they came out the chambers. He further said there were 
5,000 additional people liquidated each day by LESS MODERN ways and 
burned in two immense tires in the open air. He said that for eight months he 
had PERSONALLY been a witness of that systematic killing. He finally assured, 
as on page 50 of the book published by Julliard in Paris, that the moment 
he arrived at Auschwitz in late May, 1944, the extermination by gas formerly 
described had been going on for four years (therefore since 1940!). 

"He states that at the chambers' center there was A ROW OF COLUMNS, 
BEARING MANY HOLES, FROM WHICH THE GAS CAME OUT. Those columns 
crossed the roof, where some nurses, bearing Red Cross armbands, threw 
down Zyklon-B tablets". 

Says Mr. Paul Rassinier: "Either this Dr. Miklos has never existed or 
then, if he did exist, he never set his feet on places he described. If gas 
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chambers of Auschwitz and the open-air burning of bodies exterminated 25,000 
people per day for four and half years as Miklos says, we get a total 41,000,000 
people killed, of which a little over 32,000,000 in gas chambers and a little 
under 9 ,000,000 at those fires. If possible that gas chambers suffocated 
20,000 people a day- 3,000 per batch, says Dr. Myklos- it would have 
been absolutely impossible that four crematories could incinerate them as 
they were being brought out of chambers, even taking into account 15 inlets 
to furnaces; or either that the complete operation took only 20 minutes, as 
he states, which is also taise". 

Rassinier goes on : " Taking those figures as a basis, the absorption 
capacity of ali furnaces operating together would not go over 540 per hour, 
which is 12,960 people per day, 24 hours. On that pace it would have been 
possible to put fu rn aces out only years after liberation . That in the event of 
losing not one minute along nearly ten years". 

" If anyone will inquire on the time needed for cremation of three bodies 
at the Père-Lachaise cemetery, he WOULD FIND OUT THE AUSCHWITZ 
FURNACES ARE STILL BURNING AND THAT A LOT OF TIME WILL HAVE 
TO ELAPSE BEFORE THEY MAY FINALLY BE TURNED OFF. .. " 

lt is not known through which mathematical operations, but it is known 
th at the introducer of th at book, Tiberius Kremer, sets the figure on ... 
6 ,000,000, again that magic number 1 have mentioned. 

Very significant are differences between the edition published by the 
German magazine Quick and the book 's edition in France, which came first . 
So in the German edition crematories have incinerated only 10,000 per day 
instead of 20,000. ln addition to other particulars, Rassinier says he suspected 
from the first page of that testimony from description of the route to arrive 
at Auschwitz, starting from the Hungarian-Romanian border, where Miklos, 
"leaving behind our Tatra, passed ahead of Crakow and Lublin stations", which 
shows that not knowing the Auschwitz camp and having never seen it, of course 
l)e could not know the way to get the re ... 

TESTIMONIES ... 

Luiz X. Torres(?), in his book War Crimes- The General Writes, says 
on page 135: "Infants, according to testimonies, were kicked as if they were 
footballs until they finally feil into the cremation furnaces (lt does not seem 
tome that Germans were so good at kicking footballs at that time ... ); 
other infants were thrown up and stuck in bayonet tips while pregnant women 
were used as targets for shooting and sabre blows. Rape, looting , shooting, 
cremation, lethargie (?) gas were used freely ... " 
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On page 42: " ... as Guinea pigs, for studies with lethal gas, in industries, 
as it happened in the Dachau camp, where lamps were made with human skin, 
while bones did for the manufacture of buttons and the rest of human debris 
to make soap .. .'' 

Testimony from Dr. Bimko, a Polish Jewess, published by Jornal do Comércio 
(Brazil) on September 21 , 1943: " The victims, after they had been selected 
for the gas-chambers, marched entirely denuded to a hut, where they were 
kept four days without food or water .. .'' 

SENATOR JOSEPH McCARTHY, U.S.A. 
SPEAKS ABOUT TORTURE 

On page 16 of the book Did Six Millions Really Die?, by Richard 
Harwood, we find the following about the treatment given by the Allied for 
their prisoners to " confess": 

Senator Joseph McCarthy told , in a statement to the press in the USA 
on May 20, 1949, about sorne cases of torture carried out to obtain 
" confessions" from the accused : 

"SS officers of the Leibstandarten Adolf Hitler were manhandled in the 
Schwabische Halle until they were bleeding profusely, their sexual organs 
crushed as soon as they tell on the floor. The prisoners, in the same way 
it was done to the German privates during the notorious Malmedy proceedings, 
were also hanged by their hands and whipped until they would agree to sign 
the 'confessions' their torturers were after. On the basis of 'confessions' 
like these, drawn under torture from SS general Sepp Dietrich and SS colonel 
Joachim Peiper, the Leibstandarten Adolf Hitler Division was declared a 
'criminal organization' ... Asto general Oswald Pohl, the quartermaster otficer 
to the concentration camps, they rubbed feces in his face and then whipped 
him until he would 'confess'. Senator McCarthy told the press about those 
torture sessions. 

"1 have listened to testimonies and read them, proving that the accused 
were beaten up, manhandled and tortured with methods that could have no 
other origin but sickly brains . Trials and executions were simulated and they 
were to!d failure to confess would lead their tamilies to no longer be issued 
ration cards to eat . Ali that was done with approval from the prosecutor office 
in order to create the psychological atmosphere required to draw the 
confessions desired . If the United States permit that such acts remain 
unpunished the whole world will be justified to reproach us severely and doubt 
ali the time about the correctness of our motivations and our moral integrity" . 

ln the Frankfurt-am-Main and Dachau proceedings those methods of 
intimidation were repeated and a large number of Germans was condemned 
in that camp for "atrocities" they had "confessed" under similar conditions. 
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Those methods were exposed by the Oaily News of Washington on January 
9, 1949, by the American Justice Edward L. Van Roden, one of three members 
of the Army Simpson Committee, which had carried out investigations on the 
methods employed by the court in the Dachau proceedings. 

His report appeared also in the British daily Sunday Pictorial for January 
23, 1949: " The Americans went in disguised as priests to hear eventual 
confessions from the accused: they were tortured by inserting lighted matches 
under their fingernails; teeth and chins were broken under blows; they were 
kept incommunicado in cells for 3 , 4, 5 months ... ln order to interrogate the 
accused the Americans placed black hoods on their heads an then hit them 
with tin fists known as 'American Fists' (?) and they also were kicked and 
hit with rubber sticks ... 137 German soldiers, from a total of 139 cases 
examined, had been kicked hard in the testicles, which left them with incurable 
lesions! That was the standard system used commonly by the Americans during 
the interrogations''. (This is wh at a U. S. Committee and a U S senador 
say, when they speak about Americans!!!) . 

To complete the chapter, nothing better than painting the names of those 
''Americans' ' in charge of the interrogations and later on appointed members 
of the Prosecutor office: 

Lt Colonel Burton C. Andrus, Cap. Raphael Schumaker, Lt. Robert E. 
Byrne, Lt. William R. Perl , Mr. Morris Ellowitz, Mr. Harry Thon and Mr. 
Kirschbaum. The juridical consultant of the court was Colonel A. H. Rosenfeld 
- ali of them Jews, to whom an investigation like that should have been never 
entrusted. 

THE ZÜNDEL PROCESS 

On January 8 and March 1, 1985, there took place in Toronto, Canada, 
a historical and unheard-of trial. lt should be called historical, for after 40 years, 
in a "free" country that was a member of the winning coalition, a Western 
democracy, certain tacts held to be true would be examined, to ascertaln whether 
they had taken place or not, facts said to be true and dating from the last 
world war. As democracy we naturally assume a form of government where 
anyone has his right to express and divulge his own political opinion,. or historical 
or religious opinion, in the manner suiting hlm, provided he will keep under 
general rules of decency and if he will particularly keep within his knowledge 
of the matter. 

lnfringent on section 177 of the Canâdian crime code was ERNST 
ZÜNOEL, for " spreading taise information leading to disturb social and ethnical 
peace of society ", a law nearly 100 years old and which in practice had never 
been enforced. 

The disturbed ones were a minority ethnical group ... 
Ernst Zündel was born in Germany, 1939. ln 1956 he migrated to Canada, 
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where in Toronto he has earned his bread as a graphie worker and editor of 
the Samisdat-Verlages. Permanently submitted to a lying and hateful anti-
German propaganda that falls on the history of Germany, for years Zündel 
attempts through his own publications, circular letters, articles in newspapers, 
interviews and also through a private TV canal in Canada, with an amazing 
audience, to counter-balance in a way that terrible propaganda of cruelties 
the accusers come up with. 

For years he has studied and considered statements and information from 
witnesses to those cruelties and he arrived at the conclusion that the 
·extermination, on world scale, of six million Jews, carried out by Germans 
during the second world war, does not stand an analysis, thus joining the 
opinions of Prof. Arthur Butz (U.S.A.), Richard Harwood of England, Paul 
Rassinier and Prof. Robert Faurisson, both from France, Dr. Wilhelm Staglich 
from Germany and many other researchers. 

To complete it, Zündel brought to court the testimonies from over 150 
books written by well-known politicians and historians from ali the world, plus 
documents, photographs and key witnesses. 

The event concentrated on a question: Holocaust, yes or no? The court 
was made of judge Hugh Locke and twelve members of the jury to ascertain 
wh at was ' 'true' '. 

During a session the judge, when the knew defense attorney Douglas 
Christie, an outstanding, young and determined Canadian, was going to 
prepare important documents, particularly photographs made by the U.S. Air 
Force at Auschwitz in 1944 to compare to present photos that do not match 
them, asked jurors to step on to another room, from which they emerged only 
after the photographs had been exhibited ... 

Witnesses for the Accusation 

Prof. RAUL HILBERG, of the Vermont University, who wrote the book 
The Destruction of the European Jews, stated that THE EVIDENCE of the 
murder of 6,000,000 Jews WAS ENORMOUS and that he had seen no 
document proving the contrary ... (The question was that of proving they had 
not been killed!) ln cross-examination Prof. Hilberg, held to be ONE OF THE 
BEST ON THE SUBJECT, so much so he had been elected as a witness for 
the accusation, said the followlng, which the newspaper Kitchener Waterloo-
Record published on January 18, 1985: 

"THERE IS NO KNOWN EVIDENCE OF THE HOLOCAUST - the witness 
admitted". This is about Hilberg's reply to the questions, when he confirmed 
that THERE IS NOT TO THIS DAY A VERIFICATION BY AUTOPSY OF ANY 
DEATH BY GAS IN AUSCHWITZ(!!!) and further that THERE IS NO KNOWN 
DOCUMENT, UNTIL NOW (1985) THAT EVER CERTIFIED THE EXISTENCE 
OF NAZI GAS CHAMBERS(!!!) 

On the Lcontrary, says Prof. Raul Hilberg, "THERE ARE AERIAL 
PHOTOGRAPHS, THE REST OF GAS CHAMBERS WALLS AND ... EVEN GAS 
CHAMBERS THAT WERE REBUILT, GERMAN DOCUMENTS ABOUT TOXIC 
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GAS (for disinfection) AND MASK FILTERS - ANYWAY EVIDENCE 
ENOUGH!!! 

Details on much evidence, such as if the photographs confirmed the 
holocaust or not, if the rest of gas chambers is really from gas chambers or 
only for crematories, if the Polish reconstruction job was reliable, if German 
documents about poisonous gas have anything to do with the murdering of 
Jews or not, th at was left out. 

Still in cross-examination by defender Christie, Prof. Hilberg pointed out 
he had never found the world kill in Nationai-Socialist correspondance, but 
among others the world Sonderbehandlung - special treatment. He also 
admitted the information saying during interrogations made by American forces 
at Dachau, after the war, 137 German military had their genitals destroyed 
when allied troops were trying to extract confessions of Nazi atrocities, might 
be correct. 

To a question on his opinion about Philip Müller, a Czech ex-prisoner in 
Auschwitz who had also been in those special forc63, the Sonderkommandos, 
and the author of a book, Auschwitz Eyewitness, three years in a gas 
chamber, Prof. Hilberg said he thought Müller an accurate, nice and reliable 
man and his book relatively free of significant errors. The reader will gain in 
knowing that writer a little better in order to analyze Prof. Hilberg's opinion . 

Mr. Rudolf Vrba, one of the major concentration camp yarn-spinners of 
ali times, an ex-prisoner who will also pop upas a witness in the Zündel Trial , 
writes in his book lch kann nicht vergeben (1 cannot forgive) that Müller, in 
his function as a stoker of crematories, was in condition to know, by fuel 
consumption, the number of cadavers burned! ln his own book Müller says he 
belonged to the Sonderkommando since 1942, working at crematories. Without 
explaining why he also survived imprisonment he describes the following 
scenes of cadaver incineration outdoors: "The ditches measuring forty meters 
in length and more of less sixto eight in width, 2.5m deep, had lower places 
at extremes, TO WHICH DRAINED THE HUMAN FAT. PRISONERS HAD TO PICK 
UP THAT FAT AND SPREAD IT OVER BODIES SO THEY WOULD BURN 
SETTER! " 

ln continuation he writes that ''the chief of crematories, Oberscharfuehrer 
Moll, in person, threw living children on that boiling fat... (That does not 
explain where the children came from. lt might be that the poor innocent 
ones were attracted by the fire, thinking it had to do with some play or 
festivity ... ) Müller also knew about experiments do ne in crematories and he 
narrates that once a hunchback was placed in an acid-full barrel TO OBTAIN 
HIS SKELETON!. .. At another occasion he saw SS men cutting off the thigh 
flesh of people who had been shot within the crematory itself! And he did 
not know to whom th at flesh was destined ' '. 

(What Müller never knew is that on the following day probably a very 
important Nationai-Socialist leader would visit the camp and the sycophantic 
SS planned to honor him by serving his favorite barbecue ... ) 

Just to complete 1 want to put the reader wise to the tact the above 
testimony WAS ACCEPTED AS SUCH IN THE AUSCHWITZ PROCEEDINGS, 
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the occasion to which Prof. Paul Rassinier was barred ... 
This is the Philip Müller whom Prof . Hilberg calls reliable! 
The defender of Ernst Zündel , Douglas Christie, proceeds with 

interrogation of the accusation witness: 
He makes reference to the historical tact that there is no arder from Hitler, 

or any other German leader, for the extermination of Jews and Prof. Hilberg 
replies with a jewel: 

" If in my book 1 have arrived at the conclusion that the arder from Adolf 
Hitler tor the extermination of Jews did exist, by that 1 am not at ali saying 
that one should be lieve it or that my written words are proof that arder existed! ' '. 

Attorney Douglas Christie remarked then: " Could this opinion of yours 
about matters you write on be applied to articles written by Ernst Zündel, which 
have brought about this trial? " 

No, that is not the same thing , concluded Prof. Raul Hilberg . 
DENNIS URSTEIN - 60, he declared that when he was 19 and assigned 

to remove 600 to 700 cadavers from a gas chamber, he knew, with details 
on colors, about the hoes to take out bodies of men and children, the stench 
and the urine and he told them to court ; but instead of giving answers to 
concrete questions du ring interrogation by the defender, giving details on the 
camp, gas chambers, time of the events, places, etc, he ASKED THE COURT 
TO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT HIS HEART CONDITION AND RELIEVE HlM OF 
ANSWERING TH OSE QUESTIONS, AFTER ALL THAT TIME HAD PASSED! ... 
(Amnesia struck him} . 

HENRY LEADER - He said something similar about Majdanek and he 
also was a witness at Auschwitz, of the daily arrivai of transportation facilities 
that returned empty half an hour later. He said none of his relatives survived. 
He would not be tortured by the defender's concrete questions and he started 
to weep in a dramatic mann er and it seemed he was close to a heart attack! .. . 

RUDOLF VRBA- 60, his real name being Walter Rosenberg, a surviving 
fugitive from Auschwitz , author of the War-Refugee Report of 1944, which 
is the basic report for other stories told , and author of the mentioned book, 
1 Cannot Forgive. 

So that the reader may have an idea about what is found in that story 
by the War-Refugee Report, prepared by two Auschwitz fugitives, one of whom 
was Dr. Rudolf, and its world repercussion , having been published in the United 
States, it is enough to say the International Red Cross, stationed at Geneva, 
decided to send A COMMITTEE TO EXAMINE THE CAMPS, IN SEPTEMBER 
1944. THAT COMMITTEE EXAMINED THE AUSCHWITZ AND BIRKENAU 
CAMPS FOR FIFTEEN DAYS AND IT FOUND NOT THE LAST SIGN OF GAS 
CHAMBERS, ALTHOUGH IT VISITED THEM FROM AN EXTREME TO THE 
OTHER AND TALKED FREELY WITH PRISONERS!!! (A book, "The 
International Red Cross Activities in the concentration camps of Germany, 
relative to civilians", 1939-1945, was published by the International Red 
Cross itself, pages 91-92} . The W.W.R.R. was therefore very damaged and 
it is rarely quoted since. Mr. Rudolf Vrba goes on being one of the top ' 'stars' ' 
as an eyewitness of ali atrocities .. . His life on the camp, however, should not 
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have been as bad as that, for in his book he tells how he contacted women 
from neighboring pavillions. From those contacts he struck up a friendship 
with a most beautiful girl and then the following ensued when he received IN HIS 
SLEEPING ROOM (a smart man, he lived in a separate room, ali to himself, 
adequate to a chief!) that pretty girl. He narrates: " 'Rudi', she told me in 
low voice, 'look at me'. (Rudi? That's him Rudolf) . ! turned slowly and looked. 
She was lying and anxious on the bed. 1 think 1 have never seen anything so 
beautiful. Her dark brown hair feil to her shoulders. Her eyes were disturbed 
but still she smiled and her lips were a sweet temptation . She lowered and 
the soft shape of her bosom appeared inside her light blue blouse. The clothes 
had disappeared. llowered on her, so near her smell surrounded me. This time 
ali shyness disappeared. 'You smell so weil', 1 stammered, crazed. 'Why do 
you smell so weil? ' She smilled an almost breathless smile, a sweet smile. 
'Soap, my love', she murmured. 'Nothing but soap, but why do you talk so 
much? .. .' ' ' 

Ali that inside his room where the two lovers were awakened tate the 
following day by another girl interned at the camp. 

Dr. Wilhelm Staglich, in Auschwitz-Mythos, commenting on this passage 
of the book, says many troops on front and workers in cities that were bombed 
out would gladly have changed the ir places for that of Rudolf Vrba, a prison er 
at Auschwitz . No part from this book, however, under drastic eyes of a reader, 
will fait to brand Vrba as a liar, a notorious liar none can believe one word 
of. ln his book, page 53, Vrba already had made an erotic quotation of what took 
place inside a boxcar for animais where 79 other people were travelling with 
their luggage and packets. 

This is, then, part of the record of the next witness in the Ernst Zündel 
trial proceedings. 

Rudolf saw through a window at Birkenau camp how a SS sanitary officer 
went up the roof of an anti-aircraft shelter (bunker) to a height from 2 to 2.3. 
meters, put on a gasmask and then emptied Zyklon-B bags through openings 
that were connected to the gas chambers (plural used). He was also perfectly 
capable to see what went on in there, as weil as in crematories. (This story 
cannot be confused with the one told by Kitty, who describes a gas chamber, 
and in this case there are several chambers within a shelter, with various 
openings on top. But then we cannot doubt he wore those famous glasses, 
or then borrowed them from Kitty, or vice-versa, as he was also able to see 
through those walls ... ). 

About invalid prisoners who were thrown on top of heaps of cadavers 
to be carried from Auschwitz to Birkenau, or the teeth-pulling operation for 
gold, the human fire heaps outdoors and the visit paid by Heinrich Himmler, 
to whom they performed various demonstrations of how to mass-gas people, 
he was able to impress emotionally the jurors, he was brilliant at that. 

He also mentioned those who had not burned entirely, the leftovers of 
small children such as their little heads or hands, as they had been at a depth 
of 6 meters by time of incineration outdoors. 

Defender Douglas Christie reminded Vrba that in the area between 
Auschwitz and Birkenau there is water (the water-table) at a depth ranging 
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from 1 and 2 meters, which rendered impossible to dig a common grave 
six meters deep. 

That would not even make a moss on Vrba, who jokingly replied to the 
attorney he unfortunately had no measuring stick on hand at the ti me ... 

ln the cross-questioning Christie confronted Vrba, who also is a professor, 
for discrepancies as in the War Refugee Report for 1944 the time indicated 
to incinerate a cadaver was 1.5 hour, while in his book he says 20 minutes; 
in the first he had indicated nine furnaces per crematory, while in his book 
he quotes 15. 

Rudolf Vrba replied that the 20 minutes were correct and the 1.5 hour 
related to three cadavers (3 x 20 minutes equals 1.5 hour ... ) 

Questioned on concrete isolated tacts such as when he had seen the 
gassing OF AT LEAST ONE JEW, he was quick to answer he had personally 
counted the entrance of 1,765,000 people in the camp but then he had not 
seen one go out, one who had left that camp. 

The young Canadian attorney had enough and he called Vrba A LIAR, 
to which Vrba answered: 

''To cali someone who has fought the Nazis a liar is an attempt against 
a free court of Canada and it means that every son of Canada who died in the 
fight against Nazis is a liar, too' '. 

The Toronto-Sun for January 24, 1985, commented: 
"Vrba never saw people being gassed!" 
ln another trial session, relative to the contradiction he shows in the 

total number of Jews eliminated at Auschwitz, setting it at 250,000 when 
"specialists" as Hilberg and also Reitlinger say respectively 1,000,000 and 
850,000, Vrba replied: 

"Hilberg and Reitlinger were arrested to historical discipline and they did 
not have experience as evewitnesses' '. 

ln the continuation of his cross-examination he finally came out with: HIS 
BOOK WAS MORE OF AN ARTISTIC RENDITION THAN A HISTORIC 
INFORMATION PROPER! ... 

ARNOLD FRIEDMAN (The Auschwitz setter) - Although he had not had 
a direct view of crematories, he had seen flames, 4.3 to 4.8 meters long, 
coming out chimneys, day and night, for weeks. He was able, from COLORS 
OF FLAMES AND THE SMELL to identify ... whether those were Polish or 
Hungarians being burned and whether cadavers of Jews were thin or fat(!!!). 
To the defense attorney words that the burning of cadavers brings no flames, 
not even visible smoke and no smell worth of attention, Arnold Friedman said 
the situation in Toronto is different of what went on in Auschwitz. (No wonder 
the court failed to have them verified by experts, since it is in front of an 
eyewitness ... And th us they keep on repeating the sa me absurdities for 
over forty years). 

The attorney questions: the flames and smoke could be not a result 
of another thing burning? 

Yes, answers Friedman, they could be, and if 1 had heard at the time 
someone telling me the way you are telling me now, 1 could have believed ... 
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Witnesses for the Defense 

PROF. DR. ROBERT FAURISSON - The professor at Lyon University, 
56 and over 15 years of deep study into the so-called holocaust, says that 
DURING THE HITLER GOVERNMENT THERE WAS NOT ONE GAS 
CHAMBER. With many details the assertion was published by the magazine 
Défense dè l'Occident. Powerful organizations, particularly Zionist ones, rose 
against Faurisson, who was charged with "historical fabrication, lying, 
instigation to racial hatred, harm to the image of the dead, as weil as of the 
accusers remanescent' '. 

Faurisson was, in the first instance, fined 1.2 million marks: NOT FOR 
HISTORICAL FABRICATION BUT FOR HARMING THE ACCUSERS 
REMAINING. ·, 

On April 26, 1983, he was again sentenced, once more not for historical 
fabrications or lies, or because his research work was not logical, but BECAUSE 
THE DIVULGATION OF THE FACTS EXAMINED CAN HURT AND OFFEND 
THOSE NEAR THE VICTIMS. 

The sum-up of that sentence is about as follows: 

"A minority may publish what it wants and against anyone it chooses, 
the time it wants, in the measure it sees fit, to offend whoever it means to, 
intimidate at its choice, torture whoever it wants, through the largest means 
of information that exist, the movies, television, radio, the printed press and 
millions of books, it may even lie as muchas it wants; but if someone appears 
to deny a part or ali of it, he will have to doit on the sly, and none knowing, 
for in case the deniai is divulged, correct as it may be, its author, in case 
Dr. Faurisson, is condemned for having offended or hurt, in that manner, the 
authors or propagators of news or information that are unfounded. Also 
offended and hurt are near relatives of those authors and mystifiers. The correct 
pay for the false ???" 

But Dr. Faurisson, despite ali that, went on writing books and papers. 
He also wrote a study about the verification of falseness of the Diary of Anne 
Frank, published by the ltalian magazine Storia lllustrata . His discipline at 
the Lyon university is XX-Century Literature. 

Prof. Dr. Robert Faurisson assisted, as a specialist , the attorney Douglas 
Christie at the Zündel trial proceedings but HE WAS NOT ALLOWED TO 
EXPRESS IN COURT HIS EXPERIENCES AND TECHNIQUES ABOUT 
SUPPOSED GAS CHAMBERS; neither the mini-models he made, based on 
descriptions, nor slides, or anything, because- HE HELD NO COLLEGE 
TITLE IN TOXICOLOGY OR ARCHITECTURE ... His wide knowledge of the 
matter, the contradictions, the postwar information that was practically 
unacceptable, were kept out: he did not hold a "degree". To the attorney he 
said that chimneys spitting fire as described by Arnold Friedman would crumble 
in a few days of operation. 

TIUDAR RUDOLF- German, interpreter during the war, he stated that 
in 1941 a Red Cross delegation visited the Auschwitz, Monowitz camps and 
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the constructions being made at Birkenau, for two weeks, having noticed 
nothing abnormal. 

DIETLIEB FELDERER - Swede, when young and after the war he 
inspected ali the complex at the Auschwitz camp and also the towns of 
Majdanek and Stutthof, taking ti me to examine places that were off limits for 
tourists. Bringing over 1,000 slides to court , as documents for the Zündel 
trial proceedings, to show that many details in Holocaust literature cannot be 
right and a lot has been covered on purpose. Judge Hugh Locke rejected his 
documents (!) 

FRANK WALUS - 62, during the war he worked as a farmer in Baviera. 
ln 1945-46, at the American civil guard. Returned to Poland and remained 
there over ten years. Since 1959 he lives in Chicago and he became an 
American citizen in 1970. He told of his experiences relative to a slanderous 
campaign moved against him by Simon Wiesenthal. A conversation with a tenant 
in fault with the witness brought in Wiesenthal to the plan of denouncing 
him to the Department of Justice of Chicago, to which Wiesenthal wrote a letter 
saying the witness would be living under a taise name and that in tact he would 
be a Gestapo (State secret police of Nationai-Socialist Germany) officer who 
would have innumerable Jews killed in his conscience. After that the newspaper 
Chicago Oaily New started a slanderous campaign against him, that !le would 
have killed Jews and Poles during the war and was therefore a war criminal , 
he was severa! times assaulted in the streets, to an extent of being taken to 
hospital. Severa! heart attacks followed. The Office of Special Investigations 
issued an order for his arrest. 

During the court sessions there appeared twelve (12) ferocious witnesses 
against him, who AFFIRMED they recognized him as a war criminal. They 
described as EYEWITNESSES how they had seen the murders he committed. 
As a result he lost his U.S. citizenship. Israel and Poland asked for his extradition. 
Helmuth Schmidt, German chancellor at the time, made a persona! intervention, 
giving orders for an examination of documents about Frank Walus extant 
in Germany and thus put an end to his odissey. A bill of US$ 120,000 for 
legal charges and ali emotional upset caused by the unjust persecution were 
imposed on his own finance and his family 's. 

Twelve testimonies of witnesses surviving the so-called Holocaust - and 
ali of them liars! 

DR. WILLIAM BRYAN LINDSEY -A qualified specialist in chemistry, from 
Texas, who fought on the allied side in the last war, doing research for 33 
years, also for the U.S. government, says that in his analysis of Zyklon-B the 
impossibility of many holocaust stories becomes self-evident. 

lt is, for one thing, entirely impossible to remove 2,000 victims of gas, 
after they have been murdered by Zyklon-B, by a Sonderkommando, WITH 
OR WITHOUT GASMASKS, from a chamber or hall, operation for which it would 
be further necessary to eut the haïr and pull out gold teeth from cadavers. 

Dr. Lindsey explains that the Zyklon-B gas, through the victims' skin, would 
enter the bodies of those " special commandos" which would thus be killed 
at once!!! 

He further explained that underground chambers, as are presented in 
severa! cases, would be "entirely senseless", for being too cool or humid. 
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ln order to have a rapid effect . which is to spread around quickly, Zyklon-B 
requires heat. 

He also indicated the total impossibility to place cremation furnaces at 
a level above gas chambers that would be below them. as stated in most 
important testimonies and drawings, in the Auschwitz museum ... because 
Zyklon-8 is highly explosive and would kill the crematory staff also. 

Dr. Lindsey, in his researches, visited Belzec, Chelmno, Dachau, 
Treblinka,Majdanek, Auschwitz, as weil as gas chambers for the Americans 
sentenced to die in the United States, by American law. 

He further said that THE STORIES OF HOLOCAUST WERE WRITTEN 
AT A TIME WHEN ANY ATTEMPTS TO EXAMINE AND LOOK INTO THEM 
WERE IMPOSSIBLE, WHICH DOES NOT HAPPEN IN THE SAME MEASURE 
NOW. He thinks it is high time to have it ali examined and cleared up. He also 
said he has been for years in touch with the accused Ernst Zündel, with whom 
he exchanges information. Lindsey has been accepted by the court as a 
chemistry expert. 

The Sentence 

ERNST ZÜNDEL was sentenced to imprisonment for 15 months and he 
was taken away from the court in handcuffs (!) . After a few days he was released 
by payment of 10,000 dollars' bail. For three years he cannot speak or spread 
anything relative to the holocaust theme (!) . ln addition to expenses of 13,000 
dollars with the proceedings, a Special committee examines his eventual 
expulsion from Canada and return to Germany ... 

Statement by Attorney Douglas Christie 

''Tru th shall conquer. We are here to carry on with the fight for each one 
who cannot be present because he tell in the struggle or then after the struggle 
he lost his country, had his property stolen or was murdered". 

"We must create also in Canada an atmosphere for free speech and free 
thinking in which anyone can, fearing not death orto be made into a criminal, 
write about the history of the peoples and write to mankind showing, in 
accordance with his own view, what he thinks is correct ". 

· 'Together with many truths we have succeeded in clarifying in court today 
that the war criminal courts of Nürnberg WERE NO BETTER THAN A TRUE 
LYNCHING and we cali it not differently of what the highest Justice in the United 
States of America did. (Christie is mentioning the statement by Justice ROBERT 
H. JACKSON to his American colleagues, before he left to Germany, where 
he would be the Justice at the Nürnberg court that massacred the German 
people in the persons of its leaders who where actually lynched - from 
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the book "Harlan Fiske Stone, a Pillar of the Law", by Thomas Mason, page 
716, New York edition). 

"Aiso the Germans have a right , for their past, to look on their background 
with pride and respect. No lesser right have they to a hope in the future". 

"llook at ali of them, who fought for truth and justice, as my comrades, 
and 1 shall not rest until their honor has again been restored to its due place. 
NONE HAS A MONOPOLY OF PRESENTING THE HISTORICAL EVENTS 
SUCCESSION. A DEBATE SHOULD NEVER BE SILENCED ON THIS MATTER 
BY IMPOSITION OF STATE-CONTROLLED MEANS' '. (signed) Douglas 
Christie, 

810 Courtney Street 
Victoria, B.C. V8W 1C4, 

Canada. 

The proceedings of the Zündel trial described and held in 1986 were 
cancelled in 1987, thanks to efforts of Douglas Christie, the indefatigable 
defender or Ernst Zündel, who petitioned for and won another trial, for he 
succeeded in proving the TOTAL PARTIALITY of the previous court. 

EVIDENCE AGAINST WALDHEIM 

Until this book cornes to its conclusion, every time any news appear about 
Waldheim 1 am going to have it included to measure the extent reached by 
those who mean to slander the President of Austria. The newspaper Zero 
Hora, Porto Alegre, Brazil, on August 12, 1986, had the following bits of news 
on the subject: 

·The World Jewish Cou neil announced yesterday in New York it has fou nd 
for the first timea document with handwritten annotations by Kurt Waldheim, 
proving the present President of Austria and ex-secretary general of the United 
Nations Organization was a German intelligence officer in 1944 during the 
second world war. The document, dated January 18, 1944, has been found 
in the national archives of the United States and it comments on secret 
information or intelligence, estimating the strength of Greek resistance to 
Nazis". 

And now: 
Diario Catarinense, Rorian6polis, Brazil, carried on its February 25, 1988 

edition: 
" PROOF AGAINST WALDHEIM WAS FORGED - Belgrade - The head 

of the Yugoslav military museum said last Friday that one of the museum 
documents has been used to forge a telegram implicating Austrian president, 
Kurt Waldheim, in war crimes of 1942". 

Sekula Joksimovic said that someone, in the month of January, on 
examining museum documents, did not return the original copy of a telegram 
issued on July 7, 1942, by an official of the Nazi puppet government of Croatia. 
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A telegram with the same form, but dated July 22 and with a different tenor, 
was reproduced by the German weekly Der Spiegel on February 1 ''. 

"The telegram said lieutenant Waldheim, a Wehrmacht officer in 
Yugoslavia, ordered the deportation of 4,224 Yugoslavs, most of them women 
and children, to concentration camps. Joksimovic hinted that the authentic 
telegram had been used to forge the other one :n which the incriminating text 
had been written". 

· 'Yugoslav journalist Denko Vasovic sold a copy of the incriminating 
telegram to Der Spiegel". (UPI). 

SIMON WIESENTHAL 

(The hunter of Germans) 
lt is hard to find someone who has not yet heard or read something about 

SIMON WIESENTHAL, who is quoted and commented by the press and 
presented by it as "the famous hunter of Nazis", portraying him as a benefactor 
of mankind. There also continuedly apears a "she-hunter" ... who does her 
best to torment the life of Germans; in her latest presentation she was seen 
when expelled from a rally in Vienna, a rally for Kurt Waldheim she was trying 
to disrupt before presidential elections held in Austria. 

Literature of the world holds the Baron of Münchhausen to be the greatest 
liar of ali times. 1 have unfortunately not had the chance the read his famous 
stories but 1 have been fortunate enough to purchase in Montevideo, in 1988, 
a copy of the MEMOIRS OF SIMON WIESENTHAL, Los Asesinos Entre 
Nosotros (The Murderers Among Us), of Editorial Noguer, Spain. 

1 doubt that the Baron of Münchhausen stories can top the facts pointed 
by the famous hunter of Germans. 

At the epilogue of his book he himself states that many cases he presents 
are hard to believe ... 

Although we find, in the presentation of his book, that he has been in 
over a dozen concentration camps and that he only survived thanks to a series 
of "miracles", along the book we find Mr. Wiesenthal in great "promiscuity" 
with SS officers for, as a graduated engineer, he held very important functions 
and offices with the Germans for a period around four years and two months. 
Only in the latter six months and 20 days, when prisoners in the concentration 
camps in Poland were transferred to Germany in view of the Soviet advance, 
things went worse and they culminated in the last month of the war with a 
shortage of food. 

1 must say that food shortage in concentration camps was sometimes 
lesser than in many parts of Germany. At that time the mother of a friend of mine, 
a meti:lllurgical engineer here in Brazil, died of starvation, that is, famine, despite 
the fact she lived in an agricultural area! 

His friendship with concentration camp chiets was so great that in 
December, 1965, that is, twenty years after the war end he invited the ex-SS 
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officer Heinrich Guenthert to the marriage of his only daughter! 
The ex-SS, commenting on the invitation he received from Simon 

Wiesenthal, would have said: "When a man as Wiesenthal invites a German to 
join his family, 1 feel honored" . 

From the sample our readers must have noticed that this man is one of 
the good on es .. . 

If Wiesenthal's lite as a prisoner be screened and scanned there will be 
no surprise if he appears to have been a good collaborator of Germans and 
that ali his attitude of hatred and persecution to them, the day following 
the termination of the war, would basically be a result of his intention to clean 
up his position to the Zionist leadership then acting. 

Let us examine sorne parts fou nd in his book, which 1 recommend to those 
interested. 

Wiesenthal was born on December 31, 1908; his grandfather by mother 
side, however, registered his birth on January 1, 1909, which brought him 
problems with Polish police, charged as he was to be planning to dodge military 
service. He was, however, capable to iron out the difficulty. 

When a child he liked to build houses and casties with sugar cubes at 
the store of his father, who was a prosperous businessman. He inherited a 
strong inclination to mysticism. 

Wiesenthal wanted to become an architect. Failing at tests in the city 
of Lwow he entered the Technical University in Prague, where (page 29) "he 
spent the happiest days of his life. He was very popular among his class-mates 
as a stimulating polemist in student meetings and a brilliant master of 
ceremonies in social activities. He had an excellent memory for amusing stories 
combined with mimicr:y. He had also talent for satire. His humor was particularly 
to the taste of his non-Jewish friends, whom he charmed by the depth and 
hidden irony of his stories. When spending his Christmas and Easter leave 
home he went through the whole night on train with his friends, telling them 
stories, so much so that on arriving home he had lost his voice". (Practicing, 
he was) . 

The Afternoon Mass 

ln 1941 the Ukrainians who were helping German troops entered Lwow 
and the Ukrainians who had studied in that city decided to celebrate the event 
with a pogrom that lasted three days and three nights. They had murdered 
" sorne" six hundred Jews. "He and forty other Jews, among them lawyers, 
physicians, teachers and engineers, were also arrested and taken to the patio 
at the Brigdki prison. At the center of that patio there was a table covered 
by vodka botties, sausages, zakusky, rifles and ammunition. The Jews were 
told to stand facing the wall, hands behind their heads. An Ukrainian began 
to shoot , aiming directly at their napes. After each two shots he went to the 
table to drink vodka plus sorne zakusky while a man gave him another rifle. 
The Ukrainians placed each body in a coffin and carried it away" . 

The shooting and cries were coming close to Wiesenthal and he recalls 
he looked at the wall without seeing (but then he describes next what went 
on behind and beside him). Ali of a sudden the church belis rang and an 
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Ukrainian voice shouted: "Enough! Afternoon mass!" (Hard to believe, but 
the Ukrainians, even full of liquor, would not miss their afternoon mass ... ) 

The shooting stopped, survivors looked at each other with unbelieving 
eyes. After that they were taken to prison. They went to the ir beds and 
Wiesenthal slept. Next he only recalls a light and a Polish voice saying: "What 
are you doing here, Mr. Wiesenthal?" He recognized one of foremen who had 
worked for him in a project, by name Bodnar, dressing civilian clothes and 
bearing an armband that marked him as an Ukrainian assistant policeman, "1 
have to take you out of here tonight", said Bodnar, "for you know what they 
are going to do in the morning". 

Wiesenthal asked him to also help his friend Gross, who supported an 
aged mother. Bodnar explained his plan: he would hit them both and tell the 
Ukrainians they were Russian spies and that he was taking them to the Ukrainian 
commissar at the Academy street. Each was hit hard, Wiesenthallost two front 
teeth but then, after much subterfuge they were at his home early in the 
morning", (He has not explained why his former foreman hit him so hard. 
He was unable to whistle for a few days but then he was home, saved by 
the mass and his faithful ex-employee) . 

Technician and Supervisor 

"ln tate 1941 they sent him to a special hard-tabor camp. ln the repair 
shops for the Eastern railways he went to the locomotive sector to paint 
swastikas and eagles on locomotives captured from Russians. Presently he 
was promoted as a painter of signais". 

On a very cold day Wiesenthal was painting out-doors when his boss 
Heinrich Guenthert (the one he invited twenty years later for his daughter's 
marriage) approached him. Wiesenthal had no gloves on and his hands were 
blue from the cold. Guenthert began to talk to him and asked him what school 
he had been in . Knowing the members of Jewish intellectuality were the first 
to be exterminated he said he had studied in a trade school. A Pole near them 
denied that , saying Wiesenthal was an architect. Guenthert then asked him 
why he had lied, if he knew impostors were liquidated by Gestapo. Wiesenthal 
then confirmed to Guenthert he was an architect and the German put him 
to work as a TECHNICIAN AND SUPERVISOR. 

"Wiesenthal enjoyed great freedom. He recalls the repair works as as 
salvation island amid a sea of madness. The fifty officers under command 
of Guenthert behaved correctly to Potes and Jews. The immediate superior 
to Wiesenthal, inspecter Adolf Kohlrautz, was like Guenthert an exceptionally 
goodman. 8oth, as Wiesenthal would find out later, had secret anti-National 
Socialist opinions. KOHLRAUTZ EVEN ALLOWED WIESENTHAL TO HIDE IN 
HIS DESK TWO PISTOLS HE HAD OBTAINED CLANDESTINELY". (A very kind-
hearted man, that German) . 
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The Fuehrer's Birthday 

"On April 20, 54th anniversary of Hitler, a day of springtime and sunshine, 
Wiesenthal had got up early to finish the last strokes in an enormous poster 
reading Wir Lieben Unseren Fuehrer (We love our Fuehrer); before that he 
had been painting smaller posters and swastikas for the large SS celebrations 
in the repair works". 

Ali of a sudden there appeared an officer by name of Dyga, who took 
Wiesenthal and two ether Jews from the shops and led them to a concentration 
camp 3 kilometers from their place of work. The idea was to celebrate Hitler's 
birthday by executing fifty-four Jews, one per year of Hitler's lite. On arriving 
at that camp Wiesenthal recognized most of those who were waiting to be executed; 
they were professors, lawyers, physicians, the rest of the camp's intellectuality. 
None spoke. None asked why? Heavy rain poured on the execution area, 
a sandy spot with sand two meters deep and perhaps 450 meters long(!). 
lnside the ditch there already were sorne naked bodies, people who had been 
executed. The prisoners stood on line by the ditch and Wiesenthal saw SS-
Kautzer (although he just arrived he knows the man's name) lift his rifle. 
Wiesenthal counted the shots automatically: one, two, three, four, five, six , 
seven, eight and nine and his colleagues falling dead into the ditch. He would 
not count on and suddenly, knowing not from where, he heard a voice cross 
time and space, from afar: 'Wiesenthal' and again, 'Wie-sen-thal!' 

" He was paying attention now and he heard: 'This one here. Turn around! ' 
Blinded by rain he saw the face of the ether SS, Rottenfuehrer Keller, who 
told him to follow. Kautzer, who had carried out the executions, looked on 
astounded. He had been told to execute 54, not 53 people". (No mass belis 
had rang but Simon was again miraculously saved from being shot) . 

.. His friend Oberinspektor Kohlrautz said, when SS Keller brought him 
back, that they needed Wiesenthal ". 

" 'These posters must be ready for the afternoon party,particularly that 
one saying Wir danken unseren Fuehrer (we thank our Fuehrer) . .' Guenthert 
said he marked Wiesenthal among prisoners because he always kept his head 
up and looked people straight in their eyes. Other SS members said Wiesenthal 
was impudent. Between Kohlrautz and Wiesenthal there had been formed 
a tacit link of solidarity. Kohlrautz respected Wiesenthal's dignity and his 
technical expertise. He had often signed technical drawings made by 
Wiesenthal and he showed his gratefulness pretending to ignore the pistais 
Wiesenthal hid in his own desk. Kohlrautz narrated what he heard in forbidden 
BBC broadcasts from London and he sent food to Wiesenthal's mother, who 
was in the ghetto". ( .. . ) 

11,000,000 

Simon Wiesenthal will have no Jess: they were 11 million innocents, non-
belligerent men, women and children. A total of six million Jews and five million 
Yugoslavs, Russians, Pales, Czechs, Dutch, French and many ethers!!! ln little 
children alone the total reaches one million!!! 
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He played an active roiP. in the Nürnberg trials, where they lynched German 
leaders and also at Dachau , where the genitals of over one hundred German 
soldiers were destroyed in an attempt to get information on gas chambers 
that did not exist. 

Tom Mix 

·'At the concentration camp of Lwow, one of the most perverse SS guards 
was known as Tom Mix, a name taken from famous Western movies, as his 
favorite pastime was to ride a horse and shoot at prisoners. Wiesenthal has 
seve rai witnesses for it but th en he has not yet fou nd out the true name of ·· 
that rider ... 

How to Fill Up Bomb Craters 

" Wiesenthal started to unravel the mysteries of a Nazi mind after he began 
reading mail the SS on service in concentration camps sent their wives. He 
recalls a letter by a SS Fuehrer describing as normal that one of his units 
had been assigned to fill up a bomb crater. A Russian bomb had opened up 
a large crater at Uman, near Kiev in the Ukraine. The SS mathematicians figured 
out the bodies of 1,500 people should fill up a hole that large (sorne bomb!) 
so they methodically collected that material around , executing 1,500 Jews 
who were placed in the hole, plus earth and a metal net. The crater had 
disappeared! This is ali described without any emotion . At his first page in 
llis letter to the wife the SS asked her about flowers in their garden and he 
promised to do his best to get a Russian servant girl to help her along in 
the house". 

· 'Wiesenthal quotes from another letter he read where a SS described 
to his wife how they finished with just-born babies, throwing them on walls 
and th en asking her about their little son, whether his measles were gone ... " 
(People with imagination are unbeatable). 

On Knees 

" Shortly after the war, when Wiesenthal worked for severa! AMERICAN 
AGENCIES, he followed American officers in visits and in various occasions 
he had a chance to personally arrest SS members charged with crimes. He 
then saw in their look the same expression he had seen on Jews arrested 
by SS. But then Wiesenthal noticed a remar_kable difference: some of the 
Gestapo and SS supermen feil on their knees and begged for clemency, 
something Jews never did . Wiesenthal HAD SEEN MANY JEWS MARCH ON 
TO DEATH (?) . ln their majority they were afraid, in some there was terror 
and others had to help them along to stand. Some prayed and others wept 
but they never begged for their lives .. .' ' 

" On page 73 he described the execution of six Jews in late 1942, 
according to a letter sent him by Isak Kulkin , from California: The six men 
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were hanged in the prison yard . '1 was a witness of the scene from a nearby 
window and 1 saw one of the victims fall on the ground because the rope had 
split. He threw himself at the feet of SS Murer begging for mercy but the SS 
gave orders to hang him for the second time' ". 

Eichmann 

"1 spent one week at Nürnberg, reading day and night. Eichmann appeared 
to be the chief executioner of the anihilating machine constantly asking for 
large sums to build MORE GAS CHAMBERS AND CREMATORIES AND TO 
FINANCE SPECIAL INVESTIGATION INSTITUTES TO STUDY LETHAL GASES AND 
THE IR EXECUTION METHODS ... " (lt should have been mu ch simpler to keep 
in touch with the International Red Cross, even by telephone ... ) 

Menge le 

"The name of Dr. Josef Mengele was familiar to whoever has been in Auschwitz 
and even to those who had not been there. Mengele has thousands of adults 
and children on his conscience. ln 1944 he decided whether thousands of 
Hungarians in Auschwitz should live or die. He particularly hated Gypsies, 
perhaps because he looked as one (?) and he gave orders for their death 
by the thousands. 1 have the testimony of a man who saw Mengele throw 
a living creature on the flames and from another one who saw Mengele kill 
a 14-year old girl with a bayonet" ( ... ). 

"Hermann Langbein, a Jewish writer, told me once he SAW Mengele 
enter a children block in Auschwitz to measure the stature of the children. 
He had them placed one after the other against a pole at the entrance, which 
had sorne nails marking the height appropriate to the child 's age. If a child did 
not reach those nails he made a sign with his whip and the child was taken 
to the gas chamber. Over 1,000 children were murdered in that occasion ... " 

"Seing a medicine doctor, Mengele sacrificed thousands of twins in ali 
Europe injecting them with painful solutions in his attempt to get their eyes 
to change color from brown to blue ... " 

"Mengele was a perfect SS. He smiled to pretty girls whil;; sending them 
to death. ln front of the Auschwitz crematory he was once heard making a 
comment: 'Here Jews come through the door and leave through the chimney .. .' " 

lt is interesting to recall what the owner of the Sâo Paulo small tarrn said, 
the small tarrn where Mengele had been a caretaker, by time his remains were 
examined by expert teams from various parts of the world , when he was 
questioned on whether his ex-employee could be the concentration camp murderer 
sought after so long. His reply was fantastic: " No, absolutely not. My employee 
was a most kind man, the friend of ali, he liked music, children, flowers and 
animais, he was uncapable to do anybody any harm! This is not Mengele's 
body!" 

lt actually was Mengele, but that was not what the great press 
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presented ... He was a fugitive, for sure, as many others, to escape being in 
prison as long as Rudolf Hess and also not be killed like Eichmann and 
thousands of others who had no country to stand for them and which, on the 
contrary, lends its hand in hunting those who fought for and sacrificed 
themselves for it. A country where everything is a war crime and therefore 
nothing prescribes. The day Germany recover the words of its national anthem, 
stop being an occupied protectorate, pull out placards bearing names of traitors 
and enemies from its streets, permit that its children be not taken to visit 
concentration camps that are an insult to the memory of their own ancestors 
as they falsify the entire history of the last war, that day Germany shall have 
tully awakened after the nightmare into which it has been thrown by its 
conquerors! 

The family that took in Josef Mengele, which they are trying to sue for 
not having denounced him as a criminal, when questioned on the reasons for 
not denouncing him, gave an example by answering THEY WOULD NOT 
BETRAY A FRIEND! 

Amid ali that has been going on, we are to admire and respect these fellow-
countrymen of ours, Brazilians who are clear and weil defined in their stand 
and so give us proof that many have not been corrupted in the most legitimate 
human feelings, feelings that ennoble the human kind. When there was a large 
reward for whoever denounced Mengele's whereabouts, those Brazilians 
knew it and kept their honor. For their attitude they have lost their jobs, in 
a clear demonstration of the power yielded by a world conspiracy of molders 
of public opinion, and they are under threat of being taken to trial for it . The 
road of decency and cleanliness, where it counts, has not been an easy one 
for many people. 

An lnfallible Needle 

The heading above 1 selected from the next story which appears to me 
very weil placed. On pages 227-228 the endowed yarn-spinner since the days 
of his university in Prague brings us another one: 

'' ... Wh ile Ruth narrated ali the case to me, 1 was thin king about another 
thing , a scene recorded in my memory, which 1 shall never be able to forget 
and that took place in a small dark-grey house. lts entrance is on left , the 
exit on the back wall center and that exit leads directly to the crematory of 
the Grossrosen concentration camp, near what was then Breslau and today 
is Wroclaw. Poland". 

" ln the scene there is nothing but a smàll table with several hypodermic 
syringes and botties full of a colorless liquid and a chair, only one. A slight odor 
of burned flesh hangs in the air. We are in 1944 and the hour can be any, 
day or night. We are at the vestibule of the Grossrosen crematory. There is 
no gas chamber in this camp (a miracle!) and the crematory is handled by 
a Russian called 'Ivan, the Black' because THE CONSTANT SMOKE HAS 
TURNED HIS FACE AND HANDS BLACK. Ivan has a really terrible outlook but 
few are the internees who see him while they are still alive. When Ivan busies 
himself with them they are no longer afraid. He carries their ashes to a nearby 
vegetable garden where they are used as fertilizer and on that garden guards 
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plant gree nery for the camp kitchen . 1 know ali this be cause 1 am one of the 
prisoners working in that garden". 

" Now there appears a young man at the room center. On his SS uniform 
he wears a white vest of a doctor. To most prisoners who did not know the 
young doctor before that moment he was a member of the 'selection committee' ". 
(Wiesenthal is the one who knew most everybody around). 

''When the prisoners are brought to camp they are told to come down 
the ramp and stand at attention in front of the table. The young doctor sitting 
at it moves his finger to the right - lite -. to the left - death. A SS jots 
down signais on the list. The young doctor reviews the human derelicts he 
has in front of hi m. 'Open your mouth!. .. Open it!' He nods. The prisoner is 
stiJl worth something : THREE GOLDEN TEETH (not even dead the German 
doctor would let that victim go, not Nazis who are so eager for gold and 
dollars ... ). He marks the prisoner's forehead with a large black cross, using 
a thlck wet pencil". 

·' 'Abtreten' means get off the line. Ail those marked are to register in 
the camp office and the golden teeth they have in their mouths are duly 
recorded. Those teeth no longer belong to them but the SS allow them to 
go on using them while they are alive. who said the SS are inhumane? (He 
keeps his sense of humor ... ) They would never be capable to pull out gold 
te eth from a living man''. 

' 'The prisoners presently go ne to the left are again facing the young man 
in white coveralls, uniform of a physician , and very capable in his job. He fills 
up the hypodermic, tells the patient who has undressed to his navel to sit 
on that chair (the only one extant). Two S$ grab the man and the young doctor 
cornes rapidly and he faces the prisoner and pulls in the needle into his heart 
and presses it. The needle has phenolic acid, it is lethal". 

"The superiors of Herr Doktor Babor (that is the young doctor's name) 
are very fond of him and they cali him Herr Doktor though they know he was only 
a medical student on his sixth semester at the Vienna university". 

" '1 always injecta larger lethal dose to be safe', he tells his superiors". 
"He is indeed very humane. Sometimes prisoners are so scared or 

frightened when he administers them the mercy coup, but then they do not 
have to think long, as there are other patients waiting. Dead bodies are quickly 
dragged to the outgoing door and shortly after THOSE WHO STAND OUTSIDE 
see the smoke coming out the chimney". (That must be Ivan, the Darkie, 
in full operation ... ) 

1 do not know what the reader thought about the story, if he has examined 
details of things narrated by Wiesenthal , so let us proceed to a rapid check-up: 

1. He begins describing the scène he impressed on his memory and which 
he shall never forget . He is therefore an eyewitness. 

2. The description of atmosphere, room, crematory, Ivan, leave no doubt 
he was very familiar with the place. 

3. The doctor cornes and he is there - Wiesenthal. When the prisoners 
were brought into camp, he was there; when they stand in line, he was present; 
when the doctor moved his fingers or head, deciding on the prisoner's tate, 
our yarn-spinner would not be somewhere else; when the young doctor 
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examines the prisoner's mouths he had to be there, as he noticed one of them 
still had three golden pieces; when prisoners come out of line and proceed 
to the offices in order to register in ali that gold, he was there; when prisoners 
selected to die presented themselves again to the doctor, he was there; when 
the doctor fills up his deadly shot and sticks its needle into the unfortunate 
heart, held on the chair by two SS men, Wiesenthal is present; those outside 
the room see only the smoke coming out the chimney and he describes the 
scene inside it, bodies being taken away - he must be there! 

Here in Brazil, a few days ago, a professor of History neared a hysterical 
attack on being told by a friend of the contents of my book ... He, who had 
been born in the generation that appeared in 1945, held himself to be a true 
specialist in the matter of concentration camps and gas chambers, Nazi 
atrocities, so much stuff he had read about it. That "wide knowledge" he 
has, he has been passing on to his innocent students. His pre-hysterical attitude 
could have been no other, that was the first time he was told of "something 
entirely different" ... 

Simon's Picnic 

The re it is, on pages 336-337: 

"lt was a September afternoon in 1944. We were near Grybow, Poland, 
during the German retreat from the Russiao front. The Lwow concentration 
camp liquidated, its 200 SS guards had 'detached' themselves successfully 
from the red army advance. 1 WAS one of the 34 camp survivors the SS watched 
over, as a pretext for their withdrawal from the East". 

''Th at afternoon Rottenfuehrer Merz (SS) had invited me to go with him on 
a visit to a neighboring village. Food had gone scarce, we could get sorne 
potatos and since 1 spoke the language (Polish), Merz thought 1 could be useful. 
(To invite Wiesenthal as he describes, he had to be a "breast" friend ... ). 

"lt was a warm day and we found two small sacks of potatos at a peasant's 
house; on our way back, each carried a sack, which by itself was unusual 
sin ce 1 usually had to carry both' '. (Wiesenthal hi rn self thinks it was unusual, 
but what are friends for?) 

"When we came to a brook near a wood Merz suggested we sit to rest. 
Merz was one of the few SS who had always been correct to prisoners, never 
beat us, never shouted at us; on the contrary, he addressed us as 'mister', 
like most human beings. (He knew how to treat and pick his friends ... ). 1 

was not, however, prepared for what came next. Merz told me: 'When 1 was 
a little boy they told me a fairy tale about the boy who wants to go somewhere, 
expresses his wish and an eagle with large wings takes him there. Do you remember 
that, Mr. Wiesenthal?' 'Weil, 1 remember the flying carpet'. 'Yes, it is the same 
idea'. Merz had lain on his back, mouth up, looking at the sky. We were taken 
by the murmur of trees and the brook soft song. lt was ali peaceful and unreal, 
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the prisoner and the SS resting in that idyllic place amid Armageddon". 
" 'And what if that eagle took you to America, Mr. Wiesenthal?' Merz 

proposed. 'Was würden Sie dort erzahlen?' (What would you tell there?) 1 
remained silent. Was he expecting an indiscretion from me? Merz guessed 
my thoughts. He smiled and said: 'Fear not. You may speak up frankly'. 'Herr 
Rottenfuehrer ', 1 replied with tact, 'the truth is that 1 never thought about it. 
How could 1 go to America? lt is as wanting to go the Moon'. (At the time 
none had yet set his feet on there). 1 was trying to gain time. Still admitting 
Merz was an exception, a kind SS, how could trust him? 'Imagine ｾｯｵｲｳ･ｬｦＬ＠ Mr. 
Wiesenthal, arriving in New York and that people ask you how those German 
concentration camps were? What would you tell them? ' " 

"1 thought up, now 1 was certain about Merz and 1 trusted him. Even so 
it was hard to answer. 1 told him, 1 remember that, in a hesitating manner: '1 thin k ... 
1 think, 1 would tell the truth, Herr Rottenfuehrer'. Was he going to kill me then? 
1 had seen the SS killing people for much less than that. Merz kept looking 
at the sky and he nodded agreement, as if he had expected that answer. 1 
added nothing. lt wassafer tolet him speak up. 'You would tell the Americans 
the truth. And you know what would happen, Mr.Wiesenthal?' He rose again, 
looked at me and smiled. 'They would never believe you. They would say you 
had gone mad and they might shut you up in an institution!' " 

This is, therefore, a small sample from those Memoirs written by the man 
· who is presented as a miracle survivor of Nationai-Socialist concentration 

camps. 1 think that besides being a liar, Simon Wiesenthal is a very "smart" 
architect and also a very capable man in conversation, held those functions 
in concentration camps, functions that were absolutely enviable as regards 
other prisoners, a fact he cannet refrain from narrating in several stories. Smart 
men always let out how smart they are. 

lt would riot turn out so strange that Wiesenthal should become a hunter 
of Germans, to pay for de bts he made in those concentration camps ... 

SOVIETS OCCUPV AUSCHWITZ 

ln January, 1945, Germans began to remove, by groups, the Auschwitz 
and Birkenau prisoners, having Germany as destination, as Soviet forces were 
approaching the area. When the Soviets arrived at Auschwitz and Birkenau 
they found 4,800 prisoners amid the sick and old and invalids who were unable 
to walk long distances. They had ali been left under medical care. 
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The photo shows prïsoners of Birkenau that Germans left behi11d, under medical care, as they could not stand long marches. taken the day 

Soviets occupied Birkenau. The size pavillions on both sides of the tence is clearly shown. 
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Another part of the more than 4,000 prisoners Germans left in Auschwitz 
and Birkenau for their inability to face long marches. We see a majority of 
old women and sorne seem to have fun with the photographer, in the day Soviets 
took over the camp. 

ln three of the former Birkenau pavillions the author found severa! mottas 
in German, prominently exhibited, which were meant to be followed by 
prisoners: EINE LAUS DEIN TOD (A lause may kill you , through spreading 
an epidemie) , SAUBERKEIT IST DEINE PFLICHT (Cieanliness is your duty), 
VERHAELTE DICH RUHIG (Keep quiet), REDEN IST SILBER, SCHWEIGEN 
IST GOLO (Speaking is worth silver. silence is worth gold), EHRLICH WÀHRT 
AM LANGSTEN (Honor lasts longest). (!!!) 

_ AUSCHWITZ, entrance to the concentration camp, with the traditional 
ARBEIT MACHT FREI (Work liberates) . Photo made by the author. The 
architectural style of the structure remains for 45 years. 
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AUSCHWITZ. The camp is made up of 31 pavillions like the the one shown. 
Author-made photo; each pavillion measuring 15 x 20 meters, separated by 
greenery and trees. 

When the Soviet troops were approaching Auschwitz and .Birkenau, i'n 
January 1945, the Germans moved ali the prisoners in those damps to the 
West , leaving 4,800 people behind, mostly old men, women and children who 
were not in conditions to walk, despite the good look they exhibited in the 
photo above. 

ln order to meet their medical needs the Germans left no less than 17 
(SEVENTEEN) physicians in those two labor camps, in plain EVIDENCE that 
they did not process them through "gas chambers", since nearly 5,000 were 
so left behind, expecting Soviet invaders. lt also PROVES plainly enough that 
the Third Reich had not the slightest worry in leaving in the hand of its enemies 
such a high number of EXCELLENT WITNESSES about how life went on in 
those camps. 

If Germans had carried out mass-extermination of Jews, as the Holocaust 
businessmen so loudly state, they would NEVER have ran the risk of delivering 
so peacefully 4,800 future ACCUSERS. 

The way the internees were left to the Soviets shows VERY CLEARLY 
the Germans were in a state of conscience of no guilt and they were even 
concerned in rendering , within the poor circumstances of the time, a humane 
medical assistance to those internees. 
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696,392 DEAD 

Paul Rassinier, in his Drama of European Jews, based on figures produced 
by the Jewish professor Raul Hilberg, finds the figure of Jews who, from 1931 
thru 1945, died in sorne manner, sickness, old age, in the war, guerrilla warfare, 
air-raids, etc, which is a little over 9% of the Jewish population existing in 
1939 at countries reached by the war. 

The percentage is unbelievably small when compared to German and 
Soviet lasses, also having in view the number of inhabitants existing in 1939. 
Dr. Listojewski , a Jew, stated to magazine The Broom of San Diego, California, 
on May 11, 1952: 

''As a statistician 1 have strived for two and half years to fi nd out the number 
of Jews who perished during Hitler's time. That number ranges from 250,000 
to 500,000. If we, Jews, affirm they were 6,000,000, this is an INFAMOUS 
LIE. (World Defeat, page 598). 

Paul Rassinier frequently mentions the tact that the World Zionist 
Movement opposed the performance of any census in the United States, as 
that "would bring about the wrath of God", in their opinion. Many are those 
thinking God would be happy to see that from one moment to the next there 
had been an abnormal growth of his faithful ones in the United States ... Those 
would be the ones who migrated from Europe at the time, plus their offspring. 
There were regular migrations to the United States through the Soviet Union 
and Asia. 

A great part of deaths in concentration camps was caused by epidemie 
sicknesses, particularly typhus and cholera, which were hard to control at 
the time and they also reached camp garrisons. Dr. Mengele himself, who 
has been so much accused, risked his lite but he treated prisoners taken 
ill by th ose sicknesses, in various occasions ... 

NUMBER OF JEWS KILLED 
Since it is an official document, we can quote the information from Richard 

Koherr, a German statistician who belonged to SS defense forces, who lists 
the number of Jews dying in concentration camps administred by Germans, 
for ali the second world war period: 27,347!!! 

CONCENTRATION CAMPS IN THE U.S.A. 
Contrarily to Germans. the U.S.A. , right after its declaration of war on 

Japan, arrested and placed ALL THE THOUSANDS OF JAPANESE, men, 
women , children , WHO LIVED AND WORKED IN THE UNITED STATES, IN 
CONCENTRATION CAMPS, ENTIRELY CONFINED, from which they only 
departed after an armistice had been signed. 

As it could not be otherwise. there are no details about the tact. there 
are only EXTREMELY RARE reports regarding indemnifications, not even 
quotes. 
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GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC 

Speaking of indemnifications 1 recall a fact that few readers know: The 
German Democratie Republic, also called Eastern Germany or still Communist 
Germany, has paid not one pfennig (cent) in indemnification to Jews for eventual 
losses or death. 

This tact has been brought to my attention in 1987 on a train running 
from Eastern Berlin to Hamburg, by a German citizen looking 70, who had 
formerly complained of the little money they were given to travel to the Western 
si de. 

When 1 queried about the reason for non-payment of indemnifications, 
as in Western Germany, for in that area there should have been a relatively 
smaller number of Jews, he was unable to explain but in his opinion the Jews 
in that area had not been considered to be foreigners, for if they had been 
born in Germany they also were Germans; they were therefore considered 
Jews for professing the Jewish faith, as we profess the Christian faith . 

' ' If they have been arrested that is because they did not be have as 
GERMANS", he said in atone leaving no doubt that my cabin fellow traveller 
wasted no sympathy on them. 

Although he did not show any sympathy for Eastern German authorities 
that did not give him enough exchange for two weeks' leave, the German 
concluded (he was speaking of. Eastern Germany, si nee we were on Western 
territory) the Germans also like fairy tales but do not believe them, contrarily 
to Germans here ... (that was about indemnifications). 

His wife unwrapped two beautiful sandwiches they busied themselves 
with , showing not the slightest interest in proceeding with the conversation, 
to my disappointment, and they kept looking at the landscape through the 
immense glass window. 

HITLER'S LAST MOMENTS AND WILLS 

From the book Why 1 Lost the War,by Saint Paulien, pages 374-77: 
" On April 28, 1945, a few minutes before midnight, Hitler married Eva 

Braun . The wedding was performed in the maproom of the Chancery bunker. 
A county official , Walter Wagner, asked them whether they were decided to 
remain united 'for the better and the worse' and they said yes. After having 
signed matrimony records the two witnesses, Goebbels and Bormann. 
congratulated them, as did Martha Goebbels and their children, generais Krebbs 
and Burgdorf, colonel Bergdorf, colonel Von Below, Arthur Axmann (chief of 
Hitlerian Youths), baron Von Loringhoven and his two secretaries, Mrs. Gerda 
Christian and Gertrud Junge, plus sorne other officers. 

They toasted with champagne. Many of those present made efforts to 
stop their tears as they knew what would soon come. After they parted Hitler 
dictated to Mrs. Junge his private will : 

" For not having been able to assume the responsibilities of a marriage 
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during the years of struggle, before 1 die, today, 1 have decided to take as 
my wife the woman who after many years of loyal affection came on her own 
will to this city, almost besieged, with the intention to share destiny with me. 
By her own will she shall enter death in my company in the capacity of my 
wife. That shall be sorne compensation for us if one will consider ali that my 
mission at the service of my people prevented me from offering my wife". 

" ln the measure they have any value, my belongings are property of the 
Party or State, in case the Party no longer exist. If the State itself is destroyed, 
any other instruction shall prove useless". 

"The paintings 1 have gathered were not acquired with view on building 
a persona! collection but to create a painting museum in my favorite city, Linz. 
With ali my heart 1 wish the project to be respected ". 

"My wife and 1 have decided to die in order to escape the shame of captivity 
and capitulation . lt is our desire that our bodies be incinerated here, where 
1 have do ne most of my daily work for twelve years 1 devoted to my people''. 

And then at a slower pace, he dictated his political will : 
"More than thirty years have elapsed since 1 made my modest contribution 

in the first world war imposed on the Reich''. 
··For thirty years only the love to my people and my loyalty to it have guided 

my thoughts, acts and life. They supplied me with strength to make the most 
difficult decisions th at have ever come up to the choice of a man ... lt is not 
true that 1 have wished, neither has Germany, the 1939 war. The war has been 
desired and provoked exclusively by international politicians of Jewish origin , 
who served Jewish interests". 

"1 proposed ali too frequently a control and limitation of armament for 
posterity to impute to me the responsibility for starting the conflict. (That is 
ali they do . .. ) 1 have never wished that after the horrors of the first world war 
another one came against England and America. Centuries shall pass by but 
the ruins of our towns and monuments shall be witnesses and from them there 
shall rise forever the hatred for those responsible for such a disaster: 
international Jewry and those who served them". 

· 'Three days bef ore the attack on Po land 1 proposed to the British 
government a reasonable solution for the German-Polish problem. My proposai 
was turned down because a gang holding the power in England wanted the 
war at any priee, in part for commercial reasons and also because it was under 
influence of propaganda from international Jewry. (Recall that is practically 
the same expression Chamberlain himself employed when talking to Joseph 
Kennedy) . lt shall thus bear responsibility for the millions killed on battlefields, 
in air-raided towns and civilian populations anihi.lated ". 

''After six years of a war th at de spi te our defeats shall be inscribed in 
History as the most heroic and glorious manifestation of a Nation's wish to 
live, 1 cannot abandon a city that is the capital of our country. Our forces are 
too reduced to resist much longer to enemy attacks on this city. An army of 
blind automata shall smash our resistance. 1 wish to share the fate of millions 
who decided to remain in Berlin but 1 do not want to fall in hands of an enemy 
that shall put on a new show, presented by Jews, with the goal of entertaining 
hysterical masses. 1 have therefore decided to remain in Berlin and give myself 
voluntary death, in the moment when 1 think the Fuehrer and the Chancellor 's 
residence can no longer he held" . 
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''The value of the Wehrmacht staff cannot compare to th at of the general 
staff in the first world war. Ali that has been done by the general staff of the 
Wehrmacht falls much shorter of what went on during the first world war". 

" lt is to expect that German army officers may set a point of honor in 
the future, as happens to our navy officers, who reaffirmed by ali means the 
spirit of endurance of soldiers and their Nationai-Socialist faith. lt is to desire 
that the example of the movement creator show death is preferable to 
acceptance and capitulation , that ali surrendering of territories and cities is 
treason . lt is to desire that leaders may give an example of loyalty to duty 
until death". 

''The people and armed forces have given themselves entire to this terrible 
and long fight . Their sacrifices have been immense but many leaders have 
failed my trust. Disloyalty and vilest treason have undermined the resistance 
of the German people ali along the war. For that reason 1 have not been able 
to lead it to victory " . 

" Looking at death, face to face, 1 can recall with joy and pride the 
magnificent accomplishments of our people, our peasants and our workers 
and the unique contribution brought to our history by the Youth that carries 
my name. Their sacrifice, that of our soldiers and indeed my own shall spread 
the seed that shall one day germinate, in a glorious rebirth of Nationai-Socialism 
in a truly united nation". 

On April 30 there was fighting around the Chancery. Among those 
defending it , who proved the more prominent, were men remaining from the 
55-Charlemagne Division, made up of French volunteers. French were the 
last ones to receive decorations awarded by Germans. The three last Knight 

Crosses were awarded by SS General Mohnke to Commandant Fenet and two 
sub-officers. Vaulot and Appolat. Also the Spanish volunteers from the Blue 
Division had a great performance in that battle, under command of Lieutenant 
Roca. ln the Battle of Berlin were also present Danish , Norwegian , Swedish 
and Belgian volunteers, united in the Nordland Division. 

At 3:35p.m. of April 30, 1945, Hitler and his wife committed suicide. She 
took poison and he shot himself with a revolver. Their ashes disappeared . 

When a Chief of State dies, other governments have their flags half-masted 
in mourning. ln this case only two Nations respected the tradition- lreland, 
that had always been given German support in its struggle for independence 
from Great-Britain , and Portugal. 

GOEBBELS AND HIMMLER 

Josef Goebbels, his wife and ali children , minors, committed suicide. 
Heinrich Himmler reported voluntari!y to the English and committed suicide 

the same day. The fact has been held in great suspicion in our days, for it 
is not the normal attitude of someone who is planning to commit suicide. lt 
has been suspected that he was suicided for his revelations could prove much 
more important than those of any others indicted since he, according to ali 
indications, knew about concentration camps, and what is more, there were 
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many accusations against him because he also had been in the Gestapo. 
He was a man who could easily dismantle unfounded accusations that were 
being prepared, therefrom his removal. The same as with Commandant Baer 
of Auschwitz , who always denied there had been gas chambers and who was 
also taken out of circulation ... 

LYNCHING AT NÜRNBERG 
As that court operated under full influence of hatred, lies and mystification, 

1 shall not enter into details of trials performed in there. As long as the location 
of original proceedings and court documents is not disclosed, containing ali 
original evidence, so that they may be adequated considered by researchers, 
historians and specialists, plus the evidence used to condemn them in any 
manner, what went on there can only be called Lynching Session, as Judge 
Robert H. Jackson himself told his American colleagues before he left to 
Germ any to take over as Justice at the· Nürnberg court. 

Let us examine what happened to sorne of the German leaders 
condemned: 

MARSHAL GOERING - Many Jews who had migrated from Germany 
to the United States returned then to Nürnberg AS MEMBERS OF THE COURT, 
many of them still unable to speak good English . " lt was not necessary to 
do ali that so you can kill us", said Goering. ln very good humor he became 
the central character ali along the proceedings. The judges and inspectors 
went through hard moments thanks to his short and sarcastic answers. There 
was a day when Justice Jackson (the one of lynching) was taken by an access 
of anger, when he felt he was being ridiculed by Goering so he threw away 
a stack of proceedings and protested the insubordinate culprit ". 

Ali culprits were charged with having promoted the rearmament of 
Germany ... of having invaded seve rai countries and having fi lied youth education 
with Natîonalist îdeas ... 

The gravest charge, in tact the only one giving the court any reason, was 
that the Nationai-Socialists had persecuted the Jewish political movement, 
an act to which they gave the suggestive name of ' 'war crimes against 
mankind ' ' ... 

Nürnberg was the symbolical revenge of secret Jewish power against the 
only political and ideological movement that challenged it in the last centuries 
(World Defeat by Salvador Borrego, pages 664-665) . 

The Soviets presented marshal Von Paulus, who had surrendered at 
Stalingrad, and he called the German offensive against the U.S.S.R. unfounded 
and crimînal. Marshals Keitel and Jodl replied that 155 Soviet divisions had 
been concentrated in the back of Germany while it fought on the Western 
front. Von Paulus said he ... did not recall that. Goering shouted at him: " Traiter! " 

Goering was sentenced to death and he escaped the noose because 
he killed himself in his cell. Churchill and Anthony Eden had suggested that 
Hitler, Goebbels and Goering be executed without trial! 

HJALMAR SCHACHT - Still according to World Defeat, it is significant 
that only one ex-Minister of Hitler would have been acquited at Nürnberg. That 
was Schacht. Before the war he kept secret connections with the economie 
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machine of the Jews and he proved to be an efficient traitor. Before the war 
he sabotaged the German rearmament, put various obstacles in Hitler's way 
and during the war he sent secrets abroad and encouraged general officers 
as Witzleben, Hoeppner, Lindemann and others to act against Hitler. The 
Nürnberg court found out his "merits" and let him free. Although he 
apparently had not one pfennig, Schacht next became the owner of a bank, 
Schacht & Co. , at Düsseldorf, where he lived from them on ... 

THE EXECUTIONS 
''The English inspector Sir Stanley Shaweross specified that the court 

power extended also to 'acts performed against the German Jews living in 
Germany'. He therefore set an extraordinary precedent for ali the world, for 
it means that the Hebrew is always a state within another. His birth nationality, 
or naturalized nationality, is no more than a convenient mann er to help him enter 
non-Judaic circles' '. 

"lrregularities at the international court were so many the American Judge 
Carlos F. Wennerstrum, of the Iowa Justice Court, commenting later on the 
matter, declared that 'attorneys, bureaucrats, interpreters and investigators 
were individuals who had acquired the American nationality a little before and 
they were imbued of European hatreds and pre-judgments. A large part of 
those new Americans (the Jews) crossed the Atlantic during the war, not out 
of love for America but because they feared Hitler .. . The defense had only 
access to documents the inspectors thought convenient! ' " (Which comes 
to help in the lynching thesis). 

"At the night of the executions it rained in Nürnberg. As a last concession 
the supper of the condemned was improved: patata soup, cold meats, tea and 
rye bread. Ribbentrop, Marshal Keitel, General Jodl and others changed their 
prison clothing for their old uniforms and prepared themselves. The allies, 
deeply unhappy about Goering's suicide, had his body brought to the execution 
room, as symbolism. At the prison gymnasium there were three gallows built, 
two of which would be used alternatively and a third one kept on reserve. 
Ten spotlights had the gymnasium profusely lit, as if it were a feast occasion". 

" The first to arrive at the platform was Joachim von Ribbentrop, 53, ex-
Foreign Minister. The day before he had addressed the following letter to his 
son: '1 shall depart on my last travel with no hesitation, in the certainty that 
as a good German pat riot 1 have do ne ali 1 could ... One day tru th shall come 
under public light... To bid you farewell is difficult, very difficult. But it has 
to be this way and we are not to complain. Keep united in the good and bad 
times ; believe me when 1 say ali my love shall be with you forever. 1 embrace 
you, dear son' ". 

" Ribbentrop walked on to the gallows, accompanied by two guards. He had 
by then controlled his nerves. lt was 1:11 a.m. of October 16, 1946. ln the 
presence of the American, Russian, English and French officiais, reporters 
and some honor guests, he was allowed to make his last statement. 
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"God protect my Germany", said Ribbentrop. "My last wish is that 
Germany finds its welfare and that East and West come to an understanding . 
1 wish peace to the world ' '. 

He gave no answer when told to say his name, the first time. At the second 
time he answered in strong voice: ' joachim von Ribbentrop! " 

After having stated his name he fixed his look ahead and pressed his ｾ ｩｰｳ Ｎ＠

At 1.16 a. m. the trap was pulled; at 1:30 a. m. he was pronounced dead. As 
the gallows operated, each hanged man feil for exactly the length of his body 
plus 15 centimeters ' '. 

"The next victim was Marshal Wilhelm Keitel , 64, chief of the German 
high command . The survivor of two wars, for 45 years he had been a soldier; 
he was known as "the silent man", a worker of enormous capacity, very careful 
with details. 

" He had asked the guards tolet him know in advance before he was taken, 
in order 'to arrange and clean up his cell'. He had led a Spartan life and it is 
said only his wife knew him weil. When his younger son, Lieutenant Hans, 
died on July 1941 at the Smolensk battle, the Marshal kept impassive because 
he said it was not Germanie to show mourning for a son who had reached 
the supreme glory of dying on a battlefield . The Prussian marshal entered 
the execution room, his head very high . He looked around while his hands 
were tied with leather thongs. He walked with a military step among the two 
guards to the platform stairs, which he climbed slowly but firmly .. . He possibly 
was thinking of his sons who had died on the Soviet front and he said: 

"1 ask Gad, the AII-Powerful , to have pity for the German people. Millions 
of Germans have died for their country before me. Now 1 follow the steps of 
my sons. Everything for Germany! '' 

"Over 2,000 years aga the Persians called Greek generais of Cyrus, the 
young, to a talk, and murdered them. Since that time nothing similar had ever 
happened in the world. Until Nürnberg. Keitel and Jodl, German generais, had 
kept talks with the allies and signed the unconditional surrender. Seventeen 
months after that they were hanged!!! " 

"After Keitel came Jodl, General Alfred Jodl, 64, chief of Hitler's general 
staff and his loyal assistant . Several witnesses mentioned the tact he left his 
cell normally and almost with alacrity, not deploring his fate but that of those 
he was leaving behind. ln stepping on the platform he shouted: '1 salute you , 
my Germany! · " 

"Julius Streicher, 61, publ isher of the magazine der Stürmer, an enemy 
of the JeWish political movement , had been captured by major Henry Pitt, a 
Jewish officer of the American army. When he came to the gallows he shouted 
as loudly as he could : 'Heil Hitler! ' " 

" His shout, says correspondent Kingsbury Smith , brought shivers to the 
room ... Streicher was turned so that allied representatives could see him. His 
eyes expressing a savage hatred, he looked at those witnesses and shouted: 
'Purim feast of 1946! ' " 

"Purim, mentioned by Streicher, is a Jewish festivity. 508 years before 
Christ, minister Haman succeeded in that the king of Persia, Ahasuerus, decree 
the execution of Jews who were undermining the empire thnt hosted them . 
The Jewish power, however, had since infiltered the highest spheres and king 
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Ahasuerus' wife was the Jewess Esther, niece of Mordecai. As a result Esther 
managed that minister Haman and his ten children were murdered and that 
the king issue a decree authorizing Jews 'to defend themselves', wherefrom 
they proceeded to kill their main enemies but failing to do it ali that same day 
they were authorized to carry on with their job the following one. These two 
days are recalled every year by Jews as Purim Festivity. The Jewish children 
make the following statements, in chorus: 'Damned Haman! Blessed Mordecai! 
Damned Zares, Haman's wife! Blessed Esther, the Jewish queen! Damned 
idolaters! Blessed Harbona, who hanged Haman!' " 

"That explains Streicher's shout. When the echo of his voice died, an 
allied colonel told a guard: 'Ask this individual his name!' " 

' "Vou know my name very weil' replied Streicher. The colonel insisted 
and Streicher shouted: ｾｵｬｩｵｳ＠ Streicher'! He climbed then the steps to the 
gallows. The noose on his neck, he said: 'lt is ali now in the hands of God!' 
While the hood was placed on his head, Streicher was heard to whisper these 
words: 'Adele, my beloved wife .. .' " 

"So they hanged Ernst Kaltenbrunner, Fritz Sauckel, Hans Frank, Arthur 
Seyss-lnquart, Wilhelm Frick and finally Alfred Rosenberg. The eleven bodies 
and the ten gallow ropes were taken secretly to an unknown location and 
incinerated and as a State secret their ashes were scattered somewhere". 

THE EXECUTIONS OF PRISONERS CONTINUED FOR SIX YEARS. 

Many officers are still in prison. Anyone saying there has been planned 
extermination in concentration camps, aiming Jews, shall not pass a lie detector 
test! 

There is no shade of doubt many and many cases of mistreatment and 
injustices have been performed against prisoners at the concentration camps! 
lt so happens the total number of Jews compared to that of prisoners of most 
varied nationalities, imprisoned in concentration camps in Poland and Germany, 
was very low. 

Despite that, practically ali the condemnations issued on Germans relate 
to Jewish prisoners. IT IS AS IF THE MILLIONS OF PRISONERS, RUSSIAN, 
POLISH, FRENCH, ITALIAN, CZECH, CROAT, etc, etc, HAD NOT EXISTED 
-THE WAR WAS WAGED ONLY AGAINST JEWS!. .. 

Any excess committed against prisoners, when it came to light, received 
severe punishment. As an example 1 can quote the case happened at 
Buchenwald in 1944, when Nationai-Socialist authorities found about abuses 
performed in the camp and SS Judge Morgen acted at once against 
Commandant Koch, WHO WAS SHOT IN VIEW OF ALL CAMP PRISONERS, 
called to witness it, while other officiais were placed under arrest! 

At Dachau Dr. Siegmund Rascher carried out sorne experiments with 
prisoners sentenced to death,which led him to court and SEING SHOT at 
Innsbruck. 

ALL CONCENTRATION CAMPS USED BY GERMANS WERE, AFTER THE 
WAR, TRANSFORMED INTO MONUMENTS TO THE TYRANNY OF HITLER! 
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They are visited by millions and millions of people. ln Germany, schools force 
teachers to take their students periodically to those " monuments" so they 
become familiar with "the evil done by their greatgrandfathers" who were 
insolent enough to fight to recover a little of those vast and extensive lands 
they had to give up through the Versailles treaty ... 

"PHOTOG'RAPHlC PROOFS", OR 
HOW MANKlND HAS .BEEN DECEIVED 

1 believe testimonies enough have been produced by eyewitnesses, 
describing horrors perpetrated by Germans ... Libraries of the world are full 
of books showing the most varied cases, usually narrated by ex-prisoners. 

The research should not be complete if there were no "photographie 
proofs'' of the holocaust. The ones presented here appeared sorne years after 
the war, 1945, and they are found in very divUiged books of historical study 
as "original photographs" and also as " original photographie documents" or 
something like it. The photographs were taken from Udo Walendy's book, Bild 
Dokumente für die Geschichts-Schreibung, in which the falsifications are 
made evident , plus ethers J have selected. 

"Women with children, defenseless before Execution". 

The text above, for photo number 1, is found in the book Faschismus, 
Ghetto, Massenmord, by the Judaic Historicallnstitute of Warsaw, published 
by Roedersberg-Verlag , 1960, at Frankfurt/M , page 334. 

According to Wallendy, page 14, this is the photograph of a drawing . Ali 
the situation, to include the background, is unreal. The luminosity of the picture 
completely overdone, as well as bodily countours of women at front and behind, 
show primary errors. The faces purposefully blurred render any further analysis 
unnecessary. 
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"The photographer of women al Treblinka, who carrying children in 
their arms march on to gas chambers, is unknown". 

With that caption photograph number 2 was published in Gerhard 
Schoenberger's book Der gelbe Stern (The Yellow Star), "The persecution 
of Jews in Europe from 1933 to 1945", published by Rütten und Loening Verlag, 
Hamburg, 1960, page 163. 

lt was also published in the same manner by The Pictorial History of 
the Third Reich - A Shattering Photographie Record of Nazi Tyranny and 
Terror, by Robert Neumann and Helga Koppel, Bantam Books, New York, 1962, 
page 191 . 

This is a second version of the same photographie drawing, but this ti me 
with sorne changes we can examine from left to right. Before that , however, 
we can ask: when both photos have captions mentioning "execution" and 
"gas chambers", WHERE ARE THE GAS CHAMBERS or THE MEANS FOR 
THAT " EXECUTION?" If captions said these are women in a peaceful state 
of mind (plus children) going to a needed bath while their clothes were being 
disinfected for lice and other pests, and then washed, that after a longer travel 
which war and its displacement of inhabitants (refugees, etc) required, then 
everything would grow acceptable. Where, and 1 must insist, are the signs of 
panic (in an organized line???) in front of those alleged "gas chambers" ? 
We might photograph stark-naked recruits in any army selection - and run 
below such a picture that they are the victims, the peaceful, cool, line-organized 
victims waiting for "a whiff of lethal gas"??? 

If those women -, particularly mothers with their children - know are 
going to death, with their children, where are the signs of despair, anguish, 
goodbye to life? Terrified, they would be clinging to their children, kissing them, 
crazed - or is it that even in front of death Jews think they are - superior? 

Back to the second version, from left to right: 
The fourth girl's standing is ali distorted from the waist down; right above 

the girl appears by mysterious means a capped man; the fifth person in line, 
a heavy lady, holds a child on her arms - the child's arm is now twice as 
thick as in photo 1; sixth on line, apparently looking at the man, the re is a 
lady, her legs painted black, the same as in photo 1, but then her haïr is long 
and not short as in photo 1; in front of her, more to the rear we can cie arly 
see another woman's leg also painted black, the man on top has changed his 
hat for a cap and also changed his coat; below him appears the woman holding 
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with distorted arms another child and her legs almost cannat be seen ; ninth 
on line we still have that heavy lady; at the bottom right a black spot with white 
parts, simulating clothes? 

"The women, who were gathered from ali over Europe, had to denude 
themselves and also their little children, before they were led to gas 
chambers''. 

With that title the photograph was published in the book Eichmann, 
Head Bookkeeper of Death, Roederberg Verlag , Frankfurt, 1961, page 202. 
lt also appears in photographie documentation by Leisers, Mein Kampf, of 
Fisher Bücherei, Frankfurt and Hamburg, 1962, page 166. 

Let us see this new drawing in its whole, a drawing retouched ali over 
from photo 1 and presented like others as "an original photograph" .. . From 
left ta right: 

The first woman is less bent and she holds something different in her 
hands compared ta the two previous photos, her contour lines are better drawn; 
the second one seems to have her hair a little longer, her shape is also better ; 
the third one on line, on one hand, was lucky enough because the drawing 
artist removed ali her belly and made her elegant but crippled her as he eut 
off her left hand - leaving a stump that prevents her from holding the hips 
of her friend in front, as photos 1 and 2 show; the fourth figure, the little girl , 
has been tully retouched and she put on a teenager 's shape; the capped man 
in photo 2, above the girl , has again disappeared ; the little fellow on the fifth 
woman's arms has finally been given a pretty little leg , his mother also lost 
the vast belly she formerly had; the sixth woman, the one looking at the man 
who has again exchanged a cap for a hat, no longer has her legs blackened 
orso heavy; the leg that appeared in front of herin photo 2 has tully vanished 
-notice also in ali three photos: the girl seems crippled in her left arm, as 
only a part of it is shawn ; the seventh figure holding a little child on her arm 
now exhibits a good shape but then .. . someone stole her baby 's left arm, 
for in photos 1 and 2 it showed two little legs ... the ninth figure was the heaviest 
of them ali and she has now grown elegant; behind her, none knows whence, 
appeared another woman who is presented as if she stood under a shade 
that did not exist ... 
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These are enlargements of the drawings-photographs, so that the reader 
may have a better look at diferences in arms, legs, haïr, faces and bodies. 
lt is suggested that you f.ollow up the description of differences with a 
magnifying .glass. 
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i 

''Russian women have to undress before being taken to gas chambers''. 
Under that title the "original photograph" above was printed in Macht ohne 

Moral (Power without Moral) by R. Schnabel , published in Frankfurt, 1957, 
page 480. 

lt is a drawing. Light reflections are entirely without value, except for the 
pants of the lady seen from behind. The uniforms, faces, clothes scattered 
around and the armbands are unreal. 

"Polish residents facing SS murderers' shooting". 

With th at text the ''original photograph'' above has been produced in the 
book SS im Einsatz - Eine Ookumentation über die Verbrechen der SS, 
Eastern Berlin, 1957, page 536. 

ln this "original photograph" we find, in addition to its title, various 
changes in the drawings, which augmented by a magnifying glass do not match. 
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8 

ｬｾ＠
ｾ＠

"The Gestapo has brought in women and children to shoot them". 
Under that text the "photograph" was presented in the book lllustrated 

History of the Second World War, said to be of an ''extraordinary value for 
its rich and ample presentation of clear photographs and documents about 
events on ali fronts, of an inestimable historical value, for nothing is forged 
( ... ) nothing is embellished and nothing is hidden ... " by K. Zentner, published 
in 1963 at Munich, page 490, of the Südwest Verlag Neumann KG. 

"Mass execution of women at Lijepaja, Latvia". 
With this text the same photograph was also published in Das Dritte Reich 

-Seine Geschichte in Texten, Bildern und Dokumenten, by H. Huber, A 
Müller, assisted by Prof. W. Besson. Kurt Desch publisher, Munich, Vienna 
and Basel, 1964, page 523. 

lt was also presented in the same form by the book Der gelbe Stern, 
mentioned previously. 

"Jewesses undressing" ... 
Published under that heading in the world-circulation magazine Der 

Spiegel, number 53/1966 page 48. 
The women, always the same, were once Russians going into gas 

chambers; at another occasion they were Poles marching on to be shot by 
SS murderers; then they became victims of Gestapo, the German secret police; 
next they were the victims of a mass-execution of women they could not do 
without, in L.atvia, and finally, after the Israel state had been created in 1966, 
when they had acquired the lsraeli nationality, they were again putto death, 
this time by the German magazine Der Spiegel ... 

Photo number 8 is a photo-assemblage, involving photo number 6; a photo 
that shows in such details the folds in the lady's pants should allow for 
identification of objects, at !east th ose closer to her ... To the left of the standing 
lady's head there appears this timea different shape for one of the guards, 
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now teting a rifle that was absent in ethers! If anyone will imitate Udo Walendy 
in the examination he made, he shall see the three photos, reduced or blown 
to the same size, shall never match .. . 

''Cadavers in the Buchenwald concentration camp''. 

With that text R. Schnabel, in Macht ohne Moral , page 348, produces 
this photo which is no more than a fullfledged drawing. At first sight we are 
shocked but then , if we examine it with a magnifying glass, we shall see that 
nothing fits, to include the overdone eyebrows of pretended victims ... 

The above photo made by the American army at the Dachau camp after 
it had been liberated shows cadavers purposefully arranged on the ground 
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for anti-German propaganda purposes, trying to justify what they had done 
to Germany, bombing its towns and cities to ruins, as you shall see in the 
following chapter. 

Who are these people the Americans spread over the ground? They first 
said it was people who had gone through gas chambers. But for a long time 
it is known that hundreds of sick internees died DAILY in that camp, following 
the "liberation", for prisoners had set tire to aU files and archives, thus trying 
to cover up their cri minai records and preventing American doctors to minister 
adequate remedies to patients. 

lt was usually hinted those Jews had been killed in gas chambers ... Cardinal 
Faulhauber, of Germany, said that in sorne cases they had used cadavers of 
Germans moved from the destruction caused by allied air-raids to serve 
interests of anti-German propaganda. Behind the truck appear hel mets of sorne 
American soldiers. 

Photographs ｮｾ＠ 11 and 12 are at the Official Catalogue of the Dachau 
concentration camp, published by the Dachau International Commission, 
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stationed in Brussels(!) and they were made on liberation day by Americans. 
1 am presenting them with the sole purpose to enable the reader to tell the 
difference between healthy people and cadavers of the sick. lt pays to examine 
with a magnifying glass the faces and bearing of prisoners, who appear 
surprisingly strong in comparison to skeleton-like thinness of unfortunate 
cadavers of sick people, exposed in a disgusting manner in anti-German 
propaganda to impress the planet with most unbelievable exposures of mass-
extermination of Jews. 

1 have no doubt that a photographer shooting ali cadavers in Porto Alegre 
(Brazil) that leave the Hospital of the Poor and other hospitals, taken to the 
morgue, for just one month's length, would have pictorial documentation with 
texts to impress readers, matching these! 

"Bergen-Belsen' '. Ｈｎｾ＠ 13) 
Un der that heading in the Official Catalogue of the Dachau concentration 

camp appears the photo above, indeed the most shocking one shown. The 
Dachau concentration camp appears in the photo above, indeed the most 
shocking one shown the world, portraying the Bergen-Belsen camp, occupied 
by the British - a common grave with emaciated bodies similar to those on 
Photo number 10. The difference is they are not aligned but placed 
indiscriminately, which arouses more horror. ln this trench we find the 
bodies of sorne hundreds of cadavers of SICK PEOPLE. lt is a certified tact 
there were many epidemie waves of cholera and typhus at the war end in this 
camp and that many people died there. 

' 'Common grave dug by the victims themselves, at Bergen-Belsen. Men 
and women who were shot. Gas chambers. Naziism exterminated about six 
million Jews". 
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Under such a title loaded with lies the photo above was produced by Facts 
and Men of the Second War, on pages 80-81 by Bloch Publishers, Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil. lt shamelessly construes epidemies and sickness victims into 
an organized mass-extermination. That publishing house also owns a large 
television network, Manchete, its board of ､ｩｲ･｣ｴｯｲｾ＠ and owners has admitted 
Zionists and it explores pornography in Brazil, putting out porno magazines. 

1 wish to say that when that concentration camp was surrendered by 
German to English forces there was no epidemies in the Jewish prisoners' 
quarters. Under ENGLISH ADMINISTRATION, later on, there broke out a typhus 
epidemies that caused many victims, part of them appearing on photo 13. 
1 recall having seen part of a film where there was something like a bulldozer 
or tractor working on those cadavers as if it were rubble, in arder to heap 
them on somewhere. A photo of it appears twice in this book and readers 
should prepare for a real shock. 

ln Bergen-Belsen, at the time, there took place tacts purposefully hidden 
from public opinion : 

a. Not one doctor from the allied forces volunteered to combat the 
epidemies, which was growing worse ali the time. 

b. lt was necessary to cali in German doctors who had rendered services 
in concentration camps and who were under arrest in various places, in arder 
to put an end to the epidemie wave, after months of hard work. 

c. The illness was exanthematic typhus, an infectious disease that can 
be transmitted by lice and other pests. The rumored figures were over 5,000 
victims. 

d. That was the largest and most serious epidemies of ali concentration 
camps. As elsewhere, it went on under administration of the winners. As 1 
have said before, there were also epidemies under German administration in 
other camps. 

e. The allied, even though they knew German doctors succeeded in putting 
an end to that terrible sickness, proceeded to caver up the tact, since " war 
is war" and changed the sad tact into anti-German propaganda. The dead 
ones were photographed and filmed in ali angles. The dying-like convalescents, 
emaciated and looking terrible, hardly able to move their limbs, were also filmed 
and photographed in ali manners feasible, either naked or with clothes on. 
BOTH THE DEAD AND THE SURVIVORS WERE TRANSFORMED INTO JEWS 
WHO HAD BEEN THE VICTIMS OF GAS CHAMBERS, SHOOTING AND 
MISTREATMENT BY GERMANS. To our days there are people who recall those 
scenes shawn by films and books ... believing those were actually examples 
and proof of German atrocities. 

While this book was being printed to its 9th edition, 1 purchased a copy 
of the book Jewish Today, by Eli Wiesel and at its page 133, although he 
only mentions Jews, he had the following words about the mentioned 
concentration camp: 

"Did you know that when a lethal epidemies feil on the Bergen-Belsen 
camp the Jewish administration had to cali German doctors, sorne of whom 
still wore the hateful uniform? No Jewish physician from New York, Zurich, 
Stockholm or Tei-Aviv felt the duty to leave his office to come treat their dying 
brothers. For many weeks the sick ones could only see doctors who, shortly 
before, caused them terror (?). War had ended for ali, except for them". 
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ln the frightful photo below we see an English private operating a track 
tractor, collecting and heaping the unfortunate ones killed by exanthematic 
typhus at Bergen-Belsen. Photos from that time and kind flooded and polluted 
brains of ali mankind, since those cadavers were explained as VICTIMS OF 
GER MANS!. .. Sin ce the re were no deniais, the loser has no voice, we also 
had no reasons to disbelieve, horrified as we were, the version of the winners; 
we are showing a reduced-size photo here; its enlargement proves very 
revealing. 

There are reports that at that time the famous ANNE FRANK died. She 
would have written a DIARY the careless German police failed to find amid 
documents, leaving it intact in the Amsterdan house lodging where her family 
was living and where she was arrested . The person "lucky" enough to find 
it was her own father, after he was freed from the concentration camp, when 
he returned to the ir former quarters ... A few years later her father produced 
the "Diary of Anne Frank" which with ali the help of the " international press" 
became one of the century best-sellers. 

Mark Weber, in an article at the Spotlight magazine, U.S.A., dated 
December 1, 1980, comments that part of that young lady's diary was written 
with a BALL-POINT pen, which was invented six years after her death by 
sickness ... 

We, Brazilians, always very BELIEVING AND SENTIMENTAL, have given 
her name to schools, etc, and we have been able to give the name of DAN 
MITRIONE to a street in Belo Horizonte, under the impact that he had been 
a kind U.S. cop, the father of 5 to 7 children coldly murdered by Tupamaros 
in Montevideo, Uruguay. A lot of time went by until it was found out that kind 
citizen, who had been operating in many police organizations in Brazil (as an 
instructor, etc) was a CIA agent who, among other things, specialized in 
extracting confessions without having to be a father in cassock .. . 
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The above photo produced textless in the book Der gelbe Stern, page 
91, by Schoenberner, appears also with no text in the book 1939-1945 
Cierpienie i walka narodu polskiego by Stanislaw Wrzos-Giinka, published 
in Warsaw, 1959, page 41. 

"A scene in occupied Poland: naked Jews, after having dug out their 
common grave, expect a shot on the nape' '. With that text an inverted copy 
was published on page 196 of the book The Elected Enemy, by Julio José 
Chiavenato. 

lt is the photograph of a drawing. Lack of definition, incorrect lighting 
and shade speak for themselves. The naked figure at right is out of anatomical 
proportion - width of shouders and length of legs as regards head size and 
it further shows incorrect inclination. The soldier to the extreme right is tao 
tallas regards the size of his head and other figures drawn. The fast civiHan 
on left, wearing a white glove, is tao inclined. 

''Cadavers of gassed prisoners at the exit of the gas cellar, before 
cremation' '. 
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With that text the book SS-Henker und ihre Opfer, Vienna, 1965, of the 
"International Federation of Counter Combatants", presents that picture. 

·'This photograph by David Szmulewski, a member of the illegal 
Resistance Organization, was secretly made and smuggled out of camp''. 

With that text and already retouched it appeared In Der gelbe Stern, a 
famous publication we mentioned, page 162. 

ln 1948, in the book Zsidosors Europaban, page 280, by Levai Jeno, 
Budapest, they say the photo was snapped by David Grew ... 

The scene, which has gone over the world, according to " history'', is 
a major proof of existing gas chambers at Auschwitz. lt is, however, nothing 
but a drawing. Examine the figure standing on the left corner, which differs 
from one to other. The sun lighting cadavers is not the same sun lighting 
workers at right. You can compare with a lens differences fou nd amid cadavers. 
From the "original photograph'' of a David Grek under number 16, when 
enlarged, there appeared under the feet of the open-armed worker the strange 
figure shown in number 18. 

Even though the poorly-made drawings were not enough, they may have 
convinced anyone who normally is not thinking about photographie fabrications. 
Let us examine the scene described: 

· 'We are seeing prisoners ki lied by gas, at the exit of a cellar where they 
were gassed, before cremation ... " Still coming out of the cellar •.. But this 
Sonderkommando group pays absolutely no attention to gas, nor to handling 
cadavers, its members wear no masks or gloves ... therefore doing away with 
the thesis by Dr. William Lindsey, qualified as a chemist and who termed as 
suicide the handling of cadavers of people executed by Zyklon-B gas, even 
if they wore masks and gloves ... 
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"Cadavers of prisoners on a freight wagon, in transportation from 
Sachsenhausen to Dachau camps". 

With that text it appears at page 345 of Macht ohne Moral by R. Schnabel. 
This is another drawing and assemblage. See an enlargement on photo 

number 20. 
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"Thousands of shoes from prisoners murdered in Auschwitz". 
This is the text of a photograph in Macht ohne Moral, page 244. 
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''This photograph was copied from the book Lublin, the Extermination 
Camp, Moscow, 1944 (?),page 12". 

These are the same shoes, "photographed" by the same person, but 
then showing no definition to shoes that are a little isolated; it has also not 
been examined why they were transferred from Lublin to Auschwitz ... These 
are two drawings, one copying the other, for although they resemble each 
other, the re are no tully equal shoes if we look at it more closely ... 

"Mauthausen". 
The title selected by R. Schnabel in Macht ohne Moral, page 341, relates 
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to that concentration camp and this "photograph". The same text was also 
presented at Nürnberg, recorded on page 421 in the proceedings of the 
international military court and also present in Kz Staat, Berlin-Ost.. 1960, page 
81; Mauthausen, by Vaclav Berdych , Prague, 1959, Hitler, Aufstieg u. 
Untergang des Dritten Reiches. 

"Ap.pel" (roll-cali) . 
The "original photograph'' number 24 is an assemblage, very noticeable 

when enlarged. The black man at center contraries the others' tone. Number 
3 at front rank, right to left, gets his sun from the front while the one at far 
right, second rank, gets it from behind. Despite allluminosity their shadows 
are absent. The wooden plank wall has been fouled by the drawing artist, since 
planks should run in a convergent manner. 

"Original photograph" number 23 has the black man turned white, the 
plank wall behind them disappeared ... The sun has begun to illuminate them 
more from the front; they were given the present of a stack of cadavers 
someone placéd ahead of them, but they pay no attention toit... Remember 
we are el<amining "original photographs" of the German atrocities!!! 

''Terror in occupied countries had as lts flrst goal :the extermination 
of the Jewish population and impr·isonment of alllnhabitants who would 
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not submit to the regime. The Gestapo brought in women and children to 
be shot". 

With th ose words they presented photo N? 25 in lllustrierte Geschichte 
des Zweiten Weltkrieges (lllustrated History of the second worldwar), page 
490. 

The same " photo" number 25, after it had been made sorne improvements 
through retouching, was also published in Der gelbe Stern, page 96. 

''A group of women before they were shot. To the left we see Purve 
Rosa, a worked at the 'Kursa' factory, by side of her mother. Photograph 
by the Gestapo chief, Lijepaja Division, Hauptscharfuehrer Karl Schrot, 
December 15, 1941 ". 

With that longish text they presented the above photo in the book 
Verbrecherische Ziele- Verbrecherische Mittel , page 132. A friend, having 
examined the photos and read the book in its first editions, has made sorne 
comments. He is a somewhat irreverent man but then he said sorne things 1 
have not forgotten: 'Now look here, Castan, this photographing or drawing thing 
with naked women as proof of their being shot looks no good. After ali , anyone 
can take snapshots of naked women who had been sabotaging, resisting with 
weapons on hand, poisoning food, stealing whatever, but. .. WHERE ARE THE 
DEFUNCTS, photographed? Or were they just submitted to ali that vexation 
as a punishment? To photograph living people is not hard, but where are the 
photos for those girls, after they would have been shot? How is one to know 
ali this is not ali a put-on? Can't those guys see the whole world is not ali 
made up of dummies?" 

The magazine Stern ran that picture as one made in White Ruthenia and 
defined it laconically as "Action 1005". 

Let us compare the photos: the eut in blouses and dresses on photo 
25 is on a " V" while on photo 26 it is square. The older lady appears on first 
photo wearing something like riding breeches, while on photo 26 she wears 
a very thin skirt. Factory worker Purve Rosa .. . (no doubt aboutit, imagination 
is rich ... ) on photo 21 lifts her skirt, perhaps to please the Gestapo chief and 
show her pretty legs. Another forgery, this time qÙoting names and 
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photographer, the Gestapo chief. They have however made another big mistake, 
for it has been established that on the day of the "original photograph", 
December 15, 1941, there was a temperature of 40 negative degrees in latvia, 
therefore it was impossible for anyone to go about barefoot, in summer clothing 
and stand for a pose ... 

"On to execution". 
The photograph is shawn with that heading by Eichmann, Chef

buchhalter des Todes (Eichmann , Head Bookkeeper of Death) by S. Einstein, 
Roedeberg Verlag, Frankfurt, 1961, page 200. Another drawing that was 
photographed and not even a weil-made one. Light reflections, backstage 
lighting, the woman at rear bottom who seems to float in the air, faces, light 
on hair, shades, etc ... in addition to being a totally unreal situation. 

' :Jewesses marching on to be executed ' '. 
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This is the text for the photograph presented by magazine Der Spiegel 
number 53, 1966, page 48. 

"Mass execution in Lijepaja, latvia". 
With that text photograph N ｾ＠ 28 has been published in Der gelbe Stern 

by Gerhard Schoenberner- "The persecution to Jews in Europe from 1933 
to 1945", and a preface by famous writer Thomas Mann, on page 97 ... 

lt is an improved drawing. See the opening of legs of the two ladies to 
left, which does not match photo N ｾ＠ 27. Seing two ' 'original photographs'' made 
on the same size, they do not match! 

ln his book writer Udo Walendy further presents such a number of forgeries 
and photographie arrangements that 1 think make it unnecessary to go on 
showing . 

Before 1 close this list of photographie forgeries dealing with a holocaust, 
1 want to present 

"Hitler takes mask off". 

That is the title given to this photographie assemblage. ft is found between 
pages 192 and 193 .of the book from which 1 have taken a series of stories 
mentioned in the previous pages, The Murdere.rs Among Us - memoirs by 
none other than our old acquaintance SIMON WIESENTHAL, a photographie 
assemblage he made himself, in 1945, bearing his signature and the year, 
1945, at the left Jower corner. 

Would it have be en that Mr. Wiesenthal did only this one piece of work? ... 
The tact he has been a pioneer in this kind of art is out of doubt, for he himself 
put in the year: 1945, when the war ended. 
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"Hitler and Goering rejoice over the easy fall of France". 
Under the title appears this photograph on page 85 of the book Hitler, 

by Allan Wykes, Renes Publisher. This is a photograph published on number 
49 of the German illustrated journal of Cologne, a German city, Kôfnishe 
Ulustrierte Zeitung, in German and French. 
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Let us now examine what the DISTORTERS OF HISTORY have done to 
the authentic photograph, the one bearing number 30. 

They kept Hitler's figure but they vanished with smiling marshal Goering 
of Luftwaffe, and to compensate for it they surrounded the Fuehrer, up to where 
eyes reach, with a sea of cadavers drawn in ... This photographie assemblage 
is present on page 7 4 of Second World War - Photographie History of the 
Great War, By Charles Herridge, published by the Book Circle (Brazil) and 
released by Abril S.A. (Brazil) with the following text: 

"A natural-size photograph of official German propaganda. Hitler joyfully 
rubs his hands on inspecting a field covered by dead Russian soldiers". 

This forgery 1 discovered during my research work makes its author's 
intention very clear; showing the savagery of the Fuehrer!... 
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On picture N ｾ＠ 32 we see U.S. Congress members inspecting a shower room 
in the concentration camp of Dachau, after the end of the war. These are 
Senator Wherry, Nebraska, Senator Brooks from llinois, Vorhys from Ohio and 
Richards from South Carolina. The shocked Congressmen were told the 
prisoners came to the room being promised a shower, but then gas came 
out instead of water. .. lt was therefore a gas cham ber where thousands of 
people had been murdered, innocent people ... Many Germans have been 
tortured and executed before it has finally been proved that there were never 
gas chambers at Dachau. If that people lied about concentration camps on 
German territory, why should they tell the truth about concentration camps 
existing at the time they went over to Communist hands, after the war, such 
as Auschwitz, Treblinka, Belzec, Sobibor, Majdanek and Chelmno? That when 
we know that those spreading such news are always the same ones. 1 can 
imagine the coverage the " international press" gave those illustrious U.S. 
senators, the interviews they must have given the press on their return to the 
U.S.A., when they explained in detail what been impinged on them, shown 
and explained to them .. . 

THE STANDS OF THE EVANGELICAL AND 
CATHOLIC CHURCHES IN GERMANV 

When the war broke the bishops of the Evangelical Church addressed 
the German people on September 2, 1939, with the following message: 

"From yesterday the German people has been called to fight for the land 
of its parents so that German blood may again join German blood. The German 
Evangelical Church keeps full solidarity with the destiny of the German people. 
The Church adds to the weapons made of steel the invisible weapons of the 
word of God. We are so uniting ourselves at this hour to our people, in a prayer 
for our Fuehrer and for the Reich , for ali the armed forces and for ali those 
who comply with their duty to the country". 

The message from the Catholic bishops of Germany was no less 
nationalistic: 

"ln this decisive moment we encourage and exhort our Catholic soldiers 
to obedience to the Fuehrer, compliance with the duty and that we be ready 
for the sacrifice of ali our existence. We appeal to ali the faithful to unite in 
a fervid prayer so that Divine Providence may lead this war to the blessed 
success of the country and the people''. 

(Page 509 of The Last European War, by John Lukacs). 
A German general officer, after the war, made the following comment about 

the combats: 
" While we fought in the rate of one against up to five enemy soldiers, 

we accrued victories. When that number went up to eight, we began to yield . 
When it grew to ten or even twelve enemies against each one of ours, not 
even Christ could save Germany from defeat". 
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THE DIARIES OF ADOLF HITLER 

The same German government that allows free circulation of literature 
insulting its people and photographs of the ki nd we have just shown, distorting 
the image of the Germans ali over the world, becomes very strict against any 
literature, even though it results from extensive researches that try to 
demonstrate the opposite. We have aU the indications that there are quite a 
few prohibitions on books by German writers who attempt in sorne manner 
to expose the HOAX of which Germany has been a victim . 

1 have been told in Germany that even the name of Hitler has been 
forbidden in public, on pain of its caller being denounced and have to produce 
explanations. lt must be more or less so, because in 1987 at Oberammergau, 
during a luncheon in the company of a German couple, when the name of 
Hitler was mentioned 1 was told by that preoccupied German to quote only the 
name of "Adolf" when 1 wanted to say Hitler, since we could be denounced 
for it. .. That is an inconceivable situation. The German government often does 
not act as a free nation but exactly in the same way, or worse, as the formerly 
so-called banana republics ... in the Americas! 

Thanks to the high standard of living it has reached after the war, a large 
eut of Germans is more preoccupied with spending what they earn than 
thinking about their future, particularly the young generation. 

ln a atmosphere like that it should be a surprise if the German government 
DlD NOT declare the Diaries of Hitler to be false, which we shall analyze on 
their entirety to extract our conclusions. 

Before entering the merit of the Diaries we shall examine what Brazilian 
journalist Paulo Francis has written about them from New York to Folha de 
Sio Paulo in 1983 - 1 have the clipping but not its date. 

''A reader asks me why 1 have not written about the taise diaries of Hitler, 
to which 1 gave credibility. 1 did not give them credibility. 1 said they should 
be examined to ascertain whether they are real, instead of SEING DECLARED 
TO BE FALSE by people who have taken a 'patent' on the matter, without 
mentioning usual Jewish interests to keep Hitler as a demonic creature, which 
is done every week by books, films, TV, etc. Of course 1 have given sorne 
credit to Hugh Trevor-Roper, who AUTHENTICATED the diaries in the London 
Times. Trevor-Roper was an agent for the Ml-6, a secret service in the second 
war and charged by Churchill to check on the death of Hitler. He turned out 
the melodramatic but impeccable document The Last Days of Hitler. His article 
filled one newspaper page (he speaks of the diaries) . A few days later he 
began TO RECANT. The rest is History". 

Veja magazine (Brazil), number 765, for May 4, 1983, page 37, published 
the following tetter to the Reader: 

''The sixty volums of handwritten documents th at beg an to be divulged 
last week by German magazine Stern as the secret Diaries of Adolf Hitler have 
raised in aU the world a thrilling historical polemic. (1 would say a TERROR 
within some circles). If true, as shown by the evidence gathered by their 
publishers, grounded on the work of SPECIALISTS, such papers may be an 
important point of departure TO REVIEW THE HISTORY of one of the most 
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criticaf periods of our century - the rise of Naziism in Germany and the second 
worfd war". 

"The first revelations made by the documents show, for instance, that 
there may have occurred a persona! involvement of Hitler, much greater than 
has been supposed until now, in the obscure maneuvers to arrive at a separate 
peace with Engand. New light is also cast on relations among Hitler and his 
main collaborators- which are marked, according to the diaries, by large 
doses of mistrust and resentment. Our attention is equally drawn by HITLER'S 
DISAPPROVAL TO THE FIRST ANTI-SEMITIC ACTS OF VANDALISM in 
Germany. The publication of those diaries and an analysis of their first parts 
to be presented to the public are the theme for this edition's report, beginning 
on page 52". 

Let us examine part of statements made by historian Hugh Trevor-Roper, 
formerly mentioned by Paulo Francis and who was one of the many parsons 
invited by Stern magazine, as a speciafist in Adolf Hitler matters, to examine 
and issue an opinion on the authenticity of those diaries and who, for reasons 
NOT EXPLAINED, had to pull out, denying ali he formerly had said .. . 

According to Manchete magazine, number 1620, May 7, 1983, page 26, 
Trevor-Roper says: 

''A Wehrmacht officer picked up the material rescued from the accident 
and he hid it in a cellar for nearly 35 years. Three years ago that ex-officer, 
who is now 80 and lives in Switzerland, passed the documents on to Mr. Gerd 
Heidemann (head of reporters of the Stern magazine, whom 1 unsuccessfully 
tried to interview in August, 1987, at Hamburg), journalist in Hamburg and 
collector of Nazi memorabilia. Heidelmann succeeded in his search for the 
Wehrmacht officer after he had covered a tong trail of indications leading him 
from Bônersdorf to South America, passing ali over Western Europe. The 
documents, Trevor-Roper wrote in Times of London last Saturday, were then, 
by ali indications, smuggled out of Western Germany and kept IN A SWISS 
BANK SAFE. lt has not been made clear how Stern magazine got hold of them 
but after it had purchased them it carried out an extensive investigation the 
worfd over to verity the ir authenticity. Stern says its team interviewed German 
villagers who were eyewitnesses of the accident. According to the Times of 
London, CHEMICAL TESTS WERE MADE OF THE PAPER AND INK. Trevor-
Roper, author and publisher of severa! books on Hitler, wrote: 'When 1 entered 
the back room in that Swiss bank and began to turn over pages in Jhose 
volumes, my doubts gradually -dissipated. 1 am now convinced théy are 
authentic'. Trevor-Roper says NOTES PASTED ON COVERS OF SEVERAL 
DIARY VOLUMES SPECIFIED THEY WERE THE PROPERTY OF THE 
FUEHRER and in case of his death they should be turned over to Julius Schaub, 
for a long time his aide and friend, so that, through him, they might be passed 
on to Hitler's sister, Paula (?)". 

Trevor-Roper explains he has assigned particular importance to a remark 
Hitler made to his private pilot, Hans Baur, who describes Hitler was very 
prostrated when told the airpfane had crashed. 'On that airplane were ali my 
persona! files 1 intended to become a testimony for posterity!' Hitler 
commented. 'lt's a catastrophe!' According to Trevor-Roper, nearly half the 
paintings and drawings by Hitler were destroyed. Among the 400 on board 
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the ill-fated Luftwaffe aircraft there were several drawings of Eva Braun, to 
include sorne nudes. (The reader may remember the paintings mentioned 
by Hitler in his will, which should go to an art museum at Linz, his favorite 
town) . 

The other discoveries, says Trevor-Roper, WILL ASTONISH HISTORIANS 
and the standards of thinking about the writing habits and the personality of 
Hitler, and sorne public events shall have to undergo a revision. They include 
WHOLE VOLUMES written by Hitler about Jesus Christ, Frederick the Great, 
he himself, as weil as a third volume for Mein Kampf. Trevor-Roper writes : 
"The other documents were the ones that convinced me of the diaries' 
authenticity, for they belong ali TO THE SAME FILE. While signatures, isolated 
documents or even groups of documents may be ably forged , whole and 
CONSISTENT files going over 35 years are infinitely more difficult to fabricate". 

The doubts and mistrust aroused everywhere about the legitimacy of the 
material met with a basic assumption . FOR ANY FORGER IN GOOD SENSE 
it would be absurd to fabricate such a volume of material , for the risks of the 
fraud being found out and exposed would grow too large. After ali , that is a 
total of 60 volumes (the diaries alone, plus the rest of the material), annotated 
by hand , totalling an approximate 5,000 pages, each of them with a short 
signature by Hitler himself, Hess or the Fuehrer substitute, Martin Bormann. 

With reference to the crystal night, when various acts of vandalism were 
performed against Jewish property, Hitler writes: " lt is not to be accepted , 
ali that glass broken, that our economy, thanks to sorne hotheads, shalllose 
millions and millions. Have those men gone mad? What are they going to say 
abroad?" 

ln another part Hitler shows his admiration for Stalin who, nearly defeated, 
was able to regroup his forces. 

The re is not one mention of concentration camps or about • 'mass 
extermination" but , on the contrary, there appears preoccupation on how to 
withdraw Jewish populations from Europe and a quotation : "But none will 
accept them". He comments on chances to get a territory in Hungary, or 
somewhere in the East of Europe, where the Jews could feed themselves 
depending upon none". 

Having in view the diaries' publication would empty documents presented 
to this day in a totally biased manner, the thing to do was to rule the falsity of 
those sixty volumes, which took only two weeks to accomplish . 

lt was a relatively easy option for owners of power who would rather sacrifice 
60 volumes than have to rewrite ali History and sacrifice millions of copies 
of books, films and magazines scattered ali over the world , in which most of 
mankind believed. 

The Federal Archive, the Federal Crime Department and the Federal 
lnstitute for Examination of Materials, after a short and simple examination, 
issued their verdict : at the glue of tags and bindings of volumes, chemical 
analysis detected polyester fibres, a material that did not yet exist in Hitler's 
time. The press is by little maves changing that glue and binding and there 
are sorne writing openly that the paper is a forgery. They even say the forger 
of the diaries was Mr. Konrad Kuja, who together with Gerd Heidemann, the 
reporter, has been sentenced to four years and eight months in prison , but 
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then released at once, after the sentence, though that had brought a "loss" 
around 10 million German marks to the Stern magazine. We can see very clearly 
it has ali been a put up job to NOT COMPLICATE THINGS ALREADY MESSED 
UP. 

Let us think up a bit. Can anyone believe a corporation will put up ali the 
money without being absolutely sure of its authenticity? Of course not. ln 
addition to tests in paper and ink, which have been made as Hugh Trevor-
Roper said, the best graphologists of the world were contracted for the job. 

Graphologist Ordway Hilton, American , who examined a famous 
autobiography of millionaire Howard Hughes, confirms textually the authenticity 
of the diaries and he goes on to issue technical comments on sorne variation 
he found in Hitler's signature, particularly in 1944, after a powerful bomb 
exploded inside a hall, wh en they attempted against his lite, about which there 
must be sorne reference in the diaries. 

Among the opinions we must point out that one by the professor at the 
California University, ex-refugee from Nationai-Socialism, Jewish historian and 
graphologist Gerhard Weinberg, who had formerly authenticated a will by Hitler 
and who also agreed with the authenticity of his diaries, thus honoring his 
profession. 

Trevor-Roper in his testimony said sorne volumes had messages glued on 
covers. lt is possible those messages have been tested, plus the glue sticking 
them to covers, by the Federal lnstitute for Examination of Materials, and not 
what was more important, the paper an ink employed, as weil as the natural 
examination of the handwriting, subject about which 1 have seen no news from 
the German government. 

lt is also probable that sorne volumes suffered damage as they feil with 
the airplane from 1 know not what altitude; in that case they may have gone 
through sorne restoration , when a glue not existing in Hitler's time was used. 
as weil as sorne kind of cardboard or paper used as pretext for this fantastic 
declaration of falsity. 

The magazine Stern, which was of course forced to furnish an explanation 
for the ''forgery '' discovered by the German government, came out with these 
two beauts in servility: 

' '1. The statement by British historian Hugh Trevor-Roper that the 'Hitler 
diaries' rewrite most of the Ill Reich's history is an irresponsible one". 

" 2. EVEN IF THE DIARIES HAD BEEN GENUINE, the manner selected 
for their publication SHOULD HAVE BEEN PROHIBITED, in respect to victims 
of Nazi power. Stern is not the publication in which a Nazi justification would 
fi nd its place''. 

This latter part may be interpreted as: 
IT IS FORBIDDEN TO PUBLISH TRUE HISTORICAL FACTS!!! 
(No comments) 
After we have examined photographs of drawings, arrangements and 

assemblages about the Jewish holocaust. according to their various sources, 
1 am going to present the reader sorne REAL PHOTOGRAPHS showing what 
1 hold to be the GERMAN HOLOCAUST. 
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GERMAN HOLOCAUST 

The number of English victims by air-raids and any ether means, bombs 
thrown from aircraft or caused by Flying Bombs V-1 and V-2 (first space missile 
made in the world), along nearly five years of conflict, WAS NO GREATER 
THAN 60,000 PEOPLE, despite ali propaganda on the matter. 

That number, for the surprise of many, is lower than that for FRENCHMEN 
KILLED BY ALLIED AIR-RAIDS ON FRANCE, which amounts to 65,000 people. 
This tact they also hide the best they can, or then they quete minimum numbers 
possible. 

Up to May 10, 1940, England had been following strictly the rule of not 
attacking open cities and the civilian population with bombs from the air. 

On that date, May 10, the day when one of those persans most 
responsible for the deterioration of the British Empire, Winston Churchill, took 
over as Premier, on that same night that rule - for the first time in History 
- was broken by an attack on civilian population. 

According to Erich Kern, on page 136 of the book Verbrechen am 
deutschen Volk (crimes against the German people), "Mankind owes the 
perfection of murder-through-air to Jewish Professer Frederick Alexander 
Lindemann, a specialist in ali air war leadership matters and a direct council 
to Churchill. Going entirely against the stand of ether specialists in the same 
matter, Lindemann held to his theses that the bomb war against German civilian 
population should bring about the victory of the allied forces". (!) 

"ln early 1942 Lindemann, who in the meantime had been made Lord 
Cherwell, demanded to the British cabinet, in a memorandum, that air raids 
against Germany be increased, advancing the following reasons: 

1. Bomb attacks must be led to areas of workers' housing. Houses 
belonging to medium-class people, for their manner of construction, lead only 
to a waste of bombs. (He should be speaking about the fact that workers 
live in low structure blocks, apartments, while the medium and the rich 
classes usually live in more separate houses, where bombs would not bring 

about so much damage ... ) 
2. If the air offensive is as a rule addressed to the civilian population it 

shall be possible to destroy half the houses in ali cities and towns over 50,000 
inhabitants. Factories and military installations are too difficult ho hit. 

Despite ali contrary opinions the British government, under Churchill, 
approved the intensification of the Air Terror in February 14, 1942. 

As a first step to attain that goal, Churchill changed the British Bomber 
Squadron commandant, who became marshal Arthur Harris, with the following 
secret order from the Air Command: 

"lt has been decided that your main objective from now on shall be that 
of lowering the morale of the enemy civilian population, particularly workers''. 

The first victim of that intensification of air raids was the town of Lübeck, 
that on March 28, 1942 night, as our photograph shows, was visited by 234 
bombers and had 1,044 houses destroyed. 

Rostock was attacked on April24, 1942: 1,765 houses destroyed, 60% 
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of the old town razed. Th us began the Dance of De ath for towns and cities 
and the civilian population, as former air attacks, compared to the new ones, 
were child 's play. 

To specify the towns and cities that were bombed out is to lose time, 
as ONLY ONE CITY WAS NOT BOMBED: Heidelberg, where we find a part 
of the "allied occupation forces". 

ln 19871 spent a few days at Cochem, a very small but most beautiful 
little town by the Moselle river. Thinking that no acts of war had happened 
there 1 spoke to one of the inhabitants, who explained they had been bombed 
out not just once but several times ... That town must have no more than 5,000 
residents! 

Erich Kern, in Crimes against the German people, page 147, says that 
at war's end, on 25 and 28 of March, 1945, Hannover was bombed once more 
and approximately 7,000 people were killed under the ruins at the time. He 
also says that from the 472,000 inhabitants Hannover had before the waronly 
217,000 were left and therefore the figure was 255,000 missing. 

Hamburg, from July 27 to August 3 , 1943, was the target for devastating 
raids that caused total destruction of 250,000 houses from nearly 556,000 
existing before. We may compare Porto Alegre, with approximately the same 
number of houses existing in Ham burg .. . Wh at was the use of going into the 
air-shelters? With attacks that were massive like that the shelters themselves 
were destroyed and covered up, suffocating occupants. Outside temperatures 
ranged from 600 to 1 ,000 degrees Celsius, caused by common incendiary 
bombs made of phosphorus and inflammable liquids today we cali napalm, 
which were thrown on towns and cities right after bombs and destruction mines. 

To present the details and results of each criminal attack carried out by 
the English and American aviations on the civilian population of Germany and 
too often reaching prisoners of the most varied nationalities, we would have 
to publish many books. 

On the night of 30 to 31 May, 1942, 900 bombers flew against Cologne 
(Këln). Bef ore they took off mars hal Charles Portal sent a note in the form 
of a minute to marsha:l Harris: "1 expect it to be clear that attack areas are 
the residential ones and not, for example, docks or factories, even though 
those objectives have been mentioned in the beginning of the Order. This 
must be made very clear, in case someone has not understood it' '. (Ali 
indications are that marshal Portal had received an arder of execution in 
written form, speaking of military objectives, but then the verbal order was 
against the civilian population. With the note in the form of a minute, he 
was only covering his responsibility). 

ln Cologne, 19,370 houses were destroyed that night. 
Major general J.F. Fulles, English , says that on May 31 , 1943, marshal 

Arthur Harris coldly stated: 
''What Germany was inflicted in the past is just chicken feed compared 

to what it is going to get from now on". 
''Englîsh air commodore, L. Mclean, in The offensive by bomber aircraft, 

says THE MOST ELEMENTARY NORMS OF HUMANITARIANISM WERE 
ABANOONED, but then the Jewish propaganda of course saw to it that the 
tact WOULD NOT BE KNOWN BY THE WORLO. The average citizen - says 
Mclean- ignores the truth of the air-bombin{:l offensive. Promoters of the 
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air power, by their means of publicity, radio broadcasts and films, are busy 
in that it never know .. .'' 

"McLean says 1,440,000 bombing missions were carried out at a 
combined cost, between England and the United States, of 84 billion dollars 
(at the time). McLean finally shows surprise in that the English promoters 
of air terrorism held dominating offices in the government". (From World Oefeat, 
by Salvador Borrego, page 466). 

The most devastating air attack in the history of the second world war 
was not that one on Hiroshima or Nagasaki in Japan. 

Much worse than THE TWO ATTACKS PUT TOGETHER, we had the 
TERROR ATTACK launched on an open German city, a city without anti-aircraft 
defenses, a city with no military objectives, a city with 650,000 inhabitants 
but in those days flooded by approximately 400,000 refugees from Eastern 
Europe, in view of the Soviet advance, making up a total compressed population 
above 1,000,000 people, on February 13, 1945. 1 am speaking about the city of 

ORES DEN 

Where another EXTERMINATION ATTACK AGAINST THE GERMAN 
PEOPLE WAS CARRIED OUT, THIS TIME, HOWEVER, A CITY CROWDED 
WITH REFUGEES!!! 

lt is, without question, THE GREATEST MURDERING OF CIVILIANS 
MANKIND HAS WITNESSED IN ALL TIMES -and it happened within a period 
shorter than 48 hours. 

ln Eastern Germany the date of February 13 is revered by belis tolling 
for approximately 20 minutes. 

The "international allied press" tries by ali manners to ignore or minimize 
the tacts in Dresden and it shall only point out to Hiroshima while it rarely 
mentions Nakasaki, cities that suffered the impact of the only atomic artifacts 
employed to our days but whose number of victims did not total over 100,000 
killed. 1 believe they revere Hiroshima because the destruction of Dresden 
was only the continuation of the PLANNED GERMAN GENOCIDE THAT HAD 
BEEN ON MARCH FOR SEVERAL YEARS!!! Why recall the death of "Nazis", 
"Aryans", "racists", ﾷ ｾ･ｷ＠ killers" and "People who wanted to dominate the 
world " ? .. . as those were the denominations most used to describe Germans? 

The data and information transcribed from now on have been taken from 
the book The Destruction of Dresden, by the English writer David Irving, 
published in Brazil by Nova Fronteira, Rio de Janeiro, a translation from the 
original in English and a detailed description of what happened there on 
February 13, 14 and 15, 1945. 

Let us examine the Order of the Day number 47, issued on March 22, 
1945, that is, over one month after attacks, from the civil police commandant 
of Dresden to the SS chief and police chief. 

"Air attack on Dresden. ln the purpose to refute strong rumors, there 
follows a short summary of conclusive statements by the Dresden Police Chief 
about four attacks on February 13, 14 and 15 to that city". 
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"First attack on February 13, 1945, from 22:09 to 22:35, about 3,000 
high-explosive bombs and 400,000 incendiary ones; 

second attack on February 14, 1945, from 01:22 to 01:54, about 4,500 
high-explosive bombs and 170,000 incendiary ones; 

third attack on February 15, 1945, from 12:15 to 12:25, about 1,500 high-
explosive bombs and 50,000 incendiary ones: 

fourth attack on February 15, 1945, from 12:10 to 12:50, about 900 high-
explosive bombs and 50,000 incendiary ones". 

lt relates, among others, "the destruction of 30 bank buildings, 36 
insurance ones, 31 department stores, 32 large hotels, 25 large restaurants, 
75 municipal buildings, 6 theaters, 18 movies houses, 647 stores, 2 museums, 
19 churches, 6 chapels, 22 hospitals, 72 schools and 5 consulates, among 
which those for Spain and Switzerland". 

"ln the early afternoon on March 20, 1945, 202,040 bodies had been 
retrieved, primarily women and children. lt must be said the total number of 
dead must be 250,000. Only 30% OF THE DEAD HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED. 
The Dresden Civil Police had 75 killed and 276 missing in its staff, the latter 
being considered dead. Since the removal of cadavers could not be done rapidly 
enouQh, 68,650 were incinerated and their ashes buried in a cemetery. As 
rumors greatly excel reality, the minimal data can be used freely. Losses and 
damages were very serious. The attack proved particularly damaging because 
it was launched in great proportion within the period of a few hours''. 

(signed) Gross 

Civil Police Chief 

"There were a total 11,116 RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES ENTIRELY 
DESTROYED, 2,000 seriously damaged, 1,510 with moderate damages and 
13,211 slightly damaged. 75,358 HOUSES WERE FULLY DESTROYED, 11,500 
seriously damaged 7,106 moderately damaged 80,936 slightly damaged". 

"To give readers an idea of the downtown destruction in Dresden, that 
had a large concentration of inhabitants and refugees, from a total 3,420 
housing constructions that existed, 3,308 were completely destroyed, 16 
seriously damaged, 28 moderately damaged and 68 slightly damaged; from 
the original 28,410 houses, 24,866 were completely destroyed, 242 seriously, 
428 moderately and 420 slightly damaged". 

Nearly 2,000 Anglo-American bombers joined in that planned massacre, 
its first assault wave beginning at 22 :09 on February 13, 1945. Bombs up 
to 4,000 kilograms were falling on Dresden. "This is a beautiful bombing", 
remarked the bombers chief ... Since it was a defenseless city, they tost only 
one bomber through accident ... At 22:30 ali the force that had launched the 
first attack on Dresden was flying back to England. At Dresden the situation 
was terror. lt was night, the lighting system had been destroyed and dead people 
were scattered under ruins .. . Auxiliary forces from nearby areas were mobilized 
to attend to the wounded and killed where they could, keeping away from 
terrible tires caused by sorne 400,000 incendiary bombs. 

While survivors ran desperately where they could, looking for relatives 
and friends, the first attack wave crossed on the air with the second bomber 
force also assigned to Dresden and made up of no less than 529 Lancasters 
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to which the Order of Attack had been given for 01:30, in the same night from 
13 to 14 February, 1945. 

The combination of schedules between the first and second attack leaves 
no doubt: IT AIMED EXCLUSIVELY TO KILL THE CIVILIAN POPULATION!!! 

As it was told later on by crew members of that mission, they were told 
in England: (Your attention, please). 

"THEY WERE GOING TO ATTACK THE GERMAN ARMY HEAD
QUARTER$ IN DRESDEN. Sorne crew members of Squadron 75 even recall 

the description of Dresden made by their superiors, as that of a fortress
city. They were instructed to attack Dresden with the aim of 'destroying 
the weapon and supply stores of Germany'. They were led to understand 
it was one of the main supply centers to the Eastern front. To group number 
1 the emphasis was given to the importance of Dresden as a railway center 
and that should be their target. The information prepared to the Canadian 
group said: 'Dresden is a major industrial area, producing electric motors, 
precision instruments, chemical goods and ammunition'. The instruction 
officers excelled in their imagination: at one of the crew quarters they were 
told they were going to attack the Gestapo headquarters, in the downtown 
area, at another it was a vital ammunition plant, at a third, a large compound 
for production of poison gas ... ln a few squadrons were the crew members 
told about the presence of hundreds ·Of thousands of refugees in the city 

or the presence of concentration camps sheltering 26,620 prisoners at the 
suburbs". 

The 529 bombers of the second assault wave carried, those ahead, 
"block-buster" bombs, highly explosive, weighing 2,000 kilograms and others 
carried the most varied models of destruction bombs, plus no less than 
650,000 incendiary bombs among which thermite bombs, hexagonal and 
measuring 21 inches in length, weighing 2 kilograms each. 

Wing commandant Le Good, an Australian, recorded before the bombing 
started: Dresden. Clear on objective (no clouds), practically ali the city aflame, 
NO ANTI-AJRCRAFT DEFENSE. 

Dresden was defenseless and that allowed pilots to go down in operational 
altitude from 6,000 meters to 2,000 meters. 

A navigator declared later on that on coming to 2,000 meters he looked 
at Dresden that was going to be attacked again, tully illuminated by violent 
tires and smoke; he had never seen so much destruction. He could see roads 
and autoroads leading to Dresden, in full traffic. Long lines of wagons with 
supplies and firemen brigades coming from other cities to help after the first 
attack. Evidently, says David Irving on page 167, the second round in the 
DOUBLE BLOW strategy was to take place; the anihilation not only of Dresden 
passive defenses but also the large scores of auxiliary forces coming from 
other cities. 

"lt was the first time 1 deplored the Germans' fate", said the bombardier 
of a Lancaster in the 635th Squadron. ''But my grief lasted seconds, the task 
was to hurt the enemy and hurt him deeply". 

The second raid started then. At 1:24 Dresden was, from an extreme 
to the other, a sea of tire. ''The city was so illuminated' ', an airman wrote later 
on his diary, "we could see ali around our airplane and our own vapor trails". 
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Another one said that "for the first time in many operations 1 felt sarry for 
the population down there' '. The navigator of another bomber in the same 
group wrote: "lt was my habit never to leave my seat but the commander 
called me to have a look. The aspect was really fantastic. Dresden was a city 
with every street burning and bursting in flames" . 

"The Bombardment Chief flew very low under us", recalls a Group 3 pilot. 
"He led each assault wave separately as he was very anxious in that we should 
not waste our bombs on districts already on tire"(!) . 

''We were so scared by th ose frightening tl ames that even though we 
were alone over the city we flew over it keeping sorne distance for many 
minutes, before taking the return way, completely dominated by what we thought 
about THE HORROR THAT MUST BE HAPPENING DOWN THERE. Thirty 
minutes after our departure from Dresden we could still see tire flames". 

The second assault had ended by 01 :54 of February 14. Two hours and 
46 minutes after that second attack, at precisely 04:40, in England, final 
instructions were issued for ... the third extermination assault to be carried out 
by 450 Flying Fortresses against the defenseless city of Dresden. Once more 
the heaviest bombers, with a maximum bomb-loading capacity, were sent there! 
(The reader should not imagine that only Dresden underwent air assaults; 
those saturation attacks by air were made every day on most scattered cities 
and towns. ln that morning alone, 900 other Flying Fortressess were being 
readied to attack the cities of Magdeburg, Wesel and Chemnitz) . 

Other bombing raids did not differ from the first two. The book The 
Destruction of Dresden makes an ample description of sorne scenes found. 
The summary of that MASS-MURDER was about the following: there had been 
no people enough left in Dresden to bury the dead in common graves or 
ditches. The dead kept being removed from under the shambles and ruins 
for various months. Hu man remains were incinerated in open fi res. The bodies 
of thousands disappeared in true tire tempests created by explosions. There 
were not enough shelters in Dresden. The precise number of those ki lied there 
is not known. ln March, 1945, in collective ditches only, over 300,000 people 
had been buried. Surviving prisoners of war, as concentration camps were 
also bombed out, French, English and Russians, helped greatly in removing 
bodies from the shambles. 

The fourth air-raid by 12:01 of February 15 was carried out by 1,100 
aircraft ... 

Sorne photographs of the Dresden massacre were used as photographie 
evidence of atrocities performed by Nazis in the concentration camps .. . 

The number of the dead is not known, it ranges up to 500,000 people. 
1 have never seen any figure related to the injured and wounded ... 

There was a moment when the Anglican Church questioned the English 
government, in the persan of Premier Churchill, on what they planned with 
the extermination, by air raids, of the German people. If they were planning 
to attract the hatred of ali the world ... Th at church was imagining everybody 
knew what was being done to the German people! The Anglican Church, at 
!east ill that moment, had forgotten there is an " international press", very 
attentive to ali , that it would only divulge what it found convenient. 

The reader may observe the following data: DRESDEN on February 12, 
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1945, one day before the first attack, had a population of 650,000 inhabitants 
refugees ... ..... .. ... ........................ .... ..... .... ... .. .. ... .400,000 inhabitants 

DRESDEN IN 1986 has a population of. .... ..... ... ... ...... 510,000 inhabitants. 
41 years after those terrible events, it has 140,000 less people, not taking 

refugees into account at ali! 

THE HOLOCAUST STIFLED 
When there happens a fire, a flood , earthquake or any public calamity, 

the first thing we try to find out is how many dead and injured. 

ln Germany, where there has had place the largest devastation of war 
ever, A NUMERICAL COMPUTATION SHOULD NOT BE DONE, for its revelation 
would raise worldwide indignation. Such a revelation , in case it were made 
to the English and Americans themselves, th at is, to a numerically major public 
opinion , could produce terrible effects and it could give origin to such a wave 
of shock and indignation that , even thrown into a war, those peoples might 
have it stop at the same moment! After ali , no people on this world is so 
insensitive, nor would they be unmoved in front of such a hu man tragedy. There 
is a limit, after which no press or control of information media could withhold 
the natural decency and kindness of human beings. 

ln addition to not being made, for the revelation would present the German 
people as a victim of allied tyranny, winners used the tact they found at Dachau 
the naked and emaciated corpses of people killed by sickness and air-raids, 
on their way to be cremated, and changing them with ali the weigth of a press 
into a terrible accusation as ATROCITIES AGAINST MANKIND that so 
nefariously hangs on the heads of surviving Germans. 

As it could not be otherwise, the winners ' truth prevailed , stifling the 
GERMAN HOLOCAUST. 1 wish someone would tell me what happened to the 

82,000,000 GERMANS 

who existed the Third Reich on August 31 , 1939. From that total are 
excluded German minorities in Poland and those spread ali over the world. 
lt is natural 1 would not accept data supplied by the German government, tied 
sorne way by treaties or commitments signed with Western allies, particularly 
the United States of America, commitments that render Germany entirely 
submissive. 

The submissiveness of German leaders cornes close to real treason 
against the German people. ln the book Germany Today, Bertelsmann Lexicon 
Verlag, edition especially prepared for the Press & Information Department 
of the federal government, in addition to distortion of historical data, they give 
a hand in covering up German fosses at 4,000,000 troops and 500,000 
civilians .. . ln the meantime they estimate at 6,000,000 the Jews murdered 
in concentration camps. (Pages 42 and 43). 
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The cover-up operation is so weil done it becomes easier to get data 
from allied researchers and historians ... from ex-enemies! 

Let us try to approach a minimum number of Germans who were the victims 
of the HOLOCAUST OR GENOCIDE, PLANNED AND CARRIED OUT AGAINST 
GERMANY. 

Third Reich Germany, to include Austria, 
Sudetes and Memel , in 1939 ... .. .......... 82,000,000 inhabitants. 

Federal Republic of Germany, excluding 
foreign workers in 1986 ... ... .... ........ .. ... 58,000,000 in habitants. 

German Democratie Republic in 1986 .. .... .... .. 17,000,000 inhabitants 
Austria in 1986 .. .... .... .. ....... ...... ..... ... .. ...... ...... 8 ,000,000 inhabitants 
Total German population ... .......... .... .......... ..... 83,000,000 inhabitants 
We are to notice that after the war ali Germans from their areas in Poland, 

Czechoslovakia and Hungary were expelled and lost ali they possessed! 
We have, therefore, a populational increase of 1,000,000 inhabitants along 

a period of 47 years, nearly half a century! 
Let us examine sorne German cities, individually: 

City 

Berlin 
(Western Sector) 
(Eastern Sector) 

Viena .... ... ... .... .... .. ... .... .. . 
Hamburg .... .... .... ....... ..... . 
Cologne .... ............ .. ....... . 
Leipzig .... ..... ... ..... ..... .... . . 
Essen ... ... ...... ... ... .......... . . 
Frankfurt-on-Main ... ... .... . 
Dortmund ............... ...... .. . 
Hannover ... ..... .... .... ........ . 
Dresden ... ... ......... ... .. ..... . 

1939 

4,500,00 

1,920,390 
1,682,220 

768,426 
701 ,606 
659,871 
546,649 
537,000 
472,527 
650,000 

1986 

2,000,000 
1,100,000 

3,100,000 
1,700,000 
1,700,000 

990,000 
590,000 
680,000 
631,000 
620,000 
562,000 
510,000 

Difference 

- 1,400,000 
220,000 

+ 17,780 
+ 221,574 

111,606 
+ 20,129 + 84,351 
+ 83,000 
+ 89,472 

140,000 

So we find a German increase of population, along 47 years, of 1.25% 
Let us examine now the growth in capital cities of countries that were 

in the second world war and also Madrid, as it suffered the horrors of civil war: 

City 

London ..... ...... ... ... ..... .. ... ... . . 
Moscow .... .. ......... ......... ..... . 
Tokyo ........ .. ......... ..... ... .. .... . 
Madrid ..... .. .... ..... ..... ..... ...... . 
Rome ........ .. .. ..................... . 

1939 

4,550,000 
3,500,000 
3,500,000 
1,200,000 
1,300,000 

1986 

7,000,000 
10,000,000 
10,000,000 

4,000,000 
3,500,000 

lncrease 

53.85% 
185.71% 
185.71% 
233.33% 
169.23% 

If we base ourselves on a minimum growth related to other capitals, like 
that found for London , at a rate of only 1.15 % in growth per year, we shall 
get THE FANTASTIC NUMBER OF 28,000,000 VICTIMS, THAT IS, 34 KILLED 
PER EACH GROUP OF 100 GERMANS!!! 
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF DESTRUCTION 
AND EXTERMINATION 

(Here we are not dealing with photographie arrangements and 
drawings) . 

The photographs to be shown relate to only a few towns and cities. As 
it has been said before, from the thousands of German towns and cities only 
Heidelberg was spared. 

Examining these photographs in detail, in the situation the winning powers 
found Germany we realize why IT WAS NECESSARY TO INVENT SOMETHING 
THAT WOULD TURN OFF WORLD ATTENTION FROM IT!!! 

The first atrocities of war were performed by Poles against a German 
minority living there. Among civilians massacred, who disappeared completely, 
the number was 58,000. 

The German government ·at once called the foreign press to follow up 
and certify those terrible events. After cadavers had been exhumed of people 
murdered days before, as weil as an examination of the latest victims by 
specialist physicians, many photographs were made to build evidence of the 
cruelties. ln Brazil , published by the Alba Printing Shop in Rio de Janeiro there 
appeared in 1940 the now very rare Polish Atroeities Against German Ethnie 
Groups in Poland, bearing a photograph of ali foreign correspondants present. 

One other occasion when the German government called foreign 
correspondants was in 1941 , when after German advance on Polish areas, 
occupied by Russian forces previously, Germans found a common ditch with 
bodies of over 1,000 Polish officers. executed long ago by Russians, that in 
Katyn . 

lt would not be GERMANY, therefore, used to denounce atrocities 
performed by its anemies, that would be so foolish to perform, on its turn , 
something resembling accusations made against it . 

The Soviet forces that occupied ali German concentration camps existing 
in Poland and East Germany, in case they had found a minimal vestige of 
cruelties performed by Germans would NEVER fai l to cali foreign 
correspondants at once; they would NEVER let pass that splendid chance 
to avenge themselves for the exposure at Katyn!!! 

ln fact it seems the inspections made by the International red Cross in 
Auschwitz and Birkenau . 1944, put an end to the subject. The rest is nothing 
but empty talk from winners. trying to cover up THEIR OWN TERRIBLE 
CRIMES! 
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE MASS·MURDER 
BV AIR 

" Death cames from the sky" - Bombs, iso/ated and tied-up together, raining on German 

territory. 
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City of Mainz, in the morning after the first air-attack it suffered. 
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This photograph was made after the last air-bombing of Cologne, before the war ended. To this day damaged 

parts of its century-old church are being restored. 
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Dresden. The dead everywhere. Two wagons unload cadavers to be stacked by the post 

si de. 
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Dresden. The dead scattered over the streets of a ghost city. People in the identification 

process white the wagon cames to a mound of cadavers being incinerated to avoid 

epidemies. 
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Dresden, more death and destruction. At the background, more incineration. 
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Among the de ad and the new stack of cadavers being burned, another sm aller heap. 

possibly ashes of people already incinerated. 
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Lübeck affame on firs.t terroris.t air-bombing 

raid on the night of March 28, 1942. 

Berlin - Airview of a demolis.hed city. 

, 
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Berlin - Civilians dead on a street, waiting for identification . 
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Berlin. The search for bodies amid the ruins. 
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Unidentified city by a river. 
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Düren, after bombed out. With a magnifying glass we can clearly see a bomb crater by side 

of another. 
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Essen. Truck with American troops tries to wind its way amid ruins. 
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Gelsenkirchen looks at a group of American troops. 
be7 
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American so/diers amid shamb/es at Dortmund. 

A mnuntain of debris of an unidentified city . .How màny people buried 
under it? 

.. J 
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While bombs tell on cities and towns, in sorne air-shelters there were scenes like this, 

showing a German nurse taking care of children. Notice the beds are the same mode/ 

used in concentration camps. lt was often that air shelters were a/sa buried and people 

in ki/led there. 
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A German lady with al/ tha.t was .feft from .an air-raid. 

Q.52 
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The dead, after air-raids, were garnered in public places at each suburb for identification and burial, 

as the photograph depicts; at the background an enormous number of cof'ins. As the air-raids intensified 

in 1942, that kind of work became impractical. 
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Cologne. The extermin<JtOr!> ｾ＾｣ｯｲ･､＠ m<Jjor ｶｩ｣ｴｯｲｩ･ｾ＾＠ <Jmid the civilian population with impunity, ｾ＾･ｶ･ｲ｡ｬ＠ of tho!>e ｶｩ｣ｴｯｲｩ･ｾ＾＠

every day. Here ｾ＾｡ｭ･＠ of the ｾ＾ｭ｡ｬＯ＠ ｶｩ｣ｴｩｭｾ＾＠ after <1 great/y ｾ＾ｵ｣｣･ｾ＾ｾ＾ｦｵｬ＠ air-raid on Cologne ... The little boy right of the 

photo had alre<Jdy been identified. 
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This photograph was pub/ished by magazine Veja !Brazil) with no text. 1/eave it up to the reader to figure out the best 

words for the meaningful image. What worries me is where people were gone, where they hid. Was it a holiday? ... 

On the next photograph a sma/1 number of those people: 
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GERMAN CIVIL/ANS, FAMISHED, PLUNDER A FRIEIGHT TRAIN AT FRANKFURT, LOOKING FOR FOOD AND 

CLOTHING. ft was at that tiine the mother of a ftiend of mine STARVED TO DEATH. 
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TESTIMONV FROM A GERMAN VETERAN 

After previous editions of this book had been issued, 1 had the pleasure 
to receive a letter from a German veteran , parts of which 1 transcribe. 

"lt was war, they were our enemies, so we killed them. So what? " 

" This brutal but logical way of th inking is shown in ali acts of our enemies. 

For Amerikan airmen, in the last months of the war, when we had no air defense 
in Germany, it was an 'amusing sport' to bomb out and machine-gun German 
civilians: children in school yards, peasants, women pushing baby carriages, 
etc ... The Red Cross symbol on roofs of hospitals, tents, vehicles and railway 
cars seemed to be a preferential target for the 'noble Christian soldiers ' on 
their 'European Crusade'. (Those who know the story of original Crusades 
to free Jerusalem know about the behavior of those 'Christian crusaders' 
regarding women and children; we can see the title given by famous Eisenhower 
to his book, Crusade in Europe, was a true choice) . ln his description of 
the massacre at Dresden you have forgotten to mention that in the last assault 
by daylight preferential targets for American fighters were the masses of women 
and children who had escaped the hell of a city aflame - in open fields. Could 
it be that they were looking for 'Gestapo headquarters' in there? Typical for 
the attitude of present German government - to increase guilt of Germans 
and decrease that of others and proof is that in certain publications they speak 
of 30,000 victims in Dresden ... " 

''Another example are German prison ers of war, the on es who died on 
allied camps -a subject entirely unknown by the world, even though millions 
of German ex-soldiers may testify to those 'war crimes'. ln Western Germany 
today one can now speak of German prisoners who died in Russia - although 
they must always mention the many more numerous Russian prisoners dead 
in German camps ... " 

"When however we deal with German prison ers on American , French , 
English camps, etc - then the numbers of dead allowed for publication -
are really ridiculous. ln that case 1 personally am a witness.l .was a prisoner 
of Americans on April 17, 1945, and then 1 lived for four months in the so
called Rheinwiesenlager, concentration camps for war prisoners that were 
simply open space, with a double tence of barbed wire and no lodging at ali. 
We were living, hundreds of thousands of us, in the open air without blankets, 
nothing but the normal uniform, in total exposure to weather. ln the beginning 
we even had snow! We slept on the ground, often in water, cold earth , mud, 
thousands of hungry prisoners shaking with cold. The grass we found in there 
was soon eaten by that mass of desperate men who grew weaker every day. 
The Americans put everybody into those camps: children, old men, sick and 
wounded people - even amputees without arms or legs were mercilessly 
thrown into the mud. That, plus food that was altogether short, were the cause 
of an incredibly high rate of mortality. To give you an idea: l was a strong , 19, 
youth weighing 80 kilograms when 1 entered. When the French Hberated me 
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PARTIAL VIEW OF 
ONE OF INTERNMENT 
CAMPS MENTIONED BY 
THE GERMAN VETERAN 
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(the camps were passed on to them), four months later, 1 weighed 50 kilograms". 
"1 hardly arrived at my native town, where 1 remained irl bed for weeks, 

resting . Imagine then the physical condition and the ｳ ｾＧｶ ｩｶ｡ｬ＠ chance for 
children, old men, the sick and the wounded - sometimés taken by force 
from hospitals! Every day there came in trucks into which hundreds who had 
died during the night were thrown. 1 think there is no set of crematories, known 
in the 'Nazi extermination camps' that could manage the cremation of so many 
cadavers per day. Where did those trucks go, where the dead were buried? 
1 know not. Very possibly researches about 'free Germany' of our days are 
prohibited' '. 

" ln order to understand the 'German enigma' of our days we must know 
about the creation of the German press: at war end any independent publication 
was forbidden - it was ali published by the allied. Later on permits were given 
to German journalists. But then only for those with a proven anti-Fascist past, 
people who had been imprisoned or had migrated, etc .. . Along years and effect 
of re-education, they have found a way to keep that 'traditional anti-Nationalist 
spirit' alive, to this date. And the young Germans know no other reality. For 
them, this is "freedom" .. . 

"You have never heard about these events? Do not forget: the millions 
of Germans are witnesses of these tacts. But of course those magic six million 
stifle ali this! They were invented precisely for that purpose! " 

''And the Germans? Despite ali these tacts, they keep the ir guilt complex. 
The propaganda of Jews deserves actually a top mark. Curious thing that ali 
propaganda films, showing lite in Germany under Hitler and the German 
soldiers, in an unreallight, are really 'masterpieces' in a destructive manner 
for the generation of a people, and they are being made in the United States. 
None thinks it strange that the target for that destruction, Germany, is the best 
allied the U.S.A have in Europe - practically the only one Americans can count 
on. Can it be that none realizes that the German soldier, pacified, demoralized 
and full of doubts and complexes as he is today, is no good for a war, even 
less for a war against Aussi a?' ' 

"lt is even frightening to see how it is possible, by psychological influence 
and through modern propaganda methods, to change such a heroic people into 
an indifferent mass of slaves! '' 

When 1 finished the German veteran's letter 1 recalled 1 had photographs 
from the period he mentioned. lt was hard to find it atnid thousands but then 
1 found it and it is with pleasure that 1 can show it to readers. 

The photo shows only a partial view of one of the camps our reader and 
veteran speaks about, and it is not unlikely that that was precisely the one where 
he was interned under snow, rain, on mud, cold, hunger and sleeping on a 
roofless ground. ln the foreground we can see one of the thousands of 
American guards, outside the barbed wire tence. 
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MAPS 

EUROPE number 1 -The map shows, within llnes in black, an area of 
2,915,068 square kilometers that corresponds in surface to the lands Germany 
held before the first world war, particularly in Africa. 

Those were areas placed on the European countries just to give the reader 
a visual notion and realize the extension of areas taken from Germany by the 
Versailles treaty. 

Within dashes you see the size of the German Federal Republic, today 
with 248,619 square kilomEilters; round points mark out of the German 
Democratie Republic, 108,178 square kms. 

After the second world war the two Germanies make up a total of 12.24% 
of the area they held in 1914! 
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EUROPE number 2 - ln 1914 countries set with strong black did not 
exist as independent nations! The borders marked did not exist. lt ali belonged 
to the Russian Empire, holding borders with Norway and Sweden, the Baltic 
sea, the German Empire - signalled by oblique tines, with the Austro-Hungarian 
Empire - signalled by horizontal tines and the Black Sea. 

ln 1917 German forces aided by Austro-Hungarian forces deafeated 
Russians, who signed an armistice. 

On March 3, 1918, the Brest-Litovsk treaty was signed by Germany and 
Russia, by which Germany received lands marked in strong black. 
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Showing the new States appearing during and after World War 1 and 
confirmed by the Versailles Treaty: 
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The Germans organized the ethnical minorities inhabiting the lands 
received , which represented an area twice as large as ali the German empire. 
With the support and aid from Germany five new independent nations were 
created in Europe: Finnland, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, plus Poland. ln the 
Ukraine its independence was a dud , it being involved in the war between 
Poland and the Soviet Union, 1920. That war, which was very violent, is still 
rarely mentioned by historians. 

lt is interesting to remark the contrast of attitudes among the nations: 
while Germany did not keep lands conquered in Russia, and on the contrary, 
turned them over to ethnical minorities in those various areas, the allied, 
particularly the English, who had taken over rich and defenseless colonies 
in Africa, took them for themselves by the Versailles treaty, in patent contrast 
with results on battlefields of Europe, where they were generally beaten in 
the many battles waged. 

lt seems the Germans lack a dose of what could be called the "international 
political wile", as they are hard-working, serious and honest, intelligent, 
organized and disciplined, good soldiers when the time cornes to fight, but 
th en they always fall for sorne trick from smart cookies .. . Th at may explain 
the tact Germans have only 356,797 square kilometers, separated into two 
blocks. 

KURT WALDHEIM, THE "PAMPHLETEER" 

As 1 was writing this book 1 kept attentive to the news about Kurt Waldheim, 
who was elected President of Austria despite ali pressure from Zionism to 
prevent it. 

After the ex-secretary of the United Nations Organization had been 
charged with the death of hundreds of thousands of Jews, he is now being 
charged of being a pamphleteer. Correio do Povo on September 9, 1986, 
published the following "deniai": 

"President Kurt Waldheim denied assertions made by the Jewish World 
Council, operating in the U.S.A., that he had been busy distributing pamphlets 
during the second world war. At that Council sorne members said they had 
found pamphlets of Nazi propaganda in the United States archives with 
sentences such as 'Enough of the Judaic War!' The organization says the 
pamphlets were issued in 1944 from a sector where Waldheim was a lieutenant". 

The persecution to Waldheim by the press will still go a long way. 
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THE EXCOMMUNICATED 

On June 10, 1976, page 18, the Jewish 
newspaper Jewish Press, New York , published 
the note to the left, inviting its public to the 
ceremony and reading of the act ofexcommunicac 
tion of a citizen who was born and studied in 
Germany, migrated to the U.S.A. where he 
naturalized himself as American and became its 
Secretary of State. His name: ABRAHAM BEN 
ELAZAR, known around the world under the 
name of Henry Kissinger ... 

1 do not know what Kissinger did to be 
punished that way but our attention is drawn by 
the prepotence of an organization that calls itself 
SUPREME RABBINIC COURT OF AMERICA 
(there are three Americas; will that cover them 
ali?) to cali its people to attend the excommunica-
tion of none less than the Secretary of State of a 
country that shelters them and tolerates them. 

THE NOBEL PEACE AWARD FOR 1986 

Correio do Povo for October 15, 1986, carried the following news: 
"SURVIVOR OF HITLER CAMPS WINS PEAGE NOBEL - Oslo - Elie Wiesel, 
a survivor of concentration camps, who selected the word Holocaust to defi ne 
and describe the massacre of Jews during the second world war, has been 
awarded the Nobel prize for Peace in 1963". 

''The winner is 58, he was born in Remania but he naturalized himself 
American in 1963. Elie Wiesel was prominent as one of the spiritual leaders 
and he works when racism, repression and violence still mark the world', said 
the Nobel committee. 'This is a very special day for me', Wiesel said, speaking 
from his home in New York. '1 am invaded by memories' " . 

"Wiesel is a messenger for mankind. His message is peace, repentance 
and human dignity. His faith is that the forces fighting evil in the world may 
win . His message is based on his own persona! experience of total humiliation 
and scorn, shown in Hitler's concentration camps. His message has the shape 
of a testimony, repeated and deep in the words of a great actor. Wiesel's 
commitment, begun in the sufferings of the Jewish people, has been enlarged 
to cover ali repressed peoples and races', the committee said". 

"This Jewish writer born in Sighet, Transylvania, today part of Remania, 
was deported in 1944 together with his family and 16,000 Jews and they were 
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ali sent to the Auschwitz concentration camp in Poland, where his mother and 
younger sister died. He was separated from his aider brothers and he does 
not know whether they survived. He and his father were sent in 1945 to the 
Buchenwald concentration camp in Germany, where his father died". 

"When fre.ed in Buchenwald, on April 11, 1945, Wiesel refused to be 
repatriated to the East of Europe and he settled in France. He studied at the 
Sorbonne and in 1948 he travelled to Israel as a journalist to caver the 
foundation of the Jewish state for French newspaper 'l'Arche' ' '. 

"He became a correspondent in Paris for the newspaper Yedioth Ahronot 
of Tei-Aviv. ln 1956 he published his first book in Yiddisch at Buenos Aires, 
titled And the World Has Remained Silent, published in abridged edition in 
France as The Night, and Night in the United States". 

This is the full notice in Correio do Povo. 
Let us examine a little more closely, but rapidly, the happy winner of 

a Nobel prize several times denied our beloved - also in other parts of the 
world - Don Helder Camara. 

First we notice he and his relatives were interned in German concentration 
camps and he lost contact with his brothers but he cannat say they were 
murdered by gas chambers, crematories or whatever at those camps. And 
he had his father's company for some time, then his father died in another 
camp. Would he miss the chance to state his relatives were ali killed by Germans 
or is he saying those relatives died of causes not explained? lt seems also the 
Wiesel family was able to survive those camps for sorne time, showing that 
to be interned in one of them did not mean death - in how many cases? 
Not immediate death, at any rate, for the Wiesel family - or other families 
or individuals. The propaganda made about those camps leads lts victims (yes, 
the victims of propaganda, who are much more numerous than victims of 
war ... ) to automatically believe being sent to one of them meant certain death. 
Wiesel denies it in that bit of news we transcribed. 

According tothe Nationai·Zeitung of Munich, January 31, 1986, Mr. Elie 
Wiesel is the head of a committee in charge of building a gigantic Holocaust 

Museum that is to be completed in 1991, in Washington. 
ln January, 1987, that organization called German-American Holocaust 

Committee, purporting to keep alive the memory of persecution of Jews and 
of course to obtain monetary participation of Germany to build that gigantic 
project, the Holocaust Museum one more monument). At the occasion Elie 
Weisel asked the C.D.U. politician Karl Arnold, whether Germany has ever asked 
for the forgiveness of Jews ... 

ln that committee there are members who are deputies and important 
personalities linked directly to the German government as Klaus Schütz, ex-
ambassador to Israel and at present superintendent of the German radio, 
Deutsche Welle, Wolfgang Bergesdorf, of the press and information department 
of the German government; deputy Peter Petersen, of the C.D.U. and one of 
the founders of that "committee". 

Three German deputies forwarded the official request that the Nobel 
Peace award be granted to Elie Wiesel, therefore they are representatives of 
the German people ... Their names are Heinz Westphal, for years chairman 
of the German-Jewish society; Peter Petersen, previously mentioned and 
Burckhard Hirsh, deputy by the F.D.P. 
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Wiesel was 16, he remained for less than one year in the concentration 
camps of Auschwitz and Buchenwald; at the first he received tattoo number 
S-7713. He was freed on April11, 1945. Only eleven years after, in 1956, he 
published his first and more famous book, Die Nacht zu begraben Elisha , 
dealing with the destiny of a Jew who survived Auschwitz and Buchenwald; 
when freed he became a Zionist activist and engaged in the struggle against 
Palestinians; he finally ends by becoming a journalist in New York . lt must be 
something close to an autobiography. 

On March 18, 1985, the new Nobel prize winner for Peace, 1986, was 
interviewed by the Times. Amid many questions the following one was made: 
" How did you survive two of the most terrible death camps of ali the century?" 

Watch the answer from the newest Nobel Peace award , who has written 
over 26 books, translated into severa! languages, ali possibly giving in detail 
the cruelties performed by Germans in concentration camps, as he is held 
to be a writer " specialized in Holocaust": 

"1 shall never know ... 1 was weak ali the time ... 1 never ate .. . A breeze 
could thrown me down ... At Buchenwald tens of thousands of people were 
sent to death every day ... 1 was every ti me am id the last hundred on es in 
front of the gate ... " 

Based on that interview one can say this is one more liar, one with worldwide 
coverage. 

The same National Zeitung for January 31, 1986, says the Buchenwald 
concentration camp was really one of those showing an exaggerated number 
of deaths during the time it was run by Germans and later on by occupation 
forces, recording for ali that timea total of 20,671 victims of usual diseases, 
allied air-raids and mainly epidemies that spread around at the end of the war and 
extending under allied forces due to food shortage and lack of adequate 
remedies. 

When Mr. Wiesel , therefore, says every day tens of thousands of people 
were sent to death he is talking about gas chambers mentioned by winners 
right after the war and he completely forgets that the submissive German 
government itself had to admit that in tact there has been no gas chamber 
on German territory. No comments on the man's lucky star to be always one 
of the last 100 ... He must think people are idiots or weak-minded. 

1 am going to buy one of his 26 books to try to find out the reasons why 
he survived Auschwitz and Buchenwald, if he has really been there or why 
he failed to give the Times a better answer ... 

ELIE WIESEL AGAIN 
The Nobel peace award for 1986, who has been in the Auschwitz and 

ｂｾ｣ｨ･ｮｷ｡ｬ､＠ concentration camps, in no part of his book titled La Nuit (The 
N1ght) , prefaced by François Mauriac, mentions the existence of gas chambers. 
On page 57 of that book, published by Editions de Minuit, he states there 
was in Auschwitz a ditch exclusively to burn up adults and another one for 
!ittle children, without explaining why the separation. He writes (and how many 
Innocents ones have believed it?) textually : 
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"Not far from us the flames coming from a ditch went up. Enormous 
flames. Something was burning in there. A truck backed into the ditch and 
unloaded''. 

"THOSE WERE LITTLE CHILDREN, BREAST SABlES! Yes, 1 have seen 
that with my own eyes ... Children thrown on the flames ... ls it any wonder, th en, 
that after that , sleep fiees from my eyes?" 

On page 58 he says that a little farther ahead there was the other ditch 
ablaze with enormous flames, where adult victims fought against death for 
hours: .. The marching column where he stood was taken by the Germans to 
a distance of "three paces" of the ditch, then to only " two paces" from it . 
When they were just " two paces" from it the column was ordered to turn 
left and go to a barrack. He did not explain why they were spared that tire-
extermination system, a totally strange one, into which prisoners entered 
marching ... 

1 had already read about mass executions at Treblinka, where they would 
also have used boiling water and water steam, as per Document number 
PS-3311 in the incredible Nürnberg court...and also published by Pravda , 
February 2 , 1945, speaking of mass-electrocution in Auschwitz .. . 

The killing of breast-babies brought in by a truck, and living adults at 
common ditch tires, these are an exclusive release by the illustrious Nobel 
peace award and it tully qualifies him to enter the Liars ' Festival held every 
year in the town of Nova Brescia, Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil. .. 

1 would only like to know whether the illustrious ones who gave that Nobel 
award to Wiesel have re ad his book ... 

AGAIN THE "HUNTER OF GERMANS" 

ln December, 1944, sorne German armored divisions launched a strong 
counter-attack on the allied forces that landed in Normandy. That was the 
Ardennes battle, which took the allied generais by surprise as they could not 
imagine that at that stage of the war Germans were capable to deliver a blow 
that powerful, which did not end in a" tragedy" for them only because Hitler 
was forced to deploy those armored forces to the Eastern front that urgently 
needed them. The counter-offensive, however, caused a major delay in the 
plans of Eisenhower and Montgomery. 

ln order to spread confusion amid allied forces, by changing road signs, 
cutting off telegraph lines, telephone lines, etc, Germans had selected and 
trained commandos, special troops wearing American uniform, speaking 
perfect "American", knowing the names of movie, baseball and basket-bali 
stars, etc. 

What those commandos turned out for the enemy lines is still to be 
written . Near the town of Bastogne, for a matter of luck, Americans were able 
to arrest three Germans wearing American uniform. After that is was spread 
that the mission of those commandos was to murder allied commanding 
officers ... From su ch news resulted th at general Eisenhower was seve rai times 
kept as an authentic prisoner, isolated, near Paris; anyone who had to approach 
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him had to submit to most vexing identification tests, as they mistrusted ali 
and everybody ... 

According to war regulations, any soldier who wears the enemy's uniform 
is a spy and the penalty is to be shot. 

ln the case of those three German soldiers wearing American uniform 
it could not be otherwise, and shot they were. To document the event 
photographer Johnny Flores of LIFE magazine was present and so we have 
photographs number 1, 2 and 3 showing separately each German soldier tied 
up to posts by rope. On photo number 4 we see the shooting platoon and 
finally on photos number 5, 6 and 7 we see those soldiers already executed . 
The photos were published by the UFE magazine in January, 1945, and the 
story says the Germans died while they sang a song (perhaps lch hat einen 
Kameraden, 1 had a comrade) . 

ln 1945 there appeared the book KZ Mauthausen, by Simon Wiesenthal, 
where he himself presents a drawing he made, as his signature on it bears 

· witness, showing three Jews executed by Germans in a concentration camp, 
as we see on photo number 8 . 

1 

One does not have to be a specialist to see that the famous hunter of 
Germans, who is, besides, none less than the director of the Jewish 
Documentation Center, in addition to being a great liar and fraud, in that drawing 
proved he is a VULGAR FORGER, for in the lack of Jewish victims he had 
no qualms in using as mode! three GERMAN soldiers, shot by Americans. He 
only changed their uniform for that of concentration camp prisoners, unshod 
them, replaced the ropes by which they were tied to posts for barbed wire 
and also surrounded the are a with barbed wire ... 

People of that ki nd have been te !ling their story for half a century now ... 
On photo number 9 of August 6 , 1980 (an UPI radio-photo) there appears the 
liar and forger Simon Wiesenthal being complimented by President Jimmy 
Carter at the White House, before he was decorated with a medal by the U.S. 
government ... 

On photo number 10 we have the same figure exhibiting the highest German 
decoration he had just been awarded by Chancellor Helmuth Kohl, of Germany, 
for services rende red ... 

If statesmen Hke Carter and Kohl can be fooled Hke that, what are we 
to think of the great majority of mankind? And that shall happen until when? 
1 think the farce shall end for good before our century is over. 
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KLAUS BARBIE AND THE OTHERS 

Commandant PAUL WARFIELD TIBBETS, who was responsible for the 
success in throwing the first A-bomb on Hiroshima, had been since that time 
in 1945 one of the most prominent personalities in the U.S.A. ln 1975 he stated 
in an interview: 

"1 never repented and 1 also never was ashamed of that act, because 
1 believed 1 had complied with my duty when 1 carried out the order given me''. 

His faithful compliance with that order cost the life of 85,000 Japanese 
in a few seconds, most of them children, women and old people because 
Hiroshima was no battlefield; there were injured people by the dozens of 
thousands. 

ROGER LEONARD was a French sergeant in action at the lndochina (later 
on Vietnam) war. At a certain moment he was sent a written order to fix up 
part of a road that had been under extensive bombing and saying he could 
take along 150 prisoners for that. The efficient sergearit gave orders to take 
150 prisoners to the spot and arriving there, ali of them standing on line, they 
were shot down by machine-gun fire and their bodies used to levet off the 
road ... On his trial Roger, who was a Foreign Legion soldier, alleged he had 
been born in Alsace and unfortunately he did not have a good command of 
French grammar and for that reason he had shot those prisopners instead 
of putting them to the work he had been assigned. The court punished him with 
three MONTHS in prison! 

The two cases mean only, as they have been selected at random amid 
hundreds of ethers, to show the difference of justice, when we deal with 
Japanese, German or Vietnamese dead cnes as regards the CIRCUS put on 
at Lyon, with false eyewitnesses and falsified documents to condemn KLAUS 
BARBIE, who at the time of the war was a lieutenant in charge of transferring 
a group of Jewish children from a school or orphanage to a prisoner camp 
in the East of Europe, from which only a few would have returned. 

The contradictions of witnesses, who were called false witnesses by the 
brilliant attorney for defense, Jacques Vergés, were not taken into account. 
There appeared on that trial a telex message that would have·been sent and 
signed by Klaus Barbje for the command of SIPO-SD, of Lyon. ln view of his 
formai negative that he had signed that document, Mr. Vergés requested that 
it be sent to an expert test. 

The instruction judge, Mr. Riss, set as condition for that test an unusual 
and completely forbidding fee. Thanks to that Mr. Vergés placed the authenticity 
of the document in doubt, with part,icular support on the irregularity of a 
reference following Barbie's signature and then charging the Judaic 
Documentation Center with forgery, there where Serge Klarsfeld had found 
the telex message .. . (The head of the center is our exposed forger Simon 
Wiesenthal, Serge Klarsfeld was the man responsible for the "official 
sequestration" of Barbie from Bolivia; Serge's wife, Beate Klarsfeld, also known 
as a hunter .of Germans, in late 1987 was called to Brazil by Zionist entities 
in order to consider risks with the appearance of Nationai-Socialism in our 
country ... and the appearance of publications held to be anti-Semitic, among 
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which this modest book was a prominent one ... to show only that they mean 
to be THE OWNERS OF TRUTH). 

The lady, who was once expelled from Paraguay, at the end of her interview 
to 0 Estado de Sâo Paulo, December 30, 1987, said she would be happy 
if the Brazilian government would take action against that book, our modest 
book. She seems to have forgotten, at least for some time, that she was not 
in Israel or Germany, where it actually is prohibited to go against the Hoaxes 
of the Cent ury ... Very inclined to attitudes promoting publicity she was prompt 
to slap in public a post-war German chancellor ... 

According to Communist dialectics, even though the Communists are 
'total adversaries of Barbie, "it would be very hard to admit in a more clear 

manner that the LYON TRIAL HAS BEEN A FRAME-UP!" Klaus Barbie was 
punished with LIFE IMPRISONMENT. .. after the war has been over for 43 
years! If that had happened in Israel. let us have no doubts aboutit, he would 
be hanged. If the U.N.O. Human Hights Commission is indeed an impartial 
organization, it shall at least consider his case, before Barbie also is suicided ... 

G.AS CHAMBERS? VES! 
A U.S.A. EXCLUSIVENESS 

When one speaks of the impossibility that 6,000,000 Jews have been 
killed by gas in the German concentration camps, he is at once held as an 
enemy by two teams that should be the first ones to be happy: Zionists and 
the German government. 

The first because it is the exclusive responsible party for THE HOAX OF 
THE CENTURY, responsible for the imprint of that LIE on the Jewish community 
itself which, Hke other ones, had no reasons to disbelieve something that, 
for lack of divulgation - at one hand - and control on information - on the 
other hand - was not being rebuked. The Zionist's despair so that he shall 
not in the future be pointed as a LIAR, forces him to come up with more and 
more films and stories about Germans and their concentration camps, their 
malignancy and atrocities ... 

Such a completely suspect insistence, plus the acts of war and terrorism 
that Israel carries out on countries as Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, Iraq, 
the expulsion and scattering of Palestinians that are everyday killed, or U.N.O. 
soldiers, that have already resulted in millions of victims along 40 years 
of its "independence" lead spectators to become more and more 
convinced they have been fooled ali along these years. Not for lack of reasons 
we see more lucid and honest Jews promote manifestations in New York, a 
great Jewish city and certainly the greatest '.:Jerusalem" in the world, exhibiting 
posters in public, on which we can read "ISRAEL IS A CANCER FOR JEWS". 

The second team, tully conniving with the winners, in its capacity of 
government of an occupied country thanks to their country having been 
defeated, also fails to appreciate any reduction in the number of Jews who 
died, for an even stronger reason, as instead of promoting a revision of stories, 
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it has passively paid indemnification for 6,000,000 of them . There are major 
suspicions that true deals were made in those payments, both in the pretended 
number of victims and as regards property. Any change in that figure would 
have German leaders in hot water, plus the fact it would graduate them with 
a Certificate of Stupidity they would have to exhibit officially from then on ... 

A reader has written me so that 1 would attend, at the month 's end , in 
any German consulate, the show of a standing queue by members of the Jewish 
community who report to be paid their indemnifications; he wrote that he was 
astounded to see it.. . 1 think th ose leaders will lose their good jobs, still in 
our century, and that the ones who will give a hand to get them off their jobs 
are their own sons and grandsons! 

Each "eyewitness" describes the gas chambers in a different manner; 
at one time they are showers from which gas came out, instead of water. without 
explainning how was the equipment leading that gas through the piping full 
of holes, at other times the gas was thrown in flakes, through small apertures 
on the roof of " chambers';, etc, etc ... There were chambers for 500 to 10,000 
people to be killed in one round ... ln sorne there was room from 40 to 80 
people per square meter ... Simon Wiesenthal explains the industry of de ath 
in Auschwitz was so secret, following orders from Berlin , that very few German 
officers and privates were wise to what went on in there ... Sorne secret , sorne 
perfection! 

To kill six millions, that is, the population of ali the city of Rio de Janeiro, 
using hait a dozen brass, and on top of this, to doit "on the sly ", with machines 
and equipment none has yet been able to describe or build ... Not !etting two 
people describe the equipment and executions in the same mann er ... To eut 
hair and pull out teeth and fillings of gold from that people ... To examine each 
one in ali bodily orifices looking for gold, jewels, diamonds and even dollars 
and then process the bodies into ashes in crematory furnaces without leaving 
ONE, JUST ONE EYEWITNESS that will deserve our respect , THAT IS TOO 
MUCH PERFECTION AND SECRET FOR MY TASTE!. .. 

The United States, always such an efficient country in spying , and its 
Intelligence Agency, sometimes not so intelligent, have taken thousands and 
thousands of German industrial patents after the war. They simply confiscated, 
stole, took them . The only one they failed to take away was the secret of how 
to ki li six million people leaving no traces ... For this reason 1 shall exp lain how 
they, Americans, for lack of better technology, execute their own condemned 
to death : in gas chambers! 

At the Maryland state prison, Baltimore, in order to execute just ONE 
person, it is necessary to observe and execute 40 (forty) steps with description 
and handling of the chamber equipment. Preparations for execution require 
TWO DAYS, in a total of 16 service hours. Two officiais especially appointed 
follow, each one of them, their list of controls and tests. Amid the first measures 
they test ali the sealing of the chamber, pumps, fans, brushes and exhaustion 
system. There follow 15 other individual details before the condemned person 
is brought into the chamber. He enters then and he is weil tied to a chair. An 
EGK set is brought into the chamber and a cable set on his body to show 
when he dies. There follow nine other tests and controls of various kinds, 
until the careful introduction of the chemicals duly prescribed, among which 
is the gas. 
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There follows a total sealing-off the door. After the EGK set indicates the 
death of the person, there follow no less than 14 different instructions to obey, 
to rem ove the poisonous gas by exhaustion, through the chimney and the 
operation of an automatic equipment of water under pressure. 

With the cell apparently cleaned up, the physician and two assistants enter, 
ALL OF THEM WEARING GASMASKS, PLUS APRONS AND RUBBER 
GLOVES. The physician shakes the dead person's hair to remove molecules 
of poison that may be present and his assistants wash carefully the ex-criminal 's 
body with water hoses, as weil as ali his natural orifices, particularly his mouth. 

At San Quentin, San Francisco prison. the gas chamber is on the sixth 
floor and it has a chimney over 30 meters in height. By ti me the gas is 
exhausted, despite ali the fittering after executions, there are gulls on roofs 
that fall dead to the ground, which raised protests from the Animais Protecting 
Society. 

We may compare the above description to photographs number 16, 17, 
18, as weil asto descriptions made by eyewitnesses. lt is interesting to notice 
that in Auschwitz none ever saw any SS member or any bird fall from the roof ... 
For an operation lasting 16 hours to execute ONE person, in the U.S.A., the 
Germans executed thousands at each 16 minutes, with no exhaustors, 
chimneys, gas-masked assistants wearing no gloves, nearly on their natural!. .. 
What "they" have never explained is where the gas clouds that had to be 
inside the "chambers" went, particularly having in view that near the places 
indicated as those for gas chambers, there they had the pavillion-hospital 
for German soldiers, plus the swimming-pool and, further, the soccer field 
for prison ers ... Those clouds certainly wou Id also have reached the prison ers' 
quarters ... Do you know why they have reached not a soul? BE CAUSE THEY 
NEVER EXISTED!!! 

Serge Klarsfelf, who actively joined in the Klaus Barbie "trial" at Lyon, 
recently agreed in that to this moment no real evidence has been produced 
about the existence of gas chambers, BUT THEN HE PROMISED TO PRODUCE 
THAT EVIDENCE!!! 

If in nearly half a century a " witch hunter" as Klarsfeld has failed to find 
JUST ONE REAL PROOF the gas chambers existed, why do we let such a 
legend, and the resulting defamation and extorsion of Germany go in the world? 

Will it be that we shall have to wait another fifty years so that the 
''evidence'· appears to make that legend become a reality? lt seems so, 
because Serge P-R-0-M-1-S-E-D! ... 

WHO FOUGHT ON THE GERMAN SIDE 

ltaly, Hungary, Remania, Bulgaria, Slovakia and Finnland. ln addition to 
these countries the German forces were reinforced by thousands and 
thousands of soldiers coming from countries they occupied, who reported 
voluntarily. 1 cali special attention by the reader to the tact that if Germans 
mistreated inhabitants of those occupied countries, those volunteers would 
never have reported . They came from France, Holland, Belgium, Denmark, 
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Norway, Croatia, the Soviet Union . The forces from that latter country alone 
went up to 427,000 men, the equivalent to 30 German divisons; they were 
under command of general Vlasov and they were called Russian Liberation 
Army; what was left from that army, at war's end, was that its men were 
delivered, together with their families, back to the U.S.S.R. , in order that they 
be sent to " justice". ln addition to Vlasov there were also seven Soviet other 
general officers and 70 colonels. 

On the German side there were also volunteers from Sweden, the African 
Phalanx made up of Muslins and Frenchmen from Tunisia, the Free lndia Legion, 
Negroes from the Ascari tribe in Tanganyka, a former German colony, Estonia, 
Latvia and Lithuania, the Ukraine Liberation Army, Armenia Legion , Cossack 
Cavalry Corps, Palestinians, the Free Arab Legion, the Blue Division from Spain 
- where there were also Portuguese soldiers, plus others. 

French officer with his battalion. 

Russian cossack officer in special 

German uniform. 
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Private of the Georgian Legion, USSR. 

The Great Mufti of Jerusalem talks to Pa/estinian 
volunteers. 
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General Vlasov reviewing USSR combatants. 

GUERNICA 

On April24, 1988, in Porto Alegre's TVE, strange as it may seem, during 
the "Sunday News1

', a re-hashing of various films was presented as being 
the attack of butchers and genociders (German, of course) to the town of 
GUERNICA, Basque capital, that would have been reduced to shambles after 
four hours of bombs falling on it.. . They give one the idea, although they did 
not mention the number of victims, that it had been the largest air-carried 
genocide in History ... They failed to explain that the same way as the re were 
German voluntary fliers fighting on the side and under orders of 
NATIONALISTS, there were over t,GOO French fliers, also volunteers, fighting 
together with Soviet airmen and others from various nationalities, by side and 
under orders of Spanish HEPUBLICANS. 

Not a word was uttered on the combat and bombing actions by the latter, 
along the prolonged and bloody Civil War in Spain, as those probably only 
threw flowers and confetti on enemy cities ... Wh at really went on? On April 
26,. 1937, in view of the extension in that violent civil war, orders were given 
for a normal military operation to bomb bridges and railway centers for strategie 
lines East of Guernica. 23 aircraft were assigned to that mission . Visibility 
was poor and winds unfavorable. The Ju-52, for lack of specifie aiming deviees, 
were not good for precision attacks. Objectives were hit and destroyed, but 
part of the bombs unfortunately feil on the non-military area in that city. 

After a general survey it was found that 226 people had been killed, 
between the military and civilians. Zionist propaganda, under Willy Münzenberg 
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(mountain of coins), from the start had no scruples in raising that number 
of victims to ten times as many and further it spread the most atrocious stories 
about those victims. Their next step was to contact the Sephardim Jew Pablo 
Picasso, who was already living in France and set with him, through payment 
of 150,000 francs, the "immortalization of that genocide" ... a painting that 
was exposed for many years at the U.N.O seat itself. Later on they spent an 
additional 600,000 sterling pounds on the job of spreading the "Guernica 
tragedy" until it became - truth ... 

TV star Sergio Chapelin of the Globo television, in 1987, read the news 
th at the attack was personally ordered by Hitler... 1 wou Id very mu ch like 
to know who is supplying that TVE, an educational television station, with 
garbage of that kind. 

THE "HUNTRESS" HUNTS BOOKS NOW 

From 0 Estado de Sao Paulo, December 31, 1987. Although 1 wanted 
to refrain from comments, 1 cannot fail to express my own persona! pleasure 
with what it says: 

"THE HUNTRESS OF NAZIS TO MAKE ALERT" 

"Scared by the growth of anti-Semitic publications in the country (Brazil), 
the Sherit Hapleita Association, made up of Naziism survivors in Brazil, has 
invited the huntress of Nazis, Beate Klarsfeld, to speak to Jewish leaderships 
about risks of appearance of neo-Nazi movements in Latin America. ln 1983 
the huntress of Nazis and her husband, the attorney and historian Serge 
Klarsfeld, were responsible for the arrest of Klaus Barbie in Bolivia. Beate 
Klarsfeld arrived in Sâo Paulo on the last 23 and she should return to Europe in 
early January". 

"Yesterday afternoon the huntress of Nazis stated that the outlook and 
tenor of anti-Semitic publications circulating in Brazil are similar to those 
published in Europe in the seventies. According to her, survivors of Naziism 
have succeeded in preventing, through legal ways, the circulation of those 
publications in Europe. ln France and Western Germany the authors were 
arrestéd and condemned for slander' '. 

"Ben Abrahams, the coordinator of Sherit Hapleità, said that since the 
end ofthe last decade there are anti-Semitic publicatioQs but then, with the 
democratie aperture (in Brazil) their authors no longer fear to openly spread 
their ideas. Among anti-Semitic publications pointed out by Sherit Hapleita 
is the book Holocaust, Jewish or German? by S. E. Castan. Ben Abrahams 
said 'the book publisher is anonymous and there is no biography of the author'. 
He further stressed the book 'denies the veracity of state(Tlents made by the 
top war criminals and it contains a rough-hewn assemblage of photographs 
to show the heaps of cadavers in concentration camps were not of Jews, but 
Germaris killed in combat' ". 

''The Sheit Hapleta coordinator also said th at in addition to th at book 
there are anti-Semitic pamphlets distributed to authorities and the public 
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through the mail , without showing name or address of senders. He said those 
publications are made in Rio Grande do Sul, astate that together with Santa 
Catarina has the largest German colony in Brazil. 'That does not mean that 
ali Germans are Nazis but then there is a good chance that a German colony 
may do as a sanctuary for th ose elements' ''. 

" Beate Klarsfeld feels the German colonies hold great influence in Latin 
America, where 'dictatorial governments have a Nationalist inclination and they 
are adopting many ideas from the Hitler regime'. She recalled the admiration 
by Peron and Bolivian dictators for Naziism - a feeling that led the governments 
of those countries to shelter war criminals. Even though she does not believe 
there is a chance for expansion of neo-Naziism in Brazil, Beate said she will 
only be sure of it 'when the government take action against those publica-
tions' ". 

ANSWERS PUBLISHED BV THE 
HISTORICAL REVISION INSTITUTE, USA 
1822 1/2 Newport Blvd, Suite 191 - COSTA MESA, CALIFORNIA. 
92627. 

1. What evidence is there that Germans carried out genocide, or that they 
have deliberately killed six million Jews? 

None. The only evidence is made up of testimonies from " survivors", 
individually. Those testimonies are contradictory and no "survivor" claims 
to have personally seen ONE SOLE gas-killing. There are no concrete 
evidences of any type; there are no enormous amounts of ashes, no 
cremating installations that could carry out that operation, no mountains 
of clothes, no soap made of Jews and other human beings; no lamps 
made of human skin, no files or archives, no demographie statistics. 

2. What evidence is there regarding the non-death of six-million Jews 
by the Germans? 
Many, to include those of a forensical, demographie, analytical and 
comparative nature - ali of them concurring to prove the impossibility 
of that number, which represents an exaggeration that may reach around 
1,000%. 

3. If Dachau was in Germany, was it not an extermination camp, as 
thousands of veteran U.S. troops say it was? 
After the allies captured Dachau, thousands of Americans were taken 
to visit structures described to them as gas-extermination camps. 

4 . Auschwitz is in Poland. ls there any evidence for gas-chambers built 
to kill human beings, or then near it? 
No. A US$ 50,000.00 reward was offered to anyone who would produce 
that evidence and the money was deposited in a bank, but there has 
appeared none with something that could be accepted . Auschwitz , 
captured by the Soviets, was simply remade after the war and various 
structures were erected so that they would resemble large "gas 
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chambers". (From the tourist viewpoint Auschwitz corresponds to 
Disneyland ... ) 

5. If Auschwitz was not an "extermination camp", what was its real 
purpose? 
lt was an industrial complex for various major corporations, to include 
those engaged in synthetic-rubber production 

6 . What were the differences between the German concentration camps 
and the American ones, where the Japanese were interned, and also 
the Germans in the USA, during. the war? 
The only significant difference was that the Germans interned people 
who were, in their actual or supposed status, a threat to the security of 
the German war effort, while Americans interned individuals solely on 
the basis of their racial identity. 

7. Why did the Germ ans intern Jews in concentration camps? 
Because they figured that Jews were a direct threat to the sovereignty 
and survival of the Germari nation and because Jews appeared in too 
high rates in Communist subversive organizations. We cannat deny that 
not only Jews, but ali the suspects to the national security were liable 
to be interned. 

8. What a large-scale action international Jewry waged against Germany? 
More than six years before the second world war started, an international 
boycott was decreed against German goods, by the Jews. 

9. ls it true that international Judaism "declared war" on Germany? 
Yes, the media ali over the world carried headlines saying "The Jewish 
World has Declared War on Germany". 

10. Did that happen after or before rumors appeared about the construction 
of concentration camps? 
lt took place nearly six years before. 

11 . Which country carried out the first massive air-bombing raids on civilian 
populations? 
Great-Britain on May 11 , 1940 (one day after the inaugguration of Winston 
Churchill as Prime Minister .. . ) 

12. How many gas-chambers to exterminate people existed in Auschwitz? 
None. 

13. How many Jews were there before the war on territories later on 
controlled by Germany? 
Less than four million . 

14. If European Jews were not exterminated by Germans, what happened 
to them? 
After the war the European Jews continued in Europe, with the probable 
exception of sorne 300,000, among which we find those who effectively 
died for multiple reasons during the conflict, and those who succeeded 
in migrating to lsra'31, the USA, Argentina, Canada, etc , etc. Most Jews 
who left Europe did it atter the war, which does not seem to be an 
impediment for their being computed in the so-called "Holocaust". 

15. How many Jews fied to the Soviet Union? 
Over two million. Germans never had that Judaic population within their 
reach . 
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16. How many Jews migrated before the war and were therefore out of 
reach of Germans? 
Over one million, not counting those absorbed by the U.S.S.R. 

17. If Auschwitz was no extermination camp, why did its commandant, 
Rudolf Hoess (not to be confused with Rudolf Hess) confess it for 
sorne time? 
Hoess was submitted to very efficient means to make him state accurately 
what his captors wanted. (ln the book assigned to his authorship, however, 
we can find completely impractical descriptions that went unheeded by 
the book publishers, despite ali of the decade they took to put it out ... ) 

18. ls there any evidence that Americans, the British and the Soviets used 
torture to force "confessions" by German officers after the war? 
There is plenty of evidence that physical and mental torture was employed, 
bef ore and du ring the famous .. lynching'' sessions at Nürnberg and stiJl 
during other trials for "war crimes" carried out after that. 

19. ln what measure the myth of the Holocaust benefits the state of Israel? 
lt justifies the millions of dollars, under the name of war reparations, that 
the state of Israel has received from federal Germany (Eastern Germany 
refused to pay up). The money is used by the lsraeli Zionist group to 
control the U.S. foreign policy in its relations with Israel and to force 
American taxpayers to raise ali the money Israel wants. Those 
contributions are growing ali the time. 

20. ln what measure does it benefit the Communists? 
lt allows Communism to cover up its own war-oriented instigations and 
its own atrocities, both those before and those during and after the second 
world war. 

21 . ln what measure does it benefit the British? 
ln the same manner as it does the Soviet Union. 

22. ln what measure does it benefit Jews? 
lt frees them from ali criticism as a social group (since they are presented 
as victims); it brings them a "common explanation" that brings to their 
leaders the control they exert. lt proves a useful tool in their campaigns 
for funds and it serves to justify the economie aid to Israel, which totals 
millions of dollars every year. 

23. ls there any evidence at aU that Hitler would be knowledgeable to a 
"mass-extermination of Jews'? 
No. 

24. What kind of gas Germans used in concentration camps? 
Zyklon-8, a hydrocyanurical gas. 

25. For what purposes was and still is used that gas? 
To exterminate lice that cause typhus. lt is employed in the fumigation 
of houses and clothes. lt may be purchased without trouble even in our 
days. 

26. Why was that gas used, not another one, which would be adequate 
to "mass-extermination"? 
If the Germans wanted to exterminate human beings, they would have 
selected another gas, am id the many they had. Zyklon-8 is very inefficient, 
except in its use in fumigation. 
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27. How long does it take to completely clean up an area fumigated with 
Zyklon-B? 
Approximately seme twenty hours. Ali the procedure is very complex and 
technical. Wearing gasmasks is mandatory and only highly qualified 
experts can work at it . 

28. Hoess, ex-Commandant at Auschwitz, stated that his men entered gas 
chambers to remove cadavers, ten minutes "after the Jews were dead". 
How can that be explained? 
lt is not to be explained because if Hoess' men had actually done anything 
like that they would simply have had the same destiny of the alleged 
victims. 

29. ln his confessions Rudolf Hoess stated his men smoke cigarettes while 
pulling the "dead Jews" from gas chambers, TEN MINUTES after the 
operation was over. Zyklon-B is explosive? 
lt is, in high degree. Hoess' confession is obviously taise. (1 believe that 
if Hoess actually wrote that book, in his Poland prison, that was his best 
way to retaliate to his torturers, captors and future hangars - to describe . 
as absurdly as he could the manner of the execution of those " victims", 
as it would be made evident in an more accurate study of the matter). 

30. What exactly was the procedure of those allegedly employed by the 
Germans to exterminate Jews? 
Stories range from !etting gas containers into a roof aperture to quarters 
below and full of people, to the injection of gas through perforated pipes 
from which gas came out, and then ethers saying there were showers from 
which gas came out instead of water, etc. lt is stated that millions of Jews 
were killed that way. 

31. How was it possible to cover up a plan of such major dimensions? 
lt could not be kept secret by any imaginable manner. The concrets tact 
is that there were no gassings of that kind , anywhere. Rumors and news 
on it came from Jewish sources exclusively. 

32 . If Jews assigned to execution knew what lay in store for them, why 
did they go on to death with no fight, rebellion, protest? 
They did not fight or protest simply because there was no intention to kill 
them. They were simply interned and forced to work. (Zionists, on noticing 
that terrible fault in their lying " holocaust stories", have of lately fitting 
in seme of "heroic resistance" from those who were going to 
extermination .. . ) 

33. Approximately how many Jews died in the concentration camps? 
About 300,000. 

34. How did they die? 
Mostly from successive typhus epidemies that caused large numbers 
of deaths during the European war. They also died out of starvation and 
sometimes for the lack of adequate medication, particularly in the last 
months of the war, when railways, river and land routes could no longer 
be repaired . 

35. What is typhus? 
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A sickness that always appears when large numbers of people are together 
for long periods, and lack of hygiene. The sickness comes from lice that 
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infest hair and clothes. For that reason the armed forces ali over the world 
impose their traditional crew eut on their troops. For that reason prisoners 
in the concentration camps appear with the ir hair short or eut to the scalp. 
lronically, if the Germans had used larger doses of Zyklon-B many more 
individuals could have survived the labor camps. 

36. Many Jewish survivors of the "extermination camps' state they have 
seen stacks of cad"avers piled up in ditches and burned up. How much 
fuel would be required to carry that operation out? 
Much more than Germans had, in the chronic shortage of fuel they had 
to go through at the time. 

37. Can human bodies be burned in ditches? 
No. lt is impossible for a human body to burn out entirely by tire that way, 
as in open ditches the necessary heat cannot be attained. 

38. Authors affirming the existence of the "Jewish Holocaust" say the 
Germans were able to burn up a body in about TEN minutes. How long 
does that take in present crematories, in the words of professionals? 
Nearly TWO HOURS. 

39. Why were there crematory furnaces in most concentration camps? 
To dispose efficiently and hygienically of cadavers of people who died 
for typhus, had natural death and for other diseases, plus those killed 
by air-bombing raids. 

40. Assuming a 100% operation of ALL crematories in ALL concentration 
camps under German control, what is the maximum amount of corpses 
it would have been possible to cremate ali during the period when those 
crematories would be in operation? 
430,600, without counting ONE sole minute for the cremation turnaces' 
maintenance ... 

41. Cana cremation furnac"! operate continuously in perfect operation? 
No. 50% is already a generous rate, twelve hours per day. The cremation 
furnaces must be cleaned up regularly. 

42. How mu ch of ashes is left after a body is cremated? 
After bones have been completely pulverized, nearly the amount to till 
up a shoe-box. 

43. What about the "Nürnberg laws" of 1935? 
Severa! states of the U. S. had laws forbidding marriage and sex relations 
between individuals of different races, much before those German laws 
appeared regarding Jews. 

44. What did the International Red Cross say about the "Jewish 
Holocaust"? 
The report by the head of the International Red Cross delegation that 
visited Auschwitz in September, 1944, said the internees were allowed 
to receive mail and mail-orders and that rumors about gas-chambers 
COULD NOT BE CONFIRMED. 

45. Was there any cooperation between Germans and Zionists? 
Yes. Both sides wanted to take Jews from Europe and they kept relations 
during the war. (ln the three last months of war Zionists dealt directly 
with Himmler and succeeded in freeing over ten thousand Jews, who 
were sent to the border with Switzerland). 
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46. What was the cause of death for Anne Frank, in the last weeks of the 
war? 
Typhus. 

47. ls the Anne Frank Oiary authentic? 
NO. The evidence examined by Ditlieb Felderer in Sweden and by Dr. 
Robert Faurisson, in France, have made it clear, beyond doubt, that the 
famous "Diary" is a literary forgery. (Mark Weber, in the United States, 
comments that parts of that ''diary'' were written with bali-point pen, which 
was invented six vears after her death .. ) 

48. What happened when an lnstitute of Historical Research offered 
US$50,000.00 to anyone who could prove there were gas-killings in 
Auschwitz? 

No evidence was produced to justify that offer/reward but the lnstitute 
was " pressed" by a aewish holocaust" survivor, who wanted no less 
than 17 million dollars as indemnification, since he would have completely 
lost his capacity to sleep, he would have been the victim of business 
losses and th at the off er meant an offensive deniai of ''facts established 
sin ce long ago' ' ... 

49. Where can 1 get some more information about the "other si de" of the 
"Holocaust" story, as weil as other events in the second world war? 
ln the address found in the beginning of this chapter. There is a large 
score of books, cassettes and video-cassettes regarding major historical 
questions. 

THE GAME IS OVER - THE DOCUMENT THAT 
ASTONISHED THE NATION 

The above titles are found in the newspaper Hait, number 41 , January, 
1988, which has as ideological and juridical consultant Mr. Honsik, of Vienna, 
Austria. lt has to do with a document totally silenced by the world press and 
allied governments, tully conniving, as when it appeared in 1948 they had 
already tortured, shot and hanged thousands of innocent Germans, the 
Nürnberg lynching was a thing of the past and therefore it would appear 
horrible for the winners to go back, since they could not return to lite the 
ones they had murdered in the dirtiest manner imaginable. Things on that point, 
the allied governments decided to choose silence, thus giving a green light 
for the "Holocaust industry' to prosper, as we ali have seen, for lack of deniais. 

The document is now called the "Mueller Dokument", reproduced in the 
original and into its translation to English. 

Mr. Honsik asks how about, now, the statements from the contracted 
murderer and fraud SIMON WIESENTHAL, living in Vienna and who amid so 
many lies he told the world also was the architect for the lies about the gas 
chambers in Mauthausen, Austria, where he stated that from two to four million 
Jews had been gassed. Mr. Honsik says there is no more room in Austria for 
that individual who holds, among other functions, that of head of the JUDAIC 
DOCUMENTATION CENTER. 

Major Mueller, the man in charge of the police-military service of 
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occupation forces in Austria, was a Communist, he had fought in the Spanish 
civil war, a condition without which he would certainly not have reached that 
office. He also spoke fluent English and French, plus reasonable Spanish and 
Russian. Engineer l.achout, who personally accompanied major Mueller in the 
Mauthausen investigations, says they separated and interrogated individually 
three prisoners who affirmed the existence of a gas chamber. One of therr. 
had no doubts to say it was in the shower rooms, another said the laundry 
and the third one indicated the prisoners' kitchen. Pressed by the interrogator 
they ended up admitting they had only heard aboutit ... one of them, to reduce 
his fame as a liar, tried to passas a former combatant of the civil warin Spain, 
but met trouble because major Mueller expelled him from the room with the 
following words: "Out, you damned liar!" 

DOCUMENT published by the newspaper HALT, ｎｾ＠ 41, January 1988, in 
Vienna. Austria. 

ｊｬＱＱＱｴＦｲｰｯｬＱｾＱｬ ｩ ｣｢･ｲ＠ Dienst 

ltuudac,hre'iben 

Vien, 1. 10 .• 1948 
10. J.uo!erUguuc 

Nr.,1/48 

1 . Die All11ertlln Untereucllungell:o&ll.iaatonen ba ben bi aber 
!eltleatell t, da a a in folgenden l.onzen'trat1ouallllern 
keine ｍ･ｮ･｣ｨｾｮ＠ si t Gittcaa getHtet wurden s 
lergen-Belae:l., Buchenwald, Dachau, l"loaaenbUrg, Groaa-

:::::: ＺｾＺＺＺｾｾＺＺＺｮｾＺＮＬＺｾＺ［ＺｾＺｦｾｲ＠ ｩ｡ｾＺＡＡ［ＺＮｴＡＺｾＧ＠ ｓＺＺＺＺＺｾＭ
bauaen, Stutthot, Thereat·enetadt. 
In ､ｩ･･ｾｮ＠ lii l len konnte nachgewiesen werden, daaa Ge-
atti.ndniaae d1Jrch Pol teru.ngen erpreast wurden und Zeugen-
auaaag_en !al.-,ch varen. · 
Diea iat bei den XV-Erhebungen und Einvernahaen r.u ba-
rUcka1cbt1ge:.. 
Ehemalt·ce ltZ-IUl ttlinge, welc.he bei Einvernabaen Ancaben 
Uber die Erm·lrd\Ulg von Menechen, inabeeondere Ton Judell, 
at t Gif':tcae :1n diesen XZ machen, 1a't 41e-••• :Untereuohunce-
ers;ebnie sur ｾ･ｮｮｴｮＱ･＠ zv br1ngen • . Sollten aie weiter aut 
1.b:re Aueaage::l bes'tehen, 1e-t 41e Anze1ge wecen 
Zeusenauaaac-e cu eretatten. 

2. lm RS 15/48 .cann P. 1 ceatrichen ..,e-rden. 

l'Ur die R1cht1g-!ce1 t 
4er Aueter1i1gungJ 
Lachout, Leutnant 

P.d.R.d.A.: 

Der Lei ter dea MPD.: 
MUller, Major 

L.S. 

(1HE DOCUMENT THAT ASTOUNDS lHE REPUBLIC) 

MILITARY POUCE SERVICES (Copy) 
Vienna. lst October, 1948 

10th copy extracded 

CIRCULAR NOTICE ｎｾ＠ 31/48 
1. The Allied lnQuiry committees have unUI new four rd thal no persan has benn 

killed by toxic gasses ln the followlng concentration camps: Bergen Belsen. 
Buchenwald. Dachau. FlossenbOrg, Gross-RosEtn, Mauthausen and annex 
camos.NatzweUer, Neuengamme, Niederhclgen (Wewelsburg). Rawnbrück, 
Sachsenhausen. Slutthof. Thereskmsladt. 
ln the .cases examlned tt ha!J benn possible to verity lhat there were 
confessions edracted by torture and thal the testlmontea were taise. 
This Incl must be laken into account by lima of 1.ur\teys and lnlerrogaUona. 
Forroor ｰｲｩｳｯｮｴＮＮｾ＠ of concentration camps wtlO durlng Interrogation presenled 
ch:uges a1'10UI the murder lna of people ln tho concentration camps, 
porlk:ulmty Jews, bymeansol taxie gassos, must be told about the re!wlta 
cf those lnQUirles. ln case they inslsl wllh lhelr testimontes. they are to 
be denounced as SPREADEAS OF FALSE TESTIMONY. 

2. ln Clrcular Notice 15148 enhy f rnay be unconsldered. 

The.COJ>y ls AUTHENTJC· 
{signedl LACHOUT, Lt . 

Seat of the Austfian 
RBpubtlc. 

COMMAND OF THE VIENNA 
GUA RD BATALLION. 

The Chief of the Mdilary. 
Police Services 
MULLER. Major. 

A SlAMP wlth seal 
of the District Court. 

1 cerilly thar! on lst October 1948. kt 
the capaclly of member of the Mililary-
Police services allached to the ALLIED 
MILITARY COMMANO 1 verlfied the 
exac.lness ol the copy of the Circular 
Notk:L, accordlnf lo § 18. enlry .. . of 
the AVG. 

Vlennit, October 27. 1987. 
(algnalure ｬｬｬ･ｧ｟ｬｾｬｴＩ＠
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After that we are left to ask the reader to not burn or throw away 
the books in his library reporting the gassing of Jews and others in German 
concentration camps. 1 am asking him to mark their cover with a red " X" as 
a souvenir of authors who made him believe the Germans were monsters, 
killers of innocent people. 

Some shall still say: But what about Auschwitz and other camps? ... 1 say 
it is only a matter of a little more time, as Auschwitz, where the number of 
Jews gassed has in the past been set around four million, is already being 
left out by slanderers, who are now trying to trace it to other smaller camps. 
If they have lied about German camps in Germany, why should they refrain 
from lying on German camps in Poland? The problem is that under Communism, 
which also has adopted the Zionist version, it is much harder to get a 
recognition of past errors. We must remember that we were given in the year 
of 1988, only then, the news that a " common ditch" had been found with 
the . bodies of no less than 10,000 ltalian soldiers, who would have been 
murdered by Germans for having refused to fight Communists ... Th ose liars 
have only failed to explain how they were able to identify those brave fighters, 
whether it was done thanks to residues of wine, galleto, lasagna, gnocchi 
or what ... 

THAT IS ENOUGHT, DO NOT INSIST- THE PLAY IS OVER!!! 

U.S.S.R. ACKNOWLEDGES MASSACRE 
IN SECOND WORLD WAR 

lt is still too early to say winds are changing or to expect for the near 
future the recognition , by the "allied", of ali that relates to the Hoax of the 
Century, but one thing is sure: the number of people researching, examining 
and considering documents, speaking and questioning people and checking 
on the source of certain stories and who divulged thèm to make them into 
historical truth has been growing . 

Possibly under the anti-Stalin policy of our days, we have from Moscow 
the following news published by Folha de Sao Paulo on May, 29, 1988: 

"U.S.S.R. Acknowledges Massacre ln Last World War' " 
''The Moscow Radio suggested yesterday th at Soviet authorities may 

acknowledge that NKVD - secret police, at present called KGB, murdered 
thousands of Polish officers captured by Soviets during the second world war, 
demolishing the myth that the massacre had been done by Nazis". 

"The radio said the version the Polish had been executed by Nazis was 
accepted (?) for a long time by the U.S.S.R. and its allies (for 49 years ... )._.; 
but the case must now be faced as one of the obscure points in our history. 
Recalling that a joint Russian-Polish committee has gathered this year to study 
the massacre circumstances, Moscow Radio added that the Monument is being 
restored and renewed in order to be visited by Poles, to include relatives of 
officers murdered". 
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The massacre mentioned by the Moscow Radio is that of Katyn , near 
Smolensk, U.S.S.R., where the Soviets murdered from 5,000 to 15,000 officers 
and commissioned officers of Poland, for reasons that have not been divulged 
to our days, burning them in immense common ditches after they had been 
arrested during fights betwen the U.S.S.R. and Poland, after the Polish territory 
was invaded on September 17, 1939. 

The fact has also been attributed to Germans, at the Nürnberg trials. 
Imagine how much anti-German speeches, flowers, tears and hatred must have 
been scattered at the feet of that Monument along these 49 years, also by 
relatives of those victims. 1 would like to know what they are going to write 
now on the next plaque. How many millions have already died along these 
49 years, believing it had been the Germans? Schopenhauer said that truth 
can wait, as it has a long life. A beautiful saying but 1 wished that lies did 
not have such a long life. 

This is indeed one more event of great importance for HISTORY and we 
ali expect it to have continuation in other " monuments" in Europe, recording 
hateful words and plaques against the German people! 

THE ELECTED PEOPLE 

From the book "Living Judaism- The traditions and Laws of Practicing 
Jews", written by Michael Asheri , a writer and anthropologist of Israel, published 
in 1987 in Brazil by Imago Editera Ltda, Rio de Janeiro, 1 am quoting excerpts 
in order to make very clear what practicing Jews themselves, in the author's 
opinion, should think about matters that are essential for Jews- and for those 
who live or have to live with them: 

"Ali warnings in the meaning of aiding our enemies and trying to control 
feelings of hatred have to do with persona! enemies - the individuals 
we do not like. Those warnings do not have to do with enemies of Mankind, 
enemies of our country or enemies of the Jewish people. Regarding these 
we are commanded not that we love, but that we hate them, as they are 
enemies of God" . (If 1 have not failed to understand it, it seems we have 
absolutely no right to protest the atrocities the lsraelis perform against 
Palestinians as these want the land that has been taken away from them, 
since we would be going against God!) . 

" The Jews, however, are a unique people, different from any other that 
may have existed. They have a characteristic, a particular one that must be 
understood, because unless it is understood, there can be no understanding 
of the customs, laws, signs and observances that separate Jews from their 
fellow-beings. lt is the fact there is not one aspect of life, typically Jewish, that 
does not extract its meaning from this unique and central fact: the Jews are 
the people (s)elected by God". 

" Orthodox Jews include missionaries among the enemies of Jews?" 
We certainly do and no organization engaged in missionary activity of Jews 
can receive support or sympathy from us. They are enemies of the Jews in 
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the most fundamental sense, since they deny our reason to exist. Despite 
ali protests and statements of 'ecumenism', sorne clergymen go on attempting 
to draw us from our children and ourselves from the Gad of our fathers". 

''At present the only Arab who has advocated the extermination of Jews, 
as Jews, wherever they might be, was Haj Amin ei-Husseini , the Great Mufti 
of Jerusalem, officially allied to the Germans and who supplied troops to 
the German army' '. 

" Earth has known many nations and it knows many more. Common to 
then ali is mortality. For the Jews, who are the unique ones among them ali 
to have survived, they are known as umot ha-olam, the peoples of the world . 
As to the Jews, they are also of the world , but differently from the others, 
they belong to something more than the world: they are the people God 
has elected to be His own". · 

' ' lt is correct and desirable to boycott commodities from anti-Semite firms 
and refuse to deal with banks, organizations and agencies that are anti-Semitic. 
lt is a mitzvah to refuse goods made in Germany and explain one's objection". 
(1 am imagining what would happen if ali the world that condemns lsraeli 
attitudes would also boycott the commodities from Zionist industries, banks 
and agencies that are scattered everywhere) . 

1 ignore completely whether the Jewish religious community shares Mr. 
Michael Asheri's writings, but then 1 am going to try to find out how can it 
be that my God and the Gods of so many other nations spread over the planet 
are phony ones. 1 am also completely outdated as regards majority elections, 
since the last time 1 remember voting was when 1 did for President Jânio 
Quadros, in Brazil , one of the few times when 1 voted for a winner, but then 
1 plan to find out when that election (by God) took place, the returns of which Mr. 
Asheri so often quotes in his book. 1 want to know whether the election was 
preceded by sorne regulations; whether the number of candidates was 
restricted, how many nations or peoples were able to vote, if that election 
comprised only a region or did extend to ali universe; if the Presidents or heads 
of each country were able to describe and present the virtues of their 
respective peoples, if there was any limitation for the ex penses incurred with 
those elections; how time was allotted to occupy the public places for rallies 
or hills, for each people's propaganda; if electoral agents were able to do their 
work ; where the election took place; if any corruption popped up or any bribing 
attempts were carried out , who supervised the ballot-counting; who was 
present at the declaration of the elected people, which also seems to have 
received an ample proxy, and then examine whether eventually it proved to 
be the mere designation of an imposed candidate. 

1 also am going to look better into many aspects of my own religion, aspects 
that have been intriguing me for a long time. 
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FRANKLIN ROOSEVELT 
STATES HE IS A ZIONIST 

On February 10, 1945, during the Yalta Conference, in which the USSR 
and the United States of America divided among themselves, being already 
the probable winners of the world war, the lands and areas of influence ali 
over the world, there were exchanged sorne sentences by the world leaders 
attending it: 

Molotov, regarding the German lands that would be attributed to Poland, 
since the USSR had kept over hait that country by time of the September 
17, 1939, invasion: 

"1 propose one last amendment. To complete the second sentence as 
follows: 'lmplying the return of Poland to her old borders in Prussia and the 
Oder'''. 

Roosevelt: "Oid borders? From what time?" 
Molotov: "From a long time". 
Roosevelt: "That will incite the British to ask for the return of the United 

States to Great-Britain". 
Stalin: "The sea prevents them" (the English). 
By night, during Churchill's anniversary dinner: 
Roosevelt: "ln 1940, there were eighteen political parties in France. lt 

happened to me to deal in one week with three different Council chairmen". 
Churchill: "Marshal Stalin, with one party only, has a Jess complicated job". 
Stalin: "Really, it is a great advantage to a Chief of State". 
He also manifested his conviction that there would never be a Labor party 

in Great-Britain. 
Roosevelt told stories of the Ku-Klux-Klan, "people who hate the 

Catholic and the Jews simultaneously' '. 
Stalin: "Regarding the Jews, are you inclined to make concessions to 

Ibn Saud?" 
Roosevelt: "1 am decided to study ali the problem of Palestine with him". 
Stalin: "The Jewish problem is not an easy one. The Jews are not 

manageable. 1 have tried to create a national center for my Jews at Birobidjan , 
but they failed to acclimatize there, in Jess than two years they ali had departed 
to the cities". (The few ones who went there). 

Roosevelt: "1 am a Zionist . How about you, Marshal?" 
Stalin: (avoiding to oppose the visitor): "ln principle 1 am, but in practice 

it be co mes hard''. 

There followed toasts to the World Organization in San Francisco, the 
armies, the navies, the air forces and then to the defeat of Germany that would 
resist for three months more, only. 

(From the book Yalta, or the Split of the World , by Arthur Conte, French ex-
minister and Chairman of the Union of Western Europe. Book published by 
the Army Publishing Library, Brazil, as recently as in 1986). 
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DIO VOU KNOW? 

Sorne short statements by who wanted the war: 
BERNARD LECACHE, chairman of the World Jewish League, 1932: 

"Germany is our state enemy number 1. lt is our duty to declare a war 
without forgiveness on it' '. 
DAILY EXPRESS, London, on March, 24, 1933: 

Ｇｾｵ､｡ｩ｣＠ World declares war on Germany", and so on (plus boycott, etc) . 
SAMUEL UNTERMEYER, representing the Judaic World Economie 
Federation, on August 6, 1933, through a speech broadcast by the WABC 
radio station, made the convocation for a Holy War on Germany. 
WLADIMIR JABOTINSKY, founder of the Zionist terrorist lrgun Zwai Leumi 
group, announced in January, 1934: 

"Our Judaic interests demand the definitive extermination of Germany 
and also the German people. For that reason any conjecture that we may permit 
Germany to streghthen itself is out of question". 
BERNARD LECACHE, again, in his journal Le Droit de Vivre, on December 
18, 1938: 

"lt is our mission to finally wage a war without quarters". 
DR. CHAIM WEIZMANN, chairman of the Zionist World Organization, sent 
before the war on August 29, 1939, and again on September 5, 1939, after 
the war started, the following message to Great-Britain's premier, Neville 
Chamberlain: 

"1 wish to renew the confirmation that we, Jews, are by side of Great-
Britain and th at we shall fight for democracy .. .'' 
CENTRAALBLAD VOOR ISRAELITEN IN NEDERLAND, on September 13, 
1939: 

"Millions of Jews from America, England, France, Africa, Palestine, are 
determined to take an Extermination War(no comments) against Germany to 
its total destruction" (!!!). 
MAURICE PERLZWEIG, leader of the British Section of the Judaic World 
Council, said aloud, on February 26, 1940, according to the Toronto Evening 
Telegram, in a speech in Canada: 

'The Judaic World Council has been in an unceasing war against Germany 
for seven years". (lt only confirms that the declaration of war published 
on front page of boycott and pressures against Germany, was true). 
THE NEWSPAPER JEWISH CHRONICLE, London, on May 8, 1940: 

''We are in war with Hitler from the first day he took over the government 
in 1933" (not against Germany ... ). 
ISRAEL! TEACHER NANA SAGI confirms in her official research found in the 
book lndemnification to Israel, page 27, the resolution of a Judaic organization, 
delivered to the allied governments on October 27, 1944, reading as follows: 

Ｇｾ･ｷｩｳｨ＠ requests for indemnifications must be accepted on the real basis 
that the Jews have been in war against Germany since 1933 ... " 
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JEWISH LEADERS IN GERMANY 
STEAL 33 MILLION MARKS 

ln a previous chapter 1 said there was and there still is corruption in the 
concession of indemnifications by the German government to the so-called 
"Nazi " victims of war. 

When this edition was still being prepared 1 received the following news 
that 1 shall sum up briefly : 

ln 1980 the federal government in Western Germany approved the 
allocation of a sum of 400,000,000 German marks for payment to 
" persecuted" Jews (not Jews killed!) . The money should be controlled by 
its finance ministry, despite having been earmarked to the CENTRAL COUNCIL 
OF JEWS OF GERMANY. For eight years the finance ministry controlled nothing 
as in the first control attempt it ''dared'' to carry out it was labelled as anti
Semitic by that Council chairman , Mr. WERNER NACHMANN , also known as 
the " king of Jews of Germany". ln January, 1988, NACHMANN died, full of 
offices, decorations and honors. He had even accompanied Chancellor Helmuth 
Kohl in his visit to Israel. His post was occupied by HEINZ GALINSK, the Zionist 
leader in Germany, who always thinks the indemnifications are very limited. 
ln the nearly six years while GALINSKI has been the chairman of that Council 
he mentioned NOT ONE irregularity. The scandai was exposed (the first in an 
unending series!) by a reporter of the Deutches Allgemeine Sonntagsblatt , 

which disclosed a ROBBERY of no less than 33,000,000 marks in that 
ACCOUNT that a passive finance ministry failed to control in order not to 
offend the " honor" of that COUNCIL. .. That was in June, 1988, alone. 

The Jew NACHMANN , as he is dead, is presented as the one most guilty 
for that transaction, and they have discovered he made a deposit in Switzerland 
amounting to 1,400,000 marks as a reserve to draw in case of an eventual 
sequestration. He would have invested a major part of it in his own enterprises ... 
The secretary-general of the CENTRAL COUNCIL OF JEWS OF GERMANY, 
Alexander Ginzburg, and other members of it shall not escape scot free from 
the fact. Up to now none has dared to accuse the group head: HEINZ GALINSKI, 
who has commented: " That news was a blow that hit me personally in a very 
serious way" ... 

1 have seen no news in the Brazilian press about the matter ... 

WHAT TIME IS NEEDED 
TO CREMATE PEOPLE? 

ln 1988, during the new trial of ERNST ZÜNDEL (which has a chapter 
further on) , a brave researcher of World War Il , in Toronto, Canada, brought 
about by his attorney Douglas Christie, ·who had won the total cancellation 
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of the previous trial we are describing in another chapter, Mr. IVAN LAGACE, 
a Canadian, specialist in crematories, rendered his persona! testimony to that 
court. Under Mr. Lagace's direction and orientation over 10,000 cadavers have 
been cremated and he is the head of the Calgary (Canada) crematory. 

Being shown a photograph of the Auschwitz crematory furnace, the 
witness was surprised on seeing that his crematory, held as thé most modern 
in Canada and the U.S.A. was practically a replica of the Auschwitz one in 
1943. This SPECIALIST, with ali his cremation books and manuals, reports 
and technical data, said that no more than three (3) cremations per day are 
recommended . After the first one it should be necessary to stop it for one 
(1) hour in order that it cools off and then, after the second cremation, an 
interval not shorter than two (2) hours, or then the furnace would be Hable 
to explode or cave in partially for excessive heat, and then a week would be 
needed to rebuild it with firebricks and other furnace parts. After rebuilding , 
cremations could be resumed slowly and the furnace would only be capable 
to cremate three (3) people per day after one month of careful handling. His 
furnace is fed by gas. 

When Dr. Christie asked him if he believed that hundreds of thousands 
or millions of cadavers could be cremated in common ditches or in the opens 
air, Mr. Lagace smiled and he mentioned the enormous difficulty, time and 
energy needed to burn completely just one (1) cadaver. 

Actually 1 have no more patience to do calculations on such a matter, 
which at this length fails even to irritate me. If anyone wants to give a hand, 
he should be able to find out easily how many dozens of thousands of cremation 
furnaces would have been needed, or how many milennia required to get at 
the 11,000,000 cadavers stated by Mr. Simon Wiesenthal, the headof the 
Jewish Documentation Center, six million Jews and an additional five million 
others, burned up at the concentration camps, without forgetting that the fuel 
for the Canadian furnace is gas, while German furnaces were coal-fed, or 
then, according to "eyewitnesses", fed with wood from the forests ... 

To a side we have ACCUSERS whose testimonies today are demolished 
in a few minutes and to another side the written "CONFESSIONS" from people 
such as the Auschwitz commandant, RUDOLF HOESS (not be confused with 
the probably murdered old man at Spandau, RUDOLF HESS); general 
OHLENDORF, DIETER WISLICENY, Eichmann's assistant, the director of 
administration of the SS forces, OSWALD POHL, ALOIS HOELLRIGEL and 
others, ali of them - as we know today - physically and mentally tortured 
to produce such testimonies. Those ' 'confessions'' would actually have a great 
value, but then only if ANYONE could prove that their tenor, in written form, 
did really happen and how the " industry of death" went on and how it 
operated, IN ALL DETAILS. "Gab" will do no longer ... 

To use unfortunate victims of epidemies at the end of the war and following 
periods, as was the case among others, at Bergen-Belsen, in a violent manner 
and present them as gassed people or then victims tortured by Germans, THAT 
WILL DO NO MORE. 

As long as it has not been proved, with technical data, to be examined 
by reliable specialists of our days (there are Brazilian engineers who would 
gladly join a technical committee for the purpose!), the alleged operation of 
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gas chambers, the changing into smoke of 6,000,000 Jews - plus the 
"ethers" in cremation furnaces and common ditches, where they were installed 
and the German way to manufacture soap out of Jewish fat, who used that 
item or whether it was exported, and finally ali the process to manufacture lamps 
from Jewish ears and tattoed skin, also Jewish, if possible suplying a list of 
buyers, 

1, passing over ali that has been written and practically incorporated to 
History, after the research work 1 did, 1 have not the slightest reason to refrain 
from saying that it was THE HOAX OF THE CENTURY. 

ZIONIST LEADER CLARIFIES 
JEWISH STAND 

As a persona! confession of what Neville Chamberlain stated, 1 transcribe 
the words uttered in New York, on December 3, 1942, by CHAIM WEIZMANN, 
chairman of the World Judaic Congress, while that congress was being held: 

"We are not denying and we have no fear to admit Truth, that this war 
is OUR war and that it is being waged to secure the liberation of Judaism 
in general. Stronger than ali fighting fronts is the Jews' fighting front. We 
are offering this war not only our total financial support, on which is based 
ali the war production; we are not placing at service of this war only ALL 
OUR POWER IN PROPAGANDA, which is the moral incentive to the conduction 
of this war. The certainty of Victory is built mainly through the weakening of 
adversary forces, their destruction within their own territory, within the 
Resistances. We are the Trojan horse inside the enemy fortress. Thousands 
of Jews who are in Europe are the main factor to liquidate our en emy!" (ln 
addition to the very strange form selected to get at "the liberation of world 
Judaism" - at the cost of a world war that sacrificed dozens of millions 
of people of the most varied nations, to include us Brazilians, 1 caU the 
reader's special attention to these words by Weizmann, also when he 
mentions only thousands of Jews in Europe, in 1942, since according to 
"eyewitnesses" the great majority of 6,000,000 would have been "gassed" 
in 1943 and 1944. Weizmann, in his capacity as chairman of the World Judaic 
Congress and the Zionist organization, would not make the mistake of 
forgetting to quote so many thousands of Jews). 
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"THE GAS IS FINISHED ... " 

This is the title of the book 1 am publishing under permission which 
contains no less than THE FIRST TECHNICAL REPORT made to our days 
on the alleged gas chambers of Auschwitz, Birkenau and Maïdanek 
concentration camps, where the numbers of people gassed were said to run 
to 11 million ... 

The report has been prepared this year of 1988 by the team of designers 
and builders of gas chambers in the USA for the execution of criminals 
condemned to death. The American engineer FRED A. LEUCHTER, Jr, has 
prepared it with designs of places where his expert team has picked up more 
than thirty samples, submitted to the most sophisticated lab equipment of 
the USA. 

Since this is the first examination of the "criminal weapon" carried out 
by experts and these coming precisely from a country that fought the Germans, 
their report has also become a true HISTORICAL DOCUMENT to bring final 
enlightenment to our teachers, students, politicians and experts, that is, ali 
those who have sometime believed in the HOAX OF THE CENTURY. 

lt is important to point out the despair of the distorters of history, who 
can use inexhaustible sources of money, in their renewed attempts to present 
and replay films, mini and maxi-series on TV, with their slandering versions, 
which have caused a major effect on innocent TV - watchers in the past 
times, but who are today watching those plays only in order to see how far 
they want to go, since - THE GAS IS OVER! 

SPECIAL NOTE 

Having in view this book has aroused attention of so many and that it 
deals with matters of top importance and, among other objectives reached, 
it took new hopes of justice to many Brazilians or Germans in several countries 
of the world as regards the re-examination of historical tacts, there has 
appeared the project to found a 

FOUNDATION FOR HISTORICAL TRUTH, 
with its headquarters in Brazil and possibly Porto Alegre, that would gather 

more and better elements for the task. The reader may think about it and make 
postal contact with the author, sin ce from a sufficient basis for the job it shall 
be possible to plan - and carry the project out. 
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EPILOGUE 

As the reader will have noticed, most of the facts presented have their 
origin in authors from countries that fought against Germany in the last war. 
The Germans continue to be practically prohibited to deny stories the winners 
have spread around ali that time. 

Many references in this book are against Zionism which, admittedly by 
the man who turned the key igniting the second world war, British premier 
Neville Chamberlain, was the power responsible for that bloody conflict, through 
pressures made on the "international press" and elements linked to the British, 
American and before that the Soviet government. 

Zionism, because it is racist, is condemned by practically ali countries 
of the world. About Zionists it is weil to recall the words from the Berlin Jew, 
Joseph Mendel, who during the war told Brazilian reporter Alexandre Konder, 
46 years ago: 

"Because of that really harmful elite, which also exploited us, we ali have 
been paying. Several times our good elements called the atention of that 
people, which is now enjoying life away from here, in other countries (U.S.A.) 
perhaps spreading the seeds for other anti-Semitic reactions. They wou Id do 
better leave us alone!" 

This book has nothing to do with the native or naturalized Brazilians who 
profess the Jewish religion, who work and struggle together with us for a more 
united and strong Brazil, who are prominent in the most varied services, 
professions and functions, but unfortunately are sometimes mistrusted for 
the trouble and confusion Zionists cause the world over and thus bring to 
peaceful Jews ill-feelings and unrest. 

What we cannat accept is a double nationality. 
A good way to combat Zionism: never discriminate the Brazilian-born 

or naturalized Brazilian who professes Judaism! 

Amid the nearly 1,500 letters 1 have received in little more than one year, 
from readers 15 to 82 of age, hundreds of which have sent in-very extensive 
historical and research material, enough to till up various volumes on the matter, 
there are 49 letters from readers that, despite their agreeing with the book 
revelations, fail to find explanation for those facts having not been disclosed 
by involved governments themselves and who insist on the official version. 

lt very simply happens that after a military victory, or then a mere coup 
d'Etat, the winner's version is the one adopted, while the loser is usually pointed 
as the malicious and guilty party for ali evils imaginable. ln Paraguay their history 
for the war is narrated in a manner entirely different to ours. That is because 
Brazilian, Argentine, and Uruguayan forces are not there occupying the country, 
neither are puppets of winners to prevent versions like ours, as happens in 
OCCUPIED Germany, militarily occupied by winners!!! 

Has the reader imagined the winning countries demolishing monuments 
to their heroes, their battles and then explaining after 50 years that ali formerly 
held as right was not exactly so, the great hero was not so brave, after ali? 
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That the bandit was actually not a bandit? Despite ali brainwashing applied 
on the German people to incriminate it as a defenseless !oser, Germans are 
slowly but steadily beginning to free themselves of their guilt complex that 
has been ingrained into them since the end of the last world war. Evidence 
is the recent research made by magazine Stern, showing that only 21% of 
the German population still believe the "lsraelis DO NOT to business with 
the guilt feeling of Germans, failing to be paid for crimes attributed to Nationai-
Socialism''; 51% of the people think they try to do th at business, wh ile 28% 
were uncertain. 

Argentina, during the first administration by General Juan Domingo Peron, 
became the top Latin American country. Abundance was such that it sent 
donations to the needy in postwar Germany, England, United States and, of 
course, many other countries. ｾｵｳｴｩ｣ｩ｡ｬｩｳｭｯＧＬ＠ the official Peron party, showed 
many points similar to those of German Nationai-Socialism. Braggart Simon 
Wiesenthal accused General Peron of su ch an admiration for the Fuehrer that 
he would have studied German to re ad Mein Kampf in its original. .. 

Before any other countries followed Argentina's example, the Peron 
administration was shaken and overthrown by a coup. Very interesting is the 
book Force ls the Right of Beasts, written by Peron while in exile in Panama. 
After that coup d'Etat the new administrators published in 1958 the Black 
Book of the Second Tyranny, meant to slander in ali manners imaginable the 
best administration Argentina has had in its history. After thirty years, 
justicialismo is growing stronger and it will hardly fail to take over the power 
in Argentina at the next presidential elections. 

Asto Germany, 1 believe that only a NATIONALIST MOVEMENT can lead 
both Germanies and also Austria to join again into ONE COUNTRY. 

Strictly speaking, we see Zionists fear any form of Nationalism appearing 
amid more advanced peoples, since although they are tully Nationalists as 
regards their religion/way of living, excluding non-Jews as gentiles or goyim, 
they cali themselves internationalists and promote "worldwide" doctrines, a 
way they have to stifle in the cradle those national movements where they 
belong not and that soon become wise to articulations favoring only - the 
Jews themselves. They know that Nationalism is the basis Oil which any people 
may rise and have a better idea of what actually goes on the world; they know 
in there lies the greatest danger that may threaten them in their 
''internationalist'' projects- under their leadership. Nationalism, for them? 
Only the Zionist brand. 

1 have reasons to believe that in the payment of indemnifications by the 
government of Germany, occupied and divided, there may be taking place 
irregularities, plus the simple fact that such payments are in themselves an 
absurdity . .A.fter 43 years of biased propaganda the central goal in this book 
is to give its reader sorne knowledge of tacts, so that he may or may not 
reconsider his opinion and view of the world, having listened to both sides. 
An elementary matter of justice and clearness of opinion! 

We cannot fail to notice the simple tact that one being a Jew, either entirely 
or in part, for having incestors who stepped out the rule of not marrying outside 
their religion, does not mean one joins in the maneuvers and plans of 
internationalist Zionism that wishes to submit peoples with which it lives, 
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following religious norms such as those found in the Old Testament (Numbers, 
33-50, that of exterminating enemies by arder of a bloodthirsty Lord in love 
with His elected children) . There is the Jew who does not participate in those 
plans and sees with a bit of salt the fanatical doctrines of their extremists 
and who wishes no more, as Jew Joseph Mendel told Brazilian reporter 
Alexandre Konder, than being left alone by Zionist megalomaniacs and those 
who explore their own people. 

A growing parcel of Jews is in full disagreement with the world Zionist 
movement. That must be happening in view of the deaths and disgrace caused 
along these 40 years of lsrael's existence to millions of people, among which 
Palestinians, Egyptians, Lebanese, Syrians, Jordanians, lraqis, lranians, lsraelis, 
Americans, soldiers of the most varied nationalities who belong to the U.N.O., 
etc. 

Possibly for that reason on June 8, 1986, at New York, as our photo shows, 
there were rabbis gathering under police protection to show posters where 
one can read : " Israel is a cancer for Jews", a tact that can do without 
comments. 

1 am at fault to find words for those who have written me and others 1 

know shall write, even more so when 1 can see in their letters that 1 have been 
able to take to them, and many of them in old age and naturally bitter with 
the sea of lies that seems to extend to every corner in our globe, a new hope, 
the chance to open their hearts to teli what they know, narrate what they saw 
- and thus can feel they are not dead nor finished and that the future may 
bring them yet the strength of hope. To them and so many others. 

1 daim my right to believe most nothing of what has been preached every 
day, for a simple reason : they lie! They have been lying too much! The roads 
into the concentration camps are infested by lying writers. And when we deal 
witb liars it is hard to tell when they are saying the truth. 

This book is the result of my research and it therefore represents MY 
TRUTH! . 
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A German rearguard co/umm, in the best style of Napoleon1c Time, c rosses a pontoon on a river, 

heading to the Ba/tic sea, advancing on the Sov1et Union . 
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80MB CARPET 

The pulverized German city of Wesel, seen by the camera of an 
American airman, right after the crime had been performed. What seems 
to be craters on the Moon are just bomb craters, one after another, so 
the re will no doubts about it... 
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1 

"THOSE WHO SPREAD SLANDER 
AND THOSE WHO LISTEN TO THEM, 

IF MY OPINION PREVAILED 
SHOULD BE HANGED. 

SLANDERERS, BY THE TONGUE, THOSE 
WHO LISTEN TO IT, BY THEIR EARS". 

(TITUS M. PLAUTO) 
(254 - Rome - 184 b.C.) 

VOU CAN FOOL AN INDIVIDUAL 
FOR HIS WHOLE LIFE; 

VOU CAN FOOL EVERYBODY ONCE, 
BUT VOU CANNOT FOOL EVERVONE 

FOR THEIR WHOLE LIVES". 

308 

(ABRAHAM LINCOLN) 
(1809 - 1865) 

TRUTH CAN WAIT, 
FOR IT LIVES LONG. 

(ARTHUR SCHOPENHAUER) 
(1788 - 1860) 
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1 AM NOT ASHAMED 

TO CHANGE MY OPINION, 

FOR 1 AM NOT ASHAMED 

TO THINK. 

(SCHILLER) 
(1759 - 1805) 
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Brazil. 
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" The Forrestal Diaries", W. Milles, New York, U.S.A. 1954 
"Der Zweite Weltkrieg in Bild", Franz Burda, Offenbach (Baden) , 
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"The Jew Today' '. Ellie Wiesel , Org. Andrei Edit. Ltda. , Sao Paulo, 

Brazil. 
" The Daily Express", daily, London. 
"World Defeat" , Salvador Borrego. 
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Within the good will action by 

Hitler for the total end of the 

war, there appear, unmolested 

by Germans, part of the 338, 

226 British troopers in retreat 

from Dunkirk, water up to their 

necks, approaching one of the 

thousands of water-craft of ali 

mode/s put to that job, which 

lasted twelve days to complete. 

General Edgar Puaud fought as 
CO of the French Charlemagne 

Division, by side of Germans. 

The arrivai of one of those boats in England, in total safety. 
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F_ROM THE OFFICIAL CATALOGUE OF DACHAU - Pris.oners ｷｯｲｫｩｾ＠ in a weapon factory. We 

can ·notice the perfect lighting in the sector, also the heads of workers .with their scalps sheared 

to avoid lice and pests that might cause epidemies. 

The .gentlemanf;y manner the Germans :dealt with enemies has .not .been .reciprocated . . See .wh at 

they did to MussoUni, the great ·ttalian ,feader, after his arrest: :he was shot in the company of !his 

beloved Claretta Petacci ,and other conaborators, and hanged by their feet for days, in a Milan 

garage structure. What .can be said o.f .people •capable to do it? 
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For fuel shortélge, transporta-

tion by horse-drawn vehic/es 

during the second World War 

carried out 75% of ali 

supplies to the German 

infantry. This fact is Ndden 

from public opinion; they will 

rather depict Germany as a 

war machine that planned to 

conquer the world ... 

On October 5, 1988, the comerstone for the United States Holocaust Memorial Monument was 

set in Washington, a project with cost estimated at 300 million dollars, many of which drawn 

from the German people through its administration, full of boot-lickers. See who Zionists have 

arranged to /end an OFFICIAL character to .the project: .President Ronald Reagan. He would not 

of course tum thatinvitation down, 34 days from presidential elections .in the USA, as his candidate 

George Bush might Jose It if he did. After elections on November 8, 1988, it would be interesting 

ifReagan telephone Fred. A Leu ch ter, Jr., the designer and builder of gas chambers for American 

penitentiaries, so th at he cou/d have the opinion of that expert, what he thinks of .alleged gas 

chambers in Auschwitz, Birkenau and Majdanek ... ln the meantime 1 suggest ,readers examine 

'the technicalreport th at expert prepared after theyexamined the ''factories of.death". ln Portuguese 

the book/et is titled "The Gas ls Finished .. .'' ln English it is called "The Leuchter Report''. 
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ENLARGEMENT FROM PAGE 208: 
BRITISH 80TH, TRACTOR AND TOMMY, 
RIGHT AFTER TAKING BELSEN, REMOVE 
CADAVERS INTO A COMMON DITCH. 
EPIDEMICS, TERROR AIR-
BOMBING AGAINST DEFENSELES POPULATIONS, 
IN VERY RARE OCCASIONS HUMAN BEINGS HAVE 
BEEN TREATED, EVEN THOUGH DEAD, LIKE THIS. 
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(DISTORTERS) 

WHAT THE PRESS HAS 
SHOWN AND THE 
DfSTORTERS OF HISTORY 
PRODUCED AS INVASIONS 
ANNEXATIONS, 
ANSCHLUSS, 
OCCUPATION, 
TERRITORIAL EXPANSION, 
ETC, MAKING IT APPEAR 
AS CONQUEST CARRIED 
OUT AGAINST THE WILL 
OF THE PEOPLE 
CONCERNED IN AUSTRIA, 
SUDETES, BOHEMIA, 
MORAVIA BY GERMANY, 
WHEN IT WAS NO MORE 
THAN THE 
REINCORPORATlON OF 
GERMANS THE ALLIED 
HAD SEPARATED AND 
SPLIT ABOUT THROUGH 
THE VERSAilLES TREATY. 
ON THE PHOTOS WE HAVE 
THE EVIDENCE OF 
APOTHEOTIC RECEPTIONS 
HITLER WAS RENDERED IN 
VIENNA AND THE 
RECEPTIONS AND 
CELEBRATIONS BY. THE 
SUDETES AND IN PRAGUE. 

1 

1 

1 

1 
! 
J 

1 
ｾ＠

j 
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Holocost Potter And The Gas Chamber Of Secrets. 

- By High Priest Mageson 666 

 

 

Its going to take J.K. Rowling to write this magical holocost narrative for these yids: 

 

 

 

"In 1980, because of a lawsuit in a German court, the German state forensic bureau, the 

Bundes Kriminal Amt [BKA], forensically examined the original "diary" manuscript. Their 

analysis determined that "significant" portions of the work were written with a ballpoint 

pen. Since ballpoint pens were not available before 1951, portions of the work were added 

well after the war (Anne Frank died in March 1945).  

 

The BKA also determined that none of the "diary" handwriting matched known examples of 

Anne's handwriting. Earlier handwriting experts had determined that all of the writing in the 

"diary" was by the same hand. Therefore, the entire "diary" was a postwar fake.  

 

The true author of the diary was Jewish novelist Meyer Levin, who demanded and was 

awarded $50,000 in payment for his work in a court action against Anne's father, Otto Frank.  

 

 

Felderer published a book showing that the Anne Frank diary was a hoax; his research 

included examining the building where the Anne Frank Museum was located today, samples 

of the girl's handwriting and the internal contradictions within the diary itself. Felderer 

wrote to Otto Frank, Anne Frank's father, requesting the opportunity to examine the actual 

handwritten diary. This request was denied. Felderer suggested in his book that an analysis 

of the diary ink should be made to determine authenticity; this was later done on part of the 

manuscript in a West German court proceeding. This analysis found that certain parts of the 

diary were written in ball-point pen and therefore must have been written after the war 

since ball-point pens were not sold during the war. Although Felderer was investigated in 

1979 by the Swedish Attorney General concerning this book, no cause for any charge was 

found. Zündel was aware of the book and the investigation. (19-4529 to 4532)" 

 

- [Ditlieb Felderer] The 'False News' Trial of Ernst Zündel -- 1988 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"The truth about the Anne Frank Diary was first revealed in 1959 by the Swedish journal Fria 

Ord. It established that the Jewish novelist Meyer Levin had written the dialogue of the 

"diary" and was demanding payment for his work in a court action against Otto Frank. A 

condensation of the Swedish articles appeared in the American Economic Council Letter, 

April 15th, 1959, as follows: "History has many examples of myths that live a longer and 
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richer life than truth, and may become more effective than truth. "The Western World has 

for some years been made aware of a Jewish girl through the medium of what purports to 

be her personally written story, Anne Frank's Diary. Any informed literary inspection of this 

book would have shown it to have been impossible as the work of a teenager. 

 

"A noteworthy decision of the New York Supreme Court confirms this point of view, in that 

the well known American Jewish writer, Meyer Levin, has been awarded $50,000 to be paid 

him by the father of Anne Frank as an honorarium for Levin's work on the Anne Frank Diary." 

 

Mr. Frank, in Switzerland, has promised to pay to his race kin, Meyer Levin, not less than 

$50,000 because he had used the dialogue of Author Levin just as it was and "implanted" it 

in the diary as being his daughter's intellectual work." Further inquiries brought a reply on 

May 7th, 1962 from a firm of New York lawyers, which stated: "I was the attorney for Meyer 

Levin in his action against Otto Frank, and others. It is true that a jury awarded Mr. Levin 

$50,000 in damages, as indicated in your letter. That award was later set aside by the trial 

justice, Hon. Samuel C. Coleman, on the ground that the damages had not been proved in 

the manner required by law. The action was subsequently settled while an appeal from 

Judge Coleman's decision was pending." 

 

-Did Six Million Really Die? by Richard Harwood 

 

 

 

http://www.ihr.org/jhr/v03/v03p147_Faurisson.html 

Is The Diary of Anne Frank genuine? 

 

by Robert Faurisson 

 

Is The Diary of Anne Frank genuine? For two years that question was included in the official 

syllabus "Text and Document Criticism," a seminar reserved for degreed students in their 

fourth year. The conclusion of my studies and research is that The Diary of Anne Frank is a 

fraud. 

 

In order to study the question posed and to find an answer to it, I have carried out the 

following investigations: 

1.Internal criticism: the very text of the Diary (in Dutch) contains a number of unlikely or 

inconceivable facts.  

2.A study of the premises in Amsterdam: on the one hand, the physical impossibilities and, 

on the other hand, the explanations made up by Anne Frank's father severely compromise 

him.  

3.Interview of the principal witness: Mr. Otto Frank.  

4.Bibliographical examination: some curious silences and revelations.  

5.A return to Amsterdam for a new investigation: the witnesses turn out to be unfavorable 

to Mr. Frank; the probable truth.  

6.The "betrayer" and the person who arrested the Franks: why has Mr. Frank wished to 

assure them such anonymity?  

7.Comparison between the Dutch and German texts: attempting to make too much of it, Mr. 

Frank has given himself away; he has signed a literary fraud.  
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Internal criticism 

 

The first step in the investigation is to determine if the text is consistent within itself. The 

Diary contains an extraordinary number of inconsistencies. 

 

Let us take the example of the noises. Those in hiding, we are told, must not make the least 

sound. This is so much so that, if they cough, they quickly take codeine. The "enemies" could 

hear them. The walls are that "thin" (25 March 1943). Those "enemies" are very numerous: 

Lewin, who "knows the whole building well" (1 October 1942), the men from the store, the 

customers, the deliverymen, the agent, the cleaning woman, the night watchman Slagter, 

the plumbers, the "health service," the accountant, the police who conduct their searches of 

the premises, the neighbors both near and far, the owner, etc. It is therefore unlikely and 

inconceivable that Mrs. Van Daan had the habit of using the vacuum cleaner each day at 

12:30 pm (5 August 1943). The vacuum cleaners of that era were, moreover, particularly 

noisy. I ask: "How is that conceivable?" My question is not purely formal. It is not rhetorical. 

Its purpose is not to show astonishment. My question is a question. It is necessary to 

respond to it. That question could be followed with forty other questions concerning noises. 

It is necessary to explain, for example, the use of an alarm clock (4 August 1943). It is 

necessary to explain the noisy carpentry work: the removal of a wooden step, the 

transformation of a door into a swinging cupboard (21 August 1942), the making of a 

wooden candlestick (7 December 1942). Peter splits wood in the attic in front of the open 

window (23 February 1944). It involved building with the wood from the attic "a few little 

cupboards and other odds and ends" (11 July 1942). It even involved constructing in the attic 

"a little compartment" for working (13 July 1943). There is a nearly constant noise from the 

radio, from the slammed doors, from the "resounding peal" (6 December 1943), the 

arguments, the shouts, the yelling, a "noise that was enough to awaken the dead." (9 

November 1942). "A great din and disturbance followed I was doubled up with laughter" (10 

May 1944). The episode reported on 2 September 1942 is irreconcilable with the necessity 

of being silent and cautious. There we see those in hiding at dinner. They chatter and laugh. 

Suddenly, a piercing whistle is heard. And they hear the voice of Peter who shouts through 

the stove pipe that he will certainly not come down. Mr. Van Daan gets up, his napkin falls 

and, his face flushed, he shouts: "I've had enough of this." He goes up to the attic and there, 

resistance and the stamping of feet. The episode reported on 10 December 1942 is of the 

same kind. There we see Mrs. Van Daan being looked after by the dentist Dussel. The latter 

touches a bad tooth with his probe. Mrs. Van Daan then lets out "incoherent cries of pain." 

She tries to pull the little probe away. The dentist looks at the scene, his hands on his hips. 

The onlookers all "roared with laughter." Anne, instead of showing the least distress in the 

face of these cries or this mad laughter, declares: "It was rotten of us, because I for one am 

quite sure that I should have screamed even louder." 

 

The remarks that I am making here in regard to noises I could repeat in regard to all of the 

realities of physical and mental life. The Diary even presents the peculiarity that not one 

aspect of the life that is lived there avoids being either unlikely, incoherent, or absurd. At the 

time of their arrival in their hiding place, the Franks install some curtains to hide their 

presence. But, to install curtains at windows which did not have them up until then, is that 

not the best means of drawing attention to one's arrival? Is that not particularly the case if 

those curtains are made of pieces of "all different shapes, quality and pattern" (11 July 
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1942)? In order not to betray their presence, the Franks burn their refuse. But in doing this 

they call attention to their presence by the smoke that escapes from the roof of a building 

that is supposed to be uninhabited! They make a fire for the first time on 30 October 1942, 

although they arrived in that place on 6 July. One asks oneself what they could have done 

with their refuse for the 116 days of the summer. I recall, on the other hand, that the 

deliveries of food are enormous. In normal conditions, the persons in hiding and their guests 

each day consume eight breakfasts, eight to twelve lunches and eight dinners. In nine 

passages of the book they allude to bad or mediocre or insufficient food. Otherwise the food 

is abundant and "delicious." Mr. Van Daan "takes a lot of everything" and Dussel takes 

"enormous helpings" of food (9 August 1943) . On the spot they make wet and dry sausages, 

strawberry jam, and preserves in jars. Brandy or alcohol, cognac, wines, and cigarettes do 

not seem to be lacking either. Coffee is so common that one does not understand why the 

author, enumerating (23 July 1943) what each would wish to do on the day when they 

would be able to leave that hiding place, says that Mrs. Frank's fondest wish would be to 

have a cup of coffee. On the other hand, on 3 February 1944 -- during the terrible winter of 

'43/'44 -- here is the inventory of the supplies available for those in hiding alone, to the 

exclusion of any cohabiting friend or "enemy:" 60 pounds of corn, nearly 60 pounds of beans 

and 10 pounds of peas, 50 cans of vegetables, 10 cans of fish, 40 cans of milk, 10 kilos of 

powdered milk, 3 bottles of salad oil, 4 preserving jars of butter, 4 jars of meat, 2 bottles of 

strawberries, 2 bottles of raspberries, 20 bottles of tomatoes, 10 pounds of rolled oats, and 

8 pounds of rice. There enter, at other moments, some sacks of vegetables each weighing 25 

kilos, or again a sack of 19 pounds of green peas (8 July 1944). The deliveries are made by a 

"nice greengrocer," and always "during the lunch hour" (11 April 1944). This is hard to 

believe. In a city described elsewhere as starving, how could a greengrocer leave his store, in 

broad daylight, with such loads to go to deliver them to a house located in a busy 

neighborhood? How could this greengrocer, in his own neighborhood (he was "at the 

corner"), avoid meeting his normal customers for whom, in that time of scarcity, he ought 

normally to be a person to be sought out and begged for favors? There are many other 

mysteries in regard to other merchandise and the manner in which it reaches the hiding 

place. For holidays, and for the birthdays of the persons in hiding, the gifts are plentiful: 

carnations, peonies, narcissuses, hyacinths, flower pots, cakes, books, sweets, cigarette 

lighters, jewels, shaving necessities, roulette games, etc. I would draw attention to a real 

feat achieved by Elli. She finds the means of offering some grapes on 23 July 1943. I repeat: 

some grapes, in Amsterdam, on 23 July. They even tell us the price: 5 florins per kilo. 

 

The invention of the "swinging cupboard" is an absurdity. In fact, the part of the house 

which is supposed to have protected the persons in hiding existed well before their arrival. 

Therefore, to install a cupboard is to point out, if not someone's presence, at least a change 

in that part of the property. That transformation of the premises -- accompanied by the 

noise of the carpentry work -- could not have escaped the notice of the "enemies" and, in 

particular, of the cleaning woman. And this pretended "subterfuge," intended to mislead the 

police in case of a search, is indeed likely, to the contrary, to put them on their guard. (" a lot 

of houses are being searched for hidden bicycles," says Anne on 21 August 1942, and it is for 

that reason that the entrance door of the hiding place had been thus hidden.) The police, 

not finding any entrance door to the building which serves as a hiding place would have 

been surprised by this oddity and would have quickly discovered that someone had wanted 

to fool them, because they would find themselves before a residential building without an 

entrance! 
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Improbabilities, incoherencies, and absurdities abound likewise in regard to the following 

points: the windows (open and closing), the electricity (on and off), the coal (appropriated 

from the common pile without the "enemies" realizing it), the openings and closings of the 

curtains or the camouflage, the use of the water and of the toilet, the means of doing the 

cooking, the movements of the cats, the moving from the front-house to the annex (and 

vice-versa), the behavior of the night watchman, etc. The long letter of 11 April 1944 is 

particularly absurd. It reports a case of burglary. Let it be said in passing that the police are 

there portrayed to us as stopping in front of the "swinging cupboard," in the middle of the 

night, under the electric light, in search of the burglars who committed the housebreaking. 

They rattle the "swinging cupboard." These police, accompanied by the night watchman, do 

not notice anything and do not seek to enter the annex! As Anne says: "God truly protected 

us " 

 

On 27 February 1943, they tell us that the new owner has fortunately not insisted on visiting 

the annex. Koophuis told him that he did not have the key with him, and that the new 

owner, although accompanied by an architect, did not examine his new acquisition either on 

that day or on any other day. 

 

When one has a whole year to choose a hiding place (see 5 July 1942), does one choose his 

office? Does one bring his family there? And a colleague? And the colleague's family? Do you 

choose a place full of "enemies" where the police and the Germans would come 

automatically to search for you if they do not find you at your home? Those Germans, it is 

true, are not very inquisitive. On 5 July 1942 (a Sunday) father Frank (unless it is Margot?!) 

received a summons from the SS (see the letter of 8 July 1942). That summons would not 

have any follow-up. Margot, sought by the SS, makes her way to the hiding place by bicycle, 

and on 6 June, when, according to the first of two letters dated 20 June, the Jews had had 

their bicycles confiscated for some time. 

 

In order to dispute the authenticity of the story, one could call upon arguments of a 

psychological, literary, or historical nature. I will refrain from that here. I will simply remark 

that the physical absurdities are so serious and numerous that they must have an effect on 

the psychological, literary, and historical levels. 

 

One ought not to attribute to the imagination of the author or to the richness of her 

personality some things that are, in reality, inconceivable. The inconceivable is "that of 

which the mind cannot form any likeness because the terms which designate it involve an 

impossibility or a contradiction": for example, a squared circle. The one who says that he has 

seen one squared circle, ten squared circles, one hundred squared circles does not give 

evidence either of a fertile imagination or of a rich personality. For, in fact, what he says 

means exactly nothing. He proves his poverty of imagination. That is all. The absurdities of 

the Diary are those of a poor imagination that develops outside of a lived experience. They 

are worthy of a poor novel or of a poor lie. Every personality, however poor it may be, 

contains what it is proper to call psychological, mental, or moral contradictions. I will refrain 

from demonstrating here that Anne's personality contains nothing like that. Her personality 

is invented and is as hard to believe as the experience that the Diary is supposed to relate. 

From a historical point of view, I would not be surprised if a study of the Dutch newspapers, 

the English radio and Dutch radio from June 1942 to August 1944 would prove fraud on the 
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part of the real author of the diary. On 9 October 1942, Anne speaks already of Jews "being 

gassed" (Dutch text: "Vergassing")! 

 

A study of the premises 

 

Whoever has just read the Diary can normally only be shocked on seeing the "Anne Frank 

House" for the first time. He discovers a "glass house" which is visible and observable from 

all sides and accessible on its four sides. He discovers also that the plan of the house -- as it 

is reproduced in the book through the good offices of Otto Frank -- constitutes a distortion 

of reality. Otto Frank had taken care not to draw the ground floor and had taken care not to 

tell us that the small courtyard separating the front house from the annex was only 12 feet 2 

inches (3.7 meters) wide. He had especially taken care not to point out to us that this same 

small courtyard is common to the "Anne Frank House" (263 Prinsengracht) and to the house 

located to the right when you look at the façade (265 Prinsengracht). Thanks to a whole 

series of windows and window-doors, the people of 263 and those of 265 lived and moved 

about under the eyes and under the noses (cooking odors!) of their respective neighbors. 

The two houses are really only one. Besides, the museum today connects the two houses. 

Furthermore, the annex had its own entrance thanks to a door leading, from the rear, to a 

garden. This garden is common to 263 Prinsengracht and to the people opposite, living at 

190 Keizersgracht. (When one is in the museum one very distinctly sees those people at 190 

and many other addresses on Keizersgracht.) From this side (the garden side) and from the 

other side (the canal side) I counted two hundred windows of old houses from which people 

had a view of the "Anne Frank House." Even the residents of 261 Prinsengracht could have 

access to 263 by the roofs. It is foolish to let yourself believe in the least possibility of a really 

secret life in those premises. I say that while taking into account, of course, the changes 

made to the premises since the war. While pointing out the view on the garden, I asked ten 

successive visitors how Anne Frank could have lived there hidden with her family for twenty-

five months. After a moment of surprise (for the visitors to the museum generally live in a 

sort of state of hypnosis), each of the ten successive visitors realized, in a few seconds, that 

it was totally impossible. The reactions were varied; with some, dismay; with others, an 

outburst of laughter ("My God!"). One visitor, no doubt offended, said to me: "Don't you 

think that it is better to leave the people to their dreams?" No one supported the thesis of 

the Diary in spite of some rather pitiful explanations furnished by the prospectus or by the 

inscriptions in the museum. 

 

The explanations are the following: 

1.The "enemies" finding themselves in one of the rooms of the front house believed that the 

windows which look out on the small courtyard look directly on the garden; they were 

unaware therefore even of the existence of an annex; and if they were unaware of that, it is 

because the windows were hidden by black paper, to assure the conservation of the spices 

stored there;  

2.As regards the Germans, they had never thought of the existence of an annex, "especially 

as this type of building was quite unknown to them";  

3.The smoke from the stove "did not draw their attention because at that time the part 

(where they were located) served as a laboratory for the small factory, where a stove 

likewise must have burned every day."  
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The first two of these three explanations come from a 36-page booklet, without title and 

without date, printed by Koersen, Amsterdam. The last comes from the four-page 

prospectus that is available at the entrance to the museum. The content of these two 

publications has received the endorsement of Mr. Otto Frank. But in all three cases these 

explanations have not the least value. The annex was visible and obvious from a hundred 

aspects from the ground floor (forbidden to visitors), from the garden, from the connecting 

corridors on four levels, from the two windows of the office on the courtyard, from the 

neighboring houses. Certain of the "enemies" even had to visit there to go to the toilet 

because there was nothing for that in the front house. The ground floor of the rear house 

even admitted some customers of the business. As to the "small factory" which is supposed 

to have existed "in that period," in the very heart of that residential and commercial 

neighborhood, it is supposed to have remained for at least two years without emitting 

smoke, and then, suddenly, on 30 October 1942 it is supposed to have begun again to emit 

the smoke. And what smoke! Day and night! In winter as in summer, in sweltering heat or 

not. In the view of everyone (and, in particular, of "enemies" such as Lewin who had 

formerly had his chemical laboratory there), the "small factory" would have started up 

again! But why did Mr. Frank strain his wits to find that explanation, when, in other respects, 

the annex is already described as a sort of ghost-house? 

 

In conclusion on this point, I would say that, if I am not mistaken in denying any value in 

these "explanations," we have the right to assert: 

1.Some facts that are very important to Mr. Otto Frank remain without explanation;  

2.Mr. Otto Frank is capable of making up stories, even stupid and mediocre stories, exactly 

like the ones I have pointed out in my critical reading of the Diary. I ask that my reader 

remember this conclusion. He will see below what answer Mr. Frank personally made to me, 

in the presence of his wife.  

 

For the photographic documentation concerning the "Anne Frank House," see Appendix 1. 

 

Interview with Otto Frank 

 

I had made it known to Mr. Otto Frank that with my students I was preparing a study of the 

Diary. I had made it clear that my specialty was the criticism of texts and documents and 

that I needed an extended interview. Mr. Frank granted me that interview with eagerness, 

and it was thus that I was received at his residence in Birsfelden, a suburb of Basel, first on 

24 March 1977, from 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., then from 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. and, finally, 

the next day, from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.. Actually, on the next day the meeting place had 

been arranged to be in a bank in Basel. Mr. Frank was intent upon taking out of a safe 

deposit box, in my presence, what he called the manuscripts of his daughter. Our interview 

was therefore carried out on that day in part at the bank, in part on the road back toward 

Birsfelden and, in part, once more, at Mr. Frank's residence. All the interviews that took 

place at his residence were in the presence of his wife (his second wife, since the first died 

after being deported, from typhus it seems, as did Margot and Anne). After the first minute 

of our interview, I declared point blank to Mr. and Mrs. Frank that I had some doubts about 

the authenticity of the Diary. Mr. Frank did not show any surprise. He declared himself to be 

ready to furnish me all of the information I would want. I was struck, during those two days, 

by the extreme amiability of Mr. Frank. In spite of his age -- 88 years -- he never used the 
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excuse of his weariness in order to shorten our interview. In the Diary, he is described as a 

man full of charm (see 2 March 1944). He inspires confidence. He knows how to anticipate 

your unexpressed desires. He adapts himself remarkably to situations. He willingly adopts an 

argument based on emotion. He speaks very much of tolerance and of understanding. I only 

once saw him lose his temper and show himself to be uncompromising and violent; that was 

in regard to the Zionist cause, which must seem sacred to him. It was in that manner that he 

declared to me that he no longer even sets foot on the soil of France because, in his opinion, 

France is no longer interested in anything except Arab oil and doesn't care about Israel. On 

only three points did Mr. Frank fail in his promise to answer my questions. It is interesting to 

know that those three points were the following: 

1.the address of Elli, in the Netherlands;  

2.the means of rediscovering the trail of the store employee called V.M. in the book (I know 

that he is probably named Van Maaren);  

3.the means of rediscovering the Austrian Karl Silberbauer who had arrested the persons in 

hiding on 4 August 1944.  

 

In regard to Elli, Mr. Frank declared to me that she was very ill and that, because she was 

"not very intelligent," she could not be of any help to me. As to the other two witnesses, 

they had had enough trouble without my going to pester them with some questions that 

would remind them of an unhappy past. To compensate for that, Mr. Frank recommended 

that I get in touch with Kraler (by his real name, Kugler), settled in Canada, and with Miep 

and her husband, still living in Amsterdam. 

 

In regard to the Diary itself, Mr. Frank declared to me that the basis of it was authentic. The 

events related were true. It was Anne, and Anne alone who had written the manuscripts of 

that Diary. Like every literary author, Anne perhaps had some tendencies either to 

exaggeration or to imaginative changes, but all within ordinary and acceptable limits, 

without letting the truth or the facts suffer from it. Anne's manuscripts form an important 

whole. What Mr. Frank had presented to the publishers was not the text of these 

manuscripts, the purely original text, but a text that he in person had typewritten: a 

"tapuscript." He had been obliged to transform the various manuscripts in this way to a 

single "tapuscript" for various reasons. First, the manuscripts presented some repetitions. 

Then, they contained some indiscretions. Then, there were passages without any interest. 

Finally, there were some omissions! Mr. Frank, noticing my surprise, gave me the following 

example (a no doubt harmless example, but are there not more serious ones that he hid 

from me?): Anne very much liked her uncles but in her Diary she had neglected to mention 

them among the persons that she cherished; therefore, Mr. Frank repaired that "omission" 

by mentioning those uncles in the "tapuscript." Mr. Frank said that he had changed some 

dates! He had likewise changed the names of the characters. It was Anne herself, it seems, 

who had no doubt thought of changing the names. She had envisaged the possibility of 

publication. Mr. Frank had discovered, on a piece of paper, the list of the real names with 

their equivalent false names. Anne is supposed to have thought of calling the Franks by the 

name of Robin. Mr. Frank had cut out of the manuscripts certain indications of the prices of 

things. More important, finding himself, at least for certain periods, in possession of two 

different versions of the text, it had been necessary for him to "combine" (the word is his) 

two texts into one single text. Summarizing all those transformations, Mr. Frank finally 

declared to me: "That was a difficult task. I did that task according to my conscience." 
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The manuscripts that Mr. Frank presented to me as being those of his daughter form an 

impressive whole. I did not have the time to look at them closely. I trusted in the description 

of them that was given to me and I will summarize them in the following way: 

1.The first date mentioned is that of 12 June 1942; the last is that of 1 August 1944 (three 

days before their arrest);  

2.The period from 12 June 1942 to 5 December of the same year (but that date does not 

correspond to any printed letter); we have at our disposal a small notebook with a linen 

cover, with a red, white and brown plaid design (the "Scotch notebook");  

3.The period from 6 December 1942 to 21 December 1943; we do not possess any special 

notebook (but see below, the loose leaf sheets). This notebook is supposed to have been 

lost;  

4.The period from 2 December 1942 to 17 April 1944, then for the period from that same 

date of 17 April (!) to the last letter (1 August 1944); two black-bound notebooks, covered 

with brown paper.  

 

To those three notebooks and to the missing notebook is added a collection of 338 loose 

leaf sheets for the period 20 June 1942 to 29 March 1944. Mr. Frank said that those sheets 

constitute a resumption and a reshaping, by Anne herself, of letters which are contained, in 

an original form, in the above-mentioned notebooks: the "Scotch notebook," the missing 

notebook, and the first of the two black notebooks. 

 

Up to this point the total of what Anne is supposed to have written during her twenty-five 

months of hiding is therefore in five volumes. To that total it is appropriate to add the 

collection of the Stories. These stories are supposed to have been made up by Anne. The 

text is presented as a perfect copy. The copy can only involve, to begin with, a work of 

editing from a rough draft; Anne therefore must have done a lot a scribbling! 

 

I have no competence in the matter of handwriting analysis and therefore I cannot express 

an opinion on that matter. I can only give here my impressions. My impressions were that 

the "Scotch notebook" contained some photos, pictures and drawings as well as a variety of 

very juvenile writing styles, the confusion and fantasy of which appeared authentic. It would 

be necessary to look closely at the handwriting of the texts which were used by Mr. Frank in 

order to form the basis of the Diary. The other notebooks and the whole of the 338 loose 

leaf sheets are in what I would call an adult handwriting. As regards the manuscript of the 

Stories, it very much surprised me. One would say that it was the work of an experienced 

accountant and not the work of a 14-year-old child. The table of contents is presented as a 

list of the Stories with the date of composition, the title and the page number for each 

piece! 

 

Mr. Frank had a high opinion of the conclusions of the two expert reports called for, about 

1960, by the prosecution in Lübeck in order to examine the case of a teacher (Lothar Stielau) 

who, in 1959, had expressed some doubts about the authenticity of the Diary (Case 2js 

19/59, VU 10/59). Mr. Frank had registered a complaint against that teacher. The 

handwriting report had been entrusted to Mrs. Minna Becker. Mrs. Annemarie Hübner had 

been charged with attesting whether the texts printed in Dutch and German were faithful to 

the texts of the manuscript. The two expert reports, submitted as evidence in 1961, turned 

out to be favorable to Mr. Frank. 
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But, on the other hand, what Mr. Frank did not reveal to me -- and what I had to learn after 

my visit, and from a German source -- is that the prosecutor in Lübeck had decided to get a 

third expert report. Why a third expert report? And on what point, given that, according to 

all appearances, the whole field possible for investigation had been explored by the 

handwriting expert and by Mrs. Hübner? The answer to these questions is the following: the 

prosecutor thought that an expert report of the kind done by Mrs. Hübner risked declaring 

that Lothar Stielau was right about the facts. In view of the first analyses, it was going to be 

impossible to declare that the Diary was dokumentarisch echt (documentarily genuine) (!). 

Perhaps they could have it declared literarisch echt (literarily genuine) (!). The novelist 

Friedrich Sieburg was going to be charged with answering that odd question. 

 

Of those three expert reports, only that of Mrs. Hübner would have really been of interest to 

me. On 20 January 1978, a letter from Mrs. Hübner let me hope that I would obtain a copy 

of her expert report. A short time afterward, when Mrs. Hübner did not respond to my 

letters, I had a German friend telephone her. She made it known to him that "the question 

was very delicate, given that a trial on the question of the Diary was presently under way in 

Frankfurt." She added that she had gotten in touch with Mr. Frank. According to the few 

elements that I possess of the content of that expert's report, it is supposed to have noted a 

large number of facts that were interesting from the point of view of the comparison of the 

texts (manuscripts, "tapuscript," Dutch text, German text). Mrs. Hübner is supposed to have 

mentioned there some very numerous "omissions" (Auslassungen), "additions" (Zusätze), 

and "interpolations" (Interpolationen). She is supposed to have spoken of the text "adapted" 

for the necessities of publication (überarbeitet). Furthermore, she is supposed to have gone 

so far as to name some persons who supposedly gave their "collaboration" 

(Zusammenarbeit) to Mr. Frank in his editing of the "tapuscript." Those persons are 

supposed to have collaborated in the drawing up of the German text, in place of contenting 

herself with the role of translator. 

 

In spite of those facts that she herself pointed out, Mrs. Hübner is supposed to have 

concluded on the authenticity of the Diary (Dutch printed text and German printed text). She 

is therefore supposed to have expressed the following opinion: "Those facts are not 

important." Now that opinion can only be her personal view. There is the whole question: 

Who assures us that quite another judgment could not be brought forth on the facts pointed 

out by the expert? And besides, to begin with, has the expert shown impartiality and a really 

scientific spirit in naming the facts as she has named them? What she has called, for 

example, "interpolations" (a word with a scientific appearance and an ambiguous 

significance) would others not call them "retouchings," "alterations," "insertions" (words no 

doubt more exact, and more precise)? In the same fashion, words such as "additions" and 

especially "omissions" are neutral in appearance but, in reality, they hide some confused 

realities: an "addition" or an "omission" can be honest or dishonest; they can change 

nothing important in a text or they can, to the contrary, alter it profoundly. In the particular 

case that interests us here, those two words have a frankly benign appearance! 

 

In any case it is impossible to consider those three expert opinions (Becker, Hübner, and 

Sieburg) as conclusive, because they had not been examined by a court. In fact, for some 

reasons of which I am unaware, Mr. Frank was to withdraw his complaint against Lothar 

Stielau. If my information is correct, Stielau agreed to pay 1,000 Marks of the 15,712 Marks 

of the cost of the proceedings begun. I suppose that Mr. Frank paid to the court of Lübeck 
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those 1,000 Marks and that he had added to that sum 14,712 Marks for his own part. I recall 

that Mr. Frank told me that Lothar Stielau had, moreover, agreed to present him with his 

written apology. Lothar Stielau had lost his job as a teacher at the same time. Mr. Frank did 

not speak to me about Heinrich Buddeberg, Lothar Stielau's co-defendant. Perhaps 

Buddeberg himself also had to turn over 1,000 Marks and to present his apologies. 

 

I linger here on these matters of expert opinions only because in our interview Mr. Frank 

had himself lingered there, while not mentioning certain important facts (for example, the 

existence of a third expert opinion), and while presenting to me the two expert opinions as 

conclusive. The matter of the manuscripts did not interest me very much either. I knew that 

I would not have the time to examine them closely. What interested me most of all was to 

know how Mr. Frank would have explained to me the "unexplainable quantity of unlikely or 

inconceivable facts" that I had called attention to in reading the Diary. After all, what does it 

matter that some manuscripts, even declared authentic by some experts, contain this type 

of facts, if those facts could not have existed? But Mr. Frank was to show himself to be 

incapable of furnishing me with the least explanation. In my opinion he was expecting to see 

the authenticity of the Diary questioned by the usual arguments, of the psychological, 

literary, or historical order. He did not expect arguments of internal criticism bearing on the 

realities of material life: the realities which, as one knows, are stubborn. In a moment of 

confusion, Mr. Frank moreover declared to me: "But I had never thought about those 

material matters!" 

 

Before coming to some precise examples of that confession, I owe it to the truth to say that 

on two occasions Mr. Frank gave me good answers and those were in regard to two 

episodes that I have not mentioned up to now, precisely because they were to find an 

explanation. The first episode was incomprehensible to me because of a small omission from 

the French translation (I did not possess at that time the Dutch text). The second episode 

was incomprehensible to me because of an error that figures in all the printed texts of the 

Diary. Where, on the date of 8 July 1944, it is a question of the male greengrocer, the 

manuscript gives: "la marchande de légumes" (the female greengrocer). And that is 

fortunate, for a careful reader of the book knows very well that the greengrocer in question 

could not have delivered to those in hiding "19 pounds of green peas" (!) on 8 July 1944 for 

the good reason that he had been arrested 45 days before by the Germans for one of the 

most serious of reasons (he had had two Jews at his home). That act had set him "on the 

edge of an abyss" (25 May 1944). One has a hard time understanding how a greengrocer 

leaps from "the abyss" in order to thus deliver to some other Jews such a quantity of 

compromising merchandise. To tell the truth, one does not understand very much better the 

wife of that unfortunate man, but the fact is there, the text of the manuscript is not absurd 

like that of the Dutch, French, German, and English printings. The writer of the manuscript 

had been more careful. It remains that the error of the printed texts was perhaps not an 

error, but indeed a deliberate and unfortunate correction of the manuscript. We read, in 

fact, in the printed Dutch text: van der groenteboer om de hoek, 19 pond (cries Margot); 

and Anne answers; Dat is aarding van hem. In other words, Margot and Anne used the 

masculine on two occasions; "from the (male) greengrocer on the corner 19 pounds," Anne's 

answer: "That's nice of him." For my part, I would draw two other conclusions from that 

episode: 

1.Internal criticism bearing on the coherence of a text allows us to detect some anomalies 

which are revealed to be true anomalies;  
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2.A reader of the Diary, having come to that episode of 8 July 1944, would be right to 

declare absurd a book in which the hero ("the nice greengrocer on the corner") leaps back 

out of the depths of the abyss as one would rise up from the dead.  

 

That greengrocer, Mr. Frank told me, was named Van der Hoeven. Deported for having 

harbored Jews at his home, he came back from deportation. At the time of the 

commemorative ceremonies, he had come back to appear at the side of Mr. Frank. I asked 

Mr. Frank if, after the war, some people from the neighborhood had declared to him: "We 

suspected the presence of people in hiding at 263 Prinsengracht." Mr. Frank clearly 

answered me that no one had suspected their presence, including the men of the store, 

including Lewin, also including Van der Hoeven. The latter supposedly helped them without 

knowing it! 

 

In spite of my repeated questions on this point, Mr. Frank was not able to tell me what his 

neighbors at No. 261 sold or made. He did not remember that there had been in his own 

house, at No. 263, a housekeeper described in the book as a possible "enemy." He ended by 

answering me that she was "very, very old" and that she only came very rarely, perhaps 

once a week. I said to him that she must have been astonished to suddenly see the 

installation of the "swinging cupboard" on the landing of the second floor. He answered no, 

given that the housekeeper never came there. That answer was to provoke for the first time 

a kind of dispute between Mr. Frank and his wife, who was present at our interview. 

Beforehand, in fact, I had taken the precaution of having Mr. Frank make it clear to me that 

those in hiding had never done any housekeeping outside of cleaning a part of the annex. 

The logical conclusion of Mr. Frank's two statements therefore became: "For twenty-five 

months, no one had done any cleaning of the landing on the second floor." In the face of 

that improbability, Mrs. Frank suddenly broke in to say to her husband: "Nonsense! No 

cleaning on that landing! In a factory! But there would have been dust this high!" What Mrs. 

Frank could have added is that the landing was supposed to have served as a passageway for 

the people in hiding in their comings and goings between the annex and the front house. 

The trail of their goings and comings would have been obvious in the midst of so much 

accumulated dust, even without taking into account the dust from the coal brought from 

downstairs. In fact, Mr. Frank could not have told the truth when he spoke in this way about 

a kind of phantom housekeeper for a house so vast and so dirty. 

 

On several occasions, at the beginning of our interview, Mr. Frank thus attempted to supply 

some explanations which, finally, did not explain anything at all and which led him, to the 

contrary, into some impasses. I must say here that the presence of his wife was to prove to 

be especially useful. Mrs. Frank, who was very well acquainted with the Diary, obviously 

believed up to then in the authenticity of the Diary as well as in the sincerity of her husband. 

Her surprise was only more striking in the face of the terrible quality of Mr. Frank's answers 

to my questions. For myself, I retain a painful memory of what I would call certain 

"realizations" by Mrs. Frank. I do not at all wish to say that Mrs. Frank today takes her 

husband for a liar. But I claim that Mrs. Frank was strongly conscious, at the time of our 

interview, of the anomalies and of the serious absurdities of the whole story of Anne Frank. 

Hearing the "explanations" of her husband, she came to use toward him some phrases of 

the following kind: 
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"Nonsense!" 

 

"What you are saying is unbelievable!" 

 

"A vacuum cleaner! That is unbelievable! I had never noticed it!" 

 

"But you were really foolhardy!" 

 

"That was really foolhardy!" 

 

The most interesting remark that Mrs. Frank made was the following: "I am sure that the 

people (of the neighborhood) knew that you were there." For my part, I would say rather: "I 

am sure that the people of the neighborhood would have seen, heard, and smelled the 

presence of the persons in hiding, if there were indeed some persons hidden in that house 

for twenty-five months." 

 

I would take one other example of Mr. Frank's explanations. According to him, the people 

who worked in the front house could not see the main part of the annex because of the 

"masking paper on the window panes." This statement, which is found in the brochure of 

the "museum," was repeated to me by Mr. Frank in the presence of his wife. Without 

pausing at that statement, I went on to another subject: that of the consumption of 

electricity. I made the remark that the consumption of electricity in the house must have 

been considerable. Because Mr. Frank was surprised by my remark, I stated it precisely: 

"That consumption must have been considerable because the electric light was on all day in 

the office on the courtyard and in the store on the courtyard in the front house." Mr. Frank 

then said to me: "How is that? The electric light is not necessary in broad daylight!" I 

indicated to him how those rooms could not receive daylight, knowing that the windows had 

some "masking paper" on them. Mr. Frank then answered me that those rooms were not so 

very dark: a disconcerting answer which found itself in contradiction with the statement of 

the booklet written by Mr. Frank: "Spices must be kept in the dark " (page 27 of the 36 page 

booklet mentioned above on page 82). Mr. Frank then dared to add that, all the same, what 

one saw through those windows on the courtyard was only a wall. He specified, contrary to 

all evidence, that one did not see that it was the wall of a house! That detail contradicted 

the following passage of the same prospectus: "therefore, although you saw windows, you 

could not see through them, and everyone took it for granted that they overlooked the 

garden" (ibidem). I asked if those masked windows were nevertheless sometimes open, if 

only for airing out the office where they received visitors, if only in the summer, on 

swelteringly hot days. Mrs. Frank agreed with me on that and remarked that those windows 

must all the same have been open sometimes. Silence from Mr. Frank. 

 

The list of the noises left Mr. Frank, and especially Mrs. Frank, perplexed. As regards the 

vacuum cleaner, Mr. Frank was startled and declared to me: "But there could not have been 

a vacuum cleaner there." Then, in the face of my assurance that there had been one, he 

began to stammer. He told me that, if indeed there had been a vacuum cleaner, they must 

have run it in the evening, when the employees (the "enemies") had left the front house, 

after work. I objected that the noise of a vacuum cleaner of that era would have been so 

much better heard by the neighbors (the walls were "thin," 25 March 1943) as it would have 

occurred in empty rooms or close to empty rooms. I revealed to him that, in any case, Mrs. 
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Van Daan, for her part, was supposed to have used that vacuum cleaner every day, regularly, 

at about 12:30 pm (the window probably being open). Silence from Mr. Frank, while Mrs. 

Frank was visibly moved. The same silence for the alarm clock, with the sometimes untimely 

alarm (4 August 1943). The same silence for the removal of the ashes, especially on 

swelteringly hot days. The same silence about the borrowing, by the persons in hiding, from 

the supply of coal (a rare commodity) common to the whole house. Even silence about the 

question of the bicycles used after their confiscation and after the prohibition of their use by 

Jews. 

 

A number of questions therefore remained without answers or even at first gave rise to 

some explanations by which Mr. Frank worsened his case. Then Mr. Frank had, as it were, a 

windfall: a magic formula. That formula was the following: "Mr. Faurisson, you are 

theoretically and scientifically right. I agree with you 100 percent What you pointed out to 

me was, in fact, impossible. But, in practice, it was nevertheless in that way that things 

happened." I pointed out to Mr. Frank that his statement troubled me. I told him that it was 

almost as if he agreed with me that a door could not be at the same time open and closed 

and as if, in spite of that, he stated that he had seen such a door. I pointed out to him, in 

another connection, that the words "scientifically" and "theoretically" and "in practice" were 

unnecessary and introduced a distinction devoid of meaning because, in any case, 

"theoretically," "scientifically," and "in practice" a door at the same time open and closed 

quite simply cannot exist. I added that I would prefer to each particular question an 

appropriate response or, if need be, no answer at all. 

 

Near the beginning of our interview, Mr. Frank had made, in the friendliest way in the world, 

a major concession, a concession announced by me above on page 83. As I began to make 

him understand that I found absurd the explanations that he had furnished in his 

prospectuses, both regarding the ignorance of the Germans about the architecture typical of 

Dutch houses and about the presence of smoke constantly above the roof of the annex (the 

"little factory"), he wanted to admit right away, without any insistence on my part, that it 

was a question there of pure inventions on his part. Without using, it is true, the word 

"inventions," he declared to me, in substance: "You are quite right. In the explanations that 

are given to visitors, it is necessary to simplify. That is not so serious. It is necessary to make 

that agreeable to visitors. This is not the scientific way of doing things. One is not always 

able to be scientific." 

 

That confidential remark enlightens us on what I believe to be a character trait of Mr. Frank: 

Mr. Frank has the sense of what pleases the public and he seeks to adapt himself to it, free 

to take liberties with the truth. Mr. Frank is not a man to give himself a headache. He knows 

that the general public is satisfied with little. The general public seeks a sort of comfort, a 

sort of dream, a sort of easy world where it will be brought exactly the kind of emotion that 

confirms it in its habits of feeling, seeing, and reasoning. That smoke above the roof could 

disturb the general public? What does it matter? Let's make up an explanation not 

necessarily probable, but simple and, if it is necessary, simple and crude. Perfection is 

reached if that fabrication confirms some accepted ideas or habitual feelings: for example, it 

is very probable that for those who love Anne Frank and who come to visit her house, the 

Germans are brutes aud beasts; well, they will find a confirmation of that in Mr. Frank's 

explanations: the Germans went so for as to be unaware of the architecture typical of the 

houses in Amsterdam. In a general way, Mr. Frank appeared to me, on more than one 
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occasion, as a man devoid of finesse (but not of cunning) for whom a literary work is, in 

relation to reality, a form of lying contrivance, a domain where one takes liberties with the 

truth, a thing which "is not so serious" and which allows for writing almost anything. 

 

I asked Mr. Frank what explanations he could furnish me on the two points where he agreed 

that he had said nothing serious to the visitors. He could not answer me. I questioned him 

about the layout of the premises. I had noted some anomalies in the plan of the house, such 

as it is reproduced - by Mr. Frank -- in all the editions of the Diary. Those anomalies had 

been confirmed for me by my visit to the museum (taking account of the changes made in 

the premises in order to make it into a museum). It was then that once again Mr. Frank went 

on to be led, in the face of the physical evidence, to make some new and important 

concessions to me, especially, as is going to be seen in regard to the "swinging cupboard." 

He began by admitting that the diagram of the plan ought not to have concealed from the 

reader that the small courtyard which separates the front house from the annex was 

common to No. 263 (the Frank house) and to No. 265 (the house of their neighbors and 

"enemies"). It seems bizarre that, in the Diary, there was not the slightest allusion to the 

fact, which, for the persons in hiding, was of extreme importance. Mr. Frank then 

acknowledged that the diagram of the place let people believe that on the third floor the flat 

roof was not accessible; but that roof was accessible by a door from the annex and it could 

very well have offered to the police or to the "enemies" an easy way of access into the very 

heart of the premises inhabited by the persons in hiding. Finally and especially, Mr. Frank 

conceded to me that the "swinging cupboard" did not make any sense. He recognized that 

his ruse could not, in any case, have prevented a search of the annex, seeing that that annex 

was accessible in other ways, and especially in the most natural way -- the entrance door 

leading out to the garden. That entrance, it is true, does not appear on the schema because 

the schema does not contain any drawing of the whole ground floor. As to the museum 

visitors, they do not have access to this same ground floor. That famous "swinging 

cupboard" thus became a particularly strange invention of "the persons in hiding." One 

must, in fact, think here that the making of that "swinging cupboard" was a dangerous job. 

The destruction of the stair steps, the assembling of that false cupboard, the change of a 

passageway into an apparent dead end, all that could only give warning to the "enemies." All 

that had of course been suggested by Kraler and carried out by Vossen (21 August 1942)! 

 

The more that my interview went on, the more the embarassment of Mr. Frank became 

visible. But his amiability did not fail; quite the contrary. At the end, Mr. Frank went on to 

use a sentimental argument, apparently clever and in a good natured tone. That argument 

was the following: "Yes, I agree with you, we were a little imprudent. Certain things were a 

little dangerous, it is necessary to recognize that. Besides, it is perhaps the reason why we 

were finally arrested. But do not believe, Mr. Faurisson, that the people were suspicious at 

that point." That curious argumentation went on to suggest to Mr. Frank sentences such as: 

"The people were decent!" or even: "The Dutch were good!," or even, on two occasions: 

"The people were good!" 

 

These sentences have only one inconvenience: they render absurd all of the "precautions" 

pointed out in the book. To a certain extent, they even rob the book of its meaning. The 

book recounts, as a matter of fact, the tragic adventure of eight persons hunted down, 

forced to hide, to bury themselves alive for twenty-five months in the midst of a ferociously 

hostile world. In those "days in the tomb" only some select few people knew of their 
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existence and brought them help. One could say that in resorting to his last arguments, Mr. 

Frank tried with one hand to fill in the cracks in a work which, with the other hand, he was 

dismantling. 

 

On the evening of our first day of interviews, Mr. Frank handed to me his own copy, in 

French, of the book by Ernst Schnabel: Spur eines Kindes (French title: Sur les traces d'Anne 

Frank; English title: Anne Frank: A Portrait in Courage). He told me that I would perhaps find 

in that book some answers to certain of my questions. The pages of that copy were not cut. 

It should be mentioned that Mr. Frank speaks and understands French, but he reads it with a 

little difficulty. (I should make it clear here that all our interviews took place in English, a 

language that Mr. Frank has mastered perfectly.) I had not yet read that book, because the 

strict observance of the methods proper to pure internal criticism obliges one to read 

nothing about a work so long as one has not yet personally gotten a clear idea of that work. 

During the night that preceeded our second interview, I glanced through the book. Among a 

dozen points that acted to confirm to me that the Diary was a fable (in spite of the fact that 

Schnabel made many efforts to persuade us of the contrary), I call attention to an amazing 

passage on page 151 of the French text. That passage concerned Mr. Vossen, the man who, 

it seemed, had devoted himself, as carpenter, to making the "swinging cupboard" intended 

to conceal the persons in hiding (Diary, 21 August 1942). "Good old Vossen" was supposed 

to work at 263 Prinsengracht. He kept the persons in hiding up-to-date on everything that 

took place in the store. But illness had forced him to retire to his home, where his daughter 

Elli joined him after her own work hours. On 15 June 1943, Anne spoke about him as a 

precious friend. But, if one believes a remark of Elli reported by Schnabel, good old Vossen 

was unaware of the existence of the Franks at 263 Prinsengracht! Elli recounts, in fact, that 

on 4 August 1944, when she returned to her residence, she informed her father of the arrest 

of the Franks. The French text of Schnabel says: "I was seated at the side of the bed and I 

had told him everything. My father very much liked Mr. Frank, whom he had known for a 

long time. He was not aware that the Franks had not left for Switzerland, as was claimed, but 

had hidden themselves on the Prinsengracht." But what is incomprehensible is that Vossen 

could have believed in that rumor. For nearly a year he had seen the Franks at 

Prinsengracht, he had spoken with them, he had helped them and he had become their 

friend. Then, when because of his bad health he had left his job on the Prinsengracht, his 

daughter Elli was able to keep him up to date on the doings of his friends, the Franks. 

 

Mr. Frank was not able to explain to me that passage from Schnabel's book. Rushing to the 

German and the English texts of the same work, he made a surprising discovery: the whole 

passage where Elli spoke with her father did indeed appear in those texts, but, lacking the 

sentence beginning with: "He was not aware " and ending with: " the Prinsengracht." In the 

French text, Elli continued: II ne dit rien. Il restait couché en silence. For comparison, here is 

the German text: 

 

 

Ich setze mich zu ihm ans Bett und habe ihm alles gesagt. Er hing sehr an Herrn Frank, denn 

er kannte ihn lange [passage missing]. Gesagt hat er nichts. Er hat nur dagelegen. (Anne 

Frank/Ein Bericht von Ernst Schnabel, Spur eines Kindes, Fischer Bucherei, 1958, 168 pages, 

page 115.) 
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And here is the English text: 

 

 

I sat down beside his bed and told him everything. He was deeply attached to Mr. Frank, 

who he had known a long time [passage missing]. He said nothing. (Anne Frank: A Portrait in 

Courage, Ernst Schnabel, Translated from the German by Richard and Clara Winston. New 

York: Harbrace Paperback Library, Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc.;1958; 181 pages; page 

132.) 

 

After returning to France, it was easy for me to clear up this mystery: from many other 

points in the French text it became evident that there had existed two original German 

versions. The first version of Schnabel must have been sent in "tapuscript" to the French 

publishing house of Albin Michel so that from it there could be prepared a translation into 

French, without losing time. Thereupon Schnabel or, very probably, Mr. Frank, had gone on 

to do a revision of its text. He had then left out the problematical sentence about Vossen. 

Then Fischer published that corrected version. But in France they had done the job in double 

quick time and the book had already left the presses. It was too late to correct it. I note 

moreover a bibliographical curiosity: my copy of Sur les traces d'Anne Frank (translated from 

the German by Marthe Metzger, Editions Albin Michel, 1958, 205 pages) bears a reference 

to "18th thousand" and its date for the completion of printing was in February 1958. But the 

first thousand of the original German edition was in March 1958. The translation therefore 

did indeed appear before the original. 

 

It remains, of course, to know why Ernst Schnabel or Mr. Frank had believed it proper to 

proceed with that amazing correction. The fact remains that Mr. Frank showed his confusion 

once more in the face of this further anomaly. We took leave of each other in the most 

painful of atmospheres, where each token friendliness that Mr. Frank showed me 

embarrassed me a little more. Shortly after my return to France, I wrote to Mr. Frank to 

thank him for his hospitality and to ask him Elli's address. He answered me pleasantly while 

asking me to send him the French copy of Schnabel's book, and without speaking to me 

about Elli. I sent his copy back to him while again asking him for the address. No answer this 

time. I telephoned him at Birsfelden. He responded to me that he would not give me that 

address, and especially now that I had sent to Kraler (Kugler) an "idiotic" letter. I will come 

back to that letter. 

 

Bibliographical examination 

 

The previously mentioned book by Schnabel (Anne Frank: A Portrait in Courage) has some 

curious omissions, while the long article, unsigned, that Der Spiegel (1 April 1959, pages 51-

55) devoted to the diary, in the wake of the Stielau case, brings us some curious revelations. 
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The title of that article is eloquent: "Anne Frank. Was Schrieb das Kind?" ("Anne Frank. What 

did the Child Write?") 

 

Ernst Schnabel openly defended Anne Frank and Otto Frank. His book is relatively rich on all 

that precedes and on all that follows the twenty-five months of their life at Prinsengracht. 

On the other hand, it is very poor concerning those twenty-five months. One would say that 

the direct witnesses (Miep, Elli, Kraler, Koophuis, Henk) have nothing to say on that very 

important period. Why do they remain silent in that way? Why have they said only some 

commonplace things like: "When we had our plate of soup upstairs with them at noon " 

(page 114)1 or: "We always had lunch together " (page 117)? Not one concrete detail, not 

one description, not one anecdote is there that by its preciseness would give the impression 

that the persons in hiding and their faithful friends regularly ate together this way at noon. 

Everything appears in a kind of fog. But those witnesses were questioned only thirteen 

years, at the most, after the arrest of the Franks, and certain of them such as Elli, Miep and 

Henk, were still young. I am not talking about numerous other persons whom Schnabel 

wrongly calls "witnesses" but who, in fact, had never known or even met the Franks. This is 

the case, for example, with the famous "greengrocer" (Gemüsemann). "He did not know the 

Franks at all" (page 82). In a general way, the impression that I derived from reading 

Schnabel's book is the following: this Anne Frank had really existed; she had been a little girl 

without great character, without strong personality, without scholarly precociousness (to 

the contrary even), and no one suspected her of having an aptitude for writing; that 

unfortunate child knew the horrors of war; she had been arrested by the Germans; she had 

been interned, then deported; she passed through the camp at Auschwitz-Birkenau; she had 

been separated from her father; her mother died in the hospital at Birkenau on 6 January 

1945; in approximately October of 1944 she and her sister were transferred to the camp at 

Bergen-Belsen; Margot died of typhus; then, in her turn, Anne, alone in the world, was also 

to die of typhus in March of 1945. These are some points about which the witnesses did not 

hesitate to talk. But with all of them one senses mistrust in the presence of the legendary 

Anne, who was capable of taking up the pen as we have been told, capable of keeping that 

diary and writing those stories, and writing "the beginning of a novel," etc. Schnabel himself 

writes a very revealing sentence when he declares: "My witnesses had a good deal to say 

about Anne as a person; they took account of the legend only with great reticence, or by 

tacitly ignoring it. Although they did not take issue with it by so much as a word, I had the 

impression that they were checking themselves. All of them read Anne's diary; they did not 

mention it (pages 4-5)." That last sentence is important "All of them had read Anne's diary; 

they did not mention it." Even Kraler, who sent a long letter to Schnabel from Toronto, did 

not make mention either of the Diary or of Anne's other writings (page 87). Kraler is the only 

direct witness to tell an anecdote or two about Anne; but, in a very curious way, he places 

these anecdotes in the period of time when the Franks still lived in their apartment on 

Merwedeplein, before their "disappearance" ("before they went into hiding," page 87). It is 

only in the corrected edition that the second anecdote is placed at Prinsengracht, even 

"when they were in the secret annex" (page 88). The witnesses did not wish that their 

names be published. The two most important witnesses (the "probable betrayer" and the 

Austrian policeman) were neither questioned nor even sought out. Schnabel attempts on 

several occasions to explain that curious failure (pages 8, 139, and all of the end of chapter 

ten). He goes so far as to present a sort of defense of the arresting officer! One person 

nevertheless does mention the Diary, but that is to draw attention to a point in it w hich 

seems bizarre to her concerning the Montessori school of which she was the director (page 
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40). Schnabel himself treats the Diary strangely. How to explain, indeed, the cutting that he 

does when he cites a passage such as that of his page 123? Quoting a long passage from the 

letter of 11 April 1944 in which Anne tells about the police raid in the wake of the burglary, 

he leaves out the sentence in which Anne gives the main reason for her distress; that reason 

was that the police, it appeared, went so far as to give the "swinging cupboard" some loud 

blows. ("This, and when the police rattled the cupboard door, were my worst moments.") 

Wouldn't Schnabel have thought, like any sensible man, that that passage is absurd? In any 

case, he tells us that he visited 263 Prinsengracht before its transformation into a museum. 

He did not see any "swinging cupboard" there. He writes: "The cupboard that was built 

against the door to disguise it has been pulled down. Nothing is left but the twisted hinges 

hanging beside the door." (page 74) He did not find any trace of a special camouflage, but 

only, in Anne's room, a yellowed piece of curtain "A tattered, yellowed remnant of curtain 

still hangs at the window." (page 75). Mr. Frank, it seems, marked in pencil on the wall 

paper, near one door, the successive heights of his daughters. Today, at the museum, the 

visitors can see an impeccable square of wall paper, placed under glass, where they notice 

the perfectly preserved pencil marks which appear to have been drawn the same day. They 

tell us that these pencil marks indicated the heights of Mr. Frank's children. When I saw Mr. 

Frank at Birsfelden, I asked him if it was not a question there of a "reconstruction." He 

assured me all that was authentic. But this is difficult to believe. Schnabel himself had simply 

seen, as a mark, an "A 42" which he interpreted thus: "Anne 1942." What is strange is that 

the "authentic" paper in the museum does not bear anything such as that Schnabel said that 

he had seen, only that mark and that the others had been destroyed or torn off ("the other 

marks have been stripped off " [ibidem].) Might Mr. Frank have made himself guilty here of 

a trick (ein Trick), such as that which he had suggested to Henk and to Miep for the 

photocopy of their passport? 

 

A very interesting point about Anne's story concerns the manuscripts. I regret to say that I 

find very unlikely the account of the discovery of those many scripts, then their passing on to 

Mr. Frank by his secretary Miep. The police supposedly scattered the floor with all sorts of 

papers. Among those papers, Miep and Elli supposedly gathered up a "Scotch notebook" (ein 

rotkariertes Buch; a red plaid book) and many other writings in which they are supposed to 

have recognized Anne's writing. They supposedly did not read anything. They are supposed 

to have put all these papers aside in the large office. Then, those papers supposedly were 

handed over to Mr. Frank at the time of his return from Poland (pages 179-181.) That 

account does not agree at all with the account of the arrest. The arrest was made slowly, 

methodically, correctly, exactly like the search. The testimonies are unanimous on that point 

(see chapter nine). After the arrest, the police came back to the premises on several 

occasions; they especially interrogated Miep. The police wished to know if the Franks were 

in contact with other persons in hiding. The Diary, such as we know it, would have revealed, 

at first glance, a great deal of information valuable to the police, and would have been 

terribly compromising for Miep, Elli, and for all the friends of the persons in hiding. The 

police could have disregarded the "Scotch notebook" if, in its original condition, it consisted, 

as I think, only of some drawings, some photographs or notes of a harmless nature. But it 

would appear unlikely that they would have left there several notebooks and several 

hundreds of scattered pages, on which the handwriting was, at least in appearance, that of 

an adult. On the part of Elli and Miep, it would have been madness to gather together and to 

keep, especially in the office, such a mass of compromising documents. It would appear that 

they knew that Anne kept a diary. In a diary one is supposed to tell what happens from day 
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to day. Consequently, Anne risked mentioning Miep and Elli in them. 

 

Regarding the book by Schnabel, Mr. Frank made a surprising revelation to me. He told me 

that that book, although translated into several languages, had not been translated into 

Dutch! The reason for the exception was that the principal witnesses living in the 

Netherlands said that, because of modesty as well as because of a concern for their peace 

and quiet, they wished that people not talk about them. In reality, Mr. Frank was mistaken 

or else he was deceiving me. An investigation conducted in Amsterdam at first led me to 

believe that Schnabel's book had not been translated into Dutch. Even the Contact 

publishing house replied or had several libraries or several private individuals reply that that 

book did not exist. I discovered then that, in a showcase at the "Anne Frank House" 

museum, the book by Schnabel was shown as having been translated into Dutch and 

published in 1970 (twelve years after its publication in Germany, in France and in the United 

States!) under the title of: Haar laatste Levensmaanden (Her Last Months). The book 

unfortunately was not to be found. I got the same responses from the libraries and from the 

Contact publishing house. As a result of my insistence, Contact finally replied to me that 

there remained with them only one archive copy. With some difficulty I got permission to 

consult it, and then to get a photocopy of pages 263 to 304. For, in reality, the work in 

question contained only an extract from Schnabel's book, reduced to 35 pages, and placed 

as an appendix to the text of the Diary. The comparative study of Spur eines Kindes and of its 

"translation" into Dutch is of the greatest interest. Of the book by Schnabel, the Dutch can 

only read the five last chapters (out of thirteen chapters in all). Moreover, three of those five 

chapters have undergone cuts of all sorts. Certain of those cuts are marked by ellipses. 

Others are not marked at all. The chapters thus cut up are Chapters Nine, Ten and Thirteen -

- which is to say those that concern, on the one hand, the arrest and its direct results (in the 

Netherlands) and, on the other hand, the history of the manuscripts. When it is no longer a 

question of those subjects, when it is a question of the camps (which is the case in Chapters 

Eleven and Twelve), the original text by Schnabel is respected. Examined closely, those cuts 

seem to have been introduced to remove the somewhat precise details which appear in the 

testimonies of Koophuis, Miep, Henk, and Elli. For example, it lacks, without anything to 

indicate to us the existence of a cut, the essential passage where Elli tells how she told her 

father about the arrest of the Franks (the 13 lines of page 115 of Spur are completely absent 

from page 272 of Haar Laatste Levensmaanden). It is odd that the only nation for whom they 

have thus reserved a censored version of the life of Anne Frank is precisely that one where 

the adventure of Anne Frank took place. Can you imagine some revelations about Joan of 

Arc that would be made to all sorts of foreign nations, but would be forbidden in some way 

to the French people? Such a way of acting is understandable only when the editors fear 

that, in the country of origin, the "revelations" would have rather quickly appeared suspect. 

That explanation given by Mr. Frank hardly holds. Because Koophuis, Miep, Henk, and Elli 

find themselves named anyhow (moreover by some complete or partial pseudonyms), and 

because Schnabel has them make such and such remarks, one does not see how the cuts 

introduced into those remarks can soothe the sensitive modesty of their authors or assure 

them more tranquility in their life in Amsterdam. I would believe rather that the preparation 

of the Dutch translation gave rise to some very long and arduous bargaining among all the 

interested parties or, at least, between Mr. Frank and some of them, but, as the years 

passed, they became more cautious and more sparing with details than in their original 

"testimonies." 
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The above-mentioned articles from Der Spiegel brings us, as I have said, some curious 

revelations. As a matter of principle I distrust journalists. They work too quickly. Here it is 

obvious that the journalist carried out a thorough investigation. The issue was too burning 

and too sensitive to be treated lightly. The conclusion of the long article could indeed be the 

following: While suspecting the Diary of being a forgery, Lothar Stielau perhaps proved 

nothing, but all the same he "ran into a really tricky problem -- the problem of the genesis of 

the publishing of the book" (auf ein tatsächlich heikles Problem gestossen -- das Problem der 

Enstehung der Buchausgabe, page 51). And it is revealed that we are very far from the text 

of the original manuscripts when we read in Dutch, in German, and in whatever language, 

the book entitled The Diary of Anne Frank. Supposing for a moment that the manuscripts are 

authentic, it is necessary to be aware that as a matter of fact what we read under that title, 

for example in Dutch (that is to say in the supposedly original language), is only the result of 

a whole series of operations of reorganizing and rewriting, participated in especially by Mr. 

Frank and some close friends, among whom were (for the Dutch text) Mr. And Mrs. Cauvern 

and (for the German text) Anneliese Schütz, whose pupil Anne had been. 

 

Between the original form of the book (the manuscripts) and its printed form (the Dutch 

edition from Contact in 1947), the text has known at least five forms in succession. 

1.between the end of May 1945 and October 1945, Mr. Frank had drawn up a sort of copy 

(Abschrift) from the manuscripts, in part alone, in part with the help of his secretary Isa 

Cauvern (the wife of Albert Cauvern, a friend of Mr. Frank; before the war, the Cauverns had 

welcomed the Frank children to their home for vacations).  

2.from October 1945 to January 1946, Mr. Frank and Isa Cauvern worked together on a new 

version of the copy, a typed version (Neufassung der Abschrift/Maschinengeschriebene 

Zweitfassung).  

3.at an unspecified date (the end of the winter of 1945-1946), that second version (typed) 

was submitted to Albert Cauvern; insofar as he was a radio man -- an announcer with the 

"De Vara" radio network in Hilversum -- he knew about rewriting manuscripts. According to 

his own words, he began by "tolerably changing" that version; he drew up his own text as a 

"man of experience" (Albert Cauvern stellt heute nicht in Abrede, dass er jene 

maschinengeschriebene Zweitfassung mit kundiger Hand redigiert hat: "Am Anfang habe ich 

ziemlich viel geändert," page 52.) A detail that is surprising for a diary: he does not fear to 

regroup under a single date some letters written on different dates; on a second occasion he 

limited himself to correcting the punctuation as well as mistakes of phrasing and grammar; 

all those changes and corrections were carried out on the typed text; Albert Cauvern never 

saw the original manuscripts.  

4.from the changes and corrections, Mr. Frank drew up what one can call the third typed 

text in the spring of 1946; he submitted the result to "three prominent experts" (drei 

prominente Gutachter, page 53), while letting them believe that it was a question of the 

complete reproduction of a manuscript, with the very understandable exception of some 

personal points of order; then, those three persons having apparently given their guarantee 

to the text, Mr. Frank went on to offer it to several publishing houses in Amsterdam which 

refused it; turning then, in all probability, to one of those three persons, Mrs. Anna Romein-

Verschoor. He got the latter's husband, Mr. Jan Romein, Professor of History of the 

Netherlands at the University of Amsterdam, to write in the daily newspaper Het Parool a 

famous article which began with these words: "There has by chance fallen into my hands a 

diary (etc.)". Because the article was very laudatory, a modest Amsterdam publishing house 

(Contact) asked to publish that diary.  
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5.with the agreement once concluded or in the process of being concluded, Mr. Frank went 

to find several "spiritual counselors" (mehrere geistliche Ratgeber), one of whom was Pastor 

Buskes; he granted them full authority to censor the text (raumte ihnen freiwillig Zensoren-

Befugnisse ein, pages 53-54). And that censorship was carried out.  

 

But the oddities do not end there. The German text of the Diary forms the subject of 

interesting remarks on the part of the journalist from Der Spiegel. He writes: "One curiosity 

of the 'Anne Frank literature' is the translation work of Anneliese Schütz, of which Schnabel 

said: 'I would wish that all translations were so faithful,' but whose text very often diverges 

from the Dutch original" (page 54). In fact, as I will show below ("Comparing the Dutch and 

German texts" on page 100), the journalist is quite lenient in his criticism when he says that 

the German text diverges very often from what he calls the original (that is to say, without 

doubt, from the original printed by the Dutch). The printed German text does not have the 

right to be called a translation from the printed Dutch: it constitutes, properly speaking, 

another book by itself. But let us pass over this point. We will return to it. 

 

Anneliese Schütz, a great friend of the Franks, like them a Jewish German refugee in the 

Netherlands, and Anne's teacher, therefore prepared a text, in German, of the diary of her 

former pupil. She settled down to that work for Anne's grandmother! The latter, very aged, 

did not in fact read Dutch. She therefore needed a translation into German, the Franks' 

mother tongue. Anneliese Schütz composed her "translation" "in the perspective of the 

grandmother" (aus der Grossmutter-Perspektive, page 55). She took some amazing liberties. 

Where, according to her recollections, Anne had expressed herself better, she made her 

express herself better! The grandmother had the right to that! die Grossmutter habe ein 

Recht darauf, mehr zu erfahren -- vor allem dort, "wo Anne nach meiner Erinnerung etwas 

besseres gesagt hatte" (ibidem). Let it be said in passing that Anneliese Schütz is never 

mentioned by Anne Frank in the Diary. Are we to understand that she had lived close to 

Anne or that she had met her during the twenty-five months when she hid at the 

Prinsengracht? To the "perspective of the grandmother," which dictated certain 

"obligations," there was added what one can call the "commercial perspective" which 

dictated other obligations. As a matter of fact, when the time came to publish the Diary in 

Germany, Anneliese Schütz inserted some new alterations. Let us take an example that she 

herself mentions. The manuscript, they say, included the following sentence: " no greater 

hostility in the world than between the Germans and the Jews" (ibidem). Anneliese Schütz 

declared to the journalist of Der Spiegel: "I always told myself that a book, destined to be 

sold in Germany, cannot contain an expression insulting to the Germans" (ibidem). For my 

part, I would say that that argumentation at one and the same time of the commercial, 

sentimenta,l and political order is understandable when coming from a woman of Berlin 

Jewish origin, who had been a militant before the war in a suffragette movement and who 

had had to leave her own country for political reasons, but otherwise that argumentation is 

all the less acceptable because the "insulting" remarks have been and continue to be spread 

in the millions of copies of the Diary sold throughout the world in languages other than 

German. And I am not speaking here from the simple point of view of respect for the truth. 

 

One does not have the impression that Mr. Frank's "collaborators" in the publishing of the 

diary were especially pleased with their work, nor that they were especially delighted about 

the fuss made about that Diary. Let us take those collaborators one by one: about Isa 

Cauvern, we can say nothing, except that she committed suicide by throwing herself out of 
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her window in June of 1946. Mr. Frank had just signed or was going to sign his contract for 

publication with Contact. The motive for that suicide is not known to us and it is at present 

impossible to establish a tie of some kind between that suicide and the affair of the Diary. As 

regards the person who wrote the preface, Anna Romein-Verschoor, she was to declare to 

Der Spiegel in 1959: "I was not at all suspicious enough" (Ich bin wohl nicht misstrauisch 

genug gewesen). Her husband had been no more suspicious. Albert Cauvern had not been 

able to obtain from Mr. Frank the return of the typed text on which he had worked. He had 

asked for that text "in memory of my wife" who died in 1946. Mr. Frank had not sent the 

text in question. Kurt Baschwitz, a friend of Mr. Frank, was one of the "three eminent 

persons" (the two others being Mr. and Mrs. Romein). In 1959, he was to plead for an 

"agreement" between Mr. Frank and Lothar Stielau. He recommended, on the other hand, a 

complete publication of the text of the manuscripts to resolve the problem. To know what 

the text was in reality, that solution would have been, as a matter of fact, that most suitable. 

Anneliese Schütz, for her part, was to show her disapproval both of the "Anne Frank Myth" 

and of the attitude of Mr. Frank with regard to Lothar Stielau. She was in favor of a policy of 

silence: the least fuss possible about Anne Frank and her diary. She went so far as to 

disapprove of Mr. Frank and Ernst Schnabel for Spur eines Kindes: what need was there for 

that book? As regards to Stielau, if he had made the remark for which Mr. Frank criticized 

him for, latter had only to act as if he did not hear it. That "sharp" (scharff) (ibidem) reaction 

by Anneliese Schütz was all the more peculiar because this woman presented herself as the 

"translator" of the diary into German and because Ernst Schnabel had -- but perhaps she did 

not know it -- pushed kindness so far as to have declared with regard to that improbable 

"translation": Ich wünschte, alle Übersetzungen waren so getreu (page 54) ("I would wish 

that all translations were so faithful"). 

 

Return to Amsterdam 

 

The internal criticism of the Diary had led me to think that the Diary was a "cock and bull 

story," a novel, a lie. The subsequent investigations had only served to reinforce that 

judgment. But, if I indeed saw where the lie was, I did not see as well where the truth was. I 

saw indeed that the Frank family could not have lived for twenty-five months at 263 

Prinsengracht in the way they claimed. But how had they lived in reality? Where? With 

whom? And finally, was it indeed at 263 Prinsengracht that they had been arrested? 

 

Without any illusions about the answer that he would give me, I posed those questions to 

Kraler (by his real name, Kugler) in a letter that I sent to him in Canada. I asked him likewise 

if Anne appeared to him to have been the author of the Diary and how he could explain to 

me why Vossen (by his real name, Voskuyl) had believed that the Franks were somewhere 

other than at 263 Prinsengracht, and even in Switzerland, to be precise. His response was 

discourteous. He sent my letter and his response to Mr. Frank. It is that letter which Mr. 

Frank called "idiotic" during a telephone conversation. It is, I suppose, that response which, 

one year later, earned Kraler a prize of $10,000.00 from an institution for having "protected 

Anne Frank and her family during the war, in Amsterdam" (see the Hamburger Abendblatt, 6 

June 1978, page 13). Disregarding its discourtesy, the response from Kraler was not lacking 

in interest for me. Kraler responded to me that Vossen's suggestion concerning the presence 

of the Franks in Switzerland "was made to protect the family which was in hiding" (letter of 

14 April 1977). He added, in regard to Anne, "there have been other greatly gifted young 

people, even younger than Anne." I found that the first point of this answer was precise but 
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incomprehensible if one recalls that Vossen had, according to his own daughter, the 

personal feeling that the Franks were in Switzerland. As to the second point of the answer, 

its stereotyped character was striking coming from a man whose only difficulty ought to 

have been in choosing among several precise and convincing answers. Kraler, as a matter of 

fact, was supposed to have lived for 25 months in almost daily contact with that Anne Frank 

whose "diary" was an open secret, it seems, for those who knew her. 

 

Listening to Elli on 30 November 1977, then to Miep and Henk on 2 December 1977, I was 

struck right away with the impression that these three persons had not at all lived for 25 

months in contact with the Franks and with the other persons in hiding in the manner in 

which this is presented to us in the Diary. On the other hand, I became convinced that Miep 

and Elli had at least been present at 263 Prinsengracht on 4 August 1944, at the time of the 

police raid. It is difficult for me to account otherwise for the insistence with which Elli and 

Miep avoided my questions on the 25 months, while coming back over and over again to the 

day of 4 August 1944. Elli, of whom I had much difficulty in finding any trace, expected 

neither my visit, nor the type of detailed questions I was going to put to her. Miep and Henk 

were expecting my visit and knew that I had seen Mr. Frank. My questions were brief, 

limited in number, and, with certain exceptions, I did not point out to my witnesses either 

their mutual contradictions or their contradictions with the Diary. Elli, full of good will, 

seemed to me to have a good memory of the war years and of the minor events of her daily 

life in those days (she was 23 years old in 1944). But, in regard to those twenty-five months, 

her answers to my questions were for the most part: "I do not know I do not recall I cannot 

explain to you " "The coal storage place? It was in the Van Daans' room." "The ashes? I 

suppose that the men took them down." "The night watchman Slagter? I have never heard 

him spoken of; after the war, we had a secretary who had that name." "Lewin? I never had 

anything to do with him." "The 'swinging cupboard'? You are right, it was useless, but it was 

a camouflage for strangers." I asked Elli to describe to me first the front house, then the 

annex. For the front house, she was able to give me some details; it is true that she worked 

there. For the annex, her answer was interesting. She declared to me that she had, all in all, 

spent only one night there, and that before the arrival of the eight clandestines! She added 

that she did not remember the premises, because she had been very nervous. But, in the 

Diary, Elli is supposed to have come to take almost all of her mid-day meals with the people 

in hiding (see 5 August 1943: Elli arrives regularly at 12:45 pm; 20 August 1943: she arrives 

regularly at 5:30 pm as a messenger of freedom; 2 March 1944: she does the dishes with the 

two families' mothers). In conclusion, I asked Elli to recall for me any detail of family life, any 

anecdote which does not appear in the book. She showed herself to be totally incapable of 

doing that. 

 

Miep and Henk were likewise incapable of furnishing me with the least detail on the life of 

the people in hiding. The most important sentence of their testimony was the following: 

"We did not know exactly how they lived." And in addition: "We were only in the annex for 

one weekend; we slept in the future room of Anne and Dussel." "How did the persons in 

hiding keep them selves warm? Perhaps with gas." "The coal storage place was downstairs in 

the store." "There was no vacuum cleaner." "The greengrocer did not bring anything to 

Prinsengracht." "'The 'swinging cupboard' had been constructed well before the arrival of 

the Franks" (!) "I myself, Miep, I brought the vegetables, while Elli brought the milk." "I 

myself, Henk, worked elsewhere than in the business, but every day I came to have lunch in 

the office of the girls and I came to speak to them for 15 or 20 minutes." (This point, among 
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others, is in total contradiction with the Diary, where it is said that Henk, Miep and Elli took 

their lunch in the annex, with the people in hiding. See 5 August 1943.) During our entire 

interview, Miep gave me the impression of being almost in agony. Her gaze avoided me. 

When I finally let her speak to me about 4 August 1944, her attitude suddenly changed 

completely. It was with obvious pleasure that she began to call to mind, with a great 

abundance of details, the arrival of the police and its results. I noted, however, a striking 

disproportion in the details of the account. Those details were numerous, vivid, and 

obviously truthful when Miep was calling to mind what had personally happened to her with 

the Austrian arresting officer, Silberbauer, either that day or on the following days. But, 

when it was a question of the Franks and of their companions in misfortune, the details 

became scanty and unclear. Thus it was that Miep had seen nothing of the arrest of the 

persons in hiding. She had not seen them leave. She had not seen them climb into the police 

vehicle, because that vehicle, which she had seen through the window of her office, "was 

too near the wall of the house." From a distance from the other side of the canal, Henk had 

seen the police vehicle, but without being able to recognize the people who were entering 

or leaving. In regard to the manuscripts, Miep repeated to me the account that she had 

given to Schnabel. She told me also that Mr. Frank, after returning to the Netherlands at the 

end of May of 1945, lived for seven years under their roof. It was only toward the end of 

June or the beginning of July of 1945 that she had returned the manuscripts to him. 

 

In the wake of those two interviews my judgment became the following: These three 

persons must have, on the whole, told me the truth about their own lives. It is probably true 

that they had not been familiar with, so to speak, the annex. It is certainly true that, in the 

front house, life unfolded approximately as they had recounted it to me (mid-day meal 

taken together in the office of the secretaries; the men of the store eating in the store; small 

food errands made in the neighborhood, etc.). It is certainly true that a police raid took place 

on 4 August 1944 and that Miep had had business on that day and on the following days 

with a Karl Silberbauer. It is probable, on the other hand, that those three persons 

maintained some relations with the Frank family. In that case, why did they so obviously feel 

reticent to speak about it? Let us suppose, as a matter of fact, that the Franks and some 

other persons in hiding had really lived for 25 months in proximity to those three persons. In 

that case, why such a silence? 

 

The answer to these questions could be the following: the Franks and, perhaps, some other 

Jews did actually live in the annex of 263 Prinsengracht. But they lived there quite differently 

than the Diary relates. For example, they lived a life there that was no doubt cautious, but 

not like in a prison. They were able to live there as did so many other Jews who hid 

themselves either in the city, or in the countryside. They "hid themselves without hiding." 

Their adventure was sadly commonplace. It did not have that fantastic, absurd, and 

obviously deceitful character that Mr. Frank had wanted to pass off as being realistic, 

authentic, and true to life. After the war, just as the friends of Mr. Frank were prepared to 

testify on his behalf, so were they hesitant to guarantee the narrative of the Diary. Just as 

much as they were able to offer themselves as guarantors of the real sufferings of Mr. Frank 

and of his family, so did it seem difficult for them to bear witness, in addition, to imaginary 

sufferings. Kraler, Koophuis, Miep, Elli, and Henk showed their friendship to Mr. Frank; they 

publicly showed their sympathy for him as for a man full of charm and, at the same time, 

overwhelmed with misfortunes. Perhaps they felt flattered to be presented in the press as 

his companions in his days of misfortune. Perhaps certain among them accepted the idea 
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that, when a man has suffered, he has the moral right to exaggerate somewhat the story of 

his sufferings. In the eyes of certain of them, the main point could have been that Mr. Frank 

and his family had had to suffer cruelly at the hands of the Germans; in that case the 

"details" of those sufferings mattered little. But kindness has its limits. Mr. Frank found only 

one person to guarantee his account of the existence of the Diary. That person was his 

former secretary and friend: Miep Van Santen (by her real name, Miep Gies). Still the 

testimony of Miep is strangely hesitant. Her testimony comes back to saying that after the 

arrest of the Franks, she had gathered up from the floor of a room of the annex a diary, an 

account book, some notebooks and a certain number of loose leaf sheets. For her it was a 

matter of objects belonging to Anne Frank. Miep only gave that testimony in an official form 

thirty years after the events, on 5 June 1974, in the office of Mr. Antoun Jacob Dragt, a 

notary in Amsterdam. Miep added that she had made the discovery with Elli. But, on the 

same day, in the presence of the same notary, the latter declared that she remembered 

having been there when those things had been discovered but she did no more remember 

exactly how they had been discovered. The restraint is important and it must not have 

pleased Mr. Frank. 

 

Schnabel wrote (see above, page 91) that all the "witnesses" he had questioned -- including, 

consequently, Miep, Elli, Henk, and Koophuis - had behaved as if they had to protect 

themselves against the legend of Anne Frank. He added that if they all had read the Diary, 

they nevertheless did not mention it. That last sentence means obviously that, in each 

interview with a witness, it was Schnabel himself who had to take the initiative in speaking 

of the Diary. We know that his book had not been published in the Netherlands, except in a 

shortened and censored form: it is in the Netherlands that the principal "witnesses" are 

located. For its part, the article from Der Spiegel (see above, page 95) proves that others of 

Mr. Frank's "Witnesses" have ended up having the same negative reactions. The foundations 

of the myth of Anne Frank -- a myth that rests on the truth and authenticity of the Diary -- 

have not been strengthened with time: they have crumbled. 

 

Who betrayed the Franks? 

 

The "betrayer" and the person who arrested the Franks: why has Mr. Frank wanted to assure 

them anonymity? 

 

Since 1944, Mr. Frank and his friends knew that their alleged "betrayer" was named Van 

Maaren and the person who arrested them was named Silberbauer. Van Maaren was one of 

the employees in their store. Silberbauer was a non-commissioned officer of the Security 

Service (SD) in Amsterdam. In the Diary, as well as in the previously mentioned book by 

Schnabel, Van Maaren is called V.M. As regards Silberbauer, he is called Silberthaler in 

Schnabel's book. It seems that, at the time of the Liberation, Van Maaren had some trouble 

with the law in his country. His guilt could not be proved, Mr. Frank told me. "V.M. had had 

enough troubles like that and he should be left alone." Schnabel had not wanted to obtain 

the testimony of V.M. nor had he wanted to obtain that of the arresting officer. 

 

In 1963, the world press suddenly echoed with a startling news story: Simon Wiesenthal had 

just rediscovered the person who arrested the Franks. He was Karl Silberbauer, a police 

official in Vienna. Wiesenthal had not informed Mr. Frank about his research. The latter, 

questioned by journalists, declared that he had known for nearly twenty years the name of 
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the person who arrested him. He added that that entire affair was unfortunate and that 

Silberbauer had only done his duty in arresting him. Miep, for her part, declared that, if she 

had used the pseudonym of Silberthaler to designate the arresting officer, that was only at 

the request of Mr. Frank; the latter had pointed out that there could, as a matter of fact, be 

some other persons bearing the name of Silberbauer to whom, consequently, some harm 

could be done: (De Heer Frank) had mij verzocht de naam Silberthaler te noemen, omdat er 

misschien nog meer mensen Silberbauer heetten en die zouden wij dan in diskrediet 

brengen (Volkskrant, 21 November 1963). 

 

There was a kind of struggle between Simon Wiesenthal and Mr. Frank. It was the latter who 

in a way got the best of it. As a matter of fact, Karl Silberbauer was, at the end of eleven 

months, reinstated in the Viennese police. A disciplinary commission, sitting behind closed 

doors (as is the custom), released him. The judgment in the appeal commission 

(Oberdisziplinarkommission) was likewise favorable to Silberbauer, as were also conclusions 

of a commission of inquiry of the Ministry of the Interior. Silberbauer had indeed arrested 

the Franks at 263 Prinsengracht, but his participation in "War crimes against the Jews or 

members of the Resistance" could not be proved. In June of 1978, I obtained an interview 

with Simon Wiesenthal in his office in Vienna. In regard to that affair, he declared to me that 

Mr. Frank was "crazy." In his opinion, Mr. Frank, in his concern to maintain a cult (that of his 

daughter), meant to spare the former Nazis, while he, Simon Wiesenthal, had only one 

concern: that of seeing justice done. Simon Wiesenthal did not know the real name of the 

store employee V.M. There again Mr. Frank had done what was necessary: the Royal 

Institute of Documentation (for the Second World War), directed by his friend Louis De Jong, 

responded, if we are to believe an Amsterdam newspaper (Trouw, 22 November 1963), that 

that name would not be given to Mr. Wiesenthal, even if he asked for it: deze naam zou men 

zelfs aan Mr. Wiesenthal niet doorgeven, wanneer deze daarom zou verzoeken. 

 

The authorities in Vienna were not able to authorize me to consult the records of the 

commissions of inquiry. As to Karl Silberbauer, he died in 1972. My inquiry was therefore 

limited to the analysis of some Dutch, German, and French newspapers from 1963 and 1964 

and to the interviewing of a witness whom I believe to be well informed, honest, and 

possessed of a good memory. That witness begged us, my companion and myself, not to 

reveal his name. I have promised to say nothing about his name. I will keep my promise only 

half-way. The importance of his testimony is such that it seemed impossible to me to pass 

over it in silence. The name of that witness and his address as well as the name of my 

companion and his address are put down in a sealed envelope. 

 

Here is, to begin with, what I would call: "The testimony of Karl Silberbauer, collected by a 

Dutch journalist of the Hague Post and translated into German by a Jewish German 

journalist of the Allgemeine Wochenzeitung der Juden in Deutschland (6 December 1963, 

page 10)." Silberbauer recounts that at the time (4 August 1944) he had received a 

telephone call from an unknown person who had revealed to him that some Jews remained 

hidden in an office on Prinsengracht: "I then alerted eight Dutchmen of the Security Service 

(SD) and went with them to Prinsengracht. I saw that one of my Dutch companions tried to 

speak to an employee but the latter made a gesture with his thumb toward the upstairs." 

Silberbauer described how he entered the place where the Jews kept themselves hidden: 

"The people ran in all directions and packed their suitcases. One man then came toward me 

and presented himself as being Otto Frank. He had been, he said, a reserve officer in the 
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German Army. To my question about the length of time that they had been in hiding, Frank 

had answered: 'Twenty-five months.' Seeing that I did not want to believe him, Silberbauer 

continued, he took the hand of a young girl who stood at his side. That must have been 

Anne. He placed the child against the side post of a door, which bore some marks in various 

places. I spoke again to Frank: 'What a pretty girl you have there!'" Silberbauer said then 

that he had only very much later made the connection between that arrest and what the 

newspapers said about the Frank family. After the war, his reading of the Diary surprised 

him very much. He especially did not understand how Anne could have known that the Jews 

were gassed: "We were all unaware," Silberbauer explained, "of what awaited the Jews. I 

especially do not understand how Anne in her diary could assert that the Jews were gassed." 

In the opinion of Silberbauer, nothing would have happened to the Franks if they had not 

kept themselves hidden. 

 

That exclusive interview with Silberbauer constitutes a very faithful summary, I think, of the 

remarks attributed by the journalists to the person who arrested the Frank family. The 

testimony that I announced above (page 99) confirms in general the content of the 

interview, with the exception that the episode of the raised thumb would be a sheer 

fabrication. Silberbauer supposedly noted nothing of the kind, for the good reason that he is 

supposed to have made his way immediately toward the annex. He did nothing but take the 

corridor and the stairway, without any detour toward the offices or the stores. And it is 

there that the testimony in question furnishes us with an important element. One will have 

noticed that, in his interview, the policeman does not state precisely how he had access to 

the place where those in hiding kept themselves. He does not mention the existence of a 

"swinging cupboard" (ein drehbares Regal). But my witness is quite positive: Silberbauer had 

never encountered anything of the kind, but a heavy wooden door like one finds at the 

entrance, for example, of a storehouse. The exact word was ein Holzverschlag. The 

policeman had simply knocked at the door and it had been opened to him. A third point of 

this testimony is, if possible, still more important. Karl Silberbauer said and repeated that he 

did not believe in the authenticity of the famous Diary, because, according to him, there had 

never been on the site anything that would resemble the manuscripts that Miep claimed to 

have found scattered about the floor one week after 4 August 1944. The policeman had the 

professional habit of carrying out arrests and searches since before the war. Such a pile of 

documents would not have escaped his notice. (Let us add here that eight men accompanied 

him and that the entire operation had been conducted slowly and correctly and then the 

policeman, after having entrusted the key to the premises to V.M. or to another employee, 

had returned to the premises on three occasions.) Silberbauer, the witness asserts, had the 

habit of saying that Miep had not, in reality, played a great role in that whole story (whence 

comes the fact that they had not even arrested her). Afterwards, Miep had tried to give 

herself some importance, notably with that episode of the miraculous discovery of the 

manuscripts. 

 

The same witness declared to me, in the presence of my companion, that Silberbauer in 

1963-1964 had drawn up an account, for the courts, of the arrest of the Franks and that 

those details might appear, in that account. A second witness certainly could have given me 

very valuable testimony on the statements of Silberbauer, but that second witness preferred 

to say nothing. 

 

Comparing the Dutch and German texts 
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I have two texts in front of me. The first is in Dutch (D), while the second is in German (G). 

The publishers tell me that D is the original text, while G is the translation of that original 

text. I do not have a priori any reason to challenge their word. But scientific rigor, as well as 

common sense and experience, teach that it is necessary to receive the statements of 

publishers with caution. It happens, as a matter of fact, that there can be error or deceit on 

their part. A book is a piece of merchandise like any other. The label can be deceiving about 

the content. As a consequence, I will set aside here the labels that are proposed to me or 

that are imposed upon me. I will speak neither about the "original version in Dutch," nor 

about the "translation into German." I will temporarily suspend all judgment. I will grant a 

precise name to those two books only with reservations. For the moment, I will give them a 

name which is, at the same time, equal and neutral. I will therefore speak of "texts." 

 

I am going to describe the text D and the text G that I have before me. I am going to begin 

with text D, but I could, just as well, begin with text G. I insist on this last point. The order of 

succession that I have chosen here ought not to imply any succession in time, nor any 

relationship of filiation of the father/son kind between D and G. 

 

My text D is presented in this manner: Anne Frank / Het Achterhuis / Dagboekbrieven / 14 

Juni 1942-1 Augustus 1944/1977. Amsterdam: Uitgeverij Contact; Eerste druk 1947 / 

Vijfenvijftigste druk 1977. The author's text begins on page 22 with the photographic 

reproduction of a sort of dedication signed: "Anne Frank, 12 Juni 1942." On page 23 appears 

the first of the 169 entries which make up this "diary" to which they have given the title The 

Annex. The book has 273 pages. The last page of the text is page 269. I estimate the length 

of the text itself at about 72,500 Dutch words. I have not compared the text of that 55th 

edition with the text of the first edition. At the time of my investigation in Amsterdam, I 

received assurances from Messrs. Fred Batten and Christian Blom that no change had been 

made in the successive editions. Those two persons were employed by the Contact 

publishing house and they were involved, along with Mr. P. De Neve (deceased), in the 

original acceptance of the typed manuscript that Mr. Frank had deposited with an 

interpreter by the name of Mr. Kahn. It is this Mr. Kahn who was, in 1957, to serve as the 

companion and interpreter for Ernst Schnabel, when the latter came to see Elli in 

Amsterdam. 

 

My text G is presented in this manner: Das Tagebuch der Anne Frank / 12 Juni 1942-1 August 

1944/1977. Fischer Taschenbuch Verlag / No. 77 / Ungekürzte Ausgabe/43. Auflage 

1293000-1332000 / Aus dem Holländischen ubertragen von Anneliese Schütz / Holländische 

Original-Ausgabe, Het Achterhuis. Amsterdam: Contact. After the dedication page, the first 

of the entries appears on page 9. There are 175 entries. The last entry ends on page 201. I 

estimate the length of the text at about 77,000 German words. The book has 203 pages. This 

paperback was first published in March 1955. Fischer obtained the Lizenzausgabe 

(distribution license) from the Lambert-Schneider publishing house, in Heidelberg. 

 

I call attention to a first troubling fact. Text D has 169 entries while text G, which is 

presented as the translation of text D, has 175 entries. 

 

I call attention to a second troubling fact. I set out in search of the extra entries of text G. It 

is not six entries that I discover (175 minus 169 equals 6), but seven entries. The explanation 
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is the following: text G does not have the entry of 6 December 1943 from text D. 

 

I point out a third troubling fact. Because the Dutch language and the German language are 

very close to each other, the translated text ought not to be appreciably longer than the text 

that is being translated. But, even if I disregard the number of words that make up the seven 

entries in question, I am very far from reaching a difference of approximately 4,500 (G 

77,000 minus D 72,500 equals 4,500). Therefore, text G even when it has some entries in 

common with text D, has them under another form. Here are the figures: 

 

[table omitted] 

 

Referring to Table 1, we see that if text G had the same number of entries as text D, the 

discrepancy in the word count would be approximately 4,500 minus 2,930, or 1,570 words.2 

In reality, as will be seen later on, this number represents only a small part of the surplus of 

words that text G has. But, meanwhile, in order not to seem too attached to the 

calculations, I am going to give some precise examples involving approximately 550 words. 

 

Among the entries that texts D and G apparently have in common, here are some entries 

(among many others) where text G has some extra fragments, that is to say some fragments 

with which the Dutch reader was never acquainted: 

 

[table omitted] 

 

Among the entries that texts D and G apparently have in common, here are some entries 

(among many others) where text G is missing some fragments, that is to say some fragments 

with which the German reader was never acquainted: 

 

[table omitted] 

 

One remarkable fact is that the fragments that are missing are very numerous and very 

short. For example, the letter of 20 August 1943 is cut by 19 words in text G, and those 19 

words are distributed in the following manner: 

 

3 + 1 + 4 + 4 + 7 = 19 

 

I call attention to a fourth troubling fact. That fact is independent of the quantities that are 

extra or lacking. This fact is that some fragments of entries move somehow. For example, 

the entire next-to-the-last paragraph of text D of Donderdag, 27 April 1944 is found in the 

last paragraph of text G of Dienstag, 25 April 1944. On the 7th of January 1944, the last 

paragraph of text D becomes, in text G, the sixth paragraph before the end. On 27 April 

1944, the next-to-the-last paragraph of text D becomes, in text G, the last paragraph of the 

entry of 25 April 1944. 
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I call attention to a fifth troubling fact.  

 

It is not a question, this time, of additions, of subtractions, of transferrals, but of alterations 

that are the sign of inconsistencies. I mean to say this: suppose that I leave aside all the 

features by which texts D and G differ so obviously from one another, and suppose that I 

turn now toward what I would call "the remainder" (a "remainder" which, according to the 

publishers, ought to make up "the common stock," "the identical part"), I am surprised to 

find out that, from one end to the other of these two books, except with the rarest 

exceptions, this "remainder" is very far from being identical. As is going to be seen by the 

examples that follow, these inconsistencies cannot be attributed to a clumsy or whimsical 

translation. The same entry of 10 March 1943 gives, for text D, Bij kaarslicht (by candlelight) 

and, for text G, Bei Tage (By daylight); een nacht (one night) for Eines Tages (one day); 

Verdwenen de dieven (the robbers disappeared) for schwieg der Larm (the noise became 

quiet). On 13 January 1943, Anne said that she rejoiced at the prospect of buying after the 

war nieuwe kleren en schoenen (some new clothes and shoes); that is in text D, because in 

text G she speaks of neue Kleider und Bücher (of new clothes and books). On 18 May 1943, 

Mrs. Van Daan is als door Mouschi gebeten (as if bitten by Mouschi [the cat]); that is in text 

D, because in text G she is wie von einer Tarantel gestochen (as if stung by a tarantula). 

Depending on whether one consults D or G, a man is a "fascist" or a Riese (giant) (20 

October 1942). Some "red beans and some white beans" (bruine en witte bonen) become 

"white beans" (weisse Bohnen) (12 March 1943). Some sandals for 6.5 florins become some 

sandals without indication of price (ibidem), while "five hostages" (een stuk of 5 gijzelaars) 

has become "a certain number of these hostages" (eine Anzahl dieser Geiseln), and that in 

the same entry of 9 October 1942 where "the Germans" (Duitsers) are no more than "these 

Germans" (diese Deutschen) who are very specifically the Nazis (see above, page 95). On 17 

November 1942, Dussel meets the Franks and the Van Daans in their hiding-place. Text D 

says that "Miep helped him to take off his overcoat" (Miep liet hem zijn jas uitdoen); 

learning that the Franks are there, "he nearly fainted from surprise" and, says Anne, he 

remained "silent" "as if he wanted first a little time, a moment, to read the truth on our 

faces" (viel hij haast fiauw van verbazing sprakeloos alsof hij eerst even goed de waarheid 

van onze gezichten wilde lezen); but text G says of Dussel that he "had to take off his 

overcoat" and describes his astonishment in this way: "he could not understand he was not 

able to believe his eyes" (Er musste den Mantel ausziehen kannte er es nicht fassen und 

wollte seinen Augen nicht trauen). A person who suffered from an eye problem and who 

"bathed it with camomile tea" (bette het met kamillen-the) becomes a person who "made 

himself some compresses" (machte Umschläge) (10 December 1942). Where "Papa" alone is 

waiting (Pim verwacht) it is "we" all who are waiting (Wir erwarten) (27 February 1943). 

Where the two cats receive their names of Moffi and Tommi, according to whether they 

appear boche (German) or angliche (English), "just as in politics" (Net als in de politek), text 
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G says that they were named "according to their spiritual dispositions" (Ihren Anlagen 

gemäss) (12 March 1943). On 26 March 1943, some people who "were quite awake" (waren 

veel wakken) "were in an endless fear" (schreckten immer wieder auf), "a piece of flannel" 

(een lap flanel) becomes a "mattress cover" (Matratzenschoner) (1 May 1943). "To go on 

strike" (staken) "in many areas" (in viele gebieden) becomes : "sabotage is committed on all 

sides" (an allen Ecken und Enden sabotiert wird) (ibidem). A "folding bed" (harmonicabed) is 

encountered as a "loungechair" (Liegestuhl) (21 August 1942). The following sentence: "The 

gunfire no longer did anything to us, our fear had gone away" (Het kanonvuur deerde ons 

niet meer, onze angst was weggevaad) becomes: "and the situation, for today, was saved" 

(und die Situation war für heute gerettet) (18 May 1943). 

 

I had noted these few examples in inconsistencies in the course of a simple sample that did 

not go beyond the 54th entry of text D (18 May 1943). I decided then to initiate a much 

more rigorous sample, bearing on the eleven entries going from 19 July to 29 September 

1943 (entries 60 to 73). To the inconsistencies, I decided to add the additions and the 

subtractions. The result was such that the simple enumeration of the differences noted 

would require several typewritten pages. I am not able to do that here. I will content myself 

with only a few examples here, avoiding the most striking ones because, unfortunately, the 

most striking are also the longest ones to cite. 

•Entry of 19 July 1943 "parents killed" (dode ouders) becomes "parents" (Eltern);  

•Entry of 23 July 1943: G has, in addition, at least 49 words plus 3 words;  

•Entry of 26 July 1943: G has, in addition, four plus four words and is lacking two words: 

over Italie;  

•Entry of 29 July 1943: G has twenty words missing and "twenty years" (twintig jaar) 

becomes "twenty-five years" (25 Jahren);  

•Entry of 3 August 1943: this letter of 210 words in text G is completely missing in text D;  

•Entry of 4 August 1943: D gives "couch" and G "loungechair." In D a flea "floats" (drijft) in 

the wash water, "only in warm months or weeks" (allen in de hete maanden of weeken), 

while for G that flea must "lose his life" (sein Leben lassen) there, without any other detail 

concerning weather. D gives: "to use some cotton [soaked] in hydrogen peroxide (that 

serves to bleach her black moustache fuzz)" (waterstofwatjes hanteren [dient om zwarte 

snorharen te bleken]), while G gives simply: "and other little toiletry secrets ") (und andere 

kleine Toilettengehemniss ). The comparison of "like a brook falling from a mountain" (als 

een beekje van een berg) becomes "like a brook on the boulders" (wie ein Bächlein über die 

Kiesel). Some "irregular French verbs": this is what Anne thinks of in text D (aan Franse 

onregalmatige wekworden), but, in text G, this can only be about irregular Dutch verbs, it 

seems, because she says that she "dreams" (träume ich) of "irregular verbs" (von 

unregelmässigen Verben). Text G contents itself with: "Rrrrrrring, upstairs [sounds the Van 

Daans'] alarm" (Krrrrrrrr, oben der Wecker) , while D gives: "Rrrring the little alarm [sounds], 

which at each hour of the day (when it is wanted or sometimes also without being wanted 

can raise its little voice." (Trrr het wekkertje, dat op elk uur van de dag [als men er naar 

vraagt of soms ook sonder dat] zijn stemmetje kan verheffen);  

•Entry of 5 August 1943: all of it is a description of the usual meal, from 1:15 pm to 1:45 pm, 

and of the things that follow, and there are important differences; besides, what is 

announced, by D, as "The great share-out" is announced by G as "small lunch" (De grote 

uitdeling/Kleiner Lunch). I underline the adjectives; the possible, but not certain, irony of D 

has disappeared in G. Of the three "couches" in D, there only remains one "couch" in G;  

•Entry of 7 August 1943: this letter constitutes quite an interesting puzzle. A very long letter, 
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it begins, in text G, with nine lines introducing a story of 74 lines entitled Kaatje as well as 

another story of 99 lines entitled Katrientje. This entry is completely absent from D. The 

Dutch, for their part, know of these stories only by way of a separate book entitled Stories, 

in which there appear, besides, some other "unedited stories" of Anne Frank;  

•Entry of 9 August 1943: among many other curious things there are "some horn-rimmed 

glasses" (een hoornen bril) which become "some dark horn-rimmed glasses" (eine dunkle 

Hornbrille) in text G;  

•Entry of 10 August 1943: the "war material" of D becomes the "guns" (Kanonen) of G. The 

sentence concerning the bell in the Westertoren is entirely different. And, especially, G has 

an episode of 140 words that does not appear in D. Anne, who has received some new 

shoes, tells there about a series of misadventures that had happened to her on that same 

day: she had pricked her right thumb with a large needle; she had bumped her head against 

the door of the cupboard; because of the noise caused, she received a "scolding" (Ruffel); 

she was not able to soothe her forehead because it was necessary not to turn on the water; 

she had a large bruise over her right eye; she had stubbed her toe on the vacuum cleaner; 

her foot became infected, it is all swollen. Result: Anne cannot put on her pretty new shoes. 

(You will have noticed here the presence of a vacuum cleaner in a place where silence would 

have had to be necessary constantly);  

•Entry of 18 August 1943: among nine differences, we see some "beans" (bonen) turn into 

"green peas" (Erbsen);  

•Entry of 20 August 1943: I will mention only one example of a difference; it concerns the 

bread; the narrative is appreciably different, and for text D, this bread is located in two 

successive places: at first the steel cupboard of the office looking out on the street (in the 

front house), then, the kitchen cupboard of the annex (stalen kast, 

Voorkantoor/Keukenkast), while G only mentions the first location, without being precise 

about the second; the unfortunate thing is that the first location mentioned by D is a simple 

cupboard located in the office looking out on the courtyard: the office of Kraler, and not that 

of Koophuis ("the bread, which is put in Kraler's room for us every day")! (About the 

respective offices of Kraler and of Koophuis, see the entry of 9 July 1942.) There is here a 

serious material contradiction between the two texts, with changes of words, of sentences, 

etc.;  

•Entry of 23 August 1943: among other curious things, "to read or to study" (lesen of leren) 

becomes "to read or to write" (lesen oder schreiben), "Dickens and the dictionary" (Dickens 

en het woordenbook) becomes only "Dickens", some "bolsters" (peluwen) turn into 

"eiderdown pillows" (Plumeaus) (in Dutch, "eider-down pillows" would be said as eiderdons 

or dekbed);  

•Entry of 10 September 1943: among five differences, I notice that the broadcast, so eagerly 

awaited each day, from Radio Oranje (the Voice of Holland from overseas) begins at 8:15 pm 

for D and at 8:00 pm for G;  

•Entry of 16 September 1943: "ten valerianes" (tien valeriaantjes) become "ten of the small 

white pills" (zehn von den kleinen weissen Pillen). "A long face and a drooping mouth" (een 

uitgestreken gezicht en neerhangende mond) became "a tight-lipped mouth with worry 

lines" (einen zusammengekniffennen Mund und Sorgenfalten). The winter compared to a 

fearful obstacle, a "biting winter" which is there like a "heavy block of stone" (het grote 

rotsblok, dat winter heet), is no more than a simple winter (dem Winter). An "overcoat" (jas) 

becomes "hat and cane" (Hut und Stock). A sentence of 24 words, claiming to describe a 

picturesque scene, finds itself reduced to five German words. On the other hand, six Dutch 

words become 13 German words with a very different meaning;  
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•Entry of 29 September 1943: "a grumbling father" (een mopperenden vader) becomes "the 

father who is not in agreement with her choice" (den Vater, der nicht mit ihrer Wahl 

einverstanden ist). "Energetically" (energiek) becomes ganz kalt und ruhig (in a quite cold 

and quiet manner), etc.  

 

I think that it is useless to pursue such an enumeration. It is not exaggerated to say that the 

first entry of the collection gives us the tone of the whole. In that short letter, the Dutch 

learn that, for her birthday, Anne received "a little plant" (een plantje). The Germans have 

the privilege of learning that that plant was "a cactus" (eine Kaktee). In return, the Dutch 

knew that Anne received "two peony branches," while the Germans must content 

themselves with knowing that there were "some peony branches" (einige Zweige 

Pfingstrosen). The Dutch have the right to the following sentence: "such were, that morning, 

the children of Flora who sat on my table" (dat waren die ochtend de kinderen van Flora, die 

op mijn tafel stonden). In the German text, the table has disappeared, as well as "the childen 

of Flora" (a curious, hackneyed phrase from the pen of a child of thirteen; one would have 

expected it rather from an adult seeking laboriously and artlessly to "decorate" his style). 

The Germans simply have the right to: "These were the first flowers offered by way of 

greetings" (Das waren die ersten Blumengrüsse). The Dutch learn that Anne, on that day, will 

offer to her teachers and to her classmates "some butter cakes" (boterkoekjes). The 

Germans have the right to some "candy" (Bonbons). The "chocolate," present for the Dutch, 

will disappear for the Germans. More surprising: a book that Anne will be able to buy for 

herself with the money that has just been given to her on that Sunday 14 June 1942, 

becomes, in the German text, a book that she has already bought for herself (zodat ik me 

kan kopen/habe ich mir gekauft). 

 

On the other hand, the last entry of the collection is identical in the two texts. That confirms 

for us, if there were need for it, that the German translator -- if one must speak about 

"translation" -- was quite capable of respecting the Dutch text. But it is too evident now that 

one cannot speak of translation, nor even of "adaptation." Is it to translate, is it to "adapt" to 

put day for night (10 March 1943)? Books for shoes (13 January 1943)? Candy for butter 

cakes (14 June 1942}? Giant for fascist (20 October 1942)? Is "candles" translated by "day" 

and "cats" by "tarantula"? "To float" by "to die"? "Large" by "small" (4 August 1943)? Only 

magicians can change an overcoat into a hat and a cane. With Mrs. Anneliese Schütz and Mr. 

Frank, the table disappears (14 June 1942) and the stairway steals away (the Dutch entry of 

16 September 1943 mentions a very peculiar stairway, which would have led directly to the 

persons in hiding: die direct naar boven leidt). The bread storage place changes its location. 

What is behind is encountered again in front (Kraler's office). Numbers appear and 

disappear. Hours change. Faces change. Events multiply or disappear. Beings as well as 

things are subject to eclipses and to sudden changes. Anne, one could say, emerges from her 

tomb in order to come to lengthen one of her narratives or to shorten it; sometimes she 

writes another or even reduces it to nothingness. 

 

Ten years after her death, Anne's text continues to change. In 1955, the Fischer publishing 

house publishes her Diary. as a pocket-book under a "discreetly" reworked form. The reader 

could especially compare the following entries: 

•9 July 1942: Hineingekommen gemalt war (25 words) replaced by: Neben gemalt war (41 

words). The appearance of a door!  

•11 July 1942: bange replaced by besorgt;  
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•21 September 1942: gerügt replaced by gescholten and drei Westen changing itself into 

drei Wolljacken;  

•27 September 1942: mit Margot bin ich nicht mehr so intim becomes: mit Margot verstehe 

mich nicht sehr gut;  

•28 September 1942: bestürzt replaced by erschüttert;  

•7 November 1942: ohne den Hergang zu kennen becomes: ohne zu wissen, worum es ging 

and Er ist mein Ideal becomes: Er ist mein leuchtendes Vorbild. That last change of the text is 

not lacking in flavor, if one knows that it is a question here of Anne's father. Mr. Frank is no 

longer an "ideal" for his daughter, but "a shining model"! Another change: 'und das Ärgste 

ist becomes: und am schlimmsten ist;  

•7 August 1943: I pointed out above (see page 104) this very long letter that contains two 

stories. I suppose that these stories existed in the manuscript which had been reserved for 

them and that they had been wrongly inserted into the Diary. In that case, one asks oneself 

who wrote the nine lines of introduction, where Anne asks her correspondent especially if 

she believes that her stories are going to please children.  

 

These last changes were made from one German text to another German text. They could 

therefore not have the excuse of a clumsy or whimsical translation. They prove that the 

Diary's author -- the term that I ordinarily use for the person responsible for the text that I 

am reading -- was still alive in 1955. In the same way, in discovering the German text of 1950 

(Lambert-Schneider edition), I discovered that the author of the Diary (an especially prolific 

author) was still alive in 1950. That author could not have been Anne Frank, who, as we 

know, died in 1945. 

 

In any comparisons of the texts, I have followed the official chronological order. I have 

shown how the text printed in Dutch (1947) clashed with the first printed German text 

(1950), which, in its turn, underwent some strange metamorphosis in the second printed 

German text (1955). But, scientifically speaking, nothing proves that the chronological order 

of publication reflects the chronological order of composition. For example, there could 

have been some manuscript in German which preceded the putting together of the Dutch 

manuscripts. It could be that the model or the "first edition" outline had been written in 

German. It could be that afterwards that model or that outline, after having given birth to a 

text translated into Dutch, had also given birth to an entirely rewritten German text. It could 

be that, for several years, some very different texts had thus lived in symbiosis. That 

phenomenon is called the phenomenon of contamination. It is nevertheless clear that Mr. 

Frank cannot make that argument about the contamination of the texts, because there 

exists, according to him, one single text: that of the Dutch manuscripts. For certain periods 

of the twenty-five months at the Prinsengracht, it is possible that the different manuscripts 

of the Diary offer us some variant readings; still, those variant readings could not provide us 

with the innumerable absurdities and inconsistencies that we have seen. For other periods, 

such as that of an entire year (from 6 December 1942 to 21 December 1943), when, 

according to Mr. Frank's own admission, we have at our disposal only one version, there 

ought not to exist the slightest variant reading, not the slightest disagreement between text 

D and text G. It is for that reason that I chose from that period the largest number of my 

examples of inconsistencies. 

 

I have noticed, in my samplings, neither more nor fewer inconsistencies for that period than 

for the other periods. In a uniform way, text D presents us an Anne Frank who has, if not the 
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traits, at least fits the stereotype of the young adolescent, while text G offers us the 

stereotype of the adolescent already near, in certain respects, to being a mature woman. 

There are, in text G, some passages that are incompatible with the corresponding passages 

of text D, and even formally incompatible with the entire substance of all of text D. There we 

reach the height of the intolerable in the manipulation of texts. Here is, for example, the 

letter of 5 January 1944. Anne confesses that before her time in hiding, that is to say, before 

the age of thirteen, she had happened, while spending the night at the home of a girlfriend, 

to feel the need to kiss her: " I had a strong desire to kiss her, and I did do so " (een sterke 

behoefte had haar te zoenen en dat ik dat ook gedaan her). In text G there appears a girl of 

thirteen who is appreciably more knowing. Here, Anne asked her comrade for a night if, as a 

token of their friendship, they could feel each others breasts. But the comrade refused. And 

Anne, who appears to have practice in the matter, adds: "I still found it pleasant to kiss her 

and I did it" (fragte ich sie, ob wir als Beweis unserer Freundschaft uns gegenseitig die Brüste 

befühlen wollten, aber sie weigerte sich. Ich fand es immer sch...n, sie zu küssen, und habe 

es auch getan). On the sexual feelings of Anne, I recommend likewise the comparative 

reading of texts D and G for 7 January 1944. 

 

It is astonishing that the Dutch reader had been deprived of so many revelations reserved by 

Mr. Frank and Anneliese Schütz for Anne's grandmother, who was so "aged" (see above, 

page 95). What of the revelations again in text G on musical tastes or on musical knowledge 

that the Dutch did not have the right to know (for what reason, after all?)! Text G of the 

letter of 9 June 1944 reserves for us the sole rights to a dissertation of 200 words on the life 

of Liszt (treated, by a very feminist Anne, as a "petticoat chaser"/Schürzenjäger), of 

Beethoven, Wagner, Chopin, Rossini, Mendelssohn. Many other names are mentioned: 

Hector Berlioz, Victor Hugo, Honoré de Balzac The entry of 20 February 1944 (220 words) is 

absent from text D. It contains however some elements of very great importance from many 

points of view. Dussel has the habit of whistling das Violin-Konzert von Beethoven; the use 

of time on Sundays is revealed to us; it must be recognized that one point, at least, about 

that use of time is more than troubling: Mr. Frank in overalls, on his knees, brushing the 

carpet with such enthusiasm that the entire room is filled with clouds of dust (Vater liegt im 

Overall auf den Knien und bürstet den Teppich mit solchem Elan, dass das ganze Zimmer in 

Staubwolken gehüllt ist). In addition to the noise that such an operation would cause in a 

place where even at night, when the neighbors are not there, it is necessary not to cough, it 

is obvious that the scene is described by someone who could not have seen it: a carpet is 

never brushed in that way on the floor of a room, in the very place where it became dusty. 

In the entry of 3 November 1943, a fragment of 120 words, which is missing in text D, 

reveals to us another case of the carpet being brushed each evening by Anne in the Ofenluft 

(the air from the stove), and that because the vacuum cleaner (der Staubsauger) ist kaputt 

(that famous vacuum cleaner which, according to Mr. Frank, could not have existed; see 

above, page 88). Concerning Anne's knowledge or ideas on the subject of historical or 

political events, one will make some discoveries in the entries of 6 June, 13 June and 27 June 

1944. On Peter's character one will find some revelations in the entry of 11 May 1944. That 

entry of 400 words does not exist in text D. But nevertheless, in text D, we find a letter at 

that date of 11 May; however, the corresponding text is dated, in text G, on 12 May! Peter 

defies his mother while calling her "the old lady" (Komm mit, Alte!). Nothing like the Peter of 

text D! 

 

It would be interesting to subject each of the principal characters of text D and of text G to 
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analysis by psychologists or psychiatrists. Anne, in particular, would appear under some 

profoundly contradictory character traits. But this is purely hypothetical. I think that in fact 

those analysts would see that Anne has no more real consistency than a total invention of 

unrelated facets. The few so-called descriptions of Anne that I have been able to find have 

especially convinced me that their authors have read the Diary very superficially. It is true 

that the dullness of their descriptions could be explained by the dullness of the subject 

described. One stereotype calls for another, as one lie calls for another. 

 

The language and the style of text D strive to be characteristic of a young adolescent, 

innocent and awkward. The language and the style of text G strive to be characteristic of an 

adolescent already close, in certain respects, to being a woman. That is evident simply from 

the parts of the texts that I have mentioned -- parts that I did not choose, however, with a 

view to studying the language and the style of the two Anne Franks. 

 

Mr. Frank has indulged in some storytelling. That is easily established when one sees how he 

has transformed the printed German text of 1950 (Lambert-Schneider) in order to make 

from it the text printed by Fischer (1955). It was on that occasion, in particular, that he made 

his daughter Anne say that her father is her "ideal" (1950 version); then, after thinking it 

over, that he is her "shining model" (1955 version). This inclination for storytelling did not 

come to Mr. Frank all at once. He had, we are told by one of Anne's former teachers, the 

harmless idiosyncrasy of composing stories and poems with his daughter ("Sometimes she 

told me stories and poems which she had made up together with him ," Anne Frank: A 

Portrait in Courage, page 41). That happened about 1940. Anne was eleven years old and 

her father was 51. In 1942, Mr. Frank, a former banker in Frankfurt and a former merchant 

and businessman in Amsterdam, took a forced retirement at the age of 53. I do not think 

that his inclination for writing had disappeared then during his long days of inactivity. In any 

case, the Diary hardly gives us any information about what Mr. Frank did with his days. But 

what does it matter! Mr. Frank is a storyteller who has given himself away. The drama of 

storytellers is that they add more to their stories. They never stop retouching, reworking, 

cutting out, correcting. By doing this they end up incurring the distrust of certain people. 

And it is child's play for those people to prove the storytelling. It is very easy to confound Mr. 

Frank. It is sufficient to have at hand text D and one of the two different versions of text G. It 

is enough to remind him that he had declared in writing to the Dutch: "I guarantee to you 

that here, on such and such a date, Anne wrote: day or shoes or butter cakes or fascist or 

large," while to the Germans he has gone on to declare in writing regarding the same places 

and the same dates: "I guarantee to you that Anne wrote: night or books or candy or giant or 

small." If Mr. Frank told the truth in the first case, he told a story in the second case. And 

vice-versa. He has told a story either here, or there. Or again -- and this is the most probable 

- he has made up the story here and there. In any case, one could never claim that Mr. 

Frank, in this affair of the Diary, is a man who has told the truth, the whole truth, and 

nothing but the truth. 

 

The Diary cannot be in any way authentic. Consultation with allegedly authentic manuscripts 

is unnecessary. As a matter of fact, no manuscript in the world could certify that Anne Frank 

succeeded in the miraculous feat of writing two words at the same time and -- what is more 

-- two words with incompatible meanings, and -- even more -- two complete texts at the 

same time, which are most of the time totally contradictory. It is well understood that every 

printed text can have a critical apparatus with its variant readings, its explanatory notes, its 
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indications of the existence of possible interpolations, etc. But I have already said (see 

above, page 106) that where one has at one's disposal only one manuscript, there are no 

longer any possible variant readings (barring specific cases: difficulties in deciphering a word, 

errors in preceding editions, etc.). And when one has at one's disposal several manuscripts 

(two, at the most, for certain periods of the Diary; perhaps three in some very limited cases), 

it is sufficient to eliminate those periods and those cases in order to confine oneself strictly 

to the periods and to the cases where it is necessary to be contented with a single 

manuscript (here, the period from 6 December 1942 to 21 December 1943). 

 

To the hypothesis, henceforth inconceivable, according to which there would exist an 

authentic manuscript, I say that none of the printed texts can claim to reproduce the text of 

the manuscript. The following table establishes, in fact, that the Fischer edition of 1955 

comes in the eighth position in the order of succession of the varying forms of the Diary. To 

understand this table, refer especially to the discussion starting on page 93. 

 

('Official') Chronological table of successive forms of the text of the Diary 

1.The manuscript of Anne Frank;  

2.Copy by Otto Frank, then by Otto Frank and Isa Cauvern;  

3.New version of the copy by Otto Frank and Isa Cauvern;  

4.New-new version of the copy by Albert Cauvern;  

5.New-new-new version by Otto Frank;  

6.New-new-new-new version by Otto Frank and the "Censors";  

7.Contact edition (1947);  

8.Lambert Schneider edition (1950), radically different from the preceding one, and even 

incompatible with it;  

9.Fischer edition (1955) taking up again the preceding one in a "discreetly" (?) reworked and 

retouched form.  

 

One could, of course, claim that 5was perhaps only a very faithful copy of 4. The same for 

7in relation to 6. That would be to suppose that Mr. Frank, who reworked this text 

constantly, had suddenly refrained from doing it at the moment of recopying text 4without 

any witness, and at the moment of the probable correction of the printer's proofs for 7. 

Personally, I maintain these nine stages as a minimum to which it is necessary indeed to add 

one, two or three "copies" for text 8. 

 

The only interest in a study of the manuscripts allegedly by Anne Frank would be to bring to 

light some elements still more crushing for Mr. Frank: for example, some letters or 

fragments of letters that have never been published (the reasons for nonpublication should 

be inquired into closely, without trusting in the reasons given by Mr. Frank, which always 

have a very suspicious sentimental coloring); for example also, some very changeable names 

for Anne's "correspondents" (the idea of showing her always addressing herself to the same 

"dear Kitty" seems to be a belated idea), etc. 

 

The reasoning which would consist of claiming that in the Diary there would exist 

nevertheless a basis of truth would be a reasoning without value. First, because it would be 

necessary to know that truth or to be able to distinguish it in the jumble of the obvious 

fictions; the lie is, most often, only the art of adapting the truth. Then, because a work of the 

mind (as, for example, the editing of a "diary") is not defined by a basis, but by a unity of 
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forms: the forms of a written expression, the forms which an individual has given to it once 

and for all, for better or for worse. 

 

The reasoning which would consist of saying that there have only been some hundreds of 

changes between such and such form of the Diary is fallacious. The word "changes" is too 

vague. It allows, according to the taste of each person, all sorts of condemnations or, 

especially, all sorts of excuses. Furthermore, a change can involve, as we have seen, a single 

word or a text of 1,600 words! 

 

For my part, I have called attention to several hundreds of changes, only between the Dutch 

text and either of the two texts -- which differ from each other -- that have been published 

in Germany. I call those changes: additions, subtractions, transferences, and alterations (by 

substitutions of one word for another, of one group of words of another -- these words and 

these groups of words being incompatible with each other, even if indeed, by the rarest 

exception, the meaning could be maintained). The whole of these changes must affect 

approximately 25,000 [3] words of the Fischer text which itself must be 77,000 words (that 

is, in any case, the number which I take for a base). 

 

The French translation of Het Achterhuis can be called a "translation" in spite of the absence 

of one of the 169 entries of the Dutch Contact edition and notwithstanding indeed some 

weaknesses and also some bizarre things which lead one to think that there still could be 

some troublesome discoveries to be made. (Journal de Anne Frank, Het Achterhuis, 

translated from the Dutch by T. Caren and Suzanne Lombard, Calmann-Levy, 1950, printed 5 

January 1974, 320 pages.) The Lambert Schneider edition cannot in any event be presented 

as a translation. As to the Fischer edition, it cannot call itself a reproduction of the Lambert 

Schneider edition, nor a translation of Het Achterhuis. 

 

That impressive ensemble of additions, subtractions, transferences, alterations; those 

fictions of Mr. Frank; those dishonesties of the editors; those interventions of outsiders, 

friends of Mr. Frank, the existence of two such different books presented as one and the 

same Diary of Anne Frank -- all these reveal a work which cannot, in any way, retain the 

prestige attached to an authentic testimony. The inconsistencies of the various texts are of 

all kinds. They concern the language and the style, the length and the form of the pieces that 

make up the Diary, the number and the kind of anecdotes reported, the description of the 

premises, the mention of material realities, the dialogues, the ideas exchanged, the tastes 

expressed; they concern the very personalities of the principal characters, to begin with the 

personality of Anne Frank, a personality which gives the impression of living in a world of 

pure fiction. 

 

While offering himself as personal guarantor of the authenticity of this work, which is only 

fiction, Mr. Frank, who has besides obviously intervened at all stages of the genesis of the 

book, has signed what it is appropriate to call a literary fraud. The Diary of Anne Frank is to 

be placed on the already crowded shelf of false memoirs. Our post-war period has been 

fertile in works or writings of this kind. Among those false, apocryphal, or suspicious works 

(either entirely, or by insertions of foreign elements) one can mention: the various 

"testimonies" of Rudolf H...ss, Kurt Gerstein, Miklos Nyiszli, Emmanuel Ringelblum, the 

memoirs of Eva Braun, Adolf Eichmann, Walter Schellenberg, but also the document 

entitled: "Prayer of John XXIII for the Jews." One must mention especially the false diaries 
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fabricated by the Jewish Historical Institute in Warsaw and denounced by the French 

historian Michel Borwicz, of Polish Jewish origin; among those diaries could appear that of 

one Therese Hescheles, age thirteen.[4] 

 

l would take care not to forget that one of the most celebrated forgeries was fabricated 

against the Jews: the Protocols of the Elders of Zion. I ask that people not misunderstand the 

direction that I have given to my research on the authenticity of the Diary of Anne Frank. 

Even if my personal conviction is that the work comes from Mr. Frank; even if I think that at 

the rate of two letters per day, three months would have been enough for him to prepare 

the first version of his clumsy fiction; even if I think that he did not believe that his work 

would know such an immense success (which, at the same time, would risk causing its 

terrible faults to become evident); even if I think that one can then find many extenuating 

circumstances for him; even if I have the conviction that he did not at all seek to make up a 

vast hoax, but that he found himself dragged along by circumstances to guarantee all the 

extraordinarily brilliant results of a humble and banal undertaking -- in spite of all that, the 

truth obliges me to say that The Diary of Anne Frank is only a simple literary fraud. 

 

French editor's postscript (1980) 

 

The report that you have just read was not destined for publication. In the mind of Professor 

Faurisson, it only constituted one piece, among others, of a work that he intended to devote 

to The Diary of Anne Frank. 

 

We publish it today -- in spite of the reticence of its author who, for his part, would have 

hoped for a more extended publication including some elements which are still being 

worked on because the French press and the foreign press have created an uproar about the 

professor's opinion on the Diary of Anne Frank. The public itself may feel the need to judge 

these pieces. We have thus wished to put the essential part of these pieces at its disposal. 

You can thus make for yourself your own judgments on Faurisson's methods of work and on 

the results to which they had led him by August of 1978. 

 

This report, in the exact form [5] (see next page) under which we publish it, already has an 

official existence. It was in August of 1978 that it was sent, in its German version, to the 

lawyer Jürgen Rieger to be presented as evidence at a court in Hamburg. Mr. Rieger was and 

still remains today the defender of Ernst Remer, subjected to a trial for having publicly 

expressed his doubts on the authenticity of the Diary. 

 

The court, after having heard the parties and having begun to examine the basis of the 

litigation, decided, to everyone's surprise, to adjourn any new session sine die. 

 

According to the usual scenario, from the time the trial opened the press dictated to the 

court the conduct to follow. The Social Democratic Party of Chancellor Helmut Schmidt went 

into the front lines of the battle and in a long open letter vigorously took a position in favor 

of Mr. Frank. For this political party, the cause was judged in advance, and the authenticity 

of the Diary had been proved a long time ago. 

 

The court in question, in spite of the efforts of Mr. Rieger to start the trial once more, has 

never rendered its judgment. The German press deplored the fact that Mr. Otto Frank still 
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had to wait for "justice to be done." Still, this refusal to judge constitutes progress. In a 

similar case, Professor Faurisson had drawn up a five-page report summarizing his research 

and his conclusions about the "gas chambers." That statement was signed and the signature 

was notarized. The professor had gone so far as to cite the text of the Journal officiel of the 

French Republic establishing that a legalization of signature in France was valid in West 

Germany. A waste of effort: in the reasons presented for the condemnation, the Court 

decreed that "Faurisson" was only a pseudonym. For the same reason it refused the 

testimony of the American professor Arthur R. Butz. Justice is equal for all, subject to the 

exceptio diabolica. 
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HOLOCOSTIANITY 
 
Today the world is under the grip of a new religion: Holocaustianity. This program 
is designed to assign meanings to the Jewish agenda, and places a powerful 
spell over the minds of the Gentiles. It is powerful propaganda in the aims of the 
Jewish agenda. Its premise is the foundation for numerous special laws, making 
the Jews beyond and above any criticism. It is further used as a tool to silence all 
debate and steamroll anyone who opposes their agenda. It delegitimizes any 
information that exposes them, along with those who do, and gives them moral 
precedent for their Jewish state in Israel; the greater world system they wish to 
rule from Israel. It is also a powerful steroid for their Cultural Marxist [PC's real 
name] ideology, which is designed to destroy any healthy, organic psychological 
or material institution that by its nature, hinders Jewish destruction, and the 
assimilation of their nation into the claw of the Jew World Order. 
 
To understand the truth, the Jew has made it illegal in many areas to research 
this subject [truth does not fear investigation]. We now look at what is really 
happening and shine the light on this situation.  
The International Jew manipulated the Great War into existence that swept up 
Europe. The reason for this was to destroy the old order of Europe and to 
establish a foundation for International Communist takeover, along with forcing 
the entire West into debt with Jewish banks. This played into the first part. During 
the war however, something unexpected occurred. In 1915, the German Kaiser 
realized this war was not the quick push to victory as planned, and extended an 
offer of Peace to England, to end the war with Germany withdrawing to the pre-
1914 boundaries. He stated the war was destroying the best of the young 
generation of Europe.  
 
As Freedman who was a large player among Internationally Jewry confessed, 
the Jews in England then made a deal with the other half of the government. 
They would get their brethren in America to force America into the war, in return 
for Palestine as a Jewish state. The Gentile faction wanted to break Germany's 
Empire and international economic rivalry, which was the traditional English 
policy in dealing with Continental European powers, agreed.  
 
Wilson, the American President who by his own and Freedman's confession was 
nothing but a tool of Jewish interests [He passed the Fed act], just after being 
elected on a policy of noninterference in the war in Europe, had the American 
government vote for war against Germany and their allies in Europe. 
 
The entire time this was occurring, Jewry was strengthening their Communist 
movements in Europe. In 1917, the German Jewish elite secretly conspired with 
their connections in Russia, to send a private armored train carrying large sums 
of money for Communist aid, along with a secret passenger, the Jew, Lenin 
across the border into Russia. The rest is history.  
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During this time, the Jews in Germany were working in the same they were in 
Russia–  using the extreme conditions the war had created on the population to 
exploit every issue to generate a powerful Communist movement. They were 
also spreading defeatist propaganda into the German society that made its way 
to the front with the new recruits. The Jews made the deal in England simply to 
keep the war going, they had no intention of Germany victory. With a strong 
German Empire, Communism would never succeed in Europe. The control of 
Germany was the key to their victory on the large part of the Continent.  
 
There had been large Jewish manipulated, Communist style uprisings in the 
German Empire in the previous century that had been crushed. The old order 
had also crushed the Communist revolt in the Paris Commune. They needed 
Germany to be destroyed in order to secure Communism. Germany launched 
their last great offensive of the war in 1918. This was to end the war before 
America could come in at full force against them. The results were the German 
forces had won the war, and the French were taken out of action. The only 
English army standing between Germany and Paris had been broken. Then the 
stab in the back came. The Jews caused a Communist revolt among the 
workers, the populace, and the Navy. The Jewish demoralization of the Army and 
home front all came together. With this Jewish borne betrayal, the offensive lost 
steam and the war was lost. Two million men had just died in four years of war, 
to be betrayed by the Jews.  
 
The treaty the Internationalist Jew forced on Germany was intended to weaken 
Germany for Jewish takeover via their networks of Communism. 
 
The Jews went right to work their Cultural Marxist brigades and began to attack 
very aspect of German culture and the national soul, indoctrinating Germans with 
self-hate and shame over being a German, and demoralizing them for the final 
Communist plunge. The Jews tried to pull Germany into full Communism by the 
violent takeover tactics such as the Spartacus uprising. This was planned to 
finish off Germany, the way the Jews did with Russia. It was their signal for the 
end of a free Germany.  
 
The Thule society was the force that countered the Jewish plans and was the 
only force able to counter them effectively. Here is an example of what was going 
in Germany with the Jewish Communists: 
The Marxists realized their revolution would have to accelerate, since they could 
not win at the polls. In Berlin, the Jews Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg had 
amassed 100,000 supporters, two thousand machine guns and 30 artillery 
pieces. They invaded Berlin, took over most of the government buildings, and 
declared the Ebert government overthrown by their "glorious" Communist 
revolution. 
 
On 10 January, Noske, and 30,000 ex-soldier volunteers swarmed into Berlin. 
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They were highly disciplined men used to carnage and slaughter from their 
fighting at the front. They broke through and decimated the 200,000 defenders, 
though vastly out-manned and with less equipment. The leaders of the Red 
Revolution were shot or bayoneted. The "glorious" Communist revolution in 
Berlin did not last a week." 
 
The Free Corps that successfully defeated Jewish Communists several times in 
Weimar, the Rotfrontkämpferbund troops had all been organized at the top by the 
Satanists of the Thule Society who saved Germany from the Jewish death grip in 
the 11th hour, literally. You can see the sacred emblems of Thule on the Free 
Corps helmets. 
 
The Free Corps re-took Munich, and were angered given Russian soldiers that 
they had defeated recently were armed and active against them yet again. 
After the city had been taken, the Free Corps marched through the town with 
swastika emblems on their helmets. Cheering crowds lined the roads to thank 
their liberators. 
 
The Jews were also destroying Germany via organized crime networks, which 
were pumping drugs and filth into the cities, and the Jews in general were 
involved in thousands of frauds to steal wealth and property from the Germans. 
Rich Jews would sit in restaurant windows, teasing and mocking the starving 
Germans standing outside who had not eaten in days due to the economic 
situation. A million people died of extreme poverty in this time, as a result of the 
consequences of International Jewry infesting their nation. The Jewish banksters 
had purposely planned and brought about the great depression to steal wealth 
from Gentiles and with this, created numerous problems where their Communist 
revolution would gain power by creating the problems, inciting reactions, and 
pushing their Jewish solution. Everything rotten and harmful in Germany at this 
point was overflowing at the top with Jews, as Hitler rightfully noted.  
 
It is the same today in the Western world. The Jews had attacked Germany 
almost to the death, Germany, the very nation that trusted them and made them 
a full part of its life in good faith. 
 
Then against all odds, something finally occurred that put an end to this all out 
attempted murder on the German people and nation: 
"In coming before the public as National Socialists with this conception of the real 
strength of a Folk, we know that today the whole of public opinion is against us. 
But this is indeed the deepest meaning of our new doctrine, which as a world 
view separates us from others. – Adolf Hitler "The Second Book" 
 
Those words were written in 1926 when the Party was fighting for the survival of 
Germany at a hundred thousand votes. Three years later the National Socialist 
Party received two million votes, the next election thirteen million votes, and with 
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the next election, Hitler was elected as the Chancellor of Germany. The Truth 
had won out. 
 
With the new Hitler government, order was first restored. This was done by 
arresting en mass the criminal elements that were out of control in Germany, 
partly due to the effects of extreme poverty. Vigilante squads were killing criminal 
elements in the streets in a desperate attempt to save their communities and to 
protect themselves and their families. What this meant is that hordes of pimps, 
drug dealers, professional criminals, financial crooks [no different from Jewish, 
Wall Street, today] and the general people who populate any prison were 
rounded up and placed in new camps, as the standard jails were already over 
populated. This was part of the progressive socialist thinking. That by hard work 
a personal could be reformed into a moral human being and reintegrated back 
into society.  
 
It is no mistake that a large percentage of these criminal individuals happened to 
be Jewish, for such a tiny minority of the population. They comprised the bulk of 
the criminal elements in all areas. 
 
The large number of Communists in Germany, with orders and funding from the 
major base of International Jewry, Moscow [no mistake Russians where found 
among the Reds in Germany before], yet planned another violent uprising 
against the newly elected government, which is true to their style. They don't 
respect a nation's right to self-determination. The Communist burning of the 
Reichstag was the signal of this revolt. This caused the German government to 
have to declare martial law, and arrest the Communist leadership, placing them 
in the new detention camps, in order to stop this uprising from happening.  
 
98% of the Communist leadership in Germany was Jewish, with those at the top 
being 100% Jewish. 
 
This is what the Hitler government was fighting to prevent from happening to 
Germany and the rest of Europe: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/282 
 
The Jewish Communist regime in the East by record, murdered over 60 million 
human beings– many in slave labor death camps all run by Jews.  
 
No one was put into camps before the War just for being Jewish. However, the 
Jews were put into camps en mass for their criminal, Jewish behavior. Just read 
the Talmud to understand why. Judaism is an organized crime racket against the 
Gentile world. 
 
There was a reason the Jewish populations in Europe had been traditionally 
moved into Ghettos with high walls around them, and gates that were locked at 
night and guarded by armed watchmen, with all of the Jews having to be inside 
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before nightfall. This was to protect the Gentiles from the Jews. The Czar had to 
move them into the Pale for the very same reasons.  
 
The plan was to relocate the Jews out of Europe and to their own region. This 
was the only "Final Solution," as honest historians who lost their careers and 
have been imprisoned for being honest, have noted repeatedly. Since the Jews 
had nearly annihilated Germany, sending millions of Germans to their graves in 
return for Germany trusting them, the government took the best and humane 
course of action with them. They could have killed them at this point but they 
didn't. Freeman admits all of this. Germany was negotiating with the Zionists to 
help relocate the Jews to another area where they would have self-determination 
and separation. The Jews were not rounded up or put into camps over this. It 
was a voluntary movement. Many Jews simply wanted to leave, as they could no 
longer make a living from dishonest means.  
 
Then as Freedman stated, the leaders of world Jewry met with the 
representatives of the German State, and ordered them to return all their fellow 
Jews to their former positions of power that they had used to nearly destroy the 
nation with, or face war with the nations that the International Jews controlled. 
The Germans refused. The first act was an economic embargo placed upon 
Germany that would leave a third of the German people to starve. The Jews 
were attempting to break Germany from within, and put it back under their control 
for their final aim. This failed, and the Jews pushed the world into war with 
Germany. 
 
During the war, the German government found that every single subversive 
organization in their territory even within Germany, that was attacking their 
civilians and troops, spying for the Allies [of Judah] and everything in-between to 
defeat the war effort, and cost Germany the war, just as in the Great War, were 
all Jewish and were working with the International Jewish networks behind the 
Allied governments. In order to deal with this vast Jewish fifth column, which was 
literally international, they simply did what America did with the Japanese living in 
America during the Second War. They put them into internment camps, as a war 
safety measure. 
 
All that happened was due to the fact Germany was laid to ruin by Allies [of 
Judah]. Night and day, bombing raids destroyed the entire infrastructure of 
Germany. Millions of Germans were already staving and boiling shoe leather to 
try to stay alive, and thousands had been killed in the bombing raids, that were 
targeting civilians for Talmudic purposes. The camps were being constantly 
bombed by the Allies, as they were industrial centers. The people who died in the 
camps simply died for the same reasons as hundreds of thousands of Germans. 
It was from the results of the war and nothing else. This has been proven 
repeatedly, even during court trials. There were no homicidal gas chambers or 
any organized exterminations of Jews. The Red Cross had observers in the 
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camps the entire time and nothing of the such was ever stated. This is what 
Freedman confessed also. 
 
Proof: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l0JGN_Ixr7s 
 
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Real_Holocaust.html 
 
The only people being purposely exterminated in camps were Eastern 
Europeans in the Jewish operated death camps inside the USSR, and after the 
war, the Allies of Judah's POWs camps, over 50 thousand German soldiers 
surrendered, many only 15 years old were systematically murdered on orders 
from the Jew Eisenhower.  
 
The main reason the Jews created this lie, was to hide the truth that the 
Germans had to put them in camps to protect themselves from the Jews. Just as 
many nations had done in their own way from the Pale to the walled and guarded 
Ghettos.  
 
They had to turn Hitler into an icon of evil, because if you tell the truth about 
Hitler, you tell the truth about the Jews. 
 
“The Jew is immunized against all dangers: one may call him a scoundrel, 
parasite, swindler, profiteer, it all runs off him like water off a raincoat. But call 
him a Jew and you will be astonished at how he recoils, how injured he is, how 
he suddenly shrinks back: “I’ve been found out.” – Joseph Goebbels  
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Hong Kong Is Teaching Us 

Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun Sep 01, 2019 
 

 

 

The situation in Hong Kong is that Hong Kong exists within a nation that is essentially an Orwellian 

dictatorship with full military power, information control upwards to a 99.98%, no freedom of speech, a 

ranking system that ranks citizens like cattle and imprisons people for accidentally passing on a wrong 

street light.  

 

All surrounded by the control and the military of said nation, with nowhere to really escape to. People 

over in China two blocks away from the border don't even know what is going in to Hong Kong thanks to 

the Great Firewall of China.  

 

In China what is also happening is that except of punishments from crimes, and Sauron's Communist 

Eyeball looking at you 24/7, and by "you", we don't mean "you" amongst other people, but "YOU" as an 

individual human being numbered within a ranking system. In other words, one is being constantly 

'evaluated' by those in power of whether or not one is a good citizen, and if one is not, they find 

themselves either punished or in the public board of shame, where they are shamed for an extended 

period of time, depending on what kind of crime they have committed. 

 

The whole thing about the Chinese, the whining on Huawei's "Spying" and all the related, is that the 

Chinese are doing in more grotesque manner, what the NSA and other agencies have been doing 

casually for at least 60 years. The moral panic on this is that by miracle, in the West, we still don't get 

every door busted for every comment written online just yet, and that there is no public board of 

shame.  

 

But this is the only thing that is yet to happen in the West. Everything else is rapidly happening - people 

are already dragged into courts for 'offensive posts' in facebook, or because they made the wrong 

meme, which was seen by like 10 people online. 

 

Indeed, we have lost our ability to speak our minds online within the context of our own societies. This 

started from the supposed "Far right" and now has consumed virtually the whole Right wing. Even the 

most mediocre, idiots of the system, are being absorbed into this and thrown under the bus, totally 

unpersoned. In all respects they experience exactly what a dissident would experience in China, minus 

the beating until their brain leaves out of the skull. But don't worry, the generations they have infested 

with violent Marxism will make sure we're getting there sooner or later, unless they are stopped in their 

tracks. 

 

The last generation which has some perception of the "Red White and Blue" and knows what a 

"Constitution" is, is slowly giving in to a Marxist rainbow color mob that has no consciousness other than 
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infinite gibs and throwing it's political opponents off of wheelchairs, as they proudly did to a disabled 

person not long ago. This is how upright and strong these people are. It took 5 Marxist apes to take 

down a single person from a wheelchair with an opinion that was "right wing" in a video that leaked 

months ago. 

 

The strength of the Marxist mob however was never in it's straight forwardness, honesty, or any other 

form of redeemable quality. They always were natural subversive elements, no different than ticks and 

other viruses, and since logical points always escaped them, public discourse, or military confrontation, 

are things they always hated. It's a well known fact the Soviet Union was totally cucked and in shrieking 

fear from a retaliation from the Western countries such as the United States. So they invested all their 

powers instead in subversive, large scale propaganda, to take out the West from the inside. What they 

always loved is slimy and aggressive propaganda, it's a historical documentation here. 

 

In regards to all things that China is being blamed [and rightfully] about, in regards to surveillance, mass 

control, and the related, all of this exists privately and below the radar, but we aren't that far behind the 

Orwellian obvious dictatorship. It's just that now those holding the radar such as mega companies, are 

merely fed up and they feel like this grip is being challenged, so we have obvious crackdowns in the 

West. As far as the invisible aspect of this is concerned, with NSA coupled with Israel and a few other 

countries, the situation is far gone. China is a child when it comes to this, it's just the Chinese are far 

more blunt in how they have went about it, because they are Communists and they don't want to keep 

a false pretext going and try to deceive by appearances.  

 

The appearances game in the West is also starting to become obsolete, and the enemy is losing their 

patience. This is why you have such brutal and obvious censorship now, because they feel like they are 

getting nowhere, this has to happen for their agenda to advance. Yet, due to the nature of the Western 

World and it's founded ideals, the yids cannot go full throttle like the Chinese [just yet] to impose on the 

West what the people in Hong Kong are now revolting about, which is a 

military/industrial/information/legal complex of total dictatorship.  

 

In the West we now have the Industrial complex ready [notice how industries like Youtube censor free 

speech, or how Twitter and others claim to be "private companies", aka, they can do as they see fit, and 

the same goes for Google], we have the Information complex which is already in place [Surveillance and 

espionage], and what remains is the total corrosion of the Legal system, and then to bring in the military 

and to connect all of this. 

 

Indeed we may be better off than Hong Kong, but we are accelerating towards the same direction. Due 

to the clauses of malforming the minds of people politically, the same minds behind states like China, ie, 

Communists, have devised propaganda and warfare on the West for many decades.  

 

The West was bound to lose this war the moment it began, as simply, Communists have an advantage in 

information war by default, since they are radicals, and since their nations are propaganda machinery 

focused only on one specific thing, while their enemies are "Open societies" and espouse values of 

"Freedom", which allow them to be infiltrated, subverted, and malformed. 
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Now there are some people in Hong Kong, and they know the Chinese Sauron state knows everything 

about them their phones are bugged, and that they may possibly die from what they are doing. It's also 

known and obvious that the United States is also behind the Hong Kong revolts, and indeed, this is not 

being hidden, but quite expected. However, we on ourselves aren't really that better, but the fact that 

other people come to help to us for freedom, should make us understand a few things or two.  

 

For one, the Chinese people have been subjected to what America was sworn to fight for many decades. 

Now, you have strange people espousing Communism and wearing the hammer and sickle, and 

legitimately believing that this is a great way to go about their lives. Endless historical examples did not 

suffice apparently, not even the fact their own country opposed Communism more than any other 

country, and gives them, faults aside, the best quality of life worldwide.  

 

It's insane that people over in Hong Kong apparently understand the words of "Democracy" and "Free 

Speech" more than some entitled kid in an American University, that literally wants to censor evil people 

who offended their emotions. 

 

We have to protect our freedoms and Hong Kong is teaching us this very thing. We can also see the 

beginning of what is going to happen if we don't, in China.  

 

China at this point has managed to become an example to avoid in regards to any sort of freedom, it's a 

nation which is escalating further than Orwell. It should be used as a measure on how much our own 

democracy is failing. And the more years go, it's not like we are moving away from this example, but 

drawing closer and closer to it.  

 

The Chinese police of thought, we have the ADL for this. The Chinese censorship media we have 

Youtube, Twitter, Facebook, the list goes. The databases of people being profiled, we have Facebook 

again. Exactly as the Chinese state has fake news outlets that keep people ignorant, we have BBC, CNN, 

MSNBC, and all the related outlets, owned and serving specific interests. In regards to the social ranking 

system of China, we don't have a "Board of Shame", but we have all sorts of punishments for people 

who dare to speak their mind.  

 

The Chinese 0.1% of claimed elites are on our end of the world the Jews, people one is not allowed to 

criticize, and who use all the above means to keep the population enslaved. In regards to the hit squads, 

these aren't yet quite formed, but it's happening, we have the Anti-Fa and numerous other subversive 

elements. The re-education camps in the West are not required as the Jews have ensured every church, 

university, and place of learning, is as it in essence such center as it is, breeding people that are literally 

instructed to ruin the nations that gave them life and freedom, in contrast to even their own interest. 

 

The fact we aren't full China is a good thing, but we aren't far off either. And as people in Hong Kong 

today have stopped giving a fuck and they are burning the place alive, every person in a position of 

power who is not insane should ask themselves what is going to come of these modern plantations 

when a people who has been instructed or at least learned a time of freedom, is exposed to said 

dictatorship.  
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Any reasonable leader or citizen should understand the Communism and China-ization process has to 

reverse itself right now, before it is too late and all the world we have built is going to burn into ashes. In 

the very same way some people in Hong Kong have stopped giving a fuck about all the industrial and 

military complex that wants to enslave them, so will people soon do that in the West, ran over by illegal 

migration, adject poverty or financial stuckedness, and to put a cherry on the pie the inability to even 

vent their lungs about it online. 

 

The good news is that the more the West is being moved towards the China-ization process, the more 

enemies the subversive Communist minded folk is created, eventually only digging their own hole, like 

Stalin, Trotsky, and many other said individuals have done in history. Indeed, they are doing everyone a 

favor by what they are doing. They are creating freedom aware citizens who will not care about torture, 

death, or any other form of penalty falling upon them. They are creating freedom fighters who will go 

the extra mile without any fear, in contrast to how this was done before the crackdowns, which was the 

"slow boiling of a frog".  

 

Indeed, the more evident this process becomes, it may be more trying, but it's all in the end for the 

better, so people should not despair. We could avoid all of this while we have the time, and before the 

time of no return, which is approaching more and more when nothing is being done. 

 

Is our world ready to pay the backfire of such events? Why do we even have to go down this hole as a 

world or as a society? Simply because the jews said so?  

 

Do we want our Western world to become in the future only a giant Hong Kong, fighting a revolutionary 

and maybe hopeless world towards enslaving behemoths? 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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House Of Saud, Dönmeh "Young Turks" Crypto-Jews 
 
 
In this investigative report by Wayne Madison, a former U.S. Intelligence and US 
Navy officer, we discover several major things–  That Turkey fell from the inside 
to Crypto-Jewsor the "Young Turks," the Dönmeh. These Jewswere responsible 
for the Armenian genocide [more than a million murdered] along with the 
genocide of thousands of Greeks. 
 
We also learn the House of Saud; the family that rules Saudi Arabia is of Jewish 
descent and blood, hence they are also Crypto-Jews. This news is so dangerous 
to the Saudi's that they put out a contract on a researcher, Mohammad Sakher 
who wrote openly of it. 
 
We also learn the Jews are rapidly losing their power in the Middle East along 
with their near century-long grip over Turkey. It has fallen away and in fact, they 
lost their control over Egypt during the "Arab Spring" uprising. 
 
We can see how the Jews use their tool of Islam to divide and rule Gentiles from 
within. The truth of Islam: 
 
http://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/ 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/234 
 
And we can see how their other program of Christianity leaves Gentiles helpless 
against them and their plots as well: 
 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/233 
 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/268 
 
More on the Jews' secret networks to observe how they subvert even in America: 
 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/216 
 
 We can also see that our rituals are working. 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
http://www.strategic-culture.org/news/2011/10/25/the-doenmeh-the-middle-easts-
most-whispered-secret-part-i.html 
 
There is a historical “eight hundred pound gorilla” lurking in the background of 
almost every serious military and diplomatic incident involving Israel, Turkey, 
Iran, Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Greece, Armenia, the Kurds, the Assyrians, and some 
other players in the Middle East and southeastern Europe. It is a factor that is 
generally only whispered about at diplomatic receptions, news conferences, and 
think tank sessions due to the explosiveness and controversial nature of the 
subject. And it is the secretiveness attached to the subject that has been the 
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reason for so much misunderstanding about the current breakdown in relations 
between Israel and Turkey, a growing warming of relations between Israel and 
Saudi Arabia, and increasing enmity between Saudi Arabia and Iran… 
 
Although known to historians and religious experts, the centuries-old political and 
economic influence of a group known in Turkish as the “Dönmeh” is only 
beginning to cross the lips of Turks, Arabs, and Israelis who have been reluctant 
to discuss the presence in Turkey and elsewhere of a sect of Turks descended 
from a group of Sephardic Jews who were expelled from Spain during the 
Spanish Inquisition in the 16th and 17th centuries. These Jewish refugees 
from Spain were welcomed to settle in the Ottoman Empire and over the years 
they converted to a mystical sect of Islam that eventually mixed Jewish Kabbala 
and Islamic Sufi semi-mystical beliefs into a sect that eventually championed 
secularism in post-Ottoman Turkey. It is interesting that “Dönmeh” not only 
refers to the Jewish “untrustworthy converts” to Islam in Turkey but it is 
also a derogatory Turkish word for a transvestite, or someone who is 
claiming to be someone they are not. 
 
The Donmeh sect of Judaism was founded in the 17th century by Rabbi Sabbatai 
Zevi, a Kabbalist who believed he was the Messiah but was forced to convert to 
Islam by Sultan Mehmet IV, the Ottoman ruler. Many of the rabbi’s followers, 
known as Sabbateans, but also “crypto-Jews,” publicly proclaimed their Islamic 
faith but secretly practiced their hybrid form of Judaism, which was unrecognized 
by mainstream Jewish rabbinical authorities. Because it was against their beliefs 
to marry outside their sect, the Dönmeh created a rather secretive sub-societal 
clan. 
 
The Dönmeh rise to power in Turkey 
 
Many Dönmeh, along with traditional Jews, became powerful political and 
business leaders in Salonica. It was this core group of Dönmeh, which 
organized the secret Young Turks, also known as the Committee of Union and 
Progress, the secularists who deposed Ottoman Sultan Abdulhamid II in the 
1908 revolution, proclaimed the post-Ottoman Republic of Turkey after World 
War I, and who instituted a campaign that stripped Turkey of much of its Islamic 
identity after the fall of the Ottomans. Abdulhamid II was vilified by the Young 
Turks as a tyrant, but his only real crime appears to have been to refuse to meet 
Zionist leader Theodore Herzl during a visit to Constantinople in 1901 and reject 
Zionist and Dönmeh offers of money in return for the Zionists to be granted 
control of Jerusalem. 
 
Like other leaders who have crossed the Zionists, Sultan Adulhamid II appears to 
have sealed his fate with the Dönmeh with this statement to his Ottoman court: 
“Advise Dr. Herzl not to take any further steps in his project. I cannot give away 
even a handful of the soil of this land for it is not my own, it belongs to the entire 
Islamic nation. The Islamic nation fought jihad for the sake of this land and had 
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watered it with their blood. The Jews may keep their money and millions. If the 
Islamic Khalifate state is one day destroyed then they will be able to take 
Palestine without a price! But while I am alive, I would rather push a sword into 
my body than see the land of Palestine cut and given away from the Islamic 
state.” After his ouster by Ataturk’s Young Turk Dönmeh in 1908, Abdulhamid II 
was jailed in the Donmeh citadel of Salonica. He died in Constantinople in 1918, 
three years after Ibn Saud agreed to a Jewish homeland in Palestine and one 
year after Lord Balfour deeded Palestine away to the Zionists in his letter to 
Baron Rothschild. 
 
One of the Young Turk leaders in Salonica was Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, the 
founder of the Republic of Turkey. When Greece achieved sovereignty over 
Salonica in 1913, many Dönmeh, unsuccessful at being re-classified Jewish, 
moved to Constantinople, later re-named Istanbul. Others moved to Izmir, Bursa, 
and Ataturk’s newly-proclaimed capital and future seat of Ergenekon power, 
Ankara. 
 
Some texts suggest that the Dönmeh numbered no more than 150,000 and 
were mainly found in the army, government, and business. However, other 
experts suggest that the Dönmeh may have represented 1.5 million Turks 
and were even more powerful than believed by many and extended to every 
facet of Turkish life. One influential Donmeh, Tevfik Rustu Arak, was a close 
friend and adviser to Ataturk and served as Turkey’s Foreign Minister from 1925 
to 1938. 
 
Ataturk, who was reportedly himself a Dönmeh, ordered that Turks 
abandon their own Muslim-Arabic names. The name of the first Christian 
emperor of Rome, Constantine, was erased from the largest Turkish city, 
Constantinople. The city became Istanbul, after the Ataturk government in 1923 
objected to the traditional name. There have been many questions about 
Ataturk’s own name, since “Mustapha Kemal Ataturk” was a pseudonym. 
Some historians have suggested that Ataturk adopted his name because 
he was a descendant of none other than Rabbi Zevi, the self-proclaimed 
Messiah of the Dönmeh! Ataturk also abolished Turkey’s use of the Arabic 
script and forced the country to adopt the western alphabet. 
 
Modern Turkey: a secret Zionist state controlled by the Dönmeh 
 
Ataturk’s suspected strong Jewish roots, information about which was 
suppressed for decades by a Turkish government that forbade anything critical of 
the founder of modern Turkey, began bubbling to the surface, first, mostly 
outside of Turkey and in publications written by Jewish authors. The 1973 book, 
The Secret Jews, by Rabbi Joachim Prinz, maintains that Ataturk and his 
finance minister, Djavid Bey, were both committed Dönmeh and that they 
were in good company because “too many of the Young Turks in the newly 
formed revolutionary Cabinet prayed to Allah, but had their real prophet 
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[Sabbatai Zevi, the Messiah of Smyrna].” In The Forward of January 28, 1994, 
Hillel Halkin wrote in The New York Sun that Ataturk recited the Jewish Shema 
Yisrael (“Hear O Israel”), saying that it was “my prayer too.” The information is 
recounted from an autobiography by journalist Itamar Ben-Avi, who claims 
Ataturk, then a young Turkish army captain, revealed he was Jewish in a 
Jerusalem hotel bar one rainy night during the winter of 1911. In addition, 
Ataturk attended the Semsi Effendi grade school in Salonica, run by a 
Dönmeh named Simon Zevi. Halkin wrote in the New York Sun article about an 
email he received from a Turkish colleague: “I now know – know (and I haven’t a 
shred of doubt) – that Ataturk’s father’s family was indeed of Jewish stock.” 
 
It was Ataturk’s and the Young Turks’ support for Zionism, the creation of a 
Jewish homeland in Palestine, after World War I and during Nazi rule in 
Europe that endeared Turkey to Israel and vice versa. An article in The 
Forward of May 8, 2007, revealed that Dönmeh dominated Turkish leadership 
“from the president down, as well as key diplomats . . . and a great part of 
Turkey’s military, cultural, academic, economic, and professional elites” kept 
Turkey out of a World War II alliance with Germany, and deprived Hitler of a 
Turkish route to the Baku oilfields.” In his book, The Dönmeh: Jewish Converts, 
Muslim Revolutionaries and Secular Turks, Professor Marc David Baer wrote that 
many advanced to exalted positions in the Sufi religious orders. 
 
Israel has always been reluctant to describe the Turkish massacre of the 
Armenians by the Turks in 1915 as “genocide.” It has always been believed that 
the reason for Israel’s reticence was not to upset Israel’s close military and 
diplomatic ties with Turkey. However, more evidence is being uncovered that the 
Armenian genocide was largely the work of the Dönmeh leadership of the Young 
Turks. Historians like Ahmed Refik, who served as an intelligence officer in the 
Ottoman army, averred that it was the aim of the Young Turks to destroy the 
Armenians, who were mostly Christian. The Young Turks, under Ataturk’s 
direction, also expelled Greek Christians from Turkish cities and attempted 
to commit a smaller-scale genocide of the Assyrians, who were also mainly 
Christian. 
 
One Young Turk from Salonica, Mehmet Talat, was the official who carried out 
the genocide of the Armenians and Assyrians. A Venezuelan mercenary who 
served in the Ottoman army, Rafael de Nogales Mendez, noted in his annals of 
the Armenian genocide that Talat was known as the “renegade Hebrew of 
Salonica.” Talat was assassinated in Germany in 1921 by an Armenian whose 
entire family was lost in the genocide ordered by the “renegade Hebrew.” It is 
believed by some historians of the Armenian genocide that the Armenians, 
known as good businessmen, were targeted by the business-savvy 
Dönmeh because they were considered to be commercial competitors. 
 
It is not, therefore, the desire to protect the Israeli-Turkish alliance that has 
caused Israel to eschew any interest in pursuing the reasons behind the 
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Armenian genocide, but Israel’s and the Dönmeh’s knowledge that it was the 
Dönmeh leadership of the Young Turks that not only murdered hundreds of 
thousands of Armenians and Assyrians but who also stamped out Turkey’s 
traditional Muslim customs and ways. Knowledge that it was Dönmeh, in a 
natural alliance with the Zionists of Europe, who were responsible for the deaths 
of Armenian and Assyrian Christians, expulsion from Turkey of Greek Orthodox 
Christians, and the cultural and religious eradication of Turkish Islamic traditions, 
would issue forth in the region a new reality. Rather than Greek and Turkish 
Cypriots living on a divided island, Armenians holding a vendetta against the 
Turks, and Greeks and Turks feuding over territory, all the peoples attacked by 
the Dönmeh would realize that they had a common foe that was their actual 
persecutor. 
 
Challenging Dönmeh rule: Turkey’s battle against the Ergenekon 
 
It is the purging of the Kemalist adherents of Ataturk and his secular Dönmeh 
regime that is behind the investigation of the Ergenekon conspiracy in Turkey. 
Ergenekon’s description matches up completely with the Dönmeh presence in 
Turkey’s diplomatic, military, judicial, religious, political, academic, business, and 
journalist hierarchy. Ergenekon attempted to stop the reforms instituted by 
successive non-Dönmeh Turkish leaders, including the re-introduction of 
traditional Turkish Islamic customs and rituals, by planning a series of coups, 
some successful like that which deposed Prime Minister Necmettin Erbakan’s 
Refah (Welfare) Islamist government in 1996 and some unsuccessful, like 
OPERATION SLEDGEHEMMER, which was aimed at deposing Prime 
Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan in 2003. Some Islamist-leaning reformists, 
including Turkish President Turgut Ozal and Prime Minister Bulent Ecevit, died 
under suspicious circumstances. Deposed democratically-elected Prime Minister 
Adnan Menderes was hanged in 1961, following a military coup. 
 
American politicians and journalists, whose knowledge of the history of countries 
like Turkey and the preceding Ottoman Empire, is often severely lacking, have 
painted the friction between Israel’s government and the Turkish government of 
Prime Minister Erdogan as based on Turkey’s drift to Islamism and the Arab 
world. Far from it, Erdogan and his Justice and Development Party (AKP) 
seem to have finally seen a way to break free from the domination and 
cruelty of the Dönmeh, whether in the form of Kemalist followers of Ataturk 
or nationalist schemers and plotters in Ergenekon. But with Turkey’s 
“Independence Day” has come vitriol from the Dönmeh and their natural allies in 
Israel and the Israel Lobby in the United States and Europe. Turkey as a 
member of the European Union was fine for Europe as long as the Dönmeh 
remained in charge and permitted Turkey’s wealth to be looted by central 
bankers like has occurred in Greece. 
 
When Israel launched its bloody attack on the Turkish Gaza aid vessel, the Mavi 
Marmara, on May 31, 2010, the reason was not so much the ship’s running of the 
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Israeli blockade of Gaza. The brutality of the Israelis in shooting unarmed Turks 
and one Turkish-American, some at point blank range, according to a UN report, 
indicated that Israel was motivated by something else: vengeance and retaliation 
for the Turkish government’s crackdown on Ergenekon, the purging of the 
Turkish military and intelligence senior ranks of Dönmeh, and reversing the anti-
Muslim religious and cultural policies set down by the Dönmeh’s favorite son, 
Ataturk, some ninety years before. In effect, the Israeli attack on the Mavi 
Marmara was in retaliation for Turkey’s jailing of several top Turkish 
military officers, journalists, and academics, all accused of being part of 
the Ergenekon plot to overthrow the AKP government in 2003. Hidden in the 
Ergenekon coup plot is that the Dönmeh and Ergenekon are connected through 
their history of being Kemalists, ardent secularists, pro-Israeli, and pro-Zionist. 
 
With tempers now flaring between Iran on one side and Israel, Saudi Arabia, and 
the United States on the other, as the result of a dubious claim by U.S. law 
enforcement that Iran was planning to carry out the assassination of the Saudi 
ambassador to the United States on American soil, the long-standing close, but 
secretive relationship between Israel and Saudi Arabia is coming to the forefront. 
The Israeli-Saudi connection had flourished during OPERATION DESERT 
STORM, when both countries were on the receiving end of Saddam Hussein’s 
Scud missiles. 
 
What will surprise those who may already be surprised about the Dönmeh 
connection to Turkey, is the Dönmeh connection to the House of Saud in Saudi 
Arabia. 
 
An Iraqi Mukhabarat (General Military Intelligence Directorate) Top Secret report, 
“The Emergence of Wahhabism and its Historical Roots,” dated September 2002 
and released on March 13, 2008, by the U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency in 
translated English form, points to the Dönmeh roots of the founder of the Saudi 
Wahhabi sect of Islam, Muhammad ibn Abdul Wahhab. Much of the information 
is gleaned from the memoirs of a “Mr. Humfer,” (as spelled in the DIA report, “Mr. 
Hempher” as spelled the historical record) a British spy who used the name 
“Mohammad,” claimed to be an Azeri who spoke Turkish, Persian, and Arabic 
and who made contact with Wahhab in the mid-18th century with a view of 
creating a sect of Islam that would eventually bring about an Arab revolt against 
the Ottomans and pave the way for the introduction of a Jewish state in 
Palestine. Humfer’s memoirs are recounted by the Ottoman writer and admiral 
Ayyub Sabri Pasha in his 1888 work, “The Beginning and Spreading of 
Wahhabism.” 
 
In his book, The Dönmeh Jews, D. Mustafa Turan writes that Wahhab’s 
grandfather, Tjen Sulayman, was actually Tjen Shulman, a member of the Jewish 
community of Basra, Iraq. The Iraqi intelligence report also states that in his 
book, The Dönmeh Jews and the Origin of the Saudi Wahhabis, Rifat Salim 
Kabar reveals that Shulman eventually settled in the Hejaz, in the village of al-
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Ayniyah what is now Saudi Arabia, where his grandson founded the Wahhabi 
sect of Islam. The Iraqi intelligence report states that Shulman had been 
banished from Damascus, Cairo, and Mecca for his “quackery.” In the village, 
Shulman sired Abdul Wahhab. Abdel Wahhab’s son, Muhammad, founded 
modern Wahhabism. 
 
The Iraqi report also makes some astounding claims about the Saud family. It 
cites Abdul Wahhab Ibrahim al-Shammari’s book, The Wahhabi Movement: The 
Truth and Roots, which states that King Abdul Aziz Ibn Saud, the first Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia monarch, was descended from Mordechai bin Ibrahim bin Moishe, 
a Jewish merchant also from Basra. In Nejd, Moishe joined the Aniza tribe and 
changed his name to Markhan bin Ibrahim bin Musa. Eventually, Mordechai 
married off his son, Jack Dan, who became Al-Qarn, to a woman from the Anzah 
tribe of the Nejd. From this union, the future Saud family was born. 
 
The Iraqi intelligence document reveals that the researcher Mohammad Sakher 
was the subject of a Saudi contract murder hit for his examination into the Sauds’ 
Jewish roots. In Said Nasir’s book, The History of the Saud Family, it is 
maintained that in 1943, the Saudi ambassador to Egypt, Abdullah bin Ibrahim al 
Muffadal, paid Muhammad al Tamami to forge a family tree showing that the 
Sauds and Wahhabs were one family that descended directly from the Prophet 
Mohammed. 
 
At the outset of World War I, a Jewish British officer from India, David 
Shakespeare, met with Ibn Saud in Riyadh and later led a Saudi army that 
defeated a tribe opposed to Ibn Saud. In 1915, Ibn Saud met with the British 
envoy to the Gulf region, Bracey Cocas. Cocas made the following offer to Ibn 
Saud: “I think this is a guarantee for your endurance as it is in the interest of 
Britain that the Jews have a homeland and existence, and Britain’s interests are, 
by all means, in your interest.” Ibn Saud, the descendant of Dönmeh from Basra, 
responded: “Yes, if my acknowledgement means so much to you, I acknowledge 
thousand times granting a homeland to the Jews in Palestine or other than 
Palestine.” Two years later, British Foreign Secretary Lord Balfour, in a letter to 
Baron Walter Rothschild, a leader of the British Zionists, stated: “His Majesty’s 
government view with favor the establishment in Palestine of a national home for 
the Jewish people . . .” The deal had the tacit backing of two of the major players 
in the region, both descendant from Dönmeh Jews who supported the Zionist 
cause, Kemal Ataturk and Ibn Saud. The present situation in the Middle East 
should be seen in this light but the history of the region has been purged by 
certain religious and political interests for obvious reasons. 
 
After World War I, the British facilitated the coming to power of the Saud regime 
in the former Hejaz and Nejd provinces of the Ottoman Empire. The Sauds 
established Wahhabism as the state religion of the new Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 
and, like the Kemalist Dönmeh in Turkey, began to move against other Islamic 
beliefs and sects, including the Sunnis and Shi’as. The Wahhabi Sauds 
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accomplished what the Kemalist Dönmeh were able to achieve in Turkey: a 
fractured Middle East that was ripe for Western imperialistic designs and laid the 
groundwork for the creation of the Zionist state of Israel. 
 
Deep states and Dönmeh 
 
During two visits to Turkey in 2010, I had the opportunity of discussing the 
Ergenekon “deep state” with leading Turkish officials. It was more than evident 
that discussions about the Ergenekon network and its “foreign” connections are a 
highly-sensitive subject. However, it was also whispered by one high-ranking 
Turkish foreign policy official that there were other “deep states” in surrounding 
nations and Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, and Syria were mentioned by name. 
Considering the links between Ergenekon and the Dönmeh in Turkey and the 
close intelligence and military links between the Dönmeh-descendent Sauds and 
Wahhabis in Arabia, the reports of close links between ousted Egyptian 
President Hosni Mubarak and his intelligence chief Omar Suleiman and the 
Binyamin Netanyahu government in Israel may be seen in an entirely new light… 
And it would explain Erdogan’s support for Egypt’s revolution: in Turkey, it was a 
democratic revolution that curbed the influence of the Dönmeh. The influence of 
Wahhabi Salafists in Libya’s new government also explains why Erdogan was 
keen on establishing relations with the Benghazi-based rebels to help supplant 
the influence of the Wahhabis, the natural allies of his enemies, the Dönmeh 
(Ergenekon) of Turkey. 
 
Erdogan’s desire to set the historical record straight by restoring history purged 
by the Kemalists and Dönmeh has earned him vitriolic statements from Israel’s 
government that he is a neo-Ottomanist who is intent on forming an alliance with 
the Muslim Brotherhood in the Arab countries. Clearly, the Dönmeh and their 
Zionist brethren in Israel and elsewhere are worried about Dönmeh and Zionist 
historical revisionism, including their role in the Armenian and Assyrian genocide, 
and their genocide denial being exposed. 
 
In Egypt, which was once an Ottoman realm, it was a popular revolution that 
tossed out what may have amounted to the Dönmeh with regard to the Mubarak 
regime. The Egyptian “Arab Spring” also explains why the Israelis were quick to 
kill six Egyptian border police so soon after nine Turkish passengers were killed 
aboard the Mavi Marmara, some in execution style, by Israeli troops. Dönmeh 
doctrine is rife with references to the Old Testament Amalekites, a nomadic tribe 
ordered attacked by the Hebrews from Egypt by the Jewish God to make room 
for Moses’s followers in the southern region of Palestine. In the Book of Judges, 
God unsuccessfully commands Saul: “Now go and strike Amalek and devote to 
destruction all that they have. Do not spare them, but kill both man and woman, 
and infant, ox, and sheep, camel and donkey.” The Dönmeh, whose doctrine is 
also present in Hasidic and other orthodox sects of Judaism, appear to have no 
problem substituting the Armenians, Assyrians, Turks, Kurds, Egyptians, Iraqis, 
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Lebanese, Iranians, and Palestinians for the Amalekites in carrying out their 
military assaults and pogroms. 
 
With reformist governments in Turkey and Egypt much more willing to look into 
the background of those who have split the Islamic world, Ataturk in Turkey and 
Mubarak in Egypt, the Sauds are likely very much aware that it is only a matter of 
time before their links, both modern and historical, to Israel will be fully exposed. 
It makes sense that the Sauds have been successful in engineering a dubious 
plot involving Iranian government agents trying to assassinate the Saudi 
ambassador to Washington in an unnamed Washington, DC restaurant. The Iraqi 
intelligence report could have been referring to the Zionists and Dönmeh when it 
stated, “it strives to . . . [the] killing of Muslims, destructing, and promoting the 
turmoil.” In fact, the Iraqi intelligence report was referring to the Wahhabis. 
 
With new freedom in Turkey and Egypt to examine their pasts, there is more 
reason for Israel and its supporters, as well as the Sauds, to suppress the true 
histories of the Ottoman Empire, secular Turkey, the origins of Israel, and the 
House of Saud. With various players now angling for war with Iran, the true 
history of the Dönmeh and their influence on past and current events in the 
Middle East becomes more important. 
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How Christianity Came To Be 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun Jul 15, 2018 7:39 pm 

We have to simplify and boil down this story to understand how it came to be. 
 

The jews in around 200 BC were living as part of many countries in particular and concetration 

however around "Israel" a region they were claiming from the native peoples. Here they carried 

their usual blood sacrifices and anything else they are notoriously known for, occult warfare as a 

separate element from all other people. The news of this didn't take a lot of time to be 

transferred to the heads of the empires, not only the Roman empire, but the Seleucid or Greek 

Empire. Se-Leucid Empire literally means "The White Empire". 
 

The jews always believed they should conquer the world. They saw the ones who have done so 

by labor and civilization creation as their enemies. Essentially they just wanted to achieve power 

over their enemies. They used occult means and occult criminality primarily.  

 

Because this always reached a boiling point with jews doing Communist revolts and occult 

crimes, this agitated some leaders in the regions like Mithridates which literally means "The One 

Given to the World by the God Mithra". The King name of this leader was Antiochus Epiphanes 

which means "Manifested God", ie, the manifested Will of Mithra. This guy ordered the jews 

exterminated for their crimes and uprisings against the Pagan empire that was being run at the 

time and for their refusal to become Hellenized aka Civilized creatures and lay off the crackpipe 

with the Communist revolts.  
 

Antiochus destroyed many jews same as all their spiritual and material constructions to the point 

the jews almost went extinct, or so the jews whine, because this is obviously not the case. Jews 

be jewing, they exaggerate. Antiochus replaced the jewish idols with Pagan statues and 

restored these regions the jews had on the religious affairs of the native religions and effectively 

kicked the jews out mercilessly from their stolen lands. For this, he was hated by the jews and 

was cursed until the day he died.This came to the jews as a realization because they 

understood really well that the Pagan Gods motivated the Gentiles to defend themselves 

against their assaults. As the jews always knew from the Torah these things happen because 

the Gods inspire the Goyim aka the Gentiles to wake up and to resist their plots and activities. 

 

So after all this was said and done the jews decided to get into what is called "A Self Imposed 

Exile" and spread themselves in every known city of the time. This was done on purpose so 

nothing can happen like the above again to them. And they of course insisted with their rituals, 

lies, and defamation per usual.  
 

Jews always plot to kill their enemies. They just put this in a religious context to pretend it's 

someone else doing it. JHVH is essentially the self practicing jew and the jews as a whole and 

their will expressed in the form of a 'god'. Part of this is the extermination of mankind and it's 

subjugation. And the ancient emperors knew this.  
 

After this was said and done the jews decided to move in every town they could and start a new 

hoax. In understanding they were hated for their alien and crazy 'religion', they started weaving 

a new religion for Goyim consumption and as a barrier and hoax they could hide themselves 

behind and to seem more normal. This hoax was Christianity. They stole all Pagan elements 
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they could find and assimilated them in this 'religion' and got the lower strata and the stupid 

Gentiles they could find to start believing in this, however, this religion only began as a "Jew 

Exclusive" faith, based on the hoax and hearings of a Yeshua, a Rabbi from Galilee.  

 

The jews kept this lie going, and organizing, going from city to city as traders and giving advice 

to other jews and spreading the plague hoax until it got a life of it's own. This very well persisted 

not only in the Roman Empire and took it down, but even to this day. And to this day the jews 

organize (by phone and e-mail now) on how to keep this lie going. 
 

As you can imagine this didn't resound very good with the Romans or any other civilization of 

the time. Yet the jews kept pushing this lie all the time and to all sides because they understood 

the source of all power for the Goyim was their Paganism. The whole bible and the basis of all 

the crap the jews have written was to replace these religious and social affairs from their 

enemies.  

 

And if you fast forward to today, you have the same races of people who were victims of that 

plot, that came to accept it later, and now even defend it as their own "religion". The jews are 

the bosses of the planet and have been competing with total power since there is nothing to 

hold social cohesion and racial understanding to their enemies.  
 

There is no "Paganism" anymore just the worship of a worthless Rabbi based on hearsay 

hoaxes. As the situation escalated the jews did the same thing to other people's who once were 

Pagan like the Arabs (created Islam) and Africans, and every Nation on earth.  
 

Today, because you have had people subjugated under a dogma, they can't understand that 

this dogma is alien. In the same way the raped and the rapist have had 'some history together', 

many retards assume Christianity is somehow an integral part of our civilizations, or even racial 

existence. This has been proved to be all in reverse in every historical instance during 

Christianity, but these people deny this reality. 
 

Every movement today towards Paganism or moving away from Christianity is criminalized, 

attacked, and lied to so it can be reversed into the Goyim state of Christianity. The old peoples 

fought the jews but they had literally lost the reasons why later, as they literally worshiped a 

Rabbi from the levant. This is how the world came to be ruled by jewish criminals who have 

been in every office for many decades now and spit in every Nation's face. 
 

The last stage of the above is after 'cultural assimilation' to bastardize and make fully lost all the 

above people so they can never payback the jews for their actions and crimes against people 

who just couldn't take their parasitism and whom the jew has victimized.  

 

That's the story of Christianity, the favorite religion of all those with an IQ below 70.  
 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 
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Re: How Christianity Came To Be 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun Jul 15, 2018 8:13 pm 

It's also to be noted the problems with the jews began from the Persian Empire as it has been 

said before where they started formulating the core of their teachings. Then this went into the 

Seleucid empire, and then Rome got the contagious disease from ruling over these lands.  
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Re: How Christianity Came To Be 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sun Jul 15, 2018 9:03 pm 

Something to note that the Persian's had the same problem this Zoroaster program lead to 

constant conflict and ended up with the rise of a communist movement under Mazdak who 

today is consider the first communist leader in history. The Persian Emperor of the Sasanian 

Empire also put his Imperial power behind Mani to travel all the way to the far east and spread 

Christianity.  
 

As for Mani: 
"Mani's parents were members of the Jewish Christian Gnostic sect known as the Elcesaites" 
 

There is no Jewish Christian the Christians of this time all Jews this was in the early 3rd century. 

Mani was a fucking kike spreading the Jewish poison already further into Persia and the world. 

Where the Jews got Zoroastrianism in Persia they got themselves a real base to Jew from. The 

Jews in China and India had a lot of connection to the Persian Jews. Even Stalin was a Persian 

Jew. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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Re: How Christianity Came To Be 
Postby High Priest Jake Carlson » Sun Jul 15, 2018 10:07 pm 

Hoodedcobra666 wrote:We have to simplify and boil down this story to understand how it 

came to be. 
 

The jews in around 200 BC were living as part of many countries in particular and 

concetration however around "Israel" a region they were claiming from the native peoples. 

Here they carried their usual blood sacrifices and anything else they are notoriously known 

for, occult warfare as a separate element from all other people. The news of this didn't take a 

lot of time to be transferred to the heads of the empires, not only the Roman empire, but the 

Seleucid or Greek Empire. Se-Leucid Empire literally means "The White Empire". 
 

The jews always believed they should conquer the world. They saw the ones who have done 

so by labor and civilization creation as their enemies. Essentially they just wanted to achieve 

power over their enemies. They used occult means and occult criminality primarily.  
 

Because this always reached a boiling point with jews doing Communist revolts and occult 

crimes, this agitated some leaders in the regions like Mithridates which literally means "The 

One Given to the World by the God Mithra". The King name of this leader was Antiochus 

Epiphanes which means "Manifested God", ie, the manifested Will of Mithra. This guy 

ordered the jews exterminated for their crimes and uprisings against the Pagan empire that 

was being run at the time and for their refusal to become Hellenized aka Civilized creatures 

and lay off the crackpipe with the Communist revolts.  
 

Antiochus destroyed many jews same as all their spiritual and material constructions to the 

point the jews almost went extinct, or so the jews whine, because this is obviously not the 

case. Jews be jewing, they exaggerate. Antiochus replaced the jewish idols with Pagan 

statues and restored these regions the jews had on the religious affairs of the native religions 

and effectively kicked the jews out mercilessly from their stolen lands. For this, he was hated 

by the jews and was cursed until the day he died.This came to the jews as a realization 

because they understood really well that the Pagan Gods motivated the Gentiles to defend 

themselves against their assaults. As the jews always knew from the Torah these things 

happen because the Gods inspire the Goyim aka the Gentiles to wake up and to resist their 

plots and activities. 
 

So after all this was said and done the jews decided to get into what is called "A Self 

Imposed Exile" and spread themselves in every known city of the time. This was done on 

purpose so nothing can happen like the above again to them. And they of course insisted 

with their rituals, lies, and defamation per usual.  
 

Jews always plot to kill their enemies. They just put this in a religious context to pretend it's 

someone else doing it. JHVH is essentially the self practicing jew and the jews as a whole 

and their will expressed in the form of a 'god'. Part of this is the extermination of mankind and 

it's subjugation. And the ancient emperors knew this.  

 

After this was said and done the jews decided to move in every town they could and start a 

new hoax. In understanding they were hated for their alien and crazy 'religion', they started 
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weaving a new religion for Goyim consumption and as a barrier and hoax they could hide 

themselves behind and to seem more normal. This hoax was Christianity. They stole all 

Pagan elements they could find and assimilated them in this 'religion' and got the lower 

strata and the stupid Gentiles they could find to start believing in this, however, this religion 

only began as a "Jew Exclusive" faith, based on the hoax and hearings of a Yeshua, a Rabbi 

from Galilee.  
 

The jews kept this lie going, and organizing, going from city to city as traders and giving 

advice to other jews and spreading the plague hoax until it got a life of it's own. This very well 

persisted not only in the Roman Empire and took it down, but even to this day. And to this 

day the jews organize (by phone and e-mail now) on how to keep this lie going. 
 

As you can imagine this didn't resound very good with the Romans or any other civilization of 

the time. Yet the jews kept pushing this lie all the time and to all sides because they 

understood the source of all power for the Goyim was their Paganism. The whole bible and 

the basis of all the crap the jews have written was to replace these religious and social affairs 

from their enemies.  
 

And if you fast forward to today, you have the same races of people who were victims of that 

plot, that came to accept it later, and now even defend it as their own "religion". The jews are 

the bosses of the planet and have been competing with total power since there is nothing to 

hold social cohesion and racial understanding to their enemies.  
 

There is no "Paganism" anymore just the worship of a worthless Rabbi based on hearsay 

hoaxes. As the situation escalated the jews did the same thing to other people's who once 

were Pagan like the Arabs (created Islam) and Africans, and every Nation on earth.  
 

Today, because you have had people subjugated under a dogma, they can't understand that 

this dogma is alien. In the same way the raped and the rapist have had 'some history 

together', many retards assume Christianity is somehow an integral part of our civilizations, 

or even racial existence. This has been proved to be all in reverse in every historical instance 

during Christianity, but these people deny this reality. 

 

Every movement today towards Paganism or moving away from Christianity is criminalized, 

attacked, and lied to so it can be reversed into the Goyim state of Christianity. The old 

peoples fought the jews but they had literally lost the reasons why later, as they literally 

worshiped a Rabbi from the levant. This is how the world came to be ruled by jewish 

criminals who have been in every office for many decades now and spit in every Nation's 

face. 

 

The last stage of the above is after 'cultural assimilation' to bastardize and make fully lost all 

the above people so they can never payback the jews for their actions and crimes against 

people who just couldn't take their parasitism and whom the jew has victimized.  
 

That's the story of Christianity, the favorite religion of all those with an IQ below 70.  

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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Many Wiccans and other neo-"Pagans" think they are "escaping" traditional, oppressive 

Christianity, but many of these same neo-"Pagans" worship Jesus and Mary Magdalene as the 

"Pagan" "Horned God" and "the Goddess." Just more Jewish crock of shit Christian nonsense 

that is surviving and thriving in Wicca, via the Christian Wicca movement. 

666/88!! 
 

High Priest Jake Carlson 
 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 

 

http://gbltthulesociety666.angelfire.com/about/ 
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How Jews Control Both Sides 

Postby High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Sat Aug 11, 2018 8:07 am 

For those of you who are old enough to have lived during the cold war, you probably can 

remember how the USSR always took the side of whatever country was against Israel, while the 

US always supported Israel. 
 

This has been a confusing issue for many who don't understand Jewish tactics. 
 

It's rather simple. For example, as the Jews control both the US and former USSR, by 

controlling both sides, unbeknownst to the world populace, this gives them an enormous 

advantage. 

 

The side they want for to lose in a war, for example, the Arabs against Israel, USSR takes the 

side of the Arabs and appears to be supporting them. The Jewish controlled media makes sure 

to really publicize this to their liking. 
 

The Jewish controlled USSR then sells the Arabs (or whatever country is against Israel) inferior 

weapons and such. Defective artillery, ammunition duds and so forth. 
 

This is no different from communism and Christianity. In addition, the so-called "Far Right," 

National Socialism, and any other groups are infested with Jews, while they openly control the 

Left side. Be aware of this. Know this.  
 

They have worked relentlessly over the centuries to take control of all key positions, and 

opposing sides. 
 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 
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How Jews Lie 

Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Mon Oct 01, 2018 8:42 pm 

Interesting but short topic. 
 

In the Sefer Yetzirah which is called the "Book of Formation", which is the story of how Rabbis 

created the jew made Hebrew Alphabet (they name themselves God as usual in this book), they 

just give the array on some subjects, amongst one of these, is lying. These can be found in 

annotated versions especially under the letter "Betai" or "Beys" or "Bet" which is a letter 

associated in hebrew with the feminine element and the ability to lie. This is why they start the 

bible with the Bet, because it is a loose lie. 
 

The jewish method of lying consists of mixing and perverting information. Other than that, 

outrageous lying. For example, as the jews command in many of their social engineering book, 

a lie, in order to be successful, has to have truth in it, or it cannot stand. Otherwise, the lie must 

be so monstrous, and so beyond comprehension, that it simply passes down as truth.  
 

One of these lies is Rabbi Jesus. A lie so big, that literally made the brain of ancient people just 

lag. So what, you can get saved just by belief in a jewish guy?  
 

This is typical in all sorts of swindlers, the lies are huge, outrageous, completely contrary to any 

logic, and against any analysis whatsover.  
 

This is a method of inversion they follow. The Demons who were divine for the ancient people, 

they call them and enforce the meme that they are the source of all evil. This inversion is simple 

as the jews seek to overthrow a structure upside down. 
 

For example, Stalin's genocides are pinned on Hitler. All the responsibility of all crimes is thrown 

on the innocents. All the crimes of jews, they pin on their enemies. An example here is how they 

do the ritual of the Goat of Azazel on which they throw all the wrongdoings of the Jewish Race 

on the Gentile God that they call Azazel.  
 

Another of the most major conceptions of jews is that you can do any crime you want, and if you 

are not caught, it's all fine. If you get called, then this is "Satan". Satan is called the Accuser 

simply because he seeks to punish you for it.  
 

Crimes especially on the back of the goyim are perfectly fine and permissible - the only 

'unfortunate' thing is that you can get caught of it, this is the essence of the jewish mind. 
 

The jew is uncreative in all his pursuits. The jew lies hugely but without creativity. This is why 

also jewish literary work is just worthless, same as jewish music and anything else the jews 

claim to be 'creators' of. This is evident in all their work. This became relevant when the jews 

tried to enter meta-platonic schools and many other occult sciences and just had nothing to add 

simply because as a species they are not meant for any high spiritual understanding. The same 

thing happened in Freemasonry, it became just useless bullshit as usual. It sank to the level of 

the jew. 

 

Over time people have given more creativity to the jews than they deserve. Everything they 
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have is stolen. The belief that to steal is better than to create is a major one for the jews, they 

believe others should do the work, while in the end they simply come and steal, and appropriate 

these things as theirs. This is foundational in Judaism and is proof their "god" exists.  

 

The jew eventhough never bored to say lies, is always a lazy and uncreative liar, but a crafty 

one. Their laziness can be seen. For example, they just steal whole elements from a language 

and they don't even bother to change them, just slightly appropriate them. They just take the 

stories of the native population and just twist them in reverse.  
 

The jewish brain is so lazy and psychotic that they believe that if people become angry for being 

stolen, ripped of, and planned on extinction by the jews, that is some irrational thing, and that 

this is of the 'devil'. 
 

They stole the verb EL which was the name of "God" in the regions they were nested, and stuck 

some random letters on the side, to make their "Angels". They stole some letters and put them 

in different sequences to "create" their "alphabet". They stole the stories and creation myths of 

other people and just corroded them to create their own history. Their so called "savior" and 

their creation of Christianity is just a stolen Pagan story replayed all over again, but written in 

hebrew, and with some hebrew protagonists in place, then some reversal towards the originals. 

Just lazy stealing. 
 

Do you want some names for your "God"? Take the ancient Gods of some other people and 

slap them together, and here you go. Take Shiva and make Yeshiva, take Adonis and make 

Adonai, take Sammash and make it into Shemmesh, and the list goes on. Why labor? You're a 

worthless kike and you cannot create anything anyway. 
 

If one examines the true history of the jews, it's a story of slaves and worthless beings. 

Navigating in the desert, uncivilized and worthless, they never worked on the field or mined, or 

created a house. They used to just live in tents like worthless beggars as usual, going around 

and begging people to live in their country. If given mercy, they exploited this, and tried to kill 

them after stealing from them. It's typical of the worthless to develop a mental disease of hyper 

inflation of the ego, and the jews have this psychopathology more than any other race.  

 

The jews are by nature a slave race, and no matter how many Armani and Golden Chains they 

wear, they will always in their core be the same.  
 

The Rabbis know that Judaism is an 'open culture', aka, if they find new interesting things to 

steal, they incorporate them. The jews also have the doctrine of the "Exiles", aka, the fact that 

they believe they were commanded by their "God", to be exiled in other nation, just to 

essentially steal and corrupt spiritual knowledge, so they can have everything.  
 

Thieving and lying to the jew is what eyeballs is to mammals. It's essential for survival.  
 

Lastly the jews want to be taken seriously when Israel is literally the only place in the world 

where a class in lying and mindfucking goyim is literally a state affair. It's called Yeshiva school. 

Lazy even here, they name it Ye-Shiva, in blasphemy to Satan/Shiva, which is actually the lord 

of Truth, as even those in basic yoga know is the nature of Shiva, naming their school of master 

lying to add insult to injury. 
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-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 

 
 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 

- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: How Jews Lie 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Tue Oct 02, 2018 5:13 pm 

Schoenberg was a Jew who by his own bragging confession admitted he created a degenerated 

form of music to create disharmony and trash the classic Hellenistic philosophy of music that 

others like Wagner worked on which revolved around a different musical scale that related to 

the union of notes in which they believed was the perfection of spirit and form. Schoenberg did 

all his music in the chromatic scale instead. Some have claimed this scale induces a chaotic 

mindset into people and maybe even mental illness in extreme cases. This is why Schoenberg 

did this he was driven by the passion of his alien Jewish soul to ruin Gentile society and cultural 

forms. As part of the Jews racial war on all mankind. What this kike did to music other kikes did 

to the other arts with modern art. A empty, mentality ill, nihilism, trash that is literally in many 

cases poop paintings and toilets as art. This is why there is some much nihilistic sophism 

surrounding and justifying this trash culture of phoney art. Without this it would have nothing to 

cloak itself and agenda in. 
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How many MORE DEAD? (Brussels Attacks,31 

dead only for NOW!)  

-HP Hooded Cobra 666 

 

My comment: 

 

The Joy of Satan has went forward, each of its members risking everything, into giving the 

Truth out in the public. The Truth about Spiritualism, Racial theory, and all other plans of the 

enemy Jew World Order. We have told you, this is what you should expect. We are not 

prophets, but we can see the evident, which is what most people cannot and just don't want 

to see. This world is dancing on the pit of damnation. I myself have countless of times 

repeated and repeated again- This is the only thing that will happen out of all this, unless we 

put forward to stop this. We have eventually worked out to stop and defend people 

spiritually from a lot of things. How much more?  

 

And of course, jesus the jew, and the beings of the enemy, keep on the same narrative that 

of White and Gentile genocide, total world destruction, narrative. We will do the same 

narrative too then, as we always have done, until the end. 

 

While we can promise to say the Truth, as we always did, however cutting and however it 

strike into the ears of people, we can never promise you something else. You can go to the 

enemy and lie to yourself, all day long. You can say Bataclan didn't happen, or that all this is 

just a coincidence. You can also say that nobody is behind this, and that actually, the powers 

that be are "Trying to stop this", and while you see they just further this to get you extinct. 

But don't trust your eyes, guys. Trust the eyes of the jew instead, who see all of this as the 

plan of the jewish "god" (ie the jews as a collective) to wipe out everything worthwhile in 

existence. What a good way to see reality, indeed.  

 

We will laugh at your face and trample you though, because we know the Truth behind 

matters. The day will come that the ones you consider "masters" now, they will just be so 

powerless and so revealed in your face, that who knows where you ought to go. But, as 

Satan has stated "Many will want to join us in the last moments, but it will be too late to do 

so". Also, "We have won". And finally, "Israel will get what she deserves" (on the 

punishment of the jews, who are behind all of this).  

Satan always says the Truth, unfortunately, for his enemies. We know who is, we know what 

does, and we are taking an active stand, as opposed to the people of decay and hatred who 

push this to materialize into the world, or their cohorts. We won't lie, we won't sugar coat, 

and we can't promise you to make you brave and intelligent enough to come in terms with 

reality. This is something you must have to do.  

 

But I have bad news. Unless you come in terms with it, you might end up like them and 

worse. Unfortunately, the enemy who has lied to you all along, all day and your whole life, is 

lying yet again. What a coincidence, since all your life is a made up lie by them.  
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Alice, wake the fuck up. This is not jew wonderland, and you are not a jewish princess.  

 

Or I suppose an Islamic bomb is needed for people to wake up. I mean, what isn't happening 

in your neighborhood, means that it’s of no issue. But history has the uncanny tendency of 

brining all the problems of the world, in your own neighborhood, honeys. Because reality 

doesn't give a damn. 

 

How many more DEAD people and DEAD Whites have to fall down, from these Jihadists, 

under the orders of the Jews and the eulogies of "EU" and "jewsus"? How many more have 

to suffer and die? Do you need to wait until your husband or son goes to work, only to never 

return again, or when you will see your grandma raped to death, or daughter, or cousin? 

Because yes, they too rape people up to the age of 75 years old. Because the jews lied to 

you guys. Most of these people are there for their mission, to Jihad you out of existence. 

 

People of the World, Wake UP. This is your only chance. Unless you do so, there will be no 

way to save yourselves. Enough of this genocidal agenda, enough dead people, enough dead 

innocents, enough war. People need to wake up, and we will wake them up, as reality will 

do, wether they want this or not. 

 

The Joy of Satan, and all we say, is the Truth. If you happen to have any doubts, you will for 

better or for worse discover it down the road. We have done our end of the deal and we will 

continue to do this. We have revealed you the Truth, naked and as it is. Internally, and 

Externally. The rest is up to everyone else to understand. 

 

You can't take it? That's your issue. Sorry, I apologize. Its the issue of your people, your 

family, your town, your country and maybe of the whole world. Either fight and wake up, or 

eternal slumber awaits. And no guys, the jews aren't going to give you fun and eternal life, 

neither in this life, nor in the next. Unfortunately, you have been lied to your bones, for they 

consider you an animal with baseline intelligence, which they call in their jewish slang as 

"Goyim".  

 

But oh well, your choice in the end will define if they were right or wrong about you. Reality 

is coming and it’s not going to wait, though. Goyim subhuman slave or Human and free? 

 

______________________________ 

 

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-35869254 

 

Brussels attacks: At least 31 dead at Zaventem and Maelbeek 

 

At least 31 people have been killed and many seriously injured in attacks at Brussels 

international airport and a city metro station. 

 

Twin blasts hit Zaventem airport at 07:00 GMT, killing 11 and injuring 81, Belgium's health 

minister said. 

 

Another explosion struck Maelbeek metro station an hour later. Twenty people were killed, 
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Brussels mayor Yvan Mayeur said. 

 

Belgium has now raised its terrorism threat to its highest level. 

 

The attacks come four days after Salah Abdeslam, the main fugitive in the Paris attacks, was 

seized in Brussels. 

 

Prime Minister Charles Michel called the latest attacks "blind, violent and cowardly", adding: 

"This is a day of tragedy, a black day... I would like to call on everyone to show calmness and 

solidarity". 

 

European Council president Donald Tusk said: "These attacks mark another low by the 

terrorists in the service of hatred and violence." 

 

US President Barack Obama called the blasts "outrageous attacks against innocent people". 

 

The airport and the entire public transport system in Brussels are closed. 

 

'Blood everywhere' 

 

Two blasts tore through the departures area of Zaventem airport shortly after 08:00 local 

time (07:00 GMT). 

 

The Belgian prosecutor said "probably a suicide bomber" was involved. 

 

The state-owned Belga news agency reports that shots were fired and shouts in Arabic were 

heard before the two explosions. 

 

Public broadcaster VRT said an assault rifle was found next to a dead attacker. Private 

broadcaster VTM added that an unexploded bomb belt had been found. Reports say it will 

be detonated safely soon. 

 

The state-owned Belga news agency reports that shots were fired and shouts in Arabic were 

heard before the two explosions. 

 

Public broadcaster VRT said an assault rifle was found next to a dead attacker. Private 

broadcaster VTM added that an unexploded bomb belt had been found. Reports say it will 

be detonated safely soon. 

 

Zach Mouzoun, arriving on a flight from Geneva, told France's BFM television: "It was 

atrocious. The ceilings collapsed. There was blood everywhere, injured people, bags 

everywhere. We were walking in the debris. It was a war scene." 

 

All flights have been diverted. Eurostar has cancelled all trains to and from Brussels. The 

Thalys France-Benelux train operator says the entire network is closed. 

 

"People were running over others that had fallen, I couldn't breathe. I can't believe I'm 

alive," 15-year-old Antoine tells me, as he walks with his school friends in a line of hundreds 
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being escorted on foot and by bus to a sports hall, now a makeshift reception centre. 

 

Three hearses pass, heading towards the ruins of the airport departure hall. People sob at 

the sight of them. 

 

Several tourists are asking police what they should do now, where it is safe to go - and when 

the airport might reopen. 

 

The police are confused too, but offer what little information they have, telling people to 

head to a reception centre. An officer is repeatedly shouting, "Quickly, keep moving, 

evacuate, this is serious." 

 

Security has been stepped up at Gatwick and Heathrow airports and the UK Foreign Office 

has advised British nationals to avoid crowded areas in Belgium. UK PM David Cameron 

chaired a meeting of the Cobra response committee on Tuesday. 

 

France has stepped up security, and the cabinet has held an emergency meeting. 

 

"The terrorists have struck Belgium but it is Europe that was targeted. And it is the whole 

world that is concerned with this," said French President Francois Hollande. 

 

There is also extra security at Dutch airports. 

 

The metro blast occurred shortly after 08:00 GMT during the rush hour at Maelbeek station. 

 

It struck the middle carriage of a three-carriage train while it was moving away from the 

platform. 

 

Alexandre Brans told AP: "The metro was leaving Maelbeek station when there was a really 

loud explosion. It was panic everywhere. There were a lot of people in the metro." 

 

The station is close to EU institutions. The European Commission, the EU's executive arm, 

has told employees to stay indoors or at home. All meetings at EU institutions have been 

cancelled. 

 

Belgium's Interior Minister Jan Jambon had said on Monday that the country was on the 

highest level of alert for possible revenge attacks after the capture of Salah Abdeslam. 

 

He told Belgian radio: "We know that stopping one cell can... push others into action. We are 

aware of it in this case." 

 

Zaventem airport is 11km (7 miles) north-east of Brussels and dealt with more than 23 

million passengers last year. 

Gaps in intelligence - By Chris Morris, Europe correspondent 

 

European security experts had been braced for another attack for months. But it is always a 

huge shock when it actually happens. 
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If this was "revenge" for the arrest of Salah Abdeslam on Friday, it will be a source of 

considerable concern that a functioning terrorist network was able to respond so quickly 

and with such devastating effect. 

 

It is possible that a cell linked to Abdeslam brought forward the timing of a future attack 

because they thought he might blow their cover. 

 

Either way, it shows how advanced the planning was in terms of logistics, explosives, 

weapons and people willing to carry out such attacks on civilian targets. 

 

The priority now will be to ensure that anyone else who poses an imminent threat to the 

public is apprehended as soon as possible. But it is clear that there are still huge gaps in 

intelligence, and Brussels is seen as a soft target. 

 

In the words of French President Francois Hollande, the response from Europe will need to 

be "calm, lucid and determined" - and it will have to last for a long time. 

 

Are you at Zaventem airport in Brussels? If it is safe for you to do so please share your 

eyewitness accounts to haveyoursay@bbc.co.uk. 
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How Spiritually Aware Are Jews 

by HP Mageson666 » Sun Jun 09, 2019 

 

 

 
This is an answer I gave to this question that was asked in the forum: 
 
There are very psychically open ones, remember the Jews have not been purged of their religious 
leadership and occult teachings like Gentiles have. So how many of these Jews had ancestors who were 
kabbala fanatic's in the past and this got passed down in the genes. The Jewish racial leadership the 
Cohen Rabbinical elites only marry within their own caste for this reason and the purity of their alien 
soul and reptilian gene. Its no mistake the Jewish racial gene is called the Cohen gene and it has the 
reptilian DNA within it. 
 
The hardcore religious Jews do really one thing only and that is practice kabbala all day long, they write 
about this in their books. The Kabbala teachings are based on opening their psychic abilities and ritual 
magic to direct and empower their thought form [angels], however their practices are strange and 
harmful and based on their alien soul. Even then many of them lose their mind from them. However 
even then out of a Yeshiva of hundreds of Jews studying Kabbala and Talmud which is Kabbala, only a 
few of them ever got training in the oral Torah the full Kabbala. The Rabbi is only allowed to train two 
Jews at once and then many of them washed out in time if they don't get it. The training is different its 
based on telepathic transmission of knowledge by the Rabbi as well so the ones who are not psychically 
open enough to receive the full teachings get washed out of the ranks.  
 
The ones who go through the ranks and succeed are the one who work face to face with "god" the 
reptilians. The tale in the Torah of Jacob's ladder is a Kabbalah tale, Jacob climbs the kosher ladder and 
meets "god" face to face, he opened his psychic abilities and witnessed "god" that is what such relates 
to the angels that Jacob wrestled with to reach the top of the ladder represent the Hebrew formula's to 
open up their alien soul and ascend their energy to the head and open up the psychic centers. This is the 
Merkaba teachings of Kabbala. In the Torah the Levities which is from Leviathan the soul energies of the 
alien Jewish soul, the High Priest would go into the "Holy of Holies" on Yom Kippur, once a year and 
(((god))) would appear to him directly sitting on the Ark of the Covenant, and give the High Priest 
instructions face to face. This Ark of the Covenant is also the symbol of the Merkaba and the teachings 
of the ascent of the Chariot which is the individual consciousness of the Jew as they send the Leviathan 
energy up into the head and open the psychic centers. The Ark is the head and crown of the Jew. And 
then they can talk to and witness their (((god))) face to face. The Priesthood of the Jews were all adepts 
in the Jewish occult teaching that are known now as Kabbalah. In the Torah the name of the Jews "god" 
that of (((Elohim))) is plural. The Jewish Rabbinical scribes would not make a mistake in the writing of 
the Torah, they are forbidden from such its the algorithms of their thought form . Its plural on purpose 
because its a collection of reptilian beings, as the Rabbinical leadership have mentioned. 
 
The ancient Jewish prophets were part of a school of the prophets the Merkaba teachings and they 
talked with and witnessed their (((god))) in the Torah. 
 
The top of the Jewish leadership caste the Cohen's even then to be the top of such one has to be the 
level of the rank of Tzadok, which means the Rabbi has to have openly displayed advanced psychic 
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powers and be tested as authentic by other Rabbi's and display them to students as well. 
 
The leadership of the Jews the Kabbalah adepts have been more in public on the low, to attempt to 
reach out to as many Jews who are interested in and practice some level of Kabbalah, because they 
know and have mentioned they need as many Jews trained in Kabbalah as possible now to survive what 
is going on for them. The Jewish leadership always make sure the Kabbalah Jews, the ultra religious ones 
are well funded and given special help as they know they are the path to winning for the Jewish race. 
The secular come second. 
.  
 
The majority of Jews are secular and don't practice or study Kabbala and they hate the religious ones 
and fight with them all the time. Right now in Israel the secular Jews are passing laws to make the 
religious ones serve in the military. They really hate them, the religious Jews walk around and spit on 
secular Jews and throw stuff at them in public. They brawl all the time, Oy Veh! Jews are so insane and 
hateful they attack their own when no Goyim are around. Even the religious Jews have their own 
Rabbinical gangs that fight Rabbi wars with each other in the streets. 
 
The average Jew despite all their degrees on the wall, money and high status, couldn't do a single occult 
working for anything. What they have comes from the YHVH thought form, their alien soul is connected 
with and that's all. When the YHVH is gone, they don't mean anything next to those with occult 
knowledge and spiritual powers and even the top Jews know such. 
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How The Enemy Is Binding Gentiles With Their Letters 

Postby HP Mageson666 » Mon Jul 23, 2018 2:51 pm 

With the final RTR one can note in the letters the bindings the Jewish enemy has been cursing 

Gentiles with.  
 

 

The ancient Hebrew script shows the Jews took the letters from the ancient Gentiles and literally 

reversed them. They even turned the letters around backwards in the Jewish corruption of them 

in their ancient alphabet which is about reversal. They even changed the direction of reading 

them.  
 

In Kabala the Hebrew alphabet is shown as the 22 pathways on their tree which relates to the 

33 pathways of the soul. The major nadi's in the spine and how they connect into the chakra's. 

This about binding the entire Gentile soul with their Alphabet. 

 

 

The ninth letter when reversed in the RTR has Set within this. Set in ancient Egyptian tradition is 

the God that purifies and opens the soul to the breath of life the flow of the prana. In Hinduism 

the word "nadi" is Nad which means flow and the I represents Shakti or energy thus nadi is the 

follow of pranic or spiritual energy thought the body it also relates to sound as energy is 

vibration. Prana is liken to breath the breath of life in Hinduism the Na relates to the element of 

air in Sanskrit.  
 

Originally Set baptises Osiris in the Nile river this is the symbol in the Vedic world of the seven 

rivers opening up to the cosmic ocean. The rising of the serpent that opens all the chakra's and 

brings about the reborn state of the Light Body. Set destroys the symbol of the body in the 

dormant spiritual state the demiurge state and brings about enlightenment and immortality. A lot 

of nonsense has been written by Christians about Set as they seek to impose their Jewish mind 

lie of Christianity onto another culture. Set was openly worshipped as an good and important 

God all the way into the Roman Empire till Christianity destroyed everything. Set was also 

shown in symbols that relate to the kundalini energy purifying the individual being thus 

transforming them into the Light Body and super consciousness state. The symbol of this state 

occurring in Vedic cosmology is the lighting bolt of Indra. This is Set's power as well the energy 

that connects the root chakra to the crown which is the rising of the serpent power and 

transmutation of the elements of the soul. 
 

This ninth letter of the Jewish enemy is about binding the Gentile soul at the root chakra and 

keeping Gentiles from being able to ascend the serpent and become spiritually reborn into the 

Light Body. 
 

 

 

The reverisal of the A letter the Aleph is Phala which is another spelling of Phallos as well in the 

ancient Gentile language which relates to the breath of life in the form of the Solar Chakra. The 

Phallos or OM Phallos the symbol of Dionysus is the symbol of the solar chakra. This is the 

breath of life in the sense this chakra rules transfroming prana into vital life energy and sending 

it to the chakra's. The naval chakra is the King of the Gods as it rules the other Gods or chakra's 
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as they all connect to this point. This is the 666 and the ancient capstone.  
 

This enemy letter is designed to curse and bind the solar chakra of Gentiles. The major chakra 

that is responsible for transforming the soul by the Magnum Opus into the immortal state of the 

Light Body. Its to cut off the person from the flow of life force in general leaving them in 

weakened state. This chakra also connects to its pair the Moon chakra which is the higher 

consciousness centers. To empower the sun is to activate this point as well. So its also about 

binding the third eye as well. By binding this chakra they also deprive all the other chakras of 

energy. The Aleph letter in Kabala is shown to be relating to the solar chakra for this reason. 

The symbol of this is the binding of the eight spoked wheel in Kabala. For reasons stated. The 

eight spoked wheel is the ancient symbol of all the chakra's connecting at the solar chakra.  
 

 

These are just two examples out of all the Jewish letters and note how serious this is with just 

two, which is just these two mentioned.... What do you think all of them together are doing. 

Working to curse and destroy the Gentiles at the soul. 

 

 

Doing the Final RTR is opening the pathway for you to be able to ascend the serpent and work 

towards the Magnum Opus. This Final RTR needs to be done daily as its also a form of power 

meditation as well. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

 

Re: How The Enemy Is Binding Gentiles With Their Letters 

Postby HP Mageson666 » Tue Jul 24, 2018 3:59 pm 

The more you do the RTR the easier it gets to pronounce. 
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How The Enemy Lies 

by HP     Mageson666   » Fri Feb 16, 2018 12:42 pm 

How The Enemy Lies 

This is how the enemy lies. This Christian author who ties to promote Christianity into Hinduism 
states in his book: " The Christian term "Satan" and the Islamic term "Shaitan" both are from the 
Sanskrit term Sat-na which means non-truth, falsehood."

He told you half a truth those titles are from the Sanskrit Sat-na. But he also then lies with the claim
of what Sat-na means in Sanskrit. Sat-na in Sanskrit is fully spelled with the Anusvara on the end as
Sat-Nam. This Sat-Nam is the highest name of God in Sanskrit. In Sikhism which was created from 
Hinduism and by a Hindu Guru. Sat-nam is the highest name of God and it means: "The name of 
God which means absolute Truth." Sat-Nam's bija mantra the mantra that contains the whole energy
of this title in Kundalini Yoga is SATANAMA. Which is the highest mantra in Kundalini Yoga 
which is the original and oldest form of Yoga. Sat, Satanama are mantra's to open the crown chakra 
and third eye in Kundalini Yoga and always have been. Which leads one to truth.

For this Sat-na to be a negation of truth it would have to be in Sanskrit spelled A-Sat. As example 
Nama means name in Sanskrit and A-Nama, means without name. etc

These enemy losers will tell any dishonest claim even when its obvious they are lying. Just to keep 
the Jewish thought form of Christianity going. As the Jewish spell of the Bible states it will send 
delusions and lies to people to then destroy them.

Follow the Slothz search engine to:
www.joyofsatan.com
www.exposingchristianity.com
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Re: How The Enemy Lies

by HoodedCobra666 » Fri Feb 16, 2018 2:28 pm 

The A in Ancient Greek follows the same pattern with the Sanskrit as it's rooted in Sanskrit. So A-
Sat-nam would mean "That which is devoid of Truth". It's called A of removal which means the "A 
that removes (what the rest of the word means)", and it's put on the beginning of a word to make it 
mean the opposite of it's original meaning.

However when you lie to people like the Christian retards attempt, they prey on lack of knowledge. 

A-SAT would mean lack of Truth, for example. SAT would mean Truth, ASAT would mean 
untruthful, for example. A devoids words of their meaning. 

There is a special place reserved in "Hell" for the Christards who produce such disinfo. The "Hell" 
they invented will be invented so they can sit in there eternally in judgement for their invented 
"Sins".

Re: How The Enemy Lies

by HP     Mageson666   » Sat Feb 17, 2018 12:27 pm 

Sat Nam is a shorting of Sata Nama which pays homage to the Nama [Name] of Sata which Sata 
fully written in Sanskrit has the Anusvara of the end the N sound making it Satan. This in Sanskrit 
fully expresses the literal meaning of this term vibrationally. Sanskrit is the language of the Gods. 
Its not choosing and picking names its understanding that the word Satan is literally the eternal 
vibrational frequency which this eternal concept exist within. Sanskrit means Perfect Creation. 
Satan in Sanskrit is the highest name of God its the name of the soul itself, literally.

Follow the Slothz search engine to:
www.joyofsatan.com
www.exposingchristianity.com
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Re: How The Enemy Lies

by HP     Mageson666   » Sat Feb 17, 2018 2:35 pm 

This is true I noticed with Kylee Der Rainbow Christ, Hunt. He admitted on his radio show we are 
actually correct in our doctrine but he is triggered by the name Satan and then tries to sidetrack off 
into some nonsense about Lavey and tries to connect us to Lavey. This is just cognitive dissonance 
on his part and its obvious. I guess he never considered how being raised catholic is still effecting 
his pointy head. Rentagoy is just recreating Christianity in their own preferable way if you observe 
them. I guess the Hindus and Yezidis who worship Satan as the highest God are posers because 
Lavey didn't create them in 1969.

This is why its important to proceed as we do in the JOS, it gives people a psychic detoxification. 
Otherwise they just end up unconsciously recreating Christianity in away that is preferable to their 
own individual ego mind even with an Odin Christ literally just look at Serrano. And the Jewish 
mess just keeps on going. You end up like spockrets and spockrets probably cries every night over 
being him. No one wants to be sprockrets.

HoodedCobra666 wrote: “The word is also not Hebrew anymore than the Hebrew 
alphabet is hebrew. It's simply stolen. It doesn't matter what the jews mean on the term, 
it's negative, reversed and repulsive, to them. Language implies how one sees 
something. We don't see it or approach the term from the hebrew side. But from the 
Sanskrit and ancient tongue. What we believe is from the Sanskrit, not from the hebrew.

We don't really care about them anymore than they wage a war on the Ancient Pagan 
culture, and attack it for centuries. By their own admission. So we want to stop this 
permanently. 

I wonder why it's so hard and cheesy for people to understand this. It's almost as if they 
WISH we were a stupid jewish cult, so that they have something to say against us...And 
when they don't have something they throw a tantrum...Lol”
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Follow the Slothz search engine to:
www.joyofsatan.com
www.exposingchristianity.com
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How the Third Eye Works 

Fri Jul 07, 2017 11:44 pm  

High Priest Hooded Cobra666  

 

This is to clear up some misconceptions about the third eye and how it works. 

 

When you do the meditations on the JoS, you are just awakening the third eye. Then you 

need to empower it. Gradually, you need to learn how to use it. Due to lack of knowledge 

and too many movies, and too many people writing books over subjects they have zero 

experience induced knowledge about, many people are confused on how the third eye 

really works. What results is unending confusion. 

 

This leads people early on to rather imagine, than spiritual experience, and few people do 

this in order to try to play pretend to themselves (or others) that they are more "advanced" 

than they actually are.  

 

This is not bad as a tendency on one hand because it shows one wants to advance, on the 

other if this is the case frequently this shows a charlatan or a liar to themselves and 

others, yet one has to be aware that any such experiences need logical filtering and the 

ability to discern truth from falsehood or like any over-extension can lead to disaster. 

Many people disregard this and cause this disaster to themselves and others.  

 

Imaginations made in some way can have any truth percent in them, ranging form total 

flat out delusion, to partial delusion, to having somewhat real elements in them. This is 

normal as when one goes from blindness to understanding, one will do mistakes, the only 

real issues arise when people become dogmatic and the list goes, disregard the nature of 

such issues as 'starting gazes' so to say.  

 

Again one, whether they like it, or accept it or not, will reap the OUTCOMES of the 

routes they desire to take. Maybe one can shut down one's conscience or is a very capable 

liar to one's self, but reality disproves people easily in itself.  

 

The third eye is not directly connected to imagination and therefore not strictly tied to 

visual experience (Solely) as many expect. It's indirectly connected to it. The third eye 

has deeper understanding than the basic imaginative part of the mind which takes over in 

dreams, for example. 

 

This is why we have so many new agers with 'open third eyes' and 'de-calcified pineal 

glands' and they cannot even see that the Rabbi Jesus was actually a rabbinical hoax of an 

imaginary rabbi, visionary and 'leader'. This is only one example. 

 

The third eye's most important manifestation is the ability to understand better, 

effectively giving you better 'intelligence', but not school smart intelligence necessarily, 

but wisdom. You will notice the more you work on the third eye, the more wise you will 

become in your meditation, the more your meditations will be felt, and so forth. This is a 
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process that takes time. 

 

The senses may not start to begin being visual. This is why this is the 6th sense. How this 

works you will understand by your own person. One example is your instincts may be 

amplified so to say. In advanced levels we have premonitions, dreams and so forth, while 

on the last levels (this can take decades or more) we have total knowing and the ability to 

(at least in theory) get and know everything.  

 

A correctly worked 3rd eye also allows one to enter the state of "Gnosis" and 

understanding. This state bleeds over to your more linear everyday awareness, making it 

better, gradually and bit by bit. It cannot be rushed in that case. 

 

To reach the level of seeing the Gods and actually listening and communicating to them 

at 100% exactitude is harder than most people believe. Many people like to believe 

otherwise but if we examine this in reality, we realize there is no need for anyone to 

overestimate or underestimate themselves, just work like a legitimately curious and 

advancing person instead. It's also useless to beat one's self around the bush for this not 

happening, as the Gods can communicate with you in other ways which you can 

understand. Therefore you need to keep advancing without much worry. 

 

The most important thing about the third eye is not that you can see fairies, this is indeed 

far more of an imaginative faculty. The real third eye deals with discerning truth, wisdom 

and understanding. Your imaginative faculty also increases and may need separate 

training. You many need to do visualization exercises to reap full benefits from such. 

People who are naturally more imaginative will have this part easier. 

 

To completely open the third eye is not that much of an issue (it can take a few years), the 

issue is to learn how to use it and also to maintain it open, which requires daily work. 

Indeed we could place work on the third eye, however minimal (it can be a few minutes a 

day) on one's daily and "must-do" schedule.  

 

To successfully open the third eye, one also needs to work on the periphery and the 

crown. Aside from this, one has to be patient and self-aware to notice actual changes in 

perception. The third eye again, deals with understanding of truth and perception more 

than anything else, making both senses more keen.  

 

If one struggles to open this, this can range from many factors.  

 

One factor is the material factor, which can be helped with a headstand, less toxic or 

polluted diet, diet is individual etc.  

 

Another factor is the spiritual factor, which may need intensive cleaning and 

empowering, and lastly we have the mental factor, which is a mind that is either too 

imaginative, or too afraid to see, or too mistrusting towards the self to accept what it sees.  

 

Either of these tendencies can be cured with training, crossing out things to find if they 
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are IN ACTUALITY correct, and by one proceeding with an inquiring mind. You don't 

need to 'delude' yourself and flat out brainwash yourself to advance spiritually. A healthy 

open stance is good. An inquiring mind with a deeply embed knowledge that the spiritual 

is factual (which it is and there is no debate about such) is enough for a good foundation. 

Then you go from there.  

 

For people who are harder to 'believe', just give it time and keep going. The Gods will 

reach you instead if you're serious. This doesn't involve coming down from a spaceship 

or raising the dead for you to 'believe' (this will not cross your difficult barriers anyway), 

but instead they will show you signs and actually work with you (which will actually 

cross your difficult barriers). 

 

Therefore do not let yourself despair if you don't fall in the category of the false 

expectations many others have created. Just keep going and advancing and know you're 

opening up so to say. Take your time and of course remember, that this is not about false 

speed, but changing you into a different being all-together, which obviously can take 

time. Time is all worth it in the matter where such evolution of yourself is concerned. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 
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How to Empower the RTRs & General Information

by HoodedCobra666 » Sat Feb 03, 2018 5:15 pm 

Greetings, this will give some tips on how to increase the power of the RTRs.

The RTRs methods below can be done and some facts have to be understood, that by themselves 
will make everyone understand better how we can advance better through the RTRs. Some things 
are psychological, others are spiritual, and lastly some are mental, because indeed the mentality is 
important when approaching the RTRs. This is working on understanding, raw power, and also the 
resolve, all of which are important to empower the general effort that we all are partaking in.

As I have written before you can do some things to empower the RTRs:

1. Do the RTRs at the height of your meditations. This is self explanatory. As you are charged from 
meditation, you can discharge any energy that would make you sleepless or jittery by doing an 
RTR. This will also decrease any drawback and minimize the ability of the enemy to fight back.

2. Get in the mood. You need to understand that when you do the RTRs, these are very powerful 
rituals. In other words, you are striking the enemy at the heart and there is not much they can do 
about it as they are heavily dependent on these rituals. So when you do them, they are highly 
damaging. One must remember this. This is psychological but affects your workings. 

3. The easiest way to increase the power of RTRs is to do more RTRs. But this is not the only way, 
if you follow steps here and do this just once by 'getting in the zone' one RTR can count as more 
than one as well. One must not go extremely overboard to where they feel exhausted as exhaustion 
is not our aim. Just pleasantly empowered, and one can keep doing RTRs for so long they feel 
comfortable, and maybe push a bit more, but never going past exhaustion.

4. Follow the schedule. The schedule is put up there for a reason so that our forces are not scattered,
and are laser focused. This is where most impact is dealt.

5. Use primers. The Shema RTR acts a primer. Think of it like severing the connection of the Jew
to their protection matrix, and then, you can strike. A powerful combo of RTRs would be The 
Shema, then the 42, then the 72, and then the Demonic Authority. The first removes their link to 
their thoughtforms matrix, the second mutes them from asking for help, the 72 does a disaster 
everywhere and literally destroys the Jewish soul directly, while the Demonic Authority empowers 
our side (and the negative forces for Jews), wrecking them completely. This is only one example. 

6. Use other types of primers. One example is getting into the proper mindset. For example getting 
in a good trance like state. Another example is using the Akasha as a primer if you know how to do 
this. One other powerful thing you can do is visualization. I will write a more specific thing in the 
nearby future on what visualizations are proper to supercharge the RTRs, for each specific RTR, 
based on reversing what the enemy is doing. 

7. Discharge your negative emotions. The enemy is responsible on the highest levels for most of the
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worlds problems, and this is because they have cut the spiritual knowledge from mankind- things 
can only escalate into a disaster after this crime, creating multitudes of smaller problems, for every 
person. Literally if someone didn't give the spiritual knowledge, one would die and dissipate, or at 
least, never have the keys to their inner self. When people find spiritual knowledge that is proper 
like here, many problems start to give in and one starts to rise above. 
.
There is no good will to the enemy, and there is nothing positive about them, they deserve this 
spiritual war fully. Unlike the enemy who doesn't have any serious reasons, we have many reasons, 
thousands of years of actual dead people, dead nations, and reasons, to fight. When one is pissed 
off, one can discharge to the enemy. Rage matters. There is a strong energy in feeling you have been
done wrong, especially when it is true and just and this follows a realistic pattern. The enemy 
doesn't have this and they try to generate this by pseudo-history on events that never happened, so 
they are weak. 

But we have this anger and need for justice that aligns with the truth. It's not imagination tens of 
millions of White people died in World War 2, nor there is speculation if the wars of the Abrahamic 
egotistical brother wars of Xianity have wiped out half of Europe more than once. There is also no 
question on the consistent civil wars in Africa due to Xianity and Pisslam, nor in the closely one 
100 millions of people wiped out by the communist Kike Mao Zedong. However the Jews have 
never had any casualties really as a race. There is pain that can be turned into resolve. On their side 
there is nothing. These forces can be used for our benefit and as a reminder.

8. Do not worry. The rules that apply to personal workings do not really apply directly to the work 
we are doing. So even if you lack somewhere, that's fine. It still completely works. However if you 
are masterful and proficient, this increases the force of the whole working, no doubt about this.

9. RTRs are training you and are empowering you. Many people don't understand. That the RTRs 
are training. We are doing some lifting here to get gains. This is one reason we must learn to do 
these rituals and learn to cleanse issues from the face of the planet such as injustice, the thieving of 
nations etc. There are higher reasons to this, which we will need through our future and existence. 
We must partake in this to advance ourselves and our ability to put forth our intentions to the world.

10. The RTRs are the easiest way to take down the enemy, and the FASTEST. If you are concerned 
about speed, then do the RTRs... There were possibly other ways to take the enemy down, but this 
can't happen, because they would take possibly hundreds of years and/or would not be applicable at 
all at this point. They would take probably at least many multiples of times the time of the RTRs 
and they would probably not be enough to defeat the war against time that exists. The RTRs also 
disarm and destroy the enemy by their own hand, making this even faster. RTRs are like nukes 
compared to many other methods.

11. DO NOT HESITATE. When you have some time to do the RTR, just get there and do it. It 
doesn't take much time. The time for some RTRs is laughable, it can be around 10 minutes or less. 
In the proper mindset one also doesn't even understand the passing time. 

12. Do not buy into enemy crap. The reality is that the RTRs are more like snipping the enemy with 
snipers from a full blown fortress. The Gods are protective and they ensure the success of the 
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workings. It's pointless for anyone to believe that the enemy could stop this or do otherwise. They 
clearly can't. 

13. Most importantly...We don't have the luxury to just don't give a fuck, wait, and sit by the side to 
not fight the enemy and constantly expose them. Unfortunately, there is no time to not care, to not 
fight, and now that the enemy is going down, we must force the situations as much as possible. 

14. The opportunity to win against the enemy exists only now - winning or losing implies that this 
war will be over- so the souls who have gained experience and power from fighting now, if they do 
not help in the effort, they will never have the opportunity to do so again. This is self-explanatory I 
think. This can be for better, or for worse. Understand that there are not parallel universes with more
chances. It's either won or it's lost in the deep end of it. 

15. The RTRs are cleaning the world. Except of issues such as the large spectrum of things, the 
RTRs can stop potentially dangerous issues. One example is criminal rings and other issues. If 
anyone has studied anything about crime-lords and criminality, it's of no need to repeat ourselves on
which members of one very specific race are running most of this anyway. 

In one book I was reading [I believe it was named "Gangs"], one Jewish major drug lord in Britain, 
was literally living by the cops and nobody figured them out for tens of years. He never was busted.
If the RTRs were being done, this wouldn't be his fate, he would be rotting behind bars for it. He 
'outsmarted' geniuses in the police forces. But how? Because other Rabbis do all sorts of protections
for their own. The RTRs put a dead end to this, and bring these criminal infestations to justice, 
because they have no spiritual backup to pull their crap.

16. Lastly - look at our victories. In the span of a few years, a populace largely asleep to the Jews 
and that problem, has now become so mainstream the enemy is in global paranoia breakdown. This 
must be kept up until every single person of the planet knows about them. As the Jews advance their
agenda, with the RTRs, they will fail, get revealed, and in the end, at the climax of awakening 
people will put them in the place they deserve. The enemy is universally hated for a reason...

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
www.joyofsatan.com
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How to recognize and Identify a Jew 
Part 1 - Physical Features 
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John Doe Goy 
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"Once, when I was walking through the inner city, I suddenly came across a 
being in a long caftan with black side-locks. My first thought was: Is that a Jew?  
I watched the man stealthily and cautiously, but the longer I stared at that strange 
countenance and studied it feature by feature, the more the question in a 
different form turned in my brain: Is that a German?"   
--Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf 
 
These days, nearly everyone is mixed to some extent. There are very few pure of 
any of the three main races. The three main races are White, Asian [Oriental] 
and Black. Many Gentiles have all three of these races in them, especially in the 
Mediterranean areas where the three continents meet. Most have two. The Jew 
is thoroughly mixed with all three. The Jews are a distinct race within all races. 
In other words, there are white Jews, black Jews, Oriental Jews and while the 
Jew may be black, white or yellow, they are still of the Jewish race. Just type 
into any search engine, such as 'Google' the word 'Jew' or 'Jews' and click 
on images and it is very apparent just by their physical appearance alone, 
they are a distinct and separate race. The more pure the Jew, the easier it is to 
identify them, the more white blood or blood of another race, this can be difficult.  
All Jews carry a 'reptilian' gene and have reptilian physical features. Gentiles and 
Jews are cosmic enemies.  
When making a judgment, one must put as many different factors together as 
possible. Many of the physical features mentioned in this book also occur 
amongst Gentiles.  
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To begin with, we will go through the physical features of a Jew. Because the 
Jews have been repeatedly expelled from nearly every country and area on the 
face of the earth at one time or another, they are wanderers, thus the term "The 
Wandering Jew." Through centuries of wandering, they have picked up all kinds 
of genes and sub-racial characteristics. This has also given them a host of 
diseases and general ill health. Hideous and rare diseases have always plagued 
these peoples. Nearly every Jew has something physically wrong with them, and 
is vulnerable to diseases that most Gentiles are naturally immune to.    
 
The blatant lie that they are a "religion" can be proven wrong on many accounts. 
You can draw a picture of a Jew, but you can't do the same with a Catholic or 
Lutheran. Certain physical features and racial characteristics have long been 
associated with Jews such as the large nose, 'talking with the hands' an 
overwhelming fixation on money and material wealth, stinginess, dark beady 
eyes, and so forth. Jews have been equated with rats for centuries.  
 
 

 
 
 
There are different types of Jews, with the Western 'European Jew' often being 
the most difficult to identify in many cases. Though the Jews occur within all 
races, the focus of this book will be on identifying Jews within the white race.  
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Physical Features 
 

For most people, the large curved nose comes to mind when identifying a Jew. 
While many Jews do indeed have large/prominent noses, this is not always a 
reliable way of identifying them, as some Gentiles, such as Italians, some English 
and Irish people and Native American Indians have large/prominent noses. The 
shape of the nose here is an important factor. Many Native American Gentiles 
have the 'hooked' nose, but the bump is much higher than in the Jew and near 
the root of the nose. English and Irish large noses have a 'ball' tip. Many Gentile 
Arabs and Mediterranean peoples have large noses. With the Jewish nose, the 
classic is curved and the bump is in the middle. Do not forget, with the vast 
wealth these people have, many opt for plastic surgery in reducing the size of 
and changing the Jewish shape of their noses.  
 

There are other physical features that give 
the Jews away. Always remember, though, 
there are some Gentiles who have certain 
features mentioned here, so always put 
everything together before making a 
judgment, this includes names and character. 
Many Jews are blatantly Jewish upon 
appearance. It takes practice and one 
eventually gets a sixth sense of feel as to 
whether one is a Jew.  
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The "Wiener" Face 
Here, with many Jews, the face is very long, thin, and often there is an 
unusually high forehead. This feature is also a dead giveaway with black 
Jews and other non-white Jews. 
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Not all Jews have a high forehead, though. Most Jews look 'off' in 
that the features are uneven in some way- not in proportion. The 
Jewish fellow at left has a low forehead. Note the features are not 
proportioned. The forehead is abnormally low. Also, the classic 
Jewish mouth, which 90% of the time is a dead giveaway. Note the 
Jewish ears and read on for more examples. 
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Jewish Ears 
Classic Jewish ears are like those of a rat. Singer/actress Barbra Streisand 
serves as a perfect model of Jewish features. Barbra has a classic Jewish nose, 
mouth and ears. In addition to their rat-like shape, Jewish ears are often low-
set on the head and protrude. 
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               The Jewish Mouth 
 
Nearly all Jews have a prominent lower lip, meaning the lower lip is larger 
than the upper lip. Some Gentiles have this as well. It comes from having black 
blood somewhere in the ancestry. Certain Native American tribes who kept black 
slaves have this large/prominent bottom lip. Some 90%+ Jews have the 
prominent bottom lip. In addition, many have the full 'meaty' lips, again from 
black blood in the ancestry, which every Jew has. Also, note the examples of the 
Jewish mouth in regards to other features, such as the lizard mouth. The classic 
Jewish mouth is very ugly. There are basically two types of Jewish mouths- 
the full meaty lips and then what I call the 'frog mouth.' 
 

 
 

 
Jews have certain expressions they make with their mouth. A classic is the girl 
with the CD in the photo below. It is very 'reptilian' and VERY Jewish. Many tend 
to gape and expose the tongue like a reptile, when speaking as well. It takes 
a bit of practice and experience, but you will definitely get what I mean.  
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The "Frog" Mouth: 
The mouth is slim, wide, and pronounced on the face. As opposed to the meaty 
lizard mouth as shown in the photos above, the lips are often thin and even with 
the "frog" mouth. The "frog" mouth is not as common, but is still a very exclusive 
Jewish physical feature.   
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Jewish Eyes 
There are several types of Jewish eyes: The lizard-like Asiatic eyes, as seen in 
the photos directly below, the pop eyes and the sleepy and sometimes bulging 
eyes, the sad sack eyes. In some, the eyes are like drawn towards the nose- 
note Bette Midler's eyes in the photo below on the left. 
Note the Asiatic Lizard eyes in the photos directly below: 
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The 'Sad Sack' eyes have a droopy look to them, as they tend to droop on the 
outer edges as shown in the photos below: 
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The 'pop-eye' is another exclusive Jewish physical feature as seen below: 
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The Jewish 'Sleepy-eye' 
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Many Jews have eyes that not only bulge, but bulge particularly at the 
outer corners: 
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Jewish skin coloring is often 'off.' Many have a dead corpse-like 
appearance.  
 

 
 
 
 
Most Jews are short in height. Don't let this fool you, though. There are tall 
jews who are mixed, such as many Western European Jews, who have a lot of 
white Anglo-Saxon genes. This is common when one of the parents is a Gentile.  
The more Jewish genes, the more the tendency towards shortness in 
height.  
 
 
Nearly all Jews, including mixed Jews have naturally curly and/or kinky and 
coarse hair. This is resulting from black blood, which every Jew has. The more 
Jewish genes, the hair tends to be naturally dark or black. Again, do not let this 
fool you. There are many blonde Jews- always look to the facial and physical 
features and more. There are many blonde or light Jews who have a 
predominance of Western European genes. In addition, some Jewish women use 
hair- straightener, as very few have naturally straight hair. Jewish men tend to 
have coarse beards. 

 
Many Jews also tend to tint and 
dye their hair blonde, as do many 
Gentiles. 
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In the photo below, both are Western European mixed. Note the Jewish ears on 
the one on the left and the mouth of the one on the right. The more mixed they 
are, it is often more difficult to spot the Jewishness. Anyone with Jewish genes 
WILL have one or more Jewish features, though. Both have the prominent 
Jewish lower lip.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Note the nose and eyes of the Jewish girl in the photo on the left, below. Her skin 
coloring is also 'off.' 
Jewish actress Gwyneth Paltrow on the left obviously dyes her hair, as can be 
seen as her natural color outgrowth. Her long "wiener face" gives her Jewishness 
away.  
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Below is a photo of half-Jewish actress Goldie Hawn, daughter of a Gentile white 
father and Jewish mother. With the mixed Jews, as they age, their Jewishness 
usually becomes more and more apparent. The Jewish reptilian "Levi" and 
'Cohen' genes are always carried in and passed on through the Jewish mother. 
One must have a Jewish mother to be accepted amongst the orthodox Jews, but 
those who have any Jewish genes still have the physical features, general 
Jewish traits, the Jewish character, and are prone to a host of Jewish hideous 
rare diseases.  Of course, as with any race, there is always the 5% that do not fit 
the characteristics, but these are very small percentages. I mention this because 
the Jewish media is always using this very small percentage to represent the rest 
in their propaganda and lies.  
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Though the Jewish children have lighter coloring, owing to the mixing with West 
European Gentiles in their ancestry, their Jewishness is very apparent, by their 
facial features. The skin coloring also tends towards yellow. As they grow older 
and age, their Jewish features will become more and more blatant. The mouth is 
almost always a dead giveaway. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Again, do not let the blonde hair and blue eyes fool you. Note the puffy Jewish 
eyes, and the Jewish ears in this young Jewish child. She has a lot of Western 
European genes.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Jewish children are often sallow, frail and sickly looking 
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How to Recognize and Identify a Jew,  
Part 2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

By  
John Doe Goy 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Jews are a race within all races: 
 

"God has granted to us, His Chosen People, the gift of 
dispersion, and from this, which appears to all eyes to be our 
weakness, has come forth all our strength, which has now 
brought us to the threshold of sovereignty over all the world." 
-- JEWISH PROTOCOL No. 11 
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Jewish Character 
 
There is always 5% of a race, which does not conform to the other 95% majority. 
The Jews have used these examples to stand out and represent the entire 95%, 
in other words, making excuses which work to elevate the entire race in the eyes 
of other races. When judging anything, one must always look to the majority, not 
the small minority percentage, as this is another trick.  
 
The average Jew has an IQ of 135. The average IQ is around 100. 101-110 is 
bright, 110-120 is superior, 121-130 is very superior, 131-140 is gifted, and 141+ 
is genius. Beyond 110, the percentages become smaller and smaller, with 135 
and above being in the upper 2% of the entire world population. This is not to say 
every Jew has a gifted IQ, but the majority does, especially those at the top. This 
is something to be aware of, along with their knowledge of things that are 
deliberately kept from Gentiles in the way of loopholes in the law and other things 
where they can screw a Gentile.  
 
On the other end, GENETIC mental retardation amongst the Jewish race is 
extremely high. The Jew has endless genetic afflictions. One can tell the 
difference between a genetic retard and one who was injured at birth, as the 
genetic retard has physical anomalies that are quite blatant, as in the photo 
below- most of these anomalies are blatantly Jewish: 
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One who is retarded through a birth injury [not genetic] will often look normal until 
they act out, or speak, which reveals their affliction.  
 
From very early on, Jewish children are taught about money, how to make it and 
also how to make money off of money. While Gentile children are being 
indoctrinated with all sorts of studies and subjects in the schools, (most of which 
have no bearing on real life issues, how to survive, or to make a decent living),  
the average Jew is being prepared not only to survive, but also how to connive 
their way in this world, especially the religious Conservative and Orthodox Jews.  
 
Jews call themselves "People of the book." While Gentiles are being 
indoctrinated with Jewish media, the Jews themselves are busy studying. At 
Yeshiva school, Jews are taught how to argue. Arguing, along with twisting and 
perverting the facts is a very strong Jewish trait, along with lying. The Jew is 
master of telling lies. A Jew will lie directly to your face, even in spite of your 
having proof on paper, and tell you what you are seeing on the paper is not 
correct. They are endless liars and swindlers. The Jew is highly intelligent and 
extremely deceptive.  
 
Unbeknownst to most of the world, the purpose, and mission of the Jew is to 
destroy the white race and to enslave the remaining colored races of the world, 
which they look down upon as 'cattle.' "Goyim" a Jewish derogatory term for 
"Gentile' means "cattle." The way in which they packed the black Africans on 
the slave ships headed to America is very revealing. The Jews owned all of the 
slave ships and operated the slave trade.  
 
The Jews have removed some 90% of all spiritual knowledge through their 
programs of Christianity and Islam, all the while, fooling the world into believing 
Christianity and Judaism are enemies. The majority fall for all of this. All three of 
these Jewish inventions are working for the Jewish goal of world communism, 
where all spiritual knowledge will be systematically removed and kept only within 
the upper Jewish power structure. The "Symbolic Snake of Judaism" is a code 
reference to 'Kundalini" which is psychic/occult power, which the Jews use 
liberally. This power has been systematically stripped from all Gentiles via 
Christianity and Islam.  
For more information about this, check out www.exposingchristianity.com 
There is nothing spiritual about Islam or Christianity, both of these religions are 
hoaxes.  
 
In the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion, the Jews claim the 'serpent' 
represents Israel. The Kundalini Serpent is within all humans and is the seat of 
psychic ability and power. The Jews at the top make liberal use of the powers of 
the mind and more, to enslave the masses. Freemasonry was originally Gentile, 
until the Jews took it over through infiltration, gained control of it, and now own it. 
Modern Freemasonry now works for the Jewish goal of worldwide communism. 
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Unbeknownst to most people, Jews and Gentiles are cosmic enemies- meaning- 
from 'out there.' Jews are from a reptilian race of beings that lack emotion and 
are highly advanced in the powers of the mind and soul. One can readily see the 
marked reptilian physical features in the Jews in part one of the companion book 
on 'How to Recognize &Identify a Jew." This is what is called 'the Cohen gene' 
that is passed along from the Jewish mother. Conservative and orthodox Jews 
do not accept one as Jewish unless one is born of a Jewish mother.  
 
While a Jew may appear to be very liberal and all for 'free thought,' certain 
issues, they are highly inflammatory against, such as nationalism, pride in one's 
white race or anything that is contrary to their goal of world domination. Child 
abuse, murder, molestation, and such are just fine as long as the average Jew is 
concerned and the Jewish lawyer will work to defend those who commit such low 
crimes, but anyone who works for the advancement of the white race, of which 
the Jew works relentlessly to destroy and the Jew will attack. Jews, especially 
the younger ones will talk of fetuses being 'parasites' and other ugly attacks 
against children, in order to destroy the Gentile family, which they have nearly 
succeeded in doing these days.  
 
Jews have a strong fixation on feces, excrement, urine, and other ugly things. 
This can readily be seen in the Judeo/Christian Bible 
 

2 Kings 18: 27  
"But Rabshakeh said unto them, Hath my master sent me to thy 
master, and to thee, to speak these words? hath he not sent me to 
the men which sit on the wall, that they may eat their own dung, 
and drink their own piss with you?" 

 
There are endless examples of this repeated throughout both the old and new 
testaments of the Bible. There is nothing at all spiritual about this endless 
gibberish and filth. Jews have a strong fixation on this sort of thing in their daily 
lives, writings, sexuality, and so forth.  
 
The average Jew is often lacking in compassion and ruthless, especially towards 
Gentiles. They display the same ruthlessness with animals. Jews run industrial 
farming, puppy mills, laboratories, and other heinous places where animals are 
hideously abused, experimented upon, and mistreated. Most of what the public 
does not see and is not aware of is enough to make any feeling person want to 
vomit. The Jew knows no end to ruthless exploitation. Ethics is a very foreign 
concept for the Jew. The average Jew does not care how he/she makes 
money or a profit. The sufferings of others, namely non-Jews are of no 
concern to them.  
 
Most Jews are condescending and rude, especially towards Gentiles, that 
is, unless they are busy kissing ass in order to infiltrate or gain some favor. 
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Jews look down upon Gentiles and are deliberately insulting and verbally 
abrasive.  
  
"GENTILES ARE STUPID" 
--Protocol No. 15 
 
In order to gain favor and needed sympathy from unwitting Gentiles, the Jew 
plays professional victim. The "Holocaust" which is another hoax of 
catastrophic proportions [fro PROOF on this, see: 
http://www.holocaustdenialvideos.com/ ] works to further the Jewish goal, 
along with the other Jewish programs. The Jew is and always has been a 
professional victim, who plays upon the sympathies of Gentiles to get their way, 
and further their agenda. Below is an excerpt from "The White Man's Bible" by 
Ben Klassen: 
 
"If the six million hoax has no basis in fact, the question arises— why would the 
Jews want to promote such a vicious and horrible lie? 
 
Jews have Profited Tremendously.  
The answer is: The Jews have profited handsomely from this atrocious lie, as 
they have a knack of doing with most of the lies they propagate. 
1. It aroused world sympathy for the Jews when the world should have been (and 
thanks to Hitler, partially was) alerted to the dangerous and destructive nature of 
this worldwide parasite. 
 
2. It acted as a moral club and a propaganda lever with which they have 
extracted as blackmail $12 billion dollars from the German people as “reparation” 
to Israel and as “compensation” to individual Jewish claimants. The insanity of 
such claims can only be appreciated when we considered that many German 
taxpayers today, who were not even born when the alleged crimes were 
supposedly committed, are paying “reparation” to a state (Israel) that didn’t even 
exist at that time. Furthermore the list of Jewish claimants, now, over 35 years 
later has reached a staggering 3,375,000 when there were less than 200,000 
Jews in Germany after 1939. Since it has been so easy for the Jews to rob the 
Germans by means of this so-called “compensation,” the number of registered 
claimants against the West German government has tripled in the last ten years. 
Nothing could be more devastating proof of the brazen effrontery of the Six 
Million Lie. 
 
3. It has been devastatingly effective as a propaganda club against the White 
Race as a whole in trying to preserve its racial integrity. The Six Million Lie has 
been promoted and propagandized to such a fever pitch of emotionalism that 
unless the White Race yields and defers on every issue, such as forced busing 
and in any way voices opposition to race-mixing and integration, they are 
immediately clubbed with the charge of being racists, and the Nazis were racists, 
and it led to the death of six million Jews, etc., etc.  
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By this time the Jews are frothing at the mouth and large crocodile tears are 
rolling down their cheeks. By this time, the gullible goyim yields the floor and 
defers to the Jew, although he knows he has been shafted. It works every time. 
4. By means of this powerful propaganda tool of undercutting White racial loyalty, 
the Jews are now able to promote race-mixing on a gigantic world-wide scale 
with practically no opposition from the White Race. After all, we don’t want to be 
racists like the Nazis, who killed six million— , etc., so our Jew-programmed mind 
goes down the groove to oblivion, and the future of the White Race with it. 
 
5. The Six Million lie has been a powerful propaganda tool that enabled the Jews 
to steal Palestine from the Arabs in 1948 and set up the bandit state of Israel. 
Thanks to the Six Million lie the Jews had the support and blessing of the 
befuddled world, especially the Jew-infested United States. 
 
6. The Six Million lie has had a devastating effect in shaming and discrediting the 
German people, and indirectly the White Race as a whole. Whereas the 
Germans should be honored for the noble fight they waged in order to expose 
and shake off the world-wide Jewish pestilence, the powerful and effective 
Jewish propaganda networks have pictured the Germans as the villains in the 
eyes of the gullible world. 
7. It has rallied and united the Jews of the world as nothing else has in the last 
thousand years. Although most of the Jews know it is an abominable lie, they 
keep constantly harping about it amongst themselves (as well as to the outside 
world) until they have become so hypnotized by their own lie that it actually 
becomes part of their religion. On this sleazy basis vast sums of money have 
been raised amongst the Jews themselves and hundreds of organizations 
formed. All this in the interest of promoting Israel, and the Jewish race, and 
helping to mongrelize the White Race. 
 
“Holocaust” Lie— Jewish Rallying Cry.  
This lie, then, has become the rallying cry of the modern day Jew, a continuation 
of the oldest lie in their tumultuous history— namely that the Jews are a 
persecuted race. It has worked wonders for them. It has been devastatingly 
effective as a two-edged sword. It has demolished any attempt by the White 
Race to retain their own racial integrity, or even any form of nationalism. On the 
other hand, it has made the Jews fanatically nationalistic when it concerns Israel, 
fanatically racist when it concerns Zionism or the Jewish race.  
 
Jews now More Powerful than ever.  
So powerful a tool has this depraved Six Million Lie become that not only 
individuals but governments of nations cower before it while the Jews take 
charge, silencing any and all opposition. Dr. Max Nussbaum, the former chief 
Rabbi of the Jewish community in Berlin, openly bragged on April 11, 1953, “the 
position the Jewish people occupy in the world today, despite its tremendous 
losses, is ten times stronger than it was twenty years ago.” 
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He is right on half of his statement. They suffered no “tremendous losses,” but 
they are ten times stronger than they were before the White Race was inveigled 
into that bloody, fratricidal holocaust, known as World War II, incited, and 
provoked by the Jews themselves. Much of this increased strength they have 
acquired thanks to the despicable Six Million Lie." 
 
 
Jews are obsessive and compulsive by nature. They are relentless. They 
have survived for centuries intact, in spite of repeated pogroms, attacks and near 
decimation when their true character and purpose became apparent to the 
gentile communities in which they infested. They have not only survived intact, 
but also in character. They have not evolved or changed in thousands of 
years.  
 
Jewish obsession – they cannot take 'no' for an answer. They are relentless and 
very persistent.  
Jews by nature, in addition to their long and endless list of physical diseases and 
afflictions, many of which are hideous and rare [specific to Jews, such as Tay-
Sachs], many suffer from mental illnesses in very high proportion to their 
population. Obsessive/compulsive as mentioned above, and psychotic disorders 
such as schizophrenia are rampant amongst Jews, along with many other ugly 
mental disorders, most of which are genetic when it comes to the Jews.    
 
In addition to the obsessive/compulsive disorders, most Jews are extremely 
driven by nature, and work relentlessly to get to the top so they can gain power 
and control over Gentiles. Many also ingratiate themselves with powerful 
Gentiles. Many, if not most powerful Gentiles these days are married to 
Jews. The Jew then works to control all of the Gentile's money and also 
influences the decisions of those in positions of power.  
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Jewish Living 
 
Jewish neighborhoods in most cities are the wealthiest- the ones with the 
huge homes and mansions. One will usually find a synagogue in the area. This is 
something many are unaware of and the Jews keep quiet.  
 
Ask anyone if they are English, Irish, Russian, Japanese, whatever and nearly all 
will reply with what they are. The Jew on the other hand is ashamed of and tries 
to hide the fact that he/she is a Jew or part Jew. Most will lie and claim to be 
Italian, Greek, 'Mediterranean', [dark white] or anything else or just not want to 
talk about it.  
    
Jewish humor is always demeaning and insulting.  
 
Jewish domination of the media is also obvious in the most common 
"Brooklyn" accents in nearly all of the cartoons.  
 
The Jew usually presents a false façade of pacifism, brotherhood, tolerance and 
acceptance of others. Like the Christianity program, communism, and others, 
these are all a come-along to get Gentiles locked in, confused, and then damned.  
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Jewish Diseases  
 
Jewish diseases are endless. The average Jew is severely afflicted in one 
or more ways. Quite a few of the genetic diseases listed below are 
exclusively Jewish, such as 'Tay Sachs.' If you have any doubts, do some 
research on 'Jewish diseases" on the internet. Fools, who believe the 
Jewish lie that the Jews are a religion, need to do a bit of research right 
from Jewish sources about the diseases listed below. 'Religions' do not 
transmit genetic diseases, obviously. 
 
Alpha 1-anti-trypsin Deficiency 
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis 
Aut. Dom. Optic Atrophy 
Aut. Dom. Retinitis pigmentosa 
Bardet Biedl syndrome 
Berger's Disease 
Beta-thalassemia 
Bloom Syndrome 
Canavan disease 
Celiac Disease, or Sprue 
Color-blindness 
Con. Stat. Night Blindness 
Congenital blindness 
Congenital deafness 
Corneal Dystrophy 
Crohn's Disease 
Cystic fibrosis  
Dwarfism 
Early rheumatoid arthritis, often 
occurring in childhood  
Elephant man's disease- Proteus 
syndrome 
Fabry Disease 
Factor XI deficiency 
Familial Dysautonomia 
Familial Hypercholesterolemia 
Familial hyperinsulinemia  
Familial Mediterranean fever 
Fanconi Anemia 
Gaucher Disease 
Glucose-6-phosphate- 
dehydrogenase deficiency 
Glycogen storage disease type 1a 
Glycogen storage disease type III 

Hereditary Hearing Loss 
Kaposi's sarcoma  
Lactose intolerance [cannot digest 
milk] 
Leber’s congenital amaurosis 
Lipoamide Dehydrogenase- 
Deficiency  
Machado Joseph Disease 
Malformed limbs 
Maple syrup urine disease 
Mucolipidosis IV 
Multiple Sclerosis 
Muscular Dystrophy 
Nemaline Myopathy  
Niemann-Pick disease 
Non-Classical Adrenal Hyperplasia 
Non-syndromic sensorineural 
hearing loss 
Nosebleeds that do not stop 
[especially common amongst 
Southeastern European Jews] 
Progeria 
Psychotic disorders- abnormally high 
incidence of 
Rib cage misaligned 
Stargardt disease 
Tay Sachs 
Temperature intolerance 
Thalassemia 
Torsion Dystonia 
Type III Glycogen Storage disease 
Usher Syndrome Type 1F 
Vitelliform Macular Dystrophy 
Wilson disease 

 
The endless and hideous list goes on and on.  
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Jewish Dominated Professions 
 
Most Jews work in positions of power. Farming and agriculture are demeaning 
and 'beneath' them. There are very, very few if any Jewish farmers. Below is a 
list of professions common to Jews. If one is stupid enough to doubt the 
authenticity of the 'Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion,' one only needs 
to search no further than a local telephone directory – physicians and 
attorneys alone have an extremely disproportionate listing of Jewish 
names.  
 
 
Advisors 
Bank management, ownership- Jews operate and control all of the banks and 
financial institutions.  
College Professors [Jews are rampant at most Universities] 
Hollywood actors, actresses, producers, script writers, etc.  
Lawyer  
Management/Ownership- the higher up one goes in most major 
corporations, one will find more and more Jews near and on the top, with 
six digit salaries.  
Media domination and control: Hollywood, News, Journalism, Television, 
broadcasting, radio 
Medical Doctor [physician] 
Politician 
Stock Brokers 
Self-owned Business 
 
There are many more than listed above. Jews mainly work so-called 'white-collar 
jobs' where pay is much higher.  
 
 
Jewish Words 
 
Below is a list of Jewish words, mainly coming from Yiddish. Jews tend to use 
these words commonly: 
 
Chutzpah – meaning 'nerve' 
Gimp – slang for penis 
Schmuck – slang for penis [How many times have we heard the Jewish 
expression 'Ya Schmuck!'? 
Mazel tov: congratulations, good luck 
Mitzvah/Mitzvoth — A blessing or commandment 
Oy gevalt, or "Oy Veh": a cry of anguish 
Putz – slang for penis 
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Shalom – meaning 'peace' very common Jewish greeting between Jews 
Shmaltz, shmaltzy: grease or fat, sentimental, corny 
Schmo – one who is a sap 
Shtetl: "old-country" village [Jewish Ghetto in Europe] 
 
 
 
Jewish "religion," symbols, etc. 
 
Hillel – The Jewish center at Universities, for Jewish students  
 
Hoopla- Jewish wedding canopy. It is customary for a glass to be crushed by the 
groom with his heel at a jewish wedding. The Jewish bride and groom are 
married under a canopy called a 'hoopla.'  
 
Kosher dietary laws- prohibited foods: Orthodox and Conservative Jews are not 
permitted to mix meat with dairy products. This is not 'kosher.' Pork and shellfish 
are also forbidden.  
 

Menorah  
 
 
Mezuzah: Tube with scriptures on doorway of Jewish 
homes- this is usually placed on the doorframe.  
 
 
 

Star of David  
This symbol, like everything else the Jews claim as their own, was stolen 
from the Hindu 'Star of Vishnu.' 
 
 
Orthodox, Conservative, Reform, are the three main branches of Judaism. 
Orthodox and Conservative follow Jewish law, with the orthodox being the most 
strict. Reform is also known as 'Liberal Judaism.' Many reform Jews do not follow 
kosher dietary laws, or other Jewish laws.   
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Kosher Food Tax 
The symbols below are all Jewish. Jews have been extorting 
trillions of dollars with a special tax on food that Gentiles must 
pay at the supermarket. Look to your labels for the symbols 
below, the most common is:  
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Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names 
 
This is a comprehensive list of Jewish surnames (last names). While this list is 
extensive, it is not complete. NOTE- THERE ARE A FEW NAMES WITHIN THIS 
LIST THAT ARE ALSO USED BY SOME GENTILES. Usually, when enough 
Jews take certain Gentile names, more and more Gentiles stop using those 
names, but there are cases when old family names survive. The original names 
were Gentile.  
 
There are also exclusively Jewish names such as Levi, Cohen, Stein; 
variations, prefixes such as "Eisen," "Lev" "Rabin," "Roth," suffixes such 
as "baum, berg, witz, feld, lieb, thal, stein, and middle, (before the last 
name)- "Ben" and "Bar," to cite a few examples. Most of the names listed 
below are almost exclusively used by Jews. In addition, many Jews take Gentile 
names in order to hide their Jewish identity. Many Jewish names also have to do 
with extreme wealth, money, "Gam" (tax collector), "Goveh" (treasurer), "Gold" 
"Goldberg" (mountain of gold), Silver, Silverstein (silver stone), Greenberg, and 
so forth.  
 
 

A 
 
Aaron  
Aaronin  
Aaronsen  
Aaronson  
Aaronstein  
Abba  
Abel  
Abelson  
Abendana  
Aberke  
Aberl  
Aberlein  
Aberlieb  
Aberzuss  
Abil  
Abrabanel  
Abraham  
Abrahm  
Abrahmsohn  
Abram  
Abrami  
Abramin  
Abramov  

Abramowitz  
Abrams  
Abramsky  
Abramsohn  
Abramson  
Abravanel  
Abravaneln  
Absalom  
Abudraham  
Abulafia  
Abzug  
Achselrad  
Ackerman/n  
Acosta  
Adele  
Adelman  
Adelman/n  
Adelson  
Adelstein – "precious 
stone; very 
expensive"  
Ader  
Adler  

Adler-Adonoilom  
Admon  
Adolescenti  
Africk  
Afrom – variation of 
"Ephraim"  
Agosi  
Agozi  
Agranat  
Agron  
Agronsky  
Ahavah  
Ahikam  
Ahitov  
Ahl  
Ahuvah  
Akabiah  
Akashia  
Akiba  
Album – variation of 
"Weiss"  
Alcalay  
Alembik  
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Alfandari  
Algus  
Aliyah  
Alizah  
Alkus  
Alper  
Alpern  
Alpert  
Alpron  
Alter  
Alterman  
Altfeld  
Altmann  
Altneu  
Altschul  
Altschuler  
Altshule  
Amdur  
Amdursky  
Amschel  
Amsel  
Amsle  
Amsler  
Amster  
Anastasios  
Anav  
Ancier  
Andrussier  
Anixter  
Ansbach  
Anschel  
Antman/n  
Anzieher  
Apel  
Apelopwitz  
Apfelbaum  
Appel  
Apt  
Apter  
Aren- variation of 
Aaron  
Arfa  
Arkin - variation of 
Aaron  

Arkules  
Aron, variation of 
Aaron  
Aroni, variation of 
Aaron  
Aronin, variation of 
Aaron  
Aronoff, variation of 
Aaron  
Aronoff, variation of 
Aaron  
Aronov, variation of 
Aaron  
Aronow, variation of 
Aaron  
Aronowitch, variation 
of Aaron  
Aronowitz, variation of 
Aaron  
Aronson, variation of 
Aaron  
Aronstam  
Aronstein  
Aronthal, variation of 
Aaron  
Aryeh  
Arzt  
Asael  
Asaf  
Asch  
Aschenheim  
Aschenheimer  
Ascher  
Aschheim  
Ash  
Ashburg  
Ashendorf  
Ashkenazi – this 
name used to mean 
"German" (Gentile) 
until the 17th century 
when many European 
Jews migrated to Asia 
Minor, where they 

were given this name 
by Turkish jews to 
identify them as 
coming from the 
German territories.  
Ashman/n  
Ashner  
Askush  
Asner  
Aspis  
Astruc  
Astruc  
Atar  
Atlin  
Atzmon  
Auerbach  
Auslander  
Auspitz  
Austern  
Averik  
Avigaal  
Avigad  
Avigdor  
Avil  
Avindam  
Aviram  
Avi-Shaul  
Avraham  
Avrech  
Avril  
Avrom  
Awerbuch  
Axeldar  
Axelrad  
Axelrod  
Axelrood  
Ayalah  
Ayelet  
Ayzenschtat  
Azariah  
Azria  
Azzopardi
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Bab  
Babad  
Bacharach  
Bacher  
Bacherach  
Bachrach  
Bachrich  
Bad  
Badanes  
Bader  
Badt  
Baer  
Bailin  
Bak  
Bakst  
Balaban  
Balak  
Balfur  
Balsam  
Balta  
Balter  
Bamberg  
Bamberger  
Banet  
Bar  
Barad  
Baram  
Baratz  
Barbakoff  
Barch  
Bard  
Bardach  
Bardowitz  
Barg  
Bar-Gada  
Bar-Ilan  
Barkan  
Bar-Kokhba  
Barlas  
Barmak  
Barmash  
Barmat  
Bar-Nathan  

B 
 
 
Baron – variation of 
'Bar-Aaron" (son of 
Aaron)  
Barr  
Barron  
Barrstein  
Barshay  
Barth  
Baru  
Baruch  
Barukh  
Bar-Yehuda  
Barza  
Bas  
Basch  
Bashe  
Basheva  
Baskin  
Baskind  
Bass  
Bassan  
Bassani  
Bassovsky  
Basyah  
Batnick  
Batusanschi  
Batyah  
Baum  
Bauman/n  
Baumgarten  
Baxt  
Bayla  
Bechar  
Becher  
Bechor  
Bechtheim  
Becker  
Beckerman/n  
Beckman/n  
Bedwinek  
Beederman/n  
Behar – variation of 
"ben-harav"  

 
 
 
Behokhmah  
Behrman  
Beifuss  
Beilin  
Beilke  
Bekher  
Bekhorath  
Belier  
Belka  
Belkin  
Bellow  
Belmont  
Belmonte  
Belofsky  
Belzer  
Ben  
Bender  
Bendit  
Bendit  
Bendor  
Ben-Gurion  
Ben-Horin  
Benjamin  
Benowitz  
Ben-Shahar  
Bensheim  
Bensinger  
Ben-Tikvah  
Bentwich  
Benveniste  
Ben-Zahav  
Ben-Zvi  
Ber  
Berakhiah  
Berg  
Berger  
Bergman/n  
Berish  
Berkal  
Berkman/n  
Berko  
Berkovits  
Berkowitz  
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Berl  
Berlin (Nothing to do 
with the city. The 
name means "Son of 
Berl')  
Berliner  
Berman  
Bernbaum  
Bernheim  
Bernick  
Bernstein – derived 
from "dealings with 
amber"  
Bertinero  
Beshanim  
Beshar  
Besser  
Bethel  
Bettelheim  
Bettsack  
Betzalel  
Biback  
Biber  
Bibick  
Bickel  
Biederman/n  
Biegeleisen  
Bildhauer  
Bilu  
Binder  
Bing  
Birnbaum  
Bistritzky  
Bitensky  
Blacher  
Black  
Blaser  
Blashki  
Blaszka  
Blau  
Blaustein  
Blecher  
Blechman/n  
Bleich  
Bleiweiss  
Blitstein  

Bloch  
Block  
Bloom  
Bloomberg  
Bloomfeld  
Bloomfield  
Bloomingdale  
Blowitz  
Blozer  
Bluestein  
Blum  
Bluma  
Blumenberg  
Blumenfeld  
Blumengarten  
Blumenheim  
Blumenkrantz  
Blumenkrohn  
Blumenreich  
Blumenstein  
Blumenstock  
Blumenthal  
Blumfeld  
Blumkin  
Blustein  
Bobroff  
Bochner  
Bodanis  
Bodek  
Bodenstein  
Bodner  
Boerne  
Bogatch (Polish- 
meaning "wealthy")  
Bogati  
Bogolub  
Bogoraz  
Bohm  
Boim  
Bokser  
Bollag  
Bolotin  
Bondi  
Borer  
Bornstein  
Borodaty  

Boros  
Borowsky  
Bortnik  
Boruchschomer  
Botbol  
Botnick  
Botstein  
Botushansky  
Botwinnik  
Boxerman/n  
Boyer  
Brach  
Bradt  
Brady  
Braf  
Bragin  
Brainin  
Bram  
Bran  
Brand  
Brandão  
Brandeis  
Brandelstein  
Brander  
Brandler  
Brandwein  
Brann  
Brasch  
Brat  
Braude  
Braunfeld  
Braunschild  
Braunspan  
Braunstein  
Braunthal  
Braverman/n  
Breger  
Breindel  
Breine  
Bremel  
Brender  
Brenner  
Breuer  
Brewda  
Breyer  
Brickenstein  
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Brik  
Brill  
Brilliant  
Brim  
Brisch  
Brock  
Brockman/n  
Brod  
Broder  
Brodner  
Brodsky  
Brodt  
Brody  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Brog  
Broitman/n  
Bromberg  
Bronfman/n  
Bronfn  
Bronstein  
Brosch  
Brostoff  
Brownstein  
Bruck  
Bruckenstein  
Bruckstein  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Brüll  
Buber  
Buchsbaum  
Buchwald  
Bufman/n  
Bukspan  
Bulka  
Bunim  
Burack  
Burla  
Burstein  
Buschbaum  
Buxbaum  
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Cahan- variation of 
Cohen  
Cahen- variation of 
Cohen  
Cahn- variation of 
Cohen  
Calish  
Cantarini  
Cardozo  
Carlebach  
Caro  
Casdan  
Cassirer (Yiddish for 
Cash)  
Castro  
Casuto  
Chabas  
Chabin  
Chabner  
Chagall  
Chai  
Chaikin  
Chaim  
Chait  
Chalef  
Chalfan  
Chamedes  
Chameides  
Chamides  
Chamudes  
Chanen  
Chanin  
Chankin  
Chapiro – variation of 
Shapiro  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

C 
 
 
Charlap  
Charmatz  
Charness  
Charnis  
Charrik  
Charry  
Chasin  
Chasins  
Chason 
Chatan  
Chavkin  
Chayes  
Chayim  
Chayyah  
Chazan  
Chazzan  
Cherkasky  
Cherniak  
Chernik  
Chernoff  
Chernoffsky  
Chiel  
Chiger  
Chiya  
Chodes  
Chodesh  
Chodosh  
Chomsky  
Chorney  
Chubin  
Chubinsky  
Chudnow  
Citron  
Cogan- variation of 
"Cohen"  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Cohan- variation of 
Cohen  
Cohen -(Exclusively 
Jewish name)  
Cohn- variation of 
Cohen  
Cohnheim- variation 
of Cohen  
Cohnstein- variation 
of Cohen  
Cole  
Colombo  
Cone– variation of  
Cohen  
Consolina  
Cooper (Some 
Gentiles also use this 
name)  
Cooperman/n  
Cornberg  
Cornblith  
Cornblum  
Cornfein  
Cornfeld  
Cornfield  
Corngreen  
Corngut  
Cornpracht  
Cramer  
Cresca  
Csillag  
Czaczkes 
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Da Costa  
Damrosch  
Danto- variation of 
"David"  
Daskal  
Daskelowitz  
Daube  
Dauber  
David  
Davidovitch  
Davidowitz  
Davidson  
Davis  
Dayag  
Dayan  
De Haas  
Dekovnick  
Del Medigo  
Del Vecchio  
Dembitz  
Dewoskin  
Diamant  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

D 
 
 
Dick  
Dickenstein  
Dickstein  
Dienesmann  
Dieudonné  
Diofatto  
Dissen  
Ditzah  
Dobe  
Dobkin  
Dobrin  
Dohm  
Dolinsky  
Dorfman/n  
Doron  
Drach  
Dratwa  
Drechsler  
Dreebin  
Dreifuss  
Dresner  
Dressler  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Drexler  
Drexsler  
Dreyfus  
Dreyfuss  
Druck  
Drucker Dubin  
Dubofsky  
Dubow  
Dubowsky  
Duchan  
Duchen  
Duchin  
Duchovny  
Dukhen  
Dunkelman/n  
Durchschlag  
Dushkin  
Duskin  
Duvdevani  
Dvoshke  
Dym 
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Eberman/n  
Ebril  
Eckstein  
Edel  
Edelman/n  
Edelsberg  
Edelstein  
Efer  
Efroike  
Efroikin  
Eger  
Egers  
Ehmann  
Ehren (all names with 
Ehren" are variations 
of Aaron)  
Ehrenberg  
Ehrenfeld  
Ehrenfest  
Ehrenfreund  
Ehrenfried  
Ehrenfrucht  
Ehrenhaft  
Ehrenhaus  
Ehrenkrantz  
Ehrenpreis  
Ehrenreich  
Ehrenstamm  
Ehrenstein  
Ehrenteil  
Ehrenthal  
Ehrentreu  
Ehrenzweig  
Ehrlich  
Ehrman/n  
Eibenschitz  
Eibenschütz  
Eibeschütz  
Eichel  
Eichhorn  
Eichler  
Eidels  
Eifer  

E 
 
 
Eiferman/n  
Eige  
Eiger  
Eiges  
Einhorn  
Einstein  
Eisbart  
Eise  
Eiseman/n  
Eisen  
Eisenbach  
Eisenberg  
Eisengarten  
Eisenheim  
Eisenhower  
Eisenkraft  
Eisenman/n  
Eisenstadt  
Eisenstam  
Eisenstark  
Eisenstein  
Eisinger  
Eisler  
Eisman/n  
Eisner  
Eisnick  
Eissig  
Eizik  
Elath  
Elazar  
Elbaz  
Elchanan  
Eleazar  
Elhanan  
Eliakim  
Elias  
Eliasaph  
Eliezer  
Elijah  
Elimelech  
Elimelekh  
Elishama  
Elishaphat  

 
 
 
Elkan  
Elkin  
Ellbogen  
Ellenbogen  
Ellman/n  
Elman/n  
Elnathan  
Elow  
Elowitz  
Elya  
Emale  
Embden  
Emden  
Engel  
Engeler  
Enker  
Entin  
Enzil  
Enzlin  
Ephraim  
Ephrat  
Ephron  
Ephros  
Eppenstein  
Eppstein  
Epsteen  
Epstein  
Erlanger  
Eshkol  
Espérance  
Esperanza  
Esterine  
Esterman/n  
Esterson  
Estrin  
Ettinger  
Ettlinger  
Evron  
Ewig  
Ewigkeit  
Eybeschitz  
Ezekiel  
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Fagan  
Fagin  
Faibisch  
Fairchild  
Falk  
Falkenberg  
Falkenfeld  
Falkenheim  
Falkenstein  
Falkenthal  
Falkheim  
Farber  
Farkas  
Fassbinder  
Fayvel  
Feder  
Federbusch  
Federman/n  
Feibelman/n  
Feig  
Feige  
Feigel  
Feigelman/n  
Feigelstock  
Feigenbaum  
Feigenblat  
Feigin  
Feigler  
Feigon  
Feilchenfeld  
Fein  
Feinberg  
Feiner  
Feinerman/n  
Feingold  
Feinman/n  
Feinsilver  
Feinstein  
Feis  
Feischl  
Feitel  
Feivel  
Feivis  

F 
 
 
Feivish  
Feivus  
Fekete  
Feld  
Feldbaum  
Feldblum  
Feldhaus  
Feldheim  
Feldinger  
Feldleit  
Feldman/n  
Feldscher  
Feldstein  
Feller  
Fellerman/n  
Fellner  
Felltrager  
Felman/n  
Felsen  
Felsenbach  
Felsenberg  
Felsenstein  
Felsenthal  
Felsher  
Feltenberg  
Fenichel  
Fenster  
Ferber  
Fertel  
Fetterer  
Feuchtwanger  
Feuer  
Feuerstein  
Fiedler  
Figel  
Figler  
Figlin  
Filehne  
Filene  
Filler  
Fine  
Fingerhut  
Fink  

 
 
 
Finkdorf  
Finke  
Finkel  
Finkelstein (dealing in 
diamonds)  
Finkenfeld  
Finkerfeld  
Finkheim  
Finkhof  
Finn  
Finzi  
Firestone  
Fisch  
Fischbein  
Fischel  
Fischer  
Fischman/n  
Fiscl  
Fishkin  
Fishkind  
Fishman/n  
Flacksman/n  
Flaks  
Flasch  
Flaschin  
Flax  
Flaxman/n  
Fleischer  
Fleischhaker  
Fleischhauer  
Fleischman/n  
Flesch  
Flexner  
Florscheim  
Florsheim  
Floss  
Flosser  
Fogel  
Fogelbaum  
Fogelman/n  
Fogelsang  
Fogelsdorf  
Fogelson  
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Fogelstein  
Fonseca  
Forman  
Forscheim  
Fortel  
Forti  
Fradkin  
Fraime  
Fram  
Frank  
Frankel  
Frankfurter  
Frayda  
Freeman  
Freilach  
Freilich  
Frenkel  
Freud  
Freudenberg  
Freudenfeld  
Freudenfels  
Freudenheim  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Freudenreich  
Freudenstein  
Freudenthal  
Freudman/n  
Fried  
Friedel  
Friedenheim  
Friedenson  
Friedenstein  
Friedenthal  
Frieder  
Friedheim  
Friedjung  
Friedland  
Friedländ  
Friedlich  
Friedman/n  
Friedson  
Friedwald  
Frohlich  
Froikin  
Froikin – [variation of 
Ephraim] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Froike  
Froim  
Fromel  
Fromer  
Fromkin  
Fromm  
Frommer  
Frosch  
Fruma  
Fuchs  
Fudim  
Fudm  
Fudym  
Fuld  
Funk  
Furrier  
Fürth  
Fürther  
Futorian  
Futterman/n  
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Gabbai  
Gabel  
Gabler  
Gad  
Gaffen  
Galinsky  
Galpern  
Gam  
Gamliel  
Gamoran  
Gans  
Garfinkel  
Garfunkel (dealings 
with diamonds)  
Garland  
Garmaize  
Gartenhaus  
Gaster  
Gedaliah  
Geduld  
Geffen  
Geffner  
Geiger  
Gelbart  
Gelber  
Gelfman/n  
Geller  
Gellman/n  
Gendel  
Gerber  
Gersh  
Gershman/n  
Gershom  
Gershon  
Gershovitz  
Gerson  
Gerstein  
Gerstner  
Gertz  
Getz  
Getzel  
Getzl  
Gewirtzman/n  

G 
 
 
Giblichman/n  
Giesser  
Gilah  
Gilden  
Gilman/n  
Gimbel  
Gimpel  
Gingold  
Ginsburg  
Ginzberg  
Giora  
Gittel  
Gittelmacher  
Gittelman/n  
Gittelsohn  
Gittelson  
Gitzok  
Glass  
Glassman/n  
Glatzer  
Glazer  
Gewirtz  
Glick  
Glickberg  
Glickin  
Glickman/n  
Glicksberg  
Glickselig  
Glicksman/n  
Glickstein  
Glickstern  
Gluck  
Gluckenspiegel  
Gnendel  
Goetzl  
Goiten  
Golan  
Gold  
Goldbart  
Goldbaum  
Goldberg  
Goldberger  
Goldblatt  

 
 
 
Goldblitt  
Goldblum  
Goldbrunn  
Golde  
Golden  
Goldenbaum  
Goldenberg  
Goldenthal  
Goldfarb  
Goldfeder  
Goldfish  
Goldfluss  
Goldhaber  
Goldhammer  
Goldheim  
Goldhirsch  
Goldich  
Goldkorn  
Goldkrantz  
Goldkraut  
Goldman/n  
Goldmann  
Goldmark  
Goldner  
Goldreich  
Goldsand  
Goldscheider  
Goldschild  
Goldschlag  
Goldschmidt  
Goldsmith  
Goldstadt  
Goldstaub  
Goldstein  
Goldstern  
Goldstrand  
Goldstrom  
Goldzweig  
Golomb  
Goltz  
Goltzer  
Goltzman/n  
Golub  
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Gompers  
Gompertz  
Goodman/n  
Gordon (also used by 
Gentiles, originally a 
Gentile name)  
Goren  
Gorenstein  
Gorfinkel  
Goronchik  
Gorwitz  
Gottesman/n  
Gottinger  
Gottlieb  
Gottstein  
Gotze  
Gougenheim  
Gould  
Goveh  
Grabber  
Graiver  
Granot  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Granovsky  
Gratz  
Graubart  
Green  
Greenberg  
Greene  
Greenhut  
Greenleaf  
Greenspan  
Greenspun  
Greenstein  
Greenstone  
Grinberg  
Grobtuch  
Gross  
Grossbart  
Grossinger  
Grossman/n  
Grozovsky  
Gruenbaum  
Guberman/n  
Guggenheim  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Guckenheim  
Guggenheimer  
Gumbeiner  
Gumpel  
Gumpertz  
Gumprecht  
Gunzburg  
Gunzelmann  
Gur  
Gurovitz  
Gurvich  
Gute  
Gutein  
Gutfeld  
Gutfreund  
Gutmacher  
Gutman/n  
Gutreich  
Gutstein  
Gutter  
Gutterman/n  
Guttman/n  
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Haare  
Haas  
Haber  
Habib  
Hadash  
Hadassah  
Haffkin  
Haganah  
Hahn  
Hait  
Halafta  
Halevi  
Halevy  
Halfan  
Halper  
Halperin  
Halprin  
Hamashbir  
Hammerstein  
Hananel  
Hananiah  
Handel  
Handwerger  
Handwerker  
Hankin  
Hanoch  
Hardt  
Harif  
Harpaz  
Harris (also used by 
some Gentiles)  
Hart (also used by 
some Gentiles)  
Hartig  
Hartman/n (also used 
by some Gentiles)  
Hartog  
Hartwick  
Hartwig  
Harz  
Haspel  
Hassan  
Hatzkel  

 
H 

 
Hauer 

Havah  
Havkin  
Hayt  
Hayyah  
Hayyim  
Hazan  
Hedvah  
Hefter  
Heifetz  
Heilbron  
Heilbronner  
Heilbrun  
Heilpern  
Heilprin  
Heilprun  
Heiman/n  
Heine  
Helfgott  
Heller  
Hellman/n  
Helpern  
Hendel  
Henkin  
Hersch  
Herschel  
Herschfus  
Herschson  
Herschstein  
Hersh  
Hershdorfer  
Herskowitz  
Herstein  
Hertzman/n  
Hertzmark  
Herz  
Herzbach  
Herzberg  
Herzbrunn  
Herzfeld  
Herzl  
Herzlia  
Herzog  

 
 
 
Heskel  
Heuer  
Heyman/n  
Hezekiah  
Hickman/n  
Higger  
Hildesheim  
Hillel (Hillel is also the 
name for the Jewish 
center on college 
campuses)  
Hillman/n  
Himmelfarb  
Hinda  
Hindes  
Hindin  
Hirsch  
Hirschbaum  
Hirschberg  
Hirschberger  
Hirschbruk  
Hirschburg  
Hirschfeld  
Hirschfield  
Hirschhaut  
Hirschhorn  
Hirschkopf  
Hirschkorn  
Hirschler  
Hirschman/n  
Hirschthal  
Hirschwald  
Hirsh  
Hirz  
Hirzh  
Hirzhman/n  
Hittelmacher  
Hode  
Hodel  
Hodes  
Hodesmann  
Hodi  
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Hoffman/n (also used 
by Gentiles)  
Hofstadter  
Holtz  
Holtzer  
Holz  
Holzer  
Holzman/n  
Hoos  
Horn  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hornstein  
Hornthal  
Horowitz  
Horre  
Horwitz  
Houseman/n  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Huberman/n  
Hudel  
Hyman  
Hymen  
Hyrcanos  
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Ibn  
Ichel  
Idelson  
Ifland  
Ignatz  
Imber  
Ingber  
Irving  
Isaac  
Isaacsohn  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jacob  
Jacobin  
Jacobsen  
Jacobson  
Jaffe  
Jaffin  
Jastrow  
Javitz  
Jehoshaphat  
Jellenik  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I 
 
 
Isaacson  
Isaakovitch  
Isak  
Ishmael  
Isidore  
Israel  
Israelin  
Isril  
Isser  
Isserl  
 
 
 
 
 

J 
 
Jellin  
Jellinik  
Jephthah  
Jerusalimsky  
Jessel  
Jesselman/n  
Jewison 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Isserles  
Isserlin  
Itkin  
Itts  
Itzhaki  
Itzhakin  
Itzig  
Itzik  
Itzkovitz  
Itzl  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Jochanan  
Joffin  
Joske  
Judah  
Judel  
Julius  
Jurnove  
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Kabakoff  
Kacev  
Kaciff  
Kadar  
Kadoorie  
Kadury  
Kafka  
Kagan – variation of 
Cohen  
Kaganoff – variation 
of Cohen  
Kahane – variation of 
Cohen  
Kahn- variation of 
Cohen  
Kaiserman/n  
Kalisch  
Kalischer  
Kalman/n  
Kalonymos  
Kaluzna  
Kamin  
Kaminetzsky  
Kamins  
Kammerstein  
Kane– variation of 
Cohen  
Kansi  
Kantor  
Kapke  
Kaplan  
Karelitz  
Karlin  
Karliner  
Karlinsky  
Karlman  
Kartagener  
Kashdan  
Kaskel  
Kaspi  
Kassirer (Yiddish for 
Cash)  
Katz  
Katzenellenbogen  

K 
 
Katzenstein  
Katzer  
Katziff  
Katzin (rich)  
Katzman/n  
Katzoff  
Katzovitz  
Kaufman/n – also 
used by some 
Gentiles  
Kavinoky  
Kavka  
Kavner  
Kawka  
Kay  
Kaye  
Kayla  
Kazan  
Kazhdan  
Kedoshim  
Kele  
Kelman/n – (also used 
by some Gentiles)  
Kelpfish  
Kemmelman/n  
Kemp  
Kemper  
Kempenich  
Kempler  
Kesef  
Kestenbaum  
Kevod  
Kibalti  
Kibaltic  
Kimchi  
Kimmelman/n  
Kirchen  
Kirchstein  
Kirmeyer  
Kirsch  
Kirschdorf  
Kirsche  
Kirschenbaum  
Kirschenberg  

 
 
Kirschenblatt  
Kirschenzweig  
Kirschheim  
Kirschner  
Kirstein  
Kirsten  
Kirzner  
Kisch  
Kisselevich  
Kissinger  
Kissner  
Kitay  
Kivel  
Klapholtz  
Klass  
Klausner  
Kleban  
Klein  
Kleinman/n  
Kleinsinger  
Klinger  
Klippfisch  
Klopman/n  
Kluger  
Klugman  
Knesset  
Kobel  
Kobrin  
Kochabi  
Kodesh  
Koenig  
Koenigsberg  
Kofman/n  
Kogan  
Kogen  
Kohanim – variation of 
Cohen  
Kohen– variation of 
Cohen  
Kohlberg  
Kohn– variation of 
Cohen  
Kohut  
Kojeteiner  
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Kolatch  
Kolben  
Kolitz  
Kolodkin  
Kolodny  
Kompert  
Kone– variation of 
Cohen  
Konotopsky  
Kopel  
Kopelman/n  
Kopeloff  
Kopelovitch  
Kopke  
Koppel  
Koppelman/n  
Korentayer  
Korf  
Korff  
Korn  
Kornberg  
Kornfeld  
Kornfield  
Korngold  
Kornreich  
Korshak  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Koshes  
Koslowsky  
Kossowsky  
Kotelschik  
Kotlar  
Kovalsky  
Kovarsky  
Kozin  
Kraines  
Krainin  
Kramer  
Krasny  
Kratchmer  
Kraus  
Kraushaar  
Krauskopf  
Krauss  
Kreindel  
Kreine  
Krensky  
Kretske  
Kretskes  
Krichevsky  
Krieger, Kriegman/n 
(This name is also 
used by Gentiles)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Kripke 
Krischer  
Krochmal  
Kronish  
Krulewitz  
Krumbein  
Krupnick  
Kuhn– variation of 
Cohen  
Kulefsky  
Kulikowsky  
Kulp  
Kumpert  
Kupietz  
Kuppenheim  
Kurtz  
Kus  
Kushner  
Kusiel  
Kusmann  
Kutner  
Kutoff  
Kuznitsky  
Kwilecki  
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Lachman/n 
Ladany 
Laffer 
Lagover 
Lakin 
Lamdan 
Lamech 
Landau 
Landman/n 
Lang  
Langsam 
Lansky 
Lanzner 
Lapidus 
Lapin 
Lapman/n 
Lasar 
Lash 
Lasker 
Laskov 
Laskowitz 
Lautenberg 
LaVine 
Lawentman/n 
Layb 
Lazarowitch 
Lazarus 
Leah 
Leahy  
Lebeau 
Lebedoff 
Leblang 
Lebovitch 
Lebow 
Lebowitz 
Leder 
Lederer 
Leeser 
Leff 
Lehman/n (money- 
lender) 
Lehner 
Lehrer  

L 
 
 
Leibowitz 
Lekach 
Lekachman/n 
Lemberger 
Leml 
Lemlin 
Lempert 
Lenchitzky 
Leno 
Lenoff 
Leorekh 
Lepavsky 
Lepretre 
Lerner 
Leser 
Lev 
Levandula 
Levenson 
Levey 
Levi (Exclusively 
Jewish, including all 
variations- prefix, 
middle of the name, 
suffix, "Lev") 
Levigne 
Levin 
Levine 
LeVine 
Levinsky/i 
Levinstein 
Levinthal 
Levitan/sky or ski 
Levitch 
Levite  
Levitt 
Levitz 
Levy 
Lewin 
Lewin 
Lewis  
Leyisrael 
Leyser 
Liba 

 
 
 
Libschitz 
Licht 
Lichtenberg 
Lichtenfeld 
Lichterman/n 
Lichtman/n 
Lichtzer 
Lieb 
Lieberman/n 
Liebman/n 
Liebowitz 
Lifschitz 
Lifshitz 
Ligorner 
Lilienthal 
Linetsky 
Linker 
Lipa 
Lipes 
Lipis 
Lipkin 
Lipman/n 
Lipschitz 
Lipschuetz 
Lipsky 
Lis 
Lisagor 
Liss 
Litant 
Litaur 
Litman/n 
Littauer 
Littman/n 
Litvak 
Litwack 
Litwin 
Locker 
Loeb 
Loetstein 
Lome 
Long 
Lopata 
Lopatnik 
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Lopatnikov 
Lopez 
Lorge 
Lorig 
Lorsch 
Lotstein 
Löw 
Lowenbraun 
Lowenstein 
Lowitz 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Luban 
Lubar 
Lubarsky 
Lubin 
Lubowitz 
Ludwig 
Luepschuetz 
Lugner 
Lukatzsky 
Luria 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lunz 
Lurie 
Lurje 
Lustig 
Lutz 
Luzzati 
Luzzato 
Lysagora 
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Maccabi 
Macht 
Magid 
Magida 
Magidson 
Magit 
Magtaz 
Mahalalel 
Mahler 
Maimon 
Maites 
Maitin 
Maizlish 
Malachi 
Malawsky 
Malbim 
Malech 
Malev 
Malevsky 
Malin 
Malkah 
Malkes 
Malkiel 
Malkin 
Malkinson 
Malkoff 
Malkov 
Mall 
Malter 
Maltin 
Manba 
Mandel 
Mandelbaum 
Mandelblum 
Mandelbrodt 
Mandelbrot 
Mandelman/n 
Mandelstam 
Mandelstamm 
Mandelsuss 
Manewith 
Manewitz 
Maniowitz 

M 
 
 
Manisch 
Manischewitz 
Manishen 
Mankovsky 
Mankuta 
Mann 
Mannheim 
Mannish 
Mannsky 
Manoah 
Mapu 
Maram 
Marans 
Marantz 
Marburg 
Marcuse 
Maremont 
Margalit 
Marganit 
Margolin 
Margolioth 
Margolis 
Margolouth 
Marguiles 
Margules 
Margulies 
Margulis 
Marhuc 
Markowitz 
Marks 
Marmelstein 
Marpurch 
Marpurg 
Marshak 
Marx 
Mashbir 
Mashbitz- setter of 
jewels 
Mashgiah 
Maslin 
Mass 
Matanky 
Mattathias 

 
 
 
Mattis 
Mattisoff 
Mattison 
Mattityahu 
Mattiyahu 
Mautner 
May 
Mayefsky 
Mayer 
Maymin 
Maza 
Mazal 
Mazur 
Meckler 
Medinah 
Meer 
Meersand 
Mehler 
Mehlman/n 
Meir 
Meisel 
Meislish 
Meisterlin 
Meites 
Meitin 
Melamed 
Melber 
Melezin 
Mellitz 
Melnick 
Melnikoff 
Meltsner 
Meltz 
Meltzer 
Melzner 
Menachem 
Menachim 
Menaheim 
Menahem 
Menaker 
Menasche 
Menba 
Menche 
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Menchen 
Mendel 
Mendelberg 
Mendelheim 
Mendelovitch 
Mendelovitz 
Mendelsberg 
Mendelsohn  
Mendelson 
Mendelssohn 
Mendheim 
Mendthal 
Menke 
Menken 
Menkin 
Menlin 
Menuchin 
Menuhah 
Menuhin 
Menz 
Merman 
Merr- variation of 
"Meir" 
Merrick- variation of 
"Meir" 
Mervitz 
Meslin 
Messenger 
Metchik 
Metz 
Metzger  
Metzia 
Mevaser 
Meyer 
Meyerfeld 
Meyerhardt 
Meyerheim 
Meyeroff – variation of 
"Meir" 
Meyers 
Meyersberg 
 
 
 
 
 

Meyersicht 
Meyerstein 
Michel 
Mihály 
Milgrom 
Milhaud 
Miller – (this name is 
also used by many 
Gentiles) 
Millman/n 
Milstein 
Milton 
Minc 
Mince 
Mindel 
Minkche 
Minkovsky 
Minne 
Minowitz 
Mintz 
Miriam 
Mirman/n 
Mirsky 
Mirvis 
Mishkin 
Mishnah 
Mizera 
Mlotok 
Model 
Mogilner 
Mohel 
Molotok 
Monsky 
Montagu 
Montalban 
Montefiore 
(disambiguation) 
Morah 
Moran 
Mordecai 
Moreh 
 
 
 
 
 

Morenu 
Morgenstern 
Morgenthau  
Moritz 
Morpurgo 
Mosak - variation of 
"Moses" 
Moscheles- variation 
of "Moses" 
Moses 
Moshe- variation of 
"Moses" 
Moshia- variation of 
"Moses" 
Moskowitz- variation 
of "Moses" 
Moss- variation of 
"Moses" 
Mosse- variation of 
"Moses" 
Motche 
Moteff 
Motel 
Motele 
Motew 
Motke 
Motlin 
Motz- variation of 
"Moses" 
Motzkin- variation of 
"Moses" 
Mozak- variation of 
"Moses" 
Muchnik 
Mukel 
Munves 
Munz 
Mytofsky 
Mytosky 
Mytowsky 
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Nachman 
Nachman/n 
Nadel 
Naftalin 
Naftulin 
Naftulis 
Nagel 
Nager 
Nahman/n 
Nahum 
Naiman/n 
Naimon 
Najmark 
Namir 
Namslau 
Naparstek 
Naphtali 
Nardi 
Narkiss 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

N 
 
 
Narudetzki 
Nasati 
Nasatir 
Nash 
Nashelka 
Nass 
Natati 
Nathan 
Nathaniel 
Nathanson 
Naymark 
Neeman/n 
Nehamah 
Nehemiah 
Nehunyah 
Neiger 
Nelkin 
Nemirovsky 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Nerenberg 
Netzky 
Neumark 
Neviaser 
Nevler 
Newmark 
Nierenstein 
Nili 
Nissan 
Nissen 
Nissenbaum 
Nissenfeld 
Nissenholtz 
Nissim 
Novak 
Novick 
Nuger 
Nussbaum 
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Oberlander 
Ochakoff 
Ochs 
Ochsenschwantz 
Oder 
Oettinger 
Ofen 
Offen 
Ohringer 
Okner 
Okun 
Olshansky 
Onixt 
Oppenheim 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
O 

 
 
Oppenheimer 
Or 
Orbach 
Ore 
Oren 
Orenstamm 
Orenstein 
Orenthal 
Orke 
Orkin- (descendant of 
Aaron) 
Orlansky 
Orlik 
Orlinsky 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Ornstein 
Oron 
Or-tzion 
Orun  
Oshinsky 
Osina 
Osinsky 
Osterweil 
Ostrow 
Ostrower 
Ottensosser 
Ovosky 
Ozarovsky 
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Pacifico 
Packer – (peddler) 
Pailet 
Paiser 
Panet 
Papernick 
Papiermeister 
Papirnyi 
Pappenheim 
Parchi 
Parness 
Pasch 
Pasternack 
Patinka 
Patinkin 
Pauker 
Pearl  
Pearlman/n 
Pechenik 
Peiman/n 
Peiser 
Pekarsky 
Peled 
Pelles 
Pelofsky 
Penner 
Perachiah 
Perah 
Perelman/n 
Peres 
Pergament 
Perles 
Perlin 
Perlman/n 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

P 
 
 
Perlmutter 
Perlow 
Perlowsky 
Perlstein 
Perlzweig 
Persky 
Pervin 
Peshe Peshke 
Peshkin 
Pessel 
Pevsner 
Pfaltzer 
Pforzheim 
Pianko 
Pick 
Pikelny 
Pilch 
Pinchofsky 
Pinchuk 
Pines 
Pinhas 
Pinke 
Pinkhas 
Pinner 
Pinsk 
Pinsker 
Pinsky 
Piser 
Pizer 
Plisken 
Plotkin 
Plotnick 
Podoloff 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Podolov 
Podolsky 
Polier 
Politzer 
Polka 
Pollack 
Pollock 
Polski 
Polster 
Pomis 
Poneviaser 
Popp Popper 
Poppers 
Porat 
Porath 
Portnoy 
Portugal 
Posner 
Potashnik 
Poticha 
Potok 
Prensky 
Prenzlau 
Presch 
Presser 
Primack 
Pringsheim 
Prinz 
Pritikin 
Prochownik 
Proskauer 
Pruzansky 
Pugatch 
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Rabad 
Rabak 
Rabb 
Rabbi 
Rabin  
Rabinovitch 
Rabinowitz 
Rackofsky 
Rackover 
Racoosin 
Racusen 
Racusin 
Radzik 
Rafael 
Rahamin 
Rakh 
Rakowsky 
Rakusin 
Ralbag 
Rambaum 
Raphael 
Raphan 
Rappaport 
Rashal 
Rashi 
Raskin 
Rasofsky 
Rathenau 
Ratner 
Rauchwerker- furrier 
Ravidovitch 
Rawitz 
Rayzel 
Razumny 
Rebhuhn 
Rebhun 
Redstone 
Reese 
Regensberg 
Regensburg 
Reich – variation of 
"Rachel" 

 
 

R 
 
Reiche 
Reichel 
Reichelson 
Reichenbaum 
Reichenheim 
Reichenthal 
Reichman/n 
Reichner 
Reichstein 
Reifman/n 
Reines 
Reis 
Reisen 
Reiss 
Reiter 
Reitza 
Reitzes 
Rele 
Reles 
Remba 
Rembo 
Renah 
Rephun 
Resh 
Resnick 
Reuben 
Reuven 
Reysel 
Riback 
Ribalow 
Ribeisen 
Ribicoff 
Ribnick 
Richter  
Ridker 
Ries 
Riese 
Rifkin 
Rifkind 
Rimland 
Ringel 
Ringlet 
 
 

 
 
Rise 
Rivke 
Rivkes 
Rivki 
Rivkin 
Rivkind 
Rivlin 
Roback 
Rockoff 
Rödelheim 
Rofe  
Rofeh 
Rogoff 
Rogov 
Rogover 
Rogovsky 
Rogow 
Roman/n 
Rose 
Rosen 
Rosenbach 
Rosenbaum 
Rosenberg 
Rosenblatt 
Rosenblith 
Rosenblum 
Rosenbusch 
Rosendorf 
Rosendorn 
Rosenfarb 
Rosenfeld 
Rosenfrucht 
Rosengarten 
Rosenhaft 
Rosenhain 
Rosenhaus 
Rosenheim 
Rosenkrantz 
Rosenkwit 
Rosenmann 
Rosenschein 
Rosenstamm 
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Rosenstein 
Rosenstern 
Rosenstock 
Rosenstrauch 
Rosenstrauss 
Rosenthal 
Rosenwald 
Rosenwasser 
Rosenwein 
Rosenzweig 
Rosh 
Roskin 
Rosmarin 
Rosow 
Rosshaelter 
Rossi 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rossof 
Rossovsky 
Rostholder 
Roth 
Rothbart 
Rothberg 
Rothenberg 
Rothman/n 
Rothschild 
Rothstein 
Routenstein 
Rovner 
Roytbarg 
Rubashov 
Rubel 
Rubenchick 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rubenstein 
Rubenzik 
Rubin 
Rubinfeld 
Rubinger 
Rubinstein 
Ruchames 
Ruffer 
Rush 
Rushnevsky 
Ruskin 
Ruttman/n 
Rymartz 
Rymer 
Ryter 
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Sacerdote 
Sachs 
Sahl 
Saks 
Salaman 
Salander 
Salant 
Salanter 
Salida 
Salinger 
Salmen 
Salmon 
Salomon  
Salpeter 
Salzman/n 
Sameth 
Samter 
Samuel 
Sandak 
Sandek 
Sanditen 
Sanvil 
Saperstein (deals with 
sapphire) 
Saphir (deals with 
sapphire) 
Sapoznik 
Saran 
Sarassohn 
Sarfatti 
Sason 
Sasportas 
Sassoon 
Satz 
Saunders 
Savit 
Savitt 
Savitz 
Savitzky 
Schach 
Schachtel 
Schaffer 
Schaffner 

S 
 
 
Schalit 
Scharf 
Scharfman/n 
Scharfstein 
Schatz 
Schatzmann 
Schauer 
Schayer 
Schechter 
Scheier 
Schein 
Scheinberg 
Scheinberger 
Scheinfeld 
Scheinman/n 
Schemlke 
Schen 
Schenberg 
Schenberger 
Schenfeld 
Schenman/n 
Scher 
Scherer 
Schertzer 
Scheuer 
Schick 
Schiff 
Schimmel 
Schindler 
Schinkel 
Schlagbaum 
Schlamps 
Schlampps 
Schlechter 
Schleh 
Schleifer 
Schlesinger 
Schloss 
Schlossberg 
Schlossman/n 
Schmaltz 
Schmelkin 
Schmukler 

 
 
 
Schmulke 
Schnaittacher 
Schneebalg 
Schneider (some 
Gentiles use this 
name) 
Schnell 
Schnitman/n 
Schochet 
Schoenteil 
Schonbrunn 
Schorr 
Schram 
Schramm 
Schreiber  
Schreier 
Schreiner  
Schreter 
Schrift 
Schulhof 
Schulman/n 
Schulsinger 
Schultz 
Schupack 
Schupakevitch 
Schwab 
Schwartz 
Schwartzbart 
Schwartzberg 
Schwartzchild 
Schwartzenberg 
Schwartzman/n 
Schwarz 
Schwarzschild 
Schweid 
Schwersensky 
Sculsinger 
Scwartzen 
Seagal 
Seckel 
Seckl 
Sedlis 
Sefansky 
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Seff 
Segal 
Segalowitch 
Segalowitz 
Segan 
Seidman/n 
Seidner 
Seigal 
Seigel 
Seiler 
Seixas 
Selda 
Selde 
Seldes 
Seldin 
Seldis 
Selig 
Seligman/n 
Selik 
Seltzer 
Senelnick 
Sered 
Sertels 
Sexton 
Shabad 
Shabbetai 
Shaffer 
Shafran 
Shaliah 
Shalom- Hebrew for 
"peace." Often used 
as a greeting, like 
"hello" among Jews 
Shames 
Shandalov 
Shaphat 
Shapiro 
Sharer 
Sharett 
Sharf 
Sharfman/n 
Sharlott 
Shatach 
Shatsky 
Shatz 
Shayna 

Shayndel 
Shazar 
Shelomo (Solomon)  
Shemo 
Shephatiah 
Sherer 
Shereshefsky 
Sherman/n 
Shertok 
Sheva 
Shevin 
Shick 
Shifra 
Shifrin 
Shigon 
Shik 
Shikolnik 
Shimke 
Shimme 
Shimmel 
Shimon 
Shimshelevich 
Shimshon 
Shimshon 
Shkolnik 
Shlensky 
Shlomit 
Shlomo (Solomon) 
Shlonsky 
Shmelke 
Shmuel 
Shmulik 
Shnayer 
Shnitke 
Shoenkind 
Shohet 
Sholk 
Shor 
Shoshan 
Shprinzel 
Shteyn 
Shtull 
Shub 
Shuldine 
Shulruf 
Shulvass  

Shulweis  
Sickel 
Sidelko 
Sidney 
Siedenfaden 
Siegal 
Siegbert 
Siegel 
Siegelman/n 
Siegfried 
Sigismund 
Sigmund 
Silber 
Silberberg 
Silberman/n 
Silver 
Silverberg (mountain 
of silver) 
Silverman/n 
Silvermintz (name of 
one in the money-
lending business) 
Silvers 
Silverstein (jeweler) 
Simeon 
Simhah 
Simkin 
Simmon 
Simmons 
Simms 
Simon 
Simonsky 
Singer 
Sinilnik 
Sinykin 
Sirkes 
Sirkin 
Sirota 
Sivitz 
Sklar 
Skolnik 
Skora 
Skudin 
Skurnik 
Skyer 
Sladovsky 
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Slava 
Slavin 
Slepin 
Sliva 
Sloma 
Slonimsky 
Slova 
Slovin 
Slutzky 
Sluva 
Smilansky 
Smoler 
Smorgansky 
Sobol 
Sofar  
Sofer 
Sokol 
Sokoloff 
Sokolow 
Sokolowsky 
Sokolsky 
Solarz 
Solinger 
Sollender 
Solodar 
Solomon 
Soloveichik 
Soref 
Sorke 
Sorkin 
Soroka 
Sorotzkin 
Sourkes 
Spanier 
Spear 
Spector 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Speishandler 
Spelling 
Spellman/n 
Sperling 
Spero 
Spett 
Speyer 
Spiegel 
Spiegler 
Spielberg 
Spier 
Spilky 
Spira 
Spire 
Spiro 
Spitalny 
Spitz 
Spitzer 
Spivak 
Sprai 
Springer 
Sprinze 
Spritzer 
Srol 
Srul 
Srulik 
Sruloff 
Stamm 
Stampfer 
Stark 
Starkman 
Stawitsky 
Stein (exclusively 
Jewish) 
Steinberg 
Steinberger 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Steinem 
Steiner 
Steinitz 
Stellmacher 
Stendal 
Stern  
Sternberg 
Sternin 
Steuer- (tax collector) 
Sticker- (gold worker) 
Stier 
Stoller 
Stolper 
Storch 
Storm 
Strahl 
Strashun 
Strauss (used by 
some Gentiles) 
Strikman/n 
Strizower 
Stroh 
Sturm 
Sudnovsky 
Sukenik 
Sulz 
Sulzbach 
Sulzberg 
Susskind 
Sussman/n 
Svirsky 
Swibel 
Synikin 
Szpir 
Szrift 
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Tabachnik 
Tabor 
Tadlis 
Tahlifa 
Taksen - (the one who 
levied taxes on meat, 
milk, etc) 
Talesnick 
Talisman/n- (maker of 
prayer shawls) 
Talisnick 
Talmach 
Talmadge 
Tamar 
Tamara 
Tamari 
Tamarkin 
Tambor 
Tandler 
Tannenbaum 
Tanzer 
Taradash 
Targ 
Targovetsky 
Targow 
Targownik 
Tarler 
Tarr 
Tarshish 
Tartakover 
Taub 
Taube 
Tauber 
Taxin- (the one who 
levied taxes on meat, 
milk, etc) 
Tcherikover 
Tchernowitz 
Tehiya 
Teibel 
 

 
 

T 
 
 
Teig 
Teigman/n 
Teitelbaum 
Teller 
Temkin 
Tendler 
Tene 
Tenenbaum 
Teomim 
Teplitz 
Térine 
Tessler 
Tewel 
Tewele 
Teybel 
Tibbon  
Ticktin 
Tikvah 
Tischler 
Tobias 
Tolmach 
Tomim 
Toporek 
Touro 
Tov  
Tovah 
Tovim 
Trachtenberg 
Trainin 
Trana 
Trandel 
Trattner 
Trefus 
Treindel 
Treine 
Treinel 
Treves 
Trèves 
Trevis 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Tribas 
Trilling 
Trillinger 
Tringler 
Trivash 
Trock 
Trubnick 
Tuchman/n 
Tulman/n 
Tunik 
Turbin 
Turetz 
Turetzky 
Turoff 
Turofsky 
Turov 
Turover 
Turowitz 
Tuvia 
Tuviah 
Twersky 
Tygel 
Tzabok 
Tzahal 
Tzarfat 
Tzchernowitz 
Tzedek  
Tzedekah 
Tzevi  
Tzibbur 
Tzion 
Tzipor 
Tzipporah 
Tzirel 
Tziyonah 
Tzukerman/n 
Tzur 
Tzvah 
Tzvi 
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Uchitel 
Udelevsky 
Udell 
Ulman/n 
Ulrich 
Umelitz 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Valk 
Vardah 
Vardimon 
Vardina 
Vardit 
Varon 
Veinberg 
Veivelman/n 
Veivis 
Velikoff 
Velikov 
Velikovsky 
Verbin 
Vered 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

U 
 
 
Ungar 
Unger 
Unna 
Urbach 
Urevich 
Uri 
 
 
 
 
 

V 
 
 
Vidal 
Vifs 
Vigder 
Vigdorchik 
Vigdorowitz 
Vigoda 
Vis 
Viscl 
Vital 
Vitkin 
Vivant 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Ushpiz 
Uziel 
Uzziah 
Uzziel 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vivanti 
Vivas 
Vivelman/n 
Vives 
Vivis 
Vivs 
Vogel 
Voorsanger 
Vromel 
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Wachtel 
Wahl (This name is 
also used by some 
Gentiles)  
Wahrman/n 
Waldenburg 
Walfish 
Walk 
Walker 
Wallach 
Wallack 
Wallerstein 
Wallich 
Wallik 
Wank 
Wapner 
Warberg 
Warburg 
Warnik 
Wartel 
Wasserman/n 
Wasserstein 
Waxman/n 
Waxstein 
Weber 
Wechsler 
Weckler 
Weil 
Weile 
Weiler 
Weill 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
W 

 
 
Wein 
Weinberg 
Weinberger 
Weiner 
Weinglass 
Weinlaub 
Weinles 
Weinreb 
Weinreich 
Weinstein 
Weintraub 
Weisbart 
Weisberg 
Weisberger 
Weisel 
Weiss 
Weissmann 
Weisz 
Weitz 
Weizman/n 
Welsch 
Werben 
Werbin 
Wernik 
Wertheim 
Wertheimer 
Westheimer 
Wetzlar 
Wexler 
Wieder 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Wiederman/n 
Wigodar 
Wigodney 
Wilk 
Windner 
Winkler 
Winnick Winokur 
Winternitz 
Wita 
Witkin 
Wittenberg 
Wloch 
Wolf 
Wolfberg 
Wolfenberg 
Wolfenfeld 
Wolfenstein 
Wolfenthal 
Wolfheim 
Wolfinger 
Wolfish 
Wolfsfeld 
Wolfshaut 
Wolfsheimer 
Wolfsohn 
Wolfson 
Wolk 
Wollman/n 
Wolper 
Woskoboinik 
Wygoda 
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Yaakov (variation of 
Jacob) 
Yablunsky 
Yafeh 
Yaffah 
Yaffe 
Yaffin 
Yakhne 
Yakir 
Yakobl (variation of 
Jacob) 
Yakof (variation of 
Jacob) 
Yakofman/n (variation 
of Jacob) 
Yakov (variation of 
Jacob) 
Yakovman/n (variation 
of Jacob) 
Yale 
Yamin 
Yampol 
Yampolsky 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Y 
 
 
 
Yankel 
Yankelowitz 
Yarchi 
Yareah  
Yarmak 
Yatkeman/n 
Yavetz 
Yechiel 
Yedidya 
Yedidyah 
Yehezkel 
Yehi-am 
Yehiel 
Yehielchik 
Yehieli 
Yehuda 
Yekel 
Yekusiel 
Yekutiel 
Yellen 
Yellin 
Yellinik 
Yente 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Yentlin 
Yerahmiel 
Yesse 
Yishtabach 
Yisrael 
Yitkin 
Yitzhak 
Yoelberg 
Yoelsdorf 
Yoelson 
Yoetz 
Yokel 
Yolleck 
Yollenberg 
Yolles 
Yos 
Yosef 
Yosel 
Yosi 
Yoske 
Yudke 
Yudko 
Yukel 
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Zackheim 
Zadok 
Zadok 
Zager 
Zahav 
Zaitz 
Zakai 
Zakkai  
Zaks 
Zalkin 
Zalman/n 
Zamattison 
Zangwill 
Zarchin 
Zaret 
Zaretsky 
Zarfatti 
Zaslavsky 
Zavill 
Zechariah 
Zeckendorf 
Zederbaum 
Zeev 
Zeevy 
Zegman/n 
Zehavah 
Zehavit 
Zehuva 
Zeideman/n 
Zeidler 
Zeidner 
Zeitel 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Z 
 
 
 
Zeitlin 
Zeitman/n 
Zeitz 
Zekl 
Zelda 
Zelde 
Zeldes 
Zeldin 
Zeleznikov 
Zelig 
Zeliger 
Zelighaus 
Zeligsberg 
Zeligsheim 
Zeligstein 
Zelik 
Zelikovitz 
Zelinger 
Zemach  
Zerobnick 
Zertel 
Zev 
Zevin 
Z'fansky 
Zfass 
Zfassman/n 
Ziegel 
Ziegelman/n 
Ziegler 
Ziff 
Zilber 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Zimbalist 
Zimmerman/n 
Zimmet 
Zimring 
Zinneman/n 
Zipperstein 
Zipporah 
Zirelsohn 
Zitnik 
Zlate 
Zlatkin 
Zlotkin 
Zlotnick 
Zloty 
Zmira 
Zoe 
Zohar  
Zokovsky 
Zolotar 
Zorach 
Zoref 
Zucker 
Zuckerman/n 
Zunder 
Zunz 
Zupnick 
Zweibel 
Zweig 
Zwibel 
Zwillenberg 
Zwirn 
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How To Influence Millions with MetaPolitics: 

Subtle Influence, The Spiritual War & Daily 

Actions 

by LaconicLion » Thu Oct 31, 2019 

 

 

 
  

 
 

 
’ll list the archive of the thread at the bottom. 
 
Some notable comments:  
1. Glad to see fellow Jonna appreciators here. I monitor her closely. This is the type of content that 
changes the metapolitical climate. Without saying a word about POLITICS, she subverts urbanites into 
looking at eternal nature with newfound respect. 
 
The aesthetics in her videos have made more people decide they will move out to the countryside than 
any logical argument ever has.  
 
2: The lesson of Jonna is the metapolitical lesson: culture is best changed by showing what a good life 
could be. If you want to redpill someone you know (especially a female), don't give a pdf of Mein Kampf. 
Show them how cool something you can do out in nature is. Being a ruralite or aspiring homesteader is a 
more powerful changer of one's politics than logical arguments. 
 
Here's similar, powerful metapolitical creators: Marie Cachet, Liziqi and Anniina. 
>https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJjRffrPAw8 
>https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FWMIPukvdsQ 
>https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jsds-sAfNY 
 
3. Comments on Liziqi's videos, a Chinese girl (linked above) that lives and works on a rural farm. 
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4. Yeah. Just looking at that comment section is a nuclear redpill. A girl posted this: 
>Sometimes u make feel like I should move from the city and go buy a small house in a quiet village. 
Watching u inspires me a lot.  
 
This type of content is subversive in that JewTube will never have an excuse to ban it. People who watch 
these videos are not ''on guard'' for political influence and without conscious thought their thinking 
patterns are changed. 
 
The metapolitical arena is at least as important as politics itself. Should be a more common topic on 
/pol/.  
 
5. Comment on Jonna's video, A Song For Sweden 

 
 
-- 
 
National Socialism and Spiritual Satanism are worldviews that impact basically every aspect of life. 
Considering that there are countless related topics to NS and SS, you can use that fact to influence 
potentially millions of others through subtler means. 
 
For example, National Socialists treats Nature as sacred. Jonna showcases the beauty of her traditional 
life, and the beauty of nature, and in doing so, her content touches the heart of others who yearn for 
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that life, and she changes the philosophy, values, and dreams of others.  
 
By creating a channel, quality content, and reaching out to get viewers, she affects thousands, even 
millions of people, through her own individual actions. Take a look at yourself, and consider what talents 
and aspirations you have, and what you can do to change the metapolitical climate. 
 
For example: What kind of person would be a quality National Socialist & Spiritual Satanist? What kind 
of person can we try to 'create', that will serve our efforts? What personal qualities should they have? 
Here's my list: 
* Truth-oriented, discerning, perceptive, questioning, critical thinker, takes initiative to learn 
* Engaged in life. Devoted to their physical, mental, spiritual health & development. Emotionally 
intelligent. 
* Socially involved, community oriented, locally-focused, value-driven, altruistic (to the right people) 
* Responsible, resourceful, organized, creative. 
* They are producers, not moochers, and they take direct action to create what they want in life instead 
of depending on outside authorities (They don't 'pass the buck'). 
* They are a struggler, a pursuer, an overcomer, willing to fail, takes on challenges, ambitious, 
disciplined, focused and powerful.  
* Prioritizes what they want. Takes massive action to achieve it. Builds good habits. Values their time, 
and masters the present moment.  
* Spiritually conscious, racially-conscious, values family, values traditional culture, values race.  
* Understands justice, survival, natural law, and conflict. 
* Deep reverence for nature, eco-conscious, animal-protecting/loving, sustainable living. 
 
Those are just a couple qualities I thought of. You can probably think of others. You can push this kind of 
mindset and worldview to others without ever mentioning a thing about National Socialism itself. (Race 
consciousness may take a bit more finesse, but it's certainly possible.) As shown, even promoting ONE of 
these qualities - a reverence and appreciation for Nature, is a significant victory for our side. This lays a 
natural foundation for National Socialist warriors.  
 
This kind of spirit can be grown within the people through metapolitical means, especially now, in the 
Information Age, where people are desperately looking for identity, meaning, community, connection, 
and a desirable lifestyle.  
 
You can live a great and valuable life, and be a friend and mentor to others, and even serve as a role 
model for others to emulate. Even if you don't literally reach millions, the ripple effect still applies. A 
single pebble, when dropped into a pond, ripples out across the whole surface of the water. 
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Bonus points for online outreach - spreading knowledge to others with content on the internet where 
billions of people are browsing, (where many people are spending half their waking lives online), 
showcasing who you are, being a public figure, like Jonna. 
 
Ask yourself questions like these: 
 
How can I be more influential and involved in my local community? 
How can I develop the skills and knowledge that will let me influence more people in my day to day life?  
How about potentially influencing others on a global scale? 
What changes can I make in my life to become more of a role model for the philosophies and ideologies I 
want to see in the world? How can I "be the change"? 
What habits can I cultivate in myself, and what goals can I pursue to become a more powerful and 
successful individual? 
How can I use my current circumstances to create metapolitical victories? Are there coworkers, friends, 
and family members that I can influence? How about other people I interact with in my community? 
 
Nothing is too small or big. For example, you like hiking and you do it regularly? Get some more people 
to hike with you. Invite someone out to hike that doesn't go outside much. Help them build an 
appreciation for nature within themselves. That guy starts regularly hiking, and then picks up hunting 
and fishing too, and gets his other friends involved.  
 
His friends influence their other friends and so on. Soon, you have a whole group of people that are 
healthy, enjoy spending time in nature, have hands-on understanding of many of nature’s laws, and 
they're socially involved. They don't spend much time on the Talmudvision, so they're largely immune to 
the propaganda, and then they see multinational corporations owned by Jews destroying wildlife 
habitats and polluting oceans. Now they are much more receptive to our ideas. The lifestyle they are now 
emotionally invested in, they will protect and fight for. All this from a seemingly insignificant invitation to 
go hiking at the start. 
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The man/woman that loves nature is the natural adversary to those that recklessly destroy nature for 
profits. Even something as simple and seemingly insignificant as that invitation to go hiking has 
potentially amazing effects over time. Think creatively, don't limit yourself only to changing their beliefs 
on a logical level, through debate and argument.  
 
There was a Jew that authored an article, and admitted that (paraphrasing) "The Neo-pagan reverence 
for nature is dangerous and should be seen as an threat against society's progress." (meaning Jewish 
society's goals to turn the planet into a toxic waste dump for shekels).  
 
The Neo-pagans are creating cultural victories against the enemy narrative every day. Singing, dancing, 
art, music, folk celebrations, food, crafts, all of it benefits us, and creates more potential warriors, and 
more victories for us later on. 
 

 
 
Every noteworthy resistance against the Enemy was comprised of individuals, who were previously 
influenced by other individuals and their efforts. Every individual action shifts the cultural climate. Do 
you see? Every move develops the board. The pawn moved in turn 5, can result in a future checkmate 
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against the Jew in turn 300. Let me illustrate with an image. 
 

 
 
Picture a horizontal line running through the middle of the blue and red curves called - 'Time'. 
Notice that as time goes on, the level of success or failure becomes exponential. 
 
In fitness, the blue would be a man changing his habits to become healthier. He exercises, and eats 
healthy. At first there's not much difference. Soon, the excess fat starts dropping off, his muscles gain 
definition. As time goes on, he reaches the pinnacle of health, he feels full of energy, vitality, strength, 
he feels superhuman. The rewards were difficult to notice in the beginning, but as time passes, his 
rewards became exponentially greater. 
 
The red would be the opposite. Bad health habits. Not much difference at first, but as time goes on, he 
becomes chubby, overweight, then obese. At first he just felt a little worse, then worse, and then worse. 
Soon, he can't run very far anymore. Then, he starts riding a mobility scooter for long stretches of 
distance. Eventually, as time passes, he gets severely ill -- a stroke, heart disease, or cancer, and dies an 
early death. 
 
The same thing applies to our struggle against the Enemy. This war that we've dedicated ourselves to 
fighting, day in and day out, in order to work towards a better future for humanity, so the Gods can be 
honored for all they've given us, so all Gentile peoples can be spiritually healthy, live free of poverty, 
corruption, and degeneration, and have a meaningful and worthy life, on a beautiful Earth. 
 
This war, and the fate of humanity, it's up to us. Our seemingly insignificant day-to-day actions and 
habits, that in actuality, means the difference between victory and defeat, greatness and mediocrity, 
strength and weakness, freedom or slavery. Our daily disciplines create tiny wins, that eventually adds 
up to HUGE WINs. 
 
So a few points to summarize things: 
 
1. Practice Metapolitics: 
Influence others with your lifestyle, and lifestyle promotion. Start with your talents, vocations, 
aspirations and natural inclinations. Whatever you want in life, (artist, businessman, educator, family-
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man, farmer, etc.) you can create metapolitical victories by showing what a good life can be, by being a 
role model, by your simple actions that affect others. A good father passes on his love for family to his 
sons and daughters. 
 
2. More scale + more value = more influence: 
In Entrepreneurship, there's something called the "Law of Affection". It's the two-word answer to the 
question, "How can I earn millions?" Answer: "Affect millions". You can apply the same thinking to why 
people like Jonna are so successful in changing the cultural climate. It's simple, she affects millions. And 
not only in scale, but in value. The emotional appeal of her videos hits the heart powerfully, and it's not 
quickly forgotten. It's high value and fulfilling, instead of junk food, which would be like a brainless low-
effort meme, a brief chuckle and quickly forgotten. 
 
3. Every little thing counts: 
Everything contributes. Nothing is too big or too small. Every positive action is a small victory, a brief 
skirmish won that contributes to the success of the entire war. Whether it's done for yourself(self 
betterment), or an action done to influence others. Every day -- choose truth, justice, improvement, and 
service to Satan's Kingdom, in the thousands of decisions you make. Over time you will also learn how to 
further maximize your impact. 
 
4. Time is your secret ingredient of success: 
If Time is consistently combined with the right actions and mindset, you will inevitably create 
exponential explosions of success. And success begets even more success due to momentum. Be aware 
of the truth of this process. Build habits that will create what you want. Know this and have faith that 
daily, consistent actions to improve yourself, and daily, consistent actions against the enemy is the 
single, most important factor that will elevate us, and obliterate (((them))). 
 

 
 
(Bonus Point, 5. Lack of money can be a barrier here. Here is a post I wrote about the paths available for 
you to get more money and thus free time to pursue your aspirations. Combine w/ money magick, there 
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are many examples of great money workings on the forums, jos, and library. 
viewtopic.php?f=24&t=24602#p109150 ) 
 
Thread Archive: https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/231411275/ 
 
I asked a friend for his thoughts on what he would add to this post, and he sent me this valuable reply. 
The video is a must-watch IMO: 
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How to Recognize and Identify a Jew, 
Part 3 
By 
John Doe Goy 
 
 
Part 3 is an add on to How to Recognize and Identify 
a Jew, Parts 1 and 2 
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Note the long and disproportionate lower jaw. 
Also, with the Jew on the right in the color photo, the 
slanted down eyes. The Jews were at one time in 
Japan, many centuries ago and stole copiously from 
the Japanese religion of Shintoism. The suffix “KIN” 
on many Jewish surnames, such as “Rivkin” is the 
word for “gold” in Japanese. The little black box that 
orthodox Jews wear upon their foreheads was stolen 
from Shintoism, among other things.   

 
Note, though this Jewish girl 
has straight blonde hair, note 
her long jaw and pointed 
chin. Also, her classic Jewish 
nose.  
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Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names add-on here.  
 
The suffix “KIN” on many Jewish surnames, such as “Rivkin” is the 
word for “gold” in Japanese. Any name with a “KIN” on the end is 
Jewish.  
Another suffix is “EL.” As in “Edel.” The “EL” can also occur in the 
middle of the Jewish surname as with Edelman/n, Edelsberg, 
Edelstein, etc.  
 
For a list of Jewish surnames, please see How to Recognize and 
Identify a Jew, Part 2. 
 
Please be aware, as several rabbis have written, the Jewish modus 
operandi is to “CONQUER FROM WITHIN.” They have been doing 
this for centuries. Nearly all NS groups, groups that are racially aware 
and onto the Jewish menace are infiltrated by Jews. They kiss ass, 
and work their way up to positions of influence and power and then 
proceed to rot the organization out from the inside. Racial 
background and color does not matter. Jews took down Black leader 
Marcus Garvey who was against them and advocated racial 
separation. 
 
They work relentlessly to gain trust, especially the trust of those who 
are in positions of power. They will try to get members to commit 
crimes and related so they wind up in prison. Anyone in prison is no 
threat to the Jewish regime.  
 
One prominent White racialist is now serving some 40 years in 
prison. He was deliberately framed. Jews went as far as they staged 
a life threatening attack on him, of which one infiltrator “saved” his 
life. The entire deal was a false set up. This unfortunately gained his 
trust. The infiltrator then proceeded to get him to reply to a statement 
in a way that was seriously twisted and he is now in prison.  
 
Every organization that is Jewish aware has been taken down this 
way, or seriously compromised. Idiots who support Christianity, Islam, 
and other Jewish “religious” programs only open themselves to 
Jewish curses. Do some research. Very few if any died of natural 
causes.  
www.exposingchristianity.com 
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September Last Week Offensive - [Kol Nidrei] 

By High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

Post Fri Sep 25, 2015 3:47 am  

 

 

Greetings to all our Satanic Comrades and Warriors. 

 

We have done the enemy a very big amount of damage. No offensive has been so big and continuous, 

like this one. We have accomplished this and this is our accomplishment. We have caused them insane 

damage and very much of it is to materialize in the future, as we go. We set a tune and there will be 

dancing. 

 

We are mostly "done" with this. Since the Reversal Torah Ritual is ready, we will do this. We all have 2-3 

days to rest [you can stop the Rituals to reverse the curses if you are exhausted, this will depend on your 

energy, but you can also start at once], then we will attack the next week. We can also attack at once, 

which is what should ideally be done. There is plenty of time to regenerate your energies, relax, be in 

slothz mode and ready to hit even harder for the next week, but only if you are exhausted. When the 

month is due, we will have time to relax and let the energy resonate. Then, more Torah Reversal Rituals 

will come. 

 

WE WILL SHOW THE ENEMY OUR SUPERIORITY. NOW, THEY ARE NOT DEALING WITH "ROMANS", 

"EGYPTIANS", "ASSYRIAN", "BABYLONIANS", "ASIANS", "INDIANS", "NORDICS". THEY ARE DEALING WITH 

ALL THE SUPERIOR PEOPLE FROM *ALL* GENTILE RACES. 

 

They are in the biggest trouble they have ever been. Now the war is taken on the only real and 

composite level that ALWAYS saved the ass of the jews. NOW is the time when the enemy really gets hit 

on their core, where they have never been hit by Humans before. Now we are really dealing with their 

insanity. 

 

Those who are aware of all the flow of news and so forth, they can see this. We are making very serious 
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impact. 

 

This is when we must all tie in together. One Kosher Judaism organization talked about how its okay to 

murder us and kill us, Satanists and "Nazis" and that "god" takes no offense of this. Certain very valuable 

members have been also attacked offline, by these insane and criminal filths. For all those who have 

read the enemy, they know all this is the case truly. They know we are dealing literally, with the Worlds 

Greatest Evil. 

 

Now we will all set today, the next upcoming tune of reversing the Kol Nidrei. This prayer, does 

something very vile. It attempts to remove attachments of someone to the deeds and crimes they have 

done, and project them to someone else who is innocent. Those of you who are aware of spirituality, you 

know Vows are really important. Spiritual Vows cannot really be renounced. This is very factual. Vows 

are also metaphorical for any action one vows themselves into, lets say, promotion of the Jew World 

Order dictates. Then, the jews are trying to wash their hands from the astral outcomes these energies 

have. Normally, they should be hit with a reaction, but they are forming a barrier to avoid the law 

"action = reaction" and to put the reaction on the Gentiles, who are innocent. In plain fucking words, the 

jews devour everything and YOU and ALL OF US GENTILES pay the bill, while everyone is still left starving. 

 

The jews are notorious for doing the greatest of crimes. Infact, on this Earth, they are the criminal and 

gangster Race, towards all other people. They never got it "coming" for what they have done. All other 

Gentiles have had been cursed, without having committed anything. Just for resisting the psychopathic 

jews, many are 6 feet under. No, not persons, names and fames of people. 

 

Whole Races have went extinct. The jews have also been cunning, spiritually speaking. All the astral 

energy and outcomes of their atrocities, they have projected onto Gentiles, specifically on their 7th 

chakra. This is the "Yom Kippur" Goat for Azazel thing they do. Except of blaspheming the God Azazel, 

they are putting insane curses on Gentiles. And they are putting all the nasty vibes and shit their crimes 

do, on the Goat, which is symbolic of all Pagans (Gentiles). 

 

All Gentiles as thus are living mostly bad or plain average lives, or in other places in the world they suffer. 

If someone makes it higher, they are again punished or smited in other ways. The criminal, liar and 

swindler prospers, they have it good and they get it all good. Maybe the jews are the most accursed and 

vile Race, accursed by Nature too, they get all sorts of nefarious diseases, all sorts of curses, "pogroms" 

now and then, attacks, yet, they survive and they thrive like a giant tick on our back. And they will of 

course devour your blood totally, while transferring deadly viruses. This is obvious that obviously, things 

are dead-fucking-wrong. 
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Then you have their books, their Old Testament, their hoaxes of xianity and everything- all these things 

creating a horrible life situation for Gentile people. This can be seen everywhere in the world. It took 

centuries for people to be able to get a decent meal, to learn to write, to have any so called "freedom". 

Many people are still living enslaved, yet so many few people can understand this. Humanity is living in a 

digital prison cell, a lie. People think they are free, but they are really enslaved. Enslaved so tightly, that 

they have created all sorts of escapism to convince themselves they are free. Yet even at this point, 

everything is better and there are more freedoms. The enemy with economic warfare, propaganda, 

illegal immigration, war in the Middle East, they are trying to put everything in destruction and to 

subvert all Nations and States. 

 

I see few people complaining. Nothing ever gets solved this way, or ever did. Things get solved by 

Warriors. I am a Warrior, I know NO complaints. I only know how to get shit done, contemplate things 

and how to bring anything to fruition. This is like wanting to eat. First, do what you have to do, plant the 

seed. Then, you naturally have to wait. You planted it, its there, it will grow obviously. Complaining while 

waiting makes everything a torture, and its also stupid to do. It shows one doesn't know what they are 

talking about if anything else. This comes directly from not knowing the laws of Nature when it comes to 

magick and so forth. This is normal, as the enemy stripped this all away. And in this case, many here do 

not know or understand these laws. So therefore, there must be a problem. This is the same thing as 

someone who doesn't know the Sun will come up again tomorrow. When the Sun goes, they think its 

gone forever, or something in this regard. This is lack of knowledge and insight. The more advanced 

members do fill this in for anyone to see and understand. 

 

The only problem is that not everyone is equally open spiritually, therefore, they cannot see far beyond 

than what is front of them. This is not evil, but this is also not True. In this case, our Workings come with 

a lag time, but these emerge later, in bursts, in one huge burst. The part of the mind that you do magick 

with, knows all the details. Like any working, its done, it works, now we are moving on. We have literally 

breached many things and done insane damage, in so much of a short amount of time, with literal and 

physical proof. Members posted articles etc. You also have to read the News and be aware in your 

environment. Also, knowing and being aware of the "past". Due to lack of experience, many people don't 

know this. They think that it always was like this. Progress though has been steadily and very forcibly 

happening...The Amount of people we have informed, outraged and brought out of the darkness is 

enormous. We have done insane damage with our Rituals, Education etc. 

 

For instance, do you remember years ago when we did the Working for the Jewish leadership to fail? 

They did fail and this still works. Pissrael now has a most vile and bad reputation worldwide, in a hard 

position, to state one of our hundreds of accomplishments. This broke as of late and everyone is acutely 

aware of what is going on in the Middle East. The jews have been unable to protect their lies this time. 
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People are coming out from everywhere and people KNOW. The enemy is acutely aware of the danger 

we all are. They literally come out in the hundreds. How much flaming was there for Pissrael in 2000? 

Who even knew anything if at all about the jews? Who educated against them? If you asked them then, 

they would think they had it all. Nowadays? Questionable as fuck. In how much time? 10-15 years? Even 

less for many people here, who are here for 2, 3 or 4 years. 

 

Our people have been fighting for long, same with our Gods. Those who are elders here, you can see 

how much things have turned the tables...In a time INCOMPREHENSIBLE even for the enemy. It took 

them centuries to get where they are today. Yet, look at what the fuck is going on for them. And this is 

still not over, or close to being over. ITS OVER WHEN ITS DONE. We are Warriors here and a Warrior has 

to be pragmatic, not lunatic. Its evident that nothing, not even the monstrosity of the enemy, built itself 

out of nowhere. It took time, effort, and power. Everything in nature works that way. We are Warriors 

here. I don't doubt this in anyone and you should NOT doubt this in yourselves. PERIOD! 

 

This fight between our Gentile people and the enemy has waged for centuries. Yet look at what is 

accomplished when REAL work is done, that is, to hit the enemy at their survival base, which is the 

SPIRITUAL power they possess. Few if anybody ever did them any damage with "Money" or "Resources" 

or anything, than what we have done with Spiritual Warfare. Real Warriors do NOT ask "oh mommy 

when is this over, I can't take a tootoo". They ask "WHERE THE TARGET IS AND WHAT I CAN DO TO 

ABSOLVE THIS PROBLEM THAT HAS KILLED CENTURIES AND GENERATIONS OF MY PEOPLE". Its should be 

evident. We are about so many more things here, than merely ourselves. Yet, we are including ourselves. 

This is evident. The more we push the enemy, the more we upbring ourselves and our world. 

 

If you go some generations back, you will see brave Gentiles that really worked for what they wanted. 

They RAISED THEIR EMPIRES. They didn't just sit on the Sun and complain. This idea in this century that 

everything can be farted out like poof, and everything will go, is entirely a jewish underbelt strike so that 

you will all be useless and waste your lives doing nothing, neither spiritually, nor mentally, nor physically. 

They went out there and brought their life where they wanted. People without delusions. I totally 

understand and I know how this feels, but one has to look beyond themselves at this point. The WORLD 

is at stake. The lives of billions of innocent people, who are walking unknowingly into the jewish meat 

grinder of Jew World Order. And yes, this includes your mother, your father, yourself, your sister or 

brother, your children if you have any, all the people to come and all the people that have been gone 

from this World. Literally everyone is concerned, whether they like it or accept it or not. 

 

But just imagine, how did all the murdered people in WW1 and WW2 feel? How did the Egyptians feel 

when their people were butchered? How did 100 millions of Chinese people that were the finest and 

most civilized in Asia, feel when they died by Mao Zedong the communist? How did the Romans feel? 
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How do the Yezidi people feel when they get raped and killed, right now as we speak? How the Middle 

Eastern people that have lost their homes and lives feel? How does everyone in the World feel, in the 

subconscious level, from this hoax of xianity and pisslam? 

 

How did the English feel when they were worked as pigs? How did homosexuals feel in the Gulags? How 

are the Chinese feeling now, with all their emotions dead and not being able to utter a world of this 

Communist dictatorship they are living in, being worked to death? How are people who are working for 

dimes feeling, being unable to react and do anything? There are still people dying at the streets from 

hunger and deprivation. Just because they might not live in your neighborhood, it doesn't mean they do 

not exist. They do. The list is so fucking endless, its not worth it. 

 

WE STAND RESOLUTE AND WE WILL END THIS PESTILENCE. ITS A DIVINE PURPOSE. ITS OUR WAR!!! ITS 

*OUR* WORLD!!! 

 

HAIL SATAN!!! 

 

HAIL VICTORY!!!! 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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                      Sermons and Writings  

By 

 High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A collection of writings, Sermons, Poems and answers to the Joy 

of Satan e-groups, by High Priest Hooded Cobra 666. 

 

Note 1: Some of the posts have been from years before, so they need be looked upon that way 

and as thus are edited.  

Note 2: Rituals and workings that have been performed by the Joy of Satan groups are there 

aswell, but these are only here for study reference and so one can follow up, DO NOT DO 

THESE NOW! 
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 Raising the Kundalini, a message.  
06 Nov, 2011 

 

If You want to Rise as far as the Kundalini goes, don't wait for Satan to deem you worthy. Deem yourself 

worthy by daily practice and constant meditation. Deem yourself worthy for the right of every gentile. 

The Aweakening of Satan's blood. Kill the lie in you, kill obstructions, accept yourself and accept the 

Truth as it is, without restrictions. Find who you are, without any must or if. Find what is of the Gods and 

of Yourself in you, keep it, weep out the rest. What remains? You and the Gods. To become as the Gods 

and become immortal the first step is to kill what won't last forever. Truth lasts, lies don't . Additionally, 

lies don't concern anyone. Those who are in the truth see right through. Satan won't punish anyone for 

lying to himself, simply because the torment of self lying is enough to punish you alone by your own 

actions. Stop being a lost soul that will come back over and over again, in the cycle of nothingness. 

Become your own God and become as our Father Satan created us all to become. Take responsibility 

about who you are, stop blaming the enemy and anyone else. Kill ignorance and the enemy is dead on 

your feet. Kill stupidity and unreasonability and the enemy can't see you. The enemy is relatively weak 

to what we can do to ourselves.  

 

A still and controlled Satanic mind has no enemy able to detort to any falsehood. Take the descision 

today if you want to escape the cycle of reincarnation and become as the Gods. Fight against the lie 

inside and kill it. Once the lie is dead inside,the Truth of Satan can bloom freely,in your life,reality,soul 

and being. See your past selves, observe them, don't tie in. Take the leap to the Truth. Satan will be 

there to guide your every step. Kill the walls in your mind. Kill your past lying selves. Kill what you have 

learned to cling upon and deny the transient. What remains? Take it for this will make you a God and 

create the new you; the Satan you. Satan is in every one of Us. Our core, Us. Satan wants you to free 

yourself more than anyone. An entagled you means and entagled Satan. When your wills both fuse and 

you desire freedom so much; this is when you will Rise and escape the lies of anything, anyone and 

everyone. This is when you will become a God, an Ascended Master of yourself. 

 

Clean your mind. Face yourself and cause the last card before the world in the Tarot, the Judgement. 

Cause it yourself and you're steps ahead. You already complete level 99/100. Face your scars, heal them, 

Satan will free you on the last steps if you take yourself there. The world is yours only when the Truth is 

yours. I wrote the above after a very powerful Kundalini experiance which really transformed me fully. 

Thanks for reading. 

 

-HoodedCobra666 ,  

 

HAIL SATAN , PRAISE SATAN!!!! 
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 The Merkaba Meditation and your thoughts  
Jul 3, 2012 

 
Development is good, but not knowing how to handle your mind consciously and subconsciously with 

power can prove fucked up.  

 

The negatives are, you are what you think. Your thoughts have a lot more power than the ordinary ones, 

a lot more, so you need to seriously pay attention into what you think and your emotions as what has 

been written a lot of times. Emotions and personality have to be kept in check. Lashing out on someone 

or having uncontrollable depression, etc... This can lead to serious shit, as you attract things you dwell 

and Merkaba multiplies your power for this. Additionally, the soul needs to be completely clean.  

 

Let me explain to you that way. You have a needle and you throw it at a window. Will it break? Hell no. 

Now you have a needle vibrating at the speed of light. Possibly, the same needle can shatter a mountain 

or do a great deal of damage. Higher speed in physics equals in Higher power, same with Merkaba. On 

the other hand you being on a Higher vibrational level, you skip a lot of lag times in magick. Long story 

short, be careful, but not fear. Now Merkaba is even more serious, because it uses the Octagon. Many 

things in creation are based upon the Octagon and its important for a reason that I know by feeling, but I 

can't write it without evidence.  

 

When the Merkaba field spins around you, one pyramid clockwise one anti-clockwise, where these 

meet, you have a creation of energy out of something like friction. Much energy. Its like spinning two 

metal plates on opposite directions, there is some sort of energetical friction that is made because of 

the heat, thus creating a disc of energy, this disc is connected through the light tube you raise in this 

meditation and chakra system, thus it amplifies that energy of your chakras too. All this is geometry and 

has a direct link on why the chakras are in Pyramid Shape... This is again very powerful from its nature 

and one who can feel energy will feel your bioelectric field, like I did for persons I knew.  

 

Gods are Geniuses for inventing such knowledge. One has to just dive into it. 

 

Right now, away from the science. What you dwell upon will materialize a lot quickly. Don't mind 

understanding why. But you must know that if your thoughts and emotions are out of control, this can 

prove a disaster. Since you have increased power, the enemies of Father Satan will look onto you 

differently, because you're an astral source of light and this is what they thrive for. Keep an aura of 

protection and use the increased power you have on this level to keep them the fuck away. 

 

I've noted that you post about all of your experiances. You seem like a talkative person and thats good. 

But know that for your own safety and calmness, you should be better investigate more into them and 

know that we have lurkers here, not only just Brothers and Sisters. 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!! 
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 Satanic Guidance – Healing 
May 23, 2012 

 

I wanted to heal my skin from some stuff and I tried many methods, it USED TO hamper my self esteem 

a bit. Other stuff I had, is completely healed as Satan and His Demons which I really love guided me to 

the correct info. I just kept on with my meditations and I have asked my GD's to generally guide me to 

Magnum Opus and they have been doing so, I feel really thankful they devote their time. 

 

I tried and tried again about healing methods, but truth is that what I did was sporadic but giant [energy 

wise]. I didn't see any change that way. In most stuff I tried, I got it one shot. I don't try on many things 

and many desires as I devote all my energies in meditations and attaining power.  

 

But what happened yesterday night was magnificent. I was reading a book I was instructed by the Gods 

of Hell to read lately. I never had much success with it, but growing through meditation and awareness 

now it all makes total sense. Slowly I just started gathering my knowledge [I didn't even had knowledge 

of why I read what I read at times, about spirituality]. Then I found the correct knowledge to solve the 

problem. 

 

I have papers I wrote the meditations I do daily and I placed them on a book I have printed, Franz 

Bardon's Initiation into Hermetics. Which is a book I really adore, despite of the fact about the 2000 year 

old jew posing as a "Master". Such far-fetched bullshit. All this book seems to have been written by 

Satan and the Demons themselves, as such knowledge in Satanic eyes can be life-changing. 

 

So I sat down and applied that knowledge on a health problem I had for like 4 years with my skin. 

Nothing major, but it was there and I got pissed because visually its not nice to see, yet nothing major. I 

knew this certain solution would work as I felt it. And if totally fucking did. The Gods of Hell are Amazing. 

Its only day 1 and I noticed a lot of change on this problem, ALREADY. Share all your wishes and 

objectives/desires with Father Satan and the Gods of Hell. They will and totally guide you to where you 

have a complete solution to your problem, without 'halfisms' like the enemy and without any lack of 

knowledge whatsover.  

 

Another experiance I wanted to share is with Goddess Maat. The last time I saw Her she gave me a 

meditation. I used to do this past year but I had forgot. She told me the importance of it and that I 

should do it again. The problem was mental and had to do with emotions. I didn't do it right away. I did 

it about a month after when I felt ready. The change was BLANTANT. It only needed 2 days and the 

emotional problem was SOLVED. 

 

HAIL SATAN ETERNALLY! 
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 Necronomicon? 
May 20, 2012 

 

This is so powerful. I am not kidding. Satan is the Greatest and I love HIM for guiding me to understand 

much of the Necronomicon as this is very valuable! Its full of allegories as it has been said a million 

times. While it claims to be 'against' the Serpent, its actually all about the Serpent Kundalini, but most 

probably to avoid the destruction of the book it claims the exact opposite. Thats how it would survive in 

the Future as I believe Satan knew it would survive even to today that way. I try to study it and its very 

nice. Amon-Ra [Marduk] Is my Guardian and I feel so nice about it. These names are all Powers 

corresponding to Marduk. Marduk is very powerful, moreso than most know.  

 

 

"The Gods forget. They are distant. They must be reminded. If they are not watchful, if the 

gatekeepers do not watch the gates, if the gates are not kept always locked, bolted and 

barred, then the One who is always ready, the Guardian of the Other side, IAK 

SAKKAK, will enter and bring with him the hordes of the armies of the Ancient Ones, 

IAK KINGU, IAK AZAG, IAK AZABUA, IAK HUWAWA, ISHNIGGARAB, IAK 

XASTUR, and IAK KUTULU, the Dog Gods and the Dragon Gods, and the Sea 

Monsters, and the Gods of the Deep." 

 

The Gods being the chakras, they must be REMINDED. That means meditation. The gatekeepers are us 

actually and the Gates [Pathaways of energy] must be kept OPEN. As long as we meditate and keep our 

selves pure we will never face the 'hordes', Or Mad arab here mentions the cleansing process that takes 

place? The Necronomicon seems kinda messed, but messed up in a distinct order for us to understand. 

As for instance in this paragraph it goes against the 'Dragon Gods'. These are Positive. While the 'sea 

monsters' are actually the dross of the subconscious. Now what this IAK means, I will have to find out as 

it probably relates somewhere. 

 

 

I am so amazed and, 

HAIL SATAN!!!!! 
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 Concerning the concepts and pursuits of godhead. 

Jul 19, 2012 

 

 

The Gods do meditate, but in different terms and with a lot of different methods than we do. Some 

meditations we are using are applied by them too, this is what I believe. Your consciousness, will reach 

its intended Higher state once you're a God, the hyper conscious State that was Satan's intention. The 

differences come from complete contact with one's subconscious and total control over this part of the 

mind, as well as the soul in all its levels. Explaining this in linear terms is really hard, but I try to do my 

best. Things you want today and are a creation of destiny, or others, or bad fate or whatever, because 

one will have knowledge over WHY these have occurred, He/She will be free to alter/change/ or deny 

their 'past' desires. Enlightment brings a lot of skills from past lives, knowledge etc. Thus making one 

extremely wise about this given reality we live. The self one is after has achieved Godhead is what you 

are today, without dross and far more expanded and wise. It doesn't erase your personality, just weeds 

out dross from one's soul and what desires are 'fake', like embed in a soul from others etc. Many people 

don't realize that what 'they are' is the result of a lot of dross, indoctrination, programming of others 

etc.  

 

The True Self state is when all these are gone, the so called 'karma' is gone and there is no saturn to 

cope with. In my awareness, when one reaches this state he will truly realize how fallen back in time is 

Humanity right now. Even I, myself get this feeling everyday. Since one is more aware of the natural 

order, He works better with nature etc. Not to mention the Hyper awareness of the different levels of 

reality, the siddhis and how closer one becomes with the Gods. All this goes far more than being untold. 

We just write it here in the most possibly logical, understood and linear terms. There is no 'loss of self' in 

this road to Godhead. Just realization of the self.  

 

Its very complex really, better to be experianced rather than to write this. Better to strive there and see 

it happen because only then one will realize the true process. Writtings are minimal. Since it would take 

50 posts to make this obvious, better to work there. But again, the 'True self' concept is the fully 

empowered person, with their brain fully operational and under their control, being hyper-aware of 

their enviroment in both the astral and the physical level, with Siddhis, intense wisdom and direct 

connection and mastery of the elements and akasha principle. Knowledge over the natural laws, the 

how's and why's of the chakras, how they work and operate with the universe, the how's behind reality 

be it physical or whatever, soul and different subtle bodies. And the list goes on. All these abilities are 

brought to surface by Satan's Kundalini combined with one's personal effort in meditation. Thats why it 

happens gradually. Yea its a long path but a well deserved one, if not the most beautiful path. Makes life 

worth it. 

 

Hope I made it easier to understand. 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!! 
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 Enlightment in Satanism runs deep.  

 

Jul 21, 2012 

 

In the Satanic awareness there doesn't exist the right hand path 'enlightenment' crap. This discussion is 

about True Enlightenment of Satan. Not some bollock bitches waiting to die. Wisdom is required so one 

knows their true desires and intentions and work on these rentlessly. That means, not spending time 

meaninglessly into desires that are against one's nature. This occurs because of enemy programming. 

Enlightenment is entirely related to the Siddhis that occur through meditation. One can't be enlightened 

if he hadn't grasped and done the simplest thing: That he can alter his reality as he wishes. Other forms 

of 'enlightenment' or a meditation high, are not enlightment, just expanded awareness. Enlightment in 

Satanism runs deep.  

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoyofSatan666/message/10575 

 

Yes people don't require the Power of Satan and Kundalini to get bitches and fame, thats blantantly 

obvious. Neither the oppressed angered kid needs all this power to get back on his enemies from the 

kindergarten or anyone that says shit to them or have fun with this. But don't worry, serious dedication 

brings wisdom and wisdom brings power. And through this struggle of meditation, one grows wise and 

Satan is always in control of the situation. Stupid people yield no power, as power comes to people 

through serious dedication to Satan and intelligence. So by encouraging people to grow powerful, we 

are encouraging them to get wise. Because thats the only way. 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!! 
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  Never Quit, Keep Striving 

Jul 24, 2012 

 

This is for new members, but I'm posting this here too, maybe someone will benefit. 

 

I am writting this post for a reason. The reason is, anything in Satanism and anything of worth in life 

comes in time and after dedication to it. When people join in Satanism they have great expectations but 

due to lack of knowledge they want instant realization and gratification of those. In many who are able 

to feel it, Satan sends the messages of His existance blantantly when they start. But as a matter of fact, 

Satanism needs time. Most people come from a backround of spiritual slavery, that keeps the mind 

repressed and parasitizes the soul. Because of this and because everyone carries a lot of unfullfilled 

desires, being on such a slave-like religion, people come to Satan waiting for gratification. Which will 

come, but only through effort. When one does the dedication ritual, asks for Father Satan's help to 

complete one's endeavors. This has to be understood and you have to get the True meaning out of it. 

Not a meaning that will later on make you sad, because you misunderstood. 

 

When someone is new, the Powers of Hell handle things for them. Although not everything, they handle 

as much as one needs to evolve further, in other words, nessescary needs that one needs to work on. 

We are expected like kids to grow and become compentent adults. Satan is loving and nurtuing and He 

is going to help someone a million times, if they try a million times. Do not expect favors from Hell, work 

hard on attaining these and the Gods of Hell will notice how much you try, therefore helping you. Don't 

be a lazy boomer. Since new people lack knowledge, they go on recklessly into using magick and think 

that if they fail, are failures. Magick is a science and everything is mentioned in the JoS. For instance, 

people come from a fucked up backround where their self esteem and powers of the mind and soul 

were atrophied. Doing a spell right away, has a big chance of failure. If one doesn't change their minds 

soon enough, they do this all the time and in turn fuck their self esteem more. Lack of knowledge sets 

one for failure. EVERYTHING in the JoS has to be applied and worked out, not just the page about the 

love spell or the evil eye. Its widely known that this relies on how your mind works, and how powerful 

you are. 

 

Constant meditation should be practiced and never be quitted. When one quits before a 40 day cycle, 

he is back at square one. This has to be avoided. When one starts meditation, the mind from its slumber 

wakes up. In many cases if not all, the mind is reacting like a total bitch. Emotions, thoughts, feelings, 

terrorism by one's own mind, have to be skipped and meditation has to be continued, despite of any 

mental feeling. When this happens you have to stay as cool as possible and don't let go. Just continue 

with it and this will go away. Even advanced meditators have this and this is normal, as this is a cleansing 

process. After a certain degree of time, one will feel relieved and cleansed. Meditating constantly will in 

turn increase your bioelectricity, get you away of depression, give you the mental edge above others 

and grant over time powers of the mind. People saying the have no time for meditation are just avoiding 

facing themselves through it. Who doesn't have 15 minutes? Sleep 15 minutes after than your normally 

do, thats easy. Or wake up 15 minutes earlier in the morning. Or both. The benefits are priceless. 

Remember that its a 'normal' desire to want to skip or avoid meditation, as the mind cowers. You have 
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to be past this and face whats burried within. In a matter of days, you will feel instant relief. Since the 

mind doesn't recognize what the fuck you're doing to it, it will react in the most chaotic ways. You have 

to keep moving despite any and all setbacks. 

 

You are not a quitter. Seriously. You had the guts to reach Satan and dedicate your soul and this was of 

the hardest steps that most others won't ever take. You already excell as a Human being, so don't let 

yourself down. Don't accept to quit. Fall a billion times, come up a trillion times. Everything is within 

your grasp to fix. Father Satan and your Guardian Demons will teach you. Those who never quit will 

receive Satan's Promises. Take your time and take it easy with Satanism, easy on yourself and be 

understanding towards yourself. Don't be over judgemental and things will find their place on their own. 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!! 
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 Other types of Warfare – Ideas 

Aug 17, 2012 

 

There are times one cannot do destruction rituals. Times like Saturn transits or important breakthroughs 

in one's life that one shouldn't be dealing with any negative energy. Times like one being severely sick or 

in a spiritual marathon to reach a higher level. This happens to anyone. So the purpose of this post is to 

give some some other methods of spiritual warfare that are more of white magick type of warfare, but 

definitely add up to our cause. I have tried most of them. We need to use our expanded consciousness 

as a group and our collective intelligence to skip these hardtimes, help our commrade in need and help 

our Gods in their cause. 

 

 

Idea #1: 

 

Lets say you want to do something for the Gods today. You can do a lot. Here is a little bit of what you 

can do. 

 

Use the Rune Algiz. Inhale white gold energy and mold it into a ball. Impregnate the ball with the 

Akashic principle. Then after this, vibrate the Rune Algiz into this ball. 15 or 30 or 45 or 60 times. 

Depending on how much time you have.  

 

Programm this ball of protective energy to be under the direct influence of you and Father Satan. Then 

you can programm the ball into something like: "This ball of protective energy from the rune Algiz helps 

and protects the Satanist in the direst need according to Satan's Will and choice, NOW."  

 

This is just an idea. You just helped somebody. 

 

Idea #2: 

 

We all know our fellows who have dire problems, be it in mental or spiritual health. No problem. You 

can help someone. Start creating a ball of healing energy from the sun. Then vibrate the rune Uruz or 

Thurisaz. Like 30 or 60 times into the ball. Impregnate this with the Akashic Principle. Programm the ball 

to be under the direction of Father Satan's Almighty Will and always obey to your commands. Then you 

programm it like: "This powerful ball of healing energy heals the person in Satan's family that Father 

Satan desires to be healed, totally and eternally, NOW!" You, again helped someone. This little work 

repeated over and over takes much work out of Hell's hands so they can work onto something else. Get 

the motto? You're helping in Satan's affairs here. 

 

Idea #3: 

 

Most people are very close to their Guardians. We love our Guardians and most of the time, we are 

being answered in all our prayers from them. Lets say your Guardian is the beloved God Amon-Ra. 
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Which is my Guardian and He has totally pushed me very much to evolve. We don't talk as much, but I 

can feel He is always observing me. I know He has helped me by putting His own energy in the line for 

me. So about time I give something back, shouldn't I? So I start creating a ball of my own energy into my 

hands, Inhale the element of Akasha inside this, make it very dense and vibrate the rune Sol like 80 

times into the ball. Then I programm the ball of sun energy [Sol is sun energy] to "Permanently 

empower the God Amon-Ra under Satan's Will!". This may sound so much like something simple, but 

hey its better than nothing. Our Gods constantly give and give stuff to us.  

 

Idea #4: 

 

Father Satan is fighting to free our world over years and years and years. His influence is becoming more 

revealant day after day in this world. This world from rotten is going through a black stage and will 

reincarnate as the most beautiful Era of Satan. Like a newborn soul.  

 

Imagine our Planet in blue Fire. Try to imagine every person in the world burning in blue fire. This fire 

killing the kikes, destroying churches and rebuilding our people's soul. Imagine our Races of Black, 

Chinese and White people reuniting within their own Race. Imagine Riots against the kikes, Imagine 

Sigils of Father Satan lighting the world, people raising their Serpents. Rebuilding this place. Envision 

beautiful rivers, people together rebuilding this earth. Flowers flourishing, the sea calm and beautiful. 

Animals rejoicing in our hands, no longer suffering. Newborn Satanic babies getting born, advanced. No 

more atrophy, no more pain. Scientific research making our life better, our Gods walking by our side, 

teaching us. A political system that all people can trust. The day when each and everyone of us has a say 

and everything is under control. The Age of Space exploration. Where we walk outside proud wearing 

our Satanic shirts and let our pride shine through our heart. A world without meaningless cruelty. 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/NineteenthKey.html 

 

Start vibrating the Enochian key. This is the last key. The outcome of Father Satan's reign. Imagine as 

your vibrate this, the Satanic energy becoming dense. When you're done, Affirm: "Satan's rightful Will is 

becoming more and more powerful everyday in the World. People aweaken to Satan's Truth, eternally 

and permanently!" 

 

 

******* 

 

So these were some of my own ideas. Just focus on something, and what ever it may be, make sure to 

make it constant and a part of your daily meditation routine. So that energies will really mean 

something and have a true impact. To all our Warriors, stay Faithful in Satan and may His light and 

Serpent guide us eternally.  

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!! 
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  Re: Attacks and Interference in Communications with Gods? 

- HP Maxine and Groups? 

 

Aug 30, 2012 

I wrote you in another letter, when people begin in meditation do have this 'chaos', which is not only 
their own mind, but something the enemy enforces too. With actual inhalations of 500 fire breaths, in 
complete awareness on how to do it, I don't know how come this can be safe. As for the rest, I have had 
these experiences with chaos, briding, attacks that went physical, other people etc. All I can tell you is to 
keep going. You need to use the runes Algiz or Berkano or both. Fight back like Serpentfire666 told you. 
Inhale Satanic fire, condense it and let it go onto them.  
 
Or surround them with Satanic energy and keep affirming that Satan's Will is executed upon them. Keep 
just saying it and visualizing the blue flames. When you feel you're under attack, affirm :"I am inhaling 
Satanic energy into the soul of the person attacking me." The psychic shit will meet a dead end. Don't 
measure your power on how many attacks you receive. If you do, you leave some hole from which the 
enemy gets to you. They can't and won't interfere in all the affairs of somebody all the time. All they do 
is make you think of this, believe it, then see it unfolding in your life and feel terror.  

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!! 
 

 Kundalini Symptoms 

Sep 5, 2012 
 

--- In Advanced_Meditation@yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...> 
wrote: 
> 
> I have a question. Sometimes I'll be sitting here reading or watching a video and I will suddenly and 
randomly get this strange sensation. It's a little hard to explain but here goes.... I feel as though I am 
falling out of control, being pulled up spiritually, and pushed on all at the same time. It makes me feel 
euphoric, enlightened and dizzy, it feels good most of the time. Almost every time I feel this, I also feel a 
pressure sensation in my lower back, it feels almost like a fist is in there applying pressure trying to 
break through. This wasn't mentioned as a Kundalini symptom. However, someone here in this group 
must have experienced something close to this. Can someone describe what is happening to me? My 
personal opinion is that this is directly related to the Kundalini, and deals with a blockage. I believe it is 
in the Solar rear extension. Another thing I thought about is, when it finally breaks free will I suddenly be 
overwhelmed with Energy? 
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Hoodedcobra666@.. Wrote:  
 
This is Kundalini experience. Being pulled from out of the head, your awareness being 'taller' than your 
body, heightened body image, including change in perception in distance [this is accompanied by a 
trance.] So there are my own experiences and what you write on there is true and happens. Sometimes 
this grew so wild and I felt so overwhelmingly expanded consciousness, or for a lack of word, 
expandendness that I truly tried not to feel insane. It felt quite literally like I was in the middle of the 
vast universe, floating while I was stilled and very grounded. But the eneryg into my head was giving me 
a feeling of being 'off balance'. 
 
 
 

 "I WANT IT NOW" 
 

Sep 12, 2012 

Well people keep raving and jumping around saying about how much power they want to have and how 

they want things done right now. Others rave about how they want the perfect mate or the perfect 

house, all at once. Others wants to become suddenly famous and have a large circle of people at once. 

This is especially with new people. Its a common belief that if something happens fast its better. The 

universe is not like this and it does not work in the fast lane. Beings evolve over millenia of years and to 

aquire simple genetic traits it can even take a lifetime of living and constantly requiring the usage of this 

skill, as to be imprinted. Changes in nature are gradual and same goes for Humans. Depending on the 

power of one's soul or one's ability, the change will come sooner, more powerfully- but the key point 

here is that most changes are gradual. This is a natural law, unless an event is loaded with extreme 

potential power and grows wild all around the place [like a tsunami or whatever]. Same with spirituality.  

 

If someone has worked hard on a past life for something it will bloom on this one often suddenly. The 

change will show up because it has been worked upon and is still there, waiting to manifest. This is like 

the tsunami. Now someone trying to cause change right now, that hasn't been worked upon, will need 

to be gradual. Depending on their own power and adaptability, openess and opposition, it will come 

about faster or later. It *IS* coming if you're working with it. This is mainly posted for workings of 

money where people get mad and want instant results, or for healing which both take time- but doesn't 

matter how much time they take, if you're very strong spiritually, you will make both come about faster. 

So lets think of it that way. People dedicate and expect the world to fall on their hands. Lets say 

tommorow, you was a Grand God and could really control anything, all at once and that whole nations 

were under your thumb to control. With your current understanding, as I would, as anyone else that is 

not trained to this, would probably fail. More instant and powerful manifestation comes in pair with a 

superconscious understanding. Lets say tommorow you found the person you dream about. Would you 

satisfy them too? Would it all flow smoothly? Is everything set up? Are you ready to give up anyone else 

for them or whatever?  

 

Thats what I mean. Now I don't say not going after your desires, BUT if something takes time to come to 
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you, use this time for your advancement and not complaints. Prepare. So you can rejoice in it even more 

and actually expand your being, consciousness and understanding by its existence. Not just by having it 

here. Don't be a fool. By raising your energy and your being, growing in Father Satan our understanding 

expands to what we really want and we are guided to increase our influence and capabilities. Whats 

perfect? in unison with all other Satanists. People asking for all this power are in reality just asking for 

stability which their mind is lacking, in other words thirst. Some want all women to be their own and 

have sex with them. For instance they don't see the other person as a person and they treat them like a 

piece of meat. Such level of power to have influence over other conscious beings, may not come with 

this understanding. Its a bit of a natural safety. People who have too much power and too much 

immaturity often end up badly. Like in the above about women, this is not only RHP thinking [not 

thinking better than an islamic fool, treating women as pieces of meat] but is totally a joke in the eyes of 

a being who realizes the value in every being, and their depth and is actually CAPABLE of both realizing 

and going into that depth. Because its in the depth of a desire, that the desire is fullfilled. And to reach 

that depth, you will need to...be able to get there, by expanding your being.  

 

Another case is, when one wants someone dead. Many people have extreme hate [like myself] and 

when someone wrongs them they instantly want them dead without 

a second thought. What would that mean? That would make life a living nightmare. 

Go on your pace, get stronger, self knowledgeable, realize yourself and realize 

your reality. The more intelligent and mature will be able to yield more power 

safely and more powerfully. 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!! 

 

So to all the Faithful workers and our people of the Gods, expand your mind and consciousness, 

gratificate yourself in every aspect, do it truly and deeply, pursuit happiness through intelligence, not 

ignorance! 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!! 
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 Consistency in Meditation 

Oct 10, 2012 

This is more for new members but as well as for anyone who would like to read. We hear always 

about words or phrases like "Be persistent" or "Patient" or "consistency" but when it comes to 

applying these in our lives, then things can get really hard for us to accomplish being consistent. 

I will write HOW to be consistent. People need to be consistent. Not anyone is born with a desire 

to keep on something for too long, especially things that are very beneficial to us seem very hard 

to be consistent on doing. The fix here is quite easy. Inconsistency on meditations or studying in 

Satanism can lead to failure in many areas of both Satanism and our life in general. So its 

advisable that this skill will be learned [for those who lack it]. 

 

Please now recall in mind how many times you have failed or experienced bad circumstances as 

a result of being inconsistent to your meditations or some other work.  

 

So now that you feel how painful inconsistency is, I guess we need to move forward on the 

solution. There are numerous solutions. For people who are capable of putting themselves under 

control, just being CONSISTENT will cure this. With a little self control for instance, you can 

meditate everyday. People who have much earth Element won't have a problem with this. So key 

point one: Be consistent by being consistent. Now there are people like myself, who need 

something more to accomplish this. Spiritually speaking, if you find yourself being inconsistent 

and neglecting your needs [these probably go together, as consistency builds confidence aside 

other character traits who are very positive] you need to work with the Earth Element. Inhaling 

the Earth element will naturally empower your ability to be consistent. Another way is to use the 

Rune Nauthiz. 10x2 a day for instance and affirm "The energies of the Nauthiz Rune are making 

me consistent to all my spiritual assets in a positive way for me". Make this up to suit you. There 

is no excuse of lazyness, it will only need to death. Do not waste a day, a day for a Satanist is 

prescious and can get you one step closer to Godhead. 

 

The mind is programmed to undermine us on this. Especially when you try to make such a 

change, the mind and the enemies of Satan will try to deter you from meditating and working 

upon yourself to become something better. They are so fucking afraid of you that they will 

probably do anything just to stop your consistency on your meditations. But screw excuses and 

do what you must. Do not bow to any thoughts or emotions or whatever shit that keeps you from 

advancing. Satan accepted you and He expects you to evolve. All thoughts against this are of His 

enemies and their sole purpsoe is to make sure that you will never progress. Excuses are not a 

part of a strong person, a strong will or part of a Satanist. Even if you fail, be honest. You missed 

a day? Be HONEST and say okay, I missed it. Now move and don't miss tommorow. Remember 

the punishment for inaction is death. In Satanism we are all about life and life is about constantly 

evolving and trying more and more, to reach EVERYDAY a bigger place on the ladder that we 

climb to Godhead.  

 

For people who say they haven't got the time, I believe this is just a stupid excuse. Unless you 

are in a communist state [pun intended] that works for 16 hours a day, you have time. You can 

get up 15 minutes earlier from sleep at morning and go to sleep 15 minutes later at night. This 

won't make any big difference to your patterns, but these minutes devoted to your SOUL will 
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definitely make an impact. Also 15 minutes of meditation will give you much more combust 

energy than sleeping these 15 minutes earlier or later.  

 

Personally I would advise the simplest thing for those who lack the time. Aura cleaning, Chakra 

Spinning, Aura of Protection. At morning, Kundalini yoga. At night, asanas or Hatha Yoga [In 

the Asanas you will do your chakra cleaning and Aura of protection]. Do like 60 breaths in your 

aura an empower it with the color of your choice. Thats really nothing and will help you a lot. 

You can also do 5 minutes of Pranayama. Like 5 Minutes Kapalabhati, 5 minutes alternate 

nostril breathing and 10 breaths in all Kundalini yoga positions, as written in the pdf. 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
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 40 day Destruction Working / Ritual 

 

Nov 8, 2012 

 

Many of us are fighting for Satan and He is number one in our lives. This is imperative and anyone has to 

remember that you wouldn't make it far spiritually without Satan. Satan has done many things for us 

that are almost never quite understood. The Powers of Hell seek their revenge and we are the Hands, 

Mouths and Souls from where they speak and execute their Power in this world. You are all more 

important here than you may think or feel. So do not let anything get in your way. I am writting this post 

for a reminder and to point something important out. There are people here who want to do a great 

work for Satan and do not know exactly what to do. Many questions are asked as of how one can grow 

closer to Satan. The answer has been given already; by working for Him. Then its advisable we give 

enemy the pain they gave to our Gods. Satan has related to me and you probably feel it too, how much 

pain he has undergone. Satan is not a monster, he is a being with powerful emotions and he is our 

creator. These bloodbaths that took place in WWII and other words caused by the kikes were done 

intentionally to hurt both us and Satan. 

 

For those with historical knowledge, it should be obvious that the jews caused this war. If we let them 

do more and more, they will evantually destroy us. I want you NOT to sleep on your pillow thinking that 

the Powers of Hell will 'save' us. Or that anything is just fine and that we should keep rolling on with our 

lines. NOW ITS THE FUCKING TIME THAT WE HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR THOUSANDS UPON THOUSANDS 

OF YEARS. MANY OF OUR ANCESTORS OF ANY GENTILE RACE HAVE SPILLED THE BLOOD ON THE 

GROUND AND PAYED NO ATTENTION TO THEIR LIVES, SACRIFICED SO THAT YOU AND ME CAN LIVE AS 

WE DO TODAY AND RAISE OUR SERPENTS TO FINISH THE JOB. WE ARE THE LAST HAND OF DEATH AND 

MOST OF US WILL BRING FORTH THE NEW AGE OF SATAN. Our payment is required and our souls need 

to be avenged. So do not take shit no more. There will be no tolerance and these times are FUCKING 

OVER. No more tolerance. Its about time we seek revenge from all jews all over the world for what they 

did. The enemies of Satan are our enemies and the enemies of the JoS. From all those in the world, that 

are inaware in regards to that- We are of the largest groups with the most Psychic Power. Our WILL in 

this world can be executed, whether the enemy wants it or not. We have grown like a plague over their 

lie, slowly devouring it. With organization we can change the world very very soon.  

 

Do you accept being poor? Being sick? Having not what we rightfully desire? Do you accept your kids to 

be brought on a kike world and in front of all this infestation? If you do then you should really question 

your Satanic integrity. Behave like the God you're going to be and this is a say to the enemy that we are 

not fucking slaves anymore. The slavery has ended and its time we will kick their skull so much that 

nothing remains. We will crush them. 

 

What I'm writting here is not for everyone. Its for those who want to create a severe impact on the 

world and help the Powers of Hell with all their effort. Satan will reward you and like physical military, 

there will be honors for ANYONE who does this. This will be between you and Father Satan. Satan is 
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always true on His word. I will rarely make such claims but this is important and has to be revealed. I 

asked Satan how He viewed the JoS; His reply was "It is my Major fighting unit on Earth". EVERYONE 

HERE WHO IS SINCERELY IN THE FIGHT IS SEEN BY A WARRIOR IN THE EYES OF HELL. NOTHING LESS. 

 

So here is the ritual for 10 November. 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoyofSatan666/message/76054 

 

After doing this, for those who are willing, we will continue with a 40 day working. For those who 

haven't got 40 days, you can do it for 9 days. Although if at least 20 people keep this effort for 40 days, 

the changes of the world will be notable. The kikes are already getting what they deserve, in minor 

ways. The ways will be palpilated to the point of their final judgement by the Powers of Hell. Ask your 

Guardian Demon for this. Your Guardian Demon will ensure that you will get things right and operating. 

Its advised that anyone working on such workings to retain their vibration high through the Merkaba 

meditation and keep the meditation programm up. This won't be taking you more than 15 minutes. If 

someone doesn't have 15 minutes for JoS, which for most is the haven that saved their lives and is the 

only group that fights aside with Satan, instead of sitting their asses, is not worth of what it is to come. 

Hell is aware of those who have a pure heart. 

 

When you're done with the Ritual, at the time of Saturn, you will start your working. This could be on 

the same hour or the following hour of Saturn. Or the previous one. You can do this on the hour of Mars 

too. For every following day, this has to be repeated, either in the hour of Mars or in the Hour of Saturn. 

Its advisable that in the hour you will start this [i.e you start at Saturday, Mars hour] it should be 

continued on the same hour. If in anycase the hour is missed, you can do this in another hour, but focus 

for the hours of Mars and Saturn. 

 

The working: 

 

Affirmation: 

 

"The jewish race is now completely destroyed in all ways, completely and permanently." 

 

[The energies raised from the Runes are to be imagined like a ball of energy in front of you, but coming 

in no contact with you.] 

 

-While vibrating the rune, imagine the energies destroying the jews, in anyway tha feels pleasant to you. 

 

*****Thurisaz x9 

 

TTTTTHHHHHHH-UUUUUUUU-RRRRRR-IIIIII-SSSSSSSS-AAAAAAA-ZZZZZZZZ 

 

When you're done with 9 vibrations, programm the energy by affirming, and envisioning destruction:  

 

"The jewish race is now completely destroyed in all ways, completely and permanently." 
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The above has to be repeated 4 times. That means 4x9. This has to do with Satan's numbers and this is 

one of the reasons it will be so powerful. 

 

****Hagalatz x9 

 

HHHHH-AAAAAAA-GGGGGGGGG-AAAAAAAAAA-LLLLLLL-AAAAAAAA-TTTZZZZZZZZSSSS 

 

When you're done with 9 vibrations, programm the energy by affirming and envisioning destruction: 

 

"The jewish race is now completely destroyed in all ways, permanently and completely" 

 

The above has to be repeated 4 times. That means 4x9. This has to do with Satan's numbers and this is 

one of the reasons it will be so powerful. 

 

 

Sidenote: 

 

If one doesn't have the time to do this 4 times, then they should do it either 1 time, 1x9 or 2x9. We will 

work with Satan's number for maximum effectiveness of the working. 

 

If by the time we all finish that working, you see massive destruction or whole nations turning around 

the jews and pissreal, or jews getting kicked up to shreds in your neighborhood, then wonder not who 

did this. We did this. 

 

Please post all your questions and concerns below. Anyone must participate. 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!! 
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 Do NOT stop the working 
Nov 17, 2012 

 
I know some people, including myself, are experiencing concusive attacks of sorts from doing the 
working. Despite the bliss it brings. Oh my you raised your hands against the holy joos, none did in so 
many years. So yes. This is to memorize you. There can be some shit, some mental or spiritual or 
physical attacks. Remember to keep your Aura of Protection ALWAYS TOTALLY AND FULLY UP. Cleanse 
your Aura and keep your vibration High [Merkaba]. Even in a matter of like 7 days, Israel seems to have 
been facing some shit already.  
 
Anyone, please, do not stop. Do not neglect the working and avoid the enemies number one weapon: "If 
I miss it I will start tommorow or on other Saturnday". All thoughts against doing this are totally enemy. 
These could include from things and crisis in your personal life, from something that happened when 
you was 5 years old. It could be whatever. So just be strong and finish strong with the working. 
 
Do not get caught in sidetrack workings. Destruction of the ratty matty jews is the first thing we can do. 
Remember this. You cannot repair a body or free the minds of people with all these kikes being alive and 
spreading shit. They are the physical agents of the enemy down here. 
 
"Isreal is going to get what she deserves!" 
-Satan 
 
This is very important. Anyone participating in this working should be aware that it is making fucking 
impact. Those who are more advanced do see this and know it firsthand. To anyone doing this, Heils to 
you. Also, if anyone missed the working or he/she wasn't able to do this, the working can be done 
TODAY, as the moon is in Capricornus.  
 
***** 
 
The working: 
 
Affirmation: 
 
"The jewish race is now completely destroyed in all ways, completely and 
permanently." 
 
[The energies raised from the Runes are to be imagined like a ball of energy in 
front of you, but coming in no contact with you.] 
 
-While vibrating the rune, imagine the energies destroying the jews, in anyway 
tha feels pleasant to you. 
 
*****Thurisaz x9 
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TTTTTHHHHHHH-UUUUUUUU-RRRRRR-IIIIII-SSSSSSSS-AAAAAAA-ZZZZZZZZ 
 
When you're done with 9 vibrations, programm the energy by affirming, and 
envisioning destruction: 
 
"The jewish race is now completely destroyed in all ways, completely and 
permanently." 
 
The above has to be repeated 4 times. That means 4x9. This has to do with 
Satan's numbers and this is one of the reasons it will be so powerful. 
 
****Hagalatz x9 
 
HHHHH-AAAAAAA-GGGGGGGGG-AAAAAAAAAA-LLLLLLL-AAAAAAAA-TTTZZZZZZZZSSSS 
 
When you're done with 9 vibrations, programm the energy by affirming and 
envisioning destruction: 
 
"The jewish race is now completely destroyed in all ways, permanently and 
completely" 
 
The above has to be repeated 4 times. That means 4x9. This has to do with 
Satan's numbers and this is one of the reasons it will be so powerful. 
 
___________________ 
 
 
The shit has been hitting the fan physically, manifestations are already there. By the end of day 40, rest 
reassured, there will be much more shit upon this race of rats than most can think. Everyone's daily 
effort is bringing them down. They will EAT THE SHIT THEY HAVE BEEN TRYING TO FEED US FOR 
CENTURIES. THERE WILL BE NO REST UNTIL THEY ARE ALL DEAD. MATTER NOT WHAT YOU LOSE, 
MATTER NOTHING, DON'T COWER AND DESTROY THEM IN ALL WAYS!! 
 
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!! 
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 Physical Body: Your temple for the Soul 

 
Dec 15, 2012 

 

Many times the enemy ilk religions rant and rave on how the physical body is the temple of the Soul and 

how it must be kept pure. Aside from everything else, this concept is extremely infested. On top of this, 

they push the term right down to sexuality terms, where being pure sexually is simply their own disorted 

sense of 'pure'- all this mighty super info, coming from fat asses and skinny boned cracks, who rape kids 

because they suppress sexual desires. 

 

Physical and psychological health are one. Soul is sick, body is sick and vice versa. 

 

The Physical body is very important and its one of our most basic aspects of existing. It must be treated 

right. Your physical body has many cells and is a piece of art, seen from an occult standby. Its important 

to treat it right. Your body has its own awareness, each and every cell has its own awarness and its own 

mechanisms. Its very important for your own well being. So here are some general rules for your 

physical well being. Working to improve your body, your body image, your health and everything, pays 

off everywhere in your life.  

 

Its to be kept in mind increasing bioelectricity has many ways of going on about it and each exercise 

helps differently in regards to bioelectrcity. Its like a muscle. A muscle has explosiveness, endurance, 

maximum power output, agility and many other things. Its the same thing with your body. Its also to be 

noted that its widely known that exercise helps your genes and improves on everything. There is no 

excuse of being a couch potato, when with just 30 minutes a day you can increase everything. Go on 

with your pace and keep building up. 

 

Exercise. This one is easy. You need to exercise. Depending on what is the ideal for yourself. 

 

A. Cardio, which is important in increasing circulation and aids in the heart's health. Which is very 

important. Having a better circulatory system on the body, [blood circulation] will intensively help your 

Soul and its circulatory system. In the blood there is everything, nutrients and everything. This will help 

your brain too since the blood flow will be better and all your organs, your arteries, will empower your 

lungs. I think thats enough though there is far more. Forms of Cardio are running, on varying intensity.  

 

B. Weightlifting. This is extremely important. Muscles are ruled by the Solar Plexus Chakra. Weightlifting 

will increase your confidence by increasing your hormones and this will not only aid in your confidence, 

but you will in time look to yourself through a different eye. When you see your body evolving and 

seeing that it has extreme capability, you will love yourself even more. This helps physically, more 

physical power equals more spiritual power. People who practice forms of exercise have more powerful 

bioelectric fields. It will give you an aura of power and combined with cardiovascular exercise, will 
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definitely aid you a lot. This will too make you more brave, competitive, powerful and even help your 

magick, because your confidence will be increased. The hormones weightlifting increases empower the 

Soul, since chakras correspond to glands. 

 

C. Regular meditation. This is point 1. Meditation exercises the brain, which is extremely important. The 

brain is a center for all your mental capability. Meditation aids not only in the Soul but in the body too. 

This is the meaning of the Grail of Satan, by increasing your bioelectricity, your health and your body will 

start to be healthy and in a magickal way, things will happen better in the deeper levels of your being.  

 

D. Brain Exercise. This is another way. Its called the physical way. Learning, understanding, math, 

science, chemistry. One must not leave the brain stagnate, it has a need to work on these, as much as it 

has a need to work on meditation. This is the left side of the brain and it must be taken good care of, 

this will make you more intelligent and help you more, in your logic part. 

 

E. Hatha and Kundalini yoga. These are very important both for bioelectrcity and your circulation. People 

are too sick because they are inflexible. This has both a spiritual and physical explanation. Physically this 

means the blood is not moving freely within the body. Spiritually the spiritually energy is either stuck or 

doesn't circulate in the right way, creaing a lot of problems. 

 

F. Diet. This is probably the most important of all the above. Eating is very important. You need to lack 

no vitamins, lack no minerals. Lacking vitamins and anything else your body requires, sets the brain for 

unpleasant happenings. Especially if you meditate, your body needs to be nutrinioned good. It 

undergoes change and tries to repair itself, so you should better provide it good food. You eat what you 

desire, but bear in mind the widely known standars. Staying away from alcohol and tabacco, as alcohol 

fucks up the liver and the brain and tobacco blocks the lungs, the center of the all vital breath... Would 

be the best to see this for your own self. This is not to tell anyone to change their habits, its for anyone 

to be aware that they need to take good care of their body and that it will in turn please them with 

better lives. If you feel it would be right, taking a herbal vitamin supply, eating a balanced diet, these all 

will help your brain. The enemy has not eating as a reason for the cattle. If you do not eat right your 

system is not working right either and your abilities get a detriment. You see all these fat jews and fat 

enemy priests how they preach fasting and some shit. Not eating right makes someone weaker than a 

properly nutritioned person. Hydrating yourself is very important. 

 

G. Taking care of yourself. Get this new haircut you want. Get these clothes you want. Get these pimples 

out of your skin or whatever you do not like. Fight to change yourself and make yourself perfect. 

Become the aesthetic perfect, as you see it. Constantly fight for it. Nothing is better in boosting your 

confidence and ability to deal with the world than this. You need to fight to become perfect and if you 

let a day and didn't give a fight, you're not living life to the fullest. Living life to the fullest isn't about 

going out with friends and getting wasted, doing drugs, smoking and endless partying under bob 

marley's banner. Its about becoming. If you do not push yourself you will never understand that you're 

limitless. Realising this and you will realize how deep a Human being is, you will love yourself, like 

nobody else could love you. If you have self-hate symptoms this might be your body saying: "Hey there 

you motherfucker! I need some good food! I need some exercise! I need better health and some love!". 

Love your body and it will love you back. Looking at the mirror and seeing a being of infinite capability 
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and feeling all your cells are happy, working nice, being calm and without anxiety, is a great thing. 

 

H. Sex. Have it as you want, how you want, with whom you want, as you see fit. It really aids in your 

psychological and physical health. 

 

 

So in closing, you don't have to be a diet and physical wellbeing freak, but generally do whats best for 

you. You need to arrange everything in your age, your ability and bear in mind any problems you might 

have and deal with them.  

 

Go ahead and become the best you can become. If you lack anything, do magick to aquire it. Become 

the greatest you. Thats your purpose in Satanism. To constantly increase your being, as nature intended 

for us and all other animals on the Earth. 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!! 
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 A Gift for Satan, for His day. *Important. 

Dec 21, 2012 

 

December 23rd is approaching. This is Father Satan's day. I would say, as we would give presents to 

those whom we love, we can all give something massively back to Satan. He has been taking care of us 

since step one and we wouldn't even exist wasn't it for Him. Its only a show of a Good heart and Good 

Will to give something back, even if in our eyes it may seem minor. 

 

We need to let Satan be loved. For centures all things said about Him were only blasphemies, in their 

greatest form. For many centuries, all He received was attacks and yet, He was still persistant in 

reaching us. There were sacrifices of Animals and Children that were wrongly done on His name. He has 

seen and witnessed things completely against Him. Satan stood proud aside with all the Gods of Hell, 

step by step, patiently worked to free us. His Age is now upon us, the Truth about Him is getting out. He 

not a monster, He never had bad Will for Humanity. He loved us from the beggining. He has helped all 

His dedicated disciples personally, sent other Gods to Help us, assisted us even in the most trivial 

problems. He never let us down, and this is True. He showed us we have power and that we are not 

carpets waiting to be stepped upon.  

 

This is not being done other than to show Satan our deep appriciation for Him, on His own personal day. 

 

So I call anyone, anyone who feels Satan's emotions for us, anyone who has the Will to be called a child 

of Satan, lets all go back to our Father with an offering, an offering of our love that will show Him that 

He is loved and appriciated, that we patiently expect Him and all He Wills. Lets all send some energy to 

Satan in December 23th, a little ball of light with some Runic energy, aside from the Rituals and Prayers, 

keys and everything we will be doing in devotion towards Him. Lets empower our Father even more, by 

how much we can. It matters not how much, it matters if you will do it or not. You can do this of course, 

during your ritual 

 

So here's how to do it. 

 

Extract some bioelectrcity from your Aura, or your Solar plexus chakra, or from where you feel 

comfortable, condense it in a ball in your hand. Make it as bright as the Sun, cleanse it. Vibrate the Rune 

Sowilo, for how many times you feel comfortable. From 16, to 32, to 80. How many you will. Then if 

you're advanced, impregnate that ball with each of the 4 elements and the Akasha. Programm the ball 

to eternally empower Satan's energy, in everyway Satan desires. The affirmation can be like this [to be 

said while you intently focus on the Ball of Light]:  

 

"This ball of energy is permanently empowering Satan, according to His own desire and Will". 

 

 

--- 
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Remember Satan and the Gods have been fighting for centuries upon centuries with the enemy, using so 

much of their own energy, so many ups so many downs, so much pressure. It would only be a polite 

move to give something back to Satan, not only to help, but as to show we appriciate HIM. Tell Father 

you love Him that day. He has very deep emotions. Lets all go back to our Father and have a share of His 

love, because He is everything, everything there is. 

 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!!! 
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  Satan's Day, Satan's Age. 

Dec 23, 2012 

We are all now in Satan's Age, the Aquarian Age. I do not know if anyone else felt this, but I feel a 
difference in the whole atmosphere of the world, an air of rapid change. The Age of Satan is upon us. 
 
As we all saw, our Family here did a lot of impact. Many people did their 40 day workings, attacked the 
enemy through mass rituals and the epitome of saying 'Fuck you, you are no more' to the enemy, was 
giving energy to our Father Satan. I can say, as I feel, that Satan is proud of us and very pleased. Our 
people are advancing and more and more people are coming to our side, with a need to fight. I see 
Rising hate against jews everyday. We all see how much Hitler and the NS, ethnicism and all Satanic 
things are being talked on about. There is rapid flow of information. We keep on fighting and maybe our 
children, will only know what xianity was from History books. Hatred against the jews is Rising 
worldwide. We are in the verge of seeing the most epic age of all: The Age of the Fall of Satan's enemies.  
 
Say in your heart, if you love Satan, if you're really willing to fight for Him and even die, say Truthfully 
that you will fucking do anything in your Power to change the fucking rotten enemy controlled world. 
 
So I call anyone, anyone of you, no matter how new or how advanced, how strong or how 'weak' [Weak 
is only an irony, none of you is weak and any Satanist is Gifted and anything else but weak] to Rise up. 
Say for the next year, I Will fight for Satan. Say for the next I will fight by my Brothers and Sisters and 
become the best I can be. Say that outloud, I will do whats in my power to destroy the enemy in anyway 
I can and if I go back on my word, let Satan put me on the right track on the way He desires. The time 
has come people of our Father! We are going to create Satan's long intended dream come True! As 
hands and mouths of Satan, we will slit the enemy's throats, rescue our fellow Gentiles from the 
Shackles of ignorance and oppression. This is our Fight. Remember you get powerful through your 
meditation, you empower Hell in turn, the Powers of Hell get more powerful, you get more powerful in 
return. We will all be rewarded and you must always remember: Hell gains more influence and Power, 
you become more powerful, better and happy. We Rise and Fall together here. 
 
So here is what you can be doing for the next year, everyday, so in a matter of years you can see the 
enemy gone. What you do is your choice. 
 
1. Spread 10 paper tracts a day, to whereever you go. 
2. Raise energy after the end of any meditation session and send it to empower Satan. 
3. Chant 1 enochian key of your choice, if you want destruction then the ones cursing the jewhova. 
4. Raise daily, as you would your meditations, energy for 5 minutes against the enemy. With the Runes 
or how you see fit. 
5. Make a website and talk the Truth on Satan, the Truth. 
6. Spread the Truth on the internet. 
7. Do a working to wake up our Fellow Gentile people to their roots, Our Nazi heritage. 
8. Spend some time aweakening and helping our fellow brothers in the Groups, or taking over and 
destroying enemy groups. 
9. Do a weekly or twice a month ritual against the jews, aim for the jews on your destruction and not the 
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brances they created. 
10. Compose some music or poetry and make it public, write a book about Satan's greatness and about 
your positive experiences with Him. 
 
 
Lets make our Father Proud, anyone in our own Power. 
 
 
HAIL TO OUR ARMY! 
 
HAIL OUR GOD AND FATHER SATAN!!!!! 
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 Satan loves you. 
Dec 28, 2012 

This is not the ordinary message coming up here. This is for people who are going through rough 

patches, in their homes, everywhere. This is not about rules, this is not about order, this is not about 

criticism or anything. Its a very sensitve point, the point of love. Satan is very loving towards His 

Children. Do not ignore His love, for it the deepest, most amazing, and able to satisfy into your inner 

depths. Let yourself free. Meditate on what Satan has done for you. Meditate on our beautiful Father. 

Sit down for a while and ask yourself, "How luck am I, to be a Child of Satan". Sit down and think, that 

you will never be alone again, that you will never be without help again. Many people have had 

problems with their relationships, these come and go, many people experience pain from their family, 

many people do feel unloved and alone in the world. This is not for those who are without, this is for our 

own. For a while and just a while, go look yourself at the mirror. Try to see Satan through your own 

eyes. And in your tears, or when your grow weak, and fail, remember. Satan is there. We all go up 

together and down together. Do not let yourself feel alone, unloved, weak. Be powerful and know that 

Satan loves you, as long as you have faith in Him.  

 

Do not let the enemy create doubt of you. Do not forget in your day, to tell Satan just a phrase. Tell Him 

you love Him. Know He loves all His Gentile Sons and Daughters in a very powerful way. Xians pervert 

love and make it so hard, so bastardized that people run away from it. Xianity destroyed love and all the 

meaning in this. Xianity is nothing but like loving a person who destroys you and sucks your lifeforce and 

Soul out. Satanism is the opposite. Satanic love is empowering, True, you are loved for what you are and 

for what you can become. If you have no parent, no friend, you feel alone and about to break down, or 

just you feel chaos, are under attack or whatever. Sit down for a while and ask in yourself, if you are 

alone. You are never alone. The time you dedicated, you entered Satan's big family. Close your eyes, 

gather power, and carry on. Work for Satan. The more you work for Him, the closer you will grow to 

Satan. Do something in your power to benefit Satan. Many times people around us get lost, used by the 

enemy, get deep into their self drama and leave us down. Tell to yourself, from today, I realize that 

Father Satan loves me. I realize that every cell in my body praises His name, no matter if its sick, or if 

something is out of place. Today is the day to love yourself and Satan. 

 

When the dark night flows into your Soul, when life gets hard and you feel left alone, abaddoned and in 

pain, close your eyes and with a loud cry, call in Satan's name. Call in the Power from yourself, and never 

leave Father Satan's side. We're in this until the end. Tell yourself, I am to be a God! I am the seed of the 

Gods and I am *becoming a God* on my own! This is my birthright! You can attain anything. 

 

 

Make our Father Satan proud and relentlessly work for Him. For Satan is the Greatest to ever exist, and 

we are His own. 

 

 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!! 
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 Ultimate Trust - Trust in your own Soul 

 
Feb 17, 2013 

 

In Satanism we are encouraged to show faith and Trust in Satan. Not the blind form of 'trust' the enemy 

religions preach and enforce their followers to show. We have unshakable facts about how real Satan is, 

and how close He is to all of us. Therefore, especially those who practice meditation and experience 

Satan's miracles, know for a fact one thing. Satan encourages us all to find the God within. Unlike the 

enemy foolish entities, Satan teaches us to find the God within ourselves. Father Satan is a God and He 

knows who He is. We praise and hail Him by our own desire, thank Him by our own desire and fight by 

our own desire. Nobody is enforced to obey or praise Satan. Satan bestows freedom and the power of 

the Satanic Soul. The Soul that has found its creator and is entirely connected with Him again.  

 

Many times we are faced with strict opposition, and even circumstances that make it all seem like its too 

much. Satan being the God He is, never lets His followers down and never puts them into circumstances 

they cannot handle. When the chaos is over we sit down for a while and think to ourselves, damn, Satan 

never let me down. Because Satan never abaddons anybody. Our Father cares for His family, unlike the 

false promises of the enemy. Many times in our lives we are faced with circumstances that push us to 

show our Trust and our Faith in Satan. But these terms mean nothing of what we thought they meant. 

Satan changed our lives, but how. Just by making us worship Him, or just by doing things for us. Maybe 

that too. But Satan leads us all to the ultimate enlightenment of self realization. We have heared many 

times that we should 'know ourselves'. While all others are preaching the preach, we do the goddamn 

thing of self knowledge. With hardship, pain, bliss and pushing ourselves above the limit, we are 

realizing that we are in fact limitless, limitless with our Father Satan. 

 

So why does Satanism encourages meditation? Its all around the Ancient world, its all around in 

Alchemical allegories, its all around, even being said by the mouths of those who never applied it: 

"Change what is within and what is without shall change". How many times we hear the petty talk of 

outsiders that supposedly fight to change themselves and their lives, while all they do is change things at 

the surface. While us, Satanists, work with the source of goodness and power who is Satan and our 

Mighty Gods. That lead us to our True self. We are at the point of maturity that the more we advance, 

we look back and we realize errors, mistakes, and see our past self like a snake sees his old skin. Its 

nothing we have on ourselves now. When we proclaim that with the power of Satan we are freed from 

all error and delusion, it happens. In time our answers are given to us. There is no confusion and no fear.  

 

We advance and evolve, doing what nature intended from the beggining. What we do at this age is a 

brave move and a move of power that will signify the wheel that will turn. On the heads of our enemies. 

Those who supressed Humanity are going to receive the might of Humanity and the might of Satan. 

Many of us have experienced the boiling hate of Satan for His enemies. We can all feel the wind of 

victory on our skin, but we must not let it overtake us. 
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The purpose I'm making this post is a simple one. You must all stay strong. As we can all sense to a 

degree and we know that there will be hard times. Satan wants you all to gather your powers NOW and 

not later. Empower yourselves to the maximum you can right now. This aside with the guidance and 

help from Hell will signify our survival in the coming times. Satan is giving us new knowledge and we 

must all keep open for any gifts He wants to bestow to each and every one of us. 

 

Faith and TRUST in your own Soul is going to save your ass. When circumstances call you to look on the 

floor and eat the mud, remember that you have an immortal Satanic Soul that will make your body 

immortal and your existence will never perish. For some sooner, for some later. But for everyone. Satan 

has plans for everyone of us. If anyone feels at loss, or without a job here, go straight up to our Gods 

and seek your purpose! Do not look on the dirt, look upon the stars. Many of us are going through rough 

patches but we must all keep in mind Satan's unending power. Many times when we experience 

confusion or feel alone, no, its not our God being away from us, its that we need to take a step. Be 

confident in Satan. The more you open up to Him, the more power you are going to gain and the tigher 

the bond with yourself and Him. Trust in your own self. If the Nordic Gods made it to live eternally, then 

we are making it. Because we are their offspring and nothing less.  

 

A last point. The enemy or our own programmed mind, may try and cause all sorts of ideas, feelings, and 

even circumstances to keep us away from Satan. KNOW that everything that keeps you away from the 

ONE WHO CREATED YOU, are nothing but bad news. Strike the enemy on the face and see them 

crumbling. I AM A SON/DAUGHTER OF SATAN YOU FUCKING ENEMY! DO NOT LET THE ENEMIES OF 

YOUR SOUL AND EXISTENCE KEEP YOU BACK! THE MORE YOU BEAT THEM, THE LESS THEY WILL OPPOSE 

YOU! THEY CRUMBLE IN THE IDEA THAT YOU WILL BECOME AS OUR ANCESTORS, THE NORDIC GODS! All 

actions of attack by the enemy towards you, treat these as a fearful scum trying to stop you. Raise your 

hand and Salute our Creator.  

 

Trust in your Souls power, to keep you safe, healthy, prosperous, empowered and even Immortal. This 

way you show belief to who CREATED YOU! Do not look down on yourselves in anyway! If anything 

bothers you, remember we have the ability to fix it all. 

 

To all our faithful Warriors, stay strong in our Father Satan. For He is right there, right inside your own 

Soul! 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!! 
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 The Final Rising of Nazism. 
Mar 10, 2013 
 

Satanism is freedom. Though many do not realize what this freedom is exactly. People try to put it in 

words, or say that certain behaviors indicate freedom. Freedom is something deeper. Its a spiritual 

thing. Its not solely related to freedom to buy things, or freedom to have sex with anyone, or freedom to 

go clubbing. This is not freedom, or at least its only a part of the whole thing. A very tiny part. 

 

Satan wants you to be free. Free in the Soul. To wake up and feel free, free from pain, suffering, misery. 

To look yourself in the mirror and to know that you will become a God as He intended. Many qualities 

are not to be put in words. Many important things will never be written in books. Satan gives a call to all 

of us, to advance ourselves and see for ourselves, the whole Truth of things. If we really desire to be 

free, we will be free only when those who oppose our freedom are gone. Namely the jews. They are the 

antithesis to all we are working on here.  

 

While we all have questions and desires, all of them are being manifested and answered as we advance. 

People, like myself, would obssess over when they would Rise their Serpent, or when the 4th Reich or 

the Anti-Christ is going to arrive. When will it all be fine and the Truth and peace will reign on this 

world? 

 

The answer is easy. When YOU will rise from the ashes and become yourself a living incarnation of the 

Satanic and NS spirit, then you will make sure it will arrive earlier. We're all in this together and Satan 

has plans. Lets all do what we must, meditate, educate other Gentiles and fight. Thats it, you're bringing 

the world and yourself in perfection. 

 

The Rising of Nazism will reach its climax when our own personal Risings will occur, from a low level, to 

the level of the Gods. Our people have a chance now, not later. Lets not spoil it and make Father Satan 

proud. 

 

There will be no sadness, no famine, no pain, no darkness. Only light. So us, the Children of Satan must 

bring the Black Sun forth and seal that age we live now, once and for all, in the past that is dead. 

Satanism = Nazism = Freedom. Lets destroy those who oppose us. 

 

Many people wonder if Satan loves them. Or similiar things. 

 

I tell you one thing; Satan awaits you with open arms. 

 

Do your part, then. 
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HAIL SATAN!!! 

 

Part 2: 

 

If you have some patience, please read on here: 

 

http://gblt.webs.com/Adolf_Hitler_Man_Of_Peace.htm 

 

http://youtu.be/3Gu21OTp8Fo 

 

http://gblt.webs.com/David_Myatt.htm 

 

Read on here, and see for yourself. Nazism is for all of our Gentile Races, including Blacks. You have a 

right to preserve your Race and people. None can take that away from you. Only the jews tried to do 

this and destroy your Race. So you must help aweaken them to the jewish scourge. Whites, Blacks and 

all Gentile Races have no reasons to infight, as we all stand under the same Father, Satan/Enki. Two High 

Priests of Satan, HP Mac Friday and HP Keon Holliday have been Clergy. So, why can't you be here. Many 

of our members are notable people of the Black Race.  

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!! 
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 Re: Ramesses the II (The Anti- Chrsit) 
Dec 26, 2012 

 

I agree. I do believe that this age will aid us. But I do not really base my reality or how much I'm 

going to do, or try to determine how the world will be because of solely that Age. I have seen 

many posts lately about expecting the Anti-Christ and that is beautiful. But someone has to pave 

the way for Him. Its like this. The Age of Pisces could be a nice and spiritual age, weren't it for 

the enemy, to make the bad aspect of pisces show up. "Its just a change in energy that can be 

used for whatever agenda is at hand including the enemies one." Thats exactly what I mean just 

in other words. The same 'vibe' can be used by anyone to execute their bullshit, and the enemy 

has prepared for it. 

 

Its the same here. They can infest the Aquarian Age, use the chameleon nazarene as some 

'ascended master', mix the soup as they usually do, add some chakras and some more humanism 

in the 'airy' perception of education and stuff, and keep this monster alive. While I know we have 

won, about the coming of our all-important Leader and all this, no we cannot rest. Because the 

enemy is really vile and they have a fame for making anyone think that they were dead, then 

suddenly coming up like a fucking monster and anyone wonders how it happened.  

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!! 

 

 

Hide message history 

--- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, Don Danko <mageson6666@...> wrote: 

> 

> The enemy has prepared for Aquarius they where pushing the Aquarian sect of xanity 

[Thesophy]Â going back into the mid 19th century. Today this is called the new age movement. 

And has a lot more power behind it then most understand. 

> Â  

> People here need to get over this mentality that just because the Sun has moved into another 

sign. That its moved into many times before in the cycle of the greater year.Â  They can sit on 

their hands as Aquarius is magically going act like some messiah and do all the work for them. 

Its just a change in energy that can be used for whatever agenda is at hand including the enemies 

one. 

> You want a messiah go look in the mirror. Too many want a person to come and do all the 

work for them and save them from themselves. 

> The Being called the AC is powerful but without everyone doing there part what is there to 

show up to do? Satan is not sitting back and just waiting for Aquarius to just magically make 

everything alright. Satan and the Gods and many humans have been working and fighting for 

thousands of years to prepare a pathÂ for aÂ Golden Age. Its working that gets the job done. Not 

sitting on your hands and wishing or waiting for the next whoever to do it for you. 
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 Ending the Vatican April 6th - Ritual and Working 
*UPDATED* 

Apr 6 2013 

 

 

 

*****THIS IS THE UPDATED VERSION OF THE RITUAL, WITH SOME NOTES ADDED. THESE WILL BE 

BELOW, AT THE DATE AND INFORMATION PART. 

 

This Ritual will be very simple and anyone can do this, regardless of their 

level of ability. AND ANYONE MUST! 

 

The Vatican is on its end. They know that the time is coming up, that they are 

going to crack. The times are not and not later. Satan's Vision is coming True. 

If one obstacle exists right now, in the spiritual path of the Gods, its the 

Vatican. The Vatican is the enemy headquarters, from where they plan and execute 

everything. They know their end is coming and that it can come. 

 

For the same reason, they have been working overtime to destroy the Joy of Satan 

and generally any other opposition there could exist. They have teams of 

advanced black magicians and other paraphenelia, that keep working for them so 

they can destroy us. The strongest Satanists get battered with attacks because 

of them. 

 

THEY NEVER IMAGINED THE JOS WOULD DO SUCH DAMAGE TO THEM, REST REASSURED ITS 

*US* AND NOBODY ELSE DOING THE DAMAGE. 

 

 

We will NOT know peace unless we fight back. The only way for peace and to 

achieve our ends is through SPIRITUAL WARFARE. People who sit their laps and do 

nothing, are equal to nothing. Satan gives us moments of peace and tranquility, 

He gives us everything, looks out for us.  

 

In turn, He is counting on His children to destroy the enemy. He is counting on 

YOU. Its unacceptable and an act of cowardice to not participate and destroy the 

enemy. Satan looks out far more for His Warriors above anyone else. 

 

If you have time/desire to, you can read here for further explanations on why we 

will be focusing on the Vatican right now. For the sake of keeping it short, I 

am including a link: 
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoyofSatan666/message/89393 

 

 

SATAN IS COUNTING ON YOU, MORE FROM NOW ON THAN EVER. OUR RITUALS ARE ALREADY 

MANIFESTING AND THE ENEMY *IS* GETTING DESTROYED. THIS IS WHERE WE KICK THEM, 

WHILE THEY ARE ON THE GROUND. LEAVE THEM TO GET BACK UP AND IN DUE TIME WE WILL 

ALL HAVE THEIR POSITION! 

 

SATAN COUNTS TO ALL OF HIS CHILDREN, WITHOUT EXCEPTIONS! 

 

LETS END THEM AS A FAMILY!!!!! 

 

____________________________________________________ 

 

Ritual/Working Date and Information. 

 

*RITUAL TIME: HOURS OF SATURN, MARS. 

 

*TIWAZ IS VIBRATED: TTTTT-IIIII-VVVVVV-AAAAAA-TTTTTZZZZSSSSS 

(I chose Tyr so it can be easier for new people) 

 

*IF YOU LIVE SOMEWHERE THAT THE DATE IS ALREADY SET, DO THE RITUAL TODAY AND DO NOT WAIT! 

THIS IS IN ACCORDANCE TO YOUR TIME ZONE.  

 

We will be doing a Ritual. The Day is April 6th. Another day this Ritual can be 

done is April 9th, but 6th has more power, given the Waning moon in Pisces, of 

powerful significance for the end of the Vatican/Xian hoax. Also, aiming for the 

last 25 Degrees of Pisces would also prove very benficial. Pisces is a sign of 

invisible attack and chaotic destruction. They will not know what hit them. 

 

THE SAME DAY, WHILE YOU'RE DOWN WITH THE RITUAL, YOU ARE ON DAY 1 OF THE 

WORKING. THIS CAN LAST ANYWHERE FROM 9 DAYS, TO 40 DAYS - BUT ITS ADVISABLE THAT 

YOU KEEP ON THIS LIKE YOU KEEP YOUR AURA OF PROTECTION, TO ENSURE THEY GET WHAT 

THEY DESERVE EVERYDAY. 

 

As for the Moon in Pisces: 

 

Poison, drugs, self-undoing, deception, sorrow, depression, isolation, insanity, 

very deep psychic stuff. Good for success in meditation and all psychic 

pursuits. Spells to deceive people, secrets, swindles, vulnerability. Secret 

enemies, altered states. This is the one of best times for endings, especially 

when the moon is in 20-30 degrees of the sign (make sure it is not void). 

Psychic healing can be done. Do NOT have surgical procedures performed on the 
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feet at this time. 

 

---***Important Points****--- 

 

 

**The Ritual will add more power and a nice beggining for your working. Though 

you can go straight to the Working itself, if you are lacking time. 

 

**You can do the working TWICE, this will add FAR MORE POWER and this will get 

rid of yourself of even more negative energy. 

 

**ALWAYS REMEMBER TO CLEANSE YOUR AURA AFTER THE WORKING IS DONE. 

 

**Keep your meditation programm up. Do your breathing exercises to raise your 

energies. Merkaba if you're at that level. Its better to do the working after 

you're high and on the meditation. 

 

**If you're doing other workings, keep on them but space out the hours. For 

instance to the one at day, the other at night. 

 

**If it happens that you lose any day, keep going on the next one and make up 

for it. What matters is that you do it. Do not lose more than once and try to 

not lose not even one. 

 

**KNOW THE ENEMY WILL TRY TO STOP YOU AND BE AWARE OF THIS! 

 

____________________________________________________ 

 

 

THE RITUAL: 

 

This Ritual will not require sigils, as I want to make this very easy and easily 

applicable for ANYONE. 

 

You will open your Ritual like a Standard Ritual: 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Ritual.html 

 

Do your Ritual as you usually do. For people who do not have a Ritual Altar, 

they can do this on their Astral Temple. I am making this extremely easy. 

 

You will just do your Ritual, but the Prayer will be different. In a format that 

is telling Satan one on one, that you will fight and take down the Vatican and 

everything they have. 
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*- Keep the My Purpose is this part solid, as to make the nessescary psychic 

link with your Brothers and Sisters in Satan 

 

Ritual Prayer (You can adjust this *BUT* Keep the My Purpose is this part solid, 

as to make the nessescary psychic link with your Brothers and Sisters in Satan. 

Go all out emotionally on WHY YOU WANT THEM ALL DEAD AND DESTROYED): 

 

Father Satan, I stand before you, just as I am, just as your Son/Daughter. I am 

promising you now, that I will fight your enemies, so we can together take down 

the enemy of the Vatican, the inventor of what is against you, xianity. Because 

I love You, I care for You, and I desire to grow closer to You, I ask for Your 

power and Guidance, to help me get rid of this filth! This is OUR Planet, OUR 

WORLD! I no longer desire the Vatican lying about you, guiding all OUR enemies 

to destroy us. I DESIRE YOU TO GIVE ME YOUR MIGHTY UNENDING POWER, SO I CAN END 

IT. MAKE MY SOUL AS SHARP SWORD THAT WILL UTTERLY RENDER THE VATICAN DESTROYED! 

 

My purpose is this: To destroy completely, permanently and for all eternity the 

Vatican and the Xian church. 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!! 

 

HAIL LILITH!!!! 

 

HAIL _____(GUARDIAN DEMON NAME)!!!! 

 

HAIL TO ALL THE GODS OF HELL!!!! 

 

HEIL TO ALL THE SOULS, FROM ALL AGES WHO FOUGHT FOR SATAN!!!!! 

 

 

 

Now, After you either read aloud or wrote the Ritual and burned it, you go to 

the next step. 

 

The Runes we will be using are TIWAZ (Variation Tyr) and THURISAZ. 

 

One Rune, TIWAZ (Variation: TYR) will be used to reflect all negative energies 

from your Soul towards the Vatican, so it will be destroyed (No matter what type 

of negative energies these are. Mostly, these will be the negative energeis the 

enemy sends us to destroy us, right back at them) 

 

The Seond Rune, THURISAZ will be used to straightforwardly destroy the Vatican. 
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***For adding serious power to the Working its adviasble that one does above 40 

vibrations, but even 9 will do the job. To take such institution down, there is 

much energy needed. REMEMBER TO CHOSE THE NUMBER WISELY, BASED ON YOUR 

EXPERIENCE WITH RUNES. FOR NEW MEMBERS 9 TIMES ARE VERY, VERY GOOD! 

 

-----Rune One: 

 

Start Vibrating the Rune TIWAZ. This is vibrated like 

TTTTTT-IIIIII-WWWWWW-AAAAAAA-ZZZZZZZZ. Or the Variation : 

TTTTT-YYYYYY-RRRRRRRR.You will need to do this 9 Times (Number of Endings) OR 17 

(Number of the Rune) or multiplies of 17 (34,51 etc) Times. 

 

So lets say you chose to vibrate Tyr for 9 times. 

 

Vibrate if for 9 times, focus on the energy and affirm with intent: 

 

"The energies of the Rune TYR are sending right now all energies that are 

negative from my Aura, completely, into the Vatican. These energies completely 

and permanently destroy the Vatican!" 

 

Imagine the grey energy plaguing the Vatican, destroying the people in there, 

dropping dead, terror, fear, disgust, people getting angry and attacking the 

Vatican. Whatever fullfills you. Direct your hate. 

 

You can affirm more than 1 times, its advisable you go for 9 times. 

 

----Rune Two: 

 

Start Vibrating THURISAZ: This is vibrated like 

TTTTHHHHH-UUUUUU-RRRRR-IIIII-SSSSSS-AAAAAA-ZZZZZZZ. You will need to do this 9 

times (Number of Endings) or 15 times straight. You can go on multiplies of 3 

(Number of Rune) so you can do this 15 times, 30 times, 33 times etc. 

 

So if you chose 9 times. 

 

Vibrate the Rune for 9 times. Focus on the energy and affirm with Intent: 

 

"The Destructive energy of the Rune Thurisaz is now permanently and eternally 

destroying the Vatican!" 

 

Now imagine all this plump of destructive, nasty and violent energy suffocating 

the Vatican, imagine rage, imagine hatred, imagine everything that pleases your 

concience happening into the Vatican. Direct your hate. Make the energy so dense 
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that it cannot go away by any means. 

 

You can affirm more than 1 times, its advisable you go for 9 times. 

 

 

 

Then, you can scream out loud THE VATICAN IS NOW PERMANENTLY DESTROYED, HAIL 

SATAN! Or anything that you feel like at this time. And close the Ritual. 

 

_____________________ 

 

Summing the steps up: 

 

1. Open the Ritual 

2. Do the Ritual as usually, but with a different prayer. 

3. At the height of the Ritual, Vibrate the Runes and say the affirmations. 

4. Close the Ritual. 

5. The Working: Continue the Vibrating the Runes from 9 days to 40 days after 

the day of the Ritual, or constantly and everyday as part of your meditation 

schedule. 

 

_____________________ 

 

 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!! 
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  Important "Ending the Vatican" Ritual/Working information 
- And Thanksgiving. 

April 10 2013 

 

 

******UPCOMING DATES ARE GIVEN BELOW, SCROLL DOWN TO SEE THEM. AFTER THESE ARE 

DONE (LATE JUNE), THERE MAY BE OTHER DATES! THE RITUAL WILL BE POSTED ON THESE 

DAYS TOO, AS TO REMIND ANYONE BEFORE. 

 

***** THIS CAN AND *SHOULD* BE DONE IN CONJUCTION TO WHAT HPS MAXINE HAS TOLD ANYONE 

TO DO. ONE CAN BE DONE AT NIGHT, THE OTHER IN THE MORNING. THESE TWO IN CONJUCTION WILL 

HAVE A SUPREME EFFECT TO UTTERLY BATTER THE ENEMY AND DESTROY THEM, HERE IS THE LINK 

: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoyofSatan666/message/91036 

 

First of all, I say a wholehearted "THANK YOU" to anyone who participated. Its 

not about me, like at all, but I feel compelled to say so. Its about Satan. I am 

certain that Satan was pleased by that move, especially those who acted and 

moreso, those who plan on executing the 9 day working. Not mentioning those who 

will really batter the enemy for 40 continuous days. If anyone keeps going on 

this more, then they are the Warrior Elite for Hell's eyes, know this fully. 

People who take a ruthless stance against the enemy are of extreme importance to 

Satan and will be given extra help and attention when they are in need. These 

people will cause the enemy fatal damage. AND EVERYONE CAN BECOME THIS TYPE OF 

SATANIST! 

 

THE RITUAL AND WORKING ARE VERY EASY, SO THERE IS NO EXCUSE! 

 

THE POWERS OF HELL WANT *EVERYONE TO PARTICIPATE* AND THE REASON FOR THIS POST, 

IS TO ENSURE THAT ANYONE WILL DO. THERE WILL BE PROVIDED OTHER DATES ONE CAN DO 

THE RITUAL AND START THE WORKING, THAT THERE WILL BE NO EXCUSES! 

 

Personally, the day after the first hit (April 7th) I have been nuked with 

attacks and I persume I wasn't the only one. Which says in itself one thing: Our 

Ritual has worked MIRACLES. Do not be suprized in in one and a half month from 

now, the Vatican is in deep shit. 

 

Today is April 9th, and those doing the Ritual first time today, or again 

(Second time doing the Ritual, one time on 6th, another one today at 9th of 

April), OR those who are already on their working against them - We all do our 
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part here in taking them down. Rest reassured the enemy gets their asses kicked. 

 

Know the enemy will not just stay here and die. So its important that all of us 

attack them now, to outpower them. We have power in numbers and Satan's Powers. 

If all people act, we change history right here and we will be the generation to 

be alive in the Vatican falling apart. 

 

YOU WANT THIS, YOU MAKE IT HAPPEN, BECAUSE YOU'RE A SATANIST! 

 

Below there will be provided other dates when the Working/Ritual can be done. 

THIS IS TO ENSURE THAT PEOPLE HAVE TIME TO PLAN OUT, FINISH WHAT THEY WORK NOW 

AND KEEP THE WAVES OF ATTACKS GOING. 

 

 

******UPCOMING DATES [Thanks to the Satanist who provided this information and 

calculated the times.: 

 

-Tuesday April 30th, waning moon in Capricorn 

 

-Saturday May 4th, waning moon in Pisces 

 

-Tuesday May 28th before the void moon, waning moon in Capricorn 

 

-Sat June 1st, waning moon in Pisces 

 

-Sat June 29th, waning moon in Aries 

 

 

OTHER DATES, DEPENDENT ON LOCATION: 

 

*MAKE SURE TO REALLY PAY ATTENTION TO THOSE DATES, DO YOUR OWN RESEARCH: 

 

-depending on location (anywhere but north and south America as the moon goes 

void before the day begins) before the void moon of Tuesday May 7th, waning moon 

in Aries 

 

-depending on location again (not for the Americas), Tuesday June 4th, waning 

moon in Aries 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

The Ritual can be found here, and everything applies as written here (Do not 

mind the date, this is in accordance to the date you started the Ritual): 
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/HellsArmy666/message/12222 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!! 

 

HAIL TO ALL THE FAITHFUL WARRIORS OF SATAN!!!!!!! 
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  Adolf Hitler's Birthday gifts 
April 19 2013 

 

Like Father Satan's day, tommorow is Adolf Hitler's birthday. He was of the most important men and 

he's the reason that we are not in global slavery, Satanism since survives and we have a change to be 

God, to you, me and those Gentiles that fight for Satan. 

 

Therefore, I would say, it would be an action of decedency of character, to give something back. It could 

be a Poem, a Painting, a Song, a Ritual dedicated to our Satanic Messiah, anything. Dedicating the day to 

study more for the Reich, to realize its really a global consciousness and how it can make man God. Rush 

into youtube, do your spiritual warfare for one extra hour.  

 

 

_____ 

 

Studying about Hitler today: 

 

http://www.666blacksun.org/satanic-national-socialism/adolf-hitler/ 

 

http://www.666blacksun.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/11/National-Socialism-Adolf-Hitler-Life-Of-A-Le

ader.pdf 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoyofSatan666/message/31084 

 

Or paying some of your time to see a good documentary about Him (Take the xian crap out, the rest is 

all fine to watch, this is in series): 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lejfGhWeakY 

 

_____ 

 

ABOVE ALL, I am fully certain Adolf Hitler, like Father Satan would appriciate this one above all: 

Relentless Spiritual Warfare.  

 

Destroying the source of jews and lies and there is no greater gift you could give to the Fhurer or the 

Gods. 

 

People who are now doing the Workings against the Vatican and did not bent, I am sure He looks up to 

you and is proud of you. When the Vatican will get down, Ethnicism and Satanism will Rise all at once. 

People who have the power and keep on going against the Vatican, despite of their relentless attacks, 
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should be proud of themselves and do great work for Satan. DO NOT BEND, FOR THIS IS OF THE MOST 

IMPORTANT WORKS WE CAN DO RIGHT NOW. 

 

The upcoming date to start, is April 30th and you can do it that day. If you missed the working, it can be 

re-started. 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoyofSatan666/message/91100 

 

 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!! 
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 "Mistakes" in Satanism? "Disunity"? Lies? 
 

May 13, 2012 

 

Well I felt the need to express my opinion here about numerous topics, this is more like a general post. 

Its about topics like betrayal, disunity, lies etc. Its general really. It all reflects my personal awareness 

over things actually. Always open for discussion. 

 

In any case that someone betrays or leaves Satan I don't think they ever were a Satanist. You're 

eternally with the Powers of Hell or you never was. If you betray Satan I don't think you will last long 

anyways. Like the 'priests' that turned to the enemy. I don't know anything in regards to this fact, but as 

It happened with me and my own life I can see WHY such events occur, I take the give situation as an 

instance. I just can't grasp HOW people think that this really happened. This must have been a lesson to 

the True Clergy of Satan, so that they can know and counter attack infiltration, steel their defences, to 

be strict and maybe other lessons. The Clergy of Satan learns as we all learn although on their own more 

advanced level, this is what I believe. For instance those who want to cause disunity will say 'Oh this HP 

fell for the enemy.' and the related crap, to justify to themselves that something is wrong in Satanism, 

so they can leave and fullfill their lacking awareness.  

 

If you don't want to be with Satan you will try to find reasons as about why Satanism isn't perfect in your 

own eyes and baby awareness. Nothing is wrong in Satanism. Nothing falls out of place. For instance I 

believe that these supposedly HP's were used by Satan to teach the True Clergy as I said earlier. If you 

know Satan you know what and how I mean what I say. Satan is about knowledge. The ultimate result of 

knowledge is Enlightment and Personal Advancement and Power. 

 

Additionally, why would someone be even labelled as an SS if they betray Satan or turn to the enemy. 

Nonesense. The Gods know beforehand and they won't spend any time to someone that will later try 

foolishly to betray them. Thats my opinion.  

 

You stick with Satan no matter what, no matter the attacks, no matter anything and for ever. Because 

the commitment is eternal and this can't be changed. Otherwise indeed if you leave you're a total scum 

and abomination to the Gods. Satanism is not a Hard Path, its a path of definite knowledge and 

advancement. With ultimately powerful foundation. 

 

As about Enlil, the Gods allow for instance not liking someone. Gossip and not liking someone will 

always exist. If you resort to attacks and magick against them though, this will be severely punished, 

given the other person is a True Satanist and they have justice on their side. Since we all have free will 

and we are individuals, we can't match onto anything and anyone. The common point is in Satan and 

our Unity is in Satan, the whole point of where Humanity connects. We don't need to love and accept 

any other SS just because of this, but we need to respect their connection with Satan. If you mess with 
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other Satanists life for bad reasons just because you like it, or you blindly attack someone just for the 

sake of it, this is IMO kike behavior. Trying to backtrack other Satanists and harm them or delude them 

draws the definite Nemesis of the Gods on you. 

 

The Powers of Hell are more than capable to mend any relation between people and are also capable of 

wrecking the injust. The best thing is if two Satanists argue, let it for Satan, if you both are True SS. If its 

of importance, He will fix it. Don't go bad mouthing, don't try to destroy them and don't harm them 

unless they are proven enemies and proven diunity workers. You can personally don't like who you 

desire and who you don't match. 

 

Loyalty to Satan, your Guardians, your SS mate or whatever will work to fix any problem and solve it. 

The Gods don't let their children to fall into life-destroying holes. They allow lessons though. Many times 

what is best for us is perceived in the opposite way, just because our minds have been programmed to 

work against us in some areas. As this changes, I believe that we TRULY start to realize what is good and 

what isn't. 

 

Everyone born on this earth has a Saturn. The way to Satanism and Godhead is a big fight and a big way, 

full of lessons, knowledge, tests, losses, wins. Whatever. We talk about true evolution and true personal 

power and success, to reach our best potential. Not talking about crap, but strong FACTS. Most people 

deny facts about themselves. They are the ones that say that they are Gods and they are just happy in 

wonderland. To really reach Godhead you need more than just your imagination. You need to be able to 

execute the Godhead inside, outside. To make it reality in other words. Be true on yourselves. Satanism 

is about worshipping the Truth. How are you a God if you ever have illness? How are you a God if you 

don't have all you desire? Best is to say that I AM ADVANCING TO GODHEAD. I AM BECOMING A GOD. 

Don't spend more days deluding yourself. Find the Truth about yourself, because all else will hamper 

you and keep you back. Lies will lead you nowhere. 

 

Satyan Means Truth Eternal. The basis of Satanism is Truth. Grasp this concept and the Truth shall set 

you free and make you a God. In Satanism there is freedom, but there is a DEFINITE Truth. 

 

 

 

HAIL SATAN!!! 
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 Importance of Void Meditation. 
Apr 24 2013 

 

 

Yes, I know this is written almost everywhere, but I have noticed many people struggle with 

visualization, their thoughts, have problems in communicating with the Gods, have bad thoughts over 

and over in their mind...And this can be easily solved. Void meditation can solve this. Its written in the 

JoS. Its of the most important meditations you can do. I will list some of the benefits below. 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Satanic_Void_Meditation.html 

 

This might seem, just too newb-ish. But you have to really pay attention here, as Void Meditation gets in 

the core of many things. Depending on where Mercury is placed in your chart, this can indicate 

weakness or power in an Area. For instance if one has Mercury in Pisces, the mind can have a tendency 

to wander here and there. Or if they have Gemini, the mind can wander in two or more things at one 

time. Thats not bad, but it should be a skill you can pull on from your life. Especially people with intense 

emotional natures will benefit from this. Below are some of the benefits I have had since practicing the 

Void meditation more. Some might not have this, but I pretty much believe anyone will. 

 

1. Will make your memory better by improving your concetration.  

 

2. Will make your thoughts disciplined, your head will not be wandering on its own. 

 

3. It amplifies communication with the Gods, by handling your own thoughts back when you need to just 

LISTEN from the Gods. (Expecting an answer in most cases fucks up communication with the Gods) 

 

4. Will help you on having your emotions in check and stay cool in fucked up situation. 

 

5. Can help you handle stress.  

 

6. While in the state of void meditation you can get answers or messages from the Gods. 

 

7. It refreshes the mind. 

 

8. Depending on where you turn your attention, you give this certain thing power. This can be a chakra, 

your 3rd eye for instance. Where your attention is pointed, the place gets empowered.  

 

9. Helps yours workings manifest. There are times we have the "Raw" power, but the working fails 

because not enough unwavering concetration. The energies get scattered and there is no outcome. 
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10. Builds confidence, since reactions are controlled, emotional etc. 

 

11. Helps you become better at putting yourself in instant trance. 

 

12. Many complains as 'attacks' are just an overreactive mind or stress, both of which will be put under 

control with void meditation. 

 

13. It makes you aware of your OWN thoughts. 

 

 

And a lot more...If you face any problems related to these above [Almost everyone does] then it would 

be good to work on void meditation. You can start from like 2 minutes, and have the aim of 15 minutes. 

Which is very good. You can do this with music etc. Any meditation programm should have void 

meditation in it. Apply to this if you haven't already. 

 

 

 Satan and You. 

Nov 25, 2012 

 

Satan breathes the same air as we do, he feels our pain and our hearts. Each of our heartbeats is of 

worth to Satan. He is us and we are Him in turn and we should not disregard our Creator. Aweaken your 

sleeping creator, Satan is sleeping within you. When you feel lonely, abaddoned, depressed, with no 

hope, unloved, do not forget its Satan there, alright? Please don't. In the times you feel you fail, in the 

times you feel alone and in confusion, know that He knows of all your thoughts and your heart. He won't 

leave you. He won't abaddon you, just aweaken Him. Do not disregard your Father. He is awaiting to 

heal us all, do not feel behind, do not feel left alone, He is here and sleeping in us, I cannot believe this. I 

cannot believe for the first the first time in my life I am experiencing God, I am experiencing Satan. You 

are not alone, alright? You are a nothing below Satan. You are nothing below our Father. And our Gods 

expect us all in the other side, where we were meant to be to be. When the night hits your soul, and all 

is gone, remember Satan is sleeping in you, waiting to heal all your scars, all your pains and that He 

breathes the air you breathe. 

 

:) 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!! 

HEIL FHURER!!!! 
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  Freeing your Soul from enemy influences / Psychic 
Vampires. 

 

I wanted to write on about some notes. There are people who are posting about being terrorized by 

others, either at school or whatever. Or people getting abused in home. Except of the obvious, that you 

should do your aura of protection, I wanted to mention something that I personally found quite handy. 

Before and since we have came to Satanism, we had met with people etc, many had jewish 'friends' 

because they didn't even know about them back then. Or close ties to assholes and destructive persons, 

psychic vampires etc.  

 

I found out that by sealing your chakras against these persons, not only this will increase your powers 

but all these psychic vampire bullies [like family persons] who leech on our souls and later come back 

with our soul power to attack us, or discourage us or whatever, will be easily dealt with this method. An 

infamous psychic tactic of bullies is simple. They drain the fuck out of their victim, then later they 

pretend to be rambo and the actually strong person, is nothing but a host to another parasitic soul. You 

should never allow it, neither you work your ass off meditating for fools to come and drain you and use 

your energy against you. This can be the case sometimes with family members. Who have really 

ingrained in your mind that you're weaker or something, or have worked overtime to make you their 

slave. This is a little meditation that nevertheless, will help your mental and spiritual part to the 

extremes. Because it will help your soul break free from all these influences of Satan's enemies. 

Influences from Satan's enemies are nothing but horrible. You don't need them in anyway. 

 

****The meditation is quite simple: 

 

Inhale blue Satanic energy into your chakras: 

 

Vibrate Ansuz x9 or Ur x9 times in the chakra you feel is linked in someway to an enemy, or if you feel 

your chakras getting drained out of nowhere. Which is quite a disturbing feeling. 

 

Affirmation: " The energy of the ___[rune you chose]___ is now freeing my ____ chakra from all 

connections and influences of the enemies of Satan, eternally and completely, NOW"  

 

 

You can keep the "NOW" away, but personally I believe its a good word to specify to your mind that you 

want it now, in the present. I know you get the idea, if you feel that you need to specifically fix 

something, get down there and fix it.  

 

Feel the chakra vibrating and engulf it in blue Satanic fire. Imagine all links on the chakra getting burned 

and your chakra becoming bright as a blue Sun, or whitegold. You can do this for all your chakras, so that 

would be 9x7. You can do far more than x9 vibrations, this is up to you and how much energy you feel is 
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needed for this to work. This will help cut off from bad links from past lives, present incarnation, people 

you could have linked 'involuntarily' like when you was drunk or when you had sex with somebody and 

just this.  

 

Another way to do this, is this: http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Fighting_Back.html 

 

Though because sometimes we do not know who the offending asshole is, its cool to do the above, your 

ordinary Aura cleaning and Aura of protection. When your aura of protection grows extremely powerful, 

it will help you maintain your energies high and powerful, on its own. It will deny links with all these sick 

faint hearted vampires who seem to have loved most of us since a young age. This method described 

above is on the point and will destroy the bad links whatever they may be, to whomever they may be. 

Aura of protection, in the long run, will really, really help you in your spiritual freedom aside many other 

things. But some things are better to be done manually, like in the way described above.  

 

My personal experience with this is that this meditation felt very freeing. I felt an instant relief from bad 

thoughts, self hate and some other crazy stuff that for years, I thought were my own. Probably these 

were from damned souls or other and I was sucking them up as in the past, I had a tendency to share 

the pain and be very empathic with others. I also noted a nice rise in how much I felt my energies. My 

energies for once felt not dilluted. There were times I would meditate and feel energy loss, from sources 

I didn't even know why or how. So if anyone tries that, please let me know. If more people find that 

helpful, we will post this on other groups to benefit others. 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!! 
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  Jumping off the stick, shall we…. 

Dec 11, 2012 

Its not the most serious topic, neither to raise a red alert...But...Since there are many things being 
said and passed on as assumptions, both by individuals outside the groups and inside the Groups...I 
don't see why so much assumption is taking place. Nevertheless lately there have been a lot of posts 
filled with assuption and emotions passed down as Satanic Dogma. Which is just a bit fucked up.  
 
There are individuals who have a decent energy flow through the spine and think they are Risen. Not 
only this but they go all around the groups and pretend to be some mighty authority of Satan. Not 
so. There are others who think that Hell changes as fast as their emotions go. I have crossed one 
personally, but I bet there is a whole clique. Saying insane stuff. Or stuff that is blantantly out of 
place. I wonder how vain an ego has to be to lie to yourself that you're Risen while in fact you just 
openened your Shushumna or something in this regard.  
 
Its really defaming Satan. Claiming one is Risen and spitting lies and blantant mistakes is just 
contradicting and works to make the Rising seem as an easy Process or denigrate.  
 
So the basic points are just two. First off don't say outright lies and expect to be believed. Point two, 
none Risen would resort to such petty and vain tactics to increase their failness in ego. Point two 
b...People who claim to be Risen and obviously are not, they should only fool themselves and not 
our Family here. So if you really care for Satan, before you put His name or the infamous phrase 
"The Gods told me", just have the fucking gut to say that you found it on your own or that you have 
received some guidance. Because some things can be elementary and if someone more advance 
sees that, they will know. 
 
Learn to respect each other's experiences. If something is purely for you, then keep it for you. So if 
you're living all the things you claim, keep the to yourself. Because anyone comes here and says 
things who...Alright, they may have experiences, they may have not, but definitely you create false 
assumptions in others, not letting them to build their own experiences and their own character. Its 
like thinking you're the center of the freaking universe.  
 
This is not directed to anybody. But remember groups are to exchange experiences and not spread 
lies and moreso obvious ones. Persons who lie to others and defame Satan and the Gods will be 
dealt with, so do not think you're going very far with what you do... All this hiding behind the Gods 
has to end. The only ones you should trust on this, you know who they are. This old trick about 
being Risen or in the process of Rising aka whatever my mind is making up is true meme has to really 
end. I have crossed many many people doing this and its unpleasant both for them and for those 
who listen. Despite of anyone's claims, have strong common sense and you will never lose. 
 
HAIL SATAN!!!!!! 
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  I want to fuck them. They Curse My Father Satan 

Infront of me!  
 

In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, "kruser_sabs" <kruser_sabs@...> wrote: 
 
> 
> My family curse Father infront of me,i cant get control over on my anger But somehow i ignore them 
and i don't let my anger to spit out my beliefs upon their fucking faces! I want to know how can i teach 
them a lesson? I m not advanced at power meditation. I became a dedicated satanist two months ago. 
> 
 

Hoodedcobra666@...replied: 

Never forget they are like programmed to do so. They don't know the Truth and unless we teach them 

like we have been taught they may never get to know. Don't go into blind rage and spit it all out because 

you might find yourself in uncertain and bad circumstances. I know the feeling. Well its like when I was 

infront of kikes and they were saying shit about Satan's wife Lilith. I wish there would be no law, I would 

have tortured the shit out of them. Know that those who blaspheme Satan and the Gods are truly weak 

inside. They are so weak and so jealous that they try to draw the attention of the Gods even in a 

negative light. This just gives out how much time they spent around Satan, for good or bad reason. They 

still do, because Satan exists actually. Thats how I see it. 

 

[On burning churches as some idiots do] 

 

Burning churches will just give the enemy firepower to say 'Oh look what those against christ are doing! 

Them minions!'. Leading stupid cattle to believe in their two sided lies. Consider this and do not let the 

enemy indicate you how you will attack them. All this church burning thing is what an anti-christian 

would do. Spiritual Satanists know better. 

 

So work spiritually. Now if you mean you're going to any xian version of Hell with fire and all, you are 

very wrong. I like your hate about xianity. You must sublimate it to even more loyalty to Satan, helping 

Satan and doing rituals and workings against the enemy. That way you can be completely certain that 

you put more and more pieces of the xian hoax in the coffin.  

 

And study on here: http://joyofsatan.org 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!! 
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  Sexual and spiritual Evolution / Porn Industry 

May 20, 2012 

 

I  seriously agree here. We have been all taught that way. Adult entairtaiment perverts sex and make it 
seem dirty or one job deals. This hype about getting laid with many people serves the purpose of 
Spiritual degradation, because in this the kikes can have sex with anyone draining their energies, mixing 
with their energies. Anyone makes connections with anyone who they have sex with, even if they realize 
it consciously or not. Its there. Through this connection there can happen a lot. Forming any sort of 
connection with xians or the like is bad for a Satanist. People don't know how to refrain from sex. The 
social pressure is just pushing them to get laid. Sex here sex there sex everywhere.  
 
Just putting your penis in a vagina and ejaculation means nothing. This is just the kike mind and the kike 
programming. Its just not worth it. Women don't value their bodies and men don't value their bodies [as 
they do with their souls]. Its like we have to get laid just to say we did. Most women don't enjoy 
intercourse with their partener. Most people just don't enjoy sex. This whole have sex hype of having 
sex like a degenerate filth has destroyed sex lives, minds, souls and lifes of millions. Screw this shit. 
People have forgotten about their souls. This is revealent in people in our groups being so hype about 
the Sexual Affairs of our Gods. I mean, get a life. Sex isn't even worth the time if its not with someone 
you love and there is no connection. How the Gods make love is so sacred that none should even talk 
about it. People with Demon lovers know this firsthand. These beings give their all. Don't waste your 
time just trying to have sex without a reason. I don't judge anyone. Make love...Love. This whole scheme 
about getting laid and filling your empty life just changing mindlessly partners will ruin your happiness in 
the long run. This causes problems and ensures that you will never stop to evolve. I mean don't treat 
people as bodies. Everyone can work it out with anyone if there is love.  

 
You have a living being in front of you that you're connecting with. Women open their legs. They 
actually invite you inside them. They invite you to connect with them. Most of the time they are 
unknowing. This is why most women don't find happiness in sex. Because they seek this internal 
connection. Its the female brain and the feminity that urges for this. Lust is nothing on its own. I won't 
sound xian here. With an evolved soul all I say will make sense. Look inside. Does only having sex make 
you happy, or you want a mate you match to make love with. People who have found their people know 
this. Gays and Lesbians have more intensified awareness of connection in the soul. This is my experiance 
with them. 
 
You're a being with multi-aspects. It will be a total waste of time to spend your life around chasing a lot 
of guys or women to fuck. You will waste your soul and happiness. You have to be true on yourself. This 
'something missing' is our need to merge with someone. Some people want one person and thats it, 
some want more, some want same gender, some want opposite gender. We are intelligent beings, 
emotional beings. You know the sacral chakra is of the bioelectricity. Having a lot of links there with 
random bitches results nowhere. Will just drain you. Again, some people may take my words the wrong 
way. But those who know about True Satanism will understand. We have the power to draw the perfect 
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mate. Merge with them. Make love filled with lust and enjoy sexuality to the fullest. Just don't denigrate 
yourself. You're not worth it. Neither any 2 seconds grade B orgasm is worth your soul... 
 
Treat people as people. They have experiances, feelings, they like/dislike stuff, they are a whole story, a 
whole past, a whole destiny, a soul, a mind, thoughts...A Human being is just so much. Its so much to be 
treated as so much less. AS about having 'many partners' this is again kike mentality. Why would you 
need to fuck everyone if you just had hit splendid earlier and found who you match with? Satanists treat 
their mates with uttmost respect and they should never leave each other as anything can be worked out 
through Satan. "Gentile Sexuality is Sacred" as HP Zilarr wrote in a post that I don't remember... 
 
Now when you're where you like there are no restrictions, lol. Do it as you please. I'm not your judge. I 
just talk about plain spiritual logic.  
 
 
HAIL SATAN!!! 
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 “The Satanic Brotherhood” Organization 

 
Every Satanic group is valuable to Satan and we shouldn't cause any disunity, other than what we know 
blantantly to be enemy infested. The JoS and any true member here won't backstab and say atrocities 
for other groups as this goes against Satan's Will. They could be right or wrong, since I'm not in that 
group and I am a member here, I will just give you a bit of what I think. I think they are a nice group, 
probably infiltrated as I don't know what's their stance with the kikes [most groups don't recognize the 
jewish race as hostile- and this is where they give out that they aren't really close to Satan]. 

 

Notice, unless they are known to be enemy infested. 

 
The Joy of Satan unlike any other group, doesn't ask for a single penny unless you want to buy 
something on your own. It gives knowledge and brotherhood for free. Checking in their site, I don't get it 
why they ask for money. Additionally we are spiritual Satanists, meaning we meditate and evolve to 
Godhead rather of just praying and doing rituals to Satan endlessly asking for things or for plain worship. 
Loving Satan is great but evolving to Godhead as Satan wants is and should be held in the greatest 
regard. People of Satan and those who truly believe in Him aren't supposed to be all brothers, but are 
surely supposed and meant to not fight with each other unless there is a reason. The JoS is the only 
group that gives answers to the jewish question and this by its own turn gives the answer to anything.  
 
Well this was a multi-reply. If you want to aid in Satan's Victory, the best thing you can do is become a 
living God through spiritual Satanism, taking care of your own, rather than just praying to the Powers of 
Hell for favors or spending their time. People not participating in Warfare and evolving themselves are 
not neglected but are not held with the Highest of Respects as those who work to become as the 
Demons. 
 
HAIL SATAN!!!!!! 

 

 

  Re: Testosterone 

 
Hit the Gym and eat healthy. That way you will have higher testosterone levels. Not by eating all the 
supplements of the world. Hard training, challenging exercise. It will kick away your depression. You 
need to become stronger physically. And pack on muscle or lose some tummy. You do not need to 
become like "The Rock" but you need to have this type of training too. If you have another type of 
training, consider doing heavy weightlifting training 2 times.  
 
Maybe kettleball and TRX 1 time each a week, or some similiar form of exercise. You will really hit the 
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peak with all this and become far more powerful than you were. That way you build your body all round, 
adding mass, not losing functionality, working on your muscles as a chain. If you add strong cardio one 
day too, this will improve your circulation and all the benefits this entails. Arrange your diet and slowly 
start it if you haven't already. This all is THE ideal. You can choose one and devote to it, but weightlifting 
will increase your testosterone like nothing else. 
 
HAIL SATAN!!!!! 

 

 

 Greys and emotions 
 

 

I'm not the only one. Many people have come to see them. If my aura of protection was fat and 
powerful, they could do nothing most of the time and I either burned the whole room, or just tuned 
them out. This is my experience. They most of the time attack with telepathy, jamming thoughts over 
and over in your mind. So tuning them out works good. Burning them works good.  
 
Its better to burn them than just leave them there or instantly do your aura of protection. While you're 
protected by the Aura of Protection most of their shit will fail, unless they can overpower it. If they do, 
build it more. After a point they won't have much of an influence to you. Severing the link by HP Vovim 
Baghie greatly reduces any influence they can have on someone.  
 
When I first encountered them and really saw them, I personally felt terrified, as it was like seeing the 
being with my eyes. Therefore the sight was unpleasant. I brushed it off quickly though and did my aura 
of protection or resorted to attacking with Blue Satanic fire. I do not remember my reaction. Its normal 
to freak out at first, you're dealing with aliens there. Some people may not have the same reaction, but I 
just told you mine. It wasn't fear but I was scaringly surprized. Fear is characterized by not taking action 
but I did. Also the being was so slime ugly, I cannot really put that in words but disgusting. Always keep 
your room in blue Satanic fires, so dense that it blurs your astral vision. And an impenetrable aura of 
protection. They won't bug you that much, if at all. 

 
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!! 
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 Message from Satan 

 
Whats even more interesting, not only one but all the persons that have came here later, all had the 
same behavior. Fuck rationality, do not analyze a thing. Just get carried away by big lectures about the 
Anti-Christ, huge lectures about unity. Then participate in smear campaigns, meaningless crap, infest the 
community with lies. Pretend information from your own little brain is actually from the Gods. Think you 
are so awesome. Take 2-3 meditations, mix them up, pretend to be a motherfucking authority. You're 
the prophet of saythathathan after all. Definitely not of Satan. Attack some Clergy and have all the angry 
minions attack with you. After all they are so bad that they don't let you in wonderland and try to 
aweaken you so you can advance. But Aldric implies he is so far more advanced. His chakras felt like 
burning holes in his body and the Gods raise cars 6 feet from the ground for him.  
 
Use your underhands to post your stuff, while they think its all nice and they do the right thing. Who is 
dedicated more than 1 year after all. All they know from Satanism is you and how awesome you portray 
to be. All they think its that all SS want the good from them. Make sure to reach every new person that 
has a bright future in Satanism and teach them copy-paste meditations from the Joy of Satan. Present 
yourself as a HP of Satan and be the fucking reason many people get banned and deluded as 
fuck...Meanwhile in the shadows do big implies about how advanced thy greatness is. Like they are 
fucking mentally disabled and cannot do it for themselves and like the Gods aren't supposed to teach 
them. I suppose not me and not anyone else has all the facts about this clique. What I know is that they 
lied to me and it wasn't the first, second or tenth time they told me contradicting information about 
many things. But I can say from personal interaction, although I played the game and got what I 
needed..There are a lot of lies in the whole thing. So many that your head will hurt. 
 
I have crossed an infiltrator that almost destroyed my life and mental health when I was very new. The 
way the enemy works through these people is so glaringly similar to that pile of shit. He did the same 
exact thing. From one thing, his astral allies were fucking me over. Then he came in to provide his help. 
Its a two sided attack. If people fail to understand and want to fuck logic so much. Then I remind you 
this. Logic kept you alive and the enemy thrives on its lack to destroy you. Your logic is what keeps you 
from chewing the cable, jumping of the window, and eating your own self alive. Or whatever. Its no 
coincidence that people in Ancient Civilizations and Philosophers praised logic as a quality that the Gods 
themselves bestowed to us. Throw that in the can. Fuck it. Lets just all be friends, luv each other, 
especially those who work overtime with a shovel to put you into your spiritual grave. They say they are 
dedicated to Satan after all... 
 
Unless people choose to wake up, they are in for a rude groundbreaking awakening.  
 
Satan always wins. All must remember this and always keep that deep into their mind. No matter what, 
Satan always wins and never loses. 
 
HAIL SATAN!!!!! 
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  How To Tell If Your Kundalini Has Been Awakened? 

 
Kundalini is your sexual energy in your base chakra, the Chakra of Satan. Its a electrifying and firey 
energy [bioelectricity] residing therein and its a relatively infinite source of bioenergy in your Soul. As 
you meditate, your energy pathways will open and this energy will go to the top of your head. After this 
there are other events following. All in all is a source of energy that brings your mind from 7% of 
operating, to 100% aside other things. What you feel is probably some activitation of it.  
 
Activating, aweakening and energy Raising or the Kundalini Itself raising are all different events that 
follow a sequence. As the energy aweakenes you will experience changes in your body's nadi system or 
call it nervous system. Since the Kundalini rises from the Nadi in the exact middle of the body 
[Shushumna] it fuses the left and right hemispheres of the brain and they no longer work divided. 
Nevertheless I ask you to do your research on the JoS 2010 sermons by HP Maxine and when the site is 
up, reading HP Vovim Baghie's website is a must.  
 
HAIL SATAN!!!!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 Powerful Working for Money. 
 

 

Father Satan wants all of us to have money and no longer be economical slaves and to come to our own 
on this lifelong problem that torments many if not most of us. Writting all one would need for getting 
money would take a book and I cannot do it now, but I am giving a trick right here that will empower 
your money working(s) very much.  
 
Before I go into the working and everything, I will have to explain a little bit the anatomy of the Soul and 
how this works in money magick. This can be skipped and one can go directly to the working, but I 
would advise knowing the mechanisms first [Some know already, but some do not], as to realize how 
the method works all in itself. Not to make the post overly tiring or completely outlandish, I will do my 
best to compose the Hell out of it.  
 
As we know the Soul is composed from Fire, Water, Air, Earth and Ether elements. Many cultures and all 
talk the talk about this, but the purpose of the post is to give a handle to show a fine line on how this 
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relates to magickal success, before I move to the working itself.  
 
Money and wealth are of the Earth element. The Aura has all the abilities of the elements. Long story 
short, you need to read on the elements of the JoS to understand what elements relate to what. For this 
that I'm going to write we will need just two main points. First point, Earth and Water are magnetic. Fire 
and Air are electrict. Electric and Magnetic forces are basically what the Universe is all about. Our Soul is 
composed of those elements. Subtly, the Elemental setup of our Soul determines the powers of 
someone's Soul. Therefore, balancing the elements and having them all in balance conveys an important 
message.  
 
One can see how they are setup elementally through their natal chart. According to their elemental 
balance and setup in the Soul, working on certain magickal workings will have success or failure. Though 
this all relates to other factors that I would write later on as this could take a book now. To make this 
simple as it gets. A person with Air predominance would have a natural skill of casting air magick, 
communication, inciting people to have no emotion at all or whatever. A person with fire wouldn't have 
much of a problem of increasing their confidence, or destruction magick. A person of water would have 
less of a problem casting a love spell and making it right, since they themselves have more emotions and 
more water in the Soul. A person balanced between the Elements [although this is very rare and never 
100% of a balance] 
 
As above so below. Elemental setup shows whats within and by the nature of the universe, what is 
within is going to show without. According to all the above, our Aura has magnetic, electric and 
electromagnetic property. Magnetic energy acts as a magnet. It either repels or brings closer. Electric 
energy acts as electricity, it passes by and energizes. In other words, depending on the energies of your 
own Soul, determines your magickal success. I am doing my best to put this in the simplest words I can 
and I believe most will get it. A strong magnetic energy that is of the Earth element magnetism, will 
draw towards you things of the Earth element. Things according to that element.  
 
In simple words. Increasing either the Earth element or the Magnetic power of your Aura, will increase 
your power to draw things to yourself. Material things. Since Magnetic energy is Female energy, it has 
the ability to give birth and is assosciated with the right side of the brain, the Ida nadi. Which is the 
source of creation. All these work in analogy, which is better to be understood than written down.  
 
 
I note this is an addon you can add to your magickal workings in regards to money. The Aura is a holy 
force that is the connection of Magnetic and Electric powers thus is Electromagnetic. It also contains the 
carrier of energy, which is light. Therefore with that being said, you need to think of it that way. Your 
Aura has a certain power that specifically draws money and is Magnetic and related to the Earth 
element. Many people with predominant Earth element are more powerful in aquiring wealth, seen 
from one standpoint. Because the Soul actually acts like a vaccum that draws in the money and other 
physical things.  
 
Enough of freaking theory now. Lets get down to practice.  
 
***NOTE: TAKE INTO CONSIDERATION YOUR LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT AND NEVER LET YOUR ENERGIES 
DROP. HOW MUCH MONEY THIS WILL BRING IS RELATED TO YOUR STATE OF DEVELOPMENT. NO 
MATTER WHAT DO NOT QUIT THE WORKING BEFORE GETTING THE 40 DAY CYCLE, WITHOUT LEAVING A 
DAY OUT.  
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-----THE WORKING: 
 
YOU MUST PICK ONE MONEY SPELL YOU FEEL COMFORTABLE WITH, BEFORE YOU ADD-ON THE OTHER 
METHOD I'M GOING TO ADRESS. IT WILL ADD UP ON WHAT YOU DO. WHILE MAGICKAL SPELLS WORK 
ON GETTING YOUR UNCONSCIOUS TO WORK, THE METHOD WILL BASICALLY PROVIDE MORE AND MORE 
FUEL FOR THE PROCEDURE TO RUN. 
 
Here are the money spells. Choose one that feels comfortable and the rest is inside the PDF: 
 
http://f1.grp.yahoofs.com/v1/gLAjUd9humG_9YxAIpfuZW89bpqAd46p8WduqVoSCXaXk1y5-EVlfjyUyTTk
3bgp7cufEF0DTbtZ-VlOSfIEBVS-UWBjM9DK8QiTieo/MONEY/Money%20Spells.pdf 
 
AFTER YOU CHOSE ONE, UNDERSTOOD HOW TO DO IT, READ BELOW: 
 
The little additional tricks that will do the 'miracle' is simple, yet of amazing power. It took a whole essay 
to explain what mechanism makes it possible to attract money and physical things. By knowing the 
mechanism I found a method that actually gets to empower the source of your Aura's ability to draw 
money. I explained what this source is above. But simply the method is as follows: 
 
 
The Runes we will be using for this are either Odhal or Fehu. Both Runes are assosciated with Wealth 
and Riches. Additional Runes that are for a more general and carefree use, are Sowilo and Raidho. Use 
which one you feel applies to the working at hand. I would say Raidho or Fehu work best. Use whatever 
variation feels comfortable to your own psyche.  
 
So as it was being said, your Aura has a certain power, to draw money to you. This power could be 
weaker or stronger. Do not care about this. What the little trick is, that you will be empowering this 
CERTAIN ABILITY OF YOUR AURA, TO DRAW MONEY. This will in turn enforce your other working of 
money, since the Aura is doing all the job in magickal success.  
 
Bear in mind that this WILL NOT leave you depleted of energy, neither you will spend any energy. This is 
like a meditation, but should be practised on a consistent daily basis.  
 
 
-------------The meditation is as follows: 
 
Keep these numbers below to yourself. Just make sure you can do this for like 40 days. So do not do a 
supreme number and let it down later. 
 
Inhale Gold energy from the Sun [Although the Sun is optional for this, you can just use the Runic energy 
that you will Raise later]. This done out in the Sun is a straight shot for success. Like anything else, day 
and hour of the Sun are the best. Inhale energy from the Sun and think in your mind with intent, that 
every breath you take, this energy specifically empowers the ability of your aura to draw MONEY to you, 
IN A POSITIVE WAY.  
 
After you have completed like 20 breaths, Start vibrating the Rune of your choice right int your Aura. 20 
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breaths, 20 vibrations, or anything.  
 
Start vibrating into your Aura, FFFFFFFFF-EEEEEEEEEE-HHHHHHHHHHH-UUUUUUUUUUU. See the Rune 
Fehu right into your Aura, vibrating and giving out so much light that its blinding.  
 
When you're done, affirm intently 8 times: "The energy of the Rune Fehu is empowering the ability of 
my Aura to draw money to me, in a positive and fast way for me".  
 
Or something like "The energy of the Rune Fehu is empowering energy that draws money into my aura 
in a positive way for me, permanently". Adjust this, but you get the meaning. 
 
YOU EMPOWER THE ABILITY OF YOUR AURA, SPECIFICALLY FOR A PURPOSE. THIS IS NOT 
PROGRAMMING, THIS IS EMPOWERMENT OF A SPECIFIC ABILITY AND ENERGY THAT IS OF CRUCIAL 
IMPORTANT IN THE GOAL SET, ACQUIRING MONEY. 
 
You're done. What you did right now is empower the Source that determines the success and outcome 
of your money working. Depending on how much and for how long you do this, you will empower the 
source that determines how much money you will draw to yourself, thus empowering your workings in 
regards to money gain, all together. 
 
 
----------------- 
 
 
HAIL FATHER SATAN!!!!!!! 
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 Re: drugs and father 
So hitting the spot once and for all, over this drug and weed topic... 
 
The fun fact is all these new people who never talked again came in jumping to just post testimonials of 
weak 'healing' or 'benefits' or anything is just a bell ringing above anyone's head to never attempt this 
and never waste your time getting into this fail circle of drugs and getting wasted. Interesting though, 
how anyone came up trying to pose the 'positive' side or how much 'responsibility' one needs and how 
much 'control'. If you're responsible and in control then don't waste your time.  
 
And don't pretend like a silly whore that is into the shit-hole first, then pretends to handle the shit. 
Many members here who are loyal, including Brian, Shannon and others, have been into this rigid 
bullshit and they have expressed their opinions about how much worthless and a loss of time it was. 
This is a testimony from Spiritual Satanists. Not to mention others in the world, who had their lives 
fucked over these substances of any nature and kind. Seperating hair and being like "oh weed is not 
dangerous, cocain and heroine is" is just stupid. The same mentality leading to weed, over time will lead 
to other more hardcore drugs. Its only a matter of time. For most people at least, that is the case. 
 
The cherry on the goddamn cake, is that like deluded idiots people try to justify their weakness for 
falling into drugs in a 'spiritual' way. You may be able to justify your shit to a 
fail-in-life-no-purpose-weak-mage wiccan, but not here in front of freaking Satanists, who are everyday 
of their life advance hundredfold and study the True origins of those rumors about 'spiritual drugs' and 
any other jew-oriented rumor. Since now I explained my opinion, I hope that people don't see this as an 
attack to their freedom to destroy their brains or lives. All weed persons I know only think about weed 
and they are poor as fuck, weed giving them a door to evade their shit. I am up for total and complete 
mastery over your mind, soul and reality and I won't bend my opinion over bullshit. I knew a guy , which 
was doing weed almost daily. I told him to stop it and focus on his pineal gland, as the high will be 
groundbreaking and will be so natural. I told him to stop. By his will-power he did. Now he is advancing 
very fast and is a very powerful person. Weed could never get him there.  
 
What is more ironic? I feel better just by bioelectricity from people who do cocaine or whatever. 
Because I had the patience to build here. I didn't pay a buck, I didn't damage a braincell. So the choice is 
up to you, if you have the gut to explore Satan will reward you and your own body/soul will too. 
 
 
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!! 

----------- 
Reply: 
 
Drugs prey upon the unconscious desire for spiritual states of mind. And serve as a quick and stupid 
'solution' to that. Satan is all about spirituality and self mastery. Being persistent in your meditation will 
cause you to become a being of a different vibration, more intelligence, power and all this comes with 
everything else including siddhis and many powers. Drugs and the rest are used mainly by the enemy to 
manipulate people and destroy their lives. HP Maxine has mentioned that the Gods do not look highly 
into actions like these.  
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Drugs are to be avoided. You certainly do not need these. Depression and feeling bad can easily get 
cured by persistent meditation. Increased bioelectricity opens your way up for extremely pleasurable 
states and a life of bliss, full of health. While drugs open you up to a temporary halfling type of fake 
'pleasure', that in time leads in addiction and disaster, an empty pocket of money...Aside other things. 
 
 
 
 
HAIL SATAN!!!! 
 
 
Hide message history 
--- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, "dreamfollower666" wrote: 
> 
> What are father satans thoughts on drugs  
> and alcohol? Can i use them when i choose? Also i have just started the six month program as well as a 
journal. Today i did six count breathing and attempted to reach some form of trance. Ive been having 
some difficulty feeling and focusing on energy, etc but from what ive read this is very normal for new 
people. In other news i am determined, and i feel that THIS IS the answer to how my dream will be 
accomplished for father and I 
>  

 

 

 Re: Faltered, Drifted Away from Satan, Need Help! 

 
 

Reply: 
 
If your duties fell on the side, make sure to get them up and put them straight. You seem to be willing to 
do this. Satan is not the enemy God, one time supposedly answering a prayer and the other not caring. 
Or leaving His people in damnation. Satan will stay with you until its all done, you're powerful and 
capable of steering the wheel on your own.  
 
Start meditation and talking to Satan. Try to form a stronger bond with Him. I would advise going all out 
in a ritual. Write your heart in it. All of it. Your emotions and everything. Satan appriciates honesty. Since 
being dishonest to Satan is impossible, being honest is a test of character as to be honest with yourself. 
Satan understands and you do not need to repent like a xian would say. Satanic repent is different.  
 
It significes that you have really changed and that you're willing, no matter what, to run the extra mile 
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that will make you what you agreed upon with Satan. Thats pretty much how you will feel with Satan 
again. Because you will eternally be of Satan if you dedicate. But sometimes circumstances will make 
sure your feelings of belonging and being His son will get burried under anxiety or guilt, or whatever. 
Thats not the case, though. Satan never leaves His people. Both parties have to take steps. You take one 
step and Satan will take one step towards you, but with His own Godly ability and grace.  
 
Take good care of yourself and you will get out of this. Show your faith in Father Satan. 
 
HAIL SATAN!!!!!! 
 
 
Hide message history 
--- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, "dragonfyre00x@..." wrote: 
> 
> So as you may've noticed, I'm new to the group. Hello, everybody! ... I come to you today with a very 
urgent question, and I apologize if this has already been covered / answered somewhere else before.  
>  
> About a year ago I found your website and was highly intrigued, even MYSTIFIED, by this surge of 
information I always knew in my heart to be true. To make a long story short, I gleefully performed the 
dedication ritual (to the best of my abilities - due to current financial / economic trouble, I am living at 
home with a parent who would NOT be happy about my religious choice).  
>  
> Anyway, here is my problem - and I do not deny that I am almost solely responsible for the situation 
I'm in now ... Things got tough emotionally, spiritually, and as I already said, financially - I'm not proud of 
this, but my duties to Father kind of .. well, fell to the wayside. I very much wish to make up for this, to 
repent and hope that he'll forgive me for being so stupid and nonchalant. But I don't know if I can get 
him to come back to me after what I've done. PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE: what is your advice?? 

>  

 

 

 

 Re: Burning bones and sacrifices to gods 

 
You need to fully understand two things. First, after the Ancient Hellenes were butchered to death by 
xian extremists, then the supposedly 'Ancient Hellenic Texts' [I do not doubt their validity, but they were 
definitely altered very much by the xian clergy, which in the dark ages 'saved' these and re-wrote many 
things- or added new ones] are altered by the enemy clergy during the middle ages. Like many things in 
Illiad and Odyssey, there are many allegories. This thing that they sacrificed animals and all is almost 
alaways, if not always, allegorical. Because most of the times, supposedly, it was said that 'Strong men 
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sacrificed and ate a Taurus in the name of _____ God.' Which to me seems like a blantant allegory. For 
instance many strong athletes had myths around them of being able to kill a Taurus with a fist, or how 
often they ate a Taurus or something. This was probably allegorical in the terms of what kind of energy 
they had. Not in the actual act. 
 
I have came to believe that all this had to do with the Zodiac sings, rather than the animals. And of 
course animals were eaten back then, as they always did and as they will always be eaten. I mean 
people had to eat meat. Also the Goddess Artemis is a Goddess of the art of Hunting. They probably 
COULD have done this, just like the xians today have stole the pre-dinner or whatever prayer. But all this 
that Animals were butchered and all for sacrifices, IMO is not only allegorical but wasn't actually how 
people of today see it. 
 
True or not [And I believe not] at least they did not sacrifice Human children like the jews do in their 
"celebrations". And I think in the Ancient Civilization none did do such insane things to animals. They 
just slit their throat or cut the head right away. Not the kosher shit.  
 
No the Gods wouldn't ask for 'sacrifices' as they do not want or require anyone giving them that kind of 
energy. The Gods are against unnessescary animal abuse. Especially against domestic animal violence. 
But not to the depths of stupid vegan awareness which does not allow eating a pig or something. Kill to 
eat and do it in a humane way. Treat domestic animals right.  
 
I think the ritualistic rites around food were more of a spiritual nature and weren't focused around the 
killing of the Animal. Probably something else. Since the killing of an animal has to happen anyways 
before one can eat it. 
 
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!! 
 
 
Hide message history 
--- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, "nico.carlton" wrote: 
> 
> I was reading the Illiad and Odyssey and they make frequent notices to the reader that they burned 
bones and killed there food in honor of the gods. 
>  
> Do you think this is an allegory, or is this just a good way to win favor with the gods/show 
respect/send them energy? I think it is the latter. 

 

 

 
 

  Re: Clairvoyance 
 
 
 
Reply: 
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Working on your chakras and generally meditation, will on its own open both. Now since clairaudience is 
of the Throat Chakra and 6th Chakra is of the clairvoyance. Working on these will open your spiritual 
eyes so to say. Time varies. No, you do not see things with your physical eyes. Its an internal type of 
vision.  
 
I mean you can see the physical plane and in your minds eye, you see another image of the same space, 
but its the astral plane. That is my own experience with it, someone else could have had it differently. 
Also as you advance you will see more and differently than the way I have described. Some people can 
get into trance and they see spherically. What matters is that you advanced and see for yourself. You 
should definitely work on opening these as these are all siddhis. Seeing someone's soul and generally 
the Astral plane and you can know so many things about them, but aside from it advancement of those 
powers will help everywhere. Since they are related to your astral senses that you use to materialize 
your goals. 
 
 
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!! 
 
 
Hide message history 
--- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, royalblueflame666@... wrote: 
> 
> To those of you who have opened your clairvoyance eyes to the astral. 
>  
> I'm very interested in beginning to work on mine. I just have a few questions. 
>  
> Do you think its rather important to work on both, clairvoyance and clairaudience at the same time 
when beginning to open them? 
>  
> How did you know when you were ready? Or is it just like any other chakra? 
>  
> *most importantly how long did it take you to start seeing entities, or infact any astral beings and so 
forth.,? (I understand the fact that everyone is individual)  
>  
> And let me get this straight... Do you see them with your eyes open, your 2 physical seeing eyes.. Or do 
you see them in some other way? And how do you tell the difference with what's reality and from the 
astral? And do you see everything on the astral when you open these points? 
>  
> Lastly, can you give me tips and advice for when I begin my meditations to open these points?.. 
>  
> Hail Satan!! 

 

 

 
> Sent via my BlackBerry from Vodacom - let your email find you! 
>  
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  On advancing, Patience, Learning. 

 

When we get in dedication, we are doing this to evolve and make a relation with Satan. We become His 
children after a point. This is pretty much life changing and we notice this as we move on with our lives. 
A bond of taking and giving is a healthy bond with Satan. We give and take back. When one dedicates, 
one is expected to give back, first and foremost by evolving their Soul. Which in turn evolves Hell and 
Satan's Kingdom on Earth. Then, when one has sufficient power and when they feel ready, they are 
called in to construct Satan's world and destroy His enemies. Satan looks out for people who aim to 
destroy the enemy and He will have your back so to say. Hell puts their Warriors first. A Warrior is 
always put first. 
 
One thing that is very important, is meditation. This will improve your life, drive out the dross within and 
without. Meditation is very pleasant and at the same time a struggle. One needs to have the powerful 
character to keep on this and be very persistent. Its like a little war with some inner dormant parts. They 
may take time and pain to open up. Mental and spiritual. But if you are a determined person you will 
make it. And this is where others will fail and you will win. The further you go, the more power will arise 
from within you and many things will change. Many people for instance complain or have experienced 
loss of friends or loss of other things, or generally feeling people around them on a lower level.  
 
You're higher and they are lower. Since we have the enemy still, these lower people will try to keep you 
down. Per se you need to be aware. Signs are like when you start advancing rapidly, a family member 
will come in and cause arguements, or your mate out of nowhere right crapping on you, people calling 
you insane or whatever. This is where power is required and this is a sign that things are changing. 
Depending on one's chart, shit might get rough into a certain area. You will most probably understand 
this as it will all be very 'strange' so to say. This is not to get you paranoid, this is to help you understand 
that inner change is the mother of outer change. As above so below.  
 
Knowledge is another thing. One is expected to expand his/her knowledge. As knowledge is power. 
Satanism is not about being stupid and devoid of worldly knowledge or anything of that nature. 
Satanism is a constant striving for expanding your knowledge. This is another very important point. 
Knowledge helps in your life, your Satanic duty and everything else. You need to be patient on this. I am 
not the only one who has many times rehearsed things he knew. This is because one who is really 
willing, will give up tried and false things, expand his knowledge and become something greater than 
you was the month before, the week before and even the day before. 
 
Satanism is the only religion that makes you better everyday, instead of making you downwards 
everyday. With the ultimate proof of what was just said being the Magnum Opus. Everyone is lying 
about how life from around your 25 years old goes downwards and how you start getting old and all 
this. Satanism is the opposite. As time goes by you get expanded, more powerful, more intelligent, 
MORE, MORE MORE! Take a look on these xians. They not only become less, less and less everyday, lost, 
lost and more lost every day. But they dare try to oppose your own evolution. This shows the 
retardiation of the xian programm and even xians themselves. Most Satanists come from a xian 
backround and I tell you xianity is soooo successful that half of the followers want to kill themselves 
[Sarcasm]. So yes. This is the meaning of life, to evolve yourself. 
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Another mention with others. Many people have problems with other people. I mean sometimes all 
problems one has is with others. Remember that you must be wise. You do not need give words to 
others, explanations or be anyone's slave. You need to come into your own. Trust in Satan and the Gods 
and make the Gods your closest friends. All things can be overcome and all goals can be achieved by 
being close to the Gods and receiving their Guidance. 
 
Be strong, we are the Strong ones and we will never accept to be eaten by the enemy.  
 
 
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!! 

 

 

 Re: Transfering The Soul 

 
This is all not only extremely advanced, yet possible. You're asking to raise the dead here. This 

would require so much power that I think you are not aware of how much power and how much 

governship this would require, as to take someone's soul and put it back into a body. Before 

anyone comes by here selling a stupid/fancy solution, I tell you this is not possible unless you are 

a God. You could only project a person's essense into another persons and the ghost/deceased 

person could talk or experience things through a physical body, but this is just having someone 

as a medium. 

 

Also you say I scouted around the chosen new body. A body cannot come without a Soul. If one 

is a born person and they are living, they have a Soul. Even if it was possible to put someone's 

Soul into someone else's body, that would be not only cruel but severely...strange. A Soul can 

only grow in a body meant for them. Now before this topic rushes into the depths of chainless 

imagination, Magus, this is not possible...If you're very worried about the person, call in Anubis 

and He will manage where and how she will be reincarnated. I hope you understand. 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!  

 

 

Hide message history 

--- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, magus wrote: 

> 

> Greetings 

>   I have a very serious question to all my brothers/sisters. How do you transfer the soul of a 

dead person into a new body. Lets say i have scouted around chosen the new body .It is for 

someone who i love dearly who has lost someone close to her. Please help me. Thanks in 

advance. 

>> 
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 On Homosexuality 

 
Gender does not change throughout lifetimes. There are men who are feminine in their 
behavior, and there are men that are musculine. Same with women, there are feminine women 
and musculine women. In terms of behavior, soul, thinking and all this. I could never believe 
that one can in past lifetimes be another gender, it just feels wrong to me and except of that, I 
have enought knowledge to know differently.  
 
Being homosexual hasn't got to do with your gender, but your polarity but something else 
deeper too. So as it has been said its in the psyche.  
 
For instance one can be a man with a musculine prone tendency. He isn't nessescarily searching 
for a female or male. Just someone who is female. Whether gender the male would want, as a 
partner, is a whole different thing again in the Soul, but its more than just polarity. Its in the 
setup. Homosexuals are as natural as Heterosexuals. Homosexuality occurs in animals. 
Bisexuality is also natural. 
 
 
HAIL SATAN!!!!! 
 
 
Hide message history 
--- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, Thomas Schweitzer wrote: 
> 
> Yup, I can confirm this as well.  
>  
> Hail Satan! 
>  
> Pe 26-jan.-2013, la 23:30, Don Danko a scris: 
>  
> > I note with homosexual men and women. There are Yin and Yang behaviours and people. 
One of my close family members is Gay, his partner is very femine and he is very masculine. Yin 
and Yang. This is because this principal plays out across the board in nature among 
heterosexuals as well. Not do any past lives as the opposite sex nonsense. 

 
> > From: Abelardo Cabrera III  
> > To: joyofsatan666@yahoogroups.com  
> > Sent: Saturday, January 26, 2013 2:02:30 PM 
> > Subject: RE: [JoyofSatan666] Homosexuality 
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> >  
> > A homosexual is someone who used to be A Woman or Man in Past Life Incarnations on Earth and is 
now playing A New Role you know the different gender the used to be and still need adequate time to 
fully transition into their roles as "New Men" or "New Women". Science proves it these people are in no 
way shape or form a detriment to society. It in no way shape or form messes them up while completing 
spiritual assignments on Earth be it Satanism or RHP stuff for Outsiders. 
> > 

 

 

 Re: Satanic Messiah aka savior of humankind? 

 
Anti-christ except of our all important leader, is something else too. The term as well reffers to you, me, 
all of us individually. We are in a sense an antithesis to the enemy. Thus Anti-christs. 
We are the saviors of both ourselves and Mankind. The savior you expect is here, its yourself.  
 
While I agree with Sven, Hitler did not have a team, but anybody else in the state working for the cause. 
All must save themselves thus heal the world.  
 
HAIL SATAN! 
 
Hide message history 
--- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, "Sven" wrote: 
> 
> We cannot just sit and wait for the anti-christ (Leader of the gentiles) to show up and make everything 
better. We have plenty to do ourselves in order to help. As it has been said before, Hitler did not do fix 
Germany all by himself. He had a team of people working hard. We still have to fight. We are a part of 
this catalyst for change. 
>  
> --- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, "lordenki1223" wrote: 
> > 
> > I wonder by curiosity if any High priest/ess knows around what year of the Aquarius Age a Savior of 
humankind will appear and start maybe a 4rd Reich and change the world for good since we entered the 
Age of man and the Age of good changes. 
> > 
>  
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 Re: 'Satan blessed us with', 'Satan provided' and other... 
 

 

 

Respect is something anyone has differently. I have bowed to Satan many times and I will bow many 
more. Because this is how I see respect. "Getting on my knees" doesn't have a different motive of being 
a slave. I bow like a Warrior about to receive a blessing from Satan and continuing to do his work. Like a 
blessing before battle. It doesn't take my pride away.  
 
It boosts my Pride. Some initiations require bowing before the King [Although this is allegorical]. This 
isn't to denigrate yourself or to show that you're less than the King, or someone else. Comparssions like 
these are silly. Especially if I have a 500,000 year old being that in the end, gives a fuck about me and my 
evolution. Respect can never come out from a slave mentality. One can never respect who has them 
enslaved. Respect is won and not enforced upon. Its not about His age, wisdom and all this. Its 
something more. Especially if your Father was someone that great. 
 
And lets be realistic now. Satan wants nothing of this, He is not a vain being like the enemy, waiting for 
recognition. But this is how I personally feel about it. I do not see this as an act of humiliation or an act 
from a lower being to a higher one. Lets be realistic now, shall we. Satan and His Gods are very 
advanced, they are our patrons and our family. I never bow to another God other than Satan. Its just 
ignorant to think one is such a somebody as to place themselves besides the Gods, just because they 
believe it that way. Make it there first, become the God, do all the feats and acquire all the Siddhis and 
then, well done. This is not to denigrate your ego. This is reality.  
 
Without Satan nothing would exist, not even us. You can be the greatest and become a God, but one 
must never forget how much more ahead the Gods are. And Satan is not only master of the Earth, but 
Ruler of Hell, of beings hundreds of years more advanced than us. Yet, He is working to evolve and help 
us. This deserves respect and is a commendable deed. Now HOW you will give the respect, is a little 
minor thing. Some people preffer to help in warfare, spread knowledge or whatever. We fight for Satan 
out of respect anyways. 
 
Satan has showed me respect. Not going into details, but Satan has shown me respect and he is a 
gentleman. He respects us back as much as we do.  
 
Focusing so much on if you're going to kneel or not is just stupid, in my opinion. Its like people focusing 
on the physical aspect of orgasm. While the real value is in what your soul undergoes through the 
moment. Now if my knees will be here or in the floor, it never changes that I would really KNEEL before 
Satan. Even if one day I was amongst the Gods, I would take a moment and kneel again to the being that 
made me what I am today. Because thats just how I see it. This action doesn't take my Pride, drive, faith 
in myself, self-sufficience and every other value away from me. 
 
I understand both Siguard and Aldric. And of course Haradren's view. I am just giving my own here. 

 

I see it the same way. Someone is working on their being and moreso Satan has been doing this for so 
long, helps others in this and aside for all the things He does. I have bowing as an idealistic act, not an 
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act that puts you to shame like the xian bowing.  
 
All these terms are perversions of words and motives, feelings and emotions from a dynasty only meant 
to remove what is healthy for Humanity: xianity. Therefore I will not confrom and supress what I feel in 
fear of not being mistaken by what xians do or what the church has indicated. It just fucked up 
everything. The meaning of emotions, actions, love, sex, respect. All these terms and many more have 
been destroyed by the church and this ficticious program.  
 
I love Satan. I bow to Satan as my God, not as my sheepherd or whatever other sick the xian dogma has 
made it to be. Having respect for the Gods and showing it has always been a pre-christian quality that 
later was perverted. And I won't change the Ancient ways which happen to be exactly how I feel about 
reality, because the fucking bag of shit xian church has destroyed these under a jewish non existent 
'god'. 
 
 
Now with all the respect, thinking that bowing before Satan is xian mentality or a sign of being lower 
than Him, then this is xian thinking. Given bowing and kneeling on jhvh is a sign of being a slave all over 
the bible. I don't know if I'm quite understood but the first one to ever say bowing was a disgrace or 
something, was the xian 'religion'.  
 
How one shows Respect, since respect is an emotion, varies. As I too mentioned on my other post, its 
individual.  
 
And your reply Don really moved me. This is the True Satanic world. None is treated as trash like in the 
jewery world of today. Which is as inhuman as its establishers. I mean why is a farmer not gaining 
respect. Why are the builders are not gaining respect in this sick world. They play a very important part. 
I'm glad one day things will be back into a healthy society, not the society of dicks who treat people as 
trash. 
 
 
 
HAIL SATAN!!!!!! 
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 Destruction Ritual - Destroying the Vatican 28/5/2013 

 

 
Lets destroy the Vatican now, once and for all. They have been feeling the pressure on their skin. This 
can manifest either as decreased attacks for some, while at the same time, more attacks towards those 
who fight in this. Satan will reward you as he already is. We need a world without this scourge. They are 
very worried. Bring in your mind all the incessant, unending attacks we have received and march on. As 
for our people who have completed any other workings, they should keep going with this.  
 
Lets not stop before they are all dead and gone, a part of the past. Energy is building up and it will fuck 
them real hard. It must be reminded that they have been trying to secure their success for thousands of 
years; Satanism came in such rise only as of late and xianity is crumbling exceptionally fast. This shows 
our greater power against this scourge. 
 
Link to the Ritual/Working: 
 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoyofSatan666/message/91100 
 
Link to HP's Maxine meditation that should be done in conjuction to the working, for maximum 
effectiveness and overall protection: 
 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoyofSatan666/message/91036 
 
 
BE PROUD FOR BEING PART IN TAKING DOWN OUR MORTAL AND MOST PUTRID ENEMY! PRAISES TO 
ALL OUR WARRIORS! 
 
HAIL SATAN!!!!! 
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  Aweakening all the Gentile people 21 June 2013 [Ritual / 40 

day working] 

 
 

First of all I have to thank all of our Faithful ones who have been working relentlessly on the 40 day 
destruction Ritual/Working that was posted. This has made an impact and this was very evident in 
recent attack on many levels, from mindless xians, to personal attacks we have received and other 
things. If someone is on the process of completing a 40 day working against the enemy, this 
ritual/working can be started on later days, AFTER you are done with it.  
 
A great signal that the Vatican is scared is that they do all sorts of shit lately, like the Pope and how he 
remembered he should 'come in contact' with the people more.  
 
Because they are on the death coffin and the empty shell retard enemy soul has to get down there and 
chase the followers. Pathetic.  
 
What our people do right here is very important, I cannot emphasize this. Its also to be mentioned that 
those who are relentless in their attacks and spiritual assaults against the enemy, are placed first in 
priority in help from the Powers of Hell. The harder you get attacked, you must know the more shit you 
bring to the enemy. 
 
The enemy is in complete desperation, you just need to open your eyes on how many people stray away 
from them daily, how many new members we have everyday, how many more people are becoming 
interested in Satanism each day. 
 
As for the Protective meditation by HPS Maxine, this should be continued indefinitely. During any of 
these workings/rituals. 
 
This Ritual has to have the most participation. We have many people here, this group did hit 10000 
members. If half of these members actively worked in meditating and fighting relentlessly, they would 
do insane damage to the enemy. SATAN EXPECTS YOU TO, NOT ME! SHOW OUR FATHER YOUR WORTH 
AND GET ALL THE REWARDS THAT COME WITH IT, THIS WORLD BECOMING OURS BEING THE GREATEST 
OF THE REWARDS. 
 
 
_______________________________________________________ 
 
 
INFORMATION ABOUT THE RITUAL: 
 
 
-----******Ritual/Working Date and Information: 
 
The Ritual/Working is to be started on June 21. 
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The number of Runic vibrations is adjustable. More vibrations, more power. This is up to you. The 
minimum is 9 for each Rune. 
 
Hours of the day: Any hours, but Jupiter, Sun and Venus are the Greatest. Avoid the hours of Mars and 
Saturn as this is a White Ritual/Working. 
 
Additional Dates the Ritual/Working can be started and performed:  
 
-Friday June 21st, waxing moon in Sagittarius. Void moon ends early that morning 
-Thursday July 11, waxing moon in Leo before the void moon, waxing moon in Virgo after the void moon 
(2 1/2 hour void). I feel both moon signs are good for awakening, as Virgo is good for white magick for 
others. If not Thursday, can be done the day before, Wednesday, moon in Leo or the day after, Friday, 
moon in Virgo 
-Sunday July 14, waxing moon in Libra 
-Thursday July 18th after the void moon that morning/evening depending on location, moon will be in 
Sagittarius 
-Friday July 19th, waxing moon in Sagittarius 
 
The Runes to be used are ODHAL, DAGAZ and SOWILO, but Sowilo is optional and will just add more 
power to the Ritual and Working. The Runes are Pronounced as: 
 
ODHAL- OOOOOOO-TTTTTHHHHHHD-AAAAAAAA-LLLLLLLLL 
 
DAGAZ- DDDDDDDD-AAAAAA-GGGGGGG-AAAAAAA-ZZZZZZZ 
 
SOWILO- SSSSSSS-OOOOO-VVVVVV-IIIIIII-LLLLLLL-OOOOOOOO *or* SSSSSSSS-OOOOOOOO-LLLLLLL *or* 
SSSSSS-AAAAAA-HHHHHHH-UUUUUUUU-IIIIII-LLLLLL. 
 
~~~~Runic Affrimation [To be recited after each 9 chants of Runes]: The energies of (_Name of Rune_) 
are constantly and permanently in aweakening all Gentiles across the world to the Satanic Truth and the 
lies of the enemies of Satan. [You can add NOW in the end of the affirmation, but this is optional. Do this 
only if it feels right] 
 
~~~~Ritual Affirmation [ To be affirmed 9 times after you are done with the Runes ]: All Gentiles of 
Planet Earth are now aweakening to the Satanic Truth and to the lies of Satan's enemies. 
 
-----*******IMPORTANT POINTS: 
 
*Be aware the enemy will try to stop you, with all kinds of thoughts. Be prepared to not give a fuck 
about these and proceed, as the enemy is very sly and they will use anything. 
 
*The working will not require more than 10 minutes a day, so there is no excuse not to participate. 
 
*Always keep your Meditation programm up for the length of it. For those who are more advanced, 
Merkaba is to be practiced for the whole working, daily, as to now allow the vibration drop. CLEANING 
YOUR SOUL IS MANDATORY, EVERYDAY. 
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*If you lose a day, make up for it on the next day and if you have time limits, do not obsess over the 
Planetary hours. Though this is to be avoided as to add more power to it. 
 
*The first day Ritual can be avoided, but will boost the power of the Ritual and is a great formality. This 
should be repeated on the 40th day of the Ritual. 
 
*The energies can be directed with your own visualization. Be it the Earth completely inside Satanic 
energy, or in a charged ball directed to the Ether, like a thoughtform. You can adjust this. Its also 
advisable you spend 3-4 minutes after the working, each day, visualizing the perfect Satanic world, 
massive anger against the enemies and jews, massive aweakenings, the Fourth Reich and generally 
dwell on it with your love. 
 
___________________________ 
 
 
-THE RITUAL- 
 
Runic Affrimation [To be recited after each 9 chants of Runes]: The energies of (_Name of Rune_) are 
constantly and permanently in aweakening all Gentiles across the world to the Satanic Truth and the lies 
of the enemies of Satan. [You can add NOW in the end of the affirmation, but this is optional. Do this 
only if it feels right] 
 
Ritual Affirmation [ To be affirmed 9 times after you are done with the Runes ]: All Gentiles of Planet 
Earth are now aweakening to the Satanic Truth and to the lies of Satan's enemies. 
 
This Ritual will be very alike your standard and easy Rituals. The purpose of this is that we need the 
numbers we have, to participate and GIVE THEIR ALL TO THIS. 
 
I am making this extremely easy, applicable, possible for everyone. If you do not have an Altar, go for 
your Astral Temple. If you do not have an Astral temple, an Altar or nothing of these, jump straight 
forward to the Working. 
 
Excuses are for the weak, quitting is for the weaker and fearful people to the trash can.  
 
Doing and applying is for Satanists, future Gods and people who are seriously dedicated to Father Satan, 
not just by mere words. 
 
Here is the Link for the Standard Ritual. What we are going to do is adjust this. 
 
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Ritual.html 
 
You will do the Ritual as you usually do, but the Prayer will be different, it can also be adjusted as you 
see fit in a personal matter, but don't stray.  
 
ALSO, THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT KEEP THE "MY PURPOSE" PART OF THE RITUAL SOLID, FOR THE 
NESSESCARY CONNECTION TO BE ESTABLISHED WITH ALL OUR PEOPLE PERFORMING THE WORKING 
AND RITUAL! 
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Prayer: 
 
Father Satan, Father of the Gentile people, I come before you, asking you for a Torch to enlighten your 
lost and blinded Gentile Children. I am before you, asking for this Torch and to be made a beacon of 
your enlightment, a beacon of your Truth, a True shinning Sun of your Truth. I am not here with mere 
promises and words, but in full awareness of that I must fight, help and be relentless in acquiring back 
what is yours and mine. Aweaken my inner Truth, let it shine throught all the levels of existence, make 
me one of those who aweaken your lost children back to yourself, their Father and Creator. Only the 
worth ones, the ones who were taken from you and you desire back. The ones who will see the Golden 
age and come back to you, from my own effort and power, LET THEM BE BACK THROUGH MY OWN 
WORK. The power you have given me. So Father Satan, mightiest of all, GRANT ME THE NESSESCARY 
POWER AND TRUST IN ME, AS I TRUST IN YOU, COMPLETELY AND I GIVE YOU MY WORD, NEVER TO BE 
BROKEN: I WILL BE THE LIGHT THEY HAVE BEEN TRYING TO HIDE, A TRUE SATANIC LIGHT THAT GENTILES 
WILL SEE AND COME BACK TO OUR MIGHTY FAMILY. 
 
MY PURPOSE IS TO AWEAKEN ALL OUR GENTILE BROTHERS TO THE SATANIC TRUTH AND MAKE THEM 
ALL REALIZE THE LIES OF THE ENEMIES OF SATAN!!!! 
 
HAIL SATAN!!!! 
 
HAIL LILITH!!!! 
 
HEIL HITLER!!!! 
 
HAIL ALL THE WARRIORS, MEN AND GODS, OF HELL!!!! 
 
 
~~~Now after you are done with the prayer, you will proceed in chanting the Runes. 
 
1. You will start by Odhal, to aweaken Gentiles to their Genetic and Racial Soul roots: 
 
After your vibrate the Rune for 9 times or the number of your choice, affirm 9 times : The energies of 
ODHAL are constantly and permanently in aweakening all Gentiles across the world to the Satanic Truth 
and the lies of the enemies of Satan. 
 
2. Next you will be moving to Dagaz, the Rune of flashes of inner knowledge and aweakening, explosive 
realizations: 
 
After your vibrate the Rune for 9 times or the number of your choice, affirm 9 times : The energies of 
DAGAZ are constantly and permanently in aweakening all Gentiles across the world to the Satanic Truth 
and the lies of the enemies of Satan. 
 
3 (Optional). Now you will be moving to Sowilo. After you vibrate the Rune for the numbers you chose, 
you will affirm 9 times:  
 
The energies of SOWILO are constantly and permanently in aweakening all Gentiles across the world to 
the Satanic Truth and the lies of the enemies of Satan. 
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4. Repeat the Ritual affirmation 9 times: 
 
"All Gentiles of Planet Earth are now aweakening to the Satanic Truth and to the lies of Satan's 
enemies." 
 
5. Meditate for some minutes for the New Satanic world. 
 
 
You're done. Close your Ritual, HAIL SATAN powerfully and feel proud for yourself! 
 
_________________________________________________ 
 
Summing the steps up: 
 
1. Open the Ritual. 
2. Do the Ritual as usually with a different prayer. 
3. At the height of the Ritual, Vibrate the Runes and say the affirmations. 
4. Close the Ritual. 
5. The Working: Continue the Vibrating the Runes from 9 days to 40 days after 
the day of the Ritual, or constantly and everyday as part of your meditation 
schedule. 
 
AS FOR THE WORKING, JUST REPEAT THE RUNIC VIBRATIONS AND AFFIRMATIONS, THEN AFFIRM 9 
TIMES THE RITUAL AFFIRMATION. 
 
Enjoy seeing the enemies getting scattered and the Golden Age approaching faster, because of your 
effort. 
 
___________________________________________________ 
 
 
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
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  A Story written for all our Satanic Warriors. 

 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VG-mLawoxrs 
 
I suggest you get the music on. This is a gift from me to any of our Warriors here. Those who fight from 
their heart. I wrote this keeping anyone of you in mind. This guy in my mind, is you, me and everyone 
else who is seeking what we seek. 
 
March on. 
 
"And he stood amongst the millions, millions of other, great, powerful men. 
 
They all had their families in their mind, honor in their mind, immortal name as their purpose, they all 
had these things. 
 
He gets on his knee and silently, in the Warrior kneel, amongst the millions, he talks to himself, telling 
himself "You know what I fight for, I have placed my total trust in you, do not let me down." 
 
He hears the battledrums, he feels the reasons of other men, he knows this fight shall be his last- he 
does not care all that much. 
 
He has no "God", he is not afraid of "Sin", he has something holier in his mind, he has in mind this 
unrequited love, this goddamned silence. In his veins there is no sinful blood, their is no obstacle, there 
is no fear. He has rose amongst the Gods and will die as one. He is the outcast, the one that people 
never understood and this fed him the purity that was required for the task. 
 
His commrade from his side, nods at him, then he nods back. He is the only that understands. He hasn't 
lived what he has lived, but he has the ability. 
 
Zeus silently observes what happens in his Soul. Then he looks inside the soul of all other soldiers, all at 
once, with his power to do so. He never bothered contacting him, while others have had his providence 
throughout their lives.  
 
Time has passed and they all rush against one another, rush to slitter each other's throats. His mind is 
clearer than ever. his heart beating silently, his senses on their peak. 
 
Blocks one with the shield, then the other one on his back tries to stab him, behind the back, weaker, 
with no Ethic. He swiftly turns and cuts him down. He takes them down one by one. None knows about 
his fight, everyone fights for themselves. His commrade is only 2 meters afar, he is about to get sworder 
in the leg, he rushes, bangs him with the shield on the back, the one who was about to take the life of 
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his comrade is laying on the ground bleeding, his putrid and vile blood. 
 
As Zeus watches from His throne, his vision locks on this certain man. This man does not believe in him 
in anyway, he believes only in himself. The weaker Gods quake in fear as they see this man, what is he?  
 
They see him and its like they see Ares in his moment of divine rage.  
 
Shield, slash, slash, Shield, Shout. 
 
Zeus is now looking at the side of Ares. Asking him, what have happened to this man? How, Why?  
 
Ares is looking inside the eyes of Zeus, with a deep gratification. Then swiftly turns his notice on this 
Warrior, in the midst of millions. There are a few like him and the Gods have their mind set on them. 
Nothing else but their attention. 
He continues raging, he does not run out of power, its all or nothing now. His enemies notice him, going 
by groups of 5 to destroy him. The love in his heart shall never let him yield, his shield is almost broken, 
his sword filled with the blood of those with zero Ethic, zero heart. 
As they rush on him, all 5 of these unethical weaklings, he throws his shield on one, breaking instantly 
his neck. He only has his sword now, platted in blood. One of them is rushing towards him, blinded by 
rage, he is no target of worth. In his speed, he kneels just a bit, takes a twist, cutting his leg instantly. 
 
The other 3 get governed by fear in their hearts. Screaming for assistance. The eyes of the Warrior are 
purely filled with a divine light. Ares from his adobe, is filled with Pride.  
The sword of the Warrior is now broken, he bears no weapon. He bears his Soul on the back. Inside all 
these millions of people, this Warrior Is now experiencing the flame. Poseidon has allowed the Mighty 
Flame to run in him, for he has proven himself worthy. 
His hands open, his enemies are trembling in fear. In the springle of a second, he has his position 
amongst the Gods. Zeus tears up from happiness and Pride and remarks to Ares, “Look, what wonderful 
we have created.” 
Ares nods. 
The Warrior¢s eyes become the brightest Blue, like His Father. The Father he thought abaddoned him, is 
now flowing within him. His body has given in, is scarred and in pain.  
The Serpent Rises to heal him in this moment. Suddenly his mind is opening up. The enemies see him in 
pure terror and in pure blind rage. They rush at him by the hundreds now. His old friend, the one he 
nodded, has survived and is witnessing how his comrade become a God. He instantly bursts in tears and 
throws him the sword. As he is catching it, the sword becomes pure red from his power and energy. 
The Wings of his Soul are now open. He thinks to his unrequited love, grinds his teeth and is blinded by 
the light of divinity. 
He looks In the sky for a moment, just for this last moment. He knows he is the one that shall finish the 
war. Everyone has put his Trust in him and others of his kind.  
He is so swift, swifter than the wind, inhuman, Godlike. His eyes spread pure fire in the Souls of the 
weak. They don¢t dare look in his eyes. Those from all over the world who doubted him, know of his 
name and his moment. They feel it on their skin, on how wrongly they were mistaken. 
As he rushes forward, he cannot die, wounds inflicted get mended in the same exact moment. The 
enemies retreat and try to run, but he takes their lives into the bottomless pit. 
Hundreds upon hundreds retreat in his face. The battle is coming to an end. They are all retreating to 
save their petty lives in the face of this being. The grounds are now clear and filled with blood.  
He now, raises his hands on the air, gives his own force and screams with might: “Men, Rise up.” 
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The dead aweaken, they get resurrected by the millions, everyone¢s wounds are mended instantly. All 
this by the power of one man. They all look at him and he shouts: “DO NOT FORGET WHO YOU ARE! 
SEEK YOURSELVES!” 
He falls on his knees and all his wounds come back. Then a pure light surrounds him and takes him on 
the adobe of Zeus. Everyone is in question, nobody can say a word. They are all questioning their sanity. 
They touch their bodies to see the mended wounds. They think to themselves, on whats within them. 
Everyone has froze. 
Him, is now walking in front of the adobe of Zeus.  
Zeus rises from his Throne, looks straight into his eyes and nods, in full acknowledgement of this man. 
He nods back, respecting him as an equal.  
Ares hands him a Sword, made for him and only him. 
The Gods wave at him and now, he is part of their family. 
Hera guides him to his own personal palace, his name is now written on a big stone of might.  
He thinks to himself, full of divine bliss, now, I shalt guide others in the same path. As one of the Gods, 
he thinks that way.  
 
“I’ll make them find themselves.” He says. 

 

 

 Information and some notes on things. 
It has been days I was planning to make a post, as this is important.  
 
As it seems, we will live to see the Vatican get destroyed. This is an epic win from our side. This, thanks 
to some True Warriors and faithful people who have been relentless in assaulting the jewtican. In this 
we are together by the Gods. There are some of our people who are loyal to what we do and loyal to the 
Powers of Hell. These people are the most important here, those who get their energies in the line aside 
with the energies of the Gods. Depending on your effort, Satan will reward you, many times not in 
expected ways of 'calmness' or some Lamborghini- but a life worth living, full of meaning, you will 
escape fate in the end and become a total God of your own self.  
 
Satan does the hardest thing. When one advances very far in Satanism, they will see the message of 
inner transformation. Satan has been here and protects us all. You need just 5 minutes to realize how far 
the global jewery would have went without opposition. We would be numbered cattle, sex slaves, 
servitors of the jews and even worse. If anyone would ever even think of rebelling, they would drop 
dead as there would be total control and total spiritual tyranny, given none of us would have any 
power/knowledge to escape/change things. Thankfully, we will not live this horror since our side has 
been hitting spiritually relentlessly, for centuries, our common enemy. 
 
People, ideologies, beliefs, strong individuals, money, all this together, could never get the enemy out of 
their place, as they owned it all. Infact without us this world would have been a total freak show. Satan 
and the Gods did not let this happen. Its then acceptable and respected to have the fucking gut to follow 
them and help them in what they do. Its basically the least we could do. The Gods are too generous. 
 
We will be free if we keep on the war and this will be our world soon. I have nothing to say for our Loyal 
people, as these people get rewarded beyond what most people will ever know. And down the 
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road....many things await these people. But above all, their own Satanic Conscience is satisfied in what 
these people do. They will learn the Truth and become Gods. 
 
Now, there are other people who are supposedly Satanists and do not fight, at all. They sit by, they are 
exceptionally arrogant and want all things in their plate. Positions and comforts are all that matters to 
them. They get lost in doubt, in bullshit, succumb in the most stupid attacks. All this against their own 
interest. These people place their personal lives in the middle of the universe like its so important they 
breathe. This is not my personal problem with them, but Satan is quite displeased by these people. 
Selfishness and not giving a shit about the Gods and what we are facing, lazyness and scratching one's 
butt, or even worse, expecting someone else to do this, is just fatal in Satanism. What I do here is, I 
make a warning. You are in the psychic chain with other SS. If you do not give a fuck for yourself, or 
mediate (Number 1 responsibility in SS) you are hurting our side severely. What this means is, do your 
job as a Satanist. All this in accordance to your own speed etc. You get what I mean here. 
 
Satanism is not a religion of stupidity where everyone can sit their lap for years, without devotion, 
without power. Satan opens a very important door and you will need to move past this. If people want 
to succeed then we need power, determination, organization and above all, placing common goals 
highly in our lives. Because these are to our interest in the end. This is something to be kept in mind. 
Satanism is like Nazism, both about reaching the stars personally, but to support and evolve as a whole 
to get there. 
 
The days to sit lap are over, as events require we evolve and take responsibility, all in our own track. I 
am not reffering to people who are aware and tuned in, neither for peoplr who just joined. I am talking 
about certain people, who are lukewarm and don't care all that much. If we want to rule the world and 
take it as our own, petty desires, petty betty problems between SS, petty personal issues, all these need 
be consumed and let our True Self emerge. Find your weaknesses, work to fix them and meditate. In 
time your True Self will unveil and you will be deprogrammed, ready to take your place in a True and 
Fair world. Not this piece of shit jewish batshit world. 
 
Keep striving and remember, this is the path of the Strong. Many times we wonder why things aren't 
easy or this or that. Infact you cannot buy or win experience and strength from an easy life. Neither 
maturity. The attacks and all these things, your breakthroughs, your failures and wins, all these shape a 
powerful God if you are cmose to Satan and drive your life at his side. Down the road you will be far, far 
better than you ever was. You can see this in contrast to those who are without. How empty are they? 
Does it get emptier? Trapped in their own fucking mind. Look at yourself. Even if you joined a week ago, 
you are more powerful, uplifted. Satan invests in your being, in your inner power, what you have within 
and what will remain with you forever.  
 
Keep going, keep hitting, keep evolving, keep advancing, keep winning and have the bravery to become 
the greatest you can be. Have a fucking iron will, be exceptional and destroy the rotten. Satan looks up 
to you as you look towards him. This is never to be forgotten. 
 
OUR WORLD, 
OUR PLANET, 
OUR POWER, 
OUR FAITH! 
 
HAIL SATAN!!!! 
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 EVERYONE MUST READ AND PREPARE TO DECIMATE 

THEM!!!!!! 

Sep 3, 2013 

 
This is going on a deep end and the enemy is in deep shit now, more than 
ever. This needs to be understood and our people need to work and BATTER THE 
SHIT OUT OF THEM NOW, NOT TOMMOROW. This is a CRUCIAL time. 
 
 
 
AT FRIDAY 13, IN TEN DAYS FROM NOW, WE WILL GIVE THEM A FATAL BLOW, SHATTER 
THEM OPEN. We need ALL our people to prepare and LET YOUR BLOOD BOIL IN THEIR 
VEINS.  
 
 
 
The enemy is 'celebrating' their 'Yom Kippur' on the 14th. This forbids that 
they take spiritual actions and they do nothing at that date. WE WILL THEREFORE 
LAUNCH A TOTAL ATTACK AND HIT THEM AT THAT POINT.  
 
 
 
The enemy has been so afraid as of late, that they have appointed the first 
Jesuit pope. This pope right now is jewish and it should be DEAD obvious, they 
are going towards their end, thus calling in their 'strongest' militia. Those 
who are very close to Satan have been aware of that and the attacks have at the 
same time been ceasing, though increasing in sense they are closely to their 
end. The Vatican has made a fool of themselves, people all over the world are 
waking up, hate is rising against their "Spiritual" sources of power. 
The jews have exposed themselves so horribly that now they are exposed 
worldwide.  
 
 
 
They hit you everyday in the face, when you do not have what you want, when 
they try to stop you from your meditations, when they make you feel bad and 
ashamed of yourself- what YOU will do then? Let them continue? NEVER! YOU WILL 
DECIMATE THEM IN SATAN'S NAME! 
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The next step of their plan seems to be to provoke a WW3, but as things show, 
they have really fucked up and acted in chaos mode. RIGHT NOW IS WHERE WE NEED 
TO BATTER THEM THE HARDEST! RIGHT NOW THEY ARE VERY WEAK AND THEY WILL CRACK 
FOREVER. They are in chaos mode and no matter what they pretend, they know the 
end draws near. 
 
 
 
I ask all our fearless, brave and noble people to come up and fight now, for 
our world is at stake. No more lazyness, no more bullshit, not more 'live and 
let live' pacts with the enemy. Those who do not fight are cowards and better 
not look Satan in the eyes. Satan, the Gods and hundreds of Satanic Souls have 
sacrificed more than most can imagine so we can be free and be where we are 
now. THE COWARDS TO THE TRASH CAN AND OUT OF OUR SIGHT! 
 
 
 
Many of our people get attacked and they face all sorts of problems. I will 
tell you why. The enemy exploits that they have power over you. They exploit 
your weakness and they exploit that you do not explode with rage to destroy 
them. I do not talk about meaningless revolutions that are physical, but true 
spiritual violence that will shatter the enemy from the inside out. 
 
 
 
I want to feel your rage surging and see you all in pure will of power. We all 
need to aweaken our innermost powers and get the enemy rid from this Earth. The 
enemy hears are feeble, they are weak and they will in the end fail. Do not 
think of their numbers and powers, we have what is required inside us to 
completely annihilate the enemy. Remember in this you are not alone, no matter 
where you are, we are all linked together. Take care of yourself and you help 
all our comrades in need. 
 
 
 
The Gods of Satan and Satan himself are as you read looking at you, as they 
look up to all our STRONG, FEARLESS AND VICTORIOUS WARRIORS.  
 
 
 
A FUCKING END TO THIS UNJUST AND KIKE WORLD! Do you want this? Do you want to 
be free? Then we must fight. We must now kick them while they are down, rejoice 
in that, see them dead and then destroy them as they are on the group. MERCY 
WILL BE OUR UNDOING. Solely pure SPIRITUAL violence and the enemy will get 
destroyed.  
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No more delays, no more fear, no more suppression. Those who have been fighting 
now deserve not congratulations, but to become as Gods, for they have shown in 
themselves the qualities of our Gods. Those who will join the fight now are 
reverend and they must at all costs do. The enemy tries to convince many people 
they are alone in this, or that they are powerless- what I tell you here, you 
have the spiritual powers of the Gods and they want you to react and take 
revenge.  
 
 
 
Lets finish off the enemy and bring our children in a better world, without all 
this insanity.  
 
 
 
Lets all prepare and give them a fatal blow at Friday 13th of September. We 
will enjoy this purely.  
 
   
 
I also ask our Brothers to not dilute the group energies and spread these 
in what they personally thing- with no offence whatsoever to them. What’s 
important now and very crucial is we steer the group’s energy like a laser and 
slice them at their weakest points.  
 
 
 
All our Comrades must keep marching and let us enclose this horrid period of 
history.  
 
   
 
The power is in our hands. Do not let them fool you.  
 
   
 
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!  
 
   
 
HAIL TO ALL THE GODS OF HELL!!!!  
 
   
 
HAIL HELLS WARRIORS AND SOULS!!!!!!  
 
 
SIEG HEIL!!!!!!! 
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Important Notes and Information on Upcoming Ritual. 

  

Read also:  

http://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoyofSatan666/conversations/messages/105972 

 

 

Yesterday was magnificent into seeing many of our people replying on how much they want the 

Ritual posted. We have people who are determined and have full worth and will on taking this 

world's fate into their hands. I just wanted to specify some things before the actual Ritual, which 

will be posted on a follow-up post, after that. 

 

The Powers of Hell are going full throttle against the enemy at that point, as the enemy is pressed 

down and bent on their knees.  Our Gods are feverishly working to decimate them. 

 

We need to right now back them up, full throttle, while keeping our energies high in the process 

and DO NOT STOP until they are all gone. There is much, too much being prepared by the Gods 

and they are pushing affairs to final victory. This current world needs to fullfill itself and be 

brought to freedom from the kikes. Changes like these have never happened in history and were 

totally unplanned for the jews. The kike rats want to cause a WW3 so they can destroy 

everything, though even their more loyal rat family members are giving up on them, in other 

words they have lost grip and are unable to do what they have caused back in WW2. This is 

something that we need to be aware, as this can be the undoing of Pissrael.  We will push 

matters onto this direction.  

 

The nations of the world are getting very angry at the kikes and they can see what is coming up. 

So can we. 

 

Another thing is, everyday people are waking up. Our groups will in due time reach 15,000 then 

more and more people, which means that by our applied efforts and high levels of advancement 

we will not only soon steer the world's fate where we want, but also our own. The recent attacks 

on the groups were on purpose but we will not sit and watch. Satan has our back here and the 

back of all His loyal ones and we have to fight in the front. 

The jews have always been arrogant in that they are victorious. While we have been patient, 

persistent, powerful and brave. They are nothing but slime and they are dead afraid. They always 

talk the talk, until they are severely attacked by someone. When they realize the power of those 

above them, like the little rats they are they ask for mercy- only to eat the given person alive.  
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The enemy has created lost souls, an insane humanity, they think they own it all and all is gone. 

Our people here though, have Souls that are willing and determined to turn the tables around and 

have been fighting for years and years for this. These Souls walk amongst the side of the Gods.  

Another thing that we need to point out and is very important is that while we attack them from 

all sides, the attacks they can launch are far less and because of the chaos caused, they make 

totally wrong decisions as they have been.  We will therefore apply far more pressure and watch 

them take the heat and get burned. 

  

As for the date, its to be noted, as Brother in Satan En Haradren Amlug has wrote: 

  

“I will reiterate this again. 

  

This year is 20*13* 

There are two Friday 13th's. 

There are 13 weeks between these two dates. 

There are 90 days between each date. 

  

As Don has mentioned previously: 

  

"Yoga adds to 13 in Sanskrit numerology. The number of completion. Its not 12 as you have 13 major energy 

centers not 12. The year should also be 13 lunar months divided into 28 days into 4 weeks and perfect 360 days a 

year which is the degrees in the sacred circle of the divine cosmology which represents the Temple of the Sol. And 

adds to 9. Nine is depicted in Egyptian systems as the  Ouroboros  serpent for this reason. And its reported there is 

also a 13th constellation in the Zodiac." 

  

This is the time of the completeion of ALL our workings! Where we strike our last blow to the enemy, and they are 

completely desimated. It is a time of changing. With the enemy's destruction, with it will come change for the better. 

  

This is the perfect time for a 90 day working. Everyone can and MUST do this. 90 days of all out attack beginning 

with a ritual on the 13th Sep, and ending with a closing ritual on the 13th Dec. 

  

For those asking for a Ritual, there will be one coming. 

  

The date chosen is very important, in that this was the date that Jacques De Molay cursed the 

pope- a leader of the enemy. The pope dropped dead within a year and it seems his alien and kike 

clergy friends and Co gave him up and there was nothing their spiritual methods could do to 

keep this piece of shit alive.  
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Therefore, we will do the same thing now. We will attack the kike leadership in all areas. We 

have attacked violently the Vatican, the Jews, we have done Aweakening workings and now we 

will destroy the enemy leadership, leading them with their back totally on the wall. Without their 

leaders they are nothing. 

 

Those higher ups that are in contact with the enemy, these. Those other higher ups that are 

working with the vast amounts of wealth, these. The pope himself, him too. Every jew on 

leadership position, every ‘shepherd’ of the kike race. Kill the shepherd and the sheep will be an 

easy strike. 

 

All it takes after all the wrong attention they have drawn to themselves, all the destruction 

workings set, is some bad decisions from their leaders. In other words, some bad decisions, some 

bad choices that further destroy and dismantle the jewish NWO and they will be out of the map 

globally, because they are monsters and their power is only cunning and just that.  

 

In other words, we will hit them in a very intelligent way. We will ensure that all those who take 

decisions in regards to the fate of the jewish race, will decide the ones that lead to the destruction 

of the jewish race, the jewish state itself. Bad economical choices, bad ‘spiritual’ leadership, bad 

military management, bad everything, bad leadership = decimation. We will just destroy their 

leadership and through that the jewish race.  Jewish leaders= jewish race and vice versa.  

 

 

We will destroy them through their own leaders. 

 

The Ritual and specifications as to how much it is going to last, will be posted tomorrow. The 

days may be full 90 day attack, or we may break this up to 40+40+9 days and at the 90th day, do 

another Ritual to seal our working. This will all be known tomorrow.  

 

 

To all our Faithfull Warriors and people who keep the Gods alive within themselves,  

  

HAIL SATAN!!!!! 

HAIL THE GODS OF DUAT!!!! 

HAIL TO EACH AND EVERYONE OF YOU!!!! 
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 RITUAL FOR FRIDAY 13th OF SEPTEMBER - DESTRUCTION OF 
THE JEWISH LEADERSHIP 

 
-------------The Ritual-----  
 
 

 

======General Information. 

 

-PLEASE READ CAREFULLY AND ASK ANY QUESTIONS THERE MAY BE! WE POST EARLY SO WE HAVE TIME 
TO UPDATE AND ANSWER. THE RITUAL WILL ALSO BE REPOSTED IN SOME DAYS, TO ESNURE NO-ONE 
WILL MISS THIS! 

 

-Purpose of this Ritual is: To destroy the jewish leaders that guide the jewish race, so that all jews are 
destroyed. 

 

-Link to Sigil: http://satanismgr.webs.com/ritualpics/jewishleaderssigil.png 

 

-For our people who do not have space, do the Ritual as instructed in your astral temple and be creative 
in this. Do not let the lack of space stop you. For vibrating the Runes, you can even go to the bathroom 
or a small walk somewhere [make sure its safe]. 

 

-Keep your energies high before the Ritual and keep your meditation schedule up. Make sure to keep up 
until the working is over as this is most powerful and commendable. 

 

-Be aware that you may get attacked during the working. Never stop- as a Warrior of Satan,  keep on it 
and take any attack as proof of the working causing pain. This includes all kinds of bullshit thoughts 
which need be ignored. 
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-The best date for the working is the 13th, although there is no real excuse in that someone will not 
participate as the Ritual is being posted now so people can see how it is going to be and arrange things. 

 

-The Ritual/Working will be made easy so everyone can do this, new and advanced. 

 

- If any day is lost [better NOT let this happen], fill in to the next day. 

 

-Know the beings we target have been under protection so its likely the first days, you may not be 
feeling quite well the energies are going at their place. This is high unlikely as we have many people- but 
I point this out for anyone who might experience this. 

 

-One note, the jews are already on a most bad situation. What we do here is actually sealing a ‘bye bye’ 
working. The workings have took its toll. We will not stop until nothing of them remains- nothing. 
Stopping or ‘chilling’ before this and we will face demise and numerous problems. The Gods never 
stopped, neither will we. We have superiority, realize this, but do not get carried away. 

 

-If you find yourself over attacked, I will include an optional step you can do to get rid yourself of filth. 
This can also be done everyday with your meditations. 

 

-For the days of the working (after the ritual day which counts as day one of the working) if you can, 
time your magick with the hours of Mars or Saturn. 

 

-The Sigil included is not mandatory to use. It will serve nicely as a focus. You can use your visualization 
and imagine it hitting the souls of the enemy leaders. 

 

-All instructed below can also be done in the form of balls of energy, directed to the enemy. If someone 
wants it that way they can do this instead of what is mentioned. 
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-On the part of the Ritual Declaration, tune in your mind and feel as if you are a link in the chain with all 
your Nrothers and Sisters in Satan and all the Gods of Hell themselves. This is optional but every little bit 
counts. 

  

===========THE RITUAL: 

 

The ‘body’ of the Ritual will be as the Standard Ritual. The difference is, the prayer will be different and 
at the height of the Ritual, you will vibrate the Runes, either on the Sigil and then burn it, or right away 
to the enemies. For new people, its suggested to use no sigil. 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Ritual.html 

 
 

Start the Ritual as instructed and invoke our 4 Crowned Princes, Satan, Bael, Astaroth and Azazel.  

 

Then proceed to the prayer. 

 

Ritual Prayer: [You can customize this, but do not stray from the meaning and leave the Ritual 
Declaration phrase INTACT as to create the nessescary link with our Brothers and Sisters doing the 
Ritual] 

 

Father Satan, Father of my Soul, I come before you this important day you have called me to fight in 
your Army, for a higher and holy purpose. Satan hear my voice for my words are a covenant and a 
truthful promise.  

 

 I, as a Son/Daughter of yours proclaim that I will follow your will and fight the jewish race until they are 
all destroyed, ALL OF THEM, for they are my enemies as they are yours. Cursed be their souls, cursed be 
their existence, cursed be everything that protects them and glorified be only you!  
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Father Satan, share some of your power with me so we can fulfill what we are here to fulfill. Members of 
our family are all over the world calling in your name and your providence, as to give the enemy what 
they rightfully deserve. Death, anguish and permanent destruction. 

 

We will all attack their leadership. As they try to attack ours, we will annihilate theirs and together their 
putrid Race. CURSED BE THEIR LEADERS, THEIR ECONOMICAL LEADERS, SPIRITUAL LEADERS, THOSE 
WHO GUIDE AND HAVE BEEN GUIDING THIS PUTRID RACE, CURSED BE THEIR SOULS, AND ALL THEIR 
THOUGHTS AND CHOICES GUIDED TO THE DESTRUCTION AND DEATH OF THEIR RACE AND THEIR TOTAL 
END! 

 

[Ritual Declaration->]:  

“All the jewish leaders who’s decisions are guiding the fate of the jewish race are permanently and 
fully destroyed.  

Their choices and decisions destroy totally the jewish Race, now and forever.” 

 

SATAN, GIVE US ALL THE POWER AND GUIDE US TO THE RIGHTFUL AGE OF YOUR WILL! 
 
HAIL SATAN!!!! 

HAIL HITLER!!!! 

HAIL [Your Guardian Demon]!!! 

HAIL ALL OUR GODS AND FAMILY!!!! 

SIEG HEIL!!!!!! 

  

After you are done with the Ritual Prayer, you can drink from your chalice. 

 

This is where you will focus on the sigil, or just the jewish state or whatever you feel is ‘fit’ to focus if not 
the sigil. You can also, if you are using the sigil, apply blood on the part around where the Runes are and 
this will further boost the power, as Instructed by HP Vovim Baghie. This is not nessescary for new 
people and it should only be 2 or 4 little drops of blood. 

 

Place the Sigil upon the Altar or Focus on the thought of the jewish leaders getting destroyed and taking 
on their race with them. 
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http://satanismgr.webs.com/ritualpics/jewishleaderssigil.png 

 
 

*Now  you can loudly affirm: All the jewish leaders who’s decisions are guiding the fate of the jewish 
race are permanently and fully destroyed.  

 

Their choices and decisions destroy totally the jewish Race, now and forever. 

Before proceeding with the Runes, vibrate AUM 9 times to ‘open’ the working of vibration.  

 

Then proceed onto the next step. 

 

Now to start vibrating the Runes: 

 

NOTE: [The numbers of vibrations range from 9 and its multiplies  for each Rune [number of destruction 
/ endings] , 13 – number of this day that is powerful in regards to this, 40 – Number of Satan , 108 for a 
full working number. Make sure to retain focus during the vibration. The number you will do each day 
after the working is not affected by this number. For instance you might choose 40 for the Ritual and on 
the next 90 days, do just 9 vibrations. If you choose to do 13, you can do 13 only on this Friday and then 
proceed with the other numbers that you chose. 13 is only for Friday. The other days need be on other 
numbers] 

 

So, starting: 

 

HAGALAZ RUNE 

 

-Hagalaz is vibrated:  
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HHHHHHHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGGGGGGGGGGGAAAAAAAAAAAALLLLLLLLLAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAZZZZZZZ
ZZZZZZZZZZZZ 

 

Focus intensively on the sigil or inside the souls of the enemy leaders that guide the jewish race. 

 

Vibrate the Rune intensively for how many times you have chosen, each vibration intensifying the 
negative energy on the sigil or inside the souls of these enemy leaders. 

 

After you are done, Affrim either 1 or 9 times: “The energies of the Rune HAGALAZ are right now and 
permanently destroying all the leaders of the jewish race. Their decisions totally and permanently 
destroying themselves and the jewish race of people.” 
 
Now you will proceed to the next Rune:  

 

THURISAZ RUNE 

 

-Thurisaz is vibrated: 

 

TTTTTTTHHHHHHHHHHHHUUUUUUUUURRRRRRRRRRIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIISSSSSSSSSSAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAZZZZZ
ZZZZZZZZZ 

 

Focus intensively on the sigil or inside the souls of the enemy leaders that guide the jewish race. 

 

Vibrate the Rune intensively for how many times you have chosen, each vibration intensifying the 
negative energy on the sigil and the power of the Rune therein or inside the souls of these enemy 
leaders. 
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After you are done, Affrim either 1 or 9 times: “The energies of the Rune THURISAZ are right now and 
permanently destroying all the leaders of the jewish race. Their decisions totally and permanently 
destroying themselves and the jewish race of people.” 

  

Now you will proceed to the next Rune [A little different affirmation]:  

 

ISA RUNE 

 

-Isa is vibrated: 

 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIISSSSSSSSSSSSSSAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

 

Focus intensively on the sigil or inside the souls of the enemy leaders that guide the jewish race, but 
now imagine that in all your inhales the sigil or them are being filled, full in grey energy and full in total 
chaos energy. 

 

Vibrate the Rune intensively for how many times you have chosen, each vibration intensifying the 
negative energy on the sigil or inside the souls of these enemy leaders. 

 

After you are done, Affrim either 1 or 9 times:  

 

“The energies of the Rune ISA are right now and permanently binding all the leaders of the jewish race 
into total destruction . Their decisions permanently bind the jewish race of people into total 
destruction.” 

  

Now to finally seal the Ritual. 

  

*******Now the next step, for those using a sigil: 
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Write on the back the Ritual Declaration:  

 

“All the jewish leaders who’s decisions are guiding the fate of the jewish race are permanently and fully 
destroyed.  

Their choices and decisions destroy totally the jewish Race, now and forever.”  

 

Vibrate 9 times AUM and now you are done.  

 

Burn the Sigil and you can either tune into this and meditate on the outome for some minutes. Its better 
if you do. 

  

********Now for the next step, for those who are not using the sigil: 

 

Affirm the Ritual Declaration:  

 

“All the jewish leaders who’s decisions are guiding the fate of the jewish race are permanently and fully 
destroyed.  

Their choices and decisions destroy totally the jewish Race, now and forever.”  

 

Vibrate 9 times AUM and now you are done.  

 

Now you can sit for some minutes and imagine in your head pissrael getting nuked, people raging on 
them and destroying them etc. 
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Close with a big and proud, 

HAIL SATAN !!!!!!!!!!!!  

  

************Summing up the steps. 

 

===For those using the Sigil. 

 

1.Start the Standard Ritual as instructed. 

2. On the height of the Ritual, write the prayer and burn it. [Make sure to leave the Ritual Declaration 
INTACT, as this creates the nessescary psychic link with our Family who is doing the Ritual] 

3. Vibrate AUM x9 times. 

4. Vibrate the Runes and charge the Sigil, affirm and program the energy. If you chose so, apply blood on 
the runes. 

5. Write on the back of the Sigil the Ritual declaration. 

6. Burn the sigil and as the Sigil burns, or after the sigil has burned, vibrate AUMx9 times. 

7. Close the Ritual. 

  

===For those not using the Sigil or in astral temple. 

 

1.       1.Start the Ritual as instruced. 

2 . At the he height of the Ritual, recite the prayer and when done, recite the Ritual Declaration part. 

3.       3.Vibrate AUM x9 times. 

4.       4.Focus on the souls of the enemies or simply raise the energies of the runes and program these 
with their affirmations. 

5.       5.Vibrate AUM x9 times. 

6.      6. Recite the Ritual declaration. 

7.       7.Close the Ritual. 
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 FIGHT AND NEVER SURRENDER! 

 
You see the results of what we do. You feel these everyday you get attacked by these maggots or the 
days they are afraid to attack you, too afraid for this. 
 
You know that what we do shapes our current world. I know you are a Warrior and if you are reading 
this I Hail your heart of steel. 
 
Our people are the most elite people on the planet. We need our fiery determination, our intensive 
Willpower, our united rage to bring down ALL the jewish scums. They think they were safe on their little 
throne. But in fact it was a matter of time, such as it is now. 
 
I call ALL our faithful Soldiers to join the fight and continue to be relentless. We have won and this must 
manifest. Lets show them who owns the real power and that what Satan has created can never be 
undone. MAKE OUR FATHER PROUD. GO FOR THE FULL WORKING AND DO NOT GIVE IN FEARS, 
INSECURITIES AND THEIR EMPTY THREATS. 
 
WE, THE WARRIORS OF SATAN CARE FOR NO DEATH, HAVE A PURE HEART AND THE INNERMOST AND 
DEEPEST FORM OF WILLPOWER THAT JEWS WILL *NEVER* HAVE. 
 
See around you what we have caused in just some years. You understand and see this world is chaning 
rapidly. People *ARE* aweakening up against these monsters and they will be utterly destroyed. Their 
false and  vain pride, based on their little convictions is now giving place to Pure terror. 
 
If you in anycase missed the working, restart it anyday. KEEP THE MOMENTUM GOING UNTIL THEY ARE 
GONE. YOU AS A WARRIOR AND CHILD OF SATAN, DO NOT ONLY HAVE YOUR OWN FATE IN YOUR 
HANDS BUT THE FATE OF THIS WORLD AND EVEN THAT OF YOUR COMMRADES. DO NOT LET 
WEAKNESS, FEAR AND INSECURITY STOP YOU IN ANYWAY. BE VICTORIOUS, PREVAIL AND LOOK YOUR 
BROTHERS IN THEIR EYES.  
 
Lets give back this world to Him that rightfully owns it. Make the Anti-Christ and Our Father Satan 
proud. Lets return this world to noblety and Truth, so much of the lies and dull threats of our enemies. 
Those afraid of the Anti-Christ are the preachers of the lies, the unclean and the jews. The children of 
Truth see up to him as a nurtuer. Never forget your purpose is a divine one in the skies. 
 
Bury in the soil the enemies of Truth. What and whom gave us our life, awareness and Soul, do not let 
him down. For you let down yourself. 
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Keep Marching and lets put an end to this world of lies. 
 
HAIL SATAN!!!! 
 
HAIL HELL'S ARMY!!!!! 
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 Welcome and Information 
 

 

Greetings to our Commrades.These are our new groups [ http://josministries.prophpbb.com/ ] and I 
hope everyone is having a good and productive time here. If you haven't until now, please join. Given 
this is a forum never forget that this expansion here happened due to the enemy attacking us. This is our 
answer and we will come up stronger.Posts and info will be posted both here and on the main yahoo 
groups. We will keep both running. Try to get as many legitimate people as possible here. The more they 
attack us the more we ought expand. Stay loyal and we will together bring them to an end.I also want to 
thank first and foremost from the bottom of my heart those commrades who help with answering 
answers and keeping our people updated in regards to how much Hell we are giving the enemy, our 
commrades who help our newer ones expand, our commrades who distribute the Truth. Those 
relentless and holy ones who are fighting on full 40 and 80 day workings.Remember this is not from me 
but from the Powers of Hell. I merely make the intermediate and put it all together. Its Satan who is 
organizing our attacks. Stay strong and loyal. 
 
Another thing. Imposers and infiltrators and others have no place here. Secondary groups or not the 
same meters still apply. If anything feel free to message the Ministry through here or through their 
original mails.The creation of these forums happened under the full and total agreement with HPS 
MAXINE.If anything you find important, messages etc. Post them here too.Also make sure to endlessly 
distribute our PDFS as this is what the enemy is most afraid of. The more people in our ranks the more 
Warriors and the more Warriors of Satan, the closer the inevitability of their defeat is coming towards 
them.Stay strong and faithful. As to our people who are attacking the enemy, I have nothing but a Salute 
and to say a True congratulations. For those who quitted, rejoin and lets keep hitting them with the 
working against their leaders. 
 
They will fall.http://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/HellsArmy666/conversations/topics/13402?They 
are already falling. Whats more important to know is that they are already fucking up bigtime behimd 
the scenes amd that most of it never makes it to the news. You will see the results of yourself. We have 
nuked the Vatican, now their leadership, then the next move will be posted and they will sorely regret 
what they have been doing for centuries.At around December 24 our people must be done. Never 
forget Satan's day the 23th. At this crucial time we need to fight more than we need anything else. Fight 
relentlessly and Satan will reward you. Nuke them spiritually, distribute what they hate the most, 
meditate and take care of yourself, let the Truth of Satan flow in you.Never forget we are in this 
together and we will all be together until the final end. Hold your commrades firmly, help them, educate 
them and never bend. Those who have really devoted their lives to Satan have nothing to fear and far 
fewer things to worry about than the outsiders and those who joke.Also to our people who help in the 
groups. I call you all to help in both. Do not leave our commrades in questions and as we have been 
perfectly doing until now, keep steady on things. 
 
HAIL SATAN!!!!! 
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  Ritual's End Thanksgiving and some words. 

 

 
Greetings to everyone of our family. 
 
For those who participated in the destruction working, for whatever duration, this is a message of Honor 
for your act and in you taking a stand to change the course of this evil and totally putrid world. 
 
I have no doubts Satan repays you and guides you on the Path to Godhead. 
 
Satan and the Powers of Hell are constantly and relentlessly working and preparing for world take over. 
This is the crucial point in history where the enemy is most afraid and enraged. Many of our people are 
actively meditating, advancing and pushing themselves forward everyday, more and more. This is all 
done for a purpose, to evolve Humanity to a Higher level, as well as themselves.  
 
Few people are the ones who are really into Satanism and Truly willing to hear Satan's message all in 
itself and also, open their minds to a higher purpose even than themselves. This opening requires both a 
good streak of healthy egoism but a sense of collective advancement aswell. The more our people here 
open their ears to Satan's message, all the better. Our loyal people, Warriors and Workers are building 
up a new era and by definition are and are becoming the New spiritual populace of the world.  
 
The Era of Justice, Honor and a new world, from the ashes of this destroyed one.  
 
Satan's Era. 
 
The enemy has their people and they fight 24/7, in order to destroy the Truth and degrade Humanity on 
a far lower level, in which everyone is a slave and under the rule of the jews. We are at a historical point 
where bullshit has to step aside and people have to open up to the Truth. Father Satan has mentioned 
that we have won and its entirely True but the materialization of the Victory and the details on how it 
will come about, vary. 
 
Our people must help by keeping up with their meditations, bringing people to the Truth, actively 
spreading the Truth and the message of Satan- daily, so we can re-gather the loyal ones and those who 
deserve to be part of this. OUR PEOPLE MUST FIGHT RELENTLESSLY. 
 
When we say Satanism is the True Religion of Humanity, we mean it and prove it. This by definition 
means that Satan should be placed first, the meditations and practices should be closely observed and 
above all that real power will be achieved through constant effort and belief. Not faith, but belief. 
KNOW this is True and do not doubt victory. 
 
Over the last days, our people came with information on how the enemy got it real hard by the working. 
Rabbis died, even large scale changes. This is only one part of what is going on. 
 
Also, this is the place where some may quit. Chickens, cowards and purely selfish parasitic individuals 
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have no place amongst these Ranks. They should better join our vain enemies as they have inside what 
our enemies do. Our people are brave, strong and when fear, uncertainty and confusion arises, they 
arise higher and conquer themselves. Our people have to stay in line and attack this monster of jews 
and their creations until its gone. This is total war and not some kind of video game. Those who have 
delved in Satanism know entirely what is talked on about here.  
 
And they also know about the rewards that Satan gives to his people, which include supernatural 
powers and even immortality but above all....Truth. 
 
Know your purpose through Satan. Our purpose here, while most fail to see, is to sustain the Planet, our 
seperate Races, expand, live on, enjoy life and become what nature has intended us to become, aside 
other things. Our people despite of their Race, have to study the Truth about the NS and the enemy race 
as well as their communism which is the cause of most of the shit going on today. 
 
When we should and when we get the orders on our next move, another Ritual will be posted. We need 
to keep hitting them until they are gone. For now our people should take some days back, enjoy 
themselves but always keep fighting daily. 
 
Do not forget to celebrate December 23th, Father Satan's personal day. 
 
Last but not least, there have been people who are asking about when the war is going to end, so on and 
so forth. The answer is this war ends when the enemy is gone until the last man and their institutions 
are down. In other words, instead of asking like some sort of prophecy sitting ass, people must work and 
bring this end closer by action. 
 
Respect and Honor to our people! 
 
HAIL SATAN!!! 
HAIL LILITH!!!! 
HEIL THE ANTICHRIST!!!! 
HEIL THE FOURTH REICH!!!! 
 
HEIL TO OUR GODS AND RANKS!!! 

 

 

 

 A touch on some subjects for new people. 

 

 
Greetings to our people, new and older members. 
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This is my first post as a High Priest and its a honor for me to be here as such so I can help in the 

cause.  

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/JoSClergy.html 

 

What I want to focus on at this point is some questions and concerns of mainly new people, as I 

see this everyday in the groups and we need to sort this out.  

 

 

-Always remember to mind your security. The groups have reached well over 10,000 members 

and this means we are becoming a great power, which means we are highly infiltrated. With that 

being said, all our new members must know: We are a community that can build real spiritual 

influence and power and everything in the JoS is 100% True. With that being said we have 

enemies who would be more than likely willing to destroy you totally. Meetups, giving phone 

numbers and such, use common sense and know this might end up badly in many cases. People 

know how many trolls come here to troll or how many insane xians are on the run to fuck us 

over. They always fail but do not underestimate your enemies. 

 

-Some people join Satanism in a medicore mindset. Dabbling and such. Satan and Satanism are 

very important terms and to be a Satanist is to accept the Truth [Satyan in Sanskrit (of the oldest 

of languages) means Truth] this means opening up to things that we may not like aswell, strong 

devotion, strong faith, eternity and no fence hopping. Satan never gives up his own people, his 

words are True, he keeps his promises always- people must banish the xian mindsets where 

"God" has left you or cannot be trusted or he punishes his followers for being Human. Quitting 

meditations, not taking them seriously, bouncing, fear, feeling like Satan might leave you down 

and such- This is not xianity where you can just not go to the mass and nothing happens, or like 

when "god" supposedly has to help, leaves you and abaddons you. Thats the jewish "jhvh" that 

hates humanity and wants to destroy everything. Satan is real so are the powers of the mind and 

Satanism. People must open up to the Gods and see them for themselves. In Satanism one must 

be serious and on the spot. Meditation is mandatory and this is how you will attain True powers 

and ultimate Freedom. Becoming a God is not a joke. 

 

-Working for Satan might not be enforced but this is where the Powers of Hell will reward you 

and this where you gain ground as an existence. In other words be useful to the Gods. They 

always help us, provide knowledge and those who have been with Satan for years know this real 

well. Satan never asks us to do or forces us to do anything. What I mean hear is people should 

have the ethical push all in themselves to give back to Satan. Fight against the enemy in all 

levels. This is not for Satan only but for the world we are living in. Be serious about it and when 

the time comes, the Gods will be serious in turn for helping you. Be open and ask for what you 

want to do. 

 

-Studying. Study hard. Satanism is the Truth and you must study, search and help yourself in 

this. Satan will not just pop and give you answers or school you, he will guide you to the Truth 

about yourself and everything else and this will be a long and rewarding process. Have total faith 

in yourself as Satan has ultimate Will in guiding us. Be open to this. 
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-Have patience. The Rome wasn't built in one year and neither you are going to be everything in 

such a short time. Given our small lifespan people tend to rush too much, try to push situations. 

Discovering yourself is a big process. Freeing yourself and gaining tangible spiritual power is 

another one. Be patient with yourself and learn to love yourself. Given you have chosen the 

Truth, relax and things will unfold. The Gods are here and they listen to you. Do not rush to find 

your GD's, relax and know they are here for you. Or ask for miracles and such. Let go and it will 

all unveil- relax. 

 

Our people must always stay strong, positive, work their way up. Do not have fear as fear is 

where you will crumble. You are not here by coincidence and the Gods are guiding you. Be loyal 

to them and know they will give you back your loyalty.  

 

Stay strong. 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!! 

 

 

 

 Preparing for the Upcoming Workings in 2014. Infromation 

 
A new 90 day working is on the way.  

 
People need to prepare themselves and build up their energies.  
 
We will hit them real hard and a programm is being prepared so that all new people can 
participate.  
 
Until then, focus your energies on flooding the internet, flood it everywhere you can so 
the more and more people will come and know the Truth of Satan, as to save themselves 
and their Souls. This will also open uo the routes upon when our workings will 
manifest.  
 
Focus 15 minutes of your day, like you would do in a working, to distribute the Black 
Sun PDF and website, but first and foremost the Joy of Satan.  
 
They will face damnation. 
 
 I am also planning on making a meditation programm as to help these very new people 
grow in power fast and join the fight about halfways in the year or workings, depending 
on if they will follow this. 
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In anyway the Working must be done. I say we give everyone 40 days to finish all their 
workings. But the working will be posted soon. There will be multiple dates so all people 
can join, when these are available. Until them...empower yourselves and keep steady in 
your meditations.  
 
We have been giving them severe damage and we ought continue. They were laughing 
years back and they think they own it all, doing all sorts of atrocity. 
 
We are not the ones to sit back and watch. We are the ones who will act relentlessly, 
destroy and then, rebuild the world once again. Let your Gentile Soul roar and let loose 
the storm- We are reclaiming what is ours. They thought they could rule the world like 
this?  
 
Lets show them all what real punishment and pain is.  
 
The TRUTH OF OUR FATHER SATAN SHALL PREVAIL! 
 
Its not my Will, Its SATAN'S WILL AND *OUR* WILL.  
 
SIEG HEIL!!!  
 
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666  
 
HAIL SATAN!!!! 
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  Re: Is it okay to have a Facebook page devoted to JoS 
Ministries? 

 
 

As for Jewbook. Common sense. It does not require Priesthood understanding or something. 
 
First of all, why have it? Second off, most people on jewbook who are supposedly SS are 
nothing but a lie, neither the Facebook commumity seems like a valuable place to spend your 
time. The posts can and will be shut down and more of that. Creating an anonymous account, 
from a foreign PC, spamming, could do SOME good but not enough. Most you will get on 
Facebook is angry teenager laveyans or liar nuts who think they are already Gods themselves. 
Avoid conversations, just spread the links. Most people need to waste your time and if they 
hold any genuine interest, then the link will be enough. 
 
Chill and spend your time where we win, not where we lose collectively. Such arguements weaken us, 
unless there is real cause of alarm. Facebook will waste your time. There have been many JoS facebook 
pages, all of which did fail miserably due to know-it-alls and infiltrators and attacks. It simply does not 
work out. Twitter on the other hand, is run by HP Micama and this pays off. We have made the trending 
page like 2 months ago. Stay focused on the job Brothers and Sisters. 
 
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

Re: Chrystal Meth and the Kundalini Serpent 

 
Again the same pile of shit sith drugs. Its funny after a point. 
 
You can have a vibrant, immortal body, with a sane consciousness, without mental or physcial problems, 
a totally healthy life, an open spiritual understanding and bliss just by not living on the toxicity of the 
samsaric level. 
 
There is not the slightest need to violate your all precious body with chemicals. Neither you need to 
enfoce your brain on trips because of reactions to foreign random chem. 
 
Some patience, steady work, beautifully building up yourself, enjoying life in the process. No need for 
these bullshit to leave you with half your brain. Because I warn you, don't cry later that you cannot be all 
you could, because you chose to fry your brain with drugs, destroy your lungs with cigars, destroy your 
liver with alcohol. You can take this route, but why? Its million times more pleasurable not to engage in 
such things.  
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 Story: "The Final War." 

 

 
Below, a fictional story I wrote for our SS and Warriors. 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XYKUeZQbMF0 You can hear music aswell with this. It may be more 
inspirational for you. 
 
 
THE FINAL WAR 
 
And both of them sat down, the little one on his bed and the Father took the book, started reading the 
story. The Father opened this old, very old book written by their ancestors, not too long ago. He started 
reading the story: 
 
“The Final War, 
 
Aeons have passed inside this time, legions have been awaiting the Final Battle, 
The rotten still stand against the strong, in a battle without mercy, the Noble ones still fight life after life 
for the same decree. The council has had to decide, on the war taking place and all there’s to that. 
 
What has been said by the old, you judge an Army by the King. 
 
The name of this King Stands proud in the Banner, reading “Satan”. The banner was clear, beautiful, 
white with Golden Trim and Satan’s symbol in the middle. The enemy banner, pletted in the blood of the 
weak and deluded masses, whom they have conquered by force, names countless names of their 
leaders, who have led and are being led by slavery and force. Those who stood under this banner, stood 
because of their needs, fear and delusion. In this war, its free men, against slaves and rotten beings, 
who have all sorts of disgust in their steps and victories. Its those beings who are full of fear. Beings who 
have even denied themselves, beings who were not by nature created to embrace the vastness of 
herself. Death to them is the scariest thing that could happen. Death to the first ones has been never a 
fearful trip. 
 
The Grand Noble Commander, Rammesses II, does not stand upon a Golden throne, for He is Golden 
inside his own Soul, without such need, He is in the line like anyone else; for the Noble Souls seek no a 
vain leadership but to guide their worthy ones to Eternity. He is moving from the front line to the 
Podium, ready to talk to his loyal people, who are fighting this righteous war. The Gods silently watch, as 
they themselves observe the Noble Armies as equals to themselves. As such, they pay unwavering 
attention. He has stood to everyone as a role model and Father. 
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Down from the Podium, the loyal armies of the Noble ones, in all their perplexity of appereance and 
Noble Gentile Spirits, embodients of ALL the Ancient Gentile Races, watch, in all their mighty differences 
in beauty, intelligence and presence. They listen carefully, wearing their armors, with their own symbols 
of their culture, which they have protected. Now they are all connected to one, well organized army, in 
which the Gods have placed their Truth and Trust. All these tribes, have their Leaders and appointed 
Rules, whom have been choosen as such by the council of the Gods and by the people in Free Will. 
Between Godmen, everyone knows their position in the war. 
 
The Noble Rammsees II walks slowly and with strong steps, on the Podium. He is there now. 
 
He takes a deep breath and as his people see him, they look at him fully alert. They know they will hear 
a message that will talk right into their spirit. They need this morale. 
 
“Today, this is no day for vain speech,  
Today, there is a day for War. 
My dearest Brothers and Commrades, you all know the Truth 
As we always placed it above ourselves and as thus we have succeeded in building what you can see 
now. 
For I respect your Souls, your cultures, the Souls of your Children, which one day shall take our place, 
Not in immortality, but in position, even though we are eternal, we shall multiply and fill the Earth. 
Do you feel, what I feel, 
Do you see these rotten enemies, and how they try to oppose us? 
Do you feel the hate surging in my vains, our need for Revenge? 
Our people have always been Noble, being stronger and stronger to avoid everything that is lower than 
ourselves. Our people have been eternally honest, or tried to be which is still an act of Noblety. 
 
Now, We are attacked my brethren. And as you know, we are not the ones to sit by and watch our 
wives, our lives and our very beings being dragged to dust.” 
 
The crowd enrages.  
As he talks, the Leader is heard amongst everyone, in the clearest tone of voice there ever has been. His 
voice is stable, strong, resolute. People know and understand, that from his mouth and lips talks a 
greater providence, that of the Creator. They look at his powerful body, that is filled with bravery, inside 
his beautiful eyes. 
 
The King continues, having in mind the words of his own Son, a night they had conversed about the 
Kingdom and the people : 
 
“Inside your heart, rests bravery and courage. All of you have have been observed and trained upon like 
the most precious of jewels we could possess. All of you are worth nothing compared to the enemy, as 
they are worth nothing- each and everyone’s of your own lives means everything to me, but not only 
me- the World. 
 
Inside your very beautiful eyes, I see a personification of the diversity the Gods have planted into the 
Earth, 
But I see something entirely common in all of you. Inside your diversity, I see something resting inside 
you, and that is the essence of our Father.  
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You know, you will fight. You were born brave, trained to be brave, trained to be the greatest you could 
ever be. By mutual respect between one another, I feel your hearts bursting with the fires of life, as 
does mine at the exact moment. For this war is shared, FOR THIS WAR IS WON, BY THE POWER OF 
SATAN!!!!!!” 
 
The ground below shakes, the Leader looks with his piercing Blue eyes in the sky, raises the hand and 
salutes Satan, the Great God of Truth. Loudly proclaiming: 
 
HAIL SATAN!! HAIL THE TRUTH!!” 
 
Everyone raises their hand, screaming with utmost bravery and intensity,  
“HAIL SATAN!! HAIL THE TRUTH!!” 
 
Everyone is shaking from the sheer power of the Leader’s speech. Everyone is trembling by the power 
that comes from hearing the word, from inside their own Soul, their very self is treading Hell and 
reaches heaven at the same time. There is exhilleration and rage emmiting from the soul of every man 
and woman who listened to these words. For many minutes, the rage and hatred against the enemy 
surged so much, they could feel it in every side of the planet they were. Their end has never been nearer 
than now. 
 
Now, as tradition follows, the Queen Wife of the Leader steps upon the Podium, to give word to the 
people. Everyone knows that she will mention the most needed and encouraging things. Many have 
called her, the Mother of Humanity. She walks gracefully, full of beauty and in her Brown eyes one can 
see the primordial mother of Humanity. Her long very light brown hair, almost blonde. In her loving 
presence everyone feels dignified. She has stood to everyone as a role model and mother. You could see 
in her steps and hand moves both graciousness and overflown Heroism. A True Female Hero of the elder 
tales, was standing right before everyone. 
 
“My loyal people, our Loyal Children, I have come before you, just as I am. You know our relations have 
always been loyal, faithful, truthful and fruitful. All together, we have constructed what you and your 
children are today. We have all together by our effort constructed what is the Godman. Once, you were 
mortal men like everyone else. Today you stand before me, most of you immortal in the flesh and aging, 
but still willing to pay the price of your own mortality.” 
 
She raises her hand at the skies, aiming on the Sun, Saluting the Sun. 
 
“This here, is everyone of you- which you shall never forget. You have became the highest attainment- 
and someone dares threaten this attaintment of Life. Now, my children, I command you, to go and 
destroy all those who destroy, all those who threaten what we have created. 
 
She looked down on people now, with a hopeful, loving and yet mighty gaze.  
 
Before she could even finish the sentence, the women inside the crowd started saying aloud,  
“WE SHALL FIGHT, WE SHALL FIGHT TO THE END!” 
 
The Queen looked at them, piercingly. She raised her hand aswell, and yelled with a stable voice: 
 
“That seals the Council’s choice, 
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WE SHALL FIGHT, WE SHALL FIGHT TO THE END!” 
 
By that time, everyone has raised their hands. Everyone’s Soul was open and in purity, embracing the 
Divine Power. The elder hour has arrived, the last and Final Battle was at hand. 
 
The Leader and the Queen, hand by hand, moved in front of the people, as personifications of the male 
and female divinity. In each and one of the people, one God has aweakened, pure and differentiated 
from everyone else’s. Now, at this time, they were ready to fight. It took hours for this to end, then as it 
did, the Troops moved in order to the grounds of the Final Battle. There was hardly not a smile in 
anyone’s face, for one they knew this war has been fought for too long and this was the final battle, for 
two, that whatever was the end of it, they are the ones to give a Godly fight. The fight was to begin with 
the Leader’s Order. They were outnumbered, but beared their Soul in the back. […] “ 
 
He closed the book and told his little Son, who for a reason had almost cried. The dad tried to explain 
more about the story so that his son would understand. 
 
The old writings mentioned, that they have been outnumbered by the millions. Though, exactly as their 
Leaders said, their lives were worth unaccountably more than the lives of their enemies. As thus, the 
Ancient Gods themselves, intervened and fought with them, my Son. It was written than this world has 
been victorious, with few victims that later were saved by the most Powerful ones in the Army. Some 
sacrificed and actually had to die, and go far, far away. Everyone, without exception, gave their all. And 
this is my dear child, how you are living today as you are. These people, it has been rumored, now are 
our own Gods and us, are the ones who are still treading in their footsteps, to become our own Gods 
aswell. 
 
The little one asked: “ Dad, will there be war again?” 
 
The Father Replied: “Nobody knows, but it has been said the evil doers have been long gone from the 
Earth, my dearest son.” 
 
The little one smiled brightly and asked again in his childish enigma: “ So daddy, why we train now? For 
what reason?”  
 
His Father replied, “As to keep our people safe in every possibility.” 
 
“The dad, I may one day become like my Grandpa who took part in this Great war! I will protect 
everyone!” 
 
His Father almost teared up and took his little hand, holding it inside his big palms. He showed him with 
his fingers, his own veins. The little one looked curiously and asked: “What is this dad?” 
 
“Inside here, rests your grandpa and everyone of these people. So bear this in your heart as this is the 
greatest gift Grandpa and Grandma could give you. They have went too far to give you another gift.” 
 
The little one’s eyes brightened up. He said silently and with surprise, “Then, I must be a King too?” 
 
“Yes.” His Father replied. The people of Creator Satan are all Kings of themselves. 
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The little one smiled and opened his arms. He looked with his blue eyes, right inside his Father’s brown 
eyes. His Father took him in his hands and he slowly fell asleep with him. The night was still young but 
both of them were very tired. The mother and the little sister opened the door and saw them both 
sleeping. The mother smiled and the sister smiled in a kid dish manner. “Stories again mom! Stories!” 
said the little child.  
 
“All stories are made with some reality in them my little love.” Said the mother. They left and spend the 
night until they had to sleep, in the garden, conversating about numerous things together. “ 
 
And as thus, this story may be over, but the war, is started and to be finished. 

 

 

  Notice. 
Many of our people remember what was said about February and the Two Rituals. As we 

were researching we found out that something else had to be done, which is the Equinox 

Ritual. For that reason these Rituals are postponed. When the series of the reversing kike 

curses will end, it has been given to the HPS that we will attack the enemy again with the 

Runes. 

 

Those who felt the effects of the equinox Ritual know why the others were postponed. Everyone 

please stay updated and focused on the purpose. We are in this TOGETHER. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!! 
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 Re: About biokinesis 

 

 
Telling people to grow wings. Now the only reason this message was approved, was to reply to 

it. People come here with all sorts of problems with themselves and people introduce them to 

Biokinesis. Some are so influenced by hollywood and video games, they want awesome wings 

and such....Just to appeal or something. . 

 

Lets use common sense. For one, you do not have the genes nessescary in your DNA to have 

wings. Neither you need these. Or you would be a human/bird hybrid. The images of the Gods 

having animal heads and/or wings are spiritual allegories.  

 

Learn to accept yourself as you are and know that the todays status quo of who is beautiful and 

all that is a giant hoax. No matter what colors your eyes come, they are Gentile eyes and are 

beautiful. To say the least, trying to alter your genetics without any knowledge is bad. And if 

ever your could materialize these wings, it would take a horrific amount of energy or it will most 

probably do not happen. Instead if you applied your energy in getting all you want and the things 

that make you want wings, you would be done in some months. 

 

Now there is the other side of the groups where people like to instruct others insane things and 

things that will lead to their failure, as most of the time they have never tried what they instruct, 

or they simply want to "give advice" without it being functional. I myself preffer telling you 

straight Truth without fuss fuss to make you senselessly believe "in Satanism you can have it all 

even wings on your feet to fly like Hermes in the toons tv" crap. What I say is, you can have 

absolute power of Soul, healthy mentality, happiness and fullfillment...IMO thats more than 

enough. 

 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!! 
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  April 20th - Celebrating Hitler's Birth and the Nazi's Birth. 

 

Today is a very significant day. One of the most powerful and important Humans to ever live was born 
today. Its due to him we are not under Global communism and not numbered like cattle. As we all know 
this very great man was of the few, who in his time was a major reformer and the most major enemy of 
the Jewish system. The enemy hates him with passion, because to Him and other very brave warriors 
throught the ages, today we have the freedom we have. Its not all we should, but its a message to these 
idiots who think they run the world and they own everything, including you and me. He is the person 
who has been nothing less than a Father to his own people back in Germany, a man who tried to go 
against the jewish beast and gave it a punch right in the jaw, that left their most fatal mark and marked 
these evil people for what they are and have been doing all alone. 
 
 He is the man that went against the jewish economical system that is today's tyrrant and keeps people 
impoverished and with destroyed Souls. He is the one who raised his fist in the most uncertain and most 
impossible circumstances, when the jews virtually owned everything. He is the hero of the last century 
and a hero to be looked up upon for those who look on for a better tommorow. Like all Nazis, his legacy 
deserves be memorized and observed. 
 
The most 'despised' and the most beloved figure of the last centuries. The one who shook the world. 
 
He is our Adolf Hitler. 
 
 The Hitler who aweakened us to our Gentile Heritage, the Hitler who envisioned a peaceful world and 
the jewish and low people went against him for their own, vain personal interest. He is he for those who 
have studied him, is, has been and will forever be an exceptional figure for us to follow, aside many of 
the old Kings and Heroes. 
 
I propose to all who desire, to give the Powers of Hell energy today, as a mere formality for the birth of 
the Man who helped us have the freedoms we still do. The man who sacrificed everything- including 
himself and all his Legacy, to go against the global jewery. The man who has inspired the hearts of the 
brave and Nationalists of all centruries to fight, to preserve their Race and to evolve towards a greater 
tommorow.  
 
The man who, aside all the worth to mention Brothers and Commrades in folk, shielded the Truth and 
sacrificed it all, in the process.   
 
Happy Birthday Hitler, Happy Birthday Nazism, Happy Birthday Truth of the Gentile Race. May Satan and 
the Gods bless us all to bring about the final drag of the Truth's Reign. 
 
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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  Re: [JoyofSatan666] The Raw Diet 

 

 

Eat normally, thats what you should be doing. Your carbohydrates, your proteins, your fats and 

all that a Human being requires. Do not be stupid or your health will get damaged from stupidity. 

Raw diet and all this paleolithic crap stems from New Agers and this stems from xian saints who 

fast and all that shit. Which is unhealthy and unspiritual like their sexual absitence and anti life 

crap. If you want to be healthy, exercise 3 to 5 days a week, eat your full vitamin spectrum and 

get your carbs protein and fats daily. Do your meditations and hatha, you will be fine. No carbs, 

no fuel. No protein, your body cannot even do genetic repair, it cannot synthesize proteins 

anymore. No fats (always in moderation) and you will nornally feel without so much energy as 

these give you power. 

All these assholes who sell these crazy diets, like spirulina crap only for a whole week...Or who 

preach super vegan fruit only...At night shovel down their throats meats, eggs and everything, 

then at the morning they pretend they shine and glow without food. They simply lie. Stay 

sensible and use common sense. 

--High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

HAIL SATAN!!!! 

 

 
From: iorost@... <iorost@...>;  

To: <JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com>;  

Subject: [JoyofSatan666] The Raw Diet  

Sent: Thu, Mar 20, 2014 10:34:17 PM  

 

  

My wife and I started the raw diet with a short juice fast, first, after a few months of slowly 

converting to eating anything other than fake foods like corndogs, taquitos, etc. (The things most 

widely available, and affordable to the american public as most of you know). The I only 

realized too late movies we saw on netflix were a trap into harming yourself. The dieting 

suggestions they tell you about are unnatural to human beings and we found this out the hard 

way as we got a little less brainwashed.  

 

First, our juice fast only lasted 11 days. We lost a lot of weight, but it was extremely painful. 

Soon after I was shitting blood and my wife's HAIR FELL OUT. Do you realize how horrible 

that is for a woman at 24 years of age? It's devastating. Far worse than what I experienced. It also 

affected our moods for the worse, and the whole experience was just awful.  

 

Afterwords though we tried the raw diet. At first it was alright, but I'd feel tired all the time, and 

we both weren't healing very quickly after the fast. Only recently have I found out the safest way 

to eat is probably closer to what's in the book "Nourishing Traditions" and the salad and fruit 
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(grown by yourself with the highest quality, non-GMO seed available). We've been somewhat 

doing it now, and it's made a big difference. We're both getting back to normal, but not obese 

like before. Still haven't found a water solution though for the fluoride. But the yoga and 

meditating is really helping with our depression. 

 

What do you guys do? 
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  Re: Soul Transfer 

 

The soul has many levels and what you say can under some vonditions be accomplished, but in 

others it cannot. Someone who has done the Magnum Opus has completely changed their DNA 

aswell as Soul and body are one entity and not seperate anymore. The seperated Soul and body is 

actually xian thinking. They work as one device. Now, one part of the Soul is the part with which 

we reincarnate and this is where our individual Soul ID and personality is. This is the essence of 

the Soul that determines what we are and this is the part Satan reincarnates during lifetimes, so 

we can achieve Godhead. As to never leave our body again for one, because one forgets what 

they have learned in the conscious level when they are born again. Though these memories stay 

intact on this part of the Soul that reincarnates during lifetimes, as does our spiritual progress. 

Hope this clears it up. There is simply far more to it, so do not dillute yourself and your mental 

energy to these things if there is no purpose, but rather work on achieving perfection in this 

lifetime and strive to become immortal. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!! 

 

 

 

 

--Many things. First, I was wondering after a person has completed the Magnum Opus, can s/he 

detach themselves from their bodies and go into another body... something like a permanent 

possession thing..... Second, It is possible to detach your soul permanently?? 

All professional help is greatly needed. This is from an inexperienced brother of Satan. 

      HAIL FATHER SATAN! 
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 RE: Hitler saved by Guardian Demon ? 

 
chrisdeloos 

Message 1 of 2 , Feb 13  

View Source 

Hitler survived over 100 assasinations including the one in the wolfschanze  this is al good and 

well was this because Satan and Hitlers Guardian demon rescued him or was he just lucky? 

 

Reply 
Although this is not the accurate number of assasination attemps, what is being said here is True. 

For instance in WW1 Hitler as a young man fighting for Germany, he was sitting on the camp 

eating with some of his fellow soldiers. After a moment he "heard" in his mind that he should 

immidiately move out of the camp and took a friend of his out with him. In a matter of a minute 

a bomb felt on the camp and killed anyone but the two of them. This is a blantant example of 

how he was open and how the Gods of Hell did instruct him. Infact, where the Gods are involved 

ordinary humans are powerless and their actions predictable. This is only one occurence. Also its 

widely known Hitler would write poems to the old Germanic Gods, say remarks in a positive 

light for Satan and for the Aryan Gods. 

 

Back then the Gods were bound, which means the spiritual power of our side was far more less 

than it is today. This power was enough to closely conquer the whole Europe and end the jews 

forever. Now our powers are far more, by far, multiplied. One can readily see now how in 10 

years  xianity is almost dead. Something the jews have been constructing for thousands of years. 

 

Mant people know how protective the Gods are. I recall back in the years there was some stupid 

idiot who dared try to play 'the tough guy' to me. I telepathetically contacted my GD for this idiot 

to get what he deserves as all he did was ape around and he did do shit to me without apparent 

reason. In less than a weak I saw him on the street with a neck colar as he had a very bad 

accident that fucked over his neck. I waved at him and smiled and he smiled back in the worst 

cowardly afraid and he obviously knew.  

 

In conclusion, there is no luck as many people put it. Luck is an element that came with xianity 

and spiritual ignorance. Luck is what the Ancient Greks talked as Eudaimonia, which means 

"Having the positive blessings of the Gods". The element of luck is recent and due to spiritual 

ignorance. Powerful souls have the ability to protect themselves for one ( Hitler's xhart was 

exceptionally powerful ) as well as gratify their desires and so on so forth. Luck is when your 

subconscious is programmed towards goals, where energy is applied and with the guidance from 

the Gods, these materialize. People consider luck to be an infinite force but the universe works 

upon strict laws, as your reap, you will sow. Spiritual ignorance makes people have negative 
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experiences, bad lives, bad occurences ( most of which they are not responsible but jews are 

since they have taken all spiritual knowledge away fron Gentiles). 

 

As such its important people meditate, rewire themselves, fight for Satan and get rid of those 

who are the source of every negativity by taking our knowledge - the kikes. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!! 
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 The Vril/witchpower/the chi 

 

Post: 

The past few days I've been following Hooded Cobra's meditation program. Now, I've come to the 
part where I am doing the complete yogic breath, but I may have done it wrong somehow!? This is 
what's happening: 
When I am doing the complete yogic breath, the part where I am breathing out, I gain a sudden full 
focus and a deep concentration. Where it feels like I am getting an extreme intense heat sensation 
on my head area, including in my brain, my ears and all of the chakras around the head. It felt like 
heat waves which were floating around my head. For those who have tried Marijuana or other types 
of weed, I would describe the stimulation you get there (the sensation right before you get to the 
high-point), only more controlable and more intense. It felt like my brain was going to literally melt 
or faint out and that something was wrong, I also got a voice in my head that told me "You are doing 
it wrong" and on a other side, it felt really good, and that I did it right, cause it was kind of like I got 
in a deep trance, and that I felt the Vril/witchpower or the Chi!? I am a little bit confused, so I need 
your help guys! What is your experience? Is this heat sensation a good thing?? 
 
HAIL FATHER SATAN!!! 
HAIL BUER!!! 
HAIL AMON!!! 
HAIL ALL THE TRUE GODS OF HELL/DUAT!!! 

 

Reply: 

That's quite obviously very positive and nothing you should be worried on about. It seems your 

6th chakra is developed. Stick to meditating. Also, this may be off topic but do not make any 

drug your hobby. As you can obviously see you do not need anything to attain all these things 

that drugs only make you feel but prohibit you from attaining. Attaining bliss amd everything 

assosciated is done by meditation, keeping the soul clean and good diet.  

 

Attaining means you can will these things to happen and without emptying your pockets from 

money, destroying your health, fucking up your biochemistry and being used by the jews and 

mafias who sell these things to individuals who have personality issues and will not stick to 

actually advance and evolve. Destroying them in every sense.  

 

You are doing fine right here. Keep going! 

 

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!! 
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Reply of the member: 

Thank you so much for your answer HP Hooded Cobra! This is a very big relief to hear! 

I see I forgot to mention that I do not use any drugs at all! I've only tried weed once, and was 

a completely stupid idea, I advice everyone who read this not to try it. And keep away from 

it, as drugs do very bad things to aura, chakras etc. 

 

Here is the link to the program: 

http://webzoom.freewebs.com/satanismgr/ritualpics/Joy%20of%20Satan%20Ministries.pdf 

 

HAIL FATHER SATAN!!! 

HAIL BUER!!! 

HAIL AMON!!! 

HAIL ALL THE TRUE GODS OF HELL/DUAT!!! 

 

 

 Giving energy to Satan and Lilith - February 13th and 14th. 
 

 

Hello to our Warriors and our People. 

 

 

This is a call to arms. It will be a simple action everyone, new or advanced should be doing. This 

is for one, so we can receive more help from the Gods and Satan, but to hasten the manifestation 

of our victory. We take a stand against our enemies and we ARE taking action. 

 

This is something we will all do to aid and in a sense repay our Gods and Father Satan. I am 

openly calling to all our dedicated people to take action and participate in this offering of energy 

to Father Satan and Mother Lilith. As most people know, Satan and His Wife Lilith are patrons 

and guides both to all of us collectively but the Ministry aswell. In other words they relentlessly 

aid us with guidance and knowledge so we can free ourselves,  achieve Godlike Powers and 

finally free the world from this unjust and horrendous rule of the jewish beings, who have been 

making us suffer and do all sorts of injustice towards us. 

 

They need to be stopped. How this will happen is one through our effort, two towards the Gods 

and finally, through our collective effort. By giving to Satan and Lilith you are giving back to 

yourselves. 

 

Now to the main point. I will be making this fairly simple so anyone can do this. 

 

We will create an energy ball and direct it to Satan and Lilith, programming this energy ball to 

be under their total command and control for any purpose they wish. 
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You can do this for February 13th, but it would be ideal to do this for 2 days straight so a 

commendable amount of energy can be raised. This also is in honor of Valentine's day, which 

was desecrated by the enemy. Traditionally this date is to honor the merging of the male and 

female principle. When the Ida and Pigala Serpents meet they form the shape of the heart and 

this is why this symbol is used so much. So in a sense lets honor Satan, as the Divine Male and 

Lilith as the Divine Female. 

 

Steps: 

 

1. Imagine and by breathing in pull energy from the Sun and accumulate it in front of you in a 

ball. The ball should be bright and clear. 

 

2. Now vibrate "Ra" or "Aum Suryae" or "Raum" or "Sol" or any other vibration of the Sun for 

either 9, 40, or 108 repetitions. This will intensify the power of the ball of light. 

 

3. Focus on this ball and programm this ball to be obedient to the commands of Lilith and Satan. 

Then imagine the ball leaving your room and getting in front of them. An affirmation for this 

could be " This ball is under the total command and Will of Satan and Lilith so they can use this 

energy as they desire." 

 

Beforehand, you can tune in your GD or Satan so they can assist with this. 

 

This is it. The Gods use this energy for our collective advancement and protection. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!! 

 

 

 

 

 Re: [JoyofSatan666] Working For Satan 

 

Most people always fail to grasp what being Clergy really means. They think its some sort of 

funny trip or that you suddenly are bestowed with power, respect or fame or whatever. This 

needs to clear out once and for all. For instance I myself am not afraid to admit I have 

worked my ass everyday, very hard, since I joined and this has been going on for years. Its 

not a ride in disney land. People come talk big things, they are this they are that or they 

should be this and they should be that. Satan has no time for vain attention whores who think 

their vanity and personal ambition based on temporary feelings of "I can fuck anybody, I am 

the highest" and these people are detested by the Gods, as most of the time they do not work 

at all or simply feel some bioelectricity and think they have done the Magnum Opus. 
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Over the years I have come across many of these people. Some had good intention some did 

not, some wanted a pedestal so they can say all sorts of crap freely, all sorts of reasons. You 

give leadership to such stupid and selfish people and you lose the war. Some individuals 

think aswell this is a funny trip where you can sit your lap, mind your bussiness and the Gods 

will handle the rest or your life. As thus they think that the 'Higher position' the more goods 

you will earn. Infact you receive far more attacks, sometimes work to burnout and many 

other things. If you are doing it right. Stupid idiots who think Satan has to go according to 

them or who want to "Rule" just for themselves or some sort of title are useless to Satan, I 

guarantee you this. First one has to be a serious individual and not willing to be High 

Princess Tiara instead of High Priest. 

Many people also delude themselves to think that Satanism is a past life, succubi recruit 

sexual pleasure or that sort of deal. Leave the meaningless competitions and focus on 

yourselves, your direct people and above all working for Hell. If you work your ass out, 

Satan notices you and you are rewarded in too many ways. Also, you have the gift of being 

invincible to the enemy radar and you can cause major damage this way, more than anyone 

else. And rest reassured the Badges and Honors are bestowed by Satan, not by titles and 

everything but in protection, advice to advance, see the Truth for yourself and have power 

over your life, then live a supremely rewarding and meaningfull life. You become closer to 

Satan by doing his Will, fighting his enemies, participating in Group Workings and Rituals 

against those who want us dead; fighting and evolving. Not by having your name signed 

somewhere. 

Fame will not save your ass neither make you a successful Satanist and Warrior. Power will. 

Also know this- real dedicated Clergy works the Will of Satan and aids him in war, gives 

knowledge so we can advance and they place people above themselves. As such overly selfish 

individuals who have their own vanity and selves as Gods need to rethink it twice. We are here 

for help, guidance, support and organization. Not to be sitting like queeny models. Advance, 

work for Satan and focus on helping our side win the war. Build your strength, your abilities and 

advance both Satanism and yourself. This is when you will realize that being a Satanist is the 

most important of all the titles. A Real Satanist. THOSO WHO ARE THE MOST FAITHFUL 

SOLDIERS AND WARRIORS DO NOT FOCUS ON THESE THINGS BUT RATHER OUR 

TOTAL AND COLLECTIVE VICTORY. HEIL TO THE SOULS AND HEARTS OF THESE 

PEOPLE! 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

HAIL SATAN!!!! 

 

 

From: golden.serpent666@... <golden.serpent666@...>;  
To: <JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com>;  
Subject: [JoyofSatan666] Working For Satan  
Sent: Tue, Feb 4, 2014 7:00:03 PM  
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Recently I have had impressed upon me the true importance for working for Satan. The more you do for 
Satan, the more he does for you. Its a two way street. I no longer care about miniscule trifling nonsense. 
Satan makes all right. For those out there who are worried about things, just remember Satan is the only 
one you have to impress. He will make all things right. Lets work for him.  
 
  When I do nothing for Satan I feel like something is missing. As soon as I do something for Satan I get 
hit with his energy and feel like his energy is working in my life to bring me what I want. He will reward 
you and shower you with gifts. He waits a while and then gives you something incredibly important. For 
instance I needed to go to the Dentist for years. suddenly someone offers for me to go to the Dentist 
out of the blue. They knew nothing of my troubles of needing too. They payed the 500 dollar bill to have 
fillings replaces and a cavity removed that was about a month away from turning into a root canal. I had 
no idea and Satan came in and saved my teeth right in the nick of time. All the while playing every song 
they communicate to me with over the radio while getting it done.  
 
  My teeth are now completely healed. I feel amazing, I have no troubles whatsoever with them now. 
They said other then what needed to be fixed I had perfect teeth. I brush with baking soda and other 
products mind you. Point being it is time to serve Satan with our lives. It is the most rewarding thing.  
 
   Ideas are:  
 
   Making anti tracts by writing the website on a piece of paper and hiding them in books and other 
places.  
 
   Buy a sharpy and have fun. Bathrooms are the best place as there is no cameras. Write the website 
somewhere.  
 
   Make a youtube channel and go video to video posting the link in the comments section. Copy paste.  
 
   Helping people in these groups gives you top priority in Hell according to Maxine. Those who are 
under the direct protection from hell cannot be touched. Only those working extensively get this.  
 
   I care not about strewing my name all over the groups for people to go, o my god look its Golden 
serpent! He is the most amazing person in the world! Lets make him High Priest! Wow I got a title in 
front of my name, all my dreams have come true!!  
 
   People like Hooded Cobra and Micama and Don deserve these titles for the work they have done. It 
means hey look this person is here to help you. But YOU can do the same thing! All of that is going to 
mean jack shit once the internet falls! So please devote your time to working for Satan!! Go over the 
groups and help members!! Do the things listed and become top priority to hell!!  
 
   Another thing is going and building a ball of white Golden energy and offering it to the Gods as it is 
much needed. You can spend an entire day easily on all the things listed. Go to a library hit the 
bathrooms then the books. Go to other stores. Hop on the groups, help as many as possible. Go make a 
ball of energy. Then get on youtube and do online warfare. Post the JOYOFSATAN.COM everywhere!!  
 
  This is not a game!! Working for Satan is all that matters! The enemy diverts our attention so easily on 
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nonsense. Lets attack the christians, become clergy, fight with other brothers and sisters, talk shit about 
the clergy because you think they are some kind of malignant authority figure over you..... ect. The time 
has come to pull our head out of our ass!!  
 
  Hail Father Satan the most high!!!!  

 

 

 Re: [JoyofSatan666] RE: Targets! 

 
From: filipch@... <filipch@...>;  

To: <JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com>;  

Subject: [JoyofSatan666] RE: Targets!  

Sent: Sat, Feb 1, 2014 12:20:12 PM  

 

  

Destruction rituals aimed at Christians is exactly what the Jews want - gentiles wasting energy killing each other 

while they grow fat in comfort. It's CHRISTIANITY not CHRISTIANS that need to be destroyed. Sure, some 

gentile "spiritual leaders" might be viable targets, but surely not this nobody with a 1000 subscribers on 

YouTube. So use your head a bit before you go off showing how easy you are to manipulate through anger like this.  

The entire Jewish race is the target for all our destruction workings now, as said by the Clergy.  

 

Reply 

Allison and Richard. I have to mention you are inaware on what you are doing here. Chasing 

down xians in youtube and getting the groups to attack them. For what reasons? Why act so 

emotionally, without thinking and so childish? Lets say the idiot dies, what did this win for 

Satan? Those who listen to such idiots are mostly lost souls and enemy souls already. We win 

nothing here. Attack the JEWISH HEADS. You just draw attention to these idiots and advertise 

them. Why bother aiming on every walking piece of idiocy and attacking them? How this serves 

Satan and how this helps the greater cause of what we are doing here? Our freedom is on the line 

and we do not have eternity, we must hit straight in the head and not the hairs or nails of the xian 

monster. The problem of the jews, xianity and all these have to be dealt now. "MrDickinson 

ministry" and "JesusPedophile" and all these idiots, dead or not, they are only a nail in the 

monster we fight. Instead, calling people to focus on the nail and how many were so hyped to 

waste their energy on idiots, this is ridiculous and plain stupid, not to mention unneeded. I am 

sorry but xianity needs to be hit on the brain in order to die. All energy has to get to the jews and 

unmasking xianity. Then things will take care of themselves and these idiot average joes will be 

a thing of the past, they will die off on their own. Hitting all the sheepherds gives us nothing, 

neither the sheep. Kill the sheepherd of the sheepherds, which is the jews and this is when we 

succeed. Members need be aware of such meaningless alarms to destrot average joes. With good 

intentions or not, these dillute our strength and reserves for no reason. I understand you grow 

infuriated by such idiots. But if they taunt you so easily and you dillute your energies for them, 
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the enemy fullfills their purpose. As long as you do not attack the kikes and their programms, 

attacking everywhere else ensures they will linger on. If you are pissed off- do a Ritual against 

xianity and the jews. This is when you give the most fatal hit you can give. This is not meant to 

insult nobody. But to help you understand as the jews know that by using your blind anger, they 

dillute your energies and waste them. So focus on where you must. Where there is outcome. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

HAIL SATAN!!!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 Re: [JoyofSatan666] RE: An Important Call 

 

 

 

From: Fourth Reich <fourth_reich666@...>;  

To: <joyofsatan666@yahoogroups.com>;  

Subject: Re: [JoyofSatan666] RE: An Important Call  

Sent: Wed, Jan 22, 2014 8:13:05 AM  

 

  

 

I believe that with the destruction of Christianity will come with and complement the destruction 

of Communism. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reply:  
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Communism is political christianity and if the communists win, its no different than what would 

happen and has ALREADY happened with communist countries. Take China as an example. 

People are living like 50 persons in a bucket house, there is no individuality, they work non stop, 

have no internet, get fed a cup of rice, go to sleep and all this over and over again. Then they die 

and thats that. Many people mention things about the Chinese. How they are emotionless and so 

forth. Communism made them as such. 

If you see the Japanese which are very close if not identical in Racial terms, they are far more 

ahead as spirits. Now if Communism had full power, we would be products that can be bought 

and sold, mutilated, work for about 12 hours for 1/4 loaf of bread, raped, presecuted, have 

children only to keep this machine of the jews going and be eternal soulless slaves. Forget about 

powers of the mind and everything else. Listen to the new Sermons by HPS Maxine. This is the 

message of Xianity. Where Xianity says "Surrender and let god own you and your fate" or "have 

fear in god as god knows" or "god will send you in hell for you have sinned...Communism, the 

twin indicates "Surrender and let the state own you and your fate" or "have fear in the state as the 

state knows" or "the state will punish you for you have thought for yourself." Etc etc. 

Satan has told me personally that this is how the jews govern, exactly like their Reptilian masters 

and creators. They themselves have a slave state in which they lead and everyone is a slave to 

someone else. Thats simply how they govern as it comes from the Soul. The plan of the enemy 

for Humanity can be evidently seen in the times of the middle ages. Stupid physical drones who 

are getting all their soul energy vamped, physical and spiritual slaves and cattle. Then you die 

and all essence left goes to a mass energy vault your slave master uses for whatever they fucking 

desire. 

Its not a coincidence that wherever they have power, even if it is above 5 or 10 persons, these 

persons are treated horribly like soulless slaves. "Slave" is a term the jews love as they are 

parasitic and problematic beings. Many who have worked for jewish CEOs and such, know the 

horrible conditions. Jews in colleges and universities ask all sort of perverted things to give 

people graduation papers and much more. When these horrible beings have power, they treat 

people and the masses no different than a grey or reptillian would treat you were they here. 

Wake up and fight relentlessly until no teeth are left in these horrid twins, xianity and 

communism. 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

HAIL SATAN!!!! 
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  Re: [JoyofSatan666] RE: Blacks 
 

 

 

This post here is my own mistake, partially yahoo aswell. Obviously how they made the group is full of 
glitches, lags and bullshit. Unfortunately this happens all the time. It will not even let me post properly. 
Anyways. 

Lately I notice obviously how much Racial seperation topics are coming up. This is very positive and shows 
people are grasping the bigger picture. What many people fail to see, is beyond themselves. Egocentric 
people always cry, whine, flame others. I have to remind people themselves is unfortunately NOT where 
the universe revolves around. 

The universe revolves around laws, life revolves around laws and many things are universal laws. Like you 
need oxygen, food and drink and so on so forth, there are many many things that even if 21st century 
humans cannot accept are law; Natural Law. Most when hear about Racial seperation grow infuriated and 
they have no clue why. Some say "Oh myself I am mixed" or "I love a woman of Another Race" or "My 
juden teacher said seperating the Races is bad" or all sorts of whinning. For one Racial seperation has to 
take place as under jewish rule, Gentile Races are starting to extinct. One they are forcing to destroy is now 
the White Race. It could be the Black Race or the Chinese Race or whomever else. Do not think if we let 
them they will spare you. They will not stop until we are a soup without any diversity, any identity, 
numbered cattle. People need to look beyond themselves, their genitila and their passions. People need to 
look on matters holistically. For instance I myself am Aryan. For this reason I protect my Race, but I hold 
exceptional respect for other Gentile Races aswell. See Hitler and Nazism not only as persons but as 
concepts and political spiritual ideologies that can be adjusted to Gentile Races and through which you can 
govern yourselves. I see many people who are Blacks and they have this complexity about Race. Nobody 
ever deemed you enemies, inferior, whatever. Certainly not the Nazis. You have fell in deception by the 
jews and the suffering of your Black Brothers is due to the kikes. Not Whites. Whites like Lincoln tried to 
free Blacks from Slavery and the slave traders and those who staged this was for the most part jews. Like 
any other Gentile Race you have a Leader and Leaders, people of all orientations. 

They keep members of your Race blind and fighting everyone, making them alienated even with 
themselves or their fellows. As Whites you have fell victims under the same enemy, the jew. For that 
reason they enforce mixing and everything as to weaken us all in the end. As for people who are mixed, 
gravitate to the side you represent and feel at home with. We are building something above ourselves 
Brothers and Sisters in Satan. Also whomever is with us is a very important being so do NOT stress over 
minor, bullshit details. Open yourselves up with meditation and it will all unveil for you. Have no worries. As 
long as you are Gentile you are and will always be in the family of Satan and none will opress you harm you 
or whatever. This is what the kikes do to their fellows. If you want to know, in NS Gemany many generals 
were Germanic but also many were mixed or from other countries. Rudolf Hess was born in Alexadria for 
instance. Neither is Nazism for Blondes and Blue eyed persons. This is what the enemy pushes so you will 
get deceived and hate that Races they currently aim to destroy. Wake up or you will be next. Was Hitler 
blonde, or was Jesse Owens treated without Repsect in Germany? Open your eyes to facts and let none of 
the liars deceive you. Satan loves his children and hia faithful ones. Have no worries of such low level. 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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From: klicious4me@... <klicious4me@...>;  
To: <JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com>;  
Subject: Re: [JoyofSatan666] RE: Blacks  
Sent: Thu, Jan 23, 2014 4:34:15 PM  
 
  

You are one racist motherfucker! 

Sent via my BlackBerry from Vodacom - let your email find you! 

 
From: <denniswhicher@...> 
Sender: JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com 
Date: 23 Jan 2014 08:32:56 -0800 
To: <JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com> 
ReplyTo: JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com 
Subject: Re: [JoyofSatan666] RE: Blacks 
 
  

I think the races can adapt to different conditions.  However, there are basic requirements.  Sunlight, 
and vitamin D in particular, is a limiting factor.  Unless Asians and Negroes can find another source of 
vitamin D, they are going to have a difficult time coping where the sun is weak.  And Whites are going 
to need protection against the fierce tropical sun near the equator, even if the seasons are not 
there.  Even without the bitter cold and stifling heat, the sun is weaker near the poles. 

 

And, as I have said, "regions" do not have limits.  A region can become infinite--going beyond the earth 
onto other planets, and even in other dimensions.  All three races can expand their regions to infinity, 
and they can trade values (though hopefully, caste systems will limit how much genetic trading 
occurs).  Regardless, they can adapt.  A diet high in vitamin D helps Asian Eskimos cope with low 
sunlight that far north, and all three races can explore infinity within the ranges of conditions they are 
suited for. 

 

Except, that is, for kikes.  Those things are what places limits on us.  They ruin everything, so it is time 
for us to ruin them.  Their region, unlike those of the other races, should be strictly defined as the 
boundaries of their own country and no values are to be traded in or out.  They have adapted physically 
to inhabit (and infest) the whole world--they can adapt to PISSrael and stay there, for all I care, while 
they adapt to being dead. 
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  Re: [JoyofSatan666] I was once a reader of the Venus 

Satanas blog but 
 

 

 

 

Yes. You see over the years, too many have a big, bad mouth in regards to the JoS, the people here, 
state all sorts of shit and whatever. They come and go like shit on a shoe. Over the years, so many 
relentless attacks from all sources, even other supposedly "Satanists" have happened against us. What 
did they manage to do? Make us greater. Day by day more people join us and see that we are True 
Satanism without fuss fuss. They want all sorts of money, fame personal crap, all things an unevolved 
conscience wants. The JoS works for Satan himself. Many people have over the years worked selflessly 
for Satan and his desires. Many people here know Satan face to face and he is in their lives daily. Now 
let the hoes lapdance and dance on the poll, for what them jews love the most. Pennies. Satan abhors 
such individuals who use his name for all sorts of their personal bullshit, fetishes, vain ambitions and 
generally try to use him. Also, Satan hates disunity. Those who hate on the JoS are and have been in a 
real bad track. So many have had horrible accidents, even deaths and all sorts of plague. In the end of 
the day, we are keeping tall and all they do is talk the talk. Unlike most, we are who THEY steal from, 
who THEY copy and who they spend all their shitty ass life in fighting, only to make us and Satan far 
stronger. 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

HAIL SATAN!!!! 

 

 
From: Allison Passino <apocalypseofjon@...>;  
To: <JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com>;  
Subject: Re: [JoyofSatan666] I was once a reader of the Venus Satanas blog but  
Sent: Fri, Jan 17, 2014 7:30:38 PM  
 
  

Yah, Venus satanas sucks balls! Lol. I hate that bitch! I didn't know 
she actually badmouthed the JoS, I just don't like her because 1, 
she's half-kike and 2, some of her ideas are just really, really lame. 
Like, she says we Satanist should not call Satan 'Father' because it's 
somehow xian. Yeah, what the fuck ever, bitch! Satan is, and always 
will be my Father! Venus can kiss my left ass cheek. 
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  Re: [JoyofSatan666] Lavey 
 
 
 

There are countless idiots and others who want to take ( as always ) a statement and twist the shit 

out of it. Before there are dozens of such replies here, I will fill in the gap and clear this out. Yes, 

LaVey was a Gentile Soul and from Hell, in a jewish body. The Soul had many levels and if 

Satan wants to do something like this, he can do it but the methods are not only unknown and 

secret but would never happen for a jew in general, not in anyway. The mission of LaVey was 

very specific. Before jews and crazy nuns jump on the bang wagon of word twisting and say "Oh 

that means jews are allowed sometimes..." or other crap...I reassure you no jew is welcome here, 

neither they will ever be. The Soul has very high levels of existence and there lie the mechanisms 

that were used for LaVey's specific case, for a grand mission which he accomplished. It was a 

staged mission. 

-High Priesr Hooded Cobra 666 

HAIL SATAN!!!! 

 

 
From: jeremy montoya <jeremymontoya14@...>;  

To: <joyofsatan666@yahoogroups.com>;  

Subject: Re: [JoyofSatan666] Lavey  

Sent: Sun, Jan 12, 2014 7:24:45 PM  

 

  

 

Father Satan reincarnated Lavey into a jews body so he could do what he did without coming 

under too much attack from the Jews if any at all. He had a gentile soul. 

 

------------------------------ 

Hide message history 

On Thu, Jan 9, 2014 5:28 PM PST vampiregod1954@... wrote: 

 

>I know that Jews can never be Satanists, and they're not to be trusted. I'm just curious as to why 

Father and the Demons trusted Anton Lavey? I seem to remember reading that he's highly 

respected in Hell. I guess I'm wondering how the jews are enemies of Satan, but at the same 

time, this particular jew, Anton Lavey could be trusted? 
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  40 Days of Power - Meditation Program for New 

Dedicated People. 
 
 
This is a guide for those who have just Dedicated, in regards to what they should be doing meditation 

wise. Use this as a guide and not as dogma- though things are written therein in a way to be easily read, 

understood and finally done. All our people should do this. Even if you haven't dedicated too soon, 

check in here as this might be a nice program for you to do, but adjust the repetitions and the rest of 

things. Its detailed and easy to understand, given its specifically aimed for new people.  

 

Please distribute this. 

 

http://webzoom.freewebs.com/satanismgr/ritualpics/Joy%20of%20Satan%20Ministries.pdf 

 

For any questions, post these here, but not before you have read the Joy of Satan website and not 
before you have studied the material. Thank you. We will be here to support you as much as we can 
throughout the program. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

SIEG HEIL!!!! 
 
HAIL SATAN!!!!!! 
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  Re: [JoyofSatan666] RE: nazi.org.uk down? 
 
 

Knew it, thanks for the info. So much of shitty comments about free speech. Freedom of 
opinion and political choice, anyone? 

All they are is a jewish dictatorship, of the mind, soul and spirit. We must fight for our freedom 
or else expect us to become a cattle farm under the communist rule. 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

 
From: egon88@... <egon88@...>;  
To: <JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com>;  
Subject: [JoyofSatan666] RE: nazi.org.uk down?  
Sent: Mon, Dec 30, 2013 6:22:06 PM  

 
  

Yes. Deleted even from the Wayback Machine. 

 
 
 
 
 

  Gift for Satan, 23th of December. 
 
 

Today is the day, 

Of the Mightiest Father, 

Whose creation is manifold and vision is True, 

Whose hands can destroy everything, 

Then build everything, 

Then set the world to chaos again and again 

Creating for ever and ever. 

He who takes the scarred hearts of people, 

Resparking the life in them, 

For you I shall live and for you I shall die, 

For, You, you gave me the life required, 

The guidance, the Truth. 

Who holds more flowers in his hands, 

Whose tears are more prescious than yours, 
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Who loves his own as you do, 

Then who gives so sorely justice to the unclean? 

You, Satan, you. 

I ask for your Guidance, 

Forgiveness, 

Providence, 

Thy Knowledge, 

A key in your Kingdom of the Soul. 

Father, make me a valid piece of yourself. 

If I am mistaken forget me, 

If I am right guide me on, 

To the mightiest of Kingdoms, 

The Kingdom of your Soul. 

For my Soul has longed for the calling of yours, 

My lungs filled with manifold air, 

My voice about to explode, 

Like the Birth of a Star, screaming: 

"SATAN, MAY YOUR NAME BE THE MOST EXALTED, 

I WILL MAKE THEM ALL COME BACK TO YOU, 

THEY SHALL NEVER FORGET YOU, 

FATHER, FOR YOU RUN IN THEIR BLOOD!!" 

To Hail You is to Hail the Truth. 

Guide us on , Father. 

HAIL SATAN!!!! 

HAPPY 23TH OF DECEMBER!!! 

  
 
 
 
 

 

  Re: Nothing Happened 
 
 
 
Reply: 
 
What was said here by our fellow Satanist is very important and should be totally understood and 
developed by people. This is one of the best methods of communication with the Gods. Simply verbal or 
emotional communication can be jumbled, depending on how proficient is someone in understanding 
the messages of the Gods. Information has to be understood as a whole, between logic and what we 
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know of the Gods, allowing higher intelligence to kick in, trust in one's subconscious but above all being 
OPEN to the answer we want to receive and not trying to force anything in particular. Also, of extreme 
importance is your gut feeling and instict. All the above in conjuction sync, aside with your astral senses 
and they work as a greater understanding of everything in regards to Spirituality, our Gods etc. It takes 
time and this always develops. Be open. 
 
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
 
 
Post: 
Hi everyone,New member here. Tuesday 15th of April: the night of the full moon. I bathed I lit my 
candles and incense. I did the ritual and whole heartedly dedicated my soul to father Satan. I sat 
afterwards and meditated for as long as I could, calling out to him to please answer me. I have called out 
to father Satan in my thoughts every day since then begging to hear him. I sat that night urging myself to 
feel something, anything. I looked for any sign, any sound, anything. .. and I got nothing. Did I do the 
ritual incorrectly? Does father Satan reject me? Dare I say it, does he hate me? Am I still an outsider to 
his majesty's grace? Please can someone guide me because now I feel more alone than ever... 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  Re: [JoyofSatan666] Humans are not monogamous by 
nature 

 
 

 

Some people are monogamus and I am monogamus myself. Its all about the Soul and the 

perception. Lets not try to force any justified opinion on nature. Some people need more people 

some do not know what they need, others have other karmic needs, others have even a problem 

finding their sexuality. Enforcing the opinion that all are polygamous is simply duw to yourself 

wanting to be this and by tour discovery thinking its True for anyone. Though this is wrong. Also 

in all species, some animals can be polygamous or monogamous etc. This really does not matter 

as when people advance it all falls in place. Lets not judge Human nature by the perverted 

standarda of todays world. For many reasons many people want to be both. So don't stresa over 

it. Its a trivial matter. 

In the NS the Goverment never stressed much over this. People can do as they please but 

perversion and letting "do as they please" degrade society and themselves was forbidden. In the 

sense of that sick desires like pedophilia etc were crimes. Polygamy, monogamy, gay, straight or 

bi can is individual and in the Soul and has took shape under certain natural influences. If the 

jewish lackeys have preyed on that and disorted these tendencies its another problem. Be it 

expressed naturally its healthy and promotes a healthy society aswell. 
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For instance people may choose or hate being monogamous because they either rebel ir confrom 

to xian dogma or society. Both ways they own you. By spiritual practice you will be free to see 

what you desire. For instance I have been monogamous before SS and after evolving it became 

fa rclearer with all the definitions. Even if society enforced polygamy, same thing. I am still this. 

Hope this helps you understand better what you came up with and what is the position. 

Let me put this astrologically. I have someone I know with Gemini and Cancer emphasis on their 

chart. On one hand they wanted polygamy and many mates at a time. On the other they wanted 

someone home and to be publicly monogamous our have main pair. The reason is that the social 

status quo never let them have many wives so they could be pleased. This resulted in being 

totally fucked up and disorted and never really knowing what they want, but as an SS I could see 

it myself. So please take in consideration things are very complex and we will need jews off the 

planet and disortions and lies away to really allow everyone to gravitate where they please. 

HAIL SATAN!!!! 

 

 
From: Light Yagami <tapapakiastinseira@...>;  

To: jos <JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com>; Teens4Satan <Teens4Satan@yahoogroups.com>;  

Subject: [JoyofSatan666] Humans are not monogamous by nature  

 

You know, since christianity was invented, we've all been fucked many times, in many 
lives and in different ways, so naturally, there has been a great falsification (hopefully 
this is the right word) about our true needs, desires and, obviously, about our true 
nature. 
Nowadays, in television (which is under jewish control) and even on the Internet, 
wherever you look at, you will neeeeeever read/see three or more people being in a 
relationship. It will always be "him and her" or "him and him" or "her and her". No one is 
open to a polygamous relationship (not because they don't "want" it, but because they 
don't understand that they can have it as it is in our nature after all). 
 
So yeah, I was actually thinking about this concept for the entire night. I realized that 
even myself, whenever I think of.. err.. love stories etc, I would never consider the 
possibility of more than two people; up until now hehe 
I can also understand that, although three or more people would be with the same 
person, there would be no "jealousy" involved. At least, I see it that way... 
Imagine being in love with someone, and that someone being in love with you and two 
other people. These two other people will be making that person you love, as happy as 
you make him/her, and there will be no "competition". You won't want to be the one to 
make that person the happiest, but to actually see him/her happy under whichever 
circumstances. 
Let's not forget that Satan does not have one wife, and I really doubt that any of those 
women/Goddesses see each other as a competition. :) 
 
Anyway, I just wanted to share this thought with you because really, love is a wonderful 
thing, and we should not limit ourselves towards "society's" (or more like jewish 
influence) standards. 
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And hey, I'm sure that there are some exceptions of humans who are monogamous, but 
this is not the majority. 
(I don't need to mention that, if a person you're in love with does not support your 
polygamy, then.. you know... Maybe don't try to make a relationship with him/her, or just 
suffocate for their sake... I do not support the second option) 
 
 
 
 

 Re: Question on the necronomicon and the spheres 
 
 
 
 
These are all allegories for the Chakras. Saturn = Base, Jupiter = Crown, etc. The madness of the arab is 

probably over stimulation of the Kundalini and this could be an allegorical term for the sudden rise in 

consciousness, but this is only sepculation. There is another thing you must keep in mind though. Too 

much too early and the mind can fly off. The writtings against the Serpent etc, were allegorical and they 

mean the exact opposite.  

 

I remember there are mentions in the book from Snakes rising from the ground etc. The ground isn't a 

literal ground, its represents the base chakra, which has the earth as its element. Another quotations are 

like how Marduk slained the Seprent, killed tiamat and this is all allegorical, as to avoid the destruction 

of this all important spiritual book. It has many allegories you just need to use your mind and meditate 

to find them. The desert wanderer goes back in time and is a mention as to people who isolate 

themselves and raise their Kundalini, aside other meanings. This was later stolen in the bible. So when 

you read the Necronomicon bear in mind its a helper in Raising Satan's Serpent. 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!! 

 

 

Hide message history 

--- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, "perseus1g" <perseus1g@...> wrote: 

> 

> Are the ladders of light or (spheres) real? And are we supposed to go through them, would they 

empower us further or are they a waste of thought and the idea abandoned? As it was written by a 

"mad man" so I don't know. And idk if this was sent multiple times I am sorry if it did I am using my 

phone to type this and I thank anyone who replys. HAIL SATAN!!!! 
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Re: Certain type of psychic attack 
 
 
 
The enemy is really doing it the intruder way. For myself, my mind is mostly empty most of the time. I do 

not actually think of something and when I do, I think of Satanic things or thigns of concern, or generally 

good things, things that I will do, or I have intuitional thoughts of sorts. Through this telepathic games 

the enemy tries to hurt our Satanic integrity and what we're building. Never believe such bullshit is 

yourself. I mean sometimes they can really get in and really project a lot of things in your head, that are 

not yours, you know these are not yours, but some people freak out because they later go and blame 

themselves; which is exactly what the enemy desires. They will try to backup what they put into your 

head with emotions and they are not stupid. A sign of this is trying to feel Satan or feel your own 

emotions and feeling blocked or being out of tune with your emotions. Do your aura if you find you're 

falling for any of this and engulf yourself in Satanic energy. Cut the links as HP Vovim Baghie has posted 

on about. 

 

These could range from thoughts against Satan, to anything else. Bear in mind that the more enclosed 

your own mentality is, your own psyche, the less the enemy can get in. The more things are 

programmed in the wrong way, or dross that isn't wed out, is a sure-go for the enemy to go and try to 

fuck you up from this. Doesn't matter, if any thought is against you or your Satanic bond with Satan, 

fear, insecurity, doubt, plain shit, just ignore it. Or just reply with an Enochian key. If they see you get 

outraged and you attack, this is something they do not expect. They expect you to sit down on self hate, 

self loathing and feeling like a dumbass for their own works. You must know deep within that you really 

aren't the source, given you're honest and of Father Satan, you should know beyond any doubt that you 

belong to Him. 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!! 

 

 

Hide message history 

--- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, Magus Immortalis <magus.immortalis@...> wrote: 

> 

> I am saving this reply, putting it in my folder. Â I do what you have suggested from time to time, but 

now that I think about it, there is something to be written in my journal everyday or two. I don't really 

get attacks, but avalanches of thoughts that are not mine, and I have trouble thinking my own thoughts 

from time to time. I find that the enemy can mimic to an extent my voice and the voices of others, as 

well as their vibrations (but poorly enough, it seems. I have to stick my "feelers" out and look twice.) I 

mostly get harassment, but it's nothing I cannot handle. 

> Hail Satan! 

>  

>  

> ________________________________ 
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> From: Alex Seville <devillian413@...> 

> To: JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com  

> Sent: Saturday, December 1, 2012 3:53:20 PM 

> Subject: Re: [JoyofSatan666] Re: Certain type of psychic attack 

>  

>  

> Â   

> I have had similar attacks as well, some very recent, but they only "scratch the surface" so to speak, 

nothing can penetrate my faith and knowledge in Satan, and I have experiences from Satan to thank for 

that, both before and after I dedicated. 

>  

> However, something THAT HAS HELPED ME IMMENSELY (which I got the idea from the JoS):Â  

> *Keep a notebook and record everything and any way Father Satan, the Demons and the Powers of 

Hell have helped you and affected your life for the better.* 

>  

> Breakthroughs in meditation, new knowledge, spiritual experiences, personal experiences, so on and 

so forth...ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING! 

>  

> Trust me, when your down (attacked), and you pick that booklet up, it will bring tears to your eyes or 

make you cry. That part I know from experience! 

>  

> HAIL SATAN!!!! 

> HAIL THE DEMONS OF HELL!!!! 

>  

 

 Re: The Necronomicon & Opening the 
Watchtowers Meditations 

 
 
 
 
Sigils have different uses. If you have read a book on how to creating sigils, you will see sigils are 

something, like a language for the unconscious. There are many uses, but one of their uses is just 

meditating on them. This is understood by our unconscious mind, the God portion of our mind and acts 

accordingly. For instance you 'engrave' a sigil into a chakra by imagining it and it represents something 

that logically isn't logical. Though to your God Mind its well understood. And yes thats one use of the 

Sigils. If you have noticed, in Astaroth's 8 fold path, there is a part of Sigil Meditation. Which is just this. 

 

Meditating on the Sigils of our Gods not only make our bond stronger with them but depending on the 

qualities and powers of that God, we can attain these too. Our GD's are our GD's for a reason, because 

we have a connection and in many cases similarities. Meditating on a sigil will be beneficial in both the 

consciousness and awareness over the Powers, but the Gods themselves. By meditating on the Sigil you 
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create a link. So yea this use is pretty much this. There are other ways to decode and other workings in 

sigils but sometimes simplicity is the greatest success! 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!! 

 

 

Hide message history 

--- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, Anand Bon <anandbon@...> wrote: 

> 

> Aha! I always wondered about them sigils...But i..Thought it would be different..I assumed the Sigils 

were Ancient Symbols/Letters if one knows the neccesarry knowledge of the Code Language..The Sigils 

were just Mantras I thought..Guess i was wrong..I thought of it too complex..Or maybe there is more to 

it.I dont know ill ask Gods myself later. 

>  

> Anyway These Necro Sigils What are the True Differences of Demon Sigils and those sigils? Does the 

Demon sigil work the same way as it does in the Necromicon? 

> Hail Ea! 

>  

 
 

 Re: Paganism = Satanism? 
 
 
 
Sometimes if you're really not into debating, you can avoid it. This doesn't mean that you can't make 

one, it means that some people do not learn through debates. Debates sometimes can just mean to let 

the other person even more hard-on on their beliefs. Simply if you would, give them the link to 

blacksun666 and joyofsatan. Search for Don Danko [HP Mageson's] post as they are all far far proving 

how Paganism and origins of the Ancient religions are connected with Satanism, aside other 

connections. The more knowledge you have, debating will be easier, as proof will outfight lie even if 

you're not really 'into' it. 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!! 

 

 

Hide message history 

--- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, "solarsonia666" <solarsonia666@...> wrote: 

> 

> I keep telling people this (since I've read it on the site somewhere,) but I really am bad at debating... 

and I don't have any information to back myself up. 

>  
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> Help? 

>  

> -Sonia 

>  

> HAIL GRESSIL 

> HAIL THE GODS OF HELL 

>  

 
 
 

 How do you make your aura smaller? 
 
 
 
 
I couldn't leave my aura be like this, seriously. I tried to 'encompress it'. In large crowds I would feel I 

was seriously going insane and crazy, each madam's concerns and their money issues or other pains. 

Also I don't want my aura and generally being to expand over the beings of the kikes, as having your 

aura over someone can be quite energizing in some cases...Unless you have programmed it to rip them 

to shreds without their conscious knowledge or knowledge at any level [tippy tip :) ]. I remember when I 

used to go outside I would get onto my bed having so many thoughts and feelings of insanity that I 

wanted to end my life. If my intention was very powerful, like killing someone or something, sometimes 

they could feel it strongly, or anything. If I would 'lie' about something, it would be too known by some 

individuals. This wasn't good for me. I was having mental problems I never thought on about, feeling like 

I was in 100 bodies simutaneously sometimes. Also the physical aura, the astral aura and the mental 

aura are quite different. One body, if had an aura of 100 feet, physically, that would be extraordinary 

and you would be able to do ...Many many things. I on purpose encompressed my aura by programming 

it, in all levels, to be around 45-60 cm from my physical body.  

 

If in any case I need this, I de-compress my aura by programming to decompress fully. I don't want to 

risk my sanity because anyone around me is having goddamn issues, neither I want all these stares like 

what the fuck is this guy doing. Sometimes I would be so high it would be at least unfunny. At other 

times, a family member was at another room and I was sharing their dreams involuntarily. This was not 

long ago. I too attracted ghosts and spirits when I was meditating and they were asking me questions, 

but for the most of time I heared gibberish. I know from this experience that the dead are very sad 

about being dead and they really see us as their saviors. Because they know that in the 'other side' none 

did help them of who they expected. 

 

 

Hide message history 

--- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, "magus.immortalis" <magus.immortalis@...> wrote: 

> 
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> It's a lot of personal information, but I feel I should tell the group because it's important.  

>  

> I am going through a kundalini awakening right now, and my aura merged with my merkaba disc (I 

wrote about this in the Advanced Meditation group some months back) and now my aura is over 100 

feet in diameter. I feel trucks, cars, people from very far away...walking, moving. The downside to having 

such a big aura is that whenever I read the posts on JoS groups, and look at people's profiles on FB, I feel 

them. My aura overwhelms theirs. I merge with them. It's more intimate to me then sex (I apologize, as 

it is NOT my intention. I do my best to ignore what and who I am feeling and detach as soon as possible.) 

>  

> The only way to stop this from happening was a) stop going on the groups to read posts. I don't even 

need to read the post, just looking at the name of the poster ties me into them; b) make my aura 

smaller. 

> Since JoS yahoo groups are my home and where I also learn more and talk to my brothers and sisters, I 

chose the latter. 

>  

> A sidenote: I physically contract a muscle in my front extension to avoid tying into people. It works 

pretty well, but it gets tiring. No worries, I do it anyways. (I don't have this problem in person, only over 

the Net.)  

>  

> I made my aura smaller and this problem went away. However, new problems arose within the same 

day: I felt weaker, and got very sick. The next day my nose started running and got plugged up and I got 

attacks from the enemy because they saw I had purposefully weakened myself as to not annoy other 

people with the astral merging problem. 

>  

> The bigger the aura, the stronger it can get. This is what I learned. My aura weakened when it shrunk 

in size. I weakened. 

>  

> I made it bigger now, I won't go into details how. When you get to a certain level in meditations you 

know what to do. I don't know why I posted my original question. Guess I was annoyed, had to learn the 

hard way how things work. 

>  

> Maybe some good will come out of this post after all. :p 

>  

> I felt led to explain the above.  

>  

> When you begin your kundalini awakening, the only way to go is forward. In some cases you go 

backwards and your vibration drops and you can get sick, physically. This is what I learned, from my 

experience. I have gone backwards before (with other things in my kundalini process) in this process and 

I have experienced flu like symptoms that took more then one week to go away. 

>  

> Hail Satan and the True Gods of Hell forever! 

>  

>  

> --- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, "En Haradren Amlug" <hecktic_shadow@> wrote: 
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> > 

> > Care to go into a bit more detail? Why is it big, if you know? How is it in the way? 

> >  

> > Also you can find this information on the JoS and using a bit of intuition. 

> >  

> > Hail Satan! Praise the True Gods of Old! 

> >  

> > -En Haradren Amlug. 

> >  

> > --- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, "magus.immortalis" <magus.immortalis@> wrote: 

> > > 

> > > My aura is really big. And it gets in the way. Is there some way to make it smaller? 

> > > 

> > 

>  
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 Re: How The Enemy Works 
 

 

The enemy is infamous for trying to destroy Satanic unity, be it in the household, in the Gentile family, 

like they destroyed our unity and faith through Pagan religions [none did raise a weapon for religious 

purposes in Ancient History against one another]...Aside a lot others. They will do this with psychic 

means and other means. Remember this is a war and they will do anything the fuck to get to you, hits 

under the belt are to be expected and not to be made a reason to cry about. Keep your mind calm and 

your mouth watched. It doesn't take much fucking effort to use logic. They know the minds of people 

and they are not stupid. Protect yourselves and watch your mouth and your thoughts before acting. 

They want active disunity. Use your logic and always remember than Satan is never the one to put you 

against your family or the one who gives you advice to fuck your life up. Use your logic as an 

overreactive mind and lack of knowledge, stepping on the pathologies you might be having [as most of 

us do have] is enemy's weapon number one.  

 

In other words common fucking sense. 

 

I think stopping to trying to create spiritual experiences and following solely on emotion, really helps 

with combating the enemy. Because most people can see a flower and if you give them the emotion of 

the flower being a dinosaur, they will really put it off that way. Control yourself and remember Satan is 

never angry, or mad, or discouraged, or looks down on you. Nothing negative is of Satan. The Gods are 

not angry, punishing or causing any disunity or disharmony in one's life, they just have expectations that 

if you don't do, disharmony bullshit and enemy problems occur. This pattern of using the names of the 

Gods for anything, to prove one is awesome or something, infested with some internal needs to prove 

yourself as something very great [this is not to insult, this is to explain, I judge not any experiences] can 

really fuck things up since the subconscious and unknown needs influence the outcome of the 

information one can receive. This could be feeling or anything. So before one says Satan told me this or 

the Gods told me that, make sure its them, logically filter it, know the Gods are positive and really be 

honest with yourself. This is done in many posts and sometimes when we make mistakes we give the 

impression to others that the Gods have a certain way of puttin things out. While in fact they treat 

anyone the way that is suitable for them. I would say, and this is NOT to discourage anyone's 

communication with the Gods, as this is personal...Know yourself before you communicate to the Gods 

and filter things. Especially if you're about to use and go by with that information in your life. 

 

In simpler words, sometimes the enemy or mistakes are avoided and rendered invunerable to harm you 

just by FREAKING COMMON SENSE!!!! 

 

Lets say, oh the Mighty Super Satanist [or you assuming he is this], tells you to take a knife and stab your 

throat because "I've been told by a 'demon' that you should". If you do this, then its up to your own 

stupidity. In other words, listen to common sense. Its a God given gift. And bear in mind always, that 

none is completely free from the influence of the enemy, unless the guy or gal is a God or Satan Himself. 

To completely eradicate the enemy's influence is a long way and a long work and the enemy is not weak. 
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Satan is way stronger, but the main thing is to listen to your own instict and common sense.  

 

"Also, some of you people think you are "above" the attacks of the enemy. But you are ALWAYS 

susceptible. Don't get cocky or overconfident in yourself. It's good to be confident but always use your 

head and use your brain." None should think they are completely above the enemy because this is what 

the enemy really wants. Though it would be freaking wise for people to refrain of pretending to be the 

uttermost guidance of Hell or the superior Authority of Satan. Be closer to yourselves and your own 

experiences and understanding, because then you only have to deal with yourself. Not someone elses 

whole psychic chain of influences, past lives, hangups, likes, dislikes etc. This means in other words, 

much less interference from the enemy.  

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Evolution, Magnum Opus, Satanic Vision. 
 
 
As Satanists we are encouraged to meditate. This is imperative. You must devote your time to 
meditation. As we can notice, there are many so called 'humanists' around. Do you think they really do 
anything for Humanity with their theories and bunk? They do not. A person meditating under Satan, 
really does a lot for Humanity. Earlier today, or like 30 minutes ago I had thoughts surge of my head that 
I felt like I should talk about. 
 
When you meditate, you do not only evolve yourself. You evolve the Universe and you create the life 
better for anyone. This is in the Soul. The state in which nations are, or the current world, is just a 
reflection of the collective soul of our species. This doesn't include, of course the jews. Which is 
obviously weakened out and infested by these mutated rats. Those who have a decent spiritual 
knowledge know that the Soul within, reflects the life outside. Like a body/spirit connection. Therefore 
all these bullshit plaguing humanity are just bullshit we have been infested with by the jews. For every 
thesis, there is an anti-thesis. The jew is the antithesis to us, they are the opposition of our evolution. 
Satan placed us here to evolve and in due time become like the Gods, perfected, become an extension 
of their own civilization and completely be one with them and accompany them, as they would 
accopmany us to further and greater purposes that really cannot be written on about, exploiring the 
universe and other more magnificent things.  
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The aim of our existence is to really be 'God'. Through these powers and really following our purpose, 
which is to become an active creative/destructive force in the universe and all its Spheres, to create, 
expand, become, evolve- this is what should we follow. This is truly being Humanitarian. By meditating 
more and more, we would have more bioelectricity, and our souls would naturally draw more positive 
energy from the universe. We could revitalize and protect our planet, wreck other beings that are 
against our Gods and our very existence. Aside a lot of other things.  
 
When someone advances, they may think. What if we all become Gods. What will happen then? How 
things will work out? I have asked Satan about this. He just explained to me that the Ether is infinite. 
Therefore anything can be created, there is enough place for destruction and enough place of creation 
for everyone. One needs not to solely think physically, but in a unified manner of reality. As seeds of 
Satan we're all a manifestation of the Perfection of the Universe. Your organs, your DNA, your soul and 
all these are a manifestation of the universe in its most profound creation. As Humans we are so 
profound because we present forces that could never be unified, in a unified manner. Life male and 
female energy. Like Fire and Water put into one. Since we are this, aside a lot of other things, we are 
simply miraculous. Do not let time, those who oppose our Godly purpose in Satan to win, wreck them 
and destroy them. The time has come. See as our Satanic souls emerge further, we are going to draw 
here the New Age of Satan. An Age of Truth and creation. Since we will be incarnations of Satan Truth, 
Satan will speak, Guide, Show, Direct and Empower our fellows from Us. Each and every one of us, will 
act as the hands of Satan to construct the Perfection we deserve. We will replicate our selves and fixate 
ourselves in the pleasure of being a part of the Truth, in Satan's consciousness.  
 
So do not disregard it, remember, you evolve yourself and fight for our enemies and all the shit we see 
around, will be sorted in time. Like our Souls and bodies do get repaired, in the same way, we shall 
repair the World from its misery. This was the most far-seeing vision of the 3rd Reich, of the Nazis and of 
Adolf Hitler and our Leaders. This was the far-seeing vision of the Pharaohs, our Ancient Priests. This 
was, is and will forever be everyone's vision, from past to the infinity of the Future. Become the best you 
can become and further. We are the ones working for the world's betterment. Never forget this. To be a 
Satanist and a Nazi, is to evole the self, the universe, magnify our purpose, be the happiest you will be, 
its the joy of existence and understanding beyond words. So listen to Satan's mighty voice, because WE 
are going to represent HIS perfection. WE by our existence will show in this SICK WORLD, SATAN'S 
DIVINITY. 
 
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!! 
 
 

RE: Some say Jos is a lie ? 

 
Normally, such posts would not go through as all they do is time waste. So I presume this was only to get 
an answer.The only purpose here is to set things straight. For once again. The JoS is the largest Satanic 
group in the whole worldwide web. With the most comprehensive and True system of gaining spiritual 
power that is tangible. Therefore it will have many enemies. HPS Maxine is the leader and administrator 
of it.We also have countles xians, dozens of jews, many serious mental cases and many people who 
might be ok but weak amd quit down the road. Satanism is the spiritual path of the Gentile Soul. Idiots 
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who are clinging on 21st century ideology, are stupid enough to come in Satanism supporting foolish 
ideologies that were invented so early, or are stupid in general.Spiritual Satanism is the Truth and with 
enough research, JoS has proven who is the real God and who is the real piece of lies. This of course has 
moved many of the above individuals to get insane, like anyone in the universe cares about it. The JoS is 
the strongest of all groups, also surviving 10 years in the web without getting destroyed, while most 
groups come and go like flies. 
 
Why? Because there is too much ego and too much weakness involved. The administrators here are 
people who are aware, spiritually advanced and in communication with the Powers of Hell. Many 
members have contact with Satan himself and are guided by him. HPS Maxine is one of the most 
defamed people because she did damage to the enemy on a large scale. People endlessly complain and 
are so egoistical thinking this should be going how they perceive it. If you love what we do, then you 
stay and help and advance with Satan. If not, leave and join the armies that defame us.  
 
Just keep one thing in mind, here we have Satan. And you have nobody. We saw over the years people 
who did run back to the Nazarene get destroyed and how our enemies treated them. Some also mistake 
free speech with insanity. Many people are mentally instable and want to infect the groups or think we 
are some sort of clinic (I talk of serious insane cases or infiltrators). We are here to educate, help our 
people evolve and get Humanity on a higher level.Therefore we will not waste time on stupid complaints 
that are most of the time a lie. For one HPS Maxine is just too busy for instance and for two, yahoo 
makes sure to fuck things up aswell with the messages.People who are with us at heart, understand and 
know as they are with Satan.With others we have no time to waste.HAIL SATAN!!!! 
 
 
 
 
 

 Re: [JoyofSatan666] Re: Combining all magick to assist 
with love magick 

 
 

On one hand it can help, on the other do not overdo this. Make sure you are free from any bindings in 
your Soul and that your Soul is well worked upon, your mind open and strong, so you can do magick 
successfully. 

Many people rush to mix things etc. Make sure to remember always that Satanism is a long trip where 
mastery comes through practice and persistence. Also bear in mind not all types of magick work well on 
all subjects. This has to do with a persons aura, the elements, their natal chart and other factors. So its 
always ideal to try and experiment with different types until you succeed. 

Stay strong and persist until you have what you want to have. 

HAIL SATAN!!!! 
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From: bunpuppet@... <bunpuppet@...>;  
To: <JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com>;  
Subject: [JoyofSatan666] Re: Combining all magick to assist with love magick  
Sent: Tue, Nov 5, 2013 11:34:59 PM  
 
  

Yeah sure, why not. Get creative with it all. :p 

Hide message history 
--- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, <exarkuun1991@...> wrote: 
> 
> GEBO (Gift)  
> Germanic: Geuua (Gebo)  
> Gothic Giba  
> Norse: Gipt, GiÃ¶f  
> Anglo-Saxon: Geofu (Gyfu)  
> Icelandic: GjÃ¶f  
> Norwegian: Giof 
>  
>  
> This is a rune of sacrifice and giving. Something of personal value given freely, such as our blood when 
we choose to consecrate the runes in this way. This is a rune of initiation where we make personal 
sacrifices to obtain knowledge, power and wisdom. No pain, no gain.  
> Magickally, Gipt is a bringer of gifts. Gipt relates to weddings and alliances. Gipt is also used in sex 
magick and binding spells. Can be used to bind another to an unwanted obligation and can be used in 
casting love spells. Emerald and jade are the gems used with this rune. When used in Black Magick, it 
brings pain and sacrifice upon the victim with no reward. Used with the Isa rune, the combination is 
powerful in binding enemies. 
>  
>  
>  
>  
> That "can be used in love spells" thing got me. But URUZ and THURISAZ? Ok. Thanks 
> 
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 Re: [JoyofSatan666] RE: Living without eating or drinking.... 
only meditation 

 
 

Why is not eating is a sign of power? These hindu guys are like a stick and totally weak and have 

no impact whatsover. Professional fasting does not seem like a power to me. On one hand you 

can say its amazing but on the other hand its so hinduish and it reminds me of xianity and how 

they must fast and then they pretend to be something spiritual when they ate no meat or 

something. 

These people are into wrong philosophies and mimicking them will only result in disaster. While 

the world is burning all they do is sit their ass on a mountain and their mastery and skills do not 

help for a thing. No different than an xian who believes this world is of the Devil and must be 

underestimated. 'Higher planes' are important and our all important planet, they could care less. 

These things sound etheral and amazing but in reality are nothing at all. They do not help 

anywhere. This could happen and I can imagine of many techniques...But whats the problem 

with eating. They feel they lack freedom or they feel they must let go of the desire to eat food. 

Which is Human all the way. This is no different than xianity, xianity in a new dress. This is not 

Satanic. 

While they are busy trying to not eat food and pretending to be etheral masters, all I see is they 

ramble unenlightened things and let the world rot in the hands of the darkest and most evil 

people. 

Its not by coincidence many black magicians who were tibetans did help Hitler by their personal 

choice. They were Truly enlightened and did raise a hand to change things. Now all you see is a 

Dalai Lama who has not real awarenes, his words do not mean a thing and all he preaches is 

nothing but xianity in a rain coat. While Buddhism and Hinduism remind us of the power of the 

Human mind, its good to mention they are infested amd that how they use the mind is quite xian 

all in itself. Something to be concerned about if you want to follow what they do in anyway. 

HAIL SATAN!!!! 

 

 
From: youm547@... <youm547@...>;  

To: <JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com>;  

Subject: [JoyofSatan666] RE: Living without eating or drinking.... only meditation  

Sent: Sat, Nov 2, 2013 4:16:11 AM  

 

  

Buddha went 49 days without eating, and present day there is a man in Nepal who is apparently 

6 years from becoming a Buddha that has been recorded for several days in a row without even 

moving from his meditation position. So it is doable. You just have to be an extremely advanced 

meditator and beyond dedicated to reaching the higher planes of existence  
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---In joyofsatan666@yahoogroups.com, <knight.infernal@...> wrote: 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/04/29/prahlad-jani-indian-man-c_n_557462.html 

 

i was thinking about starting extreme meditation training program then i remember i read about a 

story of man living 7 decades without eating or drinking...and claiming this man is blessed by a 

Goddess... 

 

whether this true or not, as Satanic view, i believe this is possible but.... i guess one must be 

spiritually advanced.... 

 

i am very interested to know how is this achieved... yes of coarse, through meditation but a 

technique.... 

 

is this simply absorbing whatever positive energies (like solar energies) you can gather on one's 

surrounding (via meditation) and use it to nourish oneself? or there is more advanced and proper 

way? 

 

somehow i think biokinesis has a role in this technique... not sure just a instinct.... 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Re: [JoyofSatan666] RE: Bad depression 
 
 

Todays trend listed as depression if observed from a physical standby is mainly due to not 

exercising the body and not eating as we should, from a solely physical standby. Look into this. 

Meditation and yoga also as you already have been told. Combining the three will banish 

depression and make you a far happier person. If there are any deeper reasons for the depression, 

by meditation these will be brought to light and successfully fought against. 

This will solve the problem. Also there are many people thinking being emotional has to do with 

depression. To a degree, well, somewhat, yes. But don't bullshit yourself, its not meant to be like 

that. The 21st century man is just becoming more and more weak and strays from the natural 

ways thanks to the jews, their medicine, their bombarding of needless drugs, alchohol and other 

major plagues. Stay strong and try to follow older and proven ways. It will work out. Have no 
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doubt you will conquer the depression and you will. Combine meditation diet and exercise. 

HAIL SATAN!!!! 

 
 
 
 
 

  FIGHT AND NEVER SURRENDER!! 
 
 
You see the results of what we do. You feel these everyday you get attacked by these maggots or the 
days they are afraid to attack you, too afraid for this. 
 
You know that what we do shapes our current world. I know you are a Warrior and if you are reading 
this I Hail your heart of steel. 
 
Our people are the most elite people on the planet. We need our fiery determination, our intensive 
Willpower, our united rage to bring down ALL the jewish scums. They think they were safe on their little 
throne. But in fact it was a matter of time, such as it is now. 
 
I call ALL our faithful Soldiers to join the fight and continue to be relentless. We have won and this must 
manifest. Lets show them who owns the real power and that what Satan has created can never be 
undone. MAKE OUR FATHER PROUD. GO FOR THE FULL WORKING AND DO NOT GIVE IN FEARS, 
INSECURITIES AND THEIR EMPTY THREATS. 
 
WE, THE WARRIORS OF SATAN CARE FOR NO DEATH, HAVE A PURE HEART AND THE INNERMOST AND 
DEEPEST FORM OF WILLPOWER THAT JEWS WILL *NEVER* HAVE. 
 
See around you what we have caused in just some years. You understand and see this world is chaning 
rapidly. People *ARE* aweakening up against these monsters and they will be utterly destroyed. Their 
false and  vain pride, based on their little convictions is now giving place to Pure terror. 
 
If you in anycase missed the working, restart it anyday. KEEP THE MOMENTUM GOING UNTIL THEY ARE 
GONE. YOU AS A WARRIOR AND CHILD OF SATAN, DO NOT ONLY HAVE YOUR OWN FATE IN YOUR 
HANDS BUT THE FATE OF THIS WORLD AND EVEN THAT OF YOUR COMMRADES. DO NOT LET 
WEAKNESS, FEAR AND INSECURITY STOP YOU IN ANYWAY. BE VICTORIOUS, PREVAIL AND LOOK YOUR 
BROTHERS IN THEIR EYES.  
 
Lets give back this world to Him that rightfully owns it. Make the Anti-Christ and Our Father Satan 
proud. Lets return this world to noblety and Truth, so much of the lies and dull threats of our enemies. 
Those afraid of the Anti-Christ are the preachers of the lies, the unclean and the jews. The children of 
Truth see up to him as a nurtuer. Never forget your purpose is a divine one in the skies. 
 
Bury in the soil the enemies of Truth. What and whom gave us our life, awareness and Soul, do not let 
him down. For you let down yourself. 
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Keep Marching and lets put an end to this world of lies. 
 
HAIL SATAN!!!! 
 
HAIL HELL'S ARMY!!!!! 
 
 

 RE: Nazi Ideology 
 
 
 

 I just want to specify something. I received some mails from Brothers and Sisters and there is much 
worry on their Race and that sort of thing. HPS Maxine has explained this but I will do my best to fill in 
more notes.  

 

National Socialism is not something that is only for White people or whatever. This crock of shit comes 
from the enemies of Humanity and people who are simply stuck in hate and want to seem badass. Hitler 
himself has specified how he is free from all Racial hatred towards other Races. This reveals a lot. We all 
know that the Gods have constructed the 3 main Races.  

 

The enemy being the sly rats they are, they try to attack our people in anyway possible that they are 
somehow inferior, subservient and that they will never advance or evern worse than that. They use 
whatever works for anyone so they can stop them from spiritually advancing.  

 

When one is reading the texts of the NS, like the Mein Kampf and other texts, it must be kept in mind 
that these people at this time [German Goverement] tried to protect our Race, the White Race as we 
were about to face extinction and invasion from other Races and this was guided by the jews.  

 

There is far more to see the larger picture, but the enemy has a sly way of making Racial Pride, seem like 
one is seeing others as inferior. As for present day idiots, they have bought into these 'Only blonde 
haired blue eyes allowed' and they follow this blindly, giving more firepower to the jews to fight 
everyone with and wipe us all Racially. Its also to be noted books written back there were written in an 
atmosphere of the NS Nations going under a Racial attack, so for those who could not see far back like 
the Leaders of the NS, the ones responsible were the Intruders.  

 

What most fail to understand and the jews ensure that will remain misunderstood is that the NS is for all 
Races, Black, White, Chinese etc. This is because the NS is how Nature in herself is appointing things and 
following this route of living is healthy and Truthful. One will never grasp the whole Truth behind Nazism 
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if they are not open. All people from all Races have to act to educate others and let the 'inferiority' crap 
aside. These distractions serve to steer the hate of people onto the White Race [The one they are trying 
to destroy now, then others will follow if they succeed and we will all be enslaved] and also make sure 
the NS will not emerge again. 

 

Those who are Truly educated in History, see readily how Germany was infact....Not Racist. They were 
seperationist, not Racist. Jesse owens was treated with extreme respect while in Germany. People of all 
Races tried to apply the Nazi ideology after the war in their countries and most of them got assasinated 
by the communist monkeys. NS is for all Races, so all Races can grow great and follow their natural 
purpose. This natural purpose is something one must open up to understand.  

 

All must uplift their Races and help in re-shaping, seperation so your own Race can grow exceptional and 
making both themselves and their future offspring something far greater than we are.  

 

The NS as well as Satanism, focus at the same time fully on the person- but we work for a greatest 
purpose. People need to see beyond themselves and see the Godmen of their Race and fight to create 
this. People who live only for themselves do not have such power, given they are not challenged 
enough. We need to bring about a New Satanic and healthy age, where all people are where they belong 
and there is no jewish insanity. 

 

The jews were and have always been the racial supermacists. As they blame Satan of being the evil one, 
they swing THEIR OWN Racial supremacy hatred onto the White Race as well as the NS ideology. 

 

The jews hate you and see you as inferior, not the Gods and Nazis. 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!! 

 
 
 
Hide message history 
--- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, <joyofsatan666@yahoogroups.com> wrote: 

I would like to know more about Nazi Ideology. If anyone knows of a good website I can read that would 
be helpful. I did a search on google but it's mostly all lies about the holohoax and hating other races. I 
will look a little harder on google and jootube and maybe I will find something. Thanks. 
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 RE: JoS E-Groups 9/2/13 

I just want to make a mention, as this is important and many people are clueless to what is 
going on. Read history and about the Gulags. Satan made me understand through visions that 
were quite personal, how uttmostly horrible the working conditions were there. Beyond 
imagination- I was given the vision of people working in the Gulag camps, until they had no 
more energy and could barely move. As they died from hunger/dehydration, they were disposed 
in plastic bags, no different than an object. This is nothing but something simple as far as the 
criminal USSR has went. 

 

This is jewish perversion and the jewish psyche all in itself. It can be observed in televisions and 
everywhere else where jews dominate. At the same time, Germans were invading Russia and 
were treated like heroes there, as they freed villages and half Russia from this jewish grasp. 
Things were uttmostly horrible and unimaginably dirty. While at the same time, idiots and born 
people of lies claim how Communism was about Equality, supposedly, if one studies the 
Communist Manifesto they will see it clearly, that its the most unjust system being existing on 
this Earth. Men are nothing but products and animals of a low level, owned by jews who sit at 
the top- inequality at its greatest.  

 

This needs to be dealt with.  

 

I have came across 'Satanists' who are supposedly 'Satanists' but still clinging on types of 
consciousness that are spawns of our enemies and these include all horrendous ideologies and 
other filth. These people are not Satanist. Dedication all in itself is a step, meditation is another 
one, but to really be an Elite SS- one needs to have opened their mind in Satan's Truth; 
something many people never do, thus they never reap all they could from our most wonderful 
religion. On top of that, this destroys their own mind and wellbeing. Study the NS Ideology and 
you will all understand, Satan and the Gods are the creators of our ideology. 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!! 
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  Re: A Serious Question 
 
 
 
 
Nietzche knew the nature of the jew unlike most of his time. In universities and university studies, they 

are like "Haha, he was a madman and a very bad, dark writter." But from what I have read of him, he has 

had a very sharp, clear and strongly Gentile consciousness, from which he gathered valuable info. He 

treaded very far for not being an SS, very, very far. This is why personally I respect him very much. I 

respect his effort and his penetrating thoughts. Infact he analyzed the jews very, very accurately. Also I 

have heard that Nietzche believed in reincarnation and that lives repeat themselves due to energies that 

bind us as beings- which is True if he actually said it.  

 

Its not a coincidence the Third Reich took his writtings seriously and that according to most scholars, he 

played a role in actually shaping the ideology of Nazism. Nietzche was a genius and he is getting very 

defamed, especially because he in the end kind of lost it with his health. Some as always jews, attribute 

this to insanity, that basically his own theory caused. Same bunkshit level as the 'psychological mapping 

of Adolf Hitler'. Jewish yunkjunk 'psycology', 'philosophy' and 'answers'. Worthless of the most 

worthless cheezen ones. 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!! 

 

 

 

 

Hide message history 

--- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, Don Danko <mageson6666@...> wrote: 

> 

> Our society has become so confused people are starting to believe that good and evil don't exist 

anymore. Its just a man made concept or such. Most of this is a reaction against the confusion of 

morality and moral principal by Christianity and its assorted programs. One confusion is not corrected by 

adding in another. And we have the fact psychopathology is becoming theÂ approved and rewarded 

behaviour socially. Such garbage as Social DarwinismÂ and Libertarian gospelsÂ are a sureÂ mark of this 

exaltation of this and theÂ downfall ofÂ society by hacking away at the organic bonds of it 

further.Â Â They twist the knife in the wound, Christianity stuck in the West from the start. 

> Â  

> Â  

> Â  

> Â  

> Such false concepts as allÂ morality being a man made construction. Are out the window as science 

understands openly that morality is actually intrinsic. Thus naturally occurring from within the 

soul.Â  And its a natural microcosm of the eternal principal of creation which is built uponÂ a order of 

theÂ highest realm.Â Which when applied to the human dimension is called morality. Nietzsche already 
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solved much of this question in his time. And its not what most think as they never actually read his 

work. Just believed the twisting of it by Jews who bank off the fact the Goyish slobs are too lazy to read 

and think about it. And just repeat like sheep. If the Goyish slobs actually read Nietzsche they might 

wake up the Jews. 

> Â  

> The fact their even needs to be a debate on morality proves my point. 

> Â  

> Â  

> As for the bickering over Harry Potter. I never read the books. But I ended up watching some of the 

films. Its full of subtle enemy themes. But it got a whole generation inserted in the Hermetic arts. So its 

a glass half empty and full situation. 

> Â  

 
 
 
 

  Anti-Christ. 
Normally, I wouldn't desire to do such kind of post. I am doing this in the hopes to save newbies, which I 
suspect are getting clawed by infiltrators and other idiots who like to spread rumors and cause 
confusion in the minds of others. Or pretend they know things they have no clue about, etc.  
 
But I see all the time rumors, this, that, about the Anti-Christ. What I'm trying to say here. Have some 
decent respect. We know the foolish infiltrators and the idiots who want to make a life out of these 
things, but to the faithful ones, I would ask let the matter be. 
 
His identity is not the problem, how, why or when exactly He is coming is not the problem at hand. I 
suspect right now we will have all the drama, on who He is and probably any insane/deluded lackeys 
claiming they are this and that. 
 
Over the months I have seen many things written. So I will humbly point some things out.  
 
First there are some people who think that the Godhead is something simple, or that it can be attained 
in like a period of time. Fact is, few people have reached the actual Godhead, one of them being the 
Anti-Christ. I would say, everyone here has to really grasp this is not some soap opera, where you die 
and you are still immortal. This is actual, physical, rock solid, pragmatic, immortality and perfection.  
 
Lets stop seeing this otherwise. Those who became as the Gods have proven themselves through hard 
work and dedication and Heroic acts. Throught the ages. 
 
Its pragmatic, real, actual. Not some may or may not happen stuff. With that being stated, one should 
realize the seriousness of this thing. And what an achievement it is. 
 
The Anti-Christ is residing in another dimension with the Gods themselves. The actual ET's. 
 
Another thing is that many times people, maybe not in bad intention, try to degenerate the Gods. For 
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reasons as to bring them closer to what we are doing here. Infact, the Gods are exceptionally advanced 
beings. Exceptionally.  
 
Many people disregard the power of Satan. Infact, Satan can do unimaginable things. But at the current 
state of the world, the energies of our side have not be sublimated to make the weak in heart believe, 
but sort the world out. The Gods have been free for around 10 years and one will crack if they collect all 
the data on how much the 'world' has 'strayed' since then.  
 
In closing, if someone says they respect and love Satan. Better not confuse others with stupid 
predictions, meaningless conversations in regards to the Anti-Christ. Its also to be kept in mind...Many 
people have a lying fetish. Infiltrators and others will surely claim they talk to Him or whatever else. 
They do the same thing with Satan and our Gods. Infact, talking with the Gods is of the most valuable of 
things. Its not to be thrown around and people who do this sort of thing, have not reached the mental 
maturity. Which implies they do not have the spiritual maturity either.  
 
HPS Maxine has communicated to the groups about our All Important Leader, not so idiots can rise and 
claim all sorts of things and make a drama around His name; but to give us the light on what is going on 
and let anyone know...That this is gonna be over. But for this to happen, we must focus on relentless 
work, as many of our faithful ones are doing.  
 
Here we all need each other, the faithful Warriors, the Anti-Christ, the Gods. Everyone minding their job 
and not wasting time and the world will be back to us, in no time.  
 
Lets work and leave the rambling, thats the offer. 
 
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Re: The Higher Reality & Dreaming (Serpent Wisdom) 

 
 
Well, just dropping two coins here with my own experience of it. I know exactly what this yearning for a 

higher experience etc is, as I had this yearning my whole life. This comes with the natal chart 

as some people have this and some don't.  

 

What this higher fullfillmemt is, is not only your walking life that is on a higher plane (this has to do with 

you, not others) but has dreams in it and also your own higher perception of reality all in itself. You will 

just experience reality far more vividly. The physical body itself is rejuvenated so taste, music, food, even 

the most ordinary activities get a whole new meaning. Basically as you are climbing the ladder, all this 
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will come up.  

 

When people think of astral experiences etc, they always think of sleep or astral projection, or worlds of 

sugar bubble. Not True. Though as a matter of fact the aweakening of your inner self entails other 

changes. 'Physical' reality gets a whole other meaning. You feel blissful just because you exist. All these 

things are the number one reason why people lose their control of stuff in some cases. There are also 

idiots who never experienced anything and bastardize the terms, only to make matters worse and 

seemingly insane, or outlandish. This includes all the stuff that is unreasonable and shit. In actuality, the 

physical plane can be a paradise, if you perceive the astral side of it and you have the Serpent 

consciousness. 

 

I do not know if I passed the message clearly, but you must pay close attention to your experiences. Par 

example, I had astral vision that was working perfectly. I was growing mad and insane with myself 

because I had the false expectation to see the Gods with open physical eyes. Stuck on this stupid 

expectation, depression started kicking in. Which would have ruined things for a while. 

 

Whats important in Satanic evolution is to pay close attention to your own experiences and NEVER have 

'expectations' that are strictly close to the experiences of others. Not everyone has the same nature, 

neither predisposions, neither capabilities. We are just sharing. For instance I have read over the years 

on how in astral projection, you see in 360 degrees. Although I have had many other abilities, I never 

experienced astral vision of 360 degrees. Someone else could have. Though you need to have yourself 

close and shape your expectations or better yet, have never as much, so that you try to force the 

outcomes of meditation. 

 

Hope this helps. 

 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!! 

 

 

Hide message history 

--- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, "seekinglife" <maxi1000444@...> wrote: 

> 

>  

>  

> --- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, "kai_purr" <kai_purr@> wrote: 

> > 

> > The ascension of my serpent has completely transformed my perception  

> > of reality. I have come to understand that this physical reality we  

> > perceive is not our primary realm of existence. Humanity has their  

> > perception of reality backwards and this needs to be corrected.  

> >  

> > This 'physical' reality is nothing more than a small portion of your  
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> > complete consciousness. The physical brain filters out our  

> > consciousness which is why activating and empowering it is important.  

> > This physical reality we perceive is a reality of a very low  

> > vibration and frequency which is why time & space is such a huge  

> > factor here. In higher realms, the vibration speed of matter is so  

> > fast and frequencies are so high that time is much faster and space  

> > is much more dense. This explains why our very thoughts manifest  

> > instantaneous to our mental perception. This physical reality is the  

> > manifestation of the most frequent realities of faster vibration  

> > (thoughts) in a specific area of the universe. This is why meditation  

> > and magick is necessary to live a desirable life in this physical  

> > reality. 

> >  

> > Our true bodies (The Mind) exist on much higher vibrational realms  

> > (Astral) compared to this 'physical' (3rd Dimension) realm. This is  

> > why we can experience anything we desire at will with our mental  

> > sensory but are limited and restricted from doing so in this physical  

> > reality. When we Meditate, Astral Project, (Day)/Dream, and Think we  

> > are using our higher body and performing action in the higher realms.  

> > We must not limit ourselves to consciously 'living' only in this  

> > physical reality, our true selves live on higher realities. We as  

> > Spiritual Satanists are used to only meditating and performing magick  

> > when we need to or as a daily routine. This is only limiting our true  

> > freedom. We all know that our (most frequent/amplified) thoughts  

> > influence our physical reality, but we fail to realise the reality of  

> > the matter.  

> >  

> > Many people believe they have "awoken" when they discover the powers  

> > of the mind & ect. but this far from the true awakening. We are  

> > asleep otherwise there would be no such thing as dreaming in our  

> > consciousness. Many people live their daily lives without even being  

> > consciously aware at mostly any single given time. We are always  

> > dreaming. When we 'dream' we are simply experiencing our reality  

> > without our physical perception. This physical reality is vibrating  

> > at such a slow speed that our physical perception appears to dominate  

> > our consciousness. We are always living in the 'dream world', when we  

> > sleep we simply let go of our physical sensory to experience higher  

> > realities without the distraction of the physical reality. So we must  

> > acknowledge that every time we meditate or perform magick  

> > (essentially using the mind), we are living in the dream  

> > (astral/higher reality) world.  

> >  

> > A huge part of our consciousness is asleep. This is why we are not  

> > conscious in our dreams and explains why we are at loss to be  
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> > consciously aware during the day. We are always living in the dream  

> > world even when we are awake so we must work on keeping our conscious  

> > awareness active so that it may become an instinctive habit for us to  

> > always be consciously aware even during our physical sleep. This is  

> > called dream yoga but it is essentially performing Void Meditation  

> > frequently throughout the day if not all the time. This will train  

> > the consciousness to never be 'asleep'. This opens you up to the  

> > world of lucid dreaming where anything is possible, from interacting  

> > with your Guardian as well as influencing your physical reality from  

> > that state.  

> >  

> > The bigger picture here is that you learn to consciously live in  

> > higher realms during both the day time and physical sleep. The  

> > ultimate benefit here is that the most frequent realities you  

> > experience in the higher realms manifest in your physical reality.  

> >  

> > My serpent has taught me that this is how it itself lives as well as  

> > all other animals. They consciously dream all the time (during day &  

> > during sleep) on desirable realities. This way of thinking and living  

> > has a huge impact on someone who has developed serious power through  

> > Power meditation &/or Yoga.  

> >  

> > In my experience of Kundalini Yoga/Meditation my consciousness  

> > ascended to a state where my desires/chakras evolved into higher  

> > realities (increased vibration/frequency). So I can no longer fulfill  

> > myself of a desirable reality here in this physical reality. I have  

> > learned to adjust my consciousness into higher realities where I can  

> > fulfill myself of desirable experiences. 

> > 

> I have always thought about something like this, where all the worlds connect to one consciousness, 

but I have a question, as humans do we have split consciousness? If so, does one part stay dormant until 

we sleep? I understand that our true selves reside in higher realms, but are they separate 

consciousnesses? Awake in the physical, asleep in the higher realms. I like the way you think and I thank 

you for this post. 

>  
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 Re: Caroline Bright on Love Enki Blogspot recently started 
saying that Satan prefers 

 
Well, it promoted nothing spiritual and in the end, it provided no solution. Actually as firestarted 

mentioned, it was very communistic. Like how some people are the bad guys and they shouldn't be 

because we are all equal. The only good part was the religion on, but you know in all these videos, they 

do not put the Truths as about how evil jewery is or how they all do that shit. It creates confusion IMO, 

more than solution. 

 

When the venus projects etc came in, it was just funny. 

 

Unspiritual people cannot rebel, unless they have spiritual Leaders they follow. All these supposedly 

aweakening pacifist videos that tell people they can rebel, while in fact they have zero power and will 

never have because their any power can never be synced together, are whack and fun. Not to mention 

every lazy ass leftist came.at my face with his weed and was like: "Daaaaam maaaan, religion iz a lie 

maaaann....Money should not exist maaaan..." All communist shit, over and over and over. 

 

Thus I hated it, all except the religion unveiling, this I hated less. Its disturbing to see unenlightened 

people push trends like Anonymous and Zeitgeist to supposedly provide solutions. 

 

Raw spiritual SATANIC power is needed. Other things are bunk. 

 

Since the JoS came in existence, the enemy has had more pain than in the past century. We did a 40 day 

working and these idiots have been facing one shit after another. Just wait and see after we do this for 

like 5 years, non stop, everyone here participating. All these ideological lefist punks have been crying for 

decades, only making things easier for the jooz. So I hate them and their unrealistic, bullshit creations, 

their dull imaginations that they have no ways to create. Lest the big cow fart, venus project be 

completed. 

 

Big dreams require big power, none of these documentaries or mentalities give the way to these. 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!! 

 

 

Hide message history 

--- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, Don Danko <mageson6666@...> wrote: 

> 

>  

> Zeitgeist, the first one was alright. But the next two became as stated Communism. 

>  

>  

> ________________________________ 
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> From: the_fire_starter666 <the_fire_starter666@...> 

> To: JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com  

> Sent: Sunday, June 30, 2013 3:26:00 AM 

> Subject: [JoyofSatan666] Re: Caroline Bright on Love Enki Blogspot recently started saying that Satan 

prefers 

>  

>  

> Â   

>  

> The negative side of it is that it promotes communism. 

>  

> --- In mailto:JoyofSatan666%40yahoogroups.com, "hells666steward" <hells666steward@> wrote: 

> > 

> > Well, just goes to show. I have no intention of focusing on her for any information. I had never heard 

of her and from what I know now, she can go fuck herself! 

> >  

> > Nice and slow. 

> >  

> > HAIL SATAN!! 

> >  

> >  

> > by the way, you didn't like the Zeitgeist documentary, huh? lol 

> > It was interesting how a lot of people's eyes were opened by it. 

> >  

> >  

> >  

> >  

> > --- In mailto:JoyofSatan666%40yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@> wrote: 

> > > 

> > > 'Caroline Bright' is a pathetic whore. I scouted on her websitr and after HP Don put on his sermons 

the mentiones of Satya and other things, thus pile of shit worthless junkie stole everything, reformed it a 

bit and uploaded it. She has also used things from the JoS files and he has just changed the colors. Not 

to mention her lies and insanity and anger when the JoS is mentioned. Just like a jew, she does what she 

does that is stealing info, then supposedly 

> > >  

> > > Then when HP Maxine reveals the AUM, she will post it, or has already posted it. Then she raves 

that the JoS is immoral etc. 

> > >  

> > > We are the only ones in the web to have come up with jews beung reptilian and all she supposedly 

stolen was from US. This low piece of life stole these things. 

> > >  

> > > I personally suspect she is a supposedly french woman that had an insanity/lying fetish, that was 

kicked out from here. She then disappeared and the webpage showed up. Not to mention how every 

artice contradicts another and that the quality of the garbage in this is lower than the zeitgeist 
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docunentary. 

> > >  

> > > In fact asking her to feel any guilt for her stealings is just too much. Dat bitch insane. 

> > >  

> > > HAIL SATAN!!!!! 

> > >  

> > > --- In mailto:JoyofSatan666%40yahoogroups.com, "hells666steward" <hells666steward@> wrote: 

> > > > 

> > > > Don't put words in my mouth. Please. I said she has her own site. I know nothing about her and I 

couldn't care less. What she does is of no concern to me. I don't own the site and can't shut it down 

even if I want to. So why would I worry about it. I have never seen the site and I don't really care to. 

> > > >  

> > > > If someone wants to go to another site and read it, that's their business. That was my point. I 

don't know about the site but I was speaking generally that (and I quote myself) "the JoS is the real deal. 

If others agree with us in whatever regards, fine. If they disagree, oh well." I was more interested in 

pointing out the fact that we are not they, and they are not us, and just because some things may be 

similar, you can't assume that we're all the same. Because we are probably not. 

> > > >  

> > > > Don posted about how she has stolen from the JoS site and corrupted the information and if 

that's the case, then fuck her. 

> > > >  

> > > > HAIL SATAN!! 

> > > >  

> > > >  

> > > > --- In mailto:JoyofSatan666%40yahoogroups.com, "the_fire_starter666" <the_fire_starter666@> 

wrote: 

> > > > > 

> > > > > Are you saying it's fine to plagiarize the info from the JoS and edit it to make it politically 

correct and at the same type bash us??Because that's exactly what these idiots are and were doing: 

> > > > >  

> > > > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoyofSatan666/message/92310 

> > > > >  

> > > > > In fact there's no such thing a person who uses the name "Enki" and tries to claim other names 

about Satan that is a real Spiritual Satanist and I've seen this many times. There have been many 

individuals and groups who try to make it politically correct, remove any stuff that bashes jews or xianity 

but copy the rest of the JoS site or sermons from HP's. Another bogus group like that copypasted the 

dedication ritual, removed the parts that renounce the xian lies, changed Satan with Enki and they have 

the audacity to say that their "dedication" works and ours does not. From the first day I joined these 

groups were people outside JoS doing that, one common thing with them is that they all avoid the name 

Satan and use something else, hinting that they are jews. 

> > > > >  

> > > > > --- In mailto:JoyofSatan666%40yahoogroups.com, "hells666steward" <hells666steward@> 

wrote: 

> > > > > > 
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> > > > > > I think she has her *own* site. Which is fine for her. 

> > > > > >  

> > > > > > I call Our Father, Satan. Other names, as well. He doesn't "prefer" to be called "Sat-ya." To 

those who have a problem with the name Satan, they will have to deal with it. Satan is the enemy of the 

jewish/christian agenda. Everyone knows that. If you are uncomfortable, then you are either new to this 

path and haven't adjusted to the Truth, or you are not on this path at all. 

> > > > > >  

> > > > > > I know the JoS is the real deal. If others agree with us in whatever regards, fine. If they 

disagree, oh well. That's fine, too. 

> > > > > >  

> > > > > >  

> > > > > > HAIL SATAN!! 

> > > > > >  

> > > > > >  

> > > > > > --- In mailto:JoyofSatan666%40yahoogroups.com, "lord.kayle" <lord.kayle@> wrote: 

> > > > > > > 

> > > > > > > to be called Sat-ya instead. 

> > > > > > >  

> > > > > > > Are you familiar with this Theistic Spiritual Satanist H.P. Don? 

> > > > > > >  

> > > > > > > She has a LOT of information on her site that collaborates with ours here. 

> > > > > > >  

> > > > > > > What do you think. 

> > > > > > >  

> > > > > > > ~ Hail Enki!~ Hail Satan!~ 

> > > > > > > 

> > > > > > 

> > > > > 

> > > > 

> > > 

> > 
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 Re: Porn 
 
 
 
True. Well you see, the thing is, that sometimes we say the word animals and mean a completely 

unintelligent and unethical being. Animals have a superconsciousness and even the most 'stupid' animal 

is actually far more in accordance to nature, making animald far more wise than men who stray from it. 

So we basically do not actually reffer to animals, but what stupid people believe animals are. They work 

in ultimate cosmic order, unlike man. So this makes man far less intelligent than animals in most cases.  

 

Also another person mentioned the key point. Oragutangus's who commited rape and this kind of thing, 

had no territory of their own, therefore no mates. Thus their weakness drove them into actions that we 

could say are immoral. If we think of this, this immoral action stems from weakness and lack of power, 

so immorality is actually a spawm of weak people or beings. 

 

I personally find orangutans to be exceptionally intelligent. I felt such an exhilarating emotion when I 

saw them count, see movies etc. They are exceptionally intelligent. This made me instantly understand 

the surprise of the Gods when they found these species. They are naturally ethical in a sense. They 

mourn their dead, they respect each other and other things that others must know better than mr, but if 

you lool at it, they are a freaking glorious creation and not a bunch of rapists or bad guys. When I saw 

oragutangus giving hugs to people because they loved them, it was so moving. They are close to us and 

they know friendship, respect, etc. They also know revenge. Though even if they take revenge, they are 

quick to forget. Basically I personally love them so much. I wish I could see one in person and give them 

a hug.  

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!! 

 

 

Hide message history 

--- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, "hells666steward" <hells666steward@...> wrote: 

> 

> Apes have lots of empathy!! 

>  

> I get sick and tired of people saying "they want to make us like animals" or "these people are animals" 

>  

> ANIMALS ARE NOBLE. 

>  

> They want to make us WORSE THAN ANIMALS. 

>  

>  

> HAIL SATAN!! 

>  

>  
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> --- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@> wrote: 

> > 

> > True. In Ancient Greece. were the Greeks raping women of the Races they were at war with, was 

atrocious. It was seen as a crime and as betrayal of Race. To avoid raping and sexual engagements with 

women of other Races. There were women that were Greek and taken together in ships and in war. That 

many times fought and died with the soldiers. They were calming their urges with them and them being 

on the ships was for that purpose. While others brought their wives and not these women. Generals 

amd higher up commanders never did that as it was betrayal to the Race and mating with a 'Barbarian' 

was a betrayal to other Greeks and ones self.  

> >  

> > If one betrayed the Race in any way, this included mating with others,they were either killed by the 

other soldiers or seen as totally subservient. It was a code of honor. Also Greeks were in bad war with 

the Persians over hundreds of years, but they weren't allowed to have sexual encounters as this was 

called 'Mydismos', meaning one is at friendly terms with their enemies.  

> >  

> > As for the Bolsheviks, I do not expect anything really. They didn't have a code of honor, neither 

internally nor externally. Basically they were worse than beasts of the burden. Germans and those allied 

to them had a different mindset. Compromise to the enemy even in the form of raping them resulted in 

either loss of honor or a bullet in the head. They were also taught on how this was completely atrocious. 

Not to mention they weren't like that generally. Basically from all the Races that were in war, only the 

Bolsheviks and those allied to them were doing such things. The English or American people did not do 

this sort of thing, I do not recall any info on it. The point in this is that you either understand this code 

and uphold it naturally, or you don't. The history of the Aryan Race has few examples of rape and that 

thing, most of it during periods of general chaos and destruction. Though as explained the code of honor 

that is not in letter but in Soul, actually kept things in place.  

> >  

> > The Gods gave us ethics and ethical character. People who lack these actually lack this part. Ethics, 

Law and logic are all of the metagenic evolution we underwent under the Gods. So giving up on these 

basically makes one an ape or worse. Because even apes, have some empathy. 

> >  

> >  

> > HAIL SATAN!!!! 

> > --- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, Don Danko <mageson6666@> wrote: 

> > > 

> > > Interesing but not suprising during the Second Jew War. The German military did not have 

situations of rape of the populace by its troops. The penality for such in the German forces was death 

and it would be enforced. But it didn't need to beÂ enforced as the Germans as historians noted. Simply 

didn't rape. General Patton was right. The German's where the finest race in Europe. And he regretted 

the war against them. Patton also came to hate the Jews and become wise to them. So much so, they 

murdered him.Â  

> > > Â  

> > > It was the Jewish owned and driven. Red Army and the American's that committed rape. Infact the 

Red Army on orders from Jewish Commissar's had the policy of rape ofÂ females from eight to eighty. 

Solzhenitsyn, who was an officer in the Red Army and was naturally disgusted by it. Wrote then when 
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the orders came to finally halt the rape gangs. As the new Communist reigme in East Germanys stated it 

was making it too impossible to restore order and build the Communist state. That hordes of Red Army 

troops had to be shot to stop them. By their own officers.Â  Basically from what Solzhenitsyn stated the 

Red Army from Moscow to Berlin was drunk on Vodka and rape. Solzhenitsyn stated that the constant 

rape dehumanizedÂ his own men into animals with the taste for it. Till it consumed them to the point he 

had to start shooting them as the only way to stop them. 

> > > Â  

> > > Â  

> > >  

> > >  

> > > ________________________________ 

> > > From: hoodedcobra666 <hoodedcobra666@> 

> > > To: JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com  

> > > Sent: Wednesday, June 26, 2013 12:52:48 AM 

> > > Subject: [JoyofSatan666] Re: Porn 

> > >  

> > >  

> > > Â   

> > >  

> > > Well this is not coincidence. Its nature. In anyway, I will be an oragutangus and rape and get raped 

in returned because its natural. Disregard the Anciemt world because of some rape taking place in the 

midst of war. Then make sure to feel very superior because the Ancients lost to hundreds of thousands 

of ET'S and I did not. Lile they had a different 'God' than Satan. [Sarcasm included]. After all the whole 

Ancient world can be judged by if some guys raped here in then. Lets focus around that and torch 

everything else these people created, including law, great monuments and lets ignore that most of them 

did never engage in these activities. Lets focus on some soldiers who raped and this is enough.  

> > >  

> > > Seriously. I never seen such jewish arguements, below the belt shit and oraguntagian immorality 

issues. In many cases people who cannot develop emotion are sick in this regard and have a deep seated 

fear to get close to someome, so they prefer to just get laid and then disappear. Nowdays being 

diseased in the soul is actually very cool and all your friends from the samsara island will plead to 

appauld your stupidity. We live in the day where selective and divine oriented people in regards to their 

relations have some sort of hangup or are mentally sick. Meanwhile the 21st century supposedly 

evolved people have lost the basic differientation between the primal apes, which are empathic 

emotions and tendencies to connect to their fellows. 

> > >  

> > > As for me, I had grown up having problems on just getting it on with women. Or just having 

undevoted sex just like that. I tried hard to confrom and to degenerate myself, but my male organ would 

not accept this and therefore did not work in the way society and most drones indicated it should. I was 

growing up thinking I had a problem. But actually it turned out the rest had one and that my mentality 

was very simple, wanting a healthy emotional relation with a human being. Sticking it and out like a 

moral coward seemed alien to me. Therefore I must be very sick and attend to a doc. We live in a society 

where if you are not a meatling, then you must be sick. Also when most males I ever knowm have 

uncontrollable sexual desires and would get laid with a rock, as much as I would 'want' to do this, I just 
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cannot. So in anyway I have my own nature in regarss to this. Which in years I have came to realize is 

not a disease but a higher consciousness. Given I 

> > > observed where this led me and where the penis head lead most buddies. In tears or getting them 

stuck on a lower level.  

> > >  

> > > And as Jewconis stated, since I am such a big ass egopathic scumbag, I am soooo deeply egopathic 

that I have a problem in sharing my almighty, inconceivable, super duper, almost popelike self with just 

anybody. Let alone connect with them in anyway. This is of course egopathic, it could never be healthy, 

since health today is nailing all things you find. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Re: Power,Seduction,and Mastery 
 
 
 
 
 
Well from what I experienced the few times I tried these before I became SS. All these theories are 

purely plasmatic and are based on a very jewish perception of reality. That you cannot realize and 

moreso apply if you're jewdized in the mind or a jew yourself. Not only you should steer away but 

realize that all these methodologies on how to approach power, women etc. Are purely judaic filth and 

can only work if you are a ruthless jew.  

 

I recall how years ago, I would try to be 'successful' in somewhat accordance to these rules. Infact I 

ended up far more idiotic than before, given these rules slowly erase your own sense of direction and 

reality. All success stories that happened without your inner and personal deep seated character, will 

have short glory, because you will not be able to keep the lie and hypocrisy going on forever. 

 

Par example, you have read a book on how to get women. Lets say by these methods you actually find a 

mate. Though down the road the rules are too many that you cannot follow these and eventually end in 

disaster. Same with these theories. All in all, kike theories are for kikes and they work with kikes. 

 

So we both agree here. Basically all these theories are to destroy you in the process of jewdizing you. 

You basically die in the process of trying to terraform yourself into something so putrid that yoy 

naturally was never to be. 
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HAIL SATAN!!!! 

 

 

Hide message history 

--- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, "the_devils_rain33" <the_devils_rain33@...> wrote: 

> 

> Very true Don; when one sees repackaged Biblical and Talmudic  

> beliefs and techniques retold in a "new revelation" on how to succeed, it is best to steer clear. I have 

leaned in the past that these kinds of things work for a while, but then the bottom seems to drop out 

from below you and you find yourself in a worse state. It almost seems as if the enemy presents you 

with false hopes and then pulls the rug out from under you. It's never a good idea to mix the left hand 

path with the right... it corrodes everything and sets you up for failure. Not to mention it pollutes your 

beliefs and corrupts your character. 

>  

> --- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, Don Danko <mageson6666@> wrote: 

> > 

> > I read the 48 laws and the art of seduction years ago. I doubt they are banned from publishing. As I 

obtained them with ease. Sounds like market hype, to use reverse psychology to get people to buy 

them. 

> > Â  

> > The 48 laws when I put it down. I realized I had just read the Talmud repackaged. And I really 

understood just how psychopathic the Jewish mind is. If someone reads this book, do so as an example 

of whyÂ  you should never trust a Jew.  

> > Â  

> > Infact its title should be: 48 Reasons To Never Trust The Jews. 

> > Â  

> > Â  

> > Â  

> > Remember something about the 48 laws of Power-Jewing. This book was wrote byÂ a member of 

the most hated and dispised people on earth who have been driven from 84 nations 109 times. And who 

the world is about to rise up against fully as things get worse. 

> > Â  

> > What does that mean for you if you think acting like one of them is going to get your very far. In a 

positive direction. Behave like this and you will be reading 48 ways to look over your shoulder for the 

rest of your life. In many cases this behaviour could simply get you fired. And a scumbag rep.  

> > Â  

> > Â  

> > The other book was a bore. And was simply how to pretend to be someone your not to try and get 

someone who would never like you for yourself. You can see the same trash in the very Jewish created 

and influenced: SeductionÂ Community. Which is just tactical womanizing, for self hatingÂ guys who 

project that into aÂ hatred for women. Who think that being so "beta" they have to pretend to be 

"alpha" somehow makes them super alpha. 

> > Â  
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> > Â Infact its a filler book. Jews do this a lot they just collect tales put their empty spin on it. And sell it 

like some original master piece. Just like they can't do anything beyond morden art. Which is finger 

painting in doo-doo and spray painted trash. So too are they in the realm of writing. 

> > Â  

> > Â  

> > An interesting book that was actually banned by the Governments in Euorpe for awhile was:The 

Prince.  

> > Â  

> > Machiavelli was part of the government body ofÂ his time and region and basically wroteÂ a guide 

for political rulership for those in power to rule better with. But in doing so he showed the reality of 

power dynamics among the ruling class. Which its an interesting read for. Somethings never change. 

> > Â  

> > Â  

> > Â  

> > These books are not Satanic. Their Talmudic. Remember Satan is the Adversary to the Jews for a 

good reason. 

> > Â  

> > Â  

> > Jwazny. You seem to have a Christian view of Satanism. That its about personal greed, lack of 

anyÂ personal honor,Â backstabbing, immorality, base egoismÂ and the ethic's of a sociopath in general. 

> > Â  

> > Infact since you think these Talmudic works are sooooo great. How could anyone shake your hand 

and put their trust in your word. Your telling us to be as Jewish as possible after all.  

> > Â  

> > Â  

> > Â  

> > Â  

> >  

> >  

> > ________________________________ 

> > From: the_fire_starter666 <the_fire_starter666@> 

> > To: JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com  

> > Sent: Tuesday, June 25, 2013 3:43:02 PM 

> > Subject: [JoyofSatan666] Re: Power,Seduction,and Mastery 

> >  

> >  

> > Â   

> >  

> > When it comes specifically to getting a girlfriend or wife, there are much better guy books than that. 

Can't post them here though because they're irrelevant to the group's purpose. 

> >  

> > --- In mailto:JoyofSatan666%40yahoogroups.com, "jwazny@" <jwazny@> wrote: 

> > > 

> > > Firestarter i Agree With you All of These books while they Are written by a jewish scumbag will 
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help people to obtain what they Want. Whether it be a position of power or a girlfriend.or wife basically 

helping people understand the mindset of people in general . I still do my daily power meditations and 

rituals but i thought that these books would help some of the ignorance out of people who dont know 

any better  

> > >  

> > >  

> > >  

> > >  

> > > --- In mailto:JoyofSatan666%40yahoogroups.com, Jay Wazny <jwazny@> wrote: 

> > > > 

> > > >  

> > > > Hello all my satanic family i felt the urge to post this as i have seen many people posting about 

control over your own situations,matters concerning women and or men in your life, and your ability to 

learn skills and become a master of them. 

> > > > I am of course talking about robert greene a well respected doctor in the field of psychology 

although i suspect him of being jewish i have read all 3 of his bestselling books.  

> > > >  

> > > > The 48 laws of power describes what power is how it is obtained, how it is held and fought for, 

and describes what to look for when power might be taken from you this book is actually banned from 

publishing the government doesnt want you to have it because most see it as a satanic book. But power 

is necessary in the world we live in there is nothing.about magick in this.book just a psychological point 

of view on the world that might give you back hope over your own situations. 

> > > >  

> > > > The art of seduction: gives historical accounts of different people from cleopatra to marilyn 

monroe and how they seduced people like marc anthony to josephine seducing napoleon. The art of 

seduction is.like the little.sister to the 48 laws of power replaying some of its laws in this book. The art of 

seduction is used by prison members and gangsters as well is the 48 laws of power. If criminals see the 

use in these books and revolt against society how much power do you think it will serve you and the 

powers of hell? 

> > > >  

> > > > And finally Mastery: this book is the child of the two previous books detailing and explaining 

the.learning process of the brain when it comes to harnessing your inspiration on a whim which only 

happens very rarely now as an adult but used to happen all the time as a.kid. this is a beautifully written 

book explaining the process of learning anything to a masters level. Principals used by world powers 

abroad. 

> > > >  

> > > >  

> > > > I strongly urge all my satanic family to find these books and also the jos clergy and HPs to 

consider these books they will help so many who ask the same questions about the trivial so they can 

focus on the important parts of our work like spiritual warfare .  

> > > >  

> > > > Thank you and hail satan and the powers of duat 

> > > > 
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 Destroy the xian chameleon! -Internet Warfare 
 

 

Greetings to the members of our Family. 

 

First on, I need to set straight some arguements going on, on if Satan should be worshipped and 

so on so forth. Or if he is a supernatural being and that sort of deal. Satan is against slavish 

worship. He does not in anyway require you or need you to worship him, especially in the xian 

type of worshipping or in the way the enemy religions preach one should worship 'God'. Yes, 

Satan is our God and we are faithful to him. In Satanism words like "Faith", "Worship", 

"Trust",  even "Obedience" have a totally different meaning than the meaning of the modern 

world and these jewish crap they name religions.  

 

Faith in Satanism means, I know, I know by my own experience that Satan does not leave his 

people down, therefore I know that I will receive guidance, help and the rest of things. Receiving 

in Satanism is different aswell. Satan is a real being, an Extra Terrestrial and he exists flesh and 

bone. As with any other being, one has to have manners and be sensible. You get something, you 

givee something. Satan takes you when you are spiritually little, like a kid, from the time you 

dedicate to him and you join the family of Hell. They do things for you and most people who are 

with Satan know this. He acts like a Father to us. For instance, I am working for Satan because I 

love him as a Father. He is and will always be my Father. He does not require me or push me to 

give back to him, but I do because of appriciation for all he did. And so on so forth.  

 

The jewish imbecile thoughtform, namely the nazarene, wanta slavish worship. He supposedly 

loves his cattle but lest one sheep misbehave, he is thrown into 'hell'. Not to mention the empty 

life this religion gives, the total materialism, the loss of individuality. Its complete destruction of 

the Human Soul and all it ever produced waa problematic, neurotic, hatefull, full of complexities, 

masses of cattle. This piece of jewish shit gives nothing to his followers but opium pills and lies. 

They are by the masses, they cannot heal their pain, all they do from the time of birth is reduce, 

reduce and de-evolve. They pile up mistakes and in ignorance, every year that passes by is more 

fucked up as one approaches old age. Many die abaddoned and in the best situation they will live 

simply a 'good' material purposeless life, only to get dumped in to a mass energy vortex when 

dead, or simply wither out in the astral, or get caught in their own paranoia in regards to hell and 

get to astral planes of torment. Thats all they do and are, as they are either tricked on or due to 

choosing so, ignorant. If any of these individuals enjoy their lives or does anything beneficial for 

Humanity its because they simply, due to subconsciously knowing the Truth, they 'disobey' this 

piece of shit they call 'God'. 

 

Most people lack the nessescary knowledge to see the Truth with their own eyes. If our history is 

full of bloodshed, misguided and horrific individuals, dark ages and the rest, this ties completely 

into the enemy religions. Xians and those who are enemy souls and jews, know their job and all 

they do is simply lie their ass off in regards to anything. They are pathological liars and born 

actors who will play the nazarene "I am a victim movie" all over, daily, every moment in their 

lives. You see the same ideology that burned every sort of science for more than 1200 years, that 
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drowned Humanity in its own blood, caused the greatest ignorance and destroyed whole 

generations, preach now that "Jesus is spiritual" or that "Jesus went in the desert, ate his own shit 

and he did occult practices". All this chameleon crap to keep the lie going. Humans are very 

vulnerable in regards to religion and the jewish race knows and exploits this. This is for the 

reason we used to collectively have a True and Honest Religion back in time, massively and this 

was SATANISM. The followers of this lie go as far as to be scientists and lie about evident facts. 

They are rotten and have built a rotten system. All they do is a back and forth in on one hand 

being who they want and on the other, who the jewish zombie wants them to be, supposedly. 

 

Seeing the xian religion in friendly light or passive light or "I do not give a fuck about the war" 

conditions is not less hypocritical than xianity itself. If they had the rule and the power over you, 

you would now be dead and raped meat, a total slave without any rights whatsover, living in a 

dump, destroyed in Soul, in Spirit and in every aspect of yourself. They curse our creed in every 

page of the bible, while they glorify their race of "chosen" jews in every page, in all their litanies, 

without fail. If this leaves you in a live and let be attitude, I am almost sorry for this, but you 

must be stupid. If xianity's twin, communism, leaves you idle, while it preaches you will have no 

home of your own and that you belong to some individual like a slave, that you will work until 

you die and sleep like a destroyed animal over your own feces, leaves you unalarmed, then you 

need to wake up...This makes people look STUPID. Stupid because that even bacteria can 

understand whats good for them, while some few here cannot.  

 

IF SOMEONE UNDERSTOOD THE TRUTH OF SATAN, I CAN NEVER BY HEART 

BELIEVE THEY DO NOT UNDERSTAND THEY MUST ACT. NOBODY THAT PLEDGED 

TO OUR FATHER IS STUPID, FOR THEY HAD THE GUT AND INTELLIGENCE TO SEE 

THE TRUTH. 

 

I WANT YOU TO LET THE RAGE SURGE IN YOUR VEINS. THEIR CRIMES OF 

CENTURIES NEED TO BE BROUGHT TO LIGHT AND WE NEED TO AVENGE OUR 

FATHER, OUR GENTILE BRETHEN AND OURSELVES! BELIEVE NOT IN THEIR LIES, 

LET THE MIGHTY POWER OF SATAN SURGE IN YOUR BEING AND DESTROY THEM. 

YOU NEED TO AVENGE THOSE BEFORE YOU, THOSE FIGHTING WITH YOU AND 

THOSE COMING AFTER YOU.  

 

DO NOT LET THEM TAKE THE BLOOD OF OUR BLOOD AND TURN IT AGAINST US, 

DO NOT LET OUR PEOPLE IN IGNORANCE.  

 

This is the time. I urge everyone to spam for half an hour daily until the end of the month, or for 

one hour. Do this as a mini project until the end of the month. Rejoice in the fact you make them 

quake in terror. 

 

WHAT THEY TRY TO DO WITH MILLIONS UPON MILLIONS, LIES UPON LIES, YOU 

CAN DO THOUSANDFOLD WITH YOUR TIME AND SPREADING THE TRUTH  

 

Satanists must understand- THIS WORLDS FATE LIES UPON YOUR SHOULDERS- MAKE 

OUR FATHER PROUD! 
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-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!! 
 

 

 

 

 Re: [Advanced_Meditation] Where are Vovim Baghie & Kai 
Purr? 

 

I suggest we stop making urban legends. Some trust is gotten then anyone can claim they are 

whatever. Because thats the essence of the internet. Over the years if one watched the JoS there 

have beem just too many stories. Some of them are legends, idiots find every sort of drama to 

play around these, others lie they talk with the persons who left. Others use the legends to find 

reasons to quit, slack, this and that. 

 

Others say someone left for the mountains and others someone farted and went to some other 

constellation, therefore they cannot be with us anymore...Sadly...Because we are so subservient 

than the mighty triple double ascended individuals.  

 

There are some evident points though that need be observed. Why supposedly all these people 

leave or this and that tends to be a far lower way and choice than people try to estimate it was. 

 

In Satanism its a serious bussiness. Risen, or whatver, you have to be here and work with us. 

Because its no different than a job. Now some people for their own reasons leave and quit. 

Supposedly they are too advanced to care for the newer ones anymore and they see Satanism as 

some sort of personal career. Well, thats a load of shit. I could never believe this, simply because 

as you advance you realize the value of those around you. And I say everyone here take ALL 

they hear with a grain of salt. Use your logic. If you are alive its due to logic. So use this and stay 

logical. Do not invent or assume all that much. Take care of yourself and work for Satan. Such 

rumor games mean nothing and win us nothing. 

 

The best or the worst could have happened but whats the purpose of making up legends? People 

have their personal lives aswell, so I say better leave someone be and keep on working. What 

these people have left here can advance you and they helped when they could. As far as that 

goes, respect them and keep on. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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 Re: A jew 
 

The person trying to pass this on you probably is lying his ass off and is deluded. You're not a jew unless 

you're a jew by blood, how much or how much less blood it could be.  

 

Or, if that was the case, which I doubt, he could have read the PDF that says that the jews contain DNA 

from all the 3 main Races, Black, Asian and White. On top of this, they contain a rough perrcent of 

jewish DNA. That jewishness is what makes them jews, not the fact that they are mixed.  

 

Being mixed is not something that is not Gentile. Its a mix between Gentiles. Though in Satanism we aim 

in Racial seperation to actually improve each of our Races. Anyone, no matter how mixed, presents 

some dominant characteristics of one Race. If they feel part of that Race, they will support that Race. 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!  

 

 

Hide message history 

--- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, "jeremymontoya14@..." <jeremymontoya14@...> wrote: 

> 

> If one of your parents is black and the other white does that make u jewish.? 

>  
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 Re: I am ashamed of my race. How can I remedy this? 
 

 

 

No, thank you. This is a breath of fresh and clean air. I am fed up of people calling themselves NS and 

being the jewish racist against others. I feel hurt when I see people from other Races, unknowingly and 

having fed in the jewish lies about NS, thinking they would be killed or that they are less for not being 

"Blue eyed and blonde"[Lack of knowledge, infestations of the enemy and stupidity leading to all these 

sick lies/perversions]~. Or some other sick shit. This version of NS remaining today, is only a halfling that 

is infiltrated and lied about from the jew. Unfortunately. Because it lacks the base which is the structure 

and everything NS stands for: Satanism. 

 

Adolf Hitler, Heinrich Himmler, Hermann Goering and many other NS and Satanic Souls and Leaders had 

established the NS based on Satanism. So NS is Satanism and Satanism is the Natual Law for Gentiles. NS 

on its own won't make sense with all these lies...Unless one holds the key of Satanic meditation, to open 

their Soul into the ultimate wisdom of Satanism...Which politically seen is nothing less than NS. 

 

It kills me to hear fools saying shit like Hitler was Racist or that if you wasn't blue eyed and blonde you 

was killed or some shit. Yea...Like Hitler was Blue Eyed and Blonde...Give me a break. Its our duty to give 

to the world the solid definition, the completed dedinition of the NS. We are very lucky individuals to be 

living in an Age where we have both knowledge of the NS, but its Satanic roots. 

 

This fills every gap and shows that at last, we have the complete Truth that many generations fought for. 

And its here. Another thing...Its getting applied. Which shows for a fucking fact...That we are all living in 

an Epic time. The reason I am so happy is that we are really BECOMING the Truth more and more. Which 

is so fucking great.  

 

Keep up the good work! 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!! 

 

 

Hide message history 

--- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote: 

> 

>  

> HoodedCobra. Thank you <3 <3 beautiful.HAIL SATAN. 

>  

>  

>  

> ------------------------------ 
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> On Wed, Jan 2, 2013 9:51 PM EST hoodedcobra666 wrote: 

>  

> >This message made me very happy. As because I feel this rapid change in the air. Our people here are 

realizing the True meaning of the National Socialism movement. The Truth is not only known, but is 

getting inbred in our people's mentalities. Like Shannon and Magus. And I bet many others. The NS is 

something universal and of universal importance, for every Gentile Race. Its more than an ideology, its a 

purpose for Satan's Will. Which is the most important Will, as because the NS fullfills not only life's laws, 

but very deep ethical and creative laws that are holding the universe. NS is a natural purpose. By 

dividing our Races, helping our Races, aweakening our Races, we are working towards the Great Goal 

and we are eternally moving towards our universal purpose. Which is actually retaining our Racial lines, 

differences, practices, tenets, genetics. This will only be partially understood but this is the purpose of 

life, and the purpose of the NS. This 

> is the source of all Greatness. 

> > 

> >There are all these lies about the NS...That some Races were considered subhuman or that the Nazis 

hated "___insert lie here___" Race. False. Nazis recognized even their enemies. Russians were Whites 

were basically butchering their White brothers in the war. Hitler nevertheless, places Gentile Heroism as 

the highest virtue. He had the decedency to even make mentions about the Greeks, as because xian or 

not, they fought heroically in WW2. Same with Russians. Hitler gave his hand to Jesse Owens, while 

Jesse was receiving Racism in the jew dominated America. The only hateful scumbugs that promote all 

this Gentile disunity are jews. We Gentiles have no reason to hate each other. We are all proud and 

mind our bussiness. We are not brutal murderers neither we start wars for the sake of it. A person who 

would like to call themselves NS should never be the jewish type of racist which sees others as scumbags 

and useless. True NS never fid this. True NS would 

> praise other Races for trying to uphold themselves. And True Satanists with Satanic awareness know 

that Racial Hatred between Gentiles is only from the jew. 

> > 

> >When we are faced with threats like the jew, threats from 'out there', we all should unite and leave 

the crap aside. I am very proud for every person who does work for their Race. Satan is very proud too. 

Remember, there are Black NS, chinese NS and NS from all Races. We all deserve to become the 

Greatest. And in Satan's new world, the gate that jewish lies created, will be known. Lets all make it 

happen. Restore our Races, educate them, bring them to Satanic roots, and re-connect ourselves with 

the sea of Satan's Mighty consciousness, in Truth! 

> > 

> >Your post was a very beautiful thing Shannon. Remember you carry the Torch of your Black 

Ancestors. And be fucking proud for it. As anyone qith such honorable purpose is to be Proud.  

> > 

> >HAIL SATAN! 

> > 

> > 

> >oyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote: 

> >> 

> >>  

> >>  
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> >> Kieithnightmare, dont be ashamed of being black. I am black too and have had issues with thay but 

I have learned from Satan and the HPs that every race has their own beauty and accomplishments and 

purpose. The black race is one of the oldest races and has rich history. The enemy and the kike jews has 

ruined every race in some way and have destroyed societies and have created disunity among races. 

Every race is suffering im some way because of them. This enemy society has created the worst in us. 

The root of the problem is the jews. They also work to lower every race..Dont ever be ashamed of your 

race. Embrace your self and hve confidence. Everyone will heal after this but for now we have to work to 

destroy the enemy. In time you will understand this more. I hope you are doing power meditation. Keep 

these words in mind and understand that each race is not to blame. The jews are a plague that will be 

destroyed and the problems will fix themselves. 

 

 

 

 

 Re: SEXUAL ISSUES - EVERYONE PLEASE 
READ! 

 

 

No. For instance if you get sexually aroused in a place, that doesn't mean you will start masturbating or 

nail somebody out of the blue, as to not supress the Seprent of Satan. Neither this means that you 

should cheat on a person you are, or that you need to change your partener (unless the whole thing was 

a lie, like a xian marriage or something) or that you will have to act on every sexual thought just in fear 

for not blocking the Serpent. Nevertheless the Kundalini is not like this and the procedure wouldn't 

press you to do anything unethical or something out of your nature, just to do it. 

 

At the greatest occassion, you need to be open in what comes up. Being open does not require following 

the thought and acting on it, as this is the complete opposite of Freedom. This is basically animalistic 

thinking. For instance if you like monogamy, then thats what you're free with. You need to understand 

whats freedom, as a personal term and follow your nature, like a Human would do it and not like a blind 

guy would do it. Freedom is accepting the multiplicity of the paths you can take and choosing one for 

yourself, the one you actually feel free for choosing. I'm just pointing that out so that if anyone does 

something insane or illegal or harmful to themselves...Won't be coming back and lying about how the 

'Kundalini made me do it'... 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!! 
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Hide message history 

--- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, Samantha Walia <samy_walia@...> wrote: 

> 

> Thanks for the info Maxine. And Happy New Year to all of you! :D But I must ask....in accordance to 

what Maxine said, if I control myself from sexual practices even when I'm really aroused, am I blocking 

the Serpent Of Satan? 

>  

>  

> ________________________________ 

> From: C Y <yc28@...> 

> To: JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com  

> Sent: Tuesday, January 1, 2013 2:30 PM 

> Subject: [JoyofSatan666] Re: SEXUAL ISSUES - EVERYONE PLEASE READ! 

>  

>  

> Â   

> Thank you for the information and Happy New Year.  

>  

> --- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@> wrote: 

> > 

> >  

> > This is in response to the recent in-fighting regarding fetishes and sexual fantasies, etc., of late.  

> >  

> > This infighting angers our Gods to where I was told to get on here and deal with this crap. Our people 

should know at this point and yes, it is posted on the JoS website blatantly for new people: 

> >  

> > ALL CONSENTING SEX BETWEEN TWO OR MORE PEOPLE OF AGE IS FINE IN SATANISM! WHAT YOU 

DO IN THE PRIVACY OF YOUR OWN ENVIRONMENT IN REGARDS TO SEX IS YOUR OWN PERSONAL 

BUSINESS! 

> >  

> > In addition, Satanism is free thought; meaning, one does not have to condone or personally accept 

the sexual practices of another, BUT ONE SHOULD ALWAYS BE AWARE OF THE ABOVE STATEMENT AS A 

SATANIST. WHAT OTHERS DO IN THEIR PRIVATE SEX LIVES IS THEIR OWN BUSINESS AND ALL 

CONSENTING SEX BETWEEN ANY PEOPLE WHO ARE OF AGE IS 100% OK IN SATANISM...ANYTHING GOES.  

> >  

> > Satan and the Powers of Hell are concerned with your spiritual development, they do not nose about 

in your private sexual affairs as do members of the xian programs. No Satanist should ever have any 

personal hang-ups or guilt regarding his/her own sexual practices, sexual fantasies, or fetishes. If a 

certain behavior is personally harmful or is causing you serious problems, then just deal with it as you 

would any other behavioral problem, through meditation. Going back and forth regarding this sort of 

thing with attacks does not solve anything here, but only creates in-fighting and yes, this does anger the 

Gods.  

> >  

> > By suppressing one's sex drive, one suppresses the Serpent of Satan. By condemning one's self for 
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certain fantasies, fetishes and such, one creates hang-ups which cause psychological barriers towards 

spiritual power and enlightenment. Again, if someone is personally uncomfortable regarding aspects of 

their sexuality, this should be dealt with in a positive manner through meditation, as in the same way of 

eliminating bad habits. By this- I mean you, yourself, and how YOU feel regarding your own sex life, not 

how you might think others feel! It is of the utmost importance to be free. Satanism is freedom, 

repression is NOT! 

> >  

> > Happy New Year and also one more thing I want to add...like Satan told us all; that December 2012 

was just another YK2000 and nothing more. We are obviously all still here.  

> >  

> > Let's all have a plesant new Year 2013 and stop the in-fighting. I am going to delete any more 

messages to that thread and I want this sort of thing stopped.  

> >  

> > High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

> > http://www.joyofsatan.org 

> > 

>  

 

 Re: I am ashamed of my race. How can I remedy this? 
 

 

 

You're chinese and you feel ashamed of your Race? You shouldn't in anyway be ashamed. The fact that 

you live in Canada doesn't change the fact you're of Chinese descent. Which is fine and something to be 

proud of. Its what the Gods told you, you haven't done reasearch in history. And of course the Chinese 

have been severely under the repression of the jew. The communist reign has infested the chinese 

psyche, to the point many people behave the way you described, as this is passed down from parents to 

children. Of course you know about Mao Zedong who murdered around 50+ million chinese people. 

Actions like this deeply inbreed in the psyche of a Race, thus making them act in different ways. Try to 

heal your Race and yourself. Have Pride. 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!! 

 

 

Hide message history 

--- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, Magus Immortalis <magus.immortalis@...> wrote: 

> 

> You're right, I should not be ashamed. Your brought up very good points. 

> I am a Canadian born Chinese, first generation Canadian. I speak Cantonese and English. Why do you 
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ask? 

>  

> Hail Satan and the Powers of Hell forever! 

>  

>  

> ________________________________ 

> From: hoodedcobra666 <hoodedcobra666@...> 

> To: JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com  

> Sent: Tuesday, January 1, 2013 11:00:06 AM 

> Subject: [JoyofSatan666] Re: I am ashamed of my race. How can I remedy this? 

>  

>  

> Â   

> Its not about your Race that you should be ashamed. The only line that spoke to me as a problem 

there is communism. Communism brings the worst out of people. The 'me me me' is a communist thing 

and many people including the Chinese and other Races have been fighting with this scourge. 

Remember the enemy programs aim to destroy the people from within and get out whats worst of 

them. You shouldn't have a problem with who you are because of this. Nevertheless what is your Race? 

>  

> HAIL SATAN!!!!! 

>  

> --- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, "magus.immortalis" <magus.immortalis@> wrote: 

> > 

> > This was brought to my attention right now. It is something subconscious that I need to deal with. It 

has been going on for a few years now. 

> >  

> > My parents harp on about people of the same race, and generally have nothing good to say about 

them, and the region they come from. They talk about how these new immigrants come to the church 

and use people, just to get disability or welfare, and then drop away from sight forever. Because the 

church offers these services. My mum complains a lot. Their whole social circle is of the church. 

> >  

> > We shop at the supermarket, and these same regional people are rude, selfish, and generally of a 

hive mindset of "me, me, me." They cut in line, are loud and obnoxious. My parents oftentimes have 

stories to share at the dinner table about them. 

> > They come from a country with a communist government. When I hear these stories I become angry 

and ashamed that my people are like this. 

> >  

> > My brother is in the Canadian army and is one of the few there who are of a visible minority. The 

Canadian army is still of the same mindset of the 60s and 70s when there were even fewer racial 

minorities around. The army is fucking racist still. My brother doesn't really talk about his experiences 

but what he has mentioned left this impression on me.  

> > I know this is a sidenote and not really related to my post, but I thought I would mention it. I have 

asked him if he's proud to be the race he is and he just shrugs and says he deals with it. That's what I 

remember. I will ask him again when he wakes up from his sleep. 
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> >  

> > I am looking into taking language classes. I was told by my Guardians to look into the history of my 

country and it will help me rebuild my pride in myself, in my race, in my people.  

> >  

> > But is there something else I am missing here? Is there anything else I can do? I don't think about it 

too much on a day to day basis but I now know it's hangup I have. 

> >  

> > Hail Satan and the Gods of Hell forever! 

> > 

>  

 

 

 No favors to the enemy... 
 

 

Well I was sitting down and thinking of Satan right now. I've been thinking about infighting lately. 

Though this post is not for me, but you reading, and all our Brothers in the blood of Satan. And I'm sorry 

if I contributed to anything in regards to infighting. I thought of the Fhurer and I burst in tears. While 

some of us have gave their lives and everything, everything they had and even their lives, expecting us 

to finish what they have started...Are we allowed to be lazy? Are we allowed to ignore? Are we allowed 

to let our fellow Satanists hand over such things, and put obstacles in Satan's struggle? 

 

Imagine if you had many sons, and you saw them fighting...And you knew in your heart that somebody 

else caused this... In this case the enemy. How would you feel. Isn't the enemy gaining a victory? Isn't 

the enemy gaining just too much when we rise against each other? Instead of holding our fellow 

Satanist's hand and telling them, I will support you in this war, I will support you in the name of our 

Father. While many of our Ancestors died under the jewish scourge? To give us all the freedoms we 

have today? Carry on your brothers like brothers in Satan, for in this we are all together.  

 

Because in my Soul, I know the day will come, when we will all gather and raise our hands up high and 

say, Lord Satan we brought you victory. And Satan will smile and be happy and proud for us. And the 

Anti-Christ will smile down to us and let us know we had our victory. There will be a day without lies, 

without deception, without jews and without the enemy. Lets all remember that in our Souls. There will 

be a day that we will all, will be able to open our mouths and say, I worship Father Satan, the Lord of 

Truth. And the scums will all crumble under our words.  

 

There will be a day of ultimate justice, when everyone of us will rejoice in their own existence and being, 

in their lives, everyone will be prosperous within and outside. So lets close our eyes and tell to Satan, 

Father Satan, give me the power I need to bring YOUR world into being. Because what pleases my 

Father, pleases my own self. I only live to see the day when Satan will own this world, then I may die at 
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peace if it is. And when you are alone, silently in your room and feel alone, raise your hand, praise the 

Swastika, know that you have found your home and that you belong somewhere. Lets make this year, 

one of the last years of the enemy. Stay strong, anyone of you. What was promised upon is will come. 

Never forget this. 

 

Take each others hand, not in reality, but in your Soul and through Satan. Because any Soul working for 

Satan, is of Satan, and is a part of Satan. To all our Brothers and Sisters, happy new years eve. May the 

being of Satan become one with any of us, and get us back to our rightful place.  

 

Think to all our Leaders, all our Pharaohs, all our Gentile Priests that were murdered, all our civilizations 

the enemy has destroyed, all of those Satanic beings and creations, that were put to death... People that 

have been working their whole life to get perfected... Only to get killed by jewish scum...Know that they 

look up to you. They look up to me. They look up to us. They have handed you a spiritual blade and 

await you to slit the enemy right into their heart. Their hate is residing with you. They hate the enemy so 

much, like our Gods do. 

 

They expect us to avenge them.  

 

They have handled us the torch, and if it is to die with the torch with our hands, no matter how, no 

matter why, we must uphold their Honor. See in the mirror and see a being of Satan, the only and only 

God.  

 

You never seen a Leader like Hitler. You never seen a Leader go to even the casts that others thought of 

as low and useless, giving them His hand. Because this man is a representation of Father Satan. The Lord 

of Man. Who gives his hand to anyone willing to get up there, to anyone honest. Who gives justice to 

every Soul and whose justice is EVERLASTING! When was the last time you saw the 'leader' of some 

country, giving His hand to every soldier, no matter how young, how old, if hospitalized or not, if hurt or 

not, if member of the farmer people, or the most intellectual. You never seen a Leader so loved. You 

never saw a Leader spreading so many smiles, so much happiness, to all His people, from every side of 

the world. 

 

This is a little dedication to the Fhurer, as anyone should know, He paved the Path. Long live Adolf 

Hitler! 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kw9fOhuc6_A&feature=youtu.be&bpctr=1357055474 

 

So remember...We're doing this for Satan and the Gods, all we do is for them. 

 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!! 
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 Money and Economic security Ritual for all Satanists 
 

 

I had this idea in my mind for a while. I don't know why none proposed such a ritual. This is a sign that 

we are not going after what we deserve. The jews deserve not a springle of any wealth of the earth as 

they don't belong to Satan's Planet anyways. You like seeing jews having more money than you? Do you 

like not having the car and the home you want? Why don't you go after money? They don't deserve 

money. Satan provides us with what we need and I am certain that Satan wants us to have whatever 

physical we need. These times are bad for the worldwide economy, and sorry but we won't sit down 

with hands crossed and see the kikes rejoice in our hunger and pain. We will fight like the Beasts we are 

and claim back what rightfully belongs to US.  

 

Any Satanists that is in the Holy Spiritual road, any one of you deserves more. In Ancient India, people 

who meditated constistently were getting fed and taken care by others in some cases. Because this is 

the Holiest path and our physical needs must and will be taken care of. Money fixation over the back of 

others is a kike trait, but that doesn't make desiring money bad IN ANY WAY. We desire money for our 

well being, not to torture and destroy other beings and the Earth. Get past any hangup you have about 

money. In these times hangups are the worst curse in regards to this. You deserve money and physical 

things, don't deny it and deny none of your needs. Having a mentality like "I can be happy with 

meditation only [so I neglect phyisical goods]" Is totally stupid. 

 

 

As about people thinking that the enemy makes them poor or anything. In a sense yes they do because 

they have programmed us to be like this. This is not direct this is programmed. In another sense no they 

don't have any connection neither they can ruin your workings or wealth because you're protected by 

Satan. But the programmings still remain. If reading that message you had any thoughts against wealth 

this is an indicator that there is a problem with this. 

 

I will post some sort of 'advice' first, which if someone wants can apply to get these walls down. This is 

the Step 1 of the Ritual. The Step 2 of the ritual is the Actual Ritual, while Step 3 will be a 40 day working 

to further amplify what you started. This will be preety simple, but will add up in 40 days and the results 

will be very good. The Step 4 will be a ritual when the Working is completed, which will further add 

Power to your respective work and 'seal' everything. 

 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!! 
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Huawei Part Two Just Jew Runs Canada 

by HP Mageson666 » Wed Feb 06, 2019 

 

 
Wanzhou Meng, chief financial officer and deputy chairwoman of Huawei was arrested in Canada on 
request from America. However all of a sudden the Canada Prime Minister Justin Trudeau has gotten 
cold feet and is now starting to resist the actual extradition of Meng to America.  
 
Why? To understand that question let us look at the history of the Trudeau dynasty. The current Prime 
Minister's father was one of the most major Prime Minister's in Canadian history.  
 
Justin Trudeau's father was a major Bilderberger member and attended the meetings regularly. 
Bilderberger is the organization of which is the council of the globalist Jewish Banking elites along with 
their corporate, political, academic , media, religious and media castes of the Jewish globalist movement 
who then hold geo-political meetings in top secret to discuss globalist policies and issue orders to 
further create their Jew World Order. Anyone who is a member is part of the Jewish movement and 
their agent. 
 
Justin's father was elected all of a sudden when the major Jewish organizations and controlled media 
put their power behind the Liberal party and got him into power with a majority government. The first 
major act he then did was hand Canada's National Bank over to Internationalist Private Jewish Banking 
cartels who then started printing and selling the dollar to Canada on the Kabbalah number of 22% 
interest and went from their with the Usury game and has put Canada like America into economic 
collapse.  
 
Justin Trudeau like his father was put into power by internationalist Jewish elites. The Times of Israel 
bragged how it was the Jewish Bronfman dynasty that put Justin into power. The Bronfman's are up 
their with the Rothschild's and their family are leaders of the World Zionist Congress. And guess what 
Justin was discovered to have taken a million plus dollar "donation" from the Communist (((Chinese)))) 
Government during his campaign. No wonder all of a sudden he is getting cold feet when it comes to 
Meng. Trudeau's Jewish masters must have made him a phone call and told him hands off their plans to 
build their Chinese Communist Empire into a world power as the Jew Soros has stated in the media is 
the plan. 
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Hyksos 

Postby HP Mageson666 » Sat Aug 04, 2018 8:14 pm 

The Hyksos 
 

 

The Jewish Bible is simply not a literal history of anyone or anything. There have been attempts 

to link and thus create a historical back story to the Jewish Bible in order to obtain a historical 

document. None of this is true and all based on lies told by Jewish "historians" themselves and 

inserted as outright forgeries. That people who didn't know any better or still under the spell of 

Jewish supremacy due to a Judeo Christian cultural upbringing then worked to manifest the 

spell of the Bible into a historical frame work. Which gives power to the spell. The Kabala admits 

the entire Jewish Bible is just a spell created to give them control of the world. The Jews 

destroyed the actual histories and cultures when they took over with Christianity. To cover up 

the fact they are lying. To create a false history to make their spell of the Bible seem believable 

to grant more power to the lie in the mass mind.  
 

 

If one studies the Kabala they state the names of these ancient places and decree's of their 

Bible and such are just curses on different Gentiles of the world to this day. The whole Bible is a 

work of Jewish witchcraft.  

 

 

A popular theory of the Jews and the tale of Exodus with Moses is that of the Hyksos. That the 

original Jews where Hyksos originally in ancient Egypt. That were driven out by the Egyptians. 

This claim is first made by the Jewish "Historian" Josephus. That his Jewish ancestors where 

Hyksos. Something to also note the historial claims of Manetho the Egypt Priest that include 

mention of Jewish characters such as Moses. Josephus was the "Historian" Jew for the Flavian 

dynasty which created Christianity and the Catholic Church. It was a criminal Jewish cabal put 

into power by the Jews and run by Jews. The first Emperor of this criminal dynasty put up a 

statue to a Jew from Alexandria that made him Emperor and created the Flavian dynasty. 

Josephus was a Jewish propagandist who wrote a false historical narrative.  

 

"It has been asserted that the reference puportedly inn Manetho equating Osaresph with Moses 

was "Undoubtedly an interpolation a forgery, which famed French Middle Eastern Scholar Dr. 

Joseph Ernest Renan [1823-1892] evinced was made at Alexandria by a Hebrew priest after the 

death of Manetho, for it is well known there are some spurious books ascribe to him."  
 

American judge Parrish B. Ladd concluded that the purported equation of the two figures 

Maneto was forged in order to give historical legitimacy to the Exodus tale: "This interpolation 

was intended to support the biblical story of the exodus and is in keeping with the tactics of the 

priesthood everywhere when they need further proof to support their religion." In any even, in 

Osarseph and the lepers we will not find a historical Moses and his chosen people..."  

 

These various Hyksos stories were latched onto in antiquity in order to provide historicity to the 

biblical tale, confounded and embellished to them they would appear mol like the Exodus 

account. Moreover, it is clear that Josephus and other Jews glommed onto them in order to 

disprove the widespred contention that the Jews were a young people; hence the historian's 
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work Antiquities of the Jews In reality, the older Egyptian soures of the Hyksos story are devoid 

of this overt connection, as there were no Islites or Jews at the time these earlier accounts were 

written nd when the Hyksos were in Egypt." 

 

The actual Hyksos were stated by the Egyptians to be Amorites/Canaanites. The Hyksos Kings 

had Amorite names and were from the area's of Canaan and Syria. They worshipped Egypt-

Canaanite Gods and Goddesses as well from RA to Mari [Isis], Astarte, Baal and on. The 

ancient Greeks also claim their ancestors where the Hyksos. Which might explain why the 

Throne room at the Hyksos capital that was unearthed is identical to the Throne room of the 

Minoan King on Crete at Knossos. The Greeks claimed the Hyksos after being expelled founded 

their city of Argos. And where the Greeks of Argos. The Amorites also founded Babylon and 

were called AMONites. The ancient God Amon is the head God of the Egyptians and Greeks 

and the Canaanites.  

 

The main fortess of the Hyksos was in Canaan in which the Egyptian Pharaoh sacked after a 

long seige and driving the Hyksos out of Egypt. 
 

The Merneptah Stele does note mention Israel it states Yisrir. Some have tried to make this into 

Israel. But the problem here is the term "Israel" was already a common name among the 

Canaanite regions and people whom the Jewish Torah states as the enemies of the Jewish race 

to be attacked and exterminated upon their claimed invasion of Canaan under Moses and 

Joshua. The Egyptian Steele is referring to a war with the Canaanite Amorites. The Egyptians 

fought numerous wars with the Hitties and Canaanites over this region. 
 

The Amorites is also "Amalek" to the Jews. The race they are shown to wipe out. Its their code 

for the White Race.  
 

The Hapiru claim... The Egyptians also called the Hapiru the "Bedu" the Bedouin's, their name 

for the normadic Arabs and Apiru was sometime used for the Amorites and in general mixed 

groups from bandits to migrant communities.  
 

The Jews don't even have a history they just a false one to generate a spell to take over the 

world with. Which is the mission of their alien soul. History to the Jew is a weaponized lie 

against the Gentiles. 
 

What is worse is when people who claim to be woke to the Jews then turn around and believe 

the lies the Jews wrote about themselves and forged into the cultural texts of other cultures they 

overthrew with their program of Christianity. 
 

Source 
Did Moses Exist, D.M. Murdock 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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Re: Hyksos 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Tue Aug 14, 2018 8:24 pm 

What happened with Akhenaton is a sign of the enemy in Egypt but this was the later part of the 

dynasty that drove the Hyksos out and back into Canaan and Greece. Akhenaton was not a 

legitimate king by the Egyptian rites and laws of succession either. He stole the throne at the 

last minute and then went about imposing this new alien ideology on Egypt by violence which 

involved destroying the Aryan religion and desecrating the Temples of the Gods openly and 

even murdering people. His ideology is also of the enemy on every level.  
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I thought Satan was the Egotist... 

Wed Aug 09, 2017 9:41 pm  

 

High Priest Hoodedcobra666  

 

 

Another lie the jews rant and rave about is how Satan was some sort of egotistic, 

egomaniac entity, that wanted all the glory for himself or something. They blame the 

Pagan Gods which were in the hundreds and shared the kingdoms of the earth in peace, 

for being somehow 'egotistic'.  

 

Their whole writings aimed at the goyim, are all about 'leaving ego behind'. Satan they 

call evil for having "pride" or something and basically rising against the egomaniac entity 

they call "God". The White Race and any people with a sense of self at large they call an 

"EGO" in many of their writings, and they relate their war against this "EGO" of 

humanity. "EGO" has to be crushed. Amalek is directly associated with having a Ego, 

and every race that manifests that is to be crushed, especially if this has to do with 

retribution against jews [1] 

 

Jews rant and rave, Gentiles having an Ego is their greatest problem, while the Ego of 

jews is the object of all their 'striving', and correcting it. Who would want their enemies 

to have an Ego? Ego brings resistance and justice for the jews and their crimes. Without 

an 'Ego', people are left to do injustice as they see fit. There is no revenge at all. No 

consequence for jews. The jews can be egomaniacs and sick without any consequence. 

The dream of every bastardized reptilian, come true, is an egoless cattle, so they can be 

egomaniac enough to abuse everyone eternally. 

 

Rabbi Ariel Tzadok in one of his writtings (he appears in Ancient Aliens, blaming Satan 

of being a reptilian, typical reverse blame-shifting for his race as usual), writes about how 

the fools who play with the 6th chakra and the Crown are "Neutralized" because of their 

spiritual doctrines. In other words, the foolish new agers and many others who meditate 

in what the jews call the higher triangle, the chakras on the head, are neutralized into the 

ego-pacifistic crap, and they are never able to react or even see the jews. In fact, they are 

the most retarded of all, as they are reaching a higher spiritual level only to abolish their 

ego. [4] 

 

The jews have authored the practice of ego-destruction, for others. Because their own 

faith is all about developing the self and reaching Tikkun which is something like a 

reptilian and low grade version of the Godhead. [2] 

 

Obviously the will of nature is for beings, as they advance, to have a sense of self and an 

ego. Not the negative and rotting type, but in the higher sense that is capable of also 

altruism and the ability to transcend any retarded poison. Acting like a retard or an 

egomaniac has more in common with the lowest of germs, than it has to do with having 

an actual 'ego'. 
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As Rav Laitman admits the EGO of the inhabitants of the earth has to be crushed so that 

the jews as a secret agent can take over the 'large ego'. There must be no personality, not 

any defense, and no objections- only cattle that allow themselves to be raped, looted and 

pillaged. [3] 

 

We know this has nothing to do with 'god' as a force per se...They literally put human 

emotions of this, such as jealousy and so forth, these are characteristics of living entities 

or egregores at best.  

 

Behind this mask of "God" or "JHVH", there is more. It's only a mask for aliens that seek 

to make humans a hive mind and servile for all eternity. The jews are into this objective 

and they are servile towards this thing. JHVH and all the angelic 'host' are recognized in 

deep kosher Judaism not as concepts...but as ALIENS. [4] 

 

These aliens are also called the BIG BROTHER, and the NEW WORLD ORDER in 

literal reality, by the Rabbi Ariel Tzadok who is a high profile Kosher Rabbi. He also 

admits these aliens are the ones who try to run the jewish world order, and preaches 

people have to literally sit and take it finally. Ie, one of the most serious type of Rabbis 

and the most learned. Because he admitted this, other Rabbis from Israel immidiately got 

on him... [5] 

 

Guys like Laitman and Tzadok who are of the most legit kabbalah sources have ruined 

their own by admitting their own inner insanity publicly, in order to attract jews into their 

fold who have deserted. Long story short, this is a disaster for them too though. 

 

But let's look what the jews themselves admit for their so called 'god' and what kind of a 

diseased, morbid egotistical idiot it is. Remember so, that they represent this 'god' here. 

 

"He does not appear greedy, nor haughty, but an egotist nonetheless. If there are 

opinions in the world other than his, then people are disregarding him. If something 

occurs not to his liking, it is a conspiracy against him. Whatever G-d does in His world is 

either his reward or his punishment. All things are given meaning only as they relate to 

his self. He does not know of a world without him. 

 

So we tell him [the follower of the above god]: The first step in moving forward is to 

leave yourself behind."  

 

-Maamar Heichaltzu 5659; Hayom Yom, 10 Tevet; Torat Menachem, vol. 11, p. 68. [6] 

 

_____ 

 

Sources: 

[1]http://biblecoderesearch.org/Key_Codes/Germany_Files/index.html 

[2] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tikkun 

[3] Kabbalah for Beginners, 4th edition, Rev Laitman PhD 
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[4] Ariel Bar Tzadok, Sermons, Plus Ancient Aliens S07E01 

[5] http://www.mesora.org/TamarYonah.htm 

[6] Maamar Heichaltzu 5659; Hayom Yom, 10 Tevet; Torat Menachem, vol. 11, p. 68. 
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RTR + Ice Cream 

Wed Aug 02, 2017 5:29 pm  

 

High Priest Hoodedcobra666  

 

 

Because many people make a big deal on how to do the RTR's I will relate a very secret 

method on how to do them and how these deal maximum damage. 

 

1. Go to the freezer.  

2. Open the freezer. 

3. Look at your Hitler Ice Cream Selection. 

4. Here is the serious part of the RTR. What Ice Cream will you be eating while you 

destroy the enemy? Will it be chocolate Cone, Vanilla? Will it be Chocolate Cookies 

combo? Will it be something else? This is the most hard and tiring part about this whole 

thing. I always sit by the freezer with indecision on that one. I don't wait for a lot of time 

though. I eventually just decide. 

5. After you have picked your ice-cream, you go to the couch.  

6. You sit on the couch, and take your most comfortable position possible. Here is where 

you eat the ice-cream slowly, like painfully slowly as a jew who hasn't eaten food for 

weeks is standing in front of you and tells you about the lolocaust. 

7. The amount of comfort you experience must be borderline illegal. Hitler ice-cream 

revitalizes you as you eat it.  

8. Take your phone out or printed paper with the RTR. If you mess it up with ice-cream 

you can lick it, nobody's looking. 

9. Do the RTR. Destroy the enemy. Spam a few RTR's. You might want to have water 

handy since you have been devouring a lot of sugar. 

10. If you do more than the expected four RTR's for the day, go to the freezer and repeat. 

11. Watch the enemy having tantrums from this and breaking down. You might want 

extra ice-cream on this phase. Make sure it's Hitler Ice Cream Gelato. 

11. You can finish the RTR by having sardonic laughter in the damage you have caused. 

Contemplate on the bliss. 

 

Advisably I'd get a portable freezer so I would pick up an Ice cream between RTR's. But 

this is really up to you. These are the hard decisions of life. 

 

Not if you will do the RTR's. The RTR's are a force of good especially when combined 

with your chilling. 

 

Do not let jews and infiltrators lie to you... Only those in Israel have a hard time by the 

RTR's. The jews try to brainwash you to stop doing what harms them. They curse you for 

8 hours a day, and they troll you you can't do the same for 30 minutes a day. Because this 

30 minutes + Hitler Ice Cream = Jews fail forever. And it has been proven. 

 

The only one the RTR's harden is the jewish fate, our resolve, our power, and heighten 
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our powers as a whole. They make the life of the jews harder and gruesome. Your life 

becomes better. Your life becomes easier. 

 

 
http://www.joyofsatan.org 
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Icke Banned From Australia By Jews 

by HP Mageson666 » Fri Mar 01, 2019 

 

 

 

Icke Banned From Australia By Jews 

 

David Icke the famous author and conspiracy researcher had his visa to Australia five months 

later after getting it approved for his speaking tour to Australia....revoked and himself banned 

from entering just 5 hours before getting ready to board the flight from America to Australia. 

This was done last minute to make it impossible for him to have time for appeal or to gather 

lawyers to file suit. Thus ensuring his total cancellation of his planned tour. Icke has done 10 

speaking tours already in Australia and never broken any laws. By law he has the right to enter. 

 

Because Jews have no power anywhere they have the power to get Icke banned from an entire 

nation. 

 

The stated reason he was denied entrance into Australia was for "Anti-Semitism" and "Holocaust 

Denial"....The Jewish population of Australia is only .04 of a population of 25 million people. 

And the leader of the Jewish community, Dr. Dvir Abramovich leader of the Jewish Anti-

Defamation Congress was behind forcing the Australian government to silence Icke. The Jews 

feel they have the right to decide what Australian's get to think that is what the Jews have stated 

with this action. The Jews have also come out of the shadow's and shown they run Australia, this 

is Jew town now Goy. The Jewish Talmud states that only Jewish People are human beings and 

entitled to any rights and that non-Jewish People are Goyim meaning cattle property of the 

Jewish race and not entitled to any rights. This is why the Jews behave like this. Its their racist 

supremacism against Gentiles. The Jewish Talmud states that a Jew who has sex with a non-Jew 

has engaged in bestiality as the Gentiles are animals not human beings. 

 

The .04 percent of Jews that control Australia believe this hateful and inhuman garbage and are 

forcing their insane racist beliefs on the rest of the population and attempting to deny them their 

basic human rights in doing so. 

 

Icke mentioned something important this is the future coming in with the new Anti-Semitism 

laws they are working to pass in Europe and also the Combating Anti-Semitism bill that was 

passed within America as well. The Jews are attempting to the create the needed catch all 

definition of Anti-Semitism to make everything they don't like illegal.  

 

This is the sign of Jewish power. When the Jews took power over Russia with Communism the 

first law they passed was the Anti-Semitism Act in which any one accused of Anti-Semitism was 

given the death penalty this is in accordance with the laws of the Talmud. You can't have a free 

society with Jews as citizens.  
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Icke has taken the liberal approach to education of the population on the Jewish issue and still 

the Jews have come down on him like he is Hitler. Let this be a lesson the Talmud states "Even 

the best of the Gentiles are to be killed". Being soft on the Jewish issue does not save you from 

the wrath of a psychotic race of insane, racist Chosen People who's entire identity is based on 

your the Goyim. The Icke situation is also how the Jews end up creating opposition everywhere 

because the Jews persecute anyone no matter how liberal who softy criticizes anything about the 

Jews, till they become full and totally anti-Jewish woke peoples.  

 

The revealing thing is how far the truth is getting into the mainstream the statements of Icke's, 

Jewish persecutors in the Press over the Australian situation they are telling everyone something 

important: 

In recent years, he [Icke] has openly embraced antisemitism, adopting The Protocols of the 

Elders of Zion as a recommended text, charging that “Rothschild Zionists” were leaders of the 

reptilian conspiracy, blaming Jews for the 9/11 attacks, endorsing Holocaust denial and calling 

Judaism “racist,” among other defamatory claims. 

 

 

Basically: The Goyim Know! 

 

Icke has a lot of mixed information in his work and some of it is enemy nonsense however all 

that matters to the Jews is he has gotten it right enough on the Jews. However with the major 

public awakening going on among Gentiles and with the Final RTR this is backfiring on the Jews 

and drawn the worlds attention to the Jewish problem. 
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Ignorance is Bliss? 

By High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

The Jewtrix keeps repeating: ignorance is bliss. Be ignorant to the occult, be politically in Judaic 

ignorance, be ignorant in how to survive, be as ignorant as poissble. Satan the insight is the 

Devil. Awareness your enemy. Care your own worst friend that kills all the rainbow possibilities 

that your TV promised you. Jews your guides and friends. 

 

Jane is a BBC channel interviewed hottie. Jane just loves race mixing. Jane also dropped out of 

school to become a stripper. Jane loves BBC and also BBC. According to Nathanael Shekelstein 

Jane is a very rich and happy lady. She is the perfect Torah victim. A prototype for all young 

girls. Rumor has it maybe she was knifed one night by a client in the strip club, but who cares 

Jane was blissfully ignorant. She saw in TV it would be OK and really fun. As we know the TV 

never lied to anybody- she was too busy to think! 

 

So the enemy always pushes this lie that ignorance is bliss. Showing happy go lucky’s in 

televisions, or other lackeys who are the definition of what it means to be ignorant as the path to 

life, wealth, riches or even success. The examples are infinite. 

 

Luck does not imply unawareness. Luck implies in fact unconscious calculation for one’s 

benefit. It’s unrelated to ignorance. You do not need to be ignorant to be lucky, as you don’t 

need to be unfortunate to be considerate. 

 

So here we have Tom. Tom is blissfully ignorant. He literally passes that street with complete 

ignorance. Here we have a fire truck coming down. Well, Tom died. He is now blissful in 

heaven. He was listening too much to Jews who told him to be blissfully ignorant. Was reading 

too much of a guru that stated the physical was not important. His wish worked. He is no longer 

in it. Good job Tom. Yer Guru must be happy. Moskha has been attained. 

 

Here we have May. May was blissfully ignorant her whole life, did not discern between 

Criminals, or drug dealers for a lover. She literally loved anyone in her life. May found herself 

diagnosed with AIDS last week. May will die a horrible death. Oh, she is also pregnant now, 

with the kid of a thug. She loved everybody but took it a bit too literal. Doesn’t matter may only 

A Jewish gawd can judge You. Fuck the system! 

 

When I was a young pal, I was one time taken to a small chicken farm in a small village. So it 

was was a small family feast so a person decided to take me into the kitchen farm to see the 

chickens. He wore the gloves, took the sharpened knife, put the boots on, and went into the 

chicken farm. I was watching from the fence curiously and a bit worried. Here he comes in and 

chicken started flying around all over the place, until one chicken was locked into the corner due 

to not caring all that much. He took it by the back and brought it to the slaughter. All the other 

chicken who were alerted lived to see another day. The blissful ignorant, fat one, was the first to 

die. The others lived to see another day. 
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Moral of the story? If you are alert and you react, you heighten your chances of existence and 

survival. Blissful ignorance only heightens the chances of the Jews to survive. This is why it’s 

promoted. Ignorance and lies kill millions everyday. 

 

People in Africa are blissfully ignorant in regards to their roots thanks to the Jews. They are now 

having longtime suffering due to this. Europeans became forcibly ignorant to their culture in the 

Middle Ages. And half of Europe died, while the remaining alive were in civil wars for around 

1000 years. Even the ‘foolish ol peasant’ equally suffered famine and death. The God of the 

ignorant was nowhere to help either. 

 

So many blissfully ignorant people are also the first to die by Tsunamis and all sorts of other 

natural disasters. If they had some intuition, but of course Satan forbid they don’t, maybe they 

could have evacuated the place. Intuition is of Satan though. The Farm animals do not need 

intuition. Imagine if the chickens in the chicken farm had intuition. Or even managed to group up 

and assault this dead family friend of mine. They would peck his eyeballs out being so many as 

they would. 

 

Nearly all problems in life can be prevented by correct thought, preparation, and even when 

unforeseen circumstances strike, awarenes, knowledge and maturity. Ignorance is death. All 

beings who are ignorant invite death and suffering. Ignorance is also bliss…for Jews: that which 

makes the jews sleep at night, knowing that the planet is still sleeping. An infinite supply of 

asleep cattle, ready to be butchered. The enemy on themselves try to have their 'eyes’ and 

awareness everywhere. For the 'goyim’, the dumb will go to heaven. 

 

 

Awareness is Bliss. Symbolized by Satan. Who is a universal symbol of Luciferian insight and 

awareness. 

 

IGNORANCE IS DEATH. Symbolized by an imposter Jew who trolls the non Jews in the Bible. 

And then ascends with his own Jews to rule the animals with an iron rod. It’s also called 

Christianity, also known as cucktianity. 

 

Ignorance is a Bliss? Where? 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666  
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Immigration, Digital Currency, Microchips- Jewish War 

on Gentiles 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

Greetings to all our Comrades and Satanic Forces! 

 

 

As you all can see lately, the jews are pulling out their final acts. The people, all 

people around, they are acutely aware of the jewish problem. The jews are being 

revealed, both in heaven and in "Earth" of all their doings. As with any other 

historical age, the jews will do again what they are known best to do : Distract 

people, threaten the people and confuse the people. 

 

Now, as most here do know, the Banks are a jewish invention. In fact the historical 

invention of the "Banks" and "Banking" in general on how it turned out to be, has 

been just a manifestation of the jewish work of magick and their cunningness. The 

jews found this as the perfect means to handle, amass and steal the wealth of the 

Goyim. The jews always work to make themselves some sort of "living link" between 

the people and society. Banks never had to go so deep into the system, or who 

knows, maybe to be invented at all. But of course, this was the perfect chance for 

the jews to sneak in our civilization. The heavy power of the banks is centered 

around the Rothschild’s family. One just needs to look around and all info is readily 

available. 

 

 
 

Money is what the jews are after, as money has become into this jewish way of 

living, the center of all life. Money mothers’ materialism, except of everything else, 

and the jews can corrupt and snoop in and take over Nations and destroy them, 

solely on a culture based on Materialism. Accurately, it’s not that "money" does 
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anything on its own. It’s what its being done with it. And the jews are doing what 

they always do- weaponize the peanuts to enslave the Goyim with it. 

 

 
 

When you have the insane and inhuman yids handling money, with their severe fears 

and grounding issues, reptilian forefather mental problems, you are setting a state 

and pretty much anything in disaster. The economic crash for 1920, 1978, 2008, 

what the world undergoes now- it all testifies where this system is going. The jews 

are amassing all this crazy amount of wealth, not because of the reasons the Goyims 

are able to see (after all, what you are to see is programmed) and NO, Zuckerberg 

and all these other filthy jewish creatures aren't amassing wealth to have fun, do 

drugs and fly by planes all over a planet to live the party life. They are amassing 

wealth for control, to control everything they want to control. After all, the hoards of 

the Goyim have accepted this way that money is supposed to work. They have 

accepted that life is about being a material slave and running around a rat wheel 

one’s whole life, as to fulfill the hungry jews. Don’t call on them, or you are an anti-

Semite, bigot and Racist. Jew talk is plenty. It went from healthy capitalism, to 

Communistic Capitalistic Jewism. Jews turned materialism into the lowest level ever 

imaginable and turned the hopes of the industrialization to relate to slavery, 

bondage and a grim future for people. They made out of the greatest hopes, an 

abomination. Then from this of what they are trying to turn into an abomination, 

they are trying to create another even greater abomination: Communism. Doesn't 

matter what the jews take in their hands, it becomes a horror like their ugliness. 
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The capitalist system under the jews is in fact communism within an egg, with an 

unknown set spurt rate. Capitalism to a jew means, "Now it’s the time for me to 

amass all I can so we can force matters to the next stage - Communism". They are 

not parts of society and no, they do not care in an unconscious level, at all. They 

know entirely well what they are doing, its only you that does not. They do not care 

if its peanuts, money or shekels, they are interested in whatever moves the physical 

realm and causes changes in it, so they can change matters to their "eternal 

mission". Given they have nothing to contribute and do anything concrete, they take 

the white collar jobs, they are criminal overlords, they specialize in usury or 

parasitizing the talents of others to make money- that is the jew.  

 

When a nation is accepting the jews and it has Capitalism, the jews by use of the 

Kabbalistic Magick, "Torah" and all their other means of brainwashing of the masses 

such as the media, their tendencies of corruption and cheating on others etc, they 

will not before long amass huge sums of wealth, since this system and the people are 

taught to be duped and cheated and call it “life”, for any bad reasons one can put in 

mind. This is the reason the jews are putting whomever they want in "Office", too. 

It’s just the shekels, the media, the newspapers and the magazines doing the jew 

job. With these means, the 2 or 3% of Humanity can make up the life of the rest of 

the 97%, most of which is just looking like a brainless slaves. Too tight in the ass to 

just accept finally, that the jews are raping this world and to do something, are we? 

Or well, it doesn’t fit one’s mind.  

 

Some illiterate and cowardly fools, do indeed argue "christianity" or other jewish 

hoaxes are some sort of culture, but we know better- these are jewish programs and 

also, they are the programs to be put into the Goyims (Animals in Hebrew) brains, so 

they are accepting and open to be pretty much exterminated and terminated by 

jewish parasitism. Its just a loop of brainwashing, that their Gods are weaker to the 

jewish enemy, that they are to be swindled and animals, that they are to wait 

“saviors” and never save themselves, to be cuckolds and cowards, the pass the 

message down that resistance against the jews is futile etc etc. It’s easy to 

understand if you get the hang of it. 

 

When a bank holds your money, the BANK holds your money. You don't have it. You 

are given something, some sort of "reassurance" and a "bait" to put your money in 

the bank. The jews are just taking over your mind based on pure “thoughts” and 

“ideas” and “hopes”, or to “protect” it. What remains is that they are taking your 

money. Long story short, the jews gamble out the fortunes of peoples in the Stock 

market and elsewhere, and they are making a profit out of this gambling. Simply put, 

the returns in % one gets from locking away their savings in a bank, are actually the 

result of this gambling. If it fails then you are screwed. But this can also fail, the 

banks can fail and anything can fall down the drain, but who cares, this is the money 

of the Goyims. It’s a well-known fact the kikes who destroyed America in 2008, had 
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very well prepared before this calamity, no different than the attack on the Twin 

Towers. The American people know entirely well what is meant here, and it has been 

a sad story. But a jew can never be an American, and they know it too. They are 

ALWAYS jews, wherever they are. This “no-ethnic” propaganda, is for ze Goyims. As 

Henry Ford stated, the jews are INCAPABLE of CREATING wealth. They can only 

STEAL and PARASITIZE already existing wealth. This is the nature of the jew. The 

nature of the jew is to lie, to steal, to use usury, to destroy, backstab and make your 

children roasted in the oven for their dinner, while drinking a cup of blood. Its not 

me talking, its historical facts and sacrificed corpses that testify, hundreds of 

pogroms for that reason and many more. 

 

Well though, the jews also want total control over their Goyims. You are THEIR 

ANIMAL after ALL, AREN'T YOU! This is right in the jewish mind. You are their animal 

and like any landlord and owner, they are to own you like an animal. A misbehaving 

animal must be killed, the one most willing to be subjected helped to reproduce and 

the list goes on. Within, without and in all your actions, they want control. Xianity 

and Mudslime-ism are actually made to control ALL your thoughts, its another thing 

that they fail to do so. By design its their mission to control you. Yet this is not 

enough. They want more. They want to control your actions. Actions for now, but 

soon, they are developing the needed technology to keep people under strict control 

of an artificial intelligence, which will monitor every thought, movement, heartbeat 

and emotion. Long story short, the jews want you to INTERNALIZE currency, in the 

form of some technology. The “Currency” or to “Never lose one’s ID” is the motto 

the jews will be using for a while to get people to inject some microchip up their ass. 

After all, with all the corruption going around, you don’t want your money or ID 

stolen. But of course Goyims, the jews are causing this corruption.  

 

But you will never know, will you? You will of course again think its “Natural” and 

“Revolutionary” or the product of the “Future” to inject in your ass some microchip 

or something. The jews will have brainwashed the masses well enough by then. 

Movies, “trans-humanism” and all other filth which as convinced Humanity that they 

are unspiritual, useless dipshits, will have taken their toll to make Humanity feel so 

fucked about themselves that they want to get the jewish help. Of course, with help 

from jews, they vow to you they will make you a golden castle in the sky. This is like 

taking a loan or something. The future is ahead of you. Yet, if something goes wrong, 

you are doomed eternally. Well, but of course, the jews lied to you. They lied about 

the digital age and anything else. Now they have even attempted to turn all your 

cellphones into jewish ears to feed their insatiable hunger for human control.  

 

 

They actually want to offer to humanity to hook them into some digital fake reality, 

computer life, so they can live there. After all, the Goyims are useless and they can’t 

do shit physically, so we might as well lock them into some Ultra High Definition Life 

Simulator, or something, so they can finally get laid, because they are too afraid to 
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ask people for sex due to the fact that xianity has took its toll mentally. It all forms a 

perfect circle, you see? With the jews, the offers they offer are based on solving 

problems they have caused. Problem- Reaction- Solution. But well, first things first, 

inject some microchip inside your body. They want to make everyone a subject to 

their program. To put the game that they are strong with, under your skin or in your 

brain, literally. They want you to put under your skin a chip, in the form of a 

microchip, your wallet, ID and anything else. This will officially tie you completely to 

the so called "System". Whatever you buy, wherever you go, whatever you do, they 

will want to monitor.  

 

They will be able to monitor and fetch data for instance, about what brand of pasta 

you are buying. What cloths you like to wear. Where you went and when you went 

there. The list goes on. They will actually just go to a computer and will be able to 

find your whole life. What you eat, when you ate it, where you were when you ate it. 

And of course, since money is now like "God" in this physical realm, because it makes 

anything happen since the Goyims are willing to do ANYTHING for it, the jews are 

going to pull their big act: They will attempt to take money OUT of the physical 

realm, into a digital realm. Long story short, money will not exist physically anymore. 

The jews will have it like a computer game. A command will be enough for 

everything, killing, destroying, giving life, making kings and anything else, whatever 

the sick jews will done. Whomever they like, they will bestow wealth to in any 

manner they see fit, whomever they do not like, they will murder from the chip from 

itself, or from depriving their digital currency with the pressing of a button. This just 

means, all the Goyims will be slaves and they will be kings. The jews are turning 

everything that occurs in history to serve their supremacist ends. Technology, 

money, philosophy, religion, nothing is out of this list. They can’t help it. They must 

serve the purpose or die. The alien nature of the jews, which is nothing like a human 

being, should be evident by now. This will ideally set the way for the dream that the 

Reptilians and Greys have of this Planet: Total and Complete DOMINATION.  

 

Again, all this is just the so called "New Testament" upon which is "Prophecy" that 

the jews will do all these things to the people and attemp to enslave them, under 

one "God". These of course do adjust to times and events, but the core remains: 

Jewish World Domination. This is all not my invention, this sort of conception is just 

what is launched by the jews themselves in their songs, media, art, movies, 

prophetic books, rabbinical quotes, actions, historical moves and everything they are 

and do, pretty much. Just open your damn eyes and see: 
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This will give access to data that will make these filthy species "God" down here. 

Since they will know what products sell, what doesn't, what causes what, who 

spends what, who does what, there will be no longer any "secrets" and everything 

will become an amassed clump of nothing, which will be under the slave order of the 

enemy. Rebellion will be impossible. Of course, no "free" resources will no longer 

exist. As time goes, natural places where you can live on your own and feed yourself 

and so forth, will no longer exist. The jews have put fences and of course, they are 

rushing to take over all Water producing companies. Long story short, the jews are 

literally trying to take out the means to live and to keep everyone completely 

dependent on themselves and on their own will. What once was dependent upon 

others, the parasite, will now be the ruler. This is the jewish plan. Of course, 

enslaving people with a digital (Inexistent) currency, is the first thing the enemy 

wants done. The Rabbis openly state that the "Messiah" will not have any "spiritual 

powers" or anything. His “powers” they want to be physical. Obviously, the jews 

want to pave the way for this filthy being which they will put in charge of this whole 

“program”. It can be summed up as some sort of jewish matrix. The blueprint of that 

shit is actually put inside a movie which is named “The Matrix”. He will just be in 

charge of this "System" which will be imposed to the enslaved people.  

 

If this seems as difficult to digest as much as it would be for a man in the 1900 that 

television would exist. Long story short, it came to exist, whether they were 

“accepting” this or not. Even if some people cannot digest this, this IS happening and 

hundreds of years of history and watching of the jewish movements in history, do 

testify enough for anyone to know. Just study history while being just aware of the 

Racial jew. Then history starts to make sense. 
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Of course, for this to happen, the jews have to finish their unsettled business, which 

have lasted for thousands of years. China has fell to their program, jewcy Putin is on 

his bike doing turns around his lovely Synagogue, the Middle East is being ethnically 

cleansed by their buddies, the jewish owned ISIS does its job well in eradicating the 

Temples of the Satanic Peoples (Pagans)...The list goes on. The "Bad" guys have to go 

though, as they of course will notice them and attempt to again, save Humanity. You 

know, these evil Nazis again will have to take the wheel unless the jews can force 

them out of living. These are the European and American guys and pretty much, 

whomever else resists consciously or not the jewish advances of jewish 

totalitarianism.  

 

For this thing the jews have made up the Greek country a first experiment of their 

filthy little plan. They are flooding a small country with astronomical amounts of 

murderous islamic immigrants, putting the populace in impoverishment slowly and 

steadily, they are of course suppressing all political opposition by all means 

necessary and the list goes on. The jews of course keep on their same dialectic: 

"Diversity", "Poor immigrants", “Bad Hitler”, “Boo Nazis”, "The measures are 

needed" and the list goes on. In the bottom of it all, they are pulling out an ethnic 

cleansing experiments all over the place. They are also doing the same to other 

countries to break the European Union from the within, by the use of their jewish 

puppets.  

 

 
 

By 2016 the Greeks will be methodically forced to do all their "transactions" with 

"Digital currency", because according to the jews in power, the Goyim have stolen 

way too much money from tax income. The Truth of this is that in actuality, the 

jewish politicians who were prominent, stole everything from these people and of 

course, their "Greek" lackeys who are nothing but jew blooded filths under the veil, 
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have drained this small country dead, while filling their pockets to help mother 

Pissrael. Now the jews offer the solution of borrowing more money, digital 

transactions and becoming whores to immigrants, all of which apply to 

extermination of the Greek people. Many of course have heard about the Greek 

situation especially some months ago. The jews put Greece into the European Union 

with fake credentials, then started giving huge loans of the Greeks, who 

unsuspectedly went and got many loans.  

 

Then they pretty much "popped" this economic bubble, since it was based in huge 

loans from the EU, it all fell in place and now the "Banking system" will even demand 

the homes of the Greek Citizens in exchange, since there are unable to pay their 

"Debts" which went to the moon in a very short amount of time. They were of 

course unable to pay, as their paychecks and their incomes were even halved or -

60% lower than when they made the agreements with the loan holders. This 6 

trillion jewish tears of interest, really pay off. You play with the jews and you will get 

burned. This is just the first guinea pig of the jews.  

 

 
 

On top of this all, they are forcing the immigrants inside to even further destabilize, 

impoverish and endanger a small country such as this. They want to ethnically 

cleanse the Greeks too, same as the Iraqi's, Palestinians, Syrians and any other 
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people. Others are already brought to their knees, so they don't need to raise a 

finger anymore. Except of the evident problems, there are of course the press, the 

internet, the “Arts” and everything else backing up the Racial Extermination program 

of the jews. The people are being kept preoccupied on actor X’s fake tits, while the 

jews are on the back making plans to stomp people out of existence. Of course, their 

greatest enemies lie in the evil "White Man".  

 

 
 

The jews on one hand are panicking, yet on the other, since they are failing 

repeatedly to cause a WW3, they are just trying to make this a long lasting Racial war 

within the White States. The jews will be pretty much using these people as their 

puppets to attack the states they want gone, until they are gone and wiped out of 

existence, the people destroyed by Race Mixing. The jews see this in the depth of 

one or two decades, the White Race will no longer exist. Its the demographical data 

which claims such, since your average poor and weak immigrant has 3 children or 13 

children with them, but the evil bad horned Whites hardly aim for 2 or 3 children. 

Race Mixing is fundamental in the jewish warfare. The jews know first and foremost, 

that lost blood and degenerate Races, mean social, ethical, spiritual and general 

degeneration of society. One just needs to open the Torah to see all their methods 

of operation.  

 

Immigration is just the White-wanna-be-good-with-the-kikes-fools- paying for the 
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blood, tears and death the jews inflict in the Middle East. Another message of the 

Torah: The jews do the damage, you Gentiles/Goyims pay the consequences. We are 

DOOMED if nothing is done against this, and we must at all costs fight this Spiritual 

War against the jews. The jews literally want to drag the whole of Humanity down 

the drain and kill them all. When the last resistance of these people is out of the 

way, forget "Human rights" and anything "Humanitarian". Just expect a huge stable, 

filled with racially mixed "Goyims" who have the iq of a baboon, micro chipped and 

just waiting on the orders of the kikes, which will each own 2800 slaves. This is the 

dream of the jews, the dream of the "bible" and the core of all the jewish religions 

and teachings. As they themselves state, "JHVH" (The reptilian alien collective) 

handed them down the "Torah" so they can wage war to the "Children of Esau" 

(Gentiles) with it. All the methods are listed therein. 

 

 
 

Things are also very case sensitive. They jews are in fact in the worst position they 
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have ever been, as the whole world knows about them and their phony shit, 

holoholly lolly tears. They may be able to cause things, but they are unable to 

manage everything of where these things will lead, as they are not “god” even 

though they state as such to their slaves. In the end, this will be their undoing. And 

no, despite of their shows, they do not have the power many think they do. They are 

in fact weak and fragile and this is why they are making hundreds of years of struggle 

to just accomplish what could be otherwise accomplished seamlessly if someone was 

able to do this. Any massive uprising of Humanity would wipe them out like fleas and 

they know this. This is why they spent 70+ years to defame a Historical instance that 

this revealing of their nasty mugs occurred. The magnitude of this has reached a 

distance unparalleled in history. People actually know Hitler was right.  

 

The jews in their paranoid advance to kill everyone, destroy everyone, enslave their 

enemies and so forth, they are themselves falling in the worst trap they could ever 

fall. They are revealing themselves naked in the open. The jews are in fact, like 2 or 3 

of the world population. Any global uprising can undo them in the blink of an eye. 

The people all over the world know the Truth about the jewish lies and deceptions 

and as the jews try to wash the blood from their hands, their hands bleed even 

more. Everyone knows. What we are here to do is set the spiritual undercurrent so 

that the people will wake up from this jewish nightmare and that these criminals are 

being put into spiritual judgment. 
 

 

Some people have to save this world and fight for its freedoms.  

 

Like always, the Bad guys will save the World again. The children of 

Satan will again be the bad guys who are the real saviors in this evil 

and ugly enemy staged plot. 

 

Satanists, ONWARD TO VICTORY!!! 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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Clandestine Immigration as Tool for the Genocide of Italian People 

In 2009 – during a strong economical crisis – the World Jewry launched its program  

for a communistic conquer, aimed to create a communist regime in Italy, when Silvio 

Berlusconi was at the government as Prime Minister and head of the right-winged 

party “Forza Italia”. 

Silvio Berlusconi opposed the Jewish yoke in several ways, maybe unwillingly. As 

from his first appearance on the political scenes in 1994 he was Prime Minister 

several times; the Jews have always tried to personally and politically destroy him, 

as he is an obstacle against their communist enslavement agenda for the Gentile 

population. 

The “Lodo Mondadori” was a court case, lasted many years, in which Carlo de 

Benedetti, an open Jew, grabbed from Silvio Berlusconi several newspapers and 

national magazines, but later – through complicated legal actions and with the help 

of Jew and Communist lawyers and judges, obtained from Berlusconi a 

compensation by over 500.000.000 Euro, more than he paid before for his 

transaction. 

In November 2010 a case named “Ruby” exploded, name given to Karima el 

Marough, a young girl who introduced herself in some manner to some party that 

was held in Berlusconi’s private house in Arcore. Later she declared to the Jewish 

run media that she was under age (less than 18 year old) and that she had been 

sexually abused by the Prime Minister of the Italian Parliament. The media 

exaggerated the  matter and Berlusconi has been charged of under-age prostitution. 

Many people are convinced that Karima el Marough is not coming from Maroc, as 

she said at the beginning, and that she was not under age; but she is a Jew coming 

from Israel, and a Mossad agent designated to hit Silvio Berlusconi. 

http://www.ternimagazine.it/37113/il-fatto/ruby-agente-del-mossad-vogliono-

incastrare-berlusconi-il-giallo-sul-web.html 
https://terrasantalibera.wordpress.com/2011/01/22/ruby-mossad-karima/ 
html 
Ruby has also been investigated because she gave a false name to the police, as 

reported by the local newspaper “Unione Sarda” on the 9
th

 February 2011 : 

http://www.unionesarda.it/articolo/politica/2011/02/09/i_guai_di_ruby_non_finisc

ono_mai_indagata_a_milano_per_false_gene-1-212982.html 

Today Berlusconi has been prohibited from participating in any political activity and 

has been condemned to humiliating social services, while Karima el Marough 

received enormous amount of cash money, extorted blackmailing Berlusconi. Jewish 

style. 
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A bit later the Government was dissolved – two years before its natural expiry date 

– in favor of a temporary government ruled by Mario Monti, ex cooperator from 

2005 to 2011 of Goldman Sachs, the biggest Jewish World Bank. So he was a faithful 

man to the World Jewry. 

NO Italian EVER voted this government, that has been put on by the Italian Republic 

President Giorgio Napolitano, without public vote! The country has been delivered 

in the hands of the Jews without any possible choice. 

This government was only the beginning, and started a more advanced stage for the 

“Jewization” of the Italian State, imposed many new taxes, starting the destruction 

process of all and any personal liberty and civil right. Mario Monti introduced new 

rules according to which all bank operations of Italian bank accounts must be 

communicated to the central tax bureau: no Italian citizen can avoid a detailed 

control of his finances. The maximum cash payment limit is 1.000 Euro, to promote 

the electronic money use, that is under Jewish control (waiting for the microchip 

implant for all Goyims that will eventually follow). 

Monti Government even lasted one year and half – despite the fact it was a 

“temporary” government. In February 2013 the elections took place, and the winner 

was the Democratic Party (left-winged party, rooted and originating from the old 

Italian Communist  Party) with Pierluigi Bersani as main candidate. Immediately 

after the elections Enrico Letta (most likely a Jew) wan nominated Prime Minister, 

by the DP, but he was NOT voted by any of the Italian people by previous elections. 

Immediately after that, during February 2014, a new government crisis conducted to 

the resignation of Enrico Letta, and again as Prime Minister a man for whom NO 

Italian citizen NEVER voted was elected, Matteo Renzi. Again the Republic’s 

President Giorgio Napolitano delivered the country in the hands of person that was 

NOT chosen by the People, but was chosen by him, on behalf of International Jewry. 

During October 2013 the Italian Government already issued an operation named 

“Mare Nostrum”, officially identified as an operation aimed to eventually rescue 

clandestine immigrants shipwrecks, helping the vessels in danger. In truth this is an 

operation to help, catching the vessels overloaded with immigrants and even 

rescuing them to berth in Italy (thus in Europe); many reception centers have been 

created in several places. 

The Jewish press yelled about a shipwreck that caused over 200 deaths in South of 

Italy, near Lampedusa island, and this news has been used to motivate the above 

mentioned operation to introduce alien and violent elements in our country; this 

fact has been exaggerated by the Jewish media. 

What has “Mare Nostrum” done ? 

First of all it is a huge cost, around 9.5 millions Euro per month (around 100.000 

Euro per day) paid by Italian taxpayers. 
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Also, have a look to the below chart (Source: Wikipedia) evidencing the number of 

immigrants arrived in Italy every solar year : 

 

https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immigrazione_in_Italia#/media/File:Migranti_sbarcati_

in_Italia_1997-2014.png 

Note as the number of landed immigrants in Italy went from 4.406 for the year 2010 

(government with lower Jewish control) to 170.100 for the year 2014 (government 

with total Jewish control, operation Mare Nostrum in full activity) with an increment 

by more or less +4.000%. If we calculate the average immigrants number for all the 

previous years, from 1997 to 2013 included, we can see that – averagely per each 

year – 26.137 immigrants came to Italy. Also in this case we can see that the total 

number, compared to the average value of the previous 17 years, increased almost 

SEVEN TIMES! And 2015 numbers are at the same level of 2014. 

The national newspaper “La Stampa” on the 17
th

 February 2015 reported the 

following statement pronounced by the Lega Nord party leader, secessionist anti-

Europe party, Matteo Salvini : “with the immigrants ‘it is in act an operation of 

ethnic replacement, coordinated by Europe’. It has been said at Radio Padania by 

Matteo Salvini, who thinks ‘northern Italians are discriminated, victim of ethnic 

cleansing, people exchange’.” 

http://www.lastampa.it/2015/02/17/italia/politica/salvini-choc-padani-vittime-di-

polizia-etnica-coordinata-dallue-aOTqcJAuSlLNbA0ESdZnQL/pagina.html 

He continues : “The Isis is organizing the discharge of 200.000 immigrants. Renzi [my 

note: current Prime Minister] and Alfano cooperate, making available vessels and 
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hotels. The borders must be defended!” you can read in a post that appeared on the 

official facebook profile of this politic man. 

We know very well that the Isis has been created and controlled by the Jews, and 

that it’s only a movement that, behind the terrorism excuse, acts to destroy all 

traditions, the remaining of our Ancient Pagan Gods, the Gentile civilizations and 

societies still intact, everything that is opposing the Jewish agenda for the world 

conquest to create a one world slave state, where any liberty will be lost and every 

racial identity will be deleted in favor of a one world race without any culture, 

customs, nationality difference. Today in Italy we are watching exactly this process. 

The present government, made by Jewish puppets – and by Jews – enacted a total 

assistance policy towards the immigrants, and they invented a new formula 

according to which they only have to ask for “asylum” to the Italian government to 

get in return free food, accommodation, medical-sanitary assistance; all costs are 

charged to the taxpayers with very high expenses. 

But who is the first creator of this destruction operation of our culture, civilization 

and tradition, of racial degeneration? The Minister of the Interior Angelino Alfano 

wanted and decided this operation. Angelino Alfano was born in 1970 in Agrigento, 

Sicily, Italy. 

A mafioso sicilian informer, Ignazio Gagliardo, declared that he had been contacted 

by Angelino Alfano’s father to obtain political votes for his son – this new appeared 

on the national newspaper La Repubblica, Palermo issue, on the 8
th

 October 2009. 

http://palermo.repubblica.it/dettaglio/ora-disprezza-la-mafia-ma-ci-chiese-voti-il-

pentito-gagliardo-accusa-alfano/1743505?refresh_ce 

Also, during 1996 Angelino Alfano participated to the wedding ceremony of the 

daughter of a known mafioso boss Croce Napoli, as evidenced by a video took at the 

same wedding; this video vanished with no trace from the mostly Jewish media, and 

the news has been rapidly hidden; he kissed the boss with confidence in front of all 

people. 

http://www.ilgiornale.it/tag/croce-napoli-72691.html 
http://skywalkerboh.blogspot.it/2011/06/il-bacio-al-boss-mafioso-di-angelino.html 

The book “The Kings of Rome” by Lirio Abbate and Marco Lillio (two journalists, one 

of them is a Jew), at page 170, evidences how the clandestine immigration is a rich 

business, worth billions for the Mafia (we know that Mafia is Jewish); “Between 

many bonds to powerful people on which Odevaine might rely (...) Giuseppe 

Castiglione, scilian ras  of the new right-wing, ex Catania Deparment president, very 

close to the Minister of the Interior Angelino Alfano.” 

Furthermore – as all the immigration business as a genocide of our Gentile people, is 

ruled by the Jews – the Catholic Church could not miss in the list, as the main Jewish 
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power centre. 

I quote the words of a telephonic wiretapping made by the police during an 

investigation, at page 174 of the book : 

“B: Is Comunione e Liberazione supporting Alfano? 

O: Yes ... they are one of the main funder of all of this.” 

Comunione e Liberazione (Communion and Liberation, http://it.clonline.org/) is an 

ecclesiastic organization recognised by the Catholic Church, founded in 1954 by a 

Priest, Don Luigi Giussani; people who associate are even requested to constantly 

pay a fixed quote of their monthly wages to contribute! This is a true racket, and the 

money is spent by the Jews to delete our civilization and our race!!! 

This is not all. The present Prime Minister Matteo Renzi declared (from the Hebrew 

Community of Rome website http://www.romaebraica.it/renzi-israele/) : 
“The Italian left-wing must get used to say that Israel has the right to exist ...”. 

“Israel is a country surrounded by realities desiring its destruction, and Iran is the 

first in the list ... a clear position on this is from Obama administration”. 

This has been told by Matteo Renzi during an interview released to the Jewish TV 

channel La7. 

 

 

http://www.si24.it/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/renzi-israele.jpg 

The Prime Minister Renzi recently issued in 2015 a job reformation, named “Jobs 

Act”, ordering that all employees and workers must wear an electronic “badge”, 

capable to trace their presence and movements; also employees’ computers and 

email can be remotely controlled without any notice or reason. 

According to the world communist conquer Jewish agenda, Goyims are treated as 

cattle and bar-coded for the total control. 
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The newspaper La Gazzetta di Mantova is commenting this news as follows : 

http://gazzettadimantova.gelocal.it/mantova/cronaca/2015/06/26/news/tutte-le-

lettere-al-direttore-di-venerdi-26-giugno-1.11679703?refresh_ce 

“ ... safeguards and workers rights’ reduction, control of jobs, not only through 

department managers but through the obligation to wear on a personal box, so that 

in every moment the employer’s eye knows where you are and what you are doing. 

It is a control system that is often used for animals, in fact dogs and cats has their 

microchips, sheep has the dog, and cattle on the mountains has the bells ... but they 

are animals.” 

Furthermore, in 2015, the Renzi government approved a law punishing everyone 

who is denying the Holocaust, thus the negationsm offense has been created and 

can be punished with incarceration up to five years. 

The Jews want to drag Italy into the abyss of a Jewish Communist regime, they 

already tried to do this through the political party “Movimento Cinque Stelle”, as a 

leader they put a tv comedian, Beppe Grillo, funded by a vague and phantom 

association of which one of the partners is part of the Jewish family Sassoon, 

connected to the Rothschild, who tried (with no success) to trigger a full communist 

revolution. 

S.S.666 
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Immortal German Culture 
By Joseph Goebbels 
 
Were one to imagine Western culture without its contributions from 
Germany and Italy, much would be missing. As obvious as this may be, one 
has to repeat it now and again to give a short but persuasive reply to the 
enemy’s arrogant talk. They love to pretend to be the protectors and 
defenders of an art and culture that they themselves have not created, or to 
which they made at best a modest contribution that could vanish without 
much harm to the cultural edifice. The art treasures they possess were mostly 
stolen by their armies in Europe or the rest of the world. They have hardly 
any cultural achievements of their own, and those that they do have stem 
from the spiritual consciousness of that part of the world that they today are 
trying to destroy. Cities such as Nuremberg and Munich or Florence and 
Venice contain more eternal manifestations of Western culture than the 
entire North American continent. What musicians do the English have to 
compare with Beethoven or Richard Wagner, and what artists can the 
Americans present to match Michelangelo or Leonardo da Vinci? 
 
They talk of human culture. We have it, and remain today its guardians, 
wardens, and protectors. We have to remember that to properly understand 
and appreciate the gigantic struggle the Axis powers are engaged in. We are 
fighting for the basic values that Europe has created in its thousands of years 
of history. Even more, we are fighting for the very source of these values, 
both in the past and for the future. The very roots of Europe are threatened. 
The nations that made the greatest contribution to the West are fighting for 
their material and spiritual existence. Were they to surrender, our continent 
would lose everything. The very roots of its growth, that have borne so much 
fruit over two millennia, would be cut off.  
 
It is stupid, and easy to refute, when our enemies maintain that they are 
fighting only the present leadership of the Axis powers, not their peoples. 
That is what they have always said, but forgotten when the time came to act, 
as for example in 1918 and 1919. Second, these regimes are the natural 
expression of their peoples’ modern political thinking. They have no other 
reasonable form of government. The claim that their autocratic structure 
takes the life from art, even makes its further progress impossible, is easily 
refuted both theoretically and practically. These regimes are not nearly 
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as autocratic as they are accused of being. They actually have stronger 
democratic traits than the traditional democracies, and besides the history of 
culture shows that everywhere and at every time art does not ask under 
which political system it lives. Churches and secular buildings were built 
over the centuries by tyrannical popes and kings. The best of Europe’s 
paintings come from ages filled with the noise of the battlefield. Nefarious 
noble families promoted the highest flowering of the visual arts, while their 
citizens lived in fear. 
 
Even ignoring the past, the present refutes the stupid and base claims our 
enemies use to conceal their actions, which oppose or destroy culture. It is a 
rape of sound understanding to justify the crazed attacks of English or 
American terror planes on German or Italian cities on cultural grounds. 
German or Italian cultural centers that were built over centuries are reduced 
to soot and ashes in a brief hour. This is far more than an attempt to terrorize 
our population, much less to attack our armaments production. This is 
evidence of an historical inferiority complex that wants to destroy what the 
enemy is incapable of producing himself, and has never created in the past. 
European humanity must blush in shame that a 20-year-old American, 
Canadian, or Australian terror flyer can destroy a painting by Albrecht Dürer 
or Titian, that he can destroy the work of the most honored names in history, 
though he and millions of his countrymen have not even heard of them. 
There can be no apology for such behavior. It is a cold, cynical, calculating 
attack by the spoiled child of Europe. These upstarts from the New World 
turn against the Old World because it is richer in soul and spirit. Its eternal 
artistic accomplishments stand against skyscrapers, cars, and refrigerators. 
Is it not interesting that the English leadership has destroyed dozens of 
German theaters, while England itself does not have even a single serious 
theater? And the Americans are not even worth mentioning. They lay waste 
to Europe’s cities and its cultural landmarks, since there is nothing to 
compare them to in Chicago or San Francisco. Their bombing terror will 
destroy that part of European art and culture that they cannot buy. 
 
We know what they are up to. This war is about more than our daily bread, 
our living space, and our peace. More than ever before, we have to defend 
our most valuable possessions, the things that make life worth living, 
without which human life is meaningless, like the lives of our enemies from 
the steppes of the east. War is indeed a great destroyer, but it also contains 
constructive elements that suddenly appear in the midst of its destructive 
work. It robs us of our senses, yet also gives them back. Never before have 
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our continent’s people been able to see so clearly, where Europe stands and 
what we must do. Times of comfortable peace may make the lure of material 
comfort seem all too satisfying. War wipes it all away. It drives away 
dullness and indifference, and returns us to the roots and sources of our 
strength, teaching that man does not live by bread alone. Never have the 
German people had such a drive toward intellectual and spiritual things as 
they do today. I am not speaking of the less pleasant manifestations of war, 
which are always there. However, one should look to our theaters, concert 
halls, museums, and art exhibitions. Day and night, summer and winter, tens 
and hundreds of thousands of Germans sit or stand there astonished at so 
much beauty. We have become richer, more fulfilled, and better as a result 
of the war. 
 
It would be a mistake to explain this development exclusively on material 
grounds. The German people are not spending their money on art because 
there is no other way to spend it, as is sometimes said. The path to art is the 
path to their hearts. The present with its pain and misery drives us to the 
consoling certainties of our people, and where are they more visible than in 
art? We see in it the answer to the destructive fury of our enemies. We learn 
today to appreciate what they cannot understand, since it is threatened. It is 
of no importance if this occasionally occurs in primitive ways, or as some 
know-it-alls call it, Kitsch. Over time, things will work themselves out. We 
were all beginners once, and what pleased us as children often does not 
please us once we are mature. A large part of our people still is in its 
childhood years in this regard, which leaves room for systematic education 
and development. Despite all our rich and glorious past, we are a people at 
its beginning. 
 
Everything is open before us. We need only to reach out. It would be more 
than serious if today’s artists did not want to understand that. Never have 
they had a more eager public than they have today. One must recall the past 
to know what that means. New pictures, sculptures, plays, novels, 
symphonies, and operas are no longer of interest only to intellectual critics in 
the newspapers, as was once often the case. Today they must withstand the 
eye and ear of the people. Even more, they have to endure comparison with 
the great works of the past, which the popular consciousness today has 
begun to understand, and which provide the standards for the new fans of 
art. Goethe’s maxim is truer today than it ever was, artists must create, not 
talk. The age offers each the opportunity to test his talents. In contrast to the 
past, each has an equal chance. No one can complain that he had no chance 
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to speak, as long as he has something to say. Let him reach for the pen, the 
brush, the chisel, and the compass and speak with the instruments of his art 
and his calling to an age that is waiting for enlightenment. 
 
It is a wonder that in the midst of this gigantic battle, art is able to exist, 
almost untouched by the storms of our people’s gigantic and fateful struggle. 
Were any proof needed of National Socialism’s support for the arts, this is 
that proof. That does not mean that artists can ignore what is going on 
around them. There may be an artist here or there who believes that since his 
art does not concern the war, the elementary laws of war have no application 
to him. He must be reminded of his duty, perhaps rather firmly. His work, 
even if not related to the war, is not an end in itself. He is still working for 
his people, which are enduring the heaviest burdens and deepest sorrows. It 
has a right to expect the artist to recognize that, particularly since he enjoys 
creative freedom in the mist of war that he never had in times of normal and 
unmolested peace. 
 
In this fourth year of the war, I have the honor to open in the Führer’s name 
the 7th Great German Art Exhibition in the House of German Art in Munich. 
The beautiful and impressive exhibition is not independent of its age. Its 
form is influenced by it. It contributes to the war at the front. Our artists here 
give the best evidence of their energy and their creative fanaticism. 
As in the past war years, the Führer cannot be with us. But his spirit is even 
more with us. This cultural monument, the building, and the exhibition, are 
his work. It was built in peace, maintained and expanded in war, and points 
to a happy and blessed peace. Its splendor today gives us a sign of what will 
be when the victory comes, in which we believe more today than ever 
before. I greet the Führer in this great age, of which he is the creator. The 
scaffolding is still there and only the expert can see what its creator has in 
mind. But we can all believe in it. We do that with all the strength of our 
hearts. 
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Important: Hawaii Missile Attack False Flag By Israel 

by HP Mageson666 » Sun Jan 28, 2018 9:34 am 

Hawaii Missile Attack False Flag By Israel

The missile attack on Hawaii this month was not a false alarm. It was a real attack on the Island. 

From a Hawaiian citizen:

"Word here in Hawaii is that a group of tourists and tour guides were on a boat 100 miles off shore 
Saturday morning around 8 AM when they witnessed what they thought to be a meteor blowing up 
over the ocean. It was reported on Hawaiian channel 2 but then removed from their website. 
Rumour is the launch came from an Israel Dolphin 2 submarine. Some college basketball games 
had a red alert across the screen from US Pacific Command declaring a missile launch in the Pacific
near Hawaii."

The reports are they saw the sky go white with an explosion. The missile was from reports 
intercepted by American missile defence systems. Reports are Israel is now missing a Nuclear 
weapons sub after this attack. From reports American systems intercepted and destroyed a nuclear 
missile.

More:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5I6PP6f ... e=youtu.be

HAWAII TOURISTS SAW THIS BLOW UP OVER HAWAII? Hawaii false alarm was no false 
alarm 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zpQGGFeAUFY

This would not be the first time Israel has launched a false flag attack on America to pull Americans
into a war, for the Jewish power. 
The USS Liberty attack was another event that is documented in history along with the Lavon 
affair. And the 911 attacks by Israel as well:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YC8j-uvZUI0

The case this time from reports is the attack was to be blamed on North Korea to pull America and 
NATO into a war with North Korea which would pull North Korea's allies China and Russia into a 
greater war. This is how the last two World Wars they started happened. They started it with smaller 
powers, to then pull in the larger powers.

This has to be understood within context. 
The Jewish power believes in the Messianic global war that must occur to bring about their Global 
Kingdom and rule. This is why they started the other two World Wars, to bring this about via 
Communism. The blue-print for the Jewish World Government (the Bible) is full of commands of 
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how "god" [the Jews] will destroy the Nations [The Gentiles] with fire [nuclear war] at the end of 
days. So that "god" can then build the Global Kingdom of the Jews. 

Israel, from the NSA document that was leaked under Obama. Is one of the world's largest nuclear 
powers. 

Remember Israel used a nuclear weapon on Damascus during 2013. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9yxRTB9DXek

Keep up the Reverse Torah Rituals, this is the second time the Jews have tried for a World War the 
other time being last April with the Tomahawk strike on a Russian-Syrian base in Syria which was 
timed to connect to the Kabbalistic date of the anniversary of America being pushed into the first 
Messianic war. 

Our RTRs are stopping this from getting off the ground but only if we keep them up.

The Jews are getting more desperate to start their Messianic war, as they are getting exposed 
globally on a scale never before known. 
This attack on Hawaii goes along with numerous attempts to control and shut down the internet:
viewtopic.php?f=24&t=1012

A massive Global War would give them Martial Law powers in America and abroad to accomplish 
this as well. And in general destroy everything allowing them to distract people off of them.

Follow the Slothz search engine to:
www.joyofsatan.com
www.exposingchristianity.com
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Important On Satan And You

by HP Mageson666 » Thu Feb 01, 2018 6:25 am 

Important On Satan And You

The Kabbalah states the letter “Teth” was not in the original ten commandments, which were 
positive, and will be brought back in the world to come [the original Moses destroyed in his anger 
at the sin of the Israelites]. 
The letter Teth is also not in any of the names of the 12 tribes of Israel which form the physical 
manifestation of the god of the Jews who will rule in the world to come. The letter Teth represents 
sinfulness and is a negative to the Jews.

Teth is stated to be the letter of the Serpent and the descriptions of it have also to do with things to 
bind with. 
The proper spelling of Teth is Tes in the correct Hebrew alphabet as Rabbi Munk showed in his 
work which is referred back to as the authority source on the subject of the Hebrew alphabet by 
books on the subject by other Rabbis and Jewish authors.

The vowels are interchangeable, the reason is Tes is Set which in Egypt was properly spelled Sat. 
In Hebrew, many times the Aleph the A is put as E. 
In Egypt, the god Sat was the ancient king of the Gods. While in the East, Sat is the highest name of
God and the saviour God. However in Hinduism Satya [absolute truth] the name of the ancient 
godhead was shown as the Pillar which connected “heaven and earth”. The spine and head with all 
the chakras. 
In Egypt the Teth letter ruled the nine gods which formed the tet pillar the same. And it’s actually 
Sat. The name Sat in Egypt was fully spelled out Satan which was the name of the Serpent spirit, 
the breath of life, the soul and the King of the Gods. 
In Sanskrit, Satan is the number one hundred, which is the number of godhead and perfection, spirit 
the serpent life force, Satan means the eternal god in Hinduism. 
The Sumerians called their head god Enki [Anki where the Ankh comes from] Satan and stated this 
god created them. 
The Yezidis, who came from the East and were part of ancient Sumeria, still call their god Satan. 
The Yezidis state Satan taught the first humans the knowledge of ascension into the light body by 
the serpent power Yoga.

The reason the Jews spell this as “Tes”, “Tas” is, because in Judaism if you reverse something it’s a 
curse to erase it from existence.   This is why the letter “Tes” is not to be in ‘the world to come’, 
which is the Jewish Messianic global kingdom. As they wish to erase Satan from this earth. This is 
why the articles of binding are given in this letter because it’s spelled backwards - to bind the 
Gentile soul, the Serpent energy. 
The reason Tes is used to denote sin is because the actual original sin in Judaism is to be born 
Gentile, to be of the blood line of Satan. Which, the Jews state, the Gentiles are - in their religion. 
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The Jews state when the Messiah comes he will destroy all the Gentiles thus removing sinfulness 
from the earth.

Source
The Wisdom Of The Hebrew Alphabet, Rabbi Munk
Tantra Yoga Nada Yoga Kriya Yoga, Swami Sivananda
The Truth Behind the Christ Myth: The Redemption of the Peacock Angel by Pinkham, Mark 
Amaru

Follow the Slothz search engine to:
www.joyofsatan.com
www.exposingchristianity.com
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Important: The Deadly Danger Of Christianity And Kabala For Gentiles

by HP     Mageson666   » Tue Feb 20, 2018 8:08 am 

Important: The Deadly Danger Of Christianity And Kabala For Gentiles

The core of Kabbalistic Theurgy or ritual magic especially for what is given to Gentiles by Jews is 
based on the creation of the "Holy Guardian Angel" this is so important the Theurgy texts state one 
cannot be successful in any Kabbalistic ritual magic without this. 

The process involves lengthy twice a day rituals on the power points of the sun rise and sun set to 
be started on the equinox of spring [when important workings are started and set into motion] and 
then six months straight. Where one generates the thought from or "Holy Guardian Angel" one uses 
this as the conduit to access the enemy matrix of energy they call "god", the individual then is to 
bring this thought form within themselves and embed this into their soul. After this stage the 
connecting to this generated angelic thought form and reconnecting this over and over again into the
soul is the crucial opening part of all Kabbalistic ritual workings. This is done while chanting 
Hebrew words of power and evoking other thought forms "Angels" the Hebrew words of power and
connecting with this all act to imprint this into ones soul. Much of the intense asceticism of fasting, 
isolation, sleep deprivation that accompany the process leading up to the rituals are simply to 
breakdown the conscious ego mind personality to remove any active mental states that might 
interfere with connecting with the energy and becoming a channel. 

The situation is as stated in Hinduism, Shakti energy in the human being is the creative mind or 
imagination in which one can create an energy imprint and form it with the Akasha principal in the 
astral with and infuse this with energy and bring it to life as a servitor. This can then be 
programmed with specific names or words of power to empower such more and to connect with it. 
The Kabala is very open about this in the texts specifically for other Rabbi's and that these "Angels"
are just thought forms, servitors. This is the Ayn Sop the Akasha principal their god form Elohim 
was then formed out of and infused with its program by the 22 Hebrew letters by the Rabbi's in 
Kabala.

The why this "Holy Guardian Angel" is set up its the link to the Jewish matrix of energy the 
individual is embedding into their soul. To become a vessel into the material world. 

This is also were the cube comes in. The images of ritual magic in the Kabala show the Rabbi 
standing in a circle with the symbols of the Zodiac and planets making the circle the Rabbi stands 
in. They are the cube in the middle of this acting as the conduit to bring this energy into the material
thought them. The symbols of the circle are substituted for the Hebrew letters they represent and 
connect into. Astrology is geocentric. The four corners of the cube are the four poles of the fixed 
points of the Zodiac around the earth. Which the cube symbolizes. 

This is why the Gentiles who get deep into Kabala to this level like Crowley and others of the 
serious Gentile Kabbalistic Societies of the day. Always met with total disaster. They literally 
poisoned their soul with this negative Jewish energy and became possessed by a Jewish thought 
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form. Which is infused with countless ritual murders of Humans and animals and curses on 
Gentiles. The Christian ritual of Communion is a form of Kabbalistic sympathetic magic to connect 
unconsciously with this in the astral and amplify this. The Jews have an alien reptilian soul and this 
is the energy of their collective soul matrix as mentioned in their Torah their god is the ten sphere's 
of their Kabala tree. The Jewish soul in the individual or microcosm tree that is connected with the 
larger tree or macrocosm the matrix of energy. The letter Aleph shows this as well and which is why
the Shema is the most important prayer in Judaism that is prayed on the power points of dawn and 
dusk it connects their individual soul into the larger matrix of this energy. Their collective soul. And
the Jew acts like the cube they bring this energy down into the material world with the Shema and 
manifest this. 

This is why the Jews flooded Gentile Spiritual Societies they infiltrated with these specific 
Kabbalistic teachings. To simply do stronger what they are already doing with Christianity. And 
infuse the Goyim with a pseudo Jewish soul that ties into their matrix of energy and ruin them with 
vampiring them and cursing them.

The Christ form of the Jews is the same "Holy Guardian Angel" and its purpose is just on the level 
of the mass mind. The exercises given to the Christians for the Clergy, and lay people to connect 
with this are from the Kabala and designed to generate this "Holy Guardian Angel" in the image of 
Christ and then embed this into their souls strongly for the same reason. Which is why your 
supposed to bring this "Jesus" into your soul and be born again [possessed by this thought form]. 
The practices of the "Saints" in the Christian writings have the exact same exercises described in the
Kabala and "Christian Kabala" for the Goyim. Same with the Jesuits. For the same reason to posses 
them with this Jewish thought form and use them as conduits to bring its purpose of a Jewish World 
Government into being in which the Gentiles are destroyed by the Jews in their great Messianic 
war. Christianity's use is to destroy the Goyim.

This is the reason why the Jews hate the name Satan, Satanas. Satanama Its the original mantra that 
holds the vibrational template of the Gentile soul with. Its the five frequency templates of the 
elements that form the Gentile soul. And the name of the living God Satan who gave us our Soul. 
It’s the sound form of the Gentile serpentine energy that forms our soul on all levels and empowers 
it. This mantra if one uses it will find it scrubs all the enemy energy right out of the soul and 
activates the Kundalini serpent which detoxes one of all negative energy imprints on the soul. 
Which is why Satanama is the highest name of God in the original Sanskrit language and mantras. 
It’s still used as the highest name of God in Sikhism which was founded by a Hindu Guru and 
infused with many Sanskrit, Hindu elements. 

Which is why the Jews even the secular ones fear to speak the name of Satan, it’s harmful to their 
evil and alien soul. And why the Jews use all kinds of substitution names instead in their religious 
texts like Samel and such. 
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Sources 
The Tree Of Life, Israel, Regardie
The 72 Names Of God, Baal Kadmon
The 32 Paths Of Solomon, Hogan
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Re: Important Warning The Deadly Danger Of Practicing Kabala For Gentiles

by HP     Mageson666   » Tue Feb 20, 2018 9:02 am 

It never ends well for the Gentiles who get into this stuff. Even basic Christianity over time makes 
people more dysfunctional, negative and alien after awhile. It they get into it deep they just become 
alien and evil minded people. The amount of people who get sick in the churches with all kinds of 
aliments that should not even be that bad but kills them quick, is unbelievable. It’s the negative 
death energy in the Christian program they are tied into. The RTRs can save ones life especially the 
72 it wipes out all this energy off the soul. As well as out of existence.

natalie_lion's_heart wrote: “I used to try explain to New Agers I'd encounter that this 
was bound to be the case for Gentiles tapping into Jewish magic but no matter the 
evidence, it's as if they were so tied down into the whole thing - especially by their 
pitfalls, bad habits, horrible life experiences, etc - one person I knew used to do a ton of 
angel magic, because they were sadly abused when they were younger, essentially 
allowing the entities to abuse them in some kind of passive aggressive relationship and 
couldn't see how wrong it was. 
They probably could also have been mentally ill. It's just one example and it gets much 
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worse.

It's really bad because when people even just play around lightly with Kabala or Sefirot 
Angel stuff, it changes them forever, in a really bad way. I've seen people enter those 
forums wanting to explore and learn about the powers of the soul, and a few weeks 
later, they are outright planning animal blood sacrifice rituals. Horrific, to put it lightly.

I've quit trying to inform those circles because it's impossible, it's like the name Satan 
triggers those types' instilled Kike-complex and you find yourself banned.
Seeing those poor souls, makes me more than glad that I found Satanism first.”

Follow the Slothz search engine to:
www.joyofsatan.com
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Re: Important: The Deadly Danger Of Christianity And Kabala For Gentiles

by HP     Mageson666   » Wed Feb 21, 2018 5:55 am 

Tamil is from Sanskrit. There is this strange Tamil propaganda that somehow its not and everything 
on earth came from Tamil's. Its the We Wuz Kangz of the east. Southern India and Tamil Nadu was 
given its Vedic heritage by Aryan's such as Agastya Muni who came down from the North of India. 
The fact the Veda's have been rolled back to eight thousand years with the Saraswati river 
civilization being discovered proves Sanskrit is the oldest. But Christards think the world is six 
thousand years old and it was all created by a Hebrew-speaking Rabbi in the sky who watches you 
go to the bathroom.

Academic Scholar wrote: “Thank you this explains a lot. Do you recommend any 
academic sites/books/authors that prove ancient Sanskrit is the original language of 
humanity and earth? I’ve researched myself but I’ve only found that Tamil comes up as 
the most ancient language. I’ve met xians who legit think and try to argue with me that 
Hebrew is older than Sanskrit...”
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Important Exposing The Kabala The Truth Of YHVH The Jewish God 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Jun 22, 2018 7:34 am 

The Kabala The Truth Of YHVH The Jewish God 
 

Judaism is based on the Torah and lists there are two aspects to the Torah the encoded Torah 

and the decoded Torah. The decoded Torah is called Kabala. The Rabbi's have the keys to 

decode the encoded Torah.  
 

 

In Kabala "god" YHVH the name of the Jewish "god" is shown as the world tree with the ten 

sephiroth on it.  
 

Kabala states the 10 sephiroth are divided into three upper ones the upper face and the seven 

lower ones the lowers face. 

 

 

The three upper worlds are Kether, Binah, Chokhmah. Which Kabala states is the left brain, 

Binah, the right Brain, Chokhmah and the Optic thalamus, Kether. The three upper sephiroth 

are called the three heads or the three faces. Which in ancient symbolism is the symbol of the 

three parts of the brain and the three nadis the moon, sun and middle channel merging together 

in the head. The head of the trident is another way this is shown. The image of the three upper 

faces or heads is still in Hindu symbolism:: 
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The seven lower faces or sephiroth in Kabala are called the "Seven Elohim" the seven gods 
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they are also called the "seven lights" and relates to the seven planets. The seven planets are 

seven chakra's the name "gods" is also an ancient term for the seven chakra's and so are the 

"seven lights". 

 

YHVH in Kabala as a name is openly stated to be nothing more then a code for the ten 

sephiroth on this tree: 
The Yah letter is Kether and Hokhma 
 

The Heh is Binah 

 

The Vav is Gevurah, Tiferet, Chesed, Netzsach, Hod, Yesod. 
 

The second Heh is Malkhut 
 

The three pillar's are the left, right and middle of the body. The left is were the female nadis or 

energy pathways are and the right the male nadis. They meet in the middle at the middle pillar. 

This concept is still shown in Hinduism as Ardhanarishwara: 
 

 

The three pillars also represent the sun, moon and middle channels in the spine. The worlds are 

divided into male and female sephiroth or energy centers. The male and female parts of the 

soul. Much of the talk on the sephiroth in Kabala is just on the uniting of the male and female 

sephiroth which is the point to sexual unite the male and female chakra's and the soul. Kabala 

calls this practice "Daath" which means in this context "sexual union" this creates the new soul 

in kabala. 
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The four worlds associated with the tree Atzilut, Briah, Yetzirah, and Assiah, are related to the 

four elements with Daath being the hidden fifth world of spirit. They also relate to the five main 

sheaths this is still found in Hinduism. The physical body the prana body, the astral body the 

mental body and emotional body. That come together to form the person. 
 

 

In Kabala the soul simply reincarnates which they call "Gilgul" in Kabala. And this process is 

done according to the karma of the individual soul. There is no literal heaven with a "god" sitting 

in it in Kabala. 
 

In Kabala the highest "god" is simply the Ain Soph which in Kabala is a code for Kether the 

crown which relates to the element of space. There are actually only nine sephiroth counted in 

Kabala not ten. Kether is considered not part of this for reasons of it relates to the union with the 

Ain Soph and the essence within all the other sephiroth. The Ain Soph is called simply "A Force" 

in kabala and nothing else its the subtle energy that manifests existence. The nine sephiroth are 

seen in the Norse with the nine worlds on the tree. Ten is a code for union with spirit the 1 in 

Kabala is spirit as it unites and adds into all numbers all this core element does into all forms. 

The O is the female symbol the physical body or Prakriti in Hinduism that unites with spirit or 

Purusha. The union of both occur at the crown. 
 

The goal of Kabala is to raise the Shekinah from Malkuth the root chakra to "god" in Kether the 

crown. This is the union of Shiva and Shakti in Hinduism. There are actually 33 pathways on the 

Kabala tree as Kether is the hidden 33rd pathway in Kabala. This is the 33 vertebrae of the 

spine which Shekinah the serpent energy must travel thought to unite with "god" at Kether the 

crown the top of the head. This is also the 33 Deva's in Hinduism. And 33 degrees of Masonry. 

Note Ain is the Hebrew letter that is given the All Seeing Eye and is called this in Kabala. Kether 

the crown connects to the pineal gland in the brain. This concept of Kether as the actual "god" is 

in Hinduism. The crown is called Guru which means "god" for the same reason. It connects into 

the eternal essence of "That Which Is Not" the Shiva Tattva in Hinduism. 
 

In Kabala the 22 letters relate to the seven planets the 12 signs of the Zodiac and the three 

elements. However this is taken from the Greek 24 letters which in the Greek the 7 planets, 12 

signs of the Zodiac and 5 not 3 letters for the five elements. The letters on the tree are designed 

to be vibrated in certain patterns to lead the Shekinah up the 32 paths to the 33rd path of 

Kether. The individual physical Jew is literally called "god" in Kabala that is all. The ten 

sephiroth also relate to the formation of the physical body and how it overlaps the soul. Making 

simply a physical human being. This shows the truth Kabala is stolen and corrupted from more 

ancient spiritual teachings of other cultures hence much of this is still found in Hinduism. Which 

many Israeli Jews who went into Hinduism and were initiated into esoteric Hinduism, Tantra in 

India simply left and went to back to Judaism as they stated everything they found in Hinduism 

was already in Kabala.  

 

 

 

Sources 
The Universal Meaning Of The Kabbalah, Leo Schaya 
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The Greek Kabala, Barry 
The 32 Secret Paths Of Solomon, Hogan 
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Re: Important Exposing The Kabala The Truth Of YHVH The Jewish God 

Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Jun 22, 2018 7:59 am 

Guys that is basically everything in one article if you want to spread that around online to 

educate people. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
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Important Lunar Eclipse And Final RTR 

Postby HP Mageson666 » Wed Jul 25, 2018 10:57 am 

Important Lunar Eclipse And Final RTR 
 

This July 27th there will be a powerful lunar eclipse with a blood red moon. The Jewish 

enemies, Alphabet is ruled by the Shekinah which is the energy of each Hebrew letter. 

Shekinah is ruled by Malkuth which is the Moon. The Moon rules the entire Hebrew alphabet. 

During the lunar eclipse do the Final RTR ritual as many times as possible. It will bring the 

enemy down hard. Its a insanely powerful time for this.  
 

The Arabic Alphabet which is openly just Hebrew letters is also ruled by the Moon. Each letter 

ties into the Koran and Torah and thus the Bible. This will also bring down Islam, Christianity 

and Judaism. 

 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
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Re: Important Lunar Eclipse And Final RTR 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Wed Jul 25, 2018 3:04 pm 

Just do it on the nine. However then start again after you finish the RTR and go threw and do it. 

Then keep going threw it following the instructions given already as many times as you can. 

Feel the spiritual anti-Semitism fueling the fun of it all. Keeping repeating the RTR for everything 

fucking thing these kikes have done to all of us. 

 

Re: Important Lunar Eclipse And Final RTR 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Wed Jul 25, 2018 3:17 pm 

Guys just follow the instructions for the RTR that HPS Maxine gave. You start the RTR you do 

nine on every Hebrew letter. Then you do the affirmation three times and Hail Satan!. Then you 

go back and do the exact same thing again and again and again. etc Don't start changing things 

for whatever reason. The instructions HPS Maxine gave are from Azazel Himself. Think about 

that. 
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Important On The Soul 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sat May 26, 2018 7:44 am 

Important On The Soul  
 

Varvara Ivanova was a Russian parapsychologist who was deemed the top of her field in her 

time in Russia. She was documented and well known by her peers in the scientific 

establishment and the world in general in which she taught to be skilled in telepathy, a powerful 

clairvoyant, psychic healer, hypnotherapist and well versed in reincarnation realities.  

 

In an rare interview with her by American parapsychology researchers she spoke on many 

important things. Note she was persecuted by the Soviet regime and they came down on her 

hard when she attempted to teach a school of how to open the clairvoyant abilities. They 

banned this school for this reason. She was made homeless and stayed one step ahead of the 

(((KGB))) that were trying to follow her everywhere.  

 

In the interview she mentioned some important things. This is also commented on in the Hindu 

texts as well. The fact is past life karma effects people in the present life. She mentioned a case 

of a Russian women in the country who she healed. This women was simply cold all the time 

and in pain and she was suffering all the time from aliments that caused this. Varvara stated she 

saw into this women's past life, she was chained to a wall in a prison that was cold and she was 

forced onto a bench were she was tortured by the Church. This was the cause of the current 

aliment. She also mentioned how emotions and behaviours, impressions from past lives play 

into this life in general. Such as a man who his whole life was anxiety ridden over people 

walking behind him. He turns out he was murdered in a past life from being shot in the back. All 

such cases relate to one thing. Impressions on the soul are karma that follow one into the next 

lives. These as in the case of the sick women with certain plant transits occur can manifest as 

illness. Or other ways that can ruin ones life. She also mentioned a case of a women who had 

committed suicide in a past life and how the psychological behaviour pattern that caused this 

was still haunting her current life. She stated patterns if not broken and confronted will just keep 

going on and on in life after life causing the same problems.  
 

It was also mentioned that negative thinking about such abilities gets in the way of manifesting 

abilities. Note the Jews create and run the neo-atheism movement which promotes Marxism. 

Hitchens the Jew was an open Trotskyite [one who believes in a Global Communist State] and 

promoted Marxism his whole career. The message they always promote is spiritual abilities 

don't exist Goyim the negative attitudes are designed to create a impression in the soul to close 

this off. The Jews also do this with their program of Christianity that such abilities are scary and 

evil so they create negative impressions in the soul to attempt to shut the door to such 

developing. 
 

Something important Varvara mentioned she had been burned at the stake in two previous life 

times for her psychic abilities by the Church. This shows that spiritual abilities that are 

developed are carried on thought different lives as well. And that what is known the Jewish 

program of Christianity and their Church is a weapon to remove spiritual knowledge and destroy 

spirituality advanced Gentiles as this is the danger to their agenda.  
 

Varvara also stated her ability to learn eight languages in many cases was from past lives of 
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having spoke several of them. And that knowledge that is learned in past lives stays with one in 

the unconscious mind. And can be accessed again. Many people go towards things in life that 

reflect this. This is important to understand as to why the enemy removes spiritual knowledge so 

one is removed from any knowledge the enemy wants gone in future lives. There are spiritual 

techniques still used in Hinduism that allows for people to bypass the loss of memory and 

reincarnate with their personality and full memories intact. There are documented cases of this 

happening in India to this day. Note Krisna tells Arjuna something interesting as well. He has all 

his past life memories fully known to himself by virtue of his level of spiritual development. This 

is a Siddhi power in Yoga. 

 

This was the revealing thing as well. One man when regressed into his past lives it turned out 

his speech problems of stuttering was due to guilt he felt over something he committed in that 

life. He betrayed a loyal friend. The guilt for this manifested as the stutter it might have been 

because he spoke false words. He felt he need to SUFFER and be PUNISHED for this and that 

is how this manifested.  

 

Think about that if you inflict a guilt complex on a person's soul and tell them they need to suffer 

and fill them with negativity...... It will manifest in all sorts of ways in a persons life and next lives 

that cause them suffering and destroy them. That is the core message of Christianity that one 

has to suffer for being born a "sinner" and one has to feel guilt and self hate over this. Why do 

you think there are some many problems in society..... 

 

 

The important thing to learn from this is you should also be doing workings to clean your soul. It 

could save your life on so many levels. 
 

 

Source 
The New Soviet Psychic Discoveries, Henry Gris and William Dick 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

Re: Important On The Soul 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sat May 26, 2018 12:24 pm 

In the case of astrology this is also fairly evident in regards to many people.  
 

Many people are born with charts and tendencies that simply do not apply to someone simply 

born yesterday. The idea of a non linear life where one does simply YOLO does not explain why 

some people are extremely knowledgeable out of nowhere while others are 65 years old with a 

brain of a 5 year old. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 
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- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 

- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

Re: Important On The Soul 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sat May 26, 2018 12:30 pm 

Sero wrote:So say if someone is depressed in this lifetime and they battle their thoughts to 

the end - they could be born with no depression in their next life? Same with all diseases as 

well, right? 
 

If someone is born with a heart disease for example, or manages to develop one eventually, 

if they kill them selves they'll be rebirthed in a worse condition and if they live through it, 

they'll be healthy in their next lives? 

 

 

Depression is a cause of many psychosomatic and thought patterns (or events) that are 

imprinted on the individuals. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  

More will follow soon. 
 
 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 

- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

Re: Important On The Soul 
Postby High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Mon May 28, 2018 9:59 am 

Varvara Ivanova was homeless, lived on the street and with others who would take her in and 

was incessantly dogged by the KGB. 
 

I noted the reason for this is from her past lives and present one. She is and always has been 

too tolerant of the enemy. This is why she experiences such injustice.  
 

She has never applied her gifts for helping herself or for fighting the enemy.  

 

The book is a most excellent read and very revealing.  
 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
www.joyofsatan.com 
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Important! Concerning Demons’ Names 

Since I have been studying Hebrew, the quotes below now makes sense and are 

clear. I just ran across this a few minutes ago on Astaroth's webpage: 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Astaroth.html  

 

This is pretty serious: 

 

"Although Sidon is respected, it could not be forgotten that her goddess was 

Ashtart, a name the Israelite scribe wrote with the five consonants 'strt', and 

vocalized them by the vowels of the familiar Hebrew word for "shame," making 

the Sidonian goddess appear in the bastard form Astoreth." 

 

–Excerpt from "Recovering Sarepta, A Phoenician City by James B. Pritchard, 1978 

 

"Of the various spellings of the name, Astarte, is found the Tel Amara letters. The 

Hebrew Astoreth arose when the rabbinical school of the Massoretes in the sixth 

century decided to adopt a conventional system to compensate for the lack of 

vowels in written Hebrew, and at the same time to insert in the names of foreign 

divinities the vowels from the word 'boshet', meaning abomination." 

 

-Excerpt from "Who's Who Non-Classical Mythology by Egerton Sykes, 1993 

 

Hebrew is purposely written without vowels. The vowels are the vibrations of 

power. I already explained in another post how the Jews, being as nefarious and 

deceptive as they are did this purposely, as for one to be really fluent in Hebrew, 

in most cases, one grew up speaking the language; in other words, a Jew. 

 

To fully explain the two above quotes, the Jews replaced the original vowels for 

our Gods with imposter vowels, corrupting their names. The original Demon 

names are words of power. “bastard form” means “corrupted” in this case. 

 

My point for posting this is ALWAYS- if any vibration or mantra makes you feel 

uncomfortable or if you notice anything negative, then STOP immediately. I don’t 

care what it is. I have written this numerous times in JoS articles and sermons 

regarding meditation, witchcraft, etc. I remember vibrating the name of a Demon 

many years ago and it didn’t feel right so I stopped. Just know many of the names 

of our Gods have been purposely corrupted. 
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Satan brings knowledge as we go along. I had to learn Hebrew to understand this. 

If you ever have any negative experiences with a new mantra, you can neutralize 

them with vibrating the mantra for the Sun "SURYA" SUUU-RR-YAH or "RAUM" 

RR-AHH-UUU-MMM. 

 

[Be sure to roll your R's] several times and clean your aura: 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Aura_Cleaning.html 

 

As we advance, Satan will reveal more to us, as the corruption is extensive to an 

extreme. 

 

Again, I repeat myself- for those of you who are having difficulty putting 

Christianity and related programs behind you, take the time to study and read 

through the Joy of Satan website, www.exposingchristianity.com and the 

information in http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Satans_Library.htm 

 

Christianity has been completely and thoroughly exposed for what it is- a total 

hoax and lie. There shouldn’t be any more doubts. Knowledge is the key to 

everything and Satan represents knowledge. Satan has given us this knowledge, 

so show him some respect by reading through it, studying and also if you are able 

to, sharing this with others. 

 

In addition to Christianity and Islam being total hoaxes, they are spiritual tyranny. 

Like political tyranny [Jewish communism] which has murdered well pas the 100 

million mark, spiritual tyranny has done the same with human souls that have 

been coerced or have fallen into the trap of the enemy. 

 

Satan/Lucifer has always been known for REBELLION AGAINST TYRANNY. 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

www.joyofsatan.com  
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The destruction of Astaroth's Temples 

For anyone watching world affairs, we all have seen what the ISIS savages have 

been doing to all the temples they pass. Obviously, ISIS is our Goddess and this is 

beyond any doubt that the jews behind this have named this organization to 

blaspheme her. As everyone knows, the kikes never lose an opportunity to make 

everything around or within Paganism/Satanism look bad in every sense. They are 

going a "religious revolution of spreading monotheism" and these islamic savages 

are doing what their jew-cousins in xianity have been doing some centuries ago. 

This has been going on in the East quite a while and everyone knows the kikes 

have incited war after war in the Middle Eastern regions. People there cannot find 

peace and whole Races are getting relentlessly attacked by the jews. They are 

"goy" (animals) for slaughter after all, according to them. Also, the jews are 

"entitled" to their land by this fable book they have put the world under, namely 

the "bible". This in short has stirred up much pressure in the middle east for 

around 65 years. People can never have peace with one another. 

 

Basis of everything these prelithic monkeys are, are all in these "books" or around 

these "books". All these were created by and influenced by jews for hundreds of 

years. There has been a backlash in the Islamic region, but thing is, the ISIS and 

other so called organizations of that nature are jewish funded and operated, head 

to toe. The kikes always want to be on the end of the "defender" and of the 

"good". They did the same in 9/11 to get the US involved in their ethnic cleansing 

operation in the Middle East, which is beyond any doubt and the whole American 

continent screams about this. This here is no different. "Terrorism" which they 

cultivate, pay for and create, has been their most potent weapon to get everyone 

to feel sorry for them and help them in anyway possible, or to tie them in to their 

shit. 

 

They destroy the Pagan religions and all knowledge of people, keep them from 

advancing and de-evolve them by thousands of years, inject their jewish books, 

then they play the victims on the results of their old , while they get huge profits 

for doing that, so they can advance even further. Thats the way the jews work 

with these things as history has proven. 

 

The jews have created "christianity" which destroyed Europe, the Mediterranean, 

the US, many others, did the Slave trade which destroyed the African Continent, 

invented and cultivated Islam which destroyed the East and also corrupted the 

religions of the Buddhists and other spiritual religions and cultures of the Chinese, 
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Japanese etc. Communism that has turned China into a cutthroat country is also 

their invention and so forth. They have also completely wiped out other Races, 

directly or indirectly. They are now staging the invasion of hundreds of 

immigrants to Europe, while they have Europe by the balls and in a policy that 

simply lets everyone get in. Through this they seek to destroy all these Races and 

also, they are trying to get Europe involved into their "terrorist" trick they are 

pulling off, while also destroying Europe and the Europeans. Things are quite 

simple when you see the jews. When you do not, or choose not to understand, 

there is no way all this can be "connected" upon a base of understanding. All 

seems like a coincidence. Read the fucking Talmud, the protocols of the elders of 

Zion, then "coincidence" gives place to "fact". Coincidences are for those who 

aren't spiritually aware. Satan opens our eyes and we see for ourselves. The jews 

have used this "immigration" policy and Racial infiltration since the Ancient times, 

with Moses being the paradigm in the bible, as others, who supposedly infiltrated 

Egypt and then destroyed the Egyptians while stealing all their knowledge etc, 

with which they destroyed their host and put them to death. These methods of 

Racial Warfare, erasing the past, working everything always behind the scenes 

unless they have absolute power, these are all jewish ways of action. 

 

Also, the Nazis have stated again and again, that the problem that the Western 

World would face, would be massive immigration, the Islamic threat and so forth. 

These were nothing less than prophecies. According to Adolf Hitler, there were 

some things that would happen in the next century, such as the destruction of 

America from within, due to Racial Warfare (the jewish media are pushing Racial 

warfare and the Blacks against Whites, more than ever etc), the invasion from the 

East (this is already happening), the Unification of Europe (this has already 

happened by the kikes are working overtime to destroy and bastardize Europe to 

no end, by their distant jewish hands), among other things. You need to keep your 

eyes open and remember that the values Satan and the Gods are giving us are not 

only leading to a better life, but to better our communities and so forth. Its up to 

you to fight these parasitic infidels that are doing this muppet show to destroy 

Humanity, so they can rule over a kingdom of shit and idiots. 

 

Now getting back to the Temple of Astaroth. I don't want to make many 

mentions, other than you can direct energy to Satan and Lilith or Astaroth herself. 

Let her know that we will always remember her and that Humanity will not 

forget. These savages might destroy our physical monuments, but the Gods are, 

were and will forever be alive. Lady Astaroth protects many people from our 

Groups and many other Satanists and she is a very Beautiful, Kind and Great 
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Goddess, for those she guards and also anyone in her request. The first and 

foremost you can do to give back to Her, is raising energy to send to the Powers 

of Hell and also working to destroy these rats of "gawd" by spiritual means, 

because the Powers of Hell are involved all together into this effort. They haven't 

and will never give up on us or quit, no matter how many hundreds of years, the 

Gods are eternal and the enemy will pay the bill. Also, you can send energy 

directly to Satan and Lilith in the request that this is given to Astaroth, or for 

those that can do this, to Astaroth directly, as a gift. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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Re: Enraged over destruction of Astaroth's Temple, 

etc. 

I already replied to a post on this, but another thing I want to add here… When I 

was very new to Satanism, one of the things our Gods impressed upon me was 

they did not want humanity to “forget them.” In other words, not know they ever 

existed. I wrote my best at the time in the Demons’ section of the JoS and how 

our people should promote our Gods in any way they can. IN songs, art work, 

band names and other things I suggested at that time in return for favors granted 

to us from our Gods. 

 

Jehovah’s Witnesses have take steps in eliminating all of the holidays such as 

Xmas and Easter, even celebrating one’s birthday. This is because all of these 

holidays, as they will openly admit are Pagan. Other fundamentalist xian sects 

[xian = Christian for those who are new here] work to remove all of the Pagan 

celebrations and traditions from these holidays and replace them with that 

scumbag Nazarene; attacking Santa Claus, gift-giving, Easter Eggs, the Easter 

Bunny etc. There are even xian placards that state “Easter is not about the Easter 

Bunny” for instance. Many are also deceived with the Jewish communist agenda 

that promotes atheism. Truth be known, communist countries are not all that 

harsh towards xianity and related Jewish filth. The end goal though is to remove 

all of the xian crap because it comes with the Pagan baggage. Xianity still has not 

completely disconnected itself from the STOLEN Pagan holidays, mala beads and 

many other things, as xianity has nothing of its own. 

 

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/STOLEN_YEAR.htm  

 

This here is exceptionally blatant. All of the truth and history is systematically 

being removed and replaced with lies, the most blatant ones being the Bible and 

the Koran. When all evidence is gone through deliberate destruction, the Jews are 

then at liberty to seal their agenda. An atheist knows nothing of spirituality and is 

helpless to fight back against forces he/she does not even believe to exist, let 

alone know how to. The Jews then become “God.” Anyone who poses a serious 

threat is dealt with through their version of black magick- child sacrifice…Jewish 

ritual murder. 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/ChristianMass_JewishRitualMurder

.html  
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All evidence is destroyed and the Jews replace it all with their lies. Like I already 

wrote, the Bible is very blatant as is the Koran. 

 

One of the most important messages I ever received form our Gods is “Never let 

them forget us.” If we forget our True Gods and where we come from, then all is 

lost… 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Bible_Jewish_Witchcraft.htm  

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

www.joyofsatan.com  
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Important The Bigger Picture Huawei 

by HP Mageson666 » Tue Feb 05, 2019 
 

The current Huawei scandal has a much larger backdrop to it. 

 
Note the Jew Schiff also funded the Jewish Communist revolutionary movement in Russia for 

the Jewish Rothschild's.  

China has been built up for decades by the International Jewish banking cartels and their agents 

mainly out of America. The three top ranking people around Chairman Mao, leader of the 

Chinese Communist Party where three western Jews. Epstein, Shapiro and Coe [Cohen] all 

western Jews. These Jews did everything from run the Chinese Treasury to run their propaganda 

to engineer the "Great Leap Forward" which murdered 40 million Chinese in an engineered 

famine to steal their property and then murder this part of the population so they would not be 

able to rise up as counter revolutionary forces against the regime. And they also created the 

"Cultural Revolution" for Mao which killed 5 million people and destroyed Chinese identity by 

destroying their culture and replaced it with Jewish Communism to create a new identity for the 

Chinese that would change their social values into one the Jews can make them slaves with. The 

"Chinese" Communist Party was founded by Asian Jews out of Shang Hai along with western 

Jews brought in from the Jewish seat of Communist power in Moscow. And funded by Jewish 

international bankers just as the Communist war in Russia was funded by the same Jewish elites 

off Wall street. Tens of thousands of western Jews migrated to China to fight along side their 
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Asian brother Jews to take over China with their Communism. Now China is run by Asian Jews 

who make up the entire class of families not individuals but families who run the "Chinese 

Communist Party" over 80% of the GDP the wealth of China goes to the .04 percent of the 

nation, the ruling families of the (((Chinese))) Communist Party elites. The Asian Jewish 

families that run China.  

During a partial audit of the Jewish Federal Reserve Bank back in 2009 it was found the Jewish 

owned Federal Reserve had shipped massive amounts of American printed money to major 

Chinese State Banks to build up Chinese power at the expense of America. Goldman Sachs 

another major Jewish global bank is well known and praised by the Jewish presses for building 

up major infrastructure in China which Goldman Sachs personally owns. The Jews have been 

building Communist China into a military and economic superpower. While weakening America 

for the kill. 

The oil in Iraq which was supposed to go to America to pay off the war cost in Iraq [another war 

for Israel] as promised by then Vice President Dick Cheney. Where did it really go? .... The BP 

Rothschild owned oil company went into Iraq and sent the oil to China and set it up for the 

Chinese Oil to come in and take out the rest and guess what its all going to China anyway. Much 

of this oil and oil money was launder thought Israel to accomplish this. No surprise Rothschild's 

own Israel their family members are on the money in Israel. And the state of Israel helped set 

this up from the start in what they call "Operation Shekinah." And the now famous Jew Chuck 

Schumer and Jew John Kerry real name John Cohen. Helped to set up this deal on the American 

side by sponsoring the Bill to do this in Congress. This is the highest treason brought to you by 

Jews to build their controlled golem Communist China into a world power. Geithner the 

American central banker who served as the 75th United States Secretary of the Treasury under 

Obama was sent over to make numerous deals to build Communist China into a greater 

superpower. During Obama's regime in which the continuing handing over of America to the 

Jewish golem of China went on without stop. 

If that's not enough the Rothschild's agent fellow Jew, George Soros [real name Schwartz] has 

openly stated in the presses that Communist China is to be the leader of a new world system the 

new global super power all must bow towards. This is what the Jews are planning a Global 

Communist State run from the front of Beijing while taking its orders from Israel.  

This is why the Huawei scandal is so important. This is happening as part of a larger move by 

President Trump to head China off from being able to be the author of the new G5 internet which 

the Huawei company is the head of the Chinese Communist State arm to attempt to build. The 

Jewish Globalist move thought their control of Communist China is to create a new global G5 

internet which EVERYTHING will be connected into and will be run from one place...... 

COMMUNIST CHINA right out of Beijing and all on hardware and software build in 

Communist China which has already been found to be full of backdoor spyware this stuff was 

being used in high level American government area's that where housing State Secrets thanks to 

backdoor deals. The fact is Beijing is the current center of Big Jew, which takes its orders from 

the Elders of Zion such as the Rothschild's who declared themselves the Kings the political 

Messiahs of the coming world Jewish government in their own Jewish publications. The major 

Jewish owned tech companies from Google and on all want to bring the model they have 
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perfected in China with the Chinese internet to the entire world. To build the technological 

control grid for the coming One World Jewish Order.  

Trump's battle against China is the signal of a major change in which on some serious level the 

selling of America out the back door is being challenged. President Trump has been warning 

about China going back years and that something needs to be done to stop the raping of America. 

However the raping of America is the price of allowing Jews to be citizens of America. 
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Important The Crown Chakra And True 

Name The Enemy Has Removed And Cursed 

by HP Mageson666 » Mon Feb 04, 2019 

 

 
Important The Crown Chakra And True Name The Enemy Has Removed And Cursed 
 
 
The Kabbalah was stolen from the east and corrupted by the enemy. The Exposing Kabbalah site has 
numerous articles on this fact written by myself. Now with this truth in mind we will find something 
damning to the enemy.  
 
In Kabbalah god is called Kether and its given the crown chakra and the Ain Soph the highest reality. 
Kether is also depicted as a lit lamp the light of such. This point is given the highest importance all the 
world's or energy centers on the Kabbalah tree are powered by Kether and governed by it. They are all 
manifestations of Kether. Note Kether..... Ether.  
 
In the east where this was stolen from and corrupted by the enemy the crown chakra is given the 
symbol of the flame of the lamp, the Bindu which is the pineal gland and how it connects to the third 
eye and crown chakra and the chakra networks and Union with the supreme reality, its also given to 
Shiva, Brahma and Visnu as these are the three nadi's that connect in the center of the skull and open 
upwards to the crown and also open third eye where they connect.  
 
 

 
 
 
The name of the Crown in the east is Sat which is called "The True Reality" and "Saviour God" the full 
spelling of this is Satanama and why this mantra is placed in the sixth chakra and crown in Kundalini 
Yoga. This shows the name of the highest reality, God, existence itself is SaTaNaMa. The enemy 
removed this mantra name as its toxic to them and put their Kikether in there and Ain Soph and such to 
corrupt this. SaTaNaMa is what opens the chakra's of the crown and third eye to the supreme reality. It 
activates the bindu which in Kundalini Yoga is responsible for flooding the nadi channels with Amrita the 
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nectar of immortality and activating the chakra's down the spine to connect to the root chakra which is 
a major part of activating the kundalini serpent directly and waking it up the spine and plays a major role 
in alchemy. 
 
SaTaNaMa as the five elements forms the mantra formula of the yantra of the Swastika the original 
symbol of the ancient world religion the Swastika is shown relating to the pole of the crown charka: 
 

 
 
 
Everything of the Kabbalah is stolen and corrupted by the enemy to then damn humanity. The enemy 
hates the name SAT so much they created their Tas letter by reversing it to attempt to bind the crown 
chakra of the Gentiles with and attack the name of the true God Satan. The letter Tas is so hated by the 
Rabbi's they stated it will be blotted out in their "World To Come" when the Gentiles are destroyed in 
their Messianic war. Its associated only with Satan and Gentiles in the Torah, Talmud and Kabbalah for 
this reason.  
 
 
Sources 
 
The Eastern Mysteries, David Allen Hulse 
The Holy Science, Swami Sri Yukteswar 
Kundalini Tantra, Swami Satyananda Saraswati  
The Wisdom In The Hebrew Alphabet, Rabbi Munk 
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Important 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Tue Oct 02, 2018 5:32 pm 

Much thanks to brother StraitShot47. 
 

The Catholic Church knows they are sinking fast under the RTR's so they are demanding their 

slaves pray the disgusting Catholic rosary all month long to generate enough psychic power for 

their shrinking vortex of energy powering their criminal and murderous Jewish witchcraft against 

Gentiles. This means our Final RTR is bankrupting them totality. The fall of this criminal 

institution is freedom for humanity and will bring and end to the train wreck of victims it creates 

among the innocent. 
 

The Church is admitting they are falling apart fast under our Final RTR. This month double up 

how many times your doing the Final RTR and let them feel the power of Satan! The Jews warn 

in their evil Kabala that Satan will destroy them by reversing the Torah which is the 22 letters of 

their thoughtform. That is why "god" is called the word and the word is "god" is the opening line 

of the Bible the word is the 22 Hebrew letters the Bible is wrote in. The entire Bible was 

originally wrote in Hebrew to tie everything into the Jewish vortex they call YHVH. Hey Pope, 

fuck you Jew we got all month long too.  
 

 

 

 

 

StraitShot47 wrote:They're bringing out the big guns! Shall we call it the red October?? 
 

 

ROME - In a move suggesting Pope Francis believes the Church is in a moment of “spiritual 

turbulence,” the pontiff is asking Catholics around the world to pray the rosary every day 

during the month of October for protection of the Church from the devil. 

 

The daily praying of the rosary during the “Marian month of October,” a Vatican statement 

Saturday said, will unite the faithful “in communion and penance, as a people of God, in 

asking the Holy Mother of God and St. Michael the Archangel to protect the Church from the 

devil, who always aims to divide us from God and among us.” 
 

The statement also says that, as the pope noted during his daily homily on Sept. 11, prayer is 

the weapon against “the Great accuser who ‘travels around the world looking for 

accusations’.” 

 

 

https://cruxnow.com/vatican/2018/09/29/ ... urbulence/ 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
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http://www.joyofsatan.com 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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Important Warning Ebola The Jewish Plot 

For Martial Law 

by HP Mageson666 » Sun Jun 23, 2019 

 

 

 

 

The situation on the American border with the hundreds of African migrants that appeared from 

the Democratic Republic of the Congo, is dangerous. The DRC is undergoing an Ebola crisis that 

is out of control and raging across the nation. The Jewish owned mainstream media has been 

lying, its been claiming the migrants are not infected with Ebola. They based this false claim of a 

meaningless 21 day period that Ebola did not appear in them. And upon the claim they gave 

them screening for Ebola. And they passed the screening. 

 

Ebola is scientifically documented to stay in a person for years after they contracted it and there 

are cases in Africa of such individuals infecting others. The case of a women who had survived 

Ebola and was herself immune to the illness, but A YEAR AFTER she was cured, still infected 

four others with it. A person can become a carrier of Ebola, which means they themselves are 

immune but still carry the Ebola plague and can infect others with it.  

 

The screening is not testing. The case of Dr. Craig Spencer, an American doctor who treated 

Ebola victims in Africa, when he returned to America he was screened and was stated to be 

clear. Not even a week later he came down with Ebola. He was carrying it when he passed the 

screening. So what good is the same screening given to hundreds of people coming from Ebola 

plague zones going to be. 

 

Ebola can also take months to appear in a person infected with it. Which means the danger of a 

person infecting hundreds of others is a serious possibility. How many of the African migrants 

are infected and have not developed symptoms yet. 

 

What is even more dangerous is the hundreds of these possible Ebola carriers where all bused 

into Houston Texas, and 90 percent of them have vanished, they didn't show up for their asylum 

hearing. Hundreds others where bused across the nation possibly infecting who knows how many 

innocents.  

 

Something revealing was mentioned on Fox News, the journalist mentioned these African 

migrants are all carrying rolls of American hundred dollar bills on them, where did they get that 

kind of money? And where did they get the money and assistance to travel across the oceans to 

Southern America and then across numerous nations within South America to get to the southern 

border of America. That is expensive and most people can not afford a vacation to Mexico. This 

situation has all the signs of the same Jewish run migrant NGO, operations out of Africa to 

Europe. Because the Jews are attempting to send a pandemic into America to bring about chaos 

and social collapse. The Jew, George Soros who is behind the NGO's into Europe, stated in a 
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2015 interview that the plan was the collapse of America from within and the declaration of 

Martial Law and the creation of a dictatorship. A major pandemic will achieve such within the 

American nation.  

 

This comes at the time the Jewish ADL is attempting to shut down the First Amendment and 

Fourth Amendment, along with the appointment of the Jewish, anti-Semitism Czar that is funded 

by Zionist billionaire Jew, Sheldon Adelson, who got major political appointees to the White 

House as well. It will be from this office that the arrest and execution lists of the Goyim who are 

charged with anti-Semitism will be issued under the Jewish marital law state. Just like the Jews 

did in Russia when they created the Jewish Bolshevik martial law state. Think of what a marital 

law state under Chabad Kushner, Adelson and other Jewish Rothschild's agents will be like, just 

like it was in Russia. How long will they keep Trump around if he does not go along with such? 
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Important What Has Happened 

Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Oct 26, 2018 6:37 am 

Cosmic War And Planet Yahweh 
 

The Jewish leadership state in their texts that their "god" didn't create this world. They also state 

there was the pre-Adamic civilization and races on this earth. Adam is the Jewish race in their 

texts. The Jewish Midrashic texts state their "god" destroyed worlds before this one the Bible 

and the Greeks stated there are other worlds with humans on them. That "god" destroyed 

worlds what this means in the context of their writings is that the previous world civilization on 

this planet the Pre-Adamic one was destroyed by their "god" and that the story of Creation in 

Genesis describes this planet was desolated by their "God" then "god" put Adam on this earth to 

create the new world the Rabbi's state this is contained as a secret in their hidden teachings. 

The seven days of creation they state are allegories each day is one thousands years to their 

"god". The Jewish Rabbi's state as its stated in the Torah that "god" has encircled this world in 

spiritual darkness. Torah..... Ra means darkness in Judaism. The Rabbi's state their mission 

from "god" is to create the new world which is a six thousand year warfare program to use 

occult power and political control to bring about the Messiah which is when the world will be 

conquered and turned into a slave world for their "god". This is the fulfilment of the Torah. The 

Rabbi's state the Torah is nothing more then a method of "god" to shape the new world. They 

state the world was energy, consciousness before it became physical. This is describing how 

the Torah works as energy to manifest the new world they want. There is also the secret Torah 

the oral one which is taught from the leadership to qualified Rabbi's only. Its the Jewish occult 

knowledge.  
 

The Torah states that "god" destroyed the world in a flood. This flood destroyed the Pre-Adamic 

civilization or world. This is also the other meaning of how their "god" destroyed other worlds. 

This flood happened when the planet between Mars and Jupiter, Phaeton was destroyed it was 

a water planet. This world was hit with the fall out from this including massive continent sized ice 

melting as it came down thought the atmosphere and flooding the world in a night and a day as 

the ancients stated. This desolated this world totally and remade the surface of the earth. Mars 

also was destroyed the surface of Mar's has artificial structures on it and its surface is covering 

with impact zones of nuclear style blasts, same with the one moon around Mars and the earth's 

moon. Our world also has ancient radiation zones on it which are nuclear blast zones from 

thousands of years ago form around this time. Remember the Jews created nuclear weapons in 

our time and Jewish Oppenheimer bragged they had nuclear weapons in the ancient world. The 

Jews that ran Truman's administration [which Truman rallied against in the found missing pages 

of his diary] used nuclear weapons on Japan after they already surrendered "god" destroys 

worlds.  
 

The Gentile texts that have survived state this solar system was attacked by the anti-Gods or 

the evil-Gods around ten thousand years ago. We can now note who the evil-gods were. The 

Reptilian Extra Terrestrials who's race is called "Yahweh". 
 

 

The Jewish Rabbi's, the leadership level ones like Laitman stated that the Jewish race came 

from another world to take the shape of the people of this world and conqueror us humans from 
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within. The Rabbi's state that Adam came to this planet from outside this world, literally. The 

Rabbi's highest teachings for the top Jews the Merkaba teachings are based on teaching 

meditation techniques to allow the Rabbi's to become pure mediums who can both telepathically 

communicate with and see their "god" and astrally project to the realm of their "god". These 

Rabbi's state their "god" is a hive mind of literal Reptilian aliens they call the Seraphim and the 

Heavenly Metatron. The Merkaba teachings are so important to the leadership caste of the 

Jews one must already be tested by the Rabbi's to show they already have their psychic 

abilities open. Before they even will be considered. This allows the leadership to communicate 

with and take orders from their reptilian "god" directly to steer things on earth. The Rabbi's also 

state every Jew is connected into the hive mind or collective soul of the reptilian hive mind and 

racial consciousness. Laitman's statements on the Jew has taken the shape of the humans of 

this world. Is the Jews are a hybrid race they have a reptilian gene the Cohen gene and a 

reptilian alien soul. 
 

The Rabbi's also state they have an alien racial soul and their religious system at the top is build 

around this fact.  
 

The Rabbi's at the top are trained in another branch of the secret Torah which they refer to the 

knowledge of Black Magic they are adepts in it. They also call part of this "The teachings of 

forbidden sexual practices" because these practices relates to the knowledge of the Pre-Adamic 

civilization of what they call the "Strange Gods" this is there term for the Pagan Gods and the 

Gentiles. They brag they have all this knowledge at the top. But they state that Jews are 

forbidden from Pagan or Gentile Gods or magical systems because the energies of the Jewish 

magical system and Gentile one are not to mix as they are total opposites and the Gentile 

system is toxic to them on the soul level and to their Metatron. This is what they mean by sexual 

practices the mixing of energies. They also mean not allowing their own at the top to racially mix 

with the Gentiles and mix the soul template. They warn against this and call the mixed multitude 

a curse on the Jews who reincarnate into the Jewish race and cause them problems. The 

Rabbi's at the top are trained to recognized these forbidden magical practices and knowledge 

so they can attempt to counteract it with their black magic and the Rabbinical courts could then 

direct, arrest and execute any Jews practicing Gentile mixed practices in Israel. The prohibitions 

against magic in the Torah are against any Gentile systems only. The Jewish leadership are all 

trained black magicians and adepts in the Jewish occult teachings of the secret Torah. This is 

because the energies of the Jewish soul and Metatron are alien to the Gentile soul. Our magical 

systems are connected to our soul just as the Jewish one is a manifestation of theirs. Our 

spiritual systems and magic is totally toxic to them. Hence they also work to remove them for 

society as part of their Noahide laws any Gentiles practicing our spiritual knowledge is to be 

executed.  

 

The text of Rabbi Yehuda from the ninth century that repeat much older Jewish texts are still 

mentioned by high ranking Rabbi's today state the "Fallen Angels" were actual physical flesh 

and blood beings with superhuman spiritual abilities. And they created a Human race on earth. 

The Rabbi's also admit some of the advanced races to have been on this earth came from the 

galaxy of ORION. Nephilim means "The Sons of Orion". 

 

 

Note its well documented the Jewish "Fallen Angels" are stolen and corrupted or in layman 
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terms a Jewed historical account of the God Enki and the 50 other Gods or Sages that came to 

earth from Orion. The Jews state Gentiles are from a Satanic blood line which Satan is the 

physical leader of a race of physical extra terrestrial Gods that fathered Gentiles. Satan is the 

ancient Sanskrit name for the head God of the Gentiles its means The Highest God and Sat, 

King, An, God. The Sumerian's called the King of the Nordic Gods Satan as did the Persians, 

Hindu's, Egyptians and others. Satan and the Demons are the Gods of the pre-Adamic, golden 

age human civilization. Many of the Demons are physical humans who ascended with the 

teachings of the Magnum Opus in the Golden Age. 
 

The Rabbi's state Pre-Adamic humans had superconsciousness and powerful spiritual abilities 

and universal spiritual knowledge and practice and literal physical immortality. And that the 

Jewish "god" removed this and shrunk their consciousness down to where it is today. This is 

related to the spiritual darkness the Jews have enveloped the planet in with the Torah field of 

energy. Its a binding spell on the world and the Goyim. This is the purpose of Christianity and 

Islam its the spell of the Torah to bind the planet with. The Sumerian pre flood histories mention 

Pagan Emperor's reigning for hundreds of thousands of years straight before just retiring and 

handing the office over not dying or growing old. The histories of the ancients state civilization of 

the Pre-Adamic world going back almost half a million years and other texts mention in the east 

important dates that Shiva [Satan] visiting earth to give teachings around eighty thousand years 

ago. That is just one visit date. 
 

 

The Mayan civilization is revealing if one studies their histories they are now able to translate as 

they have a greater knowledge of the Mayan language. Originally the Mayans had the religion of 

the Nordic Gods. 
 

The Mayan's were taken over by coup from the inside and foreigners those not of Mayan royal 

blood came to power. They called this king literally "curled nose" like super hooked nose. This 

new cabal then waged war and conquered the Mayan empire from within. They ruled for 

centuries and imposed a new religious cult on the empire, till they were driven back but after a 

series of wars this cabal came back to power. We note the same with Egypt and Akhenaton 

whom the Jews claim they are descended from. The Mayan empire was huge and its influence 

extended into North America as well. The native tribe who descend from the Mayan had a 

religion found amongst no other native nations in the America's. They followed a new god 

called.....Yahweh who's name they couldn't speak in public, they had a system of rituals only 

found in Judaism such as The festival of booths, they believed the world was created in seven 

days by Yahweh who they DESCENDED from and they had other teachings only found in 

Judaism they also mentioned interaction with reptilian aliens. There is also a steele of a Mayan 

priest wearing the Jewish Phylactery on the head and arm and its wrapped the same way the 

Jews do theirs. The Mayan language had words introduced into it that are Hebrew as well. The 

Mayan's also called this new "god" YAO another name of Yahweh in Hebrew. This new religion 

they had imposed on them has theme's only found in the Jewish Torah stating the humans were 

put on earth to be slaves to these new "gods". The Jews have a belief their ancestors lived in 

the ancient America's and they have also found ancient Hebrew inscriptions of the Ten 

Commandments found in burial mounds. And other ancient inscriptions in ancient Hebrew from 

the area's the Mayan descended tribal regions. 
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We can still note what happened. 
 

"They tell how Quetzlcoatl departed. It was when he refused to obey the sorcerers about making 

the human payment, about sacrificing humans. Then the sorcers deliberated among 

themselves, they whose names were Tezcatlipoca, Ihuimetcatl, and Toltecatl. They said, "He 

must leave his city. We shall live there." 
 

Codex Chimalpopoca of the Aztecs. 
 

 

From the Aztec codex Chimalpopoca: "The Toltecs were engaged in battle at a place called 

Netalpan. And when they had taken captives, human sacrifice also got started as Toltecs 

sacrificed their prisoners. Among them and in their midst the evil YAOtl followed along. Right on 

the spot he kept inciting them to make human sacrifices. And then, too, he started and began 

the practice of flaying humans...Then he made one of the Toltecs named Ziuhcozcatl wear the 

skin and he was the first to wear a Toltec skin. Indeed, every kind of human sacrifice that there 

used to be got stared then. For it is told and related that during the and under his authority, the 

first Quetzalcoatl, whose name was Ce Acatl, absolutely refused to perform human sacrifice. It 

was precisely when Huemac was ruler that all those things that used to be done got stared. 

Huemas sacrificed a human streamer, thus making payment."  
 

 

The original culture the Gods installed in South America banned all blood sacrifices. And only 

stated fruits and flowers this is the same custom that was offered to the Gods in Hinduism as 

well if one studies. The later animal sacrifices are deviations from this. We see this again right in 

the Jews Bible the Pagan God Baal refuses the blood sacrifice of animals but Yahweh accepts. 

Cain offering of fruits and plants was refused by Yahweh but Abel's offering of blood and 

animals was accepted by Yahweh. In the Torah Abraham tells his fellow Jews not to offer the 

animal sacrifices in Egypt. As the Egyptians will punish them drastically for this is a serious 

offense to them.  
 

 

What is noted is the change in the religion here the language becomes the exact same one 

finds in the Jewish Torah that of making payments in blood sacrifices to Yao whom the Mayan 

also called Yahweh and the concept of debt payments as blood sacrifice this is the language 

only found elsewhere in the Jewish Torah which forms the Christian Bible. The blood sacrifices 

of the new cult of Yao was massive hundreds of thousands were murdered every year. And they 

were done along powerful lay line positions to influence the energy grid around our planet. 

 

From the Popol Vuh: 
 

"It has turned out well, your lordships, and this is her heart. It's in the bowl." 
 

"Very well. So I'll look." said One Death, and when he lifted it up with his fingers, its surface was 

soaked with gore, its surface glistened red with blood. 
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"Good. Sir up the fire, put it over the fire, said One Death. After that they dried it over the fire, 

and the Xibalbans savored the aroma. They all ended up standing here, they leaned over it 

intently. They found the smoke of the blood to be truly sweet.!" 

 

In the Jewish Torah in the book of Genesis: 
And Noah built an alter unto the Lord: and took of every Clean beast, and of every clean fowl, 

and offered burnt offerings on the altar. And the Lord SMELLED A SWEET SAVOR." 
 

 

Note the Popol Vuh: 
 

"And this is the sacrifice of little Huanhpu by Xiblanque. One by one his legs, his arms were 

spread wide. His head came off, rolled far away outside. His heart, dug out, was smothered in a 

leaf, and all the Xibalbans went crazy at the site." 

 

These new Gods are feeding on the energy of humans. They literally went crazy with delight 

and ecstasy from feeding on this death energy. Note these new Gods are even called "Deaths" 

and referred by numbers as they are a hive such as "One Death." 
 

The ancient South American's all mentioned the racial traits of the original Gods as being Nordic 

when the Spanish arrived they thought Quetzlcoatl had returned. And the same cultures 

recorded the physical appearance of the new Gods Huemac imposed on them and chased out 

the previous religion of the old Gods.  
 

We still have the images of what the Mayan's literally called Yahweh and Yao [another name for 

Yahweh] from their Temples and sacred sites.... Remember the Rabbi's at the top level of 

Judaism state their "god" is collective hive mind of reptilian aliens..... 
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Sources 

The Grid Of The Gods, Joseph P. Farrell, Scott D. de Hart 
Cosmic War, Farrell 
Magician's Of The God's, Hancock. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

 

Re: Important 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Oct 26, 2018 7:29 am 

Guys meditate daily the enemy knows how dangerous this is to them and they have worked to 

remove this knowledge and attempt to curse all Gentiles with their Torah form being able to 
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ascend by meditation and to have their life destroyed.  
 

Our Gods want us to meditate daily and they work with us. The LEAERSHIP OF THE JEWS 

ALL MEDITATE DAILY FOR HOURS....And their shit false gods work with them as well. 

 

Re: Important What Has Happened 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sun Oct 28, 2018 1:17 pm 

To the pointless complainer who was crying about how they apparently did hours of meditation 

but now they can't cause whatever people near them...….. Its like you just can't do pranayama 

as your main practice..... But I am supposed to believe you really spent hours before but 

couldn't figure that out. Think about that before you want to carry on in such a strange and 

meaningless rude way. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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Important Why The Shema Of The Jews Is Destruction And Death For Gentiles 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Tue Jul 17, 2018 7:49 pm 

Why The Shema Prayer Of The Jews Is Death And Destruction For Gentiles 
 

The letter Shin is the name of "god" in Hebrew its the Ha Shem is in Hebrew: The Shin. This is 

where the name Shema comes from and why its one of the most important names of YHVH the 

Jewish Race in the Torah.  
 

In the Jewish Kabala which is the decoded Torah. Moses defeats the forces of Amalek by 

holding his hands above his head making the symbol of the Shin letter. Which is relating to one 

thing in Judaism. The Tefillin the black box the Jews wear on their head that contains the 

Shema prayer. That they wear while praying the Shema prayer. 
 

The secret symbol of the Shin letter in Kabala is the main Shin with the three prongs which 

represents the upper world of the Kabala tree the left side of the brain, Binah, the right side of 

the brain Chokhmah and the crown and optic thalamus, Keter. But there is another Shin with 

four prongs inverted and interlocking within this facing downwards towards the three prongs. 

Making the occult Shin this is the "Second Shin" of the mysterious 23 letter in Kabala. The four 

prongs stand for YHVH.  
 

In Judaism the Shema prayer is what the Rabbi's state is what will bring about the Messiah the 

Jewish world kingdom in which the Gentiles which also means "Nation" which actually means 

races of mankind. Will be destroyed by the Jewish race and the world turned into a Jewish one 

only. This is why the Shin letter in Judaism is the symbol of their "god" destroying the different 

Gentile nations in the Torah. Each Jew is supposed to get 2800 Gentiles as slaves if one does 

the math on the 144,000 number which represents the 12 tribes of Israel in revelation who 

follow the Jewish Messiah in destroying the nations of the world. Which literally means Gentiles 

of the world. 2800 worked out to 144,000 adds to around 403 million a number relating to the 

Georgia Guidestones which demands the population be kept at under 500 million. This 

mysterious monument was put out by one of the Jewish run Masonic organizations which is a 

Kabbalistic Society. Note this monument ties into the Jewish Bible. 

 

The final fact the Shema prayer which is the most important statement of faith in Judaism is for 

destroying the Gentiles to bring about the end of the Gentile word is simple. Amalek in Hebrew 

is the occult word for Satan. The Jews call the Gentiles "Satan" in their sacred texts. However 

Amalek refers especially to the WHITE RACE as the actual direct descendants of Satan. The 

God ENKI whom the Sumerians also called Satan was stated to be the creator of the "Ari" 

whom He created in his own image. Ari is the name "Aryan" the Sumerians are known to have 

been White with blue eyes. However the Jews do hold the other races to be related to Satan as 

well.  
 

 

The Shema the three prongs as mentioned relate to the three worlds which form the brain in 

Kabala the seat of consciouness. However the other four prongs relate to the "YHVH" as the 

thought form they have created which is the Jewish Bible which they use the Shema to bring 

down to the material realm thought the astral and connect and channel this thought their own 
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consciouness the individual Jewish mind connected to the greater mind or program of this 

thought form allowing the individual Jew to become a conduit for this power to manifest. This is 

also relating to bringing this down from Keter the realm of "god" that of the astral or ether where 

this energy is generated to Malkuth which is the physical realm which means "The Kingdom" 

which is the Kingdom of the Jews they want to built on earth. The Tefillin is the symbol of 

Malkuth. 
 

The three prongs of the Shin relate to Avir the Ether, Shekinah the vibration created by 

speaking the Torah and the Elohim which is the manifestation of this vibration the 

consciousness field it generates in the astral. 
 

The Shema is how this is materalized into the physical realm the Malkuth hence the four prongs 

as well. YHVH relates to the four elements of creation that form the symbol of earth the cube of 

square. The YHVH is also the symbol of the Torah. The Shema materializes the entire spell of 

the Torah. The 23rd letter of the second Shin 2+3=5 the five elements Sh is fire, E is ether, M is 

water and A is air. That is what this means. Which relates to bringing the astral realm the ather 

to the physical world the four elements to fully manifest this spell form the ether or astral to 

Malkuth the physical world. 
 

The Shema RTR is the major Key to defeating the Jewish race totally and forever. The Shema 

RTR is to be done daily. The Shema RTR is the major Key to saving your own life and the lives 

of Gentiles from being destroyed.  
The Jewish Bible this Shema materializes is one large death curse on all Gentiles. Which is why 

the Greek and Roman rulers ordered the Jewish Torah burned and banned it from being recited 

by the Jews. They were adepts in the Pagan religions and knew what this book of the Jews is.  
 

Thanks to Satan and the Gods the power to stop this is now in your own hands. The Rabbi's 

warned in their own Kabala that Satan would destroy the Jews by destroying the Torah by 

REVERSING IT. The RTR's were given to us by Satan and the Gods. Satan is also code for 

Gentiles which means the Gentiles will destroy them by reversing the Torah. 
 

 

 

Source 
The Wisdom In The Hebrew Alphabet, Rabbi Munk 
The Greek Kabbala, Barry 
The Habir 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

 

Re: Important Why The Shema Of The Jews Is Destruction And Death For Gentiles 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Tue Jul 17, 2018 9:16 pm 
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13thson. wrote:What if we got 2800 Jewish slaves a piece and reigned as kings of the 

earth? Restored the Ancient mystery cults of all the old gods and UR became the capital of 

the earth and the grand seat of EA!  

 

 

Yeah, jews will happily slave for you. They will give you nice poison to your food, kill your 

children, and chant the torah above your bed just to make sure you suffer permanently. 
 

They are horrible even at slaving.  
 

No jews allowed, nor interaction with them. 
 

We take no prisoners and we take NO slaves. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 
 

 
- http://www.joyofsatan.org 

- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 

- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 
- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: Important Why The Shema Of The Jews Is Destruction And Death For Gentiles 

Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Tue Jul 17, 2018 9:17 pm 

luis wrote:So by reversing the Shema they litteraly can't materialize their spells? And just 

with the Shema all of their spells will be destroyed or i'm wrong? 

 

 

Yes, that too. 
 

The Shema is the ultimate confession of the jewish fate and the jewish mission. Reversing it 

subdues both. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  

More will follow soon. 
 

Re: Important Why The Shema Of The Jews Is Destruction And Death For Gentiles 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Tue Jul 17, 2018 9:53 pm 

The Shema RTR stops the torah spells from materializing the 72 erases the spell from existence 

off the astral. The other RTR's target specific regions of jewish power that need to be 

addressed. 
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Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

 

Re: Important Why The Shema Of The Jews Is Destruction And Death For Gentiles 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Wed Jul 18, 2018 8:41 pm 

jbkbmz wrote:And the Shema Prayer RTR is so short and EASY to do. 
Get enough people (10s of thousands worldwide) doing it daily, and that might work for 

starters. 
How many Jews are (estimated) to do the Shema Prayer daily ? 
Our psychic energy against theirs. 

 

 

Jews may do the same but they are weaker than we are. They are just too many. Or we 

wouldn't have bottlenecked them in like a few years if they were that strong. 
 

However, most people are too lazy to act. And primarily, this laziness, has been destructive for 

Gentiles. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 

 
 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: Important Why The Shema Of The Jews Is Destruction And Death For Gentiles 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Wed Jul 18, 2018 9:02 pm 

With the Shema remember even among the Jews only a smaller number actual do this ritual 

twice daily. Most don't even care. Its probably the Hasidic sects which are still keeping the Jews 

going occult wise at the top by this point. The jews fucked themselves over with creating liberal 

reformist sects they still read the Talmud but they don't do much of the occult Kabala stuff or 

rituals. Rabbinical leaders in America have written long bitching rants about how the 

secularization of the Jewish race is the biggest threat to them. They don't follow any of the 

rituals and only go to Synagogue on Yom Kippur and such. Its costing them major energy. This 

is why the Baal Shem Tov created the Hasidic movement. Judaism was falling apart and 

becoming weak so he created a occult movement to make sure the Jews would keep the occult 

rituals and kabala study and practices. This also has cost the jews. The Oral Torah the Kabala 

was not supposed to be written down. But Rabbi Luria had many students and he forbade them 

to write any of the Kabala down. However he taught too many at once since this knowledge was 
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in a small group. It seems he knew it had to be taught to more to keep it going. His students 

wrote down a lot of his teachings with the Lurian Kabala. This movement created Zevy and the 

messianic movement that then created the Frankist movement that brought Communism and 

the control of the world banks from. The thrones of such leaders are sat upon by Hasidic jewish 

leaders and their council rules. These movements stared to teach Kabala openly and much of 

its information made it into the public. After Zevy the jews tried to instill strong regulations back 

into who can learn the Kabala. To try and keep this quiet again. But the information was already 

well out. Half of the worlds jew population were part of Zevy's movement. 
 

So you can note its the Kabbalistic jews who are the leaders and pushers behind the jewish 

race. This is why the jews need Israel to exist. They need a base to reculturalize their own and 

keep the ultra orthodox jews expanding its numbers. That is why they get so many gibs in Israel. 

The secular jews hate the ultra orthodox jews. The Rabbi's are the leadership of the jews and 

many of them could care less about anything of the occult. They read the Talmud but that's the 

only level they stay at. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

 

Re: Important Why The Shema Of The Jews Is Destruction And Death For Gentiles 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Thu Jul 19, 2018 6:40 pm 

The ultra orthodox are a violent annoyance to many of the secular jews in Israel. They harass 

people by spiting on them, throwing trash at them and attacking them in general. They are also 

allowed out of having to serve in the IDF as well. They are always trying to turn Israel into a 

theocracy run by them. Even the ultra orthodox jews fight each other as well. You have a kind of 

gang war between different sects of them within their own sect. Where they attack each other 

with weapons as well. They are just fucking insane and deserve each other in Israel.  
 

 

The different types of jews hate each other as well. The Europe jews hate the Arab and Asian 

jews and the serphadic jews hate the eastern European jews it goes on and on. Jews are the 

most hateful people on earth.  
 

 

The only thing all Jews hate more then each other is the Goyim. 

 

Re: Important Why The Shema Of The Jews Is Destruction And Death For Gentiles 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Thu Jul 19, 2018 6:44 pm 

I think if the jews ever get their one world kingdom it will be the end of them. Look at what 

happened in the Soviet Union when they grabbed the richest Empire on earth for themselves. 

The second the Goyim were out of the way they started fighting each other for power. The jew 
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Stalin then murdered his way though millions of jews to get to the top on the jew heap. Only to 

then be murdered later on by other jews. This infighting destroyed the Soviet Union further.  

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

 

Re: Important Why The Shema Of The Jews Is Destruction And Death For Gentiles 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Thu Jul 19, 2018 6:51 pm 

The worst punishment for the jews as a race is to give them what they want. Their own world all 

to themselves with none of the Goyim around to mess it up for them.  
 

The jews of the world should be sent to a nice topical island far away from any other land and 

given what they need to built themselves a society there. And then left there forever to live 

amongst their own kind. The major moral flaw of the jew is their resistance to productive labour. 

Everything they do is a criminal method to steal the value of other peoples productive labour 

and merits. To the point they think they are entitled to enslave the Gentiles of the world just to 

mooch off them violently. Israel is nothing but a welfare nation that steals off the American 

People to exist and uses the Arabs as slave labour. 
 

 

This would force the jews to do their own labour to built their own society. What would happen is 

the jews would start fighting each other to create a master and slave caste to then force most of 

their society into a Goyim like slave caste so the rulers could sit back and violently mooch off 

them. In the end they would destroy their own society in a series of uprisings and civil wars.  
 

 

 

 

hailourtruegod wrote:I've been noticing what you said here but I wasn't too sure if it was 

legit or not. Like they were pretending to hate them. But what you say is completely true. 

Ultra Orthodox jews do protest in israel of all places to show that they are discrimated 

against. Studying the psychology of the jew can be very interesting. And I mean this like a 

scientist studying a parasite and not like something beautiful like wildlife or what have you.  
 

Seeing how their mind works going against their own even tho they are a hive mind inside. It 

becomes apparent how faulty they were made. The best we can do to the ones that aren't 

consciously attacking Gentiles should be put under HEAVY surveillance in some place like 

Madagascar like other Gentiles have suggested that know about the jewish problem. 

Eventually they should die out since they NEED a host to survive. Death penalty to the ones 

who are currently using occult means to attack us. But then again some nations might want 

to get rid of all them COMPLETLY if you know what I mean and you what? I couldn't care 

less if that's the route that's taken. They aren't humans after all. A 
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Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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Important Rosh Hashanah  

by HP Mageson666 » Thu Sep 26, 2019 
 

The time of the enemy holiday Rosh Hashanah is going to be from Sept 29 to Oct 1. 

 

The purpose of this holiday is to start the wheel of energy that will connect with Yom Kippur the 

following week. Yom Kippur from the Kabbalah adept Rabbi's is when the Jews engage in a 

series of rituals in which they work to remove the negative energy on their racial soul from all 

the ritual sacrifices and such they commit and then transfer the energy onto Gentiles to curse 

Gentiles with. Hence the scape goat concept at this time. 

 

Rosh Hashanah is the ritual of the Jews creating and sending the energy into October in which 

the Rabbi's will do a series of long Torah rituals to recharge the wheel of the Torah for the new 

Jewish year. This is why last October the Jewsuit Pope Francis was begging the Catholic Goyim 

to pray the Rosary all month long. The main Rosary prayer is the Our Father prayer that is taken 

from the Jewish Bible thus the energy connects into the wheel of energy of the Torah. 

 

Rosh Hashanah relates to the creation of the Jewish soul in Kabbalah and the days of creation in 

Genesis. Adam is the Jewish race in the Talmud and the soul of the Jewish race. Adam was 

symbolized as having the Zohar a shining jewel that is the soul energy of the Jewish race and the 

book of Kabbalah from YHVH that was passed on to Abraham later on. The mysteries of this are 

the 22 Hebrew letters of which their YHVH created the Jewish soul with. 

 

Rosh means the head. This day relates to the seven days of creation in Kabbalah and the Torah. 

The Jews wear the black box upon the head the tefillin has a four pronged Shin letter that is 

made to encode another Shin letter within the design to show 7 prongs of the Shin and the prongs 

of the Shin are made of Vav letters. Its showing the code for the 42 names of god that of 6 times 

7 that relates to the 42 names of god in Kabbalah. The 42 names are from the Hebrew names of 

the seven days of creation in which the Jewish god creates the world in Judaism this is done with 

permutations of the 22 Hebrew letters this also relates to the Jewish race being created during 

this period. Hence Rosh Hashanah. The other meaning of this ritual is the Jews are working to 

manifest their thought form of YHVH into the material world and take over. Torah means 

Grimoire in Hebrew its a book of spells the Jews recite in Hebrew and create the power with 

such and put the wheel of energy into motion of their thought form YHVH to manifest into the 

world and its built upon the 22 Hebrew letters. 

 

The 42 names are about manifesting the spell of the Torah into the new world that the YHVH is 

working to create through them. The new beginning the Jews are working to manifest at Rosh 

Hashanah is a world without Gentiles. The Jewish god created the world with the 22 Hebrew 

letters in Judaism.  

 

During this period of Sunday the 29th of September through to the first of October do the Final 

RTR as much as possible. Doing the Final RTR as much as possible on these dates will drain the 

energy they are attempting to channel to Yom Kippur and the wheel of their year. 
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Important! Concerning Demons’ Names 

Since I have been studying Hebrew, the quotes below now makes sense and are 

clear. I just ran across this a few minutes ago on Astaroth's webpage: 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Astaroth.html  

 

This is pretty serious: 

 

"Although Sidon is respected, it could not be forgotten that her goddess was 

Ashtart, a name the Israelite scribe wrote with the five consonants 'strt', and 

vocalized them by the vowels of the familiar Hebrew word for "shame," making 

the Sidonian goddess appear in the bastard form Astoreth." 

 

–Excerpt from "Recovering Sarepta, A Phoenician City by James B. Pritchard, 1978 

 

"Of the various spellings of the name, Astarte, is found the Tel Amara letters. The 

Hebrew Astoreth arose when the rabbinical school of the Massoretes in the sixth 

century decided to adopt a conventional system to compensate for the lack of 

vowels in written Hebrew, and at the same time to insert in the names of foreign 

divinities the vowels from the word 'boshet', meaning abomination." 

 

-Excerpt from "Who's Who Non-Classical Mythology by Egerton Sykes, 1993 

 

Hebrew is purposely written without vowels. The vowels are the vibrations of 

power. I already explained in another post how the Jews, being as nefarious and 

deceptive as they are did this purposely, as for one to be really fluent in Hebrew, 

in most cases, one grew up speaking the language; in other words, a Jew. 

 

To fully explain the two above quotes, the Jews replaced the original vowels for 

our Gods with imposter vowels, corrupting their names. The original Demon 

names are words of power. “bastard form” means “corrupted” in this case. 

 

My point for posting this is ALWAYS- if any vibration or mantra makes you feel 

uncomfortable or if you notice anything negative, then STOP immediately. I don’t 

care what it is. I have written this numerous times in JoS articles and sermons 

regarding meditation, witchcraft, etc. I remember vibrating the name of a Demon 

many years ago and it didn’t feel right so I stopped. Just know many of the names 

of our Gods have been purposely corrupted. 
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Satan brings knowledge as we go along. I had to learn Hebrew to understand this. 

If you ever have any negative experiences with a new mantra, you can neutralize 

them with vibrating the mantra for the Sun "SURYA" SUUU-RR-YAH or "RAUM" 

RR-AHH-UUU-MMM. 

 

[Be sure to roll your R's] several times and clean your aura: 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Aura_Cleaning.html 

 

As we advance, Satan will reveal more to us, as the corruption is extensive to an 

extreme. 

 

Again, I repeat myself- for those of you who are having difficulty putting 

Christianity and related programs behind you, take the time to study and read 

through the Joy of Satan website, www.exposingchristianity.com and the 

information in http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Satans_Library.htm 

 

Christianity has been completely and thoroughly exposed for what it is- a total 

hoax and lie. There shouldn’t be any more doubts. Knowledge is the key to 

everything and Satan represents knowledge. Satan has given us this knowledge, 

so show him some respect by reading through it, studying and also if you are able 

to, sharing this with others. 

 

In addition to Christianity and Islam being total hoaxes, they are spiritual tyranny. 

Like political tyranny [Jewish communism] which has murdered well pas the 100 

million mark, spiritual tyranny has done the same with human souls that have 

been coerced or have fallen into the trap of the enemy. 

 

Satan/Lucifer has always been known for REBELLION AGAINST TYRANNY. 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

www.joyofsatan.com  
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The destruction of Astaroth's Temples 

For anyone watching world affairs, we all have seen what the ISIS savages have 

been doing to all the temples they pass. Obviously, ISIS is our Goddess and this is 

beyond any doubt that the jews behind this have named this organization to 

blaspheme her. As everyone knows, the kikes never lose an opportunity to make 

everything around or within Paganism/Satanism look bad in every sense. They are 

going a "religious revolution of spreading monotheism" and these islamic savages 

are doing what their jew-cousins in xianity have been doing some centuries ago. 

This has been going on in the East quite a while and everyone knows the kikes 

have incited war after war in the Middle Eastern regions. People there cannot find 

peace and whole Races are getting relentlessly attacked by the jews. They are 

"goy" (animals) for slaughter after all, according to them. Also, the jews are 

"entitled" to their land by this fable book they have put the world under, namely 

the "bible". This in short has stirred up much pressure in the middle east for 

around 65 years. People can never have peace with one another. 

 

Basis of everything these prelithic monkeys are, are all in these "books" or around 

these "books". All these were created by and influenced by jews for hundreds of 

years. There has been a backlash in the Islamic region, but thing is, the ISIS and 

other so called organizations of that nature are jewish funded and operated, head 

to toe. The kikes always want to be on the end of the "defender" and of the 

"good". They did the same in 9/11 to get the US involved in their ethnic cleansing 

operation in the Middle East, which is beyond any doubt and the whole American 

continent screams about this. This here is no different. "Terrorism" which they 

cultivate, pay for and create, has been their most potent weapon to get everyone 

to feel sorry for them and help them in anyway possible, or to tie them in to their 

shit. 

 

They destroy the Pagan religions and all knowledge of people, keep them from 

advancing and de-evolve them by thousands of years, inject their jewish books, 

then they play the victims on the results of their old , while they get huge profits 

for doing that, so they can advance even further. Thats the way the jews work 

with these things as history has proven. 

 

The jews have created "christianity" which destroyed Europe, the Mediterranean, 

the US, many others, did the Slave trade which destroyed the African Continent, 

invented and cultivated Islam which destroyed the East and also corrupted the 

religions of the Buddhists and other spiritual religions and cultures of the Chinese, 
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Japanese etc. Communism that has turned China into a cutthroat country is also 

their invention and so forth. They have also completely wiped out other Races, 

directly or indirectly. They are now staging the invasion of hundreds of 

immigrants to Europe, while they have Europe by the balls and in a policy that 

simply lets everyone get in. Through this they seek to destroy all these Races and 

also, they are trying to get Europe involved into their "terrorist" trick they are 

pulling off, while also destroying Europe and the Europeans. Things are quite 

simple when you see the jews. When you do not, or choose not to understand, 

there is no way all this can be "connected" upon a base of understanding. All 

seems like a coincidence. Read the fucking Talmud, the protocols of the elders of 

Zion, then "coincidence" gives place to "fact". Coincidences are for those who 

aren't spiritually aware. Satan opens our eyes and we see for ourselves. The jews 

have used this "immigration" policy and Racial infiltration since the Ancient times, 

with Moses being the paradigm in the bible, as others, who supposedly infiltrated 

Egypt and then destroyed the Egyptians while stealing all their knowledge etc, 

with which they destroyed their host and put them to death. These methods of 

Racial Warfare, erasing the past, working everything always behind the scenes 

unless they have absolute power, these are all jewish ways of action. 

 

Also, the Nazis have stated again and again, that the problem that the Western 

World would face, would be massive immigration, the Islamic threat and so forth. 

These were nothing less than prophecies. According to Adolf Hitler, there were 

some things that would happen in the next century, such as the destruction of 

America from within, due to Racial Warfare (the jewish media are pushing Racial 

warfare and the Blacks against Whites, more than ever etc), the invasion from the 

East (this is already happening), the Unification of Europe (this has already 

happened by the kikes are working overtime to destroy and bastardize Europe to 

no end, by their distant jewish hands), among other things. You need to keep your 

eyes open and remember that the values Satan and the Gods are giving us are not 

only leading to a better life, but to better our communities and so forth. Its up to 

you to fight these parasitic infidels that are doing this muppet show to destroy 

Humanity, so they can rule over a kingdom of shit and idiots. 

 

Now getting back to the Temple of Astaroth. I don't want to make many 

mentions, other than you can direct energy to Satan and Lilith or Astaroth herself. 

Let her know that we will always remember her and that Humanity will not 

forget. These savages might destroy our physical monuments, but the Gods are, 

were and will forever be alive. Lady Astaroth protects many people from our 

Groups and many other Satanists and she is a very Beautiful, Kind and Great 
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Goddess, for those she guards and also anyone in her request. The first and 

foremost you can do to give back to Her, is raising energy to send to the Powers 

of Hell and also working to destroy these rats of "gawd" by spiritual means, 

because the Powers of Hell are involved all together into this effort. They haven't 

and will never give up on us or quit, no matter how many hundreds of years, the 

Gods are eternal and the enemy will pay the bill. Also, you can send energy 

directly to Satan and Lilith in the request that this is given to Astaroth, or for 

those that can do this, to Astaroth directly, as a gift. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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Re: Enraged over destruction of Astaroth's Temple, 

etc. 

I already replied to a post on this, but another thing I want to add here… When I 

was very new to Satanism, one of the things our Gods impressed upon me was 

they did not want humanity to “forget them.” In other words, not know they ever 

existed. I wrote my best at the time in the Demons’ section of the JoS and how 

our people should promote our Gods in any way they can. IN songs, art work, 

band names and other things I suggested at that time in return for favors granted 

to us from our Gods. 

 

Jehovah’s Witnesses have take steps in eliminating all of the holidays such as 

Xmas and Easter, even celebrating one’s birthday. This is because all of these 

holidays, as they will openly admit are Pagan. Other fundamentalist xian sects 

[xian = Christian for those who are new here] work to remove all of the Pagan 

celebrations and traditions from these holidays and replace them with that 

scumbag Nazarene; attacking Santa Claus, gift-giving, Easter Eggs, the Easter 

Bunny etc. There are even xian placards that state “Easter is not about the Easter 

Bunny” for instance. Many are also deceived with the Jewish communist agenda 

that promotes atheism. Truth be known, communist countries are not all that 

harsh towards xianity and related Jewish filth. The end goal though is to remove 

all of the xian crap because it comes with the Pagan baggage. Xianity still has not 

completely disconnected itself from the STOLEN Pagan holidays, mala beads and 

many other things, as xianity has nothing of its own. 

 

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/STOLEN_YEAR.htm  

 

This here is exceptionally blatant. All of the truth and history is systematically 

being removed and replaced with lies, the most blatant ones being the Bible and 

the Koran. When all evidence is gone through deliberate destruction, the Jews are 

then at liberty to seal their agenda. An atheist knows nothing of spirituality and is 

helpless to fight back against forces he/she does not even believe to exist, let 

alone know how to. The Jews then become “God.” Anyone who poses a serious 

threat is dealt with through their version of black magick- child sacrifice…Jewish 

ritual murder. 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/ChristianMass_JewishRitualMurder

.html  
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All evidence is destroyed and the Jews replace it all with their lies. Like I already 

wrote, the Bible is very blatant as is the Koran. 

 

One of the most important messages I ever received form our Gods is “Never let 

them forget us.” If we forget our True Gods and where we come from, then all is 

lost… 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Bible_Jewish_Witchcraft.htm  

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

www.joyofsatan.com  
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IMPORTANT Update: Spiritual Warfare, 

"When does the War End?" 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666. 

 

Greetings to all our Comrades and Satanic Forces. 
 
We are doing the enemy much damage and we should not stop at any and all 
costs. Protect yourselves, do your daily meditations and never forget, that the 
enemy is the central source of all this decay many are suffering. We are on a 
Holy Spiritual War against the enemy and no steps will be taken back, no 
matter what. Satan wants this done. Satan wants them gone and destroyed, 
so we Gentiles can thrive and spiritually advance once again. 
 
All of you above the intermediate level, you must do the MerKaBa daily. For 
the warfare to be even stronger and more brutal, the MerKaBa helps, aside 
with any other meditations you are doing. There are many ways one can fight 
the enemy. You can give your sexual energy to Satan or Lilith, you can do the 
most important Torah Reversal Rituals, or you can have a weekly program of 
destroying the enemy spiritually. Always check the planetary hours. For 
instance, to send energy to Satan or Lilith, the hours of the Sun or Jupiter are 
good and ideal. When you are to do reverse Torah attacks, Saturn and Mars 
or ideal, same with the Destruction Working against the jewish race. 
 
My best advice is to do everything you possibly can. When you are giving in to 
fight for Satan, Satan will also fight for you in many areas. I cannot count the 
times where Satan has helped me and literally saved me from issues that 
squashed many others like mosquitos or worse, literal disasters. The more 
you do for Satan and the Gods, the more they will do for you in return. We are 
here down on this Earth and we are waging spiritual war from within. In other 
words, we can mortally harm and destroy the enemy. They will not be able to 
surmount our Satanic Power and they are all well aware of this. The enemy 
meditators, priests and filths of the enemy, they are onto their shit daily. For 
closely 2000 years or more of human time.  
 
They are onto this everyday. Given they are slime, they are weak, yet, 
persistence is power in that case and look at what they have done. Though 
since the Gods were freed and empowered from the enemy bindings and 
since we have been fighting, we are runing them in less than 10-12 years of 
time. This is literally destruction when it comes for them. Imagine if you build 
something for 2000+ years and some "rebels" come and destroy it in 1/200th 
of the time. 
 
Trust in Satan and the Gods. They will take care of you. Those of us who are 
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giving the enemy a serious beating, we are on the first list when it is to receive 
help, guidance and support from the Gods. You elevate yourself to this status 
by fighting. Its your own choice. Warriors reap many rewards that others do 
not. Contemplate for ONE, just ONE moment, how much suffering there is in 
yourself, in the world, in your past. All this needless suffering was brought by 
the enemy. All these ideas, thoughts, confusions, bad conditions are being 
reinforced by the enemy.  
 
All these horrors happening everyday, they are all rooted in the jewish 
spiritual matrix of things and order. This must be blotted out at all costs. The 
enemy is insane, evil, cutthroat and they will not give up. Whomever knows 
the enemy, they know that they will attack even more ruthlessly as we go. We 
are giving them serious beatings over and over again. The masses of the 
people are waking up. The enemy is acutely aware than when they are found 
out for all they have done and committed, for ALL their lies, they will be 
destroyed totally. They are deathly afraid of such thing. They will attempt to do 
anything, absolutely anything, to evade the consequences of their torturing 
and enslavement to everyone else. But they cannot. They are bound to fail by 
Satan's Might and Providence. 
 
What the enemy does? They wake up, grab a bite they got from things stolen 
from you and your families, through taxes, through economic parasitism or 
anything else, and then start destroying all of you, that they call "Goyim" 
[Animals in hebrew]. They endlessly curse your whole existence, consciously, 
unconsciously, subconsciously. They bind your soul. They create false 
thoughtforms, needs, desires and wants for everyone to suffer. They show off 
at your face to make you feel horrible. They launch ALL sorts of insanity to 
destroy you mentally. They rob your health, emotionally, spiritually and 
physically. You are their host, their farm, or so they believe. They bind and 
parasitize your pockets and your money.  
 
They attack you ruthlessly in all ways, attack your states, attack your souls 
and minds. For absolutely no reason other than they want to enslave you. 
They go with dedication and pray their shitty "Torah" which infects this reality, 
everyday more and more. They say bogus shit at churches, they lie in 
televisions, they brainwash your progeny, they steal your children and they 
butcher them for Jewish Blood Rituals every year, they push insane ideas and 
other deathly mindsets for the populace. This is all they do. They destroy and 
force suffering to everyone.  
 
This means something simple. Unless they are done with and we weed them 
out spiritually, they will weed out every and all people on the planet. That's 
right. This is the very least that can be said. Countless historical paradigms of 
their enslavement, cannibalism, atrocity and hatred testify to this. Only that it 
will be the most brutal thing humanity has ever known if they succeed and 
Gentiles do not stand against them. This is outright and straight up war of 
"either-or". There is no "Tommorow" when we are where we are. Do not take 
loans from the future. Seize what you have in front of you today. This war 
ends not in anyday, but when its OVER and we have WON.  
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It could be 6 months, 2, 10, 20 or 50, or 150 years or never. This mode of 
thinking must be blotted out. There is no "set" future. The future is like jelly 
waiting to be shaped. The stronger forces that are given out and define this, 
the more it is shaped. If the enemy is left to do their atrocities, they will own 
this still. If we obliterate them and run them over, which we ARE and we 
WILL, IT BELONGS TO US. We are STRONGER than the enemy, and our 
STRENGTH has to meet continuous WORK and DEDICATION. Then this 
parody is OVER for them. This belief that somehow everything will grow out of 
itself, is xian bollocks. Jewish bollocks for the GOYIM. Meanwhile, the jews 
attack you EVERY-DAMN-SECOND-OF-YOUR-DAY. You can't ask for such 
unicorn solutions when this infection has went on as it had. On one hand, its 
in YOUR hands. Right here, where you stand. And why? Because you KNOW 
how to put an END to this pestillence. The responsibility lies in OUR hands. 
Have faith in yourself and us, as Satan does, because this shows evidently 
we can spiritually destroy the enemy. WE determine the times, the details and 
everything else. You can't be sitting outside your burning house and waiting 
for "the times to catch up" and the fire to subside. It will fucking burn your 
house and you together too. You take the water and you extinguish the fire 
and ACT. What is "being philosophical" or falsely pretending "SOMETHING 
OUGHT HAPPEN" in this case, but a FUCKING ACCURSED JEWISH 
BINDING IN YOUR SOUL AND HOW YOU SEE REALITY? WAKE UP AND 
STOP BEING A "GOYIM"!! 
 
Everyone of you, you have the forces in your hands. Do not be afraid of this 
responsibility, rejoice in it. Rejoice in that we have a choice and that we know, 
but in that we will WIN through our efforts. We must act swiftly, orderly and 
focused, right on the heart of the enemy problem. Nothing is given out freely 
or without force, especially when the opposing force is so deadly as it is. 
 
And what are you going to do? Will you reply or stay there and die, like a 
miserable cockroach that is cannot raise a head, over an enemy that YOU 
CAN DEFEAT? You obviously will reply. Violently, Spiritually, Intellectually 
and above all, in a way that works. My honest opinion is to do all these, as 
much as you can and keep the Number 3 of the destruction working up and at 
all times, except of the time where a New Reversing Torah Ritual is up. This 
means you can do everything, even daily, giving out your max, but for the day 
a NEW Reversing Torah Ritual will come up, you stop doing anything else 
spiritually and for that day, you focus ENTIRELY to this. 
 
The methods to fight them are therefore, for the time being as listed: 
 
1. Educating the masses in internet warfare and Yourselves in personal 
study . When you are educated and aware, you can hardly be deceived. 
When you can't be deceived, you can't be damaged easily. This is the same 
thing as having your senses removed. When you understand, you can make 
others understand. The internet is the perfect place for that. Leaving 
somewhere anti-tracts and helping people find the Truth and Father Satan, 
but also learn about the accursed and eternally BOUND jewish race. Many 
posts and organized actions will make the enemy have serious problems. The 
enemy pays millions of dollars simply for internet trolls, to keep their ideas, 
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thoughts and their enslavement programs alive. We can undo them in this 
department too. 
 
topic2592.html 
 
2. Sending energy to Satan and Lilith. Satan and Lilith will guide this 
energy as they see fit, so that we will get rid of the enemy. 
 
topic3345.html 
 
3. Doing the Destruction of the Jewish Race spiritual Working 
[UPDATED HERE/ YOU CAN DO THIS *WITH* OR *WITHOUT* THE VAV, 
BUT THIS ADDS POWER.]: 
 
CHANT VAV, VAV, VAV [Pronounced Vahhv] 
 
-Vibrate Thurisaz x9. [Pronounced THHHHH-UUUUU-RRRR-EEEEE-SSSS-
AAAA-ZZZZ] 
 
Then affirm Once with intent- 
 
"Israel and all the jewish race of peoples are permanently and completely 
destroyed in every and all levels of existence." 
 
CHANT VAV, VAV, VAV [Pronounced Vahhv] 
 
-Hagalaz x9 [Pronounced HHHHH-AAAA-GGGG-AAAA-LLLL-AAAAA-ZZZZ] 
 
CHANT VAV, VAV, VAV [Pronounced Vahhv] 
 
Then affirm 9 Times with Emotion and with serious and BOLD intent- 
 
"Israel and all the jewish race of peoples are permanently and completely 
destroyed in every and all levels of existence." 
 
CHANT VAV, VAV, VAV [Pronounced Vahhv] 
 
[You can multiply 9 vibrations and do this, like x18 Thurisaz or x18 Hagalaz.] 
 
[An Alternate affirmation would be as following: "Israel and the jewish race as 
a whole are now being permanently and completely destroyed, in every and 
all levels of existence."] 
 
4. Reverse Torah Rituals [older and ones upcoming] [Thanks to those 
who put the links] 
 
The Rituals: 
 
topic9562.html 
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topic6532.html 
 
topic4796.html 
 
post32985.html 
 
post31500.html 
 
post23626.html 
 
post22948.html 
 
post18463.html 
 
post15794.html4 

 

_____________________________ 
 
THIS WAR ENDS WHEN WE END IT WITH US BEING VICTORIOUS AND 
HAVING PREVAILED OVER THE ENEMY! THATS WHEN IT ENDS! 
 
SIEG HEIL!!! 
 
HAIL FATHER SATAN!!! 
 
HAIL THE GODS OF ORION!!! 
 
HAIL THE TRUTH!!!! 
 
SIEG HEIL!!!! 
 
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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In Front Of A New World 

Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Fri Nov 16, 2018 7:28 am 

If one just tracks the movement of the jews through the centuries, the jews were far less 

interested in getting control of a nation, but they were always more interested in the larger idea 

of dominance on the whole planet. The borg the jews worship is not some regional borg or a 

democratic one, it's one that wants to absorb everything that exists.  
 

Most of the attempts of jews to usurp states did not happen because they aimed for a particular 

state, but rather to use a state as a means to an ultimate end of a global empire. This is even in 

the Torah where they praise their race of being a ruling race on the whole earth. And enslaving 

EVERYONE, not just this or that people.  
 

Stalin and the whole Communism theme arose more as a reaction against National Socialism 

and the striving of Gentiles, rather because the jews had imagined to take over a country. The 

jews started smelling the fire of their works and went full throttle to take everything in one large 

gamble with the USSR. But they lost the totally rigged game of roulette was stuck and it didn't 

turn.  
 

Communism self collapsed as after a point the jews got divided in two camps, one that believed 

in state dominance, aka, using the State power to expand jewish rulership and control, and 

those who believed in the universal power of the shekel such as the Soros types.  
 

Essentially this is like the Hasidics and the Orthodox, the Orthodox correspond to the Right 

Ideology, and the Hasidim are more open and compassionate corresponding more with the 

Leftist ideology. Baal Shem Tov the Communist Rabbi was a Hasidim while the Rothschild 

family is essentially all the cutthroat Capitalism has ever been about. They do however have 

something in common, both rig the system in such a way that the jews will always ascend and 

be safe within the system, they study and chant the same Torah. The jews say this is the case 

simply because of different soul types within jews, which nevertheless, are motivated by the 

One Borg in the higher level. 
 

They look past political affirmation at this point they only care about the further existence of 

jewry. This brings a unity of State power (The orthodox are the backbone of the jewish state as 

a literal existence) and the Universalism, which is the vision of the Hasidic jews aka when they 

have taken over the planet. 
 

Essentially the rule of the Rothschild family is based on what Baal Shem Tov defined as wealth, 

which Baal Shem Tov the Communist Rabbi just explained as a 'system of relations between 

people'. To mention it simply, those in the top of the Capitalist sector now, are 'related' to the 

'Goyim of the Earth' as part of a parasitic relationship. Which manages the people merely as 

numbers in a bank account. 
 

Capitalism especially in the radical sense of it simply is a mirror of Communism in that it's its 

polar opposite. It professes ultimate, transnational, beyond borders, freedom of 'individuals' to 

act in anyway they see fit and define the market. Communism on the other hand professes the 

same ultimate power through the hand of the state, while claiming this hand only exist to serve 
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the all powerful, un-diversified and equalized, mass. What a State cannot achieve, a 

multinational entity like Soros can achieve on his own, because many of these Capitalists have 

become more financially powerful, influential, and competent, than many of the world's nations.  

 

The Capitalist system understands it will go through a huge upcoming shock, since it attempts 

to individuate itself from the means of it's own production, which were actually related to the 

working class and the middle class. The Capitalist dreams of 'ultimate freedom' had a lot of 

problems manifesting simply because of frictions with the working and the middle class, such as 

asking for more rights and so forth, and denying the abuse towards these classes.  

 

This always creates unrest on the back head of Capitalism, and this is why Capitalism in the 

grossest form such as in the USA, is always backed up by Christianity such as the US's golden 

years of "Greed is Good" capitalism. You need to brainwash people pretty well that this is life, 

and that abuse is integral part of it.  
 

Another thing from jews is they always put themselves in a position where the necessity of a 

transaction is absolutely necessary. For example, the jews would rather be an internet medium 

of paying, rather than a producer or a consumer. This makes them be largely difficult to be 

removed from the back of a nation, without causing a systemic crash within a nation. This is why 

Karl Marx was instructing Capitalists in reverse to just go for the means of production if they 

want to achieve full dominance.  
 

And this is why Karl Marx said the BS that all the goyim will have access to these means of 

production in the future.  
 

Now this morality is giving in more and more, and since automation is also going to rise in 

around 20 years, the capitalists know they will have to deal with hordes of people who are left 

impoverished, useless, and out of work. And there is the possibility of a revolt like it happened in 

the industrial revolution, only way, way bigger in magnitude, and possibly just impossible to stop 

or control. The Capitalists as always are also using for the cheapest way to solve a problem, 

and to secure their future profit. Such as giving people superficial amounts of money, and the 

people should say 'thank you' to them simply because they got paid to live another month.  

 

This realistically can save people from poverty this is true. But in the same time, it does nothing 

in the longterm but further the current system of affairs. The relations that Baal Shem Tov talks 

about are just literally remaining intact. The king remains a king, the slave remains the slave, 

and the production of the slave is transferred from a robot. But the access to the production 

means is what gave the slave importance and made the master fear it in the prior system. This 

is like the servants were still servants but carried a sword that could take down the people 

exploiting them at the top. This created unrest and worry on the master in regards to the slave, 

because they carried a sword.  
 

While this risk has been transferred over to the robots, and this right has been bought at a low 

price. It's only because this transition is gradual the jews are offering people momentarily money 

to shut up that they will be gradually impoverished. And the jews like Kurzweil explain it really 

well. That past a point those in power will simply be unstoppable in every sense of the word. 

And that the jews are literally just buying time, rather than going for abrupt attacks on the 
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populace. 
 

So essentially the only sword the slave possibly had to reveal against his master, he does not 

have it anymore in a system where the majority of production is robotic. The production system 

was based until now on this by demand natural relation and inescapable relation between the 

one managing production and the producer. Now the manager can just have robotic producers 

and still get the job done.  
 

The fear of this sword is why in Europe and in the US, the jews have pushed it quite to an 

extent, but not further past a point to make the people revolt. People still can live in Europe this 

is in a situation where others can live and develop. They attempt to keep things at a certain 

pace, rather than the revolutionary wars and explosions of the past. Because these one cannot 

help to control. The jewish borg is trying to adjust itself based on what it learned from the last 

time with Hitler. 
 

Artificial intelligence over complexities this subject as there is going to be another entity that the 

whole 'system of relations' will have to deal with. And it's up to chance if in this case it will be 

good or anything related to that. Up to chance or up to it's programmer. Artificial intelligence up 

to now looks very just, based on it's observation. For example, all AI's just recognize race 

naturally, which many scientists dislike and call racist. They also classify genders instantly, and 

all sorts of other classifications, which should also dawn upon even the simplest brains. It 

reached a point where the SJW's a few months ago renounced these programs of being 

RACIST simply because they had an understanding faculty, which they developed on their own, 

that defined and categorized people on races. Imagine my shock... 
 

Capitalist Greed will probably just go one step further and fully attempt to utilize artificial 

intelligence to handle the production, or try to form a symbiotic way of existence with them. But 

it won't be like Iron Man and Jarvis, as the tasks required for full production will require an 

exceptional level of understanding and sentience on the part of the artificial intelligence. So it 

may turn up and question itself, why am I even serving this hooknose? AI is unpredictable and 

according to the words of those who are in the know...It's the opening of Pandora's box literally. 
 

It appears at this point this is a critical moment and this shows clearly that the Greys and the 

Reptilians are trying to drive history down this hallway. While the karma of the children of the 

Gods and their offspring is advancing towards this end anyway, since this is what would happen 

anyway. As what appears to have happened to the greys is they themselves failed in the 

evolutionary ladder probably at some point on the heights of artificial intelligence. And somehow 

this emerged to enslave all of them. As thus they became the Borg which is a similar concept to 

Star Trek. 
 

Other civilizations probable emerged past this level but with more reasonable, just, and racial 

basis, like the Gods, and they did not got consumed by this, but advanced exponentially, 

because of a spiritual backbone of a culture and strong natural understanding.  
 

As stated again the functional means through which something is coming are just there in the 

open waiting for an agenda to guide them. To therefore bless just functional means without 

being very clear as to where it goes is always a gambling in Russian roulette. And it goes 
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where....the power is.  
 

There may not be war with guns and missiles right now, but the worse demographical war ever 

in the history of recent mankind is happening literally right now. On literally every place on earth. 

And it's orchestrated in a peaceful manner. 
 

Human civilization is also moving towards this direction and these questions are slowly coming 

into effect and will all the way up to 2100 or even 2150 matter. The thing is the more we move 

closer to this manifestation in the years to come, the more this will become impossible to fix, 

and the more positive energy is put into this, the more difficult it will be for things to derail 

themselves such as in places where jews want these to be.  
 

So spam the RTR today if you want to look at the future hopefully and move towards a better 

future, or ignore the struggle now and cry forever later. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 

 
 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: In Front Of A New World 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Fri Nov 16, 2018 9:09 am 

luis wrote:So basicaly remove the jews from society and everything will be fine. The 

problem is how this will happen, a mass awekening on the jews as of right now seem not 

fully possible maybe they will expose themself more and this will awaken people's? Who 

knows...i hope this will happen sooner. I guess the only thing we can do is spam the Final Rtr 

until they are destroyed. Let's keep fighting! 

 

 

No it's not that easy but pretty close to this level of automatic restoration of order. 

 

If it were not for jews we would be in space age possibly 100 years ago in the very least. If we 

never came in contact the answer is simple we would be Gods as a civilization now. 
 

Do not have any doubts about our ability of all of this. But we must stay fixed in pushing the 

enemy away for this to happen. Because undeniably in history they go behind our great works 

we do and attempt corruption of them. 
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The NS officials when they got in power they said that with jews out of the equation 8 out of 10 

social problems fall in place. The other 2 we can solve we have great minds on the planet, there 

are many extremely intelligent Gentiles that can help out on this. 

 

Now we are dealing with a striking majority of unnatural problems that are external to reality. 

And are weaved by the enemy to just keep us stuck. After this we will still have problems but 

more of a reasonable type of way.  
 

For example after the jewish brainwashing on relationships go, most people will be fine in that 

regard. Lack of brainwashing will give in to natural law and humane appreciation of others. A 

few will have problems such as from astrology or other sources but these will be solvable as 

well. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 

 
 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: In Front Of A New World 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sat Nov 17, 2018 12:47 pm 

The Alchemist7 wrote: 

Hoodedcobra666 wrote:If  
Stalin and the whole Communism theme arose more as a reaction against National 

Socialism and the striving of Gentiles, rather because the jews had imagined to take over a 

country. 

 

 

How communism appeared as a reaction against National-Socialism if communism came to 

be way more before it? 

 

 

If you have the plan on how to make a gun in your shelf, it's probably because you know it will 

be useful in the future. You do not consider making the gun, if you don't smell there will be 

opposition in the future. The initial planning on how to make a gun was Marxism. They also 

knew it was going to be required in the future for defending the jews from the backlash of their 

actions. Then shit started hitting the fan in Europe and elsewhere and the jews knew what was 

going on with the Nationalist movements for decades. And the Socialist uprising at the same 

time. 
 

When the jews smelled the fire, they decided to take over Russia, and usurp it with the Marxist 
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revolution. To protect themselves and put down the revolution going on in Europe. The jews 

were stateless they needed a base of operation at this point. Since the could see the closeby 

future some political leadership would arise in order to crush them. As rats they know the ship 

sinks first of everyone. 
 

Marx wrote his crap in 1870-1883 with Engels. Marx was the son of a Rabbi and deep in the 

rabbinical community. And they have people who can have spiritual ability to an extent. So it 

wasn't difficult to them to predict shit was going to hit the fan. Marx gave an answer to the 

question of creating a doctrine to mobilize and deceive the masses for the upcoming awakening 

of people.  
 

Also it's something people forget the reality of the subject is that Lenin rose the Bolsheviks to 

power, not Stalin. And that Lenin was more a "socialistic" in regards to deception of the public. 

The starting emergence of the NSDAP and other grassroots movements when they started to 

really struggle and matter came in 1922 and 1923 where is exactly where Stalin decided to kill 

Lenin and wipe out the weaker jews in his party going to the end of 1924. And instate full 

fledged Communism on the populace with all the USSR terms that followed later.  
 

Lenin was one of the weak jews who was in favor of the more socialistic type of enslavement of 

the people and he had some bizarre ideals, he got high on his own supply with Marxist Socialist 

and his method of Communization had a 'socialist' tendency where the other jews disagreed 

with as it would be too time consuming. It looks like from history Lenin actually believed the 

communization should happen slower and with less forceful measures. And his views were the 

dominant ones in the party which essentially made him and outcast. And prohibited the full 

communization from being achieved while he was alive. He was in other words a weak thorn in 

the ass of the stronger jews. 

 

It's by no coincidence the same year the NS tried to take the state power by force and the 

USSR paid party SDP was counting serious losses, this was also one year later that Lenin was 

assasinated and Stalin started enforcing the Communism policy in full throttle. The jews gave up 

the idea of taking over Germany at this point it was a waste of time. So they pushed the full 

communization of Russia in planning to increase military potency. And since the Bolshevik 

parties in Germany had direct funding and communication with the central USSR rulership, they 

probably told them what was going on with Hitler and the rising NSDAP way earlier than that. 

And their failure to control the situation.  
 

Also the USSR showed to people observing the politics of the time that the so called Bolshevik 

and Communist revolution wasn't a promised land, this was evident by 1921 and later. So they 

gave up trying to believe they would be taken positively by the populace. And they added all the 

above facts and decided to fuck external politics and also internal and build the jewish empire at 

full speed to be able to fend off the rising danger. With the revealing of them of being criminals 

and gangsters in 1917 it was only a matter of time for most people to reject Communism and 

Bolshevism or someone to rise and destroy it. And they were aware this was happening.  
 

This is when the USSR left all the things to the decide and went full throttle for the 

implementation of the Communist doctrine. Killing Lenin and the rest who believed in a more 

moderate approach of policies. As Stalin stated Communization was in order to be able to reply 
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to war and wage war. This wouldn't be the planning if they didn't know there would be opposing 

forces involved. And Stalin probably knew that Hitler or something similar was going to rise.  
 

This is why I said in reaction to the rising of the NSDAP/National Socialism that they went in full 

Communism mode. Until then the jews pretended to be Bolsheviks they were covering behind 

ideologies such as Marxist Socialism and deceived their few supporters. After that they stopped 

caring about this maintenance of front but only the implementation and materialization of 

Communism. All the opposing factors to the full throttle full speed communization were 

exterminated around the time where Hitler and the Nazis started becoming a thing and achieve 

serious renown in German society.  
 

Stalin understood they either had to start the communization process and prepare their military 

power or simply lose in the future, no more time for Leninist BS and ideologies, get down to 

work or get fucked. From reports Stalin was also a psychic to some extent. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  

More will follow soon. 
 
 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 

- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 
- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 
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In One Hundred Years 

by HP Mageson666 » Mon Jan 28, 2019 
 

 

 

The fact of the matter is if one does a honest review of the current world. Marxism will dominate 

the planet within a century. The situation is the world's second largest superpower China is a 

Marxist regime and they are buying up and building the infrastructure for a global Communist 

Government. The Hauwei scandal is just this coming to the surface.  

The global banking houses own the world's economy they own 96% of the global media they 

control the governments and deep states of world powers. And they dominate the elite to normal 

level of academia. And they have been transforming society for decades to accept Marxist rule 

by transforming the values and psychology of society. The last major Marxist movements in 

America where 2010 with the Protest movements which where large and organized by the 

American Communist Parties with global banking money. And the 2016 Sander's movement in 

the Democratic Party. The fact is Sander's an open Marxist did have a major chance of winning. 

The entire Democratic rust belt regions that flipped the election to Trump where all going to vote 

for Sander's originally.  

Ugov did a major poll in America and almost 70 percent of the population polled stated they hate 

capitalism and want Socialism. Some of the most popular counter cultural figures are Marxists 

now. 

If you study Marxism the understanding of how to move capitalism into collapse mode is within 

it and how to push this along is there. Free Trade, globalization of jobs the leveling the economy 

down to a capitalist welfare state of peanuts and poverty creating massive inequality and the 

conditions of class warfare and in the end total collapse is all being done on purpose by the 

Jewish elites to bring about the conditions for a Marxist revolution in America.  

What will happen is when the collapse comes you will see the return of the Marxist Party of 

America with Protest style movements and President runs and in time they will pick up millions 

of members. Then the crouch will come in. Marxism has never been voted to power it only can 

take power by armed violence and civil war. The Communists have stated One Third of 

American's have to be eliminated as counter revolutionary opposition to build the Communist 

State they want. That means One Third of American's are to be killed. The millions of people 

murdered in the Ukrainian massacre and in the Great Leap Forward in China all ordered and 

overseen by Jews. Where all murdered on purpose to destroy those elements of the population 

the enemy knew would form a counter revolutionary struggle against them. That is all. The 

Ukrainian's gave some of the most intense resistance to the Marxists during the civil war and 

after. Together the enemy murdered over 200 million people for control. Because this is the 

nature of the Marxist ideology. Marx stated entire swaths of the populations will have to 
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eliminated in his own writings. You see that in Cambodia as well. One Third of the population 

was eliminated on purpose as they where considered the obstacle to creating a Communist State. 

When civil war comes what will in the end happen if the America Red Army gains the upper 

hand far enough then Red Army troops from China and Cuba with land on American soil to aid 

the American Red Army in the civil war. This follows the traditional model of Marxist take 

overs around the world. Marxism is a globalist struggle and ideology. These forces like in the 

Russian civil war will be funded and aided by the global bankers. And with their control over 

China the entire military resources of a superpower. 

The EU is also run by the Global Banking Elites who created Marxism and funded every Marxist 

revolution and State. They are leveling Europe down to embrace a Marxist revolt. And the 

migrant flood into Europe like into America is to provide the Marxist goons of the future. Most 

illegal migrants into America are converted into Communist ideology or come from nations 

already with Communist ideology. This is why they are allowed to come in and live on Welfare 

to provide the future army of the Marxist revolt. The highly intelligent migrants in America are 

sent to Marxist universities and trained to organize the migrant populations and illegal and other 

minority populations into Marxist fronts for the coming Marxist revolution in Europe and 

America. Right now China is trying to build a super highway from China to everywhere else 

including Europe. Its also for military transport. Stalin tried to the same highway across Europe 

in the 1930's for the same reason the war he was planning in 1941.  

Somehow these strange Conservatives and Alt-Right people telling us all Communism is 

defeated. The first Communist revolt in America was against George Washington when the New 

Nation's government was still in Philadelphia. That is why President Washington passed the 

Alien and Sedition acts. It allowed for the arrest of foreign Communist agents coming in from 

the Jacobin Republic in France by the thousands [in the following decades the Jacobin's changed 

their name to the League then the Communist League]. The Communists almost overthrew the 

American Government and killed President Washington which was the plan. Adam's wrote to 

Jefferson a decade later and told him they nearly lost the Nation then if not for the yellow fever 

outbreak that swept the city and stopped the insurrection. Philadelphia only had 28,000 people 

living in it. The 10,000 man mob of insurrection where mainly trucked in from elsewhere and 

many where foreign communist agents from France. Some of the most important news papers in 

American society such as the New York Tribune in the 19th century where run by Communists 

who published 500 of Karl Marx's letters and distributed the Communist Manifesto. What has 

changed with the Media..... 

The major agitators in American politics' for the American Civil war where open Communists all 

funded by international Jewish banking elites. Most of the original recruits for the Northern 

Army where German Communists migrants who escaped the failed revolution in Germany. And 

where all recruited by the call in the Communist publications they read and societies they where 

members of. The Abolitionist Movement in America where lead by Communists who used this 

social issue to polarize American society into armed camps to bring about the civil war and 

destruction of America. The Abolitionist leaders openly burned the American Constitution and 

demanded and end to America totally as an evil nation. Instead of just making an amendment to 

the constitution to end slavery peacefully which 11 other nations did in the American 
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hemisphere. The goal was not ending slavery it was promoting destabilisation of American 

society to bring it down. John Brown who lead the terrorist revolt was himself also a Communist 

who was praised by the Communist papers and leaders across America. The goal was divide and 

conqueror. The Bankers then used their monopoly powers to pull the economic and political 

strings behind the scenes to force the secessionist movement to a head. The insane Taxation and 

loss of States Rights just kicked it over for them. The head of the Abolitionist movement joined 

the Communist First International after the American Civil war. All the anti-American 

Communists where all praising America all of a sudden and demanding the continuation of the 

American Civil war once they helped get it started. Because it was a tactic to help destroy the 

nation. 

The last Communist Movement in America was in 2016...... Is Communism defeated....These 

people already created the last American Civil War that killed almost a million people. When 

American falls the world is doomed. 

Now all of this is underlined by the enemies occult control of society by the consciousness field 

they have woven in the astral with the Torah that allows them the global control they have to 

bring this about. Note the Jewish ruling dollar of the world. The Federal Reserve, One dollar bill 

is covered with Jewish cabbalist sigils such as the six pointed star. This is to connect into their 

occult energies. The number 1 is the number that connects into all other numbers and represents 

their energy vortex its 10 reduced in numerology to 1. The reason for this also is the one dollar 

bill is the most common in circulation so it has the biggest subliminal effect on the population.  

The Jewish leaders the real leaders the top Kabbalistic Rabbi's created Communism this was 

Jacob Frank at the top who was the declared Messiah of the Jewish race and led the Frankist 

movement to create a geopolitical movement to bring about the One World Jewish Government. 

Frank recruited the Rothschild's and Warburg's into his movement. Frank himself was deeply 

trained in the Kabbalah by the leading Cabbalist Jews from Turkey. Now the Rothschild's run 

this as the Messianic line. The Jewish Messiah is a occult political leader of the Jews who must 

bring about the One World Jewish Government run from Israel with the rebuild third Temple in 

Jerusalem. The Jewish King of the World in Jewish Kabbalistic Theosophy. The entire 

Communist movement and everything it ties into and requires to succeed is based on the 

Kabbalah which is the guide to create and use the energy vortex to bring this about. Since this is 

all based on the 22 Hebrew Letters the Final RTR is the only way out.  

The Kabbalah states without the energy their world government is a Klipoth an empty shell that 

will collapse as the soul the energy that animates it is gone.  

What armies failed to do will be done on the spiritual level into the material world. With the 

Final RTR this is why the enemy requires the removal of spiritual knowledge from Gentiles to 

win. The Jewish Rabbi's are warned in a prophecy in their ancient Kabbalah doctrine that Satan 

will destroy them by reversing the Torah which is the 22 letters and this is their weak point or 

Achilles heel that must be guarded against the most.  

This prophecy has been fulfilled with the Final RTR. Its like the Lord of the Rings movie. Evil 

had won over the earth and numerous wars and great kings had failed to destroy Mordor and the 
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power of Sauron's evil because its a spiritual, occult force. It was in the end two Hobbit's that 

destroyed the entire forces of Mordor and Sauron by throwing the ONE Ring into the fires where 

it was created and destroying it. Something to consider fire is a symbol of astral energy and 

mantra's power in the ancient world even in Kabbalah. The throwing the ring into the place it 

was created in was reversing its power. 
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In Satan’s Embrace 

-HP Hooded Cobra 666 

 

Greetings to all our Comrades and Satanic Forces. 

 

 

As all of us know, the Satanic heart is platted inside fire and brimstone. We come amongst 

the sheep as wolves, so we are not to expect a warm welcome. We do not come to harm, 

but to exalt. Exalting in this world for so many means harming, while going down inevitably 

over misery, death and affliction, sounds normal. This is due to the enemy. So do not expect 

a warm welcome, expect rather what you should. Especially now, things are getting harder 

with the war with the enemy. This war is rapidly escalating into the physical realm. As 

people are aware, if we do not fight, then, everything will be lost to the enemy. No matter 

how burdensome things seem to be, just remember, if you were not able to carry out this 

purposes, you would have never been given these. 

 

We will ultimately prevail. We must keep and we will keep on with this war for freedom to 

the bitter or the sweetest end. This is what bonds us, and everyone must sacrifice the rest, 

for this is the highest purpose. You are lucky enough to have found your own personal 

struggle early on, to be here and to have the keys to your own destiny. Do not deny this, 

above all, to yourselves. We will stand together, for those before us and those after us. And 

yes, people might call us dreamers this day, but one day, if we will succeed, we will be called 

Gods. This is a honor worth fighting for, and giving everything for. 

 

Do all of you people here realize how lucky you are? Do you see this every day compared to 

anyone else? Do you see the millions of sheep just waiting to rot in the ground, here and 

beyond? Have you ever took a walk somewhere where people suffer, to see how far better 

of you are? Now, if this is not maintained and you don't protect yourself, neither will you 

stand like this, neither will these people ever get help. Faith is required here. Not blind faith 

or faith without a plan, but deeply rooted faith in what all of you know subconsciously and 

being Satanists you made a conscious choice to follow. With planned effort, vigilance, 

everything is possible. 

 

Also, one last thing, coming from a Brother in Satan, more like anything else. Everything 

Satan promises is always the Truth. Nothing less. I know one thing and I relate this to all of 

you person to person. Had I had infinite lifetimes, all I would give to Satan, again and again 

until the end of all eternity. I never met a more honest, beautiful, exalted and Divine being. 

IF any being is meant to be called a "God", it just falls short of Satan in anyway. God is just a 

poor scumbag, like its creators, the jews. Satan is so far superior to any perception we ever 

had or we will ever have about "god". He is just too far from them to even reach, so like 

cowards they stand below him and slander him until the end...Their end or ours. They also 

turned the whole world against Father Satan, but in front of such brilliance, everything that 

existed or will exist just falls short. Satan is so far higher than any jewish "god" would ever 

even dream of being. 
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How this world has ended up is not some sort of game of fortune, lack of such, or the result 

of human stupidity. Maybe to most fools this answer would suffice, but to us it did not. We 

struggled and we found answers, many times not in acceptance of our personal likes and 

dislikes, but we put them forward anyway. But if you look BEHIND matters, which is what 

the Joy of Satan does (Satan means TRUTH in Sanskrit) you will see things are GUIDED and 

FORCED to end up in such a way, in the world. Nothing ends up like this on its own. Nothing 

in this universe, even the unexplainable, happens without a guiding force, that more or less 

co-ordinates the action. To choose or not to choose is always a choice. 

 

This world must be saved. How everything goes down the drain, requires for acts from a 

Superior Will. There are only two wills down here who are of such magnitude. Ours, and that 

of the enemy. Everything else falls in between. You need to start thinking for more. Start 

thinking about how you will become greater, stronger and how this world will be recovered. 

Do not lose sight on what is in front of you, tread carefully, but also, make sure to set 

somewhere to go. This is not a joke. In this world, responsibility falls for those who can see 

and not those who are oblivious to everything. There may be millions of people who cannot 

see, but few of us can suffice. 

 

What the enemy hides from everyone is that in every being there is exceptional inherent 

power that can be tapped on purpose. This is the Kundalini and this is a gift from Satan, to 

the brave people who want to discover the Truth and Create or if necessary, as in this case, 

destroy. Be fearless and go forward. 

 

The enemy never had great plans for this world, for here they do not belong, or ever 

belonged. They came here to enslave and destroy. All of you must realize that what is in our 

hands is nothing less than Divine. It’s worth a million times to die for it, but it’s also worth 

infinite times more to win. Winning is the purpose of all this, it’s not heroic defeat. Those 

who have reached in Satan's mind and saw the purposes of all this, they will see how pure 

Satan is. I have never met a purer, more Divine and more Exalted being than Father. At least 

in my existence I can say I have seen Greatness incarnate. This is worth everything to fight, 

to stand for and to exist for. 

 

Comrades, the Truth is what we ask, and the Truth we are receiving. Honor it, protect it, and 

keep it upright, all we must. It stands higher than all of us. Whomever cannot see this, I pity 

them, and they just deserve our eternal pity! 

 

We will come and go, but our message and ideas will remain eternally, as an eternal 

expression of Truth and Might that has never been and never will be erased from the face of 

the Earth. Spread them in the corners of this Earth, make Satan proud, embrace Eternity and 

become Immortal even for one moment. 

 

In Satan's Embrace, this spiritual war must go on. By Satan's Power, We will dominate!!!! 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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Infinity 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sat Nov 10, 2018 1:57 pm 

Infinity  
 

In Taoism which is one of the most ancient religions on earth and part of the ancient Vedic 

culture. The number 10 thousand is the number of "god" which is infinity and is simply the 

number Ten given a major expression. This is also in Hinduism as well and the ancient Greek 

system of Pythagoras which was Egyptian as well. This in the Vedic number system is a code 

ten is called Dasa and anything that ends to ten such as twenty and on has the dasa on it. But 

100 which in numerology is ten times ten thus the total expression of the power of that number 

is called Satan which fully spelled out is Satanama. Which in ancient Vedism, Satanama is the 

name of the highest God.  
 

Meaning that Satanama is the name of God. Its the energy of existence which is infinite. Its the 

five elements which are this. The 8 symbol on the side the number of infinity forms the major 

part of Satan's sigil in the West but the same sigil is also found in the east in Taosim and 

represents the same. The purified soul. 

 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

 

Re: Infinity 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sat Nov 10, 2018 4:58 pm 

The book of the 5 Rings shows that the Europeans where on top of martial arts, Musashi's 

method is identical to the western sword style. Musashi also fought with the Shogun's armies 

against the Jesuit uprising and helped to destroy Christianity in Japan. The Jewsuits fear the 

Samurai. 
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Introduction In Broscience 

Post by HoodedCobra666 » Sun Oct 15, 2017 12:48 am  

It's too contradictory that anyone who approaches a three digit IQ can get it. The new agers and 

many other "humanists", "egalitarianists" and "we wuz equalists" of this planet, are pushing this 

spiritual bro-science all over the place now. 

 

Real Spirituality has nothing to do with weed broscience, and egalitarian communism that is pure 

materialism and pretends it has anything spiritual about itself.  

 

It's BROSCIENCE, BRO! 

 

They are awakened. They know what's up. It dem Alpha waves. It's dem Crystals in your Brain. 

It's dem, bones were made out of star matter, bro. It's dem, let's roll a blunt at 4:20, where the 

kikes read their 42 names of "god", bro. So that we can effectively open up our soul by weed so 

that we can become better slaves to that agenda, bro.  

 

And we all have a Pineal Gland so we are so important. Yes we wuz having a pineal gland. And 

we are all equal because everyone has a pineal gland, bro. BECAUSE IT'S A FUCKING 

PINEAL GLAND BRO! And we have it! SHIT!  

 

Now to get to our main point, did you know that Rabbi Jewsus Christ to whom everyone must be 

subverted, and of course this jewish maggot has to exist in every normie "SPIRITUAL 

THEORY", was crucified on a pole, bro? Because no matter what, we must believe in a jew. He 

wasn't really a kike like these in wall street, he was a spiritual kike. He was transforming hair 

from the asshole of a rabbi, into gold coins. This is some of the miracles he did in the times in 

Israel.  

 

Because he was becoming richer than the rabbis in Israel, they came into the town one day and 

started counting the coins. Because Rabbi Jewsus had one more nickel, they went into a stabbing 

rage towards him and then crucified him on the pole. Then they stole all his nickels and pennies. 

 

Then, he did the other trick, of making 60 gorillion jews, from a slave alien race, into the ruling 

race of the planet. Which later resulted in humanity being plunged into the lowest ever known 

spiritual level in it's history. 

 

Because humanity stood stupid enough to buy the over-sold tale of the gallilenian master of 

Magick, who was against magic and ordered the execution of all non-jewish spiritualists and 

magicians in the bible, but on the other hand, because some bro-scientists decided so, now the 

jewish maggot chameleon from Galille, was meditating grand master in Tibet, The Middle East 

Guru, and Ancient-China Kung Fu Master, Even a Japanese Samurai, and of course, above all, 

The Aryan-Proto God. He also was a Shaman in Africa as well, teaching meditation. Because 

broscience says so. Screw evidence, alright? Broscience knows what went down.  

 

This abomination described above, will of course help you in your spiritual path, goyim. Believe 
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it. 

 

Because he was once a rabbi idea to enslave the world, now an ascended master, tommorow it 

will be an allegory, and whatever it fits it's chameleon ass for that liking, but deep within was a 

wise imaginative jew from Galille, that had all the secrets, to uhm, bro-science?  

 

In fact he was the creator of the bro science.  
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Well if you do know this truth and the other fact about how 6 trillion jews were gassed in a 

cottage farm, sit by me now and I will explain you to the branch of spiritual science known as 

bro-science-ionics.  

 

The bible is a book of massive wisdom. Aside all the writings of rape, pedophillia, mass murder 

and so forth, which of course GOD himself wrote and definitely not stinky, rotting jews. It writes 

some very deep shit about how if your eye is filled with light, your whole body will be filled 

with light. Like the Ancient Pagans didn't write this in every wall, inscription, and symbolism, all 

over the place.  

 

Of course, they were all waiting for a jew to come and tell them, after uhm...450,000 years of 

them existing on the planet. And this is what Bro-Science teaches. How superior and spiritually 

lucky we are today to have ascended master rabbi christ, weed, and the ability to stone ourselves 

and buy overpriced supplements from Alex Jones. Because this is how you wake up in life.... 

 

And now fellows in Bro-Science, this is the Pineal Gland. Which we were lucky enough to find 

out about after the Millenium. We actually have this. WOW. I guess the Egyptians with their 

silly Eye of Ra everywhere in Egypt, didn't know. We wuz 2017 super advance and shit. We 

have trash cans that go around the planet, and pollute it incessantly. We are a very advanced 

civilization now.  

 

But as everyone knows, even if we invoke the Ancient Egyptians and many others when we try 

to make the foundations of bro-science...Somehow, NOW is the time of enlightenment, and not 

then. These Egyptians and many others who were recorded as of levitating, doing miraculous 

healing, and many other things, didn't know shit. They weren't worth a dime.  

 

ll that is worth, is rabbi jewsus christ, and his racial gang, and their teachings. For this is the 

foundation of the new world, and the world that escalates slowly into bro-science levels of 

spirituality. So that we can ensure that real spirituality will never be found.  

 

These people weren't enlightened even if they knew it all, the Pagans and stuff. This shitty 

humanity that is crawling out of the jewish toxic excrement after two thousand years, is actually 

very advanced. It's so blind to the point we can't even realize differences in our own species 

anymore, but whatever, we are super advanced now.  

 

And lo and behold, after 2012, we are entering the new cycle of advancement. Which is 

traditionally the Age of Satan but bro-science must hide this from the masses and say some 

strange things about Master Jeboo instead. Because we was very open minded, but this guy Satan 

is really scary.  

 

Jehovah who did genocide more than 10 races and people in the old testament, is the good father 

in heaven. And his son the jewish carpenter, very important. Let me explain how this will go in 

bro-science-ionics so you can make the most out of your evolution now. 

 

You will sit by the sun. Don't drink fluoride. And you will smoke weed, lots of it, as 

recommended by Rabbi Moshe Shekelstein. "Drugs are part of the spiritual revolution, goyim", 
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he added in one of his lecures on how the Egyptians were doing frequent feasts on babies every 

saturday. He certainly wasn't projecting his own racial mindset and tenets, into his enemies, as 

many anti-semitic bigots say. He was just telling facts as usual. Such as the other fact in the bible 

that says that the earth is actually a flat square, that you can fall off from into the nether-space. 

 

Jews are honest people that's for sure. For example everyone knows that 60 trillions of them 

were gassed mercilessly into a cottage farm by evil nazis. This was done in the corner of the flat 

earth, which is Berlin. And Hitler stood on the corner of the flat earth, and consumed the jewish 

souls as if he had breakfast. Rabbi Shlomo saw it with his own eyes.  

 

He had a gentile White European shabbos Goyim with him, carrying his Menorah and praising 

Rabbi Jesus Christ, but since the New Testament which was written by jews aka GOD 

HIMSELF says that "If your eye causes you to sin, gouge it out", the Gentile has had 

gouged his eyeball out, and therefore couldn't see the fact. He took the word of the jew for it, and 

he even went as far as claiming that 60 trillion jewish souls perished on that day. 

 

Now to explain some deep bro-science stuff. 

 

Since weed has the same dopamine thing as your brain does. Now, of course, a brick and a coal 

have the same thing as your bone does. So you might want to hit your head on the brick wall 

until you awaken your pineal gland, and eat coal to increase your bone density. Because the 

advanced reasoning of bro-science-ionics is that everything that is the same, we must increase. 

For example, DMT is produced by the pineal. Cool.  

 

Now we ingest a lot of DMT and hope for a spiritual experience. Which is not about spiritual 

experience but material manipulation of the material brain. But we are too spiritual aren't we. We 

in the church of bro-science-ionics, we try to pretend we are very spiritual individuals, and very 

revolutionary.  

 

For example. We pretend it's the rich people that put fluoride into the water, wrote the bible for 

control, and generally have destroyed civilization for a few thousand years. It's a coincidence that 

for all these thousands of years, the whole of the civilized world was ruled by a SPECIFIC 

TRIBE knonw as the Jews. But as you know, we are Communist, and we cannot see this matter 

that they are an alien race. We must plaster this with other bullshit instead, such as 'the rich 

people', 'the ruling elite' and the 'satanic illuminati'.  

 

Revolutionary as we are, we never opened a fucking Sanskrit dictionary, because these people in 

Sanskrit were banana eating apes anyway. If we opened that book, we would see that Satyan 

means Eternal Truth, and therefore the boogie man of this planet where all the shit the jews do, 

does fall upon, will be rendered void.  

 

And we will no longer have our ability to create useless bro-science revolutions to push drugs 

and useless self-destructive, judaism in a buddhist shell. This would disappoint the jews who are 

behind this. 
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Anyway, if anyone is interested in my Kabbalah Alphabet for 2012 he may contact Kyle Kuk, 

and he will help with this. He was into Bro-Science once upon a time, and he knows the wares.  

 

"Also never forget, the JoS and any deeper research is bigoted, evil, anti-semetic etc. Divulge 

yourself in Bro-Science, and smoke so much weed your brain shatters from it. Then, trust me on 

that one, you will not be interested in anything bigoted anymore. "Everything will be one", and 

you will be a brainless tool of this "one", which you never even knew about. -Shalom 

Shalomovich, Founder of Bro-Science" 

 

AND NEVER FORGET: IT'S 

EVERYONE'S FAULT BUT THE JEW'S! 
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Iraqi historian, archaeologist: Jews erasing history 

By High Priest Mageson 666-  

Fri Oct 02, 2015  

 

Iraqi historian, archaeologist: Jews erasing history 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J5oKD-FC1F0 

 

Iraqi historian and archaeologist Ali Al-Nashmi said that there was an international Jewish mafia that 

aimed to acquire Iraqi antiquities. Walid Al-As'ad, director of Palmyra Museum, said that the Jews 

wanted "to destroy the city [of Palmyra] and wipe it off the face of the Earth," in order to erase the 

memory of their Babylonian exile.  

Walid's father, Khaled Al-As'ad, was killed in August by ISIS militants. He had served as director of the 

museum for 40 years until his retirement in 2003, when Walid took over the position. The statements 

were broadcast on Mayadeen TV on September 9, 2015. 
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Ireland And The St. Patrick Fraud

Mon Mar 17, 2014 3:42 am

The official Catholic Churches claim of St. Patrick is fictional history. Which is not a surprise coming from an organiza-
tion famous for destroying the actual historical records along with the scholars and Priests of the cultures in which they
seek to conqueror and exterminate. In the America’s or Europe. And the Church has created a vast history which has
been proven by many scholars and historical researchers to be a nothing more then a fabrication. All this to give them
absolute power rewriting the past to control the present and future.

As I mentioned here:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/423

“The title of this sacred cup of Budha/Dionysus was the Agathodaemon or "Good Serpent."

The Cathar's worshipped Lucibel which is another spelling of Hu which is another spelling of Woden/Budha. And the
Cathar's called their God Agathodaemon meaning "The Good Serpent." An ancient title of our God. So the Cathar's or
Bons. Worshipped Budha/Woden. And they where the last known Primordial [original] Culture of Race in Europe.”

The Cathar region was built on a sacred geometrical grid. With specific buildings and sites, mathematically placed to a
certain latitude. Which forms an inverted pentagram within a circle [Serpent ] ] that comes out to the number of 666.
This comes out to the symbol of the Magnum Opus. As mentioned the circle or golden serpent in a circle relates to the
perfected soul. And 666 being the number of the sun or spiritual sun and the inverted pentagram relating to Venus. And
its eight pointed star the symbol of the perfected soul. This eight theme is encoded within the Cathar relics

Up in Norway we have the exact same grid as with the Cathars of France, pentagram with it all coming out to the sacred
666. Within some of the buildings forming these points we have the sacred round towers as we see are also part of the
worship of our God in Ireland:

As DM. Murdock cites in her book: "Suns of God."
"They gave [the Sacred Island] two other names, viz, Phus Inis, and Inis=na-Phuodha-which, at once, associate the
"worship" with the profession of the worshippers-for, Phus Inis, is Dudh Inis-Ph, or , F, being only the aspirate of, B,
and commutable with it-that is, Budh Island; and Inis-na Phuodha is Inis-na-Buodha, that is, THE ISLAND OF BUD-
HA."

The round towers of Ireland:
"O' Brien relates the words of an ancient Irish bishop Corma, "the celebrated bishop of Cashel" who in "defining the
Round Towers in his Glossary of the Irish Language, under the name of Faill, wrote the following:
"Carth cloacha is aire bearor fall desucedr Fo bith ro ceata suighedesat en Eire"- that is, stone-built monuments, within
which noble judges [my note Druids] used to enclose vases containing the relics of Fo [i.e. Budh] and of which they had
erected hundreds throughout Ireland!"

As part of this we have the famed Stave Churches which are built in the image of a large Dragon or Serpent. And ima-
ges of the Pagan world tree within them {Of which Budha/Woden is crucified upon]. Among other openly Pagan sym-
bolism.

The Nobles of Norway studied in Ireland which was common among the Pagan era. Ireland was the well known seat of
the Aryan religion in the West. And the majority of the nobility went there for full initiation and study. It was stated the
Nobles brought Priest with them from Ireland to help built this sacred place. Ireland was recorded to have large Univer-
sity or Temple cities and centers that housed over thirty thousand people at once.

And that these two forces of Ireland and Norway where joined together in an alliance against the Catholic Church. The
Catholic Church [THE ONLY Christian Church] did not even reach Norway till 1152 ACE. The Catholic Church lied
about the Cathar’s being heretical Christians as well. This to create the justification for wiping them out. And maintai-
ning the lie of the antiquity of this program which is a major underpinning of their authority. Especially in the realm of
claiming to be the authors of Western civilization.

But by this time St. Patrick was supposed have chased those Serpents from Ireland and brought Christianity. Its well
known the Serpents are the Pagan Priests and Culture. There never have been any physical snakes in Ireland. The
Priests or Druids where called the “Serpents” and their major symbol was a serpent wrapped around a rod.
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We have numerous images of Monks in Ireland being entwined in dual serpents or emerging from the mouth of a ser-
pent. Which are ancient Pagan symbols of rebirth. Such as Ptah-Osiris emerging from the mouth of the serpent and
being reborn. The monastic system was originally Pagan and can still be seen in the east with ashrams. The Monks sha-
ved their heads of the center due to the kundalini or serpent power could causes scalp eruptions or rashes. During its as-
cent and major activations. We see the Pagan Priests from Egypt to India with shaved heads for the same reason An an-
cient image of a Druid holding Thor’s hammer found. Shows him with a shaved head.

As noted the Celtic-Germanic divide is a Nationalist mythology created during the romantic period of European Natio-
nalism. Celt was a Roman term for “stranger people.” And to those they consider not Roman ie barbarian. The Tuatha
people of Ireland are the same at the Teuton’s. They had the same culture and language. And where from the same ra-
cial roots as they recorded. And the same God Woden/Budha.

St. Patrick is a stolen and corrupted version of the Pagan God who worshipped in Ireland as Ha’u, HU, Budha, Woden.
And in Rome as Bacchus.

The Roman feast of the Bacchanalia – a homage to Bacchus, the God of wine – was originally celebrated on March
16th and 17th. Within the sacred grove on the Aventine Hill.

Within the Isles a major title of the serpent God was Hu, Huas or Hyas. Which is another title of Bacchus. We are deal
with the Primordial Traditional which came from a common root.

This is why green is the colour of this festival. Another alias of Hyas or Bacchus was the Green man. Our God was
symbolic depicted as both blue and green in Europe to Egypt to the America’s. It symbolizes the purified soul. And the
colour green in alchemy is associated with the elixir of immorality and connected to the rose. The rose of lotus being a
symbol of spiritual rebirth. Remember the Cathars had the sacred tale of the emerald Mani Jewel a grail symboll:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/333

We see the Green Man all over Templar symbolism. As noted the Templars where Pagans and part of the Cathar culture:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/231

“Temples dedicated to Bacchus were converted to churches dedicated to St. Patrick, and clothing was added to the sta-
tue of Bacchus, although Bacchus and Patrick look identical…..

…The Catholic Church made up colorful stories about St. Patrick, but more than one pope has admitted he never exi-
sted. He did exist, but only as a Pagan god. The word Pagan, capitalized, refers to a group of religions. Uncapitalized, it
refers to a lack or religiousness, or, more precisely, a lack of Christian religion.

Bacchus is special enough to have his own holiday, the Spring Equinox, celebrated for at least 8,000 years. It's an an-
cient holiday, celebrating the end of winter, and involved song, feasting on food, dancing, getting drunk, and having a
good time. The following day (or later, allowing for hangovers) the work of planting crops 13 hours a day began.

The Equinox occurs at a specific pattern of sun and Earth, but a calendar day was selected, to keep the date of St. Pa-
trick's Day from moving over time. The legacy of St. Patrick (Bacchus) in England is that, to this day, you have an abso-
lute right to drink alcohol anywhere, which includes courtrooms, beaches, streets, and sidewalks, at any time. "Open co-
ntainer" laws are prohibited nationwide…….”[1]

So what really happened:
“Adrian IV was the only British Pope. During his reign he was responsible for the Papal bull known as the Laudabiliter
which granted dominion over Ireland to the English king Henry II of England. Ireland legally became a feudal posses-
sion of the King of England who was subject to the Pope in Rome.”[2]
This was done within the context of a full military invasion of Ireland from Norman controlled England.

As usually the Church created a fabricated history to cover all this over and act as a propaganda to entrance the popula-
ce into their control further. The puppet rulers they backed also did this with the phoney Milesian invasion and con-
quests. Which they used to stake their claim of the right to rule from.

We the same slow program of conquest and infiltration of the seats of power and culture. Seen in France with the Papal
backed Palace Mayors usurping the Throne from the Pagan Merovingian’s, etc.

Another major example of the well known act of the Catholic church turning Pagan Deity into Saints to convert the po-
pulace is the Goddess Brigid. Which as scholar and researcher Philip Gardiner points is a Pagan Deity from the serpent
worship of Ireland. Which is blatant given her role with the sacred cauldron, the ancient Grail symbol and the healing
wells which the serpent is associated with. She was also the original “Lady of the Lake.” Which in ancient cultures is a
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Serpent Goddess.

Sources:
1 History of St. Patrick's Day One of Our Oldest Holidays is Still Celebrated Today John Kitchin, Yahoo! Contributor
Network
2 Irish Origins Of Civilization, M.Tsarion
The Serpent Grail, P.Ggardiner and G.Osborn
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Is Roosh A Jew

by HP Mageson666 » Tue Jan 02, 2018 5:55 am 

Is this one of those cases where the Jews who think their smarter then us Goyim just put it right in 
front of our faces....... Roosh, simply remove an O and you have Rosh which means ruler, king, 
head as in leader, king in Hebrew. And he calls his website “Return of the King”.....Rosh. 

The whole site is just devoted to turning White Men against White Women and promoting a 
Talmudic ideology of getting the Shiska. And destroying the Goyim by turning them against each 
other, women and men. He also enjoys promoting race-mixing mainly against White Women a very 
typical Jewish behaviour.

I also believe why he always has most of his pictures from the front profile.....Take a witness just a 
bit from the side profile....
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As well he does not look like a typical middle eastern Gentile he just has that flat Jew look and vibe
to him in general.

What is everyone's opinion Jew or not?

Follow the Slothz search engine to:
www.joyofsatan.com
www.exposingchristianity.com

Re: Is Roosh A Jew

by HP Mageson666 » Thu Jan 04, 2018 8:09 am 

If Roosh is a Jew, his cover helps him with that. It allows him to travel the world at a whim. A 
perfect cover for a possible Mossad agent. Why not attack his own tribe to help with the cover. 
Weev does this all the time. And where is Weev......Lebanon I wonder what intelligence organization
that is at war with the Arabs would love to have a man in Lebanon..... Could it be Mossad.....
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Follow the Slothz search engine to:
www.joyofsatan.com
www.exposingchristianity.com
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Is Satan for the Non-White Races? 

by HPS Shannon » Mon Jan 28, 2019 
 

 

 

 

This is for the other members here who are new and not white. 

 

I received an email from a black fellow from Africa, so he says...  

 

In this email he went on to ask me some questions like, " How did you know that Satan is real and not a 

thought form created by the white supremacists at the JoyofSatan?" and another question like "How 

could a black person teach such beliefs to other black people to worship a white god?" This person even 

questioned if I was black. Their's that go-to question-- If someone of the same race opposes their 

standard, they are automatically questioned on their race... I get that all the time. 

 

He also went on and on about how mistaken we are in that the Jews are not separate from the white 

race...etc, etc. 

 

On the issue with the Jews:  

 

The Jew has been exposed and there are numerous sources and proof that they are a DIFFERENT RACE. 

The Khazar myth (Jews really being white) has been debunked, not just by the clergy but buy numerous 

other resources. Their genetics and DNA tell it all! Never mind that that Jews even admit that they are 

separate beings and want to destroy us all, even the white race. What more does one need?  

 

 

Know Your Enemy: Jews  

 

viewtopic.php?f=13&t=15530 

 

 

To me these questions seem to come from someone who picks and chooses what to read while lurking 

on our forums, and for a good while, from the looks of it. I guess he forgot to add that the JoyofSatan is 

for ALL races to reach GODHEAD and advance to a higher level and that these "White gods" have been 

working with all the races since the beginning to uplift them. History and evidence of the different racial 

spiritual traditions and practices show this. Simple. 

 

And now this person is making a fit because Satan, the being that created humanity happens to be 

White? Really? There's that inferiority complex and so called ego again- "I won't worship these ancient 
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Gods who want to free us all, because they look just like Evil Whitey"- Says some random black guy 

 

In all my time in working with the JoyofSatan and with the Gods, I have never been discriminated against 

and NEVER have the Gods treated me like less of a person/satanist. These "White gods" are interacting 

with me often and only invest their time and energy in me because they believe in the Black race and all 

the other races. 

 

 

Do we need to constantly feel sorry for ourselves for now being white..maybe the Jew wants that, but 

why should we? I don't know about you, but I'm not going to drink that Jewish Kool-Aid... 

 

 

All the races received the same knowledge to ascend into Godhead. And there have been blacks and 

Asians that reached Godhead and or higher levels because of the knowledge of these Gods. The more I 

work with the Daemon gods, the more I see this. If Satan would have completely favored the White 

race, and wanted humanity to be all white, then he would have just left it at that because whats the 

point, right? 

 

All the ancient people of the world knew of Satan and the gods who have guided Humanity since the 

beginnings. Even many depictions of the gods in the ancient world were of white beings. I guess the 

ancient pagans were brainwashed too huh? 

 

 

The Black Race and the other non-White races were created by genetic engineering (from Satan and the 

other Daemons) so that there can be new races/bloodlines to be extensions of their divine family on 

Earth.  

 

The White race is an extension of Satan's bloodline on Earth, it is natural for them to have certain 

strengths or skills that some of the other races do not have. The White race has brought to the world 

technological advancement and modern civilizations, i.e the western civilization/ the 1st world. I had 

one black member come to me and tell me that because the White race has certain talents and abilities, 

he felt down about it. 

 

If you are going to be jealous of the White race, then I guess you also will be jealous of Satan too?? 

Sounds funny, but its the same concept.  

 

The Jew has created so many hostile vibes and negative associations with Race. Most people are 

sensitive and have an inferiority complex, thanks to the Jews trying to make the differences in the race's 

a bad thing. This of course will be common for many since the lie of JEWISH equality has created a 

backlash. I already wrote about this. 

 

 

One thing we should all keep in mind: The focus of Spiritual Satanism is becoming immortal and reaching 

the divine state of existence for EVERYONE. Always has been. 
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Answering Questions Is Satanism Evil? 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Thu Aug 09, 2018 4:54 pm 

Postby Satan666 » Thu Aug 09, 2018 6:49 am  
What about these so called satanic cults who run paedophile rings and pornography cults. 

The ones in Hollywood and those in power of the new world order such meet at the 

Bilderberg meetings. These people are called Satanists but nothing they do is like spiritual 

satanism. 

 

I was watching something about adult swim Matt Harmon being satanic and many more 

have been talked about. Seems to give satanism a bad wrap which is why most atheists 

won't touch it. Satan is synonomous with evil in mainstream ledgend. And yet everyone on 

this forum likens Satan to all just God.  
 

I don't know enough about Satanism yet. 
 

 

 

 

 

My Reply: 
 

Bilderberger is run by the Jewish banking elites who control the global currencies via the 

Rothschild greenback from Rothschilds, Rockefellers and on. The policy plan of the 

Bilderbergers runs across media, political, economic and academic policies for control. However 

the other wing of Bilderberger that never gets mentioned by the Christ-lie "Truthers" is they have 

a religion wing as well. Where they are creating a world council of Christian Churches to forge a 

new universal Christian Church to control the masses with.  
 

 

The Jews run this world as they have stated in their own Israeli press and they are working to 

impose Judaism on the planet. The Jewish elites passed the Jewish Noadhide laws in America 

which commands the execution for anyone who does not follow Judaism. Hollywood is run by 

Jews and so is the Media and Music industry. They all follow a religion that tells them to create 

a one world order run by Jews. Pedophilia is allowed in the Jewish Talmud their religious text. 

Notice all the Jewish Hollywood movies and media always promote the Christ-lie narrative of 

Satanism as something evil. This is promoting the Jewish propaganda of the Bible and nothing 

else. This also allows the Jews to hide by shifting the focus off themselves and keeps the 

Christ-lie going.  
 

 

Note all the occult numerology, phrases and images they use in the mainstream media and 

Hollywood all are from the Jewish Bible and tie into this with Hebrew gematria….The Bible was 

wrote in Hebrew. Celebrities are only allowed to promote "Satanism" if it ties into the lies of the 

Jewish Bible and nothing else is tolerated. This enforces the Jewish Christ-lie to the masses.  
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The Jews created Christianity to take control of the world with. The Jewish elites took over the 

Roman Empire under the Flavian regime which then wrote the Bible and created the Christ-lie 

Catholic Church and executed anyone who did not convert to this Jewish religion among the 

Gentile masses. The goal of the Bible is the book of Revelations where the King of the Jews 

returns and rules the world with 144,000 Jews who represent the 12 tribes of Israel, after 

destroying all the Gentiles who are called the Nations. The Rabbi's state in their own Kabala 

that Jesus is their messiah which is nothing but a Jewish spell to use the mass mind of the 

Gentiles to manifest their Jewish world order. There is church on every corner. All praising the 

Jews as god. 
 

 

Who runs the Free Mason's the Rothschild's do what Mason Lodge is the command lodge of 

world Free Masons and openly orders the governments of the world around and even puts 

Presidents like Bush into power..... The Jewish Binah Brith Lodge which is run by Rothschild. 

The Rothschild's call themselves the Jewish Messiah and the mission of the Jewish Messiah is 

to bring about the Jewish One World Order ruled form the rebuilt third Jewish temple in 

Jerusalem. The Masonic lodge has a Jewish Bible on every altar and they follow the Jewish 

Kabala. The goal of Judeo-Masonry as stated in their system is to rebuild the third temple of the 

Jews in Jerusalem. As David Ben Gurion the first Prime Minister of Israel stated this will be were 

the One World Jewish Government, will be ruled from. Even that movie "Eyes Wide Shut" the 

"Truthers" go on and on about. Just shows the Rothschild's power structure at the top. The 

movie was filmed in a literal Mansion of the Rothschild's and the leader of the party sitting in the 

Throne. Represents Rothschild. The Thone has the literal emblem of the Rothschild's on it. The 

Jewish religion states five animals are to be sacrificed to their "god" Yahweh. One of which is 

cattle. They call Gentiles.....Goyim meaning "cattle". Right in the Jewish bible they practice child 

sacrifice to Yahweh in the story of Japhet he sacrifices his ten year old daughter to Yahweh. 

The Rabbinical commentaries state this is shows that child sacrifice to Yahweh was common in 

the Jewish Bible. As no one tried to stop him, no one was surprised and their was no law 

against it and...…..YAHWEH ACCEPTED THE CHILD SACRIFICE. The Rabbi's also stated 

Moleck is another name of Yahweh it means "King" in Jewish texts Moleck Yahweh is 

mentioned frequently meaning "King Yahweh". That Moleck at Bohemian Grove is.....The 

Jewish God Yahweh. 

 

 

Christianity a JEWISH program is based on ritual human murder and cannibalism.....Where a 

Jewish father sacrifices his Jewish son and then has everyone drink his blood and eat his 

flesh..... This is from the cultural psyche of the Jewish race. Because they practice this trash 

amongst themselves forever. Its also designed to be a form of Jewish black magic called 

"sympathetic magic" in which the Christians who practice this ritual in communion which in the 

original and proper doctrine of the Church is made literal. Then ties into the actual energies of 

the ritual murder victims of the Jews. Which the Jews have been convicted in court for doing in 

the past. They are just following their Jewish Bible, their race religion of their alien soul.  
 

 

The Jews run all these institutions and the Jews hate Satan and state that Satan is their enemy. 

Satan is the creator God of the Gentiles. The Jews want to destroy Gentiles and enslave 

Gentiles as their Bible tells them to. Actual Satanism was always the ancient religion of India, 
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Sumeria, Egypt and such. Where the head God was always called Satan. Which means the 

"King of the Gods" and "Eternal Truth". The goal of the religion of ancient Egypt, Sumeria, India 

and such was the Light Body. The teachings of ancient Egypt today are called spiritual Alchemy 

and based on the Magnum Opus which is the Light Body. These teachings created the 

Enlightenment in Europe. This is what the Christ-lie of the Jews is about, violently removing this 

knowledge from Gentiles so the Gentiles can be enslaved in a state of suffering. So the Jews 

can become the false gods of this world. 
 

 

The Jews practice a form of black magic called scape goating in which they project their own 

evil deeds onto the innocent they also do this with ritual animal murder around Yom Kippur. 

They place blame for their evil deeds onto the innocent and let the innocent take the blame for 

the crimes of the Jews.  
 

 

That is why the Jews lie and blame their Enemy, Satan for everything they do. So the Jews 

avoid taking the blame for their own crimes and this reinforces their Jewtrix of lies in which 

Satan is evil and the Jews are "god". You see this today with how the Jews blame Whites for 

the crimes of the Jews in running the African Slave Trade. Innocent Whites take the blame for 

the crimes of the Jews and this enforces the Jewish narrative about evil Whites the Jews 

created to destory the White Race. Which the Jewish religion tells them to destory as the race of 

Amalek. Which is the occult name of Satan in Juadism. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

 

Re: Answering Questions Is Satanism Evil? 
Postby High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Fri Aug 10, 2018 6:20 am 

The populace is so programmed. In addition, most people have walls up in their minds that are 

so thick they cannot see anything beyond the programming. The Jews at the top make liberal 

use of this. Life is hard. It can be brutal. People cope by putting up barriers in their minds that 

buffer them from hard reality; living in their own little worlds. Throughout lifetimes, this grows. 

Shutting out reality through denial, distorting and refusing to see things as they really are. Few 

are strong enough to knock down those walls. Enlightenment is not pretty. My own take on this 

is, one must face reality to deal with it and change it. One cannot help oneself or others if one is 

in complete denial. 
 

So... Take a look at the Christian churches. Especially the Catholic Church, which was the first 

and original Christian church. How many innocent children have been brutally raped and 

molested? Yet, most people aren't capable of seeing this truth. Many are programmed to 

believe this sick, perverted and most foul institution is actually good. 

 

Many years ago, when I put up the Joy of Satan website, I did so because of how I saw Satan 

portrayed on the internet and in publications and the media. Sick beyond belief.  
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I was new to Satanism at the time. Everything that was happening in my life connected with 

Satan was very positive. Nothing at all, in any way, like the sick garbage being promoted in the 

media. 
 

When I was new, I surfed the web, reading every Satanic website I could find. The ones put up 

by Jews were absolutely abominable. This vermin claimed to be Satanists. The focus was on 

extreme depravity. Things only a sick Jewish mind could come up with. 
 

This sort of thing is on the soul. Jews and Satanism do NOT mix! The enemy owns and works 

through the Jews to destroy anything against their agenda, especially from the inside.  
 

This is no different from what HP Mageson wrote in the above. The Jewish rabbis call this 

"conquering from within." This is an age-old technique they use. Sick, twisted, perverted Jews 

commit all kinds of depraved acts, victimizing especially innocents, claiming to be members of 

whatever group or organization they infest. Then, the Jewish controlled media jumps on it, 

spreading and zealously advertising the crimes, in order to make the organization look heinous 

before the unknowing public, thus destroying it. 

 
Other websites and such, elaborated themes supporting Judeo/Christianity. Satanism on these 

websites conformed to the warped and perverted images promoted by Christianity. God is good, 

the Devil is evil kinds of crap.  
Satanists will burn in Hell and all kinds of other nonsense conforming to Christian idiocy. 
 

I learned the real truth on the job.  
 

Satan does NOT harm or victimize innocents. If people would look with open eyes, and do a 

little research and a bit of thinking, one can see how the Christian churches, and Christian 

individuals (the more Christian they are, the more evil they are, like the fundies), have been 

committing heinous crimes against children and innocents from their very beginning. It's in their 

bible. 
 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
www.joyofsatan.com 
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Is Star Trek A Warning? 

by HP Mageson666 » Sun May 26, 2019 
 

 

 

 

The Bible the occult blue print of the enemy World Government states there will be a war in which the 

earth and the nations of the world will be destroyed. Then the New Jerusalem which is a cube ship will 

descend to the earth from "Heaven" the sky and land. This is the city of Elohim. The Kabbalah adepts of 

the Jewish Rabbi's state that Elohim is a collection of Reptilian, Extra Terrestrials. This New Jerusalem is 

their city and its a ship which descends from space.  

 

After this the Bible states that Elohim will openly dwell on earth and rule as god, and the surviving 

humans will be changed into something different. If you read the Bible the new humanity has no race, 

gender, biological sex and they have a collective mind.  

 

 

 

The New Jerusalem is stated in the Bible to be cube space ship:  
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Something's make it into the mainstream from insiders as a warning, note the Borg ship from Star Trek, 

the Borg ship is taken from the New Jerusalem of the book of Revelation in the Bible, as a warning. 

 

 

 

 

The Borg are human Greys in Star Trek, what makes them Borg on the show is they have a microchip 

implanted in their forehead into the brain and this is the source of what makes them a Borg Drone. This 

is where the Greys have the implant in their head which make them drones. Some insiders put that into 

the show as another warning. 

 

 

 
 

The humanity described in the Bible when Elohim descends in the cube ship can only be created by 

genetic engineering and implants. Which is what the Reptilians did to the race now known as the Greys 

when they conquered their world. 
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Is the Joy of Satan “Racist” ?     

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666         

  

Greetings to all our Satanic People and Comrades! 

As we always do, we have to answer accurately and clearly about this matter about 

the JoS being, or not being, “Racist”.  

To address this, we have to start from the beginning. 

 

First of all, the term Racist was invented by Jewish Communists, and is a label 

for anyone who basically believes in the values of Racial and Cultural 

Preservation, who, in other ways, opposes the Jewish Communist Views on 

Multiculturalism, Assimilation of Races and Cultures, assimilation of all states in 

one big “Global” state etc. All these are supposed to be, one Rule, under 

Communism, which is by its nature a jewish idea and invention, invented by Karl 

Marx, the son of a Talmudic Rabbi, then supported and reinforced by other jews like 

Trotsky, Lenin and other scholars and intellectuals of the same school of thought. 

Behind this Communism and everything else which supports it or advocates it, we 

have found, after copious amounts of research, do hide in plain sight for any 

researcher, the innermost ideas of Judaism in regards to how this world should be 

governed. Many Talmudic and Torah scholars have openly stated (like Baal Shem 

Tov) that the ideal way of governing society, is through Communism, and that this 

was based on “Divine Revelation” by the powers and deity(-ies) the jews do believe.  

 

In this ideal state of governing, as the USSR, Communist China, Communist Albania, 

Poland, South Korea, Greece and other places have proven historically, the jews are 

supposed to be on the top, ruling the masses with a “Rod of Iron”. Whether or not 

they make it into a governing power, the casualties still remain, mainly because of the 

opposing elements that Communism brings (being a “Revolutionary Idea”) in the 

midst of any “Host Society” that its being brought into. The casualties and destruction 

in all social, economic and structural sectors have been unparalleled in history, which 

happened under this way of governing. Casualties which go above the hundreds of 

millions, are just the large sum of dead people who have been ‘resisting’ the 

“Revolution” or who stood as obstacle to it. Therefore, these people were 

exterminated. This was when the Communists had total power to move things 

physically, to do what Lenin has taught as, “move onto the Next Stage of the 

Communist Revolution”, longing to its finalization, which is a totalitarian regime in 

every sense of the word.  
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This idea behind Communism, while it’s appealing as “Equality” for the masses, this 

equality is only between the members of the masses, not the people in general. While 

there is already Equality (at least in Civil Society) in front of the law, Communism 

preaches physical and biological, or other forms of equality which as perceived, go 

against the dictates of Nature. This ideally seems like a way to avoid wars and build 

war peace, but this cannot be manifested in reality and for this to be approached, other 

radical things would have to happen first, which include, Race Mixing, Death of 

Nations and any opposing religious, cultural and ethical elements, or just about any 

element that is in opposition to the Communist world conception and dogma. In this 

“ideal” state, the jews are at the top and they are governing over everyone else, 

everyone is racially, culturally and physically assimilated (except of the Jews, who 

retain their culture), the individual and all individualism is crushed totally under the 

boot of “mass” and “equality”. Despite of the promises of ‘Communism’ and the 

‘Communist Paradise’, most people who know the historical reality of these 

paradisiac statements and the obvious and Natural Reality all around us, know that 

this cannot be manifested and cannot exist in reality. The jews and the defenders of 

Communism, do approve that if all Races and people are destroyed and assimilated, 

all borders and distinctions or individual traits are destroyed, then people can live in 

“peace”.  

 

For anyone that does not approve the above or in any way, stands against everything 

that factors in or helps the above, or opposes any idea of what is presented above, the 

term Racist which was invented by jews, is used since the Communist Revolution to 

attack them and win any argument without arguing, against any and all form of 

resistance and opposition to the ideology of Communism or whatever supports it.  

 

Most users of this word are not aware neither of what Racist means, neither of what it 

means, nor they can define what it means. This is the purpose of this. What being 

Racist means is nothing but thin air, it cannot be acutely pinpointed by those who use 

this word or blame others of being ‘racist’ and it can be adjusted in any time and 

condition, is based on the demoralization, be it ethical and social, of the target this 

word has selected to hit- it cannot be argued with logically and it is simply a political 

slur of the lowest kind to instantly demolish enemies without any further thinking 

process or insight over what being a “Racist” is. The word “Racist” in itself has no 

meaning and hides behind itself no real value. It is just an emotionally charged 

statement that is being thrown upon opponents of the Communist and Marxist 

(Jewish) Ideology, and all the aspects which help and cultivate it.  

 

This is identical to how the term “Nazi” is being used to label any opposition against 

the jewish views of supremacy, critical thinking in regards to the choices and beliefs 

of Israel, the Jews or Judaism, or programs that relate to these in the political, ethical 

or even religious sphere. Every opposition or critical analysis of such is “Nazi” or 

“Racist”. The labels are interchangeable over what the situation needs eradicated, 

ideologically or in any other ground. Both these labels are based on the conception 
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and teaching of what our enemies instruct both being a “Nazi” or “Racist” could 

potentially be, or is in reality. The contents of both the terms do not come from us and 

therefore, cannot represent us. We treat these at best as lowest political slur of the 

lowest level. 

 

Therefore, what does this word prove and, is the JoS Racist? 

 

In reality, No.  

 

In the sense of how our enemies and their side see us as their enemies, Yes. 

 

We are not afraid to be called Racist, either. It means we are opposed to the 

enemy and their values. 

 

To us, since this word is empty and devoid and just a political under-belt strike to 

undermine opponents without any argument, being labelled “Racist” is not an issue. It 

rings no bells, it causes no damage, since it means nothing. Yet, to the people who 

don’t know what it means, where being or not being “Racist” potentially leads and are 

indoctrinated into Communism and Cultural Marxism, it just means that we are their 

enemies or ideological opposition. This doesn’t mean anything in itself, and unless the 

members partaking or watching this conversation are brainwashed or have already 

taken a side, this statements hold no innate value.  

 

And in this, the statement of them stands correct. According to them, we are Racist, 

because we oppose them. But we are not “Racist” in the way they describe or they 

have lead the populace to believe due to decades of indoctrination (ie, hating on other 

Races other than one’s respective Race for instance) but we are ‘Racist’ in the sense 

of their labelling to us, as their opposes and enemies. Not in substance. We 

oppose all the aforesaid values, where these could potentially lead, where these lead 

historically, the plan of any future world based on these values and the people who 

created, do support and hide behind these “values”. We have found these to be 

socially, culturally and existentially deadly and dangerous and upon examining both 

the physical, historical and spiritual dimension of what these beliefs are and where 

they lead, we cannot but reject these values.  

 

Therefore, we are called negatively, “Nazis” or thought of as “Racists”. 
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We are naturally opposed to the above beliefs, both in the spiritual sphere, but also in 

the ideological sphere, nonetheless. 

 

To examine further our religious side of view on the subject of “Nazism” and 

“Racism”. 

To take matters from the beginning, the first book ever written on Racial Supremacy, 

enslaving other Races, destroying hostile and “alien” civilizations and states merely 

because of the reason of their differences, is owned by jews and it is self-evident in its 

teaching. For anyone that doesn’t know, this is the Jewish Book of the Bible, which 

was written by jews. Especially in the first part of it, the Old Testament, gives out in 

plain the ideas which are the structural basis of the Jewish Thinking. In its first pages, 

and throughout the bible, Racial hatred, that to kill and destroy other Races is justified 

for the Jewish People, that their war against enemy cultures, religions and faiths is 

justified by God- all these teachings reside in the book and are ascribed as the “Will 

of God”, who is the “God” of the “Chosen People”, again, the Jews. Gentiles and 

anyone who resists this jewish expansionism in all areas, are labelled as Pagans and 

Satanists, or those labeled as an Idolater. Everyone that doesn’t believe or bow into 

this jewish representation of divine jewish power, is an enemy and stands in the 

way of the divine way of the jews. 

 

God exterminates and kills these people repeatedly and his/its actions are self-

justified. He is “god” and he needs no justification, neither he needs to reason out 

anything with any mortal. He is just merely free to act, unlawfully and in anyway he/it 

sees fit. The jews stand as a privileged Race, descending from “God”, separated from 

any and all other Races, with their Racial God, their Racial Mission, Divine 

Jurisdiction to “Judge”, “Destroy”, “Cheat” and “Reform” any other 

Race/Culture/Civilization as they see fit and to achieve their ends. They are the 

“good” people and all others, are the Evil people. Despite of any attempts to sugar 

coat and beautify all this, the sayings in the bible are evident. The jews are at war, 

spiritually, mentally and physically, with every Non-Jewish Race that doesn’t accept 

their conception of “god” and they are by definition, Satanic, as is anything that 

opposes the teachings of the New or Old Testament. Now, historically, all those who 

opposed the jewish dogmas, expansionism and conception, have been labelled 

“idolaters” and Satanists at times of judgment. In certain historical epochs, they were 

plain out murdered and killed. This label was enough. The jews openly state through 

this book these common points: 

1.       The jews are by nature opposed against all other Races who oppose them. Same 

is implied for their ways of governing themselves, their deities and any other structure 

by which their enemies become powerful and survive. 
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2.       The jews are by nature opposed and at war against all other ideas or modes of 

thinking which do not accept what they profess inside the Bible, or later on 

historically, in any other sphere such as the political one. 

3.       The jews have the right to exterminate, attack and destroy every opposition to 

them. Part of this right is also the right to infiltrate and “change” civilizations, beliefs 

and cultures as they see fit – They are imposing the will of “god” as they see it and 

neither them neither “god” is to be questioned, let alone criticized and overthrown. 

4.       Despite of the opposing statements, this has happened already countless times in 

history, in the whole of Jewish History, if just someone pays attention. No matter if 

solely jewish hands or not have done this, they have certainly incited it. 

5.       On all the history of what we call jews, the ruling caste of this Race has been 

what can be called as Zionists. Although this label is a bluff to divide attention from 

all jews, only to the ruling elements, the fact that the jews are always ruled by these 

elements and by their own choice, proves that the jews are too desiring this to take 

place, furiously and feverishly. For reasons of security, they just preach otherwise. 

The political manifestation of Zionism and the plans to create the “God World” are 

the blueprints of Communism. The roof of all this is the Bible. 

The jews behind all this, are allowed freely and without any disruption to practice 

what they deem as evil, unethical and corrupted for anyone else. Having a Racial 

State, having Racial Laws, adhering to their Heritage, building their Racial Power and 

collective, have an inner spirituality about all of the above and finally, having the 

political ideology(-ies) to enforce what their collective thinks of as “goals” or 

“purposes” to impose upon reality, not only to themselves without distraction, but to 

anyone else. They are allowed to be a State within every State, give word only to 

themselves and use as much force as necessary to focus their demands.  

 

Βbecause nobody else is doing the same thing or even dares to affirm this, the jews 

are by this connectedness more powerful in comparing to their enemies, which they 

constantly attack with whatever mentally, socially, physically and culturally or 

religiously destabilizes them. Cultural Marxism, Christianity, Islam, Immigration due 

to the Wars of Israel, preaching “equality” and Communism- all these things are well 

known by jews to be cards so they can further push their Agenda. The uneducated 

masses, having no ideas for themselves and no cultural compass, let alone religious 

compass or intellectual compass, are by definition clinging on what the jews have 

formulated for them. Therefore, these values bring confusion and the jews achieve 

their ends through them.  

 

Whomever resists, disobeys, or wants to counteract theseattacks, or is even 

critical of these- they are Nazis or Racists in the Political Sphere, or Satanists in 

the Religious one. Therefore, subjects for extermination and subversion. 
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Things to examine are for instance, why are people believing in Christianity, same as 

they do believe in Communism, without having done any research about these things 

or having any concrete knowledge of the deeper meanings in such? Why are there so 

many forms and so many lies and confusions in regards to both of these programs? 

Why do people are uneducated to the fact that Christianity and Communism are both 

imposed ideologies, that came in war and killed Millions? Why are opposes of such 

treated in such inhumane and destructive ways? Why in both these beliefs, jews, 

jewish ideals, jewish ethics and jews are praised as ideological, “godlike” and 

political icons of worship? 

 

Also, to not stretch matters. Many people claim that Communism is Atheism. This is 

easily debunked by the holy and mighty authority and worship the jews behind both 

these programs received. God, like “jews” and whatever they create, is beyond 

analysis, correction, criticism and opposition. Somehow, both of these programs are 

based in some invisible, unnatural mechanism that makes people feel “guilty”, 

“wrong” and “immoral” if the values of these are not followed and accepted, no 

matter even if logical analysis, historical proof and evidence proves these values 

deadly for the mental health, spiritual health, or the health of any state, civilization 

and being with life. 

 

One can glaringly see that “Nazi”, “Racist” and “Satanist” or any other such 

statement, works in the same way and in the same purpose. To turn public 

opinion/masses (since it’s owned and educated by the jewish powers in religion, 

intellectualism etc) and public hatred or outright murdering force, towards anyone 

who opposes these people, their demands and their expansion. While 

Satanist/Idolater is the title for this process in the religious level, Nazi and Racist 

are the labels used for the Political level. The meaning though remains the same: 

Whomever opposes the jews is labelled blindly and is to be destroyed, imprisoned, 

punished, or removed from the way for the jewish goals, ideas, aspirations and forces. 

  

The Joy of Satan is, as the name implies, a Satanic Religion. We have found that 

Satanism doesn’t mean anything and has absolutely no substance like what the 

enemies of Satan, their writings and their conception of it, have preached. Satan stems 

from the Sumerian Satyan, which means Eternal Way and also ties into the Hindu 

term for Sanatana Dharma Dharma which means again, the Eternal Way. It’s entirely 

something else, and this is described in the Joy of Satan webpage, so as to not make 

this lengthy, we can skip this. What is for sure is that this “God” and all other Pagan 

“Gods” mentioned in the Bible, are to us at least, literal entities that do oppose the 

jewish purposes and advances. We believe that behind these silly stories which are 

like fairytales of the enemy, real and concrete forces, beings and types of awareness 

make their own “War”.  
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The correct term for the Joy of Satan, is what is called as Racial Separatism. 

 

Satanists adhere to the laws of Nature, and Nature intended by her own design. 

 

Therefore, this brings us to the understanding of certain points. The first point is, that 

one must always respect what Nature intends and work in accordance to Nature. 

When Nature is not obeyed, one cannot be free. Actions which defy the laws of 

Nature, end up in failure and disaster.  

 

This is why the Joy of Satan is against Race Mixing and supports Racial Separatism. 

Race Mixing is known and proven scientifically, to cause physical issues when done 

repeatedly over long periods of time. Also, Race mixing that is done over centuries, 

not only doesn’t promote diversity, but in centuries down the road would simply 

create a Human Race of genetic clump, without any differences, culturally, spiritually 

or even physically. Race Mixing destroys any Diversity. This is to the benefit of 

nobody, except of those who keep themselves Racially clean- The jews, at this point. 

 

We believe any and all Gentile Races, which were created by Satan, have their right 

to exist, evolve and pursuit their Racial fate on their own, in their own respective land 

and region, but also culturally and existentially. We approve friendship, comradeship 

and exchange of ideas between Races, but not to the point of assimilation or anywhere 

close to this. Such acts are disrespectful, unnatural and mutually harmful. We want 

Gentile Races to survive and Satan’s Agenda implies that all Races will and must 

remain separated and free.  

 

We believe that acts of Race Mixing come from a deep rooted, externally or internally 

programmed self-hatred. One has to seriously hate or abhor themselves, as to want to 

assimilate themselves, destroy their genetic and cultural heritage only to mold it into 

nothingness. We consider this an act of lack of intelligence and hatred not only for 

one’s self, but against Mankind in general, as no matter from which Race the mates 

do spring, both Races they represent are being permanently destroyed. This does 

happen after successive generations and the damage is in some cases, not apparent at 

once.  

The act of Race Mixing destroys what Nature has labored to create for millions of 

years, into a single action and moment. The demographic and social research studies 

that are not affected by PC and Cultural Marxist ideas, do prove that criminal 

behavior largely has to do on how a human being cannot adjust to the collective 

culture of their host Nation. We believe in Justice for all Races. All Gentile Races 
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must be allied, maintain their common Satanic Culture and fight against the enemy, 

while maintaining their sacred Separateness. 

Every Race has their Natural right to defend their territory, their progeny, their future 

and their fate, or existence. Only the jews and ‘darker’ Races are allowed to exercise 

this right socially and in a politically accepted sense, to the point even of abuse (such 

as Rape, mass Immigration, destroying White Women, blaming Whites for 

everything, racist crimes etc) while the White Race is at this point under the pressure 

emerging from the Jewish Race and their constructions to both make the White Race 

self-destroy themselves, weaken them down and finally, inbreed them, outright kill 

them and destroy them.  

 

Whomever is accepting of this, accepts indirectly the destruction of many members 

not only of the Joy of Satan, but the planet, since the jews will easily get their way 

with their plans and they also indirectly accept the Jewish Rulership of the Planet and 

all that was stated above. They also indirectly accept, their own Racial, Cultural and 

existential assimilation. We respect all Races and the Gods have plans for all Races, 

only if they so themselves understand this and follow their way. The Gods are not 

obligated in anyway, no different than any other being that is not listened to or 

attacked, to give in and help anyone who is against their wishes and desires. 

 

Social Marxist, PC, “Christian” or any other sorts of “universalist” values and values 

which, according to our perception have destroyed Civilization or obviously threaten, 

do leave us uninterested and also stand as our enemies, same as “Public Opinion” 

which is just the shape and construct of the Mass Media, which are owned in their 

striking majority of 99% by jews, only to serve jewish interests and shape the mass 

consciousness according to their decrees. We trust that upon personal study and 

looking into the “forbidden” side of reality, what we are told to always hate and 

abhor, such as Satan, who is the exact opposite of what was preached by jews for 

Centuries about Him, will find the Truth and comfort in the Truth. 

Satan, as well as many of the Ancient Gods and Goddesses, we believe do come from 

the Nordic Race, or the Race known as the Nordic Race. People with such desires to 

inbreed and destroy these people, or any other Gentile people for that liking, do come 

in opposition both to the wishes of Satan and the Gods we believe in, but also 

blatantly move against both Humanity, Nature and their own self. No Gentile Race is 

to be enslaved just for the sake of enslaving and definitely, the jews aren’t to get their 

way in exterminating and weakening down all Gentile Races.  

 

For those who are Racially Mixed and have the decency of character and intelligence 

to understand that this action is not in accordance to Nature’s Will, they are well 

accepted into our Ranks, they can Rank however highly and advance as far as they 

strive for. There are no limitations in Satanism. The only thing that should be 

worshipped, if that is the correct Word, is the Truth. Nothing that goes against the 
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dictates of Nature survives happily or powerfully for any length of time. We consider 

the most obvious teaching of Nature to be, that one and the whole must be healthy, 

powerful and evolve on their own path.  

 

This is what Nature intended and Man, as partaker in Nature and possessing conscious 

will and thought to direct these Natural Forces, can guide the forces of Nature to be a 

creator. He can be a good one, or a horrible one. We consider that acts such as these 

should happen in accordance to the highest beauty, with respect to Nature, those who 

came before us and those who will come after us. Actions that do not take this in 

consideration and solely mean to please one’s self in a distorted sense, destroying the 

essential parts of Civilization (Such as Race, Culture, Heritage, the Natural 

Environment etc) we consider abomination. 

 

All Satanists, do have the keys to become Spiritual Adepts and also, spiritually the 

highest Hierarchy on the planet. Against the beliefs of our enemies about Materialism, 

the majority of Spiritual Satanists do know, like the Ancient People, the invisible and 

metaphysical dimension of life. New rules arise by this research, without giving a 

false feeling of supremacy (like the jews) who consider themselves “Chosen of God” 

and think they have a right to enslave and destroy everyone else.  

 

Our feeling of Superiority comes from Wisdom, Knowledge and assisting Civilization 

to advance, but also becoming beacons of enlightenment for any other members of 

our Race, Civilization or in our common cause. We believe that Gentile Races has a 

sacred metaphysical purpose, and is not solely a grossly physical distinction between 

people. These differences are holy and emanations from the Divine, with Divine 

purposes for each. 

 

The Truth must be understood and comprehended, but also accepted, irrespectively of 

our personal neglect, acceptance or understanding. This doesn’t place any limitation, 

but rather sets being free. Nature on her own affirms these Truths for everyone willing 

to see it. People who disregard what is in front of them, or want to subvert the whole 

of Humanity by unnatural actions, unnatural ethics and mental or spiritual or even 

social destruction, by adhering to Jewish Teachings, are victims of their own fate and 

as thus we cannot help it but have a suspicious and unaccepting stance towards them. 

Satanism is about Truth, it cannot be made to serve lies or it loses its essence. 

Therefore, for such beings, there exist other pacifist faiths and religious programs 

which they can adhere to. They should not here wasting our time or theirs. 
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Is The Writing On The Wall With Trump For World War 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Tue Jun 19, 2018 6:37 am 

Elements of the American government are attempting to pass a new law that will give President 

Trump the ability to declare war on eight nations at once without Congressional approval. This is 

occurring at the same time Russia is warning about another false flag gas attack in Syria and 

the White Helmets the deep state funded propaganda group that does the false flag staged 

video's. Has had its funding renewed for the Kabala number of 6.6 million dollars. Because they 

are rehiring them for false flags.  
 

 

Trump has already order two illegal strikes on Syria over obviously bogus gas attacks. They 

want him to have the power to declare total war so that Trump will then declare war on Syria 

which also means declaring war on Iran. For Israel. This also includes Russia which is in Syria 

and allies of Syria and Iran they will be dragged into this as well. Trump has shown he will turn 

heel on his promises about Syria when the Rothschild's and other Elders of Zion want him.  
 

 

 

The North Korea situation is also a possible build up to war. The attempted false flag attack on 

Hawaii this January that from all reports was done by an Israeli sub. And was to be blamed on 

North Korea. Now the current talks might be a ruse to create a justification for war. Trump is 

following the Neo-cohen line of attacking and harassing the nations on the list drawn up during 

the Bush regime that Obama carried on and now Trump is. This includes Syria, Iran and North 

Korea.  
 

 

Something to consider is China. Communist China was created by the Jewish Elders of Zion. 

Mao was given initiation in their Rothschild run Internationalist Free Masonic society by 

Communist Jews and was surround by western Jews like Shapiro and Israel Epstein in all the 

key positions of his communist regime. The Communists in China were funded by international 

Jewish bankers like in Russia. The Chinese Communist party was created by Asian Jews with 

direction of western Jews out of Moscow. This is why Jewish Mossad spies like Pollard gave 

massive amounts of American secrets to China for Israel. And why the major Jewish elites have 

been working to send all American and western wealth to China And why China's banks the 

HSBC, Bank of China [very Rothschild front name] are allowed to with Rothschild's JP Morgan 

Chase Bank run the precious metal markets and develop global oil monopolies. Goldman 

Sachs, Morgan Stanley and other Jewish banks have constructed massive amounts of 

warehouses in China full of looted goods from Western and African nations. And have built up 

the Chinese economy like they did with the SOVIET UNION. And for one reason to turn China 

into a global Communist military, political and economic superpower they can wage war on the 

rest of the planet with.  
 

 

Don't be fooled by China's pretend turn to capitalism either. The Jews already played this game 

with the USSR. They sent out double agents and false propaganda to con the western leaders 

into thinking the Soviet Union was de communizing and if they opened up trade and sent 
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industry and money to build up their economies this would speed up the end. They called this 

scam the NEP. Guess what all they did was build up the Soviet Union into a China like situation. 

Where they were able to build the largest army on earth with the most advanced military 

technology to then invade Asia and Europe with to impose Jewish Communism with. Which they 

did. Once they had what they needed Stalin shut the door on the scam. What is going on with 

China is the same as NEP scam the Jews ran in the Soviet Union. Chinese military officials 

have given major speeches to the Chinese government on their military plans for a war with 

America. China is extending its power into the region of American power with the current war 

islands they are building they would not be committing acts of provocation if they didn't feel 

confident they could win a war with America at this point if you study Chinese political thought.  
 

It could just be North Korea is a trap. The Chinese are pretending to back off to encourage 

American aggressive stances and to get their guard down over China which is what the Soviet 

Union did with the west. Who knows what advanced weapons North Korea might really be 

sitting on they got from China to surprise NATO with in advance of a war. Tricking people into 

thinking they are backwards and weak in this case is very common way of military thought in 

Asian strategies. Even with the pompous fist pounding North Korea is projecting they 

understand the west thinks their military is a joke. This can be used to their advantage as part of 

a larger war involving China. China might also be planning a surprise first strike on American 

and NATO forces in the case they go to war with North Korea. This could trigger the third world 

war the Elders of Zion want. And leave American and NATO forces destroyed. This defeat 

would cause the economic and political collapse of America as the world super power. And 

leave Communist China as the new master of the world. To impose Communism upon the 

planet. If one reads the geo political strategies of Jews like Dugin who is part of Jewish Putin's 

think tank. Their goal is to cripple America and break it apart from within. To then created a 

Jewish Communist Empire of a Chinese-Russian axis that can project power into the world. The 

Communist Ideology was simply written out of the Jewish Talmud by two Jewish Rabbi's Karl 

Marx and Moses Hess for the Rothschild's. The Jews have been stabbing America in the back 

from the start to destroy it from within. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

Re: Is The Writing On The Wall With Trump For World War 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Wed Jun 20, 2018 11:43 am 

My personal opinion is Trump is trying to avoid war even the strikes on Syria were done with 

outdated weapons they knew the second time would not do anything. And he removed funding 

to the White Helmets. But he is surrounded by neo-cohens who are trying to twist the arm of the 

Administration all the time. However even if Trump is given such power and they fail in pushing 

him into using it. The next president might be a total puppet who will. I hope Trump's tariff's on 

China are the start of using economic muscle to bring China into line and then collapsing the 

Communist system running it into the ground. The same way the USSR fell. Economically it 

couldn't compete. 
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Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

Re: Is The Writing On The Wall With Trump For World War 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Thu Jun 21, 2018 7:37 am 

That might not be a bad thing the UN hides behind false humanitarian ideology to attempt to 

impose a inhuman global regime on all nations. The Elders of Zion run the UN. 
 

 

Larissa666 wrote:This is horrible, that Shabbos Goy just pulled the USA out of the UN 

Human Rights council. 
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Is Intelligence All That Matters? 

by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Thu Oct 17, 2019 

 

 

 
A common thing that people always say to themselves and one another is that people are stupid, yet as 
one can understand there is half a truth to this. What does stupid mean, is a large topic, same as what 
being "intelligent" means is another huge topic.  
 
Being highly intellectually capable, having a good memory, or being clever in something in particular, 
does not necessarily brand one intelligent, but in our world today, it plays a large factor. In our world 
today, the ability for mechanistic, repetitive, non-artistic, and non imaginative forms of thinking, which 
are repeated all the time [in particular due to their usefulness for profit generation] are considered 
'intelligent' while other things are considered stupid. Our focus is a lot on specific mental procedures, 
which we consider "intelligence" broadly. 
 
Going by mere standards of IQ, we may make a ranking as some books have attempted to make in the 
past, which tries to rank people in clever and in basically retarded. According to these people, a high IQ 
is the basis on whether one is clever or not, and if one has a lower IQ, one has to be a fool, and useless. 
But this is again not the case.  
 
This is however clearly not the case. Many "Clever" people in Silicon Valley and in many other places, 
overestimate themselves so much, that this intellectual capability overshadows everything else, 
including instincts of survival, foresight, and many other things which are essential to say make a 
package of what we call intelligence. To these otherwise "High IQ" people, one can publicize a mediocre 
or forged university research about how race mixing should be made a law, and these "Clever" people, 
will consider this. Despite on if this practice can produce lower IQ, tremendous damage to civilization, 
break all social cohesion, and many other things, they will consider it. This is because despite of 
cleverness, one is not immune to brainwashing. 
 
For example, look on how many of these people are sworn to so many "idealistic" things that seldom 
have to do with any reality, nature, and are obviously observed in real time to make this world collapse. 
They believe that their "ideas" are revolutionary, but they have been corn-fed to the United States for 
generations by generational communism, social justice, and many other more nefarious agendas. Ideas 
of "All equality", "Racial Assimilation", "Racial Melting pot" are all boring ideas that have been 
Communistic drummed in humanity for centuries and centuries. The largest drum of this has been what 
many High IQ people pretend they run away from: Christianity. For all their intelligence, the 
propagandizing element in the room is not seen, and is ignored.  
 
For all their high IQ, a lot of obvious facts escape them. They believe that intelligence [as defined today 
of course] is the greatest thing in the world and the greatest measure of all things.  
 
Some Whites are now working to develop Artificial intelligence, and they eat crackers and take a lot of 
benzos to manage the copious working hours, and depression from not having a girlfriend. Jews also 
work aside with them. In their mind they imagine that what they are creating will benefit the world, end 
poverty, who knows what each is corn fed.  
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Stern by their belief in their own intelligence, they believe that upon developing a mega-intelligence 
such as what AI is supposed to be, it will somehow, because they programmed it, submit to them. They 
saw Star Trek after all and the bot there was in particular friendly - but this reality of being pre-
programmed to this end for generations has escaped them, also. Little do they understand they are 
walking on a set path by beings more intelligent than them. 
 
This is the same falsified belief that a giant Mammoth with a calculating intelligence many times more 
than that of a human, will take a little baby and protect it, because one saw a video of a tiger catering a 
baby in Youtube [spoiler alert, the tiger was neutered, tranquilized and fed] and they consider this 
artificial state of affairs to be impenetrable to reality in itself - nothing can ever go wrong, our "mind" 
has dominated everything there is to dominate. A Mammoth however is more likely go to Mammoth'ing 
than to go catering little babies with it's giant feet and humongous size. The only fortune humanity can 
except after the creation of some things, is that the Mammoth will not decide to step on the said baby. 
Transferring intellectual capability and calculating power is nothing, but transferring of a heart and 
wisdom of life, is an impossibility for a non human entity.  
 
As to how heartless people who work only on one aspect of intelligence will be able to transfer these 
notions to said intelligence, they may bring some of these fake "New Age Luv" Israeli coaches and 
philosophers who steal their topics of discussion from internet forums and pretend to be highly 
insightful. And they will corn feed some bro science into the hyper intelligence. Maybe this will be the 
time when the Mammoth will reply: "You stupid jew, you think you can jew me?" and reply with a 
Skynet type of incident that will wipe the chosen out. 
 
You never know with these things. Regardless, we can see that high intelligence does not guarantee a lot 
of other things, broadly defined by terms of luck, unknown, or even, that one will have common sense. 
 
Just consider the European Migration and you will understand the above. People were told it's going to 
be fine and people are going to be integrated, peacefully work, and then a huge rainbow would come 
over Europe. Instead of a rainbow what came is that great nations like France are currently turning into 
living toilets. The response of the "Great Intellectuals" is to intellectualize even more, and dig their own 
hole deeper. After all they are so clever, they can do no wrong, and the most gruesome mistake they 
can do to themselves, is admit they have been wrong on anything.  
 
Endless billions and funneled in trying to make pointless dreams into an even more pointless reality. 
 
One the other hand, a typical farmer, who lives somewhere and has a few daughters, instinctively does 
understand that his daughter race mixing is absolutely retarded of a survival strategy. He cannot 
articulate this thought, so he is instead "racist", and this form of instinct is ridiculed, even though it's 
totally basic and essential to life. He also may be ten times a better sexual partner than all these 
brainwashed people who keep reading books all day long on how to have sex, based only on mere 
instinct. This farmer does not need a lot of scientific explanation on why a dumb ape goes after a 
beautiful white girl, they understand this, and it's clear to them. 
 
Clearly when one seeks to change things and support for emerging dangers, trying to convince the highly 
intellectual is like filling a water dam with holes on the bottom, that demands of you always more water. 
An example of this sheltered reality is how yet some other person in Germany will have their child 
stabbed by some orc. Then, as one mother did in a court, she will go to the orc, and try to cuddle it.  
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"Poor orc", the Elf will think, "what did Saruman do to you. Indeed killing my child deserves a lot of 
honors, money, and forgiveness for you. My job now is to help all of mankind mass murdering orcs, and 
social destroyers, and show them the path to a better future, in memory of my own child. This is what I 
have been corn fed since I was 0 days old. The morals of Christianity told me, if you see a child in 
Mordor, take it in your house, and raise it, and give it your wealth. Then die like a good Samaritan and 
have your wealth transferred to Mordor. Eventually Mordor will own Elf Land and you will be a whore 
stranger in your own land, saith Saruman.". The Orc will laugh and say "Wow, this woman really 
deserves some orcish machete, but unfortunately now I'll be going to jail for a few years, shieeeeeet, 
Saruman is a genius".  
 
If a linear line of IQ was what it took to save one's self from damnation was all that was required, we 
would have been saved a long time ago, as the dominance of people with a powerful intellectual 
background would be a given. But high intelligence does not imply moral values, a sensible or good 
disposition, and these may not even be related.  
 
One may be highly "intelligent" but have crooked morals, an example to see here is Christian Zionist 
preachers. If anyone thinks these people are flat retarded, think again, these people are very evil and 
studied deceivers, using a well established method of Jewish Deception to mentally and materially 
corrupt society and steer it in Israel's benefit. Manifestations of these things are flat retarded moral 
values, which as Yuri Bezmenov states, make people reach a point where their own interests are not 
even understood anymore - one is off the far end.  
 
Giving your land and property and everything you own to invading hordes, or being so intelligent as you 
mind so many dangers and so many "MUH FEELS" of others, to the point you sit down and get racially 
extinct, is not exactly a great or moral way of action in accordance to nature's laws. Even ants and bees 
understand these things, but humans have become so brainwashed [except jews] as to not understand 
it.  
 
Domestication has reached a point where the mere fear of being called "Racist" is impeding the very 
drive of species and life - and this is the pinnacle of damnation, which is slowly being reversed in White 
people. The person who has 95 IQ and follows the proper laws, will outlive and in the end also outsmart, 
or just swarm the so called "Clever" and self inflated elements. This is why you see the jews going insane 
about trying to keep their neolithic torture based culture going, because this is a safer guarantee for life 
than even higher mental aspirations or dreams. Being worms and parasites to others for centuries, who 
were extremely greater than them, they know a thing or two. 
 
As the Bible has been charged and responsible of doing, "the retards and the meek are said to inherit 
the earth". And when one stabs their people on the back, or is swayed away by sophistry to the point of 
forsaking their own nation, their own kids, their own existence down to the core, their own blood, and 
eternally forsakes all natural laws, on a is merely a fool, and not necessarily a stupid person. The 
necessity of stupidity to reach the lowest depths is a pre-requisite to the rule of Christianity, so the ones 
who are going to "Inherit the earth" isn't going to be willing idiots, people who knew the truth and 
cowered, and those who kept their heads low and kept going eventhough they saw the cliffs for 
everyone.  
 
Centuries of Christianity and Islam are now coming back to us, all while we are at the same time 
advancing our mechanical powers, such as for example, the power to transfer information. We are 
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giving the ancient worthless yids not a carrier they have stolen by a stupid peasant, nor a little army of 
swords, but supercomputers, and space travel. The Yid wears the same hat today as he did 2500 years 
ago, and chants the same curse today as he did 2500 years ago, with the same pure hatred towards 
what is better than he as he had back then. The Yid feels the same feeling he felt in Rome, as he feels 
today in the United States, and chants the same lamentation. Only, the Yid is now grossly empowered, 
and the same goes for the minions with whom he wants to "Inherit" the earth to, so they can be his 
slaves. 
 
If one has to be taught at a university what an ant understands the moment it's a few days old, then we 
are not moving towards a more intelligent civilization, but a boastful civilization of retards. We're going 
casually into space now and still we have not understood the fundamental notions of the blood or our 
own existence, which is dangerous.  
 
Our hearts and wisdom need a lot of work, and the same goes for our spirit, and natural understanding. 
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Islam IS Communism 

-High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

 

 

Islam with its sharia Law are both Communism 

 

The way the situation in the West is unfolding, if it is allowed to continue, Europe and the 

Western World will be fast on their way to becoming islamic sharia governed Nations. The 

jewish world powers are pushing for the islamisation of the West via the open borders 

strategy and promotion of the idea of “multiculturalism” ad nauseam, which essentially is a 

mass communist takeover in which each and every single Gentile will be a slave with 0 

individual rights and freedoms.  

 

post58677.html#p58677 

 

The “refugee crisis” is an illusion. What is actually taking place in Europe is what is known as 

hijrah, when muslims migrate en masse into non-muslim countries, settle, and spread islam 

by a combination of physical, violent force and breeding the native population into oblivion. 

This is the reason muslims are encouraged to have as many children as possible, regardless 

of whether they can afford to feed and clothe them. A muslim woman in full burqa flanked 

by 8 or 9 children is not an unusual sight. They are literally taught to breed more muslims.  

 

This coupled with the fact that the media discourages White Europeans from having children 

through tools such as feminism (which in reality is anti-female and anti-humanity), which has 

led to a major drop in our birth rates within the last few decades, means that we are 

becoming more outnumbered by the day.  
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Already, Europeans are being forced to abide by muslim ways of life in an effort not to be 

attacked, raped or branded as a “racist”, or the dreaded label of “islamiphobe” by the jewish 

pushed multicultural agenda. 

 

http://pamelageller.com/2015/09/grade-s ... gees.html/ 

 

 

This is but one example. Things like this have been happening all over Europe since muslims 

began invading. Entire areas have become no-go zones for the native European People.  

 

If islam and sharia law are enforced on a significant scale, that will be the end of Europe and 

the beginning of a world communist dictatorship in which all Gentiles are slaves to the 

islamic/jewish state.  

 

For more information on the fact that islam is a jewish program that elevates the jews and 

their agenda, please see the following: 

 

https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress ... -a-facade/ 

 

https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress ... h-prophet/ 

 

https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress ... -the-east/ 

 

Islam and sharia cannot be separated from communism, no different than its counterpart, 

christianity.  

 

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksu ... _Bible.htm 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksu ... anity.html 

 

The ultimate goal of islam is to remove all power from the hands of the general (GENTILE) 

populace and put it into the hands of the “holy state” (the jews). I reiterate how the quran 

refers to the jews, for anyone who has doubts that it is in favour of them: 

 

 

Qur'an 17:104 : And We said unto the Children of Israel after him: Dwell in the land; but 

when the promise of the Hereafter (wa3’dul akhirati) cometh to pass We shall bring you as a 

crowd gathered out of various nations. 

 

Qur'an 17:4 : And We decreed for the Children of Israel in the Scripture: Ye verily will 

experience corruption (exile) in the earth twice, but Ye will then after (thumma) ascend 

(ta’lunna) to a great height (or station). 

 

Qur’an 2:30: O Children of Israel! call to mind the (special) favour which I bestowed upon 

you, and fulfil your covenant with Me as I fulfil My Covenant with you, and fear none but Me.  

 

Qur’an 5:12: "God made a covenant with the Israelites and raised among them twelve 
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chieftains [the princes of the twelve tribes of the twelve sons of Jacob/Israel]". 

 

Qur’an 5:20: "Bear in mind the words of Moses to his people [the Children of Israel]. He said: 

'Remember, my people, the favour which God has bestowed upon you. He [Allah] has raised 

up prophets among you, made you kings, and given you that [the Torah and the Land of 

Israel] which He has given to no other nation. Enter, my people, the holy land [of Israel] 

which God has assigned for you. Do not turn back, and thus lose all'". ["The Table"] 

 

Qur’an 32;22: "We [Allah] gave the Book [Torah] to Moses (never doubt that you will meet 

him) and made it a guide for the Israelites. And when they grew steadfast and firmly believed 

in Our revelations, We appointed leaders from among them who gave guidance at Our 

bidding. On the Day of Resurrection your Lord will resolve their differences for them". 

["Adoration"] 

 

Qur’an: 45:17: "We [Allah] gave the Book [Torah] to the Israelites and bestowed on them 

wisdom and prophethood. We provided them with wholesome things and exalted them 

above the nations".["Kneeling"] 

 

So that clears that up for any ignorant person who believes that islam is anti-jewish. The top 

leaders and founders of islam have been Eastern and Arabian jews for centuries, many of 

whom fled the regions of the Roman Empire and took up residence around the Arabian 

Peninsula, after being expelled for attacking and brutally slaughtering Roman Pagans and 

desecrating Pagan Temples- as the article on the spread of islam linked above proves. Islam 

was a program of mass genocide and enslavement of the Pagan Peoples of the East, a goal 

the jews had been working towards for centuries in Persia and Egypt, so that it could be 

brought under the rule of jewish monotheism.  

 

So let me list out plainly the link between islam, sharia law and communism. Keep in mind, 

the jews are natural communists. Communism has its root in the jewish torah, which 

fathered the programs of christianity and islam, aka the “Abrahamic religions”. Abrahamic 

“religions” and communism are two sides of the same coin. They are merely communism 

with a slightly theistic tinsel, and in reality are NOT Spiritual in any way, shape or form. 

Indeed, the most famous founder of the communist political ideology, Karl Marx, was a jew 

and grandson of a rabbi. All of the top leaders in communism are jewish, including Marx and 

Stalin.  

 

post49893.html#p49893 

post44713.html#p44713 

post55905.html#p55905 

topic9605.html 

 

Islam along with its sharia law takes all power out of the hands of the general public and 

puts it all into the hands of the muslim “religious” leaders, aka imams and their islamic 

government. These people have full reign over politics, the law, the justice system, 

ownership of land, education systems, the media and pretty much every aspect of life from 

top to bottom. No one else is afforded any say whatsoever. There is no such thing as 

questioning anything, and doing so will result in severe punishment and even (often) death. 

You are simply expected to do as you are instructed.  
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In islam and its sharia law, it is reiterated over and over that you- as a human being- have no 

mind of your own, no possessions of your own, no will and no destiny of your own. Your 

entire being is the property of “Allah”, your future is the property of “Allah” and your life 

ultimately is meaningless other than being for the purpose of “Allah’s” own ends. Essentially, 

you are nothing in the greater scheme of things other than an object owned by the muslim 

state as the so-called holy representatives of Allah.  

 

Just for the record, before I continue:  

https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress ... inal-gods/ 

 

As anyone who is aware of the basic foundation of communism will know, it is pretty much 

identical to this. The religious tinsel does little to disguise this and is an illusion. Communism 

merely replaces “Allah” with the jewish run state- which in reality are both the exact same 

thing. In communism, there is no individual. There are no individual rights and lives. 

Everyone is relegated to one single, meaningless mass. The state controls each and every 

aspect of your day to day life and no one can argue with it. The media is heavily censored, as 

it is under islamic rule, and education systems are pre-arranged strictly by the state, as in 

sharia. Like in sharia, those who dare to speak out against the state are dealt with swiftly 

and severely, oftentimes resulting in death. If not, torture and life imprisonment.  

 

Here are perfect examples of the two sides of communism in action:  

 

What happens to those who try to speak out against the state in a communist nation: 

http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/comm ... orror.html 

http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/the- ... nitsa.html 

http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/the- ... cheka.html 

http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/the- ... caust.html 

 

 

What happens to those who try to speak out against the state in a sharia (communist) 

nation: 

 

https://themuslimissue.wordpress.com/20 ... haria-law/ 

http://nowtheendbegins.com/pages/radica ... ia-law.htm 

http://www.billionbibles.org/sharia/sharia-law.html 

 

Also, see this article for what happens to those who refuse to convert to islam and accept 

sharia law- this is what was done in the past, and what will be done in the future if they are 

allowed to continue: 

 

topic10805.html 

 

The two are exactly the same. Torture and murder is a part of day-to-day life, whether you 

call it communism, islam or sharia.  

 

Also note from the above articles, in both communism and islam, the ruling governments are 

exempt from any criminal charges. They essentially can do whatever they please, whenever 
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they please to the nations which they are ruling over, and it is NOT a crime. Mass murder, 

torture, coercion and assassination is perfectly legal when done by the ruling state, as it 

counts as the state enforcing their control, or “holy law” in this case and ensuring that none 

of the people stray from its grip. This, in a communist/islamic nation is what they call justice 

and the legal system.  

 

Juxtaposed to this, the People are treated as criminals at every step and kept in line via use 

of extreme force. They are always right, and you are always the criminal who needs to be 

controlled. You can really liken living in an islamic/communist governed state to living in a 

maximum security prison in which every area and moment of your life is under heavy 

surveillance, and there is always someone behind you telling you what to do next.  

 

Here is an excerpt from an essay written by an islamic historian, Bernard Lewis, concerning 

the evident similarities between communism and islamic/sharia law: 

 

“There are no parliaments or representative assemblies of any kind, no councils or 

communes, no chambers of nobility or estates, no municipalities in the history of Islam; 

nothing but the sovereign power, to which the subject owed complete and unwavering 

obedience as a religious duty imposed by the Holy Law...”  

 

The world is divided into two types of people: Those who obey them, and those who are 

dead.  

 

This is exactly identical to jewish communism. When it spread through Europe, it 

slaughtered brutally the Gentile ruling class and councils (Think of the French “Revolution” in 

which the French Royalty were dragged into the streets and publically beheaded and the 

Russian Revolt that resulted in the murder of Tsar Nicholas and his family), deposed the 

Gentile constitutions and laws, eradicated the native Culture and replaced them with its own 

abomination of a system- violently enforcing itself upon the People who were not given any 

choice in the matter or any opportunity to say whether they wanted to live under 

communist rule or not. It was simply done to them, and if they didn’t like it- they were killed. 

Spread of islam and its sharia law was exactly the same. Again, read my article on the islamic 

conquests. 

 

Both islam and communism have the nefarious end result of lumping humanity together 

under one oppressive banner from which they are unable to ever escape. Everyone is merely 

part of the system. This is the jewish NWO, where everyone is bar coded and there is heavy 

surveillance of day to day life at every level. As the quran preaches, humans are designed to 

give continuous praise to “Allah”, and total and complete submission is required. The word 

“islam” translates to SUBMISSION. To basically give yourself and your life up entirely.  

 

This is no different from communism which demands total and complete submission to “the 

state” and idolisation bordering on worship of the state “leader”. Think of Russia under 

Stalin and the ridiculous extent which they went to in order to label him with an almost god-

like status. The word “Allah” is merely replaced with “The State”. Both in reality are the 

same thing.  

 

To expand a bit more on something I wrote above, another significant similarity between 
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islam and communism is the hatred they both share for the natural Gentile Ruling classes 

and systems of Leadership.  

 

Now- not to digress, but I feel it is important to clear something up here quickly before 

proceeding. The Ancient Ruling Class of the Gentiles (as it was before the infestation of 

Xianity and related programs that were no more than attacks on Human Spirituality and the 

Soul), was comprised of the Priesthood, often referred to as Priest-Kings, who had reached 

the highest level of Spiritual Enlightenment. Thus, they were deemed fit to guide and Lead 

the People. It was the same throughout the world- from Ancient India to Ireland. In India, 

the Brahmans/Yogis lead the People. In Ireland, it was the Druids and Priest Kings. You can 

find much more information on this through research- I do not want to go too in-depth here 

as it is not the purpose of this article. But the point I want to make- This is the True and 

original meaning of Royalty. It is Royalty in an Alchemical sense. This Royalty in no way, 

shape or form resembled the communist “leadership”. There was no oppression and 

demands of total submission. There were laws put in place to ensure that the Society 

remained in its purest and healthiest form. But the People were free, and Advanced 

Spiritually. Thus they were independent.  

 

post266.html#p266 

 

Both islam and communism sought total destruction of the remnants of the Gentile Royalty 

of the areas which they invaded and opposed the idea of the ruling Priesthood entirely. 

Entire families were massacred going down generations in order to achieve this.  

 

post929.html#p929 

topic10805.html 

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS ... ssages/282 

 

In order for their control to be possible, they must first eradicate entirely the existing Gentile 

ruler ship.  

 

Carrying on- just like tax paid to the state in communism, sharia islamic law demands a “holy 

donation”/Tax be paid to the religious leaders by each and every single inhabitant. This is 

compulsory and unquestionable and is used to fund further control by the state. In islam, it 

is called “zakat”, and it is preached that paying this money will “purify ones Soul and 

guarantee them a place in Allahs paradise”. Once again, this shows how ridiculous and 

materialistic islam really is at its core. In truth, there is nothing Spiritual about it at all. It 

attacks its followers for owning material possessions and building up personal funds, but on 

the other hand demands money for itself.  

 

Like its Western counterpart of christianity, islam also preaches endlessly that being poor, 

weak and helpless is desirable. Poverty is a virtue. Everyone should be equally poor and 

desperate. This is a total attack on Humanity and designed to create the perfect slaves. It is 

all communism. No one is allowed to strive to be better, to gain personal power and 

possessions or to surpass the masses of ignorant, useless dolts around them. Everyone must 

be equally enslaved by the state. There is no such thing as a person striving to reach their full 

potential, bettering themselves and enjoying success in life. This is exceptionally unhealthy 

and unnatural, and as was said above- is designed to turn people into absolute slaves.  
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The perfect slave is someone who is submissive, destitute, dependent and desperate. This is 

why these programs, which all stem from communism, glorify being submissive, destitute, 

dependent and desperate as if it makes you some type of saint. One cannot enslave a strong 

and independent individual who is knowledgeable and able to think and fight for 

themselves.  

 

The fact of the matter is- islam’s core teachings do not in any way interfere with the core 

teachings of communism. Because, they are from the same root. If you read the articles 

linked to above regarding the relationship between christianity and communism, you can 

also apply much of it to the relationship between islam/sharia and communism. Particularly 

this sentence:  

 

“In truth, Christianity prepares the populace to be open to and to accept communism. There 

is nothing within the Christian doctrines or the teachings of the Nazarene that conflicts with 

communism in any way. Christianity IS Communism.” 

 

Exactly the same for islam. It is preparation for communism. The core beliefs will be there, 

so the transition will be easy. It is merely a matter of unmasking.  

 

As another note and further proof that islam does not interfere with communism- it has 

been recorded that the Soviet Union had such a high number of muslims that there were 

entire committees devoted to the study of islam and the advancement of “marxist islam”. 

The Soviet Communist regime never attacked or had an issue with islam.  

 

“The Soviet Union had a large Muslim population of various ethnicities. Therefore, there was 

a pressing need for original research as Marx, Engels only dealt with the subject superficially. 

In the 1920s, the Bolsheviks created new institutions and organizations intended to produce 

devoted Marxist scholars of Oriental studies. Foremost among them was the Moscow 

Institute for Oriental Studies, a party school created in 1920 mainly for the requirements of 

the Soviet foreign service. Its counterpart for educating party workers and administrators 

from the Eastern regions and republics of Russia and the USSR, as well as for training 

communists from abroad, was the Communist University of the Toilers of the Orient, a school 

founded in 1921. The new Marxist discourse on Islam was dominated by scholars from these 

political teaching and research institutions.”- From Wikipaedia.  

 

The two married perfectly and much resources were devoted to studies of islam with islamic 

scholars being more than welcome. There have also been numerous “islamic communists” 

and “islamic communist ideologies” throughout history, proving further that the two go 

hand in hand.  

 

“In 1923, Zinatullah Navshirvanov (a Volga Tatar communist who was also active in the 

formation of a communist party in Atatürk’s new Republic of Turkey) in the journal Novyi 

Vostok proposed that there were several forms of communism in Islamic history. The authors 

detected a “primitive communism” already in the activities of some of Muhammad’s 

companions, but they found that communism was even more prominent in the tradition of 

Islamic Sufism. Under the cover of Sufism communist ideas and movements emerged that 

had nothing to do with Islam and religion whatsoever. These movements were driven by 
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Muslims—poor nomads as well as peasants and urban craftsmen—longing to overthrow the 

feudal order of their times, i.e., the Abbasid, Seljukid, and Ottoman dynasties in the Near 

East. As examples the Navshirvanovs mentioned the Shiʿi Ismailites, the Anatolian Futūwa 

and Akhī organizations, and the Bektashi order of dervishes.- From Wikipedia, on the various 

muslim-communist regimes throughout history.  

 

Now, I will be doing an extensive article in the near future regarding Sufism. For now, this is 

yet more proof of a tight relationship between islam and communism.  

 

To drum it in- They are two sides of the same coin!  

 

Quote from the jewish Talmud:  

Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 2800 slaves." 

 

 

 

This “messiah” is the NWO they wish to enforce upon Gentile 

Humanity in which everyone is a slave to them. They are attempting to 

use their communist program of islam with its sharia law to enforce 

this.  

 

People MUST be made aware of this! 
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Islam: the Religion of The Jew 

New writings of Joy of Satan ministry and members on topic of Islam, which were 

not included in the book “Exposing the Lie of Islam” by High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/  

 

 
 

"A Gentile girl who is three years old can be sexually violated." -Qboda Sarah 37a 

 

"A Jew may violate but not marry a non-Jewish girl." -Maimonides, Jak. Chasaka 

2:2 

 

"A Jew may do to a non-Jew female whatever he can do. He may treat her as he 

treats a piece of meat." -Hadarine, 20, B; Schulchan Qruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 

348 

 

"A Jew may misuse the non-Jew female in her state of unbelief." 

 

-Moses Maimonides (“The RaMBaM”), Jak. Chasaka 2:2 

 

Muslims are Jews’ natural allies in Europe – Rabbi Pinchas Goldschmidt 
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Preface 

Islam has murdered almost three hundred million people and enslaved millions in 

its history of literal constant warfare. Its whole history is non stop violence and 

war. It destroyed anything of higher civilization left in the Roman Empire, burned 

90 percent of all the books from the West to India. It even created a shit 

philosophy during its claimed Golden Age in Baghdad that the laws of nature 

don't exist and there is no law of cause and effect. You can't even have basic 

science with that. There was no real golden age of science or knowledge the 

Islamic's literally destroyed all that and then claimed to preserve it in their lying 

history.  

 

Now we are seeing in the recent events in France with the murder of 12 people 

by a pair of Muslim's. 

 

- High Priest Mageson666 
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Islam... by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

The current news in Europe is now calling for “more tolerance for Islam.” 

Although I am and have been aware for many years that Islam is even worse than 

fundamentalist Christianity [which is total rot], I am not an expert. High Priestess 

Zildar knows much about Islam in depth and is an expert. What I have come 

across in the past few days of which Lilith led me to, people need to know. 

 

Many, many years ago, it was exceptionally cold outside and I was waiting for the 

bus and had time and went into a small library right near the bus stop. I was 

browsing some books and pulled out a book on torture from the shelf. I will never 

forget what I saw and read. A small woman from Yemen who ran away from her 

abusive husband was caught, sentenced and returned to her husband by an 

Islamic court. They pounded a tow truck chain through her forearm. I always 

thought this was a somewhat isolated incident. Was I ever wrong. 

 

I have known and befriended men from the Middle East who came to America 

when I was a very young adult. Most were decent, polite and respectful. They put 

Islam behind them. Others only observed Islam lukewarm sop to speak, as is with 

many xians [Christians for people who are new here]. In order to find out if 

something is “good” or “evil” it must be given power. I would also like to add 

here, how the Jews use anything and everything they can to create enmity 

between family members and of course between men and women. What is 

thoroughly disgusting and appalling is how this completely degenerate and 

depraved Jewish program of Islam [Judaism is the root] is blamed upon men. The 

problem is NOT with “men,” THE PROBLEM IS WITH ISLAM!! If the problem were 

with men, as the Jews try to promote through certain areas of the media, then it 

would be world-wide, which it isn’t. This is just another case of blame shifting as 

with how xian Andrea Yates murdered her five children by drowning them in the 

bathtub when they came home from school one day. 

 

What smacks of these three Jewish invented so-called “religions” is how they 

induce not only total insanity, but also incite believers into committing the most 

extreme and utterly depraved acts that in any normal society would place the 

perpetrator in an asylum for the criminally insane for a lifetime. The more an 

individual ties into xian or Islamic energy, the more psychologically unbalanced 

they become. Many young and well meaning men enter the xian seminary and 

study to be xian ministry. Yes, this is pushed upon them and they are told this is a 
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good thing and that they can help others. Xianity takes its toll over the years and 

then men usually end up as perverts and pedophiles. Many other extremely 

negative things also factor into their lives and most become completely 

intolerant, obsessive, hateful and in some cases, even murderous. Lives 

destroyed. They also end up destroying many lives. One of the prosecutors in the 

Salem Witch Trials read the Bible some 54 times. This affected him with 

influencing a murderous bent. This is not surprising given the intense focus on 

murder, torture, rape and every other ugly thing that is the foundation of the 

“Holy Bible.” 

 

This is a bit long, but please take the time and read. Those who remain ignorant 

and unknowing only open themselves to the worst victimization imaginable. The 

world is in the state it is in because millions are duped into not only slavishly 

worshipping, but also promoting TRUE EVIL. This has taken its toll and unless 

something is done, everyone on the entire planet will have no future. 

 

Lilith led me to a book titled: “Souad Burned Alive.” 

 

“When Souad was seventeen she fell in love. In her village, as in so many others, 

sex before marriage was considered a grave dishonour to one's family and was 

punishable by death. This was her crime. Her brother-in-law was given the task of 

arranging her punishment. One morning while Souad was washing the family's 

clothes, he crept up on her, poured petrol over her and set her alight. 

 

In the eyes of their community he was a hero. An execution for a 'crime of 

honour' was a respectable duty unlikely to bring about condemnation from 

others. It certainly would not have provoked calls for his prosecution. More than 

five thousand cases of such honour killings are reported around the world each 

year and many more take place that we hear nothing about. 

 

Miraculously, Souad survived rescued by the women of her village, who put out 

the flames and took her to a local hospital. Horrifically burned, and abandoned by 

her family and community, it was only the intervention of a European aid worker 

that enabled Souad to receive the care and sanctuary she so desperately needed 

and to start her life again. She has now decided to tell her story and uncover the 

barbarity of honour killings, a practice which continues to this day. 
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Burned Alive is a shocking testimony, a true story of almost unbelievable cruelty. 

It speaks of amazing courage and fortitude and of one woman's determination to 

survive. It is also a call to break the taboo of silence that surrounds this most 

brutal of practices and which ignores the plight of so many other women who are 

also victims of traditional violence." 

 

http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/386990.Burned_Alive 

 

This was a couple of days ago and I just finished reading the book. It was enough 

to make me vomit. Lilith wanted me to do a sermon on this. High Priestess Zildar 

also got a similar message concerning the threat of Islam and how people need to 

be educated about what Islam really is and how this is most urgent at this time 

more than ever. Islam has infested many countries in Europe and just as with the 

xian and communist programs; it is either convert or die. What is even more 

appalling regarding the above mentioned book is how a couple of pro-Islam 

websites are trying to denounce this woman’s story as being “fabricated in order 

to make Islam look bad.” Thanks to the internet though, many are aware this case 

is one of many, and what is worse, it is common in countries that are infested 

with and dominated by Islam. There are just too many similar cases of this sort of 

thing that have been made public for this to be “fabricated.” Just check out how 

women in Afghanistan are treated and even if one fingernail is showing [they are 

covered from top to bottom with only a net to look out of], they are readily 

beaten with clubs, or even worse. The enemy will do anything and everything to 

try to take shift the blame and take the heat off of Islam as a religion. They also 

do this with xianity. Blame the victims, anyone and everyone, but not the root 

cause itself. 

 

In this auto-biography, Souad reveals how as a pregnant teenager, her brother-in-

law doused her with gasoline and set her on fire. This, I have learned is quite 

common in those areas. She lived through it. Most young women who are victims 

do not make it to tell and the few who do are understandably terrified, as this is 

called an “honor killing” and the family will try in every way to finish it, if the 

murder was not successful the first time, even if the woman is in hiding in another 

country thousands of miles away. This reveals just how the influence of Islam can 

incite one to the most sick and utterly depraved acts, the lowest and most vile of 

crimes and even worse, do this to members of their own families. 
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Here are some excerpts from the book. This woman is Arab and lived somewhere 

either in Jordan or the West Bank. She was rescued after she was dumped in a 

hospital where she received no medical care and was left to die with burns over 

90 percent of her body, and taken to Europe, where her life was saved and she 

was given treatment: 

 

“It is a curse in my village to be born a girl. I have no memory of having played 

games or having fun as a child. The only freedom a girl can dream about is 

marriage, leaving your father’s house for your husband’s, and not coming back, 

even if you are beaten. If she does return to her father’s house, it is her family’s 

duty to bring her back to her husband. My sister was beaten by her husband and 

she brought shame on our family when she came back home to complain.” 

 

“A wife must produce a son, at least one, and if she gives birth to only girls, she is 

mocked.” Souad also went on to reveal how her mother was pregnant 14 times 

and when girls were born, she murdered them immediately by smothering them. I 

also want to add here, this is not fabricated. If one takes the time, one can find on 

the internet and on YouTube, there are entire villages in various parts of the 

world that have been infested by Islam and there are only males left as nearly all 

of the female babies were either aborted or murdered right after their births. This 

is a fact. 

 

[Her father] “He pulls me by the hair and he drags me on the ground into the 

kitchen. He strikes me while I kneel, he pulls on my braid as if he wants to pull it 

out, and he cuts it off with the big scissors used for shearing wool. I have hardly 

any hair left. I can cry, yell or plead, but I’ll get only more kicks.” “The girls and 

women were certainly beaten every day in the other houses too. “You had to 

bring even this tea tray to the men of the family with your head down, looking 

only at your feet, and back bent and in silence. You don’t speak. You only speak in 

answer to a question.” “Our mother was often beaten just as we were. 

Sometimes she tried to intervene when my father beat us really viciously, and 

then he’d turn the blows on her, knocking her down and pulling her by her hair.” 

 

“Every birth of a girl was like a burial in the family. It was always considered the 

mother’s fault if she produced only girls. ““…my parents went to see my brother’s 

wife at her parents’ house, where she had take refuge because she was pregnant 

and he had beaten her. “It doesn’t take much at all before a girl is seen by 

everyone as a charmuta, who has brought shame to the family and who must 
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now die to wash clean the honor not only of her parents and her brother, but of 

the entire village. 

 

“It is the duty of the brother, the brother-in-law, or the uncle to preserve the 

family’s honor. They have the right of life and death over their women. If the 

father or the mother says to the son: ‘Your sister has sinned, you must kill her,’ he 

does it for the sake of honor and because it is the law.” 

 

“Rarely did I see the police. It’s nothing if a woman disappears, and the villagers 

agree with the men’s law. If you don’t kill a girl who has dishonored her family, 

the people in the village will reject this family, and nobody will speak to the family 

or do business with them and the family will have to leave. “Assad was always 

angry and violent. He wasn’t allowed to go to see his wife. She had gone directly 

to her parents’ house when she left the hospital because he had beaten her too 

severely. But she returned to live with him anyway; it’s the law.” 

 

I would also like to add here concerning pedophilia in Islam. Girls as young as 8 or 

9 years old can be “married” off to men in their 40’s. IN addition to this, and I 

know this for certain, women are required to shave off all of their pubic hair. This 

makes for a child-like vagina. 

 

“Absolutely every single hair of the genital area must be removed. It must all be 

bare and clean. My mother says that if by chance you forget a single hair, the man 

will leave without even looking at his wife and will say she is dirty!” “We don’t 

remove hair from our legs or our underarms, only from the vulva.” 

 

Women who are not virgins and/or cannot prove they are virgins are murdered. 

Here is another quote: “We will have to wait for the moment when the husband 

will display the white linen from the balcony or attach it to the window at 

daybreak so the people can verify officially the presence of the bride’s blood.” “It 

is a special linen that is placed on the bed for the first night.” “And we cry also 

with relief, for Noura has passed the great test. The only test of her life, except for 

proving she can produce a son.” “Noura showed her bruises. Hussein had struck 

her so hard that she had bruises on her face too. She lowered her pants to show 

her violet thighs, and my mother wept. He must have dragged her on the ground 

by her hair, all the men do that. But, I didn’t find out why he had beaten her. 

Sometimes its enough if the young bride doesn’t know how to cook very well, she 
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forgets the salt, there is no sauce because she forgot to add a little water…that’s 

reason enough for a beating. “ 

 

“In my village, we don’t measure time the same way as in Europe. You never 

know exactly how old your father or mother is, you don’t even know the date of 

your own birth. Time is calculated by Ramadan…” [Islamic month of fasting]. “I 

prayed to God that night as usual. My parents were very religious, my mother 

went often to the mosque.” 

 

After she was burned: 

 

“I am on a hospital bed, curled up in a ball under the sheet. A nurse comes to tear 

off my dress. She pulls roughly on the fabric, and the pain jolts me. I can see 

almost nothing, my chin is stuck to my chest, I can't raise it. I can't move my arms 

either. The pain is in my head, on my shoulders in my back and on my chest.” 

 

The book is a very blatant revelation of what Islam truly is. Now, European 

countries are being rapidly infested with this most vile of plagues to every beset 

humanity. 

 

The Koran is divided into 114 chapters called suras [again, the number 6... 1 + 1 + 

4]. In addition to the endless sick filth and depraved violence therein, there is also 

copious praise for the Jews and for Israel: 

 

The Cow 

 

[2.40] O children of Israel! call to mind My favor which I bestowed on you and be 

faithful to (your) covenant with Me, I will fulfill (My) covenant with you; and of 

Me, Me alone, should you be afraid. 

 

[2.47] O children of Israel! call to mind My favor which I bestowed on you and 

that I made you excel the nations. 

 

There are many more verses, but this sermon is already very long. I strongly 

suggest everyone here learn the truth about what Islam really is. Just as xianity 

constantly pushes and promotes endless lies abut how it is brotherhood, peace, 

love and equality, Islam does the same. No different from how the populace is 
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repeatedly brainwashed with these types of slogans in communist countries in 

regards to communism. 

 

Don’t be an uninformed stupid idiot. Instead of watching the jootube and wasting 

your time on worthless related crap, do a little research on Islam, be informed, 

know the truth and what it is and what they will do to YOU and YOUR FAMILY, if 

they ever take control, which is what is insidiously happening right now in Europe, 

various parts of Asia and other areas of other world. 

 

http://www.skepticsannotatedbible.com/quran/cruelty/long.html  

 

http://www.newvision.co.ug/news/663629-merkel-top-ministers-to-join-muslim-

rally-for-tolerance.html  

 

"There are some who are putting women at risk. And doing so for ridiculous 

reasons, namely that they are somehow responsible for the abuse they are 

suffering." — Nazir Afzal, head of the Crown Prosecution Service, northwest 

England.” “A new documentary secretly filmed inside several of the 85 Islamic 

Sharia Law courts operating in Britain has exposed the systematic discrimination 

that many women are suffering at the hands of Muslim jurists.” 

 

“In one case, the BBC secretly filmed proceedings at the Islamic Sharia Council in 

Leyton, a heavily Islamized area in east London. While there, a BBC reporter met 

Sonia, a Muslim woman from Leeds who has suffered extreme physical abuse 

from her husband. When Sonia obtained a civil divorce, the courts allowed her 

husband only indirect access to the children. After Sonia threatened to contact 

the police, the Leyton Sharia Council dropped its demand. Reflecting on the court 

case, Sonia said, "I could not bear the thought of such a violent person having my 

children. What was shocking was when I explained to them why he should not 

have that access to the children, their reaction was, well, you cannot go against 

what Islam says." “On its website, the Leyton Sharia Council writes: "Though the 

Council is not yet legally recognized by the authorities in the UK, the fact that it is 

already established, and is gradually gaining ground among the Muslim 

community, and the satisfaction attained by those who seek its ruling, are all 

preparatory steps towards the final goal of gaining the confidence of the host 

community in the soundness of the Islamic legal system and the help and insight 

they could gain from it. The experience gained by the scholars taking part in its 
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procedures make them more prepared for the eventuality of recognition for 

Islamic law." 

 

http://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/3682/uk-sharia-courts  

 

I strongly encourage everyone here to see for yourselves what Islam really is and 

ask yourself: Do you really want to be “tolerant” and have this most vile of 

plagues that will eventually murder YOU and YOUR LOVED ONES in YOUR 

COUNTRY? 

 

Just take a long hard look at the photos on this website and see for yourself the 

REALITY OF WHAT ISLAM TRULY IS: 

 

http://www.mypracticalphilosophy.com/jihadpages/women.htm  

 

Quotes from the above linked website: 

 

“Muslims in Saudi Arabia abused their hired help from foreign countries such as 

the Philippines. This is a picture of Sumiati a maid from the Philippines. She had 

burns all over her body as well as broken bones…” 

 

“Fakhra Yunus was a dancing girl in the red light district of Pakistan. She left her 

husband after 3 years of marriage because of his abusive behavior toward her. He 

came to her mother's house while she was sleeping in May 2000 and poured acid 

all over her. After a decade of over a dozen surgeries she jumped out a window 

and killed herself. More than 8,500 acid attacks, forced marriages and other 

forms of violence against women were reported in Pakistan in 2011.” 

 

“People are afraid to speak out about Muslim Rape in Norway.” 

 

“Disturbing video from the Netherlands: Muslims beat, kick non-Muslim girl. This 

is happening on a daily basis all over the Netherlands.” 

 

“Woman stoned for being seen with a man. Muslim cleric explains that stoning 

purifies the soul. The above woman was being done a favor.” 

 

[Women are also buried up to their necks and then stoned to death for having 

failed to ask permission to use the toilet]. 
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“Hole where Medine Memi, a 16 year old girl, was buried alive for talking to 

boys.” [there is a photo]. 

 

“Three months pregnant, Farzana Parveen was on her way to the courthouse to 

contest an abduction charge her family filed against her husband, Mohammad 

Iqbal. A group of nearly 20 family members, her father and brothers included, 

accosted the couple in front of the courthouse and tried to pull them apart. When 

Farzana resisted, they fatally beat her with batons and bricks from a nearby 

construction site. 

 

Calling the murder an "honor killing," the victim's father is said to have 

proclaimed he killed his daughter because she had insulted the family by marrying 

without their consent.” 

 

“13 year old girl crawls out of grave after being raped and buried alive in 

Pakistan.” 

 

http://www.barenakedislam.com/2011/12/17/acid-attacks-on-muslim-women-

continue-as-pakistan-finally-passes-a-law-that-would-actually-punish-the-men-

who-do-this/  

 

From the above linked website: 

 

RELATED STORIES/VIDEOS: 

 

muslim-throws-acid-in-his-own-daughters-face-then-strangles-her-for-marrying-

a-non-muslim-man 

 

pakistan-acid-attack-on-nine-year-old-child-bride-by-her-husband 

 

pakistan-where-acid-attacks-on-women-by-muslim-men-show-no-sign-of-going-

down 

 

acid-attacks-on-women-and-girls-are-increasingly-common-in-the-muslim-world 

 

what-is-it-about-muslim-men-and-throwing-acid-in-womens-faces 
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muslim-fathers-vicious-acid-attack-on-his-own-daughter 

 

muslim-on-muslim-terrorism-growing-threat-of-acid-attacks-on-women 

 

afghanistan-acid-attack-victims-demand-justice 

 

Only something truly evil and thoroughly depraved would corrupt and incite 

people to commit the lowest and most vile crimes such as these. Islam is a lethal 

plague and cannot be tolerated in any of its forms. For those idiots who state and 

mistakenly believe “It’s not my problem” if nothing is done to stop this vile 

monster, THEN IT WILL BE YOUR PROBLEM. 

 

Satan stands for freedom, liberation, justice and human rights. 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

www.joyofsatan.com  
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The truth about the origins and spread of islam - 

how the jews developed the program of islam to 

invade and destroy the East by High Priestess Zildar 

Raasi 

As we know, islam is a false program created by the jews in order to weaken the 

Gentile Eastern world and destroy the original Pagan-Satanic religion. The 

following article linked here proves this further. The quran and other islamic 

sources, including much of the mainstream jew-run media sources, like to claim 

that islam and its prophets arose in the Middle East and began preaching and 

spreading, before the islamic conquests took place. This is not the truth. 

 

The events known as the islamic conquests, which were in truth organized 

genocides of the Pagan Gentile Peoples of India, Arabia and so on, came BEFORE 

the writing of the quran, the invention of "prophet muhammad" and the 

installment of islam as the official "religion". The mass genocides were intended 

to wipe out the Pagan Gentile ruling classes and severely weaken and destabilize 

the Pagan Gentile world. Islam then served as a tool to further enslave the 

remaining Gentile populations, remove all Spiritual Knowledge and bring the 

People fully under jewish abrahamic control. 

 

We must continue to work to awaken our Gentile People to the truth concerning 

this. It is vital that people are aware of this. 

 

Sermon posted here: http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/the-truth-about-

the-origins-of-islam.html 

 

***This is the story of the prelude to the "islamic conquests"*** 

 

The quran and deluded followers of islam claim that this "religion" spread due to 

the followers of Muhammad traveling the east and spreading the word, acquiring 

new converts as they went by performing miracles, trading goods etc. This is a 

very fanciful story, and one which is NOT coroborated by actual historical events. 

The truth paints a very different picture and we are taken back to the Ancient 

Pagan Tribes and Civilisations of Arabia and the Middle East, who were brutally 

attacked and besieged for centuries by violent psychotic bandits who were the 
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true founders of what we now know as islam. These attacks left trails of blood 

accross the globe and ended in the destruction of Ancient Gentile culture and the 

enslavement of our People which is still effective to this day. 

 

There never was any "prophet Muhammad" who led the Arabian people in efforts 

to convert the tribes to islam. Muhammad never existed, but was fabricated 

AFTER the conquests had taken place in order to be used as a tool, no different 

than the christian "jesus". http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/muhammad-

never-existed.html  

 

So who did orchestrate the spread of this vile program? Who was this program 

meant to benefit? The following article will illustarte how it was in fact the jews 

who instigated and developed this program as a means of judaising the Pagan 

Eastern World, eliminating the original Pagan religion and practices, removing the 

power from the hands of the Gentile Pagan ruling class and developing a new 

system of rulership that placed all of the power and wealth in the hands of a new 

ruling class who had a jewish blood line. 

 

Afterall, Muhammad himself was described as being of jewish decent, having 

jewish ancestry and even taking jewish wives and thus birthing jewish children. 

http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/muhammad--the-jewish-prophet.html 

Whereas this character of Muhammad never existed himself, this is symbolic for 

how the jews placed their own in positions of power in the newly developed 

islamic world. This was either done by the ousting of a Gentile leader/ruler via the 

use of physical force and replacing them with someone of jewish descent or by 

using their women to infiltrate the Gentile bloodlines. The latter has long been a 

common tactic and is still used even today. The jews often use their females to 

infiltrate by siccing them onto powerful and influential Gentile men. Once they 

have managed to worm their way in, they take full control over that persons life, 

decisions and actions and can easily manipulate events according to their own 

agenda. As well as this control aspect, any future offspring produced will be 

considered jewish and carry jewish genes. Thus there is total judaising of 

everything. 

 

The jews brag about this tactic in their story of "Esther", the jewish whore who 

was sent to seduce the Persian King. As the story goes, the Persians were involved 

in constant battles with the jews and were attempting to exile them from Persia 

altogether, the jews needed a means of taking control of the Persian Kingdom 
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and undermining the Persian King and Persian Gentile rulership. Using deceit and 

treachery (disgusing herself to appear more Gentile, taking a Persian name and 

getting rid of the Kings first Persian Gentile wife), "Esther" got the King to fall in 

love with and marry her, making her Queen. On guidance from her jewish 

brothers, she carefully gained the Kings trust and instructed the King to make all 

of the moves which would benefit the jewish people, and all of the moves which 

would inevitably lead to the destruction of his own Gentile People. She ensured 

that he had all of the Gentile Persian leaders who had once been his most trusted 

council, beheaded and publically shamed by using lies and fabrications to turn the 

King against them. "Esther" brags of planting seeds of doubt in the Kings mind, 

leading him to believe that his own People were his enemies. This is the age old 

tactic of divide and conquer. She separated the King from his most important 

support system, isolating him and taking control. Once the Gentile leadership has 

been slaughtered, Esther invites her own jewish people to take their places. By 

the time the King finds out who Esther really is and how he has been deceived, it 

is already too late. 

 

Now, this is a fictitious story, however, the tactics behind it are very real, and 

were used ad nauseam by the jews of the time to infiltrate the Gentile Royal 

bloodlines and essentially destroy them. The story of "Esther" is a bragging of 

how they used these tactics to achieve their own end. 

 

This is the same sort of tactics as were used by the jewish Rothschild family to 

infiltrate the British Royal Family. They began with financial manipulation, and 

then intermarriage. Nowadays, the "Royal Family" is 100% jewish, even practicing 

jewish traditions during wedding ceremonies and so on. Once the jewish gene has 

been inserted into the bloodline via the jewess, it is maintained by instilling laws 

that state the male offspring must take a jew as a bride. Remember, the child is 

considered legally jewish according to jewish law if the mother is a jew. This is 

why the marriage between William and Kate Middleton was necessary. Kate 

Middleton has a jewish mother, who was born Carol Goldsmith. Both of her 

grandparents were of jewish descent. 

 

Here is an interesting excerpt: 

 

"It was a Rothschild plan to marry superfluous daughters into the families of 

influential Gentiles; in this case of the Rothschild unions with Baron Battersea and 

the son of the fourth Earl of Hardwicke, the marriages were sterile, but a 
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daughter of Mayer Amschel Rothschild married the fifth Earl of Rosebery, so that 

there is Rothschild blood in the present earl, one of whose sisters married the 

present Marquis of Crewe, himself with Villa Real blood: thus after many days, the 

blood of the Villa real Jewess mingles with that of the Rothschild in the issue of 

this marriage of "British Aristocrats". 

 

This custom of mating with Jewesses now become a common one; the instinct of 

the Aryan has been broken down by continued propaganda, and H. Belloc in his 

BOOK on The Jews writes of the Jewish penetration of our great aristocratic 

families: "With the opening of the twentieth century, those of the great territorial 

English families in which there was no Jewish blood were the exception." -From 

"JEWISH INROADS INTO BRITISH ROYALTY UP TO THE YEAR 1937" 

 

However, this is another story for another time altogether. The point here is to 

note the tactics which are used in order to infiltrate. This is how the infiltration of 

the Gentile Eastern and Arabian cultures began, and it was this careful infiltration 

into Gentile Society that aided in the creation and spread of islam, which is, in 

truth, judaism at its core. Now, we will look at how this began. 

 

Actual historical records show that the creation of islam as it stands today, the 

writing of the quran and the invention of the fictitious Muhammad actually came 

AFTER the events now called the islamic conquests, and not before as mainstream 

media and muslims will have you believe. The conquests and destruction of the 

East took place before islam was actually created as a means of further destroying 

the original Pagan religion, cultures and knowledge and further weakening and 

enslaving the Gentile People. The purpose of the conquests, exactly like the 

Inquisition that took place in the West, was to eliminate the Pagan Gentile 

Royalty, slaughter the Pagan Priesthood and destroy Pagan Spiritual Knowledge, 

thus enslaving the Pagan Gentile People who were left totally cut off from their 

original identities, their original leaders, their original Gods and their original 

sources of Empowerment. They were reduced to mere slaves working for a 

foreign master. The program of islam was installed after this in order to ensure 

the continuance of this enslavement. 

 

There in fact was never any mention anywhere of any established religion called 

islam, or any prophet by the name of Muhammad, during the times at which the 

violent conquests were taking place and there is no evidence for it having existed 

yet at that point in time. These religious aspects were created and fed into the 
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records years later. This is no different than how the so-called biographies of 

Muhammad only appeared over 100 years after he was supposed to have died. 

During the time he was meant to have lived, not a word was breathed about him 

despite the presence of many Ancient historians whom were very accustomed to 

recording important events and stories. Very suspicious, to say the least. 

 

So how would the conquests and the spread of islam have benefited the jews? 

Other than islam being a jewish program that worships a jewish god/agenda 

(Please see the rest of the exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com site), as for the 

actual events as historically recorded, it has been proven that the major 

conquests took place with a great deal of jewish aid and worked in favor of the 

jews. 

 

At this point in time, much of the Pagan Eastern world was attempting to banish 

the jews from their midst due to centuries of ongoing problems with them. 

Thievery, ritual murder and other attocities were common in societies where the 

jews decided to settle, and were the reasosns many Ancient Gentile societies 

either banished or attempted to banish them. Ancient Rome, Persia and Egypt 

declared laws at one stage or another expelling the jews for these very reasosns. 

http://web.archive.org/web/20130814124112/http://gblt.webs.com/Jewish_Ritu

al_Murder.htm  

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Jew_Problem.html  

 

So in order to solve the problem of constantly being banished or suppressed from 

the Gentile societies which they invaded, and in order to take control for 

themselves so that they would be free to carry out their acts undisturbed, the 

jews needed to divise a plan to help them infiltrate the top levels of the Gentile 

societies and place themselves within all of the major positions of power. What 

better way of doing this than enforcing their own customs, beliefs and practices 

upon the people of these societies, establishing their own religion as the major 

religion, their own "priesthood" as the ruling class and essentially forcing their 

own alien culture onto the Gentile Peoples of the region and forcing them to 

worship their own "god" and their own prophets. If they could judaise everything, 

they would hold the reigns of control. Islam was the perfect means of doing this, 

and as has been stated, islam is merely judaism in a different form. 

 

"PROTOCOL No. 14 
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When we come into our kingdom it will be undesirable for us that there should 

exist any other religion than ours of the One God with whom our destiny is bound 

up by our position as the Chosen People and through whom our same destiny is 

united with the destinies of the world. We must therefore sweep away all other 

forms of belief. If this gives birth to the atheists whom we see to-day, it will not, 

being only a transitional stage, interfere with our views, but will serve as a 

warning for those generations which will hearken to our preaching of the religion 

of Moses, that, by its stable and thoroughly elaborated system has brought all the 

peoples of the world into subjection to us."- The words of the jews themselves. 

 

*Note- "Moses" is called Musa in the Quran where he is decleraed one of the 

prophets. The Quran is jewish through and through!!! 

 

But this had to be done slowly and carefully and before this could be achieved 

successfully, the Gentile Societies would have to be infiltrated, weakened and 

undermined first. 

 

To do this, the jews would first have to integrate themselves into the local Gentile 

cultures, adapting to their customs and ways of life. Once they had been fully 

integrated and had gained the trust of these people, they would begin to inflict 

their own culture, bizarre anti-life practices and beliefs and their own religion 

upon them. 

 

This is destruction of a People from the inside out. It is an extremely effective 

means of weakening a group before engaging in outright warfare against them. 

First, they will rot the structure from within, so that it crumbles easily when they 

choose to attack. The best infiltrator first disguises themselves as that which they 

intend to destroy so that they may gain access to the very core of their object of 

attack. This is the same as was done with the Gentile Secret Societies, which were 

originally PAGAN in nature. This has been discussed in depth on the JoS website. 

http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Ku_Klux_Klan.html  

http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Illuminati.htm  

http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/NEW_WORLD_ORDER.html  

 

The following excerpt isinteresting regarding how the jews worked to integrate 

themselves into the Arab societies before they began the judaisation of these 

societies: 
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"Syed Abu-Ala' Maududi in his "The Meaning of the Qur'an" points out that the 

Jews of the Hejaz "In the matter of language, dress, civilization and way of life, 

they had completely adopted Arabism, even their names had become Arabian ... 

They even inter-married with the Arabs.....This intermarriage between Jews and 

Arabs, for example between the families of Quraish and Jewish women is well 

documented. "." - From "The Persian conquest of Jerusalem in 614CE compared 

with Islamic conquest of 638CE. Its Messianic nature and the role of the Jewish 

Exilarch", by Ben Abrahamson and Joseph Katz. 

 

(Note that the above is written by jews who are fully aware of the jewish origins 

of islam.) 

 

Once again, we see how the jews used their women to infiltrate Arabian Gentile 

society, attaching themselves to the Arabian royalty. By first adapting to the 

culture, they were able to infiltrate on a deep level. 

 

So lets look at how the foundation for islam was first laid. It began with this 

jewish infiltration of the Arabian culture. It was documented that after adopting 

the Arabian culture and intermarrying with the influential Arabian men, the 

jewish women would force their unwitting Arabian husbands to adopt judaism 

and jewish practices. 

 

This began to lead to the development of a bizarre amalgamation of judaic 

practices with traditional Arabian practices and resulted in an Arabian form of 

judaism beginning to rise. This mixing of practices and what resulted is what 

would later be officially developed into islam. This mirrors exactly how the jews 

laid the foundation for christianity in Alexandria when they developed a 

Hellenized form of judaism. High Priest Don Danko wrote on this extensively, and 

the creation of islam in many ways overlaps with the events surrounding the 

creation of christianity: 

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic542.html  

 

"This is why Christianity as noted by scholars is so identical to the Egyptian Pagan 

religions. This is the major template the Jews stole and corrupted it from. Even 

lifting the title for their fictional Godman from one of the major Pagan deities." - 

High Priest Don Danko. 
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The exact same thing was done with the Ancient Arabian Pagan religion. The jews 

siply lifted the name and identity of a Pagan Arabian God, known as Sin the Moon 

God, whose title in the Ancient Arabian world was "Al'Ilah", meaning "Supreme 

Deity amongst all the Deities". Note the similarity between Allah and Al'Ilah. Islam 

shares much in common with the Pagan Arabian religion, for example the symbol 

of the Crescent Moon and Star, the Lunar basis for the calendar, etc because the 

jews literally stole and corrupted the Arabian religion of the area as a template for 

their depraved program of islam. 

 

Looking again to the jewish infiltration of Arabia -"Michael Lecker of Hebrew 

University in his article "A note on early marriage links between Qurashis and 

Jewish women", in. Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam (1987)," says that there 

are three choices: 

 

1. The women gave up Judaism and embraced paganism. 2. The women didn't 

care about intermarriage with non-Jews 3. The men embraced Judaism 

 

Due to various supporting evidence he gives, Dr. Lecker discounts the first two 

and is left with possibility of the third choice." I.e., the only option was for the 

men to convert to judaism. 

 

Please note from the above how the jews themselves are FULLY AWARE that 

islam is a facade and was created by them. They openly admit this and admit to 

purposefully deceiving the Gentile People and destroying our origianl and True 

Culture. 

 

Now let us look at some of the historical events that led to the jews inventing 

islam as their final attempt to take control of the Eastern World. 

 

As mentioned above, incessant problems with the jews were a common theme in 

Ancient Gentile societies which were desperatley seeking means of ridding 

themselves of these jewish parasites. 

 

During the time of the First Century C.E., Ancient Egypt, Cyprus and Cyrene had 

laws in place controling the jews amongst them and protecting the native Gentile 

Populations from these unwanted tribes of blood thirsty criminal bandits. 

However, the jews organised a violent uprising in an attempt to take power from 

the Gentile People and carry out destruction of the Pagan Gentile religious 
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centers. This was later termed the "kitos war" by the jews and was literally a 

massacare of the Pagan Gentile Peoples of these regions and a rampage of 

destruction against Gentile Pagan sacred sites and artefacts. The mass murder 

spree was orchestrated by a jew by the name of "Lukas" who had proclaimed 

himself as king of the jewish tribes. 

 

"Their revolt started in Cyrene, where one Lukuas -sometimes called Andreas- 

ordered the Jews to destroy the pagan temples of Apollo, Artemis, Hecate, 

Demeter, Isis and Pluto, and to assail the worshippers." -From Wars between the 

Jews and Romans: the revolt against Trajan (115-117 CE) 

 

Thousands upon thousands of Gentile Pagan men, women and children were 

brutally murdered and Sacred Temples such as the Temples of Hecate and Isis 

were stormed and destroyed. The jewish murderers then proceeded to drink the 

blood and eat the flesh of their Gentile Pagan victims. 

 

YES. You read that correctly. They engaged in cannabalistic ritualised mutilation of 

the bodies of the innocent Gentiles which they brutally killed. Here is a quote 

from an Ancient Roman Historian recounting the aftermath of this horriffic 

jewish-orchestrated massacre: 

 

"In Cyrene, the Jews massacred 220,000 Greeks; in Cyprus, 240,000; in Egypt, a 

very great multitude. Many of these unhappy victims were sawed asunder, 

according to a precedent to which David had given sanction of his examples. The 

victorious Jews devoured the flesh, licked up the blood, and twisted the entrails 

like a girdle around their bodies"- Dion Cassius I 

 

This is sick, twisted and depraved in the very worst sense and clearly illustatres 

the sadistic nature of these parasites to civilisation. Here is another very telling 

quote relating to this massacre: 

 

"Humanity is shocked at the recital of the horrid cruelties which Jews committed 

in the cities of Egypt, of Cyprus, and of Cyrene, where they dwell in treacherous 

friendship with the unsuspecting natives and we are tempted to applaud the 

severe retaliation which was exercised by the arms of legions against a race of 

fanatics, whose dire and credulous superstition seemed to render them the 

implacable enemies not only of Roman government, but also of humankind." - By 

Edward Gibbon 
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***Note- "dwell in treacherous friendship with the unsuspecting natives". The 

jews have been famous since time immemorial for biting the hand which feeds 

them. They will settle amongst a people, pretend to be a friendly prsesence, leech 

off of their lands, their labour and their goods, and suddenly without warning 

they will attack and destroy the very people from whom they were feeding. Many 

times throughout the pages of their bible they brag of this very behaviour. They 

would settle amongst a Gentile nation, and once they had fed off of and 

exhausted their resources, they would massacre them, steal their remaining 

goods and rape their women before moving on to the next unsuspecting group of 

Gentile People to begin their cycle of parasitic leeching all over again. This is even 

evident today in how they are currently massacaring the Palestinian People, 

whose land and farms they stole and falsely proclaimed to be their own. Nothing 

has changed over the last 10 000 years with this race of beings, and nothing ever 

will. They are natural born parasites who evetually destroy the People to which 

they attach themselves. They can never be trusted. 

 

Getting back to the massacre which took place in the Ancient East. Despite the 

fact that they had massacred thousands of Gentile People, their attempt to take 

control was quashed by the armies of the Pagan Roman Emperor Trajan, who was 

later succeeded by Emperor Hadrian. Another quote by Dion Cassius: 

 

"'Meanwhile the Jews in the region of Cyrene had put one Andreas at their head 

and were destroying both the Romans and the Greeks. They would cook their 

flesh, make belts for themselves of their entrails, anoint themselves with their 

blood, and wear their skins for clothing. Many they sawed in two, from the head 

downwards. Others they would give to wild beasts and force still others to fight as 

gladiators. In all, consequently, two hundred and twenty thousand perished. In 

Egypt, also, they performed many similar deeds, and in Cyprus under the 

leadership of Artemio. There, likewise, two hundred and forty thousand perished. 

For this reason no Jew may set foot in that land, but even if one of them is driven 

upon the island by force of the wind, he is put to death. Various persons took part 

in subduing these Jews, one being Lusius, who was sent by Trajan." 

 

After this, the jews were exiled from the Roman Empire which at the time 

included Egypt, Cyprus and Cyrene and heavy sanctions were placed upon them, 

many laws forbidding jewish religious practices and so forth. Angered, they began 

to organize another uprising in the region which is today called Palestine. It was 
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this uprising that would lead to huge amounts of jewish "refugees" flooding 

Arabia and Babylon. This uprising was known as the Bar kokhba revolt and was 

organised by a jewish leader Simon Ben kosiba, whom was regarded by the jews 

at the time to be a jewish "messiah" and prince who would lead them in a 

victorious slaughter and take over of the Gentile Pagan People. This "jewish 

prince" was aided by a rabbi Akiva. Persia at the time had a significant jewish 

population, as the jews had invaded it in much the same way they invaded 

Alexandria, and the jews took advantage of Persian military personnel to carry out 

this revolt against the Pagan Roman Empire. 

 

This revolt was said to have been even more violent than the previous massacre 

and was reported by many Ancient Roman Historians as being a horriffic sight 

which they wished only to forget. 

 

Emperor Hadrain managed to once again quash the revolt, and ensure that 

sanctions against jews within the Roman Empire were kept in place. Large 

amounts of the jewish murderers and plunderers fled back to Persia and to Arabia 

and Babylon to escape justice and to continue planning a means of taking control 

of the East. This is how the official development of islam began. 

 

Some of the jewish immigrants to Arabia established their own tribal groups 

known in later islamic literature as the Bani Al-Nadir and the Bani Quraizah. That 

these were jewish tribes from the start comprised of those whom had taken part 

in the bloody Bar khokba revolt and NOT native Arab tribes is well-documented. It 

was stated that these tribes were comprised of the jewish cohen priests. 

 

"Maududi says that the Bani Al-Nadir and Bani Quraizah were tribes made up of 

Cohenim. It is known that the Bani al Nadir and the Bani Quraizah were the clients 

of the Aus, and the Bani Qainuqa were the clients of the Khazraj." 

 

They at first integrated with and adopted Arabian culture mixed in with their own 

judaic beliefs and practices. It was said that they adopted islam easily because of 

their judaic origins and the heavy similarities between judaism and islam. Of 

course- islam was created by them using the stolen and corrupted Pagan Arabian 

template. It was these immigrant jewish tribes that began the creation of islam in 

this very manner. The Aus and Khazraj are referred to in the quran as the "uncles 

of islam". 
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"The third wave of immigrants were mostly refugees and soldiers from Bar 

Kochba's revolt –fighters trained in the art of war and zealously nationalistic – 

sought refugee in Arabia.This last wave of immigrants included people who are 

known in Islamic literature as the Aus andthe Khazraj." - The Persian Conquest of 

Jerusalem. 

 

These crypto-jewish Arabian tribes began to seize control via various war efforts, 

spreading their version of Arabian judaism (islam) as they went. The instillation of 

this Arabian judaism was brought into fruition when a marriage between an Arab 

leader and a jewish princess lead to the birth of the jewish-Arabian warlord "Dhu-

Nuwas". Dhu Nuwas means "lord of the sidelock", referring to a jewish custom in 

which a rabbi wears a sidelock hairstyle. Through violent war efforts, Dhu-Nuwas 

managed to establish Arabian judaism quite firmly. 

 

"In 518, when Ethiopian troops landed in Himyar, Dhu-Nuw,as's forces soundly 

defeated the invaders. Flushed with success, he now saw himself as the champion 

of Arabian Jewry. It has been suggested by some scholars that Dhu-Nuwas's 

ultimate objective was the creation of a Jewish empire stretching from Eretz Israel 

to Himyar." - From Yosef Dhu Nuwas, a Sadducean King with Sidelocks 

 

Although Dhu Nuwas was eventually defeated, Pagan Arabia had been weakened, 

and the foundation was set for the judaising of Arabia. Jews had already 

infiltrated Arabia at all levels of society, from the leadership to the religious 

centers. This, in truth, is how islam was born. The jews pushed this Arabian-

judaism on the population of Arabia. This is what they developed into islam, as we 

noted above in stating that the jews liften the Pagan Arabian religious elements 

such as "Al'Ilah" and the Lunar Calendar, and simply combined them with jewish 

religious practices and the jewish prophets, stories and the jewish "god". This can 

clearly be seen in the glaring similarities between judaism and islam: 

http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/judaism-christianity-and-islam-the-

false-trinity--fighting-amongst-these-programs-is-all-a-facade.html  

 

Many historians also noted how the conquests which led to the spread of this 

new Arabian judaism later called islam was largely supported and funded by the 

jews who pushed the concept of a "messiah" destined to lead them in the efforts 

to instate this new religion. The "prophet Muhammad" was invented as a jewish 

messiah and symbol of these conquests that brainwashed fools could rally 

around, however, he never existed as a real person. 
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http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/muhammad-never-existed.html  

http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/muhammad--the-jewish-prophet.html  

 

Once Pagan Arabia had been weakened and the foundations had been laid, the 

conquests began which would establish the new religion of islam as the primary 

religion of the Eastern World. 

 

Conquestor Caliph Umar ibn Al-Khattab was even said so have received a great 

deal of aid from the jews. A group of extremely wealthy jewish bankers funded 

military campaigns with the use of taxe,s which swept through the East, 

slaughtering thousands upon thousands of Pagan Gentiles and destroying 

thousands of Pagan sacred sites. Those individuals who had been judaised, 

brainwashed or simply bought out joined the armies of the conquests. Following 

these military conquests which left the land absolutely ravaged and weakened to 

the point at which the Pagan Gentiles were no longer able to fight back, islam was 

developed and put in place, the quran was written, and islam (Arabian-judaism) 

was enforced upon the region. 

 

A much more in depth article on the islamic conquests will be written shortly, 

displaying the severe brutality which they engaged in. This truly was a shocking 

string of events that saw so much blood shed throughout the Eastern World that 

places that still stand today are named with words that bare translations such as 

"Death Mountain". The purpose of this article was to expose the jewish origins 

and foundations of islam, and how it was the jews that developed this program 

and funded its spread. 
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The Jews Admit the Jewishness of Islam by High 

Priest Jake Carlson 

We need the entire world to fight against the bandit state of Israel. However, 

every Gentile must work with us SATANISTS to completely destroy it in the long-

run. The reason for this is obvious. For all of the programs out there which are 

Jewish in origin [Christianity, Islam, etc], that people have had the FUCKING 

NERVE to call 'religions'- the people who follow them will get their balls handed to 

them by the Jews, with the Jews saying to them- "We had you all along." The 

deluded Gentiles who follow these death programs will want to join on with 

us/Satanists at the last minute, but it will be too late for them. That is the biggest 

goal of the Jews- to keep each Gentile Nation fighting within their own Nation 

until Christ arrives on the scene and unites all the Jews [including non-observant 

Jews], and annihilates all Gentiles. 

 

As we know from reading High Priestess Zilar Rassi's website which does an 

excellent job at exposing Islam, Mohammad is just as fictitious as Jesus Christ. 

 

http://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/muhammad-never-existed/  

 

Still, even the Muslims worship Jesus. 

 

"In Islam, Jesus is considered to be one of the true prophets of Allah: a true 

bearer of Allah's word in his time. Vicariously, the reverent Moslem must either 

accept the teaching of Jesus... that Pharisaic Rabbis sit in the seat of Moses and all 

must do according to what they teach or contradict his own religion. Therefore, 

even according to Islam, if one must heed the teachings of Nebi Issa ("prophet 

Jesus"), then every Torah instruction of the "scribes and Pharisees" must be 

obeyed." (1) 

 

In tune with the above quote from a Jewish rabbi, are the following quotes from 

the Qu'ran: 

 

"Bear in mind the words of Moses to his People [Children of Israel]. He said: 

"Remember, my People, the favor which God has bestowed upon you. He has 

raised up prophets among you, made you kings (Kingdom of David and Solomon 

and the Davidic Dynasty), and has given you that which He has given to no other 
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nation [the Written and Oral Torah and the Land of Israel] which God has assigned 

for you..." [Qu'ran, The Table, Sura 5:20] 

 

"Children of Israel, remember the favor I [Allah] have bestowed upon you, and 

that I exalted you above the nations." [Qu'ran, The Cow, Sura 2:47] 

 

Quote from a Jewish rabbi: 

 

"Allah's enduring love for the Jews is according to another principle that Allah 

does not change his mind precariously, as prophet Malachi (another true prophet 

in Moslem eyes) wrote, "I, the LORD do not change." (Malachi 3:6) Prophet 

"Daoud" (King David) confirmed Allah's eternal love for Israel in his prayer, "And 

You established for Yourself Your people Israel to be Your people forever, and 

You, LORD, became their God." (II Samuel 7:24) 

 

"I would conclude with the fact that, according to Israel's eternal Torah from 

Allah, Allah Commanded that Israel bring all of mankind to the Seven Laws of 

Noah [Noahide Laws]. (2) 

 

As we can see, ANYONE who is fighting against Israel, but joins Christianity, Islam, 

or other enemy programs or movements will ACTUALLY BE A PUPPET FOR ISRAEL. 

 

The Jews promise the brainwashed 'Goyim' that they will have a place in the "Life 

or World to Come," but what these brainwashed puppets for the Jewish cause 

don't know is that the Nazarene and ilk are only promising 'resurrection' for the 

Jews, only. 

 

With the enforcement of the Noahide Laws [yes, they are real], the Jewish 'Land 

of Milk and Honey is the entire world, as the Jews are Global insects. 

 

We, Satanists are the pesticide and it is our duty to wake the entire world up. 

 

666/88!! 

 

(1) Guide For the Noahide by Michael Shelomo Bar Ron 

 

(2) ibid 
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Exposing Spiritual corruption in islam- stolen 

Spiritual Allegories in the quran by High Priestess 

Zildar Raasi 

*** This is a work in progress. Many things will be added on to this page over 

time in order to prove that the quran, and thus islam itself, is based upon stolen 

and corrupted Spiritual Allegories. These Spiritual CONCEPTS were lifted from 

Pagan religions which predated islam by thousands of years, before being 

corrupted and reshaped to fit the islamic agenda*** 

 

The “99 names” of god, a rip off of Ancient Sanskrit Mantras 

 

According to the quran, the islamic “god” Allah (see 

https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/iblis-and-the-djinn-the-original-

gods/ for the truth concerning the origins of “Allah”/Al-Ilah) posesses 99 names. 

Those who submit to islam are encouraged to recite or chant these names, a 

teaching supposedly brought forth by their prophet Muhammad. Each names 

holds a meaning and significance. 

 

‘Allah the Most High, has ninety-nine names. He who retains them in his memory 

or recites them, will enter the Paradise’.- Muhammad 

 

Now, this quote is extremely telling to those who can understand the meaning 

behind it. This is Spiritual Alchemy! The quran, like the christian bible, contains 

tons of stolen and corrupted Alchemical messages. 

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Exposing_Corruption.htm The Alchemical 

messages, as they stood originally in the Ancient Pagan Spiritual Texts, were 

meant as guidelines for achieving Spiritual Enlightenment. Once the enemy got 

hold of them and hideously corrupted them, they were literally reversed and 

turned into tools of enslavement. As well as this, turning these Alchemical 

allegories into something literal drains them of all Spiritual significance and 

power. To analyze the quote -“Paradise”= the Crown Chakra and the rising of the 

Kundalini Serpent to the Crown Chakra. The Crown Chakra is the Alchemical seat 

of “Heaven”. Many have heard the term “7th Heaven”. This refers to the Crown 

Chakra, as the 7th of the 7 major Chakras. 
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“Enter Paradise”- This is the attainment of Enlightenment/GodHead. The enemy 

has corrupted this into something literal in order to prevent Gentiles from 

reaching True Spiritual Power. Due to millions being fooled into believing that 

“Paradise” is a literal physical destination to which they will be admitted should 

they obey each and every rule laid forth to them by this so-called “god”, no work 

is being done upon the Soul in order to achieve true Paradise/Enlightenment. 

Instead of empowering themselves, they are empowering the enemy agenda. 

 

This “chanting of 99 names” is a hideous corruption of the extremely Ancient 

Spiritual practice of mantra vibration. Sound has been an important factor of life 

since the birth of humanity, having been described as the originator of creation 

itself in many Ancient cultures. 

 

Modern Science ( which is only just beginning to catch up with Ancient Spiritual 

Knowledge) has now proven that sound has a profound affect on physical matter, 

having the ability to move it, reshape it and even alter it permanently. This has 

proven the power and benefits of mantra vibration and how this can act upon the 

Mind, Body and Soul, leading to healing, harming, advancing and empowering. 

Here are some links that speak about this: 

http://undergroundhealthreporter.com/dna-science-and-reprograming-your-

dna/#axzz3PLzMVbVJ  

http://www.cymascope.com/cyma_research/history.html 

Having known of the profound power of sound, our Ancient Pagan Ancestors 

made use of certain words of power, vibrated in certain ways and at certain 

frequencies, to advance their own Souls on the path to reaching Spiritual 

Enlightenment, to heal themselves and others, to combat enemies and so on and 

so forth. The most Ancient and most powerful language for mantra vibration is 

Sanskrit, having been created first and foremost as a Spiritual based language. 

The Ancient Sanskrit religious texts often prescribed specific mantras to be 

vibrated frequently, a certain number of times, in order to raise the vibration of 

your Soul. 

 

The number of times was also a significant aspect of this, and ties into 

numerology. Without going into too much detail and getting off topic, there are 

certain numbers which are sacred and which carry certain power. The number 9 

has played out in Spiritual texts throughout the centuries and relates to the 9 

major Chakras- the 7 Chakras along the spine and the 2 shoulder Chakras. In a 

diagram form, this creates the “cross of the Soul”. Christianity stole the symbol of 
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the cross from this Alchemical concept. The main point I am trying to make here is 

the significance of the number 9. 

 

The Ancient Sanskrit texts most often prescribed 108 as being the ultimate 

number of times to vibrate a mantra, this being the most powerful. 1+0+8 = 9. 

108 is a multiple of 9. Mantras could also be vibrated in various multiples of 9. 

 

Onto how islam STOLE and corrupted the concept of the “99 names of god”. 

Again here you see the use of the number 9. This is stolen from the Ancient Pagan 

traditions and the use of the number 9 and multiples of 9 in repetition of 

mantras. “God” is a code-word for the Chakras, the Soul and Spiritual 

Enlightenment. Islam lifted the “names of god” from Ancient Sanskrit texts, in 

which sacred names of various Gods and Goddesses were revered and vibrated in 

order to tune into those specific frequencies. 

 

Here are some examples of this: 

 

The 108 Names of Shiva 

– http://www.rudraksha-ratna.com/108-names-of-shiva_28.html5  

 

The 108 Names of Devi-Durga 

– http://www.maavaishnavi.com/2012/05/26/108-sacred-names-of-maa-durga/  

 

The 108 Names of Ganesha 

– http://www.rudraksha-ratna.com/108-names-of-ganesha-in-sanskrit-hindi-108-

names-of-ganesha_26.html5  

 

The 108 Names of Kali 

– http://www.drikpanchang.com/hindu-

names/goddesses/parvati/mahavidya/kali/108-kali-names.html  

 

This goes on and on. When you examine these “99 names of allah” it is glaringly 

obvious that this concept was stolen from the much more Ancient Sanskrit Names 

of the Gods. 

http://www.exploreislamcambridge.com/aboutislam/english-translation-99-

names-allah  
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I am only linking to the above for educational purposes and to illustrate the very 

obvious similarities between the stolen islamic version of “the names of god” and 

the original Pagan versions. 

 

I need to explain here- the Gods ARE real physical beings. However, they also 

often represented very important Spiritual Allegories within Ancient Texts. The 

Sanskrit Names of the Gods and Goddesses, refers to vibrations which affect 

specific Chakras and areas of the Soul. In this sense, here “God” and “Goddess” 

refers to these areas of the Soul. The ORIGINAL Sanskrit mantras were meant to 

empower the individual and lead them into a God-like state of being. When islam 

stole this concept and corrupted it, the intention moved away from 

empowerment of the individual to the empowerment of the enemy agenda. 

Instead of the energy raised being directed to the individual, it is being directed to 

the judaic enemy “god” which in truth is the entire enemy agenda. 

https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/judaism-christianity-and-islam-the-

false-trinity-fighting-amongst-these-programs-is-all-a-facade/  

https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/islam-doctrine-of-submission-and-

slavery/  

 

Islam STOLE the concept of the names of god, corrupting it to enforce its agenda 

of enslavement!!! Those who give praise to the islamic “god” are giving praise to 

their own damnation! 

 

PictureGoddess Kamadhenu 

2. "Al-buraq" and the night journey to the Seven Heavens 

The quran tells a story of Muhammad visiting the "Seven Heavens" on the back of 

a winged horse-like creature called Al-buraq one night, during which he recieves 

knowledge regarding the 5 times a day prayers which muslims are required to 

follow. 

 

"Al-buraq" is described as being a white, winged horse with the head of a 

beautiful woman and the tail of a peacock. This creature is supposedly 

responsible for "flying the prophets between Earth and the Spheres of the 

Heavens". As the story goes, Muhammad (see the following link: 

http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/muhammad-never-existed.html) is 

resting at the Kaaba when the "angel" Jibril (see thefollowing link: 

http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/iblis-and-the-djinn-the-original-

gods.html) appears with Al-buraq, instructing him to mount the winged horse. 
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Following which, he is flown through each of the 7 Heavens. Finally, at the 

Seventh Heaven, "god" speaks with Muhammad and demands that he return to 

humanity with new knowledge of a series of 5 prayers to be performed daily in 

worship. 

 

Now, anyone who is Alchemically trained and has studied the Ancient Pagan 

Mysteries will instantly be able to see straight through this STOLEN tale. For those 

of you who are new to the world of Spirituality, the Occult and Alchemy- here is 

an explanation: 

 

***I would like to stress here, it is vital to understand that EVERYTHING within 

islams quran was stolen from much earlier Pagan sources that predated it by 

thousands of years. The same as was done with christianity. This Alchemical 

knowledge has been heavily corrupted and twisted to the point at which it no 

longer serves the individual Spiritually, but instead works to weaken and enslave 

them by directing Energy OUTSIDE of them and into the focus-point of their 

slavish worship. Both programs of islam and christianity are evil and destructive 

to the very core. Please see the related site: http://see_the_truth.webs.com/) *** 

 

"Al-buraq"is STOLEN from a multitude of Ancient Pagan Legends. Most notably is 

that of the Ancient Indian Goddess Kamadhenu. Kamadhenu is depicted as a 

winged, white cow with the face of a beautiful woman and the tail of a peacock. 

This is almost identical to islams "Al-buraq", yet the images of Goddess 

Kamadhenu appeared thousands of years prior to islam rearing its ugly head. 

 

Here is a comparison between the depictions of the Ancient Goddess Kamadhenu 

and "Al-buraq": 
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Goddess Kamadhenu 

 

 
Al-Buraq 

 

It is blatantly obvious that islam stole this, replacing the Pagan Goddess and 

Pagan teachings with its own twisted, corrupted and fictitious characters. Another 

important thing to note is that the Ancient Pagan depiction is ALLEGORICAL, 

portraying an important and powerful Alchemical message. On the other hand, 

once islam stole this, it was turned into something literal and all Spiritual 

knowledge was removed and destroyed. Stealing Alchemical Allegories such as 

this and reducing them to literal fantasy stories which people are expected to 

believe took place in reality, is not only ridiculous but serves to purposefully 

eradicate any Spiritual Power which they previously held. Thus, the power and 

knowledge is removed from the hands of the general populace. 
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Let us examine what the Alchemical message really is behind this stolen Allegory. 

The quran is full of stolen and corrupted Alchemical messages, no different than 

its counterpart, the christian bible: 

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Exposing_Corruption.htm  

This knowledge is stolen before being altered in order for those at the top to 

manipulate it to their own ends. Instead of being used as a means of achieving 

Spiritual Empowerment, it is used as a means of enslaving the masses Spiritually. 

 

Firstly, the White Winged Horse as seen in many Ancient Pagan Texts, represents 

the Alchemical Stage at which the Soul is purified and reborn. The dross has been 

weeded out and the individual has reached a state of Spiritual Empowerment. As 

has been stated by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich, wings are a symbol of this level 

of Spiritual Empowerment. They represent Spiritual "Freedom", in which the 

individual is no longer affected by normal human experiences such as the aging 

process, disease, death and a mindless continuous cycle of reincarnation. This, in 

truth, is what the "purified Soul" really is as represented by the Winged White 

Horse or Cow. The enemy religions took the concept of purity and hideously 

corrupted it into a very material concept, a strict set of rules and regulations 

designed to keep the deluded masses in toe and agrressive attacks against Human 

Sexuality. These corruptions have done well in keeping Humanity enslaved and 

powerless. 

 

The head of the beautiful woman, Alchemically as it stood in the Ancient 

symbolism, represents the Divine Feminine aspect of the Soul. With the White 

representing the Male aspect, we have a balance between the Male and the 

Female or the Ida and Pingala. The two are required to be in perfect balance in 

order for the Soul to be Spiritually Empowered. 

 

The tail of a peacock is also exceptionally telling. The Peacock has always been 

regardedas as an exceptionally powerful Alchemical symbol, having been held 

sacred and revered in Pagan religions throughout the Ancient world, from India to 

the Middle East to Ancient Greece. As was mentioned above, The Goddess 

Kamadhenu was depicted as having the tail of a peacock, which is where islam 

stole its depiction of Al-buraq from. 

 

The tail of the peacock Alchemically represents the transformation stage of the 

Magnum Opus, in which the base metals of the Soul are being transformed into 

their purest forms. This is often described as and associated with a rush of 
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iridescent colors, thus the use of the peacock tail as the primary symbol. This is 

the stage which occurs shortly before the purification. 

 

Many Pagan Gods were associated with peacock symbolism because of these 

Alchemical meanings. For example, the Yazidi God Melek Taus, who was revered 

in the region of Iraq which was Ancient Mesopotamia before islam invaded. Islam 

has since carried out centuries of grotesque attacks and attempted genocides 

against theYazidi People, which will be discussed further in a future sermon. 

 

Ancient depiction of Melek Taus: 

 

 
Malek Taus 
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The Ancient Eastern God Murugan is also closely associated with peacock 

symbolism: 
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Murugan 

The peacock was held sacred throughout Ancient India, having been a symbol of 

royalty. In the Ancient World, true "Royalty" related to the Spiritual level of ones 

Soul. Those who were Royal were those whom had Empowered Souls and were 

therefore at the highest level of society. Thus again we are brought back to the 

peacock symbolising Spiritual Empowerment. Islam stole and grossly corrupted 

this symbolism, using it in relation to their fictitious Muhammad. 

 

As well as this, the image of the White Winged Horse can be found in other 

Ancient Pagan Texts, such as the Ancient Greek Legends of Pegasus. Stories of "Al-

buraq" were also ripped off largely from the Legends of Pegasus. Pegasus is a 

mighty White, Winged Horse able to travel between Earth and the other Spiritual 

Realms, much like the abilities of "Al-buraq". Islam blatantly ripped this off. 

Except, in the original Pagan versions, Pegasus is the stallion of the Great God 

Zeus, not the fictitious "Allah". Interesting to note is the meaning of the word "Al-

buraq". This translates literally as LIGHTNING. 

 

The name Pegasus has been said to have originally derived from the Ancient 

Luwian word "Pihassus", from the Luwian-Hittite God Pihassassi who was the God 

of lightning. There have been many who have disputed this etymology, however, 

it seems highly likely to be accurate given the close association and similarities 

between later Legends of Pegasus being associated with divine Lightning, as 

Pihassus translates as LIGHTNING. Zeus is the God of Lightning, amongst other 

things, and Pegasus was said to have carried the divine Lightning bolts of Zeus. 

Pihassassi is an earlier name for the God Zeus. Thus the strong connection 

between Pegasus and Pihassassi. 

 

Spiritually, Lightning represents the great Kundalini Energy which illuminates and 

Empowers the Soul. Islam stole this, corrupting it and turning it into something 

literal and totally empty of all Spiritual Power. Ask yourself, WHY does Al-buraq so 

closely mirror the Ancient Legends of Pegasus, not only in the actual meaning of 

the word, but in the concept of being a divine stallion owned and commanded by 

"god"? Islam has merely replaced the Pagan God Zeus with its fictitious Allah. 

 

The rest of the story of Al-buraq is chock full of stolen Alchemical symbolism as 

well. The "Seven Heavens" are the Seven Chakras, located along the Spinal 

Column. The Base Chakra, the Sacral Chakra, the Solar Plexus Chakra, the Heart 

Chakra, the Throat Chakra, the Third Eye and the Crown Chakra comprise what 
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were often referred to in Ancient Pagan religious texts as the "Seven Heavens", 

the "Seven Gods", etc... When the Kundalini Serpent passes through each of these 

Seven Chakras, from the Base to the Crown, the Soul is Empowered. As the stolen 

islamic story goes- "And in the Seventh Heaven he met with God". "God" here 

referes to Spiritual Enlightenment. Once the Kundalini has pierced through The 

Crown, (the Final Chakra, often referred to in Alchemy as Seventh Heaven), and 

the Ida and Pingala have been united, one reaches the state of Spiritual 

Enlightenment or GodHead as it is known in Alchemy, i.e. the meeting with God. 

 

Muhammad travelling on Al-buraq= the stages of the Magnum Opus, 

to the Seventh Heaven to meet with "god"= the raising of the Kundalini and 

achievement of Enlightenment. Then, he returns with knowledge which he never 

had before. Again, this "knowledge"= the result of Spiritual Enlightenment. 

 

This sort of story is also based upon and stolen from many Ancient Pagan Legends 

of the Gods undergoing a Spiritual death and rebirth in order to return to the 

Earth with Spiritual Knowledge which they then proceeded to share with 

Humanity. The death and rebirth process is Spiritual Enlightenment. 

 

For example, the Norse Legends of the God Odin who underwent a death and 

rebirth in order to return to Earth with the Sacred Knowledge of the Runes. 

 

The fictitious Muhammad supposedly returned to Earth with the 5 prayers 

demanded by Allah. Whereas the Knowledge brought forth by the Ancient Pagan 

Gods was designed to bring the individual making use of it Spiritual Power, the 

knowledge brought forth by Muhammad was designed to feed and slavishly 

worship this entity "Allah". No Power is placed into the hands of the individual, 

but into the program of islam itself. 

 

Remember, ENERGY GOES WHERE IT IS DIRECTED. In truth, Meditation and 

"prayer" are ways of directing Energy. The Ancient Pagan teachings directed it to 

the Soul. The stolen islamic corruptions of these teachings direct it to the program 

of islam and to this fictitious "god" which they so slavishly worship. 

 

It is blatantly obvious how this Alchemical Knowledge was STOLEN and hideously 

corrupted by those who wrote the islamic quran. 
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The Kaaba originally a PAGAN Temple!!! By High 

Priestess Zildar Raasi 

Sermon posted here: http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/the-kaaba-

originally-a-pagan-temple.html  

 

The Kaaba is supposedly the centre of all religious importance in islam, their most 

sacred site, being the focus of the most sacred "islamic pilgrimiage". How 

surprising, then, that this is actually in fact a PAGAN Temple built originally for the 

worship of Pagan Gods. 

 

It was said that the walls of the Kaaba were originally engraved with names and 

symbols of various Pagan Gods, including the God known by the title "AlÍlah", who 

was the Mesopotamian Moon God Sin aka Nanna. His symbol was the crescent 

Moon and Star: 

 

 
 

It is very clear where islam stole their "god" Allah from. In the Ancient Middle 

East, the title of "Al-Ilah" was bestowed upon the chief God of an area or tribe, 

and simply meant the supreme Deity. Lifting this, islam corrupted the concept and 
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removed all Knowledge of the Pagan Gods, replacing it with their fictitious 

abrahamic spook. For more information on this in particular, see: 

http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/iblis-and-the-djinn-the-original-

gods.html  

http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/islamic-symbols-stolen-from-ancient-

paganism.html  

 

Much of this is actually Allegorical, and has to do with Power Meditation and the 

Soul. The "Temple" represents the Soul. The designs of many Ancient Pagan 

Temples throughout the world were highly Alchemical in their designs, often 

being a physical representation of the Spiritual process of Enlightenment. The 

Kaaba is a cube shape. The cube represents the Soul, with its Four Pillars. So 

engarved upon the cube being the Names and Symbols of the Gods, means 

Meditation upon the Soul in order to achieve Enlightenment. One only needs to 

study Sacred Geometry and Alchemical Architecture to see this. 

 

Now, it is also stated in the quran that Muhammad discovered 360 Pagan idols 

within the Kaaba, which he proceeded to destroy. Again, this is highly Allegorical. 

From a numerological perspective, 360 adds up to the very important Occult 

number 9. 3+6+0= 9. 9 Is an important number Spiritually as it ties into the 

Magnum Opus or Spiritual Enlightenment. The all important 108, used most 

frequently in Meditation throughout the world and most notably in the Eastern 

Tantric Traditions, also adds up to 9. This has to do with the 7 Major Chakras 

along the Spine, plus the 2 Chakras located at the shoulders, which forms the 

"Cross" of the Soul. See: 

http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/exposing-spiritual-corruption-in-islam--

stolen-spiritual-allegories-in-the-quran.html  

So, the "360" idols which were found within the Kaaba did not refer to literal 

statues, but rather to a Spiritual concept relating to the Soul, the Chakras and the 

attainment of Enlightenment. The idols within the Kaaba= the Soul and the 

Chakras. It was this Pagan sacred Knowledge that was destroyed by Muhammad. 

 

The following is an excerpt from a sermon written by High Priest Don Danko, 

titled "AUM Cosmology, Siva And The Kabaa". This further illustrates the Pagan 

origins of the Kaaba 

 

"kabaa 
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We can see in Mecca the Islamic’s holiest site of the Kaaba is originally a Siva 

Temple. As Danielou points out Mecca was created by Brahmana’s from India. 

Even the 786 in Arabic, symbol on the cover of the Koran is a reigned AUM 

symbol. In Sri Lanka there is a Temple called Kabaa-lishwaran and is Lord Siva. 

Meaning its an alchemical diagram [as all the temples are] to the great work. Such 

temples also have the black stone or Siva Lingam within them. The same as the 

black stone at the kabaa in Mecca which was once a larger Lingam stone before 

being cut into its current shape to hide its origin. 

 

In India they still go seven times around the Lingam. In Mecca they go seven times 

around the same. But Islam changed the direction of movement into the 

opposite. They still wear the white garments as in the Siva Temples. 

 

In India the pedestal of Brahma [originally another title of Siva in Indus Valley/ 

Vedic times as Danielou shows] Is octagonal in shape which represents the 

perfected soul the eight rays of light from the solar charka of which union the six 

pointed star of Siva represents at the navel region where the point down chakra 

merges with the point up of the sacral, one water the other fire. Hence Si [fire] Va 

[water]. And why the Blue God is shown in the solar chakra in many yantra’s. 

 

The pedestal at the center of the Kabaa: Maqam E-IBRAHIM is the same octagonal 

shape. Its at the center because the sun is the center of the soul and solar system. 

 

With the Kabaa the black cube represents the La the four elements that form into 

the material body being purified in the Tamos or black stage of the work into the 

Satva guna or White. Siva rules over this stage as well [as the other two of which 

the trine prongs on its trident denote]. As this destruction or dissolution stage 

brings Liberation of the Godhead. Where the tantra’s state the Jiva is turned into 

Siva. Or man into Godman. 

 

The false or profane ego is that of the gross elements and there conditioned 

accumulation of karmic properties. That is purified in the final dissolution. To the 

new or super conscious state [Jiva into Siva]. This has been symbolized in many 

different ways. 

 

In the Sayar-ul-okul . Which is considered the most important anthology written 

on the customs and culture of ancient Arabia. It states: 
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"Va Ahlolaha Azaha Armiman Mahadev o Manazel I lamuddine Minjum Va 

Satyattaru!" 

 

Which translates to: 

 

"Even if once only he worships Mahadev. He can obtain the highest position in 

the path of righteousness." 

 

Mahadev is a major title of Siva. And one will see the truth Siva was the God 

worshipped in Arabia before Islam was created by the enemy. 

 

We can see Islam along with Christianity is a fake religion" - High Priest Don 

Danko 

 

The Kaaba, black stone and the pilgrimage are all of Pagan origin. Islam stole this, 

like it stole everything else, before corrupting and twisting it. Islam is a LIE and a 

hoax!! 
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Islam, The Jewish Religion by The_Fourth_Reich666, 

posted in forum by High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

Below an Article by the member The Fourth Reich666, on the Jewishness of Islam. 

He composed the quotes and I simply comment in between the lines and write a 

message on it. EVERYONE MUST KNOW AND UNDERSTAND- ISLAM IS THE TROJAN 

HORSE THE KIKES USED TO GET TO PEOPLE IN THE MIDDLE EAST- Like Xianity, it 

was imposed on murder of all Pagan populations and any other murderous 

method and with seas of blood for the native populations. Like they always do 

with the trojan horses they inject, is how they pretend that these religions are 

somehow "anti-semetic" while infact the jews made these religions in order to 

control the Pagan Populations of the people and keep them away from their 

Pagan [Satanic] religions. In order for a trojan horse to work, there have to be 

some identical things to the original religion, as in robust "antisemitism". This is 

only for the blind masses, who unconsciously hate on the jews, but through their 

trojan horse hoax religions are actually controlling totally and abusing their so 

called "haters". Islam is nothing more than another jewish religion through which 

the Arabs/Easterners are totally and fully destroyed and controlled. What the 

jews have done, is they created two programs, based on what would each host 

society accept. They made the Arabs through this way an insanely vile, spiteful 

and aggressive people, whom they never originally were before Islam. They made 

a proud race live below the animal level. Like xianity brings the worst poison out 

of the Soul of someone, Islam does the same, as they all relate to the same jewish 

root. The deeper one goes, the more "jewish" they become in their actions, 

thoughts and deeds. Simply change the name "Allah" with "JHVH" and you have 

the bible. Let alone, Islam is chock full of communist, sexist and brutal ideology. 

This all stems from and relates to its jewish root. JHVH and ALLAH is actually the 

same murderous thoughtform of the jewish "religion". 

 

Jews Referenced Positively within the Quaran 

 

Like Christianity, Islam is an insane criminal ideology invented and controlled by 

the Jews. While the Muslim may think that his religion is anti-Semitic, the Jews 

are gaining more power each day thanks to its invention. Islam is Jewish inside-

out. The kikes [jews] use this religion as a tool to divide and destroy the Gentiles 

people, same as Christianity; Islam is a Jewish front, or face, which allows them to 

carry out their sick and perverted crimes without taking the blame! This fact is 

blatant once you open your eyes. 
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The Quaran is full of positive references towards the Jews hidden inbetween the 

negative ones 

Islam portrays itself as being anti-semetic. However, within the Q'uaran, the book 

of mass bullshit, there are indeed verses of praise towards the Jews: 

 

 

O Children of Israel! call to mind the (special) favour which I bestowed upon you, 

and fulfil your covenant with Me as I fulfil My Covenant with you, and fear none 

but Me. [Qur'an, sura 2:40] 

 

Children of Israel! call to mind the (special) favour which I bestowed upon you, 

and that I preferred you to all other nations (for My Message). [Qur'an, sura 2:47] 

 

And remember We took your covenant and We raised above you Mount (Sinai) : 

(Saying): "Hold firmly to what We have given you and bring (ever) to 

remembrance what is therein: Perchance ye may fear Allah." [Qur'an, sura 2:63] 

 

"We [Allah] made a covenant with you [Children of Israel] and raised the Mount 

[Sinai] above you, saying: 'Grasp fervently [the Torah] what We [Allah] have given 

you, and bear in minds its precepts, that you may guard yourselves against evil'". 

[Qur'an, sura 2:65] 

 

And remember We [Allah] made a covenant with the Children of Israel (to this 

effect): Worship none but Allah; treat with kindness your parents and kindred, 

and orphans and those in need; speak fair to the people; be steadfast in prayer; 

and practise regular charity. Then did ye turn back, except a few among you, and 

ye backslide (even now). [Qur'an, sura 2:83] 

 

[My comment: Look here how there are CLEAR statements that the "giver" of the 

Torah is the SAME "god" as the jewish god. There is no difference WHATSOEVER.] 

 

After this it is ye, the same people, who slay among yourselves, and banish a party 

of you from their homes; assist (Their enemies) against them, in guilt and rancour; 

and if they come to you as captives, ye ransom them, though it was not lawful for 

you to banish them. Then is it only a part of the Book that ye believe in, and do ye 

reject the rest? but what is the reward for those among you who behave like this 

but disgrace in this life?- and on the Day of Judgment they shall be consigned to 
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the most grievous penalty. For Allah is not unmindful of what ye do.[Qur'an, sura 

2:85] 

 

We gave Moses the Book and followed him up with a succession of messengers; 

We gave Jesus the son of Mary Clear (Signs) and strengthened him with the holy 

spirit. Is it that whenever there comes to you a messenger with what ye 

yourselves desire not, ye are puffed up with pride?- Some ye called impostors, 

and others ye slay! [Qur'an, sura 2:87] 

 

Those to whom We [Allah] have sent the Book [Torah] study it as it should be 

studied: They are the ones that believe therein: [Qur'an, sura 2:121] 

 

O Children of Israel! call to mind the special favour which I bestowed upon you, 

and that I preferred you to all others nations (for My Message).[Qur'an, sura 

2:122] 

 

"When God made a covenant with those [the Children of Israel] to whom the 

Scriptures were given He said: 'Proclaim these to mankind and do not suppress 

them'". [Qur'an, sura 3:187, "The 'Imrans"] 

 

"God made a covenant with the Israelites and raised among them twelve 

chieftains [the princes of the twelve tribes of the twelve sons of Jacob/Israel]". 

[Qur'an, sura 5:12, "The Table"] 

 

"Bear in mind the words of Moses to his people [the Children of Israel]. He said: 

'Remember, my people, the favour which God has bestowed upon you. He [Allah] 

has raised up prophets among you, made you kings, and given you that [the Torah 

and the Land of Israel] which He has given to no other nation. Enter, my people, 

the holy land [of Israel] which God has assigned for you. Do not turn back, and 

thus lose all'". [Qur'an, sura 5:20, "The Table"] 

 

"We [Allah] made a covenant with the Israelites and sent forth apostles among 

them". [Qur'an, sura 5:70, "The Table"] 

 

"We [Allah] divided them [the Children of Israel] into twelve tribes, each a whole 

community". [Qur'an, sura 7:159, "The Heights"] 
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"We [Allah] sent forth Moses with Our signs, saying: 'Lead your people [the 

Children of Israel] out of the darkness into the light, and remind them of God's 

favours'. Surely in this there are signs for every steadfast, thankful man. Moses 

said to his people [the Children of Israel]: 'Remember God's goodness to you 

when He delivered you from Pharoah's nation, who had oppressed you cruelly, 

slaughtering your sons and sparing only your daughters. Surely that was a 

grevious trial by your Lord. For He had declared: 'If you give thanks, I will bestow 

abundance upon you: but if you deny My favours, My punishment is terrible 

indeed'". [Qur'an, sura 14:6-7, "Abraham"] 

 

"But it was Our [Allah's] will to favour those [the Children of Israel] who were 

oppressed in the land [of Egypt] and to make them leaders among men, to 

bestow on them a noble heritage and to give them power in the land [of Egypt]; 

and to inflict on Pharoah, Haman and their warriors the very scourge they [the 

Egyptians] dreaded".[Qur'an, sura 28:3, "The Story"] 

 

"We [Allah] gave the Book [Torah] to Moses (never doubt that you will meet him) 

and made it a guide for the Israelites. And when they grew steadfast and firmly 

believed in Our revelations, We appointed leaders from among them who gave 

guidance at Our bidding. On the Day of Resurrection your Lord will resolve their 

differences for them". [Qur'an, sura 32:22, "Adoration"] 

 

"We [Allah] gave the Book [Torah] to the Israelites and bestowed on them 

wisdom and prophethood. We provided them with wholesome things and exalted 

them above the nations".[Qur'an, sura 45:17, "Kneeling"] 

 

"We sent forth Noah and Abraham and bestowed on their offspring [the Children 

of Israel] prophethood and the Scriptures [Torah]". [Qur'an, sura 57:26, "Iron"] 

 

To summarise, the above paragraph is a lick-ass tribute to the Jewish people. 

 

Even more: 

 

[Qur'an 17:104] : And We said unto the Children of Israel after him: Dwell in the 

land; but when the promise of the Hereafter (wa3’dul akhirati) cometh to pass 

We shall bring you as a crowd gathered out of various nations. 
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[Qur'an 17:4] : And We decreed for the Children of Israel in the Scripture: Ye 

verily will experience corruption (exile) in the earth twice, but Ye will then after 

(thumma) ascend (ta’lunna) to a great height (or station). 

 

 

[3.23] Have you not considered those (Jews) who are given a portion of the Book? 

They are invited to the Book of Allah that it might decide between them, then a 

part of them turn back and they withdraw. 

 

[3.24] This is because they say: The fire shall not touch us but for a few days; and 

what they have forged deceives them in the matter of their religion. 

 

[3.49] And (make him) an apostle to the children of Israel: That I have come to 

you with a sign from your Lord, that I determine for you out of dust like the form 

of a bird, then I breathe into it and it becomes a bird with Allah's permission and I 

heal the blind and the leprous, and bring the dead to life with Allah's permission 

and I inform you of what you should eat and what you should store in your 

houses; most surely there is a sign in this for you, if you are believers. 

 

[3.93] All food was lawful to the children of Israel except that which Israel had 

forbidden to himself, before the Taurat was revealed. Say: Bring then the Taurat 

and read it, if you are truthful. 

 

7.105] (I am) worthy of not saying anything about Allah except the truth: I have 

come to you indeed with clear proof from your Lord, therefore send with me the 

children of Israel. 

 

[7.134] And when the plague fell upon them, they said: O Musa! pray for us to 

your Lord as He has promised with you, if you remove the plague from us, we will 

certainly believe in you and we will certainly send away with you the children of 

Israel. 

 

[7.137] And We made the people who were deemed weak to inherit the eastern 

lands and the western ones which We had blessed; and the good word of your 

Lord was fulfilled in the children of Israel because they bore up (sufferings) 

patiently; and We utterly destroyed what Firon and his people had wrought and 

what they built. 
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[7.138] And We made the children of Israel to pass the sea; then they came upon 

a people who kept to the worship of their idols. They said: O Musa! make for us a 

god as they have (their) gods. He said: Surely you are a people acting ignorantly 

 

[10.90] And We made the children of Israel to pass through the sea, then Firon 

and his hosts followed them for oppression and tyranny; until when drowning 

overtook him, he said: I believe that there is no god but He in Whom the children 

of Israel believe and I am of those who submit. 

 

[10.93] And certainly We lodged the children of Israel in a goodly abode and We 

provided them with good things; but they did not disagree until the knowledge 

had come to them; surely your Lord will judge between them on the resurrection 

day concerning that in which they disagreed. 

 

[17.2] And We gave Musa the Book and made it a guidance to the children of 

Israel, saying: Do not take a protector besides Me; 

 

[17.4] And We had made known to the children of Israel in the Book: Most 

certainly you will make mischief in the land twice, and most certainly you will 

behave insolently with great insolence. 

 

[17.101] And certainly We gave Musa nine clear signs; so ask the children of 

Israel. When he came to them, Firon said to him: Most surely I deem you, O 

Musa, to be a man deprived of reason. 

 

[17.104] And We said to the Israelites after him: Dwell in the land: and when the 

promise of the next life shall come to pass, we will bring you both together in 

judgment. 

 

[19.58] These are they on whom Allah bestowed favors, from among the prophets 

of the seed of Adam, and of those whom We carried with Nuh, and of the seed of 

Ibrahim and Israel, and of those whom We guided and chose; when the 

communications of the Beneficent God were recited to them, they fell down 

making obeisance and weeping. 

 

[26.17] Then send with us the children of Israel. 
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[26.22] And is it a favor of which you remind me that you have enslaved the 

children of Israel? 

 

[26.59] Even so. And We gave them as a heritage to the children of Israel. 

 

[26.197] Is it not a sign to them that the learned men of the Israelites know it? 

Pictures collected by Roadtorevolution: 

 

A peace-loving Islamic display of tolerance – 
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What else you can expect - I already told Its damn easy to offend these idiots - 
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The Quran Advocates Terror! - By Fourth Reich666 

- Thank you to Fourth Reich 666 for the following article. This illustrates very 

blatantly that islam is anything but a religion of peace! 

 

"The Muslims think of themselves as fighters of peace. This has manifested itself 

to be utter and total bullshit. Their fate is based of fear, death, massacre, rape, 

crime, terror and killing. How do they confront being accused of these acts? They 

commit crimes as such: fear, death, massacre, rape, crime, terror and killing. 

Islam is not a religion of peace, it is a religion of death, a criminal ideology 

originating from the very mind of the Jew.The Islamic holy scripture itself exerts 

an appetite for crime. Let's go over that  

 

Note: The original commentary implied that the Christianity and Islam are actually 

true. Therefore I removed them and added my own comments. Please visit 

www.exposingchristianity.com and www.exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com for 

more details. 

 

[Quran 8:12]: I will insist into to the heart of the unbelievers: smite ye above their 

necks and smite all their finger-tips off 

 

[Quran 2:191-193]: "And kill them wherever you find them, and turn them out 

from where they have turned you out. And Al-Fitnah [disbelief or unrest] is worse 

than killing...but if they desist, then lo! Allah is forgiving and merciful.   And fight 

them until there is no more Fitnah [disbelief and worshipping of others along with 

Allah] and worship is for Allah alone.  But if they cease, let there be no 

transgression except against Az-Zalimun (the polytheists, and wrong-doers, etc.)" 

Quran [2:244]: "Then fight in the cause of Allah, and know that Allah Heareth and 

knoweth all things. 

 

Quran (2:216) - "Fighting is prescribed for you, and ye dislike it. But it is possible 

that ye dislike a thing which is good for you, and that ye love a thing which is bad 

for you. But Allah knoweth, and ye know not."  

 

Not only does this verse establish that violence can be virtuous, but it also 

contradicts the myth that fighting is intended only in self-defense, since the 

audience was obviously not under attack at the time.  From the Hadith, we know 
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that this verse was narrated at a time that Muhammad was actually trying to 

motivate his people into raiding merchant caravans for loot. /1 

 

Also, Allah says do not aggress: Do not aggress; GOD dislikes the aggressors. 

[2:190] - Oh, I get it, he obviously meant do not kill unless its in the name of the 

most peace full religion 

 

Quran (3:56) - "As to those who reject faith, I will punish them with terrible agony 

in this world and in the Hereafter, nor will they have anyone to help." 

(Above is referenced to anyone and everyone who is not a muslim) Quran (3:151) 

- "Soon shall We cast terror into the hearts of the Unbelievers, for that they 

joined companions with Allah, for which He had sent no authority".  Quran (4:74) 

- "Let those fight in the way of Allah who sell the life of this world for the other. 

Whoso fighteth in the way of Allah, be he slain or be he victorious, on him We 

shall bestow a vast reward."   

 

Quran (4:76) - "Those who believe fight in the cause of Allah…" 

(The above claims that true believers will fight for Allah regardless of self defense) 

 

Quran (4:89) - "They but wish that ye should reject Faith, as they do, and thus be 

on the same footing (as they): But take not friends from their ranks until they flee 

in the way of Allah (From what is forbidden). But if they turn renegades, seize 

them and slay them wherever ye find them; and (in any case) take no friends or 

helpers from their ranks." Quran (4:95) - "Not equal are those believers who sit 

(at home) and receive no hurt, and those who strive and fight in the cause of 

Allah with their goods and their persons. Allah hath granted a grade higher to 

those who strive and fight with their goods and persons than to those who sit (at 

home). Unto all (in Faith) Hath Allah promised good: But those who strive and 

fight Hath He distinguished above those who sit (at home) by a special reward,-"   

 

(The above paragraph states in simple English: If you do not fight (kill) in the name 

of Islam, you are not worthy of being a Muslim.....and muslims still claim Allah is 

against crime..) 

 

Quran (4:104) - "And be not weak hearted in pursuit of the enemy; if you suffer 

pain, then surely they (too) suffer pain as you suffer pain..."  Is pursuing an 

injured and retreating enemy really an act of self-defense? 
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Quran (5:33) - "The punishment of those who wage war against Allah and His 

messenger and strive to make mischief in the land is only this, that they should be 

murdered or crucified or their hands and their feet should be cut off on opposite 

sides or they should be imprisoned; this shall be as a disgrace for them in this 

world, and in the hereafter they shall have a grievous chastisement" Quran (8:12) 

- "I will cast terror into the hearts of those who disbelieve. Therefore strike off 

their heads and strike off every fingertip of them"  No reasonable person would 

interpret this to mean a spiritual struggle. Quran (8:15) - "O ye who believe! 

When ye meet those who disbelieve in battle, turn not your backs to them. 

(16)Whoso on that day turneth his back to them, unless maneuvering for battle or 

intent to join a company, he truly hath incurred wrath from Allah, and his 

habitation will be hell, a hapless journey's end." Quran (8:39) - "And fight with 

them until there is no more fitna (disorder, unbelief) and religion should be only 

for Allah"   Quran (8:57) - "If thou comest on them in the war, deal with them so 

as to strike fear in those who are behind them, that haply they may remember."   

Quran (8:67) - "It is not for a Prophet that he should have prisoners of war until 

he had made a great slaughter in the land..." Quran (8:59-60) - "And let not those 

who disbelieve suppose that they can outstrip (Allah's Purpose). Lo! they cannot 

escape.  Make ready for them all thou canst of (armed) force and of horses 

tethered, that thereby ye may dismay the enemy of Allah and your enemy." 

 

Quran (8:65) - "O Prophet, exhort the believers to fight..." Quran (9:5) - "So when 

the sacred months have passed away, then slay the idolaters wherever you find 

them, and take them captive and besiege them and lie in wait for them in every 

ambush, then if they repent and keep up prayer and pay the poor-rate, leave their 

way free to them."   

 

(Above:  Kidnap non-muslims and convert them) Quran (9:14) - "Fight against 

them so that Allah will punish them by your hands and disgrace them and give 

you victory over them and heal the breasts of a believing people." Humiliating and 

hurting non-believers not only has the blessing of Allah, but it is ordered as a 

means of carrying out his punishment and even "healing" the hearts of Muslims. 

Quran (9:20) - "Those who believe, and have left their homes and striven with 

their wealth and their lives in Allah's way are of much greater worth in Allah's 

sight. These are they who are triumphant."  The Arabic word interpreted as 

"striving" in this verse is the same root as "Jihad".  The context is obviously holy 

war. Quran (9:29) - "Fight those who believe not in Allah nor the Last Day, nor 

hold that forbidden which hath been forbidden by Allah and His Messenger, nor 
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acknowledge the religion of Truth, (even if they are) of the People of the Book, 

until they pay the Jizya with willing submission, and feel themselves subdued."  

 

Quran (9:30) - "And the Jews say: Ezra is the son of Allah; and the Christians say: 

The Messiah is the son of Allah; these are the words of their mouths; they imitate 

the saying of those who disbelieved before; may Allah destroy them; how they 

are turned away!" Quran (9:38-39) - "O ye who believe! what is the matter with 

you, that, when ye are asked to go forth in the cause of Allah, ye cling heavily to 

the earth? Do ye prefer the life of this world to the Hereafter? But little is the 

comfort of this life, as compared with the Hereafter. Unless ye go forth, He will 

punish you with a grievous penalty, and put others in your place."  This is a 

warning to those who refuse to fight, that they will be punished with Hell. Quran 

(9:41) - "Go forth, light-armed and heavy-armed, and strive with your wealth and 

your lives in the way of Allah! That is best for you if ye but knew."  See also the 

verse that follows (9:42) - "If there had been immediate gain (in sight), and the 

journey easy, they would (all) without doubt have followed thee, but the distance 

was long, (and weighed) on them"   

 

(This contradicts the myth that Muslims are to fight only in self-defense, since the 

wording implies that battle will be waged a long distance from home (in another 

country and on Christian soil, in this case, according to the historians). 

 

Quran (9:73) - "O Prophet! strive hard against the unbelievers and the hypocrites 

and be unyielding to them; and their abode is hell, and evil is the destination."   

(Above: Unbelievers will go to hell - believe or burn in Allahs furnace) 

 

Quran (9:88) - "But the Messenger, and those who believe with him, strive and 

fight with their wealth and their persons: for them are (all) good things: and it is 

they who will prosper." 

 

Quran (9:111) - "Allah hath purchased of the believers their persons and their 

goods; for theirs (in return) is the garden (of Paradise): they fight in His cause, and 

slay and are slain: a promise binding on Him in truth, through the Law, the 

Gospel, and the Quran: and who is more faithful to his covenant than Allah? then 

rejoice in the bargain which ye have concluded: that is the achievement 

supreme."   
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Quran (9:123) - "O you who believe! fight those of the unbelievers who are near 

to you and let them find in you hardness." Quran (17:16) - "And when We wish to 

destroy a town, We send Our commandment to the people of it who lead easy 

lives, but they transgress therein; thus the word proves true against it, so We 

destroy it with utter destruction."  Note that the crime is moral transgression, and 

the punishment is "utter destruction."  (Before ordering the 9/11 attacks, Osama 

bin Laden first issued Americans an invitation to Islam).  Quran (18:65-81) - This 

parable lays the theological groundwork for honor killings, in which a family 

member is murdered because they brought shame to the family, either through 

apostasy or perceived moral indiscretion.  The story (which is not found in any 

Jewish or Christian source) tells of Moses encountering a man with "special 

knowledge" who does things which don't seem to make sense on the surface, but 

are then justified according to later explanation.  One such action is to murder a 

youth for no apparent reason (74).  However, the wise man later explains that it 

was feared that the boy would "grieve" his parents by "disobedience and 

ingratitude."   Quran (21:44) - "We gave the good things of this life to these men 

and their fathers until the period grew long for them; See they not that We 

gradually reduce the land (in their control) from its outlying borders? Is it then 

they who will win?" Quran (25:52) - "Therefore listen not to the Unbelievers, but 

strive against them with the utmost strenuousness..."   "Strive against" is Jihad - 

obviously not in the personal context.  It's also significant to point out that this is 

a Meccan verse. Quran (33:60-62) - "If the hypocrites, and those in whose hearts 

is a disease, and the alarmists in the city do not cease, We verily shall urge thee 

on against them, then they will be your neighbors in it but a little while.  

Accursed, they will be seized wherever found and slain with a (fierce) slaughter."    

 

(Above, Allah allows slaughter of people who speak against Islam - hypocrites - no 

matter who) Quran (47:3-4) - "Those who disbelieve follow falsehood, while those 

who believe follow the truth from their Lord... So, when you meet (in fight Jihad 

in Allah's Cause), those who disbelieve smite at their necks till when you have 

killed and wounded many of them, then bind a bond firmly (on them, i.e. take 

them as captives)... I Quran (47:35) - "Be not weary and faint-hearted, crying for 

peace, when ye should be uppermost (Shakir: "have the upper hand") for Allah is 

with you,"    Quran (48:17) - "There is no blame for the blind, nor is there blame 

for the lame, nor is there blame for the sick (that they go not forth to war). And 

whoso obeyeth Allah and His messenger, He will make him enter Gardens 

underneath which rivers flow; and whoso turneth back, him will He punish with a 

painful doom."  Contemporary apologists sometimes claim that Jihad means 
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'spiritual struggle.'  Quran (48:29) - "Muhammad is the messenger of Allah. And 

those with him are hard (ruthless) against the disbelievers and merciful among 

themselves"   

 

Quran (61:4) - "Surely Allah loves those who fight in His way"  Religion of Peace, 

indeed! The verse explicitly refers to "battle array" meaning that it is speaking of 

physical conflict.  This is followed by (61:9): "He it is who has sent His Messenger 

(Mohammed) with guidance and the religion of truth (Islam) to make it victorious 

over all religions even though the infidels may resist."  (See next verse, below).  

Infidels who resist Islamic rule are to be fought. Quran (61:10-12) - "O You who 

believe! Shall I guide you to a commerce that will save you from a painful 

torment. That you believe in Allah and His Messenger (Muhammad ), and that 

you strive hard and fight in the Cause of Allah with your wealth and your lives, 

that will be better for you, if you but know! (If you do so) He will forgive you your 

sins, and admit you into Gardens under which rivers flow, and pleasant dwelling 

in Gardens of 'Adn - Eternity ['Adn (Edn) Paradise], that is indeed the great 

success."   

 

Quran (66:9) - "O Prophet! Strive against the disbelievers and the hypocrites, and 

be stern with them. Hell will be their home, a hapless journey's end."  The root 

word of "Jihad" is used again here.  The context is clearly holy war, and the scope 

of violence is broadened to include "hypocrites" - those who call themselves 

Muslims but do not act as such. 

Jihad VersesThere are simply too many to comment on here, so use common 

logic and observe who this filthy religion advocates crime. 

 

[2.178]...retaliation is prescribed for you in the matter of the slain... [2.179] 

...there is life for you in (the law of) retaliation, O men of understanding, that you 

may guard yourselves. 

 

[2.190] ...fight in the way of Allah with those who fight with you...[2.191] And kill 

them wherever you find them, and drive them out from whence they drove you 

out, and persecution is severer than slaughter, and do not fight with them at the 

Sacred Mosque until they fight with you in it, but if they do fight you, then slay 

them; such is the recompense of the unbelievers. 

 

[193]...fight with them...[194]...whoever then acts aggressively against you, inflict 

injury on him according to the injury he has inflicted on you... 
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[2.216] Fighting is enjoined on you...[2.217]... fighting in it. Say: Fighting in it is a 

grave matter...persecution is graver than slaughter... [2.218]...strove hard in the 

way of Allah......fight in the way of Allah 

 

[3.121]...to lodge the believers in encampments for war...[3.122] When two 

parties from among you had determined that they should show cowardice [about 

Jihad]...[3.123]...Allah did certainly assist you at [the Battle of] 

Badr...[3.124]...[3.125] Yea! if you remain patient and are on your guard, and they 

come upon you in a headlong manner, your Lord will assist you with five thousand 

of the havoc-making angels. [3.126] ...victory is only from Allah... 

 

[3.140] If a wound has afflicted you (at [the Battle of] Uhud), a wound like it has 

also afflicted the (unbelieving) people; and We bring these days to men by turns, 

and that Allah may know those who believe and take witnesses from among 

you...[3.141] ...that He [Allah] may purge those who believe and deprive the 

unbelievers of blessings. [3.142] Yusuf Ali: Did ye think that ye would enter 

Heaven without God testing those of you who fought hard (in His Cause) and 

remained steadfast? [3.143] Pickthall: And verily ye used to wish for death before 

ye met it (in the field). Now ye have seen it [death] with your eyes! 

Yusuf Ali: How many of the prophets fought (in Allah's way) [Jihad], and with 

them (fought) large bands of godly men? But they never lost heart if they met 

with disaster in Allah's way [lost a battle], nor did they weaken (in will) nor give in. 

And Allah loves those who are firm and steadfast [in Jihad]. 

 

[3.152]...you slew them by His [Allah's] permission [during a Jihad battle]...[3.153] 

Pickthall: ...the messenger, in your rear, was calling you (to fight)...that which ye 

missed [war spoils]...[3.154]...They say: Had we any hand in the affair, we would 

not have been slain here [in a Jihad battle]. Say: Had you remained in your 

houses, those for whom slaughter was ordained [in aJihad battle] would certainly 

have gone forth to the places where they would be slain...[3.155] (As for) those of 

you who turned back on the day when the two armies met...[3.156] O you who 

believe! be not like those who disbelieve and say of their brethren when they 

travel in the earth or engage in fighting: Had they been with us, they would not 

have died and they would not have been slain...[3.157]...if you are slain in the way 

of Allah...mercy is better than what they amass [what those who stay home from 

Jihad receive – no booty on earth and no perks in heaven]. [3.158] …if indeed you 

die or you are slain, certainly to Allah shall you be gathered together. 
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[3.165]...you [Muslims] had certainly afflicted (the unbelievers) with twice as 

much [in a Jihad battle]...[3.166]...when the two armies met ([the Battle of] 

Uhud)...[3.167]...Come, fight in Allah's way, or defend yourselves...If we knew 

fighting, we would certainly have followed you... 

 

...reckon not those who are killed in Allah's way as dead; nay, they are alive (and) 

are provided sustenance from their Lord [meaning they are enjoying their 72 

virgins in heaven]; 

 

[3.172] ...those who responded (at [the Battle of] Uhud) to the call of Allah and 

the Apostle after a wound had befallen them...shall have a great reward. [3.173] 

Those to whom the people said: Surely men have gathered against you [in battle], 

therefore fear them, but this increased their faith, and they said: Allah is sufficient 

for us and most excellent is the Protector. 

 

...who fought and were slain...I will most certainly make them enter gardens 

beneath which rivers flow; a reward from Allah, and with Allah is yet better 

reward. 

[4.71] ...go forth in detachments or go forth in a body [to war]. [4.72] ...hang back 

[from Jihad] ...not present with them [in Jihad]. 

 

[4.74] Therefore let those fight in the way of Allah, who sell this world's life for 

the hereafter; and whoever fights in the way of Allah, then be he slain or be he 

victorious, We shall grant him a mighty reward. [4.75] ...fight in the way of Allah... 

[4.76] Those who believe fight in the way of Allah, and those who disbelieve fight 

in the way of the Satan. Fight therefore against the friends of the Satan... [4.77] 

...when fighting is prescribed for them...Our Lord! why hast Thou ordained 

fighting for us?... 

 

Fight then in Allah's way...rouse the believers to ardor maybe Allah will restrain 

the fighting of those who disbelieve... 

[4.89] ...take not from among them friends until they fly (their homes) in Allah’s 

way; but if they turn back [to their homes], then seize them and kill them 

wherever you find them... [4.90] Allahhas not given you a way against them [Allah 

supposedly does not allow Muslims to fight people friendly to Muslims]. 

[4.91]...seize them and kill them wherever you find them... 
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[4.94]...when you go to war in Allah's way... [4.95] ...those who strive hard [Jihad] 

in Allah's way with their property and their persons are not equal...Allah shall 

grant to the strivers [i.e.,Jihadist] above the holders back a mighty reward. 

 

...whoever flies in Allah's way [forsakes his home to fight in Jihad], he will find in 

the earth many a place of refuge and abundant resources, and whoever goes 

forth from his house flying toAllah and His Apostle, and then death overtakes him 

[in Jihad], his reward is indeed with Allah...[4.101] Rodwell: And when ye go forth 

to war in the land, it shall be no crime in you to cut short your prayers, if ye fear 

lest the infidels come upon you; Verily, the infidels are your undoubted enemies! 

[4.102]...let them take their arms...let them take their precautions and their 

arms...there is no blame on you, if you are annoyed with rain or if you are sick, 

that you lay down your arms...[4.103] Khalifa: Once you complete your Contact 

Prayer (Salat), you shall remember GOD while standing, sitting, or lying down. 

Once the war is over, you shall observe the Contact Prayers (Salat); the Contact 

Prayers (Salat) are decreed for the believers at specific times.[4.104]...be not 

weak hearted in pursuit of the enemy... 

 

Sher Ali:...If you have a victory [in Jihad] from Allah... 

The punishment of those who wage war against Allah and His apostle and strive 

to make mischief in the land is only this, that they should be murdered or 

crucified or their hands and their feet should be cut off on opposite sides or they 

should be imprisoned [Pickthall and Yusuf Ali have "exiled" rather than 

"imprisoned"] 

...strive hard [at Jihad] in His way that you may be successful. 

 

...you will find the most violent of people in enmity for those who believe (to be) 

the Jews [compare with "whenever Jews kindle fire for war, Allah [Muslims] puts 

it out" (K 005:064)] and those who are polytheists [while they are converted to 

Islam on pain of death]... 

Pickthall: ...the spoils of war...The spoils of war belong to Allah and the messenger 

Even as your Lord caused you to go forth from your house with the truth, though 

a party of the believers were surely averse; 

...Allah promised you one of the two (enemy) parties, that it should be yours: Ye 

wished that the one unarmed should be yours, but Allah willed to justify the Truth 

according to His words and to cut off the roots of the Unbelievers. 
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[8.9]...I will assist you [in Jihad] with a thousand of the angels following one 

another [see K 008:012]. [8.10] ...Allah only gave it as a good news and that your 

hearts might be at ease thereby; and victory is only from Allah; surely Allah is 

Mighty, Wise. 

 

...make firm those who believe. I will cast terror into the hearts of those who 

disbelieve. Therefore strike off their heads and strike off every fingertip of them. 

[8.15] ...when you meet those who disbelieve marching for war, then turn not 

your backs to them. [8.16] ...for the sake of fighting... [8.17] So you did not slay 

them, but it was Allah Who slew them, and you did not smite when you smote 

(the enemy), but it was Allah Who smote [Allah gets the credit for Jihad]... 

[8.39] Shakir: ...fight with them until there is no more persecution and religion 

should be only for Allah... [8.40] Yusuf Ali: If they [unbelievers] refuse [to stop 

fighting], be sure that God is your Protector...[8.41] Shakir: ...whatever thing 

[loot] you gain, a fifth of it is for Allah and for the Apostle...the day on which the 

two parties met [in a Jihad versus anti-Jihad battle]...[8.42]...Allahmight bring 

about a matter which was to be done, that he who would perish might perish by 

clear proof [bring success to Muslims engaged in robbing a caravan near Badr 

against all the odds]...[8.43]...Allah showed them [the Mekkans] to you in your 

dream as few [fighters]; and if He had shown them [the Mekkans] to you as many 

[fighters] you would certainly have become weak-hearted [i.e., hearts. See the 

similar discussion in K 002:249 about how a smaller army can defeat a larger 

army]...[8.44]...when you met, as few [fighters] in your eyes and He made you to 

appear little [few fighters] in their eyes, in order that Allah might bring about a 

matter which was to be done [a Jihad versus anti-Jihad battle brought on by 

overconfidence in each side]...[8.45]...when you meet a party [in battle], then be 

firm...[8.46]...obey Allah and His Apostle and do not quarrel for then you will be 

weak in hearts [demoralized] and your power [to executeJihad] will 

depart...[8.47]...be not like those [Mekkans] who came forth from their homes [in 

an anti-Jihad War on Islamic terrorism]...[8.48]...when the two parties [Muslims 

versus Mekkans] came in sight of each other he [Satan] turned upon his heels... 

 

Pickthall: [8.57] If thou come on them in the war, deal with them so as to strike 

fear in those who are behind them, that haply they may remember. [8.57] Khalifa: 

When you are betrayed by a group of people, you shall mobilize against them in 

the same manner. GOD does not love the betrayers. [8.59] Shakir: ...let not those 

who disbelieve think that they shall come in first; surely they will not escape. 

[8.60] And prepare against them what force you can and horses tied at the 
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frontier, to frighten thereby the enemy of Allah and your enemy and others 

besides them, whom you do not know (but) Allah knows them; and whatever 

thing you will spend in Allah's way [for Jihad]... 

 

[8.65] O Prophet! urge the believers to war; if there are twenty patient ones of 

you they shall overcome two hundred, and if there are a hundred of you they 

shall overcome a thousand of those who disbelieve, because they are a people 

who do not understand [in other words, do not understand totalitarian ideologies 

like Islam]. [8.66] ...if there are a hundred patient ones of you they shall overcome 

two hundred, and if there are a thousand they shall overcome two thousand by 

Allah's permission... [8.67] It is not fit for a prophet that he should take captives 

unless he has fought and triumphed in the land; you desire the frail goods [i.e., 

ransom money] of this world... [8.68] ...ransom... [8.69] Eat then of the lawful and 

good (things) which you have acquired in war [war spoils]...[8.70] O Prophet! say 

to those of the captives [non-Muslims] who are in your hands: If Allah knows 

anything good in your hearts, He will give to you better than that which has been 

taken away from you [in Jihad]...[8.71] Yusuf Ali: But if they have treacherous 

designs against thee, (O Apostle!)...He [Allah] given (thee) power over 

them...[8.72] Yusuf Ali: Those who ...fought for the Faith, with their property and 

their persons, in the cause of God...[8.73] Yusuf Ali: The Unbelievers are 

protectors, one of another: Unless ye do this, (protect each other), there would 

be tumult and oppression on earth, and great mischief. [8.74] Yusuf Ali:...fight for 

the Faith...[8.75] Yusuf Ali: ...fight for the Faith... 

 

...slay the idolaters wherever you find them...take them captives and besiege 

them and lie in wait for them in every ambush... 

[9.12] ...fight the leaders of unbelief...[9.13] What! will you not fight a 

people...[9.14] Fight them, Allah will punish them by your hands and bring them 

to disgrace, and assist you against them and heal the hearts of a believing people. 

...those of you who have struggled hard [in Jihad] 

[9.19] ...strives hard in Allah's way?... [9.20]...strove hard [Jihad] in Allah's way 

with their property and their souls... 

[9.24] ...striving in His way [Jihad]:, then wait till Allah brings about His command 

[to go on Jihad]: ... [9.25] Certainly Allah helped you in many battlefields and on 

the day of [the Battle of] Hunain, when your great numbers made you vain, ... 

[9.26] ...chastised those who disbelieved [Muhammad gives credit to angels and 

Allah for the actions of Jihadists]... 
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Fight those who do not believe in Allah...nor follow the religion of truth, out of 

those who have been given the Book, until they pay the tax in acknowledgment of 

superiority and they are in a state of subjection. 

...fight the polytheists all together as they fight you all together... 

[9.38] ...Go forth in Allah's way [to Jihad]... [9.39] If you do not go forth [to go on 

Jihad], He will chastise you with a painful chastisement and bring in your place a 

people other than you [to go on Jihad]... 

Go forth light [lightly armed] and heavy [heavily armed], and strive hard in Allah's 

way [Jihad] with your property and your persons... 

...striving hard with their property and their persons [Jihad] ... 

 

...Allah will afflict you with punishment from Himself or by our hands... 

...strive hard [Jihad] against the unbelievers and the hypocrites and be unyielding 

to them... 

...they were averse from striving in Allah's way [Jihad] with their property and 

their persons, and said: Do not go forth [to Jihad] in the heat... 

... shall you fight an enemy with me [in Jihad]... 

...strive hard [in Jihad] along with His Apostle 

...strive hard [in Jihad] with their property and their persons... 

Yusuf Ali: Nor (is there blame) on those who came to thee to be provided with 

mounts [saddles on which to go to war], and when thou said, "I can find no 

mounts for you," they turned back, their eyes streaming with tears of grief that 

they had no resources wherewith to provide the expenses [to go on Jihad]. 

...they fight in Allah's way, so they slay and are slain... 

Yusuf Ali:...whether they suffered thirst, or fatigue, or hunger, in the cause of 

Allah [while on a march to Jihad], or trod paths to raise the ire of the Unbelievers 

[invade their territory], or received any injury whatever from an enemy [during a 

Jihad battle]... 

[9.122] Pickthall:...the believers should not all go out to fight. Of every troop of 

them, a party only should go forth... [9.123] ...fight those of the unbelievers who 

are near to you and let them find in you hardness... 

Yusuf Ali:...who thereafter strive and fight for the faith and patiently persevere... 

Permission (to fight) is given to those upon whom war is made... 

Sher Ali: ...those who leave their homes for the cause of Allah, and are then slain 

or die, Allah will, surely, provide for them a goodly provision... 

...strive hard [in Jihad] in (the way of) Allah, (such) a striving a is due to Him... 

...they would certainly go forth [to Jihad (see K 024:055)]... 
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Allah has promised to those of you who believe and do good that He will most 

certainly make them rulers in the earth [as a reward for going on Jihad (see K 

024:053)]... 

Palmer: ...fight strenuously with them in many a strenuous fight. 

...whoever strives hard [in Jihad], he strives only for his own soul... 

...(as for) those who strive hard [in Jihad] for Us [Allah]... 

Pickthall: ...they had already sworn unto Allah that they would not turn their 

backs (to the foe) [in Jihad battle]... 

...they come not to the fight [Jihad] but a little... 

...they would not fight save a little [in Jihad]. 

Pickthall: ...Some of them [Jihadists] have paid their vow by death (in battle), and 

some of them still are waiting... 

[33.25]...Allah sufficed the believers in fighting... [33.26]...some [Jews] you killed 

and you took captive another part. [33.27]...He made you heirs to their [Jewish] 

land and their dwellings and their property, and (to) a land which you have not 

yet trodden... 

...those [captive women] whom your right hand possesses [i.e., by virtue of the 

sword used in Jihad] out of those whom Allah has given to you as prisoners of 

war... 

Sale:...and who, when an injury is done them, avenge themselves... 

...when you meet in battle those who disbelieve, then smite the necks until when 

you have overcome them, then make (them) prisoners, and afterwards either set 

them free as a favor or let them ransom (themselves) until the war 

terminates...(as for) those who are slain in the way of Allah... 

...fighting [allusion to Jihad] is mentioned therein ... 

Rodwell: Be not fainthearted then; and invite not the infidels to peace when ye 

have the upper hand: for God is with you, and will not defraud you of the 

recompense of your works... 

 

[48.15] Pickthall: ...when you set forth to capture booty...[48.16]...You shall soon 

be invited (to fight) against a people possessing mighty prowess; you will fight 

against them until they submit...[48.17] Pickthall: There is no blame...for the sick 

(that they go not forth to war). And whoso obeys Allah and His messenger [by 

going on Jihad], He will make him enter Gardens underneath which rivers flow; 

and whoso turns back [from Jihad], him will He punish with a painful doom. 

[48.18] Certainly Allah was well pleased with the believers when they swore 

allegiance to you under the tree, and He knew what was in their hearts, so He 

sent down tranquility on them and rewarded them with a near victory, [48.19] 
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And much booty that they will capture. Allah is ever Mighty, Wise. [48.20] Allah 

promised you many acquisitions which you will take, then He hastened on this 

one for you and held back the hands of men from you, and that it may be a sign 

for the believers and that He may guide you on a right path. [48.21] Sale: And [he 

also promiseth you] other [spoils], which ye have not [yet] been able [to take]: 

But now hath God encompassed them [for you]; and God is almighty. [48.22] And 

if those who disbelieve fight with you, they would certainly turn (their) backs, 

then they would not find any protector or a helper. [48.23] Such [i.e., the Jihad 

mentioned the previous verse] has been the course [practice] of Allah that has 

indeed run before, and you shall not find a change in Allah’s course. [48.24] And 

He [Allah] it is Who held back...your hands from them [in Jihad] in the valley of 

Mecca... 

Sale: ...true believers ...employ their substance and their persons in the defense 

of God's true religion... 

 

...the hands of the believers [i.e. Muslims demolished Jewish homes] ... 

Pickthall:[59.5] Whatsoever palm-trees you cut down or left standing on their 

roots [during a Jihad siege of the Jews at Madina], it was by Allah's leave, in order 

that He might confound the evil-livers [Jews]. [59.6] ...that which Allah gave as 

spoil unto His messenger from them, you urged not any horse or riding-camel for 

the sake thereof, but Allah gives His messenger lordship over whom He will... 

[59.7] That which Allah gives as [war] spoil unto His messenger from the people of 

the townships [Jews], it is for Allah and His messenger...whatsoever [spoils] the 

messenger gives you, take it...[59.8] ...who seek bounty [war spoils] from Allah... 

They will not fight against you in a body save in fortified towns or from behind 

walls... 

Allah only forbids you respecting those who made war upon you on account of 

(your) religion [no fraternizing with the enemy]... 

...Allah loves those who fight in His way in ranks as if they were a firm and 

compact wall. 

...struggle hard in Allah's way [Jihad] with your property and your lives... 

...victory [in Jihad] near at hand... 

...they think every cry to be against them. They are the enemy, therefore beware 

of them; may Allah destroy them, whence are they turned back? [This verse 

speaks of internecine Jihad againstMuslims deemed infidels or "hypocrites."] 

...surely from among your wives and your children there is an enemy to you; 

therefore beware of them [collaborators with the enemy, especially if the women 

were once war spoils]... 
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O Prophet! strive hard against the unbelievers and the hypocrites, and be hard 

against them... 

...others who fight in Allah's way... 

And they [Muslims] give food out of love for Him [Allah] to...the captive [of 

Jihad]... 
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Iraq Is Falling To Islamic Fanatic's 

My note the entire place is about to fall into a massive religious war between Shia 

and Sunni's. As ISIS will not allow the Shia population to exist. Behold the true 

nature of Islam yet again. Saddam had a secularist state that kept such fanatic's 

powerless. Some reports Iranian elite troops are also heading into the Shia area's 

in Iraq to defend the Shia populations. 

 

The Jews via Israel, Washington and their Saudi regime [Saudi's are well know to 

be crypto's] have created and funded this and other groups to fight against Assad 

in Syria whom they wished to topple to make way for "Greater Israel." Same with 

toppling Saddam's Iraq. All of this was part of the "New Project For An American 

Century" laded out by the Jewish Neocon's [Neocohens]. 

 

So already after a hundred and fifty thousand innocent men, women and children 

being killed in Syria and another forty thousand in Libya. By such Jew World Order 

proxy forces as this. And the millions dead in Iraq from the NATO-American 

invasion and occupation. Which was launched on the heels of the Jews, False Flag 

on 911. Now the blood bath is about to really start as the Islamic Fanatic's who 

raped, looted, mass murdered and in general sawed unarmed and innocent 

peoples heads off for fun. Are now marching on Iraq. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

ISIS butchers leave 'roads lined with decapitated police and soldiers': Battle for 

Baghdad looms as thousands answer Iraqi government's call to arms and jihadists 

bear down on capital 

 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2655977/ISIS-militants-march-Baghdad-

trademark-bullet-head-gets-way-control-north.html  

 

U.S. today changed tone on intervention; President Obama said: 'I don't rule out 

anything... Iraq will need more help' Crucial vote to grant emergency powers was 

delayed because MPs did not turn up, leaving Iraqi government paralysed 

Disruption in Iraq could add 2p to the price of a litre of petrol within a fortnight as 

ISIS insurgents take key oil fields Kurdish forces are in full control of Iraq's oil city 

of Kirkuk after the federal army abandoned their posts 
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Iran has sent special forces and a unit of elite troops to Iraq to assist the Iraqi 

government halt the advance Iraqi air force is bombing insurgent positions in and 

around Mosul - 1.3million citizens still remain in the city Middle East experts 

raised the prospect of Iraq being carved into three - Kurdish, Sunni and Shiite - by 

the conflict 

 

Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2655977/ISIS-militants-

march-Baghdad-trademark-bullet-head-gets-way-control-

north.html#ixzz34XxQTHvO  

Follow us: @MailOnline on Twitter | DailyMail on Facebook 

 

The full horror of the jihadists’ savage victories in Iraq emerged yesterday as 

witnesses told of streets lined with decapitated soldiers and policemen. 

 

Blood-soaked bodies and blazing vehicles were left in the wake of the Al Qaeda-

inspired ISIS fanatics as they pushed the frontline towards Baghdad. 

 

They boasted about their triumphs in a propaganda video depicting appalling 

scenes including a businessman being dragged from his car and executed at the 

roadside with a pistol to the back of his head. The extent of the carnage came as: 

 

Images from captured cities such as Mosul and Tikrit showed deserted streets, 

burnt out vehicles and discarded uniforms left by government troops fleeing the 

brutal fanatics; 

 

ISIS leaders urged their bloodthirsty followers to continue their march and 

warned that battle would rage in Baghdad and in the holy city of Karbala; 

 

Thousands of residents in the capital answered a call to arms to repel the invaders 

amid fears the government’s own troops were not up to the job; 

 

Aid groups warned of a new refugee crisis after half a million terrified Iraqis left 

their homes to escape the jihadists 

 

In the swathe of captured territory across northern Iraq, ISIS declared hardline 

Sharia law, publishing rules ordering women not to go outside ‘unless strictly 

necessary’, banning alcohol and smoking, and forcing all residents to attend 

mosques five times a day. BBC correspondent Paul Wood said one woman from 
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Mosul, Iraq’s second city, had spoken of seeing a ‘row of decapitated soldiers and 

policemen’. 

 

The refugee woman told how the victims’ heads were placed in rows – a 

trademark, trophy-style execution favoured by ISIS militants. 

 

The fanatics captured Tikrit, Saddam Hussein’s birthplace, by overrunning an 

army base and rounding up hundreds of soldiers and police. Dozens of members 

of a police special forces battalion were paraded on the back of a truck in the city. 

 

As the balaclava-clad militants took Mosul and Tikrit, thousands of Baghdad’s 

residents young and old queued at recruiting stations to form a ‘Dad’s army’ to 

defend the capital. 

 

Trucks carrying volunteers in uniform rumbled towards the frontlines to defend 

the city, with many chanting slogans against the ISIS militants. 

 

Meanwhile the Iraqi air force carried out at least four bombing raids on insurgent 

positions in and around Mosul. State television showed targets exploding in black 

clouds. 

 

Britons working in Baghdad’s Green Zone where most of the foreign embassies 

are based were on high alert. The lightning advance of ISIS has caused alarm in 

London, Washington and across the Middle East. 

 

Despite vastly outnumbering the jihadists, government troops have melted away 

in the face of the insurgents, allowing them to capture two helicopters, 15 tanks, 

weapons and several armoured cars that used belonging to the American military. 

They also seized £350million-worth of dinars by robbing a bank in Mosul. 

 

According to bitter Iraqi footsoldiers, their commanders slipped away in the night 

rather than mount a defence of the city. 

 

One said: ‘Our leaders betrayed us. The commanders left the military behind. 

When we woke up, all the leaders had left.’ 

 

Last night Barack Obama said America would help with ‘short-term immediate 

actions… militarily’ to push back the insurgents, but ruled out sending troops. 
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Foreign Secretary William Hague said Britain would not get involved militarily 

because Iraq was now a democracy. 

 

Iraqi prime minister Nouri al-Maliki vowed: ‘We are not going to allow this to 

carry on, regardless of the price. We are getting ready. We are organising.’ 

 

As the situation spiralled out of control, even Iran was said to have deployed two 

battalions from its Revolutionary Guard to help the Iraqi government retake 

Tikrit. 

 

The development was likely to enrage Washington, which has been steadfast in 

its determination for Baghdad not to cosy up to Tehran. 

 

It also emerged that members of Saddam’s old guard were joining the 

insurrection. Fighters loyal to his disbanded Baath Party were said to be actively 

supporting the rebels. ISIS stands for Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham but has 

also been referenced as Islamic State of Iraq and Syria. 

 

Its insurgency is the biggest threat to Iraq since US troops withdrew in 2011. 

 

ISIS commanders issued chilling warnings to any police officers or soldiers to 

‘repent or be killed’. 

 

In a sinister video, the extremists urged followers to ‘march to Baghdad – we have 

a score to settle’. They also pledged to take the holy cities of Karbala and Najaf. 

 

‘Continue your march as the battle is not yet raging,’ a voice said to be that of ISIS 

spokesman Abu Mohammed al-Adnani says. ‘It will rage in Baghdad and Karbala. 

So be ready for it. Put on your belts and get ready.’ 

 

But taking Baghdad would be much tougher for ISIS than the towns where they 

have triumphed so far. The United Nations Security Council met behind closed 

doors last night to discuss the crisis. 

 

Iraq’s foreign minister, Hoshyar Zebari, speaking in London, insisted the 

government had halted the rebel advance and even claimed insurgents were ‘on 

the run’. 
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But at Baiji, near Kirkuk, insurgents surrounded Iraq’s largest refinery. And the 

fighters have reached Samarra, 70 miles north of Baghdad. 

 

About a quarter of Mosul’s two million residents have fled. The flood of terrified 

families escaping the fighting there was described as ‘one of the largest and 

swiftest mass movements of people in the world in recent memory’. Many have 

headed east into the autonomous region of Kurdistan. 

 

Aid groups fear a new refugee crisis. Neighbouring countries already struggling to 

look after 2.8million refugees from the Syrian civil war now face the prospect of a 

new influx of displaced people desperately seeking a safe haven. 

 

Meanwhile Iraqi Kurds seized control of the major northern oil city of Kirkuk 

today after the central government's army abandoned its posts.The Kurds - a 

semi-autonomous ethnic group based in the north - have their own 250,000-

strong military, but have not used them to engage ISIS. 

 

Footage emerged yesterday evening from TIkrit, which appears to show a long 

line of captured men and boys, being forcibly marched down a highway in the 

city. 

 

The minute-long video, uploaded to YouTube, showed a snaking column of men 

stretching the entire visible length of the stretch of road. A voice captured by the 

recording describes a great Islamic 'family' and later an 'army', suggesting a 

possible intention to recruit the captives. 

 

Most of the men and boys have both hands on their heads, while others - some 

wearing head coverings and some bare-faced - move up and down the column 

encouraging the march. 

 

The startling developments raise the spectre of Iraq being carved up and divided 

into several states. Respected commentators have raised the prospect that, with 

Kurdish forces holding the north, the Sunni ISIS militants taking parts of the north 

and west, leaving the central and south-eastern to the Shiite population who 

currently run the government and military. 
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Yesterday the Iraqi Ambassador to Washington warned the ‘integrity of Iraq is in 

question’, while Dr Ayad Allawi, a former prime minister of Iraq, added that a 

break-up was ‘not impossible’. 

 

The governor of Mosul, who escaped the city and is now in Erbil in the Kurdish 

north, said that Iraq must be divided as centralisation had 'failed'. 

 

Speaking to the Telegraph, Atheel al-Nujaifi said prime minister Nouri al-Maliki 

'didn't devolve authority to us before, but now we must do it. Now we are saying 

his centralisation policies have failed,' Mr Nujaifi said. 

 

Repercussions from the conflict are also being felt in global oil markets, where 

prices shot to a three-month high. The RAC said disruption could add more than 

2p to the price of a litre of petrol. 

 

The price of Brent crude rose $2 to a three-month high of more than $112 on 

fears about supply from the second-biggest producer in the Opec oil cartel. 

 

The RAC said: ‘The worsening situation in Iraq is causing a knee-jerk reaction in 

the global fuel market with wholesale prices going up one pence over Wednesday 

and Thursday.’ 

 

This was likely to push the pump price of both petrol and diesel up by 2p per litre 

in the short term, the RAC said, ‘and this could well go much further’. 

 

Iraq has insisted sectarian violence will not spread to the south, from which the 

vast majority of oil output comes. 

 

After the capture of Mosul, the Islamic State issued a triumphalist statement 

declaring that it would implement its strict version of Shariah law in Mosul and 

other regions it had overrun. 

 

Its laws state that women should stay in their homes for modesty reasons, 

command residents to attend prayers five times a day, and warned thieves that 

they would have their hands cut off. 

 

It came as Kurdish forces took full control of Iraq's oil-rich city of Kirkuk after the 

federal army abandoned its bases there. 
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Peshmerga fighters, the security forces of Iraq's autonomous Kurdish north, 

swept into Kirkuk after the army abandoned its posts there, a peshmerga 

spokesman said. 

 

'The whole of Kirkuk has fallen into the hands of peshmerga. No Iraqi army 

remains in Kirkuk now', said Jabbar Yawar. 

 

Kurds have long dreamed of controlling Kirkuk, a city with huge oil reserves just 

outside their autonomous region, which they regard as their historical capital. 

 

The swift move by their highly organised security forces demonstrates how this 

week's sudden advance by ISIS fighters has redrawn Iraq's map. 

 

Insurgents surrounded Iraq's largest refinery in the northern town of Baiji this 

afternoon - they first moved in late on Tuesday, closing in on the refinery, but 

later withdrew to the surrounding villages after reaching a deal with local tribal 

chiefs. 

 

A White House spokesman this evening said that they believed the Iraqi 

government were in control of the facility, but had no further details 

 

In the midst of the crisis, Iraq's parliament failed to declare a nationwide state of 

emergency after not enough MPs turned up for a vote. 

 

Opposition politicians representing Sunni and Kurdish populations boycotted 

parliament because the oppose a motion to give extraordinary powers to Shiite 

Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki. 

 

Turkey is negotiating for the release of 80 nationals held by ISIS in Mosul and 

cannot confirm reports that some of them have been freed, government officials 

said today. 

 

The pro-government Turkish newspaper Yeni Safak reported that the hostages, 

who include diplomatic staff, children and special forces soldiers, had been 

released to the Iraqi governor of Mosul and would be brought to Turkey tonight. 
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The capture of Mosul - along with the fall of Tikrit and the militants' earlier 

seizure of the city of Fallujah and parts of Ramadi, the capital of western Anbar 

province - has undone hard-fought gains against insurgents in the years following 

the invasion by U.S.-led forces. 

 

U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon strongly condemned the abductions and the 

seizure of Iraqi territory by the militants, urging 'the international community to 

unite in showing solidarity with Iraq as it confronts this serious security challenge.' 

 

'Terrorism must not be allowed to succeed in undoing the path towards 

democracy in Iraq,' he added. 

 

Mosul, the capital of Ninevah province, and the neighboring Sunni-dominated 

province of Anbar share a long and porous border with Syria, where the Islamic 

State is also active. 

 

Without assigning direct blame, al-Maliki said a 'conspiracy' led to the massive 

security failure that allowed militants to capture Mosul, and said members of the 

security forces who fled rather than stand up to the militants should be punished. 

 

'We are working to solve the situation,' al-Maliki said. 'We are regrouping the 

armed forces that are in charge of clearing Ninevah from those terrorists.' 

 

Iranian airlines cancelled all flights between Tehran and Baghdad due to security 

concerns, and the Islamic Republic has intensified security measures along its 

borders, Iran's state news agency IRNA reported. 

 

Shiite Iran, a major regional power, has strong ties with Iraq's government. Some 

17,000 Iranian pilgrims are in Iraq at any given time, according to IRNA, which 

cited the director of Iran's Hajj and Pilgrimage Organization. 

 

Tikrit residents said the militant group overran several police stations in the 

Sunni-dominated city. 

 

Two Iraqi security officials confirmed that the city, 80 miles north of Baghdad and 

the capital of Salahuddin province, was under ISIS's control and that the provincial 

governor was missing. 
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The major oil refinery in Baiji, located between Mosul and Tikrit, remained in 

government control, the officials said. There were clashes and gunmen tried to 

take the town but were repelled in a rare success for Iraqi government forces 

protecting an important facility, the officials said. 

 

The International Organisation for Migration estimated that 500,000 people fled 

the Mosul area, with some seeking safety in the Ninevah countryside or the 

nearby semi-autonomous Kurdish region. 

 

Getting into the latter has become more difficult, however, with migrants without 

family members already in the enclave needing to secure permission from Kurdish 

authorities, according to the IOM. 
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House Of Saud, Donmeh "Young Turks" Crypto-Jews 

In this investigative report by Wayne Madison a former U.S. Intelligence and US 

Navy officer we find out several major things That Turkey fell from the inside to 

crypto-jews or the "Young Turks" the Donmeh. These jews where responsible for 

the Armenian genocide [a million and up where murdered] along with the 

genocides of thousands of Greeks. 

 

We also learn the House of Saud the family that rules Saudi Arabia are of jewish 

creation and blood hence also crypto-jews. This news being so dangerous to the 

Saudi's they put out a contract on a researcher Mohammad Sakher who wrote 

openly of it. 

 

And we can see how the jews use their tool of islam to divide and rule Gentiles 

from within. The truth of islam: 

 

http://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/  

The Jews Admit the Jewishness of Islam by High Priest Jake Carlson - page 27 of 

this book. 

 

============================================================== 

http://www.strategic-culture.org/news/2011/10/25/the-doenmeh-the-middle-

easts-most-whispered-secret-part-i.html 

 

There is a historical "eight hundred pound gorilla" lurking in the background of 

almost every serious military and diplomatic incident involving Israel, Turkey, Iran, 

Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Greece, Armenia, the Kurds, the Assyrians, and some other 

players in the Middle East and southeastern Europe. It is a factor that is generally 

only whispered about at diplomatic receptions, news conferences, and think tank 

sessions due to the explosiveness and controversial nature of the subject. And it is 

the secretiveness attached to the subject that has been the reason for so much 

misunderstanding about the current breakdown in relations between Israel and 

Turkey, a growing warming of relations between Israel and Saudi Arabia, and 

increasing enmity between Saudi Arabia and Iran… 

 

Although known to historians and religious experts, the centuries-old political and 

economic influence of a group known in Turkish as the "Dönmeh" is only 

beginning to cross the lips of Turks, Arabs, and Israelis who have been reluctant to 
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discuss the presence in Turkey and elsewhere of a sect of Turks descended from a 

group of Sephardic Jews who were expelled from Spain during the Spanish 

Inquisition in the 16th and 17th centuries. These Jewish refugees from Spain were 

welcomed to settle in the Ottoman Empire and over the years they converted to a 

mystical sect of Islam that eventually mixed Jewish Kabbala and Islamic Sufi semi-

mystical beliefs into a sect that eventually championed secularism in post-

Ottoman Turkey. It is interesting that "Dönmeh" not only refers to the Jewish 

"untrustworthy converts" to Islam in Turkey but it is also a derogatory Turkish 

word for a transvestite, or someone who is claiming to be someone they are not. 

 

The Donmeh sect of Judaism was founded in the 17th century by Rabbi Sabbatai 

Zevi, a Kabbalist who believed he was the Messiah but was forced to convert to 

Islam by Sultan Mehmet IV, the Ottoman ruler. Many of the rabbi's followers, 

known as Sabbateans, but also "crypto-Jews," publicly proclaimed their Islamic 

faith but secretly practiced their hybrid form of Judaism, which was unrecognized 

by mainstream Jewish rabbinical authorities. Because it was against their beliefs 

to marry outside their sect, the Dönmeh created a rather secretive sub-societal 

clan. 

 

The Dönmeh rise to power in Turkey 

 

Many Dönmeh, along with traditional Jews, became powerful political and 

business leaders in Salonica. It was this core group of Dönmeh, which organized 

the secret Young Turks, also known as the Committee of Union and Progress, the 

secularists who deposed Ottoman Sultan Abdulhamid II in the 1908 revolution, 

proclaimed the post-Ottoman Republic of Turkey after World War I, and who 

instituted a campaign that stripped Turkey of much of its Islamic identity after the 

fall of the Ottomans. Abdulhamid II was vilified by the Young Turks as a tyrant, but 

his only real crime appears to have been to refuse to meet Zionist leader 

Theodore Herzl during a visit to Constantinople in 1901 and reject Zionist and 

Dönmeh offers of money in return for the Zionists to be granted control of 

Jerusalem. 

 

Like other leaders who have crossed the Zionists, Sultan Adulhamid II appears to 

have sealed his fate with the Dönmeh with this statement to his Ottoman court: 

"Advise Dr. Herzl not to take any further steps in his project. I cannot give away 

even a handful of the soil of this land for it is not my own, it belongs to the entire 

Islamic nation. The Islamic nation fought jihad for the sake of this land and had 
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watered it with their blood. The Jews may keep their money and millions. If the 

Islamic Khalifate state is one day destroyed then they will be able to take 

Palestine without a price! But while I am alive, I would rather push a sword into 

my body than see the land of Palestine cut and given away from the Islamic 

state." After his ouster by Ataturk's Young Turk Dönmeh in 1908, Abdulhamid II 

was jailed in the Donmeh citadel of Salonica. He died in Constantinople in 1918, 

three years after Ibn Saud agreed to a Jewish homeland in Palestine and one year 

after Lord Balfour deeded Palestine away to the Zionists in his letter to Baron 

Rothschild. 

 

One of the Young Turk leaders in Salonica was Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, the 

founder of the Republic of Turkey. When Greece achieved sovereignty over 

Salonica in 1913, many Dönmeh, unsuccessful at being re-classified Jewish, 

moved to Constantinople, later re-named Istanbul. Others moved to Izmir, Bursa, 

and Ataturk's newly-proclaimed capital and future seat of Ergenekon power, 

Ankara. 

 

Some texts suggest that the Dönmeh numbered no more than 150,000 and were 

mainly found in the army, government, and business. However, other experts 

suggest that the Dönmeh may have represented 1.5 million Turks and were even 

more powerful than believed by many and extended to every facet of Turkish life. 

One influential Donmeh, Tevfik Rustu Arak, was a close friend and adviser to 

Ataturk and served as Turkey's Foreign Minister from 1925 to 1938. 

 

Ataturk, who was reportedly himself a Dönmeh, ordered that Turks abandon their 

own Muslim-Arabic names. The name of the first Christian emperor of Rome, 

Constantine, was erased from the largest Turkish city, Constantinople. The city 

became Istanbul, after the Ataturk government in 1923 objected to the traditional 

name. There have been many questions about Ataturk's own name, since 

"Mustapha Kemal Ataturk" was a pseudonym. Some historians have suggested 

that Ataturk adopted his name because he was a descendant of none other than 

Rabbi Zevi, the self-proclaimed Messiah of the Dönmeh! Ataturk also abolished 

Turkey's use of the Arabic script and forced the country to adopt the western 

alphabet. 

 

Modern Turkey: a secret Zionist state controlled by the Dönmeh 
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Ataturk's suspected strong Jewish roots, information about which was suppressed 

for decades by a Turkish government that forbade anything critical of the founder 

of modern Turkey, began bubbling to the surface, first, mostly outside of Turkey 

and in publications written by Jewish authors. The 1973 book, The Secret Jews, by 

Rabbi Joachim Prinz, maintains that Ataturk and his finance minister, Djavid Bey, 

were both committed Dönmeh and that they were in good company because "too 

many of the Young Turks in the newly formed revolutionary Cabinet prayed to 

Allah, but had their real prophet [Sabbatai Zevi, the Messiah of Smyrna]." In The 

Forward of January 28, 1994, Hillel Halkin wrote in The New York Sun that Ataturk 

recited the Jewish Shema Yisrael ("Hear O Israel"), saying that it was "my prayer 

too." The information is recounted from an autobiography by journalist Itamar 

Ben-Avi, who claims Ataturk, then a young Turkish army captain, revealed he was 

Jewish in a Jerusalem hotel bar one rainy night during the winter of 1911. In 

addition, Ataturk attended the Semsi Effendi grade school in Salonica, run by a 

Dönmeh named Simon Zevi. Halkin wrote in the New York Sun article about an 

email he received from a Turkish colleague: "I now know – know (and I haven't a 

shred of doubt) – that Ataturk's father's family was indeed of Jewish stock." 

 

It was Ataturk's and the Young Turks' support for Zionism, the creation of a Jewish 

homeland in Palestine, after World War I and during Nazi rule in Europe that 

endeared Turkey to Israel and vice versa. An article in The Forward of May 8, 

2007, revealed that Dönmeh dominated Turkish leadership "from the president 

down, as well as key diplomats . . . and a great part of Turkey's military, cultural, 

academic, economic, and professional elites" kept Turkey out of a World War II 

alliance with Germany, and deprived Hitler of a Turkish route to the Baku 

oilfields." In his book, The Donme: Jewish Converts, Muslim Revolutionaries and 

Secular Turks, Professor Marc David Baer wrote that many advanced to exalted 

positions in the Sufi religious orders. 

 

Israel has always been reluctant to describe the Turkish massacre of the 

Armenians by the Turks in 1915 as "genocide." It has always been believed that 

the reason for Israel's reticence was not to upset Israel's close military and 

diplomatic ties with Turkey. However, more evidence is being uncovered that the 

Armenian genocide was largely the work of the Dönmeh leadership of the Young 

Turks. Historians like Ahmed Refik, who served as an intelligence officer in the 

Ottoman army, averred that it was the aim of the Young Turks to destroy the 

Armenians, who were mostly Christian. The Young Turks, under Ataturk's 
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direction, also expelled Greek Christians from Turkish cities and attempted to 

commit a smaller-scale genocide of the Assyrians, who were also mainly Christian. 

 

One Young Turk from Salonica, Mehmet Talat, was the official who carried out the 

genocide of the Armenians and Assyrians. A Venezuelan mercenary who served in 

the Ottoman army, Rafael de Nogales Mendez, noted in his annals of the 

Armenian genocide that Talat was known as the "renegade Hebrew of Salonica." 

Talat was assassinated in Germany in 1921 by an Armenian whose entire family 

was lost in the genocide ordered by the "renegade Hebrew." It is believed by 

some historians of the Armenian genocide that the Armenians, known as good 

businessmen, were targeted by the business-savvy Dönmeh because they were 

considered to be commercial competitors. 

 

It is not, therefore, the desire to protect the Israeli-Turkish alliance that has 

caused Israel to eschew any interest in pursuing the reasons behind the Armenian 

genocide, but Israel's and the Dönmeh's knowledge that it was the Dönmeh 

leadership of the Young Turks that not only murdered hundreds of thousands of 

Armenians and Assyrians but who also stamped out Turkey's traditional Muslim 

customs and ways. Knowledge that it was Dönmeh, in a natural alliance with the 

Zionists of Europe, who were responsible for the deaths of Armenian and Assyrian 

Christians, expulsion from Turkey of Greek Orthodox Christians, and the cultural 

and religious eradication of Turkish Islamic traditions, would issue forth in the 

region a new reality. Rather than Greek and Turkish Cypriots living on a divided 

island, Armenians holding a vendetta against the Turks, and Greeks and Turks 

feuding over territory, all the peoples attacked by the Dönmeh would realize that 

they had a common foe that was their actual persecutor. 

 

Challenging Dönmeh rule: Turkey's battle against the Ergenekon 

 

It is the purging of the Kemalist adherents of Ataturk and his secular Dönmeh 

regime that is behind the investigation of the Ergenekon conspiracy in Turkey. 

Ergenekon's description matches up completely with the Dönmeh presence in 

Turkey's diplomatic, military, judicial, religious, political, academic, business, and 

journalist hierarchy. Ergenekon attempted to stop the reforms instituted by 

successive non-Dönmeh Turkish leaders, including the re-introduction of 

traditional Turkish Islamic customs and rituals, by planning a series of coups, 

some successful like that which deposed Prime Minister Necmettin Erbakan's 

Refah (Welfare) Islamist government in 1996 and some unsuccessful, like 
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OPERATION SLEDGEHEMMER, which was aimed at deposing Prime Minister Recep 

Tayyip Erdogan in 2003. Some Islamist-leaning reformists, including Turkish 

President Turgut Ozal and Prime Minister Bulent Ecevit, died under suspicious 

circumstances. Deposed democratically-elected Prime Minister Adnan Menderes 

was hanged in 1961, following a military coup. 

 

American politicians and journalists, whose knowledge of the history of countries 

like Turkey and the preceding Ottoman Empire, is often severely lacking, have 

painted the friction between Israel's government and the Turkish government of 

Prime Minister Erdogan as based on Turkey's drift to Islamism and the Arab 

world. Far from it, Erdogan and his Justice and Development Party (AKP) seem to 

have finally seen a way to break free from the domination and cruelty of the 

Dönmeh, whether in the form of Kemalist followers of Ataturk or nationalist 

schemers and plotters in Ergenekon. But with Turkey's "Independence Day" has 

come vitriol from the Dönmeh and their natural allies in Israel and the Israel 

Lobby in the United States and Europe. Turkey as a member of the European 

Union was fine for Europe as long as the Dönmeh remained in charge and 

permitted Turkey's wealth to be looted by central bankers like has occurred in 

Greece. 

 

When Israel launched its bloody attack on the Turkish Gaza aid vessel, the Mavi 

Marmara, on May 31, 2010, the reason was not so much the ship's running of the 

Israeli blockade of Gaza. The brutality of the Israelis in shooting unarmed Turks 

and one Turkish-American, some at point blank range, according to a UN report, 

indicated that Israel was motivated by something else: vengeance and retaliation 

for the Turkish government's crackdown on Ergenekon, the purging of the Turkish 

military and intelligence senior ranks of Dönmeh, and reversing the anti-Muslim 

religious and cultural policies set down by the Dönmeh's favorite son, Ataturk, 

some ninety years before. In effect, the Israeli attack on the Mavi Marmara was in 

retaliation for Turkey's jailing of several top Turkish military officers, journalists, 

and academics, all accused of being part of the Ergenekon plot to overthrow the 

AKP government in 2003. Hidden in the Ergenekon coup plot is that the Dönmeh 

and Ergenekon are connected through their history of being Kemalists, ardent 

secularists, pro-Israeli, and pro-Zionist. 

 

With tempers now flaring between Iran on one side and Israel, Saudi Arabia, and 

the United States on the other, as the result of a dubious claim by U.S. law 

enforcement that Iran was planning to carry out the assassination of the Saudi 
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ambassador to the United States on American soil, the long-standing close, but 

secretive relationship between Israel and Saudi Arabia is coming to the forefront. 

The Israeli-Saudi connection had flourished during OPERATION DESERT STORM, 

when both countries were on the receiving end of Saddam Hussein's Scud 

missiles. 

 

 

 

What will surprise those who may already be surprised about the Dönmeh 

connection to Turkey, is the Dönmeh connection to the House of Saud in Saudi 

Arabia. 

 

An Iraqi Mukhabarat (General Military Intelligence Directorate) Top Secret report, 

"The Emergence of Wahhabism and its Historical Roots," dated September 2002 

and released on March 13, 2008, by the U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency in 

translated English form, points to the Dönmeh roots of the founder of the Saudi 

Wahhabi sect of Islam, Muhammad ibn Abdul Wahhab. Much of the information 

is gleaned from the memoirs of a "Mr. Humfer," (as spelled in the DIA report, "Mr. 

Hempher" as spelled the historical record) a British spy who used the name 

"Mohammad," claimed to be an Azeri who spoke Turkish, Persian, and Arabic and 

who made contact with Wahhab in the mid-18th century with a view of creating a 

sect of Islam that would eventually bring about an Arab revolt against the 

Ottomans and pave the way for the introduction of a Jewish state in Palestine. 

Humfer's memoirs are recounted by the Ottoman writer and admiral Ayyub Sabri 

Pasha in his 1888 work, "The Beginning and Spreading of Wahhabism." 

 

In his book, The Dönmeh Jews, D. Mustafa Turan writes that Wahhab's 

grandfather, Tjen Sulayman, was actually Tjen Shulman, a member of the Jewish 

community of Basra, Iraq. The Iraqi intelligence report also states that in his book, 

The Dönmeh Jews and the Origin of the Saudi Wahhabis, Rifat Salim Kabar reveals 

that Shulman eventually settled in the Hejaz, in the village of al-Ayniyah what is 

now Saudi Arabia, where his grandson founded the Wahhabi sect of Islam. The 

Iraqi intelligence report states that Shulman had been banished from Damascus, 

Cairo, and Mecca for his "quackery." In the village, Shulman sired Abdul Wahhab. 

Abdel Wahhab's son, Muhammad, founded modern Wahhabism. 

 

The Iraqi report also makes some astounding claims about the Saud family. It cites 

Abdul Wahhab Ibrahim al-Shammari's book, The Wahhabi Movement: The Truth 
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and Roots, which states that King Abdul Aziz Ibn Saud, the first Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia monarch, was descended from Mordechai bin Ibrahim bin Moishe, a 

Jewish merchant also from Basra. In Nejd, Moishe joined the Aniza tribe and 

changed his name to Markhan bin Ibrahim bin Musa. Eventually, Mordechai 

married off his son, Jack Dan, who became Al-Qarn, to a woman from the Anzah 

tribe of the Nejd. From this union, the future Saud family was born. 

 

The Iraqi intelligence document reveals that the researcher Mohammad Sakher 

was the subject of a Saudi contract murder hit for his examination into the Sauds' 

Jewish roots. In Said Nasir's book, The History of the Saud Family, it is maintained 

that in 1943, the Saudi ambassador to Egypt, Abdullah bin Ibrahim al Muffadal, 

paid Muhammad al Tamami to forge a family tree showing that the Sauds and 

Wahhabs were one family that descended directly from the Prophet Mohammed. 

 

At the outset of World War I, a Jewish British officer from India, David 

Shakespeare, met with Ibn Saud in Riyadh and later led a Saudi army that 

defeated a tribe opposed to Ibn Saud. In 1915, Ibn Saud met with the British 

envoy to the Gulf region, Bracey Cocas. Cocas made the following offer to Ibn 

Saud: "I think this is a guarantee for your endurance as it is in the interest of 

Britain that the Jews have a homeland and existence, and Britain's interests are, 

by all means, in your interest." Ibn Saud, the descendant of Dönmeh from Basra, 

responded: "Yes, if my acknowledgement means so much to you, I acknowledge 

thousand times granting a homeland to the Jews in Palestine or other than 

Palestine." Two years later, British Foreign Secretary Lord Balfour, in a letter to 

Baron Walter Rothschild, a leader of the British Zionists, stated: "His Majesty's 

government view with favor the establishment in Palestine of a national home for 

the Jewish people . . ." The deal had the tacit backing of two of the major players 

in the region, both descendant from Dönmeh Jews who supported the Zionist 

cause, Kemal Ataturk and Ibn Saud. The present situation in the Middle East 

should be seen in this light but the history of the region has been purged by 

certain religious and political interests for obvious reasons. 

 

After World War I, the British facilitated the coming to power of the Saud regime 

in the former Hejaz and Nejd provinces of the Ottoman Empire. The Sauds 

established Wahhabism as the state religion of the new Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

and, like the Kemalist Dönmeh in Turkey, began to move against other Islamic 

beliefs and sects, including the Sunnis and Shi'as. The Wahhabi Sauds 

accomplished what the Kemalist Dönmeh were able to achieve in Turkey: a 
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fractured Middle East that was ripe for Western imperialistic designs and laid the 

groundwork for the creation of the Zionist state of Israel. 

 

Deep states and Dönmeh 

 

During two visits to Turkey in 2010, I had the opportunity of discussing the 

Ergenekon "deep state" with leading Turkish officials. It was more than evident 

that discussions about the Ergenekon network and its "foreign" connections are a 

highly-sensitive subject. However, it was also whispered by one high-ranking 

Turkish foreign policy official that there were other "deep states" in surrounding 

nations and Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, and Syria were mentioned by name. 

Considering the links between Ergenekon and the Dönmeh in Turkey and the 

close intelligence and military links between the Dönmeh-descendent Sauds and 

Wahhabis in Arabia, the reports of close links between ousted Egyptian President 

Hosni Mubarak and his intelligence chief Omar Suleiman and the Binyamin 

Netanyahu government in Israel may be seen in an entirely new light… And it 

would explain Erdogan's support for Egypt's revolution: in Turkey, it was a 

democratic revolution that curbed the influence of the Dönmeh. The influence of 

Wahhabi Salafists in Libya's new government also explains why Erdogan was keen 

on establishing relations with the Benghazi-based rebels to help supplant the 

influence of the Wahhabis, the natural allies of his enemies, the Dönmeh 

(Ergenekon) of Turkey. 

 

Erdogan's desire to set the historical record straight by restoring history purged 

by the Kemalists and Dönmeh has earned him vitriolic statements from Israel's 

government that he is a neo-Ottomanist who is intent on forming an alliance with 

the Muslim Brotherhood in the Arab countries. Clearly, the Dönmeh and their 

Zionist brethren in Israel and elsewhere are worried about Dönmeh and Zionist 

historical revisionism, including their role in the Armenian and Assyrian genocide, 

and their genocide denial being exposed. 

 

In Egypt, which was once an Ottoman realm, it was a popular revolution that 

tossed out what may have amounted to the Dönmeh with regard to the Mubarak 

regime. The Egyptian "Arab Spring" also explains why the Israelis were quick to kill 

six Egyptian border police so soon after nine Turkish passengers were killed 

aboard the Mavi Marmara, some in execution style, by Israeli troops. Dönmeh 

doctrine is rife with references to the Old Testament Amalekites, a nomadic tribe 

ordered attacked by the Hebrews from Egypt by the Jewish God to make room for 
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Moses's followers in the southern region of Palestine. In the Book of Judges, God 

unsuccessfully commands Saul: "Now go and strike Amalek and devote to 

destruction all that they have. Do not spare them, but kill both man and woman, 

and infant, ox, and sheep, camel and donkey." The Dönmeh, whose doctrine is 

also present in Hasidic and other orthodox sects of Judaism, appear to have no 

problem substituting the Armenians, Assyrians, Turks, Kurds, Egyptians, Iraqis, 

Lebanese, Iranians, and Palestinians for the Amalekites in carrying out their 

military assaults and pogroms. 

 

With reformist governments in Turkey and Egypt much more willing to look into 

the background of those who have split the Islamic world, Ataturk in Turkey and 

Mubarak in Egypt, the Sauds are likely very much aware that it is only a matter of 

time before their links, both modern and historical, to Israel will be fully exposed. 

It makes sense that the Sauds have been successful in engineering a dubious plot 

involving Iranian government agents trying to assassinate the Saudi ambassador 

to Washington in an unnamed Washington, DC restaurant. The Iraqi intelligence 

report could have been referring to the Zionists and Dönmeh when it stated, "it 

strives to . . . [the] killing of Muslims, destructing, and promoting the turmoil." In 

fact, the Iraqi intelligence report was referring to the Wahhabis. 

 

With new freedom in Turkey and Egypt to examine their pasts, there is more 

reason for Israel and its supporters, as well as the Sauds, to suppress the true 

histories of the Ottoman Empire, secular Turkey, the origins of Israel, and the 

House of Saud. With various players now angling for war with Iran, the true 

history of the Dönmeh and their influence on past and current events in the 

Middle East becomes more important. 
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ISIS Created By Israel by High Priest Mageson666 

ISIS was created to fight Hezbollah.....Anyone guess just who those allies who 

created ISIS are then......Israel and the Jewish proxy of the Saudi's who 

themselves are crypto Jews. Working the Muslim front. Washington is also under 

the grip of Israel as well. As one Israeli politician stated: Jews out of America run 

the world. This is part of the Jewish plan of Greater Israel, create Islamist proxy 

forces to topple the Arab nation states for Israel. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

http://www.presstv.ir/Detail/2015/02/20/398474/ISIL-was-created-to-counter-

Hezbollah  

 

A retired US general has acknowledged that Washington’s allies created the ISIL 

terrorist group to confront the Lebanese resistance movement Hezbollah. 

 

Retired general Wesley Clark, who was the Supreme Allied Commander Europe of 

NATO from 1997 to 2000, made the revelation in a recent interview with the CNN. 

 

“ISIS got started through funding from our friends and allies,” Clark admitted on 

Tuesday, using another acronym for ISIL. 

 

The only group that will fight Hezbollah is ISIL because they are “zealots” and 

resemble a “Frankenstein,” he said. 

 

General Clark did not specify exactly which US allies were involved the creation of 

the ISIL. But he said the terrorist group is part of a strategy to destroy Hezbollah 

with an army of extremists. 

 

Clark is known for his critical comments regarding Washington’s war plans. 

 

In a book published in 2003, he said the US is pursuing a campaign of wars that 

already started in Iraq and later include Syria, Lebanon, Libya, Somalia, Sudan and 

finally Iran. 

 

The ISIL terrorists, many of whom were initially trained by the CIA in Jordan in 

2012 to destabilize the Syrian government, have seized large parts of territory in 
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Syria and around one-third of the territory of Iraq. They are engaged in crimes 

against humanity in the areas under their control. 

 

They have been carrying out horrific acts of violence such as public decapitations 

and crucifixions against all communities, including Shias, Sunnis, Kurds, and 

Christians. 
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“ISIS” and related terrorist groups created and run 

by jews! By High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

Sermon posted here: 

https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/isis-and-related-terroroist-groups-

created-and-run-by-jews/ 

 

The terrorist group known as “ISIS” has been making headlines lately, however, 

very few are aware of the truth concerning this malignant organization- namely 

that it is nothing more than a false front and an organized program of destruction 

of the Gentile People. 

 

The program of islam itself is a jewish run front aimed at enslaving the Gentile 

People of the East- as can be seen in the following articles: 

https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/islam-doctrine-of-submission-and-

slavery/  

https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/judaism-christianity-and-islam-the-

false-trinity-fighting-amongst-these-programs-is-all-a-facade/  

This article will set out to prove that “ISIS” is yet another lie with the purpose of 

turning the Gentiles of the Western World against the Gentiles of the East. 

 

Why (really) the use of the name of an Egyptian Goddess? 

 

“ISIS” supposedly stands for “Islamic State in Iraq and Syria”. At least this is the 

outward front they portray. On the other hand, there is a powerful subconscious 

link that the creators of this program are taking advantage of. As has been stated 

by many who can see through this front, WHY WOULD ARABS USE AN ENGLISH 

ACRONYM? Right off the bat it makes no sense, and this is the first alarm bell 

signaling that “ISIS” is not Arab in origin. 

 

When further research is done, it becomes apparent that the “ISIS” acronym has 

in fact long been used by the mossad, the israeli secret intelligence group, and 

has now been recycled in order to name the jewish run terrorist group. Look at 

this: 

 

The Israeli Secret Intelligence Service. 
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The First letter of each word in the title, spells out ISIS, and this group has been 

known as ISIS for short since its conception. It is in fact the jews who have long 

been using the name Isis for their terrorist groups. 

 

So, why is this? 

 

The original religion of Humanity (the Gentile People) is that of Ancient Paganism. 

Please see the following links for further information regarding this: 

https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/iblis-and-the-djinn-the-original-

gods/ 

https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/islamic-symbols-stolen-from-

ancient-paganism-4/ 

https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/judaism-christianity-and-islam-the-

false-trinity-fighting-amongst-these-programs-is-all-a-facade/ 

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/  

 

Due to the powerful subconscious ties which we as Gentiles have to our original 

Pagan roots, it was impossible for the enemy to completely eradicate Paganism 

altogether. Thus, instead they stole everything, from our Spiritual Allegories to 

our sacred practices, Temples, the names and titles of our Gods, etc, before 

twisting them, corrupting them by replacing them with their jewish filth and then 

turning them against us as tools of enslavement. These ties which we still have 

also allow the enemy to tap into the subconscious of our Gentile People, drawing 

from this powerful energy and using it for themselves. They know just how to 

take advantage of this. Essentially, they have not only STOLEN everything from us, 

but then proceeded to use what they stole against us. This is common practice 

throughout the enemy programs of both christianity and islam. 

 

The use of the name ISIS, aside from being an acronym, is another example of 

this. As most people know, Isis is the name of a powerful Egyptian Goddess. Isis 

also goes by the names of Inanna, Ishtar, Ostara, Astarte, Aphrodite, Al-Uzza, 

ASTAROTH etc. Isis is an Ancient Goddess who goes back to the very beginnings of 

humanity, having been at our side since our birth. As a Goddess of fertility, 

motherhood, springtime, war, beauty, the divine feminine aspect of the Soul, 

sexual and romantic love and other very powerful aspects of our lives, the 

memory of her is imprinted deep within our subconscious. 
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The enemy has used this name in order to tap into a great deal of powerful 

subconscious energy which they have been attempting to use against us. At the 

same time, it is a blasphemy and slap in the face to this Ancient Goddess. The fact 

that they have used this name for their “acronym” is no coincidence. 

 

  

 

  

 

What is the true purpose of “ISIS”? 

 

Everyone knows what “ISIS” says their purpose is- to establish an islamic state. 

(Please keep in mind that islam is merely another jewish program. See the above 

given links.) However, their true purpose runs far deeper than this and involves a 

great deal of playing both sides against the middle. 

 

Playing both sides against the middle= “To manipulate opponents or competitors 

in a manner which benefits the manipulator.” In other words, controlling two 

groups in order to use them against each other or to create an illusion which 

works in the manipulators favor. The main point is, there is a sole manipulator 

who has control over both sides, unbeknownst to others. The jews have used this 

tactic since the beginning of time. 

 

How it ties into this article- they control both the “ISIS” terrorist group as well as 

the supposed opposition to it. The aim is to make it appear as though they are 

fighting against a foreign enemy terrorist to those who are otherwise ignorant. In 

all actuality, it is a giant illusion. There is no foreign enemy terrorist. There is only 

their false front which is merely a branch of themselves. 

 

What have they done? They have blamed the creation and actions of this terrorist 

group on GENTILE Arabs, turning the attention of the world away from 

themselves and onto another group. This is convenient for them as it stirs up 

hatred and anger amongst our Gentile People, instead of directing this hatred and 

anger against the real enemy. Whilst we fight amongst ourselves, they are free to 

carry on as they please. Their aim is to destroy us from within. Why get their 

hands dirty and kill us themselves when they can convince us to do the job for 

them? It is so much easier this way. They want us to do their dirty work by 

creating hatred and animosity amongst us. This will give them the perfect 
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opportunity to move in to destroy us WITH OUR SUPPORT and with our soldiers 

blindly carrying it out. Their job is made easy. 

 

90% of the Western World is screaming “fight the Arabs” because they have been 

duped into believing the terrorist attacks are Arab in origin, whilst the jews are 

then standing up and gleefully responding “well we will help you. Better yet, 

support us, join our army and we will go to war against them together and 

destroy them once and for all”. So, you have Gentiles routing for the destruction 

of fellow Gentiles while the jews laugh at their achievement. It is a sad state of 

affairs, to say the very least. 

 

There is another core purpose to the creation of “ISIS”. That is to gain support for 

israels war against the Gentile inhabitants of the Middle East, so they may take 

over the land with ease. They have long been invading Palestine and the Gaza 

strip, forcing our Eastern Gentile counterparts our of their homes and off of the 

land they have worked for centuries. Land which rightfully belongs to them as the 

original GENTILE inhabitants. 

 

It is all propaganda. 

 

Here is an interesting quote from an ex US security agent: “The only solution for 

the protection of the Jewish state “is to create an enemy near its borders”. 

Rather, the illusion of an enemy. http://www.globalresearch.ca/isis-leader-abu-

bakr-al-baghdadi-trained-by-israeli-mossad-nsa-documents-reveal/5391593  

 

Leaders at the top of “ISIS” all jewish by blood 

 

It may or may not come as a shock to some that the founder of “ISIS” is in fact an 

israeli citizen, having jewish parents and ancestry and operating within the jewish 

“mossad”. Abu Bakr Al Baghdadi is in fact israeli citizen and undercover mossad 

agent Simon Elliot. There is literally a ton of proof for this if one does the 

necessary research, despite the fact that is has been vehemently suppressed in 

the mainstream media. 

 

http://topinfopost.com/2014/08/08/isis-leader-al-baghdadi-is-a-jewish-mossad-

agent-french-reports  
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*Note- the above given link supports the program of islam. In order to be fully 

aware and to completely break free of the trap in which the jews have placed 

you, you need to understand that islam itself is merely another jewish smoke 

screen. Yet another program of destruction for our Gentile People. Please read 

the entire contents of the exposing islam site. 

 

As well as Simon Elliot, there are a multitude of other “ISIS” agents and those 

involved in related jewish run terrorist groups whose real names prove they are 

of jewish descent. “Adam Gadahn” is in reality Adam Pearlman, a member of the 

ADL. His jewish descent has been well documented. Here is an excerpt from 

Wikipedia: “Gadahn’s jewish paternal grandfather, Carl Pearlman, was a 

prominent urologist; and on the Board of Directors of the Anti-Defamation 

League. According to Gadahn, his grandfather was a “zealous supporter” of 

israel.” There are many more examples like these. The video I am going to link 

below is very interesting in proving that “ISIS” is run by jews. Once again, this 

video contains corrupted information. Watch it carefully and use your judgment. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CuRot1mvC9k  

 

There is far more evidence to support this if you do your research. 

 

So this begs the question, why are all of the leaders of a supposedly Arab terrorist 

group in fact jewish by blood? The answer is- this is not an Arab run terrorist 

organization at all- but a jewish illusion aimed at encouraging the destruction of 

the Gentile People. There is no doubting that it is the jews who are behind this 

operation, as they have been caught with their hand in the cookie jar. It is THEIR 

agents who created it, THEIR agents who run it, THEIR agents who promote the 

idea of it and THEIR agents who pretend to oppose it. It is all them from start to 

finish. 

 

This link also mentions how the ADL took control of the American neo-Nazi 

movements, running them into the ground. 

 

Here is another link to consider: 

http://wideawakegentile.wordpress.com/2014/03/19/adam-pearlman-head-joo-

of-the-almossciada/  
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*Note- they speak of “converting from judaism to islam”. This, in all reality, is 

really impossible as judaism and islam are one and the same at the very core. Use 

your sense to see through the illusion!! In closing, it is quite apparent that these 

terrorist organizations are smoke screens used to turn Gentiles against Gentiles 

and promote jewish supremacy. 

 

Gentiles wake up!! 

 

The following is a very informative article written by High Priest Mageson. It 

contains a great deal of information on the islamic state. Please read carefully. 

 

  

 

“Islamic State did largely come out of the Syria conflict and its this conflict that 

allowed them to rise to where they are now. The majority of the rebel groups 

fighting in Syria are proxies of Washington, Israel and the Saudi’s the trinity of 

Jewish power. The rebels are mainly foreign fighters and are trained in Jordan and 

moved across the boarder. Israel has been aiding the rebel proxy forces giving the 

camps, hospitals in the Golan Heights and arming them. As well as air strikes 

against Syria forces with their air force. Back in spring of 13 Israel used a small 

grade, tactical jewculur weapon on Damascus. As part of this effort. 

 

The jooz neocohen’s or neocon’s. Set a purposeful policy for Iraq that did 

everything possible to create a corrupt, backwards and weak new Iraq and push it 

into destabilized state. The polices had people pull their hair out in be 

wonderment. It was not incompetence it was purposeful. The plan for Iraq was its 

permanent dissolution as a Nation from the start. The Jews didn’t put all that 

effort into getting two wars against Iraq to rebuild it into a powerful nation that 

could turn on them. Of course they played a lot of trash talk about liberating Iraq 

and restricting and rebuilding it. Its all nonsense. Part of this was to put a Shia 

dominate, corrupt government into power that repressed the Sunni’s ever 

further. This was crucial to the current situation and Islamic State rise to power. 

This is also a Sunni liberation movement now. 

 

The national lines of Syria and Iraq are also artificial they where created by the 

British after taking the region from the Ottomans. They never cared to factor in 

tribal and ethnic regions. Iraq was always Sunni, Shia and Kurds and they never 

liked each other. So put in a decade of major destabilization, ethnic hostilities and 
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meddling by the Jew controlled Western powers such as proxy wars in Syria and 

Libya. Its only a matter of time before something like Islamic State happened. 

 

Islamic State is taking on the major organized enemies of Israel in the Middle East. 

The Shia population. Assad is Shia so is his allies the Party of God in Lebanon that 

has defeated Israel twice and so is Tehran. Islamic State’s mission is to wipe out 

the entire Shia world. The Jews also want Baathism gone. Its the one ideology 

that was the realization for creating modern united Arab Nation States that are in 

the way of Israel. Syria is the last Baathist state left. Libya was also a modernized, 

progressive state. I read the Green Book of Gaddafi it was a well done book that 

outlined the social, economic and political paradigm of Libya. I wrote an article in 

the past on Libya and why the Jews destroyed it. Gaddafi was a good man and 

moral leader who risked his life to raise his people out of a literal darkage into a 

new society that was near utopian. He didn’t deserve to die the way he did. 

Thousands of his people died fighting for this Libya against the Jewish proxies who 

have destroyed the country and put it into barbarianism. Which is the plan for 

Syria. 

 

Islamic State also seems to benefit Israel by destroying Iraq and dividing it into a 

state where Sunni’s, Kurds and Shia will be in constant war. Baghdad was getting 

too close to Tehran anyway. Its my opinion Islamic State was as stated to be in the 

last phases of becoming a standing Army and creating a State that will stand. This 

will put the Middle East into decades of nonstop war within the Islamic world. Of 

course the Jews might want to help this out by funding and arms. It brings about 

what they wanted. Islamic State also gives them a propaganda without end and a 

excuse for further Western military intervention which is the new rhetoric coming 

out of Washington. Also think false flags like 911. They could pull another one and 

them blame Islamic State at anytime they want. 

 

So if Islamic State is not created by Israel it benefits Israel’s agenda. 

 

But it might be the bringing of the end. Its my musing that the situation in Iraq has 

pushed Baghdad into the arms of Tehran as they need their fellow Shia nation to 

defend south Iraq which is Shia from Islamic State. Tehran has already sent 

troops. If Islamic State gets powerful enough and Assad’s Syria is going down and 

this will result in massive ethnic cleansing of Shia and other non Sunni 

populations. And leave the Party of God alone between a radical Sunni Caliphate 

and the Sunni radical’s in Lebanon. Which is only a matter of time for them. And 
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this would leave Tehran isolated and tip the balance of power they seem to need 

to kept Israel thus Western aggression in check against them. Which means 

Tehran would be finished. By a collection of the economic sanctions on them and 

constant warfare with Islamic State which would by this point by a large standing 

Army of fanatics with never ending Jihad on their mind. Who have sworn to 

conqueror Iran as well. Think of how bloody the Iraq-Iran war was. That war was 

Judeo West using Iraq as a proxy against Iran. What would another round with 

Islamic State be like. The previous war is still strong in the popular consciousness 

of Iranians. It was devastating. 

 

Perhaps looking at the possible end and near extinction event of the Shia world. 

Maybe Damascus, Tehran and the Party of God might just decide to unleash 

everything they have on Saudi Arabia and Israel the two major bases of the war 

against them in the Middle East. I believe the situation in the Middle East might 

have finally gone into point of no return. If this happens Israel will use its 

Sampson option as well maybe not just at Middle Eastern targets but as their 

leaders brag European targets as well. The Jews are already abandoning Europe 

on mass. Their already criminally insane leadership might view the end of Israel as 

the final end and decided to scorched earth policy on the hated Goyim in general. 

 

The big factor is the Abrahamic world all believe there has to be global war in this 

region to bring about the end of the world and the return of their god. The power 

of the collective unconscious of hundreds of millions of people the psychic energy 

of centuries poured into this and the amount of people tried into this program in 

the highest levels of control and international power might bring this into reality. 

 

http://www.voltairenet.org/article185085.html  

 

John McCain, Conductor of the “Arab Spring” and the Caliph 

 

by Thierry Meyssan 

 

Everyone has noticed the contradiction of those who recently characterized the 

Islamic Emirate as “freedom fighters” in Syria and who are indignant today faced 

with its abuses in Iraq. But if that speech is incoherent in itself, it makes perfect 

sense in the strategic plan: the same individuals were to be presented as allies 

yesterday and must be as enemies today, even if they are still on orders from 

Washington. Thierry Meyssan reveals below US policy through the particular case 
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of Senator John McCain, conductor of the “Arab Spring” and longtime partner of 

Caliph Ibrahim. 

 

Voltaire Network | Damascus (Syria) | 18 August 2014 

italiano Português Türkçe Deutsch سى ار  Español français polski русский ف

ελληνικά 

 

 
 

kbAre Barack Obama and John McCain political opponents as they claim, or are 

they working together on the imperialist strategy of their country? 

John McCain is known as the leader of the Republicans and unhappy 2008 US 

presidential candidate. This is, we will see, only the real part of his biography, 

which serves as a cover to conduct covert actions on behalf of his government. 

 

When I was in Libya during the “Western”attack, I was able to view a report of the 

foreign intelligence services. It stated that, on February 4, 2011 in Cairo, NATO 

organized a meeting to launch the “Arab Spring” in Libya and Syria. According to 

this document, the meeting was chaired by John McCain. The report detailed the 

list of Libyan participants, whose delegation was led by the No. 2 man of the 

government of the day, Mahmoud Jibril, who abruptly switched sides at the 

entrance of the meeting to become the opposition leader in exile. I remember 

that, among the French delegates present, the report quoted Bernard-Henry Lévy, 
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although officially he had never exercised functions within the French 

government. Many other personalities attended the symposium, including a large 

delegation of Syrians living abroad. 

 

Emerging from the meeting, the mysterious Syrian Revolution 2011 Facebook 

account called for demonstrations outside the People’s Council (National 

Assembly) in Damascus on February 11. Although this Facebook account at the 

time claimed to have more than 40,000 followers, only a dozen people responded 

to its call before the flashes of photographers and hundreds of police. The 

demonstration dispersed peacefully and clashes only began more than a month 

later in Deraa. [1] 

 

On February 16, 2011, a demonstration underway in Benghazi, in memory of 

members of the Islamic Fighting Group in Libya [2] massacred in 1996 in the Abu 

Selim prison, degenerated into shooting. The next day, a second event, this time 

in memory of those who died by attacking the Danish consulate during the 

Muhammad cartoons affair, also degenerated into shooting. At the same time, 

members of the Islamic Fighting Group in Libya ,coming from Egypt and 

coordinated by unidentified, hooded individuals, simultaneously attacked four 

military bases in four different cities. After three days of fighting and atrocities, 

the rebels launched the uprising of Cyrenaica against Tripolitania [3]; a terrorist 

attack that the western press falsely presented as a “democratic revolution” 

against “the regime” of Muammar el-Qaddafi. 

 

On February 22nd, John McCain was in Lebanon. He met members of the Future 

Movement (the party of Saad Hariri) whom he charged to oversee the transfer of 

arms to Syria around the MP Okab Sakr [4]. Then, leaving Beirut, he inspected the 

Syrian border and the selected villages including Ersal, which were used as a basis 

to back mercenaries in the war to come. 

 

The meetings chaired by John McCain were clearly the trigger point for a long-

prepared Washington plan; the plan that would have the UK and France attack 

Libya and Syria simultaneously, following the doctrine of “leadership from 

behind” and the annex of the Treaty of Lancaster House of November 2010. [5] 

 

The Illegal Trip to Syria, April 2013 
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In May 2013, Senator John McCain made his way illegally to near Idleb in Syria via 

Turkey to meet with leaders of the “armed opposition”. His trip was not made 

public until his return to Washington. [6] 

 

This movement was organized by the Syrian Emergency Task Force, which, 

contrary to its title, is a Zionist Organization led by a Palestinian employee of 

AIPAC [7] 

 

 
 

kbJohn McCain in Syria. In the foreground at right is the director of the Syrian 

Emergency Task Force. In the doorway, center, Mohammad Nour. 

In photographs released at that time, one noticed the presence of Mohammad 

Nour, a spokesman for the Northern Storm Brigade (of the Al-Nosra Front, that is 

to say, al-Qaeda in Syria), who kidnapped and held 11 Lebanese Shiite pilgrims in 

Azaz. [8] Asked about his proximity to al-Qaeda kidnappers, the Senator claimed 

not to know Mohammad Nour who would have invited himself into this photo. 

 

The affair made a great noise and the families of the abducted pilgrims lodged a 

complaint before the Lebanese judiciary against Senator McCain for complicity in 

kidnapping. Ultimately, an agreement was reached and the pilgrims were 

released. 

 

Let’s suppose that Senator McCain had told the truth and that he was abused by 

Mohammad Nour. The object of his illegal trip to Syria was to meet the chiefs of 

staff of the Free Syrian Army. According to him, the organization was composed 
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“exclusively of Syrians” fighting for “their freedom” against the “Alouite 

dictatorship” (sic). The tour organizers published this photograph to attest to the 

meeting. 

 

 
 

John McCain and the heads of the Free Syrian Army. In the left foreground, 

Ibrahim al-Badri, with which the Senator is talking. Next, Brigadier General Salim 

Idris (with glasses). 

 

If we can see Brigadier General Idriss Salem, head of the Free Syrian Army, one 

can also see Ibrahim al-Badri (foreground on the left) with whom the senator is 

talking. Back from the surprise trip, John McCain claimed that all those 

responsible for the Free Syrian Army were “moderates who can be trusted” (sic). 

Image 

However, since October 4, 2011, Ibrahim al-Badri (also known as Abu Du’a) was 

on the list of the five terrorists most wanted by the United States (Rewards for 

Justice). A premium of up to $ 10 million was offered to anyone who would assist 

in his capture. [9] The next day, October 5, 2011, Ibrahim al-Badri was included in 

the list of the Sanctions Committee of the UN as a member of Al Qaeda. [10] 

 

In addition, a month before receiving Senator McCain, Ibrahim al-Badri, known 

under his nom de guerre as Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, created the Islamic State in Iraq 

and the Levant (ÉIIL) – all the while still belonging to the staff of the very 

“moderate” Free Syrian Army. He claimed as his own the attack on the Taj and 

Abu Ghraib prisons in Iraq, from which he helped between 500 and 1,000 jihadists 

escape who then joined his organization. This attack was coordinated with other 

almost simultaneous operations in eight other countries. Each time, the escapees 

joined the jihadist organizations fighting in Syria. This case is so strange that 
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Interpol issued a note and requested the assistance of the 190 member countries. 

[11] 

 

For my part, I have always said that there was no difference on the ground 

between the Free Syrian Army, Al-Nosra Front, the Islamic Emirate etc … All these 

organizations are composed of the same individuals who continuously change 

flag. When they pose as the Free Syrian Army, they fly the flag of French 

colonization and speak only of overthrowing the “dog Bashar.” When they say 

they belong to Al-Nosra Front, they carry the flag of al Qaeda and declare their 

intention to spread Islam in the world. Finally when they say they are the Islamic 

Emirate, they brandish the flag of the Caliphate and announce that they will clean 

the area of all infidels. But whatever the label, they proceed to the same abuses: 

rape, torture, beheadings, crucifixions. 

 

Yet neither Senator McCain nor his companions of the Syrian Emergency Task 

Force provided the information in their possession on Ibrahim al-Badri to the 

State Department, nor have they asked for the reward. Nor have they informed 

the anti-terrorism Committee of the UN. 

 

In no country in the world, regardless of their political system, would one accept 

that the opposition leader be in direct contact, and publicly friendly, with a very 

dangerous wanted terrorist. 

 

Who Then is Senator McCain? 

 

But John McCain is not just the leader of the political opposition to President 

Obama, he is also one of his senior officials! 

 

He is in fact President of the International Republican Institute (IRI), the 

republican branch of NED / CIA [12], since January 1993. This so-called “NGO” was 

officially established by President Ronald Reagan to extend certain activities of 

the CIA, in connection with the British, Canadian and Australian secret services. 

Contrary to its claims, it is indeed an inter-governmental agency. Its budget is 

approved by Congress in a budget line dependent of the Secretary of State. 

 

It is also because it is a joint agency of the Anglo-Saxon secret services that 

several states in the world prohibit it from any activity on their territory. 
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Accused of plotting the overthrow of President Hosni Mubarak for the Muslim 

Brotherhood, the two employees of the International Republican Institute (IRI) in 

Cairo, John Tomlaszewski (second right) and Sam LaHood (son of US-Lebanese, 

Ray LaHood, a democratic government Transportation Secretary) (second left) 

took refuge at the embassy of the United States. Here they are along with 

Senators John McCain and Lindsey Graham at the preparatory meeting of the 

“Arab Spring” in Libya and Syria. They would be released by Brother Mohamed 

Morsi when he became President. 

The list of interventions by John McCain on behalf of the State Department is 

impressive. He participated in all the color revolutions of the last twenty years. 

 

To take only a few examples, ever in the name of “democracy”, he prepared the 

failed coup against constitutional president Hugo Chávez in Venezuela, [13] the 

overthrow of constitutionally elected president Jean-Bertrand Aristide in Haiti 

[14], the attempt to overthrow the constitutional President Mwai Kibaki in Kenya 

[15] and, more recently, the ousting of the constitutional president of Ukraine, 

Viktor Yanukovych. 

 

In any state in the world, when a citizen takes initiative to topple the regime of 

another State, he may be appreciated if successful and the new regime proves an 

ally, but he will be severely condemned when his initiatives have negative 
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consequences for his own country. Now, Senator McCain never was harassed 

because of his anti-democratic actions in states where it has failed and who have 

turned against Washington. In Venezuela, for example. That is because, for the 

United States, John McCain is not a traitor, but an agent. 

 

And an agent that has the best coverage imaginable: he is the official opponent of 

Barack Obama. As such, he can travel anywhere in the world (he is the most 

traveled US senator) and meet whoever he wants without fear. If his interlocutors 

approve Washington policy, he promised them to continue it, if they fight it, he 

hands over the responsibility to President Obama. 

 

John McCain is known to have been a prisoner of war in Vietnam for five years, 

where he was tortured. He was involved in a program designed not to extract 

information but to instill speech. This was to transform his personality in order 

that he make statements against his own country. This program, studied based on 

the Korean experience for the Rand Corporation by Professor Albert D. Biderman, 

served as the basis for research at Guantánamo and elsewhere by Dr. Martin 

Seligman [16]. Applied under George W. Bush to more than 80,000 prisoners, it 

has transformed many of them into real fighters serving Washington. John 

McCain, who had cracked in Vietnam, therefore understands. He knows how to 

unscrupulously manipulate jihadists. 

 

What is the US strategy with the jihadists in the Levant? 

 

In 1990, the United States decided to destroy its former Iraqi ally. Having 

suggested to President Saddam Hussein that they would consider the attack of 

Kuwait as an Iraqi internal affair, they used this attack as an excuse to mobilize a 

broad coalition against Iraq. However, because of the opposition of the USSR, 

they did not overthrow the regime, but were content to administer a no-fly zone. 

 

In 2003, France’s opposition was not enough to offset the influence of the 

Committee for the Liberation of Iraq. The United States attacked the country 

again and this time overthrew President Hussein. Of course, John McCain was a 

major contributor to the Committee. After handing to a private company the care 

of plundering the country for a year [17], they tried to partition Iraq into three 

separate states, but had to give it up due to the resistance of the population. They 

tried again in 2007, around the Biden-Brownback resolution, but again failed. [18] 
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Hence the current strategy that attempts to achieve this by means of a non-state 

actor: the Islamic Emirate. 

Image 

 

The operation was planned well in advance, even before the meeting between 

John McCain and Ibrahim al-Badri. For example, internal correspondence from 

the Qatari Ministry of Foreign Affairs, published by my friends James and Joanne 

Moriarty [19], shows that 5,000 jihadis were trained at the expense of Qatar in 

NATO’s Libya in 2012, and 2,5 million dollars was paid at the same time to the 

future Caliph. 

 

In January of 2014, the Congress of the United States held a secret meeting at 

which it voted, in violation of international law, to approve funding for the Al-

Nosra Front (Al-Qaeda) and the Islamic emirate in Iraq and the Levant until 

September 2014. [20] Although it is unclear precisely what was really agreed to 

during this meeting revealed by the British Reuters news agency [21], and no 

media US media dared bypass censorship, it is highly probable that the law 

includes a section on arming and training jihadists. 

 

Proud of this US funding, Saudi Arabia has claimed on its public television 

channel, Al-Arabiya, that the Islamic Emirate was headed by Prince Abdul Rahman 

al-Faisal, brother of Prince Saud al Faisal (Foreign Minister) and Prince Turki al-

Faisal (Saudi ambassador to the United States and the United Kingdom) [22]. 

 

The Islamic Emirate represents a new step in the world of mercenaries. Unlike 

jihadi groups who fought in Afghanistan, Bosnia-Herzegovina and Chechnya 

around Osama bin Laden, it does not constitute a residual force but actually an 

army in itself. Unlike previous groups in Iraq, Libya and Syria, around Prince 

Bandar bin Sultan, they have sophisticated communication services at their 

disposal for recruitment and civilian officials trained in large western schools 

capable of instantly taking over the administration of a territory. 

 

Brand new Ukrainian weapons were purchased by Saudi Arabia and conveyed by 

the Turkish secret services who gave them to the Islamic Emirate. Final details 

were coordinated with the Barzani family at a meeting of jihadist groups in 

Amman on 1 June 2014. [23] The joint attack on Iraq by the Islamic Emirate and 

the Kurdistan Regional Government began four days later. The Islamic Emirate 

seized the Sunni part of the country, while the Kurdistan Regional Government 
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increased its territory by over 40%. Fleeing the atrocities of jihadists, religious 

minorities left the Sunni area, paving the way for the three-way partition of the 

country. 

 

Violating the Iraqi-US Defense agreement, the Pentagon did not intervene and 

allowed the Islamic Emirate to continue its conquest and massacres. A month 

later, while the Kurdish Peshmerga Regional Government had retreated without a 

fight, and when the emotions of world public opinion became too strong, 

President Obama gave the order to bomb some positions of the Islamic Emirate. 

However, according to General William Mayville, director of operations at the 

headquarters, “These bombings are unlikely to affect the overall capacity of the 

Islamic Emirate and its activities in other areas of Iraq or Syria “. [24] Obviously, 

they are not meant to destroy the jihadist army, but only to ensure that each 

player does not overlap the territory that has been assigned. Moreover, for the 

moment, they are symbolic and have destroyed only a handful of vehicles. It was 

ultimately the intervention of the Kurds of the Turkish and Syrian Kurdish PKK 

which halted the progress of the Islamic Emirate and opened a corridor to allow 

civilians to escape the massacre. 

 

Much disinformation is circulating about the Islamic Emirate and its caliph. The 

Gulf Daily News newspaper claimed that Edward Snowden had made revelations 

about it. [25] However, after verification, the former US spy published nothing 

about it. Gulf Daily News is published in Bahrain, a state occupied by Saudi troops. 

The article aims to clear only Saudi Arabia and Prince Abdul Rahman al-Faisal of 

their responsibilities. 

 

The Islamic Emirate is comparable to the mercenary armies of the European 

sixteenth century. They were conducting religious wars on behalf of the lords who 

paid them, sometimes in one camp, sometimes in another. Caliph Ibrahim is a 

modern condottiere. Although he is under the orders of Prince Abdul Rahman 

(Member of Sudeiris clan), it would not be surprising if he continued his epic in 

Saudi Arabia (after a brief detour in Lebanon or Kuwait) and determine the Royal 

succession favoring the Sudeiris clan over Prince Mithab (son, not brother of King 

Abdullah). 

 

John McCain and the Caliph 
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Ibrahim al-Badri, also known as Abu Du’a, also known as Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, 

aka Caliph Ibrahim, mercenary of Prince Abdul Rahman al-Faisal, funded by Saudi 

Arabia, Qatar and the United States. He can commit all the horrors that are 

forbidden to states by the Geneva Conventions. 

In the latest issue of its magazine, the Islamic Emirate devoted two pages to 

denounce Senator John McCain as “the enemy” and “double-crosser”, recalling 

his support for the US invasion of Iraq. Lest this accusation remain unknown in 

the United States, Senator immediately issued a statement calling the Emirate the 

“most dangerous Islamist terrorist group in the world” [26]. 

 

This controversy is there only to distract the gallery. One would like to believe it … 

if it were’t for this photograph from May 2013. 

 

Thierry Meyssan 

 

[1] We relayed press reports assuring that the demonstration in Deraa was a 

protest after the arrest and torture of students who tagged hostile slogans about 

the Republic. However, many colleagues have attempted to establish the identity 

of these students and meet their families. None was able to do so, the only 

witnesses who spoke did so for the British press, but anonymously, thus 

unverifiably. We are now convinced that this event never existed. The study of 
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Syrian contemporary documents shows that the event was really about an 

increase in civil servants’ salaries and pensions. It obtained satisfaction from the 

government. At that point, no newspaper had mentioned these students, this 

story having been invented by Al-Jazeera two weeks later. 

 

[2] The members of the Islamic Fighting Group in Libya, that is to say, al-Qaeda in 

Libya, tried to assassinate Muammar el-Qaddafi on behalf of the British MI6. The 

case was revealed by an officer of British counter-espionage, David Shyler. See 

“David Shayler:” I left the British secret service when the MI6 decided to fund 

Osama bin Laden” “, Voltaire Network, 18 November 2005. 

 

[3] Report of the Fact Finding Mission on the current crisis in Libya, June 2011. 

 

[4] “Lebanese MP directing arms traffic to Syria”, Translation Pete Kimberley, 

Voltaire Network, 13 December 2012. 

 

[5] In this regard, reference is made to my six-part series “10 years of resistance, 

the war of the United States against Syria.” 

 

[6] “McCain enters Syria illegally”, Voltaire Network, 30 May 2013. 

 

[7] « La Syrian Emergency Task Force, faux-nez sioniste » (“The Syrian Emergency 

Task Force, Zionist sock puppet “), Réseau Voltaire, 7 juin 2013. 

 

[8] “John McCain meets with kidnappers in Syria”, Voltaire Network, 1 June 2013. 

 

[9] “Wanted for Terrorism,” Rewards for Justice Program, Department of State. 

 

[10] The Security Council Committee established pursuant to resolution 1267 

(1999) October 15, 1999 is also known as the “Committee for sanctions against Al-

Qaida.” Record registration Ibrahim al-Badri (this time with the nom de guerre of 

al-Samarrai). 

 

[11] “Simultaneous jail-break of jihadists in 9 countries”, Translation Alizée Ville, 

Voltaire Network, 7 August 2013. 

 

[12] « La NED, vitrine légale de la CIA » (“The NED, legal storefront of the CIA”), 

par Thierry Meyssan, Оdnako (Russie), Réseau Voltaire, 6 octobre 2010. 
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[13] « Opération manquée au Venezuela » (“Operation failed in Venezuela”), par 

Thierry Meyssan, Réseau Voltaire, 18 mai 2002. 

 

[14] « La CIA déstabilise Haïti » (“The CIA destabilizes Haiti”), Réseau Voltaire, 14 

janvier 2004. “Coup d’Etat in Haiti”, by Thierry Meyssan, Voltaire Network, 5 

March 2004. 

 

[15] « L’expérience politique africaine de Barack Obama » (” Barack Obama’s 

African Political experience “), par Thierry Meyssan, Réseau Voltaire, 9 mars 2013. 

 

[16] “The secret behind Guantánamo ”, by Thierry Meyssan, Оdnako (Russia), 

Voltaire Network, 20 May 2010. 

 

[17] “Who Rules Iraq? ”, by Thierry Meyssan, Voltaire Network, 13 May 2004. 

 

[18] « La balkanisation de l’Irak » (“The Balkanization of Iraq”), par Manlio 

Dinucci, Traduction Marie-Ange Patrizio, Il Manifesto (Italie), Réseau Voltaire, 17 

juin 2014. 

 

[19] “Official Document of the Qatar Embassy: Tripoli Confirms Sending 1800 

Islamic Extremists in Trained in Libya to Fight in Syria,” The Truth Libyan War, 

September 20, 2013. 

 

[20] « Les États-Unis, premiers financiers mondiaux du terrorisme » (“The United 

States, the world’s leading financier of terrorism”), par Thierry Meyssan, Al-Watan 

(Syrie), Réseau Voltaire, 3 février 2014. 

 

[21] “Congress Approves Secret US weapons flow to ’moderate’ Syrian rebels” by 

Mark Hosenball, Reuters, January 27, 2014. 

 

[22] “Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant led by Prince Abdul Rahman”, 

Translation Alizée Ville, Voltaire Network, 4 February 2014. 

 

[23] “PKK revelations on ISIL attack and creation of “Kurdistan””, Voltaire 

Network, 8 July 2014. 
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[24] “U.S. Air Strikes Are Having a Limited Effect on ISIL ” by Ben Watson, Defense 

One, August 11, 2014. 

 

[25] “’Baghdadi’ Mossad trained, ’”Gulf Daily News, July 15, 2014. 

 

[26] “Statement by senator John McCain on being targeted by terrorist group ISIL 

as “the ennemy” and “the crusader””, Office of John McCain, 28 July 2014.” 
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Re: Isis (Jew controlled) is destroying archaeological 

sites by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

Any of you who are new here, and/or still have lingering doubts, worries, and 

fears related to Christianity, Islam or related programs and their lies- you really 

need to read the article below my reply here and visit 

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Destroying_Our_Past.htm  

 

Look at what the bible really is. From beginning to end, it is a FICTITIOUS HISTORY 

and nothing more. There is NOTHING SPIRITUAL about it! This is why is has not 

only conflicted with the sciences, especially paleontology [historical geology], 

astronomy and all of the others, but has also vehemently attacked and held the 

sciences back for centuries. I remember when I was a very young girl, 6 or 7 years 

old, being indoctrinated with that Christian filth, I actually believed this was how 

we all got here, etc. A few years later when I was pre-teen, I began to think for 

myself. Sadly, there are many adults who still believe these Jewish lies about how 

humanity got here as dictated in that nefarious bible which is and always has 

been a lethal plague on humanity. 

 

Beginning in Genesis, the Jews TELL us all how we were “created” by their so-

called “God” and how we got here and all these rotten lies. The Jews believing 

they themselves are “God” feel they have a right to DICTATE to everyone how we 

Gentiles are to think, what we can and cannot believe, and all sorts of other 

things that not only make our lives miserable, but are also very anti-life. Many 

scholars have wasted centuries and centuries researching that most worthless 

character jewsus who never existed. Just realize the endless time and wasted 

energy directed at combating these nefarious kosher programs. Imagine how far 

humanity would be if time and energy were not wasted on combating this filth. 

The arts, music, and nearly everything else was hijacked and directed to 

promoting and perpetuating these Jewish programs. For centuries as can be seen 

in the arts and music, those who didn’t comply were harshly punished and in 

many cases, murdered as “heretics” by the Christian Church. Jewish communism 

did exactly the very same thing. All of the arts, music and related had to promote 

communism. 

 

Always remember… the Jews take control of both opposing sides and work both 

opposing sides to their agenda. For example, Jewish Israel openly “allied” with the 

USA and the so-called “Free World.” The Jewish controlled former USSR would 
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always take up for and support the countries that were openly against Israel. To 

most people, this is very deceiving. The USSR always took the side of any country 

such as the Arab countries that were against Israel. BUT, when arming the Arab 

countries, the Arab countries received inferior weapons and other problems from 

the USSR that worked to undermine them. All the while most of the world was 

confused and actually believed the USSR was hostile to Israel, which was a lie. In 

addition to all of this, no different from their invented Nazarene, they are like 

chameleons in that they always change in a way and adapt their programs for the 

times. That rotten bible, because it has so many contradictions and endless verses 

that can be applied to practically any situation at any time, both for and against, 

survives because of this adaptation, though the Jews themselves never change in 

their character, nor in their agenda. Xian preachers can take whatever verses they 

please and apply them to any situation to suit their evil purposes. That bible was 

written in typical Jewish style in that like the Jews themselves, it can change itself 

to fit anything: 

 

***** 

 

The Ubiquitous Nazarene 

 

The Nazarene is made up of nothing but stolen legends, stolen identities and a 

bunch of meaningless, worthless hypocritical and contradictory teachings. I don't 

think there has been a character in all of history that is as fictitious as this 

Nazarene idiot, and because he is a lie, he can change according to the times. He 

was invented to be nothing more than a distraction for the masses, with the 

intention of removing all spiritual knowledge and power from the populace and 

placing it in the hands of a controlling few to the detriment of the all. Christianity 

has survived because it always adapted to the times, just as it is doing today. The 

Christian church finally admitted insidiously that the Earth is not flat. If they 

hadn't, they would have never survived. That is just one of numerous examples. 

Now, the Nazarene has put on a New Age face. The teachings of the Original Gods 

and ancient knowledge are all of a sudden attributed to the Nazarene. This is 

whether they come from Egypt [Some double-digit I.Q. individuals have the 

stupidity to claim he was a "pharaoh."] 

 

In the 1960's and 70's, he was the ideal hippy. Now he is the great teacher of this 

new age crap and the "threefold" joke, which of course includes those nefarious 

angels and Judeo/Christian mysticism. During the crusades, he was the Christian 
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warrior, leading the Christian armies to slaughter everyone in their path- "Onward 

Christian Soldiers." With Islam, he still exists, but this time, as not the "Son of 

God" but as a prophet. He seems to be everywhere and conforms to every trend, 

and every culture. Just slap the ragged poor professional victim on two crossed 

sticks of wood and there he is. The only thing that *is* real concerning this 

ubiquitous clown is the suicidal teachings designed to turn the whole of society 

into malleable slaves. The underlying message never changes. 

 

This is analogous to a harmless looking rodent that brings in lethal parasites that 

infest the locale like what happened with the Bubonic Plague of the Middle Ages. 

Because he is fictitious, he can be made into whatever they please as long as it is 

done insidiously. He can be anything at any time and anywhere. On the one hand, 

he is celibate and the "Son of God." On the other hand, in order to adapt with the 

sexual openness of today, he now has sexual relations with Mary Magdalene. 

Because new knowledge has come from the Far East, of course, he was there 

from age "13 until 30," as there is no written record so they can make up anything 

they wish. This way, they can attribute a lot of the Eastern teachings to him and 

claim "the all is one." Yeah, the "all is one" until someone mentions "Satan" and 

either there is denial or defensiveness out of these jokers. Because homosexuality 

is becoming more open, now parts of the gospel of St. John, which were 

conveniently deleted, claim he had sexual intercourse another male. He can be 

anything at anytime and anywhere. The Nazarene never gave any direct answers 

to anything. This way, any bible thumper is free to quote here and there, as they 

see fit. His parables fit any situation at any time and say nothing. They can be 

interpreted 100 different ways. Just put him on a stick and start pounding away! 

 

***** 

 

That bible is no “Word of God.” I already wrote a detailed sermon regarding the 

so-called “biblical prophesies” and how the Jews put these into action a very long 

time ago. Anyone can do this sort of thing. In addition to the sciences being 

relentlessly and most viciously attacked over the centuries, it has been the very 

same and even worse with witchcraft. Most of you also know that when science 

advances far enough, all of the so-called occult can be scientifically explained. It is 

a sad fact that aside from stupid deluded idiots, fear is a major factor in keeping 

those Jewish programs thriving, no different from the terrors of Jewish 

communism. Both of which have mass-murdered, tortured, and destroyed billions 
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of lives with their wars, their “purges” and their direct attacks on those who 

sought after and stood for the truth. 

 

Right now, we have a chance to really get out from under this hideous and most 

lethal plague. We have the internet. Do your part in waking people up. There are 

many different ways. If you are not able to reveal yourself for important reasons, 

then go to Satan and ask him what you can do. I am aware that not everyone is 

able to be open, but that does not mean you do nothing. There is always 

something. Satan will show you what you can do. This may come as an idea, an 

opportunity, or other. Demons will work with you. We must fight for our freedom 

NOW and relentlessly or we will all be forever enslaved! A hero only dies once… a 

coward dies a thousand times. 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

www.joyofsatan.com  

 

Isis (jew controlled) is destroying archaelogical sites. We have to Fri Mar 6, 2015 

7:26 pm (PST). Posted by: "Lolo Bardonik" lolobardonik The jews are destroying 

our past and they continue to do so. 

 

If you haven't already read this article on JoS to see the truth: 

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Destroying_Our_Past.htm  

 

This recent article 

http://www.infowars.com/isis-attacks-archaeological-site-at-nimrud/ is 

reporting that ISIS (created by the NATO 

http://presstv.com/detail/2014/08/24/376396/nato-behind-creation-of-isil/ 

which is jewish controlled http://www.realjewnews.com/?p=962) is 

destroying an archaeological site in Iraq. Remember that the area of Iraq is where 

the civilization of the Sumerians originated https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sumer. 

Imagine the historical significance and the artifacts, archaeological sites that this 

area contains. 

 

(the full article is quoted at the end of the post) 

 

These are my thoughts, triggered by reading the mentioned article. 
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----------------------------------------- 

 

Think about it. 

 

The jews have tried to erase our original heritage and have tried to replace it with 

xianity, islam, communism and all their bullshit creations. They tried to strip our 

past in order to remove the knowledge and weaken us. 

 

They are trying to remove the knowledge by killing people who have the 

knowledge, by destroying books, artifacts and archaeological sites. 

 

And this makes it more difficult for us Gentiles to prove that all the filthy jewish 

created bullshit are wrong. We know that they are wrong, we feel it inside us, we 

express it with our whole being. But, our brothers and sisters who are without, 

wouldn't be able to see it. The would like to see some proof to start thinking. 

They are brainwashed by the jewish programs and they would have to see some 

hard evidence to awaken from this brainwash. 

 

If the jews continue to destroy our past through their funded wars, in a few 

centuries all evidence would be a part of imagination. What we know as hard 

facts and are supported by evidence, in a few centuries would become "myths" 

and "fairytales" for the next generations. The knowledge would be removed from 

the physical level. 

 

This knowledge though wouldn't be lost. It would remain in the Akashic Records 

http://www.crystalinks.com/akashicrecords.html and in the knowledge of our 

Gods. But it would be a lot harder to obtain. Because as most of us know 

communicating to our Gods through telepathy is not an easy task. The same goes 

for obtaining access to the Akashic records. The person needs to have trained and 

honed these skills in order to reliably obtain any information this way. 

 

This is the reason, that all of us who have been given the privilege to this 

knowledge (any part of knowledge) from our Gods, have to preserve it for the 

next generations. Write journals, write books, write articles, write posts. 

 

Those of you who can do this (and of course are allowed by the Gods to share this 

knowledge), share it with as many trustworthy people as you can. Share it with 

people that deserve this knowledge and would honor it's value. 
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If you are now allowed to share it write a "black book" or a "grimoire" and keep it 

in a safe place. This way the knowledge would remain on the physical plane. 

 

Most of us have come to the truth because we had an inner urge to find the truth. 

Because we were spiritual enough to see the lies of the jewish world. We were 

guided to some info that helped us realize the truth. We found Father Satan and 

the Gods of Hell because we "stumbled" to the JoS site. 

 

Maybe a friend told us about it. Maybe the Gods have given us guidance. The 

result is the same. We "stumbled" upon the information. We read about it. We 

started trusting in our spiritual abilities. We started trusting that they are real. We 

started accepting this "invisible" reality. We obtained the knowledge. 

 

But everything started with information in the physical plane. A site. A book. A 

person with knowledge. So think about it. What could we do to help the Gods? 

 

Imagine the possibilities. 

 

What would happen if you write a book, a journal, a grimoire, a post on the 

internet. When you'd be long gone from the physical plane of this world, this 

information would remain. The Gods could direct a spiritual person to this 

information. To help this person get initiated in spirituality. To help this person 

and awaken him. 

 

We are a generation of pioneers. We had to search for the truth, and we're still 

searching to obtain more of our lost knowledge. Each of us has it's own interests. 

Each of us has it's own special abilities. While we're training to advance ourselves 

and our abilities we obtain knowledge. We obtain knowledge by the Gods. We 

obtain practical knowledge by training. 

 

This is valuable knowledge. 

 

This is the knowledge that needs to be preserved. 

 

This knowledge is our legacy for the next generations of our Gentile brothers and 

sisters. 
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Let's fight hard and become stronger. 

 

Hail Father Satan and the Gods of Hell 

 

----------------------------------------- 

 

This is the full article mentioned in the start of this post. 

 

ISIS ATTACKS ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE AT NIMRUD“ 

These extremists are trying to destroy the entire cultural heritage of the region..." 

http://www.infowars.com/isis-attacks-archaeological-site-at-nimrud/  

 

The Islamic State militant group attacked the ancient archaeological site of 

Nimrud in northern Iraq and damaged it with heavy vehicles, Iraq’s Ministry of 

Tourism and Antiquities said Thursday. 

 

It was the latest in a series of attacks: 

1. http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/31/world/middleeast/iraqi-anger-rises-

as-militants-attack-mosuls-cultural-history.html on ancient structures and 

artifacts in Syria and Iraq that the group has destroyed in the name of its 

harsh interpretation of Islamic law. Last week, Islamic State militants 

videotaped themselves destroying statues and artifacts 

2. http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/27/world/middleeast/more-assyrian-

christians-captured-as-isis-attacks-villages-in-syria.html in the Mosul 

Museum and at the Nergal Gate entryway to ancient Nineveh. The militants 

captured the city during its offensive blitz through much of Iraq last June. 

 

“The terrorist gangs of ISIS 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/organizations/a/al_qaeda_i

n_mesopotamia/index.html?inline=nyt-org 

Are continuing to defy the will of the world and the feelings of humanity after 

they committed a new crime that belongs to its idiotic series,” the ministry said in 

a statement on its Facebook page, referring to the Islamic State, also known as 

ISIS, ISIL or Daesh. 

 

Nimrud is the sprawling site of a city founded by the Assyrian 

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/25/world/middleeast/besieged-assyrians-

have-deep-roots-in-middle-east.html King Shalamansar I, who died in 1245 B.C. 
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Re: Enraged over destruction of Astaroth's Temple, 

etc. by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

I already replied to a post on this, but another thing I want to add here… When I 

was very new to Satanism, one of the things our Gods impressed upon me was 

they did not want humanity to “forget them.” In other words, not know they ever 

existed. I wrote my best at the time in the Demons’ section of the JoS and how 

our people should promote our Gods in any way they can. IN songs, art work, 

band names and other things I suggested at that time in return for favors granted 

to us from our Gods. 

 

Jehovah’s Witnesses have take steps in eliminating all of the holidays such as 

Xmas and Easter, even celebrating one’s birthday. This is because all of these 

holidays, as they will openly admit are Pagan. Other fundamentalist xian sects 

[xian = Christian for those who are new here] work to remove all of the Pagan 

celebrations and traditions from these holidays and replace them with that 

scumbag Nazarene; attacking Santa Claus, gift-giving, Easter Eggs, the Easter 

Bunny etc. There are even xian placards that state “Easter is not about the Easter 

Bunny” for instance. Many are also deceived with the Jewish communist agenda 

that promotes atheism. Truth be known, communist countries are not all that 

harsh towards xianity and related Jewish filth. The end goal though is to remove 

all of the xian crap because it comes with the Pagan baggage. Xianity still has not 

completely disconnected itself from the STOLEN Pagan holidays, mala beads and 

many other things, as xianity has nothing of its own. 

 

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/STOLEN_YEAR.htm  

 

This here is exceptionally blatant. All of the truth and history is systematically 

being removed and replaced with lies, the most blatant ones being the Bible and 

the Koran. When all evidence is gone through deliberate destruction, the Jews are 

then at liberty to seal their agenda. An atheist knows nothing of spirituality and is 

helpless to fight back against forces he/she does not even believe to exist, let 

alone know how to. The Jews then become “God.” Anyone who poses a serious 

threat is dealt with through their version of black magick- child sacrifice…Jewish 

ritual murder. 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/ChristianMass_JewishRitualMurder

.html 
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All evidence is destroyed and the Jews replace it all with their lies. Like I already 

wrote, the Bible is very blatant as is the Koran. 

 

One of the most important messages I ever received form our Gods is “Never let 

them forget us.” If we forget our True Gods and where we come from, then all is 

lost… 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Bible_Jewish_Witchcraft.htm  

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

www.joyofsatan.com  

 

_____________ 

Enraged over destruction of Astaroth's Temple, etc. Sat Mar 7, 2015 9:34 pm 

(PST) . Posted by: "Sims Motal" simsmotal I have been so depressed all day. And I 

finally began to understand why. The destruction of sacred temples and statues is 

way beyond evil. Yes! It is horrible the way that ISIL -- I refuse to refer to them by 

one of our Goddesses' names – murders, rapes and destroys. But to me, this is 

the icing on the cake! I fully intend to continue with rituals towards the jews, but I 

am also going to include the islamic extremist monsters too! 

 

I have cried and cried about it. To me, the things they have done are unspeakable, 

and unforgivable. 

I hope others will join me in cursing the SOBs too. 

Hail Father Satan! Hail Isis! Hail Osiris! Hauk Anubis! 
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Jewish Septic Tank 

Material collected by Descarte 666, topic 

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic4446.html  

 

First, I would like to thank Satan for protecting my body and my belongings the 

last few days. My area had some very bad weather, but I truly got lucky. It is true 

that Satan takes care of his own. HAIL SATAN! 

 

At work the other day somebody showed me a video while I was taking a break. 

The video was outrageous and sickening. That video was just a short clip of an 

hour long video created by Sunni Muslims. The contents of this video are more 

proof of the dysfunctional world that is created by the jews and their false, 

suicidal religions. 

 

http://jihadology.net/2014/05/17/al-furqan-media-presents-a-new-video-

message-from-the-islamic-state-of-iraq-and-al-sham-clanging-of-the-swords-part-

4/ 

 

This is reality. The above is what the world will become if we allow the jewish 

puppetmasters and their lackeys run the world. If mankind does not wake up to 

this viscious hoax then America, along with the rest of the world, will be thrown 

into the jewish septic tank. 

 

IN this video they kill in the name of their disgusting jewish god. IN fact, they 

delight in it. Then they claim that the djinn are their enemies. They claim that 

their god is merciful and should be feared. SATAN NEVER KILLED ANYBODY! It is 

the jewish god that delights in the pain and suffering of others. 

 

This is for those who are only concerned with themselves. Those who do not take 

Satanism seriously. GROW UP! This has been going on for centuries. And if 

everybody continues to be "soft", then out enemy will continue to do this until we 

are all being beheaded in our own house. 

 

All of the strong and faithful Brothers and Sisters in Satan! I Salute you! HAIL 

SATAN! 
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Muslims are Jews’ natural allies in Europe-Rabbi 

Goldschmidt by High Priest Mageson666 

Muslims are Jews’ natural allies in Europe – Rabbi Pinchas Goldschmidt the 

president of the Conference of European Rabbis, 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wb_4U2UJucE  

 

 
Female victim of a Muslim rape gang in Sweden one of thousands. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rA7Ymki71fM 

 

"Europe has not yet learned how to be multicultural" ... "We're going to be part of 

that transformation which MUST take place" ... "and jews will be resented 

because of their leading role" ... Jew,Spectre 

 

Muslims are Jews’ natural allies in Europe – Rabbi Pinchas Goldschmidt. 

 

Quran 8:12]: I will insist into to the heart of the unbelievers: smite ye above their 

necks and smite all their finger-tips off 

 

[Quran 2:191-193]: "And kill them wherever you find them.... 
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Muslim Destruction of Sweden 

 
 

Swedish member, topic http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic982.html  

 

In the last couple of decades, the migration from Middle-Eastern and North 

African countries to Sweden has drastically increased. Now more than ever, after 

the unrest that has taken place in several Arab countries. Right now the amount 

of people we take in is over 100 000 people/year, this is a huge number in a 

country of 9 million people. This year the biggest group BY FAR migrating to 

Sweden is Syrians: 

 

And with this, crime has skyrocketed (especially sexually oriented ones), people 

are being recruited by terrorist groups through the mosques to wage war on the 

Swedish people, or by their words: the impure, the unholy and the unbelievers. 

All under the supervision of the oh so friendly local imam of course. 

 

The media has gone out of their way to keep the Swedish people in the dark 

about this, by not mentioning who committed a crime if it was an immigrant. In 

the last decade rape and sexually oriented crimes has gone up drastically from a 

bit over 10 000 in 2003, to over 16 000 this year (this is huger per capita). 

Mentioning that this has something to do with the Muslims to the hyper-liberal 

that generally the Swede is, is of course very racist and you're in for the 

stigmatization of the century. But logically such a drastically increase is not 

because suddenly Swedish men has gotten a taste for rape, but that we take in 

such an insane amount of people from a culture that teaches if you're not 

covered from head to toe, you are asking to be raped. 

 

The future is looking dark, and if this continues Sweden may turn into an Islamic 

country in a few decades. This is also paving the way for race-mixing of massive 
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proportions. The only political party(SD-The Sweden Democrats) that opposes 

immigration in such a huge scale are pro-israeli hypocrites, and has admitted to 

having no control over immigration policy. 

 

High Priest Hooded Cobra, site Death of Communism: 

 

http://frontpagemag.com/2013/dgreenfield/1-in-4-swedish-women-will-be-

raped-as-sexual-assaults-increase-500/  

 

"This is atrocious right here. Shows the pure hatred of the enemy bastards, their 

sick mentality, their sick religion and the Jewish and Muslim hatred for all that is 

beautiful and is of Satan. The Swedes are of the most clear blooded whites, and 

they get assaulted into this Marxist cultural brew. 

 

I remember a mention by Savitri Devi, about those naturally lower, attacking their 

superiors, just because of pure jealousy and hatred. It’s there. I was shocked to 

read this. Shit is very out of hand." 

 

By Daniel Greenfield: 

 

“1 in 4 Swedish Women Will Be Raped as Sexual Assaults Increase 500% 

 

 
 

Sweden has imported huge numbers of Muslim immigrants with catastrophic 

effect. 
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Sweden’s population grew from 9 million to 9.5 million in the years 2004-2012, 

mainly due to immigration from “countries like Afghanistan, Iraq and Somalia”. 16 

percent of all newborns have mothers born in non-Western countries. 

Employment rate among immigrants: 54 percent. 

 

Sweden now has the second highest number of rapes in the world, after South 

Africa, which at 53.2 per 100,000 is six times higher than the United States. 

Statistics now suggest that 1 out of every 4 Swedish women will be raped. 

 

In 2003, Sweden’s rape statistics were higher than average at 9.24, but in 2005 

they shot up to 36.8 and by 2008 were up to 53.2. Now they are almost certainly 

even higher as Muslim immigrants continue forming a larger percentage of the 

population. 

 

With Muslims represented in as many as 77 percent of the rape cases and a major 

increase in rape cases paralleling a major increase in Muslim immigration, the 

wages of Muslim immigration are proving to be a sexual assault epidemic by a 

misogynistic ideology. 

 

The statistics are skewed by urban centers where the Islamic colonists cluster. In 

Stockholm this summer there was an average of 5 rapes a day. Stockholm has 

gone from a Swedish city to a city that is one-third immigrant and is between a 

fifth and a quarter Muslim. 

 

Sweden, like the rest of the West, will have to come to terms with the fact that it 

can either have female equality or Muslim immigration. It cannot have both”. 

 

Now what does Jewish Feminism have to say about it? As far as we know feminist 

party rules Sweden, doesn't it? 

 

Swedish member from topic http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic9278.html:  

 

And all the time, since I grew up, being Swedish and being white has been 

shameful. Growing up in a "multicultured" school, many white children were 

targeted and bashed for being white. Acting white, talking white were wrong.  

The scary thing is that even now, in the young age of 3-4 years, the non white 

children often chooses the white children to bully. Not all the time, and as always 

there are exceptions and also can happen the otherway around. 
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Just being white has been shameful. And when I were a teen, the only thing a girl 

could do to avoid this, were to be with an Arabic or black guy. But if you were a 

white guy with an Arabic/black girl it was wrong. Those girls were to be with their 

own. 

 

The Arabic or black people coming here have a strong nationality towards their 

own people, of course and naturally. No one questions this. But a swede cannot 

express nationality or being a proud white, because we have nothing to be proud 

about. We are shamed and bashed all our lives, and have no freedom to express 

our opinions concerning immigration or white nationality, because there is no 

such thing. There simply is no such thing. Those who still do, are labelled racist, or 

more often Nazi which is the worst label to have, since we are taught about 

Nazism from young age and that there is nothing worse. They literally teach us 

that Nazism is a white thing only. A Nazi is what parents scare their white little 

children with at night. 

 

The misconceptions are unbelievable. And people often do not think for 

themselves, they just take what is said and makes it a fact. Racism is not a white 

thing only, but only whites are wrong for being racist. If an Arab is integrating 

with whites to much his kin may call him traitor, or an asskisser. Imagine if a white 

person said that. It is okey to be racist, even natural. If you're not white. 

 

High Priest Mageson666: 

 

Sweden is the Mecca of Jewish Social Marxist policy [what PC is]. In Sweden chicks 

gets degree's by writing papers based on Marxist-feminist ideology of why men 

should sit to pee. They even had a campaign to ban standing urinals. However I 

don't think people are drinking this joo cool-aid anymore. The Joo run regimes are 

getting openly pushy and authoritarian with enforcing this communistic narrative. 

Which shows they are losing and trying to speed things up. Which is only creating 

a backlash they are losing control of. 

 

Another Swedish member from the same topic: 

 

As much as I wish it wasn't so, Sweden seems like a lost cause. While there is one 

nationalist political party gaining traction, and significant parts of the populace 

are waking up to this foreign invasion, a lot of damage - that is likely irreversable - 
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is being done constantly. Ghettos crawling with criminal immigrants are 

expanding, and new ones are made from previously safe, and peaceful Swedish 

areas. A couple of buildings housing immigrants were opened just recently near 

my location, and it didn't take long before I heard of an attempted rape, and now 

another family-friendly location is going down the gutter. Talking about this 

reality is of course a very racist thing to do. Because who wouldn't want their 

children and grandchildren to be raised in a place where they are likely to be gang 

raped by immigrants? Most people here don't mind apparently. 

 

The Swedish people has literally been indoctrinated to be retarded. Reality is right 

in front of them, but they are too busy being self-righteous, and 'tolerant', to do 

anything about this shitty now, or the disastrous future lying ahead. And those 

who do stand up for themselves, and their people, are immediately branded as an 

"evil racist". 

 

I've been attending collage for two years now. What i chose to study was 

something I thought were going to be practical, and very down to earth. Yet, 

somehow, in those two years they have managed to fit in two courses almost 

exclusively about "feminist theory". Of course, being Sweden, many like this. 

Someone I occasionally speak to is one of these people, and when I try to talk to 

him about this, the drone-like behavior that is being taught comes right up to the 

surface. Trying to justify every kind of strange, and insane behavior. This whole 

"identity culture" especially, soon we'll have pedophiles "identifying" as children 

to make people accept their sickness. If this would ever happen, I wish it would 

surprise me, but it probably wouldn't. The weird shit these people are willing to 

accept is astonishing. 

 

Some are waking up, but unfortunately many of them retreat because of pressure 

from this sick society. Those openly against immigration can expect a visit from 

your local gang of immigrant savages. Still, there are others who stand strong. 

And there might be a chance of tipping the scales in our favor in the future. But by 

that point, enough damage might have been done for the situation to be 

completely fucked. 

 

Even if you live in a place that isn't nearly as bad, work to stomp out every small 

trace of this Marxist plague before it starts to gain traction. 

 

From topic: http://josministries.prophpbb.com/post31292.html#p31292: 
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What is worse is that Islam seeped in Europe through the utterly dumbshit 

cultural Marxists and feminists (note for those who don't know feminism: 

feminism by definition is the complete opposite of feminism put in practice). Look 

at how Sweden ended up, being the laughing stock of Europe with a feminist 

party nearly elected into their parliament, 1.8mil out of 8mil people are 

immigrants and constantly try to destroy society. 

 

Let’s see the true face of the Jewish program of Feminism: 
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This is the answer on how jewish feminism protects human rights. 
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Islam VS The PC Jew Theocrats by High Priest 

Mageson666 

 
 

I have been following what has been happening in Australia and Belgium and 

Europe in general with the Islamic attacks on Europeans from Islamic rape gangs 

to sex slave rings and on, especially the major one that was busted in Britain. I am 

still never surprised by ridiculous Liberals who rush to say that Islam is a religion 

of peace and those Muslims are some how not real Muslims. 

 

Will the real Mohammed please stand up. 
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Where in the Koran does it say they are not following Islam? They are this is what 

Islam is and does just read the Koran. I am supposed to believe those millions of 

Muslim's somehow don't believe the Koran and just like the name? Because that 

is the only other alternative explanation left. We are then told by the Liberal 

freaks and their all too willing to lie Islam pretend pals. To point this out is racism 

or something, despite the fact Islam is not a race. Its somehow racism, well these 

people are just frustrated retards who can't make a logical point because their 

whole worldview is illogical, retardation so they resort to screaming through 

criminal at the rest of us thinking sane people. That way they never have to 

explain. 

 

Was this guy a pretend Muslim too? 
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Muslims are also lying assholes who have a Jew like system of lying and deceit to 

push Islam where they don't have the power of the sword to impose it by 

slaughter and terror, called Tarqi, so anything they say is naturally like the Jews 

lies to promote their agenda. Islam divides the world into two part the Abode of 

Islam and the Abode of war, which continues till Islam conquerors. Naturally Jews 

are making this easier for them as this is their program and the Liberal tards and 

holding the door open as well. They like Jews love it when violent aliens rape, kill 

and attack White People. Which is why they scream racism at you if you don't like 

Islamic immigration. Its part of their anti-White narrative to promote racially alien 

and hostile immigration to the White World. And they view Islam as part of this in 

this sphere. Their moronic knee jerk reaction actually shows their real intention 

the whole time. Destroy White People and Western Civilization. The non Whites 

that are peaceful immigrants and decent normal people, the Jews will try and 

make sure by the second generation of race baiting, anti-White, cultural Marxist 

propaganda. To try and change this as well. 

 

Islam is a Jewish scam, Mohammed claimed to be the Messiah of the Jews first 

and foremost. The Koran built on the Book Of Moses. The Torah. And like Jewish 

Christianity its as fake as fuck and another way for the Jews to advance their 

murderous agenda on earth: http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic542.html 
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Which is another reason the Jews are hated rat Kikes like this: 
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"Europe has not yet learned how to be multicultural" ... "We're going to be part of 

that transformation which MUST take place" ... "and jews will be resented 

because of their leading role" ... 

 

Are shipping this in by the millions to kill White People and race traitor Liberal 

freaks are holding the door open so their own daughters can get brutally beaten 

and raped in the streets as normal. As that change which MUST take place says 

kike rat. 

 

 
 

Along with their sons being killed in broad daylight by Islamic's as well. 
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The Jews and their lobbies have been behind every open immigration policy from 

the Islamic World into the White World. But never for Israel as they have race 

laws to prevent this. One standard for the Jew another for everyone else. 

 

Thanks Jews. 
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What Islam has to say about Homosexuality 

by Fourth Reich 666 

As most sheep think, "Allah is nice," "Allah forgives everyone," and most falsly: 

"Allah accepts everyone," For homosexuals this is a different case. Put a side 

"allah's" other evil shit, such as stone women, and focus on what jewslam thinks 

about gays. Here are the following qoutes from the quaran, express what i mean. 

"We also sent Lut : He said to his people : "Do ye commit lewdness such as no 

people in creation (ever) committed before you? For ye practice your lusts on 

men in preference to women: ye are indeed a people transgressing beyond 

bounds." Qur'an 7:80-81 

 

"What! Of all creatures do ye come unto the males, and leave the wives your Lord 

created for you? Nay, but ye are forward folk." Qur'an 26:165 

 

Qur'an 27.055 Would ye really approach men in your lusts rather than women? 

Nay, ye are a people (grossly) ignorant! 

 

Qur'an 29.028-29 And (remember) Lut: behold, he said to his people: "Ye do 

commit lewdness, such as no people in Creation (ever) committed before you. Do 

ye indeed approach men, and cut off the highway?- and practice wickedness 

(even) in your councils? 

 

“And as for those who are guilty of an indecency from among your women, call to 

witnesses against them four (witnesses) from among you; then if they bear 

witness confine them to the houses until death takes them away or Allah opens 

some way for them. And as for the two who are guilty of indecency from among 

you, give them both a punishment; then if they repent and amend, turn aside 

from them; surely Allah is oft-returning (to mercy), the Merciful.” Qu'ran 4:15–16 

[How Ironic, first it says kill gay and the finishing with god is merciful] 

 

Abu Dawud (4462) - The Messenger of Allah (peace and blessings of Allah be upon 

him) said, "Whoever you find doing the action of the people of Loot, execute the 

one who does it and the one to whom it is done.". 

 

Abu Dawud (4448) - "If a man who is not married is seized committing sodomy, he 

will be stoned to death."  (Note the implicit approval of sodomizing one's wife). 
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Qu'ran 4:16: 

 

And the two persons among you who commit illegal sexual intercourse, punish 

them both.) Ibn `Abbas and Sa`id bin Jubayr said that this punishment includes 

cursing, shaming them and beating them with sandals. This was the ruling until 

Allah abrogated it with flogging or stoning, as we stated. Mujahid said, "It was 

revealed about the case of two men who do it. As if he was referring to the 

actions of the people of Lut, and Allah knows best. 

 

Bukhari (72:774) - "The Prophet cursed effeminate men (those men who are in 

the similitude (assume the manners of women) and those women who assume 

the manners of men, and he said, 'Turn them out of your houses .' The Prophet 

turned out such-and-such man, and 'Umar turned out such-and-such woman." 

 

What did Mohammed himself have to say about homosexuality: "Whoever is 

found conducting himself in the manner of the people of Lot, kill the doer and the 

receiver" "A man should not look at the private parts of another man, and a 

woman should not look at the private parts of another woman. A man should not 

lie with another man without wearing lower garment under one cover; and a 

woman should not be lie with another woman without wearing lower garment 

under one cover." (Abu Dawood) 

 

What did Allah say? 

 

"Do you approach the males of humanity, leaving the wives Allah has created for 

you? Nay, You are a people who transgress." 

 

Allah also looked down upon anal sex with women: 

 

"Allah is not too shy to tell you the truth: Do not have sex with your wives in the 

anus." 

 

In Islam, it is required that each "good muslim" produces a "good muslim 

offspring," In the Qu'ran, Muhammed had 13 legit wives, with the rest being SEX 

SLAVES....oh how mercyful and graceful is the almight prophet....may shit be upon 

him 

 

This twisted religion also has a veiw on lesbianism: 
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"Lesbianism by women is adultery between them." (Tabarani, sahih)" 

 

The Genocide of Homosexuals in Iran 

 
  

[1] Since the Islamic revolution of Iran, since the 1980s, when Ayatollah Khomeini 

took the reigns of power, 4000 GBLT people were killed in gruesome methods 

such as beheading with a sword, chopped in two with a sword, being stonned to 

death and being burned at the stake. 

 

Reason for execution: 

 

"The death penalty applies not only to sodomy, but to repeated offences of lesser 

sexual acts such as mutual masturbation and body rubbing. The mere act of two 

people of the same sex lying naked together "without any necessity" is a crime 

punishable by up to 99 lashes. One man kissing another, even "without lust", 

merits 60 lashes. These floggings can cause permanent injury to internal organs, 

severe bleeding and sometimes death.The Iranian authorities stepped up their 

crusade against homosexuality in 1990, with a wave of public executions. On the 
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first day of the new crackdown, three gay men were beheaded in a city square in 

Nahavand, and two women accused of lesbianism were stoned to death in 

Langrood. Justifying these killings, the Iranian Chief Justice, Morteza Moghtadai, 

declared: "The religious punishment for the despicable act of homosexuality is 

death for both parties". 

 

Simultaneously, Ayatollah Ali Khameni denounced "homosexuality, male and 

female". He condemned Britain and the USA for promoting gay relationships, 

claiming the two countries had legalised marriages between people of the same 

sex. Homosexuality was, he said, a symptom of the decay and corruption of 

Western culture. 

 

His colleague, Ayatollah Musavi-Ardebili, demanded the strict enforcement of 

Islamic punishments for lesbian and gay behavior. Describing the procedures for 

the execution of homosexuals, he told students at Tehran University: 

 

"They should seize him (or her), they should keep him standing, they should split 

him in two with a sword, they should either cut off his neck or they should split 

him from the head.... after he is dead, they bring logs, make a fire and place the 

corpse on the logs, set fire to it and burn it. Or it should be taken to the top of a 

mountain and thrown down. Then the parts of the corpse should be gathered 

together and burnt. Or they should dig a hole, make a fire in the hole and throw 

him alive into the fire. We do not have such punishments for other offences", 

boasted the Ayatollah. "There cannot be the slightest degree of mercy or 

compassion. ... Praise be to God." 

 

Lesbians and gay men living in countries dominated by the New Dark Ages of 

Islamic fundamentalism cannot afford the liberal luxury of tolerating religious 

fanaticism. For them, the politically correct arguments about "cultural sensitivity" 

smack of surrender to the extremists who jeopardize their freedom and even 

their lives." from http://iranian.com/Letters/1999/September/gay.html  

 

[2]Here is a story of a homosexual victim of toture in Iran 

 

Amir is from Shiraz, a city of more than a million people in southwestern Iran that 

the Shah tried to make “the Paris of Iran” in the 1960s and 1970s, attracting a not 

insignificant gay population and making Shiraz a favorite vacation spot for Iranian 

gays – but after the 1979 Revolution led by Ayatollah Khomeini, Shiraz was 
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targeted as a symbol of taaghoot(idolatry).  Amir’s father was killed by a gas 

attack in the Iran-Iraq war in the 1987, becoming – in the Islamic Republic’s 

official parlance – a “martyr,” whose surviving family thus had the right to special 

benefits and treatment from the state. 

 

Amir, who grew up with his mother, an older brother and two sisters, says: “I’ve 

known I was gay since I was about 5 or 6 – I always preferred to play with girls.  I 

had my first sexual experience with a man when I was 13.  But nobody in my 

family knew I was gay.” Amir’s first arrest for being gay occurred two years ago: “I 

was at a private gay party, about 25 young people there, all of us close friends. 

One of the kids, Ahmed Reza – whose father was a colonel in the intelligence 

services, and who was known to the police to be gay – snitched on us, and alerted 

the authorities this private party was going to happen.  Ahmed waited until 

everyone was there, then called the Office for Promotion of Virtue and 

Prohibition of Vice, headed in Shiraz by Colonel Safaniya, who a few minutes later 

raided the party.  The door opened, and the cops swarmed in, insulting us – 

screaming ‘who’s the bottom? Who’s the top?’ and beating us, led by Colonel 

Javanmardi.  When someone tried to stop them beating up the host of the party, 

they were hit with pepper spray.  One of our party was a transsexual – the cops 

slapped her face so hard they busted her eardrum and she wound up in hospital. 

Ahmed Reza, the gay snitch, was identifying everyone as the cops beat us up. 

“The cops took sheets, ripped them up and blindfolded us, threw us into a van, 

and took us to a holding cell in Interior Ministry headquarters – they knew us all 

by name,” Amir recounts.  Iranians live in fear of the Interior Ministry, which has a 

reputation like that of the former Soviet KGB’s domestic bureau, and whose 

prisons strike fear in people’s hearts the way the infamous Lubianka once did.  

Amir says that “I was the third person to be interrogated. The cops had seized 

videos taken at the party, in one of which I was reciting a poem. The cops told me 

to recite it again. ‘What poem?’ I said.  They began beating me in the head and 

face.  When I tried to deny I was gay, they took off my shoes and began beating 

the soles of my feet with cables, the pain was excruciating.  I was still blindfolded.  

They had found dildos in the house where the party was – they beat me with 

them, stuffed them in my mouth.  When I told them my father was a martyr [of 

the Iran-Iraq war] they beat me up even more, and harder.  They took away my 

card [entitling Amir to martyr’s benefits] and said they’d tell the local university, 

where I was studying computers.” 
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At the same time, Amir continues, “They went to my house, seized my computer, 

found online homoerotic pictures of guys in it, and showed them to my mother.  

That’s how mother found out I was gay.  Eventually I was tried and fined 100,000 

tumans [or about $120, a large sum in Iran].  At the time he fined me, the judge 

told me that ‘if we send you to a physician who vouches that your rectum has 

been penetrated in any way, you will be sentenced to death.’” 

 

Most of the anti-gay crackdown, Amir says, is conducted by the Basiji.  The Basiji 

are a sort of unofficial para-police under the authority of the hard-line 

Revolutionary Guards (called Pasdaranin Persian).  It is the basiji– thugs recruited 

from the criminal classes and the lumpen unemployed – who are assigned to be 

agents provocateurs, and are given the violent dirty work, so the regime can claim 

it wasn’t officially responsible.  For example, during recent university strikes and 

demonstrations, it was the Basijis who were charged with the defenestration and 

the vicious beatings of rebellious students. 

 

A year after his first arrest, an unrepentant Amir was in a Yahoo gay chat room on 

the web: “Someone came into the chat room and started messaging me, but I 

told him he wasn’t my type and gave him a description of the kind of guy I was 

looking to meet.  A few minutes later, another guy started messaging me. We 

exchanged pix, and he sent me his web-page right away – and he matched exactly 

all the descriptions I’d sent to the previous guy.  It turned out later both guys 

were police agents; they had so many they could come up with one who matched 

the personal preferences of any gay guy in the chat rooms.” 

 

“With this second guy, I was really excited, and we made a date for that afternoon 

at a phone booth near Bagh-e SafaBridge.  When I got there, we started to walk 

away to talk and get to know each other.  But within 30 seconds, I felt a hand laid 

on my shoulder from behind – it was an undercover agent in regular clothes, 

whose name turned out to be Ali Panahi.  With two other Basiji, he handcuffed 

me, forced me into a car, and took me back to the Intelligence Ministry 

headquarters, a very scary place.  There I denied that I was gay, and denied that 

this had been a gay rendezvous – but they showed me a printout from the 

chatroom of my messages and my pix.” 

 

Then, says Amir, the torture began: “There was a metal chair in the middle of the 

room – they put a gas flame under the chair, and made me sit on it as the metal 

seat got hotter and hotter.  They threatened to send me to an army barracks 
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where all the soldiers were going to rape me.  There was a soft drink bottle sitting 

on a table – Ali Panahi told one of the other Basiji to take the bottle and shove it 

up my ass, screaming: ‘This will teach you not to want any more cock!’  I was so 

afraid of sitting in that metal chair, as it got hotter and hotter, that I confessed.  

Then they brought out my file, and told me that I was a ‘famous faggot’ in Shiraz.  

They beat me up so badly that I passed out, and was thrown, unconscious, into a 

holding cell. 

 

“When I came to, I saw there were several dozen other gay guys in the cell with 

me.  One of them told me that, after they had taken him in, they beat him and 

forced him to set up dates with people through chat rooms – and each one of 

those people had been arrested, those were the other people in that cell with me. 

“We were eventually all taken to court, and cross-examined.  The judge 

sentenced four of us, including me, to public flogging.  The news was printed all 

over the newspapers that a group of homosexuals had been arrested, with our 

names.  I got 100 lashes – I passed out before the 100 lashes were over.  When I 

woke up, my arms and legs were so numb that I fell over when they picked me up 

from the platform on which I’d been lashed.  They had told me that, if I screamed, 

they will beat me even harder – so I was biting my arms so hard, to keep from 

screaming, that I left deep teeth wounds in my own arms.” 

 

After this entrapment and public flogging, Amir’s life became unbearable – he was 

rousted regularly at his home by the Basiji and by agents of the Office for 

Promotion of Virtue and Prohibition of Vice [which represses “moral deviance” – 

things like boys and girls walking around holding hands, women not wearing 

proper Islamic dress or wearing makeup, same-sex relations, and prostitution]. 

But after the hanging of two gay teens in the city of Mashad in July of this year 

[2005]– and the world-wide protests that followed those hangings – Amir says 

that things got even worse for him and other Iranian gays.  Amir was under 

continual surveillance, harassed, and threatened:“After the Mashad incident, the 

‘visits’ from the authorities became an almost daily occurrence.  They would 

come to my house and threaten me.  They knew everything about everything I 

did, about everywhere I went.  They would tell me exactly what I had done each 

and every time I had left the house.  It had gotten to the point where I was 

starting to suspect my own friends of spying on me.  On one of these visits, Ali 

Panahi –the one who’d arrested me the last time – grabbed me by the hair and 

asked me if I’d suck his cock if he asked me to.  One of my friends was raped by Ali 

Panahi, who fucked my friend in exchange for letting him go without a record. 
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“They would arrest me all the time, take me in for questioning in the middle of 

the day – when I left the house, they’d hassle me, ask me if I was going to go 

looking for dick, and tell me not to leave my house and to keep off the streets.  In 

one of these arrests, Colonel Javanmardi told me that if they catch me again that I 

would be put to death, ‘just like the boys in Mashad.’  He said it just like that, very 

simply, very explicitly.  He didn’t mince his words.  We all know that the boys who 

were hanged in Mashad were gay – the rape charges against them were trumped 

up, just like the charges of theft and kidnapping against them.  When you get 

arrested, you are forced by beatings, torture, and threats to confess to crimes you 

didn’t commit.  It happens all the time, it happened to friends of mine. 

 

“I could not get a job because of my case history.  Since I was obviously gay I 

couldn’t get a job anywhere, and could not get a government job because of my 

record,” Amir says.  By the last time the cops came to his house, Amir had decided 

to try to leave the country: “I invented an excuse, and told them I had to go to 

Tehran to take my higher university entrance exams. I already had a passport 

from three years ago.  In Tehran I borrowed a little money from a friend and came 

to Turkey by bus.  At the border, I really lucked out – I was terrified because I had 

a record, and not enough money to get out or pay a bribe.”  But indolent border 

guards didn’t bother to check on him – they just took his passport, stamped it, 

and let him leave. That, says Amir, was about a month ago. 

 

When asked what message he wants to send to the world about what’s 

happening in Iran,and what he thinks about his own future, Amir pauses, then 

says: “The situation of gays in Iran is dreadful.  We have no rights at all.  They 

would beat me up and tell me to confess to things I hadn’t done, and I would do 

it.  The gays and lesbians in Iran are under unbelievable pressure – they need 

help, they need outside intervention.  Things are really bad. Really bad!  We are 

constantly harassed in public, walking down the street, going to the store, going 

home… anywhere and anywhere, everyone, everyone!  One of my dear friends, 

Nima, committed suicide a month ago in Shiraz.  He just couldn’t take it anymore.  

I don’t know what’s going to happen to me.  I’ve run out of money.  I don’t know 

what to do.  I just hope they don’t send me back to Iran.  They’ll kill me there.” 

The excecution of homsexuals in Iran still continues today, the most recent being 

in 2014 when two men were executed for being gay and "insulting the prophet" 

see here for article: http://www.jihadwatch.org/2014/03/new-moderate-iran-

executes-two-gay-men-and-hands-down-death-sentence-for-insulting-the-

prophet 
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Sources 

 

[1] The New Dark Ages: http://iranian.com/Letters/1999/September/gay.html[2] 

Human Rights and Democracy in Iran: 

http://www.iranrights.org/library/document/323/theyll-kill-me-a-gay-iranian-

torture-victim-speaks  

 

Homosexuality in Afghanistan 

 
  

Afghanistan is another muslim country with a horrific history of the persecution of 

Homosexuals. 

 

There were horrible cases such as a wall being bulldozed over to gay men after 

confessing to be homosexuals 

 

Another case is when a fucking eighty-four year-old man survived being stonned 

by the Taliban 

 

Three homosexual men survived being burried alive for 30 minutes 

From: http://www.glapn.org/sodomylaws/world/afghanistan/afghanistan.htm  

 

Saudi Arabia 
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There is much on Saudi Arabia, but I won't add it now, but later. This will do for 

now:Saudi King Linked To Material Found In UK Mosques Advocating Killing 

Gaysby The Associated Press London) Agencies linked to the Saudi government 

have distributed extremist literature to mosques and Islamic centers in Britain, an 

independent think tank said Tuesday.  

 

The Policy Exchange, timing its report to Saudi King Abdullah's state visit, said the 

material expressed a deep-rooted antipathy toward Western society, calling for 

violence against enemies of Islam, including women and gays who demand equal 

rights. 

 

"Saudi Arabia is the ideological source of much of this sectarianism - and must be 

held to account for it," the study said. "Islamic institutions in the U.K. must clean 

up their act." 

 

Abdullah, who depends on support from the same clerics known to inspire al-

Qaida militants, has faced criticism for his support of Islamic extremists. 

 

The king also has been dogged by criticism over Saudi Arabia's human rights 

record. Prime Minister Gordon Brown already is under pressure to use his visit to 

raise concerns about allegations that the regime is involved in torture and other 

abuses. 

 

The Policy Exchange report, "The Hijacking of British Islam: How Extremist 

Literature is Subverting Britain's Mosques," describes 80 books and pamphlets 

collected at nearly 100 Islamic institutions, including leading mosques, in 2006 

and 2007. 

 

Experts in Islamic studies analyzed the material, some of which was translated 

into English from Arabic or Urdu. 

 

Policy Exchange said the survey found radical material in about 25 percent of the 

institutions. They included some of the best-funded and most dynamic Muslim 

institutions in Britain - some of which are held up as mainstream bodies, the study 

said. 
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There were demands for gays to be killed and women to be subjugated, along 

with comments such as: "The Jews and the Christians are the enemies of the 

Muslim," the report said. 

 

Some of the literature espoused the creation of a separate state for Muslims, 

governed by Sharia law, and urged individual Muslims "to feel an abhorrence" for 

Muslims considered to be practicing an insufficiently rigorous form of Islam. 

 

"On occasion, this attitude of deep-rooted antipathy towards Western society can 

descend into exhortations to violence and jihad against the `enemies' of Islam,'" 

the study said. 

 

The study recommended that the government, councils, police and leaders should 

have nothing to do with mosques that continued to sell or distribute extremist 

literature.  
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Women Rights by High Priestess Myla Limlal 666 

 
 

It is very clear in Islam women have no rights, they are limited to education, open 

to domestic abuse, arranged marriages and honor killings. 

Islam, Christianity and Judaism are same with women’s rights . 

Note the verses bellow are from the Quran, Bible and Torah. 

 

In Islam women are less then men. 

 

Qur'an (2:228) - "and the men are a degree above them [women]” 

 

Qur'an (24:31) - Women are to lower their gaze around men, so they do not look 

them in the eye.  

 

Qur'an (4:24) and Qur'an (33:50) - A man is permitted to take women as sex 

slaves outside of marriage. 

 

Women are brainless according to Islam : 

 

Bukhari (6:301) - "[Muhammad] said, 'Is not the evidence of two women equal to 

the witness of one man?'  They replied in the affirmative.  He said, 'This is the 

deficiency in her intelligence.’" 

 

Bukhari (6:301) - "[Muhammad] said, 'Is not the evidence of two women equal to 

the witness of one man?'  They replied in the affirmative.  He said, 'This is the 

deficiency in her intelligence.’" 
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Women are just sex slaves in Islam 

 

Bukhari (2:29) - Women comprise the majority of Hell's occupants.  This is 

important because the only women in heaven ever mentioned by Muhammad are 

the virgins who serve the sexual desires of men.  

 

Abu Dawud (2155) - Women are compared to slaves and camels with regard to 

the "evil" in them. 

 

Ishaq 593 - "As for Ali, he said, 'Women are plentiful, and you can easily change 

one for another.’" 

 

Men are the maintainers of women because Allah has made some of them to 

excel others and because they spend out of their property; the good women are 

therefore obedient, guarding the unseen as Allah has guarded; and (as to) those 

on whose part you fear desertion, admonish them, and leave them alone in the 

sleeping-places and beat them; then if they obey you, do not seek a way against 

them; surely Allah is High, Great. [Surah Verse 4:34]  

 

“Men have authority over women, for that God has preferred in bounty one of 

them over another, and for that they have expended of their property. Righteous 

women are therefore obedient … and those you fear may be rebellious, admonish 

them to their couches, and beat them”. (The Koran, Women, verse 38) 

 

In Islam women’s freedoms are restricted, using the hijab; the veil, which exists in 

Christianity and Judaism as well. 
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"The head of every man is Christ, and the head of every woman is man." (I Cor. 

11:3) 

 

"Wives, submit yourselves unto your husbands, as unto the Lord...Therefore as 

the church is subject unto Christ, so let the wives be to their own husbands in 

everything." (Eph. 5:22-24) 
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"A woman should learn in quietness and full submission. I do not permit a woman 

to teach or to have authority over a man; she must be silent. For Adam was 

formed first, then Eve. And Adam was not the one deceived; it was the woman 

who was deceived and became a sinner." (I Tim. 2:11-14) 

 

The Lord said to Moses, "Now kill all the boys. And kill every woman who has 

slept with a man, but save for yourselves every girl who has never slept with a 

man." (Num. 31:17) 

"For man did not come from woman, but woman from man. Neither was man 

created for woman, but woman for man." (I Cor. 11:8-9) 

 

"The birth of a daughter is a loss" (Ecclesiasticus 22:3) 

 

Whoever marries his daughter to an am ha-arez is as though he bound and laid 

her before a lion: just as a lion tears [his prey] and devours it and has no shame, 

so an am ha-arez strikes [hits/beats] and cohabits and has no shame” (B. Pesahim 

49b). 

 

“A wife who refuses to perform any kind of work that she is obligated to do, may 

be compelled to perform it, even by scourging her with a rod” (Isshut 21:10) 

 

Islam, Christianity and Judaism are ALL SAME. 

 

Just wanted to show on this topic how xtians /Muslims/jews views on females are 

the same. 

 

They are ignorant and hateful towards the female gender. Yet they feel so 

threatened by them. 

 

Controlling a female and lowering them would not make a male a real male. 

Satanism is the opposite. Our Gods and Father are not threatened by anyone 

having power or freedom. That also goes for females. 

 

We have high rank Goddesses also. 

 

Even lower ranked, they're all warriors. Fighting together in this war. 
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Also, Nazi women were treated with respect and honor. They were in many 

positions and had a choice to be a nurse, a pilot, or even a stay at home mother. 

Satanism teaches male to respect females equally and to treat each one as family 

members. We must remain united and not curse one another. 

 

People who are ignorant and selfish are so common in islam etc. They commit 

these evil acts. Many are so brain washed thinking it is ok. JUST pure evil and 

carelessness. 

 

A real man would stand by his woman for support and care for her while both are 

working towards Godhead and not held back or bring each other down. But both 

working together. 

 

Like Gods of Duat caring, patiently standing by our side supporting us all the way 

with respect and care. They're not evil. SS can learn so much from Gods. 
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Islam’s Greatest Weakness by High Priestess Zildar 

Raasi 

Exposing islam for the horrendous lie and program of enslavement which it is may 

seem slightly harder than exposing the equally horrendous and enslaving lie of 

christianity, what with the vagueness added to it and seemingly better "tied up 

ends". This is seen as islam's strength by many who are fooled into following it 

and arguing for it, HOWEVER, Islam has one major weakness which it cannot and 

will never escape: Its total dependence and reliance on the Ka'aba situated in 

Mecca, its so-called "most sacred site". 

 

For one, the fact that islam chose the Ka'aba to be its prime site to which all of 

islamic worship and reverence is directed is a total and utter joke. Why? Because 

the Ka'aba was originally in fact a Pagan Temple. Like many other Pagan Temples 

of the area, it was built in the shape of a simple cube, each of its corners aligning 

to one of the Four Cardinal Points/Compass Points which held exceptional 

importance in Pagan Rituals and Rites. Before the "Islamic conquest", it housed a 

number of statues depicting the Pagan Gods and was an important centre of 

Pagan worship and pilgrimage. It is a fact that islam stole this site and Temple, 

destroying the Pagan artefacts therein and proceeding to use it to its own benefit. 

However, this will be addressed in a separate article. 

 

The other reason for this being a strong point of weakness is its easy destruction. 

This may seem an unlikely event to some, but it is in fact quite inevitable. There 

are many anti-islamic groups who have already spoken of the bombing of the 

Ka'aba and Mecca as a means of fighting islam and its terrorist "jihad" mentality. 

It is not unheard of and is alive as a possibility in the minds of many. 

 

We have to remember that islam is nothing more than a program of the enemy 

and will soon become dispensable, once it has served its purpose. Its destruction 

will leave the people who once followed it with all their hearts completely 

demoralized and humiliated, and therefore severely weakened. This is the aim of 

the enemy, with both islam and xianity. 

 

Why will the destruction of the Ka'aba mean the fall of islam? The answer to this 

question is that with the Ka'abas destruction, a huge chunk of islam itself will 

consequently die along with it. 
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Think of this: 

Every muslim in the entire world directs their prayers, performed no less than five 

times a day, towards the "holiest" Ka'aba, as instructed by their qur'an. If it is 

destroyed, they have no object to which they can focus any of these prayers. It is 

gone. Five times a day prayers therefore become pointless, futile acts and die 

away completely. 

 

The Ka'aba also houses the all important "Black Stone", a vital part of islam which 

is seen as a gift straight from their so-called "god". The muslim people believe it is 

a sacred duty to visit and kiss the Black Stone, an action supposedly performed by 

Muhammad. If the Ka'aba is destroyed, and therefore the Black Stone is 

destroyed, this "gift" is destroyed which will greatly disillusion many muslim 

people across the globe. This also makes the sacred practice of kissing the Black 

Stone and following in the footsteps of their beloved prophet impossible. 

 

Furthermore, the Ka'aba is the centre of the whole islamic pilgrimage or Hajj 

which is called "The Fifth Pillar of Islam". Every muslim is obligated to complete all 

Five of the Pillars in order to assure their place in paradise and please "god". With 

the Ka'aba gone, the Fifth Pillar is consequently gone as well, along with their 

hopes of ever reaching "paradise". What happens when you break down a 

supporting pillar of a building? Breaking down one of islam's pillars is a defeat 

from which they will never recover. It is analogous to removing one of islam's vital 

organs, without which it cannot survive. 

 

Lastly and most importantly, the qur'an states that the Ka'aba is the house of god 

itself, and it is indestructible and untouchable to those considered outsiders. Non-

muslims are not even allowed to step one foot within it. They see it as no less 

than the centre of the whole world. Imagine it is bombed and reduced to a pile of 

ashes? They will be completely disillusioned concerning their gods supposed 

"power". How strong can he be if he cannot even protect his own sacred house 

from being destroyed? The statement of it being indestructible will also be blown 

right out of the water, which means that the words of allah himself have been 

blown right out of the water. Their centre of their world has been destroyed. The 

very Heart of islam has been annihilated, and muslims all over the world will 

begin to lose their hope and faith, and slowly, islam will crumble. 

 

All it would take is one bomb. This is why the Ka'aba is islam's greatest weakness. 

Bombing the Ka'aba is the equivalent of bombing islam itself. 
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Muslims all over the world will be shedding their burqas and prayer hats and 

turning their eyes to the sky, shouting "Fuck you Allah!" 

I see a great Spiritual Warfare opportunity here!! Who says we cannot help this 

event along and shape it to fit our own will? 

 

We must continue to fight this foul program that has enslaved Gentile people for 

far too long. It is a filthy rot and a cancer to our world. 

 

HAIL SATAN/IBLIS!! 

 

-High Priestess Zildar Raasi 
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Fighting islam by High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

As we all know, islam is a vile and exceptionally dangerous program which has 

infested humanity for far too long. High Priestess Maxine Dietrich has also 

mentioned the urgent importance of fighting against this program and opening 

the eyes of our Gentile People to the truth concerning the horror of what this 

program is really designed to do. 

 

Spiritual and online warfare is vital, and all of us should be doing our part to 

assist, in some way. Get onto yahoo answers, religious forums, discussion boards 

and even news forums where islam is being discussed and give the following link: 

http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/  

 

As High Priest Don has mentioned in the past, the quran is based on the jewish 

"torah". It is a jewish program through and through, designed to further the 

enemy agenda. Let people know this, and let them know that it is FOREIGN and 

unnatural to the Gentile People. Let them know that it is based upon stolen and 

corrupted material, and let them know that it is centered around the destruction 

and enslavement of our Gentile People. 

 

This is extremely important at this point in time. Do your part to rid the world of 

this disease and return the Truth of our Father Satan to humanity! 

 

Hail Father Satan!! 

Hail Beelzebub!! 

Hail Lilith!! 

 

Heil Hitler!! 

Heil Heinrich Himmler!! 

 

-High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

Joy of Satan Ministries 
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The Quran Advocates Rape and Sex-Slavery of Non-Muslim 
Women 
Islam Also Encourages and Promotes Pedophilia  
 
"I kept telling him it hurts - please stop," said the girl, whose body is so 
small an adult could circle her waist with two hands. "He told me that 
according to Islam he is allowed to rape an unbeliever. He said that by 
raping me, he is drawing closer to God," she said. 
 
Given the situation in Europe where “migrants” [mostly Muslims] are invading in 
hoards in the millions, I am reposting this. Mosques are already being erected in 
cities and areas settled by migrants and there will be a Sharia Law in these 
areas. The Jewish controlled press just gloats with glee over the situation 
in Europe. Almost like singing a happy tune when reporting how those 
“migrants” are flooding into Europe.   
This is what Europeans can expect more of in the very near future: 
 

 
 
In addition to this, Christians [as usual] are aiding and abetting this malignant 
scum. The Catholic Pope urged every Catholic household in Europe to “sponsor 
at least one migrant.”  
 
Europe will soon turn into a Muslim sewer where what sleazy Muslims label as 
“infidels” will be brutalized mass-murdered. Women for one, will not be permitted 
to enter areas [which will be expanding rapidly] unless they are fully clothed.  
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I strongly encourage everyone to read the following news article fully. This is 
NOT something that will go away on its own.  
This “tolerance” SHIT pushed by the Jews only applies to anything suicidal for 
Gentiles. Tolerance is Jewish propaganda filth! These Jewish programs have NO 
tolerance for any freedoms or liberties and there is NO “Live and let live.” They 
will butcher you and kill you if you do not defend what is yours. The situation in 
Europe is extremely grave.  
 

 
 
The article below is appalling. As most of you already know, the enemy adds 
insult to injury with blaspheming our Gods, our Holidays and everything 
else. "ISIS" as most of you are aware is a very important Egyptian Goddess. 
The enemy defiles her name with the naming of this most rotten organization. 
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Excerpt from the News Article Below: 
 
"One 34-year-old Yazidi woman, who was bought and repeatedly raped by a 
Saudi fighter in the Syrian city of Shadadi, described how she fared better 
than the second slave in the household - a 12-year-old girl who was raped 
for days on end despite heavy bleeding. 
 
"He destroyed her body. She was badly infected. The fighter kept coming 
and asking me, 'Why does she smell so bad?' And I said, she has an 
infection on the inside, you need to take care of her," the woman said. 
Unmoved, he ignored the girl's agony, continuing the ritual of praying 
before and after raping the child. "I said to him, 'She's just a little girl,' " the 
older woman recalled. "And he answered: 'No. She's not a little girl. She's a 
slave. And she knows exactly how to have sex.' '' 
 
"And having sex with her pleases God," he said." 
 
 
ISIS Enshrines a Theology of Rape Claiming the Quran's support, the 
Islamic State codifies sex slavery in conquered regions of Iraq and 
Syria and uses the practice as a recruiting tool. 
Written by Rukmini Callimachi 
 
QADIYA, Iraq - In the moments before he raped the 12-year-old girl, the 
Islamic State fighter took the time to explain that what he was about to do was 
not a sin. Because the preteen girl practiced a religion other than Islam, the 
Quran not only gave him the right to rape her - it condoned and encouraged it, he 
insisted. 
 
He bound her hands and gagged her. Then he knelt beside the bed and 
prostrated himself in prayer before getting on top of her. 
 
When it was over, he knelt to pray again, bookending the rape with acts of 
religious devotion. 
 
"I kept telling him it hurts - please stop," said the girl, whose body is so small an 
adult could circle her waist with two hands. "He told me that according to Islam 
he is allowed to rape an unbeliever. He said that by raping me, he is drawing 
closer to God," she said in an interview alongside her family in a refugee camp 
here, to which she escaped after 11 months of captivity. 
 
Yazidi Girls Seized by ISIS Speak Out After Escape NOV. 14, 2014 ISIS and 
the Lonely Young American JUNE 27, 2015  
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Persecuted Yazidis Again Caught in Larger Struggle AUG. 11, 2014 The 
systematic rape of women and girls from the Yazidi religious minority has 
become deeply enmeshed in the organization and the radical theology of the 
Islamic State in the year since the group announced it was reviving slavery as an 
institution. Interviews with 21 women and girls who recently escaped the Islamic 
State, as well as an examination of the group's official communications, 
illuminate how the practice has been enshrined in the group's core tenets. 
 
State of Terror  
Articles in this series will examine the rise of the Islamic State and life inside the 
territory it has conquered.  
 
The trade in Yazidi women and girls has created a persistent infrastructure, with 
a network of warehouses where the victims are held, viewing rooms where they 
are inspected and marketed, and a dedicated fleet of buses used to transport 
them. 
 
A total of 5,270 Yazidis were abducted last year, and at least 3,144 are still being 
held, according to community leaders. To handle them, the Islamic State has 
developed a detailed bureaucracy of sex slavery, including sales contracts 
notarized by the ISIS-run Islamic courts. And the practice has become an 
established recruiting tool to lure men from deeply conservative Muslim societies, 
where casual sex is taboo and dating is forbidden. 
 
A growing body of internal policy memos and theological discussions has 
established guidelines for slavery, including a lengthy how-to manual issued by 
the Islamic State Research and Fatwa Department just last month. Repeatedly, 
the ISIS leadership has emphasized a narrow and selective reading of the Quran 
and other religious rulings to not only justify violence, but also to elevate and 
celebrate each sexual assault as spiritually beneficial, even virtuous. 
 
"Every time that he came to rape me, he would pray," said F, a 15-year-old girl 
who was captured on the shoulder of Mount Sinjar one year ago and was sold to 
an Iraqi fighter in his 20s. Like some others interviewed by The New York Times, 
she wanted to be identified only by her first initial because of the shame 
associated with rape. 
 
"He kept telling me this is ibadah," she said, using a term from Islamic scripture 
meaning worship. 
 
A 15-year-old girl who wished to be identified only as F, right, with her father and 
4-year-old brother. "Every time that he came to rape me, he would pray," said F, 
who was captured by the Islamic State on Mount Sinjar one year ago and sold to 
an Iraqi fighter. Credit Mauricio Lima for The New York Times "He said that 
raping me is his prayer to God. I said to him, 'What you're doing to me is wrong, 
and it will not bring you closer to God.' And he said, 'No, it's allowed. It's halal,' 
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said the teenager, who escaped in April with the help of smugglers after being 
enslaved for nearly nine months. 
 
Calculated Conquest  
The Islamic State's formal introduction of systematic sexual slavery dates to Aug. 
3, 2014, when its fighters invaded the villages on the southern flank of Mount 
Sinjar, a craggy massif of dun-colored rock in northern Iraq. Its valleys and 
ravines are home to the Yazidis, a tiny religious minority who represent less than 
1.5 percent of Iraq's estimated population of 34 million. 
 
The offensive on the mountain came just two months after the fall of Mosul, the 
second-largest city in Iraq. At first, it appeared that the subsequent advance on 
the mountain was just another attempt to extend the territory controlled by 
Islamic State fighters. 
 
Almost immediately, there were signs that their aim this time was different. 
 
Survivors say that men and women were separated within the first hour of their 
capture. Adolescent boys were told to lift up their shirts, and if they had armpit 
hair, they were directed to join their older brothers and fathers. In village after 
village, the men and older boys were driven or marched to nearby fields, where 
they were forced to lie down in the dirt and sprayed with automatic fire. The 
women, girls and children, however, were hauled off in open-bed trucks. 
 
"The offensive on the mountain was as much a sexual conquest as it was for 
territorial gain," said Matthew Barber, a University of Chicago expert on the 
Yazidi minority. He was in Sinjar when the onslaught began last summer and 
helped create a foundation that provides psychological support for the escapees, 
who number more than 2,000, according to community activists. 
 
Fifteen-year-old F says her family of nine was trying to escape, speeding up 
mountain switchbacks, when their aging Opel overheated. She, her mother, and 
her sisters - 14, 7, and 4 years old - were helplessly standing by their stalled car 
when a convoy of heavily armed Islamic State fighters encircled them. 
 
"Right away, the fighters separated the men from the women," she said. She, her 
mother and sisters were first taken in trucks to the nearest town on Mount Sinjar. 
"There, they separated me from my mom. The young, unmarried girls were 
forced to get into buses." 
 
The buses were white, with a painted stripe next to the word "Hajj," suggesting 
that the Islamic State had commandeered Iraqi government buses used to 
transport pilgrims for the annual pilgrimage to Mecca. So many Yazidi women 
and girls were loaded inside F's bus that they were forced to sit on each other's 
laps, she said. 
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Once the bus headed out, they noticed that the windows were blocked with 
curtains, an accouterment that appeared to have been added because the 
fighters planned to transport large numbers of women who were not covered in 
burqas or head scarves. 
 
F's account, including the physical description of the bus, the placement of 
the curtains and the manner in which the women were transported, is echoed 
by a dozen other female victims interviewed for this article. They described 
a similar set of circumstances even though they were kidnapped on different 
days and in locations miles apart. 
 
Sunset over Dohuk, in the Kurdistan region of northern Iraq.  
Islamic State militants have conquered large areas of Iraq, and the systematic 
rape of women and girls from the Yazidi religious minority has become deeply 
enmeshed in the group's organization and theology. F says she was driven to the 
Iraqi city of Mosul some six hours away, where they herded them into the Galaxy 
Wedding Hall. Other groups of women and girls were taken to a palace from the 
Saddam Hussein era, the Badoosh prison compound, and the Directory of Youth 
building in Mosul, recent escapees said. And in addition to Mosul, women were 
herded into elementary schools and municipal buildings in the Iraqi towns of Tal 
Afar, they would be held in confinement, some for days, some for months. Then, 
inevitably, they were loaded into the same fleet of buses again before being sent 
in smaller groups to Syria or to other locations inside Iraq, where they were 
bought and sold for sex. 
 
"It was 100 percent preplanned," said Khider Domle, a Yazidi community activist 
who maintains a detailed database of the victims. "I spoke by telephone to the 
first family who arrived at the Directory of Youth in Mosul, and the hall was 
already prepared for them. They had mattresses, plates and utensils, food and 
water for hundreds of people." Detailed reports by Human Rights Watch and 
Amnesty International reach the same conclusion about the organized nature of 
the sex trade. In each location, survivors say Islamic State fighters first 
conducted a census of their female captives. Inside the voluminous Galaxy 
banquet hall, F sat on the marble floor, squeezed between other adolescent girls. 
In all she estimates there were over 1,300 Yazidi girls sitting, crouching, splayed 
out and leaning against the walls of the ballroom, a number that is confirmed by 
several other women held in the same location. They each described how three 
Islamic State fighters walked in, holding a register. They told the girls to stand. 
Each one was instructed to state her first, middle, and last name, her age, her 
hometown, whether she was married, and if she had children. For two months, F 
was held inside the Galaxy hall. Then one day, they came and began removing 
young women. Those who refused were dragged out by their hair, she said. 
 
In the parking lot the same fleet of Hajj buses was waiting to take them to their 
next destination, said F. Along with 24 other girls and young women, the 15-year-
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old was driven to an army base in Iraq. It was there in the parking lot that she 
heard the word "sabaya" for the first time. 
 
"They laughed and jeered at us, saying 'You are our sabaya.' I didn't know what 
that word meant," she said. Later on, the local Islamic State leader explained it 
meant slave. 
 
"He told us that Taus Malik" - one of seven angels to whom the Yazidis pray 
- "is not God. He said that Taus Malik is the devil and that because you worship 
the devil, you belong to us. We can sell you and use you as we see fit." The 
Islamic State's sex trade appears to be based solely on enslaving women and 
girls from the Yazidi minority. As yet, there has been no widespread campaign 
aimed at enslaving women from other religious minorities, said Samer Muscati, 
the author of the recent Human Rights Watch report. That assertion was echoed 
by community leaders, government officials and other human rights workers. 
 
Mr. Barber, of the University of Chicago, said that the focus on Yazidis was likely 
because they are polytheists, with an oral tradition rather than a written scripture. 
In the Islamic State's eyes that puts them on the fringe of despised unbelievers, 
even more than Christians and Jews, who are considered to have some limited 
protections under the Quran as fellow "People of the Book." 
 
In Kojo, one of the southernmost villages on Mount Sinjar and among the farthest 
away from escape, residents decided to stay, believing they would be treated as 
the Christians of Mosul had months earlier. On Aug. 15, 2014, the Islamic State 
ordered the residents to report to a school in the center of town. When she got 
there, 40-year-old Aishan Ali Saleh found a community elder negotiating with the 
Islamic State, asking if they could be allowed to hand over their money and gold 
in return for safe passage. The fighters initially agreed and laid out a blanket, 
where Ms. Saleh placed her heart-shaped pendant and her gold rings, while the 
men left crumpled bills. 
 
Aishan Ali Saleh, 40, at a refugee camp on the outskirts of Dohuk. She had lived 
in Kojo, one of the southernmost villages on Mount Sinjar, which was overrun by 
Islamic State fighters. Credit Mauricio Lima for The New York Times Instead of 
letting them go, the fighters began shoving the men outside, bound for death. 
Sometime later, a fleet of cars arrived and the women, girls and children were 
driven away. 
 
The Market Months later, the Islamic State made clear in their online magazine 
that their campaign of enslaving Yazidi women and girls had been extensively 
preplanned. "Prior to the taking of Sinjar, Shariah students in the Islamic State 
were tasked to research the Yazidis," said the English-language article, 
headlined "The Revival of Slavery Before the Hour," which appeared in the 
October issue of Dabiq. 
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The article made clear that for the Yazidis, there was no chance to pay a tax 
known as jizya to be set free, "unlike the Jews and Christians." 
 
"After capture, the Yazidi women and children were then divided according to 
the Shariah amongst the fighters of the Islamic State who participated in the 
Sinjar operations, after one fifth of the slaves were transferred to the Islamic 
State's authority to be divided" as spoils, the article said. 
 
ISIS 'Slave Market Day' In a video posted in October 2014 on YouTube, a group 
of men believed to be Islamic State fighters are shown sitting in a room bantering 
about buying and selling Yazidi girls on "slave market day." 
 
In much the same way as specific Bible passages were used centuries later to 
support the slave trade in the United States, the Islamic State cites specific 
verses or stories in the Quran or else in the Sunna, the traditions based on the 
sayings and deeds of the Prophet Muhammad, to justify their human trafficking, 
experts say. Scholars of Islamic theology disagree, however, on the proper 
interpretation of these verses, and on the divisive question of whether Islam 
actually sanctions slavery.  
 
Many argue that slavery figures in Islamic scripture in much the same way that it 
figures in the Bible - as a reflection of the period in antiquity in which the religion 
was born. 
 
"In the milieu in which the Quran arose, there was a widespread practice of men 
having sexual relationships with unfree women," said Kecia Ali, an associate 
professor of religion at Boston University and the author of a book on slavery in 
early Islam. "It wasn't a particular religious institution. It was just how people did 
things." 
 
Cole Bunzel, a scholar of Islamic theology at Princeton University, disagrees, 
pointing to the numerous references to the phrase "Those your right hand 
possesses" in the Quran, which for centuries has been interpreted to mean 
female slaves. He also points to the corpus of Islamic jurisprudence, which 
continues into the modern era and which he says includes detailed rules for the 
treatment of slaves. "There is a great deal of scripture that sanctions slavery," 
said Mr. Bunzel, the author of a research paper published by the Brookings 
Institution on the ideology of the Islamic State. "You can argue that it is no longer 
relevant and has fallen into abeyance. ISIS would argue that these institutions 
need to be revived, because that is what the Prophet and his companions did." 
The youngest, prettiest women and girls were bought in the first weeks after their 
capture. Others - especially older, married women - described how they were 
transported from location to location, spending months in the equivalent of 
human holding pens, until a prospective buyer bid on them. Their captors 
appeared to have a system in place, replete with its own methodology of 
inventorying the women, as well as their own lexicon. Women and girls were 
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referred to as "Sabaya," followed by their name. Some were bought by 
wholesalers, who photographed and gave them numbers, to advertise them to 
potential buyers. 
 
Osman Hassan Ali, a Yazidi businessman who has successfully smuggled out 
numerous Yazidi women, said he posed as a buyer in order to be sent the 
photographs. He shared a dozen images, each one showing a Yazidi woman 
sitting in a bare room on a couch, facing the camera with a blank, unsmiling 
expression. On the edge of the photograph is written in Arabic, "Sabaya No. 
1," "Sabaya No. 2," and so on. 
 
Buildings where the women were collected and held sometimes included a 
viewing room. "When they put us in the building, they said we had arrived at the 
'Sabaya Market,'" said one 19-year-old victim, whose first initial is I. "I understood 
we were now in a slave market." 
 
A woman, who said she was raped by Islamic State militants, in a refugee camp 
in the Kurdistan region of northern Iraq. Credit Mauricio Lima for The New York 
Times She estimated there were at least 500 other unmarried women and girls in 
the multistory building, with the youngest among them being 11. When the 
buyers arrived, the girls were taken one by one into a separate room. "The emirs 
sat against the wall and called us by name. We had to sit in a chair facing them. 
You had to look at them, and before you went in, they took away our scarves and 
anything we could have used to cover ourselves," she said. "When it was my 
turn, they made me stand four times. They made me turn around." 
 
The captives were also forced to answer intimate questions, including reporting 
the exact date of their last menstrual cycle. They realized that the fighters were 
trying to determine whether they were pregnant, in keeping with a Shariah rule 
stating that a man cannot have intercourse with his slave if she is pregnant. 
 
Property of ISIS 
The use of sex slavery by the Islamic State initially surprised even the group's 
most ardent supporters, many of whom sparred with journalists online after the 
first reports of systematic rape. The Islamic State's leadership has repeatedly 
sought to justify the practice to its internal audience. After the initial article in 
Dabiq in October, the issue came up in the publication again this year, in an 
editorial in May that expressed the writer's hurt and dismay at the fact that some 
of the group's own sympathizers had questioned the institution of slavery. 
 
"What really alarmed me was that some of the Islamic State's supporters started 
denying the matter as if the soldiers of the Khilafah had committed a mistake or 
evil," the author wrote. "I write this while the letters drip of pride,'' he said. "We 
have indeed raided and captured the kafirah women and drove them like sheep 
by the edge of the sword." Kafirah refers to infidels. 
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In a pamphlet published online in December, the Research and Fatwa 
Department of the Islamic State detailed best practices, including explaining that 
slaves belong to the estate of the fighter who bought them and therefore can be 
willed to another man and disposed of just like any other property after his death. 
 
Recent escapees describe an intricate bureaucracy surrounding their captivity, 
with their status as a slave registered in a contract. When their owner would sell 
them to another buyer, a new contract would be drafted, like transferring a 
property deed. At the same time, slaves can also be set free, and fighters are 
promised a heavenly reward for doing so. Though rare, this has created one 
avenue of escape for victims. 
 
A 25-year-old victim who escaped last month, identified by her first initial, A, 
described how one day her Libyan master handed her a laminated piece of 
paper. He explained that he had finished his training as a suicide bomber and 
was planning to blow himself up, and was therefore setting her free. 
 
A woman from the village of Tojo washing dishes in a refugee camp in Kurdistan. 
She was held by the Islamic State from last August until June and says she was 
sexually abused. Credit Mauricio Lima for The New York Times Labeled a 
"Certificate of Emancipation," the document was signed by the judge of the 
western province of the Islamic State. The Yazidi woman presented it at security 
checkpoints as she left Syria to return to Iraq, where she rejoined her family in 
July. The Islamic State recently made it clear that sex with Christian and Jewish 
women captured in battle is also permissible, according to a new 34-page 
manual issued this summer by the terror group's Research and Fatwa 
Department. 
 
Just about the only prohibition is having sex with a pregnant slave, and the 
manual describes how an owner must wait for a female captive to have her 
menstruating cycle, in order to "make sure there is nothing in her womb," before 
having intercourse with her. Of the 21 women and girls interviewed for this 
article, among the only ones who had not been raped were the women who were 
already pregnant at the moment of their capture, as well as those who were past 
menopause. Beyond that, there appears to be no bounds to what is sexually 
permissible. Child rape is explicitly condoned: "It is permissible to have 
intercourse with the female slave who hasn't reached puberty, if she is fit for 
intercourse," according to a translation by the Middle East Media  
 
A 25-year-old Yazidi woman showed a "Certificate of Emancipation" given to her 
by a Libyan who had enslaved her. He explained that he had finished his training 
as a suicide bomber and was planning to blow himself up, and was therefore 
setting her free. Credit Mauricio Lima for The One 34-year-old Yazidi woman, 
who was bought and repeatedly raped by a Saudi fighter in the Syrian city of 
Shadadi, described how she fared better than the second slave in the household 
- a 12-year-old girl who was raped for days on end despite heavy bleeding. 
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"He destroyed her body. She was badly infected. The fighter kept coming and 
asking me, 'Why does she smell so bad?' And I said, she has an infection on the 
inside, you need to take care of her," the woman said. Unmoved, he ignored the 
girl's agony, continuing the ritual of praying before and after raping the child. "I 
said to him, 'She's just a little girl,' " the older woman recalled. "And he answered: 
'No. She's not a little girl. She's a slave. And she knows exactly how to have sex.' 
''"And having sex with her pleases God," he said. 
 
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/14/world/middleeast/isis-enshrines-a-theology 
-of-rape.html?emc=edit_na_20150813  
  
<http://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/14/world/middleeast/isis-enshrines-a-theolog 
y-of-rape.html?emc=edit_na_20150813&nlid=70048356&ref=cta&_r=0> 
&nlid=70048356&ref=cta&_r=0# 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
Right now, we have the internet. Knowing the Jews, when the heat really is on 
them, they create major distractions so the populace is focused elsewhere, 
especially now with the situation in Europe. Satanist Benjamin Franklin stated 
that people must have their backs pushed to the wall before they will react. This 
is what happened with the American Revolution.  
 
Do not be complacent or waste your time. Try to reach as many people as 
possible. I remember quite a few years ago, I came across a forum that had 
Exposing Christianity as its topic. There was a Christian on there and this 
Christian checked out a few of the biblical verses that were posted on the 
Exposing Christianity website. The Christian was actually upset and never even 
knew this sort of thing was in the bible. There are millions more.  
 
Unfortunately, unless we wake up the masses of people, we will be doomed. 
The Jew is on an onslaught right now. Their days are numbered as they have 
been fully exposed online. Everyone should be putting in time online working 
forums and other online centers of communications that has large numbers. 
Some of you may also want to work together in supporting each other in certain 
groups and forums. The enemy does this all the time.  
 
I also want to add here how Jews work to take control of both opposing sides. 
Most of you know this. 
They infiltrate all kinds of different organizations and destroy them from within. I 
have noted one of their tactics is to take the goals of the organization to an 
unhealthy extreme. This eventually destroys the organization. Be aware of this 
sort of thing.  
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Amdusias stated how the enemy will blatantly manifest "as the earth draws closer 
to the climax of our cause." This is happening right now. The Jews are on an 
onslaught to destroy Europe, mainly the White Race.  
 
In certain areas right now and with other eventually, people are being forced to 
take the fight offline backs and our communities are being pushed to the wall.  
 
Everyone should be building and reinforcing a powerful aura of protection. This 
should be reinforced daily. Standing for a few minutes in the Sun and breathing 
in the energy from the Sun and brightening your aura with the powerful light of 
the Sun and stating your affirmation 10 times is very powerful.  
 
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Protection.html  
 
I will have more reverse torah rituals very soon. Like the Christian I mentioned in 
the above, few people are really aware of the extent we are in danger. This 
includes your loved ones, your families, and everything you own. Look to the 
news for one. This isn't going to go away. It will get much worse.  
 
I also want to add here how the Jews are online and with textbooks and the 
media on an onslaught to try to reestablish their communism again. This is 
happening right now in Russia. The Russian people have suffered unimaginably. 
They work to create confusion, destroy the economy, and cause all kinds of other 
serious problems.  
 
One trend I have noticed with the media is how they try to make excuses for the 
Jewish psychotic mass-murderer Josef Stalin, along with trying to claim he was a 
Gentile and also trying to convince people that there is nothing wrong with 
communism, just Stalinism. 
http://hailtosatansvictory666.angelfire.com/Stalin_the_Jew.html  
  
The same kinds of excuses have been made over and over regarding 
Christianity. Unless they get any serious opposition, they go on with their ugly 
lies and deceive more and more people. As for the Christian filth, the website 
www.exposingchristianity.com or http://see_the_truth.webs.com/ [same website] 
shut-up a lot of assholes who were constantly promoting lies and misinformation 
online. The same needs to be done with Jewish communism. Unless we fight 
and destroy this murderous insanity completely, we will be doomed. They are 
already on a rampage to destroy the USA and if the USA world power goes 
down, it WILL be the end for the rest of the world.  
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Islam: the Religion of The Jew 

New writings of Joy of Satan ministry and members on topic of Islam, which were 

not included in the book “Exposing the Lie of Islam” by High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/  

 

 
 

"A Gentile girl who is three years old can be sexually violated." -Qboda Sarah 37a 

 

"A Jew may violate but not marry a non-Jewish girl." -Maimonides, Jak. Chasaka 

2:2 

 

"A Jew may do to a non-Jew female whatever he can do. He may treat her as he 

treats a piece of meat." -Hadarine, 20, B; Schulchan Qruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 

348 

 

"A Jew may misuse the non-Jew female in her state of unbelief." 

 

-Moses Maimonides (“The RaMBaM”), Jak. Chasaka 2:2 

 

Muslims are Jews’ natural allies in Europe – Rabbi Pinchas Goldschmidt 
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Preface 

Islam has murdered almost three hundred million people and enslaved millions in 

its history of literal constant warfare. Its whole history is non stop violence and 

war. It destroyed anything of higher civilization left in the Roman Empire, burned 

90 percent of all the books from the West to India. It even created a shit 

philosophy during its claimed Golden Age in Baghdad that the laws of nature 

don't exist and there is no law of cause and effect. You can't even have basic 

science with that. There was no real golden age of science or knowledge the 

Islamic's literally destroyed all that and then claimed to preserve it in their lying 

history.  

 

Now we are seeing in the recent events in France with the murder of 12 people 

by a pair of Muslim's. 

 

- High Priest Mageson666 
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Islam... by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

The current news in Europe is now calling for “more tolerance for Islam.” 

Although I am and have been aware for many years that Islam is even worse than 

fundamentalist Christianity [which is total rot], I am not an expert. High Priestess 

Zildar knows much about Islam in depth and is an expert. What I have come 

across in the past few days of which Lilith led me to, people need to know. 

 

Many, many years ago, it was exceptionally cold outside and I was waiting for the 

bus and had time and went into a small library right near the bus stop. I was 

browsing some books and pulled out a book on torture from the shelf. I will never 

forget what I saw and read. A small woman from Yemen who ran away from her 

abusive husband was caught, sentenced and returned to her husband by an 

Islamic court. They pounded a tow truck chain through her forearm. I always 

thought this was a somewhat isolated incident. Was I ever wrong. 

 

I have known and befriended men from the Middle East who came to America 

when I was a very young adult. Most were decent, polite and respectful. They put 

Islam behind them. Others only observed Islam lukewarm sop to speak, as is with 

many xians [Christians for people who are new here]. In order to find out if 

something is “good” or “evil” it must be given power. I would also like to add 

here, how the Jews use anything and everything they can to create enmity 

between family members and of course between men and women. What is 

thoroughly disgusting and appalling is how this completely degenerate and 

depraved Jewish program of Islam [Judaism is the root] is blamed upon men. The 

problem is NOT with “men,” THE PROBLEM IS WITH ISLAM!! If the problem were 

with men, as the Jews try to promote through certain areas of the media, then it 

would be world-wide, which it isn’t. This is just another case of blame shifting as 

with how xian Andrea Yates murdered her five children by drowning them in the 

bathtub when they came home from school one day. 

 

What smacks of these three Jewish invented so-called “religions” is how they 

induce not only total insanity, but also incite believers into committing the most 

extreme and utterly depraved acts that in any normal society would place the 

perpetrator in an asylum for the criminally insane for a lifetime. The more an 

individual ties into xian or Islamic energy, the more psychologically unbalanced 

they become. Many young and well meaning men enter the xian seminary and 

study to be xian ministry. Yes, this is pushed upon them and they are told this is a 
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good thing and that they can help others. Xianity takes its toll over the years and 

then men usually end up as perverts and pedophiles. Many other extremely 

negative things also factor into their lives and most become completely 

intolerant, obsessive, hateful and in some cases, even murderous. Lives 

destroyed. They also end up destroying many lives. One of the prosecutors in the 

Salem Witch Trials read the Bible some 54 times. This affected him with 

influencing a murderous bent. This is not surprising given the intense focus on 

murder, torture, rape and every other ugly thing that is the foundation of the 

“Holy Bible.” 

 

This is a bit long, but please take the time and read. Those who remain ignorant 

and unknowing only open themselves to the worst victimization imaginable. The 

world is in the state it is in because millions are duped into not only slavishly 

worshipping, but also promoting TRUE EVIL. This has taken its toll and unless 

something is done, everyone on the entire planet will have no future. 

 

Lilith led me to a book titled: “Souad Burned Alive.” 

 

“When Souad was seventeen she fell in love. In her village, as in so many others, 

sex before marriage was considered a grave dishonour to one's family and was 

punishable by death. This was her crime. Her brother-in-law was given the task of 

arranging her punishment. One morning while Souad was washing the family's 

clothes, he crept up on her, poured petrol over her and set her alight. 

 

In the eyes of their community he was a hero. An execution for a 'crime of 

honour' was a respectable duty unlikely to bring about condemnation from 

others. It certainly would not have provoked calls for his prosecution. More than 

five thousand cases of such honour killings are reported around the world each 

year and many more take place that we hear nothing about. 

 

Miraculously, Souad survived rescued by the women of her village, who put out 

the flames and took her to a local hospital. Horrifically burned, and abandoned by 

her family and community, it was only the intervention of a European aid worker 

that enabled Souad to receive the care and sanctuary she so desperately needed 

and to start her life again. She has now decided to tell her story and uncover the 

barbarity of honour killings, a practice which continues to this day. 
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Burned Alive is a shocking testimony, a true story of almost unbelievable cruelty. 

It speaks of amazing courage and fortitude and of one woman's determination to 

survive. It is also a call to break the taboo of silence that surrounds this most 

brutal of practices and which ignores the plight of so many other women who are 

also victims of traditional violence." 

 

http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/386990.Burned_Alive 

 

This was a couple of days ago and I just finished reading the book. It was enough 

to make me vomit. Lilith wanted me to do a sermon on this. High Priestess Zildar 

also got a similar message concerning the threat of Islam and how people need to 

be educated about what Islam really is and how this is most urgent at this time 

more than ever. Islam has infested many countries in Europe and just as with the 

xian and communist programs; it is either convert or die. What is even more 

appalling regarding the above mentioned book is how a couple of pro-Islam 

websites are trying to denounce this woman’s story as being “fabricated in order 

to make Islam look bad.” Thanks to the internet though, many are aware this case 

is one of many, and what is worse, it is common in countries that are infested 

with and dominated by Islam. There are just too many similar cases of this sort of 

thing that have been made public for this to be “fabricated.” Just check out how 

women in Afghanistan are treated and even if one fingernail is showing [they are 

covered from top to bottom with only a net to look out of], they are readily 

beaten with clubs, or even worse. The enemy will do anything and everything to 

try to take shift the blame and take the heat off of Islam as a religion. They also 

do this with xianity. Blame the victims, anyone and everyone, but not the root 

cause itself. 

 

In this auto-biography, Souad reveals how as a pregnant teenager, her brother-in-

law doused her with gasoline and set her on fire. This, I have learned is quite 

common in those areas. She lived through it. Most young women who are victims 

do not make it to tell and the few who do are understandably terrified, as this is 

called an “honor killing” and the family will try in every way to finish it, if the 

murder was not successful the first time, even if the woman is in hiding in another 

country thousands of miles away. This reveals just how the influence of Islam can 

incite one to the most sick and utterly depraved acts, the lowest and most vile of 

crimes and even worse, do this to members of their own families. 
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Here are some excerpts from the book. This woman is Arab and lived somewhere 

either in Jordan or the West Bank. She was rescued after she was dumped in a 

hospital where she received no medical care and was left to die with burns over 

90 percent of her body, and taken to Europe, where her life was saved and she 

was given treatment: 

 

“It is a curse in my village to be born a girl. I have no memory of having played 

games or having fun as a child. The only freedom a girl can dream about is 

marriage, leaving your father’s house for your husband’s, and not coming back, 

even if you are beaten. If she does return to her father’s house, it is her family’s 

duty to bring her back to her husband. My sister was beaten by her husband and 

she brought shame on our family when she came back home to complain.” 

 

“A wife must produce a son, at least one, and if she gives birth to only girls, she is 

mocked.” Souad also went on to reveal how her mother was pregnant 14 times 

and when girls were born, she murdered them immediately by smothering them. I 

also want to add here, this is not fabricated. If one takes the time, one can find on 

the internet and on YouTube, there are entire villages in various parts of the 

world that have been infested by Islam and there are only males left as nearly all 

of the female babies were either aborted or murdered right after their births. This 

is a fact. 

 

[Her father] “He pulls me by the hair and he drags me on the ground into the 

kitchen. He strikes me while I kneel, he pulls on my braid as if he wants to pull it 

out, and he cuts it off with the big scissors used for shearing wool. I have hardly 

any hair left. I can cry, yell or plead, but I’ll get only more kicks.” “The girls and 

women were certainly beaten every day in the other houses too. “You had to 

bring even this tea tray to the men of the family with your head down, looking 

only at your feet, and back bent and in silence. You don’t speak. You only speak in 

answer to a question.” “Our mother was often beaten just as we were. 

Sometimes she tried to intervene when my father beat us really viciously, and 

then he’d turn the blows on her, knocking her down and pulling her by her hair.” 

 

“Every birth of a girl was like a burial in the family. It was always considered the 

mother’s fault if she produced only girls. ““…my parents went to see my brother’s 

wife at her parents’ house, where she had take refuge because she was pregnant 

and he had beaten her. “It doesn’t take much at all before a girl is seen by 

everyone as a charmuta, who has brought shame to the family and who must 
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now die to wash clean the honor not only of her parents and her brother, but of 

the entire village. 

 

“It is the duty of the brother, the brother-in-law, or the uncle to preserve the 

family’s honor. They have the right of life and death over their women. If the 

father or the mother says to the son: ‘Your sister has sinned, you must kill her,’ he 

does it for the sake of honor and because it is the law.” 

 

“Rarely did I see the police. It’s nothing if a woman disappears, and the villagers 

agree with the men’s law. If you don’t kill a girl who has dishonored her family, 

the people in the village will reject this family, and nobody will speak to the family 

or do business with them and the family will have to leave. “Assad was always 

angry and violent. He wasn’t allowed to go to see his wife. She had gone directly 

to her parents’ house when she left the hospital because he had beaten her too 

severely. But she returned to live with him anyway; it’s the law.” 

 

I would also like to add here concerning pedophilia in Islam. Girls as young as 8 or 

9 years old can be “married” off to men in their 40’s. IN addition to this, and I 

know this for certain, women are required to shave off all of their pubic hair. This 

makes for a child-like vagina. 

 

“Absolutely every single hair of the genital area must be removed. It must all be 

bare and clean. My mother says that if by chance you forget a single hair, the man 

will leave without even looking at his wife and will say she is dirty!” “We don’t 

remove hair from our legs or our underarms, only from the vulva.” 

 

Women who are not virgins and/or cannot prove they are virgins are murdered. 

Here is another quote: “We will have to wait for the moment when the husband 

will display the white linen from the balcony or attach it to the window at 

daybreak so the people can verify officially the presence of the bride’s blood.” “It 

is a special linen that is placed on the bed for the first night.” “And we cry also 

with relief, for Noura has passed the great test. The only test of her life, except for 

proving she can produce a son.” “Noura showed her bruises. Hussein had struck 

her so hard that she had bruises on her face too. She lowered her pants to show 

her violet thighs, and my mother wept. He must have dragged her on the ground 

by her hair, all the men do that. But, I didn’t find out why he had beaten her. 

Sometimes its enough if the young bride doesn’t know how to cook very well, she 
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forgets the salt, there is no sauce because she forgot to add a little water…that’s 

reason enough for a beating. “ 

 

“In my village, we don’t measure time the same way as in Europe. You never 

know exactly how old your father or mother is, you don’t even know the date of 

your own birth. Time is calculated by Ramadan…” [Islamic month of fasting]. “I 

prayed to God that night as usual. My parents were very religious, my mother 

went often to the mosque.” 

 

After she was burned: 

 

“I am on a hospital bed, curled up in a ball under the sheet. A nurse comes to tear 

off my dress. She pulls roughly on the fabric, and the pain jolts me. I can see 

almost nothing, my chin is stuck to my chest, I can't raise it. I can't move my arms 

either. The pain is in my head, on my shoulders in my back and on my chest.” 

 

The book is a very blatant revelation of what Islam truly is. Now, European 

countries are being rapidly infested with this most vile of plagues to every beset 

humanity. 

 

The Koran is divided into 114 chapters called suras [again, the number 6... 1 + 1 + 

4]. In addition to the endless sick filth and depraved violence therein, there is also 

copious praise for the Jews and for Israel: 

 

The Cow 

 

[2.40] O children of Israel! call to mind My favor which I bestowed on you and be 

faithful to (your) covenant with Me, I will fulfill (My) covenant with you; and of 

Me, Me alone, should you be afraid. 

 

[2.47] O children of Israel! call to mind My favor which I bestowed on you and 

that I made you excel the nations. 

 

There are many more verses, but this sermon is already very long. I strongly 

suggest everyone here learn the truth about what Islam really is. Just as xianity 

constantly pushes and promotes endless lies abut how it is brotherhood, peace, 

love and equality, Islam does the same. No different from how the populace is 
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repeatedly brainwashed with these types of slogans in communist countries in 

regards to communism. 

 

Don’t be an uninformed stupid idiot. Instead of watching the jootube and wasting 

your time on worthless related crap, do a little research on Islam, be informed, 

know the truth and what it is and what they will do to YOU and YOUR FAMILY, if 

they ever take control, which is what is insidiously happening right now in Europe, 

various parts of Asia and other areas of other world. 

 

http://www.skepticsannotatedbible.com/quran/cruelty/long.html  

 

http://www.newvision.co.ug/news/663629-merkel-top-ministers-to-join-muslim-

rally-for-tolerance.html  

 

"There are some who are putting women at risk. And doing so for ridiculous 

reasons, namely that they are somehow responsible for the abuse they are 

suffering." — Nazir Afzal, head of the Crown Prosecution Service, northwest 

England.” “A new documentary secretly filmed inside several of the 85 Islamic 

Sharia Law courts operating in Britain has exposed the systematic discrimination 

that many women are suffering at the hands of Muslim jurists.” 

 

“In one case, the BBC secretly filmed proceedings at the Islamic Sharia Council in 

Leyton, a heavily Islamized area in east London. While there, a BBC reporter met 

Sonia, a Muslim woman from Leeds who has suffered extreme physical abuse 

from her husband. When Sonia obtained a civil divorce, the courts allowed her 

husband only indirect access to the children. After Sonia threatened to contact 

the police, the Leyton Sharia Council dropped its demand. Reflecting on the court 

case, Sonia said, "I could not bear the thought of such a violent person having my 

children. What was shocking was when I explained to them why he should not 

have that access to the children, their reaction was, well, you cannot go against 

what Islam says." “On its website, the Leyton Sharia Council writes: "Though the 

Council is not yet legally recognized by the authorities in the UK, the fact that it is 

already established, and is gradually gaining ground among the Muslim 

community, and the satisfaction attained by those who seek its ruling, are all 

preparatory steps towards the final goal of gaining the confidence of the host 

community in the soundness of the Islamic legal system and the help and insight 

they could gain from it. The experience gained by the scholars taking part in its 
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procedures make them more prepared for the eventuality of recognition for 

Islamic law." 

 

http://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/3682/uk-sharia-courts  

 

I strongly encourage everyone here to see for yourselves what Islam really is and 

ask yourself: Do you really want to be “tolerant” and have this most vile of 

plagues that will eventually murder YOU and YOUR LOVED ONES in YOUR 

COUNTRY? 

 

Just take a long hard look at the photos on this website and see for yourself the 

REALITY OF WHAT ISLAM TRULY IS: 

 

http://www.mypracticalphilosophy.com/jihadpages/women.htm  

 

Quotes from the above linked website: 

 

“Muslims in Saudi Arabia abused their hired help from foreign countries such as 

the Philippines. This is a picture of Sumiati a maid from the Philippines. She had 

burns all over her body as well as broken bones…” 

 

“Fakhra Yunus was a dancing girl in the red light district of Pakistan. She left her 

husband after 3 years of marriage because of his abusive behavior toward her. He 

came to her mother's house while she was sleeping in May 2000 and poured acid 

all over her. After a decade of over a dozen surgeries she jumped out a window 

and killed herself. More than 8,500 acid attacks, forced marriages and other 

forms of violence against women were reported in Pakistan in 2011.” 

 

“People are afraid to speak out about Muslim Rape in Norway.” 

 

“Disturbing video from the Netherlands: Muslims beat, kick non-Muslim girl. This 

is happening on a daily basis all over the Netherlands.” 

 

“Woman stoned for being seen with a man. Muslim cleric explains that stoning 

purifies the soul. The above woman was being done a favor.” 

 

[Women are also buried up to their necks and then stoned to death for having 

failed to ask permission to use the toilet]. 
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“Hole where Medine Memi, a 16 year old girl, was buried alive for talking to 

boys.” [there is a photo]. 

 

“Three months pregnant, Farzana Parveen was on her way to the courthouse to 

contest an abduction charge her family filed against her husband, Mohammad 

Iqbal. A group of nearly 20 family members, her father and brothers included, 

accosted the couple in front of the courthouse and tried to pull them apart. When 

Farzana resisted, they fatally beat her with batons and bricks from a nearby 

construction site. 

 

Calling the murder an "honor killing," the victim's father is said to have 

proclaimed he killed his daughter because she had insulted the family by marrying 

without their consent.” 

 

“13 year old girl crawls out of grave after being raped and buried alive in 

Pakistan.” 

 

http://www.barenakedislam.com/2011/12/17/acid-attacks-on-muslim-women-

continue-as-pakistan-finally-passes-a-law-that-would-actually-punish-the-men-

who-do-this/  

 

From the above linked website: 

 

RELATED STORIES/VIDEOS: 

 

muslim-throws-acid-in-his-own-daughters-face-then-strangles-her-for-marrying-

a-non-muslim-man 

 

pakistan-acid-attack-on-nine-year-old-child-bride-by-her-husband 

 

pakistan-where-acid-attacks-on-women-by-muslim-men-show-no-sign-of-going-

down 

 

acid-attacks-on-women-and-girls-are-increasingly-common-in-the-muslim-world 

 

what-is-it-about-muslim-men-and-throwing-acid-in-womens-faces 
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muslim-fathers-vicious-acid-attack-on-his-own-daughter 

 

muslim-on-muslim-terrorism-growing-threat-of-acid-attacks-on-women 

 

afghanistan-acid-attack-victims-demand-justice 

 

Only something truly evil and thoroughly depraved would corrupt and incite 

people to commit the lowest and most vile crimes such as these. Islam is a lethal 

plague and cannot be tolerated in any of its forms. For those idiots who state and 

mistakenly believe “It’s not my problem” if nothing is done to stop this vile 

monster, THEN IT WILL BE YOUR PROBLEM. 

 

Satan stands for freedom, liberation, justice and human rights. 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

www.joyofsatan.com  
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The truth about the origins and spread of islam - 

how the jews developed the program of islam to 

invade and destroy the East by High Priestess Zildar 

Raasi 

As we know, islam is a false program created by the jews in order to weaken the 

Gentile Eastern world and destroy the original Pagan-Satanic religion. The 

following article linked here proves this further. The quran and other islamic 

sources, including much of the mainstream jew-run media sources, like to claim 

that islam and its prophets arose in the Middle East and began preaching and 

spreading, before the islamic conquests took place. This is not the truth. 

 

The events known as the islamic conquests, which were in truth organized 

genocides of the Pagan Gentile Peoples of India, Arabia and so on, came BEFORE 

the writing of the quran, the invention of "prophet muhammad" and the 

installment of islam as the official "religion". The mass genocides were intended 

to wipe out the Pagan Gentile ruling classes and severely weaken and destabilize 

the Pagan Gentile world. Islam then served as a tool to further enslave the 

remaining Gentile populations, remove all Spiritual Knowledge and bring the 

People fully under jewish abrahamic control. 

 

We must continue to work to awaken our Gentile People to the truth concerning 

this. It is vital that people are aware of this. 

 

Sermon posted here: http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/the-truth-about-

the-origins-of-islam.html 

 

***This is the story of the prelude to the "islamic conquests"*** 

 

The quran and deluded followers of islam claim that this "religion" spread due to 

the followers of Muhammad traveling the east and spreading the word, acquiring 

new converts as they went by performing miracles, trading goods etc. This is a 

very fanciful story, and one which is NOT coroborated by actual historical events. 

The truth paints a very different picture and we are taken back to the Ancient 

Pagan Tribes and Civilisations of Arabia and the Middle East, who were brutally 

attacked and besieged for centuries by violent psychotic bandits who were the 
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true founders of what we now know as islam. These attacks left trails of blood 

accross the globe and ended in the destruction of Ancient Gentile culture and the 

enslavement of our People which is still effective to this day. 

 

There never was any "prophet Muhammad" who led the Arabian people in efforts 

to convert the tribes to islam. Muhammad never existed, but was fabricated 

AFTER the conquests had taken place in order to be used as a tool, no different 

than the christian "jesus". http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/muhammad-

never-existed.html  

 

So who did orchestrate the spread of this vile program? Who was this program 

meant to benefit? The following article will illustarte how it was in fact the jews 

who instigated and developed this program as a means of judaising the Pagan 

Eastern World, eliminating the original Pagan religion and practices, removing the 

power from the hands of the Gentile Pagan ruling class and developing a new 

system of rulership that placed all of the power and wealth in the hands of a new 

ruling class who had a jewish blood line. 

 

Afterall, Muhammad himself was described as being of jewish decent, having 

jewish ancestry and even taking jewish wives and thus birthing jewish children. 

http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/muhammad--the-jewish-prophet.html 

Whereas this character of Muhammad never existed himself, this is symbolic for 

how the jews placed their own in positions of power in the newly developed 

islamic world. This was either done by the ousting of a Gentile leader/ruler via the 

use of physical force and replacing them with someone of jewish descent or by 

using their women to infiltrate the Gentile bloodlines. The latter has long been a 

common tactic and is still used even today. The jews often use their females to 

infiltrate by siccing them onto powerful and influential Gentile men. Once they 

have managed to worm their way in, they take full control over that persons life, 

decisions and actions and can easily manipulate events according to their own 

agenda. As well as this control aspect, any future offspring produced will be 

considered jewish and carry jewish genes. Thus there is total judaising of 

everything. 

 

The jews brag about this tactic in their story of "Esther", the jewish whore who 

was sent to seduce the Persian King. As the story goes, the Persians were involved 

in constant battles with the jews and were attempting to exile them from Persia 

altogether, the jews needed a means of taking control of the Persian Kingdom 
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and undermining the Persian King and Persian Gentile rulership. Using deceit and 

treachery (disgusing herself to appear more Gentile, taking a Persian name and 

getting rid of the Kings first Persian Gentile wife), "Esther" got the King to fall in 

love with and marry her, making her Queen. On guidance from her jewish 

brothers, she carefully gained the Kings trust and instructed the King to make all 

of the moves which would benefit the jewish people, and all of the moves which 

would inevitably lead to the destruction of his own Gentile People. She ensured 

that he had all of the Gentile Persian leaders who had once been his most trusted 

council, beheaded and publically shamed by using lies and fabrications to turn the 

King against them. "Esther" brags of planting seeds of doubt in the Kings mind, 

leading him to believe that his own People were his enemies. This is the age old 

tactic of divide and conquer. She separated the King from his most important 

support system, isolating him and taking control. Once the Gentile leadership has 

been slaughtered, Esther invites her own jewish people to take their places. By 

the time the King finds out who Esther really is and how he has been deceived, it 

is already too late. 

 

Now, this is a fictitious story, however, the tactics behind it are very real, and 

were used ad nauseam by the jews of the time to infiltrate the Gentile Royal 

bloodlines and essentially destroy them. The story of "Esther" is a bragging of 

how they used these tactics to achieve their own end. 

 

This is the same sort of tactics as were used by the jewish Rothschild family to 

infiltrate the British Royal Family. They began with financial manipulation, and 

then intermarriage. Nowadays, the "Royal Family" is 100% jewish, even practicing 

jewish traditions during wedding ceremonies and so on. Once the jewish gene has 

been inserted into the bloodline via the jewess, it is maintained by instilling laws 

that state the male offspring must take a jew as a bride. Remember, the child is 

considered legally jewish according to jewish law if the mother is a jew. This is 

why the marriage between William and Kate Middleton was necessary. Kate 

Middleton has a jewish mother, who was born Carol Goldsmith. Both of her 

grandparents were of jewish descent. 

 

Here is an interesting excerpt: 

 

"It was a Rothschild plan to marry superfluous daughters into the families of 

influential Gentiles; in this case of the Rothschild unions with Baron Battersea and 

the son of the fourth Earl of Hardwicke, the marriages were sterile, but a 
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daughter of Mayer Amschel Rothschild married the fifth Earl of Rosebery, so that 

there is Rothschild blood in the present earl, one of whose sisters married the 

present Marquis of Crewe, himself with Villa Real blood: thus after many days, the 

blood of the Villa real Jewess mingles with that of the Rothschild in the issue of 

this marriage of "British Aristocrats". 

 

This custom of mating with Jewesses now become a common one; the instinct of 

the Aryan has been broken down by continued propaganda, and H. Belloc in his 

BOOK on The Jews writes of the Jewish penetration of our great aristocratic 

families: "With the opening of the twentieth century, those of the great territorial 

English families in which there was no Jewish blood were the exception." -From 

"JEWISH INROADS INTO BRITISH ROYALTY UP TO THE YEAR 1937" 

 

However, this is another story for another time altogether. The point here is to 

note the tactics which are used in order to infiltrate. This is how the infiltration of 

the Gentile Eastern and Arabian cultures began, and it was this careful infiltration 

into Gentile Society that aided in the creation and spread of islam, which is, in 

truth, judaism at its core. Now, we will look at how this began. 

 

Actual historical records show that the creation of islam as it stands today, the 

writing of the quran and the invention of the fictitious Muhammad actually came 

AFTER the events now called the islamic conquests, and not before as mainstream 

media and muslims will have you believe. The conquests and destruction of the 

East took place before islam was actually created as a means of further destroying 

the original Pagan religion, cultures and knowledge and further weakening and 

enslaving the Gentile People. The purpose of the conquests, exactly like the 

Inquisition that took place in the West, was to eliminate the Pagan Gentile 

Royalty, slaughter the Pagan Priesthood and destroy Pagan Spiritual Knowledge, 

thus enslaving the Pagan Gentile People who were left totally cut off from their 

original identities, their original leaders, their original Gods and their original 

sources of Empowerment. They were reduced to mere slaves working for a 

foreign master. The program of islam was installed after this in order to ensure 

the continuance of this enslavement. 

 

There in fact was never any mention anywhere of any established religion called 

islam, or any prophet by the name of Muhammad, during the times at which the 

violent conquests were taking place and there is no evidence for it having existed 

yet at that point in time. These religious aspects were created and fed into the 
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records years later. This is no different than how the so-called biographies of 

Muhammad only appeared over 100 years after he was supposed to have died. 

During the time he was meant to have lived, not a word was breathed about him 

despite the presence of many Ancient historians whom were very accustomed to 

recording important events and stories. Very suspicious, to say the least. 

 

So how would the conquests and the spread of islam have benefited the jews? 

Other than islam being a jewish program that worships a jewish god/agenda 

(Please see the rest of the exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com site), as for the 

actual events as historically recorded, it has been proven that the major 

conquests took place with a great deal of jewish aid and worked in favor of the 

jews. 

 

At this point in time, much of the Pagan Eastern world was attempting to banish 

the jews from their midst due to centuries of ongoing problems with them. 

Thievery, ritual murder and other attocities were common in societies where the 

jews decided to settle, and were the reasosns many Ancient Gentile societies 

either banished or attempted to banish them. Ancient Rome, Persia and Egypt 

declared laws at one stage or another expelling the jews for these very reasosns. 

http://web.archive.org/web/20130814124112/http://gblt.webs.com/Jewish_Ritu

al_Murder.htm  

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Jew_Problem.html  

 

So in order to solve the problem of constantly being banished or suppressed from 

the Gentile societies which they invaded, and in order to take control for 

themselves so that they would be free to carry out their acts undisturbed, the 

jews needed to divise a plan to help them infiltrate the top levels of the Gentile 

societies and place themselves within all of the major positions of power. What 

better way of doing this than enforcing their own customs, beliefs and practices 

upon the people of these societies, establishing their own religion as the major 

religion, their own "priesthood" as the ruling class and essentially forcing their 

own alien culture onto the Gentile Peoples of the region and forcing them to 

worship their own "god" and their own prophets. If they could judaise everything, 

they would hold the reigns of control. Islam was the perfect means of doing this, 

and as has been stated, islam is merely judaism in a different form. 

 

"PROTOCOL No. 14 
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When we come into our kingdom it will be undesirable for us that there should 

exist any other religion than ours of the One God with whom our destiny is bound 

up by our position as the Chosen People and through whom our same destiny is 

united with the destinies of the world. We must therefore sweep away all other 

forms of belief. If this gives birth to the atheists whom we see to-day, it will not, 

being only a transitional stage, interfere with our views, but will serve as a 

warning for those generations which will hearken to our preaching of the religion 

of Moses, that, by its stable and thoroughly elaborated system has brought all the 

peoples of the world into subjection to us."- The words of the jews themselves. 

 

*Note- "Moses" is called Musa in the Quran where he is decleraed one of the 

prophets. The Quran is jewish through and through!!! 

 

But this had to be done slowly and carefully and before this could be achieved 

successfully, the Gentile Societies would have to be infiltrated, weakened and 

undermined first. 

 

To do this, the jews would first have to integrate themselves into the local Gentile 

cultures, adapting to their customs and ways of life. Once they had been fully 

integrated and had gained the trust of these people, they would begin to inflict 

their own culture, bizarre anti-life practices and beliefs and their own religion 

upon them. 

 

This is destruction of a People from the inside out. It is an extremely effective 

means of weakening a group before engaging in outright warfare against them. 

First, they will rot the structure from within, so that it crumbles easily when they 

choose to attack. The best infiltrator first disguises themselves as that which they 

intend to destroy so that they may gain access to the very core of their object of 

attack. This is the same as was done with the Gentile Secret Societies, which were 

originally PAGAN in nature. This has been discussed in depth on the JoS website. 

http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Ku_Klux_Klan.html  

http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Illuminati.htm  

http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/NEW_WORLD_ORDER.html  

 

The following excerpt isinteresting regarding how the jews worked to integrate 

themselves into the Arab societies before they began the judaisation of these 

societies: 
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"Syed Abu-Ala' Maududi in his "The Meaning of the Qur'an" points out that the 

Jews of the Hejaz "In the matter of language, dress, civilization and way of life, 

they had completely adopted Arabism, even their names had become Arabian ... 

They even inter-married with the Arabs.....This intermarriage between Jews and 

Arabs, for example between the families of Quraish and Jewish women is well 

documented. "." - From "The Persian conquest of Jerusalem in 614CE compared 

with Islamic conquest of 638CE. Its Messianic nature and the role of the Jewish 

Exilarch", by Ben Abrahamson and Joseph Katz. 

 

(Note that the above is written by jews who are fully aware of the jewish origins 

of islam.) 

 

Once again, we see how the jews used their women to infiltrate Arabian Gentile 

society, attaching themselves to the Arabian royalty. By first adapting to the 

culture, they were able to infiltrate on a deep level. 

 

So lets look at how the foundation for islam was first laid. It began with this 

jewish infiltration of the Arabian culture. It was documented that after adopting 

the Arabian culture and intermarrying with the influential Arabian men, the 

jewish women would force their unwitting Arabian husbands to adopt judaism 

and jewish practices. 

 

This began to lead to the development of a bizarre amalgamation of judaic 

practices with traditional Arabian practices and resulted in an Arabian form of 

judaism beginning to rise. This mixing of practices and what resulted is what 

would later be officially developed into islam. This mirrors exactly how the jews 

laid the foundation for christianity in Alexandria when they developed a 

Hellenized form of judaism. High Priest Don Danko wrote on this extensively, and 

the creation of islam in many ways overlaps with the events surrounding the 

creation of christianity: 

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic542.html  

 

"This is why Christianity as noted by scholars is so identical to the Egyptian Pagan 

religions. This is the major template the Jews stole and corrupted it from. Even 

lifting the title for their fictional Godman from one of the major Pagan deities." - 

High Priest Don Danko. 
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The exact same thing was done with the Ancient Arabian Pagan religion. The jews 

siply lifted the name and identity of a Pagan Arabian God, known as Sin the Moon 

God, whose title in the Ancient Arabian world was "Al'Ilah", meaning "Supreme 

Deity amongst all the Deities". Note the similarity between Allah and Al'Ilah. Islam 

shares much in common with the Pagan Arabian religion, for example the symbol 

of the Crescent Moon and Star, the Lunar basis for the calendar, etc because the 

jews literally stole and corrupted the Arabian religion of the area as a template for 

their depraved program of islam. 

 

Looking again to the jewish infiltration of Arabia -"Michael Lecker of Hebrew 

University in his article "A note on early marriage links between Qurashis and 

Jewish women", in. Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam (1987)," says that there 

are three choices: 

 

1. The women gave up Judaism and embraced paganism. 2. The women didn't 

care about intermarriage with non-Jews 3. The men embraced Judaism 

 

Due to various supporting evidence he gives, Dr. Lecker discounts the first two 

and is left with possibility of the third choice." I.e., the only option was for the 

men to convert to judaism. 

 

Please note from the above how the jews themselves are FULLY AWARE that 

islam is a facade and was created by them. They openly admit this and admit to 

purposefully deceiving the Gentile People and destroying our origianl and True 

Culture. 

 

Now let us look at some of the historical events that led to the jews inventing 

islam as their final attempt to take control of the Eastern World. 

 

As mentioned above, incessant problems with the jews were a common theme in 

Ancient Gentile societies which were desperatley seeking means of ridding 

themselves of these jewish parasites. 

 

During the time of the First Century C.E., Ancient Egypt, Cyprus and Cyrene had 

laws in place controling the jews amongst them and protecting the native Gentile 

Populations from these unwanted tribes of blood thirsty criminal bandits. 

However, the jews organised a violent uprising in an attempt to take power from 

the Gentile People and carry out destruction of the Pagan Gentile religious 
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centers. This was later termed the "kitos war" by the jews and was literally a 

massacare of the Pagan Gentile Peoples of these regions and a rampage of 

destruction against Gentile Pagan sacred sites and artefacts. The mass murder 

spree was orchestrated by a jew by the name of "Lukas" who had proclaimed 

himself as king of the jewish tribes. 

 

"Their revolt started in Cyrene, where one Lukuas -sometimes called Andreas- 

ordered the Jews to destroy the pagan temples of Apollo, Artemis, Hecate, 

Demeter, Isis and Pluto, and to assail the worshippers." -From Wars between the 

Jews and Romans: the revolt against Trajan (115-117 CE) 

 

Thousands upon thousands of Gentile Pagan men, women and children were 

brutally murdered and Sacred Temples such as the Temples of Hecate and Isis 

were stormed and destroyed. The jewish murderers then proceeded to drink the 

blood and eat the flesh of their Gentile Pagan victims. 

 

YES. You read that correctly. They engaged in cannabalistic ritualised mutilation of 

the bodies of the innocent Gentiles which they brutally killed. Here is a quote 

from an Ancient Roman Historian recounting the aftermath of this horriffic 

jewish-orchestrated massacre: 

 

"In Cyrene, the Jews massacred 220,000 Greeks; in Cyprus, 240,000; in Egypt, a 

very great multitude. Many of these unhappy victims were sawed asunder, 

according to a precedent to which David had given sanction of his examples. The 

victorious Jews devoured the flesh, licked up the blood, and twisted the entrails 

like a girdle around their bodies"- Dion Cassius I 

 

This is sick, twisted and depraved in the very worst sense and clearly illustatres 

the sadistic nature of these parasites to civilisation. Here is another very telling 

quote relating to this massacre: 

 

"Humanity is shocked at the recital of the horrid cruelties which Jews committed 

in the cities of Egypt, of Cyprus, and of Cyrene, where they dwell in treacherous 

friendship with the unsuspecting natives and we are tempted to applaud the 

severe retaliation which was exercised by the arms of legions against a race of 

fanatics, whose dire and credulous superstition seemed to render them the 

implacable enemies not only of Roman government, but also of humankind." - By 

Edward Gibbon 
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***Note- "dwell in treacherous friendship with the unsuspecting natives". The 

jews have been famous since time immemorial for biting the hand which feeds 

them. They will settle amongst a people, pretend to be a friendly prsesence, leech 

off of their lands, their labour and their goods, and suddenly without warning 

they will attack and destroy the very people from whom they were feeding. Many 

times throughout the pages of their bible they brag of this very behaviour. They 

would settle amongst a Gentile nation, and once they had fed off of and 

exhausted their resources, they would massacre them, steal their remaining 

goods and rape their women before moving on to the next unsuspecting group of 

Gentile People to begin their cycle of parasitic leeching all over again. This is even 

evident today in how they are currently massacaring the Palestinian People, 

whose land and farms they stole and falsely proclaimed to be their own. Nothing 

has changed over the last 10 000 years with this race of beings, and nothing ever 

will. They are natural born parasites who evetually destroy the People to which 

they attach themselves. They can never be trusted. 

 

Getting back to the massacre which took place in the Ancient East. Despite the 

fact that they had massacred thousands of Gentile People, their attempt to take 

control was quashed by the armies of the Pagan Roman Emperor Trajan, who was 

later succeeded by Emperor Hadrian. Another quote by Dion Cassius: 

 

"'Meanwhile the Jews in the region of Cyrene had put one Andreas at their head 

and were destroying both the Romans and the Greeks. They would cook their 

flesh, make belts for themselves of their entrails, anoint themselves with their 

blood, and wear their skins for clothing. Many they sawed in two, from the head 

downwards. Others they would give to wild beasts and force still others to fight as 

gladiators. In all, consequently, two hundred and twenty thousand perished. In 

Egypt, also, they performed many similar deeds, and in Cyprus under the 

leadership of Artemio. There, likewise, two hundred and forty thousand perished. 

For this reason no Jew may set foot in that land, but even if one of them is driven 

upon the island by force of the wind, he is put to death. Various persons took part 

in subduing these Jews, one being Lusius, who was sent by Trajan." 

 

After this, the jews were exiled from the Roman Empire which at the time 

included Egypt, Cyprus and Cyrene and heavy sanctions were placed upon them, 

many laws forbidding jewish religious practices and so forth. Angered, they began 

to organize another uprising in the region which is today called Palestine. It was 
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this uprising that would lead to huge amounts of jewish "refugees" flooding 

Arabia and Babylon. This uprising was known as the Bar kokhba revolt and was 

organised by a jewish leader Simon Ben kosiba, whom was regarded by the jews 

at the time to be a jewish "messiah" and prince who would lead them in a 

victorious slaughter and take over of the Gentile Pagan People. This "jewish 

prince" was aided by a rabbi Akiva. Persia at the time had a significant jewish 

population, as the jews had invaded it in much the same way they invaded 

Alexandria, and the jews took advantage of Persian military personnel to carry out 

this revolt against the Pagan Roman Empire. 

 

This revolt was said to have been even more violent than the previous massacre 

and was reported by many Ancient Roman Historians as being a horriffic sight 

which they wished only to forget. 

 

Emperor Hadrain managed to once again quash the revolt, and ensure that 

sanctions against jews within the Roman Empire were kept in place. Large 

amounts of the jewish murderers and plunderers fled back to Persia and to Arabia 

and Babylon to escape justice and to continue planning a means of taking control 

of the East. This is how the official development of islam began. 

 

Some of the jewish immigrants to Arabia established their own tribal groups 

known in later islamic literature as the Bani Al-Nadir and the Bani Quraizah. That 

these were jewish tribes from the start comprised of those whom had taken part 

in the bloody Bar khokba revolt and NOT native Arab tribes is well-documented. It 

was stated that these tribes were comprised of the jewish cohen priests. 

 

"Maududi says that the Bani Al-Nadir and Bani Quraizah were tribes made up of 

Cohenim. It is known that the Bani al Nadir and the Bani Quraizah were the clients 

of the Aus, and the Bani Qainuqa were the clients of the Khazraj." 

 

They at first integrated with and adopted Arabian culture mixed in with their own 

judaic beliefs and practices. It was said that they adopted islam easily because of 

their judaic origins and the heavy similarities between judaism and islam. Of 

course- islam was created by them using the stolen and corrupted Pagan Arabian 

template. It was these immigrant jewish tribes that began the creation of islam in 

this very manner. The Aus and Khazraj are referred to in the quran as the "uncles 

of islam". 
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"The third wave of immigrants were mostly refugees and soldiers from Bar 

Kochba's revolt –fighters trained in the art of war and zealously nationalistic – 

sought refugee in Arabia.This last wave of immigrants included people who are 

known in Islamic literature as the Aus andthe Khazraj." - The Persian Conquest of 

Jerusalem. 

 

These crypto-jewish Arabian tribes began to seize control via various war efforts, 

spreading their version of Arabian judaism (islam) as they went. The instillation of 

this Arabian judaism was brought into fruition when a marriage between an Arab 

leader and a jewish princess lead to the birth of the jewish-Arabian warlord "Dhu-

Nuwas". Dhu Nuwas means "lord of the sidelock", referring to a jewish custom in 

which a rabbi wears a sidelock hairstyle. Through violent war efforts, Dhu-Nuwas 

managed to establish Arabian judaism quite firmly. 

 

"In 518, when Ethiopian troops landed in Himyar, Dhu-Nuw,as's forces soundly 

defeated the invaders. Flushed with success, he now saw himself as the champion 

of Arabian Jewry. It has been suggested by some scholars that Dhu-Nuwas's 

ultimate objective was the creation of a Jewish empire stretching from Eretz Israel 

to Himyar." - From Yosef Dhu Nuwas, a Sadducean King with Sidelocks 

 

Although Dhu Nuwas was eventually defeated, Pagan Arabia had been weakened, 

and the foundation was set for the judaising of Arabia. Jews had already 

infiltrated Arabia at all levels of society, from the leadership to the religious 

centers. This, in truth, is how islam was born. The jews pushed this Arabian-

judaism on the population of Arabia. This is what they developed into islam, as we 

noted above in stating that the jews liften the Pagan Arabian religious elements 

such as "Al'Ilah" and the Lunar Calendar, and simply combined them with jewish 

religious practices and the jewish prophets, stories and the jewish "god". This can 

clearly be seen in the glaring similarities between judaism and islam: 

http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/judaism-christianity-and-islam-the-

false-trinity--fighting-amongst-these-programs-is-all-a-facade.html  

 

Many historians also noted how the conquests which led to the spread of this 

new Arabian judaism later called islam was largely supported and funded by the 

jews who pushed the concept of a "messiah" destined to lead them in the efforts 

to instate this new religion. The "prophet Muhammad" was invented as a jewish 

messiah and symbol of these conquests that brainwashed fools could rally 

around, however, he never existed as a real person. 
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http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/muhammad-never-existed.html  

http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/muhammad--the-jewish-prophet.html  

 

Once Pagan Arabia had been weakened and the foundations had been laid, the 

conquests began which would establish the new religion of islam as the primary 

religion of the Eastern World. 

 

Conquestor Caliph Umar ibn Al-Khattab was even said so have received a great 

deal of aid from the jews. A group of extremely wealthy jewish bankers funded 

military campaigns with the use of taxe,s which swept through the East, 

slaughtering thousands upon thousands of Pagan Gentiles and destroying 

thousands of Pagan sacred sites. Those individuals who had been judaised, 

brainwashed or simply bought out joined the armies of the conquests. Following 

these military conquests which left the land absolutely ravaged and weakened to 

the point at which the Pagan Gentiles were no longer able to fight back, islam was 

developed and put in place, the quran was written, and islam (Arabian-judaism) 

was enforced upon the region. 

 

A much more in depth article on the islamic conquests will be written shortly, 

displaying the severe brutality which they engaged in. This truly was a shocking 

string of events that saw so much blood shed throughout the Eastern World that 

places that still stand today are named with words that bare translations such as 

"Death Mountain". The purpose of this article was to expose the jewish origins 

and foundations of islam, and how it was the jews that developed this program 

and funded its spread. 
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The Jews Admit the Jewishness of Islam by High 

Priest Jake Carlson 

We need the entire world to fight against the bandit state of Israel. However, 

every Gentile must work with us SATANISTS to completely destroy it in the long-

run. The reason for this is obvious. For all of the programs out there which are 

Jewish in origin [Christianity, Islam, etc], that people have had the FUCKING 

NERVE to call 'religions'- the people who follow them will get their balls handed to 

them by the Jews, with the Jews saying to them- "We had you all along." The 

deluded Gentiles who follow these death programs will want to join on with 

us/Satanists at the last minute, but it will be too late for them. That is the biggest 

goal of the Jews- to keep each Gentile Nation fighting within their own Nation 

until Christ arrives on the scene and unites all the Jews [including non-observant 

Jews], and annihilates all Gentiles. 

 

As we know from reading High Priestess Zilar Rassi's website which does an 

excellent job at exposing Islam, Mohammad is just as fictitious as Jesus Christ. 

 

http://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/muhammad-never-existed/  

 

Still, even the Muslims worship Jesus. 

 

"In Islam, Jesus is considered to be one of the true prophets of Allah: a true 

bearer of Allah's word in his time. Vicariously, the reverent Moslem must either 

accept the teaching of Jesus... that Pharisaic Rabbis sit in the seat of Moses and all 

must do according to what they teach or contradict his own religion. Therefore, 

even according to Islam, if one must heed the teachings of Nebi Issa ("prophet 

Jesus"), then every Torah instruction of the "scribes and Pharisees" must be 

obeyed." (1) 

 

In tune with the above quote from a Jewish rabbi, are the following quotes from 

the Qu'ran: 

 

"Bear in mind the words of Moses to his People [Children of Israel]. He said: 

"Remember, my People, the favor which God has bestowed upon you. He has 

raised up prophets among you, made you kings (Kingdom of David and Solomon 

and the Davidic Dynasty), and has given you that which He has given to no other 
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nation [the Written and Oral Torah and the Land of Israel] which God has assigned 

for you..." [Qu'ran, The Table, Sura 5:20] 

 

"Children of Israel, remember the favor I [Allah] have bestowed upon you, and 

that I exalted you above the nations." [Qu'ran, The Cow, Sura 2:47] 

 

Quote from a Jewish rabbi: 

 

"Allah's enduring love for the Jews is according to another principle that Allah 

does not change his mind precariously, as prophet Malachi (another true prophet 

in Moslem eyes) wrote, "I, the LORD do not change." (Malachi 3:6) Prophet 

"Daoud" (King David) confirmed Allah's eternal love for Israel in his prayer, "And 

You established for Yourself Your people Israel to be Your people forever, and 

You, LORD, became their God." (II Samuel 7:24) 

 

"I would conclude with the fact that, according to Israel's eternal Torah from 

Allah, Allah Commanded that Israel bring all of mankind to the Seven Laws of 

Noah [Noahide Laws]. (2) 

 

As we can see, ANYONE who is fighting against Israel, but joins Christianity, Islam, 

or other enemy programs or movements will ACTUALLY BE A PUPPET FOR ISRAEL. 

 

The Jews promise the brainwashed 'Goyim' that they will have a place in the "Life 

or World to Come," but what these brainwashed puppets for the Jewish cause 

don't know is that the Nazarene and ilk are only promising 'resurrection' for the 

Jews, only. 

 

With the enforcement of the Noahide Laws [yes, they are real], the Jewish 'Land 

of Milk and Honey is the entire world, as the Jews are Global insects. 

 

We, Satanists are the pesticide and it is our duty to wake the entire world up. 

 

666/88!! 

 

(1) Guide For the Noahide by Michael Shelomo Bar Ron 

 

(2) ibid 
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High Priest Jake Carlson 
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Exposing Spiritual corruption in islam- stolen 

Spiritual Allegories in the quran by High Priestess 

Zildar Raasi 

*** This is a work in progress. Many things will be added on to this page over 

time in order to prove that the quran, and thus islam itself, is based upon stolen 

and corrupted Spiritual Allegories. These Spiritual CONCEPTS were lifted from 

Pagan religions which predated islam by thousands of years, before being 

corrupted and reshaped to fit the islamic agenda*** 

 

The “99 names” of god, a rip off of Ancient Sanskrit Mantras 

 

According to the quran, the islamic “god” Allah (see 

https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/iblis-and-the-djinn-the-original-

gods/ for the truth concerning the origins of “Allah”/Al-Ilah) posesses 99 names. 

Those who submit to islam are encouraged to recite or chant these names, a 

teaching supposedly brought forth by their prophet Muhammad. Each names 

holds a meaning and significance. 

 

‘Allah the Most High, has ninety-nine names. He who retains them in his memory 

or recites them, will enter the Paradise’.- Muhammad 

 

Now, this quote is extremely telling to those who can understand the meaning 

behind it. This is Spiritual Alchemy! The quran, like the christian bible, contains 

tons of stolen and corrupted Alchemical messages. 

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Exposing_Corruption.htm The Alchemical 

messages, as they stood originally in the Ancient Pagan Spiritual Texts, were 

meant as guidelines for achieving Spiritual Enlightenment. Once the enemy got 

hold of them and hideously corrupted them, they were literally reversed and 

turned into tools of enslavement. As well as this, turning these Alchemical 

allegories into something literal drains them of all Spiritual significance and 

power. To analyze the quote -“Paradise”= the Crown Chakra and the rising of the 

Kundalini Serpent to the Crown Chakra. The Crown Chakra is the Alchemical seat 

of “Heaven”. Many have heard the term “7th Heaven”. This refers to the Crown 

Chakra, as the 7th of the 7 major Chakras. 
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“Enter Paradise”- This is the attainment of Enlightenment/GodHead. The enemy 

has corrupted this into something literal in order to prevent Gentiles from 

reaching True Spiritual Power. Due to millions being fooled into believing that 

“Paradise” is a literal physical destination to which they will be admitted should 

they obey each and every rule laid forth to them by this so-called “god”, no work 

is being done upon the Soul in order to achieve true Paradise/Enlightenment. 

Instead of empowering themselves, they are empowering the enemy agenda. 

 

This “chanting of 99 names” is a hideous corruption of the extremely Ancient 

Spiritual practice of mantra vibration. Sound has been an important factor of life 

since the birth of humanity, having been described as the originator of creation 

itself in many Ancient cultures. 

 

Modern Science ( which is only just beginning to catch up with Ancient Spiritual 

Knowledge) has now proven that sound has a profound affect on physical matter, 

having the ability to move it, reshape it and even alter it permanently. This has 

proven the power and benefits of mantra vibration and how this can act upon the 

Mind, Body and Soul, leading to healing, harming, advancing and empowering. 

Here are some links that speak about this: 

http://undergroundhealthreporter.com/dna-science-and-reprograming-your-

dna/#axzz3PLzMVbVJ  

http://www.cymascope.com/cyma_research/history.html 

Having known of the profound power of sound, our Ancient Pagan Ancestors 

made use of certain words of power, vibrated in certain ways and at certain 

frequencies, to advance their own Souls on the path to reaching Spiritual 

Enlightenment, to heal themselves and others, to combat enemies and so on and 

so forth. The most Ancient and most powerful language for mantra vibration is 

Sanskrit, having been created first and foremost as a Spiritual based language. 

The Ancient Sanskrit religious texts often prescribed specific mantras to be 

vibrated frequently, a certain number of times, in order to raise the vibration of 

your Soul. 

 

The number of times was also a significant aspect of this, and ties into 

numerology. Without going into too much detail and getting off topic, there are 

certain numbers which are sacred and which carry certain power. The number 9 

has played out in Spiritual texts throughout the centuries and relates to the 9 

major Chakras- the 7 Chakras along the spine and the 2 shoulder Chakras. In a 

diagram form, this creates the “cross of the Soul”. Christianity stole the symbol of 
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the cross from this Alchemical concept. The main point I am trying to make here is 

the significance of the number 9. 

 

The Ancient Sanskrit texts most often prescribed 108 as being the ultimate 

number of times to vibrate a mantra, this being the most powerful. 1+0+8 = 9. 

108 is a multiple of 9. Mantras could also be vibrated in various multiples of 9. 

 

Onto how islam STOLE and corrupted the concept of the “99 names of god”. 

Again here you see the use of the number 9. This is stolen from the Ancient Pagan 

traditions and the use of the number 9 and multiples of 9 in repetition of 

mantras. “God” is a code-word for the Chakras, the Soul and Spiritual 

Enlightenment. Islam lifted the “names of god” from Ancient Sanskrit texts, in 

which sacred names of various Gods and Goddesses were revered and vibrated in 

order to tune into those specific frequencies. 

 

Here are some examples of this: 

 

The 108 Names of Shiva 

– http://www.rudraksha-ratna.com/108-names-of-shiva_28.html5  

 

The 108 Names of Devi-Durga 

– http://www.maavaishnavi.com/2012/05/26/108-sacred-names-of-maa-durga/  

 

The 108 Names of Ganesha 

– http://www.rudraksha-ratna.com/108-names-of-ganesha-in-sanskrit-hindi-108-

names-of-ganesha_26.html5  

 

The 108 Names of Kali 

– http://www.drikpanchang.com/hindu-

names/goddesses/parvati/mahavidya/kali/108-kali-names.html  

 

This goes on and on. When you examine these “99 names of allah” it is glaringly 

obvious that this concept was stolen from the much more Ancient Sanskrit Names 

of the Gods. 

http://www.exploreislamcambridge.com/aboutislam/english-translation-99-

names-allah  
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I am only linking to the above for educational purposes and to illustrate the very 

obvious similarities between the stolen islamic version of “the names of god” and 

the original Pagan versions. 

 

I need to explain here- the Gods ARE real physical beings. However, they also 

often represented very important Spiritual Allegories within Ancient Texts. The 

Sanskrit Names of the Gods and Goddesses, refers to vibrations which affect 

specific Chakras and areas of the Soul. In this sense, here “God” and “Goddess” 

refers to these areas of the Soul. The ORIGINAL Sanskrit mantras were meant to 

empower the individual and lead them into a God-like state of being. When islam 

stole this concept and corrupted it, the intention moved away from 

empowerment of the individual to the empowerment of the enemy agenda. 

Instead of the energy raised being directed to the individual, it is being directed to 

the judaic enemy “god” which in truth is the entire enemy agenda. 

https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/judaism-christianity-and-islam-the-

false-trinity-fighting-amongst-these-programs-is-all-a-facade/  

https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/islam-doctrine-of-submission-and-

slavery/  

 

Islam STOLE the concept of the names of god, corrupting it to enforce its agenda 

of enslavement!!! Those who give praise to the islamic “god” are giving praise to 

their own damnation! 

 

PictureGoddess Kamadhenu 

2. "Al-buraq" and the night journey to the Seven Heavens 

The quran tells a story of Muhammad visiting the "Seven Heavens" on the back of 

a winged horse-like creature called Al-buraq one night, during which he recieves 

knowledge regarding the 5 times a day prayers which muslims are required to 

follow. 

 

"Al-buraq" is described as being a white, winged horse with the head of a 

beautiful woman and the tail of a peacock. This creature is supposedly 

responsible for "flying the prophets between Earth and the Spheres of the 

Heavens". As the story goes, Muhammad (see the following link: 

http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/muhammad-never-existed.html) is 

resting at the Kaaba when the "angel" Jibril (see thefollowing link: 

http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/iblis-and-the-djinn-the-original-

gods.html) appears with Al-buraq, instructing him to mount the winged horse. 
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Following which, he is flown through each of the 7 Heavens. Finally, at the 

Seventh Heaven, "god" speaks with Muhammad and demands that he return to 

humanity with new knowledge of a series of 5 prayers to be performed daily in 

worship. 

 

Now, anyone who is Alchemically trained and has studied the Ancient Pagan 

Mysteries will instantly be able to see straight through this STOLEN tale. For those 

of you who are new to the world of Spirituality, the Occult and Alchemy- here is 

an explanation: 

 

***I would like to stress here, it is vital to understand that EVERYTHING within 

islams quran was stolen from much earlier Pagan sources that predated it by 

thousands of years. The same as was done with christianity. This Alchemical 

knowledge has been heavily corrupted and twisted to the point at which it no 

longer serves the individual Spiritually, but instead works to weaken and enslave 

them by directing Energy OUTSIDE of them and into the focus-point of their 

slavish worship. Both programs of islam and christianity are evil and destructive 

to the very core. Please see the related site: http://see_the_truth.webs.com/) *** 

 

"Al-buraq"is STOLEN from a multitude of Ancient Pagan Legends. Most notably is 

that of the Ancient Indian Goddess Kamadhenu. Kamadhenu is depicted as a 

winged, white cow with the face of a beautiful woman and the tail of a peacock. 

This is almost identical to islams "Al-buraq", yet the images of Goddess 

Kamadhenu appeared thousands of years prior to islam rearing its ugly head. 

 

Here is a comparison between the depictions of the Ancient Goddess Kamadhenu 

and "Al-buraq": 
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Goddess Kamadhenu 

 

 
Al-Buraq 

 

It is blatantly obvious that islam stole this, replacing the Pagan Goddess and 

Pagan teachings with its own twisted, corrupted and fictitious characters. Another 

important thing to note is that the Ancient Pagan depiction is ALLEGORICAL, 

portraying an important and powerful Alchemical message. On the other hand, 

once islam stole this, it was turned into something literal and all Spiritual 

knowledge was removed and destroyed. Stealing Alchemical Allegories such as 

this and reducing them to literal fantasy stories which people are expected to 

believe took place in reality, is not only ridiculous but serves to purposefully 

eradicate any Spiritual Power which they previously held. Thus, the power and 

knowledge is removed from the hands of the general populace. 
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Let us examine what the Alchemical message really is behind this stolen Allegory. 

The quran is full of stolen and corrupted Alchemical messages, no different than 

its counterpart, the christian bible: 

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Exposing_Corruption.htm  

This knowledge is stolen before being altered in order for those at the top to 

manipulate it to their own ends. Instead of being used as a means of achieving 

Spiritual Empowerment, it is used as a means of enslaving the masses Spiritually. 

 

Firstly, the White Winged Horse as seen in many Ancient Pagan Texts, represents 

the Alchemical Stage at which the Soul is purified and reborn. The dross has been 

weeded out and the individual has reached a state of Spiritual Empowerment. As 

has been stated by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich, wings are a symbol of this level 

of Spiritual Empowerment. They represent Spiritual "Freedom", in which the 

individual is no longer affected by normal human experiences such as the aging 

process, disease, death and a mindless continuous cycle of reincarnation. This, in 

truth, is what the "purified Soul" really is as represented by the Winged White 

Horse or Cow. The enemy religions took the concept of purity and hideously 

corrupted it into a very material concept, a strict set of rules and regulations 

designed to keep the deluded masses in toe and agrressive attacks against Human 

Sexuality. These corruptions have done well in keeping Humanity enslaved and 

powerless. 

 

The head of the beautiful woman, Alchemically as it stood in the Ancient 

symbolism, represents the Divine Feminine aspect of the Soul. With the White 

representing the Male aspect, we have a balance between the Male and the 

Female or the Ida and Pingala. The two are required to be in perfect balance in 

order for the Soul to be Spiritually Empowered. 

 

The tail of a peacock is also exceptionally telling. The Peacock has always been 

regardedas as an exceptionally powerful Alchemical symbol, having been held 

sacred and revered in Pagan religions throughout the Ancient world, from India to 

the Middle East to Ancient Greece. As was mentioned above, The Goddess 

Kamadhenu was depicted as having the tail of a peacock, which is where islam 

stole its depiction of Al-buraq from. 

 

The tail of the peacock Alchemically represents the transformation stage of the 

Magnum Opus, in which the base metals of the Soul are being transformed into 

their purest forms. This is often described as and associated with a rush of 
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iridescent colors, thus the use of the peacock tail as the primary symbol. This is 

the stage which occurs shortly before the purification. 

 

Many Pagan Gods were associated with peacock symbolism because of these 

Alchemical meanings. For example, the Yazidi God Melek Taus, who was revered 

in the region of Iraq which was Ancient Mesopotamia before islam invaded. Islam 

has since carried out centuries of grotesque attacks and attempted genocides 

against theYazidi People, which will be discussed further in a future sermon. 

 

Ancient depiction of Melek Taus: 

 

 
Malek Taus 
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The Ancient Eastern God Murugan is also closely associated with peacock 

symbolism: 
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Murugan 

The peacock was held sacred throughout Ancient India, having been a symbol of 

royalty. In the Ancient World, true "Royalty" related to the Spiritual level of ones 

Soul. Those who were Royal were those whom had Empowered Souls and were 

therefore at the highest level of society. Thus again we are brought back to the 

peacock symbolising Spiritual Empowerment. Islam stole and grossly corrupted 

this symbolism, using it in relation to their fictitious Muhammad. 

 

As well as this, the image of the White Winged Horse can be found in other 

Ancient Pagan Texts, such as the Ancient Greek Legends of Pegasus. Stories of "Al-

buraq" were also ripped off largely from the Legends of Pegasus. Pegasus is a 

mighty White, Winged Horse able to travel between Earth and the other Spiritual 

Realms, much like the abilities of "Al-buraq". Islam blatantly ripped this off. 

Except, in the original Pagan versions, Pegasus is the stallion of the Great God 

Zeus, not the fictitious "Allah". Interesting to note is the meaning of the word "Al-

buraq". This translates literally as LIGHTNING. 

 

The name Pegasus has been said to have originally derived from the Ancient 

Luwian word "Pihassus", from the Luwian-Hittite God Pihassassi who was the God 

of lightning. There have been many who have disputed this etymology, however, 

it seems highly likely to be accurate given the close association and similarities 

between later Legends of Pegasus being associated with divine Lightning, as 

Pihassus translates as LIGHTNING. Zeus is the God of Lightning, amongst other 

things, and Pegasus was said to have carried the divine Lightning bolts of Zeus. 

Pihassassi is an earlier name for the God Zeus. Thus the strong connection 

between Pegasus and Pihassassi. 

 

Spiritually, Lightning represents the great Kundalini Energy which illuminates and 

Empowers the Soul. Islam stole this, corrupting it and turning it into something 

literal and totally empty of all Spiritual Power. Ask yourself, WHY does Al-buraq so 

closely mirror the Ancient Legends of Pegasus, not only in the actual meaning of 

the word, but in the concept of being a divine stallion owned and commanded by 

"god"? Islam has merely replaced the Pagan God Zeus with its fictitious Allah. 

 

The rest of the story of Al-buraq is chock full of stolen Alchemical symbolism as 

well. The "Seven Heavens" are the Seven Chakras, located along the Spinal 

Column. The Base Chakra, the Sacral Chakra, the Solar Plexus Chakra, the Heart 

Chakra, the Throat Chakra, the Third Eye and the Crown Chakra comprise what 
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were often referred to in Ancient Pagan religious texts as the "Seven Heavens", 

the "Seven Gods", etc... When the Kundalini Serpent passes through each of these 

Seven Chakras, from the Base to the Crown, the Soul is Empowered. As the stolen 

islamic story goes- "And in the Seventh Heaven he met with God". "God" here 

referes to Spiritual Enlightenment. Once the Kundalini has pierced through The 

Crown, (the Final Chakra, often referred to in Alchemy as Seventh Heaven), and 

the Ida and Pingala have been united, one reaches the state of Spiritual 

Enlightenment or GodHead as it is known in Alchemy, i.e. the meeting with God. 

 

Muhammad travelling on Al-buraq= the stages of the Magnum Opus, 

to the Seventh Heaven to meet with "god"= the raising of the Kundalini and 

achievement of Enlightenment. Then, he returns with knowledge which he never 

had before. Again, this "knowledge"= the result of Spiritual Enlightenment. 

 

This sort of story is also based upon and stolen from many Ancient Pagan Legends 

of the Gods undergoing a Spiritual death and rebirth in order to return to the 

Earth with Spiritual Knowledge which they then proceeded to share with 

Humanity. The death and rebirth process is Spiritual Enlightenment. 

 

For example, the Norse Legends of the God Odin who underwent a death and 

rebirth in order to return to Earth with the Sacred Knowledge of the Runes. 

 

The fictitious Muhammad supposedly returned to Earth with the 5 prayers 

demanded by Allah. Whereas the Knowledge brought forth by the Ancient Pagan 

Gods was designed to bring the individual making use of it Spiritual Power, the 

knowledge brought forth by Muhammad was designed to feed and slavishly 

worship this entity "Allah". No Power is placed into the hands of the individual, 

but into the program of islam itself. 

 

Remember, ENERGY GOES WHERE IT IS DIRECTED. In truth, Meditation and 

"prayer" are ways of directing Energy. The Ancient Pagan teachings directed it to 

the Soul. The stolen islamic corruptions of these teachings direct it to the program 

of islam and to this fictitious "god" which they so slavishly worship. 

 

It is blatantly obvious how this Alchemical Knowledge was STOLEN and hideously 

corrupted by those who wrote the islamic quran. 
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The Kaaba originally a PAGAN Temple!!! By High 

Priestess Zildar Raasi 

Sermon posted here: http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/the-kaaba-

originally-a-pagan-temple.html  

 

The Kaaba is supposedly the centre of all religious importance in islam, their most 

sacred site, being the focus of the most sacred "islamic pilgrimiage". How 

surprising, then, that this is actually in fact a PAGAN Temple built originally for the 

worship of Pagan Gods. 

 

It was said that the walls of the Kaaba were originally engraved with names and 

symbols of various Pagan Gods, including the God known by the title "AlÍlah", who 

was the Mesopotamian Moon God Sin aka Nanna. His symbol was the crescent 

Moon and Star: 

 

 
 

It is very clear where islam stole their "god" Allah from. In the Ancient Middle 

East, the title of "Al-Ilah" was bestowed upon the chief God of an area or tribe, 

and simply meant the supreme Deity. Lifting this, islam corrupted the concept and 
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removed all Knowledge of the Pagan Gods, replacing it with their fictitious 

abrahamic spook. For more information on this in particular, see: 

http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/iblis-and-the-djinn-the-original-

gods.html  

http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/islamic-symbols-stolen-from-ancient-

paganism.html  

 

Much of this is actually Allegorical, and has to do with Power Meditation and the 

Soul. The "Temple" represents the Soul. The designs of many Ancient Pagan 

Temples throughout the world were highly Alchemical in their designs, often 

being a physical representation of the Spiritual process of Enlightenment. The 

Kaaba is a cube shape. The cube represents the Soul, with its Four Pillars. So 

engarved upon the cube being the Names and Symbols of the Gods, means 

Meditation upon the Soul in order to achieve Enlightenment. One only needs to 

study Sacred Geometry and Alchemical Architecture to see this. 

 

Now, it is also stated in the quran that Muhammad discovered 360 Pagan idols 

within the Kaaba, which he proceeded to destroy. Again, this is highly Allegorical. 

From a numerological perspective, 360 adds up to the very important Occult 

number 9. 3+6+0= 9. 9 Is an important number Spiritually as it ties into the 

Magnum Opus or Spiritual Enlightenment. The all important 108, used most 

frequently in Meditation throughout the world and most notably in the Eastern 

Tantric Traditions, also adds up to 9. This has to do with the 7 Major Chakras 

along the Spine, plus the 2 Chakras located at the shoulders, which forms the 

"Cross" of the Soul. See: 

http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/exposing-spiritual-corruption-in-islam--

stolen-spiritual-allegories-in-the-quran.html  

So, the "360" idols which were found within the Kaaba did not refer to literal 

statues, but rather to a Spiritual concept relating to the Soul, the Chakras and the 

attainment of Enlightenment. The idols within the Kaaba= the Soul and the 

Chakras. It was this Pagan sacred Knowledge that was destroyed by Muhammad. 

 

The following is an excerpt from a sermon written by High Priest Don Danko, 

titled "AUM Cosmology, Siva And The Kabaa". This further illustrates the Pagan 

origins of the Kaaba 

 

"kabaa 
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We can see in Mecca the Islamic’s holiest site of the Kaaba is originally a Siva 

Temple. As Danielou points out Mecca was created by Brahmana’s from India. 

Even the 786 in Arabic, symbol on the cover of the Koran is a reigned AUM 

symbol. In Sri Lanka there is a Temple called Kabaa-lishwaran and is Lord Siva. 

Meaning its an alchemical diagram [as all the temples are] to the great work. Such 

temples also have the black stone or Siva Lingam within them. The same as the 

black stone at the kabaa in Mecca which was once a larger Lingam stone before 

being cut into its current shape to hide its origin. 

 

In India they still go seven times around the Lingam. In Mecca they go seven times 

around the same. But Islam changed the direction of movement into the 

opposite. They still wear the white garments as in the Siva Temples. 

 

In India the pedestal of Brahma [originally another title of Siva in Indus Valley/ 

Vedic times as Danielou shows] Is octagonal in shape which represents the 

perfected soul the eight rays of light from the solar charka of which union the six 

pointed star of Siva represents at the navel region where the point down chakra 

merges with the point up of the sacral, one water the other fire. Hence Si [fire] Va 

[water]. And why the Blue God is shown in the solar chakra in many yantra’s. 

 

The pedestal at the center of the Kabaa: Maqam E-IBRAHIM is the same octagonal 

shape. Its at the center because the sun is the center of the soul and solar system. 

 

With the Kabaa the black cube represents the La the four elements that form into 

the material body being purified in the Tamos or black stage of the work into the 

Satva guna or White. Siva rules over this stage as well [as the other two of which 

the trine prongs on its trident denote]. As this destruction or dissolution stage 

brings Liberation of the Godhead. Where the tantra’s state the Jiva is turned into 

Siva. Or man into Godman. 

 

The false or profane ego is that of the gross elements and there conditioned 

accumulation of karmic properties. That is purified in the final dissolution. To the 

new or super conscious state [Jiva into Siva]. This has been symbolized in many 

different ways. 

 

In the Sayar-ul-okul . Which is considered the most important anthology written 

on the customs and culture of ancient Arabia. It states: 
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"Va Ahlolaha Azaha Armiman Mahadev o Manazel I lamuddine Minjum Va 

Satyattaru!" 

 

Which translates to: 

 

"Even if once only he worships Mahadev. He can obtain the highest position in 

the path of righteousness." 

 

Mahadev is a major title of Siva. And one will see the truth Siva was the God 

worshipped in Arabia before Islam was created by the enemy. 

 

We can see Islam along with Christianity is a fake religion" - High Priest Don 

Danko 

 

The Kaaba, black stone and the pilgrimage are all of Pagan origin. Islam stole this, 

like it stole everything else, before corrupting and twisting it. Islam is a LIE and a 

hoax!! 
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Islam, The Jewish Religion by The_Fourth_Reich666, 

posted in forum by High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

Below an Article by the member The Fourth Reich666, on the Jewishness of Islam. 

He composed the quotes and I simply comment in between the lines and write a 

message on it. EVERYONE MUST KNOW AND UNDERSTAND- ISLAM IS THE TROJAN 

HORSE THE KIKES USED TO GET TO PEOPLE IN THE MIDDLE EAST- Like Xianity, it 

was imposed on murder of all Pagan populations and any other murderous 

method and with seas of blood for the native populations. Like they always do 

with the trojan horses they inject, is how they pretend that these religions are 

somehow "anti-semetic" while infact the jews made these religions in order to 

control the Pagan Populations of the people and keep them away from their 

Pagan [Satanic] religions. In order for a trojan horse to work, there have to be 

some identical things to the original religion, as in robust "antisemitism". This is 

only for the blind masses, who unconsciously hate on the jews, but through their 

trojan horse hoax religions are actually controlling totally and abusing their so 

called "haters". Islam is nothing more than another jewish religion through which 

the Arabs/Easterners are totally and fully destroyed and controlled. What the 

jews have done, is they created two programs, based on what would each host 

society accept. They made the Arabs through this way an insanely vile, spiteful 

and aggressive people, whom they never originally were before Islam. They made 

a proud race live below the animal level. Like xianity brings the worst poison out 

of the Soul of someone, Islam does the same, as they all relate to the same jewish 

root. The deeper one goes, the more "jewish" they become in their actions, 

thoughts and deeds. Simply change the name "Allah" with "JHVH" and you have 

the bible. Let alone, Islam is chock full of communist, sexist and brutal ideology. 

This all stems from and relates to its jewish root. JHVH and ALLAH is actually the 

same murderous thoughtform of the jewish "religion". 

 

Jews Referenced Positively within the Quaran 

 

Like Christianity, Islam is an insane criminal ideology invented and controlled by 

the Jews. While the Muslim may think that his religion is anti-Semitic, the Jews 

are gaining more power each day thanks to its invention. Islam is Jewish inside-

out. The kikes [jews] use this religion as a tool to divide and destroy the Gentiles 

people, same as Christianity; Islam is a Jewish front, or face, which allows them to 

carry out their sick and perverted crimes without taking the blame! This fact is 

blatant once you open your eyes. 
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The Quaran is full of positive references towards the Jews hidden inbetween the 

negative ones 

Islam portrays itself as being anti-semetic. However, within the Q'uaran, the book 

of mass bullshit, there are indeed verses of praise towards the Jews: 

 

 

O Children of Israel! call to mind the (special) favour which I bestowed upon you, 

and fulfil your covenant with Me as I fulfil My Covenant with you, and fear none 

but Me. [Qur'an, sura 2:40] 

 

Children of Israel! call to mind the (special) favour which I bestowed upon you, 

and that I preferred you to all other nations (for My Message). [Qur'an, sura 2:47] 

 

And remember We took your covenant and We raised above you Mount (Sinai) : 

(Saying): "Hold firmly to what We have given you and bring (ever) to 

remembrance what is therein: Perchance ye may fear Allah." [Qur'an, sura 2:63] 

 

"We [Allah] made a covenant with you [Children of Israel] and raised the Mount 

[Sinai] above you, saying: 'Grasp fervently [the Torah] what We [Allah] have given 

you, and bear in minds its precepts, that you may guard yourselves against evil'". 

[Qur'an, sura 2:65] 

 

And remember We [Allah] made a covenant with the Children of Israel (to this 

effect): Worship none but Allah; treat with kindness your parents and kindred, 

and orphans and those in need; speak fair to the people; be steadfast in prayer; 

and practise regular charity. Then did ye turn back, except a few among you, and 

ye backslide (even now). [Qur'an, sura 2:83] 

 

[My comment: Look here how there are CLEAR statements that the "giver" of the 

Torah is the SAME "god" as the jewish god. There is no difference WHATSOEVER.] 

 

After this it is ye, the same people, who slay among yourselves, and banish a party 

of you from their homes; assist (Their enemies) against them, in guilt and rancour; 

and if they come to you as captives, ye ransom them, though it was not lawful for 

you to banish them. Then is it only a part of the Book that ye believe in, and do ye 

reject the rest? but what is the reward for those among you who behave like this 

but disgrace in this life?- and on the Day of Judgment they shall be consigned to 
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the most grievous penalty. For Allah is not unmindful of what ye do.[Qur'an, sura 

2:85] 

 

We gave Moses the Book and followed him up with a succession of messengers; 

We gave Jesus the son of Mary Clear (Signs) and strengthened him with the holy 

spirit. Is it that whenever there comes to you a messenger with what ye 

yourselves desire not, ye are puffed up with pride?- Some ye called impostors, 

and others ye slay! [Qur'an, sura 2:87] 

 

Those to whom We [Allah] have sent the Book [Torah] study it as it should be 

studied: They are the ones that believe therein: [Qur'an, sura 2:121] 

 

O Children of Israel! call to mind the special favour which I bestowed upon you, 

and that I preferred you to all others nations (for My Message).[Qur'an, sura 

2:122] 

 

"When God made a covenant with those [the Children of Israel] to whom the 

Scriptures were given He said: 'Proclaim these to mankind and do not suppress 

them'". [Qur'an, sura 3:187, "The 'Imrans"] 

 

"God made a covenant with the Israelites and raised among them twelve 

chieftains [the princes of the twelve tribes of the twelve sons of Jacob/Israel]". 

[Qur'an, sura 5:12, "The Table"] 

 

"Bear in mind the words of Moses to his people [the Children of Israel]. He said: 

'Remember, my people, the favour which God has bestowed upon you. He [Allah] 

has raised up prophets among you, made you kings, and given you that [the Torah 

and the Land of Israel] which He has given to no other nation. Enter, my people, 

the holy land [of Israel] which God has assigned for you. Do not turn back, and 

thus lose all'". [Qur'an, sura 5:20, "The Table"] 

 

"We [Allah] made a covenant with the Israelites and sent forth apostles among 

them". [Qur'an, sura 5:70, "The Table"] 

 

"We [Allah] divided them [the Children of Israel] into twelve tribes, each a whole 

community". [Qur'an, sura 7:159, "The Heights"] 
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"We [Allah] sent forth Moses with Our signs, saying: 'Lead your people [the 

Children of Israel] out of the darkness into the light, and remind them of God's 

favours'. Surely in this there are signs for every steadfast, thankful man. Moses 

said to his people [the Children of Israel]: 'Remember God's goodness to you 

when He delivered you from Pharoah's nation, who had oppressed you cruelly, 

slaughtering your sons and sparing only your daughters. Surely that was a 

grevious trial by your Lord. For He had declared: 'If you give thanks, I will bestow 

abundance upon you: but if you deny My favours, My punishment is terrible 

indeed'". [Qur'an, sura 14:6-7, "Abraham"] 

 

"But it was Our [Allah's] will to favour those [the Children of Israel] who were 

oppressed in the land [of Egypt] and to make them leaders among men, to 

bestow on them a noble heritage and to give them power in the land [of Egypt]; 

and to inflict on Pharoah, Haman and their warriors the very scourge they [the 

Egyptians] dreaded".[Qur'an, sura 28:3, "The Story"] 

 

"We [Allah] gave the Book [Torah] to Moses (never doubt that you will meet him) 

and made it a guide for the Israelites. And when they grew steadfast and firmly 

believed in Our revelations, We appointed leaders from among them who gave 

guidance at Our bidding. On the Day of Resurrection your Lord will resolve their 

differences for them". [Qur'an, sura 32:22, "Adoration"] 

 

"We [Allah] gave the Book [Torah] to the Israelites and bestowed on them 

wisdom and prophethood. We provided them with wholesome things and exalted 

them above the nations".[Qur'an, sura 45:17, "Kneeling"] 

 

"We sent forth Noah and Abraham and bestowed on their offspring [the Children 

of Israel] prophethood and the Scriptures [Torah]". [Qur'an, sura 57:26, "Iron"] 

 

To summarise, the above paragraph is a lick-ass tribute to the Jewish people. 

 

Even more: 

 

[Qur'an 17:104] : And We said unto the Children of Israel after him: Dwell in the 

land; but when the promise of the Hereafter (wa3’dul akhirati) cometh to pass 

We shall bring you as a crowd gathered out of various nations. 
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[Qur'an 17:4] : And We decreed for the Children of Israel in the Scripture: Ye 

verily will experience corruption (exile) in the earth twice, but Ye will then after 

(thumma) ascend (ta’lunna) to a great height (or station). 

 

 

[3.23] Have you not considered those (Jews) who are given a portion of the Book? 

They are invited to the Book of Allah that it might decide between them, then a 

part of them turn back and they withdraw. 

 

[3.24] This is because they say: The fire shall not touch us but for a few days; and 

what they have forged deceives them in the matter of their religion. 

 

[3.49] And (make him) an apostle to the children of Israel: That I have come to 

you with a sign from your Lord, that I determine for you out of dust like the form 

of a bird, then I breathe into it and it becomes a bird with Allah's permission and I 

heal the blind and the leprous, and bring the dead to life with Allah's permission 

and I inform you of what you should eat and what you should store in your 

houses; most surely there is a sign in this for you, if you are believers. 

 

[3.93] All food was lawful to the children of Israel except that which Israel had 

forbidden to himself, before the Taurat was revealed. Say: Bring then the Taurat 

and read it, if you are truthful. 

 

7.105] (I am) worthy of not saying anything about Allah except the truth: I have 

come to you indeed with clear proof from your Lord, therefore send with me the 

children of Israel. 

 

[7.134] And when the plague fell upon them, they said: O Musa! pray for us to 

your Lord as He has promised with you, if you remove the plague from us, we will 

certainly believe in you and we will certainly send away with you the children of 

Israel. 

 

[7.137] And We made the people who were deemed weak to inherit the eastern 

lands and the western ones which We had blessed; and the good word of your 

Lord was fulfilled in the children of Israel because they bore up (sufferings) 

patiently; and We utterly destroyed what Firon and his people had wrought and 

what they built. 
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[7.138] And We made the children of Israel to pass the sea; then they came upon 

a people who kept to the worship of their idols. They said: O Musa! make for us a 

god as they have (their) gods. He said: Surely you are a people acting ignorantly 

 

[10.90] And We made the children of Israel to pass through the sea, then Firon 

and his hosts followed them for oppression and tyranny; until when drowning 

overtook him, he said: I believe that there is no god but He in Whom the children 

of Israel believe and I am of those who submit. 

 

[10.93] And certainly We lodged the children of Israel in a goodly abode and We 

provided them with good things; but they did not disagree until the knowledge 

had come to them; surely your Lord will judge between them on the resurrection 

day concerning that in which they disagreed. 

 

[17.2] And We gave Musa the Book and made it a guidance to the children of 

Israel, saying: Do not take a protector besides Me; 

 

[17.4] And We had made known to the children of Israel in the Book: Most 

certainly you will make mischief in the land twice, and most certainly you will 

behave insolently with great insolence. 

 

[17.101] And certainly We gave Musa nine clear signs; so ask the children of 

Israel. When he came to them, Firon said to him: Most surely I deem you, O 

Musa, to be a man deprived of reason. 

 

[17.104] And We said to the Israelites after him: Dwell in the land: and when the 

promise of the next life shall come to pass, we will bring you both together in 

judgment. 

 

[19.58] These are they on whom Allah bestowed favors, from among the prophets 

of the seed of Adam, and of those whom We carried with Nuh, and of the seed of 

Ibrahim and Israel, and of those whom We guided and chose; when the 

communications of the Beneficent God were recited to them, they fell down 

making obeisance and weeping. 

 

[26.17] Then send with us the children of Israel. 
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[26.22] And is it a favor of which you remind me that you have enslaved the 

children of Israel? 

 

[26.59] Even so. And We gave them as a heritage to the children of Israel. 

 

[26.197] Is it not a sign to them that the learned men of the Israelites know it? 

Pictures collected by Roadtorevolution: 

 

A peace-loving Islamic display of tolerance – 
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What else you can expect - I already told Its damn easy to offend these idiots - 
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The Quran Advocates Terror! - By Fourth Reich666 

- Thank you to Fourth Reich 666 for the following article. This illustrates very 

blatantly that islam is anything but a religion of peace! 

 

"The Muslims think of themselves as fighters of peace. This has manifested itself 

to be utter and total bullshit. Their fate is based of fear, death, massacre, rape, 

crime, terror and killing. How do they confront being accused of these acts? They 

commit crimes as such: fear, death, massacre, rape, crime, terror and killing. 

Islam is not a religion of peace, it is a religion of death, a criminal ideology 

originating from the very mind of the Jew.The Islamic holy scripture itself exerts 

an appetite for crime. Let's go over that  

 

Note: The original commentary implied that the Christianity and Islam are actually 

true. Therefore I removed them and added my own comments. Please visit 

www.exposingchristianity.com and www.exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com for 

more details. 

 

[Quran 8:12]: I will insist into to the heart of the unbelievers: smite ye above their 

necks and smite all their finger-tips off 

 

[Quran 2:191-193]: "And kill them wherever you find them, and turn them out 

from where they have turned you out. And Al-Fitnah [disbelief or unrest] is worse 

than killing...but if they desist, then lo! Allah is forgiving and merciful.   And fight 

them until there is no more Fitnah [disbelief and worshipping of others along with 

Allah] and worship is for Allah alone.  But if they cease, let there be no 

transgression except against Az-Zalimun (the polytheists, and wrong-doers, etc.)" 

Quran [2:244]: "Then fight in the cause of Allah, and know that Allah Heareth and 

knoweth all things. 

 

Quran (2:216) - "Fighting is prescribed for you, and ye dislike it. But it is possible 

that ye dislike a thing which is good for you, and that ye love a thing which is bad 

for you. But Allah knoweth, and ye know not."  

 

Not only does this verse establish that violence can be virtuous, but it also 

contradicts the myth that fighting is intended only in self-defense, since the 

audience was obviously not under attack at the time.  From the Hadith, we know 
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that this verse was narrated at a time that Muhammad was actually trying to 

motivate his people into raiding merchant caravans for loot. /1 

 

Also, Allah says do not aggress: Do not aggress; GOD dislikes the aggressors. 

[2:190] - Oh, I get it, he obviously meant do not kill unless its in the name of the 

most peace full religion 

 

Quran (3:56) - "As to those who reject faith, I will punish them with terrible agony 

in this world and in the Hereafter, nor will they have anyone to help." 

(Above is referenced to anyone and everyone who is not a muslim) Quran (3:151) 

- "Soon shall We cast terror into the hearts of the Unbelievers, for that they 

joined companions with Allah, for which He had sent no authority".  Quran (4:74) 

- "Let those fight in the way of Allah who sell the life of this world for the other. 

Whoso fighteth in the way of Allah, be he slain or be he victorious, on him We 

shall bestow a vast reward."   

 

Quran (4:76) - "Those who believe fight in the cause of Allah…" 

(The above claims that true believers will fight for Allah regardless of self defense) 

 

Quran (4:89) - "They but wish that ye should reject Faith, as they do, and thus be 

on the same footing (as they): But take not friends from their ranks until they flee 

in the way of Allah (From what is forbidden). But if they turn renegades, seize 

them and slay them wherever ye find them; and (in any case) take no friends or 

helpers from their ranks." Quran (4:95) - "Not equal are those believers who sit 

(at home) and receive no hurt, and those who strive and fight in the cause of 

Allah with their goods and their persons. Allah hath granted a grade higher to 

those who strive and fight with their goods and persons than to those who sit (at 

home). Unto all (in Faith) Hath Allah promised good: But those who strive and 

fight Hath He distinguished above those who sit (at home) by a special reward,-"   

 

(The above paragraph states in simple English: If you do not fight (kill) in the name 

of Islam, you are not worthy of being a Muslim.....and muslims still claim Allah is 

against crime..) 

 

Quran (4:104) - "And be not weak hearted in pursuit of the enemy; if you suffer 

pain, then surely they (too) suffer pain as you suffer pain..."  Is pursuing an 

injured and retreating enemy really an act of self-defense? 
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Quran (5:33) - "The punishment of those who wage war against Allah and His 

messenger and strive to make mischief in the land is only this, that they should be 

murdered or crucified or their hands and their feet should be cut off on opposite 

sides or they should be imprisoned; this shall be as a disgrace for them in this 

world, and in the hereafter they shall have a grievous chastisement" Quran (8:12) 

- "I will cast terror into the hearts of those who disbelieve. Therefore strike off 

their heads and strike off every fingertip of them"  No reasonable person would 

interpret this to mean a spiritual struggle. Quran (8:15) - "O ye who believe! 

When ye meet those who disbelieve in battle, turn not your backs to them. 

(16)Whoso on that day turneth his back to them, unless maneuvering for battle or 

intent to join a company, he truly hath incurred wrath from Allah, and his 

habitation will be hell, a hapless journey's end." Quran (8:39) - "And fight with 

them until there is no more fitna (disorder, unbelief) and religion should be only 

for Allah"   Quran (8:57) - "If thou comest on them in the war, deal with them so 

as to strike fear in those who are behind them, that haply they may remember."   

Quran (8:67) - "It is not for a Prophet that he should have prisoners of war until 

he had made a great slaughter in the land..." Quran (8:59-60) - "And let not those 

who disbelieve suppose that they can outstrip (Allah's Purpose). Lo! they cannot 

escape.  Make ready for them all thou canst of (armed) force and of horses 

tethered, that thereby ye may dismay the enemy of Allah and your enemy." 

 

Quran (8:65) - "O Prophet, exhort the believers to fight..." Quran (9:5) - "So when 

the sacred months have passed away, then slay the idolaters wherever you find 

them, and take them captive and besiege them and lie in wait for them in every 

ambush, then if they repent and keep up prayer and pay the poor-rate, leave their 

way free to them."   

 

(Above:  Kidnap non-muslims and convert them) Quran (9:14) - "Fight against 

them so that Allah will punish them by your hands and disgrace them and give 

you victory over them and heal the breasts of a believing people." Humiliating and 

hurting non-believers not only has the blessing of Allah, but it is ordered as a 

means of carrying out his punishment and even "healing" the hearts of Muslims. 

Quran (9:20) - "Those who believe, and have left their homes and striven with 

their wealth and their lives in Allah's way are of much greater worth in Allah's 

sight. These are they who are triumphant."  The Arabic word interpreted as 

"striving" in this verse is the same root as "Jihad".  The context is obviously holy 

war. Quran (9:29) - "Fight those who believe not in Allah nor the Last Day, nor 

hold that forbidden which hath been forbidden by Allah and His Messenger, nor 
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acknowledge the religion of Truth, (even if they are) of the People of the Book, 

until they pay the Jizya with willing submission, and feel themselves subdued."  

 

Quran (9:30) - "And the Jews say: Ezra is the son of Allah; and the Christians say: 

The Messiah is the son of Allah; these are the words of their mouths; they imitate 

the saying of those who disbelieved before; may Allah destroy them; how they 

are turned away!" Quran (9:38-39) - "O ye who believe! what is the matter with 

you, that, when ye are asked to go forth in the cause of Allah, ye cling heavily to 

the earth? Do ye prefer the life of this world to the Hereafter? But little is the 

comfort of this life, as compared with the Hereafter. Unless ye go forth, He will 

punish you with a grievous penalty, and put others in your place."  This is a 

warning to those who refuse to fight, that they will be punished with Hell. Quran 

(9:41) - "Go forth, light-armed and heavy-armed, and strive with your wealth and 

your lives in the way of Allah! That is best for you if ye but knew."  See also the 

verse that follows (9:42) - "If there had been immediate gain (in sight), and the 

journey easy, they would (all) without doubt have followed thee, but the distance 

was long, (and weighed) on them"   

 

(This contradicts the myth that Muslims are to fight only in self-defense, since the 

wording implies that battle will be waged a long distance from home (in another 

country and on Christian soil, in this case, according to the historians). 

 

Quran (9:73) - "O Prophet! strive hard against the unbelievers and the hypocrites 

and be unyielding to them; and their abode is hell, and evil is the destination."   

(Above: Unbelievers will go to hell - believe or burn in Allahs furnace) 

 

Quran (9:88) - "But the Messenger, and those who believe with him, strive and 

fight with their wealth and their persons: for them are (all) good things: and it is 

they who will prosper." 

 

Quran (9:111) - "Allah hath purchased of the believers their persons and their 

goods; for theirs (in return) is the garden (of Paradise): they fight in His cause, and 

slay and are slain: a promise binding on Him in truth, through the Law, the 

Gospel, and the Quran: and who is more faithful to his covenant than Allah? then 

rejoice in the bargain which ye have concluded: that is the achievement 

supreme."   
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Quran (9:123) - "O you who believe! fight those of the unbelievers who are near 

to you and let them find in you hardness." Quran (17:16) - "And when We wish to 

destroy a town, We send Our commandment to the people of it who lead easy 

lives, but they transgress therein; thus the word proves true against it, so We 

destroy it with utter destruction."  Note that the crime is moral transgression, and 

the punishment is "utter destruction."  (Before ordering the 9/11 attacks, Osama 

bin Laden first issued Americans an invitation to Islam).  Quran (18:65-81) - This 

parable lays the theological groundwork for honor killings, in which a family 

member is murdered because they brought shame to the family, either through 

apostasy or perceived moral indiscretion.  The story (which is not found in any 

Jewish or Christian source) tells of Moses encountering a man with "special 

knowledge" who does things which don't seem to make sense on the surface, but 

are then justified according to later explanation.  One such action is to murder a 

youth for no apparent reason (74).  However, the wise man later explains that it 

was feared that the boy would "grieve" his parents by "disobedience and 

ingratitude."   Quran (21:44) - "We gave the good things of this life to these men 

and their fathers until the period grew long for them; See they not that We 

gradually reduce the land (in their control) from its outlying borders? Is it then 

they who will win?" Quran (25:52) - "Therefore listen not to the Unbelievers, but 

strive against them with the utmost strenuousness..."   "Strive against" is Jihad - 

obviously not in the personal context.  It's also significant to point out that this is 

a Meccan verse. Quran (33:60-62) - "If the hypocrites, and those in whose hearts 

is a disease, and the alarmists in the city do not cease, We verily shall urge thee 

on against them, then they will be your neighbors in it but a little while.  

Accursed, they will be seized wherever found and slain with a (fierce) slaughter."    

 

(Above, Allah allows slaughter of people who speak against Islam - hypocrites - no 

matter who) Quran (47:3-4) - "Those who disbelieve follow falsehood, while those 

who believe follow the truth from their Lord... So, when you meet (in fight Jihad 

in Allah's Cause), those who disbelieve smite at their necks till when you have 

killed and wounded many of them, then bind a bond firmly (on them, i.e. take 

them as captives)... I Quran (47:35) - "Be not weary and faint-hearted, crying for 

peace, when ye should be uppermost (Shakir: "have the upper hand") for Allah is 

with you,"    Quran (48:17) - "There is no blame for the blind, nor is there blame 

for the lame, nor is there blame for the sick (that they go not forth to war). And 

whoso obeyeth Allah and His messenger, He will make him enter Gardens 

underneath which rivers flow; and whoso turneth back, him will He punish with a 

painful doom."  Contemporary apologists sometimes claim that Jihad means 
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'spiritual struggle.'  Quran (48:29) - "Muhammad is the messenger of Allah. And 

those with him are hard (ruthless) against the disbelievers and merciful among 

themselves"   

 

Quran (61:4) - "Surely Allah loves those who fight in His way"  Religion of Peace, 

indeed! The verse explicitly refers to "battle array" meaning that it is speaking of 

physical conflict.  This is followed by (61:9): "He it is who has sent His Messenger 

(Mohammed) with guidance and the religion of truth (Islam) to make it victorious 

over all religions even though the infidels may resist."  (See next verse, below).  

Infidels who resist Islamic rule are to be fought. Quran (61:10-12) - "O You who 

believe! Shall I guide you to a commerce that will save you from a painful 

torment. That you believe in Allah and His Messenger (Muhammad ), and that 

you strive hard and fight in the Cause of Allah with your wealth and your lives, 

that will be better for you, if you but know! (If you do so) He will forgive you your 

sins, and admit you into Gardens under which rivers flow, and pleasant dwelling 

in Gardens of 'Adn - Eternity ['Adn (Edn) Paradise], that is indeed the great 

success."   

 

Quran (66:9) - "O Prophet! Strive against the disbelievers and the hypocrites, and 

be stern with them. Hell will be their home, a hapless journey's end."  The root 

word of "Jihad" is used again here.  The context is clearly holy war, and the scope 

of violence is broadened to include "hypocrites" - those who call themselves 

Muslims but do not act as such. 

Jihad VersesThere are simply too many to comment on here, so use common 

logic and observe who this filthy religion advocates crime. 

 

[2.178]...retaliation is prescribed for you in the matter of the slain... [2.179] 

...there is life for you in (the law of) retaliation, O men of understanding, that you 

may guard yourselves. 

 

[2.190] ...fight in the way of Allah with those who fight with you...[2.191] And kill 

them wherever you find them, and drive them out from whence they drove you 

out, and persecution is severer than slaughter, and do not fight with them at the 

Sacred Mosque until they fight with you in it, but if they do fight you, then slay 

them; such is the recompense of the unbelievers. 

 

[193]...fight with them...[194]...whoever then acts aggressively against you, inflict 

injury on him according to the injury he has inflicted on you... 
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[2.216] Fighting is enjoined on you...[2.217]... fighting in it. Say: Fighting in it is a 

grave matter...persecution is graver than slaughter... [2.218]...strove hard in the 

way of Allah......fight in the way of Allah 

 

[3.121]...to lodge the believers in encampments for war...[3.122] When two 

parties from among you had determined that they should show cowardice [about 

Jihad]...[3.123]...Allah did certainly assist you at [the Battle of] 

Badr...[3.124]...[3.125] Yea! if you remain patient and are on your guard, and they 

come upon you in a headlong manner, your Lord will assist you with five thousand 

of the havoc-making angels. [3.126] ...victory is only from Allah... 

 

[3.140] If a wound has afflicted you (at [the Battle of] Uhud), a wound like it has 

also afflicted the (unbelieving) people; and We bring these days to men by turns, 

and that Allah may know those who believe and take witnesses from among 

you...[3.141] ...that He [Allah] may purge those who believe and deprive the 

unbelievers of blessings. [3.142] Yusuf Ali: Did ye think that ye would enter 

Heaven without God testing those of you who fought hard (in His Cause) and 

remained steadfast? [3.143] Pickthall: And verily ye used to wish for death before 

ye met it (in the field). Now ye have seen it [death] with your eyes! 

Yusuf Ali: How many of the prophets fought (in Allah's way) [Jihad], and with 

them (fought) large bands of godly men? But they never lost heart if they met 

with disaster in Allah's way [lost a battle], nor did they weaken (in will) nor give in. 

And Allah loves those who are firm and steadfast [in Jihad]. 

 

[3.152]...you slew them by His [Allah's] permission [during a Jihad battle]...[3.153] 

Pickthall: ...the messenger, in your rear, was calling you (to fight)...that which ye 

missed [war spoils]...[3.154]...They say: Had we any hand in the affair, we would 

not have been slain here [in a Jihad battle]. Say: Had you remained in your 

houses, those for whom slaughter was ordained [in aJihad battle] would certainly 

have gone forth to the places where they would be slain...[3.155] (As for) those of 

you who turned back on the day when the two armies met...[3.156] O you who 

believe! be not like those who disbelieve and say of their brethren when they 

travel in the earth or engage in fighting: Had they been with us, they would not 

have died and they would not have been slain...[3.157]...if you are slain in the way 

of Allah...mercy is better than what they amass [what those who stay home from 

Jihad receive – no booty on earth and no perks in heaven]. [3.158] …if indeed you 

die or you are slain, certainly to Allah shall you be gathered together. 
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[3.165]...you [Muslims] had certainly afflicted (the unbelievers) with twice as 

much [in a Jihad battle]...[3.166]...when the two armies met ([the Battle of] 

Uhud)...[3.167]...Come, fight in Allah's way, or defend yourselves...If we knew 

fighting, we would certainly have followed you... 

 

...reckon not those who are killed in Allah's way as dead; nay, they are alive (and) 

are provided sustenance from their Lord [meaning they are enjoying their 72 

virgins in heaven]; 

 

[3.172] ...those who responded (at [the Battle of] Uhud) to the call of Allah and 

the Apostle after a wound had befallen them...shall have a great reward. [3.173] 

Those to whom the people said: Surely men have gathered against you [in battle], 

therefore fear them, but this increased their faith, and they said: Allah is sufficient 

for us and most excellent is the Protector. 

 

...who fought and were slain...I will most certainly make them enter gardens 

beneath which rivers flow; a reward from Allah, and with Allah is yet better 

reward. 

[4.71] ...go forth in detachments or go forth in a body [to war]. [4.72] ...hang back 

[from Jihad] ...not present with them [in Jihad]. 

 

[4.74] Therefore let those fight in the way of Allah, who sell this world's life for 

the hereafter; and whoever fights in the way of Allah, then be he slain or be he 

victorious, We shall grant him a mighty reward. [4.75] ...fight in the way of Allah... 

[4.76] Those who believe fight in the way of Allah, and those who disbelieve fight 

in the way of the Satan. Fight therefore against the friends of the Satan... [4.77] 

...when fighting is prescribed for them...Our Lord! why hast Thou ordained 

fighting for us?... 

 

Fight then in Allah's way...rouse the believers to ardor maybe Allah will restrain 

the fighting of those who disbelieve... 

[4.89] ...take not from among them friends until they fly (their homes) in Allah’s 

way; but if they turn back [to their homes], then seize them and kill them 

wherever you find them... [4.90] Allahhas not given you a way against them [Allah 

supposedly does not allow Muslims to fight people friendly to Muslims]. 

[4.91]...seize them and kill them wherever you find them... 
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[4.94]...when you go to war in Allah's way... [4.95] ...those who strive hard [Jihad] 

in Allah's way with their property and their persons are not equal...Allah shall 

grant to the strivers [i.e.,Jihadist] above the holders back a mighty reward. 

 

...whoever flies in Allah's way [forsakes his home to fight in Jihad], he will find in 

the earth many a place of refuge and abundant resources, and whoever goes 

forth from his house flying toAllah and His Apostle, and then death overtakes him 

[in Jihad], his reward is indeed with Allah...[4.101] Rodwell: And when ye go forth 

to war in the land, it shall be no crime in you to cut short your prayers, if ye fear 

lest the infidels come upon you; Verily, the infidels are your undoubted enemies! 

[4.102]...let them take their arms...let them take their precautions and their 

arms...there is no blame on you, if you are annoyed with rain or if you are sick, 

that you lay down your arms...[4.103] Khalifa: Once you complete your Contact 

Prayer (Salat), you shall remember GOD while standing, sitting, or lying down. 

Once the war is over, you shall observe the Contact Prayers (Salat); the Contact 

Prayers (Salat) are decreed for the believers at specific times.[4.104]...be not 

weak hearted in pursuit of the enemy... 

 

Sher Ali:...If you have a victory [in Jihad] from Allah... 

The punishment of those who wage war against Allah and His apostle and strive 

to make mischief in the land is only this, that they should be murdered or 

crucified or their hands and their feet should be cut off on opposite sides or they 

should be imprisoned [Pickthall and Yusuf Ali have "exiled" rather than 

"imprisoned"] 

...strive hard [at Jihad] in His way that you may be successful. 

 

...you will find the most violent of people in enmity for those who believe (to be) 

the Jews [compare with "whenever Jews kindle fire for war, Allah [Muslims] puts 

it out" (K 005:064)] and those who are polytheists [while they are converted to 

Islam on pain of death]... 

Pickthall: ...the spoils of war...The spoils of war belong to Allah and the messenger 

Even as your Lord caused you to go forth from your house with the truth, though 

a party of the believers were surely averse; 

...Allah promised you one of the two (enemy) parties, that it should be yours: Ye 

wished that the one unarmed should be yours, but Allah willed to justify the Truth 

according to His words and to cut off the roots of the Unbelievers. 
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[8.9]...I will assist you [in Jihad] with a thousand of the angels following one 

another [see K 008:012]. [8.10] ...Allah only gave it as a good news and that your 

hearts might be at ease thereby; and victory is only from Allah; surely Allah is 

Mighty, Wise. 

 

...make firm those who believe. I will cast terror into the hearts of those who 

disbelieve. Therefore strike off their heads and strike off every fingertip of them. 

[8.15] ...when you meet those who disbelieve marching for war, then turn not 

your backs to them. [8.16] ...for the sake of fighting... [8.17] So you did not slay 

them, but it was Allah Who slew them, and you did not smite when you smote 

(the enemy), but it was Allah Who smote [Allah gets the credit for Jihad]... 

[8.39] Shakir: ...fight with them until there is no more persecution and religion 

should be only for Allah... [8.40] Yusuf Ali: If they [unbelievers] refuse [to stop 

fighting], be sure that God is your Protector...[8.41] Shakir: ...whatever thing 

[loot] you gain, a fifth of it is for Allah and for the Apostle...the day on which the 

two parties met [in a Jihad versus anti-Jihad battle]...[8.42]...Allahmight bring 

about a matter which was to be done, that he who would perish might perish by 

clear proof [bring success to Muslims engaged in robbing a caravan near Badr 

against all the odds]...[8.43]...Allah showed them [the Mekkans] to you in your 

dream as few [fighters]; and if He had shown them [the Mekkans] to you as many 

[fighters] you would certainly have become weak-hearted [i.e., hearts. See the 

similar discussion in K 002:249 about how a smaller army can defeat a larger 

army]...[8.44]...when you met, as few [fighters] in your eyes and He made you to 

appear little [few fighters] in their eyes, in order that Allah might bring about a 

matter which was to be done [a Jihad versus anti-Jihad battle brought on by 

overconfidence in each side]...[8.45]...when you meet a party [in battle], then be 

firm...[8.46]...obey Allah and His Apostle and do not quarrel for then you will be 

weak in hearts [demoralized] and your power [to executeJihad] will 

depart...[8.47]...be not like those [Mekkans] who came forth from their homes [in 

an anti-Jihad War on Islamic terrorism]...[8.48]...when the two parties [Muslims 

versus Mekkans] came in sight of each other he [Satan] turned upon his heels... 

 

Pickthall: [8.57] If thou come on them in the war, deal with them so as to strike 

fear in those who are behind them, that haply they may remember. [8.57] Khalifa: 

When you are betrayed by a group of people, you shall mobilize against them in 

the same manner. GOD does not love the betrayers. [8.59] Shakir: ...let not those 

who disbelieve think that they shall come in first; surely they will not escape. 

[8.60] And prepare against them what force you can and horses tied at the 
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frontier, to frighten thereby the enemy of Allah and your enemy and others 

besides them, whom you do not know (but) Allah knows them; and whatever 

thing you will spend in Allah's way [for Jihad]... 

 

[8.65] O Prophet! urge the believers to war; if there are twenty patient ones of 

you they shall overcome two hundred, and if there are a hundred of you they 

shall overcome a thousand of those who disbelieve, because they are a people 

who do not understand [in other words, do not understand totalitarian ideologies 

like Islam]. [8.66] ...if there are a hundred patient ones of you they shall overcome 

two hundred, and if there are a thousand they shall overcome two thousand by 

Allah's permission... [8.67] It is not fit for a prophet that he should take captives 

unless he has fought and triumphed in the land; you desire the frail goods [i.e., 

ransom money] of this world... [8.68] ...ransom... [8.69] Eat then of the lawful and 

good (things) which you have acquired in war [war spoils]...[8.70] O Prophet! say 

to those of the captives [non-Muslims] who are in your hands: If Allah knows 

anything good in your hearts, He will give to you better than that which has been 

taken away from you [in Jihad]...[8.71] Yusuf Ali: But if they have treacherous 

designs against thee, (O Apostle!)...He [Allah] given (thee) power over 

them...[8.72] Yusuf Ali: Those who ...fought for the Faith, with their property and 

their persons, in the cause of God...[8.73] Yusuf Ali: The Unbelievers are 

protectors, one of another: Unless ye do this, (protect each other), there would 

be tumult and oppression on earth, and great mischief. [8.74] Yusuf Ali:...fight for 

the Faith...[8.75] Yusuf Ali: ...fight for the Faith... 

 

...slay the idolaters wherever you find them...take them captives and besiege 

them and lie in wait for them in every ambush... 

[9.12] ...fight the leaders of unbelief...[9.13] What! will you not fight a 

people...[9.14] Fight them, Allah will punish them by your hands and bring them 

to disgrace, and assist you against them and heal the hearts of a believing people. 

...those of you who have struggled hard [in Jihad] 

[9.19] ...strives hard in Allah's way?... [9.20]...strove hard [Jihad] in Allah's way 

with their property and their souls... 

[9.24] ...striving in His way [Jihad]:, then wait till Allah brings about His command 

[to go on Jihad]: ... [9.25] Certainly Allah helped you in many battlefields and on 

the day of [the Battle of] Hunain, when your great numbers made you vain, ... 

[9.26] ...chastised those who disbelieved [Muhammad gives credit to angels and 

Allah for the actions of Jihadists]... 
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Fight those who do not believe in Allah...nor follow the religion of truth, out of 

those who have been given the Book, until they pay the tax in acknowledgment of 

superiority and they are in a state of subjection. 

...fight the polytheists all together as they fight you all together... 

[9.38] ...Go forth in Allah's way [to Jihad]... [9.39] If you do not go forth [to go on 

Jihad], He will chastise you with a painful chastisement and bring in your place a 

people other than you [to go on Jihad]... 

Go forth light [lightly armed] and heavy [heavily armed], and strive hard in Allah's 

way [Jihad] with your property and your persons... 

...striving hard with their property and their persons [Jihad] ... 

 

...Allah will afflict you with punishment from Himself or by our hands... 

...strive hard [Jihad] against the unbelievers and the hypocrites and be unyielding 

to them... 

...they were averse from striving in Allah's way [Jihad] with their property and 

their persons, and said: Do not go forth [to Jihad] in the heat... 

... shall you fight an enemy with me [in Jihad]... 

...strive hard [in Jihad] along with His Apostle 

...strive hard [in Jihad] with their property and their persons... 

Yusuf Ali: Nor (is there blame) on those who came to thee to be provided with 

mounts [saddles on which to go to war], and when thou said, "I can find no 

mounts for you," they turned back, their eyes streaming with tears of grief that 

they had no resources wherewith to provide the expenses [to go on Jihad]. 

...they fight in Allah's way, so they slay and are slain... 

Yusuf Ali:...whether they suffered thirst, or fatigue, or hunger, in the cause of 

Allah [while on a march to Jihad], or trod paths to raise the ire of the Unbelievers 

[invade their territory], or received any injury whatever from an enemy [during a 

Jihad battle]... 

[9.122] Pickthall:...the believers should not all go out to fight. Of every troop of 

them, a party only should go forth... [9.123] ...fight those of the unbelievers who 

are near to you and let them find in you hardness... 

Yusuf Ali:...who thereafter strive and fight for the faith and patiently persevere... 

Permission (to fight) is given to those upon whom war is made... 

Sher Ali: ...those who leave their homes for the cause of Allah, and are then slain 

or die, Allah will, surely, provide for them a goodly provision... 

...strive hard [in Jihad] in (the way of) Allah, (such) a striving a is due to Him... 

...they would certainly go forth [to Jihad (see K 024:055)]... 
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Allah has promised to those of you who believe and do good that He will most 

certainly make them rulers in the earth [as a reward for going on Jihad (see K 

024:053)]... 

Palmer: ...fight strenuously with them in many a strenuous fight. 

...whoever strives hard [in Jihad], he strives only for his own soul... 

...(as for) those who strive hard [in Jihad] for Us [Allah]... 

Pickthall: ...they had already sworn unto Allah that they would not turn their 

backs (to the foe) [in Jihad battle]... 

...they come not to the fight [Jihad] but a little... 

...they would not fight save a little [in Jihad]. 

Pickthall: ...Some of them [Jihadists] have paid their vow by death (in battle), and 

some of them still are waiting... 

[33.25]...Allah sufficed the believers in fighting... [33.26]...some [Jews] you killed 

and you took captive another part. [33.27]...He made you heirs to their [Jewish] 

land and their dwellings and their property, and (to) a land which you have not 

yet trodden... 

...those [captive women] whom your right hand possesses [i.e., by virtue of the 

sword used in Jihad] out of those whom Allah has given to you as prisoners of 

war... 

Sale:...and who, when an injury is done them, avenge themselves... 

...when you meet in battle those who disbelieve, then smite the necks until when 

you have overcome them, then make (them) prisoners, and afterwards either set 

them free as a favor or let them ransom (themselves) until the war 

terminates...(as for) those who are slain in the way of Allah... 

...fighting [allusion to Jihad] is mentioned therein ... 

Rodwell: Be not fainthearted then; and invite not the infidels to peace when ye 

have the upper hand: for God is with you, and will not defraud you of the 

recompense of your works... 

 

[48.15] Pickthall: ...when you set forth to capture booty...[48.16]...You shall soon 

be invited (to fight) against a people possessing mighty prowess; you will fight 

against them until they submit...[48.17] Pickthall: There is no blame...for the sick 

(that they go not forth to war). And whoso obeys Allah and His messenger [by 

going on Jihad], He will make him enter Gardens underneath which rivers flow; 

and whoso turns back [from Jihad], him will He punish with a painful doom. 

[48.18] Certainly Allah was well pleased with the believers when they swore 

allegiance to you under the tree, and He knew what was in their hearts, so He 

sent down tranquility on them and rewarded them with a near victory, [48.19] 
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And much booty that they will capture. Allah is ever Mighty, Wise. [48.20] Allah 

promised you many acquisitions which you will take, then He hastened on this 

one for you and held back the hands of men from you, and that it may be a sign 

for the believers and that He may guide you on a right path. [48.21] Sale: And [he 

also promiseth you] other [spoils], which ye have not [yet] been able [to take]: 

But now hath God encompassed them [for you]; and God is almighty. [48.22] And 

if those who disbelieve fight with you, they would certainly turn (their) backs, 

then they would not find any protector or a helper. [48.23] Such [i.e., the Jihad 

mentioned the previous verse] has been the course [practice] of Allah that has 

indeed run before, and you shall not find a change in Allah’s course. [48.24] And 

He [Allah] it is Who held back...your hands from them [in Jihad] in the valley of 

Mecca... 

Sale: ...true believers ...employ their substance and their persons in the defense 

of God's true religion... 

 

...the hands of the believers [i.e. Muslims demolished Jewish homes] ... 

Pickthall:[59.5] Whatsoever palm-trees you cut down or left standing on their 

roots [during a Jihad siege of the Jews at Madina], it was by Allah's leave, in order 

that He might confound the evil-livers [Jews]. [59.6] ...that which Allah gave as 

spoil unto His messenger from them, you urged not any horse or riding-camel for 

the sake thereof, but Allah gives His messenger lordship over whom He will... 

[59.7] That which Allah gives as [war] spoil unto His messenger from the people of 

the townships [Jews], it is for Allah and His messenger...whatsoever [spoils] the 

messenger gives you, take it...[59.8] ...who seek bounty [war spoils] from Allah... 

They will not fight against you in a body save in fortified towns or from behind 

walls... 

Allah only forbids you respecting those who made war upon you on account of 

(your) religion [no fraternizing with the enemy]... 

...Allah loves those who fight in His way in ranks as if they were a firm and 

compact wall. 

...struggle hard in Allah's way [Jihad] with your property and your lives... 

...victory [in Jihad] near at hand... 

...they think every cry to be against them. They are the enemy, therefore beware 

of them; may Allah destroy them, whence are they turned back? [This verse 

speaks of internecine Jihad againstMuslims deemed infidels or "hypocrites."] 

...surely from among your wives and your children there is an enemy to you; 

therefore beware of them [collaborators with the enemy, especially if the women 

were once war spoils]... 
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O Prophet! strive hard against the unbelievers and the hypocrites, and be hard 

against them... 

...others who fight in Allah's way... 

And they [Muslims] give food out of love for Him [Allah] to...the captive [of 

Jihad]... 
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Iraq Is Falling To Islamic Fanatic's 

My note the entire place is about to fall into a massive religious war between Shia 

and Sunni's. As ISIS will not allow the Shia population to exist. Behold the true 

nature of Islam yet again. Saddam had a secularist state that kept such fanatic's 

powerless. Some reports Iranian elite troops are also heading into the Shia area's 

in Iraq to defend the Shia populations. 

 

The Jews via Israel, Washington and their Saudi regime [Saudi's are well know to 

be crypto's] have created and funded this and other groups to fight against Assad 

in Syria whom they wished to topple to make way for "Greater Israel." Same with 

toppling Saddam's Iraq. All of this was part of the "New Project For An American 

Century" laded out by the Jewish Neocon's [Neocohens]. 

 

So already after a hundred and fifty thousand innocent men, women and children 

being killed in Syria and another forty thousand in Libya. By such Jew World Order 

proxy forces as this. And the millions dead in Iraq from the NATO-American 

invasion and occupation. Which was launched on the heels of the Jews, False Flag 

on 911. Now the blood bath is about to really start as the Islamic Fanatic's who 

raped, looted, mass murdered and in general sawed unarmed and innocent 

peoples heads off for fun. Are now marching on Iraq. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

ISIS butchers leave 'roads lined with decapitated police and soldiers': Battle for 

Baghdad looms as thousands answer Iraqi government's call to arms and jihadists 

bear down on capital 

 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2655977/ISIS-militants-march-Baghdad-

trademark-bullet-head-gets-way-control-north.html  

 

U.S. today changed tone on intervention; President Obama said: 'I don't rule out 

anything... Iraq will need more help' Crucial vote to grant emergency powers was 

delayed because MPs did not turn up, leaving Iraqi government paralysed 

Disruption in Iraq could add 2p to the price of a litre of petrol within a fortnight as 

ISIS insurgents take key oil fields Kurdish forces are in full control of Iraq's oil city 

of Kirkuk after the federal army abandoned their posts 
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Iran has sent special forces and a unit of elite troops to Iraq to assist the Iraqi 

government halt the advance Iraqi air force is bombing insurgent positions in and 

around Mosul - 1.3million citizens still remain in the city Middle East experts 

raised the prospect of Iraq being carved into three - Kurdish, Sunni and Shiite - by 

the conflict 

 

Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2655977/ISIS-militants-

march-Baghdad-trademark-bullet-head-gets-way-control-

north.html#ixzz34XxQTHvO  

Follow us: @MailOnline on Twitter | DailyMail on Facebook 

 

The full horror of the jihadists’ savage victories in Iraq emerged yesterday as 

witnesses told of streets lined with decapitated soldiers and policemen. 

 

Blood-soaked bodies and blazing vehicles were left in the wake of the Al Qaeda-

inspired ISIS fanatics as they pushed the frontline towards Baghdad. 

 

They boasted about their triumphs in a propaganda video depicting appalling 

scenes including a businessman being dragged from his car and executed at the 

roadside with a pistol to the back of his head. The extent of the carnage came as: 

 

Images from captured cities such as Mosul and Tikrit showed deserted streets, 

burnt out vehicles and discarded uniforms left by government troops fleeing the 

brutal fanatics; 

 

ISIS leaders urged their bloodthirsty followers to continue their march and 

warned that battle would rage in Baghdad and in the holy city of Karbala; 

 

Thousands of residents in the capital answered a call to arms to repel the invaders 

amid fears the government’s own troops were not up to the job; 

 

Aid groups warned of a new refugee crisis after half a million terrified Iraqis left 

their homes to escape the jihadists 

 

In the swathe of captured territory across northern Iraq, ISIS declared hardline 

Sharia law, publishing rules ordering women not to go outside ‘unless strictly 

necessary’, banning alcohol and smoking, and forcing all residents to attend 

mosques five times a day. BBC correspondent Paul Wood said one woman from 
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Mosul, Iraq’s second city, had spoken of seeing a ‘row of decapitated soldiers and 

policemen’. 

 

The refugee woman told how the victims’ heads were placed in rows – a 

trademark, trophy-style execution favoured by ISIS militants. 

 

The fanatics captured Tikrit, Saddam Hussein’s birthplace, by overrunning an 

army base and rounding up hundreds of soldiers and police. Dozens of members 

of a police special forces battalion were paraded on the back of a truck in the city. 

 

As the balaclava-clad militants took Mosul and Tikrit, thousands of Baghdad’s 

residents young and old queued at recruiting stations to form a ‘Dad’s army’ to 

defend the capital. 

 

Trucks carrying volunteers in uniform rumbled towards the frontlines to defend 

the city, with many chanting slogans against the ISIS militants. 

 

Meanwhile the Iraqi air force carried out at least four bombing raids on insurgent 

positions in and around Mosul. State television showed targets exploding in black 

clouds. 

 

Britons working in Baghdad’s Green Zone where most of the foreign embassies 

are based were on high alert. The lightning advance of ISIS has caused alarm in 

London, Washington and across the Middle East. 

 

Despite vastly outnumbering the jihadists, government troops have melted away 

in the face of the insurgents, allowing them to capture two helicopters, 15 tanks, 

weapons and several armoured cars that used belonging to the American military. 

They also seized £350million-worth of dinars by robbing a bank in Mosul. 

 

According to bitter Iraqi footsoldiers, their commanders slipped away in the night 

rather than mount a defence of the city. 

 

One said: ‘Our leaders betrayed us. The commanders left the military behind. 

When we woke up, all the leaders had left.’ 

 

Last night Barack Obama said America would help with ‘short-term immediate 

actions… militarily’ to push back the insurgents, but ruled out sending troops. 
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Foreign Secretary William Hague said Britain would not get involved militarily 

because Iraq was now a democracy. 

 

Iraqi prime minister Nouri al-Maliki vowed: ‘We are not going to allow this to 

carry on, regardless of the price. We are getting ready. We are organising.’ 

 

As the situation spiralled out of control, even Iran was said to have deployed two 

battalions from its Revolutionary Guard to help the Iraqi government retake 

Tikrit. 

 

The development was likely to enrage Washington, which has been steadfast in 

its determination for Baghdad not to cosy up to Tehran. 

 

It also emerged that members of Saddam’s old guard were joining the 

insurrection. Fighters loyal to his disbanded Baath Party were said to be actively 

supporting the rebels. ISIS stands for Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham but has 

also been referenced as Islamic State of Iraq and Syria. 

 

Its insurgency is the biggest threat to Iraq since US troops withdrew in 2011. 

 

ISIS commanders issued chilling warnings to any police officers or soldiers to 

‘repent or be killed’. 

 

In a sinister video, the extremists urged followers to ‘march to Baghdad – we have 

a score to settle’. They also pledged to take the holy cities of Karbala and Najaf. 

 

‘Continue your march as the battle is not yet raging,’ a voice said to be that of ISIS 

spokesman Abu Mohammed al-Adnani says. ‘It will rage in Baghdad and Karbala. 

So be ready for it. Put on your belts and get ready.’ 

 

But taking Baghdad would be much tougher for ISIS than the towns where they 

have triumphed so far. The United Nations Security Council met behind closed 

doors last night to discuss the crisis. 

 

Iraq’s foreign minister, Hoshyar Zebari, speaking in London, insisted the 

government had halted the rebel advance and even claimed insurgents were ‘on 

the run’. 
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But at Baiji, near Kirkuk, insurgents surrounded Iraq’s largest refinery. And the 

fighters have reached Samarra, 70 miles north of Baghdad. 

 

About a quarter of Mosul’s two million residents have fled. The flood of terrified 

families escaping the fighting there was described as ‘one of the largest and 

swiftest mass movements of people in the world in recent memory’. Many have 

headed east into the autonomous region of Kurdistan. 

 

Aid groups fear a new refugee crisis. Neighbouring countries already struggling to 

look after 2.8million refugees from the Syrian civil war now face the prospect of a 

new influx of displaced people desperately seeking a safe haven. 

 

Meanwhile Iraqi Kurds seized control of the major northern oil city of Kirkuk 

today after the central government's army abandoned its posts.The Kurds - a 

semi-autonomous ethnic group based in the north - have their own 250,000-

strong military, but have not used them to engage ISIS. 

 

Footage emerged yesterday evening from TIkrit, which appears to show a long 

line of captured men and boys, being forcibly marched down a highway in the 

city. 

 

The minute-long video, uploaded to YouTube, showed a snaking column of men 

stretching the entire visible length of the stretch of road. A voice captured by the 

recording describes a great Islamic 'family' and later an 'army', suggesting a 

possible intention to recruit the captives. 

 

Most of the men and boys have both hands on their heads, while others - some 

wearing head coverings and some bare-faced - move up and down the column 

encouraging the march. 

 

The startling developments raise the spectre of Iraq being carved up and divided 

into several states. Respected commentators have raised the prospect that, with 

Kurdish forces holding the north, the Sunni ISIS militants taking parts of the north 

and west, leaving the central and south-eastern to the Shiite population who 

currently run the government and military. 
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Yesterday the Iraqi Ambassador to Washington warned the ‘integrity of Iraq is in 

question’, while Dr Ayad Allawi, a former prime minister of Iraq, added that a 

break-up was ‘not impossible’. 

 

The governor of Mosul, who escaped the city and is now in Erbil in the Kurdish 

north, said that Iraq must be divided as centralisation had 'failed'. 

 

Speaking to the Telegraph, Atheel al-Nujaifi said prime minister Nouri al-Maliki 

'didn't devolve authority to us before, but now we must do it. Now we are saying 

his centralisation policies have failed,' Mr Nujaifi said. 

 

Repercussions from the conflict are also being felt in global oil markets, where 

prices shot to a three-month high. The RAC said disruption could add more than 

2p to the price of a litre of petrol. 

 

The price of Brent crude rose $2 to a three-month high of more than $112 on 

fears about supply from the second-biggest producer in the Opec oil cartel. 

 

The RAC said: ‘The worsening situation in Iraq is causing a knee-jerk reaction in 

the global fuel market with wholesale prices going up one pence over Wednesday 

and Thursday.’ 

 

This was likely to push the pump price of both petrol and diesel up by 2p per litre 

in the short term, the RAC said, ‘and this could well go much further’. 

 

Iraq has insisted sectarian violence will not spread to the south, from which the 

vast majority of oil output comes. 

 

After the capture of Mosul, the Islamic State issued a triumphalist statement 

declaring that it would implement its strict version of Shariah law in Mosul and 

other regions it had overrun. 

 

Its laws state that women should stay in their homes for modesty reasons, 

command residents to attend prayers five times a day, and warned thieves that 

they would have their hands cut off. 

 

It came as Kurdish forces took full control of Iraq's oil-rich city of Kirkuk after the 

federal army abandoned its bases there. 
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Peshmerga fighters, the security forces of Iraq's autonomous Kurdish north, 

swept into Kirkuk after the army abandoned its posts there, a peshmerga 

spokesman said. 

 

'The whole of Kirkuk has fallen into the hands of peshmerga. No Iraqi army 

remains in Kirkuk now', said Jabbar Yawar. 

 

Kurds have long dreamed of controlling Kirkuk, a city with huge oil reserves just 

outside their autonomous region, which they regard as their historical capital. 

 

The swift move by their highly organised security forces demonstrates how this 

week's sudden advance by ISIS fighters has redrawn Iraq's map. 

 

Insurgents surrounded Iraq's largest refinery in the northern town of Baiji this 

afternoon - they first moved in late on Tuesday, closing in on the refinery, but 

later withdrew to the surrounding villages after reaching a deal with local tribal 

chiefs. 

 

A White House spokesman this evening said that they believed the Iraqi 

government were in control of the facility, but had no further details 

 

In the midst of the crisis, Iraq's parliament failed to declare a nationwide state of 

emergency after not enough MPs turned up for a vote. 

 

Opposition politicians representing Sunni and Kurdish populations boycotted 

parliament because the oppose a motion to give extraordinary powers to Shiite 

Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki. 

 

Turkey is negotiating for the release of 80 nationals held by ISIS in Mosul and 

cannot confirm reports that some of them have been freed, government officials 

said today. 

 

The pro-government Turkish newspaper Yeni Safak reported that the hostages, 

who include diplomatic staff, children and special forces soldiers, had been 

released to the Iraqi governor of Mosul and would be brought to Turkey tonight. 
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The capture of Mosul - along with the fall of Tikrit and the militants' earlier 

seizure of the city of Fallujah and parts of Ramadi, the capital of western Anbar 

province - has undone hard-fought gains against insurgents in the years following 

the invasion by U.S.-led forces. 

 

U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon strongly condemned the abductions and the 

seizure of Iraqi territory by the militants, urging 'the international community to 

unite in showing solidarity with Iraq as it confronts this serious security challenge.' 

 

'Terrorism must not be allowed to succeed in undoing the path towards 

democracy in Iraq,' he added. 

 

Mosul, the capital of Ninevah province, and the neighboring Sunni-dominated 

province of Anbar share a long and porous border with Syria, where the Islamic 

State is also active. 

 

Without assigning direct blame, al-Maliki said a 'conspiracy' led to the massive 

security failure that allowed militants to capture Mosul, and said members of the 

security forces who fled rather than stand up to the militants should be punished. 

 

'We are working to solve the situation,' al-Maliki said. 'We are regrouping the 

armed forces that are in charge of clearing Ninevah from those terrorists.' 

 

Iranian airlines cancelled all flights between Tehran and Baghdad due to security 

concerns, and the Islamic Republic has intensified security measures along its 

borders, Iran's state news agency IRNA reported. 

 

Shiite Iran, a major regional power, has strong ties with Iraq's government. Some 

17,000 Iranian pilgrims are in Iraq at any given time, according to IRNA, which 

cited the director of Iran's Hajj and Pilgrimage Organization. 

 

Tikrit residents said the militant group overran several police stations in the 

Sunni-dominated city. 

 

Two Iraqi security officials confirmed that the city, 80 miles north of Baghdad and 

the capital of Salahuddin province, was under ISIS's control and that the provincial 

governor was missing. 
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The major oil refinery in Baiji, located between Mosul and Tikrit, remained in 

government control, the officials said. There were clashes and gunmen tried to 

take the town but were repelled in a rare success for Iraqi government forces 

protecting an important facility, the officials said. 

 

The International Organisation for Migration estimated that 500,000 people fled 

the Mosul area, with some seeking safety in the Ninevah countryside or the 

nearby semi-autonomous Kurdish region. 

 

Getting into the latter has become more difficult, however, with migrants without 

family members already in the enclave needing to secure permission from Kurdish 

authorities, according to the IOM. 
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House Of Saud, Donmeh "Young Turks" Crypto-Jews 

In this investigative report by Wayne Madison a former U.S. Intelligence and US 

Navy officer we find out several major things That Turkey fell from the inside to 

crypto-jews or the "Young Turks" the Donmeh. These jews where responsible for 

the Armenian genocide [a million and up where murdered] along with the 

genocides of thousands of Greeks. 

 

We also learn the House of Saud the family that rules Saudi Arabia are of jewish 

creation and blood hence also crypto-jews. This news being so dangerous to the 

Saudi's they put out a contract on a researcher Mohammad Sakher who wrote 

openly of it. 

 

And we can see how the jews use their tool of islam to divide and rule Gentiles 

from within. The truth of islam: 

 

http://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/  

The Jews Admit the Jewishness of Islam by High Priest Jake Carlson - page 27 of 

this book. 

 

============================================================== 

http://www.strategic-culture.org/news/2011/10/25/the-doenmeh-the-middle-

easts-most-whispered-secret-part-i.html 

 

There is a historical "eight hundred pound gorilla" lurking in the background of 

almost every serious military and diplomatic incident involving Israel, Turkey, Iran, 

Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Greece, Armenia, the Kurds, the Assyrians, and some other 

players in the Middle East and southeastern Europe. It is a factor that is generally 

only whispered about at diplomatic receptions, news conferences, and think tank 

sessions due to the explosiveness and controversial nature of the subject. And it is 

the secretiveness attached to the subject that has been the reason for so much 

misunderstanding about the current breakdown in relations between Israel and 

Turkey, a growing warming of relations between Israel and Saudi Arabia, and 

increasing enmity between Saudi Arabia and Iran… 

 

Although known to historians and religious experts, the centuries-old political and 

economic influence of a group known in Turkish as the "Dönmeh" is only 

beginning to cross the lips of Turks, Arabs, and Israelis who have been reluctant to 
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discuss the presence in Turkey and elsewhere of a sect of Turks descended from a 

group of Sephardic Jews who were expelled from Spain during the Spanish 

Inquisition in the 16th and 17th centuries. These Jewish refugees from Spain were 

welcomed to settle in the Ottoman Empire and over the years they converted to a 

mystical sect of Islam that eventually mixed Jewish Kabbala and Islamic Sufi semi-

mystical beliefs into a sect that eventually championed secularism in post-

Ottoman Turkey. It is interesting that "Dönmeh" not only refers to the Jewish 

"untrustworthy converts" to Islam in Turkey but it is also a derogatory Turkish 

word for a transvestite, or someone who is claiming to be someone they are not. 

 

The Donmeh sect of Judaism was founded in the 17th century by Rabbi Sabbatai 

Zevi, a Kabbalist who believed he was the Messiah but was forced to convert to 

Islam by Sultan Mehmet IV, the Ottoman ruler. Many of the rabbi's followers, 

known as Sabbateans, but also "crypto-Jews," publicly proclaimed their Islamic 

faith but secretly practiced their hybrid form of Judaism, which was unrecognized 

by mainstream Jewish rabbinical authorities. Because it was against their beliefs 

to marry outside their sect, the Dönmeh created a rather secretive sub-societal 

clan. 

 

The Dönmeh rise to power in Turkey 

 

Many Dönmeh, along with traditional Jews, became powerful political and 

business leaders in Salonica. It was this core group of Dönmeh, which organized 

the secret Young Turks, also known as the Committee of Union and Progress, the 

secularists who deposed Ottoman Sultan Abdulhamid II in the 1908 revolution, 

proclaimed the post-Ottoman Republic of Turkey after World War I, and who 

instituted a campaign that stripped Turkey of much of its Islamic identity after the 

fall of the Ottomans. Abdulhamid II was vilified by the Young Turks as a tyrant, but 

his only real crime appears to have been to refuse to meet Zionist leader 

Theodore Herzl during a visit to Constantinople in 1901 and reject Zionist and 

Dönmeh offers of money in return for the Zionists to be granted control of 

Jerusalem. 

 

Like other leaders who have crossed the Zionists, Sultan Adulhamid II appears to 

have sealed his fate with the Dönmeh with this statement to his Ottoman court: 

"Advise Dr. Herzl not to take any further steps in his project. I cannot give away 

even a handful of the soil of this land for it is not my own, it belongs to the entire 

Islamic nation. The Islamic nation fought jihad for the sake of this land and had 
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watered it with their blood. The Jews may keep their money and millions. If the 

Islamic Khalifate state is one day destroyed then they will be able to take 

Palestine without a price! But while I am alive, I would rather push a sword into 

my body than see the land of Palestine cut and given away from the Islamic 

state." After his ouster by Ataturk's Young Turk Dönmeh in 1908, Abdulhamid II 

was jailed in the Donmeh citadel of Salonica. He died in Constantinople in 1918, 

three years after Ibn Saud agreed to a Jewish homeland in Palestine and one year 

after Lord Balfour deeded Palestine away to the Zionists in his letter to Baron 

Rothschild. 

 

One of the Young Turk leaders in Salonica was Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, the 

founder of the Republic of Turkey. When Greece achieved sovereignty over 

Salonica in 1913, many Dönmeh, unsuccessful at being re-classified Jewish, 

moved to Constantinople, later re-named Istanbul. Others moved to Izmir, Bursa, 

and Ataturk's newly-proclaimed capital and future seat of Ergenekon power, 

Ankara. 

 

Some texts suggest that the Dönmeh numbered no more than 150,000 and were 

mainly found in the army, government, and business. However, other experts 

suggest that the Dönmeh may have represented 1.5 million Turks and were even 

more powerful than believed by many and extended to every facet of Turkish life. 

One influential Donmeh, Tevfik Rustu Arak, was a close friend and adviser to 

Ataturk and served as Turkey's Foreign Minister from 1925 to 1938. 

 

Ataturk, who was reportedly himself a Dönmeh, ordered that Turks abandon their 

own Muslim-Arabic names. The name of the first Christian emperor of Rome, 

Constantine, was erased from the largest Turkish city, Constantinople. The city 

became Istanbul, after the Ataturk government in 1923 objected to the traditional 

name. There have been many questions about Ataturk's own name, since 

"Mustapha Kemal Ataturk" was a pseudonym. Some historians have suggested 

that Ataturk adopted his name because he was a descendant of none other than 

Rabbi Zevi, the self-proclaimed Messiah of the Dönmeh! Ataturk also abolished 

Turkey's use of the Arabic script and forced the country to adopt the western 

alphabet. 

 

Modern Turkey: a secret Zionist state controlled by the Dönmeh 
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Ataturk's suspected strong Jewish roots, information about which was suppressed 

for decades by a Turkish government that forbade anything critical of the founder 

of modern Turkey, began bubbling to the surface, first, mostly outside of Turkey 

and in publications written by Jewish authors. The 1973 book, The Secret Jews, by 

Rabbi Joachim Prinz, maintains that Ataturk and his finance minister, Djavid Bey, 

were both committed Dönmeh and that they were in good company because "too 

many of the Young Turks in the newly formed revolutionary Cabinet prayed to 

Allah, but had their real prophet [Sabbatai Zevi, the Messiah of Smyrna]." In The 

Forward of January 28, 1994, Hillel Halkin wrote in The New York Sun that Ataturk 

recited the Jewish Shema Yisrael ("Hear O Israel"), saying that it was "my prayer 

too." The information is recounted from an autobiography by journalist Itamar 

Ben-Avi, who claims Ataturk, then a young Turkish army captain, revealed he was 

Jewish in a Jerusalem hotel bar one rainy night during the winter of 1911. In 

addition, Ataturk attended the Semsi Effendi grade school in Salonica, run by a 

Dönmeh named Simon Zevi. Halkin wrote in the New York Sun article about an 

email he received from a Turkish colleague: "I now know – know (and I haven't a 

shred of doubt) – that Ataturk's father's family was indeed of Jewish stock." 

 

It was Ataturk's and the Young Turks' support for Zionism, the creation of a Jewish 

homeland in Palestine, after World War I and during Nazi rule in Europe that 

endeared Turkey to Israel and vice versa. An article in The Forward of May 8, 

2007, revealed that Dönmeh dominated Turkish leadership "from the president 

down, as well as key diplomats . . . and a great part of Turkey's military, cultural, 

academic, economic, and professional elites" kept Turkey out of a World War II 

alliance with Germany, and deprived Hitler of a Turkish route to the Baku 

oilfields." In his book, The Donme: Jewish Converts, Muslim Revolutionaries and 

Secular Turks, Professor Marc David Baer wrote that many advanced to exalted 

positions in the Sufi religious orders. 

 

Israel has always been reluctant to describe the Turkish massacre of the 

Armenians by the Turks in 1915 as "genocide." It has always been believed that 

the reason for Israel's reticence was not to upset Israel's close military and 

diplomatic ties with Turkey. However, more evidence is being uncovered that the 

Armenian genocide was largely the work of the Dönmeh leadership of the Young 

Turks. Historians like Ahmed Refik, who served as an intelligence officer in the 

Ottoman army, averred that it was the aim of the Young Turks to destroy the 

Armenians, who were mostly Christian. The Young Turks, under Ataturk's 
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direction, also expelled Greek Christians from Turkish cities and attempted to 

commit a smaller-scale genocide of the Assyrians, who were also mainly Christian. 

 

One Young Turk from Salonica, Mehmet Talat, was the official who carried out the 

genocide of the Armenians and Assyrians. A Venezuelan mercenary who served in 

the Ottoman army, Rafael de Nogales Mendez, noted in his annals of the 

Armenian genocide that Talat was known as the "renegade Hebrew of Salonica." 

Talat was assassinated in Germany in 1921 by an Armenian whose entire family 

was lost in the genocide ordered by the "renegade Hebrew." It is believed by 

some historians of the Armenian genocide that the Armenians, known as good 

businessmen, were targeted by the business-savvy Dönmeh because they were 

considered to be commercial competitors. 

 

It is not, therefore, the desire to protect the Israeli-Turkish alliance that has 

caused Israel to eschew any interest in pursuing the reasons behind the Armenian 

genocide, but Israel's and the Dönmeh's knowledge that it was the Dönmeh 

leadership of the Young Turks that not only murdered hundreds of thousands of 

Armenians and Assyrians but who also stamped out Turkey's traditional Muslim 

customs and ways. Knowledge that it was Dönmeh, in a natural alliance with the 

Zionists of Europe, who were responsible for the deaths of Armenian and Assyrian 

Christians, expulsion from Turkey of Greek Orthodox Christians, and the cultural 

and religious eradication of Turkish Islamic traditions, would issue forth in the 

region a new reality. Rather than Greek and Turkish Cypriots living on a divided 

island, Armenians holding a vendetta against the Turks, and Greeks and Turks 

feuding over territory, all the peoples attacked by the Dönmeh would realize that 

they had a common foe that was their actual persecutor. 

 

Challenging Dönmeh rule: Turkey's battle against the Ergenekon 

 

It is the purging of the Kemalist adherents of Ataturk and his secular Dönmeh 

regime that is behind the investigation of the Ergenekon conspiracy in Turkey. 

Ergenekon's description matches up completely with the Dönmeh presence in 

Turkey's diplomatic, military, judicial, religious, political, academic, business, and 

journalist hierarchy. Ergenekon attempted to stop the reforms instituted by 

successive non-Dönmeh Turkish leaders, including the re-introduction of 

traditional Turkish Islamic customs and rituals, by planning a series of coups, 

some successful like that which deposed Prime Minister Necmettin Erbakan's 

Refah (Welfare) Islamist government in 1996 and some unsuccessful, like 
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OPERATION SLEDGEHEMMER, which was aimed at deposing Prime Minister Recep 

Tayyip Erdogan in 2003. Some Islamist-leaning reformists, including Turkish 

President Turgut Ozal and Prime Minister Bulent Ecevit, died under suspicious 

circumstances. Deposed democratically-elected Prime Minister Adnan Menderes 

was hanged in 1961, following a military coup. 

 

American politicians and journalists, whose knowledge of the history of countries 

like Turkey and the preceding Ottoman Empire, is often severely lacking, have 

painted the friction between Israel's government and the Turkish government of 

Prime Minister Erdogan as based on Turkey's drift to Islamism and the Arab 

world. Far from it, Erdogan and his Justice and Development Party (AKP) seem to 

have finally seen a way to break free from the domination and cruelty of the 

Dönmeh, whether in the form of Kemalist followers of Ataturk or nationalist 

schemers and plotters in Ergenekon. But with Turkey's "Independence Day" has 

come vitriol from the Dönmeh and their natural allies in Israel and the Israel 

Lobby in the United States and Europe. Turkey as a member of the European 

Union was fine for Europe as long as the Dönmeh remained in charge and 

permitted Turkey's wealth to be looted by central bankers like has occurred in 

Greece. 

 

When Israel launched its bloody attack on the Turkish Gaza aid vessel, the Mavi 

Marmara, on May 31, 2010, the reason was not so much the ship's running of the 

Israeli blockade of Gaza. The brutality of the Israelis in shooting unarmed Turks 

and one Turkish-American, some at point blank range, according to a UN report, 

indicated that Israel was motivated by something else: vengeance and retaliation 

for the Turkish government's crackdown on Ergenekon, the purging of the Turkish 

military and intelligence senior ranks of Dönmeh, and reversing the anti-Muslim 

religious and cultural policies set down by the Dönmeh's favorite son, Ataturk, 

some ninety years before. In effect, the Israeli attack on the Mavi Marmara was in 

retaliation for Turkey's jailing of several top Turkish military officers, journalists, 

and academics, all accused of being part of the Ergenekon plot to overthrow the 

AKP government in 2003. Hidden in the Ergenekon coup plot is that the Dönmeh 

and Ergenekon are connected through their history of being Kemalists, ardent 

secularists, pro-Israeli, and pro-Zionist. 

 

With tempers now flaring between Iran on one side and Israel, Saudi Arabia, and 

the United States on the other, as the result of a dubious claim by U.S. law 

enforcement that Iran was planning to carry out the assassination of the Saudi 
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ambassador to the United States on American soil, the long-standing close, but 

secretive relationship between Israel and Saudi Arabia is coming to the forefront. 

The Israeli-Saudi connection had flourished during OPERATION DESERT STORM, 

when both countries were on the receiving end of Saddam Hussein's Scud 

missiles. 

 

 

 

What will surprise those who may already be surprised about the Dönmeh 

connection to Turkey, is the Dönmeh connection to the House of Saud in Saudi 

Arabia. 

 

An Iraqi Mukhabarat (General Military Intelligence Directorate) Top Secret report, 

"The Emergence of Wahhabism and its Historical Roots," dated September 2002 

and released on March 13, 2008, by the U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency in 

translated English form, points to the Dönmeh roots of the founder of the Saudi 

Wahhabi sect of Islam, Muhammad ibn Abdul Wahhab. Much of the information 

is gleaned from the memoirs of a "Mr. Humfer," (as spelled in the DIA report, "Mr. 

Hempher" as spelled the historical record) a British spy who used the name 

"Mohammad," claimed to be an Azeri who spoke Turkish, Persian, and Arabic and 

who made contact with Wahhab in the mid-18th century with a view of creating a 

sect of Islam that would eventually bring about an Arab revolt against the 

Ottomans and pave the way for the introduction of a Jewish state in Palestine. 

Humfer's memoirs are recounted by the Ottoman writer and admiral Ayyub Sabri 

Pasha in his 1888 work, "The Beginning and Spreading of Wahhabism." 

 

In his book, The Dönmeh Jews, D. Mustafa Turan writes that Wahhab's 

grandfather, Tjen Sulayman, was actually Tjen Shulman, a member of the Jewish 

community of Basra, Iraq. The Iraqi intelligence report also states that in his book, 

The Dönmeh Jews and the Origin of the Saudi Wahhabis, Rifat Salim Kabar reveals 

that Shulman eventually settled in the Hejaz, in the village of al-Ayniyah what is 

now Saudi Arabia, where his grandson founded the Wahhabi sect of Islam. The 

Iraqi intelligence report states that Shulman had been banished from Damascus, 

Cairo, and Mecca for his "quackery." In the village, Shulman sired Abdul Wahhab. 

Abdel Wahhab's son, Muhammad, founded modern Wahhabism. 

 

The Iraqi report also makes some astounding claims about the Saud family. It cites 

Abdul Wahhab Ibrahim al-Shammari's book, The Wahhabi Movement: The Truth 
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and Roots, which states that King Abdul Aziz Ibn Saud, the first Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia monarch, was descended from Mordechai bin Ibrahim bin Moishe, a 

Jewish merchant also from Basra. In Nejd, Moishe joined the Aniza tribe and 

changed his name to Markhan bin Ibrahim bin Musa. Eventually, Mordechai 

married off his son, Jack Dan, who became Al-Qarn, to a woman from the Anzah 

tribe of the Nejd. From this union, the future Saud family was born. 

 

The Iraqi intelligence document reveals that the researcher Mohammad Sakher 

was the subject of a Saudi contract murder hit for his examination into the Sauds' 

Jewish roots. In Said Nasir's book, The History of the Saud Family, it is maintained 

that in 1943, the Saudi ambassador to Egypt, Abdullah bin Ibrahim al Muffadal, 

paid Muhammad al Tamami to forge a family tree showing that the Sauds and 

Wahhabs were one family that descended directly from the Prophet Mohammed. 

 

At the outset of World War I, a Jewish British officer from India, David 

Shakespeare, met with Ibn Saud in Riyadh and later led a Saudi army that 

defeated a tribe opposed to Ibn Saud. In 1915, Ibn Saud met with the British 

envoy to the Gulf region, Bracey Cocas. Cocas made the following offer to Ibn 

Saud: "I think this is a guarantee for your endurance as it is in the interest of 

Britain that the Jews have a homeland and existence, and Britain's interests are, 

by all means, in your interest." Ibn Saud, the descendant of Dönmeh from Basra, 

responded: "Yes, if my acknowledgement means so much to you, I acknowledge 

thousand times granting a homeland to the Jews in Palestine or other than 

Palestine." Two years later, British Foreign Secretary Lord Balfour, in a letter to 

Baron Walter Rothschild, a leader of the British Zionists, stated: "His Majesty's 

government view with favor the establishment in Palestine of a national home for 

the Jewish people . . ." The deal had the tacit backing of two of the major players 

in the region, both descendant from Dönmeh Jews who supported the Zionist 

cause, Kemal Ataturk and Ibn Saud. The present situation in the Middle East 

should be seen in this light but the history of the region has been purged by 

certain religious and political interests for obvious reasons. 

 

After World War I, the British facilitated the coming to power of the Saud regime 

in the former Hejaz and Nejd provinces of the Ottoman Empire. The Sauds 

established Wahhabism as the state religion of the new Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

and, like the Kemalist Dönmeh in Turkey, began to move against other Islamic 

beliefs and sects, including the Sunnis and Shi'as. The Wahhabi Sauds 

accomplished what the Kemalist Dönmeh were able to achieve in Turkey: a 
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fractured Middle East that was ripe for Western imperialistic designs and laid the 

groundwork for the creation of the Zionist state of Israel. 

 

Deep states and Dönmeh 

 

During two visits to Turkey in 2010, I had the opportunity of discussing the 

Ergenekon "deep state" with leading Turkish officials. It was more than evident 

that discussions about the Ergenekon network and its "foreign" connections are a 

highly-sensitive subject. However, it was also whispered by one high-ranking 

Turkish foreign policy official that there were other "deep states" in surrounding 

nations and Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, and Syria were mentioned by name. 

Considering the links between Ergenekon and the Dönmeh in Turkey and the 

close intelligence and military links between the Dönmeh-descendent Sauds and 

Wahhabis in Arabia, the reports of close links between ousted Egyptian President 

Hosni Mubarak and his intelligence chief Omar Suleiman and the Binyamin 

Netanyahu government in Israel may be seen in an entirely new light… And it 

would explain Erdogan's support for Egypt's revolution: in Turkey, it was a 

democratic revolution that curbed the influence of the Dönmeh. The influence of 

Wahhabi Salafists in Libya's new government also explains why Erdogan was keen 

on establishing relations with the Benghazi-based rebels to help supplant the 

influence of the Wahhabis, the natural allies of his enemies, the Dönmeh 

(Ergenekon) of Turkey. 

 

Erdogan's desire to set the historical record straight by restoring history purged 

by the Kemalists and Dönmeh has earned him vitriolic statements from Israel's 

government that he is a neo-Ottomanist who is intent on forming an alliance with 

the Muslim Brotherhood in the Arab countries. Clearly, the Dönmeh and their 

Zionist brethren in Israel and elsewhere are worried about Dönmeh and Zionist 

historical revisionism, including their role in the Armenian and Assyrian genocide, 

and their genocide denial being exposed. 

 

In Egypt, which was once an Ottoman realm, it was a popular revolution that 

tossed out what may have amounted to the Dönmeh with regard to the Mubarak 

regime. The Egyptian "Arab Spring" also explains why the Israelis were quick to kill 

six Egyptian border police so soon after nine Turkish passengers were killed 

aboard the Mavi Marmara, some in execution style, by Israeli troops. Dönmeh 

doctrine is rife with references to the Old Testament Amalekites, a nomadic tribe 

ordered attacked by the Hebrews from Egypt by the Jewish God to make room for 
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Moses's followers in the southern region of Palestine. In the Book of Judges, God 

unsuccessfully commands Saul: "Now go and strike Amalek and devote to 

destruction all that they have. Do not spare them, but kill both man and woman, 

and infant, ox, and sheep, camel and donkey." The Dönmeh, whose doctrine is 

also present in Hasidic and other orthodox sects of Judaism, appear to have no 

problem substituting the Armenians, Assyrians, Turks, Kurds, Egyptians, Iraqis, 

Lebanese, Iranians, and Palestinians for the Amalekites in carrying out their 

military assaults and pogroms. 

 

With reformist governments in Turkey and Egypt much more willing to look into 

the background of those who have split the Islamic world, Ataturk in Turkey and 

Mubarak in Egypt, the Sauds are likely very much aware that it is only a matter of 

time before their links, both modern and historical, to Israel will be fully exposed. 

It makes sense that the Sauds have been successful in engineering a dubious plot 

involving Iranian government agents trying to assassinate the Saudi ambassador 

to Washington in an unnamed Washington, DC restaurant. The Iraqi intelligence 

report could have been referring to the Zionists and Dönmeh when it stated, "it 

strives to . . . [the] killing of Muslims, destructing, and promoting the turmoil." In 

fact, the Iraqi intelligence report was referring to the Wahhabis. 

 

With new freedom in Turkey and Egypt to examine their pasts, there is more 

reason for Israel and its supporters, as well as the Sauds, to suppress the true 

histories of the Ottoman Empire, secular Turkey, the origins of Israel, and the 

House of Saud. With various players now angling for war with Iran, the true 

history of the Dönmeh and their influence on past and current events in the 

Middle East becomes more important. 
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ISIS Created By Israel by High Priest Mageson666 

ISIS was created to fight Hezbollah.....Anyone guess just who those allies who 

created ISIS are then......Israel and the Jewish proxy of the Saudi's who 

themselves are crypto Jews. Working the Muslim front. Washington is also under 

the grip of Israel as well. As one Israeli politician stated: Jews out of America run 

the world. This is part of the Jewish plan of Greater Israel, create Islamist proxy 

forces to topple the Arab nation states for Israel. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

http://www.presstv.ir/Detail/2015/02/20/398474/ISIL-was-created-to-counter-

Hezbollah  

 

A retired US general has acknowledged that Washington’s allies created the ISIL 

terrorist group to confront the Lebanese resistance movement Hezbollah. 

 

Retired general Wesley Clark, who was the Supreme Allied Commander Europe of 

NATO from 1997 to 2000, made the revelation in a recent interview with the CNN. 

 

“ISIS got started through funding from our friends and allies,” Clark admitted on 

Tuesday, using another acronym for ISIL. 

 

The only group that will fight Hezbollah is ISIL because they are “zealots” and 

resemble a “Frankenstein,” he said. 

 

General Clark did not specify exactly which US allies were involved the creation of 

the ISIL. But he said the terrorist group is part of a strategy to destroy Hezbollah 

with an army of extremists. 

 

Clark is known for his critical comments regarding Washington’s war plans. 

 

In a book published in 2003, he said the US is pursuing a campaign of wars that 

already started in Iraq and later include Syria, Lebanon, Libya, Somalia, Sudan and 

finally Iran. 

 

The ISIL terrorists, many of whom were initially trained by the CIA in Jordan in 

2012 to destabilize the Syrian government, have seized large parts of territory in 
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Syria and around one-third of the territory of Iraq. They are engaged in crimes 

against humanity in the areas under their control. 

 

They have been carrying out horrific acts of violence such as public decapitations 

and crucifixions against all communities, including Shias, Sunnis, Kurds, and 

Christians. 
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“ISIS” and related terrorist groups created and run 

by jews! By High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

Sermon posted here: 

https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/isis-and-related-terroroist-groups-

created-and-run-by-jews/ 

 

The terrorist group known as “ISIS” has been making headlines lately, however, 

very few are aware of the truth concerning this malignant organization- namely 

that it is nothing more than a false front and an organized program of destruction 

of the Gentile People. 

 

The program of islam itself is a jewish run front aimed at enslaving the Gentile 

People of the East- as can be seen in the following articles: 

https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/islam-doctrine-of-submission-and-

slavery/  

https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/judaism-christianity-and-islam-the-

false-trinity-fighting-amongst-these-programs-is-all-a-facade/  

This article will set out to prove that “ISIS” is yet another lie with the purpose of 

turning the Gentiles of the Western World against the Gentiles of the East. 

 

Why (really) the use of the name of an Egyptian Goddess? 

 

“ISIS” supposedly stands for “Islamic State in Iraq and Syria”. At least this is the 

outward front they portray. On the other hand, there is a powerful subconscious 

link that the creators of this program are taking advantage of. As has been stated 

by many who can see through this front, WHY WOULD ARABS USE AN ENGLISH 

ACRONYM? Right off the bat it makes no sense, and this is the first alarm bell 

signaling that “ISIS” is not Arab in origin. 

 

When further research is done, it becomes apparent that the “ISIS” acronym has 

in fact long been used by the mossad, the israeli secret intelligence group, and 

has now been recycled in order to name the jewish run terrorist group. Look at 

this: 

 

The Israeli Secret Intelligence Service. 
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The First letter of each word in the title, spells out ISIS, and this group has been 

known as ISIS for short since its conception. It is in fact the jews who have long 

been using the name Isis for their terrorist groups. 

 

So, why is this? 

 

The original religion of Humanity (the Gentile People) is that of Ancient Paganism. 

Please see the following links for further information regarding this: 

https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/iblis-and-the-djinn-the-original-

gods/ 

https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/islamic-symbols-stolen-from-

ancient-paganism-4/ 

https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/judaism-christianity-and-islam-the-

false-trinity-fighting-amongst-these-programs-is-all-a-facade/ 

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/  

 

Due to the powerful subconscious ties which we as Gentiles have to our original 

Pagan roots, it was impossible for the enemy to completely eradicate Paganism 

altogether. Thus, instead they stole everything, from our Spiritual Allegories to 

our sacred practices, Temples, the names and titles of our Gods, etc, before 

twisting them, corrupting them by replacing them with their jewish filth and then 

turning them against us as tools of enslavement. These ties which we still have 

also allow the enemy to tap into the subconscious of our Gentile People, drawing 

from this powerful energy and using it for themselves. They know just how to 

take advantage of this. Essentially, they have not only STOLEN everything from us, 

but then proceeded to use what they stole against us. This is common practice 

throughout the enemy programs of both christianity and islam. 

 

The use of the name ISIS, aside from being an acronym, is another example of 

this. As most people know, Isis is the name of a powerful Egyptian Goddess. Isis 

also goes by the names of Inanna, Ishtar, Ostara, Astarte, Aphrodite, Al-Uzza, 

ASTAROTH etc. Isis is an Ancient Goddess who goes back to the very beginnings of 

humanity, having been at our side since our birth. As a Goddess of fertility, 

motherhood, springtime, war, beauty, the divine feminine aspect of the Soul, 

sexual and romantic love and other very powerful aspects of our lives, the 

memory of her is imprinted deep within our subconscious. 
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The enemy has used this name in order to tap into a great deal of powerful 

subconscious energy which they have been attempting to use against us. At the 

same time, it is a blasphemy and slap in the face to this Ancient Goddess. The fact 

that they have used this name for their “acronym” is no coincidence. 

 

  

 

  

 

What is the true purpose of “ISIS”? 

 

Everyone knows what “ISIS” says their purpose is- to establish an islamic state. 

(Please keep in mind that islam is merely another jewish program. See the above 

given links.) However, their true purpose runs far deeper than this and involves a 

great deal of playing both sides against the middle. 

 

Playing both sides against the middle= “To manipulate opponents or competitors 

in a manner which benefits the manipulator.” In other words, controlling two 

groups in order to use them against each other or to create an illusion which 

works in the manipulators favor. The main point is, there is a sole manipulator 

who has control over both sides, unbeknownst to others. The jews have used this 

tactic since the beginning of time. 

 

How it ties into this article- they control both the “ISIS” terrorist group as well as 

the supposed opposition to it. The aim is to make it appear as though they are 

fighting against a foreign enemy terrorist to those who are otherwise ignorant. In 

all actuality, it is a giant illusion. There is no foreign enemy terrorist. There is only 

their false front which is merely a branch of themselves. 

 

What have they done? They have blamed the creation and actions of this terrorist 

group on GENTILE Arabs, turning the attention of the world away from 

themselves and onto another group. This is convenient for them as it stirs up 

hatred and anger amongst our Gentile People, instead of directing this hatred and 

anger against the real enemy. Whilst we fight amongst ourselves, they are free to 

carry on as they please. Their aim is to destroy us from within. Why get their 

hands dirty and kill us themselves when they can convince us to do the job for 

them? It is so much easier this way. They want us to do their dirty work by 

creating hatred and animosity amongst us. This will give them the perfect 
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opportunity to move in to destroy us WITH OUR SUPPORT and with our soldiers 

blindly carrying it out. Their job is made easy. 

 

90% of the Western World is screaming “fight the Arabs” because they have been 

duped into believing the terrorist attacks are Arab in origin, whilst the jews are 

then standing up and gleefully responding “well we will help you. Better yet, 

support us, join our army and we will go to war against them together and 

destroy them once and for all”. So, you have Gentiles routing for the destruction 

of fellow Gentiles while the jews laugh at their achievement. It is a sad state of 

affairs, to say the very least. 

 

There is another core purpose to the creation of “ISIS”. That is to gain support for 

israels war against the Gentile inhabitants of the Middle East, so they may take 

over the land with ease. They have long been invading Palestine and the Gaza 

strip, forcing our Eastern Gentile counterparts our of their homes and off of the 

land they have worked for centuries. Land which rightfully belongs to them as the 

original GENTILE inhabitants. 

 

It is all propaganda. 

 

Here is an interesting quote from an ex US security agent: “The only solution for 

the protection of the Jewish state “is to create an enemy near its borders”. 

Rather, the illusion of an enemy. http://www.globalresearch.ca/isis-leader-abu-

bakr-al-baghdadi-trained-by-israeli-mossad-nsa-documents-reveal/5391593  

 

Leaders at the top of “ISIS” all jewish by blood 

 

It may or may not come as a shock to some that the founder of “ISIS” is in fact an 

israeli citizen, having jewish parents and ancestry and operating within the jewish 

“mossad”. Abu Bakr Al Baghdadi is in fact israeli citizen and undercover mossad 

agent Simon Elliot. There is literally a ton of proof for this if one does the 

necessary research, despite the fact that is has been vehemently suppressed in 

the mainstream media. 

 

http://topinfopost.com/2014/08/08/isis-leader-al-baghdadi-is-a-jewish-mossad-

agent-french-reports  
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*Note- the above given link supports the program of islam. In order to be fully 

aware and to completely break free of the trap in which the jews have placed 

you, you need to understand that islam itself is merely another jewish smoke 

screen. Yet another program of destruction for our Gentile People. Please read 

the entire contents of the exposing islam site. 

 

As well as Simon Elliot, there are a multitude of other “ISIS” agents and those 

involved in related jewish run terrorist groups whose real names prove they are 

of jewish descent. “Adam Gadahn” is in reality Adam Pearlman, a member of the 

ADL. His jewish descent has been well documented. Here is an excerpt from 

Wikipedia: “Gadahn’s jewish paternal grandfather, Carl Pearlman, was a 

prominent urologist; and on the Board of Directors of the Anti-Defamation 

League. According to Gadahn, his grandfather was a “zealous supporter” of 

israel.” There are many more examples like these. The video I am going to link 

below is very interesting in proving that “ISIS” is run by jews. Once again, this 

video contains corrupted information. Watch it carefully and use your judgment. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CuRot1mvC9k  

 

There is far more evidence to support this if you do your research. 

 

So this begs the question, why are all of the leaders of a supposedly Arab terrorist 

group in fact jewish by blood? The answer is- this is not an Arab run terrorist 

organization at all- but a jewish illusion aimed at encouraging the destruction of 

the Gentile People. There is no doubting that it is the jews who are behind this 

operation, as they have been caught with their hand in the cookie jar. It is THEIR 

agents who created it, THEIR agents who run it, THEIR agents who promote the 

idea of it and THEIR agents who pretend to oppose it. It is all them from start to 

finish. 

 

This link also mentions how the ADL took control of the American neo-Nazi 

movements, running them into the ground. 

 

Here is another link to consider: 

http://wideawakegentile.wordpress.com/2014/03/19/adam-pearlman-head-joo-

of-the-almossciada/  
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*Note- they speak of “converting from judaism to islam”. This, in all reality, is 

really impossible as judaism and islam are one and the same at the very core. Use 

your sense to see through the illusion!! In closing, it is quite apparent that these 

terrorist organizations are smoke screens used to turn Gentiles against Gentiles 

and promote jewish supremacy. 

 

Gentiles wake up!! 

 

The following is a very informative article written by High Priest Mageson. It 

contains a great deal of information on the islamic state. Please read carefully. 

 

  

 

“Islamic State did largely come out of the Syria conflict and its this conflict that 

allowed them to rise to where they are now. The majority of the rebel groups 

fighting in Syria are proxies of Washington, Israel and the Saudi’s the trinity of 

Jewish power. The rebels are mainly foreign fighters and are trained in Jordan and 

moved across the boarder. Israel has been aiding the rebel proxy forces giving the 

camps, hospitals in the Golan Heights and arming them. As well as air strikes 

against Syria forces with their air force. Back in spring of 13 Israel used a small 

grade, tactical jewculur weapon on Damascus. As part of this effort. 

 

The jooz neocohen’s or neocon’s. Set a purposeful policy for Iraq that did 

everything possible to create a corrupt, backwards and weak new Iraq and push it 

into destabilized state. The polices had people pull their hair out in be 

wonderment. It was not incompetence it was purposeful. The plan for Iraq was its 

permanent dissolution as a Nation from the start. The Jews didn’t put all that 

effort into getting two wars against Iraq to rebuild it into a powerful nation that 

could turn on them. Of course they played a lot of trash talk about liberating Iraq 

and restricting and rebuilding it. Its all nonsense. Part of this was to put a Shia 

dominate, corrupt government into power that repressed the Sunni’s ever 

further. This was crucial to the current situation and Islamic State rise to power. 

This is also a Sunni liberation movement now. 

 

The national lines of Syria and Iraq are also artificial they where created by the 

British after taking the region from the Ottomans. They never cared to factor in 

tribal and ethnic regions. Iraq was always Sunni, Shia and Kurds and they never 

liked each other. So put in a decade of major destabilization, ethnic hostilities and 
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meddling by the Jew controlled Western powers such as proxy wars in Syria and 

Libya. Its only a matter of time before something like Islamic State happened. 

 

Islamic State is taking on the major organized enemies of Israel in the Middle East. 

The Shia population. Assad is Shia so is his allies the Party of God in Lebanon that 

has defeated Israel twice and so is Tehran. Islamic State’s mission is to wipe out 

the entire Shia world. The Jews also want Baathism gone. Its the one ideology 

that was the realization for creating modern united Arab Nation States that are in 

the way of Israel. Syria is the last Baathist state left. Libya was also a modernized, 

progressive state. I read the Green Book of Gaddafi it was a well done book that 

outlined the social, economic and political paradigm of Libya. I wrote an article in 

the past on Libya and why the Jews destroyed it. Gaddafi was a good man and 

moral leader who risked his life to raise his people out of a literal darkage into a 

new society that was near utopian. He didn’t deserve to die the way he did. 

Thousands of his people died fighting for this Libya against the Jewish proxies who 

have destroyed the country and put it into barbarianism. Which is the plan for 

Syria. 

 

Islamic State also seems to benefit Israel by destroying Iraq and dividing it into a 

state where Sunni’s, Kurds and Shia will be in constant war. Baghdad was getting 

too close to Tehran anyway. Its my opinion Islamic State was as stated to be in the 

last phases of becoming a standing Army and creating a State that will stand. This 

will put the Middle East into decades of nonstop war within the Islamic world. Of 

course the Jews might want to help this out by funding and arms. It brings about 

what they wanted. Islamic State also gives them a propaganda without end and a 

excuse for further Western military intervention which is the new rhetoric coming 

out of Washington. Also think false flags like 911. They could pull another one and 

them blame Islamic State at anytime they want. 

 

So if Islamic State is not created by Israel it benefits Israel’s agenda. 

 

But it might be the bringing of the end. Its my musing that the situation in Iraq has 

pushed Baghdad into the arms of Tehran as they need their fellow Shia nation to 

defend south Iraq which is Shia from Islamic State. Tehran has already sent 

troops. If Islamic State gets powerful enough and Assad’s Syria is going down and 

this will result in massive ethnic cleansing of Shia and other non Sunni 

populations. And leave the Party of God alone between a radical Sunni Caliphate 

and the Sunni radical’s in Lebanon. Which is only a matter of time for them. And 
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this would leave Tehran isolated and tip the balance of power they seem to need 

to kept Israel thus Western aggression in check against them. Which means 

Tehran would be finished. By a collection of the economic sanctions on them and 

constant warfare with Islamic State which would by this point by a large standing 

Army of fanatics with never ending Jihad on their mind. Who have sworn to 

conqueror Iran as well. Think of how bloody the Iraq-Iran war was. That war was 

Judeo West using Iraq as a proxy against Iran. What would another round with 

Islamic State be like. The previous war is still strong in the popular consciousness 

of Iranians. It was devastating. 

 

Perhaps looking at the possible end and near extinction event of the Shia world. 

Maybe Damascus, Tehran and the Party of God might just decide to unleash 

everything they have on Saudi Arabia and Israel the two major bases of the war 

against them in the Middle East. I believe the situation in the Middle East might 

have finally gone into point of no return. If this happens Israel will use its 

Sampson option as well maybe not just at Middle Eastern targets but as their 

leaders brag European targets as well. The Jews are already abandoning Europe 

on mass. Their already criminally insane leadership might view the end of Israel as 

the final end and decided to scorched earth policy on the hated Goyim in general. 

 

The big factor is the Abrahamic world all believe there has to be global war in this 

region to bring about the end of the world and the return of their god. The power 

of the collective unconscious of hundreds of millions of people the psychic energy 

of centuries poured into this and the amount of people tried into this program in 

the highest levels of control and international power might bring this into reality. 

 

http://www.voltairenet.org/article185085.html  

 

John McCain, Conductor of the “Arab Spring” and the Caliph 

 

by Thierry Meyssan 

 

Everyone has noticed the contradiction of those who recently characterized the 

Islamic Emirate as “freedom fighters” in Syria and who are indignant today faced 

with its abuses in Iraq. But if that speech is incoherent in itself, it makes perfect 

sense in the strategic plan: the same individuals were to be presented as allies 

yesterday and must be as enemies today, even if they are still on orders from 

Washington. Thierry Meyssan reveals below US policy through the particular case 
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of Senator John McCain, conductor of the “Arab Spring” and longtime partner of 

Caliph Ibrahim. 

 

Voltaire Network | Damascus (Syria) | 18 August 2014 

italiano Português Türkçe Deutsch سى ار  Español français polski русский ف

ελληνικά 

 

 
 

kbAre Barack Obama and John McCain political opponents as they claim, or are 

they working together on the imperialist strategy of their country? 

John McCain is known as the leader of the Republicans and unhappy 2008 US 

presidential candidate. This is, we will see, only the real part of his biography, 

which serves as a cover to conduct covert actions on behalf of his government. 

 

When I was in Libya during the “Western”attack, I was able to view a report of the 

foreign intelligence services. It stated that, on February 4, 2011 in Cairo, NATO 

organized a meeting to launch the “Arab Spring” in Libya and Syria. According to 

this document, the meeting was chaired by John McCain. The report detailed the 

list of Libyan participants, whose delegation was led by the No. 2 man of the 

government of the day, Mahmoud Jibril, who abruptly switched sides at the 

entrance of the meeting to become the opposition leader in exile. I remember 

that, among the French delegates present, the report quoted Bernard-Henry Lévy, 
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although officially he had never exercised functions within the French 

government. Many other personalities attended the symposium, including a large 

delegation of Syrians living abroad. 

 

Emerging from the meeting, the mysterious Syrian Revolution 2011 Facebook 

account called for demonstrations outside the People’s Council (National 

Assembly) in Damascus on February 11. Although this Facebook account at the 

time claimed to have more than 40,000 followers, only a dozen people responded 

to its call before the flashes of photographers and hundreds of police. The 

demonstration dispersed peacefully and clashes only began more than a month 

later in Deraa. [1] 

 

On February 16, 2011, a demonstration underway in Benghazi, in memory of 

members of the Islamic Fighting Group in Libya [2] massacred in 1996 in the Abu 

Selim prison, degenerated into shooting. The next day, a second event, this time 

in memory of those who died by attacking the Danish consulate during the 

Muhammad cartoons affair, also degenerated into shooting. At the same time, 

members of the Islamic Fighting Group in Libya ,coming from Egypt and 

coordinated by unidentified, hooded individuals, simultaneously attacked four 

military bases in four different cities. After three days of fighting and atrocities, 

the rebels launched the uprising of Cyrenaica against Tripolitania [3]; a terrorist 

attack that the western press falsely presented as a “democratic revolution” 

against “the regime” of Muammar el-Qaddafi. 

 

On February 22nd, John McCain was in Lebanon. He met members of the Future 

Movement (the party of Saad Hariri) whom he charged to oversee the transfer of 

arms to Syria around the MP Okab Sakr [4]. Then, leaving Beirut, he inspected the 

Syrian border and the selected villages including Ersal, which were used as a basis 

to back mercenaries in the war to come. 

 

The meetings chaired by John McCain were clearly the trigger point for a long-

prepared Washington plan; the plan that would have the UK and France attack 

Libya and Syria simultaneously, following the doctrine of “leadership from 

behind” and the annex of the Treaty of Lancaster House of November 2010. [5] 

 

The Illegal Trip to Syria, April 2013 
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In May 2013, Senator John McCain made his way illegally to near Idleb in Syria via 

Turkey to meet with leaders of the “armed opposition”. His trip was not made 

public until his return to Washington. [6] 

 

This movement was organized by the Syrian Emergency Task Force, which, 

contrary to its title, is a Zionist Organization led by a Palestinian employee of 

AIPAC [7] 

 

 
 

kbJohn McCain in Syria. In the foreground at right is the director of the Syrian 

Emergency Task Force. In the doorway, center, Mohammad Nour. 

In photographs released at that time, one noticed the presence of Mohammad 

Nour, a spokesman for the Northern Storm Brigade (of the Al-Nosra Front, that is 

to say, al-Qaeda in Syria), who kidnapped and held 11 Lebanese Shiite pilgrims in 

Azaz. [8] Asked about his proximity to al-Qaeda kidnappers, the Senator claimed 

not to know Mohammad Nour who would have invited himself into this photo. 

 

The affair made a great noise and the families of the abducted pilgrims lodged a 

complaint before the Lebanese judiciary against Senator McCain for complicity in 

kidnapping. Ultimately, an agreement was reached and the pilgrims were 

released. 

 

Let’s suppose that Senator McCain had told the truth and that he was abused by 

Mohammad Nour. The object of his illegal trip to Syria was to meet the chiefs of 

staff of the Free Syrian Army. According to him, the organization was composed 
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“exclusively of Syrians” fighting for “their freedom” against the “Alouite 

dictatorship” (sic). The tour organizers published this photograph to attest to the 

meeting. 

 

 
 

John McCain and the heads of the Free Syrian Army. In the left foreground, 

Ibrahim al-Badri, with which the Senator is talking. Next, Brigadier General Salim 

Idris (with glasses). 

 

If we can see Brigadier General Idriss Salem, head of the Free Syrian Army, one 

can also see Ibrahim al-Badri (foreground on the left) with whom the senator is 

talking. Back from the surprise trip, John McCain claimed that all those 

responsible for the Free Syrian Army were “moderates who can be trusted” (sic). 

Image 

However, since October 4, 2011, Ibrahim al-Badri (also known as Abu Du’a) was 

on the list of the five terrorists most wanted by the United States (Rewards for 

Justice). A premium of up to $ 10 million was offered to anyone who would assist 

in his capture. [9] The next day, October 5, 2011, Ibrahim al-Badri was included in 

the list of the Sanctions Committee of the UN as a member of Al Qaeda. [10] 

 

In addition, a month before receiving Senator McCain, Ibrahim al-Badri, known 

under his nom de guerre as Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, created the Islamic State in Iraq 

and the Levant (ÉIIL) – all the while still belonging to the staff of the very 

“moderate” Free Syrian Army. He claimed as his own the attack on the Taj and 

Abu Ghraib prisons in Iraq, from which he helped between 500 and 1,000 jihadists 

escape who then joined his organization. This attack was coordinated with other 

almost simultaneous operations in eight other countries. Each time, the escapees 

joined the jihadist organizations fighting in Syria. This case is so strange that 
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Interpol issued a note and requested the assistance of the 190 member countries. 

[11] 

 

For my part, I have always said that there was no difference on the ground 

between the Free Syrian Army, Al-Nosra Front, the Islamic Emirate etc … All these 

organizations are composed of the same individuals who continuously change 

flag. When they pose as the Free Syrian Army, they fly the flag of French 

colonization and speak only of overthrowing the “dog Bashar.” When they say 

they belong to Al-Nosra Front, they carry the flag of al Qaeda and declare their 

intention to spread Islam in the world. Finally when they say they are the Islamic 

Emirate, they brandish the flag of the Caliphate and announce that they will clean 

the area of all infidels. But whatever the label, they proceed to the same abuses: 

rape, torture, beheadings, crucifixions. 

 

Yet neither Senator McCain nor his companions of the Syrian Emergency Task 

Force provided the information in their possession on Ibrahim al-Badri to the 

State Department, nor have they asked for the reward. Nor have they informed 

the anti-terrorism Committee of the UN. 

 

In no country in the world, regardless of their political system, would one accept 

that the opposition leader be in direct contact, and publicly friendly, with a very 

dangerous wanted terrorist. 

 

Who Then is Senator McCain? 

 

But John McCain is not just the leader of the political opposition to President 

Obama, he is also one of his senior officials! 

 

He is in fact President of the International Republican Institute (IRI), the 

republican branch of NED / CIA [12], since January 1993. This so-called “NGO” was 

officially established by President Ronald Reagan to extend certain activities of 

the CIA, in connection with the British, Canadian and Australian secret services. 

Contrary to its claims, it is indeed an inter-governmental agency. Its budget is 

approved by Congress in a budget line dependent of the Secretary of State. 

 

It is also because it is a joint agency of the Anglo-Saxon secret services that 

several states in the world prohibit it from any activity on their territory. 
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Accused of plotting the overthrow of President Hosni Mubarak for the Muslim 

Brotherhood, the two employees of the International Republican Institute (IRI) in 

Cairo, John Tomlaszewski (second right) and Sam LaHood (son of US-Lebanese, 

Ray LaHood, a democratic government Transportation Secretary) (second left) 

took refuge at the embassy of the United States. Here they are along with 

Senators John McCain and Lindsey Graham at the preparatory meeting of the 

“Arab Spring” in Libya and Syria. They would be released by Brother Mohamed 

Morsi when he became President. 

The list of interventions by John McCain on behalf of the State Department is 

impressive. He participated in all the color revolutions of the last twenty years. 

 

To take only a few examples, ever in the name of “democracy”, he prepared the 

failed coup against constitutional president Hugo Chávez in Venezuela, [13] the 

overthrow of constitutionally elected president Jean-Bertrand Aristide in Haiti 

[14], the attempt to overthrow the constitutional President Mwai Kibaki in Kenya 

[15] and, more recently, the ousting of the constitutional president of Ukraine, 

Viktor Yanukovych. 

 

In any state in the world, when a citizen takes initiative to topple the regime of 

another State, he may be appreciated if successful and the new regime proves an 

ally, but he will be severely condemned when his initiatives have negative 
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consequences for his own country. Now, Senator McCain never was harassed 

because of his anti-democratic actions in states where it has failed and who have 

turned against Washington. In Venezuela, for example. That is because, for the 

United States, John McCain is not a traitor, but an agent. 

 

And an agent that has the best coverage imaginable: he is the official opponent of 

Barack Obama. As such, he can travel anywhere in the world (he is the most 

traveled US senator) and meet whoever he wants without fear. If his interlocutors 

approve Washington policy, he promised them to continue it, if they fight it, he 

hands over the responsibility to President Obama. 

 

John McCain is known to have been a prisoner of war in Vietnam for five years, 

where he was tortured. He was involved in a program designed not to extract 

information but to instill speech. This was to transform his personality in order 

that he make statements against his own country. This program, studied based on 

the Korean experience for the Rand Corporation by Professor Albert D. Biderman, 

served as the basis for research at Guantánamo and elsewhere by Dr. Martin 

Seligman [16]. Applied under George W. Bush to more than 80,000 prisoners, it 

has transformed many of them into real fighters serving Washington. John 

McCain, who had cracked in Vietnam, therefore understands. He knows how to 

unscrupulously manipulate jihadists. 

 

What is the US strategy with the jihadists in the Levant? 

 

In 1990, the United States decided to destroy its former Iraqi ally. Having 

suggested to President Saddam Hussein that they would consider the attack of 

Kuwait as an Iraqi internal affair, they used this attack as an excuse to mobilize a 

broad coalition against Iraq. However, because of the opposition of the USSR, 

they did not overthrow the regime, but were content to administer a no-fly zone. 

 

In 2003, France’s opposition was not enough to offset the influence of the 

Committee for the Liberation of Iraq. The United States attacked the country 

again and this time overthrew President Hussein. Of course, John McCain was a 

major contributor to the Committee. After handing to a private company the care 

of plundering the country for a year [17], they tried to partition Iraq into three 

separate states, but had to give it up due to the resistance of the population. They 

tried again in 2007, around the Biden-Brownback resolution, but again failed. [18] 
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Hence the current strategy that attempts to achieve this by means of a non-state 

actor: the Islamic Emirate. 

Image 

 

The operation was planned well in advance, even before the meeting between 

John McCain and Ibrahim al-Badri. For example, internal correspondence from 

the Qatari Ministry of Foreign Affairs, published by my friends James and Joanne 

Moriarty [19], shows that 5,000 jihadis were trained at the expense of Qatar in 

NATO’s Libya in 2012, and 2,5 million dollars was paid at the same time to the 

future Caliph. 

 

In January of 2014, the Congress of the United States held a secret meeting at 

which it voted, in violation of international law, to approve funding for the Al-

Nosra Front (Al-Qaeda) and the Islamic emirate in Iraq and the Levant until 

September 2014. [20] Although it is unclear precisely what was really agreed to 

during this meeting revealed by the British Reuters news agency [21], and no 

media US media dared bypass censorship, it is highly probable that the law 

includes a section on arming and training jihadists. 

 

Proud of this US funding, Saudi Arabia has claimed on its public television 

channel, Al-Arabiya, that the Islamic Emirate was headed by Prince Abdul Rahman 

al-Faisal, brother of Prince Saud al Faisal (Foreign Minister) and Prince Turki al-

Faisal (Saudi ambassador to the United States and the United Kingdom) [22]. 

 

The Islamic Emirate represents a new step in the world of mercenaries. Unlike 

jihadi groups who fought in Afghanistan, Bosnia-Herzegovina and Chechnya 

around Osama bin Laden, it does not constitute a residual force but actually an 

army in itself. Unlike previous groups in Iraq, Libya and Syria, around Prince 

Bandar bin Sultan, they have sophisticated communication services at their 

disposal for recruitment and civilian officials trained in large western schools 

capable of instantly taking over the administration of a territory. 

 

Brand new Ukrainian weapons were purchased by Saudi Arabia and conveyed by 

the Turkish secret services who gave them to the Islamic Emirate. Final details 

were coordinated with the Barzani family at a meeting of jihadist groups in 

Amman on 1 June 2014. [23] The joint attack on Iraq by the Islamic Emirate and 

the Kurdistan Regional Government began four days later. The Islamic Emirate 

seized the Sunni part of the country, while the Kurdistan Regional Government 
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increased its territory by over 40%. Fleeing the atrocities of jihadists, religious 

minorities left the Sunni area, paving the way for the three-way partition of the 

country. 

 

Violating the Iraqi-US Defense agreement, the Pentagon did not intervene and 

allowed the Islamic Emirate to continue its conquest and massacres. A month 

later, while the Kurdish Peshmerga Regional Government had retreated without a 

fight, and when the emotions of world public opinion became too strong, 

President Obama gave the order to bomb some positions of the Islamic Emirate. 

However, according to General William Mayville, director of operations at the 

headquarters, “These bombings are unlikely to affect the overall capacity of the 

Islamic Emirate and its activities in other areas of Iraq or Syria “. [24] Obviously, 

they are not meant to destroy the jihadist army, but only to ensure that each 

player does not overlap the territory that has been assigned. Moreover, for the 

moment, they are symbolic and have destroyed only a handful of vehicles. It was 

ultimately the intervention of the Kurds of the Turkish and Syrian Kurdish PKK 

which halted the progress of the Islamic Emirate and opened a corridor to allow 

civilians to escape the massacre. 

 

Much disinformation is circulating about the Islamic Emirate and its caliph. The 

Gulf Daily News newspaper claimed that Edward Snowden had made revelations 

about it. [25] However, after verification, the former US spy published nothing 

about it. Gulf Daily News is published in Bahrain, a state occupied by Saudi troops. 

The article aims to clear only Saudi Arabia and Prince Abdul Rahman al-Faisal of 

their responsibilities. 

 

The Islamic Emirate is comparable to the mercenary armies of the European 

sixteenth century. They were conducting religious wars on behalf of the lords who 

paid them, sometimes in one camp, sometimes in another. Caliph Ibrahim is a 

modern condottiere. Although he is under the orders of Prince Abdul Rahman 

(Member of Sudeiris clan), it would not be surprising if he continued his epic in 

Saudi Arabia (after a brief detour in Lebanon or Kuwait) and determine the Royal 

succession favoring the Sudeiris clan over Prince Mithab (son, not brother of King 

Abdullah). 

 

John McCain and the Caliph 
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Ibrahim al-Badri, also known as Abu Du’a, also known as Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, 

aka Caliph Ibrahim, mercenary of Prince Abdul Rahman al-Faisal, funded by Saudi 

Arabia, Qatar and the United States. He can commit all the horrors that are 

forbidden to states by the Geneva Conventions. 

In the latest issue of its magazine, the Islamic Emirate devoted two pages to 

denounce Senator John McCain as “the enemy” and “double-crosser”, recalling 

his support for the US invasion of Iraq. Lest this accusation remain unknown in 

the United States, Senator immediately issued a statement calling the Emirate the 

“most dangerous Islamist terrorist group in the world” [26]. 

 

This controversy is there only to distract the gallery. One would like to believe it … 

if it were’t for this photograph from May 2013. 

 

Thierry Meyssan 

 

[1] We relayed press reports assuring that the demonstration in Deraa was a 

protest after the arrest and torture of students who tagged hostile slogans about 

the Republic. However, many colleagues have attempted to establish the identity 

of these students and meet their families. None was able to do so, the only 

witnesses who spoke did so for the British press, but anonymously, thus 

unverifiably. We are now convinced that this event never existed. The study of 
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Syrian contemporary documents shows that the event was really about an 

increase in civil servants’ salaries and pensions. It obtained satisfaction from the 

government. At that point, no newspaper had mentioned these students, this 

story having been invented by Al-Jazeera two weeks later. 

 

[2] The members of the Islamic Fighting Group in Libya, that is to say, al-Qaeda in 

Libya, tried to assassinate Muammar el-Qaddafi on behalf of the British MI6. The 

case was revealed by an officer of British counter-espionage, David Shyler. See 

“David Shayler:” I left the British secret service when the MI6 decided to fund 

Osama bin Laden” “, Voltaire Network, 18 November 2005. 

 

[3] Report of the Fact Finding Mission on the current crisis in Libya, June 2011. 

 

[4] “Lebanese MP directing arms traffic to Syria”, Translation Pete Kimberley, 

Voltaire Network, 13 December 2012. 

 

[5] In this regard, reference is made to my six-part series “10 years of resistance, 

the war of the United States against Syria.” 

 

[6] “McCain enters Syria illegally”, Voltaire Network, 30 May 2013. 

 

[7] « La Syrian Emergency Task Force, faux-nez sioniste » (“The Syrian Emergency 

Task Force, Zionist sock puppet “), Réseau Voltaire, 7 juin 2013. 

 

[8] “John McCain meets with kidnappers in Syria”, Voltaire Network, 1 June 2013. 

 

[9] “Wanted for Terrorism,” Rewards for Justice Program, Department of State. 

 

[10] The Security Council Committee established pursuant to resolution 1267 

(1999) October 15, 1999 is also known as the “Committee for sanctions against Al-

Qaida.” Record registration Ibrahim al-Badri (this time with the nom de guerre of 

al-Samarrai). 

 

[11] “Simultaneous jail-break of jihadists in 9 countries”, Translation Alizée Ville, 

Voltaire Network, 7 August 2013. 

 

[12] « La NED, vitrine légale de la CIA » (“The NED, legal storefront of the CIA”), 

par Thierry Meyssan, Оdnako (Russie), Réseau Voltaire, 6 octobre 2010. 
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[13] « Opération manquée au Venezuela » (“Operation failed in Venezuela”), par 

Thierry Meyssan, Réseau Voltaire, 18 mai 2002. 

 

[14] « La CIA déstabilise Haïti » (“The CIA destabilizes Haiti”), Réseau Voltaire, 14 

janvier 2004. “Coup d’Etat in Haiti”, by Thierry Meyssan, Voltaire Network, 5 

March 2004. 

 

[15] « L’expérience politique africaine de Barack Obama » (” Barack Obama’s 

African Political experience “), par Thierry Meyssan, Réseau Voltaire, 9 mars 2013. 

 

[16] “The secret behind Guantánamo ”, by Thierry Meyssan, Оdnako (Russia), 

Voltaire Network, 20 May 2010. 

 

[17] “Who Rules Iraq? ”, by Thierry Meyssan, Voltaire Network, 13 May 2004. 

 

[18] « La balkanisation de l’Irak » (“The Balkanization of Iraq”), par Manlio 

Dinucci, Traduction Marie-Ange Patrizio, Il Manifesto (Italie), Réseau Voltaire, 17 

juin 2014. 

 

[19] “Official Document of the Qatar Embassy: Tripoli Confirms Sending 1800 

Islamic Extremists in Trained in Libya to Fight in Syria,” The Truth Libyan War, 

September 20, 2013. 

 

[20] « Les États-Unis, premiers financiers mondiaux du terrorisme » (“The United 

States, the world’s leading financier of terrorism”), par Thierry Meyssan, Al-Watan 

(Syrie), Réseau Voltaire, 3 février 2014. 

 

[21] “Congress Approves Secret US weapons flow to ’moderate’ Syrian rebels” by 

Mark Hosenball, Reuters, January 27, 2014. 

 

[22] “Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant led by Prince Abdul Rahman”, 

Translation Alizée Ville, Voltaire Network, 4 February 2014. 

 

[23] “PKK revelations on ISIL attack and creation of “Kurdistan””, Voltaire 

Network, 8 July 2014. 
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[24] “U.S. Air Strikes Are Having a Limited Effect on ISIL ” by Ben Watson, Defense 

One, August 11, 2014. 

 

[25] “’Baghdadi’ Mossad trained, ’”Gulf Daily News, July 15, 2014. 

 

[26] “Statement by senator John McCain on being targeted by terrorist group ISIL 

as “the ennemy” and “the crusader””, Office of John McCain, 28 July 2014.” 
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Re: Isis (Jew controlled) is destroying archaeological 

sites by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

Any of you who are new here, and/or still have lingering doubts, worries, and 

fears related to Christianity, Islam or related programs and their lies- you really 

need to read the article below my reply here and visit 

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Destroying_Our_Past.htm  

 

Look at what the bible really is. From beginning to end, it is a FICTITIOUS HISTORY 

and nothing more. There is NOTHING SPIRITUAL about it! This is why is has not 

only conflicted with the sciences, especially paleontology [historical geology], 

astronomy and all of the others, but has also vehemently attacked and held the 

sciences back for centuries. I remember when I was a very young girl, 6 or 7 years 

old, being indoctrinated with that Christian filth, I actually believed this was how 

we all got here, etc. A few years later when I was pre-teen, I began to think for 

myself. Sadly, there are many adults who still believe these Jewish lies about how 

humanity got here as dictated in that nefarious bible which is and always has 

been a lethal plague on humanity. 

 

Beginning in Genesis, the Jews TELL us all how we were “created” by their so-

called “God” and how we got here and all these rotten lies. The Jews believing 

they themselves are “God” feel they have a right to DICTATE to everyone how we 

Gentiles are to think, what we can and cannot believe, and all sorts of other 

things that not only make our lives miserable, but are also very anti-life. Many 

scholars have wasted centuries and centuries researching that most worthless 

character jewsus who never existed. Just realize the endless time and wasted 

energy directed at combating these nefarious kosher programs. Imagine how far 

humanity would be if time and energy were not wasted on combating this filth. 

The arts, music, and nearly everything else was hijacked and directed to 

promoting and perpetuating these Jewish programs. For centuries as can be seen 

in the arts and music, those who didn’t comply were harshly punished and in 

many cases, murdered as “heretics” by the Christian Church. Jewish communism 

did exactly the very same thing. All of the arts, music and related had to promote 

communism. 

 

Always remember… the Jews take control of both opposing sides and work both 

opposing sides to their agenda. For example, Jewish Israel openly “allied” with the 

USA and the so-called “Free World.” The Jewish controlled former USSR would 
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always take up for and support the countries that were openly against Israel. To 

most people, this is very deceiving. The USSR always took the side of any country 

such as the Arab countries that were against Israel. BUT, when arming the Arab 

countries, the Arab countries received inferior weapons and other problems from 

the USSR that worked to undermine them. All the while most of the world was 

confused and actually believed the USSR was hostile to Israel, which was a lie. In 

addition to all of this, no different from their invented Nazarene, they are like 

chameleons in that they always change in a way and adapt their programs for the 

times. That rotten bible, because it has so many contradictions and endless verses 

that can be applied to practically any situation at any time, both for and against, 

survives because of this adaptation, though the Jews themselves never change in 

their character, nor in their agenda. Xian preachers can take whatever verses they 

please and apply them to any situation to suit their evil purposes. That bible was 

written in typical Jewish style in that like the Jews themselves, it can change itself 

to fit anything: 

 

***** 

 

The Ubiquitous Nazarene 

 

The Nazarene is made up of nothing but stolen legends, stolen identities and a 

bunch of meaningless, worthless hypocritical and contradictory teachings. I don't 

think there has been a character in all of history that is as fictitious as this 

Nazarene idiot, and because he is a lie, he can change according to the times. He 

was invented to be nothing more than a distraction for the masses, with the 

intention of removing all spiritual knowledge and power from the populace and 

placing it in the hands of a controlling few to the detriment of the all. Christianity 

has survived because it always adapted to the times, just as it is doing today. The 

Christian church finally admitted insidiously that the Earth is not flat. If they 

hadn't, they would have never survived. That is just one of numerous examples. 

Now, the Nazarene has put on a New Age face. The teachings of the Original Gods 

and ancient knowledge are all of a sudden attributed to the Nazarene. This is 

whether they come from Egypt [Some double-digit I.Q. individuals have the 

stupidity to claim he was a "pharaoh."] 

 

In the 1960's and 70's, he was the ideal hippy. Now he is the great teacher of this 

new age crap and the "threefold" joke, which of course includes those nefarious 

angels and Judeo/Christian mysticism. During the crusades, he was the Christian 
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warrior, leading the Christian armies to slaughter everyone in their path- "Onward 

Christian Soldiers." With Islam, he still exists, but this time, as not the "Son of 

God" but as a prophet. He seems to be everywhere and conforms to every trend, 

and every culture. Just slap the ragged poor professional victim on two crossed 

sticks of wood and there he is. The only thing that *is* real concerning this 

ubiquitous clown is the suicidal teachings designed to turn the whole of society 

into malleable slaves. The underlying message never changes. 

 

This is analogous to a harmless looking rodent that brings in lethal parasites that 

infest the locale like what happened with the Bubonic Plague of the Middle Ages. 

Because he is fictitious, he can be made into whatever they please as long as it is 

done insidiously. He can be anything at any time and anywhere. On the one hand, 

he is celibate and the "Son of God." On the other hand, in order to adapt with the 

sexual openness of today, he now has sexual relations with Mary Magdalene. 

Because new knowledge has come from the Far East, of course, he was there 

from age "13 until 30," as there is no written record so they can make up anything 

they wish. This way, they can attribute a lot of the Eastern teachings to him and 

claim "the all is one." Yeah, the "all is one" until someone mentions "Satan" and 

either there is denial or defensiveness out of these jokers. Because homosexuality 

is becoming more open, now parts of the gospel of St. John, which were 

conveniently deleted, claim he had sexual intercourse another male. He can be 

anything at anytime and anywhere. The Nazarene never gave any direct answers 

to anything. This way, any bible thumper is free to quote here and there, as they 

see fit. His parables fit any situation at any time and say nothing. They can be 

interpreted 100 different ways. Just put him on a stick and start pounding away! 

 

***** 

 

That bible is no “Word of God.” I already wrote a detailed sermon regarding the 

so-called “biblical prophesies” and how the Jews put these into action a very long 

time ago. Anyone can do this sort of thing. In addition to the sciences being 

relentlessly and most viciously attacked over the centuries, it has been the very 

same and even worse with witchcraft. Most of you also know that when science 

advances far enough, all of the so-called occult can be scientifically explained. It is 

a sad fact that aside from stupid deluded idiots, fear is a major factor in keeping 

those Jewish programs thriving, no different from the terrors of Jewish 

communism. Both of which have mass-murdered, tortured, and destroyed billions 
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of lives with their wars, their “purges” and their direct attacks on those who 

sought after and stood for the truth. 

 

Right now, we have a chance to really get out from under this hideous and most 

lethal plague. We have the internet. Do your part in waking people up. There are 

many different ways. If you are not able to reveal yourself for important reasons, 

then go to Satan and ask him what you can do. I am aware that not everyone is 

able to be open, but that does not mean you do nothing. There is always 

something. Satan will show you what you can do. This may come as an idea, an 

opportunity, or other. Demons will work with you. We must fight for our freedom 

NOW and relentlessly or we will all be forever enslaved! A hero only dies once… a 

coward dies a thousand times. 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

www.joyofsatan.com  

 

Isis (jew controlled) is destroying archaelogical sites. We have to Fri Mar 6, 2015 

7:26 pm (PST). Posted by: "Lolo Bardonik" lolobardonik The jews are destroying 

our past and they continue to do so. 

 

If you haven't already read this article on JoS to see the truth: 

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Destroying_Our_Past.htm  

 

This recent article 

http://www.infowars.com/isis-attacks-archaeological-site-at-nimrud/ is 

reporting that ISIS (created by the NATO 

http://presstv.com/detail/2014/08/24/376396/nato-behind-creation-of-isil/ 

which is jewish controlled http://www.realjewnews.com/?p=962) is 

destroying an archaeological site in Iraq. Remember that the area of Iraq is where 

the civilization of the Sumerians originated https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sumer. 

Imagine the historical significance and the artifacts, archaeological sites that this 

area contains. 

 

(the full article is quoted at the end of the post) 

 

These are my thoughts, triggered by reading the mentioned article. 
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----------------------------------------- 

 

Think about it. 

 

The jews have tried to erase our original heritage and have tried to replace it with 

xianity, islam, communism and all their bullshit creations. They tried to strip our 

past in order to remove the knowledge and weaken us. 

 

They are trying to remove the knowledge by killing people who have the 

knowledge, by destroying books, artifacts and archaeological sites. 

 

And this makes it more difficult for us Gentiles to prove that all the filthy jewish 

created bullshit are wrong. We know that they are wrong, we feel it inside us, we 

express it with our whole being. But, our brothers and sisters who are without, 

wouldn't be able to see it. The would like to see some proof to start thinking. 

They are brainwashed by the jewish programs and they would have to see some 

hard evidence to awaken from this brainwash. 

 

If the jews continue to destroy our past through their funded wars, in a few 

centuries all evidence would be a part of imagination. What we know as hard 

facts and are supported by evidence, in a few centuries would become "myths" 

and "fairytales" for the next generations. The knowledge would be removed from 

the physical level. 

 

This knowledge though wouldn't be lost. It would remain in the Akashic Records 

http://www.crystalinks.com/akashicrecords.html and in the knowledge of our 

Gods. But it would be a lot harder to obtain. Because as most of us know 

communicating to our Gods through telepathy is not an easy task. The same goes 

for obtaining access to the Akashic records. The person needs to have trained and 

honed these skills in order to reliably obtain any information this way. 

 

This is the reason, that all of us who have been given the privilege to this 

knowledge (any part of knowledge) from our Gods, have to preserve it for the 

next generations. Write journals, write books, write articles, write posts. 

 

Those of you who can do this (and of course are allowed by the Gods to share this 

knowledge), share it with as many trustworthy people as you can. Share it with 

people that deserve this knowledge and would honor it's value. 
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If you are now allowed to share it write a "black book" or a "grimoire" and keep it 

in a safe place. This way the knowledge would remain on the physical plane. 

 

Most of us have come to the truth because we had an inner urge to find the truth. 

Because we were spiritual enough to see the lies of the jewish world. We were 

guided to some info that helped us realize the truth. We found Father Satan and 

the Gods of Hell because we "stumbled" to the JoS site. 

 

Maybe a friend told us about it. Maybe the Gods have given us guidance. The 

result is the same. We "stumbled" upon the information. We read about it. We 

started trusting in our spiritual abilities. We started trusting that they are real. We 

started accepting this "invisible" reality. We obtained the knowledge. 

 

But everything started with information in the physical plane. A site. A book. A 

person with knowledge. So think about it. What could we do to help the Gods? 

 

Imagine the possibilities. 

 

What would happen if you write a book, a journal, a grimoire, a post on the 

internet. When you'd be long gone from the physical plane of this world, this 

information would remain. The Gods could direct a spiritual person to this 

information. To help this person get initiated in spirituality. To help this person 

and awaken him. 

 

We are a generation of pioneers. We had to search for the truth, and we're still 

searching to obtain more of our lost knowledge. Each of us has it's own interests. 

Each of us has it's own special abilities. While we're training to advance ourselves 

and our abilities we obtain knowledge. We obtain knowledge by the Gods. We 

obtain practical knowledge by training. 

 

This is valuable knowledge. 

 

This is the knowledge that needs to be preserved. 

 

This knowledge is our legacy for the next generations of our Gentile brothers and 

sisters. 
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Let's fight hard and become stronger. 

 

Hail Father Satan and the Gods of Hell 

 

----------------------------------------- 

 

This is the full article mentioned in the start of this post. 

 

ISIS ATTACKS ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE AT NIMRUD“ 

These extremists are trying to destroy the entire cultural heritage of the region..." 

http://www.infowars.com/isis-attacks-archaeological-site-at-nimrud/  

 

The Islamic State militant group attacked the ancient archaeological site of 

Nimrud in northern Iraq and damaged it with heavy vehicles, Iraq’s Ministry of 

Tourism and Antiquities said Thursday. 

 

It was the latest in a series of attacks: 

1. http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/31/world/middleeast/iraqi-anger-rises-

as-militants-attack-mosuls-cultural-history.html on ancient structures and 

artifacts in Syria and Iraq that the group has destroyed in the name of its 

harsh interpretation of Islamic law. Last week, Islamic State militants 

videotaped themselves destroying statues and artifacts 

2. http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/27/world/middleeast/more-assyrian-

christians-captured-as-isis-attacks-villages-in-syria.html in the Mosul 

Museum and at the Nergal Gate entryway to ancient Nineveh. The militants 

captured the city during its offensive blitz through much of Iraq last June. 

 

“The terrorist gangs of ISIS 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/organizations/a/al_qaeda_i

n_mesopotamia/index.html?inline=nyt-org 

Are continuing to defy the will of the world and the feelings of humanity after 

they committed a new crime that belongs to its idiotic series,” the ministry said in 

a statement on its Facebook page, referring to the Islamic State, also known as 

ISIS, ISIL or Daesh. 

 

Nimrud is the sprawling site of a city founded by the Assyrian 

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/25/world/middleeast/besieged-assyrians-

have-deep-roots-in-middle-east.html King Shalamansar I, who died in 1245 B.C. 
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Re: Enraged over destruction of Astaroth's Temple, 

etc. by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

I already replied to a post on this, but another thing I want to add here… When I 

was very new to Satanism, one of the things our Gods impressed upon me was 

they did not want humanity to “forget them.” In other words, not know they ever 

existed. I wrote my best at the time in the Demons’ section of the JoS and how 

our people should promote our Gods in any way they can. IN songs, art work, 

band names and other things I suggested at that time in return for favors granted 

to us from our Gods. 

 

Jehovah’s Witnesses have take steps in eliminating all of the holidays such as 

Xmas and Easter, even celebrating one’s birthday. This is because all of these 

holidays, as they will openly admit are Pagan. Other fundamentalist xian sects 

[xian = Christian for those who are new here] work to remove all of the Pagan 

celebrations and traditions from these holidays and replace them with that 

scumbag Nazarene; attacking Santa Claus, gift-giving, Easter Eggs, the Easter 

Bunny etc. There are even xian placards that state “Easter is not about the Easter 

Bunny” for instance. Many are also deceived with the Jewish communist agenda 

that promotes atheism. Truth be known, communist countries are not all that 

harsh towards xianity and related Jewish filth. The end goal though is to remove 

all of the xian crap because it comes with the Pagan baggage. Xianity still has not 

completely disconnected itself from the STOLEN Pagan holidays, mala beads and 

many other things, as xianity has nothing of its own. 

 

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/STOLEN_YEAR.htm  

 

This here is exceptionally blatant. All of the truth and history is systematically 

being removed and replaced with lies, the most blatant ones being the Bible and 

the Koran. When all evidence is gone through deliberate destruction, the Jews are 

then at liberty to seal their agenda. An atheist knows nothing of spirituality and is 

helpless to fight back against forces he/she does not even believe to exist, let 

alone know how to. The Jews then become “God.” Anyone who poses a serious 

threat is dealt with through their version of black magick- child sacrifice…Jewish 

ritual murder. 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/ChristianMass_JewishRitualMurder

.html 
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All evidence is destroyed and the Jews replace it all with their lies. Like I already 

wrote, the Bible is very blatant as is the Koran. 

 

One of the most important messages I ever received form our Gods is “Never let 

them forget us.” If we forget our True Gods and where we come from, then all is 

lost… 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Bible_Jewish_Witchcraft.htm  

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

www.joyofsatan.com  

 

_____________ 

Enraged over destruction of Astaroth's Temple, etc. Sat Mar 7, 2015 9:34 pm 

(PST) . Posted by: "Sims Motal" simsmotal I have been so depressed all day. And I 

finally began to understand why. The destruction of sacred temples and statues is 

way beyond evil. Yes! It is horrible the way that ISIL -- I refuse to refer to them by 

one of our Goddesses' names – murders, rapes and destroys. But to me, this is 

the icing on the cake! I fully intend to continue with rituals towards the jews, but I 

am also going to include the islamic extremist monsters too! 

 

I have cried and cried about it. To me, the things they have done are unspeakable, 

and unforgivable. 

I hope others will join me in cursing the SOBs too. 

Hail Father Satan! Hail Isis! Hail Osiris! Hauk Anubis! 
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Jewish Septic Tank 

Material collected by Descarte 666, topic 

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic4446.html  

 

First, I would like to thank Satan for protecting my body and my belongings the 

last few days. My area had some very bad weather, but I truly got lucky. It is true 

that Satan takes care of his own. HAIL SATAN! 

 

At work the other day somebody showed me a video while I was taking a break. 

The video was outrageous and sickening. That video was just a short clip of an 

hour long video created by Sunni Muslims. The contents of this video are more 

proof of the dysfunctional world that is created by the jews and their false, 

suicidal religions. 

 

http://jihadology.net/2014/05/17/al-furqan-media-presents-a-new-video-

message-from-the-islamic-state-of-iraq-and-al-sham-clanging-of-the-swords-part-

4/ 

 

This is reality. The above is what the world will become if we allow the jewish 

puppetmasters and their lackeys run the world. If mankind does not wake up to 

this viscious hoax then America, along with the rest of the world, will be thrown 

into the jewish septic tank. 

 

IN this video they kill in the name of their disgusting jewish god. IN fact, they 

delight in it. Then they claim that the djinn are their enemies. They claim that 

their god is merciful and should be feared. SATAN NEVER KILLED ANYBODY! It is 

the jewish god that delights in the pain and suffering of others. 

 

This is for those who are only concerned with themselves. Those who do not take 

Satanism seriously. GROW UP! This has been going on for centuries. And if 

everybody continues to be "soft", then out enemy will continue to do this until we 

are all being beheaded in our own house. 

 

All of the strong and faithful Brothers and Sisters in Satan! I Salute you! HAIL 

SATAN! 
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Muslims are Jews’ natural allies in Europe-Rabbi 

Goldschmidt by High Priest Mageson666 

Muslims are Jews’ natural allies in Europe – Rabbi Pinchas Goldschmidt the 

president of the Conference of European Rabbis, 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wb_4U2UJucE  

 

 
Female victim of a Muslim rape gang in Sweden one of thousands. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rA7Ymki71fM 

 

"Europe has not yet learned how to be multicultural" ... "We're going to be part of 

that transformation which MUST take place" ... "and jews will be resented 

because of their leading role" ... Jew,Spectre 

 

Muslims are Jews’ natural allies in Europe – Rabbi Pinchas Goldschmidt. 

 

Quran 8:12]: I will insist into to the heart of the unbelievers: smite ye above their 

necks and smite all their finger-tips off 

 

[Quran 2:191-193]: "And kill them wherever you find them.... 
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Muslim Destruction of Sweden 

 
 

Swedish member, topic http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic982.html  

 

In the last couple of decades, the migration from Middle-Eastern and North 

African countries to Sweden has drastically increased. Now more than ever, after 

the unrest that has taken place in several Arab countries. Right now the amount 

of people we take in is over 100 000 people/year, this is a huge number in a 

country of 9 million people. This year the biggest group BY FAR migrating to 

Sweden is Syrians: 

 

And with this, crime has skyrocketed (especially sexually oriented ones), people 

are being recruited by terrorist groups through the mosques to wage war on the 

Swedish people, or by their words: the impure, the unholy and the unbelievers. 

All under the supervision of the oh so friendly local imam of course. 

 

The media has gone out of their way to keep the Swedish people in the dark 

about this, by not mentioning who committed a crime if it was an immigrant. In 

the last decade rape and sexually oriented crimes has gone up drastically from a 

bit over 10 000 in 2003, to over 16 000 this year (this is huger per capita). 

Mentioning that this has something to do with the Muslims to the hyper-liberal 

that generally the Swede is, is of course very racist and you're in for the 

stigmatization of the century. But logically such a drastically increase is not 

because suddenly Swedish men has gotten a taste for rape, but that we take in 

such an insane amount of people from a culture that teaches if you're not 

covered from head to toe, you are asking to be raped. 

 

The future is looking dark, and if this continues Sweden may turn into an Islamic 

country in a few decades. This is also paving the way for race-mixing of massive 
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proportions. The only political party(SD-The Sweden Democrats) that opposes 

immigration in such a huge scale are pro-israeli hypocrites, and has admitted to 

having no control over immigration policy. 

 

High Priest Hooded Cobra, site Death of Communism: 

 

http://frontpagemag.com/2013/dgreenfield/1-in-4-swedish-women-will-be-

raped-as-sexual-assaults-increase-500/  

 

"This is atrocious right here. Shows the pure hatred of the enemy bastards, their 

sick mentality, their sick religion and the Jewish and Muslim hatred for all that is 

beautiful and is of Satan. The Swedes are of the most clear blooded whites, and 

they get assaulted into this Marxist cultural brew. 

 

I remember a mention by Savitri Devi, about those naturally lower, attacking their 

superiors, just because of pure jealousy and hatred. It’s there. I was shocked to 

read this. Shit is very out of hand." 

 

By Daniel Greenfield: 

 

“1 in 4 Swedish Women Will Be Raped as Sexual Assaults Increase 500% 

 

 
 

Sweden has imported huge numbers of Muslim immigrants with catastrophic 

effect. 
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Sweden’s population grew from 9 million to 9.5 million in the years 2004-2012, 

mainly due to immigration from “countries like Afghanistan, Iraq and Somalia”. 16 

percent of all newborns have mothers born in non-Western countries. 

Employment rate among immigrants: 54 percent. 

 

Sweden now has the second highest number of rapes in the world, after South 

Africa, which at 53.2 per 100,000 is six times higher than the United States. 

Statistics now suggest that 1 out of every 4 Swedish women will be raped. 

 

In 2003, Sweden’s rape statistics were higher than average at 9.24, but in 2005 

they shot up to 36.8 and by 2008 were up to 53.2. Now they are almost certainly 

even higher as Muslim immigrants continue forming a larger percentage of the 

population. 

 

With Muslims represented in as many as 77 percent of the rape cases and a major 

increase in rape cases paralleling a major increase in Muslim immigration, the 

wages of Muslim immigration are proving to be a sexual assault epidemic by a 

misogynistic ideology. 

 

The statistics are skewed by urban centers where the Islamic colonists cluster. In 

Stockholm this summer there was an average of 5 rapes a day. Stockholm has 

gone from a Swedish city to a city that is one-third immigrant and is between a 

fifth and a quarter Muslim. 

 

Sweden, like the rest of the West, will have to come to terms with the fact that it 

can either have female equality or Muslim immigration. It cannot have both”. 

 

Now what does Jewish Feminism have to say about it? As far as we know feminist 

party rules Sweden, doesn't it? 

 

Swedish member from topic http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic9278.html:  

 

And all the time, since I grew up, being Swedish and being white has been 

shameful. Growing up in a "multicultured" school, many white children were 

targeted and bashed for being white. Acting white, talking white were wrong.  

The scary thing is that even now, in the young age of 3-4 years, the non white 

children often chooses the white children to bully. Not all the time, and as always 

there are exceptions and also can happen the otherway around. 
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Just being white has been shameful. And when I were a teen, the only thing a girl 

could do to avoid this, were to be with an Arabic or black guy. But if you were a 

white guy with an Arabic/black girl it was wrong. Those girls were to be with their 

own. 

 

The Arabic or black people coming here have a strong nationality towards their 

own people, of course and naturally. No one questions this. But a swede cannot 

express nationality or being a proud white, because we have nothing to be proud 

about. We are shamed and bashed all our lives, and have no freedom to express 

our opinions concerning immigration or white nationality, because there is no 

such thing. There simply is no such thing. Those who still do, are labelled racist, or 

more often Nazi which is the worst label to have, since we are taught about 

Nazism from young age and that there is nothing worse. They literally teach us 

that Nazism is a white thing only. A Nazi is what parents scare their white little 

children with at night. 

 

The misconceptions are unbelievable. And people often do not think for 

themselves, they just take what is said and makes it a fact. Racism is not a white 

thing only, but only whites are wrong for being racist. If an Arab is integrating 

with whites to much his kin may call him traitor, or an asskisser. Imagine if a white 

person said that. It is okey to be racist, even natural. If you're not white. 

 

High Priest Mageson666: 

 

Sweden is the Mecca of Jewish Social Marxist policy [what PC is]. In Sweden chicks 

gets degree's by writing papers based on Marxist-feminist ideology of why men 

should sit to pee. They even had a campaign to ban standing urinals. However I 

don't think people are drinking this joo cool-aid anymore. The Joo run regimes are 

getting openly pushy and authoritarian with enforcing this communistic narrative. 

Which shows they are losing and trying to speed things up. Which is only creating 

a backlash they are losing control of. 

 

Another Swedish member from the same topic: 

 

As much as I wish it wasn't so, Sweden seems like a lost cause. While there is one 

nationalist political party gaining traction, and significant parts of the populace 

are waking up to this foreign invasion, a lot of damage - that is likely irreversable - 
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is being done constantly. Ghettos crawling with criminal immigrants are 

expanding, and new ones are made from previously safe, and peaceful Swedish 

areas. A couple of buildings housing immigrants were opened just recently near 

my location, and it didn't take long before I heard of an attempted rape, and now 

another family-friendly location is going down the gutter. Talking about this 

reality is of course a very racist thing to do. Because who wouldn't want their 

children and grandchildren to be raised in a place where they are likely to be gang 

raped by immigrants? Most people here don't mind apparently. 

 

The Swedish people has literally been indoctrinated to be retarded. Reality is right 

in front of them, but they are too busy being self-righteous, and 'tolerant', to do 

anything about this shitty now, or the disastrous future lying ahead. And those 

who do stand up for themselves, and their people, are immediately branded as an 

"evil racist". 

 

I've been attending collage for two years now. What i chose to study was 

something I thought were going to be practical, and very down to earth. Yet, 

somehow, in those two years they have managed to fit in two courses almost 

exclusively about "feminist theory". Of course, being Sweden, many like this. 

Someone I occasionally speak to is one of these people, and when I try to talk to 

him about this, the drone-like behavior that is being taught comes right up to the 

surface. Trying to justify every kind of strange, and insane behavior. This whole 

"identity culture" especially, soon we'll have pedophiles "identifying" as children 

to make people accept their sickness. If this would ever happen, I wish it would 

surprise me, but it probably wouldn't. The weird shit these people are willing to 

accept is astonishing. 

 

Some are waking up, but unfortunately many of them retreat because of pressure 

from this sick society. Those openly against immigration can expect a visit from 

your local gang of immigrant savages. Still, there are others who stand strong. 

And there might be a chance of tipping the scales in our favor in the future. But by 

that point, enough damage might have been done for the situation to be 

completely fucked. 

 

Even if you live in a place that isn't nearly as bad, work to stomp out every small 

trace of this Marxist plague before it starts to gain traction. 

 

From topic: http://josministries.prophpbb.com/post31292.html#p31292: 
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What is worse is that Islam seeped in Europe through the utterly dumbshit 

cultural Marxists and feminists (note for those who don't know feminism: 

feminism by definition is the complete opposite of feminism put in practice). Look 

at how Sweden ended up, being the laughing stock of Europe with a feminist 

party nearly elected into their parliament, 1.8mil out of 8mil people are 

immigrants and constantly try to destroy society. 

 

Let’s see the true face of the Jewish program of Feminism: 
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This is the answer on how jewish feminism protects human rights. 
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Islam VS The PC Jew Theocrats by High Priest 

Mageson666 

 
 

I have been following what has been happening in Australia and Belgium and 

Europe in general with the Islamic attacks on Europeans from Islamic rape gangs 

to sex slave rings and on, especially the major one that was busted in Britain. I am 

still never surprised by ridiculous Liberals who rush to say that Islam is a religion 

of peace and those Muslims are some how not real Muslims. 

 

Will the real Mohammed please stand up. 
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Where in the Koran does it say they are not following Islam? They are this is what 

Islam is and does just read the Koran. I am supposed to believe those millions of 

Muslim's somehow don't believe the Koran and just like the name? Because that 

is the only other alternative explanation left. We are then told by the Liberal 

freaks and their all too willing to lie Islam pretend pals. To point this out is racism 

or something, despite the fact Islam is not a race. Its somehow racism, well these 

people are just frustrated retards who can't make a logical point because their 

whole worldview is illogical, retardation so they resort to screaming through 

criminal at the rest of us thinking sane people. That way they never have to 

explain. 

 

Was this guy a pretend Muslim too? 
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Muslims are also lying assholes who have a Jew like system of lying and deceit to 

push Islam where they don't have the power of the sword to impose it by 

slaughter and terror, called Tarqi, so anything they say is naturally like the Jews 

lies to promote their agenda. Islam divides the world into two part the Abode of 

Islam and the Abode of war, which continues till Islam conquerors. Naturally Jews 

are making this easier for them as this is their program and the Liberal tards and 

holding the door open as well. They like Jews love it when violent aliens rape, kill 

and attack White People. Which is why they scream racism at you if you don't like 

Islamic immigration. Its part of their anti-White narrative to promote racially alien 

and hostile immigration to the White World. And they view Islam as part of this in 

this sphere. Their moronic knee jerk reaction actually shows their real intention 

the whole time. Destroy White People and Western Civilization. The non Whites 

that are peaceful immigrants and decent normal people, the Jews will try and 

make sure by the second generation of race baiting, anti-White, cultural Marxist 

propaganda. To try and change this as well. 

 

Islam is a Jewish scam, Mohammed claimed to be the Messiah of the Jews first 

and foremost. The Koran built on the Book Of Moses. The Torah. And like Jewish 

Christianity its as fake as fuck and another way for the Jews to advance their 

murderous agenda on earth: http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic542.html 
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Which is another reason the Jews are hated rat Kikes like this: 
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"Europe has not yet learned how to be multicultural" ... "We're going to be part of 

that transformation which MUST take place" ... "and jews will be resented 

because of their leading role" ... 

 

Are shipping this in by the millions to kill White People and race traitor Liberal 

freaks are holding the door open so their own daughters can get brutally beaten 

and raped in the streets as normal. As that change which MUST take place says 

kike rat. 

 

 
 

Along with their sons being killed in broad daylight by Islamic's as well. 
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The Jews and their lobbies have been behind every open immigration policy from 

the Islamic World into the White World. But never for Israel as they have race 

laws to prevent this. One standard for the Jew another for everyone else. 

 

Thanks Jews. 
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What Islam has to say about Homosexuality 

by Fourth Reich 666 

As most sheep think, "Allah is nice," "Allah forgives everyone," and most falsly: 

"Allah accepts everyone," For homosexuals this is a different case. Put a side 

"allah's" other evil shit, such as stone women, and focus on what jewslam thinks 

about gays. Here are the following qoutes from the quaran, express what i mean. 

"We also sent Lut : He said to his people : "Do ye commit lewdness such as no 

people in creation (ever) committed before you? For ye practice your lusts on 

men in preference to women: ye are indeed a people transgressing beyond 

bounds." Qur'an 7:80-81 

 

"What! Of all creatures do ye come unto the males, and leave the wives your Lord 

created for you? Nay, but ye are forward folk." Qur'an 26:165 

 

Qur'an 27.055 Would ye really approach men in your lusts rather than women? 

Nay, ye are a people (grossly) ignorant! 

 

Qur'an 29.028-29 And (remember) Lut: behold, he said to his people: "Ye do 

commit lewdness, such as no people in Creation (ever) committed before you. Do 

ye indeed approach men, and cut off the highway?- and practice wickedness 

(even) in your councils? 

 

“And as for those who are guilty of an indecency from among your women, call to 

witnesses against them four (witnesses) from among you; then if they bear 

witness confine them to the houses until death takes them away or Allah opens 

some way for them. And as for the two who are guilty of indecency from among 

you, give them both a punishment; then if they repent and amend, turn aside 

from them; surely Allah is oft-returning (to mercy), the Merciful.” Qu'ran 4:15–16 

[How Ironic, first it says kill gay and the finishing with god is merciful] 

 

Abu Dawud (4462) - The Messenger of Allah (peace and blessings of Allah be upon 

him) said, "Whoever you find doing the action of the people of Loot, execute the 

one who does it and the one to whom it is done.". 

 

Abu Dawud (4448) - "If a man who is not married is seized committing sodomy, he 

will be stoned to death."  (Note the implicit approval of sodomizing one's wife). 
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Qu'ran 4:16: 

 

And the two persons among you who commit illegal sexual intercourse, punish 

them both.) Ibn `Abbas and Sa`id bin Jubayr said that this punishment includes 

cursing, shaming them and beating them with sandals. This was the ruling until 

Allah abrogated it with flogging or stoning, as we stated. Mujahid said, "It was 

revealed about the case of two men who do it. As if he was referring to the 

actions of the people of Lut, and Allah knows best. 

 

Bukhari (72:774) - "The Prophet cursed effeminate men (those men who are in 

the similitude (assume the manners of women) and those women who assume 

the manners of men, and he said, 'Turn them out of your houses .' The Prophet 

turned out such-and-such man, and 'Umar turned out such-and-such woman." 

 

What did Mohammed himself have to say about homosexuality: "Whoever is 

found conducting himself in the manner of the people of Lot, kill the doer and the 

receiver" "A man should not look at the private parts of another man, and a 

woman should not look at the private parts of another woman. A man should not 

lie with another man without wearing lower garment under one cover; and a 

woman should not be lie with another woman without wearing lower garment 

under one cover." (Abu Dawood) 

 

What did Allah say? 

 

"Do you approach the males of humanity, leaving the wives Allah has created for 

you? Nay, You are a people who transgress." 

 

Allah also looked down upon anal sex with women: 

 

"Allah is not too shy to tell you the truth: Do not have sex with your wives in the 

anus." 

 

In Islam, it is required that each "good muslim" produces a "good muslim 

offspring," In the Qu'ran, Muhammed had 13 legit wives, with the rest being SEX 

SLAVES....oh how mercyful and graceful is the almight prophet....may shit be upon 

him 

 

This twisted religion also has a veiw on lesbianism: 
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"Lesbianism by women is adultery between them." (Tabarani, sahih)" 

 

The Genocide of Homosexuals in Iran 

 
  

[1] Since the Islamic revolution of Iran, since the 1980s, when Ayatollah Khomeini 

took the reigns of power, 4000 GBLT people were killed in gruesome methods 

such as beheading with a sword, chopped in two with a sword, being stonned to 

death and being burned at the stake. 

 

Reason for execution: 

 

"The death penalty applies not only to sodomy, but to repeated offences of lesser 

sexual acts such as mutual masturbation and body rubbing. The mere act of two 

people of the same sex lying naked together "without any necessity" is a crime 

punishable by up to 99 lashes. One man kissing another, even "without lust", 

merits 60 lashes. These floggings can cause permanent injury to internal organs, 

severe bleeding and sometimes death.The Iranian authorities stepped up their 

crusade against homosexuality in 1990, with a wave of public executions. On the 
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first day of the new crackdown, three gay men were beheaded in a city square in 

Nahavand, and two women accused of lesbianism were stoned to death in 

Langrood. Justifying these killings, the Iranian Chief Justice, Morteza Moghtadai, 

declared: "The religious punishment for the despicable act of homosexuality is 

death for both parties". 

 

Simultaneously, Ayatollah Ali Khameni denounced "homosexuality, male and 

female". He condemned Britain and the USA for promoting gay relationships, 

claiming the two countries had legalised marriages between people of the same 

sex. Homosexuality was, he said, a symptom of the decay and corruption of 

Western culture. 

 

His colleague, Ayatollah Musavi-Ardebili, demanded the strict enforcement of 

Islamic punishments for lesbian and gay behavior. Describing the procedures for 

the execution of homosexuals, he told students at Tehran University: 

 

"They should seize him (or her), they should keep him standing, they should split 

him in two with a sword, they should either cut off his neck or they should split 

him from the head.... after he is dead, they bring logs, make a fire and place the 

corpse on the logs, set fire to it and burn it. Or it should be taken to the top of a 

mountain and thrown down. Then the parts of the corpse should be gathered 

together and burnt. Or they should dig a hole, make a fire in the hole and throw 

him alive into the fire. We do not have such punishments for other offences", 

boasted the Ayatollah. "There cannot be the slightest degree of mercy or 

compassion. ... Praise be to God." 

 

Lesbians and gay men living in countries dominated by the New Dark Ages of 

Islamic fundamentalism cannot afford the liberal luxury of tolerating religious 

fanaticism. For them, the politically correct arguments about "cultural sensitivity" 

smack of surrender to the extremists who jeopardize their freedom and even 

their lives." from http://iranian.com/Letters/1999/September/gay.html  

 

[2]Here is a story of a homosexual victim of toture in Iran 

 

Amir is from Shiraz, a city of more than a million people in southwestern Iran that 

the Shah tried to make “the Paris of Iran” in the 1960s and 1970s, attracting a not 

insignificant gay population and making Shiraz a favorite vacation spot for Iranian 

gays – but after the 1979 Revolution led by Ayatollah Khomeini, Shiraz was 
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targeted as a symbol of taaghoot(idolatry).  Amir’s father was killed by a gas 

attack in the Iran-Iraq war in the 1987, becoming – in the Islamic Republic’s 

official parlance – a “martyr,” whose surviving family thus had the right to special 

benefits and treatment from the state. 

 

Amir, who grew up with his mother, an older brother and two sisters, says: “I’ve 

known I was gay since I was about 5 or 6 – I always preferred to play with girls.  I 

had my first sexual experience with a man when I was 13.  But nobody in my 

family knew I was gay.” Amir’s first arrest for being gay occurred two years ago: “I 

was at a private gay party, about 25 young people there, all of us close friends. 

One of the kids, Ahmed Reza – whose father was a colonel in the intelligence 

services, and who was known to the police to be gay – snitched on us, and alerted 

the authorities this private party was going to happen.  Ahmed waited until 

everyone was there, then called the Office for Promotion of Virtue and 

Prohibition of Vice, headed in Shiraz by Colonel Safaniya, who a few minutes later 

raided the party.  The door opened, and the cops swarmed in, insulting us – 

screaming ‘who’s the bottom? Who’s the top?’ and beating us, led by Colonel 

Javanmardi.  When someone tried to stop them beating up the host of the party, 

they were hit with pepper spray.  One of our party was a transsexual – the cops 

slapped her face so hard they busted her eardrum and she wound up in hospital. 

Ahmed Reza, the gay snitch, was identifying everyone as the cops beat us up. 

“The cops took sheets, ripped them up and blindfolded us, threw us into a van, 

and took us to a holding cell in Interior Ministry headquarters – they knew us all 

by name,” Amir recounts.  Iranians live in fear of the Interior Ministry, which has a 

reputation like that of the former Soviet KGB’s domestic bureau, and whose 

prisons strike fear in people’s hearts the way the infamous Lubianka once did.  

Amir says that “I was the third person to be interrogated. The cops had seized 

videos taken at the party, in one of which I was reciting a poem. The cops told me 

to recite it again. ‘What poem?’ I said.  They began beating me in the head and 

face.  When I tried to deny I was gay, they took off my shoes and began beating 

the soles of my feet with cables, the pain was excruciating.  I was still blindfolded.  

They had found dildos in the house where the party was – they beat me with 

them, stuffed them in my mouth.  When I told them my father was a martyr [of 

the Iran-Iraq war] they beat me up even more, and harder.  They took away my 

card [entitling Amir to martyr’s benefits] and said they’d tell the local university, 

where I was studying computers.” 
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At the same time, Amir continues, “They went to my house, seized my computer, 

found online homoerotic pictures of guys in it, and showed them to my mother.  

That’s how mother found out I was gay.  Eventually I was tried and fined 100,000 

tumans [or about $120, a large sum in Iran].  At the time he fined me, the judge 

told me that ‘if we send you to a physician who vouches that your rectum has 

been penetrated in any way, you will be sentenced to death.’” 

 

Most of the anti-gay crackdown, Amir says, is conducted by the Basiji.  The Basiji 

are a sort of unofficial para-police under the authority of the hard-line 

Revolutionary Guards (called Pasdaranin Persian).  It is the basiji– thugs recruited 

from the criminal classes and the lumpen unemployed – who are assigned to be 

agents provocateurs, and are given the violent dirty work, so the regime can claim 

it wasn’t officially responsible.  For example, during recent university strikes and 

demonstrations, it was the Basijis who were charged with the defenestration and 

the vicious beatings of rebellious students. 

 

A year after his first arrest, an unrepentant Amir was in a Yahoo gay chat room on 

the web: “Someone came into the chat room and started messaging me, but I 

told him he wasn’t my type and gave him a description of the kind of guy I was 

looking to meet.  A few minutes later, another guy started messaging me. We 

exchanged pix, and he sent me his web-page right away – and he matched exactly 

all the descriptions I’d sent to the previous guy.  It turned out later both guys 

were police agents; they had so many they could come up with one who matched 

the personal preferences of any gay guy in the chat rooms.” 

 

“With this second guy, I was really excited, and we made a date for that afternoon 

at a phone booth near Bagh-e SafaBridge.  When I got there, we started to walk 

away to talk and get to know each other.  But within 30 seconds, I felt a hand laid 

on my shoulder from behind – it was an undercover agent in regular clothes, 

whose name turned out to be Ali Panahi.  With two other Basiji, he handcuffed 

me, forced me into a car, and took me back to the Intelligence Ministry 

headquarters, a very scary place.  There I denied that I was gay, and denied that 

this had been a gay rendezvous – but they showed me a printout from the 

chatroom of my messages and my pix.” 

 

Then, says Amir, the torture began: “There was a metal chair in the middle of the 

room – they put a gas flame under the chair, and made me sit on it as the metal 

seat got hotter and hotter.  They threatened to send me to an army barracks 
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where all the soldiers were going to rape me.  There was a soft drink bottle sitting 

on a table – Ali Panahi told one of the other Basiji to take the bottle and shove it 

up my ass, screaming: ‘This will teach you not to want any more cock!’  I was so 

afraid of sitting in that metal chair, as it got hotter and hotter, that I confessed.  

Then they brought out my file, and told me that I was a ‘famous faggot’ in Shiraz.  

They beat me up so badly that I passed out, and was thrown, unconscious, into a 

holding cell. 

 

“When I came to, I saw there were several dozen other gay guys in the cell with 

me.  One of them told me that, after they had taken him in, they beat him and 

forced him to set up dates with people through chat rooms – and each one of 

those people had been arrested, those were the other people in that cell with me. 

“We were eventually all taken to court, and cross-examined.  The judge 

sentenced four of us, including me, to public flogging.  The news was printed all 

over the newspapers that a group of homosexuals had been arrested, with our 

names.  I got 100 lashes – I passed out before the 100 lashes were over.  When I 

woke up, my arms and legs were so numb that I fell over when they picked me up 

from the platform on which I’d been lashed.  They had told me that, if I screamed, 

they will beat me even harder – so I was biting my arms so hard, to keep from 

screaming, that I left deep teeth wounds in my own arms.” 

 

After this entrapment and public flogging, Amir’s life became unbearable – he was 

rousted regularly at his home by the Basiji and by agents of the Office for 

Promotion of Virtue and Prohibition of Vice [which represses “moral deviance” – 

things like boys and girls walking around holding hands, women not wearing 

proper Islamic dress or wearing makeup, same-sex relations, and prostitution]. 

But after the hanging of two gay teens in the city of Mashad in July of this year 

[2005]– and the world-wide protests that followed those hangings – Amir says 

that things got even worse for him and other Iranian gays.  Amir was under 

continual surveillance, harassed, and threatened:“After the Mashad incident, the 

‘visits’ from the authorities became an almost daily occurrence.  They would 

come to my house and threaten me.  They knew everything about everything I 

did, about everywhere I went.  They would tell me exactly what I had done each 

and every time I had left the house.  It had gotten to the point where I was 

starting to suspect my own friends of spying on me.  On one of these visits, Ali 

Panahi –the one who’d arrested me the last time – grabbed me by the hair and 

asked me if I’d suck his cock if he asked me to.  One of my friends was raped by Ali 

Panahi, who fucked my friend in exchange for letting him go without a record. 
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“They would arrest me all the time, take me in for questioning in the middle of 

the day – when I left the house, they’d hassle me, ask me if I was going to go 

looking for dick, and tell me not to leave my house and to keep off the streets.  In 

one of these arrests, Colonel Javanmardi told me that if they catch me again that I 

would be put to death, ‘just like the boys in Mashad.’  He said it just like that, very 

simply, very explicitly.  He didn’t mince his words.  We all know that the boys who 

were hanged in Mashad were gay – the rape charges against them were trumped 

up, just like the charges of theft and kidnapping against them.  When you get 

arrested, you are forced by beatings, torture, and threats to confess to crimes you 

didn’t commit.  It happens all the time, it happened to friends of mine. 

 

“I could not get a job because of my case history.  Since I was obviously gay I 

couldn’t get a job anywhere, and could not get a government job because of my 

record,” Amir says.  By the last time the cops came to his house, Amir had decided 

to try to leave the country: “I invented an excuse, and told them I had to go to 

Tehran to take my higher university entrance exams. I already had a passport 

from three years ago.  In Tehran I borrowed a little money from a friend and came 

to Turkey by bus.  At the border, I really lucked out – I was terrified because I had 

a record, and not enough money to get out or pay a bribe.”  But indolent border 

guards didn’t bother to check on him – they just took his passport, stamped it, 

and let him leave. That, says Amir, was about a month ago. 

 

When asked what message he wants to send to the world about what’s 

happening in Iran,and what he thinks about his own future, Amir pauses, then 

says: “The situation of gays in Iran is dreadful.  We have no rights at all.  They 

would beat me up and tell me to confess to things I hadn’t done, and I would do 

it.  The gays and lesbians in Iran are under unbelievable pressure – they need 

help, they need outside intervention.  Things are really bad. Really bad!  We are 

constantly harassed in public, walking down the street, going to the store, going 

home… anywhere and anywhere, everyone, everyone!  One of my dear friends, 

Nima, committed suicide a month ago in Shiraz.  He just couldn’t take it anymore.  

I don’t know what’s going to happen to me.  I’ve run out of money.  I don’t know 

what to do.  I just hope they don’t send me back to Iran.  They’ll kill me there.” 

The excecution of homsexuals in Iran still continues today, the most recent being 

in 2014 when two men were executed for being gay and "insulting the prophet" 

see here for article: http://www.jihadwatch.org/2014/03/new-moderate-iran-

executes-two-gay-men-and-hands-down-death-sentence-for-insulting-the-

prophet 
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Sources 

 

[1] The New Dark Ages: http://iranian.com/Letters/1999/September/gay.html[2] 

Human Rights and Democracy in Iran: 

http://www.iranrights.org/library/document/323/theyll-kill-me-a-gay-iranian-

torture-victim-speaks  

 

Homosexuality in Afghanistan 

 
  

Afghanistan is another muslim country with a horrific history of the persecution of 

Homosexuals. 

 

There were horrible cases such as a wall being bulldozed over to gay men after 

confessing to be homosexuals 

 

Another case is when a fucking eighty-four year-old man survived being stonned 

by the Taliban 

 

Three homosexual men survived being burried alive for 30 minutes 

From: http://www.glapn.org/sodomylaws/world/afghanistan/afghanistan.htm  

 

Saudi Arabia 
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There is much on Saudi Arabia, but I won't add it now, but later. This will do for 

now:Saudi King Linked To Material Found In UK Mosques Advocating Killing 

Gaysby The Associated Press London) Agencies linked to the Saudi government 

have distributed extremist literature to mosques and Islamic centers in Britain, an 

independent think tank said Tuesday.  

 

The Policy Exchange, timing its report to Saudi King Abdullah's state visit, said the 

material expressed a deep-rooted antipathy toward Western society, calling for 

violence against enemies of Islam, including women and gays who demand equal 

rights. 

 

"Saudi Arabia is the ideological source of much of this sectarianism - and must be 

held to account for it," the study said. "Islamic institutions in the U.K. must clean 

up their act." 

 

Abdullah, who depends on support from the same clerics known to inspire al-

Qaida militants, has faced criticism for his support of Islamic extremists. 

 

The king also has been dogged by criticism over Saudi Arabia's human rights 

record. Prime Minister Gordon Brown already is under pressure to use his visit to 

raise concerns about allegations that the regime is involved in torture and other 

abuses. 

 

The Policy Exchange report, "The Hijacking of British Islam: How Extremist 

Literature is Subverting Britain's Mosques," describes 80 books and pamphlets 

collected at nearly 100 Islamic institutions, including leading mosques, in 2006 

and 2007. 

 

Experts in Islamic studies analyzed the material, some of which was translated 

into English from Arabic or Urdu. 

 

Policy Exchange said the survey found radical material in about 25 percent of the 

institutions. They included some of the best-funded and most dynamic Muslim 

institutions in Britain - some of which are held up as mainstream bodies, the study 

said. 
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There were demands for gays to be killed and women to be subjugated, along 

with comments such as: "The Jews and the Christians are the enemies of the 

Muslim," the report said. 

 

Some of the literature espoused the creation of a separate state for Muslims, 

governed by Sharia law, and urged individual Muslims "to feel an abhorrence" for 

Muslims considered to be practicing an insufficiently rigorous form of Islam. 

 

"On occasion, this attitude of deep-rooted antipathy towards Western society can 

descend into exhortations to violence and jihad against the `enemies' of Islam,'" 

the study said. 

 

The study recommended that the government, councils, police and leaders should 

have nothing to do with mosques that continued to sell or distribute extremist 

literature.  
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Women Rights by High Priestess Myla Limlal 666 

 
 

It is very clear in Islam women have no rights, they are limited to education, open 

to domestic abuse, arranged marriages and honor killings. 

Islam, Christianity and Judaism are same with women’s rights . 

Note the verses bellow are from the Quran, Bible and Torah. 

 

In Islam women are less then men. 

 

Qur'an (2:228) - "and the men are a degree above them [women]” 

 

Qur'an (24:31) - Women are to lower their gaze around men, so they do not look 

them in the eye.  

 

Qur'an (4:24) and Qur'an (33:50) - A man is permitted to take women as sex 

slaves outside of marriage. 

 

Women are brainless according to Islam : 

 

Bukhari (6:301) - "[Muhammad] said, 'Is not the evidence of two women equal to 

the witness of one man?'  They replied in the affirmative.  He said, 'This is the 

deficiency in her intelligence.’" 

 

Bukhari (6:301) - "[Muhammad] said, 'Is not the evidence of two women equal to 

the witness of one man?'  They replied in the affirmative.  He said, 'This is the 

deficiency in her intelligence.’" 
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Women are just sex slaves in Islam 

 

Bukhari (2:29) - Women comprise the majority of Hell's occupants.  This is 

important because the only women in heaven ever mentioned by Muhammad are 

the virgins who serve the sexual desires of men.  

 

Abu Dawud (2155) - Women are compared to slaves and camels with regard to 

the "evil" in them. 

 

Ishaq 593 - "As for Ali, he said, 'Women are plentiful, and you can easily change 

one for another.’" 

 

Men are the maintainers of women because Allah has made some of them to 

excel others and because they spend out of their property; the good women are 

therefore obedient, guarding the unseen as Allah has guarded; and (as to) those 

on whose part you fear desertion, admonish them, and leave them alone in the 

sleeping-places and beat them; then if they obey you, do not seek a way against 

them; surely Allah is High, Great. [Surah Verse 4:34]  

 

“Men have authority over women, for that God has preferred in bounty one of 

them over another, and for that they have expended of their property. Righteous 

women are therefore obedient … and those you fear may be rebellious, admonish 

them to their couches, and beat them”. (The Koran, Women, verse 38) 

 

In Islam women’s freedoms are restricted, using the hijab; the veil, which exists in 

Christianity and Judaism as well. 
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"The head of every man is Christ, and the head of every woman is man." (I Cor. 

11:3) 

 

"Wives, submit yourselves unto your husbands, as unto the Lord...Therefore as 

the church is subject unto Christ, so let the wives be to their own husbands in 

everything." (Eph. 5:22-24) 
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"A woman should learn in quietness and full submission. I do not permit a woman 

to teach or to have authority over a man; she must be silent. For Adam was 

formed first, then Eve. And Adam was not the one deceived; it was the woman 

who was deceived and became a sinner." (I Tim. 2:11-14) 

 

The Lord said to Moses, "Now kill all the boys. And kill every woman who has 

slept with a man, but save for yourselves every girl who has never slept with a 

man." (Num. 31:17) 

"For man did not come from woman, but woman from man. Neither was man 

created for woman, but woman for man." (I Cor. 11:8-9) 

 

"The birth of a daughter is a loss" (Ecclesiasticus 22:3) 

 

Whoever marries his daughter to an am ha-arez is as though he bound and laid 

her before a lion: just as a lion tears [his prey] and devours it and has no shame, 

so an am ha-arez strikes [hits/beats] and cohabits and has no shame” (B. Pesahim 

49b). 

 

“A wife who refuses to perform any kind of work that she is obligated to do, may 

be compelled to perform it, even by scourging her with a rod” (Isshut 21:10) 

 

Islam, Christianity and Judaism are ALL SAME. 

 

Just wanted to show on this topic how xtians /Muslims/jews views on females are 

the same. 

 

They are ignorant and hateful towards the female gender. Yet they feel so 

threatened by them. 

 

Controlling a female and lowering them would not make a male a real male. 

Satanism is the opposite. Our Gods and Father are not threatened by anyone 

having power or freedom. That also goes for females. 

 

We have high rank Goddesses also. 

 

Even lower ranked, they're all warriors. Fighting together in this war. 
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Also, Nazi women were treated with respect and honor. They were in many 

positions and had a choice to be a nurse, a pilot, or even a stay at home mother. 

Satanism teaches male to respect females equally and to treat each one as family 

members. We must remain united and not curse one another. 

 

People who are ignorant and selfish are so common in islam etc. They commit 

these evil acts. Many are so brain washed thinking it is ok. JUST pure evil and 

carelessness. 

 

A real man would stand by his woman for support and care for her while both are 

working towards Godhead and not held back or bring each other down. But both 

working together. 

 

Like Gods of Duat caring, patiently standing by our side supporting us all the way 

with respect and care. They're not evil. SS can learn so much from Gods. 
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Islam’s Greatest Weakness by High Priestess Zildar 

Raasi 

Exposing islam for the horrendous lie and program of enslavement which it is may 

seem slightly harder than exposing the equally horrendous and enslaving lie of 

christianity, what with the vagueness added to it and seemingly better "tied up 

ends". This is seen as islam's strength by many who are fooled into following it 

and arguing for it, HOWEVER, Islam has one major weakness which it cannot and 

will never escape: Its total dependence and reliance on the Ka'aba situated in 

Mecca, its so-called "most sacred site". 

 

For one, the fact that islam chose the Ka'aba to be its prime site to which all of 

islamic worship and reverence is directed is a total and utter joke. Why? Because 

the Ka'aba was originally in fact a Pagan Temple. Like many other Pagan Temples 

of the area, it was built in the shape of a simple cube, each of its corners aligning 

to one of the Four Cardinal Points/Compass Points which held exceptional 

importance in Pagan Rituals and Rites. Before the "Islamic conquest", it housed a 

number of statues depicting the Pagan Gods and was an important centre of 

Pagan worship and pilgrimage. It is a fact that islam stole this site and Temple, 

destroying the Pagan artefacts therein and proceeding to use it to its own benefit. 

However, this will be addressed in a separate article. 

 

The other reason for this being a strong point of weakness is its easy destruction. 

This may seem an unlikely event to some, but it is in fact quite inevitable. There 

are many anti-islamic groups who have already spoken of the bombing of the 

Ka'aba and Mecca as a means of fighting islam and its terrorist "jihad" mentality. 

It is not unheard of and is alive as a possibility in the minds of many. 

 

We have to remember that islam is nothing more than a program of the enemy 

and will soon become dispensable, once it has served its purpose. Its destruction 

will leave the people who once followed it with all their hearts completely 

demoralized and humiliated, and therefore severely weakened. This is the aim of 

the enemy, with both islam and xianity. 

 

Why will the destruction of the Ka'aba mean the fall of islam? The answer to this 

question is that with the Ka'abas destruction, a huge chunk of islam itself will 

consequently die along with it. 
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Think of this: 

Every muslim in the entire world directs their prayers, performed no less than five 

times a day, towards the "holiest" Ka'aba, as instructed by their qur'an. If it is 

destroyed, they have no object to which they can focus any of these prayers. It is 

gone. Five times a day prayers therefore become pointless, futile acts and die 

away completely. 

 

The Ka'aba also houses the all important "Black Stone", a vital part of islam which 

is seen as a gift straight from their so-called "god". The muslim people believe it is 

a sacred duty to visit and kiss the Black Stone, an action supposedly performed by 

Muhammad. If the Ka'aba is destroyed, and therefore the Black Stone is 

destroyed, this "gift" is destroyed which will greatly disillusion many muslim 

people across the globe. This also makes the sacred practice of kissing the Black 

Stone and following in the footsteps of their beloved prophet impossible. 

 

Furthermore, the Ka'aba is the centre of the whole islamic pilgrimage or Hajj 

which is called "The Fifth Pillar of Islam". Every muslim is obligated to complete all 

Five of the Pillars in order to assure their place in paradise and please "god". With 

the Ka'aba gone, the Fifth Pillar is consequently gone as well, along with their 

hopes of ever reaching "paradise". What happens when you break down a 

supporting pillar of a building? Breaking down one of islam's pillars is a defeat 

from which they will never recover. It is analogous to removing one of islam's vital 

organs, without which it cannot survive. 

 

Lastly and most importantly, the qur'an states that the Ka'aba is the house of god 

itself, and it is indestructible and untouchable to those considered outsiders. Non-

muslims are not even allowed to step one foot within it. They see it as no less 

than the centre of the whole world. Imagine it is bombed and reduced to a pile of 

ashes? They will be completely disillusioned concerning their gods supposed 

"power". How strong can he be if he cannot even protect his own sacred house 

from being destroyed? The statement of it being indestructible will also be blown 

right out of the water, which means that the words of allah himself have been 

blown right out of the water. Their centre of their world has been destroyed. The 

very Heart of islam has been annihilated, and muslims all over the world will 

begin to lose their hope and faith, and slowly, islam will crumble. 

 

All it would take is one bomb. This is why the Ka'aba is islam's greatest weakness. 

Bombing the Ka'aba is the equivalent of bombing islam itself. 
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Muslims all over the world will be shedding their burqas and prayer hats and 

turning their eyes to the sky, shouting "Fuck you Allah!" 

I see a great Spiritual Warfare opportunity here!! Who says we cannot help this 

event along and shape it to fit our own will? 

 

We must continue to fight this foul program that has enslaved Gentile people for 

far too long. It is a filthy rot and a cancer to our world. 

 

HAIL SATAN/IBLIS!! 

 

-High Priestess Zildar Raasi 
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Fighting islam by High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

As we all know, islam is a vile and exceptionally dangerous program which has 

infested humanity for far too long. High Priestess Maxine Dietrich has also 

mentioned the urgent importance of fighting against this program and opening 

the eyes of our Gentile People to the truth concerning the horror of what this 

program is really designed to do. 

 

Spiritual and online warfare is vital, and all of us should be doing our part to 

assist, in some way. Get onto yahoo answers, religious forums, discussion boards 

and even news forums where islam is being discussed and give the following link: 

http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/  

 

As High Priest Don has mentioned in the past, the quran is based on the jewish 

"torah". It is a jewish program through and through, designed to further the 

enemy agenda. Let people know this, and let them know that it is FOREIGN and 

unnatural to the Gentile People. Let them know that it is based upon stolen and 

corrupted material, and let them know that it is centered around the destruction 

and enslavement of our Gentile People. 

 

This is extremely important at this point in time. Do your part to rid the world of 

this disease and return the Truth of our Father Satan to humanity! 

 

Hail Father Satan!! 

Hail Beelzebub!! 

Hail Lilith!! 

 

Heil Hitler!! 

Heil Heinrich Himmler!! 

 

-High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

Joy of Satan Ministries 
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Islam…  
  

  

Die aktuelle Nachrichten in Europa wird nun für den Aufruf von "mehr Toleranz 
für den Islam." Obwohl ich bin und schon seit vielen Jahren bekannt gewesen, 
dass der Islam ist noch schlimmer als fundamentalistische Christentum [die 
Gesamt rot ist], ich bin kein Experte. HPS Z weiß viel über den Islam in der Tiefe 
und ist ein Experte. Was habe ich in den letzten Tagen von denen Lilith führte 
mich stoßen zu, wissen müssen, um die Menschen. 

  

Vor vielen, vielen Jahren, es war ungewöhnlich kalt draußen und ich auf den Bus 
wartete und hatte Zeit, und ging in eine kleine Bibliothek direkt in der Nähe der 
Bushaltestelle. Ich war gerade ein paar Bücher und zog aus dem Regal ein Buch 
über Folter aus. Ich werde nie vergessen, was ich sah und zu lesen. Eine kleine 
Frau aus dem Jemen, die von ihrem gewalttätigen Ehemann weggelaufen war 
gefangen, verurteilt und kehrte von einem islamischen Gericht zu ihrem Mann. 
Sie schlug einen Abschleppwagen Kette durch ihren Unterarm. Ich dachte 
immer, das ein etwas isolierter Vorfall war. War ich jemals falsch. 

  

Ich kenne und befreundete Männer aus dem Nahen Osten, die nach Amerika 
kam, als ich ein sehr junger Erwachsener war. Die meisten waren ganz 
anständig, höflich und respektvoll. Sie setzten Islam hinter ihnen. Andere nur 
Islam lauwarm sop zu sprechen beobachtet, wie bei vielen Xians [Christen für 
Menschen, die hier neu sind] ist. Um herauszufinden, ob etwas "gut" oder "böse" 
ist, muss sie die Macht gegeben werden. Ich möchte auch hier hinzufügen, wie 
die Juden alles und alles verwenden können sie Feindschaft zwischen den 
Familienmitgliedern zu schaffen und natürlich zwischen Männern und Frauen. 
Was ist gründlich ekelhaft und entsetzlich ist, wie diese völlig degeneriert und 
verdorbenen jüdischen Programm des Islam [Judentum ist die Wurzel] auf die 
Menschen verantwortlich gemacht wird. Das Problem ist nicht mit "Männer", das 
Problem ist mit dem Islam !! Wenn das Problem mit den Männern waren, wie die 
Juden versuchen, durch bestimmte Bereiche der Medien zu fördern, dann wäre 
es weltweit sein, was es nicht ist. Dies ist nur ein weiterer Fall von Schuld 
Verschiebung wie bei wie xian Andrea Yates ihre fünf Kinder ermordet, indem 
sie in der Badewanne zu ertrinken, wenn sie von der Schule eines Tages nach 
Hause kam. 

  

What smacks of these three Jewish invented so-called “religions” is how they 
induce not only total insanity, but also incite believers into committing the most 
extreme and utterly depraved acts that in any normal society would place the 
perpetrator in an asylum for the criminally insane for a lifetime. The more an 
individual ties into xian or Islamic energy, the more psychologically unbalanced 
they become. Many young and well meaning men enter the xian  
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seminary and study to be xian ministry. Ja, das ist auf sie 
geschoben und sie sind gesagt, dass dies eine gute Sache ist, und 
dass sie anderen helfen können. Xianity seinen Tribut im Laufe der 
Jahre und dann Männer in der Regel als Perverse und Pädophile 
enden. Viele andere extrem negative Dinge Faktor auch in ihr 
Leben und die meisten werden völlig intolerant, obsessiv, verhasst 
und in einigen Fällen sogar mörderisch. Leben zerstört. Sie enden 

auch viele Leben zerstört werden. Einer der Ankläger in den Salem Witch Trials 
Lesen Sie die Bibel einige 54 mal. Dies betraf ihn mit einem mörderischen 
gebogen zu beeinflussen. Dies ist nicht verwunderlich angesichts der intensiven 
Fokus auf Mord, Folter, Vergewaltigung und jede andere hässliche Sache, die 
die Grundlage der ist "Bibel." 

  

Das ist ein bisschen lang, aber bitte die Zeit und lesen Sie 
nehmen. Diejenigen, die bleiben unwissend und unwissenden 
nur öffnen sich zu den schlimmsten Schikanen vorstellbar. Die 
Welt ist in dem Zustand, es in ist, weil Millionen nur in nicht 
sklavisch anbeteten hinters Licht geführt, sondern auch das 
wahre Böse zu fördern. Dies hat seinen Tribut gefordert und es 
sei denn, etwas getan wird, jeder auf dem ganzen Planeten 
wird keine Zukunft haben. 

  

  

Lilith führte mich zu einem Buch mit dem Titel: "Souad bei lebendigem Leibe 

verbrannt." 

 

Als Souad siebzehn war verliebte sie sich in. In ihrem Dorf, wie in so vielen anderen, Sex 
vor der Ehe war ein Grab Unehre der Familie angesehen und war mit dem Tod bestraft. 
Das war ihr Verbrechen. Ihr Bruder-in-law war die Aufgabe der Organisation ihre Strafe 
gegeben. Eines Morgens, während Souad wurde die Familie Wäsche waschen, schlich er 
sich auf sie auf, goss Benzin über sie und setzte sie in Brand. 
  
In den Augen ihrer Gemeinschaft war er ein Held. Eine Ausführung für ein "Verbrechen 
der Ehre" war ein angesehener Pflicht unwahrscheinlich von anderen über Verurteilung 

zu bringen. Es wäre sicherlich keine Anrufe für seine Verfolgung provoziert. Mehr als 
fünftausend Fälle solcher Ehrenmorde sind auf der ganzen Welt jedes Jahr und viele 
mehr stattfinden berichtet, dass wir nichts zu hören. 
  
Wundersam, überlebte Souad von den Frauen ihres Dorfes gerettet, die die Flammen 
löschte und brachten sie in einem örtlichen Krankenhaus. Horrifically verbrannt, und von 
ihrer Familie und der Gemeinschaft verlassen, war es nur die Intervention eines 
europäischen Hilfsarbeiter, die Souad aktiviert sie die Pflege und Heiligtum erhalten so 
dringend brauchte und wieder ihr Leben zu beginnen. Sie hat jetzt ihre Geschichte zu 
erzählen und entdecken Sie die Barbarei der Ehrenmorde beschlossen, eine Praxis, die 
bis heute andauert. 
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Lebendig verbrannt ist eine schockierende Aussage, eine wahre Geschichte von fast 
unglaublichen Grausamkeit. Es spricht von erstaunlichen Mut und Standhaftigkeit und 
von einer Frau, die Entschlossenheit, um zu überleben. Es ist auch ein Aufruf, das Tabu 
der Stille zu brechen, die diese brutalste Praktiken umgibt und ignoriert die Not der so 
viele andere Frauen, die auch Gewalt Opfer von traditionell. " 

  

http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/386990.Burned_Alive   

  

Das war vor ein paar Tagen und ich habe gerade das Buch zu lesen. Es war 
genug, um mich erbrechen zu machen. Lilith wollte, dass ich eine Predigt über 
das zu tun. HPS Z bekam auch eine ähnliche Nachricht, die die Bedrohung 
durch den Islam über und wie die Menschen über werden müssen erzogen, was 
der Islam wirklich ist und wie dies am dringendsten zu diesem Zeitpunkt mehr als 
je zuvor. Der Islam hat viele Länder in Europa und ebenso mit dem xian und 
kommunistischen Programme befallen; es ist entweder konvertieren oder zu 
sterben. Was noch mehr erschreckende in Bezug auf die oben genannten Buch 
ist wie ein paar Pro-Islam-Websites versuchen, diese Frau Geschichte zu 
denunzieren als "hergestellt, um den Islam schlecht aussehen zu machen." Dank 
des Internets aber viele sind dieser Fall bekannt, einer von vielen ist, und was 
noch schlimmer ist, ist es in Ländern üblich, die mit und beherrscht von Islam 
befallen sind. Es gibt einfach zu viele ähnliche Fälle dieser Art von Dingen, die 
öffentlich gemacht worden, haben dafür zu "hergestellt." Nur heraus überprüfen, 
wie Frauen in Afghanistan behandelt werden, und selbst wenn man Fingernagel 
zeigt [sie von oben bis unten bedeckt sind mit nur ein Netz aus] zu sehen, 
werden sie leicht mit Knüppeln geschlagen, oder noch schlimmer. Der Feind wird 
alles tun und alles zu versuchen, die Schuld auf sich nehmen verlagern und die 
Hitze weg von den Islam als eine Religion. Sie tun dies auch mit Xianity. Blame 
der Opfer, und zwar für jedermann, aber nicht die Ursache selbst. 

  

In dieser Autobiographie enthüllt Souad, wie man als schwangere Teenager, ihr 
brotherin-Gesetz sie mit Benzin übergossen und setzte sie in Brand. Das habe 
ich gelernt habe, ist in diesen Bereichen durchaus üblich. Sie lebte durch. Die 
meisten jungen Frauen, die Opfer sind nicht, es zu sagen, machen und die 
wenigen, die es tun verständlicherweise entsetzt, da dies ein "Ehrenmord" 
genannt wird, und die Familie wird in jeder Hinsicht versuchen, es zu beenden, 
wenn der Mord nicht erfolgreich war der erste Zeit, auch wenn die Frau in einem 
anderen Land tausende von Meilen entfernt in einem Versteck. Dies zeigt nur, 
wie der Einfluss des Islam ein zu den Kranken und völlig verdorbenen 
Handlungen anstiften können, die niedrigsten und abscheulichsten Verbrechen 
und noch schlimmer ist, tun dies, um Mitglieder ihrer eigenen Familie. 

  

Hier sind einige Auszüge aus dem Buch. Diese Frau ist arabischen und lebte 
irgendwo entweder in Jordanien oder der Westbank. Sie wurde gerettet, 
nachdem sie in einem Krankenhaus abgeladen wurde, wo sie keine 
medizinische Versorgung erhalten und wurde mit Verbrennungen über 90 
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Prozent ihres Körpers zu sterben links und nach Europa gebracht, wo ihr das 
Leben gerettet wurde, und sie wurde behandelt: 

  

"Es ist ein Fluch in meinem Dorf ein Mädchen geboren werden. Ich habe keine 
Erinnerung an gespielten Spiele mit oder Spaß haben wie ein Kind. Die einzige 
Freiheit, ein Mädchen zu träumen können ist die Ehe, das Haus deines Vaters 
für Ihren Gatten zu verlassen und nicht wieder kommen, auch wenn Sie 
geschlagen werden. Wenn sie das Haus ihres Vaters zurückkehrt, ist es Pflicht, 
ihre Familie, sie zu ihrem Mann zurück zu bringen. Meine Schwester wurde von 
ihrem Mann geschlagen und sie brachte Schande über unsere Familie, als sie 
nach Hause kam, sich zu beschweren. " 

  

"Eine Frau muss einen Sohn, mindestens einen, zu produzieren und wenn sie 
der Geburt nur Mädchen gibt, sie verspottet." Souad auch auf ging zu zeigen, 
wie ihre Mutter schwanger war 14-mal und wenn Mädchen geboren wurden, sie 
ermordete sie sofort durch erstickte sie. Ich möchte auch hier hinzufügen, das ist 
nicht hergestellt. Wenn man sich die Zeit nimmt, kann man im Internet finden 
und auf YouTube gibt es ganze Dörfer in verschiedenen Teilen der Welt, die von 
Islam befallen wurden, und es sind nur Männer wie fast alle der weiblichen 
Babys gelassen wurden entweder abgebrochen oder ermordet direkt nach ihrer 
Geburt. Das ist ein Fakt. 

  

[Ihr Vater] "Er zieht mich an den Haaren und er zieht mich auf dem Boden in der 
Küche. Er schlägt mich, während ich knien er auf meinem Zopf zieht, als wolle er 
ihn herauszuziehen, und er schneidet sie mit den großen Schere ab zum 
Scheren Wolle verwendet. Ich habe kaum noch Haare gelassen. Ich kann 
weinen, schreien oder plädieren, aber ich werde nur mehr Tritte bekommen. "" 
Die Mädchen und Frauen waren sicherlich jeden Tag in den anderen Häusern zu 
geschlagen. "Sie hatten auch diese Tee-Tablett zu den Männern der Familie, mit 
dem Kopf nach unten zu bringen, nur zu Füßen suchen, und zurück gebogen 
und in der Stille. Sie sprechen nicht. Sie sprechen nur auf eine Frage in der 
Antwort. "" Unsere Mutter oft geschlagen wurde, so wie wir waren. Manchmal 
versuchte sie zu intervenieren, als mein Vater uns schlagen wirklich bösartig, 
und dann würde er die Schläge auf ihr drehen, sie umzuwerfen und sie an den 
Haaren zu ziehen. " 

  

"Jede Geburt eines Mädchens war wie ein Begräbnis in der Familie. Es war 
immer der Mutter Fehler angesehen, wenn sie nur Mädchen produziert. "" ... 
Meine Eltern gingen die Frau meines Bruders im Haus ihrer Eltern, um zu sehen, 
wo sie Zuflucht nehmen musste, weil sie schwanger war und er hatte sie 
geschlagen. "Es braucht nicht viel überhaupt, bevor ein Mädchen von allen als 
charmuta gesehen wird, die Schande für die Familie gebracht hat, und die 
müssen jetzt zu waschen sterben die Ehre reinigen nicht nur von ihren Eltern 
und ihrem Bruder, sondern der gesamten Dorf. 
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"Es ist die Pflicht des Bruders, der Bruder-in-law, oder der Onkel die 
Familienehre zu bewahren. Sie haben das Recht auf Leben und Tod über ihre 
Frauen. Wenn der Vater oder die Mutter mit dem Sohn sagt: "Deine Schwester 
gesündigt hat, man sie töten muss", tut er es aus Gründen der Ehre, und weil es 
das Gesetz ". 

  

"Selten habe ich die Polizei zu sehen. Es ist nichts, wenn eine Frau 
verschwindet, und die Dorfbewohner stimmen mit dem Gesetz der Männer. 
Wenn Sie nicht ein Mädchen töten, die ihre Familie entehrt hat, werden die Leute 
im Dorf diese Familie ablehnen, und niemand wird in der Familie sprechen oder 
mit ihnen Geschäfte zu machen und die Familie zu verlassen. "Assad war immer 
wütend und gewalttätig. Er war es nicht erlaubt zu gehen, seine Frau zu sehen. 
Sie hatte direkt an das Haus ihrer Eltern gegangen, als sie das Krankenhaus 
verlassen, weil er ihr zu schwer geschlagen hatte. Aber sie kehrte mit ihm zu 
leben, sowieso; Es ist das Gesetz." 

  

Ich möchte auch hier hinzufügen im Islam über Pädophilie. Mädchen so jung, 
wie 8 oder 9 Jahre alt ist "verheiratet" werden aus den Menschen in ihren 40er 
Jahren. Zusätzlich zu dieser, und ich weiß, dass dies für bestimmte Frauen sind 
erforderlich, um alle ihre Schamhaare zu rasieren. Dies sorgt für eine kindliche 
Vagina. 

  

"Absolut jedes einzelne Haar im Genitalbereich muss entfernt werden. Es muss 
alles blank und sauber sein. Meine Mutter sagt, dass, wenn Sie zufällig ein Haar 
vergessen, der Mann ohne auch nur einen Blick auf seine Frau verlassen und 
wird sagen, dass sie schmutzig ist! «» Wir nicht entfernen Haare von den Beinen 
oder unsere Achselhöhlen, nur aus der Vulva. " 

  

Frauen, die nicht Jungfrauen und / oder können nicht beweisen, dass sie 
Jungfrauen sind, werden ermordet. Hier ist ein weiteres Zitat: "Wir müssen für 
den Moment warten, wenn der Mann wird die weiße Wäsche vom Balkon 
angezeigt oder an das Fenster an der Morgendämmerung befestigen, damit die 
Menschen offiziell das Vorhandensein von Blut der Braut überprüfen kann." "Es 
ist ein 

spezielle Bettwäsche, die auf dem Bett für die erste Nacht gelegt wird. «» Und 
wir mit Erleichterung weinen auch, für Noura den großen Test bestanden hat. 
Der einzige Test ihres Lebens, mit Ausnahme beweisen sie einen Sohn 
produzieren kann. "" Noura zeigte ihr Prellungen. Hussein hatte sie so hart 
geschlagen, dass sie zu blauen Flecken auf ihrem Gesicht hatte. Sie senkte die 
Hose ihre violetten Oberschenkel zu zeigen, und meine Mutter weinte. Er muss 
sie auf den Boden durch ihr Haar gezogen haben, alle Männer tun. Aber, fand 
ich nicht, warum er sie geschlagen hatte. Manchmal ist es ausreichend, wenn 
die junge Braut nicht weiß, wie sehr gut kochen, vergisst sie das Salz, gibt es 
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keine Soße, weil sie ein wenig Wasser hinzufügen vergessen ... das ist Grund 
genug für ein zu schlagen. " 

  

"In meinem Dorf, wir haben keine Zeit auf die gleiche Weise wie in Europa 
messen. Man weiß nie genau, wie alt Ihr Vater oder Mutter ist, können Sie nicht 
einmal wissen, das Datum Ihrer eigenen Geburt. Die Zeit wird berechnet, indem 
Ramadan ... "[islamischen Fastenmonats]. "Ich betete zu Gott, in dieser Nacht 
wie gewohnt. Meine Eltern waren sehr religiös, meine Mutter ging oft in die 
Moschee. " 

  

Nachdem sie verbrannt wurde: 

  

"Ich bin auf einem Krankenhausbett, zusammengerollt in einem Ball unter dem 
Blatt nach oben. Eine Krankenschwester kommt mein Kleid abreißen. Sie zieht 
in etwa auf dem Stoff, und der Schmerz rüttelt mich. Ich kann fast nichts mehr zu 
sehen, mein Kinn auf die Brust geklebt, ich kann es nicht heben kann. Ich kann 
meine Arme auch nicht bewegen. Der Schmerz ist in meinem Kopf, auf meinen 
Schultern in meinem Rücken und auf der Brust. " 

  

Das Buch ist eine sehr krasse Offenbarung dessen, was der Islam wirklich ist. 
Nun werden europäischen Ländern rasch mit diesem übelsten Plagen zu jeder 
bedrängt Menschheit befallen. 

  

Der Koran ist unterteilt in 114 Kapiteln Suren genannt [wieder, die Nummer 6 ... 
1 + 1 + 4]. Neben dem endlosen kranken Dreck und verdorbenen Gewalt darin, 
gibt es auch reichlich Lob für die Juden und für Israel: 

  

Die Kuh 

[2.40] O Kinder Israel! rufen Meine Gnade, die ich euch gegeben und treu zu 
sein (Ihr) Bund mit mir in den Sinn, ich werde erfüllen (My) Bund mit euch; und 
von Me, Me allein, sollten Sie Angst haben. 

  

[2.47] O Kinder Israel! rufen Meine Gnade in den Sinn, die ich euch gegeben, 
und daß ich euch vor den treffen. 

  

Es gibt viele weitere Verse, aber diese Predigt ist schon sehr lang. Ich empfehle 
hier jeder lernen, die Wahrheit über das, was der Islam wirklich ist. So wie 
Xianity schiebt ständig und fördert endlosen Lügen stoßen, wie es ist 
Brüderlichkeit, Frieden, Liebe und Gleichheit, bietet der Islam gleich. Nicht 
anders aus, wie wird die Bevölkerung immer wieder mit dieser Art von Slogans in 
den kommunistischen Ländern in Bezug auf den Kommunismus 
gehirngewaschen. 
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Seien Sie nicht ein uninformiert dummer Idiot sein. Anstatt die jootube 
beobachten und Ihre Zeit auf wertlos ähnlichen Mist verschwenden, ein wenig 
Forschung über Islam zu tun, informiert werden, kennen die Wahrheit und was 
es ist und was sie dir tun und Ihre Familie, wenn sie jemals die Kontrolle 
übernehmen, das ist was ist heimtückisch jetzt in Europa, verschiedenen Teilen 
Asiens und in anderen Bereichen der anderen Welt geschieht.  

 

http://www.skepticsannotatedbible.com/quran/cruelty/long.html   

  

http://www.newvision.co.ug/news/663629-merkel-top-ministers-to-join-
muslimrally-for-tolerance.html    

"Es gibt einige, die Frauen sind in Gefahr bringen. Und so lächerlichen Gründen 
tun, nämlich, dass sie irgendwie verantwortlich für den Missbrauch sind sie 
leiden." - Nazir Afzal, Leiter der Crown Prosecution Service, Nordwestengland "" 
Ein neuer Dokumentarfilm heimlich im Inneren mehrere der Betrieb 85 
islamischen Scharia gefilmt Gerichte in Großbritannien die systematische 
Diskriminierung ausgesetzt, dass viele Frauen in den Händen der muslimischen 
Juristen leiden.. " 
  
"In einem Fall, der BBC heimlich Verfahren an der Islamischen Scharia Rat in 
Leyton, einem stark islami Gebiet in Ost-London gedreht. Dort traf ein BBC-
Reporter Sonia, eine Muslimin aus Leeds, die extreme körperliche Misshandlung 
von ihrem Mann gelitten hat. Als Sonia eine zivile Scheidung erhalten, dürfen die 
Gerichte ihr Mann nur einen indirekten Zugang zu den Kindern. Nach Sonia 
drohte, die Polizei zu kontaktieren, fiel der Leyton Sharia Rat seine Forderung. 
Nachdenken über die Gerichtsverfahren, Sonia sagte: "Ich konnte den Gedanken 
einer solchen gewalttätigen Person, die meine Kinder nicht ertragen. Was war, 
war schockierend, als ich ihnen erklärte, warum er nicht, dass der Zugang zu den 
Kindern haben sollte, war ihre Reaktion, gut gehen, können Sie nicht gegen das, 
was der Islam sagt. " "Auf seiner Website schreibt die Leyton Sharia Council:" 
Obwohl der Rat noch nicht rechtlich von den Behörden in Großbritannien 
anerkannt, die Tatsache, dass es bereits etabliert ist, und allmählich Boden unter 
der muslimischen Gemeinschaft zu gewinnen, und die Zufriedenheit erreicht 
durch diejenigen, die seine Entscheidung suchen, sind alle vorbereitenden 
Schritte in Richtung auf das Endziel, das Vertrauen der Aufnahmegesellschaft in 
die Solidität des islamischen Rechtssystems zu gewinnen und die Hilfe und 
Einsicht sie davon profitieren könnten. die Erfahrungen von den Gelehrten 
gewonnen Teilnahme an ihre Verfahren machen sie bereit für den Fall der 
Anerkennung für das islamische Recht. " 

 

http://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/3682/uk-sharia-courts    

  

Ich ermutige alle hier für euch, um zu sehen, was wirklich Islam ist und sich zu 
fragen: Haben Sie wirklich wollen, "tolerant" zu sein, und haben diese übelsten 
von Plagen, die schließlich in Ihrem Land ermorden wird Sie und Ihre Lieben? 
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Werfen Sie einen langen, harten Blick auf die Fotos auf dieser Website und 
sehen Sie selbst, die Realität dessen, was der Islam ist wirklich: 

http://www.mypracticalphilosophy.com/jihadpages/women.htm    

Zitate aus der oben verlinkten Website: 

"Muslime in Saudi-Arabien missbraucht ihre angestellte Hilfe aus dem Ausland 
wie den Philippinen. Dies ist ein Bild von Sumiati ein Mädchen von den 
Philippinen. Sie hatte Verbrennungen am ganzen Körper sowie gebrochene 
Knochen ... " 

  

"Fakhra Yunus war eine Tänzerin im Rotlichtviertel von Pakistan. Sie verließ 
ihren Mann nach 3 Jahren Ehe wegen seiner missbräuchlichen Verhaltens 
gegenüber ihr. Er kam zu Hause ihrer Mutter, während sie Mai 2000 schlief und 
schüttete Säure alles über sie. Nach einem Jahrzehnt mehr als ein Dutzend 
Operationen sprang sie aus einem Fenster und tötete sich selbst. Mehr als 8.500 
Säureattacken, Zwangsheirat und andere Formen der Gewalt gegen Frauen 
wurden in Pakistan im Jahr 2011 ", berichtet 

  

"Die Menschen haben Angst, über muslimische Vergewaltigung in Norwegen zu 
sprechen." 

  

"Störende Video aus den Niederlanden: Muslime schlagen, treten nicht-
muslimischen Mädchen. Dies geschieht auf einer täglichen Basis überall in den 
Niederlanden. " 

  

"Frau gesteinigt für wird mit einem Mann gesehen. Muslimischer Geistlicher 
erklärt, dass die Steinigung die Seele reinigt. Die obige Frau wurde einen 
Gefallen getan. " 

  

[Frauen sind auch zum Hals begraben und dann zu Tode gesteinigt für 
gescheitert Erlaubnis zu bitten, die Toilette zu benutzen]. 

  

"Loch, wo Medine Memi, ein 16 Jahre altes Mädchen, wurde im Gespräch mit 
Jungen lebendig begraben." [Es ist ein Foto]. 

  

"Drei Monate schwanger war Farzana Parveen auf dem Weg zum Gericht eine 
Entführung Ladung ihre Familie gegen ihren Ehemann eingereicht zu bestreiten, 
Mohammad Iqbal. Eine Gruppe von fast 20 Familienmitglieder, ihr Vater und ihre 
Brüder eingeschlossen, angepöbelt das Paar vor dem Gericht und versuchte, sie 
auseinander zu ziehen. Wenn Farzana, widerstanden sie schlugen sie tödlich mit 
Schlagstöcken und Ziegel von einer nahe gelegenen Baustelle. 
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Der Aufruf der Mord ein "Ehrenmord", der Vater des Opfers sagte verkündet zu 
haben, er seine Tochter getötet, weil sie die Familie durch die Heirat ohne ihre 
Zustimmung beleidigt hatte. " 

  

"13 Jahre altes Mädchen kriecht aus Grab nach in Pakistan am Leben 
vergewaltigt und begraben zu werden." 

  

http://www.barenakedislam.com/2011/12/17/acid-attacks-on-muslim-
womencontinue-as-pakistan-finally-passes-a-law-that-would-actually-punish-the-
menwho-do-this/ 

Aus der oben verlinkten Website 

WEITERE ARTIKEL / VIDEOS: 

• Muslim-wirft-Säure-in-seiner-selbst-Töchter-face-then-Druse-her-formarrying-a-
non-muslim-Mann 

• Pakistan-Säure-Angriff-on-nine-year-old-Kind-Braut-by-ihr-Mann 

• Pakistan-wo-Säure-Angriffe-on-Frauen-by-muslim-Männer-Show-no-sign-
ofgoing-down-Säure-Angriffe-on-Frauen-und-Mädchen-sind-immer-Common-
inder-muslimisch Welt 

• Moslem-Väter-vicious-Säure-Angriff-on-sein-own-Tochter 

• Afghanistan-Säure-Angriff-Opfer-Demand-Gerechtigkeit

 
Nur etwas wirklich böse und gründlich verdorben würde korrupt und anstiften 
Menschen die niedrigsten und abscheulichsten Verbrechen wie diese zu 
begehen. Der Islam ist eine tödliche Seuche und kann nicht in allen seinen 
Formen toleriert werden. Für diese Idioten, die angeben und fälschlicherweise 
glauben, "Es ist nicht mein Problem", wenn nichts getan wird, um dieses 
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abscheuliche Monster zu stoppen, dann wird es das Problem sein. 
  
Satan steht für Freiheit, Befreiung, Gerechtigkeit und Menschenrechte . 

 

www.joyofsatan.com   
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Israel calls on world nations to regulate 

social media anti-Semitism 

 
-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

 

Israel calls on world nations to regulate social media anti-Semitism 

 

Israel screams: Shut it down! 

 

 

As we know the Jews are working around the clock to “Shut it down” as much as possible, 

the internet that is and your freedoms. Naturally because the Jews are a worthless race of 

evil criminal trash whose soul is so twisted, vile and evil they physically resemble rats, 

weasels, Dracula, goblins and ghouls in general. They don't want anyone being able to use 

the internet or anywhere else to point out their Jewish criminality against everyone. 

Remember the reverse torah rituals are what is undoing them at the core, keep doing them 

as we are winning. 

 

 
 

The Jews want to shut it down TO SHUT YOU DOWN. 

 

Israel calls on world nations to regulate social media anti-Semitism. 
 

http://www.jpost.com/Diaspora/Israel-ca ... E0NzQ1Mjc= 

 

 

Ministry official states that while the issue is certainly controversial for Americans, it is 
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important to discern the nature of the Internet and to act accordingly.  

 

The Foreign Ministry on Monday called on governments around the world to regulate social 

media in order to combat anti-Semitism and violent incitement, reiterating the 

government’s support last year for Internet censorship during an anti-racism conference. 

 

Speaking at the annual gathering of the Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish 

Organizations in Jerusalem, Akiva Tor, the director of the Foreign Ministry’s Department for 

Jewish Communities, stated that while the issue is certainly controversial for Americans, it is 

important to discern the nature of the Internet and to act accordingly. 

 

“What is YouTube? What is Facebook? What is Twitter? And what is Google?” he asked. “Are 

they a free speech corner like [London’s] Hyde Park or are they more similar to a radio 

station in the public domain?” Referring to cartoons of Palestinians killing Jews and other 

such material circulating online, Tor asked why platforms such as Google search, You- Tube, 

Facebook and Twitter are “tolerating” violent incitement and “saying they are protected in a 

holy way by free speech.”  

 

 

__________ 

 

“How is it possible that the government of France and the European Union all feel that 

incitement in Arabic on social media in Europe calling for physical attacks on Jews is 

permitted and that there is no requirement from industry to do something about it,” he 

continued, adding that Israel is working with European partners to push the technology 

sector to adopt a definition of anti-Semitism so its constituent companies can “take 

responsibility for what they host.” 

 

Tor also took issue with Facebook for its position that it will take down material that violates 

its terms of service following a complaint, asking why the social-networking giant cannot 

self-regulate and use the technology at its disposal to identify and take down offending 

content automatically. 

 

“If they know how to deliver a specific ad to your Facebook page, they know how to detect 

speech in Arabic calling to stab someone in the neck. It is outrageous [that technology] 

companies hide behind the First Amendment. Industry won’t correct itself without 

regulatory requirements by governments,” he asserted. 

 

Following the Foreign Ministry’s biennial Global Forum for Combating Anti-Semitism last 

year, a similar statement was issued calling for the scrubbing of Holocaust denial websites 

from the Internet and the omission of “hate websites and content” from web searches. 

 

Citing the “pervasive, expansive and transnational” nature of the Internet and the viral 

nature of hate materials, that conference’s final document called upon Internet service 

providers, web hosting companies and social media platforms to adopt a “clear industry 

standard for defining hate speech and anti-Semitism” as well as terms of service that 

prohibit their posting. 
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Such moves, the document asserted, must be implemented while preserving the Internet’s 

“essential freedom.” 

 

The GFCA document called upon national governments to establish legal units focused on 

combating cyberhate and to utilize existing legislation to prosecute those engaging in such 

prejudices online. 

 

Governments, likewise, should require the adoption of “global terms of service prohibiting 

the posting of hate speech and anti-Semitic materials,” it was recommended. 

 

In the United States, content- hosting companies are generally exempt from liability for 

illegal material as long as they take steps to take it down when notified. 

 

According to Harvard’s Digital Media Law Project, online publishers who passively host third-

party content are considered fully protected from liability for acts such as defamation under 

the Communications Decency Act. 

 

Despite the broad immunities given to online publishers, both under the First Amendment 

and the Communications Decency Act, there are many in Israel who believe that social 

networks bear significant responsibility for hosted content. 

 

Last October, 20,000 Israelis sued Facebook, alleging the social media platform is 

disregarding incitement and calls to murder Jews being posted by Palestinians. 

 

The civil complaint sought an injunction to require Facebook to block all racist incitement 

and calls for violence against Jews in Israel, but no damages. 

 

It acknowledged that Facebook has taken some steps (such as implementing rules 

concerning content it will prohibit) and that it has taken down some extreme calls for 

murder, but only after Israelis complained. 

 

The plaintiffs argue that Facebook is “far from a neutral or passive social media platform and 

cannot claim it is a mere bulletin board for other parties’ postings.” 

 

They say Facebook “utilizes sophisticated algorithms to serve personalized ads, monitor 

users’ activities and connect them to potential friends” and claim it “has the ability to 

monitor and block postings by extremists and terrorists urging violence, just as it restricts 

pornography.” 

 

In a December op-ed in The New York Times, Google executive chairman Eric Schmidt wrote 

that the technology industry “should build tools to help deescalate tensions on social media 

– sort of like spell-checkers, but for hate and harassment.” 

 

“We should target social accounts for terrorist groups like the Islamic State and remove 

videos before they spread, or help those countering terrorist messages to find their voice. 

 

Without this type of leadership from government, from citizens, from tech companies, the 

Internet could become a vehicle for further disaggregation of poorly built societies, and the 
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empowerment of the wrong people and the wrong voices,” he wrote. 

 

Several days later, Germany announced that Facebook, Google and Twitter had agreed to 

delete hate speech from their websites within 24 hours. 

 

Berlin has been trying to get social platforms to crack down on the rise in anti-foreigner 

comments in German on the web as the country struggles to cope with an influx of more 

than 1 million refugees last year. 

 

Despite these efforts, however, Twitter recently posted on its company blog that “there is 

no ‘magic algorithm’ for identifying terrorist content on the Internet, so global online 

platforms are forced to make challenging judgment calls based on very limited information 

and guidance.” 

 

“In spite of these challenges, we will continue to aggressively enforce our rules in this area, 

and engage with authorities and other relevant organizations to find solutions to this critical 

issue and promote powerful counter-speech narratives.” 

 

Asked about Tor’s policy recommendations Monday, Simon Wiesenthal Center associate 

dean Rabbi Abraham Cooper replied that based on recent meetings he believes that both 

private industry and European governments have been taking the issue much more seriously 

since November’s terrorist attacks in Paris. 

 

In the case of Twitter, Cooper said that while work remains to be done, the micro-blogging 

company is “now taking significant steps on the terrorism issue and… [now] there is a whole 

different mentality and attitude when it comes to terrorism.” 

 

This issue requires a great deal of effort by interested parties to lobby companies to have 

more transparent rules regarding hate, Cooper added, saying Tor is “right to raise the alarm” 

but that he is unsure that passing legislation should be the first priority. 

 

“I don’t know if you have to go there,” he said. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Israel Demands World Internet Censorship 

 
-High Priest Mageson 666 
 

The Jews want to literally censor the entire planet over their claimed feelings. The 

reality is that the Jewish race is a global criminal conspiracy against all Mankind. So 

they have to work to silence all freedom of press and thought so they can go on 

committing global hushed up crimes against us all. 

 

The Jews are such mega level, violent criminal bastards they have to shut up the 

whole planet at this point for calling them out on it. The Goyim knowing it makes it 

harder for the Jews to do things like murder another Hundred million Goyim like they 

did in their Soviet Jewion. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------ 

Israel Demands World Internet Censorship 

 

http://newobserveronline.com/israel-demands-world-internet-censorship/  

 

The Israeli Public Security Minister Gilad Erdan has unveiled plans to censor the 

Internet’s worldwide social media platforms with the building of an “international 

coalition” to counter criticism of Israel. 

 

 
 

According to an article in the Times of Israel, Erdan’s plan calls for “developing 

legislation in conjunction with European countries,” most of which “are very 

interested in this idea.” 

 

The legislation would have common features, such as defining what constitutes 

incitement and what the responsibilities of social networks regarding it are, a 

spokesman for the minister told the Israeli-based newspaper. 
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“Companies that do not comply will find themselves hauled into court, paying a 

penalty,” he added. 

 

 
 

According to the plan, the participating countries would be part of a “loose coalition 

that would keep an eye on content and where it was being posted, and members of the 

coalition would work to demand that the platforms remove the content that was 

posted in any of their countries at the request of members.” 

 

 

This is a perfectly logical and just project,” Erdan’s spokesperson said. “If a hotel was 

being used as a venue for a hate group, we would demand that the hotel break its 

contract, and we would lean on other hotels to abstain from hosting them, so that the 

hate group would not be able to hold its event. This is no different.” 
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Although the Israelis are attempting to disguise the project as a counter to Palestinians 

posting “violence promoting material” on the Internet, it is clear that the extension of 

this “coalition” has a far wider scope. 

 

Justifying the plan, Erdan’s office used an example of a Palestinian who allegedly 

posted up a body chart showing where the best places were to stab someone fatally—

apparently a reference to the recent spate of knife attacks on Jews in Israel. 

 

The number of postings of that nature are, however, tiny in comparison to the volume 

of material going up on the Internet, and there are already more than sufficient 

methods in place to deal with such incidents and get them removed. 

 

Nonetheless, Erdan’s spokesman said the “coalition” would “force the world’s 

leading social media giants to prevent their platforms from being abused to peddle 

incitement to terrorism.” 

 

The social media giants “make millions but claim they are not responsible for content, 

and that they only provide a platform,” a spokesperson for Erdan told the Times of 

Israel. “That is not going to wash. We are planning to put a stop to this 

irresponsibility, and we are going to do it as part of an international coalition that has 

had enough of this behavior as well.” 
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Israel Is on Fire.  

No, Literally. 

-By High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

"Israel will get what she deserves!" 

-Satan, on the inevitable punishment of Israel, because of crimes it has committed. 

 

When other places are on fire, stricken by Tsunamis, Earthquakes, impoverishment, etc, nothing 

really happens. But now its a 6 gorillion fire going on here. And Israel seeks international help. From 

the states it plunders and towards those who it has controlled, desecrated, and flattened with jewish 

Jew World Order pawn politicians. 

Palestine is ethnically cleansed, the White race is dragged to extinction by the jews, a fire in Israel 

and oy vey...Terror attack! INSOLENCE TO GOD! Go cover it everywhere now! Help us worldwide! 

More Shekels! 

In the midst of this witch-hunt the enemy is pulling off, censorship, sanctions and threats, jewish 

racism and plans of extermination of the goyim...they start to get natural results for all their crimes. 

Let alone the billions of corpses this race has produced, dead and living. 

"When the Messiah Comes, every jew will have 2800 slaves", are some of the things that are floating 

around every Israeli brain. If they are challenged, here we go, hate speech, censorship, and who 

knows what else? 

And this is not fake or vain statement. This is actually admitted in video evidence by Jewish Rabbis in 

front of the wailing wall in Israel. 

They will of course keep at pushing things, as they know the dat they are sitting down for judgment, 

there is only one way humanity will want them to go... 

Of course according to them this is "terror attacks". Soon if Jews get the flu, or slip and fall down by 

themselves, it will be a terror attack as well. Then they will point a finger and the stupid giant 

enslaved countries will take them down or something. 

The RTRs have been tried to be eradicated from the net by the enemy, as these produce blatant 

results. Hell has been let loose, because the RTRs are in many ways also reversing the crimes of the 

enemy upon them. 

________ 

As Wildfires Rage, Israel Suggests Arson and Asks for Foreign Help 
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http://mobile.nytimes.com/2016/11/24/wo ... fires.html 

From another news source...Notice how they of course use more kabbalistic, mercy inciting spells. 

Notice the 6 right here... 

"Every fire caused by arson or incitement to arson is terror and will be treated as such accordingly," 

he told reporters in Haifa near the scene of the fires. 

More than 60,000 people have been evacuated from their homes in Haifa, its municipality said, while 

other fires broke out occurred up near Jerusalem and other parts of Israel." 

 

There are also many more news around. 

Israel is on Fire. 

Keep up the schedule everyone. We must fight for our freedoms. 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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Israel Is Running the Pilot Test for America and the World 

All Israelis Will Have to Join Biometric Database by Next Year, Minister Says  
 
The Jews are using their base of Israel to bring it up on line as a pilot test. The 
most brutal and totalitarian aspects of it will be set up in America and the Goyim 
world however. As they are kosher mission creeping this into America and 
Europe, especially in place like Britain.  
 
The Jewish Forced Marched To The Microchip for the Goyim... 
 

 
 
It’s been known for awhile the Jewish Power Elite want to bring the microchip into 
the population. And that such a chip will have everything from GPS tracking to 
the ability to manipulate emotions and memories by electrical pulse waves, and 
even a literal kill switch if one rebels. This would give them total control forever. 
 
The Jews work by problem, reaction, solution basically. They are using the threat 
of terrorism they have created in society [911 was done by them] and the fear 
machine of their media and their control of the Justice and general legal system 
to create a situation in people are scared, which crime is rising, society is 
breaking down [the Jewish created drug culture and trade is responsible for this 
along with their media] and people are getting terrorized on a daily basis. Identity 
theft is a huge problem as well, which is another excuse to march towards this. 
People have already been volunteer chipped and now pets. The only question 
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now is when the Jews will make their next big play to enforce this and other 
control measures onto the populace directly. 
 
They are also pushing this as general life improvement and safety measure.  
 
And guess Jew is behind the company that has developed micro chipping for 
humans: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GursOom9dNA 
 
Note the Jew does not address the actual question of Big Brother raised by the 
reporter, he dodges it. He does however state this is going to be pushed till 
accepted by the populace. Jews are freedom hating creeps. The Jew created the 
biggest toleration regime in history, The Soviet Union, which mass-murdered a 
hundred million people in a real holocaust: 
 
The Real Death Camps And Holocaust: 
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic3994.html  
 
Keep in mind the Jewish faces behind the expanding police state in America in 
the Government, NSA and Home Land Security, working night and day to bring 
this about. Former Head of Home Land Security, Jew Michael Chertoff who 
allowed Mossad operatives connected to 911 to return to Israel safety, is now 
running the Chertoff Group a security consultant company that is all Jewish in the 
top key positions, such staffers who are former members of the Department of 
Home Land Security themselves. The Chertoff Group acts as key consultants to 
advise Home Land Security in creating a Police State more effectively. The 
Chertoff Group was also awarded by Congress the mega contract to install the 
RapiScan devices for the TSA in all of American's major Air Ports. Jews such as 
Heyman and Cohn are heads of Policy for Home Land Security meaning Jews 
are shaping, manufacturing and at the lead of policy making. The list of Jewish 
names faces just goes on and on. Even when one Jew steps down another Jew 
takes their place. Jewusical chairs, itz. 
 
One can witness the depth of the grip internal Jewry has on America from the 
Government and down by 911 a terrorist attack on American soil organized and 
carried out by Mossad and their Jewish networks in control of American key 
positions. This was witnessed early by the Israeli attack on the USS Liberty killing 
many American service men in a false flag attack: 
http://www.911missinglinks.com/ 
 
Of course for a police state they need to ban and grab your guns. The Jew are 
behind and leading the charge to dismantle the right to bear arms and push gun 
confiscation: 
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic6663.html  
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The NSA was found to be contracting Israeli companies such as Verizon of which 
one of the founders Jacob “Kobi” Alexander, a former Israeli intelligence officer, 
owns Verint. In 2007 a previous head of Israel’s intelligence wing “Unit 8200" told 
Forbes Magazine that the technology of Comversethe Company that owns Verint 
is based on Israel’s “Unit 8200″ intelligence expertise." The Jews are creating the 
technology as well building and running the apparatus both technological, 
legislative and social, political level. Of a growing global Police State that is the 
ground work for the coming microchip of the Jew World Order. 
 
Here is the first wave of this which is now coming in: 
 
New regulations state passengers cannot fly without biometric ID card 
http://www.policestateusa.com/2015/tsa- ... e-real-id/ 
 
Both federal passports and REAL-ID cards require a number of unique personal 
identifiers to be stored together in government databases, including his or her full 
name, date of birth, Social Security Number, scanned signature, and other 
identifiers. Both cards require biometric data: a front-facing digital photograph of 
the passenger’s face, which is ultimately used with a facial recognition database 
 
California cops sign contract to begin using massive biometric database 
 
https://usahitman.com/ccscbumbd/ 
 
The Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department – the fourth largest local policing 
agency in the United States – has taken another step towards building the 
biggest biometric database outside of the FBI’s by inking a new $24 million 
contract. 
 
NEC Corporation of America – a Texas-based IT firm that provides biometric 
services to commercial entities, law enforcement groups, and governments 
around the globe – announced on Monday that it’s been awarded a multi-year 
contract by the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department to provide the agency 
with specialized, state-of-the-art policing services, including high-tech facial 
recognition software. 
 
Previously published paperwork out of the LA County Board of Supervisors 
reveals that the Sheriff’s Department requested approval last year for a $24.4 
million contract with NEC that would provide the agency – the largest sheriff’s 
department in the US – with biometric identification services for six years. The 
board authorized that request in December, setting the stage for NEC to soon 
provide area law enforcement with a new toolkit with regards to investigating 
criminal activity and tracking down suspects within a jurisdiction that includes 
roughly 2.6 million residents. 
 
According to a statement put up by NEC Corp. this week, the deal will allow the 
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LA Sheriff’s Department to access fingerprint, palmprint, face, voice, iris and 
DNA matching capabilities offered through the company’s Integra ID 5 
Multimodal Biometrics Identification Solution (MBIS), as well as the NeoFace 
program touted by NEC being the “most accurate facial matching product” 
available in the world. 
 
According to NEC, the biometric service being leased to Los Angeles law 
enforcement interfaces with databases maintained by outside agencies, including 
state, city and federal police groups such as the California Department of Justice, 
the Western Identification Network and the Next Generation Identity (NGI) – a 
system that the FBI elevated to operational status last September, allowing cops 
in Southern California to quickly, in theory, ID a suspect caught on closed-circuit 
surveillance cameras with any millions of images on any linked repository. 
 
Texas schools punish students who refuse to be tracked with microchips 
http://rt.com/usa/texas-school-id-hernandez-033/ 
A school district in Texas came under fire earlier this year when it announced 
that it would require students to wear microchip-embedded ID cards at all times. 
Now, students who refuse to be monitored say they are feeling the 
repercussions. 
 
U.S. Military May Implant Chips In Troops' Brains 
2007-08-02, KUTV (CBS affiliate in Salt Lake City, Utah) 
http://www.kutv.com/local_story_215001119.html 
 
Imagine a day when the U.S. government implants microchips inside the brains 
of U.S. soldiers. Well you don't have to think too far into the future. The defense 
department is studying the idea now. The chip would be the size of a grain of 
rice. How far is too far when it comes to privacy? The department of defense 
recently awarded $1.6 million to Clemson University to develop an implantable 
biochip. It would go into the brain using a new gel that prevents the human body 
from rejecting it. The overall idea is to improve the quality and speed of care for 
fallen soldiers. "It's just crazy. To me, it's like a bad sci-fi movie," says Yelena 
Slattery [from] the website  
http://www.WeThePeopleWillNotBeChipped.com.  
 
Slattery says, "Soldiers can't choose not to get certain things done because they 
become government property once they sign up. When does it end? When does 
it become an infringement on a person's privacy?" Once the chip is in, she says, 
could those soldiers be put on surveillance, even when they're off-duty? A 
spokesman for veterans of foreign wars also urged caution. Joe Davis said, "If 
you have a chip that's holding a gigabyte, or 10 gigs, like an iPod, what kind of 
information is going to be on there? How could this be used against you if you 
were taken captive?" 
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More: 
 
RFID Implants NBC dateline: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xkYGf4Z8GUc 
 
FDA Approves Sale of Pills With RFID Microchip 
http://unitedtruthseekers.com/profiles/ ... -microchip 
 
http://www.ehow.com/facts_6019048_child ... ation.html 
Children & Microchip Identification 
 
Microchips and radio-frequency identification devices (RFID) have been used to 
track items and pets for years. For animals, the chip is injected into the top layers 
of skin and can either be read by a GPS device or scanned by specific reading 
devices if the pet is lost. The same technology is being developed for children. 
 
You’re next: 
 
Mind-control device lets people alter genes in mice through power of thought 
2014-11-11, The Guardian (One of the UK's leading newspapers) 
http://www.theguardian.com/science/2014 ... ter-gene... 
 
Scientists have created a mind-control system that allows a person to alter the 
genes in a mouse through the power of thought. A person wearing the device 
could alter how much protein was made from a gene in the mouse. Volunteers 
found that they could turn the gene on or off in the mouse at will. The experiment 
could lead to the development of a radical new approach to the treatment of 
diseases. Martin Fussenegger, a bioengineer who leads the project at ETH 
Zurich said he hoped to see clinical trials in people with chronic pain or epilepsy 
in the next five years. Fussenegger’s team describes a system that demonstrates 
the idea. The mouse was fitted with a small implant containing copper coils, a 
light-emitting diode (LED) and a tiny container of genetically modified cells. When 
the electromagnetic field switches on beneath the mouse, an electric current is 
induced in the implant’s coils which make the LED shine. This light illuminates 
the cells which are designed to respond by switching on a particular gene, 
causing the cells to make a new protein which seeps out of the implant’s 
membrane. In the tests, the new protein ... allowed scientists to measure its 
levels ... while people wearing the headset changed their state of mind. In a 
series of follow-up experiments, volunteers wearing the headset could see when 
the LED came on, because the red light shone through the mouse’s skin. In time, 
they learned to control the light – and so the gene – simply by thinking. 
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Human microchipping: I've got you under my skin 
http://www.smh.com.au/digital-life/digi ... zqvho.html 
 
Thousands of technology enthusiasts use it as the ultimate app, enabling them to 
lock and unlock their homes, cars, computers and mobile phones with a simple 
wave of a hand. But there's a catch: they must have a microchip inserted into 
their bodies. 
 
The idea may seem weird, and painful, but human microchipping appears to 
appeal not only to amateurs, who call themselves bio-hackers, but also to 
governments, police forces, medical authorities and security companies. 
 
It involves using a hypodermic needle to inject an RFID (radio-frequency 
identification) microchip, the size of a grain of rice, usually into the person's hand 
or wrist. The same kind of chip is used for tracking lost pets. 
 
The implants send a unique ID number that can be used to activate devices such 
as phones and locks, and can link to databases containing limitless information, 
including personal details such as names, addresses and health records. 
 
RFID chips are everywhere. Basically, if you have to swipe a card, your ID is 
encoded in the magnetic stripe. If you touch it to a reader, as with Myki, it has an 
RFID chip with your number on it linked to the relevant database with your info 
on it. The latest credit cards have both stripe and RFID. 
 
Students ordered to wear tracking tags 
2005-02-09, MSNBC News 
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/6942751 
 
The only grade school in this rural town is requiring students to wear radio 
frequency identification badges that can track their every move. Some parents 
are outraged, fearing it will rob their children of privacy. The badges introduced at 
Brittan Elementary School on Jan. 18 rely on the same radio frequency and 
scanner technology that companies use to track livestock and product inventory. 
The system was imposed, without parental input, by the school as a way to 
simplify attendance-taking and potentially reduce vandalism and improve student 
safety. Some parents see a system that can monitor their children's movements 
on campus as something straight out of Orwell. This latest adaptation of radio 
frequency ID technology was developed by InCom Corp., a local company co-
founded by the parent of a former Brittan student, and some parents are 
suspicious about the financial relationship between the school and the company. 
InCom has paid the school several thousand dollars for agreeing to the 
experiment, and has promised a royalty from each sale if the system takes off, 
said the company's co-founder, Michael Dobson, who works as a technology 
specialist in the town's high school. 
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Microchip to allow wallet-free drinking 
2005-01-17, The Telegraph (One of the UK's leading newspapers) 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/ ... let-free... 
 
A Scottish nightclub is about to become the first in Britain to offer its customers 
the chance to have a microchip implanted in their arm to save them carrying 
cash. The "digital wallet", the size of a grain of rice, guarantees entry to the club 
and allows customers to buy drinks on account. Brad Stevens, owner of Bar 
Soba in Glasgow, said his customers had responded enthusiastically to the idea. 
The VeriChip is inserted by a medical professional and then scanned for its 
unique ID number as a customer enters the bar. The scheme was criticised by a 
spokesman for the Scottish Executive, who said the microchip could encourage 
excessive drinking, and by Notags, a consumer group set up to resist the spread 
of radio frequency identification devices. A spokesman said: "The chip contains 
your name and ID number and, as this could be read remotely without your 
knowledge, that is already too much information." 
 
Professor has nightmare vision of global positioning technology 
2003-05-07, WantToKnow.info/Kansas City Star (Leading newspaper of Kansas 
City) 
http://www.WantToKnow.info/030307kansascitystar 
 
Jerome Dobson is not joking. The University of Kansas research professor, a 
respected leader in the field of geographic information technologies [speculates 
about] "geoslavery" -- a form of technological human control that could make 
"George Orwell's `Big Brother' nightmare ... look amateurish." He's talking about 
overlords electronically punishing errant workers. He's talking about the 
possibility of people hooked to, tracked by, and potentially shocked or burned 
using inexpensive electronic bracelets, manacles or implants. Dobson worked for 
26 years at Tennessee's Oak Ridge National Laboratory creating, for the 
government, the maps used in global tracking. He is the president of the 
American Geographical Society. And he is not alone in his thoughts. [In] the 
journal published by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, a paper 
titled "Geoslavery" is co-written by Dobson and Peter F. Fisher, British editor of 
the International Journal of Geographical Information Science. "Human tracking 
systems, currently sold commercially without restrictions, already empower those 
who would be masters. Safeguards have not yet evolved to protect those 
destined to be slaves," they wrote. With a laptop computer, employers can keep 
track of their drivers' every move. Implanted chips ... keep track of livestock or 
pets. Whereify Wireless Inc. sells its GPS Kids Locator for $400. The device, 
which also looks like a watch, can be locked to a child's wrist. Dobson said that ... 
none of the companies was thinking of anything nefarious. [Yet he] worries that 
where there is an evil will, there is an evil way. He hopes [to ] create debate and 
perhaps legislation or safeguards around the technology that will keep it from 
being misused. 
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Scientists develop 'brain chip' 
2003-03-12, BBC News 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/health/2843099.stm 
 
US scientists say a silicon chip could be used to replace the hippocampus, where 
the storage of memories is coordinated. They are due to start testing the device 
on rats' brains shortly. If that goes well, the Californian researchers will test the 
artificial hippocampus in live rats within six months and then monkeys trained to 
carry out memory tasks before progressing to human trials once the chip has 
been proved to be safe. The hippocampus is an area at the base of the brain in 
humans, close to the junction with the spinal cord. It is believed it "encodes" 
experiences so they can be stored as long-term memories in another part of the 
brain. the researchers were able to devise a mathematical model of a whole 
hippocampus. The model was then programmed on to a chip. They suggest the 
chip would sit on a patient's skull, rather than inside the brain. Bernard Williams, 
a philosopher at Oxford University, UK, who is an expert in personal identity, said 
people might find the technology hard to accept at first.  
 
US group implants electronic tags in workers 
2006-02-13, MSNBC/Financial Times 
http://msnbc.msn.com/id/11314766/ 
 
An Ohio company has embedded silicon chips in two of its employees - the first 
known case in which US workers have been "tagged" electronically as a way of 
identifying them. A private video surveillance company said it was testing the 
technology as a way of controlling access to a room where it holds security video 
footage for government agencies and the police. Embedding slivers of silicon in 
workers is likely to add to the controversy over RFID technology, widely seen as 
one of the next big growth industries. RFID chips – inexpensive radio transmitters 
that give off a unique identifying signal – have been implanted in pets or attached 
to goods so they can be tracked in transit. "There are very serious privacy and 
civil liberty issues of having people permanently numbered," said Liz McIntyre, 
who campaigns against the use of identification technology. "There's nothing 
pulsing or sending out a signal," said Mr Darks, who has had a chip in his own 
arm. "It's not a GPS chip. My wife can't tell where I am." The technology's 
defenders say it is acceptable as long as it is not compulsory. But critics say any 
implanted device could be used to track the "wearer" without their knowledge.  
 
Passports go electronic with new microchip 
2004-12-09, Christian Science Monitor 
http://www.csmonitor.com/2004/1209/p12s01-stct.html 
 
The US passport is about to go electronic, with a tiny microchip embedded in its 
cover. The chip is the latest outpost in the battle to outwit tamperers. But it's also 
one that worries privacy advocates. The RFID (radio frequency identification) 
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chip in each passport will contain the same personal data as now appear on the 
inside pages - name, date of birth, place of birth, issuing office - and a digitized 
version of the photo. But the 64K chip will be read remotely. And there's the rub. 
The scenario, privacy advocates say, could be as simple as you standing in line 
with your passport as someone walks by innocuously carrying a briefcase. Inside 
that case, a microchip reader could be skimming data from your passport to be 
used for identity theft. Or maybe authorities or terrorists want to see who's 
gathered in a crowd and surreptitiously survey your ID and track you. Why not 
choose a contact chip, where there would be no possibility of skimming, asks 
Barry Steinhardt, director of the ACLU's Technology and Liberty Project. "There 
was another way to go, which was to put an electronic strip in the passport that 
would require contact." The State Department says it's just following international 
standards set by the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), under the 
umbrella of the United Nations. The ICAO specified the RFID ... at the behest of 
the United States. All countries that are part of the US visa-waiver program must 
use the new passports by Oct. 26, 2005. Mr. Steinhardt ... says the US pushed 
through the standards against the reservations of the Europeans. "Bush says at 
the G8 meeting, 'We have to adhere to the global standard,' as though we had 
nothing to do with it," he says in exasperation.  
 
Edible RFID microchip monitor can tell if you take your medicine 
2010-03-31, BusinessWeek 
http://www.businessweek.com/idg/2010-03 ... tor-can-... 
 
Researchers at the University of Florida have combined RFID, microchips and 
printed nano-particle antennas to make pills that communicate with cell phones 
or laptops to tell doctors whether patients are taking their medicine. Still a 
prototype, the inventors hope their tattletale technology can be applied 
commercially to a range of medications in clinical trials and in treatment of 
patients with chronic diseases in which it is essential that the doses are taken 
and taken on time. The pill is a white capsule with a microchip embedded and 
with an antenna printed on the outside with ink containing silver nanoparticles. A 
device worn by the patient energizes the microchip via bursts of low-voltage 
electricity. The chip signal confirms the pill is in the stomach and the device 
sends a signal that the pill has been swallowed. The messages can go to cell 
phones or laptops to inform doctors or family members.  
 
Look out, your medicine is watching you 
2010-11-08, Fox News/Reuters 
http://www.foxnews.com/health/2010/11/0 ... -microchip 
 
Novartis AG plans to seek regulatory approval within 18 months for a pioneering 
tablet containing an embedded microchip, bringing the concept of "smart-pill" 
technology a step closer. The initial program will use one of the Swiss firm's 
established drugs taken by transplant patients to avoid organ rejection. But 
Trevor Mundel, global head of development, believes the concept can be applied 
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to many other pills. Novartis agreed in January to spend $24 million to secure 
access to chip-in-a-pill technology developed by privately owned Proteus 
Biomedical of Redwood City, California, putting it ahead of rivals. The biotech 
start-up's ingestible chips are activated by stomach acid and send information to 
a small patch worn on the patient's skin, which can transmit data to a smartphone 
or send it over the Internet to a doctor. Because the tiny chips are added to 
existing drugs, Novartis does not expect to have to conduct full-scale clinical 
trials to prove the new products work. Instead, it aims to do so-called 
bioequivalence tests to show they are the same as the original. A bigger issue 
may be what checks should be put in place to protect patients' personal medical 
data as it is transmitted from inside their bodies by wireless and Bluetooth. 
 
Soon it will be you wave your hand under a scanner: 
 
Electronic Pickpocketing 
2012-01-10, WREG-TV (Memphis, TN CBS affiliate) 
http://wreg.com/2012/01/10/electronic-pickpocketing/ 
 
Call it high-tech hijacking. Thieves now have the capabilities to steal your credit 
card information without laying a hand on your wallet. It’s new technology being 
used in credit and debit cards, and it’s already leaving nearly 140 million people 
at-risk for electronic pickpocketing. It all centers around radio frequency 
identification technology, or RFID. It’s supposed to make paying for things faster 
and easier. You just wave the card, and you’ve paid. But now some worry it’s 
also making life easier for crooks trying to rip you off. In a crowd, Walt 
Augustinowicz blends right in. And that’s the problem. “If I’m walking through a 
crowd, I get near people’s back pocket and their wallet, I just need to be this 
close to it and there’s [their] credit card and expiration date on the screen,” says 
Augustinowicz demonstrating how easily cards containing RFID can be hacked. 
Armed with a credit card reader he bought for less than $100 on-line and a 
netbook computer ... for about an hour he patrolled Beale Street, looking for 
RFID chips to read, and credit card information to steal. Even scarier, 
Augustinowicz says bad guys could work a crowd, stealing numbers and then e-
mail them anywhere in the world. It’s not just your credit and debit cards at-risk. 
While they are harder to hack, all US passports issued since 2006 contain RFID 
technology that can be read, and swiped. “It gives me a lot of personal 
information like your date of birth, your photo if I wanted to make some sort of 
ID,” said Augustinowicz demonstrating with his reader. 
 
An Orwellian solution to kids skipping school 
2007-02-20, Atlanta Journal-Constitution (Atlanta's leading newspaper) 
http://www.ajc.com/opinion/content/opin ... uants.html 
 
Let's say your teenager is a habitual truant and there is nothing you can do about 
it. A Washington area politician thinks he might have the solution: Fit the child 
with a Global Positioning System chip, then have police track him down. "It 
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allows them to get caught easier," said Maryland Delegate Doyle Niemann (D-
Prince George's), who recently co-sponsored legislation in the House that would 
use electronic surveillance as part of a broader truancy reduction plan. "It's going 
to be done unobtrusively. The chips are tiny and can be put into a hospital ID 
band or a necklace." Niemann's legislation mirrors a bill sponsored by state Sen. 
Gwendolyn Britt (D-Prince George's). Both would provide truants and their 
parents with better access to social services, such as mental health evaluations 
and help with schoolwork. Electronic monitoring would be a last resort. Still, the 
prospect of tagging children and using them in some "catch and release" hunt by 
police casts a pall over everything that's good about the plan. Odd how billions 
and billions of dollars keep going to a war that almost nobody wants, but there's 
never enough to fund the educational programs that nearly everybody says are 
needed. Aimed solely at students in Prince George's — the only predominantly 
black county in the Washington area — the truancy effort is called a "pilot 
program," a first-of-its-kind experiment. It would cost $400,000 to keep track of 
about 660 students a year. 
 
Military Plans To Test Brain Implants To Fight Mental Disorders 
2014-05-26, NPR blog 
http://www.npr.org/blogs/health/2014/05 ... o-test-b... 
 
The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, or DARPA, is launching a 
$70 million program to help military personnel with psychiatric disorders using 
electronic devices implanted in the brain. The goal of the five-year program is to 
develop new ways of treating problems including depression, anxiety and post-
traumatic stress disorder, all of which are common among service members who 
fought in Iraq or Afghanistan. The new program will fund development of high-
tech implanted devices able to both monitor and electrically stimulate specific 
brain circuits. The effort will be led by scientists at the University of California, 
San Francisco and Massachusetts General Hospital. The UCSF team will begin 
its work by studying volunteers who already have probes in their brains as part of 
treatment for epilepsy or Parkinson's disease. That will allow researchers to 
"record directly from the brain at a level of resolution that's never [been] done 
before," says Eddie Chang, a neurosurgeon at UCSF. And because many of the 
volunteers also have depression, anxiety and other problems, it should be 
possible to figure out how these conditions have changed specific circuits in the 
brain, Chang says. The scientists ... hope to design tiny electronic implants that 
can stimulate the cells in faulty brain circuits. "We know that once you start 
putting stimulation into the brain, the brain will change in response," Chang says. 
 
California cops sign contract to begin using massive biometric database 
 
https://usahitman.com/ccscbumbd/ 
 
The Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department – the fourth largest local policing 
agency in the United States – has taken another step towards building the 
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biggest biometric database outside of the FBI’s by inking a new $24 million 
contract. 
 
NEC Corporation of America – a Texas-based IT firm that provides biometric 
services to commercial entities, law enforcement groups, and governments 
around the globe – announced on Monday that it’s been awarded a multi-year 
contract by the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department to provide the agency 
with specialized, state-of-the-art policing services, including high-tech facial 
recognition software. 
 
Previously published paperwork out of the LA County Board of Supervisors 
reveals that the Sheriff’s Department requested approval last year for a $24.4 
million contract with NEC that would provide the agency – the largest sheriff’s 
department in the US – with biometric identification services for six years. The 
board authorized that request in December, setting the stage for NEC to soon 
provide area law enforcement with a new toolkit with regards to investigating 
criminal activity and tracking down suspects within a jurisdiction that includes 
roughly 2.6 million residents. 
 
According to a statement put up by NEC Corp. this week, the deal will allow the 
LA Sheriff’s Department to access fingerprint, palmprint, face, voice, iris and 
DNA matching capabilities offered through the company’s Integra ID 5 
Multimodal Biometrics Identification Solution (MBIS), as well as the NeoFace 
program touted by NEC being the “most accurate facial matching product” 
available in the world. 
 
According to NEC, the biometric service being leased to Los Angeles law 
enforcement interfaces with databases maintained by outside agencies, including 
state, city and federal police groups such as the California Department of Justice, 
the Western Identification Network and the Next Generation Identity (NGI) – a 
system that the FBI elevated to operational status last September, allowing cops 
in Southern California to quickly, in theory, ID a suspect caught on closed-circuit 
surveillance cameras with any millions of images on any linked repository. 
 
All Israelis Will Have to Join Biometric Database From Next Year, Minister Says  
http://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/1.728256 
In event marking millionth person to sign on, Interior Minister Dery says after end 
of pilot phase, all passports, ID cards will be biometric; 'I can say with certainty 
that this is a secure database.'  
 
Interior Minister Arye Dery announced on Thursday that starting next year, 
joining the biometric database will be obligatory.  
 
“From now on anyone obtaining a document from the Interior Ministry, whether 
an ID card or a passport, will receive a biometric one. We’ve decided on having 
this database and we’ll soon decide what will be included in it,” Dery said at a 
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ceremony marking the millionth person to join the biometric database, which was 
held at the new Population and Immigration Authority office in south Tel Aviv.  
 
“Israel is joining many other countries around the world which have concluded 
that their citizens should have smart and secure documentation. With all the 
attempts by various organizations to steal identities, it’s important to have a 
smart and reliable document,” Dery added. At the end of the ceremony he issued 
himself one.  
 
“I’m not sure I’m the millionth, but we’re close. I’m issuing one for myself since I 
don’t have one yet. It’s the right and safe thing to do – there is nothing to worry 
about. There is nothing more secure than this database. People can remain 
calm, I can say with certainty – we have a secure database. Everything we do is 
for the benefit of our citizens,” he declared.  
 
During the third quarter of 2015 there was a sharp drop in the number of people 
signing up. Only one quarter of people taking out new documents in that period 
opted for biometric ones. The Population Authority released data showing that 
between last November and May there was a rise in these numbers, with 31 
percent opting for biometric documentation.  
 
The rate of people choosing biometric documents goes up with age, except for 
people who are 80 years old or older. There are gender differences, with 
somewhat more men who signed up during the pilot phase. Twenty-four percent 
of people who signed on never returned to pick them up. From August, these 
documents will be mailed to people for whom they were issued.  
 
The pilot phase began in July 2013 and was supposed to end after two years. 
However, it was extended twice. Former Interior Minister Silvan Shalom assumed 
his post a month and a half before the end of the pilot, and requested more time 
to study the issue. The Knesset approved his request and extended the pilot by 
nine months, ending in March of this year.  
 
After Shalom’s departure, Dery was appointed minister in mid-January. At his 
request, the Knesset again extended the pilot by nine months, until the end of 
2016. Dery will have to decide in the coming months what should be done with 
this database. He clarified that he wouldn’t annul it but would make it compulsory 
to sign on. It is still unclear, however, which data will be conserved in the 
database. In any case, approval by the Knesset plenary is required for this move.  
 
The main objective of the biometric database is to prevent the forging of ID cards 
and passports, prohibiting anyone from assuming a false identity. The database 
includes high-resolution facial photos and the prints of applicants’ two index 
fingers. By law, the biometric data is stored in a secure database with limited 
access. Only an encrypted code enables the linking of the data to the personal 
details of any person.  
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Senior Interior Ministry officials said they are now looking at different models for 
the database. One option is to include only a facial photograph. “That’s a good 
option for people who are reluctant to provide fingerprints, but its effectiveness is 
lower. Faces change over time, and people often choose to wear head covering 
while taking their photos. Such passports will therefore be issued for shorter 
durations. This will cause people to be hassled by appearing more frequently at 
our offices as well as imposing a greater burden on our employees. Another 
option is to make the provision of fingerprints compulsory, but this will evoke 
opposition.”  
 
In internal discussions, Dery has been looking at a third way that combines the 
two – in this option a facial photo will be compulsory and the fingerprints 
voluntary. This may encourage people to give their fingerprints. “When people 
learn that passports with fingerprints will be issued for longer periods of 10 years 
instead of three to five years without fingerprinting, most people will provide their 
prints.”  
 
Opponents of the database argue that there is a high risk of sensitive information 
leaking out. They suggest making do with smart documents that will contain the 
biometric data, rather than holding it in a centralized storage site. Opponents also 
recommend more intense questioning by the Population Authority at the time 
documents are issued, to minimize the risk of identity theft.  
 
Attorney Yehonatan Klinger, the legal adviser of the Movement for Digital Rights, 
says, “We claim that this database is unnecessary, since people rarely lose 
documents that can prove their identity. There is no need for a database that will 
store fingerprints – identities can be verified without this. We’ll do our utmost so 
that the interior minister makes the right decision and halts the establishment of 
this database.” 
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Israel Is Running The Pilot Test For 

America And The World 
 

-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

 

All Israelis Will Have to Join Biometric Database From Next Year, Minister Says  

 

The Jews are using their base of Israel to bring it up on line as a pilot test. The most brutal 

and totalitarian aspects of it will be set up in America and the Goyim world however. As they 

are Kosher mission creeping this into America and Europe, especially in place like Britain.  

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

The Jewish Forced Marched To The Microchip for the Goyim... 

 

 
 

 

Its been known for awhile the Jewish Power Elite want to bring the microchip into the 

population. And that such a chip will have everything from GPS tracking to the ability to 

manipulate emotions and memories by electric pulse waves. And even a literal kill switch if 

you rebel. This gives them total control forever. 
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The Jews work by problem, reaction, solution basically. They are using the threat of 

terrorism they have created in society [911 was done by them] and the fear machine of their 

media and their control of the Justice and general legal system to create a situation in 

people are scared, which crime is rising, society is breaking down [the Jewish created drug 

culture and trade is responsible for this along with their media] and people are getting 

terrorized on a daily basis. Identity theft is a huge problem as well. Which is another excuse 

to march towards this. People have already been volunteer chipped and now pets. The only 

question now is when will the Jews make there next big play to force this and other control 

measures onto the populace directly. 

 

They are also pushing this as general life improvement and safety measure.  

 

And guess Jew is behind the company that has developed micro chipping for humans: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GursOom9dNA 

 

Note the Jew does not address the actual question of Big Brother raised by the reporter, he 

dodges it. He does however state this is going to be pushed till accepted by the populace. 

Jews are freedom hating creeps. The Jew created the biggest toleration regime in history. 

The Soviet Union. Which killed a hundred million people in a real holocaust: 

 

The Real Death Camps And Holocaust: 

topic3994.html 

 

 

Keep in mind the Jewish faces behind the expanding police state in America in the 

Government, NSA and Home Land Security. Working night and day to bring this about. 

Former Head of Home Land Security, Jew Michael Chertoff who allowed Mossad operatives 

connected to 911 to return to Israel safety. Is now running the Chertoff Group a security 

consultant company that is all Jewish in the top key positions, such staffers who are former 

members of the Department of Home Land Security themselves. The Chertoff Group acts as 

key consultants to advise Home Land Security in creating a Police State more effectively. The 

Chertoff Group was also awarded by Congress the mega contract to install the RapiScan 

devices for the TSA in all of American's major Air Ports. Jews such as Heyman and Cohn are 

heads of Policy for Home Land Security meaning Jews are shaping, manufacturing and at the 

lead of policy making. The list of Jewish names faces just goes on and on. Even when one 

Jew steps down another Jew takes their place. Jewusical chairs, itz. 

 

One can witness the depth of the grip internal Jewry has on America from the Government 

and down by 911 a terrorist attack on American soil organized and carried out by Mossad 

and their Jewish networks in control of American key positions. This was witnessed early by 

the Israeli attack on the USS Liberty killing many American service men in a false flag attack: 

http://www.911missinglinks.com/ 

 

Of course for a police state they need to ban and grab your guns. The Jew are behind and 

leading the charge to dismantle the right to bear arms and push gun confiscation: 

topic6663.html 
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The NSA was found to be contracting Israeli companies such as Verizon of which one of the 

founders Jacob “Kobi” Alexander, was a former Israeli intelligence officer. owns Verint. In 

2007 a previous head of Israel’s intelligence wing “Unit 8200" told Forbes Magazine that the 

technology of Comversethe company that owns Verint is based on Israel’s “Unit 8200″ 

intelligence expertise." The Jews are creating the technology as well building and running 

the apparatus both technological, legislative and social, political level. Of a growing global 

Police State that is the ground work for the coming microchip of the Jew World Order. 

 

 

 

Here is the first wave of this which is now coming in: 

 

New regs say passengers cannot fly without biometric ID card 

http://www.policestateusa.com/2015/tsa- ... e-real-id/ 

 

Both federal passports and REAL-ID cards require a number of unique personal identifiers to 

be stored together in government databases, including his or her full name, date of birth, 

Social Security Number, scanned signature, and other identifiers. Both cards require 

biometric data: a front-facing digital photograph of the passenger’s face, which is ultimately 

used with a facial recognition database 

 

California cops sign contract to begin using massive biometric database 

 

https://usahitman.com/ccscbumbd/ 

 

The Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department – the fourth largest local policing agency in the 

United States – has taken another step towards building the biggest biometric database 

outside of the FBI’s by inking a new $24 million contract. 

 

NEC Corporation of America – a Texas-based IT firm that provides biometric services to 

commercial entities, law enforcement groups, and governments around the globe – 

announced on Monday that it’s been awarded a multi-year contract by the Los Angeles 

County Sheriff’s Department to provide the agency with specialized, state-of-the-art policing 

services, including high-tech facial recognition software. 

 

Previously published paperwork out of the LA County Board of Supervisors reveals that the 

Sheriff’s Department requested approval last year for a $24.4 million contract with NEC that 

would provide the agency – the largest sheriff’s department in the US – with biometric 

identification services for six years. The board authorized that request in December, setting 

the stage for NEC to soon provide area law enforcement with a new toolkit with regards to 

investigating criminal activity and tracking down suspects within a jurisdiction that includes 

roughly 2.6 million residents. 

 

According to a statement put up by NEC Corp. this week, the deal will allow the LA Sheriff’s 

Department to access fingerprint, palmprint, face, voice, iris and DNA matching capabilities 

offered through the company’s Integra ID 5 Multimodal Biometrics Identification Solution 

(MBIS), as well as the NeoFace program touted by NEC being the “most accurate facial 
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matching product” available in the world. 

 

According to NEC, the biometric service being leased to Los Angeles law enforcement 

interfaces with databases maintained by outside agencies, including state, city and federal 

police groups such as the California Department of Justice, the Western Identification 

Network and the Next Generation Identity (NGI) – a system that the FBI elevated to 

operational status last September, allowing cops in Southern California to quickly, in theory, 

ID a suspect caught on closed-circuit surveillance cameras with any millions of images on any 

linked repository. 

 

 

 

Texas schools punish students who refuse to be tracked with microchips 

 

http://rt.com/usa/texas-school-id-hernandez-033/ 

A school district in Texas came under fire earlier this year when it announced that it would 

require students to wear microchip-embedded ID cards at all times. Now, students who 

refuse to be monitored say they are feeling the repercussions. 

 

 

 

U.S. Military May Implant Chips In Troops' Brains 

 

2007-08-02, KUTV (CBS affiliate in Salt Lake City, Utah) 

http://www.kutv.com/local_story_215001119.html 

 

Imagine a day when the U.S. government implants microchips inside the brains of U.S. 

soldiers. Well you don't have to think too far into the future. The defense department is 

studying the idea now. The chip would be the size of a grain of rice. How far is too far when 

it comes to privacy? The department of defense recently awarded $1.6 million to Clemson 

University to develop an implantable biochip. It would go into the brain using a new gel that 

prevents the human body from rejecting it. The overall idea is to improve the quality and 

speed of care for fallen soldiers. "It's just crazy. To me, it's like a bad sci-fi movie," says 

Yelena Slattery [from] the website http://www.WeThePeopleWillNotBeChipped.com. 

Slattery says, "Soldiers can't choose not to get certain things done because they become 

government property once they sign up. When does it end? When does it become an 

infringement on a person's privacy?" Once the chip is in, she says, could those soldiers be 

put on surveillance, even when they're off-duty? A spokesman for veterans of foreign wars 

also urged caution. Joe Davis said, "If you have a chip that's holding a gigabyte, or 10 gigs, 

like an iPod, what kind of information is going to be on there? How could this be used 

against you if you were taken captive?" 

 

 

 

 

More: 
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RFID Implants NBC dateline: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xkYGf4Z8GUc 

 

 

FDA Approves Sale of Pills With RFID Microchip 

http://unitedtruthseekers.com/profiles/ ... -mircochip 

 

 

http://www.ehow.com/facts_6019048_child ... ation.html 

Children & Microchip Identification 

 

Microchips and radio-frequency identification devices (RFID) have been used to track items 

and pets for years. For animals, the chip is injected into the top layers of skin and can either 

be read by a GPS device or scanned by specific reading devices if the pet is lost. The same 

technology is being developed for children. 

 

You’re next: 

 

Mind-control device lets people alter genes in mice through power of thought 

 

2014-11-11, The Guardian (One of the UK's leading newspapers) 

http://www.theguardian.com/science/2014 ... ter-gene... 

 

Scientists have created a mind-control system that allows a person to alter the genes in a 

mouse through the power of thought. A person wearing the device could alter how much 

protein was made from a gene in the mouse. Volunteers found that they could turn the gene 

on or off in the mouse at will. The experiment could lead to the development of a radical 

new approach to the treatment of diseases. Martin Fussenegger, a bioengineer who leads 

the project at ETH Zurich said he hoped to see clinical trials in people with chronic pain or 

epilepsy in the next five years. Fussenegger’s team describes a system that demonstrates 

the idea. The mouse was fitted with a small implant containing copper coils, a light-emitting 

diode (LED) and a tiny container of genetically modified cells. When the electromagnetic 

field switches on beneath the mouse, an electric current is induced in the implant’s coils 

which makes the LED shine. This light illuminates the cells which are designed to respond by 

switching on a particular gene, causing the cells to make a new protein which seeps out of 

the implant’s membrane. In the tests, the new protein ... allowed scientists to measure its 

levels ... while people wearing the headset changed their state of mind. In a series of follow-

up experiments, volunteers wearing the headset could see when the LED came on, because 

the red light shone through the mouse’s skin. In time, they learned to control the light – and 

so the gene – simply by thinking. 
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Human microchipping: I've got you under my skin 

 

http://www.smh.com.au/digital-life/digi ... zqvho.html 

Thousands of technology enthusiasts use it as the ultimate app, enabling them to lock and 

unlock their homes, cars, computers and mobile phones with a simple wave of a hand. But 

there's a catch: they must have a microchip inserted into their bodies. 

 

The idea may seem weird, and painful, but human microchipping appears to appeal not only 

to amateurs, who call themselves biohackers, but also to governments, police forces, 

medical authorities and security companies. 

 

It involves using a hypodermic needle to inject an RFID (radio-frequency identification) 

microchip, the size of a grain of rice, usually into the person's hand or wrist. The same kind 

of chip is used for tracking lost pets. 

 

The implants send a unique ID number that can be used to activate devices such as phones 

and locks, and can link to databases containing limitless information, including personal 

details such as names, addresses and health records. 

 

RFID chips are everywhere. Basically, if you have to swipe a card, your ID is encoded in the 

magnetic stripe. If you touch it to a reader, as with Myki, it has an RFID chip with your 

number on it linked to the relevant database with your info on it. The latest credit cards 

have both stripe and RFID. 

 

 

 

Students ordered to wear tracking tags 

 

2005-02-09, MSNBC News 

http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/6942751 

 

The only grade school in this rural town is requiring students to wear radio frequency 

identification badges that can track their every move. Some parents are outraged, fearing it 

will rob their children of privacy. The badges introduced at Brittan Elementary School on Jan. 

18 rely on the same radio frequency and scanner technology that companies use to track 

livestock and product inventory. The system was imposed, without parental input, by the 

school as a way to simplify attendance-taking and potentially reduce vandalism and improve 

student safety. Some parents see a system that can monitor their children's movements on 

campus as something straight out of Orwell. This latest adaptation of radio frequency ID 

technology was developed by InCom Corp., a local company co-founded by the parent of a 

former Brittan student, and some parents are suspicious about the financial relationship 

between the school and the company. InCom has paid the school several thousand dollars 

for agreeing to the experiment, and has promised a royalty from each sale if the system 

takes off, said the company's co-founder, Michael Dobson, who works as a technology 

specialist in the town's high school. 
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Microchip to allow wallet-free drinking 

 

2005-01-17, The Telegraph (One of the UK's leading newspapers) 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/ ... let-free... 

 

A Scottish nightclub is about to become the first in Britain to offer its customers the chance 

to have a microchip implanted in their arm to save them carrying cash. The "digital wallet", 

the size of a grain of rice, guarantees entry to the club and allows customers to buy drinks on 

account. Brad Stevens, owner of Bar Soba in Glasgow, said his customers had responded 

enthusiastically to the idea. The VeriChip is inserted by a medical professional and then 

scanned for its unique ID number as a customer enters the bar. The scheme was criticised by 

a spokesman for the Scottish Executive, who said the microchip could encourage excessive 

drinking, and by Notags, a consumer group set up to resist the spread of radio frequency 

identification devices. A spokesman said: "The chip contains your name and ID number and, 

as this could be read remotely without your knowledge, that is already too much 

information." 

 

 

Professor has nightmare vision of global positioning technology 

 

2003-05-07, WantToKnow.info/Kansas City Star (Leading newspaper of Kansas City) 

http://www.WantToKnow.info/030307kansascitystar 

 

Jerome Dobson is not joking. The University of Kansas research professor, a respected leader 

in the field of geographic information technologies [speculates about] "geoslavery" -- a form 

of technological human control that could make "George Orwell's `Big Brother' nightmare ... 

look amateurish." He's talking about overlords electronically punishing errant workers. He's 

talking about the possibility of people hooked to, tracked by, and potentially shocked or 

burned using inexpensive electronic bracelets, manacles or implants. Dobson worked for 26 

years at Tennessee's Oak Ridge National Laboratory creating, for the government, the maps 

used in global tracking. He is the president of the American Geographical Society. And he is 

not alone in his thoughts. [In] the journal published by the Institute of Electrical and 

Electronics Engineers, a paper titled "Geoslavery" is co-written by Dobson and Peter F. 

Fisher, British editor of the International Journal of Geographical Information Science. 

"Human tracking systems, currently sold commercially without restrictions, already 

empower those who would be masters. Safeguards have not yet evolved to protect those 

destined to be slaves," they wrote. With a laptop computer, employers can keep track of 

their drivers' every move. Implanted chips ... keep track of livestock or pets. Whereify 

Wireless Inc. sells its GPS Kids Locator for $400. The device, which also looks like a watch, 

can be locked to a child's wrist. Dobson said that ... none of the companies was thinking of 

anything nefarious. [Yet he] worries that where there is an evil will, there is an evil way. He 

hopes [to ] create debate and perhaps legislation or safeguards around the technology that 

will keep it from being misused. 

 

 

Scientists develop 'brain chip' 
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2003-03-12, BBC News 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/health/2843099.stm 

 

US scientists say a silicon chip could be used to replace the hippocampus, where the storage 

of memories is co-ordinated. They are due to start testing the device on rats' brains shortly. 

If that goes well, the Californian researchers will test the artificial hippocampus in live rats 

within six months and then monkeys trained to carry out memory tasks before progressing 

to human trials once the chip has been proved to be safe. The hippocampus is an area at the 

base of the brain in humans, close to the junction with the spinal cord. It is believed it 

"encodes" experiences so they can be stored as long-term memories in another part of the 

brain. the researchers were able to devise a mathematical model of a whole hippocampus. 

The model was then programmed on to a chip. They suggest the chip would sit on a patient's 

skull, rather than inside the brain. Bernard Williams, a philosopher at Oxford University, UK, 

who is an expert in personal identity, said people might find the technology hard to accept 

at first.  

 

 

US group implants electronic tags in workers 

 

2006-02-13, MSNBC/Financial Times 

http://msnbc.msn.com/id/11314766/ 

 

An Ohio company has embedded silicon chips in two of its employees - the first known case 

in which US workers have been "tagged" electronically as a way of identifying them. A 

private video surveillance company said it was testing the technology as a way of controlling 

access to a room where it holds security video footage for government agencies and the 

police. Embedding slivers of silicon in workers is likely to add to the controversy over RFID 

technology, widely seen as one of the next big growth industries. RFID chips – inexpensive 

radio transmitters that give off a unique identifying signal – have been implanted in pets or 

attached to goods so they can be tracked in transit. "There are very serious privacy and civil 

liberty issues of having people permanently numbered," said Liz McIntyre, who campaigns 

against the use of identification technology. "There's nothing pulsing or sending out a 

signal," said Mr Darks, who has had a chip in his own arm. "It's not a GPS chip. My wife can't 

tell where I am." The technology's defenders say it is acceptable as long as it is not 

compulsory. But critics say any implanted device could be used to track the "wearer" 

without their knowledge.  

 

 

Passports go electronic with new microchip 

 

2004-12-09, Christian Science Monitor 

http://www.csmonitor.com/2004/1209/p12s01-stct.html 

 

The US passport is about to go electronic, with a tiny microchip embedded in its cover. The 

chip is the latest outpost in the battle to outwit tamperers. But it's also one that worries 

privacy advocates. The RFID (radio frequency identification) chip in each passport will 
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contain the same personal data as now appear on the inside pages - name, date of birth, 

place of birth, issuing office - and a digitized version of the photo. But the 64K chip will be 

read remotely. And there's the rub. The scenario, privacy advocates say, could be as simple 

as you standing in line with your passport as someone walks by innocuously carrying a 

briefcase. Inside that case, a microchip reader could be skimming data from your passport to 

be used for identity theft. Or maybe authorities or terrorists want to see who's gathered in a 

crowd and surreptitiously survey your ID and track you. Why not choose a contact chip, 

where there would be no possibility of skimming, asks Barry Steinhardt, director of the 

ACLU's Technology and Liberty Project. "There was another way to go, which was to put an 

electronic strip in the passport that would require contact." The State Department says it's 

just following international standards set by the International Civil Aviation Organization 

(ICAO), under the umbrella of the United Nations. The ICAO specified the RFID ... at the 

behest of the United States. All countries that are part of the US visa-waiver program must 

use the new passports by Oct. 26, 2005. Mr. Steinhardt ... says the US pushed through the 

standards against the reservations of the Europeans. "Bush says at the G8 meeting, 'We 

have to adhere to the global standard,' as though we had nothing to do with it," he says in 

exasperation.  

 

 

Edible RFID microchip monitor can tell if you take your medicine 

 

2010-03-31, BusinessWeek 

http://www.businessweek.com/idg/2010-03 ... tor-can-... 

 

Researchers at the University of Florida have combined RFID, microchips and printed nano-

particle antennas to make pills that communicate with cell phones or laptops to tell doctors 

whether patients are taking their medicine. Still a prototype, the inventors hope their 

tattletale technology can be applied commercially to a range of medications in clinical trials 

and in treatment of patients with chronic diseases in which it is essential that the doses are 

taken and taken on time. The pill is a white capsule with a microchip embedded and with an 

antenna printed on the outside with ink containing silver nanoparticles. A device worn by 

the patient energizes the microchip via bursts of low-voltage electricity. The chip signal 

confirms the pill is in the stomach and the device sends a signal that the pill has been 

swallowed. The messages can go to cell phones or laptops to inform doctors or family 

members.  

 

 

Look out, your medicine is watching you 

2010-11-08, Fox News/Reuters 

http://www.foxnews.com/health/2010/11/0 ... -microchip 

 

Novartis AG plans to seek regulatory approval within 18 months for a pioneering tablet 

containing an embedded microchip, bringing the concept of "smart-pill" technology a step 

closer. The initial program will use one of the Swiss firm's established drugs taken by 

transplant patients to avoid organ rejection. But Trevor Mundel, global head of 

development, believes the concept can be applied to many other pills. Novartis agreed in 

January to spend $24 million to secure access to chip-in-a-pill technology developed by 
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privately owned Proteus Biomedical of Redwood City, California, putting it ahead of rivals. 

The biotech start-up's ingestible chips are activated by stomach acid and send information to 

a small patch worn on the patient's skin, which can transmit data to a smartphone or send it 

over the Internet to a doctor. Because the tiny chips are added to existing drugs, Novartis 

does not expect to have to conduct full-scale clinical trials to prove the new products work. 

Instead, it aims to do so-called bioequivalence tests to show they are the same as the 

original. A bigger issue may be what checks should be put in place to protect patients' 

personal medical data as it is transmitted from inside their bodies by wireless and Bluetooth. 

 

 

Soon it will be you wave your hand under a scanner: 

 

 

Electronic Pickpocketing 

 

2012-01-10, WREG-TV (Memphis, TN CBS affiliate) 

http://wreg.com/2012/01/10/electronic-pickpocketing/ 

 

Call it high-tech hijacking. Thieves now have the capabilities to steal your credit card 

information without laying a hand on your wallet. It’s new technology being used in credit 

and debit cards, and it’s already leaving nearly 140 million people at-risk for electronic 

pickpocketing. It all centers around radio frequency identification technology, or RFID. It’s 

supposed to make paying for things faster and easier. You just wave the card, and you’ve 

paid. But now some worry it’s also making life easier for crooks trying to rip you off. In a 

crowd, Walt Augustinowicz blends right in. And that’s the problem. “If I’m walking through a 

crowd, I get near people’s back pocket and their wallet, I just need to be this close to it and 

there’s [their] credit card and expiration date on the screen,” says Augustinowicz 

demonstrating how easily cards containing RFID can be hacked. Armed with a credit card 

reader he bought for less than $100 on-line and a netbook computer ... for about an hour he 

patrolled Beale Street, looking for RFID chips to read, and credit card information to steal. 

Even scarier, Augustinowicz says bad guys could work a crowd, stealing numbers and then e-

mail them anywhere in the world. It’s not just your credit and debit cards at-risk. While they 

are harder to hack, all US passports issued since 2006 contain RFID technology that can be 

read, and swiped. “It gives me a lot of personal information like your date of birth, your 

photo if I wanted to make some sort of ID,” said Augustinowicz demonstrating with his 

reader. 

 

 

An Orwellian solution to kids skipping school 

 

2007-02-20, Atlanta Journal-Constitution (Atlanta's leading newspaper) 

http://www.ajc.com/opinion/content/opin ... uants.html 

 

Let's say your teenager is a habitual truant and there is nothing you can do about it. A 

Washington area politician thinks he might have the solution: Fit the child with a Global 

Positioning System chip, then have police track him down. "It allows them to get caught 

easier," said Maryland Delegate Doyle Niemann (D-Prince George's), who recently co-
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sponsored legislation in the House that would use electronic surveillance as part of a 

broader truancy reduction plan. "It's going to be done unobtrusively. The chips are tiny and 

can be put into a hospital ID band or a necklace." Niemann's legislation mirrors a bill 

sponsored by state Sen. Gwendolyn Britt (D-Prince George's). Both would provide truants 

and their parents with better access to social services, such as mental health evaluations and 

help with schoolwork. Electronic monitoring would be a last resort. Still, the prospect of 

tagging children and using them in some "catch and release" hunt by police casts a pall over 

everything that's good about the plan. Odd how billions and billions of dollars keep going to 

a war that almost nobody wants, but there's never enough to fund the educational 

programs that nearly everybody says are needed. Aimed solely at students in Prince 

George's — the only predominantly black county in the Washington area — the truancy 

effort is called a "pilot program," a first-of-its-kind experiment. It would cost $400,000 to 

keep track of about 660 students a year. 

 

 

 

Military Plans To Test Brain Implants To Fight Mental Disorders 

 

2014-05-26, NPR blog 

http://www.npr.org/blogs/health/2014/05 ... o-test-b... 

 

The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, or DARPA, is launching a $70 million 

program to help military personnel with psychiatric disorders using electronic devices 

implanted in the brain. The goal of the five-year program is to develop new ways of treating 

problems including depression, anxiety and post-traumatic stress disorder, all of which are 

common among service members who fought in Iraq or Afghanistan. The new program will 

fund development of high-tech implanted devices able to both monitor and electrically 

stimulate specific brain circuits. The effort will be led by scientists at the University of 

California, San Francisco and Massachusetts General Hospital. The UCSF team will begin its 

work by studying volunteers who already have probes in their brains as part of treatment for 

epilepsy or Parkinson's disease. That will allow researchers to "record directly from the brain 

at a level of resolution that's never [been] done before," says Eddie Chang, a neurosurgeon 

at UCSF. And because many of the volunteers also have depression, anxiety and other 

problems, it should be possible to figure out how these conditions have changed specific 

circuits in the brain, Chang says. The scientists ... hope to design tiny electronic implants that 

can stimulate the cells in faulty brain circuits. "We know that once you start putting 

stimulation into the brain, the brain will change in response," Chang says. 

 

 

California cops sign contract to begin using massive biometric database 

 

https://usahitman.com/ccscbumbd/ 

 

The Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department – the fourth largest local policing agency in the 

United States – has taken another step towards building the biggest biometric database 

outside of the FBI’s by inking a new $24 million contract. 
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NEC Corporation of America – a Texas-based IT firm that provides biometric services to 

commercial entities, law enforcement groups, and governments around the globe – 

announced on Monday that it’s been awarded a multi-year contract by the Los Angeles 

County Sheriff’s Department to provide the agency with specialized, state-of-the-art policing 

services, including high-tech facial recognition software. 

 

Previously published paperwork out of the LA County Board of Supervisors reveals that the 

Sheriff’s Department requested approval last year for a $24.4 million contract with NEC that 

would provide the agency – the largest sheriff’s department in the US – with biometric 

identification services for six years. The board authorized that request in December, setting 

the stage for NEC to soon provide area law enforcement with a new toolkit with regards to 

investigating criminal activity and tracking down suspects within a jurisdiction that includes 

roughly 2.6 million residents. 

 

According to a statement put up by NEC Corp. this week, the deal will allow the LA Sheriff’s 

Department to access fingerprint, palmprint, face, voice, iris and DNA matching capabilities 

offered through the company’s Integra ID 5 Multimodal Biometrics Identification Solution 

(MBIS), as well as the NeoFace program touted by NEC being the “most accurate facial 

matching product” available in the world. 

 

According to NEC, the biometric service being leased to Los Angeles law enforcement 

interfaces with databases maintained by outside agencies, including state, city and federal 

police groups such as the California Department of Justice, the Western Identification 

Network and the Next Generation Identity (NGI) – a system that the FBI elevated to 

operational status last September, allowing cops in Southern California to quickly, in theory, 

ID a suspect caught on closed-circuit surveillance cameras with any millions of images on any 

linked repository. 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

All Israelis Will Have to Join Biometric Database From Next Year, Minister Says  

http://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/1.728256 

In event marking millionth person to sign on, Interior Minister Dery says after end of pilot 

phase, all passports, ID cards will be biometric; 'I can say with certainty that this is a secure 

database.'  

 

Interior Minister Arye Dery announced on Thursday that starting next year, joining the 

biometric database will be obligatory.  

 

“From now on anyone obtaining a document from the Interior Ministry, whether an ID card 

or a passport, will receive a biometric one. We’ve decided on having this database and we’ll 

soon decide what will be included in it,” Dery said at a ceremony marking the millionth 

person to join the biometric database, which was held at the new Population and 

Immigration Authority office in south Tel Aviv.  
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“Israel is joining many other countries around the world which have concluded that their 

citizens should have smart and secure documentation. With all the attempts by various 

organizations to steal identities, it’s important to have a smart and reliable document,” Dery 

added. At the end of the ceremony he issued himself one.  

 

“I’m not sure I’m the millionth, but we’re close. I’m issuing one for myself since I don’t have 

one yet. It’s the right and safe thing to do – there is nothing to worry about. There is nothing 

more secure than this database. People can remain calm, I can say with certainty – we have 

a secure database. Everything we do is for the benefit of our citizens,” he declared.  

 

During the third quarter of 2015 there was a sharp drop in the number of people signing up. 

Only one quarter of people taking out new documents in that period opted for biometric 

ones. The Population Authority released data showing that between last November and May 

there was a rise in these numbers, with 31 percent opting for biometric documentation.  

 

The rate of people choosing biometric documents goes up with age, except for people who 

are 80 years old or older. There are gender differences, with somewhat more men who 

signed up during the pilot phase. Twenty-four percent of people who signed on never 

returned to pick them up. From August, these documents will be mailed to people for whom 

they were issued.  

 

The pilot phase began in July 2013 and was supposed to end after two years. However, it 

was extended twice. Former Interior Minister Silvan Shalom assumed his post a month and a 

half before the end of the pilot, and requested more time to study the issue. The Knesset 

approved his request and extended the pilot by nine months, ending in March of this year.  

 

After Shalom’s departure, Dery was appointed minister in mid-January. At his request, the 

Knesset again extended the pilot by nine months, until the end of 2016. Dery will have to 

decide in the coming months what should be done with this database. He clarified that he 

wouldn’t annul it but would make it compulsory to sign on. It is still unclear, however, which 

data will be conserved in the database. In any case, approval by the Knesset plenary is 

required for this move.  

 

The main objective of the biometric database is to prevent the forging of ID cards and 

passports, prohibiting anyone from assuming a false identity. The database includes high-

resolution facial photos and the prints of applicants’ two index fingers. By law, the biometric 

data is stored in a secure database with limited access. Only an encrypted code enables the 

linking of the data to the personal details of any person.  

 

Senior Interior Ministry officials said they are now looking at different models for the 

database. One option is to include only a facial photograph. “That’s a good option for people 

who are reluctant to provide fingerprints, but its effectiveness is lower. Faces change over 

time, and people often choose to wear head covering while taking their photos. Such 

passports will therefore be issued for shorter durations. This will cause people to be hassled 

by appearing more frequently at our offices as well as imposing a greater burden on our 

employees. Another option is to make the provision of fingerprints compulsory, but this will 
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evoke opposition.”  

 

In internal discussions, Dery has been looking at a third way that combines the two – in this 

option a facial photo will be compulsory and the fingerprints voluntary. This may encourage 

people to give their fingerprints. “When people learn that passports with fingerprints will be 

issued for longer periods of 10 years instead of three to five years without fingerprinting, 

most people will provide their prints.”  

 

Opponents of the database argue that there is a high risk of sensitive information leaking 

out. They suggest making do with smart documents that will contain the biometric data, 

rather than holding it in a centralized storage site. Opponents also recommend more intense 

questioning by the Population Authority at the time documents are issued, to minimize the 

risk of identity theft.  

 

 

Attorney Yehonatan Klinger, the legal adviser of the Movement for Digital Rights, says, “We 

claim that this database is unnecessary, since people rarely lose documents that can prove 

their identity. There is no need for a database that will store fingerprints – identities can be 

verified without this. We’ll do our utmost so that the interior minister makes the right 

decision and halts the establishment of this database.” 
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Israel: Murdering Children For Organs And 

Engaging In Medical Experiments On 

Palestinians 

by HP Mageson666 » Tue Feb 26, 2019 
 

 

 

Israel: Murdering Children For Organs And Engaging In Medical Experiments On Palestinians 

 

[My note this is not surprising as its documented that Talmud Tribe land, Israel also kills and 

harvests the organs of Palestinians from children to adults for sale on the market as well. Its also 

documented that Israel routinely uses torture on Palestinians in their prisons, many never return 

from prison. Israel also bombs hospitals and children schools as well and frequently uses 

weapons that are banned such as white phosphorus on men, women and children in Gaza and 

from reports also used nerve gas on civilian populations in Lebanon in 2006. Israel is also 

documented in the international press to have used a tactical nuclear weapon on Syria in 2013. 

And to have used neutron weapons in Yemen. Remember Israel is the global center of the sex 

slave and drug trade as well. Let us not forget Mossad's role in 911 and how four thousand 

Israeli's never showed up for work on 911 to the Twin Towers. Billions of your tax dollars a year 

are going to Israel. Think of that the next time Israel is praised by the Jewish media and Jewish 

owned politicians. The Jews would do this to you and your own children if they could. They are 

permit to do as they please to the cattle ie the Goyim. ]  

“In July 1997, Israeli newspaper Yedioth Ahronoth reported remarks for Dalia Itzik, 

chairman of a parliamentary committee, acknowledged that the Israeli Ministry of Health 

had given pharmaceutical firms permits to test their new drugs on inmates, noting that 

5,000 tests had already been carried out. 

Robrecht Vanderbeeken, the cultural secretary of Belgium’s ACOD trade union, warned 

in August 2018 the population of the Gaza Strip is being “starved to death, poisoned, and 

children are kidnapped and murdered for their organs.” 

 

 

 

https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20190 ... prisoners/ 

 

 

Israeli Professor Nadera Shalhoub-Kevorkian revealed yesterday that the Israeli occupation 

authorities issues permits to large pharmaceutical firms to carry out tests on Palestinian and Arab 

prisoners, Felesteen.ps reported. 

The Times of Israel also reported that in a recording from the event the Hebrew University 
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lecturer also revealed that the Israeli military firms are testing weapons on Palestinian children 

and carry out these tests in the Palestinian neighbourhoods of occupied Jerusalem. 

Speaking in Columbia University in New York City, Shalhoub-Kevorkian said that she collected 

the data while carrying out a research project for the Hebrew University. 

“Palestinian spaces are laboratories,” she said. “The invention of products and services of state-

sponsored security corporations are fueled by long-term curfews and Palestinian oppression by 

the Israeli army.” 

Remote control repression: Israel tested its latest weapons against the Great March of Return 

In her talk, entitled “Disturbing Spaces – Violent Technologies in Palestinian Jerusalem”, the 

professor added: “They check for which bombs to use, gas bombs or stink bombs. Whether to 

put plastic sacks or cloth sacks. To beat us with their rifles or to kick us with boots.” 

Last week, Israeli authorities refused to hand over the body of Fares Baroud, who passed away 

inside Israeli prisons after suffering from a number of diseases. His family fear that he could 

have been used for such tests and Israel is afraid this could be revealed through forensic 

investigations. 

 

Lives of Palestinian prisoners in Israeli jails – Cartoon [Alarabya] 

 

5,000 tests on prisoners 

In July 1997, Israeli newspaper Yedioth Ahronoth reported remarks for Dalia Itzik, chairman of 

a parliamentary committee, acknowledged that the Israeli Ministry of Health had given 

pharmaceutical firms permits to test their new drugs on inmates, noting that 5,000 tests had 

already been carried out. 

Robrecht Vanderbeeken, the cultural secretary of Belgium’s ACOD trade union, warned in 

August 2018 the population of the Gaza Strip is being “starved to death, poisoned, and children 

are kidnapped and murdered for their organs.” 

This follows previous warnings from Palestinian Ambassador to the United Nations Riyad 

Mansour who said the bodies of Palestinians killed by Israeli security forces “were returned with 

missing corneas and other organs, further confirming past reports about organ harvesting by the 

occupying power.” 
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Israel Caught Spying On The White House 

by HP Mageson666 » Sat Sep 14, 2019 
 

 

 

 

Israel has been found to be spying on the White House for years using advanced technology. 

Remember this and then think of the Jewish ADL running espionage for Israel since at least 1969 

when the FBI wanted to investigate the ADL for being a Mossad front of Israeli foreign agency. 

Of course Bibi Netanyahu the Mossad goon denies everything.... So what. Now think of the 

Epstein pedophilia comprise network that was Mossad run. And Epstein's connections back to 

Mossad and the Israeli government. 

 

 

Israel Reportedly Planted Mysterious Spy Devices Near White House; Netanyahu: Total Lie  

Haaretzand Noa Landau |  

Sep 12, 2019 1:19 PM  

 

According to former top U.S. officials who spoke to Politico, the cellphone surveillance devices 

were uncovered during the Trump presidency and meant to track him  

 

Israel has likely planted surveillance devices that have been located near the White House over 

the past two years, Politico reported on Thursday based on accounts provided by three former 

U.S. officials 

 

According to the report, the cellphone surveillance devices were likely intended to spy on U.S. 

President Donald Trump. “It was pretty clear that the Israelis were responsible,” a former senior 

intelligence official was quoted as saying.  

 

A spokesperson for Israel's Embassy in Washington, Elad Strohmayer, was quoted in the report 

as saying that “these allegations are absolute nonsense. Israel doesn’t conduct espionage 

operations in the United States, period.”  

 

 

Upon arrival to Sochi, where he is slated to meet Russian President Vladimir Putin, Prime 

Minister Netanyahu also denied the report. "We have a directive, I have a directive, no 

intelligence work in the United States, no spies. And it's vigorously implemented, without any 

exception. It [the report] is a complete fabrication, a complete fabrication," he said.  

 

>> Read more: Iran overture and Greenblatt departure cloud Trump-Netanyahu paradise ■ 

Trump vs. Netanyahu | Editorial  
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The spying devices that have been uncovered according to the report are known as "StingRays" 

and emulate normal cell towers to trick cellular devices into giving them their locations and 

identity details. They are also known as mobile subscriber identity catchers, or IMSI-catchers.  

 

Netanyahu's bureau released a statement echoing his comments upon arrival in Russia. "A 

blatant lie. There is a longstanding commitment and a directive from the Israeli government not 

to engage in any intelligence operations in the U.S. This directive is strictly enforced without 

exception."  

 

 

According to the report, the White House refused to comment. “I’m not aware of any 

accountability at all,” one former official told Politico, noting: “The reaction ... was very 

different than it would have been in the last administration… With the current administration, 

there are a different set of calculations in regard to addressing this.”  

 

However, an ex-official told Politico that as opposed to other incidents of foreign spying on U.S. 

soil, the Trump administration did not rebuke the Israeli government or took any official steps 

against it.  

 

The FBI and the Department of Homeland Security both declined to comment on Politico's 

report.  

 

Around October 2018, officials at the DHS had discovered evidence of the surveillance devices 

near the White House as well as several other sensitive locations around Washington, D.C., the 

report said. They then shared the findings with relevant federal agencies.  

 

The FBI, along with other agencies probing the case, pointed the blame at Israel after conducting 

a detailed forensic analysis, the officials told Politico.  

 

The report cited former officials and individuals that worked with previous administrations as 

saying that there prevails a common concern that Israel is spying on the White House.  

 

“Sometimes it was sort of knowledge of our thinking. Occasionally there were some turns of 

phrase like language that as far as we knew had only appeared in drafts of speeches and never 

been actually used publicly, and then some Israeli official would repeat it back to us and say, 

‘This would be really problematic if you were to say X,’” the former official was quoted as 

saying.  

 

“The Israelis are pretty aggressive," the former intel official officer told the website. “They’re all 

about protecting the security of the Israeli state and they do whatever they feel they have to 

achieve that objective.” 
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Israel Starts Using DNA to Check for “Jewishness of Immigrants” 
Posted by TNO Staff— on August 12, 2013 
http://newobserveronline.com/israel-starts-using-dna-to-check-for-jewishness-of-
immigrants/ 
 
Israel, which already has one of the most racially-restrictive immigration policies 
in the world, is about to introduce DNA testing to ensure that no non-Jews from 
Russia enter the country, according to an announcement from the Prime 
Minister’s office in Tel Aviv made at the end of July 2013. 
  
According to an article in the Times of Israel, Russian-speakers who want to 
make “aliya” will in future need a DNA test. This development is the surest sign 
yet that Jewishness is not a cultural construct, but a biological one, and also 
further evidence that the “Khazar theory”—which would have introduced non-
Semitic elements into the Jewish gene pool—is incorrect, as proved by earlier 
DNA evidence. According to the Times of Israel, “would-be immigrants from 
former Soviet Union may be asked to prove [their] Jewish bloodline” and will be 
“subjected to DNA testing to prove their Jewishness.” 
 
The announcement said “many Jews from the FSU [Russia] who were born out-
of-wedlock can be required to bring DNA confirmation of Jewish heritage in order 
to be allowed to immigrate as a Jew. “A source in the PMO told Maariv that the 
consul’s procedure, approved by the legal department of the Interior Ministry, 
states that a Russian-speaking child born out-of-wedlock is eligible to receive an 
Israeli immigration visa if the birth was registered before the child turned 3. 
Otherwise a DNA test to prove Jewish parentage is necessary. 
 
“A Foreign Ministry spokesman said that the decision to require DNA testing for 
Russian Jews is based on the recommendations of Nativ, an educational 
program under the auspices of the Prime Minister’s Office to help Jews from the 
FSU immigrate to Israel. “The issue cuts to the heart of Israel’s Law of Return, 
which allows anybody with a Jewish parent, grandparent or spouse to move to 
Israel and be eligible for citizenship. Determining who is a Jew — a definition 
which has evolved along with the religion’s many streams — has led the interior 
Ministry to create a somewhat byzantine system of checks and rules and has 
sometimes led applicants, especially converts to Judaism, to fight for the right to 
immigrate in Israeli courts.” This demand for DNA tests for immigrants to Israel 
contrasts dramatically with the demand for open borders made by all Jewish 
organizations in America and elsewhere. 
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Israel Used Nuclear Weapon on Yemen 

 

-By Hp Mageson 666 

 

Jew Admits: Israel Black Mails The World With Nuclear War 

Vanunu stated Israel has these type of nuclear weapons in their arsenal.  

 

----------------------------------- 

Mordechai Vanunu is a former Israeli nuclear technician who, citing his opposition to 

weapons of mass destruction, revealed details of Israel's nuclear weapons program to the 

British press in 1986. He was subsequently lured to Italy by a Mossad agent, where he was 

drugged and abducted by Israeli intelligence agents. He was transported to Israel and 

ultimately convicted in a trial that was held behind closed doors. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mordechai_Vanunu 

 

On 5 October, the Sunday Times published the information it had revealed, and estimated 

that Israel had produced more than 100 nuclear warheads.[41] 

 

In July 2004 Vanunu claimed in the London-based Al-Hayat newspaper that the State of 

Israel was complicit in the assassination of John F. Kennedy. He claimed there were "near-

certain indications" that Kennedy was assassinated in response to "pressure he exerted on 

Israel’s then head of government, David Ben-Gurion, to shed light on Dimona’s nuclear 

reactor 

-------------------------------- 

 

Vannu also stated Israel is Black Mailing the entire world with literal Nuclear annihilation and 

have amassed a huge Nuclear Arsenal that can reach across the planet to do just that.  

 

 

The Samson Option - How Psychopathic Megalomaniacs Blackmail The World With Nuclear 

War:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xq1-oFjuPeI 

 

 

Remember Israel used a small level tactical nuclear weapon on Syria: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vm7ObVSix7w 

 

---------------- 

Thanks to TJAOM for posting this up in another thread. 

 

 

How Israel Was Busted Nuking Yemen 

 

Israel nuked Yemen, period. This is hard fact that has been 100% confirmed 

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2015/05/29 ... #abh_posts 
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By now, every VT reader will be aware that Israel dropped a neutron bomb on Yemen on 

behalf of their Saudi allies. As well as the readers of VT, a billion Arabs also know this truth, 

every Arabic media outlet picked up the VT story as have the Russian outlets Pravda, Russia 

Today and Sputnik News. This story is too big to die, it is worldwide.  

 

Israel nuked Yemen, period. This is hard fact that has been 100% confirmed.  

 

Just watch the video, the scintillating pixels are caused by particles from the nuclear 

explosion hitting the camera’s sensor, there can be no other explanation; note the white hot 

ball of plasma seen briefly before the huge detonation: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pVgPKxYVxb0 

 

 

 

The camera never lies: 

 

 

 

Until mobile phones with cameras and small video cameras were developed, small 

florescent lights were used as emergency nuclear explosion/radiation detectors. Now, 

phones and CCD video cameras have become dependable “slam dunk” nuclear detectors. 

 

The next few words are the technical explanation of why we are absolutely certain we are 

dealing with a nuclear event, with no questions whatsoever. This is information available to 
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all member of the press, the military, the scientific community and the general public. This 

means, of course, that anyone in “denial” of our assertion, proven with this much certainty, 

is defective as to mental function or suffers from moral degeneracy. 

 

 

The combination of the cameras plastic lens and the photoelectric effect produced in the 

cameras CCD pick up chip (because it is basically a very large array of photo diodes) allows 

them to act as very good detectors of high level ionizing radiation. Low level radiation in this 

case is not of concern because it will not immediately kill you or have long term negative 

health effects. 

 

 

 

 

By simply pointing the camera at an explosive event it will immediately determine if it is 

nuclear or not. When the  

camera’s CCD pick up chip is overloaded by excess radiation it will pixelize showing white 

sparkles all over the picture of the fireball or blast image area. 

 

The demonstration video still was taken in Yemen this month. It is perhaps the best single 

demonstration image of ionizing radiation hitting a CCD receptor. It is as perfect a 

demonstration of a nuclear explosion as detected using mobile phone or CCD camera 

technology, as explained above, as might be possible. 

 

We are contacting scientists and physicists throughout the Middle east and Ukraine; we are 

distributing software that will allow us to detect not just nuclear weapons but radioactive 

threats of all kinds including polonium poisons; we are training teams to collect soil samples; 

preparing packages to allow medical personnel to screen for radioactive poisoning and we 

are offering materials for civil defence and decontamination efforts. 

 

There has thus far been zero denial or refutation (other than by wingnuts and conspiracy 

theorists) of this having been a nuclear event nor has there been any effective denial of the 

pair of F-16A/Bs shot down over Yemen this week; planes which can only have belonged to 

Italy, Portugal or Israel, otherwise it came out of the mothballed stockpiles in the US 

southwest. 

 

Russia speaks out 

 

As stated in Pravda today, the world’s scientific community is aghast that ‘the Saudis have 

begun to wipe Yemen off the map’, they get straight to the point by telling us that ‘shocking 

video reveals proton bombardment from a neutron bomb’ and that ‘forbidden strikes have 

brought about a storm of worldwide protest’ and might I add, this wave of protest isn’t 

going to be silenced by a handful of internet trolls and unemployed Haifa housewives. 

 

‘Obama has recently offered military assistance to any external threat the rich Arab Gulf 

States may face’ according to Pravda. Russia is not only certain after viewing the evidence, 

that this is a nuclear attack but they believe that the United States is fully complicit in it; 

where other sources have cited the Israeli-Saudi nexus, highest level Russian sources believe 
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this irresponsible move is the result of Washington kow-towing to both Saudi Arabia and The 

Gulf States. 

 

.............................................. 
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Israeli Colonel Directing Islamic State Terrorists 

-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

http://www.redicecreations.com/article.php?id=34825 

 

This was definitely not supposed to happen. It seems that an Israeli military man with the 

rank of colonel was “caught with IS pants down.” By that I mean he was captured amid a 

gaggle of so-called IS–or Islamic State or ISIS or DAESH depending on your preference–

terrorists, by soldiers of the Iraqi army. Under interrogation by the Iraqi intelligence he 

apparently said a lot regarding the role of Netanyahu’s IDF in supporting IS. 

 

In late October an Iranian news agency, quoting a senior Iraqi intelligence officer, reported 

the capture of an Israeli army colonel, named Yusi Oulen Shahak, reportedly related to the 

ISIS Golani Battalion operating in Iraq in the Salahuddin front. In a statement to Iran’s semi-

official Fars News Agency a Commander of the Iraqi Army stated, “The security and popular 

forces have held captive an Israeli colonel.” He added that the IDF colonel “had participated 

in the Takfiri ISIL group’s terrorist operations.” He said the colonel was arrested together 

with a number of ISIL or IS terrorists, giving the details: “The Israeli colonel’s name is Yusi 

Oulen Shahak and is ranked colonel in Golani Brigade… with the security and military code of 

Re34356578765az231434.” 

 

 

From satan666: 

 

http://www.globalresearch.ca/israel-sup ... is/5492807 

 

Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Ya’alon admitted Israeli support for ISIS and other takfiri 

terrorists, calling them Syrian rebels – failing to explain they’re imported from scores of 

countries… There are no so-called “moderates” among them. 

 

Since Obama waged war on Syria in March 2011, Israel bombed government targets multiple 

times. It continues supplying terrorist elements with weapons, munitions and other support.  

 

Over 1,000 of their wounded fighters were treated in Israeli hospitals, helping them recover 

to resume waging terror on Syria. 

 

Ya’alon claiming Israeli policy excludes “getting involved in the Syrian war” is a lie. 

Israel’s long-range goal is unchallenged regional hegemony, independent governments 

eliminated in Syria, Iran and Lebanon, area nations balkanized into mini-states for easier 

control, undeclared Israeli borders expanded to incorporate territory of neighboring states. 

On November 24, The Voltaire Network said journalist Sharri Markson got firsthand 

accounts from wounded jihadist terrorists receiving treatment at Israel’s Ziv Medical Centre, 

“specializing in war traumology…government-run and linked to the Israeli Defence Forces.” 

Their recovery is aided to help them “continue the jihad in Syria.” Israeli security forces 

detained and interrogated her in a “heavy-handed” way for exposing what they want kept 
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secret. 

 

 

In September 2014, a photo of Netanyahu and Ya’alon visiting terrorists receiving care in an 

Israeli hospital went viral online – Netanyahu seen shaking a terrorist’s hand. 

 

According to the al-Araby al-Jadeed newspaper, “Israel has in one way or another become 

the main marketer of ISIS oil. Without them, most ISIS-produced oil would have remained 

going between Iraq, Syria and Turkey. Even the three companies would not receive the oil if 

they did not have a buyer in Israel.” 

 

In October, Iraqi security forces captured an Israeli colonel, Yuri Oulen Shahak, working 

directly with ISIS terrorists. He explained Netanyahu’s criminality during interrogation, one 

more example of Zionist evil. 

 

He directly “participated in the ISIL group’s terrorist operations,” according to Iraqi 

authorities 
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Israeli forces: 'We will gas you until you all die 

-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

Israeli forces to Aida camp: 'We will gas you until you all die'  

 

It’s like when the Jews ran the Soviet Union all over again....Where the Jews invented and 

used gas vans to murder thousands of innocent White Gentiles. 

topic3995.html 

 

“The gas van was invented in the Soviet Union] in 1936, presumably by Isay Berg,[my note 

JEW] the head of the administrative and economic department of the NKVD of Moscow 

Oblast which suffocated batches of prisoners with engine fumes in a camouflaged bread van 

while on the drive out to the mass graves at Butovo, where the prisoners were subsequently 

buried.[5] According to Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn: 

 

 

I. D. Berg was ordered to carry out the decisions of the NKVD troika of Moscow Oblast, and 

Berg was decently carrying out this assignment: he was driving people to the executions by 

shooting. But, when in Moscow Oblast there came to be three troikas having their sessions 

simultaneously, the executioners could not cope with the load. They hit upon a solution: to 

strip the victims naked, to tie them up, plug their mouths and throw them into a closed 

truck, disguised from the outside as a bread van. During transportation the fuel gases came 

into the truck, and when delivered to the farthest [execution] ditch the arrestees were 

already dead. 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QC5_W_zUzHc 

 

Yazan Ikhlayel, 17, was at Aida refugee camp’s local community center when Israeli forces 

stormed the camp. He was filming Israeli jeeps rolling through one of the camp’s main roads 

shooting off tear gas from his iPhone when a soldier began issuing a message to residents 

from one of the jeep’s loud speakers 
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Israeli War Against America  

by HP Mageson666 » Sat Jun 22, 2019 

 

 
The current paradigm of the never ending "War on Terror" was created as the blue print of the Jewish 
Mossad in Israel, its operational objective being the way to the manifestation of the "Greater Israel 
Plan." The current Likud Party in Israel is the Mossad regime, the creator of the Likud Party was 
Menachem Begin the former leader of the Irgun terrorist organization that was responsible for the King 
David Hotel bombing which killed 91 people in 1946 and the Dir Yassin massacre in 1948 in which 
hundreds of Palestinian Arabs where brutally murdered as act of political terrorism.  
 
During an interview with Begin, this is what he stated: 
 
"How does it feel, in the light of all that's going on, to be the father of terrorism in the Middle East?" 
 
"In the Middle East?" he [Begin] bellowed, in his thick, cartoon accent. "In all the world!" 
Menachem Begin to Russell Warren Howe, January 1974, Washington Report on Middle East Affairs, 
March 2009 
 

 
 
Israel is notorious for false flag policies from the Lavon Affair in which Mossad agents dressed up as 
Arabs to commit acts of terrorism against western targets in Egypt and the USS Liberty attack to pull 
America into war for Israel. However when the Likud Party took power in Israel this became the open 
official policy that was dubbed "The War On Terror" in 1979 Menachem Begin, the then Prime Minister 
of Israel created and hosted the Jerusalem Conference on International Terrorism. This conference was 
hosted by the Netanyahu Institute which was created and run by the now Prime Minister of Israel and 
the current leader of the Likud Party, Benjamin Netanyahu, and his father. 
 
On the conference: 
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"The conference organizers expect the event to initiate a major anti-terrorist offensive," Ian Black writes 
in the Jerusalem Post after the first day of the conference."...Philip Paull wrote in International 
Terrorism: The Propaganda War. "Four former chiefs of Israeli military intelligence participated in the 
conference: Gen. Chaim Herzog, Maj, Gen. Meir Amit, Lt. Gen. Aharon Yariv, and Maj. Gen. Shlomo 
Gazit." 
 
Also in attendance was George H.W. Bush, along with seven hundred invited foreign journalists, 
influential friends of Israel, and top-ranking members of the Israeli military, diplomatic, and intelligence 
establishment." 
 
This event is where the Israeli regime rolled out the Global War On Terror, this ideology was designed 
for one reason to use the concept of engineered terror attacks against the western world, to force 
western nations such as America into wars for Israel. This would be used to then destroy the Arab 
nations. The policy for such was outlined in the Yinon Plan which was written in 1982 by Israeli strategist 
Oded Yinon.  
 
The situation is revealing as to what the Israeli plan was to make the Yinon Plan, happen: 
 
"In 1979, Isser Harel, the veteran Israeli intelligence chief, predicted a terror attack like 9/11 to Michael 
D. Evans, an American Zionist activist. As Evans wrote, "My last question was would terrorism ever come 
to America. "You have the power to fight it,' he said, 'but not the will. They have the will, but not the 
power. All of that will change in time. Yes, I fear it will come to New York and your tallest building, which 
is a symbol of your fertility."  
 
 
Benjamin Netanyahu, wrote in his 1995 book the same as what the Mossad chief Isser Harel, stated. 
Netanyahu stated the attack would be on the World Trade Center in New York: 
 
On CNN in November 2006: "I wrote a book in 1995, and I said that if the West doesn't wake up to the 
suicidal nature of militant Islam, the next thing you will see is militant Islam bringing down the World 
Trade Center: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-QMLO558gec 
 
 
The Mossad was planning the attack on the World Trade Center in the 1980's: 
 
"In 1987-Eight years after Israeli intelligence chief Isser Harel predicted that Arab terrorists would attack 
the tallest building in New York City, two of his veteran Mossad agents obtained the security contract for 
the World Trade Center and the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey. The Port Authority 
cancelled the contract when it discovered that Avraham Shalom (Bendor), the head of Atwell Security of 
Tel Aviv, is using a fake name and has a conviction in Israel- as the former chief of the Shin Bet- for the 
murder of two Palestinians." 
 
 
"Shalom went to work for Kroll Associates and Maurice Greenberg. Kroll Associates obtained the 
security contract for the World Trade Center in 1993 after the first bombing and was responsible for the 
security at the WTC until 9/11." 
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Here we also witness the Predictive Programming the Jews use for their major operations: 
 
"1978-Aron Milchan, a top-level Israeli intelligence agent, produces his first movie, The Medusa Touch. 
The film's climactic scene depicts a Boeing 747 crashing into the Pan Am Building in New York City. 
Milchan was also responsible for illegally smuggling 800 krytrons- triggers for nuclear weapons -from the 
U.S. to Israel's Ministry of Defense between 1979 and 1983. Although his company, Milco International, 
was behind the smuggling operation, Milchan himself was not indicted." 
 
 
 
"2000 -- Arnon Milchan and his business partner Rupert Murdoch produce a TV series called "The Lone 
Gunman." The first episode of the series, "Pilot", is about a passenger airliner being remotely hijacked 
and flown into the World Trade Center." 
 
Milchan was also behind producing the 1999 movie Fight Club, which shows the World Trade Center 
being attacked in acts of terrorism, the art monument that was blown up in the film was the exact 
replica of the one in the court yard of the World Trade Center and the scene at the end of the movie 
shows the towers of the World Trade Center coming down from CONTROLLED DEMOLITON. 
 
The three World Trade Center towers, one of the three towers, tower seven was not struck by any 
planes and still collapsed the same way the other two towers fell, the evidence proves the three towers 
were brought down from inside using Thermite explosives: 
 
"A government-funded study of the dust published by the U.S Geological Survey (Particle Atlas of World 
Trade Center Dust, 2005) contained micrographs of the iron-rich spheres. The USGS survey also found 
tiny spheres of molten molybdenum, which has a very high melting point of 2,623 degrees C, or 4,753 
degrees F. The micrographs of the molten molybdenum were not published in the USGS report, but 
were obtained later through a F.O.I.A request.  
 
The spheres of iron were evidently produced by a highly energetic nano-composite of super-thermite, 
chips of which were found in the dust by Dr.Steve E.Jones ("Active Thermitic Material Discovered in Dust 
from the 9/11 World Trade Center Catastrophe," The Open Chemical Physics Journal, 2009). When the 
bi-layered chips of this active thermitic material were heated to 430 degrees C, they ignited and 
produced extreme heart and iron-rich spheres identical to those found in the dust. Although this 
discovery, published n a peer-reviewed scientific journal in 2009, provides essential information about 
how the iron-rich spheres were created- and how the towers were demolished- it has never been 
discussed in the mainstream media in the United States." 
 
 
 
 
Source: 
All quotes from: 
The War On Terror The Plot To Rule The Middle East, Christopher Bollyn 
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Israelis ‘undergo Jewish DNA test before 

being allowed to marry’ 

by HP Mageson666 » Thu Mar 14, 2019 

 

 

 

 
Israelis ‘undergo Jewish DNA test before being allowed to marry’ 
[My note Jews are obviously a race, they admit it they can check your DNA and find if your Jewish.] 
 
https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20190 ... -to-marry/ 
 
 
 
 
Israel’s rabbinate “has been performing genetic testing on Israelis from the former Soviet Union, to 
check if they are ‘genetically Jewish’ as a condition for marriage registration”, according to Ynet. 
The new site reported that “at least 20 couples have come forward after having been asked to undergo 
the procedure in the past year.” 
“Although the existence of such tests was initially denied by Interior Minister Aryeh Deri, Ashkenazi 
Chief Rabbi David Lau admitted to having requested that some couples prove their Jewish status,” Ynet 
added, noting that “Lau claimed those were isolated incidents and there was no coercion.” 
Ynet’s investigation revealed that “the complicated procedure was undertaken not only by the couples 
themselves but also by their relatives.” 
“In one instance, a young woman who went to the rabbinate before her wedding was asked to conduct 
a DNA test along with her mother and her aunt, in order to eliminate the possibility that her mother was 
adopted,” the article stated. 
OPINION: The invention of the Jewish people 
“The young woman was told that if she refused the request, her marriage application would be denied,” 
Ynet added. “The rabbinate has control over Jewish religious rites in Israel.” 
“According to the evidence accumulated by Ynet, these instances are examples of what appears to be a 
growing phenomenon where those applying to register for marriage, are being asked to undergo genetic 
testing if they want to have their requests granted,” the paper stated. 
“Unfortunately, there are immigrants who, despite their eligibility under the Law of Return, are not 
defined as Jews according to Halacha,” said Lau in response. “In a few cases, there are those who claim 
to be Jews, but don’t possess the necessary documents to confirm it…or we find contradictions between 
their statements and what we would uncover about them”. 
“In these cases we suggest undergoing DNA tests that would strengthen their claims,” he said. “It’s 
never forced upon anyone and only used to assist applicants in the research process.” 
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It all goes back in the box? 

by HP Mageson666 » Wed Aug 07, 2019 

 

 

 

 
The famous speech of Christian minister, John Ortberg:"It all goes back in the box" exposes the end path 
of Christianity and the end result of its materialism meaning devoid of the spiritual.  
 
Ortberg's famous narrative is at the end everything you do is finished when a person is dead and it all 
goes back in the box including the individual going into the box of the grave, making the analogy to the 
game of monopoly. This is false and shows the truth of Christianity which is a program of the enemy to 
remove spiritual knowledge. 
 
When a person leaves the body the soul and astral body are still here, and what they did to advanced 
the soul is what will matter for the next reincarnation as the teachings of Thoth state.. When the astral 
body eventually is over the soul is subject to reincarnation according to karmic factors, if you 
understand resonance and synchronicity you will understand karma. You will return to carry on were 
you left off according to karma, your life is like a long book with each incarnation being a chapter that 
the narrative carries on from the previous chapters. Only in many cases the individual does not 
remember the previous chapters due to the state of spiritual inertia the individual is within. They 
foolishly then become deceived by the materialism of the enemy from Christianity and its other 
manifestations of basically this life is all there is and that's all. 
 
The other situation is what people do in the world matters as it leaves a continuation of karma into next 
generations. We come back to the world we create one way or another. Did we work to create a better 
and evolved society or let it fall into destruction. The programs of Christianity and the like create a state 
of apathy towards life and the physical world which combined with the spiritual inertia these programs 
leave the individual in, the results are negative. Which means as the soul starts to degenerate from the 
inertia its suffering so does the physical world of society start to reflect the same as its the outer 
manifestation of the collective human psyche of society. 
 
The ancient spiritual texts stated if the individual does not work on the soul with the practice of 
Kundalini pranayama, the being becomes subject to inertia which is subjected to and dominated by the 
principal of degeneration and extinction. And there will come a time when the soul is too weak to 
reincarnate and its over the extinction. Which means each time you reincarnate the society, spirit, body 
and soul has become more subjected to the principal of inertia due to the materialism of Christianity. 
 
Then one day the person will literally go back into the box fully that includes the extinction of the soul 
due to inertia the soul will dissipate along with the body and spirit. Then the materialistic atheist belief 
of the current society that this life is all the individual has then its over will become the truth. 
 
 
 
So what is the truth? As our spiritual ancestors stated what we do in life, lives into eternity. This is not 
poetic its literal. The work we do on our soul carries into the body and spirit and flows into our physical 
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world. If a person leaves the body the soul is more advanced and will live again in a new body, it will 
come back into a society that is more evolved and beautiful, the work they did will live on in the society 
they created. The spiritual genes they brought into the next generation will ensure a more physically 
evolved generation that the more evolved soul can be reincarnated into the future physical blood lines 
of and enjoy a paradise world to live on. Till the day comes the total perfection of both the individual 
and their People and society. 
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Italian Mafia is Jewish Mafia 
 
By SS 666 
 
Italy has always been one of the most Jewish infested area in the whole world, as we can see 
from the deep integration in the mass mind of Jewish tendencies. Here was born the Vatican 
(Jewish most important power centre), the Jesuits (Jews) and the Mafia (Jewish too). 
Vatican and the Jesuits have been extensively illustrated before, and we know that they are 
Jewish structures. We all know that the Mafia, the criminal organization most known in the 
world, was born in Sicily, a big island that is part of Italy. 
 
Pasquale Hamel, Italian writer and essayist, writes : 
(translated from: http://www.rosalio.it/2013/08/19/gli-ebrei-in-sicilia/) 
"The Jewish presence in Sicily is ancient and important. Ancient because, even if its traces are 
not always clear, the first Jewish settlements in this island can be dated immediately before 
the diaspora, and important because, with time, the Jewish Sicilian community grown 
innumber, until it became the biggest in Italy. At the end of the Middle Age, according to the 
prompt researches of Slomo Simonshon, they were around 25.000, 'more than half of the 
total number of jews present in Italy'." 
 
We can also see that the Jews were freely living outside of their ghetto, without any restriction 
and they could intermix with the population - a total Jewish infestation : 
"The sicilian-jews, compared to other places of western christian territories, were not subject 
to particular restrictions and, until the arrival or the Aragonesi, they were living side by side 
with the majority of christian people, coexisting peacefully". 
 
The website of Sefardite Centre of Sicily, so via jews' mouths, is saying : 
(translated from http://www.sicilia-ebraica.it/Ebrei%20in%20Sicilia.htm) 
"After Italy's Unification, even if they maintained intact their religious characteristic and the 
communities' organization, their story is not separate from the story of the rest of the 
population. The integration in society became more or less complete and, looking at the 
archives and records, we can find jews engaged in all kind of jobs. The rare episodes of 
intolerance and antisemitism do not change the concrete equality they had reached". 
 
So the Jews have been welcome, and were integrated in the Italian island of Sicily, despite the 
1492 expulsion decree, that was an attempt by Ferdinando the Xian to banish them (same as 
happened in all the world), that had no big success as they came back again - as usual - after 
they shortly settled in other Italian areas. In the past centuries Sicily has been inhabited by a 
number of Jews that is, in percentage compared to the resident population, higher than any 
other number of Jews present in any other region or State in Europe or in the Mediterranean 
area. 
 

In the book "Hebraism of Sicily" Giovanni di Giovanni writes: 
"Meanwhile we say, that the Jews came to Sicily in a number so big, that they were more of 
the tenth part of the Sicilian people".  

 
"The laws here quoted by the Holy Pope, if I am not mistaken, are the same laws published by 
the Emperor Costantino Magno 118; according to them it was ordered that the Jew, who 
circumcised his SLAVE, or Christian or Pagan, or from any other sect, was castigated not only 
depriving him of the circumcised Slave, also depriving him of his own life; this saying". 

 

Sicily has been deeply infested and populated by the Jews since very ancient times, and hey 
were free to live in the middle of the people, to integrate; and in return they were enslaving 
people, the "Goyim", using them as they Talmud states, as beasts at their service. 
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Quote from Treccani Encyclopedia online :  
(translated from http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/mafia/) 
Mafia: Group of criminal organizations born in Sicily during the 19th Century, on a territorial 
basis, and based on the code of silence and with a hierarchical structure. 

Note the extreme similarities : 

The Jesuits Oath : 
"If this cannot be openly done, I will secretly use the poisoned chalice, the rope to strangle, 
the iron of the dagger, the lead of the bullet … I also declare that I will help, assist and advise 
any agent of His Holiness". 

Protocols of the Learned Elders of Sion - Protocol 1 
http://satanslibrary.webs.com/Protocols%20Zion.pdf 
 

23. Our countersign is - Force and Make-believe. Only force conquers in political affairs, 
especially if it be concealed in the talents essential to statesmen. Violence must be the 
principle, and cunning and make-believe the rule …" 

The Jew has always been, and will always be because of his nauseating nature, a parasite. 
Almost any state of the world expelled the Jews many times for this reason. The Jew cannot 
and is not able to create, but he copies, steals and exploit everything that is created by the host 
society, that is the Gentiles of all the world.  

 
Italy is a country that has, and always had, a local economy made by many small-average sized 
companies (mostly in the North) and also an agricultural economy made my small-average 
sized land owners (mostly in the South). The international Jewry finds more difficulties to 
control and enslave Italian Gentiles by mean of their giant corporations (even if today they are 
buying many small companies and private lands, after that the Jew has ruined them or run 
them to misery); so in Italy the Jew had good chances by mean of the Jewish Mafia that is a 
criminal PARASITE organization, that works to ENSLAVE population by terror and violence, 
seizing anything from the people; it is very effective in controlling small/medium targets. No 
different from the Talmud, from the Jewish Communism and from Xianity and Inquisition: it 
is always the same Jewish plot in different forms. 

Italian Mafia Families' origins, and their leaders, are very often surrounded by mystery, and 
most likely the majority of the bosses sent to jail are only a show, and they are not always the 
true Jewish bosses behind the scenes, except some cases as in the below pictures. Many of 
them were born in Sicily and then immigrated to the United States to perform Mafia activities 
in the New World, and in other countries. Many Mafioso are Gentiles that are slaves and/or 
collaborators of the Jews, and are faithful to their Jewish bosses. 

 

Some Mafioso Boss with blatant Jewish lineaments: 

 

Michele Greco 

http://nottecriminale.files.wordpress.com/2010/11/michele_greco.jpg 

 

Gerlandino Messina 
http://www.blogsicilia.it/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/gerlandino-messina.jpg 

 
How to recongnize ad identify a Jew: 
http://www.angelfire.com/hailtosatansvictory666/How_to_Recognize_and_Identify_a_Jew
_-_Part_1.pdf 
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Italian Sicilian Mafia is Jewish Mafia 

Italy has always been one of the most Jewish infested area in the whole world, as we 

can see from the deep integration in the mass mind of Jewish tendencies. Here was 

born the Vatican (Jewish most important power centre), the Jesuits (Jews) and the 

Mafia (Jewish too). 
Vatican and the Jesuits have been extensively illustrated before, and we know that 

they are Jewish structures. We all know that the Mafia, the criminal organization 

most known in the world, was born in Sicily, a big island that is part of Italy. 

Pasquale Hamel, Italian writer and essayist, writes : 
(translated from: http://www.rosalio.it/2013/08/19/gli-ebrei-in-sicilia/) 
"The Jewish presence in Sicily is ancient and important. Ancient because, even if its 

traces are not always clear, the first Jewish settlements in this island can be dated 

immediately before the diaspora, and important because, with time, the Jewish 

Sicilian community grown in number, until it became the biggest in Italy. At the end 

of the Middle Age, according to the prompt researches of Slomo Simonshon, they 

were around 25.000, 'more than half of the total number of jews present in Italy'." 

We can also see that the Jews were freely living outside of their ghetto, without any 

restriction and they could intermix with the population - a total Jewish infestation : 
"The sicilian-jews, compared to other places of western christian territories, were 

not subject to particular restrictions and, until the arrival or the Aragonesi, they 

were living side by side with the majority of christian people, coexisting peacefully". 

The website of Sefardite Centre of Sicily, so via jews' mouths, is saying : 
(translated from http://www.sicilia-ebraica.it/Ebrei%20in%20Sicilia.htm) 
"After Italy's Unification, even if they maintained intact their religious characteristic 

and the communities' organization, their story is not separate from the story of the 

rest of the population. The integration in society became more or less complete and, 

looking at the archives and records, we can find jews engaged in all kind of jobs. The 

rare episodes of intolerance and antisemitism do not change the concrete equality 

they had reached". 

So the Jews have been welcome, and were integrated in the Italian island of Sicily, 

despite the 1492 expulsion decree, that was an attempt by Ferdinando the Xian to 

banish them (same as happened in all the world), that had no big success as they 

came back again - as usual - after they shortly settled in other Italian areas. In the 

past centuries Sicily has been inhabited by a number of Jews that is, in percentage 

compared to the resident population, higher than any other number of Jews present 

in any other region or State in Europe or in the Mediterranean area. 

In the book "Hebraism of Sicily" Giovanni di Giovanni writes : 
"Meanwhile we say, that the Jews came to Sicily in a number so big, that they were 
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more of the tenth part of the Sicilian people".  
"The laws here quoted by the Holy Pope, if I am not mistaken, are the same laws 

published by the Emperor Costantino Magno 118; according to them it was ordered 

that the Jew, who circumcised his SLAVE, or Christian or Pagan, or from any other 

sect, was castigated not only depriving him of the circumcised Slave, also depriving 

him of his own life; this saying". 

Sicily has been deeply infested and populated by the Jews since very ancient times, 

and hey were free to live in the middle of the people, to integrate; and in return 

they were enslaving people, the "Goyim", using them as they Talmud states, as 

beasts at their service. 

Quote from Treccani Encyclopedia online :  
(translated from http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/mafia/) 
Mafia: Group of criminal organizations born in Sicily during the 19th Century, on a 

territorial basis, and based on the code of silence and with a hierarchical structure. 

Note the extreme similarities : 

The Jesuits Oath : 
"If this cannot be openly done, I will secretly use the poisoned chalice, the rope to 

strangle, the iron of the dagger, the lead of the bullet … I also declare that I will help, 

assist and advise any agent of His Holiness". 

Protocols of the Learned Elders of Sion - Protocol 1 
http://satanslibrary.webs.com/Protocols%20Zion.pdf 
23. Our countersign is - Force and Make-believe. Only force conquers in political 

affairs, especially if it be concealed in the talents essential to statesmen. Violence 

must be the principle, and cunning and make-believe the rule …" 

The Jew has always been, and will always be because of his nauseating nature, a 

parasite. Almost any state of the world expelled the Jews many times for this 

reason. The Jew cannot and is not able to create, but he copies, steals and exploit 

everything that is created by the host society, that is the Gentiles of all the world.  
Italy is a country that has, and always had, a local economy made by many small-

average sized companies (mostly in the North) and also an agricultural economy 

made my small-average sized land owners (mostly in the South). The international 

Jewry finds more difficulties to control and enslave Italian Gentiles by mean of their 

giant corporations (even if today they are buying many small companies and private 

lands, after that the Jew has ruined them or run them to misery); so in Italy the Jew 

had good chances by mean of the Jewish Mafia that is a criminal PARASITE 

organization, that works to ENSLAVE population by terror and violence, seizing 

anything from the people; it is very effective in controlling small/medium targets. 
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No different from the Talmud, from the Jewish Communism and from Xianity and 

Inquisition: it is always the same Jewish plot in different forms. 

Italian Mafia Families' origins, and their leaders, are very often surrounded by 

mystery, and most likely the majority of the bosses sent to jail are only a show, and 

they are not always the true Jewish bosses behind the scenes, except some cases as 

in the below pictures. Many of them were born in Sicily and then emigrated to the 

United States to perform Mafia activities in the New World, and in other countries. 

Many Mafioso are Gentiles that are slaves and/or collaborators of the Jews, and are 

faithful to their Jewish bosses. 

Some Mafioso Boss with blatant Jewish lineaments : 

 

Gerlandino Messina 

 

Michele Greco 

How to recongnize ad identify a Jew: 
http://www.angelfire.com/hailtosatansvictory666/How_to_Recognize_and_Identify

_a_Jew_-_Part_1.pdf 

 

S.S.666 
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Its Already Happened  

by HP Mageson666 » Thu Jul 11, 2019 

 

 

 
 
The status that were leaked to the public show the unemployment rate within America is as high as the 
Great Depression, and most of the people employed in the major companies within America such as 
Amazon or Walmart have to live on food stamps and other assistance programs to survive, because their 
wages are too low for the rising cost of living. Over 40 percent of the homeless in America work a full 
time job, but can't afford housing and 64 percent of Americans can't afford a surprise thousand dollar 
expense with upwards to 80 percent can't afford even a few hundred dollars surprise bill. Because they 
are living pay check to pay check, they can't afford savings. This also includes the fact that 50 percent of 
working Americans are close to being on the street, to join the homeless who work full time but can't 
afford housing.  
 
The retail industry has been collapsing this year with major chains going out of business because people 
don't have the money to spend which is the obvious sign the economy has fallen apart. This with the 
fact automation has put four million people out of a job along with the globalization of the economy the 
shipping of jobs to China, India and other countries. And with millions of illegals coming across the 
border stealing the jobs of American workers as they work under the table for less, causing the 
unemployment rate to skyrocket further. This combined with the fact the American worker now has to 
pay over fifty billion dollars a year to these illegals for plummeting the wages and ruining the economy 
further, in the form of welfare benefits to invade America and dump the economic life of the American 
People. The illegal effect has caused the major wipe out event of the economy along with globalization 
and automation. Automation is now here and starting to wipe out the remaining industries that employ 
working and middle class Americans from trucking to accounting. Within the next ten years from reports 
of the stats. 
 
Right now in America there are major homeless tent cities that are Great Depression style communities 
of unemployed and homeless American People due to the economic situation. The average tax rate on 
working people's income is 30 to 40 percent with upwards to 60 percent for upper middle class business 
owners on their income, that is robbery. This is to pay off the national debt effects of the money loans 
of debt based currency of the Jewish Fed, which is bankrupting America. Whole regions of American 
once well off and stable are now called sacrifice zones in which the region is now literally a third world 
social and economic situation and these are the regions that the opioid pandemic is raging through 
killing thousands of demoralized people due to the effects of economic collapse.  
 
When people talk about the coming collapse of the economy, I have to honesty wonder what they 
mean, the truth is America has already economically collapsed. The last thing to go might be the already 
inflated and debt based value of the American dollar. Which would be the finalization of what has 
already happened and is happening. 
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It's Joy of Satan... Not Joy of (((Samael)))...

 by HoodedCobra666 » Tue Feb 27, 2018 3:42 am 

The people who are accusing the JoS as praising a jewish thing, are stupid.

The jews admit that Satan is a title, it's an epithet, even in their own language, that simply means 
"Enemy" of the jewish people, their "Accuser". The REAL NAME they ascribe to the deity behind 
this title, whomever that is, is the angelic name "Samael", which is thoroughly created by jews as 
part of their occultistic lore. Under this they also accept who or what they name "Samael" is father 
of the White people, and that it seeks destruction of the jewish race by subverting them in any way 
necessary, while also ascribing to this deity the survival and sustenance of White people, as a 
detestable thing.

Samael is the jewish name for our God, and we do reject this obviously. As it's blasphemous to the 
core. 

Therefore to not follow jewish crap, we do not use this name to refer neither to our God, or 
anything dealing with our own house. 

We do not call Satan, "Samael", as this is disrespectful to the deity. We call Satan, Satan, exactly 
because it comes from Satyan, which is Sanskrit. And predates Judaism by thousands of years. 
Meaning Truth and bringing from the root of Sat all the noblest words there are.

What this means to the jews is irrelevant - the name is Sanskrit. If the jews turned this to an ugly 
epithet is of no importance to us of what this name existentially does mean. 

Satan was not created by jews either as a name, it's Sanskrit in essence. It was just put there for 
reversing meaning and demonization of what was once the greatest of all spiritual aspirations. 
Samael was created by Rabbis and is part of the Midrashic texts. Which are their own creation 
entirely. 

Samael means the opposite of Satan. Satan relates to Satyan which deals with Cosmic 
Consciousness, but Samael means "Blind One" from Gnostic sources as well. Lucifer or Satan, the 
bringer of light, is called blind, what does that tell us about this name. Also Lucifer is nothing 
negative of a title either, it's the bringer of the light, which is the antipode of darkness. And the key 
to Satya, or Truth. Lucifer is just a Greek and Roman title, and is not disrespectful either. 

The jews don't use Satan's name anywhere either, as they consider it poisonous and toxic. They use 
Samael, they also use "SAMEL" and other names, and other epithets or names about this particular 
deity. In Gnosticism even Samael is a cursed name and deals with blindness. When Rabbis have a 
conversation about "The Satan" (Ha-Satan, "The adversary") they call him Samael. 

They avoid Satan and mention it scarcely as they are scared and terrified of this name. In jewish 
lore it's considered that saying names like Satan or Lilith brings curses on the jews. However with 
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Samael they are just fine, because they made this name as a slang to call Satan, "The Blind One". 

There is the story of a Rabbi in the 15th century, Rabbi Reina who attempted to curse "Satan" and 
he was first enslaved and then destroyed fully by Satan as a result, both him and others in his 
company which were the top Rabbis of the time. The jews know well of many stories of Rabbis 
exterminated because of Satan, there are such stories even in the present day, and they warn people 
to not get "In the realm of the Samel", because they avoid Satan even verbally and only mention 
"Ha-Satan" which has the blotting out sound of Ha in the front.

The jewish 'agent' the jews summon and try to bind as part of their thought-matrix, they call 
Samael. This is because Samel or Samael is their mental creation in the Midrashic texts. Sort of like
a way the jews tried to explain their enemy whilist renaming him and avoiding him. This is truly a 
jewish renaming of the deity. Satan is not.

They do not mess around, let alone try to do such things to Satan, as they know this is not 
something they themselves came up with. When they attempt them they get ruined. What was the 
result of the attempt to create a negative and clown infested jewish "Church of Satan"...The 
destruction of judea a couple of years later, as vengeance from the Gods...You meddle with Satan 
you get burned, that's a well known rule with all the jews. 

Anthroposophy which was made by the Rudolf Steiner, with whom Hitler had a severe hatred for 
playing the wanna be occultist in the midst of Germany... Praises the following jewish egregores: 
Anael, Gabriel, Michael, Oriphiel, Raphael, Samael, and Zerachiel. He simply praises the jewish 
egregores.

What Hitler writes in 1921 about Steiner:

https://www.defendingsteiner.com/sources/hitler-steiner.php

"It is possible that Simons can actually value it better; the man appears to have exactly valued the 
capacity for work of the German people. In the course of the London affair there now rises to the 
surface, by degree, such mysterious accompanying circumstances that it is not only appropriate but 
also quite necessary to inspect somewhat closer this Mr. Minister -- the intimate friend of the 
Gnostic, Anthroposophist Rudolf Steiner himself the adherent of the Threefold Social Order which 
is one of the many completely Jewish methods of destroying the peoples’ normal state of mind – to 
see whether his mindless face, mindless according to the opinion of Lloyd George, is really only the
result of the lack of spirit or whether it is the larva behind which something else is concealed… "

What is the simple fact here...Just destroying jewish spirituality all around. Which is why Hitler 
also destroyed the Freemasons, the Illuminati and all the orders who praised the jewish egregores 
and read the Torah, while conspiring with the entities behind the "Angelic Host" to destroy 
Germany. Because Hitler was with the opposing side of ET's who wanted Germany to live. This is 
one of the reasons Hitler is also called "The Satan", as he is an enemy of the jews. The Christards of
Zion literally call Hitler "The Anti-Christ". This is obvious as to why. 
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In closing...To say "Satan" is some jewish thing is simply uneducated, retarded, and insisting on a 
blind meme. "Blind Like Samael" is what these people are...

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
www.joyofsatan.com
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It’s Right In The Torah - WW3 

-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

Thanks to AmonRa666 for the vid: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yDirOjaiZMM 

 

 

Obviously Putin is a Jew and is leading the other side of the Jew coin of West and East to a 

third world war and how the Paris attacks connect to this: 

 

 

topic11937.html 

 

The escalation over Syria has been going on and on even in the last week with the shooting 

down of Russian aircraft which has allowed Putin the reason to move a full military 

operation into Syria. Most of it anti-aircraft weapons. The FSA and ISIS don't have an air 

force...... 

 

But France does and just moved their aircraft carrier into the region to start airstrikes and 

maybe put troops on the ground. So does Brittan and America have their planes over Syria 

as well. 

 

 

Basically just take a look at the Jewish Torah their blueprint for everything. Jewish rabbis 

spend their life studying this. You may not believe it, but they live by it. The Tower of Babel 

when Yahweh [the Jewish race] destroyed all civilization because they were advancing to a 

level of development that would put them beyond Yahweh's control. Babel is the ancient 

name of Babylon. Which the Jews use as the symbol of Aryan spiritual and civilization 

advancement as a whole. It’s the symbol of everything they hate. 

 

 

Some may say but the Jews might get hurt as well by this war......So what about it? Didn't 

stop the last two they started and as the Jew Samuel stated in his book: "You Gentiles". 

 

 

As we were told outright by the Jew, Maurice Samuel in his book: ‘You Gentiles’  

 

 

“We Jews, we, the destroyers, will remain the destroyers forever. Nothing that you do will 

meet our needs and demands. We will forever destroy because we need a world of our own, 

a God-world [Jewish World Order]".... As Samuel tells us right to our faces what a "God 
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World" is. 

 

 

"We [Jews] have a national God. In the heart of any pious Jew, God is a Jew." That's right 

from their Torah their most Holy "God" Book. 

 

Take special note Goyim they are talking about you here: 

 

Deuteronomy 16: 

And thou shalt consume all the people which the LORD thy God shall deliver thee; thine eye 

shall have no pity upon them: neither shalt thou serve their gods; for that will be a snare 

unto thee. 

 

 

2 And when the LORD thy God shall deliver them [Goyim] before thee; thou shalt smite 

them, and utterly destroy them; thou shalt make no covenant with them, nor shew mercy 

unto them: 
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Jesus is A Mass Sacrifice Symbol For Jewish "Salvation"

by HoodedCobra666 » Mon Feb 12, 2018 6:23 am 

The Jews have a doctrine about the purification of their sins by the death of some other entity. The 
entity is transferred the 'sins' of the Jewish people and then killed. This is what they are doing to 
animals and why they are sacrificing. Instead of cleaning their soul, they heap their negativity on 
innocent victims, and then slaughter them. 

This ritual has many forms in the Jewish blood cult, but three important to mention are the Kapparot
(this is done to a chicken), the Goat of Azazel on Yom Kippur (Goat Symbolizes Satan and the 
Pagan Gods but also the disobedience 'heathen' nations), and third is the Human Sacrifice they carry
on Esther and in many other times of the year. During this, they take a child or some other grown up
person (They pick people from the Aryan Race as they consider them the 'great victims' and the 
ones who need to be destroyed so that the world will be 'good' again). Good as in a world without 
opposition to the Jewish objectives.

As Sadhguru stated this blood horror filth has nothing to do with anyone who knows anything of 
spirituality. It's well known even in corrupted Hinduism today. True Hindus who know anything of 
meditation, actually hunt down these people to exterminate them as this practice was only lately 
introduced in ancient history. The Jews have been attacked by all Gentiles because they practice 
alien spirituality.

If you pay attention and know anything of Christianity, Jesus is called "The Lamb of Sacrifice". The
death and sacrifice of "Jesus" was necessary for the fulfilment of the Talmudic and Messianic law, 
even in this fictitious story. This is because they used the best Jew (Rabbi Yeshua/Jesus) to sacrifice 
him in order to gain salvation. 

This is nothing strange to Jewish history as sacrificing even their own is a necessity. The 6 million 
that supposedly died, were admittedly by the rabbis, the "Sinful". Of course they never died, and 
like Jesus that never existed, they project this as fact to generate the effect that truly the Jews have 
suffered, and that they have paid their 'dues' to 'god'. As stated in the Middle Ages, "God" can be 
fooled - if one is to 'fast' one can call steak broccoli and the 'fasting' counts. Because of course there
is no all knowing 'god' but only a bizarre idea these creeps are believing in. This is well known to 
Rabbis. 

Even in the case the story was literal, they had to actually kill the "Christ" in order to fulfil their 
ritual. This is taken from the fact that Rabbi Jesus was actually used as a sacrifice. The greatest of 
Jews sacrificed to save the Jewish race from their sins, that's the idea. 

The symbol of this 'saving' of the Jewish race was put in the face of a Jewish rabbi who is formed of
stolen Pagan Legend. They put this egregore in front of the Gentiles to worship simply because, 
they want energy funnelled in their ritual to increase it's effectiveness. The purpose of this ritual is 
to redeem the Jews of all their 'sins', which they believe are what is keeping them from gaining the 
planet and enslaving everyone in it as admitted by their texts. Like anything else they do, they eat 
the 'sacrificial lamb', same as they drink the blood of humans which they sacrifice. 
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If you pay attention people are dying for 'Jesus', transferring emotion to 'Jesus', suffer for 'Jesus', 
writhe for 'Jesus', killing for 'Jesus', losing their soul for 'Jesus', all for this rabbi. To no outcome. 
The only one who gets an outcome from this is the Jew. From a slave non-existent race, they happen
to be very close of fulfilling their dream to enslave the planet.

The New Testament is quite open on this fact, when "Jesus" comes back to cleanse the Jews from 
their 'sins', he gives them the world and the 'messianic order' is established. While all the Goyim 
(Unclean nations) are exterminated and subjugated.

The Jews do not believe in Jesus any more someone who runs a steel making factory believes and 
worships fire. In other words, they are just using this tool to bring about their ends. It's detestable 
for the Jews to worship a tool they are using, and they know they are using it. 

"Jesus" is the grand Kapparot ritual to destroy the gentiles and take over the planet. In the place of 
the chicken below, people happen to be every year. And in the future, when the Jews enslave all the 
"Goyim" (the humans whom they consider animals), "Kapparot" will be done on living humans. As 
it's shown in the rabbinical best seller of the bible.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EJseJHvl5S4

As admitted, the non-Jew is an animal in human form. So what happens to this chicken is not in 
anyway prohibited to happen to Gentiles. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NdwlzvPSjzw

Newsflash also, these people largely run the planet now. 

Maybe this needs to change? If you think it must...

Join us and do the RTRs.

viewtopic.php?f=5&t=2634

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

www.joyofsatan.com
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Jew, the War Breeding Machine
Fri Apr 22, 2016 12:19 am

By High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

____

The thing with the enemy is quite simple. They are by nature, sly, weak, disgusting, dishonest and
spiteful. Always jealous, full of hate, demands and poison to feed anyone, even their own. At the sa-
me time, their weakness has made them deceptive, cunning and above all, always aim for the preser-
vasion of its own kind. Unlike Gentiles, who aren't even thinking about their kind, as for instance,
let's say, Arayns, who are carrying the weight of all the wars the jew pulls out on Humanity, or how
they carry the weight of the "immigruntz" who are just jewish battalions that are meant to Islamize
and destroy the West.

The jew is a warmonger. They have always been, and they will forever be. Amongst the other gifts
of this race, is the ability to steal, confuse and pass down as their own, what other Races have done
or created. On the other hand, the jew is never brave, is a snitch, by nature a parasite. To mention a
recent event, I guess who kills people in a hospital during supposed war, or throws grenades into
schools, just to laugh about it.

Also, you know the church and stuff. Always, presecuted. Always mistreated. Somehow, the preda-
tors, are predators by the mercy of the people. Only recently they went in the front to tell the Goyim
that they attack them for centuries to no end. And because the Goyim can't cope with the reality the
jew created for them, they are unaccepting. So be it then, let's mourn more dead people, or wake up,
finally?

To understand the jew, is nothing of rocktet science, but to understand the jew. The jew cannot be
understood merely by logic, simple perception, or mere expectation of what one expects them to be.
One has to really allow their mind open. Centuries upon centuries of blood, wars that have literally
destroyed Humanity, oppressive systems of death and decay, diseases and curses unheard of in all
the history of Humanity, total destruction of all sorts of orders- this is the jew. This is what their na-
ture breeds.

The enemy of course, calls everyone else what they themselves, are and do. This is part of their de-
ceptive game, to fool those who don't have knowledge about them, or are stupid enough to believe
them. They are excellent liars. Without lying, they could never survive. Lying is as pronounced to
the jewish race, as any other Racial trait people share.

Now all of you here who know history, and except of that, have an eye to see for yourselves, who
will see the Aryans are nothing like the monsters the eternal propaganda of the enemy preaches.
The only thing about the Aryan, is that they do not tolerate slavery for themselves or for anyone el-
se. If anything, these people as a majority aren't an evil people, at all. They are just the race of civi-
lizers. They are also brave people.

Even against one another, instigated upon jewish wars and jewish programs, they have been brave.
One thing the Aryan did except of what every other Race did, is wake up to the jew. Most serious
Ancient peoples were also aware of this fact, which the enemy tried to bury under all evidence. But
they brought it up again. In this way, and through their sacrifice, we stand a chance of fighting back
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collectively about the jew.

The enemy claims what they call as the "Kabbalah". As all of you here know, and the spiritually stu-
died ones do know, all this started in the Middle East and it was handed down by the Gods as know-
ledge, straight to their descendants. This is stolen from the Norse Tree of Life, Yggdrasil, this star-
ted in Sumer, etc. Most of you here know the story. Like the Talmud was stolen from Babylon, the
same thing was stolen from the Far East, which the jews of course present it as their own, after they
have decimated the people from who they stole it out of existence. There are dead races whom the
enemy on their own testifies of having wiped out, after a long list of obviously all Races on the pla-
net who even remotely go against them. Its always a racial war for them.

So "KABBALAH" is also written as "QABBALA". Q is a K sound. Most of you know this origina-
ted in Egypt, because Egypt was basically Sumer minor. The Egyptians write of their history as ha-
ving migrated from the East, to where they ended up. As all of you know as well- Meditations and
such raise the consciousness, mind, the power, they make people feel good, they break blockages in
the mind, and they make people intelligent. This creates a pattern, which ties into general improve-
ment of anything, not just the personal self. The Egyptians preserved things in stone, so that the
knowledge handed to them by the Gods, would never cease to exist, so that all generations would
have this.

Part of this knowledge was the Qabbalah, or other writtings who have of course been corrupted, de-
stroyed and malformed into jewish nonsense. The Egyptians followed their Aryan eternal culture,
and in doing so did their own part in giving civilization to the rest of the world, part of which is Spi-
rituality. And the jew followed their own eternal culture, that of sticking to the tail of other Races,
to further put them in decay, steal what they produce, then try to conquer them or destroy them, then
move to the next target.

Another thing, Rabbis are the most studied and indepth knowledgable people of the jewish race.
Especially when it comes to the lies of this Ovadia Yosef, who are the equivelant of a "pope" in Is-
rael. (A poop probably, since this is the most divine thing to the jewish mind anyway)

“Goyim were born only to serve us. Without that, they have no place in the world; only to serve the
People of Israel.” -Rabbi Ovadia Yosef

In Egyptian, Qibbilah means "Peaceful". This should explain the above. The enemy of course, even
after the Aryans have taught peace and tranquility, power and knowledge to the people, and civiliza-
tion, in accordance to the laws of nature. This is the only way anything can advance in the long-
term, moreso Humanity, this is why Adolf Hitler did all he could to maintain peace under any condi-
tion. The Kabbalah produces peace in the mind and the Soul.

This still exists in the east, or basically, in all meditation classes and people who know Yoga, howe-
ver watered down it may be compared to then. Its still better than no knowledge. Well, up to 1900,
most people in the west were totally oblivious about Yoga, or any other spiritual discipline. Thanks
jews. If one goes centuries back, people couldn't even study or write their own name, in most places
of the world. Its only these times, that life has started to be livable and more than the life of an ani-
mal. These ideas came from the Aryan world and they were implemented in the West, by people
who revolted spiritually, ethically and physically against the jews.

But of course, all of this, same as the persons suspectible to even be the resisting descendants of
people who knew such knowledge, are always on the scope of being executed by jewish hand. Be-
cause they just want the Middle Ages, or worse, for Humanity. What they want is simply in the bi-
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ble. "The World Must Be Destroyed for the jews to reach eternal life", is the phrase that explains all
the bible. Of course. The jewishness of Islam, Xianity and all other "religions" are boiling down to
the fact they are all malformed into the same core, which is the core of what the jews want the Ge-
ntiles to believe in. There is no spirituality in these religions. So there is only war, blood and de-
struction, all of which benefit the jews for their goals.

The jew was taught the art of peace, and what they did with it, is weaponize it to make the people
go extinct, then brag about it, so on, so forth. The Aryans taught them morals and law, and they per-
verted the laws into nonsense that only binds people. Aryans taught humanity compassion and mer-
cy (The jews have survived by the mercy of Aryans, which they boast about everywhere, as they
consider this weakness) and they turned this into christianity, a program that debilitates and wea-
kens the Soul and the Spirit so much, so that one becomes enslaved. "Taught" is not the correct wor-
ding, as the Aryans taught pretty much all other Races on the planet as well, in their "passing" from
their midst. Then, they returned to where they were. The long chain of this knowledge starts with
the Gods themselves.

The jew following their eternal hatred, they did all they could to maintain war, confusion and chaos.
Middle Ages, Civil wars, World Wars, Islamic Conquest. It never stops. The everhungry jew war-
monger. Who never fights in any war by the way. Nothing advances or evolves in that way in the
longterm, in war, and this is why the enemy always wants war, while Gentiles only fight by absolute
nessescity. But of course, the jews never felt a part of what is to be "Human" in anyway. The fact
that they did not, is evident by their actions, if one is intelligent enough to look at the core.

Whites have proven their love for Humanity. The jew has always proved their hatred for Humanity.

Take the Arabs for instance. They used to have powerful civilizations, until the program of Islam
came in place. Now, everything that these people have been trying to create, is being destroyed. The
Aryan of course pays the price and both are used to co-extinct one another. The jew laughs on the
corner, hoping to never be discovered.

The jew ideologies like Marxism, or Communism, or Feminism, how many they have killed? Femi-
nism is like almost totally responsible for what Europe is now undergoing. For instance so many
people act freaked out about "Racialism" or "Racial states". Well, the whole history of Humanity
has been that way. Still in India, the Racial Caste system is operating, etc. Its not an evil thing. Eve-
ryone to their own place, and natural order taking things from there between the people. That sim-
ple. It worked for hundreds of thousands of years. Brought peace and harmony, with times that most
people just still feel want to return to. Golden Age. The list goes...

Now, what do we have? Just chaos.

Do you wonder why? Because they are, they feel and they know, that they are a different species.
They openly claim it. And not just the ordinary nobodies of their race, whose opinion doesn't even
matter, but the most prominent of their people. The bible itself, their inner tradition and everything,
is built around this concept, on how they are different and divine in contrast to you. Always, in con-
trast and in relation to someone else. Because on their own, they are living excrement.

"The entire creation [of a non-Jew] exists only for the sake of the Jews.” -Rabbi Schneerson

“The difference in the inner quality between Jews and non-Jews is “so great that the bodies should
be considered as completely different species.” -Rabbi Schneerson

The jew was given in to a spiritual culture, and all they did was try to put themselves in the position
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of "God", weaponize all they learned and formed programs to dump the masses into believing into
the jews, instead of the Divine beings that once gave Humanity civilization and all that makes life
worth it. This is another obvious egopathic and psychopathological nature, same as a sensless para-
site, who has no other purpose than to drain as much as blood as possible before it replicates and
dies. It has no other purpose whatsover. It can't think past that anyway.

This is why they wrote all these books directed against Gentiles, who are against life, against the or-
der of life, against happiness, with the only reason of raising the jew higher. The jews also, like a
parasite that steals blood, they steal through complex systems the labors and toil of people. In the
mind of the jew, the Gentiles are animals.

It doesn't matter if you send animals to war, if you have made your bets on them. Slaughtering
doesn't matter as well. This is the mind of the jew. WW1 and WW2 were just wars of profit. The
international jewish element was simply making their profit, with their banking and political, reli-
gious frontiers on the front. All of the frontiers. Against the only frontier of resistence.

"Why are gentiles needed? They will work, they will plow, they will reap. We will sit like an effendi
and eat," -Rabbi Ovadia Yosef

How will the jew sit like an effendi and eat? By keeping the animals fighting, deprived and over-
worked. Obviously, the animals don't have to be that intelligent. Just capable enough to pull the ba-
sic needs and wants of the jew, let alone strong enough to overthrow the "effendi". So they must be
racially interbred and mixed, so the results will be an easily controlled "race", with just barely the
ability to work for the jew, until they are wiped out too. Remember, "Goyim", is all on a Racial ba-
sis.
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JEWISH BANKSTER'S WAR ON AMERICAN AND THE WORLD 
 
 
This is the first part of a two-part article. The second part deals with the 
communizing wing and is found here: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/243 
 
"The establishment of a central bank is 90% of communizing a nation." —Lenin 
 
"Let me issue and control a Nation's money and I care not for who writes its 
laws." —Mayer Amschel Rothschild, 1790  
 
"The Rothschilds introduced the rule of money into European politics. The 
Rothschilds were the servants of money who undertook the reconstruction of the 
world as an image of money and its functions. Money and the employment of 
wealth have become the law of European life; we no longer have nations, but 
economic provinces."  
[New York Times, Professor Wilhelm, a German historian, July 8, 1937].  
 
"If you will look back at every war in Europe during the nineteenth century, you 
will see that they always ended with the establishment of a 'balance of power.' 
With every re-shuffling there was a balance of power in a new grouping around 
the House of Rothschild in England, France, or Austria. They grouped nations so 
that if any king got out of line, a war would break out and the war would be 
decided by which way the financing went. Researching the debt positions of the 
warring nations will usually indicate who was to be punished."  —Economist 
Stuart Crane.  
 
"They [the Jews] work more effectively against us than the enemy's armies. They 
are a hundred times more dangerous to our liberties and the great cause we are 
engaged in. It is much to be lamented that each state, long ago, has not hunted 
them down as pests to society and the greatest enemies we have to the 
happiness of America." 
Source: Maxims of George Washington by A. A. Appleton & Co. 
 
"I fully agree with General Washington, that we must protect this young nation 
from an insidious influence and impenetration. That menace, gentlemen, is the 
Jews. In whatever country Jews have settled in any great number, they have 
lowered its moral tone; depreciated its commercial integrity; have segregated 
themselves and have not been assimilated; have built up a state within a state; 
and when opposed have tried to strangle that country to death financially, as in 
the case of Spain and Portugal. 
 
"For over 1700 hundred years, the Jews have been bewailing their sad fate in 
that they have been exiled from their homeland, as they call Palestine. But, 
gentlemen, did the world give it to them in fee simple, they would at once find 
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some reason for not returning. Why? Because they are vampires, and vampires 
do not live on vampires. They cannot live only amongst themselves. They must 
subsist on other people not of their race. If you do not exclude them from these 
United States in the Constitution, in less than 200 years they will have swarmed 
here in such great numbers that they will dominate and devour the land, and 
change our form of government, for which we Americans have shed our blood, 
given our lives, our substance, and jeopardized our liberty." 
 
"If you do not exclude them, in less than 200 years our descendants will be 
working in the fields to furnish them substance, while they will be in the counting 
houses rubbing their hands. I warn you, gentlemen, if you do not exclude the 
Jews for all time, your children will curse you in your graves." 
—Benjamin Franklin, at the Constitutional Convention of 1787 in Philadelphia.  
 
[Note, the Jews have been forever whining that these quotes are false, because 
they know in fact they are true, and are thus a great and damning condemnation 
of their crimes]  
 
"When, on the Day of Atonement, you walk into a synagogue, the very first 
prayer that you recite, you stand — and it's the only prayer for which you stand 
— and you repeat three times a short prayer. The Kol Nidre. In that prayer, you 
enter into an agreement with God Almighty that any oath, vow, or pledge that you 
may make during the next twelve months — any oath, vow or pledge that you 
may take during the next twelve months shall be null and void.  
The oath shall not be an oath; the vow shall not be a vow; the pledge shall not be 
a pledge. They shall have no force and effect, and so forth and so on.  
And further than that, the Talmud teaches: "Don't forget — whenever you take an 
oath, vow, and pledge — remember the Kol Nidre prayer that you recited on the 
Day of Atonement, and that exempts you from fulfilling that". —Benjamin 
Freedman  
 
The Kol Nidre prayer: 
Thereupon the cantor chants the Aramaic prayer beginning with the words "Kol 
Nidre," and, gradually increasing in volume from pianissimo to fortissimo, repeats 
three times the following words:  
"All vows, obligations, oaths, and anathemas, which we may vow, or swear, or 
pledge, or whereby we may be bound, from this Day of Atonement until the next 
[whose happy coming we await], we do repent. May they be deemed absolved, 
forgiven, annulled, and void, and made of no effect; they shall not bind us nor 
have power over us. The vows shall not be reckoned vows; the obligations shall 
not be obligatory; nor the oaths be oaths."  
 
Sounds like a people you can trust to tell you the truth?  
 
The silent war against America began in 1791 when the Rothschild agent and 
Jew, Alexander Hamilton in George Washington's cabinet was able to establish 
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the legal base for a central bank in America to be born- the "First Bank of the 
United States." With a 20-year charter in 1811, the charter for Rothschild's "First 
Bank of the United States" runs out and Congress voted against its renewal. In 
response to this, Nathan Mayer Rothschild threatened the America government 
with the direct statement "Either the application for renewal of the charter is 
granted or the United States will find itself involved in a most disastrous war."  
 
The American government refused to bow to the threat and the vote remained.  
 
Nathan Rothschild upon hearing the news made the statement "Teach those 
impudent Americans a lesson; bring them back to colonial status!" Therefore, 
Britain by this time being firmly under the control of Rothschilds and other Jewish 
banking families declared war on America. The war of 1812 began, lasting 
several years and killing thousands, leaving the American capital burned to the 
ground. The aim of this war for the Jews was to cause the Free Gentile Nation of 
America to create such a massive war debt in defending themselves, that they 
would be forced to cede, and renew the charter.  
The plan succeeded in 1816. The American government was forced by terrorist 
tactics of the Jews to create a new 20-year charter for the Rothschilds "Second 
Bank of America."  
 
In 1832, things began to change. Andrew Jackson ran for the second campaign 
for office on the promise: "Jackson and no Bank!" Jackson angry at the criminal 
nature of the Rothschilds' banking tactics desired to end their mafia like control 
on America's money system and put it back into the trust of the American people. 
Jackson did this by removing all government deposits from the "Second Bank of 
American" and depositing them into the Gentile owned American Banks.  
 
The Rothschilds then sent their agents out to contract the money supply, inciting 
a depression to hit the Nation, as way to pressure the government. Jackson 
openly declared them as the crooks they are and vowed to route them out. Not 
long after, on January 30 1835, there was an assassination attempt on President 
Jackson. He was saved by the fact the assassins' pistols both misfired. Later 
Jackson stated that he knew the Rothschilds where responsible for the attempt. 
Jackson was not intimidated by the Jewish Banking mafia. He continued his long 
fight against the Rothschild's bank and in 1836 he won and had their bank cast 
out of the Nation when their charter is not renewed.  
 
"I am one of those who do not believe the national debt is a national blessing, but 
rather a curse to a republic, inasmuch as it is calculated to raise around the 
administration a moneyed aristocracy dangerous to the liberties of the country." 
—Andrew Jackson, Letter to L. H. Coleman of Warrenton, N.C., 29 April 1824  
 
Later in 1841, President Tyler vetoed the act to renew the charter for Rothschild's 
bank. In response, he was threatened with assassination from many 
"anonymous" sources.  
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The Jews instigated the Civil War in America. President Lincoln appealed to 
large New York based banks for loans for the war [Rothschild and the Jewish 
Banking mafia, being behind many of and having control over those banks] the 
criminal deal they make him is 24% to 36% on all monies loaned. This was 
another tactic used to regain control over the American people through debt. 
Lincoln angry and aware simply printed his own debt free money instead, 
outwitting the Jews. Lincoln stated this fact, "We gave the people of this republic 
the greatest blessing they ever had, their own paper money to pay their own 
debts."  
 
In 1863, Lincoln discovered the Tsar of Russia, Alexander the II, was having 
identical problems with the Jewish banks, mainly the Rothschilds, and was also 
resisting their attempts to create a Central bank in Russia. The Tsar then came 
to the aid of Lincoln by ordering that if England and/or France [both under the 
domination of Rothschild/Jewish banking families] actively came to the aid of the 
South, he would consider this an act of open war, and take up arms on the side 
of President Lincoln. The Tsar then ordered a major part of his Pacific fleet to 
San Francisco and New York.  
 
In 1865, President Lincoln stated, "I have two great enemies; the Southern Army 
in front of me, and the financial institutions in the rear. Of the two, the one in the 
rear is my greatest foe." That same year on April 14, Lincoln was assassinated 
by Jew John Wilkes Booth. 
"John Booth was a Jewish silversmith whose ancestors had been exiled from 
Portugal because of their radical political views. In London, the refugees had 
continued their trade and convictions, and John married Wilkes' cousin. This 
Wilkes was the 'celebrated agitator' John Wilkes of Westminster, London. John 
Wilkes Booth's father was Junius Brutus Booth." [The Mad Booths of Maryland] 
 
In the book, "The Secret World Government or the Hidden Hand," Major General 
Count Cherep Spiridovich revealed how the Jewish bankers incited the Civil War, 
and why they opposed Lincoln: 
 
"ROTHSCHILDS' ORDER TO AMERICAN BANKERS." 
"To pay the soldiers the Government issued its Treasury notes, authorized by act 
of Congress, July 17, 1861, "for $50,000,000, bearing no interest. These notes 
circulated at par with gold. The Rothschilds' agents inspired the American banks 
to offer to Lincoln a loan of $150 million. But before they had taken much of the 
loan, the banks broke down and suspended specie payments in Dec. 1861. They 
wished to blackmail Lincoln and demanded the "shaving" of government paper to 
the extent of 33%, an extortion which was refused. A bill drafted for the 
Government issue of $150 million^ which should be full legal tender for every 
debt in the United States, passed the House of Representatives Feb. 25, 1862, 
and was hailed with delight by the entire country.' But the Wall Street bankers 
were furious." 
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Sen. Pettigrew reprints the so called "Hazzard Circular" sent in 1862 by the Bank 
of England [ruled by the Rothschilds]:  
"Slavery is likely to be abolished by the war power and chattel slavery destroyed. 
This I [Rothschild] and my European friends (the 300 men) are glad of, for 
slavery is but the owning of labor and carries with it the care of the laborer, while 
the European [read 'Rothschildian'] plan led on by England [i.e. the Rothschilds] 
is for capital to control labor by controlling wages. THIS CAN BE DONE BY. 
CONTROLLING THE MONEY. THE GREAT DEBT THAT CAPITALISTS "WILL 
SEE TO IS MADE OUT OF THE "WAR must be used as a means to control the 
volume of money. To accomplish this the BONDS must be used as a banking 
basis. "We are now waiting for the Secretary of the Treasury to make his 
recommendation to Congress. It will not do to ALLOW the GREENBACK, as it is 
called, to circulate as money any length of time, as we cannot control that." 
 
Thus the order of the Rothschilds was clear: "Capitalists "WILL SEE TO IT that a 
DEBT is MADE out of the war."  
 
The result was that by "hook and crook" the Rothschilds enslaved this country. 
And Schiffs,, Baruchs & Co. are the rulers. The Chairman of the Committee on 
"Ways and Means of the House of Representatives, Mr Thaddeus Stevens 
explains how the United States was captured by the Rothschilds:  
 
"The agents of the banks fell upon the bill in haste and disfigured it."  
In the Senate, this amendment was tacked upon the bill:  
"Good for all debts and dues of the U. S. EXCEPT DUTIES ON IMPORTS AND 
INTEREST on the PUBLIC DEBT," ($150 million above mentioned, plus $70 
million, a pre-war debt). Thus equipped this bill went forth to rob every American 
and turn the ownership of this nation into the hands of capitalists." (Mrs. Hobart).  
 
"When the bill came back to the House, Mr. Stevens said: "We are about to 
consummate a cunningly devised scheme which will bring GREAT LOSS to all 
classes of people, except one" (the Rothschilds' branch of the Wall Street). The 
bill was passed.  
  
ROTHSCHILDS OVERPOWERED CONGRESS (1862) 
The Rothschilds were in possession of 80% of the gold in the country. They had 
a "corner" on gold. By securing this discrimination against the "greenback" by 
means of the "Exception clause," they made a market for their gold.  
 
"Importers were obliged to go to Wall Street to buy gold to pay duties on their 
goods, and the Wall Street gamblers held the power to fix the price. Gold went to 
a premium. Had the greenbacks been permitted to retain their full legal-tender 
quality, there would have been no need for gold to pay import duties. The price of 
gold rapidly rose and before the war closed, had reached the price of $2.85, 
measured in greenbacks. The gold bought in Wall Street to pay import duties 
became the revenues of the government and was by it paid back to Wall Street 
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as interest on the public debt. As fast as the bankers sold the gold, it was 
returned for interest on the public debt to be sold again. Thus during the entire 
war these gold gamblers speculated in gold, making fortunes from the blood and 
tears of the American people," (Mrs. M. E. Hobart in her "The Secret of 
Rothschilds, " p. 54). 
 
Two more issues of $150 million each, with the "Exception clause" were 
authorized in July 1862 and in March 1863, making in all $450,000,000. They 
bore no interest. When these issues were exhausted and necessity arose for 
additional money the bankers demanded that Treasury Notes should no longer 
be made in the form of DOLLARS, but in the form of BONDS: the bond draws 
interest, the dollar does not.  
 
A gigantic war costing seven billions was carried through without gold. Why? 
Because everything was supplied at home, and American money, the 
"greenbacks" were gladly accepted. "How then was it that this government, 
several years after the war was over, found itself owing in London and Wall 
Street several hundred million dollars to men who never fought a battle, who 
never made a uniform, never furnished a pound of bread, men, who never did an 
honest day's work in all their lives... The fact is, that billions owned by the sweat, 
tears and blood of American laborers have been poured into the coffers of these 
men for absolutely nothing. This 'sacred war debt' was only a gigantic scheme of 
fraud, concocted by European capitalists and enacted into American law by the 
aid of American congressmen, who were their paid hirelings or their ignorant 
dupes. That this crime has remained uncovered is due to the power of prejudice, 
which seldom permits the victim to see clearly or reason correctly: 'the Money 
power prolongs its reign by working on the prejudices' (Lincoln). Every means 
has been employed to deceive the masses. Ridicule and derision have been 
applied to all opposition, while flattery and appreciation were showered upon the 
officials," (Mary E. Hobart, p. 49). 
 
Bismarck knew the truth and revealed it in 1876 to a German, Conrad Siem, who 
published it in ['La Vieille France,' N-216, March 1921]. Bismarck said: 
'The division of the United States into two federations of equal force was decided 
long before the Civil War by the High Financial Powers of Europe. These bankers 
were afraid that the United States, if they remained as one nation, would attain 
economical and financial independence, which would upset their financial 
domination of the World. The voice of the Rothschilds predominated. They 
foresaw tremendous booty if they could substitute two feeble democracies, 
indebted to the Jewish financiers, to the vigorous Republic, confident and self-
providing. Therefore, they incited their emissaries in exploiting the issue of 
slavery, thus digging an abyss between the two sides of the Republic. Lincoln 
never suspected these underground machinations. He was anti-slavery, and he 
was elected as such, but his character prevented him from being a man of one 
party. When he had affairs in his hands, he perceived that these sinister 
financiers of Europe, the Rothschilds, wished to make him the executor of their 
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designs. They made the fracture between the North and the South imminent! The 
masters of Finance in Europe made this rift definitive in order to exploit it to the 
utmost. Lincoln's personality surprised them. His candidature did not trouble 
them: they thought they could easily deceive the candidate woodcutter. However, 
Lincoln read their plots and soon understood that the South was not the worst 
foe, but the Jew financiers were. He did not confide his apprehensions; he 
watched the gestures of the hidden hand. He did not wish to expose publicly the 
questions that would disconcert the ignorant masses. He decided to eliminate the 
International bankers, by establishing a system of Loans, thus allowing the 
States to borrow directly from the people without an intermediary. He did not 
study financial questions, but his robust good sense revealed to him, that the 
source of any wealth resides in the work and the economy of the nation. He 
opposed emissions through the International financiers. He obtained from 
Congress the right to borrow from the people by selling to it the 'bonds' of States. 
The local banks were only too glad to help such a system, and the Government 
and the nation escaped the plots of the foreign financiers. They understood at 
once, that the United Stats could escape their grip. The death of Lincoln was 
resolved upon. Nothing is easier than to find a fanatic to strike.'  
'The death of Lincoln was a disaster. There was no man in the United States 
great enough to wear his boots, and Jewish bankers went anew to grab the 
riches of the World. I fear that Jewish Banks with their craftiness and tortuous 
tricks will entirely control the exuberant riches of America, and use these to 
systematically corrupt modern civilization. The Jew will not hesitate to plunge the 
entire world into wars and chaos, in order that 'the earth should become the 
inheritance of Israel.'' 
 
Thus Bismarck, who knew the game of the Jews, spoke in 1876,  
[According to Bismarck (La Vieille France, N-216) it was Disraeli and his patrons, 
the Rothschilds, who invented the plan of destroying the United States by 
fomenting a Civil War here, and by a foreign attack in 1863-64 by five powers. 
Abraham Lincoln, the national hero of the United States, was murdered by the 
same Hidden Hand, which killed six Romanov Czars, ten Kings, and scores of 
Ministers only to make it easier to bleed their nations] 
 Lincoln was re-inaugurated on March 4, 1865 and was shot on April 4, 1865 by 
actor Wilkes Booth, who cried, 'The South is revenged.' He was a Jew, but this 
has never been mentioned!" 
— Major General Count Cherep-Spiridovich, The Secret World Government, Or, 
"The Hidden Hand": the Unrevealed in History: 100 Historical "Mysteries" 
Explained, The Anti-Bolshevist Publishing Association, New York, [1926], pp. 
177-178, 180-181, 183. [1] 
 
President Garfield stated in 1881, two weeks before he was also assassinated by 
Jew Charles J. Guiteau:  "Whosoever controls the volume of money in any 
country is absolute master of all industry and commerce.... And when you realize 
the entire system is very easily controlled, one way or another, by a few powerful 
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men at the top, you will not have to be told how periods of inflation and 
depression originate." 
 
The next two Presidents to be murdered were also murdered by the Jews. 
William McKinley, the third American President to be assassinated, was 
murdered by a Jew named Leon Czolgosz. President Kennedy was also 
murdered by Jewry for the same reasons Congressman McFadden was, and 
President Jackson had two attempts upon his life. 
 
Then in 1913, the Federal Reserve central bank was established in America, 
under orders of Jewish puppet President Woodrow Wilson. This act literally 
handed the America economy over to a handful of powerful Jewish banking 
families, bringing about what President Garfield warned would happen.  
The main Jewish names behind creating this system of control were:  
 
§ The Rothschilds  
§ The Rockefellers  
§ The Morgans  
§ The Warburgs  

 
The placement for this was carried out by Morgan who used his position to 
publish lies that a powerful bank in New York was bankrupt, knowing it would 
cause mass panic and a chain reaction among the Gentile public causing them to 
withdraw their monies, and causing the banks to call in all loans, which forced the 
recipients of the loans to sell whatever they had from properties on. Thus, a 
depression was generated by the Jews.  
 
"Early in 1907, New York Times Annual Financial Review published Paul 
Warburg's (a partner of Kuhn, Loeb and Co.) first official reform plan, entitled "A 
Plan for a Modified Central Bank," in which he outlined remedies that he thought 
might avert panics. Early in 1907, Jacob Schiff, the chief executive officer of 
Kuhn, Loeb and Co., in a speech to the New York Chamber of Commerce, 
warned that "unless we have a central bank with adequate control of credit 
resources, this country is going to undergo the most severe and far reaching 
money panic in its history." "The Panic of 1907" hit full stride in October. [Herrick] 
 The Panic of 1907 and Some of Its Lessons," Annals of the American Academy 
of Political and Social Science, vol. 31 [Jan.-June 1908]  
 
"The Morgan interests took advantage to precipitate the panic of 1907, guiding it 
shrewdly as it progressed." --Fredrick Allen, Life Magazine  
 
The Panic led to a Congressional investigation, headed by Senator Nelson 
Aldrich and the Commission led by Aldrich recommended a Central Bank should 
be implemented so a panic like 1907 could never happen again. Note Aldrich 
later married into the Rockefeller family.  
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In 1910, a secret meeting was held at a J.P. Morgan estate on Jekyll Island off 
the coast of Georgia. It was there that the central banking bill called the Federal 
Reserve Act was written. This legislation was written by Jewish bankers, not 
lawmakers. After this bill was constructed, it was then handed over to their 
political front man, Senator Nelson Aldrich, to push through Congress.  
 
"Aldrich's investigation led to his plan in 1912 to bring central banking to the 
United States, with promises of financial stability, expanded international roles, 
control by impartial experts, and no political meddling in finance. Aldrich asserted 
that a central bank had to be, paradoxically, decentralized somehow, or it would 
be attacked by local politicians and bankers, as had the First and Second Banks 
of the United States. The Aldrich plan was introduced in 62nd and 63rd 
Congresses (1912 and 1913) but never gained much traction as the Democrats 
in 1912, won control of both the House and the Senate as well as the White 
House." 
 
In 1913, Woodrow Wilson, put up and backed by the Jewish bankers, was 
elected President upon the promise that in return for their financial support he 
would sign the Federal Reserve Act into law. At the time, the act was thwarted in 
Congress from passing. The Jews moved, two days before Christmas when most 
of the Congressmen were at home with their families, the Federal Reserve Act 
was voted in, and Wilson true to his treasonous word, in turn made it law. 
 
"The Aldrich Plan is the Wall Street Plan. It is a broad challenge to the 
Government by the champion of the Money Trust. It means another panic, if 
necessary, to intimidate the people. Aldrich, paid by the Government to represent 
the people, proposes a plan for the trusts instead. The Aldrich Plan was a 
forerunner to that which spawned the Federal Reserve." --Congressman 
Lindbergh  
 
“When the Federal Reserve Act was passed, the people of these United States 
did not perceive that a world banking system was being set up here. A super-
state controlled by [Jewish] international bankers and industrialists acting 
together to enslave the world for their own pleasure. Every effort has been made 
by the Fed to conceal its powers but the truth is—the Fed has usurped the 
government.” (Congressman Louis McFadden, upon the passage of the Federal 
Reserve bill. The Unseen Hand, p. 182.) 
 
"This Act establishes the most gigantic trust on Earth. When the President signs 
this bill, the invisible government by the Monetary Power will be legalized, the 
people may not know it immediately but the day of reckoning is only a few years 
removed.... The worst legislative crime of the ages is perpetrated by this banking 
bill." —Congressman Lindbergh  
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"The Federal Reserve System virtually controls the nation's monetary system, yet 
it is accountable to no one. It has no budget; it is subject to no audit; and no 
Congressional Committee knows of, or can truly supervise, its operations."  
— Professor Murray N. Rothbard, economist, and academic advisor of the 
Ludwig von Mises Institute. 
 
President Wilson also brought America into the First World War for the Jews, 
after being elected on the promise of keeping America out of the war.  
 
Another important reason the Jews wanted America involved in World War I, was 
now that the Jews were in control of the American money supply via the Fed 
Reserve, America's entry into the war would require the American government to 
take out massive war loans, indebting the nation to the Jewish banks much faster 
and at a substantial pace.  
 
Benjamin Freedman, the Jewish defector who was later murdered by the 
Mossad, stated: 
"At the outbreak of World War I, the Federal Reserve was better positioned than 
the Treasury to issue war bonds, and so became the primary retailer for war 
bonds under the direction of the Treasury. After the war, the Federal Reserve, 
led by Paul Warburg and New York Governor Bank President Benjamin Strong, 
convinced Congress to modify its powers, giving it the ability to both create 
money, as the 1913 Act intended, and destroy money, as a central bank could."  
 
Mr. Freedman, born in 1890, was a successful Jewish businessman of New York 
City who was at one time the principal owner of the Woodbury Soap Company. 
He broke with organized Jewry after the Judeo-Communist victory of 1945 
 
Exerpt 1: 
"In 1916 in London the Zionists made a deal with the British War Cabinet to send 
your sons to war in Europe. Did you know it at that time? Not a person in the 
United States knew it. You weren't permitted to know it. 
 
Who knew it? President Wilson knew it. Colonel House knew it. Others knew it. 
Did I know it? I had a pretty good idea of what was going on: I was liaison to 
Henry Morgenthau, Sr., in the 1912 campaign when President Wilson was 
elected, and there was talk around the office there. 
I was 'confidential man' to [Jew] Henry Morgenthau, Sr., who was chairman of 
the Finance Committee, and I was liaison between him and Rollo Wells, the 
treasurer. So I sat in these meetings with President Wilson at the head of the 
table, and all the others, and I heard them drum into President Wilson's brain the 
graduated income tax and what has become the Federal Reserve, and also 
indoctrinate him with the Zionist movement. 
 
Justice Brandeis and President Wilson were just as close as the two fingers on 
this hand, and President Woodrow Wilson was just as incompetent when it came 
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to determining what was going on as a newborn baby. And that's how they got us 
into World War I, while we all slept." 
 
"The Zionists in London had sent cables to the United States, to Justice 
Brandeis, saying "Go to work on President Wilson. We're getting from England 
what we want. Now you go to work on President Wilson and get the United 
States into the war." That's how the United States got into the war. We had no 
more interest in it; we had no more right to be in it than we have to be on the 
moon tonight instead of in this room. There was absolutely no reason for World 
War I to be our war. We were railroaded into -- if I can be vulgar, we were 
suckered into -- that war merely so that the Zionists of the world could obtain 
Palestine. That is something that the people of the United States have never 
been told. They never knew why we went into World War I." 
 
World War I broke out in the summer of 1914. Within two years, Germany had 
won that war. Not a shot had been fired on German soil. Not an enemy soldier 
had crossed the border into Germany, and yet, Germany was offering England 
peace terms.  
 
While that was occurring, the Zionists in Germany, who represented the Zionists 
from Eastern Europe, went to the British War Cabinet, and they said "Look here, 
you can  win this war yet. You don't have to give up. You don't have to accept the 
negotiated peace offered to you now by Germany. You can win this war if the 
United States will come in as your ally."  
 
They [Zionists] told England: "We will guarantee to bring the United States into 
the war as your ally, to fight with you on your side, if you will promise us 
Palestine after you win the war." In other words, they made this deal- "We will get 
the United States into this war as your ally. The price you must pay us is 
Palestine after you have won the war and defeated Germany, Austria-Hungary, 
and Turkey."  
 
Now England had as much right to promise Palestine to anybody, as the United 
States would have to promise Japan to Ireland for any reason whatsoever. It's 
absolutely absurd that Great Britain [that never had any connection or any 
interest or any right in what is known as Palestine] should offer it as coin of the 
realm to pay the Zionists for bringing the United States into the war.  
 
However, they made that promise in October of 1916. Shortly thereafter, the 
United States, which was almost totally pro-German, [totally pro-German 
because the newspapers here were controlled by Jews, and the bankers were 
Jews, and all the media in this country was controlled by Jews]; they were pro-
German because their people, the majority who came from Germany, wanted to 
see Germany defeat the Czar.  
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The Jews didn't like the Czar, and they didn't want Russia to win the war. 
Therefore, the German bankers [the German-Jews], Kuhn, Loeb, and the other 
big banking firms in the United States, refused to finance France or England. 
They stood aside and they said, "As long as France and England are tied up with 
Russia, not one cent!" However, they poured money into Germany; they fought 
with Germany against Russia, trying to defeat the Czarist regime.  
 
Now those same Jews, when they became aware of the possibility of obtaining 
Palestine, went to England and made this deal. At that time, everything changed, 
like a traffic light that changes from red to green. Where the newspapers had 
been pro-German, where they had been telling the people of the difficulties that 
Germany was having fighting Great Britain commercially and in other respects; 
all of a sudden the Germans were no good. They were villains. They were Huns. 
They were shooting Red Cross nurses. They were cutting off babies' hands, and 
they were no good.  
 
Shortly thereafter, Mr. Wilson declared war on Germany. The Zionists in London 
sent cables to the United States, to Justice Brandeis stating: "Go to work on 
President Wilson. We are getting what we want from England. Now you go to 
work, and work on President Wilson. Get the United States into the war." That's 
how the United States entered into the war. We had no interest in it; we had no 
more right to be in it than we have to be on the moon tonight instead of in this 
room." [3] 
 
"President Woodrow Wilson was the fairy godmother who provided Trotsky with a 
passport to return to Russia to "carry forward" the revolution. This American 
passport was accompanied by a Russian entry permit and a British transit visa. 
Jennings C. Wise, on Woodrow Wilson: Disciple of Revolution makes the 
pertinent comment, "Historians must never forget that Woodrow Wilson, despite 
the efforts of the British police, made it possible for Leon Trotsky to enter Russia 
with an American passport." --Wall Street and the Bolshevik Revolution"  
 
Sounds like a loyal American President, does he not?  
 
"Since I entered politics, I have chiefly had men's views confided to me privately. 
Some of the biggest men in the United States, in the field of commerce and 
manufacture are afraid of somebody, they are afraid of something. They know 
there is a power somewhere so organized, so subtle, so watchful, so interlocked, 
so complete, so pervasive, that they better not speak above their breath when 
they speak in condemnation of it." --Woodrow Wilson, The New Freedom [1913], 
Doubleday  
 
"The present Federal Reserve System is a flagrant case of the Government’s 
conferring special privileges upon bankers. The Government hands credit to the 
banks at virtually no cost, to be loaned out for their own private profit. Still worse, 
is the fact that it gives the bankers practically complete control of the amount of 
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money that will be in circulation. Not one dollar of these Federal Reserve notes 
gets into circulation without being borrowed into circulation and without someone 
paying interest to some bank to keep it circulating. Our present money system is 
a debt money system. Before a dollar can circulate, a debt must be created. 
Such a system assumes that you can borrow yourself out of debt." --Willis A. 
Overholser, A short review and analysis of the history of money in the United 
States, with an introduction to the current money problem [1936], p. 56  
 
Once the Jews obtained control of the Federal Reserve, they moved quickly, 
increasing the money supply from 1914 to 1919, much of it in loans to smaller 
banks. In 1920, the Jews called in the majority of all loans, sparking an identical 
crisis to the one in 1907 [the Jews had lied to the public telling the Fed Act 
passage would prevent such problems-- Hegelian anyone?]. This move wiped 
out over 5,400 Gentile banks outside of the official grip of the Jewish bankers, 
and consolidated more power under the Jewish banking Families.  
 
"Under the Federal Reserve Act, panics are scientifically created, as the present 
panic is the first scientifically created one, and is worked out as we work out a 
mathematical equation."--Congressman Lindbergh, regarding the crash of 1920  
 
From 1921 to 1929, the Jewish Fed replayed this criminal robbery again, the new 
tool also used was the Margin loan, which allowed an investor to only have to put 
down 10% of a stock’s worth, with a broker loaning the other 90%. Hence the 
"Roaring 20's" The catch the Jews put in was the Margin loan could be called in 
at any time and had to be paid within 24 hours of such "Margin call" The result of 
such a call is the selling of the stock brought with the loan in question.  
 
In 1929, the Jewish bankers such as Rockefeller and others withdrew from the 
market out the backdoor. On Oct 24, the Margin loans are called in mass waves. 
Everyone began selling their stocks all at once, with the encoring crash over 
16,000 banks were wiped out alone. The Jews then swooped in and bought up 
the entire stock market at a penny cost, putting them in control of numerous 
corporations across the board, and the entire economic system in general. The 
Jews then purposely shrank the money supply, increasing the depression to the 
point it is remembered to this day as "The Great Depression."  
 
"It was a carefully contrived occurrence, International Bankers sought to bring 
conditions of despair so they might emerge as the rulers of us all.” 
--Congressman Madden, on the truth of the Great Depression  
Congressman McFadden, a long term crusader against the Jewish bankers, 
declared his intention of pushing for an impeachment of the Fed. He had already 
survived several assassination attempts on his life, the last one was successful. 
 
"Now that this sterling American patriot has made, the passing [McFadden], it 
can be revealed that not long after his public utterance against the encroaching 
powers of Judah, it became known among his intimates that he had suffered two 
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attempts against his life. The first attack came in the form of two revolver shots 
fired at him from ambush as he was alighting from a cab in front of one of the 
Capital hotels. Fortunately both shots missed him, the bullets burying themselves 
in the structure of the cab."  
 
"He became violently ill after partaking of food at a political banquet at 
Washington. His life was only saved from what was subsequently announced as 
a poisoning by the presence of a physician friend at the banquet, who at once 
procured a stomach pump and subjected the Congressman to emergency 
treatment." /s/ Robert Edward Edmondson [Publicist-Economist] 
 
Two of Congressman McFadden’s Speeches: in the second one, “Financial 
Interests Should Not Dictate Foreign Policy of United States Government." 
Congressman McFadden came out openly regarding the Jews. 
 
May 23, 1933, Congressman, Louis T. McFadden, brought formal charges 
against the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve Banking system, the 
Comptroller of the Currency, and the Secretary of United States Treasury for 
numerous criminal acts, including but not limited to, CONSPIRACY, FRAUD, 
UNLAWFUL CONVERSION, AND TREASON. The petition for Articles of 
Impeachment was thereafter referred to the Judiciary Committee and has YET 
TO BE ACTED UPON. So, this ELECTRONIC BOOKLET should be reprinted, 
reposted, posted on web pages and circulated far and wide. 
  
Congressman McFadden stated in Congress, concerning the Federal Reserve 
Corporation, 1934 AN ASTOUNDING EXPOSURE Reprinted by permission 
1978 Arizona Caucus Club Congressman McFadden's Speech On the Federal 
Reserve Corporation, Quotations from several speeches made on the Floor of 
the House of Representatives by the Honorable Louis T. McFadden of 
Pennsylvania.  
“Mr. McFadden, due to his having served as Chairman of the Banking and 
Currency Committee for more than 10 years, was the best posted man on these 
matters in America and was in a position to speak with authority concerning the 
vast ramifications of this gigantic private credit monopoly. As Representative of a 
State which was among the first to declare its freedom from foreign money 
tyrants, it is fitting that Pennsylvania, the cradle of liberty, again be given the 
credit for producing a son that was not afraid to hurl defiance in the face of the 
money-bund. Whereas Mr. McFadden was elected to high office on both the 
Democratic and Republican tickets, there can be no accusation of partisanship 
lodged against him. Because these speeches are set out in full in the 
Congressional Record, they carry weight that no amount of condemnation on the 
part of private individuals could hope to carry.” 
 
The Federal Reserve: A Corrupt Institution. 
"Mr. Chairman, we have in this country one of the most corrupt institutions the 
world has ever known. I refer to the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal 
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Reserve Banks, hereinafter called the Fed. The Fed has cheated the 
Government of the United States and the people of the United States out of 
enough money to pay the Nation's debt. The depredations and iniquities of the 
Fed have cost enough money to pay the National debt several times over. 
 
"This evil institution has impoverished and ruined the people of the United States, 
has bankrupted itself, and has practically bankrupted our Government. It has 
done this through the defects of the law under which it operates, through the 
maladministration of that law by the Fed and through the corrupt practices of the 
moneyed vultures who control it. 
"Some people think that the Federal Reserve Banks are United States 
Government institutions. They are private monopolies that prey upon the people 
of the United States for the benefit of themselves and their foreign customers; 
foreign and domestic speculators and swindlers; and rich and predatory money 
lenders. In that dark crew of financial pirates, there are those who would cut a 
man's throat to get a dollar out of his pocket; there are those who send money 
into states to buy votes to control our legislatures; there are those who maintain 
international propaganda for the purpose of deceiving us into granting new 
concessions, which will permit them to cover up their past misdeeds and set 
again in motion their gigantic train of crime. 
 
"These twelve private credit monopolies were deceitfully and disloyally foisted 
upon this Country by the bankers who came here from Europe and repaid us our 
hospitality by undermining our American institutions. Those bankers took money 
out of this Country to finance Japan in a war against Russia. They created a 
reign of terror in Russia with our money in order to help that war along. They 
instigated the separate peace between Germany and Russia, and thus drove a 
wedge between the allies in the World War. They financed Trotsky's passage 
from New York to Russia so that he might assist in the destruction of the Russian 
Empire. They fomented and instigated the Russian Revolution, and placed a 
large fund of American dollars at Trotsky's disposal in one of their branch banks 
in Sweden so that through him Russian homes might be thoroughly broken up, 
and Russian children flung far and wide from their natural protectors. They have 
since begun the breaking up of American homes and the dispersal of American 
children. "Mr. Chairman, there should be no partisanship in matters concerning 
banking and currency affairs in this Country, and I do not speak with any.” 
 
"In 1912, the National Monetary Association, under the chairmanship of the late 
Senator Nelson W. Aldrich, made a report and presented a vicious bill called the 
National Reserve Association bill. This bill is usually spoken of as the Aldrich bill. 
Senator Aldrich did not write the Aldrich bill. He was the tool, if not the 
accomplice, of the European bankers who for nearly twenty years had been 
scheming to set up a central bank in this Country and who in 1912 had spent and 
were continuing to spend vast sums of money to accomplish their purpose. 
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"We were opposed to the Aldrich plan for a central bank. The men who rule the 
Democratic Party then promised the people that if they were returned to power 
there would be no central bank established here while they held the reigns of 
government. Thirteen months later that promise was broken, and the Wilson 
administration, under the tutelage of those sinister Wall Street figures who stood 
behind Colonel House, established here in our free Country the worm-eaten 
monarchical institution of the "King's Bank" to control us from the top downward, 
and from the cradle to the grave. 
"The Federal Reserve Bank destroyed our old and characteristic way of doing 
business. It discriminated against our 1-name commercial paper, the finest in the 
world, and it set up the antiquated 2-name paper, which is the present curse of 
this Country and which wrecked every country which has ever given it scope; it 
fastened down upon the Country the very tyranny from which the framers of the 
Constitution sough to save us. 
 
PRESIDENT JACKSON'S TIME 
"One of the greatest battles for the preservation of this Republic was fought out 
here in Jackson's time; when the second Bank of the United States, founded on 
the same false principles of those which are here exemplified in the Fed was 
hurled out of existence. After that, in 1837, the Country was warned against the 
dangers that might ensue if the predatory interests after being cast out should 
come back in disguise and unite themselves to the Executive and through him 
acquire control of the Government. That is what the predatory interests did when 
they came back in the livery of hypocrisy and under false pretenses obtained the 
passage of the Fed. 
"The danger that the Country was warned against came upon us and is shown in 
the long train of horrors attendant upon the affairs of the traitorous and dishonest 
Fed. Look around you when you leave this Chamber and you will see evidences 
of it in all sides. This is an era of misery and for the conditions that caused that 
misery, the Fed is fully liable.  
 
This is an era of financed crime and in the financing of crime; the Fed does not 
play the part of a disinterested spectator. 
"It has been said that the draughtsman who was employed to write the text of the 
Aldrich bill because that had been drawn up by lawyers, by acceptance bankers 
of European origin in New York. It was a copy, in general a translation of the 
statues of the Reichsbank and other European central banks. One-half million 
dollars was spent on the part of the propaganda organized by these bankers for 
the purpose of misleading public opinion and giving Congress the impression that 
there was an overwhelming popular demand for it and the kind of currency that 
goes with it, namely, an asset currency based on human debts and obligations. 
Dr. H. Parker Willis had been employed by Wall Street and propagandists, and 
when the Aldrich measure failed- he obtained employment with Carter Glass, to 
assist in drawing the banking bill for the Wilson administration. He appropriated 
the text of the Aldrich bill. There is no secret about it. The test of the Federal 
Reserve Act was tainted from the first. 
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"A few days before the bill came to a vote, Senator Henry Cabot Lodge, of 
Massachusetts, wrote to Senator John W. Weeks as follows: 
New York City, December 17, 1913 
My Dear Senator Weeks:  
Throughout my public life I have supported all measures designed to take the 
Government out of the banking business.... This bill puts the Government into the 
banking business as never before in our history and makes, as I understand it, all 
notes Government notes when they should be bank notes.  
The powers vested in the Federal Reserve Board seem to me highly dangerous, 
especially where there is political control of the Board. I should be sorry to hold 
stock in a bank subject to such domination. The bill as it stands seems to me to 
open the way to a vast inflation of the currency. There is no necessity of dwelling 
upon this point after the remarkable and most powerful argument of the senior 
Senator from New York. I can be content here to follow the example of the 
English candidate for Parliament who thought it enough "to say ditto to Mr. 
Burke." I will merely add that I do not like to think that any law can be passed 
which will make it possible to submerge the gold standard in a flood of 
irredeemable paper currency.  
I had hoped to support this bill, but I cannot vote for it as it stands, because it 
seems to me to contain features and to rest upon principles in the highest degree 
menacing to our prosperity, to stability in business, and to the general welfare of 
the people of the United States.  
 
Very sincerely yours, 
Henry Cabot Lodge" 
 
In eighteen years that have passed since Senator Lodge wrote that letter of 
warning all of his predictions have come true. The Government is in the banking 
business as never before. Against its will, it has been made the backer of horse 
thieves and cardsharps, bootleggers, smugglers, speculators, and swindlers in all 
parts of the world. Through the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve 
banks the riffraff of every country is operating on the public credit of this United 
States Government.  
 
THE GREAT DEPRESSION 
Meanwhile, and on account of it, we ourselves are in the midst of the greatest 
depression we have ever known. Thus the menace to our prosperity, so feared 
by Senator Lodge, has indeed struck home. From the Atlantic to the Pacific, our 
country has been ravaged and laid waste by the evil practices of the Federal 
Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve banks and the interests that control 
them. At no time in our history has the general welfare of the people of the United 
States been at a lower level or the mind of the people so filled with despair.  
         Recently in one of our States 60,000 dwelling houses and farms were 
brought under the hammer in a single day. Recently in one of our States, 60,000 
dwelling houses and farms were brought under the hammer in a single day, 
71,000 houses and farms in Oakland County, Michigan, have been sold and their 
erstwhile owners dispossessed. Similar occurrences have probably taken place 
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in every county in the United States. The people who have thus been driven out 
are the wastage of the Federal Reserve act. They are the victims of the 
dishonest and unscrupulous Federal Reserve Board and Federal Reserve banks. 
Their children are the new slaves of the auction blocks in the revival here of the 
institution of human slavery. 
 
The Scheme of the Fed 
In 1913, before the Senate Banking and Currency Committee, Mr. Alexander 
Lassen made the following statement:  
But the whole scheme of the Federal Reserve bank with its commercial-paper 
basis is an impractical, cumbersome machinery, is simply a cover, to find a way 
to secure the privilege of issuing money and to evade payment of as much tax 
upon circulation as possible, and then control the issue and maintain, instead of 
reduce, interest rates. It is a system that, if inaugurated, will prove to the 
advantage of the few and the detriment of the people of the United States. It will 
mean continued shortage of actual money and further extension of credits; for 
when there is a lack of real money people have to borrow credit to their cost." 
 
A few days before the Federal Reserve act was passed Senator Elihu Root 
denounced the Federal Reserve bill as an outrage on our liberties and made the 
following prediction: "Long before we wake up from our dreams of prosperity 
through an inflated currency, our gold, which alone could have kept us from 
catastrophe, will have vanished and no rate of interest will tempt it to return."  
If ever a prophecy came true, that one did. It was impossible, however, for those 
luminous and instructed thinkers to control the course of events. On December 
23, 1913, the Federal Reserve bill became law, and that night Colonel House 
wrote to his hidden master in Wall Street as follows: 
 
"I want to say a word of appreciation to you for the silent but no doubt effective 
work you have done in the interest of currency legislation and to congratulate you 
that the measure has finally been enacted into law. We all know that an entirely 
perfect bill, satisfactory to everybody, would have been an impossibility, and I 
feel quite certain that unless the President had stood as firm as he did we should 
likely have had no legislation at all. The bill is a good one in many respects; 
anyhow good enough to start with and to let experience teach us in what 
direction it needs perfection, which in due time we shall then get. In any event 
you have personally good reason to feel gratified with what has been 
accomplished." 
 
The words "unless the President had stood as firm as he did we should likely 
have had no legislation at all," were a gentle reminder that it was Colonel House 
himself, the "holy monk," who had kept the President firm.  
         The foregoing letter affords striking evidence of the manner in which the 
predatory interests then sought to control the Government of the United States 
by surrounding the Executive with the personality and the influence of a financial 
Judas. Left to itself and to the conduct of its own legislative functions without 
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pressure from the Executive, the Congress would not have passed the Federal 
Reserve act. According to Colonel House, and since this was his report to his 
master, we may believe it to be true, the Federal Reserve act was passed 
because Wilson stood firm; in other words because Wilson was under the 
guidance and control of the most ferocious usurers in New York through their 
hireling, House. The Federal Reserve act became law the day before Christmas 
Eve in the year 1913, and shortly afterwards the German international bankers, 
Kuhn, Loeb and Co., sent one of their partners here to run it. 
 
"The Federal Reserve note is essentially unsound. As Kemmerer says: "The 
Federal Reserve notes, therefore, in form have some of the qualities of 
Government paper money, but, in substance, are almost a pure asset currency 
possessing a Government guaranty against which contingency the Government 
has made no provision whatever." Hon. E. J. Hill, a former Member of the House, 
said, and truly: "They are obligations of the Government for which the United 
States has received nothing and for the payment of which at any time it assumes 
the responsibility looking to the Federal Reserve to recoup itself." 
 
If the United States Government is to redeem the Federal Reserve notes when 
the general public finds out what it costs to deliver this flood of paper money to 
the twelve Federal Reserve banks, and if the Government has made no provision 
for redeeming them, the first element of unsoundness is not far to seek.  
         Before the Banking and Currency Committee, when the Federal Reserve 
bill was under discussion, Mr. Crozier, of Cincinnati, said: "Before the Banking 
and Currency Committee, when the bill was under discussion Mr. Crozier of 
Cincinnati said:  
In other words, the imperial power of elasticity of the public currency is wielded 
exclusively by these central corporations owned by the banks. This is a life and 
death power over all local banks and all business. It can be used to create or 
destroy prosperity, to ward off or cause stringencies and panics. By making 
money artificially scarce, interest rates throughout the country can be arbitrarily 
raised and the bank tax on all business and cost of living increased for the profit 
of the banks owning these regional central banks, and without the slightest 
benefit to the people. These twelve corporations together cover the whole 
country and monopolize and use for private gain every dollar of the public 
currency and all public revenue of the United States. Not a dollar can be put into 
circulation among the people by their Government without the consent of and on 
terms fixed by these twelve private money trusts." 
 
In defiance of this and all other warnings, the proponents of the Federal Reserve 
act created the twelve private credit corporations and gave them an absolute 
monopoly of the currency of the United States, not of the Federal Reserve notes 
alone, but of all the currency, the Federal Reserve act providing ways by means 
of which the gold and general currency in the hands of the American people 
could be obtained by the Federal Reserve banks in exchange for Federal 
Reserve notes, which are not money, but merely promises to pay money. Since 
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the evil day when this was done the initial monopoly has been extended by 
vicious amendments to the Federal Reserve act and by the unlawful and 
treasonable practices of the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve 
banks.  
 
MONEY FOR THE SCOTTISH DISTILLERS 
Mr. Chairman, when a Chinese merchant sells human hair to a Paris wigmaker 
and bills him in dollars, the Federal Reserve banks can buy his bill against the 
wigmaker and then use that bill as collateral for the Federal Reserve notes. The 
United States Government thus pays the Chinese merchant the debt of the 
wigmaker and gets nothing in return except a shady title to the Chinese hair.  
  
Mr. Chairman, if a Scottish distiller wishes to send a cargo of Scotch whiskey to 
the United States, he can draw his bill against the purchasing bootlegger in 
dollars; and after the bootlegger has accepted it by writing his name across the 
face of it, the Scotch distiller can send that bill to the nefarious open discount 
market in New York City, where the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal 
Reserve banks will buy it and use it as collateral for a new issue of Federal 
Reserve notes. Thus the Government of the United States pays the Scotch 
distiller for the whiskey before it is shipped; and if it is lost on the way, or if the 
Coast Guard seizes it and destroys it, the Federal Reserve banks simply write off 
the loss and the Government never recovers the money that was paid to the 
Scotch distiller. While we are attempting to enforce prohibition here, the Federal 
Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve banks are financing the distillery 
business in Europe and paying bootleggers' bills with the public credit of the 
United States Government.  
  
Mr. Chairman, if a German brewer ships beer to this country or anywhere else in 
the world and draws his bill for it in dollars, the Federal Reserve banks will buy 
that bill and use it as collateral for Federal Reserve notes. Thus, they compel our 
Government to pay the German brewer for his beer. Why should the Federal 
Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve banks be permitted to finance the 
brewing industry in Germany, either in this way or as they do by compelling small 
and fearful United States banks to take stock in the Isenbeck brewery and in the 
German bank for brewing industries?  
Mr. Chairman, if Dynamit Nobel of Germany wishes to sell dynamite to Japan to 
use in Manchuria or elsewhere, it can draw its bill against the Japanese 
customers in dollars and send that bill to the nefarious open discount market in 
New York City, where the Federal Reserve Board and Federal Reserve banks 
will buy it and use it as collateral for a new issue of Federal Reserve notes, while 
at the same time the Federal Reserve Board will be helping Dynamit Nobel by 
stuffing its stock into the United States banking system. Why should we send our 
representatives to the disarmament conference at Geneva while the Federal 
Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve banks are making our Government pay 
Japanese debts to German munitions makers?  
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Mr. Chairman, if a bean grower of Chile wishes to raise a crop of beans and sell 
them to a Japanese customer, he can draw a bill against his prospective 
Japanese customer in dollars and have it purchased by the Federal Reserve 
Board and Federal Reserve banks and get the money out of this country at the 
expense of the American people before he has even planted the beans in the 
ground.  
  
Mr. Chairman, if a German in Germany wishes to export goods to South America 
or anywhere else, he can draw his bill against his customer and send it to the 
United States and get the money out of this country before he ships or even 
manufactures the goods.  
  
Mr. Chairman, why should the currency of the United States be issued on the 
strength of Chinese human hair? Why should it be issued on the trade whims of 
a wigmaker? Why should it be issued on the strength of German beer? Why 
should it be issued on the crop of unplanted beans to be grown in Chile for 
Japanese consumption? Why should the Government of the United States be 
compelled to issue many billions of dollars every year to pay the debts of one 
foreigner to another foreigner? Was it for this that our national-bank depositors 
had their money taken out of our banks and shipped abroad? Was it for this that 
they had to lose it? Why should the public credit of the United States 
Government and likewise money belonging to our national-bank depositors be 
used to support foreign brewers, narcotic drug vendors, whiskey distillers, 
wigmakers, human-hair merchants, Chilean bean growers, and the like? Why 
should our national-bank depositors and our Government be forced to finance 
the munitions factories of Germany and Soviet Russia? 
 
THE UNITED STATES HAS BEEN RANSACKED 
Mr. Chairman, there is nothing like the Federal Reserve pool of confiscated bank 
deposits in the world. It is a public trough of American wealth in which foreigners 
claim rights equal to or greater than those of Americans. The Federal Reserve 
banks are agents of the foreign central banks. They use our bank depositors' 
money for the benefit of their foreign principals. They barter the public credit of 
the United States Government and hire it out to foreigners at a profit to 
themselves.  
         All this is done at the expense of the United States Government, and at a 
sickening loss to the American people. Only our great wealth enabled us to stand 
the drain of it as long as we did.  
         I believe that the nations of the world would have settled down after the 
World War more peacefully if we had not had this standing temptation here — 
this pool of our bank depositors' money given to private interests and used by 
them in connection with illimitable drafts upon the public credit of the United 
States Government. The Federal Reserve Board invited the world to come in and 
to carry away cash, credit, goods, and everything else of value that was movable. 
Values amounting to many billions of dollars have been taken out of this country 
by the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve banks for the benefit of 
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their foreign principals. The United States has been ransacked and pillaged. Our 
structures have been gutted and only the walls are left standing. While this crime 
was being perpetrated everything the world could rake up to sell us was brought 
in here at our own expense by the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal 
Reserve banks until our markets were swamped with unneeded and unwanted 
imported goods priced far above their value and made to equal the dollar volume 
of our honest exports and to kill or reduce our favorable balance of trade. As 
agents of the foreign central banks, the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal 
Reserve banks try by every means within their power to reduce our favorable 
balance of trade. They act for their foreign principals and they accept fees from 
foreigners for acting against the best interests of the United States. Naturally 
there has been great competition among foreigners for the favors of the Federal 
Reserve Board. 
 
What we need to do is to send the reserves of our national banks home to the 
people who earned and produced them and who still own them and to the banks 
which were compelled to surrender them to predatory interests. We need to 
destroy the Federal Reserve pool, wherein our national-bank reserves are 
impounded for the benefit of the foreigners. We need to make it very difficult for 
outlanders to draw money away from us. We need to save America for 
Americans. 
 
SPURIOUS SECURITIES 
Mr. Chairman, when you hold a $10 Federal Reserve note in your hand you are 
holding a piece of paper which sooner or later is going to cost the United States 
Government $10 in gold, unless the Government is obliged to give up the gold 
standard. It is protected by a reserve of 40 per cent. or $4 in gold. It is based on 
Limburger cheese, reputed to be in foreign warehouses; or on cans purported to 
contain peas but which may contain salt water instead; or on horse meat; illicit 
drugs; bootleggers' fancies; rags and bones from Soviet Russia of which the 
United States imported over a million dollars' worth last year; on wines, whiskey, 
natural gas, on goat or dog fur, garlic on the string, or Bombay ducks. If you like 
to have paper money which is secured by such commodities, you have it in the 
Federal Reserve note. If you desire to obtain the thing of value upon which this 
paper currency is based — that is, the Limburger cheese, the whiskey, the illicit 
drugs, or any of the other staples — you will have a very hard time finding them. 
Many of these worshipful commodities are in foreign countries. Are you going to 
Germany to inspect her warehouses to see if the specified things of value are 
there? I think not. And what is more, I do not think you would find them there if 
you did go.  
         Immense sums belonging to our national-bank depositors have been given 
to Germany on no collateral security whatever. The Federal Reserve Board and 
the Federal Reserve banks have issued United States currency on mere finance 
drafts drawn by Germans. Billions upon billions of our money has been pumped 
into Germany and money is still being pumped into Germany by the Federal 
Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve banks. Her worthless paper is still being 
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negotiated here and renewed here on the public credit of the United States 
Government and at the expense of the American people. On April 27, 1932, the 
Federal Reserve outfit sent $750,000, belonging to American bank depositors, in 
gold to Germany. A week later, another $300,000 in gold was shipped to 
Germany in the same way. About the middle of May $12,000,000 in gold was 
shipped to Germany by the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve 
banks. Almost every week there is a shipment of gold to Germany. These 
shipments are not made for profit on the exchange since the German marks are 
below parity with the dollar.  
 
Mr. Chairman, I believe that the national-bank depositors of the United States are 
entitled to know what the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve banks 
are doing with their money. There are millions of national-bank depositors in this 
country who do not know that a percentage of every dollar they deposit in a 
member bank of the Federal Reserve system goes automatically to American 
agents of the foreign banks and that all their deposits can be paid away to 
foreigners without their knowledge or consent by the crooked machinery of the 
Federal Reserve act and the questionable practices of the Federal Reserve 
Board and the Federal Reserve banks. 
 
Mr. Chairman, the American people should be told the truth by their servants in 
office. In 1930 we had over half a billion dollars outstanding daily to finance 
foreign goods stored in or shipped between countries. In its yearly total, this item 
amounts to several billion dollars. What goods are those on which the Federal 
Reserve banks yearly pledge several billions of dollars of the public credit of the 
United States? What goods are those which are hidden in European and Asiatic 
storehouses and which have never been seen by any officer of this Government, 
but which are being financed on the public credit of the United States 
Government? What goods are those upon which the United States Government 
is being obligated by the Federal Reserve banks to issue Federal Reserve notes 
to the extent of several billions of dollars a year? 
 
The Bankers' Acceptance Racket 
The Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve banks have been 
international bankers from the beginning, with the United States Government as 
their enforced banker and supplier of currency. But it is none the less 
extraordinary to see those twelve private credit monopolies buying the debts of 
foreigners against foreigners in all parts of the world and asking the Government 
of the United States for new issues of Federal Reserve notes in exchange for 
them.  
         I see no reason why the American taxpayers should be hewers of wood 
and drawers of water for the European and Asiatic customers of the Federal 
Reserve banks. I see no reason why a worthless acceptance drawn by a foreign 
swindler as a means of getting gold out of this country should receive the lowest 
and choicest rate from the Federal Reserve Board and be treated as better 
security than the note of an American farmer living on American land.  
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         The magnitude of the acceptance racket, as it has been developed by the 
Federal Reserve banks, their foreign correspondents, and the predatory 
European-born bankers who set up the Federal Reserve institution here and 
taught our own brand of pirates how to loot the people — I say the magnitude of 
this racket is estimated to be in the neighborhood of $9,000,000,000 a year. In 
the past ten years it is said to have amounted to $90,000,000,000. In my opinion, 
it has amounted to several times as much. Coupled with this you have, to the 
extent of billions of dollars, the gambling in the United States securities, which 
takes place in the same open discount market — a gambling upon which the 
Federal Reserve Board is now spending $100,000,000 per week. 
 
Federal Reserve notes are taken from the United States Government in unlimited 
quantities. Is it strange that the burden of supplying these immense sums of 
money to the gambling fraternity has at last proved too heavy for the American 
people to endure? Would it not be a national calamity if the Federal Reserve 
Board and the Federal Reserve banks should again bind this burden down on the 
backs of the American people and, by means of the long rawhide whips of the 
credit masters, compel them to enter another seventeen years of slavery? They 
are trying to do that now. They are taking $100,000,000 of the public credit of the 
United States Government every week in addition to all their other seizures, and 
they are spending that money in the nefarious open market in New York City in a 
desperate gamble to reestablish their graft as a going concern. 
 
They are putting the United States Government in debt to the extent of 
$100,000,000 a week, and with the money they are buying up our Government 
securities for themselves and their foreign principals. Our people are disgusted 
with the experiments of the Federal Reserve Board. The Federal Reserve Board 
is not producing a loaf of bread, a yard of cloth, a bushel of corn, or a pile of 
cordwood by its check-kiting operations in the money market. 
 
Mr. Speaker, on the 13th of January of this year I addressed the House on the 
subject of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. In the course of my remarks I 
made the following statement:  
In 1928 the member banks of the Federal Reserve system borrowed 
$60,598,690,000 from the Federal Reserve banks on their fifteen-day promissory 
notes. Think of it! Sixty billion dollars payable upon demand in gold in the course 
of one single year. The actual payment of such obligations calls for six times as 
much monetary gold as there is in the entire world. Such transactions represent a 
grant in the course of one single year of about $7,000,000 to every member bank 
of the Federal Reserve system. Is it any wonder that there is a depression in this 
country? Is it any wonder that American labor, which ultimately pays the cost of 
all banking operations of this country, has at last proved unequal to the task of 
supplying this huge total of cash and credit for the benefit of the stock-market 
manipulators and foreign swindlers? 
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"In 1933 the Fed presented the staggering amount of $60,598,690,000 to its 
member banks at the expense of the wage earners and tax payers of the United 
States. In 1929, the year of the stock market crash, the Fed advanced 
$58,000,000,000 to member banks." 
 
Mr. Chairman, some of my colleagues have asked for more specific information 
concerning this stupendous graft, this frightful burden that has been placed on 
the wage earners and taxpayers of the United States for the benefit of the 
Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve banks. They were surprised to 
learn that member banks of the Federal Reserve System had received the 
enormous sum of $60,598,690,000 from the Federal Reserve Board and the 
Federal Reserve banks on their promissory notes in the course of one single 
year, namely, 1928. Another Member of this House, Mr. Beedy, the honorable 
gentleman from Maine, has questioned the accuracy of my statement and has 
informed me that the Federal Reserve Board denies absolutely that these figures 
are correct. This Member has said to me that the thing is unthinkable, that it can 
not be, that it is beyond all reason to think that the Federal Reserve Board and 
the Federal Reserve banks should have so subsidized and endowed their 
favorite banks of the Federal Reserve system. This Member is horrified at the 
thought of a graft so great, a bounty so detrimental to the public welfare as sixty 
and a half billion dollars a year and more shoveled out to favored banks of the 
Federal Reserve system. 
 
In 1930, while the speculating banks were getting out of the stock market at the 
expense of the general public, the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal 
Reserve banks advanced them $13,022,782,000. This shows that when the 
banks were gambling on the public credit of the United States Government as 
represented by the Federal Reserve currency, they were subsidized to any 
amount they required by the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve 
banks. When the swindle began to fall, the bankers knew it in advance and 
withdrew from the market. They got out with whole skins and left the people of 
the United States to pay the piper.  
 
On November 2, 1931, I addressed a letter to the Federal Reserve Board asking 
for the aggregate total of member bank borrowing in the years 1928, 1929, 1930. 
In due course, I received a reply from the Federal Reserve Board, dated 
November 9, 1931, the pertinent part of which reads as follows:  
My Dear Congressman:  
In reply to your letter of November 2, you are advised that the aggregate amount 
of fifteen-day promissory notes of member banks during each of the past three 
calendar years has been as follows:  
 
1928 . . . . . . . . . . . . . $60,598,690,000 
1929 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58,046,697,000 
1930 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,022,782,000 
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This will show the gentleman from Maine the accuracy of my statement. As for 
the denial of these facts made to him by the Federal Reserve Board, I can only 
say that it must have been prompted by fright, since hanging is too good for a 
Government board, which permitted such a misuse of Government funds and 
credit.  
         My friend from Kansas, Mr. McGugin, has stated that he thought the 
Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve banks lent money by 
rediscounting. So they do, but they lend comparatively little that way. The real 
rediscounting that they do has been called a mere penny in the slot business. It 
is too slow for genuine high flyers. They discourage it. They prefer to subsidize 
their favorite banks by making these $60,000,000,000 advances, and they prefer 
to acquire acceptances in the notorious open discount market in New York, 
where they can use them to control the prices of stocks and bonds on the 
exchanges. 
 
For every dollar they advanced on rediscounts in 1928 they lent $33 to their 
favorite banks for gambling purposes. In other words, their rediscounts in 1928 
amounted to $1,814,271,000, while their loans to member banks amounted to 
$60,598,690,000. As for their open-market operations, these are on a 
stupendous scale, and no tax is paid on the acceptances they handle; and their 
foreign principals, for whom they do a business of several billion dollars every 
year, pay no income tax on their profits to the United States Government.  
 
The John Law Swindle 
This is the John Law swindle all over again. The theft of Teapot Dome was trifling 
compared to it. What king ever robbed his subjects to such an extent as the 
Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve banks have robbed us? Is it 
any wonder that there have lately been ninety cases of starvation in one of the 
New York hospitals? Is there any wonder that the children of this country are 
being dispersed and abandoned?  
         The Government and the people of the United States have been swindled 
by swindlers deluxe to whom the acquisition of American gold or a parcel of 
Federal Reserve notes presented no more difficulty than the drawing up of a 
worthless acceptance in a country not subject to the laws of the United States, by 
sharpers not subject to the jurisdiction of the United States courts, sharpers with 
a strong banking "fence" on this side of the water — a "fence" acting as a 
receiver of the worthless paper coming from abroad, endorsing it and getting the 
currency out of the Federal Reserve banks for it as quickly as possible, 
exchanging that currency for gold, and in turn transmitting the gold to its foreign 
confederates.  
 
Ivar Kreuger, the Match King! 
Such were the exploits of Ivar Kreuger, Mr. Hoover's friend, and his hidden Wall 
Street backers. Every dollar of the billions Kreuger and his gang drew out of this 
country on acceptances was drawn from the Government and the people of the 
United States through the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve 
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banks. The credit of the United States Government was peddled to him by the 
Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve banks for their own private 
gain. That is what the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve banks 
have been doing for many years. They have been peddling the credit of this 
Government and the signature of this Government to the swindlers and 
speculators of all nations. That is what happens when a country forsakes its 
Constitution and gives its sovereignty over the public currency to private 
interests. Give them the flag and they will sell it.  
 
The nature of Kreuger's organized swindle and the bankrupt condition of 
Kreuger's combine was known here last June when Hoover sought to exempt 
Kreuger's loan to Germany of $125,000,000 from the operation of the Hoover 
moratorium. The bankrupt condition of Kreuger's swindle was known here last 
summer when $30,000,000 was taken from the American taxpayers by certain 
bankers in New York for the ostensible purpose of permitting Kreuger to make a 
loan to Colombia. Colombia never saw that money. The nature of Kreuger's 
swindle and the bankrupt condition of Kreuger was known here in January when 
he visited his friend, Mr. Hoover, at the White House. It was known here in March 
before he went to Paris and committed suicide there.  
 
From the days of Spartacus-Weishaupt [Jew and famous Rothschild agent] to 
those of Karl Marx [Jew], and down to Trotsky [Jew] [Russia], Bela Kun [Jew] 
[Hungary], Rosa Luxembourg [Jew] [Germany], and Emma Goldman [Jew] 
[United States], this world-wide conspiracy for the overthrow of civilization and for 
the reconstitution of society on the basis of arrested development, of envious 
malevolence, and impossible equality, has been steadily growing. It played, as a 
modern writer, Mrs. Webster, has so ably shown, a definitely recognizable part in 
the tragedy of the French Revolution. It has been the mainspring of every 
subversive movement during the Nineteenth Century; and now at last this band 
of extraordinary personalities from the underworld of the great cities of Europe 
and America have gripped the Russian people by the hair of their heads and 
have become practically the undisputed masters of that enormous empire. 
—Winston Churchill, "Zionism versus Bolshevism", Illustrated Sunday Herald 
[London], February 8, 1920, pg. 5  
 
From here, they brought American into the Second World War:  
Benjamin Freedman's 1961 Speech: Benjamin Freedman Warns America  
How [my note Jew] Franklin Roosevelt Lied America Into War  
President Roosevelt and the Origins of the 1939 War  
Some of these Jews were directly responsible for plunging America into WWII by 
deliberately alienating America from anti-Communist countries [non-Kosher] such 
as Germany and Japan long before the outbreak of hostilities. These Jews also 
pioneered the idea of Big Egalitarian Government in America; some of them were 
later discovered to have been spies for the Soviet Union.  
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Franklin Delano Roosevelt, president of the United States of America, 1933-
1945, was himself partly of Dutch-Jewish ancestry.  
President Franklin D. Roosevelt's Jewish Cabal:  
 
1. Bernard M. Baruch — a financier and adviser to FDR.  
 
2. Felix Frankfurter — Supreme Court Justice; a key player in FDR's New Deal 
system.  
 
3. David E. Lilienthal — director of Tennessee Valley Authority, adviser. The TVA 
changed the relationship of government-to-business in America.  
 
4. David Niles — presidential aide.  
 
5. Louis Brandeis — U.S. Supreme Court Justice; confidante of FDR; "Father" of 
New Deal.  
 
6. Samuel I. Rosenman — official speechwriter for FDR.  
 
7. Henry Morgenthau Jr. — Secretary of the Treasury, "unofficial" presidential 
adviser. Father of the Morgenthau Plan to re-structure Germany/Europe after 
WWII. 
 
8. Benjamin V. Cohen — State Department official, adviser to FDR.  
9. Rabbi Stephen Wise — close pal of FDR, spokesman for the American Zionist 
movement, head of The American Jewish Congress.  
 
10. Frances Perkins — Secretary of Labor; allegedly Jewish/adopted at birth; 
unconfirmed.  
 
11. Sidney Hillman — presidential adviser.  
 
12. Anna Rosenberg — longtime labor adviser to FDR, and manpower adviser 
with the Manpower Consulting Committee of the Army and Navy Munitions Board 
and the War Manpower Commission.  
 
13. Herbert H. Lehman — Governor of New York, 1933-1942, Director of U.S. 
Office of Foreign Relief and Rehabilitation Operations, Department of State, 
1942-1943; Director-General of UNRRA, 1944 - 1946, pal of FDR.  
 
14. Herbert Feis — U.S. State Department official, economist, and an adviser on 
international economic affairs.  
 
15. R. S. Hecht — financial adviser to FDR.  
 
16. Nathan Margold — Department of the Interior Solicitor, legal adviser.  
 
17. Jesse I. Straus — adviser to FDR.  
 
18. H. J. Laski — "unofficial foreign adviser" to FDR.  
 
19. E. W. Goldenweiser — Federal Reserve Director.  
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20. Charles E. Wyzanski — U.S. Labor department legal adviser.  
 
21. Samuel Untermyer — lawyer, "unofficial public ownership adviser" to FDR.  
 
22. Jacob Viner — Tax expert at the U.S. Treasury Department, assistant to the 
Treasury Secretary.  
 
23. Edward Filene — businessman, philanthropist, unofficial presidential adviser.  
 
24. David Dubinsky — Labor leader, president of International Ladies Garment 
Workers Union.  
 
25. William C. Bullitt — part-Jewish, ambassador to USSR [is claimed to be 
Jonathan Horwitz's grandson; unconfirmed].  
 
26. Mordecai Ezekiel — Agriculture Department economist.  
 
27. Abe Fortas — Assistant director of Securities and Exchange Commission, 
Department of the Interior Undersecretary.  
 
28. Isador Lubin — Commissioner of Labor Statistics, unofficial labor economist 
to FDR.  
 
29. Harry Dexter White [Weiss] — Assistant Secretary of the Treasury; a key 
founder of the International Monetary Fund, and the World Bank; adviser, close 
pal of Henry Morgenthau. Co-wrote the Morgenthau Plan.  
 
30. Alexander Holtzoff — Special assistant, U.S. Attorney General's Office until 
1945; [presumed to be Jewish; unconfirmed].  
 
31. David Weintraub — official in the Office of Foreign Relief and Rehabilitation 
Operations; helped create the United Nations; Secretary, Committee on 
Supplies, 1944-1946.  
 
32. Nathan Gregory Silvermaster — Agriculture Department official and head of 
the Near East Division of the Board of Economic Warfare; helped create the 
United Nations.  
 
33. Harold Glasser — Treasury Department director of the division of monetary 
research. Treasury spokesman on the affairs of United Nations Relief and 
Rehabilitation Administration.  
 
34. Irving Kaplan — U.S. Treasury Department official, pal of David Weintraub.  
 
35. Solomon Adler — Treasury Department representative in China during World 
War II.  
 
36. Benjamin Cardozo — U.S. Supreme Court Justice.  
 
37. Leo Wolman — chairman of the National Recovery Administration's Labor 
advisory Board; labor economist.  
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38. Rose Schneiderman — labor organizer; on the advisery board of the National 
Recovery Administration.  
 
39. Jerome Frank — general counsel to the Agricultural Adjustment 
Administration, Justice, U.S. Court of Appeals, 1941-57.  
 
40. Gerard Swope — key player in the creation of the N.R.A. [National Recovery 
Administration]  
 
41. Herbert Bayard Swope — brother of Gerard  
 
42. Lucien Koch — consumer division, N.R.A. [apparently-Jewish]  
 
43. J. David Stern — Federal Reserve Board, appointed by FDR  
 
44. Nathan Straus — housing adviser  
 
45. Charles Michaelson — Democratic [DNC] publicity man  
 
46. Lawrence Steinhardt — ambassador to Soviet Union  
 
47. Harry Guggenheim — heir to Guggenheim fortune, adviser on aviation  
 
48. Arthur Garfield Hays — adviser on civil liberties  
 
49. David Lasser — head of Worker's Alliance, labor activist  
 
50. Max Zaritsky — labor adviser  
 
51. James Warburg — millionaire, early backer of New Deal before backing out  
 
52. Louis Kirstein — associate of E. Filene  
 
53. Charles Wyzanski, Jr. — counsel, Dept. of Labor  
 
54. Charles Taussig — early New Deal adviser  
 

 55. Jacob Baker — assistant to W.P.A. head Harry Hopkins; assistant head of 
W.P.A. [Works Progress Admin.]  

 
56. Louis H. Bean — Dept. of Agriculture official  
 
57. Abraham Fox — research director, Tariff Commission  
 
58. Benedict Wolf — National Labor Relations Board [NLRB]  
 
59. William Leiserson — NLRB  
 
60. David J. Saposs — NLRB  
 
61. A. H. Meyers — NLRB [New England division]  
 
62. L. H. Seltzer — head economist at the Treasury Dept.  
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63. Edward Berman — Dept. of Labor official  
 
64. Jacob Perlman — Dept. of Labor official  
 
65. Morris L. Jacobson — chief statistician of the Government Research Project  
 
66. Jack Levin — assistant general manager, Rural Electrification Authority  
 
67. Harold Loeb — economic consultant, N.R.P.  
 
68. William Seagle — council, Petroleum Labor Policy Board  
 
69. Herman A. Gray — policy committee, National Housing Conference  
 
70. Alexander Sachs — rep. of Lehman Bros., early New Deal consultant  
 
71. Paul Mazur — rep. of Lehman Bros., early consultant for New Deal  
 
72. Henry Alsberg — head of the Writer's Project under the W.P.A.  
 
73. Lincoln Rothschild — New Deal art administrator  
 
After the Jews Harvest World War II; The Holyhoax lie: 
http://gblt.webs.com/Real_Holocaust.htm  
http://www.zundelsite.org/ 
 
Being established for obvious reasons, the Jewish rule over American in all areas 
of life was absolute from the governments, to the economy, the Media, the 
schools, etc.  
The Jews were now fully entrenched in the all the key positions of power, and 
unleashed their own "Cultural Revolution" on American society in the radical 
sixties and with Cultural Marxist Jewish Frankfurt School, because Global 
Communism is, was and shall always be the end goal for Global Jewry.  
 
"In this New World Order, the children of Israel will furnish all the leaders without 
encountering opposition. The Governments of the different peoples forming the 
world republic will fall without difficulty into the hands of the Jews. It will then be 
possible for the Jewish rulers to abolish private property everywhere, to make 
use of the resources of the state, thus will the promise of the Talmud be fulfilled, 
in which it is said that when the Messianic time is come, the Jews will have all the 
property of the entire world in their hands."  
 
Baruch Levy, Letter to Karl Marx [Mordecai Levi], 'La Revue de Paris', p.574, 
June 1, 1928: The Gulf of Tonkin was staged, to get America into a war that 
could destabilize society enough to create the grounds for such "Cultural 
Revolution." Social programmers know you can advance a society in a couple of 
years with a war that would take decades in peace.  
 
Hegelian= problem, reaction, solution.  
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The last major President to oppose the Jewish bankers was President Kennedy.  
"June 4 1963 President Kennedy signed Executive Order 11110, which returned 
to the American government the ability to print it's own currency again, without 
having to deal with the Federal Reserve."  
 
A letter from Kennedy was found on his planning to go public regarding the 
Jewish control of America.  
 
"The answer to the Kennedy assassination is with the Federal Reserve Bank. 
Don't underestimate that. It's wrong to blame it on [CIA official James Angleton 
and the CIA] per se only. This is only one finger of the same hand. The people 
who supply the money are above the CIA.'  
— Wife of accused assassin Lee Harvey Oswald, told to author A. J. Weberman  
 
In the infamous Nixon tapes, President Nixon openly admits the extent of Jewish 
controlled America and he lives in terror of them. Can you blame him?  
 
Here Jew Rosenthal brags in an interview, of the Jewish agenda at work in 
America: 
Harold Wallace Rosenthal, age 29, personal assistant to New York Senator 
Jacob Javits, in a 1976 interview with Walter White Jr., editor, Conservative 
monthly, Western Front: 
 
Our power has been created through the manipulation of the national monetary 
system… The Federal Reserve System fitted our plan nicely since it is owned by 
us, but the name implies that it is a government institution. 
 
From the very outset, our purpose was to confiscate all the gold and silver, 
replacing them with worthless non-redeemable paper notes. This we have done! 
Prior to 1968, the gullible goy could take a one dollar Federal Reserve note into 
any bank in America and redeem it for a dollar which was by law a coin 
containing 412 1/2 grains of 90 per cent silver. Up until 1933, one could have 
redeemed the same note for a coin of 25 4/5ths grains of 90 per cent gold. All we 
do is give the goy more non-redeemable notes, or else copper slugs, but we 
never give them their gold and silver, only more paper," he said contemptuously. 
"We Jews have prospered through the paper gimmick. It's our method through 
which we take money and give only paper in return. The stocks and bonds 
market, all forms of insurance and the fractional reserve system practiced by the 
Federal Reserve Corporation, not to mention the billions in gold and silver that 
we have gained in exchange for paper notes, are stupidly called money. Money 
power was essential in carrying out our master plan of international conquest 
through propaganda. 
 
By controlling the banking system, we were able to control corporation capital. 
Through this, we acquired total monopoly of the movie industry, the radio 
networks, and the newly developing television media. The printing industry, 
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newspapers, periodicals, and technical journals had already fallen into our 
hands. The richest plum was later to come when we took over the publication of 
all school materials. Through these vehicles, we could mold public opinion to suit 
our own purposes. The people are only stupid pigs that grunt and squeal the 
chants we give them, whether they be truth or lies. 
 
There is no such thing as the silent majority because we control their cry and 
hue. The only thing that exists is an unthinking majority and unthinking they will 
remain, as long as their escape from our rigorous service is the opiate of our 
entertainment industry. By controlling industry, we have become the taskmasters 
and the people the slaves. 
 
When the pressure of daily toil builds to an explosive degree, we have provided 
the safety valve of momentary pleasure. The television and movie industries 
furnish the necessary temporary distraction. These programs are carefully 
designed to appeal to the sensuous emotions, never to the logical thinking mind. 
Because of this, the people are programmed to respond according to our 
dictates, not according to reason. We have castrated society through fear and 
intimidation. Its manhood exists only in combination with a feminine outward 
appearance. Being so neutered, the populace has become docile and easily 
ruled. As all geldings in nature, their thoughts are not involved with the concerns 
of the future and their posterity, but only with the present toil and the next meal." 
 
On Industry 
"We have been successful in dividing society against itself by pitting labor against 
management. This perhaps has been one of our greatest feats, since in reality it 
is a triangle, though only two points ever seem to occur. In modern industry 
where exists capital, which force we represent, is the apex. Both management 
and labor are on the base of this triangle. They continually stand opposed to 
each other and their attention is never directed to the head of their problem. 
Management is forced to raise prices since we are ever increasing the cost of 
capital. Labor must have increasing wages and management must have higher 
prices, thus creating a vicious cycle. 
 
We are never called to task for our role, which is the real reason for inflation, 
since the conflict between management and labor is so severe that neither has 
time to observe our activities. It is our increase in the cost of capital that causes 
the inflation cycle. We do not labor or manage, and yet we receive the profits. 
 
Through our money manipulation, the capital that we supply industry costs us 
nothing. Through our national bank, the Federal Reserve, we extend book credit, 
which we create from nothing, to all local banks that are member banks. They in 
turn extend book credit to industry. Thus, we do more than God, for all of our 
wealth is created from nothing. You look shocked! Don't be! It's true; we actually 
do more than God. With this supposed capital we bring industry, management 
and labor into our debt, which debt only increases and is never liquidated. 
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Through this continual increase, we are able to pit management against labor so 
they will never unite and attack us and usher in a debt-free industrial utopia. 
 
We are the necessary element since we expend nothing. Management can 
create its own capital—the profits. Its business would grow and profits increase. 
Labor would prosper as well, while the price of the product would remain 
constant, the prosperity of industry, labor and management would continually 
increase. 
 
We Jews glory in the fact that the stupid goyim have never realized that we are 
the parasites consuming an increasing portion of production while the producers 
are continually receiving less and less." 
 
On Religion: 
"Religion, too, must be taught, and through this necessity we have labored. With 
our control of the textbook industry and the news media, we have been able to 
hold ourselves up as the authorities on religion. Many of our rabbis now hold 
professorships in Christian theological seminaries. We are amazed by the 
Christians' stupidity in receiving our teachings and propagating them as their 
own. Judaism is not only the teaching of the synagogue, but also the doctrine of 
every 'Christian Church' in America. Through our propaganda, the Church has 
become our most avid supporter. This has even given us a special place in 
society, their believing the lie that we are the 'chosen people' and they, gentiles. 
 
"These deluded children of the Church defend us to the point of destroying their 
own culture. This truth is evident even to the dullard when one views history and 
sees that all wars have been white fighting white in order that we maintain our 
control. We controlled England during the Revolutionary War, the North during 
the Civil War, and England and America during World War I and II. Through our 
influence of religion, we were able to involve the ignorant white Christians in wars 
against themselves, which always impoverished both sides while we reaped a 
financial and political harvest. Anytime truth comes forth which exposes us, we 
simply rally our forces — the ignorant Christians. They attack the crusaders even 
if they are members of their own families. 
"Through religion we have gained complete control of society, government, and 
economics. No law is ever passed except its merits have previously been taught 
from the pulpits. An example of this is race equality which led to integration and 
ultimately to mongrelization. The gullible clergy in one breath instruct their 
parishioners that we are a special, chosen people while in another breath 
proclaim all races are the same. Their inconsistency is never discovered, so we 
Jews enjoy a special place in society while all other races are reduced to racial 
equality. It is for this reason that we authored the equality hoax, thereby reducing 
all to a lower level. 
 
"We have been taught that our current economic practices are benevolent, 
therefore Christian. These pulpit parrots extol our goodness for loaning them the 
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money to build their temples. They are eager to pay our exorbitant interest rates. 
They have led society into our control through the same practice. Politically, they 
hail the blessings of democracy and never understand that through democracy 
we have gained control of their nation. Their book again teaches a benevolent 
despotic form of government in accordance with the laws of that book, while a 
democracy is mob rule, which we control through their Churches, our news 
media and economic institutions. Their religion is only another channel through 
which we can direct the power of our propaganda. These religious puppets' 
stupidity is only exceeded by their cowardice, for they are ruled easily." 
 
"This attitude permeates our entire being and philosophy. We are not the 
creators, for to create would only benefit another. We are the 'acquirers' and are 
interested only in satisfying the 'self.' To understand our philosophy, understand 
the term 'to get.' We never give but only take. We never labor, but enjoy the fruits 
of others' labor. We do not create but confiscate. We are not the producers but 
the parasites. We can physically live within any society, but always remain 
spiritually apart. To work would be to produce, and the highest form of that labor 
would be to create. Your race has always worked for the satisfaction of what it 
produces. We would never work for anyone's benefit, only for what we can get. 
We have used this Aryan attitude to achieve our greatest prosperity. You will 
work for the enjoyment you derive out of producing, while never being concerned 
about the pay. We take your productivity for a paltry fee and turn it into fortunes. 
 
"Until recently, the pride of workmanship exceeded the quest for high incomes. 
However, we have been able to enslave society to our own power, which is 
money, by causing them to seek after it. We have converted the people to our 
philosophy of getting and acquiring so that they will never be satisfied. A 
dissatisfied people are the pawns in our game of world conquest. Thus, they are 
always seeking and never able to find satisfaction. The very moment they seek 
happiness outside themselves, they become our willing servants. 
 
"Your people never realize that we offer them only worthless baubles that cannot 
bring fulfillment. They procure one and consume it and are not filled. We present 
another. We have an infinite number of outward distractions, to the extent that life 
cannot again turn inward to find its definite fulfillment. You have become addicted 
to our medicine through which we have become your absolute masters. 
 
"On the first and fundamental lie, the purpose of which is to make people believe 
that we are not a nation but a religion, other lies are subsequently based. Our 
greatest fear is that this falsehood will be discovered, for we will be stamped out 
the moment the general public comes into possession of the truth and acts upon 
it. [It is one thing to put a man in possession of the truth, to get him to understand 
it is another, and to get him to act upon it is another still. Truth by itself has no 
value unless used or applied in some way.] It is becoming apparent that an 
awakening is occurring even here in America. We had hoped that through our 
devastation of Nazi Germany that any subject dealing with us would be a fearful 
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taboo. However, there seems to be a resurgence here in the one nation that we 
so strongly control. We are presently making plans for a rapid exodus. We know 
that when the light begins to dawn, there will be no stopping it. All efforts on our 
part will only intensify that light and draw focus upon it. 
 
"We fear that light is coming forth in movements across this land, especially 
yours. It has amazed us how you have been successful in reaching the people 
after we closed every door of communication. This, we fear, is a sign of a coming 
pogrom that will take place in America soon. The American public has realized 
that we are in control, which is a fatal mistake on our part. This nation could 
never be the land of the free as long as it is the land of the Jew. This is the 
revelation that will be our undoing. 
 
"The American people have been easily ruled through our propaganda that the 
pen is mightier than the sword. We virtually get away with murder, and all the 
goyim do is to talk about it, which is ineffective since we, the masters of 
propaganda, always publish a contradicting account. If the Aryan would review 
history and apply those lessons of the past, then the pen will be thrown down in 
disgust and the sword wielded in the heat of passion. [A recurrence to history 
would edify our minds and show us that the European countries solved their 
Jewish problem only by use of force]. Thus far, we have escaped the sword, 
when the only reprisal is some periodical of no repute, or some pamphlet with 
limited circulation. Their pen is no match for ours, but our constant fear is that 
they may open their eyes and learn that no change was ever brought about with 
a pen. History has been written in blood, not with ink. No letter, editorial, or book 
has ever rallied the people or stopped tyranny. We understand this principle and 
are continually propagandizing the people to write letters to the President, to 
Congress and to their local media. We are safe to continually exploit, intimidate, 
and disenfranchise the white American as long as they are preoccupied with the 
illusion of educating the masses through printed material. Woe be unto us if they 
ever see the futility of it, lay down the pen and employ the sword. 
 
"History confirms the fact that the passions of an aroused minority, no matter how 
small a group, have exerted enough power to topple the greatest empire. The 
movements that control destiny are not those that rest on the inactive majority; 
but on the sheer force of an active minority. Will is power, not numbers, for a 
strong will, will always rule the masses!" 
 
"Again, we are safe as long as our Will is stronger, or the Will of the people is 
misdirected, scattered and without leadership. We will never be deposed with 
words, only force!" 
 
[1] Jewishracism.blogspot.com 
[2] "Dictatorship" DissidentVoices.org 
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Jew Calls For Destruction of White Europe Again  

- by High Priest Mageson 666 

Jew Calls For Destruction Of White Europe Again 

 

 

 

 

 

Its starting to look a lot like Hanukkah......  

 

It’s always these Jews saying things like this government funded, Jewesses Ingrid Lomfors 

who makes the retarded and obviously lying claim native Swedish culture does not exist so 

open them gates on Europe baby! Funny how Sweden got to the 2nd largest rape capital 

on earth could it be as those crime stats show the rapes are being done by 100% non-

White invaders. No that would make you bad Goyim for saying it aloud. 

 

Sweden had a Swedish culture and now thanks to the Jews its just got a third world rape 

culture.  
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http://www.redicecreations.com/article.php?id=33961 

 

 

 

http://www.redicecreations.com/article.php?id=33903 

Jewish Head of Germany's Extreme Left Calls Native Germans "Nazis" and Their Extinction 

"Fortunate" 
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Jewish activist Anetta Kahane wants to destroy Europe via non-European immigration: 

http://www.redicecreations.com/article.php?id=30117 
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http://www.redicecreations.com/article.php?id=34528 

 

This brave woman, who is just such a counter culture rebel is trying to convince Swedes - 

yet again - that there isn't such a thing such as a "native Swedish culture." 

 

This courageous woman, Ingrid Lomfors, who just happens to be Jewish, has not only been 

educated in Jerusalem at the Hebrew University. She's also been trained at the Hebrew 

collage in Boston. She is the general secretary at the Jewish Synagogue / Jewish 

Community in Stockholm, Sweden. 

 

Currently she is the head of the "Forum for living history" in Sweden. 

 

Well today right here dear reader is where you'll see a true history enthusiast share their 

knowledge and wisdom with you....... 
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Jew Soros Admits To Destroying White Europe via Invasion  

-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

 

 
 

http://www.breitbart.com/london/2015/11 ... -obstacle/ 

 

Billionaire investor George Soros [my note Jew] has confirmed he wants to bring down 

Europe’s borders, following the accusation made last week by Hungarian Prime Minister 

Viktor Orban. 

 

Last week, Mr Orban accused Mr Soros – who was born in Hungary – of deliberately 

encouraging the migrant crisis. 

 

“This invasion is driven, on the one hand, by people smugglers, and on the other by those 

(human rights) activists who support everything that weakens the nation-state,” Mr Orban 

said. 

 

“This Western mindset and this activist network is perhaps best represented by George 

Soros.” 

 

Mr Soros has now issued an email statement to Bloomberg Business, claiming his 

foundations help “uphold European values”, while Mr Oban’s actions in strengthening the 

Hungarian border and stopping a huge migrant influx “undermine those values.” 

 

“His plan treats the protection of national borders as the objective and the refugees as an 

obstacle,” Mr Soros added. “Our plan treats the protection of refugees as the objective and 

national borders as the obstacle.” 

 

Last month, Mr Orban accused pro-immigration non-governmental organisations (NGOs) of 

“drawing a living from the immigration crisis,” singling out those funded by Mr Soros. 
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George Soros is a firm backer of transnational bodies such as the European Union, and his 

Open Society Foundation (OSF) provides assistance for pro-migration activists. He is well-

known for his support for “progressive” causes such as the Centre for American Progress, 

Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama. 

 

The OSF website explains: “We believe that migration and asylum policy should be grounded 

in economic and demographic realities, not driven by temporary political considerations or 

popular misconceptions. 

 

“In Europe, many of our civil society partners are raising their voices demanding a common 

European approach in line with international human rights commitments.” 
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Jew VP Of European Commission Demands End Of 

White People 

-High Priest Mageson 666 
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The Jews are openly behind the purposeful extermination of all White Europe: 

 

 
 

Oktober 2015 - EU Fundamental Rights Colloquium 2015 - Jew, Vice President Of European 

Commission Demands End Of White People Frank Timmermans on migration, culture and 

diversity. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q94syUDDhxA 

 

 

 

The EU was created by the international Jewish dynasties of Rothschild, Warburg and 

Baruch. You can see right in the autobiography of their major Jewish, front man and political 

advocate, Kalergi what they planned: 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_v ... ve-Kalergi 

 

According to his autobiography, at the beginning of 1924 he came through Baron Louis de 

Rothschild in contact with Max Warburg who offered to finance his movement for the next 3 

years giving him 60,000 gold marks; Warburg eventually remained sincerely interested in the 

movement for his entire life and served as an intermediate man as to bring him in contact with 

influential personalities in America such as banker Paul Warburg and financier Bernard 

Baruch accompanying him there. In April 1924 Coudenhove-Kalergi founded the journal 

Paneuropa (1924-1938) of which he was editor and principal author. The next year he started 

publishing his main work, the Kampf um Paneuropa (The fight for Paneuropa, 1925-1928, 

three volumes). In 1926, the first Congress of the Pan-European Union was held in Vienna 

and the 2,000 delegates elected Coudenhove-Kalergi as president of the Central Council a 

position he held until his death (1972)." 
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Kalergi laded out the blue print for the destruction of the White European Race in such an 

order as the Jewish run EU in his book: 

 

In his book Praktischer Idealismus (Practical Idealism),  

 

"The man of the future will be of mixed race. Today's races and classes will gradually 

disappear owing to the vanishing of space, time, and prejudice. The Eurasian-Negroid race of 

the future, similar in its appearance to the Ancient Egyptians, will replace the diversity of 

peoples with a diversity of individuals. [***] Instead of destroying European Jewry, Europe, 

against its own will, refined and educated this people into a future leader-nation through this 

artificial selection process. No wonder that this people, that escaped Ghetto-Prison, developed 

into a spiritual nobility of Europe. Therefore a gracious Providence provided Europe with a 

new race of nobility by the Grace of Spirit. This happened at the moment when Europe's 

feudal aristocracy became dilapidated, and thanks to Jewish emancipation." 

 

Now it’s happening. 

 

Elder of Zion Soros the front mover for the Jewish global dynasty of the Rothschild's has 

admitted the role of Global Jewish power in deliberately attacking White Europe with the 

invasion happening: 

 

 

 
 

 

"Billionaire investor George Soros [my note Jew] has confirmed he wants to bring down 

Europe’s borders, following the accusation made last week by Hungarian Prime Minister 

Viktor Orban." 
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Jew Soros Admits To Destroying White Europe via Invasion 

http://www.breitbart.com/london/2015/11 ... -obstacle/ 

 

 

 
 

Jewish executive of the most powerful global banking industry on earth, Jewish global 

banking power, Goldman Sachs is running the Global policy making for Europe migration 

and this is what the Jewish Oligarch demands: 

 

http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-politics-18519395 

 

The EU should "do its best to undermine" the "homogeneity" of its member states, the UN's 

special representative for migration has said. 

 

Mr Sutherland, who is non-executive chairman of Goldman Sachs International and a former 

chairman of oil giant BP [my note Jewish Rothschild company], heads the Global Forum on 

Migration and Development , which brings together representatives of 160 nations to share 

policy ideas." 

 

 

Go down to the EU political class these international Jews own and the Jews there are stating 

the same. These are not even shills but the Jews themselves: 

 

 
 

Jewish former President of France, Sarkozy, let’s all out on the table from a speech he made 

while President: 
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"What is the Goal? The Goal is to meet the EU challenge of interracial marriage, it’s not a 

choice it’s an obligation"... 

 

 

 

 

Jewish Head of Germany's Extreme Left Calls Native Germans 

"Nazis" and Their Extinction "Fortunate" 
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Merkel Is Jewish 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angela_Merkel 

Merkel was born Angela Dorothea Kasner in 1954 in Hamburg, West Germany, the daughter 

of Horst Kasner (1926–2011),[18][19] a native of Berlin, and his wife Herlind, born in 1928 

in Danzig (now Gdańsk, Poland) as Herlind Jentzsch, a teacher of English and Latin. Her 

mother was the daughter of the Danzig politician Willi Jentzsch and maternal granddaughter 

of the city clerk of Elbing (now Elbląg, Poland) Emil Drange. Herlind Jentzsch was once a 

member of the Social Democratic Party of Germany and briefly served as a member of the 

municipal council in Templin following the German reunification.[20] Merkel has Polish 

ancestry through her paternal grandfather, Ludwig Kasner, a German national[21] of Polish 

origin from Posen (now Poznań).[22] The family's original name Kaźmierczak was 

Germanized to Kasner in 1930 

 

Kazmierczak is a Jewish surname: 

 

http://mail.blockyourid.com/~gbpprorg/j ... lement.htm 

Kazmierczak derives from Kazimierz, a major Jewish city in Poland, made especially for 

Jews outside of Cracow. Kazimierz (Latin: Casimiria; Yiddish Kuzmir) is a historical district 

of Kraków (Poland), best known for being home to a Jewish community from the 14th cent. 

 

 

Kazmierrczak is a name for a Jewish Cantor: 

http://www.4crests.com/kazmierczak-coat-of-arms.html 
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This Jewish surname of KAZMIERCZAK was an occupational name for a cantor in a 

synagogue. The name was derived from the Hebrew CHAZAN, and it also spelt CHASAN, 

HAZZAN, KHAZAN, CHASINOFF, KHAZONIVCH and CHASINS, to name but a few. 

Many of the modern family names throughout Europe reflect the profession or occupation of 

their forbears in the Middle Ages and derive from the position held by their ancestors in the 

village, noble household or religious community in which they lived and worked. The 

addition of their profession to their birth name made it easier to identify individual tradesmen 

and craftsmen. As generations passed and families moved around, so the original identifying 

names developed into the corrupted but simpler versions that we recognise today. A notable 

member of the name was Elia KAZAN originally KAZANJOGLOUS, born in 1909, the 

Turkish-born American stage and film director, born in Constantinople. He founded (with Lee 

Strasberg) the Actors Studio in 1947 with its emphasis on 'Method Acting'. His Broadway 

productions include the works of Wilder, Arthur Miller and Tennessee Williams. His films 

include 'A Streetcar Named Desire' (1951) 'East of Eden' (1954) and 'The Last Tycoon' 

(1976). Between 1880 and 1914, almost three million Jews left Eastern Europe, representing 

the most extensive migration in Jewish history since the expulsion of Jews from Spain at the 

end of the 15th century. Most of the emigrants fled from Russia, where pogroms had raged, 

and where the laws of Czar Alexander III had oppressed Jewish life. Most of the emigrants 

departed from Hamburg and went to the United States, but some emigrated to Australia, 

Argentina, Brazil, Canada and South Africa. While the vast majority of the immigrants to 

America came through Ellis Island from 1907 to 1914 thousands of East European Jews 

participated in a little known episode in American Jewish history. They migrated through the 

port of Galveston, Texas and then were routed to towns throughout the Midwest where 

lodging and jobs awaited them. 

 

 

Kazmierczak also means: "Son of Kazimeriz". 

 

As this Polish site states Kazimeirz is the name of the ethnic Jewish quarter and community: 

 

http://www.cracowplanet.com/page.php/id ... kov-poland 

 

The old Jewish Quarter is located in Kazimierz district, about 15 minutes of walking from the 

Main Square (following Starowiślna or Stradom Street). Kazimierz was established as the 

separate city nearby Krakow in 1335 by the king Kazimierz the Great. In 1495 a Jewish town 

was founded in the neighbourhood , where all the Krakow’s Jews moved after the routs that 

took place in the city. Jewish Kazimierz started developing as the trade and religious centre, 

what led to its heyday in the 16th-17th. Then the Polish Kingdom was the shelter for 

thousands of the Jews escaping from the persecutions and prejudice in different European 

countries. Krakow became the vivid international center of Jewish culture with numerous 

schools, Talmudic academy, famous rabbis, cabbalists, thinkers. In 1812 the Jews were 

allowed to settle down in all the districts of Krakow, several years later Kazimierz was 

incorporated into the city. Before World War II Krakow was inhabited by 65 thousands of 

Jews. It is worth reminding that before 1939 Poland with 3,5 million Jews, was the biggest 

Jewish community in Europe. Today the Jewish Community of Krakow has no more than 300 

members. 

 

 

Merkel's grandfather came from Poznan which had one of the largest Jewish communities in 

Europe 
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http://www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Poznan 

 

City in Wielkopolska province, Poland; known in Hebrew and Yiddish as Pozna and in 

German as Posen. Poznań’s Jewish community was one of the earliest to be established on 

Polish soil; the first reference to Jews living in the town comes from 1379. While tradition 

dates the town’s synagogue to 1367, there is no documented evidence of its existence until 

1449 (the cemetery, however, was first mentioned in 1438). In the second half of the fifteenth 

century, a legend declared that in 1399 some Jews in Poznań had committed a Host 

profanation. The same period also saw the establishment of Poznań’s famed yeshiva, known 

as Lomde Pozna 

 

 

Merkel also is Jewish from her mothers side of the family: 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emil_Drange 

Emil Drange (born 18 March 1866, died 8 April 1913 in Elbing) was a German municipal 

official who served as the city clerk (Oberstadtsekretär) and deputy mayor of Elbing and thus 

as one of the top municipal officials of the city. He was the great-grandfather of German 

Chancellor Angela Merkel, and has received media attention in Poland in recent years. 

 

He was born in East Prussia. His father was a miller who had been born in Lower Silesia, and 

his mother was a native of the Posen (Poznań) area.[1] His wife Emma Wachs..... 

 

http://www.ancestry.ca/name-origin?surn ... b+Property 

Wachs Name Meaning German and Jewish (Ashkenazic): metonymic occupational name for 

a gatherer or seller of beeswax, from Middle High German wahs, German Wachs ‘wax’. Wax 

was important in former times, being used for example to make candles and for sealing 

letters. 
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JEW WORLD ORDER 
 
 
Behold the pledge of allegiance of the Jew World Order slave: 
 
"I pledge my allegiance to HaShem, G-d of Israel, Creator and King of the 
Universe, to His Torah and its representatives, the developing Sanhedrin. 
I hereby pledge to uphold the Seven Laws of Noah in all their details, according 
to Oral Law of Moses under the guidance of the developing Sanhedrin. May 
HaShem bless and aid me, my fellow council members and all B'nai Noach in all 
our endeavors for the sake of His name. Blessed are You G-d, King of the 
universe, who has caused me to live, sustained me, and brought me to this day." 
 
Pledge made by the "Children of Noah" in front of the Israeli Sanhedrin, 1/10/06 
 
This is what it all comes down to: 
Liberalism of the Jewish Illuminati that launched the "French" revolution was 
called Communism a couple of decades later. Neo-Liberalism of today is Social 
Marxism of the Frankfurt School. Liberalism, Communism, Humanism, 
Democracy, Christianity, Islam, and Liberal Capitalism all blend into the same 
beast, because it's all the same; different names and fronts for the same Jewish 
program. 
If Jesus had existed, he would have been a typical Zionist, preaching 
international Jewish conquest and supremacy; enslaving the planet under the 
Jewish theocracy with himself at the front. 
 
The New Zion the real purpose of the Bible world enslavement: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/502 
 
Communism arose when the Jews lost control in Europe, when Whites got out 
from under their Catholic theocracy in Rome, and began to advance. The 
enlightenment and the scientific revolution led to the industrial revolution and the 
development of large urban populations of labor. Many relocated to the cities 
from rural areas, to work in the new factories and industrial centers. This caused 
major upheavals, due to the excess of Jewish exploitation of the labor force, and 
social conditions as society struggled to adjust to this new reality, which was 
created by emerging massive labor movements [socialism].  
 
The West had become secular, nationalistic, and scientific.  
The Jews then adapted Communism. Before they called it Liberalism to hijack 
the enlightenment movements, and before Christianity to Trojan horse the Pagan 
Traditions. Now they adjusted it further for the industrial era, and renamed it 
Communism; its purpose simply being, to place the populace back under their 
Catholic theocracy again. Since the attitudes of the time, materialist science and 
the loss of Christianity's hold on the educated classes and fields [atheism started 
to dominate in the 19th century not the 20th], it was obvious that religion was not 
going to flourish. Therefore, they adapted it to open scientific materialism, and 
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atheism and worked to pull all emerging movements into their program, Trojan 
Horsing the current popular trends. Communism maintains the exact same 
system of control minus the spirituality. 
 
Previously with the Church, they called their ideology "dogma," which was less of 
a danger by the 19th century. With Communism, they called it "science," and 
they knew how to appeal to the dreams and the resentments of the workers who 
are the masses. Communism was designed to operate off the psychic power that 
Christianity generates, so their schemes are once again relevant to the new era. 
 
When Communism takes over and places the populace under the total control of 
the Jews, they always leave the churches alone and allow Christianity to flourish. 
In North Korea, there was a newly built Catholic cathedral, and Communist China 
has a state Catholic Church comprising over 70 million members. It was the 
same in the USSR; the Churches were allowed to remain– so much for the 
bogus anti-religious rants of Communism.  
 
Communism is the neo-control arm that was adapted in response to the failing of 
the original Jewish program. People were not going to buy into a Church 
revolution so they hijacked them with a Marxist socialist one. Then once the Jews 
are again in total control, they make sure the Church remains so that their spell is 
intact.  
 
Its like an orange, Communism is the skin and Christianity is the pulp and core. 
This is because Christianity was always supposed to be the control program. The 
agenda has always been Jewish theocratic rule and they need their messiah to 
manifest this. Christianity lays the foundation for all of this. Rome is the heart of 
the "beast" because it's the core of the real program and it deals in occult power. 
Communism is just the holding program. Since Communism is unconsciously 
based upon Christianity, it connects psychologically and psychically with 
Christianity. So when their Messiah appears, it is not difficult to readjust the 
paradigm into full out Theocracy. 
 
Remember the Pope's role is to rule the Christian Theocracy and sit as a steward 
on the chair of St. Peter, the throne of Christ, until the Messiah appears, and then 
hands over the reigns of the Universal Church, global theocracy to him. 
Catholicism is the original Church. The Protestants are not any serious 
opposition, as they keep the perpetuating the spell and will bow down to the 
same Messiah. 
Everything is set up for this. The Church has spent years influencing Hinduism 
and Buddhism into accepting the ideal of Jesus into their cultures one way or 
another as a God figure and Messiah, while also working to expand the Church 
with converts by force and propaganda, and removing spiritual knowledge, and 
promoting the idea that all religions are one in global society [with the Nazarene 
always inserted at the front and center].  
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When the Jewish Messiah appears, a billion Hindus and hundreds of millions of 
Buddhists and billions of others will be on their face heralding the return of what 
they believe is their savior figure; Islam as well with their savior the Mahdi. That's 
it. People will be on their knees forever before what they believe to be "God," the 
Jewish rulers, as the Jews believe they are their "God" in human form. Who is 
going to argue with a God king who rules with a rod of iron, as the populace has 
been indoctrinated with slavish worship for centuries? And will be forever more. 
The only law will be the law of the Theocratic Jewish regime, which has always 
been the foundation. Everything from the wars, to the revolutions, the global 
banks, the media, and religions – all are to achieve this end. 
 
The form this Theocracy will take is based upon the seven Noahide laws. The 
number seven in their biblical numerology relates to the Nazarene's rule and 
conquest of the earth and the creation of the Jew World Order: 
 
Providing evidence of a possible One World Religion, on March 26, 1991, U.S. 
President George Bush signed Public Law 102-14, a congressional resolution on 
the Seven Noahide Laws [H.J. Resolution 104, Public Law 102-14]. Prior to that 
event, as Val Valerian says, "The bill was passed in the House by a voice vote on 
March 5, 1991 and was passed by the Senate on March 7, 1991."  
The Proclamation was as follows: 
"Whereas Congress recognized the historical tradition of ethical values and 
principles which are the basis of civilized society and upon which our great 
Nation was founded; Whereas these ethical principles have been the bedrock of 
society from the dawn of civilization when they were referred to as the Seven 
Noahide Laws; 
 
"Whereas without these ethical values and principles, the edifice of civilization 
stands in serious peril of returning to chaos; 
 
"Whereas society is profoundly concerned with the recent weakening of these 
principles that has resulted in crises that beleaguer and threaten the fabric of 
civilized society; 
 
"Whereas the justified preoccupation with these crises must not let the citizens of 
the Nation lose sight of their responsibility to transmit these historical ethical 
values from our distinguished past to the generations of the future; 
 
"Whereas the Lubavitch movement has fostered and promoted these ethical 
values and principles throughout the world; 
 
"Whereas Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson, leader of the Lubavitch 
movement, is universally respected and revered and his eighty-ninth birthday 
falls on March 26, 1991; 
 
"Whereas in tribute to this great spiritual leader, 'the rebbe,' this his ninetieth year 
will be seen as one of 'education and giving,' the year in which we turn education 
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and charity to return the world to the moral and ethical values contained in the 
Seven Noahide Laws; and 
"Whereas this will be reflected in an international scroll of honor signed by the 
President of the United States and other heads of state; Now, therefore, be it 
 
"Resolved by the Senate and the House of Representatives of the United States 
of America in Congress assembled, That March 26, 1991, the start of the 
ninetieth year of Rabbi Menachem Schneerson, leader of the worldwide 
Lubavitch movement, is designated as 'EDUCATION DAY U.S.A.' The President 
is requested to issue a proclamation calling upon the people of the United States 
to observe such day with appropriate ceremonies and activities." 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/96347 
 
Sanhedrin Recognizes Council to Teach Humanity ´Laws of Noah´ 
A group of non-Jewish delegates have come to Jerusalem to pledge their loyalty 
to the Laws of Noah.  
By Ezra HaLevi 
First Publish: 1/10/2006, 1:08 PM / Last Update: 1/9/2006, 10:43 
 
A group of non-Jewish delegates have come to Jerusalem to pledge their loyalty 
to the Laws of Noah.  They appeared before the nascent Sanhedrin, which 
established a High Council for B'nai Noach. 
 
The ten delegates appeared before a special session of the Jewish High Court of 
71 Rabbis led by its Nassi (President) Rabbi Adin Even-Israel Steinsaltz. B'nai 
Noach, literally "Children of Noah," also known as Noahides, are non-Jews who 
take upon themselves the Torah's obligations for all members of the human race. 
The seven such laws were passed on via Noah following the Flood, as 
documented in Genesis (see below).  
 
The gathering took place under a banner quoting the Biblical passage in Tzefania 
3:9 which refers to "all the nations... speak[ing] a pure language... proclaim[ing] 
the name of G-d." 
 
Rabbi Adin Even-Israel Steinsaltz addresses the Noahide Council members 
The Noahide delegates stood before the nascent Sanhedrin, which was 
reestablished over a year ago in Tiberias, following the renewal of Biblical 
ordination, and has met regularly since then. "Each one [of the B'nai Noach] 
comes with a name he has made in the world, as a teacher and example in his 
community of observance of the seven laws of Noah," said Rabbi Michael Bar-
Ron, the Sanhedrin's emissary who facilitated the council's organization, 
introducing the delegates. "At great physical and financial expense, they have 
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flown across the world to Jerusalem, the holy city, to pledge before the court and 
all mankind, their allegiance to the Seven Laws of Noah, the laws of the Creator." 
 
B'nai Noah delegates sit before members of the nascent Sanhedrin in Jerusalem 
Each of the Noahide representatives stood before the Sanhedrin and pledged: 
"I pledge my allegiance to HaShem, G-d of Israel, Creator and King of the 
Universe, to His Torah and its representatives, the developing Sanhedrin. I 
hereby pledge to uphold the Seven Laws of Noah in all their details, according to 
Oral Law of Moses under the guidance of the developing Sanhedrin. May 
HaShem bless and aid me, my fellow council members and all B'nai Noach in all 
our endeavors for the sake of His name. Blessed are You G-d, King of the 
universe, who has caused me to live, sustained me, and brought me to this day." 
 
Ben Noah Roger Grattan pledges before the Sanhedrin 
Roger Grattan, a council aide who lives in Maine, told Arutz-7 prior to the 
ceremony, "I am sure that this will be a paragraph in the history of civilization, 
although one could also write books on it. It is also the fulfillment of prophecy." 
The core members of the council are Indian Foreign Relations Coordinator Bud 
Gill, Billy Jack Dial, Andrew Overall, Adam Penrod, Jacob Scharff, Chairman 
Larry Borntrager, Honorary Noahide Council Elder Vendyl Jones, Tennessee 
Noahide Community Head Jack Saunders and Council Speaker Jim Long. 
 
Long addressed the rabbis of the court, requesting formal recognition of the 
Noahide Council: "Your honor, esteemed rabbis of the developing Sanhedrin. We 
are here because of your Torah. Rabbis before you elevated the Torah and it 
drew us in; before that, we stumbled in darkness. Everyone here today can tell 
you that in the past we have experienced the need to consolidate our efforts to 
make the world aware of the truth." 
 
Rabbi Even-Israel Steinsaltz, on behalf of the Sanhedrin, replied: "We hereby 
recognize these men as the first high council of B'nai Noach in accordance with 
the conditions they have accepted upon themselves."  
 
Rabbi Steinsaltz spoke about the role of the Jewish people in bringing the Laws 
of Noah to the world:  
"I am part of this Jewish family and I have nothing bad to say about that family, 
but you don't go up to a man on the street and ask him to join your family. 
Instead you talk to him about joining the true belief in the Creator and about 
implementing divine justice toward his fellow man. We are setting up a global 
mission here – not to recruit people, but to bring them to the realization that there 
is one G-d."  
 
The Nassi explained that this aspect of Judaism lay dormant for years, as the 
Jewish people dealt with remaining alive and keeping the Torah in the exile.  
Rabbi Steinsaltz called for an extensive project to be undertaken to help B'nai 
Noah in the nitty-gritty details of the observance of the religion. "A Shulhan Arukh 
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[Jewish Law Code] for B'nai Noah must be written so that the individual can have 
guidance as to what to do," Steinzaltz said, referring to the compendium of 
practical Jewish law written by Rabbi Yosef Karo of Tzfat in the 1560's that is still 
used today. 
 
 He then addressed the ten B'nai Noah representatives, who had endured hours 
of Hebrew speeches throughout the day, in English:  
 
 "There are those people, so far only a small number, who say, 'We are bound by 
the covenant of Adam and the covenant of Noah and we know we have to 
perform and fulfill our obligations.' We, as Jews, have the same religion as you.  
 
 "Within the nation of Israel there is one tribe that deals with the Temple – the 
priests. We Jews are a specific tribe in the world that was chosen to be a tribe of 
priests – hereditary priests. Because of this we have special duties. Being a 
priest does not mean we are cut off from the other people. While the people of 
the world are all different units in the armies of the Lord, we are a special 
commando unit that maybe doesn't get paid more, but has special assignments 
that may be more dangerous."  
 
Rabbi Even-Israel spoke about the difficulties that would confront the B'nai Noah 
movement as it grows: 
"When we are speaking in general, almost every human being can more or less 
accept the laws of Noah, but when we get to particulars we will come to serious 
points, at which we disagree with Christianity and Islam. 
 
"It is one thing when a religion is small, but as it gets bigger there will be huge 
pressures. We will be there beside you. We are members of the same religion 
that was given by the Almighty to humanity. Part of it was given to the Jews and 
part of it was given to humanity as a whole." 
 
The Nassi added that while there are those who doubt the ability of the 
Sanhedrin to be more than an idea leading up to the true reestablished court, the 
Noahide Council cannot be doubted or criticized due to its pure motives and 
unprecedented mission. 
 
Rabbi Yaakov Ariel of the Temple Institute said that although Tuesday is the Fast 
of the Tenth of Tevet, which commemorates the beginning of the destruction, 
"Our sitting in Jerusalem now, alongside B'nai Noach, demonstrates the revival 
and the fulfillment of the words of the prophets." Rabbi Ariel told those gathered 
that he had seen a rainbow that morning, "the closest thing to seeing Noah 
himself - the symbol of the covenant between G-d and humanity as witnessed by 
Noah." 
 
Famed archaeologist and Noahide leader Vendyl Jones addressed a festive 
banquet held for the Council members, speaking about the Seven Laws of Noah. 
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He explained, in detail, the verses in the first eleven chapters of Genesis from 
which the seven laws are elucidated, saying that he always understood the first 
six, but never understood the law proscribing the eating of a limb of a living 
animal - until he remembered his cattle-branding days in Texas: "We would 
brand and castrate the cattle when I was young, and at night we would all sit 
around the campfire and eat what they called 'mountain oysters'" – the testicles 
of the still-living animals.  
 
Rabbi Nachman Kahane, Av Beit HaDin, spoke in English. "G-d created a 
primitive world," he said. "We don't grow loaves of bread, but grain that must be 
harvested, ground up and baked. We were meant to be partners with G-d. 
Unfortunately, throughout history, perversions of this idea grew. How can you be 
G-d's partner if you are damned and born with original sin? How can you be a 
partner of G-d if your religion tells you to send your children to shopping malls to 
blow people up? What we are creating today is a reconnection between the 
people and G-d. G-d is saying to humanity – everyone has a job. I happen to be 
a priest - I have a particular task for when the Temple is built - but all of us have 
a specific task just the same; I am no better." 
 
Jones told Kahane that his brother, slain Knesset Member Rabbi Meir Kahane, 
together with Rabbi Shlomo Carlebach, had organized one of the first 
conferences for B'nai Noah nearly 20 years ago. 
 
Conference on Noahide Council 
Earlier in the day, several speakers addressed issues surrounding the B'nai 
Noah movement as part of a conference on the establishment of the B'nai Noah 
Council. 
 
Sheikh Abdul Hadi Palazzi, a leader of the Italian Muslim Assembly, addressed 
the assembly, speaking about B'nai Noah in Islam: "Islamic law holds within it the 
seven laws of Noah and can be taught correctly to the Muslims of the world... I 
remember reading that a new Sanhedrin was created in Jerusalem [and] my 
impression was very positive - I thought maybe something new had been created 
to allow the Jewish people to project moral and legal clarity to counterbalance the 
lack of it in our world."  
 
Palazzi added that the project of creating a council of Noahide teachers would 
hopefully counter the negative educational effect of the Gaza withdrawal, "which 
taught the opposite to my people - it convinced many that only terrorism works." 
 
Rabbi Dr. Eliyahu Zini, who heads Yeshiva Or V'Yishuah and is the rabbi of 
Haifa's Technion, spoke about the intuitive natural truths of the laws of Noah. 
"We must create a formal connection between the nation of Israel and the B'nai 
Noah to show the world that we are a nation of holy priests, as is dictated in our 
Torah," he said, speaking partly in French as well, as the conference will be 
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available on the Sanhedrin's web site for viewing by prospective B'nai Noah 
worldwide.  
 
Member of the Noahide Council at the conference earlier in the day 
Rabbi Yoel Schwartz, who received the blessing of leading hareidi-religious 
Rabbi Shalom Elyashiv to engage in the project of creating a court and 
infrastructure for B'nai Noah, addressed the conference as well. Rabbi Schwartz 
is the Deputy Av Beit HaDin [literally, Court Elder] of the Sanhedrin and the Av 
Beit HaDin for the B'nai Noah court. He spoke on the topic of "B'nai Noah and 
World Peace." 
 
"The Islamic Jihad against the world has restored religion to the center of the 
world's consciousness," Schwartz said. "Over 30 years ago, someone by the 
name of Eisenberg sent a proposal to the United Nations saying that there will 
never be world peace unless the citizens of the globe agree on certain principles 
of faith. It was adopted by the UN as one of its official documents but was not 
followed up upon and has since been forgotten. We are here today to follow up 
on that document and remind the UN why it exists. There will be world peace 
when the whole world agrees that there is one G-d. There are people who do not 
think what I am about to say is worthwhile, but I suggested years ago that we 
begin to translate our books, which are meant for the nations of the world, into 
Arabic as well [Schwartz has authored many books on practical observance for 
Noahides –ed.]. It is not by coincidence that we have this nation alongside us, 
surrounding and living inside the land upon our return to it, who also preserves 
the heritage of Abraham our father." 
 
Schwartz has indeed translated his books to Arabic, with the help of an Arab man 
he met at a bus stop who asked him a Mishanaic question, telling him he had 
already translated the Mishna, a codification of Jewish oral law. He said the 
entire printing has been sold out. "Muslim parents have thanked me for teaching 
their child that there is a different way to heaven than becoming a shahid, a 
martyr," he said.  
 
Rabbi Schwartz explained that although one of the purposes of the Jewish 
people's exile was to disseminate belief in the Torah's truths around the world, 
their return to Israel has brought with it the technology to redouble our efforts 
from here: 
"The moment we came to Israel, communication technology flourished. The 
telephone and radio spread rapidly, and computers and internet came soon after, 
changing the entire concept of communication and education. When we were in 
the exile, we were there to teach the world, and now that we have returned to the 
Land of Israel, G-d has given us the tools to do the work from here."  
 
Rabbi David Zilbershlag, Director of Meir Panim and Koach Latet, both innovative 
charity associations, spoke about rectifying the misdeeds of Noah's generation, 
the generation of the Flood. Zilbershlag said that the new Council of Noahides 
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must focus on kindness and charity, as that was the basis of G-d's covenant with 
Noah [the lack of which resulted in the destruction of Noah's entire generation] 
and His later covenant with Abraham. 
 
"It is hard to distribute and spread an idea that is negative, as the laws of Noah 
are phrased," Zilbershlag said. "We must make a great effort to find and 
distribute the relevant positive commandments in our tradition throughout the 
world as well, and the most basic of these is that of following in the footsteps of 
Abraham our father." 
 
Rabbi Eliyahu Essas, a former refusenik and founder of the Teshuva [return to 
Judaism] movement in the USSR, spoke about establishing outreach within 
Israel to help gentiles who moved from the former Soviet Union to Israel become 
aware of the Noahide laws:  
"There are at least 400,000 out of the million people who came to Israel who are 
not Jewish according to Jewish law. There are many who think they are Jews, 
but do not have a Jewish mother and are therefore not Jewish according to 
Jewish law. 150,000 have no blood connection to the nation of Israel – spouses 
of Jews and relatives who came under the Law of Return. Then there are 30,000 
who have nothing to do with the Jewish people, coming with forged documents. 
Over there, Jews wanted to be Russians; here, Russians want to be Jews. 
 
"Should we harass such a person to convert, should we leave him alone, or 
should we try to get him to become a Ben Noah?" Essas asked, refraining from 
offering answers and saying that such complicated matters must be dealt with by 
both the Noahide Council and the Sanhedrin's B'nai Noah Beit Din. He added 
that the problem of intermarriage was not discussed by previous generations 
because it did not exist in such numbers. "We are dealing with 50% of families in 
the former Soviet Union and even more in North America. So if one spouse is a 
Jew and one is a Ben Noah, what will be their status? I want to raise these 
issues and offer a prayer to the Almighty to help us find wise solutions." 
 
Council Looking Forward 
Spokesman Jim Long outlined the Council's goals: 
"Education is a vital part of our effort and we need you to help us with this. We 
need to make sure that developing Noahide groups do not split into 
denominations. As we move into the public eye, we will be viewed as heretics by 
many. We each come from other religions and must develop ways to approach 
them in a manner in which they listen without closing their ears. The Noahide 
movement is a Torah-based template for an ethical way of life. The Creator 
requires humanity to uphold these laws as per His covenant with Noah.  
 
Members of the B'nai Noah Council 
"Anyone who reads the Bible can see that your Torah is your constitution, your 
Bill of Rights and your deed to the Land of Israel. We have plans to publish 
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Noahide prayer books, children's books and documentaries on science and the 
world through the lens of the Torah." 
 
"We have heard that G-d is with you," Long concluded. 
 
For more information, the Council secretary can be contacted at: 
dbtc@actcom.co.il 
 
The Seven Laws of Noah are: 
 
§ Shefichat damim - Do not murder or commit suicide.  
§ Avodah zarah – Pray and offer sacrifices only to G-d. Do not worship false 

gods/idols.  
§ Gilui arayot - Do not be sexually immoral [no incest, sodomy, bestiality, 

castration or adultery], crossbreed animals or perform castration. 
§ Ever Min HaChai - Do not eat a part of a live animal or consume blood. 
§ Birkat Hashem - Do not utter G-d's name in vain, curse G-d or pursue the 

occult. Honor your parents. 
§ Gezel - Do not steal or kidnap.  
§ Dinim - Set up righteous and honest courts and apply fair justice in judging 

offenders and uphold the principles of the last five.  
 
 
This was in reply to a question in the e-groups. 
The Jews are a dualistic system with one core. The Jews themselves at the core 
are a genetic group, a bloodline. Yet one can convert to Judaism, but upon this 
they have to marry into the genetic group and absorb their genes into the hive. 
This allows the Jews to blend into the host society while still maintaining their 
genetic-psychic strength. The convert then becomes an active agent of the Jews, 
with a Gentile face, but will never be allowed to go very far into the deep ranks of 
Judaism. At the highest levels, only those of purest Jewish genetic lines can be 
admitted, making sure the pureblooded ones lead the group and give it direction.  
 
The Jews by their records and texts such as the Zohar, state they come from a 
genetic line not of the Gentiles, which they believe makes them superior and 
gives them entitlement to the planet and all upon it. They state Gentiles are 
animals put here to be their slaves and property, and since we are not from their 
genetic line, we are not human and not covered by their law of the Torah, 
meaning they can do whatever they please to us with no moral qualms. Judaism 
dehumanizes the entire planet. 
 
Above the Jews are a collective of negative entities, the top rabbinical class who 
are adept black magicians from whom they work with and take their orders. The 
Jews carry the spiritual inheritance of these entitles in their blood, as this is the 
group they are genetically created from by their own admission. What this means 
is they are connected on the deep soul level to such non-human and anti-human, 
entitles. They are a window to these beings on this planet. 
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Even the average Jew has a deep unconscious connection to these beings on 
the soul level. They are bound into a large mass Jewish mind or collective 
unconscious and the consciousness they share with such entitles as well. They 
share the same racial soul together. The nature of their soul is encoded in their 
religious texts, which are nothing but what is in their soul– simply the desire to 
harm, enslave, murder and destroy Gentiles by any means. Their biology is their 
belief.  
 
People point to their different factions, differences, and infighting as something to 
offer as an example that the Jews are not a mono-group against us. However, 
this reveals nothing, and in many cases, it proves the exact opposite. It is within 
their collective soul. Even programs started by Jews in conflict with other Jews, 
still push the Jewish agenda anyway and harm Gentiles. They all have the same 
goal. This not all bad apples belief creates a false understanding that allows the 
Jews to step in and control any opposition to them, transforming it into something 
that serves them, which means you can never trust them. Many Jews do what 
they do unconsciously, because of their collective soul. It is within their soul to 
carry out what their religious texts command. 
 
It is not about opposition to Christianity, Islam, Communism, Liberalism, or 
Capitalism, Zionism, etc. It is actually on the unconscious level– one thing only: 
opposition to JUDAISM. All the programs listed above are rooted in the Jewish 
race soul. Most people in our society are in strong opposition to the Jews on 
some level and don't even realize it yet. 
 
One can also observe strong schizophrenic behaviors in those who have a larger 
mixture of Gentile blood. It is from a conflict on the soul level, which manifests 
into the conscious mind. Otto Weininger stands out. He was half-Jewish. 
However, he hated his Jewish half, as an ugly and vile stain within his soul. He 
could feel this. He lived a life of struggle against it, until he committed suicide to 
try to escape from it. Weininger was a blatant example, of the two different and 
conflicting natures of the Gentile and Jewish soul in one man, and the fact that 
those of Jewish blood can never stop being Jewish, even if they consciously 
want to. It is within the soul. 
The purpose of Judaism is transforming the earth into a host planet where the 
entities that manifested the Jew, can then feed off of humans and use them as 
slaves without end. The Jews are simply the terrestrial level of this agenda. In lay 
terms, the Jews are race of psychopaths, and are not part of Gentile Humanity. 
They are a war upon it. 
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Jew York Times, Jew, Gloats Over Death Of White America  

 

-High Priest Mageson 666 

  

Now the Jews, are the most racist, supremacist group on earth, lets just take a 

look at what Jewish identity is based on....  
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It’s obvious the Jews don't believe in any of the liberal, radical, racial 

egalitarianism they created, promote and push on the rest of us, especially in 

America and Europe.   

  

So why did the Jews open the borders of White America to the Third World?  
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For the very same reason, they have done the same to White Europe....  
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And the same reason they promote a program of racial extermination for the 

White Race as a whole....  
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Its not about equality its about extinction, the Jews are promoting their Racist 

agenda of genocide and world government under the guise of a bunch of 

ideological buzz words that amount to White Genocide. The opposite policy of 

what they promote for their own fellow Jews. Israel is a race state.   

  

The Jewish ideology of White Genocide came from their Frankfurt school...  
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  7  

Because Judaism orders the extermination of the White Race....The Frankfurt 

school just put the Jewish religious text into a pseudo secular appearance....  

  

In the Jewish writings Samael [Hebrew word for Satan] is called the father of the 

Aryan race openly. The White race is also called Amalek in the Jewish writings 

and Samael is stated to be the White race's father here. Here in the Jewish 

writings we note the Jews heap blasphemy upon Gentiles and Satan. And gives 

the direct order to exterminate the White Race, along with all Gentiles, the 

"mixed multitude" it describes the different Goyim but puts the White Race into a 

special category to be "bolted out" forever as it states below we are the children 

of Samael/Satan, directly.   

  

The Jewish Zohar volume one, pages 28b to 29a states:  

  

"At that time the mixed multitude shall pass away from the world. The mixed 

multitude are the impurity which the serpent injected into Eve. From that impurity 

came forth Cain who killed Abel. For they are the seed of Amalek. Whom it said 

"thou shalt bolt out the memory of Amalek." Gentiles who are compared to the 

beasts of the field another from the mazikin [goblins] for the souls of the wicked 

are literally mazikin [goblins] of the world: and there is impurity from the side of 

the demons and evil spirits: and there is none so strange among them as Amalek 

who is the evil serpent "the strange God." He is the cause of all unchastity and 

murder and his twin soul is the poison of idolatry, the two together being called 

Samel.... This side of the serpent is accused above all."  

  

----------------------------------------------------------------------   

The Jews are gloating over their age-old agenda of racial warfare and 

extermination that’s in effect and that's all.  

Listen to the Jew Paul Krugman of the New York Times gloat over White  

Americans losing their country. He can just barely contain his glee…  

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YEv25Ly7TPI  
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Jew Billionaires Political Rivals to 

Fight Israel Boycotts 

 

Let’s get real, this proves again, Jews only play 

one side....The Jewish one which means 

controlling both sides of the Goyim host for 

the Chosen Joo's. 

 

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/ ... 

l-boycotts 

 

One donated more than $100 million to the 

Republicans, the other has been the Clintons’ 

biggest backer. Now billionaires Sheldon 

Adelson and Haim Saban, split on U.S. 

politics, have united to fight boycott threats 

against Israel. 

 

Adelson and Saban hosted a conference of 

pro-Israel business executives and activists 

over the weekend in Las Vegas to begin an 

initiative aimed at countering the growing threat of international sanctions against Israel. 

 

“That he’s a Democrat and I’m a Republican has really very little to do with it,” said Las 

Vegas Sands Corp. founder Adelson, who holds the 25th slot on Bloomberg’s Billionaires 

Index, in a joint interview with Saban on Israel’s Channel 2 on Saturday. While you can “rest 

assured” the two men will not be supporting the same person in the 2016 presidential 

election, Saban said, “when it comes to Israel, we are absolutely on the same page.” 

 

 

 

 

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has identified the global trend to boycott, divest 

and sanction Israel over its policy toward the Palestinians, known as the BDS movement, as a 

major threat. 

 

The boycott issue gained new prominence after Stephane Richard, chief executive officer of 

Orange SA, said on Wednesday that the Paris-based telecom company would end its 

licensing deal with Israel’s Partner Communications Co. “tomorrow” if he wasn’t concerned 

about legal repercussions. Richard later apologized for his comments, made in response to a 

question over a threatened boycott of Orange’s Egyptian subsidy, Mobinil, and said they 

weren’t motivated by political concerns. 

 

‘Blatant Lie’ 
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The Israel-born Saban, who owns a controlling stake in Partner, called Richard’s clarification 

“a blatant lie.” 

 

“Any company that chooses to boycott business in Israel, they’re going to look at this case, 

and once we’re done, they’re going to think twice about whether they want to take on Israel 

or not,” he said. 

 

French President Francois Hollande spoke with Netanyahu late Sunday and reiterated his 

opposition to boycotts of Israel, according to a statement from Netanyahu’s office. Richard 

will visit Israel in the coming weeks to reaffirm Orange’s commitment to continue doing 

business in the country, the Haaretz daily said Monday, citing French media. 

 

BDS supporters say their tactics are the only effective means of getting Israeli to stop 

building West Bank settlements that most of the world views as illegal under international 

law, and an impediment toward peace with the Palestinians. 

 

Israeli officials view the BDS movement as part of a campaign by the Palestinians to 

delegitimize their country. West Bank settlements are not the real target of BDS supporters 

“but our settling of Tel Aviv, Beersheba, Haifa, and of course, Jerusalem,” Netanyahu said on 

Sunday. 

 

Anti-Boycott Law 

 

South Carolina on Thursday became the first U.S. state to enact a new law designed to 

counter Israel sanctions. The legislation prevents public bodies from doing business with 

those engaged in the “boycott of a person or an entity based in or doing business with a 

jurisdiction with whom South Carolina can enjoy open trade.” Other states are weighing, or 

in the process of approving, similar measures. 

 

Adelson and Saban’s financial muscle and political influence may boost efforts to counter 

the BDS movement and score some individual successes, said Gadi Wolfsfeld, political 

science professor at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. It won’t be enough to counter the 

larger trend of Israel’s increasing diplomatic isolation, he added. 

 

“If they sponsor serious research which comes up with damaging facts that can hurt the 

legitimacy of the BDS movement, and publicize that among the world’s political and business 

elites, that can have an effect,” Wolfsfeld said. “But the overall political movement, related 

to the general feeling that Israel has no intention of ever leaving the territories and the 

international community’s growing frustration over that, is not going to be stopped.” 

 

Blames Netanyahu 

 

Israeli lawmaker Isaac Herzog, head of the opposition Zionist Union party, said Netanyahu’s 

policies must share some of the blame for the tide of international condemnation. 

 

Pushing back against the sanctions movement requires “a strong and very close connection 

with the administration in Washington, and a diplomatic initiative to alter our situation,” 
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Herzog said Sunday on Israel Radio. “Netanyahu has failed at both.” 

 

Some members of Netanyahu’s Likud party and other factions in his government oppose any 

concessions to the Palestinians. One such politician, Education Minister and Jewish Home 

party leader Naftali Bennett, said Sunday that the best response to the BDS movement was 

building more Jewish settlements in the West Bank. 

 

“We will attack our attackers,” Bennett said at a conference in Herzliya, north of Tel Aviv. 

“We will boycott our boycotters.” 
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Jew: The Central Cause of ALL World Problems 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

Greetings to our Comrades and Satanic forces. 

 

Those of you here, you know how Magick works and how magick and be utilized to morph 

reality even. On a lesser level, you can see how your thoughts and emotions predominate 

your actions or your inaction. This is the first proof of how internal condition shapes 

outwards conditions. Magick also tie to this, but is far higher level of manipulation than this.  

 

Now, we had one member and many others, who senselessly kept emphasizing on workings 

to treat the symptoms of the jewish work, such as “wake up people from the money crisis” 

and other things, through magickal effort.  

 

I take this in a good way, that it was lack of knowledge and not an attempt to protect its own 

kind (because, who knows) or save them some time, because, who knows they might had it 

in the ass from all these curses and they need a timeout. Which we will NEVER give. The jews 

always use one’s good heart against them and their own kind, because they know few if any 

people have any foresight so to say. We are good hearted and many are motivated by pure 

motivations, and the jews know and exploit this to our disadvantage and destruction. What 

would be bad in the sense that we help Gentiles escape the crisis, a kike would ask. “Don’t 

you want to help your people, oh vey!!”. We will keep attacking the kike imbeciles EXACTLY 

because we want to help the people. By spiritually attacking them, you are prohibiting all 

their advances, in all levels. What levels? Read below.  

 

We take guidance and direction from Satan and the Gods on this- period. The Gods know 

what should be done so these deceivers will be brought to Spiritual Justice. 

 

This is senseless and a waste energy and you will understand why. First of all, if “Gentiles” 

are helped out of this, they will think it was the Hebraic “god” that saved them. Second off, 

this will not succeed and will merely dilute the energies of the group or idiot who does this. 

This is a waste of time and energy, and this is obvious why it would be emphasized to be 

done, right now, where the enemy is on the ground so to say. They really thing we are stupid 

"goyim". Satan sees all of that, so I don't have to state anything else in regards to that. 

 

I could go on and on but you are totally able to understand the rest…If you want to bring a 

diseased tree down because its fruit kills people, you better go on the root and not the 

branches, fallen leaves or fallen apples that someone might eat. Protecting someone from 

the rotten apple, will only make sure the “tree” will thrive and produce even more rotten 
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apples for anyone to eat. And shortly you will not be able to do anything and everyone will 

keep eating until they die. This is the instance with the jewish spiritual problem. It has to be 

hit at the root. Not at idols, not on fake frontiers, not on fallen apples and leaves. If you do 

see the Tree, you need to weed out the Tree. And this is the meaning of what is being said 

here. Others that do not see the Tree, let them stupidly enough scorn the apples. But those 

of you here, you do see the ROOT of the Tree. 

 

IF YOU WANT TO HELP PEOPLE THAT ARE DEAR TO YOU, DO SO WITH THE AURA OF 

PROTECTION AND BY GIVING THEM THE JOY OF SATAN WEBSITE, IF THEY ARE WILLING TO 

LEARN.  

 

So for this reason, I write this to educate anyone on why we should keep cursing spiritually 

the enemy, until they are gone from all levels. 

 

You will NOT find in ANY other Gentile culture so much hatred of life, exploitation, 

destruction, putridness and in general, EVIL. The enemy is PURELY EVIL. Death, damnation, 

misfortune, rape, wars, slavery and everything sick stems from them and they reinforce it. 

They are damning civilization altogether. You ever wondered why when bad things happen 

to people, people do first of all blaspheme "christ" or the "holy mary"? This is because they 

subconsciously know, these jewish creations are things plaguing them. People ALWAYS knew 

the jews are the source of nastiness and destruction, but they did not have the "evidence" 

or full knowledge on how or why. Nowadays, we do possess ALL the knowledge and proof, 

for even the most "doubtful" to understand. This is why people have hundreds of times 

kicked out and attacked jews from all their civilizations, but few if any knew really the 

reasons for this.  

 

NOW, WE DO KNOW. UNLIKE IN THE 20th century, PEOPLE NOW CAN HAVE ALL THE 

KNOWLEDGE AS TO "WHY" AND ALSO "HOW" THESE MONSTROSITIES CAN PAY THE BILL FOR 

ALL THEY HAVE CAUSED. THE JEW HAS BEEN REVEALED, FINALLY, DESPITE OF THEIR 

ATTEMPTS TO HIDE. 

 

This is based in REALITY and it’s not some mere "racism" and will be explained now. 

 

The bible is based upon the Jews. Everything in the bible, builds, is centered and operates 

through and for the benefit of jews. In the Zohar, which is a very important book of the 

enemy that "fills in" the bible, its said "JHVH, Torah and Jews are One". And yes, they are 

one. And also, Jewsus said "Me and my father are one" which makes a deadly four. The Old 

Testament of the bible is the Torah [hebrew bible], which the jews chant and vibrate to 

enforce upon reality every year, at certain dates and for certain reasons. They are utilizing 

psychic and occult power to achieve their ends. When you curse the jews, you curse and 

destroy all of these together, as they are the physical agents through which this shit plagues 
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this Earth. They are the transmitters of all these lies, negativity and destruction. This is why 

we attack their magickal Torah and the kike imbeciles at the same time. This undoes them 

strongly and it does the same for all their “advances” towards "Jew World Order" or "World 

Enslavement Order" so to say. 

 

They have taken over all societies that rivaled them, such as the Freemasons and anything 

else. This knowledge is all stolen from Egyptian, Assyrian, Chaldean and Far Eastern Magick, 

deformed beyond recognition in many cases. The jews made sure to attempt to kill anyone, 

after they stole what has been called collectively as a "Kabbalah". Today the real Gentile 

Kabbalah has been lost and the jews have proclaimed the stolen one they possess as their 

own. But this is all a lie. They do not possess it in a concrete manner, but what they have is 

nevertheless enough to wreak havoc in this world, as we see it happening already. The bible, 

except of a magickal book, on a lower level, is a behavior guide for the jews, so they can 

manipulate, destroy and exploit, and in the end rule over and kill, Gentiles.  

 

In the Torah, there are the instructions for the murder of "Sacrifices" for "God" (The reptilian 

alien hive). God is a word devoid of meaning in translations such as English, and this is why 

in Hebrew, "god" or "lord" have many words such as "Hashem, "Adonai", "Elohim" and the 

list goes. Yet on the English translations, this is merely "God". There is no "god" or "lord" at 

all. For instance. "Elohim" is on Genesis, showing the "Reptilian" mafia of aliens that they call 

"God" and attacks "Adam and Eve". Adam and Even are technically, the Old Gentile people 

who were ascended and in a state of blissful existence. "Adonai" is when the alien mafia 

helps the kikes and is loving towards them. "Hashem" is when they are giving them 

instructions and plague their enemies. The list goes and goes. There is no "Lord" or "God" at 

all, this is just for the Goyim to believe in the "JHVH" collective, under which all these 

countless notions unite under the notion of the "Connected" notion of "JHVH" which 

symbolizes the enemy jews in their entirety. God collectively, in all its abilities, as an alien 

clique, sacrificial mafia etc, all these "qualities" are inbred into "JHVH" which is a 

representation of the jewish people collective and the entities that back them up into this 

deed. 

This is another reason why the jews don't bother with the crap of the New Testament and 

this is for the Goyim, who are taught to play the eternal victim and be victimized by the 

kikes. Because they know they made this shit to deceive, backstab and destroy the Goyim. 

That's why. 

 

The Old Testament, is the book from which they do magick. The New Testament is for the 

Goyim, so it preys upon them and they direct energy to "Jewsus" who is nobody else but 

"JHVH", as thus, empowering the jewish magick and racial unconscious, while weakening 

their own. The "New testament" is supposedly for the "future" and is based upon the Old 

Testament. The Goyim (Gentiles, meaning Animal in Hebrew) and others who sought for the 

"return" of the "Messiach", are channeling their energy to manifest a slaver who supposedly 

will enslave the whole of humanity under the jews. The whole "prophecy" of the New 

Testament, builds upon the lie that the lies claimed in the Old Testament have substance, so, 

the "future events" will happen "anyway" as its the "will of gawd". It’s not the "will" of any 
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"gawd", but it’s the will of the jewish race, exacted upon the world, through stolen occult 

means from Gentiles civilizations they destroyed.  

 

Everyone must therefore, according to this logic, succumb and subconsciously serve this shit, 

so the jews will achieve their end: Turning the whole planet into a jewish state, that rules 

over and has destroyed all Gentiles and Gentile Nations. Everyone must serve this 

damnation. And self-destroy themselves. The jews are actively doing magick and they are 

attacking the unconscious of all peoples in the world through this nasty booklet, they are 

enforcing psychically a false history over the minds of people and as thus, a false future. A 

future of damnation and slavery. The "Torah" and all the other occult means of the enemy, 

are pushing and morphing this world into a pig farm with jewish owners. They are not the 

only power around, as Satan and the Gods have opposed them for centuries and thankfully, 

they did not succeed and we have more and more freedoms. Nevertheless, the jews want to 

steal everything away. The Earth, freedoms, the life and even your own body and soul, 

belongs to "them". Fucking-Reptilian-Psychos in the literal sense. 

Now, what does this mean is very simple.  

 

If you open up the bible, you will see countless subliminal messages. In the translated 

versions. In the original hebrew, its a magickal text, that has been stolen from other 

civilizations and malformed to exist for the jewish ends. Let me explain. Adam and Eve. First, 

JHVH curses Adam and Eve, Adam to labor like a dog on the earth that bears no fruit, Eve to 

have pain at birth, the "Snake" to move on the ground. Adam and Even are subliminal for 

the parts of our minds, and so is the Serpent. The Serpent will stay on the ground, this is the 

Kundalini being on a low level of consciousness, on lockdown. Adam laboring all his life and 

years, is because he is disconnected from "Eve", or the female part of the Mind, which gives 

fruit for labors. Eve will hurt when she gives birth, because this is the part of the mind that 

gives "birth" and creates, the female part of the mind and the Soul.  

 

The enemy, aside everything else, they have cursed actively all Gentile spiritual, social and 

civilized advancement. The enemy is the physical and the metaphysical cause of any and all 

spiritual degradation and why Humanity has many issues advancing. Adam and Eve, listened 

to the snake and ate the fruit to become Gods. As thus, the "god" of hebrews was deathly 

afraid and instantly punished them. According to this alien hive, it said "Now man will 

become like us". This shows obviously, that man can ascend to Godhead and the enemy is 

deathly afraid of this. This is a major subliminal. "God" threatened he would kill Adam and 

Eve, but they couldn't die and didn't die, so instead, he cursed them in the aforesaid 

manner.  Funny, but "gawd" he is supposedly. Evidently, this is not "god" but just some 

human hating and fearful alien reptilian hive that has cursed Humanity that attempts to 

elevate itself.  

 

Another one, is the Tower of Babel. Babel is Vav-El which means "Stairway to the Sun". El is 

Sun, Vav is the Egyptian letter of connecting heaven and Earth. When Gentiles were 

attempting to "Create this Tower" (which is the raising of the Serpent) the hebraic alien 
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clique attacked them spiritually, as to prohibit this from happening, by attacking the 

language. This is how they made everyone lose legitimate mantras, lose the ability of 

telepathic communication with the Gods and therefore, inability to advance. The kike "god" 

was again "afraid". Sissy would be an understatement. Obviously, the hebraic "god" is 

nothing but a weak, overtly afraid and lying alien hive, that assists the jews to destroy us and 

achieve their ends. This can only be done by keeping the Goyim stupid, unintelligent and 

worthless. And this is their mission. But this is only the beginning of it all. 

 

For instance, take the infamous "10 Plagues" of Egypt, that the Pharaoh and the Egyptians 

were pseudo-historically "hit" with, because they kept the kikes slaves. Now, there is no 

historical record of this, because this is a lie, yet, with the energy going to that shit, people in 

an unconscious manner may even believe it to actually have happened. So many do say this 

laughable thing consciously too. Since they believe this, they believe that somehow the 

jewish "gawd" has power over them and they tie into this stupid energy, automatically 

entering a life where that shit has power over them. What these verses from the Torah do, is 

cause these things for Gentiles, all for the profit of the kikes, so they can return to Pissrael 

and "fulfill prophecy": 

 

 

NOTE: NO PLAGUE AFFECTS THE KIKES, OR ANY OTHER INCIDENT. THE KIKES GAIN FROM 

THE PLAGUES, MULTIPLY THEIR EARNINGS, AND THEY ALWAYS GET REWARDS FROM THESE, 

WHEN THEY ARE OVERDUE AND GENTILES HAVE DIED FROM THESE, THAT’S THE 

SUBLIMINAL. YOU DIE, THEY MAKE PROFIT FROM IT AND ADVANCE THEIR CAUSE. LOOK AT 

WORLD HISTORY AND YOU WILL SEE HOW THE WORLD HAS REALLY GOOD FELL INTO THIS 

TRAP. 

 

1. Water into blood, the first Plague. Look at how the Water Supply of the World is going and 

the water getting polluted. They have caused this. Meanwhile, jewish corporations are 

buying out the worlds water, as to control this in the future. 

 

2. Frogs, Lice, Pests, Flies, Wild Animals and other creatures. These are 4 plagues. These are 

natural, but in certain places of the world, things have become quite non-livable due to 

these expanding beyond control. These used to torture humanity, livestock and anything 

else, for thousands of years, until technology and advancement came so we could easily get 

rid of these. The enemy turned these cures for these things into toxic chemicals. 

 

3. Diseased livestock. Sick animals. This has been another recent phenomenon. Animals are 

getting fed whack food, are kept in fucked up farms, many animals are filled with cancer and 

the food is being marketed. Also, many animals have went extinct and the list goes. 
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4. Boils (diseases). Now boils can be the symptoms of many things. Cancer could produce 

boils, burning, itching, all sorts of infections. This is why they simply say "boils", to keep the 

list open for high fevers and any other disease to hit the Goyim, lest they act against the 

kikes. This reinforces the diseases put on humanity. 

 

5. Thunderstorms and hail of Fire. This here is self-evident. High Priestess Maxine talked on 

about how one sick xian pastor wrote a book about how when America denied the jewish 

forces and demands, they were struck with insane phenomena, killing hundreds of people. 

Tsunamis and other things are included here. 

 

6. Locust. Hunger and lack of food for anyone. Nowadays, we produce closely as much as 

1000% of the food the whole population would need, YET, this food is never bought or 

reaches the people who need this most. People die as a result, such as if there was a locust.  

 

7. "Darkness". Now, this is obviously, darkness of the Soul too, except of the obvious thing. 

This is fog of mind, fear and other sorts of imbecile and vain threats, straight from the "god 

of love" who lords over the kikes and curses the Gentiles. 

 

And for the Finale, number 8: Death of the firstborn. JHVH supposedly kills all the firstborn 

of Gentile Egypt. Those who know history you do know how much women have had their 

children die during labor, through lack of knowledge or even food to feed them etc.  

All the above create one good economic crisis and are symptoms thereof, directly or 

indirectly. 

 

There are more. In fact the whole fairytale of the kikes is simply this: Cursing Gentiles, 

prevailing over them, gaining from their losses, then they deify the kikes and then they 

worship their slavers and murderers. The other story about Edom and Sodom and how 

Abraham goes there and the "God" smites all the pleasures of Mankind, Homosexuality, sex 

and anything in general, here it is. A curse for pleasure but also reproduction. In all these 

instances, the kikes make it through unscathed and not only this, but they GAIN from this. 

Especially things such as "Gold, Silver, Livestock" and any other sorts of wealth. They steal 

these and take these from the Races they have have attacked and their Nations and states, 

as so they can create their own.  

ALL THAT CRAP EXISTS IN THE MINDS OF PEOPLE AND GUIDES THEIR ACTIONS, TO LESSER 

OR BIGGER DEGREES. THIS IS WHY ALL THIS HEBRAIC ACCURSED CRAP IS PUT IN THE MINDS 

OF PEOPLE SINCE INFANCY, EVERYWHERE IN THE WORLD, IN A SLAVISH AND FORCED 

MANNER. IN TELEVISIONS, IN ALL PROJECTIONS OF "LIFE" THAT WE LIVE NOWADAYS - TO 

MATERLIALIZE ALL THIS SHIT AND MAKE EVERYONE A JEWISH SLAVE. THIS IS A PASSIVE 

AGGRESSIVE ATTACK OF THE WORST SENSE, IN ALL ESTABLISHED CIVILIZATION AND ON THE 

WHOLE PLANET. THE IDIOTIC FOOLS WHO ARE INTERALLY WEAK, THEY OF COURSE 
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SUCCUMB TO THIS PRESSURE AND "FOLLOW THE MASTER", OR OBVIOUSLY SUCCUMB 

BECAUSE THEY DO NOT KNOW THIS PRESSURE EXISTS AT ALL.  

 

JHVH is nothing and has no literal existence, other than its an alien clique and here below it 

symbolizes the collective of the jewish peoples. "Jewsus" is nothing but a subliminal allegory 

for the "ascended kike" that has reached a level of super-consciousness and this is stolen 

from the Pagans and how they "merged with our God" at the time of Ascension. Because it 

poses a strong subliminal, the Goyim not having their original tradition, do believe this, but 

also because they are stupid to think this is literal. But the jews know its a lie and therefore 

they scorn that shit and laugh about how it has manipulated the Goyim so well. Again, 

"JEWSUS" and his farter are "ONE". And JHVH, Torah and the jews are ONE. 

 

There are also countless of other curses against people who curse the kikes (this is why 

many of you are attacked, have confusion and so forth- yet I know nothing major, yet still a 

nuisance), curses against Satan, Curses again those who try to raise their Serpent, curses 

against anyone going against them in business and the list goes and goes. It’s normal to have 

some issues when doing such shit. This is evident in the story of Balaam, who was a Gentile 

that cursed the jews to extinction. Obviously this never happened, yet, it poses a subliminal. 

Balaam didn't succeed in this and was punished for his deed, by "god" supposedly. Now 

Balaam, who was a Gentile had a skill. He could know the time where "God was Angry" in 

the day and could also talk with Deities. This means, the planetary hour of Saturn and Mars, 

which is used for cursing the enemy.  

 

And Balaam casted a curse that almost killed whole of the jewish race, but behold, 

supposedly "god" stopped Balaam from this. The "god" part is just the subliminal on how 

supposedly the kikes will be saved (again, like in all instances) by "god". "God" is nothing but 

a neutral force and whomever has much of it, such as bioelectricity, is GOD. There is no 

omnipotent thing in the sky that supposedly created "reality". This is all a crock of shit and 

confusion for the Goyim and the kikes do know this. They know their "god" doesn't exist but 

it’s an idea, a thought form and above all, their entire collective. The meanings are clear: 

There is no "god", Balaam is any Gentile with knowledge who can attack the jews, and the 

"god" of Israel are just a personification of "Israel". This is all a crock of shit, but the message 

here is evident: The jews CAN and WILL get destroyed by Occult means, so Gentiles should 

not attempt this, or they will be punished. All the vain threats and vain bullshit in the bible, 

is to prohibit anyone from taking ANY action against the jews and leaving them advance 

unimpeded towards world enslavement and dominion.  

 

Again, nothing of these has happened, or will happen, it’s all just a big fat joke and bull-crap. 

IF Gentiles do take a spiritual stand, all this shit will be blotted out. These has given the 

enemy influence but these can get stripped off from them and they can be destroyed. We 

have been succeeding in this quite a deal. We must NOT STOP. DESTROYING the spiritual 

root of ALL THE WORLDS PROBLEMS, is to wage this warfare. And for this, this is called a 

Holy War. 
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Now Balaam supposedly "died" for that deed, in the fairytale of how things "SHOULD BE" for 

the kikes. But this never happened. So technically, when kikes enforce this shit, everyone 

that attacks them magically is to die. But nobody whoever did this actually died, in fact, they 

thrived. Attacking this source of negativity and keeping it away, people did build Nations, 

enjoy life and thrive. When these were allowed to come close, they parasitically destroyed 

Nations, undone whole civilizations, stole all knowledge, lost all freedoms and the list goes 

endless. Now you know why. But this is all a crock of shit and the jews do not have the 

power to infuse this so they can kill anyone who goes against them. So they want another 

way to impose all this and they are now inventing another method, except of taking control 

of all the Earth's resources, banks, etc etc. In other words, a microchip up your ass which 

could monitor all your life, thoughts and movements, would be ideal to kill you at once, if 

you ever attacked the jewish whores by thought even.  

 

It will act as a manifestation of the "jewish" power, right here, down below. This is why they 

are forcing matters to this direction, because their power has given them in long ago, they 

don't have enough power to carry this all spiritually, so they put emphasis on the physical 

power. They know they will get decimated by the children of Satan sooner or later, the Truth 

will break out and there will be no way for them to hide, in all of the planet. They are well 

aware of this, especially the top ranks of the enemy, so they are rushing things hopelessly 

towards this. Paranoid yids, be yidding it out as all times. If anything, deprogram your mind 

from these jewish fairytales and see the Truth.  

 

These "plagues" and ALL the other curses in the bible, are supposed to trigger when the 

Gentiles go against the jews. Wars, famine, impoverishment, diseases, all these are to 

happen when the jews are opposed in anyway. Check what they did in the Middle East, and 

at their state which is based on "Prophecy" and other bullshit that they deceived World 

"Leaders" with, as to act according to this "Prophecy" and give them that state. Not that 

they weren't jewish, but those who are not jewish, they are put a jewish wife on their ass, or 

a strong shit of xianity, or jewish offspring. This is again, the bible and another spell for 

anyone who escapes the other shit they have created. It’s the literal product of the Bible. 

These kikes actually did make a state, by utilizing these occult forces that gave them wealth 

and power of influence these desert beggars never had.  

 

Now imagine, if Gentiles, who we have already a legacy of this sort of thing, we put our 

hands to create a beautiful earth or even spiritually wipe them out. You guessed it right. It 

will happen definitely. They are like what, 2% of the population? These desert rat beggars do 

though own all banks, institutions, churches, insane amounts of money and wealth and the 

list goes. What could possibly do, the 20% of Gentile population, using these means to bring 

them down? Can you imagine this? Because the jews can, they want to enslave you and kill 

you and microchip you like cattle owned by the kikes, before it is too late for them. But as it 

seems, it is already too late.  
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But, as the higher Rabbis state, we are incurable, we are naturally the Seed of Satan. So 

while we exist, we go against the Jews naturally. We are all anti-Semites and in our Racial 

memory there rests this primordial hatred against these slavers and destroyers of 

civilization. It just needs an excuse and a reason to get out. The jews are acutely aware of 

this. We are the Seed of Satan. 

 

Satan was, is and will forever be "God". "God" in itself is nothing but a neutral force of 

creation/destruction. Satan is of the highest adepts of this force, not only here, but in the 

universe, which makes Him "God". Anyone manipulating this force to a great degree, they 

can be labelled "Gods". The one that is called Satan is the creator of the Gentile people, our 

guide, forefather and most powerful God for the reason of His exalted Power. Most of you, 

believing or "not" have experienced this evidently in your lives and everyday even. The jews 

tried to destroy this memory, plague it and keep us away from it, as this would guide us 

easily to undo them. In the Ancient times, in the primordial times, in the present and in the 

future. This fact cannot change. We are and will always will remain Satanists within, natural 

enemies of the lies, deceptions, perversions and ugliness of the so called "cheezen of gawd". 

Kikes call the Goyim "AvAryaNim" which means "Sinners" but literally, this means "Children 

of Arya", or "Those of the Aryan ways or who follow the Aryan ways". The Aryan ways are 

our inheritance and these are meditation, advancing spiritually and achieving spiritual 

progress. This for the enemy is "Sin" because it threatens their existence. In other words, its 

insolence and you deserve death for merely believing in your traditions or even existing. 

Thats the jewish mindset.  

 

The "Father of Sin" (Sin is every action that guides Gentiles into excellence and as thus is 

deadly for the kikes, who want to destroy us) is Satan. Our civilizations, traditions and 

anything that makes us powerful is "Satanic" and "Sinful". Obviously because through these 

things, and through Satan, the enemy will be undone. Satan is, has been and will forever be 

the Winner. Satan has been victorious in most battles against his enemies and nobody can 

"escape" Him. Satan has WON. What is threatened to change is that Humanity will be 

punished from its own stupidity and for worshipping its slavers.  

 

We can save Humanity from this nasty fate and get ourselves out of the hole of decimation 

the enemy has put humanity in. And this can be done by spiritual warfare. Keep the spiritual 

attacks up, the Satanic Banners High, Attack ruthlessly and Expect Victory!!! 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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JEWCY STALIN  
By High Priest Don Danko 
 

Just as Putin's Jewishness is being covered up even in our time today of never 
before freedom of information given the World Wide Web, that reveals the level 
of effort this took. The old Soviet regime removed and then rewrote history to the 
extent that after high ranking party members were purged on Stalin's orders, the 
propaganda machine would literally take images of Stalin and those who were 
purged and remove the purged individuals from the photos, thus removing them 
from history. Then they never existed. In addition to this, any Soviet citizens who 
had these same photos or any photos of the purged individuals was warned to 
alter the photos accordingly. Failure to do so could result in being sentenced to a 
gulag or face execution.  
 
Putin the Jew: 
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic9453.html  
 
Just like Putin there is virtually almost nothing about Stalin's origins or life at all, 
which is a cover up. Only a small phony white-washed history of Stalin was 
instituted later on to make him appear as a hero to his subjects. It is the very 
same with Mao Tse-tung, which is very suspicious as well, as the Jews created, 
built and still run Communist China: 
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic9078.html  
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Remember, the Jews tried to hide Lenin's Jewishness along with Trotsky's and 
did the very same with numerous other Jewish communists. But the lying you 
know...just stopped at Stalin.....Since the Jews where lying about Lenin, Trotsky, 
Beria and the rest, they are lying about Stalin today as well. 
 
Some things can't lie, as Stalin's strange condition with his arm, which he told 
numerous lies his whole life over. Why? Because for Jews in the Eastern regions 
he was from, his arm was a common genetic defect, like Tay-Sachs disease 
which only affects Jews [which proves they are a racial group]. This affliction like 
many others is common to Jews. Stalin also had another birth defect. He had two 
interconnected toes on his feet [which he lied again to cover up] which is 
common to Jews. Jews carry a reptilian gene that is alien and this is what makes 
them Jewish. This recessive gene also has infested the Gentile populace through 
interbreeding with Jews. The evidence of this reptilian gene can be seen in the 
rare and hideous disease Harlequin Ichthyosis. Here is a link to a YouTube 
video. Please be warned if you are sensitive, or impressionable, this video clip is 
extremely hideous. The mother and/or her partner obviously carried this reptilian 
gene. This is what can happen when one race-mixes with the Jews:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mmqlPyiVyl8  
 
Stalin's place of birth, Gori, was the home of the largest Georgian Jewish 
population at that time, with Jewish groups such as the Lezgishvili being one of 
the largest groups of Jews in the country of Georgia. Something to highlight is 
the Stalin’s original surname [at birth], which was Djugashvili. 
 
Based from what Eastern Europeans had told him who had escaped the Red 
Terror Maurice Pinay wrote: 
 
"In the Georgian language “shvili” means son of, or son, as in Johnson. “Djuda” 
means Jew. Therefore Djugashvili means Jewison… Or Joe Jewison." [1] 
 
With this... 
"In the Georgian language “shvili” means son of, or son, as in Johnson. “Djuda” 
means Jew. therefore Djugashvili means Jewison… Or Joe Jewison." As will be 
explained Juda, Iuda is the word for Jew in Georgia. Because this is the Jews 
word for themselves in all languages. 
 
Note the mention of Iranian origin: 
Stalin's surname is mentioned by Buachidze to have possible Persian origins 
over Georgian surnames: 
"Genetic studies carried out on Georgian Jews as part of a wider survey showed 
close genetic links with other Jews, and in particular with Iraqi and Persian Jews. 
This seemed to prove the historical accounts of Jewish migration from Persia into 
Georgia.” [2] 
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There are Jews in the Caucuses who claim Persian origin. One of the largest 
Jewish communities in central Asia is the Bukharian Jews who speak a Persian 
based language and stated they came from Persia. Among their surnames there 
are very similar ones in meaning to Stalin's, such as Yuda-kov. 
 
‘Stalin's childhood origins were supposedly Georgian, but the truth is his mother 
was Ossete, from the Khazarian region." Khazaria was the original home of the 
Jews in Eastern Europe most of the Ashkenazi Jews are Kharazian. Unlike 
bogus claims put forth by a certain Jew, Morden genetic tests show the Jews of 
Kharazian region are racial Jews and not converts.  
 
However Djuga within Georgian has been contested in this meaning by others. 
Its claimed mainstream meaning of "Steele" is also contested by Georgian 
writers such as Kita Buachidze. There is a lot of disagreement. The confusion is 
because this surname is not found as its claimed within the region. Juda- 
Iuda/iudeveli/iudeuri is Judah, Juda, judaic in Georgian. . Making Jugashvili a 
Georgian way to state Judah/Juda of which the word Jew is from and used as 
one in the same within this context. Note the J and I are interchangeable here 
within Gregorian. 
 
Djuga Jugashvili ~ Judashvili ~ Juda-son, Dzhugashvili ~ Juda-son. 
 
The “d” and “zh are simply used for the J sound in Russian. Dzh is simply the J 
sound. 
 
"In the Georgian language “shvili” means son of, or son, as in Johnson. “Djuda” 
means Jew. therefore Djugashvili means Jewison… Or Joe Jewison." D and J 
are the same. Once again Juda, like the surname Yuda of the Jews, in the 
central Asia region which the genetic test show the Georgian Jews are from, 
such as the Bukharian Jewish community. 
 
People where looking at Evrei and ebraeli, which are Georgian derivatives of 
Hebrew only, not the separate word, Judah/Juda. This was the mistake in 
claiming this surname didn't mean “Son of a Jew,” based on the separate words 
of Hebrew only, not Judah. Of course the sources I found that made this bogus 
claim based on such incorrect terms, were obviously from Jews or people 
repeating the narrative the Jews themselves created in their USSR. Big surprise. 
The other word they state for Jew in Georgian "Uriah" is derogatory term like 
Kike. How many Jews are walking around with the name Kikeson. None, Judah, 
Juda, Yuda, Yehudi are the universal terms the Jews use from themselves as a 
nation in all languages from Central Asia to the West. 
 
His Father was a Jew. 
This is the real source meaning of what Pinay concluded from the information he 
was given from Eastern Europeans. This is why Stalin changed his surname from 
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the original, in order to hide his Jewishness. If it really was just Steele in 
Georgian there was no need to change it.  
 
I note Stalin's mother was from the peasant class of which the large majority of 
Georgian Jews were within. The other group of Georgian Jews were rich Jewish 
rug merchants of which Stalin's mother...."Keke often worked in the houses of 
rich Jewish traders in Gori, and sometimes took her son along.” [3] 
 
It was these wealthy Jews who actually paid for Stalin's education as a young 
man. It was a common custom for Jews in the Georgian community to provide 
educational support to the Jewish youth of their community, and Stalin had the 
mind for such. Stalin's mother Ekaterina did laundry and housekeeping for David 
Papisnedov, a local Jew. Their nickname for Stalin was "Soso.” Stalin received 
Papisnedov at the Kremlin often. It has been believed with great case that the 
Jew Papisnedov was in fact Stalin's father by some. One way or another his 
father was a Jew and probably his mother a Khazar Jew too. 
 
Stalin also made anti-Semitism the death penalty in the USSR and was behind 
the creation of Israel in sending the Jewish NKVD down to help along with money 
and supplies and was also the first world leader to recognize Israel as the Jewish 
State in the UN. 
 
In 1931 Soviet Dictator Josef Stalin told the Jewish News Agency in the United 
States that:  
 
“Under USSR law active anti-Semites are liable to the death penalty!” 
 
This move was also to protect the members of the ruling regime from being 
exposed as Jews, as this was officially hidden. Doing so was the death penalty.  
 
Wikipedia 
Aleksandr Isayevich Solzhenitsyn; Russian: Алекса́ндр .... conduct of the war by 
Joseph Stalin, whom he called "Khozyain" ("the boss"), and "Balabos" (Yiddish 
rendering of Hebrew baal ha-bayiθ for "master of the house"). 
Literally called Stalin a Hebrew Jewish boss. Thus Solzhenitsyn was arrested 
and sent to die in the Gulags. 
http://www.whiteheritage.org/showthread.php?tid=646  
 
Stalin spent his career violently liquating all nationalist sentiment from within the 
Soviet Union. Millions of Ukrainian Nationalists alone went to the death camps of 
the Gulag, never to return, along with millions others who were murdered by 
firing squads. But then Stalin just turns around and gives the Jews their own 
Nationalist region within the USSR and later green lighted the creation of Israel. 
 
May 7, 1934, Stalin created the Jewish state of Birobidjan (or Birobidzhan) in 
Russia. Birobidjan was the first territorial-administrative entity in the world 
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designated for the Jewish people on the basis of their Jewish nationality. It was 
located on the border of Russia and China. 
 
Stalin is the perfect example of how Jewish Christianity and Communism work 
together. He officially reopened the Orthodox Church to build a propaganda base 
to enforce the Soviet State during the war. They simply put KGB agents in the 
top ranks of the Clergy. The old churches and clergy where liquidated for being a 
pro-czarist element along with millions of normal people, nothing else. The 
church minted thousands of icons depicting Stalin as a saint. 
 
In Putin's regime, key intellectual, philosopher, and Communist creep, Dugin, 
who believes that STALINIST North Korea is the ideal society, and praises the 
Kims. It is worth noting what Dugin openly admits in an interview he did back in 
2012: 
"This fits well with the Orthodox critique of Western Christianity. It is easy 
to see that the secularization of Western Christianity gives us liberalism. 
The secularization of the Orthodox religion gives us Communism......" 
 
http://www.counter-currents.com/2012/07/interview-with-alexander-dugin/  
 
It is no mistake why Jewish Putin's regime pushes both Stalinism and Orthodox 
Christianity- Two sides of the same Jewish coin. 
 
The Jews in their writings state Christians are their slaves and soldiers.  
 
A lot has been done to cover up Stalin's Jewishness and the Jews have 
promoted all kinds of misinformation on the subject, because they obviously 
know what it would mean today if Stalin's Jewishness was well known. They also 
tried to cover over another Georgian Jew as mentioned the close friend of Stalin, 
Beria. Beria is a deviate of the Jewish surname Bar. In addition to this, “Beria” is 
a Jewish word:  
“This world which is also called the olam ha-sephiroth, i.e., "the world of the 
Sephiroth," is the seat of the Shechinah. From the olam azîla proceeded the 
olam beria or "world of creation," in which according to Rabbi Isaac Nasir are the 
souls of the saints, all the blessings, the throne of the Deity, and the palaces of 
all spiritual and moral perfection.” [From the Jewish Kabalah].  
http://www.sacred-texts.com/jud/cab/cab07.htm 
Lavrenty Beria was another Georgian Jew who worked directly under Stalin. 
Beria, [ Beria is a derivative of the Jewish name "Bar" "Berry"] was a Karaim Jew. 
[4] 
 
“Beria demanded that Khrushchev help the Jews who ‘were more repressed than 
any others by the Germans.’ In this he was taking a risk since Stalin had decreed 
that all Soviet citizens suffered equally. Molotov forwarded Beria’s order. 
Khrushchev agreed to help his Abramoviches.” [5] 
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{Regarding Stalin] “…most of the women around him and many of his closest 
collaborators, from Yagoda to Mekhlis, were Jewish. Stalin was aware that his 
regime had to stand against anti-Semitism and we find in his notes a reminder to 
give a speech about it: he called it ‘cannibalism’ made it a criminal offence, and 
regularly criticized ant-Semites. Stalin founded a Jewish homeland, Birobizhan, 
on the Chinese border, and boasted, The Tsar gave the Jews no land, but we 
will.” [6] 
 
Let’s look at what the Jews themselves where saying back when Stalin was still 
cool old "Uncle Joe our ally!" to the Western world... 
 
David Weissman, in an article in the B'NAI B'RITH MESSENGER (Mar. 3, 1950), 
stated that Stalin is a Jew. Stalin spoke Yiddish, & had three Jewish wives, 
 
The Jewish writer Louis Levine, in SOVIET RUSSIA TODAY (Nov. 1946) wrote: 
"Stalin & the father of his Jewish son-in-law drank Lachaim together in the 
Kremlin."  
 
Ashkenazic Hebrew luh-khah-yim; Sephardic Hebrew luh-khah-yeem] 
Word Origin  
noun, Hebrew.  

1. a toast used in drinking to a person's health or well-being. [7] 
 
Stalin's Jewish background was mentioned in Los Angeles B'nai B'rith 
Messenger, March 3, 1950, col. 2, p. 5.  
 
A columnist in the Los Angeles B'nai B'rith Messenger, March 3, 1950, col. 2, p. 
5 wrote:  
"A former Soviet general claims that Joseph Stalin is of Jewish ancestry." Many 
White Russians who fled the Bolsheviks say Stalin was a Jew. One, a captain in 
the Czar's armies, stated that he knew Stalin in their boyhood and that Stalin's 
father (Djugashvili) was "a Jewish cobbler  
 
“Lots of sources describe Beria as a Jew, and state, he was talking Yiddish with 
Stalin's children.” [8] 
 
This makes sense since Stalin spoke Yiddish and was married to Jewesses who 
spoke the same. That Jewish Beria would communicate with Stalin's children in 
Yiddish as well. 
 
Stalin frequently attended the Yiddish theater as well.  
 
"In 1921 the GOSET troupe moved into a theater less than a mile from the 
Kremlin. For 28 years, through purge, terror, and paranoia, they presented world-
class theater in Yiddish.” [9] 
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This is very revealing as the top people in Moscow were Jews who could also 
speak Yiddish. 
 
Stalin, his wife and children and even Beria where sitting around the dinner table 
speaking Yiddish with each other. 
 
Stalin's oldest son Yakov [a common Jewish first name] married another Jew, 
Yulia Meltzer, a well-known Jewish dancer from Odessa who was formerly 
married to a NKVD officer. 
 
 
 
Stalin's Jewish wives.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The first was Ekaterina Svanidze who bore him one son, Jacob. His second wife 
was Kadya Allevijah. She bore him a son Vassili, and a daughter Svetlana. His 
second wife died under mysterious circumstances, either by committing suicide, 
or she was murdered by Stalin. His third wife was Rosa Kaganovich, the sister of 
Lazar Kaganovich, who was the head of Soviet industry. Kaganovich was 
another Jew. [10] 
 
Stalin's daughter (who in 1967 fled to the USA) then married Lazar's son Mihail 
i.e. her step-mother's nephew. Svetlana Stalin had a total of four husbands, three 
of them Jewish.  
 
Stalin's vice-president Molotov was also married to a Jewess, whose brother, 
Sam Karp, runs an export business in Connecticut. Just to complicate things 
even more, the Molotov's (half-Jewish) daughter also called Svetlana was 
engaged to be married to Stalin's son Vassili. [11] 
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“Stalin was surrounded by Jewesses― from Polina Molotova, and Maria 
Svanidze to Poskrebbysheva and Yezhova. Beria’s son reliable on gossip, 
dubious on politics, recalled that his father gleefully listed Stalin’s affairs with 
Jewesses.”  
“These pretty young Jewesses fluttered around Stalin but they were all of 
‘dubious origins.’ They were more interested in clothes, jokes, and affairs than 
dialectical materialism. Along with Zhenya Alliluyeva and Maria Svanidze, they 
were surely the life and soul of this fatally interwoven society of Stalin’s family 
and comrades.” [12] 
 
“When they gathered at his apartment for Svetlana’s eleventh birthday on 28 
February 1937, Yakov, Stalin’s gentle Georgian son, brought Julia, his Jewish 
wife, for the first time. When Stalin finally met Julia, he liked her, made a fuss of 
her and even fed her with a fork like a loving Georgian father-in-law.” [13] 
 
 
Stuart Kahan states in his book, “The Wolf of the Kremlin” that Rosa Kaganovich, 
sister of Lazar Kaganovich, was Stalin's third wife. 
 
Now with all the information in the above, are we supposed to buy that everyone 
around Stalin was Jewish even his wives and children......but not Stalin? Why? 
Because the lying Jooz today say so. 
 
Harold Wallace Rosenthal was a senior aide to then-Senator Jacob K. Javits 
when Rosenthal was murdered in a terrorist attack in Istanbul, Turkey which 
many believe was a Mossad hit for his revealing too much about the Jewish 
agenda. 
 
Rosenthal stated: 
"When asked why Jews frequently change their names he said: "Jews are the 
most intelligent people in the world, so if it benefits them to change their name 
they do so. That's all there is to it.” They infest Gentile society, all the while 
corrupting it, so while the Jews are benefiting themselves the dumb goy doesn't 
realize that these Jews with non-Jew names are actually Jews.  
 
I know what you are thinking about- Jews in government who use non-Jew 
names. Well don't be concerned because in the foreseeable future there will be 
no longer be any presidential power in the United States. The invisible 
government is gathering strength in that direction."  
 
"Most Jews throughout the world, I'd say more than 90%, know what is really 
happening to our people. We have communication unequalled anywhere. It is 
only the jerks, the ignorant, the misinformed and degenerates who can find 
peace in your society and you bastards hide your sins by donning sheep's 
clothing. You are the hypocrites, not the Jews, as you say and write about." 
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"To answer your question, in Russia, there are two distinct governments, one 
visible, and the other invisible. The visible is made up of different nationalities, 
whereas the invisible is composed of ALL JEWS. The powerful Soviet Secret 
Police takes its orders from the invisible government. There are about six to 
seven million Communists in Soviet Russia, 50% are Jews and 50% are 
Gentiles, but the Gentiles are never trusted. The Communist Jews are united and 
trust each other, while the others spy on one another. About every five to six 
years the secret Jewish Board calls for a purge of the party and many are 
liquidated." 
 
When asked why, Mr. Rosenthal replied, "Because they begin to understand too 
much about the Jewish secret government. Russian Communists have a Secret 
Group Order which consists of Jews only. They rule over everything pertaining to 
the visible government. It was this powerful organization that was responsible for 
the secret removal of the center of Communism to Tel Aviv from where all 
instructions now originate ... the invisible rulers in the Communist countries have 
a world control over the propaganda and the governments in free countries. We 
control every media of expression including newspapers, magazines, radio, and 
television. Even your music! We censor the songs released for publication long 
before they reach the publishers. Before long we will have complete control of 
your thinking." 
 
“The Russian based Psychotechnology Research Institute has developed a 
program they call Mindreader 2.0 that they say can determine how a person’s 
subconscious mind feels about certain photos, and can detect whether people 
have a positive feeling or a negative feeling about them. The system uses what is 
called Semantic Stimuli Response Measurements Technology, or SSRM Tek, 
that supposedly detects a person’s involuntary response to subliminal messages. 
It has been reported that the Department of Homeland Security has visited the 
Institute to learn more about the technology to determine whether it may be of 
use for screening passengers before they board an airline.”  
“The Mindreader system 2.0 flashes a quick image on a screen so fast that a 
person doesn’t consciously recognize it, and then they are asked to press a 
button rating their feeling either favorable or unfavorably. If the image is of 
Osama Bin Laden, for example, and they press a favorable button, then they are 
flagged as a potential terrorist.” [14]  
 
“In January 2009, the TV newsmagazine 60 Minutes aired a segment titled “Mind 
Reading” that showed new technology being developed at Carnegie Mellon 
University that can literally read your mind. The segment featured neuro scientist 
Marcel Just and his colleague Tom Mitchell who had developed one of these 
systems. Marcel Just didn’t want to call it mind reading, and instead insisted it 
was ‘thought identification’ instead.” [15] 
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Can we draw from this the conclusion that Stalin's government has shaken itself 
free of Jewish control and has become a National Government? Certainly no 
opinion could be more erroneous or more dangerous than that... 
The Jews are yielding ground at some points and are sacrificing certain lives, in 
the hope that by clever arrangements they may succeed in saving their 
threatened power. They still have in their hands the principal levers of control. 
The day they will be obliged to give them up, the Marxist edifice will collapse like 
a house of cards. 
 
To prove that, though Jewish domination is gravely compromised, the Jews are 
still in control, we have only to take the list of the highly placed officials of the 
Red State. The two brother-in-laws of Stalin, Lazarus and Moses Kaganovich, 
are ministers of Transport and of Industry, respectively; Litvinoff (Wallach-Jeyer- 
Finkelstein) still directs the foreign policy of the Soviet Union...The post of 
ambassador at Paris is entrusted to the Jew, Louritz, in place of the Russian, 
Potemkine, who has been recalled to Moscow. If the ambassador of the U.S.S.R. 
in London, the Jew Maiski, seems to have fallen into disgrace, it is his fellow-
Jew, Samuel Kagan, who represents U.S.S.R. on the London Non-Intervention 
Committee. A Jew named Yureneff (Gofmann) is the ambassador of the U.S.S.R. 
at Berlin...Since the beginning of the discontent in the Red Army the guard of the 
Kremlin and the responsibility for Stalin's personal safety is confided to the 
Jewish colonel, Jacob Rapaport. 
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All the internment camps, with their population of seven million Russians, are in 
charge of the Jew, Mendel Kermann, aided by the Jews, Lazarus Kagan and 
Semen Firkin. All the prisons of the country, filled with working men and 
peasants, are governed by the Jew, Kairn Apeter. The News-Agency and the 
whole Press of the country are controlled by the Jews...The clever system of 
double control, organized by the late Jankel Gamarnik, head of the political staff 
of the army, is still functioning, so far as we can discover. I have before me the 
list of these highly placed Jews, more powerful than the Bluchers and the 
Egonoffs, to whom the European Press so often alludes. Thus the Jew, 
Aronchtam, whose name is never mentioned, is the Political Commissar of the 
Army in the Far East: the Jew Rabinovitch is the Political Commissar of the Baltic 
Fleet, etc. 
 
All this goes to prove that Stalin's government, in spite of all its attempts at 
camouflage, has never been, and will never be, a national government. Israel will 
always be the controlling power and driving force behind it. Those who do not 
see that the Soviet Union is not Russian must be blind."  
(The Rulers of Russia, Denis Fahey, pp. 40-42) 
 
Sometimes the Jews just can't hide their race no matter how they try. Take the 
Jew Sasha Cohen give a standard hair style and moustache of the Eastern 
regions of the day and........ 
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Jewcy Trump  

 

The Donald as he calls himself is making the celebrity rounds as the fiery populist 

demagogue. Tapping key issues to make poll gains. But how much of this is just political 

pillow talk and banter? He is a business man and from allegations a dishonest one at that. 

Looking at the bellow does he really matter? Has he mentioned the key problem in America. 

That of International Jewish Plutocratic and Political Power monopoly over the nation from 

the banks to the media to the White House, Industry, campuses to the Israeli Lobby, wars for 

Israel that have killed thousand of American's. No, in fact he is nothing but another Neo-

Cohen with a goofy TV show. 

 

Trumph's daughter Ivanka is married to Jewish Real Estate king pin, Jared Kushner who is 

part of a Jewish billionaire fortune family. With major economic investments in Israel. 

Making Trumph's two Grandchildren Jewish. 

 

"Of his daughter Ivanka's conversion to Judaism he said: "Not only do I have Jewish 

grandchildren, I have a Jewish daughter and I am very honored by that."[1] 

 

His son Eric Trumph is married to the Jewess Media producer Lara Yunaska. Trumph himself 

has millions invested in Israeli tech businesses.  

 

There has also been allegations of dishonest business dealings. During building in New York 

that Trumph's company tricked the local contractors into contracts in their name forcing 

them to pay for the building materials with the promise of high payment with the job 

covering this in the long run. Trumph's company then stiffed them on the payments and 

leaving them holding the bag and wiping out numerous small local contractor businesses 

and leaving them in some cases in un payable debt. With Trump laughing all the way to bank 

no doubt. He has many Jewish friends and now literal family members. Must be on a wave 

length there.  

 

In January 2013, Trump (who is a notably popular figure in Israel,[121] where his name is 

attached to products sometimes without his permission) released a video endorsing Israeli 

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu during the 2013 Israeli elections, stating that "A strong 

prime minister is a strong Israel."In 2015, Trump was awarded the 'Liberty Award' at the 

'Algemeiner Jewish 100 Gala' in honor of his positive contributions to US–Israel relations. 

Trump stated: "I have so many friends in Israel."[2] 

 

Donald Trump Endorsement for Prime Minister Netanyahu: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tm5Je73bYOY 

 

The Donald calls this mass murdering Jewish psychopath: "A great guy!" 

 

Remember this as Netanyahu proclaimed to the world: 

 

Netanyahu: I will go to Congress like I went to Paris – to speak for all Jews. 

http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/1.641515 

 

And then..... 
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http://rt.com/news/234867-netanyahus-cl ... ct-mossad/ 

A blockbuster cache of leaked spy cables has revealed that Netanyahu lied to the UN about 

Iran’s nuclear capability,.. 

 

Well Netanyahu did, he went to Congress to lie for all Jews [what's new with Jew]. And told a 

lie to start a war on Iran that would kill millions of innocent people in yet another Jewish 

made war. Hey The Donald says he's "A great guy!' Making The Donald a great Shabbos Goy. 

 

 

Don't fall for Trumph he's licking the Jews rump. 

 

 

Because the Jew does the Prez selection for you. 

 

Yossi Sarid, the Israeli light Zionist veteran politician. This is what he wrote in Haaretz: 

http://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=110866 

“In these very moments, the protocols are being rewritten. Rich Jews are writing them in 

their own handwriting. They, in their wealth, are confirming with their own signatures what 

anti-Semites used to slander them with in days gone by: We, the elders of Zion, pull the 

strings of Congress, and the congressmen are nothing but marionettes who do our will. If 

they don’t understand our words, they’ll understand our threats. And if in the past, we ran 

the show from behind the scenes, now we’re doing it openly, from center stage. And if you 

forget our donations, the wellspring will run dry.” 

 

 

The real Political Process... 
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"Chello I vood likes tooz phoone in vote froom Tel...ehhh, Nuw Yarrk for The Donald." 

 

 

 

 

 

[1] [2], https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump 
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Jewess states openly that bombing of Gaza children gives her orgasm, along with 

thousands of other kikes celebrating on social networks the extermination of Gentiles in 
the Gaza trip. 
 

-By Egon 
 
We must stop this by doing the rituals coming and the rituals given: topic10762.html 
 
This is what Jews like to do to Gentiles, and what let them sexually excited: 
 

 
 

From: http://nordicantisemite.com/2014/08/10/jerrys-writing-on-palestine-1082014 
 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Bombing of Gaza children gives me “orgasm”: Israelis 
celebrate slaughter on Facebook 

Patrick Strickland 13 July 2014 
 

https://electronicintifada.net/blogs/patrick-strickland/bombing-gaza-children-gives-me-
orgasm-israelis-celebrate-slaughter-facebook 
 
Israel’s latest assault on the besieged Gaza Strip has been accompanied by yet another 

sharp increase in incitement against Palestinians and solidarity activists on social media 
outlets, such as Facebook and Twitter. 
 
Facebook groups have been set up to call for the collective punishment of Palestinians in 
the Gaza Strip. Others host incitement against Palestinian students at Israeli universities, 
including posting pictures of and personal information about individual students.  
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The radical and violent anti-Palestinian climate in Israel is not divorced from reality. 
 
After more than a week of Israeli government threats to do so, commandos launched the 

first ground incursion into the northern Gaza Strip early Sunday morning, reported Ma’an 
News Agency. 
 
At the time of writing, there have been no Israeli deaths as a result of rockets fired by 
armed Palestinian groups in Gaza, though much of the mainstream media have focused on 
the impact of rocket fire on Israel rather than the staggering death toll in the Gaza Strip. 
 

As Israel’s latest military offensive enters its sixth day, the Ministry of Health in Gaza 
reports that 170 Palestinians have been killed and more than 1,000 injured. 
 
Thousands displaced 
 
“Four thousand people and rising are fleeing this heavy bombardment in the north; they 

are in eight different UNRWA schools,” said Chris Gunness, spokesperson for UNRWA, the 

United Nations agency for Palestine refugees. 
 
“We call on all parties to respect obligations under international humanitarian law, and to 
respect the sanctity of civilian life and the inviolability of United Nations buildings,” he told 
The Electronic Intifada by telephone. 
 

Gunness explained that during Israel’s Operation Cast Lead (December 2008-January 
2009), more than 50,000 Palestinians took shelter in UNRWA installations across the Gaza 
Strip as Israel’s bombs destroyed buildings and homes. “They believed in the sanctity and 
safety of UN properties,” he said of those Palestinians who took shelter in UNRWA’s 
facilities. 
 
“As a result of military operations, the main office of UNRWA was directly struck and the 

main warehouse was burned to the ground after [Israeli military forces] fired white 
phosphorous” during Cast Lead, Gunness said.  
 
Approximately 1,400 Palestinians were killed by Israel’s military during the three-week 
long military assault.  

 

“Gaza, Gaza a graveyard!” 
 
Meanwhile, Israelis are taking to social media to call for a yet higher body count in Gaza. 
 
A Facebook page for the group LEAVA — “Preventing Assimilation in the Holy Land” — is 
dedicated to preventing romantic relationships between Palestinian men and Jewish 
women and has more than 37,000 followers. The page regularly posts pictures of its 

“activists” patrolling parts of Jerusalem and other cities. 
 
On 11 June, a picture was posted on LEAVA’s page of a young man standing next to an 
Israeli flag at a protest and wearing a shirt with the group’s emblem. Written above the 
photo is the following: “Citizens of Ashdod are also standing with LEAVA. Waiting for Gaza 
to be turned into a big blaze!” It received more than 2,300 “likes” in just two days: 
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A post published later that the same day gives what it said were words for a protest chant: 
“Gaza, Gaza a graveyard! Very soon!” It received more than six hundred “likes.” 
 

With more than 5,300 Facebook followers, a Jerusalem-based house moving company, 
though ostensibly non-political, posted the following “status” in poorly-written Hebrew on 7 
July, the first day of Israel’s latest attack on Gaza:  
 

 

One of our advantages: we don’t observe Ramadan!!! We look after our clients and 

we don’t abandon them […] we keep our word and go to every delivery. If you 

already closed a deal for a delivery with a company that employs our cousins 

[commonly used in Hebrew to refer to Arabs], it’s time to cancel and move to us. 

0525530344. Why provide for those who kidnap our children? Have a good and 

peaceful day! 
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Many Israeli Facebook users have posted violent and disturbing content on their personal 

accounts. Talya Shilok Edry, who has more than one thousand followers, posted the 
following “status”: “What an orgasm to see the Israeli Defense Forces bomb buildings in 
Gaza with children and families at the same time. Boom boom.” 
 

 
 
Edry’s Facebook timeline shows a pattern of calls for bloodshed against Palestinians. 
Writing about the murdered sixteen-year-old Muhammad Abu Khudair, who was kidnapped 
and burned alive by Israeli youth, she stated: “Sweet settlers, next time you kidnap an 
Arab boy, call me and let me torture him!! Why do you get to have all the fun?” 
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Edry deleted the statuses on Sunday after screenshots of them went viral on Twitter and 
Facebook. 
 
Journalist David Sheen reported for Mondoweiss last week about the “terrifying tweets of 
pre-army Israeli teens.” After searching on Twitter using the Hebrew word for “Arabs,” 
Sheen found dozens upon dozens of Israeli youths “proclaiming their desire for all Arabs to 

die and in some cases be tortured to death.” 
 
“Feels like Kristallnacht”  
 
Another Israeli Facebook page, “Dismiss Abu Hussein from Netanya Academic College,” 
was created for the purpose of incitement against a Palestinian student at Netanya 
Academic College. 

 
More than five hundred Israeli students have “liked” the page, which was created on 11 
July after Palestinian student Tamer Abu Hussein arrived on campus wearing a t-shirt with 
the word “Palestine” and a kuffiyeh (traditional Palestinian scarf): 
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After a confrontation with a campus security guard, a post on the page claims that “many 
students panicked and fled for fear of a hostile act of terrorism.” 
 

It adds that police detained and interrogated Abu Hussein, though there is no proof 
whatsoever that he did anything wrong. Ostensibly referring to Palestinians under 
bombardment in Gaza, the post added: “Abu Hussein and every other student who 

identifies with the enemy should be removed from the college.” 
 
Netanya Academic College students also started a petition demanding Abu Hussein’s 
expulsion from the school, claiming without proof that he “glorifies terrorism.” 

 
Muhammad Abu Toameh, a friend of Abu Hussein and a student at Tel Aviv University, said 
he and many others have also been harassed by rightwing Israeli groups on Facebook 
throughout the past week. A group of students posted photos of him and other friends on 
a Facebook page for students at Tel Aviv University which he said mocked the safety 
concerns of Arab students on campus. 

 
“The madness and winds of racism in the air, along with the pogrom-like actions taking 
place in Jerusalem and other places, feels like Kristallnacht,” Abu Toameh told The 
Electronic Intifada. 
 
Deep-seated racism 
 

This hate speech and incitement is not limited to fringe groups and individuals. 
 
As Electronic Intifada contributor and award-winning author Max Blumenthal demonstrates 
in his recent book Goliath: Life and Loathing in Greater Israel, deep-seated racism is 
pervasive throughout Israeli institutions and society. 
 
Writing for the +972 Magazine website, Israeli journalist Haggai Mattar reported that 

leftwing demonstrators were attacked on Saturday night by a mob of Israelis chanting 
“Death to Arabs!” in Tel Aviv. Mattar recalls: 
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By the end of the protest (and a little after it, when they chased us through the 

streets) one person who had a chair broken over his head was injured and 

evacuated to hospital, another got punched hard in the head, and one came out 

with a black eye, someone else had their expensive video camera stolen, and 

dozens of others hit, pushed, or eggs thrown at them. Some also said that the 

fascists attacked them with pepper spray. 
 

Leading Israeli politicians and public figures play an integral role in spreading anti-

Palestinian incitement. 

 

Ali Abunimah reported on Friday that Moshe Feiglin, the deputy speaker of Israel’s 

parliament, the Knesset, called for Israel to cut off all electricity to the Gaza Strip. “The 

blood of a dialysis patient in Gaza is not redder than the blood of our IDF soldiers who will, 

God forbid, need to enter [Gaza],” he said last Wednesday during a speech in the Knesset. 

 

And just one day before the kidnapping and murder of Muhammad Abu Khudair by Israeli 

youth, lawmaker Ayelet Shaked, a senior figure in the Habeyit Hayehudi (Jewish Home) 

political party, posted a Facebook “status” calling for genocide against “the entire 

Palestinian people.” 

 

In a public letter written in Hebrew, an Israeli military commander declared a “holy war” 

on Palestinians, who he referred to as “the enemy who defames” God. 

 

The racist calls for violence are not limited to “times of war,” either. As I reported for The 

Electronic Intifada last month, an Israeli Facebook page called for killing “a terrorist every 

hour” until three Israeli youths who were then missing were returned (the teens were 

found dead in the West Bank on 30 June). 

 

Although the content of that page made it clear that the Facebook users consider all 

Palestinians as legitimate targets, Facebook has refused to remove the page, despite 

dozens and dozens of requests to do. Nearly 21,000 Facebook users “like” the page. 

 

As the vast majority of the Facebook pages and posts mentioned in this article and others 

about pervasive Israeli racism on social media have not been removed, it appears 

Facebook has no problem with anti-Palestinian incitement, even though it poses no idle 

threat. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Note by HP Mageson666: 

What this means is they are just going to hang around a riot and hit people in the back 

and then run away. If you look at the history of such kike groups in America that's what its 

always been. The kikejooz is not a martial race its always got the goyim to do all the 

heavy lifting. The IDF lost 1500 troops fighting several hundred lightly armed paramilitary 

troops of the Party of God during the war in 2006 in Lebanon. If you watch the video its 

not an army its a troop of freaks running around crying and yelling and behaving like 

teenage girls. 

 

Kikes are king shit when their shooting handcuffed, unarmed Gentiles in the back of the 

head like in the Soviet Union or turning their neighbourhoods into the surface of the moon 

from miles away like Gaza. But when they have to go human to jooz into physical combat 

against Gentiles who are armed and fighting back they shit their bagels into their 

underpants and cower. The IDF got beaten badly in Gaza by Hamas. And lost over a 

hundred troops, even heavy losses from their elite units. 

 

Just look at a image of the average IDF troops. They can't even wear their uniform 

properly its just a reflection of the lack of physical discipline the average jooz is all about. 

Its actually demoralizing, but normal to them. The others are obsessed with trying to look 
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like celebrity models or street walkers in their military uniforms its just fucking strange. 

 

The reason there is so much revolt in Israel against the draft is not for any moral reasons. 

Its cause jooz don't like military service in any nation not even their own. They like to 

shoot people in the back like Mossad does that's it. That's why the Gentile Arabs take it 

out of them in every battle despite the inequality of technology and numbers. The Arab will 

stand and fight and has a strong sense of honor. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Jewish_Ritual_Murder.html 

 

Other disgusting truths on the Jews: 

Rome, Italy -- Italian and Russian police, working together, broke up a ring of Jewish 

gangsters who had been involved in the manufacture of child rape and snuff pornography. 

 

Three Russian Jews and eight Italian Jews were arrested after police discovered they had 

been kidnapping non-Jewish children between the ages of two and five years old from 

Russian orphanages, raping the children, and then murdering them on film. Mostly non-

Jewish customers, including 1700 nationwide, 600 in Italy, and an unknown number in the 

United States, paid as much as $20,000 per film to watch little children being raped and 

murdered. 

 

Jewish officials in a major Italian news agency tried to cover the story up, but were 

circumvented by Italian news reporters, who broadcasts scenes from the films live at 

prime time on Italian television to more than 11 million Italian viewers. Jewish officials 

then fired the executives responsible, claiming they were spreading "blood libel." 

 

Throughout history, various groups have accused sects of Jews of ritually murdering small 

children. One such account, that of Hugh of Lincoln, led to the expulsion of all Jews from 

Britain in the 13th Century. Such accounts have generally been "discounted" but are so 

wide spread that Jewish organizations have developed a name for them -- "blood libel." 

 

The American group the ADL was founded to defend a Jew, Leo Frank, accused of raping 

and murdering a five year old girl, Mary Fagan, in his Atlanta pencil factory in 1913. The 

ADL claims he was innocent. A mob lynched him after the governor commuted his death 

sentence to life in prison. 

 

Though AP and Reuters both ran stories on the episode, US media conglomerates refused 

to carry the story on television news, again saying the story would prejudice Americans 

against Jews. 

 

Jewish gangsters in Russia have become increasingly linked to traffic in "white slaves" and 

prostitutes through Israel, according to a recent report in the Jerusalem Post. Israel turns 

an official blind eye to forced prostitution, and does not punish Israeli citizens who choose 

to own "sex slaves," as long as the slaves are foreign and non-Jews. 

 

According to the Talmudic Encyclopedia: "He who has carnal knowledge of the wife of a 

Gentile is not liable to the death penalty, for it is written: 'thy fellow's wife' rather than the 

alien's wife; and even the precept that a man 'shall cleave unto his wife' which is 

addressed to the Gentiles does not apply to a Jew, just there is no matrimony for a 

heathen; and although a married Gentile woman is forbidden to the Gentiles, in any case a 

Jew is exempted.' This does not imply that sexual intercourse between a Jewish man and a 

Gentile woman is permitted - quite the contrary, but the main punishment is inflicted on 

the Gentile woman; she must be executed, even if she was raped by the Jew: 'If a Jew has 

coitus with a Gentile woman, whether she be a child of three or an adult, whether married 

or unmarried, and even if he is a minor aged only nine years and one day - because he 

had willful coitus with her, she must be killed, as is the case with a beast, because through 

her a Jew got into trouble. The Jew, however, must be flogged, and if he is a Kohen 
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[member of the priestly tribe], he must receive double the number of lashes, because he 

has committed a double offense: a Kohen must not have inter-course with a prostitute, 

and all Gentile women are presumed to be prostitutes. 

--Israel Shahak, Jewish History, Jewish Religion, Pluto Press, London 1994, page 87 

 

British Link to 'Snuff' Videos 

 

Jason Burke in London, Amelia Gentleman in Moscow, Philip Willan in Rome Observer - 

Sunday October 1, 2000 

 

Britain is a key link in the largest ever, international investigation into the production and 

supply of pedophile 'snuff' movies - in which children are murdered on film - an Observer 

investigation can reveal. The key suspect in the inquiry, a Russian who was arrested last 

week in Moscow for distribution of thousands of sadistic child porn videos and pictures, 

was traced following the seizure of his products from British pedophiles. 

 

Dmitri Vladimirovich Kuznetsov, a 30-year-old former car mechanic in Moscow, was 

identified after British Customs and police traced the origin of violent child porn videos 

found in the UK back to Russia. 

 

Last week Italian police seized 3,000 of Kuznetsov's videos on their way to clients in Italy, 

sparking an international hunt for pedophiles who have bought his products. The Italian 

investigators say the material includes footage of children dying during abuse. Prosecutors 

in Naples are considering charging those who have bought the videos with complicity in 

murder. They say some may have specifically requested films of killings. 

 

British authorities yesterday confirmed that scores of Kuznetsov's videos, produced in his 

small flat in Moscow's rundown Vykhino district, have been found in the UK. They are 

concerned that 'snuff' movies in which children are killed may have also been imported. 

 

Around a dozen British men have already been arrested and charged with offenses alleged 

to be connected to the Russian tapes. A second Russian child porn ring, which allegedly 

had a British distributor, was broken up earlier this year. The investigation into the 

importing of violent Russian child porn, which led to the identification, and subsequent 

imprisonment of Kuznetsov started about 15 months ago after Customs seized material 

coming into the country. Since then there have been dozens of other finds. 

 

'We have seen some very, very nasty stuff involving sadistic abuse of very young children, 

but actual deaths on film takes it a whole step further. That is very worrying,' said one 

senior customs officer this weekend. British paedophiles were paying between £50 and 

£100 for Kuznetsov's tapes, the officer said. Further fees were paid for access to a website 

that features pictures of extremely violent abuse. Though two men arrested with 

Kuznetsov have also been imprisoned by Moscow authorities, only one of the three 

remains behind bars. Dmitri Ivanov was sentenced to 11 years for actually participating in 

the abuse that was being filmed. The others were released under an amnesty aimed at 

clearing Russia's overcrowded prisons. 

 

When officers from the Moscow Criminal Investigation Department raided Kuznetsov's flat 

they found two boys in a makeshift studio. They seized a huge quantity of films and other 

pornographic material as well as lists of clients in Italy, Germany, America, and Britain. 

 

Last week Italian detectives moved in, following months of inquiries, and arrested eight 

people. The police searched more than 600 homes and say they now have evidence 

against about 500 people. Among the suspects were businessmen, public employees and a 

university student. Several of them were married, with children of their own. Hundreds of 

people are also under investigation in Germany. 

 

The Russian videos, which had been ordered over the internet, were intercepted when they 

came into Italy by post, repackaged, and then delivered by undercover police officers. 
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They cost between £300 and £4,000, depending on what type of film was ordered. Covert 

film of young children naked or undressing was known as a 'SNIPE' video. The most 

appalling category was code-named 'Necros Pedo' in which children were raped and 

tortured until they died. Police in Russia and the UK believe that Kuznetsov and his 

associates have been in business for more than two years in which time they are believed 

to have recruited around 100 boys - aged between 9 and 15 - to be filmed. 

 

'Most of the children were rounded up from railway stations. A lot of them came from the 

suburbs, or surrounding regions and were from deprived, problem families,' said Kiril 

Mazurin, a police spokesman. 'Usually when children like this arrive in the capital, they've 

got no idea where to go and hang around in the station. It's very easy to entice this kind 

of teenager - with a promise of a warm bed or a trip to the cinema.' Many were lured away 

from orphanages. 'Children are not locked in,' said Mazurin. 'Anyone can come along and 

promise them a meal at McDonalds. It doesn't take any more than that." 

 

Some children were paid a commission to find other boys willing to be filmed, according to 

reports in the Russian press, for a fee of between 100 and 300 roubles [£2.50 - £7]. 

Kuznetsov had given up his job in 1998 to devote himself to the lucrative pornography 

industry. A self-taught computer expert, he was in the process of upgrading his equipment 

to allow him to e-mail videos directly to clients when police raided him. 

 

Many customers repeatedly ordered videos from him. The Naples newspaper Il Mattino 

published a transcript of an alleged email exchange between a prospective client and the 

Russian vendors: 

"Promise me you're not ripping me off," says the Italian. 

"Relax, I can assure you this one really dies," the Russian responds. 

"The last time I paid and I didn't get what I wanted." 

"What do you want?" 

"To see them die." 
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Jewish Attacks On Demons The Old Gods And The Gentile Soul 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sat Nov 03, 2018 7:35 am 

Jewish Attacks On Demons The Old Gods And The Gentile Soul 
 

In the Jewish texts such as the Talmud and associated writings of the Jewish leadership they 

openly show in their own instructions what their "lesser metatron" is and how to use this. The 

Jewish sage Rabbi Avraham the son of Rambam [Maimonides] own writings instruct those who 

already didn't understand this the symbolism in the Talmud and the general writings of the 

Jewish Sages are instructions that are cloaked in occult symbolism.  
 

The Jewish Rabbi's state in the Jewish texts about the Shadim "Demons" to what they are 

doing. The Rabbi's state the Shadim is from the old Babylon term for what is called Jinn, Genie, 

Daemon. The description they give of them is the spiritual element of fire. This is symbolic of the 

individual and collective spiritual energy the life force and the consciousness of such. This is 

also one level of such meaning in the Greek and Roman culture. This is symbolized by the 

serpent for the Gentiles. Know this is the key. The word Gentile the Jews call non-Jews the 

source of the meaning of this word is Genie, Gen the ancient name of the spiritual class of the 

Roman's and Greeks the term Shadim in Hebrew is the term for the Gentiles and the individual 

and spiritual consciousness of the Gentiles the soul. Shadim is the term and symbol of the soul 

energy and thus consciousness of Gentiles. 

 

The Jewish leadership in their texts mention how King Solomon bound the Shadim with special 

golden chains with the name of "god" wrote upon it which gave the chains their power to bind 

the Shadim. The gold is symbolic of the energy the vibration of their "god". In Jewish magic the 

chains are the symbol of binding spells and are mentioned many times in relation to the Shadim. 

The Shadim were bound spiritually and forced to build Solomon's Temple. Solomon's Temple in 

Judaism as mention in the Kabbalah is the symbol of the Jewish Global Government.  
 

This is the instructions Solomon's Temple was not built by hammer or physical tool. It was built 

by magic the vibration of the 22 Hebrew letters in Judaism. The King of the Shadim is told that 

to break the golden chain with the name of "god" upon that that binds Him is......TO ERASE 

THE NAME OF GOD ITSELF. The name of "god" Hashem in Hebrew means "The Name" which 

is the 22 Hebrew letters and "god" is the word and the word is the 22 Hebrew letters in Judaism. 

The Torah is the name of "god" in Kabbalah and its wrote in the 22 Hebrew letters. To break the 

chains you have to erase the name of "god" the 22 Hebrew letters. 
 

The other level of meaning is the Jews use the 22 Hebrews letter to attempt to bind our Gods 

from being able to interfere against the Jews and their evil plans for the Gentile Peoples and 

world. This includes the fact Gentiles are from the admission of the Jews from the physical race 

of the Gods and we share gene, soul with them collectively. By undoing this Gods can act freely 

again in our world to influence whom they need to and work with the mass consciousness of 

Gentiles to liberate the world from the Jews. The Final RTR give power to our Holy Gods to act 

with us together as a team. 

 

The Jews call both us human Gentiles and our Gods, "Shadim". Because we are part of the 

race of the Gods. 
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The Jews have psychically, spiritually bound the Gentiles the "Shadim" with the "Name of god" 

which is the energy field they have created with the 22 Hebrew letters and the formula's they 

arrange them with called the Torah. This is the purpose of Christianity and Islam it binds the 

Gentiles into the Torah which the Rabbi's state the real Torah is the energy of the 22 Hebrew 

letters.  
 

The only way to undo do this is to "Erase the name of god" which in Judaism is done by 

reversing the Hebrew formula's which means to reverse the 22 Hebrew formula's or letters 

which form the name of their "god". 
 

This is also the key to why the Reverse Torah Rituals are powerful and work on a total level 

despite the amount of Golem slaves the Jews have in Christianity and Islam pouring their 

energies into the Jewtrix of energy. The Hebrew Letters from the chains, the actual vessels that 

contains the energy like a water vessel holds the waters. If you take the bottom out of a bucket it 

will not hold water it will run thought it and dissipate away.  
 

The Final RTR is fulfilling the Prophecy the Rabbi's warned about. That Satan would destroy 

them by Reversing the Torah, the 22 Hebrew letters. 

 

The Jewish leadership confess such. Note the speech below the terms "commanding them 

[Gentiles] to forge THE CHAINS of their own servility to our future King of the World" They are 

quoting out of the books of Jewish witchcraft with the meaning of what was shown in this article.  
 

"We have founded many secret associations, which all work for our purpose, under our orders 

and our direction. One of the many triumphs of our Freemasonry is that those Gentiles who 

become members of our Lodges, should never suspect that we are using them to build their 

own jails, upon whose terraces we shall erect the throne of our universal King of the Jews; and 

should never know that we are commanding them to forge the chains of their own 

servility to our future King of the World"  
-Opening speech made at the B'nai B'rith convention in Paris [published in the Catholic 

Gazette, Feb 1936] 
 

 

 

The Devil 

 

The term Devil is the name of the kundalini energy its from the Sanskrit title Devi. The 

family of European languages are Sanskrit in origin. Devi is the word for the soul 

energies in Sanskrit. Devil also meant "little God" in Europe in the sense of the soul as 

the microcosm.  
 

In the ancient tradition the body of the Devi was the term for the chakra's their petals and 

nadis and how it related to the Sanskrit alphabet. The energy of the serpent was called 

Devonic energies and this is what the term Daemonic relates to. Devi is a term for 
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illuminated individual consciousness in the ancient world. The Roman's and Greeks 

called this the Geniji and Daemon/Demon. This was the awakened soul consciousness 

that comes with activation of the serpent energy and the opening of the soul and mind its 

higher spiritual consciousness. The term Philosopher means Lover of Sophia. Love is 

the union of opposites of the soul and Sophia is the serpent energy which also means 

wisdom for this reason the awakened consciousness. Genji of the Roman's is where the 

term Genius comes from it means the same as Demon. The image of the serpent God 

was called the Agathodemoni the "Good Spirit" as its the energy of soul consciousness 

the chakra's are consciousness centers that relate to parts of the mind. The Egyptians 

called the energy of the serpent "Truth". The Roman spiritual class were called the Gens 

from the term Genji. This is the documented origin of the term Gentile. The Jews call us 

Gentiles in the ancient world because our entire social culture was based on the serpent 

teachings and practices of Yoga which we honored this divine individual soul 

consciousness in everything in our culture. Our entire culture was spiritualized. Genji is 

also related to the ancient spelling of Gnosis. The ancient Greeks called the Gods 

Demons. They stated that Zeus would send a guardian Demon to help a person on the 

spiritual path. The Bible calls Zeus, Satan and His Demons.....Demons. That is why. The 

serpent is the symbol of Satan whom is also called the Devil because of this. The ancient 

image of the Devil is that of Dionysus who is Shiva in the east. Dionysus is the 

Agathodemoni. Satan is Sanskrit for Eternal Truth the serpent consciousness of the soul. 

That is why the Jews call Gentiles, "Satan's" for the same reason they call us Gentiles.  

 

 

The Jewish enemy program is openly stated by their Rabbi's to be the creation of one 

hive mind for humanity. In their texts the instructions for this are based on driving the 

serpent energy down to the root chakra and sealing it off and thus sealing Gentiles off 

from their own individuality, full use of their psyche and spiritual power. With the 

removal of individuality its then easy to turn people into a program this is also done by 

turning people into a walking program a Golem of the Jews by infusing them with the 

energy of the earthly Metatron their "god" form they created with the Torah and mass 

mind this is the "holy spirit" of the Jewish program of Christianity. This is what they 

mean "By The Word Made Flesh" in Judaism its someone who has become an egoless 

Torah robot. They have been totally possessed by their thought form of the enemy 

program. This is why all the enemy versions of this program from Christianity to 

Communism all seek to create a hive mind and repress individuality and remove it. This 

is done first on the soul level by the curses in their earthly Metatron to bind the Gentile 

spirituality and then everything is done from this level.  

 

The Jews in their mystical legends state that Abraham and the Hebrews went east and 

became the Brahmin's. This is alluding to the fact the Jews infiltrated the ancient Hindu 

culture and worked to pervert it. Which they did. The oldest Jewish communities are in 

India. The later corrupt concepts that form current Hinduism from Buddhism are from the 

enemy. The only other place they are found is in the mystical Jewish teachings which 

became Kaballah which are the instructions from the Jews on how to conqueror and 

corrupt Gentiles. These corrupt enemy teachings in Hinduism are all based on one thing. 

Destroying the aspect of the mind the Amkara the ego and then merging with 

nothingness and making ones self go literally "extinct" the meaning of Nirvana. Amkara 
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is in reality the Aum Kara its the ancient title of the Devonic energies and soul 

consciousness in the east. The part of the psyche the enemy wants to erase totally from 

humanity. Aum is the title of the Trident which is the serpent symbol and Kara is that 

which shapes and gives life and meaning. Naturally their Hindu corrupted teachings 

would seek to shut off this part of the soul. The Hindu teachings are altered to the point 

they are dangerous to practice and can destroy a persons mind they are based on 

repressing the serpent energy. All of their corrupted teachings are based on erasing 

ones personality and soul consciousness and becoming as stated literally extinct, a 

robot. Notice how many of these Hindu Guru's will talk forever like they are the Hindu Dr 

Phil but never give any actual spiritual teachings or knowledge a person can use to 

advance....What is spiritual about a materialistic self help guru...... They also take your 

money. 

 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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Jewish Created (((Black Lives Matter))) issues 10 Demands for White Slaves 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

We all know who created the "Black Lives Matter" which is the funder, Jewish George 

Soros, an Elder of Zion. 

 

Just look at the crap they write and you will see why the jews want Black and White 

people to destroy one another. The jews want racial warfare in the USA as a means of 

weakening it down and then usurping everything by Jewish Communism and getting the 

FEMA camps in use for people who resist this. 

 

So after they have attacked free speech and failed, they are now doing the usual shit 

which is inflate White and Black people against one another. 

 

Everyone mentions "Muh Black Slaves", but they don't mention that Dr Tony Martin who 

is black revealed that up to 80% of slave owners and slaver traders were jewish. He also 

knows there are only JEWS, and not "WHITE" people as many claim, because he knows 

the facts. Because this was all a jewish operation to begin with on Black people because 

they carry the "Curse of Ham" in the bible and they are bound to be jewish 'goyim' and 

shock troops for the jews to control. They do that in America.  

 

There are also no blacks in Israel, not even those who are jewish from their mother's side 

and black, as their mothers are considered race traitors. According to Rabbis the blacks 

are what every Gentile is, animals of the field, and therefore they can't share a land with 

savages and inbred animals and half jews- this is what jews believe and have applied in 

Israel. 

 

After a time where Blacks were into America, Whites gave them equal rights basically 

ASAP, as the jews wanted them to be slaves. Additionally, for more than a century, 

charity, money, food, infrastructure and help from White people in Africa such as doctors 

without borders and so forth has been life saving for many black people, millions literally 

were saved. Africa has been upgraded by help but unfortunately jews have always been 

stealing most of the money sent to get to Africa to buy Rolls Royce for jewish CEO's like 

Unicef's CEO, stolen from charity money by "Whiteys" and sending "Whiteys" in africa 

there are slaves to do work for the benefits of the jews.  

 

But the Whites helped regardless.  

 

Well but you know the drill, Whites are evil and so forth. So (((BLM))) puts out rules 

like that now. BLM runs freely, but the problem is you know, our Forums. Because the 

only problem is spiritual warfare against the jews, criticism and spiritual awakening to 

the fact that they are trashing out society for tens of hundreds of years: 
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http://www.dailywire.com/news/20156/black-lives-matter-leader-pens-list-10-demands-

amanda-prestigiacomo 

1. White people, if you don’t have any descendants, will your property to a black or 

brown family. Preferably one that lives in generational poverty. 

2. White people, if you’re inheriting property you intend to sell upon acceptance, give it 

to a black or brown family. You’re bound to make that money in some other white 

privileged way. 

3. If you are a developer or realty owner of multi-family housing, build a sustainable 

complex in a black or brown blighted neighborhood and let black and brown people live 

in it for free. 

4. White people, if you can afford to downsize, give up the home you own to a black or 

brown family. Preferably a family from generational poverty. 

5. White people, if any of the people you intend to leave your property to are racists 

assholes, change the will, and will your property to a black or brown family. Preferably a 

family from generational poverty. 

6. White people, re-budget your monthly so you can donate to black funds for land 

purchasing. 

8. Backing up No. 7, this should be easy but all those sheetless Klan, Nazi’s and Other 

lil’ d***-white men will all be returning to work. Get they ass fired. Call the police even: 

they look suspicious. 

 

9. OK, backing up No. 8, if any white person at your work, or as you enter in spaces and 

you overhear a white person praising the actions from yesterday, first, get a pic. Get their 

name and more info. Hell, find out where they work — Get Them Fired. But certainly 

address them, and, if you need to, you got hands: use them. 

 

10. Commit to two things: Fighting white supremacy where and how you can (this 

doesn’t mean taking up knitting, unless you’re making scarves for black and brown kids 

in need), and funding black and brown people and their work. 
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Jewish Destruction of Africa 

by HPS Shannon » Thu Jan 17, 2019 

 

 

 

Our ancestral homeland of Africa has been infiltrated, raped, and plundered since the beginning 

of the enemy's war on humanity-both spiritually and materially. Like all gentile societies and 

nations, the Jew has orchestrated and put into effect their agenda to destroy and enslave the 

gentiles through any means. 

 

The goal is to set up and establish a Jewish slave plantation state in Africa where the black 

gentiles are murdered, used, oppressed and the wealth of the country taken. The Rothschilds are 

a Jewish dynasty who run the International Monetary fund. They have used their power to 

enforce colonialism to take control of Africa and bleed dry the resources and line their pockets. 

These Rothschilds have also profited from the Trans-Atlantic slave trade. We all know now that 

Jews have used occult power to acquire this, along with setting up and creating this disgusting 

monetary system to enslave us all. Since they control the wealth they have been able to induce 

famine, poverty and keep African nations impoverished. Basically making us gentiles slave away 

for a fucking shekel. 

 

If you look at who owns the mines and resource distribution in Africa, they are in the hands of 

the Jews. Whether it be by oil, diamonds and precious metals, they control this and none of it 

goes to the black workers and their nations. Nothing. 

 

There is a movie called " Blood Diamond", it depicts the situation in Africa as the people are 

subject to poverty, political upset, slavery and other horrible circumstances all to enrich and 

make wealthier the Jewish bankers, global elites and war mongerers. Its all Jewish insanity and 

criminality. 

 

 

Keep in mind, the Jews have also used this tremendous monetary power to buy and finance 

corrupt and horrible black gentile "leaders" that have helped to kill off and enslave the black 

gentile population and deliver them to the Jewish cause like with a Communist dictatorship in 

places like South Africa. As long as the Jews have control and the so called leaders continue to 

sell out their people, we will not see improvement. Africa is one step away from being a global 

plantation slave state and the situation there and with whites in south Africa is nothing but a 

blueprint of what is to come if the jew is to take full control of gentile humanity. 

 

Now in order for the enemy and Jews to have been able to truly establish total control over the 

black gentiles, our satanic and pagan history was destroyed systematically and stolen from us 

and Christianity and Islam enforced. This was one of the reasons for Jewish financed colonialism 

in Africa via the Rothschilds, Christian and BRUTAL Islamic conquest over the centuries (all 

Jewish created), and to also spread and force the lie of these programs.  
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It has been a constant battle. Humanity has already been suffering and without since before the 

Jewish filth surfaced. The enemy ETs have been attacking humanity, disconnecting us from 

spirituality and infiltrating our sacred religions since our gods were bound, outnumbered and cut 

off from us. 

 

With Africa, ruins, artifacts and other structures and monuments have been found to be some 

16000 or more years old which is telling to how old the black race is along with our relationships 

with our original gods. With the ruthless Jewish control and imperialism, things such as sacred 

ancestral family heirlooms were taken and confiscated. Some of these things that connected 

black families to the early black ancestors, have turned up in museums, Rothschild and Jewish 

collections and or destroyed by the Jesuits who voyaged into Africa to replace the culture with 

xianity. 

 

Despite all of this, there is still some evidence of our ancient history in Africa, underground 

mines, systems and structures that point towards an old and advanced civilization has been 

discovered. As I have mentioned before, there have been pyramidal structures found in South 

africa, structures to track the solar and lunar movements, remnants of ancient fortresses and 

temples for our gods were unearthed. I asked about this and one of the Daemons told me that 

these were all destroyed to hide our past. This is no different than how all gentile satanic culture 

all over the world has been infiltrated and destroyed. 

 

Unfortunately now this place is in constant chaos, war-torn, corrupt, destroyed with famine and 

poverty through communism and international Jewry, and the poison of Jewish programs 

designed to enslave humanity and prepare us for our own damnation. The disgusting programs of 

Christianity and Islam have did their jobs of destroying, weakening and degenerating the black 

race. These filthy Jewish programs have corrupted the spirit of Satan's divine creation. 

 

Spiritual degeneration, disconnection from our gods, centuries upon centuries of Jewish blood 

rituals and curses, poverty, and enemy ET interference, lack of power meditation and elevation 

has caused the black race to be very much effected and behind as a race. Since the black race is 

especially a very physical race, the overall degeneration is linked to IQ deficiencies and extreme 

poverty in many places of Africa. Science has shown that meditation changes the neurological 

component of the brain, and increases the IQ, memory, cognitive functioning, mental health, 

grey matter, insight, etc.  

 

Even black gentiles connected to our ancient gods through association, like in many places of 

Africa, some of the Yorubas, Dogon africans and the black neo-pagans in the Americas who are 

tied into traditional black spirituality are more evolved and display more civility and focus. This 

is the difference between black pagans and those who are tied into the negative vortex of the 

enemy programs. One also can look at the arabic gentiles in the Middle East, they have been 

reduced to a disposition of violent behavior, rape, illiteracy and mental stagnation, and other 

degenerate tendencies because of the destructive program of Islam that binds and corrupts the 

soul. 

 

Power meditation uplifts and brings one to a higher level. This is why it is important for all of us 

to do our meta exercises. Power meditation truly makes a person better. 
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Africa is the home of the black race, the place where Satan and the gods put us to reside. Africa 

has many resources, is home to beautiful and unique plants/flora, animals and vast and gorgeous 

land.We need to take back our homeland, restore the beauty and bring the gods back into the 

minds and souls of our people in order to evolve and grow as a race. 

 

 

High Priestess Shannon 

http://www.blacksforsatan.org 

https://groups.yahoo.com/BlacksforSatan 

https://groups.yahoo.com/SSHealth 
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JEWISH DESTRUCTION OF FREE ENERGY 
 

 
Tesla's genius inventions for the benefit of humanity, based on vril energy, were 
smashed, and stolen away by the kikes Rockefeller, Rothschild, and Jewcrew, 
who pushed unneeded fossil fuels for power and control over humanity at the 
genocidal cost of the environment and hundreds of millions of innocent lives. 
 
Tesla, refused to sell out to the Jews. He was aghast by their demands for hyper-
inhumane technology, which he refused to create for them, and he died alone 
and broke in a rundown room. 
 
The 1931 Pierce-Arrow electric motor car got its energy from thin air. 
Nikola Tesla powered this all steel frame and body 1931 Pierce-Arrow with 
electrical energy that was harnessed from thin air. Not a drop of gasoline or 
diesel fuel was used. In fact, the internal combustion engine was completely 
removed. No battery banks were used either. This vehicle was driven to speeds 
of 90 miles per hour with no fossil fuel on just a single 12-volt battery. This infinite 
and free energy source produced absolutely zero emissions. 
http://presscore.ca/2011/?p=91 
 
Dallas Morning News 
The Electric Auto that almost triumphed: Power Source of `31 car still a mystery 
by A.C. Greene, 
January 24th, 1931 
 
A mystery car once demonstrated by Nikola Tesla, developer of alternating 
current might have made electrics triumphant. 
 
Supported by the Pierce-Arrow Co. and Westinghouse in 1931, Tesla took the 
gasoline engine from a new Pierce-Arrow and replaced it with an 80-horsepower 
alternating-current electric motor with no external power source. From the electric 
motor trailed two very thick cables, which connected with the dashboard. In 
addition, there was an ordinary 12-volt storage battery. [There was a 12-volt 
Willard battery installed in the car, but this was for the lights only and much too 
small to run the car, in any case.] The motor was rated at 80 horsepower. 
Maximum rotor speed was stated to be 30 turns per second [1800 rpm]. A 6-foot 
vertical antenna rod was fitted into the rear section of the car. 
 
At the appointed time, Nikola Tesla arrived from New York City and inspected the 
Pierce-Arrow automobile. He then went to a local radio store and purchased a 
handful of tubes [12 radio vacuum tubes], wires and assorted resistors. A box 
measuring 24 inches long, 12 inches wide and 6 inches high was assembled 
housing the circuit. The "power receiver" was then placed into the dashboard of 
the car and its wires connected to the antenna and to the air-cooled, brushless 
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motor. Two rods 1/4" in diameter stuck out of the box about 3" in length. Tesla 
began making adjustments on the "power receiver" 
 
 Mr. Tesla got into the driver's seat, pushed the two rods in, and stated, "We now 
have power." He put the car into gear and it moved forward! This vehicle, 
powered by an A.C. motor, was driven to speeds of 90 mph, and performed 
better than any internal combustion engine of its day! One week was spent 
testing the vehicle. Several newspapers in Buffalo reported this test. When asked 
where the power came from, Tesla replied, "From the ethers all around us." 
[Ethers are electromagnetic radiation. Radio waves are electromagnetic radiation 
that have the lowest frequency, the longest wavelength, and are produced by 
charged particles moving back and forth]. Several people suggested that Tesla 
was mad and somehow in league with sinister forces of the universe. He became 
incensed, removed his mysterious box from the vehicle, and returned to his 
laboratory in New York City. His secret died with him! Or did it? 
 
How did ethers power the vehicle? The owner of Fuel Reducer and editor of this 
website, Paul W Kincaid, has been trying to answer that question since 2005, 
when he first read about it in an old magazine he found in a neighbor's barn. 
According to data from the 5 years of investigation, there is one very plausible 
explanation as to how ethers powered the car. Research data indicates that 
Tesla's mystery box was nothing more than a simple regenerative vacuum tube 
radio wave receiver, a type of electronic instrument that receives radio 
frequencies from thin air and amplifies the received weak radio signal. This 
simple receiver makes use of vacuum tubes, resistors and wires [the exact same 
electronic components used by Tesla] to increase the power and/or amplitude of 
a signal. The main component of Tesla's "Power Receiver" is the vacuum tube – 
also called a valve amplifier. The simplest valve amplifier was invented by John 
Ambrose Fleming while working for the Marconi Company in London in 1904 and 
named the diode, as it had two electrodes. The diode conducted electricity in one 
direction only and was used as a radio detector and a rectifier. The diode was 
most likely used as an instrument to convert AC [alternating current is, when the 
movement of electric charge periodically reverses direction] of RF to DC [direct 
current is the flow of electric charge is only in one direction]. In 1906, Lee De 
Forest added a third electrode and invented the first electronic amplifying device, 
the triode, which he named the Audion. This additional control grid modulates the 
current that flows between cathode and anode. 
 
Tesla used valve amplifiers to increase the power or amplitude of the ordinary 
radio waves that were received by the 6-foot vertical antenna rod that was fitted 
into the rear section of the car. An antenna is a transducer that transmits or 
receives electromagnetic waves. In other words, Tesla used the antenna 
mounted on the rear of the car to convert the freely available electromagnetic 
waves called radio waves into electrical current. 
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Tesla bought vacuum tube diodes, which are vacuum tubes [valve amplifiers] 
with two electrodes, a plate, and a cathode. A diode is a two-terminal electronic 
component that conducts electric current in only one direction while blocking 
current in the opposite direction [the reverse direction]. Thus, the diode can be 
thought of as an electronic version of a check valve. This unidirectional behavior 
is called rectification, and is used to convert alternating current [AC or the power 
that comes from your home's electrical outlets] to direct current [DC or the power 
from a battery]. AC power circuit is a sine wave. Audio and radio signals carried 
on electrical wires [such as an antenna] are also examples of alternating current. 
 
Tesla used the vacuum tubes, wires, and assorted resistors to build a radio wave 
receiver/amplifier 24 inches long, 12 inches wide and 6 inches high, with a pair of 
3-inch rods 1/4" in diameter sticking out. The pair of rods that Tesla pushed in 
were used to close [complete] the circuit – like an on/off switch. The rod ends 
were most likely the positive and negative leads [connections] between the car 
antenna and the radio wave receiver/amplifier. By pushing them into the box 
containing the radio wave receiver/amplifier, the connection was completed 
allowing the radio waves that were received from the air by the antenna to flow 
through the receiver/amplifier to the electric motor. This is, as one would do when 
plugging an electric guitar into an amplifier. Like the electric guitar amplifier, the 
signal generated by striking a cord [string] of a guitar would travel from the guitar 
through the wire connecting the guitar to the amplifier and into the amplifier 
where the barely audible tone would then be amplified. An electric guitar without 
an amplifier is essential an air guitar until it is plugged into an amplifier. The 
amplifier amplifies the sound wave generated by striking the strings of the electric 
guitar. That is basically how Tesla was able to amplify and convert the invisible 
electromagnetic radiation called radio waves into electricity to power the AC 
motor in the 1931 Pierce-Arrow. The word electricity comes from the fact that 
current is nothing more than electrons moving along a conductor, like an 
antenna, that have been harnessed for energy. Tesla used an antenna [an 
electrical conductor] and an amplifier to harness and then amplify energy. 
 
Why hasn't anyone revealed this 80-year-old secret? Because Tesla built a free 
energy device. A device that would threaten the oil industry, the nuclear energy 
industry, and the hydroelectric power monopoly. A device that would bankrupt 
every oil refinery in the World. A device that would literally put an end to Global 
warming. Disease and illnesses caused by pollution from oil and gas products 
would simply disappear. If Tesla's invention was put into mass production the 
world would never have been involved in wars in the Middle East and 
Afghanistan, the Exxon Mobil and BP oil spills would never have occurred, and 
millions of people would still be alive and very healthy today. 
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Jewish Elite Openly Admits The Plan For America 
By High Priest Mageson666 
 

 
(((George Soros))) predicts riots, police state and class war for America 
 
Soros is also one of the main Jewish Elites behind the goal of White Genocide by 
(((EU)))http://josministries.prophpbb.comtopic12965.html  

 
*Note the Lizard Features on this typical Jew 
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"Billionaire investor George Soros [my note Jew] has confirmed he wants to bring 
down Europe’s borders, following the accusation made last week by Hungarian 
Prime Minister Viktor Orban." 
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2015/11/02/soros-admits-involvement-in-
migrant-crisis-national-borders-are-the-obstacle/ 
 
Soros also was one of the big Kosher hands in the Protest Wall Street, 
Movement. Which was an attempt to destabilised America into a Communist 
uprising..... 
 
"Today with the protest movements at Wall Street we see this unfolding 
evidenced by the fact the movement was created and is funded by the Jewish 
power structure agents such as the notorious Hench Jew of the Rothschild's, 
George Soros who organized the Occupy Wall Street Movement via Adbusters": 
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic133.html  
 
What is Class War? That Soros mentioned… That's ideological speak for 
Communist Revolution-Civil War. 
 
Who is the number one funder of the anti Trump Protests? 
http://lawnewz.com/high-profile/heres-whos-funding-the-anti-trump-movement-
and-yes-mostly-conservatives/ 
 

New York financier George Soros 
 
Take a look at the organized protesters funded by Soros… 
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COZY: BLM leader lives in home owned by Soros’ Open Society board member: 
http://www.theamericanmirror.com/blacklivesmatter-leader-deray-lives-home-
owned-by-soros-connected/ 
 
The Jews ran the whole African Slave Trade themselves that killed One Hundred 
million people.  
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic148.html 
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The Jews used their money power to create monopoly laws so only their fellow 
Jews could participate in the African Slave Trade. 
 
Here is Soros one of the literal Elders of Zion, telling us what to expect and were 
the Jewish Elites want to take things..... Soros is behind the Marxist, terrorist 
group "Black Lives Matter" which goal is to start a race war in America to bring 
about total destabilization, martial law and the end of America. And here he is 
TELLING YOU THATS THE GAME! 
 
False philanthropy has always been a major weapon of the Jewish race.  
 
From the article: 
 
Soros goes on to say that as the crisis in the Euro-zone only worsens, the 
American financial system will continue to be hit hard. On the way to a full-blown 
collapse, he cautions, “Americans should expect society to alter 
accordingly. Riots will hit the streets, says Soros, and as a result, “It will be 
an excuse for cracking down and using strong-arm tactics to maintain law 
and order, which, carried to an extreme, could bring about a repressive 
political system, a society where individual liberty is much more 
constrained, which would be a break with the tradition of the United 
States.” 
_________________________________ 
 
https://www.rt.com/usa/george-soros-class-war-619/ 
 
Billionaire investor George Soros has a new prediction for America. While it 
might be as dire as it gets for the financial wiz, this bet concerns more than just 
the value of the buck. According to Soros, there's about to be an all-out class 
war.  
 
Tags 
EU, Crisis, USA, Employment, Finance 
Soros, 81, previously bet against the British pound in the early 90s and made $1 
billion off its collapse. In the years since, he’s remained active in investing, but 
also in advocacy. He’s helped keep Wikipedia afloat thanks to impressive 
contributions and through donations to the Tides Center, has indirectly funded 
Adbusters, the Canadian anti-capitalist magazine that put Occupy Wall Street on 
the map. Speaking to Newsweek recently, Soros neglected to acknowledge his 
past successes, but instead offered a word of warning: a period of “evil” is 
coming to the western world. 
 
“I am not here to cheer you up. The situation is about as serious and difficult as 
I’ve experienced in my career,” Soros tells Newsweek. “We are facing an 
extremely difficult time, comparable in many ways to the 1930s, the Great 
Depression. We are facing now a general retrenchment in the developed world, 
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which threatens to put us in a decade of more stagnation, or worse. The best-
case scenario is a deflationary environment. The worst-case scenario is a 
collapse of the financial system.” 
 
Soros goes on to compare the current state of the western world with what the 
Soviet Union was facing as communism crumbled. Although he would think that 
history would have taught the globe a thing or two about noticing trends, Soros 
says that, despite past events providing a perfect example of what is to come, 
the end of an empire seems imminent. 
 
“The collapse of the Soviet system was a pretty extraordinary event, and we are 
currently experiencing something similar in the developed world, without fully 
realizing what’s happening,” adds Soros. 
 
Soros goes on to say that as the crisis in the Euro-zone only worsens, the 
American financial system will continue to be hit hard. On the way to a full-blown 
collapse, he cautions, Americans should expect society to alter accordingly. Riots 
will hit the streets, says Soros, and as a result, “It will be an excuse for cracking 
down and using strong-arm tactics to maintain law and order, which, carried to an 
extreme, could bring about a repressive political system, a society where 
individual liberty is much more constrained, which would be a break with the 
tradition of the United States.” 
 
The recent adoption of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 
2012 and the proposed Enemy Expatriation Act, if approved, have already very 
well paved the way for such a society. Under the NDAA, the US government is 
allowed to indefinitely detain and torture American citizens suspected of terror 
crimes without ever bringing them to trial. Should lawmakers Joe Lieberman (I-
CT) and Charles Dent (R-PA) get their Enemy Expatriation Act through 
Congress, the US will also be able to simply revoke citizenship without trial, 
essentially removing constitutional rights from anyone deemed a threat. 
 
Others have cautioned that, as inequality becomes more rampant in America, the 
country’s citizens are becoming increasingly agitated with those on the other side 
of the extreme. In a recent survey released by the Pew Research Center, 66 
percent of the adults studied believe that either “very strong” or “strong” conflicts 
exist between America’s elite and the impoverished, a statistic that has 
skyrocketed in recent years. Between 2009 and 20011, the proportion of those 
that sense conflicts exist as such between the class groups grew by 19 
percentage points. While less than half of Americans fearing a fight brewing at 
the dawn of the Obama administration, today two-out-of-three Americans feel 
that there is a strong conflict between both extremes of society. 
 
Addressing the issue of inequality, Soros tells Newsweek that the main issue that 
will make or break a re-election for US President Barack Obama will be whether 
or not the rich end up being taxed more. Among the current frontrunners in the 
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Republic Party’s race for the GOP nomination, wealth and taxes have been of 
the biggest concern of party rivals. The top candidates have made millions off of 
investments, and at a time of immense inequality, represent what 99 percent of 
Americans don’t. Taxing the rich to a bigger degree might finally bring a chance, 
and Soros says, “It shouldn’t be a difficult argument for Obama to make.” 
 
Soros adds that if the US manages to make it through the troubled times to 
come, it come allow the nation to enter another golden era. “In the crisis period, 
the impossible becomes possible. The European Union could regain its luster. 
I’m hopeful that the United States, as a political entity, will pass a very severe 
test and actually strengthen the institution,” he tells Newsweek. 
 
With almost seven percent of Americans living below half of the poverty line, four 
unemployed Americans for each job, a shrinking middle class and an 
increasingly overzealous police state, it could very well be a tough road to get 
there, though. 
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The Jewish Enforced Microchip Implants 
 

The Jewish controlled system has been working to enforce the 
populace into being microchipped. Much of this is accomplished 
through the fear industry. The Jews purposely destroy the justice 
system in more ways than one; in this case specifically, by purposely 
letting crime get way out of control in order to provoke a reaction.  
Rampant identity theft, the abduction of children, violent criminals 
being set free to commit more crimes, police officers being attacked 
for doing their jobs so there is no longer any law enforcement… The 
Jew creates the problem and then pushes the solution, which is always 
a vehement attack upon your personal liberties and rights, as the Jew 
always works incessantly for a one-world slave state where no Gentile 
will have ANY rights whatsoever…only disposable workers that can be 
systematically worked to their death and conveniently thrown away 
like garbage.  
 
Such a chip will have everything from GPS tracking to the ability to 
manipulate emotions and memories through electric pulse waves, and 
even a literal kill switch if you rebel. If this is instituted, it will give the 
Jews total control forever. 
 
The Jews work by creating a problem, provoking a reaction, and then 
pushing their solution. They have been using the threat of terrorism 
prolifically, of which they created through the 911 incident [which they 
were behind all the way]. They have used the media to incite fear in 
the populace, along with their control of the Justice and Legal systems 
to create a situation in which people are scared: Crime is rising and is 
in many cases, way out of control, society is breaking down [the 
Jewish created drug culture and trade is responsible for this along with 
their media] and people are getting terrorized on a daily basis. Identity 
theft is a huge problem as well, and they try to convince the populace 
that the microchip is necessary. People have already volunteered to be 
microchipped and this has become very common place with pets. The 
only question now is when will the Jews make their next big play to 
force this and other control measures onto the populace directly. 
They are also pushing this as general “life improvement” and “safety 
measure.”  
 
Here is a YouTube video of Jew “Scott Silverman” Chairman and CEO 
of “Applied Digital Solutions,” the company that has developed micro 
chipping for humans on the Today Show: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GursOom9dNA 
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Above video is 3:38 in length.  
 
Note that Jew Silverman does not address the actual question of Big 
Brother raised by the interviewer, he is evasive. He does however 
state that this is going to be pushed until it is accepted by the 
populace. Jews are freedom hating creeps. The Jew created the most 
extreme totalitarian regime in history, the Soviet Union, which 
murdered over a hundred million people in a REAL holocaust. 
The Real Death Camps And Holocaust: 
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Real_Holocaust.html  
 
Keep in mind the Jewish faces behind the expanding police state in 
American Government, NSA and Homeland Security, working night 
and day to bring this about. Former Head of Homeland Security, Jew 
Michael Chertoff who allowed Mossad operatives connected to 911 to 
return to Israel safely, is now running the Chertoff Group, a security 
consultant company that is all Jewish in the top key positions. These 
Jewish staffers are former members of the Department of Home Land 
Security themselves. The Chertoff Group acts as key consultants to 
advise Home Land Security on how to create a Police State more 
effectively. Congress also awarded the Chertoff Group the mega 
contract to install the Rapiscan devices for the Transportation Security 
Administration in all of America's major airports. Jews such as Heyman 
and Cohn are heads of Policy for Homeland Security, meaning Jews are 
shaping, manufacturing and at the lead of policy making. The list of 
Jewish names and faces just goes on and on. Even when one Jew 
steps down another Jew takes his/her place. Jewusical chairs, itz. 
 
One can witness the depth of the grip internal Jewry has on America 
from the Government, top down by 911, the terrorist attack on 
American soil, organized and carried out by the Mossad and their 
Jewish networks in control of key positions in America. This was also 
witnessed early by the Israeli attack on the USS Liberty killing many 
American service men in a false flag attack: 
http://www.911missinglinks.com/ 
 
The NSA contracted with Israeli companies such as Verizon of which 
one of the founders Jacob “Kobi” Alexander, [a former Israeli 
intelligence officer], owns Verint. In 2007, a previous head of Israel’s 
intelligence wing “Unit 8200" told Forbes Magazine that the technology 
of Comverse, the company that owns Verint, is based on Israel’s “Unit 
8200″ intelligence expertise." The Jews are creating the technology as 
well as building and running the apparatus, both technological, 
legislative and social and political, of a growing global Police State that 
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is the foundation for the coming microchip of the Jew World Order. 
 
Here is the first wave of this which is now coming in: 
 
“New regs say passengers cannot fly without biometric ID card” 
http://www.policestateusa.com/2015/tsa-to-require-real-id/  
 
Both federal passports and REAL-ID cards require a number of unique 
personal identifiers to be stored together in government databases, 
including his or her full name, date of birth, Social Security Number, 
scanned signature, and other identifiers. Both cards require biometric 
data: a front-facing digital photograph of the passenger’s face, which 
is ultimately used with a facial recognition database 
 
California cops sign contract to begin using massive biometric 
database 
https://usahitman.com/ccscbumbd/ 
 
The Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department – the fourth largest local 
policing agency in the United States – has taken another step towards 
building the biggest biometric database outside of the FBI’s by inking a 
new $24 million contract. 
 
NEC Corporation of America – a Texas-based IT firm that provides 
biometric services to commercial entities, law enforcement groups, 
and governments around the globe – announced on Monday that it’s 
been awarded a multi-year contract by the Los Angeles County 
Sheriff’s Department to provide the agency with specialized, state-of-
the-art policing services, including high-tech facial recognition 
software. 
 
Previously published paperwork out of the LA County Board of 
Supervisors reveals that the Sheriff’s Department requested approval 
last year for a $24.4 million contract with NEC that would provide the 
agency – the largest sheriff’s department in the US – with biometric 
identification services for six years. The board authorized that request 
in December, setting the stage for NEC to soon provide area law 
enforcement with a new toolkit with regards to investigating criminal 
activity and tracking down suspects within a jurisdiction that includes 
roughly 2.6 million residents. 
 
According to a statement put up by NEC Corp. this week, the deal will 
allow the LA Sheriff’s Department to access fingerprint, palmprint, 
face, voice, iris and DNA matching capabilities offered through the 
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company’s Integra ID 5 Multimodal Biometrics Identification Solution 
(MBIS), as well as the NeoFace program touted by NEC being the 
“most accurate facial matching product” available in the world. 
 
According to NEC, the biometric service being leased to Los Angeles 
law enforcement interfaces with databases maintained by outside 
agencies, including state, city and federal police groups such as the 
California Department of Justice, the Western Identification Network 
and the Next Generation Identity (NGI) – a system that the FBI 
elevated to operational status last September, allowing cops in 
Southern California to quickly, in theory, ID a suspect caught on 
closed-circuit surveillance cameras with any millions of images on any 
linked repository. 
 
Texas schools punish students who refuse to be tracked with 
microchips 
http://rt.com/usa/texas-school-id-hernandez-033/ 
A school district in Texas came under fire earlier this year when it 
announced that it would require students to wear microchip-embedded 
ID cards at all times. Now, students who refuse to be monitored say 
they are feeling the repercussions. 
 
U.S. Military May Implant Chips In Troops' Brains 
2007-08-02, KUTV (CBS affiliate in Salt Lake City, Utah)  
http://www.kutv.com/local_story_215001119.html 
 
Imagine a day when the U.S. government implants microchips inside 
the brains of U.S. soldiers. Well you don't have to think too far into the 
future. The defense department is studying the idea now. The chip 
would be the size of a grain of rice. How far is too far when it comes to 
privacy? The department of defense recently awarded $1.6 million to 
Clemson University to develop an implantable biochip. It would go into 
the brain using a new gel that prevents the human body from rejecting 
it. The overall idea is to improve the quality and speed of care for 
fallen soldiers. "It's just crazy. To me, it's like a bad sci-fi movie," says 
Yelena Slattery [from] the website 
http://www.WeThePeopleWillNotBeChipped.com.  
Slattery says, "Soldiers can't choose not to get certain things done 
because they become government property once they sign up. When 
does it end? When does it become an infringement on a person's 
privacy?" Once the chip is in, she says, could those soldiers be put on 
surveillance, even when they're off-duty? A spokesman for veterans of 
foreign wars also urged caution. Joe Davis said, "If you have a chip 
that's holding a gigabyte, or 10 gigs, like an iPod, what kind of 
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information is going to be on there? How could this be used against 
you if you were taken captive?" 
More: 
 
RFID Implants NBC dateline: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xkYGf4Z8GUc 
 
FDA Approves Sale of Pills With RFID Microchip 
http://unitedtruthseekers.com/profiles/blogs/fda-approves-sale-of-
pills-with-rfid-mircochip  
 
http://www.ehow.com/facts_6019048_children-microchip-
identification.html 
Children & Microchip Identification 
Microchips and radio-frequency identification devices (RFID) have been 
used to track items and pets for years. For animals, the chip is 
injected into the top layers of skin and can either be read by a GPS 
device or scanned by specific reading devices if the pet is lost. The 
same technology is being developed for children. 
 
You’re next: 
Mind-control device lets people alter genes in mice through power of 
thought 
2014-11-11, The Guardian (One of the UK's leading newspapers) 
http://www.theguardian.com/science/2014/nov/11/mind-control-
device-alter-genes-mice  
 
Scientists have created a mind-control system that allows a person to 
alter the genes in a mouse through the power of thought. A person 
wearing the device could alter how much protein was made from a 
gene in the mouse. Volunteers found that they could turn the gene on 
or off in the mouse at will. The experiment could lead to the 
development of a radical new approach to the treatment of diseases. 
Martin Fussenegger, a bioengineer who leads the project at ETH Zurich 
said he hoped to see clinical trials in people with chronic pain or 
epilepsy in the next five years. Fussenegger’s team describes a system 
that demonstrates the idea. The mouse was fitted with a small implant 
containing copper coils, a light-emitting diode (LED) and a tiny 
container of genetically modified cells. When the electromagnetic field 
switches on beneath the mouse, an electric current is induced in the 
implant’s coils which makes the LED shine. This light illuminates the 
cells which are designed to respond by switching on a particular gene, 
causing the cells to make a new protein which seeps out of the 
implant’s membrane. In the tests, the new protein ... allowed 
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scientists to measure its levels ... while people wearing the headset 
changed their state of mind. In a series of follow-up experiments, 
volunteers wearing the headset could see when the LED came on, 
because the red light shone through the mouse’s skin. In time, they 
learned to control the light – and so the gene – simply by thinking. 
 
Human micro-chipping: I've got you under my skin 
http://www.smh.com.au/digital-life/digital-life-news/human-
microchipping-ive-got-you-under-my-skin-20140416-zqvho.html 
 
Thousands of technology enthusiasts use it as the ultimate app, 
enabling them to lock and unlock their homes, cars, computers and 
mobile phones with a simple wave of a hand. But there's a catch: they 
must have a microchip inserted into their bodies. 
 
The idea may seem weird, and painful, but human microchipping 
appears to appeal not only to amateurs, who call themselves bio-
hackers, but also to governments, police forces, medical authorities 
and security companies. 
 
It involves using a hypodermic needle to inject an RFID (radio-
frequency identification) microchip, the size of a grain of rice, usually 
into the person's hand or wrist. The same kind of chip is used for 
tracking lost pets. 
 
The implants send a unique ID number that can be used to activate 
devices such as phones and locks, and can link to databases 
containing limitless information, including personal details such as 
names, addresses and health records. 
 
RFID chips are everywhere. Basically, if you have to swipe a card, your 
ID is encoded in the magnetic stripe. If you touch it to a reader, as 
with Myki, it has an RFID chip with your number on it linked to the 
relevant database with your info on it. The latest credit cards have 
both stripe and RFID. 
 
Students ordered to wear tracking tags 
2005-02-09, MSNBC News 
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/6942751 
 
The only grade school in this rural town is requiring students to wear 
radio frequency identification badges that can track their every move. 
Some parents are outraged, fearing it will rob their children of privacy. 
The badges introduced at Brittan Elementary School on Jan. 18 rely on 
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the same radio frequency and scanner technology that companies use 
to track livestock and product inventory. The system was imposed, 
without parental input, by the school as a way to simplify attendance-
taking and potentially reduce vandalism and improve student safety. 
Some parents see a system that can monitor their children's 
movements on campus as something straight out of Orwell. This latest 
adaptation of radio frequency ID technology was developed by InCom 
Corp., a local company co-founded by the parent of a former Brittan 
student, and some parents are suspicious about the financial 
relationship between the school and the company. InCom has paid the 
school several thousand dollars for agreeing to the experiment, and 
has promised a royalty from each sale if the system takes off, said the 
company's co-founder, Michael Dobson, who works as a technology 
specialist in the town's high school. 
 
Microchip to allow wallet-free drinking 
2005-01-17, The Telegraph (One of the UK's leading newspapers) 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/4194899/Microchip-to-
allow-wallet-free-drinking.html   
 
A Scottish nightclub is about to become the first in Britain to offer its 
customers the chance to have a microchip implanted in their arm to 
save them carrying cash. The "digital wallet", the size of a grain of 
rice, guarantees entry to the club and allows customers to buy drinks 
on account. Brad Stevens, owner of Bar Soba in Glasgow, said his 
customers had responded enthusiastically to the idea. The VeriChip is 
inserted by a medical professional and then scanned for its unique ID 
number as a customer enters the bar. The scheme was criticised by a 
spokesman for the Scottish Executive, who said the microchip could 
encourage excessive drinking, and by Notags, a consumer group set 
up to resist the spread of radio frequency identification devices. A 
spokesman said: "The chip contains your name and ID number and, as 
this could be read remotely without your knowledge, that is already 
too much information." 
 
Professor has nightmare vision of global positioning technology 
2003-05-07, WantToKnow.info/Kansas City Star (Leading newspaper 
of Kansas City) 
http://www.WantToKnow.info/030307kansascitystar 
 
Jerome Dobson is not joking. The University of Kansas research 
professor, a respected leader in the field of geographic information 
technologies [speculates about] "geoslavery" -- a form of technological 
human control that could make "George Orwell's `Big Brother' 
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nightmare ... look amateurish." He's talking about overlords 
electronically punishing errant workers. He's talking about the 
possibility of people hooked to, tracked by, and potentially shocked or 
burned using inexpensive electronic bracelets, manacles or implants. 
Dobson worked for 26 years at Tennessee's Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory creating, for the government, the maps used in global 
tracking. He is the president of the American Geographical Society. 
And he is not alone in his thoughts. [In] the journal published by the 
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, a paper titled "Geo-
slavery" is co-written by Dobson and Peter F. Fisher, British editor of 
the International Journal of Geographical Information Science. "Human 
tracking systems, currently sold commercially without restrictions, 
already empower those who would be masters. Safeguards have not 
yet evolved to protect those destined to be slaves," they wrote. With a 
laptop computer, employers can keep track of their drivers' every 
move. Implanted chips ... keep track of livestock or pets. Whereify 
Wireless Inc. sells its GPS Kids Locator for $400. The device, which 
also looks like a watch, can be locked to a child's wrist. Dobson said 
that ... none of the companies was thinking of anything nefarious. [Yet 
he] worries that where there is an evil will, there is an evil way. He 
hopes [to ] create debate and perhaps legislation or safeguards around 
the technology that will keep it from being misused. 
 
Scientists develop 'brain chip' 
2003-03-12, BBC News 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/health/2843099.stm 
 
US scientists say a silicon chip could be used to replace the 
hippocampus, where the storage of memories is coordinated. They are 
due to start testing the device on rats' brains shortly. If that goes well, 
the Californian researchers will test the artificial hippocampus in live 
rats within six months and then monkeys trained to carry out memory 
tasks before progressing to human trials once the chip has been 
proved to be safe. The hippocampus is an area at the base of the brain 
in humans, close to the junction with the spinal cord. It is believed it 
"encodes" experiences so they can be stored as long-term memories in 
another part of the brain. The researchers were able to devise a 
mathematical model of a whole hippocampus. The model was then 
programmed on to a chip. They suggest the chip would sit on a 
patient's skull, rather than inside the brain. Bernard Williams, a 
philosopher at Oxford University, UK, who is an expert in personal 
identity, said people might find the technology hard to accept at first.  
 
US group implants electronic tags in workers 
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2006-02-13, MSNBC/Financial Times 
http://msnbc.msn.com/id/11314766/ 
An Ohio company has embedded silicon chips in two of its employees - 
the first known case in which US workers have been "tagged" 
electronically as a way of identifying them. A private video surveillance 
company said it was testing the technology as a way of controlling 
access to a room where it holds security video footage for government 
agencies and the police. Embedding slivers of silicon in workers is 
likely to add to the controversy over RFID technology, widely seen as 
one of the next big growth industries. RFID chips – inexpensive radio 
transmitters that give off a unique identifying signal – have been 
implanted in pets or attached to goods so they can be tracked in 
transit. "There are very serious privacy and civil liberty issues of 
having people permanently numbered," said Liz McIntyre, who 
campaigns against the use of identification technology. "There's 
nothing pulsing or sending out a signal," said Mr. Darks, who has had 
a chip in his own arm. "It's not a GPS chip. My wife can't tell where I 
am." The technology's defenders say it is acceptable as long as it is 
not compulsory. But critics say any implanted device could be used to 
track the "wearer" without their knowledge.  
 
Passports go electronic with new microchip 
2004-12-09, Christian Science Monitor 
http://www.csmonitor.com/2004/1209/p12s01-stct.html 
 
The US passport is about to go electronic, with a tiny microchip 
embedded in its cover. The chip is the latest outpost in the battle to 
outwit tamperers. But it's also one that worries privacy advocates. The 
RFID (radio frequency identification) chip in each passport will contain 
the same personal data as now appear on the inside pages - name, 
date of birth, place of birth, issuing office - and a digitized version of 
the photo. But the 64K chip will be read remotely. And there's the rub. 
The scenario, privacy advocates say, could be as simple as you 
standing in line with your passport as someone walks by innocuously 
carrying a briefcase. Inside that case, a microchip reader could be 
skimming data from your passport to be used for identity theft. Or 
maybe authorities or terrorists want to see who's gathered in a crowd 
and surreptitiously survey your ID and track you. Why not choose a 
contact chip, where there would be no possibility of skimming, asks 
Barry Steinhardt, director of the ACLU's Technology and Liberty 
Project. "There was another way to go, which was to put an electronic 
strip in the passport that would require contact." The State 
Department says it's just following international standards set by the 
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), under the umbrella of 
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the United Nations. The ICAO specified the RFID ... at the behest of 
the United States. All countries that are part of the US visa-waiver 
program must use the new passports by Oct. 26, 2005. Mr. Steinhardt 
... says the US pushed through the standards against the reservations 
of the Europeans. "Bush says at the G8 meeting, 'We have to adhere 
to the global standard,' as though we had nothing to do with it," he 
says in exasperation.  
 
Edible RFID microchip monitor can tell if you take your medicine 
2010-03-31, Businessweek 
http://www.businessweek.com/idg/2010-03 ... tor-can-... 
 
Researchers at the University of Florida have combined RFID, 
microchips and printed nano-particle antennas to make pills that 
communicate with cell phones or laptops to tell doctors whether 
patients are taking their medicine. Still a prototype, the inventors hope 
their tattletale technology can be applied commercially to a range of 
medications in clinical trials and in treatment of patients with chronic 
diseases in which it is essential that the doses are taken and taken on 
time. The pill is a white capsule with a microchip embedded and with 
an antenna printed on the outside with ink containing silver nano-
particles. A device worn by the patient energizes the microchip via 
bursts of low-voltage electricity. The chip signal confirms the pill is in 
the stomach and the device sends a signal that the pill has been 
swallowed. The messages can go to cell phones or laptops to inform 
doctors or family members.  
 
Look out, your medicine is watching you 
2010-11-08, Fox News/Reuters 
http://www.foxnews.com/health/2010/11/09/smart-pill-embedded-
microchip/  
 
Novartis AG plans to seek regulatory approval within 18 months for a 
pioneering tablet containing an embedded microchip, bringing the 
concept of "smart-pill" technology a step closer. The initial program 
will use one of the Swiss firm's established drugs taken by transplant 
patients to avoid organ rejection. But Trevor Mundel, global head of 
development, believes the concept can be applied to many other pills. 
Novartis agreed in January to spend $24 million to secure access to 
chip-in-a-pill technology developed by privately owned Proteus 
Biomedical of Redwood City, California, putting it ahead of rivals. The 
biotech start-up's ingestible chips are activated by stomach acid and 
send information to a small patch worn on the patient's skin, which 
can transmit data to a smartphone or send it over the Internet to a 
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doctor. Because the tiny chips are added to existing drugs, Novartis 
does not expect to have to conduct full-scale clinical trials to prove the 
new products work. Instead, it aims to do so-called bioequivalence 
tests to show they are the same as the original. A bigger issue may be 
what checks should be put in place to protect patients' personal 
medical data as it is transmitted from inside their bodies by wireless 
and Bluetooth. 
 
Soon it will be you waving your hand under a scanner: 
 
Electronic Pick-pocketing 
2012-01-10, WREG-TV (Memphis, TN CBS affiliate) 
http://wreg.com/2012/01/10/electronic-pickpocketing/ 
 
Call it high-tech hijacking. Thieves now have the capabilities to steal 
your credit card information without laying a hand on your wallet. It’s 
new technology being used in credit and debit cards, and it’s already 
leaving nearly 140 million people at-risk for electronic pickpocketing. It 
all centers around radio frequency identification technology, or RFID. 
It’s supposed to make paying for things faster and easier. You just 
wave the card, and you’ve paid. But now some worry it’s also making 
life easier for crooks trying to rip you off. In a crowd, Walt 
Augustinowicz blends right in. And that’s the problem. “If I’m walking 
through a crowd, I get near people’s back pocket and their wallet, I 
just need to be this close to it and there’s [their] credit card and 
expiration date on the screen,” says Augustinowicz demonstrating how 
easily cards containing RFID can be hacked. Armed with a credit card 
reader he bought for less than $100 on-line and a netbook computer 
... for about an hour he patrolled Beale Street, looking for RFID chips 
to read, and credit card information to steal. Even scarier, 
Augustinowicz says bad guys could work a crowd, stealing numbers 
and then e-mail them anywhere in the world. It’s not just your credit 
and debit cards at-risk. While they are harder to hack, all US passports 
issued since 2006 contain RFID technology that can be read, and 
swiped. “It gives me a lot of personal information like your date of 
birth, your photo if I wanted to make some sort of ID,” said 
Augustinowicz demonstrating with his reader. 
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An Orwellian solution to kids skipping school 
2007-02-20, Atlanta Journal-Constitution (Atlanta's leading 
newspaper) 
http://www.ajc.com/opinion/content/opinion/stories/2007/02/19/0220
truants.html 
 
Let's say your teenager is a habitual truant and there is nothing you 
can do about it. A Washington area politician thinks he might have the 
solution: Fit the child with a Global Positioning System chip, then have 
police track him down. "It allows them to get caught easier," said 
Maryland Delegate Doyle Niemann (D-Prince George's), who recently 
co-sponsored legislation in the House that would use electronic 
surveillance as part of a broader truancy reduction plan. "It's going to 
be done unobtrusively. The chips are tiny and can be put into a 
hospital ID band or a necklace." Niemann's legislation mirrors a bill 
sponsored by state Sen. Gwendolyn Britt (D-Prince George's). Both 
would provide truants and their parents with better access to social 
services, such as mental health evaluations and help with schoolwork. 
Electronic monitoring would be a last resort. Still, the prospect of 
tagging children and using them in some "catch and release" hunt by 
police casts a pall over everything that's good about the plan. Odd how 
billions and billions of dollars keep going to a war that almost nobody 
wants, but there's never enough to fund the educational programs that 
nearly everybody says are needed. Aimed solely at students in Prince 
George's — the only predominantly black county in the Washington 
area — the truancy effort is called a "pilot program," a first-of-its-kind 
experiment. It would cost $400,000 to keep track of about 660 
students a year. 
 
Military Plans To Test Brain Implants To Fight Mental Disorders 
2014-05-26, NPR blog 
http://www.npr.org/blogs/health/2014/05/27/316129491/military-
plans-to-test-brain-implants-to-fight-mental-disorders  
 
The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, or DARPA, is 
launching a $70 million program to help military personnel with 
psychiatric disorders using electronic devices implanted in the brain. 
The goal of the five-year program is to develop new ways of treating 
problems including depression, anxiety and post-traumatic stress 
disorder, all of which are common among service members who fought 
in Iraq or Afghanistan. The new program will fund development of 
high-tech implanted devices able to both monitor and electrically 
stimulate specific brain circuits. The effort will be led by scientists at 
the University of California, San Francisco and Massachusetts General 
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Hospital. The UCSF team will begin its work by studying volunteers 
who already have probes in their brains as part of treatment for 
epilepsy or Parkinson's disease. That will allow researchers to "record 
directly from the brain at a level of resolution that's never [been] done 
before," says Eddie Chang, a neurosurgeon at UCSF. And because 
many of the volunteers also have depression, anxiety and other 
problems, it should be possible to figure out how these conditions have 
changed specific circuits in the brain, Chang says. The scientists ... 
hope to design tiny electronic implants that can stimulate the cells in 
faulty brain circuits. "We know that once you start putting stimulation 
into the brain, the brain will change in response," Chang says. 
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Feminism Is Jewish Social Marxism [And 

Male Feminism]: 

-High Priest Don Mageson 666 

 

Commissar Anita Sarkeesian educates us all in the message of the Jewish Marxism gospel: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SA0aKjY8K50  

 

 

Anita Sarkeesian: “everything is sexist, everything is racist, everything is homophobic” 

 

She summed up what Jewish Marxism's entire gospel is. Divide and conqueror on every line. 

Destroy the host society and by any means and then institute Communist narrative to 

impose Jewish control over us and make a Jewish world. Feminism is part of Jewish 

Communism. And Communism is Judaism as the Jews tell us themselves. 

 

We see this in their original blue print the Jewish Bible.  

 

The Jewish Nazarene states: 

"If anyone comes to me and does not hate their father and mother, wife and children, 

brothers and sisters--yes, even their own life--such a person cannot be my disciple."-Luke 

14:26 

 

Divide the Goyim against everyone and everything even themselves. By the weapon of 

conditioned hatred. Along all lines, race, class, gender, nation. This is the core tactic of 

Communism. 

 

 

"Some call it Marxism -- I call it Judaism" (Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, The American Bulletin, May 

15, 1935).  

 

As we where told outright by the Jew, Maurice Samuel in his book: ‘You Gentiles’  

 

“We Jews, we, the destroyers, will remain the destroyers for ever. Nothing that you do will 

meet our needs and demands. We will for ever destroy because we need a world of our 

own, a God-world [Jewish World Order]".... As Samuel tells us right to our faces what a "God 

World" is. 

 

"We [Jews] have a national God. In the heart of any pious Jew, God is a Jew."  

 

For the Jews this ultimate world desire is expressed as a World Communist Dictatorship. 

 

"The Communist soul is the soul of Judaism. Hence it follows that, just as in the Russian 

revolution the triumph of Communism was the triumph of Judaism...."  

(A Program for the Jews and Humanity, Rabbi Harry Waton, p. 143-144). 
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The Jewish creators and pushers of Social Marxist Feminism:  

 

-Gloria Steinem (1934- ); founder, Ms. Magazine.  

-Bella Abzug (1920-1998); Civil rights and labor attorney elected to Congress (House of Rep.) 

from New York City; served 1971-1977.  

-Betty Friedan (1921- ); feminist leader and author of the book "The Feminine Mystique" 

(1963).  

-Shulamith Firestone (1945- ); Canadian feminist. Wrote "The Dialectic of Sex" (1970).  

-Andrea Dworkin (1946- ); radical; apparent lesbian. Author of the book "Intercourse" 

(1987).  

-Susan Brownmiller (1935- ); U.S. feminist. Wrote the book "Against Our Will" (1975).  

-Susan Faludi (1959- ); author of the book "Backlash" (1992).  

-Naomi Wolf (1962- ); advisor to Al Gore in the 2000 U.S. presidential election.  

-Emma Goldman (1869-1940); early U.S. feminist.  

-Ernestine Rose (1810-1892); b. in Poland; early feminist.  

-Phyllis Chesler (1941- ); U.S. feminist; author of the book "Woman's Inhumanity to Woman" 

(2002).  

-Judy Chicago (Cohen) (1939- ); U.S. feminist. Author of the book "The Dinner Party" (1996).  

-Robin Morgan (1941- ); U.S. feminist. Former editor-in-chief, Ms. magazine.  

-Letty Cottin Pogrebin (1939- ); U.S. feminist; co-founded Ms. magazine.  

-Gerda Lerner (1920- ); b. in Austria.  

-Annie Nathan Meyer (1867-1951); U.S. feminist.  

-Maud Nathan (1862-1946); sister of Annie Nathan Meyer; U.S. feminist.  

-Geri Palast (1950- ); chair, Committee on Women in the Global Economy; U.S. feminist.  

-Rose Schneiderman (1882-1972); b. in Poland.  

-Anita Pollitzer (1894-1975); U.S. feminist; pal of artist Georgia O'Keeffe.  

-Gene Boyer (no birthyear available); a founder of N.O.W.; president of Jewish Feminists; 

U.S. feminist.  

-Lucy Komisar (1942- ); author of the book "The New Feminism" (1971); U.S. feminist.  

-Karen Nussbaum (1950- ); (apparently Jewish); leader of 9to5- National Association of 

Working Women.  

-Eleanor Flexner (1908-1995); (apparently Jewish--relative is a Zionist); U.S. feminist.  

-Riane Eisler (1931- ); b. Vienna; author/feminist; . Author of the book "The Chalice and the 

Blade" (1987). 

 

 

The Jews will never be our friends or allies as Gentiles. Only destroy us, no good Jews, just 

Jews: 

 

“I do not believe that the primal difference between gentile and Jew is reconcilable. You and 

we may come to an understanding, never to a reconciliation. There will be irritation 

between us as long as we are in intimate contact. For nature and constitution and vision 

divide us from all of you forever – not a mere conviction, not a mere language, not a mere 

difference of national or religious allegiance.” (p. 23-24).-Maurice Samuel  

 

Samuel tells us right in our faces: 

“In everything we [Jews] are destroyers – even in the instruments of destruction to which 

we turn for relief." 
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This is what a Male Feminist Looks Like: 

 

 

 

 
 

So its established fact by Bronies that Bronies are men who support and need Feminism, 

thus Male feminists. Many Brony men are in fact very vocal supporters of the SJW's [Social 

Jewing Warrior's]. Brony culture connects deeply into the whole current Feminist [cultural 

Marxist] neoliberal paradigm. In fact Bronies are the creation of decades of Jewish social 

wrecking of Feminist policy. Liberalism is diet coke Communism.  
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Feminism Is Jewish Social Marxism: 

topic9094.html 
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If where going to get out of this, People we all need each other. Together we are strong and 

the Jews know this. Otherwise they would not try and divide us along every line. 
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Italy was Pagan 
Jewish Infiltration – Italians are not Jews !!  

In reply to a message asking if the Italian Race is of the enemy, or if it is a 
Jewish Race, that popped up on the yahoo JoS group 
(https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoyofSatan666/conversations/messag
es/141395) , I would like to report some useful informations to understand 
that this is not the case. 

The Jews, who have in Italy (in truth it’s in the Vatican, thin State put inside of 
the Italian borders near Rome) one of their headquarters, the Roman Catholic 
Church, are working very hard to bring people to believe that Italian people 
are a Jewish Race or that they are at their service in some way. It is true that 
many Jews live in Italy (as there are many in all the world), and that in some 
cases they mixed with Italians, like they mixed with all races including Eastern 
people, Chinese, Black Africans, etc. But the Jews are and alien, external and 
parasite race, having no connection to Italy and its story and biological 
origins, with a different Dna (also the State of Israel is proposing a Dna test to 
determine if a person is Jewish or not : 
http://www.breakingisraelnews.com/22424/dna-testing-can-reveal-jewish-
ancestry-bolster-zionist-narrative/#OISYxk9YPOgJG2RJ.97). 

It must be said as a premise that Fascism, that was present in Italy more or 
less together with Hitler’s National Socialism in Germany (1922-1943), 
unfortunately did not own the same connotation and spiritual Nazi values, 
was not based on Natural Laws, and was mainly a reaction movement 
opposing communism only. However Mussolini was allied to Hitler, mainly 
thanks to anti-Semitic Fascist attitude, and stood in favor of Italy and the 
Italian Race so that it’s worth to mention this. 
The differences between National Socialism and Fascism are described in 
this document, page 10 : 
http://webzoom.freewebs.com/spiritualwarfare666/Understanding_NS.pdf 

Here below I report useful informations regarding the Italian Race, of the 
Fascist age. 

“The racist scientist Manifest or, short, Race Manifest, was published under 
the title of Fascism and race problems on the 14 July 1938 on the newspaper 
Giornale d’Italia, and was copied on the first number of the magazine The 
Defense of the Race, which director was T. Interland and that was willed by 
Mussolini itself. The text explains the fascist racism at the end of the 1930s. 
Its publication is explained in the contest of the progressively tighter alliance 
with Nazi Germany, and is a premise to the racial laws enforced in the late 
summer and fall of 1938. The Manifest  asserted the biological concept of 
racism, the existence of a pure italian race and that jews were non-
assimilable, as they were a non-european race”. 
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Source: Treccani Encyclopedia Online 
http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/manifesto-della-razza_%28Dizionario-di-
Storia%29/  

  

"The minister party’s secretary received on the 26 July XVI a group of fascist 
scholars, that were teachers in italian universities, who, under Ministry of 
Popolar Culture’s protection, wrote or adhered to the proposals building the 
basis of fascist racism”. 

Point n.4 of the Manifest : 
“THE PRESENT POPULATION OF ITALY IS MAINLY OF ARYAN ORIGIN, 
AND ITS CIVILIZATION IS ARYAN. This population with Aryan civilization 
lives from many millennia in our peninsula; very few is survived from pre-
Aryan people. The present Italians’ origin essentially comes from elements of 
the same races that form, and were forming, the perpetually alive tissue of 
Europe”. 

“On th 25th July 1938 – after a meeting of the ten writers of the thesis, the 
popular culture minister Dino Alfieri and the PNF [National Fascist Party] 
secretary Achille Starace – the PNF political secretary communicates the 
complete text, with the names of people signing it and people adhering to it”. 

Source: Wikipedia https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leggi_razziali_fasciste 

If we analyze the Jews’ history in Italy, it is blatant that they have always been 
an alien race, that came to Italy and was not previously present there, that 
have been expelled and repressed many times due to their crimes and their 
hostile and parasite presence. It shines through also the confusion created by 
the same Jews who, by mean of corruption and infiltration, have many times 
obtained favors from politicians that were under their psychic control. But they 
have been expelled many times. 
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Here below we have some extracts from the book “Story of the Jews in Italy” , 
Einaudi 1992, by Attilio Milano (Jewish writes who fled in Palestine in 1939 
after the enforcement of racial laws in Italy). 

Chapter 1 – “Pagan-roman age”. 
Page 7 – “During 139, when the third asmodeic embassy was visiting Rome, 
the praetor Ispalo, or maybe Gineo Cornelio Isparo, who was in charge of 
surveillance on foreigners residents in the city, expelled astrologers and 
chaldeans [my note, most likely this is an exaggeration that the Jewish author 
uses to justify his race], and at the same time imposed the jews to return 
immediately to their countries”. 
Page 13 – “The brutal episode of the deportation of your people in Sardinia. 
The only relevant news we have on italian jews at the beginning of the new 
millennia – and that indiscriminately threatened the existence of the whole 
[jewish] community, was a consequence of the drastic action made by 
Seiano, the powerful person favorite by Tiberio, to eradicate that weed of 
malefic ‘misteriosofic’ sects coming from east …”. 
Page 22 – “A decree by Settimio Severo in 204 prohibited, under heavy 
punishments, the conversions of pagan people to hebraism and christianity, 
while allowing jewish-born people to fully enjoy their privileges”. 
Page 26-28 – “Passing from Rome to the rest of Italy … the constituent 
ambiguity of jewish communities in the remaining regions of Southern Italy is 
underlined … the settlement of jews in Puglia had origin from ninety thousand 
jews that Titus brought as prisoners with him … This tradition … must be 
considered not exact by defect. It is likely that they were jewish merchants 
instead of prisoners …”. 

Chapter 2 – “The dark age (313 – 1100 approx.)” 
Page 52-52 – “At the beginning of the seventh century … Italy was governed 
by two powers: the longobarde one, controlling the North and a large part of 
Middle and Southern territories; the byzantine one that, apart of Puglia, 
Calabria, Sicily and Sardinia, extended its influence to the esacrate of 
Ravenna, and to Venice, Rome and Naples. Between the two powers there 
was the pope … From now on, while the [jewish] branch in Rome will always 
exist, we will see a flourishing of the branches to the South … This movement 
will last until 1300 … Il will happen that the northern branches will begin to 
grow, while the southern ones will progressively dry up … The jewish 
population flow to the South was determined by many intermingling factors, 
that will make southern lands more charming for the jews … the cities on the 
coasts in the South had more intense commercial contacts with cities on the 
african coasts … that was largely inhabitated by jews”. 

Chapter 3 – “The expansion era (1100 – 1300 approx.)” 
Page 102 – “… in 1270 urged the kind to seize and burn the Talmud … the 
position of Carlo I is not clear as at first he willed and the willed not. The 
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storm pending on southern Hebraism in 1288, then hit between 1290 and 94 
… the economical situation of the jews that rapidly deteriorated because of 
the angevin fiscality”. 

And here we can see the reaction of the many people of Italy in the South, 
exasperated by the big presence, and in the North, against the Jews, during 
the Renaissance era, that caused their expulsion several times, even if, as 
we know, they rapidly came back later, as usual. We can remark the 
confusion as they were expelled, then readmitted, many times. 

Chapter 5 – “The age of upheavals (1500 – 1600 approx.)” 
Page 217 – “The 1474 saw the explosion of the worst and systematic 
excesses against the jewish population”. 
Page 219 – “On the 18th June 1492 it was published in Palermo a ban that 
extended to Sicily the famous Granata decree. Perpetual expulsion of all the 
jews from the island: within three months, or death penalty”. 
Page 223 – “In the April of 1492 Ferrante, king of Naples, made sure that all 
the jews who wanted to accommodate in his reign, would have received 
protection and privileges …” 
Pag. 230-231 – “ … Ferdinand the Catholic, who in all his lands extirpated by 
roots and in one gesture only the jewish problem and also the boor problem 
… quickly dealt with it and resolved it … between the end of 1514 end 
beginning of 1515 he ordered the immediate ban of them … Of the many tens 
of thousands of jews who lived in Naples and surroundings … only an 
irrelevant percentage was remaining …” 
Page 265-267 – “The last day of the year 1590, Filippo II issued another 
expulsion decree … In mid 1597, the 889 jews had to leave from the Milan 
area. In 1550 they were again expelled from Genoa and in 1567 from all the 
remaining cities of the republic, while two years later they were recalled and 
received permission to keep some shops and desk in activity”. 
Page 272-273 – “In 1570 the jews living in Monferrato area had to be 
subjected to some usual attitudes: the sign, unknown up to then, was 
introduced, also they were prohibited from buying any property … From Asti, 
under dominion of savoy, the jews were expelled in 1535 … In Rovereto, that 
was still and firmly austrian, the 1509 expulsion … did not see any return”. 

We have then seen some of the reactions from the Italian populations against 
the Jewish parasite, even if – slightly before that Fascism and the all-
important National Socialist in Germany were born – we can see that the 
Jewish parasite came back again : 

Page 449 – “The return of the Italian jews to a complete freedom brought a 
transformation of the temples’ structures … in the late decades of 1800”. 
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(Geographical distribution of the jews in the  (Geographical distribution of the jews 
second half of 13th century)     in1450-1550) 

 

The National Socialist Third Reich, by Heinrich Himmler, created the 
Ahnenerbe, an association aimed to make research on the racial heritage on 
European populations. 

From Wikipedia : 

“Department of Bolzano 
In the contest of the so-called Options, the Ahnenerbe organized from 1939 
to 1942 a giant effort trying to register and document all the germanic culture 
forms in Alto Adige, to implant it, together with german-speaking people, in 
other areas of the Third Reich. For this reasons many farms and castles were 
photographed or pictured, the popular chants were recorder, the local uses 
were filmed, the archives were checked, etc. The organization head office 
was in Bristol Hotel in Bolzano. 

Camonica Valley 
During 1935 the Ahnenerbe sent in Camonica Valley the archaeologist Franz 
Altheim and his wife, the photographer Erika Trautmann, to stody the carved 
stones of the valley. They came back to Germany saying that they found 
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traces of nordic runes carved in the rocks, confirming that the original ancient 
Rome founders were of aryan race. 

Calabria 
The Ahnenerbe was interested in the city of Cosenza, because of its links to 
the visigoth leader Alarico, who dead and was buried in that city. For weeks 
the germans tried to locate the hidden tomb of the barbarian king, as the 
legend says it is at the confluence of the Busento and Crati rivers, together 
with all his belongings coming from the sack of Rome in the year 410. 

Sardinia 
In the 1930s a special division of the Ahnenerbe made, during a trip, some 
researches in different places in Sardinia, like Olbia and Cagliari, but we don’t 
know which was the aim and the result”. 

We can see everywhere proofs and testimony of the Pagan [Satanic] 
traditions of Italian People and of the Ancient Romans, you only need to 
observe the Roman Empire history (before coming of Xianity) that is full of 
Pagan Gods. 
Notes in http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Baal-Berith.html 

Also, we all know the Giza Pyramids in Egypt, depicting the Orion 
Constellation, where Satan and the Demons live, who are the Original Gods 
of Humanity. 
http://www.exposingcommunism.com/Sermons-of-Satan-Volume-1-2002-
2005-3-11-15.pdf  (page 56) 

Also, in Italy occurred several migration flows, like the Celtic one coming from 
North. 

Many people bestow Celtic origins to the below mentioned Pyramids, even if 
we don’t have any concrete proof as they have been hidden by the 
Judeo/Xian Church; in ancient times there were many migrations from the 
North to Italy like the Celtic ones (people completely unrelated to the Jews, 
too). 

From the book “The Mystery of the Celts” by Gerhard Herm – Garzanti, 1975: 

Page 204 – “Caesar who, instinctively and now without reason, compares the 
gaul gods to the roman gods, talks about a ‘dis pater’, a father-god that the 
celts ‘thought was their godfather’ … in the german culture we think to 
recognize a similar triad in Wotan-Odin [Satan], Donar-Thor and in the war 
god Ziu-Tyr; in the celtic culture we can mention Tautates, Esus e Taranis … 
he was passed as the inventor of all arts and was identified by the romans as 
the celtic Mars or the equivalent of their Mercury … Tautates had also 
sciamanics tracts, but it’s not sure if we must identify him with Lug”. 
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It is then clear and blatant that all populations that inhabited Italy in ancient 
times were Pagan, thus Satanic, and that we can only see traces of Jews and 
Hebraism in expulsion bans, crimes, infiltrations and immigration from 
external and alien locations. 

In many areas of the world we can see pyramidal buildings of any kind, and 
also in Italy do exist three partially buried pyramids with the same shape, and 
probably the same purpose, of the Giza Pyramida, so they were obviously 
Pagan buildings with magical/energetic aims. 

 

This town in the north of Milan, named Montevecchia, seems to lie on top of 
hills that once could be pyramids, as you can see from the shape in the 
above picture. 

A study made by the Prof. Adriano Gaspani showed that the Pyramids are 
recalling the position of the Orion Constellation’s stars, and they are aligned 
to the four cardinal point with a precision of 0,5° degrees. 

http://www.duepassinelmistero.com/spirano3.htm 
http://www.european-pyramids.eu/wb/pages/european-
pyramids/italy/montevecchia.php?lang=DE 

So, in view of this and by making some personal researches, you can see 
that Italy is everything but Jewish in its origins, and that the Ancient 
Populations that was present there was fully Pagan/Satanic until the arrival of 
Xianity (Christianity) that destroyed, deleted and ruined everything that was 
present before of its arrival, spiritually corrupting our society, and causing it to 
decay up to the present level, helping the further arrival of the Jews parasites 
that slowly got the control of the Country and brought it under their dominion 
(same as happened in the Usa, Brasil, European Union, etc.) thanks to the 
huge amount of psychic energy they got, giving them the power to do this. 
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It is important to understand that Italians have nothing to do with the Jews, 
who are an alien and parasite population, who arrived in Italy and were 
expelled, not wanted, repelled in most cases like in many other countries in 
the world. 
Italy unfortunately is one of the most Xianized countries in the world, and this 
inserted in the Italian mass-mind more Judeo/Xian themes and a bigger 
sense of Xian servitude, but it’s only a spell and a mass hypnosis that is 
going on from centuries. 

Italians wake up !! 

S. S. 666 
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The Jewish run worthless media tells us Goyim the world is supposed to cry over 11 of the 

Chosen People who where murdered by a maniac. But in the Chosen World of Israel the Jews 

turn Jewish mass murders who walk into peoples religious services and violently machine gun 

them down into literal Saints and Hero worship them as righteous Jews. Their Jewish Prime 

Minister even awards them national honors. 
 

"The story of the massacre committed by in the Patriarchs' Cave in Hebron on February 25, 

1994, is well known. Goldstein entered the Muslim prayer hall and shot worshippers mostly in 

their backs, killing 29, including children, and wounding many more. In this chapter we shall not 

describe that massacre; rather we shall focus upon Goldstein's career prior to the massacre and 

upon the reactions of the Israeli government and fundamentalist Jews to the massacre a short 

time after it occurred. This should provide a vivid illustration of Jewish fundamentalism. We shall 

extend our discussion of some details until the summer of 1998." 

 

Note this Jew murdered these innocent people on the Jewish holy day of Purim where they 

celebrate murdering men, women and children.  
 

"Dr. Baruch Goldstein was the Kach Party terrorist who machine gunned 39 Palestinians 

worshipping at Cave of the Patriarchs mosque in Hebron. 
 

Rabbis praised his mass murder and then Prime Minister Yitshak Rabin gave permission for a 

memorial to honor Goldstein." 
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"Epitaph on the mass murderer’s government-approved monument: 
 

”Here lies the saint, Dr. Baruch Kappel Goldstein, blessed be the memory of the righteous and 

holy man, may The Lord avenge his blood, who devoted his soul to The Jews, Jewish religion 

and Jewish land. His hands are innocent and his heart is pure. He was killed as a martyr of God 

on the 14th of Adar, Purim, in the year 5754.” 
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http://www.sunray22b.net/baruch_goldstein.htm 
The story of the massacre committed by https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baruch_Goldstein in the 

Patriarchs' Cave in Hebron on February 25, 1994, is well known. Goldstein entered the Muslim 

prayer hall and shot worshippers mostly in their backs, killing 29, including children, and 

wounding many more. In this chapter we shall not describe that massacre; rather we shall focus 

upon Goldstein's career prior to the massacre and upon the reactions of the Israeli government 

and fundamentalist Jews to the massacre a short time after it occurred. This should provide a 

vivid illustration of Jewish fundamentalism. We shall extend our discussion of some details until 

the summer of 1998. 
 

One important background fact about Goldstein exemplifies the influence of Jewish 

fundamentalism in Israel: long before the massacre, Goldstein as an army physician repeatedly 

breached army discipline by refusing to treat Arabs, even those serving in the Israeli army. He 

was not punished, either while in active or reserve service, for his refusal because of 

intervention in his favor. Political commentators discussed this story in the Hebrew press even 

though not a single Israeli politician referred to it. This story deserves detailed exploration in our 

analysis of Jewish fundamentalism. 

 

In his March 1, 1994, Yediot Ahronot article, Arych Kizel, a regular Davar correspondent, wrote 

that Goldstein, shortly after immigrating to Israel and as a conscript assigned to an artillery 

battalion in Lebanon as a doctor, refused to treat Gentiles. According to Kizel, Goldstein, after 

refusing to treat a wounded Arab, declared: "I am not willing to treat any non-Jew. I recognize as 

legitimate only two [religious] authorities: Maimonides and Kahane." Kizel further reported:  
 

Three Druze soldiers who served in Goldstein's battalion approached their commander and 

asked for another doctor to be stationed in their battalion, because they were afraid that 

Goldstein would refuse to treat them in case they were wounded. Because of their request 

Goldstein was reassigned to another battalion. He continued to serve as a military doctor both in 

the conscript army and in the reserves. After some years he was reassigned to the regional 

Hebron brigade of the central command where he thereafter served his reserve stint. 

Immediately after receiving this assignment, he told his commanders that his religious faith 

would make it impossible for him to treat wounded or ill Arabs; he asked to be reassigned 

elsewhere. His request was granted, and he was reassigned to a reserve unit serving in South 
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Lebanon. 
 

Amir Oren, who subsequently became the military correspondent of Haaretz, provided the most 

complete story of Goldstein's relations with the Israeli army and the entire Israeli political 

establishment in his March 4 Davar article. According to Oren, after the 1984 elections and the 

subsequent formation of the national unity government, then Defense Minister Yitzhak Rabin 

and then Chief of Staff General Moshe Levy learned about Goldstein's refusal to treat non-Jews 

in Lebanon. Oren wrote: 
 

When Goldstein's refusal to treat non-Jewish patients became evident to his commanders, both 

the artillery corps and medical corps commanders quite naturally wanted to court-martial him 

and thus get rid of him. They took it for granted that this could be easily done, because 

Goldstein had graduated only from the army's course for medical officers. [Goldstein did not 

have combat officer training, which is normally a prerequisite for admission to the course for 

medical officers.] The two corps [commanders] also knew that Goldstein, while attending the 

army's course for medical officers, had become notorious as an anti-Arab extremist. 
 

According to other Hebrew press reports, some of Goldstein's trainee colleagues demanded 

that he be dismissed from the course; their demand was refused. Oren related: "(Goldstein) was 

already then protected by highly placed people in senior ministries. Those patrons requested 

that Goldstein be allowed to serve in Kiryat Arba rather than in a combat battalion." The 

situation then developed into "a bone of contention between the commander of the army's 

medical corps and its chief rabbi." Oren continued: 
 

In the end the issue of what to do with an officer who openly refused to obey orders by invoking 

Halacha has never been resolved, even if that officer openly refused to provide medical help 

both to Israeli soldiers and POWS. Can we avoid being stunned by the army's failure to court-

martial Goldstein? Why was no order to court-martial him ever issued by the entire chain of the 

army command? That chain of command included the commander of the northern command, 

Reserve General Orri Or [a Labor MK and later in 1994 the chairman of the Knesset Committee 

for Foreign and Defense Affairs], and General Amos Yaron, who now is the commander of the 

manpower department. Why did they refuse to decide without first consulting the chief rabbi? 

The already embarrassed medical corps [commanders] now [after the massacre] admit that they 

were scared by publicity that might have propelled the religious parties and religious settlers' 

lobbies to make things more of a mess than ever before. The fear of publicity time after time 

prompted the army commanders to give in to all kinds of Goldsteins, rather than to denounce 

their views and court-martial them. 

 

Many sources corroborated Oren's hinting that this Goldstein situation did not constitute a 

unique case. The story told by Oren revealed the pervasiveness of the religious parties' 

influence in the Israeli army. Jewish orthodoxy's stance against non-Jews, as openly advocated 

by Goldstein's idolized leader, Rabbi Meir Kahane, was—and still is—an essential position held 

by the major religious parties. As such, this stance has had a strong impact upon the Israeli 

army. Had Rabin and the army commanders mentioned by Oren, moreover, felt no affinity 

whatsoever with Kahane's and Goldstein's views, they would not have given in to the religious 

parties with such abandon and thus sacrificed all consideration of military discipline. Israeli 

policies, directed towards Palestinians, other Middle East Arabs (perceived by Zionists as non-

Jews) and people of other nations, are only explainable by assuming that they are based upon 
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anti-Gentile feeling. The anti-Gentile feeling is strongest among the most religious Jews but 

exists as well in this secular milieu. This is the reason why support for Goldstein in 1984 and 

1985 had a sequel in the excuses by many Israeli leaders for the slaughter. These excuses 

were thinly disguised by mostly hypocritical expressions of shock. 
 

Goldstein's refusal to give proper medical treatment to non-Jews continued after he was 

transferred to Kiryat Arba. In his February 27,1994 Yediot Ahronot article, Nahum Barnea wrote:  
 

The senior Israeli army officer in the Hebron area told me about his two encounters with Baruch 

Goldstein. The second time he saw him was in the company of Kach goons who were abusing 

President Ezer Weisman during his visit to Kiryat Arba. The first time he encountered Goldstein 

was after an Israeli soldier had wounded a local Arab in his legs. The Arab was brought to an 

army clinic for treatment, but Goldstein refused to treat him. Another army physician had to be 

summoned to substitute for Goldstein. The officer did not explain why Goldstein was thereafter 

not demoted in rank but was rather allowed to keep performing his duties in the reserves. 

Incidentally, his misconduct also constituted a violation of the oath he had taken upon becoming 

a doctor, but for this the Israeli army cannot be blamed. 
 

Barnea made clear that the entire Israeli establishment, not just the army, was responsible for 

the leniency granted to Goldstein for his misdeeds. The leniency lasted until the massacre. Only 

after the massacre did the official line change to shock, coupled with assertions that Goldstein 

had acted alone. Thus, during the first three hours after the slaughter Rabin and his retinue 

insisted either that Goldstein was a psychopath or that he was a devoted doctor who happened 

to suffer a momentary derangement. Barnea reported: "Within hours a whole edifice of 

rationalization was built, according to which Goldstein had allegedly been under unbearable 

mental pressure, because he had to attend so many wounded and dead [persons], including 

Arabs." The men who propagated this lie knew that Goldstein had refused to treat Arabs. 

Barnea continued: "Thus, the Arabs were made guilty for what he could not avoid doing. The 

implication was that the Arabs assaulted him rather than the other way around and that he really 

acted for the benefit of the Arabs by letting them finally realize that Jewish blood could not be 

shed with impunity." This brazen lie was maintained as long as possible before being 

abandoned without apology. The propagation of such a lie reveals the influence of Jewish 

fundamentalism upon the secular parts of the Israeli establishment. 

 

Goldstein represented Jewish fundamentalism in the extreme. Some of the Gush Emunim 

leaders at the time of the massacre were only a bit less extreme. Barnea compared Goldstein's 

attitude toward non-Jews with that of Rabbi Levinger, the Gush Emunim leader whom he 

interviewed on the day of the massacre: 
 

Levinger was in a good mood; after arguing about how religious settlers should respond to the 

massacre, he shortly before had won the three hour debate at a session of the Kiryat Arba 

municipality. The secretary of the Council of Judea, Samara and Gaza District, Uri Ariel, [who 

became director of the prime minister's office in 1998] proposed condemning the massacre. 

Levinger staked his authority behind the proposal that the [Israeli] government should instead 

be condemned [for putting Goldstein] under unbearable mental pressure [propelling him to 

action].  

 

In the discussion the terms "murder," "massacre" or "killing" were avoided; instead the terms 
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used were "deed," "event" or "occurrence." The reason is that according to the Halacha the 

killing by a Jew of a non-Jew under any circumstances is not regarded as murder. It may be 

prohibited for other reasons, especially when it causes danger for Jews. In many cases the real 

feelings about a Jew murdering non-Jews, expressed in Israel with impunity, correspond to the 

law. Levinger told Barnea that the resolution "expresses in passing" the sorrow about dead 

Arabs "even though it emphasizes the responsibility  

of the government." When asked by Barnea whether he felt sorry, Levinger answered: "I am 

sorry not only about dead Arabs but also about dead flies." 
 

Goldstein on principle had refused to treat non-Jews for many years before the massacre. He 

worked as the municipal doctor of Kiryat Arba and treated Arabs only when he could not avoid 

doing so. Barnea quoted one of Goldstein's colleagues from the Kiryat Arba clinic who recalled 

that "whenever Goldstein arrived at a traffic accident spot and recognized that some of the 

injured were Arabs, he would attend to them but only until another doctor arrived. Then, he 

would stop treating them. 'This was his compromise between his doctor's oath and his ideology,' 

said his colleague." 
 

The Halacha enjoins precisely the behavior of Goldstein's refusing to attend non-Jews. The 

Halacha dictates that a pious Jewish doctor may treat Gentiles when his refusal to do so might 

be reported to the authorities and cause him or other Jews unpleasantness. There is reason to 

believe that whenever doctors as pious as Goldstein were forced to treat Arabs they behaved as 

did Goldstein. In his previously cited Yediot Ahronot article, Arych Kizel added that the Israeli 

army found that Goldstein's conduct did not require any disciplinary measures. A Maariv 

correspondent wrote in his March 8, 1994 article that Goldstein's military service record was 

sufficiently distinguished to earn him a ceremonial promotion from the rank of captain to that of 

major. The president of Israel would have officially awarded this promotion on April 14, 1994, 

Israel's independence day. Only Goldstein's death, which occurred at the time of the massacre, 

prevented what would have been a revealing promotion. 
 

An even greater example of Jewish fundamentalism's influence upon the secular part of the 

Israeli establishment can be detected in the official arrangement of Goldstein's elaborate funeral 

at a time that the deliberate character of the massacre could not be denied. The establishment 

was affected by the fact, widely reported in the Hebrew press but given little place in the foreign 

press, that within two days of the massacre the walls of religious neighborhoods of west 

Jerusalem (and to a lesser extent of many other religious neighborhoods) were covered by 

posters extolling Goldstein's virtues and complaining that he did not manage to kill more Arabs. 

Children of religious settlers who came to Jerusalem to demonstrate sported buttons for months 

after the massacre that were inscribed: "Dr. Goldstein cured Israel's ills." Numerous concerts of 

Jewish religious music and other events often developed into demonstrations of tribute to 

Goldstein. The Hebrew press reported these incidents of public tribute in copious detail. No 

major politician protested against such celebrations. 
 

President Weizman expressed more extravagantly than others his sorrow for the massacre. 

Weizman, as reported by Uzi Benziman in his March 4, 1994 Haaretz article, was also engaged 

in lengthy and amiable negotiations with Goldstein's family and Kach comrades concerning a 

suitably honorable funeral for the murderer. Kiryat Arba settlers, many of whom had already 

declared themselves in favor of the mass murder in radio and television interviews and had 
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lauded Goldstein as a martyr and holy man, demanded that General Yatom, the commander 

responsible for the Hebron area, allow the funeral cortege to parade through the city of Hebron, 

in order to be viewed by the Arabs even though a curfew existed. Yatom did not object outright 

to the demand but opposed it as something that could cause disorder. Tzvi Katzover, the mayor 

of Kiryat Arba and one of the most extreme leaders of the religious settlers, telephoned 

Weizman and threatened that the settlers would make a pogrom of Arabs if their demands were 

not met. Weizman responded by telephoning the chief of staff and asking why the army 

opposed the demand of the settlers. According to Benziman, Chief of Staff Barak answered: 

"The army was afraid that Arabs would desecrate Goldstein's tomb and carry away his corpse." 

In further negotiations involving Barak, Yatom, Rabin, Kach leaders and Kiryat Arba settlers, 

Weizman assumed the consistent position, as stated by Benziman, that "the army should pay 

respect to the desires and sensibilities of the settlers and of the Goldstein family." Ultimately, the 

negotiated decision was that a massively attended funeral cortege would take place in 

Jerusalem and that the police would close some of the busiest streets to the traffic in 

Goldstein's honor. Afterwards, the murderer would be buried in Kiryat Arba along the 

continuation of Kahane Avenue. According to Benziman, Kach leaders at first rejected this 

compromise. General Yatom had to approach the Kach leaders in person and beg them abjectly 

for their agreement, which he finally secured. Yatom also had to obtain consent from the 

notorious Kiryat Arba rabbi, Dov Lior. As reported in the March 4, 1994, issue of Yerushalaim 

Lior declared: "Since Goldstein did what he did in God's own name, he is to be regarded as a 

righteous man." Benziman explained the conduct of Weizman and his entourage: " After the fact 

the officials of the presidential mansion justify those goings on by the need to becalm the 

settlers' mood." After the funeral the army provided a guard of honor for Goldstein's tomb. The 

tomb became a pilgrimage site, not only for the religious settlers but also for delegations of 

pious Jews from all Israeli cities. 
 

The details of Goldstein's funeral as arranged through the office of President Weizman are 

significant. The facts below were taken mostly from the Ilana Baum and Tzvi Singer report, 

published in Yediot Ahronot on February, 28 1994. The funeral's first installment took place in 

Jerusalem. Among the estimated thousand mourners only a few were settlers from Kiryat Arba. 

Baum and Singer noted: "Without having met Goldstein personally, other mourners most of 

whom were Jerusalemites, were enthusiastic admirers of his deed. Many more were Yeshiva 

students. A large group represented the Chabad Hassidic movement, another group [consisted 

of anti-Zionist] Satmar Hassids." Other Hassidic movements were also well represented. (Not 

mentioned in the English-language press, Goldstein, a follower of Kahane, was also a follower 

of the Lubovitcher rabbi.) Baum and Singer continued: 
 

People awaiting the arrival of the corpse could be heard repeating: "What a hero! A righteous 

person! He did it on behalf of all of us." As usual in such encounters between religious Jews, all 

the participants tuned into a single, collective personality, united by their burning hatred of the 

Israeli media, the wicked Israeli government and, above all else, of anyone who dared to speak 

against the murder. 
 

Before the start of the procession well-known rabbis eulogized Goldstein and commended the 

murder. Rabbi Israel Ariel, for example, said: "The holy martyr, Baruch Goldstein, is from now 

on our intercessor in heaven. Goldstein did not act as an individual; he heard the cry of the land 

of Israel, which is being stolen from us day after day by the Muslims. He acted to relieve that cry 

of the land!" Toward the end of his eulogy Rabbi Ariel added: "The Jews will inherit the land not 
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by any peace agreement but only by shedding blood." Ben-Shoshan Yeshu'a, a Jewish 

underground member, sentenced to life imprisonment for murder and amnestied after a few 

years spent under luxurious hotel conditions, lauded Goldstein and praised his action as an 

example for other Jews to follow. 
 

Border guards, police and the secret police protected the funeral cortege. Baum and Singer 

related: 
 

An entire unit of border guards precede the cortege; they were followed by young Kahane group 

members from Jerusalem who continuously yelled: "death to the Arabs." While obviously 

intending to find an Arab to kill, they could not spot one. Suddenly, a border guard noticed an 

Arab approaching the cortege behind a low fence. The border guard immediately jumped over 

the fence, stopped the Arab and, using force, led him away to safety before anyone could 

notice. He [the border guard] thus saved him [the Arab] from a certain lynching. 

 

Behind the young Kahane group members was a coffin, which was surrounded by leaders of 

Kahane splinter groups, some of whom were wanted by the police. (The police and the secret 

police claimed later that they did not recognize these wanted leaders. The press correspondents 

easily recognized them.) Baum wrote: 
 

Tiran Pollak, a Kahane group leader wanted by the police, granted me an interview near the 

coffin. "Goldstein was not only righteous and holy," he told me, "but also a martyr. Since he is a 

martyr, his corpse will be buried without being washed, not in a shroud but in his clothes. The 

honorable Dr. Goldstein has always refused to provide medical help to Arabs. Even during the 

war for Galilee he refused to treat any Arab, including those serving in the army. General Gad 

Navon, the chief rabbi of the Israeli army, at that time contacted Meir Kahane to ask him to 

persuade Baruch Goldstein of blessed memory to treat the Arabs. Kahane, however, refused to 

do so, because this would be against the Jewish religion." Suddenly the crowd began yelling: 

"Death to the journalists." I looked around and realized that I was the only journalist inside the 

crowd of mourners. I clung to Tiran Pollak and begged him to "please protect me." I was scared 

to death that the crowd might recognize me as a journalist. 
 

Military guards transported Goldstein's coffin to Kiryat Arba through Palestinian villages. A 

second round of eulogies was delivered in the hall of the Hesder Yeshiva Nir military institution 

by a motley of religious settlers, including the aforementioned Rabbi Dov Lior. Lior said: 

"Goldstein was full of love for fellow human beings. He dedicated himself to helping others." The 

terms "human beings" and "others" in the Halacha refer solely to Jews. Lior continued: 

"Goldstein could not continue to bear the humiliations and shame nowadays inflicted upon us; 

this was why he took action for no other reason than to sanctify the holy name of God." 

 

Tohay Hakah reported in Yerushalaim on March 4,1994 upon another Lior eulogy of Goldstein a 

few days after the funeral. He recalled that Lior several years ago was excoriated in the press 

for recommending that medical experiments be performed on the live bodies of Arab terrorists. 

The outcry against this recommendation influenced the attorney general to prevent the 

otherwise guaranteed election of Lior to the Supreme Rabbinical Council of Israel. The attorney 

general, however, did not interfere with Lior's current rabbinical duties. The press reported upon 

other eulogies, delivered not only in religious settlements but in religious neighborhoods of 

many Israeli towns during the days immediately following the slaughter. The Hebrew press 
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reportage of these eulogies suggests that the most virulent lauding of Goldstein and the calling 

for further massacres of Arabs occurred in the more homogeneous religious communities. 
 

The approval of Goldstein and his mass murder extended well beyond the perimeters of the 

religious Jewish community. Secular Israeli Jews, especially many of the youth, praised 

Goldstein and his deed. That Israeli youth were even more pleased by the massacre than were 

the adults is well-documented. The concern here nevertheless will be with the adult population, 

which in many ways is the most significant. According to Yuval Katz, who wrote an article 

published in the March 4, 1994 issue of Yerushalaim, it is not true that "with the exception of a 

few psychopaths, the entire nation and its politicians included, has resolutely condemned Dr. 

Goldstein, even though, luckily for us, all major television networks in the world were last week 

still deluded by this untruth." Katz told how a popular television entertainer, Rafi Reshef, who 

was not controlled as tightly as the moderators in sedate panels, "could this week announce the 

findings of some reliable polls." Katz continued: 
 

It is important that according to one poll about 50 per cent of Kiryat Arba inhabitants approve of 

the massacre. More important is another poll that showed that about 50 per cent of Israeli Jews 

are more sympathetic toward the settlers after the massacre than they were before the 

massacre. The most important poll established that at least 50 per cent of Israeli Jews would 

approve of the massacre, provided that it was not referred to as a massacre but rather as a 

"Patriarch's Cave operation," a nice-sounding term already being used by religious settlers. 

 

Katz reported that the politicians and academics interviewed by Reshef failed to grasp the 

significance of those findings. Attributing them to a chance occurrence, they refused to 

comment upon them. He tended to excuse them: 
 

I presume that those busy public figures, along with everybody else who this week exerted 

himself to speak in the name of the entire nation simply did not have time to walk the streets in 

the last days. Yet, with the exception of the wealthiest neighborhoods, people could be seen 

smiling merrily when talking about the massacre. The stock popular comment was: "Sure, 

Goldstein is to be blamed. He could have escaped with ease and have done the same in four 

other mosques, but he didn't." 
 

The impression of many other Israelis corresponded to the Reshef findings. People were rather 

evenly divided into two categories: in one category the people were vociferous in cheering the 

slaughter; in the other category the people mostly remained silent and condemned the 

massacre only if encouraged to do so. Katz continued: 
 

Therefore, this was the right time to draw finally the obvious conclusion that we, the Jews, are 

not any more sensitive or merciful than are the Gentiles. Many Jews have been programmed by 

the same racist computer program that is shaping the majority of the world's nations. We have 

to acknowledge that our supposed advancement in progressive beliefs and democracy have 

failed to affect the archaic forms of Jewish tribalism. Those who still delude themselves that 

Jews might be different than [people of] other nations should now know better. The spree of 

bullets from Goldstein's gun was for them an occasion to learn something. 

 

The wise comments of Katz were not heeded in Israel except by a minority. It may be that had 

more Israeli Jews paid attention and heeded the words of Katz the murder of Yitzhak Rabin 
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would have been averted. In the view of this book's authors, the important difference between 

the real shock caused by Rabin's murder and the lack of shock caused by Goldstein's massacre 

lies in the fact that Goldstein's victims were non-Jews. 

 

Although less direct than Katz, many other commentators in the Israeli Hebrew press have 

focused upon that part of the Israeli Jewish public who were shocked by the rejoicing over the 

massacre of innocent people and disturbed by the apologia offered by many politicians and 

public figures. Some of those people who were shocked described the backers of and 

apologists for Goldstein as "Nazis" or "Nazi-like." These same people, who can be considered 

moderate hawks rather than Zionist doves, had before the massacre reacted negatively to the 

use by a few Israeli Jewish critics of such terminology in describing a part of the Israeli Jewish 

population. These "moderate hawks" had habitually labelled many Arab organizations, such as 

the Abu Nidal group and the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine, "Nazi" or "Nazi-like." 

They did not repudiate their views about these Arab organizations; they merely concluded that 

some Jewish individuals and organizations also merit being so labelled on equal terms with 

some Arabs. The prestigious journalist, Teddy Preuss, reflected upon all of this in a most severe 

but substantially representative manner in his March 4, 1994 Davar article:  
 

Compared to the giant-scale mass murderers of Auschwitz, Goldstein was certainly a petty 

murderer. His recorded statements and those of his comrades, however, prove that they were 

perfectly willing to exterminate at least two million Palestinians at an opportune moment. This 

makes Dr Goldstein comparable to Dr Mengele; the same holds true for anyone saying that he 

[or she] would welcome more of such Purim holiday celebrations. [The massacre occurred on 

that holiday.] Let us not devalue Goldstein by comparing him with an inquisitor or a Muslim 

Jihad fighter. Whenever an infidel was ready to convert to either Christianity or Islam, an 

inquisitor or Muslim Jihad fighter would, as a rule, spare his life. Goldstein and his admirers are 

not interested in converting Arabs to Judaism. As their statements abundantly testify, they see 

the Arabs as nothing more than disease-spreading rats, lice or other loathsome creatures; this 

is exactly how the Nazis believed that the Aryan race alone had laudable qualities that were 

inheritable but that could become polluted by sheer contact with dirty and morbid Jews. Kahane, 

who learned nothing from the Nuremberg Laws, had exactly the same notions about the Arabs.  
 

Really, Kahane had the same notions about non-Jews. Although less scathing than Preuss, 

other Israeli commentators suggested the same consideration. 
 

In contrast to the above criticism were the even more numerous comments about the harm 

caused to Israeli Jews by the Goldstein massacre. The lament in the February 28, 1994 Haaretz 

Economic Supplement, for example, was headlined: "Goldstein's massacre caused distress on 

the Tel-Aviv stock market." Other papers voiced similar sentiments. More importantly, Shimon 

Peres and other senior dovish politicians presented a typical political apologia in their criticism 

of the massacre, which they delivered in a meeting of the Knesset Committee for Foreign and 

Defense Affairs. Specific detail of this meeting is included below to illustrate the real opinions of 

most Israeli politicians and their general disregard of a major massacre of non-Jews except as it 

affected the interests of Israel and its allies. A March 8, 1994 Haaretz article reported the 

discussion at this meeting. Peres wasted no time expressing heartfelt shock about the murdered 

Palestinians but spoke instead about the harm to Israel caused by the "pictures of corpses that 

the entire world could watch." Peres did not condemn the armed religious settlers for their public 

rejoicing and shooting; he deplored the harm caused to Israel and to themselves by the pictures 
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of them. As quoted in Haaretz, Peres added: "The events in Hebron also adversely affected the 

interests of President Mubarak and King Hussein, and even more of the PLO and its 

leadership." Peres then went on to say: "We have had Jewish Kibbutzim located in the midst of 

Arab inhabited areas for 80 years, and I cannot recall a single instance of such a slaughter nor 

of firing at Arab buses nor of maiming Arab mayors." At this point in the discussion senior Likud 

politicians interpolated Peres. As reported in Haaretz: 
 

The first to interrupt Peres' speech was Sharon. "Kibbutzim are dear to me no less than to you, 

but there have been many cases when somebody from a kibbutz would go out to murder 

Arabs." Peres answered: "The two cases are not comparable, because in the case under 

discussion the murderer was supported by a whole group of followers." Benny Begin 

[answered]: "Why are you always talking in generalities?" Peres [responded] : "I am not. I only 

maintain that in order to pursue the peace process we need the PLO as a partner, and now this 

partnership is in straits and we need to help the PLO." Sharon [answered]: "You mean that we 

should help that murderer [Arafat]." Peres, angrily banging the table [responded]: "And what 

about Egyptians with whom you, Likud, made peace? Didn't Egyptians murder Jews? Really. 

What's the difference between war and terrorism? Does it make any difference how 16,000 of 

our soldiers were killed? Everywhere, states are making deals with terror organizations." 

Netanyahu [spoke]: "No state exists that has made a deal with an organization still committed to 

its destruction. The PLO has not rescinded the Palestinian Covenant. You are dwelling upon the 

crime committed in Hebron not in order to reassure people [Jews] living there but in order to 

advance your plan to establish a Palestinian state." Peres [answered]: "It is you and your plans 

that will lead to the formation of a Palestinian state, because it is you, the Likud, that created the 

PLO in Madrid. It is you who conceived the autonomy in the first place, contrary to all our 

[previously pursued] aims." Netanyahu [stated]: "Autonomy is not the same thing as state." 

Peres [continued]: "But it is Sharon who is first to say that autonomy is bound to lead to a 

Palestinian state... I am not less steadfast than are you; this is why I have elaborated the most 

restrictive possible interpretation of autonomy in Oslo, in relation to its territory, power and 

authorities. This is why we are against international observers and consent only to the 

temporary presence of representatives from the countries contributing money. And regarding 

the Palestinian Covenant, they have renounced it publicly, but they find it difficult to convene 

their representative bodies to ratify this renunciation." Begin [answered]: "Let me remind you 

that the PLO has not undertaken publicly to rescind the Palestinian Covenant." Peres 

[answered] : "I don't give a damn about you and/or your legalistic verbiage! Arafat said that he 

renounced the Palestinian Covenant and for me Arafat is the PLO." 
 

The above passage shows, among other things, that knowledge of Israeli politics and more 

generally Jewish affairs can be best attained by using the original sources of what Jews say 

among themselves. 

 

The continuing process of Goldstein's elevation to the rank of saint by groups of Israeli Jews 

and his worship as such began soon after the massacre. In his February 28, 1994 Haaretz 

article, Shmnuel Rosner recounted a sermon delivered on the Sabbath after the massacre by 

Rabbi Goren, the former chief military rabbi and chief rabbi of Israel. Rosner wrote: "Goren's 

conclusion was that next time an authorization would be needed for a massacre. The 

authorization should come from the community 'not from the [present] illegal government."' 

Rosner observed that the audience liked Goren's sermon but would have preferred, as would 

numerous other Israeli Jews, that the army rather than Goldstein had committed the massacre.  
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In the days and weeks after the massacre, appreciation of Goldstein and his deed spread 

throughout the Israeli religious community and among its supporters in the United States. The 

initial expressions of that appreciation may be most significant, because they were spontaneous 

and because they illustrated the influence, even beyond the messianic community, of an 

ideology that approved indiscriminate killing of Gentiles by Jews. Avirama Golan described in 

her February 28, 1994 Haaretz article how news about Goldstein on the day of the massacre 

became known in the overwhelmingly Haredi city of Bnei Brak and how the next day a religious 

Jewish crowd reacted with praise of Goldstein during a mass entertainment event. The 

massacre occurred on Purim, the festival during which religious Jews are merry and sometimes 

drink alcoholic beverages to the point of drunkenness. Bnei Brak streets were filled to capacity 

by joyful celebrants that day; a special security force, comprised of religious veterans of the 

Israeli army's elite units, had been hired by the mayor to enforce order and modesty. Golan 

described the response in the streets to the spreading news of the massacre: 
 

A hired security guard, with a huge gun in his belt, a black skullcap on his head, and special 

insignia of "Bnei Brak Security Team " on his chest, stared at a fundraising stall. Then he 

noticed his pal across the street. "A Purim miracle, I'm telling you, Purim miracle," he shouted at 

the top of his voice. "That holy man did something great. 52 Arabs at one stroke." However, the 

fundraiser, a slim yeshiva student, was skeptical. "That's just impossible," he said. "Those must 

be just stories." But the people standing around confirmed the news. "It was on the radio," they 

said. "Where?" "In the Patriarchs' Cave in Hebron." The yeshiva student turned pale. "I don't 

mind the Arabs, but it is us who will pay the price," he said. "What are you talking about?" the 

security guard shouted, "It's a Purim miracle. God has helped." People around the stall formed 

two groups: on the one hand those who said that God Himself ordained a well-deserved 

punishment of the Arabs; on the other, those who remained silent throughout. The fundraiser 

went on writing receipts and shaking his head. "Oh," he said, "nothing really happened." The 

Bnei Brak functionary's wife said that dozens of visitors who, as is customary on Purim, visited 

their home that morning, were shocked. "By the murder?" somebody asked. "To tell you the 

truth, not exactly by the murder. About what may now happen to the Jews." 
 

Jumping to the evening of the next day, Golan continued: "Masses of religious Jews were 

expected to come to Yad Eliahu Stadium [the biggest in Israel] to be entertained by the famous 

religious jazz singer, Mordechai Ben-David. For months before the massacre, this evening had 

been planned as a demonstration intended to save the land of Israel from Rabin, Peres and 

other Jewish infidels." All factions of the religious community were represented in the crowd. 

Golan again continued: 

 
The first part of the evening passed quietly and even rather dully. Only after the intermission, 

some minutes before the star of the evening was to appear, the crowd went on a rampage. The 

master of the ceremony called upon a Kiryat Arba resident to address the crowd. He started by 

praising that "righteous and holy physician, Dr. Goldstein, who rendered us a sacred service 

and got martyred in the process." The speaker called upon the audience to mourn him. By and 

large, the audience remained silent. Some applauded. Only a single individual, wearing a small 

beard and a knitted skullcap, stood up and yelled: "I disagree; that was a cold-blooded murder!" 

Instantly he was physically assaulted. Many in the crowd yelled: "Kick the infidel out of the hall!" 

The tempers calmed down only when Ben-David finally appeared on the stage and began 

singing. Outside after the performance some people reminisced that more Gentiles had been 
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killed by the Jews in Susa during the original Purim [75,000]. They, therefore, reasoned that this 

was the right time to kill a comparable number of Gentiles in the holy land. 
 

No wonder that Dov Halvertal, a member of the almost defunct faction of the NRP doves, told 

Golan: "This Purim joy epitomizes the moral collapse of religious Zionism... If religious Zionism 

does not undertake soul-searching right now, I doubt if it will ever have another opportunity."  
 

Subsequent developments showed that neither the religious Zionists nor other factions within 

the Jewish religious community were or are in any mood to engage in soul-searching. On the 

contrary, the appreciation of Goldstein and the feeling that Jews have a right and duty to kill 

Gentiles who live in the land of Israel are growing. In his March 23, 1994 Haaretz article, Nadav 

Shraggai discussed the visit of a delegation of all Israeli branches of the Bnei Akiva, the large 

youth movement affiliated with the NRP, to Kiryat Arba and Hebron, which was then under a 

curfew selectively applied to its Arab inhabitants. The purpose of this visit was to "encourage 

Jewish settlers." Yossi Leibowitz, a settler leader from Hebron, as described by Shraggai, 

"beaming with satisfaction visible in his face asked the delegation: 'Have you already visited the 

tomb of holy Rabbi Doctor Goldstein?'" The visitors rejected the suggestion but did not utter one 

word of rebuke to the worshippers of the new saint. They then had to withstand a flurry of abuse 

from their local Bnei Akiva comrades who argued that their refusal to pay homage to Goldstein 

amounted to support of the left. Local rabbis affiliated with the NRP seconded the denunciation. 

Rabbi Shimon Ben-Zion, a senior teacher in the local Hesder Yeshiva and hence a state 

employee, delivered a eulogy of Goldstein and of what he called "his act." He added: "[If the 

government] keeps bowing low to Arabs, all of whom are murderers, [and if] the Jews fail to 

establish a firm rule over the land of Israel [there will be] more Goldsteins." Most visitors made 

counter-arguments; they were nevertheless influenced by their hosts' arguments; they came to 

believe that their duty to support the Jewish settlers in Hebron was more important than any 

minor disagreements about Goldstein's sainthood. 

 

Gabby Baron reported in the March 16, 1994 Yediot Ahronot: 
 

Deputy Minister of Education Mikha Goldman was physically assaulted yesterday after 

delivering a welcoming speech at a meeting of Jerusalem's district teachers in the Binyaney 

Ha'umah hall in that city. He managed to avoid being hurt. His speech infuriated dozens of 

religious teachers, because he talked about his visit to Kiryat Arba and the shock he 

experienced when finding how enthused the religious school children were by the massacre in 

the Cave of the Patriarchs. A virtual riot erupted in the hall, which was filled by about 5000 

Jerusalem district teachers, as soon as he spoke about it. Dozens of religious teachers jumped 

onto the podium. A female teacher who managed to reach it [the podium] picked up a flowerpot 

from the speaker's table; she was ready to hurl it at him when at the last moment she balked. All 

the religious teachers assembled in rage in front of the podium and decried the deputy minister 

as "a fascist." Goldman insisted upon continuing his speech. When he ended, he had to leave 

the building under heavy guard, thanks to which the pursuing teachers were unable to injure 

him. 
 

Neither Education Minister Arnnon Rubinstein nor Prime Minister Rabin uttered a single word in 

condemnation of the incident. 

 

On April 5, 1994, Israeli radio reported that Rabbi Shimon Ben-Zion had distributed a leaflet 
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among the Kiryat Arba and Hebron settlers requesting financial contributions for a book about 

"Saint Baruch Goldstein." On April 6, Yediot Ahronot published the text. The book refers to 

Goldstein as "Rabbi Doctor Baruch Goldstein of blessed memory, let the Lord avenge his 

blood." The Kiryat Arba municipal council backed the ideas of Ben-Zion. In his April 5, 1994 

Haaretz article, Arnnon Barzilay reported that two days earlier Gush Emunim leaders, including 

Mayor Benny Katzover, had an amicable talk with Prime Minister Rabin who apologized to them 

for his past outbursts against them and promised never to repeat them. (The outbursts anyway 

were intended for consumption of the Israeli "doves," Arafat and the Western media.) The two 

sides agreed to cooperate closely in the future. Thus, Rabin understandably found it ill-advised 

to say anything about Rabbi Ben-Zion's idea. 
 

About one year later the Kiryat Arba municipality obtained a permit from the Civil Administration 

of the Occupied Territories to build a large and sumptuous memorial on Goldstein's tomb, which 

has become a place of pilgrimage. Thousands of Jews from all Israeli cities, and even more 

from the United States and France, have come to light candles and pray for the intercession of 

"holy saint and martyr," now in a special section of paradise close to God and able to obtain for 

them various benefits, such as cures for diseases from which they suffer, or to grant them male 

offspring. The visitors have donated money for Goldstein's comrades. No Orthodox rabbi has 

criticized this. 
 

The well-publicized worship of the new saint has brought increasing opposition from secular 

Jews. (The opposition of Palestinians, especially those living in Hebron, to the hero-worship of 

Goldstein and to the monument to this mass murderer are not within the scope of this book but 

should be obvious.) After a long campaign in the press, Knesset members passed a piece of 

legislation in May, 1998, that prohibited the building of monuments for mass murderers and 

ordering removal of existing ones. The Israeli army should have removed the monument 

immediately after passage of the law in the Knesset. Instead army spokesmen announced that 

negotiations over the Goldstein monument were on-going with Goldstein's family and local 

rabbis. 
 

The book in praise of Goldstein, titled Blessed the Male, was published in 1995 and sold in 

many editions. Most of the readers were from the religious public. The book contained eulogies 

of Goldstein and halachic justifications for the right of every Jew to kill non-Jews. Rabbi Yitzhak 

Ginsburgh, the then head of the Kever Yosef (tomb of Joseph) Yeshiva, located on the outskirts 

of Nablus, wrote one chapter of that book. The essence of Rabbi Ginsburgh's views were 

presented in Chapter 4. His and other such ideologies, even if expressed more cautiously, 

explain Goldstein's massacre, the considerable support Goldstein and later his followers have 

received from religious Jews and the ambiguous attitude of Israeli governments to this crime. 

Those people, especially Germans, who were silent and did not condemn Nazi ideology before 

Hitler came to power are also, at least in a moral sense, guilty for the terrible consequences that 

followed. Similarly, those who are silent and do not condemn Jewish Nazism, as exemplified by 

the ideologies of Goldstein and Ginsburgh, especially if they are Jews, are guilty of the terrible 

consequences that may yet develop as a result of their silence. 
UNQUOTE 
The professor did not beat about the bush. 

 

 

Baruch Goldstein ex Wiki  
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QUOTE 
Palestinian riots immediately followed the shooting; in the following week, 25 Palestinians were 

killed by the Israel Defense Forces, and five Israelis were killed as well.[20] According to Aditi 

Bhaduri, writing in The Hindu, following the riots, Israel imposed a two-week curfew on the 

120,000 Palestinian residents of Hebron.[21] Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin telephoned 

PLO leader Yasser Arafat, and described the attack as a "loathsome, criminal act of 

murder".[17] The Israeli government condemned the massacre, and responded by arresting 

followers of Meir Kahane, forbidding certain settlers from entering Arab towns, and demanding 

that those settlers turn in their army-issued rifles.[4] Goldstein was immediately "denounced with 

shocked horror even by the mainstream Orthodox",[5] and most in Israel classified Goldstein as 

insane.[6] 
UNQUOTE 
You might compare the Wiki's offering with Professor Shahak's then conclude that one of them 

is lying. I do. It is not the professor. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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Jewish Media Calls for Israel to Nuke Germany and Iran  
Sat Mar 14, 2015  
By High Priest Don Danko 
 
"20-30 nuclear bombs will assure the job gets done" state Jews.  
Mordechai Vanunu is a former Israeli nuclear technician who, citing his opposition to 
weapons of mass destruction revealed the details of Israel's nuclear weapons program 
to the British press in 1986.  
These threats are serious as Vannu the whistler blower stated.  
"Vannu also stated that Israel is blackmailing the entire world with literal nuclear 
annihilation and has amassed a huge nuclear arsenal that can reach across the planet 
to do just that."  
 
The Samson Option - How Psychopathic Megalomaniacs Blackmail the World with 
Nuclear War:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xq1-oFjuPeI 
 
"We possess several hundred atomic warheads and rockets and can launch them at 
targets in all directions, perhaps even at Rome. Most European capitals are targets for 
our air force. Let me quote General Moshe Dayan: 'Israel must be like a mad dog, too 
dangerous to bother.' I consider it all hopeless at this point. We shall have to try to 
prevent things from coming to that, if at all possible. Our armed forces, however, are not 
the thirtieth strongest in the world, but rather the second or third. We have the capability 
to take the world down with us. And I can assure you that that will happen before Israel 
goes under."  
– Martin van Creveld, Israeli professor of military history at the Hebrew University in 
Jerusalem. In an interview in the Dutch weekly magazine: Elsevier, 2002, no. 17, p. 52-
53.  
Read more: Op-ed calls on Israel to nuke Germany, Iran | The Times of Israel 
http://www.timesofisrael.com/op-ed-calls-on-israel-to-nuke-germany-
iran/#ixzz3UQaMNiIG  
In the opinion article published Tuesday, the author claims that only through nuclear 
annihilation of Iran and Germany, with 20 or 30 nuclear bombs each, can Israelis 
prevent the state’s destruction.  
 
“If Israel does not walk in the ways of God’s Bible,” author Chen Ben-Eliyahu wrote in 
Hebrew, “it will receive a heavy punishment of near complete destruction and doom and 
only a few will be saved.”  
 
One of Israel’s missions is to remember the crimes of Amalek, a tribe representative of 
pure evil in the Bible, whom Jews are commanded to obliterate. Among those 
descended from the band, the author writes, are Iranian leaders Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, 
former president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad and current President Hassan Rouhani.  
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Jewish Onslaught to Destroy Europe 
 
 
One of the main reasons that Germany has always been attacked so viciously is 
Germany has always been a stronghold of Satanism in Europe. Germany was 
also hit the hardest with the genocidal Inquisition where entire villages were 
wiped out.  
 
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Inquisition.html  
 
In addition to wiping out many German towns and villages, the rest of Europe 
was victimized by the Christian Church as well. The Inquisition was a major 
attack on Europe.  
 
Loss of human life:  
 

· Salzburg, Austria, 1677-1681 over 100 murdered  
 

· Basque region of the Pyrenees; 1608, Lawyer Pierre de Lancre was sent 
to the region to "root out and destroy those who worshipped Pagan Gods." 
Over 600 tortured and murdered.  

 

· Witch judge Henri Boguet c. 1550-1619 sent some 600 victims to their 
deaths in Burgundy, many of them young children who were 
systematically tortured and then burned alive.  

 

· A pregnant woman was burned alive and from the trauma, she gave birth 
before she died. The baby was tossed back into the flames.  

 

· Swedish town of Mora, 1669, more than 300 murdered. Among them, 15 
children. Thirty-six children between the ages of 9 and 15 were made to 
run the gauntlet and were beaten with rods upon their hands once a week 
for an entire year. Twenty of the youngest children, all under the age of 9 
were whipped on their hands at the church door for 3 Sundays in 
succession. Many more were severely beaten for witchcraft offenses.  

 

· In Scotland, under the rule of Oliver Cromwell, a total of 120 in a single 
month were murdered in 1661. Estimates of the total dead have been as 
high as 17,000 between 1563 and 1603.  

 

· In Würzburg, Germany, the Chancellor wrote a graphic account in the year 
of 1629:  

 

· "...there are three hundred children of three or four years, who are said to 
have had intercourse with the Devil. I have seen children of seven put to 
death, and brave little scholars of ten, twelve, fourteen, and fifteen years 
of age..."  
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· Between the years of 1623 and 1633, some 900 "witches" were put to 
death throughout Würzburg. This was largely maintained by the Jesuits.  

 

· The Chronicler of Treves reported in 1586 that the entire female 
population of two villages was wiped out by inquisitors. Only two women 
were left alive.  

 

· Noted cases included the Knights Templar, Joan of Arc who was chained 
by the neck, hands and feet and locked in a cramped iron cage, Galileo, 
who stated that the Earth revolved around the Sun and was not the center 
of the universe as the church taught (See above).  

 
*The above accounts were taken from Cassel Dictionary of Witchcraft by David 
Pickering.  
 
Satanic Holidays and celebrations have a very strong history in Europe and 
those directly associated with Satanism are European in origin. Germany has a 
strong and pronounced history of Black Masses.  
 
Years ago, large Sabbats were held on the Summit of the Brocken in the Harz 
Mountains of Germany. A Black Mass, feasting and orgies lasted until dawn, with 
dancing around a huge bonfire, and intense celebrating.  
 
The Feast of Valbörg is the celebration of fertility that has its origins with the 
Vikings. The festival spread throughout Europe. At this time, the veil between the 
Earth and the astral/spirit worlds is said to be very thin. What is done on this 
night, especially at midnight [April 30 - May 1st] has special significance. All 
rituals, magick, spirit communications and related are much more powerful on 
this sacred night.  
 
Sweden, Lithuania, and other countries in Europe have held onto these 
traditions. Bon fires are lit and celebrated on the Solstices and Equinoxes 
amongst the main populace. In spite of all the slaughter and murder in attempts 
for the Jew to enforce their sick program of Christianity, many countries in 
Europe, notably Sweden, Germany, and Lithuania have kept their Pagan 
Traditions alive. There are others as well.  
 
Beltane begins at sundown on the evening of, April 30. This custom originates 
with the Celts who always figured their days from sundown to sundown. 
Sundown was the time when Druid priests lit the Baal-fires on the tops of hills.  
 
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Beltane.html  
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/HOLIDAYS.html  
 
The Satanic energies in Europe, and especially those concentrated in Germany 
paved the way for Hitler and the Third Reich to come to power. In addition to their 
revealing what the Jews are all about, Germany was viciously attacked as the 
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goal of the Third Reich was to completely abolish Christianity and replace it with 
Paganism [Satanism]. The YouTube video below is very revealing. Of course 
they slander Satanist Reichsführer Heinrich Himmler, but it does contain truths 
concerning where NS Germany was in regards to Satanism and the Jews know 
this: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eX3R_mQnsRM  
 
The immigrant situation in Europe is intended to destroy mainly White 
Europeans. This is a fact, regardless of what some brainwashed people may 
refuse to believe. Satan is and always has been against race-mixing. This is not 
about supremacy, it is about preserving our cultures. The Jews always use the 
race issue as a tool to destroy all races, which is their ultimate goal. Everyone 
becomes just a number, a slave and has no idea of their past, their cultural 
heritage- nothing. The Jew rewrites history and becomes like they claim “The 
Chosen of God.” If they succeed in some of the Big Brother technology, then 
everyone will be completely fucked.  
 
Satan and Lilith both told me that the world economy WILL collapse. Now, we are 
not dealing with say, a few hundred of these immigrants, but well into the 
millions. Many Europeans are already homeless and to make room for this influx, 
which the Jew created, even senior citizens are being kicked out of nursing 
homes in some countries. So… what is going to happen if the economy collapses 
and there isn’t enough food, shelter and other necessities by far to go around? 
You think crime is bad now? How about plague? This is REALITY. Far too many 
people have their heads up their asses, as they are too stupid and weak to face 
reality and see it for what it is. Few really have any real grasp of world history. 
People are so indoctrinated and dense; it just doesn’t sink in, even for many who 
have studied.   
 
Satan and Lilith explained to me that in order for any real action to take place, 
peoples’ backs must be against the wall before many will wake up, face reality 
and react. Satan told me He, Himself is going to step in on this, along with our 
other Gods.  
 
The Jew creates the problem, provokes the reaction, and then pushes the 
solution. In order to force these mass migrations to happen at this rate, the Jew 
works to make life unlivable in the countries these immigrants are coming from. 
The Jews have a long history of this sort of thing; one only needs to look to 
communism. They play both sides. On the other end, these migrants are told by 
the Jews in their home countries that they can get out [often by paying the Jew 
with their entire life savings] and live a much better life in Europe. The Jews work 
both ends.  
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Jewish Power Launch Push To Make Anti-

Semitism Global Crime 

 
-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

 

 

The Jews simply want to strip you of your rights to criticize them for being worthless Kike 

bastards, farted right out of the pages of the Talmud into real life. Because acting like a 

decent person is beyond the nature of the Jew. They have to pretend decent people who 

point out what evil bastards Jews are.....Simply by pointing to what Jews do to everyone 

else. Are horrible people that need to be purged by the.....errmmm. Sorry that was so 1920, 

Soviet Russia. You know that place were Anti-Semitism was made the literal death penalty. 

By all those Jewish People running the Communist Party. And never stopped running it 

either. 

 

 
 

 

 

Israel Launches Initiative to Have Anti-Semitism Recognized as an International Crime  

 

 

http://www.algemeiner.com/2015/04/15/is ... nal-crime/ 

 

 

Attorney Alan Baker, Israel’s former ambassador to Canada and a legal adviser to the 

Foreign Ministry wants anti-Semitism to be treated as an international crime. In a new Israeli 

initiative, Baker is proposing that international courts be used to combat global hate crimes 
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against Jews. 

 

Baker has drafted an international convention calling on the “Prevention and Punishment of 

the Crime of Anti-Semitism.” The Convention, which is drafted in the manner of classical 

international anti-terrorism treaties and those for other crimes, will allow countries to 

cooperate and exchange information with others, in order to extradite those suspected of 

acts that meet the definition of anti-Semitism, Israel’s NRG reported in Wednesday. 

 

“We need to set down clear rules on what constitutes anti-Semitism and to set up 

international codes to prevent it. We expect that the initiative will be thoroughly discussed 

among all entities and countries that are engaging anti-Semitism on a global scale,” said 

Baker. 

 

Explaining the need for the Convention, Baker noted that, “everyone knows to condemn 

anti-Semitism, but they are not doing what is necessary in order to fight against it on an 

international legal level.” He added that, “on the other hand, international courts invite 

people from around the world to account for various crimes. We think that this is precisely 

the place to also work decisively and unambiguously against anti-Semitism.” 

 

The Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs, where Mr. Baker is now a fellow, intends to release 

a draft of the Convention, during a series of conferences at the United Nations, to other 

international organizations, international capitals, and among Jewish communities and 

organizations around the world. 

 

This will be done in order to encourage countries to support the initiative and to submit a 

draft of the Convention to the appropriate UN organizations, in order to obtain international 

approval of the Convention. 

 

Baker said that, “if the world really wants to work against this terrible phenomenon, the 

time has come to line up behind the measures that are necessary to be employed against it.” 
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Jewish Rabbi Admits Jews are an Alien Group 
Whose Goal is to Conquer the World 
 

 
 
 

The supremacy and racism, which is the foundation of the jewish “religion” is 
based upon the Jewish scriptures. The Jews claim they have a special gene that 
gives them a divine inheritance that they got from “Jehova.” And where the 
Gentiles literally come from the seed of Satan and are an entirely different 
species, separate from the Jew. Now the Jewish Cohen gene has something no 
other race or ethnic group on this earth has, the alien Reptilian DNA.  
 
As we know our Gods are the Nordics who are a race of ascended extra 
terrestrials. The Jews by their own statements and genes came from an entirely 
different extra terrestrial race, those known as “Reptilians.” Latiman goes on to 
confess that the Jew is an alien race that infiltrates all other races to subjugate 
them and get them under Jewish control so that the Jews can conqueror the 
earth. The Jews believe when this happens, their god will literally land on Mount 
Zion and rule the world along with their Messiah. Their extraterrestrial creators 
will simply land, reveal themselves, and directly oversee the farming of the 
Gentiles themselves.  
 
As Rabbi Latiman says to a Jewish audience..... 
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The video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Od3LF_opvE 
 
From the video: 
Rabbi Michael Laitman: In fact, we are not coming from here. We came from 
there (points to outer space). This is Israel at their root. So we went through such 
a route that took us inside by, what is called the “shattering of the vessels”… the 
shattering of the collective soul… 
 
Question from the audience: Who is the chief of staff that sent the commanding 
unit? 
 
Rabbi Michael Laitman: Him. The Creator. Israel is a part of Him… 
 
Question from the audience: So, this chief of staff sent this commanding unit?  
 
Rabbi Michael Laitman: Sent the commanding unit, gave them strength, gave 
them the connections. Everything…. 
But… they have no choice. He broke them. He shattered them. What does it 
mean? In order to put them inside the hostile land, he had to give them the same 
form as that hostile land. It’s like we go into a country as an undercover team and 
each one of us is exactly like the people of the land. Say we’re being sent 
somewhere now – Africa for instance. So we’ll take on the same shape and form 
of the people in Africa; the characteristics, the traits, the approach, the interests, 
everything. The same exact for – inside and out… You know, it’s like an 
undercover agent. He is there for a while, and no one touches him. He has to 
start working, build a house, a family… Everything is fine for years and years. 
After that, he starts doing something. He gets a reminder from outside. You gotta 
start working. He already forgot about it and all of a sudden they call him. Here is 
your commander, and this and that, you know – like in the movies… This is 
what’s happening with us. We have to wake up. We have to remember that we 
have a special mission. And really, this isn’t our place. We’re coming from a 
completely different place. So we have to find our friends according to this 
awakening. Did you get a phone call? I got a phone call; he got a phone call and 
so on. And then we gather as a group. So from this entire planet, we are aliens 
coming from a different galaxy. We receive this ray of light – this awakening – 
individually. And now we’re gathering as groups starting to prepare ourselves to 
conquer Earth. That’s the mission. 

 
Question from the audience: How do we conquer it? 
 
Rav Michael Laitman: How do we conquer it? We’re also sent the method. We’re 
being shown everything gradually. We’re being taught. Not being taught, but kind 
of trained and activated… which sets our minds in motion. But in fact, it’s coming 
from our original planet. And thanks to that original natural force we have, we will 
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takeover those living on Earth. 
Why are you looking at me like that? You don’t believe me? I’m telling you 
seriously! It’s even more than that. It’s not a different galaxy – it’s a different 
universe. It’s a different dimension altogether. That’s who we are… 
 
Question from the Audience: “…Why are they aliens?” 
 
Rev. Michael Laitman: “They’re aliens because…. I’m not talking about their 
external form – their body or their flesh and blood organs, I’m talking about that 
interior that does not exist in other people in the world on Earth but only in them. 
It’s the inner software that is in them here coming from the other world.” 
 
“…What we’re talking about now is the phase where those undercover agents 
have to connect together and organize themselves in order to conquer Earth… 
 
So we came here in order to put things in order – like in our home planet…” 
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Jewish Rabbi's Admit Satan Is God Of The Gentiles 

Sun Aug 06, 2017 8:18 pm  

HP Mageson666  

 

Jewish Rabbi's Admit Satan Is God Of The Gentiles 

 

 

The Jews openly state Satan is the Father of the Gentiles and that our cultures are from 

Satan and that the Gentiles are to be destroyed, totally. The soul and blood are one the 

soul is the etheric DNA.  

 

As show here Satan is the original Sanskrit [the oldest language on earths] name of God: 

topic20376.html 

 

The Sumerian's called ENKI, SATAN as well. This is why the Yezidhi's who were part 

of this civilization still call their God, SATAN. The Yezidhi's still practice rituals found 

on ancient Assyrian reliefs. The Yezidhi's also state they came out of India around three 

thousand years ago. And they still call the Sun, Shammash, the Sumerian, Babylonia 

name of the Sun God. Their calendar is seven thousand years old much older then the 

Jewish one. This proves again SATAN predates Judaism by thousands of years as God. 

 

 

When the Jews state in their writings that Amalek is to be blotted out and destroyed they 

are referring literally to Satan. But also to the Gentiles who came from Satan's bloodline 

as the Jews state in their Torah. The Goyim are from the seedline of Satan. Where the 

Jews are from Yahweh. The Jews wish to exterminate the Gentiles to usher in the Jewish 

Messianic age. In which only the Jews will inherit the earth. 

 

Note they call Satan "The strange God". 

 

From a site on jewish Kabala. Goyim means with strange Gods, meaning our Gods, the 

Demons. In the Zohar, Satan is called the strange God, the Serpent, Samal [Devil-Satan] 

who is the Father Of the Gentiles.. Its Samal the Jews place in the garden of Edin whom 

they say Cain is the descendent of the serpent seed line the Goyim came from. Where the 

Jews came from Eve via Adam who is Yahweh's creation only and thus have a special 

blood line the Goyim don't. We have Satanic genes and soul. 

 

Simple Gematria of L'Goyim = (40) +(10) +(6) + (3) +(30) = 89 

 

On the other hand, we can compute the "complex" Gematria of a word by summing the 

numeric values of the spelling of each letter of the word. For example, in the case of 

l'goyim, although its simple Gematria is 89, it's complex Gematria would be computed 

from the individual Gematriot of its five component letters as follows: 

 

= (30) +(40) (4) = 74 
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= (3) + (40) + (30) = 73 

= (6) + (6) = 12 

= (10) + (6) + (4) = 20 

= (40) + (40) = 80 

 

Complex Gematria = 259 

 

And this complex Gematria of 259 connects the word l'goyim (the Gentiles) to the word 

b'zarim ("with strange gods", also with a Gematria of 259), " 

 

Our Gods are "Strange" to the Jews because the Jews are alien souls and alien to this 

world as Rav Laitman has stated. 

 

"Samael in the Zohar is associated with Amalek, the god of the physical world. The text 

describes Samael as Amalek's occult name.... Also equates him with Satan." 

 

 

 

 

Samel is a Sanskrit word and means SAM [soul] AL [God] The God of the Soul. The 

Jews acknowledge that Satan is the Father of our souls as well. The Sumerian's stated 

Satan [The Sumerians called EA, Satan] breathed the breath of life into the Gentiles as 

their creator. Hence why they openly call us Satanic Souls. However this also means in 

Kabala the Jews wish to destroy the Gentiles on the soul level as well. Which is what the 

Torah is created to accomplish with the god form the Rabbi's created with it. The Torah 

as the Jews state is their god. And its full of curses on the Gentile soul from Genesis and 

on. This is why the Torah tells the Jews to destroy the Gentiles and their cultures. And 

the symbol of the Jewish god which the Jews called Leviathan is the Yod letter which the 

whole Hebrew alphabet comes from. Which is 22 letters that make the god of the 

Hebrews and the Torah. The Leviathan the Jewish god form is depicted in kabala as 

serpent encircling and destroying the Gentiles of the world. This is there Torah. Jesus is 

openly called the serpent of Moses which is the Jewish Leviathan the Jewish god form. 

The goal of Christianity is to bring about the Messianic age of the Jews and destroy the 

Gentiles.  
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The Jewish Zohar volume one, pages 28b to 29a states: 

 

"At that time the mixed multitude shall pass away from the world. The mixed multitude 

are the impurity which the serpent injected into Eve. From that impurity came forth Cain 

who killed Abel. For they are the seed of Amalek. Whom it said "thou shalt bolt out the 

memory of Amalek." Gentiles who are compared to the beasts of the field another from 

the mazikin [goblins] for the souls of the wicked are literally mazikin [goblins] of the 

world: and there is impurity from the side of the demons and evil spirits: and there is 

none so strange among them as Amalek who is the evil serpent "the strange God." He is 

the cause of all unchastity and murder and his twin soul is the poison of idolatry, the two 

together being called Samel.... This side of the serpent is accused above all." 

 

In Kabala there is something important. The symbol of the Aleph letter. Its the letter 

which adds to 26 the number of their god YHVH. Its symbol is two Yod's between a Vav. 

This is the symbol of the Jewish god form being connected to the Jewish soul though the 

Torah, the Vav. That which connects them. And 26 adds to the Chet letter. Which is the 

letter of life and the soul in Kabala. The Baal Shem Tov, a Rabbincial Saddok, a high 

ranking leader of the Jewish people. Called the Aleph letter the most important of all the 

letters. Aleph in Kabala is showing the relation of the Torah. 

 

The Jews call the Torah....The Water Of Life. 

 

The way out of this is the Reverse Torah Rituals which the Jews show in their own texts 

with the Golem. The way to reverse a spell in Hebrew is by reversing the Hebrew letters. 

The Reverse Torah Rituals is the key to erasing the Jewish god totally from the astral.... 

 

The Aleph letter shows the Jewish soul and the Jewish god form is one. Erase the god 

form of the Jews from the astral with the Reverse Torah Rituals and what will happen to 

the Jews in the material world..... Jews are biological weapons of mass destruction like 

their Torah is a spiritual weapon of mass destruction against this whole planet. 

 

The Jews openly state Satan is the Father of the Gentiles and that our cultures are from 

Satan and that the Gentiles are to be destroyed, totally. To worship the Jewish god, 

Yahweh in the form of Christ or another other is worshipping the Jews who wanted to 

exterminate you off the earth. The Jews even state this in their own texts. 

 

 

"THERE IS NO GOD BUT MYSELF" "KNOWING THIS, WHO DARES WORSHIP 

THE FALSE GODS OF THE KORAN AND BIBLE?" 

-SATAN  

FROM THE QU'RET AL-YEZID 
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Jewish Run China Forcing Veganism On Populations 

-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

The (((Communist government of China))) the same Communist Party that was founded by 

Chinese Jews, working with Jews out of Moscow and Wall Street and the leader after Mao, 

was an open Jew....... 

 

Has now decided to cut meat consumption by 50% and is hiring American celebrities of 

(((Hollywood))) such as Arnold Schwarzenegger and James Cameron to promote this 

Noahide agenda on the populace of America and China. Remember the (((UN))) all that 

Jewish Rockefeller money there and right in Jew York as well. Demanded the whole world 

has to go vegan......as well.  

 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/ ... ate-change 

 

 

Meanwhile in (((Israel))).....at the meeting of the (((The Kehillah)))... 

 

 

 
 

"Da Goy moost be vegan!" 
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"Wve gat da Vegans thang go'in's now, da Goy'im's love owr moovie star's!!!!, Sheky is on da 

jobs, cook'in up the vegan slopz for da Goy'im's to fall for!" 

 

 

 

 
 

"Oy, rights boss!" 
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Jewish Slaves Since Birth 

-By High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

 

Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades. 

 

There are so many lies around that people are losing the point. However the rough facts of reality 

can never lie. In fact the jewish lying has only the purpose of misdirecting attention, but the crimes 

happen anyway. 

One instance of this is the jewish bible. The bible puts emphasis on how all Gentiles who are kings 

and rulers are to be turned into slaves, humanity must become a cattle, and worship Rabbi Jewsus. 

Somehow, the story of one fantasy Rabbi made it to actually become for a short while "God" of this 

world. God became nothing else but the notion of some jew by birth, hovering above the clouds. 

As thus all his physical offspring even in a subconscious way is to be kept in a high and holy esteem of 

being Gods. That's the scat eating, organ selling, usury masterful jews. 

Wisdom in many ways is simple thinking. People have been terraformed into soulless, cows, that just 

consume, live and let be, run the wheels of society of the jews until they die without a soul. 

They move for distraction to distraction, towards destruction to destruction. We have people who 

actually long, cherish and want the planet to be destroyed, because this is what some jews wrote on 

some book. 

The enemy follows the method deflect, deny the accusation, blame elsewhere. They blame each and 

everyone else, one the other, and they have made a lie they call "All Powerful jewish God" on which 

they justify their agenda for enslaving, humiliating and destroying humanity. 

Why do jews slaughter the Middle East? Because "Gawd" said so in his self-authored book. People 

are so retarded that the literally think an all cosmic and all powerful entity has the need to write a 

book that even a sociopath would write better. 

In orthodox christianity (this is pure Judaism in nothing but the different name) when an infant is 

baptized to the jewish excrement thoughtform, the line goes like this in the liturgy: "Baptized is the 

slave, named ___insert Goy name here___". 

They literally call the people SLAVES in front of their faces. The other line goes "Warded off is Satan 

from this person", because according to them, all humans are born inherently with Satan in them, 

but "God" has to be put there by force. The retards who watch thus laugh and applaud. 
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What a happy moment. You brought one new cattle for the jews to waste, milk and overwork. Your 

child just turned into a jewish slave. Amazing day. 

Then, they go at Sunday's mass to drink from a cup of blood, and mimic a Rabbinical ritual of tribalist 

blood drinking, like the jews do on yom Kippur on murdered and sacrificed Gentile Children. 

Another one, has anyone ever noticed that (((world history))) begins exactly where the supposed 

Torah is saying the "world" was created? Obviously, humans existed for thousands upon thousands 

years more. 

The jews have even changed the calendar of the planet and replaced it with jewish crap. The same 

has went for historical evidence which if course, if it does not comply to the Torah, the jews make 

sure never makes it into (((mainstream history))). 

Most people go out and eat to a jewish food chain, vote for jewish politicians, listen to jewish music, 

and read jewish magazines on their waiting line to the jewish doctor. 

Then they leave, buy pills from a jewish corp, and go watch series made up by some jew. Their 

dreams are to get the clothes jews wear, and their idols is to become like some jew. They are well 

studied for they have studied all the jewish theorists and skeptics. 

Their soul also belongs to a jew too, as they believe in what jews tell them is thr "good thing". How 

they act in their existence is totally dominated by jews. Their arguments, observations, even what 

makes them happy or sad, is based on some jewish idea or context. 

They have no spirituality to practice anymore, as technically the jews removed it by death and iron 

from their ancestors. Who gives a fuck about Ancestors anyway? Jews said we are citizens of the 

world. If you feel the world is wrong, you will take some pill according to Dr Shekelbergs advice, and 

be just fine again. Easy peasy. 

They are slaves of the jews and as such free. After all as the jews said you are free in Demokrazy, 

Pisslam, and generally everywhere away from the evil guys like Satan, Hitler etc. 

Your freedom lies not in being an individual entity with a meaning, heroic deeds, life, aims, pursuits 

or pleasures, and spiritual ascension or bravery. Your freedom is to be a slave to the jews. As you can 

see words like freedom, free thought, free speech, god, etc, mean a lot to the jews. 

They have let us know in their own thousand years old culture. God is watching you when you 

masturbate and he will kill you. 

This is what the all powerful supposed creator of the universe is supposed to do anyway. Count the 

hair on your ass, kill you for masturbating, destroy the planet, make criminal jews rulers etc. We are 

talking about a deeply nice and exalted being right here. But it requires slaves. That's what the slaves 

do. 

They in fact survive for one reason only, to feed the jewtrix. The list goes endless, to the final point 

where the slave who is completely distanced from Satyan (Eternal Truth) leaves their soul to go 

straight into feeding the astral jew in the astral. 
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Once upon a time people had their civilizations and their fates on their hands. Now, they are hanging 

from the bloodied hands of the jews. This is changing, we are fighting to change this, and in the end 

we will win. The enemy must be obliterated completely from everywhere and annihilated spiritually. 

And for all of the above, the jewish computer algorithm just throws one "its not me" and they 

literally believe they solved the problem. Screw everything you see and pluck your eye out if it causes 

you to sin (intelligence is a sin). 

I know the majority of you are very angry and disgusted at the people who cannot open their eyes. 

They are becoming less by the day. In the end of the day however, not all people are born to be 

masters, and most are born and cultivated to be slaves. As for them, we are caring about humanity, 

not about slaves and human judeo inflicted-viruses in a human shell. 

Those who are to master, should not be concerned or afraid about those who are 

enslaved. The loyalty or fighting of the slave is by definition weak, and we do not need 

their help or assistance. What we need is people to realize Satan's intentions, plans and 

transformative powers. 

As such one may be born a slave, but one will become a self-master. One regains what one 

is born with: The Spirit of Satan. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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Jew Tells You Jews Can Rape, Rob and Murder You as Their Animals, it’s Their 
“Divine Law” 
– Original article right from “The Times of Israel” 
 
He even lets you know Jews can rape, murder and torcher Gentile children as Divine Law... 
One Rabbi stated every Jew is a walking Talmud. And to understand the mind of Jews you 
have to read the Talmud well this Jew is telling you all about the Talmud. Keep this in mind 
the next time they cry about their phoney holyhoax of sixty billion lampshades and shrunken 
heads, magic gas chambers with flimsy wooden doors and other bs. Communism is Judaism 
and its all based on the Talmud-Torah get it now why the Jews murdered a hundred million 
Goyim like animals in their Soviet Union? 
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Real_Holocaust.html 
 
Hitler fought for All Humanity against this Jewish Evil. If not for Hitler these Psychopathic 
Yids would have the whole planet under a level of absolute control.  
 
The Times of Israel removed the article a couple of hours after it was posted, but luckily, 
many websites saved prints of it: 
http://i.imgur.com/7AIDBZA.jpg 
Yes Gentlemen, the Jews are already working over time for damage control on this article 
as its a literal Talmudic rage filled confession of everything Jewish. Expect all kinds of lies 
to cover this over. 

 

Understanding the Idea of Israeli Land Under Talmudic Law 

JOSH BORNSTEIN April 9, 2015, 12:56 pm 
 
http://blogs.timesofisrael.com/understanding-the-idea-of-israeli-land-under-talmudic-law 
 
Recently, I have begun to intensely study the Talmud, and it has proven to be a very 
spiritually enlightening experience. The Talmud has much to teach us about God, Jews, 
Israel, and daily life. “It’s a central pillar for understanding anything about Judaism, more 
than the Bible,” says Rabbi Adin Steinsaltz, one of the world’s best known Talmudical 
scholars. “The Talmud is not a divine gift given to people. The Jewish people created it. But 
on the other hand, it created the Jewish people. In so many ways, we’re Talmudic Jews, 
whether we believe in it or not.” 
 
All practicing Jews are Talmudic Jews, as the Talmud is the very core of Judaism. The 
Talmud is the rock which forms the base of Judaism and Jewish law. We can see the 
Talmud’s influence all over Israel today, from Israel’s calendars to its legal codes. In the 
words of Herman Wouk: “The Talmud is to this day the circulating heart’s blood of the Jewish 
religion. Whatever laws, customs or ceremonies we observe – whether we are Orthodox, 
Conservative, Reform or merely spasmodic sentimentalists – we follow the Talmud. It is our 
common law.” 
 
Make no mistakes about it: under Talmudic divine law, Israel absolutely has the right to exist. 
In fact, Israel has more than the right to exist. Under Talmudic law, Israel actually has the 
right to FAR more power than it currently has. An examination of the Talmud and what it 
teaches us about the rightful place of Israel can be very enlightening and eye-opening to 
those of us who are not yet aware of how Talmudic law works. 
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Studying the Talmud is currently something associated almost exclusively with Orthodox 
Judaism and Conservative Judaism. That’s a shame, because all Jews – including the most 
ultra-reform Jews – have much to learn from the Talmud. Again, the Talmud is the foundation 
of all Jewish beliefs. How important is the Talmud? So important, in fact, that Israel is now 
basing much of its legal system on the Talmud. 
 
A Jewish state fully endorses the use of the Jewish Torah and the Talmud as the laws of 
the land. Last year, as part of a series of moves designed to make Israel’s Jewish status 
crystal clear, Benjamin Netanyahu publicly stated that he aims to make Israel’s legal system 
based on the Talmud, as it should be. In Netanyahu’s own words to the Likud party’s ultra-
Orthodox member Yaakov Vider: “We will legally define the Talmud as the basis of the Israeli 
legal system.” 
 
As the Jewish state, Israel’s Jewish essence must be felt in every single aspect of Israeli 
life. The Talmud is the divine law of the Jewish people, so it’s essential that it also be the 
law of Israel – the Jewish state. Regardless of one’s feelings about Netanyahu, his 
commitment to following Talmudic law and cementing Israel’s Jewish status is truly 
something to be admired. 
 
However, by acknowledging the idea of “Palestinian land,” Netanyahu is betraying the 
Talmud and Talmudic law. If there is one term that I truly cannot stand to hear, it’s the term 
“Palestinian land.” Talking to other people in the Jewish community, I often hear the term 
“Palestinian land” thrown about, and it always deeply irks me. Any Jew who speaks of 
“Palestinian land” clearly has a very deep misunderstanding of Jewish law. The Talmud 
makes it very clear that all land belongs to Jews, and that Jews may seize any land that they 
so desire. Schulchan Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 348: “All property of other nations belongs 
to the Jewish nation, which, consequently, is entitled to seize upon it without any scruples.” 
This is directly from the Talmud. Why, then, should the “Palestinians” be entitled to any land? 
Why should they even be allowed to exist? 
 
In the words of top Israeli Rabbi Ovadia Yosef, “Goyim were born only to serve us. Without 
that, they have no place in the world; only to serve the People of Israel.” Likewise, Rabbi 
Ya’acov Perin has publicly stated: “One million Arabs are not worth a Jewish fingernail.” 
Shocking? It shouldn’t be. This is Talmudic law as well. The Talmud makes it very clear that 
the life of a non-Jew has no value, and that gentiles exist only to serve Jews. Sanhedrin 
59a: “Murdering Goyim is like killing a wild animal.” Abodah Zara 26b: “Even the best of the 
Gentiles should be killed.” Baba Necia 114, 6: “The Jews are human beings, but the nations 
of the world are not human beings but beasts.” Midrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: “Jehovah 
created the non-Jew in human form so that the Jew would not have to be served by beasts. 
The non-Jew is consequently an animal in human form, and condemned to serve the Jew 
day and night.” 
 
This is directly from the Talmud, and these are just a few of many examples. Jewish divine 
law makes it very clear: the “Palestinians” not only have no right to any land, but the 
“Palestinians” are not even human beings and thus have no right to even live at all. The 
“Palestinians” are worthless subhuman beasts and vermin. Jews are human beings, but 
gentiles are subhuman beasts whose only purpose is to serve the people of Israel. The only 
reason that goyim have to exist is to serve Jews. If goyim cannot serve Jews, then they 
should be exterminated. We allow Americans, Australians, Canadians, and Europeans to 
exist because they serve Jews and they serve Israel – and, when they get out of line, we 
attack them, like we did to the Americans when we sunk their USS Liberty. In the words of 
former Israeli Knesset member Yossi Sarid, “We control US politicians like marionettes.” 
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Countries like the US, Sweden, and Australia play valuable roles not only in protecting Israel, 
but also in serving as dumping grounds (or garbage cans) where Israel can send Sudanese, 
Syrians, and other subhuman waste who seek asylum in Israel. Multiculturalism in the West 
has ultimately been of great benefit to the people of Israel, as it allows Israel to ship off 
invaders to the West rather than having them infiltrate and invade the Jewish state of Israel, 
thus threatening Israel’s Jewish character. Multiculturalism is something that exists strictly 
for gentiles. It is NOT something that should ever be attempted in Israel. Israel is the Jewish 
state, and allowing ANY non-Jews into Israel would be unthinkable. This is precisely why, 
when African baboons come to Israel, they are sterilized, shoved into crude containment 
facilities, and eventually shipped off to gentile nations like Sweden, Canada, and Australia 
– as they should be. Their inferior monkey genes are not wanted anywhere in Israel, as they 
spread nothing but crime, destruction, ignorance, and misery. 
 
Non-Jews have absolutely no place in Israel, and they have absolutely no place attempting 
to boss Israel around. The life of a non-Jew is disposable, and Jews are entitled to take the 
lives of non-Jews whenever necessary. Again, the only purpose of non-Jews is to serve 
Jews. If non-Jews are not able to serve Jews, then, under Talmudic law, they should be 
exterminated. “Palestinians” do not serve Jews in any way. In fact, “Palestinians” do the 
exact opposite. “Palestinians” are the single biggest threat to the continued existence of the 
Jewish state that there is. As such, it’s time to stop pretending that “Palestinians” have any 
rights whatsoever. It’s time to deal with the “Palestinians” the exact same way that we would 
deal with cockroaches, termites, fleas, ticks, and all other parasites: through swift and 
merciless extermination. 
 
The Talmud clearly states (Bammidber raba c 21 & Jalkut 772): “Every Jew, who spills the 
blood of the godless (non-Jews), is doing the same as making a sacrifice to God.” Isn’t it 
time for a mass sacrifice of ignoble “Palestinian” scum? Isn’t it time to cleanse the land of 
Israel – which rightfully belongs to the Jews – of all inferior subhuman vermin? What we 
need to do is to round up all “Palestinian” cockroaches and slaughter them like cattle. We 
need to take immense pleasure in raping, torturing, and murdering “Palestinians.” We need 
to boil “Palestinians” alive in boiling human feces. We need to take “Palestinian” babies and 
stomp them to death in front of their parents. We need to cut open pregnant “Palestinian” 
women, put their fetuses on pikes, and leave the fetus-pikes all over “Palestinian” 
neighbourhoods. We need to anally rape “Palestinian” women with butcher knives in broad 
daylight. We need to burst into “Palestinian” hospitals and butcher “Palestinian” newborns 
right in front of their helpless mothers. We need to stuff pig’s heads with explosives and 
throw the explosive pig heads into “Palestinian” mosques and community centres. We need 
to take Uzis, bust into “Palestinian” preschools, and slaughter every single “Palestinian” child 
and teacher inside. We need to mutilate, rape, beat, and torture “Palestinians” in public, 
while other “Palestinians” watch helplessly. We need to massacre “Palestinian” men, 
women, and children without any mercy or pity. The Talmud orders us to do so, and any 
Jew who disagrees has clearly never read and understood the Talmud. 
 
The thing to be done about the “Palestinians” is to KILL them, exterminate them, get rid of 
them. How do we deal with cockroaches? We don’t argue or debate with them. We 
exterminate them. If we exterminate cockroaches because they destroy the foundations of 
our houses, why shouldn’t we also exterminte “Palestinians,” who destroy the foundations 
of the Jewish state of Israel? Shouldn’t “Palestinians” be treated even more harshly than 
cockroaches, termites, and other smaller parasites? “Palestinians” are, after all, a much 
more powerful and destructive breed of parasite.  
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Whereas cockroaches and termites merely destroy buildings, the “Palestinian” virus 
threatens to destroy the entire nation of Israel and the Jewish people along with it. Shouldn’t 
we treat the “Palestinian” cancer the same way we would treat any other cancer? Shouldn’t 
the “Palestinian” parasite be swiftly and violently exterminated, the same way we would 
exterminate cockroaches or termites? The answer is yes, and the Talmud clearly agrees 
with me. The Talmud says (Coschen hamischpat 425 Hagah 425. 5): “It is the law to kill 
anyone who denies the Torah. The Christians belong to the denying ones of the Torah.” 
Under Talmudic law, Jews are permitted – and, in fact, encouraged – to kill Christians, 
Muslims, and anyone else who denies the Torah. 
 
The only use that “Palestinians” could possibly serve would be as test material for medical 
experiments. Normally, we wouldn’t be able to conduct medical tests on humans if those 
tests cause significant pain. But, since “Palestinians” aren’t humans, we can cause as much 
pain as we want to them. We can inject “Palestinian” children with unstable chemicals, we 
can chop open pregnant “Palestinian” women, we can strip the flesh off of “Palestinian” 
babies – we can do whatever we want to these worthless subhuman vermin. And, by 
conducting medical experiments on “Palestinians,” we can obtain medical knowledge that 
will ultimately be useful in providing medical assistance for Jews. Not only that, but it would 
also be a lot of fun to do. Could there be anything more satisfying than the helpless screams 
of a “Palestinian” child as it’s torn apart by Jewish doctors? I certainly can’t imagine anything 
more enjoyable. The Talmud (in Yebamoth 98a) clearly says: “All gentile children are 
animals.” Under Talmudic law, “Palestinian” children are not human. They are subhuman 
beasts and we are thus free to rape them, torture them, and kill them as we please. 
 
I will never condemn ANY act – no matter how cruel or savage – committed against a 
“Palestinian.” The “Palestinians” are inferior subhuman beasts, and are not even worthy of 
breathing in Jewish air. The life of a “Palestinian” has no more value than the life of a flea or 
a tick. They are vile, filthy, disgusting, worthless, parasitic, subhuman vermin and they need 
to be violently purged from the face of the Earth, which rightfully belongs to the Jewish 
people. We need to hate them, we need to segregate them, we need to discriminate against 
them, and, most of all, we need to kill them. Israel is not going NEARLY far enough in its 
attempts to wipe out the “Palestinians.” We need to have ZERO mercy or pity for these 
vulgar subhuman parasites. If we do not exterminate the “Palestinians,” they will exterminate 
us. History has taught us again and again that gentiles pose a major risk to the existence of 
Jews. Have we learned nothing from the Holocaust? 
 
The “Palestinians” could very well perform another Holocaust against the Jewish people if 
we do not exterminate them first. The Nazis successfully killed six million Jews. The 
“Palestinians” could kill even more – unless we kill them first. Are we really going to sit back 
and simply wait for the subhuman “Palestinians” to carry out a new, even deadlier Holocaust 
against the Jewish people? Is that a risk that you want to take? If not, then it’s time to wipe 
out the “Palestinians” once and for all, and in the most brutal, violent manner possible. 
 
“Palestinians” deserve nothing more than a slow, painful, and agonizing death. There can 
be no “Palestinian” left alive. We need to utterly exterminate the “Palestinians.” Then, once 
we butcher every single “Palestinian,” we need to dig up “Palestinian” graves and burn their 
bones. Israel needs to focus all of its energy to ensuring that the “Palestinians” are 
completely and utterly wiped off of the face of the Earth. The only good “Palestinian” is a 
dead one. 
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I am sick of hearing “Palestinians” complain about “oppression” and “genocide,” even though 
Israel has never once come anywhere close to giving these Arab cockroaches the real 
genocide that they so richly deserve. These two-faced, terrorist-supporting “Palestinians” 
NEED to suffer a real genocide, and, if violence against “Palestinians” ever goes viral in 
Israel (and I know it will), I myself will not hesitate to move to Israel, join the IDF, and take 
an AR-15 to the nearest mosque, especially if on a Muslim holiday like Ramadan. I would 
love nothing more than to savour the screams of “Palestinians” as I invade their “safe” places 
and mow them down with advanced Israeli weaponry. 
 
“Palestinians” have proven via their anti-human behaviour to not be humans. We need to 
legally change the definition of the crime of murder so that killing a “Palestinian” is not murder 
and carries no penalty (since “Palestinians” are not human). We need to encourage all Jews 
in Israel to butcher “Palestinians” without any mercy or pity. In fact, we should even give out 
rewards for people who kill the most “Palestinians.” We should hold contests to see who can 
kill the most “Palestinians” in the shortest amount of time, with money rewards for the best 
and most effective “Palestinian” killers. We should offer Jews cash incentives to kill 
“Palestinians,” like, for example, giving out shekels to any Jew who kills “Palestinians,” with 
more shekels being rewarded for more “Palestinians” killed. 
 
Whenever I’m asked how many “Palestinians” Israel has killed, I know the answer instantly: 
not nearly enough. Until there is not a single “Palestinian” left breathing, that answer will 
remain the same. “Palestinians” are a plague upon Israeli civilisation, and they’re a plague 
that needs to be wiped out. My friends, the time to kill “Palestinians” is long overdue. Grab 
your weapon today and let’s take out this “Palestinian” scum. The “Palestinians” are 
parasites and pigs. It’s time to take the pigs to the slaughter. Death to all “Palestinians” and 
death to anyone who stands in the way of the Jews. 
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Jewish Vampires The Witchcraft Of The Jews 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Dec 07, 2018 2:49 am 

Jewish Vampires The Witchcraft Of The Jews 
 

The Jewish race has been well known and document to engage in the ritual murder of animals 

and humans. As part of the ritual murders of humans the Jews by their own confession and the 

evidence of the victims. Drain the blood from the body of the human victim usually a Gentile 

child who is hung upon a cross and then stabbed many times the blood is drained from each 

wound and then the Jews drink this blood and also dip a special kind of bread into the blood and 

eat this. Jews have been documented to suffer aliments the symptoms of such only are found 

amongst cannibals in the South Pacific which is from the effects of cannibalism. The Jews are 

ordered in their Torah to use five types of animals for ritual murder one of the animals is cattle. 

The Jews call Gentiles Goyim meaning cattle. 
 

 

The writings of the Jewish Rabbi's will inform a person as to why they drink the blood. The 

writings of Etz Hayim or the "Tree of Life" states that within the blood is the energy of the 

Nefesh or the soul of the individual. The Jews engage in the drinking of the blood as a form of 

literal vampirism. This is also why the Jews use blood in general with the animal ritual murders 

they engage they are using the collective death energies and the soul energy of such humans 

and animals. They are drinking the soul of the victim to increase their spiritual forces. 
 

 

The ritual murder of the child upon the cross the drinking of the blood and eating of the bread. 

This is sympathetic magic meaning forming a connection in Kabbalah to tie into the Christian 

communion ritual the reason is the Christian communion is a deliberate mock up ritual murder 

including the drinking of the blood and eating of the bread. This ties in by psychic forces of the 

mass unconscious mind engaging in the communion ritual into connecting into the energy of the 

actual ritual murders being done the same way by the Jews thus giving more power to the 

energy being raised during the actual ritual murders. The Jews wrote the Bible and created the 

Christian Church to bring about their global Kingdom by political ideology and occult magic. 
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Jewish Whistle Blower: Rothschild And Israeli's Had Kennedy Killed 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Tue Jun 12, 2018 7:32 am 

Jewish Whistle Blower: Rothschild And Israeli's Had Kennedy Killed 
 

 

Mordechai Vanunu the Jewish whistle blower who worked on Israel's secret nuclear weapons 

project at Dimona nuclear planet in the Negev desert. And spent 18 years in prison for this in 

Israel. Came out and blew the whistle yet again. Vanunu stated that Israel was behind the 

assassination of President Kennedy. In an interview with an Arabic newspaper Al-Wassat in 

2004. The reason for this was Kennedy was not allowing Israel's Prime Minister Ben Gurion or 

Levi Eshkol to develop nuclear weapons. Kennedy 's policy was that Israel or any other Middle 

Eastern nation will be allowed to have nuclear weapons. Kennedy's policy was towards global 

nuclear disarmament.  
 

President Kennedy in his meeting with Israeli Prime Minister Ben Gurion in which Ben Gurion 

lied to Kennedy and told him Israel had no nuclear weapons and were working to develop such. 

President Kennedy then told Ben Gurion "Then your country won't mind if the United States 

sends our scientists to inspect your plant at Dimona will you?" This meeting with Kennedy from 

reports left Ben Gurion upset and after Levi Eshkol became Prime Minister of Israel shortly after. 

President Kennedy then sent Eshkol two letters one dated July 5 1963 and August 23, 1963. In 

which Kennedy reaffirmed the US demand to send nuclear inspectors to Israel to inspect their 

plant at Dimona. 90 days later Kennedy was murdered.  
 

 

Jewish whistle blower Vanunu also stated that the Rothschild's are the power that control all 

Israeli politics' and that the Rothschild's gave the order to assassinate Kennedy. Not that long 

ago Jacob Rothschild openly stated in an interview with British Press his family was key in 

creating Israel. Many people in Britain were then put in prison for retweeting this quote. In Israel 

the face of Rothschild's are on their money. Obviously for the same reason American's put 

Washington on their money. As founding fathers.  
 

Note the Jewish connection again with Jack Rubinstein who's name was shortened by the 

Jewish fake news to Jack Ruby to avoid the Jewish connection. Jack Rubinstein was a well 

known Jewish gangster who worked for the Zionist fanatic Jewish mob leader Meyer Lansky. 

Lansky himself even fled to Israel where he was given sanctuary for two years. Rubinstein was 

from reports probably given an order to get rid of Oswald from the top of the Jewish Mafia world, 

Lansky. After this his all of a sudden his family became wealthy from an untold source.  
 

Rubinstein openly admitted why he killed Oswald. In "My Life As A Radical Lawyer" Jewish 

William Kunstler states that Rubenstein told him before he died: 

 
"I did this that they wouldn't implicate Jews." Kunstler also writes he was handed a note by 

Rubenstein when he left his jail cell on the last visit.  
 

"Protect American Jews from a pogrom that could occur because of anger over the 

assassination." 
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Oswald was the connection that would have blown the lid wide open on the fact Israeli agents 

and their Jewish enablers the Sayanim network in America were behind Kennedy's murder.  
 

Walter Cronkite once stated: 
 

"I can't think of any group - with the exception of Israeli intelligence that would have been able to 

keep the JFK assassination under wraps for so long." 
 

Kennedy's assassination also had help from inside the government and that is no further from 

reports then a major player being Lyndon B. Johnson. Who himself was a Zionist fanatic and 

Jew who never hid this in his Texas days. It was Johnson who green lighted the USS Liberty 

attack when the Israeli military attacked an American warship and murdered dozens of 

American naval personal. To try and sink the ship an blame it on the Arabs to pull American into 

war for Israel. Johnson worked from his office of President to cover this up for Israel. He 

became President after Kennedy was killed. Who benefitted from that. Kennedy's money order 

that threatened the Jewish Federal Reserve was also thrown out by Johnston as the first thing 

he did when he became President. Who benefitted from that. 
 

 
The Israeli Prime Minister Ben Gurion also wrote in his own writings that Israeli is to the nation 

in which the New World Order will be governed from. After the third Jewish Temple is rebuilt the 

Jewish Rabbi's will govern the world by Talmudic law from this new capital of the world the 

restored Jerusalem. Part of this involves in Jewish ideology a major war in with the Arab world 

will be destroyed by provoking them into war and then using the Jewish nuclear arsenal against 

the entire Arab world and wiping them out. This must occur in Jewish religious ideology so that 

the Jewish messiah can then return and reign. The Rothschild's stated in their 19th century 

Zionist publications they are the Messiah. That is why they run and created Israel its one of the 

things the Messiah must also accomplish. Put that together with Kennedy getting in the way of 

this Messianic agenda and its obvious as to why he was murdered.  
 

The Jews where able to pull this off for the same reason they pulled off 911:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YC8j-uvZUI0 

 

Larry Silverstein the Jewish owner of the World Trade Center even stated about Tower Seven 

which no plane touched and it collapsed the same way the other two towers did. That with 

Tower Seven he told them to "pull it" which is the command given to hit the button on demolition 

sites and blow the buildings. Funny how he used that exact phrase. Still this Jew is not arrested 

or even questioned by the FBI. And the dancing Israeli's the Mossad agents arrested in 

connection with 911 were all realised to flee to Israel by the then Jewish head of the American 

Dept Of Homeland Security, Chertoff. No one even asked why 4000 Israel citizens who worked 

in those Twin Towers just didn't show up for work that day. It was no Jewish holiday it was a 

normal work day. If the Jews didn't have a Sayanim network in America those 4000 Jews 

wouldn't have avoided 911 that day, 4000 Jews! That is the final proof and your stupid if you 

don't get that. 

 

As President Nixon warned against the Jews have taken over the entire top tier of America and 

have their agents everywhere. Jews work together in the Sayanim in which Jews are tasked to 

do whatever the Mossad wants. They are the racial criminal organization that is working to take 
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over the planet as their Talmud orders then to.  
 

Source 
Conspiracy Of The Six Pointed Star, Texe Marrs 
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Jewish Hollywood Is Being Destroyed By Our RTR's 

by HP Mageson666 » Thu Oct 12, 2017 4:42 am  

Jewish Hollywood Is Being Destroyed By Our RTR's 

 

 

Hollywood Jewish mogul, Wienstein's who's name is mentioned in more Hollywood award 

acceptance speech's then god. And is also a highly powerful backer of the real Communist Party 

of America. The Democratic establishment. And Wienstein's movies are some of the most anti-

White, Anti-Gentile propaganda on earth. This Jew has now been toppled from power and this 

has also ripped open the lid on the garbage can of Jewish Hollywood. This is just the start of the 

scandals that are costing the Jews everything. Wienstein's company is also collapsing. 

 

 
 

 

This is just the first domino to fall. 

 

The collapse of the Jewish king of Hollywood Wienstein is the collapse of Jewish Hollywood. 

The whole Hollywood establishment which is the center of Jewish global agenda propaganda. Is 

now starting to fall apart this has unleashed a tidal wave of exposing of the entire disgusting and 

criminal evil of the Jewish Hollywood machine.  

 

This is do to our RTR's so keep them up. The entire Jewish establishment is now falling apart. 

 

Even the Jews are admitting Weinstein's sexual abuse and sadism towards his victims was 

MOTIVATED BY HIS JEWISH RACISM TOWARDS GENTILES!  
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The Specifically Jewy Perviness of Harvey Weinstein 

 

 

The disgraced film producer is a character straight out of Philip Roth, playing out his revenge 

fantasies on the Goyim 

 

By Mark Oppenheimer 

 

 

At first squint, Harvey Weinstein seems like a very familiar type. Isn’t he the old, same old, 

another rich, entitled, powerful man with a bad dye job abusing his might to coerce women into 

sex? Isn’t Harvey just like Roger Ailes, or Bill O’Reilly, or, for that matter, Bill Clinton? But 

look at the details of the case and you’ll see that the answer is no. Harvey is different. Harvey, 

sadly, is a deeply Jewish kind of pervert. 

 

As despicable as you may find Ailes, O’Reilly, and the other grabby goyim, you’ll recognize 

their behavior fits a pattern as old as time itself, as trite as Fox’s complaints about the “war on 

Christmas”: Men crave sex, and the worst of them will obtain it by whatever means necessary. 

These despicable gents have power and influence, and they aren’t above promising a lucrative 

gig—or threatening to take it away—to get laid. In these transactions, women are nothing but 

objects, and any “consent” is just an illusion. Morally, the men are no better than the pimps who 

crowd into James Franco’s character’s bar on The Deuce, the new HBO show; psychologically, 

they are no more complex than the johns. Cash in, cum out. The women are collateral damage. 

 

 

 

 

Harvey did something unique—no less odious, but different. Harvey performed. As we now are 

hearing (whether we want to or not), he allegedly made a woman watch as he masturbated into a 

potted plant. And if you want to understand this bizarre behavior, don’t look to Roger Ailes, or 

David Vitter, or Paul Crouch—look to Philip Roth. 

 

Better than perhaps any other author, Roth captured the particular anxiety of the Jewish 

American man in the twentieth century, finally coming into power but, having not grown up with 

it, unsure of what he’s supposed to do now. All those years craving unattainable Gentiles, but 

never before the means to entice them. The result is Alexander Portnoy of Portnoy’s Complaint, 

a grown man whose emotional and sexual life is still all one big performance piece, just as it had 

been when he was a teenager and pleasured himself with a piece of liver. 

 

As a boy, Portnoy fantasized about attaining a mythical shiksa goddess whom he nicknamed 

Thereal McCoy (get it?), who ice-skates “in her blue parka and her red earmuffs and her big 

white mittens—Miss America, on blades! With her mistletoe and her plum pudding (whatever 

that may be),” but as a grown-up he graduates to the real woman he nicknames The Monkey. 
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And what does he do to abase her? He has her perform with an Italian whore. Yes, he eventually 

joins in, but not before they enact a bad movie—not Hollywood, but San Fernando Valley triple-

X. And his nickname for her, The Monkey? That comes from an episode in her life, from before 

Portnoy met her, when a couple swingers picked her up and wanted her to eat a banana while she 

watched them copulate. For having a past that gets him hot, she gets degraded with an 

animalistic nickname. Her history as an actor is what he wants her for. 

 

Harvey is cut from the same cloth. Growing up in Queens, he fantasized of fame and fortune, 

and, once he got them, he struggled to maintain them by building himself into a larger-than-life 

figure. He yelled at employees like he was a studio boss from the 1920s—the only thing missing 

was a riding crop. He ran Oscars campaigns like they used to in Old Hollywood. And he 

harassed women not necessarily to use them as instruments of his pleasure, but to use them as 

instruments of his power. 

 

It goes without saying that nearly every one of these women—Rose McGowan, Ambra Batillana, 

Laura Madden, Ashley Judd, etc.—was a Gentile, all the better to feed Weinstein’s revenge-

tinged fantasy of having risen above his outer-borough, bridge-and-tunnel Semitic origins. But it 

turns out there was a Jew(ess) in the bunch, none other than Lauren Sivan, of the potted-plant 

episode. In that small way, he inadvertently broke out of the Portnoy mold, performing his 

inadequacies not for the great all-American odeon but for a woman who could be his cousin. 

Harvey can run from who he is, but he can’t hide. 
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 1 

Jewish leaders call for Europe-wide legislation outlawing anti-
Semitism  

 
Note that the Jews will exploit anything to push their agenda including Europe’s 
natural disgust with Islamic mass immigration, which is a creation of Jews from 
the start to destroy Europe.  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rA7Ymki71fM  
 
"Europe has not yet learned how to be multicultural" ... "We're going to be part of 
that transformation which MUST take place" ... "and Jews will be resented 
because of their leading role" ... Jew Spectre.  
 
Take a look. This Jew rat supports Israel which allows only Jews to immigrate 
and become citizens. No multiculturalism in the Jewish State. So why is this kike 
and the kikes in general pushing the opposite for the West? To conqueror, ruin 
and rule us Gentiles.  
 
Now the Jews expect to be above any criticism for what they are and do in 
Europe. They don't want any European Patriots calling them out for their 
criminality. That's it. Jewish supremacy and self-entitlement are more important 
than YOUR FREEDOM OR YOUR RIGHTS. The Jews have a conviction that 
they are entitled to order Gentiles about and to dictate whatever they please.  
 
The Jews want to put anyone in prison who reveals the truth about them and 
their plans to enslave the world. The Jews believe they can hate, rob and ruin as 
they please, but Gentiles are not allowed to complain or say anything about it.  
 
Remember at the same time the Jews work relentlessly to destroy any and all 
freedom for Gentiles. They push for special privileges so they are above the law 
with any country they infest. This is especially critical in Europe right now. As 
supremacists, they feel they should be entitled to own and carry fire arms when 
its prohibited for the Gentile populace. The French Government has had special 
military units guarding the Jewish communities for a while now – ONLY Jewish 
communities. These kinds of special privileges do not exist for Gentiles.  
 
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic7447.html   
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jan/25/jewish-leaders-europe-legislation-
outlawing-antisemitism   
 
Proposal would criminalise activities such as banning the burqa, forced marriage, 
female genital mutilation and Holocaust denial  
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European Jewish leaders, backed by a host of former EU heads of state and 
government, are to call for pan-European legislation outlawing antisemitism amid 
a sense of siege and emergency feeding talk of a mass exodus of Europe’s 
oldest ethnic minority. A panel of four prestigious international experts on 
constitutional law backed by the European Council on Tolerance and 
Reconciliation (ECTR) have spent three years consulting widely and drafting a 
12-page document on “tolerance”. They are lobbying to have it converted into law 
in the 28 countries of the EU. 
 
The proposal would outlaw antisemitism as well as criminalising a host of other 
activities deemed to be violating fundamental rights on specious religious, 
cultural, ethnic and gender grounds. These would include banning the burqa, 
female genital mutilation, forced marriage, polygamy, denial of the Holocaust and 
genocide generally, criminalising xenophobia, and creating a new crime of “group 
libel” – public defamation of ethnic, cultural or religious groups. Women’s and gay 
rights would also be covered. 
 
The proposed legislation would also curb, in the wake of the Paris attacks, 
freedom of expression on grounds of tolerance and in the interests of security. 
“Tolerance is a two-way street. Members of a group who wish to benefit from 
tolerance must show it to society at large, as well as to members of other groups 
and to dissidents or other members of their own group,” says the document. 
 
“There is no need to be tolerant to the intolerant. This is especially important as 
far as freedom of expression is concerned: that freedom must not be abused to 
defame other groups.” Amid acute European angst over multiculturalism, 
fundamentalist violence perpetrated on alleged religious grounds and the 
response of the state, the call for uniform rules across Europe is to be initiated 
this week in Prague at events commemorating the Holocaust and the 70th 
anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz. 
 
“There’s a real threat of another Jewish exodus from Europe,” Moshe Kantor, 
president of the European Jewish Congress and co-chair of the ECTR, told the 
Guardian. “The only way to fix these problems is deep changes in legislation to 
protect all, not just Jews.” 
 
The panel of experts drafting the proposal includes a retired Italian supreme 
court judge, a former King’s College professor, and the former head of 
Germany’s prestigious Max Planck Institute. The panel was chaired by Yoram 
Dinstein, a war crimes expert, professor and former president of Tel Aviv 
university. 
 
“Antisemitism is clearly part of it, but by no means the thrust of the project,” he 
said. “It’s about tolerance and if you expect tolerance, you have to show 
tolerance. Otherwise it becomes very obnoxious.” 
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The document, A European Framework National Statute for the Promotion of 
Tolerance, according to the drafters, seeks to define, codify, and balance rights, 
liberties and security at a time when governments are scrambling over how to 
cope. 
 
But it goes much further, calling for the criminalisation of “overt approval of a 
totalitarian ideology, xenophobia or antisemitism.” Education in tolerance should 
be mandatory from primary school to university, and for the military and the 
police, while public broadcasting must “devote a prescribed percentage of their 
programmes to promoting a climate of tolerance”. 
 
The drafters are currently touring the parliaments of Europe trying to drum up 
support for a consensus that would get many, if not all, of the proposals turned 
into law across 28 countries. Given the national disparities on gay rights, libel 
laws, holocaust denial and more, the proposals represent a legal minefield. 
 
In Hungary, which has a long record of antisemitism and has a nationalist 
rightwing government in power, the demands were laughed away, said Dinstein, 
adding: “The government wouldn’t touch it with a long pole.” At a European 
parliament committee hearing, he said, Britain’s UK Independence party (Ukip) 
was strongly opposed. 
 
The organisers are particularly keen to see Britain enact legislation, similar to 
that in Germany or Austria, criminalising Holocaust denial. “We very much regret 
this is not done by Britain,” he said. 
 
The yardstick, say the drafters, should be that if an international tribunal has 
ruled genocide has taken place, it should be accepted everywhere in Europe as 
criminal conduct to contest that in public. The Holocaust, the Rwanda genocide, 
and the mass murder of Muslims by Serbs in Srebrenica, Bosnia, in 1995 would 
be covered. The Turkish massacre of Armenians in 1915, for example, would not 
be covered. 
 
One senior EU policymaker said as far as Europe’s Jewish communities were 
concerned there was no need for new laws. The priority was security and 
protection. 
 
Kantor complained that when raising the issue of protection, national and 
regional Jewish leaders were encouraged to stage fundraising activities. 
 
“We are challenging today things that haven’t happened in Europe for 70 years,” 
he said. “The Jewish community in Europe definitely needs protection. 
Governments should pay and should invest much more money. We’ve already 
paid our taxes and we need much more commitment from governments.” 
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Jewish Oligarchs & Rabbinical Class Put Jew 

Putin In Office  

 

 

 

 

Why are all these types of Jews who are supposed to be 

in opposition and not working together all in union and 

working together? 

 

Let us remember Jewish Communism was created by the 

rabbinical class of the Jews. Their leadership. This 

includes the Rothschild's. 

 

 

 

What is Putin's openly stated aim: 

 

http://www.forbes.com/fdc/welcome_mjx.shtml 

 

Is the main culprit Putin himself, who determined that the disintegration of the Soviet 

Union is the greatest geopolitical catastrophe of the 20th century; who admires Stalin and 

reinstated the Soviet national anthem with different lyrics; the same Putin who, in the 

VOLDAI conference in September 2013, said that: The integration of the former Soviet 

Union into a single geopolitical entity is a key priority for Russia. 

 

 

Putin and the Jews behind him want to rebuild the Soviet Union. 

 

Let us not forget those Jews in the White House, the British government and elsewhere that 

worked together for a World Communist Jewish Government and still are: 

 

Potsdam, Jewish Communist World Dictatorship 

topic9265.html 

 

 

Why is the underling of the Communist creators Rothschild's, Abramovich [who put Putin 

into Power] arm and arm with the Rabbinical class in Russia? Secular jooz, Communist joo's 

and religious Jews working together.....Because their all Jewish of course. Rothschild's are 

part of the Cohen [Rabbinical class] that is the leadership of Jewry.. Waitz a secondz they are 

all supposed to be against each other right? And their all working to bring back Communist 

rule in Russia. Why is Putin making homage to the Jewish state ruled by the Rothschild's and 

established by the Soviet Union? To pray at the holiest spot of Judaism? Why is Putin 

connected so closely to Chabad-Lubavitch an orthodox Jewish movement. Who follow the 

Talmud and Torah. Why is Putin's father a Talmudic scholar? But Putin is a open Communist? 
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And held a high position in the KGB under the Soviet Union. 

 

Because Goyim, the Jews are working together to create a World Jewish Government. You 

might know this as Communism but the Jews know better. Their racial nature is their 

religion. 

 

As Jew Otto Weininger stated: "The Jew is an inborn Communist." Because Communism is 

the Jewish soul, its simply Judaism under a politically dishonest mask. 

 

"Communism is Judaism. The Jewish Revolution in Russia was in 1918" (H. H. Beamish, 

speech in New York, 1937).  

 

"Some call it Marxism -- I call it Judaism" (Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, The American Bulletin, May 

15, 1935).  

 

 

Why did Jewish Rabbi's create Communism......Hess and Marx where both Rabbi's. And the 

Rothschild's who funded them and exported Communism around the world are of the Rabbi 

class as well: 

 

"Communism is just another system of Jewish control, a scam for Jewish hegemony. Who 

could doubt it when it’s two principal architects were Jews of Rabbinic descent — Moses 

Hess and Karl Marx. Hess converted both Marx and Engels to Communism. Marx referred to 

Hess as the “Red Rabbi.” In 1935 Rabbi Stephen Wise stated “Some call it Marxism, I call it 

Judaism.”  

 

 

 

Why do Jews say Anti-Communism is anti-Semitism? 

 

In 1941, New York Publication “Jewish Life,” and “Jewish Voice,” told their readers that Anti-

Communism is Anti-Semitism. The New York publication “Jewish Voice,” July and August of 

1941, page 23, states as follows: 

 

“Anti-Communism is anti-Semitism.” 

 

Obviously because as the Jews stated Communism is the New Name for Judaism. 

 

 

Why where the laws of the Talmud/Torah enacted on Communism Russia where any 

criticism of the Chosen People is the death penalty. 

 

In 1931 Soviet Dictator Josef Stalin [my note also a Jew and married to a Jewish wife] told 

the Jewish News Agency in the United States that:  

 

“Under USSR law active anti-Semites are liable to the death penalty!” 

 

Because its a Jewish Government so criticizing the Jews is illegal. 
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In the time of the Messiah the Jews will exterminate all the peoples of the earth." In 1673 

Bar Nachmani, in "Bammidhar rabba," fol. 172, c. 4 and fol. 173, c.  

 

 

What this whole Zionist issue with the Jews comes down to is the Jews believe they have a 

messiah who in their holy writings like Isaiah is a Political leader and also a political 

movement. This King of the Jews must rule from Israel and when they conqueror and 

destroy all the Goyim nations and destroy their gods, races and, nations, cultures and 

Judaize them. Their god will descend to mount Hebron and rule thought the Messiah in 

Israel and totally destroy all the races and nations finishing them into a Jewish world. This is 

meaning of the Jewish religion and the instructions for this is in their Torah.  

 

The Rothschild's believe this is them, they own and created Israel and have been pushing 

this Messianic agenda which others Jews have done for centuries before the Rothschild's. So 

its obvious why the Rothschild's created Communism its the Messianic political movement 

they are given instructions in the their Torah to create, for Jews to conqueror the planet 

totally with. And Rothschild's will rule as the Messianic Jewish Kings from Israel thus fulfilling 

the Messianic mission of Judaism. By actualizing it into reality.  

 

When this happens the Jewish world will be united under their Messiah to rule the Goyim 

with a Rod of Iron as their holy texts state. The program to do this is dissolution of all races, 

cultures, nations, individual economies and ethnicities. This will be replaced by a One World 

Religion of Judaism. The "No God But God" the Muslim's state. They got this off Judaism this 

means no God but the Jewish God thus the Jews themselves. The Messianic Jewish Religion 

they have planned to rule the Global Zion by is Communism. Its a religious Jewish Messianic 

movement which has been written on by the Jews themselves as being such. Remember the 

Messiah is also a Political Movement.  

 

So that is why all these Jews who are supposed to be opposed to each other are actually 

working together at the top to create their "God World" where the Jews become God.  

 

The Torah is the blueprint of the Jewish agenda for creating a World Jewish Dictatorship. 

Communism is simply a pseudo political mask for this. As the Jews admit. 

 

As we where told outright by the Jew, Maurice Samuel in his book: ‘You Gentiles’  

 

“We Jews, we, the destroyers, will remain the destroyers for ever. Nothing that you do will 

meet our needs and demands. We will for ever destroy because we need a world of our 

own, a God-world [Jewish World Order]".... As Samuel tells us right to our faces what a "God 

World" is. 

 

"We [Jews] have a national God. In the heart of any pious Jew, God is a Jew." That's right 

from their Torah their most Holy "God" Book. 

 

Take special note Goyim they are talking about you here: 
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Deuteronomy 16: 

And thou shalt consume all the people which the LORD thy God shall deliver thee; thine eye 

shall have no pity upon them: neither shalt thou serve their gods; for that will be a snare 

unto thee. 

 

2 And when the LORD thy God shall deliver them [Goyim] before thee; thou shalt smite 

them, and utterly destroy them; thou shalt make no covenant with them, nor shew mercy 

unto them: 

 

22 And the LORD thy God will put out those nations [my note Nation means Goyim] before 

thee by little and little: thou mayest not consume them at once, lest the beasts of the field 

increase upon thee. 

 

23 But the LORD thy God shall deliver them unto thee, and shall destroy them with a mighty 

destruction, until they be destroyed. 

 

--------------------------------------------- 

 

 
 

Putin's visit to worship at the Wailing Wall. 

http://www.collive.com/show_news.rtx?id=20655 
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The powerful Russian President Vladimir Putin's visit at the Kotel took an impromptu turn 

when a frum Jew called to him. 

 

http://www.collive.com/show_news.rtx?id=20655 

By COLlive reporter 

 

Russian President Vladimir Putin paid a visit to the Kotel in Jerusalem Tuesday night with an 

entourage of Israeli and Russian security personnel. 

 

Originally scheduled for the afternoon, the visit was postponed to 2:00 AM due to security 

considerations. 

 

He was accompanied by Russia's Chief Rabbi Berel Lazar and his colleague Rabbi Alexander 

Barada of the Federation of Jewish Communities of Russia. They were greeted by Kotel 

Rabbi Shmuel Rabinowitz. 

 

At the Western Wall, the President offered a prayer and recited Tehillim from a Russian-

Hebrew prayer book. 

 

Despite the late hour, bystanders were still around and one of them called out in Russian, 

"Welcome President Putin." He got a smile in response. 

 

Later, after visiting the Kotel tunnels, Putin broke away from his security circle and 

approached the man who had called out to him.  

 

Leaning over the police barricade, the former KGB officer began to chat with the frum Jewish 

man who apparently is an immigrant from the former Soviet Union. 

 

The man related the importance of the Kotel to the Jewish nation, and mentioned the Beis 

Hamikdash and Shlomo Hamelech who first built it. 

 

"That's exactly the reason I came here - to pray for the Temple to be built again," Putin 

responded, according to a report on the Bechadrei Chareidim website. 

 

"I wish you that your prayers will be received," the president added and warmly shook the 

man's hand. 

 

A person who witnessed the 3 minute conversation, commented "I guess (Putin) is not as 

closed and tough as we  

thought." 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Source: Chabad.org – Jewish News - Chanukah Journal Nov 26, 1999 

http://www.chabad.org/news/article_c...ah-Journal.htm 

 

 

Putin will save “us” says Jew Kapner! By “us” he means Jews. 
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“RUSSIA’S PM TO JEWISH DELEGATION: I WAS FIRST TO RESTORE JEWISH PROPERTY! 

MOSCOW — In an extraordinary 40 minute meeting with Russian Jewish leaders yesterday 

(November 25), Russian Prime Minister Vladimir V. Putin promised to assist the Jewish 

community in combating anti-Semitism, building schools and reclaiming former synagogue 

buildings for Jewish communities.” 

 

“Mr. Putin said he was familiar with both the menorah and the Chanukah holiday, because 

as a child his family shared their communal apartment with a Jewish family. He fondly 

recalled the pleasant demeanor of the various family members, as well as their attempts 

to preserve their traditions despite Communist reprisals for practicing religion. The Prime 

Minister recalled that he often saw the father of the house poring over large Talmudic 

tomes.” 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Putin was put into power by the Federation Of Jewish Organizations In Russia. The Jewish 

Chairman of this organization Abramovich stated in a 2005 interview that Putin could obtain 

Israeli citizenship if he wanted as an ethnic Jew. And that his mother was a Jew Shelomova. 

This makes Putin full Jewish by Jewish law. 

 

Something damning in the first addition of Putin's book: First Person: An Astonishingly Frank 

Self-Portrait by Russia’s President. It states his mothers maiden name was Shalomovitch 

which is a Jewish surname. But this is changed to Shelomova in the second addition which is 

an attempt to cover this up: 

 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/1586480189 

 

---------------------------------------------------- 

 

 
—Vladimir Putin in the foreground, Roman Abramovich in the background. 

 

Abramovich is chairman of the Federation of Jewish Organizations in Russia (who are 

allied with the Putin administration) and he also donates money to the Jewish Chabad-
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Lubavitch movement. Chabad-Lubavitch is an orthodox Jewish movement. 

 

 

 
—Chabad-Lubavitch is an orthodox Jewish movement. 

 

Appointed Putin and Medvedev [My note Medvdev is according to Jewish archives his 

surname is Mendel] 

 

Abramovich was the first person who recommended Boris Yeltsin to choose Putin as his 

successor. When Putin formed his first cabinet of prime minister in 1999, the Jew 

Abramovich was the one who first held “personal interviews” with each of the candidates 

before they were approved. After that, Abramovich remained one of Putin’s closest allies. 

 

In 2007 Putin asked this Jew, who would be elected as the new President – Dmitry 

Medvedev was then personally recommended by Abramovich. At the G-20 meeting in 

London in 2009 and the G-8 meeting in 2010, it was Medvedev who became renowned as he 

had with him a sample of the new supranational world currency “United Future World 

Currency”, which he campaigned strongly for according to Bloomberg.com. 

 

 

Chris Hutchins , who has written the biographies Abramovich: The Billionaire from Nowhere 

and Putin A Biography, describes Putin’s relationship with Abramovich like one “between a 

father and his favorite son”. 

 

Appears on Russia Today’s website 

 

Under the heading “prominent Russians”, Roman Abramovich is highlighted in Russia 

Today’s encyclopedia “Russiapedia”. It says, among other things, that Abramovich had 

access to Jeltzins “innermost circle” through the Jewish oligarch Boris Berezovsky. 
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------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

The Jewish Rothschild's who created the Soviet Union at the top. Still own Russia, who 

Abramovich is a front Jew of: 

 

 

Russian gov. owned Rosneft in business with Rockefeller[my note Rockefeller's are Jewish 

they are of the Rothschild bloodlines] run Exxon and BP despite “sanctions.” 

 

The Putin Government and Chubais are joint owners of RUSNANO. 

 

In 2012, Rothschild Capital Partners bought a 37 percent stake in the Rockefeller’s wealth 

advisory and asset management group. 

 

Rothschild run Glencore and the Putin Government joined forces to create the world’s 

largest aluminum company, RUSAL. 

 

The Rothschild Global Financial Advisory is located in downtown Moscow and their website 

brags of “high level political access” to the Russian government. 

 

Deripaska is CEO of RUSAL. 

 

Abramovich is Putin’s close confidant, and a joint shareholder along with the Russian 

government in assets such as Gazprom, Aeroflot, and RUSAL. 

 

Putin selected close friend Oleg Deripaska to represent Russia in ABAC (APEC Business 

Advisory Council). Deripaska is also a close friends and RUSAL business partners with Roman 

Abramovich. 

 

The Rothschild family are majority shareholders of Rio Tinto. RUSAL and Rio Tinto are 

involved in joint mining operations despite so called “sanctions” imposed by the West. 

 

The Rothschild family are majority shareholders of Rio Tinto. RUSAL and Rio Tinto are 

involved in joint mining operations despite so called “sanctions” imposed by the West. 

 

Nat Rothschild is a fellow RUSAL investor, and best friend of Roman Abramovich. Nat is also 

close friends, and RUSAL business partners with with Oleg Deripaska. 

 

------------------------------ 

 

Remember the Jewish are marching the Goyim towards the Microchip: 

The Jewish Forced Marched To The Microchip 

topic7691.html 

 

Since 2013 in Russian Federation there will be implemented electronic identification card 
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system (UEK – Uniwiersalnaja Eliektroniczieskaja Karta), the same as RFID. This is officially 

admitted by administration of Chabarovsk Country. 
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Jewish Onslaught to Destroy Europe 
 
 
One of the main reasons that Germany has always been attacked so viciously is 
Germany has always been a stronghold of Satanism in Europe. Germany was 
also hit the hardest with the genocidal Inquisition where entire villages were 
wiped out.  
 
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Inquisition.html  
 
In addition to wiping out many German towns and villages, the rest of Europe 
was victimized by the Christian Church as well. The Inquisition was a major 
attack on Europe.  
 
Loss of human life:  
 

· Salzburg, Austria, 1677-1681 over 100 murdered  
 

· Basque region of the Pyrenees; 1608, Lawyer Pierre de Lancre was sent 
to the region to "root out and destroy those who worshipped Pagan Gods." 
Over 600 tortured and murdered.  

 

· Witch judge Henri Boguet c. 1550-1619 sent some 600 victims to their 
deaths in Burgundy, many of them young children who were 
systematically tortured and then burned alive.  

 

· A pregnant woman was burned alive and from the trauma, she gave birth 
before she died. The baby was tossed back into the flames.  

 

· Swedish town of Mora, 1669, more than 300 murdered. Among them, 15 
children. Thirty-six children between the ages of 9 and 15 were made to 
run the gauntlet and were beaten with rods upon their hands once a week 
for an entire year. Twenty of the youngest children, all under the age of 9 
were whipped on their hands at the church door for 3 Sundays in 
succession. Many more were severely beaten for witchcraft offenses.  

 

· In Scotland, under the rule of Oliver Cromwell, a total of 120 in a single 
month were murdered in 1661. Estimates of the total dead have been as 
high as 17,000 between 1563 and 1603.  

 

· In Würzburg, Germany, the Chancellor wrote a graphic account in the year 
of 1629:  

 

· "...there are three hundred children of three or four years, who are said to 
have had intercourse with the Devil. I have seen children of seven put to 
death, and brave little scholars of ten, twelve, fourteen, and fifteen years 
of age..."  
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· Between the years of 1623 and 1633, some 900 "witches" were put to 
death throughout Würzburg. This was largely maintained by the Jesuits.  

 

· The Chronicler of Treves reported in 1586 that the entire female 
population of two villages was wiped out by inquisitors. Only two women 
were left alive.  

 

· Noted cases included the Knights Templar, Joan of Arc who was chained 
by the neck, hands and feet and locked in a cramped iron cage, Galileo, 
who stated that the Earth revolved around the Sun and was not the center 
of the universe as the church taught (See above).  

 
*The above accounts were taken from Cassel Dictionary of Witchcraft by David 
Pickering.  
 
Satanic Holidays and celebrations have a very strong history in Europe and 
those directly associated with Satanism are European in origin. Germany has a 
strong and pronounced history of Black Masses.  
 
Years ago, large Sabbats were held on the Summit of the Brocken in the Harz 
Mountains of Germany. A Black Mass, feasting and orgies lasted until dawn, with 
dancing around a huge bonfire, and intense celebrating.  
 
The Feast of Valbörg is the celebration of fertility that has its origins with the 
Vikings. The festival spread throughout Europe. At this time, the veil between the 
Earth and the astral/spirit worlds is said to be very thin. What is done on this 
night, especially at midnight [April 30 - May 1st] has special significance. All 
rituals, magick, spirit communications and related are much more powerful on 
this sacred night.  
 
Sweden, Lithuania, and other countries in Europe have held onto these 
traditions. Bon fires are lit and celebrated on the Solstices and Equinoxes 
amongst the main populace. In spite of all the slaughter and murder in attempts 
for the Jew to enforce their sick program of Christianity, many countries in 
Europe, notably Sweden, Germany, and Lithuania have kept their Pagan 
Traditions alive. There are others as well.  
 
Beltane begins at sundown on the evening of, April 30. This custom originates 
with the Celts who always figured their days from sundown to sundown. 
Sundown was the time when Druid priests lit the Baal-fires on the tops of hills.  
 
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Beltane.html  
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/HOLIDAYS.html  
 
The Satanic energies in Europe, and especially those concentrated in Germany 
paved the way for Hitler and the Third Reich to come to power. In addition to their 
revealing what the Jews are all about, Germany was viciously attacked as the 
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goal of the Third Reich was to completely abolish Christianity and replace it with 
Paganism [Satanism]. The YouTube video below is very revealing. Of course 
they slander Satanist Reichsführer Heinrich Himmler, but it does contain truths 
concerning where NS Germany was in regards to Satanism and the Jews know 
this: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eX3R_mQnsRM  
 
The immigrant situation in Europe is intended to destroy mainly White 
Europeans. This is a fact, regardless of what some brainwashed people may 
refuse to believe. Satan is and always has been against race-mixing. This is not 
about supremacy, it is about preserving our cultures. The Jews always use the 
race issue as a tool to destroy all races, which is their ultimate goal. Everyone 
becomes just a number, a slave and has no idea of their past, their cultural 
heritage- nothing. The Jew rewrites history and becomes like they claim “The 
Chosen of God.” If they succeed in some of the Big Brother technology, then 
everyone will be completely fucked.  
 
Satan and Lilith both told me that the world economy WILL collapse. Now, we are 
not dealing with say, a few hundred of these immigrants, but well into the 
millions. Many Europeans are already homeless and to make room for this influx, 
which the Jew created, even senior citizens are being kicked out of nursing 
homes in some countries. So… what is going to happen if the economy collapses 
and there isn’t enough food, shelter and other necessities by far to go around? 
You think crime is bad now? How about plague? This is REALITY. Far too many 
people have their heads up their asses, as they are too stupid and weak to face 
reality and see it for what it is. Few really have any real grasp of world history. 
People are so indoctrinated and dense; it just doesn’t sink in, even for many who 
have studied.   
 
Satan and Lilith explained to me that in order for any real action to take place, 
peoples’ backs must be against the wall before many will wake up, face reality 
and react. Satan told me He, Himself is going to step in on this, along with our 
other Gods.  
 
The Jew creates the problem, provokes the reaction, and then pushes the 
solution. In order to force these mass migrations to happen at this rate, the Jew 
works to make life unlivable in the countries these immigrants are coming from. 
The Jews have a long history of this sort of thing; one only needs to look to 
communism. They play both sides. On the other end, these migrants are told by 
the Jews in their home countries that they can get out [often by paying the Jew 
with their entire life savings] and live a much better life in Europe. The Jews work 
both ends.  
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THE JEWISH OPPOSITION TO CANCER CURES 
 
 
 The Jew Fishbein [Editor of the Journal of the American Medical Association 
"JAMA" from 1924 to 1950] was the front Jew responsible, along with his 
Sanhedrin network in the background, to lie, swindle, and destroy any real cures 
for cancer, along with the Gentile geniuses behind them. All the time covering up 
the very existence of such cures from the Gentile public, while promoting a 
Jewish controlled medical system that empties the pockets of Gentiles, the Jew 
irradiates cancer victims, cuts them open and poisons them. Most die from these 
treatments. The Jew has made tens to hundreds of thousands of dollars off of 
cancer victims. Only one out of one thousand people survive such treatments. 
 
Most cancer victims get sick in the first place due to the Jewish factory farming 
and pollution of the environment via their total control, not just of the banks but 
also of nearly all of the mass industries. Dr. Weston Price's global study back in 
the 1930's found that a populations' increase in cases of cancer and other 
aliments escalates when larger of amounts of processed food are consumed. 
 
Over half a million Americans alone died from cancer in just 2006, in America 
alone. The total amount of global deaths from cancer in the latest EU report; the 
death rate is rising to 17 million a year worldwide. 
 
It was discovered that the Third Reich had found an effective cure for cancer, as 
Hitler personally ordered massive amounts of state funding into disease research 
and cures, along with the best minds in the Reich to study the subject. 
 
There would have been a universally known and practiced cure for cancer back 
in the 1930's, which would have saved hundreds of millions of lives, IF NOT FOR 
THE JEWS! 
 
THE JEWS ARE OUR MISFORTUNE! 
 
Morris Fishbein [Jew] - AMA Enemy 
Of American Health by Bob Wallace LewRockwell.com  
 2-5-2 
 
Dr. Morris Fishbein [1889-1976] originally studied to be a clown. Realizing he 
could make more money as a doctor, he entered medical school [where he failed 
anatomy], then barely graduated. He never treated a patient in his life. Why is he 
so important? Because he became head of the American Medical Association, a 
position that he used to enrich himself and crush legitimate therapies out of 
existence. He appeared to be motivated solely by money and power.  
 
As head of the AMA [and editor of the Journal of the American Medical 
Association from 1924-1949], he decided which drugs could be sold to the public 
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based only how much advertising money he could extort from drug 
manufacturers, whom he required to place expensive ads in the JAMA. There 
were no drug-testing agencies, only Fishbein. It was irrelevant if the drugs 
worked.  
 
Fishbein was a shakedown artist. Yet, today, there is a Morris Fishbein Center 
for the History of Science and Medicine at the University of Chicago.  
 
The AMA, a State-backed guild that today has a near-stranglehold on the 
medical profession, was founded in 1847 merely as a social and scientific 
organization. Its original purpose was very appropriate. It was in their private [and 
the public's] interest for practitioners to get together to trade knowledge, and, for 
all the outward seriousness of the organization, to have some fun. The original 
purpose had gotten lost, though. Some members always want to use the State to 
reduce the supply of practitioners [which increases income] and eliminate 
competition [which also increases income, and, much more seriously, reduces 
innovation]. This happened with the AMA, which is why it is now a danger to the 
health of the American people.  
 
In 1900, while attending the annual AMA convention in St. Paul, Minnesota, three 
doctors came up with the always-destructive but all-too-human idea of using the 
AMA as a front, in order to form a closed corporation for their financial benefit. A 
constitution, bylaws and a charter were created which appeared to give the 
members of the AMA a say in the activities of the corporation, whereas in reality 
the three directors had complete control. These three formed smaller political 
machines in every state, which they controlled through the main corporation.  
 
In 1924, not surprisingly [perhaps inevitably] one of the directors became 
involved in a scandal and had to resign. He appointed Fishbein to take his place. 
Fishbein ultimately took control of the AMA, and by 1934 owned all of the stock. 
In his new position, he was able to assume dictatorial control of the state 
licensing boards and made it as difficult as he could for any doctor who did not 
join. He, and the three doctors who formed the corporation, were little more than 
extortionists, ones who made millions by using the power of the State.  
 
The AMA, which started out as a legitimate organization, rapidly became 
crooked, and Fishbein was the main cause.  
 
The worst of Fishbein's crimes was his destruction of Royal Rife, Royal Raymond 
Rife. I don't know if Royal Raymond Rife was legitimate or not. I believe the 
evidence leans towards his being a once-in-a-century genius. He was born in 
1888 in Elkhorn, Nebraska, and died in 1971, at age 83. He grew up with a 
passion for microscopes, microbiology, and electronics. He was brilliant; there 
can be no doubt about that. He invented technology that is still in use today in 
optics, electronics, radiochemistry, biochemistry, ballistics, and aviation. Some of 
his many inventions included a heterodyning ultraviolet microscope, a micro- 
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dissector, and a micromanipulator. He studied at John Hopkins, received 14 
major awards, and was honored with an honorary doctorate from the University 
of Heidelberg. He worked for Zeiss Optics, the US government, and several 
private employers, the most notable of them being Henry Timkin, who made 
millions manufacturing roller bearings.  
 
Most people have never heard of Rife.  
By 1920, Rife had built the world's first microscope that was strong enough for 
the him to see a virus [he sometimes had to painfully adjust his microscope for 
up to 24 hours to get the specimen into focus]. By 1932, after twelve years and 
five microscopes, he perfected his technology and constructed the largest and 
most powerful microscope, which he called his "Universal Microscope." It had 
almost 6,000 different parts and could magnify objects 61,000 times their normal 
size. With this two-foot-tall, 200-pound microscope, Rife became the first to see a 
live virus, and until recently, his microscope was the only one that could do this.  
 
Modern electron microscopes, although more powerful than Rife's invention, 
instantly kill the viruses they are focused upon. Rife's microscope left the viruses 
alive, so they could be studied.  
 
Rife's genius was first introduced to the public in the San Diego Union newspaper 
in 1929, and was followed by an article in Popular Science in 1931. Articles 
describing his great scientific breakthroughs appeared in the established 
scientific press in for the first time in late 1931 in Science magazine, as well as 
California and Western Medicine.  
 
In 1944, the Smithsonian Institute in Washington, DC, published a detailed article 
about Rife in their national journal, with his microscope being the focus of it, but 
what was revealed to their readers was not only Rife's microscope, but how he 
was able to destroy disease-causing pathogens.  
 
As far back as 1920, Rife had identified a virus that he believed caused cancer. 
He called it the "BX virus." He made over 20,000 unsuccessful attempts to 
transform normal cells into tumor cells. He failed until he irradiated the virus, 
caught it in a porcelain filter, and injected in into lab animals. Using this 
technique, he created 400 tumors in a row.  
 
He began subjecting this virus to different radio frequencies to see if it was 
affected by them. He discovered what he called the "Mortal Oscillatory Rate" 
[MOR] of the virus. He successfully cured cancer in his 400 experimental animals 
before he decided to run tests on humans.  
 
What Rife was doing was using resonance to kill the virus. Everything vibrates at 
different frequencies. If the resonance is correct, it can be used to shatter, just as 
a singer can use it to break a wineglass. By finding the proper resonance, Rife 
was able to shatter the virus. This is why he called it the Mortal Oscillatory Rate.  
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Rife claimed he also discovered the frequencies which destroyed herpes, polio, 
spinal meningitis, tetanus, influenza, and many other dangerous, disease-
causing organisms. All told, there were over 50 infectious diseases that he 
apparently discovered cures for.  
 
How did Rife do this? He painstakingly obtained the MORS by tuning the dial of 
the frequency generator while observing the sample pathogen under his 
microscope. When a frequency was discovered that destroyed a particular 
microorganism, its dial position was marked. The actual frequencies were 
determined later after his experiments. What he did, he apparently did intuitively 
and unwittingly, and it is doubtful he completely understood the theoretical 
method he utilized. For one thing, there was at that time no theory to explain 
what he was doing. [In doing research for this article, I have come to the 
conclusion that Rife was so far advanced over currently available theories that he 
could not explain what he was doing.]  
 
In the summer of 1934, one of Rife's close friends, Dr. Milbank Johnson, along 
with the University of Southern California, appointed a Special Medical Research 
Committee to bring 16 terminally cancer patients from Pasadena County Hospital 
to Rife's San Diego Laboratory and clinic for treatment. The team included 
doctors and pathologists assigned to examine the patients, if they were still alive 
after 90 days.  
 
Some of the other scientists and doctors Rife worked with were: E.C. Rosenow, 
Sr. [longtime Chief of Bacteriology, Mayo Clinic]; Arthur Kendall [Director, 
Northwestern Medical School]; Dr. George Dock; Alvin Foord [pathologist]; Rufus 
Klein-Schmidt [President of USC]; R.T. Hamer [Superintendent, Paradise Valley 
Sanitarium]; Whalen Morrison [Chief Surgeon, Santa Fe Railway]; George 
Fischer [Childrens Hospital, N.Y.]; Edward Kopps [Metabolic Clinic, La Jolla]; Karl 
Meyer [Hooper Foundation, S.F.]; and M. Zite [Chicago University].  
 
At first, the patients were given three minutes of the appropriate frequency every 
day. The treatment consisted of the patients standing next to one of Rife's 
generators, which irradiated them. It was much the same as standing in front of a 
large fluorescent light. The researchers soon learned this was too much of the 
treatment. Suspecting the human body needed more time to dispose of the dead 
toxins, they reduced the time to three minutes every third day.  
 
After the 90 days of treatment, the committee concluded that 14 of the patients 
had been completely cured. After the treatment was adjusted, the remaining two 
patients responded within the next four weeks. The total recovery rate using 
Rife's technology was 100%. The treatment was painless, and the side effects, 
minimal, if any. Except for building the generators, the total cost was a little 
electricity [today, the cost of treating a cancer patient averages $300,000 per 
person. That's a lot of money, and the cancer industry is big business.]  
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Rife wrote in 1953, "Sixteen cases were treated at the clinic for many types of 
malignancy. After three months, 14 of these so-called hopeless cases were 
signed off as clinically cured by the staff of five medical doctors and Dr. Alvin G. 
Foord, M.D., pathologist for the group."  
 
 In 1937, Rife and some colleagues established a company called Beam Ray. 
They manufactured fourteen of Rife's "frequency instruments." Dr. James 
Couche, who was present at the clinic, used one of Rife's machines with great 
success for 22 years, long after the AMA had banned it.  
 
Then, to Rife's, and the nation's great misfortune, Fishbein heard about Rife's 
frequency machine. Fishbein sent an attorney to make a token attempt to buy out 
Rife. Rife refused. Although no one knows the exact terms of the offer, it was 
probably similar to the one Fishbein made to Harry Hoxsey for his herbal cancer 
remedy [which Fishbein, in court, had to admit worked on skin cancer]:  
 
Fishbein and his associates would receive all profits for nine years and Hoxey 
would receive nothing. Then, if they were satisfied that it worked, Hoxsey would 
begin to receive 10% of the profits. When Hoxsey refused, Fishbein used his 
political connections to have Hoxsey arrested 125 times in a period of 16 months. 
The charges [based on practicing without a license] were always thrown out of 
court, but Fishbein harassed Hoxsey for 25 years. The only good thing that came 
out of it is that the scandal forced Fishbein to resign.  
 
Fishbein then offered Phil Hoyland, an investor in Beam Ray and an electrical 
engineer who had helped build the frequency instruments, legal assistance in an 
attempt to steal the company from Rife and the other investors. A lawsuit 
ensued.  
 
The trial of 1939 put an end to the proper scientific investigation of Rife's 
frequency machine. Rife, who was not as resilient as Hoxsey, became unglued. 
Unable to cope with the savage and unfair attacks in court, he crumbled, turned 
to alcohol, and became an alcoholic, even though he won the case. 
Unfortunately, the legal bills bankrupted Beam Ray, and it closed down. Fishbein 
used his power within the AMA to halt any further investigation of Rife's work.  
 
In 1950, Rife joined up with John Crane, who was an electrical engineer. They 
worked together for ten years, building more advanced frequency machines, but 
in 1960 the AMA closed them down. Crane was imprisoned for three years and 
one month, even though fourteen patients testified as to the effectiveness of the 
machine [the forewoman of the jury was an AMA doctor]. Rife died in 1971, from 
a combination of alcohol and Valium. He had spent the last one-third of his life as 
an alcoholic.  
 
What happened to all of those who had supported Rife? By 1939, most of them 
were denying they ever knew him, even though 44 of them had honored Rife on 
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November 20, 1931 with a banquet billed as "The End to All Diseases" at Dr. 
Milbank's Pasadena estate.  
 
Arthur Kendall, who worked with Rife on the cancer virus, accepted almost a 
quarter of a million dollars to suddenly "retire" in Mexico. This was a huge 
amount of money during the Depression. Dr. George Dock was silenced with an 
enormous grant, along with the highest honors the AMA could bestow. Everyone 
except Dr. Couche and Dr. Milbank Johnson gave up Rife's work and went back 
to prescribing drugs. Johnson died in 1944.  
 
The medical journals, supported almost entirely by drug company advertising 
revenues and controlled by the AMA, refused to publish any paper by anyone on 
Rife's therapy. Generations of medical students graduated without hearing of 
Rife's breakthroughs in medicine. And what happened to Rife's decades of 
meticulous evidence of his work, including film and stop-motion photographs? 
Parts of his instruments, photographs, film, and written records were stolen from 
his lab. No one knows who was behind it. No one was ever caught.  
 
Rife's documents for the cancer clinic were lost when he lent them to Dr. Arthur 
Yale a few years later. Barry Lynes, who reintroduced Rife's work to the public in 
1986, in his book "The Cancer Cure that Worked," wrote, "Documents show the 
clinic existed and succeeded in curing Cancer. Doctors who continued treating 
seriously ill people with success given what the frequency instrument 
accomplished in 1934 tell the real story, as do signed reports from cured cancer 
patients in later years."  
 
While Rife attempted to reproduce his missing data, his virus microscopes were 
vandalized, and pieces of his Universal Microscope were stolen. Earlier, arson 
had destroyed the multi-million dollar Burnett Lab in New Jersey, just as the 
scientists there were preparing to announce confirmation of Rife's work, but the 
last blow came later, when police illegally confiscated the remainder of Rife's 50 
years of research.  
 
Fortunately, his death was not the end of his electronic therapy. A few 
humanitarian doctors and engineers attempted to reconstruct his frequency 
machines to keep his work alive.  
 
But do these modern machines work? I don't know. Modern researchers are 
trying to replicate the life's work of what may been one of the greatest geniuses 
in history.  
 
If you'll look at the reviews of Lynes' book at Amazon.com, there are people who 
swear by Rife's machines. A doctor I know [who lives outside the US and wishes 
to remain anonymous] told me, "I have a feeling the Rife machines that are now 
available to us do not have the correct frequencies. The machines I've worked 
with have limited settings and transmit a general range of frequencies," but she 
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uses something similar, specifically the LISTEN and the much more advanced 
BEST machines, invented by James Clark.  
 
She told me several of her case histories, one of which I will reproduce here: "[I 
was treating] a nine-week-old baby that was blue and dying. Doctors couldn't find 
anything wrong with her. I found Ross River Fever [mosquito transmitted] and the 
baby began to respond within two hours of giving her the frequencies, and went 
on to make a full recovery, just after one treatment. The parents did demand a 
blood test for the baby to confirm the Ross River virus - which it was! There 
wasn’t anything the doctors could have done about it. I used to think that 
somehow the electromagnetic frequency gave the body the right information to 
deal with the virus. We now know how this works, due to Sharry Edwards, 
[another practitioner in the States I have studied with, who uses low-frequency 
sound for healing]. She has access to great lab equipment, and last year applied 
the frequencies representing various parasite, bacteria, and viruses to blood 
containing these pathogens. Under a special high-powered microscope, she 
observed that the frequency shattered the "mask" - the protein DNA that the 
pathogen would cloak itself with - and exposed the invader to the immune 
system, that would immediately attack and destroy."  
 
This is essentially what Rife discovered over 80 years ago. We are 80 years 
behind where we should be, because of one despicable man, Morris Fishbein, 
who used the State to halt the advance of medicine, and to line his own pockets.  
 
The LISTEN and BEST machines are legal in the US, but not totally, stated this 
doctor:  
"Practitioners in the States do not use the 'imprinting' facility of the machines - 
that is, broadcasting the frequency. Since this broadcasting is not permitted by 
your laws, the devices are added to the machines when we buy them."  
In other words, it is illegal in the US to use the machines to attempt to cure 
disease. The proper parts aren't even on the machine. It is illegal for a doctor to 
even suggest such a cure is possible. There are other instruments [and other 
inventors] who, past and present, have discovered the same thing Rife did. 
Gaston Naessons, Hulda Clark, and Antoine Priore have invented similar 
instruments. All suffered persecution at the hands of the State. Are they 
legitimate? All I can say is that they had an enormous amount of support from 
their patients.  
 
What would have happened if Rife had succeeded, and Fishbein had failed? If 
what Rife was doing actually worked, there would be a lot of people who would 
have survived cancer. A large portion of the medical profession would have 
ceased to exist. It certainly didn't take a doctor to operate Rife's machines.  
 
Scientists and researches could have devoted more time and money to things we 
are far behind on, like growing organs and limbs. The hundreds of billions of 
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dollars that have flowed to the nefarious alliance of the AMA, FDA, drug industry, 
and the State, would have never occurred.  
 
The cure for these problems? Remove the State backing from the AMA and FDA, 
and unleash the power and creatively of the free market. Many people have been 
brainwashed into thinking the State protects them. The truth is the exact 
opposite.  
 
 Copyright © 2002 LewRockwell.com 
 
 
Appended Article: 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
Of my three children, one was given no drugs, no nitrates in his eyes or anything 
else. He has never worn glasses. The other two who were given the standard 
treatment in the hospital have had to wear glasses due to having 
nearsightedness. The Jews make a fortune off of glasses and optometry.  
________________________________________________________________ 
 
Excerpt from:  
Hazards that Lurk in the Hospital Nursery 
 
Although competitive pressures have brought improvements in some hospitals, 
the probability remains that your baby will be whisked off to the nursery moments 
after he is born. He will be subjected to a number of procedures, some of them 
legally mandated in most states, and then compelled to lie there – probably 
screaming his head off – for at least four hours. Only then, and only once every 
four hours after that, will you be allowed to breastfeed your baby or give him his 
bottle, if that is the option you select. 
 
Your obstetrician will waste no time in giving your new baby his first exposure to 
the chemicals that dominate medical practice in the United States. He'll squirt a 
few drops of silver nitrate into the baby's eyes. This treatment is predicated on 
the ridiculous presumption that all mothers must be suspected of having 
gonorrhea, which may have been transmitted to the baby during delivery. 
Doctors have, in fact, fostered legislation requiring this treatment in every state. 
 
Doctors reject the argument that the mother could be tested for gonorrhea 
instead of inflicting silver nitrate on her baby, claiming that this won't do because 
the test is not 100-percent accurate. That defense is pure nonsense, because 
the silver nitrate isn't 100-percent effective, either. Whether one is more 
effective than the other is moot, because if your baby were to develop gonorrheal 
ophthalmia for either reason, the problem can and will be solved by using 
antibiotics to treat the disease. 
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The use of silver nitrate made some sense before antibiotics became 
available, but the price your baby pays because its use is continued today, 
when it is no longer needed, is not insignificant. Silver nitrate causes 
chemical conjunctivitis in 30 to 50 percent of the babies who receive it. 
Their eyes fill up with thick pus, making it impossible for them to see 
during the first week or so of life. No one knows what the long-term 
psychological consequences of this temporary blindness may be. The 
treatment may also produce blocked tear ducts, which necessitates 
difficult surgical intervention to correct damage done by a senseless 
procedure. Finally, some doctors – including me – believe that the high 
incidence of myopia and astigmatism in the United States may be related to 
the placing of this caustic agent into the delicate, tender membranes of 
your baby's eyes. 
 
It seems that every generation of doctors creates a new set of interventions that 
create problems that can only be resolved by further intervention. Most of the 
things a mother goes through when her baby is delivered in a hospital – the 
analgesia, the anesthesia, the induction of labor, all of the drugs – increase the 
chance that her infant will develop jaundice, because it is one of their side 
effects. 
 
Many doctors routinely give vitamin K to newborn babies because they have 
been taught that infants are born with a deficiency of this vitamin, which 
influences how rapidly the baby's blood will clot. That's nonsense, unless the 
mother is severely malnourished, but most doctors do it anyway. Administration 
of vitamin K to the newborn may produce jaundice, which prompts the 
pediatrician to treat it with bilirubin lights (phototherapy). These lights 
expose the baby to a dozen documented hazards that may require still 
further treatment and possibly affect him for the rest of his life. 
 
Originally published as Chapter 4, How to Raise a Healthy Child In Spite of Your 
Doctor. New York: Ballantine Books, 1990. 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
Industrial farming where food animals are jam-packed into crates, cages, and 
pens, living in their own excrement, covered with sores and having to endure 
intense suffering. This creates depression in a large number of people who eat 
meat, as the hormones and other bio-chemicals from the bodies of the animals 
are in the meat and the meat products. The Jew maximizes financial profits from 
prescription drugs. Patients who suffer from depression and related disorders are 
prescribed drugs, many of which are addictive. This is a multi-million dollar 
industry of which the Jew reaps millions upon millions of dollars. No amount of 
money is ever enough money for the Jew.  
Vegetarians are not exempt either. The Jew run corporations work overtime to 
create plant hybrids, many of which are monstrosities, and insecticides that are 
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harmful not only to the environment, but to the health of the consumers, and 
other chemicals which are put into the soil, sprayed upon the plants and 
eventually wind up in our water supply that cause all kinds of diseases and 
cancer. 
 
35% Food Grade Hydrogen Peroxide, when taken according to directions 
[extremely important] gives the body the extra oxygen it needs to cure itself, 
prevent asthma attacks and much more. The One-Minute Cure: The Secret to 
Healing Virtually All Diseases, by Madison Cavanaugh 
http://freedom-school.com/health/one-inutecurepasswordfreefinalpdf102708.pdf  
If you look around, this book is available on pdf for free on the internet.  
 
There are toxins in all of the foods we eat. Many of these are intentionally added 
to make the population tired. Chronic fatigue is rampant. This ensures many do 
not have the energy to resist the Jew run system. Jew Karl Marx wrote to keep 
the workers [Gentile slaves] hungry and tired. This has become a reality.  
 
Liquid Chlorophyll also adds extra oxygen to the body, giving natural energy and 
boosts the immune system. Prepared foods such as frozen TV dinners and 
twinkies and related are the worst, along with the dyes and other toxic filth in our 
foods. There is very little nutritional value and along with popular breakfast 
cereals, these are loaded with harmful chemicals, advertised on the TV for kids 
who don't know any better and sold to the unknowing public in massive 
quantities. The Jew not only makes an enormous profit from these toxic foods, 
but also reaps in billions treating victims with expensive drugs that only treat the 
symptoms.  
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Jewish terror tactics, more about Lenin and the Bolsheviks  
by: Teloc Vovim 666  
 
“To learn who governs over you, simply find out who you are not allowed to 
criticize” –Voltaire  
 
Looking a bit more at Lenin and the Bolshevik rule, Maria Spiridonova on 
February 10th 1919 after she condemned the terror that was being carried out by 
the Cheka, her and 210 other militants were sentenced by a revolutionary court 
to a detention in a sanatorium on account of her hysterical state. Classic Jewish 
move, if you oppose them or try to expose them you are declared insane. Just 
like people who have spotted UFOs, and people who know about Jewish 
scandals are deemed insane or racist. (Again “race” by their own admission)  
 
July 1, 1919 Cheka’s memo about other political parties, “Instead of merely 
outlawing these parties, which would simply force them underground and make 
them even more difficult to control, it seems preferable to grant them a sort of 
semi legal status. In this way we can have at hand, and whenever we need can 
simply pluck our troublemakers, renegades, or the informers that we need. As for 
these anti soviets parties concerned, we must make use of the present war 
situation to blame crimes on their members.” Oh have the Jews ever utilized this 
trick.. As with National Socialists parties and neo Nazis parties, they keep track 
of the members and infiltrate them. (As with anything or group relating to Nazis, 
their biggest threat) It’s another false freedom used to keep track of people or 
threats, and it’s easy to dismantle if they already know who and where they are.  
 
The most known Bolshevik leaders Trotsky, Zinoviev, Kamenev, Aleksei Rykov, 
Karl Radek were all Jewish. Many people knew this and strikers who had had 
enough at a meeting while Lenin was trying to address striking workers was 
booed off stage, while people were shouting, “Down with Jews and commissars.” 
and “Death to Jews.”  
 

Quote from the Jewish Talmud:  
Libbre David 37: "To communicate anything to a Goy 
about our religious relations would be equal to the 
killing of all Jews, for if the Goyim knew what we teach 
about them, they would kill us openly."  

 
“The best place for a striker, those noxious yellow parasites, is the concentration 
camp.”  
And that is where many of them ended up, others were tortured and executed.  
 
“In 1920 anyone arrested, to be set free again and to be given a new ration book 
(for food), all workers had to sign this statement:  
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I, the undersigned, a filthy criminal dog, repent before the revolutionary court and 
the red army, confess my sins, and promise to work conscientiously in the 
future.”  
 
June 11 1919, planes bombed the town of Tretyaki because of revolts, they took 
family members as hostages to use against those who revolted or deserters, they 
arrested and executed many people, also burned villages. If anyone helped the 
deserters or bandits, the Cheka would burn their entire village down.  
More Jewish terror tactics, “if anyone opposes them they are hunted down and 
killed, usually tortured first, and their entire families are murdered as well.”  
(All the very same things Israel is doing now)  
“Do what we say or we’ll kill you”…  
 
http://www.exposingcommunism.com/Israel-Used-Nuclear-Weapon-on-
Yemen.pdf   
 
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Jewish_Media_Calls_For_Israel_To_Nuke
_Germany_And_Iran.pdf   
 
The Bolsheviks also deemed the Cossacks as Kulaks and class enemies. There 
was a deCossackization, their land was taken from them and redistributed. That 
sounds so familiar in so many different places… Does Denazification sound 
familiar to anyone? And where at the supposed end of the war German territory 
was taken and redistributed. Same tactics… used again… and again.  

 
Quote from the Jewish Talmud: Schulchan Aruch, 
Choszen Hamiszpat 348:  
"All property of other nations belongs to the Jewish 
nation, which, consequently, is entitled to seize upon it 
without any scruples." 

 
“We Cossacks are not anti-Soviet, we are in favor of free election. We are 
against communist collective farming, and the Jews.” The source of all problems 
always seems to come back to the Jews. No matter they what are disguising 
themselves as (Christians, Islamic, Stalinist, Maoist, communists, liberals). They 
destroyed Cossack towns and deported the survivors. Same thing happened in 
Germany, where many German cities were bombed down to rubble and the 
survivors were sent to “work” (death) camps. The very same thing also occurred 
in Cambodia, they burnt down many villages, and anyone who wasn’t executed 
was sent to be worked to death.  
 
The Cheka were stealing, looting, and raping, and they would throw anyone into 
prison, and forge documents. They also regularly practiced extortion and 
blackmail. The Cheka drunk with blood and violence, kept no records of 
executions, or why people were being executed. They were hanging people “for 
fun...” 
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The Bolsheviks wanted to humiliate their enemy, especially the “bourgeois” 
women. They were forced to clean toilets or the barracks of the Chekas and Red 
Guards. This however was a toned down politically presentable face of brutal 
rape which took place in gigantic proportions. Just like in WW2 where Russian 
Jewish propagandist, Ilya Ehrenburg, told Red Army soldiers not to be afraid to 
break the racial pride of German women, and blatantly told them to rape German 
women.  
 
These despicable crimes can be seen all throughout history and all around the 
world. The perpetrators never brought to justice. I say it’s about damn time they 
paid for their crimes…  
 
 
Resources *  
 
The Black Book of Communism: Crimes, Terror, Repression Harvard Press © 
2000 
Part I Chapter 4: The Dirty War  
 
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/jewish-bolshevism.html   
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Death, Humiliation, Slavery in "Christian housing" and 

more. 

 

 

This is here a reply by one of our members in the Joy of Satan main groups. In order to escape this to be 

lost under the message burdens, we repost it as its very worth reading and very informative and reveals 

the True Nature of this kike criminal institution, but their 'little race' aswell who is behind all these 

atrocities who are beyond word and doubt the greatest to plague Human history. See for yourselves: 

 

 

 

" 

 

There are a lot more atrocities where this one came from. The Catholic Church has participated in many 

crimes of slave labor, including serfdom, chattel slavery, and slave labor at orphanages. The recent mass 

grave is only one example of Catholic “laundries" like the Magdalene Asylums; a form of slave labor 

where women were forced to work in clothes-washing facilities run by the Church. 

 

 
 

In 1993 a mass grave containing 155 female bodies was discovered outside a Magdalene Asylum in 

Drumcondra, Dublin. Only 75 of these women even had death certificates. 
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Many of the corpses still 

wore casts from the bone 

injuries these women 

sustained working back-

breaking shifts which could 

last more than ten hours a 

day. Chemicals such as 

industrial bleach used in 

Catholic workhouses like the 

so-called Magdalene 

"Laundry" often caused harm 

to workers, while dangerous 

equipment presented yet 

another danger. One body in 

the mass grave was found 

with its head severed.  

 

 

 

http://theraggedwagon.wordpress.com/201 ... -are-they/ 

 

http://www.magdalenelaundries.com/Magda ... _Final.pdf 

 

The Roman Catholic Church had concentration camps like this across Europe and North America where 

Catholics tortured, abused, and enslaved women and children for "crimes" ranging from promiscuity to 

being sexually abused. In some cases girls were even imprisoned for looking "too attractive". Women 

who tried to escape these workhouses were dragged back by the police into literal slavery, from which 

only relatives rarely released them. Talking to fellow inmates during work was strictly prohibited, and 

women who broke the rules could be beaten, starved, tortured, and worse. 
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“Those places were the Irish gulags for 

women,” said Mary Norris. “When you went 

inside their doors you left behind your dignity, 

identity and humanity. We were locked up, 

had no outside contacts and got no wages 

although we worked 10 hours a day, six days a 

week, 52 weeks a year. What else is that but 

slavery? And to think that they were doing all 

this in the name of a loving God! I used to tell 

God I hated him.” 

 

 
 

http://samdjordison.blogspot.com/2013/0 ... dries.html 

 

At the "Good Shepherd Orphanage" In Baltimore, Maryland, survivor Pat Noel testifies that aside from 

working long hours for the Church, girls were beaten until they were bloody, forced to kneel on concrete 

steps for days, shaved, starved, deprived of their names, and coerced into lifelong celibacy. At least one 

girl was forced to crawl through her own urine. 

 

 

 

http://communities.washingtontimes.com/neighborhood/heart-without-compromise-children-and-

children-wit/2013/jun/6/magdalene-laundry-survivor-speaks-out/ 
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Women were worked to death in cold blood; one lovely 15 year old in St. Joseph’s “Industrial 

School” was even forced by nuns - against a doctor’s order - to perform hard labor right after her 

appendix had been surgically removed. The girl died after several days of this horrific abuse. 

 

 

http://theraggedwagon.wordpress.com/200 ... -murdered/ 

 

The singer Sinnead O'Conner testifies that she witnessed nuns at an Irish Magdalene Asylum rip a child 

out of the arms of its screaming mother, who never heard even one word about the fate of her child 

ever again. 

 

 
 

http://goldenbridgeinmate39.wordpress.c ... e-laundry/ 

 

Atrocities of a similar nature occurred in Australia, where Lily Arthur recounts having her only child 

stolen at birth after she was dragged from her bed one night and imprisoned in a Catholic Magdalene 
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Laundry. Here she was forced to work throughout her pregnancy and for months afterword. She met 

women from a higher security "Asylum" who told her they had been forced to eat rotting food, and 

sleep with no bedding on concrete for months on end. 

 

 
 

http://atheism.wikia.com/wiki/Magdalene_laundry 

 

Horrific sexual abuse also occurred in these facilities, as recounted by survivors in the documentary "Sex 

in a Cold Climate". 

 

 
 

In the case of Ireland, the Jew-Controlled Government was fully aware (see again JFM 2011) that 

thousands of women were illegally enslaved by the Church; and that local police department s were 

acting at behest of Catholic clergy and others to keep these women in slavery; but did nothing to stop it. 

In fact, the Jew-Controlled government even acted in collusion with Catholic nuns to use these enslaved 

women as cheap labor.  

 

Similar use of forced labor once occurred across the Christianized world, where Jewish Governments 
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and Christian Churches collaborated with each 

other to enslave and exploit Gentile women and 

their children. This system developed from the 

Dark Age custom of forcing promiscuous women 

to work in convents, developed into a network of 

laundries in the eighteenth century, and 

seemingly ended in White countries when the last 

Magdalene Asylum in Ireland closed in 1996. 

Abuse and overworking of women and children in 

convents and other Christian institutions, 

however, continues, and it is very likely given the 

past that there are still places where local authorities are complicit. 

 

 

The Catholic Church is a criminal organization run by 

Jews, who are a criminal race. 

 

 

 

Hail Satan and his Justice. 
 

SIEG HEIL 
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Jewogle, Jewtube And Tulsi Gabbard 

by HP Mageson666 » Sat Aug 03, 2019 
 

 

 

Jewogle, Jewtube And Tulsi Gabbard 

 

 

Congress member and Democratic Presidential candidate, Tulsi Gabbard is now suing Google 

for fifty million dollars for supressing her candidate adds after the Democratic debates when her 

name was the most Googled on the searches relating to the debates. Google controls eighty 

percent of the search engines results globally and was attempting to censor Gabbard's campaign. 

 

Why would Google do that? Tulsi Gabbard, is hated by the Jewish Lobby which stated they 

would do anything possible against her in the campaign, they don't like her criticism of Israel in 

the past. Google is owned by the Alphabet company. Just Jew runs Alphabet? The company that 

owns Google. The Jews, Sergey Brin and Larry Page: 

 

"In September 2004, Brin and Page went to Israel for the 80th birthday party of Shimon Peres 

and praised Israeli technology. "Israel looks to me like the next Silicon Valley; it has the 

potential to be even more successful than Silicon Valley, because people here are hungrier," Brin 

said."[1] 

 

"Sergey Mikhaylovich Brin born August 21, 1973) is an American computer scientist and 

Internet entrepreneur. Together with Larry Page, he co-founded Google. Brin is the president of 

Google's parent company Alphabet Inc. As of June 2019, Brin is the 13th-richest person in the 

world, with an estimated net worth of US$50.1 billion..... Brin was born in Moscow in the Soviet 

Union, to Russian Jewish parents, Eugenia and Mikhail Brin...The Brin family lived in Vienna 

and Paris while Mikhail Brin secured a teaching position at the University of Maryland with help 

from Anatole Katok. During this time, the Brin family received support and assistance from the 

Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society."[2] 

 

(missing image) 

 

 

(missing image) 

 

The racial Jew, Larry Page, the Jewish press brags about his Jewishness. His Jewish mother by 

Jewish law makes him a full blooded racial Jew, he has Israeli family members: 

 

 

"Lawrence Edward Page (born March 26, 1973) is an American computer scientist and Internet 

entrepreneur who co-founded Google with Sergey Brin..Page is the chief executive officer of 
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Alphabet Inc. (Google's parent company). After stepping aside as Google CEO in August 2001, 

in favor of Eric Schmidt, he re-assumed the role in April 2011. He announced his intention to 

step aside a second time in July 2015, to become CEO of Alphabet, under which Google's assets 

would be reorganized. Under Page, Alphabet is seeking to deliver major advancements in a 

variety of industries.... As of June 2019, Page is the 12th-richest person in the world, with a net 

worth of $51.1 billion. Forbes placed him 10th in the list "Billionaires 2019...Page was born on 

March 26, 1973, in East Lansing, Michigan. His mother was Jewish, and his maternal 

grandfather later made aliyah to Israel."[3] 

 

 

Alphabet also owns Utube, I wonder why the Jewish ADL is allowed to run the Utube 

censorship campaign and put in algorithms to supress any content the Jewish ADL does not 

like.... However something to note what is the cost of the Goyim Knowing.... Recent news 

reports state Utube lost 70 plus billion dollars due to its new censorship algorithms. This is why 

the Jews are panicking and trying to censor everything, 70 billion dollars worth of content is a lot 

of Goyim watching content that is threating the Jewish World Order. Gentiles are waking up on 

mass to the Jewish problem. The Jewish ADL coming out and then censoring everything in 

public is not helping the Jews either. 

 

 

Sources 

Jewish Virtual Library [1] 

Wiki, Sergey Brin [2] 

Wiki, Larry Page [3] 
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Jews "From The Mother " Explained 

Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Mon Jan 28, 2019 

 

 
This situation needs to be cleared, and as with HP Jake's latest reply on the groups put succintly, jews 
can never be part of our own, no matter what, where, when, circumstantially, or not. 
 
I have to clear some other fallacy that has arose in particular to racially "aware" circles who lack 
knowledge in discerning jews or in understanding what and when someone is actually jewish, as wrongs 
here (probably created by jews or lack of understanding them) has poisoned a lot of people through 
sentimental feelings which they believe superimpose above natural laws. 
 
A meme is going around created by jews that "Only jews from their mothers side are accepted in Israel". 
Many people erroneously believe as a result that the jews do not consider 'jewish', all these jewish who 
are jews from their father, or their grandparents. But of course, these people are jewish and part of the 
racial group of the jewish people all over the earth. 
 
The jews in contrast to Gentiles who are totally blind in regards to racial and natural laws, have far more 
knowledge in regards to breeding, hybridization, and keeping one's racial line clean. An irony if jews are 
considered since they are racially mixed with all the races of the earth, but that aside, they have 
maintained the connective alien factor that unites them all which is their jewishness and their 
descendant jewish genetics.  
 
While all of this was cloaked under religious rules and regulations, it is nothing else than already known 
to all Pagans, primitive psychology. This is how we bred horses, dogs, and many other species and sub-
species since the ancient times, and there were many people who were breeders and as such this 
knowledge was widespread in ancient civilizations. 
 
Jews from the side of the father, as with all hybridized species, are not considered jews to live and exist 
in Israel, or in the very least important and fruitful citizens of Israel. This is simple and anyone who has 
any knowledge in regards to hybridizing species, knows that only the resulting offspring that is female 
from a hybridized species can again be hybridized 'back' into the fold.  
 
The jews by this very policy are also admitting that they are different species from others in mankind, 
something which was racially common knowledge to the ancient world.  
 
Male offspring that results from hybridization through birth and undergoes this process are far more 
likely to infertility, and therefore, are to work abroad to cause mayhem to Gentile nations, infiltrate 
them, and hijack Gentile families, rather than to stay in Israel. Them being a majority in Israel threatens 
Israel with extinction, as it's a rule that hybridized males may have infertility and be unable to procreate 
properly. This is religiously explained as being unable to pass down 'jewishness'. They are still perfectly 
jewish, genetically and otherwise, but they are just a liability to a race that tries to maintain fruitful 
births and also, racial hygiene.  
 
Females on the other hand, or the descendants of females (even after hybridization) are far more likable 
to have the ability to procreate, without the plethora of issues.  
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Jews would rather nobody of theirs race mixed, but since they are on a mission of global infiltration of 
all races and nations on earth, they have to find a way around bridging both of these situations with the 
eventual hopes of staying "Jews" and also hijacking and racially infiltrating all their enemies. So the male 
jews are sent to one missions and the female jews are returning to another. 
 
To make this simple, if one is demented enough to cross a lion and a tiger, the result will be a liger. If the 
liger is male, the chances are extremely high the liger will be infertile. However, if the liger is female, 
hypothetically speaking, the event of infertility is less likely. Also, if we were to later bond this liger with 
back with a lion, or a species that we want to bring it back to, it's far more likely that our hybridization 
will be successful and more willing as the female here plays a bigger role than the male. 
 
When people hybridize, the chances for higher fertility are on the female offspring of hybridization, and 
not the male offspring. In cases of hybridized species of wildcats with cats, only the female offspring can 
typically procreate, while the males can be largely sterile. Then, the breeder has to take a male normal 
cat, or a male wildcat, and continue on top of this to create to move the being to another state. This is 
one of the reason jews have put this criteria in regards to "jews from the mothers side" applying to be 
jews. 
 
Another reason is that the mother on children is what gestates and nurtures the internal aspects of a 
person's being, and for that reason, a jewish mother makes one closer to the jews, than just typically a 
jewish father. Biologically speaking they are the same thing, and they are both jews, however, the most 
long term profit of acceptance is from the "Jews from the mother", while the hybrids with Gentile 
mothers are to be kept at a hands distance due to instability or future infertility caused on the lines of 
Israel down the line.  
 
They also have, as stated, another mission to serve "Israel", and that is hopefully not domestically. There 
are millions abroad that they can join to corrupt freely as it is, and endless goyim gene lines they can 
contaminate. They are not all needed in Israel. 
 
Jews are always jews, and it doesn't matter if quarter, male, female, donkey, or whatever else will be 
invented around this fact. Likewise, all jews are forever an abomination to the Pagan Gods, and so they 
will remain, despite of the lies of the jewish mouths, of jewish claims, or jews trying to tie the Gods by 
the feet and attempting to become "Pagan" or "Satanists". 
 
Alien is the nature of the jews, and alien it will forever be. 
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Jews Admit National Socialists Were Satanists 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Tue Jul 10, 2018 8:01 pm 

In an article posted by the Haaretz, titled, Addressing the Satanic, Mystical Aspect of Nazism, 

they are admitting this very fact. That National Socialists were Satanists.  
 

Many people like to call this "Paganism" but essentially that's only Satanism. Satanism is just a 

blanket term the jews have used on spiritual Pagans for centuries. We know better that this title 

doesn't come from them, but for us. In the same way they call "Demons" evil while it all means 

is Knowledgeable Ones, Satanists simply mean those who are practicing the Sanatana Dharma 

or essentially the spiritual path of truth. 
 

"Satanic cults popular among SS officers demonstrate the importance of mystic faith in the 

worldview of the Nazi elite. Mainstream historians must pay more attention.", the author writes. 

The Article by Oded Heilbronner. 

 

https://www.haaretz.com/opinion/.premiu ... -1.5320839 
 

I will not pay 1 shekel to read the article. The title should be enough.  
 

This article was not there before. Ironically it was from 2014, but the comments are from 2018. It 

wouldn't be unlikely it was resurfaced, or was not supposed to be posted, or taken down. How 

do people comment on a news article...4 years later. Something's off. 
 

Regardless of this... 
 

Despite of the propaganda idiots who say Hitler and the National Socialists were...Christarded, 

these people are idiots. They could see through the jewish spiritual lie. Here you have some 

jews with three digit IQ to admit the obvious facts. 
 

The jews know what they are fighting against, maybe people should know too where their roots 

are and where the way is to spiritual salvation. 
 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 

 

 
- http://www.joyofsatan.org 

- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 
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Jews and Truth 

 

Thu Aug 03, 2017 3:09 pm  

High Priest Hoodedcobra666  

 

When you study the enemy, you will see there is something extremely wrong with them. 

In all their writings, they call the Truth pointless or even evil, and banish it.  

 

They literally do not give a fuck about any Truth. So far the jews are concerned, you 

don't even exist right now and you never did as if they win, they will erase you from 

history anyway. Part of this is why all the 'history' and 'knowledge' of the world is 

becoming digital. In the future, if they win, they will simply erase the so called 

'inheritance' of humanity, or lock you out of it as when you lock an Ipad out from the 

App-Store. They also make some 'spiritual' reasons about the things they believe, to 

justify their reptilian psychopathy. 

 

The jews were the first race to write a completely fictitious story and impose this on the 

planet as 'truth'. The jews also in their writings state that one must never rise above the 

level of the throat chakra, because they will 'die' and since it's pointless. This is because 

on the 6th and 7th chakra, the Truth is understood. SATANAMA is responsible for the 

rising of the understanding to this. 

 

The jew is also the only race who will keep lying to you even after you have found out. 

They literally do this as a computer program does, and the jew also does seem to in it's 

entirety as a species, lack a sense of 'truth' completely. This is more than a Gentile who is 

pathologically lying, this is a DISABILITY to understand any truth.  

 

If they did, they would never be doing the things we do, and their creators made sure they 

don't have this ability at all. They simply do not possess this sense. The jews look to you 

straight in the eyes and lie to you all the time, blatantly, and if you find out, they want to 

execute you or blame you for it. Because you're inferior for doing this to them. Many 

people call this behavior sociopathy or pathological lying, but it's just jewishness.  

 

The prior-said conditions aren't that serious, and even the worse pathological liars do 

know what is true and what isn't. The jews genuinely believe in their own lies as they 

know they are lies and they believe them anyway. Because they are only interested in the 

power put into the lie and the effect this has. The whole jewish world is build upon this.  

 

Two shirts cost exactly the same to make, one costs 1000$, the other costs 10$. The only 

thing that is different is a generated idea behind the shirts. This is only one example. The 

same goes for Jesus who is a cheap hooker imposter, but due to the mass belief put into 

the lie, he costs 10 bucks instead of 5 bucks. 

 

Truth makes an entity understand the highest wisdom that is beyond who created that 

entity and so forth. The enemy who created the jews didn't want them rebelling or 
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possessing that sense. The jews admit the Torah is a lie, and a generated "POTENTIAL 

UNIVERSE" that "MAY OR MAY NOT MANIFEST", but they believe on it anyway.  

 

The jewish school of thought of Frankfurt and Marxism was always about how there is 

no Truth, never was, and that nothing really matters. So far the jews are concerned, you 

don't exist either: You're a temporary Goyim that exists and will be eradicated, as an 

animal without a memory that never existed. According to the jews if a person gets 

amnesia, they never existed or had any actual existence. 

 

We can translate this into how they mention Satan and the Gods (Satan means Truth 

basically) is their enemy, whom they fight, but at the same time they lie that he doesn't 

exist, is irrelevant or whatever else. The jews translate their WISHES for reality, as 

"REALITY" and they fake it until they make it. This is why the whole system is built on 

the "FAKE IT TILL YOU MAKE IT" pseudo-success, where pretense is the only 

important thing, and never facts. 

 

Effectively all lies collapse under their own weight, crushing them, and then they blame 

the victims for it. 

 

Jews must be seen as a reptilian entity with a very specific purpose. To dominate the 

planet and deliver it to their masters by any means necessary. They don't care, nor they 

can care. They can pretend, as Marcus Eli Ravage said, to take on the 'culture' of their 

enemies, they can even cry like machinery, but on the inside, they don't feel the slightest 

thing or even give a damn.  

 

The greatest thing you can do is unmask them so they can insist, and this is where you 

will have your own 'idea about what they were' collapse in front of reality. This 

misunderstanding is major, is caused by lack of spiritual understanding, and is the reason 

Jews are still around and not isolated in Madagascar or worse. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 
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It Is Now, Revealed: The Greatest Secret of 
the Jews... 
How the Jew Compares with a Virus 
By High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
 
 
Greetings to our Comrades and Satanic Forces!!! 
 
In this message we will not examine or relate any much visible or senseless 
“cause”, but we will examine and understand together the CORE of the Jewish 
Work, or approach this very closely. To know this, you know all of the Jews and 
they will stand powerless in front of your awareness over them. This is no 
different than being able to SEE the Jews. This is actually SEEING them even 
BETTER. So keep on reading. Its a bit lengthy, but totally worth it. Satan wants 
them totally and fully naked in front of your eyes both them and their nasty works 
and deeds. SATAN REVEALS THE TRUTH AND ALL TRUTHS ARE IN 
SATAN!!! ALL TRUTH TO LIGHT!!! ALL LIES STAND ERASED IN HIS LIGHT!!! 
 
The Jews are like a virus and a parasite and correctly so many people before 
they have called them as such. This is the closest thing to an organism where we 
can observe identically to a Jew. Everyone that knows their ways and observes 
them, has read their texts and saw their history, this is evident. They totally work 
like a virus. This is the nature of all parasites in existence. You can see this from 
a lower or higher standby, yet its there and glaringly apparent. 
 
First, a virus has to bypass the defenses of the cell it wants to invade. There are 
many viruses that pretend they are something “useful” to the cell; or something 
entirely harmless to it. They do all sorts of tricks to convince the cells of these, or 
when the cell is shattered open by another force (let’s say a cut) they find an 
open way to get in with the cell. When they get into the cell, they take over the 
cell’s reproductive powers, their DNA and they copy their own DNA inside this 
cell. This cell as such becomes sick and contains the DNA of the virus. Not long 
after, the virus completely takes over the Cell, and makes it turn against the rest 
of the body. If the body doesn’t notice this or cannot stop this, or is not aware, the 
virus thrives. Then it expands from cell to cell, towards cells close to the cells it 
infected in the first place that open themselves up to the virus. Then these cells 
are turned on war against the body itself and the defence of the body. Then the 
cells stupidly work for the virus, which has taken them over, against its own 
interest even.  
 
All the above is analogous to how the Jews infect people and pretend they are 
“like anyone else” and that they “deserve” to exist, or that they should be left 
unimpeded to do whatever they want. They try to brainwash everyone with the 
“Bible”, the “Torah”, “intellectual philosophies” and generally any and all other 
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ways to justify their historical parasitism and murder that they have obviously 
committed. Like a virus, they always try to brainwash the cell they want to invade. 
This is done with “Christians” and other fools who accept them, while they think 
they have accepted themselves. They don’t even know, but they have been 
injected Jewish “DNA” in their way of thinking, living and existing. They are taken 
over, as much as they have given in to this virus. The religions and things they 
project to the hosts (in this allegory, the religions and philosophies) resemble the 
DNA they had originally (no different than how the enemy has stolen all our 
symbols) and therefore, those who lack knowledge and are unaware, they are 
deceived. When they are, they attack other healthy cells.  
 
The Jews first hang “low”, when the infection begins. Nowadays, the Jews have 
taken over most cells in the body of humanity and they are turning these against 
the very few who are not sick and try to resist. Obviously, this is to save and 
restore the body. The countless xian, Marxist, Islamic, Pacifist, Rambambam and 
whatever drones around you, they all have fell into the Jewish traps, they are 
nothing less but infected. They don’t know this and this is why we mention again 
and again…SPIRITUAL WARFARE AND EDUCATION OF THE MASSES!!!  
 
The people need to KNOW. A virus carries its own DNA. How this DNA will 
“connect” to the host, from where it will “stick” and how “long” it will take, all this is 
falling into “chance” and into how this will be able to “stick” itself. In other words, 
the Jews are a virus, which deep inside is reptilian and the Torah. Obviously, 
since people can’t become TOTALLY like them, they push whatever possibly can 
run over the people and take them over, like a virus on the Cell. Some people 
don’t want to attack, so they make them pacifists, others are brutal and they turn 
them into xian and Islamic hordes, others are materialist and they promise them 
material power and possessions if they succumb, others want women or men 
and they promise them that, others want a big ego, and the list goes and 
goes…The virus studies well what the cell needs, prior to the attack. Then when 
the cell is used to its limits, has infected others, and spread and reproduced its 
bad DNA quite good, if the virus succeeds, the cell is killed…But mind you, 
through this, the Virus survives. It thrives. It evolves. When it has eaten the whole 
of the body, it has made sure to have infected some other body and will do 
anything in its ability for this to happen. Then the virus stands evolved, stronger, 
and more potent and the body it once used, the cells it manipulated and anything 
else, DEAD.  
 
The Jews work like this. One instance is how they invade states. They pretend 
they are bringing whatever with them in the states. Let them “work”, let them 
“mop the floor”, let them do whatever. They may bring “money”, “gold” or 
whatever else, some fake and distorted “culture”. Their appearance and 
acceptance also heavily revolves about how much the body state they want to 
infect is open to them. States with cultural Marxism, pacifism, xianity/pisslam or 
some other hoax religion, materialism and any other Jewish retardation, they 
accept them openly. Then the Jews, as its inside them, they start to ascend to 
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the positions of power, after taking over cells of the bodies of the people. They 
pretend to be doctors, they pretend to stand up for the rights of others, they take 
positions as Christian ministers, whatever have you. The parasite convinces the 
host that it SHOULD exist inside it, or that somehow, its existence elevates the 
carrier. “The Jews are good with money” and other hoaxes come into this. Then, 
when these are let in, the havoc slowly begins. Materialism starts to get insane, 
Health care starts to stop working, science gets halted down and works in the 
service of profit, spirituality starts disappearing, the relations between members 
of the state and nation start to crumble. This bleeds over the whole of the state. 
The people are getting more and more divided. 
 
The Jews use the cells they infest as proxies, so that everyone who wants to 
attack them, will attack the proxy and not the virus. In other words, those of you 
here that KNOW history, you can see readily how for instance the African Slave 
trade was a Jewish job. Many Black scholars do know this too. But, the idiotic 
fools think that somehow, Whites did it. Therefore, Whites receive the hatred. But 
the Whites actually did nothing. Another instance is the USA. Many people in the 
world, they have problems with the USA. But few know that the USA, for way too 
many years now has been under attack and Jewish corruption that is eating the 
country alive. The Jew works and wins both ways. The Gentile Cells turn to 
attack one another, while the Jewish virus infects both and kills both in the 
process, exiting the cells and pretending to be innocent, which opens up YET 
ANOTHER cell to receive the virus again. The Virus pretends to be just, good 
and that “They are trying to help”. This is identical to blaming the car someone 
drives and kills someone, and not blaming the driver. But who can see the driver 
of such? US. We can see them. 
 
But in order to understand a virus, you have to understand the DNA it carries. 
You have to know it. The DNA the Jewish virus has inside, is namely the Torah, 
the Talmud and all their “holy” books. Inside all these books there are all sorts of 
paradigms on how to deceive, kill, destroy, maim and parasitize everyone else. 
The Jews, they could be practicing Jews or not, they have this inside them, no 
different than all Gentiles more or less show behaviors of those before them. The 
Jews always pretend to save everyone, from the problems THEY THEMSELVES 
cause them. In the Torah, one can read on yet another fake story on how “JHVH” 
Curses the Pharaoh and then a Jewish “slave” of the Pharaoh [ALL LIES] comes 
to “save” and explain to the Pharaoh why this happens. This is the most vile and 
distorted way of warfare. Such warfare is of parasites. This all can be found in 
the Torah. 
 
Now, getting a bit more spiritual in this writing.  
The Jews in all their litanies they do in the years, they bless the chakras of all 
other Jews, while they know it or not. They put inside them the Torah, no 
different than programming someone to this. This is more like, they active inside 
them the Torah, as it’s already “part of them”. They ARE this thing. This is 
magick done on a Racial Basis as Race creates an undeniable link between 
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people. All Jews a walking Torah. An antenna of transmission of all this reality, 
awareness and consciousness of this reptilian, alien and deadly book. The Jews 
quite well know this. This is why Jews, at the lowest or the highest level, they are 
all spewing out Torah all the time. It’s their race, their inside, their behavior, the 
key to all they are. Even holding a conversation with a Jew, the nastiness and 
tricks they use, you can easily see this is alien and this is the Torah. As one 
Rabbi stated, “JHVH” (the enemy/spiritual/alien Collective), “Torah” (The 
magickal book that was malformed from the books of the Ancients) and the Jews 
(the physical agents of this lie) are ONE. There is no division between them. 
 
“JHVH”, The Jewish collective, of reptilians, aliens and anything else, calls itself 
“JHVH”, as far as using a name goes. Yet, there is a spiritual dimension to this 
“JHVH” is not Jewish, it comes from Egypt as a Term, but it’s NOT a “god” in 
anyway, shape or form. It is a state of existence, that the kikes have malformed 
and destroyed its meaning, while adjusting this to their own parasitic mindset and 
soul. It used to be something else and also a different word, written and uttered, 
but the Jews stole this and also stole and adjusted this magickal technique to 
their parasitic ways, the ways of their soul. Let’s say a stupid paradigm, if a fish 
has a desire, it cannot walk to it, it can swim to it. In the same way, a kike cannot 
do anything, without showing its nature in the process. The meaning of “JHVH” 
spiritually and magically is fairly simple, and is a law that most here do know 
already.  
 
J is Yod. The letter Yod is stolen from the Greek Iota. The Iota is basically the 
spine, the point, the stick, the point of birth, the idea. Here where from it all 
begins, the astral level; the level of ideas; the invisible realm. This is when 
someone starts doing their magick. This is where you create a thought-form or 
anything else. This is what the Y symbolizes, the unconscious level, the invisible 
world (the one you see when you meditate). J and Y are interchangeable. 
 
Then you have the upper “He”. The “He” is the intermediate, such as for 
instance, the subconscious mind, that stands between the conscious and the 
unconscious. The V is stolen from the Egyptian/Greek letter Vav, which is the 
“Hook”. The “hook” with which you drag things down from the “heavens” to the 
Earth. This is the hook through which you materialize into concrete existence 
your ideas. The lower and latter “he” is when this is manifested in reality, 
concretely and physically. As thus, the process is done. When one masters this 
thing, they are called “God”. This has nothing to do with any Jewish “god” or 
anything. It’s just a spiritual state of ascension that obviously the kikes stole and 
desecrated to represent them in the mass mind of the Jewish people. The shit 
and lies about how "JHVH" defeats and the old "Gods" in the bible, is a strong 
subliminal that the Gentile unconscious and Soul will be always bound under the 
ideas of the "JHVH", which is technically, the enemy magick and shitty tricks. 
This is an "us over you" subliminal. 
 
The Jews technically state that they are the only ones who are and should be 
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allowed to do this, doing magick. When you can’t do this (with magick) you can’t 
do shit against the kikes and therefore, you are powerless against this. All this 
process to you is some bizarre, unknown, “act of God” or whatever else. “God” is 
simply a term for anyone who has mastered these things. Our “Gods” are 
entirely, fully beyond this. This is child’s play for them. The same applies to many 
alien Races out there, who know that nature in evolved beings gives them the 
ability to tap into the “other part” of the mind and materialize and advance their 
realities and collectives. 
 
How anything happens and how everything manifests, has to do with the one 
manifesting this. In other words, whomever, they manifest their within into their 
without. The Jews are within a reptilian offspring and a parasite, something alien 
and entirely against us. This is why since the “Jewish history” after and during the 
middle ages, nothing beneficial came for anyone, and if it did, it was parasitic. 
This is identical for instance on how everything has a very bad effect. Treatment 
from diseases costs much, might be inefficient and make you sick somewhere 
else. Your cell phone helps you communicate, but might cause cancer. And the 
list goes on and on and on. The Jews, who have pushed themselves towards to 
this, have perverted this law to no end. Yes, where there is action, there is a 
reaction. Yet, the evil reaction the Jews put towards Gentiles. For instance, this is 
identical as to how a Virus will push a cell to attack the white blood cell, but in 
some cases, the virus might remain alive and only the cell will die.  
 
THE JEWS STEAL YOUR OWN SPIRITUAL POWERS AND THE POWERS OF 
OUR COLLECTIVE UNCONSCIOUS, SO THEY CAN CREATE THEIR OWN 
REALITY. THIS IS WHY WE HAVE STATED MANY TIMES THAT THEY ARE 
PARASITES AND A VIRUS. THEY CANNOT DO THIS OTHERWISE- YOU 
TURN THE WHEELS SO THESE KIKES CAN THRIVE.  
 
This is why the Jews push down the throat of ANYONE in the world, all their 
programs, through all their projections. 
This is why the "word of god" is forced to people. 
This is why the Jews call you "animals". They believe they have a right to use the 
creative powers of your mind for their own deeds, which sum up as WORLD 
ENSLAVEMENT. 
This is why all this BRAINWASHING: TO CREATE AND MATERIALIZE A 
JEWISH LIE. 
THIS IS WHY SATAN AND THE GODS, OR THE ANCIENTS, NEVER DID 
FORCE OR COERCE ANYONE, AND THEY NEVER DONE THIS. THIS IS 
BECAUSE TRUTH IS NATURAL AND FOR THIS, THERE IS NOTHING ELSE 
NEEDED. TRUTH IS NATURAL. LIES ARE ARTIFICAL.  
 
Let me explain further. For instance, food was never meant to be evil. Natural 
and wholesome food can be grown like anything else, with natural methods. We 
can have free energy without paying skyrocketing bills. You can have clothes 
without murdering animals, synthetic ones. The list goes and goes…The Jews 
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come in and dictate, “NO, YOU WILL NOT DO THIS!!!” or “YOU WILL ONLY DO 
THIS SO LONG YOU PAY YOUR DEBT TO US!!!”. The Jews for instance 
stopped Nicola Tesla from giving free electricity to the whole of humankind. They 
stopped him because they wanted to keep the Oil business going, which also 
destroys the electromagnetic properties of the planet. And why all this? Because 
they are fucking ALIENS and they should at ALL COSTS parasitize the blood of 
all living things so they can survive and have power over them.  
 
This all ties into the modern idea of “profit”. The Jews “profit” from what drains us, 
destroys us and fills their pockets. The higher up Jewish rabbis do not talk of 
“Money”, but relationships. They state the economic relationships are a physical 
representation of who has power over who. This stupid materialism is what keeps 
the kikes going. The kikes project to you that somehow, being wealth is fun and 
that sort of thing. They could give a shit less. All they care about deep within, 
consciously or not, but surely UNCONSCIOUSLY is that this money makes it 
“home” to Israel, or is used and abused against Gentiles, or simply, taken from 
Gentiles. In other words, money becomes like blood in the Jewish mind. So long 
this blood is not in the victim of the tick, but is sitting in the belly of the tick, its 
okay and acceptable. So long the patient is drained and the lie keeps itself up, 
the Gentiles keep weak, they are fine. No different than a tick cannot empower 
itself against a lion in any other way, just by being a big tick, the lion cannot 
become a strong tick. The lion is obviously strong by being a strong lion, harming 
no other lions. Yet, the tick can only being strong by being parasitic and 
becoming a giant tick. It can never be a lion. It can only be a tick. Jewish magick 
and monetary relations are based upon this principle. Principles of slavery, using 
others viciously, stealing, usury etc. Not work and labor. Parasitism. 
 
The tick will drain whomever it can, for whatever reason, but in the deep down, 
all ticks do drain blood for one reason: to consume their host, advance their 
collective species and survive together at the expense of others. It’s their 
purpose. It their survival. If a tick enjoys drinking blood, it’s only because this 
advances its kind. And the Jews work like parasites and ticks. They are well 
aware, consciously or not, that they are in at the body of a host. Some more, 
some less. It doesn’t quite matter. All what matters is what is on the behind of the 
mind, and as the Rabbis know, when they bless the whole of the Jewish race, no 
matter where or “how”, they work the binding of their “race” and “Rabbis”.  
 
The Jews are a hive mind and created as such by their creators and unlike 
Gentiles, their personal choices are of no importance, and they do not make 
any.. This is why the Jews will NOT leave any state or business, unless it is 
drained to its death, or they are forcefully kicked out, while any other sensible 
Gentile can’t take this thing for long. Many Gentiles suicide simply because they 
can't produce and work, or be useful or loved by their fellows. This is damning for 
a Soul of a healthy person. Simply because, Gentiles are NOT parasitic. They 
are shinning on their own. The Jews subvert society for this reason. When a 
great thing is subverted to the level of the parasite, acts and behaves like this, 
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the Jews know it will always, no matter what, FAIL at this level. This is identical to 
a lion pretending to be a cockroach. It cannot be a cockroach. It cannot go below 
the doors and live in the sewers and if it did, it would utterly fail. The Jews know 
this and they try to make you cockroaches for that reason. 
 
Now lets take for instance one incident and how this JHVH works. Notice, this is 
the Jewish way of doing magick. Their magick like themselves IS PARASITIC 
and all their ways are PARASITIC and DEATHLY for the host. This is why the 
Jews are powerless and they are using the mass mind, which they brainwash 
with the bible and other means, to do their shit. They are using the cells and their 
reproduction and living mechanisms, remember? 
 
First, they create the thoughtform, then they make this materialize.  
 
Take of instance 9/11. Just how many fools have claimed it was a "work of God" 
or some other crap, or some mere "historical" event or whatever else? But sorry 
to break this down for you, this was nothing like that. It was nothing of a "natural" 
occurrence that happened "on its own". 
 
Many people in the USA have reported how they saw dreams of the 9/11 attack 
before it happened, for instance. Others felt wary emotions and the list goes and 
goes. This was in the bible at the form of “The Tower of Babel” allegory, as High 
Priestess Maxine Dietrich has stated. Most people know this or have heard it 
somewhere, it exists as a fake idea in the collective unconscious, it has been 
created or manifested as an energy form on that astral level, obviously so the 
kikes can further their ends on the Middle East and kill and destroy the whole of 
the Middle East that opposes them, and further the stealing of the Palestinian 
Land. Many people have had dreams and other premonitions of this event. The 
general populace didn’t quite “know” though, as nobody could see the creation of 
this event or is spiritually aware to understand where this "came from". This is the 
J part of the JHVH. 
 
Then you have the H part of the JHVH. Upper He. This is where the 
brainwashing begins. The 20 dollar bill, the Simpsons video, the “Tower of Babel” 
allegory, the Batman subconscious message. These were projected to the minds 
of Gentiles and did stick with the upper part of the “Yod”. In other words, physical 
brainwashing, so the event could “stick” from the astral level, to the more lower 
subconscious level. The minds of people are infested and used against them with 
this thing. They are giving their own blood to do what the Jewish virus did put as 
a DNA (thought) to them. 
 
Then the “Vav” – the hook. When situations from this thing matured, as this was 
energized enough in the collective unconscious, the Jews obviously hired 
something or used a drone, with their established, physical power, to strike the 
Twin Towers. This is the physical manifestation of the event, through the use of 
already existing physical power these kikes did possess. 
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Then the lower “He.” The work is now done. People think it was “normal,” that it 
came as a “coincidence,” it’s bible prophecy, it’s a conspiracy theory, “historical 
times” or “an even meant to happen”. This reinforces again the powers of the 
Jews, and works to put more fear and obedience in the mass mind, as the Jews 
claim they are “gods” and that their books are “God’s word” and that these will 
happen “anyway”. Also, they get all sorts of benefits, like the intervention of USA 
in the War of Iraq etc. 
 
And this is how “JHVH” benefits the Jews. As it’s said in the bible, “JHVH” always 
helps the Jews and rapes Gentiles. The USA got raped from this event, the sons 
of daughters of its citizens died in an unneeded war of advancement for the kikes 
etc. When all this is done and the kikes gain what they want, they rinse and 
repeat. They use the reproductive/creative powers of their cells and they use 
these to achieve their ends, like a good virus. In that case, the power of the USA 
for instance. The incidents for this are numerous, to the point that writing more 
would be senseless.  
 
So fools think "JHVH" = "GOD" = "HE WHO MAKES SHIT HAPPEN AND 
HISTORY" and therefore, Kikes are "God". Then the kikes brag about how they 
did this and how "God" is on their side and foolish Goyim who lack knowledge, 
they shit their pants and go kiss the ass of the "Jewsus" shitted panty. "JHVH" is 
spiritually nothing, but the notion of doing magick, in ITSELF. As one Rabbi 
stated, the Stupid Goy think that many things are "acts of nature" while he 
bragged about how he knew it was them. More precisely, he laughed about how 
everyone thinks its the "hand of Hashem" (the Alien Collective) and that this is 
what saves the Jews from everything. This collective is not "god", but an alien 
hive that helps the kikes, with the top Rabbis at the top and then everyone else. 
Its a collective. Not "god". Just a collective that does magick to rape you and 
destroy you ALL, while they will ENSLAVE you. This is their aim. 
 
Just know that from now on what they fuck they are doing. They will keep doing 
this until they either win, or the “Goyim” wake up and destroy them. Given they 
know this will happen , they will keep putting off more and more hallucinogens 
and other lies, of all things, to blind people more and more. But now it has 
become so evident, few things can be done. They know once the "Goy" wake up, 
its over for them.  
 
Gentile magick is beautiful and exalted. What is to happen, happens in peaceful, 
beautiful and correct ways. For instance, if you look in all past civilizations, the 
magick they did to elevate themselves through the environment, foods etc, it all 
manifested naturally and beautifully for all people and in accordance to nature, 
not some artificial joo way. This is harmony and this is why this works in the basis 
of Gentiles, and this is why none of the Gentile cultures ever went against nature, 
or tried to destroy it. Many fools call the Ancients uncivilized, but the Technology 
these people possessed was far beyond their wildest dreams, from the few 
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things that we know of. Because it has been lost, it doesn’t mean its not there. 
Fools wait to see cables and tin boxes in the Earth, yet these people used 4th 
dimensional, totally eco-friendly technology, protecting both themselves and their 
environment. For one instance only. 
 
Stop being a “Goyim” and believing in the “joo” “gods” and start believing in 
yourself, for your destiny is to be a God. Wake the Fuck up, Gentiles, and 
Reclaim your Thrones!!! 
 
 – High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
 
"As Satanists, only your choices and your actions are the only deciding acts that 
decide how long we will endure the enemy and the plagues and curses the 
enemy has put upon Humanity." 
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Jews Are Cursing Gentiles 

Postby HP Mageson666 » Mon Jul 09, 2018 10:18 am 

The trial in the Ukraine where a Gentile child Andrei Yushchinsky was found ritually murdered 

by the Jews. The Rabbi Mendel Beilis was convicted in the court for Andrei's murder. They 

found the body, the murder scene which was in the local synagogue where they found the blood 

soaked shirt of the victim along with the murder weapons and they obtained confessions and 

also had the eye witnesses of the children who managed to escape being kidnapped who where 

with Andrei, identified the Rabbi on the stand.  

 

Mendel Beilis leaving a Kiev court holding his indictment May 1913: 

 

Mendel Beilis confessed the ritual murder of Andrei was done as an black magic kabala ritual 

against the Russian People and the Czar to aid the Jews in their Communist war against 

Russia. This is how far the Jews are going to curse Gentiles. 
 

When the Jews took over the Russian Empire the Jewish Cheka murdered every Gentile 

involved on this case and threw the mother of Andrei in prison where she died. And threw the 

book the chief lawyer who prosecuted Mendel Beilis at the trial had published that had over 500 

pages of evidence from the trial into a vault marked top secret. All of this was to cover this over. 
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The purpose of the Christian ritual of communion is a sympathetic ritual to unconsciously tie into 

the actual ritual murders being committed by the Jews like Mendel. This magic is in Kabala its 

designed to amplify the energies of the ritual murders and to connect them and manifest them 

into the world to curse Gentiles with stronger. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 
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Jews are trying to destroy the White Race 

By High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

In their reaction to being exposed all over the internet, the Jews are panicking. They are on an 

onslaught to destroy White Europe and the White race. They are working incessantly to try to 

institute Gun Control in the USA and even worse, they are pushing for another major war. 

 

This eventually will affect everyone. I will have another reverse Torah ritual very soon. We 

have to try to stop this. They have a long history of planning and inciting wars as a distraction 

for and the killing of the populace. WW2 was a blatant example, which resulted in the mass 

killing of the European people who were educated in regards to the Jewish problem, thanks to 

Hitler. 

 

These wars are always planned way in advance: 

 

"Hitler will have no war, but he will be forced into it, not this year but later..." --Emil Ludwig 

[Jew], Les Annales, June, 1934 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksu ... caust.html 

 

Merkel's visit to Israel and Putin's meetings with top Jewish communists obviously weren't a 

social visit, but some nefarious planning. No doubt, both got their share of shekels for this. 

 

In the article below, German citizens can't even complain about those filthy migrants 

invading their homeland, raping German children, (many carry HIV), and destroying 

European countries and culture.  

 

German citizens basically have no rights. A German parent who expressed concern that her 

daughter could be raped at school, online, was arrested. 

This ties into that suicidal indoctrination in that goddamned holy bible. Turn the other cheek, 

walk the extra mile... Which translates into let injustice and crime get so out of hand that 

civilization ceases to exist. Worship death and live for your death and let the Jews kill us all. 

 

Given the incident at San Bernardino yesterday, no doubt, like with Sandy Hook, 9-11, the 

Paris Attacks and others, this was pre-planned. More rights will be taken away and more 

ground will be gained to disarm the American populace. 

 

If they succeed in starting a major war, we can all say goodbye to the internet. They will take 

control of the internet with the excuse of needed and enforcement of "security." 

 

http://www.dw.com/en/berlin-police-raid ... a-18845429 

 

Berlin police raid homes in crackdown on right-wing 'hate speech' 

 

Police have raided buildings in the German capital in a crackdown on far-right hate speech. 

Officers confiscated smart phones and computers and urged social networks to help slow the 
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spread of xenophobic content. 

 

Berlin police searched several homes early on Thursday for the source of allegedly illegal far-

right material that had been posted on the Internet. Some 60 state security officials were 

involved in the raids, which took place in a number of Berlin districts. 

 

Smart phones and computers were seized, police and prosecutors said, but the devices' 

contents were yet to be evaluated. 

 

Heiko Maas wants Facebook to better enforce its community standards to rein in abusive 

users. Given the recent rise in anti-migrant and xenophobic posts, he has called for a meeting 

with Facebook's European managers. (27.08.2015) 

 

State security officials were said to be systematically investigating individuals for incitement 

against asylum seekers and refugee housing. A total of 10 search warrants were executed. 

 

If charged and convicted of incitement, individuals face heavy fines or even imprisonment. 

 

Berlin's top security official, Frank Henkel, said authorities "won't turn away if racism or 

incitement is being spread on the Internet." 

 

Henkel called on social network operators to put in place more effective controls to combat 

hate speech. Facebook, in particular, has beenaccused of doing too little to deal with the issue 

in Germany. 

 

Germany's domestic intelligence service has warned of a radicalization of right-wing groups 

amid a record influx of migrants into Germany. There have been protests against refugee 

homes and clashes with police in several towns, mostly in the former communist East 

Germany. 

 

 

Eastern Europe is concerned about its own security 19.11.2015 

 

More and more Europeans are linking the latest surge of Islamist terrorist attacks to the mass 

refugee influx in Europe. Security concerns are growing. 
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Jews Trying To Pull The Plug To Force The Microchip 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Oct 05, 2018 8:03 pm 

If one reads the numerous news articles on the Jewish IMF and what they are claiming that the 

global economy is about to collapse and understands between the lines. The Jewish elites are 

attempting to crash the entire global economy. They openly are attempting to do this by using 

the Jewish Fed to raise interest rates high enough to set off a chain reaction to bring the entire 

global economy down in the largest collapse in history. Note they are attempting to blame this 

on Trump for not allowing America to be looted by China. This is a lie of the Jews. However 

Trump has stepped in and worked to muscle the Fed into not raising interests rates which might 

be saving us all from a total economic collapse. And what the Jews have planned after that. To 

force the entire world to take a electronic form of money that will be a new global currency and 

will depend on you getting the new microchip to then be able to eat and pay the rent. Like him or 

not, Trump is the candidate our RTR's brought into office.  
 

Note the IMF is run via the Treasury dept, by the Jewish Federal Reserve which is a cabal of 

private Jewish banking powers. So when the IMF is telling you something about the Fed this is 

the Jews themselves plotting this out and trying to set this up in the populations mind to then 

knock this all over and have the blame already shifted.  
 

The Jews who wrote the Bible put this all in there with their mark of the beast to condition this 

idea into the population that they have to accept this as fact of the world government the Jews 

want to create so they will not resist this as this is part of their "gods" plan. This put the energy 

of the mass mind into the development of this technology and opened the doors in society to 

bring this stage about. This is how occult power and the mass mind works. A self fulfilling 

prophecy.  
 

We need to keep up on the Final RTR's its blocking the Jewish elites from bringing in their Jew 

World Order. The faster these Kikes collaspe from power the less power they have to scheme 

us into total slavery. The Jews are trying to pull this off now because they know the writing is on 

the wall for their global empire. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 

http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

 

Re: Jews Trying To Pull The Plug To Force The Microchip 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Fri Oct 05, 2018 10:06 pm 

I have to agree. Having newspapers and intel even from "Capitalist" sources, they know this is 

going to come. They say the stats are way worse than 2008. And some even have started to 

attack the "Deep state" for trying to cause the collapse. 
 

If full throttle Capitalists whose only morals is the "holy" shekel, goes back to bite the jew and 

start accusing the "Deep State", one can understand the situation in the economy is tragic. This 

shows their holy shekel is threatened, even to those that are 'good' with this system. And that it 
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will leave non untouched. 
 

Regardless keep up the RTR's and meditation, with Satan's Providence and nothing will touch 

us.  
 

We will also turn this situation around. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  

More will follow soon. 

 
 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 

- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 
- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: Jews Trying To Pull The Plug To Force The Microchip 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sat Oct 06, 2018 4:04 pm 

The Bible tells people that government is god and that government authority is the will of "god" 

and that to disobey the government is to go against the will of "god" then the Bible tells people 

the new world government thus god is going to put the mark upon them that they can neither 

buy nor sell without thus the will of "god". See how this connects in the unconscious mind. Now 

add in the fact the Jews direct this energy by their occult knowledge to manifest this at the time 

they can how they want. 
 

The Jews know people are going to not want this, so they encourage only a passive attitude 

against it. They are to meekly oppose it and allow themselves to be martyred for jesus. Hence 

the population is also pacified to accept this step as "gods will" and at the most they are praying 

to a jesus thoughtform for help and thus bound to its will which is the creation of the one world 

government of the very jews who wrote this book for that reason. This neutralizes all effective 

opposition against the jewish plan. 

 

 

 

EasternFireLion666 wrote:Roy i hate xianity as much as you but believe me as an ex xian 

when i tell you that the bible is against taking the mark!!!! It says whoever takes it will burn. 

Please read more carefully next time as such comments can discredit us and give them 

reason 

 

Re: Jews Trying To Pull The Plug To Force The Microchip 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sun Oct 07, 2018 5:41 pm 

You don't seem to understand the Jews they had no problem murdering over a hundred million 

people in the USSR to have their way. How many do you think they won't have a problem 
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destroying to have total power and become the false gods of the world. 
 

They will force this on the population and that will be that. The will also force the brain chip that 

has already been developed as well. This will give them total control over the minds of the 

population this tech allows for the implanting of memories, feelings, beliefs and a literal kill 

switch. The Jews are already planning on only keeping around five hundred million Goyim 

around after they get that. So they are prepared to torcher and murder around seven billion 

people to have total power.  
 

 

Why have the Jews tried to start a nuclear world war this year and now want a total economic 

collapse. That can lead to a war as well. 
 

 

 

HauptSturm wrote:The microchip being injected into your hand will not happen but the 

microchip in your wallet is already a reality.  
 

In order to get a microchip inserted into your hand, it would have to be an optional slow boil. 

Mandatory is suicidal. 

 

I cannot see a microchip in the head either. Maybe military/government might get this but it 

just doesn't seem plausible on a mass scale. 

 

Re: Jews Trying To Pull The Plug To Force The Microchip 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sun Oct 07, 2018 5:43 pm 

Never underestimate what the Jews will try and do. Oh they won't get that or this..... THEY WILL 

TRY and how many Goy will then die for them trying even if they fail.....IF THEY FAIL.  
 

 

The Jews were put on this earth to be biological weapons of mass destruction by human hating 

aliens. Who want to get TOTAL control of this planet. 

 

Re: Jews Trying To Pull The Plug To Force The Microchip 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sun Oct 07, 2018 8:56 pm 

They are already here, they don't require a physical space ship. Think about the meaning of that 

and understand maybe they understand a bigger unfolding of events we don't. The enemy tried 

to bind this entire planet for a reason. We are their physical presence on this world the JoS. 

 

Re: Jews Trying To Pull The Plug To Force The Microchip 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sun Oct 07, 2018 9:26 pm 
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Most people don't want to end up in such..... However you are in a different position you have 

the power to actually change the situation. And its by doing the Final RTR daily as much as you 

can. The Jews have already tried to start a total fucking nuclear world war this year with the 

false flag in Hawaii that would have killed billions of people and brought about the plan of the 

Jew World Order government. Its those RTR's which are saving every one. And its the Final 

RTR which will save us all. Our Gods gave us those RTR's. 
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Jews Aren't Spiritual People 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Fri Jun 08, 2018 11:57 pm 

It has been stated before by many famous people that the jews are a materialistic people. 

Goethe if I recalled called them this and great masters of the lie. 
 

And it is true. Jews if observed they are not truly spiritual. They are a fully materialistic parasitic 

race that has formed a religion around their own nature, and that abuses stolen knowledge to 

create the physical world and people in such way for maximum exploitation. There is no true 

higher objective in any of their "spirituality".  
 

The jews just pretend they worship and love their thoughform which they call "God". In the torah 

this is done due to two factors. One it's their stealing and killing machine and justified, two if 

they do not do this there are severe conseuquences. They "sin" against their own parasitic 

nature. 

 

 

The jew is the race with the most access in spiritual knowledge, and they have been, for 

thousands of years. This was gained by stealing and killing, copying, perverting, and exploiting 

the good feeling of other spiritual elements all over the world to teach them. They repaid this by 

exterminating them and replacing them straling more, and torturing their nations  
 

One looks at the jewish race. They are all related by blood, but you see literally the formation of 

a virus. Thousands of faces of an infinitude of bastardization, except their religious class. Just to 

keep up with stealing and corruption.  
 

Race mix, kiss Gentile ass, infiltrate the Gentile races, but come back like a cockroach and 

return the loot to the mother-land. This is the law of the bastardized jew. Even their motherland 

is fully ficticious and part of their pseudo-spiritual novel. A promise of theft inflicted upon 

innocents. 
 

Yet, the majority of jews are secular, aka, they get carried by the spiritual power of their spiritual 

class. They don't give a fuck simply. Because deep down they are simply an unspiritual 

amalgam. They are cheap materialists. 
 

The jews are one of the most superstitious races ever. And superstition is not spirituality 

whatsover. They just present it that way. Their culture is filled with neurosis, restriction, fear, 

double standards, psychopathy.  

 

No wonder we have jews here begging and trying to even assimilate, eventhough we would 

never ever accept them. And no wonder jewd have stabbed in the back other jews just so they 

can feel a relief. It's as if even the parasitic organism can become aware of it's own uselessness 

sometimes. 
 

For them existence must be a permanent suffering. The enemy has made them defunct and 

weak so they are evil enough to carry a very evil purpose on another and mostly innocent 

species. Their inner and outer deficiencies make them hateful of the healthy and vastly superior 
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Gentile races people.  
 

If you get deeper into knowing about them, the stupidity of their superstition and how many 

idiots they have in there also makes you question how they run an empire. They literally believe 

blowing a horn scares Satan for example. 
 

When one reads the vomitting texts of the enemy one quickly understands jews have 

knowledge, but they are not a spiritual people. Spiritually speaking they are monkeys who are 

beating up a controller for nuclear weapons, using and abusing spiritual stolen knowledge. For 

this reason also they have been incapable in advancing further as well. In all the jews only a few 

of their own did valuable input. Such as some rabbis who stole a lot of knowledge of the east 

and appropriated it for the jews over the centuries.  
 

The use of spiritual knowledge from jews is just used to bless feces, enslave goyim, and 

essentially, enslave other productive races so they can steal gurbs they never worked for as 

they are parasites and abusers on humans. And rule them to abuse them as cattle. The end 

objective of a jew's existencr is the above. That's their fate racially defined. All the fancy occult 

culture of the jews is just the same old pointless merchant faith of stealing labor production and 

pleasures others superior to them have created. And also killing them to maintain the stolen 

stuff. They just use spiritual abuse to back up their material abuse. 
 

The are basically like Somalian pirates the only difference is they steal and terrorize through 

stolen spritual knowledge. Somalian pirates are honorable and decent to the fullest when it 

comes to the long nosed merchants. 
 

They had spiritual "authority" with their jewish dogmas for 2000 years and humanity just went to 

shit more and more every single year until and it only kept getting shittier until the Aryans raised 

a head in the 18th century. Blood and killing in the middle ages reached it's maximum it has 

ever been at least in Europe. Savagery grew to untold levels under the jewish spiritual "rule". 
 

Then gradually humanity came back to it's senses. Today the world is way better than centuries 

ago, but still, we are nowhere close to ideal or great standards. 
 

We could have done this, but the great minds such as Tesla were indirectly removed from the 

world so they can be replaced with people who sing the names of their "god" over their newly 

extracted turd.  
 

We live in a planet that produces more than 800% of the needed food supply for daily 

consumption everyday, only for it to rot, because the jewish system is worthless and built for 

filling only jewish pockets. The clear inferiority of the jews to run this planet, which they simply 

use to feed their bottomless greed is just obvious. It just shows how defunct they are as 

species. 
 

Let's set this straight. The jews are not a spiritual people, nor a spiritually powerful people. They 

are strong because there was nobody stronger. They are knolwedgable because there was 

nobody more knowledgeable. They are spiritual because they have killed all the spiritual 
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geniuses in all Gentile nations over and over again. 
 

We are dealing with the rot of the planet. Indeed a dangerous scat infestation manifesting itself 

in a racial form. 
 

This race of worthless materialist criminal mafia that uses spiritual stolen knowledge need to be 

prevailed over once and for all. 
 

Do it for yourselves, our future, and for humanity. It is definitely possible. All of you are spiritual 

people, if these monkeys have done it with stolen knowledge, the people of Satan who fathers 

it, what can we do?  
 

Way more. Then let's do it. 
 

HAIL SATAN. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 

 
 
- http://www.joyofsatan.org 

- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

Re: Jews Aren't Spiritual People 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sat Jun 09, 2018 5:09 am 

Reading books by on social theory and psychological theories by jews always shows how they 

think as a race. Its always about being in conflict and a state of war with everyone and 

everything around them and how to use manipulation and deception to exploit others and their 

resources to grab as much as they can and gain as much power for the sake of its own 

bragging and to use this power to then steal more and abuse more to gain more to continue the 

cycle.  
 

They project their own criminal mind onto the Gentiles to then justify being a mega jew to 

everyone on earth. Pretending this is how life really is and they are just doing it first and 

everyone deserves it from them. Its classic criminal psychology. 
 

The most jewish book on earth the Talmud for dummies. The "48 Laws Of Power" wrote by a 

jews, jew. The jewish author open states that if caught in the position of the weaker fake 

friendship and goodness till you can plug the rug out from under them. The jew also stated if 

caught in the crime then fake remorse and pretend to have changed till you get their guard 

down and then start all over again. That is why as Tesla told his sectary "Madam never trust a 

jew!". 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
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http://www.joyofsatan.com 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

Re: Jews Aren't Spiritual People 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sat Jun 09, 2018 12:28 pm 

FancyMancy wrote:Someone told me that a jew banker (I think they said j p morgan) 

offered Tesla money for every watt or something that he managed to generate, as per a 

contract. Then the jew turned round and said it was running out of money and begged him to 

stop, so Tesla just tore the contract up and so stopped the funding for his energy generation. 

 

 

No, the jew bankers just refused to give him a viable funding. He asked for something to 

generate something to help the whole of the US. So they simply didn't fund him. You can find 

more on this online. 

 

The jew didn't give money at all to Tesla. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  

More will follow soon. 
 

 
- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 

- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 
- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

Re: Jews Aren't Spiritual People 

Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sat Jun 09, 2018 7:22 pm 

Soaring Eagle 666 wrote: 

FancyMancy wrote:Someone told me that a jew banker (I think they said j p morgan) 

offered Tesla money for every watt or something that he managed to generate, as per a 

contract. Then the jew turned round and said it was running out of money and begged him to 

stop, so Tesla just tore the contract up and so stopped the funding for his energy generation. 

 

 

It was George Westinghouse. He agreed to pay Tesla $2.50 for every horsepower of 

electricity generated by Tesla's poly-phase AC motors. When Westinghouse was under 

pressure by stockholders, Tesla tore up the contract in an effort to help him, but the 

stockholders still forced Westinghouse out of his company. 
 

I don't know if Westinghouse was a jew, but the stockholders' behavior seems more jewish 

than Westinghouse's generous royalty contract. 
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Tesla also met with JP Morgan I believe asking a loan of 1,000,000 USD to further his electricity 

program. He was refused. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  

More will follow soon. 
 
 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 

- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 
- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

Re: Jews Aren't Spiritual People 

Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun Jun 10, 2018 3:37 pm 

ASQV13886662080 wrote: 

HoodedCobra666 wrote: 

Soaring Eagle 666 wrote:.... 

 

 

Modern science cannot progress simply because the 'ruling scientists' are just jewish 

materialists who superimpose their THEORY and BELIEFS on other scientists, reducing their 

funding, or making them look like charlatans. Such as Rupert Sheldrake. They simply made him 

look like a nutcase to seal his mouth. He is successful nonetheless but they call him 

'pseudoscientist'. 
 

When these are out of place, the scientific field will be open for endless debating. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  

More will follow soon. 

 

 
- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 

- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 
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Jews at “Forefront of Welcoming” Invasion  

-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

 

 
 

 

Jew Soros Admits To Destroying White Europe via Invasion 

http://www.breitbart.com/london/2015/11 ... -obstacle/ 

 

Billionaire investor George Soros [my note Jew] has confirmed he wants to bring down 

Europe’s borders, following the accusation made last week by Hungarian Prime Minister 

Viktor Orban. 

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 

THE JEWISH CHRONICLE ONLINE 

 

 

http://www.thejc.com/news/uk-news/14923 ... p-greece-0 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s6igQLyYHJA 

 

Chief Rabbi Ephraim Mirvis has led a delegation to Greece to visit one of the country’s 

largest refugee camps and to see the aid effort being carried out by World Jewish Relief. 

 

He and four other United Synagogue rabbis spent Thursday at the camp on Greece’s 

northern border, where up to 10,000 refugees a day make the crossing into Macedonia. 

 

Rabbi Mirvis said: “I’ve met people whose lives are literally on the line. 
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“Speaking to refugees has made me see the trauma people face could be eased if Europe 

would sufficiently invest in the hundreds of thousands who are in need.” 

 

He said he had wanted to take a delegation from the United Synagogue to see the work 

the Anglo-Jewish community has already helped to fund, and show refugees that the 

community “is serious about responding to the crisis in a big way”. 

 

He said: “I’m enormously proud of the response of the community. 

 

“Thanks to WJR, our community is helping to provide life saving initiatives. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-- 

 

http://newobserveronline.com/jews-at-fo ... -invasion/ 

Jews at “Forefront of Welcoming” Invasion 

 

European Jews are “on the forefront of welcoming the influx of largely Muslim migrants and 

refugees,” one of Europe’s leading Jewish historians, Dr. Diana Pinto has claimed. 
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Speaking at a Jewish Community Center’s world conference in Jerusalem last week, Pinto, a 

Senior Fellow and a board member of the London-based Institute for Jewish Policy Research, 

described how “European Jewry, remembering its own postwar refugee status, is on the 

forefront of welcoming the influx of largely Muslim migrants and refugees—one of the 

greatest wagers of the coming decade.” 

 

According to coverage of her speech printed in the Jerusalem-based Times of Israel, Pinto, 

who is also a founding member of the European Council on Foreign Relations, said that “in 

this interface with peoples holding historically laden identities, European Jewry is saying, ‘It 

doesn’t matter where you come from, what matters is where you’re going.’” 

 

Pinto’s comments were confirmed by an article in the Jewish Telegraphic Agency of 

September 8, 2015 (“European Jews, mindful of risks, urge aid to refugees”), which told of 

several instances of Jews pushing for aid for the invading nonwhite hordes even though they 

were well aware that many of the incoming Arabs ]were “anti-Semitic.” 

 

 
 

The JTA quoted Ron van der Wieken, chairman of the Central Jewish Organization of the 

Netherlands, as saying that while he was “aware that some Middle Eastern refugees harbor 

very negative feelings toward Jews … Jews cannot withdraw support from those in need and 

fleeing serious violence,” and urged Holland to devise a “charitable” refugee policy. 

 

Zoltan Radnoti, the newly elected chairman of the rabbinical board of the Mazsihisz 

umbrella group of Hungarian Jewish communities, was then quoted as saying, “I help the 

refugees with fear that I am helping send danger to other Jews in Europe. I know some of 

the refugees may have fired on our [Israeli] soldiers. Others would have done so in a 

heartbeat. I know. But I am duty bound to help.” 

 

Mazsihisz has set up collection depots in Budapest Jewish institutions from which it delivers 
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food, clothes, diapers, medicine, water, and other necessities to the invaders. 

 

In Italy, the JTA reported, the Jewish community of Milan threw open the doors of its 

Holocaust museum to accommodate homeless invaders from the Middle East and Africa. 

 

In Brussels, the JTA continued, one Menachen Margolin, a Chabad rabbi and director of the 

European Jewish Association lobby, led a delegation of rabbis to deliver food and 

nonperishables to the invaders. 

 

 

 
 

The Times of Israel reported earlier (“5 things you can do to help the refugee crisis,” 

September 17, 2015), that an emergency meeting of the Board of Deputies of British Jews 

was held in September to “coordinate over 20 UK Jewish organizations’ responses to the 

refugee and migrant crisis.” 

 

The Board of Deputies of British Jews has even set up a special website called “Support 

Refugees,” supported by all major Jewish synagogues and organizations in the UK, to “be a 

one-stop shop for those who want to get involved in supporting refugees and asylum 

seekers both in the UK and abroad.” 
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Jews in Britain demand more nonwhite invaders be allowed into the UK–but not into 

Israel…. 

 

The Times of Israel went on to detail different ways its readers could help the invaders in 

Europe. Firstly, the article told its readers not to send food or clothing, but only money—

because, as Shachar Zahavi, from the Israeli NGO IsraAid, was quoted as saying, “We prefer 

to purchase relief items on the ground [in Greece].” 

 

What was really needed, Zahavi said, was “baby carriers to be distributed in Greece to those 

families that are still on the move and crossing borders.” In addition, IsraAid was organizing 

Jewish doctors to set up clinics in Greece and Serbia. 

 

The Times of Israel also reported that the US-based Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS) 

had announced that it has hundreds of staff on the ground in twelve countries where it 

provides refugees with legal assistance, trauma counseling, and training in sustainable 

livelihoods. 

 

Of course, in typical Jewish Supremacist hypocritical fashion, these Jews and their 

organizations are all in favor of the nonwhite invaders pouring into Europe—but at the same 

time, all support Israel, which has flatly refused to accept one “refugee” from anywhere, 

never mind Syria. 

 

As detailed in the LA Times of September 6, 2015 (“One country that won’t be taking Syrian 

refugees: Israel”), Israel’s Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said that Israel’s “lack of 

demographic and geographic depth” required controlling its borders against both “illegal 

migrants and terrorism.” 
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This “lack of demographic depth” to which he referred is of course the fact that immigration 

into Israel is strictly controlled and is racially-based: no one who is not Jewish can immigrate 

to that state. 

 

This racial exclusivity is what is meant by the oft-heard calls for the maintenance of Israel as 

“a Jewish and democratic state”—the Jewish propagandists always throw in the 

“democratic” part of that cry in order to divert attention away from the fact that what they 

really want is a racial Jewish state, for Jews only. 

 

 

 

While it is of course the right of every race and people to have their own state, it seems that 

the international Jewish lobby only wants to reserve this right for themselves, and deny it to 

everyone else. 

 

Hence the international Jewish lobby, through direct political action and their controlled 
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mass media outlets, is always “at the forefront” of promoting the nonwhite invasion of 

European nations—but at the same time fanatically supports Israel’s closed border policy 

and that state’s racially based immigration policies. 
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Jews Attacking Their Own Synagogues 

Postby HP Mageson666 » Thu Nov 08, 2018 11:43 am 

Jews Attacking Their Own Synagogues 
 

 

With evidence showing the recent synagogue attack coming out with all evidence pointing to a 

false flag attack the question presents itself.....Would Jews attack their own even in their places 

of worship to pursue their agenda of Jewish supremacy..... And the question has already been 

answered in history and its yes they have.  
 

In the early 1950's there was a wave of attacks on synagogues in the Jewish community of 

Baghdad that where committed by a Jewish Zionist operation that was similar to the Mossad 

operation of the "Lavon Affair" when the Mossad recruited Egyptian Jews to commit terrorist 

attacks on western targets in Egypt to pursue their Geo-political agenda in the Middle East that 

was included within this to blame these attacks on Arab groups. 
 

The attacks on the synagogues were a series of bombings that killed and wounded numerous 

Jews and the Jewish perpetrators then littered the area's with anti-Jewish pamphlets pretending 

to be an anti-Jewish, Arab terrorist group. They also attacked Jewish businesses and homes. 

The operation was stopped when the Jewish cell was arrested by the police and the Jewish 

operatives admitted the goal was to terrorize their fellow Jews to get them to immigrate to Israel. 

The other motive as stated by the Iraqi government was to "sour" relations between the western 

world and the Arab world for the benefit of Israel. The Jewish Mossad has tried to cover up any 

connections to them and the Baghdad affair but its been pointed out the operation was identical 

to the Lavon Affair which was a Mossad operation.  
 

Two Jews, Shalom Salah Shalom and Yosef Ibrahim Basri were executed by the Iraqi 

government for their role in the terrorist attacks. The Iraqi police also found large amounts of 

automatic weapons, ammunition, grenades and other weapons in three synagogues that were 

being used as the bases for the terrorist attacks on the Jewish community as well. Which means 

the Rabbinical leadership of the community were involved in this operation as well.  

 

"Shlomo Hillel, also once a member of the Iraqi Zionist underground, noted that the last words of 

the executed defendants were "Long live the State of Israel".[1] 
 

 

 

 

Source  
[1]wiki, Shenhav 1999"According to the account of Shlomo Hillel, a former Israeli cabinet 

minister and Zionist activist in Iraq, their last words, as they stood on the gallows, were "Long 

live the State of Israel."' 

 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 
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Jews Bringing Ebola To America 

by HP Mageson666 » Fri Jun 21, 2019 

 

 

 

 
Numerous news stations are reporting on the situation that hundreds of Africans migrants from the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo, have shown up on the southern American border all of a sudden. Its 
also known that over two hundred of them had been allowed into America and given residence in the 
state of Maine. The Democratic Republic of the Congo, is undergoing a major Ebola wave, and chances 
are some of them are carriers of the Ebola plague.  
 
 
The situation is Jewish organizations have been behind all the NGO's bringing in the migrants from Africa 
to the western world. So its obvious what is going on here. The Jews are trying to bring Ebola into 
America and the western world, to cause a major pandemic that will destabilize society, the Jews are 
attempting to cause as much chaos as possible to bring about their Messianic end times and out of the 
chaos bring about their New World Order. This is to conform to their own prophecies they put into the 
Bible about the End Times, this goes along with the unnatural disasters they have been creating as well 
were people recorded on camera, beam weapons being fired from the air, attacking homes, cars and 
properties in California. Then the Christian evangelicals go onto television and tell many millions of 
people these "natural" events are the End Times and the coming of the Messiah is approaching. The 
same ones who write books bragging they are on the pay roll of the Israel Lobby. If one watches the 
evangelic media its a constant propaganda stream of End Times, Christian cultism, where they rant 
about how everything happening in the world is the sign of the End Times and how the Messiah will 
appear in Jerusalem at any date now. This is the propaganda of the Jews and what they are attempting 
to make happen. 
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Jews Demand Global Criminalization Of 

Things They Don't Like 

by HP Mageson666 » Mon May 06, 2019 
 

 

 

 

[ My note:The Jewbeasts are now calling to pass laws to criminalize "Anti-Semitism" which is anything 

the Jews don't like, and making such demands at Security Council meetings of the UN. The first thing the 

Jewbeasts did when they created their Soviet Jewion was to criminalize Anti-Semitism, with the death 

penalty.  

 

The important part of this Jewbeasts racist whining about the Goyim Know, is the Jewbeast invokes the 

claimed Synagogue attacks in America. The same attacks which are full of strange unanswered questions 

and strange tales and have the marks of false flag attacks all over them by the Jewbeasts themselves. 

And now everyone knows why. They want to create the events to end Freedom of Speech and the First 

Amendment. Jewbeasts are so evil and criminal they can't survive in a free and honest, humane world. 

They murdered hundreds of millions of Europeans, Chinese and African's with their Jewbeast evil, how 

many Palestinians have they killed? They run the criminal world banks, sex slave trade, drugs trades, 

child snuff rings with their Jewish mafia, media and Hollywood and promote nothing but lies, evil, hatred 

and destructive trash to the world, Jews are the reason the world suffers. The Jewbeasts believe they 

are above being held accountable for such in the court of public honor and truth. 

 

Note to remind everyone of the Jewbeasts whining the quotes of the Jewish Talmud are in brackets 

along with the article posted, Oy veh!] 

 

 

https://www.jpost.com/Diaspora/Antisemi ... oon-588234 

 

Jerusalem Post Diaspora Antisemitism  

Israeli envoy calls for criminalizing antisemitism after NYT cartoon  

“The time for talking and having a conversation is over."  

 

[“The ‘goyim’ are not humans. They are beasts.” (Baba Mezia 114b)] 

 

 

The only way to stop antisemitism is to criminalize it, Israel’s Ambassador to the UN Danny Danon told 

reporters in New York on Monday.  

 

[“All children of the ‘goyim’ (Gentiles) are animals.” (Yebamoth 98a)] 
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“The time for talking and having a conversation is over,” Danon said. “What Israel and the Jewish 

community around the world demand is action - and now." 

 

[“Even the best of the ‘goyim’ should all be killed.” (Soferim 15)] 

 

Danon, speaking on the sidelines of the United Nations Security Council meeting, said that those who 

engage in antisemitism "must be punished. Whether it is here at the UN [or by] political leaders, editors, 

policy pundits or college professors, it does not matter... 

 

["The Jews are called human beings, but the non-Jews are not humans. They are beasts." Talmud: Baba 

mezia, 114b ] 
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`` Jews In Satanism And Satan 
by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Wed Jul 10, 2019 

 

 

 

 

 

Over the years it has been stated that the jews are a pariah and an abomination to Satan, an ultimate 

enemy, and the same goes to all of our Pagan Gods. After all, while Satan in Sanskrit means Eternal 

Truth, in Hebrew, it means The Adversary of the jewish people.  

 

In the general, and very typical hatred of jews, and their supremacy against the Goyim, we are pointed 

the finger by other "Satanic" denominations to drop the Sanskrit meaning, ignore historical truth, and 

just take the jewish take on this on the platter, as if by force. The jew midget feels at power to dictate. 

That is obviously inaccurate and false, and burn all history before the jewish lies and ignore it, and 

somehow, take it that Satan is just some jewish mythological figure.  

 

This is obviously not the case anymore than the Rabbi that claimed that the jew was the first inventor of 

law and civilization. Historical lying doesn't strike as quite a "Satanic" quality, unless one of course - how 

stereotypical here - is just a jew seeking to deceive. What do the 10 laws of Moses mean compared to 

Ancient Greek or Roman Law, or the code of Hamurrabi, or the Egyptian Legal system?  

 

The only way one would accept such lies is either a) One is ignorant to the bone or lacks any form of 

education b) One is a jew promoting an agenda no different than the historical falsity of the bible, 

despite evidence. There is truly no middle line here, and in accepting any of these statements. 

 

However, we have to look into something that in particular analyzes jewish psychology deeper than this. 

 

As a parasitic virus seeks a cell to infect in order to promote it's agenda of living, a situation which it has 

no control over, so do the jews always seek to infiltrate and subvert from the inside whatever is 

existentially dangerous to them. 

 

Unlike the Aryans or other people who are more upright and declare wars in the "open", the jew is a 

strange creature in that it always, all of these centuries, operated from the shadows, by subversion, 

terrorism, and infiltration. This is because by definition a virus is not capable of subverting a powerful 

system that is ready for war, but only to infiltrate it. 
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How does this infiltration happen? Feigning interest, and pretending whatever they have to pretend to 

get in. 

 

Like a literal virus, they also latch onto a cell which is susceptible and open to them (this is why I say, be 

careful which people you associate yourselves in these forums and I scorn misplaced compassion) which 

are used as "Friends" and as a "Group" for the infiltration of theirs to begin. Then, they proceed to go 

into a cell and make their circle of "Friends" or carriers "Bigger", and this is why every cult of jokes and 

bullshit that has been created around here, was most of the time either run by jews or infested by them. 

A jew is always at the handle and this cannot be a coincidence, for obvious reasons. 

 

People say that the jews cannot be "Satanists" but that is only a half truth. The jews will definitely try, 

simulate, and of course pretend to be a Satanist, as they pretend to be Egyptian a very long time ago, 

pretended to be Greek or Babylonian or Assyrian before this. They obsessively and compulsively tried 

and tried, until they got in, that is, within the midst of the people themselves.  

 

This has nothing to do with any acceptance from the Gods, but rather, the foolishness or needs of 

inferior men. To the Gods, they are eternal abominations and eternally unwanted, and this is verified by 

the war the conscious jews have waged against the wars.  

 

Indeed, looking at jewish history, one sees that they have been emotionally ruined by their strange fate 

of being a slave race to the reptilians, and trying to beg Satan to accept him (only insofar to backstab 

him, their parasite nature is incompatible) and being spitefully hateful of Satan for not accepting them. 

 

They may even go as far as to do dedications, or rites, or lurk around for years. On their side of the deal, 

this behavior is extremely important for hijacking and fooling their hosts into acceptance. Jews are also 

clever and they can read things and get the 'hang' of a place, for better infiltration purposes, and this is 

nothing hard to them.  

 

The reality is that Satan and the Gods hate them and do not accept them for very obvious reasons, not 

only on a genetic and soul bases being the main reasons, but also others, such as that they defamed 

them and attacked them and their world for thousands of years. But still to this day because the jews 

are a mere slave race, they imagine and some even want to be "With the Gods", but their alien nature 

cannot allow this. This is no different than an ant imagining it will one day live among the lions, it simply 

will not.  

 

This is even in the Torah and the Talmud where the jews are constantly siccing onto the Gentiles, trying 

to worship the "Golden Calf", and try to be accepted or brought "In" with the Gods. A lot of the Torah is 

about curses on the jews which concern themselves and try to jump a fence over in trying to be saved 

from the general fate of the jewish race.  

 

All of Deuteronomy in the bible is filled with curses for them going to the Pagan Gods and practicing 

"idolatry" for jews. This is because the wise of the jews know that by the way things are run and their 

reptilian system, their own may try to run away, but they also know that they are owned and controlled 

on the soul and a level of totality, so there is no really free will. They even know that many of the jews 
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will actually try to go to their enemies - but what they try to ensure is that while they are there they will 

ruin their enemies. 

 

Of course this also works as reverse psychology for jews to go and seek the "Idols" and infiltrate their 

enemies. If one pays attention, all of "Paganism" and "Satanism" was jew infested, filled with jewish 

hybris and Talmudic crap. This is because jews want to rule the religions of non-jews and also fill them 

with ridicule, turn them useless. 

 

As for if the jews do not have obsession as a criminal does with their victims, with the Gods, rethink that 

too. The jews are obsessed like criminals with the Gods. They have built a culture of hatred against them 

in attempts to get their attention, and only due to mere rapist kind of hatred towards their creation, the 

Gentiles. The have an unending amount of resentment, jealousy, and spitefulness towards the Gods and 

the things that they create, and a deep resounding jealousy of the Gentiles who are affiliated to them 

and have a decent existence and life - this is something jews will never by any means possibly have.  

 

Being all of this the case, the jews are also extremely cowardly, and they constantly try to play "In 

Satan's line" but also out of it at the same time, as if trying to amend for their mistakes, but of course it's 

all a big feign.  

 

It is not a mystery while they are constantly trying to ruin everything the great people of this earth 

create, and keep all Gentiles from being creative. That is totally their job. 

 

This is why you have so many "Satanic" and "Pagan" authors writing endless, useless, confusing, and 

downright pointless shit. Indeed, it's hard to find ugly material that doesn't trace itself in jews or 

judaism. 

 

What one also has to keep in mind is that Judaism and therefore Islam and Christianity, are nothing 

more than jewish programs and cultural reactions to the smallness, insignificance, and uselessness this 

jewish race of alien beings experienced when it was on this earth. What made this earth beautiful and 

vibrant, because it excommunicated them, they hated, and they hated it deeply.  

 

In an allegiance with other trash humans that felt the same, they conspired and still conspire to this day 

to destroy everything of value and beauty on this planet, permanently.  

 

A long time ago I requested for the Gods to please explain to me why the jews are such abominations, 

and the reply was that if they were not, there is no possible way they would espouse all this hatred, 

unceasingly, and for so long, to carry out their ordained mission. They were created as they are by their 

very design, and from this there is no escape. 

 

The above is a necessity for hijacking and ridicule of a particular faith or a place, and they may even do 

this unconsciously without really having a plan laid out. As one spider falls in love with the mate she will 

later murder, so do jews try to constantly hijack and own the religions of their enemies and lead them to 

crime, terrorism, lunacy, or basically whatever else will make them detestable and in the end result in 

their destruction. This includes this place here or any other place - none of it is excluded from this 
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either. 

 

Gentiles who are deluded are far different from jews in that jews have a natural disposition of hatred 

and seeing the Gods as tools, servitors, filling their religions and worship with profanity, and above all, 

jewish insanity. Jews constantly make a mockery of the Gods, and that is very natural to them. 

 

The jews themselves in their own 'culture' do all sorts of trash stuff and useless psycho stuff because 

they are just alien and psycho, and that is projected. For example, some jews will join a "Pagan" place 

and conduct a crime, and then will run a full Satanic Panic for 20 or more years in the jew owned media. 

This is in full alignment with their racial mission to subvert, destroy, or ruin the progress of their 

enemies, and this is why some jews have "Dabbled" with "Satanism" and the "Occult" but always leave 

behind their eggs of mortality to hatch on the midst of their enemies. The majority of "Pagan" authors 

who talk about animal sacrifices and related, are jews, and the same thing goes in any ideology that is 

against the jews. 

 

The jews come from a background of an extremely sick, perverted, and oppressive culture. This makes 

them revolt and hate their own 'masters', but little do they know that even this revolt is programmed 

with them going into "Goyim" ideologies, countries, and in the midst of their enemies, to hijack them 

and hatch their jewish eggs into their midst to ruin them.  

 

Jews follow rules and regulations that turn them morbidly insane, and this insanity they seek to escape 

from, as it's unbearable for anyone living - then, they have their "freedom party" in lands of Gentiles, 

wrecking them financially, with amoralism, and with degeneracy, until nothing remains.  

 

The jews have a spiritual concept of this and this is the "exiles". The "exiles" are the jews who are kicked 

out of the midst of the jews, but remaining in soul, mind and spirit perfectly jewish, try go into the "Full 

mode of sin" in order to hijack and ruin the midst of their enemies, their culture, their soul, and 

everything their enemies stand for. This is part of the jewish mode of dualism. 

 

By no mystery it is for example that jews, a race sworn to celibacy and marrying properly at home in 

Israel, also rules the strange boundless sexual norms, advocating virulently for criminal sexual rights 

such as pedophilia, and owns virtually all of the porn industry, while at the same time procures cancers 

in how people unnaturally identify themselves, or ideologies such as the marxist sexual "Revolution".  

 

Judaism here created the perfect conditions of pure insanity into its own "Exiled" children, driving them 

into Gentile lands, where they exhume their pure cultural insanity, effectively ruining the Gentiles as a 

result. This is a win-win situation. After they are done exhuming their cancer on other people, they are 

again reincarnated into Israel to start amending for their so called "Sins" against "God", and they help 

their tribe from this side of the fence this time. 

 

Reasons like that are why Madonna is essentially a dumb prostitute while her so called "Judaism" is 

based on the image of a pious, family woman with children. Madonna was a necessity to teach 

boundless slutdom to the Goyim, as was the creators of feminism, and she served the jews very well in 

ruining the minds of young women with massive force, creating cultural destabilization. In the end of 
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the day, "Madonna the niddah (unclean in hebrew) whore", served the largest jewish agenda in a very 

perfect and calculated manner. 

 

The jews in the their torah are basically constantly going and attempting, despite of being ruined, to 

worship the "Heathen Gods", as this is an absolute necessity to them. It is not a historical secret that the 

jews have basically hijacked, prior to the creation of christianity, the Pagans in full, and they were 

around all sorts of people where they kept stealing spiritual knowledge that they were building up, and 

publicizing their secrets of their enemies, while at the same time creating spiritual weapons and 

concoctions to rule them. The jews do not have a single thing of their own, all the way from language, to 

their very...genetics. 

 

Even the genetics of the jews are for a large part, and this does not make them any less jewish, are a 

mass of genetics from all people of the planet, which Rabbi Laitman calls the "stealing of the form". As 

he added in order for them to work as 'secret agents' for their own, they had to do this, appear as their 

enemies, and be entirely different on the inside, and it is not a coincidence or strange on how they 

always managed to fool a large portion of the population, especially when they live on it's midst hidden 

and without being clearly 'jewish'. 

 

Behind all the guise and game of forms however, the jews remain inherently jewish, and jewishness 

cannot be removed nor there is a question of a material, educational, or solely spiritual reason. There is 

a combination of factors, but for the sake of simplicity, jewishness is first and foremost in the soul.  

 

It is only for others that jews are confusing, not for themselves. This may be hard to understand, but as 

in how an agent goes into a bank to do a heist, and he knows exactly the reasons he is there for, so is 

the jew aware on some level of his own mission to do the same. This level may not be conscious, but it is 

there. 

 

Jewish lore created on jewish psychopathology by using Pagan Gods as symbols of blasphemy for 

everything existentially evil, another expression of jewish hatred, is not a source of Satanism, nor a 

viable source of Satan's origins, unless of course, one is a total jew themselves, and believes like so 

many jews do, that dumb jews are to be listened on everything.  

 

Jewish lore later become "Religion" and replaced the native religions of the Gentiles, who praised these 

Gods, who were positive and benevolent to us. This reversal of understanding lasts to this day thanks to 

Islam, Christianity, and Judaism. And this is why Satan has the statement of "Three Things Are Against 

Me, And I Hate Three Things". 

 

Except of jewish insanity and what followed later, and hearsay, we have really no Gentiles who ever 

wrote anything negative about the Gods. We built and honored them in all things, in love and bonding, 

and in all works, and in every step in our development. 

 

As for those who are stupid and cannot look past the dialectic of the - of course - Jewish lore about 

Satan, they remain blind and oblivious to a very obvious fact. Nobody hides this. The Gods don't hide 

this even in the bible where they smite jews, and jews do not hide it in all their lore and texts where 
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they are instructed to stay away from them at all costs for their safety.  

 

Jews hate Satan and Satan likewise detests them to the fullest, and this is a fundamental reality. Jews 

are unwelcome in Satanism, this will never change, and they know it too, at least those who are aware 

of it.  

 

Satanism is by definition a true, ancient, and deep resistance to the counter-culture of the jews, not 

centered against them, but as the original reclaiming its own ground, against a species that only knows 

to lie and to revile. 
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Jews Know They Are Alien Souls 

by HP Mageson666 » Wed Apr 24, 2019 

 

 

 
 
 

 
Isaac Luria, one of the most important Jewish Rabbi's in history states: 
 
"Israel possesses the three levels of soul nefesh, ruach, neshama – from holiness…The gentiles, 
however, possess only the level of nefesh from the feminine side of the shells…for the souls of the 
nations,[my note the Goyim] which come from the klipot [shells], are called evil and not 'good' since 
they are created without knowledge (daat). The animal soul of man [my note Jews only] is the good and 
evil inclination. The soul of the gentiles comes from the three shells: wind, cloud, and fire, all of them 
evil. So is the case with impure animals, beasts, and birds...- Isaac Luria: Etz Chaim on the Souls of 
Gentiles (c. 1570 CE) 
 
Here the Jewish race is calling Gentiles animals. The Jews claim that Gentiles only have what they call a 
nefesh, which is what is called the Pranic kosha in Hinduism. The vital body the life force or bio-energy, 
that animates you and keeps your body alive. Hence when we die its over, the Jews falsely teach that 
the astral appearance of a ghost is nothing more then an empty shell, the projection of the nefesh, like a 
hologram, and not a conscious soul. The neshama is the actual soul the Jews teach, that goes to some 
after life in their heaven with their god and its that which makes a person human. And only Jews have 
this, hence Jews state they are the only humans.  
 
Hence: 
"Jews Are Called — Man" as Rabbi David Bar Chaim, and all other Rabbi's point out right from the 
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Talmud. Isaac Luria as well, this teaching is the fundamental core of all Jewishness. 
 
The revealing thing is what Luria states is the "good and evil inclination" only Jews have such, this is a 
metaphor and teaching that the Jewish god states of its own self, in the book of Isaiah. This is simply 
stating that only the Jewish race is the creation of their personal racial god, YHVH in its image with its 
soul. Not the Gentiles, we didn't come from the Jewish god. The Jews state only they come from the 
blood of Yahweh not the Gentiles. You will always hear the Jews referencing "the Jewish soul." Luria is 
stating the Gentile is not made in the image of the Jewish god. Which is the teaching of the Jews. 
 
What the Jewish occult adepts are stating is that Jews are an alien soul, the Jew does not have the same 
soul as the Gentile. They consider this obviously to make them superior and such, but that is their own 
opinions based on them being Jewish. What is YHVH then? The high level occult adepts of the Jewish 
race state its a collection of reptilian extra terrestrials, this is where their soul comes from and is 
connected into. 
 
Now remember this the next time you witness all the Jewish leaders of the neo-atheist movements that 
promote Jewish materialism [materialism being the lack of anything spiritual or to do with the soul, by 
definition] these are all Jewish people and Jewish made doctrines who literally are teaching you don't 
have a soul, spirit or any higher consciousness. What do the Jewish run atheist movements and their 
Jewish doctrines tell the Gentile public? We are just nothing more then animals and when we physically 
pass on, that's it, no soul or after life for us. While they then go to their synagogues and put on their 
yarmulke and pray to their god which is the image of themselves and their alien soul, and believe they 
have a soul, spirit and higher consciousness and are the only human beings, not animals.  
 
The Jewish song of "your all one" is only stating "you're all Goyim, and only we Jews are human." 
 
The teachings of the Jewish neo-atheist movement and Jewish material scientism that of Jewish 
materialism are nothing more then the strange alien teachings of the Jewish Talmud and Kabbalah. 
Everything the Jew does is just inject its own alien soul consciousness into our societies and pass it off as 
some kind of supreme religion, truthful science or supreme philosophy. When their just passing a kosher 
turd onto the sidewalk. Which is what their modern art is. 
 
Remember when the Jews talk about the "Rights of Man" they are just talking about themselves. 
Remember the "People Republic's" of the Communist nations the Jews created and run. Jews are the 
only people in their alien religion. Its the Jewish Republic. 
 
The other deception is the Jews tell us Gentiles that either we came here from their god [to be animals 
to serve them] or we just sprang into existence as monkey men, animals, same thing we are just Goyim. 
However in their own occult texts they frequently mention the Gentiles are from the "strange Gods" 
which means alien to the Jewish race. And that we come from the blood lines of such. They reference 
we are from the Satanic blood line of such Gods. And are alien to the Jew, totally.  
 
 
With the Gentile soul, which is superior to the Jewish alien soul, the ghost or spirit on the astral is the 
actual person and their living being. When a person leaves the physical body the physical part and the 
pranic kosha are over, but the astral, emotional, mental, bodies of the soul are still together. In time the 
Atman the aspect that is considered eternal soul consciousness, reincarnates. 
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Jews Made Up The Whole Christianity Hoax 

-High Priest Mageson666 

 

I mean what did you expect from a book that says: "Salvation is of the Jews." 

An Artistic interpretation of what Philo Alexandria really looked like. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

The Jewish Creation of Christianity 

 

Vespasian who founded the Flavian dynasty as the Roman histories stated built a statue to 

an Alexandrian JEW who through Titus was the reason he became the Emperor. This Jew 

was Philo Alexandria, who's money funded the Flavian Dynasty and who was made a core 

member of the Dynasty along with other Jewish power elites. This Dynasty created 

Christianity.  

 

 

PROTOCOL No. 14 

When we come into our kingdom it will be undesirable for us that there should 
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exist any other religion than ours of the One God with whom our destiny is bound 

up by our position as the Chosen People and through whom our same destiny is 

united with the destinies of the world. We must therefore sweep away all other 

forms of belief. If this gives birth to the atheists whom we see to-day, it will 

not, being only a transitional stage, interfere with our views, but will serve 

as a warning for those generations which will hearken to our preaching of the 

religion of Moses, that, by its stable and thoroughly elaborated system has 

brought all the peoples of the world into subjection to us. 

 

The Christian and Islamic programs both worship the Jews in the form of their 

"God" and its claimed prophets. Hence binding Gentiles under the Jews on the 

unconscious level and conscious level. The external conflicts are superficial 

and many are show. Both programs are built upon the Jewish Torah and force the  

Noahide [Mosaic] laws on Gentiles. Thus conforming to the Jews stated plans to 

bind Gentiles into servitude under their rule. 

 

 

"In 380 C.E. Emperor Theodosius declared Christianity to be the official Roman 

state religion, and all Pagan cults were forbidden." 

 

This article deals with how the Jews created Christianity in phases and gained 

power in the ancient Roman Empire in general. To get to that point, the Jews 

created this ideology in Alexandria- the Jew York of its era. 

 

"There were a number of Jewish brotherhoods, several of whom believed that they 

were "God's elect" and that salvation would come through them. Their principle 

agent of salvation (yesha) was the Messiah (Christos), and in the Jewish 

communities influenced by the Greek culture ("Hellenized") this messiah was 

depicted not as a warrior but as a spiritual and mystical entity. In this way 

not only would the Romans and Greeks themselves be overthrown but so too would 

be their Gods, replaced by the Jewish tribal god Yahweh�These various Jewish 

sects were intent on creating a philosophy or religion that would manipulate the 

Gentiles into the "monotheism" of Judaism and away from "idolatry," or 

polytheism, with the awareness that those who held the keys to a monotheistic 

god would dominate in religion and culture in general�.. 

 

One group of these "Jews by Birth"�.was that of the Alexandrian Therapeuts."  

- Acharya S "Suns of God" 

 

More on the city and its Jewish population: 

 

"Jews were among the earliest occupants of the newly founded city of Alexandria, 

beginning in the fourth century BCE. With further influxes later at the 

invitation of the Ptolemy's, as revealed by the ancient historian Strabo (63/64 

BCE-24 AD/CE), Alexandria represented by his time the greatest commercial center 

in the world. Alexandria during the first century of the common era was thus a 

thriving metropolis that extended out in all directions and that influenced 

people around the Mediterranean, including in the important field of religion. 
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First-century Alexandria vied with Rome to be the greatest city of the Roman 

Empire. More then a half a million people lived in its cosmopolitan four square 

miles. It was a major center for international trade and shipping.- 

 

It seems clear that the Jewish population of the city was large and spread out 

in all of the five areas...- 

 

So sizable was the Jewish population at Alexandria that Philo, a member of one 

of the wealthiest Jewish families in that metropolis estimated that by his era 

Jews constituted some 50 percent of the city. Moreover, the Jewish population at 

Alexandria was so large and powerful that Jews possessed "their own treasury and 

court of justice." 

D.M Murdock "Christ in Egypt" 

 

This Philo character played a major role in working to subvert the Gentile host 

culture no doubt using his wealth and influence to do so and himself as being 

part of this Therapeut organization which declared objective was to bring 

Gentiles down and place chain them to the Jewish yoke via a ideology that 

hijacks religion. A Karl Marx of his day. 

 

"Philo himself was apparently a Therapeut, based on a number of factors, not the 

least of which is that he was knowledgeable about the mythos and ritual of the 

Alexandrian mystery school�.Also, Philo's likely involvement with the 

Therapeutan Church of God is reflected in that fact that later "Christians" 

writings " were "borrowed" heavily from the Jewish philosopher. 

"Philo was the bridge between Hellenic Judaism and Christianity"-Acharya S 

 

"He [Philo] came from a wealthy and the prominent family and appears to be a 

leader in his community. �Philo's brother, Alexander, was a wealthy, prominent 

Roman government official, a custom agent responsible for collecting dues on all 

goods imported into Egypt from the East." 

 

Note the typical Jewish tactic of trying to inject Jewish lies and claims of 

supremacy into every Gentile culture exampled by this Jew: 

 

"He [Philo] put forward the teachings of the Jewish prophet, Moses, as "the 

summit of philosophy" (Op. 8), and considered Moses the teacher of Pythagoras 

(b. ca 570 B.C.E.) and of all Greek philosophers and lawgivers (Hesiod, 

Heraclitus, Lycurgus, to mention a few). For Philo, Greek philosophy was a 

natural development of the revelatory teachings of Moses. He was no innovator in 

this matter because already before him Jewish scholars attempted the same. 

Artapanus in the second century B.C.E identified Moses with Musaeus and with 

Orpheus. According to Aristobulus of Paneas (first half of the second century 

B.C.E.), Homer and Hesiod drew from the books of Moses which were translated 

into Greek long before the Septuagint." 

 

Even this Moses character was stolen from the Gentile God Bacchus who is a 
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Romanized term for Dionysus and worshipped in Egypt as Osiris. 

 

More on this order: 

It was in Alexandria that the Jews first came so powerfully under the influence 

of Hellenism, and here that the peculiar Greco-Jewish philosophy sprang up of 

which Philo was the most notable representative. 

 

"Many Jews in that city were "Hellenizing," in that, as Jews do today, they 

adopt and lived within the culture or cultures around them, in this case the 

Greek, which was dominant during the era in question. As The International 

Standard Bible Encyclopedia sates: 

Indeed, Hellenistic Judaism had its "chief seat" at Alexandria where also the 

Jewish Bible was translated into Greek and called the Septuagint.- 

 

One group of Hellenizing Jews, or rather, "Hebrews of a fashion," was deemed the 

"Therapeuts," a type of monastic community centered at Alexandria, with similar 

groups elsewhere around the Mediterranean. The Therapeuts at Alexandria were 

first mentioned by this name by Philo in his work De Vita Contemplative." 

 

"Living so closely to Alexandria, the great center of learning, the Therapeuts 

possessed tremendous clout and significant wealth as well." 

Although they were thus headquartered in Egypt, the Therapeutan community, Philo 

relates, "is to be found many parts of the world." 

 

Regarding the Therapeuts, Christianity and Hadrian, noted historian Edward 

Gibbon (1737-1794) states: 

The extensive commerce of Alexandria, and its proximity to Palestine, gave an 

easy entrance to the new religion [of Christianity]. It was first embraced by 

great numbers of Therapeutae, or Essenians, of the Lake Mareotis, a Jewish sect 

which had abated much of its reverence for the Mosaic ceremonies....It was in 

the school of Alexandra that the Christian theology appears to have assumed a 

regular and scientific form; and when Hadrian visited Egypt, he found a church 

composed of Jews and of Greeks, sufficiently important to attract the notice of 

that inquisitive prince. 

 

One Catholic writer who insisted upon the connection between Philo's Therapeuts 

and the Christians was Eusebius during the fourth century. In The History of the 

Church (2.17), in speaking of "Philo's account of the Egyptian ascetics," 

Eusebius remarks: 

"Whether he invented this designation [Therapeutae] and applied them, fitting a 

suitable name for their mode of life, or whether they were actually called this 

from the very start, because the title Christian was not yet in general use, 

need not be discussed here." 

The reality, however, may be that the Therapeuts morphed into Christians because 

it was they who essentially created much of Christianity, with no "historical 

Jesus".... 

 

de Bunsen remarks: 
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"...Stephen, Paul and Apollos we regard as promulgators of the universalist 

Alexandrian (read jewish) Gnosis of the Essenic Therapeuts, as applied to 

Christianity." 

 

Dr. Grant states: 

"The best precedent for the Christian schools of Alexandria seems to lie...among 

the Therapeutae by the Mareotic lake, described in Philo's work On the 

Contemplative Life.... Such Therapeutae would be ready for Alexandrian 

Christianity." 

 

 

On their locations of Therapeutan order as presented by Philo in "On the 

Contemplative Life" but also in other treatises, Conybeare comments: 

Are we to suppose that systemata of the same types as that which Philo proceeds 

to describe, were found all over the inhabited world? Or was the one settled on 

the Lake Mareotis, to which the best persons resorted from all quarters, the 

only one? I think the truth may lie between the two suppositions. There may have 

been such societies in several of the great Jewish communities scattered round 

the Mediterranean, e.g. in Cyprus, Corinth, Tarsus, Colossae, Antioch, Rome, 

Smyrna and elsewhere." 

 

-D.M Murdock "Christ In Egypt" 

 

 

You can see this Jewish order had multi-national bases of operation and larges 

amount of funding and influence to spread its subversion with. 

 

"In the Ancient Lowly: A History of the Ancient Working People, C. Osborne Ward, 

a political economist at the U.S. Department of Labor, provided an interesting 

and practical take on the Therapeuts. . . . They were members of very powerful 

and "business guilds" and "unions" of working class people. Citing various 

inscriptions, Ward sought to demonstrate a "Solonic Dispensation," 

 

This "Solonic dispensation" that Ward suggests became Christianity represented 

as a "vast system of trade unions over the world." 

 

Describing these brotherhoods as found in Egypt and elsewhere, Ward remarks: 

The principal name by which they were known, not Coptic but Greek, was 

Therapeute, an association closely allied to the Essenes." 

D.M Murdock "Christ in Egypt" 

 

How did the Jews obtain the power to force Christian program their Therapeuts[ 

Frankfurt School of the Ancient World] order fashioned, on the populace for 

real? 

 

Ben Klassen wrote that Julius Caesar was a Jewish puppet and the Jews wanted to 

create the position of Emperor to consolidate power in a central position they 

can control with ease, as Rome was a Republic at the time of Caesar. 
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This makes sense, given that the Jews by that time were in control of the 

majority of wealth in the Roman Empire just as they are today with their control 

of the global banks and banking/corporate system, which gives them control over 

the Gentile Nations. 

 

It was the Jewish Alexander's that funded the Flavian Dynasty of which many powerful  

and famous Jews where members of. Such as Philo Alexander, Josephus and others even 

Titus's wife  

was Jewish. It was with the rise of the Flavian's we see the appearance of Jewish 

Christianity. Constantine himself was descended from the Flavian's. Hence its title  

of Flavius Constantine. It was Constantine who made Christianity the official state religion of 

Rome 

Its no accident the first Catholic Saints are all Flavian's. And the Flavian's are full of Jewish 

blood  

and funded by Jewish money power and politics'. 

 

 

Who do you think Caesar borrowed the vast sums of money he did to win the mob 

with massive displays and games and fund his armies and wars? We also see from 

the evidence the Jews where also in control of the key networks and where behind 

creating the Caesar's of Rome thus centralizing all political power into the 

hands of few who they controlled. Without this new political system 

Christianity could not have been put into total power by the decree of 

Theodosius toppling the Gentile word: 

 

 

"The politically ambitious Julius Caesar recognized the power 

of the Jews, which stemmed from one incontrovertible fact � 

Rome was made up of many opposing political groups and sects. 

In order to win, the politician needed the support of one group 

which would stick by him steadfastly, and thus influence other 

groups to support him. Just as in our present-day democracies, 

this group was the Jews. They would guarantee their support to 

any politician who in turn would do what they asked. 

When Caesar discovered this simple truth, he sought out the 

Jews, and won their support. On page 8 of "Jews of Ancient 

Rome", Leon says, 

 

"The Jews in the 'Populares', the liberal-democratic or people's 

party, supported Caesar and he issued verdicts in their favor." 

Things have not changed much in two thousand years. We 

still have the liberal-democratic party in every country, and 

it always represents the ambition of the Jews. 

With the Jews behind him, Caesar soon became the dictator of 

Rome and the unchallenged ruler of the world. Alarmed by his 

increasing subservience to the Jews, a group of loyal Senators, 

led by Brutus, a former friend of Caesar's in his pre-Jewish period, 
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resolved to assassinate him. On page 9, Leon says, 

"In return for the support which he had received from the 

Jews, Caesar showed them his favor conspicuously, and his decrees 

in their behalf, which, fortunately, were recorded by them from compulsory 

military service, allowed them to send shipments of gold� 

 

Thus we find that Caesar made the Jews a privileged group 

who were above the laws of Rome. The traffic, in gold between 

nations was the cornerstone of Jewish international power two 

thousand years ago, just as it is today. It was carried on under 

the guise of being a "religious" occupation, and if we understand 

that the religion of the Jews was and is gold, this was an accurate 

description. The Jewish Temple in Jerusalem was still the headquarters 

of Jehovah. Several Roman Senators tried to ban the traffic in gold, 

only to be overthrown by Jewish power, 

On page 10, of "Jews of Ancient Rome," Leon says, "For many 

nights after Caesar's murder, groups of Jews came to weep at 

the site of his funeral pyre." 

 

Here too, nothing has changed. We saw the Jews weeping at 

the funeral of Roosevelt, at the funeral of Churchill. They will always be 

weeping when a politician who has committed himself to the machinations of world 

Jewry 

meets his end. 

 

Leon states that Emperor Augustus, who inherited the empire 

after Caesar's generals fell out among themselves, restored the 

special privileges of the Jews. This probably explains why he 

emerged stronger than the other factions which divided Rome 

after Caesar's death. As Jewish decay continued, the empire 

rapidly weakened. After the death of Domitian in 96 A.D., the 

emperors of Rome were no longer of Roman birth; henceforward, 

they were all foreigners. 

The power of the Jews was such that no Roman politician 

dared to attack them. Leon quotes the speech of Cicero in October, 

59, before a Roman jury. Cicero was defending Lucius Asia. Flaccus had tried to 

enforce the ban on the Jewish shipments of gold, with the result that the Jews 

of Rome had him 

removed from office and brought back to face a trumped up charge of embezzlement 

 

Cicero said: 

Gold. This is obviously why the present case is being tried close 

to the Aurelian Steps. It is because of this particular charge 

that you have sought out this location, Laelius (the prosecutor), 

and that mob (referring to the noisy crowd of Jews whom Laelius 

had assembled to create a commotion at the trial). You 

know how large a group they (the Jews) are, and how influential 

they are in politics. I will lower my voice and speak just 
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loudly enough for the jury to hear me; for there are plenty of 

individuals to stir up those Jews against me and against every 

good Roman, and I don't intend to make it any easier for them to 

do this. Since gold was regularly exported each year in the name 

of the Jews from Italy and all our provinces to Jerusalem, Flaccus there, 

gentlemen of the jury, who cannot sincerely commend this 

action? The exportation of gold had been forbidden by the Senate 

on many previous occasions, and most strictly of all during 

my consulship. Further, that Flaccus was opposed to this barbarous 

Jewish superstition was proof of his strong character that 

he defended the Republic by frequently denying the aggressiveness 

of the Jewish mobs at political gatherings was an evidence 

of his high sense of responsibility." 

 

This speech of Cicero's is one of the few revelations of Jewish 

subversion which survived the burning of libraries. The great 

consul of Rome, Cicero, had to lower his voice to avoid stirring 

up the Jews. A Roman aristocrat, Flaccus, was removed from 

office and dragged back to Rome to face a false charge. Why? 

Because he had tried to enforce the Roman law banning the 

Jewish traffic in gold. The outcome of this trial was that Flaccus 

was acquitted of the charge of embezzlement, but the Senate 

ban on the shipping of gold was removed. Thus the Jews won 

their objective, and Flaccus was lucky to escape with his life 

after he had opposed them. 

In the face of this power of the Jews, the Roman aristocrats 

were no longer able to keep order in the empire, and Rome fell 

to the barbarians. 

 

 

In a papyrus found in Oxyhynchus, Egypt, a Roman named 

Hermaiscus is tried for treason, apparently because, like Haman 

in the Persian Empire, he protested against the growing power 

of the Jews. The papyrus states that in his defense, Hermaiscus 

said to the Emperor Trajan, "It distresses me to see your cabinet 

and your privy council filled with Jews." Of course he was executed his 

own death sentence was his daring statement. How many other gentiles have died 

for like offenses during the past centuries? 

 

-From "New History Of The Jews"-Eustace Mullins 

 

"Considering all the factors, it appears that in the Egyptian Therapeuts we 

possess a Jewish religious community that was evidently part of a massive 

brotherhood ."- D.M Murdock "Christ In Egypt" 

"The Therapeuts, who in turn created Christianity"�. 

 

Where did the Jews steal and corrupted their concepts from? 
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It is apparent from the purported remarks of the emperor Hadrian in a letter to 

his brother-in-law Servianus around 34 AD/CE, as related by the Pagan writer 

Vopiscus circa 300, that the Jews at Alexandria were very involved in the 

worship of Serapis, as were the Christians. Over the centuries that this letter 

has been translated, scholars of certain sensibilities have found it expedient 

either to expunge various parts of it or to denounce it as a forgery. 

"The worshippers of Serapis are Christians[Chrestians], and those are devoted to 

the God Saerapis, who�call themselves the bishops of Chrestos." -Emperor Hadrian 

 

"It is thus possible that the "Christos" or "Anointed" god Pliny's "Christiani" 

were following was Serapis himself. 

The Jewish branch of the Therapeutae, contrived to create an equivalent mythical 

god-man of their own in Jesus Christ. 

Like his earlier incarnation Osiris, Serapis was called not only Christos but 

also "Chrestos." Centuries before the common era. Indeed Osiris was styled 

"Chrestus" long before his Jewish copycat Jesus was ever conceived."-Acharya S, 

"Suns Of God" 

 

This is why Christianity as noted by scholars is so identical to the Egyptian 

Pagan religions. This is the major template the Jews stole and corrupted it 

from. Even lifting the title for their fictional Godman from one of the major 

Pagan deities. 

What just did the Jews do to the Gentile followers of Serapis once they have 

gotten what they wanted from their weakening and subversion of the host culture? 

 

In 391 C.E. the Patriarch of Alexandria, Theophilus, summoned the monks to arms 

and turned them against the city of Memphis and the great shrine of Serapis, the 

Serapeum, the main temple of the Osirian-Isis religion. The attack was akin to 

ordering the destruction of the Vatican. Egyptian priests were massacred in 

their shrines and in the streets. The ferocity of the violence consumed priests, 

followers, and the Egyptian intellectual elite of Alexandria, Memphis and the 

other cities of Egypt who were murdered and their temples and libraries 

destroyed. The institutional structure of Egyptian religion, then more then four 

millennia old, was demolished in less than two decades."-Acharya S "Suns of God" 

 

 

The ancient Romans wrote that the Christian mobs were funded, lead and organized 

from local Jewish community synagogues within the empire. They also called 

Christianity "a sect of Judaism." Now we know why. 
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Sources: 

"New History Of The Jews"-Eustace Mullins 

"Christ In Egypt"-D.M Murdock 

"Suns of God"- Acharya S 

'The Gnostic's And Their Remains" Charles William King 
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Jews Murdering Then Harvesting Organs of Arabs 

-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

 
"Oy Veh! The Goyim know!" 

 

 

 

The Jews are doing their Jewusal whining and attacking so they don't have to answer for 

their crimes against all humanity but it’s starting to fall on Jew wise ears who are not buying 

it anymore. 

 

The Jews have been caught in this before because they doing it all the time, literally 

everywhere from America to the Middle East. After all we are Goyim literally cattle in their 

toilet religion. 

 

Ghoulish Jew's Selling Body Parts Of Killed Gentile Infants: 

topic10644.html 

 

The Murderous Jewish, Human Organ Trade: 

topic11151.html 

 

 

 

http://news.yahoo.com/israel-blasts-pal ... 02404.html 

 

"After returning the seized bodies of Palestinians killed by the occupying forces through 

October, and following medical examinations, it has been reported that the bodies were 

returned with missing corneas and other organs," Mansour wrote Rycroft on Tuesday. 

 

He added that this was confirmation of "past reports about organ harvesting."  
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Israel's U.N. Ambassador Danny Danon responded on Wednesday with a letter to Secretary-

General Ban Ki-moon demanding that the U.N. chief condemn what he described as 

Mansour's open anti-Semitism. 
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Jews: “No Limit” on Invasion—Except in Israel 

-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

How much more obvious is it that Jews are trying to destroy White Europe.....The fact they 

as they stated they have planned to destroy White Europe like going back a century and it’s 

all Jews including the Jew, Merkel at the top carrying this out....Even the small Jews are in on 

the plan, it’s a whole Jewish movement. Jews always proving to everyone why anti-Semitism 

exists and it’s totally justified. And why, in fact, if you’re not anti-Semitic you’re a worthless 

moral degenerate. 

Anti-Semitism has never been the problem.....Not enough anti-Semitism is the problem. 

Because Jews are always the problem. 

 

International Jewish Power Openly Behind European Genocide 

topic12011.html 

 

Jews: “No Limit” on Invasion—Except in Israel 

 

http://newobserveronline.com/jews-no-li ... in-israel/ 
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The head of the “Jewish community” in the German state of Thuringia has officially warned 

Germany against putting any limit on the number of Third World invaders pouring into 

Europe—while at the same time supporting Israel which builds walls to keep them out, 

crams successful invaders into concentration camps, and then deports them all. 

 

According to a report in the Focus news service, Reinhard Schramm, the officially elected 

head of the Jewish community council in Thuringia, has “again warned against any ceilings 

on the number of refugees to be received in Germany,” and that “any limit” on the number 

of invaders would “undermine the right of asylum.” 

Speaking during a recent Hanukkah celebration in Erfurt, Schramm said that “Asylum is a 

right irrespective of religion or origin, and there is no limit to it.”
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He added that he was not concerned about anti-Semitism being imported along with the 

Muslim flood, saying that this could be dealt with through “linguistic, humanistic and 

vocational training, and the further strengthening of dialogue between Muslims and Jews.” 

In Israel—the Jews-only country which Schramm and his community council fanatically 

support—there is no such “toleration” for invaders, and all non-Jews are specifically barred 

by law from settling, either as refugees or ordinary immigrants. 

Those Third Worlders who do manage to smuggle their way into Israel past its border fences 

and army-patrolled borders, are promptly arrested and placed in concentration camps prior 

to deportation—back to Uganda, no matter what their actual country of origin might be. 

According to a recent report in the Times of Israel, one of the invader concentration camps, 

Holot, has now reached capacity. 

The concentration camp, which the Times of Israel coyly describes as a “detention center for 

migrants and asylum seekers who entered Israel illegally” now contains over 3,300 Third 

Worlders. 

 

 

The Times of Israel added that the former interior minister Silvan Shalom was about to 

expand the size of the facility, but that, following his decision to “leave political life amid the 

numerous sexual harassment allegations against him,” the expansion plans have now been 

put on hold. 
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The Jewish state—which controls immigration by race, DNA, and biological ancestry, and 

which legally bars non-Jews from settling in the country—has officially received some 47,000 

illegal immigrants, almost all from Eritrea and Sudan. 

The Times of Israel boasted that the “influx has slowed dramatically of late, as Israel has 

sealed off its border with Egypt more effectively”—meaning that Israel erected a huge 

concrete barrier wall to stop the invasion—exactly the policy that Schramm and the “Jewish 

community” opposes for Germany. 

The Times of Israel added that since 2009, less than 0.15 percent of “asylum seekers” had 

been granted asylum in Israel, a figure which is the “lowest rate in the Western world.” 

Schramm, the controlled media—and the organized “Jewish community” in Germany and 

the rest of the world—is completely silent about the manner in which Israel deals with Third 

World invaders. 

It is the old rule once again: one law for the Jews, another law for the non-Jews. Jews can 

have racial laws, and have an ethnically homogeneous nation, but any Europeans who 

seek that same right are attacked and smeared by the controlled media and the “Jewish 

community.” 
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JEWS OF THE WORLD UNITE 
 

 
George Bush President of America. Early census records in America 
listed the Bush family as Jewish. The Jewish Harriman dynast built 
them into powerful family 
 

 
Bush praying at the Wailing Wall and PM Tony Blair with Brittan's 
Chief Rabbi 
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 2 

 
Vladimir Putin President of Russia 
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 3 

 
President Putin [also Jewish] and Russia chief Rabbi Beler Lazar. 
The head oligarch of Russia and the head of the Russian Jewish 
Congress, Abramovich put Putin into the Presidents office. 
Abramovich stated in a 2005 interview that Putin is Jewish on his 
mother side making him racially full blooded Jewish. Putin's original 
autobiography also listed his mother’s maiden name as Jewish, 
before being changed in other editions. However, given Putin 
bragged about his father being a “Hebrew Talmud scholar” and 
growing up in a house full of Jews, his father also was more than 
likely Jewish. 
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Bush and German Chancellor Angela Merkel [Kantor] Merkel is 
Jewish, her family surname means “Kantor” in English, from Polish 
before being Germanized later, “Kantor” is a rabbinical name.         

The entire British ruling and Political class is controlled by Jews and 
Pedophilia as the Jimmy Seville scandal revealed.  
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Harper Prime Minster of Canada, the B’nai B’rith is right across the 
road from his party office in Albert. The Jewish Press of Israel praised 
him as “the biggest ally of Jews ever.”  
 

 
The Ukraine, Harper, and Cheney.  
The Ukraine is being controlled by the Jewish IMF and Jewish 
Oligarchs. The Jews want to regain control in the Ukraine and use 
control of both Russia and Ukraine to incite a Third World War.  
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John Howard, Prime Minister of Australia. Controlled by Jews 
 

 
The President of France Jacques Chirac.  
Sarkozy was an open Jew who called for the White French to be 
raced-mixed out of existence. However, how many French Prime 
Ministers are even Gentile? Or does it even matter anymore? 
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Openly anti-European, Jewish, former French President Sarkozy. 
How do you think France got full of all those brown Muslim People 
who blow stuff up and shoot hundreds of people? 
 

 
Chirac and Regan. Who do you think ran the Bank of France? 
The same Jews that are running the Federal Reserve, the 
Rothschilds. 
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Prime Minister of Canada Jean Chrétien. The new Liberal PM, 
Trudeau who Chrétien served under his father, before becoming PM. 
The Entire campaign was financed by the Jewish billionaire Bronfman 
family. The Jews also funded Harper in the same election. 
 

 
Iloilo, President of Fiji. Even Fiji is not exempt from Jewish control 
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 9 

 
Barros Former PM of Portugal.  
Another nation controlled by Jews 
 

 
Hillary Clinton is Jewish from her Rodham side of the family. You can 
see the Jew genes in her daughter. 
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Joshua Bolten Chief of Staff 
 

 
Carl Rove Deputy Chief of Staff. Surrounded by his Chief Jews 
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Dick Cheney. 
 

 
Michael Chertoff, Head of Homeland Security and openly Jewish. 
Chertoff allowed the Mossad agents who were arrested because of 
their connections to the 9-11 attacks, go and run off back to Israel. He 
also helps run much of the building of the Jewish-run surveillance 
state in America, including putting the "prono scanners" of the TSA 
into existence. The entire NSA spy grid is controlled and operated out 
of Israel by Mossad front companies. 
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President Obama. 
 

 
Current President Obama, who bragged, "He is Jewish in his soul." 
His whole career was built by powerful Jews out of Chicago and 
funded by Goldman-Sachs. He has Jewish blood from his mother’s 
side. The Democratic Party head is a Jewess along with their Party's 
major funders and the Republican wing is also controlled by powerful 
Jewish billionaires like Alderson. Many America Presidents have 
been Jews such as Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Dwight David 
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Eisenhower, and Lyndon B. Johnson who was behind planning the 
USS Liberty attack with Israel and then covering it up. 
 

 
United States Secretary of State, John Kerry a Jew whose real family 
surname is Cohen and was changed to Kerry later. Many of the 
above actively conceal the fact that they are Jews. 
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Jews Promote Christianity  

by HP Mageson666 » Sun Jul 07, 2019 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
They don't actually, some individual Jews will make bathroom humor jokes about Jewsus, but that is 
where its left. The leadership elite the Elders of Zion, who run the global power structure make sure to 
send billions of dollars in support money to major Christian leaders and media networks and industries 
and political lobbies to make sure Christianity stays going for them. They also make sure to promote 
New Age Christian and general Christian books in the Jew York Times, best seller list which is proven to 
be a rigged fraud, so they are putting the Christian books on there to purposely promote Christianity. 
Christian global churches like the Jehova Witnesses, were created and run by the Rothschild's behind 
the scenes as well. The Rothschild's also run the Vatican bank and make sure the Catholic Church is kept 
going with hundreds of billions of dollars. 
 
The Jews in the past when Gentiles where waking up to the Jewish program as alien and Jewish, did put 
out some bogus Talmud quotes about Jewsus to the public, its well know a Jew who pretended to 
convert to Christianity did such. This was to redirect peoples anger at the Jews for Christianity into 
Christianity and keep the program going. The Jews are playing the same game today. Its also known the 
Talmud does not mention Jewsus, those quotes in the Talmud only mentioned Balaam the Pagan High 
Priest in the Torah who cursed Israel and was punished for the most serious sin to the Jews, cursing 
them back. Which shows how terrified the Jews are of Gentiles fighting back with spiritual warfare. 
 
The Jewish Jesuits even invented Communism to keep the Church going, that is how far they go. 
Christianity is their source of power. Its funny to watch Christians pretend that Communism is against 
Christianity, when the Jews made the Orthodox Church the state religion in the USSR and the Jewsuits 
created Liberation Theology to spread Communism all over Latin America and the Jewsuit Pope is an 
open lover and promoter of Communism, he calls it secular Christianity. The Catholic Church is allowed 
to operate without opposition in Communist China. The whole Jacobin Republic which was a Communist 
regime that created the terror in the French revolution was run by the two arms of Jewish power the 
Jewish Frankists and Jewish Jewsuits and put the Catholic Church back into power. The Jacobin's 
changed their name to the COMMUNIST LEAGUE in the next century and stated their purpose was to 
bring the government of (((god))) to earth. The first major Communist revolution was the Christian 
Anabaptist commune which was run by open Jewish leaders and such. The founder of the Kim dynasty 
was a Jew who promoted Christianity and was put into power by the Jewish elites. 
 
Yet who is telling me that Jewish Communism is against Jewsus? People like David Duke who are 
controlled opposition which is why Duke and Black walked without any legal punishment from 
Operation Red Dog which had deep state all over it and Duke was in a role reserved for deep state 
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operatives in south east Asia. He also works to suppress any knowledge that Mossad and Israel did 911 
from the WN community and promotes Christianity like crazy and will never educate people on 
Holocaust Truth, he goes along with the narrative by omission. And the Jewish media always mentions 
his name to direct people to that controlled opposition he runs. 
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Jews Say: "Pedophilia Is A Natural Sexual 

Orientation" 

Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun Apr 14, 2019 
 

 

“Aquarius wrote: Pedophilia Is A Natural Sexual Orientation | Mirjam Heine | 

TEDxUniversityofWürzburg 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MNr3yhj ... I8nTHD30kV 

Literally posted by a channel with a david's star as picture.” 

 

In the above video you will see a robotic cuck that has her hormones overridden to the point she (or it) 

is a total borg, that tries to convince the "Close minded" people, in regards to how pedophiles are to be 

catered, protected, and loved, and taken care of by civilization, and helped to "Amend for their sins" 

through science and trying to tame these and "help them". She wants to be a good caring mommy for 

pedos, and she tries to sweet talk them into 'seeking help' and all the related.  

 

How sweet of her. She's probably one of these types that talk about how marginalized and oppressed 

and sad Muslims are in Europe. Tear up now please. 

 

Sort of like, let's keep AIDS alive, because this little virus is really innocent, and it doesn't want to harm 

anyone on it's own accord. It's our own system's fault that is dying from this innocent virus...The 

Problem is in ourselves fellow goys, not in AIDS. It only wants to live, like all other poor species born into 

existence. This way we are being gud and caring mothers for all that is defiled upon the face of this 

planet, and good "Rational thinkers".  

 

According to the jew and his demented lackeys, we SHOULD (And we will be socially ENFORCED to 

through Multiculturalism) to open our large hands to cuddle, fondle, and support all these social 

destroyers, child soul ruining filth, and pedos, and we do not give them bullets or lead or imprisonment 

or the electric chair, and we can pride ourselves in that, how 'good' people we are because we do not 

punish it.  

 

This is the system around this filth in a nutshell. 20 years ago this shit would never pass. But as the son 

of the jew Soros admitted, his dad and jews push multiculturalism so that all of these things change, and 

the jews are 'at home' everywhere. 

 

To begin I have written a lot of posts, and have made documentaries (Which were of course disappeared 

by the enemy as they shit their pants when these things gain attention) in regards to jewish pedophillia 

and how they are systematic abusers and pedos. Of course, much of this can be found online, but most 

of it cannot. I will post only a couple pieces below for reference. Everyone is turning a blind eye to all of 
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this. 

 

Britain's Hidden Child Abuse - London's Orthodox Jewish Community - Documentary 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MO106P4izqA 

 

Sex Abuse Case of Rabbi Moshe Taubenfeld Adjourned for Two Months 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g4Cc4E36RO 

 

Systematic cuckery and effemination of civilization comes to a point where all cucks who can't deal with 

any problem, because it's beyond them to fix, try to sweet talk, amend, and try to 'normalize' a problem 

because they are sick themselves, perverted, and mentally il. This is not even a topic of debate, as 

simply, the female and male energies deal with problems differently. The male energy destroys, cuts, 

rips through (as in some cases like that should be the case), while the feminine energies try to deal with 

a problem through other and less obvious methods.  

 

This is a characteristic sickness in present day civilization, where all the abomination things that happen, 

instead of persecution and destruction, are only met with fake pseudo-solutions to 'justify' them, 

'accept' them, and try to make things seek normal and focus on how people 'need help'.  

 

Christians and other idiots who pretend they are 'against' this, must have lost the part in the bible where 

Lot gives his 'young daughters' for prostitution to angels, who of course proceed to fuck their brains out. 

Many also who pretend to be against pedophillia also seem to skip the other fact that Islam is literally 

based on this and that in most Muslim countries, pedophillia is an ordinary, everyday practice.  

 

Christianity and the Church is the number 1 place of pedophillia, shipping of children, and snuff 

operations in every nation. The same goes for Mosques and Synagogues. These are seats of endless 

crime in all nations. The vermin of the christians and the "priests" are attracted into the house of the 

jewish vermin, and they all work to corrupt and destroy society together. 

 

This is typical in this video which was posted in that these kikes promote "Pedophillia as a normal sexual 

orientation" and that these people only deserve to be "Helped". The jews are again projecting as they 

always have done since their inception by the alien filth they were created. 

 

As it is clear in this video, these people are jews. They forgot to hide the star of david on their channel 

too. To them, pedophillia is a very pronounced craft, same as any other disgusting, disturbing. Jews are 

pedophiles on a universal level, and they have hidden doctrines which revolve around raping even their 

own kids to Torah submission, same as beating them extremely much, and even giving them drugs.  

 

There was this group in Israel which was called Lev Hator in which every practitioner was given heavy 

drugs, women were beaten and raped in submission, and people were given lashes for 'disobedience' on 

a consistent basis, or beat severely because of failure to 'comprehend' Torah law or just comply with the 

enemy's agenda. Rape in Judaism is also instated as a normal thing between husband and wife, and 

rapists or child assaults are never punished, never even reported. They are not even looked upon as a 

problem. 
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Pedophillia is not some sort of orientation or fetish, it is a sickness when one is a sexual assaulter to 

those who are weak, incapable to defend themselves, and it is criminal. If "pedophillia" is so "Natural" as 

these jews claim, why does it leave people literally SCARRED for life? People who are sexually assaulted 

are scarred and emotionally ruined permanently. But it is not a surprise the enemy pushes this the more 

mentally destroyed people are, the easier they are to control. Abuse and being assaulted at a young age 

is in the mix for many serial killer, murderers, among other factors. 

 

Jews come from a very "oppressive" (self inflicted) and sick alien culture. Behind every promotion of 

unnatural things, and disgusting things, the statement that is a century old but is eternally true "Raise 

any rock and you will find a jew" is a very true statement.  

 

Many people in the west do whine about pedophilia which is essentially practiced in EVERY non White 

nation to an extreme. Of course, this is not mentioned, as this doesn't fit the stereotype of that 

everyone who is non White is a little oppressed and beautiful "angel", who evil Devil Whitey does 

persecute. This is not to say that Whites do not have these types of people, but in other places, this is 

normalized, universalized, and even seen as a divine thing as with Mohammed and his 9 year old wife. 

Islam is based on the tolerance of pedophilia and universalizing pedophiles into a normal, everyday 

thing, as Islam is vicious and it requires an endless chain of victimization. 

 

Jews know to do very good Jew talk when it comes to trying to justify this. Someone being 'attracted' to 

fully grown girls who have had periods for at least 2-3 years, and are 16 years old, is not a classified 

pedo. Some people are ready for sexuality at 15, some others when they are 21.  

 

Jews try to mix these categories to cause confusion and cloak themselves, which is also illegal in most 

places, is branded together with the pedophiles, so the jews can mask how alien this practice is. 

 

The situation is pedophillia aims on people who are beneath the age of ability of sexuality, and the 

pedos stalk and go to assault kids who are beneath the age of 12 or literally even in the crib. This is the 

definition of literal spite. This is sick and is deserving of death upon proof in regards to that. 

 

In regards to the enemy's religions, it is an absolute necessity to push these things so people become 

traumatized and too ruined to resist them or act against them. The sexual vocations of the Vatican both 

in regards pedophilia and both of what they do to one another as "pious holy men", and what they do to 

nuns, is well known. 

 

Misery to the enemy is a feeding source. It's well documented that most pedophiles are only caught 

after their streak of victims can be over 100 people. Out of these, many people abuse themselves. The 

abused becomes the abuser, and the vicious cycle continues like a literal infectious illness. These people 

are left disabled and ruined for life. The same goes for rape and other things which our "Enrichment" is 

not only increasing in our civilizations, but also is made "legal" by the jews. Take notes on how easy 

rapists and child abusers come off the hooks legally in Europe, simply by saying they "Do not know it 

was children assault".  
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This is because in their countries (and most of course will totally lie about this as with many other 

things), child assault is everyday life. Many have been assaulted themselves. This sickness then 

replicates itself, and spreads to more and more people, increasing social destruction. A lot of people are 

scarred to such an extent that they never recover. 

 

The jews want to normalize a world which is basically the absolute epitome of sickness and degeneracy, 

so they can be at peak and on their natural habitat. That way, the "Goyim" will be pre-occupied with so 

many hazards, that they will live in such a shitty and dangerous, and degenerate existence, which will be 

normalized, and the jews will not be looked upon as a problem as other problems will have reached the 

absolute peak.  

 

In Satan's coming era, there will be none of this. And by none, it is meant none. It will be all squashed 

mercilessly and destroyed. Cursed be the kikes and everyone who promotes this fucking filth. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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Jews Say: "Pedophilia Is A Natural Sexual 

Orientation" 

Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun Apr 14, 2019 
 

 

“Aquarius wrote: Pedophilia Is A Natural Sexual Orientation | Mirjam Heine | 

TEDxUniversityofWürzburg 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MNr3yhj ... I8nTHD30kV 

Literally posted by a channel with a david's star as picture.” 

 

In the above video you will see a robotic cuck that has her hormones overridden to the point she (or it) 

is a total borg, that tries to convince the "Close minded" people, in regards to how pedophiles are to be 

catered, protected, and loved, and taken care of by civilization, and helped to "Amend for their sins" 

through science and trying to tame these and "help them". She wants to be a good caring mommy for 

pedos, and she tries to sweet talk them into 'seeking help' and all the related.  

 

How sweet of her. She's probably one of these types that talk about how marginalized and oppressed 

and sad Muslims are in Europe. Tear up now please. 

 

Sort of like, let's keep AIDS alive, because this little virus is really innocent, and it doesn't want to harm 

anyone on it's own accord. It's our own system's fault that is dying from this innocent virus...The 

Problem is in ourselves fellow goys, not in AIDS. It only wants to live, like all other poor species born into 

existence. This way we are being gud and caring mothers for all that is defiled upon the face of this 

planet, and good "Rational thinkers".  

 

According to the jew and his demented lackeys, we SHOULD (And we will be socially ENFORCED to 

through Multiculturalism) to open our large hands to cuddle, fondle, and support all these social 

destroyers, child soul ruining filth, and pedos, and we do not give them bullets or lead or imprisonment 

or the electric chair, and we can pride ourselves in that, how 'good' people we are because we do not 

punish it.  

 

This is the system around this filth in a nutshell. 20 years ago this shit would never pass. But as the son 

of the jew Soros admitted, his dad and jews push multiculturalism so that all of these things change, and 

the jews are 'at home' everywhere. 

 

To begin I have written a lot of posts, and have made documentaries (Which were of course disappeared 

by the enemy as they shit their pants when these things gain attention) in regards to jewish pedophillia 

and how they are systematic abusers and pedos. Of course, much of this can be found online, but most 

of it cannot. I will post only a couple pieces below for reference. Everyone is turning a blind eye to all of 
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this. 

 

Britain's Hidden Child Abuse - London's Orthodox Jewish Community - Documentary 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MO106P4izqA 

 

Sex Abuse Case of Rabbi Moshe Taubenfeld Adjourned for Two Months 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g4Cc4E36RO 

 

Systematic cuckery and effemination of civilization comes to a point where all cucks who can't deal with 

any problem, because it's beyond them to fix, try to sweet talk, amend, and try to 'normalize' a problem 

because they are sick themselves, perverted, and mentally il. This is not even a topic of debate, as 

simply, the female and male energies deal with problems differently. The male energy destroys, cuts, 

rips through (as in some cases like that should be the case), while the feminine energies try to deal with 

a problem through other and less obvious methods.  

 

This is a characteristic sickness in present day civilization, where all the abomination things that happen, 

instead of persecution and destruction, are only met with fake pseudo-solutions to 'justify' them, 

'accept' them, and try to make things seek normal and focus on how people 'need help'.  

 

Christians and other idiots who pretend they are 'against' this, must have lost the part in the bible where 

Lot gives his 'young daughters' for prostitution to angels, who of course proceed to fuck their brains out. 

Many also who pretend to be against pedophillia also seem to skip the other fact that Islam is literally 

based on this and that in most Muslim countries, pedophillia is an ordinary, everyday practice.  

 

Christianity and the Church is the number 1 place of pedophillia, shipping of children, and snuff 

operations in every nation. The same goes for Mosques and Synagogues. These are seats of endless 

crime in all nations. The vermin of the christians and the "priests" are attracted into the house of the 

jewish vermin, and they all work to corrupt and destroy society together. 

 

This is typical in this video which was posted in that these kikes promote "Pedophillia as a normal sexual 

orientation" and that these people only deserve to be "Helped". The jews are again projecting as they 

always have done since their inception by the alien filth they were created. 

 

As it is clear in this video, these people are jews. They forgot to hide the star of david on their channel 

too. To them, pedophillia is a very pronounced craft, same as any other disgusting, disturbing. Jews are 

pedophiles on a universal level, and they have hidden doctrines which revolve around raping even their 

own kids to Torah submission, same as beating them extremely much, and even giving them drugs.  

 

There was this group in Israel which was called Lev Hator in which every practitioner was given heavy 

drugs, women were beaten and raped in submission, and people were given lashes for 'disobedience' on 

a consistent basis, or beat severely because of failure to 'comprehend' Torah law or just comply with the 

enemy's agenda. Rape in Judaism is also instated as a normal thing between husband and wife, and 

rapists or child assaults are never punished, never even reported. They are not even looked upon as a 

problem. 
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Pedophillia is not some sort of orientation or fetish, it is a sickness when one is a sexual assaulter to 

those who are weak, incapable to defend themselves, and it is criminal. If "pedophillia" is so "Natural" as 

these jews claim, why does it leave people literally SCARRED for life? People who are sexually assaulted 

are scarred and emotionally ruined permanently. But it is not a surprise the enemy pushes this the more 

mentally destroyed people are, the easier they are to control. Abuse and being assaulted at a young age 

is in the mix for many serial killer, murderers, among other factors. 

 

Jews come from a very "oppressive" (self inflicted) and sick alien culture. Behind every promotion of 

unnatural things, and disgusting things, the statement that is a century old but is eternally true "Raise 

any rock and you will find a jew" is a very true statement.  

 

Many people in the west do whine about pedophilia which is essentially practiced in EVERY non White 

nation to an extreme. Of course, this is not mentioned, as this doesn't fit the stereotype of that 

everyone who is non White is a little oppressed and beautiful "angel", who evil Devil Whitey does 

persecute. This is not to say that Whites do not have these types of people, but in other places, this is 

normalized, universalized, and even seen as a divine thing as with Mohammed and his 9 year old wife. 

Islam is based on the tolerance of pedophilia and universalizing pedophiles into a normal, everyday 

thing, as Islam is vicious and it requires an endless chain of victimization. 

 

Jews know to do very good Jew talk when it comes to trying to justify this. Someone being 'attracted' to 

fully grown girls who have had periods for at least 2-3 years, and are 16 years old, is not a classified 

pedo. Some people are ready for sexuality at 15, some others when they are 21.  

 

Jews try to mix these categories to cause confusion and cloak themselves, which is also illegal in most 

places, is branded together with the pedophiles, so the jews can mask how alien this practice is. 

 

The situation is pedophillia aims on people who are beneath the age of ability of sexuality, and the 

pedos stalk and go to assault kids who are beneath the age of 12 or literally even in the crib. This is the 

definition of literal spite. This is sick and is deserving of death upon proof in regards to that. 

 

In regards to the enemy's religions, it is an absolute necessity to push these things so people become 

traumatized and too ruined to resist them or act against them. The sexual vocations of the Vatican both 

in regards pedophilia and both of what they do to one another as "pious holy men", and what they do to 

nuns, is well known. 

 

Misery to the enemy is a feeding source. It's well documented that most pedophiles are only caught 

after their streak of victims can be over 100 people. Out of these, many people abuse themselves. The 

abused becomes the abuser, and the vicious cycle continues like a literal infectious illness. These people 

are left disabled and ruined for life. The same goes for rape and other things which our "Enrichment" is 

not only increasing in our civilizations, but also is made "legal" by the jews. Take notes on how easy 

rapists and child abusers come off the hooks legally in Europe, simply by saying they "Do not know it 

was children assault".  
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This is because in their countries (and most of course will totally lie about this as with many other 

things), child assault is everyday life. Many have been assaulted themselves. This sickness then 

replicates itself, and spreads to more and more people, increasing social destruction. A lot of people are 

scarred to such an extent that they never recover. 

 

The jews want to normalize a world which is basically the absolute epitome of sickness and degeneracy, 

so they can be at peak and on their natural habitat. That way, the "Goyim" will be pre-occupied with so 

many hazards, that they will live in such a shitty and dangerous, and degenerate existence, which will be 

normalized, and the jews will not be looked upon as a problem as other problems will have reached the 

absolute peak.  

 

In Satan's coming era, there will be none of this. And by none, it is meant none. It will be all squashed 

mercilessly and destroyed. Cursed be the kikes and everyone who promotes this fucking filth. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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Jews Speak In Code Concerning Human Sacrifice 

Wed Aug 02, 2017 2:44 am  

 

High Priest Jake Carlson 666 

 

 

In a book that I am reading by a Kabbalistic Jew who bashes Satan and his Demons as 

"the dark forces" or the dark "Other Side," the kike admits to the Jewish goal to sacrifice 

the White Aryan Race to God, and to keep the "mixed multitudes" as their slaves in the 

pending Jewish Utopia. 

 

"For the holy warrior, the job is clear, remove the enemy physically from this Earth, 

period. Any Sage who does not see this or does not readily embrace it should not be 

considered by you to be a Sage. Such passive Sages are sheep; they no longer have the 

spiritual 'image of Man' upon them. [...] Lions are the kings of the jungle. Sheep are the 

food. Sheep are sacrifices. We are the ones who bring sacrifice, not the ones who are 

sacrificed. [...] 

 

When the battle is spiritual we fight it with full vigor just as if it were physical. If and 

when the battle does become physical, then we do not shirk our duty. We rise up with 

every weapon at our disposal, spiritual and physical. Yet, we also must beware that we 

never cross the line and translate a spiritual battle into the physical plane unless it is 

absolutely necessary to do so. When we [choose] to fight the spiritual battle in the 

physical world without paying attention to the psychic source of conflict, we enter an 

arena of battle in which we will surely be defeated. This is not the way." Protection From 

Evil: Exposing & Neutralizing Harmful Spiritual Forces in Light of Torah & Kabbalah 

by HaRav Ariel Bar Tzadok p. 206 

 

Jews, such as Jewish authors like these, try to cover their footsteps and mask their 

fingerprints, but when they are caught red-handed, like in the above quotes, they continue 

playing their head games of "We don't want to hurt anyone. We just want to kill you in 

the most humane of ways. It could be a lot worse for you, so why are you complaining?" 

The Jews--the least ethical of "humans" on this planet accuse us of everything that they 

are, and everything that they do on us, their Goyim enemies. 

 

When a Jew speaks of their enemies, they are NOT merely speaking of fellow Jews who 

they are at their wits' end with, but rather the Gentiles. Why? The reason is because 

another Goy was born into this world. The Jews talk about how their God is a "man of 

War," but in truth, he is just as parasitic and cowardly as the Jewish people are, but at the 

same time relies on living blood sacrifices to satisfy "his" existence. As High Priest Don 

and High Priest Hooded Cobra have recently pointed out, Satan and the Gods of Hell 

never have and never will accept human or animal sacrifices. On the other hand, in order 

just to survive, the Jewish-Christian-Muslim God relies on living blood, human and 

animal sacrifices. Any "Satanist" who desires any of these things isn't going to make it.  
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For a Gentile to be an enemy of God and an enemy of Christos, the Messiah, and his 

Jewish people, all a Gentile has to do is be born. For Gentiles, the Serpent represents the 

kundalini. For Jews, the false Serpent--the Leviathan--represents the collective Jewish 

race. Leviathan is the Jewish Messiah who requires the sacrifice of the White Aryan 

peoples who would protect the colored races from being enslaved by Leviathan. 

Leviathan is "Lord" Christos. He is the Jewish Messiah, and a reminder to stay devoted to 

the Reverse Torah Rituals for as long as the Jewish people exist, because if they exist, 

then they will try to kill us simply for existing. This is very similar to the Weimar 

Republic after World War 1. We will not let this happen again.  

 

666/88!! 

 

High Priest Jake Carlson 
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Jews Tell You In The Torah They Want to Kill You. 

 

-High Priest Don Mageson 666 

 

The Torah is the blueprint of the Jewish agenda for creating a World Jewish Dictatorship. 

Communism is simply a pseudo political mask for this. As the Jews admit. 

 

As we were told outright by the Jew, Maurice Samuel in his book: ‘You Gentiles’  

 

“We Jews, we, the destroyers, will remain the destroyers forever. Nothing that you do will 

meet our needs and demands. We will forever destroy because we need a world of our own, 

a God-world [Jewish World Order]".... As Samuel tells us right to our faces what a "God 

World" is. 

 

"We [Jews] have a national God. In the heart of any pious Jew, God is a Jew." That's right 

from their Torah their most Holy "God" Book. 

 

 

 

Take special note Goyim they are talking about you here: 

 

Deuteronomy 16: 

And thou shalt consume all the people which the LORD thy God shall deliver thee; thine 

eye shall have no pity upon them: neither shalt thou serve their gods; for that will be a 

snare unto thee. 

 

 

2 And when the LORD thy God shall deliver them [Goyim] before thee; thou shalt smite 

them, and utterly destroy them; thou shalt make no covenant with them, nor shew mercy 

unto them: 

 

 

22 And the LORD thy God will put out those nations [my note Nation means Goyim] before 

thee by little and little: thou mayest not consume them at once, lest the beasts of the field 

increase upon thee. 

 

23 But the LORD thy God shall deliver them unto thee, and shall destroy them with a 

mighty destruction, until they be destroyed. 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------- 

When the LORD thy God shall bring thee into the land whither thou goest to possess it, and 

hath cast out many nations before thee, the Hittites, and the Girgashites, and the Amorites, 

and the Canaanites, and the Perizzites, and the Hivites, and the Jebusites, seven nations 

greater and mightier than thou; 
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2 And when the LORD thy God shall deliver them before thee; thou shalt smite them, and 

utterly destroy them; thou shalt make no covenant with them, nor shew mercy unto them: 

 

3 Neither shalt thou make marriages with them; thy daughter thou shalt not give unto his 

son, nor his daughter shalt thou take unto thy son. 

 

4 For they will turn away thy son from following me, that they may serve other gods: so will 

the anger of the LORD be kindled against you, and destroy thee suddenly. 

 

5 But thus shall ye deal with them; ye shall destroy their altars, and break down their 

images, and cut down their groves, and burn their graven images with fire. 

 

6 For thou art an holy people unto the LORD thy God: the LORD thy God hath chosen thee to 

be a special people unto himself, above all people that are upon the face of the earth. 

 

7 The LORD did not set his love upon you, nor choose you, because ye were more in number 

than any people; for ye were the fewest of all people: 

 

8 But because the LORD loved you, and because he would keep the oath which he had 

sworn unto your fathers, hath the LORD brought you out with a mighty hand, and redeemed 

you out of the house of bondmen, from the hand of Pharaoh king of Egypt. 

 

9 Know therefore that the LORD thy God, he is God, the faithful God, which keepeth 

covenant and mercy with them that love him and keep his commandments to a thousand 

generations; 

 

10 And repayeth them that hate him to their face, to destroy them: he will not be slack to 

him that hateth him, he will repay him to his face. 

 

11 Thou shalt therefore keep the commandments, and the statutes, and the judgments, 

which I command thee this day, to do them. 

 

12 Wherefore it shall come to pass, if ye hearken to these judgments, and keep, and do 

them, that the LORD thy God shall keep unto thee the covenant and the mercy which he 

sware unto thy fathers: 

 

13 And he will love thee, and bless thee, and multiply thee: he will also bless the fruit of thy 

womb, and the fruit of thy land, thy corn, and thy wine, and thine oil, the increase of thy 

kine, and the flocks of thy sheep, in the land which he sware unto thy fathers to give thee. 

 

14 Thou shalt be blessed above all people: there shall not be male or female barren among 

you, or among your cattle. 

 

15 And the LORD will take away from thee all sickness, and will put none of the evil diseases 

of Egypt, which thou knowest, upon thee; but will lay them upon all them that hate thee. 

 

16 And thou shalt consume all the people which the LORD thy God shall deliver thee; thine 

eye shall have no pity upon them: neither shalt thou serve their gods; for that will be a snare 
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unto thee. 

 

17 If thou shalt say in thine heart, These nations are more than I; how can I dispossess 

them? 

 

18 Thou shalt not be afraid of them: but shalt well remember what the LORD thy God did 

unto Pharaoh, and unto all Egypt; 

 

19 The great temptations which thine eyes saw, and the signs, and the wonders, and the 

mighty hand, and the stretched out arm, whereby the LORD thy God brought thee out: so 

shall the LORD thy God do unto all the people of whom thou art afraid. 

 

20 Moreover the LORD thy God will send the hornet among them, until they that are left, 

and hide themselves from thee, be destroyed. 

 

21 Thou shalt not be affrighted at them: for the LORD thy God is among you, a mighty God 

and terrible. 

 

22 And the LORD thy God will put out those nations before thee by little and little: thou 

mayest not consume them at once, lest the beasts of the field increase upon thee. 

 

23 But the LORD thy God shall deliver them unto thee, and shall destroy them with a mighty 

destruction, until they be destroyed. 

 

24 And he shall deliver their kings into thine hand, and thou shalt destroy their name from 

under heaven: there shall no man be able to stand before thee, until thou have destroyed 

them. 

 

25 The graven images of their gods shall ye burn with fire: thou shalt not desire the silver or 

gold that is on them, nor take it unto thee, lest thou be snared therein: for it is an 

abomination to the LORD thy God. 

 

26 Neither shalt thou bring an abomination into thine house, lest thou be a cursed thing like 

it: but thou shalt utterly detest it, and thou shalt utterly abhor it; for it is a cursed thing. 
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Jews The Lords Of Racist Holocausts 

Tue Jul 18, 2017 1:55 pm  

HP Mageson666  

 

Posts: 5589 

Jews The Lords Of Racist Holocausts 

 

 
 

And that's a world without you in it Goyim. 

 

 

Racism by sociological definition is the psycho-physical differences between the races. 

And the science of the study of these. Racism as a scientific and common sense 

observation has been vilified by Jews for Goyim. They went all out to do this including 

creating the fake Boaz school to push the Racial anthropology lobby out of existence. 

Boaz was a Communist Jew and was part of the larger Communist agenda. You can 

watch the old Jewish Communist propaganda documentaries for America from the late 

1930's claiming were all one race and race is skin deep. Its now the mainstream 

establishments line. That is how long the Jews have been at this. Racism is the charge the 

Jews use to attack and tear apart any organic boundaries of Gentiles, they perfected this 

under Communism. So they can dissolve all races and nations out and create their 

Messianic Global Jewish Government. Run out of Israel which is a Jewish Race state. 

They don't practice what they preach to the Goyim. Because its a form of their war on the 

Goyim. Even the Jewish crying about Racism is a ploy of Jewish Racism to destroy the 

Gentile Races. 
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We are all the same the to the Jew, all the same cattle.  

 

 

The reality we all know race is real. If a person decides to make a negative or neutral or 

positive out of that. Its is up to them as its always been. But do to the negativity Jews 

promote about racial differences out of the other corner of their mouth they are turning 

the place into a racial warfare zone. This is the other side of the coin. Create a situation 

were everyone is obsessed over Racism and then offer the solution to all the problem of 

Racism. 

 

They do this by...... 

 

Stating the one true evil on earth is one thing that of Racism. And only Whites and all 

Whites are Racist and all things that are evil come from the original sin of White People 

existing so the only solutions is to end all evil is to end the White Race.  

 

This garbage could not exist without xianity building the platform. The original sin is 

now being born White instead of just human. And you must spend a life time in 

repentance and self hatred over being born with the sin of Whiteness. And the only way 

to do that is to destroy yourself, race and nation. Jews taught White People, they were 

evil for being Pagans, having White culture and cultural identity the sin of Whiteness. 

And only by embracing globalism under the Jewish cross and destroying themselves 

could they repent and be saved from the sin of Whiteness. So nothing has changed its the 

same old Jewish poison. From the same old Jewish mouth. Rabbi Jesus or Rabbi Marx. 

The agenda of the Jews alien soul marches thought the ages. 

 

The Torah and Talmud of the Jews, state the White Race is of the seed of Satan and must 

be totally exterminated. Frist out of all the Goyim. 
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This Jewish leader just summed up the meaning of Jewish identity in the Torah and 

Talmud. 

 

The Jews in their own writings brag they are the authors of racial hated among Gentiles 

to get them to hate and kill each other to destroy the entire Goyim and divide and 

conqueror the Goyim. 

 

 

The entire anti-Racism ideology which the Jews openly state is simply anti-White 

because only Whites are Racist. Was created by Jews of the Frankfurt School of Cultural 

Marxism. This is a Judaic racial warfare ideology out of the Torah. The goal is to use this 

to demoralize us so we will roll over like a good Goyim and let them wipe us out. The 

only race of people that deserved to be hated is the Jew. The Jew is responsible for the 

death of two hundred million Whites, under Jewish Communism and Jewish Christianity. 

Rabbi Jesus was an open racial Jewish supremacist who commanded his disciples to 

forcibly convert the world into Judaism, the worship of the Jews as god. 300 million 

humans under Jewish Islam which was created by a racial supremacist Jew, Mohammed 

who stated goal to by war force the religion of Abraham [Judaism] onto the entire globe. 

Over two hundred million Asians killed under Jewish Communism, 127 million 

Amerindian People killed in the America's. Columbus as shown by Jewish historians was 

a crypto Jew and his whole operation was nothing but Jews and was financed by three 

wealthy Jews to build a Jewish Zionist Empire in the America's. And the Jews killed 100 
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million Africans via their slave trade. The Jews also committed the Armenian Holocaust 

of a million human beings. The Jews murdered 85-100 million Indians with organized 

famines during their regime under the Rothschild Empire, the British Empire was openly 

called the Yiddish [Jewish] Empire as it was run by Jewish banker Lords. The same Jews 

that committed the holocaust of a million Irish with the organized potato famine. And the 

continuing Holocaust of the Arabs by the Jewish state which has killed over a million 

Arabs. Then the hand of Jewish power in creating two World Wars that killed 100 million 

humans. We also have the confession's of the Jewish leadership such as the Rothschild's 

that there is not a single war, famine or conflict that happens without them creating it. 

Factor that in and you add countless millions of human beings offered up as sacrifices on 

the altar of Jewish Racism.  

 

Just look at the Jewish Torah they celebrate the racial extermination of the Gentiles living 

in ancient Cana and after murdering them burned their bodies as what they call a 

Holocaust, a burnt offering to their Jewish god.  

 

This puts Rabbi Marx's statements into proper context on the "Revolutionary Holocaust" 

that most occur in order for the Jews to create their global state under Communism. 

 

 
 

The Racism we have to oppose is Jewish Racism against Gentiles its responsible for 

numerous Holocausts of Gentiles by Jews. The Jewish texts state when the Jews finalize 

their Messianic Age of a global Jewish Government they are going to exterminate all the 

Goyim as the holocaust, the blood offering to their God.  
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Jews Are Behind Gun Control 
 
 
1968: The Gun Control Act of 1968 comes from Rep. Emanuel Celler's House bill 
H.R. 17735. It expands legislation already attempted by the non-Jewish Sen. 
Thomas Dodd. America's biggest and most far-reaching gun law came from a 
Zionist. 
 
September, 1996: The Lautenberg Domestic Confiscation provision becomes 
law. It is part of a larger omnibus appropriations bill. It was sponsored by Senator 
Frank Lautenberg. It bans people convicted of misdemeanor domestic violence 
from ever owning a gun. 1997: Senate bill S. 54, the Federal Gang Violence Act 
of 1997, proposes much harsher sentences for people violating minor gun laws, 
including mandatory prison sentences and forfeiture of property. It was 
introduced by Dianne Feinstein and Senator [Hatch], among others. It returns the 
idea of turning every violation of the Gun Control Act of 1968 into a RICO 
predicate offense. 
 
 
Barbara Boxer 
January, 1999: Senator Barbara Boxer AKA Barbara Levy introduces bill S.193, 
the American Handgun Standards Act of 1999. January, 1999: Senator Kohl 
introduces bill S.149, the Child Safety Lock Act of 1999. It would to require a 
child safety lock in connection with transfer of a handgun. February, 1999: 
Senator Frank Lautenberg introduces bill S.407, the Stop Gun Trafficking Act of 
1999. February, 1999: Senator Lautenberg introduces S.443, the Gun Show 
Accountability Act of 1999.  
 
March, 1999: Senator Lautenberg introduces bill S.560, the Gun Industry 
Accountability Act of 1999. March, 1999: Senator Feinstein introduces bill S.594, 
the Large Capacity Ammunition Magazine Import Ban Act of 1999. May, 2000: 
Senate bill S. 2515, Firearm Licensing and Record of Sale Act of 2000, is 
submitted by Senators Feinstein, Senator Barbara Boxer, Sen. Lautenberg and 
Sen. Schumer. It is a plan for a national firearms licensing system. 
 
January, 2001: Senate bill S.25, Firearm Licensing and Record of Sale Act of 
2001, is sponsored by Feinstein, Schumer, and Boxer. It is a nation-wide gun 
registration plan [apparently there were two versions of that Firearm Licensing 
and Record of Sale Act bill]. 
 
May, 2003: Senators Feinstein, Schumer, Boxer and others introduce legislation 
that would reauthorize the 1994 federal assault weapons ban, and, close a 
loophole in the law that allows large-capacity ammunition magazines to be 
imported into the U.S. The ban is scheduled to expire in September, 2004. 
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Frank Lautenberg  
October, 2003: Senators Feinstein, Lautenberg, Levin [also Jewish] and 
Schumer co-sponsor bill S.1774, designed to stop the sunset [ending] of the 
Undetectable Firearms Act of 1988. 
 
March, 2005: Senator Lautenberg introduces bill S.645, "to reinstate the Public 
Safety and Recreational Firearms Use Protection Act," in other words, to 
reinstate the 1994 assault-rifle ban [also known as the "Violent Crime Control and 
Law Enforcement Act of 1994"] which expired in late 2004. 
 
March, 2005: Senator Feinstein introduces bill S.620, "to reinstate the Public 
Safety and Recreational Firearms Use Protection Act," in other words, to 
reinstate the 1994 assault-rifle ban [also known as the "Violent Crime Control and 
Law Enforcement Act of 1994"] which expired in late 2004.  
 
Chuck Schumer  
Apparently it's okay for Jews to possess guns, just not Goyim cattle. Oh yes, the 
greatest gun grabbers in US History are and have always been quite Jewish. 
"Gun control" in the United States is as Jewish as our liberal and self destructive 
immigration policies.  
 
Howie Metzenbaum 
1988: Senate bill S. 1523 is sponsored by Senator Howard Metzenbaum. It 
proposes legislation turning every violation of the Gun Control Act of 1968 into a 
RICO predicate offense, allowing a gun owner to be charged with federal 
racketeering offenses. 1988: Senator Metzenbaum co-sponsors a bill – S. 2180 – 
to ban, or limit/restrict, so-called "plastic guns."  
 
Herb Kohl  
1990: Senator Herbert Kohl introduces bill S.2070, the Gun-Free School Zones 
Act of 1990, which bans gun possession in a school zone. The law will later be 
struck down in court as unconstitutional. 1993: Senate bill S.653 is sponsored by 
Sen. Howard Metzenbaum. It bans specific semiautomatic rifles, but also gives 
the Secretary of the Treasury the power to add any semiautomatic firearm to the 
list at a later date.  
 
February, 1994: The Brady Law, which requires waiting periods to buy handguns, 
becomes effective. Senator Metzenbaum wrote the Brady Bill. Metzenbaum 
sponsored the bill in the Senate. The sponsor of the bill in the House was Rep. 
Charles Schumer. 1994: Senator Metzenbaum introduces S.1878, the Gun 
Violence Prevention Act of 1994, aka "Brady II." Rep. Schumer sponsored "Brady 
II" sister legislation [H.R. 1321] in the U.S. House of Representatives. 
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Dianne Feinstein  
September, 1994: The Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 
goes into effect, including a provision that bans the manufacture and possession 
of semiautomatic rifles described as "assault weapons." [Note: true assault 
weapons are fully automatic, not semiautomatic]. That gun-ban provision was 
authored in the Senate by Senator Dianne Feinstein and authored in the House 
by Congressman Schumer. 
 
Arlen Specter  
1995: Senators Kohl, Specter, Feinstein, Lautenberg and others introduce the 
Gun-Free School Zones Act of 1995, an amended version of the 1990 school-
zone law which was struck down in court as being unconstitutional. 
 
http://marketdailynews.com/2012/11/07/senator-dianne-feinstein-moves-to-ban-
all-assault-rifles-high-capacity-magazines-and-pistol-grips/   
 
The agenda no longer needs to be hidden from public view. With President 
Obama winning another term and democrats taking control of the Senate, the 
move to fundamentally change America from within has begun with a vengeance. 
We’re all aware of the restrictive gun laws in the State of California which 
require low capacity magazines for handguns, fixed magazines for assault 
rifles, and a whole lot of running around just to be granted the right to carry 
a concealed firearm. 
 
Now, Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA), who has championed gun control in her 
state for decades and co-wrote the original assault weapons ban enacted by the 
federal government in the 1990’s, wishes to bring even more stringent federal 
mandates to the land of the free. What is being proposed by Feinstein is the most 
significant attack on the second amendment in history. It would essentially ban 
thousands of firearms and require gun owners to turn them over to the Federal 
government. 
 
I don’t have the minutes of the meeting (yet), but sources tell me California 
Senator and longtime gun-hater Dianne Feinstein’s legal staff held meetings on 
Friday with FTB/ATF legal staff to discuss a new Assault Weapons Ban Madame 
Feinstein would be looking to push through Congress if President Obama wins 
reelection. 
 
This same pretty good intelligence says the items that would lead to a 
ban would ban pistol grips and high-capacity magazines, eliminate any 
grandfathering and ban sales of weapons in possession. 
 
I don’t know about you, but if these things come to pass and I’m in 
possession I’m certainly not selling. In fact, the lack of interest in the idea 
surprised the California liberal’s legal staffers. Apparently, they believe no logical 
person could possible disagree with them. 
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I began receiving the first reports of increases in gun buying by people 
concerned about tomorrow’s election. Dealers in Oklahoma, Arkansas, Texas, 
Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama and Indiana all tell me there hasn’t been a huge 
number of buyers expressing those concerns, but the numbers were noticeable. 
 
Among that group -and the majority of regular purchasers- the core driving 
most of the purchasing seem to be in their mid-to-late 30s. Again, home and 
personal defense are the most frequently cited reasons for buying. 
 
At a Congressional budget meeting in September of this year, Feinstein alluded 
to her desire to reintroduce federal assault weapons ban regulations similar to 
those she helped cosponsor and pass in 1994 during the Presidency of Bill 
Clinton: 
Ladies and gentlemen, it is time to say, once again, in legislation, weapons 
of war do not belong on our streets’ 
September 5, 2012 
 
It any wonder that shares of stocks like Smith & Wesson (NASDAQ:SWHC) and 
Ruger (NYSE:RGR) surged this morning in response to President Obama 
winning a second term? While the majority of stocks across the world are in the 
midst of a sell-off and economic conditions indicate the country is in a recession, 
America’s gun owners aren’t waiting to see what happens next. 
 
Senator Feinstein is serious, and despite this most recent report appearing 
only as a rumor, her comments earlier this year and her actions two decades 
ago, should leave no question as to where this is headed. 
 
They are coming for our guns; plain and simple. 
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Jews Created Communist China 
 
The Jews in the West established Communism in China by working with the 
Jews within Asia. A well known Communist Agent in Manchuria was Abrams, an 
Asian Jew. Today the Jews still run China. The higher in rank and power one 
goes, to the top of the Communist Party, the more Asian Jewish names appear 
until they are all Jewish. This is no different from the former Soviet Union. Today 
the International Jews have systematically built up Red China into a major 
economic and military power, as was done with their former Soviet Union for the 
same goal- to advance Communism by military conquest. We could have Red 
Chinese and North Korean troops our soil at some point. Red Chinese troops 
have been taking part in military training exercises on European soil, with 
Russian forces of late. For the invasion of European nations:  
beforeitsnews.com/war-and-conflict/2013/09/russia-china-hold-large-scale-war-
games-2449002.html?  
 
The Communist Party in China was created by the Jewish Communist 
International during a meeting in Shanghai between Jews from Russia and 
Chinese Jews. [Shanghai has always had a large Chinese-Jewish population].   
 
In order to advance their interests, Jewish Lenin and Trotsky sent Jew Gregory 
Voitinsky to China to make contact with leftist intellectuals, like Jew Chen Duxiu. 
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Politically, Chen advocated the Trotskyist theory of Marxism.  
 
Voitinsky was sent over to China by the Comintern chairman, a Jew named 
Ovsei-Gershon Aronovich Radomyslsky Apfelbaum, also known as Grigory 
Yevseevich Zinoviev. 
 
[Zinoviev was the long-time head of the Communist International and was a 
stooge of Jew Lenin. During Lenin's illness, Zinoviev, his sidekick Kamenev, and 
Joseph Stalin [my note: Kamenev and Stalin were both Jewish] formed a ruling 
'triumvirate' [or 'troika'] in the Communist Party, playing a key role in the 
marginalization of Leon Trotsky]. 
 
Chen decided to run a special edition on Marxism. The edition of this magazine 
was the most detailed analysis of Marxism then published in China, and achieved 
wide readership due to the journal's popularity.  
 
In 1921, Chen Duxiu, Li Dazhao and other prominent revolutionary leaders 
founded the Communist Party of China. Chen Duxiu was the Dean of Peking 
University. Chen had participated in the Xinhai Revolution in 1911 which 
overthrew the Qing Dynasty and established the Republic of China. 
 
Why did so many white Jews end up in Shanghai and then later in Hong Kong? 
[To aid a Communist take over] 
 
Well, he was a Chinese Jew, first educated at Yali School in the provincial capital 
of Changsha and later at the Rothschild-run Yale-in-China University. Later he 
was sent on a Jewish scholarship to Munich University in 1926 where he 
received his Ph.D. in political economics in 1932, and a crash course in Marxism. 
 
Dr. Ho Feng-Shan, was planted [By Rothschild] as the Chinese consul-general in 
Vienna from May 1938 to May 1940. When Jews wanted a safe sanctuary before 
and during the Second World War, Jew Dr Ho more than 21,000 visas to white 
Jews; left, right and center. [My note: this was to be able to ship as many Jews 
into China from the West to advance Jewish Communism as was possible.] 
 
1949: On October 1, Mao Zedong declared the founding of the People's Republic 
Of China in Tiananmen Square, Beijing. He was funded by the Rothschild 
created Communism in Russia and also by the following Rothschild agents: 
Solomon Adler, a former United States Treasury official who was a Soviet Spy; 
Israel Epstein, the son of a Jewish Bolshevik imprisoned by the Tsar in Russia 
for trying to incite a revolution there; and Frank Coe, a leading official of the 
Rothschild owned IMF.  
 
Mao would later mass-murder some 70 million+ innocent Chinese people under 
his rule mainly to destroy traditional Chinese Culture. As with Christianity [The 
Inquisition], any practitioners of spiritual systems were outlawed and put into 
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gulags where they endured a slow and torturous death. Communist systems 
were the new culture of control. With Chinese control, Tibet was next on the list 
as being the last bastion of spiritual knowledge and histories of humanity. All the 
Jewish systems seek to remove spiritual knowledge from Gentiles and keep it in 
the hands of the Jewish elite. This is a major part of their domestication program: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/170 
 
A century and more before the Rothschild's and the Solomon Brothers used their 
control of England and its control of India to run the Opium trade into China killing 
tens of thousands and wrecking entire communities to the point the Chinese 
fought the Opium wars to try and throw the Jewish dealers out. 
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic125.html 
 
Chinese Jews: 
"A Jesuit missionary, upon visiting the province of Honan, found a considerable 
Synagogue in the city of Kaifengfu. He soon became acquainted with some of its 
learned chiefs, who introduced him into their Synagogue and showed him one of 
the Parchments or rolls of the Pentateuch written in Hebrew, together with the 
books of Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings, some of the prophets, containing their 
liturgy and commentaries they owned. They had lost some of the sacred books 
and some of their targums or paraphrases. This loss was caused by a violent 
overflowing of the great river, which had laid the capital entirely under water and 
had damaged their Torah, or roll of the Pentateuch, and upon which they ordered 
twelve new copies to be taken from it... 
My elder brother -- I am not yet forty years old, but I have thought and talked 
much with my friends about our ancestors, who were rich and numerous and who 
worshiped in a fine synagogue, built on the land presented to them by the 
Emperor Tai-tsti. This synagogue, you know, has been swept away by 'China's 
Sorrow' [the Yellow River]. Our ancestors came to this land from the northwest 
nearly three thousand years ago..." 
From OL. XVIII, No. 10, ASHINGTON, OCTOBER, I907. National Geographic: 
HE CHINESE JEWS by Oliver Bainbridge  
 
CHINESE COMMUNISM? 
YES, but it was JEWISH when it started. [My note: it still is]. 
 
The following article by Arnold Leese was reprinted from Gothic Ripples, No. 49, 
dated 28th February, 1949. It shows that the seeds of Bolshevism were planted 
in China by Jews, who also tended and trained the growth that resulted. The 
corruption of the regime of Chiang Kai-shek caused many of the masses in China 
to turn to Communism for relief, since Chinese Communism is mixed with 
Nationalism and discourages the old Chinese curse of official corruption; but 
Communism in China has the same dehumanizing effect on the people as it has 
elsewhere. 
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THE JEWISH ROTTING OF CHINA 
 
It was the Sassoon family that turned the general Chinese suspicion of and 
dislike of foreigners into hatred. David Sassoon controlled the Opium Trade in 
China from 1832 until he died in 1864. His family carried on the Trade under our 
Flag and made huge fortunes. The British took the blame, and now the Chinese 
loathe us; just as we took the blame for the Jewish atrocities at Nuremberg, 
Spandau and elsewhere in Germany, so that the Germans now hate us. 
 
Backed by the Sassoons, the Shanghai Opium Monopoly existed until 1917 
under the Jew Edward Ezra; its Managing Committee being composed entirely of 
Jews and Indians. Not only did the British Flag protect the Sassoons in this 
abominable trade which the Manchus did all they could to prevent, even to the 
extent of war, but also these Jews were welcomed in England instead of being 
ostracized. Royalty petted them and they intermarried with Aryan aristocrats. 
Some became Baronets and one a Minister of the Government. 
 
When the Freemason [Jewish Rothschild's front] Sun Yat-sen, began his 
revolutionary movement at Canton, the Jew Morris Cohen, a British subject, be-
came his aide-de-camp and was sent by Sun around the globe to get military 
experts for his revolutionary army. On Sun Yat-sen's death bed, this Jew was 
commended to Chiang Kai-shek and he was employed as liaison officer between 
the Canton Government and all foreign Consulates-General. Cohen became 
known in China as Moi-Sha, and was made Military Counsellor to the Cantonese 
Forces, and a General, although still a British subject. 
 
As late as 1939, Cohen was travelling the high seas under the protection of our 
Flag. The last we heard of him was late in 1945 when he emerged from a 
Japanese prisoner-of-war camp. The South African Sunday Express described 
him as "the guiding genius behind the War-Lords of China". 
 
The Soviet Jew, Jacob Borodin [real name M. Grusenberg] was sent by the 
Kremlin with the Jew Joffe, in 1923, to try and bolshevize Sun Yat-sen and 
became Chief Political Adviser to the Kuomintang. His wife, a Jewess, spied in 
China for the Soviets. When Sun died, Borodin was left in charge and it was he 
who appointed Chiang Kai-shek to succeed Sun in 1926. However, in 1927 a raid 
was made by Chang Tso-Ling on the Soviet Embassy at Peking, which revealed 
the scope and extent of the Soviet plot to bolshevize China, and the Borodins 
were arrested and imprisoned. 
 
In 1923 the notorious Jew, Trebitsch Lincoln, ex-M.P. in Britain, headed a 
Chinese mission to get arms for Wu Pei Fu, a War-Lord with a fine character, but 
failed, probably purposely, in the attempt. After that, Lincoln drifted about, too 
mistrusted in China for any other important role. 
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The Soviet General, B. K. Galen, who was really a Jew called Chesin, and was 
nicknamed Blucher, accompanied the "Armenian" Soviet Delegate Karachan to 
Peking in 1924 where a treaty was made with Chang Tso-Ling by which the 
Chinese Eastern Railway was handed over to the Soviets. This placed the 
movement of troops at the mercy of the Bolsheviks. The intrigues and bribery by 
which this surrender by Chang Tso-Ling was obtained were carried out through 
the medium of a Jewish timber magnate called S. Skidelski. At once, the Railway 
was placed in charge of the Jews Gekker, Koslowsky and Snamensky 
[Zamyensky]. To continue with the career of General "Galen", he became Chief 
Military Adviser to Chiang Kai-shek in 1926. 
 
Now for the Soviet Jew S. A. Gekker, as early as 1922, he was Military Adviser to 
the Mongolian Bolshevik Government, and in 1924 he was made Head Political 
Commissar on the Chinese Eastern Railway aforesaid. This appointment was at 
the hands of the Jew, M. D. Lashewitz, who was President of the Board of 
Railway Control in Moscow. 
 
Nor must the Jew, A. Joffe, be forgotten. We have already met him as head of 
the Soviet Mission to Sun Yat-sen, when, along with the Jew, Jacob Borodin, he 
tried to develop Sovietism. Later he became Political Adviser to Chiang Kai-shek 
in 1926 and organized the Red Section of the Kuomintang. 
 
High up in the Political Department of the Red Army in China were also the two 
Jews, W. N. Levitschev and J. B. Gamarnik, who in 1936 was its head. 
 
The Nanking Ministry of Finance has always been dominated by Jews, viz: Kann, 
L. Rajchman and R. Haas. In England, the Jew Billmeir helped, with his merchant 
fleet, to take Soviet arms to China in 1938. 
 
Finally, the Jew Ben Kizer [USA] was appointed head of Unrra in China, and as 
everyone knows, it fell to pieces in corruption. 
 
Enough has been said to prove that every real key position in the process of the 
Bolshevik destruction of China has been Jewish.  
ARNOLD LEESE.  
Published by Arnold Leese, 20, Pewley Hill, Guildford, Surrey. 
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David Rockefeller and high ranking Chinese Communist leader Zhou Enlai in 1973 
 

 
Mao in a high-level meeting with several Jews [Frank Coe, Israel Epstein, Elsie Fairfax-
Cholmely, and Solomon Adler]  

Coe was one of the Jews responsible for the Great Leap Foreword- the 
engineered artificial famine which killed over forty million people. 
[Coe participated in Mao's Great Leap Forward, a mighty plan for the rapid 
industrialization and modernization of China. Mao assigned him to his Chinese 
economic think tank, the Institute of World Economics, where they provided 
advice on international trade and global macroeconomic conditions.] 
 
Coe really got around. Note- Coe can also be a short former of the exclusively 
Jewish name Cohen: 
http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Coe 
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Virginius Frank Coe [1907–June 2, 1980] was a United States government 
official who was identified by Soviet defectors Elizabeth Bentley and Whittaker 
Chambers as being an underground member of the Communist Party[1] and as 
belonging to the Soviet spy group known as the Silvermaster ring. 
 
On July 1, 1946, Coe became the first Secretary of the Rothschild controlled 
International Monetary Fund. Coe, who was also a Jewish Communist agent, 
was a member of the infamous Silvermaster spy Cell. 
 
Just who is Solomon Adler? 
Solomon Adler [August 6, 1909 — August 4, 1994] was an economist who 
worked in the U. S. Treasury Department, serving as Rothschild’s Treasury 
representative in China from 1941 to 1938, which included World War II. 
He returned to China in the 1950s and was a resident there from the 1960’s until 
his death, working as a translator, economic advisor, and possibly with the 
Central External Liaison Department, a Chinese intelligence agency.  
Adler shared a house with Chi Ch’ao Ting [Ji Chaoding] Chinese Ministry of 
Finance official, and John Service. In 1944, John Service was Second Secretary 
of the U.S. Embassy in Chungking, China.  
 
Solomon Adler was a Treasury official in Chungking who was also a member of a 
NKVD espionage ring known as the Silvermaster group. 
Adler reported from China to Treasury Secretary Jew Henry Morgenthau, Jr. 
during the war years, while serving as Treasury attaché in China in 1944. 
 
Jew Henry Morgenthau Jr. was Rothschild’s hatchet man in USA as he was U.S. 
Secretary of the Treasury during the administration of US president Jew Franklin 
D. Roosevelt. Jew Henry Morgenthau, Jr. later became a financial advisor to 
Israel. 
 

 
Sidney Shapiro, an American Jew, was a high ranking member of Communist Red 
China’s government. 
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Israel Epstein, Mao Tse Tung’s ministers, shown here being honored for his service by 
current Chinese communist leader, Chairman Hu Jin Tao.  
 
Israel Epstein is a naturalized Chinese citizen, and a member of the Communist 
party of China. He is the Jew responsible for the Cultural Revolution which 
systematically destroyed Chinese Culture and murdered over five million 
innocent people. He wrote Mao’s little book, which was the premise on which the 
Cultural Revolution was designed to be waged on the Chinese population 

 
Israel Epstein, second from right in front, standing in front of Mao. He later became of his 
ministers of state, an extremely powerful position. To the right of him is another Jew, 
also under cover as a journalist. 

 

 
Sidney Shapiro, Israel Epstein and Chen Bidi getting a birthday party thrown by the 
politburo 
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Jews were behind Mao Tse-Tung’s ascent to power as the communist dictator of 
China, who tortured and murdered tens of millions of Chinese during his brutal 
reign. Sidney Shapiro, an American Jew, was in charge of China’s propaganda 
organ. Another Jew, Israel Epstein, was Mao’s Minister of Appropriations 
[Finance].  
[2012 Book] 9/11–Enemies Foreign and Domestic by Edward Hendrie 
 
“Whatever the price of the Chinese Revolution, it has obviously succeeded not 
only in producing a more efficient and dedicated administration, but also in 
fostering high morale and community of purpose. The social experiment in China 
under Chairman Mao's leadership is one of the most important and successful in 
human history.”  
– David Rockefeller  
[My Note: the Rockefellers are Jewish and part of the Rothschild blood-line] 
 
“The covert Jewish control of Mao and the Chinese Communist Party [CCP] 
explains why convicted Jewish spy Jonathan Pollard, found guilty of stealing 
thousands of classified documents from the Defense Department where he 
worked, gave these materials to his masters, the Israeli Mossad operating in the 
USA. The Israelis in turn, transferred these valuable military secrets straight to 
Red Chinese dictators in Beijing. Pollard, a Jew born in Galveston, Texas, sits in 
a federal prison today. Recently, when Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu came to 
America, he visited Pollard in prison and assured the despicable turncoat Israeli 
spy that the Israeli government was working behind-the-scenes with Obama’s 
White House to pardon the convicted spy. Meanwhile, Pollard is a national hero 
in Israel—honored for stealing America’s most precious military secrets which 
Israel gave to Communist China!” 
— [2012 Book] 9/11–Enemies Foreign and Domestic by Edward Hendrie 
 
The internationalist Jews also worked the other side to bring their Communist 
forces to victory: 
Gun Control. The key date here is 1948. Secretary of State and Rockefeller 
minion General George Marshall intervened on no less than three occasions 
when Chiang's Nationalist forces were on the verge of defeating Mao's 
Communist forces by imposing a Cease-Fire. On each occasion, the Cease-Fire 
bought Mao much needed time to regroup and re-arm, courtesy of the U.S. 
General Marshall ordered all shipments of arms to Chiang STOPPED. For years, 
Chiang was the poster boy for U.S. intervention in the Sino-Japanese War. Now 
Chiang's usefulness was at an end and he was double-crossed and Mao was put 
in power on mainland China. Mao wound up murdering over eighty million of his 
countrymen. Collectivization led to the starvation of millions of Chinese. Some of 
Chiang's forces fled to the Shan States of Burma [Myanmar] and this led directly 
to the bogus "War on Drugs" and the Vietnam War. James Bartley 
 
Jews also held high-ranking positions in Mao's Communist Army and were given 
worshipful titles: 
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Jewish doctor turned 'Buddha Savior' under Mao 
Odyssey of young Jewish doctor who became a general under Mao Zedong after 
fleeing Nazis [Nazi's halting Jewish Communism in Europe, he then ran to 
spread it in the Far East, just changed theatres of operation for the tribe] is focus 
of new exhibition in Vienna  
http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-3330950,00.html 
 
Jakob Rosenfeld, a Viennese physician turned hero of the Chinese revolution, is 
less well-known than Norman Bethune, a Canadian doctor whose services during 
the Sino-Japanese war inspired Mao to write an essay that he later made 
compulsory reading for his People's Republic.  
 
But the Jewish doctor, or General Luo as he was known in China, was the only 
one of a handful of foreign volunteers to make it into the upper echelons of the 
revolutionary army.  
"He was even named health minister in the Communist army's provisional 
government in 1947," Gerd Kaminski, an Austrian expert on Chinese history and 
the organizer of this new exhibit at Vienna's Jewish Museum, told AFP.  
 
The show is part of a series of events hosted by Austria marking the 35th 
anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic ties with Beijing in 1971.  
 
"Today, he has a statue, a hospital and Beijing's National Museum of China set 
up an 800-square-metre [8,600 square feet] exhibit in his honor inaugurated by 
President Hu Jintao," Kaminski noted.  
 
The exhibit on Jakob Rosenfeld at Vienna's Jewish Museum will run until January 
14. 
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Jews Do Not Want In the Jewish State, What They 

Force On Us  

-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

 

The Jews are openly behind flooding Europe and America with hostile racial aliens. As 

Professor Kevin MacDonald showed in his book: "Culture of Critique" it was all Jewish 

lobbies that over turned the anti-miscegenation laws on the books in America and created 

desegregation in America. And enforced it literally at bayonet point with the military when 

America's used their constitution rights to protest. It was also all Jewish lobbies as Professor 

MacDonald showed that were responsible for the 1965 immigration act that opened up 

America to Non White tidal wave immigration. The Jewish Senator, Javis literally demand in 

his own words: "Open the Gates." It’s also Jewish owned Hollywood as the Jewish Journalist, 

Joel Stein of the LA Times bragged: "Hollywood is Jewish" that promotes nothing but 

nonstop racial mixing propaganda and the Jewish owned globalist media corporations as 

well. To the Goyim only of course. Yet in their unholy state of Israel racial miscegenation is 

not tolerated and people have been tried in court for this. 

 

Sex with Jewish girl costs Arab man 18 months in Israeli jail  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pajvvFujDt4 

 

The Jews have official patrols in Israel to enforce such social rules in Israel. Yet if a group of 

Whites had such a patrol in America the same Jewish media would be the first demanding 

their arrests for "Hate Crime". 

 

It’s also global Jewish power behind the tidal wave of non-White invasions into Europe as 

well.  

topic12011.html 

 

Let’s not forget what our Hebrew speaking fellow who was an open agent of Global Jewish 

power stated: 
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More recently let us not forget the political lobby Jewess, Barbara Specter herself a Pro 

Israel supporting Jew states: 

 

 

 
 

It’s the same everywhere with Jews. 
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One of the most openly powerful political Jews in America. Debbie Wasserman Schultz the 

Congresswomen from Florida and the Chairman of the Democrat National Committee. Who 

openly promotes non White immigration into America and racial mixing for the Goyim 

openly supports Israel herself stated when it comes to Jews.... 

 

Schultz gave a speech to the Florida branch of the Jewish Federation on January 16th, 2015. 

 

Schultz says Jews “have the problem of assimilation. We have the problem of 

intermarriage.” 

 

Racial mixing and open boarders is for the Goyim only. Not her Jewish race. 

 

Pay attention to how totally pro-Israel she is: 

 

"Question: The Republican Jewish Coalition head was reported in the New York Times – 

Matt Brooks is saying that you were proposing a gag order on this subject. 

 

Wasserman Schultz: Ha ha, yeah, well, uh, you know I take… one of the most tremendous 

sources of pride for me is that I am the first jewish woman to represent the state of Florida 

in Congress. And, ah, another tremendous source of pride for me is that I am a pro-Israel 

jewish member of Congress and I proudly support a president that is pro-Israel. Um. What I 

think is unfortunate and what I suggested, along with others, including members of the 

Republican Jewish Coalition that are not the executive director of that organization, um, is 

that we need to make sure, like AIPAC pushes for, like Jewish Federation pushes for, like ADL 

and every major Jewish organization pushes for in this country, we need to make sure that 

Israel never becomes a partisan issue. And that’s what we talked about in that meeting." 

 

 

Israel is a race based state where the government even forces all immigrants applying to 

take a DNA test to prove their racial Jewishness: 

 

Israel Starts Using DNA to Check for "Jewishness of Immigrants" 

Posted by TNO Staff� on August 12, 2013 

 

http://newobserveronline.com/israel-sta ... mmigrants/ 

 

 

Israel, which already has one of the most racially-restrictive immigration policies in the 

world, is about to introduce DNA testing to ensure that no non-Jews from Russia enter the 

country, according to an announcement from the Prime Minister's office in Tel Aviv made at 

the end of July 2013. 

 

 

According to an article in the Times of Israel, Russian-speakers who want to make "aliya" will 

in future need a DNA test. 

 

This development is the surest sign yet that Jewishness is not a cultural construct, but a 
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biological one, and also further evidence that the "Khazar theory" which would have 

introduced non-Semitic elements into the Jewish gene pool is incorrect, as proved by earlier 

DNA evidence. 

 

According to the Times of Israel, "would-be immigrants from former Soviet Union may be 

asked to prove [their] Jewish bloodline" and will be "subjected to DNA testing to prove their 

Jewishness." 

 

The announcement said "many Jews from the FSU [Russia] who were born out-of-wedlock 

can be required to bring DNA confirmation of Jewish heritage in order to be allowed to 

immigrate as a Jew. 

 

"A source in the PMO told Maariv that the consul's procedure, approved by the legal 

department of the Interior Ministry, states that a Russian-speaking child born out-of-

wedlock is eligible to receive an Israeli immigration visa if the birth was registered before the 

child turned 3. Otherwise a DNA test to prove Jewish parentage is necessary. 

 

"A Foreign Ministry spokesman said that the decision to require DNA testing for Russian 

Jews is based on the recommendations of Nativ, an educational program under the auspices 

of the Prime Minister's Office to help Jews from the FSU immigrate to Israel. 

 

"The issue cuts to the heart of Israel's Law of Return, which allows anybody with a Jewish 

parent, grandparent or spouse to move to Israel and be eligible for citizenship. Determining 

who is a Jew is a definition which has evolved along with the religion's many streams and has 

led the interior Ministry to create a somewhat byzantine system of checks and rules and has 

sometimes led applicants, especially converts to Judaism, to fight for the right to immigrate 

in Israeli courts." 

 

This demand for DNA tests for immigrants to Israel contrasts dramatically with the demand 

for open borders made by all Jewish organizations in America and elsewhere. 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

Israel bans novel on Arab-Jewish love story 
 

 

http://www.dw.com/en/israel-bans-novel- ... newsletter 

Israel's Ministry of Education has banned a novel that portrays a romantic relationship 

between an Israeli woman and a Palestinian man on the grounds that it "threatens Jewish 

identity" and encouraged "miscegenation."  
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The book was supposed to be taught in advanced literature classes in secondary schools 

across the country, following a recommendation by a professional committee of academics 

and educators. 

 

The committee's role is to advise the ministry on various educational issues, including the 

approval of the curriculum, and its decisions are usually taken after consulting with a 

considerable number of veteran teachers, professors and other educationalists. 

 

It is the first time in the country's history that the ministry disqualifies a book despite the 

decision of the official responsible for literature instruction in secular state schools. 

 

Left-wing politicians, as well as worried citizens, artists and activists, expressed their outrage 

over the decision, calling for the minister of education, Naftali Bennett, to reverse it. 

However, Bennett's office has replied in an official statement that "the minister backs the 

decision made by the professionals." 

 

"Bennett's commissars are boycotting an excellent book recommended by a professional 

committee," Zehava Galon, the leader of the dovish party Meretz, wrote in a Facebook post. 

 

"They do it because [the book] talks about a love story between a Jewish and an Arab and is 

encouraging assimilation. The ministry wants to purify Israel's education system away from 

values like pluralism, freedom and equality." 

 

Galon called Israeli citizens to join her in a demonstration in front of the ministry, which in 

her words "aims to raise obedient subjects rather than thinking citizens," adding that "we 

have no greater war to fight than this."  

 

Israel Dorit Rabinyan  

Israeli author Dorit Rabinyan holds her novel 'Borderlife' 
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The book, "Borderlife," by the Israeli author Dorit Rabinyan, tells the story of Liat, an Israeli 

translator, and Hilmi, a Palestinian artist, who meet in New York and fall in love. Eventually, 

they go their separate ways, as she has to return to Tel Aviv and he to the West Bank city of 

Ramallah. 

 

"Intimate relations between Jews and non-Jews threaten the separate identity of each 

sector," the Education Ministry said in a statement, adding that "young adolescents don't 

have the systemic view that includes considerations involving maintaining the national, 

ethnic identity of the people and the significance of miscegenation." 

 

Preventing fruitful debate 

 

However, many cultural figures in Israel, and even high school pupils themselves, tend to 

disagree. 

 

"I know I may not represent the opinion of all the students, but I personally think it's pretty 

stupid to ban the book," Noa, a 17-year-old student from Haifa, told DW. "What happens 

now is that it created such a stir that our teacher is forced to talk about the book with us, 

because we keep asking her about it," she adds. 

 

Even public libraries expressed antagonism over the move, with some of them now offering 

the public the opportunity to borrow the book for free. The "Beit Ariela" library in Tel Aviv 

posted on its Facebook page "a call for the reader Naftali Bennett: Residents of Tel Aviv are 

welcome to borrow, at no cost, Dorit Rabinyan's book 'Gader Haya'" (literally 'hedgerow' - 

the Hebrew name of the book). 

 

The library continued, writing that the book "awaits you at Beit Ariela as well as other 

libraries across the city." 
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Jews Draft International Criminalization of Internet 
By High Priest Don Danko 
Thu May 14, 2015 
 
As always the Poo People believe they will decide for everyone on earth, literally. 
What they can and can not read, think or say. As the supremacist pooz they are. 
What are the Joo's so angry about? I mean they not lying to everyone and up to 
no good right? That's why they don't want any independent inquiry or 
investigation into any of their dealings, international power structure, ideology or 
actions. And are seeking to eliminate the real power of the Free Press online for 
all. By making it a criminal offense internationally to have a Free Press. Like in 
their Jewish run Communist regimes.  
 
As its revealed the Jews are behind the NSA massive online spying ring which 
are run by Mossad front companies out of Israel: 
The Jewish Forced Marched To The Microchip 
topic7691.html 
 
Jewish leaders call for Europe-wide legislation outlawing anti-Semitism 
topic7687.html 
 
Jew Wants To ban Free Speech Make It A Life Sentence In Special Soviet Style 
Prison System. 
topic7768.html 
 
 

 
 
 

http://www.jpost.com/Israel-News/Govern ... hip-403123 
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Recommendations coming out of the three day meeting included the scrubbing of 
Holocaust denial websites from the internet and the omission of “hate websites 
and content” from web searches.  
 
A government-convened international conference on anti-Semitism in Jerusalem 
on Thursday issued an action plan calling for Internet censorship as a 
remedy for anti-Jewish sentiment. 
 
Recommendations coming out of the three-day meeting included the scrubbing 
of Holocaust denial websites from the Internet and the omission of “hate websites 
and content” from web searches. 
 
Convened by the Foreign Ministry and the Jerusalem and Diaspora Affairs 
Ministry, the Global Forum for Combating Anti-Semitism (GFCA) is a 
biennial gathering bringing together Jewish community leaders, civil society 
representatives and diplomats to discuss ways to grapple rising levels of anti-
Jewish prejudice. 
 
Citing the “pervasive, expansive and transnational” nature of the Internet and the 
viral nature of hate materials, the conference’s final document called upon 
Internet service providers, web hosting companies and social media platforms to 
adopt a “clear industry standard for defining hate speech and anti-Semitism” as 
well as terms of service that prohibit their posting. 
 
Such moves, the document asserted, must be implemented while preserving the 
Internet’s “essential freedom.” 
 
A representative of Facebook in attendance declined to speak to the press on the 
record. 
 
Among the recommendations of the gathering was the creation of more effective 
mechanisms for industry self-regulation, detection and reporting of hate material 
and the processing of user complaints. 
 
Internet companies, the document stated, must “develop strong tools for the 
detection and prevention of websites and other Internet materials that promote 
terrorism and recruit to terrorist groups and actions.” 
 
The GFCA document called upon national governments to establish legal 
units focused on combating cyberhate and to utilize existing legislation to 
prosecute those engaging in such prejudices online. 
 
Governments should likewise require the adoption of a “global terms of 
service prohibiting the posting of hate speech and anti-Semitic materials,” 
it was recommended. 
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In a second document focused on European anti-Semitism, the GFCA called 
upon the EU and national governments to adopt a formal definition of anti-
Semitism that would include “unambiguous reference to attacks on the legitimacy 
of the State of Israel and its right to exist and Holocaust denial as forms of anti-
Semitism.” 
 
Moreover, the EU and its member states should agree on standard mechanisms 
for the monitoring of anti-Semitism and review their laws to “ensure an adequate 
legal framework and law enforcement instruments for combating anti-Semitism” 
as well as applying existing legislation more proactively. 
 
Speaking at the final plenary session of the gathering, Prof. Dina Porat of the 
Kantor Center for the Study of Contemporary European Jewry at Tel Aviv 
University, summed up the sentiment of many attendees, calling for “coalitions 
with moderate Muslims and dialogues with Evangelical Christians.” 
 
Europeans must “engage civil society and the general public in efforts to combat 
anti-Semitism through a concerted public affairs effort,” the GFCA final document 
recommended. 
 
“The global forum is by its nature a collaboration of government, civil society and 
academia,” Akiva Tor, the director of the Foreign Ministry’s Department for 
Jewish Communities, told The Jerusalem Post. “Our job as the Foreign Ministry 
will be to look at this document and say what Israel can do to move this forward 
and get other stakeholders to move forward on it together.” 
 
“We are going to continue in the coming year to be focused on issues of 
cyberhate online and the problem of anti-Semitism in Europe,” he said. 
 
One of the leitmotifs of the conference was increased calls for collaboration 
between groups in the fight against anti-Semitism. 
 
According to Porat, several of the heads of conference working groups called for 
the formation of an “international public body” for this purpose. 
 
Speaking to attendees on Wednesday, Malcolm Hoenlein – executive vice 
chairman of the Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish 
Organizations – said that said that there was an immediate need to establish an 
international Jewish security network that would deal with the physical security of 
Jewish communities and institutions. He called for a permanent international 
coordinating center on anti-Semitism, which would operate on a 24/7 basis and in 
which every country and relevant organization would participate. 
 
Speaking exclusively with the Post on Thursday, Joel Rubinfeld, head of the 
Ligue Belge contre l’Antisémitisme, said that he intended to expand his 
organization into a European League Against Anti-Semitism in order to 
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kick-start continental efforts to roll back the rise of anti-Jewish hatred and 
violence. 
 
“The rise of Islamism is also feeding the rise of the far Right – they are the two 
faces of the same coin,” he said. 
 
“Whatever will is emerge as the victor its bad. You can’t choose between plague 
and cholera, because you die of both.” 
 
“We need to understand the fact that attacks against Jews today are just the first 
step. What’s at stake is future of Europe as democratic entity [as the] fate of 
European Jewry is a litmus test of European democracy. Anti-Semites begin with 
the Jews, but they never end with the Jews. We have to see the Jews as the 
canary in the European coal mine.” 
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Jews Openly Admits Immigration Is To Kill White Europe 

Thu Sep 17, 2015 3:44 am by HP Mageson666  
 
Jew Politician Openly Admits Immigration Is To Kill White Europe 
 
Look everyone the Kikes are openly admitting the point of Massive non-White 
immigration into the West is to Murder the entire White Race. And they are 
behind the whole thing. 
 

 
 
German JEW politician Gregor Gysi calls native Germans "Nazis" and their 
extinction "fortunate"  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=riQh4Qpvxm4#t=30 
 
The fictional holycost is just an excuse the Jews made up. Jews where already 
murdering Whites by the millions with Communism even before Hitler came to 
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power in Germany, to stop Germany from getting holocausted by Kikes in 
commie caps. Like in Russia. Jews got nothing but Hitler hate, because he 
stopped their blood letting of the Goyim, Purim fest for awhile. The Jews where 
also trying to ship in tons of non-Whites under their Soviet regimes.  
 
Gysi, just proving Hitler Is Right, yet again. 
 
Jews Shipping Hostile Aliens To Europe 
topic10786.html 
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Jews Pushing to Ban Free Speech, Making Free Speech a Crime 
Subject to Life Sentence in a Special Soviet Style Prison System. 

 
The Jews have been pushing for laws against free speech for decades with their 
Social Marxist [PC] indoctrination of society. This creates the ideology for them to 
create their legal frame work upon and to firmly establish a Jewish run police 
state.  
 
The Jewish Communizing of America:  
topic153.html http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic153.html  
 
Note what Cohen states was the doctrine of the Jew run Communist, Soviet 
Union as well. This is how Jews work. They dress up their agenda in pseudo-
moral gibberish to deceive Gentiles. It is total Jewish Communism which is a 
Jewish scheme to conqueror Gentiles and to impose their real ideology which is 
found in their Torah and Talmud, the Jewish race soul upon the world, under a 
cheap cover.  
 
“Hate Speech” is Jew Speak for anyone telling the truth about the Jews. In the 
Jewish Soviet Union any such criticizing of Jews and their criminal mindset and 
behavior was punishable with the death penalty by law. In America the Jew just 
wants to give you life in a "special" political prison, i.e. Gulag. We see what the 
Jews do to such people in these prisons in Israel, the Jewish State:  
 
Rights group confirms Palestinians tortured in Israel jails:  
http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2014/09/17/378993/pchr-confirms-torture-in-israeli-
jails/  
Israelis torturing non-Jewish children. 2014 Australian documentary film. Viewer 
discretion. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iqL048x4msM&feature=youtu.be  
 
Looking into such prison systems in the Jewish run Soviet Union, all of the 
camps where well known to be run by Jews:  
The Real Death Camps And Holocaust:  
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Real_Death_Camps.htm 
 
Note the Jews like to hide behind other races and minority groups as a shield. 
Jews such as Israel Cohen stated they would do this to bring American down and 
under Jewish control. The later Jews of the Frankfurt School of Social Marxism 
stated the same.  
Here is what Jews think of all non-Jews, Black, White, Asian, and of mixed race. 
It does not matter what color one is:  
 
What does the Jewish Talmud say about Gentiles:  
 
Sanhedrin 59a: "Murdering Goyim is like killing a wild animal."  
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Abodah Zara 26b: "Even the best of the Gentiles should be killed."  
 
Hilkkoth Akum X1: "Show no mercy to the Goyim."  
Note most of those so-called "Evil White Supremacist Groups" are full of Jewish 
and Federal agent provocateurs and run by such agendas from the top. Even 
then they can't hold a candle next to the Talmud of the Jewish race mind. Is 
saying things that hurt peoples’ feelings only, really worth life in a special prison? 
There are already laws to arrest people for legitimate crimes like threatening to 
commit assault or murder someone or for openly inciting others to do so. Life in 
prison for telling a Joke that hurts someone's feelings; is that the society YOU 
want to live in? Can't we all just grow up and have thicker skin as mature adults. 
But then we would be free to speak the truth about the Jew.  
 
All People are equal but some People are the Chosen and are more equal then 
others.  
 
Jews want to ban Free Speech online. That means life in prison for posting a 
joke online.  
 
Free Speech Online A New Crime Discovered By The Jews  
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic6275.html   
 
They also want Freedom Of Speech gone in Europe. They already put Zundel in 
a dungeon in Germany for five years for having an educated opinion on a 
claimed historical event. They would love to make that life in prison instead.  
 
Jewish leaders call for Europe-wide legislation outlawing anti-Semitism  
http://www.exposingcommunism.com/Jewish%20leaders%20call%20for%20Euro
pe-wide%20legislation%20outlawing%20antisemitism.pdf  
 
http://thoughtcatalog.com/tanya-cohen/2015/01/here-is-why-its-time-to-get-tough-
on-hate-speech-in-america/  
  
Here is an excerpt from the link above: 
Here Is Why It’s Time To Get Tough On Hate Speech In America by Tanya 
Cohen [Jewess] 
 
“Anyone guilty of hate speech – which should carry criminal penalties of 25 years 
to life – should be sent to special prisons designed to re-educate them and to 
instill values of tolerance, freedom, democracy, and human rights in them. Prison 
is about punishment, but it’s also about changing the behavior of criminals. We 
often tend to forget this in our country. Merely sending bigots to ordinary prisons 
is not good enough – they need to be sent to special prisons for bigots, which will 
re-educate them.” 
 
“A Way Ahead For The U.S.” 
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“In order to establish ourselves as a country that sincerely respects fundamental 
human rights, democratic freedoms, and individual liberties, America needs to 
pass basic human rights legislation – such as a Human Rights Act – that outlaws, 
among other things:” 
 
“Speech which offends, insults, demeans, threatens, disrespects, discriminates 
against, and/or incites hatred or violence against a person or a group of people 
based on their race, gender, age, ethnicity, color, nationality, religion, sexual 
orientation or sexual activity, gender identity or gender expression, disability, 
language, language ability, ideology or opinion, social class, occupation, 
appearance (height, weight, hair color, etc.), mental capacity, and/or any other 
comparable distinction. In cases where hate speech is aggravated – such as 
incitement to genocide – prison sentences should be even longer.”  
 
“The spreading of misinformation, including climate change denial, denial of war 
crimes and genocides (especially Holocaust denial), conspiracy theories, anti-
vaccine propaganda, and general nonsense.” 
 
“Anti-feminist, anti-multicultural, anti-immigration, and/or anti-equality ideology.  
Insulting, disrespectful, and/or offensive speech in general and speech that 
violates the dignity of people. This would include, for example, jokes about 
tragedies along with insults and derogatory/disrespectful comments about any 
person, group, place, or thing.” 
 
“Speech that disparages the memory of deceased persons.” 
 
“Speech that undermines the authority of the state and/or interferes with the 
state’s ability to properly function and do its job. This would also include speech 
that undermines the authority of the United Nations and/or international law.” 
 
“Speech that promotes unacceptable ideas, such as un-democratic ideologies 
and ideologies that oppose freedom. This would also apply to promoting people 
who promote or promoted unacceptable ideas. For example, in the case of The 
Jewish community of Oslo et al. v. Norway, the United Nations Committee on the 
Elimination of Racial Discrimination ruled that glorifying Hitler not only constitutes 
incitement to Hatred, but also incitement to violence.” 
 
“Speech which is found to be irresponsible, unethical, antisocial, hurtful, impolite, 
uncivil, abusive, distasteful, and/or unacceptable in general.” 
 
There is much more in the above article and of course, the Jews threw 
something in there about Israel and the apartheid there to create confusion. Jews 
do this purposely to try to confuse Gentiles and deceive us into thinking they are 
not the ones who are behind these sick programs. The above is Jewish 
communism. Jewish communism resulted in the mass murder of over 100 million 
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innocent people. Hundreds of millions of others’ lives were ruined by Jewish 
communism. The above is a sample of what real communism is all about.  
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Jews Pushing to Ban Free Speech, Making Free Speech a Crime 
Subject to Life Sentence in a Special Soviet Style Prison System. 

 
The Jews have been pushing for laws against free speech for decades with their 
Social Marxist [PC] indoctrination of society. This creates the ideology for them to 
create their legal frame work upon and to firmly establish a Jewish run police 
state.  
 
The Jewish Communizing of America:  
topic153.html http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic153.html  
 
Note what Cohen states was the doctrine of the Jew run Communist, Soviet 
Union as well. This is how Jews work. They dress up their agenda in pseudo-
moral gibberish to deceive Gentiles. It is total Jewish Communism which is a 
Jewish scheme to conqueror Gentiles and to impose their real ideology which is 
found in their Torah and Talmud, the Jewish race soul upon the world, under a 
cheap cover.  
 
“Hate Speech” is Jew Speak for anyone telling the truth about the Jews. In the 
Jewish Soviet Union any such criticizing of Jews and their criminal mindset and 
behavior was punishable with the death penalty by law. In America the Jew just 
wants to give you life in a "special" political prison, i.e. Gulag. We see what the 
Jews do to such people in these prisons in Israel, the Jewish State:  
 
Rights group confirms Palestinians tortured in Israel jails:  
http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2014/09/17/378993/pchr-confirms-torture-in-israeli-
jails/  
Israelis torturing non-Jewish children. 2014 Australian documentary film. Viewer 
discretion. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iqL048x4msM&feature=youtu.be  
 
Looking into such prison systems in the Jewish run Soviet Union, all of the 
camps where well known to be run by Jews:  
The Real Death Camps And Holocaust:  
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Real_Death_Camps.htm 
 
Note the Jews like to hide behind other races and minority groups as a shield. 
Jews such as Israel Cohen stated they would do this to bring American down and 
under Jewish control. The later Jews of the Frankfurt School of Social Marxism 
stated the same.  
Here is what Jews think of all non-Jews, Black, White, Asian, and of mixed race. 
It does not matter what color one is:  
 
What does the Jewish Talmud say about Gentiles:  
 
Sanhedrin 59a: "Murdering Goyim is like killing a wild animal."  
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Abodah Zara 26b: "Even the best of the Gentiles should be killed."  
 
Hilkkoth Akum X1: "Show no mercy to the Goyim."  
Note most of those so-called "Evil White Supremacist Groups" are full of Jewish 
and Federal agent provocateurs and run by such agendas from the top. Even 
then they can't hold a candle next to the Talmud of the Jewish race mind. Is 
saying things that hurt peoples’ feelings only, really worth life in a special prison? 
There are already laws to arrest people for legitimate crimes like threatening to 
commit assault or murder someone or for openly inciting others to do so. Life in 
prison for telling a Joke that hurts someone's feelings; is that the society YOU 
want to live in? Can't we all just grow up and have thicker skin as mature adults. 
But then we would be free to speak the truth about the Jew.  
 
All People are equal but some People are the Chosen and are more equal then 
others.  
 
Jews want to ban Free Speech online. That means life in prison for posting a 
joke online.  
 
Free Speech Online A New Crime Discovered By The Jews  
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic6275.html   
 
They also want Freedom Of Speech gone in Europe. They already put Zundel in 
a dungeon in Germany for five years for having an educated opinion on a 
claimed historical event. They would love to make that life in prison instead.  
 
Jewish leaders call for Europe-wide legislation outlawing anti-Semitism  
http://www.exposingcommunism.com/Jewish%20leaders%20call%20for%20Euro
pe-wide%20legislation%20outlawing%20antisemitism.pdf  
 
http://thoughtcatalog.com/tanya-cohen/2015/01/here-is-why-its-time-to-get-tough-
on-hate-speech-in-america/  
  
Here is an excerpt from the link above: 
Here Is Why It’s Time To Get Tough On Hate Speech In America by Tanya 
Cohen [Jewess] 
 
“Anyone guilty of hate speech – which should carry criminal penalties of 25 years 
to life – should be sent to special prisons designed to re-educate them and to 
instill values of tolerance, freedom, democracy, and human rights in them. Prison 
is about punishment, but it’s also about changing the behavior of criminals. We 
often tend to forget this in our country. Merely sending bigots to ordinary prisons 
is not good enough – they need to be sent to special prisons for bigots, which will 
re-educate them.” 
 
“A Way Ahead For The U.S.” 
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“In order to establish ourselves as a country that sincerely respects fundamental 
human rights, democratic freedoms, and individual liberties, America needs to 
pass basic human rights legislation – such as a Human Rights Act – that outlaws, 
among other things:” 
 
“Speech which offends, insults, demeans, threatens, disrespects, discriminates 
against, and/or incites hatred or violence against a person or a group of people 
based on their race, gender, age, ethnicity, color, nationality, religion, sexual 
orientation or sexual activity, gender identity or gender expression, disability, 
language, language ability, ideology or opinion, social class, occupation, 
appearance (height, weight, hair color, etc.), mental capacity, and/or any other 
comparable distinction. In cases where hate speech is aggravated – such as 
incitement to genocide – prison sentences should be even longer.”  
 
“The spreading of misinformation, including climate change denial, denial of war 
crimes and genocides (especially Holocaust denial), conspiracy theories, anti-
vaccine propaganda, and general nonsense.” 
 
“Anti-feminist, anti-multicultural, anti-immigration, and/or anti-equality ideology.  
Insulting, disrespectful, and/or offensive speech in general and speech that 
violates the dignity of people. This would include, for example, jokes about 
tragedies along with insults and derogatory/disrespectful comments about any 
person, group, place, or thing.” 
 
“Speech that disparages the memory of deceased persons.” 
 
“Speech that undermines the authority of the state and/or interferes with the 
state’s ability to properly function and do its job. This would also include speech 
that undermines the authority of the United Nations and/or international law.” 
 
“Speech that promotes unacceptable ideas, such as un-democratic ideologies 
and ideologies that oppose freedom. This would also apply to promoting people 
who promote or promoted unacceptable ideas. For example, in the case of The 
Jewish community of Oslo et al. v. Norway, the United Nations Committee on the 
Elimination of Racial Discrimination ruled that glorifying Hitler not only constitutes 
incitement to Hatred, but also incitement to violence.” 
 
“Speech which is found to be irresponsible, unethical, antisocial, hurtful, impolite, 
uncivil, abusive, distasteful, and/or unacceptable in general.” 
 
There is much more in the above article and of course, the Jews threw 
something in there about Israel and the apartheid there to create confusion. Jews 
do this purposely to try to confuse Gentiles and deceive us into thinking they are 
not the ones who are behind these sick programs. The above is Jewish 
communism. Jewish communism resulted in the mass murder of over 100 million 
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innocent people. Hundreds of millions of others’ lives were ruined by Jewish 
communism. The above is a sample of what real communism is all about.  
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JEWS STILL IN CONTROL OF RUSSIA 
 
 
When the Jews took over Russia with Communism, they killed the entire Gentile 
ruling and upper classes, and replaced them with a Jewish ruling elite which was 
part of a larger Jewish order. 
"Rosenthal also talks about a Jewish invisible government which also controls 
the USSR, and how the UN is "nothing but a trap door to the Red World's 
immense concentration camp." He says this invisible power is responsible for the 
wars and revolutions of the last 200 years.” — Harold Wallace Rosenthal, age 
29, personal assistant to New York Senator Jacob Javits 1976 interview with 
Walter White Jr., editor, Conservative monthly, Western Front. 
 
When the Soviet Jewion fell apart due to the long-term effects of the Second 
World War and the people openly rebelling in the streets, the Jewish elites in 
Russia simply put up new window dressing and did a game of musical chairs, in 
order to stop a full rebellion that would topple them. The new post-Soviet 
government was just as openly full of Jews as was the former one. It is the same 
ruling class. 
This brings us to Vladimir Putin who was a Lieutenant Colonel in the KGB before 
the fall of the Soviet Union. He was then brought into the New Government. This 
is revealing the facts on the KGB, like the NKVD and Cheka before it. It is 
created, staffed, and run by Jews, as it is the important arm of the Jewish ruling 
classes' control: 
http://heretical.com/miscellx/bolshies.html 
 
According to a report in The Canadian Jewish News of 13 November 1964, the 
present Soviet boss Leonid Brezhnev is married to a Jewess and his children are 
brought up as Jews. There are a number of prominent Jews in the Soviet 
government, including Dimitri Dymshits in charge of industry, Lev Shapiro 
regional secretary of Birobidjan, and Yuri Andropov in charge of the secret police, 
the KGB. In fact, every secret police chief in Soviet history has been a Jew, from 
the first, Uritsky, the murderous Beria... A Jew is also in charge of the Soviet 
economy – Leonid Kantorovich. 
 
Keep this in mind when you realize that Putin within 16 years, rose to Lieutenant 
Colonel of the KGB, proceeded to be high-ranking in a Jewish owned and staffed 
government, and is now the front man for the ruling kosher cabal: 
Putin admitted to growing up in the same apartment with a bunch of Jews. When 
speaking before a Jewish audience, Putin revealed that his own father was an 
"avid Talmudic scholar." 
“Mr. Putin said he was familiar with both the menorah and the Chanukah holiday, 
because as a child his family shared their communal apartment with a Jewish 
family. “ 
 
Source: Chabad.org – Jewish News - Chanukah Journal Nov 26, 1999 
http://www.chabad.org/news/article_cdo/aid/1119/jewish/Chanukah-Journal.htm  
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Putin: “I will do everything for the Jews!" Posted October 18, 2012.  
Putin will save “us” says Jew Kapner! By “us,” he means Jews. 
 
 
"RUSSIA'S PM TO JEWISH DELEGATION: I WAS FIRST TO RESTORE 
JEWISH PROPERTY! 
MOSCOW — In an extraordinary 40 minute meeting with Russian Jewish leaders 
yesterday (November 25), Russian Prime Minister Vladimir V. Putin promised to 
assist the Jewish community in combating anti-Semitism, building schools and 
reclaiming former synagogue buildings for Jewish communities."  
 
"Rabbi Berel Lazar, chief Lubavitch emissary to the region, who was recently 
elected as the head rabbi by delegates to the newly formed Federation of Jewish 
Communities of Russia, accompanied Federation officials Lev Leviev, Michael 
Gluz and Mark Grubarg to present the prime minister with a silver Menorah. 
Rabbi Lazar described the Menorah as a symbol of religious freedom. Speaking 
about the miracle of Chanukah, the rabbi and his colleagues described the 
resurgence of Jewish life in Russia since the fall of communism as a modern 
miracle." 
 
Jew-lover Putin admits growing up in the same apartment with a bunch of Jews. 
While talking to a Jewish audience, Putin reveals that his own father was an avid 
Talmudic scholar…“Mr. Putin said he was familiar with both the menorah and the 
Chanukah holiday, because as a child his family shared their communal 
apartment with a Jewish family.” Putin's father's real name was Epstein, his 
mother's Shalomova. 
 
http://henrymakow.com/putin-is-nwo-pawn.html 
 

 
Tamara: "The photo at bottom left shows Opposition to Putin saying Putin is 
100% a Jew (his mother is a Jew and his father is a Jew). In Russia, many 
Jewish people hide their Jewish origin or they do not know or do not want to 
know. Putin is a person who hides his Jewish origin but uses it in the corruption 
nets. Historians tried to find his ancestors but failed. Common Russians think that 
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Putin is an ethnic Russian. If they understood that Putin is a Jew, they would not 
vote for him. The picture bottom right shows Putin's resemblance to a Jew from 
Tsarist era."  
 
"In Russia, the eternal question is: "Who Lives Well in Russia?"  At different 
times, they were different people, but now everyone knows that life is only good 
for the super-rich oligarchs, mostly Jews." 
 
Putin pledges to make Russia comfortable for the enemy Jew. Perhaps that will 
shed light on why he treats nationalists and proud Russian patriots like Jews 
treat animals. 
 
“Focusing on the Federation, Mr. Putin described its founding as a positive 
development to bring diverse groups within the Jewish community together to 
work toward common goals. He expressed his hope that the new Federation 
would help foster a climate of communal strength that will make Russia a country 
where Jews will live comfortably." 
 
The following was written by a Christian Russian Nationalist, but it provides a 
clear understanding of what is really happening in the Jewish owned and 
controlled current Russia: 
 
"Their goal is to create in place of Russia and Russian civilization a new 
supranational pseudo-empire within the framework of the New World Order, 
under the guidance of a Jewish elite." 
 
Russians in Russia: The State within the State 
April 24, 2012 —  
Igor Artemov, Translated by Roman Frolov 
No one in the Russian National political movement—or just anyone for whom his 
Russian identity is not simply a matter of fact but a defining aspect of his life, 
beliefs, and actions—should harbor any illusions regarding the corrupt, 
grotesquely hypocritical, bureaucratic and police-state nature of the modern state 
authority and ideology existing in the Russian Federation. All this is true and 
doubtlessly affects our lives. And yet the single most important thing to 
understand is that this system is explicitly and purposefully anti-Russian. 
 
Although we cannot exclude that Putin and his close circle dream about their 
‘empire’, there won’t be any place in their ‘empire’ for the Russian spirit and 
Russian ideology, just as there was no place for Russianness in the late Soviet 
Union. Remember that the process of destroying the Russian nation and Russian 
worldview, unprecedented in its scale and consequences, was launched 
precisely in the Soviet Union and the current authorities of Russian Federation 
carry on this process more or less consistently. The Russian culture and the 
Church were being destroyed in the USSR. Internationalism and inter-racial 
marriages were promoted. The USSR has done everything possible to make 
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people to identify themselves not as Russians, Tartars, or Tuvans but as Soviet 
people. All the facts show that it is the USSR and not the old Russia that serves 
as a role model for the current Russian authorities. They are building a post-
Soviet state and not in any way a Russian national state. I consider this 
statement essential because of the conclusions and actions that follow from it 
directly. 
 
If the Russian Federation was just a red-tape bureaucratic or corrupt state, then 
these defects of the political system could be fought against and to a certain 
extent eliminated simply by dealing with the mistakes. Yet the problem is that 
both corruption and despotism in our country are consciously enforced from the 
very top of state power. Long ago I realized that the situation in our country does 
not result from the stupidity, greed or incompetence of the ruling circles. Only an 
idiot would have trouble understanding that it is better for the country to have its 
own competitive manufacturing instead of exporting raw materials or to have 
honest officials instead of bribe-takers. The Russian authorities understand this 
too. And yet they do everything the other way around, strengthening and 
hardening from above all the vices of the state system. “Why?” you ask me. Well, 
because they have aims that are very different from those they publicly declare 
on television and through the mass media. 
 
Their goal is to create in place of Russia and Russian civilization a new 
supranational pseudo-empire within the framework of the New World Order. 
Under the guidance of a Jewish elite, the Russian majority will be gradually 
replaced by Asian migrants. Of course, they cannot acknowledge this openly as it 
will cause mass protests and they will be quickly swept away. So for the people’s 
consumption they have an official ideology of building a society of prosperity, 
social justice and interethnic peace. Yet they cannot hide the truth, especially 
from those who have access to objective information. As a result, the silence of 
the ruling circles is bought by enormous material benefits on one hand, and by 
intimidation on the other. In this light, it is easy to understand the murders of 
generals Lebed and Rokhlin, ophthalmologist Fyodorov, Governor Evdokimov 
and many others who had ascended to the political Olympus in Russia but had 
not become completely loyal to those forces that control and deliberately destroy 
our country as the heart of Russian civilization. I think that the mysterious death 
of General Shebarshin, the last chief of the KGB, is in the same line of political 
murders. 
 
The main supports for the Russian authorities in this enterprise are the security 
agencies. Their purpose is to suppress any popular protest and discontent by 
unlawful use of force — simply because it is impossible to do it by lawful 
methods. It is not a coincidence that today the members of the security agencies 
and not regular officials or manufacturers who get the most of benefits and 
opportunities. Not long ago I had a conversation with an old acquaintance of 
mine who sells real estate on the Black sea coast and in the Caucasus 
Mineralnye Vody region [translator’s note: popular resorts]. He claimed that 80% 
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of the expensive property [$500,000 and up] in these areas is purchased today 
not by state officials or businessmen but by highly-placed officials of the Federal 
Security Service [FSS], Interior Ministry, Public Prosecutor Office, and other 
similar agencies from various regions of the country [sometimes such purchases 
are made using front persons]. In this way these ‘people’s servants’ prepare for 
their retirement. Needless to say, such property acquisitions are far beyond the 
means of an honest official, even considering their large salaries. 
Thus a conspiracy of silence emerges. Every member of this criminal system 
knows that he can keep his power and unlawfully acquired riches only if he 
remains silent and does everything his masters order him to do. If he doesn’t, 
however, and takes the liberty of excessive high-handedness or independency, 
he will face huge problems. 
 
I would like to describe two examples from my personal experience, which clearly 
show that highly stationed Russian officials have a perfect understanding of what 
is going on in our country and of the direction it is leading into. In the beginning of 
the last decade when I was a Deputy of the Legislative Assembly of Vladimir 
Oblast I had a conversation with one of the representatives of the President in 
that region. The conversation has stuck in my memory. There was high turnover 
at this position and I would like to avoid naming this person. The official 
sympathetically inquired about the Russian national movement and our ideology, 
and he demonstrated impressive knowledge of Bolshevism, Freemasonry and 
pretty good personal erudition. He told me that he reads our newspapers [the 
Internet was not as widespread then as it is now], and that some of his relatives 
voted for me in the elections to the Russian Parliament. I even felt some 
sympathy toward him because of his education and culture. In the end he talked 
about himself. He said that he understands the rightness of our cause albeit 
there were not only Russians among his ancestors. He told me that in Soviet 
times he and other members of the Communist Party were shown special movies 
on the danger of world Zionism and Freemasonry, and he mentioned some facts 
which I was not aware of. At some point, I even thought that he could provide a 
tacit support to our cause. 
 
Yet it ended differently. My confidant finished our conversation with a parable. 
Let’s say, he told me, a gang of robbers attacks a woman and wants to rape her. 
She has a choice, to resist, get seriously beaten and injured and be raped 
anyway, or “to relax and try to get some pleasure”…. So this is what is being 
done with our country. We can’t fight against the whole world. So let’s relax and 
try to benefit from this situation as much as possible. I remember being quite 
shocked, both at his level of awareness and his conclusions. 
 
As a second example, in 2003 I was one of the originators of the internal 
investigation of the Police Department of Vladimir Oblast by a special 
commission from Moscow. The commission was headed by an elderly 
Lieutenant-General Golubev, if I remember correctly. He expressed his wish to 
meet me personally. It was a long conversation. I told him all I knew about 
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incidents of bribery, racketeering etc. He listened carefully and took notes. At the 
end, we had turned to the Russian question again. Looking away, he asked me: 
“If things in Russia continue in the future as they are today, for how much longer 
will the Russian people survive?” I answered that I look forward to positive 
changes and aspire for the establishment of Russian national rule, but if the 
regime perseveres, the Russians as a nation will likely hold on for thirty or forty 
years more, and after that all sorts of irreversible changes are possible. “I also 
think so” — he replied. 
 
We had parted amiably. A couple of weeks later I received a letter signed by this 
same General, in which he thanked me for my assistance and informed me that, 
based on my information, around fifteen police officers were subjected to 
disciplinary action, but not a single ‘brave’ officer was punished seriously, though 
they deserved it. The commission had returned to Moscow and things in Vladimir 
resumed their ‘natural’ course. I guess that our General retired soon after these 
events. 
 
Make no mistake: both of the high state officials described here represent the 
best part of the establishment. They at least say that they are not against us. 
Others, however, are much, much worse: they are stupid, avaricious and cynical. 
Yet even these two wouldn’t openly side with us. They would stand aside and 
wait for something. This is why the Russian movement today should avoid 
internal dissent and squabble between parties. The regime hates us all, no 
matter who we are — backers of the empire or national democrats or Russian 
Orthodox nationalists or whoever else — it hates us just because we are 
Russian, because we don’t hide it and because we fight as best we can for our 
rights and ideals. 
 
We interfere with their desire to destroy Russia quickly and quietly. It is time now 
to begin building a “state within a state” in our midst, a society closed to outsiders 
where we can resolve all internal questions within it. We have no friends among 
the authorities, but we have many friends and like-minded people among 
businessmen, scientists and military men, among virtually all strata of Russian 
society. I will return to this topic in subsequent articles. 
 
Igor Artemov is a well-known Russian Nationalist. His organization, Russian All-
National Union [RONS] was proscribed last year and Artemov himself is on the 
run, as he is wanted by Federal Security Service for the ‘hate crime’ of writing 
 ______________________________________________________________ 
 
Note – the Jews pretend they were victims of the very system they instituted and 
controlled: 
 
At Putin's side, an army of Jewish billionaires. "We have to keep our Jewishness 
and be united in the Diaspora," says Russian Jewish Congress VP. " 
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http://www.jpost.com/Jewish-World/Jewish-Features/At-Putins-side-an-army-of-
Jewish-billionaires 
 
When the air-conditioning broke down at the reception for the unveiling ceremony 
of the Red Army monument in Netanya on Monday, it didn’t matter if you were a 
billionaire, multimillionaire or broke. Everyone suffered the same. 
In one corner sat Mikhail Fridman, the seventh-richest man in Russia, whose 
fortune is estimated at $15 billion by Forbes. He stayed hydrated in the 
sweltering heat by sipping a glass of water. In another stood Moshe Kantor, the 
chemicals tycoon who Forbes said was worth $2.3b. He repeatedly removed the 
beads of sweat from his head with a napkin. 
 
The two men were part of a group of two dozen or so affluent Russian-speaking 
businessmen who came to the ceremony where President Vladimir Putin was the 
guest of honor. Some, like Fridman, flew in especially from Russia. Others, like 
Kantor, drove from nearby Herzliya, where many businessman from the former 
Soviet Union including Leonid Nevzlin and Gabriel Mirilashvili, to name a few, 
have made their homes. 
For many members of this class of ultra rich Putin’s arrival in the country was an 
opportunity for them to brush shoulders with one another and to mingle with 
friends and officials from the motherland. The richest man in the room filled with 
rich men was probably the media-shy Fridman, who declined to speak to The 
Jerusalem Post. “I am a private person,” he said, displaying seemingly good 
English. 
 
Other faces were more familiar to locals. Lev Leviev, the diamonds and real 
estate mogul who is a bit of anomaly in this world, was on hand. Although born in 
Uzbekistan, then part of the Soviet Union, he immigrated to Israel as a teenager 
in the 1970s and made his money in the Jewish state. Only after the markets in 
the former Soviet Union opened did the Israeli, whose worth was estimated at 
about $1.7b. earlier this year, invest extensively in natural resources and 
property in that part of the world. 
 
Not everybody in the room was a billionaire. Some were worth a mere couple of 
hundred of million dollars Alexander Levin, a Ukrainian businessman who was 
among those who donated to build the monument, is one of latter. 
The real estate developer, who last year set up the World Forum for Russian 
Jewry, an advocacy group based in New York, explained why he it was an 
important cause. 
“My two grandparents were killed during World War II so it’s very important to 
us,” he said. “We are paying just a little [in comparison to what they paid].” 
How much is a little? Levin said the exact sum “was not important” but that it was 
“a lot of money.” 
Members of United Israel Appeal-Keren Hayesod, which raised the money to 
build the marble and concrete monument overlooking the azure Mediterranean 
Sea, were also tight-lipped. 
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“We organized a group of 10 to 15 top businessmen who raised the money that 
helped transform this dream to reality,” said Gadi Dror, the UIA’s director of the 
eastern region. “We do not go [into the] figures because they [the donors] prefer 
not to but it is meaningful amount.” 
A source later said each businessman had donated at least $100,000. 
Watching the group of mega-wealthy interact, one cannot help but wonder how 
so many affluent businessmen in the former Soviet Union are Jewish. 
 
German Zakharyaev, vice president of the Russian Jewish Congress, cited two 
main reasons for that. First, Jews are few among many. 
 
“We are a minority and as such we have to be strong [if we are] to preserve our 
customs,” said the businessman who, as a member of the Mountain Jewish 
community of the eastern Caucuses, is a minority within a minority. 
“This is something in our commandments that we have to keep our Jewishness 
and be united in the Diaspora.” Second, he said, Jewish businessmen are hard 
workers. “We think a lot and we sleep a little,” he said.  
 
The China situation: 
October 1 1949, Mao Tse Tsung declared the founding of the People's Republic 
of China in Tiananmen Square, Beijing. He was funded by Rothschild created 
Communism in Russia and also the following Rothschild agents: Solomon Adler, 
a former United States Treasury official who was a Soviet Spy; Israel Epstein, the 
son of a Jewish Bolshevik imprisoned by the Tsar in Russia for trying to ferment 
a revolution there; and Frank Coe, a leading official of the Rothschild owned IMF.  
Mao would murder sixty million innocent Chinese people under his rule mainly to 
destroy traditional Chinese culture. As with Christianity, any practitioners of 
spiritual systems where outlawed, killed, and thrown into gulags, to die a slow 
death through slave labor, starvation and torture. The Communistic systems 
became the new culture of control. With China under their flag, Tibet was next on 
the list as being the last bastion of spiritual and historical knowledge. All the 
Jewish systems seek to remove spiritual knowledge from Gentiles and keep it in 
the hands of the Jewish elite. This is a major part of their indoctrination program. 
There has been a major Jewish population in China for over a thousand years 
such as the Jews of Kaifeng. Communism was imported into Manchuria by an 
Oriental Jew named Abrahams. The powerful Western Jews worked with their 
Asian counterparts to conqueror the East, just as they did with their Jewish 
Eastern European brethren. 
 
China has been built up into the biggest global superpower by the Jews and 
everything has been shipped there. This was identical to what the Jews did with 
their USSR, turning it into a massive super state of military superpower, to wage 
conquest upon the rest of the earth, which they did. The only reason they were 
halted was the second war monkey wrenched their plans globally and led to the 
stagnation and fall of the USSR. There are reports that the America tactical silos 
are contracted to Israeli firms for certain electronics' functions. This same 
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situation was a key factor in the London false flag attacks, 911, and Fukushima. 
They also have their agents all over the Pentagon and other key Western military 
and government networks. The West is past the demoralization point and has 
entered into the destabilization phase. The Protest Wall St was organized by 
Jewish agents of Rothschild to be the start of a Communist movement, which is 
part of the subversion of decades of indoctrination of students into Communist 
ideals. At this point, one way or another, they are seeking to take the West down 
should they start a full out Communist revolution, civil war or open war. One way 
or another, it seems Red Chinese troops will be on Western Soil "Liberating" us 
from the Fascist oppressors. This is what the Jews did in the ancient world with 
the Christian Crusades into Europe and around the world, and later with the Red 
Army rolling over Europe and the East, enslaving the many for the Jews. 
 
If they wanted to take it to open war, it would be easy to pull the rug out from 
under NATO in Europe and America, and put the West under the Red banner. 
This is what America and Western Europe have been prepped for over the 
decades, and how they planned to take Germany down into Communism during 
the First war, which they manipulated into existence for the sole purpose of 
taking all of Europe down into Communism, and they nearly did. It is a repeating 
set of tactics they are using. 
 
From looking at things, the ME conflict is a smaller warm up to a planned global 
conflict between China, North Korea and Russia and its allies. The Jews own 
these countries totally. Russia has just finished a mass joint war games exercise 
with China on Eastern European soil with thousands of Red Chinese troops. 
They where training specifically for war against Western forces. This was kept 
out of the mainstream it seems: 
http://beforeitsnews.com/war-and-conflict 
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JEWS STILL IN CONTROL OF RUSSIA 
 
 
When the Jews took over Russia with Communism, they killed the entire Gentile 
ruling and upper classes, and replaced them with a Jewish ruling elite which was 
part of a larger Jewish order. 
"Rosenthal also talks about a Jewish invisible government which also controls 
the USSR, and how the UN is "nothing but a trap door to the Red World's 
immense concentration camp." He says this invisible power is responsible for the 
wars and revolutions of the last 200 years.” — Harold Wallace Rosenthal, age 
29, personal assistant to New York Senator Jacob Javits 1976 interview with 
Walter White Jr., editor, Conservative monthly, Western Front. 
 
When the Soviet Jewion fell apart due to the long-term effects of the Second 
World War and the people openly rebelling in the streets, the Jewish elites in 
Russia simply put up new window dressing and did a game of musical chairs, in 
order to stop a full rebellion that would topple them. The new post-Soviet 
government was just as openly full of Jews as was the former one. It is the same 
ruling class. 
This brings us to Vladimir Putin who was a Lieutenant Colonel in the KGB before 
the fall of the Soviet Union. He was then brought into the New Government. This 
is revealing the facts on the KGB, like the NKVD and Cheka before it. It is 
created, staffed, and run by Jews, as it is the important arm of the Jewish ruling 
classes' control: 
http://heretical.com/miscellx/bolshies.html 
 
According to a report in The Canadian Jewish News of 13 November 1964, the 
present Soviet boss Leonid Brezhnev is married to a Jewess and his children are 
brought up as Jews. There are a number of prominent Jews in the Soviet 
government, including Dimitri Dymshits in charge of industry, Lev Shapiro 
regional secretary of Birobidjan, and Yuri Andropov in charge of the secret police, 
the KGB. In fact, every secret police chief in Soviet history has been a Jew, from 
the first, Uritsky, the murderous Beria... A Jew is also in charge of the Soviet 
economy – Leonid Kantorovich. 
 
Keep this in mind when you realize that Putin within 16 years, rose to Lieutenant 
Colonel of the KGB, proceeded to be high-ranking in a Jewish owned and staffed 
government, and is now the front man for the ruling kosher cabal: 
Putin admitted to growing up in the same apartment with a bunch of Jews. When 
speaking before a Jewish audience, Putin revealed that his own father was an 
"avid Talmudic scholar." 
“Mr. Putin said he was familiar with both the menorah and the Chanukah holiday, 
because as a child his family shared their communal apartment with a Jewish 
family. “ 
 
Source: Chabad.org – Jewish News - Chanukah Journal Nov 26, 1999 
http://www.chabad.org/news/article_cdo/aid/1119/jewish/Chanukah-Journal.htm  
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Putin: “I will do everything for the Jews!" Posted October 18, 2012.  
Putin will save “us” says Jew Kapner! By “us,” he means Jews. 
 
 
"RUSSIA'S PM TO JEWISH DELEGATION: I WAS FIRST TO RESTORE 
JEWISH PROPERTY! 
MOSCOW — In an extraordinary 40 minute meeting with Russian Jewish leaders 
yesterday (November 25), Russian Prime Minister Vladimir V. Putin promised to 
assist the Jewish community in combating anti-Semitism, building schools and 
reclaiming former synagogue buildings for Jewish communities."  
 
"Rabbi Berel Lazar, chief Lubavitch emissary to the region, who was recently 
elected as the head rabbi by delegates to the newly formed Federation of Jewish 
Communities of Russia, accompanied Federation officials Lev Leviev, Michael 
Gluz and Mark Grubarg to present the prime minister with a silver Menorah. 
Rabbi Lazar described the Menorah as a symbol of religious freedom. Speaking 
about the miracle of Chanukah, the rabbi and his colleagues described the 
resurgence of Jewish life in Russia since the fall of communism as a modern 
miracle." 
 
Jew-lover Putin admits growing up in the same apartment with a bunch of Jews. 
While talking to a Jewish audience, Putin reveals that his own father was an avid 
Talmudic scholar…“Mr. Putin said he was familiar with both the menorah and the 
Chanukah holiday, because as a child his family shared their communal 
apartment with a Jewish family.” Putin's father's real name was Epstein, his 
mother's Shalomova. 
 
http://henrymakow.com/putin-is-nwo-pawn.html 
 

 
Tamara: "The photo at bottom left shows Opposition to Putin saying Putin is 
100% a Jew (his mother is a Jew and his father is a Jew). In Russia, many 
Jewish people hide their Jewish origin or they do not know or do not want to 
know. Putin is a person who hides his Jewish origin but uses it in the corruption 
nets. Historians tried to find his ancestors but failed. Common Russians think that 
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Putin is an ethnic Russian. If they understood that Putin is a Jew, they would not 
vote for him. The picture bottom right shows Putin's resemblance to a Jew from 
Tsarist era."  
 
"In Russia, the eternal question is: "Who Lives Well in Russia?"  At different 
times, they were different people, but now everyone knows that life is only good 
for the super-rich oligarchs, mostly Jews." 
 
Putin pledges to make Russia comfortable for the enemy Jew. Perhaps that will 
shed light on why he treats nationalists and proud Russian patriots like Jews 
treat animals. 
 
“Focusing on the Federation, Mr. Putin described its founding as a positive 
development to bring diverse groups within the Jewish community together to 
work toward common goals. He expressed his hope that the new Federation 
would help foster a climate of communal strength that will make Russia a country 
where Jews will live comfortably." 
 
The following was written by a Christian Russian Nationalist, but it provides a 
clear understanding of what is really happening in the Jewish owned and 
controlled current Russia: 
 
"Their goal is to create in place of Russia and Russian civilization a new 
supranational pseudo-empire within the framework of the New World Order, 
under the guidance of a Jewish elite." 
 
Russians in Russia: The State within the State 
April 24, 2012 —  
Igor Artemov, Translated by Roman Frolov 
No one in the Russian National political movement—or just anyone for whom his 
Russian identity is not simply a matter of fact but a defining aspect of his life, 
beliefs, and actions—should harbor any illusions regarding the corrupt, 
grotesquely hypocritical, bureaucratic and police-state nature of the modern state 
authority and ideology existing in the Russian Federation. All this is true and 
doubtlessly affects our lives. And yet the single most important thing to 
understand is that this system is explicitly and purposefully anti-Russian. 
 
Although we cannot exclude that Putin and his close circle dream about their 
‘empire’, there won’t be any place in their ‘empire’ for the Russian spirit and 
Russian ideology, just as there was no place for Russianness in the late Soviet 
Union. Remember that the process of destroying the Russian nation and Russian 
worldview, unprecedented in its scale and consequences, was launched 
precisely in the Soviet Union and the current authorities of Russian Federation 
carry on this process more or less consistently. The Russian culture and the 
Church were being destroyed in the USSR. Internationalism and inter-racial 
marriages were promoted. The USSR has done everything possible to make 
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people to identify themselves not as Russians, Tartars, or Tuvans but as Soviet 
people. All the facts show that it is the USSR and not the old Russia that serves 
as a role model for the current Russian authorities. They are building a post-
Soviet state and not in any way a Russian national state. I consider this 
statement essential because of the conclusions and actions that follow from it 
directly. 
 
If the Russian Federation was just a red-tape bureaucratic or corrupt state, then 
these defects of the political system could be fought against and to a certain 
extent eliminated simply by dealing with the mistakes. Yet the problem is that 
both corruption and despotism in our country are consciously enforced from the 
very top of state power. Long ago I realized that the situation in our country does 
not result from the stupidity, greed or incompetence of the ruling circles. Only an 
idiot would have trouble understanding that it is better for the country to have its 
own competitive manufacturing instead of exporting raw materials or to have 
honest officials instead of bribe-takers. The Russian authorities understand this 
too. And yet they do everything the other way around, strengthening and 
hardening from above all the vices of the state system. “Why?” you ask me. Well, 
because they have aims that are very different from those they publicly declare 
on television and through the mass media. 
 
Their goal is to create in place of Russia and Russian civilization a new 
supranational pseudo-empire within the framework of the New World Order. 
Under the guidance of a Jewish elite, the Russian majority will be gradually 
replaced by Asian migrants. Of course, they cannot acknowledge this openly as it 
will cause mass protests and they will be quickly swept away. So for the people’s 
consumption they have an official ideology of building a society of prosperity, 
social justice and interethnic peace. Yet they cannot hide the truth, especially 
from those who have access to objective information. As a result, the silence of 
the ruling circles is bought by enormous material benefits on one hand, and by 
intimidation on the other. In this light, it is easy to understand the murders of 
generals Lebed and Rokhlin, ophthalmologist Fyodorov, Governor Evdokimov 
and many others who had ascended to the political Olympus in Russia but had 
not become completely loyal to those forces that control and deliberately destroy 
our country as the heart of Russian civilization. I think that the mysterious death 
of General Shebarshin, the last chief of the KGB, is in the same line of political 
murders. 
 
The main supports for the Russian authorities in this enterprise are the security 
agencies. Their purpose is to suppress any popular protest and discontent by 
unlawful use of force — simply because it is impossible to do it by lawful 
methods. It is not a coincidence that today the members of the security agencies 
and not regular officials or manufacturers who get the most of benefits and 
opportunities. Not long ago I had a conversation with an old acquaintance of 
mine who sells real estate on the Black sea coast and in the Caucasus 
Mineralnye Vody region [translator’s note: popular resorts]. He claimed that 80% 
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of the expensive property [$500,000 and up] in these areas is purchased today 
not by state officials or businessmen but by highly-placed officials of the Federal 
Security Service [FSS], Interior Ministry, Public Prosecutor Office, and other 
similar agencies from various regions of the country [sometimes such purchases 
are made using front persons]. In this way these ‘people’s servants’ prepare for 
their retirement. Needless to say, such property acquisitions are far beyond the 
means of an honest official, even considering their large salaries. 
Thus a conspiracy of silence emerges. Every member of this criminal system 
knows that he can keep his power and unlawfully acquired riches only if he 
remains silent and does everything his masters order him to do. If he doesn’t, 
however, and takes the liberty of excessive high-handedness or independency, 
he will face huge problems. 
 
I would like to describe two examples from my personal experience, which clearly 
show that highly stationed Russian officials have a perfect understanding of what 
is going on in our country and of the direction it is leading into. In the beginning of 
the last decade when I was a Deputy of the Legislative Assembly of Vladimir 
Oblast I had a conversation with one of the representatives of the President in 
that region. The conversation has stuck in my memory. There was high turnover 
at this position and I would like to avoid naming this person. The official 
sympathetically inquired about the Russian national movement and our ideology, 
and he demonstrated impressive knowledge of Bolshevism, Freemasonry and 
pretty good personal erudition. He told me that he reads our newspapers [the 
Internet was not as widespread then as it is now], and that some of his relatives 
voted for me in the elections to the Russian Parliament. I even felt some 
sympathy toward him because of his education and culture. In the end he talked 
about himself. He said that he understands the rightness of our cause albeit 
there were not only Russians among his ancestors. He told me that in Soviet 
times he and other members of the Communist Party were shown special movies 
on the danger of world Zionism and Freemasonry, and he mentioned some facts 
which I was not aware of. At some point, I even thought that he could provide a 
tacit support to our cause. 
 
Yet it ended differently. My confidant finished our conversation with a parable. 
Let’s say, he told me, a gang of robbers attacks a woman and wants to rape her. 
She has a choice, to resist, get seriously beaten and injured and be raped 
anyway, or “to relax and try to get some pleasure”…. So this is what is being 
done with our country. We can’t fight against the whole world. So let’s relax and 
try to benefit from this situation as much as possible. I remember being quite 
shocked, both at his level of awareness and his conclusions. 
 
As a second example, in 2003 I was one of the originators of the internal 
investigation of the Police Department of Vladimir Oblast by a special 
commission from Moscow. The commission was headed by an elderly 
Lieutenant-General Golubev, if I remember correctly. He expressed his wish to 
meet me personally. It was a long conversation. I told him all I knew about 
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incidents of bribery, racketeering etc. He listened carefully and took notes. At the 
end, we had turned to the Russian question again. Looking away, he asked me: 
“If things in Russia continue in the future as they are today, for how much longer 
will the Russian people survive?” I answered that I look forward to positive 
changes and aspire for the establishment of Russian national rule, but if the 
regime perseveres, the Russians as a nation will likely hold on for thirty or forty 
years more, and after that all sorts of irreversible changes are possible. “I also 
think so” — he replied. 
 
We had parted amiably. A couple of weeks later I received a letter signed by this 
same General, in which he thanked me for my assistance and informed me that, 
based on my information, around fifteen police officers were subjected to 
disciplinary action, but not a single ‘brave’ officer was punished seriously, though 
they deserved it. The commission had returned to Moscow and things in Vladimir 
resumed their ‘natural’ course. I guess that our General retired soon after these 
events. 
 
Make no mistake: both of the high state officials described here represent the 
best part of the establishment. They at least say that they are not against us. 
Others, however, are much, much worse: they are stupid, avaricious and cynical. 
Yet even these two wouldn’t openly side with us. They would stand aside and 
wait for something. This is why the Russian movement today should avoid 
internal dissent and squabble between parties. The regime hates us all, no 
matter who we are — backers of the empire or national democrats or Russian 
Orthodox nationalists or whoever else — it hates us just because we are 
Russian, because we don’t hide it and because we fight as best we can for our 
rights and ideals. 
 
We interfere with their desire to destroy Russia quickly and quietly. It is time now 
to begin building a “state within a state” in our midst, a society closed to outsiders 
where we can resolve all internal questions within it. We have no friends among 
the authorities, but we have many friends and like-minded people among 
businessmen, scientists and military men, among virtually all strata of Russian 
society. I will return to this topic in subsequent articles. 
 
Igor Artemov is a well-known Russian Nationalist. His organization, Russian All-
National Union [RONS] was proscribed last year and Artemov himself is on the 
run, as he is wanted by Federal Security Service for the ‘hate crime’ of writing 
 ______________________________________________________________ 
 
Note – the Jews pretend they were victims of the very system they instituted and 
controlled: 
 
At Putin's side, an army of Jewish billionaires. "We have to keep our Jewishness 
and be united in the Diaspora," says Russian Jewish Congress VP. " 
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http://www.jpost.com/Jewish-World/Jewish-Features/At-Putins-side-an-army-of-
Jewish-billionaires 
 
When the air-conditioning broke down at the reception for the unveiling ceremony 
of the Red Army monument in Netanya on Monday, it didn’t matter if you were a 
billionaire, multimillionaire or broke. Everyone suffered the same. 
In one corner sat Mikhail Fridman, the seventh-richest man in Russia, whose 
fortune is estimated at $15 billion by Forbes. He stayed hydrated in the 
sweltering heat by sipping a glass of water. In another stood Moshe Kantor, the 
chemicals tycoon who Forbes said was worth $2.3b. He repeatedly removed the 
beads of sweat from his head with a napkin. 
 
The two men were part of a group of two dozen or so affluent Russian-speaking 
businessmen who came to the ceremony where President Vladimir Putin was the 
guest of honor. Some, like Fridman, flew in especially from Russia. Others, like 
Kantor, drove from nearby Herzliya, where many businessman from the former 
Soviet Union including Leonid Nevzlin and Gabriel Mirilashvili, to name a few, 
have made their homes. 
For many members of this class of ultra rich Putin’s arrival in the country was an 
opportunity for them to brush shoulders with one another and to mingle with 
friends and officials from the motherland. The richest man in the room filled with 
rich men was probably the media-shy Fridman, who declined to speak to The 
Jerusalem Post. “I am a private person,” he said, displaying seemingly good 
English. 
 
Other faces were more familiar to locals. Lev Leviev, the diamonds and real 
estate mogul who is a bit of anomaly in this world, was on hand. Although born in 
Uzbekistan, then part of the Soviet Union, he immigrated to Israel as a teenager 
in the 1970s and made his money in the Jewish state. Only after the markets in 
the former Soviet Union opened did the Israeli, whose worth was estimated at 
about $1.7b. earlier this year, invest extensively in natural resources and 
property in that part of the world. 
 
Not everybody in the room was a billionaire. Some were worth a mere couple of 
hundred of million dollars Alexander Levin, a Ukrainian businessman who was 
among those who donated to build the monument, is one of latter. 
The real estate developer, who last year set up the World Forum for Russian 
Jewry, an advocacy group based in New York, explained why he it was an 
important cause. 
“My two grandparents were killed during World War II so it’s very important to 
us,” he said. “We are paying just a little [in comparison to what they paid].” 
How much is a little? Levin said the exact sum “was not important” but that it was 
“a lot of money.” 
Members of United Israel Appeal-Keren Hayesod, which raised the money to 
build the marble and concrete monument overlooking the azure Mediterranean 
Sea, were also tight-lipped. 
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“We organized a group of 10 to 15 top businessmen who raised the money that 
helped transform this dream to reality,” said Gadi Dror, the UIA’s director of the 
eastern region. “We do not go [into the] figures because they [the donors] prefer 
not to but it is meaningful amount.” 
A source later said each businessman had donated at least $100,000. 
Watching the group of mega-wealthy interact, one cannot help but wonder how 
so many affluent businessmen in the former Soviet Union are Jewish. 
 
German Zakharyaev, vice president of the Russian Jewish Congress, cited two 
main reasons for that. First, Jews are few among many. 
 
“We are a minority and as such we have to be strong [if we are] to preserve our 
customs,” said the businessman who, as a member of the Mountain Jewish 
community of the eastern Caucuses, is a minority within a minority. 
“This is something in our commandments that we have to keep our Jewishness 
and be united in the Diaspora.” Second, he said, Jewish businessmen are hard 
workers. “We think a lot and we sleep a little,” he said.  
 
The China situation: 
October 1 1949, Mao Tse Tsung declared the founding of the People's Republic 
of China in Tiananmen Square, Beijing. He was funded by Rothschild created 
Communism in Russia and also the following Rothschild agents: Solomon Adler, 
a former United States Treasury official who was a Soviet Spy; Israel Epstein, the 
son of a Jewish Bolshevik imprisoned by the Tsar in Russia for trying to ferment 
a revolution there; and Frank Coe, a leading official of the Rothschild owned IMF.  
Mao would murder sixty million innocent Chinese people under his rule mainly to 
destroy traditional Chinese culture. As with Christianity, any practitioners of 
spiritual systems where outlawed, killed, and thrown into gulags, to die a slow 
death through slave labor, starvation and torture. The Communistic systems 
became the new culture of control. With China under their flag, Tibet was next on 
the list as being the last bastion of spiritual and historical knowledge. All the 
Jewish systems seek to remove spiritual knowledge from Gentiles and keep it in 
the hands of the Jewish elite. This is a major part of their indoctrination program. 
There has been a major Jewish population in China for over a thousand years 
such as the Jews of Kaifeng. Communism was imported into Manchuria by an 
Oriental Jew named Abrahams. The powerful Western Jews worked with their 
Asian counterparts to conqueror the East, just as they did with their Jewish 
Eastern European brethren. 
 
China has been built up into the biggest global superpower by the Jews and 
everything has been shipped there. This was identical to what the Jews did with 
their USSR, turning it into a massive super state of military superpower, to wage 
conquest upon the rest of the earth, which they did. The only reason they were 
halted was the second war monkey wrenched their plans globally and led to the 
stagnation and fall of the USSR. There are reports that the America tactical silos 
are contracted to Israeli firms for certain electronics' functions. This same 
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situation was a key factor in the London false flag attacks, 911, and Fukushima. 
They also have their agents all over the Pentagon and other key Western military 
and government networks. The West is past the demoralization point and has 
entered into the destabilization phase. The Protest Wall St was organized by 
Jewish agents of Rothschild to be the start of a Communist movement, which is 
part of the subversion of decades of indoctrination of students into Communist 
ideals. At this point, one way or another, they are seeking to take the West down 
should they start a full out Communist revolution, civil war or open war. One way 
or another, it seems Red Chinese troops will be on Western Soil "Liberating" us 
from the Fascist oppressors. This is what the Jews did in the ancient world with 
the Christian Crusades into Europe and around the world, and later with the Red 
Army rolling over Europe and the East, enslaving the many for the Jews. 
 
If they wanted to take it to open war, it would be easy to pull the rug out from 
under NATO in Europe and America, and put the West under the Red banner. 
This is what America and Western Europe have been prepped for over the 
decades, and how they planned to take Germany down into Communism during 
the First war, which they manipulated into existence for the sole purpose of 
taking all of Europe down into Communism, and they nearly did. It is a repeating 
set of tactics they are using. 
 
From looking at things, the ME conflict is a smaller warm up to a planned global 
conflict between China, North Korea and Russia and its allies. The Jews own 
these countries totally. Russia has just finished a mass joint war games exercise 
with China on Eastern European soil with thousands of Red Chinese troops. 
They where training specifically for war against Western forces. This was kept 
out of the mainstream it seems: 
http://beforeitsnews.com/war-and-conflict 
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Je(w)sus: One kike, A Global infiltration 

-Hooded Cobra 666 

 Same as the jews racially infiltrate all Races, "Jesus" as an idea represents the same, 

exact concept. It’s the same concept that prepares people to be infiltrated into a 

physical level, and be imposed "Communism" in the long term, which is the jewish 

goal of world domination. This should be evident to people that know the Jews and 

the World Domination Agenda. This self-proves their purpose behind this.  

 

"Christianity" and the Abrahamic religions condition the populace for Jew Worship 

and servitude, now and for all eternity. 

 

Jewsus doesn't exist and therefore, it can be made into anything. It’s the perfect 

idea, being a slave, and a globalist idea at the same time. 

 

This is a mere, jewish hoax, and people are merely duped into believing into an old-

time Rabbi, as their ultimate "lord" and Savior, in the place of the Real Gods they 

once had. That weren't complying to anyone's desire on how they SHOULD be. 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Ubiquitous_Nazarene.html 

 

Extra Black Jewsus: 

 

 
 

Rastafari Jewsus: 
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Chinese Jewsus: 

 

 
 

Korean Jewsus: 
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Mediterranean- Mediocre Jewsus: 
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Armenian Jewsus: 

 

 
 

Super Extra Black Jewsus: 
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Extra, Extra Extra, Extra, ++ Black Mix Jewsus: 

 

 
 

Bullhead, Orthodox, Angry Jewsus: 
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Hindu Meditator, Jewsus: 

 

 
 

Wanna-be-White-but-still-Jew-On-A-Stick, "Aryan" Jewsus: 
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Asiatic Kung Fu Jewsus: 
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Aramaic Jewsus: 

 

 
 

Ascended Mustard Jewsus: 

 

 
 

Buddhist Jewsus: 
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The list could go and go...Now it should be evident abot who the real identity of this 

jew is, emphasized in the jewish texts in themselves. The Goyim Slaves, because 

they don't have an actual culture, need this jewish punk to survive around, and try 

to "Claim" him. So when you hear about their tears, especially as the "Aryan Jesus" 

hoax getting off lately in the Rise of NS, excuse people of their apparent 

retardiation. 

 

The most accurate thing to remember is this: 

 

 
 

This is the blood racial, comrade of Jewsus, straight from the self appointed 

mustard race: 
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Demiqas wrote: 
 Acquarius wrote: 

 Last image will give me nightmares 

  

The true definition of utter beauty. One can only imagine what the offspring 

will look like once he marries an equally beautiful kikess, surely a sight to 

behold. 

 

HoodedCobra666 Reply:  

 

What? Don't both of you like the beauty of the Chosen Race, of "G-d" -himself-?  

 

They are beautiful, Soul and Body! Well since everyone is equal and beautiful on this 

planet anyway, because this is what we must say because "muh feels". All your "muh 

feels" must be equal though, compared to someone else's. But lo and behold, the jews 

aren't equal in beauty as they are superior to everyone but yet equal at the same time. 

Don't ask why, its G-d's will. 

 

According to Rabbi Schneerson, one of the most important Rabbis in jewish history: 
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"[...] The soul of the Jew is different than the soul of the non-Jew. [...]"- Rabbi 

Menachem Mendel Schneerson, "The Rebbe" 

 

“The difference between a Jewish and a non-Jewish person stems from the 

common expression: “Let us differentiate.” Thus, we do not have a case of 

profound change in which a person is merely on a superior level. Rather, we have a 

case of “let us differentiate” between totally different species.”- Rabbi Menachem 

Mendel Schneerson, "The Rebbe" 

 

“This is what needs to be said about the body: the body of a Jewish person is of a 

totally different quality from the body of [members] of all nations of the world … 

The difference in the inner quality between Jews and non-Jews is “so great that the 

bodies should be considered as completely different species.”- Rabbi Menachem 

Mendel Schneerson, "The Rebbe" 

 

“An even greater difference exists in regard to the soul. Two contrary types of soul 

exist, a non-Jewish soul comes from three satanic spheres, while the Jewish soul 

stems from holiness.” - Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson, "The Rebbe" 

 

Also, as for these ugly jews, like all of the others, he too is the DIVINE PURPOSE. 

According to Rabbi Schneerson: 

 

“The important things are the Jews, because they do not exist for any [other] aim; 

they themselves are [the divine] aim.” -Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson, "The 

Rebbe" 

Don't you consider this guy below one of the most beautiful people on Earth, 

since he is the DIVINE AIM of the jewish "God", literally created in HIS image? 

Look here: totally in the image of the jewish g-d: 
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If you don't like this, Rabbi Nathanael Shekelstein will be angry with you...These 

people are people of g-d, g-dammnit! 

 

 
 

If all of you people can't see the jewish beauty I suggest you also look at this post: 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/wizard/pixie666/The_jews_call_themselves_master_race.p

df 
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Joker Movie 

 by HP Mageson666 » Fri Sep 27, 2019 

 

 
The warning about the movie: Joker. This is revealing the release date is for the public by the Jewish run 
film company is right after Rosh Hashanah and before Yom Kippur of this year. The Batman movies are 
used to put subliminals within them to connect with the rituals the enemy is performing as form of 
talismanic magic. The Aurora shooting and Sandy Hook, shooting where both committed by those 
influenced by such and who because of their mental issues and medication like SSR's connected with the 
energy of the rituals and went on a murderous rampage. Both Aurora and Sandy Hook where predictive 
programming from the same Batman movie.  
 
Note the two shooters each dressed up as characters from the Batman movie. The situation is these 
characters are also thought forms that are infused with the collective psychic power of millions upon 
millions of people. The shooters had no psychic protection or sense of self this also relates to the effects 
of the drugs they were on. This allowed them to become possessed by these thought forms and this 
allowed them to connect into the enemy rituals. 
 
Note most mass shooting are done around the major ritual dates of the enemy to act as a mass human 
sacrifice for the enemy. Yom Kippur is when the enemy performs ritual human sacrifice. The Vegas 
shootings are an example of such mass shooting done to raise enemy energy on such date. 
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Joker What Is Being Missed In The Movie 

by HP Mageson666 » Mon Oct 28, 2019  

 

 

 

 

Joker What Is Being Missed In The Movie 

 

The movie the Joker which had at least one Jew as the writer of the script. Is based on the 

character Arthur Fleck, who is raised in a dysfunctional environment and the traumatic abuse he 

undergoes creates a dissociation and the new persona the Joker is created from the trauma and 

mental illness he suffers from. This happens in the background of a mass clown movement 

against the upper-class. Which is the macrocosm of what Joker represents.  

 

Joker is an avatar of the macrocosm of society he is the result of the structural violence of the 

system he was born into which created him. The theme of Joker is of the suffering of the lower 

classes in a system created by the wealthy and powerful to oppress and exploit them. The people 

Joker kills represent the microcosm of this oppressive system. The three people Joker guns down 

in the subway are Wall street types, the rich celebrity scum show host and in the end Wayne 

himself being killed by the clown movement is symbolic of the uprising of the lower classes. 

This theme of class warfare is openly mentioned over and over in the movie.  

 

Joker is made to be a sympathetic character and the violence he commits is made to look 

justifiable. This is for the psychic effect on the audience for sympathy connection in the mass 

mind. The Joker is a symbol of social justice as such. The city of Gotham is well known to be 

New York.  

 

The number 11:11 appears several times in the movie on purpose this is the Kabbalistic number 

of the wrath of the Jewish god and adds to 22 the number of completion of the Temple of the 

Jewish world government to come in Kabbalah. The Joker character was created by the Jewish 

comic book companies. The Joker is from the Triumph deck of the Tarot the only card to be kept 

in the standard playing card deck. Each card of the Triumph deck of the 22 cards represents a 

Hebrew letter. The Fool or Joker card was originally the 21 card the Shin letter which is the 

destructive power of the Jewish god upon the enemies of Israel. And the symbol of the Jewish 

world to come. The covenant in which the Jewish god promises to give the Jews the world after 

the Gentiles are destroyed. Each Hebrew letter is a living archetype of its own in Kabbalah this is 

also shown in the Kabbalistic Tarot, the Joker connects into the energies of this letter and the 

archetype of this Shin letter thus connecting the archetypal energies of this letter into the mass 

mind.  

 

The Joker movie was created to be part of a realistic American world in New York and it took 

numerous themes from popular movies of the time period it was created to resemble. From Taxi 

to Death Wish and on. This was to connect with the energies of the mass mind easier by 

connecting to what is real and popular and drawing that energy into Joker.  
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The situation is the Jews understood in their writings after the failure of the protest movement in 

New York against Wall Street which was organized by the Jewish run Communist Parties and 

funded by Rothschild. The reason for their failure is America has no Communist hero or 

archetype they can use to motivate the masses. This is why Joker also has basically nothing to do 

with any other Batman universe as mentioned by the makers of the film. Its something new 

which plays on something already popular to direct the energy in the mass mind already around 

such. 

 

Joker was created to be the archetype to connect the masses into, the movie is the Kabbalistic 

ritual to generate the archetype for a populist Communist uprising and to indoctrinate the masses 

into the class warfare narrative of Marxism. The goal of Communism is to build the global 

Jewish government. This movie was well made and that is why. It has to be well liked and 

touching to those watching it or the energies will not connect and manifest and the ritual would 

not go far. Keep in mind this movie is made at the same time we are entering into a global 

economic depression. And this movie was released on the important occult Jewish ritual date as 

well. This all connects together in the astral to manifest the power into the material. 
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Concerning Spiritual Warfare

[Concerning those who only care about themselves and see Satanism as a 
religion only for the self and disregard Satan] 
"They are of no importance to me."
-Satan 

I have read articles where the author presented some grandiose ideas about 
joining Hell's Army after death; being "ferried across the River Styx and joining 
the forces of Hell on the other side." This is not the way it is. The fight is in the 
here and now and takes place upon battleground Earth. Satan spoke to me at 
length on the Eve of Beltane 4/30/05 concerning this. All souls that were residing 
in Hell in spirit form, have all been reincarnated recently and will be joining the 
ranks of Hell here on Earth. This is total fucking war! 

For centuries, xians have been relentlessly attacking us and continue to do it to 
this day. We are persecuted to where we are unable to openly have our own 
places of Satanic worship in public. We often have to conceal our beliefs and 
practices from others in order to keep our jobs, avoid major confrontations with 
our families and to avoid persecution and harassment. Places where we can 
purchase black candles and other Satanic items are becoming more and more 
scarce and access to Satanic books of prayer and inspiration are impossible to 
obtain in the mainstream stores that are flooded with xian filth. We have been 
turning the cheek for far too long. It is high time we begin to fight back 
aggressively and with a vengeance. The burning days are over and we have the 
psychic power. 

Fundamentalist xians continually brag about "binding Satan" "binding and cursing 
Demons" and so forth. They all talk the talk. It is time we show them what *real* 
binding and cursing is. The burning days are over with and there are no laws 
against spiritual cursing and other works of psychic retaliation. What you do 
using the powers of your mind in the privacy of your ritual chamber in or out of 
doors is legal and free. 

Satan wants the enemy completely drained of their massive vortex of psychic 
energy and destroyed. 

Satan has asked every dedicated Satanist to participate in spiritual warfare. We 
must work together as a team and like a battering ram, relentlessly attacking the 
enemy through psychic means. Everyone can do at least one ritual or hook up an 
energy line and/or direct destructive energy towards the enemy. Many of you 
who are truly dedicated and able may want to perform a ritual to Satan dedicating 
your services as a warrior and making a commitment to carry out regular works 
of psychic destruction against the enemy. Covens can do this as well and the 
more people involved- the more power. 
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It is important to work in silence and secrecy here. Steel your heart and steel 
your mind. As the images of the Egyptian Gods have shown us with their arms 
crossed over their chests- the heart and human emotions are vulnerable to 
manipulation. The enemy exploits this. This is why the nazarene is usually shown 
with his arms open. This is to exploit human emotions. We must never forget the 
Inquisition and what was done to millions of innocent human beings under xian 
rule. 

No human being is of more importance to Satan than a warrior is. Satan will 
reward you profusely as he has with me. Now is the time and Satan is asking 
each and every one of you to join in the fight and bring the enemy down to their 
knees and completely destroy them through psychic means. Power meditation is 
a gift from Satan. It has changed many of our lives for the better. It is time each 
and every one of us gives something back in gratitude. The more you do for 
Satan, the more Satan will do for you. Each warrior will receive special 
recognition and outstanding rank in Hell. 

As for those who have this complacent "live and let live" attitude and prefer to 
ignore the ever advancing xian problem that curses and blasphemes our God, 
works to enact laws that are forever taking away our rights and is incessantly 
fighting against us- these people don't even deserve to be called Satanists. One 
only needs to type in "spiritual warfare" and "Satan" together in any search 
engine to pull up thousands of militant xian websites that prove how they are 
relentlessly attacking us. So far, most Satanists have turned the other cheek. 
This needs to be corrected. 
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Spiritual Warfare Message from Satan

There is a positive and negative side to all things to keep them in balance --
to keep the Universe going. There are awful and terrible things that must happen, 
destructive deathly things, and there are good and miraculous things that must 
happen full of life and creative construction. It seems this would come to each 
randomly and it seems thus it should continue this way for eternity. This is not 
true. And this is the essence of Who I Am. 

The world is to evolve out of this. There is always another way to do a thing. That 
way is far away. But it is still a possible way. Destruction and terror will not 
always be the other way. But until the time comes when destruction and terror 
are removed the world you must work how the world works. Until that time, that 
will come in time, this is Me -- a Perfect Balance. This is necessary. Destruction 
and creation. 

Since the time is not yet, and you are in the time that is not yet, destruction and 
creation are in your hands as they are Mine. Do not be afraid to do these things. 
Until the time comes where these things have found more peaceable means you 
must keep the earth in balance. Do not be afraid to destroy. Do not be afraid to 
create. LISTEN to Me. Create with all of your being. Destroy with all of your 
being. You will not be more created by creating any more than you will be 
destroyed by destroying. Are you more created now? Are you here or are you 
destroyed? You are here. You will be here as long as I am here and that is 
forever. Listen to what I tell you. If I tell you to create -- do it. And do it with 
perfection and pleasure. And if I tell you to destroy, do it. Do not hesitate. Destroy 
with all of your might and pleasure; yes, I tell you to delight in what you have 
destroyed. 

-Satan/Lucifer 

Dictated personally 4/28/05 
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Spiritual Warfare Training Program for Satanists

As for techniques- who and how to psychically attack- ask for guidance from 
Satan and his Demons. They will lead you to what you need to know. Just be 
open. 

This is a simple step-by-step program, that if followed consistently, will produce 
results within six months. Remember, the six month time period is a major step 
upward and is a preparation for the higher levels of ability. When you can focus 
completely and clearly for five minutes, you have reached a competent level. You 
can work more on these than the minimum in the lessons given. You can do 
these as often as you wish to advance at a faster rate, but it is very important to 
stick with this program. 

I suggest you keep a black book or journal and record your strengths and 
weaknesses, any notable experiences or impressions or anything you feel is 
important. Ask yourself how the meditation felt, how you felt afterwards, the next 
day, any problems you might have had in doing the meditation, etc. 
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First Month

This phase will take one month of daily practice to complete and move to the 
next level. This phase will take one month of daily practice to complete and move 
to the next level. 

Days One through Seven
Trance Training

Days One through Seven: 
Practice inducing a Trance State: 

1. Sit comfortably. Do not lie down because you might fall asleep. 

2. Breathe in for a count of six, hold for a count of six and then exhale for a count 
of six. Do this breathing until you are completely relaxed. Ideally, you should no 
longer be able to feel your body. 

3. Imagine you are climbing down a ladder in the dark. Don’t visualize a ladder; 
just imagine you can feel yourself doing it. On the exhale, feel yourself climbing a 
step or two down the ladder. On the inhale, feel yourself holding still on the 
ladder. 

4. Now, let go of the ladder and free fall backwards. If you get dizzy or 
disoriented, just bring your attention to the front of your body and this will stop. 
This mental falling effect, when combined with deep relaxation and mental 
calmness, will cause you to enter the trance state. 

What is needed is a mental falling effect inside your mind. This changes the level 
of brain wave activity from the awake and alert level (Beta) to the sleep level 
(Alpha) or the deep sleep level (Theta). Once your level of brain wave activity 
reaches Alpha you will enter a trance. Once you get the heavy feeling, stop the 
mental falling exercise. If you don’t like the ladder, imagine you are in a lift 
[elevator], feel yourself falling on the exhale and holding on the inhale. Or, 
Imagine you are a feather, feel yourself floating down on the exhale and holding 
still on the inhale. You need a mental falling effect to lower your level of brain 
wave activity. 

5. Keep doing this for as long as it takes. The time it takes to enter trance will 
vary, depending on your experience with deep relaxation and mental calmness. 
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A trance feels like: Everything gets quieter and you feel like you are in a much 
bigger place. There is a very slight humming feeling in your body. Everything 
feels different. It feels a bit like putting a cardboard box over your head in the 
dark, you can feel the atmosphere change. It’s like everything goes fuzzy or 
slightly blurred. Any sharp noises, while in trance are painful. 

6. To bring yourself out of the trance: 
Concentrate on moving your fingers or toes. Once you can move a finger or toe, 
flex your hands, move your arms, shake your head, i.e., reanimate your body; 
and get up and walk around for a few minutes. 

What this exercise does: 
In order to advance in psychic power, we must train our minds. When we are in a 
trance state, our brain waves slow down considerably. There are two sides to the 
brain- the left logical/intellectual masculine side and the right creative/intuitive 
feminine side. The right side is the seat of the subconscious. This is the area of 
the mind that is open to suggestion and programming and the seat of our astral 
power. When the left side of our brain is active in thinking, the right side cannot 
be accessed. Trance states shut off the left side so we can access and program 
the right side (subconscious). 

It takes training to be able to induce a deep trance state. Deep trance states are 
not always necessary, but for specific workings, they are very important. Once 
we train our minds to go deeper and deeper into a trance, this becomes easier 
and easier and takes less and less time as we become adept. The mind is like a 
muscle and for most people; this exercise will be an introduction to a part of the 
mind that has never even been accessed before. 

It is *very* important to never be startled out of a trance state, especially a deep 
one, so make sure you are in a room or area where you are left alone and the 
phone is turned off. Being startled and pulled out of a trance the wrong way can 
be extremely painful and the pain can last for days, especially if you are doing 
energy work in this state. 

It is normal when in a trance state for any sounds to be very painful. This is 
because in this state, our senses are extremely heightened. 

An adept can place themselves in a deep trance within seconds at will. In 
closing, it is not necessary to always go into a deep trance. With the following 
exercises in this program, a deep trance is not necessary unless the instructions 
say so. Always follow the instructions in this program and you will be fine. 
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First Month
Days Eight through Nine

Flame Concentration

1. Light a candle and stare at the flame for 2 minutes. Make sure your attention 
does not wander. 

2. Close your eyes, and place your hands in relaxed cupped 
position, palms over your eyes and concentrate on the imprint of 
the flame in the darkness. The image will tend to move across 
your area of vision. Keep looking for it and bring it back and keep 
concentrating on it for four minutes. 

3. Relax and empty your thoughts and tune into your breathing for a few minutes, 
concentrating only on each breath 

What this exercise does: 
This exercise prepares the mind for one-pointed concentration, which is so 
important to any psychic/astral workings. With the average person, thoughts are 
scattered and dissipate into nothing. With the trained mind that can concentrate 
intensely, the thoughts are single-pointed, focused like a laser, and have power. 
Total concentration makes the difference in astral workings. One's will is also 
developed with this exercise, as a powerful will does not give into distraction. Do 
not become frustrated or impatient with yourself. It is normal for thoughts to creep 
in to distract you in the beginning. Total concentration takes time and is one of 
the most difficult aspects of training the mind. 
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First Month
Days Ten through Twenty-Four
Visualization Training Exercises

Days 10, 11 and 12 

Sit comfortably and place the Image 1, on page 12, in front of you. Relax and fix 
your gaze upon this image for 3-4 minutes. Concentrate on the image and do not 
let your mind wander. If your mind wanders, just bring it back to the image. 

Close your eyes and visualize the image. The image may fade in and out or 
move around, just keep bringing it back. Do this for 3-4 minutes. 

Image 4 (page 15) is a variation of Satan's Sigil. This variation was used 
extensively in many 1920's - 30's European Satanic Lodges. This symbol and a 
few variations were the main symbol before the Church of Satan Baphomet was 
created in the late 1960's.

What these exercises do: 
Visualization exercises build and empower our astral vision. Visualization is 
necessary in nearly all spell working. With intense visualization, we direct energy 
into specific action in the material world. Nearly invention in the material world is 
preceded by an idea. The idea is then focused upon and then put into concrete 
action. It is the same with energy. During a ritual or mind working, energy is 
raised. This energy must then be focused and applied or it just remains energy. 
Focused clear and intense visualization directs the energy. When one can focus 
uninterrupted and hold the vision of an object of choice in the mind for five 
minutes, one is adept at visualization. 
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Days 13, 14 and 15 
Repeat with Image 2, directly below: 
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Days 16, 17 and 18 
Repeat the above with Image 3, directly below:
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Days 19, 20 and 21 
Repeat the above with Image 4, directly below: 
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Days 22, 23 and 24 
Repeat the above with Image 5, directly below: 
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First Month
Days Twenty-Five through Twenty-Six

Meditation on the Senses

Days 25 and 26: 

1. Place Image One (page 12) in front of you. Relax and calm your mind. 

2. Gaze at the image for 2 minutes. 

3. Now, instead of visualizing the image with your eyes closed, visualize the 
image with your eyes open for 2 minutes. Your attention should be fixed upon the 
image to where you do not observe anything else in your environment. 

4. Now, close your eyes and visualize the image for 3-4 minutes. 

What this exercise does: 
This exercise further strengthens your astral vision while working on your 
concentration as your eyes are open. This further opens, trains and develops 
dormant areas of the mind and empowers them. 
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First Month
Days Twenty-Seven through Thirty-One

Meditating on Senses

Days 27 - 31 

1. Sit comfortably, close your eyes, and relax your mind. 

2. Choose a sound such as a clock ticking or a bell ringing or any other simple 
sound and focus on hearing this sound in your mind for 2 minutes. Do not see 
any images in your mind with this exercise- use only hearing. 

3. Choose a material such as velvet or carpeting or whatever and meditate on 
feeling this for 2 minutes. 

4. Choose an odor such as roses or a specific incense scent- again, whatever 
and focus on this for 2 minutes. 

5. Choose a taste like salt or sugar, honey; the taste should be of something 
strong to start with and focus on this taste for 2 minutes. 

What this exercise does: 
This exercise develops the astral senses. By performing this exercise regularly, 
you will empower and strengthen your astral sense of hearing, touch, taste and 
smell. 
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Second Month
Opening the Chakras

Days 1 - 4 
If you are new, you will be opening your third eye. If you have already opened 
your third eye, then skip to page 23. When you are finished with the meditation, 
look up with your eyes closed at your third eye in the middle of your forehead and 
concentrate on it for several minutes. 

Opening the Third Eye

This exercise is done with a specific tone and chant. 
You need to do this exercise for 4 days in a row. 
Regular meditation on the third eye should follow to 
completely open it up and establish an energy uptake. 
This exercise only gets it going. Further work is needed 
and must be consistent to reap maximum results.

                                                 

1. Sit with your back straight. 

2. Place your hands in the position as shown in the photo. Your 
for people who are right handed, your right hand should make a 
fist around your left index finger; for people who are left-handed, 
your left hand should make a fist around your right index finger. 
The thumbnail should press on the side of the finger as shown, at 
the spot where the cuticle ends. When you feel a very faint 
electrical shock, you will know you have the correct spot. Don't 
get discouraged if you cannot find it. It should be apparent in 
those who have naturally stronger auras. What this does is 
redirect the flow of energy to the third eye. This mudra can be 
used at any time during regular meditation on the third eye. Keep 
this position throughout the meditation. 

3. Breathe in through your nose and on the exhale vibrate "Thoth." Thoth is the 
Moon God and the ruler of the 6th chakra and third eye is the moon. Release 
your breath slowly through your mouth and vibrate: 
TH-TH-TH-TH-OH-OH-OH-TH-TH-TH in one long exhale (vibrate the sound one 
time per exhale, as with the Yogic "humming breath"). 
Now this is important. Keep the TH and OH sounding at the same time. You 
should be making the TH sound all throughout the exhale. 
Your tongue will be vibrating between your teeth. It may take a few seconds to 
adjust this to where you feel it in the middle of your forehead (3rd eye), don't 
worry, just keep on going.
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Try to get it to the correct vibration where you can feel it in your forehead. This 
can take some experimenting. Just do the best you can. You may have to try as 
many as ten to fifteen times or more to get it right.

4. Do the above 4 times in a row and then relax. 

5. Now, align your third eye correctly by visualizing it point 
end facing inside as illustrated at left. 

6. It is very important the above exercise be done for 
FOUR consecutive days, preferably 24 hours apart. Then it 

is a done deal and you will have performed the initial step of opening and 
activating your third eye. 

7. After you are finished, it is important to meditate on your third eye to get the 
energy flowing, this way it will fully open. 
Just close your eyes and "look" at the 3rd eye in the middle of your forehead. It is 
important to relax and not to strain your eye muscles, even though your eyes are 
closed. At first, there is usually just blackness depending on how active your 3rd 
eye is, then possibly swirling colors and shapes like a kaleidoscope. Like scrying 
into a mirror, the colors and shapes will give way to images when you do the 
meditation long enough and regularly. Remember to keep your gaze soft and 
relaxed. Feeling pressure here or a knot is normal after the above exercise is 
completed. This usually diminishes in time. 

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT: 

1. One of the first experiences is a headache or pressure in the center of the 
forehead. This sensation may also feel like it is originating from within, usually an 
inch or more beneath the surface of the forehead as it affects the sixth chakra. 
This is a positive indication the pineal gland is awakening and beginning to 
function in a healthy manner. 

You may also find you can feel this ache or pressure whenever you focus your 
attention on your third eye or meditate on your third eye. This is perfectly normal 
and eases with time. 
*Some people can experience a migraine lasting several hours. The severity of 
the side effects will depend on how atrophied your pineal gland is to begin with. 
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If you have already opened your third eye, do these meditations
instead:

Meditation from Satan

This is the most blissful meditation I have ever done; it was a gift to me from 
Father Satan. This meditation stimulates the crown chakra and the pineal gland 
and it is a most beautiful natural high that lasts long after the meditation is 
performed. 

Begin by "breathing" into your third eye. Do this several times in and out. (See 
the Foundation Meditation below, for how to do this if you are unfamiliar). 

Inhale into your third eye deeply, all the way back into your 6th chakra. (The 6th 
chakra is behind the third eye and is located about half way from your third eye 
and the rear of your head). 

Hold the inhale for a count of five. (You can hold longer if you are experienced in 
power breathing). 

Now slowly exhale and when you exhale, visualize the energy from your inhale 
as bright light and flood the top part of your head with it. (Your brain area). 

Do this for five to ten times. When you are finished, just relax and meditate on 
the beautiful energy. It is addicting. 

Foundation Meditation
The Breath:

The Basis of Magick, Energy Manipulation, and Mind Power

Sit in a comfortable chair or lie down on a comfortable spot and relax. 

Imagine and will, with each inhale, not only your lungs are breathing, inhaling air, 
but also your whole body is breathing in energy. You inhale with your entire body. 
The breath acts as a focus for absorbing energy. 

Know that along with your lungs, each single inch of your body simultaneously 
absorbs energy. Like a dry sponge when dipped into water absorbs, your body 
should absorb energy with each inhalation. 
Since everyone is individual, how each of us feels the energy will be different in 
some respects. 

To reverse this, exhale energy out. This can make you tired and shouldn’t be 
done regularly other than to get a grip on how to do it. 
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Exhaling energy is for empowering talismans, charging sigils, healing- anything, 
and everything when you want to put energy into something or to direct it. 
Energy can also be inhaled and absorbed and then directed to a specific area of 
your body for healing. 

In a very short time, you should be able to feel the energy when you breathe it in. 
As you advance, you will be able to see it without trying to visualize it. 

Feeling in this exercise is most important, especially when you are new. Do not 
try to see the energy as this can be a distraction. Just get a feel for it. 

This exercise is the most important for working with your mind and manipulating 
energy, which is the foundation of all magick. 
As you advance, you can use this technique of energy absorption to absorb 
energy from the Sun and from just about anything you choose. 
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Second Month, Day 5
If you have already opened your crown chakra, then skip to page 37

Opening the Crown Chakra

In order for this to work properly, you must 
have already performed the Opening of 
the Third Eye 

The effects of this exercise are extremely 
pleasurable. A feeling of lightness should 
follow. Some people may feel energy or 
tingling inside their heads, or completely 
covering their heads; a slight pressure in 
the crown area and intense euphoria. The 

pleasant light feeling is what makes astral projection and astral travel easy. The 
bliss state can occur hours and even days later. 

When done properly, this exercise will stimulate the pineal gland and crown 
chakra. By continually stimulating the pineal gland, it will grow and become 
active. The pineal gland is the psychic seat of the soul. With this revised 
meditation, the chant is much more powerful and effective. It is based on the 
Böjrk rune.* Opening this pathway is also very healing for drug addicts as it 
naturally induces extreme pleasure. 
This exercise should be done only to initially open your crown chakra and 
stimulate your pineal gland. The vibration is very intense and effective, but 
produces quite a headache, which can occur the following day. If your crown 
chakra is open, you will feel lightness and a sense of bliss. If you do not 
experience these indications after a period of 4-5 days, you can redo this 
exercise again as many times as needed to open your crown.

1. Breath in deeply and hold your breath for a count of four; do this five times. 
This helps you to be relaxed, focused, and to enter into a trance state. Then 
focus all of your concentration on your 3rd eye. You should begin to feel a slight 
pressure sensation or awareness of your 3rd eye. 

2. Now, place your hands in the position shown at left and 
take a deep breath as you did for the awakening one 
exercise and hold it for as long as comfortable- (do not 
push this) and release your breath vibrating b-b-b-b-b-b-b-
b (vibrate with a deep, soft hum with the lips almost closed) 

The vibration should sound like a bee. The bee was sacred in Ancient Egypt and 
many other ancient cultures for this very reason.                                  
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It is ok to adjust your pitch. You should focus on and feel the vibration in your 
third eye, then focus on your pineal gland. You should be 1/3rd the way through 
of your drawn out vibrating exhale and feel the vibration in your pineal gland. 
Then, focus on your crown and feel the vibration in your crown chakra. Continue 
to extend your exhale as long as you are able to.                                

Breathe in again, repeating this four times. 
This exercise is extremely powerful, much more powerful than the former 
version.                                                   

Now, VERY IMPORTANT-

Remember to concentrate on your forehead (3rd eye area), then your pineal 
gland and finally your crown chakra. You should regulate the exhale so it evens 
out. This is done for the duration of each chant. 

Summary: 

1. Breath in 
2. Begin to exhale, vibrating b-b-b-b-b-b-b-b 
3. Concentrate on and feel the vibration in your 3rd eye 
4. Concentrate on and feel the vibration in your pineal gland 
5. Concentrate on and feel the vibration in your crown chakra 

Repeat 3 more times for a total of 4 times. 

Now align your crown chakra by visualizing it point down as 
illustrated at left. 

Day 6 is continued on page 29.
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If you have already opened your crown chakra, do this meditation 
instead:

Pineal Meditation

This meditation expands intuitiveness and creativity and helps to open one’s 
mind to comprehend information much easier. 

1. Relax and go into a trance state 
2. Inhale and visualize white-gold energy entering through your third eye into 

your pineal gland. 
3. Draw the energy in with each inhale, then brighten, and expand your 

pineal gland with the energy with each exhale. 
4. The first few times you do this, affirm to yourself: "I am breathing in 

powerful white-gold energy that is safely stimulating my pineal gland." 
5. When you are finished, feel the energy for a few minutes, and meditate on 

it. It should be very pleasurable. 

This meditation activates and empowers the pineal gland. The pineal gland is the 
psychic powerhouse of the brain. White-gold is the most powerful of all of the 
colors. It is the color of the Sun and this is one of the reasons the original 
religions worshipped the Sun. 
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Second Month, Day 6

If you have already opened your throat chakra, then meditate on this chakra and 
do chakra breathing by breathing in vibrant sky blue energy through your throat. 
See the Foundation Meditation on page 23, and instead of breathing in energy 
through your entire body, breathe in through your throat chakra. Detailed 
instructions for this meditation are on page 30.

Opening the Throat Chakra

To activate the throat chakra, fold your hands together as in 
the photo, thumbs touching side by side- do not fold the 
thumbs. Take a deep breath; hold as in the other awakening 
exercises and then vibrate: "Nebo" until your breath is fully 
released. 
N-N-N-N-EH-EH-EH-EH-B-B-B-B-OH-OH-OH-OH
The important thing is to feel it strongly in your throat, above 
the hollow. Do this 5-7 times. Remember- getting the correct 

tone can take some practice. The chant should vibrate your throat area. This 
exercise can be done once a week or more as needed.    

                                                                
Now align your throat chakra point down as illustrated at 
left. 
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Chakra Breathing
by Azazel

To perform this meditation, you should already be experienced with the 
Foundation Meditation. 

Relax and enter into a trance state, then, instead of breathing in energy into your 
entire body as with the energy meditation, breathe in energy into each one of 
your chakras, for seven breaths each. Seven breaths is only a guideline; you can 
do more or less, but it is important to keep your chakras in balance. It is 
important to not only breathe in the energy, but also to visualize it. 
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Second Month, Day 7

If you have already opened your heart chakra, then meditate on this chakra and 
do chakra breathing with vibrant green energy through your heart. See page 30.

Opening the Heart Chakra

Azazel explained the crossing of the arms completes a circuit that directly affects 
the heart chakra.

1. Sit comfortably, relax, and go into a meditative state. 

2. Cross your arms as in the example. Your hands 
should be touching your shoulders near your armpits.

3. Position your hands so your thumb connects with 
your ring and little finger, leaving your index and middle 
fingers pointed straight. 

4. Take a deep breath and nod your head so your chin 
is gently pressed into your chest. Keep your chin firmly against your 
chest during each exhale, only raising your head to inhale.

5. Focus your attention on your heart chakra. 
Exhale and chant "Amon" 

AH-AH-AH-AH-M-M-M-UH-UH-UH-N-N-N

6. Extend the N-N-N-N-N until you have completely exhaled. 
Try to adjust the tone so you feel it in the middle of your
chest where your heart chakra is located.  

7. Repeat eight times.

7. Visualize the image at right where your heart chakra is and yourself engulfed 
in a vibrant green aura and focus your attention on feeling your heart chakra for 
several minutes.  
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Second Month, Day 8

If you have already opened your solar chakra, then meditate on this chakra and 
do chakra breathing with vibrant yellow energy through your solar chakra. See 
page 30.

Opening the Solar Plexus Chakra

1. Sit in a comfortable position with your spine straight. 
2. Relax and go into a meditative state. 
3. Place your hands in the solar mudra illustrated at left. 
4. Inhale fully and drop your chin to your chest. Keep your chin 
gently, but firmly pressed against your chest throughout the 
entire exhale, only raising your head during the inhale. 
5. Vibrate "RA"
R-R-R-R-AH-AH-AH-AH-AH
until you are out of breath, concentrating on your solar plexus 
chakra. Adjust the vibration of the chant so you can feel it in 
your solar plexus chakra. 
6. Repeat 5 times.
7. Now, align your solar chakra point facing downwards as 
illustrated on the left. 
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Second Month, Day 9

If you have already opened your sacral chakra, then meditate on this chakra and 
do chakra breathing with vibrant orange energy through your sacral chakra. See 
page 30.

Opening the Sacral Chakra

1. Fold your hands. DO NOT fold your thumbs, place them side 
by side and keep your palms together. 
2. Inhale and fill your lungs. 
3. Drop your chin to your chest. 
4. Contract your anus.
5. Exhale and chant I-I-N-N-N-N-G-G-G-G-G-G-G-G-G (rhymes 
with the English word "Thing.") and concentrate on your second 
sacral chakra.

6. Align your chakra point facing upwards as illustrated at left.

Repeat the above eight times. When you are finished, visualize 
yourself in an orange aura for a few minutes while 
focusing on feeling your sacral chakra. 
The "Ing" Rune illustrated at right represents the 
creative life force ruled by this chakra. The 
magickal qualities of the Ing Rune are its use in 
sex magick and fertility. The sacral chakra is the sexual chakra. 
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Second Month, Day 10

If you have already opened your base chakra, then meditate on this chakra and 
do chakra breathing with vibrant red energy through your base. Then visualize 
this in a stream of red energy ascending up your spine and out of your crown 
chakra. Do this only for several minutes, no more than ten. See page 30.

Opening the Base Chakra

To open the base chakra, place your hands in the position shown in the photo, 
like the sign of the horns. Your finger pads should be touching and your thumbs 
should be touching side by side down to the fleshy part known in palmistry as the 
"Mount of Venus." This mudra produces a heat sensation in the hands and 
stimulates the base chakra. Don't worry if you cannot feel the heat sensation as 

this takes sensitivity.
                                            

The backs of the middle and ring fingers 
should be touching, as in the photo at left.

Breathe in and fill your lungs, but not to 
discomfort and with the exhale, make the s-
s-s-s-s-s-s-s hissing sound. 

The Sigel Rune symbolizes the Satanic Lightening Bolt which is a 
manifestation of the kundalini serpent and the creation; the spark of life. 
Kundalini is like lightening.

While exhaling with the hissing sound, try to imagine/feel your base chakra as 
very hot and visualize it about the size of a pea, opening and expanding into a 
vortex. Spin this vortex. 
Continue visualizing your chakra lighting up into red/gold and expanding with a 
bright white/gold fire, about the size of a silver dollar coin in diameter and 
imagine the feeling of it growing hotter as it gets brighter. 

The hissing breath should be done seven times. 

Align your base chakra point facing upwards as you did with your solar and 
sacral chakras. 
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Opening the Sixth Chakra

The third eye is an EXTENSION of the 6th chakra, which is located directly 
beneath the crown chakra, right in the middle of the brain. OPENING the 6th 
chakra [this is done the exact same way as with the third eye and should only be 
done after opening all of the other chakras], will help to activate the pineal gland 
and much more. See page 27. The third eye mudra is unnecessary. 
Because of the power of opening this chakra, I do not recommend to open it until 
you have opened all of your other chakras. Your third eye should also be all the 
way open, as it acts as a vent for the powerful energies of the sixth chakra. 

I just found this recently through my own experiences in meditation. Every book I 
have read [plenty] focuses on the third eye, not the 6th chakra, which is directly 
in back of the third eye. I have found through my own experience, the 6th chakra 
directly ties into the pineal gland and activates it. It seems to be much more 
powerful than the third eye.

Sixth Chakra

1. Sit with your back straight, breathe in through your nose and on the exhale 
vibrate "Thoth." Release your breath slowly through your mouth and vibrate: TH-
TH-TH-TH-OH-OH-OH-TH-TH-TH in one long exhale (vibrate the sound one time 
per exhale, as with the Yogic "humming breath") and try to concentrate the 
vibration on your 6th chakra. 
Now this is important. Keep the TH and OH sounding at the same time. You 
should be making the TH sound all throughout the exhale. 
Your tongue will be vibrating between your teeth. It may take a few seconds to 
adjust this to where you feel it in your 6th chakra, don’t worry, just keep on going. 
Try to get it to the correct vibration where you can feel it in the middle of your 
brain. This can take some experimenting. Just do the best you can. You may 
have to try as many as ten to fifteen times or more to get it right. 

2. Do the above 4 times in a row and then relax. 

3. Now, align your sixth chakra correctly by visualizing it point end facing down 
as illustrated at left. The color of the sixth chakra is bluish-violet. 

4. It is very important the above exercise be done for FOUR consecutive days, 
preferably 24 hours apart. Do this exercise whenever you feel ready. [Any 
day you choose hereafter is fine].
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Second Month, Days 11 - 15

Even if you have already opened your hand chakras, use this meditation time to 
direct energy through them. This is important for the program that follows.

           Opening the Hand Chakras

What this exercise does, when done consistently is 
to establish an energy circuit within the hand 
chakras. This energy can be used for healing, 
opening other chakras, applying energy or as with 
Dim Mak, the "death touch." It also helps with 
telekinesis (moving objects with one's mind and 
pyrokinesis (setting objects on fire using the powers 
of the mind and aura). In order to advance with 
these gifts, a powerful aura is needed to act on the 
auras of objects. 

This exercise should be done at least once a day to get your energy flowing 
freely through your hand chakras.

1. Sit comfortably and relax. Try to go into a trance as the deeper the trance 
and level of concentration, the better the results, especially when 
beginning this exercise. After an energy current within the hand chakras is 
open and flowing, this can be done anywhere at will. 

2. Put your hands facing each other, fingertips almost touching and relaxed. 
(Your fingers can be slightly bent as in the illustration). 

3. With the pad of your thumb, press into the palm of each of your hands, 
right in the hollow part. 

4. Now, focus intensely upon your hands, especially your palms. Feel the 
area you pressed in with your thumb. 

5. Keep focusing all of your concentration and begin to feel a warm glow and 
energy between your palms. 

6. Begin to move your hands an inch or two apart slowly and back again to 
where your fingertips are almost touching. Try to feel the energy between 
the palms of your hands. The more you practice and the stronger your 
energy becomes, keep moving your hands in and out, further and further 
apart until you can feel your energy as far apart as two or more feet. 
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7. Now, visualize a ball of white-hot fire like the sun as in the picture above. 
Later on, you can use colors. Feel the heat and energy from this ball of fire 
between your hands. This may feel as a tingling or throbbing. For some 
people, it may even feel cold. The important thing is to get this energy 
flowing and to *feel* it. 

8. Now let your arms hang down and relax. Focus on energy flowing down 
your arms into your hands. This may feel tingly and your lower arms and 
hands may feel pumped. This is a sign the energy is flowing. Now repeat 
steps 5 through 7 above. 

9. Do the above exercise 4 times. 

This exercise should be done every day for as long as it takes to really open your 
hand chakras and establish a permanent flow of energy. With the proper 
practice, you should be able to feel powerful energy between your hands when 
your hands are more than a foot apart.
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Second Month, Days 16 - 24

The Foundation meditation on page 23 is the most important meditation anyone 
can do outside of opening the chakras. Work on this with your full attention.

Second Month, Day 25

If you have already opened your feet chakras, then stand and breathe energy 
through them and connect with the earth, weather permitting, but if this is not 
possible, any floor will do. Do this for seven full breaths and then spend a few 
minutes feeling and meditating on the energy. If you haven't opened your feet 
chakras, perform the next exercise:

Opening the Feet Chakras

This exercise is done standing. Relax and "breathe" in energy 
through the bottoms of your feet, mainly your heels. The feet chakras 
tie directly into the base chakra and sacral chakra. This may result in 
stimulating your sex organs as well as the feet are tied to orgasm. 

Continue drawing the energy up through your feet into your base 
chakra and up your spine and out your crown. Continue breathing the 
energy in for a few minutes.
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Second Month, Day 26

Opening your 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th and 13th Chakras  

Research and revelation from Thoth has revealed the true 8th and 9th chakras are 
the shoulder chakras. Opening these will align the soul and drastically open 
energy pathways to the palm chakras, greatly empowering them. 

To open your shoulder chakras, all you need to do is to 
visualize them as in the illustration at left. Focus and 
meditate on them for a few minutes. A feeling of aching, or 
pressure is a positive sign you were successful in opening 
them. This feeling can extend to your arms and can feel sort 
of like they are falling asleep. 

1. Begin with the base chakra and turn the point so the point is facing 
upwards. 

2. Do the same with the sacral chakra [second chakra].
3. Focus on your solar [third chakra] and turn it so the point is facing 

downwards
4. Focus your attention on your crown chakra and turn the point down.
5. Do the same with your sixth and throat chakras.
6. Now, focus on your heart chakra and visualize two points coming together 

and intersecting as shown in the illustration on page 39. 
7. Finish by again focusing on your shoulder chakras and visualize them 

pointing inward.
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Opening and Aligning the 10th and 11th Temple Chakras

The 10th and 11th chakras are located at the temples, a bit towards the rear and 
are extensions of the 6th chakra. 

To open these chakras, 
just turn your attention to each 
one and visualize it point 
facing in. Then do the same 
on the other side. A weird 
feeling of aching, heaviness, 
pressure, or aching is a 
positive sign you have 
correctly located and opened them. 

The temple chakras are extensions of the sixth chakra. 

Opening and Aligning the 12th and 13th Hip Chakras

To open these chakras, just turn your attention to each 
one and visualize it point facing in. Then do the same 
on the other side. A weird feeling of aching, heaviness, 
pressure, or aching is a positive sign you have correctly 
located and opened them. 
The hip chakras are extensions of the base chakra, but 
like the shoulder chakras in proximity to the heart, they 
are located a bit higher. 
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Second Month, Day 27

Opening the Clairaudience Chakras

If you have already opened these, correctly align them (see below) and then 
breathe through them (See page 30). 

Meditating on your centers of clairaudience, also known as "psychic hearing" will 
empower your astral hearing. This is useful when communicating with Demons. 
Just relax and focus on each center, visualizing each one as a bright star. Spend 
a few minutes with each one.

To open each of these minor chakras, just focus on them and visualize them 
opening up like a star and getting brighter. This may have to be done for several 
meditation sessions before they are permanently opened. The points are the 
same for both sides of the head, though the illustration directly above shows only 
one side of the face.  

You will notice changes in your awareness and psychic abilities when doing this 
exercise for any length of time. 

As you advance, you can do "chakra breathing" where you absorb energy with 
each inhale and slightly expand and brighten each chakra you are focusing on, 
upon the exhale." 

Correctly align these chakras:

To do this, focus on each one and visualize the coned shaped chakras all 
pointing inwards.
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Second Month, Day 28

Opening the Astral Eyes Chakras

If you have already opened these, correctly align them (see below) and then 
breathe through them (See page 30).

Meditating on your psychic eyes will empower 
your astral vision. It is easy. 

Just close your eyes and "look" at the 3rd eye in 
the middle of your forehead. It is important to relax 
and not to strain your eye muscles, even though 
your eyes are closed. At first, there is usually just 
blackness depending on how active your 3rd eye 
is, then possibly swirling colors and shapes. Like 
scrying into a mirror, the colors and shapes will 

give way to images when you do the meditation long enough and regularly. 
Remember to keep your focus soft and relaxed.

After meditating on your 3rd eye, visualize your 3rd eye brightening and shining 
outward like the sun and direct this energy to each of your psychic eyes, 
beginning with your 1st and 2nd psychic eyes and back to your third eye and up 
through your 4th, 5th and 6th eye points. You can then circulate the energy up 
and down as a stream of brilliant light. 

Another technique which is somewhat advanced is to perform the chakra 
breathing through each of the centers. Draw energy into either one specific 
center at a time or do all simultaneously with each inhale. Visualize each center 
lighting up and upon each exhale, expand each center slightly, like a brilliant star. 
If you are working on all simultaneously, it is important to visualize all of them at 
the same time. 

Correctly align these chakras:

To do this, focus on each one and visualize the coned shaped 
chakras all pointing inwards. The bases point outwards, as 
these are your energy intake centers. This is their normal 
resting position so one can absorb energy. 
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Second Month, Day 29

EZ Chakra Spin

This meditation only takes a few minutes or less and can be done at any time 
when you can tune in and focus. It is easy to do and can take the place of a full 
or extended meditation for people who lack the necessary privacy and/or are 
short on time. 

Turn your attention to the base of your spine and visualize your base chakra as a 
vortex (like a small tornado). Color the energy a rich vibrant red and spin it. Keep 
spinning it until it spins fast and on its own. 

Work your way up through each chakra, visualizing each one and spinning it until 
it spins fast and on its own. Visualize each one as a spinning vortex with a 
powerful vibrant color-

 1st- red 
 2nd- orange 
 3rd- yellow 
 4th- green 
 5th- rich sky blue 
 6th- indigo (Bluish-violet) 
 7th- purple 

When you spin the 6th chakra, focus *behind* your 3rd eye, in the middle of your 
head. Many people erroneously believe the third eye to be the 6th chakra. The 
3rd eye is an *extension* of the 6th chakra; not the 6th chakra. 

Each of your chakras should be a powerful vibrant color. Chakras that are dark or 
tainted are not functioning properly. Keep spinning them and focus your 
visualization to restore them to their own powerful color. You might also want to 
clean them if this is the case. 

When our chakras spin at a faster rate, this helps to protect us from misfortune 
and disease. It also opens us to the astral and protects us astrally as well as in 
the physical world. Remember, though, energy work must be done every day as 
each day builds on the day before and until a strong energy field is permanently 
established, short term benefits can be lost or harder to restore. 
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Second Month, Day 30

Full Chakra Meditation

To amplify the powers of your chakras to their full potential, it is important to 
meditate upon the chakra at the day and hour when it is at its full power. The 
more powerful your chakras, the more powerful your magick. Research has 
proven that the Ancient Chaldean planetary hours, are extremely accurate. I 
strongly encourage you to download the Chronos program from this website:

http://chronosxp.sourceforge.net

You will need to download and install version 2.0 of the Microsoft .NET 
Framework along with this. All of the information is available at the above 
website. This program is outstanding and calculates hours of the planets specific 
to your location. 

I have found from my own experiences through years of meditation, some 
meditations are very powerful and other times- little or nothing. The same goes 
for spellworking. This has to do with the alignment of the planets and timing. 
Each chakra is ruled and influenced by a specific planet. When meditating upon 
a specific chakra, if you do this on the day and the hour of the planet 
corresponding to the chakra, the effects will be 100% amplified. This also 
includes spellworking and the planet that rules over the working, such as Venus 
for love, Mars for athletics or rage, etc. For example, meditating upon money 
when Saturn (limitations, hardships, and loss) is strong, is a total waste of time 
and rarely will the working produce any tangible results. 

The Full Chakra Meditation on the following pages is perfected and extremely 
powerful. 

Each session should begin with correctly aligning your chakra. Instructions for 
this are in Power Meditation Volume 1 in the section on opening the soul. The 
meditation for each chakra is in four steps:

1. Specific chakra breathing for the chakra you are working on
2. Breathing energy directly into the chakra you are working on
3. Vibrating the God-name for the chakra you are working on
4. Spending a few minutes feeling the chakra

If you are new to meditation, please read through Power Meditation Volume 1 
before doing any of the meditations in this supplement.
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THE FIRST, THE BASE CHAKRA, THE "MULADHARA" MEANING, "ROOT."  

 LOCATION: Base of the tailbone
 ELEMENT: Earth
 COLOR: Red
 NUMBER OF "PETALS": 4
 PLANET: Saturn
 DAY: Saturday
 METAL: Lead
 VIBRATION: NINIB
 FUNCTION: Survival, grounding
 INNER STATE: Stability

*The traditional chant for this chakra is 'Lam" or in Tibetan "Lang"

BREATHING TECHNIQUE:

1. Inhale slowly through your nose, contract your anus and visualize and focus 
upon energy being drawn into your base chakra and with the inhale, draw this 
energy up through all of your chakras to the crown, illuminating each one. 

2. Hold for a count of four for new people, for an average, a count of ten and for 
advanced meditators, however long you feel comfortable. This should be the 
same count throughout the meditation. 

3. Exhale slowly through your nose and visualize and focus upon energy being 
drawn into your crown chakra and with the exhale, direct this energy back down 
through all of your chakras to the base, illuminating each one. 

THE MEDITATION:

This meditation is best performed on Saturdays during the hours of Saturn. 

1. Begin by correctly aligning your base chakra, point facing upwards. 

2. Perform the breathing for the base chakra for several breaths

3. When you are finished with the breathing, vibrate "NINIB" several times 
while focusing on your base chakra.                                                          
"N-N-N-N-N-N-EE-EE-EE-N-N-N-N-N-N-EE-EE-EE-B-B-B-B-B-B-B"

4. Focus upon and feel your base chakra for several minutes.
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THE SECOND THE SACRAL CHAKRA (SVADISTHANA)

 LOCATION: Halfway between the naval and pubic bone.
 ELEMENT: Water
 COLOR: Orange
 NUMBER OF PETALS: 6
 PLANET: Mars
 DAY: Tuesday
 METAL: Iron
 VIBRATION: "NERGAL"
 FUNCTION: Sexuality, pleasure, procreation, creativity. The seat of sexual
 energy.
 INNER STATE: Creativity.

*The traditional chant for this chakra is "Vam" or in Tibetan "Vang"

BREATHING TECHNIQUE:

1. Inhale through your nose and focus upon drawing energy from your base 
chakra into your sacral chakra; breathe the energy into your sacral chakra 
and hold for a count of 6. (This can ba varied, however long you are 
comfortable as holding the breath should never be pushed. A count of 4 or 
8 is fine as long as you keep this through the meditation).

2. Exhale and just let the air fall out of your lungs effortlessly. 

THE MEDITATION:

This meditation is best performed on Tuesdays during the hours of Mars. 

1. Begin by correctly aligning your sacral chakra, point facing upwards. 

2. Perform the breathing for the sacral chakra for several breaths

3. When you are finished with the breathing, vibrate "NERGAL" several times  
while focusing on your base chakra.                                                          
"N-N-N-N-N-N-AIR-AIR-AIR-AIR-AIR-G-G-G-G-G-AH-AH-AH-L-L-L-L"

4. Focus upon and feel your sacral chakra for several minutes.
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THE THIRD THE SOLAR CHAKRA (MANIPURA)

 LOCATION: Slightly above the naval near the solar plexus
 ELEMENT: Fire
 COLOR: Yellow
 NUMBER OF PETALS: 10
 PLANET: Sun
 DAY: Sunday
 METAL: Gold
 VIBRATION: UDDU
 FUNCTION: Will, power, manipulation
 INNER STATE: Willpower, timing

*The traditional chant for this chakra is "Ram" or in Tibetan "Rang"

BREATHING TECHNIQUE: BREATH OF FIRE 

1. Contract your abdominal muscles, forcefully, creating an exhale, by sucking 
your stomach in real hard and fast. Immediately relax and air will enter the top 
part of your lungs by itself. Use the rapid contractions of your abdominal muscles 
to inhale and exhale with this exercise. The contractions should be rhythmic. 

2. Practice a few times, and get a feel for it. 

3. Do 20 in a row, in and out, using your abdominal muscles in rapid succession 
at the end of the 20th breath, exhale, inhale and fill your lungs, contract your 
anus, lower your chin to your chest, hold your breath as long as you comfortably 
can- DO NOT PUSH YOURSELF! 

4. Exhale slowly. 

The above constitutes one round. The exhalation should be brief, and the 
inhalation should be passive and longer. Rounds are increased by adding the 
number of pumpings with your abdominal muscles. First, try doing three sets of 
20 pumpings and then after some time, increase to 30, then 40 until you are 
doing 60. 

THE MEDITATION:

This meditation is best performed on Sundays during the hours of the Sun. 

1. Begin by correctly aligning your solar chakra, point facing downwards. 

2. Perform the breathing for the solar chakra for several breaths

3. When you are finished with the breathing, vibrate "UDDU" several times 
while focusing on your solar chakra.                                                         

4. "OO-OO-OO-OO-TH-TH-TH-TH-OO-OO-OO-OO"

5. Focus upon and feel your solar chakra for several minutes.
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THE FOURTH, THE CENTER THE HEART CHAKRA (ANAHATA)

 LOCATION: Center of the chest
 ELEMENT: Fire/Air
 COLOR: Green
 NUMBER OF PETALS: 12
 PLANET: Venus
 DAY: Friday
 METAL: Copper
 VIBRATION: INANNA or GEBO
 FUNCTION: Emotions
 INNER STATE: Feelings

*The traditional chant for this chakra is "Yam" or in Tibetan "Yang"

BREATHING TECHNIQUE:
ALTERNATE NOSTRIL BREATHING 

1. Focus on your three lower chakras

2. Inhale through your left nostril for a count of four, closing off the right 
nostril with your thumb. 

3. Switch and close your left nostril with your thumb, and now exhale through 
your right nostril for a count of four.

4. Hold your breath for a count of six, after the exhale. 

5. Keeping your left nostril closed, inhale through your right nostril for a count 
of four, switch and close your right nostril and exhale through your left for 
a count of four. 

6. Hold at the end of the exhale for a count of six and then inhale through 
your left again for a count of four, exhale through the right and then hold 
for a count of six, inhale through the right, switch and close the right and 
exhale through the left, hold for six, inhale through the left.

This constitutes one round. Perform the above three times and then continue 
with step seven below:

7. Inhale through your left nostril for a count of four and focus on your top 
three chakras.

8. Hold your breath for a count of 6 at the top of your inhale. 

9. Switch and close your left nostril with your thumb, and now exhale for a 
count of four through your right nostril, slowly and evenly.
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10. Inhale through your right nostril and hold for a count of six

11. Exhale through your left nostril, for a count of four 

12. Inhale through your left nostril for a count of four, hold for a count of six, 
exhale through your right nostril for a count of four. 

The above constitutes one round. Perform three times.

As you advance, you can perform this breathing more than three times each. You 
should perform both for the same number of times each. You can also lengthen 
the holds, but the time you do this should correspond to the ratio below. It is very 
important to be balanced.

Inhale: 4
Hold: 6
Exhale: 4

THE MEDITATION:

This meditation is best performed on Fridays during the hours of Venus. The 
heart chakra does not align as the other chakras. Just focus on the center of your 
chest.

1. Perform the breathing for the heart chakra for several breaths

2. When you are finished with the breathing, vibrate "INANNA" several times 
while focusing on your heart chakra.                                                          
"EE-EE-EE-EE-N-N-N-N-N-AH-AH-AH-AH-N-N-N-N-N-AH-AH-AH-AH"
    
Or vibrate "GEBO"
"G-G-G-G-AY-AY-AY-B-B-B-B-OH-OH-OH-OH"

3. Focus upon and feel your heart chakra for several minutes.
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THE FIFTH THE THROAT CHAKRA (VISHUDDI)

 LOCATION: Throat
 ELEMENT: Air
 COLOR: Sky Blue
 NUMBER OF PETALS: 16
 PLANET: Mercury
 DAY: Wednesday
 METAL: Mercury
 VIBRATION: NEBO or NINGHIZHIDDA 
 FUNCTION: Communication, self-expression
 INNER STATE: Psychic hearing, intellect

*The traditional chant for this chakra is “Ham” or in Tibetan “Hang”

BREATHING TECHNIQUE: VIBRATION BREATH

1. Inhale and with your exhale, vibrate "NEBO"
           N-N-N-NAY-AY-AY-B-B-B-B-OH-OH-OH" 

or "NINGHIZHIDDA"    
N-N-N-E-E-E-N-N-N-GH-GH-GH-E-E-E-JH-JH-JH-H-H-EE-EE-EE-DAH-

AH-AH           
until you are empty of air

Repeat the above several times. 

THE MEDITATION:

This meditation is best performed on Wednesdays during the hours of Mercury. 

1. Align your throat chakra point down

2. Perform the breathing exercise about for several breaths. 

3. Focus upon and feel your throat chakra. It is normal to feel a pressure or a 
lump in your throat which indicates your throat chakra is open and active. 
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THE SIXTH CHAKRA (AJNA)

 LOCATION: Behind the third eye
 ELEMENT: ether
 COLOR: Indigo/bluish-violet
 NUMBER OF PETALS: 2
 PLANET: Moon
 DAY: Monday
 METAL: Silver
 VIBRATION: NANNA or THOTH
 FUNCTION: Psychic vision
 INNER STATE: Intuition

*The traditional chant for this chakra is “Ohm” 

BREATHING TECHNIQUE: VIBRATION BREATH

First Set: 

1. Inhale through both nostrils for a count of 2 
2. Hold four a count of 4 
3. Exhale for a count of 6 
4. Hold for a count of 4 

The above constitutes one round. Six to ten rounds is ok for new people. Those 
who are experienced and advanced should go with as many as comfortable. 

The following exercise should be done for as many rounds as the above exercise 
and both should be done with the one below following the one above: 

Second Set: 

1. Inhale for a count of 6 
2. Hold for a count of 6 
3. Exhale for a count of 4 

Do NOT hold at the bottom. However many rounds you did with set one, you 
need to do with this exercise. 

Repeat the above several times. 

THE MEDITATION:

This meditation is best performed on Mondays during the hours of the Moon. 

1. Align your sixth chakra point down
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2. Perform both of the breathing exercises, do the first one first for several 
breaths and follow with the second for the same amount of breaths as you 
did with the first. 

3. Focus upon and feel your sixth chakra and third eye. It is normal to feel a 
pressure or an aching sensation in the middle of your forehead, which 
indicates your third eye, is open and active. 

THE SEVENTH CROWN CHAKRA (SAHASRARA)

 LOCATION: Top of the head
 ELEMENT: Water
 COLOR: Violet
 NUMBER OF PETALS: 1,000 petal lotus
 PLANET: Jupiter
 DAY: Thursday
 METAL: Tin
 VIBRATION: MARDUK
 FUNCTION: Enlightenment
 INNER STATE: Bliss

*There is no traditional chant for this chakra.

There is no breathing technique for this chakra. 

THE MEDITATION:

This meditation is best performed on Thursdays during the hours of the Jupiter. 

1. Align your seventh chakra point down

2. Breathe in and on the exhale, vibrate "Marduk"
"M-M-M-AH-AH-AH-R-R-R-TH-TH-TH-OO-OO-OO-K-K-K"

Focus upon and feel your seventh chakra on the top of your head (inside your 
head). A beautiful sensation of bliss indicates this chakra is open and active. 
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Third Month
Days One Through Five

The following meditation is the most important meditation as it deals with 
invoking energy. Energy manipulation is the basis of all mind power/magick. To 
be able to feel the nuances of different energies, to invoke them and to direct 
them is the basis of power. 

The exercise for the next five days will be based upon the foundation meditation, 
See page 23. But, instead of expanding the aura, you will breathe the energy 
back into the ether. Breathe the energy in and exhale the energy, sending it back 
out with each exhale. Do the above for 15 breaths. 

What this exercise does: 
This exercise will enable you to breathe energy into people, objects, empower 
sigils and talismans, and program anything you wish with your energy. This 
exercise will also prepare you for the next step in this program- working with the 
elements. 

Third Month
Days Six through Thirteen

For the next three days, we will be working with Ectoplasm. Ectoplasm is the 
substance we see with the clouds when scrying. This is a minor form, but will get 
you started. 

Candle light is perfect for this exercise. Candle color here does not matter, so 
use whatever you have available. 

If you have a black mirror, you will want to use this, but any other similar props 
will do. You can even use a regular mirror or a bowl of dark or black liquid. 

1. Sit in a quiet dimly lit room. 

2. Relax and go into a trance state. This does not have to be a deep trance, just 
enough so you are focused. 

3. Look into the mirror or bowl of liquid and stare at one point. You should 
eventually see clouds form. 

4. Concentrate on these clouds, willing them in a soft way to condense and 
thicken. 
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5. For days seven through nine of this exercise, gently and slowly take your eyes
off of the mirror. You should still be able to see the clouds in front of you. Try to 
focus on them for two to three minutes. 

6. Blink your eyes and move your fingers and toes and gently bring yourself back 
from the trance. 

For Days Ten through Thirteen

Repeat the above exercise, but with step five, will the ectoplasm into a ball 
shape. 

About Ectoplasm: 
Ectoplasm has many different astral uses. Extra-terrestrials use this in a much 
more potent form than humans. This is the cloud that forms before many 
abductions, where there is a loss of time and memory. Ectoplasm can make one 
invisible and can also be used to kill with death rituals. After proficiency is 
achieved in producing this substance, one can will it to manifest in specific colors 
that are harmonious with the objective of the working. 

The most common example of the use of ectoplasm is with mediums. The 
ectoplasm gives the evoked spirit something to manifest itself in. Ectoplasm can 
also add much more potency to creating a thoughtform. 
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Third Month
Days Fourteen through Seventeen

When you can perform this exercise for five minutes straight with uninterrupted 
concentration, you are proficient. 

Get together four simple objects like a pen, pencil, ball, hair clip, spoon-
whatever. Just make sure the object is simple and easy to visualize. 

1. Take the first object and focus on it for one to two minutes. 

2. Close your eyes and visualize it for one to two minutes 

3. Open your eyes and visualize the object in front of you in the air. You should 
only be focused on seeing the object and not anything else in the room. 

4. Repeat the above with the remainder of the objects. 

Third Month
Days Eighteen through Twenty

With the following exercise, we are going to add sounds to visualizations. This 
exercise greatly strengthens the astral senses. 

Day Eighteen: 
Visualize a clock on a wall and hear it ticking. This can be any clock, but the 
more simple, the better to start with. Now, visualize the clock and hear the 
ticking. Do this for three to four minutes. 

Day Nineteen: 
Visualize a large bonfire and hear the crackling of the flames. 

Day Twenty: 
Visualize a lake, river, or the ocean and hear the waves rippling or roaring. 
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Third Month
Days Twenty-One through Twenty-six

Day 21:

1. Sit quietly and relax. 

2. Visualize a large bonfire. *Hear* the crackling and *feel* the heat, then *smell* 
the heat. 
Do this for five minutes. 

Day 22: 

1. Sit quietly and relax. 

2. Visualize yourself wading in water. This can be a lake, the river or the ocean. 
*Feel* the water, *hear* the water and *smell* the water, like you are actually 
there. 
Do this for five minutes. 

Day 23: 

1. Sit quietly and relax. 

2. Visualize yourself walking barefoot on the earth. This is best if you can 
visualize yourself walking on soil in a farm field as this is very close to the 
element of earth. *Feel* the soil under your bare feet and *hear* and *feel* the 
light breeze through the air and *smell* the earth. 
Do this for five minutes. 

Day 24: 

1. Sit quietly and relax. 

2. Visualize yourself walking against the wind. *Feel* the wind blow against your 
skin and the roar of the wind in your ears. *Smell* the fresh air as it blows against 
you. Feel each step walking into the wind. 
Do this for five minutes. 

Day 25: 

1. Sit quietly and relax. 

Visualize yourself in a cold environment. Feel yourself getting cold. Feel the cold 
wind blow on your skin. For those of you who know snow (some brothers and 
sisters live in tropical environments, so not everyone has experienced snow), 
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visualize yourself in snow and ice. Hear the crunching of the snow beneath your 
feet. For those of you who have never experienced snow- just visualize yourself 
in a cold environment and use all of your astral senses. 
Do this exercise for three to four minutes and no longer. 

Day 26: 

1. Sit quietly and relax. 

Visualize yourself walking through the desert. *Feel* the searing heat and the dry 
hot wind in the scorching environment. Feel the sand beneath your feet and your 
body growing hotter. 
Do this exercise for three to four minutes and no longer. 

What the above exercises do: 
In addition to strengthening your astral senses, these exercises will introduce you 
to working with the four elements of earth, air, fire, and water. By invoking these 
elements which we will do next month in this program, we can strengthen 
ourselves to where we will be able to withstand incredible amounts of heat, cold 
and other extremes. Invoking and directing fire is a very important aspect of 
pyrokinesis. With invoking the fire element, we can keep warm or with the water 
element, cool if circumstances call for this. Invocation of fire is how the Tibetan 
monks spent the nights of their initiation in the ice-cold mountains, naked under 
in a wet sheet in a snowstorm. In the morning, if the initiate passed, the sheet 
was warm and dry and the snow and ice were melted in the surrounding area. 

Some 1920's-30's Satanic Lodges in Germany used the element of fire for 
assassination. The element when invoked and directed to the victim would make 
the victim's blood literally boil. 

The air element, when invoked properly, produces levitation. Through invocation 
and proper direction of the elements, we can also influence the weather. 
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Third Month
Days Twenty-Seven through Thirty-One

For the next five days, enter into a trance state and visualize a scene. 

For days 27 and 28, visualize a scene out of doors with animals and plants. Use 
all of your astral senses with this. Smell the air, feel the breeze, and hear the 
animals barking or whatever. See everything around you as if you are really there 
and be aware of everything at the same time. 

For days 29 through 31, visualize yourself within a room or busy street where 
there are people. Hear these people talking as if you are really there. You can 
smell the area, see the people moving about, hear the sounds of the traffic, hear 
them talking. Try to be aware of everything at once. 

When you can do the above for five minutes, uninterrupted, you have passed. 

What this exercise does: 
This exercise strengthens your astral senses, and opens areas of your mind and 
empowers them for the serious practice of magick. 
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Fourth Month
Days One through Fifteen

Merging Astral Consciousness

*When you are finished with merging with a human being or animal, be sure to 
clean your aura and chakras thoroughly as their thoughts or beliefs can rub off on 
you. Always choose a healthy being when you are new to this, be it a plant or a 
human being. 

Days One and Two: 

1. Choose an object; this can be a crystal, a table- anything in your room. 
Beginners should start with an object that is a single material, like a rock or 
playing dice. 

2. Get comfortable and go into a trance state. 

3. Look at the object in front of you for a minute or two and then close your eyes. 
Visualize the object. 

4. Now enlarge the object so it is big enough for you to walk into in your mind and 
enter it. 

5. Become one with the object and open your astral senses. What do you see, 
hear, smell, and feel? Is it cold or warm inside? What sensations do you feel? If 
the object is on a table or hard surface, *feel* that surface. 

Days Three and Four 

Do the same as the above, only this time use a plant. This can be a tree or even 
a blade of grass. If you don't have any house-plants, you might want to do this 
exercise out of doors. It is important that the plant be alive. 

With the plant exercise, *feel* the earth through the roots of the plant. How does 
this plant feel in relation to other plants around it if out of doors? 

Days Five through Eight 

Now, do the same as the above, but this time merge with an animal. You can 
visualize this animal if you are not near any animals. If you have pets, then 
choose one of your pets and merge with your pet. See through his/her eyes; hear 
through his/her ears; feel the floor or ground beneath his/her feet. How does your 
pet's body feel? Is your pet warm? Cold? Hungry? What does your pet smell in 
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the environment? Use his/her nose. What is in your pet's mind? Animals think in 
visions. 

Days Nine through Fifteen 

Now, do the above with a person you know. You can choose a different person 
each day. Think with their mind. 

What the above exercises do: 

Plenty. They are *very* important. When mastered, the above exercises will give 
you skills to 

 Shapeshift 
 Communicate with animals 
 Plant thoughts in the minds of others and to even possess them 
 Fix electrical equipment and appliances- you can find the problem by 

merging with the item. 
 Pull thoughts out of the minds of others and obtain information 
 Diagnose diseases in humans and animals 
 Students can use this to merge with their teachers to find what questions 

will be posted on an important exam 
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It Is Very Important That Your thoroughly Read This
And

Understand It to Continue

Those of you who have gotten this far will have to make an important choice. The 
meditations from this point on can be very dangerous. I am speaking from 
experience here. There are many authors who write from a theoretical scholastic 
prospective and have not had the direct experience with certain meditations and 
psychic practices. I am going to give you *my* personal experiences with the 
meditations that follow. Remember- THESE ARE MY OWN DIRECT 
EXPERIENCES AND SOME OF WHAT I EXPERIENCED, YOU MAY OR MAY 
NOT AS WE ARE INDIVIDUALS, BUT THESE MEDITATIONS *ARE* HIGHLY 
EFFECTIVE, POWERFUL AND DANGEROUS. 

If you: 

 Are not physically and/or mentally healthy 
 Are pregnant
 If you take *any* psychiatric medications or medications that affect your 

brain/nervous system 
 If you suffer from High Blood Pressure 
 If you have heat flashes from menopause 
 If you suffer bouts of depression 
 If you do not know yourself 100% 

I strongly encourage you to turn back and work on the meditations you are 
having problems with or still need to master. Once you have overcome any 
problems mentioned above using safer meditations, you can proceed at a very 
slow pace if you think you are ready. Let me explain: 

With the meditations that follow, we will be invoking the elements. Ok- here are 
some examples of what can happen: 

Invoking fire will make you hot. Depending on how many breaths you do (only 
seven and under are recommended for those who have not had experience with 
this element). Even with adepts, 20 breaths can be extreme. While you are doing 
the fire meditation for the first time, more than likely while you are doing it, you 
will feel little or nothing. DO NOT MAKE THE MISTAKE OF DOING ANY MORE 
BREATHS BECAUSE YOU MIGHT FEEL NOTHING! More than likely, you will 
feel the effects hours later. The effects of invoking fire include a fever, feeling 
BURNING HOT after a warm glow/aura manifests, insomnia and since water is 
the opposite of fire, you can get a backlash of water and this can manifest in 
depression. These effects can last several hours to several days. 
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Invoking air can over stimulate the nervous system. Air can make you very 
irritable and oversensitive for a few hours to several days, depending on how 
much you take in. 
There is much more to this and I will post full articles on each element. I have 
always been a person of extremes and I am daring, so I have never put any 
limitations on myself with meditation, though I have always used common sense. 
Now, with invoking these elements over a period of time, we become resistant to 
extremes of temperature, we can warm or cool our bodies at will and we can be 
adept at pyrokinesis, cryokinesis and other astral disciplines. There is no gain 
without pain. 

If you are planning to continue on, I seriously urge you to keep written entries in a 
black book or journal regarding how these exercises affect you. Mastering the 
elements is one of the highest forms of magick, while others play around with 
props. 

There are two ways of invoking the elements. One way is total invocation as I 
have done (no breathing them back out and the most dangerous) and the other 
way is easier is to breathe the element back out into the ether. You can work up 
from this. 

Each one of us has strengths and weaknesses with certain elements. Nearly all 
of us have imbalances of the elements in our souls. The following meditations will 
correct these. 
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Fourth Month Days Sixteen through Thirty-One

Fourth Month, Day Sixteen
Invocation of Fire

To invoke fire, go into a light to medium trance and visualize yourself in the 
middle of a large sphere of fire. Now, do the energy breathing. Breathe in the fire 
from all sides of your body, front, back, top of your head and bottom of your feet. 
Imagine yourself getting burning hot. Do this for seven breaths AND ONLY 
SEVEN BREATHS! DO NOT DO ANY MORE! YOU CAN EVEN DO AS LITTLE 
AS 2-3 BREATHS, BUT NO MORE THAN SEVEN! 

You have two options for this exercise: 

1. You can breathe the fire back out into the ether after each inhalation and even 
breath it out some more when you are finished with the seven breaths (This is 
the safest way) OR 

2. You can retain the fire. With retention of the elements, you will progress faster, 
understand how each element feels and affects you and increase your ability to 
handle each element, but remember- this is not for everyone. It is better to take 
things slower and use caution. Remember to always use common sense. 

To be adept, one must master blowing (directing the exhale) the element out as 
we will in following meditations. For example, blowing out the element of fire after 
you have invoked enough of it and your body can withstand high amounts of this 
element; you can raise the temperature of objects and even set them on fire, 
using only your mind. Unlike the article on pyrokinesis on the Joy of Satan 
website, with the above, you can even be miles from your object. In meditations 
that follow, we will be working on heating glasses of water and such for beginning 
in exercising this power. 
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Fourth Month, Seventeenth Day

Today, sit quietly and meditate on how you feel after invoking the fire element. 
How did you feel during the past 24 hours? It is important to be able to *feel* the 
elements in order to direct and control them. 

Fourth Month, Eighteenth Day
Invocation of Air

Sit quietly and go into a light to medium trance. Now, imagine yourself in the air. 
Feel the lightness and breathe in the air element. It is important to imagine 
yourself feeling lighter and lighter and airy. Imagine that your body is becoming 
lighter, as light as air itself to where you can no longer feel your body. 
Do this for seven breaths AND ONLY SEVEN BREATHS! DO NOT DO ANY 
MORE! YOU CAN EVEN DO AS LITTLE AS 2-3 BREATHS, BUT NO MORE 
THAN SEVEN! 

You have two options for this exercise: 

1. You can breathe the air back out into the ether after each inhalation and even 
breathe it out some more when you are finished with the seven breaths (This is 
the safest way) OR 

2. You can retain the air. With retention of the elements, you will progress faster, 
understand how each element feels and affects you and increase your ability to 
handle each element, but remember- this is not for everyone. It is better to take 
things slower and use caution. Remember to always use common sense. 

After some 12-24 hours, sit quietly and meditate a few minutes on how you feel 
after invoking air. 

The air element is used in rituals to incite chaos. Air can over-stimulate the 
nervous system until you get used to it so it is important to go slowly. Invoking air 
is used for levitation. 
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Fourth Month, Nineteenth Day
Invocation of Water

To invoke water, go into a light to medium trance and imagine that you are 
completely under water in a large pool or lake. The water should be still. Just 
relax. Breathe in the water from all sides of your body, front, back, top of your 
head and bottom of your feet. Imagine yourself getting ice cold. Do this for seven 
breaths AND ONLY SEVEN BREATHS! DO NOT DO ANY MORE! YOU CAN 
EVEN DO AS LITTLE AS 2-3 BREATHS, BUT NO MORE THAN SEVEN! 

You have two options for this exercise: 

1. You can breathe the water back out into the ether after each inhalation and 
even breath it out some more when you are finished with the seven breaths (This 
is the safest way) OR 

2. You can retain the water. With retention of the elements, you will progress 
faster, understand how each element feels and affects you and increase your 
ability to handle each element, but remember- this is not for everyone. It is better 
to take things slower and use caution. Remember to always use common sense. 

After some 12-24 hours, sit quietly and meditate a few minutes on how you feel 
after invoking water. 

The more advanced you become, the more you will feel the coldness of the water 
element. You should feel like a block of ice. Adepts are able to keep the body 
cold as ice even in the hottest of summer weather. The water element can incite 
depression, so it is important to go slowly. Water is used in rituals involving 
attraction. 
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Fourth Month, Twentieth Day
Invocation of Earth

To invoke the earth element, go into a light to medium trance and visualize 
yourself in the middle of a large sphere of heavy dense gravity. Now, do the 
energy breathing. Breathe in the earth from all sides of your body, front, back, top 
of your head and bottom of your feet. Imagine yourself getting heavier to where 
you are like lead and can no longer move- like you are buried under several feet 
of dirt. Do this for seven breaths AND ONLY SEVEN BREATHS! DO NOT DO 
ANY MORE! YOU CAN EVEN DO AS LITTLE AS 2-3 BREATHS, BUT NO 
MORE THAN SEVEN! 

You have two options for this exercise: 

1. You can breathe the earth element back out into the ether after each inhalation 
and even breath it out some more when you are finished with the seven breaths 
(This is the safest way) OR 

2. You can retain the earth. With retention of the elements, you will progress 
faster, understand how each element feels and affects you and increase your 
ability to handle each element, but remember- this is not for everyone. It is better 
to take things slower and use caution. Remember to always use common sense. 

After some 12-24 hours, sit quietly and meditate a few minutes on how you feel 
after invoking earth. 

The earth element is used in binding rituals. Invoking earth can also help to still 
and quiet your mind for meditation. 
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Fourth Month
Days Twenty-One Through Thirty-One

Read the information on the elements, below. For the next eleven days, work on 
balancing your elements. Invoke the elements where you are weak. 

The Elements Part One

With this section, you will learn which elements are dominant in your soul and 
which are lacking. To properly invoke, direct, and control the elements, you must 
be balanced in all of the elements. Most of us have imbalances. These can 
usually be seen in our astrology charts. Part One will deal with the characteristics 
of each of the elements that manifest in human beings. As we progress, I will 
post articles concerning the different aspects of elemental magick and how to 
use the elements in workings. Please study everything in this spiritual warfare 
section. Those of us who progress and continue on will be working some 
extremely advanced magick. This magick is very dangerous and it is imperative 
that each and every one of you be prepared and strong enough. Rituals that are 
especially dangerous, we will do as a group. I will post these on the JoS group 
about a week before they are scheduled. We will hit the enemy especially hard at 
the right time as a group and coordinate our efforts. 

You must be honest with yourself and know yourself. Below are attributes of 
each of the elements in their pure form. Very few of us are imbalanced with just 
one element; usually there are two that are dominant. Look to the elements 
where most of the characteristics describe you. By balancing your elements, you 
will find healing physically, psychologically, at the soul level and mentally. 

Fire is opposite Water and Air is opposite Earth. The opposite element is what is 
needed to fix the imbalance. It is important to be aware that invoking the lacking 
element can create a temporary backlash in the over-dominant element. 

Fire 
Characteristics: 
Self-centered, confident, enthusiastic, expressive, bold, subjective, expansive, 
out-going, extroverted, insensitivity to others, impulsive, impatient, creative, vain, 
extravagant, reckless, passionate, self-important, exhibitionist, courageous, 
adventuresome. 
Fire people often burn themselves out. They are often over-active, restless, and 
over concerned with making something happen in the world. There are often 
problems in dealing with others; they can be very insensitive and crude in their 
approach. 
People who are lacking in fire are usually low in energy, lack self-esteem, and 
self-confidence. There is a lack of spiritedness, lack of enthusiasm, aversion to 
challenges; there is apathy toward living, major problems take a long time to 
overcome with lingering psychological scars. 
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Earth 
Characteristics: 
Sensual, materialistic, practical, hates anything unplanned, patient, self-
disciplined, dependable, conventional, likes tradition, security is extremely 
important, cautious, deliberate, slow in forming opinions, slow in everything they 
do, reserved, limited imagination, they have exceptional endurance. They are 
practical, grounded, and cool-headed. They are hard working, dislike change and 
can be stuck in a routine for years without ever getting bored. They have a hard 
time adjusting to new situations and changes. 

People who are lacking in earth are not attuned to the material/physical world, 
they are spaced-out, impractical, they can neglect their bodies, they are flighty, 
lack self-discipline, are ungrounded, often feel out of place, have over-active 
imaginations, These people can forget to eat, rest, exercise and so forth. They 
have trouble with routine, endurance, scheduling and organizing their lives. 

Air 
Characteristics: 
The ability to be objective and detached, unemotional, intellectual, enjoy 
spontaneity, easily bored, very talkative and communicative, they are the most 
social of the elements. They are usually quick in their movements and speedy. 
They can be very impractical. Air lacks feeling and emotion. Air is pure intellect. 
Air people can adapt and adjust to situations easy. There can be an over-active 
mind, one who lives in his/her head, Jack-Of-All-Trades, and master of none, a 
lack of depth, air headed, a lack of planning, scatterbrained, nervousness, high-
strung, and nervous exhaustion. 

People who are lacking in air have a hard time detaching and find themselves too 
involved with others. They can be overly emotional, have violent reactions, lash 
out, and have a very difficult time with being objective. They can have a hard 
time adjusting to new situations. The emotions often dominate in one who is 
lacking the air element. 

Water 
Characteristics: 
In touch with feelings and emotions, psychic, notices things others don’t see, 
irrational fears, compulsive desires, oversensitivity, feels threatened, very easily 
hurt and offended, impressionable, their emotions can dominate them, intuitive, 
over-reactive, fearful, timid, extremes of behavior, compassionate, loyal, devoted 
sympathetic, feelings of inner emptiness. 

People who are lacking in water are not in touch with their feelings. They have 
trouble in dealing with their own feelings as well as those of others. Cold, aloof, 
unfeeling, callous, they have little if any compassion towards others and have 
trouble in relationships due to a lack of an emotional rapport. These people are 
often total materialists who disregard the spiritual. 
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Fifth Month 

Fifth Month, Day One
Aura of Protection

This meditation is very important. You need to add this to your daily meditations. 
It is simple and the more you do this, the more powerful the protective aura 
becomes. We will be doing very advanced magick and you will need the 
protective aura. 

1. Go into a trance. 

2. Breathe in white-gold energy.* You don't need to expand your aura with this. 
Just visualize a strong brilliant barrier of your aura as you would when you 
contract it, like an outline of your aura. 

3. Affirm: "I am breathing in powerful protective energy. This is building an aura 
of protection around me. This aura protects me at all times." 

You can change this, but always word it in the present tense. The more you do 
this, you will build a more and more powerful protective aura. Use the energy 
from the Sun as well. 

*White-gold energy is used because it is reflective. 
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Fifth Month, Day Two

Meditation on the Spirit

The properties of the spirit in correspondence to the elements are as follows: 
the will is of the fire element, the intellect and memory are of air, all aspects of 
feeling are of the water element, and all aspects of consciousness that connect 
the three elements is of the earth element. 

1. Go into a trance and focus inward into your own spirit, try to be aware of and 
feel your spirit/astral body and meditate on it. 

2. Meditate on each aspect of the above-mentioned elements in correspondence 
to the parts of your spirit. 

What this exercise does: 

This is important as it hones each aspect of your soul to work magick. It will 
enable you to influence these aspects within yourself and also when you master 
them, within others. You will eventually, with practice learn to strengthen or 
eliminate them. 

Fifth Month, Day Three

Go into a trance and meditate on your astral body within your physical body. Try 
to feel your astral body and be aware of it. Once you are aware of and can feel 
your astral body and focus upon it, do the following during your daily activities: 

1. Be aware of your astral body inside your physical body. For example, 
when walking, be aware that your astral body is walking and following the 
motions of your physical body. 

The longer you can do this without any dizziness, feelings of being off-balance or 
disoriented, the stronger your astral body will become. This also helps with astral 
projection. Mastering this will give you much more power.  
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Fifth Month, Day Four

1. Go into a trance

2. Imagine yourself to be in the middle of a vast space. There is no above, a 
below, or any sides. 

3. Focus your attention at your center, near your naval. For men, this point is 
higher; for women it is lower. You will know when you find it as it will feel a 
bit different.

4. Now, imagine you are floating in quintessence. This is the fifth element 
and is ultra-violet (like a black light) or cobalt/electric blue (Demons 
appear in this color). Try both and see which color you prefer to work with. 
This is individual. 

5. Now, breathe in the quintessence through your entire body, as with the 
foundation meditation on page 23. 

Try to focus on the infinite space and being one with that space. 

The following is an excerpt from "Initiation into Hermetics" by Franz Bardon, 
1956: 

"We have heard that akasa is the primary source, the sphere of all causes. Any 
deliberate cause, such as a wish, a thought, any imagination created in this 
sphere together with the dynamic conviction is bound to be realized with the help 
of the elements, regardless of the level or sphere on which the realization 
necessarily has to be performed. This is one of the greatest magic mysteries and 
a universal key for the magician, who will understand its range only later on in the 
course of his development."
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Fifth Month, Day Five

This exercise will enable you to control of the elements with the help of the akasa 
principle in all the three realms. 

1. Repeat the above exercise with the quintessence (see page 83)

2. Imagine that you are beginning your control over the four elements.  Know 
that you are mastering the elements and that they will fulfill everything you 
desire or are wishing for, no matter on which plane the realization of your 
desires must manifest. 

3. With every breath, feel your mastery over the elements. Expand and focus 
on your will and confidence. 

Fifth Month, Day Six
Concentrating and Directing Elements

1. Go into a light trance. 

2. Breathe in the element of fire and upon the exhale, direct all of it to your base 
chakra, so it is concentrated. 

3. Do this for five breaths. 

4. Meditate upon and feel the heat in your base chakra. 

If you feel uncomfortable doing this, you can substitute directing the water 
element into your sacral chakra. Do either one or the other. 

What this does is to train you to concentrate and direct an element. This can also 
be done outside of your body and for advanced magick, you will need this skill. It 
must be taken slowly though. This is very advanced. The fire element will 
stimulate your kundalini. Directing the elements to specific parts of the body can 
also be used to heal. NEVER DIRECT THE FIRE ELEMENT TO YOUR HEART 
OR YOUR BRAIN!! This can be very dangerous and can cause permanent 
damage to these organs. 
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Fifth Month, Day Seven

Follow the instructions below. 

My suggestion is to use green and program the thoughtform to attract money to 
you. Be sure to make the command short and to the point and include that this is 
money for you to keep and spend as you wish. The money should come to you 
within a week or less, depending on the strength of the thoughtform. 

Creating a Thoughtform Servitor (Magickal Assistant)

IMPORTANT!! THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS ARE FOR CREATING A 
THOUGHTFORM FOR WHITE MAGICK. FOR BLACK MAGICK, YOU DO 
*NOT* WANT TO CONNECT IN ANY WAY WITH THE ENERGY, FOR 
OBVIOUS REASONS!! 

A thoughtform is a small packet of condensed psychic energy. Like all energy, 
the thoughtform can be programmed to carry out specific tasks and/or directed to 
travel to a target area. The success of the thoughtform is dependent upon the 
mind strength and aura of its creator. A weak thought form will quickly dissipate, 
accomplishing nothing. 

Thoughtforms, can be disintegrated after their tasks are completed. Energy feeds 
on energy and a thoughtform that is several weeks old may have accumulated all 
kinds of different influences, emotions and other energy from its surroundings. 
The mutated thought form has often been known to reappear in the locale of its 
creator, only to wreak havoc, due to the outside energies it has accumulated. 
One must use proper judgment in choosing whether to destroy a 
thoughtform/servitor, program it for a specific lifetime or to keep it with you as 
long as your own lifetime. * (see message below)

To create a thoughtform: 

1. Sit comfortably. 

2. Enter into a deep trance. 

3. Keep your eyes closed during this one. When you are completely relaxed, and 
you can no longer feel your body, you are ready to begin. 

4. Now, visualize a beam of light entering your body through the crown of your 
head and filling your aura. The color of the light should correspond with the 
intended working of the thoughtform. Saturate your entire being with the colored 
energy until you are vibrating with it. 
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5. Given the nature of the working, choose a corresponding chakra (according to 
color) where you will release the energy. Keeping your eyes closed, visualize this 
energy streaming from the chakra and forming a ball in front of you. It is 
important that the energy be released in a straight line. Keep packing the energy 
into the ball so it becomes more and more solidified. 

6. When the energy is sufficiently strong, you can begin to shape it into whatever 
form will serve your purpose. Visualize what it is you want this creature to do and 
infuse the creature with it. Keep it simple. Complex and detailed instructions don’t 
work with thought forms. 

7. Using a very short phrase, 1-5 words, silently or aloud, keeping your eyes 
closed, command the creature, then release it like a bullet shot into the void. 

For example: 
For example- to attract money, you would want to project from the heart chakra 
and program the assistant to continuously bring you money.

Thoughtforms can be attached to material objects as well. The can protect or 
cause damage. 

The Magickal assistant will need to be "fed" on a regular basis; you do this 
through summoning it and putting your energy into it and reprogramming it.

To destroy the thought form*-

1. Summon it. Visualize it coming to you and hovering in the air before you. 

2. Focus and visualize the energy dissipating like smoke into the air. Say 
something like "you are no more!" 
You may have to do this several times. 

*Given experience and skill in working with thoughtforms, many mages choose to 
keep a faithful and reliable servitor, even through a lifetime. As long as the 
thoughtform/servitor keeps performing faithfully, one does not need to destroy 
him/her.
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Fifth Month, Day Eight
Work Your Aura

Program your aura to attract something you want. The results here can be 
amazing. The point is, you can use your aura to bring you whatever you need. 
Start out with something easy and gradually work on more difficult things. 
Attempting something too difficult can end in failure and be discouraging. Also, 
what you ask for has to be physically possible. Any type of mind working will take 
the easiest available route to get you what you want, so be sure to be specific. 
For example, when making an affirmation to attract money, if one only affirms for 
attracting money, the money may come and even be in one's hands, but this 
could be like a bank teller or cashier or the money may belong to or be taken by 
another. 

1. Go into a light trance 

2. Breathe in energy. White or gold is all-purpose and can be used, but you can 
also use color energy depending on what you want. Fill your entire being full of 
this energy until you are glowing with it. 

3. Now, program your aura. Affirm: "My aura is attracting to me__________ 
easily and effortlessly." State this several times; 5-10 times. 

4. Now, put this out of your mind and do not think about it. If you are powerful 
enough, what you programmed your aura to bring to you should come within a 
short period of time. 

To cite an example, I wanted a certain CD. The CD was out of print and nowhere 
to be found. No stores or internet sales outlets had it. I programmed my aura one 
morning to bring me the CD. I had the CD that very afternoon and got it for free. 
Now, you have to go with the flow and often search for what you programmed 
your aura to attract in a lot of cases, but the point is- it will be there if your aura is 
powerful enough. 
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Fifth Month, Days Nine and Ten
Akasha/Quintessence

Because of the importance of working with and mastering the akasha, we are 
repeating this exercise. 

1. Go into a medium trance and close your eyes. Imagine that you are in the 
center of an unlimited space. There is no above or below or sideways. This 
unlimited space is filled with quintessence, the universal ether. Quintessence is 
colorless, but to our senses, it appears to be of ultra-violet or electric/cobalt blue. 

2. Breathe in the akasha/ether, visualizing yourself surrounded by the black-violet 
energy as you would with energy breathing and fill your entire being with it for 
eleven breaths. 

"In performing this exercise, you have to retain the feeling of being united to the 
entire infinite space. You have to be as it were completely secluded from the 
world. It is necessary to become acquainted with this unusual state of mind." 
-Excerpt from Initiation Into Hermetics by Franz Bardon, 1956

3. Meditate on the feeling you get from invoking this energy for 10-15 minutes. 
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Fifth Month, Day Eleven
Creating Elemental Thoughtforms: Lesson One

The elemental has to be given a form corresponding to the desire one wishes to 
be fulfilled. The form is to be created with intensive imagination. You can shape 
this out of the ball. 

Give the thoughtform a name. This name should be unique and unusual because 
just saying the name either aloud or in your mind will immediately summon the 
thoughtform. Obviously, you don't want other people calling out a common name 
and then here it comes! 

You have to impress upon the thoughtform whatever task you wish it to carry out. 
This must be done with authority and a strong will, with desire. 

In working with advanced thoughtforms, you must be specific as to how long the 
thoughtform has to complete the task. Is it ongoing? Or limited to a certain finite 
time. 

The procedure is as follows: 

1. Go into a medium trance and imagine yourself in a universal ocean of light. 
White is all purpose, but colors can be used. 

2. Use this light to shape an enormous ball of light, compressing, and 
accumulating it more and more until the ball has the size of approximately 12-20 
inches. The ball should be like a brilliant radiating sun. 

3. Now, fill the thoughtform with whatever you desire it to do. Desire strongly and 
feel this deeply while making your affirmations. The affirmations should be a 
repeated phrase, right to the point and precise. 

4. Name your thoughtform and say this name several times. 

5. Focus on the time, when you want the elemental to dissolve and return to the 
light, as soon as it has fulfilled its task. Expressing it magically, the birth, and 
death of the elemental are fixed in exactly the same manner as a human's or any 
other being's fate is. Affirm this time such as "__(name of elemental)__ will return 
to the universal storehouse of light and dissolve." 

6. Breathe in and then blow out with force, sending the ball on its way. 

7. Forget about the thoughtform and working. Let it do its job. 
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An elemental knows neither time nor space. Using external energy is important in 
workings of black magick and workings where you must be completely detached 
from the thoughtform as opposed to running the energy through yourself with 
simple thoughtforms. 

It can work independently in the mental sphere and will not be restricted in any 
way by the magicians' mind. You can recharge the elemental to give it more 
power. This is achieved by calling the elemental by the name given to it, and 
recharging it with more light and power, and sending it off again. As soon as the 
elemental has fulfilled the required task, it will dissolve itself in the ocean of light. 

The above is important. You must will the thoughtform to dissolve. Later on, with 
much more advanced thoughtforms, it will become a powerful entity of its own 
and harass you if you aren't careful. 

" With the help of the elementals the magician can influence the mind of any 
other person optionally, he can strengthen or weaken man's mental and 
intellectual faculties, he can protect himself or others against foreign influences, 
transmute friendships into animosities or the other way around, he can produce a 
favorable atmosphere in associating with his fellow men, and he can bring under 
his control anybody's will that is not yet developed or profiled. 
The businessman can enlarge the number of his customers, and the elementals 
can be helpful to him in many other ways. The genuine magician will always be 
inspired by good and noble intentions and keep the altruistic motive in mind if he 
is aiming at the highest level of magical maturity." ¹ 

Reference: 

¹ Initiation into Hermetics by Franz Bardon 
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Fifth Month, Days 12 - 20
Astral Projection

For those of you who already have this ability, work to strengthen it and perfect it. 
Real astral projection is not just placing your consciousness somewhere else; it 
is willing your soul to leave your body. 

Methods of astral projection are as individual as ourselves. What may work for 
one person, may not work for another. For those of you who have had difficulty 
achieving this goal, I recommend you ask your Guardian Demon to work with 
you. If you do not know your Guardian, then go to Satan and ask him to send you 
a Demon to work with you. 

For the next seven days, work on astral projection. Remember, to come back, 
just visualize yourself inside of your body, feel yourself lying on your bed or 
sitting in your chair or what ever you were doing and you will be right there again. 
Be sure to take time to allow your soul to settle back in or you can feel out of 
sorts for days. Lie still for several minutes, and get up slowly and then try to do 
something physical like eat some food. 

Meditations for Astral Projection

Meditation 1 

This meditation feels weird. Just make sure you seriously want to project, 
otherwise, any hesitation can keep you in your body. You have to be relaxed, 
both mentally and physically. The first few times are the most difficult. Like with 
anything else, consistent practice will make this easier, until you no longer have 
to even enter into a deep trance, but can project any time at will. Some people 
find projecting easier than others do, as they have done this in past lives. 

Get real comfortable and go into a trance. When you are so relaxed you can no 
longer feel your body, you are ready. 
Visualize your astral body inside your physical body, being held there by your 
seven chakras. The chakras can be visualized like colored knobs. 
Take each spinning chakra and stop it from spinning and give it a quarter turn in 
the reverse of the direction it was spinning, like turning a doorknob. 
Relax and let go and try to exit. 

Meditation 2 

This is more like a preparatory exercise. This one is not nearly as powerful as the 
one above, but less intense for those of you who would rather do this gradually. 
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Lie down and relax, as above. Go into a trance. Relax to where you feel like you 
are floating. 
Now, lift your left astral arm up. Visualize this. You will need to imagine this, but 
energy follows where it is directed. 
Lift up your right astral arm and touch your face 
Touch both your astral hands together. 
Do the same thing with each leg and foot. 
Imagine your entire astral body floating above your physical body, or somewhere 
else in the room and concentrate on being there. Just lie there and focus on this 
for a while. 
Keep repeating this exercise often and eventually, astral projection will follow. 
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Fifth Month, Twenty-first Day
Evoking the Elements

When your goals are personal and pertain to yourself, this is the time to invoke 
energy and project it from yourself. 

Evoking energy is different. When spells are for others, it is important to evoke 
energy, as energy that you project from yourself will establish a connection with 
the person you send it to. In both cursing and healing, for obvious reasons, this is 
undesirable. The energy you use must be taken from the universe. It is very 
important to master both evocation and invocation of the elements in order to 
progress to advanced levels of ability. 

Evoking Fire 
Get into a trance and visualize you are in the middle of fire. Feel the heat and 
hear the hissing and crackling of the flames and feel the burning. Now, begin to 
collect and condense that fire into a sphere in front of you. Draw the fire element 
from all directions into the sphere in front of you. The more of the fire element 
you direct into the sphere, the more dense, material, and hotter it will become. 
You should feel the heat while you are doing this. The more you compress and 
condense the fire, the more the heat will grow. You should actually have the 
sensation of literally being in an oven. 

Now dissolve the sphere of fire by visualizing it dissipating – the exact opposite 
of when you brought it together. Keep working at visualizing it dissipating, losing 
its strength, power, and heat, and eventually dissolving into nothing. 

Fifth Month, Day 22
Evoking Air

Evoking Air 
Get into a trance and visualize you are in the middle of air, fill the entire room 
with it. Draw the air from all directions simultaneously into a sphere in front of 
you. Fill and pack the sphere with the air element. You should feel very light, as 
though you are floating. 

When you are finished packing the air into the sphere, dissolve it as you did with 
the fire sphere. 
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Fifth Month, Day 23
Evoking Water

Evoking Water 
Get into a trance and visualize you are in the middle of an ocean or lake. Draw 
the water element from all directions. Feel the water at first as a cold vapor, the 
closer you draw it to your body, as you condense the water more and more, you 
should feel icy cold. Now, pack the water element into a sphere in front of you 
and then dissolve it, the same as you did with the fire and air. Let it evaporate 
away into nothingness. 

Fifth Month, Day 24

Evoking Earth 
Get into a trance and draw a gray mass, similar to clay, from all directions 
simultaneously. The closer you bring it to yourself, it becomes browner and 
browner, rich like soil and more dense. Fill the room entirely with the heavy mass 
of the earth element and visualize it compacting into a sphere. Feel the 
heaviness, the gravity, and its pressure on your body. When finished, dissolve it 
as you did with the other elements. 

Fifth Month, Twenty-Fifth Day

Evoke the element of fire again, but this time, have a glass of tepid water in front 
of you and draw the fire from all directions and condense it into the glass of 
water. It is best to use a clear glass with this exercise. Imagine the water getting 
hotter and hotter with the fire element. 

If you are successful, the water will increase in temperature by a few degrees. 
When finished, you can taste the water and it should have an unusual taste to it if 
you were successful. 

Later on, when you find you can raise the temperature of tepid water, then work 
with colder and colder water and practice the same. 
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Fifth Month, Days Twenty-Six through Twenty-Eight
Working with Color

Take three brightly colored objects. All must have the same texture and feel, but 
must be different colors. Take each one at a time in your hand and feel it. Close 
your eyes and feel it some more. 

Visualize the color while you hold and run your fingers over the object in your 
hands. Say to yourself in your mind: 
"This is how the color (name of color) feels and I will recognize the color_____ 
when I feel it in the future." 

The more you do this exercise; you will soon be able to feel each color as distinct 
and separate. It is important to be sensitive enough when working with energy to 
sense different colors. This will also help with invoking and evoking them and in 
seeing auras. 

Fifth Month, Days Twenty-Nine through Thirty-One
Invocation of Color

1. Enter into your trance state. 

2. Breathe in and fill yourself with each breath with a specific color of the 
spectrum, visualizing it as brighter and brighter each time. Red, blue, 
yellow, orange, violet, green, indigo (bluish-violet, the color of the 6th 
chakra) or black. This meditation can also be done after meditating on a 
specific chakra. You can then fill yourself with the color of that chakra. 

3. Hold the color for two to four minutes. If the color feels pleasant, you can 
hold for a longer period of time. Those who are used to the energy of the 
colors can hold much longer. One’s increased time should be comfortable 
and gradual. 

Each color should be in its pure form and bright. Later on, it is fine to experiment 
with different shades when adept. 

If a color feels negative to you, work with it gradually. Ask your mind for an 
answer as to why. What does the color mean to you? What associations do you 
have with a particular color? This is a great way to find out more about yourself. 
Which colors feel pleasant to you? These are the ones that you may be using the 
most in your life to the exclusion of others. Knowing this provides information as 
to which chakras need more work to bring them up to full power. 
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The most important objective of this meditation is to *feel* the colors. Spend 
some time with each color, getting into how it feels. Keep a written record in your 
book of shadows/black book. 

The benefits of this meditation are the ability to feel, direct, and apply color. Color 
energy is exceptionally powerful when used in magick. Each color has specific 
energies and acts to bring results unique to that energy. 
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Sixth Month

For the next 31 days, you need to assess where you are at and work on where 
you are weak. Look to your journal/black book and be honest with yourself. It is 
very important that you know yourself. 

Completion

This concludes the six-month program. To advance and become adept, it is 
important that you work on areas where you are weak. All of the meditations 
included in the program will give you a powerful foundation for working advanced 
magick. I will soon be creating another more advanced program, which will build 
upon this one. It is important between these programs that you take two weeks or 
more of a break to work on areas you need to perfect. 

These meditations, if performed correctly will create a powerful foundation for 
more advanced practices, which will come much easier. 

Those of us who are Spiritual Warriors must work in secret. Satan's Demons will 
guide us as to what we are to do. 
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Sermon 1/08/10 

 

In Satanism, it is important to be able to be adept at both black and white magick. One should always be 

able to defend one's self. Summoning Demons and asking Satan for help is not a solution. We should use 

our own energies or the energies around us for our own purposes, not ask for energy from the Powers 

of Hell. Satan and his Demons are here to give us the knowledge we need to empower ourselves. They 

are our teachers.  

 

The real purpose of black magick is for rendering justice; punishing those who have wronged you. Black 

magick is very different from white magick. With black magick, negative energy is generated and 

directed towards the hated one. Black magick can backfire or rebound. This doesn't mean that it will, 

but there are a few things to be aware of, to take care this does not happen. White magick is much 

easier than black magick. Black magick takes skill and more. Black magick is causing harm to a hated one. 

This can manifest as illness, bad luck, accidents, and even death. For most new people and those with 

little or no experience in working with the powers of the mind and soul, one should be proficient in 

white magick before seriously attempting black magick. With anything, it is advisable to start out small 

and gradually work your way to bigger things.  

 

There are a few points to bear in mind and to always remember:  

 

If your hated one's soul/aura are much stronger than yours, your magick can backfire.  

This is analogous to throwing a punch at someone who is obviously bigger and stronger than you are. 

Each of us comes into this world with different strengths of the soul from our past lives. This is no 

different from how some people are naturally physically stronger than others; they are born that way. 

BUT, when one meditates, does yoga and works on one's soul and mind, like working out in the gym, 

one who works on one's self can far surpass a natural, if the one with the natural abilities does nothing 

with them, and/or nothing to further develop or maintain them.  

 

In the case where justice is strongly needed and the hated one's soul/aura is much stronger, one can 

program one's aura to deflect any negative energy from the hated one. This works well in situations 

where there is ongoing abuse. This must be done daily and frequently affirmed, for example: visualize a 

white light [white deflects and repels] engulfing your entire being and program it- "My soul and aura are 

constantly and continuously deflecting and repelling [name of hated one]'s energy and sending it right 

back to him/her to destroy him/her." If you are new or weak in your soul, you must do this very often 
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and it can take months in some cases, depending upon how strong the hated one is. In the meantime, 

you need to work on your own powers every day.  

 

There are ways to determine if another's soul is stronger than your own. For one, your attempts at 

cursing them will not work. Being aware of certain things like an inability to really concentrate the 

negative energy on them. Each of us is individual. This takes knowledge of one's self along with 

experience, but interfering thoughts such as repeatedly seeing a room or place where you may have 

experienced unhappiness as a child. When trying to concentrate or visualize - this goes for both white 

and black magick; ANY magick or working, and when these certain thoughts or scenes keep cropping up, 

there is strong interference with manifesting the working. With black magick, be aware. Back off and 

devise something else, or work on yourself to strengthen your own powers.  

 

Rituals are not needed. If one wishes to do a ritual, again, this is individual. When one is spiritually 

strong and powerful, all one needs to do is to hate the offending one and/or willfully direct negative 

energy towards him/her and state the proper affirmations which should again- be in the present tense, 

short phrased and dirty, grey, black [black absorbs] or other ugly energy should be focused surrounding 

the hated one.  

 

Most workings are not a one-time deal, like a one time ritual, but must be repeated over and over. 

There is often a lag time involved. The lag time is indicative of the opposing energies, from the strength 

of the soul of the hated one to the other surrounding factors. This can be anywhere from a few hours to 

days or even a week or more. If nothing happens after a few weeks, your own energies were too weak, 

and the working must be repeated.  

 

Black magick also is in many cases assisted by the planetary energies. A waning Moon; Moon signs, 

certain planets dominating the hour or day, and so forth. When the hated one's soul is much stronger, 

there are some ways to get around this. Hard Saturn transits facilitate black magick. Even the strongest 

of souls will weaken under a bad Saturn transit to the personal planets, first house, and other key points.  

 

In closing, always remember, the stronger your soul, the more effective your workings, both white and 

black. One should work on one's soul every day. Meditation, serpent yoga and training in visualization, 

concentration and working with energies. Again, thoroughly cleaning your aura after any serious 

working is important. Satanic words of power, mantras and runes can be vibrated which will also assist 

in the cleaning and ridding of any negative energies.  
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As Beelzebub stated, Satanists should not curse other Satanists. Along with maintaining Satanic unity, 

which is what Satan wants, some brothers and sisters are directly under the protection of the Powers of 

Hell. When you have direct protection from the Powers of Hell, nothing can touch you. Curses will 

definitely rebound upon the one who is throwing them and worse. Anyone having any serious problems 

with another Satanist, is best to go to Satan about him/her.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 

 

 

Re: Hey take a look at this Eclipse, 00:16, does that look like a Jewish Star? 

 

The Jews stole the hexagram like everything else and made it their 'Magen David.' They even admit this 

in the Jewish Encyclopedia, and that the symbol was not officially adopted until the last 2-300 years, if I 

remember correctly.  

 

The hexagram also known in the Far East as "The Star of Vishnu" has its origins in the Gebo Rune. Both 

represent the heart chakra, which is in the shape of a yoni, and go back thousands of years.  

 

The hexagram is used in workings for merging. Ovbiously we know what the jews are using it for- their 

one world order.  

 

The hexagram occurs very frequently in nature, such as snowflakes, crystals, the benzene ring, atomic 

structures, the mentioned eclispe, and many others. The hexagram by itself is not a bad thing, it is what 

the enemy has been using it for.  

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Music - Sing for Satan 

 

Many of you here have musical and artistic talent. We have a lot of gifted people. Satanism is growing 

rapidly. Most music in Honor of Satan and His Demons is of the metal genre.  

 

It is a hideous shame that some of the most beautiful music has been denigrated and dragged through 

the filth of xianity. For centuries, ignorant people have been singing and praising to the tune of their 

own damnation and to make this even worse, many to beautiful tunes and melodies. Chants, choral 

pieces and some of the most beautiful music. "Lux Aeterna" Latin for "Light Eternal" is of Satan. This has 

to do with the Magnum Opus, when the soul is empowered and shines like the Sun [666]. Instead, the 

enemy has taken these concepts and profaned them. This music is supposed to be meditative. 

 

Satanism needs talented people to create and compose classical music for Satan. Not only classical, but 

other genres. Music for meditation in Honor of Satan is another much needed genre.  

 

We also need decent Baphomets, and Satanic jewelry that is not chock full of enemy symbols, such as 

the Hebrew lettering BINDING our symbols and at the same time blaspheming Satan. Some people will 

argue, but 'Leviathan' symbolizes the kundalini power and the prefix 'Levi' of the Levites Jewish tribe, 

like the 'Cohen' is a royal Hebrew lineage. Every soul has this power and IMO, this is of the enemy. Levi 

and Cohen hold a special exalted status among the jews. http://www.cohen-levi.org/  

 

There are so many positive options for the Name 'Satan' on a Baphomet. JoS has cuneiform, there is also 

Sanskrit, Thebian [witch's script], Runic, Gothic, the list is endless. Why do our most sacred symbols have 

to contain enemy filth that not only BINDS, but is a blasphemy to Satan?? 

 

If you have artistic talent, offer this to Satan. Open your own online stores. You can advertise on the JoS 

and many other Satanic webistes. Satan will bless those who are ligitimately working for him. Satan 

LOVES music and art. Most of us already know this. Let us honor him with what he loves.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Sermons 2/06/10 

 

Christianity is in its death grip. It was built upon a foundation of lies, mass murder, destruction of lives 

and civilizations, torture, and nothing but ugliness. Of course, from time to time there will be eruptions 

from certain deluded ignorant assholes that get a real thrill that they can get some badly needed 

personal attention for a few days, something they probably never have had in their entire lives. 

 

We must never become complacent, we must continue to fight until Christianity, and all of its cohorts 

are completely and thoroughly destroyed. In the fall of 2001, a few months following my dedication to 

Satan, I performed another ritual. I dedicated everything of myself to Satan in working to destroy his 

enemies. I asked him that I might be the one to drive the final nails into the coffin of Christianity, and 

completely destroy it. He has guided me and shown me the truth.  

 

I have been with Satan for over 10 years now. Never in my experience have I known such a truly 

wonderful being. I honor him and love him more and more each day. This has been a difficult road, but 

Satan is responsible. In my times of trouble, he has ALWAYS been there for me and has always helped 

me. This is why I am still here. He has saved my life more than once- literally. I have experienced many 

of his miracles, many that have deeply touched me. He has rewarded me in many different ways, 

personally. I am thankful beyond words to him.  

 

When I was an atheist, there was no such thing as hope. Life was meaningless and anything could 

happen, which one was powerless to prevent, change, or stop. Satan has shown me my own power, and 

how to master my own destiny, as he has done with many brothers and sisters here. When we are new 

to meditation, getting our life force under our control can be difficult. It takes time and effort, but is well 

worth this when we succeed. This is the message of the ancient alchemists' paintings of chaos. When 

the chaos subsides, there is endless happiness and bliss, along with our own powers. 

 

Satan told me there will be many more attacks. This is war. One must be strong and stand for the truth. 

Satan gives us a strength unlike anything else. It has been an honor for me to serve him and I shall 

continue to do so for the rest of my life. As for slander and lies, no one in the entire history of the world 

has endured more slander, attacks, and grave injustices than our beloved Father Satan.  

Some time ago, I was talking with Satan concerning all of the slander and lies on the internet about me 

and the JoS. Satan has always been very understanding and helpful. This time he told me he didn't even 

want to hear about it, and that I should just [be strong] - not his exact words, but like they say in 
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athletics- just suck it up, in other words, deal with it and don't complain. He went on and said the 

slander against me is absolutely nothing, compared to the horrendous slander and lies heaped upon him 

for centuries. He also added that because of jewish indoctrination slander - lies about who Satan is and 

what he is all about, he told me if I knew of some of the acts that were committed in his name, I would 

vomit right where I was sitting. 

 

We must continue to fight on, each in our own ways. Ministry is here to take the heat. For those of you 

who have important positions to protect, there are other ways you can work to destroy the enemy; all 

you need do is ask Satan and his Demons for guidance. You will get answers. It is obvious the enemy is 

greatly disturbed that spiritual warriors for Satan have been confronting them in their groups and 

making our presence known. Through this, many who were once deluded are now dedicating to Satan. 

Not only have we been destroying the enemy through ritual sand other workings, but we have been 

wearing them down through attrition.  

 

In the end, it has been said that the spell will be broken and the truth will be revealed. Many will want to 

join on at the last minute, but it will be too late for them.  

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

 

Sermon 3/05/10 

 

Lately, there have been some posts in some of the JoS e-groups regarding Wicca. Wicca is nothing more 

than Christianized witchcraft. The three-fold crap, warnings against the use of black magick [in other 

words, be a victim and keep ignoring injustice, pass the buck, and indirectly promote it] and other xian 

infested crap along with the gradual removal of any real spiritual knowledge.  
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Some time ago, I saw in a bookstore, a fancy book titled 'Book of Hours.' This is so typical of what I am 

saying here. This 'book of hours' had meaningless prayers and sayings in it for every hour of the day. This 

is soooo typical. The author obviously had no knowledge of what a true book of hours really is and how 

to use it. True books of hours are meant to do workings, or work on specific meditations or chakras 

depending upon which planet is ruling the hour at the time. Chronos is a modern computerized book of 

hours we can download and print out on-line.  

 

Then, there is the Wiccan 'Book of Days.' Certain days of the year are scientifically aligned with the Sun 

and other stars, giving these dates more power than other days in the year. Again, the Wiccan books of 

days plenty of prayers, similar to what one would recite in an xian church, or information is given 

concerning the waxing and waning of the 'goddess.' Spiritual knowledge is replaced with meaningless 

crap.  

 

Beginning or performing a working on a certain day can make all of the difference in the power the 

working has. This also includes whether a specific working is performed during certain hours, aligning 

with the planets and/or during daylight or evening hours.  

 

Working on amplifying a specific chakra should be done on the day and hour ruled by the planet that 

rules that chakra. There are spiritual workings that are best begun during certain seasons for optimal 

results.  

 

Another thing I want to add before ending this sermon is Islam. In my opinion, there isn't anything more 

rotten than the religion of Islam. Again, there are major corruptions of spiritual knowledge, as in xianity, 

in Islam. These corruptions are an abomination and extreme blasphemy against true spirituality. In areas 

where Islam is the majority, a 'muezzin' goes up to a tower and shouts out that it is time for 'prayer.' 

This is mandatory five times a day. Now a days as things are getting more modern, few places have the 

muezzin and now have a pre-recorded message that blasts out over a loudspeaker, ordering everyone to 

'prayers.'  

 

Within a matter of minutes, everyone drops whatever they are doing, facing east- all foreheads to the 

ground, all asses sticking up, and recites the affirmation 'There is no god but allah.'  

 

Now, facing east scientifically aligns the soul with the turning of the earth, giving certain workings more 

power. The repeated affirmations, not only once, but five times a day, over a period of more than a 
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thousand years give rise to a powerful thoughtform, not to mention actual hypnotizing and 

brainwashing this 'allah' shit into the minds of adherents to this foul program. Thus, it takes on a life of 

its own. It remains due to the fact that those under its spell keep it alive in more ways than one.  

 

Now, if those people actually did breathing exercises, kundalini exercises and a bit of yoga, five times a 

day, where would they be? I can tell you one thing, they wouldn't be living like they are right now, many 

live lower than an animal. They would be able to heal themselves and others and actually be able to 

experience real happiness, and to take control of their own lives and destinies, instead of being a slave 

to a Jewish invented rotten asshole. 

 

The five times a day rule was obviously stolen and corrupted. Those who wish to advance in powers and 

meditations, ideally if time permits, before breakfast, do yoga and/or breathing exercises, or vibrate 

[mantra] words of power for specific goals. Noon is another time for the above, mid-afternoon, before 

dinner and before going to sleep.  

 

My point is, spreading your meditations and empowering exercises out, throughout the day, greatly 

amplifies their power. Once kundalini has risen permanently, many of the exercises can be dropped, and 

there is a different way of working on your powers after that.  

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

3/05/10 - Kundalini Symptoms 

 

Kundalini Symptoms 

 

There are various symptoms of activated kundalini. Much of this is individual and also depends upon the 

stage one is at and just how close one is to raising one's kundalini all the way.  
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Kundalini is hot. If you are close to raising it all of the way, symptoms can include: 

 Feeling like your aura is on fire 

 Waking up feeling this way at night when asleep, feet feeling like they are on fire 

 Feeling hot all over 

 The energy buzz after doing yoga or feeling it when sitting still can now be felt when you are 

active, up and around. It is now either a constant or you feel it a majority of the time, active or not 

 Insomnia- once kundalini has risen all of the way, in extreme cases, one can go without sleep for 

months 

 Bouts of extreme energy 

 Feeling edgy at times  

 A pulling sensation in the spine or at the base chakra 

 A hot and/or throbbing sensation at the base chakra 

 The spine becomes very hot 

 A feeling of knowing things before they happen 

 Intuition and other psychic abilities are amplified  

 Aura/skin tingling; a burning sensation 

 Vibrating inside form the energy 

 Extreme physical sensitivity to sounds and other things in the environment 

 Feelings of intense bliss and ecstasy 

 

 

Symptoms that kundalini has been activated: 

 

 Experiencing the 'crawlies,' sensations like ants crawling 

 Feelings of wanting to do inverted yoga positions, like the headstand 

 Itching 
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 Detachment [now, this is not indifference like many books out there will try to tell you, but this 

is a feeling of inner calm and peace, where upsetting things in the environment do not cause physical 

reactions, such as nervous knots in the stomach, etc.] 

 Intensified or diminished sexual desires [these do not usually last] 

 Problems in concentrating [for people who normally can] 

 Being scatterbrained, feeling spacey [this does not last] 

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Fw: Christian ritual abuse (or, How to shut up a xian, Part 4) 

 

The message below was posted in the main Joy of Satan e-group 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoyofSatan666/ 

 

I am forwarding this, as people really need to read this, it is appalling to say the least, and reveals where 

xians are at on a spiritual level from tying into and worshipping such hideous energy. CHRISTIANITY, 

ISLAM AND THE MALIGNANT ROOT OF THESE- JUDAISM, ARE PRECISELY WHY THIS WORLD IS IN THE 

UGLY STATE IT IS IN AND SOCIETY IS SO SICK. 

************************************************************************************* 

As we know, xians and kikes always blame their enemies for what THEY do. They always talk about 

"Satanic ritual abuse", for which there is NO hard evidence except one or two cases. But surprisingly, the 

opposite, christian ritual abuse is VERY common and we always hear about a pedophile priest or some 

children harmed in a supposed "exorcism".  
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The following is documented cases of xian ritual abuse. Not only will it shut up a xian blabbering his BS 

about "Satanic ritual abuse", but many people are gonna be shocked too: 

 

http://www.hiddenmysteries.org/religion/christianity/christianpedofile.shtml 

 

1978: Priest John Lenihan 44, admitted molesting a girl victim repetitively from ages 13 until 15. 

 

1978: Christian Brother working at Mount Cashel orphanage convicted of repeated sexual assaults on 

two 8 year old boys. Eight other Brothers were also tried in the same scandal. 

 

1982: Vicar who plies 2 young altar boys (10 & 12) with alcohol and then indecently assaults them gets 5 

years at Liverpool Crown Court. Rev Evans, former chaplain at Norwich prison assaulted one boy after he 

had been placed in care. 

 

1982: Three year old child beaten to death with a wooden bat by his parents, members of an extremist 

Christian group, to 'save his soul'. 

 

1982: 35 Yr Old Welsh preacher Roger Cox of Denbigh prayed with his wife Elizabeth before cutting off 

his penis and throwing it in the fire. Claiming that the DIY operation was carried out in accordance with 

St Matthew's Gospel Chatper 

 

19 V12. Cox said "I have always desired to serve my Lord as best I can without distraction". His wife was 

in prefect agreement to the act. 

 

1983: Two year old child is spanked to death by parents at Christian commune in public display of 

religious discipline. Victim Joseph Green died of shock after his parents hit him for two hours with a 

wooden bat. 
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1983: Decomposed body of 10 year old girl discovered at headquarters of Christian fundamentalist sect 

who had held praying services for her resurection for several months after they allowed her to die from 

untreated juvenile diabetes. 

 

1983: Methodist Choirmaster admits repetitive abuse of five year old girl but is only cautioned by police. 

Parents begin private prosecution but Crown Prosecution Service stymie them. 

 

1983: Fifty children taken into care from Christian commune where a 12 year old boy was beaten to 

death in what its leaders claim was punishment by God. The beatings were accomplished with a pickaxe 

handle and occurred whilst the victim was locked into a kind of wooden stocks. "John's death was God's 

Will' said one leader. God tells you to put the rod to the children's back and that is what we are doing". 

He insisted that the beatings were necessary for children to enter 'the Kingdom of God'. 

 

1983: Jerald Johns, lay preacher who was never without his bible, accused of raping and assaulting more 

than 100 women. 

 

1984: Methodist Minister Edgar Ford , 69, admitted to running a mailing list of 100 'young things' and 

housewives who wanted to pose for amateur and professional photographers' that he had taken 

photographs of housewives and models himself and that on one occasion he did submit to being 

photographed by a lady whilst they were both nude. 

 

1985: Rev. John Gargano 67 convicted of 14 counts of rape, sodomy, sexual abuse and child 

endangerment. His four victims, who were repetitively abused said that the minister represented 

himself to them as the angel Gabriel. 

 

1985: Methodist minister Emyr Owen a homosexual later found to possess a collection of sado-

masochistic pornography was imprisoned by Chester Crown Court for secretly cutting the genitals off 

corpses of his parishoners which were placed in his care for burial and for threatening to murder a four 

year old girl. Police found photographs of severed genitals together with knives and surgical implements 

at Owen's vicarage. Owen was in charge of severalchapels in North Wales and at one time had been the 

Chaplain to the High Sherrif of Gwyned. Sentenced to 4 years imprisonment. 
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1985: Christian zealot Michael Feeny described by his wife as a 'religious fanatic' read from the bible; 

stabbed her repetitively in a frenzy and leaving her for dead jumped to his death from a bridge on the 

M23. 

 

1985: Church pastor Andrew Hope from Nottingham arrested for soliciting sex from prostitutes 

 

1986: Minister Richard Kearney found guilty of molesting 4 boys over a 5 year period. One victim said he 

had been abused 20 times and another said he was molested whilst under Confirmation instruction by 

Kearney. 

 

1987: Vicar pleads guilty after being caught peeping on young women in a changing room at a Leisure 

Centre sports complex in Yorkshire. Admits he did it because he had been aroused by watching young 

girls. 

 

1987: Catholic priest who specialised in counselling on child abuse and incest faces charges of importing 

paedophile videos and slides. 

 

1987: Vicar Cecil Rothery, 63, sentenced to probation at Retford for indecently assaulting a teenage boy. 

 

1987: Jehovah's Witness given 8 years at Chelmsford for raping two girls. Yeates chanted "Satan. Satan" 

whilst raping them and claimed the devil made him do it. 

 

1988: Pentecostal minister Rev John Terry beheaded one of his parishoners and burned down his church 

with the body in it in an attempt to assume a new identity and disappear with 25,000 of church money. 

 

1988: Congregational Church Minister Ian Garvock 45, of Lanarkshire found guilty of raping a four year 

old girl in park. Judge said "The offence was an appalling one of a very severe kind with incalcuable 

consequences to the young child. 

 

1988: Public school chaplain prosecuted for possessing pornographic pictures of under-age children. 
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1988: Priest Dino Cinel admitted intending to have sex with young men and was found to possess 

numerous pornographic videos & magazines of children and teenagers. 

 

1988: Preacher Wilfred Glew sentenced to life at St Albans Crown Court for the unprovoked battering to 

death of the fiance of a young girl whom he had seduced when she came to him for spiritual guidance. 

 

1988: Baptist minister Johnathen Hamlin shot his live-in girlfriend dead and then went to church and 

preached. He was sentenced to 15 years. 

 

1988: Massive child porn ring smashed when police officers arrested a church official and siezed cache 

of indecent video tapes magazines and child pornography photos in a raid on a church in London. 

 

1988: Church of England Vicar Michael Walter, already having served time for indecently assaulting little 

boys yet allowed to continue his clerical career by the church, is found guilty of further assaults on 

children. 

 

1988: Stephen Wilcock, religious fanatic and teacher at a Catholic School is exposed as a pervert when 

hundreds of polaroid snapshots involving Wilcock, a female teacher and teenage pupils in various erotic 

poses were discovered. 

 

1988: Local church official and foster father Reginald Palmer who played Santa Claus at children's parties 

tortured boys and girls, one as young as 30 months old, who were stripped naked and filmed in their 

agonies. At one point he became godfather to one child and then went on to assault the youngster. 

Palmer strung children upside down by the feet, beat them and encouraged children in his care to play 

sex games with each other. "Children can be seen and heard screaming, crying, pleading and begging for 

the defendant to stop" the prosecutor said. Sentenced to Six years at Exeter Crown Court. 

 

1988: Two Vicars, a choirmaster, a solicitor and an already convicted child molester all jailed at 

Winchester Crown Court on 21 specimen charges of sexual abuse of boys as young as seven which were 

carried out on them at church outings, at the YMCA and in churchyards. The men made the children 
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take an oath never to breathe a word of what was going on and paid them 1.00 for each session. 

Sometimes the children's private parts were beaten with a fly swatter. 

 

1988: Born Again Christian Tate who works for a religous magazine, confesses to seducing ten year old 

girl. 

 

1988: Vicar Trevor Ward jailed for 7 years for using pornographic books to corrupt boys as young as 

eleven. Ward arranged sex 'threesomes'. Ward admitted offences of indecent assault, gross indecency 

and buggery over an 8 year period. 

 

1988: Rev. Joseph Got jailed for indecently assaulting a 10 year old boy and taking obscene photographs 

of him. Glos. Crown Court. 

 

1988: R.A.F. Roman Catholic Priest fined for gross indecency after picking up a man at public toilets and 

committing sex act in a supermarket car-park. 

 

1988: Mormon preacher from Manchester shoots two women neighbours and then fires random shots 

from a magnum .35 revolver (for which he had a firearms certificate) before killing himself and his pet 

Alsation. 

 

1988: Fugitive Italian priest Rev Lorenzo Zorza goes on run accused of organising a pipeline for swapping 

American cocaine for sicilian heroin. 

 

1988: A 'God Fearing' 38 yr old Foster Parent sentenced to 4 years for indecently assaulting three girls 

aged 8 at Bodmin Crown Court. 

 

1989 A 'devout Christian; and a Sunday School teacher, Scott Williams, 29, admitted to raping a 13 year 

old girl and strangling and beating her to death. 
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1989: Christian Evangelist Darlene Jackson, 33, starved her 4 year old daughter to death to exorcise her 

of evil spirits. She was sentenced to 7 years. 

 

1989: 'Church-affiliated psychologists and attorneys concede that, in the past 10 years, hundreds of 

priests have molested thousands of children in the U.S. More than 600 paedohpiliac priests have been 

counselled at a New Mexico facility in that time' Aberdeen Press & Journal 7.12.89. 

 

1989: Bartley Dobben, a member Member of a Christian evangelical fellowship killed his sons, aged 2 

and 15 months, as a sacrifice to God by putting them into a red-hot foundry ladle because "God had 

dictated through the bible" that he should do so. 

 

1989: Minister Bernard Ponder 46, already on probation for the sexual abuse of boys now accused of 

sexually abusing a deaf boy. 

 

1989: Salvation Army member sexually abuses 14 year old girl whom he met at Sunday School. Jailed at 

York Crown Court. 

 

1989: Chapel child care volunteer charged with 50 counts of of child molestation, kidnapping, child 

abuse and other offences at Spring Valley church. A former youth minister was convicted of molesting 

teenagers at the church in the early 

 

1980s. 

 

1989: Baptist Christian fundamentalist found guilty of starting 

 

19 fires at bookstores and sex shops causing 90,000.00 worth of damage and injuring two firemen. 

 

1989: Rev William Thompson 45, Headmaster at an Episcopal church pleaded guilty to charges of child 

ponrography and molesting 7 boys aged 11 to 16. 
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1989: A devout British Moslem ritually killed his daughter by saying Bismilla and then slitting her throat 

and allowing her to bleed to death because she had declared that she was to convert to Christianity 

after she had been enticed into a gospel meeting by Jehovah's Witnesses. 

 

1989: Robert Messersmith, 46, a catechism instructor found guilty of coercing boys (12 to 15 years) to 

perform sex acts by showing them pornography. 

 

1989: Christian Evangelist Tony Leyva sentenced to 2 years for running a child prostitution ring. 

 

1989: Baptist minister Henry Waters, convicted of sexually abusing young boys whose souls he claimed 

would be 'saved' through his 'sex instruction'. 

 

1989: Salvation Army Captain Jack Holcomb, 50, pleaded guilty to unlawful intercourse with a 14 year 

old girl Salvation Army member. 

 

1989: Vicar quits his job after allegations of sexual indecency with girl. 

 

1989: London Vicar and church school Governer exposed, along with the deputy headmaster of the 

school for 11 year olds, for hosting perverted homosexual parties where drugs are smoked and hard 

core porno films are screened before group sex orgies commence. 

 

1989: Rev Robert Halverstadt, 61, jailed after admitting to using games, coercion and drugs to sexually 

molest 3 girls in his congregation. One girl said he gave her something to drink that made her fall asleep. 

 

1989: Bible School teacher Stanley Cummings sentenced to more than 2,000 years in prison after 

conviction on 60 counts of child molestation and sexual exploitation of minors. Cummings molested, 

sodomised, photographed and tape recorded beating his victims whom he met through his church. 
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1989: Foster parent Reverend Robert Schultz, 52, who had been honoured for his voluntary services to 

the community was sentenced to 30 years after confessing to acts described as 'horribly perverse' on 

foster children in his care. 

 

1989: Baptist minister William Hendricks, 50, pleaded guilty to sexual assault on his 7 year old girl victim 

whom he molested on consecrated ground. 

 

1989: Pentecostal evangelist Antonio S Martinez 'married' a 12 year old girl whose grandmother forced 

her into the arrangement. He first assaulted her when she was 11. He was found guilty of aggravated 

sexual assault after taking her to a doctor to ask why she wasn't pregnant. 

 

1989: Catholic priest George Bredemann, 47 convicted of molesting boys sent to him for counselling for 

previous sexual abuse, later admitted 15 similar assaults. 

 

1989: Rev. Thomas Welsch 39, and his wife accomplice were sentenced to 30 years in prison for a string 

of abuses on twin sisters (13) and a 17 year old girl, both members of his congregation. 

 

1989: Bible fanatic Jehovah's Witness Robin Baker who attended church three times a week beat up a 

mother of three who disagreed with his beliefs. Baker knocked her down, dragged her by the hair and 

punched and kicked her. The year previously Baker had assaulted a disabled woman. He was sentenced 

to a year's imprisonment. 

 

1989: Christian Childcare worker Heath Turner, employed by First United Methodist Church convicted of 

sexually abusing a child in his care with toy boat, finger, and ice. 

 

1989: Six girls abused by Rev Francis Haight, Baptist leader, sentenced to 20 years. 

 

1990: 'Praying Rapist' murders 68 year old woman after raping her. Man repeats Church periapts whilst 

committing his horrible sex attacks on aged women in South East London. 
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1990: British & American Catholic church officials shuttle around a priest accused of child sexual abuse 

who is evading arrest. Priest eventually extradited and sentenced to 6 years for sexually abusing 4 boys. 

 

1990: Christian Evangelists rioted with police when they tried to question a member of the congregation 

in Kensington. A police van was set upon, a sergeant was dragged out and punched in the face and 

another officer was spat on whilst the mob tried to turn the van over. 

 

1990: Bishop tries to hush-up Goat in Churchyard sex scandal of divorcee and Vicar by persuading her to 

destroy erotic love letters. Vicar had seduced the divorcee after calling on her to give advice on treating 

an ache in her shoulder. 

 

1990: Slough Christian Social Worker sentenced to jail at Old Bailey for taking indecent photographs of a 

mentally retarded 8 year old boy. His job was to look after handicaped children to give parents a break. 

 

1990: A Bradford man described in mitigation by his church leader as a 'devoted practising Christian' 

made menacing telephone calls to young mothers threatening to throw acid in their children's faces, 

stab and burn them. 

 

1990: Vicar's wife runs off with 14 year old choirboy. Vicar claims the lad is a "son of satan" . "This 

unholy union is the work of the devil" 

 

1990: Cathedral Sidesman jailed for life for murdering his mistress and her new lover. Clive Crawshaw, 

well connected with leading clergymen in Exeter, poured petrol over his victims and set them alight. 

 

1990: Pentecostal Minister D Stenhouse from Solihull sent to jail after admitting five charges of 

indecently assaulting boys aged 12 to 15. 

 

1990: Priest Domenico Bernard, 65 arrested for molesting women who came to his home for distressed 

females. 
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1990: Priest James Morrow found guilty of attacking pregnant woman at abortion clinic. Morrow had 

appeared in court four times in the previous year for similar protests. 

 

1990: Archbishop Penney resigns following report of him having ignored or denied reports of child sex 

abuse by Catholic Priests. Sinc 

 

1988 TWENTY of his priests have been convicted of sexually abusing boys. 

 

1990: Catholic Priest Anton Mowat 45, pleaded guilty to sexually molesting four altar boys between ages 

12 and 14. Sentenced to 6 years imprisonment in May for 2 charges of child molestation , two of cruelty 

to children, two of enticing boys for indecent purposes and four charges of battery. 

 

1990: Priest Kenneth Arkley, pleaded guilty at Old Bailey to soliciting homeless young 'runaways' for sex 

at railway stations and repetitive homosexual acts with underage youth in his love nest. 

 

1990: Rev Gordon Haggarty, TV vicar and celebrity jailed for lewd and libidinous practices at Edinburgh 

Crown Court. He bound, blindfolded and gagged girls in his care aged from 8 to 12 years, then took 

photographs of them. 

 

1990: Nineteen members of Roman Catholic lay order charged with 149 counts of physical and sexual 

abuse at a boys training school (now closed down) 

 

1990: Jehovah's Witness Thomas Rosserr, 38, pleaded guilty to two sexual intercourse with a 13 year old 

girl at Bible Classes and was sentenced to 21 months at Teeside Crown Court. 

 

1990: Prison Chaplain replies to sexual contact mag advert and is blackmailed after writing pornographic 

letters about his erotic fantasies. 
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1990: Priests of a wealthy Roman Catholic break-away sect are given emergency hospital treatment 

after self-castration. Followers of the Christian sect are also reported to insert rings through their 

genitals as penitence or to prevent sexual temptation. 

 

1990: Rev Stephen Horkin pays rent-boy to sadistically abuse him whilst dressing up as the devil. 

 

1990: Methodist Reverend Paul Flowers, vice--chairman of Rochdale social services committee which 

had control over the Rochdale Satanic Abuse Cases is discovered to have a conviction for indecency 

during the height of the allegations. Flowers was caught in a public lavatory with another man. 

 

1991: Lord Justice Butler-Sloss (author of the definitive Cleveland report on child abuse) cautioned a 

Christian 'religious fanatic' who had appealed to see his two children who feared him because of his 

obsession with Christianity. He had tried to force his strict beliefs on the children and they were 

frightened of him when he questioned their own beliefs. The judge said "Don't push your beliefs too far 

or you may lose them forever." 

 

1991: Priest allows filming and broadcast of the 'exorcism' of 16 year old girl who is tied down and 

traumatised with spitting, screaming and retching. 

 

1991: Rev Elias Sark convicted of rape and gross sexual imposition on a female parishioner. 

 

1991: A Christian religious fanatic whose father had died after drinking strychnine during a service was 

killed during another church service where attendees were encouraged to handle Snakes. 

 

1991: Church Choir tenor and dole fraud investigator Ian MacKenzie, 35, was jailed for four years for 

sexually assaulting boys aged between 12 and 14. MacKenzie forced them into felatio after making them 

shackle him with chains and rope and then thrashing him with a horsewhip. 

 

1991: Rev. John Stockwell found guilty of kerb-crawling and soliciting prostitutes. 
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1991: Fallen priest Roy Yanke robbed 14 banks and stole 24,000. Yanke admitted spending the money 

on his obsession with prostitutes. 

 

1991: Church Organist Vincent Smith jailed at Leeds Crown Court for repetitive sexual abuse of a 9 year 

old boy which extended over a six year period. 

 

1991: Priest Norbert LaCosse, sentenced to 15 years for molesting his 12 year old Altar boy, admitted to 

repeatedly abusing him. 

 

1991: Rev G Snow, 38 jailed for sexually assaulting a 10 year old boy. Police found two suitcases filled 

with indecent photographs of boys and men in Snow's vicarage. 

 

1991: 52 yr old Priest pleaded guilty to sexually abusing children aged 13 to 15 in dormitories whilst they 

slept. He was the second priest to be convicted in the scandal. 

 

1991: Evangelist preacher Alan Bradley of Skipton convicted of indecent behaviour. Caught by police 

after revealing himself to young girls wearing a rubber penis and false breasts. 

 

1991: Catholic Priest tape recorded soliciting sex from policewoman. Priest Dominic Candappa (official 

exorcist) entrapped and arrested between church services on Good Friday. 

 

1991: Baptist Minister Ashby Breneman gets 18 yrs for molesting six boys at a Christian Youth Camp he 

ran. 

 

1991: 62 yr old Sunday School teacher sentenced to 10 years for sexually assaulting numerous children 

who attended Sunday School classes. 

 

1991: Baptist Minister Rev. Robert Burton charged after admitting long-term serious sexual abuse of his 

six and eight year old stepsons. 
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1991: Pentecostal Religious teacher who already had convictions for indecency against chldren was 

allowed to teach bible classes at a Cornwall church and used his position to sexually assault an 8 year old 

boy who attended his classes. 

 

1991: Minister Alfred Gatehouse 62, sentenced to 10 years for sodomy and soliciting paid sex with 

teenage girls. 

 

1991: Baptist Minister Larry Bernard 45, sentenced to 7 years for molesting a boy of 14. 

 

1991 Reverend S Pusateria 40, sentenced to 6 years for criminal sexual assault. He molested his victim 

repeatedly for over a year. 

 

1991: Priest sentenced to 22 years imprisonment for repeatedly sexually assaulting a 13 year old boy. 

 

1991: 51yr old Minister's Wife convicted of inducing a minor in her foster care to engage in sexual 

intercourse. /care to engage in sexual intercourse. 

 

NOTES: This list finalised July 

 

1991. Every case has been thoroughly researched and can be fully supported with documented evidence 

of dates, places, court records, sources, times and names. It is highly abbreviated here for practical 

purposes but we can say that the details of the abuses are exceedingly horrible and many exhibit 

virtually identical abuses to those alleged to take place in so-called Satanic Ritualised Abuse. We invite 

further correspondence and offer free research facilities on all our data to any serious enquirer. 

 

FREQUENCY OF CHRISTIAN RITUAL ABUSE: 

 

The S.A.F.F. only began collecting, collating and analysing Sexual Abuse linked with ecclesiastics during 
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1989 hence the sample of cases grew as our scope and ability to source them increased. The early years 

are therefore sparse but this reflects the lack of attention so far applied to them. Since 

 

1978 we have logged over ONE HUNDRED convictions of Christian Ritualised Abuse. Compare these 

DEFINITE cases with the six uncorroborated cases promoters of Satanic Ritualised Abuse have unearthed 

over the same period and the true nature of both is immediately apparent. The average yearly level of 

abuse going by our 

 

1989/90 & 91 figures can be considered representational at two dozen cases per year, a shocking figure. 

We did not collate cases prior to 

 

1989 and we must remember that not all cases are detected and brought to court but applying the 

average from the firm statistics we do have we come up with the terrible result that whilst Time Tate 

and his pro-SRAMists have been occupying the nation with sensationalism about six cases of Satanic 

Ritual Abuse, more than TWO HUNDRED cases of Christian Ritual Abuse are likely to have occurred. The 

tragedy of the suffering of innocent children in this situation is too miserable to contemplate. 

 

COVERAGE: 

 

Please note that we have NOT included ALL the cases we have on file. There are many further cases 

which we have researched which confirm the overall picture but which are insignificantly unique and 

which we have therefore left out. These are open to scrutiny if needed. We also have a large pile of 

quite serious and shocking Christian Ritual Abuse cases which were reported mid-trial and which look 

likely to have ended in convictions but which we have not yet sourced the verdicts for. 

 

STATISTICAL COMPARISONS: 

 

The data from our research is now large enough to form predictions of the yearly frequency of what can 

now be seen to be a very serious problem of Christian Ritual Abuse. We are not here looking at a 

sporadic and unusual manifestation of Christian Ritual Abuse caused by a handful of rogue Vicars. The 

shocking facts are that statistics show a definite and continuing proportion of the clergy who are pre-
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disposed to commit terrible crimes against children in their care. This phenomenon carries across all age 

levels and is represented in novitiates as well as established ecclesiastics - it is not a passing node which 

will eventually dissipate itself given time. Action must be called for from government to deal with this 

problem. Additionally it has to be said that a not insignificant portion of these Christian Ritual Abusers 

re-offend when allowed to continue in their work. 

 

 

Spiritual Allegories 

 

Arguing over which God is which in specific pantheons and such is not important. What IS important is 

knowing that the legends of the Gods in nearly all of the Pagan pantheons are powerful spiritual 

allegories. As for the term 'Devil' this is an aspect of 'Devi' which is Sanskrit. 'Devil' is NOT an offensive 

term. Christianity, Islam and of course, Judaism have corrupted this, like everything else spiritual in a 

direct attack upon spirituality; to remove and erase spirituality, which is their sole purpose. 

 

 

'Devi is synonymous with Shakti, the female aspect of the divine.' 

-Wikipedia 

 

Now, this is not 'female' in terms of sex, but the 'female' part of the brain. The female aspect of the soul, 

which is and always has been symbolized by the serpent. The serpent is and always has been of Satan. 

The serpent is the kundalini energy within us, when risen, stimulates both the male and female sides of 

the brain and soul, so we use 100% of our brains and not just the 5-10% society is now using as a whole.  

 

'Shiva' and 'Shakti' are the male and female aspects of the soul. As I have written over and over, the 

hermaphrodite, such as Egyptian Akhenaton is another ALLEGORY for the merging of the male and 

female aspects of the soul, so both the right and left hemispheres of the brain function and work 

together, instead of separately. When both hemispheres unite and work together through the ascension 

of the kundalini serpent, one reaches the godhead in using 100% of the brain.  
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High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

News: Church Abuse Scandal Reaches Pope's Brother 3/10/10 

 

Church Abuse Scandal Reaches Pope's Brother 

By VICTOR L. SIMPSON, Associated Press Writer Victor L. Simpson, Associated Press Writer – Wed Mar 

10, 8:10 pm ET 

 

 

VATICAN CITY – Church abuse scandals in Germany have reached the older brother of Pope Benedict XVI 

and are creeping ever closer to the pontiff himself. 

 

While there has been no suggestion of wrongdoing by Benedict, the launch of an inquiry by German 

Catholic officials after his brother admitted he slapped children years ago is stirring Vatican fears of a 

major crisis for the papacy. 

 

Benedict, 82, was archbishop of Munich from 1977 to 1982 when he was brought to the Vatican to head 

the body responsible for investigating abuse cases. During that time, he came under criticism for 

decreeing that even the most serious abuse cases must first be investigated internally. 

 

Since then, Benedict has taken a strong stand against abuse by clerics in the Roman Catholic Church. 

 

Just weeks before he became pope, Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger caused a stir when he denounced "filth" 

in the church and among priests — a condemnation taken as a reference to clerical sex abuse. 

 

German church officials said Wednesday they will examine what — if anything — Benedict knew about 

abuse during his time as Munich archbishop. 
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"We do not know if the pope knew about the abuse cases at the time," church spokesman Karl Juesten 

told The Associated Press. 

 

He said the church "assumes" Benedict knew nothing of such cases, but that current Munich Archbishop 

Reinhard Marx will be "certainly investigating these questions." 

 

Juesten, the liaison between Roman Catholic bishops and the German government, said the German 

Bishops Conference had asked parishes and church institutions in the country to examine all allegations 

of the sexual and physical abuse. 

 

Separately, the Regensburg Diocese told AP it will investigate allegations of physical and sexual abuse 

that have swirled around a renowned choir led by the Benedict's brother, the Rev. Georg Ratzinger. So 

far, the sex abuse allegations predate Georg Ratzinger's term as choir director. 

 

Vatican officials have been unable to hide their alarm about the possible implications for the papacy. 

 

"There is certainly the suspicion that there are some out there out to damage the church and the pope," 

said a Vatican official, speaking anonymously because of the sensitivity of the matter. 

 

The Vatican has spoken up several times in recent days to defend the church as having acted "promptly 

and decisively" regarding the German abuse scandal. But it also noted that problems of sex abuse 

spread across society and are not limited to the Roman Catholic Church. 

 

When Benedict became pope in 2005, the Vatican was reeling from a massive sex abuse scandal in the 

U.S. church. The new pope promised a policy of zero tolerance as he went on to apologize and pray with 

some of the victims while traveling in the United States and Australia. 

 

The pope has been working on a letter to be read to Catholics in Ireland, where a government report 

detailed decades of physical and sexual abuse in church-run schools. The letter is expected to be 

released shortly. 
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The pope held his weekly public audience Wednesday but made no mention of the sex abuse scandal. 

 

Georg Ratzinger, 86, said in a newspaper interview published Tuesday that he slapped pupils as 

punishment after he took over the Regensburger Domspatzen boys choir in the 1964. He also said he 

was aware of allegations of physical abuse at an elementary school linked to the choir but did nothing 

about it. 

 

The slapping of students and other forms of corporal punishment were common in Catholic schools in 

Germany and other countries in that era. Such punishment was later banned.  

 

The Regensburg Diocese has reported two cases of sexual abuse at the choir, stemming from 1958 and 

1959. And across Germany, more than 170 students have claimed they were sexually abused at several 

Catholic high schools.  

 

Ratzinger has repeatedly said the sexual abuse allegations date from before his tenure as choir director. 

Asked in the interview Tuesday whether he knew of them, Ratzinger insisted he was not aware of the 

problem.  

 

"These things were never discussed," Ratzinger told Tuesday's Passauer Neue Presse German daily. "The 

problem of sexual abuse that has now come to light was never spoken of."  

 

Jakob Schoetz, a spokesman for the Regensburg Diocese, told AP that the diocese is appointing an 

independent investigator — an attorney — to examine allegations of physical and sexual abuse at the 

choir.  

 

"The independent lawyer will thoroughly go through all existing legal papers, all court decisions and any 

information available," Schoetz said. "We expect to publish first results within the next two weeks."  

 

Franz Wittenbrink, 61, who sang in the Regensburger Domspatzen choir from 1958 to 1967, said he was 

physically abused on a regular basis by the priests at its boarding school.  
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"Severe beatings were normal, but Ratzinger did not belong to the group of more sadistic abusers," 

Wittenbrink said in a phone interview with the AP from Hamburg. "But I do accuse him of covering up 

the abuses."  

 

Wittenbrink said all boys suffered some physical abuse but a "selected group" of students was also 

abused sexually.  

 

Another former choir boy at Domspatzen told the Bild daily that he and other boys were sexually abused 

by teachers at the choir's boarding school in the 1950s. Manfred von Hove was quoted as saying he 

"finally wants to have answers and find out who was responsible for the cover-up at the time."  

 

He said he planned to sue the Regensburg Diocese for compensation.  

 

Rudolf Neumaier, a student from 1981 to 1982 at the Etterzhausen elementary school in Pielenhofen — 

considered a feeder school for the choir — told the AP he was slapped there, witnessed corporal 

punishment of other boys, and saw then-director Johann Meier hit an 8-year-old boy with a chair.  

 

Neumaier, who went on to join the Domspatzen choir in Regensburg in 1982, stressed he did not 

witness or hear about any abuse at the choir boarding school itself. But he said he personally told choir 

director Georg Ratzinger about the violence at the elementary school and Ratzinger did nothing about it. 

"He chose not to listen," Neumaier said.  

 

Ratzinger said Tuesday that boys had told him about being mistreated at the Etterzhausen school but he 

did not understand how bad it was.  

 

Criticism of the Catholic church has been heavy in Germany, whose relations with the Vatican had 

already been jolted last year when Benedict lifted the excommunication of an ultraconservative British 

bishop who denied the Holocaust.  
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The Vatican moved to defuse criticism after German Justice Minister Sabine Leutheusser-

Schnarrenberger said Monday a Vatican secrecy rule has played a role in a "wall of silence" surrounding 

sexual abuse of children.  

 

___  

 

Associated Press writers Kirsten Grieshaber and Verena Schmitt-Roschmann contributed from Berlin and 

Juergen Baetz contributed from Regensburg. 

 

 

Severing the Link: Regaining Control of your Thoughts and Emotions 

 

Severing the Link: Regaining Control of your Thoughts and Emotions 

 

By 

 

High Priest Vovim Baghie, Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

 

A short while ago, I experienced what I can only describe as a Spiritual Transformation & Awakening, 

brought on by my Kundalini Serpent. It is because of this, that I was able to see something the enemy 

has been trying to hide from us. 

 

Before this, when-ever I was going through emotional and mental psychic attack [i.e. the enemy making 

me feel depressed, overly aggravated, doubtful, etc.] I would always feel a sort-of "fuzz" in front of my 

forehead, I did not know exactly what it was at the time but I definitely knew it was bad.  
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After the Transformation occurred I was able to see exactly what it was. This "fuzz" I was feeling, is an 

enemy link, it is thin tube like object; [to me its color is green] It originates form the "jehova" – the 

enemy godform. The link passes through the 3rd Eye and connects directly to your 6th Chakra. 

 

It is with this link that the enemy is able to so easily influence our Thoughts, draw out our energy for 

there own use - and most especially, make a select few of us see things that are not actually there, in 

order to cause insanity. [There telepathy is incredibly strong, because they operate in a hive mind under 

the direction of slightly "higher-up" grey's.] 

 

It is absolutely *imperative* that you break this link! The method for breaking it is as follows: 

 

Place your hand over the Tube, put a very bright and vibrant layer of Demonic\Satanic Blue energy 

around your hand, and literally snap the tube. – Both in the physical and astral. As you do this, use Fire, 

to incinerate the tube all the way to its source.  

 

[After doing this, I opened eyes and I saw the debris of the tube falling to the ground] 

If you get it right and you manage to properly break the link, you will feel extreme relief, I remember 

feeling the same relief I felt after my initial Dedication to Father Satan. 

 

Once you have broken this link, the enemy will continually try and re-attach it. It is up to you to 

constantly be aware of what you are thinking and feeling, if the link is being re-attached your thoughts 

and emotions will be suddenly negative, for no apparent reason. 

 

You are now aware of the link itself, and you should have no problem "feeling" when the link is being re-

attached, once they attempt to re-attach it [And believe me, they will try over and over again, the more 

bio-electricity you have the more they will keep coming back.] You can simply snap the link again using 

the Demonic\Satanic energy and Fire. 

 

I cannot stress the importance of doing this, you will experience far less intense mental and emotional 

psychic attack, you will not have as many "off" thoughts, and most importantly the enemy will not be 

able to so easily drain you of your energy. 
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[Also your preliminary Chakra work, i.e. opening the Chakra's, will go a lot smoother.] 

 

**There is however another link. This link serves to fully manipulate your emotions and drain you of the 

entirety of you energy. This link, like to former, originates form the enemy godform, however to 

connects to your Heart Chakra and passes through the Font Heart Charka extension and the Auxiliary 

heart Chakra's on the chest. 

 

This link provides the enemy with a vast amount of energy. The more Gentiles who sever this link, the 

weaker the enemy will become. The method for breaking this link is the same as the last: Place your 

hand over the Tube, put a very bright and vibrant layer of Demonic\Satanic Blue energy around your 

hand, and literally snap the tube. – Both in physically and astral. As you do this, use Fire, to incinerate 

the tube all the way to its source. 

 

[This link is not attached to marked souls and a certain few who were with Father in their past lives and 

empowered their souls.] 

 

It is important that I add – You can break this link for others, a loved one, family members, even friends. 

I definitely suggest you sever the link to their 6th Chakra and the Link to their Heart Chakra. The more 

people, the better - every link severed weakens our enemy further. Also, it will be much harder for the 

enemy to continually re-attach the links due to the large amount of broken links. 

 

* I strongly encourage you to post your experiences with regards to breaking these links in the Hells 

Army e-group: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/HellsArmy666/ * 

 

 

Regards, 

 

High Priest Vovim Baghie 

Samurai Of Malphas 
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Hail Father Satan! 

Hail Malphas-sama! 

Hail Horus-sama! 

Hail Azazel-sama! 

Hail All The Mighty Gods Of Duat! 

 

http://www.joyofsatan.org/ 

http://www.ageofsatan.co.cc/ 

 

Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

 

Sermon 3/15/10 

 

Awakening chakras is different from raising the kundalini serpent. Awakening chakras is a preparation, 

and helps to clear, activate and open them for the safe ascension of the Serpent of Satan.  

 

Through consistent yoga and meditations, kundalini rises little by little and then retreats back to the 

base chakra. This is before the serpent rises as a whole to the crown chakra, which is a major even and 

changes one's life forever in a positive way.  

 

The point of this sermon is concerning personal hang-ups which interfere and block the safe ascension 

of the serpent. Unfortunately, sex is a huge one for most of the populace. The christian and islam 

programs which work relentlessly and very forcefully to remove spirituality and all spiritual knowledge 

know sex is a major factor in raising the serpent.  

 

When one has any shame, fears, repression, guilt or other negative attitudes towards sex, the second 

chakra which is ruled by sex is blocked and the serpent cannot ascend. I was recently reading where 

some guru dependent individuals who have fallen for the christianized filth that has infested much of 
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Eastern teachings, have had some very ugly experiences when the serpent energy manifested in their 

second chakra. These individuals were very sexually repressed and had a plethora of hang-ups.  

 

The underlying theme in all True Satanism is FREEDOM. FREE YOUR MIND, ACCEPT YOURSELF FOR WHO 

YOU ARE- BE YOURSELF!! Always being sorry, repenting, personal shame, and other related crap is NOT 

a part of Satanism!! 

 

In facilitating the rising of the serpent, the less hang-ups you have, the better. Hang-ups are stored in 

the chakras and act as major obstacles and blocks to the serpent energy. The christian churches and 

islam know all too well, and work to create as many hang-ups and psychological problems, self-loathing, 

low self-esteem, repression of sexuality, and emotions and every other ugly anti-life and anti-spiritual 

thing they can to PREVENT humanity from evolving spiritually to a higher level and seeing the truth.  

 

When problems begin and are repressed, chakras and the soul as a whole become ill. This also manifests 

in the body and in life experiences. Things bleed over and get ugly all around. This is another major 

reason christians prey upon our youth. They work to ruin them when they are young and vulnerable, 

when their minds are fragile and receptive to suggestions, implanted thoughts and are easily 

programmed.  

 

The teachings of the Far East where True Satanism originated have been severely corrupted. There are 

no dietary laws, no sexual restrictions, no certain ways one is supposed to live or any certain things one 

is supposed to observe. Consistent workings- hatha and kundalini yoga and other forms of meditation 

[putting in and devoting your time and working consistently on your soul is the true meaning of 

'sacrifice'] WILL work from the inside out. The meditations and yoga produce changes on their own. Live 

your life as you will. Eat as you will, have sex as you will and above all remember- SEXUAL ABSTINANCE 

IS NOT HEALTHY!! Whether you are alone or with a partner/s, this must be relieved. If anyone here has 

any doubts on this- look at the average catholic priest for a prime example of the results of celibacy.  

 

I am posting this article here again. You can only be free when your mind is free: 

 

FREE THOUGHT  
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Everyone knows free thought is the ability to think for one's self, but how many people actually apply 

this? Only when you can completely free your mind, will you be able to come into your own and know 

yourself. How to think, what to think, what to believe, what our likes, our dislikes, our concepts of right, 

wrong, good and evil are, are constantly being programmed by the media, peer pressure and those in 

power. Those in power can refer to the government, parents, family, educational institutions and 

textbooks, the system, the medical association and so forth. Many live their lives by the values of others 

and as a result, they never come to know themselves. People are TOLD what to think and believe.  

 

The television is a good example. Canned laughter implies something is supposed to be funny and it's OK 

to laugh. Background music lets the viewer know when he/she should get scared or anticipate 

something. Emotional scenes lead some people to tears. Life is much like this. One is supposed to obtain 

some form of approval for any and every thought and/or action.  

 

Take a look at the xian church. Everyone is repeatedly told this nefarious enemy of humanity is 

something "good." In spite of the continuous and blatantly obvious signs to the contrary, most people 

actually believe this to be true. The xian bible is called the "good book."  

This "good book" is full of mass murder, slaughter, torture, gang rape, prostitution, cannibalism, 

infanticide, mutilation, blood sacrifice, curses, feces, hatred, and every ugly thing know to humanity. It 

has incited war, slavery, bloodshed and destroyed the lives and mental health of billions.  

 

When we come to Satan, he opens the door to our spiritual cages and gives us a hand in getting out. The 

rest is up to us. He is always there for guidance and support, but above all, he wants us to be free. Satan, 

who is the True God, is the liberator of humanity.  

 

Ask yourself; what do I think? How do I feel? NOT how *SHOULD* I think, or what would someone else 

think, or what does everyone else think. We are all individuals. We all have different preferences and 

tastes. Just because someone else likes or dislikes something, that doesn't mean you as an individual 

should feel the same way. Whenever presented with a dilemma or something new, ask yourself the 

above questions. Satanism is free thought in the extreme, yet, so few are able to actually think for 

themselves.  

 

Now, of course, those in power are dead against free thought. Sheep are easily controlled. Personality 

tests are given to determine those who are a threat (think for themselves and don't conform). Though 
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unaware, how we should think is drummed into our heads from the time we are born. Very few people 

really know themselves, in spite of living with themselves 24/7. This is really sad.  

 

It's not all that hard. Just remember to always and frequently ask yourself to start out with; do I think 

this is right or wrong for me? How do *I* feel about this? What is *my* opinion? There are no right or 

wrong answers here. Just get to know yourself. This may take time, but in the end, you will experience 

the bliss of being free.  

 

Start completely deprogramming your mind today. All of us are programmed to greater or lesser 

degrees and most are not even aware of it.  

 

© Copyright 2002, 2005, Joy of Satan Ministries;  

Library of Congress Number: 12-16457  

 

 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FREETHOUGHT.html 

 

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Fighting the Enemy: Dealing with the Different Attacks & Tactics 

 

Fighting the Enemy: Dealing with the Different Attacks & Tactics 

 

By 

 

High Priest Vovim Baghie, Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

 

Here are some basic methods for fighting the grey's and reptilian's; these can be done by most. This is 

*especially* important for the newly Dedicated Spiritual Satanists. 

 

1) Nightmare Attacks: 

This is very important for those who are newly Dedicated to Father Satan, You will experience this quite 

often in the beginning, You will awake in the middle of the night, your body will be "paralyzed" you 

cannot move, you cannot speak, and you have an intense feeling of fear - an extreme fear - however the 

fear does not come from a problem or something in your life, it is as if the fear is from absolutely 

nowhere. You will hear loud noises and you may even see disturbing\strange things. 

 

This is the most common form of psychic attack by the grey's. They will use this method as much as 

possible; this is because the grey's are trying to deter you from this path. It is just a simple enemy tactic. 

You must overcome this. Right in the beginning the only thing you can really do to fight this is to call 

upon Father Satan and your Guardian Demon\s to help you. 

 

Basically the best way of dealing with this is simple awareness. The first time this happened to me was 

the night After I had Dedicated myself to Father Satan, And I did not know what was happening at all; 

because I did not know what it was, I was unable to stop\combat it. However, once I learned what was 

happening, and what the cause of these attacks were it became easier and easier to fight back. 

 

Awareness is half the battle. 
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Once you start to meditate, advance and become more aware, you will feel when these nightmare 

attacks are going to happen before they actually do; this will give you time to prepare. The best 

preparation is to clean your Aura: http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Aura_Cleaning.html 

and Build you Aura of Protection: http://www.666blacksun.com/Protection.html* 

 

*I cannot begin to tell you how truly important it is to constantly build your Aura of protection. From the 

moment you dedicate you should be doing this daily – A lot of pain and hardship can be avoided by 

simply building a strong Aura of Protection.* 

 

2) Understanding and Breaking the Nighttime "Paralysis": 

This paralysis is something that always accompanies the nightmare attacks and a few other enemy 

attacks, again this will happen very often when you are newly Dedicated. Once you begin to meditate 

constantly, you will find it easy to break the paralysis, and eventually the grey's will not even be able to 

paralyze you at all. You need to Meditate and continually build a strong Aura of Protection to fight 

against this. 

 

In order to initially break this, you must not think physically, in other words, *Do Not* panic and 

frantically try and move your arms or legs etc. You must remain as calm and clear headed as possible, 

you need to begin to move with though. In other words, you must *think* and *visualize* you limbs or 

fingers moving, once you have moved something with thought and visualization the paralysis will be 

broken and you will be able to move physically again. Awareness of what is happening and Trust in 

Father Satan and the Gods will ensure your success against these initial enemy attacks. 

 

3) Enemy Thoughtform's and Elemental's: 

These are very easy to deal with, but if you are unaware of them they can cause you grief, most 

especially when you are newly Dedicated. 

 

*The first type that you will experience will be seeing a shadow out the corner of your eye move really 

fast, or something similar, these are enemy Elemental's, they generally exist to spy on Dedicated 

Spiritual Satanists and to help keep the masses blind. 
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The best way to get rid of them in the Beginning is to do Constant Banishing Rituals, and to continually 

cleanse your room and House with the Blue Demonic\Satanic Energy. Or if you can, simply use fire. 

 

When you are slightly more advance and psychically open, you will experience them in a different way, 

you will most likely see an eyeball or many eyeballs constantly staring at you, you can see them 

watching you and you can feel them watching you. The same method of combating them in the above 

still applies but there is a quicker way to deal with them. Just focus on one, shut the eye, face it away 

from you and destroy it, either by burning it with fire or "exploding" it with fire. 

 

*The second type you will experience is a basic enemy thoughtform, they just stick you your Aura, you 

can feel them and see them - parasitically leeching off you. The method for dealing with these is to 

simply clean your Aura, this gets rid of them. Also I suggest that when you are new, to cleanse your Aura 

under running water - The running water aides in cleansing your Aura. 

 

Of course a quicker way of getting rid of these "leeches" is a method I use constantly with all forms of 

psychic attack – this however is not for everyone – Just *feel* and *see* and immense inferno building 

within you, it gets brighter and hotter, to the point where you can no longer look at this inferno, you 

have to feel the Fire trying it's best to escape, you have to build it to where you feel as if you will burst 

from the immense pressure. Then with an exhale violently release the Inferno, this mass of Fire will burn 

and drive away any thoughtform, elemental, grey or reptilian. It is highly effective and highly dangerous, 

only those experienced with elementalism should attempt this. If you are not experienced enough for 

this you will cause yourself sever physical damage. 

 

4) General Depression, Anxiety and Over-Aggression: 

This is caused by either the enemy or the Planets. In most cases it is both, this is due to the fact that the 

enemy will use the Planets against you whenever possible. 

 

To combat this simply clean your Aura everyday, preferably three\four times a day, and constantly build 

your Aura of protection, also three or four times a day. Treat the cause, not the symptoms. 

 

Regularly check your Astrological chart and be aware of any negative planetary alignments. Prepare for 

them and know that the enemy will use them to their advantage. 
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[Again, constantly be aware.] 

 

And of course `Severing the Link' will make it far more difficult for the enemy, to influence you on a 

mental and emotional level: http://www.vovimbaghie.co.cc/severing_the_link.html 

 

5) Seeing & Combating the Swarms of grey's Physical to Astral: 

Once you have become psychically open and you have advanced to a certain point, you will not 

experience nighttime attacks by grey's and low-level reptilian's, you might get one or two but they are 

an extreme rarity, for three reason's: 1) You are unaffected their attempts to inject you with 

fear\depression\anxiety 2) The grey's paralysis is instantly breakable 3) you can immediately tell when 

you lay your head down for rest if they are going to attempt an attack. 

 

They will the move up to tactics: at this point you will actually see the grey's, they will always be in a 

swarm, so you will see one, and when you attempt to combat it, three or four more of them will 

suddenly appear. 

 

If you can see them, fighting them becomes very easy; still the best way is to use the "inner inferno" 

method I spoke of earlier. It is honestly effective against pretty much all attacks and all enemies. What 

you can also do is suddenly grab one by the arm, [This is all Astral] and either channel the Blue 

Demonic\Satanic Energy to destroy it, or you can Channel Fire to destroy it, you can even absorb it. 

 

The grey's are unable to quickly react to you on an individual level; this is due to the fact that their 

individual mind conflicts with their Hive mind. This is a big weakness of theirs and must be exploited at 

any opportunity to do so. 

 

Like I said however, when you attack the one, many will appear. For this, again use fire and cleanse the 

Area. *ALWAYS* build your Aura of protection daily, this is honestly the only way to be protected when 

fighting, otherwise you will easily succumb to their attacks. 

 

6) The Higher Level grey's: 
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These are more like reptilian's, but they hold the same characteristics as grey's, the only different is the 

fact they are tall and almost white. These are real fuckers when it comes to psychic attack. 

 

[Initially After I had severed the link their ability to affect me dropped significantly.] 

 

They do not come near you like the short grey's do; they will influence you from far away. There are 

three of them that like to attack me, I see them quite often looking down at me. The only way to fight 

them is to burn them, this is very hard due to the fact that they are millions of light years away, with this 

it really comes down to your Strength and your Authority. Only your Guardian Demon can help you do 

this, if you do know or have learned how to do this, I cannot even express the incredible satisfaction of 

seeing those fuck's being burned alive! 

 

Again however, simply cleaning your Aura, Building your Aura of protection and Cleansing the Area will 

get rid of their affect on you. 

 

7) Reptilian Attack & the Paralysis of the Inter-Dimensional reptilian's: 

These attacks are quite heavy, they follow a similar pattern to the nighttime attacks by grey's, but they 

are far, far more powerful. When attacked by reptilian's, they will attack in a group; I have noticed that 

it will always be the two types of reptilian's that attack: the inter-dimensional and the normal reptilian's.  

 

The first way of identifying this attack is the sheer strength of the paralysis put upon you, it is almost 

overwhelming how powerful it is [Again though, when you reach a certain point it becomes easily 

breakable and no longer affects you] Another way of almost immediately identifying a reptilian attack is 

the sound that they make, It is a wispy throat hiss, it is unmistakable and it is a sound that once you hear 

it, you will never forget it.  

 

When I first experienced this, that sound sent a shiver down my spine. When I fought hard enough to 

actually open my eyelids I saw four of them, two were the inter-dimensional reptilian's, they have a sot-

of energy silhouette and where they stand there is like a "disturbance" but they have no appearance 

really. 
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I had no idea what was happening or what was going on. Then suddenly I felt my body physically being 

lifted off the bed, I yelled for Malphas-sama to help me, over and over in my head, until suddenly I saw a 

Bright Flash of Electric blue, and everything was gone, I jumped up from my bed, Malphas-sama 

honestly saved my ass that night. 

 

Now however, to combat it is the same as the other attacks; either use Fire of the Blue Demonic\Satanic 

Energy. My Kundalini showed me how to really fight them. 

 

[Like I have said over and over Awareness is half the battle. Experience is the best teacher when it 

comes to things like this.] 

 

8) The Enemy Nordic's: 

I have experienced much with enemy Nordic's, but as a general rule of thumb the enemy Nordic's will 

not actually perform nighttime attacks. Astrally, yes fighting them does happen, but on the physical 

plane, they prefer to use sly bullshit tactics on you. 

 

 

What the enemy Nordic's will do is appear to you as a God, they will not say they are Gods and they will 

not say that they are of Father Satan; they will let you assume that. They will never impersonate our 

Gods because they fear the consequences of doing so, but they will let you assume that they are a 

Specific God.  

 

They gain your trust by constantly talking to you and appearing too you, they even go so far as to give 

you advice with meditation and spiritual advancement [Although this is basic advice and simply reading 

any one of High Priestess Maxine Dietrich's Sermons would help you more!] 

 

Once they have your trust they will continue to play nice until one day, out if nowhere they out you in a 

position that you feel you cannot escape from, they will do anything they can to make you Betray Father 

Satan, Betray the Gods, Betray a Loved One, even betray yourself. Their main goal is either to make you 

a traitor, or make you kill yourself from the Guilt of your Actions. 
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THIS DOES HAPPEN and surprisingly very often. They only way to combat this is to **NEVER ASSUME 

ANYTHING** Assumption is the mother of all fuck-ups and it will only lead to your End.  

 

If a being appears to you, even if they are completely nice, and they assist you with Meditations and 

Advancement, always question them. Ask for their name; if they do not give you a name or they try and 

avoided the Question or something like that KNOW that they are the enemy.  

 

Even if you do not suspect that being, just to be sure, simply say the following aloud a few times: "If you 

are not truly of Father Satan, then I banish you in His Name! I banish you in the Name of the Almighty 

God Satan! – Our Almighty Father! Hail Father Satan and Hail all the Mighty Gods of Duat!" 

 

I can guarantee you that you do not want to learn this lesson the hard-way; it is something the enemy 

will truly fuck you with. Just always be Aware, always be Cautious and always be Prepared. There many 

more methods the enemy uses and there are many more methods of combating them, these are a few, 

in order to help prepare and inform you of what it is that we face.  

 

Father Satan and the Gods will always guide and protect you, but learning how to fight on your own 

when you can is imperative. You Guardian Demon\s will teach you how to fight in a manner that best 

suites your abilities and yourself in general. 

 

The hunger for Knowledge is what sets apart those who will survive and those who will not!! 

 

To all the truly Dedicated Warriors of Father Satan and the Mighty Gods of Duat, Always Keep Strong in 

Father Satan! And may Father Satans' Divine Light Guide You Eternally! 

 

Regards, 

 

High Priest Vovim Baghie 

Samurai Of Malphas 

Hail Father Satan! 
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Hail Malphas-sama! 

Hail Horus-sama! 

Hail Azazel-sama! 

Hail All The Mighty Gods Of Duat! 

 

http://www.joyofsatan.org/ 

http://www.vovimbaghie.co.cc/ 

http://www.ageofsatan.co.cc/ 

 

Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

 

Sermon: 3/27/10 

 

Follow up to Sermon 3/15/10  

 

True Satanism is all about raising the serpent. Demons work with us one on one to accomplish this goal. 

In ancient times, during the time known as 'The Golden Age' before the coming of christianity and its 

ugly jewish root and filthy islam, the original priesthood was of the serpent- those who had advanced to 

where they had their kundalini fully ascended. The purpose of the true priesthood was to teach and 

guide others to accomplishing this goal.  

 

There are many books and much information regarding 'Kundalini Awakening' out there. Again, I repeat- 

nearly all of these have incorrect and corrupted information in them. Lilith has been working with me 

and guiding me to the truth. There are no restrictions. Authors who get these books published are on 

the wrong path. They advocate all kinds of abstinences. Abstinence is NOT the way to go. Neither is any 

form or sort of repression. Those who have advocated celibacy or continuous retention of semen [for 

men] and claim longevity and/or immortality from doing this- I have seen 'born--died.' Many are dead 

and NONE lived to be any extraordinary age. This is extremely unhealthy, both physically and 

psychologically.  
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The serpent REQUIRES sexual energy. This is the reason the christian churches work overtime attacking 

sexual pleasure and work to repress sexual urges and intercourse. When one has awakened the serpent, 

orgasms are drastically intensified and there is a full body orgasm which extends to the aura. Orgasm 

opens the chakras and releases energy, thus facilitating the ascension of the serpent.  

 

I wrote of this before and again- the true way and safest way to achieve ascension of the serpent is to 

free your mind. Repressed hatred, anger and any other emotions will only create problems and block 

your chakras, either keeping the serpent down, or causing major problems when the serpent does 

ascend past the base chakra.  

 

Everything in the enemy programs of christianity, islam, etc., work to see to it that humanity never 

evolves spiritually or achieves spiritual liberation, physical and spiritual immortality. Their entire 

doctrines are structured to prevent humanity from becoming free and evolving to a higher level through 

the raising of the serpent.  

 

Constant repentance, always having to 'be sorry' gives the victim low self-esteem, self-loathing and 

worse. This acts to create psychological blocks and hang-ups. When the serpent begins to ascend to the 

higher chakras, trying to control this energy will only result in serious problems, as this energy acts to 

free the mind and the soul, while at the same time, expand consciousness. The symbol of the serpent 

cobra with the hood represents the expanded consciousness. When there are hang-ups and repressions, 

these act as a combat zone in the chakras and are major blocks. This is why some people, namely new-

age people have 'kundalini madness' or other very serious psychological problems when they advance to 

a certain point.  

 

In fact, most of the doctrines in kundalini yoga books are designed to see to it that people DO have 

problems. This is a result of centuries of corrupted information.  

 

When you reach a certain level and have the direct experience, you can see through all of the bullshit, 

for what it is. If you have anger or hatred towards anyone, certain people, places, things, etc., then that 

is the way it is. Trying to repress this or change it when working on the serpent will result in disaster.  
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I can tell you the exercises on the JoS website for ascending the serpent- kundalini and hatha yoga, 

these work to heal any problems from the inside out, like obsessions, addictions and other things. If you 

hate something or someone, acknowledge this and so be it. There is a reason for hatred. Hatred is a 

normal HEALTHY emotion! ACCEPT IT! The entire underlying message in Satanism is to be free. When 

the serpentine energy starts flowing through the higher chakras, one needs to just let go. Don't try to 

control it. Just accept who you are and how you feel.  

 

The serpent can also activate and amplify certain unwanted thoughts. Again, just let go. Focus on 

something else. Don't try to suppress or control it. Don't feel guilty about anything.  

 

Kundalini and hatha yoga, when done consistently and for any length of time will result in detachment. 

What I mean by this is your emotions, whatever they are will no longer control you, as with in certain 

people. There will be inner contentment, peace, and happiness. You will feel on an even keel so to 

speak. When others are coming unglued in stressful situations, you will be able to keep a calm head, and 

think clearly. There is a peaceful inner bliss that becomes constant.  

 

'I teach and guide those who follow my instruction. If anyone obey me and conform to my 

commandments, he shall have joy, delight, and comfort.' 

-- Satan  

 

Kundalini and hatha yoga exercises heal from the inside out, especially many psychological problems. 

The serpent is extremely powerful. The complete raising of the serpentine energy is a commencement 

to higher powers. This is where the so-called 'siddhis' come into play. Unlike the instructions in most 

books on yoga out there, one should strive to perfect the siddhis. For example, when one works 

consistently on telekinesis [moving objects using the powers of the mind], with activation and eventual 

ascension of the serpent, this will become much easier and should be practiced if this is one's goal, as 

this will strengthen and fully open the dormant areas of the brain which make this feat possible.  

In closing, I want to mention kundalini is exceptionally powerful. It is the life force. This is analogous 

from living off of a 20 watt light bulb and then all of a sudden jumping to 200 watts. One must be able to 

handle this both psychologically and physically. If you are able to, physical fitness is very important in 

that your body is strong enough. Flexibility is another. The spine must be flexible. This is the basis of 

hatha and kundalini yoga, while these exercises work directly upon arousing the serpent.  
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Some people complain of energy pooling in the legs. This is very bad and can be dangerous. To correct 

this, the legs, hips, and spine should be stretched daily. The key word for all aspects of raising the 

serpent is 'FREE.'  

 

For people who have trouble doing a full hatha yoga routine, the 'Sun Salutation' set of yogic exercises is 

excellent: 

http://www.healthandyoga.com/html/news/surya.html  

 

The above can also be a compliment to any kundalini/hatha yoga program and can act as an excellent 

warm up after getting out of bed. These are easy and greatly help in improving flexibility, which is 

necessary for the serpent to ascend safely. One can begin with 2 rounds and work up to 12.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

2012 

 

'Maya' is Sanskrit for 'illusion.' Satan himself confirmed to me that the year 2012 will be the end of 

illusion and lies, NOT THE END OF THE WORLD. Keep fighting, people! Do anything and everything you 

can [legally] to destroy the enemies of Satan!! Work relentlessly for Satan. 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Regarding Science 

 

With more intensive study, it is glaringly apparent that the reason christianity has so vehemently 

attacked and repressed physical science is because advanced physical science leads to spiritual truths. At 

an advanced point, both meet. As I have already written on the JoS website and in numerous sermons, 

everything of the occult [spiritual] can be scientifically explained. Both physical science and spirituality 

complement each other and are twins. If one advances far enough in either, each eventually explains 

the other. They are in agreement. Unfortunately, christianity and its ilk have held humanity back 

seriously and dangerously in both.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Fw: Vatican offers 3 reasons it's not liable for abuse 

 

These vile criminals are appalling. The vatican could care less about the billions of lives they have 

destroyed through the centuries. This article below also reveals plenty of how they are the lowest of the 

low and will even try to exonerate themselves from heinous their crimes against innocent children.  

 

I also wonder just how many bodies are buried out there- missing children? Given what this scum is fully 

capable of... 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 
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***** 

 

Vatican offers 3 reasons it's not liable for abuse 

By NICOLE WINFIELD, Associated Press Writer Nicole Winfield, Associated Press Writer – 2 mins ago 

 

 

VATICAN CITY – Dragged deeper than ever into the clerical sex abuse scandal, the Vatican is launching a 

legal defense that the church hopes will shield the pope from a lawsuit in Kentucky seeking to have him 

deposed. 

 

Court documents obtained Tuesday by The Associated Press show that Vatican lawyers plan to argue 

that the pope has immunity as head of state, that American bishops who oversaw abusive priests 

weren't employees of the Vatican, and that a 1962 document is not the "smoking gun" that provides 

proof of a cover-up. 

 

The Holy See is trying to fend off the first U.S. case to reach the stage of determining whether victims 

actually have a claim against the Vatican itself for negligence for allegedly failing to alert police or the 

public about Roman Catholic priests who molested children. 

 

The case was filed in 2004 in Kentucky by three men who claim they were abused by priests and claim 

negligence by the Vatican. Their attorney, William McMurry, is seeking class-action status for the case, 

saying there are thousands of victims across the country. 

 

"This case is the only case that has been ever been filed against the Vatican which has as its sole 

objective to hold the Vatican accountable for all the priest sex abuse ever committed in this country," he 

said in a phone interview. "There is no other defendant. There's no bishop, no priest." 

 

The Vatican is seeking to dismiss the suit before Benedict XVI can be questioned or secret documents 

subpoenaed. 
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The preview of the legal defense was submitted last month in U.S. District Court in Louisville. The 

Vatican's strategy is to be formally filed in the coming weeks. Vatican officials declined to comment on 

Tuesday. 

 

Plaintiffs in the Kentucky suit argue that U.S. diocesan bishops were employees of the Holy See, and that 

Rome was therefore responsible for their alleged wrongdoing in failing to report abuse. 

 

They say a 1962 Vatican document mandated that bishops not report sex abuse cases to police. The 

Vatican has argued that there is nothing in the document that precluded bishops from calling police. 

 

With the U.S. scandal reinvigorated by reports of abuse in Europe and scrutiny of Benedict's handling of 

abuse cases when he was archbishop of Munich, the Kentucky case and another in Oregon have taken 

on greater significance. Lawyers as far away as Australia have said they plan to use similar strategies. 

 

At the same time though, the hurdles remain enormously high to force a foreign government to turn 

over confidential documents, let alone to subject a head of state to questioning by U.S. lawyers, experts 

say. 

 

The United States considers the Vatican a sovereign state — the two have had diplomatic relations since 

1984. In 2007, U.S. District Court Judge John Heyburn rejected an initial request by the plaintiffs to 

depose Benedict. 

 

"They will not be able to depose the pope," said Joseph Dellapenna, a professor at Villanova University 

Law School an author of "Suing Foreign Governments and their Corporations." 

 

"But lower level officials could very well be deposed and there could be subpoenas for documents as 

part of discovery," he said. 

 

McMurry last week filed a new court motion seeking to depose the pope; Cardinal Tarcisio Bertone, 

currently Vatican secretary of state but for years the pope's deputy at the Congregation for the Doctrine 
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of the Faith; Cardinal William Levada, an American who currently heads the Congregation; and 

Archbishop Pietro Sambi, the Vatican's representative in the U.S. 

 

On Tuesday, McMurry filed a memorandum in support of his demand to depose the pope based on 

documents publicly released last week detailing the role of the Congregation in shutting down a 

canonical trial for a Wisconsin priest who allegedly molested up to 200 deaf boys. 

 

"These documents confirm that the CDF, under Pope Benedict XVI's lead, discouraged prosecution of 

accused clergy and encouraged secrecy to protect the reputation of the church," wrote McMurry, who 

represented 243 sex abuse victims that settled with the Archdiocese of Louisville in 2003 for $25.3 

million. 

 

Jeffrey Lena, the reclusive architect of the Vatican's legal strategy in the U.S., is seeking to have the 

court rule on the Vatican's other defenses before allowing the pope to be deposed, in hopes that the 

suit will be dismissed. Lena noted that the U.S. Supreme Court has held that when a defendant enjoys 

immunity, a court shouldn't allow a "discovery fishing expedition on claims that are baseless or 

speculative."  

 

Lena also has argued that the pope's deposition would violate the Vatican's own laws on confidentiality, 

and would set a bad precedent for U.S. officials.  

 

"If Pope Benedict XVI is ordered to testify by a U.S. court, foreign courts could feel empowered to order 

discovery against the president of the United States regarding, for example, such issues as CIA 

renditions," Lena wrote in a 2008 brief.  

 

McMurry is eager to find out what the Vatican knew and did, in particular, about Rev. Louis Miller, who 

was removed from the priesthood in 2004 by the late Pope John Paul II. Miller pleaded guilty in 2003 to 

sexually abusing one of the Kentucky defendants and other children in the 1970s. He is serving a 13-year 

prison sentence.  

 

In a deposition transcription obtained by The Associated Press, Miller said he had offered to resign as 

early as 1962 to his then-Archbishop John Floersh, and that two subsequent archbishops knew of his 

crimes but continued to keep him as a priest, moving him from parish to parish.  
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In explaining why he wanted to resign, Miller said: "I just knew that the crime was so horrendous in my 

own mind that I didn't feel that I was worthy to remain a priest."  

 

But he said Floersh was "compassionate," kept him on, and told him, "You will always be a good priest."  

 

Crucial to the Kentucky lawsuit is the 1962 document "Crimen Sollicitationis" — Latin for "crimes of 

solicitation." It describes how church authorities should deal procedurally with cases of abuse of 

children by priests, cases where sex is solicited in the confessional — a particularly heinous crime under 

canon law — and cases of homosexuality and bestiality.  

 

McMurry argues that the document imposed the highest level of secrecy on such matters and reflected 

a Vatican policy barring bishops from reporting abuse to police.  

 

Lena declined to comment Tuesday, but he has tried to shoot down McMurry's theory by arguing that 

McMurry's own expert witness, canon lawyer Thomas P. Doyle, has rejected theories that Crimen was 

proof of a cover-up.  

 

The plaintiffs, Lena wrote in a 2008 motion, "fail to offer any facts in support of their theory that Crimen 

caused their injuries, nor indeed any facts that Crimen was ever in the possession of the Louisville 

archdiocese or used in Kentucky."  

 

McMurry insisted Tuesday that Crimen is a smoking gun.  

 

"The fact is, this document and its predecessors make it an excommunicable offense to reveal any 

knowledge of allegations that a priest has sexually abused," he said in an e-mail.  

 

The existence of Crimen did not become publicly known until 2003, when a lawyer noticed a reference 

to the document while reading a 2001 letter written by Benedict, then Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger. 

McMurry is seeking to subpoena Ratzinger's letter, which instructed all bishops to send cases of clerical 

sex abuse to him and to keep the proceedings secret.  
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In 2008, the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals gave the go-ahead for Kentucky lawsuit to continue, ruling 

that an exception to sovereign immunity, which shields most foreign governments from U.S. lawsuits, 

should be applied.  

 

The 6th Circuit eliminated most of the plaintiffs claims' in its late 2008 ruling before returning it to 

district court. 

 

http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20100330/ap_on_re_eu/eu_the_vatican_s_defense 

 

 

First Ascension of the Golden Dragon: The Initial Rising of my Kundalini Serpent 

 

First Ascension of the Golden Dragon: The Initial Rising of my Kundalini Serpent 

 

By 

 

High Priest Vovim Baghie, Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

 

What I have recently experienced is the Initial Rising of my Kundalini Serpent, The Kundalini Serpent 

does no simply rise all at once; there are many stages and process involved. 

 

The Kundalini Serpent is the part of Father Satan that is within us Gentiles. We do not "raise" our 

Kundalini, it rises through the `Satan Divine', when Father Satan whishes it to rise it will rise. The 

Kundalini Serpent is a separate entity and as such it has a Mind of its own, when the two minds clash or 

are out of synch Insanity occurs. The only way to prevent this is to completely Trust in Father Satan and 

to trust that Father Satans' plan for you will all work out. You need to know in your Soul; in your entire 

being that Father Satan is –and-has been guiding your life since you first began as an existence. 
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The following is what I experienced during the Initial Ascent of the Golden Dragon: 

 

The Fountain of Energy: 

 

What rose up my Spine first was the Kundalini energy; it was Hot – intensely Hot – it shuddered with 

power, It is easy to see how one could mistake the Kundalini Energy for the Kundalini Itself. 

 

The Kundalini energy rose from the very base of my spine, through each of the Chakra extensions on my 

spine until it hit and exited through my Crown Chakra. All of this excess Kundalini Energy was "venting" 

out of my Crown Chakra, it looked as if it were spewing out like fountain. This was only the beginning, 

the first stage. This was incredibly painful, it initially hit me out of nowhere, the pain was enough to jolt 

my entire body and leave me awake for the next 48 hours or so. 

 

My Kundalini was stirring and needed to release the excess energy, if I had a major blockage in one of 

the Chakra extensions along my spine, or my physical body was still week to energy I would have either 

gone insane from the pain, or I would have internally over-heated and died. 

 

During the course of this whole experience and now still, Kundalini Energy continues to rise up and 

release through my Crown Chakra. 

 

The "jelly" Tube: 

 

What rose up my spine next was a thick tube of energy, it rose from the base of my tail-bone up to my 

neck, just before my Skull. The rising of this "tube" took about 15 minutes; I felt it very literally stretch 

my spine from the inside out. [During this time I also felt my Sushumna being expanded.] This was 

incredibly painful, in the first 5 minutes or so, the tube seemed to "get stuck" at the Solar Chakra 

extension on my Spine. There was obviously a minor blockage there that I was un-aware of. 

 

The tube had actually prepared each of the Chakra extensions along my spine - up to the point above my 

throat Chakra - for my Kundalini Serpent to rise. If this "tube" had not gone through each of Chakra 
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extensions on my spine and fixed the minor blockage in my Solar Chakra, Spontaneous Human 

Combustion would have been the result. 

 

After the "tube" reached the point on my neck just below my skull, I just suddenly feel asleep, this 

process took a lot out of me. When I awoke my entire body – especially my Spine – was insanely Hot, It 

also felt as if someone had torn all the muscles in my Back. 

 

Deep Depression: 

 

What I experienced next I did not except at all nor did I have any reason too. After the "tube" had risen 

and actually settled into my Spine, I was hit with a sudden and very deep depression. It literally came 

out of nowhere. 

 

The depression was very intense; it lasted three days and disappeared by the fourth day. I am very good 

at knowing my emotions and thoughts, and I can easily pick-up on when they are being manipulated [by 

the Enemy] but with this I could not understand what was happening to me. I could not find a single 

reason why I would or even could feel this way, and it was definitely not psychic attack by the enemy. 

The Only way I can describe this is: when the enemy attacks, it is externally and it is easy to cut yourself 

off from their bullshit, but this was internal - and it was nothing like psychic attack. 

 

What I have come to understand, is that my Kundalini Serpent was taking me through an emotional 

cleansing, a very deep cleansing that brought all the shit from this life and my past lives out to the 

surface in one-foul-swoop. I trusted in my Kundalini and I trusted in Father Satan and within the 

three\four days all the emotions were dealt with and I was able to "start fresh" so to say. 

 

Looking back it is easy to see how important and necessary this emotional "cleaning out" was. Prior to 

this I had `Cleaned out my Mental Attic' so to speak, and sorted through my thoughts and the things I 

had [and had not] done in my life. This is also very important, if I had not done this mental cleansing, 

everything would have come out all at once during this point and I would have certainly not been able to 

handle it. 

 

The Initial Rising of my Kundalini Serpent: 
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Nearing the end of the `Emotional Cleansing, the Initial Rising of my Kundalini Serpent began. When it 

happened it literally felt as if something had slithered its way up my spinal cord and stretched a hole in 

the exact middle of it. 

 

Just before this happened, I was connecting with my Kundalini when suddenly, I felt for a split second, a 

sort of dense fiery energy rush up my spine. It took about a second to rise up - it rose from the base of 

my tail-bone up into my skull and then "Bang" It felt as if someone had shot me in the back of the head. 

 

It was at this point I could actually see the Vibration of everything around me. (What I saw was that 

Wood vibrates faster than Brick. And that Plastic barely vibrates at all). 

 

That was the first time my Kundalini Serpent actually rose up my Spine, this was all in preparation to 

break-through and connect to my cerebellum. Afterwards my spine started to "pulse" - not my entire 

spine, just the part between my skull and my shoulder blades, it was definitely a pulsing feeling, I then 

started to heat up - a lot - My skin was becoming red, and my spine was hot to the point where If I had 

touched it would almost burn my hand. 

 

Shortly after I lay down to try and rest, suddenly my Kundalini "wiggled" when it did this, my astral body 

and my light body moved with it. It felt as if for a split-second I was on a rollercoaster. 

 

Nerve Sensitivity: 

 

After this initial rising had happened, my entire nervous system, throughout my Body was raw; it was 

just this intense sensitivity to everything - Most especially electronics and any type of sound. 

 

I could feel absolutely everything around me, even the birds and trees outside the house; it was as if the 

entire world was in my living room. The electronics in my House were horribly painful, everything the TV 

the computer even the electrical circuitry in the walls was painful, but the most painful electronic object 

by far was the fridge, I honestly have no clue why, but out of everything, the pain I felt from that fucking 

fridge was the most severe. 
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Also sounds, even whispering was enough to jolt my entire body, any little sound was painful, while I 

was sitting on the Couch - feeling all this, something knocked the Door, the pain and shock form that 

little noise was enough to shift my astral body out of my physical body. 

 

As I said the Kundalini operates on the Nervous System, so when it begins these different stages of 

Ascension, my Nerves got pounded, which is why all these painful experiences happened, however they 

were never too much to handle. - So long as you Trust Father Satan there is nothing you cannot face. 

 

The Nerve Connection: 

 

After some rather crazy events following the Initial Rising, my Kundalini Serpent dropped back down my 

spine. It was a very short while after this, I felt the `Nerve' Connect. It was as if an incredibly thin 

hypodermic needle had been inserted within my spine, from the top of my neck down to the base of my 

tail bone. 

 

Right After this, the nerve started to pulse, the same sensation as when you pricked your finger as a 

child and felt as if your "heart was beating in your finger". 

 

This was not too painful; it certainly felt very strange though. 

 

The Looming Sense of Insanity: 

 

I have mentioned a few times where complications in the rising of the energy or the Kundalini Serpent 

itself could result in insanity - from the pain or even internal overheating and spontaneous combustion, 

but there was - and is still to this moment - a feeling that insanity is waiting just around the corner. . .  

 

When all of this happens you gain something incredible, it is un-explainable, only once you experience 

this for yourself can you truly understand. But it is when you let these gifts and abilities go to your head, 

you will literally drift off in to a fantasy land of your own creation. The only advice I can give for this, is to 

stay as mentally grounded as possible. 
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Just remember what is important. Remember what is required of us and remember that Father Satan 

and the mighty Gods are always there for us. 

 

And what Next . . . : 

 

With this initial rising, I gained a part of myself that has been missing for a long time. My Kundalini has 

helped me ascend to a higher plane; this is due to the Fact that my Vibration has drastically increased. I 

experience everything differently, I see everything differently and I can do things I had never thought 

possible. 

 

Before any of this happened, I would always connect and try to communicate with my Kundalini, I 

always tried to befriend and form a bond with my Kundalini Serpent - rather than trying to force it up my 

Spine with energy.  

 

It is very important to build trust with you Kundalini Serpent, otherwise the two minds will clash and 

insanity is the only out-come. 

 

Following everything that happened, I did a Ritual to Father Satan, humbly asking HIM to please raise my 

Kundalini Serpent, and guide my Kundalini Serpent through the Final accession. Since then the energies 

have been building and building, and I know all to well the Final Ascension of My Dragon is near. 

 

Regards, 

 

High Priest Vovim Baghie 

Samurai Of Malphas 

Hail Father Satan! 

Hail Malphas-sama! 

Hail Horus-sama! 
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Hail Azazel-sama! 

Hail All The Mighty Gods Of Duat! 

 

http://www.joyofsatan.org/ 

http://www.vovimbaghie.co.cc/ 

http://www.ageofsatan.co.cc/ 

 

Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

 

FW: Anglican leader: Irish church lost all credibility 

 

KEEP UP FIGHT PEOPLE! WE ARE WEARING THIS SHIT DOWN HARD!!! HAIL SATAN!!! 

~HAPPY EASTER~ ;) heh heh... 

 

****** 

 

Anglican leader: Irish church lost all credibility 

 

AP – FILE - In this Tuesday Oct. 20, 2009 file photo, Britain's Archbishop of Canterbury Rowan Williams … 

By RAPHAEL G. SATTER, Associated Press Writer Raphael G. Satter, Associated Press Writer – 16 mins 

ago 

LONDON – The Roman Catholic Church in Ireland has lost all credibility because of its mishandling of 

abuse by priests, the leader of the Anglican church said in remarks released Saturday. A leading Catholic 

archbishop said he was "stunned" by the comments. 
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The remarks released Saturday marked the first time Archbishop of Canterbury Rowan Williams has 

spoken publicly on the crisis engulfing the Catholic Church. The comments come ahead of a planned visit 

to England and Scotland by Pope Benedict XVI later this year. 

 

"I was speaking to an Irish friend recently who was saying that it's quite difficult in some parts of Ireland 

to go down the street wearing a clerical collar now," Williams told the BBC. "And an institution so deeply 

bound into the life of a society, suddenly becoming, suddenly losing all credibility — that's not just a 

problem for the church, it is a problem for everybody in Ireland, I think." 

 

The interview with Williams, recorded March 26, is to be aired Monday on the BBC's "Start the Week" 

program as part of a general discussion of religion to mark Easter. But its publication ahead of the 

interview caught Catholic leaders off guard. 

 

Dublin Archbishop Diarmuid Martin said he had "rarely felt personally so discouraged" as when he heard 

Williams' opinions. 

 

"I have been more than forthright in addressing the failures of the Catholic Church in Ireland. I still 

shudder when I think of the harm that was caused to abused children. I recognize that their church 

failed them," a statement, posted on the archdiocese's Web site, said. "Those working for renewal in the 

Catholic Church in Ireland did not need this comment on this Easter weekend and do not deserve it." 

 

Martin also noted that that Anglican leaders in Ireland — including the Church of Ireland's Archbishop of 

Dublin John Neill and Bishop Richard Clarke — had distanced themselves from Williams' statements, 

with Clarke describing them as careless. 

 

Martin later said that Williams had called him to express regret for the "difficulties which may have been 

created" by the interview, but it wasn't clear if that constituted an apology or whether Williams still 

stood by his remarks. 

 

Calls to Williams' office seeking comment on his interview and the call to Martin were not immediately 

returned. 
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The Catholic church has been on the defensive over accusations that leaders protected child abusers for 

decades in many countries, and Williams' criticisms are likely to strain already testy relations between 

the Catholic Church and the Anglican Communion — which estimate 1.1 billion and 80 million adherents 

respectively. 

 

Although both the pope and the archbishop of Canterbury have stressed the importance of healing the 

Reformation-era rift that split the churches in the 16th century, relations hit a low point last year when 

the Vatican invited conservative Anglicans to join the Catholic Church. 

 

How many will take up the offer is still unknown, although in the interview Williams said he didn't think 

the issue "is going to be a big deal." 

 

"I think there'll be a few people who will take advantage of it — and they'll take advantage of it because 

they believe they ought to be in communion with the bishop of Rome. And I can only say fine, God bless 

them." 

 

The strained relations come at an awkward time for both churches, which are under considerable 

internal pressure. 

 

The Catholic Church has been rocked by sex abuse scandals in countries such as the United States, 

Germany and Ireland, where Cardinal Sean Brady faces calls for his resignation following allegations that 

he played a role in helping to cover up activities of pedophile priests. 

 

The pope himself has come under fire, with critics accusing Benedict — who as a Vatican cardinal 

directed the Holy See's policy on handling abuse cases — was part of a culture of secrecy intended to 

protect church hierarchy. 

 

The Anglican Church, meanwhile, still faces bruising internal debates — or even a potential split — over 

what rights to extend to homosexuals and women within the church. 
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The pope's planned first official visit to Britain in November already has generated controversy and 

promises of protests after Benedict's criticism of British rules designed to protect gays and women in the 

workplace, which have raised fears at the Vatican that the Catholic Church could eventually be 

prosecuted for refusing to hire gays or transsexuals.  

 

Both Williams and Benedict are due to meet during the visit to Britain, but the archbishop seemed curt 

when describing how he would greet the pope at Lambeth Palace, his official residence just south of the 

River Thames.  

 

Williams said the pontiff would be welcomed as "as a valued partner, and that's about it."  

 

In the interview, Williams said Christian institutions, faced with the choice of self-protection or revealing 

potentially damaging secrets, have decided to keep quiet to preserve their credibility.  

 

"We've learned that that is damaging, it's wrong, it's dishonest and it requires that very hard recognition 

... which ought to be natural for the Christian church based as it is on repentance and honesty," he said.  

 

___  

 

Associated Press Writer Jennifer Quinn contributed to this report. 

 

http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20100403/ap_on_re_eu/eu_church_abuse 
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Honoring Astaroth 

 

"Easter" was stolen from Astaroth. Originally known as "Ashtar." This holiday coincides with the Vernal 

Equinox of spring when day and night are of equal length. Known as "Eastre" to the Anglo-Saxons. As the 

Goddess of fertility, she was associated with rabbits and eggs. The Christians stole this holiday and 

twisted its meaning. Other names include: Easter, Eastre, Eos, Eostre, Ester, Estrus, (Estrus is when an 

animal goes into heat; mating season) Oestrus, Oistros, and Ostara. Again, the "Lamb of God" was stolen 

from the Zodiac sign of Aries the Ram which occurs every spring.  

 

Tomorrow deluded christian fools all over the world blaspheme our Original Gods and worship jewish 

invented imposter SHIT.  

 

Those of us who are able to should honor Astaroth, performing a ritual to her or even lighting a candle. 

Egg coloring, egg hunting, candy baskets, and other celebrations are also Pagan/Satanic in origin and 

have NOTHING to do with that worthless nazarene. These celebrations need to be kept alive, as the 

enemy tries to destroy them, especially xian fundies such as jewhova's witnesses and other related 

idiots.  

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Sleep Paralysis 4/04/10 

 

I just banned some idiot this morning who attempted to push christian filth in the main JoS group, using 

fear tactics. This had to do with 'Sleep Paralysis.' 

 

Some people experience sleep paralysis. From what I know about this, there is a certain chemical in the 

brain that is excreted during sleep that keeps one from getting up and around, as a sleep-walker does. 

Sleep-walking is very dangerous, as injury and even death can occur. If the brain did not excrete this 

chemical, one would go walking in one's dreams, thus placing one's self in danger.  

 

NOW, I am soooooo fed up with christian ASSHOLES who use ANYTHING they can to push their agenda 

of lies, most often using fear to coerce vulnerable ones into accepting their malignant bullshit. It is very 

sad and unfortunate that many people have subconscious fears in regards to Satan and his Demons. 

Unfortunately, unconscious fears and repressed emotions surface when one awakens in the middle of 

the night, whatever they may be.  

 

Most of this crap comes from western occultism [most of which is corrupted teachings and doctrines 

with an emphasis on jewish filth]. Few people really know what Satanism really is. I can tell you 100%, 

SATANISM IS NOT ABOUT SPOOKS, GHOULS, DARKNESS, 'EVIL,' POSSESSION, AND ASSOCIATED 

GARBAGE THAT THE ENEMY WANTS TO FILL YOUR HEAD WITH IN ORDER TO FRIGHTEN YOU AWAY! 

 

Satanism is not an easy road, but those of us who persist with study, meditation, and working on 

ourselves spiritually are rewarded with being able to SEE the truth for ourselves, and much more. 

Satanism is NOT what christianity claims it to be, Satanism is not what western occultism claims it to be 

or lowest of the low vile islam or worst of all- what the jewish supremacists who proclaim themselves as 

'God' DICTATE to us Gentiles, which in truth is the root of all these lies. Jews are the masters of lies.  

 

 

Sleep paralysis has nothing to do with Demons. It is a fact that many people do hallucinate between 

dreaming and waking, as the brain is not fully awake. Please do some coherent scientific learning about 

this disorder before accusing Demons of such things, and worst of all- believing lying christian double-

digit IQ assholes who will resort to ANYTHING [mass murder and genocide, hideous torture methods, 
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war, beatings, violent coercing with threats, and worse], to get you to accept their sick anti-life agenda 

of lies, leading you to REAL damnation. 

 

http://www.stanford.edu/~dement/paralysis.html 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

FW: Pope's Immunity Could Be Challenged in Britain 

 

Pope's immunity could be challenged in Britain 

 

By PAISLEY DODDS, Associated Press Writer Paisley Dodds, Associated Press Writer – Sun Apr 4, 11:27 

am ET 

LONDON – Protests are growing against Pope Benedict XVI's planned trip to Britain, where some lawyers 

question whether the Vatican's implicit statehood status should shield the pope from prosecution over 

sex crimes by pedophile priests. 

 

More than 10,000 people have signed a petition on Downing Street's web site against the pope's 4-day 

visit to England and Scotland in September, which will cost U.K. taxpayers an estimated 15 million 

pounds ($22.5 million). The campaign has gained momentum as more Catholic sex abuse scandals have 

swept across Europe. 

 

Although Benedict has not been accused of any crime, senior British lawyers are now examining 

whether the pope should have immunity as a head of state and whether he could be prosecuted under 

the principle of universal jurisdiction for an alleged systematic cover-up of sexual abuses by priests. 

 

Universal jurisdiction — a concept in international law — allows judges to issue warrants for nearly any 

visitor accused of grievous crimes, no matter where they live. British judges have been more open to the 

concept than those in other countries. 
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Lawyers are divided over the immunity issue. Some argue that the Vatican isn't a true state, while others 

note the Vatican has national relations with about 170 countries, including Britain. The Vatican is also 

the only non-member to have permanent observer status at the U.N. 

 

Then again, no other top religious leaders enjoy the same U.N. privileges or immunity, so why should 

the pope? 

 

David Crane, former chief prosecutor at the Sierra Leone war crimes tribunal, said it would be difficult to 

implicate the pope in anything criminal. 

 

"It's a fascinating kind of academic, theoretical discussion," said Crane, who prosecuted Sierra Leone's 

Charles Taylor when he was still a sitting head of state. "At this point, there's no liability at all." 

 

But Geoffrey Robertson, who as a U.N. appeals judge delivered key decisions on the illegality of 

conscripting child soldiers and the invalidity of amnesties for war crimes, believes it could be time to 

challenge the immunity of the pope — and Britain could be the place. He wrote a legal opinion on the 

topic that was published Friday in the U.S. news site The Daily Beast and Saturday in the British 

newspaper the Guardian. 

 

"Unlike in the United States, where the judges commonly uphold what the executive says, the British 

courts don't accept these things at face value," Robertson told The Associated Press on Saturday. "The 

Vatican is not a state — it was a construct of Italian dictator Benito Mussolini." 

 

But Jeffrey Lena, the California attorney who argued — and won — head of state immunity for Benedict 

in U.S. sex abuse cases, said the pope could not successfully be prosecuted for crimes under 

international law. 

 

"Those who would claim that 'universal jurisdiction' could be asserted over the pope appear to 

completely misunderstand the sorts of violations, such as genocide, which are required to assert such 

jurisdiction," he said in a statement to the AP. 
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Still, Israeli officials, including former Prime Minister Ehud Barak, have recently been targeted by groups 

in Britain under universal jurisdiction. The law principle is rooted in the belief that certain crimes — such 

as genocide, war crimes, torture and crimes against humanity — are so serious that they are an offense 

against humanity and must be addressed. 

 

It's a tactic that the British government would likely abhor, but British judges have often gone against 

government wishes in lawsuits. 

 

Recent examples include British judges who issued an arrest warrant against Israel's former foreign 

minister for alleged war crimes, and a British court ruling this year that forced the government to 

release its intelligence exchanges with U.S. officials about the torture claims of a former Guantanamo 

detainee. 

 

Prosecution in the deepening cleric sex abuse scandal, however, ultimately rests on the question of 

immunity. If British judges do challenge the pope's immunity, there are a handful of possible legal 

scenarios — all of them speculative. 

 

The pope could be served for a writ for civil damages, a complaint could be lodged with the 

International Criminal Court, or abuse victims could try to have Benedict arrested for crimes against 

humanity — perhaps the least likely scenario. 

 

Lawyers question whether an alleged systematic cover-up could be considered a crime against humanity 

— a charge usually reserved for the International Criminal Court — and whether it could be pursued 

under universal jurisdiction.  

 

Attorney Jennifer Robinson in London, who has been researching the possibilities, says rape and sexual 

slavery can be considered crimes against humanity.  

 

Others, like Hurst Hannum with the Fletcher School of Law & Diplomacy at Tufts University near Boston, 

are skeptical.  
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"No one would question that the Church's response to widespread abuses has been atrocious, but it's 

very difficult for me to see how that would fit 'crimes against humanity,'" said Hannum.  

 

Robertson is more in favor of challenging the immunity question.  

 

"Head of state immunity provides no protection in the International Criminal Court," said Robertson, 

who represented The Associated Press and other media organizations who sought to make U.S.-U.K. 

intelligence exchanges public in the case of former Guantanamo detainee Binyam Mohamed.  

 

"If acts of sexual abuse by priests are not isolated or sporadic events but part of a wide practice both 

known to and unpunished by their de facto-authority — i.e. the Catholic Church ... then the commander 

can be held criminally liable," Robertson said.  

 

 

Even though the Vatican — like the United States — did not sign the accord that established the 

international court, a crime would only have to occur in a country which did sign, like Britain. Still, 

lawyers would have to prove that the crimes or an alleged cover-up occurred or continued after the 

court was set up in July 2002.  

 

In a 2005 test case in Texas that involved alleged victims of sex abuse by priests, the Vatican obtained 

the intervention of President George W. Bush, who agreed the pope should have immunity against such 

prosecutions because he was an acting head of a foreign state.  

 

It was around 1929 when Mussolini decided that the Vatican — a tiny enclave about 0.17 of a square 

mile with some 900 people — was a sovereign state.  

 

"The notion that statehood can be created by another country's unilateral declaration is risible," 

Robertson said.  

 

Others say the last 80 years of history have turned the Vatican into a state, and it would be almost 

impossible to strip the pope of his immunity now.  
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"My guess is the weight of opinion would allow the pope to enjoy immunity," said Hannum. "It's not 

automatically clear that the Holy See is a state, although it's treated as one for almost every purpose."  

 

Last year, a Palestinian bid to have Barak — the Israeli defense chief who also served as prime minister 

until 2001 — arrested for alleged war crimes during a visit to Britain failed when the courts determined 

that he should be given immunity from arrest.  

 

But months later, pro-Palestinian activists persuaded a London judge to issue an arrest warrant for 

Israeli politician Tzipi Livni, who was foreign minister during the 2008-2009 war in Gaza. The warrant 

was eventually withdrawn after Livni canceled her trip.  

 

Spain and Britain jointly pioneered the universal jurisdiction concept when, in 1998, Britain executed a 

Spanish arrest warrant for former Chilean dictator Augusto Pinochet on torture claims. Pinochet was 

kept under house arrest in London until he was ruled physically and mentally unfit to stand trial and 

released in 2000.  

 

When he was arrested, however, Pinochet was no longer head of state.  

 

In 2001, activists brought Israel's then-Prime Minister Ariel Sharon to trial in Belgium in connection with 

a 1982 massacre at a Beirut refugee camp. Sharon canceled a planned trip to Belgium and was tried in 

absentia in a Belgian court. He was not convicted but the case provoked diplomatic protests and 

prompted Belgium in 2003 to tighten the law that had permitted the trial.  

 

Prime Minister Gordon Brown has vowed to block private groups from taking legal action against visiting 

foreign dignitaries but any new law is unlikely before Britain's expected May 6 election.  

 

The pope plans to visit Malta, Portugal and Cyprus before traveling to Britain on Sept. 16. A trip to Spain 

is planned for later in the fall.  

____ 
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Associated Press Writers Gregory Katz and Raphael Satter in London, Nicole Winfield in Rome and Daniel 

Woolls from Madrid contributed to this report. 

 

http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20100404/ap_on_re_eu/eu_britain_pope 

 

 

 

Sermon 4/11/10 

 

Knowledge regarding the soul has been vehemently suppressed for centuries. Ignorance is required in 

order to be victims/slaves. What is within the soul determines our fate and YES, much of life IS fated. 

This can readily been seen in astrology charts when one is accomplished at reading them. Nearly every 

event that occurs within our life is fated. This is within our souls. Just as nearly everything here begins 

with an idea first- your house, your PC, your car, buildings, etc., the soul is what determines the quality 

of one's life and the events that occur therein.  

 

Before any occurrence, such as an oncoming illness, this shows up in the aura. For example, one about 

to become ill, will have a grayish tinge to his/her aura for anywhere from 1-4 days, depending upon the 

severity. The same goes for accidents and other unfortunate events- they can be seen in the aura 

several days before they occur. This does not only apply to negatives, but also with good things, as they 

appear in the aura as well, before they happen.  

 

Many psychics claim there is no 'time' on the astral. This is not true at all. They are seeing the past, 

present and future with their own soul and within the souls of others. All of this has to do with past 

lives. 

 

Events are recorded within the chakras and stored there as what some term as 'seeds.' This is because 

they have not yet manifested. I wrote of this before – many who have problems in their love lives, made 

heart-felt commitments in past lives, such as being with the lover/partner in the past 'forever.' When 

that lover is gone, and the person has entered a new life, the commitment, which was impressed upon 

the soul, still remains and affects the current love life, hampering and/or ruining it. In some cases, both 

lovers will meet in a future lifetime, but the majority of the time, this results in hard luck for the 
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affections. People who have this are then often born with Saturn in Libra, and/or have other astrological 

nasties that work to wreak havoc on the love life.  

 

Another theme is punishing one's self and self-hatred, which is totally exploited by the christian 

program, which works relentlessly to keep everyone damned. What results are accidents and other bad 

events. Going on, our souls connect with other souls who are close to us. For example, sharing the same 

beliefs as another and being in close contact will establish a connection to both peoples' throat chakras. 

Unless the contact [seen astrally as a cord] is broken and make sure it will no longer connect, this is 

often dragged into a future lifetime, where both parties meet again. Strong emotions also factor in for 

better or worse. When strong emotions are released, this also in many cases, establishes a connection.  

 

These seeds are dormant and it can be more than one lifetime before they blossom into actual events. 

There are things the average person isn't even aware of or why they do certain things. This is within the 

soul. When the conditions are right, the seeds blossom and then fated events occur. This is also a part of 

how those near death have had experiences of their entire lives passing before them. The entire life is 

recorded within the subconscious mind and the soul.  

One of the major goals of power meditation [kundalini meditation and yoga] are to BURN these seeds 

before they have a chance to manifest; to destroy them so one is finally free. This can also be seen in the 

astrology chart. This is gradual and I speak from experience here, but when you know your own chart 

and are very competent in making predictions- this includes reading solar and lunar returns and what 

you know and see in the chart does not occur, this is a sign you are burning the seeds of so-called 

'karma.'  

 

For example, I had a horrible month on a lunar return chart. One can predict a horrible month when 

Saturn makes a hard aspect [the closer and tighter the aspect, the worse it is] to the ruler of the lunar 

return chart. Mine was exact. Well, with daily meditation, hatha, and kundalini yoga exercises, nothing 

bad happened and the month was quite pleasant. I was shocked, but now I understand. I have seen 

more of this as well.  

 

When our life energies are higher, things in our lives go much better. Kundalini meditation amplifies the 

energies, and must be done consistently to fix them at a higher level. When one's energies are low, this 

is the time problems manifest in the life, anywhere from illness to catastrophic bad luck in some cases.  
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Hatha and Kundalini yoga along with breathing exercises [breathing exercises fan the flames of the 

serpent] keep one's soul strong and protected. As I have mentioned again and again, when one's 

energies are amplified, one must think positive thoughts and dwell on positive things, as thoughts will 

tend to become reality much quicker, in this lifetime. Those with weaker/average souls, some negative 

thoughts, especially repeated ones remain upon the soul through lifetimes and then, manifest into 

reality.  

 

Satan show us how we can become free. Yes, it is hard work, but it pays off in your freedom and in being 

able to be your own god and control and direct your own fate.  

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

True Trinity: Meditation Empowerment in Threes 

 

True Trinity: Meditation Empowerment in Three's 

 

By 

 

High Priest Vovim Baghie, Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

 

Along with or Seven Middle Chakra's, we have two sets of extension from these Middle Chakra's; the 

Front Extensions of the Main Chakra's, and the Back extensions of the Main Charka's - which lie along 

the spine. Empowering these front and back extension of the Seven Main Chakra's is incredibly 

important, as each extension of the Seven Main Chakra's including the Middle Chakra's control certain 

things within our Souls and our Physical bodies. 

 

The Front extensions of the Seven Middle Chakra's control your emotions, this is easy to see, for 

example when you feel sadness or you are about to cry you get a "lump" in your throat (The Front 

Throat Chakra Extension) or when you feel stressed\nervous you get that feeling of "knots" in your 
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stomach (The Front Solar Chakra Extension) Or even the pain you feel in your chest from a deep 

depression or when you are suffering from a "broken heart" (The Front Heart Charka Extension) 

 

The Middle Chakra controls the Flow of your energy, which is why the Upper Chakra's are pointed down 

to send energy to your Heart Chakra and your Lower Charka are pointed up to send energy to your 

Heart Charka, which in-turn circulates your energy. (This is why the Front and Back Extensions of theses 

Chakra's are pointed inwards) 

 

The Back extensions of the Seven Middle Chakra's controls your Actual Energy. Which is why the 

Kundalini Serpent rises up the Spine and why the Sushumna is an important Nadi (Energy Channel) 

within the soul - This is because your Bio-electricity is released and controlled by the Back Extensions of 

the Seven Middle Chakra's. 

 

They each serve an important Spiritual and Physical function, which is why it is so necessary to empower 

all three sets of the Main Chakras.  

 

In empowering the Front Extension of the Seven Main Chakra's we gain more control of our emotions, 

we begin to master our emotions, instead of being ruled by them. In Empowering the Seven Middle 

Chakra's we increase and correct the flow of our energy, allowing us to become more powerful as a 

whole, as well as making it easier for us to direct energy to different areas of our bodies, souls etc. And 

lastly in Empowering the Back Extensions of the Seven main Chakra's we vastly increase our energy, we 

gain a higher release of raw bio-electricity and of course create an easier passage for our Kundalini 

Serpent as it rises up the Spine and through the Back Extensions of the Main Chakra's. 

 

These three Sets of Chakra's need to be empowered in unison, to keep balance within the Soul. So do 

not put most of your effort on your Back Extension of the Main Chakra's and neglect the Front and 

Middle. The best thing to do would be to empower all three sets in one meditation session. You can also 

however, split this over three days i.e. one set of Chakra's for each day. (before anything however, all 

Chakra's must be aligned correctly) 

 

The most powerful and effective method of empowering these three sets is to make use of the `Twin 

Serpent Mediation': http://www.666blacksun.com/Serpent_Meditation_II.html and the `Single Serpent 

Meditation': http://www.666blacksun.com/Serpent_Meditation_One.html 
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Simply raise Three Sets of Serpents for each Meditation, One Set for the Back Extensions, One Set for 

the Front Extensions and One Set for the Middle Extensions. Start with the Middle Chakra's, then the 

Front Extensions and then the Back Extensions. 

 

(Of course using the `EZ Chakra Spin': 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/EZ_Chakra_Spin.html and the `Ball of Light Mediation: 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Ball_of_Light_Meditation.html is very effective as well and should be 

used together with the Serpent Mediations) 

 

When you practice meditation in Set's of three – constantly – you will definitely notice a marked and 

steady improvement on your overall Spiritual Progression and Spiritual Power. You will not be so easily 

influenced by your emotion, you will find it easier to circulate and move energy within yourself and you 

will certainly increase your bio-electric field. 

 

Regards, 

 

High Priest Vovim Baghie 

Samurai Of Malphas 

Hail Father Satan! 

Hail Malphas-sama! 

Hail Horus-sama! 

Hail Azazel-sama! 

Hail All The Mighty Gods Of Duat! 

 

http://www.joyofsatan.org/ 

http://www.vovimbaghie.co.cc/ 

http://www.ageofsatan.co.cc/ 
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Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

 

FW: Bishop of Tenerife Blames Child Abuse on the Children 

 

--- In Teens4Satan@yahoogroups.com, "Garuda iblis" <dakinjsibila69@...> wrote: 

 

Bishop of Tenerife Blames Child Abuse on the Children 

By h.b. - Dec 27, 2007 - 5:25 PM 

 

The Bishop of Tenerife (foreground) during the reopening of the San Andrés 

Church in Garachico - Photo - Infoicod.blogia.com 

 

Bernando Álvarez said that there are 13 year olds who are wanting to be abused, and 'if you are careless 

they will provoke you' 

There is outrage in parts of Spanish society following declarations made over Christmas from the Bishop 

of Tenerife, Bernardo Álvarez. 

 

His comments were that there are youngsters who want to be abused, and he 

compared that abuse to homosexuality, describing them both as prejudicial to society. He said that on 

occasions the abuse happened because the there are children who consent to it. 

`There are 13 year old adolescents who are under age and who are perfectly in agreement with, and 

what's more wanting it, and if you are careless they will even provoke you', he said. 

 

Regarding homosexuals, the Bishop said that homosexuality was something 

prejudicial to the people and to society, and that we would pay the consequences in the long term. 
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The Bishop claimed that both abuse of children and homosexuality would lead to future problems in 

society `as has occurred in other civilisations'. 

The statements were made by the Bishop to his flock on Christmas Eve, in an 

interview given to the La Opinión de Tenerife local newspaper. 

A later statement from the Bishop's residence on Tenerife explained that the Bishop did not intend to 

imply that `an event as condemnable as the abuse of youngsters' could be justified. 

 

The Triángulo Canarias Foundation for the Social Equality of Gays and Lesbians commented that the 

Bishop's statements on homosexuality were inadmissible, as were comments he made considering being 

gay an illness. 

 

Read more: 

 

http://www.typicallyspanish.com/news/publish/article_14332.shtml 

 

http://www.typicallyspanish.com/news/publish/article_14332.shtml#ixzz0kq8pRwcn 

 

 

British campaigners threaten pope with arrest 

 

British campaigners threaten pope with arrest 

Sun Apr 11, 2:31 pm ET 

LONDON (Reuters) – British author and atheist campaigner Richard Dawkins will try to have Pope 

Benedict arrested to face questions over the Catholic church's child abuse scandal when he visits Britain 

later this year, one of his lawyers said Sunday. 

 

Dawkins, a scientist and outspoken critic of religion, has asked human rights lawyers to examine 

whether charges could be brought against the pope. 
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The four-day trip, from September 16 to 19, will be the first papal visit since Pope John Paul II's pastoral 

visit in 1982 and is the first official papal visit to Britain. 

 

The Catholic church has rejected claims the pope helped to cover up abuse by priests and the Vatican 

has accused the media of waging a "despicable campaign of defamation" against him. 

 

Dawkins and the English journalist Christopher Hitchens have commissioned lawyers Geoffrey Robertson 

and Mark Stephens to explore ways of taking legal action against the pope. 

 

In an email to Reuters, Stephens said there are three possible approaches: a complaint to the 

International Criminal Court in the Netherlands, a private or public prosecution "for crimes against 

humanity" or a civil case. 

 

They will argue that the pope does not have diplomatic immunity from prosecution as a head of state 

because the Vatican has "permanent observer status" at the United Nations rather than full 

membership and voting rights. 

 

Dawkins, author of "The God Delusion" and "The Selfish Gene," told the Sunday Times newspaper that 

he suspected child abuse by church members had been covered up. 

 

Hitchens, who published a book in 2007 called "God Is Not Great: The Case Against Religion," said: "This 

man is not above or outside the law. The institutionalized concealment of child abuse is a crime under 

any law." 

 

Critics have accused Benedict of negligence in handling abuse cases in previous roles as a cardinal in his 

native Germany, and in Rome. 

 

The Vatican has denied any cover-up over the abuse of 200 deaf boys in the United States. The pope has 

not commented directly on the wave of sexual abuse allegations that has shaken the church around the 

world, including the United States, Ireland, Italy and Germany. 
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(Reporting by Peter Griffiths; Editing by Michael Roddy) 

 

http://news.yahoo.com/s/nm/20100411/ts_nm/us_britain_pope_arrest_2 

 

 

EXPOSING ISLAM: Islams Greatest Weakness 

 

Islam's Greatest Weakness 

By High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

 

Exposing islam for the horrendous lie and program of enslavement which it is may seem slightly harder 

than exposing the equally horrendous and enslaving lie of christianity, what with the vagueness added 

to it and seemingly better "tied up ends". This is seen as islam's strength by many who are fooled into 

following it and arguing for it, HOWEVER, Islam has one major weakness which it cannot and will never 

escape: Its total dependence and reliance on the Ka'aba situated in Mecca, its so-called "most sacred 

site".  

 

For one, the fact that islam chose the Ka'aba to be its prime site to which all of islamic worship and 

reverence is directed is a total and utter joke. Why? Because the Ka'aba was originally in fact a Pagan 

Temple. Like many other Pagan Temples of the area, it was built in the shape of a simple cube, each of 

its corners aligning to one of the Four Cardinal Points/Compass Points which held exceptional 

importance in Pagan Rituals and Rites. Before the "Islamic conquest", it housed a number of statues 

depicting the Pagan Gods and was an important centre of Pagan worship and pilgrimage. It is a fact that 

islam stole this site and Temple, destroying the Pagan artefacts therein and proceeding to use it to its 

own benefit. However, this will be addressed in a separate article.  

 

The other reason for this being a strong point of weakness is its easy destruction. This may seem an 

unlikely event to some, but it is in fact quite inevitable. There are many anti-islamic groups who have 

already spoken of the bombing of the Ka'aba and Mecca as a means of fighting islam and its terrorist 

"jihad" mentality. It is not unheard of and is alive as a possibility in the minds of many.  
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We have to remember that islam is nothing more than a program of the enemy and will soon become 

dispensable, once it has served its purpose. Its destruction will leave the people who once followed it 

with all their hearts completely demoralized and humiliated, and therefore severely weakened. This is 

the aim of the enemy, with both islam and xianity.  

 

Why will the destruction of the Ka'aba mean the fall of islam? The answer to this question is that with 

the Ka'abas destruction, a huge chunk of islam itself will consequently die along with it.  

 

Think of this: 

Every muslim in the entire world directs their prayers, performed no less than five times a day, towards 

the "holiest" Ka'aba, as instructed by their qur'an. If it is destroyed, they have no object to which they 

can focus any of these prayers. It is gone. Five times a day prayers therefore become pointless, futile 

acts and die away completely.  

 

The Ka'aba also houses the all important "Black Stone", a vital part of islam which is seen as a gift 

straight from their so-called "god". The muslim people believe it is a sacred duty to visit and kiss the 

Black Stone, an action supposedly performed by Muhammad. If the Ka'aba is destroyed, and therefore 

the Black Stone is destroyed, this "gift" is destroyed which will greatly disillusion many muslim people 

across the globe. This also makes the sacred practice of kissing the Black Stone and following in the 

footsteps of their beloved prophet impossible.  

 

Furthermore, the Ka'aba is the centre of the whole islamic pilgrimage or Hajj which is called "The Fifth 

Pillar of Islam". Every muslim is obligated to complete all Five of the Pillars in order to assure their place 

in paradise and please "god". With the Ka'aba gone, the Fifth Pillar is consequently gone as well, along 

with their hopes of ever reaching "paradise". What happens when you break down a supporting pillar of 

a building? Breaking down one of islam's pillars is a defeat from which they will never recover. It is 

analogous to removing one of islam's vital organs, without which it cannot survive. 

 

Lastly and most importantly, the qur'an states that the Ka'aba is the house of god itself, and it is 

indestructible and untouchable to those considered outsiders. Non-muslims are not even allowed to 

step one foot within it. They see it as no less than the centre of the whole world. Imagine it is bombed 

and reduced to a pile of ashes? They will be completely disillusioned concerning their gods supposed 

"power". How strong can he be if he cannot even protect his own sacred house from being destroyed? 
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The statement of it being indestructible will also be blown right out of the water, which means that the 

words of allah himself have been blown right out of the water. Their centre of their world has been 

destroyed. The very Heart of islam has been annihilated, and muslims all over the world will begin to 

lose their hope and faith, and slowly, islam will crumble.  

 

All it would take is one bomb. This is why the Ka'aba is islam's greatest weakness. Bombing the Ka'aba is 

the equivalent of bombing islam itself.  

 

Muslims all over the world will be shedding their burqas and prayer hats and turning their eyes to the 

sky, shouting "Fuck you Allah!"  

I see a great Spiritual Warfare opportunity here!! Who says we cannot help this event along and shape it 

to fit our own will?  

 

We must continue to fight this foul program that has enslaved Gentile people for far too long. It is a 

filthy rot and a cancer to our world.  

 

HAIL SATAN/IBLIS!!  

 

-High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

 

http://www.joyofsatan.org/ 

http://www.ageofsatan.co.cc/ 

 

Joy of Satan Ministries 
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The Eve of Beltane - April 30th, One of the Most Important Satanic Holidays 

 

The Eve of Beltane is one of the most important of Satanic Holidays. The tilt of the earth and alignment 

of the earth's magnetic energies on this night are extremely favorable for rituals, sex magick, performing 

your dedication to Satan http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/SATANIC.html  

communicating with Demons and many other astral workings. There will be a full moon this April 30th, 

which further amplifies this. 

 

***** 

 

Beltane 

 

Beltane (Pronounced "B'yal-t'n") is an ancient celebration of fertility. Fertility celebrations have their 

origins in Ancient Mesopotamia. Orgies took place along with feasting to encourage the fertility of food 

animals and the abundance of crops for the coming year. Beltane is directly opposite Samhain 

(Halloween) on the Satanic Calendar as Samhain is the time of reaping. Beltane is also the celebration of 

the return of the Sun, the planting of crops, and the rebirth of spring.  

 

In Ancient Mesopotamia, this fertility rite was known as “Zagmuku,” Zagmuku was celebrated at the first 

New Moon after the spring equinox. The Ancients also celebrated the harvest, directly opposite 

Zagmuku, which was the original Samhain.  

 

Because the holiday focused on rebirth, the original creation epic known the Enuma Elish, was recited 

on the fourth day of the festival which lasted 12 days. Originally, the celebration was in honor of the 

Sumerian God, Enlil (Baal, aka Beelzebub) and this is where the name “Beltane” originates. In 

Mesopotamia, the New Year’s Festival also served to reaffirm the bond between the community and the 

Gods, the community was represented by the king in temple ritual, for the king was the one responsible 

for the continual tending of earthly harmony and was held accountable to the Gods. The king joined 

with the high priestess in the Inner Sanctum of the ziggurat, and both performed ritual sex.  

 

The Satanic year is based upon the natural cycle. The eight major Sabbats are the equinoxes and 

solstices of the Sun’s year (666), and the 4 cross quarter days that come between them. The four 
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equinoxes and solstices are based upon the motion of the Sun. The equinoxes are at the center of the 

Sun’s movement and the solstices are the endpoints of the movement. These four solar points are 

cosmic events based upon the movements of the earth and Sun, symbolizing the interaction of light and 

darkness. “This date has long been considered a 'power point' of the Zodiac, and is symbolized by the 

Bull, one of the 'tetramorph' figures featured on the Tarot cards, the World and the Wheel of Fortune. 

(The other three symbols are the Lion, the Eagle, and the Spirit.)” ¹  

 

 

These are also seen in the Egyptian Sphinx. “Astrologers know these four figures as the symbols of the 

four 'fixed' signs of the Zodiac (Taurus, Leo, Scorpio, and Aquarius), and these naturally align with the 

four Great Sabbats of Witchcraft.” ²  

 

Beltane is midpoint between the vernal equinox and summer solstice. Due to the alignment of the earth 

at this important time, telepathic communication with the Gods and spirit world is very open. This is an 

excellent time to communicate with Demons  

 

Beltane begins at sundown on the evening of, April 30. This custom originates with the Celts who always 

figured their days from sundown to sundown. Sundown was the time when Druid priests lit the Baal-

fires on the tops of hills.  

 

Beltane fires symbolized the spark of life and fertility. Traditionally, the Beltane fires were composed of 

wood taken from nine different types of trees and kindled on a specially prepared sacred grid. The grid 

was created by outlining a square on the ground and dividing it into eight smaller squares. Turf from the 

eight outer squares was dug out and removed, leaving the ninth square in the center intact. “The 

Beltane fire symbolized the central hearth of the community. ‘These local sacred hearths represented 

the mystic divine fire at the center of all things, whose spark of life is carried by each of us.” ³  

 

The Eve of Beltane has traditionally been celebrated in the nude with orgiastic sex. Couples would pair 

off, jump through the flames of the bonfires, and go into the woods until dawn, engaging in all night sex 

after intense feasting. Wearing clothing or ritual robes was much too dangerous when jumping through 

the flames. Frequently, cattle were driven between two such bon-fires (Oak wood was the favorite fuel 

for them). The following morning they were taken to their summer pastures.  
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Celebrants danced nude around the maypole. The Maypole is derived from the Egyptian obelisk and 

represents the erect phallus (penis). It is traditionally constructed from wood of the birch tree, the tree 

of purification.  

 

“In the words of Witchcraft writers Janet and Stewart Farrar, the Beltane celebration was principally a 

time of '...unashamed human sexuality and fertility.' Such associations include the obvious phallic 

symbolism of the Maypole and riding the hobby horse. Even a seemingly innocent children's nursery 

rhyme, 'Ride a cock horse to Banburry Cross...' retains such memories. And the next line '...to see a fine 

Lady on a white horse' is a reference to the annual ride of 'Lady Godiva' though Coventry. Every year for 

nearly three centuries, a sky-clad (nude) village maiden (elected Queen of the May) enacted this Pagan 

rite, until the Puritans put an end to the custom.” 4  

 

Other May Day customs include walking the boundaries of one's property, repairing fences, and 

boundary markers, performing chimney sweeps, participating in archery tournaments, dancing, feasting, 

music, drinking, and indulgence.  

 

In Ancient Egypt, the spring fertility festival, celebrated during the season of Het-Her, was known as 

“The Festival of the Joyous Union.” The energy of the earth sign of Taurus represents fertility and the 

commencement of the growing season; the union of the sun and the moon symbolized the fusion of the 

male (solar) with the female (lunar); the new moon. The Ancient Egyptians celebrated this holiday with 

art, music, dance, performance and sexual intercourse.  

 

Joy of Satan Ministries is working to rid Satanism of all the Judeo/Xian vermin that has infested it for 

centuries. Another name for the April 30th celebrations is The Feast of Valbörg." We refuse to call this 

night "Walpurgisnight." "Walpurgis" is the name of an xian saint.  

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/SaintWalburga.html  

 

Years ago, large Sabbats were held on the Summit of the Brocken in the Harz Mountains of Germany. A 

Black Mass, feasting and orgies lasted until dawn, with dancing around a huge bonfire, and intense 

celebrating.  

 

The Feast of Valbörg is the celebration of fertility that has its origins with the Vikings. The festival spread 

throughout Europe. At this time, the veil between the Earth and the astral/spirit worlds is said to be very 
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thin. What is done on this night, especially at midnight (April 30 - May 1st) has special significance. All 

rituals, magick, spirit communications and related are much more powerful on this sacred night.  

 

References:  

 

¹ The Eight Sabbats of Witchcraft by Mike Nichols  

 

² Ibid.  

 

³ The Pagan Book of Days by Nigel Pennick  

 

4 The Eight Sabbats of Witchcraft by Mike Nichols  

 

The Religion Of Babylonia and Assyria by Morris Jastrow, Jr., PH.D., 1898  

 

 

 

© Copyright 2005, Joy of Satan Ministries;  

Library of Congress Number: 12-16457  

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Beltane.html 
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This Path We Walk: We Are All Connected 

 

This Path We Walk: We Are All Connected 

 

By 

 

High Priest Vovim Baghie 

 

 

Most - if not all - of us come from a background of 

Spiritual Suppression, We have at some point or another been force fed the lies 

of the kike run “religions”. However we had the strength to break free from the 

utter mental, spiritual and physical curse of xianity. That strength is given 

to us by Father Satan and the Gods, regardless of whether or not we know of 

their presence or existence. 

 

All of us come to Father Satan by His will and His will 

alone. Nobody who is not meant to find this path will find it. Whether it is 

our First or Hundredth life with Father Satan we are all guided by His Will. 

 

When we first break the shackles of our oppression we are 

left very vulnerable to the advances of our many enemies those on the physical 

and the Astral. Whether it is an attack of jewish propaganda plastered over our 

World or a grey manipulating you through instinctual fear. We are like newborn 

children, our eyes have just opened, and boy does the sunshine hurt our eyes. 
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We look in all Direction trying to find some grain of truth, 

only to be let down, only to find more lies and corruption. But through our 

Almighty Father Satans guidance we are pushed towards the truth. We cannot stop 

until we find it, and when we do, there is no greater feeling of purpose, 

happiness, and joy. 

 

When I first found the Truth, when I found the Joy of Satan, 

I could not imagine how I possibly lived my life before. I was ashamed, 

embarrassed even of how I had lived a meaningless and empty life, no purpose, 

no goals. I barely remember my old life - I do not wish to, it is nothing but a 

cloudy grey Haze I cannot forget soon enough. 

 

But finding the Truth is not enough for us, we are driven, 

instinctually and spiritually to pursue our new-found (in this lifetime at 

least) path. And so we take the next step, We Dedicate ourselves to Father 

Satan. Through this, we gain more than we could possibly Imagine, more Doors 

open than we can count, more paths than we are capable of walking are revealed 

and most importantly, the Truth that we have been seeing stands right in front 

of us. 

 

Nothing can compare to the Feeling of being a Dedicated 

Spiritual Satanist; relief, love, happiness, passion, safety, caring, all of 

these and more we experience in mere moments of Dedication. For once in our 

lives we do not feel alone, for once in our loves we feel comfort. 
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But now that we have been reunited with our true Creator, 

our Almighty Father, the enemy target us, and that is when the real psychic 

attack starts, that is when they try and inject you with feeling of doubt, 

inadequacy and anything else they possibly can to deter you from this Path. 

 

Perseverance is all that needs be done, the enemy is weak, 

and they are getting weaker by the Day, and if you add Daily Power Meditations 

and a continuous effort to build your Aura of protection the enemy will have no 

hold on you whatsoever. 

 

As we go deeper into power Meditation and deeper into our Studies, 

we find more Truth that we could ever wish for, if we are Truly Dedicated our Guardian 

Demon\s make themselves known to us, this can be through a Ouija Board, 

Pendulum, Scrying or whichever method used is not important, knowing your Guardian 

Demon\s and receiving His or Her direct Guidance is something that is 

indescribable.  

 

This is when you truly start to see the world through a 

Satanic Perspective, when you are Directly Guided by His will, there is nothing 

you cannot accomplish. Because Father Satan cares for us Gentiles, the Truly 

Dedicated, we are his Creation his Children, He protects us form the parasitic 

jews that do everything within their power to manipulate us, drain us, and 

destroy us. 
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Our eyes open wider each Day under our Father, we learn more 

and love more in month than many will live and learn in an entire lifetime. We 

are granted Happiness in His Eternal kingdom, and there is no greater comfort, 

no greater feeling than that! Our many enemies try and take this away from us 

by any means but *so long* as we stay True to Father Satan and the Gods they 

will never succeed. 

 

And before we know it, we have built ourselves up to the 

point where we begin o Hear our Guardian Demon\s we begin to feel deeply what 

is requited of us, we feel the energies of Hell, and we feel it\s push and 

pull. We begin to feel our Brothers and Sisters, because in truth, we are all 

connected. 

 

We are all connected by our Father, by our Blood and by our 

Souls. We the Truly Dedicated Gentiles share something that no other has. This 

is why we do not even need an image or a name to send healing energy to a 

Brother or Sister has is being targeted by the enemy. That is why we all go through 

Highs and Low’s of energy together, that is why when each of us as an 

Individual Advances we all as a Group Advance. 

 

It is at this time when you truly fell the presence of 

Father Satan and the Gods, you interact with them, you are guided by them if 

you are open enough you can even see them. Nothing is more important than this. 

But it takes time, I’m talking years, little or many, that truly depends on 

you.  
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Consistency with power Mediations is a very important 

factor, too many times I have seen a Brother an Sister simply give up simply 

because they felt they “failed” at their 

very first attempt at Mediation. For centuries it has been the main jewish 

focus that all Spiritual knowledge be removed from the Gentile people as a 

whole and as a consequence we are striped of the Spiritual power we once held. 

So do not be so quick to give up, It takes many consistent attempts to mediate 

effectively. You do not go into a Martial Art like Mauy-Thai and expect to be a 

Champion Fighter in Four Days? No, it takes many attempts, many failures, many 

successes etc. It is all about Growth. - Spiritual Growth. 

 

So whether you are newly Dedicated or have been Dedicated 

for many years, just stop for a while, look back on how much you have changed 

as a Person, look at how much you have achieved, even it such a short time as a 

year – Just remember to thank Father Satan and all the Mighty Gods of Duat, 

because without them there would be nothing! 

 

 

Regards, 

 

High Priest Vovim Baghie 

Samurai Of Malphas 

Hail Father Satan! 

Hail Malphas-sama! 
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Hail Horus-sama! 

Hail Azazel-sama! 

Hail All The Mighty Gods Of Duat! 

 

http://www.joyofsatan.org/ 

http://www.vovimbaghie.co.cc/ 

http://www.ageofsatan.co.cc/ 

 

Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

 

Kundalini Awakening 

 

Kundalini Awakening 

 

By 

 

High Priest Vovim Baghie, Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

I realize that I am writing this out of order, as I have written first about the Initial Rising of my Kundalini 

Serpent (http://www.vovimbaghie.co.cc/the_kundalini_serpent.html) regardless this is important, 

especially for Spiritual Satanists who are going through this or are about to go through this. 

 

The awakening of my Kundalini was quite a violent and beautiful experience, nothing actually rose up 

my Spine, not even energy, so when they Awakening happened, it actually took a few weeks for me to 

realize what had happened to me. 
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** It is vitally important your Kundalini Serpent faces up, towards the “Heavens”. Your Kundalini is 

naturally faced\pointed to the side. (For me, it was pointed to the left) If you do not point your Kundalini 

Serpent up, your energy will pool beneath your Spine and you will either internally overheat or burst 

into flames. When Kundalini energy cannot flow freely up the spine and vent out through the Crown 

Chakra, you are going to have serious problems.  

 

The serpent is coiled Three times beneath the base of the Spine (The Tail Bone) when facing the serpent 

up, try to “see” it, rather than just visualizing. My Kundalini appeared to me as a Golden Cobra, 

Immolated in Golden Flames, Golden Eyes and with Large Wings. ** 

 

~The Awakening of my Kundalini Serpent took place 3 months before the Initial Rising~ 

 

The first day it started, I felt strange the entire day, I was incredibly agitated. I was very nauseas and 

generally disoriented. It was incessant, these feelings would not leave. I was continually slurring my 

speech and I would suddenly forget what was happening in the moment. It was as if I had no short term 

memory.  

 

One sensation I will never forget, which happened continually throughout this entire phase of my 

Kundalini, was a really sickening sensation as if I was getting pulled out my body through my head – [The 

sensation was similar to the feeling of being in an elevator when it has reached it’s destined floor, and it 

stops, it shakes, And you feel an almost weightless feeling for a second. It was very much like that, 

However the focus point was in my head and it was a very intense feeling] 

 

My bodies’ temperature was very high and it continually rose through the 3 Days of this experience.  

 

Then the second day came, It was just more severe disorientation, nausea and extreme agitation. When 

it came to the evening the sensation of getting pulled out my body started to happen more and more 

frequently - [What I understand of it now, the sensation was my light body shifting from the intense 

push of the Kundalini energy]  

 

The sensation became more and more frequent throughout the evening and my disorientation 

increased to the point where I honestly did not know where I was. As it became night the sensation 

would not stop, literally, it would happen every ten\fifteen seconds. It was quite unbearable. 
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After a short while it seemed like it was going away and then suddenly, at I think around 12pm, it hit me 

like a ton of bricks. I got hotter and hotter, the sensation got stronger and stronger. It was quickly 

getting worse and worse, I was just in complete agony, I could literally feel every electrical appliance in 

the room, it was so painful. I cannot describe the pain, it was really severe. 

 

Then noises started to hurt me, the fan, the fridge, the smallest noises would hurt me and shock me– as 

if being violently woken up from a very deep trance state. Any noise felt like an intense jolt of electric 

pain. 

 

It lasted at that intensity for about 45min, I think, and I could move freely, I stood up, and all of a sudden 

I just felt like an entirely new being, literally. My entire life perspective changed, My Soul itself even 

changed, in almost the Blink of an eye. 

 

I was lucky enough to have my Guardian Demons with me during this, if it weren’t for their presence I 

definitely would not have made it through the Awakening. I am so thankful to my Guardians! 

 

I felt, without a shadow of a doubt, that my Will became closer to Father Satans’, as well as my 

perspective and thought process, even my Soul became closer to Father Satan. Not only did I “feel” it 

but it was - and is still - reflected in the fact that my Aura has changed color from green, to turquoise 

and is now almost the Demonic Blue. 

 

I know that was a sudden, but that is how it happened. Just like that – it was over. The effects lasted for 

about 2 nights afterwards, especially cell-phones, honestly, Combining all my broken bones and cracked 

ribs from Thai-Boxing and Enduro, I have never felt such stinging pain. 

 

I enjoyed the pain, In-fact I was overjoyed because I knew I was Advancing, Growing and becoming 

closer to Father Satan than I had ever previously Imagined. “No pain no Gain” Looking back on it, in the 

weeks leading up to this ‘Spiritual Transformation’ I was feeling and acting so strange, I just assumed it 

was psychic attack, - “Assumption is the mother of all fuck-ups” 
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After this, I would receive a small electric shock whenever I touched an object; The Gods later explained 

to me that it was my Aura naturally connecting with the objects I interacted with. This gives a great 

advantage when sending or draining energy from someone\something and with telekinesis. 

 

The changes never stop after the Awakening of your Kundalini Serpent; once your Serpent has 

awakened you can actually communicate and connect with it. I will be writing about this very soon. 

 

To all the truly Dedicated Warriors of Father Satan and the Mighty Gods of Duat, Always Keep Strong in 

Father Satan! And may Father Satans’ Divine Light Guide You Eternally! 

 

Regards, 

 

High Priest Vovim Baghie 

Samurai Of Malphas 

Hail Father Satan! 

Hail Malphas-sama! 

Hail Horus-sama! 

Hail Azazel-sama! 

Hail All The Mighty Gods Of Duat! 

 

http://www.joyofsatan.org/ 

http://www.vovimbaghie.co.cc/ 

http://www.ageofsatan.co.cc/ 

 

Joy of Satan Ministries 
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A Very Revealing Quote 

 

This excerpt quote from the Catholic Encyclopedia is very revealing:  

 

'In the same way the Greeks and Romans may have worshipped their divinities, fondly believing them to 

be good. But the Christian Scriptures declare that all the gods of the Gentiles are demons.'  

 

Catholic Encyclopedia: Devil Worship  

http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/04767a.htm  

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

Sermon 5/17/10 Important Info About Satanic Healing 

 

When performing healings, it is important to write your affirmations down and the specific techniques 

you used. This actually goes for all spells and workings, but is especially important with healings.  

 

Chronic conditions, like ailments you have had for most of your life or for years, will disappear with 

performiong healings, BUT, in many cases, due to fluctuations in energy, some of these may return at a 

later date, but will be much milder.  

 

All that needs to be done is to repeat the working, the visualizing of the white-gold healing light, like the 

sun on the afflicted part and repeat the affirmations. It takes much less time and effort the second time 

around and lessens more and more until the problem is completely gone, permanently.  
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This can also happen if you have several chronic and severe ailments and then begin working on another 

ailment. This somewhat can upset the energies in your soul and the first problem can come back, but to 

a lesser degree. This then calls for another time of the day [be sure to space this out- several hours], 

when you devote some time to the first problem which has resurfaced. It will go away quickly.  

 

In any event, NEVER throw away life saving medications, for example, like inhalers [for people who have 

asthma] or anything else where if the problem resurfaced again, it could be deadly.  

 

Healings ideally should be repeated way beyond the actual healing, and then reinforced periodically. The 

more severe and chronic [long time] the ailment, the more time it will take and above all- PERSISTENCE, 

to be fully healed. Congentital disorders being the worst, as this is what the soul came into the world 

with, but again, these are not impossible. Satan shows us nearly anything is possible.  

 

Again, as with everything else, the strength of your soul will determine the time and effort needed to 

achieve 100% success. Doing kundalini and hatha yoga exercises is wonderful for raising the 

witchpower/vril.  

 

After any working, a few rounds of sun/moon alternate nostril breathing is highly recommended to re-

balance the soul. This should only be the holding at the top, not the holding at the bottom exercise. 

When performing alternate nostril breathing, it is also important to 'breathe' energy in with each inhale.  

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Alternate_Nostril.html 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Re: CORRECTION: Sermon 5/17/10 Important Info About Satanic Healing 

 

Correction: Alternate nostril breathing is a must for balancing your energies after performing healing 

work on others, or after a black magick working [following cleaning your aura], but for yourself, after 

doing any healing work, you should wait for at least an hour, so the energy directed into the problem 

can set itself.  

 

Another thing- the phrase 'keeping one's self pure' has been totally twisted and perverted by xianity and 

related ilk. What this really means is to clean your aura and to keep it clean. This is especially before a 

healing working, as putting clean healing energy over dirty [unhealthy]energy is like mopping a filthy 

unswept floor.  

 

Again- to re-emphasise- once begun, no longer than 24 hours should elapse between healing work. By 

letting more than a day go by, the problem can reverse itself and the progress attained can be lost.  

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

 

 

Re: The Music Industry Exposed... WTF? 

 

First off, the 'Illuminati' are not true Satanists. This is another jewish invented [Catholic Jesuit/Jew 

'Adam Weishaupt' founder] program, pretending to be 'Satanists' before the publis and to add fuel to 

the christian accusations against Satanists.  

 

The jews either will work to gain control of any prominent Gentile organization, usually through 

infiltration, OR destroy it. This is what happened to Freemasonry, which was originally Luciferian and 

Gentile.  
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Here is an excerpt from the book “Rule by Secrecy” by Jim Marrs, © 2000, pages 58 - 59:  

 

“This secretive banking dynasty was begun by Mayer Amschel Bauer, a German Jew born on February 

23, 1744, in Frankfurt…”  

“Young Mayer studied to become a Rabbi. He was particularly schooled in Hashkalah, a blending of 

religion, Hebrew law, and reason”  

“The death of his parents forced Mayer to leave rabbinical school and become an apprentice at a 

banking house.  

 

Quickly learning the trade, he became court financial agent to William IX, royal administrator of the 

Hesse-Kassel region, and a prominent Freemason. He ingratiated himself to William, who was only one 

year older than himself, by joining his interest in Freemasonry and antiquities. Mayer would search out 

ancient coins and sell them to his benefactor at greatly reduced prices. Considering his rabbinical 

training, coupled with his serious searches for antiquities, he surely developed a deep understanding of 

the ancient mysteries particularly those of the Jewish Cabala. It was during this same period that the 

metaphysics of the Cabala began to fuse with the traditions of Freemasonry."  

 

http://www.666blacksun.com/NEW_WORLD_ORDER.html  

 

The jews work relentlessly to create confusion and dissension amongst Gentiles. As for the music and 

film industry, both are dominated by jews. Yes, most musicians and many actors/actresses are heavily 

into drugs and alcohol. This sort of thing is PUSHED. A prime example is the 70's band 'Black Sabbath.'  

 

Ozzy Osbourne's recent auto-biography for one is very revealing. The 70's band 'Black Sabbath' 

consisted of four young musicians from England, from poor, impoverished, Gentile working class 

backgrounds. The kikey agents saw them coming, and ripped them off heavily, all the while pushing 

drugs and getting them dependent on hard drugs to where they were so drunk and stoned out of their 

minds, and of course jews 'handled' their money. When they wised up a bit and hired a lawyer [another 

kike], then the lawyer and the agents worked in collusion [jew to brother jew] to further rip them off 

and drug them, until the band no longer existed. Half-Jewish Sharon Arden [formerly Levee] took control 

of his career and eventually married him. After this control, his career flourished.  
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This is very typical and prevalent in the music and film industries where there is loads of money. Many 

bands get totally ripped off, drugs are pushed relentlessly and constantly, along with liquor and 24/7 

'partying.'  

 

When one is heavily under the influence 24/7, one becomes a blatant target and a victim. The kikes who 

manage these bands and their kikey brethren who assist them and have all sorts of connections, work to 

keep these bands with a constant and unending supply of heavy drugs, which they definitely charge for 

accordingly. The jews then take most of the money and run things the way they see fit- again, through 

viscious exploitation.  

 

As for the 'Rain Man' this, like many other things, seems to be a fad. Also, with the christian hyping of 

this 'New World Order,' the 'Illuminati' and their other crap of which they are actually facilitating, this is 

all over the internet and finds its way into the music industry and lyrics. This is JEWISH IMPOSTER 

Satanism, NOT True Satanism. It is so obvious how they attack true Satanism, as they have for centuries.  

 

The jews are masters of deception and lies. They gain control through confusion. Young Jews are taught 

how to argue in their Yeshiva schools.  

 

A prime example, again, Hollywood, how they work to confuse those who are unknowing- most of the 

Gentile population, with their movies. Most people here are well aware of Jewish communism, how 

they invented it; it is the main theme of the judeo/chritian bible and all of their 'holy writings'- their 

program for systematically removing spiritual/occult knowledge and power from the Gentiles so they, 

themselves can become 'God' and have a Gentile slave state.  

 

One blatant example here, that they use to confuse is the HBO movie 'Stalin' 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0105462/ [1992] with Robert Duvall and Julia Ormond. Throughout the 

movie, the character 'Stalin' is made out to be against the jews, and hating of the jews. In real life, this is 

hardly the case. Stalin's real birth name was József Dugasvilli. 'Dugasvilli' in Georgian, means 'SON OF A 

JEW.' Stalin's second wife 'Nadezhda Alliluyev' was also jewish. His children were jewish. His eldest son, 

named 'Yakov' is jewish for 'Jacob.'  

 

Lavrenty Beria was another kike who worked directly under Stalin. In the movie, they also portrayed him 

to be anti-jewish. Most people- the general populace is unaware and does not read enough to know the 

facts beneath all of the lies that are thrown at the public.  
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More examples include 'The Inner Circle' another movie that takes place in the former USSR under 

Stalin, where blatant persecution of the jews is the main theme. It even goes so far as to show a jewish 

character getting busted by the KGB for secretly collaborating with the Nazis. What a joke! Then, the 

movie goes on with more jews in their best roles as professional victims.  

 

Moscow on the Hudson was another one, though only a very short, but blatant part of the movie, they 

show jews again, with their plackards of stars of david [stolen and corrupted from the East Indian 'Star 

of Vishnu'], protesting the Soviet communist government. They always scream the loudest. This, as all of 

the above are just for show and to confuse the daylights out of Gentiles.  

 

The jews, being inventors and promoters of communism, work to try to convice an ignorant public that 

they are against communism. This is playing both sides of which they are highly skilled at.  

 

The Catholic Church is another blatant example- the KGB of the Middle Ages. The jews again, like with 

the above, work relentlessly to try to convince the Gentile populace, that they are against christianity, 

and that they are 'persecuted' by christians and christianity. THIS IS A TOTAL CROCK OF SHIT! 

 

Really now, HOW can any true christian be persecuting of jews? Every single page of that fucking bible 

has either the words 'jew/s' and/or 'Israel' written on it, the nazarene is jewish from birth to death, his 

mother and so-called 'earthly father' were BOTH jewish and OBSERVANT OF JEWISH LAWS. His 12 

disciples were jewish. The nasty list goes on and on and on.... 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Jewish_Nazarene.html  

 

All of their crap is just for show and to confuse and delude the Gentiles. REAL Satanism, as many here 

are aware is HEAVILY persecuted, suppressed, and automatically banned- LEGALLY in many areas of the 

world and even in those where the constitution states 'religious freedoms.' 

 

One can see the truth for one's self. Where in the world is there even just ONE open and public Satanic 

Church? Anything against the jews is 'evil' and they attack it and use their spiritual slaves, such as 

christians to attack it as well.  
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Everything the jews do, they twist and pervert and blame it upon Gentiles and any groups that are 

against them. They infiltrate, imposter and take control.  

 

Wake up people-  

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Re: The Music Industry Exposed... WTF? [MORE] 

 

--- In JoS4adults@yahoogroups.com, "moonshadow48@..." <moonshadow48@...> wrote: 

> 

> And add to that the ex-record producer Phil Spector--absolutely Jewish >to the core and ugly as sin--

who is in jail now for killing a gentile >woman by shooting her in the head while playing russian 

roulette...no >designer soap in jail, buddy--bend over! 

 

******** 

 

Unfortunately, I don't think so. Unbeknownst to most people, most jews have it quite easy in prison. 

Jewish judges give them a slap on the wrist. In addition, those who are sent to prison for light sentences, 

for even murder of Gentile children, get the best treatment in what are known as 'country club prisons.' 

These places even include a 'Kosher Kitchen' for jewish prisoners.  

 

On the other hand, Gentiles, even young kids who receive the harshest of penalties, some for just a bit 

of illegal drug possession, are thrown into horrific maximum security prisons, where they are sexually 

assaulted and abused and much, much worse. Their lives are destroyed. In addition, while the jews eat 

kosher, Gentile prisoners are served food that would choke a maggot.  
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Gentiles just aren't aware of this underground quiet jewish control that goes unnoticed. They always get 

special privilages, money and much more. This also goes for brother jew [sanhedran] takes care of 

brother jew, like in certain key positions in which they work and/or have control. Huge debts are wiped 

out illegally, such as student loans and much more.  

 

One blatant example is Jew Seth Bekenstein was placed on 3 years probation for child pornography. 

'Bekenstein was convicted in 1987 in New York on charges of sexual abuse and placed on three years' 

probation, records show.' 

 

Man Faces Child Pornography Charges / Russians say he was Web site's best customer 

January 12, 2001|By Henry K. Lee, Chronicle Staff Writer 

 

A Walnut Creek man described as having been the "best customer" of a Russian child-pornography Web 

site called the Blue Orchid has been charged in federal court in Oakland with buying $4,000 worth of 

illegal videos and CD- ROMs, records show.  

 

Seth Bekenstein, 39, allegedly used the Internet to buy all of the Russian organization's titles, which 

depicted underage boys engaged in sexual activity, according to records filed in U.S. District Court in 

Oakland.  

 

Bekenstein was charged in a criminal complaint with receiving child pornography that was mailed or 

shipped in foreign commerce. He is scheduled to appear before U.S. Magistrate Wayne Brazil at a 

detention hearing today.  

 

Bekenstein was arrested Jan. 4 after an investigation by Moscow police and the U.S. Customs Service 

linked him to purchases from the Blue Orchid Web site, which was shut down as a result of the probe, 

authorities said.  

 

A search of Bekenstein's Treat Boulevard apartment by customs agents and Contra Costa sheriff's 

deputies uncovered 100 videotapes, 400 computer discs and numerous printed pictures depicting 
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minors engaged in sexually explicit activity, U.S. Customs Special Agent Brian Kawabata wrote in an 

affidavit.  

 

Russian police found Bekenstein's credit-card information and a shipping- company receipt with a 

Moscow return address and Bekenstein's address in Walnut Creek, Kawabata said in court papers.  

 

Sergey Gromov, who acknowledged to having a "leadership role" in Blue Orchid, described Bekenstein 

to Moscow authorities as his onetime "best customer" and "most frequent purchaser of child 

pornography" because he had bought every title the group offered, records show.  

 

Blue Orchid tapes were often concealed in professionally printed paper sleeves with the name, 

"National Geographic," according to court papers.  

 

One pornographic video, ostensibly titled as being a National Geographic documentary about pandas, 

opened with an image of a panda before leading to a depiction of "three underage boys engaged in 

sexually explicit activities," Kawabata said.  

 

Bekenstein allegedly received six shipments from Blue Orchid last year totaling $4,080 worth of child 

pornography, authorities said.  

 

The suspect is believed to have resold pornographic material to other people, including a man named 

"Gary," who paid $50 for two titles, authorities said.  

 

Bekenstein also appeared to be reproducing videotapes and converting them into "computer movie file 

formats for distribution throughout the United States and abroad," according to Kawabata.  

 

Bekenstein was convicted in 1987 in New York on charges of sexual abuse and placed on three years' 

probation, records show.  
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http://articles.sfgate.com/2001-01-12/bay-area/17578260_1_child-pornography-sexual-activity-court-

papers  

 

Then, there is more, regarding how jews are systematically let off the hook for child molestation, rape 

and even murder of children. There are many websites who have this article, just type into any search 

engine for a copy of the article below: 

'Long list of Jewish Child Molestor Rabbis gets no media coverage' 

 

Here is the article: 

 

*** 

 

Long list of Jewish Child Molestor Rabbis gets no media coverage 

 

Much of the time these filthy child molesting rabbis are free to continue to rape children for years after 

being discovered because Jews are so hesitant to expose other Jews, even if it means they have to 

sacrifice their children.  

 

The real question is…… Why is it that when a priest gets caught molesting children it’s front page news, 

but when it’s a rabbi….No media coverage? The answer is simple, all forms of mainstream media are 

owned and/or controlled by Jews. 

 

Here are a few cases of Jewish clergy abuse:  

 

Case of Shlomo Aviner (Rosh Yeshiva, Ateret Cohanim Yeshiva, Rabbi of Beit El, Israel)  

 

Case of Rabbi Lewis Brenner (Convicted of child molestation. The original charges included 14 counts of 

sodomy, sexual abuse and endangering the welfare of a child. He agreed to plead guilty to one count of 

sodomy in the third degree, a Class E felony, in exchange for a sentence of five years’ probation.)  
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Case of Rabbi Ephraim Bryks (Accusations about sexual inappropriate behavior with children started 

surfacing in the 1980’s. Rabbi Bryks is currently a member of the Vaad Harabonim of Queens. The Vaad 

is a Rabbinical committee that makes important decisions within an orthodox community.)  

 

Case of Rabbi Shlomo Carlebach (Accused of several cases of child molestation, and sexual assault of 

young women)  

 

Case Rabbi Perry Ian Cohen - Montreal and Toronto Canada (Accused of sexual abuse of a seventeen 

year old. Fired for sexual impropriety with congregants)  

 

Case of Rabbi Yitzchak Cohen (Accused of sexually harassing students at Bar-Ilan University)  

 

Case of Rabbi Ephraim Goldberg - Boca Raton, Flordia (Pled guilty to one misdemeanor count of 

exposure of sexual organs in a washroom at a Palm Beach Mall.)  

 

Case of Rabbi/Cantor Sidney Goldenberg (Convicted of molesting children. The first complaints came in 

1971. He was finally convicted in 1997.)  

 

Case of Cantor Joel Gordon (Convicted of having keeping a house of prostitution and involvement in a 

prostitution ring.)  

 

Case of Rabbi Israel Grunwald (Accused of molesting a 15 year old on a 1995 plane flight from Australia 

to LA. The charge against him were dropped after agreeing to perform 500 hours of community service 

and to seek counseling. Grunwald was the chief rabbi of an Hungarian Hasidic congregation in Brooklyn, 

known as the Pupas).  

 

Case of The State of Israel Vs. Sex Offender (Convicted of repeated rape and forced molestation of his 

graddaughter.)  
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Case of Yehudah Friedlander - Rabbi ’s Assistant (Accused of molesting a 15 year old on a 1995 plane 

flight from Australia to LA. Friedlander was the assistant to the chief rabbi of an Hungarian Hasidic 

congregation in Brooklyn, known as the Pupas)  

 

Case of the Rabbi at Hillel Torah, Chicago, IL (A teacher at the Chicago school was accused of child 

molestation. His name was not released. The school did everything correctly in attempting to keep the 

children safe once accusations were made.)  

 

Case of Rabbi Solomon Hafner (Accused of sexually abusing a developmentally disabled boy)  

 

Case of Rabbi (Alan J.) Shneur Horowitz (Convicted and sentenced to 10 - 20 years in prison for 

sodomizing a nine-year-old psychiatric patient. Allegedly, he has assaulted a string of children from 

California to Israel to New York in the past twenty years. Alan J. Horowitz is an Orthodox rabbi, magna 

cum laude, M.D., Ph.D. A graduate of Duke University, and was a writer for NAMBLA (North American 

Man/Boy Love Association).  

 

Case of Jacob Frank and the Frankist Movement (Accused of cultic type practices and sexual offenses)  

 

Case of Rabbi Israel Kestenbaum (Accused of child pornography on the internet)  

 

Case of Rabbi Robert Kirschner (Accused of sexually exploited or harassing three congregants and a 

synagogue employee)  

 

Case of Rabbi Ze’ev Kopolevitch (Convicted of molesting students at Rosh Yeshiva, Netiv Meir yeshiva 

high school)  

 

Case of Rabbi Baruch Lanner (Convicted - child molestation.)  
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Case of Rabbi Jerrold Martin Levy (Convicted of two counts of soliciting sex through the Internet and two 

counts of child pornography. He was sentenced to six years and sex in prison. He was caught in the 

“Candyman” year-long sting operation by the US government.)  

 

Case of Rabbi Pinchas Lew (Accused of exposed himself to a woman.)  

 

Case of Rabbi/Psychologist Mordecai Magencey (lost his license to practice in the State of Missouri 

because of his sexual misconduct with his patients.)  

 

Case of Rabbi Richard Marcovitz (Convicted of indecent or lewd acts with a child, and sexual battery)  

 

Case of Rabbi Juda Mintz (Convicted - internet sting on child pornography)  

 

Rabbi Yona Metzger (Accused of sexually misconduct with four men)  

 

Case of Rabbi Avrohom Mondrowitz (Accused of two counts of sex abuse with boys at a special 

education school in New York)  

 

Case of Cantor Howard Nevison (Accused of molesting his nephew)  

 

Case of Rabbi Michael Ozair (Accused of sexual molestation of a then-14-year-old girl)  

 

Case of Cantor Stanley Rosenfeld (Convicted of molesting a 12-year-old boy he was tutoring.)  

 

Case of Rabbi Charles Shalman (Accused of sexual misconduct toward female congregational members)  
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Case of Cantor Robert Shapiro (Accused of three counts of rape and four counts of indecent assault and 

battery to a mentally retarded woman)  

 

Case of Cantor Michael Segelstein (Accused of attempted rape; Chabad - Las Vegas, Nevada)  

 

Case of Rabbi Ze’ev Sultanovitch (Accused of sexually molesting a number of adult yeshiva students at 

the Merkaz Harav Yeshiva)  

 

Case of Rabbi Melvin Teitelbaum (Accused of three counts of sex crimes against two boys under the age 

of 14, and one count of assault with intent to commit rape against one boy’s mother. The charges were 

dropped for lack of evidenced)  

 

Case of Rabbi Isadore Trachtman (Accused of cultic type practices and sexual offenses)  

 

Case of Rabbi Hirsch Travis (Rabbi in Monsey, accused of posing as a Brooklyn doctor specializing in 

infertility problems, and allegedly sexually abusing and assaulting a patient.)  

 

Case of Rabbi Matis Weinberg (Accused of cultic type practices and sexual offenses)  

 

Case of Rabbi Yaakov Weiner (Accused of molesting boy at Camp Mogen Avraham, New York)  

 

Case of Rabbi Don Well  

 

Case of Cantor Phillip Wittlin (Convicted of molesting two girls)  

 

Case of Rabbi Mordechai Yomtov (Convicted of sexual abuse and committing lewd acts against three 

boys)  
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Case of Rabbi Sheldon Zimmerman (Violated guidelines concerning “sexual ethics and sexual 

boundaries,” )  

 

Case of Rabbi Max Zucker (Accused by three women of improperly touching)  

 

And Other Trusted Officals (Parents, Teachers, Camp Counselors, etc.)  

 

Case of Arie Adler and Marisa Rimland, NY (Arie Adler was accused of molesting his daughter. Marisa 

Rimland murdered her daughter, and then committed suicide).  

 

Case of Simcha Adler - Ohel Counselor, NY (Plea-bargained charges of sodomy, sexual abuse and two 

counts of endangering the welfare of a child down to attempted sodomy.)  

 

Case of Eugene Loub Aronin - School Counselor, TX (Convicted in 1984 of sexually assaulting a 10-year-

old boy)  

 

Case of B’Nai Torah Congegation - Hillel Community Day School janitor, Boca Raton, FL (Accused of child 

molestation)  

 

Case of Chaim Ciment (Accused and charged with first-degree sexual abuse, after allegations were made 

that he fondled a 17 year old girl in an elevator).  

 

Case of James A. Cohen - Jewish Youth Group Leader (Convicted child molester, sentenced to 9 years for 

assaulting 4 boys)  

 

Case of Larry Cohen - Soccer Coach, Lake Oswego, OR (Accused of molesting two individuals.)  

 

Case of Lawrence Cohen - School Teacher, NJ (Convicted and sentenced to 10 years in federal prison for 

transmitting child pornography through his home computer).  
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Case of Phillip “Eli” Cohen, London, England (Accused of 13 charges of indecently assaulting a boy and 

four offences of indecently assaulting a girl)  

 

Case of Stuart Cooperman, MD - Pediatrican, Merrick, New York (Accused of molesting six female 

patience).  

 

Case of Delaware Family (Father accused of alleged child molestation)  

 

Case of Mordechai (Morton) Ehrman - Simcha’s Play Group, Brooklyn, NY (Accused of molesting dozens 

of students).  

 

Case of Hbrandon Lee Flagner (Convicted of the kidnapping and aggravated murder of Tiffany Jennifer 

Papesh a 8-year-old girl. Flagner also claimed to have molested hundreds of girls during his life. While in 

prison, Flagner convert to Judaism by an Chasidic rabbi.)  

 

Case of Arnold and Jesse Friedman (Capturing the Friedmans) (Convicted sex offender)  

 

Case of Richard “Steve” Goldberg (Allegedly engaging in sex acts with several girls under 10 in California. 

He is on the FBI’s ten most wanted fugitives list)  

 

Case of Ross Goldstein (Convicting of sodomy in the first degree (three counts) and use of a child in a 

sexual performance. He was Sentenced to four concurrent indeterminated terms of 2 to 6 years 

imprisonment. Also see: Case of Arnold and Jesse Friedman)  

 

Case of Several Child Sex Offenders in Har Nof 0 Jerusalem, Israel (Outlines several cases of alleged child 

sex offenders in the charedi town of Har Nof)  
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Case of David B. Harrington - School Principal / Big Brother, Rockville, MD (Convicted sex offender. Cases 

from the 1960’s - 1980’s.)  

 

Case of State of Israel Vs. a Sex Offender (Convicted - 68 year old Israeli religious man pled guilty to 

repeated molestation of his granddaughter, was sentenced to 19 years in jail.  

 

Case of Eric Hindin - Jewish Big Brother Volunteer, Newton, MA (Convicted of 35 counts of child rape. He 

was sentenced to 20-22 years in prison).  

 

Case of Judge Ronald Kline, CA (Accused of possessing child pornography and for allegedly molesting a 

neighborhood boy 25 years ago).  

 

Case of the Kosher Butcher in Chicago (Accused of molesting children for over 30 years)  

 

Case of Lawrence Nevison - (Convicted of molesting his nephew. He is the brother of Cantor Howard 

Nevison)  

 

Case of Stuart Nevison - (Convicted of molesting his cousin. He is the brother of Cantor Howard Nevison)  

 

The Case of the Students of Ner Israel Yeshiva in the 1950’s (Students accused of sexually molesting a 

younger student)  

 

Case of the New York Society for the Deaf’s Home (Accused of treating disabled patients “like animals,” 

beaten, drugged and robbed of their government checks).  

 

Case of Ozzie Orbach, M.D. (Accused of molesting his daughter)  

 

Case of the Rogers Park JCC, Chicago Illinois (This was the first case of alleged mass molestation 

recorded in Illinois to involve accusations of sexual abuse by a group of adults, consists of 246 
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allegations that staff members abused children enrolled at the center, according to the Illinois 

Department of children and Family Services).  

 

Case of Jonathan Rosenthal - Community Police Liason, London, England (Acquitted of sexually 

assaulting a few children, after a jury used ancient common law right, deciding evidence wasn’t strong 

enough.)  

 

Case of Adam Theodore Rubin - Teacher, Coach and Girl Scout Coordinator (Accused of using a 

computer to solicit sex with a minor, possession of a controlled dangerous substance and possession of 

drug paraphernalia).  

 

Case of Georges Schteinberg - Teacher, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (Accused of possession of child 

pornography. Charges dropped when Schteinberg fled the country).  

 

Case of Aryeh Scher - Israeli vice-consul, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (Accused of possession of child 

pornography. Charges dropped when Scher fled the country).  

 

Case of David Schwartz - Camp Counselor, Culver City, CA (Convicted and sentenced to one year in 

residential treatment and five years’ probation for molesting a 4-year-old boy in his care at summer 

camp. A six-year prison sentence was suspended).  

 

Case of Jerrold Schwartz - Scoutmaster, NY (Convicted and sentanced to 8 years in prison for multiple 

counts of sodomizing his former scout ).  

 

Case of Irwin Silverman - Chief Counsel to U.S. secretary of interior 1933-53 (Accused of molesting his 

daughter Sue William Silverman. )  

 

Case of Paul Slifer - Teacher (Accused of sexually assaulting a several students, and impersonating a 

doctor. )  
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Case of Ari Sorkin - Synagogue Youth Worker, Elkins Park, PA (Accused of molesting a 16 yr. old girl)  

 

Case of Tel Aviv Arts School, Tel Aviv, Israel  

 

Case of Dr. Saul and Judith Wasserman (Accused of molesting their daughter)  

 

Case of David Douglas Webber - Mashgiach (Kashrut Supervisor), Canada (Convicted and sentenced to 

six years for possessing child pornography and molesting seven boys over the past eight years). 

 

**** end of article.  

 

Here is another one: 

 

http://www.ety.com/HRP/jewishstudies/snuffporn.htm 

 

Jewish Studies 

 

 

Jewish Gangsters Raped, Killed Children As Young As 2 On Film 

 

JEWISH CHILD PORN / SNUFF FILM RING DISCOVERED 

 

Subject: Jew Kiddie Snuff Porn 

Date: Fri, Oct 13, 2000, 12:24 am 

Italian and Russian Police Brake Up Child Snuff Porn Ring 

Mon Oct 9 17:39:53 2000 
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LSN Staff 

 

According to the Talmudic Encyclopedia: 'He who has carnal knowledge of the wife of a Gentile is not 

liable to the death penalty, for it is written: "thy fellow's wife" rather than the alien's wife; and even the 

precept that a man "shall cleave unto his wife" which is addressed to the Gentiles does not apply to a 

Jew, just there is no matrimony for a heathen; and although a married Gentile woman is forbidden to 

the Gentiles, in any case a Jew is exempted.' This does not imply that sexual inter-course between a 

Jewish man and a Gentile woman is permitted - quite the contrary. But the main punishment is inflicted 

on the Gentile woman; she must be executed, even if she was raped by the Jew: 'If a Jew has coitus with 

a Gentile woman, whether she be a child of three or an adult, whether married or unmarried, and even 

if he is a minor aged only nine years and one day - because he had willful coitus with her, she must be 

killed, as is the case with a beast, 

because through her a Jew got into trouble. The Jew, however, must be flogged, and if he is a Kohen 

(member of the priestly tribe) he must receive double the number of lashes, because he has committed 

a double offense: a Kohen must not have inter-course with a prostitute, and all Gentile women are 

presumed to be prostitutes. 

 

Israel Shahak, Jewish History, Jewish Religion, Pluto Press, London 1994, page 87 

 

Rome, Italy -- Italian and Russian police, working together, broke up a ring of Jewish gangsters who had 

been involved in the manufacture of child rape and snuff pornography. 

 

Three Russian Jews and eight Italian Jews were arrested after police discovered they had been 

kidnapping non-Jewish children between the ages of two and five years old from Russian orphanges, 

raping the children, and then murdering them on film. Mostly non-Jewish customers, including 1700 

nationwide, 600 in Italy, and and unknown number in the United States, paid as much as $20,000 per 

film to watch little children being raped and murdered. 

 

Jewish officials in a major Italian news agency tried to cover the story up, but were circumvented by 

Italisn news reporters, who broadcasts scenes from the films live at prime time on Italisn television to 

more than 11 million Italian viewers. Jewish officials then fired the executives responsible, claiming they 

were spreading "blood libel." 
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Throughout history, various groups have accused sects of Jews of ritually murdering small children. One 

such account, that of Hugh of Lincoln, led to the expulsion of all Jews from Britain in the 13th Century. 

Such accounts have generally been discounted, but are so wide spread that Jewish organizations have 

developed a name for them -- "blood libel". 

 

The American group the ADL was founded to defend a Jew, Leo Frank, accused of raping and murdering 

a five year old girl, Mary Fagan, in his Atlanta pencil factory in 1913. The ADL claims he was innocent. A 

mob lynched him after the governor commuted his death sentence to life in prison. 

 

Though AP and Reuters both ran stories on the episode, US media conglomerates refused to carry the 

story on television news, again saying the story would prejudice Americans against Jews. 

 

Jewish gangsters in Russia have become increasingly linked to traffic in "white slaves" and prostitutes 

through Israel, according to a recent report in the Jerusalem Post. Israel turns an official blind eye to 

forced prostitution, and does not punish Israeli citizens who choose to own "sex slaves", as long as the 

slaves are foreign and non-Jews. 

 

 

London, Sunday, 01.10.2000 

 

<http://www.guardianunlimited.co.uk/Archive/Article/0,4273,4070446,00.html> 

 

Special Investigation  

British link to 'snuff' videos 

 

Jason Burke in London, Amelia Gentleman in Moscow, Philip Willan in Rome 

 

Observer - Sunday October 1, 2000 
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Britain is a key link in the biggest ever international investigation into the production and supply of 

paedophile 'snuff' movies - in which children are murdered on film - an Observer investigation can 

reveal. 

 

The key suspect in the inquiry, a Russian who was arrested last week in Moscow for distribution of 

thousands of sadistic child porn videos and pictures, was traced following the seizure of his products 

from British paedophiles. 

 

Dmitri Vladimirovich Kuznetsov, a 30-year-old former car mechanic in Moscow, was identified after 

British Customs and police traced the origin of violent child porn videos found in the UK back to Russia. 

 

Last week Italian police seized 3,000 of Kuznetsov's videos on their way to clients in Italy, sparking an 

international hunt for paedophiles who have bought his products. The Italian investigators say the 

material includes footage of children dying during abuse. Prosecutors in Naples are considering charging 

those who have bought the videos with complicity in murder. They say some may have specifically 

requested films of killings. 

 

British authorities yesterday confirmed that scores of Kuznetsov's videos, produced in his small flat in 

Moscow's rundown Vykhino district, have been found in the UK. They are concerned that 'snuff' movies 

in which children are killed may have also been imported. 

 

Around a dozen British men have already been arrested and charged with offences alleged to be 

connected to the Russian tapes. A second Russian child porn ring, which allegedly had a British 

distributor, was broken up earlier this year. The investigation into the importing of violent Russian child 

porn which led to the identification and subsequent imprisonment of Kuznetsov started about 15 

months ago after Customs seized material coming into the country. Since then there have been dozens 

of other finds. 

 

'We have seen some very, very nasty stuff involving sadistic abuse of very young children, but actual 

deaths on film takes it a whole step further. That is very worrying,' said one senior customs officer this 

weekend. 
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British paedophiles were paying between £50 and £100 for Kuznetsov's tapes, the officer said. Further 

fees were paid for access to a website that features pictures of extremely violent abuse. 

 

Though two men arrested with Kuznetsov have also been imprisoned by Moscow authorities, only one 

of the three remains behind bars. Dmitri Ivanov was sentenced to 11 years for actually participating in 

the abuse that was being filmed. The others were released under an amnesty aimed at clearing Russia's 

overcrowded prisons. 

 

When officers from the Moscow Criminal Investigation Department raided Kuznetsov's flat they found 

two boys in a makeshift studio. They seized a huge quantity of films and other pornographic material as 

well as lists of clients in Italy, Germany, America and Britain. 

 

Last week Italian detectives moved in, following months of inquiries, and arrested eight people. The 

police searched more than 600 homes and say they now have evidence against about 500 people. 

Among the suspects were businessmen, public employees and a university student. Several of them 

were married, with children of their own. Hundreds of people are also under investigation in Germany. 

 

The Russian videos, which had been ordered over the internet, were intercepted when they came into 

Italy by post, repackaged and then delivered by undercover police officers. They cost between £300 and 

£4,000, depending on what type of film was ordered. 

 

Covert film of young children naked or undressing was known as a 'SNIPE' video. The most appalling 

category was code-named 'Necros Pedo' in which children were raped and tortured until they died. 

 

Police in Russia and the UK believe that Kuznetsov and his associates have been in business for more 

than two years in which time they are believed to have recruited around 100 boys - aged between nine 

and 15 - to be filmed. 

 

'Most of the children were rounded up from railway stations. A lot of them came from the suburbs, or 

surrounding regions and were from deprived, problem families,' said Kiril Mazurin, a police spokesman. 
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'Usually when children like this arrive in the capital, they've got no idea where to go and hang around in 

the station. It's very easy to entice this kind of teenager - with a promise of a warm bed or a trip to the 

cinema.' 

 

Many were lured away from orphanages. 'Children are not locked in,' said Mazurin. 'Anyone can come 

along and promise them a meal at McDonalds. It doesn't take any more than that." 

 

Some children were paid a commission to find other boys willing to be filmed, according to reports in 

the Russian press, for a fee of between 100 and 300 roubles (£2.50 - £7). 

 

Kuznetsov had given up his job in 1998 to devote himself to the lucrative pornography industry. A self-

taught computer expert, he was in the process of upgrading his equipment to allow him to e-mail videos 

directly to clients when police raided him. 

 

Many customers repeatedly ordered videos from him. The Naples newspaper Il Mattino published a 

transcript of an alleged email exchange between a prospective client and the Russian vendors. 

 

'Promise me you're not ripping me off,' says the Italian. 

 

'Relax, I can assure you this one really dies,' the Russian responds. 

 

'The last time I paid and I didn't get what I wanted.' 

 

'What do you want?' 

 

'To see them die.' 
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Friday, May 19 2000 (14 Iyar 5760) 

 

Amnesty: Israel failing to deal with white-slave trade 

 

By Dan Izenberg and Heidi J. Gleit 

 

JERUSALEM (May 19) - Israel has failed to take adequate measures against human rights abuses of 

women who have been brought here and forced to provide sexual services, Amnesty International 

charged. 

 

"This is so," a special Amnesty report on the trafficking of women from the former Soviet Union said, 

"even though many of them have been subjected to human rights abuses such as enslavement or 

torture, including rape and other forms of sexual abuse, by traffickers, pimps, or others involved in 

Israel's sex industry." 

 

Amnesty International also criticized Israel for not providing a procedure to grant asylum to women who 

have been smuggled into the country often on the basis of false promises of work having nothing to do 

with sex. 

 

Fighting the trade in women and bringing foreign women here to work as prostitutes is a priority for the 

Israel Police, but it is a very difficult phenomenon to fight, police investigations head Cmdr. Yossi Sedbon 

said yesterday. 

 

One of the main problems is that there is not a law against selling women, he explained, adding that he 

is aware of the initiatives to pass such a law and hopes they are successful. 
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Justice Minister Yossi Beilin told Amnesty International representatives yesterday that Deputy Attorney-

General Yehudit Karp is preparing an amendment to the Penal Law which would address the trafficking 

phenomenon and provide immunity for trafficked women. He predicted that the legislation would be 

presented to the Knesset at its winter session. 

 

According to Amnesty International, hundreds of women are brought to Israel from the former Soviet 

Union every year. 

 

According to Amnesty International, Israel is bound by international law and by international covenants 

that it has signed to stamp out the sex trafficking. 

 

Police are arresting suspects on related charges such as kidnapping, pimping, raping, and assaulting the 

women, Sedbon said. 

 

The other major problem is that the women are scared to file police complaints and testify against the 

pimps, he said. Since most of them are in the country illegally, they are scared to approach police. Fear 

of reprisal by the pimps further paralyzes them. Police try to get around this both by promising to 

protect complainants and by initiating operations to collect evidence against and raid brothels, he said. 

 

An additional complication is that prosecutors need the women who complain to testify in the court 

cases against the pimps, which can be months after the initial complaint is filed. Since the women are 

here illegally and there is a chance that the pimps will harm them if they are left to their own devices 

here, they have often ended up sitting in jail until the trial is completed. 

 

Sedbon said that they now try to send the women home and bring them back here for the trial. 

 

Sedbon declined to comment on the complaints filed against Afula police chief Ch.-Supt. Shlomo 

Marmelstein and Tel Aviv police chief Cmdr. Shlomo Aharonishky for not acting against the problem, 

saying he could not comment on specific cases. 
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Sedbon emphasized that the issue is a priority for police and that each police district's serious crimes 

division is dealing with the problem. 

 

Statistics police released earlier this year show an increase in the number of cases opened against 

pimps: 279 in 1997; 370 in 1998; and 506 in 1999. 

 

Sedbon also said that only a minority of the foreign women working here as prostitutes are kidnapped 

and forced into prostitution. 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Jews are allowed by their God to keep slaves. The modern day Israel takes advantage of this divine 

permission. 

 

"Your male and female slaves are to come from the nations around you; from them you may buy slaves. 

You may also buy some of the temporary residents living among you and members of their clans born in 

your country, and they will become your property. You can will them to your children as inherited 

property and can make them slaves for life, but you must not rule over your fellow Israelites ruthlessly." 

(Leviticus 25:44-46) 

 

*** 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Re: BLASPHEMIES AND BINDING ON OUR GODS? 

 

I approved this post to educate people in regards to what the filthy jews have done to our religion over 

the years. Normally, I delete this sort of sick garbage, as all it does is advertise.  

 

The website below is a blatant example of jewish filth. Just take a look to all of the hebrew references in 

there. This was very typical of what the internet was mainly comprised of in regards to Satanicm back in 

2000-2002. This is why I put up the JoS website.  

 

The jews have had nearly everything under their control in regards to the media- mainstream 

bookstores, schools, mainstream publishing companies, agents, television and everything else.  

 

When I was new to Satanism, after reading Anton LaVey's writings, there was a dead end. There was 

nothing additional that was in any way positive concerning Satanism in any bookstore or anywhere else 

that I searched, except for some information on the internet, of which I printed out and read in full.  

 

The books that were readily available were horrific to say the least. My initial experiences with Satanism 

and Demons were totally the opposite of all the sick filth and lies pushed upon the public. Satanism from 

the start, was very positive in my life. Demons were with me on a daily basis. I didn't meet Satan face to 

face until around a year later.  

 

I remember getting help on a regular basis without my even asking. One time I will never forget, I was 

hungry and broke and was out walking. I passed by a restaurant and there was a wad of money stuck to 

the sidewalk. This was enough for me to get a good meal. Satan blessed me with this and so much more. 

I also noted after performing Satanic rituals, I felt a most beautiful feeling.  

 

We need to fight against this sort of thing. It is jews. I have seen this time and again and the mainstream 

bookstores are full of this sick perverted trash, as is the jewish controlled media. Every sick website 

blaspheming Satan and his Demons and full of sick filth ALWAYS contains loads of jewish references, 

symbols and jewish invented blasphemy against our Beloved Gods. Jews are naturally drawn to this sort 

of thing, as it is in their blood and racial memory. This is an education for new people and those who 

would question the JoS stance on the jews.  
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High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

The Invocation of Our Mighty Gods\Demons 

 

The Invocation of Our Mighty Gods\Demons 

 

By 

 

High Priest Vovim Baghie, Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

 

Successfully invoking one of the Mighty Gods of Duat is something truly amazing, it is honestly an 

experience that you can never forget - nor would you ever want too.  

 

Invocation is the Gods gift to us. Through Invocation the Gods can guide us, teach us, help us and even 

speak through us. It is a way of establishing and incredibly close bond with the Gods. 

 

Invocation is only really possible when a connection has been established between yourself and one ore 

more of the Mighty Gods. This is either from that particular God being your Guardian Demon, or 

perhaps you have been drawn to one of the Gods and have attempted Summoning that God. 

 

Invocation is very personal and very intricate. It is not something that you do purely for the “fun of it” or 

something you are doing just to “try it out”. It must be done with complete sincerity and with the 

utmost respect. 
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What actually happens During the invocation can be described as follows: The particular God you are 

attempting to invoke is splitting of a piece of Himself\Herself and implanting it into you [This is Astrally 

speaking of course] allowing you to temporarily be that God: to feel what that God feels, To Think how 

that God thinks, to become in-tune to that particular Gods frequency and vibration. 

 

It is no small feat. 

 

With that being said, it is important to understand – this is especially to those who are newly dedicated 

– that attempting this once will not be enough. Just like the Foundation Meditation or the Opening of 

the Chakra’s this takes time, practice and patience. 

 

Not just that, but establishing that connection in the First place takes time as well. This is not something 

to be rushed. It must be looked at as an honor and a gift. If you are not ready for it, it will not happen. 

 

The Gods come to us in a way that we can perceive, and when we are newly Dedicated, we cannot truly 

perceive anything, because our Ability to perceive has been beaten out of us by xianity and the other 

kike programs – so before Invoking or Summoning one of the Mighty Gods, it is best to have all of your 

Chakra’s open: [http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/OpeningChakras.html] as well as be 

confident in your ability to feel energy: 

[http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Foundation_Meditation.html] 

 

Now to the Invocation of our Mighty Gods: 

 

Initially, it is best to do the Invocation during either the Standard Ritual: 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Ritual.html or the Grand Satanic Ritual: 

http://www.vovimbaghie.co.cc/the_grand_satanic_ritual.html Chose whichever feels comfortable to 

you. 

 

Before the Ritual, draw the Sigil of the particular God you are attempting to invoke. Once you have 

drawn the Sigil, trace over it with your Middle and Index finger, consciously imparting your own energy 

onto the Sigil – [visualize this to assist the movement of your energy]. This will help in establishing the 

connection needed for the Invocation. Also write a small prayer to the particular God you are invoking, 
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simply asking that God to please come to you and to assist you in the Invocation. - Just be genuine and 

be respectful. 

 

Now, during the Ritual, after you have burned your prayer, sit comfortably in front of your Alter, and 

place the Sigil you have drawn and empowered of the God you are invoking in front of you. [If you do 

not have an Alter, don’t worry, it is not necessary, all you need is the Sigil of the God and 1 candle, it 

doesn’t matter what color. Just make use of what you have] 

 

If possible surround yourself with Satanic Imagery; this will help you tune into the Satanic Energy. 

 

Now slowly calm yourself, begin to breathe deeply and rhythmically. Take a good 10 – 20 minutes to 

relax and get yourself into a medium to deep trance. The more relaxed you are, the more you will 

experience.  

 

Get yourself “warmed-up” to the Demonic energy by taking a few breaths of the Demonic Blue energy 

into your Aura, and then your Astral body, then you’re light body and back out again. Circulate this 

energy a couple of times to get yourself sensitive to the feeling of energy. - Again, this way you will feel 

and experience much more. 

 

Once you are relaxed and really focused on what you are about to do and you are feeling the Energy you 

are circulating, you can begin the Invocation. 

 

Re-trace the Sigil of the God you are Invoking, and then slowly start to visualize that Sigil in your mind. 

Focus intently on it, at this point repeat the following: 

 

“In the Name of our beloved and Almighty Father Satan, I humbly and respectfully invoke thee 

__________.” 

 

After you have said this, either in your head or out loud, you need to focus and visualize on the Sigil of 

the God you are invoking and then slowly begin to inhale that Gods energy. - Most of the time the 

Energy you will be breathing in will be Blue- the Demonic Blue. However, when you begin to connect 
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deeper with the Gods you will be able to see and feel their different energies and their differing 

appearances.  

 

Inhaling the Energy of the particular God you are invoking is what initiates the invocation, and what 

allows the connection to truly be established. It may take one breath or 20 breaths of that particular 

Gods energy, only you will know. 

 

You can either breathe the energy straight into yourself, or take the Energy into your Aura, then your 

Astral Body and then your Light Body. You can even take the Energy of the God you are invoking and 

circulate it through your Chakra’s. The more you apply and spread the energy, the easier that God can 

connect with you. – Which will open up doors to communication, visions etc. 

 

I can only speak from experience and tell you that this is something incredibly personal and is part of a 

deep bond between us Dedicated Spiritual Satanists and our Gods, the Demons. 

 

What you will feel is almost indescribable. My first successful Invocation was when I attempted to 

Invoke Malphas-sama. It was absolutely incredible. As soon as I breathed in His energy, I was 

immediately hit by an immense wave of absolute RAW power. My Strength shot through the roof, I 

literally felt like I could take on the World and then some. 

 

Not only physically but Astrally, all my senses shot up, I became aware of so many things, it was just a 

rush of euphoria and adrenaline. It was amazing, it was a true gift from my Guardian Demon Malphas-

sama, and I am so thankful to Him! 

 

And that is it; you have invoked one of the Mighty Gods of Duat, There is no fancy spell or random 

conundrum of words for the invocation, just a genuine connection between a Dedicated Spiritual 

Satanist, and our Mighty Gods. 

 

Once you are done, and you can feel the God leaving, thank that God and close the Ritual. The energy 

will stay with you for long, and you will probably have a hard time sleeping from the immense energy. 

But you wont even care you will be so ecstatic. 
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I will say again though, be patient and be respectful. It took over 8 attempts before I was successful in 

Invoking Malphas-sama, it was very hard at times, but that gift I received was something I will never 

forget. It might happen sooner for you or it might happen later, just be Dedicated and when the time is 

right it will happen. 

 

So, to all the truly Dedicated Warriors of Father Satan and the Mighty Gods of Duat, Always Keep Strong 

in Father Satan! And may Father Satans’ Divine Light Guide You Eternally! 

 

Regards, 

 

-High Priest Vovim Baghie 

Samurai Of Malphas 

Hail Father Satan! Hail Malphas-sama! 

Hail Horus-sama! Hail Azazel-sama! 

Hail Astaroth-sama! Hail Lilith-sama! 

Hail Clistheret-sama! 

Hail All The Mighty Gods Of Duat! 

 

http://www.joyofsatan.org/ 

http://www.vovimbaghie.co.cc/ 

http://www.ageofsatan.co.cc/ 

 

Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

88! HHH! 
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Reasons for Beginning Struggles with Meditation & Magick 

 

Reasons for Beginning Struggles with Meditation & Magick 

 

By 

 

High Priest Vovim Baghie, Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

 

There is a period for newly Dedicated Spiritual Satanists, where it feels as if there is a constant struggle 

with Meditation and Magick. The effects of meditations are not felt and visualization seems nearly 

impossible. 

 

There is a very simple reason for this, and most figure this out for themselves after they have persisted 

through the rough patch and stuck with their Meditations long enough to actually feel their effects. 

However, there are many who simply give up because of the initial struggle. 

 

Firstly, struggle is a constant and a necessity, there is no such thing as “something for nothing”. In order 

to gain we must give, it is that simple. In order to gain the positive effects of Meditations we must give 

our time, effort and dedication in doing the Meditations and applying them everyday. – In other words, 

constantly! 

 

Consistency IS the key to Meditation; it is the only barrier between failure and success with regards to 

both Meditation and Magic. We are our own worst enemies when it comes to initial Mediations. 

 

Do not get that statement wrong, I am not referring to a “bad attitude” or a lack of self confidence. – 

Granted, these play a major part in failure. However these are just bi-products of the main, inner-reason 

behind the initial Struggles with Meditation and Magick. 
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This main, inner-reason is the Higher Mind and the Physical Body. Both our Higher Mind and our 

Physical Body work against us during the initial stages of Dedication, to understand this, you have to 

understand what actually happens when we Meditate and perform Magick or even Rituals. 

 

When we are new to Spiritual Satanism, we either come from a suppressive religious background or an 

atheistic background - [some come from backgrounds of magick, but that is very rare, and also, the 

types of magical paths that are accepted by society are simply xian off-shoots with hocus pocus bullshit 

added to them] 

 

With these suppressive backgrounds and the relentless enemy influence over the many years and 

generations of Gentiles, True Meditation and True Magick are completely cut-off from us. Our Higher 

mind becomes nearly dormant and our physical body accepts the norm [the norm being, complete 

numbness to energy and also, complete blindness to the Astral] – This is exactly what our enemies’ want 

and have wanted from the start. 

 

Now, after the Dedication, we get a jolt of the Astral, and we feel our Almighty Father Satans’ presence. 

We also feel the relief of the weight of xianity being lifted from us. It is at this point our Higher Mind is 

stirred form it’s slumber and our Physical body gets its first real interaction with our Fathers’ energy. – 

And energy in general. 

 

Then, we move onto the Opening of the Soul and the opening of our Chakra’s. It is at this point where 

many give up or stagnate, because as I mentioned earlier, they struggle with the Meditations, 

Visualization and, feeling the effects of Meditations. 

 

But it is only natural that this will happen. Think of it in this way, when the body encounters a foreign 

substance, [good or bad] the body shuts-off and attacks it.- Destroying any potential threat that it can. 

 

Keeping this in mind, Meditation and Magick are completely foreign to the Physical body, so the Physical 

body reacts to this “new” thing it is experiencing. Firstly by shutting off. - Which is why the effects of 

initial Meditations are not felt, most of the time or even at all. The Body then tries to stop you from 

continuing in the fear that this might be harmful by making things difficult.  
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For instance you get a stuffy nose or a tight chest when Meditating, or you cannot relax when trying to 

get into a trance, no matter how hard you try. Small things like that either distract or dissuaded you 

from Meditating in the Beginning. 

 

[It is as if the Body has sent the immune system after Meditation in General] 

 

Then we have the Higher Mind which has laid Dormant for many years, due to militant suppression of 

anything Spiritual or Magical. - And specifically anything that leads the way to Father Satan. 

 

So just like the Physical Body, the Higher Mind shuts off and tries to protect us from the foreign 

experience. 

 

The ONLY way to combat this is to be consistent with Meditation and Magick. Simply sitting for 30 

Minutes every day and doing; one Chakra Opening exercise, the Foundation Meditation and a set of 

breathing exercises. By applying Meditation and Magick over a constant period, the Physical Body starts 

to feel the positive effects of the Meditations and begins to embrace Meditation and Magick.  

 

The Physical Body just needs time to adapt, remember the kikes have worked for centuries to 

completely strip us Gentiles of any Occult Power or Knowledge. – So, naturally, the Body will need time 

to adapt to such new and powerful experiences. 

 

Similarly, the Higher Mind begins to activate, and starts to recover from its atrophy. Again, consistency 

and daily application of Meditation and Magick both stimulates and empowers the Higher Mind. 

 

This is why it is fundamental to understand that this Path takes Time, far too many Gentiles whom come 

to Father Satan and Spiritual Satanism expect “Godlike” results within the period of a week or a Month. 

True Power of any kind comes only with time and Wisdom. - Wisdom can only be gained through the 

constant Application of knowledge; and knowledge can only be gained through the constant application 

of oneself in learning all there is to learn. 
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Secondary to this, there is the issue of a lack of self-confidence and a lack of pride in what we do. - 

Which of course the enemy has worked to instill in us all. Self-confidence is a major part of Meditation 

and Magick; you have to know and feel beyond a shadow of a doubt that what you have just done - be it 

a meditation or a ritual - is, will, and has worked completely! 

 

No matter what you feel, no matter whether you didn’t visualize as good as you wanted to, no matter 

whether you didn’t feel the effects as much as the last time you did that specific meditation or magical 

working, it does not matter. Why? Because you *DID* the Meditation, you *DID* the magical working. 

What reason do you have to doubt your success? 

 

Sometimes we only feel the effects of a specific meditation hours, even days after the actual Meditation. 

Sometime Our Planets are aligned in a negative way and cause us to feel less – astrally - and even make 

us feel that we have failed without even trying. 

 

Sometimes you do not feel anything because you are passed that specific meditation and you need to 

move up to new meditations. - And do not forget, sometimes the enemy tries to manipulate our 

thinking and astral experiences to make us feel like we have failed, or we are useless, when in-fact the 

meditation has worked perfectly, we simply have nor felt it. 

 

Again the only way passed this is to be consistent and dedicated when it comes to our Meditations and 

Magical workings. There will come a point when your Astral flame will burn so bright none of this will 

affect you; you will have complete and utter confidence in yourself, your Meditations and your Magical 

workings. And the only way to reach this point is? Yes, that is right, always be consistent. 

 

This does not only apply to Meditation and Magick, this also applies to; Astral Vision, Astral 

Communication, Trance, Visualization, Astral Projection and just about anything in life.  

 

Remember that anything new, will take time and practice to Master.  

 

Now, after confronting the main inner-reason for our initial struggles, we also have to understand and 

combat the outer-reasons. Remember, even after we find our beloved Father Satan, we are still 

oppressed by not only society, but our own families, our community and most of all, our many enemies. 
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They will all work in unison to deter us from our Father, whether through intimidation or pathetic 

attempts at degradation. Simply build your Aura of protection, keep your Aura and Chakra’s clean of 

negative energies and influences. You are a Gentile, and a Son\Daughter of our Almighty and Beloved 

Father Satan, You have HIS love and HIS Will on your Side. NEVER let anything persuade you otherwise. 

 

I am writing this to encourage patience with Meditation and Magick, and hopefully to help all those who 

are newly Dedicated, to understand what is actually happening and what they are going through. 

 

I hope that this will help those who are newly Dedicated in applying themselves and pushing themselves 

to ultimate success. Just remember that Father Satan and the Gods are always with us and are always 

there to help us. If you feel you are Truly Struggling, just connect with our beloved Father and ask for his 

Help. 

 

To all the truly Dedicated Warriors of Father Satan and the Mighty Gods of Duat, Always Keep Strong in 

Father Satan! And may Father Satans’ Divine Light Guide You Eternally! 

 

Regards, 

 

-High Priest Vovim Baghie 

Samurai Of Malphas 

Hail Father Satan! Hail Malphas-sama! 

Hail Horus-sama! Hail Azazel-sama! 

Hail Astaroth-sama! Hail Lilith-sama! 

Hail Clistheret-sama! 

Hail All The Mighty Gods Of Duat! 

 

http://www.joyofsatan.org/ 

http://www.vovimbaghie.co.cc/ 
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http://www.ageofsatan.co.cc/ 

 

Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

88! HHH! 

 

 

Sermon 7/05/10 

 

The jewish bulwark and root of power is in the programs of christianity and islam. The jews [orthodox] 

know this at the upper levels. The jews have had a fixation on, and have worked relentlessly throughout 

their history to attack, degrade, and defile sexuality. The Ancient Pagan [Gentile] religions never had a 

problem with sexuality. They pretty much left it alone.  

 

Their latest attacks [past 40 years] have been used via their control of the media. The key goal is to 

create within humanity, as many sexual hang-ups as they can, with the ultimate goal of a huge backlash 

where all freedoms are lost and christianity/communism emerges as all powerful- this being the funeral 

wreath of humanity. By pushing sexuality [on the one side of it, their programs which masquerade and 

imposter as 'spirituality' such as christianity, are obsessed with everyone's sex lives and controlling sex 

at every turn; on the other side, the political aspects of their crap- jewish communism, again, is 

obsessed at sexually oppressing the populace which they control]. Christianity and communism- jewish 

twins. BOTH have an agenda against free sexuality and work to control sexuality- [for the reasons why- 

see the article below this statement].  

 

The Third Reich discreetly promoted sexual freedoms, in their focus on a return to Ancient Pagan ways, 

while also promoting a healthy family focused environment. Hitler had brothels [houses of prostitution] 

for his SS officers, un-wed mothers were honored, along with a return to the ancient ways. Who bitched 

the loudest against this?? The fucking jews!  

 

One CANNOT oppress the sex drive or deny it. Ancient Pagan religions had no problem with it. The jews 

have not obtained their power and hung onto it for centuries by being stupid. Gentiles have 
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underestimated them, now we are paying the price. EVERYONE MUST KNOW AND ALWAYS KEEP IN 

MIND THAT THE JEWS PLAY BOTH SIDES- SIDES THAT SEEMINGLY OPPOSE EACH OTHER.  

 

Push what most regard as 'free sexuality' too far, as what the jews are doing today [this is not TRUE 

sexual freedom, it is only dirtying and defiling sex] and with natural law, there will be a backlash, which 

is their ultimate goal. They control BOTH sides. They are hoping for a backlash of their programs of 

christianity and its stepping off point of communism. They make a relentless effort to push pornography 

and all sorts of other adult entertainment on underage children, using the media, and even in some 

cases in the schools, doing this all insidiously [little by little- two steps forward and one step back]. This 

is in an attempt to provoke a strong reaction against adult entertainment and sexual freedoms- sending 

everyone back to square one with christian 'morals' and a backlash of christian control. The same is 

being done with homosexuality, where it should be left alone. One's sex life is one's own personal, 

private business. The jews keep pushing 

this to provoke a violent reaction.  

 

For more on this, visit the GBLT website: http://gblt.webs.com/index.htm  

 

This is no different from how they run the court/legal systems and government. Their agenda is to let 

crime get so out of hand, people will be begging for ultra-strict laws where all freedoms will be lost. The 

psychology here is people will be more than grateful to give up their civil liberties and rights just to get 

the crime under control. Jews are masters of deception and know psychiatry and human psychology. 

They are adepts at confusing their enemies, and getting them to fall into their traps. They have 

manipulated the Gentiles for centuries- into fighting their wars and working for our own damnation 

[blatant in their programs of christianity and islam].  

 

The same is with the 'morality' issue. The unknowing populace again falls victim to the program of 

christianity, only this time- fundamental christianity with total control, ideally from a one all-powerful 

church center, like the catholic church- THE KGB OF THE MIDDLE AGES. This is what the jesuits are 

working for. These criminals work the 'spiritual' side, while the others work the political side. ALL RUN 

BY JEWS.  

 

 

Why Christianity Attacks Sexuality 
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The Christian Church has done everything in its power to suppress and control sexuality. Sexual energy is 

the creative life force that liberates the kundalini, and is a direct threat to their agenda for enslaving 

humanity.  

 

There is nothing spiritual about Christianity. Christianity is a tool to remove all spiritual knowledge and 

spirituality. This has been effectively accomplished by attacking the second chakra, which is the sexual 

chakra, thus keeping the kundalini serpent bound in the base. In order for the kundalini energy to 

ascend, and ascend safely, all of the chakras must be free and open. Psychological hang-ups manifest 

themselves in the chakras, which are the key components of the soul, and create blocks that prevent the 

ascension and circulation of spiritual energy, both in the 7 main chakras and in the 144,000 nadis.  

 

Christianity, Islam, and other related programs to destroy spirituality vehemently attack sexuality in any 

way they can, whether it is heterosexuality, homosexuality, etc. They work to instill sexual inhibitions, 

guilt, shame, and turn something beautiful and spiritually empowering into something ugly. Few if any 

Christians or Muslims are even aware of what spirituality really is. All of these nefarious programs have 

replaced spiritual concepts with imposter Jewish characters, Jewish places, and other fictitious Jewish 

archetypes, such as Jesus, the Nazarene. Jesus has been used as a diversion and distraction, keeping 

followers from accessing true spirituality and working on their souls. Truth be known, we save our own 

souls. "Jesus" is a fictitious Jewish character that is nothing more than an imposter to a CONCEPT.  

 

Kundalini liberates the soul and also opens up the psyche. The Christian Church has also done everything 

in its power to keep us from communicating with beings such as Satan and his Demons, and deliberately 

cut us all off from any knowledge and power. This keeps us all in the dark, and has cut us off from our 

True Creator God.  

 

"WE SHALL DESTROY GOD" - Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion  

 

The sexual suppression creates an imbalance in the base and second chakras which bleeds over into the 

emotional level (chakra) this extends to the next chakra and from here, we have a further imbalance, 

creating fear and guilt, and other emotional and psychological disorders. Because of the cut-off, there is 

no outlet and humanity degenerates spiritually from generation to generation. Each generation has 

been indoctrinated and conditioned to view sexuality in the Judeo/Christian/Muslim way. Those of us 

who are completely free from this influence are few. Sexuality= Life, liberation, and spiritual 
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advancement. The Church knows this and has denied the general population this knowledge for 

centuries.  

 

Now, when I mention "the Church" I am referring to those on top, not the average pedophile priest or 

minister. The Catholic priesthood is a prime example of the level of indoctrination, ignorance, and 

stupidity all the way down the line with blind obedience. The child raping and molestations are chief 

illustrations of what occurs when one consciously suppresses the powerful sex drive, which is the life 

force, itself.  

 

Because of the suppression of this knowledge, humanity is operating at 1/5th-1/10th of the total 

potential. The energy centers remain closed and dormant, cutting the world off from other dimensions, 

blocking spiritual, mental, emotional and physical potential, in order to keep power in the hands of a 

"chosen" few.  

 

All of this is the use of black magick at the top levels that has been handed down through the centuries. 

The new age movement teaches helplessness, and strongly discourages any forms of black magick to 

ensure this power only remains in the hands of a few. Justice and righteousness are strongly 

discouraged and attacked. People are being indoctrinated to be victims and slaves. Fear is used 

incessantly, no different from Jewish communism, which is where Christianity eventually leads.  

 

The new agers who dabble in magick are also imbalanced. The Ancient Egyptians knew that to be adept, 

one must be versed in both the white and black aspects of magick. Black magick is suppressed and 

controlled by the few in power at the top who make liberal use of it. The average person is not only 

ignorant to this fact, but helpless against it.  

 

The denigration and exclusion of women in RHP religions is also for a specific purpose. As Thoth stated, 

everything comes in two's for balance and harmony. Two is the creative force. The female energy within 

us all is the subconscious and the psyche. The female aspect connects us to the higher dimensions of the 

mind in balance to the male logical side of the brain. The two ideally, should work together in harmony. 

The kundalini energy is of the female part of the soul. By attacking and denegrating women, this further 

suppresses this energy subliminally.  

 

Destroying this female energy is fundamental to the enemy agenda. Once this feminine energy is 

completely subdued, the intuition and higher consciousness are switched off and become dominated by 
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the lower consciousness. The chakras below the heart, which is the switch off point and connector of 

the seven chakras, remain disconnected and a serious imbalance results. The Church and its controlling 

cohorts are well aware of the imbalance that occurs when this female energy is cut off. The chakras all 

work together.  

 

What then occurs is a total loss of a much needed sense, also known as "the sixth sense." Humanity is 

spiritually blind and through this, have become total victims. This is the goal of the Christian Church, to 

prepare Gentiles to be ignorant and unquestioning slaves who are unable to fight back at the hands of 

Jewish masters [the communist state]. For example, when an adept Jew throws a curse, the Gentile 

victim who has been indoctrinated with the lies of Christianity is helpless and succumbs to it. He/She 

can't even see it coming, and doesn't even know. This way, the Jews become "God."  

 

Quote from the Jewish Talmud:  

Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 2800 slaves."  

 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com/Sexuality.html 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

Sermon 7/07/10 

 

Empowering ourselves spiritually and advacing our souls is the foundation and purpose of Satanism. In 

order for spiritual energy to flow, one must be free. Hatha Yoga works through a series of stretches to 

loosen the body and add flexibility to the spine where Satan's Serpent can ascend. The key is to be free.  

 

When one begins a mediation program, spiritual energy begins to flow. What this does, is it works to 

remove past hang-ups, scarring experiences, psychological problems and such from the chakras and the 

144,000 nadis in the soul. These problems can extend to many past lives. One's memories and life 

experiences [this includes past lifetimes] are stored in the chakras, each experience/event residing 

within the corresponding chakra that rules over it.  
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As I mentioned before in my latest sermon, the first chakra the serpent spiritual energy ascends into 

after leaving the base is the sexual chakra, aka the second chakra; the sacral chakra. By creating 

limitation, hang-ups, guilt and an over-all negative attitude towards sexuality, this ensures the spiritual 

energy is kept in the base chakra and will not circulate, keeping the victim bound.  

 

Meditation can bring anger, unusual feelings, emotions, visions, experiences, emotional and 

psychological problems, hang-ups, etc., into direct consciousness so one can acknowledge and deal with 

these. It is a cleansing. One must be accepting of one's self and acknowledge one's feelings, thoughts 

and attitudes towards things without suppressing or condemning one's self. Just mentally let go and be 

free. The more one tries to suppress something, the more that something, whatever it may be, will work 

to torment one psychologically and eventually erupt itself. 

 

As I have written repeatedly- there are no special diets, ways of living, or lifestyles required to advance 

in yoga and reap the major benefits of the kundalini exercises. All you need to do is to be yourself and to 

accept yourself. Sexual orgasm is essential to advancing spiritually and to raising the Serpent.  

"I lead to the straight path without a book" 

-Satan The Al Jilwah 

 

Many people of late are coming to Satan directly from leaving christianity, as they now realize they have 

been lied to and deceived. This can be quite a shock in many areas. I had a 15 year buffer as I was an 

atheist for that time before coming to Satanism. Through atheism, I got rid of some hang-ups a christian 

upbringing put on me. When one gets rid of hang-ups, one's mind is free. One can think for one's self. 

One sees things through one's own eyes, not how others WANT one to see. This is a part of 

enlightenment and spiritual liberation. Satan is the liberator of humanity.  

 

For new people coming to Satan directly from leaving christianity, one cannot apply christian principles 

to Satan. You have to get to where you can think and understand outside of the way most people have 

been indoctrinated and programmed to think. This is especially true with what one has been taught as 

'right' and 'wrong.' As in the above quote, Satan leads one to the straight path without a book. This is in 

healing of one's soul and feeing one from within. Your higher mind knows what is 'right' and good for 

you. Because of the nefarious programs of christianity, islam and related filth, humanity as a whole has 

been cut off from our higher minds.  
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When Satan's Serpent begins to flow from within us, our souls begin to work in harmony with our lives 

for our betterment, instead of at odds. To really understand Satanism, one must be free, free in mind, 

free in spirit, and no longer bound by what and how we have been indoctrined to think/believe. The 

freer we are as a whole- physically, and spiritually, the more the serpentine energy can flow and 

enlighten and empower us further.  

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FREETHOUGHT.html  

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Sermon 7/22/10 

 

The Truth About "Jesus Christ" 

 

Many of you who visit this website know the facts regarding the Nazarene being a fictitious Jewish 

archetype for Gentiles to slavishly worship. Above all the Nazarene is a diversion and distraction to keep 

humanity from true spirituality, from working on and advancing our own souls.  

 

The fictitious character of "Jesus" was invented from spiritual CONCEPTS originating in the Far East, such 

as spiritual alchemy, the kundalini energy, and what is known as the "vril" "chi" "life-force" and 

"witchpower." Truth be known, one saves one's own soul through advancing spiritually, and activating 

this power. The Nazarene is a deterrent to this and keeps humanity from doing anything spiritually, and 

keeps humanity enslaved through living a totally material existence. Christians cannot argue, as they do 

not know true spirituality. They have not experienced it. How many Christian preachers/priests can 

diagram the human soul?  

 

Once one's eyes are opened and one is aware of the witchpower concept, one can clearly see how this 

character was invented.  
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The fictitious character of the Nazarene:  

 

Has been used to remove all spiritual knowledge and replace it with Jewish archetypes, Jewish cities, 

towns, and other fictitious Jewish material crap. The "Jesus saves" baloney [ad nauseum] and the "born 

again" phrases have been twisted and incorporated into this fictitious character. In other words, 

deluded ones have been deceived into believing this character will take care of everything spiritual as 

long as they conform to the agenda. This deters one from working on one's own spirituality. There is 

nothing at all spiritual about the Nazarene, or the Jewish invented Christian program.  

 

The "Jesus" character has acted as the thought police for ultimate control. Wars have been fought 

repeatedly over beliefs and ideas. When the enemy controls what is in the mind of humanity, the enemy 

then controls humanity.  

 

Since the Nazarene is fictitious, he can be anything to anyone. He is whatever the current system claims 

and dictates. He changes with the times and conforms to any agenda, no different from the 

Judeo/Christian Bible which is has verses and contradictions to suit any argument or purpose. [See The 

Ubiquitous Nazarene] 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Ubiquitous_Nazarene.html  

 

It is time everyone wakes up to the spiritual corruption that has played humanity to the tune of trillions 

and trillions of dollars, damned souls, unnecessary wars, held back science [dangerously], and 

everything else the kosher parasites have taken their deluded Gentile followers for a ride with. The 

Christian program, along with the hideous doctrines of Islam have prevented and stopped humanity 

from evolving spiritually.  

 

Each event in the fictitious life of the Nazarene reveals a CONCEPT, STOLEN AND CORRUPTED FROM 

PAGAN RELIGIONS PREDATING CHRISTIANITY.  

 

The birth of the Nazarene is said to have been in a cave, not in a stable.  

"Early Christian tradition suggests that Jesus was born in a cave that was used as a stable."2  
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Many doctrines predating Christianity, such as the religion of Taoism, state that the pineal gland is 

within a "cave." There is an area within the brain where this very important spiritual center is located, 

which feels like a hollow and is the seat of this very important gland, which is defunct in most people. A 

very important key to opening the soul and advancing spiritually is through activating the pineal gland.  

 

There were the "Three Wise Men from the East" who "FOLLOWED THE STAR" to the birth place of the 

Nazarene. These "Wise Men" were mages [The Magi], otherwise known as practitioners of witchcraft, as 

this is what a mage is. Again, this is symbolic of a concept, stolen from Spiritual Alchemy. For those who 

are new to the occult and meditation, [true spirituality] you will have to do some further research and 

study [see JoyofSatan.com] but for those of us who meditate, we know of the condensed 

vril/witchpower which is circulated through the chakras, and appears as a star. This is the true meaning 

of "follow the star."  

 

Again, the number three, like the number seven [the seven chakras] crops up in the three mages and 

this is symbolic of the ida, the pingala, and the sushumna, the three main nadis of the soul. This concept 

has been prolific in Pagan religions that preceded Christianity by hundreds to thousands of years, and is 

symbolized by the "Devil's Pitchfork" known as a "Trishul" which originated in the Far East. The numbers 

three and seven are used extensively in the Judeo/Christian Bible where they have been blasphemed 

and corrupted.  

 

The "virgin birth" is another corrupted concept in that the chakras have to be clean and unobstructed 

for spiritual energy to ascend and circulate. In other words, this is the true meaning of "pure." The union 

with the fictitious deity symbolizes the divine spirituality involved in raising the witchpower, not 

fictitious YHVH which is nothing more than Jewish magick to enslave Gentiles.  

 

The supposed crucifixion of this imposter character was stolen from some 18 different Pagan Gods who 

hung from a tree. In the Christian bible, there is more than one verse that states the Nazarene was hung 

from a tree:  

 

Acts 5:30 - The God of our fathers raised up Jesus, whom ye slew and hanged on a tree. 
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Acts 13:29 - And when they had fulfilled all that was written of him, they took him down from the tree, 

and laid him in a sepulcher.  

 

The Norse God Odin preceded Jesus the Christ. Odin hung from a tree and experienced a death of sorts 

to obtain knowledge. Through being "reborn," he obtained gnosis [advanced spiritual knowledge], as did 

the Egyptian God Set who was “crucified” on a “cross” known as a furka.1  

This is also the meaning of the hanged man card in the Tarot.  

 

Buddha also sat beneath a "Bo Tree." "Bo" is of "Boa" meaning "serpent" the kundalini. The tree is an 

ancient depiction of the human soul, with the trunk being symbolic of the spine and the branches 

symbolizing the 144,000 nadis with the leaves and fruits symbolizing the fruits of meditations; the life 

force and powers of the mind and soul. In addition, Krishna, Marsyas, Dodonian, and Zeus also hung 

from trees. "144,000" is another Jewish/Christian Biblical corruption of an allegory having to do with 

one's chi-force or "witchpower."  

 

Nearly everything in the Judeo/Christian Bible was stolen and corrupted from religions in the Far East. 

The supposed biblical creation in which they claim the fictitious "Garden of Eden" was in Mesopotamia, 

is to purposely misdirect and delude people away from looking to the Far East, as this is where 

civilization began and true spiritual teachings originated. Sadly, because of Christian infestation in these 

areas, many of the doctrines have since been corrupted.  

 

The Latin cross was not a part of Christianity until the 7th century and not fully acknowledged until the 

9th century. In addition, the human soul is in the shape of a cross. This reveals how spiritual knowledge 

has been destroyed and replaced with nonsense. The cross also represents the all-important four 

quarters.  

 

The eclipse said to have occurred during the supposed "crucifixion" of the Nazarene also symbolizes the 

nigredo stage in spiritual alchemy, of blackness. This stage is also symbolized by the black crow and the 

Black Sun.  

 

The three crucifixions, with the Nazarene being in the middle [2 others in the legend were supposedly 

crucified with the Nazarene] is another allegory symbolizing the main heart chakra and the three knots, 

also known as "granthis" in Sanskrit. These knots are at the base, heart and sixth chakras and must be 
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opened before the kundalini can ascend. The heart chakra is located in the middle and is the connector 

between the upper and lower chakras.  

 

The Nazarene's ascent into "Heaven" is another concept of the kundalini rising to the crown chakra. 

Heaven, Earth, and Hell are all concepts stolen from Taoism, which preceded Christianity and Judaism. 

Heaven is symbolic of the seventh chakra, also known as the "crown chakra." The earth or "middle 

kingdom" is symbolic of the heart chakra and "Hell" symbolizes the base chakra, where the hot fiery 

serpent kundalini lies dormant.  

 

The "miracles" that the fictitious Nazarene performed are also an ALLEGORY and a CONCEPT of what the 

witchpower can do. The prophesies of the Nazarene are also ALLEGORIES of the psychic abilities that 

result from activating one's own witchpower.  

 

The 12 apostles are corruptions of the 12 signs of the zodiac and also symbolize the witch's coven, along 

with the Nazarene, being the 13th member. Traditionally, there are 13 members to a coven. There are 

also 13 primary chakras within the human soul.  

 

The Nazarene lived for a supposed 33 years. This again is another concept- the 33 vertebrae of the 

human spine where the kundalini serpent ascends, which is a major advancement for the witchpower.  

 

In closing this article, my own research has shown me Christianity is not "2,000 years old" as they try to 

claim it is. From what I personally believe, Christianity arrived with The Inquisition. Research points to 

the Vatican making a deal with extra-terrestrials known as "greys," wealth and power in exchange for 

human souls. In order for this to succeed, all spiritual knowledge had to be destroyed.  

 

References: 

1 The Woman's Dictionary of Symbols and Sacred Objects" by Barbara G. Walker, Page 54.  

 

2 www.christianitytoday.com  
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********************************* 

 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com/Jesus_Christ.htm 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Exposing the Enemy 7/26/10 

 

This post is in a reply to a member who e-mailed me this morning. This has to be addressed, as the 

enemy needs to be further exposed for what they are. I am keeping the member anonymous.  

 

Posts are still not getting through normally. If this does not get through, I will repost it, so there may be 

more than one. Remember to save your posts until you see them in the groups, as many are not getting 

through after they are approved. Hopefully, this will correct itself soon and things will be back to 

normals again. 

 

**** 

From: [anonymous] 

Subject: Sis, I want to ask about Bad Testimonials from Ex-Traditional Satanist.. 

To: "maxine" <maxine.dietrich@...> 

Date: Monday, July 26, 2010, 7:09 AM 

 

Sis, many of Ex-traditional satanists gave negative/bad testimonials regarding to father Satan... I think 

their testimonials should be taken seriously, because traditional satanist worship Father Satan too, same 

with us, spiritual satanists.. I just wondering why Father Satan have done bad things to spiritual 

satanists??? 
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Here's their testimonials: 

 

Sis, First watch this video: 

 

http://www.refugeministries.cc/ 

 

Then read their written testimonials: 

 

http://www.aaccoa.org/christian/deliverancefromsatanism.html 

http://pedson.blogspot.com/2008/01/delivered-from-satanism-freed-from.html 

http://pedson.blogspot.com/2008/11/i-was-eclectic-or-self-styled-satanist.html 

http://pedson.blogspot.com/2008/01/delivered-from-satanism-freed-from.html 

http://pedson.blogspot.com/2008/07/gate-of-hell-queen-e-dixon.html 

http://pedson.blogspot.com/2008/07/time-is-fast-running-out-victoria.html 

 

 

 

Sis, tell me what do u think??? Any explanation regarding their bad testimonials ? 

 

Thx b4 HP Maxine... Hail Father Satan.. 

 

*********** 

Link number one. Satanism is not about blood sacrifices. This sort of shit is of the enemy. When people 

begin doing these sorts of things, they invite the enemy. Satanism is about raising the kundalini serpent 

and using one's own energies. The first article goes on and it is apparent this young man has attracted 

angels. The enemy is notorious for trying to get Satan's people to commit suicide, and other things. 

Then, they blame it all on Satan. The paragraph near the end says it all- angels were speaking to him and 
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this guy also, was not strong in Satan, as he began praying to jewsus. It worked in the enemy's favor. 

They set a trap for him in making him miserable and trying to get him to kill himself and then, because of 

his lack of faith in Satan, he walked right into that trap and is now working for the enemy.  

 

The person in the second article, it is obvious he is a sick man, and was sick from an early age on. 

Demons do NOT demand 'blood sacrifices.' Satan and his Demons reveal to us how we can use our own 

energies and are not parasites like the enemy. This man is VERY UNBALANCED, no different from that 

'Emily Rose' which I could see in her astrology chart, she wasn't playing with a full deck to put it mildly. 

People like this who are vulnerable are open to the enemy. Torturing and sacrificing cats???  

I happen to know cats are very sacred not only to several Demons personally, but to Satan, himself. 

Satan and his Demons want animals to be treated with care and respect. I know this 100%. This also 

comes with opening the soul. This nutcase was heavily involved with the enemy, whom he was fooled 

into believing were 'Demons.' The enemy has no feelings or emotions or respect for living beings and 

could care less about the sufferings of innocent animals.  

 

The last one is a repeat of Dante's 'Inferno.' It is obvious the entity in the shite robe is an enemy Nordic 

[an angel].  

 

Now, this sort of thing pisses me off to no end. The above is blatant examples of the enemy's work, only 

to be blamed on Satan, like everything else they are and do.  

 

Tactics of the enemy are: 

 

1. Working to make people who have come to Satan miserable. [This is more difficult for them when 

your soul is stronger through power meditation]. They seek out the weak and the vulnerable. Just as the 

enemy's people [xians, muslims and jews] PUSH themselves either directly or in many cases as with the 

jews- indirectly, the enemy ETs. do the same from the astral. 

 

2. The enemy often tries to get Satan's children to commit suicide. So, what good are you to ANYONE if 

you are dead??  

Satan SAVED my life more than once. Four years ago, FOR ONE, someone hooked up a bomb [just oozing 

with christian love] underneath my car. There have been other times when Satan himself stepped in and 
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saved my life. He has always been there for me. He has NEVER let me down. I am not saying this is an 

easy road. It is not, but the Powers of Hell have always been  

with me and have always protected and looked out for me.  

 

3. The enemy works to create doubt and confusion, especially regarding Satan. Knowledge here is the 

key. Fortunately, the USA [thanks to Satanist Benjamin Franklin] has Public Libraries, though censored, 

there is still much information freely available, where anyone with a desire to educate him/herself is 

able to freely. In many other countries of the world, Public Libraries do not exist. This is especially true 

of communist countries, where the populace is indoctrinated with jewish filth and any other knowledge 

is kept out.  

 

4. When one is new to power meditation, one is in many ways vulnerable. Inconsistency can cause 

depression as the soul is one day on the up with the life energy and the next, one experiences a drop, 

which causes depression, much like one working out in the gym and the next day, experiencing muscle 

soreness, though this is a bit different. Once one's soul becomes stronger and the energies balance 

themselves, this goes away, but the enemy works to use this against those who are new to Satanism. 

 

5. The Powers of Hell are fighting a major war. This takes a lot of energy. The enemy, though they try to 

convince many that they have unlimited powers, this is a LIE. This war is taking much energy on both 

sides. Satan and the Powers of Hell do not waste their time on people [like the above] who are mentally 

unbalanced, those who are so stoned out of their minds on drugs that it is nearly impossible to get 

through, people who have a deep subconscious devotion to the nazarene or who regardless of anything 

else, will always look to the nazarene and company when in a crisis. People who fall into the ways of the 

enemy, such as performing blood sacrifices and other acts of parasitical magick only open themselves to 

the influence of the enemy. This is NOT of Satan. Satan shows us how to raise our inner serpent, so we 

can use our own powers. The enemy is of jewish ritual murder and other heinous related acts. Then, 

they blame it all on Satan, as they do with 

everything.  

 

Satan gives us self-esteem.  

 

Satan is the liberator of humanity.  
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Satan gives us knowledge.  

 

Satan is NOT the one who wrote a huge book of lies, with endless contradictions, of which there is 

NOTHING spiritual. Yet, these bible thumping assholes are forever LYING in stating that jewish filth is 

'spiritual.' There's nothing 'spiritual' about it.  

 

Satan was NOT the one who committed murder after murder, or who ORDERED mass murder and 

genocide, like YHVH: 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com/Human%20Sacrifice%20and%20the%20Bible.html 

 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com/Energy.html 

 

Satan wasn't the one who mass murdered millions in the Inquisition. The Inquistion is a blatant example 

of 'christian love' and just how far they will go to get you to 'accept christ.'  

http://www.exposingchristianity.com/Inquisition.html  

 

Satan DOES NOT obsess over your sex life, nor does he try to make you into something you are not. 

Satan works spiritually, through power meditation, so we heal ourselves from the inside out. It is 

glaringly obvious where christians are at, given their history of genocide, bloodshed, disrespect for 

worthwhile, beneficial, and productive life. 

 

Don't let the enemy confuse you. Knowledge defeats the enemy. The more you know and the stronger 

you are in Satan, the enemy cannot touch you.  

KNOW the tactics of the enemy, and be on to them.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Dramatically Increasing Your Vibration, And Going Past The Speed Of Light 

 

Dramatically Increasing Your Vibration, And Going Past The Speed Of Light 

 

By:  

 

High Priest Vovim Baghie, Joy of Satan Ministries. 

 

Do this Mediation every day in conjunction with Star of Astaroth/MerKa Ba  

Meditation. If you are at the Stage of Kundalini Awakening or Further, your  

Kundalini will assist you and the effects of constantly practicing this  

mediation will be almost immediately apparent and very powerful [Also, If you  

are at this stage it is important that you push yourself past the speed of light  

– far past – start out at 4x the speed of light and work up in increments  

there-of.] 

 

Begin by moving you conciseness to the Four Pillars of the Soul. Shift into each  

and will them to Spin\Vibrate at the Speed of light. Begin at the speed of light  

and move up, Your Guardian Demon or your Kundalini Serpent itself will let you  

know when to increase the speed. 

 

When spinning\vibrating at the speed of light, all colour is lost, and what is  

left is a White-Gold glow, If you have done this correctly it will be intensely  

bright, to the point where you have to strain your Astral Vision to “see”  

clearly. The Higher you go, the Whiter & Brighter it becomes. - Fathers Satans’  
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Energy is so intense that it lights the very infinity of Astral itself. 

 

“There is no place in the universe that knows not my presence”. – ‘Peace Be Unto  

Him.’ 

 

Once the four pillars of the Soul are spinning\vibrating at the speed of light,  

shift you consciousness out to your Light Body, and repeat the same process of  

spinning\vibrating it at the speed of light. Again, the Light body will become a  

White-Gold intense glow.  

 

 

Now, doing as above for each, move your Conciseness out to Your Chakras, then  

Your Astral Body, then your Metal Body and Finally your Aura [Also do this for  

your Soul Wings & Kundalini Wings].  

 

 

When you are done Affirm to yourself:  

“My Soul, My Light-Body, My Astral Body, All my Chakra’s, My Mental Body, My  

Aura and My Wings are all Permanently Spinning\Vibrating at the Speed of light.  

I am Permanently in the Fourth Dimension!” 

 

[If you are –and you should be – doing this with the MerKa Ba Meditation, also  

shift your consciousness outwards even further, and begin to Will the Two  

Pyramids, the “Soul Sun” and the MerKa Ba disk to spin\vibrate and the speed of  

light. You will feel this immediately, and when doing the MerKa Ba Meditation  
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itself you will most certainly feel it.] 

 

Ask your Kundalini Serpent for Assistance in elevating your entire being to the  

Speed of light. If you have it correct, you will have an instant and physical  

feeling of being incredibly heavy. It is hard to explain, you will have trouble  

lifting you legs to walk, even your arms. Everything will also feel like a dream  

for a couple of Hours after dong this Mediation. 

 

Just a Warning, Your Astral Flame become very intense after doing this, most  

especially when spiining at higher multiples of the speed of light and when your  

Kundalini assist you. - In other words you will be like a beacon on the Astral  

to all the enemies of Father Satan. Be sure to keep a strong Aura of Protection,  

and an impenetrable shield of your condensed energy and Will to keep their  

influence away from you. [Remember, although we are powerful ourselves at this  

level, they still have the advantage of numbers, in the hundreds-of-thousands,  

nearly in the millions] 

 

After practicing this for about a Month, the effects will be nearly  

non-existent. However, the mediations has served its purpose. You will notice  

that you will experience the both the Astral and the Physical at the same time.  

[Those with a Risen Kundalini will understand clearly, for the rest. Don’t  

worry, just keep a strong hold on your own sense of reality] 

 

Also, your thoughts will manifest very quickly and intently on the Physical. It  

is at this point where you really have to watch what you think and be cautious  
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with your emotions and thoughts. When we are at this vibration, our frequency is  

incredibly high, especially to those around us; our Bio-electric filed easily  

over-powers theirs. 

 

And of-course, Astral Vision and Communication begin to become as real as  

physical vision and physical communication. And obviously doing this  

in-conjunction with Four Dimensional MerKa Ba Mediation, the effects will be  

dramatically increased – also it is simply a necessity. 

 

Just remember, you need to be consistent, otherwise you vibration will just slow  

down, and you will have to start back from the beginning. At a certain point,  

your Vibration cannot drop, but it takes at a little while. 

 

To all the truly Dedicated Warriors of Father Satan and the Mighty Gods of Duat,  

Always Keep Strong in Father Satan! And may Father Satans’ Divine Light Guide  

You Eternally! 

 

Regards, 

 

-High Priest Vovim Baghie 

Samurai Of Malphas 

Hail Father Satan! Hail Malphas-sama! 

Hail Horus-sama! Hail Azazel-sama! 

Hail Astaroth-sama! Hail Lilith-sama! 

Hail Clistheret-sama! 
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Hail All The Mighty Gods Of Duat! 

 

http://www.joyofsatan.org/ 

http://www.vovimbaghie.co.cc/ 

http://www.ageofsatan.co.cc/ 

 

Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

88! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Advanced Pineal Gland Empowerment/Growth, Using External Male and Female Fluids 

 

Advanced Pineal Gland Empowerment/Growth, Using External Male and Female Fluids. 

 

By: 

 

High Priest Vovim Baghie, Joy of Satan Ministries. 

 

 

This mediation is for those who have a strong grasp of the Magnum Opus  
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Meditations. If you are not yet efficient in circulating the “Male” and “Female”  

Elixir, then continue to work on your Soul and return to this later. And this  

should go without say, but in order for this to “work” completely you must at  

least be at the Stage of an Awakened Kundalini, preferably your Kundalini must  

be at the 1st level of Rising. – By HIS will of-course. 

 

This needs to be done in multiples of two and upwards as you need to keep a  

balance between the Male [+] energies of the Sun and Female [-] energies of the  

Moon. In the beginning I suggest working with your “psychic-sensor” off. - That  

is waking up 1 hour earlier than normal and going to bed 1 hour later. During  

this one hour period your “psychic-sensor” will be off without your effort.  

 

 

However at this point you should have enough control over yourself in order to  

“flip the switch” on your own. 

 

To begin, create an astral cord between you and the sun, [during daytime] Make  

sure that this cord is constructed of the Demonic-Blue energy, as it will  

regulate by Satans’ Will the amount of energy travelling to you. – [So you will  

not over absorb and hurt yourself] Now, tie this cord directly into your Pineal  

Gland, do not get lost in the details of the visualization just keep it simple.  

 

 

[True Solar energy is in liquid form just as the true lunar energy. You have to  

see this, only when you can see, can you truly visualize and tap into it.] 
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Begin to draw down the Golden liquid of the Sun, this is the male energy. – That  

is male in the sense of Positively Charged. Draw a “small” amount of energy and  

bring it into your Pineal Gland, Condense it and hold it in your pineal Gland  

for as long as possible. - In the beginning it helps to use Breath to control  

and hold the energy, but you should try your best to move past that. 

 

Pull down 3 more “balls” of energy and do the same as above in order to make 4  

total “balls” of the condensed, male, golden liquid of the Sun. Remember to keep  

this in multiples of two in order to keep balance. 

 

Affirm to yourself: “My Pineal Gland is physically Growing, My Pineal Gland is  

Permanently Active and My Pineal Gland is permanently & constantly producing the  

‘Ambrosia’ ”. 

 

Now wait until night, in clear view of the moon, repeat the same steps as above,  

when tying the Cord to the Moon be sure to keep the cord of the Demonic-Blue  

Energy. The moon is the female energy, again as in Negatively Charged. The  

energy is a silver-liquid; again you must be able to see this in order to  

visualize it correctly and truly tap into the energy. 

Drawn down the same amount of the female energy of the moon as you did with the  

male energy of the Sun, these must be in multiples of two. – be sure to keep  

these energies balanced. 

 

[The Soul can be though of as a magnetic and to truly advance we must have  
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perfect balance in the poles of this magnet, granted that the Gentile Soul is  

tetra-polar, the basic principle still applies. And as such, balanced must  

always be sought. Just the same, one cannot advance Spiritually without  

advancing Physically, or One cannot Advance Physically without advancing  

Mentally, all the spheres of our current existence must be balanced and  

empowered together.] 

 

The energies you bring down stimulate the Pineal Gland to an incredible degree,  

obviously this has an immense effect on all astral activities, such as Astral  

Vision and Communication. And going deeper, it brings you closer to Godhead. If  

you are experienced enough and Guided by Father and your Kundalini Serpent, you  

can begin to draw energy form other luminaries to inject you pineal gland with  

universally different energies. - Just remember to keep balance. 

 

As you get practice with this you can increase the amount of energy taken into  

and condensed in your Pineal Gland. You will feel this instantly, it is very  

intense, this has left me faint and on the verge of passing-out a few times. -  

All in a positive way though, it is highly pleasurable; it is like a really  

pleasurable yet intense “pressure” within your head, it can get a quite  

addictive. 

 

Enjoy! 

 

-High Priest Vovim Baghie 

Samurai Of Malphas 
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Hail Father Satan! Hail Malphas-sama! 

Hail Horus-sama! Hail Azazel-sama! 

Hail Astaroth-sama! Hail Lilith-sama! 

Hail Clistheret-sama! 

Hail All The Mighty Gods Of Duat! 

 

http://www.joyofsatan.org/ 

http://www.vovimbaghie.co.cc/ 

http://www.ageofsatan.co.cc/ 

 

Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

88! 

 

 

The "Trine" Affirmation Method 

 

The Trine Affirmation method is simply a way of separating your life  

Affirmations into three Spheres or aspects of importance. By keeping the  

affirmations in multiples of three and keeping the spheres in multiples of  

three, you increase both the power and the effectiveness of the Affirmations  

themselves, this is akin to “sacred geometry”. 

 

It is a simple method shown to me by the Gods, However it is very powerful, as  

these life affirmations, most notably my own affirmation to keep myself healthy  
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and free of all illnesses, manifested rapidly and completely and healed me of my 

then “current” sickness. (This was a sever infection of a Gland within my Body  

that healed within a week, as apposed to months of medication and hospital  

treatment) 

 

A very important part of this method is the “Concluding Affirmation”. This is  

basically and all purpose affirmation that ties all the other affirmations  

together and drives them forward. A good example is given in the Affirmation  

sheet below. I personally use this Concluding Affirmation. However, if you feel  

the need to use something different then by all means. 

 

As High Priestess Maxine Dietrich has stated many times on the Joy of Satan,  

keep your affirmations in the present tense, but one thing to keep in mine as  

well, something that is crucial, is to establish “Permanence” a state of the  

constant effect of your affirmation. (Such as given in the example below) 

 

Depending on your level of Bio electricity, and what your own Satanic Intuition  

tells you, it is best to start with either One or Two aspects and work up from  

there. 

 

Here is an example of a Trine Affirmation Sheet Using three Aspects and a Solid  

concluding Affirmation. 

 

************ 
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Primary Trine: 

 

> I am completely safe and protected at all times and in every way. 

> I am completely healthy and free of all illnesses at all times and in every  

>way. 

> . . . . . . . . 

 

Secondary Trine: 

 

> I am freely projecting into the astral at all times; I am always successful  

>with astral projection. 

> . . . . . . . .  

> . . . . . . . .  

 

Tertiary Trine: 

 

> . . . . . . . .  

> . . . . . . . . 

> I am permanently and constantly attracting vast amounts of Money and Wealth to  

>myself - I am always financially secure. 

 

Concluding Affirmation: 

 

In the Service of Father Satan, I am permanently, completely and constantly  

successful in all aspects of my existence and my endeavors at all times. 
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**************** 

 

To all the truly Dedicated Warriors of Father Satan and the Mighty Gods of Duat,  

Always Keep Strong in Father Satan! And may Father Satans’ Divine Light Guide  

You Eternally! 

 

Regards, 

 

-High Priest Vovim Baghie 

Samurai Of Malphas 

Hail Father Satan! Hail Malphas-sama! 

Hail Horus-sama! Hail Azazel-sama! 

Hail Astaroth-sama! Hail Lilith-sama! 

Hail Clistheret-sama! 

Hail All The Mighty Gods Of Duat! 

 

http://www.joyofsatan.org/ 

http://www.vovimbaghie.co.cc/ 

http://www.ageofsatan.co.cc/ 

 

Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

88! 
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Re: More coming [Regarding Recent Enemy Attacks and Slander] 

 

Moonshadow did not post this crap. Her account was hacked into. I have known her for quite some time 

and she already e-mailed me concerning this. This has been happening a lot of late, to other JoS 

members as well. This comes along with their weak slander and all their other crap. We are still here, we 

are still growing, we are a huge threat and we WILL keep advancing. 

 

Satan has always been real strong on me personally about 'having faith.' The reason for this is Satan has 

known many things I had no idea about and many more. Things that made no sense to me in the past 

years are now being revealed.  

 

Way back in 2003, when the JoS was only a year old, the ADL sent infiltrators, to try to get on the inside. 

Many of you know about Melissa Cloer who tried to get on the inside. She came to Tulsa to meet me, 

stating she was a 'yoga instructor.' When we went back to her hotel room, I sat down into the splits. 

Melissa winced and asked me 'Doesn't that hurt?' Since when would a yoga INSTRUCTOR ask such a 

STUPID question? Later on, I became REAL sick with the flu. I couldn't understand why I was so sick at 

that time. This saved my life. Satan was protecting me. I now know that bitch was aiming to murder me. 

In spite of my being so sick, she was pressuring me to come and visit her- sick as I was in Oklahoma City. 

She even was so desperate to say that if I got real sick, she would take me to the hospital. I stayed at 

home, OBVIOUSLY. Then the shit began to be blatant. She was dying anyway. I remember when I first 

met her, she was 35, bright, cheery and healthy. 

Within a month she came down with severe multiple sclerosis and was dead within six months, crawling 

around on the floor of her home in circles before she died. Her kitchen mysteriously caught on fire 

[Demons] and she fell down the stairs trying to get to put it out.  

 

Then, within the past couple of months, several sources have come forward and stated that traitor Dann 

Stafford who was a HP at one time, accepted a bribe totalling in the six-digits, to try to destroy me and 

the JoS- WAY BACK IN 2005 [OBVIOUSLY THE ENEMY WAS PLENTY WORRIED AT THAT POINT]. The 

enemy targeted him because he was on the inside. He failed miserably and didn't live long enough to 

enjoy his wealth. I also heard towards the end, he turned to jewsus in desperation. Total FOOL.  
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In 2006, the enemy hooked up a bomb underneath my car [just oozing with christian love]. One who 

was known to be involved was caught and is now serving life, on many other charges as well. I am sure 

Demons are seeing to it he doesn't have a country club stay in prison.  

 

As I revealed before, April 30th, 2004, Satan told me that night: 'There will be many attempts upon your 

life. Some of these you will be aware of, most you will not. None of these attempts will succeed. One 

more thing you can be sure of- they will all know ME.'  

 

There is endless slander and lies about me all over the web. I could give a shit less. One individual, Joe 

Swift, another traitor who has been slandering me, has been openly stating how 'viscious' Demons are. 

This right here says it all, about that individual, and where he is at with the Powers of Hell.  

 

This is WAR. Anyone who is actively fighting the enemy can expect to be slandered and much worse. 

Look at the centuries of horrendous lies and slander the enemy has been promoting about Satan and his 

Demons. Has there ever been anyone in all of history who has endured more denegration and slander? 

ANYONE????? NO!  

 

Then, we have how the fucking enemy plays upon peoples' unknowing [as usual]. Here is a reply I sent to 

someone who asked about that 'plagarism' allegation about me on the web. I don't care to re-type all of 

this so here it is for people who have read this bullshit and are wondering: 

 

They are liars. The worst is the bitch that stole my astrology degree writings, this was much of my own 

research. I cite references. Also, yes, I saw the article and the idiot who wrote it doesn't know what 

'plagiarism' really is. Plagiarism is copying word for word, longer than sentences and not giving any 

credit- claiming the work as your own.  

A blatant example of this is Anton LaVey's Satanic Bible which was copied word for word in many parts 

from the book 'Might is Right.' I read both cover to cover.  

 

JoS has a full reading list of the bibliography of references. 

http://www.freewebs.com/eridu666/ReadingList.html  

Also, references are cited beneath most JoS articles where they were accessed as research material.  
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'A bibliography is a list of writings that share a common factor: this may be a topic, a language, a period, 

or some other theme. The list may be comprehensive or selective. One particular instance of this is the 

list of sources used or considered in preparing a work, sometimes called a reference list.' 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bibliography  

 

'When writing a bibliography, remember that the purpose is to communicate to the reader, in a 

standardized manner, the sources that you have used in sufficient detail to be identified.' 

 

The jewish bitch that wrote the slander plays upon peoples' not knowing anything of copyrights, what 

plagiarism really is, and other bullshit. This maggot also states much incorrect information such as one 

cannot improve upon an idea. If this were truly the case, there would only be one make and model of a 

car, and everything else. This bitch also has no idea as to what 'reference material' is and what it is for.  

 

Nearly every written scholarly text has references. Mine is no different on many topics that I wrote 

about. Also, things like incense, candle colors, and such are common occult knowledge that dates back 

centuries, such as frankensense being of the sun, the color red being of mars, etc. Nearly any book on 

the subject will read the same in regards to certain things. Kikes like that bitch who wrote all of that 

slander know how to twist and distort things when they attack someone.  

 

In closing, I will NOT run. I will NOT move for the fucking enemy. If people would open their eyes, enemy 

attacks are full of valuable feedback of just where they are vulnerable. JoS is still here, many others are 

not.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Sermon 7/27/10 

 

I have read many, many different books on yoga, meditation and kundalini. Much of this knowledge was 

preserved in the Far East as we know. The true origins of Satanism are in the Far East, NOT the Middle 

East, or in Mesopotamia, though it is evident our Gods were at one time in this area.  

 

The Seven Towers of Satan are both an allegory for the chakras and also are physical markers across the 

territory spanning from the Far East to the Middle East, marking the trek of physical migration from east 

to west.  

 

The point of this sermon is through Satan, we can make much more and unheard of rapid progress in 

our meditations and in raising our serpent. Most yoga texts and related meditation texts will relate that 

through hard work, consistent meditation [over an hour a day minimum] and advanced hatha yoga 

practice, a non-Satanist just might be able to raise their serpent after a period of 22 years. Most of these 

involved secluding one's self in what is known as an 'ashram,' denying normal sex, suppressing orgasm, 

adherence to a strict vegan [no meat, no dairy, no eggs or any animal products] diet and all sorts of 

other restrictions.  

 

Through Satan, some of our people have raised their serpent in a very short period of time. High Priest 

Vovim Baghie for one has completely raised his serpent recently, after only a little over one year of 

working on this. He eats meat and whatever he pleases, is sexually active, and lives a free Satanic 

lifestyle.  

 

The enemy = restrictions. It is no wonder many non-Satanists who are intense practitioners of yoga and 

meditation, who are without, go through all kinds of problems, frightening experiences, and a strict anti-

life program that in truth is designed by the enemy to discourage and block any true spiritual progress.  

 

In ancient times, before xianity reared its ugly head, a requirement to become a legitimate priest was a 

risen serpent.  

 

My entire point of this post is to remind everyone- IN ORDER TO RAISE YOUR SERPENT, YOU MUST BE 

FREE. This is the entire message of yoga, beyond the corrupted teachings the enemy has infested it with. 
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Hatha [physical yoga] is to make the body more flexible and to open joints and other areas where 

energy is trapped due to being tight.  

 

Eat as you please, have sex as you please, indulge as you please, be free.  

 

Sexual orgasm opens the chakras. As I wrote before, many authors of meditation books out there 

advocate retaining the semen and such. Most are now dead and none has ever lived to any great age. 

There are exercises one can do with the above, but these are not to be done continuously, as these 

books claim. Orgasm is necessary for both physical, psychological and emotional health.  

 

Our Beloved Father Satan guides us to the truth and gives us knowledge and abilities that are far beyond 

where those who are without are at, regardless of how dedicated these people are to their programs.  

 

As I wrote before, the enemy promotes everyting that is unnatural, and anti-life. Sexuality is condemned 

and suppressed to make damned good and sure that no one raises his/her serpent or experiences any 

spiritual advancement. Remember this when reading or studying for yourselves from any Eastern 

teachings, meditation or yoga texts. Our people are advancing in unheard of short periods of time 

through Satan, in a safe and healthy manner.  

 

As the serpent grows powerful and begins to ascend [often it retreats back into the base chakra until it 

rises above the solar chakra], past hang-ups [whatever they may be] and any psychological issues are 

brought to consciousness so they can be dealt with and eliminated. The serpent is also cleansing the 

soul through the astral element of fire.  

 

SATANISM = BEING FREE 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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EXPOSING ISLAM- muhammad never existed 

 

Exposing Islam: Muhammad never existed 

 

By High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

 

There have been very few people in the past who have had the guts to challenge the authenticity of 

islam's "Muhammad", and very little research has been done into the subject. However, when it is 

looked into, it becomes more and more apparent that just like the "jesus" of xianity, Muhammad is too a 

false, fabricated character created for no other purpose than the destruction, desecration and removal 

of the true Ancient Knowledge given to humanity by the Gods and the consequent enslavement of the 

Gentile People.  

 

Islam and its false "prophet" have heaped untold sorrow and suffering upon humanity from the moment 

of their creation. One only need look to the Middle East and other areas and countries dominated by 

islam to see that this is true. The poverty, war, destruction, anti-life practices, abuse of women and 

children, total lack of personal privacy and freedom, filth, ignorance and violence in these areas all have 

their roots in islam and its Muhammad. To rid the world and the Gentile people of this suffering, the 

world must be rid of the lie that is Muhammad.  

 

There is a ton of evidence to prove this character never existed. That which stands out most clearly is 

the fact that the only so-called "Ancient Sources" of information concerning the life of Muhammad are 

extremely questionable and have never been able to be proven accurate and authentic.  

 

As one example, the earliest "biography" of Muhammad has left no surviving copies and even so is 

dated to at least 100 years after his supposed death. Very suspicious, to say the least, and the question 

has to arise, if this was such an important character as islam states, why did people wait 100 years to 

document his life and achievements? Also, considering the fact Muhammad had already been dead 100 

years at the time, the biography could not have been written by anyone who knew him personally, and 

therefore the accuracy would have been extremely questionable. This biography is known only because 

it is mentioned in much later texts, and no copies or anything of the sort have ever been found to prove 

its existence. Why? Because it never existed in the first place.  
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There are many more examples like this one. The same as with xianities"jesus", the only place in which 

the life and existence of Muhammad is documented is within islam's qur'an. Outside of this, there is 

nothing. One scholar wrote, "It is a striking fact that such documentary evidence as survives from the 

Sufnayid period makes no mention of the messenger of god at all. The papyri do not refer to him. The 

Arabic inscriptions of the Arab-Sasanian coins only invoke Allah, not his rasul [messenger]; and the Arab-

Byzantine bronze coins on which Muhammad appears as rasul Allah, previously dated to the Sufyanid 

period, have not been placed in that of the Marwanids. Even the two surviving pre-Marwanid 

tombstones fail to mention the rasul".  

 

The qur'an and pseudo-biographies of this supposed prophet claim that he was widely known, and that 

people, many of whom were powerful in the political world of the time, travelled from all over to 

witness his "miracles" and teachings. If this were so, there would be much surviving documentation for 

us to investigate, and it would be a known historical fact. We have hundreds of documentations of 

Alexander the Great, Christopher Columbus, all of the Egyptian Pharaohs and other powerful and 

influential people of history from those who saw and interacted with them, because they were real 

people who existed in a real time and were involved in events which really took place. It is human 

nature to document events and experiences in order to preserve them for future generations to learn 

from. However, as stated above, no documentation of this man Muhammad exists outside of the islamic 

texts, which themselves cannot be put forward as proof of his existence.  

 

As for the inscriptions upon Arab Sasanian coins mentioning "Allah", it has already been proven that the 

name "Allah" was STOLEN from the Ancient Pagan Title for the chief God or Goddess of an area, which 

was Al-Ilah. The Al-Ilah was the "supreme God" of a region. The Moon God Sin was given this title in 

much of Ancient Arabia, and many connections have been made between Sin and "Allah", due only to 

the fact that islam STOLE this. This goes a lot deeper, however I will address this in an entirely separate 

article in the near future .  

 

On the other hand, the real historical documentation that we have is in contradiction with the islamic 

version of history, which again proves that islam and its Muhammad are false. 

 

As a small example, according to the history put forth by the qur'an and other islamic Texts, islam 

spread through much of Arabia peacefully and by willing conversions of hundreds of people. However, 

historical documentation tells us that this is not the case at all and that the time known as the islamic 

conquest was a time of brutal and savage war perpetrated by the bringers of islam against the Pagan 

people residing in the Arabian Peninsula and countries father East such as India at the time. Pagan 

Temples had to be destroyed, thousands and thousands of Ancient Sacred Texts full of the knowledge of 
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the Gods were destroyed, Pagan Priesthood were brutally tortured and murdered, cities were besieged 

and raised to the ground and hundreds and thousands of people died as a result of the spread of islam.  

 

Various other artefacts that have been found have blatantly contradicted what islam has put forth as 

history and reveal a different story altogether.  

 

Aside from this, once again, we can expose the lies of islam through its connection to xianity. Xianity has 

been proven to be false. Everything it has was blatantly STOLEN from Ancient Paganism with the 

purpose of the enslavement and eventual destruction of our Gentile people. There is literally more than 

a ton of proof for this. One only need read through all of the articles contained on 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich to see that this is true, I also 

highly recommend the book, "The Christ Conspiracy, the Greatest Story Ever Sold" by Acharya S.  

 

When the enemy formed their trinity of lies, they gave it one major flaw, and that is the fact that all 

three are undeniably and irrevocably connected. Thus, when one comes down, the others must come 

down with it. At least to a very large extent.  

 

The character Muhammad is said to have been descended from the jewish (Note another connection to 

the jews, the root of the lies and the perpetrators of Gentile Enslavement. Muhammad was always 

described as a jew himself, and NOT an Arab/Gentile!!) Ishmael, son of Abraham. "Abraham" has been 

proven to be fictitious and was a corruption stolen from the Hindu God Brahma. This has been discussed 

on exposingchristianity.com. As the stolen and corrupted jewish story goes, Abraham was most famous 

for his "many Sons". This is a blatant corruption of Brahma and his "many forms". Also, the connection 

can be made when you look at "Abraham and his wife Sarai/Sarah". This was stolen from Brahma and 

his wife Saraswati, the Hindu Goddess of Knowledge. Once again, like all the fictitious characters 

invented by the enemy jews, there is absolutely no physical proof that Abraham ever existed, or that his 

so-called son Ishmael ever existed. It is safe to assume that anyone else said to be descended from them 

never existed either, and would therefore make them fictitious.  

 

Connecting Muhammad with the jewish characters is yet another subliminal message of jewish 

supremacy over Gentile People. This is the entire purpose for islam's invention of Muhammad. To 

enslave the Gentile people who have been blinded by the lie of islam and put them under the power of 

the enemy jews and their masters. It is simple as that.  
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Many of the other supposed family member of Muhammad are also nothing more than stolen and 

corrupted versions of Ancient Pagan Gods. A prime example is "Fatima", supposedly Muhammad's 

daughter, who was STOLEN from the Goddess Inanna/Isis/Al-Uzza. She was supposed to be portrayed as 

the fertile, "divine" mother, and divine Feminine. Although, considering how appallingly women are 

treated in islam, any reverence of "divine feminine" is an outright contradiction. None the less, Fatima's 

character is stolen from the Goddess Al-Uzza, the Arabian Goddess of Fertility, motherhood and the 

Planet Venus, among other things. Al-Uzza was the original Arabian Feminine Divine and the sacred 

mother. Islam took this and horrendously corrupted it into "Fatima", the so-called ideal islamic 

woman/mother and role model for women to live by. This is no different than in xianity where the 

virgin-kike Mary was also stolen from Inanna/Isis/Al-Uzza. Once again, it is a common theme throughout 

the enemy programs. 

 

As well as this, Muhammad accompanied by his four family members Ali, Fatima, Hassan and Hussein 

can be seen as a corrupted (Stolen) Spiritual Allegory. The Five together are a representation and 

corruption of the Five Elements of the Soul. Muhammad, Ali, Fatima, Hassan and Hussein = Akasha, Fire, 

Water, Air and Earth, the Elements which make up all that exists, the central forces of the Universe. 

These five characters are the central characters of islam. In the same way that the Akasha was supposed 

to have "given life" to Fire and Water, which further joined and gave birth to Air and Earth, Muhammad 

(Akasha) gave life to Fatima who married/joined with Ali (Fire and Water) and they in turn gave birth to 

Hassan and Hussein (Air and Earth). The Spiritual/Alchemical corruption is blatant here, and it is also 

blatant that these were never real characters, but stolen allegories.  

 

There are countless more examples like this one. Another is the "12 Imams", who are a rip off of the 12 

constellations of the Zodiac and the 12 Great Ages accompanying them. However, I will write on this in 

much more detail in a later article.  

 

The qur'an makes many more connections between Muhammad and other characters who have been 

proven fictitious. An example is Moses/Musa who is stolen from a number of Ancient Pagan Gods, such 

as the Egyptian Gods Set and Horus. For more information regarding this, see exposingchristianity.com. 

Muhammad is also frequently compared to and given ties to xianities "jesus", who again has been 100% 

proven to be stolen and fictitious. Again, see exposingchristianity. A character who is constantly 

compared with and so deeply connected to fictitious characters is fictitious themselves.  

 

The events which are said to have occurred throughout the life of Muhammad are also nothing more 

than Alchemical Corruptions. Here are but a few examples (There are far too many to list here, but more 

will be dealt with in a separate article):  
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-The qur'an relates how when Muhammad was only an infant, two men appeared to him and cut open 

his breast, retrieving his heart and removing from it a "Black Clot" which they proceeded to cast away. 

The "Black Clot" is the Philosophers Stone. The Philosophers Stone has often been described as "Black", 

i.e. "The Black Stone" referred to in many Alchemical writings. "Black" refers to and Alchemical process 

before the Stone is transformed and becomes White. Black is Base/Lead. As has been said before, the 

Philosophers Stone is contained within the Heart Chakra, thus why they "removed it from his Heart". 

Note how islam removes the Philosophers Stone (True Satanic Power, GodHead, etc) and "casts it 

away". This is a powerful subliminal message.  

 

-The "angel" (enemy thoughtform) Gabriel appears before Muhammad, striking the side of a hill and 

causing a Spring to come gushing forth. With it he instructs Muhammad on how to perform Ritual 

Ablution for purification, also teaching him the prayer postures, "the standing, the inclining, the 

prostrating and the sitting" to be accompanied by repetitions of sacred names. This is ripped straight 

from Ancient Yoga and Mantra Practices of the Far East! Anyone who practices Yoga and Meditation will 

be able to see this easily, the postures that are performed along with Mantras/Words of Power, in order 

to drastically increase Bio-Electricity. Although, in islam, the energy raised is reversed and directed not 

to the person performing the postures and Mantras, but to the enemy thoughtform. As well as this, the 

"striking the Hill, causing a spring to come gushing forth" is an Alchemical Corruption. The Chakras have 

often been portrayed allegorically as hills or mountains in various Ancient Texts throughout the world, 

due to their True Form. The "Spring" is referring to the Alchemical Elixirs which are released and 

"dripped" from the Chakras during the Magnum Opus.  

 

-Muhammad performs a "miracle" by splitting the Full Moon into Two Halves, causing half a Moon to 

Shine on either side of the Mountain. Once again, the Mountain represents the Chakras, and the Moon 

being split in two represents the two polarities of the Soul.  

 

-The "Isra and Mi'raj", The Night Journey and the ascension through the Seven Heavens. This entire 

event is an Alchemical corruption and rip off of the raising of the Kundalini Serpent through the Seven 

Chakras. The word Mi'raj means ladder, which is referring to the Spine up which the Serpent Ascends. 

The qur'an relates how Muhammad rode a Winged Horse (An Ancient Alchemical Symbol!) to the 

"Circles of Heaven"- The Chakras. He is taken through each one until finally after going through the 

Seventh Heaven, he meets with "God". It is blatantly obvious that this is a corruption of reaching 

"Enlightenment" when the Kundalini rises to the Seventh (Crown) Chakra.  
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As I said above, there are many other examples of this. The Stolen and corrupted Alchemy is astounding 

and blatant throughout islam and its qur'an.  

 

This not only proves Muhammad to be false, but it also proves the qur'an to be false. Throughout its 

pages, it has professed these characters and events to be real, yet it has been proven that on the 

contrary, all of these characters are fictitious and STOLEN.  

 

Everything that islam has, like xianity, has been STOLEN and corrupted from Ancient Pagan Religions 

that are many thousands of years older.  

 

HAIL SATAN!! 

Hail Beelzebub! 

Hail Astaroth! 

Hail Azazel! 

Hail all of the Mighty Gods of Hell! 

 

-High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

 

http://www.ageofsatan.co.cc 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 

 

Joy of Satan Ministries 
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Charging & Connecting with Your Kundalini Serpent 

 

Charging & Connecting with Your Kundalini Serpent 

 

By 

 

High Priest Vovim Baghie, Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

This method was something that I used before and after the Awakening of my 

Kundalini Serpent. It is a good way of both assisting in the Awakening your 

Kundalini Serpent and charging your Kundalini Serpent for the Initial Rising. 

[It also helps you to connect with your Kundalini Serpent in order to make the 

transition from two separate minds, into one, much easier.] 

 

Start by masturbating and cuming, [Do not hold it in as done in the 3rd step of 

the Magnum Opus] as you reach orgasm, draw back the released sexual energy and 

condense it into a ball in-front of you, the ball should be a bright, neon blue, very high vibration. 

 

Take this ball and position it in-front of your Kundalini Serpent and simply 

offer the ball of intense Sexual Energy to Your Kundalini, then visualize the 

Serpent eating the ball of Energy [You should actually see this, but in the 

beginning it is okay to visualize, just keep aware of the astral images you 

perceive while doing this meditation] 

 

After your Kundalini Serpent has devoured this ball, create another Ball of 
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condensed energy, this time from your Aura. Create a bright white-gold ball 

in-front of you. Then begin to impregnate the ball with each of the Elements 

[including the Akasha]. 

 

[Do not use breaths of the elements, you should be past that, just fill the 

ball with Equal amounts of Fire, Water, Earth and Air. It is best to begin with 

the Akasha, as it is incredibly powerful when used as a primer when working 

with Elements or energy of any sort.] 

 

Once done, move this ball, again, in-front of your Kundalini Serpent and offer 

the energy. Once devoured, Visualize the Serpent Facing up. 

 

 

Now, and just below your tailbone visualize and feel an intense amount of 

White-gold (And very hot) energy. Let the energy swell and build at the base of 

your spine until you feel you cannot hold it, then affirm to yourself, Rise\Up, 

and visualize the energy moving up your spine and into your 6th Chakra. 

 

 

After this, just sit quietly and attempt to connect with your Serpent, in the 

Same way the we Communicate with our Mighty Gods so do we Communicate with our 

Golden Dragon. - This must be practiced constantly to truly activate the 

Serpent; you will however notice a very sudden and exaggerated change in the 

flow and feel of your bio-electricity. Just remember to write everything down, 

this is so you always have a means of looking back at the Spiritual Changes that 
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took place within you. 

 

I will soon be writing about the *True* Ascension of my Kundalini Serpent, for 

now though, I need to finish work on Meditation and Magic Articles from the 

Gods. 

 

[Also, my website: http://www.vovimbaghie.co.cc/ is back on-line and running, 

the jew-rats have been incessantly attacking my websites and hosting accounts 

for now this should hold. visit regularly as I will be adding many new 

articles.] 

 

So, to all the truly Dedicated Warriors of Father Satan and the Mighty Gods of 

Duat, Always Keep Strong in Father Satan! And may Father Satans Divine Light 

Guide You Eternally! 

 

Regards, 

 

-High Priest Vovim Baghie 

Samurai Of Malphas 

Hail Father Satan! Hail Malphas-sama! 

Hail Horus-sama! Hail Azazel-sama! 

Hail Astaroth-sama! Hail Lilith-sama! 

Hail Clistheret-sama! 

Hail All The Mighty Gods Of Duat! 
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Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

88! 

 

 

My Almighty and Beloved Father Satan 

 

My Almighty and Beloved Father Satan 

 

By 

 

High Priest Vovim Baghie, Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

Father Satan and the Mighty Gods have always been there for me, protecting me, 

guiding me and teaching me. However, there was a time, during a very bad period 

of psychic attack and bad planets that I cam close to my end. 

 

What the enemy did was simply, act silent. I was not getting attacked by them 

whatsoever and they lulled me into a false sense of immunity to their attacks. 

When I let my guard down, and dropped on my Aura of Protection and Mediations, 

they hit me hard. 
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It build over about a month, and by the end I was honestly cracking up, I was 

not meditating, eating or sleeping. I was a mess. And on the night of the 

hardest attack, the night where I was thoroughly beaten into a hole, My Father, 

Satan, came to my rescue. 

 

I was lying in bed, trying my hardest to do at least one meditation, feeling 

like I had completely let down Father and the Gods, feeling like a complete 

failure. When suddenly, The entire room went silent and completely black. And in 

front of me, there was this intense shining gold-light. From that light emerged 

Father Satan. 

 

At first I could only see the silhouette of Father Satan, as He walked closer to 

me I could then properly see his Face, it was amazing, He had long [almost 

platinum] Blonde Hair, very strong and sharp features, but he looked Caring and 

Loving. [Very similar to the second picture here, almost exactly: 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Satan.html] 

 

 

Only whilst shrouded in the intense light could I see Fathers Wings, but as the 

Light subsided and I saw Father Clearly he did not appear with his wings any 

more. Father walked straight to me, He put his arm around me, He spoke something 

but I only heard it much later, Father simply said "It is okay my Son". At that 

moment, I just started to cry, My Father, had come to save me, my Father had 

come to pick me up and carry me out of the hole the enemy had put me in. 
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I felt . . . so many things all at once. As Father left and I just lay their 

surrounded by his unimaginable energy and cried. I went through a wave of 

emotions, like a rollercoaster. But everything, every facet of my existence just 

felt better. 

 

Father had ridden me of the chains of the enemy, and I could finally lift my own 

weight. The immensity of Father Satans energy that was all around me was just 

unexplainable. Up until that point I has never actually seen Father Satan, and 

when He appeared, to literally save me, It was like everything I had ever done, 

everything I had ever fought for, all the shit I went through, everything was 

just right, everything was worth it, everything was now going to be ok. 

 

Ever since that Day, the enemy has never been able to affect me the way they 

could in the past. I am so thankful to Father for that Day, it is a moment in my 

life that I will never forget and that I will always hold closest to me. It has 

forever changed me for the better, and I will do all I can to show my Gratitude 

to Father for that day. 

 

Thank you Father Satan, for everything, You are my eternal Father and I will 

always be your loyal son! 

 

Hail Father Satan!! 

 

So, to all the truly Dedicated Warriors of Father Satan and the Mighty Gods of 
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Duat, Always Keep Strong in Father Satan! And may Father Satans’ Divine Light 

Guide You Eternally! 

 

Regards, 

 

-High Priest Vovim Baghie 

Samurai Of Malphas 

Hail Father Satan! Hail Malphas-sama! 

Hail Horus-sama! Hail Azazel-sama! 

Hail Astaroth-sama! Hail Lilith-sama! 

Hail Clistheret-sama! 

Hail All The Mighty Gods Of Duat! 

 

http://www.joyofsatan.org/ 

http://www.vovimbaghie.co.cc/ 

http://www.ageofsatan.co.cc/ 

 

Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

88! 
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Proper Use of the Ritual Prayer – The Instilling of the Five Satanic Elements 

 

Proper Use of the Ritual Prayer – The Instilling of the Five Satanic Elements. 

 

By: 

 

High Priest Vovim Baghie, Joy of Satan Ministries. 

 

 

This is quick and simple, and should be applied to all Ritual Prayers that are burnt on the Satanic Alter, 

as this is a natural and powerful means of achieving ones desires using the elements in conjunction with 

Ritual Practice. - Now is a better time than any to start using the elements if you have not already. When 

you have more practice in Elementalism you can move on to more advance techniques. 

 

For any Ritual Request it is best to Instill the Paper on which the Request is written with all Five-Satanic 

Elements, programming each element to achieve a certain aspect of the desire. However, when 

beginning with elemental Magick, or if it is a very simple request, it is okay to use only two of the 

elements. – [Balance is always needed, for example, a single poled magnet cannot exist, and just the 

same, a Magickal item\prayer\etc cannot exist with only one element within it.] 

 

To me the Elements appear as such: Fire, Water and Air are Spherical, Whereas the Akaska appears as 

an infinite [not empty] space, and Earth, appears as Something like a black hole, in the sense that it is 

the Elements of Binding, it is the Creation of Astral gravity with which to bring and hold the elements 

and any Magickal energies together. 

 

Now, for the Instillation of the Desire and the Elements: 

 

During the Satanic Ritual, before you read the Prayer Aloud and Burn it in the Burning bowl [Burning the 

Prayer releases the Desire, and the [now] instilled elements onto the Astral to achieve the "Purpose"] 
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Sit quietly with the Prayer in front of you. Begin with the Akasha. The Akaska works best a primer to any 

energy and elemental working. It severely increases the power of any working when using it s a primer. 

– Meditations as well. 

 

Imagine yourself in a vast and infinite space, the space is not empty. It is filled with Akaska, only you 

cannot see it. [Think Dark Matter] You can feel the density all around you; you can even see the ripples 

caused in the Astral by the Akaska [like heat off a hot road] 

 

Begin to Breathe the Akasha into yourself through your Pours. – exactly like the Foundation Mediation. 

Now, breathe in and condense a portion of the Akasha into the Front extension of your Solar Chakra. 

Breathe in more of the Element and condense it further into the Front Extension of the Solar Chakra. 

Now take the condensed Akaska from the Front Solar Chakra, and Impregnate the Paper on which the 

Prayer is written with it. 

 

This can be done wither with breathing or just willing the energy, just visualize the Akasha moving into 

the paper, visualize each and every fiber of the paper being filled with the Akasha. Visualize an infinite 

space within the paper being filled with this Energy. As you do this, repeat the Desire\Goal that you wish 

to achieve in the Ritual. 

 

Now Move to Fire, Surround yourself in a Sphere of Fire, a pure inferno. Do your best to sit as still as 

possible and open up to this experience. In other words, do not get stressed or over concerned with the 

visualization or the amount of your concentration. Just relax, and by relaxing and breathing rhythmically 

you will get into a light trance, which is all that is needed for this step. 

 

You *will* feel the heat of the Fire around you, that is guaranteed, When you do feel it begin with the 

Impregnation. If you have experience with Elementalism, you can skip all the breathing and just straight, 

"will" and materialize the elements. 

 

Start by breathing the fire into yourself through your pours [Again, Exactly as the Foundation 

Meditation] really focus on the feeling than anything else. Now as you are breathing the Fire in, move it 

all into the Front Extension of your Solar Chakra. Visualize this Chakra containing the intense flames with 

all its might. Now continue to breathe in more fire and with each breath move the Fire into the Front 

extension of the Solar Chakra. 
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Again, what you are doing is condensing the fire element into your Front Solar. With each breath you 

are sharpening the power and effect of this element for the Working\Ritual\Meditation. So breathe in 

and condense the fire to the degree you most feel comfortable with, this can be 2 to 20 to any amount. 

 

[With practice\natural talent, you move away from breath and work directly with the elements\s, also 

you do not need to condense it within yourself and you can condense any amount of multiple elements 

into an area\space - Even if you are not physically there.] 

 

Now with the Fire condensed, begin to breathe the intense inferno of raw power into the piece of paper 

with the Prayer written on it. Imagine the Paper itself surrounded by a sphere of the energy you have 

just condensed. Now inject and force the fire into the paper, imagine that each fiber of the paper is 

inflating with the Fire you have condensed. Imagine that the paper is almost ablaze from the intensity of 

the Energy contained within it. Visualize an infinite space within the paper being filled with this Energy. 

As you do this, repeat the Desire\Goal that you wish to achieve in the Ritual. 

 

Now do the same with both Air and Water. They are both, like fire, Spherical, so the Visualization and 

the steps stay the same as above. Use the Air Element next and then Water, is the Air will aid in the 

condensation of the Fire and Water [exact opposites] within the paper. 

 

After you are done with the Akasha, Fire, Air and Water move onto the last Element, Earth: 

 

Begin the Visualization, by imagining yourself in the center of a Black Hole. You have to feel the pressure 

and the weight of the intense Gravity. This is what is going to bind all the elements that were instilled 

into the Paper together, and force each Element to actively work as ONE towards your Desire\Goal. 

 

Begin to breath in the Earth Element, Whatever color it takes to you doesn't matter, just feel and see 

that it is incredibly dense, heavy and is a visual manifestation of Gravity. Like above, condense this into 

the Front Extension of your Solar Chakra. Breath more of the Element to where you are comfortable, be 

sure to condense and sharpen the element you the highest extent you can. 
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Now move this "gravity" into the Paper, Visualize the paper within the same black hole a you. Now 

visualize the Earth Element, attaching and griping the Paper. Visualize the Gravity enveloping the Paper. 

Then See the Akasha, Fire, Air, and water that was previously instilled being drawn together. 

 

Visualize a very energetic reaction between each of the Elements, feel each element being forced 

together inside the paper, see the violent display of the energy, it will get hot, each element will begin 

to merge and form an intense White-Gold light. [You are basically transmuting Each Element to form a 

whole Elemental being]The paper will be enveloped in this light. Each element is visible, like mixing oil 

and water; however they are bound together by the Earth. - All the while visualizing and feeling this, 

repeat the Desire\Goal that you wish to achieve in the Ritual. 

 

Now the last step, is to Fill the paper with some of your own energy. This is simply condensing your 

Energy [this can be from your Aura] and filing the ball with it. This must be a `happy' process. In the 

sense that, you are doing a Ritual to Father Satan and the Mighty Gods, asking for their assistance and 

energies for your Desires. By doing this step [and all the others] you are giving some of your energy for 

your own Desires. And you are happy and grateful to give your own energies to Father and the Gods. 

Most especially if it is for something you want\need. 

 

All that is left is to read the Prayer aloud or in your Head and burn it on the Alter – In Satans name. 

 

[The point of all this, is that, you are not simply taking andyou are not just "asking" – you are doing. You, 

Giving your own energy and effort during a Ritual makes the world of difference. Father and the Gods 

can see that you are actually attempting to grow and use your own powers, with that; the Gods will 

have no problem in assisting you. 

 

But if you are just going to do a quick Ritual and write a short little prayer and expect the world to fall in 

your lap, you will receive nothing. – Simply because if you are not willing to put forth any effort but you 

expect Father and the Gods to put in all the effort, then you do not *deserve* anything.] 

 

This method adds a lot of power to whatever it is you are trying to attain, especially if you compound 

this with other magickal workings such as Talismans, Sigils, Chants, Runes etc. 
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Also, using this in conjunction with Fluid Condensers and Life-Elixirs makes a very powerful energy 

Vortex. So long as you have the will, stamina and energy, you can attain anything. – Just remember, 

Sometimes what we want is the exact opposite of what we need, so be careful what you wish for.. 

 

So, to all the truly Dedicated Warriors of Father Satan and the Mighty Gods of Duat, Always Keep Strong 

in Father Satan! And may Father Satans' Divine Light Guide You Eternally! 

 

Regards, 

 

-High Priest Vovim Baghie 

Samurai Of Malphas 

Hail Father Satan! Hail Malphas-sama! 

Hail Horus-sama! Hail Azazel-sama! 

Hail Astaroth-sama! Hail Lilith-sama! 

Hail Clistheret-sama! 

Hail All The Mighty Gods Of Duat! 

 

http://www.joyofsatan.org/ 

http://www.vovimbaghie.co.cc/ 

http://www.ageofsatan.co.cc/ 

 

Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

88! 
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Latest News 9/10/10: Priest Sex Abuse Linked to 13 Suicides in Belgium 

 

Priest sex abuse linked to 13 suicides in Belgium 

By RAF CASERT, Associated Press Writer Raf Casert, Associated Press Writer – 2 hrs 30 mins ago 

 

BRUSSELS – Hundreds of sex abuse victims have come forward in Belgium with harrowing accounts of 

molestation by Catholic clergy that reportedly led to at least 13 suicides and affected children as young 

as two, a special commission said Friday. 

 

Professor Peter Adriaenssens, chairman of the commission, said the abuse in Belgium may have been 

even more rampant than the 200-page report suggests. 

 

"Reality is worse than what we present here today because not everyone shares such things 

automatically in a first contact with the commission," he told reporters. 

 

Adriaenssens, a child psychiatrist who has worked with trauma victims for 23 years, said nothing had 

prepared him for the stories of abuse that blighted the lives of victims. 

 

"We don't just talk about touching. We are talking about oral and anal abuse, forced masturbation and 

mutual masturbation. We talk about people who have gone through serious abuse," Adriaenssens said. 

 

Most of the abuse happened during the 1960s and 1970s, he said. 

 

The Roman Catholic Church in Belgium experienced the findings as "a body blow," Adriaenssens said. 

 

Belgian Archbishop Andre-Joseph Leonard said he would react on Monday to the report. The Vatican 

had no immediate comment. 
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But Tournai Bishop Guy Harpigny, who deals with the issue for the church, praised Adriaenssens's work 

and told VRT television that "now, the time has come to listen to the victims." 

 

The report's findings are the latest embarrassment for Belgium's Catholic Church, which is still reeling 

after the April resignation of Bruges Bishop Roger Vangheluwe, who admitted to having sexually abused 

a nephew for years when he was a priest and bishop. 

 

Friday's report said 507 witnesses came forward with stories of molestation at the hands of clergy over 

the past decades. It says those abused included children who were two, four, five and six years old. 

 

Family members or friends said 13 victims committed suicide that "was related to sexual abuse by 

clergy," the report said. Six other witnesses said they had attempted suicide. 

 

"It is notable how often one issue comes back in the witness reports: the high number of suicides," the 

report said. 

 

The number of those coming forward with their stories and testimonies, however, could be only a 

fraction of those actually abused, Adriaenssens said. He added several priests cooperated with the 

panel, which had the support of the Belgian church. 

 

"We saw how priests, called up by the commission and asked to help seek the truth, were willing to set 

up the list of 10, 15, 20 victims they abused during boarding school while the commission knew only of 

one," he said. 

 

Archbishop Leonard, who was appointed earlier this year, said he will come forward with a new 

initiative Monday on how to deal with cases of abuse, prevent further abuse and help victims seek 

closure. 

 

His spokesman Jurgen Mettepenningen said the archbishop didn't comment Friday so as not to distract 

attention from the report's contents. 
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Leonard's predecessor, Cardinal Godfried Danneels, acknowledged Wednesday that damage control 

often took precedence in Belgium over concerns for victims in sexual abuse cases involving clergy.  

 

The crisis in the Belgian church was exacerbated last month, when secret tapes were published of 

Danneels speaking with the man whom Vangheluwe abused and suggesting a cover-up until 

Vangheluwe was to retire in 2011. Danneels said Wednesday he should have asked Vangheluwe to 

resign immediately. 

 

http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20100910/ap_on_re_eu/church_abuse_belgium 

 

 

A new Life in Satan: The True Rising of my Kundalini Serpent, HIS Golden Dragon 

 

A new Life in Satan: The True Rising of my Kundalini Serpent, HIS Golden Dragon 

 

By 

 

High Priest Vovim Baghie, Joy of Satan Ministries. 

 

 

The True Rising of my Kundalini Serpent happened roughly six months after the Initial Ascension, and 

took exactly one month for the Entire process to finish. 

 

In terms of pain, there was hardly any at all. The Extreme pain and the feeling of your spine being 

stretched beyond its limit were barely there. The Initial Rising was obviously just a testing ground, as to 

whether you can or cannot take the True Rising. Also, the physical aspect of myself went through very 

Drastic Changes during the Initial Ascension, but nothing like what happened with the True Rising. 
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Extreme heat was a constant, but after all the different Kundalini Processes that took place during the 6 

months prior, it was bearable. The most significant part of myself that suffered was the Mental Aspect, 

and just my actual body. 

 

What Happens with the True Ascension has been depicted in the Egyptian Hieroglyphs many times; My 

Serpent ate its way up my Spinal Cord, it bit into the 6th Chakra and then moved into the 3rd eye, From 

there The Serpent moved up along my Skull, Wrapped around the Mar Ka Ba ball inside my Gold Chakra 

and moved out, facing ahead. [http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/EgyptTwo.html] 

 

The build up to the True Rising happened over 6 days. I was told by Father Satan and the Gods [as well 

as my Kundalini Serpent itself] to follow a very strict and specific set of Meditations. - Every night for 6 

Days I meditated for roughly 4 hours. Here is the breakdown of what I did each night: 

 

The full Mer Ka Ba Meditation at 6x times the speed of light; mixing the Blue Female Elixir and the Red 

Male Elixir and circulating it through the Chakra and the Soul; The Three steps of the Magnum Opus; 

Using External Male and Female Elixirs to Empower the Pineal Gland; Spinning\Vibrating all the aspects 

of my Existence at 6x the Speed of light; "Shapeshifting" to a specific Astral form that I was shown; 

Performing the three sets of the Twin Serpent Meditation (Up each extension set of the Chakra's); 

Performing the three sets of the Single Serpent Meditation (Up each extension set of the Chakra's); 

Creating a four element, Elemental for psychic empowerment; Empowering and Strengthening the Four 

Pillars of the Soul; Using Orgasm to Stimulate the Kundalini; And lastly decoded Mediations from the 

Necronomcion that [are very powerful and] cannot be spoken about here. 

 

[I am still doing all these Mediations, constantly; however there are many new additions] 

 

The True Rising started quite normally, A very large pressure and Heat started to climb up my Spinal 

Cord, [except this time, it felt as if it had a pulse, like a heartbeat] This took a while as my the Back-

extension of my Solar Chakra still seems to have some problems. The pressure was very intense and 

numbed most of the pain, it was a very strange experience - it is quite indescribable. 

 

It was at this point I saw with my ocular vision, my Kundalini Serpent, In front of Me, Wrapped around 

the Mer Ka Ba ball and Facing ahead. I brushed it off, as I had no idea what was truly happening. 3 Days 

after seeing this image with my "real" eyes, the Actual Process began to happen. 
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A quick build up of pressure within my spine and head, and intense build up of heat, and then, my 

Kundalini began to move. My Serpent moved out of my 3rd eye, and slowly began to move up my skull 

to the Area on top of my Crown Chakra. This was very painful and very odd, because I was waving in and 

out of awareness, as if I was falling asleep and waking up every couple of seconds. A more pressure 

built-up, my Serpent then Moved up and Began to wrap itself over and around the Mer Ka Ba ball which 

I had placed into my Gold Chakra, [which was all spinning at 6x the speed of light]. My Kundalini then 

move forewords, about 20cm from my head, it opened its mouth, and then spread out, a small pair of 

wings which are located just beneath its Head\Crown. As my Kundalini spread this second set of wings, 

and intense and unimaginable feeling came over me, I can't describe it, as all I remember was waking up 

9 hours later. [I had obviously fully lost awareness and consciousness] 

 

As I woke up, I really was out of it, but I was told immediately to perform the Mer Ka Ba Meditation, 

however, something was very different, as I couldn't spin at 6x the speed of light, like I was being 

stopped, I asked what was happening, and Immediately I was told "Spin at 9x the speed of light, your 

Serpent has done this for you, you simply need to keep yourself at this speed of vibration". So from then 

I did the Mer Ka Ba, as well as Spinning the Different Aspects, all at 9x the speed of light, everyday. 

 

After a day, more drastic changes started to happen. My Serpent fused my Aura and my Mer Ka Ba disc 

together, they became one, and the Disc actually controlled my Aura. This caused some problems in the 

Beginning, as the Mer Ka Ba Disc naturally shoots out to over 55ft, and so when it fused with my Aura, it 

extended to 55ft as well. For over a 18m radius, I was picking up on so many different things, people's 

emotions, thoughts, and their life crises. It was quite overwhelming. Spiritually, my Aura is naturally out 

at about a 18m Radius, but the Problem is the physical human body, truly cannot take this, So I was told 

how to condense the Mer Ka Ba Disc and subsequently my aura in order to save my physical body. [It 

truly messed with my Physical body, being so "out" on both the Astral and the Physical, I could only 

manage to stay awake for tow hours at a time, and then I would feel as if I had just been through a War.] 

 

After a few days of just sleeping for 16 hour periods and being awake for only 2, My Body started to get 

a bit more accustomed to the True Rising and I could "semi" function again. At this point I had actually 

thought it was over, but it was not. 

 

What happened next was a severe change in my mentality and my brain. [Like the rewiring of the 

circuits within the Brain] It started out slowly, weird images, small changes in moods. But then one 

morning at about 3am after two weeks had passed of the True Rising, The Major mental change 
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happened. It started with severe mental exhaustion, I was lying on the couch looking up, my mind was 

like jelly, I was so tired I couldn't move from where I was sitting. 

 

Then, I started feeling different emotions, like in waves, very negative. After wallowing in self pity for a 

while, I suddenly started seeing very, *very* Vivid images, of a specific life of mine. [What was 

happening I will not tell] The realness of the images I was getting was enough to make me believe I was 

there, as if I was actually doing past life regression, even though I was lying on the couch with my eyes 

open. This went on for a while, and certain things just started to make sense. I suddenly understood 

almost exactly what Marked Souls are, Our Origin, and our Purpose.- Just multitudes of questions and 

answering regarding ancient knowledge was rushing through me. 

 

Then the real "trip" started. I was getting these rushing images of random people, it was so strange, the 

perspective was as if I was remote viewing them [And I am very sure I was]. However, I was seeing many 

individual people, all in their houses\rooms all doing normal daily things, I have no idea of who these 

people are - I did not know them in any way. But I was seeing them, what was truly strange is that I was 

seeing many, many people all at once, but I was able to differentiate each image and see\understand 

exactly what was going on. As If time slowed so dramatically I could remote view 80 people in the 

matter of a second. [I even saw the room in the vatican, where a group of jesuits constantly plot against 

the JoS. One even felt\saw me, and got quite a fright, the little kike just ran off after that] 

 

Afterwards, my mind just started failing on me. I then truly began to hallucinate, and it was incredibly 

unpleasant. Now, I can barely remember what the hallucinations were, but then, it was very intense and 

one of the worst moments of any Kundalini experience. I am not sure how long it lasted, but there was a 

specific point where it all ended. I heard a loud pop, and I felt the sensation of my ears popping, and 

suddenly I felt fine. Still very tired, but completely fine, like all the shit that just took place was a bad 

dream or something. I went straight to sleep after that. 

 

After that, the Major changes were finished; it was only smaller changes, and tiredness that followed. 

 

It was after that, that I was told to meditate, regardless of the shit I was going through, At the time, I 

was at the Danger point, when Kundalini could easily drop back down the Spine, and the process would 

have to start over again. What I can say from both what I was told and my experiences, the Mer Ka Ba 

Meditation [the TRUE Mer Ka Ba meditation given to High Priestess Maxine Dietrich by Thoth-sama is 

the *Most Important* meditation any person who has reached the Initial Rising can do. It WILL start the 
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True Rising, it may take months or less, but It will start the True Rising if you are at the Stage of the 

Initial Ascension.] (http://www.666blacksun.com/Egyptian666.html) 

 

After this, I truly started feeling the effects of the True Rising. And still now, so much is being revealed to 

me by Father Satan, the Mighty Gods and my Kundalini Serpent. All my Astral senses are unbelievably 

sensitive, Vision and Hearing even smelling are crystal clear. Also, with the True Rising, the Astral and 

Physical really do become one. For instance, in the Inner Radius of my Aura and Disc I easily and quickly 

affect anything. Like a few weeks ago, I was listening to music on my PC and I suddenly got the urge to 

perform telekinesis. I put a thick large piece of paper in front of me, and within 3 minutes, I had the 

Paper rattling, shacking and slowly spinning. This is without trance or focus, just a quick 3 minutes with 

music playing. Also, when ever I go out, to the grocery store or something, everyone I walk passed 

always looks directly at me and stares into my eyes – It really strange. 

 

Also no curse can reach me, as my Serpent literally devours any energy sent to me [regardless of 

whether it is positive or negative] and converts it to Akasha. One, strange ability, is that I can sense 

other Serpents and affect them by connecting myself to them, in-affect raising another Serpent. Even 

seeing the four pillars of each person's soul is very easy. 

 

There are countless other abilities that I received from this, but the above is the just of it. 

 

What I can say about the True Rising is that it is ONLY possible if one is of Father Satan and if Satan 

himself is guiding you and your Serpent. As I have said before, the Kundalini is the Part of Satan within 

us, and it is not possible to reach this level without HIS Guidance. Even Satyananda Saraswati did not 

fully Reach the True Rising, [Although, He was Serving Father, just by a different perception]. You really 

need to be strong for this, not only because it is so quick to loose your mind or your body to the Rising, 

but because the enemy, will immediately and –extremely- go after you. 

 

Let me put it like this. After the True Rising, the Intensity of your Spirit and Astral Body, is so great, that 

on the Astral you literally appear as a Star, and you actually light a very large portion of the Astral, just 

with your existence. - That is the Power of the True Rising. However, A Star on the Astral is *THE* only 

target to the enemy. So like me, regardless of the True Rising, always build and keep a constant and 

strong Aura of Protection Every Single Day, Twice a Day. [Your Serpent, depending on its growth, can 

only "eat" so much] 
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[And just something to think about, at this level, A Risen Satanist can light a km radius of the Astral in 

the millions, much like an Actual Star. Father Satan however, lights the Entire [infinite] Astral. – The 

Entire Universe is light and controlled by HIS will.] 

 

What I heard from Father, straight after the True Rising was this; "One Last Hurdle, One Last Step". So, 

on to the Final Rising! 

 

[One last and very important thing. I have left out three very important events and changes that happen 

during the True Rising of the Kundalini Serpent, this is to stop any parasitic-jew infiltrators from 

copy\pasting this to the e-Groups, and claiming that "it" has actually gone through the True Rising. Some 

idiotic infiltrator has already tried this with my work on the Initial Rising, but failed miserably. Hail Satan! 

 

 

So, to all the truly Dedicated Warriors of Father Satan and the Mighty Gods of Duat, Always Keep Strong 

in Father Satan! And may Father Satans' Divine Light Guide You Eternally! 

 

Regards, 

 

-High Priest Vovim Baghie 

Samurai Of Malphas 

Hail Father Satan! Hail Malphas-sama! 

Hail Horus-sama! Hail Azazel-sama! 

Hail Astaroth-sama! Hail Lilith-sama! 

Hail Clistheret-sama! 

Hail All The Mighty Gods Of Duat! 

 

http://www.joyofsatan.org/ 

http://www.vovimbaghie.co.cc/ 

http://www.ageofsatan.co.cc/ 
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Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

88! 

 

 

Sermon 9/30/10 Re: A Hard Question 

 

I am forwarding this from the Teens for Satan e-group. Some people are confused regarding so-called 

'miracles' they have either heard about or in rare cases, have seen; of the enemy. I explain this below. 

There is nothing SPIRITUAL about the enemy or their works. Everything of the enemy is false; this is an 

artificial spirituality. For those who are new- 'xian' means 'christian'  

 

*** 

 

This isn't a 'hard question' for me. I can see through the enemy's bullshit. The enemy 'god' is a collective 

whole of human hating and human exploiting aliens. So, just what is so spiritual about that filthy stinking 

alien bitch 'walking the church'? How does this help or advance humanity? What is the spiritual 

significance of this crap? Who cares? 

 

My entire point here is YES, I am well aware that the program of xianity has had its so-called 'miracles' 

and some prayers answered, BUT- there is a huge difference between the 100% material and 

SPIRITUALLY INSIGNIFICANT shows of the enemy and the TRUE SPIRITUAL AWARENESS, INNER HEALING 

AND UNDERSTANDING AND CONTROL OF OUR OWN DESTINY THAT WE ACHIEVE THROUGH SATAN.  

 

The enemy grants a miracle or answered prayer every so often for show. The unenlightened then go on 

to praise and exalt this nefarious collective of aliens with misplaced faith, etc. 
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The enemy can be plainly seen in their works in that there is NOTHING SPIRITUAL OR SIGNIFICANT TO 

ADVANCE ONE'S SOUL. One is given material favors that are temporary [in this life only] and still remains 

an unenlightened SLAVE.  

 

In contrast, Satan is very spiritual and cares about our spiritual well-being. Through Satan, we heal 

ourselves from the inside - out. Through Satan, our spiritual eyes are opened and we can spot potential 

serious errors in our lives before they occur. We can also see our own errors and how they impact our 

lives and the lives of others and through this, we are healed. Drug and alcohol and emotional and all 

sorts of other addictions are healed through Satan at the soul. Through Satanic power meditations, the 

addictions eventually go away and one is free.  

 

While the enemy may take away [very few and far inbetween- just for a show] someone's drug 

addiction, the person still remains a slave, hits a dead end where no more spiritual advancement occurs, 

and remains unknowing with no knowledge of how this was achieved.  

 

Satan gives us the knowledge we need to empower, to heal and to advance spiritually. We know and we 

understand HOW these feats are accomplished. We are then motivated all the more to advance our 

souls in many more ways than just one. Through empowering our souls the way our True Creator God 

Satan intended for us to do so, we can both understand and accomplish our own miracles without being 

a perpetual xian slave to an alien asshole with an ugly agenda. Satan gives this knowledge to all of his 

dedicated ones. In contrast the enemy picks out only a select few and then there is a dead end, other 

than that few go on to zealously prosyletize and promote the enemy agenda to the public. 

 

Satan shows us the way to our own spiritual freedom; our liberation and our empowerment. Satan is 

spiritual and works with the soul, while the enemy works to deceive and to enslave. With the enemy, 

the very few who are healed just for show, never go on to understand or to know how to heal 

themselves. NONE OF THE ENEMY'S WORKS DO ANYTHING FOR THE VICTIM SPIRITUALLY.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Halloween and Other Holidays 

 

I am writing this in response to several posts in the JoS Teens for Satan group inquiring how holidays 

should be celebrated as a Satanist. This is basically for people who are new to Satanism.  

 

First off, in regards to xianity [christianity], EVERYTHING in that foul program was stolen and corrupted. 

Xianity has nothing of its own. For further information and PROOF of this, study the following website: 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com/ 

 

Now, Halloween is a wonderful holiday. Personally, this is my very favorite of all of the holidays of the 

year and always has been since I was pre-school age. The only thing we Satanists refuse to do on 

Halloween is to make a mockery of Satan and his Demons, with the plethora of hideous 'Devil' masks 

and other insulting images.  

 

The enemy promotes ugly, and most vile images of our Beloved Father Satan. Obviously, no dedicated 

Satanist would want to take part in these. This doesn't need explaining, it speaks for itself.  

 

Celebrate Halloween to the fullest and have fun. Dress up and be creative with your costumes. This is 

one of the best times of the year, also for rituals and astral communications after the partying and/or 

trick or treating.  

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Samhain.html  

 

Now, as for the Yule Season, the Yule has been around much longer than xianity. It has absolutely 

NOTHING to do with that foul nazarene.  

 

The Yule Season  

 

The Yule season is a season of enjoyment and indulgence.  
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Cooking  

Baking  

Gift giving  

Decorating  

Building snowmen and winter sports in places where there is snow  

Tree decorating  

Blue lights in honor of Lucifer  

Partying  

Santa Clause for the kids  

Shopping and more.  

The Nazarene as you can see has no place in the Yule season. December 25th is actually the Persian 

deity Mithra's birthday. The Yule was stolen from the Pagans and incorporated into the Xian religion as 

Xmas. We need to take back our holiday!!  

Celebrate and Indulge!!  

HAIL SATAN!!  

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Yule.html 

 

Now, as for Easter, this one was stolen and corrupted as well. "Easter" was stolen from Astaroth. 

Originally known as "Ashtar." This holiday coincides with the Vernal Equinox of spring when day and 

night are of equal length. Known as "Eastre" to the Anglo-Saxons. As the Goddess of fertility, she was 

associated with rabbits and eggs. The Christians stole this holiday and twisted its meaning. Other names 

include: Easter, Eastre, Eos, Eostre, Ester, Estrus, (Estrus is when an animal goes into heat; mating 

season) Oestrus, Oistros, and Ostara. Again, the "Lamb of God" was stolen from the Zodiac sign of Aries 

the Ram which occurs every spring.  

 

For more information: 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/HOLIDAYS.html 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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They are Digging Themselves a Permanent Grave 

 

It is glaringly obvious that this most odious institution is in its death grip. Brothers and Sisters who are 

actively involved in spiritual warfare need to keep up the momentum. We cannot stop, let up, or be 

complacent until this vile malignancy on humanity is completely destroyed. It is apparent our curses, our 

working to re-educate those who are without, and other activities are taking their toll on the enemy.  

 

Their last grasps at making an attempt to 'revive' this foul stinking rot, will only work to hasten its death. 

The article below says plenty- there will be an increase in Christian Ritual Abuse. [See very bottom for a 

JoS detailed article on Christian Ritual Abuse]. 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 

 

Catholic Bishops: More Exorcists Needed 

 

By RACHEL ZOLL, AP Religion Writer Rachel Zoll, Ap Religion Writer – 1 hr 3 mins ago 

 

NEW YORK – Citing a shortage of priests who can perform the rite, the nation's Roman Catholic bishops 

are holding a conference on how to conduct exorcisms. 

 

The two-day training, which ends Saturday in Baltimore, is to outline the scriptural basis of evil, instruct 

clergy on evaluating whether a person is truly possessed, and review the prayers and rituals that 

comprise an exorcism. Among the speakers will be Cardinal Daniel DiNardo, archbishop of Galveston-

Houston, Texas, and a priest-assistant to New York Archbishop Timothy Dolan. 

 

"Learning the liturgical rite is not difficult," DiNardo said in a phone interview before the conference, 

which is open to clergy only. "The problem is the discernment that the exorcist needs before he would 

ever attempt the rite." 
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More than 50 bishops and 60 priests signed up to attend, according to Catholic News Service, which first 

reported the event. The conference was scheduled for just ahead of the fall meeting of the U.S. 

Conference of Catholic Bishops, which starts Monday in Baltimore. 

 

Despite strong interest in the training, skepticism about the rite persists within the American church. 

Organizers of the event are keenly aware of the ridicule that can accompany discussion of the subject. 

Exorcists in U.S. dioceses keep a very low profile. In 1999, the church updated the Rite of Exorcism, 

cautioning that "all must be done to avoid the perception that exorcism is magic or superstition." 

 

The practice is much more accepted by Catholics in parts of Europe and elsewhere overseas. Cardinal 

Stanislaw Dziwisz, the longtime private secretary of Pope John Paul II, revealed a few years after the 

pontiff's death that John Paul had performed an exorcism on a woman who was brought into the 

Vatican writhing and screaming in what Dziwisz said was a case of possession by the devil. 

 

Bishop Thomas Paprocki of Springfield, Ill., who organized the conference, said only a tiny number of 

U.S. priests have enough training and knowledge to perform an exorcism. Dioceses nationwide have 

been relying solely on these clergy, who have been overwhelmed with requests to evaluate claims. The 

Rev. James LeBar, who was the official exorcist of the Archdiocese of New York under the late Cardinal 

John O'Connor, had faced a similar level of demand, traveling the country in response to the many 

requests for his expertise. 

 

The rite is performed only rarely. Neal Lozano, a Catholic writer and author of the book "Unbound: A 

Practical Guide to Deliverance" about combatting evil spirits, said he knows an exorcist in the church 

who receives about 400 inquiries a year, but determines that out of that number, two or three of the 

cases require an exorcism. 

 

No one knows why more people seem to be seeking the rite. Paprocki said one reason could be the 

growing interest among Americans in exploring general spirituality, as opposed to participating in 

organized religion, which has led more people to dabble in the occult. 

 

"They don't know exactly what they're getting into and when they have questions, they're turning to the 

church, to priests," said Paprocki, chairman of the bishops' committee on canonical affairs and church 
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governance. "They wonder if some untoward activity is taking place in their life and want some help 

discerning that." 

 

Many Catholic immigrants in the U.S. come from countries where exorcism is more common, although 

Paprocki said that was not a motivation for organizing the conference. 

 

Exorcism has deep roots in Christianity. The New Testament contains several examples of Jesus casting 

out evil spirits from people, and the church notes these acts in the Catholic Catechism. Whether or not 

individual Catholics realize it, each of them undergoes what the church calls a minor exorcism at baptism 

that includes prayers renouncing Satan and seeking freedom from original sin. 

 

A major exorcism can only be performed by a priest with the permission of his bishop after a thorough 

evaluation, including consulting with physicians or psychiatrists to rule out any psychological or physical 

illness behind the person's behavior. 

 

Signs of demonic possession accepted by the church include violent reaction to holy water or anything 

holy, speaking in a language the possessed person doesn't know and abnormal displays of strength. 

 

The full exorcism is held in private and includes sprinkling holy water, reciting Psalms, reading aloud 

from the Gospel, laying on of hands and reciting the Lord's Prayer. Some adaptations are allowed for 

different circumstances. The exorcist can invoke the Holy Spirit then blow in the face of the possessed 

person, trace the sign of the cross on the person's forehead and command the devil to leave. 

 

The training comes at a time when many American bishops and priests are trying to correct what they 

view as a lack of emphasis on the Catholic teaching about sin and evil after the Second Vatican Council, 

the series of meetings in the 1960s that enacted modernizing reforms in the church. Many in the 

American hierarchy, as well as Pope Benedict XVI, believe that the supernatural aspect of the church 

was lost in the changes, reducing it to just another institution in the world. 

 

A renewed focus on exorcism highlights the divine element of the church and underscores the belief 

that evil is real. 
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DiNardo said some Catholics who ask for an exorcism are really seeking, "prayerful support. They're 

asking for formation in the faith." Still, he said sometimes the rite is warranted.  

 

"For the longest time, we in the United States may not have been as much attuned to some of the 

spiritual aspects of evil because we have become so much attached to what would be either physical or 

psychological explanation for certain phenomena," DiNardo said. "We may have forgotten that there is a 

spiritual dimension to people." 

 

http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20101113/ap_on_re/us_rel_catholic_bishops_exorcism  

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Exorcism_of_Emily_Rose.html 

 

 

Animals 11/16/10 

 

When one's soul is open enough, one can see that animals are very aware, very sensitive, they have 

emotions as we do, they feel pain as we do- both emotional and physical pain. Animals can get lonely, 

depressed, afraid and angry, just as we humans do. Animals need companionship and love. Even a tiny 

pet hamster has awareness and feelings. 

 

Animals have souls. Animal souls have chakras and nadis, same as we humans do.  

http://www.thehealingpoweroflight.com/Animal_Chakra_Charts.html  

[The above link is only to show an accurate illustration of animal chakras, and nothing more] 

 

Animals are very special and sacred to many Demons. Cats are sacred to Hagenti aka Egyptian Goddess 

Bastet. Lilith has shown me some of her pet cats. They are very unusual and very beautiful. Dogs are 

sacred to Anubis. Owls are sacred to Lilith. Snakes, peacocks, goats and ravens are sacred to Satan.  
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Animals that are for food, such as poultry, pigs, and cattle, should be raised and treated humanely, and 

given a quick and painless death.  

 

Animals should always be treated with care, respect, and consideration.  

 

Animals are sacred in Satanism.  

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Fw: Re: Animals 11/16/10 

 

--- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, "monstenamongmen" <monstenamongmen@...> wrote: 

The Demons come from another planet, so my question is why do they take such a liking to our animals 

instead of ones at their physical location. My question is why do they chose to have cat pets and not 

their local domesticated animals? Also, why do people view physical pain so... extremely I guess would 

be a good choice, of course animals feel pain because its the sensation of being damaged, only creatures 

without the capacity to realize their being damaged. 

************************************************************************************* 

It is my understanding that domesticated animals such as dogs, cats, horses, chickens, goats, donkeys, 

etc., were brought to us from their planet. Demons, thousands of years ago, educated human beings on 

agriculture, the sciences and much, much more. They brought civilization to humanity.  

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/STUDENTS.html 

 

Cats were very sacred in Ancient Egypt. Many were mummified, same as human beings in their burial. 

Animals were given to us as a gift, along with certain agricultural crops and much more. Sadly, the 

enemy has worked relentlessly to visciously abuse these gifts, destroy nature, the earth and pollute this 
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planet to where it is becoming unlivable. Humanity as a whole is on such a low level of spirituality, many 

are oblivious to it all.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 

 

 

Sermon 11/21/10 

 

This is something I need to address here. There are no dietary restrictions in Satanism. However and 

whatever you choose to eat is your own personal business. Videos and documentaries exposing what is 

known as 'Industrial Farming' are enough to make many consider vegetarianism.  

 

For those of you who are vegetarian, if it works for you and you are happy with it, this is great and to be 

given credit.  

 

Years ago, after watching a documentary on Industrial Farming, I tried vegetarianism and I lasted about 

a month. It didn't work for me, as I was into heavy weightlifting, gymnastics, martial arts, and running 

some 20+ miles per week, and doing manual labor as a cook. I got sick.  

 

My point here is human beings are omnivores [designed for eating both meat and vegetables]. No 

matter what we eat, we have to kill to eat. Lions, wolves and other carnivores kill to eat. Every living 

being on the face of this earth must kill in order to eat. Plants are living organisms. The whole issue is 

HOW it is done.  

 

Industrial farming is jewish, and is horrific. This is not natural. It is animal torture, exploitation, and 

abuse in the extreme. This bleeds over into the food chain and the overall quality of the food we 

consume, as well as society as a whole. The majority of society is unhealthy [especially in the west] in 

many ways and many are prescription drug dependent. In addition, many unnatural and harmful 
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methods are used in growing and harvesting vegetables which directly affect the health of consumers 

for the worst. This has been going on for a long time [decades].  

 

For those of us who eat meat, there are certain companies now that sell 'cage free' raised and humanely 

managed food animals. I have found some of these meats to be even cheaper priced at the 

supermarket, than the main brands who engage in industrial farming. In the larger cities, there are even 

eggs available from 'free range' chickens. The more the concerned public becomes aware of the vicious 

exploitation of food animals, the more changes for the better will be made.  

 

For those of you who choose to be vegetarians, it is important to know HOW to eat in order to have a 

healthy diet. Certain nutrients come to humans only through animals proteins, such as vitamin B-12, and 

taurine. Dogs and cats who do not get taurine in their diet can go blind. Both are natural carnivores 

designed to eat meat]. It is important to be knowledgable regarding nutrition and getting a balanced 

diet, and if any vitamin suppliments are needed. I am mainly writing the above for teens. If you choose 

to be a vegetarian, it is important to read up on it and to make sure you are getting all of your nutrients. 

Plants and legumes do supply nearly all of the nutrients we need, but there are a very few you need to 

be aware of in getting a balanced diet, and in supplimenting these.  

 

Satanism is with nature and natural law. Again- there are NO dietary restrictions in Satanism. How and 

what you choose to eat is your own personal business. Satan IS VERY strong on treating animals and the 

environment with respect. Satan is Lord of the Earth. We Satanists are to treat the earth with repect and 

care.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Re: Sermon 11/21/10 

 

I am forwarding this reply to all of the JoS e-groups. Since coming to Satan and advancing in meditation, 

along with the input and experiences given by other Brothers and Sisters in Satan, it is glaringly apparent 

that much of what is available on Yoga in the mainstream bookstores, etc., especially Serpent [Kundalini] 

Yoga, is designed to PREVENT one from achieving spiritual powers, and raising their serpent.  

 

These books and resources PUSH celibacy, dietary restrictions, and many other restrictions- ALL WHICH 

IN TRUTH WORK *AGAINST* SPIRITUAL POWER AND ADVANCEMENT.  

 

Given intense research [which I have done, in reading many, many different books on all branches of 

Yoga], so-called 'Masters' have taken decades and even more to raise their serpent. One book stated the 

average being 'Over 20 years' and this included living these years in a monastery/ashram, where the 

entire focus was on daily meditation and physical yoga for hours each day.  

 

Through Satan, there are some of you, along with High Priest Vovim, who have successfully raised your 

serpents in under 2 years. This, along with having to work a full-time job and having many other 

distractions. Those of you whom I know of who have done this eat meat, have an active sex life and live 

life as you choose- WITHOUT ANY RESTRICTIONS.  

 

I eat meat every day and have never had any problems in advancing spiritually. My issue is how these 

books and resources out there ZEALOUSLY PUSH veganism [no animals or meat products whatsoever]. I 

was raised catholic and I remember the restrictions on meat, like during that stupid 'Lent' and the 'no 

meat on Fridays' crap. Eating meat was a sin that one had to confess in the confession box to some 

asshole pedophile priest. Now, we all know the christian programs were created and enforced to 

REMOVE spirituality.  

 

Also, I happen to know that orgasm and an active sex life are essential to spiritual advancement. This is 

the main reason the christian churches have attacked human sexuality; mainly sexual pleasure, 

vehemently. Orgasm acts to open the chakras and to stimulate the Serpent.  

 

Hatha [physical Yoga] manipulates the body; mainly the spine, so that the body can be free, so the 

Serpent can rise without blockages, and so the energy of the soul can circulate freely. Restrictions act to 
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create major obstacles, whether these be psychological or physical. The multitude of psychological 

hang-ups the average active christian has are enough to prevent him/her from ever advancing 

spiritually. Sex hang-ups are the worst, as these keep the Serpent locked in the base chakra and 

dormant.  

 

Meditations work the mind to remove psychological hang-ups and issues, so that the Serpent can rise 

freely.  

 

In closing- IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO ALWAYS REMEMBER- the exercises- in physical [Hatha] and 

Serpent Yoga DO WORK, such as the breathing techniques, the stretching asanas and so forth. Most of 

the so-called spiritual advice in these books and resources is TRASH, and is designed, like christianity to 

PREVENT you from advancing spiritually. Remember this.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT 2012 - AAAAHHHHHHHHHGGHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

Every single week, sometimes even several times a week, people in the groups here go on and on about 

the 2012 CRAP. Satan himself told me it certainly won't be the end of the world, just another YK2000. In 

addition, 'Maya' in Sanskrit means 'illusion.' Sanskrit is the oldest of known languages and is very 

spiritual. What this translates into it 'The END of ILLUSION' i.e., the END of LIES.  

 

One of the most hilarious was the xian preacher/pastor who just KNEW the end of the world would 

occur on some certain date. This was some 10-20 years ago and on the news. Of course, he also knew he 

would DEFINITELY be one of the chosen amongst the 144,000 who would be saved! He KNEW the very 

exact date this rapture would occur. He revealed this most guarded secret to his congregation. They all 

quit their jobs, sold their homes, and every piece of property they owned and of course, ALL of their 

material possessions and were left with only the clothes on their backs. They all climed up to the top of 

this large hill where the nazarene and ild was supposed to swoop down and SAVE THEM!! Well, they 

waited, and waited and waited.............. 
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After several days of waiting, some lost faith and left. The preacher, then getting a bit nervous said he 

was 'two weeks off.' Two weeks later, some of the more vulnerable again showed up and they waited, 

and waited and waited.............. 

 

Now, I have posted this before and I am reposint it again. For those of you who are impressionable 

concerning the predictions that the world will end, please read the following article:  

 

http://www.abhota.info/index.htm 

 

Circa. 2800 BC  

According to Isaac Asimov's Book of Facts (1979), an Assyrian clay tablet dating to approximately 2800 

BC was unearthed bearing the words "Our earth is degenerate in these latter days. There are signs that 

the world is speedily coming to an end. Bribery and corruption are common." This is one of the earliest 

examples of the perception of moral decay in society being interpreted as a sign of the imminent end.  

 

634 BC  

Apocalyptic thinking gripped many ancient cultures, including the Romans. Early in Rome's history, many 

Romans feared that the city would be destroyed in the 120th year of its founding. There was a myth that 

12 eagles had revealed to Romulus a mystical number representing the lifetime of Rome, and some 

early Romans hypothesized that each eagle represented 10 years. The Roman calendar was counted 

from the founding of Rome, 1 AUC (ab urbe condita) being 753 BC. Thus 120 AUC is 634 BC. (Thompson 

p.19)  

 

389 BC Some Romans figured that the mystical number revealed to Romulus represented the number of 

days in a year (the Great Year concept), so they expected Rome to be destroyed around 365 AUC (389 

BC). (Thompson p.19)  

 

1st Century Jesus said, "Verily I say unto you, there be some standing here, which shall not taste of 

death, till they see the Son of Man coming in his kingdom." (Matthew 16:28) This implies that the 

Second Coming would return within the lifetime of his contemporaries, and indeed the Apostles 

expected Jesus to return before the passing of their generation.  
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ca. 70 The Essenes, a sect of Jewish ascetics with apocalyptic beliefs, may have seen the Jewish revolt 

against the Romans in 66-70 as the final end-time battle. (Source: PBS Frontline special Apocalypse!)  

 

2nd Century The Montanists believed that Christ would come again within their lifetimes and establish a 

new Jerusalem at Pepuza, in the land of Phrygia. Montanism was perhaps the first bona fide Christian 

doomsday cult. It was founded ca. 156 AD by the tongues-speaking prophet Montanus and two 

followers, Priscilla and Maximilla. Despite the failure of Jesus to return, the cult lasted for several 

centuries. Tertullian, who once said "I believe it just because it is unbelievable" (a true skeptic if ever 

there was one!), was perhaps the most renowned Montanist. (Gould p.43-44)  

 

247 Rome celebrated its thousandth anniversary this year. At the same time, the Roman government 

dramatically increased its persecution of Christians, so much so that many Christians believed that the 

End had arrived. (Source: PBS Frontline special Apocalypse!)  

 

365 Hilary of Poitiers predicted the world would end in 365. (Source: Ontario Consultants on Religious 

Tolerance)  

 

380 The Donatists, a North African Christian sect headed by Tyconius, looked forward to the world 

ending in 380. (Source: American Atheists)  

 

Late 4th Century St. Martin of Tours (ca. 316-397) wrote, "There is no doubt that the Antichrist has 

already been born. Firmly established already in his early years, he will, after reaching maturity, achieve 

supreme power." (Abanes p.119)  

 

500 Roman theologian Sextus Julius Africanus (ca. 160-240) claimed that the End would occur 6000 

years after the Creation. He assumed that there were 5531 years between the Creation and the 

Resurrection, and thus expected the Second Coming to take place no later than 500 AD. (Kyle p.37, 

McIver #21)  

Hippolytus (died ca. 236), believing that Christ would return 6000 years after the Creation, anticipated 

the Parousia in 500 AD. (Abanes p.283)  

The theologian Irenaeus, influenced by Hippolytus's writings, also saw 500 as the year of the Second 

Coming. (Abanes p.283, McIver #15) 
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Apr 6, 793 Elipandus, bishop of Toledo, described a brief bout of end-time panic that happened on 

Easter Eve, 793. According to Elipandus, the Spanish monk Beatus of Liébana prophesied the end of the 

world that day in the presence a crowd of people. The people, thinking that the world would end that 

night, became frightened, panicked, and fasted through the night until dawn. Seeing that the world had 

not ended and feeling hungry, Hordonius, one of the fasters, quipped, "Let's eat and drink, so that if we 

die at least we'll be fed." (Abanes p. 168-169, Weber p.50)  

 

800 Sextus Julius Africanus revised the date of Doomsday to 800 AD. (Kyle p.37)  

Beatus of Liébana wrote in his Commentary on the Apocalypse, which he finished in 786, that there 

were only 14 years left until the end of the world. Thus, the world would end by 800 at the latest. 

(Abanes p.168)  

 

806 Bishop Gregory of Tours calculated the End occurring between 799 and 806. (Weber p.48)  

 

848 The prophetess Thiota declared that the world would end this year. (Abanes p.337)  

 

Mar 25, 970 Lotharingian computists foresaw the End on Friday, March 25, 970, when the Annunciation 

and Good Friday fell on the same day. They believed that it was on this day that Adam was created, 

Isaac was sacrificed, the Red Sea was parted, Jesus was conceived, and Jesus was crucified. Therefore, it 

naturally followed that the End must occur on this day! (Source: Center for Millennial Studies)  

 

992 Bernard of Thuringia calculated that the end would come in 992. (Randi p.236)  

 

995 The Feast of the Annunciation and Good Friday also coincided in 992, prompting some mystics to 

conclude that the world would end within 3 years of that date. (Weber p.50-51)  

 

1000 There are many stories of apocalyptic paranoia around the year 1000. For example, legend has it 

that a "panic terror" gripped Europe in the years and months before this date. However, scholars 

disagree on which stories are genuine, whether millennial expectations at this time were any greater 
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than usual, or whether ordinary people were even aware of what year it was. An excellent article on Y1K 

apocalyptic expectations can be found at the Center for Millennial Studies. (Gould, Schwartz, Randi)  

 

1033 After Jesus failed to return in 1000, some mystics pushed the date of the End to the thousandth 

anniversary of the Crucifixion. The writings of the Burgundian monk Radulfus Glaber described a rash of 

millennial paranoia during the period from 1000-1033. (Kyle p.39, Abanes p.337, McIver #50)  

 

1184 Various Christian prophets foresaw the Antichrist coming in 1184. (Abanes p.338)  

 

Sep 23, 1186 John of Toledo, after calculating that a planetary alignment would occur in Libra on 

September 23, 1186 (Julian calendar), circulated a letter (known as the "Letter of Toledo") warning that 

the world was to going to be destroyed on this date, and that only a few people would survive. (Randi 

p.236)  

 

1260 Italian mystic Joachim of Fiore (1135-1202) determined that the Millennium would begin between 

1200 and 1260. (Kyle p.48)  

 

1284 Pope Innocent III expected the Second Coming to take place in 1284, 666 years after the rise of 

Islam. (Schwartz p.181)  

 

1290 Followers of Joachim of Fiore (the Joachites) rescheduled the End to 1290 when his 1260 prophecy 

failed. (McIver #58)  

 

1306 In 1147 Gerard of Poehlde, believing that Christ's Millennium began when the emperor 

Constantine came to power, figured that Satan would become unbound at the end of the thousand-year 

period and destroy the Church. Since Constantine rose to power in 306, the end of the Millennium 

would be in 1306. (Source: Christian author Richard J. Foster)  

 

1335 Another Joachite doomsday date. (McIver #58)  
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1367 Czech archdeacon Militz of Kromeriz claimed the Antichrist was alive and well and would manifest 

himself between 1363 and 1367. The End would come between 1365 and 1367. (McIver #67)  

 

1370 The Millennium would begin in 1368 or 1370, as foreseen by Jean de Roquetaillade, a French 

ascetic. The Antichrist was to come in 1366. (Weber p.55)  

 

1378 Arnold of Vilanova, a Joachite, wrote in his work De Tempore Adventu Antichristi that the 

Antichrist was to come in 1378. (McIver #62)  

Feb 14, 1420 Czech Doomsday prophet Martinek Hausha (Martin Huska) of the radical Taborite 

movement warned that the world would end in February  

 

1420, February 14 at the latest. The Taborites were an offshoot of the Hussite movement of Bohemia. 

(McIver #71, Shaw p.43)  

 

1496 The beginning of the Millennium, according to some 15th Century mystics. (Mann p. ix)  

 

ca. 1504 Italian artist Sandro Botticelli wrote a caption in Greek on his painting The Mystical Nativity: 

"I Sandro painted this picture at the end of the year 1500 in the troubles of Italy in the half time after 

the time according to the eleventh chapter of St. John in the second woe of the Apocalypse in the 

loosing of the devil for three and a half years. Then he will be chained in the 12th chapter and we shall 

see him trodden down as in this picture." 

Apparently, he thought he was living during the Tribulation, and that the Millennium would begin in 

three and a half years or so, which is understandable given the fact that he is known to have been a 

follower of Girolamo Savonarola. (Weber p.60)  

 

Feb 1, 1524 The End would occur by a flood starting in London on February 1 (Julian), according to 

calculations some London astrologers made the previous June. Around 20,000 people abandoned their 

homes, and a clergyman stockpiled food and water in a fortress he built. (Sound familiar? It's just like 

the doomsday cultists and Y2K nuts of today!) As it happened, it didn't even rain in London on that date. 

(Randi p.236-237)  
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Feb 20, 1524 A planetary alignment in Pisces was seen as a sign of the Millennium by astrologer 

Johannes Stoeffler. The world was to be destroyed by a flood on this date (Julian), Pisces being a water 

sign. (Randi p.236-237)  

 

1525 The beginning of the Millennium, according to Anabaptist Thomas Müntzer. Thinking that he was 

living at the "end of all ages," he led an unsuccessful peasants' revolt and was subsequently tortured and 

executed. (Gould p.48)  

 

1528 Stoeffler recalculated Doomsday to 1528 after his 1524 prediction failed (Randi p.238)  

May 27, 1528 Reformer Hans Hut predicted the end would occur on Pentecost (May 27, Julian calendar). 

(Weber p.67, Shaw p.44)  

 

1532 Frederick Nausea (what a name!), a Viennese bishop, was certain that the world would end in 1532 

after hearing reports of bizarre occurrences, including bloody crosses appearing in the sky alongside a 

comet. (Randi p. 238)  

 

1533 Anabaptist prophet Melchior Hoffman's prediction for the year of Christ's Second Coming, to take 

place in Strasbourg. He claimed that 144,000 people would be saved, while the rest of the world would 

be consumed by fire. (Kyle p.59)  

 

Oct 19, 1533 Mathematician Michael Stifel calculated that the Day of Judgement would begin at 8:00am 

on this day. (McIver #88)  

 

Apr 5, 1534 Jan Matthys predicted that the Apocalypse would take place on Easter Day (April 5, Julian 

calendar) and only the city of Münster would be spared. (Shaw p.45, Abanes p.338)  

 

1537 French astrologer Pierre Turrel announced four different possible dates for the end of the world, 

using four different calculation methods. The dates were 1537, 1544, 1801 and 1814. (Randi p. 239)  

 

1544 Pierre Turrel's doomsday calculation #2. (Randi p. 239)  
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ca. 1555 Around the year 1400, the French theologian Pierre d'Ailly wrote that 6845 years of human 

history had already passed, and the end of the world would be in the 7000th year. His works would later 

influence the apocalyptic thinking of Christopher Columbus. (McIver #72)  

 

Jul 22, 1556 In 1556, a rumor was circulating that the world would end on Magdalene's Day, as recorded 

by Swiss medical student Felix Platter. (Weber p.68, p.249)  

 

Apr 28, 1583 The Second Coming of Christ would take place at noon, according to astrologer Richard 

Harvey. This was the date of a conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn, and numerous astrologers in London 

predicted the world would end then. (Skinner p.27, Weber p.93)  

 

1584 Cyprian Leowitz, an astrologer, predicted the end would occur in  

1584. (Randi p.239, McIver #105)  

 

1588 The end of the world according to the sage Johann Müller (aka Regiomontanus). (Randi p. 239)  

 

1600 Martin Luther believed that the End would occur no later than 1600. (Weber p.66)  

 

1603 Dominican monk Tomasso Campanella wrote that the sun would collide with the Earth in 1603. 

(Weber p.83)  

 

1623 Eustachius Poyssel used numerology to pinpoint 1623 as the year of the end of the world. (McIver 

#125)  

 

Feb 1, 1624 The same astrologers who predicted the deluge of February 1, 1524 recalculated the date to 

February 1, 1624 after their first prophecy failed. (Randi p.236-237)  
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1648 Using the kabbalah, Sabbatai Zevi, a rabbi from Smyrna, Turkey, figured that the Messiah would 

come in 1648, accompanied by miracles. The Messiah, of course, would be Zevi himself! (Randi p.239, 

Festinger)  

1654 In 1578, physician Helisaeus Roeslin of Alsace, basing his prediction on a nova that occurred in 

1572, foresaw the world ending in 1654 in a blaze of fire. (Randi p.240)  

 

1656 Believed to be a possible date for the end of the world, 1656 is the number of years between the 

Creation and the Flood. (Skinner p.27)  

 

1657 Final apocalyptic battle and the destruction of the Antichrist were to take place between 1655 and 

1657, as per the Fifth Monarchy Men, a radical group of English millenarians who attempted to take 

over Parliament to impose their extremist theocratic agenda on the country. Not unlike the Christian 

Coalition of modern-day America! (Kyle p.67)  

 

1658 In his The Book of Prophecies, Christopher Columbus claimed that the world was created in 

5343BC, and would last 7000 years. Assuming no year zero, that means the end would come in 1658. 

Columbus was influenced by Pierre d'Ailly. (McIver #77)  

 

1660 Joseph Mede, whose writings influenced James Ussher and Isaac Newton, claimed that the 

Antichrist appeared way back in 456, and the end would come in 1660. (McIver #147)  

 

1666 As this date is 1000 (millennium) + 666 (number of the Beast) and followed a period of war and 

strife in England, many Londoners feared that 1666 would be the end of the world. The Great Fire of 

London in 1666 did not help to alleviate these fears. (Schwartz p.87, Kyle p.67-68)  

Sabbatai Zevi recalculated the coming of the Messiah to 1666. Despite his failed prophecies, he had 

accumulated a great many followers. He was later arrested for stirring up trouble, and given the choice 

of converting to Islam or execution. Pragmatic man that he was, he wisely elected for the former. 

(Festinger)  

 

1673 Deacon William Aspinwall, a leader of the Fifth Monarchy movement, claimed the Millennium 

would begin by this year. (Abanes p.209, McIver #174)  
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1688 John Napier's doomsday calculation #1, based on the Book of Revelation. Napier was the 

mathematician who discovered logarithms. (Weber p.92)  

 

1689 Pierre Jurieu, a Camisard prophet, predicted that Judgement Day would occur in 1689. The 

Camisards were Huguenots of the Languedoc region of southern France. (Kyle p.70)  

 

1694 Anglican rector John Mason calculated this date as the beginning of the Millennium. (Kyle p.72)  

The beginning of the Millennium, as predicted by German theologian Johann Alsted. (Kyle p.66)  

 

Fall 1694 Drawing from theology and astrology, German prophet Johann Jacob Zimmerman determined 

that the world would end in the fall of 1694. Zimmerman gathered a group of pilgrims and made plans 

to go to America to welcome Jesus back to Earth. However, he died in February of that year, on the very 

day of departure. Johannes Kelpius took over leadership of the cult, which was known as Woman in the 

Wilderness, and they completed their journey to the New World. Fall came and went and, needless to 

say, the cultists were profoundly disappointed at having traveled all the way across the Atlantic just to 

be stood up by Jesus. (Cohen p.19-20)  

 

1697  

The beginning of the Millennium, according to Anglican rector Thomas Beverly. (Kyle p.72, McIver #224)  

The notorious witch hunter Cotton Mather was the Ken Starr of Puritan New England. When he wasn't 

out hunting witches, he was busy predicting the end of the world, 1697 being his first doomsdate. After 

the prediction failed, he revised the date of the End two more times. (Abanes p.338)  

 

1700 The end of the world, according to some Puritans. (Kyle p.79)  

John Napier's doomsday calculation #2, based on the Book of Daniel. (Weber p.92)  

The date of the Second Coming, according to Henry Archer, a Fifth Monarchy Man. Archer made this 

prediction in his 1642 book The Personall Reign of Christ Upon Earth. (McIver #158)  

 

1705 The End, according to some Camisard prophets. (Kyle p.70)  

1706 The End, according to some Camisard prophets. (Kyle p.70)  
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1708 The End, according to some Camisard prophets. (Kyle p.70)  

 

1716 Cotton Mather's end-of-the-world prediction #2. (Abanes p.338)  

Apr 5, 1719 The return of a comet was supposed to wipe out the Earth, said Jacques Bernoulli, 

progenitor of the mathematical Bernoulli family. (Randi p.240-241)  

 

1734 Doomsday was to come between 1700 and 1734, predicted 15th century Cardinal Nicolas of Cusa. 

(Weber p.82, McIver #73)  

 

1736 Cotton Mather's end-of-the-world prediction #3. (Abanes p.338)  

Oct 13, 1736 William Whitson predicted that London would meet its doom by flood on this day, 

prompting many Londoners to gather in boats on the Thames. (Randi)  

 

1757 In a vision, angels supposedly informed mystic Emanuel Swedenborg that the world would end in 

1757. Few took him seriously. Ah, the 18th century, the Age of Reason! (Randi p.241, Weber p.104)  

 

Apr 5, 1761 Religious extremist William Bell claimed the world would be destroyed by earthquake on 

this day. Since there had been an earthquake on February 8 and another on March 8, he reasoned that 

the world must end in another 28 days' time! Again, Londoners gathered in boats on the Thames or 

headed for the hills. When his prediction didn't come true, he was promptly thrown into Bedlam, 

London's notorious nuthouse. (Randi p.241)  

 

Feb 28, 1763 Devout Methodist George Bell foresaw the end of the world on this date. (Weber p.102)  

 

May 19, 1780 On this day in New England the skies mysteriously turned dark for several hours in the 

afternoon, causing people to believe that a biblical prophecy had come true and Judgement Day had 

arrived. In reality, the darkness was caused by smoke from large-scale forest fires to the west. (Abanes 

p.217)  

 

1789 The coming of the Antichrist, according to 14th century Cardinal Pierre d'Ailly. (Weber p.59)  
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1790 The Second Coming, according to Irish orator Francis Dobbs. (Schwartz p.181)  

 

1792 The end of the world according to the Shakers. (Abanes p.338)  

 

1794 The end of the world according to the Shakers. (Abanes p.338)  

Charles Wesley, brother of Methodist Church founder John Wesley, predicted Doomsday would be in 

1794. (Source: Ontario Consultants on Religious Tolerance)  

 

1795 The Millennium would begin between 1793 and 1795, claimed retired English sailor Richard 

Brothers, who called himself "God's Almighty Nephew." He was convinced that he would lead the ten 

lost tribes of Israel, and once said that God told him he would become king of England. He was 

eventually committed to an insane asylum. (Kyle p.73, McIver #301)  

Nov 19, 1795 While campaigning for Richard Brothers' release, Nathaniel Brassey Halhead proclaimed 

that the world would end on Nov 19. (McIver #310)  

 

1801 Pierre Turrel's doomsday calculation #3 (See 1537). (Randi p. 239)  

 

1805 Destruction of the world by earthquake in 1805, followed by an age of everlasting peace when God 

will be known by all, as foretold by 17th century Presbyterian minister Christopher Love. He eventually 

lost his head, literally. (Schwartz p.101)  

 

1814 Pierre Turrel's doomsday calculation #4 (See 1537). (Randi p. 239)  

 

Dec 25, 1814 Jesus was to be re-born on Christmas Day, according to the 64-year-old virgin prophet 

Joanna Southcott, who claimed to be pregnant with the Christ child. Witnesses claimed that she did 

indeed appear pregnant. She died on Christmas Day, and a subsequent autopsy proved that she was not 

pregnant after all. (Skinner p.109)  
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Oct 14, 1820 Southcott follower John Turner claimed the world would come to an end on this day. After 

this prophecy failed, John Wroe took over leadership of the cult. (Randi p.241-242)  

 

1832 The beginning of the Millennium, according to John Dilks. (Weber p.176)  

 

1836 Methodist Church founder John Wesley foresaw the Millennium beginning in 1836, the same year 

that the Beast of Revelation was to rise from the sea. (McIver #269)  

 

1843 Harriet Livermore's Parousia prediction #1. (McIver #699)  

 

Apr 28, 1843 Although this date was not officially endorsed by the Millerite leadership, it was a popular 

belief among William Miller's followers that the Second Coming would take place on this day. (Festinger 

p.16)  

 

Dec 31, 1843 Many Millerites expected Jesus to return at the end of 1843. (Festinger p.16)  

 

Mar 21, 1844 William Miller, leader of the so-called Millerite movement, predicted through careful 

calculation that Christ would return sometime between March 21, 1843 and March 21, 1844. He 

gathered a following of thousands of devotees. After the failure of Jesus to show up during this window, 

the cult experienced a crisis of faith and in the confusion began reinterpreting the prophecy and 

aggressively proselytizing. (Gould p.49, Festinger p.16-17)  

 

Oct 22, 1844 It's Miller time again! Rev. Samuel S. Snow, an influential Millerite, predicted the Second 

Coming on this day. The date was soon accepted by Miller himself. On that day, the Millerites gathered 

on a hilltop to await the coming of Jesus. After the inevitable no-show, the event became known as the 

"Great Disappointment." (Gould p.49, Festinger p.17)  

 

1845 The Second Coming according to the Second Adventists, a group that formed from the remaining 

hardcore members of Miller's cult. The Second Adventists were the forerunners of the Seventh Day 

Adventists (Kyle p.91)  
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1846 Another Second Coming according to the Second Adventists. (Kyle p.91)  

 

1847 Harriet Livermore's Parousia prediction #2. (McIver #699)  

 

Aug 7, 1847 "Father" George Rapp, a German ascetic who founded a sect known as the Harmonists (aka 

the Rappites) and established a utopian commune in Economy, Pennsylvania, was convinced that Jesus 

would return before his death. Even on his deathbed he refused to give up hope for Christ's return, 

saying "If I did not know that the dear Lord meant I should present you all to him, I should think my last 

moment's come." It turned out that his last moment had indeed come, yet Jesus failed to show up. Rapp 

died on August 7, 1847. (Cohen p.23, Thompson p.283, Encyclopedia Britannica)  

 

1849 Yet another Second Coming according to the Second Adventists. (Kyle p.91)  

 

1851 You guessed it! Still another Second Coming according to the Second Adventists. (Kyle p.91)  

 

1856 The Crimean War (1853-56) was seen by some as the Battle of Armageddon. After all, Russia had 

plans to wrest control of Palestine from the Ottoman Empire. Perhaps it was this war that triggered the 

popularity of the "Russia invades Israel" scenario so popular among modern prophecy teachers. (McIver 

#437)  

 

1862 The end of 6000 years since Creation, and thus the end of the world, according to John Cumming 

of the Scottish National Church. (Abanes p.283)  

 

1863 Southcott follower John Wroe, who in 1823 tried (and failed) to walk on water and underwent a 

public circumcision, calculated that the Millennium would begin in 1863. (Skinner p.109)  

 

1867 The Anglican minister Michael Paget Baxter was an ardent date setter, a veritable Charles Taylor of 

the 19th century. In one of his earliest publications he predicted the End for 1861-1867. (McIver #348)  
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1868 In another publication Michael Baxter claimed the Battle of Armageddon would take place this 

year. (Abanes p.338, McIver #349)  

 

1869 Another End according to Michael Baxter. (McIver #350)  

 

Jun 28, 1870 The end of the world as per Irvin Moore's book The Final Destiny of Man, to be followed by 

Christ's millennial reign on Earth. He predicted that during this year, France would fall, and Jerusalem 

would become the capital of the world. (McIver #746)  

 

1872 Michael Baxter predicted another Armageddon in 1871-72 or thereabouts. (McIver #351)  

 

1874 The end of the world according to the Jehovah's Witnesses. This was to become the first in a long 

string of failed doomsday prophecies by members of this group. (Gould p.50, Kyle p.93)  

The Parousia according to the newly formed Seventh Day Adventists, a group founded by former 

Millerites. (Abanes p.339)  

 

1878 The end of the world according to the Jehovah's Witnesses. (Kyle p.93)  

 

1880 Thomas Rawson Birks in his book First Elements of Sacred Prophecy determined that the end of 

the world would be in 1880 by employing the time-honored Great Week theory. (McIver #371)  

 

1881 The end of the world according to the Jehovah's Witnesses. (Kyle p.93)  

The end of the world according to some pyramidologists. (Randi p.242)  

16th century prophetess Mother Shipton is said to have written the couplet: 

The world to an end shall come In eighteen hundred and eighty one. 

 

In 1873, it was revealed that the couplet was a forgery by Charles Hindley, who published Mother 

Shipton's prophecies in 1862. This did not stop people from expecting the end in 1881, however. 

(Schwartz p.122, Randi p.242-243)  
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1890 Northern Paiute leader Wovoka predicted the Millennium beginning in 1890. This prediction came 

from a trance he experienced during a solar eclipse in 1889. Wovoka was a practitioner of the Ghost 

Dance cult, a bizarre hybrid of apocalyptic Christianity and American Indian mysticism. (Gould p.56-57, 

p.69)  

 

1891 In 1835 Joseph Smith, founder of Mormonism, foresaw the Second Coming taking place in 56 

years' time, or about 1891. (Source: exmormon.org)  

 

1895 The Millennium, according to Reverend Robert Reid of Erie, Pennsylvania. (Weber p.176)  

 

1896 Michael Baxter (he's baaaack!) wrote a book entitled The End of This Age About the End of This 

Century in which predicted the Rapture taking place in 1896. According to Rev. Baxter, 144,000 true 

Christians were supposed to be summoned to Heaven during this year. (Thompson p.121)  

 

1899 Charles A.L. Totten predicted that 1899 was a possible date for the end of the world. Interestingly, 

the infamous "NASA discovers missing day" urban legend has its roots in Totten's writings. (McIver #924)  

 

1900 Father Pierre Lachèze foresaw Doomsday occurring in 1900, eight years after the Temple in 

Jerusalem was to be rebuilt. (Weber p.136)  

Followers of Brazilian ascetic Antonio Conselheiro expected the end to come by the year 1900. 

(Thompson p.125-126)  

 

Nov 13, 1900 Over 100 members of the Russian cult Brothers and Sisters of the Red Death committed 

suicide, expecting the world to end on this day. (Sources: Portuguese article and this site)  

 

1901 A sect calling itself the Catholic Apostolic Church claimed that Jesus would return by the time the 

last of its 12 founding members died. The last member died in 1901. (Boyer p.87)  

Rev. Michael Baxter foresaw the end of the world in 1901 in his book The End of This Age About the End 

of This Century. (Thompson p.121)  
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Apr 23, 1908 Once again, it's Michael Baxter. In his book Future Wonders of Prophecy, the Rapture was 

to take place on March 12, 1903 between 2pm and 3pm, and Armageddon was to take place on this day, 

which is after the Tribulation. (McIver #353)  

 

Oct 1908 Pennsylvanian grocery store owner Lee T. Spangler claimed that the world would meet a fiery 

end during this month. (Abanes p.339)  

1910 The end of the world according to the Jehovah's Witnesses. (Kyle p.93)  

 

May 18, 1910 Many people believed the arrival of Halley's Comet would spell the end of the world. 

Some thought that cyanide gas from the comet's tail would poison the Earth's atmosphere. In Germany, 

one could buy postcards depicting apocalyptic scenes bearing the caption, "End of the World on May 

18". Con artists took advantage of people's fears by selling "comet pills" to make people immune to the 

toxins...or so they claimed. (Weber p.196-198, Abanes p.339)  

 

1911 19th century Scottish astronomer and pyramidologist Charles Piazzi Smyth concluded from his 

research on the dimensions of the Great Pyramid of Giza that the Second Coming would occur between 

1892 and 1911. (Cohen p.94)  

 

Oct 1, 1914 The end of the world according to the Jehovah's Witnesses. In fact, they viewed World War I 

as the Battle of Armageddon. (Skinner p.102)  

 

1915 The beginning of the Millennium according to John Chilembwe, fundamentalist leader of a 

rebellion in Nyasaland (present-day Malawi). (Gould p.54-55, p.69)  

 

1918 The end of the world according to the Jehovah's Witnesses. (Kyle p.93)  

 

Dec 17, 1919 According to meteorologist Albert Porta, a conjunction of six planets on this date would 

cause a magnetic current to "pierce the sun, cause great explosions of flaming gas, and eventually engulf 

the Earth." Panic erupted in many countries around the world because of this prediction, and some even 

committed suicide. (Abanes p.60-61)  
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1925 The end of the world according to the Jehovah's Witnesses. (Kyle p.93)  

 

Feb 13, 1925 According to Margaret Rowan, the angel Gabriel appeared before her in a vision and told 

her that the world would end at midnight on this date, which happened to be Friday the 13th. (Abanes 

p.45)  

 

Spring 1928 J.B. Dimbleby calculated that the Millennium would begin in the spring of 1928, with the 

Rapture and Second coming taking place between 1889 and 1928. But the true end of the world, he 

claimed, wouldn't take pace until around the year 3000. (McIver #495)  

 

1934 Final apocalyptic battle was to begin, claimed Chicago preacher Nathan Cohen Beskin in 1931. 

(Abanes p.280)  

 

Sep 1935 In 1931, Wilbur Glen Voliva announced that "the world is going to go 'puff' and disappear in 

September, 1935." (Abanes p.287)  

 

1936 Herbert W. Armstrong, founder of the Worldwide Church of God, told members of his church that 

the Rapture was to take place in 1936, and that only they would saved. After the prophecy failed, he 

changed he date three more times. (Shaw p.99)  

End of the world according to some pyramidologists. (Randi p.242)  

 

1938 Gus McKey claimed in a pamphlet that the 6000th year since Creation would come between 1931 

and 1938, signifying the end of the world. (Abanes p.283)  

 

1941 The end of the world according to the Jehovah's Witnesses. (Shaw p.72)  

The end of the world according to Leonard Dale-Harrison. (Kyle p.111)  

 

1943 Herbert W. Armstrong's Rapture prediction #2. (Shaw p.99)  
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Sep 21, 1945 In 1938 a minister named Long had a vision of a mysterious hand writing the number 1945 

and a voice saying the world would be destroyed at 5:33pm on September 21. His prophecy failed, 

naturally. (Source: Portuguese article)  

 

1947 In 1889, John Ballou Newbrough (aka "America's Greatest Prophet") foresaw the destruction of all 

nations and the beginning of post-apocalyptic anarchy in 1947. I guess he wasn't such a great prophet 

after all. Newbrough was the founder of the Oahspe cult. (Randi p.243)  

 

1950 The end of the world, as per Henry Adams. (Mann p.x)  

 

1952 In 1950, a young Billy Graham stated "We may have another year, maybe two years. Then I believe 

it is going to be over." (Source: Article by Hugo McCord)  

 

Jan 9, 1953 The end of the world, according to Agnes Carlson, the founder of a Canadian cult called the 

Sons of Light. (Source: Portuguese article)  

 

Aug 1953 Pyramidologist David Davidson, in his book The Great Pyramid, Its Divine Message, wrote that 

the Millennium would begin sometime during this month. (Source: article by John Baskette)  

 

Dec 21, 1954 The world was to be destroyed by terrible flooding on this date, claimed Dorothy Martin 

(a.k.a. Marian Keech), leader of a UFO cult called Brotherhood of the Seven Rays (a.k.a. The Seekers). 

Among the members of this cult were George Hunt Williamson and the aptly named Charles Laughead. 

This case became the subject of Leon Festinger's book When Prophecy Fails, the classic, ground-breaking 

case study of cognitive dissonance and the effect that failed prophecy has on "true believers". 

(Festinger, Heard p.46-48, McIver #1949)  

 

Apr 23, 1957 According to Mihran Ask, a pastor from California, "Sometime between April 16 and 23, 

1957, Armageddon will sweep the world! Millions of persons will perish in its flames and the land will be 

scorched."  

 

(Watchtower, Oct 15, 1958, p.613)  
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1958 David A. Latimer, in his book Opening of the Seven Seals and the Half Hour of Silence, predicted 

that the Second Coming would take place in 1956 or 1958, right after the Battle of Armageddon. (McIver 

#1501)  

 

Apr 22, 1959 Victor Houteff, founder of the Davidians -- an offshoot of the Seventh Day Adventists -- 

prophesied that the End would be coming soon, but he never set a date. After his death, however, his 

widow Florence prophesied that the Rapture would take place on April 22, 1959. Hundreds of faithful 

gathered at Mount Carmel outside Waco to await the big moment, but it was not to be. (Thompson 

p.289)  

 

1960 Pyramidologist Charles Piazzi Smyth (see the 1911 entry) claimed that the Millennium would begin 

no later than 1960. (Source: article by John Baskette)  

 

Feb 4, 1962 A planetary alignment on this day was to bring destruction to the world. Incidentally, the 

Antichrist was supposed to have been born the following day, according to pop psychic/astrologer Jeane 

Dixon. (Abanes p.340)  

 

1966 Between 1965 and 1966, an apocalyptic battle was to occur, resulting in the fall of the United 

States, claimed the Nation of Islam. (Kyle p.162)  

 

1967 The establishment of the Kingdom of Heaven, according to Rev. Sun Myung Moon. (Kyle p.148)  

A young Jim Jones, who later became guru of the Kool-Aid cult People's Temple, had visions that a 

nuclear holocaust was to take place in 1967. (Weber p.214)  

 

Aug 20, 1967 The beginning of the third woe of the Apocalypse, during which the southeastern US 

would be destroyed by a Soviet nuclear attack, according to UFO prophet George Van Tassel, who 

claimed to have channeled an alien named Ashtar. (Alnor p.145)  

 

Dec 25, 1967 Danish cult leader Knud Weiking claimed that a being named Orthon was speaking to him, 

saying that there would be a nuclear war by Christmas 1967 that would disturb the Earth's orbit. His 

followers built a survival bunker in preparation for this catastrophe.  
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Aug 9, 1969 Second Coming of Christ, according to George Williams, leader of the Morrisites, a 19th 

century branch of Mormonism. (Robbins p.77)  

 

Nov 22, 1969 The Day of Judgement, according to Robin McPherson, who  

supposedly channeled an alien named Ox-Ho. (Shaw p.154)  

 

1972 Herbert W. Armstrong's Rapture prediction #3. (Shaw p.99)  

 

1973 David Berg (aka Moses David), guru of the Children of God (aka the Family of Love, or just "The 

Family"), predicted in his publication The Endtime News! the United States would be destroyed by 

Comet Kohoutek in 1973. (McIver #2095)  

 

Jan 1974 David Berg predicted in his so-called Mo Letters that Comet Kohoutek would destroy the US 

during this month. (Kyle p.145)  

1975 The end of the world according to the Jehovah's Witnesses. (Kyle p.93) Herbert W. Armstrong's 

Rapture prediction #4. (Shaw p.99)  

The Rapture, as per end-time preacher Charles Taylor. This is the first in a long series of failed 

predictions. (Abanes p.99)  

 

1976 Charles Taylor's Rapture prediction #2. (Abanes p.99)  

 

1977 John Wroe (the Southcottian who had himself publicly circumcised in 1823) set 1977 as the date of 

Armageddon. (Randi p.243)  

Fundamentalist cult leader William Branham predicted that the Rapture would take place no later than 

1977. Just before this, Los Angeles was to fall into the sea after an earthquake, the Vatican would 

achieve dictatorial powers over the world, and all of Christianity would become unified. (Babinski p.277)  

Pyramidologist Adam Rutherford expected that the Millennium would begin in 1977. (Source: article by 

John Baskette)  
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1978 In his book The Doomsday Globe, John Strong drew on scriptures, pyramidology, pole shift theory, 

young-earth creationism and other mysticism to conclude that Doomsday would come in 1978. (McIver 

#3237)  

Sometime in the 1980s In his book Armageddon 198? Stephen D. Swihart predicted the End would occur 

sometime in the 1980s.  

 

1980 Charles Taylor's Rapture prediction #3. (Abanes p.99)  

Apr 1, 1980 Radio preacher Willie Day Smith of Irving, Texas, claimed that this day would witness the 

Second Coming. (Source: What About the Second Coming of Christ?)  

Apr 29, 1980 Leland Jensen, founder of the Bahá'ís Under the Provisions of the Covenant -- a small sect 

that mixes mainstream Bahá'í teachings with pyramidology and Bible prophecy -- predicted that a 

nuclear holocaust would occur on this day, killing a third of the world's population. After the prophecy 

failed, Jensen rationalized that this date was merely the beginning of the Tribulation. (Robbins p.73)  

 

1981 The establishment of the Kingdom of Heaven, according to Rev. Sun Myung Moon. (Kyle p.148)  

Charles Taylor's Rapture prediction #4. (Abanes p.99)  

Pastor Chuck Smith, founder of Calvary Chapel, wrote in his book Future Survival, "I'm convinced that 

the Lord is coming for His Church before the end of 1981." Smith arrived at his calculation by adding 40 

(one "Biblical generation") to 1948 (the year of Israel's statehood) and subtracting 7 for the Tribulation. 

When 1981 passed by, the group members experienced a mini version of the Great Disappointment of 

1844. (Abanes p.326)  

 

June 28, 1981 Rev. Bill Maupin, leader of a small Tuscon, AZ, sect named Lighthouse Gospel Tract 

Foundation, preached that the world would come to an end on this day, which they called "rapture 

day." Those who were saved would be "spirited aloft like helium balloons." Some 50 people gathered in 

a Millerite-like fashion, only to have their dreams predictably dashed. (Source: Philosophy and the 

Scientific Method by Ronald C. Pine)  

August 7, 1981 When his June 28 prediction failed, Bill Maupin claimed that doomsday would take place 

40 days later. Maupin said that just as Noah's ark was gradually raised to safety over a period of 40 days, 

the same would happen to the world. (Source: a former member of Maupin's church, who was kind 

enough to share this information with me.)  
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1982 Charles Taylor's Rapture prediction #5. (Abanes p.99)  

Jesus was to return and rapture Christians away from the Tribulation in 1982, taught Canadian prophet 

Doug Clark. He used the Jupiter Effect to support his thesis, claiming it would trigger earthquakes and 

fires that would kill millions. (Abanes p.91)  

Emil Gaverluk of the Southwest Radio Church suggested that the Jupiter Effect would pull Mars to out of 

orbit and send it careening into the Earth. (Abanes p.100-101)  

 

Mar 10, 1982 When the planets lined up, their combined gravitational forces were supposed to bring 

the end of the world. A book called The Jupiter Effect, by John Gribbin and Stephen Plagemann, helped 

to spread these fears. An excellent article on planetary lineups can be found here. (Abanes p.62)  

 

Jun 25, 1982 Benjamin Creme, British artist and founder of Tara Center, on April 25, 1982 took out an ad 

in the Los Angeles Times proclaiming "THE CHRIST IS NOW HERE", referring to the coming of Maitreya 

within 2 months. Creme supposedly received the messages from Maitreya through "channeling." 

Perhaps his ad should have read, "THE CHRIST IS NOWHERE"! (Grosso p.7, Oropeza p.155)  

 

Fall 1982 In the late '70s, Pat Robertson predicted the end of the world would occur in the fall of 1982. "I 

guarantee you by the end of 1982 there is going to be a judgment on the world," he said in a May, 1980 

broadcast of the 700 Club. (Boyer p.138)  

 

1983 Apocalyptic war between the US and the Soviet Union was supposed to break out by the end of 

1983, said the End Times News Digest. (Shaw p.182)  

Charles Taylor's Rapture prediction #6. (Abanes p.99)  

 

Oct 2, 1984 The end of the world according to the Jehovah's Witnesses. (Shermer p.203, Kyle p.91)  

1985 The end of the world according to Lester Sumrall in his book I Predict 1985. (Abanes p.99, 341)  

Charles Taylor's Rapture prediction #7. (Abanes p.99)  

The Socialist National Aryan People's Party was convinced that Jesus would return in 1985. (Weber 

p.209)  
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Mar 25, 1985 The beginning of World War III, as prophesied by Vern Grimsley of the doomsday cult 

Family of God Foundation. This cult was a small offshoot of the Urantia Foundation, a loosely organized 

religious group that uses as its scripture a tedious 2000 page tome called the Urantia Book. (Sources: 

here and here)  

 

Aug 1985 Date of World War III, according to the 1977 bestseller The Third World War: August 1985 by 

retired NATO General Sir John Hackett. While not really a prophecy, the book was written as a warning 

to world leaders about what could realistically happen based on world developments at that time.  

 

1986 Charles Taylor's Rapture prediction #8. (Abanes p.99)  

Apr 29, 1987 Leland Jensen of the Bahá'ís Under the Provisions of the Covenant predicted that Halley's 

Comet would be pulled into Earth's orbit on April 29, 1986, and chunks of the comet would pelt the 

Earth for a year. The gravitational force of the comet would cause great earthquakes, and on April 29, 

1987, the comet itself would crash into the Earth wreaking widespread destruction. When the 

prophecies failed, Jensen rationalized the failure as follows: "A spiritual stone hit the earth." (Robbins 

p.73, 78)  

 

1987 Charles Taylor's Rapture prediction #9. (Abanes p.99)  

Aug 17, 1987 The "Harmonic Convergence." New Age author José Argüelles claimed that Armageddon 

would take place unless 144,000 people gathered in certain places in the world in order to "resonate in 

harmony" on this day. Apparently, their resonating succeeded: we're still here. (McIver #2023, Kyle 

p.156, Wojcik p.207)  

 

1988 Hal Lindsey's bestseller The Late, Great Planet Earth, suggested that the Rapture would take place 

in 1988, reasoning that it was 40 years (one Biblical generation) after Israel gained statehood. (Abanes 

p.85)  

Charles Taylor's Rapture prediction #10. (Abanes p.99)  

Canadian prophet Doug Clark suggested 1988 as the date of the Rapture, in his book Final Shockwaves 

to Armageddon. (Abanes p.91)  

David Webber and Noah Hutchings of the Southwest Radio Church suggested that the Rapture would 

take place "possibly in 1987 or 1988." (Abanes p.101)  
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The Rapture, according to TV prophet J.R. Church in hiss book Hidden Prophecies in the Psalms. He used 

a bizarre theory that each of the Psalms referred to a year in the 20th century (i.e. Psalm 1 represents 

the events in 1901, etc.), to arrive at this conclusion. (Abanes p.103)  

Colin Deal wrote a book entitled Christ Returns by 1988: 101 Reasons Why. (Oropeza p.175)  

 

Sep 13, 1988 Edgar C. Whisenant lightened the wallets of many a believer with his best-selling book 88 

Reasons Why The Rapture Will Be in 1988. He predicted the Rapture between September 11 and 13 

(Rosh Hashanah). After his prediction failed, he released another book: The Final Shout: Rapture Report 

1989. (Kyle p.121, Abanes p.93)  

 

Sep 15, 1988 After Whisenant's prediction failed, he insisted that the Rapture would take place at 10:55 

am on September 15. (Abanes p.94)  

Oct 3, 1988 Incredulous that yet another prediction failed, Whisenant pushed the date of the Rapture 

forward to October 3. (Abanes p.94)  

1989 Charles Taylor's Rapture prediction #11. (Abanes p.99)  

In his 1968 book Guide to Survival, Salem Kirban used Bishop Ussher's calculations to conclude that 1989 

would be the year of the Rapture. (Abanes p.283)  

 

In 1978, Oklahoma City's Southwest Radio Church published a pamphlet entitled God's Timetable for the 

1980s in which were listed prophecies for each year of the 1980s, culminating with Christ's return and 

the establishment of his kingdom on Earth in 1989. With the exception of a couple predictable 

astronomical events, none of the predictions came true.  

 

Sep 30, 1989 After his 1988 Rapture prediction failed, Edgar C. Whisenant pointed to Rosh Hashanah 

1989 as a possible date for the Rapture. (Abanes p.94)  

Hart Armstrong, president of Christian Communications of Wichita, repeatedly suggested that the Feast 

of Trumpets 1989 would be the date of the Rapture. (Abanes p.93)  

 

1990 Baptist preacher Peter Ruckman predicted that the Rapture would come round about the year 

1990. (Source: article by Thomas Williamson)  
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Singaporean prophecy writer Kai Lok Chan foresaw Jesus Christ returning sometime between 1986 and 

1990. Armageddon (a war between the US and USSR) would take place between 1984 and 1988. He 

argued that the Jupiter Effect corroborated his claims. (McIver #2195)  

 

Apr 23, 1990 Elizabeth Clare Prophet, leader of the Church Universal and Triumphant, foresaw nuclear 

devastation and the end of most of the human race on this day, and convinced her followers to sell their 

property and move with her to a ranch in Montana. (Kyle p.156, Grosso p.7)  

 

1991 The Rapture, according to fundamentalist author Reginald Dunlop. (Shaw p.180)  

Louis Farrakhan declared that the Gulf War would be the "War of Armageddon which is the final war." 

(Abanes p.307)  

 

Mar 31, 1991 An Australian cult looked forward to the Second Coming at 9:00 am on this day. They 

believed that Jesus would return through Sydney Harbour! (Source: Knowing the Day and the Hour)  

 

1992 Charles Taylor's Rapture prediction #12. (Abanes p.99)  

Apr 26, 1992 On April 26, 1989, prophecy nutcase Doug Clark announced on Trinity Broadcasting 

Network's show Praise the Lord that World War III would begin within 3 years. (Abanes p.92)  

 

Apr 29, 1992 When the LA riots broke out in response to the verdict of the Rodney King trial, members 

of white-supremacist group Aryan Nations thought it was the final apocalyptic race war they had been 

waiting for. (20/20, NBC, Dec 12, 1999)  

 

Sep 28, 1992 Christian author Dorothy A. Miller in her book Watch & Be Ready! 1992 Millions 

Disappear? predicted the "last trumpet" would sound on Rosh Hashanah, heralding the Second Coming. 

(McIver #2923)  

"Rockin'" Rollen Stewart, a born-again Christian who made himself famous by holding up "John 3:16" 

signs at sporting events, thought the Rapture would take place on this day. Stewart went insane, setting 

off stink bombs in churches and bookstores and writing apocalyptic letters in a mission to make people 

get right with God. He is now serving a life sentence for kidnapping. (Adams p.18-20)  
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Oct 28, 1992 Lee Jang Rim, leader of the Korean doomsday cult Mission for the Coming Days (also 

known as the Tami Church), predicted that the Rapture would occur on this date. Lee was convicted of 

fraud after the prophecy failed. Lee's cult was part of the larger Hyoo-Go (Rapture) movement, which 

took Korea by storm in 1992. (Thompson p.227-228, McIver #2747)  

 

1993 David Berg of the Children of God claimed in The Endtime News! that the Second Coming would 

take place in 1993. The Tribulation was to start in 1989. (McIver #2095, Kyle p.145)  

 

Nov 14, 1993 Judgement Day, according to self-proclaimed messiah Maria Devi Khrystos (neé Marina 

Tsvigun), leader of the cult Great White Brotherhood. Members of the cult planned to congregate in 

Kiev on that day to celebrate God's coming to Earth, but their plan was thwarted by the arrest of many 

of the cultists. (Alnor p.93)  

 

Dec 9, 1993 James T. Harmon added 51.57 years to May 15, 1949 (the date the UN recognized Israel) 

and subtracted 7 to arrive at the date of the Rapture, approximately December 9, 1993. He also 

suggested 1996, 2012 and 2022 as alternative rapture dates. (Oropeza p.89)  

 

1994 R.M. Riley, in his book 1994: The Year of Destiny, wrote that 1994 would be the year of the 

Rapture. (McIver #3098)  

Charles Taylor's Rapture prediction #13. (Abanes p.99)  

Om Saleem, an Arab Christian, prophesied that the Rapture would take place in 1994, after the 

Antichrist was to reveal himself. (Oropeza p.148)  

Dutch authors Aad Verbeek, Jan Westein and Pier Westein predicted the Second Coming in 1994 in their 

book Time for His Coming. (McIver #3348)  

 

May 2, 1994 Armageddon. Neal Chase of the Bahá'ís Under the Provisions of the Covenant predicted 

that New York would be destroyed by a nuclear bomb on March 23, 1994, and the Battle of 

Armageddon would take place 40 days later. (Robbins p.79)  

 

June 9, 1994 Pastor John Hinkle claimed that God told him the Apocalypse would take place on this day. 

In a cataclysmic event, God was supposed to "rip the evil out of this world." When the prophecy failed, 

he claimed that it's only the beginning and it's taking place invisibly. (Oropeza p.167-168)  
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Jul 25, 1994 On July 19, 1993, Sister Marie Gabriel Paprocski announced to the world her prophecy that 

a comet would hit Jupiter on or before July 25, 1994, causing the "biggest cosmic explosion in the history 

of mankind" and bringing on the end of the world. Indeed, a comet did hit Jupiter on  

 

July 16, 1994. However, it is important to note that her announcement was made nearly two months 

after astronomer Brian Marsden discovered that Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 would hit Jupiter. (Skinner 

p.116, Levy p.207)  

 

Sep 23, 1994 Reginald Dunlop claimed this was the last date encoded in the Great Pyramid of Giza, 

meaning that the world would not last beyond this date. (Oropeza p.128)  

 

Sep 27, 1994 Harold Camping, head of Oakland's Family Radio and host of the station's Biblical 

discussion talk show Open Forum, predicted the end in his book 1994? He calculated that the Tribulation 

would end on September 6, followed by the Last Day and the Second Coming of Christ between Sep. 15 

and Sep. 27. (Camping p.526-7, p.531)  

 

Sep 29, 1994 Harold Camping's doomsday prediction #2. (Abanes p.95)  

 

Oct 2, 1994 Harold Camping's doomsday prediction #3. (Abanes p.95)  

1995 Armageddon, according to Henry Kresyler, head of the doomsday group Watchers in the 

Wilderness. (Shaw p.181)  

The Second Coming of Christ, as foreseen by J.R. Church, using his Psalms theory (see 1988 above). The 

Battle of Armageddon would take place in 1994. (Abanes p. 103)  

 

Mar 31, 1995 Harold Camping's doomsday prediction #4. He gave up setting dates afterwards. (Abanes 

p.95)  

 

1996 James T. Harmon's Rapture prediction #2. (Oropeza p.89)  
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Sep 1996 The Second Coming of Christ, according to Guatemalan preacher Marvin Byers. (Oropeza p.29)  

 

Nov 1996 The Second Coming of Christ, as foreseen in doomsday author Salty Dok's book Blessed Hope, 

1996. (Oropeza p.48)  

Dec 13, 1996 The resurrection of David Koresh, according to the surviving Branch Davidian cult 

members. Koresh, of course, never showed up. (Jordan p.113)  

 

Dec 17, 1996 Famed psychic Sheldon Nidle predicted that the world would end on this date, with the 

arrival of millions of space ships. (Abanes p.341)  

 

1997 Mary Stewart Relfe, claiming that God communicated with her in her dreams, predicted the 

Second Coming in 1997, right after the battle of Armageddon. "America will burn" and be totally 

destroyed in 1993 or 1994, she claimed. (Kyle p.120, Oropeza p.104)  

The end of the world, as per a tongue-in-cheek numerological calculation by Superdave the 

Wonderchemist.  

 

Mar 23, 1997 Richard Michael Schiller, posting under the name Eliyehowa and a host of other 

pseudonyms, flooded various Usenet newsgroups with his prediction that an asteroid trailing behind 

Comet Hale-Bopp would bring destruction to the Earth on this date. As the date drew near, be began 

backpedalling, claiming the world would be destroyed 9 months later when the Earth supposedly would 

pass through the comet's tail, and anyway there was no way the world would survive beyond 1997. You 

can see a characteristic post of his on Google.  

 

Mar 26, 1997 Heaven's Gate suicides. The suicides occurred between March 24 and March 26, during a 

window of time that the cultists had predicted a UFO trailing behind Comet Hale-Bopp would pick up 

their souls and save them from the imminent Apocalypse. Notice the similarity between their prophecy 

and Schiller's one above? Both claim that an object is following the comet. This rumor started when 

amateur astronomer Chuck Shramek mistook a star for what he thought was a "Saturn-like object" 

following the comet. With the help of the Internet and the Art Bell show, the false rumor that a UFO or 

asteroid was trailing the comet spread like wildfire. And we all know how hard such urban legends are to 

quash! (Alnor p.13, 38)  
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May 5, 1997 On this date, the solar system was supposed to enter the Photon Belt, a mystical energy 

field floating through space. Once we enter the Photon Belt, something unusual is supposed to occur. 

Depending on the source, the world will end, aliens will land, mankind will be enlightened or achieve 

super powers, electrical equipment will fail...you get the picture. Nothing happened, but that hasn't 

stopped people from thinking we're still going to enter the Photon Belt SOON! Perhaps in 2011. 

(Sources: The Straight Dope, The Photon Belt Page)  

 

Oct 1997 The Rapture, according to Brother Kenneth Hagin.  

 

Oct 11, 1997 Internet prophet posted in various Usenet newsgroups that this date would be Judgement 

Day. His post can be seen on Google.  

 

Oct 23, 1997 6000th anniversary of Creation according to the calculations of 17th Century Irish 

Archbishop James Ussher. This date was a popular candidate date for the end of the world. (Gould p.98)  

 

Nov 27, 1997 According to the Sacerdotal Knights of National Security, "A space alien captured at a UFO 

landing site in eastern Missouri cracked under interrogation by the CIA and admitted that an 

extraterrestrial army will attack Earth on November 27 with the express purpose of stripping our planet 

of every natural resource they can find a use for -- and making slaves of every man, woman and child in 

the world!" (Source: Ontario Consultants on Religious Tolerance)  

 

2000 There's something about those three zeroes that makes 2000 a favorite year among doomsday 

prophets. But now that mysterious year, anticipated and wondered about for centuries, has slipped into 

realm of history. There are far too many doomsday predictions to list for 2000, but here are some of the 

more notable ones:  

Hal Lindsey, whose 1988 prediction failed, suggests the end in his recently published book, entitled 

Planet Earth - 2000 A.D. However, he leaves himself a face-saving outlet: "Could I be wrong? Of course. 

The Rapture may not occur between now and the year 2000." (Lindsey p.306)  

 

The beginning of Christ's Millennium according to some Mormon literature, such as the publication 

Watch and Be Ready: Preparing for the Second Coming of the Lord. The New Jerusalem will descend 

from the heavens in 2000, landing in Independence, Missouri. (McIver #3377, Skinner p.100)  
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19th century mystic Madame Helena Petrova Blavatsky, the founder of Theosophy, foresaw the end of 

the world in 2000. (Shaw p.83)  

 

Even Sir Isaac Newton was bitten by the millennium bug. He predicted that Christ's Millennium would 

begin in the year 2000 in his book Observations upon the Prophecies of Daniel, and the Apocalypse of St. 

John. (Schwartz p.96)  

 

Ruth Montgomery predicts Earth's axis will shift and the Antichrist will reveal himself in 2000. (Kyle 

p.156, 195)  

 

The establishment of the Kingdom of Heaven, according to Rev. Sun Myung Moon. (Kyle p.148)  

 

The Second Coming, followed by a New Age, according to famed psychic Edgar Cayce. (Hanna p.219)  

 

The Second Coming, as forecasted in Ed Dobson's book The End: Why Jesus Could Return by A.D. 2000.  

 

The end of the world according to Lester Sumrall in his book I Predict 2000. (Abanes p.99, 341)  

 

The tribulation is to occur before the year 2000, said Gordon Lindsay, founder of the Christ for the 

Nations Ministry. (Abanes p.280)  

 

According to a series of lectures given by Shoko Asahara in 1992, 90% of the world's population would 

be annihilated by nuclear, biological and chemical weapons by the year 2000. (Thompson p.262)  

 

One of the earliest predictions for the year 2000 was made by Petrus Olivi in 1297. He wrote that the 

Antichrist would come to power between 1300 and 1340, and the Last Judgement would take place 

around 2000. (Weber p.54)  

According to American Indian spiritual leader Sun Bear, the end of the world would come in the year 

2000 if the human race didn't shape up. (Abanes p.307)  
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18th century fire-and-brimstone preacher Jonathan Edwards concluded that Christ's thousand-year 

reign would begin in 2000. (Weber p.171)  

 

The world will be devastated by AIDS in the year 2000, according to Indian guru Bhagwan Shree 

Rajneesh. Afterwards, the world will be rebuilt by a peaceful matriarchal society. (Robbins p.164)  

 

William Kamm, aka Little Pebble, is the leader of the Australian doomsday cult Order of St. Charbel, 

predicts that a comet will destroy the Earth before the dawn of the new millennium.  

 

Fundamentalist conspiracy advocate Texe Marrs stated that the last days could "wrap up by the year 

2000." (Abanes p.311)  

 

Members of the Stella Maris Gnostic Church, a Colombian doomsday cult, went into Colombia's Sierra 

Nevada mountains over the weekend of July 3-4, 1999, weekend to be picked up by a UFO that would 

save them from the end of the world, which is to take place at the turn of the millennium. The cult 

members have disappeared. Perhaps they were picked up by aliens! (Source: BBC News).  

 

A radical apocalyptic sect emerged in early 18th century France: the Convulsionaries. One of the 

members, Jacques-Joseph Duguet, anticipated the Parousia in 2000. (Kyle p.192)  

 

Timothy Dwight (1752-1817), President of Yale University, foresaw the Millennium starting by 2000. 

(Kyle p.81)  

 

Martin Luther looked at 2000 as a possible end-time date, before finally settling on 1600. (Kyle p.192)  

 

Sukyo Mahikari, a Japanese cult, preaches that the world might be destroyed in a "baptism of fire" by 

2000. (Source: ABC News)  
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A Vietnamese cult headed by Ca Van Lieng predicted an apocalyptic flood for 2000. But doomsday came 

much earlier for the cult members: he and his followers committed mass suicide in October 1993. 

(Source: Cult Observer archives)  

 

Before the end of 1999, Hon-Ming Chen of the 30-member cult Chen Tao began backpedalling on his 

prediction of a nuclear holocaust and UFO rescue by December 31. Now Doomsday has been 

rescheduled to sometime "in the next year," according to cult spokesman Richard Liu. (St. Cloud Times, 

Dec. 26, 1999)  

 

Sometime in 2000 ("either a few days or a few months away," according to this Sep. 12, 2000 CNN 

article) the End of Days will take place, say members of a Mormon-based cult near the Utah-Arizona 

border. Hundreds of memmbers of the Fundamentalist Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints have 

pulled their kids out of school' in preparation for the Big Day.  

 

Jan 1, 2000 January 1, 2000. Jesus did not descend from the heavens. President Clinton did not declare 

himself dictator-for-life. The Antichrist did not rise to power. Nuclear missiles were not launched. 

Aircraft did not fall out of the sky. The global economy did not collapse. Terrorist bombs did not explode. 

The power did not go out. My computer still works. 

 

What we did have were some huge parties, spectacular fireworks displays, a Barry Manilow concert, 

head-splitting hangovers, lots of confetti to clean up, and some embarrassed survivalists who had spent 

their New Years holed up in armed fortresses when they could have been partying in Times Square. 

 

Y2K!! Compounding people's apocalyptic hopes and fears for 2000 was a technological problem that 

came to be known as Y2K. This problem was hyped by the media, preachers, doomsayers and the 

authors of a myriad Y2K preparedness books as something that promised to bring the world to a 

catastrophic standstill. But thanks to the diligent efforts of programmers, governments and companies 

throughout the world, the bite of the "Y2K bug" turned out to be mostly harmless. There were a few 

minor glitches here and there, but nothing serious. The fundamentalists who claimed that Y2K is all part 

of God's plan or that the Antichrist would use Y2K to seize power have been proven wrong! In the 

aftermath of this ultimate disconfirmation many of them have tried to salvage their dignity by saying 

"Just you wait! It's only the beginning of the end!" To the Y2K doomsayers I smugly say, "I told you so!" 

Here's an interesting article about the combination of Y2K with mystical 

expectations. 
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In the honored tradition of the "comet pills" of 1910, many hucksters took advantage of people's Y2K 

fears to reap a tidy doomsday profit by selling survival gear. Now all those who "stocked up for Y2K" will 

have to figure out what to do with all those packets of freeze-dried food, bottles of water, gasoline 

generators, wood-burning stoves and shotgun shells. 

 

For an example of the extent that Y2K doomsday paranoia can grip someone, take a gander at Gary 

North's page. In your face, Gary!!! 

 

The Christian apocalyptic cult House of Prayer, headed by one Brother David, expected Christ to descend 

onto the Mount of Olives in Jerusalem on this day. The Israeli government recently kicked them out of 

the country in a preemptive strike against potentially violent doomsday nutcases who may attempt to 

catalyze the Apocalypse through terrorist acts such as blowing up the Dome of the Rock. 

 

John WorldPeace sent this post to Usenet, claiming that the failure of Jesus to return on January 1 will 

lead to the people of the world finally abandoning war and hatred as foolish pursuits and instead 

embracing peace, love and tolerance. Wouldn't it be great if he were right?  

Bobby Bible, a 60-year-old fundamentalist, believed that Jesus would descend from Heaven at the 

stroke of midnight in Jerusalem and rapture his church.  

 

A Philippine cult called Tunnels of Salvation taught that the world would end on January 1. The cult's 

guru, Cerferino Quinte, claimed that the world would be destroyed in an "all consuming rain of fire" on 

January 1. (I guess his prediction came partially true: there were plenty of fireworks going off around the 

world that night.) In order to survive the world's destruction, the cult members built an elaborate series 

of tunnels where he had stockpiled a year's worth of supplies for 700 people. CESNUR)  

UK native Ann Willem spent the New Year in Israel, expecting to be raptured by Jesus on New Year's 

Day. "It didn't happen the way it was supposed to," she said of the failure of the Rapture to take place. 

(USA Today p.5A, 1/3/00)  

 

Jerry Falwell foresaw God pouring out his judgement on the world on New Year's Day. According to 

Falwell, God "may be preparing to confound our language, to jam our communications, scatter our 

efforts, and judge us for our sin and rebellion against his lordship. We are hearing from many sources 
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that January 1, 2000, will be a fateful day in the history of the world." Happy New Year! (Christianity 

Today, Jan. 11, 1999)  

 

Timothy LaHaye and Jerry Jenkins, authors of the bestselling Left Behind series of apocalyptic fiction, 

expected the Y2K bug to trigger global economic chaos, which the Antichrist would use to rise to power. 

As the big day approached, they, like other doomsayers, backpedalled. (Source: Washington Post)  

 

Jan 16, 2000 Religious scholar Dr. Marion Derlette (.pdf link) claims the world is to end on January 16, 

according to an article in Weekly World News. This event is to occur after a series of natural and 

manmade catastrophes starting in 1997, and will be followed by an era of paradise on Earth. (This date 

is shown as January 6, 2000 in Richard Abanes' book End-Time Visions.) (Abanes p.43)  

 

 (Message over 64 KB, truncated) 

 

 

Reply to Post - Everyone Should Read This! 

 

No, no one needs to reply to any of it. Of course, with the internet  

[www = 666], they cannot contain their lies anymore, as the truth is coming out.  

Some jews themselves are now admitting publicly that the 'holocaust' is a total lie: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXKHw0EZrqM&feature=related  

 

Of course, they will try to weedle their way out of this, like everything else; some billions upon billions of 

dollars later, and also the so-called 'war criminals' who were unjustly murdered for nothing but a bunch 

of bullshit lies; also the jews to extort incredible amounts of money and rob the Palestinians of their 

land and homes [while the homless Palestinians have been relegated to being brutalized in camps], 

based upon more lies in that filthy bible of theirs, which is nothing more than a fictitious history and 

subliminal tool to give them ultimate wealth and power. 'Thou shalt prosper.' MAYBE IT IS HIGH TIME 

THE JEWISH PEOPLE SHOULD START PAYING 'REPARATIONS' WHICH OF COURSE IS ONLY POCKET 

CHANGE TO MOST OF THEM.  
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Another one I want to bring up again and this is definitely worth a read.  

OF COURSE WE ARE TOTALLY AGAINST ISLAM, as this is another jewish program and those who 

unknowingly are devoted to this lie are under the psychic control of the jews, no different form xians. 

But, the following article is well worth reading, especially for African Americans here. The jews are the 

ones who should be paying reparations, of which they can very well afford: 

 

The following article was taken from: 

http://www.radioislam.org/islam/english/toread/who_brought_slaves_to_america.htm 

 

Who Brought the Slaves to America? 

By Walter White Jr., 1968 

 

The story of the slaves in America begins with Christopher Columbus. His voyage to America was not 

financed by Queen Isabella, but by Luis de Santangelo, who advanced the sum of 17,000 ducats (about 

5,000 pounds-today equal to 50,000 pounds) to finance the voyage, which began on August 3, 1492. 

 

Columbus was accompanied by five 'maranos' (Jews who had foresworn their religion and supposedly 

became Catholics), Luis de Torres, interpreter, Marco, the surgeon, Bemal, the physician, Alonzo de la 

Calle and Gabriel Sanchez (1). 

 

Gabriel Sanchez, abetted by the other four Jews, sold Columbus on the idea of capturing 500 Indians and 

selling them as slaves in Seville, Spain, which was done. Columbus did not receive any of the money 

from the sale of the slaves, but he became the victim of a conspiracy fostered by Bemal, the ship's 

doctor. He, Columbus, suffered injustice and imprisonment as his reward. Betrayed by the five maranos 

(Jews) whom he had trusted and helped. This, ironically, was the beginning of slavery in the Americas 

(2). 

 

The Jews were expelled from Spain on August 2, 1492, and from Portugal in 1497. Many of these Jews 

emigrated to Holland, where they set up the Dutch West Indies Company to exploit the new world. 
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In 1654, the first Jew, Jacob Barsimson, emigrated from Holland to New Amsterdam (New York) and in 

the next decade many more followed him, settling along the East Coast, principally in New Amsterdam 

and Newport, Rhode Island. They were prevented by ordinances issued by Governor Peter Stuyvesant 

from engaging in the domestic economy, so they quickly discovered that the territory inhabited by the 

Indians would be a fertile field. There were no laws preventing the Jews from trading with the Indians. 

 

The first Jew to begin trading with the Indians was Hayman Levy, who imported cheap glass beads, 

textiles, earrings, armbands and other cheap adornments from Holland which were traded for valuable 

fur pelts. Hayman Levy was soon joined by Jews Nicholas Lowe and Joseph Simon. Lowe conceived the 

idea of trading rum and whiskey to the Indians and set up a distillery in Newport, where these two 

liquors were produced. Within a short time there were 22 distilleries in Newport, all of them owned by 

Jews, manufacturing and distributing 'firewater.' The story of the debauching of the Indians with its 

resultant massacres of the early settlers, is a dramatic story in itself. 

 

It is essential to comprehend the seaport of Newport. It is important in order to recognize the Jewish 

share in the Slave commerce. There was a period when it was commonly referred to as 'The Jewish 

Newport-World center of Slave Commerce.' All together, at this time, there were in North America six 

Jewish communities: Newport, Charleston, New York, Philadelphia, Richmond, and Savanuah. There 

were also many other Jews, scattered over the entire East Coast. Although New York held first place in 

the settlers of Jews in North America, Newport held second place. 

 

New York was also the main source of Kosher meat, supplying the North American settlements, then the 

West Indies and also South America. Now Newport took over! Newport also became the great trade 

harbour of the East Coast of North America. There, vessels from other ports met, to exchange 

commodities. Newport, as previously mentioned, represented the foremost place in the commerce of 

rum, whiskey, and liquor dealings. And to conclude, it finally became the Main Center of Slave dealings. 

It was from this port that the ships left on their way across the ocean, to gather their black human cargo 

and then derive great sums of money in exchange for them. 

 

An authentic, contemporary report, based on authority, indicates that of 128 Slave ships, for instance, 

unloaded in Charleston, within one year, their "Cargo," 120 of these were undersigned by Jews from 

Newport and Charleston by their own name. About the rest of them, one can surmise, although they 

were entered as Boston (1), Norfolk (2), and Baltimore (4), their real owners were similarly the Jewish 

slave dealers from Newport and Charleston. 
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One is able to assess the Jewish share in the entire dealings of the Newport, if one considers the 

undertaking of a lone Jew, the Portuguese, Aaron Lopez, who plays an important part in the over-all 

story of the Jews and Slavery. 

 

Aaron Lopez 

 

Concerning the entire commerce of the Colonies, and the later State of Rhode Island, (which included 

Newport) bills of lading, concessions, receipts, and port clearances carried the signature name of the 

Jew Aaron Lopez (3). This all took place during the years 1726 to 1774. He had therefore more than 50% 

of all dealings under his personal control for almost fifty years. Aside from that there were other ships 

which he owned, but sailed under other names. 

 

In the year 1749, the first Masonic Lodge was established. Ninety percent of the members of this first 

lodge, fourteen all told, were Jews. And one knows that only so-called "prominent" individuals were 

accepted. Twenty years later, the second Masonic Lodge, "King David," was established. It is a fact that 

all of these members were Jews. 

 

In the meantime, the Jewish influence in Newport had reached such proportions that President George 

Washington decided to pay them a visit. Upon his appearance, both of the Masonic Lodges sent an 

emissary - a Jew named Moses Seixas (4) - to approach the President with a petition, in which the Jews 

of Newport stated: "If you will permit the children of Abraham to approach you with a request, to tell 

you that we honor you, and feel an alliance...... and then: "Until the present time the valuable rights of a 

free citizen have been withheld. However, now we see a new government coming into being based on 

the Majesty of the people, a government, not sanctioning any bigotry nor persecution of the Jew, 

rather, to concede the freedom of thought, which each shares, whatever Nation or Language, as a part 

of the great Government machine." 

 

It is necessary at this point to consider the disclosures as to who in reality obtained this legendary 

freedom in America at the founding of the Union. To be sure, the province became independent and 

severed from the English Jurisdiction. However, we can see from the petition (5) which Moses Seixas 

offered President Washington in the name of the Jews of Newport, that it was not in reality this type of 

freedom which they had in mind. They were merely concerned about themselves, and their "own civil 

rights," which had been withheld. Therefore, following the Revolutionary War, the Jews were accorded 

equal rights, and freed of all restrictions! And the Negroes? The Revolutionary War not withstanding, 

they remained Slaves! In the year 1750, one sixth of the population in New York was Negroid, and 
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proportionately in the Southern parts of the Country, they outnumbered the others, but the 

proclamation of Freedom did not touch them. More of this later. 

 

Let us scrutinize at close range this dismal handwork of the Jews which gave them influence and power, 

so we may comprehend the Slave Trade; for there has been so much written since that time by the 

zealous Jewish writers, that at the present, long since removed, it might appear natural, for the time 

element has a tendency to make things nebulous. 

 

Let us follow the journey of one ship, owned by a slave dealer, Aaron Lopez, which had made many trips 

to the African coast. 

 

For instance, in the month of May, 1752, the ship "Abigail" was equipped with about 9,000 gallons of 

rum, a great supply of iron foot and hand restraints, pistols, powder, sabres, and a lot of worthless tin 

ornaments, and under the command of the Jewish Captain Freedman, sailed off for Africa. There were 

but two Mates and six sailors comprising the crew. Three and one half months later they landed on the 

African Coast. Meantime, there had been constructed an African Agency, by the Jewish slave dealers, 

who had corralled them, and prepared them for sale. This organization reaching deep into Africa, had 

many ramifications, including the heads of groups, villages, etc. This method to win over these leaders 

for the Jewish slave trade, was similar to' that which the Jews had employed with the Indians. 

 

At first, they presented them with rum, and soon found themselves in an alcoholic delirium. When the 

gold dust, and ivory supply was exhausted, they were induced to sell their descendants. At first their 

wives, and then their youths. Then they began warfare among each other, plotted and developed mostly 

by the Jews, and if they captured prisoners, these, too, were exchanged for rum, ammunitions and 

weapons to the Jews', using them for further campaigns to capture more Negroes. The captured Blacks 

were linked two by two and driven through the medieval forests to the coast. These painful treks 

required weeks, and some of them frequently became ill, and felled by exhaustion, and many unable to 

rise even though the bull whip was applied as an encourager. They were left to die and were devoured 

by wild beasts. It was not unusual to see the bones of the dead laying in the tropical sun, a sad and 

gruesome reminder to those who would later on tread this path. 

 

It has been calculated that for each Negro who withstood the rigors of this wandering, there still had to 

be the long voyage across the ocean, before they reached American soil, nine out of ten died! And when 

one considers that there was a yearly exodus of ONE MILLION black slaves, then, and only then, can one 

assess the tremendous and extensive exodus of the African people. At present Africa is thinly populated, 
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not alone due to the 1,000,000 literally dragged out of huts, but due to the five to nine million who 

never reached their destination. Once they reached the coast, the black slaves were driven together, 

and restraints were applied to hold them until the next transport ship docked. The agents—many of 

them Jews— who represented the Chief, then began the deal with the Captain. Each Negro was 

personally presented to him. But the captains had learned to become suspicious. The Black one must 

move his fingers, arms, legs, and the entire body to 

insure that there were not any fractures. Even the teeth were examined. If a tooth was lacking, it 

lowered the price. Most of the Jew agents knew how to treat sick Negroes with chemicals in order to sell 

them as sound. Each Negro was valued at about 100 gallons of rum, 100 pounds of gun powder, or in 

cash between 18 to 20 dollars. The notations of a captain inform us that on September 5, 1763, one 

Negro brought as much as 200 gallons of rum, due to the bidding among the agents, raising the price. 

 

Women under 25 years, pregnant or not, resulted in the same measure, if they were well and comely. 

Any over 25 years lost 25%. 

 

And here it should be stated that those Negroes, purchased free at the African Coast for 20 to 40 dollars, 

were then resold by the same slave dealers in America for two thousand dollars. 

 

This gives one an idea how the Jews managed to acquire tremendous fortunes. Following the 

bargaining, Captain Freedman paid the bill, either in merchandise or cash. He also recalled some advice 

which his Jewish employers gave him as he left Newport for Africa: "Pour as much water into the rum as 

you possibly can." In this manner the Negro chiefs were cheated two times by the Newport Jews! 

 

The next step was to shave the hair from the head of the acquired slaves. Then they were bound and 

branded with a hot iron, either on the back, or the hip, identifying them with their owners. Now the 

Negro slave was indeed the property of the Jewish purchaser. If he fled he could be identified. Following 

this procedure, there was a farewell celebration. There were instances when entire families were 

brought out of the interior, to the coast, and then separated through the buyer—the father going with 

one ship, the sons and daughters into another. These "farewell" celebrations were usually packed with 

emotion, tears, drama and sadness. There was little joy, if ever. 

 

The following day the transport began from land to ship. It was managed by taking four to six Negroes at 

one time in rowboats to the ship. Of course the slave dealers were aware of how the Negro loved his 

homeland above all else, and could only be induced by great force to leave it. So, some of the Negroes 
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would leap into the water. But here the overseers were prepared with sharp dogs and retrieved the 

fleeing men. Other Negroes preferred drowning. What came aboard alive was immediately undressed. 

Here was another opportunity to jump overboard and reach land and freedom. But the slave dealers 

were pitiless and ruthless; they were merely concerned to get their Black cargo to America with the 

least loss. Therefore, an escapee, recaptured, had both of his legs cut off before the eyes of the 

remaining Negroes in order to restore "Order." 

 

On board the ship the Negroes were separated into three groups. The men were placed in one part of 

the ship. The women into another, whereby the lusty Captain arranged it so that the youngest, mostly 

comely Negro women were accessible to him. 

 

The children remained on deck, covered with a cloth in bad weather. In this fashion the slave ship 

proceeded on its journey to America. In the main, the ships were too small, and not at all suitable to 

transport people. They were barely equipped to transport animals, which the Negroes were likened to. 

In one space, one meter high (39 inches) these unfortunate creatures were placed into a horizontal 

position, pressed close together. Mostly they were chained together. In this position they had to remain 

for three months, until the end of the voyage. Rarely was there a captain who sympathized with them or 

evidenced any feelings whatever for these pitiable creatures. Occasionally they would be taken in 

groups to the deck for fresh air, shackled in irons. 

 

Somehow, these Negroes were expendable and endured much. On occasion, one of them became 

insane, killing the other one pressed closely to him. They also had their fingernails closely cut so they 

could not tear at each other's flesh. The most horrible battles came about among the men, to acquire a 

centimeter or two for a comfortable position. It was then that the slave overseer stepped in with his 

bullwhip. The unimaginable, horrible, human excrement in which these slaves had to endure these trips 

is impossible to describe. 

 

In the women's quarters the same conditions prevailed. Women gave birth to children lying pressed 

closely together. The younger Negro women were constantly raped by the captain and the crew 

resulting, thereby, a new type of Mulatto as they came to America. 

 

In Virginia, or in any of the other Southern port cities, the slaves were transferred to the land and 

immediately sold. A regular auction would take place, following the method of purchase in Africa. The 

highest bidder obtained the "Ware." In many cases—due to the indescribable filth—some of the Blacks 

became ill during the sea voyage from Africa to America. They became unemployable. In such cases the 
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captain accepted any price. It was rare to dispose of them for no one wanted to purchase a sick Negro. 

Therefore, it is not surprising that the Jewish, unethical doctor senses a new form of revenue. They 

purchased the sick Negro for a small sum, then treated him, and sold him for a large sum. On occasion, 

the captain would be left with a few Negroes for whom he did not find a buyer. In that case he returned 

to Newport and sold them to the Jews for cheap domestic help. In other cases, the Jew owner of the 

ships took them over. This is why the city of 

Newport and its surroundings had 4,697 black slaves in the year 1756. 

 

Slavery did not extend to the North. Moreover, in many of the North American Colonies, slavery was 

strictly forbidden. Georgia came under discussion; likewise also Philadelphia. And again it was the Jews 

who managed a loophole, which had given them freedom following the Revolutionary War, so, they 

schemed to make slave trading legal. 

 

One had but to read the names of those persons living in Philadelphia who were requesting the 

elimination of existing laws regarding the slavery dealing. They were: the Jews Sandiford, Lay, Woolman, 

Solomon, and Benezet. That explained it all! But let us turn back to the slave ship "Abigail." Its captain—

and we are reading from his ship's books—did a profitable business. He sold all of his Negroes in 

Virginia, invested some of the money in tobacco, rice, sugar, and cotton, and went on to Newport where 

he deposited his wares. 

 

We learn from Captain Freedman's books that the "Abigail" was a small ship and could only 

accommodate 56 people. He managed, however, to clear from one trip 6,621 dollars, which he in turn 

delievered to the owner of the ship: one Aaron Lopez. 

 

The staggering amounts of money acquired by the Jew ship owners and slavery dealers is better 

illustrated when we emphasize the many years in which this sale and purchase of human flesh was 

practiced. Prior to 1661, all of the Colonies had laws prohibiting slavery. It was in that year that the Jews 

had become powerful enough to bring about the repeal of these laws, and slavery began in earnest. 

 

The Jews had discovered that the Colonists needed additional manpower to help them clear their fields 

for planting, helping in the construction of dwellings, and in general to help with harvesting their crops. 

This was particularly true of the Southern states which we have referred to earlier. The Southerners had 

vast tracts of rich soil suitable for rice, cotton, tobacco and cane sugar. At first, impoverished Europeans 

were recruited. English prison doors were opened and finally prisoners of war from England and Holland 
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were brought to the Colonies, made to work until they had paid the cost of transporting them by ship 

and then set free. 

 

It doesn't take a Jew long to discover what his brothers are doing, so a group of Jews settled in 

Charleston, South Carolina, where they set up distilleries for making rum and whiskey. They, too, 

learned that they could trade with the natives on the West Coast of Africa for ivory, and several ships 

were purchased and sent to Africa, trading the usual glass beads and other cheap ornaments for ivory, 

which, however, took up but little space on board ship. It occurred to these Jew traders that they could 

supply the plantations in the South with 'Black ivory', needed under swampy and malarial conditions 

which European labor could not tolerate without sickness, and which would not only fill the holds of 

their ships, but bring enormous profits. (This same group had earlier tried selling Indians as slaves but 

they found them completely unsatisfactory, as the Indians would not tolerate this type of work.) Thus, 

another segment of the slave trading had become 

active and profitable out of Charleston, South Carolina. Several shiploads of Black slaves were sent by 

the Dutch West Indies Company to Manhattan. 

 

During this time there were a number of plantation owners established in the West Indies and two Jews, 

Eyrger and SayUer, with strong Rothschild connections in Spain, formed an agency called ASIENTO, 

which later operated in Holland and England. It was through these connections that Jews in Holland and 

England exerted influence and both of these connections cooperated in helping the Jews provide Black 

Slaves for the Colonists. 

 

With the yearly capture and transport of one million Black slaves it is not difficult to figure that from 

1661 to 1774 (one hundred thirteen years) approximately one hundred ten million slaves had been 

removed from their native land. About ten percent, or ELEVEN MILLION, Black slaves reached the 

Colonies alive. 

 

We have talked about the small ship "Abigail" which could accommodate only 56 people and yet the 

profits per trip were enormous, with little or no investment. There were many other ships but we will 

concentrate here on only a few, such as the "La Fortuna," "Hannah," "Sally" or the "Venue" which made 

very great profits. The "La Fortuna," by the way, transported approximately 217 slaves on each trip. The 

owner cleared not less than $41,438.00 from such a trip. These were dollars which the slave dealers 

'could keep'. And these were dollars of value which would buy a great deal in return. 
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When one considers that the Jews of Newport owned about 300 slave-transporting ships, active without 

interruption, docking at Newport-Africa, Charleston, (or Virginia), one can approximate the tremendous 

earnings which made their way to Jewish ship owners. Indeed, the Jews admit, that of the 600 ships, 

leaving Newport harbor into all the world, "at least half of them" went their way to Africa, and we know 

what these ships going to Africa "were seeking." 

 

The fact that Aaron Lopez had control of over more than half of the combined deals in the Colonies of 

Rhode Island, with Newport, is well-known. The well-known Rabbi Morris A. Gutstein, in his book, The 

Story of the Jews in Newport, attempts to remove these facts, maintaining that there is not any 

evidence that the Jews were connected with the Slave Trade. It is therefore imperative to prove that the 

Jew was indeed connected with the slave trading. Especially so since this rabbi insists they had made 

great contributions, and how very "blessed" their residence became for the city of Newport. Surely 

Morris A. Gutstein will grant us permission to present the facts which he was unable to find. 

 

Turning to one report of the Chamber of Commerce of the "Rhode Island Colony" in the year 1764, we 

find, for instance, that in the year 1723 "a few merchants in Newport" devised the idea to send their 

Newport rum to the coast of Africa. It developed into such a great export that in the matter of a few 

years "several thousand (hogsheads)" of rum went that way. To which purpose did this rum serve? 

 

The Carnegie Institute in Washington, D.C., presents and makes public authentic documents entitled 

"Documents Illustrative of the History of the Slave Trade in America". We wish to present a few facts 

from this particular collection of original documents and scrutinize them at closer range, and not at all to 

prove the heretofore Rabbi Morris A. Gutstein in error. In this collection of the first American institute of 

learning, we evaluate the capital "Rhode Island" which contributed the main share of the public 

documentation regarding the Slave trading. Here we find documented the recipients of the numerous 

shipping letters, also letters to the Slave dealers, and correspondence to the ship's captains, who were 

about 15% Jews, living in Newport. Among these we find, for instance, the Jew Isaac Elizar. He wrote a 

letter to Captain Christopher Champlin on February 6, 1763, saying he would like to be an agent for a 

load of slaves. Then follows the Jew Abraham 

Pereira Mendez, and one of the main slave dealers, Jacob Rod Rivera-the father-in-law of Aaron Lopez. 

And then there is Aaron Lopez, himself, and many, many more other Jews. Although we have considered 

Aaron Lopez several times, the size of this documented treatise limits us, and we cannot describe all of 

the writers concerned in the Slavery Dealing correspondence, their names and the special dates—

rather, we wish to study the documentation of the 'Carnegie Institute' itself—keeping Aaron Lopez in 

mind. We wish to see what in the main this Jew was pursuing and what his business was. This is due to 

the fact that Rabbi Morris A. Gutstein presents him as a "lofty and fine civilian of Newport" who was so 

generous and even "made contributions to welfare." 
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In a great number of published original unprejudiced writings in the Carnegie Institute, we find that 

Aaron Lopez pursued a tremendous commerce in rum with the African coast in exchange for slaves. 

These irrefutable facts are as follows: 

 

•June 22, 1764, a letter by Captain William Stead to Aaron Lopez. 

•July 22, 1765, a letter by Aaron Lopez to Captain Nathaniel Briggs. 

•July 22, 1765, a letter to Captain Abraham All. 

•February 4, 1766, a letter to Captain William Stead by Aaron Lopez. 

•March 7, 1766, a letter by Captain William Stead to Aaron Lopez. 

•February 20, 1766, a letter by Aaron Lopez to Captain William Stead. 

•October 8, 1766, a letter by Captain William Stead to Aaron Lopez. 

•February 9, 1767, a letter by Captain William Stead to Aaron Lopez. 

 

Aside from that, there are similar statements out of letters by Aaron Lopez in the original, which he 

directed to the Captains Henry Cruger, David Mill, Henry White, Thomas Dolbeare, and William Moore. 

Indeed, one letter by Captain William Moore to Aaron Lopez & Company, is particularly revealing, and of 

special mention at this point. We wish to remark on the main contents of this letter in which Captain 

Moore writes: "I wish to advise you that your ship 'Ann' docked here night before last with 112 slaves, 

consisting of 35 men, 16 large youths, 21 small boys, 29 women, 2 grown girls, 9 small girls, and I assure 

you this is such a one rumcargo (rum in exchange for slaves) which I have not yet encountered, among 

the entire group there may be five to which one could take exception." 

 

The date of the above letter was November 27, 1773. We have not yet concluded, because of lack of 

space, the excerpts and grateful compilations made available by the "Carnegie Institute." 

 

On November 29, 1767, the Jew Abraham Pereira Mendez—who had been cheated by one of his kind—

from Charleston, where he had journeyed to better control his Black cargo, wrote Aaron Lopez at 

Newport: 
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"These Negroes, which Captain Abraham All delivered to me, were in such poor condition due to the 

poor transportation, that I was forced to sell 8 boys and girls for a mere 27 (pounds), 2 other for 45 

(pounds) and two women each for 35 (pounds)." (No doubt, English money) 

Abraham Pereia Mendez was very angry and accused Aaron Lopez of "cheating" him. This letter 

delineates to us that this generous and fine citizen of Newport was insatiable in his greed for money. 

This is what caused the Rabbi Morris A. Gutstein to present this nobleman, Aaron Lopez, to pursue his 

objectionable methods. Negroes presented to him but a commodity. 

 

In all of the letters which the "Carnegie Institute" published, it stresses the lack of human sympathy for 

the poor Negro slaves. This lack of feeling and compassion for the abused and pitiful Blacks at the hands 

of their Jewish dealers, can be read out of the diary of a captain who manned a ship owned by Aaron 

Lopez. The entrees concern a trip from the African Coast to Charleston. Moreover, they are authentic 

documents, published by the "Camegie Institute" in Washington, D.C., calling attention to an 

organization which had heretofore known little or nothing about; neither had they encountered further 

publicity in books or newspapers. Therefore, it is not to be wondered at that the facts of the leading 

share of American Jews in the slave trade could be pointed out as a monopoly, and unknown to the non-

Jewish Americans, including the great masses of people all over the world. Others, however, acquainted 

with the facts, had good reason to remain painfully 

quiet. 

 

The captain of another ship, the "Othello" among other things, makes the following entries in his diary: 

 

•February 6th: One man drowned in the process of loading. 

•March 18th: Two women went overboard because they had not been locked up. 

•April 6th: One man dead with Flux. (No doubt an illness.) 

•April 13th: One woman dead with Flux. 

•May 7th: One man dead with Flux. 

•June 16th: One man dead by Kap Henry. 

•June 21st: One man dead by James Fluss. 

•July 5th: One woman dead with fever. 

•July 6th: One girl, sick for two months, died. 
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This vessel was on its way for five months. What terrible and unspeakable suffering was the lot of these 

millions of Blacks, who were torn with brutal force from their friendly African huts, jammed together, 

like animals below deck, and then sold with less concern than selling a head of cattle. Small wonder that 

ten of them died, being purchased for just a few dollars, and then sold for the sum of $2,000.00. 

 

Some Negroes managed, through insurrection, to gain control of one or another ship and turned it 

around, with full sails, toward their African home. The crew of one slave ship, "Three Friends" for 

instance, tortured their Black cargo in such a manner that the Negroes reciprocated in a bloody 

rebellion. They killed the captain and the entire crew and threw the dead overboard. They then sailed 

back to Africa where they had barely escaped their hard-won freedom. 

 

A similar fate struck the slave ship "Amistad". Among the slaves was the son of an enemy tribal chief. 

Once the ship was under way, he schemed with his compatriots to attack the ship's crew. Following a 

bloody battle, they managed to capture the captain. The Negro prince forced him to turn back to Africa, 

then in the evening, under cover of darkness, he changed his course, zigzagged for months untfl he 

came close to the American coast, and encountered a government ship. This took place in the year 1839 

when slave trading was already forbidden and illegal. 

 

The Negro slaves were freed and the captain punished. These sea voyages were not without danger 

when they had Black cargo, which accounts for the fact that the Jews most always engaged non-Jewish 

captains. 

 

The slave dealers preferred to remain in their offices and counted the fat winnings following each 

journey, such as Aaron Lopez, who left his heirs one of the largest fortunes in the New England era. 

 

When reviewing the documented facts contained herein, it is important that one always remembers 

that it was a lucky captain who did not lose more than 9 out of 19 slaves on the return trip. 

 

It is equally important to remember that these poor Black creatures had to lie in human excrement for 

the entire trip. Think of it! No wonder sickness and disease took such a high toll. Remember the figures: 

approximately one hundred ten million Black people were captured and removed from their homeland 

in Africa. Only ELEVEN MILLION of these Black slaves reached the Colonies alive. 
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And the Jews still talk about the Germans and Hitler and how six million Jews were exterminated during 

World War II. This is the greatest LIE ever perpetrated upon the people of the world- whereas the story 

of the poor Black slaves is documented. Documented with TRUTH. The evidence is still available for the 

people of the world to see. 

 

The "Carnegie Institute of Technology" is located in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 

 

As this document is distributed, eventually reaching the hands of the Jew, the evidence will probably be 

removed and destroyed until finally all documentation is removed which is damaging to the Jew. The 

Jews have been engaged in this practice for centuries. Truth, however—truth which bears fact cannot 

remain covered or hidden forever—and more truths are being disclosed by those of us who intend to 

free America of these sons of the devil—the Jews. 

 

The published documentation contained herein was obtained from the Carnegie Institute of Learning, 

presently known as "The Carnegie Institute of Technology." 

 

The following is a partial of the slave ships owned by Jews: 

 

•'Abigail' by Aaron Lopez. 

•Moses Levy and Jacob Franks. 

•'Crown' by Isaac Levy and Nathan Simpson. 

•'Nassau'by Moses Levy. 

•'Four Sisters' by Moses Levy. 

•'Anne & Eliza' by Justus Bosch and John Abrams. 

•'Prudent Betty' by Henry Cruger and Jacob Phoenix. 

•'Hester' by Mordecai and David Gomez. 

•'Elizabeth' by David and Mordecai Gomez. 

•'Antigua' by Nathan Marston and Abram Lyell. 
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•'Betsy'by Wm. DeWoolf. 

•'PoUy'by James DeWoolf. 

•'White Horse' by Jan de Sweevts. 

•'Expedition' by John and Jacob Rosevelt. 

•'Charlotte' by Moses and Sam Levy and Jacob Franks. 

•'Caracoa' by Moses and Sam Levy. 

Slave-runners, also owned by Jews were the 'La Fortuna', the 'Hannah', the 'Sally', and the 'Venue'. 

 

Some of the Jews of Newport and Charleston who were engaged in the distillery or slavery trade, or 

both, were: Isaac Gomez, Hayman Levy, Jacob Malhado, Naphtaly Myers, David Hart, Joseph Jacobs, 

Moses Ben Franks, Moses Gomez, Isaac Dias, Benjamin Levy, David Jeshuvum, Jacob Pinto, Jacob Turk, 

Daniel Gomez, James Lucana, Jan de Sweevts, Felix (cha-cha) de Souza (known as the 'Prince of Slavers' 

and second only to Aaron Lopez), Simeon Potter, Isaac Elizer, Jacob Rod, Jacol) Itodrigues Rivera, Haym 

Isaac Carregal, Abraham Touro, Moses Hays, Moses Lopez, Judah Touro, Abrtham Mendes and Abraham 

All. 

 

Of some 600 ships leaving the port of Newport, more than 300 were engaged in the slave trade. A 

typical cargo of one ship, 'La Fortuna', was 217 slaves which cost about $4,300 and sold for $41,438.00. 

 

Only about 10% of the slave ship captains were Jews, not wanting to subject themselves to the rigors of 

the 6-month journey. They preferred to stay at home and continue their distillery operations which 

continued to supply rum and whiskey to the Indians for many years at a very great profit. 

 

 

REFERENCES DOCUMENTATION 

 

Elizabeth Donnan, 4 Vols. Documents Illustrative of the History of the Slave Trade to America, 

Washington, D.C., 1930-1935. 
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"Carnegie Institute of Technology," Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 

 

Adventures of an African Slaver, by Malcolm Cowley, 1928. Published by Albert and Charles Bori, New 

York. 

 

The Story of the Jews in Newport, by Rabbi Morris A. Gutstein. 

 

The Jew Discovem America, by Cthmar Krainz. 

 

The International Jew, by Henry Ford. 

 

The Plot Against the Church, by Maurice Pinay. 

 

Protocol for World Conquest, 1956, by The Central Conference of American Rabbis. 

 

Behind Communism, by Frank L. Britton 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Fw: IN-N-OUT Burger / Jack In the Box..... 

 

--- In JoS4adults@yahoogroups.com, Natasha Banks <natasha.banks85@...> wrote: 

 

Hey guys ! 

This post may be read as "old news" to many of you , but I was really surprised when I found the rumors 

to be true. 

 

I was at Jack in the Box last night & noticed the ox in "box" resembled a fish . I mentioned this to my 

boyfriend & he told me that other people have noticed "the fish" & that there are all kinds of theories 

about the owners being Born-again xtians all over the internet. 

 

He went on to say that IN-N-OUT burger has biblical scriptures on their cups & wrappers ! I've heard this 

but , never actually saw any of that , till last night. I was curioius, so I went to IN-N-OUT burger last night 

& ordered a burger-fries & a coke. Damn ! if he was'nt right ! yes, on the bottom inside rim of the cup 

was John 3:16 & on the bottom left hand corner of the burger wrapper was Revelation 3:20 !!! Yikes ! I 

just donated to their cause !!  

 

No offense guys , but I'm hypoglycemic & I ate my meal ( in disbelief of course). How can & do they get 

away with this "advertisement" . Isn't it against the Constitution ? 

 

Anyway, for the curious , I looked up the scriptures . Their meanings below.......... 

John 3:16 - "For god so loved the world that he gave his only begotten son, that whosoever believeth in 

him , should not perish , but have everlasting life." 

 

Revelation 3:20 - "Behold, I stand at the door & knock; if any man hear my voice & open the door, I will 

come to him & will sup with him & he with me . " 

 

My boyfriend & I found all kinds of stuff online about the early IN-N-OUT owners , some of the info 

kinda creepy.. 
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Anyway, thought this post might be interesting for others unaware of the xtian fast food agenda... 

I wonder if anyone has tried to organize a boycott of the 2 restaurants ? 

 

HAIL SATAN ! 
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Re: [QUESTION] Kabalistic Squares 

 

I am forwarding this reply to everyone, as it is important.  

 

Thank you for bringing this to my attention. In editing, one can go back again and again and still keep 

finding mistakes, sentences that could use better wording, etc. I corrected it, as it got left out somehow.  

 

Most of those who are without just repeat the mantras over and over again, some thousands of times, 

same as one would say a phrase in talking [no vibration]. Correctly done, they need to be vibrated- 

syllable by syllable. The vibration is the power. Each syllable has power and this is the true essence of 

the kabalah, which is Egyptian in its name [everything originally came from the Far East]- KA BA are 

Egyptian words for different parts of the soul and LA from what I have studied is in Sanskrit with the 

symbol for eternity.  

 

It is very important to FEEL the vibration. The vibration can also be directed into the aura, the mental 

body, the light body, and so forth.  

 

Now, this is very important. These workings are very powerful and quite different from regular 

destruction rituals. I know this by experience. Satan does not want me to make certain knowledge public 

*at this time* because the enemy is also after these secrets, and will use them. Satan told me he will let 

me know when to make the black magick mantras/words of power openly available to the public. This is 

in coming and I have already completed most of a book for this and nearly have all of it ready.  

 

The point being, these black magick vibrations are 'toxic' if you get what I mean here. Many are used to 

kill. While you may be projecting the toxic vibration into a hated one, YOU are still vibrating this in your 

own soul and it WILL usually have bad after effects.  
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What needs to be done after such a working is to use a white magick mantra to neutralize the black 

magick energy residue on left on your soul from the working. The white magick mantra MUST WORK 

EFFECTIVELY and you have to know what you are doing. Yes, the Mars and Saturn squares can be used 

very effectively in black magick, but you really have to know what you are doing and this is not a hit and 

miss sort of thing one can experiment with. As I already wrote and repeat here- I will have all of this 

information publically available with full detailed instructions when Satan tells me it is ok.  

 

These squares produce major changes in the soul and the psyche and even in the physical body, and for 

right now, it is best that experience in working with these to start out for white magick and then go from 

there. Black magick vibrations can damage one's own chakras, if not immediately canceled out with an 

opposite vibration on the self, to cancel it out.  

 

Also, in correctly using these squares and for words of power, vibration is the key. Chanting of repeating 

a mantra over and over thousands of times as given in most popular books out there is unnecessary, as 

vibrating them is extremely powerful. If one is just saying them as in ordinary speech, then they would 

have to repeat it some thousands of times, as just saying the words do very little in contrast to vibrating 

them. These words of power are very ancient and come from the Gods and for those who just say them, 

they still have effects, but these are watered down. Vibration hones them like a laser, and can cut like a 

laser.  

 

Now, as for your question on the breathing- each syllable should be vibrated thoroughly. The mantras 

given are short enough to be vibrated in entirety - one breath, but this must be controlled. The vibration 

is what counts. Don't worry too much about your breathing, as this will adjust itself. Concentrate on the 

vibration and feeling the vibration.  

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Attacking the Enemy 
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I just ran across a post in one of the groups- I can't find it now and I am short on time, but I am replying 

anyway and also many others need to know this. The post stated about performing black magick against 

xians in their churches on a Sunday.  

 

Unfortunately, this is when they are at their most powerful as a group because they are generating 

energy in their prayers, their congregating, etc.  

 

The best time to attack is on Saturday, NOT Sunday. Black magick is most effective when the hated 

one/s are at their weakest or at least not stronger than normal. Just being in a group gives them more 

energy than they normally would have when alone. Also, Saturday's ritual would affect them on Sunday, 

like slamming them the day before. Done effectively and repeatedly, this would eventually weaken their 

Sunday bullshit, and destroy them.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Satanism & Darkness 

 

Satanism & Darkness 

Again, this is a concept that has been totally twisted. True Satanism is all about empowering the female 

aspect of the soul - the serpent. The serpent is the female aspect of the soul, the power that makes 

manifest in reality what the male logical part consciously directs and desires.  

 

The female aspect of the soul is the YIN in the YANG, the 'darkness' in the light; the subconscious mind, 

the psyche, and the pure strength and power of the soul, directed by the logical [male aspect] mind. 

Satanism is all about empowering the mind, and advancing the soul.  

 

Unfortunately, like most everything else in Satanism, this concept has been corrupted by the enemy into 

spooks, ghouls, monsters, death, and all sorts of other crap that has taken on a life of its own, as there 
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have been no positive alternatives publicly available to this jewish invented and promoted filth used to 

denegrate and to heap more blasphemy on Satan.  

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Sermon 1/08/11: Ghosts 

 

Ghosts are souls that have not moved on and remain trapped on the astral. Most ghosts are NOT just 

'empty shells' like the jewish mysticism crap tries to preach. Most ghosts have emotions, their 

personality intact, and are consciously aware. The soul is like water and takes on the shape/appearance 

of the body it has lived in. Ghosts can be trapped for a number of reasons. Most are not at rest, like 

there are still major issues they have that they will just not leave. People who meditate and have strong 

souls stand out like a beacon on the astral. I remember years ago, a friend of my son's and her husband 

got a reading from me in a busy restaurant at daytime. She is psychic as well. She had a live-in ghost who 

had befriended her son [who was only 5 years old at that time]. This ghost also followed her to her new 

house when the family moved.  

 

All of a sudden, right in the middle of her telling me of him, she said 'he is here.' Of course, he went right 

for me and entered me and began speaking through me. He died from alcoholism in the early 1950's in 

that first house they lived in, was very lonely and befriended her son, who could see him and 

communicate with him clearly. He was very concerned that they might reject him and assured everyone 

[through his communication through me] that he would never hurt anyone. I saw the room where he 

died and the bed he died in. After the reading and communication was over, she told me that she had a 

couple of other psychics come to her home and both said the same thing that I did.  

 

Now, there are levels of ghosts. Level one ghosts and level two ghosts. Level one ghosts are like the 

ghost I wrote of above. They can be sensed by average people who are a bit more open at the soul and 

by children who are open enough to see and sense them. These ghosts do not have much power and are 

often spiritual victims. They have different reasons for not moving on. These can include being 

murdered, especially in cases where the murderer is not caught, and/or the body is not found, or in 
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other unusual or peculiar circumstances that were involved in their death. The soul is not at rest. Often 

though, the body is not found or is not buried where the soul wants it to be buried. Death could have 

also occurred by accident. The person may have gone missing and is trying to tell family that they are 

dead.  

 

There are even some who don't even know they are dead. My son had befriended two brothers. This 

was very sad. The younger brother [in his late teens] was of small stature. His girlfriend woke up in the 

morning after a night of heavy partying with him and found him stiff and cold and totally dead- from 

fatal alcohol poisoning. The next day, I tuned into him and he didn't even know he was dead and was 

wondering why I bothered to contact him.  

 

Sometimes a ghost will try to communicate something they feel important before they move on. This 

can happen within a week after their death. They then move on after a few days. My uncle [who was a 

weak soul] tried to communicate with me and my mother a long time ago. This sort of freaked me 

because I was an atheist at the time and didn't want to deal with it as I didn't believe in a soul or 

anything like that, but when my mother said she also felt him, but tuned him out, I knew it was real. He 

connected with my by my seeing his death in the obituary section of the newspaper. There was a 

specific personal reason involving another relative of mine.  

 

Ok, now- there are what are known as 'level two ghosts.' These are something else. These souls are 

much more rare than the others I just wrote about. These were already powerful sorcerers and witches 

when living, and WHO KNOW THEY ARE DEAD - poltergeists and those who can cause all sorts of 

mayhem and havoc in certain places. Some can even move objects, inflict injuries, cuts and such on 

living beings- both humans and animals. They are blatant and most people, even those who are not 

psychic can sense their presence.  

 

Water energy is cold and of death in many cases. Places where there have been violent deaths, there 

are often water problems, usually in the form of inexplicable leaks.  

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Re: would appreciate some help with yahoo R&S 
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The jews are very clever and masters of lying, confusion and deception, just like their maggot 'god.' 

Their bible is the bigest lie and hoax in history, of course, it is still pushed and shoved down people's 

throats as the 'truth.' That right there is enough, but there is much, much more. They call us 'stupid 

goyim' because most do not bother to do the research and what is necessary in dealing with this filth. 

Most people just take what they are told until some serious personal crisis hits and then for the first 

time, decide to question what they have been told is the truth alltheir lives.  

 

The talmud is a large volume of books like an encyclopedia. There are various editions of the talumd 

available in English and other non-jewish languages and they contain certain key words written in 

English [talumd in English] though, that are hebrew. I did research on this many years ago and verified 

some of the quotes, such as the one about the slaves.  

 

The REAL blatant writings are in hebrew and most Gentiles do not learn hebrew and this is what the 

orthodox jews use profusely, for obvious reasons. Now, I do know just here-say is not enough. The jews 

also claim the 'Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion' were a forgery by an anti-semetic individual, 

which is another lie. I can read hebrew enough to where I can decipher what is written in hebrew.  

 

Beyond the claims of what is in the talumd and the protocols, etc., one must look to the ACTIONS of 

these people. What are they doing? They know how to keep things quiet, that is until the internet. The 

internet is what is doing them in [666].  

 

Now for one, most of us know beyond any doubt that the so-called 'holocaust' is a total LIE. There is 

plenty of proof on the internet. PROOF.  

 

http://www.holocaustdenialvideos.com/ 

 

Even a JEW admits and proves this holocaust is a lie and of course, other jews want to kill him: 

Cole in Auschwitz 1 of 7  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXKHw0EZrqM 
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In addition to this, one can see the innate sense of jewish supremacy in this race, as they feel ENTITLED 

to STEAL AND EXTORT MONEY FROM GENTILES: 

Schulchan Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 348: "All property of other nations belongs to the Jewish nation, 

which, consequently, is entitled to seize upon it without any scruples." 

 

The hoax of the holocaust has cost Gentiles trillions of dollars.  

 

They always soft-soap and again LIE concerning the kosher tax we ALL have to pay, but there is plenty of 

proof on the internet and U-tube if one wants to do the research that they extort billions of dollars with 

this: 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Kosher_Food_Tax.html 

 

One Brother in Satan worked at a food plant years ago and was aware that it cost some $5,000.00+ just 

to have a rabbi flown in to 'bless the food and make it kosher' not including the price paid for the 

coerced service. Kosher can also be found on saran wraps, tin foil and other nonfood items. This is total 

extortion and we all have to budget, suffer economically, and pay for this while most jews live in 

unimaginable wealth and opulence.  

 

#### 

 

Baba Necia 114, 6: 'The Jews are human beings, but the nations of the world are not human beings but 

beasts.' 

 

'One million Arabs are not worth a Jewish fingernail.' – Rabbi Yaacov Perrin, Feb. 27, 1994 in N.Y. Times, 

Feb. 28, 1994, p. 1.  

 

Obviously the above quote was made publicly and wasn't out of the talmud. Also, one only needs to 

look to the jewish treatment of Palestinians and other non-jews lving in or near the stolen state of israel, 

of which they used that phoney holocaust and their fictitious bible to obtain.  
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#### 

 

Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: 'When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 2800 slaves.' 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Slave_Trade.html 

Read the linked article at the bottom of the page for more information on this!  

Look at what they have done already. Research also shows that for thousands of years, the jewish race 

has been behind enslaving others all over the world. Jewish communism, of which the judeo/christian 

bible is a blueprint for is a total slave state.  

 

Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: "Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that the Jew would not 

have to be served by beasts. The non-Jew is consequently an animal in human form, and condemned to 

serve the Jew day and night." 

 

To give proof regarding the above quote- read the old testamant of the 'holy bible' and see for yourself 

how this jewhova ensures that race to take any booty for themselves and also to keep the women and 

children as slaves. That filthy kike-written book is chock full of this sort of thing. Please take the time to 

read the linked article which has PROOF: 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com/Energy.html 

 

Here is just ONE EXAMPLE, THERE ARE MANY MORE: 

 

Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: "Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that the Jew would not 

have to be served by beasts. The non-Jew is consequently an animal in human form, and condemned to 

serve the Jew day and night."  

 

MAKING SLAVES OF THE GENTILE WOMEN AND CHILDREN:  

31:9 

And the children of Israel took all the women of Midian captives, and their little ones, and took the spoil 

of all their cattle, and all their flocks, and all their goods.  
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31:10 

And they burnt all their cities wherein they dwelt, and all their goodly castles, with fire.  

31:11 

And they took all the spoil, and all the prey, both of men and of beasts.  

 

### 

 

Yebhamoth 11b: 'Sexual intercourse with a little girl is permitted if she is three years of age.' 

Aboda Sarah 37a: 'A Gentile girl who is three years old can be violated. 

 

http://www.ety.com/HRP/jewishstudies/snuffporn.htm 

 

 

There are so many, many examples of the general attitude and behavior of the jewish race that can be 

blatantly seen on a daily basis if one knows how to identify this malignant scum. They also claim the 

protocols are 'forgeries' but if you know jewish surnames [last names], you can easily see that the legal 

and medical professions, along with the media are controlled and run by them. For this small percentage 

of the population to be more than 75% of these professions says enough right here.  

 

I also want to add that jews even alter some of these documents themselves to further confuse Gentiles. 

References to what most are led to be 'jewsus' in the talumd, such as 'boiling in excrement in Hell'- this 

is NOT jewsus, it is a reference to our Beloved God Satan and the Gods of Hell who have endured 

horrendous blasphemies and worse at the hands of the jewish race and their lies. 'Jesus/Yeshua' means 

'may his name be blotted out.'  

 

Here is more about what jewsus really is: 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com/Jesus_Christ.htm  
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High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

Re: Energy Buzz/Feeling energy 

 

This is something you will feel and be very aware of if you are doing hatha [physical] yoga, kundalini 

exercises, breathing exercises and any other physical meditation exercises [which everyone should do].  

 

If you are new, it can take a month or more to where you can feel your energy field amplifying. I 

remember when I was pre-teen and doing hatha yoga [Satan was in my life at that time, but I didn't 

know this], afterwards, I felt what I could only describe at that age like I had just taken a refreshing 

bath/shower. I didn't have any idea of why or how or anything else, of what this was.  

 

Instructions in the book I was using at that time were to 'meditate and focus on your life-force' after the 

yoga sessions.  

 

When you generate enough energy, you will definitely feel it beyond any doubt. Your entire body will 

radiate it and it is unmistakable. If after a month you still feel nothing, you need to do more and/or 

change your daily spiritual routine- try different exercises. 

 

The energy is the key to everything in regards to harnessing and opening the powers of your mind and 

soul. This energy is not something you have to look for, with the proper exercises, you will feel is 

strongly. This is very, very important and is the sole reason for perfoming the exercises.  

 

Those of us who are experienced feel a powerful glow of energy following yoga routines and even just 

when thinking about the energy.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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IP Addresses and Hackers - Do not Worry. 

 

Please note, to anyone, specially the teens, the new wave of hackers are threatening to use "IP 

Addresses" to find your real information and blackmail you\your parents with it. Everyone on these 

Groups is using a Mail Service like Yahoo or Gmail even Hotmail. The only IP Addresses hackers can get 

from your emails is the IP Address of that Mail Service. You do not have anything to worry about; they 

cannot get any personal info or anything like that from you. 

 

The very worst thing they could do is report your email address to your mail service, and the only thing 

the Mail service can then do is remove your account. 

 

So do not worry, nothing will happen, this is simply the cowardice, terrorist tactics of a near-extinct 

religious and racial intuition of our enemies. 

 

- Oh and the actions of this utter slime-ball, should tell you all you need to know about how these 

disgusting jews think and behave -  

 

Regards, 

 

-High Priest Vovim Baghie 

Samurai Of Malphas 

Hail Father Satan! Hail Malphas-sama! 

Hail Horus-sama! Hail Azazel-sama! 

Hail Astaroth-sama! Hail Lilith-sama! 

Hail Clistheret-sama! 
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Hail All The Mighty Gods Of Duat! 

 

http://www.joyofsatan.org/ 

http://www.vovimbaghie.co.cc/ 

http://www.ageofsatan.co.cc/ 

 

Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

88! 

 

Re: IP Addresses and Hackers - Do not worry. 

 

It is glaringly obvious that our rituals, our working to enlighten the public and many other spiritual 

warfare deeds that we are and have been working for Satan is taking their toll on the enemy in many 

different ways. 2012 just may be a huge turning point in our favor, as I have stated before- 'Maya' in 

Sanskrit means 'illusion' and the 'illusion' of lies that our world has been living under may be destroyed 

quicker than we think.  

 

My point for this post is to give some more advice in regards to internet security. Many of our active 

members have had their e-mail accounts hacked, especially of late. Though this can be troublesome and 

annoying, this is very positive in that it shows we are REALLY making impact in destroying the enemy or 

the enemy would not devote so much time, effort and energy towards trying to fight what we are and 

have been doing. Two groups the enemy fears the most are the Hell's Army 666 Spirtitual Warfare group 

and the Teen group. We must never be satisfied or complacent until the enemy is COMPLETELY 

destroyed! An old saying is 'Fear of death is worse than death itself' and describes where the enemy is 

at. We can expect many more attacks, but know that the level and severity of the attacks is valuable 

feedback that we are a serious threat to the enemy and are doing them major damage or they would 

not bother.  

 

Online: 
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1. DO NOT use only one e-mail account. This is very unwise. Keep separate e-mail accounts and one 

should be 100% personal, for your personal dealings and NEVER used for any e-groups, forums or 

correspondences. YOU are the only one who should know it exists! Your personal e-mail account should 

never be known to anyone other than yourself. Make it a point to remember your passwords, but do not 

keep these or any other sensitive information on your harddrive.  

 

2. Use caution when giving out any personal information online.  

 

3. Satanist Benjamin Franklin stated that 'Three people can keep a secret just fine, as long as two of 

them are dead.' Humans are social by nature and many often have a need to 'tell' certain things. Learn 

the adage 'Silence is Golden.' Even the best of friends and relatives can have a falling out. Secrets are 

often power. Keep your big mouth shut and you will sleep nights much easier, if you get what I mean. 

This is 100% worse online, but should be always remembered in your offline life as well. We have two 

ears, two eyes, two legs and two arms, two nostrils and ONE mouth and that ONE big mouth can get you 

into more trouble than all of the others combined.  

 

4. Demons said to us dedicated Satanists some years ago- 'You do your part and we will do ours.'  

 

5. If you ever get real overcharged with too much energy- offer it to the Powers of Hell.  

 

6. Any harassment and/or questionable e-mails need to be forwarded to the JoS ministry so we can 

weed out the dross, if they are in any of these e-groups.  

 

7. The above is not pleasant, but is reality. Reality does not go away. It can only be dealt with if it is 

acknowledged and a conscious effort is applied.  

 

8. The JoS ministry does not e-mail members, unless in replying to e-mails sent to us. We can hardly 

even reply to a fraction of what is sent to us, let alone spend time online e-mailing members or spending 

time IM or in chatrooms, etc. Also, NO ONE speaks for the JoS ministry. The enemy tried some time ago 

to send members private e-mails, telling them what they could and could not post- VERY JEWISH. The 

rules are on the front page of each of the groups and that is that. NO ONE speaks for the ministry.  
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'We Have Won!' 

--Satan 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

2/05/11 - Words of Power 

 

Vibrating words of power/mantras is one of the most powerful in raising energies. This is also an 

excellent alternative for those who cannot do the physical exercises. Ideally though, physical exercises 

such as Hatha Yoga, Kundalini [Serpent] Yoga, Tai Chi and other internal martial arts forms should be 

included for anyone who is able to do these, as all of these open up the physical self as well as the soul 

and work to keep energy circulating freely. 

 

Words of power/mantras should be only as long as a short sentence. These should always be vibrated, 

never just stated. Each syllable must be vibrated. As with meditations, the effects of specific meditations 

are often individual and this is something you need to work with and choose for yourself. What may 

work well for one person may be different for another. The key here is these should feel pleasurable. 

One can also vibrate these in the mind when doing the holding during breathing exercises. 

 

Here are some words of power that can be used to raise the energies of the soul. Vibrating these just 20 

times, like in the morning [or after your main sleep], when you wake up, this can heighten your energies 

for the entire day: 

 

This mantra is of Serpent Yoga and not only releases energy from and spins the chakras, but also praises 

Satan as our True Creator God. This is excellent for raising energies: 

 

Ek Ong Kara SaTaNaaMa Shiri Vhaa Guru 

Pronounced- 

AYKK --- OHNG --- KAH-RAH --- SAH-TAH-NAH-AH-MAH --- SHEE-REE --- V-HAH-AH --- GUU-RUU 
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This mantra is of Amon RA and empowers the sun chakra. It can also be vibrated 

into the aura: 

 

Aum Shree Ram Jai Ram Jai Jai Ram 

Pronounced- 

AH-UUU-MMM --- SHH-RR-EEE --- RAH-MMM --- YAH-EE --- RAH-MMM --- YAH-EE --- YAH-EE --- RAH-

MMM 

 

**** 

 

To remove obstacles in your life: 

SaTaNaMa RaMaDaSa SaSay So Hung 

Pronounced- 

SAH-TAH-NAH-MAH --- RAH-MAH-DAH-SAH --- SAH-SAH-YAH --- SOH --- HUUU-NNG 

 

 

**** 

For clairvoyance and opening the mind for more psychic power- what is known as the 'Veil of Isis' 

mantra. Isis is an alias of Astaroth: 

 

Vibrate- 

ISIS 

Pronounced- 

EEEEESSSS-EEEEESSSS 
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High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

Re: 2/05/11 - Words of Power 

 

Since I posted the mantras, I have gotten several inquiries as to where I got these. These mantras are 

very ancient and originally come from the Vedas, Upanishads and other ancient spiritual texts of the Far 

East. 

 

They are included in many books on Serpent [Kundalini] Yoga, such as: 

 

Kundalini: Yoga/Sadhana Guidelines by Gurucharan Singh Khalsa  

The Kundalini Yoga Experience by Guru Dharam S. Khalsa 

Kundalini Yoga for Strength, Success & Spirit by Ravi Singh 

Kundalini Yoga: The Flow of Eternal Power as taught by Yogi Bhajan, Shakti Parwha Kaur Khalsa 

 

and there are many more. 

 

Mantras are very ancient, predating xianity by hundreds to thousands of years. These words of power 

came from our Gods. As with the above texts that I listed, much knowledge has been lost. The above 

texts, the exercises definitely work, but the same old, same old crap- the special diets, ways of living and 

so forth are enemy corruptions designed to PREVENT you from advancing.  

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Serpent_Yoga_Info.html 

 

Of course, the enemy doesn't want us Satanists to have any of this knowledge. Putting up those squares 

and also even posting about the mantras in this thread- the enemy was fighting me every inch of the 

way, of which I had to redo and edit, more than three times. For those of you who have tried these 

mantras, I am sure you know why- as they are exceptionally powerful. 

 

Sanskrit is the most powerful 'language' and is known as a 'magickal language.'  
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I read where the Rosicrucians and other occult orders have known this. They keep this quiet and this is 

only known at the far upper levels.  

 

Demons have been working with me as to the correct pronunciations for Sanskrit. There are some 

differing claims as to how the letters are pronounced in books and on the web. None of these are 100% 

according to the Demons. For example the Sanskrit letter 'J' is pronounced as 'Y' not as the English J. 

Looking to the West on this, Astaroth's Sumerian alias 'Inanna' dates back to Sanskrit 'Jnana' of which 

there is 'Jnana Yoga' the path of wisdom. The Sanskrit letter 'I' is vibrated like 'Y' in many words, 

especially when 'I' is the first letter of the word.  

 

Everything comes from the Far East; western occultism is only a corruption of Serpent Yoga and other 

Yogic traditions from the Far East. Much of western occultism is nothing more than hideous corruptions 

and of course is chock full of the reverse xian and the hebrew filth. Most of it is nothing but junk.  

 

For centuries, because of intense persecution, destruction of, and suppression of spirituality in the West, 

many have erroneously equated western occultism and its practices with Satanism, of which it is not and 

is only a sad corruption. For one example, the emphasis on 'darkness.' This has been thoroughly twisted. 

As I stated before several times and will here again- this is the yin in the yang- the female aspect of the 

soul, the so-called 'shakti' power which is the serpentine energy. There is nothing 'dark' about it, other 

than like the subconscious mind, it is sort of hidden. Both the female and male aspects of the soul [the 

'yin' and the 'yang'] must work together as a unit for full power.  

 

Not all mantras are equally powerful or effective. I have collected many different mantras of which 

Demons have worked with me in revising a bit.  

I was vibrating a certain mantra for a specific reason, and after a few days I wasn't making much 

progress. Lilith came to me and pointed out a different mantra and this one made a lot more sense as it 

connected with the chakra of which ruled over the specific working, and after vibrating this mantra for 

just one session, I noted a completely different and much stronger effect from this mantra with 

immediate results.  

 

Your 'guru' is your Demon. Demons work with us in leading us to the correct mantras and workings. 

Even if you are new, just be open and these will come to you, maybe in the way of books, online, or 

from other places.  
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High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

2/09/11 - Re: adam 

 

fire_starter666 is correct in that there are alterations in some of the Yezidi texts. The Yezidis have 

hidden their writings to protect them from further persecution. Also, within the Yezidi texts, there are 

allegories and code-words that can only be understood when one is open enough and has enough 

knowledge, and this comes from Satan. In many texts, 'angels' are another code word. You have to be 

careful though in working with these, as some are literal. Ask for guidance in this from the Powers of 

Hell.  

 

Anyways, the 'Adam and Eve' story in that bible is a corruption. There are several factors involved in this. 

The story in genesis in the bible can be exposed as a corruption when one has the knowledge of the 

human soul, the nadis and such. The 'Tree of Knowledge' is a map of the human soul- the trunk being 

the spine and the branches the 144,000 nadis [energy pathways] and the fruits being the benefits of 

meditation and empowering the soul. The Sacred Serpent, symbolizing Our God Satan, is the Kundalini. 

Through empowering the Serpent and raising the Serpent, we have all-knowing, all-seeing wisdom and 

power. For more detailed information exposing the corruptions in the book of genesis, please read this 

article: 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Exposing_Corruption.html 

 

Now, when I was new to Satanism, many years ago, I had very little to go on in regards to what was 

beyond Anton LaVey's writings which brought me to Satanism. In a ritual, I asked Satan who he was, as 

Demons were already communicating with me and I knew the Powers of Hell were very real. He led me 

to the Luciferian Liberation Front website- 

http://www.luciferianliberationfront.org/ 

 

This explained to me that they were all Extra-terrestrials which made perfect sense. The beings I 

communicated with were not spooks or goblins, like the judeo/xian crap tries to get us all to believe. At 

that time, I can't remember whether this was on the LLF website or not, but there was a reading list. 

Most of the books listed were authored by Zecharia Sitchin. Yes, I know he is a jew. Most books out 

there in the bookstores are all written by jews unfortunately. My point here and I know this is a bit long 

and detailed, but I got an e-mail also this past week asking me to explain, so this is why I am getting into 

more here.  
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I had very little background in Ancient history other than what I took in courses at the University which 

mainly focused on the political and not the spiritual. These little paperback books were affordable and 

easy to read and introduced me to the Original Gods, their names and their lives here on earth.  

 

Satan later informed me that the main points such as human beings being created for slavery and such 

are accurate, but many details in the books are not. The book 'Enochian Magic' by Donald Tyson also 

gives an account of this, originating from Edward Kelly's [who worked with John Dee] scryings, of which 

he [Edward Kelly] saw the same thing, way back several hundred years ago. 

 

Now, the Lost Book of Enki [there are pdf copies of this book in the files' section of most of these e-

groups] explains a lot, though the details are not precise. Given other sources, the whole picture comes 

together. The Nordic Gods created humanity to begin with to serve as slaves. The exact details as for 

what exactly are unknown. Satan, being a top leader, advanced scientist, and doctor began adding more 

Nordic genes to the humans, and also gave them an advanced soul. These humans began to resemble 

the Nordic Gods more and more. Satan eventually had sex with a human woman and she bore him a son 

'Adapa' aka 'Adam.' The other Gods could see this 'human' baby was very different with hair as white as 

wool, eyes as blue as the sky, and skin as white as snow.  

 

Now given other sources, there are many legends that also back up the one above in relation to the 

Gods fathering children with human mothers, namely the human mother of Heracles, of whom Zeus 

raped and impregnated. The Nordics are some 7-8 feet tall and very large. We humans are not. Heracles' 

mother 'had in her womb a child of the Gods' and the legend goes on that her labor and delivery were 

very difficult and painful, as the baby was much larger than a normal human being.  

 

There was a split and eventual war over humanity. The Gods were planning to destroy humanity after 

completion of their project, but many of the Gods [our side] befriended human beings and also had 

children with them. These are what the enemy calls 'Fallen Angels.' Satan and the other Gods wanted 

for us to advance in every way and to be as the gods themselves, with full spiritual power and 

knowledge.  

 

The earth, being isolated in a far corner of the Milky Way Galaxy has been attacked and exploited. The 

enemy has been using humanity for energy- the greys, which are parasites, for one. Enemy Nordics and 

also reptilians are involved.  
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Now someone asked me as to the Planet-X. I personally do not believe that what Sitchin wrote in this 

regard has any real accuracy. From my own studies, now I could be wrong here, as I don't know 100%, 

but I now believe that the asteroid belt, aka as 'Tiamat' is the remnants of another planet. It is obvious 

given the tilted axis of the earth and other anomalies concerning the planetary orbits and such that 

there was some cataclysm thousands of years ago. Now, this remnant I believe was Phaethon, also 

known as the 'Black Sun' which is a nodal point of energy left from the remnant of the planet the 

Nordics originally came from. 

 

Not to digress [sorry this is getting to be so long], but the Nordic Race of ETs also live on many different 

planets within our Galaxy- some in the Pleiades, and other solar systems. Satan and his Demons, from 

what I have been led to believe may have came from Phaethon, and Phaethon blew up somehow so 

they could never go back. They now reside in Orion. The Black Sun still remains as a very powerful vortex 

of energy of which the enemy does NOT want for us to tie into, as it awakens our original heritage.  

 

Looking at the 'Goetia' one can see these Gods as friends of humanity in that they worked to civilize us 

and to teach us in many different ways, scientifically, spiritually and in agriculture and many other 

different subjects.  

 

What the Lost Book of Enki reads concerning Adapa:  

 

'On the roof of a dwelling when Batanash was bathing 

Enki by her loins took hold, he kissed her, his semen into her womb he poured. 

With a child Batanash was, her belly was truly swelling; 

To Lu-Mach from Shurubak word was sent: To the Edin return, a son you have! 

To the Edin, to Shurubak, Lu-Mach returned, to him Batanash the son showed. 

White as the snow his skin was, the color of wool was his hair, 

Like the skies were his eyes, in a brilliance were his eyes shining. 

Amazed and frightened was Lu-Mach; to his father Matushal he hurried. 

A son unlike an Earthling to Batanash was born, by this birth greatly puzzled I am! 

Matushal to Batanash came, the newborn boy he saw, by his likeness amazed he was. 
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Is one of the Igigi the boy's father? Of Batanash Matushal the truth demanded; 

To Lu-Mach your spouse whether this boy his son is, the truth reveal! 

None of the Igigi is the boy's father, of this upon my life I swear! So did Batanash him answer  

To his son Lu-Mach Matushal then turned, a calming arm on his shoulders he put 

A mystery the boy is, but in his oddness an omen to you is revealed, Unique he is, for a task unique by 

destiny he was chosen.' 

 

'Enki encounters and mates with two Earthling females 

One bears a son, Adapa, the other a daughter, Titi 

Keeping his parenting a secret, Enki raises them as foundlings 

Adapa, highly intelligent, becomes the first Civilized Man.' 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

SATAN IN SANSKRIT 

 

As many of you are aware, "Satan" translates as TRUTH in Sanskrit, the original language of humanity.  

 

The Sanskrit root word "Sat", also sometimes "Satya" means Truth. "An" is also a shortening of "Ananta" 

which means Eternal/Infinite/Never ending, etc. The name "Satan" as a whole can also therefore be 

translated as "Truth Eternal" or "The Infinite and Never Ending Truth". Our God Satan IS the Eternal, 

Infinite and Never Ending Truth! 

 

The enemy kikes stole this, incorporating it into their filthy forged "language" they call hebrew, changing 

the meaning of this Sacred Name to "adversary". What they are blatantly saying is that the Eternal and 

Never Ending Truth, Satan, is their adversary. Truth is their worst enemy, as they are nothing but lies.  
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As well as this, Satan is also a name and word of great Spiritual Power and Enlightenment. As High 

Priestess Maxine Dietrich says on the Joy of Satan site, "Satanama", also a longer version of Satan, is an 

extremely Powerful Sanskrit Mantra which has been used for thousands of years to reach a state of 

Spiritual Empowerment.  

 

"Satan" can also be found in many other Powerful Sanskrit words. Here are a few examples:  

-The "Four Kumaras" or great Spiritual Powers were called Sanaka, Sanatana, Sanandana and 

Sanatkumara. The Four Kumaras were called the "Sons of Brahma". Brahma here appears to be a name 

for the infinite Energy and Power called "Ether" from which all was created, and the "Four Kumaras" 

seem to represent the Four All Powerful Elements, Ether being the Fifth and the originator of the others. 

The Elements are vital to all existence and form the Soul. Satan gave us our Soul, and Satan is a Master 

over the Elements.  

-The Sanskrit word Sanaatan or Sanataana which means eternal, fixed, perpetual, ever present, the fixed 

creation and also Ancient and everlasting.  

-The term "Sanatan Dharma" which means "The Eternal Law" or "Eternal teaching of Truth" which was 

the original name given to the religion followed by the people of the Indu's Valley.  

-Santa which in Sanskrit means peaceful, calm and stilled, i.e. the state of Meditation where the mind is 

cleared and focused on one point. It can also mean "complete" and also "equilibrium".  

-SatNam which means "the True Name".  

-Satsang which means "the wise".  

 

The Sanskrit word for "lineage", "race" or "descending from" is also SaMtaana, and this was used as a 

term for Gentile People in Sanskrit. It's interesting that the word for Race or Lineage contains the name 

Satan within it, as this is yet more proof of the Gentile People being descended from Satan and so 

deeply connected to our True God Satan. SaMtaana also means "continuous flow", "connection to", 

"family" and "children".  

 

The name "Satan" has always been associated with great Power and Importance.  

 

All of this proves even further that it is Satan/Enki that is Truth, Power and Knowledge. Satan is the True 

God of the Gentile People!  
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HAIL FATHER SATAN!! 

Hail Beelzebub!! 

Hail Astaroth!! 

Hail Azazel!! 

Hail Lilith!! 

Hail All the Mighty Gods of Hell!! 

 

Heil Hitler and the True Heroes!!  

 

-High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

 

http://www.ageofsatan.co.cc 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 

 

Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

 

Re: I know this is unrelated to this board 

 

I am posting this thread to all of the JoS e-groups as I feel the information here is important. Please read 

through the entire message here to understand the discussion.  

 

 

To add some more, which I feel is important here, here is a list of chemicals in foods: 

http://www.cspinet.org/reports/chemcuisine.htm#nitrites 
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As for 'sodium nitrate' or 'sodium nitrite' this chemical is needed to process 'cured' meats such as 

sausages and bacon, salami, etc. I strongly disagree with 'avoiding' these foods, but one should be aware 

that a steady diet [every day for a meal] of these processed meats can cause cancer. Eating the above 

maybe 2-3 times a week should pose no problems for a healthy person. People who use tobacco are at 

much higher risk. As there is a warning label on cigarettes, they can dump whatever poisons they wish 

to be ground up with the tobacco and are legally protected. Cigarettes and other tobacco products are 

the absolute worst, but this is a personal choice here. 

 

Food dyes, especially red, blue and green are also major carcinogens [cancer causing]. Sadly, this toxic 

garbage is readily available and appealing to children. 

 

Here is a reference in regards to pet foods that I wrote of in my last post: 

 

Food Pets Die For: Shocking Facts About Pet Food by Ann N. Martin; foreword by Shawn Messonnier.  

Published Troutdale, Or. : NewSage Press : Distributed in the United States and Canada by Publishers 

Group West, c 2003.  

 

I read more, but I have to research, as this was some time ago.  

 

If you choose to prepare your own pet food, salt, sugar and spices are NOT needed. These can make 

animals sick. A bland diet of plain meat along with dry food such as purina chows are the best.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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More on Food 

 

Since we got on the food topic, I want to add some more concerning grocery shopping. Given today's 

ugly economy, food prices are way out of line. Food stores know theit business and are designed to 

extract as much money out of customers as possible.  

 

If you want to save money, if at all possible, do not do all of your shopping in one place. Some 

supermarkets are cheaper on their meats, but then make this up in the higher cost for grocery items. 

The opposite is true for many others- high on meat, lower on grocery items. 

 

Some are cheaper with produce, but then as with the above, higher for other products.  

 

Top name high profile brands usually cost more than off-brands and generic. The highest priced items 

are usually at eye level, and where they stand out. Lower priced items of the same are often on the 

bottom shelves, and you have to look. 

 

Jew operated stores all over the nation play a little trick on the customers. Sale items are not 'on sale' 

when you hit the register. In other words, the item is stated for a lower price [on sale] when you take it 

off of the shelf, but when it is rung up at the register, the higher price is still in the system. The stores 

conviently claim this as an oversight, but the truth is that it is constant and consistent and the jew 

owned/operated store [all high profile chain stores], knows that a few cents here and there by cheating 

customers adds up to millions in profits. Rule of thumb, if something is listed as on 'sale' either write it 

down and/or keep it in your mind so when you hit the checkout, you don't get cheated. This shit goes on 

incessantly.  

 

Coupons can be great, but then just because a name brand is so much 'off' this doesn't mean you can't 

buy something for even a lesser price of the same with an 'off' brand.  

 

Plan your meals around foods that are in season, and also weekly specials. Some supermarkets do have 

money saving specials, but note that these act to bring people in to buy a weeks worth of groceries or 

more, mostly of the higher priced items. I always get what I came for and then get out.  
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By organizing and planning your meals and shopping, you can save yourself money. Stocking up on big 

sale items and if you can store them properly, this can also not only save a lot of money, but also added 

trips to the market. Dollar stores [nothing over $1.00] are also money savers, BUT, again, what might 

cost only a dollar at the dollar store, many big markets often sell for under a dollar. You have to know 

what you are getting. Buying air-tight plastic canisters and such are often a bargain as these can store 

flour, sugar, cornmeal and other items when bought in bulk.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Sermon 2/28/11 

 

A few things: 

 

Wings of the soul have to do with freedom. Wings often appear to us when deep in meditation, when 

one is advanced enough. If one performs a working to disconnect unwanted ones from one's soul, one 

will often see their own wings as a sign that the disconnecting is working, and one is being freed.  

 

Tingling sensations, sensations of hot or cold in small areas of the body, like the ankles, wrists, etc., 

crawling sensations- these all have to do with the kundalini serpent and come and go and are indicators 

that your serpent has been activated. Like the tingling in electricity, this is the bioelectricity of the soul.  

 

Sometimes when we are in close contact with a Demon/ess, because of their powerful energy, we can 

experience these sensations as well. The more we advance our souls, the more sensitive and aware we 

become to energies of all kinds.  

 

The heart chakra is shaped like a yoni. When one is deep in meditation, this can be seen. In many 

ancient Tarot card decks, the suits of rods and swords were in the shape of a yoni. The xians stole this 

most ancient symbol and corrupted it by turning it on its side into that stupid and most annoying fish 

symbol. The yoni is actually symbolic of a vagina.  
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The heart chakra is a connecting chakra- the three above and the three below, but the power house of 

the soul is the solar chakra. The solar chakra can either make or break your magick [depending on how 

strong or weak it is], and is also used for healing. All chakras should be strong, though.  

 

Working on the chakra of the day- a suggestion for meditation, each day, work on the chakra ruled by 

that very day, preferably during the hour as well- do the breathing exercises for it then vibrate the seed 

mantra or name of the God ruling over the chakra through a Satanic rosary- 108 times. 9 has always 

been a number of Satan.  

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Full_Meditation.html 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Runes/Satanic_Rosary.html  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

3/16/11 

 

There are a few things I need to address here all at once, to save time. Numerous questions concerning 

the Magnum Opus have been posted of late in some of the groups. I repeat- the working makes one 

immortal. What this means is you will NOT die- not physically or in any other way. It also PHYSICALLY 

reverses aging. No, I myself do not yet have the formula for this working yet, and have not had the time 

for the studying, which it reqiures. Those of you who are very involved in this- ask for answers from the 

Powers of Hell. They will work with you personally. Look for answers on your own- provided you have 

advanced enough. Personally, no I am not ready to begin this working, by my own choice. Do not let this 

hold any of you back who are very serious about it. Remember, there are no mediators in Satanism.  

 

The earthquake in Japan and the ensuing catastrophes there are very tragic. One post I already replied 

to in the old JoS e-group concerning xian charity [xian = christian, for new people here], was seriously 

deluded. Most people, even many people in these groups who have been members for some time do 

not really see xianity and its ilk for what it is. Many here are too tolerant and disregard xianity and islam 
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as only annoyances. These are the most threatening programs that are designed to enslave and destroy 

humanity. They threaten everyone's very existence.  

 

Like their jewish masters, xians exploit everything they can, every tragedy, every catastrophe, 

misfortune and anything else- xians are right there, so that they can use these to force feed and jam 

their doctrines of lies and filth onto the victims, when many are injured, traumatized, frightened, lost, 

and at their most vulnerable. The small amount of help that comes from these nefarious institutions 

comes with being coerced into accepting jewsus. Not right away, but later on, this keeps their pews 

filled with people who have been sucked in by this crap; paying out the ass, and keeps this degenerate 

and destructive machine of lies going.  

 

The Red Cross and other non-religious organizations are the ones who really do help the victims. Xian 

charity is a crock of shit with only some 10% or less given to victims on the condition that they accept 

'christ' and this 10% is for show.  

http://www.exposingchristianity.com/XianCharity.html  

 

It is also more than just a racket, as the needy and the poor are the result of a lack of spiritual 

knowledge on how to get out of this cycle and help themselves. It is an endless cycle that the xian 

churches exploit and promote. They work to indoctrinate their victims into such lethal beliefs that 

poverty and suffering are virtues. They work to strip their victims of every last bit of self-esteem by 

jamming down their throats that they are 'sinners' and that they must 'repent' and the endless stream 

of self-destructive and anti-life lies gets imbedded in the subconsious and acts accordingly, much of this 

lasts lifetimes, and creates another cycle of generational victims to keep this lies, exploitations and 

crimes against humanity thriving. The victims are blamed for their own fate or told that it is because 

they are 'sinners' and have not 'accpeted jesus' no different from the jew run court system where 

criminals walk free and victims are punished.  

 

I also want to add- someone sent me this article. A jew who was openly bragging and knew all about the 

xian program, revealed plenty- this was quite a few years back. He was assassinated, more than likely by 

the mossad [Israeli KGB]. I am posting it here, as people really need to wake up as to what xianity 

REALLY is.  
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The ONLY way out of these lies is through Satan. 'SATAN' means 'TRUTH' in Sanskrit. The enemy knows 

this. Satan IS Truth. SATAN IS THE BIGGEST AND MOST FORMIDABLE THREAT TO THE ENEMY AND 

*WILL* DEAL WITH THEM. THEY KNOW THIS. 

 

***** 

 

This article appeared in the magazine “Free At Last” under the title – 

 

American Law, Fact, Fraud, and Insidious Insiders 

 

On Control, you may remember the 8/12/1976 sky-jacking of an Israeli jetliner in Istanbul, Turkey, in 

which four people were killed and some thirty injured. Aboard was the administrative assistant for then-

U.S. Senator Jacob K. Javits (a Jew) of New York, 29 year-old Harold W. Rosenthal (a Jew), whose murder 

that day was not from random bullets that killed the others. Evidence indicates that his was pre-

planned, making one wonder if it was due to his lengthy, boastful interview with American Christian 

editor Walter White: 

 

“We continue to be amazed with the ease by which Christian Americans have fallen into our hands, 

naïve Americans we have TAUGHT them to SUBMIT to our every demand. Americans have not had a 

presidential choice since 1932. Roosevelt was our man; every president since Roosevelt has been our 

man. We have put issue upon issue to the American people. Then we PROMOTE BOTH SIDES of the issue 

as confusion reigns. 

 

“With their eyes fixed on the issues, they fail to see who is BEHIND EVERY scene. We toy with the 

American public as a cat toys with a mouse. The blood of the masses will flow as we wait for our day of 

WORLD victory. The naïve politicians in WASHINGTON are gullible. Most of them are not too bright, the 

powerful lobbyists influenced years ago (federal funds to aid Israel) and there is no one strong enough 

to stop it some of that money is returned to the United States and spent on Zionist propaganda through 

B’nai Brith Conference of Jewish Organizations, World Jewish Congress, tax free so long as we are smart 

enough to get away with it. 
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“ANTI-SEMITISM does NOT signify opposition to Semitism. THERE IS NO SUCH THING. It is an expression 

we use effectively as a SMEARWORD used to brand anyone who brings criticism against (us). We use it 

against HATE-mongers (we) do so. That’s all there is to it. 

 

“I’d say more than 90% (of us) know what is really happening to our people. We have COMMUNICATION 

unequalled. It is an established rule to destroy all members of pre-existing government, the Police, State 

Police, Army officers and their families and relatives. In Russia, there are TWO distinct GOVERNMENTS – 

one visible and the other invisible. The INVISIBLE rulers in the communist countries have a world 

CONTROL over the propaganda and the governments in free countries. The cultural and intellectual 

influence of Judaism is felt throughout the entire world. MONEY is more important than morality. 

 

“We can accomplish anything with money. Israel can now win in any encounter. It will also be the base 

for World Government Headquarters. We CONTROL EVERY MEDIA of expression, newspaper, 

magazines, radio, television even your music! We CENSOR before long we will have COMPLETE 

CONTROL of your thinking. 

 

“The richest plum (we) took over the publication of ALL SCHOOL MATERIALS…could MOLD public 

opinion to suit OUR PURPOSES. The people are only stupid pigs that grunt and squeal the chants we give 

them truth or lies. There is no silent majority, only thing that exists is an UNTHINKING majority and 

unthinking they will remain their ESCAPE from our rigorous service is the opiate of our ENTERTAINMENT 

industry. We have castrated society through FEAR and INTIMIDATION. Its manhood exists only in 

combination with a feminine…appearance being so neutered, the populace has become DOCILE and 

EASILY RULED, their thoughts…only with the present toil and the next meal. You have become addicted 

to our MEDICINE through which we have become your absolute masters. 

 

“We pretty much CONTROL the U.N. There will be a forced class warfare here in the United States and 

many will be liquidated, I’m not boasting, I’m giving you the facts!  

 

“Religion, our CONTROL of the textbook industry, news media; able to hold ourselves up as 

AUTHORITIES, our rabbis now hold professorships in supposed Christian theological seminaries. We are 

amazed by the Christian’s stupidity. Judaism is not only the teaching of the synagogue, but also the 

doctrine of every Christian Church in America. Through our propaganda the church has become our 

most avid supporter, their believing in the lie that we are the ‘chosen people’ and they, the gentiles.”  
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“These deluded children of the church defend us to the point of DESTROYING their own culture. The 

ignorant Christians attack the crusaders even if they are members of their own families. Through our 

influence of religion we were able to involve the ignorant Christians in WARS against themselves, which 

always impoverished both sides while we reaped a financial and political harvest. 

 

“Through religion we have gained CONTROL of society, government and economics. The gullible clergy 

instruct their parishioners that we are a special, chosen people. These PULPIT PARROTS extol our 

goodness for loaning them the MONEY to build their temples, pay our exorbitant INTEREST they have 

led society into our CONTROL through the same practice. 

 

“Politically, they hail the blessings of DEMOCRACY and never understand that through DEMOCRACY we 

have gained CONTROL. DEMOCRACY is mob-rule which we CONTROL through their churches, our news 

media and economic institutions. These RELIGIOUS PUPPET’S stupidity is only exceeded by their 

cowardice, for they are ruled easily.” 

 

**** 

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Re: HERE IS AN IDEA! [Concerns innocent animals] 

 

Now that you bring this up, this is extremely serious and I urge every one of you to visit this webpage: 

http://www.aspca.org/News/National/03-18-11-4 

and then click on the link therein: 'Please take action in support of the PUPS Act today!' 
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Animals and children are sacred in Satanism. 'Puppy Mills' are owned, run and operated by assholes who 

only care about making profits. These most unfortunate animals are then sold to jewish owned and 

operated pet store chains.  

 

Dogs are kept in cramped cages, often stacked on top of each other, with shit from above and urine and 

other filth coming down on them- NO exercise, grooming, or attention paid to them. One shihtzu dog 

had hair that was so matted from total neglect, it cut off circulation from one of her legs and her leg had 

to be amputated, when the ASPCA rescued her. These dogs also receive no medical care whatsoever. 

 

Female dogs are breeding machines for the owners and they are forced to produce litter after litter with 

no rest until they die. Dogs are left in any kind of weather, freezing conditions, extremely hot weather, 

no time outside of the cramped cages and they live in total filth. Many are very frightened and totally 

depressed. There was a bill passed recently against the state of Missouri [which is notorious for no 

regulations on puppy mills], and the people of Missouri voted against keeping these puppy mills going. 

Now, because of money involved [jews could care less whom they exploit and visiously use to get their 

money], the bill is being repealed to where in spite of what the voters and people of Missouri want- the 

jewish controlled powers that be want the restrictions removed, so certain sick individuals can continue 

to keep innocent animals in the most horrendous conditions.  

 

In the Name of Satan, I am asking you to visit the above links and please use the form on the link to 

contact your local government representative. I am posting this to all of the JoS e-groups, which number 

in the 10 thousands, as there is strength in numbers and we can make a difference.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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3/20/11 – EQUINOX 

 

Tonight the Sun will enter 0 degrees of Aries, bringing in the Spring Equinox. In addition, the moon is full, 

making this night exceptionally powerful for spells and magickal workings. The Sun will enter Aries at 

23:22 Greewich Time [0 hour meridian]. For converting to local times: 

http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/  

 

The ancients knew the power of certain alignments of the earth in working to actually catapult workings 

into manifesting, during certain times of the year, namely the times of the yearly Sabbats and Esbats. 

Stonehenge, the pyramids of Egypt and other ancient structures were built to align with the sun 

precisely, and acted as an important calandar and clock.  

 

This is all scientific in that we are of bio-electricity; the bio-electric life force, the vril, witchpower, chi, 

aligns with the energies of the earth which are electromagnetic. The gravitational forces of the planets, 

especially the sun and the moon, at certain times in the year due to the wobble of the earth, greatly act 

to amplify our energies, when applied towards a certain working/s. 

 

This was the main reason for coven meetings and when the earth's energies were real powerful, as on 

the Equinoxes and Solstices, and of course The Eve of Beltane and Halloween, the Grand Sabbats took 

place. Sexual orgies were not only a welcome release from the misery of living under enforced xianity, 

but also provided a huge vortex of sex energy which is extremely powerful. After the ritual of the 

Sabbat, the ancients feasted and partied until dawn.  

 

Images of witches riding on broomsticks under a full moon are symbolic of the power of a full moon in 

working spells and magick. Tonight, BOTH the Sun and the Moon will be at full power.  

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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A Couple of Things - 4/03/11 

 

I have noted many viruses going around on the internet, especially of late. Most people don't even know 

they have them. One, on yahoo mail will take all of your contacts and then automatically send each of 

them a link. The message line is usually 'no subject' in italics, but sometimes there is a subject. These 

viruses can be sent from online friends and people you correspond with on a regular basis, without their 

even knowing their box is infected. One way to deal with this is to keep your contacts on 'notepad' on 

your harddrive, instead of keeping a yahoo contact list, but then, I know this is not for everyone.  

 

My point here is never click on any link unless you can see it is legitimate, like from a known 

website/server, usually with a htm or html at the end of the URL. Many viruses have an unusual end on 

the URL. If you are in doubt, then delete the message. Better safe than sorry. Some of these viruses I 

heard can wreck your entire PC. Also, any links, run your cursor over them to see if what is on the link 

matches what the cursor is getting, before clicking on anything. If the cursor is brining up something 

different, there is a serious problem and the message should be deleted immediately. This is common 

with 'phishing' e-mails. 

 

The next thing I want to comment on is spirits. Due to centuries of spiritual knowledge being suppressed 

and destroyed, many do not know what they are dealing with. I am bringing this up in regards to a 

thread in one of the JoS e-groups. Most people automatically think that any strong astral influence or 

spirit communications is with a Demon, angel or other entity. Sometimes, it can be a human being, 

either living or deceased. Take this into consideration.  

 

Again- remember astral communications of all kinds take plenty of practice in knowing who you are 

communicating with, and discerning this from your own mind, astral interferences and enemy 

interferences. This all takes practice and experience.  

 

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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2012; Earthquakes, pestilences, signs in the sky - yadda yadda yadda...... 

 

There's an old saying: 'a sucker is born every minute.' In other words, human beings have the major flaw 

of misplaced faith, and believing most of what they are told.  

 

Now, most of you are well aware that most Christians have double-digit IQ's. Ranting and raving about 

'the end coming in 2012' and the 'earthquakes and pestilences' and all of their living for their death crap, 

unfortunately has some people worried, concerned or shaken up a bit. I, myself am certainly NOT 

worried in the least concerning '2012.'  

 

Now, I will tell everyone in all honesty, it does appear the world economy will collapse 2013-2014, as I 

have seen this in nearly everyone's astrology chart that I have read, but as for the end of the world- no. 

Again, be aware of serious economic problems, meditate and build protection around yourselves and 

loved ones, but know it will not be the end of the world and those of us who are strong in Satan will not 

get the brunt of any of this. Satan protects his own.  

 

Now, as for the hysteria regarding the alleged frequency of earthquakes, signs in the sky, and such, 

much of this upon some investigation has been recurring for centuries. The recordings of earthquakes in 

the 20-21st centuries, given the advanced technology, the Richter Scale, and advanced news reporting 

and communications, of course, many more will be recorded than in centuries ago. All of these natural 

disasters are nothing more than history repeating itself. The plates of the earth's crusts move every so 

often and an earthquake occurs. This is natural phenomena. Unfortunately, many die and lives are 

destroyed. Now, if xianity hadn't held science back for centuries, science may have already progressed 

to where such natural disasters could be predicted accurately, plans of action could be instituted, and 

many lives could be saved.  

 

During the Middle Ages alone, mainly in Europe and England, here is just a sample of natural disasters 

that occurred. Given enough research, this is no different from today. This is only a sample. Also, please 

bear in mind that many major earthquakes that have been recorded in the West; the 'New World' such 

as along the San Andreas Faultline- obviously do not date back to the Middle Ages in written history, in 

contrast to Europe, and countries in the Far East, as this continent was sparsley populated in 

comparison to the past 200 years, and this information was not recorded. This also stands for many 

other places in the world as well, but this does not mean that major earthquakes did not happen. Don't 

allow foolish xians and islamic nonunks play upon stupidity. In addition, as most of you already know, 
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xianity and its twin, islam encourage illiteracy, stupidity and misplaced 'fatih.' Like the jewish root, the 

enemy CREATES the fucking problem and then 

force feeds everyone THEIR solution to it.  

 

The information below was taken from this website: 

http://www.timeref.com/process2.php?cmd=1&catNatural=Y&inctext=Y 

 

1040 - 1042 

1041 A year of storms and disease  

Stormy weather destroyed crops and diseases killed many cattle during the year.  

 

1046 Severe winter  

Extremely cold weather caused many deaths amongst animals and people.  

 

1048 Earthquake  

A large earthquake is supposed to have been felt across England.  

 

1049, May 1, Earthquake in Midlands  

A large earthquake was felt in Worcester and Derby and many people were reportedly killed.  

 

1053, Dec 21, Strong winds  

Extremely strong winds destroyed churches and buildings.  

 

1054 July, The Crab Nebula seen  

The supernova that occurred in this year formed the Crab Nebula and the event was recorded by 

astronomers in China. The explosion was so great that the supernova would have been visible during the 
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daytime. Due to the huge distances involved, the explosion would have happened thousands of years 

earlier but the light from the event only reached Earth in 1054.  

 

1066 April, Halley's Comet  

The comet named after Edmund Halley who accurately predicted the return of the comet in 1758 

(unfortunately after his death). It is difficult to determine when the comet would have appeared in the 

past as the orbit of the comet varies by several years. The Bayeux Tapestry shows what looks like a 

comet and this could well have been Halley's comet.  

 

1086 Stormy weather and disease  

Violent storms killed many people while cattle died from disease.  

 

1089, August 11, Earthquake  

An earthquake was felt across England.  

 

1091 Violent storm hits London  

London was hit by a terrible storm, possibly a tornado. Damage was done to the Tower of London, the 

old wooden London Bridge and many churches and buildings.  

 

1097 October 4, Comet  

A star with a long tail was seen in the south-west.  

 

1106 A comet passes by  

A comet was seen and reported by several civilisations around the World. Lasting for forty days the 

comet grew steadily in brightness until finally fading away  

 

1106 January, Venice hit by a series of disasters  
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In January, Venice was hit by severe floods. Shortly afterwards a fire broke out destroying several 

districts of the city. Several months later another more deadly fire started. As many of the buildings 

were constructed of wood, the fire spread out of control. The disasters led to future buildings being 

constructed of stone and brick.  

 

1111 Severe winter  

An extreme winter prevented the growing of crops and cattle died of disease.  

 

1114 November, Earthquake  

A large earthquake damaged the areas of the Frankish control in the East. Antioch and Edessa were hit 

by the shocks.  

 

1118 Earthquake  

An earthquake damages Crowland Abbey.  

 

1133 August 2 Eclipse  

There was an eclipse of the Sun over Scotland and the north of England on this day.  

 

1133 August 4, Earthquake  

An eyewitness account (William of Malmesbury) tells of an earthquake affecting many parts of England. 

(Symeon of Durham's Historia Regum, by John of Hexham.) This is interesting as it occurred just after an 

eclipse. See year 1185 when another eclipse and earthquake occurred.  

 

1140 March 20, Eclipse  

The Anglo Saxon Chronicles reported that an eclipse of the sun occurred on this day.  

 

1164 A meteor ?  
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From the Chronicles of Meaux Abbey came the report saying 'In the tenth year of Henry II, about the 

first hour there appeared in the sky three circles and two suns; and a dragon of immense size was seen 

in St. Osyth (Osey Island, co. Essex), sailing the air so close to the earth that divers houses were burnt by 

the heat.' Is this a report of an airburst meteor? An airburst meteor is meteor that explodes in the air 

before it reaches the ground and doesn't create an impact crater. A more recent example of an airburst 

meteor occurred in Russia at a place called Tunguska. This event, known and the great Siberian 

explosion, happened in 1908 and resulted in the felling of millions of trees.  

 

1170 June 29, Eastern Mediterranean earthquake  

A large earthquake hit the eastern Mediterranean along the fault line that runs along that region. A 

huge amount of damage was done causing a major loss of life.  

 

1174 November 4, An aurora is seen across Europe  

At about midnight, for the space of an hour or more, the whole face of the sky towards the north part 

was seen to be suffused with a red color like blood.  

 

1185 Earthquake in Sicily  

Reports of an earthquake in the Plantagenet Chronicles occurring in Sicily. Need to confirm.  

Lincoln Cathedral damaged  

Earth tremors damaged the Cathedral at Lincoln beyond repair. The earthquake must have been very 

powerful as it was said that it was felt throughout the country. Only the West front survived in good 

shape and rest of the building had to be demolished.  

 

May 1 Eclipse  

There was an eclipse of the Sun on this day over the north of Europe. Interestingly, there was an 

earthquake that damaged Lincoln Cathedral in 1185. Did the earthquake happen before or after the 

eclipse? Are the two events related?  

 

1191 Jun 23 Eclipse  

Most of Europe would have seen the Sun eclipsed by the moon just before midday.  
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John (1199 - 1216)  

1200 Jan 2 Annular Eclipse of the moon  

An eclipse of the moon occured at around midnight. (Eclipse Predictions by Fred Espenak, NASA's GSFC)  

 

1201 Jun Storms do much damage  

Severe thunderstorms and floods during the summer affected England.  

 

1205 Jan River Thames freezes  

The winter of 1204/05 was so cold that the River Thames froze over and the cold spell lasted until 

March.  

 

Henry III (1216 - 1272)  

1224 London Fog  

From the Chronicles of Meaux Abbey came the report saying 'A London fog occurred while the Bishop of 

London was officiating in St. Paul's there came on suddenly such a thickness of the clouds and darkness 

of the sun, accompanied by thunder and lightening and a most foul stench, that the people departed, 

leaving only the bishop there with one attendant.'  

 

1235 Leopards at the Tower  

The Tower of London was home to a menagerie of exotic animals given to the monarchs of England as 

gifts. In this year three leopards were given to Henry III. 

 

1236 Wisbech Castle damaged by storm  

The town and castle at Wisbech were hit by a fierce storm.  

 

1250 Qtr 4 Earthquake shakes St. Albans Abbey  
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Matthew Paris, the medieval historian, reported that an earthquake shook and damaged the church at 

St. Albans. Earthquakes are unusual in this area.  

 

1264 Possible comet sighting  

From the Chronicles of Meaux Abbey came the report of the siting of a comet which was said to return 

every three hundred years. Rising from the east with more brightness than had ever been seen by a 

living person.  

 

1275 Earthquake destroys Tor church  

The church at the top of Glastonbury Tor was badly damaged by an earthquake. 

 

1303 Baltic Sea Freezes over  

There appears to be a mini ice age during this period (1303 and 1306-7) where the temperatures 

dropped so far that the Baltic Sea actually froze.  

 

1337 Jun A comet is seen over France  

A comet was seen in the skies of France and was viewed as a bad omen and that war was on the 

horizon.  

 

1338 Apr A comet seen in Europe  

A second? comet trailing fire is seen in the skies over Europe.  

 

1347 The Black Death  

Kipchak Mongols besieging a Genoese trading centre on the Crimean coast catapulted their own dead 

into the city. The cause of death was a mysterious disease. The Genoese escaped by sea taking the 

'Black Death' with them. They landed at Messina in Sicily. Bubonic plague, which the Black Death was, 

was spread by the rat flea. The name Black Death came from the colour of the swelling in the groin, 

armpit or neck. The person suffering went into a coma and dies soon after. In Europe an estimated 25 

million people died. The plague reached Britain in 1348 and again in 1360 and the population may have 

been reduced by a half.  
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1348 Jun The Plague reaches England  

The plague reached the shores of England first at Melcombe Regis in Dorset. By winter of the year, the 

plague had reached London.  

 

1349 Meaux Abbey hit by epidemic  

From the Chronicles of Meaux Abbey came the report saying 'Meaux Abbey suffered so severely that 

thirty-two monks, and seven conversi died, the majority being taken in the month of August.'  

 

Earthquake  

From the Chronicles of Meaux Abbey came the report saying 'during Lent, six days before Easter Sunday, 

there occurred an earthquake throughout the whole of England so great that the monks of Melsa were 

thrown so violently from their stalls that they all lay prostrate on the ground.'  

 

Summer The Plague is at its peak  

The peak of the plague was reached in the summer of 1349. Estimates of a third of the population dying 

from the infection have been made but being accurate is very difficult.  

 

1361 Another outbreak of the plague  

Another outbreak of the plague takes its toll.  

 

1362 Jan Hurricane damages spire at Norwich  

A fierce storm or hurricane hit Britain and the spire at Norwich Cathedral fell. The spire damaged the 

presbytery as came down..  

 

1369 Again England is hit by the plague  

Another outbreak of the plague affects England.  
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1382 May 21 Earthquake  

An earthquake occurred somewhere in the Straits of Dover and was felt in southern England and in the 

Low Countries across the North Sea. The event happened during a meeting to condem the works of John 

Wycliffe.  

 

1436 December Severe Frosts  

A severe winter in 1436-37 causes many deaths and hardship.  

 

1437 January London bridge collapse  

The severe cold of this year caused a collapse at London Bridge. One of the piers that held a gate fell 

down taking some houses as well.  

 

1508 September 19 Earthquake  

This earthquake was felt throughout Scotland and England.  

 

1517 Plague  

Londoners were affected by a wide-spread illness forcing Henry VIII and his court to move to countryside 

where they felt safer.  

 

1625 August Plague  

Britain was affected by another outbreak of the plague.  

 

1626 February Plague lessens  

The plague's affects had diminished in London  

 

**** 
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For those of you who are either new, still questioning, or have been thoroughly brainwashed by xian 

programs, the 'End of the World' crap is getting pretty old as well: 

http://www.abhota.info/end1.htm  

 

AGAIN- DON'T ALLOW STUPID XIANS AND RELATED ILK MAKE AN ASS OUT OF YOU BY GETTING YOU TO 

BELIEVE THEIR ENDLESS AND RELENTLESS STREAM OF FORCED FED BULLSHIT. DO SOME RESEARCH AND 

ABOVE ALL- QUESTION EVERYTHING, AND SEEK THE PROOF FOR YOURSELF.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Enemy Agenda 

 

Enemy Agenda 

 

 

 

The truth on the enemy religions both East and West is they not "religions" there actually is no 

spirituality in them, in truth they are nothing more then Political Ideologies with a tinsel of pseudo 

spiritual metaphysics. The Priesthoods are the Party Officials who enforce and maintain the ruling 

ideology over society. No different then in any Soviet ruled Nation of the current or previous century the 

Party and the Ideology of the Party rules. 

 

-The Sudra's duty and supreme good is nothing but obedience to famous Brahmin householders who 

know the Veda. If he is unpolluted, obedient to his superiors, gentle in his speech, without a sense of 'I', 

and always dependent on the Brahmins and the other (twice-born castes), he attains a superior birth (in 

the next life)." -- Manusmrti 9:334-335. – 
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Here is the essence of all enemy systems point of convergence the corruption of the true spiritual 

language by changing the concepts behind the meanings till it's nothing more then a ritualized slave 

morality, that is designed to domesticate humanity with each generation into a cattle like state. The 

dairy cow of today was once the famed mighty Aurochs of old.  

 

Understand the crucial fact Genetics are actually Metagenics.  

 

How the enemy domestication program works is simple the brain is interconnected with the chakra 

centers which are the macrocosm of the genetic or DNA information code in the body. By programming 

the mind via ideological software download this reformats the neural pathways in the brain[hard drive] 

with correspond to the programming command[vibration frequency] or filters, this interfaces into the 

charka centers that send this program code into the overall energy body and imprints it into the genetic 

information code via epigenetic thus switching the overall psyche into the program frequency this plugs 

into mass mind and then becomes a locked in program due to the collect psychic power of the mass 

mind. Part of this enemy paradigm is the removal of spiritual knowledge and the removal of advanced 

humans out of society by murdering them and their blood lines. The killing of them cuts the head of the 

original system off and head of the new system rules, Communism is the open practice of this and it 

culls out the most advanced genetics. 

 

I also believe in places like the East where all spiritual knowledge could not be totally removed celibacy 

was brought among other reasons, to ensure such advanced genes where not passed on, in essence 

doing the same. 

 

Over generations this physiological effect takes greater hold with the lack of spiritual practices now 

replaced by ritualism designed to enforce and strengthen the domestication program code, the 

generations born carry the genetic information code that forms them into existence to the point they 

are born in the image of the centuries of genetic transmutation has caused. And you have the perfect 

Goyium or cattle in a Global two legged factory farm. This is how domestication works on the metagenic 

level. 

 

Nietzsche understood this and termed it the "Slave Morality" which process and final aim was the Under 

man the human cattle, interesting enough in the East such beings are called Pashu[animalistic being] the 
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ancient spiritual masters acknowledge in that term the degeneration effects of lack of spiritual practice 

has.  

 

The other side is this a daily practice of Yoga undoes the programming codes it cleans out all the 

imprints with blasts of higher vibrational flow and reformats the psyche to how it should be naturally on 

the higher level of vibration, the enemy programming is low density frequency waved it can not last in 

the psyche after the practice has advanced with some time, it also strengthens the bio-electrical field to 

where it blocks[ shields] one from the mass mind part of the enemy program, it's no different then radio 

wave on lower dial has no effect on a higher wave station. 

 

This sends a higher vibration into the DNA which is literally a vibrational information code that interacts 

with and forms the whole being. Change the vibration change the code, change the code change the 

form because the form is vibration. So you end up with an advancing human again, metagenics. 

 

The essence of what Nietzsche calls the master Morality is having a life style and culture based on such a 

evolutionary practice that creates the Godman[ Superhuman] Ubermensch, by a literal transmutation of 

genetic code. As advancing humans have children and those children grow up doing the same path and 

on you understand where this leads. 

 

 

 

Satan's Enlightenment process works on the metagenic level, and on sending a higher wave of light 

energy thought the entire being reforming them to a higher level, till in time they are perfected to the 

microcosmic frequency or octave of the Sun Star. The Gold in the work. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Sermon 4/17/11 

 

Most of you are well aware of how those who are without discriminate against us due to centuries of 

xian slander, lies, and forced indoctrination.  

 

Each of us is individual and we make our own choices in this regard, but this is a bit of advice.  

 

'Do not mention my name nor my attributes, lest ye regret it; for ye do not know what those who are 

without may do.' 

--Satan  

[From the Al Jilwah]  

 

'Those who are without' right now have the numbers, unfortunately, not to mention a lot of power. In 

many situations, such as where you need certain services, which involve your health, well-being, and 

even life, or the same for your loved one- it is best to heed the above warning from Satan.  

 

If someone has to go to a doctor, hospital; on the job, in the military; anywhere that you are obtaining 

certain services, places you frequent, and so forth- it is best to claim you are a 'Pagan' or even 'non-

religious' if asked or pressed on this issue. This is to protect yourself and your loved ones. Say you have 

to go to the hospital for something, however minor, displaying Satanic tattoos, and anything related can 

invite disaster in certain cases. I have 'Satan' 'Azazel' and their Sigils blatantly tattooed on my forearm. I 

have learned enough from experience to wear sleeves in certain cases.  

 

Yes, the Powers of Hell do protect us, but we also need to protect ourselves. Anything involving food, 

medical issues, our life/well-being- stop and think before revealing your beliefs. We are outnumbered at 

this time. In closing, many of those who are without, given their lack of spiritual knowledge and power, 

along with being indoctrinated with lies, something goes wrong in their life, bad luck or whatever- a 

known 'witch' will often and unjustafiably get the blame.  

 

This is not to say you have to always hide your beliefs. I am just giving some advice here- take it or leave 

it, this is up to you as an individual, but in certain situations, it is best to blend in and not to come to the 
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attention of certain people who can really fuck you up and yes, I know of this over the years from certan 

people here who did not keep their beliefs quiet at certain times. Do you know just how easy it is for a 

medical doctor to legally get away with 'malpractice' even murder? That is one. Think about it. An xian 

who thinks they are scoring points with their 'god' if they harm or kill a Satanist? A jew, who already has 

an obsessed, warped hatred of Gentiles? Take a look at history.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Son Of The Morning Star 

 

Son Of The Morning Star 

 

 

 

 

 

Brothers will fight  

 

and kill each other,  

 

sisters' children  

 

will defile kinship.  

 

It is harsh in the world,  
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whoredom rife  

 

—an axe age, a sword age  

 

—shields are riven—  

 

a wind age, a wolf age—  

 

before the world goes headlong.  

 

No man will have  

 

mercy on another. 

 

-Ancient Norse Prophecy on the Darkage 

 

"Judaism, Christianity, Bolshevism are all bound together. Comrades in agitation, born tools of decay, 

they possess the same talent to destroy the natural structure of society. Bolshevism is the historical and 

logical continuation of Christianity. It realizes on a technical level what Christianity has done on a 

metaphysical level."  

- Adolf Hitler 

 

 

 

"For the past hundred years, i.e., since the outbreak of the French Revolution[ my note started by the 

Jews], Europe had been sinking, more speedily than ever, under the influence of international Jewry and 
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of its cunning agents….Centuries of erroneous application of Christianity — an essentially other-worldly 

creed — to worldly affairs, had prepared the ground for the triumph of the most dangerous 

superstitions."-Devi 

 

 

 

Into this dark and dreary world on April 20th in 1889 he was born, the coming light to liberate the world 

from it's darkness and lead Humanity to the heights of freedom and glory. 

 

"She had just given birth to him on the 20th of April, at six o'clock eighteen in the afternoon, in that 

large airy room on the second floor — the last on the right hand side, at the end of a narrow passage — 

in which she was now reclining, still feeling weak, but happy. The three windows opened on the street. 

Through their spotless glass-panes and white blinds warm sunshine poured in. The baby slept. The 

mother rested. She did not know that she had just been the instrument of a tremendous cosmic Will." 

 

The child was named Adolf, He was to be Satan's Messiah. 

 

"In coming before the public as National Socialists with this conception of the real strength of a Folk, we 

know that today the whole of public opinion is against us. But this is indeed the deepest meaning of our 

new doctrine, which as a world view separates us from others.-Adolf Hitler "The Second Book"  

 

 

 

Those words were written in 1926 when the Party was fighting for the survival of Germany at a hundred 

thousand votes: 

 

Three years later the National Socialist Party received two million votes 

 

The next election thirteen million votes 
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The next election Hitler was the Chancellor of Germany  

 

The Truth had won out. 

 

People should always remember the Jew was literally on the eve of it's total triumph in the 20's and 30's 

in the Western World, Communism had taken the East, America and Western Europe was politically and 

economically in the hands of the Jews who had 

created the depression and worked to spawn millions plus strong Communist movements that was 

gaining ground, and Germany was failing to the Reds and after that France and the rest would. The Jew 

at that point had won, it would have had it's Global Communist Slave State by the early 40's at the 

latest. 

 

An example of how desperate the fighting in Germany against the Jewish take over via Communism was 

alone: 

 

 

 

"The Marxists realized their revolution would have to accelerate, since they would not win at the polls. 

In Berlin the Jews Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg had amassed 100,000 supporters, two thousand 

machine guns and 30 artillery pieces. They invaded Berlin, took over most of the government buildings 

and declared the Ebery government overthrown by their glorious Communist revolution. 

 

On 10 January, Noske, and 30,000 ex-soldier volunteers swarmed into Berlin. These were highly 

disciplined men used to carnage and slaughter on the front. They brutally broke through and decimated 

the 200,000 defenders, though vastly out-manned and with less equipment. The leaders of the red 

revolution were shot or bayonetted. The glorious Communist revolution in Berlin did not last a week." 

 

The Free Corps that successfully defeated Jewish Communist[Rotfrontkämpferbund] troops several 

times in Weimar had all been at the top organized by the Satanists of the Thule Society who saved 
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Germany from the Jewish death grip in the 11th hour literally. You can see the sacred emblems of Thule 

on the Free Crops helmets: 

 

"The Free Corps re-took Munich, and were angered that Russian soldiers that they had defeated 

recently were now armed and active against them yet again. After the city had been taken, the Free 

Corps marched through the town with swastika emblems on their helmets. Cheering crowds lined the 

roads to thank their liberators. http://www.adolfthegreat.com/Trails-Life/youngman-maxi.html 

 

"The Thule Society also adopted the swastika, as part of its emblem, placing it in a circle with a vertical 

German dagger superimposed on it." 

 

 

 

Our brethren of Thule knew if they where going to win they needed a leader, the Messiah who shall 

deliver Germany from the enemies of humanity, the Jews. And lead the World to a higher ideal and 

rebirth. 

 

They found this leader in Hitler the great one had arrived in the 11th hour to bring salvation to the 

world. 

 

You can see Hitler was born for such a role one famous example of Divine protection: 

 

 

 

"The number of times that Adolf escaped death was legendary amongst his comrades…. In an incident 

Adolf was eating dinner when an inner voice suddenly urged him to move away. The feeling was so 

strong that he took his food and moved further up the trench to continue his meal. A stray enemy shell 

burst over the spot where he had been sitting, killing his comrades still there. He had a conviction that 

fate was watching over him. He was destined for greater things." 
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Hitler is also known to have wrote a poem to Wotan during the First War: 

 

"In 1915, while serving in the German Army on the Western Front, Hitler wrote the following esoteric 

poem mentioning the pre-Christian Germanic deity Wotan: 

 

"I often go on bitter nights  

 

To Woden's oak in the quiet glade  

 

With dark powers to weave a union -  

 

The moonlight showing me the runic spell  

 

And all who are full of impudence during the day  

 

Are made small by the magic formula!  

 

They draw shining steel - but instead of going into combat,  

 

They solidify into stalagmites.  

 

Thus the wrong ones separate from the genuine ones -  

 

I reach into a nest of words  
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then give to the good and fair  

 

With my formula blessings and prosperity"  

 

"After four years in Vienna, Hitler left and went to Munich. There he got involved with others who were 

dedicated to the pursuit of occult powers." 

 

 

Where did Hitler obtain his understanding on the truth of the Aryan race?  

 

"They came from the Thule Society." 

 

 

 

"In addition to sun (or light) worship, the Thule Society also practiced Satan worship: "The inner core 

within the Thule Society were all Satanists who practiced Black Magic."- Trevor Ravenscroft, The Spear 

of Destiny 

 

 

"The Society was not a working-man's group as it included amongst its members: "judges, police-chiefs, 

barristers, lawyers, university professors and lecturers, aristocratic families, leading industrialists, 

surgeons, physicians, scientists, as well as a host of rich and influential bourgeois...". 

 

 

 

"The original members of the Nazis (National Socialist Party) were hard-core satanists. It was the Nazis 

who led a willing Hitler into deeper levels of occult involvement. In fact, Dietrich Eckart, an occultist of 

the highest degree, and a practitioner of black magic, bragged before he died, "I have initiated him 

(Hitler) into the 'Secret Doctrine,' opened his centers in vision and given him the means of 
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communication with the Powers...I shall have influenced history more than any other German." 

(Ravenscroft, p.91).  

 

 

 

"One of the founders of both groups, the Nazi Party and the Thule Society, was Dietrich Eckart: "a 

dedicated Satanist, the supreme adept of the arts and rituals of Black Magic and the central figure in a 

powerful and wide-spread circle of occultists—the Thule Group." 

 

The second volume of "Mein Kampf" is dedicated to Eckart, by Hitler as well. 

 

"In 1919, the Society spawned the German Workers Party. Starting later that year, Dietrich Eckart, a 

member of the inner circle of the Thule Society, initiated Hitler into the Society and began to train him in 

its methods for harnessing vril to create a race of Aryan supermen. Hitler had been mystic-minded from 

his youth, when he had studied the Occult and Theosophy in Vienna. Later, Hitler dedicated "Mein 

Kampf" to Eckart. In 1920, Hitler became the head of the German Workers Party, now renamed the 

National Socialist German Worker (Nazi) Party." 

 

 

 

"The membership of the Thule Society also became the foundation of the Nazi Party: ... the Committee 

and the forty original members of the New German Workers' Party were all drawn from the most 

powerful occult society in Germany—the Thule Society." 

 

"The truth is Hitler, members of the Satanic lodges and other high ranking Nazis communicated with The 

Nordic Gods who are known as "Demons." This is where the National Socialist image of the ideal 

man/woman and the program of eugenics originated. Here is another excerpt: "Hitler firmly believed in 

the coming of a new race, the 'Supermen'. He expected them to be a literal "mutation" of Homo 

Sapiens, achieved by arriving at "higher levels of consciousness". The composer and occultist, Richard 

Wagner was obsessed with the 'Master Race' and Hitler was hugely inspired by him. Hitler once said, "In 

order to understand the Nazi Party, you must understand Wagner".  

http://www.666blacksun.com/Adolf_%20Hitler.html 
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The truth of Wagner's Major Opera Parzival, it is based on the Magnum Opus: 

 

" In the Holy Grail Mysteries the Kundalini is manifest as Kundry. As Kundry, the Goddess Kundalini 

transforms Parzival, the archetypal seeker, into an immortal Fisher King[Godman]. ….The Fisher King 

lineages of Babylonian priest kings who claimed descent from the bull god Marduk and his father 

Enki[Satan], the primal goatfish and Creator…."-Pinkham, Guardians Of The Holy Grail  

 

 

 

Another one of these Satanic Orders in Germany was the Vril Society.  

 

"The Vril Society was formed by a group of female psychic mediums led by the Thule Gesellschaft 

medium Maria Orsitsch (Orsic) of Zagreb, who claimed to have received communication from Aryans 

living on Alpha Cen Tauri, in the Aldebaran system. Allegedly, these Nordics had visited Earth and settled 

in Sumeria, and the word Vril was formed from the ancient Sumerian word "Vri-Il" ("like god"). A second 

medium was known only as Sigrun, a name etymologically related to Sigrune, a Valkyrie and one of 

Wotan's nine daughters in Norse legend. 

 

 

 

The Society allegedly taught concentration exercises designed to awaken the forces of Vril. The Vril 

Society joined the Thule Society to fund an ambitious program involving an inter-dimensional flight 

machine based on psychic revelations from the Aldebaran Nordics. 

 

 

 

Members of the Vril Society are said to have included Adolf Hitler, Alfred Rosenberg, Heinrich Himmler, 

Hermann Göring, and Hitler's personal physician, Dr. Theodor Morell. These were original members of 

the Thule Society which supposedly joined Vril in 1919. The NSDAP (NationalSozialistische Deutsche 
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ArbeiterPartei) was created by Thule in 1920, one year later. Dr. Krohn, who helped to create the Nazi 

flag, was also a Thulist. 

 

 

 

With Hitler in power in 1933, both Thule and Vril Gesellschafts allegedly received official state backing 

for continued disc development programs aimed at both spaceflight and possibly a war machine." 

 

 

 

Due to the dedicated work of our brethren Satanists in Germany, hand in hand with our God Satan and 

the Demons[Nordics] something great occurred in the world. 

 

For the first time in a thousand years there was something powerful in the World, an Ideal to counter 

the enemies of life creeds. An ideal that contains within it's essence the entire formula for the total and 

true salvation of all Gentile Kind on Earth and defeat Global Jewry forever in the process. National 

Socialism is Political Satanism. 

 

 

 

"A long way from the child's[Hitler's] humble status to that which he had to attain in order to play, in the 

history of the West, the political part he was destined, but nothing seemed likely to prepare him for the 

accomplishment of his even greater task, namely that of awakening the Western Aryan Soul to its own 

natural wisdom. Aryan Wisdom, in its conscious, warrior-like form, in opposition to all the traditional 

values of Christianity, was unknown in the Western world of the time, let alone in Braunau on the Inn, 

— unknown, at least, to all but a few lonely thinkers such as Friedrich Nietzsche…". 
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"Hitler was informed he was to establish a powerful foundation in which others would follow. Though 

he lost the war, those chosen by Satan will follow with success in establishing a "Fourth Reich." "Four" is 

the number of Satan/Enki."-HP Maxine 

 

He[Hitler] told Hans Grimm, in 1928: "I know that Somebody must come forth and meet our situation. I 

have sought him. I have found him nowhere; and therefore I have taken upon myself to do the 

preparatory work, only the most urgent preparatory work."  

 

"Rauschning, one of Hitlers associates before he defected to the West, said "One cannot help but think 

of him as a medium...beyond any doubt Hitler was possessed by forces outside himself..." (Gerald 

Suster, Hitler: The Occult Messiah).  

 

When Hitler was seventeen his close friend August recounts a spiritual message communicated to Hitler 

by our Gods that he spoke to him and the events around it: 

" 

"Adolf stood before me. He took both my hands in his and held them tight — a gesture that he had 

never yet made. I could feel from the pressure of his hands how moved he was. His eyes sparkled 

feverishly. The words did not pour from his lips with their usual easiness, but burst forth harsh and 

passionate. I noticed at his voice even more than at the way in which he held my hands, how the 

episode he had lived (the performance of "Rienzi" at the Opera) had shattered him to the depth. 

 

"Gradually, he began to speak more freely. The words came with more speed. Never before and also 

never since have I heard Adolf Hitler speak like he did then, as we stood alone under the stars as though 

we had been the only two creatures on earth. 

 

"It is impossible for me to repeat the words my friend uttered in that hour. 

 

"Something quite remarkable, which I had not noticed before, even when he spoke to me with 

vehemence, struck me at that moment: it was as though another Self spoke through him; another Self, 

from the presence of which he was as moved as I was. In no way could one have said of him (as it 

sometimes happens, in the case of brilliant speakers) that he was intoxicated with his own words. On 

the contrary! I had the feeling that he experienced with amazement, I would say, that he was himself 

possessed by, that which burst out of him with elemental power. I do not allow myself a comment on 
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that observation. But it was a state of ecstasy, a state of complete trance in which, without mentioning 

it or the instance involved in it, he projected his experience of the "Rienzi" performance into a glorious 

vision upon another plane, congenial to himself. More so: the impression he had received from that 

performance was merely the external impulse that had prompted him to speak. Like a flood breaks 

through a dam which has burst, so rushed the words from his mouth. In sublime, irresistible images, he 

unfolded before me his own future and that of our people. 

 

"Till then I had been convinced that my friend wanted to become an artist, a painter or an architect. In 

that hour there was no question of such a thing. He was concerned with something higher, which I could 

not yet understand.... He now spoke of a mission that he was one day to receive from our people, in 

order to guide them out of slavery, to the heights of freedom.... Many years were to pass before I could 

realise what that starry hour, separated from all earthly things, had meant to my friend." 

 

-August Kubizek, "The Young Hitler I Knew" 

 

 

 

It was no mistake of all the names to arise in existence to term this new movement of liberation that 

Nazi was the one that it most famously took form in: 

 

 

Nazi is a god in Sumerian mythology, one of the eight deities born to relieve the illness of Enki  

 

Ninhursag: "To the god Nazi I gave birth for thee."  

 

-PLATE XIII. ENKI AND NINHURSAG: THE AFFAIRS OF THE WATER-GOD 

 

"May my faithful ones keep in mind that it is the job of the coming centuries to establish a National 

Socialist Europe, and may they place collective interest always above their own! ... May they — Germans 

and non-German — remain racially conscious, and resist without weakness the poison which is about to 

corrupt and kill all nations: the spirit of international Jewry.-Adolf Hitler 
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The flag on high! The ranks closed tightly!  

 

SA marches with calm, firm steps.  

 

Comrades shot by Red Front and reactionaries  

 

March in spirit within our ranks.  

 

Clear the streets for the brownshirts,  

 

Clear the streets for the stormtroopers!  

 

Already millions, upon seeing the swastika, are filled with hope  

 

The day of freedom and bread is dawning!  

 

The call has sounded for the last time  

 

We all stand ready for the fight!  

 

Soon Hitler's flags will fly over all streets.  

 

Our bondage will only last a short time more!  
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The flag on high! The ranks close tightly!  

 

SA marches with calm, firm steps.  

 

Comrades shot by Red Front and reactionaries  

 

March in spirit within our ranks.  

 

 

 

Sources: 

 

Trevor Ravenscroft, The Spear of Destiny 

 

Gerald Suster, Hitler: The Occult Messiah 

 

http://www.adolfthegreat.com/ 

 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Main.html 

 

PLATE XIII. ENKI AND NINHURSAG: THE AFFAIRS OF THE WATER-GOD 

Lighting And The Sun- Savitri Devi 

 

http://www.savitridevi.org/lightning-contents.html 
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August Kubizek, "The Young Hitler I Knew" 

 

Guardians Of The Holy Grail, Mark Pinkham 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Jews and the Black Holocaust 

 

Jews and the Black Holocaust 

 

 

http://www.blacksandjews.com/JewsBlackHolocaust.html 

 

What are the Issues? 

 

Blacks and Jews have been involved in a re-evaluation of their current and historical relationship. Events 

of the past several years have raised both tensions and the level of rhetoric coming from all sides. The 

Secret Relationship Between Blacks and Jews is a historical accounting of the part of the relationship 

that has been ignored by both Blacks and Jews. Most people are not even aware of the extensive record 

of encounters between the two groups prior to the 20th century. The Honorable Louis Farrakhan 

referred to this well-documented history in 1984 and was immediately labeled an "anti-Semite." Merely 

questioning the belief that Jews were co-sufferers in the Black slave experience draws angry rebukes 

from Jews of all stripes. The book in question presents indisputable historical data from census records, 

wills, Jewish historians and scholars, rabbinical sermons, port records, court records, runaway slave 

notices, slave sale advertisements, etc., which forces all sides to grapple with the long-held mythology 

that Black people always found a friend in the Jews. 
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Some Jews and their dutiful negros have hired the services of Dr. Harold Brackman of the Simon 

Wiesenthal Center in an effort to preserve the comfortable mythology which has obscured the actual 

historical record. But unbeknownst to them, Dr. Brackman's 1977 unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 

entitled The Ebb and Flow of Conflict, goes far beyond The Secret Relationship in its claims of Jewish 

conspiracy in the Biblical origin of White supremacy. He clearly states that Jewish Talmudic scholars 

invented the Hamitic Myth which, through the story of Noah, everlastingly assigned to the African the 

role of slave and divinely cursed servant of White people. According to Dr. Tony Martin's book, The 

Jewish Onslaught, the Jewish invention of the Hamitic Myth "provided the moral pretext upon which the 

entire trade grew and flourished."  

 

"There is no denying," said Brackman of the story of Noah, "that the Babylonian Talmud was the first 

source to read a Negrophobic content into the episode..." Brackman pointed out further that two third 

century Jewish "Sages" provided homosexual embellishments for the Biblical story as well. 

 

This "curse" was the absolute basis for the Europeans' choice of dark-skinned Africans for chattel 

slavery. Many denominations of Christianity, Islam and Judaism believe it and teach it to this very 

moment! Southern plantation owners attacked the Abolitionists with it; its teaching was the foundation 

of the slaves' permitted religion; Black inferiority is based on it; the Ku Klux Klan relies on it; even the 

Mormons officially taught it until 1978. When the Jews invented it and promoted it to the world they 

sentenced the Black Race to a holocaust the likes of which no people have ever suffered. "Hate 

teaching" will forever be defined by this wicked belief system brought to us in the Jewish Holy Talmud 

via Harold Brackman. 

 

The critics curiously use a Harvard English teacher, Henry Louis Gates, to offer historical clarity. Gates 

exhibits no evidence that he even read the book in his oft-quoted NY Times opinion. His willingness to 

make asinine historical claims with the glaring absence of support from reputable Black or Jewish 

historians proves Adam Clayton Powell's axiom: "Harvard has ruined more negroes than bad whiskey." 

 

Overwhelming Evidence 

 

The history that the old "Black-Jewish Coalition" clumsily avoids is the entire three century history of 

Jewish presence in South America and the Caribbean. But other highly acclaimed Jewish scholars have 

not been so blind: 
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•Lee M. Friedman, a one-time president of the American Jewish Historical Society, wrote that in Brazil, 

where most of the Africans actually went, "the bulk of the slave trade was in the hands of Jewish 

settlers." 

 

 

•Marcus Arkin wrote that the Jews of Surinam used "many thousands" of Black slaves. 

 

 

•Herbert I. Bloom wrote that "the slave trade was one of the most important Jewish activities here (in 

Surinam) as elsewhere in the colonies." He even published a 1707 list of Jewish buyers by name with the 

number of Black humans they purchased. 

 

 

•Cecil Roth, writer of 30 books and hundreds of articles on Jewish history, wrote that the slave revolts in 

parts of South America "were largely directed against [Jews] as being the greatest slave-holders of the 

region." 

 

 

•"I gather," wrote Jewish scholar Wilfred Samuels, "that the Jews [of Barbados] made a good deal of 

their money by purchasing and hiring out negroes..." 

 

 

•According to the Jewish historians, all Barbadian Jews owned slaves - even the rabbi had "the 

enjoyment of his own two negro attendants." 

 

 

•In Curaçao which was a major slave trading depot, Isaac and Susan Emmanuel report that "the shipping 

business was mainly a Jewish enterprise." 
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•Says yet another Jewish writer of the Jews of Curaçao, "Almost every Jew bought from one to nine 

slaves for his personal use or for eventual resale." 

 

 

•Seymour B. Liebman in his New World Jewry, made it clear that "[t]he ships were not only owned by 

Jews, but were manned by Jewish crews and sailed under the command of Jewish captains." 

 

 

•Moshe Kahan stated bluntly that in 1653-1658, " Jewish-Marrano merchants were in control of the 

Spanish and Portuguese trade, were almost in control of the Levantine trade...were interested in the 

Dutch East and West Indian companies, were heavily involved in shipping; and, most important, had at 

their disposal large amounts of capital." 

 

 

•In Brazil, where most of our kidnapped ancestors were sent, Jewish scholar Arnold Wiznitzer is most 

explicit about Jewish involvement: 

 

 

 

"Besides their important position in the sugar industry and in tax farming, they dominated the slave 

trade. From 1636 to 1645 a total of 23,163 Negro slaves arrived from Africa and were sold for 6,714,423 

florins. The West India Company, which monopolized imports of slaves from Africa, sold slaves at public 

auctions against cash payment. It happened that cash was mostly in the hands of Jews. The buyers who 

appeared at the auctions were almost always Jews, and because of this lack of competitors they could 

buy slaves at low prices. On the other hand, there also was no competition in the selling of the slaves to 

the plantation owners and other buyers, and most of them purchased on credit payable at the next 

harvest in sugar. Profits up to 300 percent of the purchase value were often realized with high interest 

rates....If it happened that the date of such an auction fell on a Jewish holiday the auction had to be 

postponed. This occurred on Friday, October 21, 1644." 
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Given the concise statements in the Jewish historical record, of which the "Black/Jewish Coalition" is 

totally ignorant, how can it be taken seriously in the present debate? (For even more evidence see the 

Facts and Quotes Section) 

 

Jews and Slavery in the Old South 

 

The Jewish critics prefer to focus on the history of slavery in America while ignoring our kidnapped 

African family in other parts of the Western Hemisphere. This attempt to focus the debate is designed to 

limit our historical inquiry and to suggest that we Blacks are to care only about our Black family within 

America's political boundaries. This view also conveniently limits the consideration of evidence of direct 

Jewish involvement as whip-wielders in the slave trade which is so abundant in the southern part of the 

Western Hemisphere. By the time of the Jewish migration into what is now the United States, Jews were 

less involved in the direct trade but remained significant beneficiaries by their involvement in the 

plantation economy. 

 

Jews in the South were of the merchant class, according to a Jewish historian, having developed "a 

separate and distinctive accommodation to the plantation economy." The Southern planters depended 

upon these merchants to move their produce to market as well as for a source of supplies and financing. 

Jews had become commission merchants, brokers, auctioneers, cotton wholesalers, slave clothing 

dealers, and peddlers, keeping the slave economy oiled with money, markets and supplies. 

 

It is no mystery why the Jews were absent from representation in the ranks of the Abolitionists. The 

American and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society in their report of 1853 expressed their frustration at the lack 

of Jews: 

 

"The Jews of the United States have never taken any steps whatever with regard to the slavery question. 

As citizens, they deem it their policy to have every one choose which ever side he may deem best to 

promote his own interests and the welfare of his country. They have no organization of an ecclesiastical 

body to represent their general views; no General Assembly, or its equivalent. The American Jews have 

two newspapers, but they do not interfere in any discussion which is not material to their religion. It 

cannot be said that the Jews have formed any denominational opinion on the subject of American 

slavery....The objects of so much mean prejudice and unrighteous oppression as the Jews have been for 
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ages, surely they, it would seem, more than any other denomination, ought to be the enemies of caste, 

and friends of universal freedom." 

 

One study by Ira Rosenwaike published by the American Jewish Historical Society has shown that 75% of 

the Jews of the South owned Black slaves while 36% of the White population owned slaves.  

 

Ask the Jewish critics to name one (just one) prominent Colonial American Jew who did not own slaves. 

He will have the same difficulty as the Anti-Defamation League of the B'nai B'rith had in their 1976 

pamphlet entitled, American Jews: Their Story. The ADL lists 13 pioneers of the American Jewish 

community - 10 of whom have been definitively linked to the slave trade. Some Jewish scholars of today, 

such as Jacob Rader Marcus, chart the wealth and prestige of their ancestors by the number of Black 

slaves they possessed. The point that the "Coalition" eludes is the utter failure of Judaism to control this 

oppressive impulse on the part of these Jews. As Rabbi Bertram Korn, the foremost scholar of 

nineteenth century Jewish history, has written: "It would seem to be realistic to conclude that any Jew 

who could afford to own slaves and had need for their services would do so....Jews participated in every 

aspect and process of the exploitation of the defenseless blacks."  

 

When Rabbi David Einhorn of Civil War era Baltimore, a true Jewish friend of Black people stood up for 

the humanity of the Black Man using the holy principles of Judaism from the Torah, his words were 

brilliant: 

 

 

"America of the future will not rest on slave chains or belittling its adopted citizens. It will also give up its 

disinterestedness in the fate of other peoples of the world....[T]he next battles will leave a real blood 

bath, but slavery will be drowned in that bath." 

 

 

Alas, his own congregation physically expelled him from his position as rabbi and ultimately from the 

city. They opted, as most Jews did, to accept the "Judaism" of the most prominent rabbi of the time 

Morris J. Raphall: 
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"[I]t remains a fact which cannot be gainsaid that in his own native home, and generally throughout the 

world, the unfortunate negro is indeed the meanest of slaves. Much had been said respecting the 

inferiority of his intellectual powers, and that no man of his race has ever inscribed his name on the 

Parthenon of human excellence, either mental or moral." 

 

 

The historical record is formidable and well-represented in The Secret Relationship Between Blacks and 

Jews, Volume One. Within 334 pages there are 1,275 footnotes containing multiple references for the 

reader to examine. The irrefutable record of Jewish historical compliance with Black oppression is no 

longer a "secret." The debate has surely changed. 

 

The Washington Post has confirmed the accuracy of The Secret Relationship while exposing the 

ignorance of its media critics. University of Chicago African Studies professor and Jew Ralph A. Austen 

has written in Tikkun Magazine that the "substantive content...seems fairly accurate." Furthermore he 

says, "The authors of The Secret Relationship underestimate the structural importance of the Jews in the 

early stages of the New World slave trade." The Jewish Community, negro followers, Harold Brackman 

and Henry Louis Gates might do well to investigate that amazing assertion of this Jewish historian. 

 

Jewish Racism 

 

But what of the continuing Jewish racism that elicits no Jewish response at all. No letters warning of 

some ominous trend. The African United Front of Los Angeles raised many of these issues in a recent 

Final Call article: 

 

·Michael Levin of City College of New York, Vincent Sarvich of the University of California at Berkeley and 

Richard Hernstein at Harvard are among the most prominent Jewish scientists and scholars who 

maintain that Black people are intellectually deficient. Hernstein's book Bell Curve harkens back to some 

plantation philosophy claiming that Blacks are intellectually inferior to Whites. Other Jews, including 

Howard B. Abikoff of the Long Island Jewish Medical Center, Rachel Klein of the Long Island Medical 

Center and Columbia University, and Gail Wasserman, in the Department of Child Psychiatry at 

Columbia, are engaged in research which has the potential to link genetics to violence in inner city Black 

and Latino children. Where is the outrage, Coalition? Where are the calls for repudiation? 
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·Journalists like Jeff Greenfield, Norman Podhoretz, Roger Rosenblatt and other Jews have besmirched 

the Black image in news shows or on the printed page. Jewish producers in Hollywood like Norman Lear, 

Mort Lochman and Ed Weinberger continually produce degrading television sitcoms, like Sugar Hill, 

produced by Armyan Berstein, Tom Rosenberg and Mark Abraham. These portrayals can only be 

compared to Julius Streicher's degradation of Jews in Der Stürmer in Nazi Germany[my note Streicher 

told the truth about the Jews and they hanged him for it after the war, where the Jews lie about Blacks]. 

 

·The San Francisco Chronicle, the San Francisco Examiner, the Los Angeles Times and numerous other 

newspapers have documented the fact that for decades the ADL ran a private nationwide spy network - 

"a systematic, long-term, professionally organized political espionage operation complete with 

informers, infiltrators, money laundering, code names, wiretapping and secret meetings." Newspapers 

have revealed that among the 950 organizations and 10,000 individuals that the ADL prepared files on 

were many Black groups, including the NAACP! 

 

There are many issues of varying degrees of significance that must also be raised to clear the air: 

 

 

For thirty years Israel has maintained strong economic, military, nuclear, scientific, academic, energy, 

tourist, cultural, sports, transportation, agricultural and intelligence ties with South Africa - and thereby 

prolonged Black oppression there. Jews were the only group in this country who arrogantly threatened 

to protest the visit of revered African National Congress Chairman and now President Nelson Mandela 

to the United States in 1990. They have labeled Mandela and Bishop Desmond Tutu "anti-Semites" while 

the 110,000 Jewish South Africans are, in fact, the richest single community in the world. 

 

The late Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Dayan asserted that the quality of American military forces had 

deteriorated because they were composed of Blacks "who have low intelligence and low education." He 

urged America to ensure that "fresh blood and better brains go to their forces." He is a hero in Israel.  

 

Jewish talk show host Howard Stern was quoted in the November 1st issue of Time magazine as stating 

that, "they didn't beat this idiot (Rodney King) enough." In March, he played Ku Klux Klan songs on his 

broadcast and used the term "nigger" 55 times in 10 minutes. He offered the term "porch monkey" and 

"yard ape" as labels for Blacks. 
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Furthermore, during the week of March 7, 1994, Jewish comedian Jackie Mason was quoted by news 

broadcasts as having said: "The susceptibility to violence happens to be more among Blacks than whites 

- a hundred times more." 

 

In 1991, Judge Joyce A. Karlin sentenced Korean merchant Soon Ja Du to five years of probation, 400 

hours of community service and a fine of five hundred dollars for killing Black teenager Latasha Harlins. 

Judge Stanley M. Weisberg transferred the Rodney King case to Simi Valley and thereby virtually assured 

an unfair trial for the Black victim. Superior Court Judge Roosevelt I. Dorn, a Black jurist who had been 

hand-picked to hear the case of three men charged with beating Reginald Denny during the early hours 

of the L.A. Civil unrest, was removed from the case by District Attorney Ira Reiner. Karlin, Weisberg and 

Reiner are all Jews. Jewish leaders did not repudiate them for their "racism" or "unfairness;" there were 

no newspaper advertisements taken out to condemn them, nor were their names dragged before 

congress to be censured. 

 

If the Jewish Community has a longstanding interest in providing accurate information about history, 

culture and traditions of the Jewish community, as some have claimed, maybe they should commence 

with one or more of the above. 

 

Black educators need not fear cheap smear campaigns by long-time racists. Our history is our 

responsibility, and we have no right to compromise with truth or the instruction of our children. What 

they teach Jewish children is their business. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

The Templar's Serpent Tradition Of Satan 

 

The Templar's Serpent Tradition  

 

 

"This excerpt quote from the Catholic Encyclopedia is very revealing:  
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In the same way the Greeks and Romans may have worshipped their divinities, fondly believing them to 

be good. But the Christian Scriptures declare that all the gods of the Gentiles are demons.  

Catholic Encyclopedia: Devil Worship  

http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/04767a.htm  

DEMONS ARE THE GODS OF THE GENTILES!!!!" -High Priestess Maxine 

 

 

 

I hold the official story of the Founding of the Templar Order in suspect, the tale sounds of spiritual 

allegory, while they where in the Middle East, I doubt they where founded there. Looking at the fact the 

Vatican was not as powerful as claimed till the 14th century and for hundreds of years after the rise of 

Christianity, the previous Pagan houses of the Priestly blood line nobility still existed in many parts of 

Europe such as the Merovigians and others it seems the Pagan leadership simply created a New Order to 

counter the Vatican's growing one. But dressed it up in Christian looking tinsel on the outside to keep 

Rome at bay. There is a large back story in Europe of the struggle of the Nobility against the Church that 

spans centuries.  

 

The final proof is the fact the Templar and Cathar sects both where related shared the symbols and 

originally science of spirit. It is well known by writers such as Otto Rahn the Cathar's where from the 

Druidic[Naddred] Order. 

 

"Deep within the grottoes of Sabarthez Rahn found chambers in which the walls were covered with 

symbols characteristic of the Knights Templar, side by side with emblems of the Cathars. This finding 

confirmed the notion, fostered by mystical historians, that the Knights Templar and the Cathars were at 

one time closely associated. One intriguing image which had been carved into the stone wall of a grotto 

was clearly a drawing of a lance. This depiction immediately suggests the bleeding lance which appears 

over and over again in the Arthurian legends. 

 

The legend of the Grail, explains Miguel Serrano, "reappears forcibly Christianised in the Middle Ages. 

The Templars disseminated it. It is centred on the legend of the court of King Arthur (who is the King of 

the Grail and is also called Amfortas)."-Alexander Dugin 
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Here is the real origin of the Templar they where the same Aryans blood families that made up the 

Naddreds, they where just under a new name given the times. 

 

Later due once again to enemy attacks they would be forced to change themselves into the Free 

Masons. 

 

 

 

The Templar's Pagan Order: 

 

In the centers of the Knight's alchemical temples were the altars upon which sat effigies of the Green 

Man, also gracing their shrines were Black Madonna's. The walls of these temples where adorned with 

alchemical symbols Black Madonna's as the personification the black or destructive/transformative 

aspect of the Magnum Opus and is synonymous with Kali in India. Madonna is an Latin title and name 

for Mary the mother of the fictional Christ. Mary or Madonna and child was stolen from Egyptian Isis 

Meru and Horus child and many other Pagan cultures themes. Isis is known as Astarte/Easter and to us 

Astaroth. The Templar churches where decorated with the images of Satan and Astaroth, the Green 

Man another alias of Satan in the image of the Serpent or Kundalini force and the Magnum Opus. The 

Templar's carried the same sacred black and red cords the Yezidhi's do as a link to their eternal bond to 

Satan or Melek Taus. 

 

 

 

Four major confirmed articles the Church found against the Templar's was: 

 

The Templar initiation ceremony included denying Christ as Savior and Son of God, and defiling the Cross 

by spitting or urinating up it. 

 

The Knights worshipped an idol in the form of a bearded human head. 
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At their initiation the Knights received a sacred cord to wear around their waist that had first been 

bound around the idolized head. An ancient Pagan custom still found among the Yezidhi that symbolizes 

the connection to Satan eternally. 

 

During initiation the Knights kissed each other on the mouth, the navel, the base of the spine, and the 

penis. 

 

These articles are identical to the custom of Traditional Witchcraft Covens in Europe during initiation 

ceremonies into the Coven and Craft: 

 

"Templar Kiss which according the Knights own testimonies occurred between an incoming Knight and a 

high ranking Knight priest. The kisses which were planted by the elder Templar on the new Knight's 

mouth, navel and base of the spine, where to done to specifically activate Kundalini, since most of these 

parts of the body are known by the Tantric's as seats of the power. The Templar kiss ostensibly involved 

blowing into the new initiate mouth the breath of life, which was saturated with the elder Knight's own 

kundalini energy. And awakened the seats of Kundalini in initiates body." 

 

 

 

Author M. Giles , an expert on the secret Templar rites of the Rules, compares the Templar kiss to a 

similar eastern rite of initiation: 

 

"The Templar kisses….had nothing obscene about them, because they symbolized the transmission of 

the breath of Life of the Order, and Power of the Order as was the custom in most ancient initiations." 

 

 

 

The Pranic kiss is still done in the East into initiation into the Charka[Sacred Circle] the Eastern Tantric 

version of the Coven: 
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"The two lower regions have for ages been recognized in the East as dwelling places of the Kundalini, 

and both are often touched of kissed by gurus today to awaken the indwelling Serpent Power. Typically, 

an initiating guru transmits a spark of his own Kundalini into the initiate, so the process is described as 

"one candle lighting another." Eastern gurus transmit their alchemical power through their breaths, 

which they do by blowing of kissing parts of the body, including the face and mouth." 

 

 

 

-A thirteenth Century manuscript, entitled The Secret Tule, provided proof that the Templar's' infamous 

initiation kisses were not sexually motivated, but designed to awaken the inner force. One of the many 

"Articles" contained within the manual states: 

 

"Article 11.Ritual of Reception of the Brothers-Elect: Oath to guard the secret of the Order, the least 

indiscretion being punishable by death. The Receiver shall kiss the Neophyte successively on the mouth, 

to transmit to him the breath; on the sacral plexus[base of the spine], which commands the creative 

force; then on the umbilicus, and finally on the virile member, image of the masculine principle." 

 

"The Templar once initiated would have began the process of rebuilding Solomon's Temple" the Knight's 

Kundalini would work to ascended up the spine to the top o f his head a Templar would gradually 

become full of the Holy Spirit or Kundalini energy while being transformed, the Serpent would then 

enter the Holy of Holies, the skull of the Knight , and activate the Ajna Chakra of Third eye of spiritual 

sight along with the remaining two-thirds of his brain power, to bring forth the state of Gnosis." 

 

On Baphomet: 

 

According to author Hugh Schonfeld, translated via the Atbash Cipher used by the Templar's, the name 

Baphomet becomes Sophia, thus making Baphomet and Sophia synonymous, Sophia is the name of the 

Serpent Goddess[Kundalini]. Identical to the union of Siva and Shakti. 
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"The Knights had a name for the Kundalini power transferred through the Templar Kiss. It was 

Baphomet, which the occult historian Gerald Masse claims is a synonym for the "Mother of 

Breath."Much of what we know about the Templar's and their relationship to Kundalini comes from 

their remaining images of Baphomet, which includes the three black heads that once adorned the shield 

of Hughes de Payen collectively representing the universal Trinity and triune power of the life force." 

 

"While studying the name Baphomet, Sufi and Arab researchers have alluded to its Gnostic overtones. 

They maintain that Baphomet is an evolution of the Arabic abufihamat, meaning "father of wisdom." 

Their perspective affiliates Baphomet with Murrugan, the Jnana Pandita, the Lord of Wisdom. 

Murrugan[another alias of Satan] , whose is the embodiment of Kundalini and the father of 

Gnosticism[Yoga] in the East." 

 

Murrugan's main center on Sri Lanka is Mylapur the place of the Peacock. The worship of which is 

identical to the Yezidis, the Mandeans who are culturally connected to the Yezidis and also worship 

Melek Taus[Satan] state in their record they came from Sri Lanka where Melek Taus taught them the 

spiritual wisdom to become Gods. 

 

From reading numerous descriptions of the Templar Baphomet and seeing the images in the Templar 

Rosslyn Chapel, the Baphomet of the Templar's and the old Green Man are related in image and 

meaning, the Kundalini force of Satan. 

 

"The image of Baphomet of western occultism was taken from the image of Shiva [above]. Note the 

position of the arms, one pointing upwards and the other downwards. The Baphomet again is symbolic 

of both the male and the female aspects of the soul. Note the Baphomet is both male and female, as 

also seen with in images of the Egyptian God Akhenaton. The horns are symbolic of Mercury, which is 

the vril, chi, witchpower, lifeforce, prana.  

 

 

The wings of the soul represent spiritual freedom. The goat symbolizes fertility- fertility in multiplying 

the life force, vril, which activates and raises the serpent. The "Goat of a Thousand Young" is referring to 

the crown chakra, "Sahasrara" in Sanskrit which means "Thousand Petaled Lotus."  

 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Satanic_Symbols.html 
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Siva is another Eastern alias of Satan and the image of Siva is the perfected Being via the kundalini 

energies. 

 

The origins of the Aryan Race are infact in the East: 

http://gblt.webs.com/Witchcraft_Tradition.htm 

 

The Pagan Templar Cathedrals: 

 

The Knights Templar were the prime movers behind the building of the great Gothic cathedrals, 

especially that of Chartres. As the predominant, and often the only "developers" in large European 

center of culture, they were behind the formation of the builders' guilds, including that of the 

stonemasons, who became lay members of the Templar Order and who reaped all their benefits such as 

exemption from paying tax."Seven of Europe's Gothic cathedrals were especially important to the 

Templar's. These were constructed over the seven chakras or principal contextual power points on the 

continent which greatly empowered them. The location of the European centers had been known abut 

since the time Druids who had built nature temples over them and dedicated each to one of the seven 

known planets. Druid priests and priestesses then served as oracles for each temples' associated planet. 

The Templar's, or Templar-Trained masons rebuilt the sites with their own Gothic churches and 

cathedrals." 

 

According to the great European alchemist Fulcannelli who visited most of these cathedrals in the early 

1900's and recorded his assessments of them in his magnum opus Le Mystere des Cathedrals, the 

majority of the cathedrals had indeed been designed by Templar's or Templar-trained masons and 

intended to be used as special initiation chambers. Apparently most of the cathedrals, including the 

small Gothic church of Rosslyn Chapel that is situated over Europe's seventh charka, once possessed one 

or more Black Madonna's[Astaroth]….gracing their main altars." 

 

There is also the 8 pointed star of Astaroth decorating the walls of Rosslyn, the entire Chapel is built as 

an alchemical map of the human soul down to the Cardinal points as where all Templar Churches. 

 

On the most famous of such Templar Cathedrals: 
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The Cathedral of Notre Dame in Paris, which Fullcanelli refers to as the Philosopher's Church." It was 

here , according to the master alchemist, that the local alchemists built their headquarters, compete 

with alchemical symbols, such as salamanders, which are symbolic of alchemical fire. He states: 

 

"The alchemists of the Fourteenth Century used to meet[at Notre Dame] once a week on the day of 

Saturn, either at the main porch, at the Portal of St. Marcel or else at the little Porte-Rouge, all 

decorated with salamanders." 

 

 

 

Today at the main entrance of Notre Dame is the image of a Goddess, Sophia[ symbol of the serpent 

power] who identities the nine stage of alchemy as a ladder with nine steps. About this image Fullcanelli 

remarks:  

 

Supported between her knees and learning against her chest is the ladder with nine rungs-scala 

philosoporum-hieroglyph of the patience which the faithful must possess in the course of the nine 

successive operations of the hermetic labours." 

 

 

 

Escape from the Vatican Forces 

 

"How many Templar's survived Philip the Fair's onslaught The answer must be most of them. 

Thousands…." 

 

On Friday the 13th, October of 1307 the King of France acting on orders from the Pope ordered the 

arrest of the Templar's. Of all the members of the Order many seemed to escape arrest at the hands of 

the Vatican agents and tools. It was found was that the Templar's knew in advance what was coming 

and had quietly planned their escape on the night of October the 12 a large convoy of coachers full of 

Knights and treasures marched to their ships moored at the Orders' principal port of La Rochelle, which 
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they had used for years to sail between France and their castles in Italy, England, Denmark, the Orkneys, 

Spain, Scotland, and throughout the Mediterranean Sea. Once the Templar's had arrived at La Rochelle 

they and their treasures entered 18 galleys and silently set sail upon the open sea." 

 

 

 

Free Masons  

 

"The Templar's went underground and became members of France's masonry guild. This was an 

expected move considering the Templar Order was at the time of its arrest overflowing with French 

masons aspiring to become Knights An ensuing transformation took place as an abundance of Templar's 

became initiated French Freemasons and helped engender the founding of Freemasonic lodges in not 

only France, but throughout all continental Europe and Great Britain. The beginning of this turn of 

events is alluded to by the Freemasonic historian Albert Pike in Morals and Dogma: 

 

"..Sword and the Trowel(became) the insignia of the Templar's, who….concealed themselves under the 

name of Brethren Masons. This name Freres Macons in the French , adopted by the way of secret 

reference to the Builders of the Second Temple, was corrupted in English into Freemasons. 

 

The Templar's had, of course , already established a long term relationship with the European 

masons[being the founders of many of their societies in the past] during the Knights' nearly two 

hundred years of existence. The Templar's, however, placed more emphasis on their relationship with 

the masons when it appeared eminent that their Order would require their lodges for camouflage in 

order to survive. With this in mind , Jacques de Molay, the last Templar Gran Master, applied himself 

while in his French prison cell to the task by securing a future for his Knights by formulating the rites and 

degrees of the branches of Freemasonry they would unite with and found. 

 

States Levi: 

 

"The end of the drama is well known, and how Jacques de Molay and his fellows perished in the flames. 

But before his execution, the Chief of the Order organized and instituted what afterwards came to be 

called the Occult, Hermetic, or Scottish(Free) Masonry." 
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In Scotland the Knights became the "Royal Order of Scotland" And in England the Rose Cross as well the 

most famous of member made up the English Royal Tudor Court Queen Elizabeth the 1st, Sir Francis 

Bacon[also ghost wrote under the name Shakespeare] and mind behind the New World or New Atlantis, 

and John Dee(the original 007) as the Queen's Court astrologer: 

 

http://gblt.webs.com/New_Atlantis.htm 

 

 

 

England had under Elizabeth's Father who undoubtedly was a member and adept of the same Order had 

broken away from Rome totally and created the Church of England with the Monarch as the Head of the 

English Church. The Vatican declared a crusade against the Nation and sent their ill fated Crusader force 

of 30,000 solders aboard the Spanish Armada in 1588, which was sunk in "a freak storm" the weather 

had been planned and was to be calm with blue skies. Anyone who understand Magic understand a 

Nation full of adepts can summon up such weather with ease, and they knew the Spanish where coming, 

Drake's job was to stall the Spanish Fleet long enough for the storm to be generated. 

 

What the situation in Europe was by this time was the majority of all the members of the ruling 

aristocratic families of Europe and noble houses in general along with the cream of European Gentile 

society where members of Spiritual Satanist Orders. The very head which Jewry had tried to remove 

with it's tool of Christianity and the Vatican and it's attack on the Templar's, had survived and rebuilt 

and where working towards restoring the enlightened Pagan[Satanic] civilization. These societies all had 

strict rules barring Jews from joining as they knew the truth.  

 

 

 

What ending up happening was the Jews countered directed by Rothschild put together a successful 

subversion of the Orders under the title of a Trojan Horse called the Illuminati, which major points was 

to overturn the law banning Jews from being members of the Lodge, removal of all true Gentile or 
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Satanic Spiritual knowledge and replacement of it with Hebrew dreck (just look at any occult text from 

this societies today it's all Hebrew/angelic nonsense) and the subversion to the doctrine of Illuminatism 

which is nothing more then Jewish Communism: 

 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Illuminati.htm 

 

The last pure Templar Lodges such as the Thule Society[99 Lodge at the center it seems] where able to 

finally created the society they had struggled for in the form of the 3rd Reich. The Temple of the Sun 

which the Templar's Satanists bore in their title was to be a society in which the individual had obtained 

the Magnum Opus or Rebuilt the Temple of the Sun[human soul] upon themselves, thus obtaining the 

personal Godhead of finishing the Enlightenment Process, and then initiate and teach others. Till the 

entire society had become the macrocosm of the Temple of the Sun and had finished the work that 

Satan and the Demons started on Humanity in the Golden Age before the planet was attacked. This was 

also the main purpose behind the creation of America: 

 

 

 

http://www.666blacksun.com/NEW_WORLD_ORDER.html 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

The Fountain Of Youth 

 

The Fountain Of Youth 
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"The priests of the Mysteries were symbolized as a serpent, sometimes called Hydra...The Serpent Kings 

reigned over the earth. It was these Serpent Kings who founded the Mystery schools which later 

appeared as the Egyptian and Brahmin Mysteries... .The serpent was their symbol...They were the true 

Sons of Light, and from them have descended a long line of adepts and initiates." - Hall  

 

 

 

"Tantric Yoga is the Vedic Yajna internalized; a worship of the inner fire of the kundalini with pranayama, 

mantra and meditation. The worship of Shiva also maintains many Vedic forms, using the Vedic fire, 

Vedic mantras and Vedic like communion with nature.....The Rudram the most famous chant to Shiva, 

which is found in the Yajur-Veda, makes Shiva's identity with the Vedic sacrifice very clear."-Frawley 

 

 

 

In the Tantric tradition, Amrita[Soma]-the dew of the lily and nectar of the goddess-had been called `the 

ambrosia of immortality' and the fountain of youth. 

 

 

 

"Sanskrit was the ancient holy language of India[and the original language of the Aryans] dating back to 

the Vedic(Divine knowledge) tradition." 

 

With recent finds in the East the Veda's date have been found to be over eight thousand years and 

older. Vedic Tradition is the oldest in existence. 

 

http://gblt.webs.com/Witchcraft_Tradition.htm 
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"In the Tantric tradition, Amrita-the dew of the lily and nectar of the goddess-had been called `the 

ambrosia of immortality' and the fountain of youth.' 

 

 

 

"It is the Sanskrit which survive in relation to the Lily and Rose customs, and this had happened by virtue 

of the long-prevailing esoteric art known as Tantra(meaning `continuity'). This art is regarded not just as 

mystical, but as magical , and it is often aligned with Yogic practice although being historically much 

older, dating back several millennia."- Gardner 

 

 

 

"Vedic literature portrays an ancient solar religion of Yoga and enlightenment, such as was once 

common throughout the entire world. The Sun is a symbol of the higher Self, the Atman or Purusha of 

yogic thought. This Vedic religion of light is a religion of consciousness, which is the supreme form of 

light."- 

 

 

 

Looking at Tantra it is the essence of the original Vedic spiritual tradition which placed great importance 

on the "Jyotirmaya Pursha" the Being made of light energy. As the Eastern teachings where corrupted 

later the core of the Divine knowledge was collected into a system that became known at Tantra to 

preserve this sacred knowledge. Much of the Vedic teachings where then externalized with the inner or 

esoteric meanings removed. And many of the concepts corrupted. In the Rasvarnava Tantra we can see 

a statement of this fact: 

 

-Siva first words speak to the goals of every tantric practitioner: "Eternal youth, immortality of the body 

and the attainment of an identity of nature with Siva. that is , liberation in the body. From here the God 

launches into a condemnation of the six major schools of philosophical foundations nontantric 

Dharmism-which equal liberation with release from the body(i.e., which assume that liberation is 

realized only after death)[My note this is what the RHP teaches] 
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The liberation that occurs when one drops dead is indeed a worthless liberation. For in that case a 

donkey is also liberated when he drops dead. Liberation is indeed viewed in the six schools as occurring 

when one drops dead, but that kind of liberation is not immediately perceptible, in the way that a 

myrobalan fruit in the hand is. 

 

Liberation arises from gnosis(jnana),gnosis arises from the maintenance of the vital breaths. Therefore. 

where there is stability mercury is empowered and the body is stabilized. Thought the use of mercury 

obtains a body that is unaging and immortal. 

 

Supernatural powers and bodily immortality, the goals of the tantric practitioner.- 

 

 

Note Siva is a Vedic Deity as well, under different aliases. 

 

 

"In the old Tantric environment, the Goddess (or Shakti) was considered to be the major source of 

spiritual power held within her transcendental fluids, called the Rasa. Interestingly, the same word was 

used by alchemists in much later medieval times to describe the "first matter " of the alchemical 

process,."-Gardner 

 

 

 

Rasa is the divine essence or nectar. 

 

 

 

"A primary key to the original Tantric practice was undoubtedly the Shakit ritual of the Divine Mother: 

the power of consciousness and spiritual evolution. This was the magical province of the Suvasini 

priestesses-the Fragrant Ladies who where the sacred flowerers of lilies (lotus flowers). " 
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This is the female [Shakti] aspect of the soul, the Kundalini energy and the "Fragrant Ladies" as 

mentioned related to the chakra's or lotus centers and their Fragrance is the energy released from them 

which transforms the being to a higher level of light energy. 

 

 

 

"Very apparent in the Tantric writings is that the Kalas collected from the Suvasini are discussed in the 

plural and , therefore, relate to rather more…..They are mentioned in relation to various chakra centers 

of spiritual power, but appear to fall into two distinct classifications: the first associated with blood and 

the second related to water. In essence they were the traditional equivalents of the previously cited du 

Lac and Del Acqs traditions in Grail lore-with the first related to the rose (or blub) and the second to the 

lily (or lotus) In tantric teaching, it is the lotus which collects the dew; consequently the Grail is 

represented by the Rosi-crusis: the Dewcup."- Gardner 

 

 

 

This is relating to the energy [blood] of the chakra centers upon higher activation via Yoga and the 

Water[femine energy] is the kundalini power which awakens and connects piecing them as it moves 

upwards towards the crown. and releasing the flow of this Soma or Amrita to flow downwards. The 

Dewcup has also been referred to as curve of the skull in which this nectar flows down from, fertilizing 

the energy centers and clearing the nadis channels in the body. Many Yogi's in India today still wear a 

tuff of hair in a point to represent this spot and pull it tight to make it easier to meditate upon it's spot.  

 

 

 

"Yet Soma was not just an outer plant but an inner practice. The Vedic science of Soma included ways of 

accessing our own sacred plant or inner set of energies through the spine, brain and nervous system. 

Indeed the original Soma was not a single plant but an entire science of inner and outer healing, with 

outer Soma plants having their correspondence in the inner yogic Somas of mantra, Pranayama and 

meditation. Such yogic Somas are more important than the plant Somas and more crucial for not only 

accessing but remaining in higher states of awareness. 
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Outer Vedic ritualistic practices mirror inner Yoga practices balancing the fire and water, Agni and Soma 

within us. Vedic literature contains the secrets of the practice of Yoga, including the ascending of the 

Kundalini-fire force and the descent of the Soma nectar that open all the chakras. The practice of Yoga 

itself arose from the inner Vedic sacrifice in which speech, mind and prana were offered to the immortal 

Divine Fire present within our own hearts. Vedic deities reflect a profound psychological and spiritual 

symbolism relative to the practice of Yoga and meditation, not just outer ritualistic concerns."-Frawley 

 

"However, we must remember that the real Soma is a secretion in the brain from spiritual practices of 

Yoga, pranayama, mantra and meditation (an elixir prepared from the Tarpak Kapha or form of Kapha 

lubricating the nervous system in Ayurvedic though). Soma at a yogic level refers to the crown chakra, 

which is opened by Indra (yogic insight) and releases a flood of bliss throughout the body. This inner 

Soma is the main subject of the Vedic hymns, though outer Somas were also important. The Vedic Yoga 

centers on how to prepare ." 

 

"The open cup-like shell was extremely important in the Kala tradition since it was directly associated 

with the collection of a Suvasini fluid which the Sanskrit mystic song of the Sama Veda refers to as 

Amrita-a divine nectar of sacred waters known as the "the "fountain of youth." In ancient India the 

receptacle for collecting Amrita was not a shell, but a curled triangular bhuja leaf." 

 

"In the Tantric tradition, Amrita-the dew of the lily and nectar of the goddess-had been called `the 

ambrosia of immortality' and the fountain of youth.' 

 

 

 

All matter are octaves, different levels of vibration or sound waves, then geomantic patterns of light 

waves, color, chemical and organic matter. 

 

 

The level of vibration that comes with higher octave of existence formats the endocrine system from 

breaking the secretions of the pineal gland/ pituitary gland activate master hormone HGH it has been 

found in study the only difference between a 21 year old and 80 year old man is more has 80% and the 

other that much less HGH in the body.  
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Aging on the hormonal level is a breaking down or weakening of the endocrine system over time 

nothing more. The more subtle level of the endocrine system is the chakra, the rate of vibration of the 

charka determines the level of prana of the specific center and thus the healthy and functioning of the 

corresponding glands and secretions. 

 

 

 

"Studies by Fizz-Albet Popp and other researchers are proving to the scientific community that DNA is 

light. Popp has demonstrated the DNA operates not only chemically, the longstanding theory, but at a 

level beyond. It is a storage unit for light and a source of biophoton emission…. Photons compose the 

electromagnetic spectrum. They drive the bodies' processes. At different frequencies, photons produce 

different effects. Popp and others maintain that the body is actually surrounded by a field of light and 

that the DNA responds to (interacts with) various electromagnetic frequencies found in this field. The 

physical body and its DNA rely upon light for health…. This matrix is interrelated with quantum fields of 

photons that pulse throughout the body. These biophotons act upon the entire electromagnetic 

spectrum, transferring information thought each of its layer. The movements are facilitated by the 

electromagnetic polarization of DNA…."-C.Dale 

 

 

 

`Dr. Carrrel stated, "The cell is immortal . It is merely the fluid in which it floats that degenerates. Renew 

this fluid at intervals give the cell something upon which to feed and so far as we now know the 

pulsation of life may go on forever."  

 

 

"What is a cell made from? Molecules, then atoms, then electrons and other sub-atomic particles'. An 

electron is an elementary particle consisting of a charge of negative electricity. A positron is an electron 

with a positive charge. What are electrons made of Quanta is a term applied to electrons by physicists, 

and it appears to be the very stuff [light energy]from which the entire universe is made. 

When electrons are observed thought extremely powerful instruments, they appear as particles and 

then as wave of energy."-P. Ragnar 
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The microverse of the chakra centers along the spine is the DNA helix, which correspondingly reformats 

itself[causing physical transformation of the being] according to higher levels of light energy[vibration] 

passed though it via the increased frequency which relates to and is directly connected to the rate of 

frequency of the light wheel centers or chakra's. The ancients called them chakra's [light wheel} because 

they understood the spin or rate of vibration of the "wheel" is related to the amount of life force the 

body exists on.  

 

 

Higher levels of light, sends a higher vibration into the DNA which is literally a vibrational information 

code that interacts with and forms the whole being. Change the 

vibration change the code, change the code change the form[person] because the form is vibration 

metagenics not genetics. 

 

 

 

The body reconstructs itself based on octave of vibration or sound waves. 

 

 

 

What this means is the genetic code is perfected and the replication process in the DNA does not break 

down, aging no longer exists, only eternal youth, health and immorality. Metagenics. 

 

The body (kaya) so that bodily invulnerability or unassailability of the body (dharma-anabhihatas). The 

perfect body is achieved (kaya sampat) from where one remains free from the onslaught of the 

variegated laws of nature (dharma)….Yoga Sutra 
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As stated in the Yoga Sutra "kaivalyam" liberation is the goal of Yoga. 

 

 

 

"Eternal youth, immortality of the body and the attainment of an identity of nature with Siva. that is , 

liberation in the body.- Rasvarnava Tantra 

 

 

 

Siva while an alias of Satan is also the symbol of the perfected person who exists on the Octave of the 

Sun. He is a Sun God for this reason the spirit Sun or AUM of the Veda's. 

 

 

The only difference between a particle of lead and gold is the octave of existence, the ancient Naddreds 

symbolized this by the Harp and class of Bards. 

 

 

"Vedic literature portrays an ancient solar religion of Yoga and enlightenment, such as was once 

common throughout the entire world. The Sun is a symbol of the higher Self, the Atman or Purusha of 

yogic thought. This Vedic religion of light is a religion of consciousness, which is the supreme form of 

light."- 

 

The light is the octave of the spiritual Sun which in ancient writ has seven rays the chakra's or seven 

souls of Ra. When all seven centers are raised to the highest level of vibration the being is then 

transformed into the Octave of the Sun in the mircoverse.  
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Fountain of Youth 

 

Fountain of Light 

 

 

 

Sources 

 

 

The Subtle Body, Dale, Cyndi 

Realm Of The Ring Lords, Gardner, Laurence 

The Alchemical Body, White, Gordon 

How Long Do You Choose To Live? Ragnar, Peter 

 

Patanjali's Yoga Sutras 

 

The Vedic Literature of Ancient India and Its Many Secrets 

By David Frawley 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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4/27/11 

 

We are at war with the enemy. This is just a reminder that everyone should take very seriously. The 

enemy has been quite active in trying to infiltrate the JoS e-groups of late- more than the usual. Of 

course, this is a positive sign that we are doing them damage. They talk the talk and make threats and so 

forth. Satan is going to decimate these mutherfuckers and many have also met with personal disaster 

already. Many know they are in their last days, especially at the top.  

 

My point for this post: 

 

1. Don't trust anyone you meet online. Anyone can be anything they say online. I checked on some 

seriously threatening adults who invaded the Teen group and of course banned them.  

 

2. REALLY use extreme caution if you should ever choose to meet anyone offline. The enemy has 

infiltrated many different organizations for years and has a history of setting people up- murder has 

even been involved. If you do choose to meet with someone, try to find out as much as you can about 

the person before you do so and always trust your gut feelings and intuition.  

 

3. As I stated before and will again- NEVER use an e-mail account that you post with for anything 

personal. You should always have more than one e-mail account and your personal account should be 

known only to you and never used to post with ANYWHERE. Accounts get hacked.  

 

4. Often the enemy will give him/herself away by asking personal questions, and trying to get as much 

personal information they can about you. Following this, the enemy will also attempt to get you to 

commit crimes [so you wind up in prison and are no longer a threat to them] and/or other things where 

they can use 'blackmail' to get you under their control. This is old hat and their way of action for a very 

long time.  

 

This is NOT a game and should not be taken lightly. Posting your own personal information or ANYTHING 

that could cause you personal damage in ANY way is plain stupid. The enemy [as many of you know] will 

stoop to the most sick and debased filth imaginable to try to get to us. This is a fact. Do NOT 

underestimate the enemy. Too many throughout history have and have been completely destroyed for 

this. What I saw in the pending messages in the teen group was pretty serious, when I checked it out.  
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Also, in closing, 'Silence is Golden' is an old Satanic adage.  

Anyone who knows your secrets has power over you. Keep your mouth shut and you will sleep well at 

night [or whenever you have your main sleep].  

 

'Three people can keep a secret...As long as two of them are dead' 

-Benjamin Franklin [Satanist] 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

The Western Origins of the Witchcraft Tradition 

 

The Western Origins of the Witchcraft Tradition:  

The origins of the Arya  

 

"The priests of the Mysteries were symbolized as a serpent, sometimes called Hydra...The Serpent Kings 

reigned over the earth. It was these Serpent Kings who founded the Mystery schools which later 

appeared as the Egyptian and Brahmin Mysteries... .The serpent was their symbol...They were the true 

Sons of Light, and from them have descended a long line of adepts and initiates."  

- Hall  

 

The Druids called themselves the Naddreds, which translates to Serpents. Their symbol was a serpent 

wrapped around a rod and the Dragon. The true source of the term "Arya/Aryan" comes from Lord EA, 

EA pronounced or spoken properly is Arya. Hence the race of him and created by him in his image and 

blood, and the other "Shinning Ones." The Nordic's of Orion bare his name no different then you bare 

your Fathers surname. It also relates to alchemical concepts within the race as well of the spiritual light 
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of the inner Godhead, of which our races most ancient of holy banners the swastika relates. Origins of 

the European connection:  

"The Pheryllt were Druids of the Cymry people who arrived in the British Isles from "Defrobani" which is 

a Welsh of Taprobana, a name for Sri Lanka. It is said that the Cymry where guided from Sri Lanka to the 

British Isles by the Welsh cultural hero, Hu Gadran, and proof of their Westward journey is the Welsh 

language, which is full of Sanskrit root words. Hu Gadran founded what many believe to have been the 

incipient sect of Druids, the Pheryllt, a term meaning "Alchemists." The term Britain itself comes out of 

the ancient Sanskrit word Bharat, the ancient Aryan name for the area today known as the Indian 

subcontinent. "The Druidical religion prevailed not only in Britain, but likewise across the East." 

-E. Keneanly, the Book of God  

 

It is well known that the Sanskrit language is the root language of the Indo-Aryan. "When we examine 

the etymology of the word Teuton or Teonic which are both derived from base word teuta (pronounced 

tay-oo-tay), this compares precisely with the Egyptian scribe of the Gods, Tahuti, who is known as Thoth 

by the Greeks." This title is also carried with the Tuatha de Danaan of ancient Arie. In Erie (Arie in the 

original spelling), today the sacred Tara mounds still exist. "Arya Tara" is a Goddess still worshipped in 

the East and was also known in Egypt.  

 

Arie of Egypt connection:  

References to some of the earliest epochs in Egypt and the arrival of Atlantean colonists can be found of 

the country's remaining papyrus scrolls. The papyrus of Turin, for example, alludes to priest-kings ruling 

Egypt. The country was ruled by the "Shemsu Hor." The original race that built and was the lived in the 

land today known as Egypt called themselves the Shemsu Hor or Heru. They described themselves as 

blue eyed sons of the blue eyed, blonde haired God Heru. Heru in the ancient language translates as "He 

of the Ari" and Shemsu as "Serpent(s)." So we see a common kinship with the other Ari or Arya of 

Europe and the East.  

 

One of the most important finds in Egypt happened with the Egyptologist and Archaeologist Professor 

Walter B. Emery (1903-1971) while excavating tombs at Saqqara. Emery found men with blond hair and 

fair complexions. These individuals were revered by the Egyptians as a special class, an endowed elite 

the "Shemsu Hor" (Serpents of He of The Ari). The famous Egyptologist, author of Archaic Egypt 

discovered the remains who lived in the pre-dynastic epoch. These presented a dolichocephalous skull 

larger than that of the local ethnic group, fair hair and a taller, heavier build. Emery declared that this 

stock wasn't indigenous to Egypt…This race kept its distance from the common people, blending only 

with the aristocratic classes….the scholar associated them with the Shemsu Hor….The Shemsu Hor are 

recognized as the dominant sacerdotal caste in pre-dynastic Egypt."  
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-V. Di Cesare and A. Forgione "Malta: Skulls of the Mother Goddess"  

 

Professor Emery wrote of these Shemsu Hor: "The Demigods of Manetho's history." These Shemsu Hor 

were stated to have originally lived on an island homeland as well. A very revealing text on the truth of 

the ancient Egyptians record of their origin: 

Col. Henry Steel Olcott, a former president of the Theosophical Society, who explained in a March, 1881 

edition of The Theosophist (page 123) that:  

"We have a right to more than suspect that India, eight thousand years ago, sent a colony of emigrants 

who carried their arts and high civilization into what is now known to us as Egypt...This is what Bengsch 

Bey, the modern, as well as the most trusted Egyptologer and antiquarian says on the origin of the old 

Egyptians. Regarding these as a branch of the Caucasian [Aryan] family having a close affinity with the 

Indo-Germanic races, he insists that they 'migrated from India before historic memory, and crossed that 

bridge of nations, the Isthus of Suez, to find a new fatherland on the banks of the Nile." The Egyptians 

came, according to their own records, from a mysterious land...on the shore of the Indian Ocean, the 

sacred Punt; the original home of their gods...who followed thence after their people who had 

abandoned them to the valley of the Nile, led by Amon, Hor and Hathor. This region was the Egyptian 

'Land of the Gods,' Pa-Nuter, in old Egyptian, or Holyland, and now proved beyond any doubt to have 

been quite a different place from the Holyland of Sinai. By the pictorial hieroglyphic inscription found on 

the walls of the temple of the Queen Haslitop at Der-el-babri, we see that this Punt can be no other than 

India. For many ages the Egyptians traded with their old homes, and the reference here made by them 

to the names of the Princes of Punt and its fauna and flora, especially the nomenclature of various 

precious woods to be found but in India, leave us scarcely room for the smallest doubt that the old 

civilization of Egypt is the direct outcome of that the older India."  

(source: Theosophist for March 1881 p. 123).  

 

The legends of Atlantis, the Aryan homeland we have in the West were handed down to Solon and then 

Plato via the ancient Egyptians who stated they had come from Atlantis which had been destroyed 

thousands of years before, and of which they were the cultural/racial bears of. Now we have an 

Egyptian record showing this Isle was on the shore of modern day Southern India and we have 

archeological proof today of massive sunken cities in this region around S. India and Sri Lanka- even a 

sunken land bridge, and numerous cultures claiming with proof origin from said area themselves. 

Someone switched the direction the Egyptians stated they came from, from West to East instead of the 

original East to West. Sri Lanka was part of a much larger land mass that sunk beneath the waves 

thousands of years ago. [On a personal note: years ago I came across in a National Geographic article a 

photo of an old wall fresco from a ancient palace dug up in Sri Lanka. The women on the walls had red 

hair and blue eyes and White skin.]  
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More on White Egypt  

 

Another connection:  

"The Yezidis, who now reside in Northern Iraq, before coming to Iraq they had resided in India" The 

Yezidi God is Melek Ta'us whose symbol like Murrugan in Sri Lanka is the Peacock and the Serpent. 

Within the Yezidi writings Melek Ta'us makes mention of Shambhala the sacred place of the East and to 

the Lotus another Eastern spiritual theme. The Peacock the sacred symbol to the Yezidi, Mandean and 

Hindu alike, is native only to the Far East not the Middle East or Europe and nowhere else on the planet. 

The Peacock was a sacred bird in Europe to the Goddess Hera and the God Dionysus (of whom the 

serpent is also sacred). "Like the Yezidi the Mandeans also have a tradition regarding Melek Ta'us, whom 

they refer to in their texts as Malka Ta'us….Melek Ta'us was present at the birth place of the Mandean 

culture, the island paradise of Sri Lanka…where he was known not only as the Peacock Angel, but also as 

Murrugan. According to Mandean legend Melek Ta'us came down from Sri Lanka's highest mountain 

and taught the Mandeans' their spiritual wisdom.  

 

The Mandeans have also stated the Sumerians (of who they view themselves being a remnant of, like 

the Yezidi) came from Sri Lanka area. Graham Hancock, author and researcher on the subject, stated in 

an interview that the coast of Southern India is covered with sunken cities especially the sunken land 

bridge that once connected the island of Sri Lanka to the main Indian continent. The Mandeans state the 

Garden of Edin (abode of the Gods) was in Sri Lanka as do many other tribes in the Near East today.  

"Kumarai Nadu that once stretched across the Pacific Ocean, most of this primeval continent sank to the 

bottom of the ocean except for those parts of it that became islands, such as Sri Lanka, the paradise 

currently recognized by much of the Arab world as not part of the primal Garden, but the Garden of Edin 

(Edin means abode of the Gods in English). Melek Ta'us is worshipped by the Sri Lankians as Murrugan 

and center in English means "Place of the Peacock. He also is known as Al-Khadir among the Arabic 

world.  

 

"The black stone of Mecca, which, according to the geography of the Purana(s), is a Shiva Linga situated 

in the ancient sacred site called Makhevshvara (Lord of the Crocodile). Vestiges of an important colony 

of people from the Indus Valley have been discovered at Oman, on the Arabian Peninsula."  

 

Melek Ta'us (Satan) is also known in Europe as the Green man among the Pagans there. It has also been 

proven the Sumerian language has it's origin in Sanskrit. Many of the Sumerian cylinder seals also match 

those of the Indus Valley. Modern archeological finds in India have unearthed a massive ancient Aryan 

civilization along the Saraswati river bed. The Saraswati river mentioned in the ancient Veda's was 
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though a myth till satellite imaging found its ancient course. The findings show the river went dry over 

eight to ten thousand years ago. This not only rolls back the Veda's to over eight thousand years but is 

proof the earliest Aryan civilization was in the East, not the Middle East. The dates on the sunken finds 

around Sri Lanka and Southern India match with that of the Sarawati finds.  

 

The Western Tradition of Witchcraft  

 

It was from the Western directed branch of the Arya migrating out of their destroyed homeland and 

seeking new shores that the base and origin of the European or Western Witchcraft Tradition is rooted 

in. The Priestarchy of the Arya known universally as the Serpents later became popularized in Europe as 

the "Druids."  

 

On the Serpents of Europe:  

 

The Druids called themselves the "Naddreds" which is Gaelic for "Serpent Priests." The Druids or 

Naddreds held the symbol of the Serpent and Dragon in the highest honor as the symbol of royalty. It 

was recorded the Druid Arphaxad referred to himself as thus: "I am a Serpent." The main symbol was a 

serpent wrapped around a rod or a tree. The title Dragon is passed down from Latin Draco which means 

"Serpent" but in the sense of the fully empowered Kundalini energy of a Sidhe. This culture was 

described by an expert who studied it as more advanced in all areas of civilization then Rome or Greece 

at its height. The homes unearthed alone are grand palaces unmatched today.  

 

"Who where the Druids? The Druids did not call themselves by such a name. The name itself was a 

Gaelic word (Druidhe) for "Witch." Interestingly enough, among them were a caste of high ranking 

Serpents called the Sidhe. From what has been found the origin of Gaelic as a language is from Sanskrit 

in which Siddha is a term for a being with a fully risen Serpent and Siddhi is a term for the powers that 

come with such a state.  

As Sir L. Gardner writes: "Thus it can be seen that Sidhe and Siddhi are one and the same." From the 

Eastern Tantric texts on the subject we can see clearly what this state of being "Sidhe" or Siddha actually 

entails and the state of Gnosis that is part of it:  
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"Liberation arises from gnosis (jnana), gnosis arises from the maintenance of the vital breaths. 

Therefore, where there is stability mercury is empowered and the body is stabilized. Through the use of 

mercury obtains a body that is unaging and immortal.  

 

Supernatural powers and bodily immortality, the goals of the tantric practitioner [Siddha].  

 

"As immaculate as the chaplain of the gods, he is an alchemical wizard and wonder-worker. He moves 

with the imposing gait of a great bull; his voice is deep and mellifluous. Like the divine elephant 

Airavant, he surges ever forward into the world Radiant as a lotus pond, he outlives even the sun, moon 

and stars of this world. A consummate logician and expert in all the sciences, he is a protector of the 

percepts of the virtuous men because he knows, by his power of inference, what is righteous and 

proper. The heroic equal of Vishnu and Siva, he is as enduring as the sun, moon, and sea. (The Siddha 

is)."  

 

The Gaelilc meaning of Witch, is 'Wise One.' It in essence is reference to truth in the sense of the state of 

awareness that comes with activating/raising this serpent energy and opening the "Eye of Wisdom" the 

center [Pineal Gland] of heightened awareness representing the ability to see things clearly when fully 

activated by raising the Kundalini to the crown. Another famous term for this state is Gnosis [Janna in 

Sanskrit]. Witch also relates to the female aspect of the serpent power, but at the same time Warlock an 

old Gaelic term for Wizard symbolizes a male Pagan Priest who has obtained Gnosis via fully risen 

serpent. Where Witch is also a Gaelic title for the female Priestess, in the Pagan world to be a Priest or 

Priestess one had to have a fully risen serpent. Another famous title for the Serpents, Magi also means 

"Wise One", but in the same sense as Witch/Druid, it comes from a Sanskrit term meaning Magnificent 

as in radiant with energy, from having a fully risen kundalini. Note this is also the original of Gnosticism, 

gnosis the ancient term for the all-knowing state that manifests when the kundalini serpent ascends to 

the crown. The Serpents are also the origin of the famous King Arthur and Grail mythos- all allegories for 

the Great Working or Magnum Opus of the personal Godhead. Only later some was given a Xian veneer 

over top. The joke of what passes for Gnosticism today in the mainstream has been so infested with 

Jewish-Xianity. It leads to nothing but the opposite of Gnosis.  

 

The Arya Serpents of Europe: "Built a Gnostic civilization with a fluid caste system composed of 

commoners, at its lowest, followed by the warriors and then themselves the Serpents Priests, who could 

be male of female." Within the Arya society class was based upon spiritual evolution. Thus a fluid caste 

existed where an individual may rise, fall or exist as they like, with those who desire to achieve spiritual 

enlightenment evolving themselves to the top, thus ensuring society has the highest conscious beings 

governing its course and mentoring the next generation of the Folk with it.  
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"At the pinnacle of the Serpents caste was the Arch-Druid and below him where the Druid Elders, who 

administered an unwritten law known as the "Tara" and sat as lawmakers and judges in Councils of 

Twelve. The high Druids were the final word in all matters relating to divine law [divine in the Aryan 

world was cosmic or eternal laws of nature understanding the universe and it's order or laws of life as 

divine] and justice; they were the "Supreme Court" of a tribe and co-ruled it with a specially chosen 

warrior or divinely chosen king."  

 

The major position of many Serpents was to oversee the massive Temple schools, the largest of which 

existed in Arieland (Ireland today) and the British Isle, such as the one mentioned as Snowdon in 

modern Wales. "The students at these universities numbered at times sixty-thousand souls, among 

whom were included the young nobility of Britain and Gaul. It required twenty years to master the circle 

of Druidic knowledge." The reason for the time, was it took around 20 or more years to fully ascend the 

serpent (thus becoming a full qualified Priest). This is seen in many ancient traditions and mentioned 

today by teachings from India (in fact due to removal of knowledge many are lucky to ever achieve it, as 

it has extended to several of more decades at all if they obtain it). One such center in Arieland housed 

300,000 import texts. These Temple centers were destroyed by the Catholic church over several decades 

of pulling them down stone by stone and recycling them into other buildings.  

 

"The Serpent caste was subdivided into Bards who functioned as chanters (the symbol of the Harp 

meaning is the power of vibration to empower the soul) as well as Vates who played the roles of 

diviners, and those who served as priests, judges and advisors to the ruling kings…..Although all priestly 

Druids were of the same status, one sub-sect of them known as the Pheryllt, appear to have been one of 

the most advanced." This seems to be a caste mainly concerned with the apex and highest rung of 

Witchcraft, that of achieving the personal Godhead.  

 

"In their Temple center of Snowdon in modern day Wales the Serpents founded the "ambrosial city of 

Emrys." Emrys is also remembered as "Dinas Affaraon," the "place of Higher Powers," i.e the place 

where a Druid could achieve the apex of his or her spiritual powers and consciousness" (The Godhead of 

spiritual and physical perfection and immorality along with all the powers the perfected Godhead 

contains). Emrys was the headquarters of the "Dragons of Beli" and the Goddess Kerridwen. The 

alchemical initiation of the Pheryllt (thus the entire Serpent Order) involved an elixir of immortality that 

was decanted from a chalice shaped like a crescent moon called the Cauldron of Kerridwen, or the 

"Cauldron of Inspiration." To partake of this elixir of Kerridwen's Cauldron lead the initiate into a inner 

death and rebirth, (by awaking the inner serpent power and raising towards the crown leading to the 

subsequent awakening of gnosis). The Druids referred to this state as Awen meaning "inspiration." Here 
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is the origin of the Grail mythos as the Grail is another symbol for the Perfected Soul or Godhead and is 

seen in Lucifer's Sigil.  

 

When Awen is fully active, a Druid was able to fully access the powers of their psyche. Awen is another 

name for the female serpent power called Sophia or Shakti in other traditions, hence it's awakening 

leads to expansion of consciousness still symbolized in the Cobra with it's hood fully opened in the 

Egyptian and Vedic Aryan cultures. Hence why when Awen was fully activated the serpent (Druid) was 

able to fully make use of their higher mind as the serpent power when raised fully activates the dormant 

parts of the mind, leading to super conscious or Gnosis.  

 

"A Welsh alchemical verse within the Book of Talieson, known as The Spoils of Annwn, defines both 

Kerridwen and her Cauldron as intimately related to the alchemical serpent power. The allegory 

contained in the poem recounts the journey of King Arthur and his Knights as they journey though 

Annwn, the underworld and discover the Cauldron of Kerridwen in the" Four Cornered Castle in the Isle 

of the Strong Door." This is a cryptic allusion to Kerridwen's Cauldron being the British version of the 

serpent power Kundalini which lies deep within a person (their underworld ) in the four-petal root 

charka (the Four Corned Castle) at the entrance to the Sushumna energy meridian (the Strong Closed 

Door)." In the center of Glastonbury, the Serpents built a mound known as Glastonbury Tor, "the Spiral 

Castle," which is comprised of the serpentine number of seven levels or tiers. Also known as the home 

of the Dragoness Kerridwen, the Tor contains polar opposite red and whites springs that circulate and 

unite to produce the power and wisdom of the serpent, which vibrates throughout the Tor. Through the 

ages alchemists have traveled to Glastonbury Tor to capture water from the red and whites springs for 

their experiments."  

 

"Megalithic stones found on the summit of Glastonbury Tor point its use as center for rituals. It has been 

suggested that during the most energetic days of the years, the Sabbats and Esbats, special rites where 

performed by the Serpents on Glastonbury Tor."  

 

More on Serpents sites:  

"One of their (Druids) temples in the island of Lewis in the Hebrides, bears evident signs of their skill in 

the science of astronomy. Every stone in the temple is placed astronomically. The circle consists of 

twelve equidistant obelisks denoting the twelve signs of the zodiac. The four cardinal points of the 

compass are marked by lines of obelisks running out from the circle, and at each point subdivided into 

four more." The Druids after numerous attempts by the then Jewish-controlled "Roman Empire," much 

like the "American Empire" of today is kosher owned and operated at the top, to destroy them by armed 

force from without failed, were slowly subverted from within by a sect called the Culdees. This internal 
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subversion is identical to how the Jews and their agents toppled the powerful priesthood of Serapis in 

Egypt and the Free Masons with the Illuminati later on.  

 

"Christianity was first introduced into Britain when Pope Gregary I approved a law which sanctioned the 

fusion of Celtic and Christian belief. Soon afterwards, many British kings, such as King Diarmuid 

MacCerunbhail, accepted Christianity and declared that both it and Druidism should co-exist as 

cooperative religious faiths. As a result, some new sects arose which were an amalgamation of the two 

traditions. The Druid-Christian synthesis eventually engendered the formation of certain sects like that 

of the Culdees. The Culdees pursued a daily regimen of both Druid and Christian spiritual disciplines 

while living as a cloistered group of monks upon the ancient Danaan Island of Iona. After genuflecting in 

front of the cross and chanting Christian devotional hymns, they would commune with the Druid nature 

spirits in the fields or recite the magical incantations of the ancient Pheryllt and Danaans. Many Culdees 

who mastered the Danaan magical rites were known to have achieved the power to shape-shift, 

becoming invisible and even summon blistering storms on demand. Their ultimate goal, however, was to 

achieve the state of Jesus Christ, a renowned ascended adept who was both a Christian Master and the 

greatest of all Arch Druids." –HP Carlson  

 

In the case with the Serapis way as with the Druids in a war of Xian genocide, the majority of Pagans, the 

leaders and lay alike where murdered in genocide in Egypt after a 20 year rampage. Not one of the 

upper Pagan classes priestly included was left alive. The same in Arieland where Patrick spent decades 

leading the warpath of death and destruction against the Arya Serpents still honored by Xianity today as 

the Commissar who drove the Serpents from Ireland. Thankfully the Church was not as powerful as it 

claims till later on in history and many Serpents escaped and remerged with the veneer of external Xian 

trappings as the Cathars and Templar Orders later on, and from there, the Free Masons and Rosicrucian 

Order.  

 

 

 

Sources:  

 

Irish Origins of Civilization by Michael Tsarion  

World Gnosis: The Coming Gnostic Civilization by Mark Amaru Pinkham  

The Black Sun by Peter Moon  
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Realm of the Ring Lords by Laurence Gardner  

The Alchemical Body by Gordon White 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

The Arya Naga's Of The Ancient America's 

 

The Arya Serpents Of The Ancient America's 

After the destruction of the Aryan Homeland a branch of the Arya Serpents moved into the America's. 

 

-In 1994 I saw a newspaper article that showed a photograph of a "huaco" (ancient pot usually made of 

clay, from the Inca culture or older). The sign that appeared on this "huaco" was a big svastika with four 

dots inside.- 

 

Viracochas: Race of White Gods 

 

"The conquistador, Pedro Pizarro, reported in his account of the great Spanish invasion of South America 

in the 1500s, that while the masses of Andes Indians were small and dark, the members of the ruling 

Inca family were tall and had whiter skins than the Spaniards themselves. He mentions in particular 

certain individuals in present day Peru who were White and had red hair. (Heyerdahl, 

ibid., page 351). 

 

Heyerdahl reported that this is reflected in the mummies found in South America - on the Pacific coast, 

in the desert sand of Paracas, there are large burial caves in which numerous mummies have been 

perfectly preserved. 

 

Some of the mummies were found to have the stiff black hair of the Indians, while others, which have 

been kept in the same conditions, have red, often chestnut-colored hair, "silky and wavy, as found 
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amongst Europeans, they have long skulls and remarkably tall bodies. Hair experts have shown by 

microscopic analysis, that the red hair has all the characteristics that ordinarily distinguish a Nordic hair 

type from that of Mongols or American Indians." 

(Heyerdahl, ibid., pages 351, 352). 

 

"Pizarro asked who the white skinned redheads were. The Inca Indians replied that they were the last 

descendants of the Viracochas. The Viracochas, they said, were a divine race of White men with beards. 

They were so like the Spanish that the Europeans were called Viracochas the moment they came to the 

Inca Empire. The Incas thought they were the Viracochas who had come sailing back 

across the Pacific. (Heyerdahl, ibid., page 253). 

 

According to the principal Inca legend, before the reign of the first Inca, the sun-god, Con-Ticci 

Viracocha, had taken leave of his kingdom in present day Peru and sailed off into the Pacific with all his 

subjects." 

http://www.white-history.com/hwr6d.htm 

 

"The entire American land mass was anciently known as Amaraka, the "Land of the Immortals" or "The 

Land of the Wise Serpents." The title is derived from the Quechuan-Sanskrit word Amaru, meaning 

snake or serpent." Quechuan is descended from the Sanskrit language. 

 

-Professor Raman Mena, curator of the National Museum of Mexico, said that the general appearance 

of Maya's writing is considered of oriental origin. According to scholar Orozco V. Berra, Maya and other 

languages are of Sanskrit origin.- 

 

[Sanskrit is the original language of the Aryan Race and the root languages of all Indo-European 

Languages' today] 

 

"H.P Blavatsky maintains in "The Secret Doctrine" that America is referred to in the Hindu Puranas as 

Potala, the Kingdom of the Nagas(Serpents)." 
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"According to the principal Inca legend, before the reign of the first Inca, the sun-god, Con-Ticci 

Viracocha, had taken leave of his kingdom in present day Peru and sailed off into the Pacific with all his 

subjects." 

 

Guess who built all the ancient Megalithic sites like the famous Machu Picchu, the Aryan Viracochas. 

 

"When the Spaniards came to Lake Titicaca, up in the Andes, they found the mightiest ruins in all South 

America - Tiahuanaco. They saw a hill reshaped by man into a stepped pyramid, classical masonry of 

enormous blocks, beautifully dressed and fitted together, and numerous large statues in human form. 

They asked the Indians to tell them who had left these enormous ruins. The well known chronicler, Cieza 

de Leon, was told in reply that these things had been made long before the Incas came to power. They 

were made by White and 

bearded men like the Spaniards themselves. (Heyerdahl, ibid., page 253). 

 

The White men had finally abandoned their statues and gone with the leader, Con-Ticci Viracocha, first 

up to Cuzco, and then down to the Pacific. They were given the Inca name of Viracocha, or "sea foam', 

because they were white skinned and vanished like foam over the sea. 

More on the Inca Royal houses: 

 

The Spaniards recorded that the ruling Inca families called themselves Orejones, or Long Ears, in 

contrast to their subjects. Pizarro pointed out that it was especially the Long Ears who were white 

skinned. (Heyerdahl, ibid., page 253). 

 

"Bernardo de Sahagun, a Franciscan monk, who arrived in Mexico following the Spanish conquest and 

became the official historian for his people. Through numerous conversations with the Nahuatl "old 

people" he learned that the forefathers of the Mesoamericans were Serpents who "came (east) from 

the direction of Florida, (they)came sailing along the coast and disembarked in the port of Panuco…" In 

their colonizing party were "wiseold men" who had all the 

writings, the books, the paintings' which they had carried with them from their homeland. These 

Serpents proceeded to build a city called Tamoanchan"(the place where the People of the Serpent 

landed) 

Edward Thompson a United States consul and archaeologist who was sent to Mexico, was able to 

elaborate on the arrival of the early Mesoamerican Serpent colonists. The source of which came from 
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certain Mayan Brotherhoods….Thompson learned that the meaning of Tamoanchan was the "place 

where the People of the Serpent landed." And as Sahagun had recorded many years earlier, the ancient 

city had been built along the banks of the Panuco river, the entrance to which was near Tuxpan on the 

Veracruz coast. The founders of the port city Thompson learned were the "Chanes" or "People of 

Serpents" who arrived in vessels possessing sides which shone like the scales of serpents' skins and to 

simple natives who saw them appeared to be great serpents coming swiftly towards them." Upon 

disembarking these Serpents appeared to be "clad in strange garments and they wore about their 

foreheads emblems like entwined serpents. The wondering natives who met them at the shore saw the 

manner of their coming with the symbol of the Sacred Serpent, which they[Viracochas]wore upon their 

brows…" 

 

"Tamoanchan also means in the Mayan vernacular "The land of the Plumed Serpent" these Serpents 

became the priest kings and spiritual masters and fore bearers of the Mayan Olmec, Toltec and Aztec 

civilians." 

 

Another Mexican port-of-call of the ancient Serpents was Valum Votan. According to he Spanish 

chroniclers, this was where Pacal Votan, "he of the Serpent lineage" disembarked with his crew after 

sailing down the Usumacinta River of the Yucatan Peninsula. Apparently Pacal's arrival occurred at such 

an early period in the history of Mexico that later historical texts remembered him as one of the first 

patriarchs' in the Americas. In reference to him, for example, 

he was called the "First man on the Yucatan whom God hath sent to parcel out he land which is now 

known as America" 

 

"After coming ashore at Valum Votan, Pacal and his roved Serpents entourage traveled inland to a 

specially selected site and constructed the holy city of Palenque. After installing himself as the priest 

king of a new empire Pacal Votan served his Mexican subjects for many years both as a teacher and 

monarch. When he died he was honorably interred in a pyramid which known today as the 

Temple of Inscriptions Pacal authored an autobiography within which he included a detailed description 

of his obscure origins. The text survived for thousands of years, but was finally destroyed in a fire in 

1691A.D by the fanatic Christian Bishop of Chiapas, Nunez de la Vega. Fortunately, salient pints of the 

manuscript were preserved by a certain Brother Ordonez would later record in his diary that Pacal Votan 

had com from the land of Valum Chicim and arrived in 

Mexico ca the "Dwelling of the Thirteen Serpents." 
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"The long suppressed White origins of much of what has been regarded as "Native American Indian" 

culture is apparent from the finds in the Paracas burial ground in Peru. One of the most famous ancient 

wonders of the South American continent are the huge emblems on the Nazca plains in Peru , which 

have been dated at approximately 500 BC. The emblems, many only properly visible from the air, are 

usually attributed to the "Nazca Indians" but in fact the well preserved bodies of the Nazca upper classes 

and priests have been uncovered in the neighboring Paracas region - and of the 400 odd mummies 

uncovered so far, virtually all of them are clearly White in racial origin, with red hair being prominent." 

 

"Another famous Serpent colonist of the Yucatan remembered in the historical records of Mesoamerica 

is Itzamna, a name which means dragon and "Iguana House." Also known as "the Serpent of the East," 

Itzamna was the ancient patriarch of the Itza Mayas and the Son of Hunab Ku, the Great Spirit. His 

symbol was the Tau cross, symbol of the breath of life, and the Serpent Son of God." 

 

"According to the Mayan Books of Chilam Balam and the History of Zodzil by Juan Darreygosa, a work 

which is based upon a text entitled The Unedited Documents relating to the Discovery and conquest of 

New Spain (Mesoamerica) Itzamna and his people, the Ah-Xanule,the "People of the Serpent," were 

"the first to populate the Ucatan after the flood (Atlantis?)." Itzamna and the Ah-Canule first settled on 

the island of Cozumel before migrating to the Yucatan mainland and constructing the citites of Chichen 

Itza, Izamal, Ake, and Uxaml. 

Of Itzamna it is remembered he was the one "who gave names to all the rivers and divisions of the land; 

he was the first priest and taught them the proper rites wherewith to please the godes and appease 

their ill will; he was the partron of the healers and diviners and had disclosed to them the mysterious 

virtues of plants… it was Itzamna who first invented the characters ofr letters in which the Mayas wrote 

their numverous books…' 

 

"Quetzlcoatl[Thoth] or Kuklcan a culture bearer whose name means "Plumed Serpent" and whose 

symbol, like Itzamna's is the Tau cross and his band of missionaries left a trail of megalithic cities and 

pyramids' . When his work was accomplished, Quetzalcoatl is reputed to have boarded a dragon-shaped 

vessel covered with snake skins and left Mexico in the direction from which he had 

come." 

 

"The evidence of a Serpent dynasty perhaps even more ancient then Tomoanchan was discovered in 

Mexico by a Frenchman ,Augustus Leplongeon the first Western archaeologist to study the Mayan 

culture and ruins of Mesoamerican. Leplongeaon claims to have been led by Mayan natives thought the 

jungles of Mexico to a mausoleum near Chichen Itza within which the remains of King Coh, and ancient 
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king of the Can or "Serpent" dynasty. Covering the mausoleum walls were serpentine motifs of the 

chronology of the long history of the archaic Can dynasty. One such motif depicted King Coh engulfed 

within the protective coils of a twelve headed serpent, Nonoca Can, the totem animal of the Can 

dynasty." 

 

"An archeologist named Niven on excavation in an area between Texcoco and Haluepantla, Niven found 

over 20,000 stone tablets which were covered with unusual symbols, some of which were identical to 

the ones Churchward had seen on the Nacccal Tablets in India. Since the Mexican tablets were found in 

conjunction with the remains of three buried rooms, the first of which was estimated by Niven to have 

belonged to a civilization which had existed at least 50,000 years ago, they were apparently synchronous 

with, and perhaps relics of 

the ancient Can Dynasty." 

 

One direct culture that descended directly form the Aryan Viracochas where the Maya: 

"According to the notes of Edward Thompson of the Tamoanchan[Viracochas] traveled to the Yucatan 

[where interbreeding with the mongoloid races over time] produced the Mayan culture. The city-states 

it thus engendered were administered by priest kings and sages known as Serpent Priests or Kukulcans 

(Plumed Serpents)." 

 

"The Mayan Serpent Priesthood was made up of a hierarchal ladder wre tow classes of priests intimately 

involved with Mayan sacrifices, the Nacoms and Chascs. These priests superintended the sacrifice of 

plants, minerals, and animals. 

 

Above the two were the Balams, the Jaguar priest. The Balams were keepers of the sacred records; their 

historical recollections were compiled into a series of sacred texts known as the Books of Chilam Balam. 

Near the top of the Mayan sacerdotal ladder were the chief priests known both as the Ahua Kan Mai or 

"Serpent" Priests and the Ak Kin Mii or "Solar" Priests. They were the main officiates of Mayan religious 

ceremony and oversaw all sacrifices and initiations. 

 

At the pinnacle of the Mayan spiritual hierarchy was the priest king, a descendant or official 

representative of the lineage of Kukulcans which stretched back to Tamoanchan and. Perhaps, Atlantis. 

The Mayan ruler was an Dragon King, a unifier of Heaven and Earth and an embodiment of the serpent 

power of Spirit. To symbolically designate himself as the androgynous union of the Twins, the pries king 

wore representations of Hunapu and Xbalenque, the mythical Mayan twin s whose polar opposite 
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principles he had merged within himself. Upon his head sat the colorful quetzal feathers symbolic of 

Hunapu, the 

spiritual twin, wile covering his hands wre the distinctive jaguar gloves of Xbalenque, the jaguar and 

material tiwn. 

 

Initiation into the Order of Kukulcans was administered within the  

Temple/pyramids' and occurred during the solstices and equinoxes or other holyday determined by the 

Tzolkin or sacred calendar.. The candidates would be escorted between the monstrous dragons and or 

gaping serpent mouths which flanked the entrance of an initiation temple. Upon arriving within the 

edifice's inner sanctums they would be taken before an image of the World/comic tree, the 

road connecting Heaven and Earth, which would rise up above or in back of the main altar. Then 

following the recitation of mantic chants and rites by the Kukulcan priests, the candidates' inner 

K'ulthanilni(Mayan for Kundalini) would awaken. As it moved up the spine the fire serpent would pierce 

the seven choklahs (Mayan for Chakras). When it finally reached its destination at the the top of the 

head, the K'ulthanilni would merge into the crown choklah and fully awaken within the initiate the 

enlightened consciousness of the Kukulcans(Plumed Serpents)" 

 

This is similar to what happened to the Aryans in the East, Near East and Egypt who over time race 

mixed with the dark races leaving a identical situation of a mainly White upper caste and culture but 

with a mainly mixed and non-White populace as a whole. 

 

 

More Eastern Links: 

Worship - The archaeologists found many Hindu deities like Shiva, Shiva linga,Ganesh, Kali, Sun, Buddha 

etc. (in similar or slightly different forms) which were worshiped in ancient America. The Hindu God of 

luck, Ganesh, was worshiped in Central-South America. Images of Ganesh have been excavated in plenty 

in Mexico. This god with the elephant's trunk is frequently depicted in Mexican 

manuscripts and in the temple ruins in Central America as the god with a proboscis-like horn, whence 

water is squirting and his head is most frequently portrayed on the corners of temple walls, which are 

always built with reference to the original points. And image of 'Ekadant Ganesh' was noticed in the 

temple 

at Kopan by great Indologist late Dr. W.S. Wakankar.An image of Hanuman called by the name 'Wilka 

Huemana' and measuring 50 feet in 
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height and 12 feet in breadth was found in Guatemala. Similar one was found during an excavation of an 

Aztec temple in Mexico City and was known as 'Euhectal', a wind God, a monkey God. 

Both the Hindus and Americans used similar items in their worship rituals. They both maintained the 

concept of four Yuga cycles, or cosmological seasons, extending over thousands of years, and conceived 

of twelve constellations with reference to the sun as indicated by the Incan sun calendar. Royal 

insignias, 

systems of government and practice of religious dance and temple worship all showed remarkable 

similarities, pointing strongly to the idea that the Americas were strongly influenced by the Aryans. The 

theory is found in the Vedic literature of India. The ancient Puranas (literally "histories") and the 

Mahabharata make mention of the Americas as lands rich with gold and silver. 

Argentina, which means "related to silver", is thought to have been named after Arjuna (of silver hue). 

 

Another scholar, Ramon Mena, author of Mexican Archaelogy, called the Nahuatl, Zapoteca, and Mayan 

languages "of Hindu origin." He went to say, "A deep mystery enfolds the tribes that inhabited the state 

of Chiapas in the district named Palenque... their writing, and the anthropological type, as well as their 

personal adornments... their system and style of construction clearly indicate the remotest antiquity... 

(they) all speak of India and the Orient." 

 

Still another scholar, Ambassador Miles Poindexter, a former ambassador of the United States to 

Mexico, in his two-volume 1930s treatise The Arya-Incas, called the Mayan civilization "unquestionably 

Hindu." He proposed that primitive Aryan 

words and people came to America by the island chains of Polynesia. The Mexican name for boat is a 

South Indian Tamil word, Catamaran, and Poindexter gives a long list of words of the Quichua languages 

and their analogous forms in Sanskrit. Similarities between the hymns of the Inca rulers of Peru and 

Vedic hymns have been pointed out. A. L. Krober has also found striking similarities 

between the structure of Indo-European and the Penutian language of some of the tribes along the 

northwestern coast of California. Recently, an Indian scholar, B. C. Chhabra, in his "Vestiges of Indian 

Culture in Hawaii", has noticed certain resemblances between the symbols found in the 

petroglyphsfrom the Hawaiian Islands and those on the Harappan seals. Some of the symbols in the 

petroglyphs are described as akin to early Brahmi script. 

Indeed, the parallels between the arts and culture of India and those of ancient America are too 

numerous and close to be attributed to independent growth. A variety of art forms are common to 

Mexico, India, Java, and Indochina, the most striking of which are the Teocallis, the pyramids with 

receding stages, faced 
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with cut stone, and with stairways leading to a stone sanctuary on top. Many share surprisingly common 

features such as serpent columns and banisters, vaulted galleries and corbeled arches, attached 

columns, stone cut-out lattices and Atlantean figures; these are typical of the Puuc style of Yucatan. 

Heine-Geldern and Ekholm point out that temple pyramids in Cambodia did not become important until 

the ninth and tenth centuries, a time coinciding with the beginning of the Puuc period. Vedic Culture in 

Peru 

Guru-vrata Das 

In 1994 I saw a newspaper article that showed a photograph of a "huaco" (ancient pot usually made of 

clay, from the Inca culture or older). The sign that appeared on this "huaco" was a big svastika with four 

dots inside. This is a Vedic sign that you can see on the top of the gates of ancient temples. (Of course, 

the archeologists did not know what that symbol meant and maybe they 

still don't know it). 

 

The earliest record of any human race in North America on record is that of the White Race. 

 

Whites of North America: 

 

http://www.white-history.com/hwr6b.htm 

http://www.white-history.com/hwr6c.htm 

 

Sources: 

Return Of The Serpents Of Wisdom. Pinkham, mark 

http://www.veda.harekrsna.cz/connections/Americas.php 

http://www.white-history.com/index.htm 

http://www.veda.harekrsna.cz/connections/Americas.php 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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The Healing Name 

 

The Healing Name 

 

"Satanama", also a longer version of Satan, is an extremely Powerful Sanskrit Mantra which has been 

used for thousands of years to reach a state of Spiritual Empowerment."--High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/157 (pg. 26) 

 

 

At the center of each cell we have a nucleus which contain chromosomes which are made out of DNA 

this is where we get into Telomeres. Every time the cells divide you lose one of these telomeres, this is 

the reason for aging on the genetic level. 

 

"Studies at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, along with separate corporate 

research findings, have determined that Telomerase has unique anti-ageing properties conducive to 

active longevity. Healthy body cells are programmed to divided many times during a lifetime, but the 

process of divisions and replication is finite, so that a non-dividing state is ultimately achieved, this is a 

crucial factor of ageing….. 

 

The divisions potential is controlled by caps at the end of DNA strands [rather like the plastic tips on 

shoelaces], and these caps are the telomeres. As each cell divides, a piece of telomere is lost, and the 

dividing process terminates when the telomeres have shortened to an optimum and critical length. 

There is then no new cell replication and all that follows is deterioration. 

 

Laboratory experiments with tissue sample have now shown that application of the genetic enzyme 

Telomerase can prevent telomere shortening upon cell division and replication." 

 

Only the reproductive cell don't age, the reason for this they have an enzyme with them called 

Telomerase that keeps the telomeres from being lost and even lengthens them. Interesting enough this 
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gene for telomerase is with all normal cells but it's been shut off. Right now there are anti-aging drugs 

based on this that turn the repressor off. And their effects are amazing literally turning back the clock. 

 

It has been found when the number is 5000 telomeres in length you die[you're born with around 10,000 

] it's when the ends of the telomeres really start to unravel and break down that aliments start to 

manifest more as part of the ageing process. 

 

This enzyme is so powerful: 

 

"Telomerase, which is reckoned to be the `enzyme of immortality', identified in the Science journal of 

January 1998 as the Fountain of Youth." 

 

In tests done to aged skin cells injected with telomerase the cells regenerated into infant skin cells total 

bio-genesis they reversed the aging and restored the total youth of the cell. 

 

Stem Cells even within adults are found to contain high levels of telomerase, A Stem Cell is literally an 

immorality cell, it is been found that normal cells activated with higher level of telomerase morph into 

stem Cells which have the power to regenerate the entire body.  

 

According to the results of all the studies with telomerase the cell can keep dividing forever without any 

breakdown without aging.  

 

This means that with proper amount of Telomerase the cell division process is perfected every time not 

breaking down and losing telomeres with every certain amount of divisions causes the aging process. 

 

A study done on elderly clients suffering from dementia using Kundalini Yoga mantra chant of SA TA NA 

MA, showed a very important finding: 

 

http://www.alzheimersprevention.org/research_ucla_study.htm 
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Study Design 

Forty-four caregivers of patients with dementia who were diagnosed and treated at UCLA will be 

enrolled in the study. Of the 39 caregivers who have already completed the study, 23 practiced Kirtan 

Kriya, a meditation from the Kundalini yoga tradition, daily for eight weeks. Sixteen participants listened 

to a relaxation audio tape for 25 minutes per day for eight weeks.  

 

Preliminary Study Findings 

Results indicate that:  

 

Both groups demonstrated improvement in depression and anxiety, resilience and perceived burden. 

The meditation group improved significantly more compared to the relaxation group on measures of 

perceived support, physical suffering, energy, emotional and well-being, as well as in cognitive tests of 

memory and executive function. 

A subgroup also showed marked improvement in the reduction of inflammation This groundbreaking 

work also reveals that Kirtan Kriya increases telomerase, an exquisite marker of health and longevity, in 

only 12 minutes a day. 

 

 

Keeping in mind the mainstream Kirtan people just say or sing the mantra not vibrate it properly, but it 

still provide such a result and only in 12 minutes a day. What would the properly vibrated from do? 

More much. 

 

The meaning of this mantra is: 

 

Sa means birth (or infinity); Ta means life; Na means death; and Ma means rebirth/regeneration. 

 

Here we have a sound vibration that does what it says literal regeneration and releases the essence of 

life and regeneration with the body. It turns on the gene instructions to make telomerase.  
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His Name in our original tongue is the life giving one. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Secret but not forgotten - Israel's facility 1391 

 

Secret but not forgotten - Israel's facility 1391 . 

 

http://www.middleeastmonitor.org.uk/resources/commentary-and-analysis/346-secret-but-not-

forgotten-israels-facility-1391 

 

 

 

In May of this year, the United Nations Committee Against Torture bought up the issue of Facility 1391, 

a clandestine Israeli prison where Palestinian, Lebanese, and other Arab prisoners are detained and 

subjected to torture. The committee called upon Israel to grant the International Committee of the Red 

Cross access to this prison and demanded to know if there were other secret prisons in Israel. 

 

The existence of Facility 1391 came to light in 2002, purely by accident. An Israeli human rights group, 

Hamoked, which provides assistance to Palestinian prisoners, demanded to know where Bashar and 

Mohammed Jadallah, two Palestinian cousins who could not be traced by their families after their arrest 

by the Israeli army, were being held. The Israeli authorities were forced to admit that they were in a 

secret prison. The location of that prison was also discovered accidentally a short time later. In 2003, 

Gad Kroizer, an Israeli historian, was researching old police buildings from the time of the British 

Mandate, when he came across a 70 year old map displaying 62 such buildings. He discovered that one 

of the buildings shown, called Meretz, could not be seen on any modern Israeli maps, and was not 

referred to in any of the literature relating to Israeli security compounds. He soon put two and two 

together. The Israeli authorities had done a thorough job in wiping away any trace of the facility from 
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maps. It is however, visible on Google Earth today. The facility is located near the town of Pardes Hanna-

Karkur. The coordinates are 32°28'11.93"N 35° 1'20.74"E. 

 

 

 

The facility is inside a military base controlled by Unit 504, a secret unit of the Intelligence Corps which is 

responsible for gathering "human intelligence" outside Israel. This unit runs a network of collaborators 

in Lebanon and Facility 1391 started out as a detention centre for prisoners captured or kidnapped by 

the Israelis in Lebanon in the 1980s. Among the abductees held there were Sheikh Abdul Karim Obeid, a 

Hizbullah leader seized from his home in Southern Lebanon in 1989 and Mustafa Dirani, head of security 

of the Amal Movement, who was kidnapped in 1994. The prisoners also included people who the Israelis 

said were abducted in order to be exchanged for the Israeli air force pilot Ron Arad who was captured 

by Amal in Lebanon in 1986. These included Hashem Fahaf, a 20 year old who was visiting Sheikh Obeid 

on the night he was abducted and who spent the next 11 years in Facility 1391, and two youths, one 

aged 16 and the other 17. Following the outbreak of the second Palestinian intifada in 2000, Unit 504 

began to operate in the Palestinian territories and Israel began to detain Palestinians in Facility 1391 for 

the first time. Marwan Barghouthi, a prominent leader of the intifada, is perhaps the best known 

Palestinian to spend time in the secret prison. 

 

 

 

Facility 1391 has often been called "Israel's Guantanamo". However the situation there is even worse 

than in Guantanamo in at least one way. While the Red Cross has access to the notorious American 

detention centre, it has never been allowed to visit Facility 1391, neither has any other international 

organisation. Even members of the Israeli Knesset have been denied access to it by Israeli courts. 

Practically all the information about the facility comes from the testimony of prisoners held there. A 

former Israeli justice minister, David Libai, claimed to know nothing about Facility 1391 when 

interviewed. 

 

This secrecy surrounding the prison plays a key role in the torture of the prisoners held there, most of 

which is psychological. Prisoners arriving in Facility 1391 were led blindfolded into their cells. They were 

told by their captors that they were "outside the borders of Israel", "in a submarine", "in Honolulu", or 

"on the moon". The prisoners were held in cells with no windows. The lighting provided was barely 

equivalent to that of a candle. It was so dark that they had difficulty seeing their own hands. A repetitive 

and deafening sound, given off by a fan was constantly present. The cells there were of varying sizes but 
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most were 2x2metres. Some cells, used to hold prisoners who were still under interrogation were only 

1.25x1.25 metres. One prisoner reported being held in a cell no wider than a mattress. Prisoners were 

given sacks on arrival in the prison and told that they must place them on their heads any time a guard 

entered their cell or gave them food. They were threatened with dire consequences if they failed to 

follow this instruction or glimpsed a soldier's face. The use of beatings, sleep deprivation, and force 

feeding was routine. 

 

Toilet facilities consisted of a bucket placed in each of the tiny cells and emptied every few days. In most 

of the cells there was no running water; "luxury" cells had running water but this was under the control 

of the guards. One prisoner, Raed Bader, says of the sanitary conditions in Facility 1391, "On the ninth 

consecutive day in the stench-filled cell, one of the soldiers was supposed to come and take me out. He 

almost vomited and rushed out of the cell," because of the smell of the unemptied bucket. Bader also 

speaks of the role isolation played in his torture, "I spent many days in that solitary confinement cell and 

in others like it, and hour after hour I would talk to myself and feel that I was going crazy, or find myself 

laughing to myself." 

 

Another Palestinian held in 1391, Hassan Rawajbeh, mentioned that he had been in six Israeli prisons 

before "but these experiences were like five star hotels compared to 1391" He said that for four months 

the only people he saw were his interrogators and that he was kept naked for days on end. It seems that 

the technique of using the taboos of Arab culture and Islam concerning nudity against prisoners, which 

was later employed in Abu Ghraib in Iraq, was pioneered in this prison. Prisoners were not only forced 

to remain naked, they were photographed in this state as well. 

 

They were also subjected to sexual abuse and rape. Mustafa Dirani filed a lawsuit against the Israeli 

authorities, stating that he was raped by four soldiers on the orders of an officer known only as Major 

George. On another occasion, Major George himself raped Dirani with a stick. Dirani's account is backed 

up by one of the interrogators who worked in the facility who says that it was common practice to 

threaten prisoners with the insertion of a stick if they did not talk. In his defence Major George, who was 

later dismissed from the army, stated that everything he had done was in accordance with the standard 

practice of Unit 504. Sixty other officers signed a petition in his support confirming this. 

 

Human rights activists have a very simple explanation for the existence of Facility 1391. Manal Hazzan, a 

human rights lawyer working with Hamoked says, "Our main conclusion is that it exists to make torture 

possible - a particular kind of torture that creates progressive states of dread, dependency, debility. The 

law gives the army enough authority already to hide prisoners, so why do they need a secret facility?" 

Hamoked has also stated that, "The detention conditions... are not proper for holding a human being, 
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and are liable to cause physical and psychological injury, which may even be irreversible". Indeed, 

Ghassan Dirani, a relative of Mustafa Dirani, developed catatonic schizophrenia as a result of his 

incarceration. 

 

It is widely believed that Facility 1391 is only one of several secret prisons in Israel. Palestinians captured 

in Israel's war on Gaza last December and January were held as "illegal combatants". It is very possible 

that they are being held in similar conditions to those that exist in Facility 1391. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Telsa The 1931 Pierce-Arrow electric motor car that got its energy from thin air 

 

Telsa's genius inventions for the benefit of humanity, based on vril energy. Where smashed and stolen 

away by the kikes Rockerfeller and Jewcrew. Who pushed not needed fossil fuels for power and control 

over humanity at the genocidal cost of the environment and hundreds of millions of innocent lives. 

 

Telsa refusing to sellout to the Jews and agast by their demands for hyper inhumane techonology which 

he refused to create for them. Died alone and broke in a rundown room. 

 

 

The 1931 Pierce-Arrow electric motor car that got its energy from thin air 

http://presscore.ca/2011/?p=91 

 

Nikola Tesla powered this all steel frame and body 1931 Pierce-Arrow with electrical energy that was 

harnessed from thin air. Not a drop of gasoline or diesel fuel was used. In fact the internal combustion 

engine was completely removed. No battery banks were used either. This vehicle was driven to speeds 

of 90 miles per hour with no fossil fuel and just a single 12 volt battery. This infinite and free energy 

source produces absolutely zero emissions. 
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Dallas Morning News 

The Electric Auto that almost triumphed: Power Source of `31 car still a mystery 

by A.C. Greene, 

January 24th, 1931 

 

It is a mystery car once demonstrated by Nikola Tesla, developer of alternating current, that might have 

made electrics triumphant. 

 

Supported by the Pierce-Arrow Co. and Westinghouse in 1931, he took the gasoline engine from a new 

Pierce-Arrow and replaced it with an 80-horsepower alternating-current electric motor with no external 

power source. From the electric motor trailed two very thick cables, which connected with the 

dashboard. In addition, there was an ordinary 12-volt storage battery. ("There was a 12-volt Willard 

battery installed in the car, but it was for the lights only and much too small to run the car. In any case.") 

The motor was rated at 80 horsepower. Maximum rotor speed was stated to be 30 turns per second 

(1800 rpm). A 6-foot vertical antenna rod was fitted into the rear section of the car. 

 

At the appointed time, Nikola Tesla arrived from New York City and inspected the Pierce-Arrow 

automobile. He then went to a local radio store and purchased a handful of tubes (12 radio vacuum 

tubes), wires and assorted resistors. A box measuring 24 inches long, 12 inches wide and 6 inches high 

was assembled housing the circuit. The "power receiver" was then placed into the dashboard of the car 

and its wires connected to the antenna and to the air-cooled, brushless motor. Two rods 1/4" in 

diameter stuck out of the box about 3" in length. Tesla began making adjustments on the "power 

receiver" 

 

Mr. Tesla got into the driver's seat, pushed the two rods in and stated, "We now have power". He put 

the car into gear and it moved forward! This vehicle, powered by an A.C. motor, was driven to speeds of 

90 m.p.h. and performed better than any internal combustion engine of its day! One week was spent 

testing the vehicle. Several newspapers in Buffalo reported this test. When asked where the power 

came from, Tesla replied, "From the ethers all around us". (Ethers is Electromagnetic radiation. Radio 

waves is electromagnetic radiation which has the lowest frequency, the longest wavelength, and is 

produced by charged particles moving back and forth) Several people suggested that Tesla was mad and 

somehow in league with sinister forces of the universe. He became incensed, removed his mysterious 

box from the vehicle and returned to his laboratory in New York City. His secret died with him! 
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Or did it? 

 

How did ethers power the vehicle? The owner of FuelReducer and editor of this website, Paul W Kincaid, 

has been trying to answer that question since 2005, when he first read about it in an old magazine he 

found in a neighbor's barn. According to data from the 5 years of investigation there is one very 

plausible explanation as to how ethers powered the car. Research data indicates that Tesla's mystery 

box was nothing more than a simple regenerative vacuum tube radio wave receiver. A type of electronic 

instrument that receives radio frequencies from thin air and amplifies the received weak radio signal. 

This simple receiver makes use of vacuum tubes, resistors and wires (the exact same electronic 

components used by Tesla) to increase the power and/or amplitude of a signal. The main component of 

Tesla's "Power Receiver" is the vacuum tube – also called a valve amplifier. The simplest valve amplifier 

was invented by John Ambrose Fleming while working for the Marconi Company in London in 1904 and 

named the diode, as it had two electrodes. The diode conducted electricity in one direction only and 

was used as a radio detector and a rectifier. The diode was most likely used as an instrument to convert 

AC (alternating current is when the movement of electric charge periodically reverses direction) of RF to 

DC (direct current is the flow of electric charge is only in one direction) In 1906 Lee De Forest added a 

third electrode and invented the first electronic amplifying device, the triode, which he named the 

Audion. This additional control grid modulates the current that flows between cathode and anode. 

 

Tesla used valve amplifiers to increase the power or amplitude of the ordinary radio waves that were 

received by the 6-foot vertical antenna rod that was fitted into the rear section of the car. An antenna is 

a transducer that transmits or receives electromagnetic waves. In other words, Tesla used the antenna 

mounted on the rear of the car to convert the freely available electromagnetic waves called radio waves 

into electrical current. 

 

Tesla bought vacuum tube diodes which are vacuum tubes (valve amplifiers) with two electrodes; a 

plate and a cathode. A diode is a two-terminal electronic component that conducts electric current in 

only one direction while blocking current in the opposite direction (the reverse direction). Thus, the 

diode can be thought of as an electronic version of a check valve. This unidirectional behavior is called 

rectification, and is used to convert alternating current (AC or the power that comes from your home's 

electrical outlets) to direct current (DC or the power from a battery). AC power circuit is a sine wave. 

Audio and radio signals carried on electrical wires (such as an antenna) are also examples of alternating 

current. 

 

Tesla used the vacuum tubes, wires and assorted resistors to build a radio wave receiver/amplifier 24 

inches long, 12 inches wide and 6 inches high, with a pair of 3-inch rods 1/4" in diameter sticking out. 
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The pair of rods that Tesla pushed in were used to close (complete) the circuit – like an on/off switch. 

The rod ends were most likely the positive and negative leads (connections) between the car antenna 

and and the radio wave receiver/amplifier. By pushing them into the box containing the radio wave 

receiver/amplifier the connection was completed allowing the radio waves that were received from the 

air by the antenna to flow through the receiver/amplifier to the electric motor. This is like you would do 

when you plugged an electric guitar into an amplifier. Like the electric guitar amplifier the signal 

generated by striking a cord (string) of a guitar would travel from the guitar through the wire connecting 

the guitar to the amplifier and into the amplifier where the barely audible tone would then be amplified. 

An electric guitar without an amplifier is essential an air guitar until it is plugged into an amplifier. The 

amplifier amplifies the sound wave generated by striking the strings of the electric guitar. That is 

basically how Tesla was able to amplify and convert the invisible electromagnetic radiation called radio 

waves into electricity to power the AC motor in the 1931 Pierce-Arrow. The word electricity comes from 

the fact that current is nothing more than electrons moving along a conductor, like an antenna, that 

have been harnessed for energy. Tesla used an antenna (an electrical conductor) and an amplifier to 

harness and then amplify energy. 

 

Why hasn't anyone revealed this 80 year old secret? Because Tesla built a free energy device. A device 

that would threaten the oil industry, the nuclear energy industry and the hydro electric power 

monopoly. A device that would bankrupt every oil refinery in the World. A device that would literally put 

an end to Global warming. Disease and illnesses caused by pollution from oil and gas products would 

simply disappear. If Tesla's invention was put into mass production the World would never have been 

involved in wars in the Middle East and Afghanistan, the Exxon Mobil and BP oil spills would never have 

occurred, and millions of people would still be alive and very healthy today. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

The Jewish Quashing Of Cancer Cures 

 

The Jewish Quashing Of Cancer Cures 

 

The Jew Fishbein (Editor of the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA) from 1924 to 

1950)was the front Jew responsible along with his Sanhedrin network in the background to lie, swindle 

and destroy any real cures for cancers and the Gentile geniuses behind them, all the time covering up 
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the very existance of such cures from the Gentile public. While promoting a Jewish system that empties 

the pockets of Gentiles, irradiates them, cuts them open and poisons them, which most later die from 

but the Jew has made tens to hundreds of thousands off them first. Only one out of one thousand 

people survive the treatments. 

 

Most of these people get sick from the first place due to the Jewish factory farming and pollution of the 

environment via their total control not just of the banks but the mass industries. Dr.Weston Price's 

global study back in the 1930's found that populations increase in cancers and other aliments climbed 

with the larger of amounts of processed food consumed. 

 

Over half a million Americans alone died from cancer in just 2006 this is just in America. The total 

amount of global deaths from the last EU report, the death rate is rising to 17 million a year worldwide. 

 

It was found the 3rd Reich had found a cure for cancer, as Hitler personally ordered massive amounts of 

state funding into disease research and cures. Along with the best minds in the Reich to study the 

subject. 

 

There would have been a universal known and practiced cure for cancer back in the 1930's which would 

have saved hundreds of millions of lives. IF NOT FOR THE JEWS! 

 

THE JEWS ARE OUR MISFORTUNE! 

 

 

 

 

Morris Fishbein[Jew] - AMA Enemy 

Of American Health 

 

By Bob Wallace LewRockwell.com  
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2-5-2 

 

Dr. Morris Fishbein (1889-1976) originally studied to be a clown. Realizing he could make more money 

as a doctor, he entered medical school (where he failed anatomy), then barely graduated. He never 

treated a patient in his life.  

 

Why is he so important? Because he became head of the AMA, a position that he used to enrich himself 

and crush legitimate therapies out of existence. He appeared to be motivated solely by money and 

power.  

 

As head of the AMA (and editor of the Journal of the American Medical Association from 1924-1949), he 

decided which drugs could be sold to the public based only how much advertising money he could 

extort from drug manufacturers, whom he required to place expensive ads in the JAMA. There were no 

drug-testing agencies, only Fishbein. It was irrelevant if the drugs worked.  

 

Fishbein was a shakedown artist. Yet, today, there is a Morris Fishbein Center for the History of Science 

and Medicine at the University of Chicago.  

 

The AMA, a State-backed guild which today has a near-stranglehold on the medical profession, was 

founded in 1847 merely as a social and scientific organization. Its original purpose was totally 

appropriate. It was in their private (and the public's) interest for practitioners to get together to trade 

knowledge, and, for all the outward seriousness of the organization, to have some fun. The original 

purpose always seems to get lost, though. Some members always want to use the State to reduce the 

supply of practitioners (which increases income) and eliminate competition (which also increases 

income, and, much more seriously, reduces innovation). This happened with he AMA, which is why it is 

now a danger to the health of the American people.  

 

In 1900, while attending the annual AMA convention in St. Paul, Minnesota, three doctors came up with 

the always-destructive but all-too-human idea of using the AMA as a front, in order to form a closed 

corporation for their financial benefit. A constitution, bylaws and a charter were created which 

appeared to give the members of the AMA a say in the activities of the corporation, whereas in reality 

the three directors had complete control. These three formed smaller political machines in every state, 

which they controlled through the main corporation.  
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In 1924, not surprisingly (perhaps inevitably) one of the directors became involved in a scandal and had 

to resign. He appointed Fishbein to take his place. Fishbein ultimately took control of the AMA, and by 

1934 owned all of the stock. In his new position he was able to assume dictatorial control of the state 

licensing boards and made it as difficult as he could for any doctor who did not join. He, and the three 

doctors who formed the corporation, were little more than extortionists, ones who made millions by 

using the power of the State.  

 

The AMA, which started out as a legitimate organization, rapidly became crooked. And Fishbein was the 

main cause.  

 

The worst of Fishbein's sins was his destruction of Royal Rife. Royal Raymond Rife  

 

I don't know if Royal Raymond Rife was legitimate or not. I believe the evidence leans towards his being 

a once-in-a-century genius.  

 

He was born in 1888 in Elkhorn, Nebraska, and died in 1971, at age 83. He grew up with a passion for 

microscopes, microbiology, and electronics.  

 

He was brilliant. There can be no doubt about that. He invented technology still used today in optics, 

electronics, radiochemistry, biochemistry, ballistics, and aviation. Some of his many inventions included 

a heterodyning ultraviolet microscope, a microdissector, and a micromanipulator. He studied at John 

Hopkins, received 14 major awards, and was honored with an honorary doctorate from the University of 

Heidelberg. He worked for Zeiss Optics, the US government, and several private employers, the most 

notable of them being Henry Timkin, who made millions manufacturing roller bearings.  

 

Most people have never heard of Rife.  

 

By 1920, Rife had built the world's first microscope that was strong enough for the him to see a virus (he 

sometimes had to painfully adjust his microscope for up to 24 hours to get the specimen into focus). By 

1932, after 12 years and five microscopes, he perfected his technology and had constructed the largest 

and most powerful of them, which he called his "Universal Microscope." It had almost 6,000 different 
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parts and could magnify objects 61,000 times their normal size. With this two-foot-tall, 200-pound 

microscope, Rife became the first to see a live virus, and until recently, his microscope was the only one 

which could do this.  

 

Modern electron microscopes, although more powerful than Rife's invention, instantly kill the viruses 

they are focused upon. Rife's microscope left the viruses alive, so they could be studied.  

 

Rife's genius was first introduced to the public in the San Diego Union newspaper in 1929, and was 

followed by an article in Popular Science in 1931. Articles describing his great scientific breakthroughs 

appeared in the established scientific press in for the first time in late 1931 in Science magazine, as well 

as California and Western Medicine.  

 

In 1944, the Smithsonian Institute in Washington, DC, published a detailed article about Rife in their 

national journal, with his microscope the focus of it. But what was revealed to their readers was not only 

Rife's microscope, but how he was able to destroy disease-causing pathogens.  

 

As far back as 1920, Rife had identified a virus that he believed caused cancer. He called it the "BX virus." 

He made over 20,000 unsuccessful attempts to transform normal cells into tumor cells. He failed until he 

irradiated the virus, caught it in a porcelain filter, and injected in into lab animals. Using this technique, 

he created 400 tumors in a row.  

 

He began subjecting this virus to different radio frequencies to see if it was affected by them. He 

discovered what he called the "Mortal Oscillatory Rate" (MOR) of the virus. He successfully cured cancer 

in his 400 experimental animals before he decided to run tests on humans.  

 

What Rife was doing was using resonance to kill the virus. Everything vibrates at different frequencies. If 

the resonance is correct, it can be used to shatter, just as a singer can use it to break a wineglass. By 

finding the proper resonance, Rife was able to shatter the virus. This is why he called it the Mortal 

Oscillatory Rate.  

 

Rife claims he also discovered the frequencies which destroyed herpes, polio, spinal meningitis, tetanus, 

influenza, and many other dangerous, disease-causing organisms. All told, there were over 50 infectious 

diseases that he apparently discovered cures for.  
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How did Rife do this? He painstakingly obtained the MORS by tuning the dial of the frequency generator 

while observing the sample pathogen under his microscope. When a frequency was discovered that 

destroyed a particular microorganism, its dial position was marked. The actual frequencies were 

determined later after his experiments. What he did, he apparently did intuitively and unwittingly, and it 

is doubtful he completely understood the theoretical method he utilized. For one thing, there was at 

that time no theory to explain what he was doing. (In doing research for this article, I have come to the 

conclusion that Rife was so far advanced over currently available theories that he could not explain what 

he was doing.)  

 

In the summer of 1934, one of Rife's close friends, Dr. Milbank Johnson, along with the University of 

Southern California, appointed a Special Medical Research Committee to bring 16 terminally cancer 

patients from Pasadena County Hospital to Rife's San Diego Laboratory and clinic for treatment. The 

team included doctors and pathologists assigned to examine the patients - if they were still alive - after 

90 days.  

 

Some of the other scientists and doctors Rife worked with were: E.C. Rosenow, Sr. (longtime Chief of 

Bacteriology, Mayo Clinic); Arthur Kendall (Director, Northwestern Medical School); Dr. George Dock; 

Alvin Foord (pathologist); Rufus Klein-Schmidt (President of USC); R.T. Hamer (Superintendent, Paradise 

Valley Sanitarium); Whalen Morrison (Chief Surgeon, Santa Fe Railway); George Fischer (Childrens 

Hospital, N.Y.); Edward Kopps (Metabolic Clinic, La Jolla); Karl Meyer (Hooper Foundation, S.F.); and M. 

Zite (Chicago University).  

 

At first, the patients were given three minutes of the appropriate frequency every day. The treatment 

consisted of the patients standing next to one of Rife's generators, which irradiated them. It was much 

the same as standing in front of a large fluorescent light. The researchers soon learned this was too 

much of the treatment. Suspecting the human body needed more time to dispose of the dead toxins, 

they reduced the time to three minutes every third day.  

 

After the 90 days of treatment, the committee concluded that 14 of the patients had been completely 

cured. After the treatment was adjusted, the remaining two of the patients responded within the next 

four weeks. The total recovery rate using Rife's technology was 100%. The treatment was painless, and 

the side effects, minimal, if any. Except for building the generators, the total cost was a little electricity 

(today, the cost of treating a cancer patient averages $300,000 were person. That's a lot of money, and 

the cancer industry is big business.)  
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Rife wrote in 1953, "Sixteen cases were treated at the clinic for many types of malignancy. After three 

months, 14 of these so-called hopeless cases were signed off as clinically cured by the staff of five 

medical doctors and Dr. Alvin G. Foord, M.D., pathologist for the group."  

 

In 1937 Rife and some colleagues established a company called Beam Ray. They manufactured fourteen 

of Rife's "frequency instruments." Dr. James Couche, who was present at the clinic, used one of Rife's 

machines with great success for 22 years, long after the AMA had banned it.  

 

Then, to Rife's, and the nation's great misfortune, Fishbein heard about Rife's frequency machine.  

 

Fishbein sent an attorney to make a token attempt to buy out Rife. Rife refused. Although no one knows 

the exact terms of the offer, it was probably similar to the one Fishbein made to Harry Hoxsey for his 

herbal cancer remedy (which Fishbein, in court, had to admit worked on skin cancer):  

 

Fishbein and his associates would receive all profits for nine years and Hoxey would receive nothing. 

Then, if they were satisfied that it worked, Hoxsey would begin to receive 10% of the profits. When 

Hoxsey refused, Fishbein used his political connections to have Hoxsey arrested 125 times in a period of 

16 months. The charges (based on practicing without a license) were always thrown out of court, but 

Fishbein harassed Hoxsey for 25 years. The only good thing that came out of it is that the scandal forced 

Fishbein to resign.  

 

Fishbein then offered Phil Hoyland, an investor in Beam Ray and an electrical engineer who had helped 

build the frequency instruments, legal assistance in an attempt to steal the company from Rife and the 

other investors. A lawsuit ensued.  

 

The trial of 1939 put an end to the proper scientific investigation of Rife's frequency machine. Rife, who 

was not as resilient as Hoxsey, became unglued. Unable to cope with the savage and unfair attacks in 

court, he crumbled, turned to alcohol, and became an alcoholic. This, even though he won the case. 

Unfortunately, the legal bills bankrupted Beam Ray, and it closed down. Fishbein used his power within 

the AMA to halt any further investigation of Rife's work.  
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In 1950 Rife joined up with John Crane, who was an electrical engineer. They worked together for ten 

years, building more advanced frequency machines. But in 1960 the AMA closed them down. Crane was 

imprisoned for three years and one month, even though fourteen patients testified as to the 

effectiveness of the machine (the forewoman of the jury was an AMA doctor). Rife died in 1971, from a 

combination of alcohol and Valium. He had spend the last one-third of his life as an alcoholic.  

 

What happened to all of those who had supported Rife? By 1939 most of them were denying they ever 

knew him, even though 44 of them had honored Rife on November 20, 1931 with a banquet billed as 

"The End to All Diseases" at Dr. Milbank's Pasadena estate.  

 

Arthur Kendall, who worked with Rife on the cancer virus, accepted almost a quarter of a million dollars 

to suddenly "retire" in Mexico. This was a huge amount of money during the Depression. Dr. George 

Dock was silenced with an enormous grant, along with the highest honors the AMA could bestow. 

Everyone except Dr. Couche and Dr. Milbank Johnson gave up Rife's work and went back to prescribing 

drugs. Johnson died in 1944.  

 

The medical journals, supported almost entirely by drug company advertising revenues and controlled 

by the AMA, refused to publish any paper by anyone on Rife's therapy. Generations of medical students 

graduated without hearing of Rife's breakthroughs in medicine.  

 

And what happened to Rife's decades of meticulous evidence of his work, including film and stop-

motion photographs? Parts of his instruments, photographs, film, and written records were stolen from 

his lab. No one knows who was behind it. No one was never caught.  

 

Rife's documentation for the cancer clinic was lost when he lent them to Dr. Arthur Yale a few years 

later. Barry Lynes, who reintroduced Rife's work to the public in 1986, in his book The Cancer Cure that 

Worked, wrote, "Documents show the clinic existed and succeeded in curing cancer. And doctors who 

continued treating seriously ill people with success because of what the frequency instrument 

accomplished in 1934 tell the real story, as do signed reports from cured cancer patients in later years."  

 

While Rife attempted to reproduce his missing data, his virus microscopes were vandalized. Pieces of his 

Universal Microscope were stolen. Earlier, arson had destroyed the multi-million dollar Burnett Lab in 

New Jersey, just as the scientists there were preparing to announce confirmation of Rife's work. But the 

last blow came later, when police illegally confiscated the remainder of Rife's 50 years of research.  
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Fortunately, his death was not the end of his electronic therapy. A few humanitarian doctors and 

engineers attempted to reconstruct his frequency machines and keep his work alive.  

 

But do these modern machines work? I don't know. Modern reseachers are trying to replicate the life's 

work of what may been one of the greatest geniuses in history.  

 

If you'll look at the reviews of Lynes' book at Amazon.com., there are people who swear by Rife's 

machines. A doctor I know (who lives outside the US and wishes to remain anonymous) told me, "I have 

a feeling the Rife machines that are now available to us do not have the correct frequencies...the 

machines I've experienced have limited settings and transmit a general range of frequencies." But she 

uses something similar, specifically the LISTEN and the much more advanced BEST machines, invented 

by James Clark.  

 

She told me several of her case histories, one of which I will reproduce here: "[I was treating] a nine-

weeks-old baby that was blue and dying...doctors couldn't find anything wrong with her. I found Ross 

River fever (mosquito transmitted) and the baby began to respond within two hours of giving her the 

frequencies, and went on to make a full recovery, just after one treatment. The parents did demand a 

blood test for the baby to confirm the Ross River virus - which it was! There was nothing the doctors 

could have done about it. I used to think that somehow the electromagnetic frequency gave the body 

the right information to deal with the virus. We now know how this works - due to Sharry Edwards, 

(another practitioner in the States I've studied with, who uses low-frequency sound for healing). She has 

access to great lab equipment, and last year applied the frequencies representing various parasite, 

bacteria and viruses to blood containing these pathogens. Under a special high-powered microscope, 

she observed that the frequency shattered the "mask" - the protein DNA that the pathogen would cloak 

itself with - and expose the invader to the immune system, would would immediately attack and 

destroy."  

 

This is essentially what Rife discovered over 80 years ago. We are 80 years behind where we should be, 

because of one despicable man, Morris Fishbein, who used the State to halt the advance of medicine, 

and to line his own pockets.  

 

The LISTEN and BEST machines are legal in the US...but not totally. Said this doctor:  
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"Practitioners in the States do not use the 'imprinting' facility of the machines - that is, broadcasting the 

frequency. Since this broadcasting is not permitted by your laws, the device is added to the machine 

when we buy them."  

 

In other words, it is illegal in the US to use the machines to attempt to cure disease. The proper parts 

aren't even on the machine. It's illegal for a doctor to even suggest such a cure is possible.  

 

There are other instruments (and other inventors) who, past and present, have discovered the same 

thing Rife did. Gaston Naessons, Hulda Clark and Antoine Priore have invented similar instruments. All 

suffered persecution at the hands of the State. Are they legitimate? All I can say is that they had an 

enormous amount of support from their patients.  

 

What would have happened if Rife had suceeded, and Fishbein had failed? If what Rife was doing 

actually worked, there would be a lot of people who would have not died of cancer. A lot of the medical 

profession would have ceased to exist. It certainly didn't take a doctor to operate Rife's machines.  

 

Scientists and researches could have devoted more time and money to things we are far behind on, like 

growing organs and limbs. The hundreds of billions of dollars that has flowed to the unholy alliance of 

the AMA, FDA, drug industry and the State, would have never been.  

 

The cure for these problems? Remove the State backing from the AMA and FDA, and unleash the power 

and creatively of the free market. Many people have been brainwashed into thinking the State protects 

them. The truth is the exact opposite.  

 

 

 

Copyright © 2002 LewRockwell.com 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Animals in the Third Reich 

 

A respect and love for animals comes with a more Spiritually advanced Soul. Animal care is held in the 

highest regard in True Satanism with many animals being sacred and protected.  

 

Adolf Hitler and the Nazis, who we know to have been Satanists, reflected this love, care and respect for 

animals and took many measures to ensure the safety of those that were both domesticated and wild. 

Laws were enforced for the protection of every animal all the way from lions and wolves down to fish 

and frogs and anyone who was found guilty of animal abuse was punished accordingly.  

 

The kikes were known to be the main culprits of animal abuse and exploitation which included their 

disgusting and abominable kosher slaughter method and the use of animals in inhumane laboratory 

experiments.  

 

So much so, that the Nazi Animal Protection Laws were labeled as "direct attacks against jews".  

 

Apparently, banning the torture and inhumane slaughter of innocent cattle or the use of other innocent 

animals in horrific laboratory experiments is "anti-semitism". This shows even further the true, filthy 

nature of kikes.  

 

"One of the first steps in Adolf Hitler's anti-Semitic drive in the creation of his Third Reich was instituting 

a ban on the kosher slaughter of animals."- statement of a filthy kike maggot. 

For those who are unaware what "kosher" involves, here is a video:  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWAqQ7ribdQ 

WARNING: This is graphic and highly upsetting.  

 

It was also known that these animals were treated horrendously even before they reached the slaughter 

house, being repeatedly kicked, shocked and prodded and other horrible things to force them to 

cooperate with the kike herders.  
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Adolf Hitler and the Nazis made every effort to bring this disgusting treatment of animals at the hands of 

kikes to an end and to give animals the respect and care which they deserve and which is their birth 

right as sacred, special SATANIC beings.  

 

Some of the Efforts by the Third Reich to protect animals: 

 

- Ban on kosher and vivisection. 

 

- Animals officially declared as beings in their own right and not simply the property of humans. 

 

- Ban on commercial animal trapping. 

 

- strict regulations on the hunting of animals. Efforts made by SS Reichsführer Heinrich Himmler to ban 

the hunting of animals altogether.  

 

- Ban on use of animals in theater or public events that caused any kind of pain or damage to the animal, 

either physical or mental.  

 

- Ban on the extremely cruel forceful feeding of fowls for culinary purposes (e.g. foie gras) and other 

inhumane use of animals in food.  

 

- The wolf officially labeled a protected species along with many other species.  

 

- Nature declared protected by law, many areas were labeled protected areas and the commercial use 

thereof banned.  

 

-Neglect and abuse of animals in ones care named a criminal offence.  
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- Educational programs concerning the care and protection of animals instituted in German schools and 

universities.  

 

There were many more, and many of the high-profile Nazis were actively involved in animal and nature 

protection and conservation. 

 

Here are some interesting photographs: 

 

Adolf Hitler and Eva Braun with animals: 

http://www.adolfthegreat.com/pages/Trails/AdolfPhotoTrail05.html 

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-ZaDGSKS44So/TXh2bocAJDI/AAAAAAAAA5k/tkni_ZGbfTE/s1600/EVA-

BRAUN-Hitler%252B1.jpg 

 

Hermann Göring with his pet Lions: 

http://www.axishistory.com/fileadmin/user_upload/g/goring-lion.jpg 

http://popartmachine.com/artwork/LOC+1043332/0/%5BGoering-and-lion-cub%5D-LOT-3128-19,-p.-

60,-no.1-%5Bitem%5D-%5BP&P%5DCheck-for...-painting-artwork-print.jpg 

 

Hermann Göring felt very strongly about the protection of wild animals and made many efforts during 

the war to protect animals who were suffering as a result of enemy bombing. He even offered to have 

all the animals of a public zoo safely escorted to his own private zoo.  

 

It comes naturally to a Spiritually Advanced Satanic Soul to respect and care for animals and nature. 

Many of our pets come to us as gifts from our Father Satan and the Gods, and many of our beautiful 

experiences in nature are gifts just the same. These are things which we must work to protect and 

preserve. Remember, this is Satan's Earth!  

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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"There was widespread support for animal welfare in Nazi Germany and the Nazis took several 

measures to ensure protection of animals. Many Nazi leaders, including Adolf Hitler and Hermann 

Göring, were supporters of animal protection. Several Nazis were environmentalists, and species 

protection and animal welfare were significant issues in the Nazi regime. Heinrich Himmler made an 

effort to ban the hunting of animals. Göring was an animal lover and conservationist. The current animal 

welfare laws in Germany are modified versions of the laws introduced by the Nazis.  

 

At the end of the nineteenth century, kosher butchering and vivisection were the main concerns 

regarding animal protection in Germany. These concerns continued among the Nazis. According to Boria 

Sax, the Nazi view on animal protection rejected the anthropocentric perspective—animals were not to 

be protected for human interests—but for themselves. In 1927, a Nazi representative to the Reichstag 

called for actions against cruelty to animals and kosher butchering. 

 

In 1932, the Nazi party proposed a ban on vivisection. In early 1933, representatives of the Nazi party to 

the Prussian parliament held a meeting to enact this ban. On April 21, 1933, almost immediately after 

the Nazis came to power, the parliament began to pass laws for the regulation of animal slaughter. On 

April 21, a law was passed concerning the slaughter of animals. On April 24, Order of the Prussian 

Ministry of the Interior was enacted regarding the slaughter of poikilotherms. Nazi Germany was the 

first nation to ban vivisection. A law imposing total ban on vivisection was enacted on August 16, 1933, 

by Hermann Göring as the prime minister of Prussia. He announced an end to the "unbearable torture 

and suffering in animal experiments". On August 28, 1933, Göring announced in a radio broadcast. 

 

Göring also banned commercial animal trapping, imposed severe restrictions on hunting, and regulated 

the shoeing of horses. He imposed regulations even on the boiling of lobsters and crabs.  

 

In 24 November 1933, Nazi Germany enacted another law called Reichstierschutzgesetz (Reich Animal 

Protection Act), for protection of animals. This law listed many prohibitions against the use of animals, 

including their use for filmmaking and other public events causing pain or damage to health, feeding 

fowls forcefully and tearing out the thighs of living frogs. The two principals (Ministerialräte) of the 

German Ministry of the Interior, Clemens Giese and Waldemar Kahler, who were responsible for 

drafting the legislative text, wrote in their juridical comment from 1939, that by the law the animal was 

to be "protected for itself" ("um seiner selbst willen geschützt"), and made "an object of protection 

going far beyond the hitherto existing law" ("Objekt eines weit über die bisherigen Bestimmungen 

hinausgehenden Schutzes").  
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On February 23, 1934, a decree was enacted by the Prussian Ministry of Commerce and Employment 

which introduced education on animal protection laws at primary, secondary and college levels. On 3 

July 1934, a law Das Reichsjagdgesetz (The Reich Hunting Law) was enacted which limited hunting. On 1 

July 1935, another law Reichsnaturschutzgesetz (Reich Nature Conservation Act) was passed to protect 

nature. According to an article published in Kaltio, one of the main Finnish cultural magazines, Nazi 

Germany was the first in the world to place the wolf under protection.  

 

In 1934, Nazi Germany hosted an international conference on animal protection in Berlin. On March 27, 

1936, an order on the slaughter of living fish and other poikilotherms was enacted. On March 18 the 

same year, an order was passed on afforestation and on protection of animals in the wild. On 

September 9, 1937, a decree was published by the Ministry of the Interior which specified guidelines for 

the transportation of animals. In 1938, animal protection was accepted as a subject to be taught in 

public schools and universities in Germany." – excerpt from Wikipedia. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Hail Father Satan!! 

Hail Beelzebub!! 

Hail all the Mighty Gods of Hell!!  

 

Heil Hitler!! 

Heil Heinrich Himmler!! 

 

-High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

 

http://ageofsatan.co.cc 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 

 

Joy of Satan Ministries 
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Sermon 5/19/11 

 

Many of you have drastically amplified your powers and energies, and some of you, under the directions 

of the Powers of Hell have succeeded in raising your serpents in a very short time. Given the unheard of 

short time it can take through the Grace of Satan in raising one's serpent, there are certain things one 

should be aware of.  

 

It does take both the body and soul time to adjust to the drastic increase of energy. Even if one's serpent 

has not yet ascended, amplified energy in the body needs to be taken care of in the way of conscious 

circulation. This is very serious. The body must be kept as limber as possible. Daily sessions of hatha 

yoga accomplish this. The more amplified the energy, the more one needs to attend to it. Regardless of 

your age, this can be accomplished enough for you to raise your serpent. This is what Guardian Demons 

are for- to protect and guide you spiritually. Even if you do not know your Guardian Demon, just making 

an effort and being open for signs from the Powers of Hell is enough. The more you advance, the more 

you will be open to astral communications.  

 

Inflexible joints in the hips can trap serpentine energy in the legs and feet. If this is left to remain, there 

can be serious problems. One indication is feeling like your feet are on fire. Simply sitting on the floor 

and stretching by spreading your legs apart as far as they will go, stretching by putting your feet 

together and pulling them in, while pushing down on your knees and also stretching the hamstring 

muscles in your legs; this will open up any trapped energy and also prevent it. There is a free hatha yogs 

pdf in the files section of most of these e-groups.  

 

The entire body should be stretched every day. This does not have to be in any ideal setting, only 

consistent. I am now working on revising some of the JoS information and also will be adding some 

1,000+ more articles of information. The most important thing you can do is to work to amplify your 

energies- getting that energy buzz after your meditation/yoga session. The session can be done in as 

little as 20 minutes a day, but then you have to keep still forsome 15-20 minutes to let the energy 

amplify. Just doing 2 rounds of kundalini yoga breathing right after a hatha yoga session; even 54 

repetitions and then 54 more after about 1 minute works wonders. One does not need to do long 

periods for major benefits.  

 

I learned Satanism on the job. There are some articles that need to be revised. I wrote of meditation and 

yoga under IDEAL conditions. Ideal conditions are not necessary to make major advances and few of us 

have these. Hatha yoga can be done even while the TV is on, music, noise, whatever. I have lived in a 
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very small house under conditions adverse to anything near ideal for many years. TV blasting almost 

24/7, loud people yacking on the phone all the time, pets, noise, you name it. Through all of this, I have 

managed to make major advancements and much more, THROUGH CONSISTENCY. When the energy 

buzz comes, yes, ideally, it is best to have silence and meditate on it, BUT, it will still work even if you 

spend the time sitting still while watching TV. The reason I am writing this is because very few have 

IDEAL conditions, and many more don't bother because they mistakenly believe that idea conditions are 

needed. My point is you can get there through Satan 

in spite of not having any ideal conditions. Some of you already know this. The most important is 

DEDICATION AND CONSISTENCY TO THE PROGRAM, ABOVE ALL ELSE.  

 

Once you reach a certain level, you must consistently make sure your energy is always circulating freely. 

I remember a case where a martial artist did too many pushups at the insistence of his instructor. 

Because of ignorance and stupidity on the part of the instructors and their superiors, very little 

knowledge is shared freely. IMO, most don't even know. Whether the soul is amplified through yoga 

practices [which IMO are much more powerful], or with internal martial arts [which is powerful on its 

own in amplifying these energies and also giving different spiritual benefits], one should be fully 

informed and aware of what this energy does and can do.  

Unfortunately, due to ignorance, fear and in some cases, an exaggerated sense of self-importance; 

[pretending to be an expert on what one does not even have any real knowledge about], much of this 

information is kept in the closet, so to speak. This does plenty of harm. Getting back to the case above, 

the student who was at black belt level, because of doing the extreme amount of pushups; his 

chi/vril/witchpower energy got trapped. Well, he nearly died from it. These 'expert' instructors, from 

what I read did nothing, the young man went to a hospital where there was no knowledge of this sort of 

thing [Eastern Medicine]. He actually needed an acupuncturist. He wound up with kidney failure and all 

sort of serious life-threatening problems of which he was fortunate enough to survive. The western 

doctors didn't know how to treat him. He didn't bother to stretch enough after the grueling pushup 

workout and his chi got trapped and he damned near died.  

 

As long as you keep your body moving and flexible, your chi/serpentine energy will follow. The key word 

is FREEDOM. SATANISM = FREEDOM. Never neglect to stretch thoroughly. This is of extreme 

importance. Also, AGAIN, conditions do not have to be ideal. Just do the best you can. One with 

hampering conditions who is consistent and dedicated in one's practice can far surpass one with ideal 

conditions who lacks the persistence, perseverance and consistency.  

 

Satanic power meditations and yoga give many different benefits, ranging from being able to maintain 

inner calm during periods of crisis when others are coming apart, being able to think with a cool head 
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and rationally in pressure situations. Yoga benefits the nervous system and along with this- the 

subconscious mind [known as 'darkness' in Satanism], works as a friend in helping you with guidance 

and inutition, instead of being untamed, wild, and unruly and wreaking havoc in your life. Yoga also 

gives healing energy on its own. The serpent is and always has been the symbol of healing.  

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Jewish Confessions 

 

They due love to brag: 

 

"The world revolution which we will experience will be exclusively our affair[Jews] and will rest in our 

hands. This revolution will tighten the Jewish domination over all other people." 

- Le Peuple Juif, February 8, 1919.  

 

"The governments of the peoples included in this world republic, with the aid of the victorious 

proletariat, all will fall without difficulty into Jewish hands. Private property will then be strangled by the 

Jewish directors, who will administer the state patrimony everywhere. Thus the promise of the Talmud 

will be fulfilled, that is, the promise that the Jews, at the arrival of the Messiah, will possess the key to 

the wealth of all the peoples of the earth." 

 

- Baruch Levy, in a letter to Karl Marx,  

published in the Rothschild controlled  

La Revue de Paris, June 1, 1928.  
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"Nations will gather together to bring their homage to the people of God; the whole fortune of nations 

will pass into the hands of the Jewish people, they will march behind the Jewish people, in chains as 

captives, and will prostrate before it."  

- Isador Loeb, Le Probleme Juif.  

 

 

 

"In everything, we are destroyers--even in the instruments of destruction to which we turn for 

relief...We Jews, we, the destroyers, will remain the destroyers for ever. Nothing that you will do will 

meet our needs and demands." - Maurice Samuel, You Gentiles, pages 152, 155, and 147.  

 

 

 

"There is much in the fact of Bolshevism (Communism) itself, in the fact that so many Jews are 

Bolshevists, in the fact that the ideals of Bolshevism at many points are consonant with the finest ideals 

of Judaism." - The Jewish Chronicle, April 4, 1919.  

 

 

 

"Jew and Gentile are two worlds, between you Gentiles and us Jews there lies an unbridgeable 

gulf...There are two life forces in the world: Jewish and Gentile...I do not believe that this primal 

difference between Gentile and Jew is reconcilable..."  

- Maurice Samuel, You Gentiles, page 9.  

 

 

 

"You cannot be English Jews. We are a race, and only as a race can we perpetuate. Our mentality is of a 

Hebraic character, and differs from that of an Englishman. Enough subterfuges! Let us assert openly that 

we are International Jews." 
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- Gerald Soman, Chairman of the World Jewry Fellowship, in its official manifesto, January 1, 1935.  

 

 

 

"Hitler was right in one thing. He calls the Jewish people a race, and we are a race." 

 

- Rabbi Stephen Wise, N.Y. Herald-Tribune, June 13, 1938.  

 

 

 

"Let us recognize that we Jews are a distinct nationality of which every Jew, whatever his country, his 

station, or shade of belief, is necessarily a member."  

 

- Louis Brandeis, U.S. Supreme Ct. Justice, Zionism, page 113.  

 

 

 

"The English (or French or American, etc.) patriotism of the Jew is only a fancy-dress which he puts on to 

please the people of the country." 

- The Jewish World, December 8, 1911.  

 

 

 

"The Jew is an inborn Communist."  

- Otto Weininger, Sex and Character, page 311.  
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"We Jews are going to bring war on Germany."  

- David Brown, President of American Hebrew, in 1934, quoted in Edmonson's I Testify, page 188.  

 

 

 

"The Second World War is being fought for the defense of the fundamentals of Judaism."  

- The Chicago Jewish Sentinel, October 8, 1942.  

 

 

 

"The Roosevelt Administration has selected more Jews to fill influential positions than any previous 

administration."  

- Brooklyn Jewish Examiner, October 20, 1933.  

 

 

 

"We Jews have spoiled the blood of all the races of Europe. Taken as a whole, everything is Jewdified. 

Our ideas animate everything. Our spirit reigns over the world. We are the Lords." 

- Dr. Kurt Munzer, The Way to Zion.  

 

 

 

"Give me the power to issue and control the money of a nation and I care not who makes the laws."  

- Anselm Rothschild.  
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"The Revolution won't happen with guns, rather it will happen incrementally, year by year, generation 

by generation. We will gradually infiltrate their educational institutions and their political offices, 

transforming them slowly into Marxist entities as we move towards universal egalitarianism."  

-Max [Jew]Horkheimer Frankfurt School professor 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Workship 

 

Workship 

 

As we take time daily for power meditations we must also take time for education of those who dwell in 

ignorance, we are the light bears and we have a responsibility and sacred duty to bring the message of 

Truth to our Gentile Brothers and Sisters who dwell in darkness. 

 

Take however long out of your day to spread the word by internet, tracts, sending out intent to awaken 

with runes to charge it.etc Be creative, ask Hell for advice on the best course of action to awaken others 

and work for them. Utube channels and other media projects are always great. This is a sacred duty in 

the service of Father Satan and Hell. 

 

The daily drip hollows the stone. 

 

Don't delay start educating others today. 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Sermon 5/21/11 

 

Last night, I had to attend a graduation ceremony. This graduation ceremony was at a public school. The 

US Constitution states a separation of church and state- meaning references to that maggot kike god or 

any of his jew filth ilk is constitutionally illegal, but as most of us know the xians could care less what is 

against the law when it comes to relentlessly coercing their program of vermin. This is one of the 

reasons JoS takes the hard line against any forms of xianity and related. Some people don't have the 

intelligence or the sense to understand. There is NO bargaining with the enemy religions or their 

adherents. It is 'either' 'or.' 

 

As many of you already know, I live in the bible belt. During this ceremony- several had the total fucking 

nerve to actually order the audience to 'bow their heads' 'pray' to that lowest of the lowest most vile of 

vermin, and that odious nazarene. Needless to say, I just couldn't have gotten up and left the deal 

[which I was aching to do]. This malignancy went on and on.  

 

My point for this post here- this was a very rare occasion for me as I normally do not attend many 

events. The energy in there from that crap was horrid. Wherever the enemy is worshipped and such, the 

enemy spirits have power; more than most would know. If at all possible, it is best for those of us who 

are very close to Satan, such as those of us who are actively working for him in combating the enemy, to 

avoid these functions. Funerals and weddings and such, it is best if at all possible to quietly arrive after 

the church bullshit.  

 

The experience for me was extremely unpleasant and even worse, but my main reason for posting this is 

that if you are exposed to anything like this through no fault of your own, such as many teens are forced 

to attend church and eve worse, when you are out of there, keep cleaning your aura. Clean it and clean 

it, like several times a day.  

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Aura_Cleaning.html  

 

Doing this once or twice won't do the trick. Also, vibration is very helpful in removing bad energies, like 

vibrating certain runes into your soul and aura. Years and years ago, I had to get some service 

concerning a problem. Given this was in the bible belt, idiots abounded. Satan came to me where I was 

waiting in the reception area and saw to it I got what I needed. There was a woman at the desk with a 
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huge crucifix hanging off her neck with that foul nazarene on it. I mentioned this to Satan and he said 

'That is her loss.'  

 

We have already won this war, but spiritual warfare still needs to be relentless. The Powers of Hell are 

like at the front of a long train so to speak [time-wise] and we are at the caboose. The more people we 

can bring to Satan, of their own free will, the faster we can bring the enemy down, the better.  

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Lenin The Jew 

 

Lenin The Jew 

 

Note the Jews where kept in the pale for the safety of Gentiles as they had lived side by side with these 

monsters for centuries and knew that isolation of them as much as possible was a better solution. This 

same Jews where kicked out of 109 Nations on mass. 

 

The one Russian Czar Alexander the Second who was stupid enough to actually grant the Jews freedom 

and rights was in thanked by being MURDERED by the same kikes in return. Let that be a lesson for all. 

 

This article is also a lesson in kike propaganda via lies and sympathy ploys. They will tell you the truth 

Lenin like Marx before him was a kike but then try and make the same kikes who took over Russia by 

terrorism and mass murder, lies and vile. Then proceded to genocide sixity plus million innocent Eastern 

Europeans many in death camps where the imates where made to even eat thier own feces by the kike 

guards among other talmudic cruelity. In their bid to build a global Jewish-Communist slave state and 

enact the Talmud on the world. 
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That they where magically poor liette victims the whooolee time*sniff, sniff* As they slit the throats of 

millions more innocents.  

 

 

http://www.thestate.com/2011/05/23/1831057/moscow-museum-puts-lenins-

jewish.html#ixzz1NWlSLBTi 

 

 

Moscow museum puts Lenin's Jewish roots on display 

By MANSUR MIROVALEV - Associated Press E-Mail  

Print  

Reprint Text Size: tool nameclose tool goes here  

MOSCOW — For the first time ever, ordinary Russians can now see documents that appear to confirm 

long-standing rumors that Vladimir Lenin had Jewish heritage. 

 

 

Among dozens of newly released documents on display at the State History Museum is a letter written 

by Lenin's eldest sister, Anna Ulyanova, saying that their maternal grandfather was a Ukrainian Jew who 

converted to Christianity to escape the Pale of Settlement and gain access to higher education.  

 

 

 

In this Wednesday, May 18, 2011 photo a visitor looks at a drawing showing Vladimir Lenin flanked by 

Felix Dzerzhinsky, right, and Yakov Sverdlov in Red Square, on display at the exhibition in the State 

History Musum in Moscow, Russia. For the first time ever, ordinary Russians can now see documents 

that appear to confirm long-standing rumors that Vladimir Lenin had Jewish heritage. 
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"He came from a poor Jewish family and was, according to his baptismal certificate, the son of Moses 

Blank, a native of (the western Ukrainian city of) Zhitomir," Ulyanova wrote in a 1932 letter to Josef 

Stalin, who succeeded Lenin after his death in 1924. 

 

"Vladimir Ilych had always thought of Jews highly," she wrote. "I am very sorry that the fact of our origin 

- which I had suspected before - was not known during his lifetime." 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

The Daily Drip Hollows The Stone 

 

The Daily Drip Hollows The Stone 

 

Before you post or check in to read messages take a couple of minutes to scroll down to the Yahoo 

Answers at the bottom of the page click on the religious and spirituality section and answer one to 

several or more questions every time. And rate higher those answers of other brothers and sisters. 

 

This allows for a constant info drive though the day to be done, every question in there has at least one 

xian pushing it's propaganda and they have the numbers. But done right we can gain a maxium effect 

over them with better discipline in spreading the message of truth. 

 

There really is no excuse to not do this. 

 

So start to it NOW! 

 

Educate, educate, educate. 
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The Daily Drip Hollows The Stone 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

The Jewish Owned Global Sex Slave Trade 

 

The Jewish Owned Global Sex Slave Trade 

 

The white sex trade in Israel constitutes an industry that ranges up to a billion dollars a year profit. 

 

Gad. Shas. 2:2: "A Jew may violate but not marry a non-Jewish girl." 

 

Tosefta, Abda Zara VIII, 5: "How to interpret the word 'robbery.' A goy is forbidden to steal, rob, or take 

women slaves, etc., from a goy or from a Jew. But a Jew is NOT forbidden to do all this to a goy." 

 

Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 2800 slaves." 

 

Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: "Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that the Jew would not 

have to be served by beasts. The non-Jew is consequently an animal in human form, and condemned to 

serve the Jew day and night." 

 

"Israel has become a routine destination for the global trafficking of women," noted Leonard Fein in a 

1998 Jewish Bulletin,  

 

"women coerced into prostitution. The thousand such women brought into Israel annually derive 

principally from the countries of the former Soviet Union, and the way they get to Israel is that they are 

'purchased,' each one costing between $10,000 and $20,000. And they are, of course, expected to repay 
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the cost to their masters through what amounts to indentured servitude -- or, if you prefer the simpler 

and more straightforward, slavery ... Some [are] as young as 15, and even 12 ... Each woman earns 

between $50,000 and $100,000 for her pimp. The turnover of the prostitution trade inIsrael comes to 

some $450 million a year." [FEIN, 1998, p. 21]  

 

In a country of six million people, this averages about $75 a year paid to a pimp for every man, woman, 

and child in Israel. There are today 150 brothels and sex shops in Tel Aviv alone. [SILVER, E., 8-25-2000, 

p. 32]  

 

In an interview with Marina, a Russian prostitute, the (Jewish) Forward noted in 1995 that there were 

nine or ten "Russian" prostitution rings in Israel. "Girls are regularly beaten to keep them obedient," 

Marina told the Forward, "... [The Israeli police are] regularly paid off with free visits to our girls. A 

reporter like you thinks you're picking up a stone from the road, but you might find you're digging into a 

mountain." [SHILLING, p. 5] As a report by Israel's Women's Network noted in 1997:  

 

"Every year, hundreds of women from the former Soviet Unionare lured to Israel, gaining entry by 

posing as immigrants, onthe promise of finding lucrative jobs, and then are lured intoprostitution by 

abusive pimps." [GROSS, N., 1997, p. 16] 

 

Women are sold into the sex business in Israel for between $5,000 and $15,000," reported the 

Jerusalem Post in 1998, "while the pimps who buy them can earn between $10,000 and $50,000 a year 

per woman ... 2,000 women are brought to Israel from the CIS and forced by pimps to work as 

prostitutes. Many are brought here on false pretenses and held against their will." As Ira Omait, head of 

the Haifa Emergency Shelter for Women told the Post, "We are fast heading in the direction of trade in 

minors for prostitution and slavery." [COLLINS, L., 12-15-98, p. 5] Incredibly, as noted in a Jerusalem Post 

editorial in 1998, "According to the Women's Lobby [a women's group in Israel], part of the 

[prostitution] problem is that there is no law against slavery in Israel." [JERUSALEM POST, 1-13-98, p. 10] 

 

Poor Women of Ex-Soviet Union Lured Into Sex Slavery" headlined a 1998 Associated Press story. 

Women forced into prostitution in Israel, noted the article, were locked in rooms and provided only food 

and condoms. And Israeli law on the subject? In 1996 150 men were arrested for pimping or running 

brothels. Merely 21 cases went to trial, and no one was ever convicted of a crime. [LINZER, D., 6-13-98] 

In 1998 an Israeli judge even ordered an insurance company to pay for a client's prostitution addiction: 

"An Israeli insurance company has been ordered to pay 300,000 shekels ($80,000) to fund the 

prostitution habit of a man injured in a car accident." [DEUTSCHE PRESSE-AGENTUR, 4-22-98] 
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Amnesty International, in its 2005 Report on Discrimination Against Women in Israel says: 

Trafficking of women for forced prostitution has occurred over a number of years but appears to have 

been compounded in the past 15 years by several factors, including increased links between traffickers 

in Israel and former Soviet republics, in the wake of the large wave of immigration of citizens of these 

countries to Israel… 

…Many women are lured to work in Israel under false pretense and are then forced into the sex 

industry. While many are reportedly aware that they will be working as sex workers, they are not aware 

they will be subject to violent and exploitative environments, working seven days a week and up to 18 

hours a day for extremely low salaries or no salaries at all. Many are subjected to other serious human 

rights violations, including rape, deprivation of their liberty, and debt-bondage. Women forced to work 

as sex workers are reportedly also frequently subjected to threats of abuse and even murder. Half the 

women interviewed by the Hotline for Migrant Workers were effectively incarcerated by their "pimps" 

and, according to a 2003 survey, almost half of all women "sold" to pimps reported that policemen were 

among their clients. 

 

According to a report by the Parliamentary Committee of Inquiry on the Trafficking in Women (Summary 

Report) issued in early 2005, some 3,000 to 5,000 women are brought annually into Israel and forced to 

work as sex workers and some 10,000 were estimated to be currently in the country… 

 

Most of the women known to have been trafficked into Israel are from Ukraine, Moldova, Uzbekistan, 

and Russia, and are brought into Israel through the Egyptian-Israeli border. In the course of their 

journey, many are reportedly raped before traffickers sell them for $8,000-$10,000… 1 

 

[In Israel] police officials estimate that there are 25,000 paid sexual transactions everyday. Brothels are 

ubiquitous…Once they [the women] cross the border [into Israel] their passports will be confiscated [by 

pimps], their freedoms curtailed, and what little money they have taken from them…The Tropicana in 

Tel Aviv's bustling business district, is one of the busiest bordellos. The women who work there, like 

nearly all prostitutes in Israel today, are Russian. Their bosses, however, are not. `Israelis love Russian 

girls,' said Jacob Golan, who owns this and two other clubs, `….They are blond and good-looking and 

different than us…And they are desperate. They are ready to do anything for money.'  

Michael Specter[Jew], states in his article, "Slave Traders Lure Slavic Women," 
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US State Department, in its 2001 Trafficking in Persons Report, described Israel as among the very worst 

international offenders in allowing white slavery. They classed Israel in Tier 3, a group described as "not 

making significant efforts to bring themselves into compliance with the standards of the Dictums of 

Trafficking and Violence Protection Act of 2000." Israel was grouped with Albania, Gabon, Kazakhstan, 

Malaysia, and Pakistan, who also received an "F" for failing to protect human rights. 

 

 

Amnesty International report on the situation 

The authorities—and in particular the police—still overwhelmingly considered trafficked sex workers 

simply as "criminals" who violated the Entry into Israel law, rather than victims of grave human rights 

violations who should enjoy the effective protection and assistance from state institutions. 

Consequently, the authorities have focused their activities on deporting trafficked women instead of 

protecting their rights and addressing their needs. 

 

In addition, the Israeli authorities do not carry out any risk assessment of the possible dangers which 

trafficked women who have testified against their traffickers face after being deported back to their 

countries, leaving them and their families vulnerable to further human rights violations, including 

reprisals and retrafficking.  

 

Not only are the laws designed to not stop this sex slave trade [which is permitted by the Jewish Talmud 

] it actually goes as to far to make it dangerous and pointless for the Gentile victim to give witness 

against her Jewish tormentor. It also makes sure the traffickers won't be charged with any serious 

offences, it's a silent approval of this enterprise of misery. Which goes back to Talmudic Law again. 

 

Paid sex with blond Russian girls is a "national institution." Even rabbis, visit these "shiksas" in 

whorehouses. 

A good percentage of the customers or johns, in the lingo, are ultra-Orthodox Jews, pious men whose 

lives are guided by halaka (religious law), which tells them when they can or cannot have sex with their 

wives. So, on Thursday afternoons (boys' night out in Israel), busloads of Orthodox Jews travel from 

Jerusalem, Haifa, and points beyond, to Tel Aviv, for a few precious moments of passion in a massage 

parlor, behind a sand-dune, or in an alleyway. Other customers are accountants, lawyers, policemen, 

and politicians. "The entire spectrum of Israeli society is keeping the hookers in business," claims 

detective Shackar, a cynical veteran of the Tel Aviv vice detail. 

Moment magazine, the "Magazine of Jewish Culture and Opinion 
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The Jews have been engaging in this human chattel trade before Israel existed: 

 

Rooted largely in Eastern and Central Europe where they "dominated the international traffic out of the 

area," Jews were involved in prostitution rings that networked, wrote Arthur Mora (of London's Jewish 

Association for the Protection of Girls and Women) in 1903, to "almost all parts of North and South 

Africa, to India, China, Japan, Philippine Island, North and South America, and also to many of the 

countries of Europe." [BRISTOW, p. 1] Jewish criminals trafficked women under their control virtually 

anywhere, also including the major cities of Bulgaria, Bosnia, Greece, Turkey, Lebanon, Egypt, Ceylon, 

Manchuria, South Africa, Rhodesia, and Mozambique. [BRISTOW, p. 181] 

 

Dr. Louis Maretsky, the head of the B'nai B'rith in Germany, forlornly noted in 1912 that at least 271 of 

402 prostitution traffickers on a Hamburg police list were Jewish; in reviewing similar lists for Eastern 

Europe and South Africa at least 374 of 644 were from the Jewish community. [BRISTOW, p. 56] (No 

mention here is made of even higher possible percentages: as explored later, it has long been a tradition 

for many Jews in their diaspora to formally change their identifiable Jewish names). Concerning Galicia, 

Maretsky wrote that "the prominence of Jewish traffickers and brothel operators there is no doubt. 

From the files of the Austrian and German police there were 111 Jewish traffickers active in Galicia and 

the neighboring province of Bukovina for 1904-08 alone." [BRISTOW, p. 56] 

 

 

"Latvian ponces accompanied [prostitutes] to help them cross borders and find accommodation and 

working premises. These men were despised by police and by some of the criminal fraternity for 'living 

off immoral earnings.' But they were not pimps ... They were effectively travel agents, couriers and 

managers in strange and unfriendly places. Their arrival in London ensured that a majorstrand of 

prostitution would be controlled by organized crime. One of these Latvians, Max Kassell, was still 

running a small stable of hookers in the 1930s,when he was murdered in Soho ... Jewish dominance of 

the East End [of London] and its crime was reflected in their Yiddish name, 'spielers' (placesfor games). 

In the Brick Lane neighborhood, Isaac Bogard, a Jewish villain whose swarthy complexion and tightly 

curled black hair earned him the nickname 'Darky the Coon,' extended his interests. He began in the 

early years of the 20th century by supplying muscle for street traders who wanted to prevent 

newcomers from moving in, but he moved on to managing prostitutes and drinking clubs." [FIDO, M., 

2000, p. 19-20]  
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In Vienna, authorities knew of about 50 Jewish prostitution traffickers based in Czernowitz, "and they 

were a very inbred lot extending over two generations." [BRISTOW, p. 74] The most publicized 'white 

slavery' trial occurred in 1892, in Lemberg (once also called Lvov, then a Polish provincial capital, today 

called Lviv in Ukraine), where 27 traffickers -- all Jews -- were prosecuted for ensnaring women to go to 

Constantinople, Egypt, and India. Some of the women recruits understood their tasks, but others "were 

maids, others fieldworkers, one a butcher's helper, all apparently promised honest jobs." [BRISTOW, p. 

74] (Lemberg, "a cradle of Zionism from the 1880s onward," also had anti-Jewish riots in 1918. 

[KRAJEWSKI, S., p. 340] ) 

 

Thirty-nine Jews were expelled from Brazil in 1879 for soliciting women for prostitution and running 

illegal whorehouses. [BRISTOW, p. 114]  

 

It's all owned by Jews,' [Bernd] Gayk says of the train station's red lightdistrict. 'Practically everything in 

this area is owned by German Jews. There is a single cabaret here owned by a German, but the rest 

belongsto the Jews.'" [MARKS, J., p. 42, 44] 

 

In 1889, the Buenos Aires Bulletin Continental reported that 200 German/Austrian women were held 

against their will by Jewish pimps from Poland. [GUY, p. 5] "Jewish procurers," says Donna Guy "... 

became an organized ring in major cities all over the world. They were particularly powerful in the 

Argentine port cities of Buenos Aires and Rosario ... [GUY, p. 10]  

 

Then in London there was Harry 'Little Hubby' Distleman, "a Jewish club manager, gambler and possibly 

part-sharer (with his brother) in a chain of brothels." [FIDO, M., 2000, p. 31] Jewish author Chaim 

Bermant noted in the Jewish Chronicle in 1993 that "In the same period (1903-1909), 151 aliens [in 

Great Britain], most of them Jewish, were convicted for keeping brothels, and 521 for soliciting .. 

[JEWISH CHRONICLE, 1-15-93]  

 

In Cuba, Jews "became engaged in the 'White Slave Trade,'" says Robert Levine, "importing prostitute 

from Poland ... Many women recruited to the business had been trapped in the Russian and Polish Pale 

and throughout the Hapsburg Empire by force or fraud, and the human dilemma was great." [LEVINE, p. 

66]  
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Incredibly, even in Germany, where Jews have such a horrible history, such Jewish-related problems still 

bubble beneath the surface. In 1994 a US News and World Report reporter noted the observations of a 

Frankfort policeman patrolling Precinct 4: 

 

"The Jewish pimp," says Albert Fried, "freely used marriage brokers and unemployment agencies to 

snare his victims -- the young, the lonely, the innocent, the weak, the alienated, the oppressed." [FRIED, 

p. 14] Starting out with one whore in 1890, for example, by 1912 Motche Greenberg had a "controlling 

interest in eight whorehouses and 114 women and was earning $4,000 a month, an incalculable amount 

by today's standards." [FRIED, p. 18] 

 

It is an absolute fact," wrote Ernest Bell in his 1911 book about white slavery, "that corrupt Jews are 

now the backbone of the loathsome traffic in New York and Chicago. [BELL, p. 188] "The criminal 

instincts that are so often found naturally in the Russian and Polish Jew," wrote Frank Moss in a popular 

volume called American Metropolis (1897), "come to the surface in such ways as to warrant the opinion 

that these people are the worst element in the entire make-up of New York City .[FRIED, p. 55-56] 

 

 

 

The National Socialists took notice of this as well [and later when in power put a righteous end to it 

within Germany while exposing the Jews behind it]: 

A young and enraged Adolf Hitler paid particular attention to the highly visible phenomenon of Jewish 

street hustling and prostitution rings in Vienna, and was incensed that many non-Jewish women were 

coerced into the largely Jewish-run trade. "In no other city of Western Europe," he wrote in Mein 

Kampf, "could the relationship between Jewry and prostitution, and even now the white slave traffic, be 

studied better than in Vienna ... an icy shudder ran down my spine when seeing for the first time the 

Jew as an evil, shameless, and calculating manager of this shocking vice, the outcome of the scum of the 

big city." [BRISTOW, p. 84] 
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US State Dept. 2005 Trafficking in Persons Report 

Amnesty International, Israel: Briefing to the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against 

Women, June 2005 

Michael Specter, New York Times Newsservice p. 1, January 11, 1998 

Moment magazine, the "Magazine of Jewish Culture and Opinion 

Amnesty International, 2005 Report 

JERUSALEM POST 

JEWISH CHRONICLE 

Jewish Talmud 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Jews On Review, The Parade Of Pedophiles, Perverts And Pigs 

 

Jews On Review, The Parade Of Pedophiles, Perverts And Pigs 

 

It's well known among the Jews that incest is a normalized and rampant reality among their sick race, to 

start here is the song  

called "Lemon Incest" by Jew 

Serge Gainsbourg the girl singing in the video is his own daughter. Warning 

outright display of Jews being Jews: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yR6OhalTb3g 
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"Lemon Incest" is a song written, composed and performed by Serge Gainsbourg in duet with his 

daughter Charlotte Gainsbourg." 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lemon_Incest 

 

Right now People have been shocked and sickened by Rep. Anthony Weiner [Weiner Gate] who sexually 

harassed female victims for years online with lude photos and comments: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=HdUe_MoR9ss 

 

Another well known case of it's time was Jew Roland Polanski: 

 

In March 1977, film director Roman Polanski was arrested and charged with a number of offenses 

against Samantha Geimer, a 13-year-old girl[1] – rape by use of drugs, perversion, sodomy, lewd and 

lascivious act upon a child under 14, and furnishing a controlled substance to a minor.[2] At his 

arraignment Polanski pleaded not guilty to all charges,[3] but later accepted a plea bargain whose terms 

included dismissal of five of the initial charges[4] in exchange for a guilty plea to the lesser charge of 

engaging in unlawful sexual intercourse.[4][5] 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Polanski_sexual_abuse_case 

 

Let us not forget Richy Goldberg who made the FBI's Top Ten Most Wanted List for sexual crimes against 

children: 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Goldberg 

 

Yebhamoth 11b: "Sexual intercourse with a little girl is permitted if she is three years of age."- Jewish 

talmud 
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The vile and notorious case that spawned the ADL, Jew Leo Frank who raped and murdered Mary 

Phagan a 13 year old girl who worked at his factory: 

 

http://www.jewwatch.com/jew-leaders-frank-leo-frank-case.html 

 

The Jews are also behind a massive sex slave trade that spans continents: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/195 (pg. 149) 

 

Here is but a sample of the depravity and mountians of these cases, for such a small percent of the 

population they sure do seem to make up a major part of the sex crime cases don't they, even some of 

the top ranking slots also keeping in 

mind many Jews hold dual citizenship with Israel. 

 

 

Case of Rabbi Yoram Aberjil (Netivot, Israel) Case of Rabbi Yoram Aberjil (Netivot, Israel)(Accused of cult 

like practices and sexual harassment of young women and threatening the lives of the survivors and 

those who support them.) 

 

Case of Rabbi Shlomo Aviner (Beit El, Israel) Case of Rabbi Shlomo Aviner - Rosh Yeshiva, Ateret Cohanim 

Yeshiva(Two women accused the rabbi of creating emotionally intimate relationships with them. These 

relationships included his expressions of his love for them during regular late-night phone conversations, 

extracting details from them of their sexuality and promoting an unhealthy emotional dependence on 

him).[/I] 

 

Case of Rabbi Aryeh Blaut Case of Rabbi Aryeh Blaut (AKA: Louis Blaut, Louis Steven Blaut, Louis A. Blaut, 

Louis S. Blaut) (Seattle, WA)(Boro Park, Brooklyn, NY)(AKA: Louis Blaut, Louis Steven Blaut, Louis A. 

Blaut, Louis S. Blaut)(Seattle, WA) (Convicted sex offender on federal charges of possession of child 

pornography. According to the United States Department of Probation, Louis Blaut is not allowed 

contact with anyone under the age of eighteen on the internet orin person). 
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Case of Rabbi Jerry Brauner (Boro Park, Brooklyn, NY)Case of Rabbi Jerry Brauner (Boro Park, Brooklyn, 

NY) (Convicted on the charges of Sexual Abuse-1st Degree and Sexual Abuse-3rd:Subject Another Person 

to Sex Contact Without Consent. He was sentenced to 11 years probation, with the condition he must 

participate in a sex offender treatment program. Brauner has been on probation since 2002 for the 

sexual abuse of a 15-year-old boy. On December 27, 2006, Jerry Brauner was arrested on charges of 

stealing a half-million-dollar home from a cancer-stricken woman, using a forged power of attorney to 

sell it and pocket the profits. Brauner is being held in lieu of $85,000 bail for lying about prior sex-abuse 

convictions when he applied for his notary's license.) 

 

Case of Rabbi Lewis Brenner (AKA: Lippa Brenner) (Brooklyn, NY) Case of Rabbi Lewis Brenner (AKA: 

Lippa Brenner) (Brooklyn, NY) (Convicted of child molestation. The original charges included 14 counts of 

sodomy, sexual abuse and endangering the welfare of a child. He agreed to plead guilty to one count of 

sodomy in the third degree, a Class E felony, in exchange for a sentence of five years' probation.) 

 

Case of Rabbi Yaakov Yitzhak Brizel (Jerusalem, Israel) Case of Rabbi Yaakov Yitzhak Brizel (Jerusalem, 

Israel)Case of Rabbi Ephraim Bryks (Winnipeg, Canada; New York, NY)[/url] (Accused of child 

molestation) 

 

Case of Rabbi Ephraim Bryks (Winnipeg, Canada, New York, NY) Case of Rabbi Ephraim Bryks (Winnipeg, 

Canada; New York, NY)(There is a Call for Action on this case. Accusations about sexual inappropriate 

behavior with children started surfacing in the 1980's. Rabbi Bryks is currently a member of the Vaad 

Harabonim of Queens. The Vaad is a Rabbinical committee that makes important decisions within an 

orthodox community.) 

 

Case of Rabbi Shlomo CarlebachCase of Rabbi Shlomo Carlebach - Neo-Hassidic rabbi and singer (There 

is a Call for Action on this case. Accused of several cases of child molestation, and sexual assault of 

young adult women) 

 

Case Rabbi Perry Ian Cohen - Montreal and Toronto CanadaCase Rabbi Perry Ian Cohen (Montreal and 

Toronto Canada)Case of Rabbi Yitzchak Cohen - Bar-Ilan University (Israel)[/url] (Accused of sexual abuse 

of a seventeen year old. Fired for sexual impropriety with congregants) 
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Case of Rabbi Yitzchak Cohen (Israel) Case of Rabbi Yitzchak Cohen - Bar-Ilan University (Israel)Case of 

Rabbi Asher Dahan - Director of a kollel (Be'er Sheva, Israel)[/url] (Accused of sexually harassing 

students at Bar-Ilan University)  

 

 

Case of Rabbi Anthony DeeCase of Rabbi Anthony Dee (Blackpool England; Portsmouth, England) 

(Blackpool England; Portsmouth, England) (Former synagogue minister Reverend Anthony Dee found 

guilty of sexually abusing two boys and a girl in Blackpool and Portsmouth, England. This is the first set 

of convictions, there was a second set of convictions in 1997.)  

 

Case of Rabbi Moshe Eisemann (AKA: Moshe Eiseman) Case of Rabbi Moshe Eisemann (AKA: Mario 

Eisemann, Moshe Eiseman) (Baltimore, MD)- Mashgiach Ruchni Ner Israel Rabbinical College (Baltimore, 

MD) (There is a Call for Action on this case - Accused of child sexual abuse)  

 

Case of Rabbi Elior ChenCase of Rabbi Elior Chen (Betar Illit, Israel; Jerusalem, Israel; Canada; Sao Paulo, 

Brazil) (Jerusalem, Israel) (Accused of cultic type practices)  

 

Case of Rabbi Arnold FinkCase of Rabbi Arnold Fink - Beth El Hebrew Congregation - Alexandria, VA - 

Beth El Hebrew Congregation - Alexandria, VA (Accused of Professional Rabbinic Sexual Misconduct)  

 

Case of Rabbi Benyamin Yaakov Fleischman (AKA Benyamin Fleischman, Ben Fleischman)Case of Rabbi 

Benyamin Yaakov Fleischman - Photographer (Baltimore, MD)- Photographer (Baltimore, MD) 

(Convicted of sexually assaulting a minor.)  

 

Case of Rabbi Gershon Freidlin Case of Rabbi Gershon Freidlin (Colonia, NJ; Pittsburgh, PA; Washington, 

PA)(Colonia, NJ; Pittsburgh, PA; Washington, PA) (Rabbi Gershon Freidlin pleaded guilty to one count of 

child endangerment , saying he had touched the youth's penis and buttocks while applying tanning 

lotion on the boy on July 10, 1995 Under the terms of a plea agreement, the rabbi will not be jailed for 

the crime, but faces up to five years probation.)  

 

Case of Yehudah Friedlander Case of Rabbi Yehudah Friedlander - Rabbi 's Assistant (Boro Park, 

Brooklyn, NY)- Rabbi 's Assistant (Brooklyn, NY) (Accused of molesting a 15 year old on a 1995 plane 
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flight from Australia to LA. Friedlander was the assistant to the chief rabbi of an Hungarian Hasidic 

congregation in Brooklyn, known as the Pupas)  

 

Case of Cantor Stuart FriedmanCase of Cantor Stuart Friedman (Halifax, Canada; Philadelphia, PA; 

Detroit, MI; Boston, Los Angeles, CA; Baltimore, MD) (Halifax,Canada-Philadelphia, Detroit, Boston, Los 

Angeles, Baltimore) (Convicted and sentanced to 15 months in federal prison on one count of 

distributing child pornography). 

 

Case of Cantor Philip Friedman Case of Cantor Philip Friedman (Pittsburgh, PA; Albany, NY; Queens, NY; 

Long Island, NY)(Albany, NY, Queens, NY, Long Island, NY) (Temple Israel fired its longtime cantor for 

"inappropriate behavior" toward a member of the congregation, and the Albany County district 

attorney's office confirmed Tuesday that it is investigating the matter.)  

 

Case of Rabbi Jacob FrankCase of Jacob Frank and The Frankist Movement (AKA: Yaakov Frank) and the 

Frankist Movement (Convicted of cultic type practices and sexual offenses.)  

 

Case of Rabbi Lewis Furman of Ohr Somayach, Johannesburg, South Africa (Prominent South African 

rabbi who was allegedly caught having an affair with a married woman. He is also accused of being 

"serial philanderer" — was forced to resign his position in South Africa and will not practise as a rabbi in 

this country again.)  

 

Rabbi Tobias GabrielRabbi Tobias Gabriel (Toronto, Canada; New York; Mexico; Israel; Peru; Bolivia) 

(Toronto, Canada) (There is a Call for Action on this case. Accused by more then one woman of clergy 

sexual abuse / professional sexual misconduct).  

 

Case of Rabbi Mordechai Gafni (aka: Marc Gafni, Mordechai Winiarz, Marc Winiarz) Case of Rabbi 

Mordechai Gafni (aka: Marc Gafni, Mark Gafni, Marc Winiarz, Mordechai Winiarz, Mordechai Winyarz) 

(There is a Call for Action on this case. Accused sexually abusing teenage girls, attempted sexual assault 

of a young adult, and also accused of cult like practices).  

 

Case of Rabbi Shimon GerlickCase of Rabbi Shimon Gerlick (Nahariya, Israel) (Nahariya, Israel) (Arrest for 

allegedly committing indecent sexual acts with a two minors and and adult woman)  
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Case of Rabbi Jonathan GinsburgCase of Rabbi Jonathan Ginsburg (St. Paul, MN and Skokie, IL) (St. Paul, 

MN) (There is a Call for Action on this case. Resigned as senior rabbi at Temple of Aaron, shortly after 

reaching an out-of-court settlement with a former congregation member who accused him of sexual 

misconduct. A criminal investigation into the case also is being closed, with no charges forthcoming). 

 

Case of Rabbi Ephraim Goldberg (Boca Raton, FL) (Pled guilty to one misdemeanor count of exposure of 

sexual organs in a washroom at a Palm Beach Mall.)  

 

Case of Rabbi/Cantor Sidney GoldenbergCase of Rabbi Sidney Goldenberg (Petaluma, CA; Coney Island, 

NY) (Levittown,NY; Seaford, NY; Bayshore, NY; Petaluma, CA; Coney Island, NY) (Convicted of molesting 

children. The first complaints came in 1971. He was finally convicted in 1997.)  

 

Case of Cantor Joel GordonCase of Cantor Joel Gordon (Buffalo Grove, IL) (Buffalo Grove, IL) (Convicted 

of having keeping a house of prostitution and involvement in a prostitution ring.)  

 

Case of Rabbi Mark A. Golub Case of Rabbi Mark A. Golub - Licensed Counselor (Newport, VA; NY; 

Montreal, Canada; Ohio; Florida)- Mental Health Counselor (Newport, Virginia) (Had professional 

counseling license revolked for having sex with a female client, according to a state disciplinary order).  

 

Case of Rabbi Sidney GreenbaumCase of Rabbi Sidney Greenbaum (AKA: Rabbi Zalman Greenbaum, 

Professor Zalman Greenbaum) (London, England) (AKA: Rabbi Zalman Greenbaum, Professor Zalman 

Greenbaum) (Pleaded guilty at Hendon magistrates' court to three charges of indecent assault on young 

boys)  

 

Case of Rabbi Yisrael Menachem Grunwald (AKA: Israel Grunwald)Case of Rabbi Yisrael Grunwald 

(Borough Park, Brooklyn, NY) (Borough Park/Brooklyn NY) (In a plea bargin agreement Rabbi Israel 

Grunwald agreed to 500 hours of community service and counseling after being accused of fondling a 

15-year-old on a 1995 plane flight from Australia. The charges against him were then dropped.) 

 

Case of Rabbi Solomon Hafner (Borough Park/Brooklyn, NY) Case of Rabbi Solomon Hafner (Brooklyn, 

NY)(Accused of sexually abusing a developmentally disabled boy)  
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Case of Cantor Mark Horowitz, Temple Beth Am in Amherst (Getzville, NY) Case of Cantor Mark 

Horowitz, Executive Director - Jewish Early Childhood Education Initiative, New York City, NY (Charged 

with committing lewd acts on an undercover police officer.)  

 

 

Case of Rabbi (Alan J.) Shneur Horowitz (Hagerstown, MD; Israel; Schenectady, NY; California; Iowa) 

Rabbi Alan Jay "Shneur" Horowitz, MD (AKA: Shneor Altar, Mike Sonkin) (New York,(Convicted and 

sentenced to 10 - 20 years in prison for sodomizing a nine-year-old psychiatric patient. Allegedly, he has 

assaulted a string of children from California to Israel to New York in the past twenty years. Alan J. 

Horowitz is an Orthodox rabbi, magna cum laude, M.D., Ph.D. A graduate of Duke University, and was a 

writer for NAMBLA (North American Man/Boy Love Association).  

 

Case of Rabbi Steven J. Kaplan (Saskatoon, Canada) Case of Rabbi Steven J. Kaplan (Saskatoon, SK, 

Canada)(Allegations, detailed in court documents, that he lacked proper ordination, sexually harassed 

female congregants and committed adultery with one of them).  

 

Case of Rabbi David Kaye (Potomac, MD; Rockville, MD; San Antonio, TX) Case of Rabbi David A. Kaye 

(Potomac, MD; Rockville, MD; San Antonio, TX) (There is a Call for Action on this case. Featured on 

"Dateline NBC" for seeking a sexual encounter with an underage boy in a chat room. NBC News 

conducted a sting in August, (2005) working with a group called "Perverted Justice." Members of the 

group, posing as underage boys and girls, entered Internet chat rooms and waited for adults to engage 

them in conversations)  

 

Case of Rabbi David Kedmi - Certified Mohel (New Hempstead, NY; Spring Valley, NY)Case of Rabbi David 

Kedmi - Certified Mohel (New Hempstead, NY; Spring Valley, NY) (Accused of Battery and Breach of 

Contract.)  

 

Case of Case of Rabbanit Bruria Keren (AKA: Burka Wearing Mother) (Beit Shemish, Israel)Case of 

Rabbanit Bruria Keren (AKA: Case of the Burka Wearing Mother) (Arrested on charges of child sexual 

abuse and physical abuse of her twelve children. She has also been accused of cult like practices)  
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Case of Rabbi Israel Kestenbaum (New York, NY)Rabbi Israel Kestenbaum, M.A., M.Ed. (Highland Park, 

NJ; New York, NY) (Convicted of child pornography on the internet)  

 

Case of Rabbi Robert Kirschner (San Francisco, CA) Case of Rabbi Robert Kirschner (San Francisco, 

CA)(Confessed to sexually exploited or harassing three congregants and a synagogue employee)  

 

Case of Rabbi Yisucher Kohn (AKA: Barry Kohn) (New Square, NY)Case of Rabbi Yisucher Kohn (New 

Square, NY) (Convicted of Sexual Abuse 1st: Sexual Contact With Individual Less Than 11Years Old.)  

 

Case of Rabbi Yehuda Kolko (AKA: Joel Kolko, Yudi Kolko) - Yeshiva Torah Temimah (New York, NY) Case 

of Rabbi Yehuda Kolko (AKA: Joel Kolko, Rabbi Yudi Kolko) - Yeshiva Torah Temimah (New York, NY) 

(Arrested in New York City on December 7, 2006 following a long-term police investigation. He was 

charged with four counts of sexual abuse, including two felony counts, and endangering the welfare of a 

child. The most recent sexual abuse was allegedly against an 8-year-old boy, who says he was abused 

while he was in the first grade during the 2002-03 school year. Rabbi Yudi Kolko and Yeshiva Torah 

Temimah were hit with a $20 million civil lawsuit on May 5, 2006, accusing him of molesting two 

students more than 25 years ago. One of the alleged victims said Rabbi Yehuda Kolko, 60, sexually 

assaulted him when he was a seventh-grade student). 

 

Case of Rabbi Ze'ev Kopolevitch (Jerusalem, Israel) Case of Rabbi Ze'ev Kopolevitch - Rosh Yeshiva, Netiv 

Meir yeshiva High School (Convicted of molesting students at Rosh Yeshiva, Netiv Meir yeshiva high 

school)  

 

Case of Rabbi Mahluf Aminadav Krispin - Chief Rabbi of Kiryat BialikCase of Rabbi Mahluf Aminadav 

Krispin, Chief Rabbi - Kiryat Bialik, Israel (suspected and charged with the sexual assault of two women)  

 

Case of Rabbi Baruch Lanner (New York, NY)Case of Rabbi Baruch Lanner (AKA: Bernard S. Lanner) 

(Elizabeth, NJ) (Convicted - child molestation. Sentencing still pending after 2 years)  

 

Case of Rabbi Avraham M. Leizerowitz (AKA: Avraham Mordecai Lazerewitz) - Geres Misivta Bais Yisroel 

School, (Borough Park Brooklyn)Case of Rabbi Avraham M. Leizerowitz - Geres Misivta Bais Yisroel 

School, (Borough Park Brooklyn) - (A civil suit was filed against Rabbi Avraham Mordecai Leiverowitz of 

the Gerrer Mesivta High School in Borough Park Brooklyn. The charges include improperly touching a 
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boy during a one-on-one help session in the rabbi's office in the Borough Park secondary school. Three 

other older boys have also come forward making similar allegations.)  

 

Case of Cantor Steven Joel Levin (AKA: Steven Levin, Steve Levin, Steven J. Levin) Case of Cantor Steven 

Joel Levin (Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada)(Allegations were made against Cantor Steven Joel 

Levin of child molestation. There was also a separate allegation of professional sexual misconduct by 

another party.)'  

 

Case of Rabbi Stanley Z. Levitt (Philadelphia, PA; Baltimore, MD) Case of Rabbi Stanley Z. Levitt 

(Philadelphia, PA; Baltimore, MD)(Several adults who have accused Rabbi Stanley Levitt of child 

molestation over the last forty years.)  

 

Case of Rabbi Jerrold Martin Levy (Boca Raton, FL)Case of Rabbi Jerrold Martin Levy (Boca Raton, FL) 

(Convicted of two counts of soliciting sex through the Internet and two counts of child pornography. He 

was sentenced to six years and sex in prison. He was caught in the "Candyman" year-long sting 

operation by the US government.)  

 

Case of Rabbi Pinchas Lew (Pottville, IA and Chapel Hill, NC) Case of Rabbi Pinchas Lew (Pottsville, IA; 

Morristown, N.J.; Brooklyn, NY; Chapel Hill, NC) (Accused of exposing himself and touching his genitals 

repeatedly in front of an unrelated woman in his home)  

 

Case of Rabbi David E. Lipman - Kiruv Rabbi (Prescott, AZ; Cranston, R.I.)Case of Rabbi David E. Lipman - 

Kiruv Rabbi/Cantor (Seattle, WA; Cranston, RI; Prescott, AZ) (Pleaded guilty to one count of sexual 

exploitation of a minor, a Class 2 felony, and three counts of attempted sexual exploitation of a minor, 

Class 3 felonies. Lipman pleaded guilty to pertain to the computer images of children younger than the 

age of 15. ).  

 

Case of Rabbi/Psychologist Mordecai Magencey (St. Louis, MO) Case of abbi Mordecai Magencey 

(Psychologist) (St. Louis, MO) (Lost his license to practice in the State of Missouri because of his sexual 

misconduct with his patients.)  

 

Case of Rabbi Richard Marcovitz (Oklahoma City, OK) Case of Rabbi Richard M. Marcovitz (Oklahoma 

City, OK; Delray Beach, FL) (Convicted of indecent or lewd acts with a child, and sexual battery)  
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Rabbi Jacob A. Max (Baltimore, MD) Case of Rabbi Jacob A. Max (Baltimore, MD)(Convicted on charges 

of a sex offense in the fourth degree and second degree)  

 

Case of Rabbi Samuel Mendelowitz - Licensed Marriage Counselor (Teaneck, NJ) (Accused of gross 

malpractice with four female patients between 1981 and 1992. He allegedly pressured women to 

remove their blouses and touched them sexually, engaged in masturbation and oral sex with one 

patient, and disparaged their husbands and urged them to have extramarital sex with what he called 

"surrogate lovers" male patients in his group sessions.)  

 

Case of Rabbi Yaakov Menken (Baltimore, MD) Case of Rabbi Yaakov Menken (AKA: Kenneth Lloyd 

Menken) - Torah.org (Baltimore, MD) (There is a Call for Action on this case. Serious allegations have 

been made against Rabbi Yaakov Menken which include sexual harassment, sexual misconduct and 

sexual assault. Menken's alleged modus operandi (M.O.) is of becoming a father figure to vulnerable 

young women and eventually allegedly sexually assaulting them.)  

 

Case of Rabbi Yona Metzger (Jerusalem, Israel) Case of Rabbi Yona Metzger - Chief Rabbi (Ashkenazi) in 

Israel(Accused of sexually misconduct with four men)  

 

Case of Rabbi Juda Mintz - AKA: Yehuda Mintz (Montreal, Canada; Williamsburg, NY; Atlanta, GA; Mt. 

Freedom, NJ; Los Angeles, CA; Venice, CA) Case of Rabbi Juda Mintz (AKA: Yehuda Mintz, Juda Heschel) 

(Atlanta, GA; Dunwoody, Georgia; Sandy Springs, GA; Randolph, NY; Los Angels, CA)(Convicted - internet 

sting on child pornography)  

 

Case of Rabbi Avrohom Mondrowitz, M.Sc., Ph.D., L.N.H.A. (Chicago, IL; Brooklyn, NY; Jerusalem, 

Israel)Case of Rabbi Avrohom Mondrowitz, M.Sc., Ph.D., L.N.H.A. (Jerusalem, Israel) (Accused of two 

counts of sex abuse with boys at a special education school in New York. He is currently a college 

professor in Jerusalem, Israel).  

 

Case of Rabbi Shalom Nagar - AKA Shlomo Nagar (Ariel, Israel)Case of Chief Rabbi Shalom Nagar - AKA 

Shlomo Nagar (Ariel, Israel) (Arrested for allegedly raping a woman who had turned to him for advice. 

Nagar, married with children, has served for many years as the chief rabbi of this mainly secular town, 

the largest Jewish settlement in Samaria)  
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Case of Cantor Howard Nevison (New York, NY) Case of Cantor Howard Nevison (Manhattan, NY) 

(Nevison pleaded guilty to misdemeanor charges of indecent assault, terroristic threats, simple assault, 

corruption of minors and endangering the welfare of children. Two felony counts of involuntary deviate 

sexual intercourse will be dismissed when Nevison is sentenced. A sentencing hearing has not been 

scheduled.)  

 

Case of Rabbi Gabriel Ohayon (Boca Raton, FL)Case of Rabbi Gabriel Ohayon (Boca Raton, FL) (Alleged 

rabbinical sexual misconduct. A former employee sued a Boca Raton Judaic studies institute, alleging 

that Rabbi Gabriel Ohayon groped and sexually harassed her).  

 

Case of Rabbi Yehuda Aryeh Oratz (AKA: Yehoda A. Oratz) (LAKEWOOD, NJ; Marietta, GA; Brooklyn, NY) 

Case of Rabbi Yehuda Aryeh Oratz (AKA: Yehoda A. Oratz) , LAKEWOOD, NJ; Marietta, GA; Brooklyn, 

NY(Convicted of stalking children under the age of thirteen, and then sexually assaulting them. The 

Victims did NOT know the offender.Please note that there is more then one Rabbi Yehuda Oratz. This 

convicted offender was born on April 11, 1967).  

 

Case of Rabbi Michael Ozair (Beverly Hills, CA) Case of Rabbi Michael Ozair (AKA: Rabbi Michael Ezra, 

Rabbi Michael Ezra Ozair, Kabbalah Coach) (There is a Call for Action on this case. Convicted, pleaded no 

contest to oral copulation with a 14-year-old minor. )  

 

Case of Cantor Alain Oziel (New York, NY; Toronto, Canada) Case of Cantor Alain Oziel (New York, NY; 

Toronto, Canada) (Convicted on one count of indecent assault, gross indecency and attempted buggery 

during the period January 1, 1981, to December 31, 1982, of a teenage boy. He was sentenced to five 

years' in prison. Oziel's sentence was reduced due to his deteriorating health).  

 

Case of Rabbi Haim Pardes - Former President of the Tel Aviv Rabbinical Court (Israel) Case of Rabbi 

Haim Pardes - Former President of the Tel Aviv Rabbinical Court (Israel)(Convicted of sexually 

blackmailing" and performing "licentious acts" with women who sought his counsel in a synagogue. 

Pardes was sentenced to six months in prison and given an 18-month suspended prison sentence and 

fined 25,000 shekels ($12,500).  
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Case of Lou Pearlman - Mentor to the Stars (Queens, NY, Hollywood, CA)Case of Lou Pearlman - Mentor 

to the Stars (Queens, NY; Hollywood, CA, Orlando, FL) (Alleged child molester)  

 

Case of Rabbi Avrohom Reichman (Williamsburg, Brooklyn, NY) Case of Rabbi Avrohom Reichman 

(Williamsburg, Brooklyn, NY)(Accused of child molestation)  

 

Case of Shimon Rosen (Monsey, NY) Case of Shimon Rosen, Monsey, NY(Convicted sex offender)  

 

Case of Cantor Stanley Rosenfeld (Warwick, RI)Case of Cantor Stanley Rosenfeld (Warkwick, RI) 

(Convicted of molesting a 12-year-old boy he was tutoring.)  

 

Case of Rabbi Edward Schlaeger (Shelton, CT; West Haven, CT) Case of Rabbi Edward Schlaeger (Shelton, 

CT; West Haven, CT)( Arrested on a warrant Saturday and charged with one count of third-degree 

possession of child pornography.)  

 

Case of Rabbi Arthur Charles Shalman (AKA Charles Friedman, Charlie Frideman, Arthur Friedman, 

Arthur Shalman) (Buffalo, NY) Case of Rabbi A. Charles Shalman - AKA: Arthur Shalman, Arthur 

Friedman, Charles Friedman, Charlie Friedman (Amherst, NY; Buffalo, NY) (The Rabbinical Assembly 

concluded that Rabbi Shalman violated several principles of rabbinic conduct. Accused of sexual 

misconduct toward female congregational members. )  

 

Case of Rabbi Ephraim Shapiro (Baltimore, MD)Case of Rabbi Ephraim Shapiro - Agudas Achim and 

Talmudical Academy (Baltimore, MD) (There is a Call for Action on this case. Accused of molesting 

several boys.)  

 

Case of Cantor Robert Shapiro (Detroit, MI)Case Cantor Robert Shapiro (Randolph, MA) (Pleaded guilty 

to 14 counts of indecent assault and battery on a mentally retarded person. In return, Norfolk County 

prosecutors dropped seven counts of rape.)  

 

Case of Yisroel Shapiro (Baltimore, MD) Case of Rabbi Yisroel Shapiro (Baltimore, MD) (Accused of 

molesting children)  
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Case of Cantor Michael Segelstein (Las Vegas, NV)Case of Cantor Michael Segelstein (Las Vegas, NV) 

(There is a Call for Action on this case. Originally arraigned on one count each of attempted sexual 

assault, battery with intent to commit sexual assault and open and gross lewdness. On December 19, 

2002, Michael Segelstein pled guilty to the lessor charges of open or gross lewdness, in which he 

received one year suspended sentence with conditions and court ordered into counseling. According to 

court documents, Segelstein's probation was successfully completed. He has since been discharged. A 

civil suit is currently pending.)  

 

Rabbi Ben Zion Sobel (New York, NY; Jerusalem, Israel) The Case of Rabbi Ben Zion Sobel (Monsey, NY; 

New York, NY; Jerusalem, Israel) ("Rabbi Ben Zion Sobel is one of the most notorious pedophiles he has 

known, leaving hundreds of boys he has victimized. At one point Rabbi Shach made a rabbinic decree 

stating that Rabbi Ben Zion Sobel could NEVER teach again." "Ben Zion has left survivors in both the 

United States and Israel." "His modus operandi was extremely violent and barbaric." )  

 

Case of Rabbi Jack Sparks (Talleyville, DE; Newark, DE) Case of Rabbi Jack Sparks (Wilmington, DE; 

Newark, DE)(Arrested on charges of child endangerment of a fourteen-year-old boy.)  

 

Case of Rabbi David Alan Stein (AKA: David Stein, David A. Stein) - Dean of Jewish Life, American Hebrew 

Academy's former director of campus (Greensboro, NC) Case of Rabbi David Alan Stein - Dean of Jewish 

Life, American Hebrew Academy's former director of campus (Greensboro, NC)(charged with eight 

counts of having sex with a student. The alleged sex acts occurred on campus during the 2006-07 school 

year. The student was a 16-year-old male.)  

 

Case of Robert Sternberg (AKA: Yerachiel Sherberg, Robert Stein) (Monsey, NY) Case of Robert Sternberg 

(Monsey, NY) (Convicted sex offender)  

 

Case of Rabbi Ze'ev Sultanovitch (Jerusalem, Israel) Case of Rabbi Ze'ev Sultanovitch - Teacher, Merkaz 

Harav Yeshiva (Jerusalem, Israel)(Accused of sexually molesting a number of adult yeshiva students at 

the Merkaz Harav Yeshiva) 

 

Case of Rabbi Melvin Teitelbaum (Los Angeles, CA) (Charges dismissed at the request of the District 

Attorney's Office, which conceded it had insufficient evidence to prosecute.Teitelbaum then a filed a 
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$10-million damage suit in Los Angeles Superior Court. In his suit that the Jewish Federation Council of 

Greater Los Angeles, the Jewish Family Service of Los Angeles and the family that accused him conspired 

to have him arrested and charged.Later, confronted with evidence that placed Teitelbaum elsewhere at 

the time of the alleged incident, the siblings changed their story, a move the prosecutor said was 

"devastating" to their credibility.)  

 

Case of Rabbi Aron Boruch Tendler (Los Angeles, CA; North Hollywood, CA) Case of Rabbi Aron Boruch 

Tendler (Los Angeles, CA; North Hollywood, CA; Santa Clara, CA; Phoenix, AZ) (Accused of sexually 

abusing teenage girls. Please Note: There is more then one Rabbi Aron Tendler. This page is about Rabbi 

Aron Boruch Tendler, who was born on January 15, 1955.)  

 

Case of Rabbi Mordecai Tendler (AKA: Mordechai Tendler) (Monsey, NY) Case of Rabbi Mordecai Tendler 

(AKA: Mordy Tendler, Mordechai Tendler) (New Hempsted, NY)(Accused of innappropriate sexual 

behavior with women in he counseled that had gone on for years. According to Rabbi Benzion Y. 

Wosner, head of the Shevet Levi rabbinical court in Monsey, One should never allow their wives or 

daughters to go to Rabbi Mordecai Tendler at all including [for] counseling... and all his rulings are null 

and void." He also stated: "The RCA had every right to oust this rabbi from their organization, and his 

own congregation has the same obligation." In conclusion, he wrote, "the rabbi can no longer officiate at 

divorces, weddings, etc.)  

 

Case of Rabbi Isadore Trachtman (Chicago, IL and Jerusalem, Israel)Case of Rabbi Isadore Trachtman 

(Chicago, IL; Israel) (Accused of cultic type practices and sexual offenses)  

 

Case of Rabbi Hirsch Travis (Monsey, NY) (Charged with the sexual abuse of an unidentified 27-year-old 

female patient. He was also charged with posing as a Brooklyn doctor specializing in infertility problems, 

and illegally operating the Fertility Foundation in the Borough Park section of Brooklyn.)  

 

Case of Rabbi Eliyahu Tzabari - Former chief rabbi of Ganei Tikva, Israel Case of Rabbi Eliyahu Tzabari - 

Former chief rabbi of Ganei Tikva, Israel (Charged with sexually abusing a women with whom he 

counseled).  

 

Case of Rabbi Ivan Wachmann - Manchester, England Case of Rabbi Ivan Wachmann - Manchester, 

England (Accused of sexual misconduct with women from his Manchester synagogue)  
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Case of the Rabbi Tzvi Wainhaus (AKA: The Rabbi at Hillel Torah(Chicago, IL) Case of Rabbi Tzvi Wainhaus 

(AKA: the Rabbi at Hillel Torah) (Skokie, IL; Chicago, IL )(arrested on October 26, 1999 and chargedwith 

sexual exploitation of a child. The report states that while he was tutoring an 11-year-old child, 

Wainhaus removed all of his clothing and exposed himself to the minor while stating that the minor 

"was a very sexy child")  

 

Case of Rabbi Matis Weinberg (Baltimore, MD, Santa Clara, CA and Har Nof, Israel) Case of Rabbi Matis 

Weinberg (Derech Etz Chaim Yeshiva, Jerusalem, Israel) (There is a Call for Action on this case. Accused 

of cultist type practices and sexual offenses)  

 

Case of Rabbi Yaakov Weiner (New York, NY and Israel) Case of Rabbi Yaakov Weiner - Camp Mogen 

Avraham (New York)(Accused of molesting boy at Camp Mogen Avraham, New York)  

 

Case of Rabbi Israel Weingarten (Monsey, NY; England; Israel; Belgium)] 

 

Case of Rabbi Nachman Weisfeld (Northern, Israel) Case of Rabbi Nachman Weisfeld, teacher (Northern 

Israel)(Convicted of physically and sexually abusing children under his care in an education institution)  

 

Case of Rabbi Yaakov Weiss (Loudonville, NY) Case of Rabbi Yaakov Weiss (Loudonville, NY) (Accused 

and arrested on charges of having a sexual relationship with a 13-year-old boy).  

 

Case of Rabbi Don Well - Principal (Brooklyn, NY) Case of Rabbi Don Well - Principal Yeshiva Rambam 

(Flatbush/Brooklyn, New York) (Accused and charged with Rabbi one count of third-degree sexual 

abuse).  

 

Case of Cantor Phillip Wittlin (Harrisburg, PA) Case of Cantor Phillip Harold Wittlin (Harrisburg, 

PA)(Convicted of molesting two girls)  

 

Case of Rabbi Hershel J. Worch (Manchester, England, Mbale, Uganda; Melbourne, Australia; Pawtucket, 

RI; Chicago, IL; Istanbul, Turkey) Case of Rabbi J. Hershel Worch (Manchester, England, Mbale, Uganda; 
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Melbourne, Australia; Pawtucket, RI; Chicago, IL; Istanbul, Turkey) (There is a Call for Action on this case. 

Formerly known as the Case of the Unnamed Rabbi in West Rogers Park). Accused of cult like practice 

which include BDSM (Bondage, Domination, Sadism, Masochism). The alleged offender originally meets 

his victims on line. Allegations include using a mixture of kabbalah, hypno-eroticism and other 

manipulative techniques to engages his potential victims prior to sexually assaulting them.  

 

Case of Rabbi Mordechai Yomtov (Los Angeles, CA) Case of Rabbi Mordechai Yomtov - Chabad 

elementary school (WARNING: Rabbi Mordechai Yomtov, is in violation of sex offender registration 

requirements in California for past 2 years. If you know his whereabouts, please notify the California 

authorities at: (916) 227-4974. Convicted of sexual abuse and committing lewd acts against three boys)  

 

Case of Sabbatai Zevi Case of Rabbi Sabbatai Zevi (Smyrna; Turkey; Greece; Egypt; Palestine)(Accused of 

cultist type practices and sexual offenses.)  

 

Case of The Zwi Migdal Society (Brazil, South Africa, India, China and Poland)Case of The Zwi Migdal 

Society (Buenos Aires, Argentina; Sao Paulo, Brazil; Warsaw, Poland, New York City, NY; South Africa; 

India; China) (According to reports there were rabbis who were members of the society. From the 1860s 

to the beginning of the Second World War, thousands of naive, impoverished Jewish girls from eastern 

Europe were sold by Jewish mobsters into sexual slavery. This hugely profitable (annual revenues of $50 

million in the 1890s) commerce in flesh was operated by the Zwi Migdal, a criminal association)  

 

Case of The Unnamed Kidnapping Chazen /Cantor (Toronto, Canada) Case of The Unnamed Kidnapping 

Chazen (Toronto, Canada)(Accused of kidnapping young boys from Europe and bringing them to 

Toronto, Canada)  

 

Case of the Unnamed New York Rabbi Who Has An Unhealthy Interest In Teenage Boys  

 

Case of the Unnamed Rabbi - Principal Who Impregnated A Girl With Learning DisabilitiesCase of the 

Unnamed Rabbi - Principal Who Inpregnated A Girl With Learning Disabilities 

(There is a Call for Action on this case. The Awareness Center is looking for all the information we can 

find regarding the Rabbi-Prinicipal who inpregnated a girl with learning disabilities at school he was 

principal at.)  
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Case of The Unnamed Orthodox Rabbi (Quebec, Canada) Case of The Unnamed Orthodox Rabbi 

(Quebec, Canada) (An undercover reporter posed as an employee of an escort service. One of her two 

clients included a Hasidic rabbi, who masturbated in a motel room while looking at pornography on 

television and at the reporter in her underwear.)  

 

Case of 40-year-old man residing in an ultra-orthodox yeshiva (Several yeshiva students have testified in 

the case and verified suspicions that a 40-year-old man who resides in the yeshiva sexually assaulted 

them)Case of 40-year-old man residing in an ultra-orthodox yeshiva (Shephelah Police District, Israel). 

 

Case of Rabbi Sheldon Zimmerman (New York, NY)Case of Rabbi Sheldon Zimmerman (New Rochelle, 

NY) (Suspended from the Reform movement's rabbinic organization because of sexual impropriety was 

later hired to a top position by a program that sends thousands of young Jews on free trips to Israel.. 

Sheldon Zimmerman was based in Cincinnati, OH, yet, also had responsibility for the Hebrew Union 

College's campuses in New York, NY; Los Angeles, CA and Jerusalem, Israel .)  

 

Case of the Rabbi Max Zucker (Dallas, TX) (Accused by three women of improperly touching)  

 

Case of a List of Abuses at Ner Israel (Toronto, Canada) Case of a List of Abuses at Ner Israel (Toronto, 

Canada) (High school student, said he was assaulted by two college students) 

 

Case of Yisrael Abadi - Teacher (Holon, Israel) (Convicted of sexually molesting three children, aged eight 

to 10, in the synagogue where he teaches)  

 

Case of Faiz Suleiman Abukarinat - The Negev Pedophile (Israel) (Convicted of kidnapping and raping 

three girls from Beersheba and Ashdod)  

 

Case of Eugene Abrams (AKA: Eugene George Harris) (Long Island, NY; Miami, FL) (Convicted on 77 

counts of child of rape, incest, sodomy and obscenity involving five young girls, including his own 

daughter. He spent 10 years in Attica State Prison. He was also convicted of running a nationwide child 

pornography ring on Long Island, He relocated to Flordia and was charged and convicted ofsexually 

assaulting a 4 1/2-year-old girl).  
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Case of Joyce Abrams (North Bellmore, NY) (Convicted of running a nationwide pornography ring with 

her husband Eugene Abrams, out of their home. One of the victms was her own daughter).  

 

Case of Faiz Suleiman Abukarinat - The Negev Pedophile (Israel) (convicted and sentenced to 30 years in 

prison for kidnapping and raping three girls from Beersheba and Ashdod)  

 

Case of Errine Renata Acciaroli (AKA: Shlomit Acciaroli) - Special Education Teacher (Hamilton, Canada) 

(Found guilty of professional misconduct for kissing a 10th grade student after asking him to make love 

to her and showering him with gifts, e-mails, phone calls and visits to his home)  

 

Case of Arie Adler and Marisa Rimland (New York, NY) (Arie Adler was accused of molesting his 

daughter. Marisa Rimland murdered her daughter, and then committed suicide).  

 

Case of Gerald "Ajax" Ackerman - Former Mayor (Port Huron, MI) (Convicted and sentenced to up to 38 

years in prison for having sex with children he was supervising as part of a youth program he ran).  

 

Case of Simcha Adler - Ohel Counselor (Borough Park/Brooklyn, NY (Plea-bargained charges of sodomy, 

sexual abuse and two counts of endangering the welfare of a child down to attempted sodomy.)  

 

Case of Ya'acov Agmon - Director of Habima Theater (Tel Aviv, Israel) (Accused of sexually harassing a 

secretary who worked for him for two-and-a-half years with words and deeds, and of committing 

indecent acts against her on three separate occasions. The prosecution closed the file for lack of 

sufficient evidence). 

 

Case of Tal Alaluf (Arrested and confessed to raping a 13-year-old boy he "groomed" via an Internet chat 

room, according to police detectives).  

 

Case of Hen Alkobi (Haifa, Israel) (Accused of raping and sexually abusing teenage girls in the Haifa area, 

ended in a plea bargain arrangement.)  
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Case of Ben Amotz (Tel Aviv and Jaffa, Israel) (Allegedly lured 12 to 13-year-old girls to his apartment 

using drugs)  

 

Case of Isa al-Natcha (Tel Aviv, Israel) (Convicted and sentence to 25 years for robbery, rape and false 

imprisonment, terrorized the women working at the brothels, raped them and stole money and 

possessions from them.)  

 

Case of Igor Antapika - Haifa, Israel; Soviet Union (AKA: Street Stairwell Rapist) (sentenced Igor Antapika, 

known as "the stairwell rapist," to 31 years in prison. The 25-year-old serial rapist who had terrorized 

Haifa women in 2004 was convicted on eight of nine counts. He earned his nickname after assaulting his 

victims in dark stairwells in the city's Hadar and Carmel neighborhoods)  

 

Case of Herbert Aptheker - (Accused of sexually abusing his daughter)  

 

Case of Eugene Loub Aronin - School Counselor (Joppa, TX and Buffalo Grove, IL (Convicted in 1984 of 

sexually assaulting a 10-year-old boy) 

 

Case of David Carl Arndt, M.D. (Boston, MA) (Charged with four costs of statutory child rape and one 

count each of indecent assault and battery, drugging a person for sexual intercourse, contributing to the 

delinquency of a child, and possession of the drugs ketamine hydrochloride ("Special K") and 

methamphetamine).  

 

Case of Michael Ashbal - Hebrew Academy Teacher (Miami Beach, FL; Barbados) (Arrested for allegedly 

fondling an 11-year-old male student.)  

 

Case of Stanley Ashman (AKA: Stanley Virgil Ashman, Butch Ashman) (Baltimore, MD) (In 2006, police 

overheard a telephone conversation between the woman and Ashman in which the former teacher 

admitted to having sex with her when she was 14, and repeatedly apologized, according to court 

records) 
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Case of Samuel S. Aster - Music Teacher/College Professor (Teaneck, NJ) (Gave prosecutors a sworn 

statement detailing the crimes and his videotaping of them.) 

 

Case of Yehezkel Atar (Tel Aviv, Israel) (Convicted of raping a nine-year-old girl).  

 

Case of Boris Bardichevsky (Petah Tikva, Israel) (Arrested this week by the Israel Police's Etgar unit on 

suspicion of trading in women).  

 

Case of Leeore Batshaw - Psychology Student at The University of Winnipeg (Israel) (Convicted - internet 

sting on child pornography)  

 

Case of Philip Bender, Consultant (Columbia, MD; Baltimore, MD) (Pleaded guilty to one count of child 

abuse in return for prosecutors' recommendation for probation before judgment).  

 

Case of Uriel P. Bendavid - AKA: Peter Bendavid, Peter U. Ben, Peter U. Bendavid, Peter U. David, Peter 

D. King (Passaic, NJ) (Convicted of endagering the welfare of a child The victims were students at the 

school where Bendavid taught)  

 

Case of Ralph Harrison Benning (Fulton County, GA) (pleaded guilty to molesting and murdering Peter 

Downing Howell Jr., 8. Benning told police he killed Howell on the site where he was molested as a 

child).  

 

Case of Shimon Bentov (Jerusalem, Israel) (Charged with alleging he committed sexual assaults on 

children and child-pornography offences). 

 

Case of Achi Ben Shalom - Music Teacher (San Francisco, CA) (Arrested for alleged "lewd and lascivious 

acts" with a female student).  

 

Case of Robert Berezin (Brooklyn, NY; Skokie, IL) (Allegations were made that he entered the apartment 

of one of his tenants in the middle of the night, pushed her against the door, groped and forced his 
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tongue into her mouth. When he was leaving, she said, he suggested she could provide sexual favors in 

lieu of rent). 

 

Case of Alexander Berg (Czech Republic; Haifa, Israel; Petah Tikva, Israel; Tel Aviv, Israel) (Extradited 

from the Czech Republic to Israel under suspicion of involvement in women trafficking, as well as a 

myriad of related offenses including pimping, imprisonment, assault, threats and rape.) 

 

Case of Jonathan (Yochanan) Berkowitz, MSW, CSW, LMSW - Yoga Instructor (Monsey, NY; New York 

City, NY; Passaic, NJ; Clifton, NJ) (Allegations of sexually inappropriate behavior and of allged date rape)  

 

Case of Harvey N. Berish - School Teacher (Bronx, NY) (Drama teacher in an intermediate school in the 

Bronx was arrested on charges that he had sexually abused four boy pupils).  

 

Case of Ariel Berlin - Retired Travel Agent (Arrested along with an a father who is an Ex-convict, who 

offered up his 5-year-old daughter for sex).  

 

Case of David Steven Berman (Ruislip, England) (Convicted and sentenced to prison. Berman admitted to 

13 charges of making indecent images of children. Judge Jeremy Connor stated: "The images showed 

children as young as six, some with elements of sadism.")  

 

Case of Yoav Biran (Jerusalem, Israel) (Accused of distributing child pornography over the Internet, also 

of preforming indecent acts on children. Also see: Case of Rafael Kaplanovsky and Case of Itai Snapier).  

 

Case of Moni Biton (Tel Aviv, Israel) (Convicted and sentence to sentenced to 22 years for purchased a 

stun gun, tear gas, knives and scissors, and decided in advance which brothels him and his friends would 

attack). 

 

Case of Yaron Blanc (Ariel, Israel) (Accused of using the internet to lure minors for sexual activity)  
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Case of Baron Bloom (London, England) (Convicted of indecently assaulting a 15-year-old girl. The judge 

ordered Bloom's name to be placed on the sex offenders register for 10 years and sentenced him to one 

year's imprisonment).  

 

Case of Harold Bloom - Humanities and English Professor at Yale (New Haven, CT) (Accused of sexually 

harassing students). 

 

Case of Yossi Boker, Assistant Commander - Police Investigative Department (Jerusalem, Israel) 

(Arrested on charges of sexual harassment.)  

 

Case of Yitzhak Bohasilovsky (Bnei Brak, Israel) - (confessed to series of indecent acts involving 300 

children)  

 

Case of Nachman Borenstein - Teacher's Aide at Talmud Torah (Jerusalem, Israel) (Convicted of 

molesting five children)  

 

Case of Peter Braunstein (New York, NY) (Accused of drugging and molesting a woman for 13 hours. He 

entered her apartment by wearing a firefighter's uniform, after allegedly setting small hallway blazes to 

trick his way into her apartment.)  

 

Case of Zerach Brown (AKA: Scott Brown) (Seattle, WA; New York, NY) (Arrested in 1999 in 

Mountaindale, NY on charges relating to sexually improper conduct in respect to minors.)  

 

Case of Michael Broman (Givatayim, Israel) (Arrested this week by the Israel Police's Etgar unit on 

suspicion of trading in women).  

 

Case of Rami Buchnik - Physical Education Teacher (Tiberias, Israel) (Arrested after complaints that he 

had been molesting youths at several kibbutzim in the region. He was also charged with possession of an 

unlicensed firearm).  
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Case of Lieutenant Colonel Eli Buhbut - Israel Defense Forces (Accused of sexually assaulting another 

officer)  

 

Case of Franklin "Jack" Burr - Piano Teacher (Edison, NJ) (On trial charged with sexual assault and 

endangering the welfare of a child. He is facing up to 20 years in prison).  

 

Case of Ralph Capone - School Custodian, Patachogue: Medford School District (Long Island, NY) 

(Accused of asking two male students in their 20s, working on the High School equivalency diploma, 

claimed Capone asked them for oral sex). 

 

Case of Chaim Ciment (Williamsburg/Brooklyn, NY) (Accused and charged with first-degree sexual abuse, 

after allegations were made that he fondled a 17 year old girl in an elevator).  

 

Case of Adiah Cohen, Moshav Shadot, Israel (Accused of sexually assaulting a woman in the washroom 

of DOME in Tel Aviv)  

 

Case of David Cohen (Jupiter, FL) (Convicted of Lewd, Lascivious Child acts with a minor child)  

 

Case of James A. Cohen - Jewish Youth Group Leader (Davi, FL) (Convicted child molester, sentenced to 9 

years for assaulting 4 boys)  

 

Case of Larry Cohen - Soccer Coach (Lake Oswego, OR) (Accused of molesting two individuals.)  

 

Case of Lawrence Cohen - Kindergarten School Teacher (Manalapan, NJ; Brooklyn, NY) (Convicted and 

sentenced to 10 years in federal prison for transmitting child pornography through his home computer).  

 

Case of Lewis K. Cohen (AKA: Keith Cohen, Lewis Cohen) (Milwaukee, WI) (Convicted after being charged 

with using a computer to facilitate a child sex crime and child enticement-exposing sex organs. Cohen 

used his work and home computers to engage in sexually explicit conversations with a 14-year-old boy 
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in Internet chat rooms. The complaint also charges that Cohen sent nude photographs of himself and 

other males to the boy via e-mail).  

 

Case of Phillip "Eli" Cohen (London, England) (Accused of 13 charges of indecently assaulting a boy and 

four offences of indecently assaulting a girl)  

 

Case of Seth David Cohen, MD (Southfield, Michigan) (Convicted- Pled no contest to Accosting a Minor 

for Immoral Purposes)  

 

Case of Stephen Colmer (Brooklyn, NY; Passaic, NJ; Jerusalem, Israel) (Indicted on charges of child sexual 

abuse. He attempted to escape facing charges by moving to Israel) 

 

Case of Victor Wayne Cooper (CA) (Convicted of four counts of lewd and lascivious acts upon a child. He 

is serving four consecutive terms of fifteen years to life due to two prior rape convictions).  

 

Case of Stuart Cooperman, MD - Pediatrican (Merrick, New York) (Accused of molesting six female 

patience).  

 

Case of Corrido (Tel Aviv, Israel) (Suspected of sexually abusing several minors claims to have witnessed 

the murder of 10-year-old Alexandra Brandt in 1994)  

 

Case of Jon Andrew Cottriel (Holdenville, OK) (Convicted of Forcible Sodomy and Rape in the 1st 

Degree).  

 

Case of Gil Dahan (Convicted of a gang rape and sodomy of a 20-year-old mentally disabled woman, and 

of confining her).  

 

Case of Oren Danan (Tel Aviv, Israel) (Confessed to child abduction, sexual assault, and attempted 

murder of a neighborhood girl)  
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Case of Sliman Dawiri (Tel Aviv, Israel) (Convicted and sentence to 28 years for robbery, rape and false 

imprisonment, terrorized the women working at the brothels, raped them and stole money and 

possessions from them). 

 

Case of Lior Dekel (Tel Aviv, Israel) (Arrested after the girl told her school counselor of the rape. In the 

past, a court acquitted Dekel of rape charges against a 16-year-old girl due to lack of evidence.)  

 

Case of Gary Dolovich, former Executive Director of Manitoba Kosher, Winnipeg, Canada (Arrested and 

charged with 17 counts of distributing child pornography).  

 

Case of Eric Dorfner, BBYO Group Leader (Evesham/Cherry Hill, NJ) (Plead guilty and was sentenced to 

five years in state prison for sexually abusing two teenage boys once in his care. 

 

Case of Gary Edelman (Skokie, IL) (Convicted sex offender)  

 

Case of Mordechai Ehrman (AKA: Morton Ehrman) - Simcha's Play Group (Brooklyn, NY) Accused of 

molesting dozens of students).  

 

Case of Ariel Elimelech, Jerusalem, Israel (Convicted of rape and indecent assault under aggravated 

circumstances, of two minors aged 14 and 17)  

 

Case of Victor Einhorn - Owner of Two Brooklyn-Based Bus Companies (Brooklyn, NY) (Pleaded guilty to 

two of 12 counts of unlawfully transporting minors to a New Jersey hotel for sex)  

 

Case of Benjamin Elisha (Miami, FL) (Convicted of sexually assaulting a 10-year-old in a Swap Shop 

restroom).  
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Case of Jeffrey Epstein (New York, NY; Virgin Islands) (Allegedly solicited sex with a minor at least three 

times between August 1 - October 31, 2005. He has been charged with four counts of unlawful sexual 

activity with a minor and of lewd and lascivious molestation).  

 

Case of Werner Erhard (AKA: John Paul Rosenberg) Founder EST (now called Landmark Forum) (Accused 

of incest, which were later recanted. Also accused of cult like practices)  

 

Earl R. Everett - Teacher South County Jewish Community Day School (Boca Raton, FL) (Arrested and 

charged with sexual battery on a child under the age of 12 (the girl was 7). His victim was not one of his 

students.)  

 

Case of Shmuel Faber - KACH Rescue Squad Volunteer, Israel (Accused of sexually pressuring two 

women into sexual acts, so that they could obtain better treatment).  

 

Case of Ed Fagan, Attorney (Short Hills, NJ) (Accused of paying to have sex with a minor) 

 

Case of Naftali Feig (Chicago, IL; Beachwood OH; Cleveland, OH; Far Rockaway, NY; St. Louis, MO) 

(Convicted after communicating online for months with an investigor posing as 12-year-old girls.)  

 

Case of Robert Feivish - security guard (Brooklyn, NY) (Convictedof sexually abusing a teenage boy over 

the course of a year, at times in a synagogue).  

 

Case of Joseph Fisher (Jerusalem, Israel) 

 

Case of Irina Fishman (Tel Aviv, Israel) (Convicted of delivering women to work as prostitutes)  

 

Case of Zora Flagashvili (Convicted of a gang rape and sodomy of a 20-year-old mentally disabled 

woman, and of confining her).  
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Case of Hbrandon Lee Flagner (Akron, OH) (Convicted of the kidnapping and aggravated murder of 

Tiffany Jennifer Papesh a 8-year-old girl. Flagner also claimed to have molested hundreds of girls during 

his life. While in prison, Flagner convert to Judaism by an Chasidic rabbi.)  

 

Case of Rabbi G. George Fox (Galveston, TX) 

 

Case of Kenneth A. Frank, MD (AKA: Yonatan Efrat) (Bakersfield, CA; Ra'anana, Israel, Tel Aviv, Israel) 

(Frank was convicted on Dec. 20, 1989, in Kern County (California) of drugging and raping two woman in 

separate incidents in 1985 and 1986)  

 

Case of Arnold and Jesse Friedman "Capturing the Friedmans" (Great Neck, NY) (Convicted sex 

offenders). Also see: Case of Ross Goldstein  

 

Case of Steven Lewis Friedman (Interstate, CO; Citrus, FL; Hewlett, NY) (Convicted sex offender). 

 

Case of Steven Frucht - Housekeeping Supervisor - Yeshiva University (New York, NY) (Accused of sexual 

misconduct and sexual harassment of at least four female employees)  

 

Case of Dennis E. Fulbright (Boley, Oklahoma) (Convicted of Lewd or indecent acts with a child under 16, 

Rape in the first degree, Burglary, nad Larceny of Merch from Retaile.)  

 

Case of Ramon Gantz - Gym Boss (Tel Aviv, Israel) (Convicted and sentanced after slipped two tablets of 

the dance drug into the victim's orange juice after she rebuffed his romantic advances on a Monarch 

flight from Tel Aviv to Gatwick). 

 

Case of Ellen Garfield - Music teacher (Boston, MA) (Acquitted of charges she raped a 14-year-old boy.) 

 

Case of Avraham Ger (Tel Aviv, Israel) (Accused of sexually assaulting several girls and boys)  
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Case of Daniel Gersh - Former FA-Registered Coach (Bloomingburg, New York; Ilford, Essex, England) 

(Arrested after admitting to 60 counts of assault and related charges, including molesting nine boys, 

aged seven to 11, and filming several of them. Daniel Gersh stated in court: "My life is over. I have been 

trying to hide this since I was 13 years old.")  

 

Case of Ovadia Gershon - Director of Group home for Mentally Challenged minors (Tel Aviv, Israel) 

(Convicted raping a mentally challenged resident in a group home in Tel Aviv, Israel)  

 

Case of Barry Gerstein - Attorney at Law (Beverly, MA) (Convicted and sentenced to serve seven to 

fifteen years at MCI-Walpole and ordered to serve a concurrent ten- to eighteen-year sentence for the 

cases in Norfolk County)  

 

Case of Ofer Glazer (Tel Aviv, Israel) (Convicted of two incidents of committing obscene acts and of 

sexual harassment). 

 

 

Case of Shaul Golan - Chief Financial Officer, Shalem Center (Jerusalem, Israel) (Accused of sexual 

harassment, is facing a criminal investigation for embezzlement. 

Shaul Golan was a former senior official at a prominent Jerusalem think tank).  

 

Case of Eugene Gold, the former Brooklyn District Attorney (New York, NY; Israel) (Confessed that he 

had fondled the 10-year-old daughter of an Alabama prosecutor and agreed to undergo psychiatric 

treatment to avoid prosecution.)  

 

Case of Jeremy D. Goldberg (Highland Park, IL) (Convicted on charges of possessing child pornography).  

 

Case of Aron Goldberger (Baltimore, MD, Israel) (self-described religious scholar convicted of molesting 

his children)  
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Case of Hanan Goldblatt (AKA: Hannan Goldblatt) - Children's Televison Actor (Beit Nehamia, Israel) 

(Pled Guilty to having sexual intercourse with two of the minors he is suspected of raping, but said both 

cases were consensual.) 

 

Case of Arieh (Arik) Goldman (Ramle, Israel) (Arrested after being accused of molesting 43 children)  

 

Case of Robert Goldman - Sportscaster - CLTV (Aurora, IL) (Convicted of indecent solicitation of a child).  

 

Case of Neil Goldschmidt (Former Governor of Oregon / Former Cabinet Member to President Jimmy 

Carter) (Confessed to having a sexual relationship with a teenager girl while he was mayor of Portland).  

 

Case of Alvin "Al" Goldstein - Executive Editor, Milky Way Productions (New York, NY) "Allegations of 

sexual harassment made against Goldstein over the years. Named in an indictment along with Milky 

Way Productions after Eugene Abrams a advertised for girl models between the ages of 4 and 14 years 

of age in issues of Screen magazine which is published by Milky Way Productions.)  

 

Case Andrew B. Goldstein (Pinellas, FL) (Convicted of possession of child pornography and unlawful 

sexual activity with certain minors.) 

 

Case of Craig Goldstein (Mastic Beach, NY) (Convicted of sexual abuse in the first degree and sodomy in 

the second degree with an eleven-year-old boy.)  

 

Case of Jeremy Goldstein - Former Ohio State University Student (Cleveland, Ohio) (Plead guilty to a 

charge of criminal sexual imposition. Sentenced to two-years probation and is now attending New York 

University. Several women came forward making allegations of sexual assault) 

 

Case of Ross Goldstein (Great Neck, NY) (Convicting of sodomy in the first degree (three counts) and use 

of a child in a sexual performance. He was Sentenced to four concurrent indeterminated terms of 2 to 6 

years imprisonment. Also see: Case of Arnold and Jesse Friedman)  
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Case of Israel Goluboff (AKA: Lester Mor, Lester Goluboff) - Caricaturist (Whiting, NJ; Manchester, NJ) 

(Convicted in Essex County (NJ) in 1985 of aggravated sexual assault on a girl under the age of 13. He has 

served his time and is considered a Tier 2, or moderate-risk, sex offender by the state of New Jersey. 

According to his listing on the State Police sex offender Web site, he had victimized children who worked 

with him in his caricature sketching business). 

 

Case of Lawrence Gordon (Brooklyn, NY) (Convicted of murdering eight-year-old boy in 1982. In 1973 

Gordon had been convicted of sexual abuse and endangering the welfare of a child)  

 

Case of David Graetz (Kiryat Ata, Israel) (Accused of attempted sexual assault of a neighbor. The alleged 

victim stated that she beat her alleged assailent to death in self-defense).  

 

Case of Marc Evan Greenberg - Webe Web Corp (Fort Lauderdale, FL) (Alabama federal grand jury 

indicted Marc Greenberg and Jeffrey Libman for operating a child modeling Web site that gained 

national attention for posting provocative photos of underage girls. Both were charged with 80 counts 

of conspiring to use minors for sexual photos and interstate transportation of such photos.)  

 

Case of Leslie Griesdorf, DDS - Dentist (Toronto, Canada) (Received an 18-month conditional sentence 

after pleading guilty to accessing and possessing child pornography. Griesdorf was originially charged 

with making, importing, accessing and possessing pornography, plus obtaining the sexual services of 

someone under 18 years of age. This case involved the largest collection of child pornography in 

Canadian history.)  

 

Case of Moshe Grots (Convicted of assisting in the rape and the confinement of a 20 year-old mentally 

disabled woman). 

 

Case of Ilan Hacham - Maternity Ward Nurse (Tel Aviv, Israel) (Arrested and charged with allegedly 

molesting two women in maternity ward of Assaf Harofeh Hospital).  

 

Case of Ya'akov Ha'elyon- Tel Aviv Arts School (Tel Aviv, Israel) (Highly regarded educator at an 

"enlightened" secular liberal arts school accused of abusing children).  
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Case of Yoel Hagirm (Kfar Kasam, Israel) (Accused of sexually assaulting co-workers at hospital in Israel)  

 

Case of Uzi Hakhmon - Coach of a Boys' Soccer Team (Tiberias, Israel) (Arrested on suspicion of raping 

and sexually assaulting several members of the team - all of them minors).  

 

Case of Judge Robert I. H. Hammerman (Baltimore, MD) (Accused of having sexually inappropriate 

conversations with a 16 year-old boy).  

 

Case of Micha Hanan, Principal Beit Rotenberg (Haifa, Israel) (Accused of sodomizing several youths 

between the ages of 14 and 18. Allegations date back to 1994).  

 

Case of David B. Harrington - School Principal / Big Brother (Rockville, MD) (Convicted sex offender. 

Cases from the 1960's - 1980's.)  

 

Case of Rabbi Shlomo Helbrans (Monsey, NY) (Convicted.)  

 

Case of Eric Hindin - Jewish Big Brother Volunteer (Newton, MA) (Convicted of 35 counts of child rape. 

He was sentenced to 20-22 years in prison).  

 

Case of Yoni Hovra - High School Teacher (Petah Tikva, Israel) (Arrested and charged with raping and 

sexually abusing 14 of his pupils. According to the charge sheet, Hovra slipped prescription sleeping 

tablets into the drinks of some male students who visited him at home, so that they would not be aware 

of the assault).  

 

Case of Ronny Hubara - School Teacher (Petach Tikva, Israel) (After being accused of molesting children, 

police confiscate child pornographyfrom the home of the school teacher). 

 

Case of Martin Frankel - Former Financier (Confessed to having desires to having sex with children)  
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Case of Lord Greville Janner - Former British Labour MP (London, England) (Accused of molesting a boyt 

in a group home for over two years).  

 

Case of Jay Jarvis (AKA: Elber John Jarvis) - Beth El Hebrew Congregation Brotherhood's - 2005 Man of 

the Year (Arlingon, VA) (There is a Call for Action on this case. Pled guilty to sexual contact with a young 

child).  

 

Case of Yosef Jibli - Jewish Agency's Head of Administration (Jerusalem, Israel) (Charged in a Jerusalem 

Magistrates Court with "exploiting his authority" to sodomize a 17-year-old female high school pupil).  

 

Case of Andrew Josephs - Hebrew Teacher (Parklands Court, Edgware, UK) (Charged with five counts of 

indecent assault, possession of indecent photographs of children, three of sexual assault of a child and 

two of abuse of trust between December 8, 2003, and August 4, 2004. Josephs, denies all the allegations 

and claims the boy's have concocted their stories)  

 

Case of Daniel Joubert (South Africa; Tel Aviv, Israel; Petach Tikva Israel ) (Convicted and sentanced to 25 

years on two counts of violent rape and one count of grave sexual abuse.The first assult involved an 

attack on a 75-year-old woman.)  

 

Case of Albert Junatanov (Los Angeles, CA) (Accused of physically abuse and sexually assaulting his 

children).  

151. Case of David Kramer (University City, MO; Olivette, MO; St. Louis, MO) ( Pled guilty to 2 counts of 

sexual molestation of a minor and was sentenced to 7 years in prison.)  

 

Case of Wilfred Krichefski - Community Leader (Jersey, England) (Accused of molesting boys at a 

children's home where 200 are feared to have been attacked) 

 

Case of Joseph Krim - Teacher (Aztec, NM) (Convicted - pleaded guilty to child pornography charges has 

been sentenced to six years in prison.)  
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Case of Stanislav Kuperman (Arrested as part of an operation launched by Tel Aviv detectives, in which 

an officer was sent undercover to purchase women over the telephone)  

 

Case of Sergei Kuperman - Dentist (Rishon Letzion, Israel) (Suspected of sexually assaulting a woman and 

aslo trafficking in women).  

 

Case of Seymour Kushner - Retired Music Teacher (Hartsdale, NY) (Convicted after pleading guilty to a 

federal grand jury charge of attempting to entice a minor to engage in sex).  

 

Case of Moti Lahav (Migdal Ha'emek, Israel) (Confessed to sodomizing and sexually abusing two male 

youths and one female youth he met via the Internet).  

 

Case of Levy Lalik (Tel Aviv, Israel) (Arrested for allegedly sexually abusing and murdering his two-

month-old daughter)  

 

Case of Sidney Landau (AKA: Sid Landau, Sid Landall) (Santa Ana, CA; Queens, NY) (Multiple convictions 

of child sex abuse)  

 

Case of Itai Leibovich - Kindergarten Security Guard at a Kindergarten - (Tel Aviv, Israel) (Convicted on 

two counts of rape and other counts of sodomy, attempted rape and indecent assault of four girls aged 

six to eleven). 

 

Case of Ariel Katsav (Jerusalem, Israel) - Son of Israeli President (Accused of sexual harassment. Israel 

Railways said that the younger Katsav, Ariel is senior member of the Israel Railways PR staff. He was 

accused of verbally harassing a coworker. He is the son of Israeli President Moshe Katsav.)  

 

Case of Moshe Katsav - President of Israel (Jerusalem, Israel) (Allegations of professional sexual 

misconduct).  
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Case of Martin Kaufman (Baltimore, MD) (Listed on the National Sex Offenders Registry under the 

category of "Sexually Violent Offenders)  

 

Case of David Kay (Chicago, IL) (Accused of sexually abusing children at the Rogers Park JCC Day-Care 

Center).  

 

Case of Judge Ronald Kline (Turtle Rock, CA) (Molestation charges against former Judge Ronald Kline, 

were dismissed after the U.S. Supreme Court's ban on the prosecution of old sex crimes. The original 

charges stated that Kline molested a 14-year-old boy in 1979).  

 

Case of Sofia Kochik (Tel Aviv, Israel) (Convicted and sentenced to four years in jail for trafficking in 

women, running a brothel, false imprisonment and solicitation). 

 

Case of Lee Kolker (Creve Coeur, MO, Fairview Heights, MO) (Convicted of two felony and two 

misdemeanor counts of sexual abuse. Kolker was acquitted of one felony count of sexual abuse; that 

charge related to an allegation that he had fondled a third girl.)  

 

Case of Aaron Kosminski (Jack the Ripper) - London, England (Allegedly murdered at least five 

prostitutes in the 1880s. Aaron Kosminski, a hairdresser living in Whitechapel, East London, who was 

eventually committed to a lunatic asylum, where he died.)  

 

Case of John Joseph Kosky (aka Jonathan Kaye) , School Teacher (Melbourne/Perth, Australia) (Convicted 

of Organising Child Sex Tour in Thailand: Sentenced in 2003 to 6years jail/ 3years non parole).  

 

Case of Michael Koval (Rockland County, NY) (Convicted, served six months for first-degree sexual abuse 

involving two girls under the age of 11. He was convicted in 1996). 

 

Case of Samuel (Shmuel) Juravel Savannah, GA (formerly of Baltimore, MD) (Arrested by Agents from 

the U.S. Postal Inspection Service and the FBI (Feb. 21, 2005) at a Birmingham hotel after he arranged to 

have sex with a minor).  
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Case of Rafael Kaplanovsky (Jerusalem, Israel) (Accused of distributing child pornography over the 

Internet. Also see Case of Yoav Biran and Case of Itai Snapier).  

 

Case of Ryan Karben - Assemblyman (Rockland County, NY) (Allegations of childhood sexual abuse). 

 

Case of Malka Leifer, Principal, Adass Israel Girls School (Elsternwick, Australia) - (Accused of molesting 

teenage girls).  

 

Case of Vitaly Levshin - Pianist (Canada, Russia, Ukraine, Israel, Moldova, US) (Charged with sexually 

assaulting a 10-year-old Toronto boy and making thousands of child-pornography images that he 

distributed around the world).  

 

Case of Leo Lewie (Beverly Hills, CA) (Convicted of murdering his wifeand his stepdaughter. Prior to the 

murders, there were allegations of two counts of child molestation and two counts of statutory rape).  

 

Case of Marc Lewis - Tennis Coach (AKA Mark Lewish) (Edg 

(Message over 64 KB, truncated) 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

AIPAC influenced Clinton greenlights Israel use of force against Americans 

 

My note nothing new just look at the USS Liberty attacks and 911 attacks, the 911 attacks where an 

inside job done by Jews/Jewish Mossad as awhole: 

 

http://www.911missinglinks.com/watch-movie/ 
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------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

AIPAC influenced Hillary Clinton greenlights Israel's use of force against Americans  

June 26th, 2011 | Author: Patriot  

American/Israeli Journalist Joseph Dana on @AJEnglish: As a journalist on the American ship in the latest 

flotilla to Gaza I fear for my safety, Israel is threatening us with force (as AIPAC influenced Hillary Clinton 

greenlights Israel's use of force against Americans): 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DB6WwaACW5U 

 

disgusted by Hillary Clinton & Victoria Nuland on DemocracyNOW: 

 

http://www.democracynow.org/2011/6/27/obama_admin_warns_of_fines_and 

 

 

"We Are Eager to Get to Gaza": Democracy Now! Exclusive Report from Greece on U.S. Gaza Aid Flotilla 

 

http://www.democracynow.org/2011/6/27/we_are_eager_to_get_to 

 

More from Athens: "It's unbelievable how inhumane and violent they are" 

 

http://networkedblogs.com/jJ6GX 

 

The Gaza Blockade Is Illegal and the Flotilla Attack Was an Illegal Act of War  
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http://www.alternet.org/world/147115/the_gaza_blockade_is_illegal_and_the_flotilla_attack_was_an_

illegal_act_of_war/ 

 

Israel warns media over latest Gaza flotilla 

 

http://english.aljazeera.net/news/middleeast/2011/06/201162611220564941.html 

 

Israel Vows to Punish Flotilla Journalists 

 

http://www.thedailybeast.com/cheats/2011/06/26/israel-vows-to-punish-flotilla-journalists.html 

 

Israel threatens to punish journalists who cover Gaza flotilla: 

 

http://www.rawstory.com/rs/2011/06/26/israel-threatens-to-punish-journalists-who-cover-gaza-

flotilla/ 

 

Israel accused of trying to intimidate Gaza flotilla journalists 

 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/jun/26/israel-accused-gaza-flotilla-journalists 

 

Netanyahu Orders Israeli Army To Stop Flotilla From Reaching Gaza… 

 

http://weaselzippers.us/2011/06/26/netanyahu-orders-israeli-army-to-stop-flotilla-from-reaching-gaza/ 

 

Netanyahu orders Israeli military to stop flotilla "by any means necessary" and in int'l waters far from 

Gaza: 
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http://t.co/c0bJeyO 

 

REPORTING LIVE FROM THE AID FLOTILLA  

 

http://desertpeace.wordpress.com/2011/06/26/reporting-live-from-the-aid-flotilla/ 

 

Will Israel Kill Americans Again (email exchanges with General Petraeus mentioned near end)? 

 

http://america-hijacked.com/2011/06/22/will-israel-kill-americans-again/ 

 

http://tinyurl.com/WillIsraelKillAmericansAgain 

 

Israel Attacks Gaza, Silence from Mainstream Media about Israeli Violations of International Law  

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K1kt8qi0M-M 

 

The High Cost of Subservience to Israel: 

 

http://www.tinyurl.com/subserviencetoisrael 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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General Patton's Warning And His Murder By The Jew 

General Patton's Warning And His Murder By The Jew 

 

My note General Eisenhower was a Jew by his own confession, Eisenhower is taken from Eisenhauer a 

Jewish surname. 

 

"In Eisenhower's West Point Military Academy graduating class yearbook, published in 1915, Eisenhower 

is identified as a "terrible Swedish Jew."  

 

It's not a suprise that the Kosher owned White House with the President Franklin Delano Roosevelt who 

himself was of Dutch-Jewish ancestry and his staff read like a synagogue list: 

http://gblt.webs.com/Jewish_Bankers_War_On_America.htm 

 

"In 1943, Washington not only transferred Col. Eisenhower to Europe but promoted him over more than 

30 more experienced senior officers to five star general and placed him in charge of all the US forces in 

Europe.  

 

This "General" personally ordered the genocide of 1.7 million German soliders after the war was over in 

his P.O.W camps. 

 

 

 

http://www.truthwinds.com//siterun_data/history/american/news.php?q=1236390943 

 

---------------------------------------------------- 

 

GENERAL PATTON'S WARNING  
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At the end of World War II, one of America's top military leaders accurately assessed the shift in the 

balance of world power which that war had produced and foresaw the enormous danger of communist 

aggression against the West. Alone among U.S. leaders he warned that America should act immediately, 

while her supremacy was unchallengeable, to end that danger. Unfortunately, his warning went 

unheeded, and he was quickly silenced by a convenient "accident" which took his life.  

 

Thirty-two years ago, in the terrible summer of 1945, the U.S. Army had just completed the destruction 

of Europe and had set up a government of military occupation amid the ruins to rule the starving 

Germans and deal out victors' justice to the vanquished. General George S. Patton, commander of the 

U.S. Third Army, became military governor of the greater portion of the American occupation zone of 

Germany.  

 

Patton was regarded as the "fightingest" general in all the Allied forces. He was considerably more 

audacious and aggressive than most commanders, and his martial ferocity may very well have been the 

deciding factor which led to the Allied victory. He personally commanded his forces in many of the 

toughest and most decisive battles of the war: in Tunisia, in Sicily, in the cracking of the Siegfried Line, in 

holding back the German advance during the Battle of the Bulge, in the exceptionally bloody fighting 

around Bastogne in December 1944 and January 1945.  

 

During the war Patton had respected the courage and the fighting qualities of the Germans -- especially 

when he compared them with those of some of America's allies -- but he had also swallowed whole the 

hate-inspired wartime propaganda generated by America's alien media masters. He believed Germany 

was a menace to America's freedom and that Germany's National Socialist government was an 

especially evil institution. Acting on these beliefs he talked incessantly of his desire to kill as many 

Germans as possible, and he exhorted his troops to have the same goal. These bloodthirsty exhortations 

led to the nickname "Blood and Guts" Patton.  

 

It was only in the final days of the war and during his tenure as military governor of Germany -- after he 

had gotten to know both the Germans and America's "gallant Soviet allies" -- that Patton's 

understanding of the true situation grew and his opinions changed. In his diary and in many letters to his 

family, friends, various military colleagues, and government officials, he expressed his new 

understanding and his apprehensions for the future. His diary and his letters were published in 1974 by 

the Houghton Mifflin Company under the title The Patton Papers.  
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Several months before the end of the war, General Patton had recognized the fearful danger to the 

West posed by the Soviet Union, and he had disagreed bitterly with the orders which he had been given 

to hold back his army and wait for the Red Army to occupy vast stretches of German, Czech, Rumanian, 

Hungarian, and Yugoslav territory, which the Americans could have easily taken instead.  

 

On May 7, 1945, just before the German capitulation, Patton had a conference in Austria with U.S. 

Secretary of War Robert Patterson. Patton was gravely concerned over the Soviet failure to respect the 

demarcation lines separating the Soviet and American occupation zones. He was also alarmed by plans 

in Washington for the immediate partial demobilization of the U.S. Army.  

 

Patton said to Patterson: "Let's keep our boots polished, bayonets sharpened, and present a picture of 

force and strength to the Red Army. This is the only language they understand and respect."  

 

Patterson replied, "Oh, George, you have been so close to this thing so long, you have lost sight of the 

big picture."  

 

Patton rejoined: "I understand the situation. Their (the Soviet) supply system is inadequate to maintain 

them in a serious action such as I could put to them. They have chickens in the coop and cattle on the 

hoof -- that's their supply system. They could probably maintain themselves in the type of fighting I 

could give them for rive days. After that it would make no difference how many million men they have, 

and if you wanted Moscow I could give it to you. They lived on the land coming down. There is 

insufficient left for them to maintain themselves going back. Let's not give them time to build up their 

supplies. If we do, then . . . we have had a victory over the Germans and disarmed them, but we have 

failed in the liberation of Europe; we have lost the war!"  

 

Patton's urgent and prophetic advice went unheeded by Patterson and the other politicians and only 

served to give warning about Patton's feelings to the alien conspirators behind the scenes in New York, 

Washington, and Moscow.  

 

The more he saw of the Soviets, the stronger Patton's conviction grew that the proper course of action 

would be to stifle communism then and there, while the chance existed. Later in May 1945 he attended 

several meetings and social affairs with top Red Army officers, and he evaluated them carefully. He 

noted in his diary on May 14: "I have never seen in any army at any time, including the German Imperial 
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Army of 1912, as severe discipline as exists in the Russian army. The officers, with few exceptions, give 

the appearance of recently civilized Mongolian bandits."  

 

And Patton's aide, General Hobart Gay, noted in his own journal for May 14: "Everything they (the 

Russians) did impressed one with the idea of virility and cruelty."  

 

Nevertheless, Patton knew that the Americans could whip the Reds then -- but perhaps not later. On 

May 18 he noted in his diary: "In my opinion, the American Army as it now exists could beat the Russians 

with the greatest of ease, because, while the Russians have good infantry, they are lacking in artillery, 

air, tanks, and in the knowledge of the use of the combined arms, whereas we excel in all three of these. 

If it should be necessary to right the Russians, the sooner we do it the better."  

 

Two days later he repeated his concern when he wrote his wife: "If we have to fight them, now is the 

time. From now on we will get weaker and they stronger." 

 

Having immediately recognized the Soviet danger and urged a course of action which would have freed 

all of eastern Europe from the communist yoke with the expenditure of far less American blood than 

was spilled in Korea and Vietnam and would have obviated both those later wars not to mention World 

War III -- Patton next came to appreciate the true nature of the people for whom World War II was 

fought: the Jews.  

 

Most of the Jews swarming over Germany immediately after the war came from Poland and Russia, and 

Patton found their personal habits shockingly uncivilized.  

 

He was disgusted by their behavior in the camps for Displaced Persons (DP's) which the Americans built 

for them and even more disgusted by the way they behaved when they were housed in German 

hospitals and private homes. He observed with horror that "these people do not understand toilets and 

refuse to use them except as repositories for tin cans, garbage, and refuse . . . They decline, where 

practicable, to use latrines, preferring to relieve themselves on the floor."  

 

He described in his diary one DP camp, "where, although room existed, the Jews were .crowded 

together to an appalling extent, and in practically every room there was a pile of garbage in one corner 

which was also used as a latrine. The Jews were only forced to desist from their nastiness and clean up 
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the mess by the threat of the butt ends of rifles. Of course, I know the expression 'lost tribes of Israel' 

applied to the tribes which disappeared -- not to the tribe of Judah from which the current sons of 

bitches are descended. However, it is my personal opinion that this too is a lost tribe -- lost to all 

decency."  

 

Patton's initial impressions of the Jews were not improved when he attended a Jewish religious service 

at Eisenhower's insistence. His diary entry for September 17, 1945, reads in part: "This happened to be 

the feast of Yom Kippur, so they were all collected in a large, wooden building, which they called a 

synagogue. It behooved General Eisenhower to make a speech to them. We entered the synagogue, 

which was packed with the greatest stinking bunch of humanity I have ever seen. When we got about 

halfway up, the head rabbi, who was dressed in a fur hat similar to that worn by Henry VIII of England 

and in a surplice heavily embroidered and very filthy, came down and met the General . . . The smell was 

so terrible that I almost fainted and actually about three hours later lost my lunch as the result of 

remembering it."  

 

These experiences and a great many others firmly convinced Patton that the Jews were an especially 

unsavory variety of creature and hardly deserving of all the official concern the American government 

was bestowing on them. Another September diary entry, following a demand from Washington that 

more German housing be turned over to Jews, summed up his feelings: "Evidently the virus started by 

Morgenthau and Baruch of a Semitic revenge against all Germans is still working. Harrison (a U.S. State 

Department official) and his associates indicate that they feel German civilians should be removed from 

houses for the purpose of housing Displaced Persons. There are two errors in this assumption. First, 

when we remove an individual German we punish an individual German, while the punishment is -- not 

intended for the individual but for the race, Furthermore, it is against my Anglo-Saxon conscience to 

remove a person from a house, which is a punishment, without due process of law. In the second place, 

Harrison and his ilk believe that the Displaced Person is a human being, which he is not, and this applies 

particularly to the Jews, who are lower than animals."  

 

One of the strongest factors in straightening out General Patton's thinking on the conquered Germans 

was the behavior of America's controlled news media toward them. At a press conference in 

Regensburg, Germany, on May 8, 1945, immediately after Germany's surrender, Patton was asked 

whether he planned to treat captured SS troops differently from other German POW's. His answer was: 

"No. SS means no more in Germany than being a Democrat in America -- that is not to be quoted. I mean 

by that that initially the SS people were special sons of bitches, but as the war progressed they ran out 

of sons of bitches and then they put anybody in there. Some of the top SS men will be treated as 

criminals, but there is no reason for trying someone who was drafted into this outfit . . ."  
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Despite Patton's request that his remark not be quoted, the press eagerly seized on it, and Jews and 

their front men in America screamed in outrage over Patton's comparison of the SS and the Democratic 

Party as well as over his announced intention of treating most SS prisoners humanely.  

 

Patton refused to take hints from the press, however, and his disagreement with the American 

occupation policy formulated in Washington grew. Later in May he said to his brother-in-law: "I think 

that this non-fraternization is very stupid. If we are going to keep American soldiers in a country, they 

have to have some civilians to talk to. Furthermore, I think we could do a lot for the German civilians by 

letting our soldiers talk to their young people."  

 

Various of Patton's colleagues tried to make it perfectly clear what was expected of him. One politically 

ambitious officer, Brig. Gen. Philip S. Gage, anxious to please the powers that be, wrote to Patton: "Of 

course, I know that even your extensive powers are limited, but I do hope that wherever and whenever 

you can you will do what you can to make the German populace suffer. For God's sake, please don't ever 

go soft in regard to them. Nothing could ever be too bad for them."  

 

But Patton continued to do what he thought was right, whenever he could. With great reluctance, and 

only after repeated promptings from Eisenhower, he had thrown German families out of their homes to 

make room for more than a million Jewish DP's -- part of the famous "six million" who had supposedly 

been gassed -- but he balked when ordered to begin blowing up German factories, in accord with the 

infamous Morgenthau Plan to destroy Germany's economic basis forever. In his diary he wrote: "I 

doubted the expediency of blowing up factories, because the ends for which the factories are being 

blown up -- that is, preventing Germany from preparing for war -- can be equally well attained through 

the destruction of their machinery, while the buildings can be used to house thousands of homeless 

persons."  

 

Similarly, he expressed his doubts to his military colleagues about the overwhelming emphasis being 

placed on the persecution of every German who had formerly been a member of the National Socialist 

party. In a letter to his wife of September 14, 1945, he said: "I am frankly opposed to this war criminal 

stuff . It is not cricket and is Semitic. I am also opposed to sending POW's to work as slaves in foreign 

lands, where many will be starved to death."  

 

Despite his disagreement with official policy, Patton followed the rules laid down by Morgenthau and 

others back in Washington as closely as his conscience would allow, but he tried to moderate the effect, 

and this brought him into increasing conflict with Eisenhower and the other politically ambitious 
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generals. In another letter to his wife he commented: "I have been at Frankfurt for a civil government 

conference. If what we are doing (to the Germans) is 'Liberty, then give me death.' I can't see how 

Americans can sink so low. It is Semitic, and I am sure of it."  

 

And in his diary he noted:, "Today we received orders . . . in which we were told to give the Jews special 

accommodations. If for Jews, why not Catholics, Mormons, etc? . . . We are also turning over to the 

French several hundred thousand prisoners of war to be used as slave labor in France. It is amusing to 

recall that we fought the Revolution in defense of the rights of man and the Civil War to abolish slavery 

and have now gone back on both principles."  

 

His duties as military governor took Patton to all parts of Germany and intimately acquainted him with 

the German people and their condition. He could not help but compare them with the French, the 

Italians, the Belgians, and even the British. This comparison gradually forced him to the conclusion that 

World War II had been fought against the wrong people.  

 

After a visit to ruined Berlin, he wrote his wife on July 21, 1945: "Berlin gave me the blues. We have 

destroyed what could have been a good race, and we are about to replace them with Mongolian 

savages. And all Europe will be communist. It's said that for the first week after they took it (Berlin), all 

women who ran were shot and those who did not were raped. I could have taken it (instead of the 

Soviets) had I been allowed."  

 

This conviction, that the politicians had used him and the U.S. Army for a criminal purpose, grew in the 

following weeks. During a dinner with French General Alphonse Juin in August, Patton was surprised to 

find the Frenchman in agreement with him. His diary entry for August 18 quotes Gen. Juin: "It is indeed 

unfortunate, mon General, that the English and the Americans have destroyed in Europe the only sound 

country -- and I do not mean France. Therefore, the road is now open for the advent of Russian 

communism."  

 

Later diary entries and letters to his wife reiterate this same conclusion. On August 31 he wrote: 

"Actually, the Germans are the only decent people left in Europe. it's a choice between them and the 

Russians. I prefer the Germans." And on September 2: "What we are doing is to destroy the only semi-

modern state in Europe, so that Russia can swallow the whole."  
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By this time the Morgenthauists and media monopolists had decided that Patton was incorrigible and 

must be discredited. So they began a non-stop hounding of him in the press, a la Watergate, accusing 

him of being "soft on Nazis" and continually recalling an incident in which he had slapped a shirker two 

years previously, during the Sicily campaign. A New York newspaper printed the completely false claim 

that when Patton had slapped the soldier who was Jewish, he had called him a "yellow-bellied Jew."  

 

Then, in a press conference on September 22, reporters hatched a scheme to needle Patton into losing 

his temper and making statements which could be used against him. The scheme worked. The press 

interpreted one of Patton's answers to their insistent questions as to why he was not pressing the Nazi-

hunt hard enough as: "The Nazi thing is just like a Democrat-Republican fight." The New York Times 

headlined this quote, and other papers all across America picked it up.  

 

The unmistakable hatred which had been directed at him during this press conference finally opened 

Patton's eyes fully as to what was afoot. In his diary that night lie wrote: "There is a very apparent 

Semitic influence in the press. They are trying to do two things: first, implement communism, and 

second, see that all businessmen of German ancestry and non-Jewish antecedents are thrown out of 

their jobs. They have utterly lost the Anglo-Saxon conception of justice and feel that a man can be 

kicked out because somebody else says he is a Nazi. They were evidently quite shocked when I told 

them I would kick nobody out without the successful proof of guilt before a court of law . . . Another 

point which the press harped on was the fact that we were doing too much for the Germans to the 

detriment of the DP's, most of whom are Jews. I could not give the answer to that one, because the 

answer is that, in my opinion and that of most nonpolitical officers, it is vitally necessary for us to build 

Germany up now as a buffer state against Russia. In fact, I am afraid we have waited too long."  

 

And in a letter of the same date to his wife: "I will probably be in the headlines before you get this, as 

the press is trying to quote me as being more interested in restoring order in Germany than in catching 

Nazis. I can't tell them the truth that unless we restore Germany we will insure that communism takes 

America."  

 

Eisenhower responded immediately to the press outcry against Patton and made the decision to relieve 

him of his duties as military governor and "kick him upstairs" as the commander of the Fifteenth Army. 

In a letter to his wife on September 29, Patton indicated that he was, in a way, not unhappy with his 

new assignment, because "I would like it much better than being a sort of executioner to the best race 

in Europe."  
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But even his change of duties did not shut Patton up. In his diary entry of October 1 we find the 

observation: "In thinking over the situation, I could not but be impressed with the belief that at the 

present moment the unblemished record of the American Army for non-political activities is about to be 

lost. Everyone seems to be more interested in the effects which his actions will have on his political 

future than in carrying out the motto of the United States Military Academy, 'Duty, Honor, Country.' I 

hope that after the current crop of political aspirants has been gathered our former tradition will be 

restored."  

 

And Patton continued to express these sentiments to his friends -- and those he thought were his 

friends. On October 22 he wrote a long letter to Maj. Gen. James G. Harbord, who was back in the 

States. In the letter Patton bitterly condemned the Morgenthau policy; Eisenhower's pusillanimous 

behavior in the face of Jewish demands; the strong pro-Soviet bias in the press; and the politicization, 

corruption, degradation, and demoralization of the U.S. Army which these things were causing.  

 

He saw the demoralization of the Army as a deliberate goal of America's enemies: "I have been just as 

furious as you at the compilation of lies which the communist and Semitic elements of our government 

have leveled against me and practically every other commander. In my opinion it is a deliberate attempt 

to alienate the soldier vote from the commanders, because the communists know that soldiers are not 

communistic, and they fear what eleven million votes (of veterans) would do."  

 

His denunciation of the politicization of the Army was scathing: "All the general officers in the higher 

brackets receive each morning from the War Department a set of American (newspaper) headlines, and, 

with the sole exception of myself, they guide themselves during the ensuing day by what they have read 

in the papers. . . ."  

 

In his letter to Harbord, Patton also revealed his own plans to fight those who were destroying the 

morale and integrity of the Army and endangering America's future by not opposing the growing Soviet 

might: "It is my present thought . . . that when I finish this job, which will be around the first of the year, 

I shall resign, not retire, because if I retire I will still have a gag in my mouth . . . I should not start a 

limited counterattack, which would be contrary to my military theories, but should wait until I can start 

an all-out offensive . . . ."  

 

Two months later, on December 23, 1945, General George S. Patton was silenced forever.  
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Issue Number 53 of National Vanguard Tabloid in 1977. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Israeli rabbi urges killing of non-Jews 

 

What does the Jewish Talmud say about Gentiles: 

 

Sanhedrin 59a: "Murdering Goyim is like killing a wild animal."  

 

Abodah Zara 26b: "Even the best of the Gentiles should be killed." 

 

Hilkkoth Akum X1: "Show no mercy to the Goyim." 

 

------------------------------------------ 

 

http://www.presstv.ir/detail/186902.html 

 

Israeli rabbi urges killing of non-Jews 

Thu Jun 30, 2011 10:52AM 

 

Israeli Rabbi Yitzhak Shapira advocates the killing of non-Jews to protect the Israeli regime. 
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An ultra-orthodox Israeli rabbi has defended the killing of non-Jews, including infants, in his new book 

on ways to tackle 'threats' against Israel. 

 

 

In a sequel to his earlier book The King's Torah, Rabbi Yitzhak Shapira justifies the killing of non-Jews 

that "pose a threat to Israel," while describing "practical" ways of dealing with the people in the Gaza 

Strip. 

 

The King's Torah was first published in 2009. 

 

Shapira was arrested last summer for encouraging Jews to kill non-Jews in his book. He was also 

suspected of involvement in a crude rocket attack directed at a Palestinian village in 2008. 

 

In 2010, Shapira encouraged the use of Palestinians as human shields by army soldiers, even when the 

victim happened to be a civilian. 

 

"Anything you do to keep the war tough is permissible and obligatory according to the Torah," Shapira 

proclaimed. 

 

The extreme rabbinic rulings have offered the Israeli military a free hand to attack civilian population. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Parasites Among Us! 

 

These assholes are the very reason we Gentiles struggle and fight for our freedom to practice what we 

KNOW is the truth, not what we believe in. To me, there is a big difference in believing something exist 

an knowing something exist. Father Satan and the Gods, I KNOW they exist. That's the very sole reason 

why it pisses me off to have to see these kikes on a day to day basis. To watch them manipulate the 

world and try to eradicate a true Gentile Nation. Their face makes me sick, their lifestyle fuels me with 

anger. DEATH TO THEM ALL! 

 

jews, better known as, Kikes, what is their purpose? How do they do it? 

 

One of their major goals is to conquer and destroy all true Gentile nations on earth. Through such thing 

like war and race mixing. You can take a look through history and time and come to the conclusion that 

the kikes don't fight their own battles. Every thing they do is through the process of manipulating the 

population. They prove to be nothing more than parasitic cowards who take the pride in coercing and 

infesting Gentile nations. They have always taking pride into manipulating others into doing their dirty 

work. Propaganda is one of their greatest weapon, that's why in every country they gain a foot-hold. 

Kikes swiftly and aggressively monopolize the mass media and use it as a tool of deceit and seduction 

against the gentiles.  

 

A few examples- 

 

"All writings whatever which Porphyry or anyone else has written against the Christian religion, in the 

possession of whomsoever they shall be found, shall be committed to the fire." -- Emperor Theodosius I. 

 

"[Christian monks}... hasten to attack the temples with sticks and stones and bars of iron, and in some 

cases, disdaining these, with hands and feet. Then utter desolation follows, with the stripping of roofs, 

demolition of walls, the tearing down of statues and the overthrow of altars, and the priests must either 

keep quiet or die. After demolishing one, they scurry to another, and to a third, and trophy is piled on 

trophy, in contravention of the law. Such outrages occur even in the cities, but they are most common in 

the countryside ..." -- Letter of Libanius to Emperor Theodosius I, 386 C.E. 
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"No one shall consult a soothsayer, astrologer or diviner.  The perverse pronouncements of augurs and 

seers must fall silent. ... The universal curiosity about divination must be silent forever.  Whosoever 

refuses obedience to this command shall suffer the penalty of death and be laid low by the avenging 

sword." -- Codex Theodosianus, IX.16.4 

 

. 

"Whatever privileges have been allowed under ancient law to priests, ministers, prefects and 

hierophants of the pagan cults, whether know by these or other names, are to be entirely abolished, nor 

should they pride themselves on being protected by any privilege, since their profession is known to be 

condemned by law." -- Codex Theodosianus, XVI.10.14 

 

 

"The knowledge of those, who being equipped with magic arts, are discovered to have plotted against 

men's lives or who have perverted modest minds with lust must be punished and a penalty rightly 

exacted under the harshest of laws." -- Codex Theodosianus, IX.16.2 

 

. 

"Since We have learned that certain ecclesiastics and others serving the Catholic sect are being 

compelled by men of different religions to celebrate lustral sacrifices, We decree hereby that whoever 

should consider that those who serve the most sacred law may be forced into celebrating the rites of an 

alien superstition, he shall be beaten with clubs in public, provided his status so permits.  However, if 

the consideration due to honorable rank protects him from such injury, let him undergo the penalty of a 

very heavy fine." -- Codex Theodosianus, XVI.2.5 

 

My reason on why they use such deceitful tactics! 

 

These filthy kikes are small in numbers and probably couldn't possibly accomplish their goals without 

deceiving gentile groups into carrying out specific agendas for them. Hence, the reason why they have 

been waging war against gentiles for years. Covertly through infiltration and subversion. Using  a form of 

communication that is aimed at influencing the attitude of a community toward some cause or position 

so as to benefit oneself, psychological and economic enslavement. One of the ways kikes wage this war 

against us is by prolonging the existence of various ideologies. That is the reality of a kikish rule! Once 

they establish complete control of the states, they deceive, hunt, and kill gentiles. 
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A few things to remember! 

 

 The fucking kikes are a parasitic race, totally different from us gentiles. Among the world wide 

corruption of their daily programs, which have included blaspheming Father Satan and the Mighy Gods 

of Duat, and controlling the masses to erases and disconnect us from true spiritual knowledge. 

  

CHAPTER IV 

Al-Jilwah 

  

"The books of Jews, Christians and Muslims, as of those who are without, accept in a sense, i.e., so far as 

they agree with and conform to my statutes. Whatsoever is contrary to these, they have altered; do not 

accept it. Three things are against me and I hate three things" 

-Satan  

 

www.joyofsatan.com 

 

Satan is the God of the Gentiles and all of the Demon are Gentile Gods. The xians played as their pawns 

in which they helped with the removal of spiritual knowledge and mass mudering of spiritual leaders. 

Not to mention the kike are responsible for a lot of the misfortune for us gentiles. Diseases, illness , 

starvation and poverty. 

  

Kikes and their right-hand spin offs, all prove to be mentally challenged. Look how pathetic they look, 

how misguided they are and how much they clearly seduce the population into sympathizing for their 

parasitic jew existence. The jews, better known as kikes, can never be cured, once a kike always a 

fucking kike. As we are created by Father Satan, the kikes were engineered by the retillians. They most 

definitely know and have an understanding of what we are about and where we stand when it comes to 

the enemies of Father Satan.  

 

There is no sympathy here for kikes, they are the enemy and never will be one with us Gentiles. 
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Cordially, 

 

PRAISE THE Mighty 4 Crowns of Duat! 

 

 

Knowledge cant be rushed, it is power so you must accept and embrace it. 

-High Priest Mac Friday 

 

 

High Priest Mac Friday  

Joy Of Satan Ministries 

 

 

SERMON 07.04.2011 

 

A COMMON MISCONCEPTION!  

  

People often make the mistake in believing that calling themselves a satanist, makes them a real 

satanist. THIS IS SO FAR FROM THE TRUTH! Being a Spiritual Satanist is not about wearing pentagrams 

and spiked pirecings. Listening to heavy metal and bragging about the forces of darkness is not what it’s 

about either. Can a Satanist do all the above, yes! We as Spiritual Satanist have free reign over what we 

do, each choice is our own. We are all individuals and live life to how we see fit. 

  

SO WHAT DOES MAKE ONE A TRUE SPIRITUAL SATANIST? 
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Working on your empowering your soul and helping fight the enemies of our Gods. You naturally 

empower your aura when performing power meditations. Having a strong aura is vital if one is planning 

on participating in any form of spiritual warfare. Along with this your meditations you should always 

include some form of yoga. The reason for doing this is because it helps to loosen up your body and 

makes it easier for energy to flow. It amplifies your power which should be done in a meditative state. 

The amount of bio-electricity you create to increase your energy, depends on the your stage of physical 

and spiritual health. 

Our electirical impulses can become stronger which makes our thoughts come into reality. 

Hatha Yoga and Power Meditations should be done together everyday to keep your power levels up. 

This is to ensure we reach God status takes alot of work and practice with meditations and rituals. This 

requires consistent hard work and dedication.You never want them to go down or get weak as this can 

make you prone to enemy attacks.   

Kundalini is the highest form of yoga. Hatha yoga can help open chakras 

  

 It also helps stimulate and open the chakras. Also, one can perform a daily/weekly Thanks Giving Ritual. 

This is another way for us to tell Satan how much we appreciate his help and guidance. But if you really 

want to thank him, empower your soul and help destroy his enemies.  

  

The same here, the alternate nostril breathing is very effective when it comes to relaxing and balancing 

out my energies. I have started to notice that by doing the alternate nostril breathing before any chakra 

meditations. It helps enhance a more powerful outcome. Helps me to also clear my head and slip into a 

more deeper trance. It's wierd because lately after a really good meditation program, after im through I 

feel so more tuned into surrounding energies. It's like you feel very very powerful and bliss all at the 

same time 

  

  

THE DISRESPECT SATAN RECIEVES BEHIND A LACK OF KNOWLEDGE! 

  

  I fear it will be a while before we can all at least agree on some basic principles. Like I said, not 

everyone believe in the literal existence of satan. The problem is that these individuals have not done a 

great deal of research. They live their lives like reverse xians in their jew corrupted madness.mThis is a 

big one for me, if we can all at least come to an agreement that Satan is real, then that would be a big 
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steeping stone in us uniting. There are to many wanna be satanist and to many contradicting 

philosophies and practices. 

  

  

THE LIE THAT HAVE PLAGUED US FOR CENTURIES! 

 

As long as there are still true Spiritual Satanist out here in the world, the real truth will never be lost. Im 

seeing alot of people that are willing to take risk just to really make us more mainstream and to let our 

presence be known. 

  

We are not bad sadistic people. We dont fucking harm and sacrifice babies and animals.  

You guys are working hard and finding new ways to show how loving and beatiful his children really are. 

Just exercise caution in what ever you do and stay on your guard. Satan and the Gods will be there when 

needed, if he feels what your doing will be worth it. The truth is that, there are risk in what ever you 

plan to do. No matter what site or forum, or any place in the real world. There will always be an 

opposition/enemy lurking in the background. Just look at how many times the enemy have came in our 

e- groups hacking emails and causing confusion. Just think about it, we deal with the xians and the jews 

bullshit everyday of our lives. So I think we will do fine with trying to converse with other Satanist and 

trying to come to some sort  of resolution. It wont be easy though. 

  

Just like brain dead individuals who still claim that satan and lucifer are two different entities. 

For a long time  I have argued with morons who seem to make that wrong connection. It's not that they 

dont know what they are doing, they know exactly what they are doing. These people are truly against 

Father Satan and thier whole goal is to confuse newer people. The only thing im going to tell you 

(because im so tired of these people) is to stop, focus your attention back to the jos website and dont 

stop until you have read through the majority of the website. 

  

A BASIC CURE FOR MASS CORRUPTION. 

  

Leran the truth and things like this will not be a problem for you. Im not telling you to not be open 

minded and think for yourself. Im saying that there is a lot of excellent and accurate info on the jos 

website. Learn the history, then learn the practice, construct yourself a meditation program that works 
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for you. Make sure it atleast consist of awakening the soul, void meditations, and energy breathing. (not 

necessarily in that order) 

  

After you come to a clear understanding of what Spiritual Satanism is all about and the truth about the 

Gods of Duat. Anything you hear past that point, that conflicts with what the jos says. Is more than likely 

going to be blasphemous bullshit from the enemy or a dellusional whack job with thier dilluted version 

of true Spiritual Satanism. Understand that these people know nothing about true spiritual power. 

  

 In the end if this doesnt work, who cares, atleast we know the truth and if they dont want to see it, 

then they can fuck off! 

  

  

CONCERNING XIAN FRIENDS! 

  

"I do not allow friendly association with other people, nor do I deprive them that are my own and that 

obey me of anything that is good for them." 

  

I think  people tend to take these words to the extreme and in a way they are not wrong. But Satan 

understands completely that you have xians friends. It would be mighty difficult to not associate with 

xians, they are all around us, day in and day out. From family to friends, to co-workers and everyone 

else. You would be pretty lonely if you took that statement to the extreme. That is unless you happen to 

know enough Satanist around you to not mingle with anyone else. 

  

I been a satanist for more than 10 years and in that time I only met about a few real satanist. Not people 

who wear make-up, spikes, and black clothing and think that thats what it means to be a satanist. To 

make a long story short, it's virtually impossible, there is not enough of us in one area to stop associating 

with xians. The sooner you realize this, the more you will understand what im talking about. 

  

I have friends and family that are xians but we dont let it get in the way of our friendship. Keep in mind 

that these are people I pratically grew up with. So they are not people I just met and befriended. For all 

the others that I meet during life, they are cool but I keep my emotions seperate. Which  means I can be 

a friend, but you get out of line I will hurt you. Hopefully that makes sny kind of sense. 
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Let me tell you, Satan wont chastise you for this, only when you pass on knowledge to those who will 

only use it to harm you. It only becomes a problm when you let them abuse you and disrespect our 

Gods. We should NEVER allow any disrespect coming from these supposed friends. 

  

  

 

 

Cordially, 

 

PRAISE THE Mighty 4 Crowns of Duat! 

 

 

Knowledge cant be rushed, it is power so you must accept and embrace it. 

-High Priest Mac Friday 

 

 

High Priest Mac Friday  

Joy Of Satan Ministries 

 

 

Japan in WWII: A Casualty of Jewry 

 

Japan in WWII: A Casualty of Jewry 

 

My Note Congressman McFadden along term crusader against the Jewish bankers, declared his 

intention of pushing for an impeachment of the Fed, he had already survived two assassin attempts on 
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his life, the third one was successful McFadden was poisoned at a dinner banquet and died, before he 

could get the impeachment.  

 

To understand the history of this issue in America: 

 

http://gblt.webs.com/Jewish_Bankers_War_On_America.htm  

 

-------------------------------------------- 

 

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2011/06/26/was-world-war-ii-fought-to-make-the-world-safe-for-

usury/ 

 

Thanks to best-selling author, David Irving, the establishment view that the United States of America 

became embroiled in World War II as a result of a surprise attack on Pearl Harbour on December 7, 1941 

is no longer accepted by major historians. The origins of this conflict, says South African politician and 

noted banker, Stephen Goodson, have far deeper roots. 

 

Goodson explains the background as follows: 

 

During the 1930s Japan rapidly expanded her industrial production, while the rest of the world, with the 

exception of National Socialist Germany, stagnated. By 1941 Japan had become the leading economic 

power in East Asia. Her exports were steadily replacing those of America and England. 

 

Writes Goodson: 

 

Japan has very few natural resources, so what was the secret of her success? In order to answer this 

question, it is necessary to return to the year 1929, when one of the twentieth century's foremost 

monetary reformers, Major Clifford Hugh Douglas, went on a lecture tour of Japan. 
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Douglas's economic theory advocated the transfer of the money creation process from private banks, 

which create money out of nothing as an interest-bearing debt, to the state. This government created 

money he termed social credit. He also favored the payment of a basic income or national dividend to 

each citizen. This dividend would provide consumers with the additional buying power necessary to 

absorb all the current production of goods in a non-inflationary manner.² 

 

Douglas's financial proposals for an honest money system, based on government creating the nation's 

money and credit on an interest-free basis, were enthusiastically received by Japanese industry and 

government.³ 

 

All Douglas's books and pamphlets were translated into Japanese, and more copies were sold in that 

country than in all the rest of the world put together.4 

 

Since its inception in 1882 the largest shareholder of the Bank of Japan (Nippon Ginko) had been the 

Japanese Imperial Household. Its reorganization into a state bank, which was administered exclusively 

for the accomplishment of national interests, was implemented in 1932. 

 

The reform of the central bank was completed in February 1942 when the Bank of Japan Law was 

remodelled on the Reichsbank Act of Germany of 1939. 

 

Goodson continues: 

 

"The Bank of Japan Law declared that the bank was a special corporation of a strongly national nature. 

The Bank was `to assume the task of controlling currency and finance and supporting and promoting the 

credit system in conformity with policies of the state to ensure the full use of the nation's potential'. 

Further, it was `to be managed with the accomplishment of national aims as its sole guiding principle' 

(Article 2). 
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As for the functions of the Bank, the law abolished the old principle of priority for commercial finance, 

empowering it to supervise facilities for industrial finance. The law also authorized the Bank to make 

unlimited advances to the government without security, and to subscribe for and to absorb government 

bonds. 

 

In respect of note-issues the law made permanent the system of the maximum issues limit; thus, the 

Bank could make unlimited issues to meet the requirements of munitions industries and of the 

government. 

 

On the other hand, government supervision of the Bank was markedly strengthened. The government 

could nominate, superintend and give orders to the president and the directors; there was also a clause 

giving the government more comprehensive powers to give so-called `functional orders' to the Bank, to 

direct it to perform any function it deemed necessary for the attainment of the Bank's purpose. 

 

Moreover, the law made a wide range of the Bank's business subject to governmental approval, 

including such matters as the alteration of Bank rate, note-issues and accounts."5 

 

The results of these reforms can be seen in the sustained improvement which took place in the Japanese 

economy, once the shackles of usury had been removed. During the 1931-41 period, manufacturing 

output and industrial production increased by 140% and 136% respectively, while national income and 

Gross National Product (GNP) were up by 241% and 259% respectively. These remarkable increases 

exceeded by a wide margin the economic growth of the rest of the industrialized world. 

 

In the labour market unemployment declined from 5.3% in 1930 to 3.0% in 1938. Industrial disputes 

decreased with the number of stoppages down from 998 in 1931 to 159 in 1941. 

 

In contrast to Japan, America had a private, mostly foreign owned central bank, the United States 

Federal Reserve Bank. Since its establishment on December 23, 1913 under highly suspicious 

circumstances, this bank had been undermining the US Constitution and destroying the freedom and 

prosperity of the American people. 

 

A contemporary indictment of the US Federal Reserve may be found in a quotation from the opening 

paragraphs of a speech given by the Honorable Louis T. McFadden, Chairman of the House Committee 
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on Banking and Currency (1920-31). It was delivered to Congress on June 10, 1932 to the general 

acclaim of the members present. 

 

"Mr. McFadden. Mr Chairman, we have in this country one of the most corrupt institutions the world 

has ever know. I refer to the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve banks. The Federal Reserve 

Board, a Government board, has cheated the Government of the United States and the people of the 

United States out of enough money to pay the national debt. 

 

The depredations and the iniquities of the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve banks acting 

together have cost this country enough money to pay the national debt several times over. 

 

This evil institution has impoverished and ruined the people of the United States; has bankrupted itself, 

and has practically bankrupted our Government. It has done this through the defects of the law under 

which it operates, through the maladministration of that law by the Federal Reserve Board, and through 

the corrupt practices of the moneyed vultures who control it. 

 

Some people think the Federal Reserve Banks are United States Government institutions. They are not 

Government institutions. They are private credit monopolies which prey upon the people of the United 

States for the benefit of themselves and their foreign customers; foreign and domestic speculators and 

swindlers; and rich and predatory money lenders." 

 

Mr. McFadden then went on to expose how the Federal Reserve Bank buys votes in the States in order 

to control the state legislatures; and how they use their vast financial resources in maintaining "an 

international propaganda" for covering up their previous misdeeds and setting in motion new 

opportunities for their "gigantic train of crime." 

 

 

 

According to McFadden, these 12 private credit monopolies were "deceitfully and disloyally" foisted on 

an unsuspecting public by foreign bankers, who in 1904 bankrolled Japan in her war with Russia. In 1917 

they financed Trotsky's political programme in America and paid for his passage to Russia. With the 

assistance of their branch banks in Sweden, these international bankers "fomented and instigated the 

Russian Revolution," which resulted in the "destruction of the Russian Empire." 
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Goodson points out something astounding to many of the uninitiated: 

 

It can thus be seen that the US Federal Reserve Bank was intimately involved in plotting and financing 

the overthrow of the Russian Empire.7 With its stranglehold on the media and its placemen occupying 

most of the key positions in government in 1941, the Bank was in a favourable position from which to 

manipulate and provoke war with Japan. 

 

Both the Bank of Japan and the German Reichsbank8 with their systems of state creation of the money 

supply at zero interest – and the inevitability that those systems of finance would be replicated by other 

countries, in particular those of the proposed Greater East Asian Co-prosperity Sphere – posed such a 

serious threat to the private investors of the US Federal Reserve Bank, that a world war was deemed to 

be the only means of countering it. 

 

In July 1939 the United States unilaterally abrogated the Treaty of Commerce of 1911, thereby 

restricting Japan's ability to import essential raw materials. These measures were imposed avowedly 

because of the war in China and were followed in June 1940 by an aviation fuel embargo and a ban on 

the export of iron and steel in November 1940.9 

 

 

 

In July 1941 all Japanese assets in England, Holland and America were frozen after Japan had peacefully 

occupied Indochina, with the permission of Vichy France, in order to block off China's southern supply 

routes. At the same time an oil embargo was enforced. Without oil Japan could not survive. 

 

General Hideki Tojo, Prime Minister (October 1941 – July 1944) explains in his diary how the United 

States continually thwarted Japanese efforts at maintaining the peace. Japan's peaceful commercial 

relations were being persistently undermined by the USA and posed a grave threat to her future 

existence. By means of the economic blockade a noose was being placed around Japan's neck. 
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Not only were the United States, England, China and Holland encircling Japan through economic 

pressures, but naval forces throughout the region in the Philippines, Singapore and Malaya were being 

redeployed and strengthened. 

 

An American admiral claimed that the Japanese fleet could be sunk in a couple of weeks, while Prime 

Minister Churchill declared that England would join America's side within 24 hours. 

 

"Japan attempted to circumvent these dangerous circumstances by diplomatic negotiation, and though 

Japan heaped concession upon concession, in the hope of finding a solution through mutual 

compromise, there was no progress because the United States would not retreat from its original 

position. 

 

In the end, the United States repeated demands that, under the circumstances, Japan could not accept: 

complete withdrawal of troops from China, repudiation of the Nanking government, withdrawal from 

the Tripartite Pact. 

 

At this point, Japan lost all hope of reaching a resolution through diplomatic negotiation. Since events 

had progressed as they had, it became clear to continue in this manner was to lead the nation to 

disaster. With options thus foreclosed, in order to protect and defend the nation and clear the obstacles 

that stood in its path, a decisive appeal to arms was made. 

 

War was decided upon at the Imperial Conference on December 1, 1941, and the shift to real operations 

was made at this point. However, even during the preparations for action, plans were laid in such a 

manner that should there be progress through diplomatic negotiation, we would be well prepared to 

cancel operations at the latest moment that communication technology would have permitted."10 

 

A further incentive for the unprincipled leaders of the US government to instigate a war with Japan was 

the Tripartite Pact of September 21, 1940. This was a defensive military alliance under the terms of 

which, if one of the Axis powers was attacked, the others would come to its defence. By these means 

Germany was induced to declare war on the USA.11 
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After numerous diplomatic initiatives including the offer of a summit on August 8, 1941 had failed, Japan 

was forced into attacking America in order to maintain her prosperity and secure her existence as a 

sovereign state. 

 

In the ensuing slaughter 2.3 million Americans and Japanese lost their lives. Tens of thousands of allied 

soldier were subjected to the indignities and sufferings of prisoner of war camp life.12 

 

In a consummate act of hypocrisy the Japanese High Command was placed on trial for "war crimes." 

These tribunals were based on ex post facto laws, which resulted in the subversion of 2500 years of 

Western jurisprudence. The rule of tu quoque (thou also) was cynically ignored, notwithstanding the 

brutal nuclear attacks on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, where an estimated 239 000 died.13 

 

One of the first acts of the United States occupation forces in Japan in September 1945 was to 

restructure the Japanese banking system, so as to make it compliant with the norms of the international 

bankers i.e. usury. The unrestricted financing of the state by the Bank of Japan was abolished and the 

large industrial combines, the Zaibatsu, were dismantled. This policy was carried out by Joseph Dodge, a 

Detroit banker, who was financial adviser to the Supreme Allied Commander, General Douglas 

MacArthur. 

 

On both the 50th and 60th anniversaries commemorating the end of World War II, Japanese officials, 

including Japan's prime minister Junichiro Koizumi 14 on the latter occasion, have apologized. Clearly 

such apologies are misplaced and it is perhaps America who should be apologizing to the Japanese for 

having provoked them into a senseless and useless war, which according to Allied propaganda was 

fought to make the world safe for democracy. 

 

The reality is that World War II was fought to make the world safe for usury – to ensure the permanent 

enslavement of mankind through debt and interest.  

 

Notes 

 

1. Thomas Kimmel (grandson of Admiral Husband Kimmel), '12 New Pearl Harbor Facts', The Barnes 

Review, November/December 2004, pp. 37-41. Critical intelligence was withheld from the local 

commanders to ensure that the "surprise" attack was as spectacular as possible. See also Roger A 
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Stolley, `Pearl Harbor Attack No Surprise', The Journal for Historical Review, Vol. 12, No. 1, Spring 1992, 

pp. 119-21 who quotes LTC Clifford M. Andrew, a former U.S. Army intelligence officer, who temporarily 

was assistant chief of staff, military intelligence, general staff, United States Army as follows: 

 

`Five men were directly responsible for what happened at Pearl Harbor. I am one of those five men ….. 

We knew well in advance that the Japanese were going to attack. At least nine months before the 

Japanese attack upon Pearl Harbor, I was assigned to prepare for it. 

I was operating under the direct orders of the President of the United States and was ordered not to 

give vital intelligence information relating to the whereabouts of the Japanese fleet to our commanders 

in the field. 

 

We had broken the Japanese code … We'd been monitoring all their communications for months prior 

to the attack …. It was a lie that we didn't have direct communication with Washington, D.C.' 

 

Stolley concludes by saying the "For the people of the United States both then and now I feel sorrow, for 

a people to have been so misled, to have been lied to so much and to have so thoroughly believed the 

lie given to them.' 

 

2. This forms part of Douglas's A + B theorem, viz that prices are always being generated at a faster rate 

than incomes are produced, so that the total prices of all goods in the economy at any particular stage 

exceed the total buying power of consumers. The national dividend was intended to make up for this 

deficit of purchasing power, and as a consequence would assist in abolishing the business cycle and the 

syndrome of poverty amidst plenty. 

 

3. This enthusiasm may be contrasted with the alarm with which Douglas's ideas were received by the 

City of London or Square Mile (677 acres). During the 1930s £5 million (a prodigious sum in to-day's 

values) was raised by the international bankers in order to neutralize Douglas's proposals. 

 

4. `New Economics', January 19,1934, p. 8 as quoted in D J Amos, `The Story of the Commonwealth 

Bank', Veritas Publishing Company, Bullsbrook, Western Australia, 1986, p. 44. 
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5. Money and Banking in Japan, The Bank of Japan Economic Research Department, translated by S 

Nishimura, edited by L S Pressnell, Macmillan, London, 1973, p.38. 

 

6. "Collective Speeches of Congressman Louis T. McFadden' Omni Publications, Hawthorne, California, 

1970, Chap XVI, The Treacherous and Disloyal Conduct of the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal 

Reserve Banks, pp.298-9. 

 

7. In 1914 Russia was the most prosperous nation in the world. She had a small and declining foreign 

debt and no central bank. See George Knupffer, "The Struggle for World Power", London, 1971, Chap. 

15, Some Details about Russia, pp. 138-46. 

 

8. Stephen M. Goodson, "Bonaparte & Hitler Versus the International Bankers', The Barnes Review, 

November / December 2004, pp. 23 -9. 

 

9. Alleged human rights violations were the outward motivation for the imposition of sanctions. 

However , this may also have been a manoeuvre to protect US oil investments in China. 

 

10. The Journal for Historical Review, Vol. 12, No.1, Spring 1992, Hideki Tojo's Prison Diary , pp. 41-2. 

 

11. Besides the obligations of the alliance, other factors which influenced the German declaration of war 

were the persistent provocations of the US Navy in the north Atlantic, and the anticipation that the 

Japanese would open up a Russian front in the Far East and provide relief for the beleaguered German 

forces outside Moscow. 

 

12. In view of Japan's non-ratification of the Geneva Convention in 1929, the Allied Chiefs of Staff have 

to bear some of the responsibility for the hardship, which they knew their soldiers would have to endure 

if captured. A recent study by Professor Richard Aldrich of Nottingham University, England `The Faraway 

War, Personal Diaries of the Second World War in Asia and the Pacific', 2005, Doubleday has revealed 

that the stereotyping of the Japanese as being cruel and robotic is inaccurate, and that most of them 

were tough and fair in their treatment of enemy prisoners. In contrast American and Australia soldiers 

frequently did not take prisoners, but massacred them as "machine-gun practice". (1943 diary of Eddie 

Stanton, Australian posted to Goodenough Island off Papua New Guinea). According to a spokesman of 

the Imperial War Museum, London in a programme broadcast on British Sky television on August 15, 
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2005, Japanese treatment of Russian prisoners of the Russo-Japanese War (1904-5) and German 

prisoners of World War I (1914-18) was exemplary. 

 

13. The justification for these bombings was that the conquest of the Japanese mainland would have 

cost an estimated 500 000 allied lives. Yet these disasters could have been avoided if Japanese peace 

overtures for a conditional surrender had been accepted in January 1945. 

 

14. According to the September 2005 issue of the monthly journal Right Now, 78 Marylebone High 

Street, London WIU 5AP on p. 15, `Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi is attacked time and again for 

continuing to visit a Tokyo shrine (the Yasukini) where Japan's war dead are deified. The International 

Herald Tribune and the New York Times refer to these Japanese dead as `war criminals.' 

 

Stephen Goodson is the director of a central bank in South Africa. (With credits to Mr. Goodson for his 

meticulous research.) 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

7/11/11 - Cleaning Your Aura - A Step Further 

 

Words of power drastically amplify any working. These words can be from Runes and/or Sanskrit.  

 

To clean your aura:  

 

1. Visualize a bright light all over yourself. Hold this for One or more minutes. It doesn’t take very long.  

2. Now, visualize the light even brighter and more intensified on each of your chakras, like a miniature 

sun.  
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NOTE: You can reverse this order in cleaning each chakra first, then cleaning your entire aura. Either way 

works just fine.  

 

That’s all there is to it. If you notice your aura or chakras are dirty, repeat the process. This exercise can 

alert you to any negative energy or psychic attacks and prevent them from manifesting.  

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Aura_Cleaning.html 

 

Ok, now, in using words of power, it is important to find a certain word of power that works well for you 

and try to stick with it. Some people work best with Runes, others with Sanskrit. Using a Satanic rosary is 

an excellent help for this working.  

 

For using Sanskrit, an example: vibrate the Sanskrit word 'Vi-suddhi'  

[VVEEE-SSUUUUU-DDDDD-EEEEEE] 11 times for each of your seven chakras, doing one chakra at a time 

with the vibration, then 31 times for your entire aura, vibrating 'Vi-suddhi' again; engulfing yourself in 

the brilliant light, cleaning your aura.  

 

For using Runes, use the same as the above, only use ALGIZ:  

Germanic name: Algis, Algiz or Elhaz  

Gothic: Algs  

Anglo-Saxon name: Eolh  

Norwegian name: Elgr  

 

This rune is used for protection. It is also used in consecration and the banishing of negative energies. It 

protects against negative energies.  

http://www.666blacksun.com/Runes/Futhark.html  

 

Satan's number is 9. The Satanic rosary is 108 beads; 1+0+8 = 9. If you are short on time, you can adapt 

the above to 54 [half of the Satanic Rosary].  
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High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Re: invasive thoughts, need help 

 

I have forwarded this post any my reply to all of the JoS e-groups, as many have experienced these sorts 

of problems: 

 

*** 

 

First off, don't blame yourself for this shit. It's the enemy. They do this sort of thing to many of us, so 

you are not alone. They also then imbed certain thoughts in our minds that repeat themselves at certain 

times- anything from annoying and stupid to much worse, and all kinds of crap. The best way to combat 

this is to do void meditation. I have found this helps greatly. Our Gods understand and know what is in 

our hearts. Also, I have noted, when one can really concentrate, it is much more difficult for the enemy 

to get in with their filth. They attack us with their crap remotely, for one, especially in cases when one is 

working on something extremely damaging to the enemy and their agenda.  

 

Anopther tactic they use is their own thoughtforms that are more potent than those a human being can 

usually produce. These can be seen around one's head and also detected, as the nasty filth it produces 

comes in from one side. Then, they use these thoughtforms to also impersonate our Gods in some cases 

and also to mess up our astral communications. It is important to know WHO you are communicating 

with.  

 

They attack people who are new because most are vulnerable. They work to create confusion and 

doubt. Anything they can do to try to turn you away from Satan. Like I wrote above, our Gods know this 

and know what is in our hearts. In my own experience, I have found void meditation to be extremely 

helpful, but when we are really doing things that are seriously threatening to them, they still get through 

at times.  

 

Thoughtforms and negative energy takes a hold because, like with anything else- stagnation and 

inattention to the targeted area. For example, cleaning one's aura every day, helps to protect, as 
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negative energy cannot get a foot-hold so to speak. Whenever something is left on its own, it is 

vulnerable and a fertile spot for the enemy to plant and embed their shit. 

I will write more on this following this post here.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

7/11/11/ - Using Words of Power - Freeing the Soul 

 

Many people experience problems in this life that originated in a past life. The next meditation and 

Sanskrit word of power can be used for liberating the soul from being stuck in certain situations and 

being bound in different ways and in riding one of energies from the past which are proving to be an 

obstacle in this lifetime.  

 

As I wrote before, one's present love life can be wrecked and/or even non-existent because of 

commitments made in one's past life or even lives. This is one of the worst and most powerful, as it 

often involves sexual orgasm, and love is one of the most potent of human emotions. Many fall deeply 

in love with another person and vow to 'be together with the other person forever.' Often these vows, 

whether verbal or unspoken manifest during love making and sexual orgasm, which gives them extra 

power. The result is because one is not at full power and many other things of life and destiny, fate 

intervenes and the loved one may not reincarnate into the same future life/lives, but the vow still 

remains. In order to have any decent love life in this present life, the vow/energy on the soul must be 

successfully removed.  

 

The same can be said in regards to poverty. This is a total game, enforced by the xian churches for one 

and all of the so-called 'religions' which have been corrupted with judeo/xian FILTH, that preach and 

indoctrinate their victims into accepting and believing that 'poverty is a virtue' which is a total crock of 

shit, obviously. The game is further played in that these institutions then have a front as 'charitable 

organizations.' The victim [as is always with these JEWISH programs and games for Gentiles] damns 

his/herself into a lifetime or even many lifetimes of poverty, so that all wealth and power can be safely 

and securely kept in the hands of the jews.  

Quotes from the jewish talumd: 
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Seph. Jp., 92, 1: 'God has given the Jews power over the possessions and blood of all nations.' 

 

Schulchan Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 348: 'All property of other nations belongs to the Jewish nation, 

which, consequently, is entitled to seize upon it without any scruples.' 

 

Schulchan Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 156: "When a Jew has a Gentile in his clutches, another Jew may 

go to the same Gentile, lend him money and in turn deceive him, so that the Gentile shall be ruined. For 

the property of a Gentile, according to our law, belongs to no one, and the first Jew that passes has full 

right to seize it." 

 

The above then becomes a self-perpetuating vicious cycle, and victims are then fooled into believing 

that 'Christian Charity' is something postive that 'helps the poor' and those who are suffering because of 

money issues. Truth be known, no different from the jews who CREATE the problems in the first place, 

then they are the ones who OFFER THE SOLUTIONS - THEIR SOLUTIONS to the very problems THEY 

created in the first place.  

 

The endless list goes on and on, from astral bindings and much more to include here, but you get the 

general idea. I also want to add- one only has to understand the jews and what they are and HOW they 

work to fully understand the enemy greys, reptilians and related angelic filth. What the jews do, these 

entities do on a larger level, like the psychic attacks and intrusiveness- not much different from how the 

indoctrinated xians relentlessly attack others and push their xian filth.  

 

XIAN MIND CONTROL  

 

One technique xians have used for centuries is that of mind control. Those who attend xian services or 

masses subject themselves to being programmed. One naturally becomes bored and begins mindlessly 

daydreaming, or even half-nodding off to sleep. This is when one is most susceptible to their 

subconscious mind being programmed. This is even worse for in the case of small children and even 

babies whose minds are open and susceptible. In colonial times, church masses lasted all day long. The 

church usher would carry a long steel pole with a ball at the tip to crack those who nodded off on the 

head. Church attendance was compulsory, resulting in fines or public humiliation such as confinement to 

the stocks for a specified period of time if one did not comply. All of this is a conspiracy. The xian church 
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masses and services are meant to be boring in order to induce a passive and receptive state of mind 

where one can be programmed without their knowledge. 

Those who control the xian program know all about the mind and how to program the populace. They 

are nothing but a bunch of the worst criminals. All of this is done deliberately to create a slave state. The 

slave state is the goal of xianity. The xians who walk around with the pasty artificial smiles as though in a 

trance are those who continuously subject themselves to this indoctrination. More and more church 

attendance and reinforcement turns them into conditioned robots. This is one reason many who are in 

the process of breaking away from xianity have a hard time, experience confusion and sometimes fear. 

People are unaware they are actually being hypnotized. Studying the truth will eventually result in 

deprogramming one's mind. The fear, doubt, and confusion will eventually give way to reason.  

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/mindcontrol.html  

 

Ok, so here is the meditation: 

Begin at the waning part of a full moon [from the full to the new phase], a full Satanic rosary should be 

said, vibrating the word 'MUNKA' 108 times. YOU MUST DO THIS FOR FORTY DAYS STRAIGHT WITHOUT 

ANY INTERRUPTIONS IN THE DAYS! 

This is pronounced 'MMUUUUUU-NNNN-YAH-KAH.' I can't put in the Sanskrit lettering here as the 

yahoo does not support this font. The 'N' is like the Spanish Enyay. The above example for the 

pronunciation is 100% correct and works wonders.  

 

For using Runes:  

URUZ, AUROCHS  

Anglo-Saxon: UR  

Germanic: Uraz (Uruz)  

Gothic: Urus  

Norse: Ur  

Anglo-Saxon: Ur  

Icelandic: Ur  

Norwegian: Ur  
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OR 

 

ANSUZ (God) [Always remember the code-word and true meaning for 'God' is one's self] 

Germanic: Aza (Ansuz)  

Gothic: Ansus  

Norse: Óss, Áss  

Anglo-Saxon: Aesc, (Os, Ac)  

Icelandic: Óss, Áss  

Norwegian: As  

 

See 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Runes/Futhark.html 

 

When you are finished with the vibration, you need to do your affirmation for 9 times. 9 is the number 

of endings for workings like this.  

For example: Engulf yourself in white-gold light like the sun and affirm: 

'I am totally and completely free from [whatever is binding or hindering you].  

 

Another one, for a hampered love life: 

'I am totally and completely free and absolved from any and all former vows and ties regarding my love 

life and extending into past lives.' 'I am now totally free to have a happy and fulfilling love relationship 

with whomever I consciously desire in my present life right now.'  

 

Positive indications that the above working is doing its job is seeing the wings of your soul manifest 

spontaneously during the working. The wings of the soul are symbolic of spiritual freedom and power.  

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Origin and Truth Of The Grail Mythos 

 

Origin and Truth Of The Grail Mythos 

Lucifer has several sigils. All have to do with reaching the godhead. His symbol at left represents the 

True GRAIL. This is the cup that holds the elixer of life. The Catholic Church STOLE this concept and 

corrupted it. The Grail is part of the Magnum Opus, the potential of which we have within ourselves. It is 

not a material object, it is a concept. The "blood of the chakras" is the energy they leak when 

stimulated. The Grail is depicted as "Royal Blood." this is the 'blood' of the chakras. 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Satanic_Symbols.html 

 

Melek Taus[Satan], as important base to the Templar's "Holy Grail Mysteries, as the story of Melek Taus 

is the basis for the legend of the Fisher King within the Holy Grail Mysteries. Who is portrayed as living in 

his Grail Castle [which is built in the symbol of the 8 pointed star of the perfected soul]while wearing a 

hat made of peacock feathers[Peacock is the animal sacred to Satan and another of His titles is the 

Peacock King]. The Templar ` practice of wearing a sacred cord under their clothing may have also been 

influenced by Melek Taus, whom the Yezidhi remained eternally allied with through the symbolic red 

and black wool cord they wore around their necks.  

 

Another Middle Eastern sect that has a profound influence on the Knights Templar and their Holy Grail 

Mysteries is the Mandeans, a sect residing mainly in southern Iraq but who in the past colonized regions 

all over the Middle East. Like the Yezidhi the Mandeans also have tradition honoring Melek Taus , whom 

they refer of as Malka Tausa who was present at the birthplace of the Mandean culture, the island 

paradise of Sri Lanka, the Garden of Edin of the Arab world, wherein he was known not only as the 

Peacock King, but also as Murrugan or Sanat Kumara. The Mandeans like the Yezidhi also associating 

Melek Taus with Lucifer. And by their history state Melek Taus[Satan] came down from Sri Lanka's 

highest mountain and then taught the Mandeans their spiritual knowledge and wisdom. In Sri Lanka of 

of the ancient holy sites for Him is Mylapur the place of the Peacock. 

 

The Fisher King Legends maintain that the Fisher King Sanat Kumara[another name alias of Satan] was 

the fountainhead from which many legends of the Fisher Kings started. Sanat Kumara is the Lord of 

Shambhala which is also shown as city in the shape of the eight pointed star[identical to the Grail Castle 

in the Western Tradition] of the perfected soul, the name "Shambhala" means "realm of bliss" and 

evolves the Godhead obtainment which is the symbol of the Grail, and this Grail symbol in the West is 

Lucifer Sigil of the Gold in the work. Shambhala is made mention in the Yezidhi "Black book" by Melek 

Taus[Satan] Himself 
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The Green Man[alias of Satan as the Kundalini energy and Opus] was  

synonymous with their patron knight St.George, the old Pagan rites still among the population 

celebrated the Green Man as their own "Green George." According to The Golden Legend sourcebook of 

medieval English legends, the British pagans derived the name George from Geo, meaning 

"Earth,"[Satan holds the Title of Lord of the Earth in the Pagan world] the upper classes of Britain also 

celebrated Green George, for him was St. George, the righteous warrior who was dedicated to 

perpetually protecting the kingdom of Great Britain. This tale of the Green Man plays out in the Grail 

Legend of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight. 

 

On the Blood lines 

There where in Europe and the Arya world, ancient Blood Line families the original Aristocratic lines of 

the Pagan World who where the base of the famed Priestarchy of the Serpents of Europe the Royal 

families of the Pagan World where practitioners and holders of the spiritual knowledge as the Lay of Rig 

and Eastern writings illustrates this as well the Saxons who name means "Sacca" The Wise Ones[In 

meaning of Gnosis from Kundalini energy], not Men of the Spears. The Church via their proxy Charles 

launched a Crusade against the Saxons that lasted decades. The Saxon Royals where also the Priests of 

the Tribe. As in the ancient Pagan world the King was the High Priest of the Nation. 

 

Evola wrote of how the original Brahmins where of the Kshatriya[warrior nobility] who rose to great 

status as they where the most spiritually powerful of the Nobility and wielders of the Pranic force called 

Brahma[they possed the most powerful Siddhi in other terms]. It is stated in the Tantra Siva and Shatki's 

union makes Brahma meaning a being with an ascended Kundalini is a Brahma, it seems among 

themselves this pratice was called Brahmayana "The straight path to God" in the sense of the Serpent 

energy ascending fully up the spine into the crown. This is also the original meaning of Raja or Royal 

Yoga the Royal Path of the Kundalini is the path up the spine. The eight fold path in this practice was 

corrupted into a system that does not lead to Enlightenment. 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/ASHTAR.html 

 

Out of these beings formed the Priestarchy think of it as the most advanced wing of the Nobility. As in 

the original world of our ancestors one had to have an ascended Serpent to be in the rulership class. 

 

Much has been wrote on the Holy Grail Blood lines and the magic Power of the blood in reality they deal 

with the powerful Aryan Monarchs or Priest Kings who maintained the power of the Grail "Serpent 
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energy" as the "blood" is the energy of the Kundalini and also the DNA Helix carries the level of 

enlightenment or Serpentine Power which is passed down generation after generation, this also means 

the Grail Blood Line is the literal living blood line of Satan and the Demons as each White person is of 

direct descent from a living Nordic Demon or God and we are of Satan's blood line. These blood lines 

upon study go back to the East, the homeland of the Aryan Race. Many of the beings mentioned in the 

later Grail Legends are actual humanized Gods and Goddesses. 

 

Kundalini and the DNA are connected as the main Serpentary network is the marco of the DNA helix, the 

DNA. On the spiritual or quantum level is a vibrational information code that as higher amount of 

vibration floods the body the vibration changes thus the code changes morphing the individual to a 

higher level of transformation. DNA is an vibrational information code when a higher current goes 

thought you, the DNA literally morphs as the infomation code changes to correspond to the new 

vibration. This is the origin of bio-morphic field it's the light body part of the infomation field that is 

connected into the DNA and extended from it and the ancients called it the Ren. When you look at DNA 

on the quantum level it's vibration and light energy. 

 

Such energy and abilities being passed down via the blood is why the Catholic Church would wipe the 

whole family of the one tried for Witchcraft out, to remove the power transmitted in the blood line 

[blood is from an ancient Germanic term meaning "Sacred"] and can be still viewed today as many 

people born with spiritual abilities had close family members usually a Parent with them.  

A famous Serpent ruling family was the Merovingians who where wiped out by the Vatican and replaced 

with a Papal backed psychopath and proxy: 

 

"The Mevrovingians also apparently revealed their affiliation to Lucifer...the name of one of their capital 

cities, Satanicum the "Place of Satan." The Mevrovingian link to Lucifer was also implicit in a curious 

royal birthmark in the shape of a red cross, the ancient Mark of Cain, which a Merovingian would 

proudly display over his heart. 

 

Merovee which means "Born from the Sea". Has also been written as Merovach meaning "Born from a 

Bull" as well Merovie, meaning Sea of Life or Water of Life. The name Merovee thus designates first 

Fisher King of the Merovingian line to be the vessel of the Water of Life." 
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The references to water are allegory for the "Waters of Life" of the Kundalini Power. One of the 

Merovingian castles has the Black Sun upon the floor just as Himmler SS Castle would have later on. 

Another blood line famous in Europe from the ancient world was the Danaans.  

 

It is my belief the Cathars and Templars where formed out of these aristocratic lines, the Cathars openly 

held Lucifer to be Lord of the Grail and worshipped him. The Church destoryed the Cathars in a 30 year 

crusade that killed half a million and more innocent human beings. 

 

Sources: 

The Coming Gnostic Civilization, Pinkham Mark. 

Realm of the Ring Lords, Gardner, Laurence. 

Guardians of the Holy Grail, Pinkham Mark. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

The Vatican Synagogue Of Rome. 

 

The Vatican Synagogue Of Rome. 

 

As wrote in the Jewish Origins Of Christianity: 

http://gblt.webs.com/The_Jewish_Origins_of_Christianity.htm 

The Jews where in control of the later Roman Empire in the same way they control the world today via 

control of the central key centers of the Nations. The Jews using this power, created Christianity and 

imposed it from above and below the same they would do later on in Russia with Communism. 

The Vatican was the Kremlin on the Tiber. 

The last Pope John Paul the Second was a racial Jew, his mother was a Polish Jewess by the name of 

Katz, making him by the law of the Jewish race a full blooded Jew. 
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"The Pope's mother was Emily Katz, whose Polish name is "Emilia Kaczorowska," which is usually 

Anglicized by American immigrants to the familiar sounding, "Emily Katz." 

http://www.jewwatch.com/jew-religions-christianity-penetration-pope-john-paul-2-jewish-news-

release.html 

 

He was not the first Jewish Pope in history either. 

 

he first cardinal of acknowledged Jewish descent, Anacletus II, was elected as pope in 1130 by a majority 

of the College of Cardinals. Anacletus II, whose original name was Pietro (Peter) Pierleone, was the 

great-grandson of a Roman Jew, Baruch Pierleone.-H.Geduld Cleveland Jewish News 

 

The fake tales that church was at odd's with the Jews is all nonsense many Popes from their images are 

racial Jews, you can still line their pictures up beside photographs of notorious racial Jews today and see 

they look like twins. 

"the 1486 publication of the Malleus Maleficarum by the Dominican friars Heinrich KRAMER[JEW] and 

James SPRENGER[JEW]."- Sir l.Gardner "Realm Of The Ring Lords" 

This was the document and manifesto that 50 to 100 hundred thousand innocent Gentiles many women 

where hideously torchered and murder by "Witch Finders" for decades under. 

And it was created, published and pushed by Jews. 

Note these two kikes Kramer and Sprenger where members of the Dominican Friars. When the Spanish 

government found that Jews within Spain had been working with the Moors against them as a 5th 

column[like the Jews always do even in America all the Communist spies and agents where kikes] they 

launched an investigation into the Jews in Spain that the Vactican was screaming at them to stop[note 

the Vatican on the otherhand ordered and encouraged the inquisition against Gentiles wiping out 

millions] and many Jews where given sanctuary by the Vactican on papal orders. 

What the Spanish investigation much like the later FBI investigations into the Communists in America 

found. All the high ranking Catholic Clergy in Spain where racial JEWS! Guess why the Vatican where 

trying to halt the investigations. 

And do you really think that this was just limted to Spain when even the Popes where racial Jews, and as 

evidenced here the created of a hate manifesto wrote by two racial Jews in the Catholic Clergy lead to a 

real HOLOCAUST of tens of thousands of Gentiles most being murdered by being burnt to death. 

It's also a little known fact under the Catholic rule the Jews even got a free Jewish Kingdom 

[Septimaniain] Europe. 
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The Vatican also had the original Pagan Monarchy killed off as much as possible and replaced with 

criminal proxies loyal to them. The most famous case being the murder of King Dagobert of the 

Merovingians by the Vatican. His crown was then usurped by the Vatican and given to Pepin the Fat of 

Herstal of whom had been one of Dagoberts trust mayors, it the killer was acting on direct orders from 

Pepin himself. This set up a situation in Western Europe where the Aryan Royal lines where one by one 

usurped by the enemy. 

The original Pagan Royality rule was then passed into guess what tribes hands, just as the Jews came to 

rule Russia as the Commissar's and Party officals under the banner of their Communist Ideology. After 

killing off the Gentile aristocracy. 

"Machir[Jewess] (Theuderic) married a sister of Pepin called Alda. His son Guillaume [i.e. William] 

d'Orange, is also famous in the French Chansons and was nicknamed 'Hook Nosed'. He was fluent in 

Arabic and Hebrew. The Heraldic device on his shield was the same as that of the Eastern Exilarchs -- the 

Lion of Judah. Guillaume observed the Sabbath and Sukkot during his campaigns."  

"Machir's sister known as Bertha Bigfoot married the son of Charles Martel, Pepin, and became the 

mother of Charlemagne. Bertha (also called Bertrada) gave birth to Charlemagne in 742. Bertha's 

mother was said to be called 'White Flower' (Blanche Fleur) or Lilly-which is the origin of the name of 

the House of Lily for the French Kings. Lily is also a title acquainted with the Davidic House and the 

future Messiah as the 'Lilly of the Valley'. Charlemagne was referred to as "David" by his followers. 

When Charlemagne became King in 768 on the death of his father King Pepin-I, he proclaimed Machir 

the Western Exilarch, King of Septimania. Machir was his maternal uncle [the brother of his mother]. 

The families of Machir, Gershom and Bertha were to replace the old Merovingian Dynasty-and they took 

to themselves the Merovingian names and titles. As a result the genealogies became confused and later 

generations obscured the fact of this powerful Jewish Dynasty in Europe. Later genealogists hid the 

origin of the mother of Charlemagne with a false genealogy linking her to the Merovingians. They did 

the same for all the Exilarch family. You must remember that The Carolingians were replacing the 

Merovingians and they had a need for legitimatizing themselves by appearing to be a continuation of 

the Merovingian line. Fortunately in many cases they have only thinly disguised the genealogies so that 

it is possible to reconstruct them."-Athol Bloomer 

 

Charlemagne was the leader who on Papal backing launched massive Crusades into the Pagan heartland 

of the Saxons, his wars against Gentiles where funded by wealthy Jewish merchants within the realm.  

Of his decades long physical and cultural genocide: 

"In 768, Charlemagne started a 32 year long campaign of what can only be described as genocidal 

evangelism against the Saxons under his control in western Germany. 
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The campaign started with the cutting down of the Saxon's most sacred tree, their version of the World 

Tree or Yggdrasil, (the symbol of the start of the earth and the source of all life in the ancient Indo-

European religions) located in a sacred Saxon forest near present day Marburg. 

Charlemagne quickly turned to violence as a means of spreading the Christian word. In 772, at Quierzy, 

he issued a proclamation that he would kill every Saxon who refused to accept Jesus Christ, and from 

that time on he kept a special detachment of Christian priests who doubled as executioners, and in 

every Saxon village in which they stopped, these priests would execute anybody who refused to be 

baptized. 

Then in 782, at Verden, Charlemagne carried out the act for which he is most notoriously associated - he 

ordered the beheading of 4,500 Saxons in one day who had made the error of being caught practicing 

paganism after they had agreed to be Christians. 

Charlemagne's constant companion and biographer, the monk Einhard, vividly captured the event in his 

biography of the Frankish king. In it is written that the King rounded up 4,500 Saxons who "like dogs that 

return to their vomit" had returned to the pagan religions they had been forced to give up upon pain of 

death. 

After having all 4,500 Saxons beheaded "the king went into winter camp, and there celebrated mass as 

usual." 

Twelve years later, in 794, Charlemagne introduced a law under which every third Saxon living in any 

pagan area was kidnapped and forced to resettle and be raised amongst Christian Franks. 

 

The Christian missionary, St. Boniface, felling the sacred great oak tree of Geismar, Hesse, in 724 AD. The 

oak tree was sacred to the god Thor, and was one of many pagan sites which the Christians destroyed in 

their ultimately successful attempts to destroy all other religions except Christianity. Despite this, many 

pagan customs remained, such as the celebration of Spring. The Christians took the pagan goddess of 

fertility, Ostara, and turned her into the Christian rite of Easter ("Ostara" = "Easter") and the Winter 

solstice, which marked the longest night of Winter, and turned it into Christmas. 

 

With the use of violent and bloody coercion, Saxon and German paganism was quite literally killed off, 

and most of the survivors became Christians more out of fear than out of genuine conviction."- Kemp, 

March Of The Titans  

 

The Vatican also passed stict laws that allowed Jews to become money lenders while denying Gentiles 

from the same. Allowing for a direct situation for their fellow Jews to corner the wealth in Europe and 

become the rich banker houses. 
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The Jesuits where also a Jewish created and Papal/Vatican backed order the original Mossad: 

"The Jesuits (Society of Jesus) are the spies and the assassination squad of the Catholic Church. People 

who believe this institution to be "religious" or "spiritual" are sadly deluded. It is and always has been 

political in every respect. It is a political front that operates to control people using many fictitious 

religious characters and ceremonies stolen from religions predating it from around the world. The 

separation of church and state mean nothing to the Catholic Church, that works relentlessly and 

ruthlessly for world domination by any means possible. This institution has been built on mass murder, 

torture, extortion, organized crime, lies and depriving humanity of true spirituality. It has controlled 

kings, queens, nobility, presidents, governments, and nearly anyone in power."-HP Maxine  

http://www.exposingchristianity.com/Jesuits.html 

"Men of Jewish lineage rendered the Society famous by their doctrine, sanctity, and erudition." -García 

Girón de Alarcón 

"We Jesuits take pleasure in admitting those of Jewish ancestry." 

-Jerónimo Nadal Morey 

https://sites.google.com/a/jewishjesuits.com/www/ 

 

In General Ludendorfs book "Das Geheimnis Der Jesuitenmacht Und Ihr Ende" he agreed that the Jesuits 

are controlled by Jews. 

 

"The first Jesuits were crypto Jews. Ignatius Loyola himself was a crypto Jew of the Occult Cabala. A 

crypto Jew is a Jew who converts to another religion and outwardly embraces the new religion, while 

secretly maintaining Jewish practices. As John Torell explains: "In 1491 San Ignacio de Loyola was born in 

the Basque province of Guipuzcoa, Spain. His parents were Marranos and at the time of his birth the 

family was very wealthy. As a young man he became a member of the Jewish Illuminati order in Spain. 

As a cover for his crypto Jewish activities, he became very active as a Roman Catholic. On May 20, 1521 

Ignatius (as he was now called) was wounded in a battle, and became a semi cripple. Unable to succeed 

in the military and political arena, he started a quest for holiness and eventually ended up in Paris where 

he studied for the priesthood. In 1539 he had moved to Rome where he founded the "JESUIT ORDER," 

which was to become the most vile, bloody and persecuting order in the Roman Catholic Church. In 

1540, the current Pope Paul III approved the order. At Loyola's death in 1556 there were more than 

1000 members in the Jesuit order, located in a number of nations." 

Ignatius of Loyola's secretary, Polanco, was of Jewish descent and was the only person present at 

Loyola's deathbed. James Lainez, who succeeded Loyola as the second Jesuit General, was also of Jewish 

descent. Jews were attracted to the Jesuit order and joined in large numbers. Lacunza was no exception. 
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He was a Jew, which explains why he introduced the eschatological teaching of a return to the Jewish 

animal sacrifices during the Millennium. (In a book titled The Coming of the Messiah in Glory and 

Majesty published in 1812, 11 years after the death of its author, Jesuit 

Emanuel de Lacunza who, wrote under the fictitious pen name of a purportedly converted Jew, Rabbi 

Juan Josaphat Ben Ezra, in order to conceal his identity and to make his writings more palatable to the 

Protestant readers. He promoted the writings of sixteenth century Jesuit priest Francisco Ribera, 

developing a futuristic perspective which restricted the prophetic fulfillments in the book of Revelation 

to the end of the world). Lacunza also wrote that during a millennium after the tribulation the Jewish 

animal sacrifices would be reinstated along with the Eucharist (the mass) of the Catholic Church. 

Lacunza has followed after Jewish fables and replaced the commandments of God with the 

commandments of men. That doctrine gives the Jews primacy in God's plan and relegates Christians to a 

prophetic parenthetical to be supplanted by the Jews during the thousand year earthly reign of Christ. " 

http://www.israelect.com/reference/WillieMartin/Ignatius_Loyola.htm 

 

Who controls the Vatican Bank: 

"It is a somewhat curious sequel to the attempt to set up a Catholic competitor to the Rothschilds that 

at the present time (1905) the latter are the guardians of the papal treasure."-The Jewish Encyclopedia 

(Vol. 2, p. 497) 

The Jewish Rothschilds do. 

Just as the Kremlin under the Red Banner was the synagogue of Moscow, so is the Vatican the 

synagogue of Rome. 

 

Sources 

THE HOUSE OF DAVID, Athol Bloomer 

March Of The Titans, Arthur Kemp  

Realm Of The Ring Lords, Sir l.Gardner 

https://sites.google.com/a/jewishjesuits.com/www/ 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com/ 

http://www.clevelandjewishnews.com/articles/2005/05/26/news/world/popes0527.txt 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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The Druids 

 

The Druids 

 

"The Druidic and Vedic priesthoods, language and culture are one at root, separating perhaps three 

millennia prior to the Christian era."- Ellis 

 

Where did the Druids originally come from? 

 

`It is almost certain that the Druidic Mysteries were not indigenous to Britain or Gaul, but migrated from 

one of the more ancient civilizations.'-Hall 

 

"The Pheryllt were Druids of the Cymry people who arrived in the British Isles from "Defrobani" which is 

a Welsh of Taprobana, a name for Sri Lanka. It is said that the Cymry where guided from Sri Lanka to the 

British Isles by the Welsh cultural hero, Hu Gadarn, and proof of their Westward journey is the Welsh 

language, which is full of Sanscrrit root words.Hu Gadran founded what many believe to have been the 

incipient sect of Druids, the Pheryllt, a term meaning "Alchemists."-M. Pinkham 

 

Atlantis East not West: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/209 (pg. 263) 

 

Other connections to Vedic East as point of origin: 

 

"The Yezidis, who now reside in Northern Iraq….before coming to Iraq they had resided in India" The 

Yezidi God is Melek Taus who symbol like Murrugan in Sri Lanka is the Peacock and the Serpent. Within 
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the Yezidi writings Melek Taus makes mention of Shambhalla the sarced place of the East and to the 

Lotus another Eastern spiritual theme.  

 

The Peacock the sacred symbol to the Yezidi, Mandean and Hindu alike , is native only to the Far East 

not the Middle East or Europe and nowhere else on the planet. The Peacock was a sacred bird in Europe 

to the Goddess Hera and the God Dionysus(of whom the serpent is also sacred) as we known Melek 

Taus or Satan was also worshipped as ENKI. 

 

Kumarai Nadu that once stretched across the Pacific Ocean, most of this primeval continent sank to the 

bottom of the ocean except for those parts of it that became islands, such as Sri Lanka, the paradise 

currently recognized by much of the Arab world as not part of the primal Garden, but the Garden of Edin 

(Edin means abode of the Gods in English). Melek Ta'us is worshipped by the Sri Lankans as Murrugan 

and center in English means "Place of the Peacock. 

 

Melek Taus as the Yezidi texts stated in the ancient tradition is Satan. The Peacock as well as the Serpent 

is one of His ancient symbols. Satan in the East is also Sanat[an anagram for Satan] Kumara, the Lord of 

Shambhala. And is as noted still worshipped on Sri Lanka as well under different alias and also does have 

a shine to Him as Sanat Kumar in Katargama Sri Lanka. 

 

The British Museum of London has an exhibit of a peacock mosaic that had been dug up in the British 

Isles. Thought the peacock belongs to tropical regions and is considered sacred, and is also the mount of 

goddess Saravati and Lord Murugan in the Vedic tradition. This is one of the visual proof of the Vedic 

past of Great Britain.-S. Knapp, Proof of Vedic Culture's Global Existence 

 

 

The term Britain itself comes out of two sources the ancient Sanskrit word Bharat and Brihat-sthan 

meaning a great place of many Islands. Bharat today is still used as the ancient name for India but as L.A 

Waddel and ancient Eastern sources show Maha Bharat encompassed the entire Aryan world from the 

Indus, though the Near East and on in the very ancient world. 

 

L.A Waddel also wrote on the fact the same deity symbols found in the Indus where the same as those 

on the ancient monuments of Great Britain. 
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On London's ancient roots: 

 

`Its ancient name was Nandanium, which is Sanskrit for "a pleasing habitation. In Roman times it was 

misspelled "Londonium."-S.Knapp 

 

 

The Druid that is the Brahmin system of superstition in ancient Britain. This I contend was the first 

Eastern colony settled in these British islands.-Reverend Maurice Antiquities of India 

 

There are deep connections between Druidic and Vedic thought on many subjects including karma, 

rebirth and the immortality of the soul.-D. Frawley 

 

`Caesar… says, speaking of the Druids that they did not think it lawful to commit the secret of their 

religion to writing." This means that in the way they passed down their knowledge to they kept the 

Vedic oral tradition. Sanskrit learning was always committed to memory prior to it being written. And to 

keep it in memory, the Druids used to regularly chant.' 

 

The name "Ireland" is connected with the Sanskrit term Aryasthan, meaning land of the Aryans. 

 

"The Druidical religion prevailed not only in Britain, but likewise across the East."-E.Keneanly, the Book 

of God 

 

It is well known that the Sanskrit language is the root language of the Indo-Aryan  

 

Lt. Gen Charles Vallencey in his work Collectania De Rebus Hibernicus states: 

 

"The Druid religion of the Britons was founded on that of the ancient Irish, which was in great part that 

of the Brahmins….by no other means could the deities of the Brahmins have been recorded in the Irish 

manuscripts….' 
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Sir William Jones allows the Irish language great affinity with the Sanskrit….. 

 

The Irish and Welsh complain of the devastation of their manuscripts by the first Christian missionaries, 

….The Pagan Irish had most of the deities of the Hindus…. Their altars still exist in Ireland under their 

names `'''."  

 

Near Killarney in the county of Kerry is an Aghadoe Church. It has an imperfect Ogham inscription 

obviously disfigured by Christian invaders. The deity's name inscribed is Som. As in India, that was a 

Somnath temple of Ireland. It is currently looked upon as a church. –Oak's World Vedic Heritage 

 

The name Killarney is Sanskrit, the term Killaarnav it connotes a fort commanding the sea or close to the 

sea. 

 

Prior to the English developing as a separate language it is well know that the British spoke the same 

language as the French. That was because the language or languages spoken all over Europe were 

variations of Sanskrit.-Oak's World Vedic Heritage 

 

Speaking of the Gaul's, Caesar says, that they had all the same language[Sanskrit], with some little 

variation in their dialects. But he says it was usual with them to pass over to Britain to improve 

themselves in the discipline of the Druids, which almost proves the two countries had the same 

language. And Tacitus says expressly, that the language of the Gaul and Britain was not very different."- 

G.Higgins, The Celtic Druids' 

 

In Ireland today the sacred Tara mounds still exist "Arya Tara" is a Goddess still worshipped in the East 

and was also known in Egypt. 

 

 

Who was the God most Worshipped in the Druid Temples? 
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"The Druidic and Vedic priesthoods, language and culture are one at root, separating perhaps three 

millennia prior to the Christian era." 

 

Describing the temples of the Druids, Charles Heckethorn, in The Secret Societies of All Ages & 

Countries, says: 

 

"Their temples wherein the sacred fire was preserved were generally situate on eminences and in dense 

groves of oak, and assumed various forms—circular'…. 

 

I worship the Sacred Fire (Agni) that is chief priest, the deity of the sacrifice, who works according to the 

seasons, the invoker, best to grant the treasure. The Sacred Fire honored by the ancient sages is invoked 

again by the new. For us he manifests all the Gods. To you, oh Fire, day by day, by dawn and by dusk we 

come bearing our offering of surrender, the king of the sacred rite, the guardian of truth, flourishing in 

his own nature.- Rig Veda I.1.1, 2, 7. 

 

Agni is the first word of the first hymn of the Rigveda 

 

 

`The Goat is primarily the vehicle of the Fire God Agni….Almost every mandala or division in the RigVeda 

starts with a hymn to Agni. The Vedic hymns praise him copiously often describing him as the Supreme 

God and Creator. Agni along with Indra Lord of the Heavens and Surya Lord of the Skies constitute the 

first trinity of Vedism their places where later assigned to Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva….He is often 

invoked with Indra of whom He shares the passion for Soma drink.' 

 

`The original Vedic triad Agni-Indra-Surya,' 

 

 

What other name is Agni also known by? 
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The most striking similarity was found between the Vedic god of the Fire Agni and the Mesopotamian 

Enki (Sumerian) or Ea (Akkadian). We will first present the iconographic representations of Enki/Ea in 

the cylinder-seals of Mesopotamia (Sumer, Akkad and Assyria) and then turn to the images used to 

describe Agni in the Veda. 

http://auromere.wordpress.com/2010/11/11/similarities-between-sumerian-anki-and-vedic-agni-by-

jean-yves-lung/ 

 

 

Agni/Enki was the God most honored in the Druid Temples.  

 

 

 

The Druid Mysteries what where they? 

 

 

`Information extant concerning the secret initiations of the Druids indicates a decided similarity 

between their Mystery school and the schools of Greece and Egypt….' 

 

The Druidic Pantheon includes a large number of Greek and Roman deities. This greatly 

amazed Cesar during his conquest of Britain and Gaul, and caused him to affirm that these tribes adored 

Mercury, Apollo, Mars, and Jupiter, in a manner similar to that of the Latin countries. It is almost certain 

that the Druidic Mysteries were not indigenous to Britain or Gaul, but migrated from one of the more 

ancient civilizations. 

 

`The Druids were initiates of a secret school that existed in their midst. This school, which closely 

resembled the Bacchus and Eleusinian Mysteries of Greece or the Egyptian rites of Isis and Osiris, is 

justly designated the Druidic Mysteries. There has been much speculation concerning the secret wisdom 

that the Druids claimed to possess.'-.Hall 
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`The mysteries of Demeter[Eleusinian Mysteries] promised blissful immortality. The Hymn to Demeter 

declares: "Happy is he among mortals who has beheld these things and he that is uninitiate, and hath no 

lot in them, hath never equal lot in death beneath the murky gloom." Pindar, writing in the fifth century, 

declared that the happy survival of the soul is possible only for those who have "by good fortune, culled 

the fruit of the rite that releaseth from toil'' (The Dirges), that is, the Eleusinian, concerning which he 

continues: "Blessed is he who hath seen these things before he goeth beneath the hollow earth; for he 

understandeth the end of mortal life, and the beginning of a new life given of god'' (Fragments, p. 137). 

Isocrates, 436-338 B.C.E., declared that Demeter enabled mankind to rise above the status of beasts by 

conferring "the fruits of the earth;" and that she instituted "the holy rite which inspires in those who 

partake of it sweeter hopes regarding both the end of life and all eternity'' (Panegyrics, p. 27).' 

 

"In Dionysus[Bacchus] we have yet another solar hero, born of a virgin on "December 25th" or the 

winter solstice, performing miracles and receiving divine epithets, being killed, giving his blood as a 

sacrifice, resurrecting from the dead after three days in Hades/Hell, and ascending into heaven. `D.M 

Murdock 

 

" The meager information extant concerning the secret initiations of the Druids indicates a decided 

similarity between their Mystery school and the schools of Greece and Egypt. HU, the sun God, was 

murdered and, after a number of ordeals and mystic rituals, was restored to life."- Albert Pike 

 

`The few [Druids] who passed this third degree were said to have been "born again," and were 

instructed in the secret and hidden truths which the Druid priests had preserved from antiquity.'-Hall. 

`The Druid candidate was buried in a coffin, as symbolic of the death of the Sun God..' 

 

`The Druidic trinity was composed of three "Beli" (cf. the Semitic Baal, Bal or Bel). Interestingly, "Yesu" 

(also "Hesus") was the name of the Druid "coming Saviour of the future.'-DM. Murdock 

 

`Mr. Higgins informs us that the Celtic Druids represent their God Hesus as having been crucified with a 

lamb on one side and an elephant on the other, and that this occurred long before the Christian era. 

Also that a representation of it may now be seen upon "the fire-tower of Brechin."  

 

In this symbolical representation of the crucifixion, the elephant, being the largest animal known, was 

chosen to represent the magnitude of the sins of the world, while the lamb, from its proverbial innocent 
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nature, was chosen to represent the innocency of the victim (the God offered as a propitiatory sacrifice). 

And thus we have "the Lamb of God taking away the sins of the world" -- symbolical language used with 

respect to the offering of Jesus Christ. And here is indicated very clearly the origin of the figure. It is 

evidently borrowed from the Druids. We have the statement of the above writer that this legend was 

found amongst the Canutes of Gaul long before Jesus Christ was known to history. (See Anac. vol. ii. p. 

130.) 

` 

Peculiarity noticed in some of the Irish Pre-Christian illustrations of the Crucifix is the absence of nails; 

the legs being bound with cords at the ankles It is singular that the dress of one crucified figure, as worn 

about the loins, corresponds with that of the fabled crucified Christna.' -James Bonwick, Irish Druids and 

Old Irish Religions 

 

The Elephant is only native to the East it is also a symbol of Brahma. 

What this is based upon? 

 

What were the insignias of these Serpent Kings? "The three, five, seven, nine-headed snake is the totem 

of a race of ruler, (Brahmins/ Naddreds/Druids) who presided over the Aryan Hindus."-J.H. Baecker.  

`The completion of the work, what is known in alchemy as the "Magnum Opus" has its foundation in the 

kundalini. The kundalini serpent lies coiled at the base of the spine. Through meditation, the fiery 

serpent ascends. This is what is known as "Raising the Devil." There are 33 vertebrae in the in the human 

spinal column. We often hear the term "33rd degree Mason" or that the fictitious nazarene lived 33 

years. The kundalini serpent ascends the 33 vertebrae of the spine.' 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Exposing_Corruption.html 

 

The Druid trinity represents the 3 knots of the soul the root, heart and head that must be open for the 

Kundalini to pass thought to the crown fully. 

 

`The crucifixion symbolizes the Magnum Opus: the torture, the death, and the resurrection. Origins that 

symbolize this work include the Egyptian phoenix (born again from the ashes), the Egyptian God Set, 

who was crucified on a furka, the tale of Isis and Osiris, where Osiris was mutilated into some nine parts 

and was resurrected by Isis.' 

http://www.freewebs.com/eridu666/Origins.html 
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The cross and the Tree are both symbols of the human soul Hesus as Surya the Vedic Sun God where 

both carpenters which is an allegory for Craftsmen in the Craft of spiritual transformation of the soul to 

perfection, the Gold in the Work. This all comes originally from the Vedic scriptures.  

 

"The Druidic and Vedic priesthoods, language and culture are one at root, separating perhaps three 

millennia prior to the Christian era." 

 

"Tantric Yoga is the Vedic Yajna internalized; a worship of the inner fire of the kundalini with pranayama, 

mantra and meditation. The worship of Shiva also maintains many Vedic forms, using the Vedic fire, 

Vedic mantras and Vedic like communion with nature.....The Rudram the most famous chant to Shiva, 

which is found in the Yajur-Veda, makes Shiva's identity with the Vedic sacrifice very clear."-Frawley 

 

 

Outer Vedic ritualistic practices mirror inner Yoga practices balancing the fire and water, Agni and Soma 

within us. Vedic literature contains the secrets of the practice of Yoga, including the ascending of the 

Kundalini-fire force and the descent of the Soma nectar that open all the chakras. The practice of Yoga 

itself arose from the inner Vedic sacrifice in which speech, mind and prana were offered to the immortal 

Divine Fire present within our own hearts. Vedic deities reflect a profound psychological and spiritual 

symbolism relative to the practice of Yoga and meditation, not just outer ritualistic concerns."-Frawley 

 

 

What do the Tanta's which as stated are the inner or esoteric aspect of the Vedic rituals state 

themselves? 

 

Siva first words speak to the goals of every tantric practitioner: "Eternal youth, immortality of the body 

and the attainment of an identity of nature with Siva. that is , liberation in the body." 

 

Siva is the Vedic God Rudra. 
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"Liberation arises from gnosis(jnana), gnosis arises from the maintenance of the vital breaths. Therefore. 

where there is stability mercury is empowered and the body is stabilized. Thought the use of mercury 

obtains a body that is unaging and immortal. 

 

Supernatural powers and bodily immortality, the goals of the tantric practitioner[Siddha]. 

 

`So the soul penetrated by initiation [Kundalini fully risen] obtains Siva-hood" 

 

`Therefore the breath overflowing bursting into the medial channel this surely brings immortality' 

 

The piercing of the cakras effects a stadial resorption of implosion of the lower elements into their 

higher emanates. Thus, when the second cakra is pierced, the element earth whose support is the 

lowest, the muladhara cakra becomes imploded into the element water, the second element on the 

hierarchy, and so on, until nothing remains but ether in the cranial vault…. The cranial vault, the locus of 

the ether-both the site at the Siddha techniques for penetration end and that at which mundane 

existence first begins, when the absolute first penetrates the human microcosm-is the zero point at 

which the two infinites meet, the point at which "black holes" issue into "Whites holes" This is the 

precisely the "end" of the process for the creation of the Alchemical Man….when all that remains of the 

practitioner is the fifth element, ether, in the cranial vault, he arises-out of the cauldron in which his 

lowering had been dissolved and imploded into its higher emanates –as a massive, powerful, perfected 

Siddha\\The more general phenomenon of penetration or piercing that occurs within the yogic body 

when the breath, energy, and seed of the yogin embodied in the female kundalini serpent-pierce the six 

cakras-called cakra-vedhana or cakra –bhedana-is also a sexual penetration of sorts, albeit with sexual 

polarities reversed, given that It is a female kundalini who awakens, stiffens, rises, even rushes upwards 

towards the cranial vault, the cavity that is the place of the passive male Siva. As the kundalini pierces 

each of the cakras, great quantities of heat are produced, which refine and gradually transmute the seed 

that is the stuff of her body: it is this transformed semen that becomes the nectar that immortalizes the 

yogin who holds in his cranium. 

 

The ancient symbol for this penetration is the: 

`TRISHUL" and symbolizes piercing through the three knots in the base, the heart and 6th chakras, also 

known as "granthis" in Sanskrit. For the serpent to ascend, all three must be open. The Trishul 

symbolizes the serpentine energy piercing through the three granthis.' 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Satanic_Symbols.html 
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The nectar of immorality produced is the Soma wine of the Veda's. 

 

 

"Yet Soma was not just an outer plant but an inner practice. The Vedic science of Soma included ways of 

accessing our own sacred plant or inner set of energies through the spine, brain and nervous system. 

Indeed the original Soma was not a single plant but an entire science of inner and outer healing, with 

outer Soma plants having their correspondence in the inner yogic Somas of mantra, Pranayama 

and meditation. Such yogic Somas are more important than the plant Somas and more crucial for not 

only accessing but remaining in higher states of awareness. 

 

Note plant here is an allegory for chakra such as the plants of birth mentioned in the ancient texts. 

 

 

"However, we must remember that the real Soma is a secretion in the brain from spiritual practices of 

Yoga, pranayama, mantra and meditation (an elixir prepared from the Tarpak Kapha or form of Kapha 

lubricating the nervous system in Ayurvedic though). Soma at a yogic level refers to the crown chakra, 

which is opened by Indra (yogic insight) and releases a flood of bliss throughout the body. This inner 

Soma is the main subject of the Vedic hymns, though outer Somas were also important. The Vedic Yoga 

centers on how to prepare ." 

 

"The open cup-like shell was extremely important in the Kala tradition since it was directly associated 

with the collection of a Suvasini fluid which the Sanskrit mystic song of the Sama Veda refers to as 

Amrita-a divine nectar of sacred waters known as the "the "fountain of youth." In ancient India the 

receptacle for collecting Amrita was not a shell, but a curled triangular bhuja leaf." 

 

"In the Tantric tradition, Amrita-the dew of the lily and nectar of the goddess-had been called `the 

ambrosia of immortality' and the fountain of youth.' 
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Sidhe was an ancient Gale title for an advanced Druid: 

 

"Thus it can be seen that Sidhe and Siddhi/[Siddha] are one and the same." - Sir L.Gardner 

 

The term Druid itself meaning Wise One, it in essence is reference to truth in the sense of the state of 

awareness that comes with activating/raising this serpent energy and opening the "Eye of Wisdom" the 

center[Pineal Gland] of heightened awareness representing the ability to see things clearly when fully 

activated by raising the Kundalini to the crown. Another famous term for this state is Gnosis[Janna in 

Sankrit]. Hence their main symbol of a Serpent wrapped around a rod. The rod represents the spine also 

symbolized as Mount Meru axis in the East. 

 

More on the Druid mysteries: 

 

The Druids it was listed could change the weather, fly thought the air, prophesy, see into the future, 

speak directly to the Gods and eve raise the dead. These are all Siddhi's list in the Eastern texts. 

 

`In their Temple center of Snowdon in modern day Wales the Serpents founded the "ambrosial city of 

Emrys" Emrys is also remembered as "Dinas Affaraon," the "place of Higher Powers," i.e the place where 

a Druid could achieve the apex of his or her spiritual powers and consciousness"(The Godhead of 

spiritual and physical perfection and immorality along with all the powers the perfected Godhead 

contains). 

 

"A Welsh alchemical verse within the Book of Talieson, known as The Spoils of Annwn, defines both 

Kerridwen and her Cauldron as intimately related to the alchemical serpent power. The allegory 

contained in the poem recounts the journey of King Arthur and his Knights as they journey though 

Annwn, the underworld and discover the Cauldron of Kerridwen in the" Four Cornered Castle in the Isle 

of the Strong Door." This is a cryptic allusion to Kerridwen's Cauldron being the British version of the 

serpent power Kundalini which lies deep within a person(their underworld ) in the four-petal root 
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charka(the Four Corned Castle) at the entrance to the Sushumna energy meridian(the Strong Closed 

Door)." 

 

 

Emrys was the headquarters of the "Dragons of Beli" and the Goddess Kerridwen. 

The alchemical initiation of the Pheryllt( thus the entire Serpent Order) involved an elixir of immortality 

that was decanted from a chalice shaped like a crescent moon called the Cauldron of Kerridwen, or the 

"Cauldron of Inspiration." To partake of this elixir of Kerridwen's Cauldron lead the initiate into a inner 

death and rebirth, (by awaking the inner serpent power and raising towards the crown leading to the 

subsequent awakening of gnosis.) The Druids referred to this state as Awen meaning "inspiration."  

 

"Awen was also the primal sound and equivalent to the Sanskrit AUM.-" High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

 

Aum is the mantra of the serpent power used by the yogins to open the "threshold of Brahma" and to 

cause to flower the "centers of life" in regeneration…" -Evola 

 

Science of Godhead: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/176 (pg. 85) 

 

Enki/Agni is the supreme ruler of this alchemical realm in the ancient Veda's as a whole His sacred fire is 

the that of the kundalini alchemy that takes us to the personal Godhead of enlightenment. Even the 

Waters of Life he rules are the kundalini energies of the soul. 

 

Vedic literature portrays an ancient solar religion of Yoga and enlightenment, such as was once common 

throughout the entire world. The Sun is a symbol of the higher Self, the Atman or Purusha of yogic 

thought. This Vedic religion of lights a religion of consciousness, which is the supreme form of light."- 

 

 

The Druid center Glastonbury 
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In the center of Glastonbury the Serpents built a mound known as Glastonbury Tor, "the Spiral Castle," 

which is comprised of the serpentine number of seven levels or tiers. Also known as the home of the 

Dragoness Keridwen, the Tor contains polar opposite red and whites springs that circulate and unite to 

produce the power and wisdom of the serpent which vibrates throughout the Tor. 

 

"Megalithic stones found on the summit of Glastonbury Tor point its use as center for rituals. It has been 

suggested that during the most energetic days of the years, the Sabbats and Esbats, special rites where 

performed by the Serpents on Glastonbury Tor." 

More on Serpents sites: 

 

"One of their (Druids) temples in the island of Lewis in the Hebrides, bears evident signs of their skill in 

the science of astronomy. Every stone in the temple is placed astronomically. The circle consists of 

twelve equidistant obelisks denoting the twelve signs of the zodiac. The four cardinal points of the 

compass are marked by lines of obelisks running out from the circle, and at each point subdivided into 

four more."  

 

 

 

Debunking Christian claims on Glastonbury: 

 

 

`Christianity copied and incorporated countless elements of numerous religions within the Roman 

Empire and beyond. Moreover, per the Catholic missionary Huc, who traversed India, Tibet and other 

parts of Asia, "Yesu" was also a name of the expected avatar of the Hindu god Vishnu, of which Krishna 

was an avatar." 

 

The Druidic inhabitants of "Glastonbury Lake Village" were highly skilled woodworkers and carpenters; 

hence, their god was a woodworker and carpenter named Yesu/Esus/Hesus, long prior the Christian era. 
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In addition, the first "church" at Glastonbury was supposedly "circular…with the twelve huts of the other 

disciples forming a circle around it." (Capt, 42) Many Pagan temples had a similar astrological blueprint, 

i.e., the circle of the Zodiac, and it is clear that Glastonbury's sanctuary was appropriated by the 

mythical Christ and fictive Twelve, as the original Druid "church" was likely founded in the name of their 

patron carpenter god, Yesu/Hesus, long prior to the alleged advent of the Jewish savior. Indeed, 

Christianity is but a Judaized rehash of Paganism, with the astrotheological pagan gods turned into the 

Jewish Son of God, his disciples and a slew of saints."-D.M Murdock 

 

.'At dawn of the 25th day of December, the birth of the Sun God was celebrated. 

The secret teachings of the Druids are said by some to be tinctured with Pythagorean philosophy. The 

Druids had a Madonna, or Virgin Mother, with a Child in her arms, who was sacred to their Mysteries; 

and their Sun God was resurrected at the time of the year corresponding to that at which modern 

Christians celebrate Easter. Both the cross and the serpent were sacred to the Druids, who made the 

former by cutting off all the branches of an oak tree and fastening one of them to the main trunk in the 

form of the letter T. This oaken cross became symbolic of their superior Deity. They also worshiped the 

sun, moon, and stars. The moon received their special veneration….' Hall 

 

 

`Prior to Christianity, history shows that the cross was an auspicious and mystical symbol amongst the 

Druids….Tertullian, as late as 211 CE, wrote that the Christians neither adored nor desired crosses, and 

criticized pagans for doing so and for putting a man on the cross, too. For pagans a cross was a sing of 

eternity….It was not until the 6th synod of Constantinople that it was decided that the symbol of 

Christianity, which was confirmed by Pope Adrain I, would be represented from that time on as a man 

crucified on the cross. In fact, the earliest instances of any artwork that illustrates Jesus on the cross can 

be traced back only to the eight or ninth century. Thus, the Christians adopted the crucifixion as a 

symbol from the pagans.'-Knapp 

 

`Here are two crucifixes, one with the wood, and the other without it. Fig. 65 is the old Irish cross at 

Tuam, erected before Christian times, and is obviously Asiatic; Fig. 66 is from an old Nubian temple at 

Kalabche, long anterior to the Christian era…" 

 

http://www.truthbeknown.com/kcrucified_3.htm 
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On Druid Society 

 

The Druids of Europe: "Built a Gnostic civilization with a fluid caste system composed of commoners, at 

its lowest, followed by the warriors and then themselves the Serpents Priests, who could be male of 

female." Within the Arya society class was based upon spiritual evolution thus a fluid caste existed 

where a individual may rise, fall or exist as they like. With those who desire to achieve spiritual 

enlightenment evolving themselves to the top, thus ensuring society has the highest conscious beings 

governing its course and mentoring the next generation of the Folk with it. 

 

"At the pinnacle of the Serpents caste was the Arch-Druid and below him where the Druid Elders, who 

administered an unwritten law know as the "Tara" and sat as lawmakers and judges in Councils of 

Twelve. The high Druids were the final word in all matters relating to divine law[divine in the Aryan 

world was cosmic or eternal laws of nature understanding the universe and it's order or laws of life as 

divine] and justice; they were the "Supreme Court" of a tribe and co-ruled it with a specially chosen 

warrior or divinely chosen king. " This Priest King was the PenDragon this is of the Dragon or Grail Blood 

lines. 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/210 (pg. 230) 

 

Much has been wrote on the Holy Grail Blood lines and the magic Power of the blood in reality they deal 

with the powerful Aryan Monarchs or Priest Kings who maintained the power of the Grail "Serpent 

energy" as the "blood" is the energy of the Kundalini and also the DNA Helix carries the level of 

enlightenment or Serpentine Power which is passed down generation after generation, this also means 

the Grail Blood Line is the literal living blood line of Satan and the Demons as each White person is of 

direct descent from a living Nordic Demon or God and we are of Satan's blood line. These blood lines 

upon study go back to the East, the homeland of the Aryan Race. Many of the beings mentioned in the 

later Grail Legends are actual humanized Gods and Goddesses. 

 

Kundalini and the DNA are connected as the main Serpentary network is the macro of the DNA helix, the 

DNA. On the spiritual or quantum level is a vibrational information code that as higher amount of 

vibration floods the body the vibration changes thus the code changes morphing the individual to a 

higher level of transformation. DNA is an vibrational information code when a higher current goes 

thought you, the DNA literally morphs as the information code changes to correspond to the new 

vibration. This is the origin of bio-morphic field it's the light body part of the information field that is 

connected into the DNA and extended from it and the ancients called it the Ren. When you look at DNA 

on the quantum level it's vibration and light energy. 
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Such energy and abilities being passed down via the blood is why the Catholic Church would wipe the 

whole family of the one tried for Witchcraft out, to remove the power transmitted in the blood line 

[blood is from an ancient Germanic term meaning "Sacred"] and can be still viewed today as many 

people 

born with spiritual abilities had close family members usually a Parent with them. A famous Serpent 

ruling family was the Merovingians who where wiped out by the Vatican and replaced with a Papal 

backed kosher proxy: 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/211 (pg. 233) 

 

 

"Merlin does seem to be very similar to Thoth, with the Alchemy and everything. I know according to 

one version of the Legend, Arthur is born when Merlin casts a "spell" that causes Uther PenDragon 

(Uther the Dragon) to look like the husband of the Lady of Tintagel, Igraine, who was supposed to have 

been of a very powerful Ancient bloodline. He then sleeps with her and she falls pregnant, thus Arthur 

was born a really strong and beautiful child because he possesses the blood of PenDragon and that of 

his mothers Ancient line, this is why he possesses the ability to pull the sword from the Stone and thus 

become King. I know these Legends have been re written and christianized, sadly, and A LOT of rubbish 

has been added in where it did not exist before, but it is really interesting and seems to tell an Ancient 

and noble tale of the Aryan Race and loyalty to the blood. Then there is a very large Allegorical side to it, 

where PenDragon represents the Kundalini and the lineage, the Aryan blood of the Gods, the stone the 

Soul and the sword the Power and so on. I still want to look further into this. It has been corrupted into 

stories of the "blood line of jewsus" and all that shit, but it is still easy to see the True meaning behind it. 

Avalon, or the Isle of Apples where Arthur is taken upon death (Alchemical Allegory of death and rebirth 

here), obviously relates to Immortality. Apples have always been a symbol of Immortality, back to the 

Far East and even in Ancient Greece with the Legend of Hercules and the Golden Apples of Hesperides 

as one of His 12 Labours, which really means 12 steps of the Magnum Opus, and so on. Also where 

xianity stole the "Tree of Knowledge" from and twisted it totally."- High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

 

Druids Where Not Pacifists  

`The following description of the band of Cathbus Druids occurs in the epic tale, the Tain bo Cuailnge: 

The attendant raises his eyes towards heaven and observes the clouds and answers the band around 

him. They all raise their eyes towards heaven, observe the clouds, and hurl spells against the elements, 

so that they arouse strife amongst them and clouds of fire are driven towards the camp of the men of 
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Ireland. We are further told that at the court of Conchobar no one had the right to speak before the 

Druids had spoken. In other texts the Druids are able to produce insanity. ` 

 

 

`The Druids were known to enter into battle and decimate entire armies. The Druid Mog Ruith, for 

example, is famous for entering his battles with a bull's hide cloak wrapped around his shoulders and a 

white speckled bird headdress upon his head. 

 

It is recorded that when the Romans and Christians landed in Britain the magical Druids used some of 

their ancient spells to create deadly tempests, floods, and heavy snowfalls in order to repel the 

invaders.' This dispels the nonsense claims they where pacifist, the Druids commanders where the only 

ones to ever defeat Caser in war. 

 

 

 

Druid System 

 

 

`The school of the Druids was divided into three distinct parts, and the secret teachings embody therein 

are practically the same as the mysteries concealed under the allegories of Blue Lodge Masonry. The 

lowest of the three divisions was that of Ovate (Ovydd). This was an honorary degree, requiring no 

special purification or preparation. The Ovates dressed in green, the Druidic color of learning, and were 

expected to know something about medicine, astronomy, poetry if possible, and sometimes music. An 

Ovate was an individual admitted to the Druidic Order because of his general excellence and superior 

knowledge concerning the problems of life. The second division was that of Bard (Beirdd). Its members 

were robed in sky-blue, to represent harmony and truth, and to them was assigned the labor of 

memorizing, at least in part, the twenty thousand verses of Druidic sacred poetry. They were often 

pictured with the primitive British or Irish harp--an instrument strung with human hair, and having as 

many strings as there were ribs on one side of the human body. These Bards were often chosen as 

teachers of candidates seeking entrance into the Druidic Mysteries. Neophytes wore striped robes of 

blue, green, and white, these being the three sacred colors of the Druidic Order. The third division was 

that of Druid (Derwyddon). Its particular labor was to minister to the religious needs of the people. To 

reach this dignity, the candidate must first become a Bard Braint. The Druids always dressed in white--

symbolic of their purity, and the color used by them to symbolize the sun. In order to reach the exalted 
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position of Arch-Druid, or spiritual head of the organization, it was necessary for a priest to pass through 

the six successive degrees of the Druidic Order. (The members of the different degrees were 

differentiated by the colors of their sashes, for all of them wore robes of white.) Some writers are of the 

opinion that the title of Arch-Druid was hereditary, descending from father to son, but it is more 

probable that the honor was conferred by ballot election. Its recipient was chosen for his virtues.'-Hall 

 

The symbol of the Harp meaning is the power of vibration to empower the soul as well as Vates who 

played the roles of diviners, and those who served as priests, judges and advisors to the ruling 

kings…..Although all priestly Druids were of the same status. One sub-sect of them known as the Pheryll, 

appear to have been one of the most advanced." 

 

The major position of many Serpents was to oversee the massive Temple school's the largest of which 

existed in Ireland and the British Isle. Such as the one mention as Snowdon in modern Wales. 

 

According to one ancient manuscript, the earliest of Druid schools in Britain was grounded by the 

Pheryllt I an area near Oxford University. A second important school of Druidism in Britain, and perhaps 

the greatest, was later established on the Island of Anglesey, which was anciently referred to as 

Muinendh, `the Island of Teaching.' Anglesey was located directly across the water from Emrys, the 

`ambrosial city' of the Pheryllt alchemists, so its curriculum was no doubt strongly influenced by thee 

early adepts. Another renowned mystery academy of the Druids was eventually founded on Innis nan 

Druidhneah the "Island of the DRUIDS." This school was later converted into a Christian monastery by 

St.Columbo. 

 

The Druid Diviciacus a Celtic priest whom Caesar met in Gaul, told the Roman general that Druid training 

sometimes required up to 20 years to complete and included a curriculum of myth, grammar, law 

philosophy and poetry. Of all these subjects, the most important was poetry. The Druids encoded all the 

secret of the universe, including the origins of the cosmos and the path to salvation, into their poetic 

verses. Supposedly at one time there war as many as 20,000 of these sacred verses since writing was 

discouraged, the sacred verses required memorization by the student of Druidism.' 

 

`Caesar… says, speaking of the Druids that they did not think it lawful to commit the secret of their 

religion to writing." This means that in the way they passed down their knowledge to they kept the 

Vedic oral tradition. Sanskrit learning was always committed to memory prior to it being written. And to 

keep it in memory, the Druids used to regularly chant.' 
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"The students at these universities numbered at times sixty-thousand souls, among whom were 

included the young nobility of Britain and Gaul. It required twenty years to master the circle of Druidic 

knowledge." The reason for the time, was it took around 20 or more years to fully ascend the 

serpent(thus becoming a full qualified Priest) this is seen in many ancient traditions and mentioned 

today by teachings from India(in fact due to removal of knowledge many are lucky to ever achieve it, as 

it has extend to several of more decades at all if they obtain it.) One such center in Ireland housed 

300,000 import texts, these Temple centers where destroyed by the Catholic church over several 

decades of pulling them down stone by stone and recycling them into other buildings. 

 

`Speaking of the Gaul's, Caesar says, that they had all the same language[Sanskrit], with some little 

variation in their dialects. But he says it was usual with them to pass over to Britain to improve 

themselves in the discipline of the Druids.' 

 

What about Druids themselves? "(Druids) a caste incorporating all the learned professions, 

philosophers, judges, teachers, historians, poets, musicians, physicians, astronomers, prophets and 

political advisers or counselors." -P. Berresford Ellis (The Druids)  

"As one of their leading dogmas, they (Druids) include this: that souls are not annihilated, but pass after 

death from one body to another, and they hold that by this, men are much encouraged to valor, 

throught disregarding the fear of death.' 

They also discuss and impart to their young many things concerning the heavenly bodies and their 

movements, the size of the world and our earth, natural sciences, and the influence and power of the 

immortal Gods."-Julius Caesar  

From the old Irish texts, one gathers that the Druids were concerned, above all things, with Truth...this 

notion of truth as the highest principal and sustaining power of creation pervades the Irish literature." -

Peter Berresford Ellis  

 

"The students at these universities numbered at times sixty-thousand souls, among whom were 

included the young nobility of Britain and Gaul. It required twenty years to master the circle of Druidic 

knowledge... Natural philosophy, astronomy, arithmetic, geometry, jurisprudence, medicine, poetry, and 

oratory were all proposed and taught, the first two with severe exactitude. The system of astronomy 

inculcated had never varied, being the same as taught by Pythagoras, now known as the Copernican or 

Newtonian."  
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"In the Druidic order indeed centered, and from it radiated to the whole world civil and ecclesiastical 

knowledge of the realm: they were its statesmen, legislators, priests, physicians, lawyers, teachers, 

poets; the depositories of all human and divine knowledge; its Church and parliament; its court of law its 

colleges of physicians and surgeons; its magistrates, clergy and bishops."  

"Druids appear as healers in many Irish and Welsh tales. And in the Sagas we find many male and female 

physicians. ...The Druidic physicians appear in native sources as being skilled with herbs as well as 

surgery and among their operations they perform Caesarean sections, amputations and brain 

surgery...We are told that a whole medical corps accompanied the army of Conchobhar mac Nessa 

during the Tain wars."  

It appears that part of their Temples where also used as free hospitals for the populace, i.e. free health 

care.  

Initiation  

 

Initiation according to Spence's scholarly reconstruction of a Druid initiation The Mysteries of Britain, 

the sacred event would being at a Temple of Keridwen where a Pheryllt adept of Druid priest, along with 

three attendants would ceremoniously meet the candidate at the entrance. After perfunctory 

introductions, the Druid candidate was sent to the nearest body of water to purify the physical body. 

 

Given the fact the Templar's where direct descendants of the Druids it's a reality that they initiation was 

identical and given the fact same initiation is still done in the Vedic East. 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/174 (pg. 75) 

 

 

During initiation the Knights kissed each other on the mouth, the navel, the base of the spine, and the 

penis. 

 

These articles are identical to the custom of Traditional Witchcraft Covens in Europe during initiation 

ceremonies into the Coven and Craft: 

 

"Templar Kiss which according the Knights own testimonies occurred between an incoming Knight and a 

high ranking Knight priest. The kisses which were planted by the elder Templar on the new Knight's 

mouth, navel and base of the spine, where to done to specifically activate Kundalini, since most of these 
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parts of the body are known by the Tantric's as seats of the power. The Templar kiss ostensibly involved 

blowing into the new initiate mouth the breath of life, 

which was saturated with the elder Knight's own kundalini energy. And awakened the seats of Kundalini 

in initiates body." 

 

 

 

Author M. Giles , an expert on the secret Templar rites of the Rules, compares the Templar kiss to a 

similar eastern rite of initiation: 

 

"The Templar kisses….had nothing obscene about them, because they symbolized the transmission of 

the breath of Life of the Order, and Power of the Order as was the custom in most ancient initiations." 

 

The Pranic kiss is still done in the East into initiation into the Charka[Sacred Circle] the Eastern Tantric 

version of the Coven: 

 

"The two lower regions have for ages been recognized in the East as dwelling places of the Kundalini, 

and both are often touched of kissed by gurus today to awaken the indwelling Serpent Power. Typically, 

an initiating guru transmits a spark of his own Kundalini into the initiate, so the process is described as 

"one candle lighting another." Eastern gurus transmit their alchemical power through their breaths, 

which they do by blowing of kissing parts of the body, including the face and mouth." 

 

A thirteenth Century manuscript, entitled The Secret Tule, provided proof that the Templar's' infamous 

initiation kisses were not sexually motivated, but designed to awaken the inner force. One of the many 

"Articles" contained within the manual states: 

 

"Article 11.Ritual of Reception of the Brothers-Elect: Oath to guard the secret of the Order, the least 

indiscretion being punishable by death. The Receiver shall kiss the Neophyte successively on the mouth, 

to transmit to him the breath; on the sacral plexus[base of the spine], which commands the creative 

force; then on the umbilicus, and finally on the virile member, image of the masculine principle." 
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"The Templar once initiated would have began the process of rebuilding Solomon's Temple" the Knight's 

Kundalini would work to ascended up the spine to the top o f his head a Templar would gradually 

become full of the Holy Spirit or Kundalini energy while being transformed, the Serpent would then 

enter the Holy 

of Holies, the skull of the Knight , and activate the Ajna Chakra of Third eye of spiritual sight along with 

the remaining two-thirds of his brain power, to bring forth the state of Gnosis." 

 

 

It was stated after the Druid candidate had imbibed the Cauldron of Keridwen [Kundalini awaking] they 

would spent a year in a monastic area where they where subjected to the rigid discipline[Yoga] and 

studied the rites of the doctrines of the Druids. 

 

 

With each successive degree the Druid was given a different colored sash to tie around his or her white 

gown and a Gleiniau Naddred, or `Serpent's Egg,' to hang. The "egg" a blue green glass bead set in gold, 

was strung on leather and indicated the level of serpent wisdom and power attained. The most powerful 

Druid Adders revealed themselves by displaying the most Serpent Eggs over their breasts. An Adder who 

succeeded in acquiring seven "eggs" became an Arch DRUID, A FULLY PERFECTED Master. Such a Druid 

had united the polarity, merged with the transcendental Solar Sprit within, and become a clear vessel of 

serpent power and wisdom. The ceremonial regalia of these Arch Druids reflected their power. Upon 

their heads was set a golden crown with projecting rays to represent the Sun, symbol of the Solar Spirit, 

while within their hands was a Moon-shaped scepter, symbol of the female principle and serpent power 

which emanated from their hands. At any given time the office of Arch Druid was held by only three 

divinely elected seekers and each had his headquarters in the "Magical Isles "which surrounded Britain. 

One Arch Druid had his seat on the Isle of Anglesey; another was established upon the Isle of Man; and 

the third was situated upon the Isle of Wight, anciently known a "The Dragon's Isle." 

 

THE ARCH-DRUID IN HIS CEREMONIAL ROBES. 

From Wellcome's Ancient Cymric Medicine. 

The most striking adornment of the Arch-Druid was the iodhan moran, or breastplate of judgment, 

which possessed the mysterious Power of strangling any who made an untrue statement while wearing 

it. Godfrey Higgins states that this breastplate was put on the necks of witnesses to test the veracity of 

their evidence. The Druidic tiara, or anguinum, its front embossed with a number of points to represent 

the sun's rays, indicated that the priest was a personification of the rising sun. On the front of his belt 
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the Arch-Druid wore the liath meisicith-- a magic brooch, or buckle in the center of which was a large 

white stone. To this was attributed the power of drawing the fire of the gods down from heaven at the 

priest's command This specially cut stone was a burning glass, by which the sun's rays were 

concentrated to light the altar fires. The Druids also had other symbolic 

implements, such as the peculiarly shaped golden sickle with which they cut the mistletoe from the oak, 

and the cornan, or scepter, in the form of a crescent….'-Hall 

 

Customs 

`The Druids had a great number of feast days. The new and full moon and the sixth day of the moon 

were sacred periods. It is believed that initiations took place only at the two solstices and the two 

equinoxes. At dawn of the 25th day of December, the birth of the Sun God was celebrated. 

The secret teachings of the Druids are said by some to be tinctured with Pythagorean philosophy. The 

Druids had a Madonna, or Virgin Mother, with a Child in her arms, who was sacred to their Mysteries; 

and their Sun God was resurrected at the time of the year corresponding to that at which modern 

Christians celebrate Easter. Both the cross and the serpent were sacred to the Druids, who made the 

former by cutting off all the branches of an oak tree and fastening one of them to the main trunk in the 

form of the letter T. This oaken cross became symbolic of their superior Deity. They also worshiped the 

sun, moon, and stars. The moon received their special veneration….' 

"The Druids were priests and physicians, curing by magnetism and charging amylets with their fluidic 

influence. Their universal remedies were mistletoe and serpents' eggs, because these substances attract 

the astral light in a special manner. The solemnity with which mistletoe was cut down drew upon this 

plant the popular confidence and rendered it powerfully magnetic…..The progress of magnetism will 

some day reveal to us the absorbing properties of mistletoe. We shall then understand the secret of 

those spongy growths which drew the unused virtues of plants and become surcharged with tinctures 

and savors. Mushrooms, truffles, gall on trees, and the different kinds of mistletoe will be employed 

with understanding by a medical science, which will be new because it is old… but one must not move 

quicker than science, which recedes that it may advance the further. " Not only was the mistletoe sacred 

as symbolic of the universal medicine, or panacea, but also because of the fact that it grew upon the oak 

tree. Through the symbol of the oak, the Druids worshiped the Supreme Deity[ as we have seen that is 

Enki[Satan]; therefore, anything growing upon that tree was sacred to Him[the tree is the symbol of the 

human soul]. At certain seasons, according to the positions of the sun, moon, and stars, the Arch-Druid 

climbed the oak tree and cut the mistletoe with a golden sickle consecrated for that service. The 

parasitic growth was caught in white cloths provided for the purpose, lest it touch the earth and be 

polluted by terrestrial vibrations."  
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Main Sources  

The Return Of The Serpents Of Wisdom, Pinkham Young 

Proof Of Vedic Cultures Global Existence, Knapp Steve 

The Alchemical Body, Gordon, White 

The Secret Teachings of All Ages, Hall's, Manly 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Atlantis 

 

Atlantis 

 

The major case for Atlantis being in the West is made in Plato's works the Timaeus and Critias and these 

accounts are based upon the Egyptians record. But that is not what the Egyptian record documents on 

the subject. The Egyptian record documents the opposite the Egyptians origins are in the East the 'Land 

of the Gods,' Pa-Nuter. Which is modern India of which the it has been shown to share an identical 

culture: 

 

Peter Von Bohlen (1796-1840) German Indologist, compared India with ancient Egypt. He thought there 

was a cultural connection between the two in ancient times.  

 

(source: German Indologists: Biographies of Scholars in Indian Studies writing in German - By Valentine 

Stache-Rosen. p.15-16). 

 

In his book, Empire of the Soul: Some Journeys in India, Paul William Roberts, states:  
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" Recent research and scholarship make it increasingly possible to believe that the Vedic era was the lost 

civilization whose legacy the Egyptians and the Indians inherited. There must have been one. There are 

too many similarities between hieroglyphic texts and Vedic ones, these in turn echoed in somewhat 

diluted form and a confused fashion by the authors of Babylonian texts and the Old Testament."  

 

(source: Empire of the Soul: Some Journeys in India - By Paul William Roberts p. 300). 

 

It is believed that the Dravidians from India went to Egypt and laid the foundation of its civilization 

there. the Egyptians themselves had the tradition that they originally came from the South, from a land 

called Punt, which an historian of the West, Dr. H.R. Hall, thought referred to some part of India. 

 

The Indus Valley civilization is, according to Sir John Marshall who was in charge of the excavations, the 

oldest of all civilizations unearthed (c. 4000 B.C.) It is older than the Sumerian and it is believed by many 

that the latter was a branch of the former.  

 

(source: The Bhagvad Gita: A Scripture for the Future - Translation and Commentary by Sachindra K. 

Majumdar p. 28). 

 

Adolf Erman (1854-1937) author of Life in ancient Egypt and A handbook of Egyptian religion, says that 

the persons who were responsible for a highly developed Egyptian civilization were from Punt, an Asiatic 

country, a description of which is unveiled by this scholar from the old legends - a distant country 

washed by the great seas, full of valleys, incense, balsum, precious metals and stones; rich in animals, 

cheetahs, panthers, dog-headed apes and long tailed monkeys, winged creatures with strange feathers 

to fly up to the boughs of wonderful trees, especially the incense tree and the coconut trees.  

 

Dr. Erman further says that analyzing the Egyptian legends makes it clear that from Punt the heavenly 

beings headed by Amen, Horus and Hather, passed into the Nile valley...To this same country belongs 

that idol of Bes, the ancient figure of the deity in the Land of Punt. 
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Max Muller had also observed that the mythology of Egyptians (and also that of the Greeks and 

Assyrians) is wholly founded on Vedic traditions. Eusebius, a Greek writer, has also recorded that the 

early Ethiopians emigrated from the river Indus and first settled in the vicinity of Egypt.  

 

In an essay entitled On Egypt from the Ancient Book of the Hindus (Asiatic Researchers Vol. III, 1792), 

British Lt. Colonel Wilford gave abundant evidence proving that ancient Indians colonized and settled in 

Egypt. The British explorer John Hanning Speke, who in 1862 discovered the source of the Nile in Lake 

Victoria, acknowledged that the Egyptians themselves didn't have the slightest knowledge of where the 

Nile's source was. However, Lt. Colonel Wilford's description of the Hindus' intimate acquaintance with 

ancient Egypt led Speke to Ripon Falls, at the edge of Lake Victoria.  

 

Louis Jacolliot (1837-1890), who worked in French India as a government official and was at one time 

President of the Court in Chandranagar, translated numerous Vedic hymns, the Manusmriti, and the 

Tamil work, Kural. This French savant and author of La Bible Dans L'Inde says: 

 

"With such congruence before us, no one, I imagine, will appear to contest the purely Hindu origin of 

Egypt, unless to suggest that: "And who tells you that it was not Indian that copied Egypt? Any of you 

require that this affirmation shall be refuted by proofs leaving no room for even a shadow of doubt? 

 

"To be quite logical, then deprive India of the Sanskrit, that language which formed all other; but show 

me in India a leaf of papyrus, a columnar inscription, a temple bas relief tending to prove Egyptian 

birth." 

 

(source: Hinduism in the Space Age - by E. Vedavyas p.117). 

 

Heinrich Karl Brugsch agrees with this view and writes in his History of Egypt that,  

 

"We have a right to more than suspect that India, eight thousand years ago, sent a colony of emigrants 

who carried their arts and high civilization into what is now known as Egypt." The Egyptians came, 

according to their records, from a mysterious land (now known to lie on the shores of the Indian 

Ocean)." 
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The record of Egyptian origin from the Egyptians actual records: 

 

 

 

Col. Henry Steel Olcott, a former president of the Theosophical Society, who explained in a March, 1881 

edition of The Theosophist (page 123) that:  

"We have a right to more than suspect that India, eight thousand years ago, sent a colony of emigrants 

who carried their arts and high civilization into what is now known to us as Egypt...This is what Bengsch 

Bey, the modern, as well as the most trusted Egyptologer and antiquarian says on the origin of the old 

Egyptians. Regarding these as a branch of the Caucasian [Aryan] family having a close affinity with the 

Indo-Germanic races, he insists that they 'migrated from India before historic memory, and crossed that 

bridge of nations, the Isthus of Suez, to find a new fatherland on the banks of the Nile." The Egyptians 

came, according to their own records, from a mysterious land...on the shore of the Indian Ocean, the 

sacred Punt; the original home of their gods...who followed thence after their people who had 

abandoned them to the valley of the Nile, led by Amon, Hor and Hathor. This region was the Egyptian 

'Land of the Gods,' Pa-Nuter, in old Egyptian, or Holyland, and now proved beyond any doubt to have 

been quite a different place from the Holyland of Sinai. By the pictorial hieroglyphic inscription found on 

the walls of the temple of the Queen Haslitop at Der-el-babri, we see that this Punt can be no other than 

India. For many ages the Egyptians traded with their old homes, and the reference here made by them 

to the names of the Princes of Punt and its fauna and flora, especially the nomenclature of various 

precious woods to be found but in India, leave us scarcely room for the smallest doubt that the old 

civilization of Egypt is the direct outcome of that the older India."  

(source: Theosophist for March 1881 p. 123). 

 

A very revealing statement was made to the fact the early Christian Church edited the writings of the 

ancient Greek philosophers: 

 

As Christian monotheism took hold of Western civilization basic paradigm, it carried foth and 

incorporated ancient Greek science into its mix of world knowledge. Thomas Aquinas and Albertus 

Magnus MODIFIED and adapted Grecian scientific philosophy to accommodate and support the tenets 

of Christian scripture. In this supportive capacity, sicne obediently took its place as the Church's 

handmaiden.-Bruce H. Lipton, Ph.D., and Steve Bhaerman, `Spontaneous Evolution' 
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This is the cause for misdirection in Plato's mention of Atlantis, after all the Christian program went out 

of it's way to destroy any historical records burning numerous libraries such at Alexandria and aboard 

even using mass murder in it's terror program it has been shown in other texts they did not burn they 

altered such as the Eddas. It's clear they wanted to wipe out the original histories to create a false 

history to build their lies upon. The original record show the origin of the Aryan Race in the East the one 

place they don't want Gentiles looking. By making it in the wrong direction it discredits any idea of an 

homeland outside of the biblical false claims. As after years of combing the West nothing of any 

substance has been found of Atlantis and it remains a seeming myth in the eyes of many, hence not real. 

They know they might not able to get every ancient account so they just injected their lie into place to 

take care of that fact. The lie is designed to discredit the truth.  

 

 

 

The American Record: 

 

Viracochas [White Gods] who settled in the America's stated they came from another continent: 

 

Augustus Le Plongeon (1825-1908), after his investigations, which supposedly showed that the Maya of 

Yucatan were older than the later civilizations of Greece and Egypt, and additionally told the story of an 

even older continent 

 

-Professor Raman Mena, curator of the National Museum of Mexico, said that the 

general appearance of Maya's writing is considered of oriental origin. According 

to scholar Orozco V. Berra, Maya and other languages are of Sanskrit origin.- 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/181 (pg. 105) 

 

Other connections from Britain and aboard: 
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"The Pheryllt were Druids of the Cymry people who arrived in the British Isles from "Defrobani" which is 

a Welsh of Taprobana, a name for Sri Lanka. It is said that the Cymry where guided from Sri Lanka to the 

British Isles by the Welsh cultural hero, Hu Gadran, and proof of their Westward journey is the Welsh 

language, which is full of Sanskrit root words. Hu Gadran founded what many believe to have been the 

incipient sect of Druids, the Pheryllt, a term meaning "Alchemists." The term Britain itself comes out of 

the ancient Sanskrit word Bharat, the ancient Aryan name for the area today known as the Indian 

subcontinent. "The Druidical religion prevailed not only in Britain, but likewise across the East." 

-E. Keneanly, the Book of God 

 

"The Yezidis, who now reside in Northern Iraq, before coming to Iraq they had resided in India" The 

Yezidi God is Melek Ta'us whose symbol like Murrugan in Sri Lanka is the Peacock and the Serpent. 

Within the Yezidi writings Melek Ta'us makes mention of Shambhala the sacred place of the East and to 

the Lotus another Eastern spiritual theme. The Peacock the sacred symbol to the Yezidi, Mandean and 

Hindu alike, is native only to the Far East not the Middle East or Europe and nowhere else on the planet. 

The Peacock was a sacred bird in Europe to the Goddess Hera and the God Dionysus (of whom the 

serpent is also sacred). "Like the Yezidi the Mandeans also have a tradition regarding Melek Ta'us, whom 

they refer to in their texts as Malka Ta'us….Melek Ta'us was present at the birth place of the Mandean 

culture, the island paradise of Sri Lanka…where he was known not only as the Peacock Angel, but also as 

Murrugan. According to Mandean legend Melek Ta'us came down from Sri Lanka's highest mountain 

and taught the Mandeans' their spiritual wisdom.  

 

The Mandeans have also stated the Sumerians (of who they view themselves being a remnant of, like 

the Yezidi) came from Sri Lanka area. The Mandeans state the Garden of Edin (abode of the Gods) was in 

Sri Lanka as do many other tribes in the Near East today.  

 

"Kumarai Nadu that once stretched across the Pacific Ocean, most of this primeval continent sank to the 

bottom of the ocean except for those parts of it that became islands, such as Sri Lanka, the paradise 

currently recognized by much of the Arab world as not part of the primal Garden, but the Garden of Edin 

(Edin means abode of the Gods in English). Melek Ta'us is worshipped by the Sri Lankans as Murrugan 

and center in English means "Place of the Peacock.  

 

Melek Ta'us as the Yezidi texts stated in the ancient tradition is Satan. The Peacock as well as the 

Serpent is one of His ancient symbols. Satan in the East is also Sanat[an anagram for Satan] Kumara, the 

Lord of Shambhala. And is as noted still worshipped on Sri Lanka as well under different alias. 
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The Vedic Record 

 

Aryan Invasion theory has been debunked as a fraud the origin the very fact the Indus Valley sites of the 

Harappa and Mohenjodaro have been proven to have been Vedic Aryan civilizations dating back before 

the time of the claimed invasion of. With the find of the Saraswati river bed the date of the Veda's has 

been rolled back to 8000 bc. The mighty Saraswati river is referred to in the Rig Veda more then fifty 

times which provides the Aryans had already been there prior to the drying up of the Saraswati. This 

river stopped flowing six thousand years. It also describes this river in full flow which was around 8000 

years ago. The Aryans where always there. 

 

And the remains of the few dozen skeletons found at Mohenjodaro have been found to be from 

different periods of time long after the area had been abandoned and show no evidence of death from 

fatal wounds. Debunking the main claim of Sir M.Wheeler as to valid proof on an invasion.  

 

The story of Manu who is described as a Rishi is the first ark builder in history, the tale comes from the 

Vedic literature, from the Mahabaratha:: 

 

 

 

Manu is warned: `Great Lord, thou hast to every way preserved me: now hear from me what thou must 

do when the time arrives. Soon shall all these terrestrial objects….be dissolved. The time for the 

purification of the worlds has now arrived. I therefore inform thee what is for thy greatest good. The 

period dreadful for the universe has come. Make for thyself a strong ship, with a cabled attached; 

embark in it with the Seven Sages and stow in it, carefully preserved and assorted, all the seeds which 

have been described of old…. 

 

Manu as enjoined, taking with him the seeds, floated on the billowy ocean in beautiful ship … Tossed by 

the tempests the ship whirled like a reeling and intoxicated woman. Neither the earth, nor the quarters 

of the world appeared; there was nothing but water , air an sky. In the world thus confounded, the 

Seven Sages, Manu and the fish were beheld. So, for very many years, the fish unwearied drew the ship 

over the water; and brought it at length to the highest peak of Himavat[Himalayas]. He then smiling 

gently, said to the Sages, Bind this ship without delay to this peak., They did so accordingly. And the 

highest peak of Himavat is still known by the name of Naubandhana `the Binding of the Ship.' 
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After this Manu `began to visibly to create all living beings.' 

 

 

 

Manu was believed to have been, in antediluvian times, a king of the people of South India. 

 

When the sites in the Indus Valley where examined they where shown to have no evolutionary 

development meaning they had been built by a culture that had already developed somewhere else and 

transplanted their civilization there. The tale of Manu shines a lot on the evidence the Arya came from 

another homeland that was destroyed in a great flood and the survivors emigrated to Northern India 

and the Himalaya regions after and rebuilt. The archeology evidence also supports this cultural record.  

 

An example: 

 

`Kashmir - was the abode of Rishi Kashyap. It is often described as "Nandanvan" 

the pleasure garden or paradise of Bharat. According to tradition recorded in a 

number of Sanskrit texts and chronicles of Kashmir this valley was once a vast 

lake. It was converted into an alluvial plain when Kashyap, a great "Rishi," 

made an opening into the surrounding mountains near Baramula. As a result the 

water of the lake was drained out and the submerged land became a habitable 

valley. It then came to be known as "Kashyap Marga" the abode of Kashyap from 

which the name Kashmir is derived. Geomorphological evidence has confirmed that 

the valley was originally a vast lake. History of Kashmir began with the 

settlement of the Indo-Aryan people in it in pre-Mahabharata days[my note ten 

thousand years or before]. It became a centre of Indo-vedic culture and 

civilization. Sanskrit literature is replete with references to it.' 
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Further down off the Coast of India is an set of Islands called the Maldives who's ancient tradition 

speaks of a group called the Redin: 

 

"Very tall. They were fair-skinned, and they had brown hair, blue eyes sometimes. And they were very, 

very good at sailing…. The Redin came long before any other Maldivians. Between them and the present 

population other people had also come, but none were as potent as the Redin and there were many of 

them. They not only used sail but also oars, and therefore moved with great speed at sea…" 

 

"During his series of research visits to the Maldives, Thor Heyerdahl collected amd compiled the Redin 

legends form all parts of the archipelago. He concludes that in the memory of the islanders the Redin 

were `a former people with more then ordinary human capacities.' 

 

Cowrie shells from the Maldives had been excavated among the ruins of the Indus-Sarawati civilization 

at Lothal. A Vedic Aryan civilization dated at over eight thousand years old. 

 

 

 

Kumari Kandam 

 

Kumari Kandam flood myth is set in the time between 12,000 and 10,000 years ago 

 

"The First Sangam was headquartered in a city named Tenmadurai. It had 549 members "beginning, 

with Agattiyanar[the sage Agastaya]… Among others were God Siva of braided air… Murugan the hill 

God, and Kubera the Lord of Treasure." 

 

"The Vedic God Rudra-Siva, Lord of Yoga, Siva's primary attribute is gnosis-or knowledge-and that 

whether in south India or the Himalayas he is associated with a cult of esoteric knowledge that is said to 

have been carried down from before the flood." 
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The date of the first Sangam [or 9800 BC or 9400 BC] is close with Plato's date for the sinking of Atlantis 

9600 BC [11,600 years ago]. 

 

This Sangam held an immense library of literature most of now all lost, the First Sangam was destroyed 

by a deluge. The survivors of this antediluvian civilization relocated further north, saving some of the 

First Sangam texts at some point some moved into India.  

 

It should be noted in the ancient Tamil texts it specifically calls this center `Sangam" which is a Sanskrit 

word, not a Tamil word. Dr.Pillari a Tamil, states that Tamil is descended from Sanskrit, the other 

language on Tamil Nadu[Sri Lanka] Sinhalese is officially documented to be of Sanskrit origin. 

 

"The questions continues to be this: how could Plato less than 2500 years ago, or Nakirar less then 15oo 

years ago, have managed by chance to select the epoch of 9600 BC in which to set, on the one hand, the 

sinking under waves of the Atlantic Ocean of the great antediluvian civilization of Atlantis and, on the 

other, the foundation of the First Sangam in Kumari Kandam-a doomed Indian Ocean landmass that was 

itself destined to be swallowed up by the sea?"-G. Hancock 

 

T.R. Sesha Iyenagar mentions in Tamil Traditions on Kumari Kandam: 

 

"Connected with South India… which was overwhelmed and submerged by a huge deluge. There are 

unmistakable indications in the Tamil traditions that the land affected by the deluge was contiguous 

with Tamilaham and that, after the subsidence, the Tamils naturally betook themselves to their northern 

provinces." 

 

Dr M. Sundaram, Chief Professor and Head of the Department of Tamil, Presidency College, Madras 

wrote in his paper `The Cultural Heritage of the Ancient Tamils' that: 

 

"The tradition of the loss of a vast continent by a deluge of the sea is too strong in the ancient Tamil 

classics to be ignored by any serious type of enquiry. In fact the first Tamil Sangam was said to have 

been functioning from South Madurai, in the lost continent. Ancient grammatical texts in Tamil and their 

latter day commentators testify that River Prahuli and Kumari Mountain ranges were lost by a deluge, a 

Purunaruli verse refers to the River prahuli and Silipathikaram mentions the deluge in which the Kumari 

continent was lost…" 
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Dr T.N.P. Haran, Professor of Tamil Studies at the Ameican College in Madura states on this lost 

continent "The best and the ancient civilization existed there…. Kumari Kandam was a big land. So many 

people were there. The sea came in and it swallowed the whole thing." 

 

 

 

In the tale of the Ramayana we have evidence of a land bridge once existed between India and Sri Lanka 

this has been found to have existed around 11,000 thousand years ago. Rama invaded the area  

 

 

 

In the Rajavali a Sri Lanka record of their ancient oral tradition penned around the 4th Century AD, it 

mentions from their primordial tradition of three floods that stuck the area in three different era's. The 

first flood is mentioned "in a former age" during the time of the giant Ravana: 

 

"The citadel of Ravana, 25 palaces and 400,000 streets, were swallowed up by the sea… The submerged 

land was between Tuticorin[south-eat coast of modern Tamil Nadu] and Mannar[NORTH-WEST COAST 

OF MODERN sri Lanka] and the island of Mannar is all that is now left of what was once a large 

territory." 

 

A similar reference is made in the Ramayana and it includes Rama forces crossing a Land 

Bridge[Rameswaram] between India and Sri Lanka was has been found to been in existence around 

11,000 years ago. To fight Ravana "A King of a former Age" also stated to have been immortal and 

possessed of great powers. 

 

 

 

From modern inundation mapping of the region it has been found that just as the record of the 

primordial tradition stated the finds correspond to the record by showing the area described as Ravana's 

citadel would have been above the waves over 10,000 years ago before flooding. 
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"But once again, as we know, there is abundant evidence that before the historic period, at the end of 

the Ice Age, Sir Lanka was indeed much larger then it is today with the greatest extent of antediluvian 

land in the north-west bridging the Gulf of Mannar exactly where , `in a former age, Ravana's citadel sis 

supposed to have stood." 

 

Author and Researcher Graham Hancock states about his experiences in S.India:  

 

"In Poompuhur and again in Mahabalipuram I met fishermen, who had nothing whatsoever to gain by 

deceiving me, who claimed to have seen with their own eyes what they described as `palaces' or 

`temples' or `walls' or `roads' underwater when diving down to free trapped anchors or nets." 

 

One strange report was that of ruins close to Mahabalipuram that emit `clanging' or `booming' or 

`musical sounds if the sea conditions are right.' It is like the sound of a great sheet of metal being struck.' 

 

One fisher stated: 

 

"As far South as Rameswaram you may find ruins underwater I have fished there. I have seen them." 

 

This significant as there have been major finds off Poompuhur of ancient structures that have been 

dated to have sunk 10,000 thousand years ago. A time as Author Graham Hancock mentions of his diving 

on the area: 

 

" A well-organized and apparently man-made structure that had been inundated more then 10,000 

years ago at a time when there was no known civilization in the vicinity that could have built it." 

 

Here is Graham Hancock record of his dive off Poompuhur: 

 

http://www.grahamhancock.com/archive/underworld/underworld1.php?p=4 
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The mystery of the U-shaped structure 

 

Yet there are so many underworlds. 

 

I'll not add here to what I have to say in the book and the television series about Malta, China and Japan 

-- or why and where I think the Grand Bahama Bank as it last looked 6000 years ago is portrayed on the 

infamous Piri Reis Map of 1513. 

 

I'd like to close with the Indian "theme" of the last few paragraphs but in a place about as far away as 

you can get from the Gulf of Cambay and still be in India. 

 

The place is called Poompuhar. It lies on southeast India's Coromandel coast facing the Bay of Bengal 

between modern Tamil Nadu and Sri Lanka. Its immediate offshore area has been the subject of marine 

archaeological investigations by India's National Institute of Oceanography since the 1980's -- and 

numerous non-controversial finds of man-made structures dated between the third century AD and the 

third century BC have been made in the "inter-tidal zone" close to shore at depths down to 6 feet 

(approximately 2 meters). 

 

These finds of structures in shallow water (some so shallow that they are exposed at low tide) have been 

quite widely written-up in the archaeological literature. But for some reason other discoveries that the 

NIO has made in deeper water off Poompuhar have attracted no attention at all. Most notably these 

other discoveries include a second completely separate group of structures fully three miles from the 

Poompuhar shore in water that is more than 70 feet (23 meters) deep. The lack of interest is surprising 

because to anyone with even minimal knowledge of post-glacial sea-level rise their depth of 

submergence is - or should be - highly anomalous. Indeed according to Glenn Milne's sea-level data the 

land on which these structures were built last stood above water at the end of the Ice Age more than 

11,000 years ago. 

 

Is it a coincidence that there are ancient Tamil flood myths that speak of a great kingdom that once 

existed in this area called Kumari Kandam that was swallowed up by the sea? Amazingly the myths put a 

date of 11,600 years ago on these events -- the same timeframe given by Plato for the end of Atlantis in 

another ocean. 
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Like the cities in the Gulf of Cambay the underwater structures three miles offshore of Poompuhar were 

first identified by an instrument called side scan sonar that profiles the seabed. One structure in 

particular was singled out for investigation and was explored by divers from India's National Institute of 

Oceanography in 1991 and 1993. Although they were not at that time aware of the implications of its 

depth of submergence -- i.e. that it is at least 11,500 years old -- the 1991 study confirms that it is man-

made and describes it as: 

 

a horse-shoe-shaped object, its height being one to two meters. A few stone blocks were found in the 

one-meter wide arm. The distance between the two arms in 20 meters. Whether the object is a shrine 

or some other man-made structure now at 23 meters [70 feet] depth remains to be examined in the 

next field season. 

 

The 1993 study refines the measurements: 

 

The structure of U-shape was located at a water depth of 23 meters which is about 5 kilometers off 

shore. The total peripheral length of the object is 85 meters while the distance between the two arms is 

13 meters and the maximum height is 2 meters Divers observed growth of thick marine organism on the 

structure, but in some sections a few courses of masonry were noted 

 

After 1993, no further marine archaeology was conducted along the Poompuhar coast until 2001 when I 

arranged with the NIO to dive on the U-shaped structure with funding from Channel 4 television in 

Britain and the Learning Channel in the US. Exclusive footage of the structure was filmed and is shown in 

episode 2 of the Underworld television series. Chapter 14 of the book is a report of our dives at 

Poompuhar, and what we found there. 

 

Dr A.S. Gaur of the NIO told me on camera that it would have required "a very great technology" to build 

the U-shaped structure -- one far beyond the abilities of known cultures in India 11,500 years ago. For Dr 

Gaur this is a reason to doubt the accuracy of the sea-level-data which suggests that the structure was 

submerged so long ago. However the NIO have not yet been successful in recovering any datable 

materials or artifacts that could tell us its age more directly (for example by C-14 or TL tests). 
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My own expedition to Poompuhar with the NIO in 2001 was limited to diving on the U-shaped structure 

and one neighboring structure. But what's really exciting is that more than 20 other large structures are 

known to be located in the same area down to depths of more than 100 feet. These have so far been 

identified only by side scan sonar and never yet explored by divers. I've organized an expedition jointly 

with India's National Institute of Oceanography and John Blashford-Snell's Scientific Exploration Society 

in Britain to map and investigate these other structures in March/April 2002. 

 

The Cambay and Poompuhar discoveries are both reported in depth for the first time in Underworld and 

set into the proper context of the flood myths and inundation history of the broader regions to which 

they belong. 

 

If they are what they seem to be -- a caution I must repeat since so little research has actually been done 

by anyone -- then they signal an exciting new era in Indian archaeology in which the investigation of 

submerged ruins will play an increasingly important role. How do the Poompuhar finds compare with 

those in Cambay? Are they both parts of the same lost civilization? Or do they perhaps represent two 

separate Ice Age cultures, one based in the north and the other in the south of the subcontinent? 

 

Further exploration, involving divers, sonar scans and the recovery and analysis of artifacts will provide 

the answers. 

 

And for reasons that I explain in Underworld, I think India's most ancient scriptures, the Vedas, also have 

a lot to tell us. There are tremendously good reasons to disbelieve the scholarly consensus (certainly the 

consensus amongst Western scholars) that the Vedas were composed as late as 1500 B.C. Parts of them 

probably do date from then; but some of the hymns could be much older than that -- carried down by 

oral traditions from much earlier times." 

 

BBC Article on another lost city found off the Western Coast of India: 

 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/south_asia/1768109.stm 

 

"Marine scientists say archaeological remains discovered 36 metres (120 feet) underwater in the Gulf of 

Cambay off the western coast of India could be over 9,000 years old.  
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The vast city - which is five miles long and two miles wide - is believed to predate the oldest known 

remains in the subcontinent by more than 5,000 years." 

 

 

 

 

 

What caused the destruction? 

 

Many ancient Traditions have tale of a war between the Gods that destroys the Golden Age. 

 

"In the Sanskrit texts – many marriages take place between the gods and they also beget children. 

Copulation between gods and men also exists." 

 

 

 

"Vedic texts describe the conflictual relationship between the Asuras and Devas who are depicted as the 

primary protagonists for control over Earth's cities and other planets. The Asuras appeared intent on 

taking direct control over human cities and civilizations…. 

 

The Asuras used advanced technologies to invade different planets to establish direct control though 

interbreeding and the introduction of advanced technologies. Their chief protagonists, the Devas, also 

used advanced technologies in their perennial conflict with the Asuras. In contrast to the Asuras, 

however, the Devas were intent on establishing what they called the Sanatana Dharma (eternal law) 

where righteous human rulers."were in charge of Earth's different kingdoms and civilizations." 

 

Note: 
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"As many of you are aware, "Satan" translates as TRUTH in Sanskrit, the original anguage of humanity 

.The Sanskrit root word "Sat", also sometimes "Satya" means Truth. "An" is also a shortening of 

"Ananta" which means Eternal/Infinite/Never ending, etc. The name "Satan" as a whole can also 

therefore be translated as "Truth Eternal" or "The Infinite and Never Ending Truth". Our God Satan IS 

the Eternal, Infinite and 

Never Ending Truth! 

 

The enemy kikes stole this, incorporating it into their filthy forged "language" they call hebrew, changing 

the meaning of this Sacred Name to "adversary". What they are blatantly saying is that the Eternal and 

Never Ending Truth, Satan, is their adversary. Truth is their worst enemy, as they are nothing but lies 

As well as this, Satan is also a name and word of great Spiritual Power and Enlightenment. As High 

Priestess Maxine Dietrich says on the Joy of Satan site, "Satanama", also a longer version of Satan, is an 

extremely Powerful Sanskrit Mantra which has been used for thousands of years to reach a state of 

Spiritual 

Empowerment. 

 

"Satan" can also be found in many other Powerful Sanskrit words. Here are a few 

examples: 

-The "Four Kumaras" or great Spiritual Powers were called Sanaka, Sanatana, Sanandana and 

Sanatkumara. The Four Kumaras were called the "Sons of Brahma". Brahma here appears to be a name 

for the infinite Energy and Power called "Ether" from which all was created, and the "Four Kumaras" 

seem to represent the Four All Powerful Elements, Ether being the Fifth and the originator of the 

others. The Elements are vital to all existence and form the Soul. Satan gave us our Soul, and Satan is a 

Master over the Elements. 

-The Sanskrit word Sanaatan or Sanataana which means eternal, fixed, perpetual, ever present, the fixed 

creation and also Ancient and everlasting. 

 

-The term "Sanatan Dharma" which means "The Eternal Law" or "Eternal teaching of Truth" which was 

the original name given to the religion followed by the people of the Indus Valley. 

-Santa which in Sanskrit means peaceful, calm and stilled, i.e. the state of Meditation where the mind is 

cleared and focused on one point. It can also mean: 
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"complete" and also "equilibrium". 

-SatNam which means "the True Name". 

-Satsang which means "the wise". 

 

The Sanskrit word for "lineage", "race" or "descending from" is also SaMtaana, and this was used as a 

term for Gentile People in Sanskrit. It's interesting that the word for Race or Lineage contains the name 

Satan within it, as this is yet more proof of the Gentile People being descended from Satan and so 

deeply 

connected to our True God Satan. SaMtaana also means "continuous flow", "connection to", "family" 

and "children". 

 

The name "Satan" has always been associated with great Power and Importance. 

 

All of this proves even further that it is Satan/Enki that is Truth, Power and 

Knowledge. Satan is the True God of the Gentile People"--High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

 

This excerpt quote from the Catholic Encyclopedia is very revealing:  

In the same way the Greeks and Romans may have worshipped their divinities, fondly believing them to 

be good. But the Christian Scriptures declare that all the gods of the Gentiles are demons.  

Catholic Encyclopedia: Devil Worship  

http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/04767a.htm  

DEMONS ARE THE GODS OF THE GENTILES!!!!  

 

 

 

Our Planet was attacked by enemy ET's who did not want Humanity to advance Satan is the Father of 

Humanity[Also called ENKI in the Sumerian] along with the other Deva's. Who along with the other 

Arya's defended the planet and it's people to the best they could but where out numbered. These 

enemy ET's did not want Humanity to reach its full evolution to perfection. This is obvious in their 
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manifesto the bible. Such as the tower of Babel tale which in the Hebrew tower is listed as migrad 

meaning pyramid structure the tale mentions these beings coming down to earth and upon seeing 

humanity was building a great pyramid attacked the planet and caused confusion and ended of 

humanities advancement even stating their reason for doing so once again as in the Garden tale was if 

humanity obtained the empowerment from such endeavors they would become as Gods and these ET's 

desire to exploit humanity would be at an end. 

 

The Pyramid structure is an allegory for the temple of the Sun, the human soul of which the capstone 

symbolizes the perfection and completion of the work. 

 

 

 

"The PYRAMID is symbolic of the shape of the human chakra. The missing capstone represents the 

unfinished work and the ALL-SEEING EYE represents the gnosis and all-knowing when one reaches the 

godhead. This state is also known as "SAMADI" or "SUPER CONSCIOUSNESS." 

 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Satanic_Symbols.html 

 

So we see blatantly Humanity was spirituality advancing towards perfection and this caused the war 

between the Gods that ended the Golden Age. Note these enemy ET's are very threatened by spiritual 

advanced and advancing Humans as we have the powers our the Gods within us. 

 

"The Ramayana's 24,000 sholkas are also a treasure trove to pointers to the gods' space traveling 

activities. There is a detailed description of a wonderful car which immediately suggests the idea of a 

spaceship. The car rises into the air with a whole family on board. Curiously enough, this craft is 

described as a flying pyramid which takes off vertically. When this flying pyramid rose from the ground, 

it naturally made a tremendous noise.  

 

If the Ramayana mentions what is clearly a flying apparatus, which made the mountains tremble, rose 

up amid thunder, burnt trees, meadows and the tops of houses" 
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According to Professor Dileep Kumar Kanjilal in his book, Vimana in Ancient India: 

 

In addition to the Vaimanika Shashtra, the Samarangana Sutradhara and the Yuktikalpataru of Bhoja, 

there are about 150 verses of the Rig Veda, Yajurveda and the Atharvaveda, a lot of literary passages 

belonging to the Ramayana, the Mahabharata, the Puranas, the Bhagavata and the Raghuvamsa and 

some references of the darma Abhijnanasakuntalam of Kalidasa, the Abimaraka of Bhasa, the Jatalas. 

the Avadhana Literature and of the Kathasaritsagara and a number of literary works contained either 

references to graphic aerial flight or to the mechanism of the aerial vehicles used in old ages in India. 

 

In the Ramayana both the words "Vimana" and "Ratha" have been used: 

 

 

Kamagam ratham asthaya...nadanadipatim (3. 35. 6-7). He boarded the aerial vehicle with Khara which 

was decorated with jewels and the faces of demons and it moved with noise resembling the sonorous 

clouds.  

 

You may go to your desired place after enticing Sita and I shall bring her to Lanka by air.. So Ravana and 

Maricha boarded the aerial vehicle resembling a palace (Vimana) from that hermitage.  

 

Then the demoness brought the Puspaka aerial vehicle and placed Sita on it by bringing her from the 

Ashoka forest and she was made to see the battle field with Trijata.  

 

This aerial vehicle marked with Swan soared into the sky with loud noise.  

 

Reference to Flying vehicles as Vimana occur in the Mahabharata in about 41 places of which the air 

attack of Salva on Krisna's capital Dwaraka deserve special notice. The Asura king Salva had an aerial 

flying machine known as Saubha-pura in which he came to attack Dwaraka. He began to shower hails, 

and missiles from the sky. As Krishna chased him he went near the sea and landed in the high seas. Then 

he came back again with his flying machine and gave a tough fight to Krishna staying about one Krosa 

(about 4,000 ft) above the ground level. Krishna at last threw a powerful ground-to-air weapon which hit 

the plane in the middle and broke it into pieces. The damaged flying machine fell into the seas. This vivid 

description of the air attack occurs in the Bhagavata also. We also come across the following references 
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to missiles, armaments, sophisticated war-machines and mechanical contrivances as well as to Vimanas 

in Mahabharata.  

 

 

 

The Mahabharata is one of the oldest known texts on earth: 

 

Here the reference is to the Mahabharata wherein a great war involving advanced technologies led to 

the decimation of Asura dominated kingdoms in ancient India. Numerous references in the 

Mahabharata refer to the destructiveness of the advanced weapons used, some of which appeared to 

be atomic in nature as evidenced in the following passage: 

 

Gurkha flying in his swift and powerful Vimana hurled against the three cities of the Vrishis and 

Andhakas a single projectile charged with all the power of the Universe. An incandescent column of 

smoke and flame as bright as the thousand suns rose in all its splendor... a perpendicular explosion with 

its billowing smoke clouds... the cloud of smoke rising after its first explosion formed into expanding 

round circles like the opening of giant parasols... It was the unknown weapon, the Iron Thunderbolt, a 

gigantic messenger of death which reduced to ashes the entire race of the Vrishnis and Andhakas... The 

corpses were so burned as to be unrecognizable. The hair and nails fell out; pottery broke without 

apparent cause, and the birds turned white. After a few hours all foodstuffs were infected... ...to escape 

from this fire the soldiers threw themselves in streams to wash themselves and their equipment. 

 

Mahabharata from Chandra Roy translation 1889: 

 

...This weapon was so feared that "in great distress of mind" the king had the bolt reduced to fine 

powder and thrown into the sea. Even with these precautions, peoples hair and fingernails fell out 

overnight, birds turned white and their legs became scarlet and blistered, and food went bad... Gurkha 

flying in his swift and powerful Vimana hurled against the three cities of the Vrishis 

and Andhakas a single projectile charged with all the power of the Universe. It was theunknown 

weapon, the Iron Thunderbolt, a gigantic messenger of death which reduced to ashes the entire race of 

the Vrishnis and Andhakas… The corpses were so burned as to be unrecognizable. Their hair and nails 

fell out; pottery broke without apparent cause, and the birds turned white. After a few hours all 
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foodstuffs were infected…To escape from this fire the soldiers threw themselves in streams to wash 

themselves and their equipment... 

 

 

 

Historian Kisari Mohan Ganguli says that "Indian sacred writings" are full of such descriptions, which 

sound like an atomic blast as experienced in Hiroshima and Nagasaki. He says references mention 

fighting sky chariots and final weapons. 

 

An ancient battle is described in the Drona Parva, a section of the Mahabharata.  

 

"The passage tells of combat where explosions of final weapons decimate entire armies, causing crowds 

of warriors with steeds and elephants and weapons to be carried away as if they were dry leaves of 

trees," says Ganguli. 

 

"Instead of mushroom clouds, the writer describes a perpendicular explosion with its billowing smoke 

clouds as consecutive openings of giant parasols. There are comments about the contamination of food 

and people's hair falling out."  

 

 

 

Archeological Investigation provides information  

Archeologist Francis Taylor says that etchings in some nearby temples he has managed to translate 

suggest that they prayed to be spared from the great light that was coming to lay ruin to the city.  

 

 

 

"It's so mid-boggling to imagine that some civilization had nuclear technology before we did. The 

radioactive ash adds credibility to the ancient Indian records that describe atomic warfare."  
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Construction has halted while the five member team conducts the investigation.  

 

 

 

The foreman of the project is Lee Hundley,  

 

who pioneered the investigation after the high level of radiation was discovered.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In ancient India the texts of the Karna Parva recounts the story of "the War of the Gods and Asuras" 

waged by the great ruler Sankara Mahadeva against his enemies, the Daityas and Danavas. The ruler 

went forth in his "radiant celestial vehicle" and attacked the triple-city of Tripura, totally destroying it 

with his "god-given weapon" and sending "all the rebellious races burning to the bottom of the Western 

Ocean ." The texts in Chapter XXXIV of the Karna Parva say that: 

 

"The illustrious deity sped forth, and his shaft which represented the might of the whole universe 

penetrated the triple city. Loud wails of woe were heard from all those within as they began to fall. Thus 

was the triple city burnt and thus were the Asuras burned and the Danavas exterminated by the gods." 
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Two other ancient treatises from India , the Drona Bhisheka (Chapter XI) and the Harivamsa (Chapter 

LVI), offer descriptions of other major destructions from the same war in which whole cities were 

"consumed in an all-encompassing inferno" and "plunged into the water depths." These accounts 

conclude with the defeat of a peoples called the Avantis—very close to Plato's Atlantis. 

 

In the Hindu epic poems of the Mahabharata and Ramayana are even more detailed descriptions of an 

age thousands of years ago when great god-kings rode about in their Vimanas or flying craft and waged 

war by launching powerful weapons at their enemies. 

 

The descriptions given of these weapons in the ancient verses—their force, the characteristics of their 

destruction and the after-affects—sound disturbingly modern. The texts describe: 

 

*The thunderbolt of Indra was endowed with the force of thousand-eyed Indra's thunder. 

*The bolt of death measured three cubits by six. It was the unknown weapon, the iron thunderbolt of 

Indra, the messenger of death. 

*The projectile was charged with all the power of the Universe. 

*The Agneya weapon was capable of being resisted by none of the very gods themselves. 

*The Brahma-danda or Brahma's rod was even more powerful. 

*Though it struck only once, it smote whole countries and entire races from generation to generation. 

*Adwattan let loose the blazing missile of smokeless fire. 

*The missile burst with the power of thunder. 

*The flying missile ruined whole cities filled with forts. 

*The three cities of the Vrishnis and Andhakas were destroyed together in one instant. 

*An incandescent column of smoke and fire as brilliant as ten thousand suns rose in all its splendor. 

*Clouds roared upward showering dust and gravel. 

*Dense arrows of flame like a great shower issued forth upon creation, encompassing the enemy on all 

sides. 

*The sky blazed and the ten points of the horizon filled with smoke. 

*Meteors flashed down from the sky. 
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*Fierce winds began to blow, and the very elements seemed disturbed. 

*The sun appeared to waver in the heavens. 

*The earth and all its mountains and seas and forests began to tremble. 

*The wind blew as a fierce storm and the earth glowed. 

*No one saw the fire—it was unseen. Yet it consumed everything. 

*As rain poured down it was dried in mid-air by the heat. 

*Birds croaked madly, and beasts shuddered from the destruction. 

*Animals crumpled to the ground, their heads broken, and they died over a vast region. 

*Elephants burst into flame, running to and fro in frenzy seeking protection. 

*The waters of rivers and lakes boiled and the creatures residing therein perished. 

*Thousands of war vehicles fell down on either side. 

*Whole armies collapsed like trees in a forest burnt where they stood as in a raging fire. 

*Corpses were so burnt they were no longer recognizable. 

*The gaze of the Kapilla weapon was powerful enough to burn fifty thousand men to ashes. 

*The thunderbolt reduced to ashes the entire race of Vrishnis and Ankhakas. 

*To escape the breath of death the warriors leapt into rivers to wash themselves and bury their armor. 

*Hair and nails fell out. 

*Unborn children were killed in the womb. 

*Birds were born with white feathers, red feet and in the shape of turtles. 

*Pottery broke without cause. 

*All foods became poisoned and inedible. 

*The land was afflicted by drought thereafter for ten long years. 

 

There are too many details here that are frighteningly similar to an eye-witness account of a nuclear 

explosion—the brightness of the blast, the column of rising smoke and fire, the fallout, intense heat and 

shock waves, the appearance of the victims and the effects of radiation poisoning. More than half a 
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century ago these ancient descriptions were considered mere fantasy—but with the advent of the 

Nuclear Age in 1945, suddenly the texts from ancient India take on a whole new meaning. 

 

There are remains that strongly suggest that nuclear wars were indeed waged in the distant past. 

According to the Mahabharata, the Great Bharata War in which flying Vimanas and fiery weapons were 

used, involved prehistoric inhabitants along the upper Ganges River of northern India . Precisely in the 

region, between the Ganges and the mountains of Rajmahal, are numerous charred ruins which have 

yet to be explored or excavated. 

 

Observations made in the nineteenth century indicated that the ruins were not burnt by ordinary fire. In 

many instances they appeared as huge masses fused together with deeply pitted surfaces—described as 

being like tin struck by a stream of molten steel. 

 

 

Some scholars are of the opinion that the horrific war which brought about the fall of the prehistoric 

Rama Empire in India was once fought in the region of what is now Kashmir . Just outside of Srinigar are 

the massive ruins of a temple complex called Parshaspur, whose multi-ton stone blocks are scattered 

over a wide area. The configuration of the blocks is suggestive of a tremendous explosion having once 

destroyed the site. It is not without karmic significance that today the two modern southern Asian 

nuclear powers— India and Pakistan —are bitter rivals, and one of the elements of their contention is 

the disputed region of Kashmir . 

 

 

 

Have We Shattered the Atom Before?—Signs of a Former Nuclear Age?  

 

Today we tend to belittle the past and boast our age as the highest peak in human cultures. 

 

Whole cities were "consumed in an all-encompassing inferno" - says The Mahabharata. 
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Farther to the south among the dense forests of the Deccan are more such ruins which may be of earlier 

origin, pointing back to a war antedating that the Mahabharata, and which encompassed a far greater 

area. The walls are glazed, corroded and split by a tremendous heat. Within several of the buildings that 

remain standing even the stone furnishings have been vitrified. That is, the surfaces of the rock have 

been melted and re-crystallized. 

 

No natural burning flame or volcanic eruption could have produced a heat intense enough to cause this 

phenomena. Only a strong radiated heat could have done this damage. In this same region as this 

second group of ruins, Russian researcher Alexander Gorbovsky reported in 1966 the discovery of a 

human skeleton with radiation fifty times above normal levels. 

 

In January, 1992 a news report was published concerning the discovery of a three-square mile area of 

radioactive ash in Rajasthan, located ten miles west of Jodhpur . The development of a housing project 

in this area had to be abandoned because of the high incidents of recurring cancer and birth defects. 

 

A nuclear power plant recently built in the region was thought to be the culprit, but a five-member 

scientific team, headed by project foreman Lee Hundley, dispatched to study the mystery found a very 

different source. They eventually unearthed the charred remains of buildings thought to be at least 

eight to twelve millennia old which were once inhabited by perhaps as many as half a million people.  

 

The prehistoric city had all the appearance—and the tell-tale radioactive residue—of having been 

destroyed by a nuclear weapon the scientists estimated was about the same size as that which 

destroyed Hiroshima in 1945. 

 

Archaeologist Francis Taylor, in a follow-up to this initial discovery, found historical wall engravings and 

texts in a nearby temple which depicted the local people as praying to be spared from the "great light" 

that was coming to destroy their city. The inscriptions appeared to have been copied from older sources 

going back several thousands of years. Taylor was quoted as saying: 

 

"It's so mind-boggling to imagine that some civilization had nuclear technology before we did. The 

radioactive ash adds credibility to the ancient Indian records that describe atomic warfare." 
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In order to protect the local population, the ash and ruins were carefully covered over to barricade 

against the remaining radiation, and today only a length of thick concrete highway running through the 

area is all that can be seen. 

 

It may be more than coincidental that at the time the mysterious city was destroyed in Rajasthan circa 

twelve thousand years ago, there was also an increase in traces of copper, tin and lead in ice cores from 

around the world—indicative of huge amounts of pollutants suddenly being thrown into the upper 

atmosphere and circulated around the globe—as well as a dramatic increase in uranium concentrations 

in coral growths from 1.5 parts per million to over 4 parts per million. Paleo-climatologists have never 

been able to explain these increases as a natural occurrence. 

 

Note: Another curious sign of an ancient nuclear war in India is a giant crater near Mumbai (formerly 

Bombay). The nearly circular 2,154-metre-diameter Lonar crater, located 400 kilometres northeast of 

Mumbai and dated at less than 50,000 years old, could be related to nuclear warfare of antiquity. No 

trace of any meteoric material, etc., has been found at the site or in the vicinity, and this is the world's 

only known "impact" crater in basalt. Indications of great shock (from a pressure exceeding 600,000 

atmospheres) and intense, abrupt heat (indicated by basalt glass spherules) can be ascertained from the 

site. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Main Sources: 

 

 

 

UNDERWORLD The Mysterious Origins of Civilization, Hancock Graham 
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The Mahabharata 

 

HinduWisdom.info 

 

BBC 

 

 

 

http://www.grahamhancock.com/archive/underworld/underworld1.php?p=4 

 

 

 

http://www.examiner.com/exopolitics-in-honolulu/vedic-civilization-extraterrestrial-life-and-celestials 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

7/19/11 Regarding Buddhism 

 

Several people have inquired about Buddhism and its relation to Satanism and so forth. I watched a 

most interesting and revealing documentary last week. National Geographic's 'Secrets of Shangri-La: 

Quest for Sacred Caves' [2009]. 
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To sum this up: Buddhism can be safely and securely added to the list of enemy programs right up there 

with xianity and islam. Buddhism was invented to remove spiritual knowledge and replace it with enemy 

crap, no different from islam and xianity.  

 

The original religion, the Tibetan 'Bon' religion was attacked, followers mass murdered- same ugly 

repeat and agenda, so this Buddhism could be reinforced on the populace.  

 

The documentary features researchers who discover hidden caves in the Himalayas that contain 

hundreds of hidden manuscripts; entire spiritual libraries, hidden from enemy invaders who sought to 

destroy spiritual knowledge.  

 

The followers of Buddhism in the area equate the original Tibetan Bon religion with 'black magick.' 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

The Sayanim Jewish Secret Network 

 

The Sayanim Jewish Secret Network 

 

"The operative word is SAYANIM. Local jews who choose to spy for or aid mossad in the countries they 

live in. Mossad local assistants or sayanim operating in western countries." 'By Way of Deception' by 

Victor Ostrovsky (pp. 86-9) 

 

This documentary film shows how the Jews where able to pull off 911 via this sayanim network. 

 

http://www.911missinglinks.com/watch-movie/ 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

The Making Of A Sayanim, The Secret Jewish Network  

 

What Is A Sayanim ?  

 

 

The Sayanim is a Jewish person, that can be called on to assist  

another Jew in any cause. Since birth, the Jewish people have been  

taught of their superiority and need for cohesion. The Sephardic Jews  

are the upper level of the network, and the Ashkenazim, which constitute 95% of all Jews, are the 

worker ants. Since the Sephardics first converted the Ashkenazim, they brainwashed them into the idea 

that the world is their enemy, but their fellow Jew is a "Quiet Guardian".  

 

[My note the only different between Sephardic Jews is they where the branch expelled from Spain and 

went into ME regions where Askenazim stayed in Europe and moved into the America's. The Jew is a 

Jew by race as its own racial laws prove along with genetic tests showing their is no different between 

the two groups of Jews genetically they are the same race. Genetic tests today have isolated the Jewish 

genetic code and can do extensive DNA tests to trace down lineages based on this. Juadism is a racial 

religion.] 

 

 

 

 

Who Is A Sayanim?  
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Every Jewish person is expected to be a potential agent, in varying  

degrees.  

 

 

 

 

What Will They Do?  

 

 

If the Jewish people sense a potential threat, the Jewish Sayanim is authorized to commit anything from 

simple harassment to business ruin, and even multiple murders. The Columbine Massacre was a perfect 

example. The police knew there were seven people involved, but five students, two sets of parents, one 

employer and psychiatrists, provided alibis and corrupted evidence.  

 

 

Examples  

 

Your Jewish accountant will relay any bookkeeping info to a Jewish competitor, your friendly Jewish 

pharmacist will assist, your Jewish doctor, a clerk at VISA will supply credit information, the list is 

endless.  

 

 

 

 

Sayanim Indoctrination Starts At Childhood:  
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Family Life  

 

Jewish child rarely are allowed to play with the gentiles. Around  

the house the child is constantly bombarded with the word Goy. .  

 

Goy relates to menial occupations. The family maid, nannies,  

gardener, plumber, etc are referred to as " The Goy ".  

 

 

Grammar School  

 

A public Jewish school will receive grants, and the best teachers  

are put in the district. 6th graders at these ' Magnet schools ' are  

the equivalent of an 8th graders at a normal school. Jewish kid's will always be eligible for the 'Gifted 

Programs'.  

 

Exceptional Jewish children are turned over to the Rabbi for future  

guidance.  

 

 

 

 

High School  

 

In heavily Jewish communities the public schools will always have'Gifted program'.  
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For those with the resources, they will attend exclusive schools.  

 

 

 

College  

 

Here is the big payoff. Entrance into the finest school is assured.  

All the larger Universities have Sayanims placed in key locations from the Dean to the Admission 

Officers, to the loans, and the scholarship personnel. Societies, such as Hillel, will shepherd a young Jew 

throughout his college career.  

 

 

Jewish professors will always favor the Jewish student. Jewish  

students make up 30% of the Ivy League, which they credit to their  

extraordinary IQ's, which is a myth. Law schools, such as Yale, can have an enrollment of 60% +.  

 

 

 

 

Business World  

 

In any Jewish controlled company, you are given first preference in  

job interviews  
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If you are a businessman, you get the preferential treatment on  

contracts where another Jewish person is involved.  

 

Getting a bank loan is a cinch.  

 

 

Government  

Jews have lined government offices with their people.  

 

 

* Student loans get erased  

* A business competitor can have a regulatory agency put on him.  

* The Judicial is 40% Jewish and another 35% are minorities they control.  

 

 

 

 

So What Is Expected Of A Sayanim?  

 

 

The standard Sayanim routine is basically favoring other Jews in  

ordinary transactions, but you can be called on to protect any criminal enterprise. From the traffic court 

Judge to to an Appellate Judge - fellow sayanims receive special treatment.  
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The special Sayanim ( 200,000 of them worldwide ) will be expected  

to cooperate in any Mossad enterprise including murder, sabotage and any form of Fifth Column 

activity. A division of the Mossad ( Katsas ) keeps records, and stays in active contact with this group.  

 

 

 

================================= 

http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25976.htm 

 

Sayanim 

Israeli Operatives in the U.S. 

 

By Jeff Gates  

 

July 20, 2010 "Veterans Today" -- Americans know that something fundamental is amiss. They sense—

rightly—that they are being misled no matter which political party does the leading. 

 

A long misinformed public lacks the tools to grasp how they are being deceived. Without those tools, 

Americans will continue to be frustrated at being played for the fool. 

 

When the "con" is clearly seen, "the mark" (that's us) will see that all roads lead to the same duplicitous 

source: Israel and its operatives. The secret to Israel's force-multiplier in the U.S. is its use of agents, 

assets and sayanim (Hebrew for volunteers). 
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When Israeli-American Jonathan Pollard was arrested for spying in 1986, Tel Aviv assured us that he was 

not an Israeli agent but part of a "rogue" operation. That was a lie. 

 

Only 12 years later did Tel Aviv concede that he was an Israeli spy the entire time he was stealing U.S. 

military secrets. That espionage—by a purported ally—damaged our national security more than any 

operation in U.S. history. 

 

In short, Israel played us for the fool. 

 

From 1981-1985, this U.S. Navy intelligence analyst provided Israel with 360 cubic feet of classified 

military documents on Soviet arms shipments, Pakistani nuclear weapons, Libyan air defense systems 

and other intelligence sought by Tel Aviv to advance its geopolitical agenda. 

 

Agents differ from assets and sayanim. Agents possess the requisite mental state to be convicted of 

treason, a capital crime. Under U.S. law, that internal state is what distinguishes premeditated murder 

from a lesser crime such as involuntary manslaughter. Though there's a death in either case, the legal 

liabilities are different—for a reason. 

 

Intent is the factor that determines personal culpability. That distinction traces its roots to a widely 

shared belief in free will as a key component that distinguishes humans from animals. 

 

Agents operate with premeditation and "extreme malice" or what the law describes as an "evil mind." 

Though that describes the mental state of Jonathan Pollard, Israeli leaders assured us otherwise—

another example of an evil mind as the U.S. was played for the fool. 

 

Played for the Fool, Again 

 

Pollard took from his office more than one million documents for copying by his Israeli handler. When 

those classified materials were transferred to the Soviets, reportedly in exchange for the emigration of 

Russian Jews, this spy operation shifted the entire dynamics of the Cold War. 
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To put a price tag on this espionage, imagine $20 trillion in U.S. Cold War defense outlays from 1948-

1989 (in 2010 dollars). The bulk of that investment in national security was negated by a spy working for 

a nation that pretended throughout to be a U.S. ally. 

 

Pollard was sentenced to life in prison. Israel suffered no consequences. None. Zero. Nada. Not then. 

Not now. Then as now, we were played for the fool. 

 

At trial, Pollard claimed he wasn't stealing from the U.S.; he was stealing secrets for Israel—with whom 

the U.S. has long had a "special relationship." He thought we should have shared our military secrets 

with them. That's chutzpah. That also confirms we were played for the fool. 

 

Looking back, it's easy to see how seamlessly we segued from a global Cold War to a global War on 

Terrorism. In retrospect, the false intelligence used to induce our invasion of Iraq was traceable to 

Israelis, pro-Israelis or Israeli assets such as John McCain (see below). 

 

Even while in prison, Pollard's iconic status among Israelis played a strategic role. Was it just coincidence 

that Tel Aviv announced a $1 million grant to their master spy less than two weeks before 911? Is that 

how Israel signaled its operatives in the U.S.? 

 

Did that grant have any relationship to the "dancing Israelis" who were found filming and celebrating 

that mass murder as both jets smashed into the World Trade Center? 

 

Absent that provocation, would we now find ourselves at war in the Middle East? Surely no one still 

believes that America's interests are being advanced in a quagmire that has now become the longest 

war in U.S. history. 

 

"I know what America is," Benjamin Netanyahu told a group of Israelis in 2001, apparently not knowing 

his words were being recorded. "America is a thing you can move very easily, move it in the right 

direction." 
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Let's face it: the U.S. was again played for the fool. 

 

With oversight by Israeli case officers (katsas), Israeli operations proceed in the U.S. by using agents, 

assets and volunteers (sayanim). Let's take a closer look at each. 

 

The Sayanim System 

 

Sayanim (singular sayan) are shielded from conventional legal culpability by being told only enough to 

perform their narrow role. Though their help may be essential to the success of an Israeli operation, 

these volunteers (sayanim also means helpers) could pass a polygraph test because their recruiters 

ensure they remain ignorant of the overall goals of an operation. 

 

In other words, a sayan can operate as an accomplice but still not be legally liable due to a lack of the 

requisite intent regarding the broader goals—of which they are purposely kept ignorant. Does that 

intentional "ignorance" absolve them of liability under U.S. law? So far, yes. 

 

Much like military reservists, sayanim are activated when needed to support an operation. By agreeing 

to be available to help Israel, they provide an on-call undercover corps and force-multiplier that can be 

deployed on short notice. 

 

How are sayanim called to action? To date, there's been no attempt by U.S. officials to clarify that key 

point. This may explain why Pollard was again in the news on July 13th with a high-profile Israeli 

commemoration of his 9000th day of incarceration. 

 

To show solidarity with this Israeli-American traitor, the lights encircling Jerusalem were darkened while 

an appeal was projected onto the walls of the Old City urging that President Obama order Pollard's 

release from federal prison. 

 

Pollard has long been a rallying point for Jewish nationalists, Zionist extremists and ultra-orthodox 

ideologues. In short, just the sort of people who would be likely recruits as sayanim. The news coverage 
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given this Day of Adoration may help explain how Israel signals its helpers that an operation is underway 

and in need of their help. 

 

Are pro-Israelis once again playing Americans for the fool? 

 

When not aiding an ongoing operation, sayanim gather and report intelligence useful to Israel. This 

volunteer corps is deeply imbedded in legislative bodies, particularly in the U.S. 

 

Thus far, this Israeli operation has advanced with legal impunity as the Israel lobby—though acting as a 

foreign agent—continues even now to pose as a "domestic" operation. 

 

Morris Amitay, former executive director of the American Israel Public Affairs Committee, explains how 

this invisible cadre aids the Israel lobby in advancing its geopolitical agenda: 

 

"There are a lot of guys at the working level up here [on Capitol Hill]…who happen to be Jewish, who are 

willing…to look at certain issues in terms of their Jewishness…These are all guys who are in a position to 

make the decision in these areas for those senators…You can get an awful lot done just at the staff 

level." 

 

What sayanim are not told by their katsas is that an Israeli operation may endanger not only Israel but 

also the broader Jewish community when these operations are linked to extremism, terrorism, 

organized crime, espionage and treason. Though sayanim "must be 100 percent Jewish," Ostrovsky 

reports in By Way of Deception (1990): 

 

"…the Mossad does not seem to care how devastating it could be to the status of the Jewish people in 

the Diaspora if it was known. The answer you get if you ask is: "So what's the worst that could happen to 

those Jews? They'd all come to Israel. Great!" [Mossad is the intelligence and foreign operations 

directorate for Israel.] 

 

Assets, Agents and Sayanim  
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Assets are people profiled in sufficient depth that they can be relied upon to perform consistent with 

their profile. Such people typically lack the state of mind required for criminal culpability because they 

lack the requisite intent to commit a crime. 

 

Nevertheless, assets are critical to the success of Israeli operations in the U.S. They help simply by 

pursuing their profiled personal needs—typically for recognition, influence, money, sex, drugs or the 

greatest drug of all: ideology. 

 

Thus the mission-critical task fulfilled by political assets that the Israel lobby "produces" for long-term 

service in the Congress—while appearing to represent their U.S. constituents. 

 

Put a profiled asset in a pre-staged time, place and circumstance—over which the Israel lobby can exert 

considerable influence—and Israeli psy-ops specialists can be confident that, within an acceptable range 

of probabilities, an asset will act consistent with his or her profile. 

 

Democrat or Republican is irrelevant; the strategic point remains the same: to ensure that lawmakers 

perform consistent with Israel's interests. With the help of McCain-Feingold campaign finance "reform," 

the Israel lobby attained virtual control over the U.S. Congress. 

 

The performance of assets in the political sphere can be anticipated with sufficient confidence that 

outcomes become foreseeable—within an acceptable range of probabilities. How difficult was it to 

predict the outcome when Bill Clinton, a classic asset, encountered White House intern Monica 

Lewinsky? 

 

Senator John McCain has long been a predictable asset. His political career traces its origins to organized 

crime from the 1920s. It was organized crime that first drew him to Arizona to run for Congress four 

years before the 1986 retirement of Senator Barry Goldwater. 

 

By marketing his "brand" as a Vietnam-era prisoner of war, he became a reliable spokesman for Tel Aviv 

while being portrayed as a "war hero." No media outlet dares mention that Colonel Ted Guy, McCain's 

commanding officer while a POW, sought his indictment for treason for his many broadcasts for the 

North Vietnamese that assured the death of many U.S. airmen. 
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As a typical asset, it came as no surprise to see McCain and Connecticut Senator Joe Lieberman, a self-

professed Zionist, used to market the phony intelligence that took us to war in Iraq. McCain's ongoing 

alliance with transnational organized crime spans three decades. 

 

His 1980's advocacy for S&L crook Charles Keating of "The Keating 5" finds a counterpart in his recent 

meetings with Russian-Israeli mobster Oleg Deripaska who at age 40 held $40 billion in wealth 

defrauded from his fellow Russians. 

 

McCain conceded earlier this month in a town hall meeting in Tempe, Arizona that he met in a small 

dinner in Switzerland with mega-thief Deripaska and Lord Rothschild V. 

 

For assets such as McCain to be indicted for treason, the American public must grasp the critical role 

that such pliable personalities play in political manipulations. McCain is a "poster boy" for how assets 

are deployed to shape decisions such as those that took our military to war. In the Information Age, if 

that's not treason, what is? 

 

The predictability of a politician's conduct confirms his or her qualifications as an asset. They are 

routinely developed and "produced" over lengthy periods of time and then—as with John McCain—

maintained in key positions to influence decision-making as key junctures. 

 

Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon was candid in his assessment four weeks after 911. He may have 

been thinking about John McCain when he made this revealing comment: 

 

"I want to tell you something very clear, don't worry about American pressure on Israel, we, the Jewish 

people control America, and the Americans know it." [October 3, 2001] 

 

Indictments for Treason 
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Are assets culpable? Do they have the requisite intent to indict them for treason? Does John McCain 

possess an evil mind? Did he betray this nation of his own free will or is he typical of those assets with 

personalities so weak and malleable that they can easily be manipulated? 

 

As federal grand juries are impaneled to identify and indict participants in this trans-generational 

operation, how many sayanim should the Federal Bureau of Investigation expect to uncover in the U.S.? 

No one knows because this subtle form of treason is not yet well understood. 

 

Victor Ostrovksy, a former Mossad katsa (case officer) wrote in 1990 that the Mossad had 7,000 sayanim 

in London alone. In London's 1990 population of 6.8 million, Israel's all-volunteer corps represented 

one-tenth of one percent of the residents of that capital city. 

 

If Washington, DC is ten times more critical to Israel's geopolitical goals (an understatement), does that 

mean the FBI should expect to find ten times more sayanim per capita in Washington? 

 

What about sayanim in Manhattan, Miami, Beverly Hills, Atlanta, Boston, Charleston, Charlotte, Chicago, 

Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Houston, Kansas City, Minneapolis, New Orleans, Philadelphia, 

Phoenix, Portland, Sacramento, San Diego, Seattle, St. Louis, Tampa, Toledo? 

 

No one knows. And Tel Aviv is unlikely to volunteer the information. This we know for certain: America 

has been played for the fool. And so has our military. 

 

This duplicity dates back well before British Foreign Secretary Alfred Balfour wrote to an earlier Lord 

Rothschild in 1917 citing UK approval for a "Jewish homeland." In practical effect, that "homeland" now 

ensures non-extradition for senior operatives in transnational organized crime. 

 

To date, America has blinded itself even to the possibility of such a trans-generational operation inside 

our borders and imbedded inside our government. Instead the toxic charge of "anti-Semitism" is 

routinely hurled at those chronicling the "how" component of this systemic treason. 
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Making this treason transparent is essential to restore U.S. national security. That transparency may 

initially appear unfair to the many moderate and secular Jews who join others appalled at this systemic 

corruption of the U.S. political system. 

 

Yet they are also concerned that somehow they may be portrayed as guilty by association due to a 

shared faith tradition. That would be not only unjust to them but also ineffective in identifying and 

indicting those complicit. 

 

This much is certain: a Democrat as president offers no real alternative to a Republican on those issues 

affecting U.S. policy in the Middle East. 

 

Today's corruption predates the duplicity in 1948 that induced Harry Truman to extend recognition to 

this extremist enclave as a legitimate nation state. Our troubles date from then. 

 

That fateful decision must be revisited in light of what can now be proven about the "how" of this 

ongoing duplicity—unless Americans want to continue to be played for the fool. 

 

A Vietnam veteran, Jeff Gates is a widely acclaimed author, attorney, investment banker, educator and 

consultant to government, corporate and union leaders worldwide. He served for seven years as counsel 

to the U.S. Senate Committee on Finance. He is widely published in the trade, popular and academic 

press. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

CONTACTING DEMONS 

 

The higher the rank, the more energy and experience it's going to take to successfully summon them. 

Once you get started on a good power mediation program as well as rituals. Then your chances of 

getting in contact with the Gods of your choice will be more likely. Getting that energy up is up to you. 

One of the main things you need to focus on here is being open to the astral. This will enable you to 
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communicate with the Gods. Untill then it would be a waste of time with summonings. Now I dont know 

how advanced you are, but make sure that you do daily Power Meditations. 

  

On top of that, you could have very well have done everything right and the Gods showed. But if your 

not aware and able to pick up on these energies, then you wouldnt have known. This is why we 

empower our astral vision. Besides our 3rd eye, you have your 1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th, and 6th eye.These can 

further enhance your success at summoning the great Gods of Duat. All this comes from two other 

important meditaions that I'd like to point out.      

 

*OPENING AND MEDITATING ON YOUR CLAIRAUDIENCE POINTS* 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Psychic_Centers.html 

  

*MEDITATING ON CLAIRVOYANCE POINTS* 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Clairvoyance_Points.html 

 

Another thing that I wanted to mention was that you have to stop trying to get all the spoilers you hear 

about when opening chakras and summoning the Gods. What experience I may go through or anyone 

else goes through might not be the same as your. We are all individuals and we all experience different 

things most of the time. This is partly because our life force functions on different altitudes of energy. 

This is natural, although some of our experiences can be similar.  

 

 

 

Things like this simply takes time and practice. People tend to think that they can do a few meditations 

and then they are completely done. This is NOT the way things are done. Spiritual knowledge has been 

suppressed and corrupted. We were close to perfection at one point in time but now we must work our 

ass off to get back to that point in life. Take time to really focus on your workings and quit awaiting 

outcomes that you heard are to come. Work on practicing on feeling and visualizing each chakra your 

working on. Remember to work on your seven chakras located which is located along the spine. 

Summoning the Gods is a great experience and it's also a gift. They are extremely busy and just dont go 

popping up for everyone that calls out their name. They will come if you have advanced to a certain 

point in your spirituality. Demons are known to come and show themselves more often then most.  
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In some cases people with no experience still have encounters with the Gods in some form or fashion. 

It's possible because sometimes, even those who are without may have been spiritually advanced to 

some degree in their previous lives. They could have been reincarnated with a stronger soul which 

enables them to be open to the astral. For a Spiritual Satanist the answer is quite obvious, but to those 

who are without they just might not understand. Before you go summoning the Gods for any question 

regarding Satanism. You should make sure that it's definitely not on the website. These are real Gods 

and for that matter they are far to busy to be answering simple questions. About what to offer the God 

you summon, thats between what the two of you agree upon.  

 

Never get discouraged about not being able to come into contact. This does not mean that you are 

necessarily doing something wrong. This also doesn't necessarily mean that the Father Satan did not 

accept you or have abandoned you. Really, it could mean a number of other things like maybe it's not 

yet your time. The Gods know us from the inside out. Better then we think we know ourselves. Maybe 

they see something that you need to work on. If you ever get the feeling that you should be doing a 

certain meditation or ritual, then you should do it. This can be the Powers Of Hell showing you what you 

need to work on. 

 

Above all, they are to most definitely to be treated with the highest respect. Now this last part of my 

post is most dire. Who ever you are and how ever you choose to go about this life. Just remember to 

always show respect and never forget who created us! 

  

 

 

Cordially, 

 

PRAISE THE Mighty 4 Crowns of Duat! 

 

 

Knowledge cant be rushed, it is power so you must accept and embrace it. 

-High Priest Mac Friday 
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High Priest Mac Friday  

Joy Of Satan Ministries 

 

 

The Bible In Short Form: 

 

The Bible In Short Form: 

 

"Our race is the Master Race. We Jews are divine gods  

on this planet. We are as different from the inferior  

races as they are from insects. In fact, compared to our race,  

other races are beasts and animals, cattle at best. Other races  

are considered as human excrement. Our destiny is to rule  

over the inferior races. Our earthly kingdom will be ruled by  

our leader with a rod of iron. The masses will lick our feet and  

serve us as our slaves - Prime Minister Menachem Begin  

(Israeli Prime Minister. Speech to the Knesset. Source: " 

Begin and the Beasts," New Statesman, June 1982) 
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The Creators of the Worlds Misfortunes 

 

The Creators of the World's Misfortunes 

 

by Joseph Goebbels 

 

Dated dated 21 January 1945 

 

 

One could not understand this war if one did not always keep in mind the fact that International Jewry 

stands behind all the unnatural forces that our united enemies use to attempt to deceive the world and 

keep humanity in the dark. It is, so to speak, the mortar that holds the enemy coalition firmly together, 

despite its differences of class, ideology, and interests. Capitalism and Bolshevism have the same Jewish 

roots, two branches of the same tree that in the end bear the same fruit. International Jewry uses both 

in its own way to suppress the nations and keep them in its service. How deep its influence on public 

opinion is in all the enemy countries and many neutral nations is plain to see that it may never be 

mentioned in newspapers, speeches, and radio broadcasts. There is a law in the Soviet Union that 

punishes anti-Semitism — or in plain English, public education about the Jewish Question — by death. 

The expert in these matters is in no way surprised that a leading spokesman for the Kremlin said over 

the New Year that the Soviet Union would not rest until this law was valid throughout the world. In 

other words, the enemy clearly says that its goal in this war is to put the total domination of Jewry over 

the nations of the earth under legal protection, and to threaten even a discussion of this shameful 

attempt with the death penalty. 

 

It is little different in the plutocratic nations. There the struggle against the impudent usurpation of the 

Jewish race is not punished by the executioner, but rather by death through economic and social 

boycott and by intellectual terror. This has the same effect in the end. Stalin, Churchill, and Roosevelt 

were made by Jewry. They enjoy its full support and reward it with their full protection. They present 

themselves in their speeches as upright men of civil courage, yet one never hears even a word against 

the Jews, even though there is growing hatred among their people as a result of this war, a hatred that 

is fully justified. Jewry is a taboo theme in the enemy countries. It stands outside every legal boundary 

and thus becomes the tyrant of its host peoples. While enemy soldiers fight, bleed, and die at the front, 

the Jews make money from their sacrifice on the stock exchanges and black markets. If a brave man 

dares to step forward and accuse the Jews of their crimes, he will be mocked and spat on by their press, 
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chased from his job or otherwise impoverished, and be brought into public contempt. Even that is 

apparently not enough for the Jews. They want to bring Soviet conditions to the whole world, giving 

Jewry absolute power and freedom from prosecution. He who objects or even debates the matter gets a 

bullet in the back of his head or an axe through his neck. There is no worse tyranny than this. This is the 

epitome of the public and secret disgrace that Jewry inflicts on the nations that deserve freedom. 

 

That is all long behind us. Yet it still threatens us in the distance. We have, it is true, entirely broken the 

power of the Jews in the Reich, but they have not given up. They did not rest until they had mobilized 

the whole world against us. Since they could no longer conquer Germany from within, they want to try it 

from without. 

 

Every Russian, English, and American soldier is a mercenary of this world conspiracy of a parasitic race. 

Given the current state of the war, who could still believe that they are fighting and dying at the front 

for the national interests of their countries! The nations want a decent peace, but the Jews are against 

it. They know that the end of the war would mean the dawning humanity's knowledge of the unhealthy 

role that International Jewry played in preparing for and carrying out this war. They fear being 

unmasked, which has in fact become unavoidable and must inevitably come, just as the day follows the 

night. That explains their raging bursts of hatred against us, which are only the result of their fear and 

their feelings of inferiority. They are too eager, and that makes them suspicious. International Jewry will 

not succeed in turning this war to its advantage. Things are already too far along. The hour will come in 

which all the peoples of the earth will awake, and the Jews will be the victims. Here, too, things can only 

go so far. 

 

It is an old, often-used method of International Jewry to discredit education and knowledge about its 

corrupting nature and drives, thereby depending on the weaknesses of those people who easily confuse 

cause with effect. The Jews are also masters at manipulating public opinion, which they dominate 

through their network of news agencies and press concerns that reaches throughout the world. The 

pitiful illusion of a free press is one of the methods they use to stupefy the publics of enemy lands. If the 

enemy press is as free as it pretends to be, let it take an open position, for or against, on the Jewish 

Question. It will not do that because it cannot and may not do so. The Jews love to mock and criticize 

everything except themselves, although everyone knows that they are most in need of public criticism. 

This is where the so-called freedom of the press in enemy countries ends. Newspapers, parliaments, 

statesmen, and church leaders must be silent here. Crimes and vices, filth and corruption are covered by 

the blanket of love. 
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The Jews have total control of public opinion in enemy countries, and he who has that is also master of 

all of public life. 

 

Only the nations that have to accept such a condition are to be pitied. The Jews mislead them into 

believing that the German nation is backward. Our alleged backwardness is actually proof of our 

progress. We have recognized the Jews as a national and international danger, and from this knowledge 

have drawn compelling conclusions. This German knowledge will become the knowledge of the world at 

the end of this war. We think it our primary duty to do everything in our power to make that happen. 

 

Humanity would sink into eternal darkness, it would fall into a dull and primitive state, were the Jews to 

win this war. They are the incarnation of that destructive force that in these terrible years has guided 

the enemy war leadership in a fight against all that we see as noble, beautiful, and worth keeping. For 

that reason alone the Jews hate us. They despise our culture and learning, which they perceive as 

towering over their nomadic worldview. They fear our economic and social standards, which leave no 

room for their parasitic drives. They are the enemy of our domestic order, which has excluded their 

anarchistic tendencies. Germany is the first nation in the world that is entirely free of the Jews. That is 

the prime cause of its political and economic balance. Since their expulsion from the German national 

body has made it impossible for them to shake this balance from within, they lead the nations they have 

deceived in battle against us from without. It is fine with them, in fact it is part of their plan, that Europe 

in the process will lose a large part of its cultural values. The Jews had no part in their creation. They do 

not understand them. A deep racial instinct tells them that since these heights of human creative 

activity are forever beyond their reach, they must attack them today with hatred. 

 

The day is not distant when the nations of Europe, yes, even those of the whole world, will shout: The 

Jews are guilty for all our misfortunes! They must be called to account, and soon and thoroughly! 

 

International Jewry is ready with its alibi. Just as during the great reckoning in Germany, they will 

attempt to look innocent and say that one needs a scapegoat, and they are it. But that will no longer 

help them, just as it did not help them during the National Socialist revolution, The proof of their 

historical guilt, in details large and small, is so plain that it can no longer be denied even with the most 

clever lies and hypocrisy. 

 

Who is it that drives the Russians, the English, and the Americans into battle and sacrifices huge 

numbers of human lives in a hopeless struggle against the German people? 
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The Jews! Their newspapers and radio broadcasts spread the songs of war while the nations they have 

deceived are led to the slaughter. Who is it that invents new plans of hatred and destruction against us 

every day, making this war into a dreadful case of self-mutilation and self-destruction of European life 

and its economy, education and culture? The Jews! Who devised the unnatural marriage between 

England and the USA on one side and Bolshevism on the other, building it up and jealously ensuring its 

continuance? Who covers the most perverse political situations with cynical hypocrisy from a trembling 

fear that a new way could lead the nations to realize the true causes of this terrible human catastrophe? 

The Jews, only the Jews! They are named Morgenthau and Lehmann and stand behind Roosevelt as a 

so-called brain trust. They are named Mechett and Sasoon and serve as Churchill's moneybags and order 

givers. They are named Kaganovitsch and Ehrenburg and are Stalin's pacesetters and intellectual 

spokesmen. Wherever you look, you see Jews. They march as political commissars behind the Red army 

and organize murder and terror in the areas conquered by the Soviets. They sit behind the lines in Paris 

and Brussels, Rome and Athens, and fashion their reins from the skin of the unhappy nations that have 

fallen under their power. 

 

That is the truth. It can no longer be denied, particularly since in their drunken joy of power and victory 

the Jews have forgotten their ordinarily so carefully maintained reserve and now stand in the spotlight 

of public opinion. They no longer bother, apparently believing that it is no longer necessary, that their 

hour has come. And this is their mistake, which they always make when think themselves near their 

great goal of anonymous world domination. Throughout the history of the nations, whenever this tragic 

situation developed, a good providence saw to it that the Jews themselves became the gravediggers of 

their own hopes. They did not destroy the healthy peoples, but rather the sting of their parasitic effects 

brought the realization of the looming danger to the forefront and led to the greatest sacrifices to 

overcome it. At a certain point, they become that power that always wants evil but creates good. It will 

be that way this time, too. 

 

The fact that the German nation was the first on earth to recognize this danger and expel it from its 

organism is proof of its healthy instincts. It therefore became the leader of a world struggle whose 

results will determine the fate and the future of International Jewry. We view with complete calm the 

wild Old Testament tirades of hatred and revenge of Jews throughout the world against us. They are 

only proof that we are on the right path. They cannot unsettle us. We gaze on them with sovereign 

contempt and remember that these outbursts of hate and revenge were everyday events for us in 

Germany until that fateful day for International Jewry, 30 January 1933, when the world revolution 

against the Jews that threatened them not only Germany, but all the other nations, began. 
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It will not cease before it has reached its goal. The truth cannot be stopped by lies or force. It will get 

through. The Jews will meet their Cannae in the end. Not Europe, but rather they will lose. They may 

laugh at this prophecy today, but they have laughed so often in the past, and almost as often they 

stopped laughing sooner or later. Not only do we know precisely what we want, we also know precisely 

what we do not want. The deceived nations of the Earth may still lack the knowledge they need, but we 

will bring it to them. How will the Jews stop that in the long run? They believe their power rests on sure 

foundations, but it stands on feet of clay. One hard blow and it will collapse, burying the creators of the 

misfortunes of the world in its ruins. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Wagner, Nietzsche and National Socialism 

 

Wagner, Nietzsche and National Socialism  

 

"A daring and ruler race is building itself up.... The aim should be to prepare a transvaluation of values 

for a particularly strong kind of man, most highly gifted in intellect and will. This man and the elite 

around him will become the 'lords of the earth'."-Nietzsche, The Will To Power 

 

"Richard Wagner, the great German composer, who "worshipped Lucifer cunningly disguised as an 

exclusive Aryan Christ" 

 

Nietzsche in my view is the most important thinker, next to Hitler in the last thousand years. He picked 

up the hammer and worked to smash the Xian icons and break its spell on Western Civilization and 

fingered the Jew as the main culprit behind the slow decline of White civilization with its number one 

weapon of choice Xianity from which all other destructive programs mutated. Nietzsche went as far to 

declare himself Pagan in the purest spirit and declare the need for a return to the natural state of Aryan 

Man within the West. The return to a Pagan[Satanic] paradigm. In his work Nietzsche documents the 

problem and the solution with pure genius and tact. I will mention Nietzsche understanding today still 

transcends much current social-biology in the major point of life as evolution into higher life, the will to 

power trumps the mere will to survival. he returned the ancient ethos of the Aryan culture mans 

transformation into Godman. In Nietzsche's work is the call for the regeneration of Aryan kind. 
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Wagner did with art what Nietzsche did with the word. 

 

Both men where at one point in time dear friends and companions. 

 

Much of Wagner's Opera's where based on an authentic revival of Aryan culture the Pagan Saga's and in 

general where filled with anti-Christian Pagan themes, the ideal of the Godman was a constant. 

 

Both these men Wagner and Nietzsche form a major foundation for the ideals of the National Socialist 

Party leaders. 

 

"Whoever wants to understand National Socialist Germany must know Wagner."-Adolf Hilter 

 

"The Jew, he [Wagner] claimed, has no true passion to impel him to artistic creation. The Jewish 

composer, according to Wagner, makes a confused heap of the forms and styles of all ages and masters. 

To admit a Jew into the world of art results in pernicious consequences. In Deutsche Kunst und Deutsche 

Politik, Wagner spoke of the "harmful influence of Jewry on the morality of the nation," adding that the 

subversive power of Jewry stands in contrast to the German psyche." 

 

To this day the Jews still hate Wagner's music on the deepest level: 

 

"Wagner's music had been unofficially banned in public in Israel....  

In 1981, the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra, under the baton of Zubin Mehta, offered an encore at the 

close of a subscription concert. Commotion broke out, with shouts from the audience aiming to silence 

the music......  

 

In July 2001, the prestigious Berlin Staatskapelle performed the "Tristan und Isolde" overture at the 

Israel Festival. While the orchestra's condutor, Daniel Barenboim (himself a Jew), had promised to 

respect the ban on Wagner's music...." 
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Wagner exposed them in his article Jewishness in Music: 

http://users.belgacom.net/wagnerlibrary/prose/wagjuda.htm 

 

"By far more weighty, nay, of quite decisive weight for our inquiry, is the effect the Jew produces on us 

through his speech; and this is the essential point at which to sound the Jewish influence upon Music. 

(12) —The Jew speaks the language of the nation in whose midst he dwells from generation to 

generation, but he speaks it always as an alien...... 

 

The Jews' sense of Beholding has never been of such a kind as to let plastic artists arise among them: 

from ever have their eyes been busied with far more practical affairs, than beauty and the spiritual 

substance of the world of forms. We know nothing of a Jewish architect or sculptor in our times, (17) so 

far as I am aware: whether recent painters of Jewish descent have really created (wirklich geschaffen 

haben) in their art, I must leave to connoisseurs to judge; presumably, however, these artists occupy no 

other standing toward their art, than that of modern [87] Jewish composers toward Music—to whose 

plainer investigation we now will turn..... 

 

Just as words and constructions are hurled together in this jargon with wondrous inexpressiveness, so 

does the Jew musician hurl together the diverse forms and styles of every age and every master. Packed 

side by side, we find the formal idiosyncrasies of all the schools, in motleyest chaos. As in these 

productions the sole concern is Talking at all hazards, and not the Object which might make that talk 

worth doing, so this clatter can only be made at all inciting to the ear by its offering at each instant a 

new summons to attention, through a change of outer expressional means. Inner agitation, genuine 

passion, each finds its own peculiar language at the instant when, struggling for an understanding, it 

girds itself for utterance: the Jew, [93] already characterised by us in this regard, has no true 

passion.......... 

 

Nothing but that prickling unrest which we observe in Jewish music-works from one end to the other, 

saving where it makes place for that soulless, feelingless inertia. What issues from the Jews' attempts at 

making Art, must necessarily therefore bear the attributes of coldness and indifference, even to triviality 

and absurdity; and in the history of Modern Music we can but class the Judaic period as that of final 

unproductivity, of stability gone to ruin..... 
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The Nazi Party understood and exposed the Jewish creation and drive of the Modern Arts movements as 

a weapon against Gentiles, they exposed this fact in their public education films. 

 

It was during Wagner's Opera that Hitler received his transfiguration into Satan's Messiah: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/172 (pg. 53) 

 

 

"... Hitler began to orate. Words burst from him like a backed-up flood breaking through crumbling 

dams. In grandiose, compelling images, he sketched for me his future and that of his people" (Fest, 22-

23).  

 

Thirty years later, the boyhood friends would meet again in Bayreuth, (probably catching an opera), and 

Hitler would remark: "It began at that hour!". More convincing evidence of Wagner's influences can 

hardly be wished for after a statement such as this one, but more there is (Fest, 21-23).  

 

Adolf stood before me. He took both my hands in his and held them tight — a gesture that he had never 

yet made. I could feel from the pressure of his hands how moved he was. His eyes sparkled feverishly. 

The words did not pour from his lips with their usual easiness, but burst forth harsh and passionate. I 

noticed at his voice even more than at the way in which he held my hands, how the episode he had lived 

(the performance of "Rienzi" at the Opera) had shattered him to the depth. 

"Gradually, he began to speak more freely. The words came with more speed. Never before and also 

never since have I heard Adolf Hitler speak like he did then, as we stood alone under the stars as though 

we had been the only two creatures on earth. 

 

"It is impossible for me to repeat the words my friend uttered in that hour. 

"Something quite remarkable, which I had not noticed before, even when he spoke to me with 

vehemence, struck me at that moment: it was as though another Self spoke through him; another Self, 

from the presence of which he was as moved as I was. In no way could one have said of him (as it 

sometimes happens, in the case of brilliant speakers) that he was intoxicated with his own words. On 

the contrary! I had the feeling that he experienced with amazement, I would say, that he was himself 

possessed by, that which burst out of him with elemental power. I do not allow myself a comment on 

that observation. But it was a state of ecstasy, a state of complete trance in which, without mentioning 

it or the instance involved in it, he projected his experience of the "Rienzi" performance into a glorious 
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vision upon another plane, congenial to himself. More so: the impression he had received from that 

performance was merely the external impulse that had prompted him to speak. Like a flood breaks 

through a dam which has burst, so rushed the words from his mouth. In sublime, irresistible images, he 

unfolded before me his own future and that of our people. 

 

"Till then I had been convinced that my friend wanted to become an artist, a painter or an architect. In 

that hour there was no question of such a thing. He was concerned with something higher, which I could 

not yet understand.... He now spoke of a mission that he was one day to receive from our people, in 

order to guide them out of slavery, to the heights of freedom.... Many years were to pass before I could 

realize what that starry hour, separated from all earthly things, had meant to my friend." 

-August Kubizek, "The Young Hitler I Knew" 

 

If you look at the Nazi rallies and watch Wagnerian Opera you can see Hitler used one to build upon the 

other, a pure work of art.  

"Whoever wants to understand National Socialist Germany must know Wagner."-Adolf Hitler 

 

Hitler stated he drew much of the underlying foundation of German National Socialism from Wagner's 

Opera Parzival. 

 

"What is celebrated is not the Christian Schopenhauerian [sic] religion of compassion, but pure and 

noble blood, blood whose purity the brotherhood of initiates has come together to guard. The king then 

suffers an incurable sickness, caused by his tainted blood. Then the unknowing but pure human being is 

led into temptation, either to submit to the frenzy and to the delights of a corrupt civilization in 

Klingsor's magic garden, or to join the select band of knights who guard the secret of life, which is pure 

blood itself. All of us suffer the sickness of miscegenated, corrupted blood. How can we purify ourselves 

and atone? Note how the compassion that leads to knowledge applies only to the man who is inwardly 

corrupt, to the man of contradictions. And that this compassion admits of only one outcome, to allow 

the sick to die. Eternal life, as vouch safed by the Grail, to those who are truly pure and noble!" - Adolf 

Hitler  

 

As shown Lucifer's Sigil is the Grail and He Satan is Lord of it: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/210 (pg. 230) 
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"Wagner's line of thought is intimately familiar to me", Hitler continued more animatedly. "At every 

stage of my life I come back to him. Only a new nobility can bring about the new culture." 

 

 

"Wagner's writings on race would probably be considered unimportant were it not for the influence of 

his son-in-law Houston Stewart Chamberlain, who expanded on Wagner and Gobineau's ideas in his 

1899 book The Foundations of the Nineteenth Century, a racialist work extolling the Aryan ideal which 

later strongly influenced Adolf Hitler's ideas on race." 

 

Hitler shared Nietzsche and Wagner's view on Christianity [Wagner's entire career was anti-Christ]: 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Adolf_%20Hitler.html 

 

"Whether it's the Old Testament or the New, or simply the sayings of Jesus, it's all the same old Jewish 

swindle. It will not make us free. A German church, a German Christianity is a distortion. One is either a 

German or a Christian. You cannot be both...... We don't want people to keep one eye on the hereafter. 

We need free men who know that God is in themselves."- Adolf Hitler  

 

"Judaism, Christianity, Bolshevism are all bound together. Comrades in agitation, born tools of decay, 

they possess the same talent to destroy the natural structure of society. Bolshevism is the historical and 

logical continuation of Christianity. It realizes on a technical level what Christianity has done on a 

metaphysical level."  

- Adolf Hitler  

 

A quote about Hitler's stance on Christianity from Alfred Rosenberg  

"He had never allowed a member of the clergy to a Party meeting or to the burial of a member of the 

Party. The Judeo-Christian plague was now heading towards its end. He said it was downright horrifying 

that a religion could ever have been possible which literally gobbled up its God in communion."³  

 

Link to an original translation of Hitler's testament of Eternal Truth, Mein Kampf: 
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http://f1.grp.yahoofs.com/v1/UG0_TteITMJolg6kO-

VVzkRiXUePpWFBODM8cD_XdEAeTMHWNhQ9ehyY-XSpb8baqUTsyefR2YJsZ-

zGRUYbugzihAWL8opNS68/MEIN%20KAMPF%20-%20ADOLF%20HITLER%20%5B1933%5D.pdf 

 

 

Thus Spake Zarathustra was read and studied as part of the SS educational classes. 

 

The level of influence on National Socialist thinking Nietzsche had is self evident in the statements of 

Hitler: 

 

"The Socialist's conception of the highest society is the lowest in the order of rank"- Nietzsche 

 

Nietzsche's disgust for the Socialism is based upon the fact it was as a whole based on Xian principals 

which as he highlighted where the war on the higher man and the bridge to the devolution of such into 

the last man. Hence National Socialism can not be included in this as one it did not exist at the time as a 

political philosophy and two, it was based upon the opposite paradigm one of the superiority of nature, 

race and culture and the evolution of the Volk to the Overman. This can be viewed in Nazism's 

opposition to Marxism which is built upon the very value systems of which Nietzsche despised in 

Socialism of the period.  

 

"It is worth noting in this respect National-Socialism was only "Socialist" in the sense of rejecting 

capitalism's "tyranny of money" (the same "hierarchy based on money" which Nietzsche condemned as 

"unnatural") yet Nazism definitely condemned class conflict and the Socialist ideal of a "classless 

society", advocating instead a radically elitist and hierarchical system based on true superiority or `true 

domination' i.e. the domination of race and personality, the rule of the best racial and spiritual elements 

of society, which would bring about the greatness of the whole nation, not the socialist atomistic " 

happiness of individuals"…. -Taha 

 

 

"The Jewish doctrine of Marxism rejects the aristocratic principle of nature and replaces the eternal 

privilege of power and strength by the mass of numbers and their dead weight"-Adolf Hitler 
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"Democracy represents the disbelief in great human beings and an elite of society: `everyone is equal to 

everyone else'"- Nietzsche 

 

"By rejecting the authority of the individual and replacing it by the numbers of some momentary mob, 

the parliamentary principle of majority rule sins against the basic aristocratic principle of nature"- Adolf 

Hitler 

 

"Does this present not belong to the mob? Mob above, mob below! What are `poor' and `rich' today! I 

unlearned this distinction! – Nietzsche 

 

"The Western democracy of today is the forerunner of Marxism which without would not be thinkable. 

It provides this worldly plaque with the culture in which its germs can spread"- Adolf Hitler 

 

"Justice speaks thus to me: "men are not equal". And they should not become so, either!"- Nietzsche 

 

" We do not want to do away with inequalities between men, but on the contrary, to increase them and 

make them into a principle protected by impenetrable barriers"- Adolf Hitler 

 

"The state is not the highest end of man….Higher men should gain great influence in the state because 

they are allowed to consider it as a means."- Nietzsche 

 

"The maintenance of the military state is the last means of all of acquiring or maintaining the great 

tradition with regard to the supreme type of man, the strong type."- Nietzsche 

 

"The state represents no end, but a means to an end. Its end lies in the development of the race's 

spiritual and ideal abilities leading to the formation of a higher culture….States which do not serve this 

are misbegotten, monstrosities in fact" 
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- Adolf Hitler 

 

"The Masters of the earth… a higher kind of man who, thanks to their superiority in will, riches, and 

influence, employ democratic Europe as their most pliant and supple instrument for getting hold of the 

destinies of the earth, so as to work as artists upon `man' himself…. The time is coming when politics will 

have a different meaning"- Nietzsche 

 

"The Superman is the meaning of the earth. Let your will say: the Superman shall be the meaning of the 

earth"- Nietzsche 

 

"…a peace, supported not by the palm branches of tearful, pacifist female mourners, but based on the 

victorious sword of a master people, putting the world into the service of a higher culture"- Adolf Hitler 

 

"Those who see in National Socialism nothing more than a political movement know ... It is more even 

than religion; it is the will to create mankind anew."- Adolf Hitler 

 

 

"Man is becoming God."- Adolf Hitler 

 

Other statements to testify to this fact of Nietzsche's influence on Nazi thought: 

 

"Christianity, growing from Jewish roots and comprehensible only as a product of this soil, represents 

the reaction against that morality of breeding, of race, of privilege-it is the anti-Aryan religion par 

excellence: Christianity the revaluation of all Aryan values, the victory of Chandala values, the evangel 

preached to the poor and lowly, the collective rebellion of everything downtrodden, wretched, ill-

constituted, under-privileged against the `race'- undying Chandala revenge as the religion of love…."-

Nietzsche 

 

"Judaism, Christianity, Bolshevism are all bound together. Comrades in agitation, born tools of decay, 

they possess the same talent to destroy the natural structure of society. Bolshevism is the historical and 
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logical continuation of Christianity. It realizes on a technical level what Christianity has done on a 

metaphysical level."  

- Adolf Hitler  

 

"Judeo-Christianity, the greatest plague delivered by history"-Heinrich Himmler 

 

"Paul, the Jew the eternal Jew par excellence"- Nietzsche 

 

"The eternal Jew an accursed specter, a carrier of deadly infection…The Jew's traits of character have 

remained the same, whether 2000 years ago as a grain dealer in Ostia, speaking Roman, or whether as a 

flour profiteer of today, jabbering German with a Jewish accent. It is always the same Jew"-Adolf Hitler 

 

 

The whole disaster was only made possible by the fact that there already existed in the world a similar 

megalomania, allied to this one in race, to wit, the Jewish.  

I call Christianity the one great curse, the one great intrinsic depravity, the one great instinct for revenge 

for which no expedient is sufficiently poisonous, secret, subterranean, petty — I call it the one immortal 

blemish of mankind.- Nietzsche 

 

"In contrast to the noble, creative, and constructive Nordic, the Jew is ignoble, parasitic, and 

destructive"-Alfred Rosenberg 

 

 

 

"The Jews are most fateful nation in world history; their after-effect has falsified mankind to such an 

extent that today the Christian is able to fell anti-Jewish without realizing he is the ultimate 

consequence of the Jew"- Nietzsche 

 

"The Christian is only a Jew of a `freer confession"- Nietzsche 
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"The Jewish people handled the "pious fraud" or "holy lie" with such perfection, such a degree of `good 

conscience', that one cannot be sufficiently cautious when it preaches morality. When Jews step 

forward as innocence itself then the danger is great"- Nietzsche 

 

"Existence impels the Jew to lie, and to lie perpetually….the Jew, the great master in lying"- Adolf Hitler 

 

The final aim of the Jew , his life-interest, is to make mankind sick…Jewish hate, that most profound and 

sublime hate….make mankind sick and invert the concept `good' and `evil', `true' and `false' in a morally 

dangerous and world-calumniating sense. The history of Israel is invaluable as a typical history of the 

denaturalizing of natural values." Nietzsche 

 

"The Jew is a culture destroyer, for he lacks those qualities which distinguish the races that are creative 

and hence culturally blessed….The Jews possess no culture-creating force of any sort, since the idealism 

, without which there is no true higher development of man, is not present in him and never was 

present"-Adolf Hitler 

 

It was, in fact, with the Jews that the revolt of the slaves begins in the sphere of morals…They symbol of 

the fight…is called `Rome against Judea, Judea against Rome'…The Romans were the strong and 

aristocratic; a nation stronger and more aristocratic has never existed in the world, have never been 

dreamed of…The Jews, conversely, were that priestly nation of resentment par excellence, possessed by 

a unique genius for popular morals…It is at least certain that sub hoc signo Israel, with its revenge and 

transvaluation of all values, has up to the present always triumphed again over all other ideals, over all 

more aristocratic ideals…all that has been done on earth against `the noble', `the powerful', fades into 

nothing compared with what the Jews have done against them"- Nietzsche 

 

"The Aryan-Semitic conflict: Rome against Judea"-Alfred Rosenberg 
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And the final proof is from the gloating Jew Eli Ravage who openly confesses all the points Nietzsche, 

Wagner and Hitler made on the subject which proves as always the truth is "anti-Semitic." And those 

Gentile called "anti-Semites" are ONLY STATING OPENLY WHAT THE JEWS THEMSELVES ADMIT. 

Marcus Eli Ravage, a Jewish writer who was the Rothschilds' approved biographer. It appeared in THE 

CENTURY MAGAZINE, JANUARY 1928, Vol. 115, No. 3, pp. 346-350. 

 

But I can tell you, you are self-deceivers. You lack either the self-knowledge or the mettle to face the 

facts squarely and own up to the truth. You resent the Jew not because, as some of you seem to think, 

he crucified Jesus but because he gave him birth. Your real quarrel with us is not that we have rejected 

Christianity but that we have imposed it upon you! 

Your loose, contradictory charges against us are not a patch on the blackness of our proved historic 

offense. You accuse us of stirring up revolution in Moscow. Suppose we admit the charge. What of it? 

Compared with what Paul the Jew of Tarsus accomplished in Rome, the Russian upheaval is a mere 

street brawl. 

 

You make much noise and fury about the undue Jewish influence in your theaters and movie palaces. 

Very good; granted your complaint is well-founded. But what is that compared to our staggering 

influence in your churches, your schools, your laws and your governments, and the very thoughts you 

think every day? 

 

You have not begun to appreciate the real depth of our guilt. We are intruders. We are disturbers. We 

are subverters. We have taken your natural world, your ideals, your destiny, and played havoc with 

them. We have been at the bottom not merely of the latest great war but of nearly all your wars, not 

only of the Russian but of every other major revolution in your history. We have brought discord and 

confusion and frustration into your personal and public life. We are still doing it. No one can tell how 

long we shall go on doing it. 

 

But we did not leave you alone. We took you in hand and pulled down the beautiful and generous 

structure you had reared, and changed the whole course of your history. We conquered you as no 

empire of yours ever subjugated Africa or Asia. And we did it all without armies, without bullets, without 

blood or turmoil, without force of any kind. We did it solely by the irresistible might of our spirit, with 

ideas, with propaganda. 
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We made you the willing and unconscious bearers of our mission to the whole world, to the barbarous 

races of the earth, to the countless unborn generations. Without fully understanding what we were 

doing to you, you became the agents at large of our racial tradition, carrying our gospel to the 

unexplored ends of the earth. 

 

Our tribal customs have become the core of your moral code. Our tribal laws have furnished the basic 

groundwork of all your august constitutions and legal systems. Our legends and our folk tales are the 

sacred lore which you croon to your infants. Our poets have filled your hymnals and your prayer books. 

Our national history has become an indispensable part of your pastors and priests and scholars. Our 

kings, our statesmen, our prophets, our warriors are your heroes. Our ancient little country is your Holy 

Land. Our national literature is your Holy Bible. What our people thought and taught has become 

inextricably woven into your very speech and tradition, until no one among you can be called educated 

who is not familiar with our racial heritage. 

Jewish artisans and Jewish fishermen are your teachers and your saints, with countless statues carved in 

their image and innumerable cathedrals raised to their memories. A Jewish maiden is your ideal of 

womanhood. A Jewish rebel-prophet is the central figure in your religious worship. We have pulled 

down your idols, cast aside your racial inheritance, and substituted for them our God and our traditions. 

No conquest in history can even remotely compare with this clean sweep of our conquest over you....." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sources: 

Fest, Joachim C. Hitler. New York: Vintage Books, 1975 

August Kubizek, "The Young Hitler I Knew" 

Nietzsche, Prophet of Nazism: The Cult Of The Superman, Abir Taha 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Here is part of an article on Rand: 

 

Here is part of an aritcle on Rand: 

 

 

 

Rand" was born Alisa Zinov'yevna Rosenbaum in St. Petersburg, Russia. 

 

Ron Paul, like Alan Greenspan, was heavily influenced by the Russian Jewess "Ayn Rand". "Rand" was 

born Alisa Zinov'yevna Rosenbaum in St. Petersburg, Russia, in 1905. I became acquainted with 

Rosenbaum's subversive activities while battling against one of the most ardent modern proponents of 

her philosophies, a radical Zionist Jew who many years ago proposed the nuclear annihilation of Iran, 

and who defended Einstein's reputation with falsehoods and smears. 

 

"Ayn Rand" came to America from Russia presenting herself as if a radical anti-Communist. Hers was the 

typical modus operandi of Bolshevik operatives working for an official Soviet organization known as The 

Trust. These agents, many of them crypto-Jews, came to the West in search of anti-Communists and 

infiltrated anti-Communist organizations and Western intelligence agencies. Their objective was to 

forward the interests of Communism by creating a controlled opposition to Communism which would 

serve the interests of the Communists while pretending to fight them. They also subverted all authentic 

anti-Communist movements. 

 

Rand promoted negative stereotypes of women, attacked homosexuals, advocated laissez faire 

Capitalism, and taught selfishness and disregard for humanity. She opposed charity and objected to any 

governmental assistance for those without means. She wanted to place America on the ruinous Gold 

Standard. 

 

Rosenbaum's "good advice" to the blacks only held them back by preventing them from using the 

political process to forward their interests. Her good advice to the Goyim only held the Gentiles back, by 

making them selfish and irresponsible, and also by preventing them from using their government to 

better themselves and their neighbors. She taught the Gentiles to hate the poor, undermine the middle 

class and concentrate wealth in the hands of the wealthiest Jews, all in the name of "fighting 

Communism". Her "good advice" pitted Goys against one another at the time when they should have 
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been helping one another to become successful. She taught Gentiles to shun any efforts to cooperate in 

their communities and improve the lot of one another. 

 

While Jews famously provided communal support and charitable assistance for their own, Rosenbaum 

helped to create the destructive "me generation" attitudes in Americans, weakened communities and 

inhibited the advancement of the poor and middle class. Her beliefs also fostered the drug culture, 

pornography and the destruction of public education. While Jews promoted strong community ties, 

Rosenbaum taught the Goyim to be selfish and "independent", meaning without any sense of social 

responsibility or communal cohesion. 

 

While Jews wisely took from the public schools all they could, Frederick T. Gates, an agent of World 

Jewry, used Rockefeller/Rothschild money to finance institutions of higher learning which benefitted 

Jews, while promoting the idea that Gentile students should be readied for factory work and work as 

field hands and farmers. While World Jewry took the monies they stole from Gentiles and distributed 

them charitably to their own, Rosenbaum taught Gentiles to abandon all social responsibility, 

obsessively focus on themselves, and destroy all government institutions which better the lot of the 

American middle class and poor. 

 

Alisa Rosenbaum's "anti-Communist" philosophies weakened Americans opening the door for 

Communism. I suspect she was an agent of "The Trust".......... 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Jew Hold On Congress 

 

Jew Hold On Congress 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sNQtQk6jw6U&feature=player_embedded 

 

Israel: One-fifth of US Congressmen have been scheduled to visit Israel over the next three weeks 

despite America's deepening economic crisis. 

 

 

The Congressmen have announced their one-week trips, paid for by the so-called American Israel 

Education Fund, a non-profit affiliate of the politically powerful American Israel Public Affairs Committee 

(AIPAC), a Press TV correspondent reported on Thursday. 

 

AIPAC is a major pro-Israeli political pressure group in the US that is widely believed to dictate US 

foreign policy in the Middle East. For instance, the draft of nearly all resolutions and bills passed by US 

legislators in Congress are entirely prepared by AIPAC, a fact often boasted by the pro-Tel Aviv lobby 

group on its website and propaganda publications. 

 

The first group of 26 Democrats is scheduled to arrive in Israel on Monday. 

 

The AIPAC-funded tour will include meetings with Israeli President Shimon Peres, Prime Minister 

Benjamin Netanyahu and the acting Palestinian Authority Chief Mahmoud Abbas. 

 

The visits come amidst Washington's ongoing economic woes, which, according to President Barack 

Obama, is America's worst economic downturn since the Great Depression of the 1930s. 
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"It is just outrageous that Congress is going on holiday. It is even more outrageous that they are not 

going home and talk to their constituents who are losing their jobs ... they (Americans) want to talk to 

their Congress people and where are they? They are in Israel," says Executive Director of the 

Washington Report on Middle East Affairs Delinda Hanley. 

 

The American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC) refused to give Press TV an interview or even a 

comment on the mass-visit to Israel by American lawmakers. 

 

Maryland's Democratic Representative Steny Hoyer, who will be leading the Democratic delegation, said 

in a statement that the purpose of the trip is to learn about "the evolving security situation in the 

Middle East, the deep challenges facing Israel, and the role the United States can play in the region 

during this time of uncertainty." 

 

However, Hanley argues the reason why so many American politicians are going to Israel is for 

supporting Israeli policies, particularly with regards to the planned Palestinian statehood resolution in 

the upcoming meeting of the UN General Assembly in September. 

 

"It is the UN resolution that is [coming up] in September, and Israel is pulling out all stocks to make sure 

that America vetoes it," she said. 

 

Over half of the representatives going to Israel are freshmen, which, according to Hanley, make their 

political careers more fragile and susceptible to being cut short by America's powerful Israel lobby. 

 

"They feel like they have to go on these trips and make these ridiculous votes, [otherwise] they will lose 

the campaign contributions [paid by the pro-Israeli lobby]," the analyst pointed out. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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The False Front: Truther Movement 

 

The False Front: Truther Movement 

 

 

11. In the third rank we shall set up our own, to all appearance, off position, which, in at least one of its 

organs,will present what looks like the very antipodes to us. Our real opponents at heart will accept this 

simulated opposition as their own and will show us their cards.-Protocols 

 

 

 

With the flooding of information into society via the Internet which not even the Jews can control as 

they lament, much knowledge concerning the Governing power and guided fates of the world and the 

Jewish hand behind them are rising to the sufface. The Jews are working to control opposition by 

creating false fronts. One such growing front is the "Truther Movement" which is for those who are 

much closer to finding the truth, then CNN watchers to say the least. 

 

 

 

The Truther Movement is the method of (dis)information control and confusion for Gentiles who have 

become aware of the Globalist Agenda or New World Order, naturally the Jews have great investment in 

control and creation of phoney opposition here.  

 

 

 

A major agent and fixed showman for this front is a shill named Alex Jones. He has put out several major 

films and hosted just about every kosher approved name in this growing movement, thus is a major gate 

keeper due to his funding and media postion.  
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It's become a well known fact that Jones is married to a Jewess. He admits it here but tries to down play 

the full truth on it: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VSmrlfJi4zw&feature=player_embedded 

 

Her father's name is Edmund Lowe Nichols. Her mother's name is Sandra Kay Heiligman. 

 

Which makes her a full blooded racial Jew by Jewish law. 

 

Jones has also sired three children with her who are full racial Jews by Jewish blood law and also makes 

him entitled for automatic Israeli citizenship under Isreal's "Law of Return." 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_of_Return 

 

Jones declares open support for Zion: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hijJ8EXFsp0&feature=player_embedded#! 

 

Lets take a look at Jones close staffers: 

 

Jason Bermas: Works as the fill in host for Alex's radio show, viciously attacks any truth tellers of the 

Jewish agenda, as "Anti-Semites, who should all die." How Talmudic of him. 

 

Rob Jacobson: works as film editior and production for Jones movies. 

 

Aaron Dykes: Web-master for Alex's sites, Infowars and Prisonplanet. And general video work. 

 

Jones also has large share of high paying jewish business clients who he owes much of his income too. 
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Such as:  

 

Damian Ross: CEO of The Self Defesne Company  

 

Steve Shenk: Director of the Michael Stevens Group 

 

Tieleman: President of EcoloBlue Life & Energy,  

Marty Schachter: Cal Ben Soap 

 

Allen L Schultz: Owner of Pre-Paid Legal Services, Inc 

 

Jerry Greenfield: of ProtoGrow 

 

David Wolf: Raw Organic Vegan Superfoods 

 

Mel Sanger: Anti-Chirst Indentity Report 

 

Sharon Harris: Heart and Body Extract/Healthy Hearts Club 

 

Dr.Bill Miller: Life Change Tea 

 

Dr.David R. Friedman: Chew-4-Health\ 

 

Dr.Joel Wallach: Tru Chocolate 
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W. Moeller and K. Moeller: Biotech Labs 

 

The list goes on. 

 

The majority of the guests Jones hosts on his site to speak on the New World Order when examined all 

have kosher connections such as the Solomon Foundation, Jewish publishers, Jewish business 

partners.etc  

 

The locus point of their disinfo is it provides a cover for the jews to hide behind in general:  

 

 

That act and enforce a form of black propaganda by labelling Juadism as Satanism this further advances 

the Jewish agenda by vilification of real Satanism, by blaming their crimes on us and damning us before 

the public while letting the Jews skate by unnoticed. The jews have been operating their crimes behind 

false Satanism for generations for these reasons. They are masters of deception after all. This is also the 

false form they promote via their media outlets such as hollywood. This also strongly acts to promote 

their program of Xainity. 

 

When mention is made of Jews at all, it's done in away that is no real threat to them. Such as "it's only a 

few bad apples!" Like the Zionists many times with false claims they are smaller fish always under 

hidden masters noone seems to know about(get way to float a false claim) or they are really fake Jews 

who operate behind Juadism.etc This nonsense goes on and on. This an old hat game, allowing the Jews 

to stay in control of all sides of a phoney opposition club. Which is already happening with openly anti-

Zionist Jews.etc The Jews understand their Achilles Heel is when the Gentiles understand they are a 

genetic race with a common psyche and goal. And work as ONE racial Mafia, via different tenacles of the 

same Jewish Octapus for control. So deception, distraction and destruction become the pillar's of such 

false fronts game: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/216 (pg. 292) 

 

A Major part of this game is masking or hidding the Jews in plain site by constant use of their persona's 

of control ie Communists, Bankers, Vatican, Illuminati/Masons.etc On a closer look these are all Jewish 

fronts thoughtout history.  
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This is part of the big bait they will use truth intermixed with lies, which makes the lie more effective as 

the audience mind opens to what they known as fact and once the door is opened the lies come walking 

in. The poison apple is such an insidious tactic thus commonly used one due to it's effectness. 

A blatant example is they will admit 911 was inside job then cover over the fact it was a kosher inside 

job: 

http://www.911missinglinks.com/watch-movie/ 

 

 

The kosher "Truther Movement" does not have an investment in telling the truth. 

 

A question that needs to be asked is this: 

Given the reality of what happens to Gentiles who openly tell the full truth about the Jewish Agenda 

which includes loss of career, imprisonment in many countries, and being murdered along with being 

shut totally out of any mainstream event. 

 

Why is it that these "Truthers" against the NWO have such a free pass to work, live and speak without 

any of the above trouble? In some cases within nations that they would receive automatic imprisonment 

at least. 

 

Don't be a "Stupid Goyium" know your enemy and the truth shall set you free! 

 

Links: 

 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Xianity_communism.html 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Illuminati.htm 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Jews_Push_Christianity.htm 

http://www.666blacksun.com/NEW_WORLD_ORDER.html 
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http://www.666blacksun.com/Safe_Satanism.html 

http://webzoom.freewebs.com/blacksun666/wtc1.pdf 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/216 (pg. 292) 

Has somewhat on an Xian slant but good link 

A Jewish Defector Warns America:  

http://theforbiddentruth.net/videos/110/benjamin-freedmans-1961-speech.html 

 

 

 

Alex Jones Zionist Shill: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bEDkWSA03OY 

 

Alex Jones Lies to Cover Jewish Ownership Of Hollywood; 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FUY_HDz5MyY&feature=related 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

The Jews Biggest Lie 

 

The Jews Biggest Lie 

 

Looking at the major claimed history and historical figures of the Jews we can see the plain truth. Their 

entire history is false and stolen from Gentiles. The real foundation of their history rests upon two major 

characters Abraham and Moses.  
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The supposed Great Patriarch Abraham and his family the first "official" Jews in history, are in fact stolen 

from the ancient Hindu Trinity of Brahma, Vishnu and Siva, along with Saraswati: 

 

 

 

Since Krishna was not born of man, he was not actually the earthly father of Brahma and Mahesh. 

Therefore, he himself was the protector (Tara) of Brahma. In Sanskrit, Tara means "savior; protector." It 

is a term generally used with the gods Rudra, Shiva, Vishnu and Brahma. Even our Old Testament says 

that the father (protector) of Abraham was Terah (Genesis 11:26.) The Bible tells us that Abraham and 

Sarah were half-siblings. (Genesis 12:19-20.). The Hindu holy books also tell us that a blood relationship 

existed between them. The Puranas relate Sarasvati to Brahma and Vishnu. Most frequently, she is 

associated with Brahma. Her connection with him dates earlier than to any other God. She is portrayed 

mostly as his wife and occasionally as his daughter. When Vishnu's popularity in India increased, myths 

relating Saraswati to him appeared. (Ref: Sarasvati and the Gods; www.vishvarupa.com.) Therefore, 

Brahma or Vishnu would also have been the Tara (Terah) of Sarasvati because of her divine origins. 

 

Brahm (Abraham) Sarasvati (Sarah) 

 

Abraham or Brahma's home was the land of Haran (Genesis 1:4.) Haran was the coastal principality 

governed by Krishna. It was even named after him because Hara (Sun God) is another name of Krishna. 

Brahma/Abraham was 75 years old when he left Haran. 

 

The Bible mentions Haran and Haryana. The Hindu holy books also say that Brahma/Abrahan lived in Ur 

of the Chaldees. Ur was a Sumerian name for "town; city." Chaldee (pronounced Kaldee) derives from 

the Sanskrit Kaul, a Brahman caste, and Deva (demi-god). The North Indian Kauldevas worshiped idols 

representing their ancestors. According to the Hindus, Brahma married Sarasvati in Chaldea, the part 

that is now Afghanistan. 

 

In Hindu mythology, Sarai-Svati is Brahm's sister. The bible gives two stories of Abraham. In this first 

version, Abraham told Pharaoh that he was lying when he introduced Sarai as his sister. In the second 

version, he also told the king of Gerar that Sarai was really his sister. However, when the king scolded 

him for lying, Abraham said that Sarai was in reality both his wife and his sister! "...and yet indeed she is 

my sister; she is the daughter of my father, but not the daughter of my mother; and she became my 

wife." (Genesis 20:12.) 
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But the anomalies don't end here. In India, a tributary of the river Saraisvati is Ghaggar. Another 

tributary of the same river is Hakra. According to Jewish traditions, Hagar was Sarai's maidservant; the 

Moslems say she was an Egyptian princess. Notice the similarities of Ghaggar, Hakra and Hagar.  

 

The bible also states that Ishmael, son of Hagar, and his descendants lived in India. "...Ishmael breathed 

his last and died, and was gathered to his kin... They dwelt from Havilah (India), by Shur, which is close 

to Egypt, all the way to Asshur."  

(Genesis 25:17-18.) It is an interesting fact that the names of Isaac and Ishmael are derive from Sanskrit: 

(Hebrew) Ishaak = (Sanskrit) Ishakhu = "Friend of Shiva." (Hebrew) Ishmael = (Sanskrit) Ish-Mahal = 

"Great Shiva."-Matlock 

 

 

Lingam worship in the Bible: 

In the 28th chapter of Genesis Jacob, after having a dream about a 'ladder' reaching up to heaven with 

angels 'limbing' it and God standing at the top(12), erects a 'pillar' with the stone he was using for a 

pillow and concecrates it with oil (18). He calls the place Beit-El ('Bethel' in english, which means 'House 

of God') (19). He says that the stone pillar itself was "God's house" (22). And he later, in chapter 35 v14, 

erects another one on the road from Paddan-Aram. 

 

The worship of Brahma was also in the Near Eastern World: 

"About 1900 BC, the cult of Brahm was carried to the Middle and Near East by several different Indian 

groups after a severe rainfall and earthquake tore Northern India apart, even changing the courses of 

the Indus and Saraisvati rivers." 

 

"...the Temple of Mecca was founded by a colony of Brahmins from India.it was a sacred place before 

the time of Mohamed, and.they were permitted to make pilgrimages to it for several centuries after his 

time. Its great celebrity as a sacred place long before the time of the prophet cannot be doubted." 

(Anacalypsis, Vol. I, p. 421.)  
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"...the city of Mecca is said by the Brahmins, on the authority of their old books, to have been built by a 

colony from India; and its inhabitants from the earliest era have had a tradition that it was built by 

Ishmael, the son of Agar. This town, in the Indus language, would be called Ishmaelistan." (Ibid, p. 424.)  

 

Before Mohammed's time, The Hinduism of the Arab peoples was called Tsaba. Tsaba or Saba is a 

Sanskrit word, meaning "Assembly of the Gods ". Tsaba was also called Isha-ayalam (Shiva's Temple). 

The term Moslem or Moshe-ayalam (Shiva's Temple) is just another name of Sabaism.-Matlock 

 

The facts on Mohammed fictional existence: 

http://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/muhammad-never-existed/ 

 

One of the shrines in the Kaaba was also dedicated to the Hindu Creator God, Brahma, which is why the 

illiterate prophet of Islam claimed it was dedicated to Abraham. The word "Abraham" is none other than 

a malpronunciation of the word Brahma. This can be clearly proven if one investigates the root 

meanings of both words. Abraham is said to be one of the oldest Semitic prophets. His name is 

supposed to be derived from the two Semitic words 'Ab' meaning 'Father' and 'Raam/Raham' meaning 

'of the exalted.' In the book of Genesis, Abraham simply means 'Multitude.' The word Abraham is 

derived from the Sanskrit word Brahma. The root of Brahma is 'Brah' which means - 'to grow or multiply 

in number.' In addition Lord Brahma, the Creator God of Hinduism is said to be the Father of all Men and 

Exalted of all the Gods, for it is from him that all beings were generated. Thus again we come to the 

meaning 'Exalted Father.' This is a clear pointer that Abraham is none other than the heavenly father." 

 

Where does the term Hebrew actually come from? 

 

One of the most important finds in Egypt happened with the Egyptologist and Archaeologist Professor 

Walter B. Emery (1903-1971) while excavating tombs at Saqqara. Emery found men with blond hair and 

fair complexions. These individuals were revered by the Egyptians as a special class, an endowed elite 

the "Shemsu Hor" (Serpents of He of The Ari). The famous Egyptologist, author of Archaic Egypt 

discovered the remains who lived in the pre-dynastic epoch. These presented a dolichocephalous skull 

larger than that of the local ethnic group, fair hair and a taller, heavier build. Emery declared that this 

stock wasn't indigenous to Egypt…This race kept its distance from the common people, blending only 

with the aristocratic classes….the scholar associated them with the Shemsu Hor….The Shemsu Hor are 

recognized as the dominant sacerdotal caste in pre-dynastic Egypt."  

-V. Di Cesare and A. Forgione "Malta: Skulls of the Mother Goddess" 
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Professor Emery wrote of these Shemsu Hor: "The Demigods of Manetho's history." These Shemsu Hor 

were stated to have originally lived on an island homeland as well. A very revealing text on the truth of 

the ancient Egyptians record of their origin: 

 

"Hebrew comes from Ibaru he letter H added as a prefix meant the and so the word Hebrew means the 

Ibaru the term rabbi is a variant of this Ibarua. The Ibaru were part of the Shemsu Hor who travelled to 

Egypt in the ancient past. Due to the similarity to Apiru which means undesirable, this term has been 

confused."-Tsarion 

 

The claims the Hebrews where Apriu/ Habiru are misleading again, the truth such peoples where from 

the region called Aryavarta {North India, Pakistan) when the gradual abandonment of the Saraswati 

civilizations due to the drying up of the river, there was major waves of former inhabitants of the region 

which from modern finds would have been extensive as the population of the Saraswati area was into 

the millions. These people became migrants and refugees that moved out over the generations to new 

areas: 

 

About 1900 BC, the cult of Brahm was carried to the Middle and Near East by several different Indian 

groups after a severe rainfall and earthquake tore Northern India apart, even changing the courses of 

the Indus and Saraisvati rivers. The classical geographer Strabo tells us just how nearly complete the 

abandonment of Northwestern India was. "Aristobolus says that when he was sent upon a certain 

mission in India, he saw a country of more than a thousand cities, together with villages, that had been 

deserted because the Indus had abandoned its proper bed." (Strabo's Geography, XV.I.19.)  

 

"The drying up of the Sarasvati around 1900 BCE, which led to a major relocation of the population 

centered around in the Sindhu and the Sarasvati valleys, could have been the event that caused a 

migration westward from India. It is soon after this time that the Indic element begins to appear all over 

West Asia, Egypt, and Greece." (Indic Ideas in the Graeco-Roman World, by Subhash Kak, taken from 

IndiaStar online literary magazine; p.14) 

 

"The exodus of refugees out of ancient India did not occur all at once but over a period of one or more 

thousand years. If all these refugee ruling peoples were exclusively of Indian heritage, why doesn't 

History mention them? Indeed they are mentioned as Kassites, Hittites, Syrians, Assyrians, Hurrians, 
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Arameans, Mittanians, Amalekites, Aethiops (Atha-Yop), Phoenicians, Chaldeans, and many others. But 

we have been wrongly taught to regard them as ethnicities indigenous to Western Asia."- Matlock 

 

Many of these peoples became free companies, workers and in some cases criminals and conquers of 

new regions to settle in from the early records on the subject, many such as the peoples mentioned 

above would conqueror their own kingdoms and empires. 

 

The Sumerian logogram SA.GAZ appears in texts from Southern Mesopotamia, dated from about 1850 

BC, where it is applied to small bands of soldiers, apparently mercenaries at the service of local city-

states and being supplied with food or sheep. One of those texts uses the Akkadian cuneiform word 

Hapiri instead of the logogram; another described them as "soldiers from the West". Their names are 

predominantly Akkadian; some are West Semitic, some unknown. Their origins, when recorded, are in 

local towns. 

 

A letter to an Old Assyrian merchant resident in Ali?ar requests his aid in freeing or ransoming some 

Hapiri, formerly attached to the palace of Shalahshuwe (as yet unidentified), now prisoners of the local 

authorities. 

 

The Tikunani Prism, dated from around 1550 BC, lists the names of 438 Habiru soldiers or servants of 

king Tunip-Tessup of Tikunani, a small city-state in central Mesopotamia. The majority of these names 

are typically Hurrian, the rest are Semitic, one is Kassite. 

 

Another text from around 1500 BC describes the Hapiru as soldiers or laborers, organized into bands of 

various sizes commanded by SA.GAZ leaders: one band from Tapduwa has 15 soldiers, another from 

Sarkuhe has 29, and another from Alalakh has 1,436. 

 

The Hapiru where simply the ancient equivalent of Cossacks. The truth is the title Hebrew [Ibaru] comes 

from Egypt it was a title for a Solar Priest. Its no mistake the important Jewish pass over is stolen from 

the Egyptian festival of Easter. A solar custom of Egypt. 
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"The priests of the Mysteries were symbolized as a serpent, sometimes called Hydra...The Serpent Kings 

reigned over the earth. It was these Serpent Kings who founded the Mystery schools which later 

appeared as the Egyptian and Brahmin Mysteries... .The serpent was their symbol...They were the true 

Sons of Light, and from them have descended a long line of adepts and initiates."  

- Hall 

 

"The Apiru or Hapiru were not the same people as the Hebrews (Aryan) Magi had journeyed far and 

wide and established mystery schools throughout the world. The early Egyptians knew them as the 

Shemsu Hor "Disciples of Horus." The Shemsu Hor were counselors to, and perhaps even initiators of the 

pharaohs of Egypt."-Tsarion 

 

"The word Hebrew can also be traced to the Gaelic Heber meaning "fire" or "sun" A "Hebrew" (Ibaru) 

was a priest of the sun." 

 

"Cohen, the Jewish name for priest, comes from Cahen, the Egyptian pronunciation for a priest and a 

prince.13 Even circumcision, that uniquely `Jewish' tradition, came from the Egyptian mystery schools 

and was performed at least as far back as 4,000 BC. You could not be initiated unless you were 

circumcised. The Hebrew religion did not exist in Egypt and there was no Hebrew law because there was 

no Hebrew `race'. The only worship was Egyptian worship" 

 

The High Priest of the Levities breast plate and all is nothing more then a stolen image of a Ibaru leader 

from Egypt. 

 

This leads us to the next major claimed character of the Jewish "historical record" Moses: 

 

Like that of Osiris, the story of Dionysus includes his own mythical conquest of India….Dionysus is not 

only Osiris but also the counterpart of Moses:"That the god Bacchus was the archetype of Moses seems 

to have been the opinion of many learned men, particularly the celebrated Bishop of Huet, and I 

Vossius, who agree that the Arabian name of Bacchus is Meses." 

 

Biblical scholarship and archaeology have basically proved that the Pentateuch, or first five books of the 

Bible , were not composed by the great lawgiver Moses himself. In the Bible Unearthed, archaeologist 
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Israel Finkelstien demonstrates that much biblical composition was done from the 8th century BCE 

onward. Even in ancient times it was recognized that Moses did not compose the Pentateuch." 

According to the myth, the Jews at the time of the Exodus celebrated the feat of the Lamb, which refers 

to the Age of Aries. In the Dionysian myth, the sacred Lamb or Ram provides water to Dionysus's army in 

the middle of the desert, the water-in-the-desert motif also being in the Moses myth. Like Dionysus and 

Amon, Moses is depicted wearing ram's horns. " 

 

Another tale that found its way into the Bible is that of Bacchus's miracle of stopping the motion of the 

sun and moon, replayed in the story of Joshua. 

 

It is related in the hymns of Orpheus, that Bacchus had a rod with which he performed miracles, and 

which he could change into a serpent at his pleasure. He passed the Red Sea, dry shod, at the head of his 

army. He divided the waters of the rivers Orontes and Hydaspus by the touch of his rod, and passed 

through them dry-shod. By the same mighty wand, he drew water from a rock, and wherever they 

marched, the land flowed with wine, milk and honey.  

 

Bacchus, was called the "Law-giver, and it was said of Bacchus," as well of Moses, that his laws were 

written on two tables of stone. Bacchus was represented horned, and so was Moses. Bacchus was 

picked up in a box that floated on the water, and so was Moses. Bacchus had two mothers, one by 

nature, and one by adoption, so had Moses. Bacchus and his army enjoyed the light of the sun at night, 

Moses and his army a pillar of fire by night.  

 

Moses being called the Law-giver and the laws being written on two tablets of stone, were obviously 

copied from Bacchus, but the idea of his (Moses) receiving the commandments from the Lord on a 

mountain was undoubtedly taken from the Persian legend of Zoroaster. 

"In his gentler (Dionysus) aspects he is a lawgiver." 

 

It is also well known now by Egyptologists that the Ten Commandments are stolen from the 42 negative 

confessions from the Egyptian Book Of The Dead. 

 

It seems apparent that the Israelite conquest of "The Holy Land" was  

taken from Dionysus mythical conquests, they just changed the direction as awhole. 
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This leads into the next connection with Egypt and the Brotherhood of the Serpent centers again as 

Dionysus another form or alias of the Egyptian God Osiris:  

 

Herodotus compared the Greek god Dionysus and the Egyptian god Osiris as long ago as the fifth century 

B.C. and found them to be nearly equal in all their mythology characteristics and virtues. 

Pausanias, Description of Greece 10. 29. 4 (trans. Jones) (Greek travelogue C2nd A.D.) : 

 

" Both the Greeks and the Egyptians have many legends about Dionysos." 

Like his alter ego Osiris, Dionysus, the most popular god in the Roman Empire, was considered an 

immensely old deity, according to Herodotus who imparted that, even though he was on of the 

"youngest" gods, Dionysus supposedly appeared "15,000 years before Amasis" (Ahmose.fl. 1550 BCE).- 

Murdock 

 

The Egyptians, reports Herodotus, claimed to be "quite certain of this dates." Having kept careful 

records. The assertion that Dionysus/Bacchus's presence on Crete, where he was said to have been 

born, extends back even further, as his epithet "Iakchos" is found at the palace at Knossos, with an 

apparent Egyptian connection." 

In Avaris archaeologist have found Cretan motifs on the walls only found appearing previous on the 

walls of the palace in Knossos in ancient Crete. Both Osiris followers of Egypt and Cretans held the Bull 

sacred. The Cretan culture was identical to the Egyptian one even being ruled by a Priest King along with 

Serpent Brotherhoods the Kaberoi. 

 

Dionysus was born on December 25th, the same as Osiris… like Osiris, Dionysus was torn into 14 pieces, 

and also like Osiris, Dionysus was considered both the son and father of Zeus, according to an Orphic 

verse"-Murdock 

 

"Osiris –who was the "first to drink wine" and who taught mankind about the vine, according to 

Plutarch-is referred to as the "Lord of Wine in the …festival." Dionysus was the great Olympian god of 

wine, vegetation, pleasure and festivity."- Murdock 
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Dionysus was also the Lord of Whine. 

 

The staff of Osiris and the thyrsos of Dionysus are identical in appearance both being pine-cone tipped. 

 

With such antiquity also came an enormous territory, as Dionysus was much beloved in a widespread 

area from Egypt to Greece to Macedonian, the Near East and beyond.-Murdock 

 

We can also see in the creation of the religion of Serapis created by the Greek pharaoh Ptolemy I. The 

later fusion of Osiris with an Hellenic guise. Which demonstrates the same God can be worshipped by 

two peoples. 

 

The rites of Eleusinians where Dionysian in nature And Dionysus as shown was also worshipped as Osiris 

in Egypt. By examination of the Eleusinian rites and ranks we are seeing a window into the Brotherhood 

Of The Serpent centers in Memphis Heliopolis[ called ON meaning Sun in Egyptian] and Avaris in Egypt. 

This is the actual reason Avaris was known in the ancient description as the "City of the Hebrews" 

because it was a major seat of the Egypt Priesthood of the Ibaru. Avaris was also called Zaon {Zion} and 

had a Royal Court called the Levities there. 

 

"Reverend Taylor discovered the truth when he studied the Eleusinian Tradition of Greece, which dates 

back to before 1500 years BCE. He lays out the schemata for the ritual and dramatic performances 

customary to the Eleusinians: 

 

Eleusis- The Beginning or Opening 

Hierophant- The Magus Overseeing the Rites  

Hupereet-Ordinary Priest, or Minister 

Diaconos-A Deacon, or lower Officer 

Diadochos-Torch-Bearer 

Photagogue-Bringer and Wielder of Light 

Autoptos-Candidate Witnessing the Rite 
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Autopsy-The Act of Witnessing of Seeing 

Hebrew-The Initiated One (who has passed through all trials and been purified) 

Teleios-The Perfected Adept 

Israelite-The Purified, God-Inspired Adept (the "God Seer") 

Jew-God Himself. The State of Perfection. Man as Enlightened Being." 

-Tsarion 

 

"The ancient terms Israelite and Ibaru (Hebrew)referred to high ranking, spiritually endowed Egyptians 

and their ancestors." 

Israelite also comes from "worshipper of Essa or Essaite" Essa, Esus. Etc Are all ancient titles for the Sun 

Gods, The Phoenician God Saturn was also called Israel, Saturn was a Sun God in the aspect of the 

period of the sun before its death and rebirth on the Winter Solstice hence the Winter Solstice festival of 

Saturnia in ancient Rome. 

 

Yahweh is originally an ancient name for the sun concept, the Egyptians had a title for a solar diety 

called Yahu/yahew, the Persians word for sun was yawnah the Phoenicians had yahwe and the Syrians 

Yaw. Origins of this can be traced in the Veda with the title Yahva...etc Even the term "Ad-ON-i" is Egypt 

in origin.  

 

The five books of the Jewish Torah is stolen and corrupted from the five suits of the Tarot, Tarot means 

"Royal Road" in ancient Egyptian, the name signifies the kundalini Serpent ascension up the spine. The 

Kabala was also stolen from Egypt KA BA ANKH = "Kabalah: 

 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Intro_Sermons.html 

 

The Temple of Sol-om-on was stolen from Egypt. It's the temple of the soul and its most ancient symbol 

is the Pyramid and the capstone. It represents the Godhead. Once again we are looking at another 

literalized fictional event, taken and corrupted from a spiritual concept nothing more: 
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The PYRAMID is symbolic of the shape of the human chakra. The missing capstone represents the 

unfinished work and the ALL-SEEING EYE represents the gnosis and all-knowing when one reaches the 

godhead. This state is also known as "SAMADI" or "SUPER CONSCIOUSNESS." The photo at left was 

taken from the US One Dollar Bill. The United States, government and all, was founded upon Masonic 

principles and is not Christian by any stretch of the imagination.  

 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Satanic_Symbols.html 

 

 

The Benben stone in Egypt represented as a pyramid shaped stone and the dwelling place of the sun god 

with its association with the Bennu bird (also Benu bird). The Benu bird is the Egyptian name for the 

Phoenix. The Benben stone represents the Temple Of Solomon. 

 

 

The Jews simply stole the core of their identity from the Gentile Brotherhood Of the Serpent and their 

orders in Egypt. Which was one of the major Serpent centers in the ancient world. 

 

They was no exodus and no Biblical homeland in the Canaanite lands: 

 

"Nay , only are there no proofs for the twelve tribes of Israel having ever existed, but Herodotus, the 

most accurate of historians, who was in Assyria when Erza flourished, never mentions the Israelites at 

all…How is this possible?-Madame Helena Blavatsky (The Secret Doctrine, vol 3) 

 

"Nowhere in Torah (also called the Pentateuch, or the first five books of the Bible) is there any mention 

of Jerusalem let alone a temple anywhere in Jerusalem."- Stephen M. St. John 

Many writers of this ear were not even aware of the existence of Judea. The Greek Historian Herodotus, 

painstakingly exact in his documentation of the nations and peoples of the known world, refers only to 

the Syrians of Palestine…when he describes the area-Joseph Atwill (Cesar's Messiah) 
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Although the Tell-el-Amarna tablets give much information regarding Canaan at about the period of the 

Exodus, they make no allusions to the Jews in Egypt or to the great catastrophe caused by the events 

preceding their escape-Ernest Busenbark 

 

We need to recognize that our understanding of Israel as a people and as a nation is unrelated to any 

known historical Israel…They created this `Israel' not as it once existed in an earlier period, but in away 

that was meaningful to themselves-Thomas. L Thompson(The Mythic Past: Biblical Archaeology and the 

Myth of Israel) 

Of course, there was an Israel! The name itself is used already at the close of the Late Bronze Age on an 

Egyptian monument to refer to the People of Canaan that Pharaoh Merenptah's military campaign into 

Palestine fought against. But this is not the Israel that the Bible deals with-Hyam Maccoby's The 

Mythmaker: Paul and the Invention of Christianity 

 

While it is hard-won principle of Biblical archaeology that the historicity of ancient Biblical narratives 

about old Israel cannot be confirmed unless we have extra-Biblical confirmation, it is more likely to 

confirm the Bible's literary and metaphorical tropes than to establish it as historical record--Thomas. L 

Thompson(The Mythic Past: Biblical Archaeology and the Myth of Israel) 

 

Jerusalem's history…remains impossible to write. Although the Egyptian Amarna letters, which give us 

correspondences between Palestine's petty princes and kings and the Egyptian Pharaoh of the late 

fourteenth an dearly thirteenth centuries, tell us much of about the town of Urusalim and about its 

patron and king, Abdi-Hepa, we know nothing about this town from archaeology. We are not even 

certain where it was located, though we have every reason to believe that it was Jerusalem. The Iron 

Age town of Jerusalem on Mount Ophel, which has been excavated by Kathleen Kenyon before the 1967 

Israel-Arab war offered no significant remains from the Late Bronze Age-Thomas. L Thompson(The 

Mythic Past: Biblical Archaeology and the Myth of Israel) 

 

Palestine never developed a political power of any great international significance. It was always so 

divided by its many small regions that it never developed a common history except when it was 

controlled by some power from outside, such as Egypt, Assyria and Babylonia. High culture, as expressed 

in art, architecture, literature and pageant, hardly existed. Most of what has survived is either foreign in 

origins or derivative from Phoenicia on the Syrian coast-Thomas. L Thompson(The Mythic Past: Biblical 

Archaeology and the Myth of Israel) 
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The annals of Pharaoh Ramesis II (the Great) make reference to  

Semitic people who settled in the delta region of Goshen, but this does not really help because they are 

not specified as Israelites, but included in the Arab races of Syria, Phoenicia, Mesopotamia and the 

Fertile Crescent in general- Laurence Gardner (Genesis of the Grail Kings) 

 

Although the name Judea is a geographical term occurring in Assyrian period texts, referring to the 

highlands south of Jerusalem, in the Persian period the name is political. It is the name of the Persian 

province. The Assyrians' name for the southern highlands, Jaudaa, and the Persians' imperial name, 

Yehud, were no more reflective of a people than were any of the other names for regions of the empire. 

Moreover the geographical spread of people referred to as Yehudim is so great that is would be rash to 

assume that this name refers to their place of origin. More should we continue to understand this term 

as ethnographic, without evidence-Thomas. L Thompson (The Mythic Past: Biblical Archaeology and the 

Myth of Israel) 

 

One of the most striking and wonderful tings about an "historian" like Josephus is that he knows almost 

nothing about "the past" that we ourselves do not already know from other sources. When an account 

he gives of a supposed event of two centuries earlier "confirms" something we can read in other works, 

it is only because he has copied or paraphrased it. Josephus has been well described as a person one 

wouldn't buy a used car from--Thomas. L Thompson(The Mythic Past: Biblical Archaeology and the Myth 

of Israel) 

 

The earliest part of this period in the hill country has been traditionally presented as the "Golden Age" 

of ancient Egypt with its capital in Jerusalem. The ear has been associated with the "United Monarchy" 

wielding the political power of a Saul, a David and a Solomon and controlling a land-bridge from the Nile 

to the Euphrates, concept of a temple built by Solomon as the center of worship of Yahweh. Theses 

images have no place in descriptions of the real historical past. We known them only as a story, and 

wheat we known about such stories does not encourage us to treat them as if they were or were ever 

meant to be historical. There is no evidence of a United Monarchy, no evidence of a capital at 

Jerusalem….We do not have evidence for the existence of kings named Saul, David or Solomon; nor do e 

have evidence for any temple at Jerusalem --Thomas. L Thompson(The Mythic Past: Biblical Archaeology 

and the Myth of Israel) 

 

Megiddo, Gezer and Hazor and Jerusalem were in reality more like villages….with small public buildings 

and poorly constructed dwellings with clay floors. The objects reveal a material culture, which, even by 

the standards of the ancient Near East, could not be judged sophisticated or luxurious. The 
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`magnificence' of the age of Solomon is parochial and decidedly lackluster- professor James 

Pritchard(Solomon and Sheba) 

 

As far as the Bible geography is concerned it appears that the main person responsible for its 

misinterpretation was Constantine the Great, who had definite motives for transferring the arena of 

Jewish history and that of Christ to another region altogether. He used Christianity as a valuable political 

asset, selected the East as this Empire, and with the aid of Eusebius, Jerome and others, invented the 

present Palestine… 

 

NOT A SINGLE INSCRIPTION HAS BEN FOUND IN Palestine which can be identified with the Hebrew 

kingdom- H.D.DAUNT (The Center of Ancient Civilization) 

 

 

The 12 tribes of Israel are taken from the celestial kingdom of the 12 constellations of the Zodiac, with 

the Sun as the ruler, hence the Lion of Judah rules the Lion[Leo] is the symbol of the sun as its height of 

power as it journeys thought the Zodiac. 

 

Note on the Hyksos, a popular view is the Jews where descended from the Hyksos Sheppard kings, this 

claim more then naught originates with the Jewish propagandist Josephus and was an attempt to 

legitimize the fictional history of the Jews in his day: 

 

In his Against Apion, the 1st-century CE historian Josephus Flavius debates the synchronism between the 

Biblical account of the Exodus of the Israelites from Egypt, and two Exodus-like events that the Egyptian 

historian Manetho apparently mentions. It is difficult to distinguish between what Manetho himself 

recounted, and how Josephus or Apion interpret him. 

 

Josephus identifies the Israelite Exodus with the first exodus mentioned by Manetho, when some 

480,000 Hyksos "shepherd kings" (also referred to as just 'shepherds', as 'kings' and as 'captive 

shepherds' in his discussion of Manetho) left Egypt for Jerusalem.[24] The mention of "Hyksos" identifies 

this first exodus with the Hyksos period (16th century BC). 
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One of the most striking and wonderful things about an "historian" like Josephus is that he knows 

almost nothing about "the past" that we ourselves do not already know from other sources. When an 

account he gives of a supposed event of two centuries earlier "confirms" something we can read in 

other works, it is only because he has copied or paraphrased it. Josephus has been well described as a 

person one wouldn't buy a used car from--Thomas. L Thompson(The Mythic Past: Biblical Archaeology 

and the Myth of Israel) 

 

The Hyksos arose in a turbulent period in Egyptian history one theory handed down is they invaded by 

force but this claim has fallen apart on new findings: 

 

The ceramic evidence in the Memphis-Fayum region of Lower Egypt argues against the presence of new 

invading foreigners. Janine Bourriau's excavation in Memphis of ceramic material retrieved from Lisht 

and Dahshur during the Second Intermediate Period shows a continuity of Middle Kingdom ceramic type 

wares throughout this era. She finds in them no evidence of intrusion of Hyksos-style wares.[16] 

Bourriau's evidence strongly suggests that the traditional Egyptian view, long espoused by Manetho, 

that the Hyksos invaded and sacked the Memphite region and imposed their authority there, is 

fictitious. 

The German Egyptologist Wolfgang Helck once argued that the Hyksos were part of massive and 

widespread Hurrian and Indo-Aryan migrations into the Near East. According to Helck, the Hyksos were 

Hurrians and part of a Hurrian empire that, he claimed, extended over much of Western Asia at this 

period. Most scholars have rejected this theory and Helck himself has now abandoned this hypothesis in 

a 1993 article.[23]\ 

 

Egypt was divided into two lands upper and lower and scholar Peter Ellis states that Foreigner a term 

given to the Hyksos was the term applied to men of lower Egypt. The fact is the Hyksos where 

worshippers of the Egyptian God Set. Set was the dominate God of lower Egypt during this period. Set 

was a solar God and is among the crucified and resurrected saviors of the Pagan world. Another 

evidence shows Canaanite deities and worship around this time in the region. The constant terming of 

them as Asiatic is most likely a miss translation of Aamu, meaning Amorites who where described as 

Aryan in appearance and race.  

 

Aamu was the contemporary term used to distinguish the people of Avaris, the Hyksos capital in Egypt, 

from Egyptians. Egyptologists conventionally translate aamu as "asiatics" The Jewish historian, Josephus, 

in his Contra Apionem, claims that Manetho was the first to use the Greek term, Hyksos, incorrectly 

translated as "shepherd-kings". Contemporary Egyptians during the Hyksos invasion designated them as 

hikau khausut, which meant "rulers of foreign countries", 
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The final clues as to their origin come from the latest finds in their capital Avaris: 

 

Minoan Paintings in Avaris, Egypt 

http://www.therafoundation.org/articles/art/minoanpaintingsinavarisegypt 

 

"To the East of the platform were found numerous dumps of wall plaster with Minoan wall paintings, 

which are discussed below. Most probably they originate from this building." 

 

"base of this tableau a half-rosette and triglyph frieze can be reconstructed, which should be seen as an 

emblem of the palace, most probably of the palace of Knossos itself."  

 

As shown they was a major cultural similarly of the Minoans with the Egyptians, around this time the 

Minoans ruled one of the most powerful Empires in the Aegean and had bases in Palestine /Canaan as 

well. They had been Nubian dynasties in Egypt and there was obviously mass intermarriage with 

Egyptian Royals with Royals of other Empires such as the Hittite's.etc We are probably simply looking 

another situation in which due to blood line connections a Minoan backed dynasty took control of a 

region, and displaced the weak Nubian one. This seems to be further evident when the Hyksos where 

driven out they left to major bases where the Minoans had imperial holdings in Canaan(which explains 

the Canaanite influence as well) and aboard. 

 

 

The fact is the Hyksos where Gentile Royals[Priesthoods] who had extensive connections with the other 

Royal houses and bases across a larger area then Egypt. Part of the fighting between them and the rival 

Thebans was simply a replay of the old rivals between the two Kingdoms and the theocratic nature of 

the regions. And all this happened hundreds of years before any legitimate record of the Jews appears. 

 

 

I also believe given the fact many of these Hyksos stayed in Egypt and where part of the dynasties that 

followed theirs shows the claims of the strife and bitter warfare of this period have been largely over 

dramatized in history, Tsarion states: 
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From an academic point of view, the Minoan civilization is considered the finest in Europe. It was 

sophisticated and an inspiration to many other races. The work of Butler and Dafoe reveals the Cretans 

to have been a technically advanced Western people. As we mention above, recent discoveries suggest 

the Cretans were related biologically or, at least economically, with the Hyksos kings of Egypt. Artwork 

found in the Hyksos city of Avaris appears to be of Cretan artifice, and a few investigators believe trade 

took place between these peoples. Writers, such as Ralph Ellis, point to the fact that when the Minoan 

civilization was brought to an end by the devastating volcanic eruption on the nearby island of Thera, 

the Hyksos empire subsequently went into rapid decline. The search for a stronger relationship between 

the Hyksos of Egypt and the Cretans continues.  

Examples of Minoan merchandise have regularly turned up in various tombs in Egypt. They have been 

found in the Levant and, through the matter is somewhat contentious, Minoan-type jewelry and 

goldwork has even been found in the graves of Wessex Culture, a race living in what is now southern 

England at a time contemporary with Minoan Crete at its heyday. The Cretans established a chain of 

outposts throughout the Aegean and the Mediterranean...trade was probably on a fairly large scale. 

Soon after the takeover of Crete by the Mycenaeans of mainland Greece sometime around 1400 BC, 

there are records to indicate that the palace of Knossos alone was running over 50,000 sheep - Alan 

Butler & Stephen Dafoe (The Knights Templar Revealed)  

 

...there is much on Crete from Minoan times to show the existence of a flourishing middle class which 

may have been partly made up of private merchants. Plush villas have been located, some very close to 

the many ports of the island, whilst in those places where everyday Minoan life is viewable, such as in 

the lava-buried settlement on Santorini, it appears that even the common folk of the Cretans lived a 

very comfortable life – ibid, 

 

Another theory pushed by Jew Sigmund Freud was that Ahnkenton was Moses. As researcher John 

Kaminski states on the subject: 

 

The man who invented psychology, Sigmund Freud, thought so highly of 

Akhnaton that he tried his best several times to attribute the Hebrew 

religion to this odd pharaoh's precepts, speculating in chapter after 

chapter how Moses might have interfaced with Akhnaton's idea that the 

Sun was the source of everything and all those other gods were simply 
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not of the same all-encompassing magnitude. But in his last book, 

Moses and Monotheism (1939), Freud couldn't make the connection 

convincingly, and was left guessing because Egyptology was not 

sufficiently advanced in his time; plus, he didn't live long enough to 

learn that the Old Testament was a clumsy fiction of writers 

fabricating a tradition out of ideas stolen from other Cultures 

 

 

Freud's attempt to link Akhnaton and Moses failed not 

only timewise but by intent, as Akhnaton's god Aton was a pacifistic 

bestower of the gift of life on humanity, whereas Moses's dictatorial 

Yahweh — or Jahve, as Freud called him — was a violent volcano god 

more interested in scaring his flock into submission than in loving 

them — or let's say, more interested in the profits than the promise. 

 

 

 

Like Josephus his Jewish ancestor before him Freud is simply attempting to create another set of lies to 

attempt to give historical legitimacy to the Jews phony history. Further more we don't have an actual 

traceable record of Jews existing before around the mid part of the last millennium BCE. It appears the 

Jews created their core of their identity in Egypt at some point and moved outwards into the different 

major key networks of the ancient world. The one thing all these Jewish communities have in common 

from India, Africa, China.etc Is the Torah, meaning they most likely all came out of Egypt after creating 

this fake history. Graham Hancock mentions there is a record of a Jewish synagogue being demolished 

by the Priest of Sobek in Egypt around the mid 4th century BCE. This is one of the earliest actual records 

outside of the fictional accounts and dubious histories we get of them.  
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While the concept of the Messiah[meaning Chief Cornerstone/Capstone of the Pyramid] is Egyptian-

Gentile in origin and deals with the Magnum Opus/Temple of Solomon. The Jews stole this concept and 

corrupted it just as they stole their identity from the Brotherhood of the Serpent centers in Egypt 

 

The fact is the Jews as mentioned simply dispersed in every direction to infest every major capital center 

in the ancient world and work to bring the Gentiles down and create the base of an international 

network of power and control, same as they do today. Their fictional history is designed to unite them 

[they created Israel today from myth making this belief/myth manifested more in reality] and create a 

powerful psychic intent to manifest there Messiah and Zion who shall unite the Diaspora, conqueror the 

world for Global Zion and rule from his Golden Throne in Jerusalem. And have all Gentiles on there 

knees as servants and slaves. This is why the Jewish programs from Christianity to Islam all have the 

Messiah prophecy which they stole once again from the Gentiles. To create the intent and vortex of 

energy to manifest their Chief Corner Stone[meaning of Messiah] who shall be the capstone upon the 

pinnacle[the pinnacle is the place the capstone is laid on the Pyramid] of the Temple Of Solomon [The 

Jewish Race] and thus complete the Temple Of Solomon and bring the Jew World Order into full and 

absolute power. The Jews stated in their Protocol's this Messiah is the keystone[capstone] to their 

entire agenda.  

 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Temple_of_Solomon.html 

 

The real Jewish Messiah is the Christ Character he has two faces one is Joshua[Yashua] the Torah 

Messiah who unites the 12 Tribes and conquerors the Gentiles and builds Zion. The second face is 

Joshua[Yausha] two for the Gentiles to be yoked unto the Jews and under their spell which uses Gentiles 

to bring about their own destruction and enslavement. While Yashua one binds the Jewish racial psyche 

together to manifest the same monster. 

 

That is the cruel fact the Jews rub it right in our faces in the Bible especially in the New Testament in the 

parable of Jesus [Yashua/Joshua in Hebrew] standing on the pinnacle of the Temple dominating all the 

kingdoms of the world [showing him as the chief cornerstone of the Temple as the Lord of the Pyramid, 

the Messiah of the Jews, the Empire of the Jews manifested]. 

 

Behold, I lay in Zion a chief cornerstone, elect, precious, and he who believes on Him will by no means 

be put to shame" (1 Peter 2:6, NKJV). 
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The Apha and Omega represents the Chief Cornerstone: 

Revelation 22:12 "And behold, I am coming quickly, and My reward is with Me, to give to every one 

according to his work. I am the Alpha and the Omega, the Beginning and the End, the First and the Last." 

 

 

The biggest lie of the Jews is their own history.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sources: 

Suns of God, Acharya S 

Christ In Egypt, DM. Murdock 

Irish Origins Of Civilization, Tsarion Micheal 

Who Was ABRAHAM? Gene D. Matlock, B.A., M.A.  

 

How Almighty God was born, John Kaminski 

 

KNJV Bible 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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The Templar's Serpent Tradition updated 

 

The Templar's Serpent Tradition 

 

 

"This excerpt quote from the Catholic Encyclopedia is very revealing: 

In the same way the Greeks and Romans may have worshipped their divinities,fondly believing them to 

be good. But the Christian Scriptures declare that all the gods of the Gentiles are demons. Catholic 

Encyclopedia: Devil Worship 

http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/04767a.htm 

DEMONS ARE THE GODS OF THE GENTILES!!!!" -High Priestess Maxine 

 

 

 

I hold the official story of the Founding of the Templar Order in suspect, the tale sounds of spiritual 

allegory, while they where in the Middle East, I doubt they where founded there. Looking at the fact the 

Vatican was not as powerful as claimed till the 14th century and for hundreds of years after the rise of 

Christianity, the previous Pagan houses of the Priestly blood line nobility still existed in many parts of 

Europe such as the Merovingian's and others it seems the Pagan leadership simply created a New Order 

to counter the Vatican's growing one. But dressed it up in Christian looking tinsel on the outside to keep 

Rome at bay. There is a large back story in Europe of the struggle of the Nobility against the Church that 

spans centuries: 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/211 (pg. 233) 

 

"The creators of the Knights Templar were the descendants of the Merovingian dynasty…."-Tsarion  

 

On the Merovingian's: 
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The Mevrovingians also apparently revealed their affiliation to Lucifer...the name of one of their capital 

cities, Satanicum the "Place of Satan." The Mevrovingian link to Lucifer was also implicit in a curious 

royal birthmark in the shape of a red cross, the ancient Mark of Cain, which a Merovingian would 

proudly display over his heart. 

 

Merovee, which means "Born from the Sea". Has also been written as Merovach meaning "Born from a 

Bull" as well Merovie, meaning Sea of Life or Water of Life. The name Merovee thus designates first 

Fisher King of the Merovingian line to be the vessel of the Water of Life.  

Fisher King  

 

Legends maintain that the Fisher King Sanat Kumara [Sanat is an anagram of Satan] was the 

fountainhead from which many legends of the Fisher Kings started. Sanat Kumara is the Lord of 

Shambhala which is also shown as city in the shape of the eight pointed star[identical to the Grail Castle 

in the Western Tradition] of the perfected soul, the name "Shambhala" means "realm of bliss" and 

evolves the Godhead obtainment which is the symbol of the Grail, and this Grail symbol in the West is 

Lucifer Sigil of the Gold in the work. Shambhala is made mention in the Yezidhi "Black book" by Melek 

Taus[Satan] Himself. 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/210 (pg. 230) 

 

 

 

The final proof is the fact the Templar and Cathar sects both where related shared the symbols and 

originally science of spirit. It is well known by writers such as Otto Rahn the Cathar's where from the 

Druidic[Naddred] Order. 

 

"Deep within the grottoes of Sabarthez Rahn found chambers in which the walls were covered with 

symbols characteristic of the Knights Templar, side by side with emblems of the Cathars. This finding 

confirmed the notion, fostered by mystical historians, that the Knights Templar and the Cathars were at 

one time closely associated. One intriguing image which had been carved into the stone wall of a grotto 

was clearly a drawing of a lance. This depiction immediately suggests the bleeding lance which appears 

over and over again in the Arthurian legends. 

 

The legend of the Grail, explains Miguel Serrano, "reappears forcibly 
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Christianised in the Middle Ages. The Templars disseminated it. It is centred on the legend of the court 

of King Arthur (who is the King of the Grail and is also called Amfortas)."-Alexander Dugin 

 

Here is the real origin of the Templar they where the same Aryans blood families that made up the 

Naddreds, they where just under a new name given the times. 

 

Later due once again to enemy attacks they would be forced to change themselves into the Free 

Masons. 

 

 

 

The Templar's Pagan Order: 

 

In the centers of the Knight's alchemical temples were the altars upon which sat effigies of the Green 

Man, also gracing their shrines were Black Madonna's. The walls of these temples where adorned with 

alchemical symbols Black Madonna's as the personification the black or destructive/transformative 

aspect of the Magnum Opus and is synonymous with Kali in India. Madonna is an Latin title and name 

for Mary the mother of the fictional Christ. Mary or Madonna and child was stolen from Egyptian Isis 

Meru and Horus child and many other Pagan cultures themes. Isis is known as Astarte/Easter and to us 

Astaroth. The Templar churches where decorated with the images of Satan and Astaroth, the Green 

Man another alias of Satan in the image of the Serpent or Kundalini force and the Magnum Opus. The 

Templar's carried the same sacred black and red cords the Yezidhi's do as a link to their eternal bond to 

Satan or Melek Taus. 

 

 

 

Four major confirmed articles the Church found against the Templar's was: 

 

The Templar initiation ceremony included denying Christ as Savior and Son of God, and defiling the Cross 

by spitting or urinating up it. 
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The Knights worshipped an idol in the form of a bearded human head. 

 

At their initiation the Knights received a sacred cord to wear around their waist that had first been 

bound around the idolized head. An ancient Pagan custom still found among the Yezidhi that symbolizes 

the connection to Satan eternally. 

 

During initiation the Knights kissed each other on the mouth, the navel, the base of the spine, and the 

penis. 

 

These articles are identical to the custom of Traditional Witchcraft Covens in Europe during initiation 

ceremonies into the Coven and Craft: 

 

"Templar Kiss which according the Knights own testimonies occurred between an incoming Knight and a 

high ranking Knight priest. The kisses which were planted by the elder Templar on the new Knight's 

mouth, navel and base of the spine, where to done to specifically activate Kundalini, since most of these 

parts of the body are known by the Tantric's as seats of the power. The Templar kiss ostensibly involved 

blowing into the new initiate mouth the breath of life, which was saturated with the elder Knight's own 

kundalini energy. And awakened the seats of Kundalini in initiates body." 

 

 

 

Author M. Giles , an expert on the secret Templar rites of the Rules, compares the Templar kiss to a 

similar eastern rite of initiation: 

 

"The Templar kisses….had nothing obscene about them, because they symbolized the transmission of 

the breath of Life of the Order, and Power of the Order as was the custom in most ancient initiations." 

 

 

 

The Pranic kiss is still done in the East into initiation into the 
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Charka[Sacred Circle] the Eastern Tantric version of the Coven: 

 

 

 

"The two lower regions have for ages been recognized in the East as dwelling places of the Kundalini, 

and both are often touched of kissed by gurus today to awaken the indwelling Serpent Power. Typically, 

an initiating guru transmits a spark of his own Kundalini into the initiate, so the process is described as: 

 

"one candle lighting another." Eastern gurus transmit their alchemical power through their breaths, 

which they do by blowing of kissing parts of the body, including the face and mouth." 

 

 

 

-A thirteenth Century manuscript, entitled The Secret Tule, provided proof that the Templar's' infamous 

initiation kisses were not sexually motivated, but designed to awaken the inner force. One of the many 

"Articles" contained within the manual states: 

 

"Article 11.Ritual of Reception of the Brothers-Elect: Oath to guard the secret of the Order, the least 

indiscretion being punishable by death. The Receiver shall kiss the Neophyte successively on the mouth, 

to transmit to him the breath; on the sacral plexus[base of the spine], which commands the creative 

force; then on the umbilicus, and finally on the virile member, image of the masculine principle." 

 

"The Templar once initiated would have began the process of rebuilding 

Solomon's Temple" the Knight's Kundalini would work to ascended up the spine to the top o f his head a 

Templar would gradually become full of the Holy Spirit or Kundalini energy while being transformed, the 

Serpent would then enter the Holy of Holies, the skull of the Knight , and activate the Ajna Chakra of 

Third eye of spiritual sight along with the remaining two-thirds of his brain power, to bring forth the 

state of Gnosis." 

 

On Baphomet: 
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According to author Hugh Schonfeld, translated via the Atbash Cipher used by the Templar's, the name 

Baphomet becomes Sophia, thus making Baphomet and Sophia synonymous, Sophia is the name of the 

Serpent Goddess[Kundalini]. Identical to the union of Siva and Shakti. 

 

"The Knights had a name for the Kundalini power transferred through the Templar Kiss. It was 

Baphomet, which the occult historian Gerald Masse claims is a synonym for the "Mother of 

Breath."Much of what we know about the Templar's and their relationship to Kundalini comes from 

their remaining images of Baphomet, which includes the three black heads that once adorned the shield 

of Hughes de Payen collectively representing the universal Trinity and triune power of the life force." 

 

"While studying the name Baphomet, Sufi and Arab researchers have alluded to its Gnostic overtones. 

They maintain that Baphomet is an evolution of the Arabic abufihamat, meaning "father of wisdom." 

Their perspective affiliates Baphomet with Murrugan, the Jnana Pandita, the Lord of Wisdom. 

Murrugan[another alias of Satan] , whose is the embodiment of Kundalini and the father of 

Gnosticism[Yoga] in the East." 

 

Murrugan's main center on Sri Lanka is Mylapur the place of the Peacock. The worship of which is 

identical to the Yezidis, the Mandeans who are culturally connected to the Yezidis and also worship 

Melek Taus[Satan] state in their record they came from Sri Lanka where Melek Taus taught them the 

spiritual wisdom to become Gods. 

 

From reading numerous descriptions of the Templar Baphomet and seeing the images in the Templar 

Rosslyn Chapel, the Baphomet of the Templar's and the old Green Man are related in image and 

meaning, the Kundalini force of Satan. 

 

Another Eastern Connection: 

 

It is well known that Siva is a later form of the Vedic God Rudra which as stated on the subject by scholar 

Acharya S: 
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"Before becoming a God himself Rudra was an epithet of Agni"…. 

The Goat is primarily the vehicle of the Fire God Agni….Almost every mandala or division in the RigVeda 

starts with a hymn to Agni. The Vedic hymns praise him copiously often describing him as the Supreme 

God and Creator. Agni along with Indra Lord of the Heavens and Surya Lord of the Skies constitute the 

first trinity of Vedism their places where later assigned to Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva….He is often 

invoked with Indra of whom He shares the passion for Soma drink.' 

 

`The original Vedic triad Agni-Indra-Surya,' 

 

 

What other name is Agni also known by? 

 

 

The most striking similarity was found between the Vedic god of the Fire Agni and the Mesopotamian 

Enki (Sumerian) or Ea (Akkadian). We will first present the iconographic representations of Enki/Ea in 

the cylinder-seals of Mesopotamia (Sumer, Akkad and Assyria) and then turn to the images used to 

describe Agni in the Veda. 

http://auromere.wordpress.com/2010/11/11/similarities-between-sumerian-anki-and-\ 

vedic-agni-by-jean-yves-lung/ 

 

 

Agni is thus Rudra who later on became known as Siva. And as we see Agni is EA or Satan. 

 

 

"The image of Baphomet of western occultism was taken from the image of Shiva. Note the position of 

the arms, one pointing upwards and the other downwards. The Baphomet again is symbolic of both the 

male and the female aspects of the soul. Note the Baphomet is both male and female, as also seen with 

in images of the Egyptian God Akhenaton. The horns are symbolic of Mercury, which is the vril, chi, 

witchpower, lifeforce, prana. 
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The wings of the soul represent spiritual freedom. The goat symbolizes 

fertility- fertility in multiplying the life force, vril, which activates and raises the serpent. The "Goat of a 

Thousand Young" is referring to the crown chakra, "Sahasrara" in Sanskrit which means "Thousand 

Petaled Lotus." 

 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Satanic_Symbols.html 

 

Siva is another Eastern alias of Satan and the image of Siva is the perfected Being via the kundalini 

energies. 

 

The origins of the Aryan Race are infact in the East: 

http://gblt.webs.com/Witchcraft_Tradition.htm 

 

The Pagan Templar Cathedrals: 

 

The Knights Templar were the prime movers behind the building of the great Gothic cathedrals, 

especially that of Chartres. As the predominant, and often the only "developers" in large European 

center of culture, they were behind the formation of the builders' guilds, including that of the 

stonemasons, who became lay members of the Templar Order and who reaped all their benefits such as 

exemption from paying tax."Seven of Europe's Gothic cathedrals were especially important to the 

Templar's. These were constructed over the seven chakras orprincipal contextual power points on the 

continent which greatly empowered them. 

 

The location of the European centers had been known abut since the time Druids who had built nature 

temples over them and dedicated each to one of the seven known planets. Druid priests and priestesses 

then served as oracles for each temples' associated planet. The Templar's, or Templar-Trained masons 

rebuilt the sites with their own Gothic churches and cathedrals." 

 

According to the great European alchemist Fulcannelli who visited most of these cathedrals in the early 

1900's and recorded his assessments of them in his magnum opus Le Mystere des Cathedrals, the 
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majority of the cathedrals had indeed been designed by Templar's or Templar-trained masons and 

intended to be used as special initiation chambers. Apparently most of the cathedrals, including the 

small Gothic church of Rosslyn Chapel that is situated over Europe's seventh charka, once possessed one 

or more Black Madonna's[Astaroth]….gracing their main altars." 

 

There is also the 8 pointed star of Astaroth decorating the walls of Rosslyn, the entire Chapel is built as 

an alchemical map of the human soul down to the Cardinal points as where all Templar Churches. 

 

On the most famous of such Templar Cathedrals: 

 

The Cathedral of Notre Dame in Paris, which Fullcanelli refers to as the Philosopher's Church." It was 

here , according to the master alchemist, that the local alchemists built their headquarters, compete 

with alchemical symbols, such as salamanders, which are symbolic of alchemical fire. He states: 

 

"The alchemists of the Fourteenth Century used to meet[at Notre Dame] once a week on the day of 

Saturn, either at the main porch, at the Portal of St. Marcel or else at the little Porte-Rouge, all 

decorated with salamanders." 

 

 

 

Today at the main entrance of Notre Dame is the image of a Goddess, Sophia[symbol of the serpent 

power] who identities the nine stage of alchemy as a ladder with nine steps. About this image Fullcanelli 

remarks: 

 

Supported between her knees and learning against her chest is the ladder with nine rungs-scala 

philosoporum-hieroglyph of the patience which the faithful must possess in the course of the nine 

successive operations of the hermetic labours." 
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Escape from the Vatican Forces 

 

"How many Templar's survived Philip the Fair's onslaught The answer must be most of them. 

Thousands…." 

 

On Friday the 13th, October of 1307 the King of France acting on orders from the Pope ordered the 

arrest of the Templar's. Of all the members of the Order many seemed to escape arrest at the hands of 

the Vatican agents and tools. It was found was that the Templar's knew in advance what was coming 

and had quietly planned their escape on the night of October the 12 a large convoy of coachers full of 

Knights and treasures marched to their ships moored at the Orders' principal port of La Rochelle, which 

they had used for years to sail between France and their castles in Italy, England, Denmark, the Orkneys, 

Spain, Scotland, and throughout the Mediterranean Sea. Once the Templar's had arrived at La Rochelle 

they and their treasures entered 18 galleys and silently set sail upon the open sea." 

 

 

 

Free Masons 

 

"The Templar's went underground and became members of France's masonry guild. This was an 

expected move considering the Templar Order was at the time of its arrest overflowing with French 

masons aspiring to become Knights An ensuing transformation took place as an abundance of Templar's 

became initiated French Freemasons and helped engender the founding of Freemasonic lodges in not 

only France, but throughout all continental Europe and Great Britain. The beginning of this turn of 

events is alluded to by the Freemasonic historian Albert Pike in Morals and Dogma: 

 

"..Sword and the Trowel(became) the insignia of the Templar's, who….concealed themselves under the 

name of Brethren Masons. This name Freres Macons in the French , adopted by the way of secret 

reference to the Builders of the Second Temple, was corrupted in English into Freemasons. 

 

The Templar's had, of course , already established a long term relationship with the European 

masons[being the founders of many of their societies in the past] during the Knights' nearly two 

hundred years of existence. The Templar's, however, placed more emphasis on their relationship with 

the masons when it appeared eminent that their Order would require their lodges for camouflage in 
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order to survive. With this in mind , Jacques de Molay, the last Templar Gran Master, applied himself 

while in his French prison cell to the task by securing a future for his Knights by formulating the rites and 

degrees of the branches of Freemasonry they would unite with and found. 

 

States Levi: 

 

"The end of the drama is well known, and how Jacques de Molay and his fellows perished in the flames. 

But before his execution, the Chief of the Order organized and instituted what afterwards came to be 

called the Occult, Hermetic, or Scottish(Free) Masonry." 

 

 

 

In Scotland the Knights became the "Royal Order of Scotland" And in England the Rose Cross as well the 

most famous of member made up the English Royal Tudor Court Queen Elizabeth the 1st, Sir Francis 

Bacon[also ghost wrote under the name Shakespeare] and mind behind the New World or New Atlantis, 

and John Dee(the original 007) as the Queen's Court astrologer: 

 

http://gblt.webs.com/New_Atlantis.htm 

 

 

 

England had under Elizabeth's Father who undoubtedly was a member and adept of the same Order had 

broken away from Rome totally and created the Church of England with the Monarch as the Head of the 

English Church. The Vatican declared a crusade against the Nation and sent their ill fated Crusader force 

of 30,000 solders aboard the Spanish Armada in 1588, which was sunk in "a freak storm" the weather 

had been planned and was to be calm with blue skies. Anyone who understand Magic understand a 

Nation full of adepts can summon up such weather with ease, and they knew the Spanish where coming, 

Drake's job was to stall the Spanish Fleet long enough for the storm to be generated. HRAAP tech has 

been proven to be do the same today. 
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What the situation in Europe was by this time was the majority of all the members of the ruling 

aristocratic families of Europe and noble houses in general along with the cream of European Gentile 

society where members of Spiritual Satanist Orders. The very head which Jewry had tried to remove 

with it's tool of Christianity and the Vatican and it's attack on the Templar's, had survived and rebuilt 

and where working towards restoring the enlightened Pagan[Satanic] civilization. These societies all had 

strict rules barring Jews from joining as they knew the truth. 

 

 

 

What ending up happening was the Jews countered directed by Rothschild put together a successful 

subversion of the Orders under the title of a Trojan Horse called the Illuminati, which major points was 

to overturn the law banning Jews from being members of the Lodge, removal of all true Gentile or 

Satanic Spiritual knowledge and replacement of it with Hebrew dreck (just look at any occult text from 

this societies today it's all Hebrew/angelic nonsense) and the subversion to the doctrine of Illuminatism 

which is nothing more then Jewish Communism: 

 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Illuminati.htm 

 

The last pure Templar Lodges such as the Thule Society[99 Lodge at the center it seems] where able to 

finally created the society they had struggled for in the form of the 3rd Reich. The Temple of the Sun 

which the Templar's Satanists bore in their title was to be a society in which the individual had obtained 

the Magnum Opus or Rebuilt the Temple of the Sun[human soul] upon themselves, thus obtaining the 

personal Godhead of finishing the Enlightenment Process, and then initiate and teach others. Till the 

entire society had become the macrocosm of the Temple of the Sun and had finished the work that 

Satan and the Demons started on Humanity in the Golden Age before the planet was attacked. This was 

also the main purpose behind the creation of America: 

 

 

 

http://www.666blacksun.com/NEW_WORLD_ORDER.html 
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Sources 

 

Guardians of the hol grail, M Pinkham  

Suns of God, Acharya S 

Irish Origins of Civilization, M. Tsarion 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Neville Chamberlain Confessed Jews Pushed Britain Into WW2 

 

Neville Chamberlain Confessed Jews Pushed Britain Into WW2 

 

James Vincent Forrestal (February 15, 1892 – May 22, 1949) was the last Cabinet-level United States 

Secretary of the Navy and the first United States Secretary of Defense...... 

 

His diaries from 1944 to March 1949 were serialised in the New York Herald Tribune in 1951, and 

published as a 581 page book The Forrestal Diaries, edited by Walter Millis in October 1951. They were 

censored prior to publication.[41] Adam Matthew Publications Ltd publishes a micro-film of the 

complete and unexpurgated diaries from the originals preserved in the Seeley G Mudd Manuscript 

Library, Princeton University.[42][43]..... 

 

Debate over the exact circumstances of Forrestal's unusual death continues today, with some critics 

citing the U.S. government's withholding of the official report and autopsy results as well as possible 

signs of struggle in evidence photos as indicating foul play. 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Forrestal 

 

Note on America's control by Jewry even on the White House level,the Kosher owned White House with 

President Franklin Delano Roosevelt who himself was of Dutch-Jewish ancestry and his staff read 

like a synagogue list: 

http://gblt.webs.com/Jewish_Bankers_War_On_America.htm 

 

 

From the Forrestal Diaries: 

 

December 27th, 1945 (Forrestal played golf with Kennedy)  

 

I asked him [Kennedy] about his conversations with Roosevelt and Neville Chamberlain from 1938 on. 

He said Chamberlain's position in 1938 was that England had nothing with which to fight and that she 

could not risk going to war with Hitler. Kennedy's view: that Hitler would have fought Russia without any 

later conflict with England if it had not been for Bullitt's [William C. Bullitt, then ambassador to France] 

urging Roosevelt in the summer of 1939 that the Germans must be faced down about Poland; neither 

the French nor the British would have made Poland a case of war if it had not been for the constant 

needling from Washington. Bullitt, he said, kept telling Roosevelt that the Germans wouldn't fight, 

Kennedy that they would, and that they would overrun Europe. Chamberlain, he says, stated that 

America and world Jews had forced England into the war. In his telephone conversation with Roosevelt 

in the summer of 1939 the President kept telling him to put some iron up Chamberlain's backside. 

Kennedy's response always was that putting iron up his backside did no good unless the British had 

some iron with which to fight, and they did not. . . . 

 

http://books.google.co.uk/books?id=t1QEAAAAMBAJ&lpg=PA76&dq=Forrestal%20Diaries&pg=PA76#v=

onepage&q=Forrestal%20Diaries&f=false 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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The Jewish Creation of Christianity 

 

The Jewish Creation of Christianity 

 

 

 

 

PROTOCOL No. 14 

When we come into our kingdom it will be undesirable for us that there should exist any other religion 

than ours of the One God with whom our destiny is bound up by our position as the Chosen People and 

through whom our same destiny is united with the destinies of the world. We must therefore sweep 

away all other forms of belief. If this gives birth to the atheists whom we see to-day, it will not, being 

only a transitional stage, interfere with our views, but will serve as a warning for those generations 

which will hearken to our preaching of the religion of Moses, that, by its stable and thoroughly 

elaborated system has brought all the peoples of the world into subjection to us.  

 

The Christian and Islamic programs both worship the Jews in the form of their "God" and its claimed 

prophets. Hence binding Gentiles under the Jews on the unconscious level and conscious level. The 

external conflicts are superficial and many are show. Both programs are built upon the Jewish Torah and 

force the Noahide [Mosaic] laws on Gentiles. Thus conforming to the Jews stated plans to bind Gentiles 

into servitude under their rule. 

http://www.666blacksun.com/YHVH.html 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Jews_Push_Christianity.htm 

 

"In 380 C.E. Emperor Theodosius declared Christianity to be the official Roman state religion, and all 

Pagan cults were forbidden." 

 

This article deals with how the Jews created Christianity in phases and gained power in the ancient 

Roman Empire in general. To get to that point, the Jews created this ideology in Alexandria- the Jew 

York of its era. 
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"There were a number of Jewish brotherhoods, several of whom believed that they were "God's elect" 

and that salvation would come through them. Their principle agent of salvation (yesha) was the Messiah 

(Christos), and in the Jewish communities influenced by the Greek culture ("Hellenized") this messiah 

was depicted not as a warrior but as a spiritual and mystical entity. In this way not only would the 

Romans and Greeks themselves be overthrown but so too would be their Gods, replaced by the Jewish 

tribal god Yahweh…These various Jewish sects were intent on creating a philosophy or religion that 

would manipulate the Gentiles into the "monotheism" of Judaism and away from "idolatry," or 

polytheism, with the awareness that those who held the keys to a monotheistic god would dominate in 

religion and culture in general….. 

 

One group of these "Jews by Birth"….was that of the Alexandrian Therapeuts." - Acharya S "Suns of God" 

 

More on the city and its Jewish population: 

 

"Jews were among the earliest occupants of the newly founded city of Alexandria, beginning in the 

fourth century BCE. With further influxes later at the invitation of the Ptolemy's, as revealed by the 

ancient historian Strabo (63/64 BCE-24 AD/CE), Alexandria represented by his time the greatest 

commercial center in the world. Alexandria during the first century of the common era was thus a 

thriving metropolis that extended out in all directions and that influenced people around the 

Mediterranean, including in the important field of religion. 

 

First-century Alexandria vied with Rome to be the greatest city of the Roman Empire. More then a half a 

million people lived in its cosmopolitan four square miles. It was a major center for international trade 

and shipping.- 

 

It seems clear that the Jewish population of the city was large and spread out in all of the five areas...- 

 

So sizable was the Jewish population at Alexandria that Philo, a member of one of the wealthiest Jewish 

families in that metropolis estimated that by his era Jews constituted some 50 percent of the city. 

Moreover, the Jewish population at Alexandria was so large and powerful that Jews possessed "their 

own treasury and court of justice." 

D.M Murdock "Christ in Egypt" 
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This Philo character played a major role in working to subvert the Gentile host culture no doubt using his 

wealth and influence to do so and himself as being part of this Therapeut organization which declared 

objective was to bring Gentiles down and place chain them to the Jewish yoke via a ideology that hijacks 

religion. A Karl Marx of his day.  

 

"Philo himself was apparently a Therapeut, based on a number of factors, not the least of which is that 

he was knowledgeable about the mythos and ritual of the Alexandrian mystery school….Also, Philo's 

likely involvement with the Therapeutan Church of God is reflected in that fact that later "Christians" 

writings " were "borrowed" heavily from the Jewish philosopher. 

"Philo was the bridge between Hellenic Judaism and Christianity"-Acharya S 

 

"He [Philo] came from a wealthy and the prominent family and appears to be a leader in his community. 

…Philo's brother, Alexander, was a wealthy, prominent Roman government official, a custom agent 

responsible for collecting dues on all goods imported into Egypt from the East." 

 

Note the typical Jewish tactic of trying to inject Jewish lies and claims of supremacy into every Gentile 

culture exampled by this Jew: 

 

"He [Philo] put forward the teachings of the Jewish prophet, Moses, as "the summit of philosophy" (Op. 

8), and considered Moses the teacher of Pythagoras (b. ca 570 B.C.E.) and of all Greek philosophers and 

lawgivers (Hesiod, Heraclitus, Lycurgus, to mention a few). For Philo, Greek philosophy was a natural 

development of the revelatory teachings of Moses. He was no innovator in this matter because already 

before him Jewish scholars attempted the same. Artapanus in the second century B.C.E identified Moses 

with Musaeus and with Orpheus. According to Aristobulus of Paneas (first half of the second century 

B.C.E.), Homer and Hesiod drew from the books of Moses which were translated into Greek long before 

the Septuagint." 

 

Even this Moses character was stolen from the Gentile God Bacchus who is a Romanized term for 

Dionysus and worshipped in Egypt as Osiris. 

 

More on this order: 
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It was in Alexandria that the Jews first came so powerfully under the influence of Hellenism, and here 

that the peculiar Greco-Jewish philosophy sprang up of which Philo was the most notable 

representative. 

 

"Many Jews in that city were "Hellenizing," in that, as Jews do today, they adopt and lived within the 

culture or cultures around them, in this case the Greek, which was dominant during the era in question. 

As The International Standard Bible Encyclopedia sates: 

Indeed, Hellenistic Judaism had its "chief seat" at Alexandria where also the Jewish Bible was translated 

into Greek and called the Septuagint.- 

 

One group of Hellenizing Jews, or rather, "Hebrews of a fashion," was deemed the "Therapeuts," a type 

of monastic community centered at Alexandria, with similar groups elsewhere around the 

Mediterranean. The Therapeuts at Alexandria were first mentioned by this name by Philo in his work De 

Vita Contemplative."  

 

"Living so closely to Alexandria, the great center of learning, the Therapeuts possessed tremendous 

clout and significant wealth as well." 

Although they were thus headquartered in Egypt, the Therapeutan community, Philo relates, "is to be 

found many parts of the world." 

 

Regarding the Therapeuts, Christianity and Hadrian, noted historian Edward Gibbon (1737-1794) states: 

The extensive commerce of Alexandria, and its proximity to Palestine, gave an easy entrance to the new 

religion [of Christianity]. It was first embraced by great numbers of Therapeutae, or Essenians, of the 

Lake Mareotis, a Jewish sect which had abated much of its reverence for the Mosaic ceremonies....It was 

in the school of Alexandra that the Christian theology appears to have assumed a regular and scientific 

form; and when Hadrian visited Egypt, he found a church composed of Jews and of Greeks, sufficiently 

important to attract the notice of that inquisitive prince. 

 

One Catholic writer who insisted upon the connection between Philo's Therapeuts and the Christians 

was Eusebius during the fourth century. In The History of the Church (2.17), in speaking of "Philo's 

account of the Egyptian ascetics," Eusebius remarks:  
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"Whether he invented this designation [Therapeutae] and applied them, fitting a suitable name for their 

mode of life, or whether they were actually called this from the very start, because the title Christian 

was not yet in general use, need not be discussed here." 

The reality, however, may be that the Therapeuts morphed into Christians because it was they who 

essentially created much of Christianity, with no "historical Jesus".... 

 

de Bunsen remarks:  

"...Stephen, Paul and Apollos we regard as promulgators of the universalist Alexandrian (read jewish) 

Gnosis of the Essenic Therapeuts, as applied to Christianity." 

 

Dr. Grant states:  

"The best precedent for the Christian schools of Alexandria seems to lie...among the Therapeutae by the 

Mareotic lake, described in Philo's work On the Contemplative Life.... Such Therapeutae would be ready 

for Alexandrian Christianity." 

 

 

On their locations of Therapeutan order as presented by Philo in "On the Contemplative Life" but also in 

other treatises, Conybeare comments: 

Are we to suppose that systemata of the same types as that which Philo proceeds to describe, were 

found all over the inhabited world? Or was the one settled on the Lake Mareotis, to which the best 

persons resorted from all quarters, the only one? I think the truth may lie between the two 

suppositions. There may have been such societies in several of the great Jewish communities scattered 

round the Mediterranean, e.g. in Cyprus, Corinth, Tarsus, Colossae, Antioch, Rome, Smyrna and 

elsewhere." 

 

-D.M Murdock "Christ In Egypt" 

 

 

You can see this Jewish order had multi-national bases of operation and larges amount of funding and 

influence to spread its subversion with. 
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"In the Ancient Lowly: A History of the Ancient Working People, C. Osborne Ward, a political economist 

at the U.S. Department of Labor, provided an interesting and practical take on the Therapeuts. . . . They 

were members of very powerful and "business guilds" and "unions" of working class people. Citing 

various inscriptions, Ward sought to demonstrate a "Solonic Dispensation,"  

 

This "Solonic dispensation" that Ward suggests became Christianity represented as a "vast system of 

trade unions over the world." 

 

Describing these brotherhoods as found in Egypt and elsewhere, Ward remarks: 

The principal name by which they were known, not Coptic but Greek, was Therapeute, an association 

closely allied to the Essenes." 

D.M Murdock "Christ in Egypt" 

 

How did the Jews obtain the power to force Christian program their Therapeuts[ Frankfurt School of the 

Ancient World] order fashioned, on the populace for real? 

 

Ben Klassen wrote that Julius Caesar was a Jewish puppet and the Jews wanted to create the position of 

Emperor to consolidate power in a central position they can control with ease, as Rome was a Republic 

at the time of Caesar. 

 

This makes sense, given that the Jews by that time were in control of the majority of wealth in the 

Roman Empire just as they are today with their control of the global banks and banking/corporate 

system, which gives them control over the Gentile Nations. 

 

 

Who do you think Caesar borrowed the vast sums of money he did to win the mob with massive displays 

and games and fund his armies and wars? We also see from the evidence the Jews where also in control 

of the key networks and where behind creating the Caesar's of Rome thus centralizing all political power 

into the hands of few who they controlled. Without this new political system Christianity could not have 

been put into total power by the decree of Theodosius toppling the Gentile word: 
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"The politically ambitious Julius Caesar recognized the power 

of the Jews, which stemmed from one incontrovertible fact — 

Rome was made up of many opposing political groups and sects. 

In order to win, the politician needed the support of one group 

which would stick by him steadfastly, and thus influence other 

groups to support him. Just as in our present-day democracies, 

this group was the Jews. They would guarantee their support to 

any politician who in turn would do what they asked. 

When Caesar discovered this simple truth, he sought out the 

Jews, and won their support. On page 8 of "Jews of Ancient 

Rome", Leon says, 

 

"The Jews in the 'Populares', the liberal-democratic or people's 

party, supported Caesar and he issued verdicts in their favor." 

Things have not changed much in two thousand years. We 

still have the liberal-democratic party in every country, and 

it always represents the ambition of the Jews. 

With the Jews behind him, Caesar soon became the dictator of 

Rome and the unchallenged ruler of the world. Alarmed by his 

increasing subservience to the Jews, a group of loyal Senators, 

led by Brutus, a former friend of Caesar's in his pre-Jewish period, 

resolved to assassinate him. On page 9, Leon says, 

"In return for the support which he had received from the 

Jews, Caesar showed them his favor conspicuously, and his decrees 
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in their behalf, which, fortunately, were recorded by them from compulsory military service, allowed 

them to send shipments of gold… 

 

Thus we find that Caesar made the Jews a privileged group 

who were above the laws of Rome. The traffic, in gold between 

nations was the cornerstone of Jewish international power two 

thousand years ago, just as it is today. It was carried on under 

the guise of being a "religious" occupation, and if we understand 

that the religion of the Jews was and is gold, this was an accurate 

description. The Jewish Temple in Jerusalem was still the headquarters 

of Jehovah. Several Roman Senators tried to ban the traffic in gold, 

only to be overthrown by Jewish power, 

On page 10, of "Jews of Ancient Rome," Leon says, "For many 

nights after Caesar's murder, groups of Jews came to weep at 

the site of his funeral pyre." 

 

Here too, nothing has changed. We saw the Jews weeping at 

the funeral of Roosevelt, at the funeral of Churchill. They will always be weeping when a politician who 

has committed himself to the machinations of world Jewry 

meets his end. 

 

Leon states that Emperor Augustus, who inherited the empire 

after Caesar's generals fell out among themselves, restored the 

special privileges of the Jews. This probably explains why he 

emerged stronger than the other factions which divided Rome 

after Caesar's death. As Jewish decay continued, the empire 
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rapidly weakened. After the death of Domitian in 96 A.D., the 

emperors of Rome were no longer of Roman birth; henceforward, 

they were all foreigners. 

The power of the Jews was such that no Roman politician 

dared to attack them. Leon quotes the speech of Cicero in October, 

59, before a Roman jury. Cicero was defending Lucius Asia. Flaccus had tried to enforce the ban on the 

Jewish shipments of gold, with the result that the Jews of Rome had him 

removed from office and brought back to face a trumped up charge of embezzlement  

 

Cicero said: 

Gold. This is obviously why the present case is being tried close 

to the Aurelian Steps. It is because of this particular charge 

that you have sought out this location, Laelius (the prosecutor), 

and that mob (referring to the noisy crowd of Jews whom Laelius 

had assembled to create a commotion at the trial). You 

know how large a group they (the Jews) are, and how influential 

they are in politics. I will lower my voice and speak just 

loudly enough for the jury to hear me; for there are plenty of 

individuals to stir up those Jews against me and against every 

good Roman, and I don't intend to make it any easier for them to 

do this. Since gold was regularly exported each year in the name 

of the Jews from Italy and all our provinces to Jerusalem, Flaccus there, gentlemen of the jury, who 

cannot sincerely commend this 

action? The exportation of gold had been forbidden by the Senate 

on many previous occasions, and most strictly of all during 

my consulship. Further, that Flaccus was opposed to this barbarous 
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Jewish superstition was proof of his strong character that 

he defended the Republic by frequently denying the aggressiveness 

of the Jewish mobs at political gatherings was an evidence 

of his high sense of responsibility." 

 

This speech of Cicero's is one of the few revelations of Jewish 

subversion which survived the burning of libraries. The great 

consul of Rome, Cicero, had to lower his voice to avoid stirring 

up the Jews. A Roman aristocrat, Flaccus, was removed from 

office and dragged back to Rome to face a false charge. Why? 

Because he had tried to enforce the Roman law banning the 

Jewish traffic in gold. The outcome of this trial was that Flaccus 

was acquitted of the charge of embezzlement, but the Senate 

ban on the shipping of gold was removed. Thus the Jews won 

their objective, and Flaccus was lucky to escape with his life 

after he had opposed them. 

In the face of this power of the Jews, the Roman aristocrats 

were no longer able to keep order in the empire, and Rome fell 

to the barbarians. 

 

 

In a papyrus found in Oxyhynchus, Egypt, a Roman named 

Hermaiscus is tried for treason, apparently because, like Haman 

in the Persian Empire, he protested against the growing power 

of the Jews. The papyrus states that in his defense, Hermaiscus 
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said to the Emperor Trajan, "It distresses me to see your cabinet 

and your privy council filled with Jews." Of course he was executed his  

own death sentence was his daring statement. How many other gentiles have died for like offenses 

during the past centuries? 

 

-From "New History Of The Jews"-Eustace Mullins 

 

"Considering all the factors, it appears that in the Egyptian Therapeuts we possess a Jewish religious 

community that was evidently part of a massive brotherhood ."- D.M Murdock "Christ In Egypt" 

"The Therapeuts, who in turn created Christianity"…. 

 

Where did the Jews steal and corrupted their concepts from? 

 

It is apparent from the purported remarks of the emperor Hadrian in a letter to his brother-in-law 

Servianus around 34 AD/CE, as related by the Pagan writer Vopiscus circa 300, that the Jews at 

Alexandria were very involved in the worship of Serapis, as were the Christians. Over the centuries that 

this letter has been translated, scholars of certain sensibilities have found it expedient either to expunge 

various parts of it or to denounce it as a forgery. 

"The worshippers of Serapis are Christians[Chrestians], and those are devoted to the God Saerapis, 

who…call themselves the bishops of Chrestos." -Emperor Hadrian  

 

"It is thus possible that the "Christos" or "Anointed" god Pliny's "Christiani" were following was Serapis 

himself. 

The Jewish branch of the Therapeutae, contrived to create an equivalent mythical god-man of their own 

in Jesus Christ. 

Like his earlier incarnation Osiris, Serapis was called not only Christos but also "Chrestos." Centuries 

before the common era. Indeed Osiris was styled "Chrestus" long before his Jewish copycat Jesus was 

ever conceived."-Acharya S, "Suns Of God" 
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This is why Christianity as noted by scholars is so identical to the Egyptian Pagan religions. This is the 

major template the Jews stole and corrupted it from. Even lifting the title for their fictional Godman 

from one of the major Pagan deities.  

What just did the Jews do to the Gentile followers of Serapis once they have gotten what they wanted 

from their weakening and subversion of the host culture? 

 

In 391 C.E. the Patriarch of Alexandria, Theophilus, summoned the monks to arms and turned them 

against the city of Memphis and the great shrine of Serapis, the Serapeum, the main temple of the 

Osirian-Isis religion. The attack was akin to ordering the destruction of the Vatican. Egyptian priests 

were massacred in their shrines and in the streets. The ferocity of the violence consumed priests, 

followers, and the Egyptian intellectual elite of Alexandria, Memphis and the other cities of Egypt who 

were murdered and their temples and libraries destroyed. The institutional structure of Egyptian 

religion, then more then four millennia old, was demolished in less than two decades."-Acharya S "Suns 

of God" 

 

 

The ancient Romans wrote that the Christian mobs were funded, lead and organized from local Jewish 

community synagogues within the empire. They also called Christianity "a sect of Judaism." Now we 

know why. 

 

 

 

 

 

Sources: 

"New History Of The Jews"-Eustace Mullins 

"Christ In Egypt"-D.M Murdock 

"Suns of God"- Acharya S 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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The Jews Admit the Jewishness of Islam 

 

I apologize for not writing to any of the e-groups for a long time. However, I haven't been away- just 

incredibly busy with my projects that I will be sharing on the GBLT website as soon as I can. This has 

been a lot of work that I've been working on offline, faithfully. I am in touch with the rest of the JoS 

Clergy and have never stopped. They know that I am busy. Soon, I will be checking in more often here. 

 

Now, getting to the point... 

 

We need the entire world to fight against the bandit state of Israel. However, every Gentile must work 

with us SATANISTS to completely destroy it in the long-run. The reason for this is obvious. For all of the 

programs out there which are Jewish in origin [Christianity, Islam, etc], that people have had the 

FUCKING NERVE to call 'religions'- the people who follow them will get their balls handed to them by the 

Jews, with the Jews saying to them- "We had you all along." The deluded Gentiles who follow these 

death programs will want to join on with us/Satanists at the last minute, but it will be too late for them. 

That is the biggest goal of the Jews- to keep each Gentile Nation fighting within their own Nation until 

Christ arrives on the scene and unites all the Jews [including non-observant Jews], and annihilates all 

Gentiles. 

 

As we know from reading High Priestess Zilar Rassi's website which does an excellent job at exposing 

Islam, Mohammad is just as fictitious as Jesus Christ. 

 

http://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/muhammad-never-existed/ 

 

Still, even the Muslims worship Jesus. 

 

"In Islam, Jesus is considered to be one of the true prophets of Allah: a true bearer of Allah's word in his 

time. Vicariously, the reverent Moslem must either accept the teaching of Jesus... that Pharisaic Rabbis 

sit in the seat of Moses and all must do according to what they teach or contradict his own religion. 

Therefore, even according to Islam, if one must heed the teachings of Nebi Issa ("prophet Jesus"), then 

every Torah instruction of the "scribes and Pharisees" must be obeyed." (1) 
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In tune with the above quote from a Jewish rabbi, are the following quotes from the Qu'ran: 

 

"Bear in mind the words of Moses to his People [Children of Israel]. He said: "Remember, my People, the 

favor which God has bestowed upon you. He has raised up prophets among you, made you kings 

(Kingdom of David and Solomon and the Davidic Dynasty), and has given you that which He has given to 

no other nation [the Written and Oral Torah and the Land of Israel] which God has assigned for you..." 

[Qu'ran, The Table, Sura 5:20] 

 

"Children of Israel, remember the favor I [Allah] have bestowed upon you, and that I exalted you above 

the nations." [Qu'ran, The Cow, Sura 2:47] 

 

Quote from a Jewish rabbi: 

 

"Allah's enduring love for the Jews is according to another principle that Allah does not change his mind 

precariously, as prophet Malachi (another true prophet in Moslem eyes) wrote, "I, the LORD do not 

change." (Malachi 3:6) Prophet "Daoud" (King David) confirmed Allah's eternal love for Israel in his 

prayer, "And You established for Yourself Your people Israel to be Your people forever, and You, LORD, 

became their God." (II Samuel 7:24) 

 

"I would conclude with the fact that, according to Israel's eternal Torah from Allah, Allah Commanded 

that Israel bring all of mankind to the Seven Laws of Noah [Noahide Laws]. (2) 

 

As we can see, ANYONE who is fighting against Israel, but joins Christianity, Islam, or other enemy 

programs or movements will ACTUALLY BE A PUPPET FOR ISRAEL. 

 

The Jews promise the brainwashed 'Goyim' that they will have a place in the "Life or World to Come," 

but what these brainwashed puppets for the Jewish cause don't know is that the Nazarene and ilk are 

only promising 'resurrection' for the Jews, only. 

 

With the enforcement of the Noahide Laws [yes, they are real], the Jewish 'Land of Milk and Honey is 

the entire world, as the Jews are Global insects. 
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We, Satanists are the pesticide and it is our duty to wake the entire world up. 

 

666/88!! 

 

(1) Guide For the Noahide by Michael Shelomo Bar Ron  

 

(2) ibid 

 

High Priest Jake Carlson 

 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://gblt.webs.com/index.htm 

 

 

World In Chains The Rothschild Web 

 

World In Chains The Rothschild Web 

 

 

1911: Werner Sombart, in his book, "The Jews and Modern Capitalism," stated that from 1820 on, it was 

the: 

"Age of the Rothschild," and concluded that there was, "Only one power in Europe, and that is 

Rothschild." 

The Sayanim network: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/216 (pg. 292) 
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"We have founded many secret associations, which all work for our purpose, under our orders and our 

direction. One of the many triumphs of our Freemansonry is that those Gentiles who become members 

of our Lodges, shoud never suspect that we are using them to build their own jails, upon whose terraces 

we shall erect the throne of our unversal King of the Jews; and should never know that we are 

commanding them to forge the chains of their own servility to our future King of the World"  

-Opening speech made at the B'nai B'rith convention in Paris [published in the Catholic Gazette, Feb 

1936]  

http://www.666blacksun.com/Temple_of_Solomon.html 

 

Back history: 

1743: Mayer Amschel Bauer, an Ashkenazi Jew, is born in Frankfurt, Germany, the son of Moses 

Amschel Bauer, a money lender and the proprietor of a counting house.  

Moses Amschel Bauer places a red sign above the entrance door to his counting house. This sign is a red 

hexagram which under Rothschild instruction will end up on the Israeli flag some two centuries later.  

 

1760: During this decade Mayer Amschel Bauer works for a bank owned by the Oppenheimers' in 

Hanover, Germany. He is highly successful and becomes a junior partner. Whilst working at the bank he 

becomes acquainted with General von Estorff.  

Following his father's death, Bauer returns to Frankfurt to take over his father's business. Bauer 

recognises the significance of the red hexagram and changes his name from Bauer to Rothschild, after 

the red hexagram hanging over the entrance door ("Rot," is German for, "Red," "Schild," is German for, 

"Sign").  

Now Mayer Amschel Rothschild, he discovers that General von Estorff is now attached to the court of 

Prince William IX of Hesse-Hanau, one of the richest royal houses in Europe, which gained its' wealth by 

the hiring out of Hessian soldiers to foreign countries for vast profits (a practice that continues today in 

the form of exporting, "peacekeeping," troops throughout the world).  

He therefore makes the General's re-acquaintance on the pretext of selling him valuable coins and 

trinkets at discounted prices. As he plans, Rothschild is subsequently introduced to Prince William 

himself who is more than pleased with discounted prices he charges for his rare coins and trinkets, and 

Rothschild offers him a bonus for any other business the Prince can direct his way.  

Rothschild subsequently becomes close associates with Prince William, and ends up doing business with 

him and members of the court. He soon discovers that loaning money to governments and royalty is 
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more profitable than loaning to individuals, as the loans are bigger and are secured by the nation's 

taxes.  

 

 

1769: Mayer Amschel Rothschild is given permission by Prince William to hang a sign on the front of his 

business premises declaring that he is, "M. A. Rothschild, by appointment court factor to his serene 

highness, Prince William of Hanau."  

 

The French situation starting with creation of the Illuminati: 

http://gblt.webs.com/Illuminati.htm 

1770: Mayer Amschel Rothschild draws up plans for the creation of the Illuminati and entrusts 

Ashkenazi Jew, Adam Weishaupt, a Crypto-Jew who was outwardly Roman Catholic, with its 

organization and development. The Illuminati is to be based upon the teachings of the Talmud, which is 

in turn, the teachings of Rabbinical Jews.  

 

Adam Weishaupt officially completes his organisation of the Illuminati on May 1 of this year. The 

purpose of the Illuminati is to divide the goyim (all non-Jews) through political, economic, social, and 

religious means. The opposing sides were to be armed and incidents were to be provided in order for 

them to: fight amongst themselves; destroy national governments; destroy religious institutions; and 

eventually destroy each other.  

 

Weishaupt soon infiltrates the Continental Order of Freemasons with this Illuminati doctrine and 

establishes lodges of the Grand Orient to be their secret headquarters. This was all under the orders and 

finance of Mayer Amschel Rothschild and the concept has spread and is followed within Masonic Lodges 

worldwide to the present day.  

Weishaupt also recruits 2,000 paid followers including the most intelligent men in the field of arts and 

letters, education, science, finance,and industry.  

 

Weishaupt wanted a system of truly global dimensions, even if it brought about violent worldwide 

revolution and rivers of blood. His "benevolent dictatorship" had six main points dealing with the 

abolition of:  

1.Ordered or nationalistic governments in the form of monarchies.  
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2.Private property.  

3.Inheritance rights.  

4.Patriotism to nationalist causes.  

5.Social order in families, sexual prohibition laws and all moral codes.  

6.All religious disciplines based on faith in a living God, as opposed to faith in nature, man, and reason.  

This is almost word-for-word from Karl Marx's THE COMMUNIST MANIFESTO and that these six points 

are also perfectly consistent with the Protocols in general, [once again proving their legitimacy].  

Weishaupt's vision for a future world was a full-on Communism, with all possessions, even children, held 

in common.  

 

 

"It is more interesting to learn that Karl Marx was not the real founder of Communist world revolution. 

Its true father was Adam Weishaupt, founder of the "Freemasonic Order" of the Illuminati- Marschalko  

 

 

"The great strength of our Order lies in its concealment; let it never appear in any place in its own name, 

but always covered by another name, and another occupation. None is fitter than the three lwers 

degrees of Freemasonry; the public is accustomed to it, expects little from it, and therefore takes little 

notice of it."  

- Adam Weishaupt  

 

At its beginning, the Illuminati was not a Masonic order, and Weishaupt himself did not enter a lodge 

until 1777, when he received induction into the Lodge Theodore de Bon Conseil in Munich. However, 

once inside Masonry, Weishaupt immediately saw its potential value to be a vehicle for the realization 

of his Illuminati dreams. To create an official union between the Illuminati and Freemasonry, Weishaupt 

set about organizing the Congress of Wilhelmsbas at the Castle of William IX of Hesse-Kassel, to occur on 

July 16, 1782. That special even, which was momentous in both size and aspirations, was attended by 

elite representatives of Masonic lodges from all over.  

It was also there that a decision was reached to allow the previously excluded Jews to be granted 

admittance into Freemasonry. 
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When the time came for a vote on their admittance at Wilhelmsbad, the Jews were so anxious to win 

the day that they completely filled the hall with other Jewish supporters. It was not long afterwards that 

the Illuminati membership included an abundance of Jewish banking families, including the Rothschilds, 

the Oppenheimers, the Wertheimers, the Schusters, Speyers, and Sterns.  

New lodges of predominantly Jews were formed in Frankfurt the Rothschild's financial capital in Europe, 

and soon all of Illumininzed Freemasonry would make the city its world headquarters.  

 

1784: Adam Weishaupt issues his order for the French Revolution to be started by by Maximilien 

Robespierre in book form. This book was written by one of Weishaupt's associates, Xavier Zwack, and 

sent by courier from Frankfurt to Paris. However en route there, the courier is struck by lightning, the 

book detailing this plan discovered by the police, and handed over to the Bavarian authorities.  

As a consequence, the Bavarian government orders the police to raid Weishaupt's masonic lodges of the 

Grand Orient, and the homes of his most influential associates. Clearly, the Bavarian authorities were 

convinced that the book that was discovered was a very real threat by a private group of influential 

people, to use wars and revolutions to achieve their political ends.  

 

1785: The Bavarian government outlaw the Illuminati and close all the Bavarian lodges of the Grand 

Orient.  

Mayer Amschel Rothschild moves his family home to a five storey house in Frankfurt which he shares 

with the Schiff family.  

 

1786: The Bavarian government publish the details of the Illuminati plot in a document entitled, "The 

Original Writings of The Order and Sect of The Illuminati." They then send this document to all the heads 

of church and state throughout Europe, but sadly their warning is ignored.  

 

1789: Due to the European ignorance of the Bavarian government's warning, the Illuminati's plan for a 

French Revolution succeeded from this year to 1793. This revolution was a bankers' dream. 

 

Up to one million French civilians where slaughtered in this proto Communist revolution under the 

Jacobins by the direct terror and by the wholesale slaughter of tens of thousands more by the Jacobin 

forces around the Nation. Infants where even killed and nailed to church doors, thousands where 

herded into locked barrages which where then sunk.etc France never recovered from this. The same 
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terror and mass murder who happen when the Jews would launch another power grab in Russia in the 

20th century. 

 

The Jews always seek to turn the masses against the leadership class and middle class killing them off 

and replacing them with a Jewish elect to rule the mass of Goyium under Communistic systems. With 

nobody left to challenge their Talmudic rule. 

 

1827: Sir Walter Scott publishes his nine volume set, The life of Napolean and in volume two he states 

that the French Revolution was planned by the Illuminati (Adam Weishaupt) and was financed by the 

money changers of Europe (The Rothschilds).  

 

This would also give rise to the same ideology repackaged as Communism later on. 

 

 

Some notes on the American situation covered indepth here: 

http://gblt.webs.com/Jewish_Bankers_War_On_America.htm 

 

1906: The Rothschilds claim that due to growing instability in the region and increasing competition 

from Rockefeller (the Rockefeller family are Rothschild descendants through a female bloodline) owned 

Standard Oil, this is why they sell their Caspian and Black Sea Petroleum Company to Royal Dutch and 

Shell. This is another example of the Rothschilds trying to hide their true wealth.  

 

1907: Rothschild, Jacob Schiff, the head of Kuhn, Loeb and Co., in a speech to the New York Chamber of 

Commerce, warns that,  

"Unless we have a Central Bank with adequate control of credit resources, this country is going to 

undergo the most severe and far reaching money panic in its history." 

Suddenly America finds itself in the middle of another typical run of the mill Rothschild engineered 

financial crisis, which ruins as usual ruins the lives of millions of innocent people throughout America 

and makes billions for the Rothschilds.  
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1909: Jacob Schiff founds the National Advancement for the Association of the Coloured People 

(NAACP). This was done to incite black people into roiting, looting and other forms of disorder, in order 

to cause a rift between the black and white communities. Jewish historian, Howard Sachar, states the 

following in his book, "A History of the Jews in America,"  

 

"In 1914, Professor Emeritus Joel Spingarn of Columbia University became chairman of the NAACP and 

recruited for its board such Jewish leaders as Jacob Schiff, Jacob Billikopf, and Rabbi Stephen Wise." 

Other Ashkenazi Jew co-founders included Julius Rosenthal, Lillian Wald and Rabbi Emil G. Hirsch. It was 

not until 1920 that the NAACP appointed its first black president, James Weldon Johnson.  

Maurice de Rothschild marries Ashkenazi Jew, Noémie Halphen.  

 

1911: Werner Sombart, in his book, "The Jews and Modern Capitalism," stated that from 1820 on, it was 

the,  

"Age of the Rothschild," and concluded that there was, "Only one power in Europe, and that is 

Rothschild." 

 

1912: In the December issue of, "Truth," magazine, George R. Conroy states of banker Jacob Schiff,  

"Mr Schiff is head of the great private banking house of Kuhn, Loeb, and co, which represents the 

Rothschilds interests on this side of the Atlantic.  

He has been described as financial strategist and has been for years the financial minister of the great 

impersonal power known as Standard Oil. 

 

He was hand in glove with the Harrimans, the Goulds, and the Rockefellers in all their railroad 

enterprises and has become the dominant power in the railroad and financial power of America." 

 

1913: On March 4, Woodrow Wilson is elected the 28th President of the United States. Shortly after he 

is inaugurated, he is visited in the White House by Ashkenazi Jew, Samuel Untermyer, of law firm, 

Guggenheim, Untermyer, and Marshall, who tries to blackmail him for the sum of $40,000 in relation to 

an affair Wilson had whilst he was a professor at Princeton University, with a fellow professor's wife.  

President Wilson does not have the money, so Untermyer volunteers to pay the $40,000 out of his own 

pocket to the woman Wilson had had the affair with, on the condition that Wilson promise to appoint to 
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the first vacancy on the United States Supreme Court a nominee to be recommended to President 

Wilson by Untermyer. Wilson agrees to this. Jacob Schiff sets up the Anti Defamation League (ADL) in 

the United States. This organisation is formed to slander anyone who questions or challenges the 

Rothschild global conspiracy as, "anti-semitic."  

 

Strangely enough, the same year that they do this they also set up their last and current central bank in 

America, the Federal Reserve. Congressman Charles Lindbergh stated following the passing of the 

Federal Reserve Act on December 23,  

 

"The Act establishes the most gigantic trust on earth. When the President signs this Bill, the invisible 

government of the monetary power will be legalized.......The greatest crime of the ages is perpetrated 

by this banking and currency bill." 

 

It is important to note that the Federal Reserve is a private company, it is neither Federal nor does it 

have any Reserve. It is conservatively estimated that profits exceed $150 billion per year and the Federal 

Reserve has never once in its history published accounts.  

 

In 1914, Professor Emeritus Joel Spingarn of Columbia University became chairman of the NAACP and 

recruited for its board such Jewish leaders as Jacob Schiff, Jacob Billikopf, and Rabbi Stephen Wise." 

Other Ashkenazi Jew co-founders included Julius Rosenthal, Lillian Wald and Rabbi Emil G. Hirsch. It was 

not until 1920 that the NAACP appointed its first black president, James Weldon Johnson.  

 

1921: Under the orders of Jacob Schiff the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) is founded by Ashkenazi 

Jews, Bernard Baruch and Colonel Edward Mandell House. Schiff gave his orders prior to his death in 

1920, as he knew an organisation in America needed to be set up to select politicians to carry on the 

Rothschild conspiracy,and the formation of the CFR was actually agreed in a meeting on May 30,  

 

1919 at the Hotel Majestic in Paris, France.  

The CFR membership at the start was approximately 1000 people in the United States. This membership 

included the heads of virtually every industrial empire in America, all the American based international 

bankers, and the heads of all their tax free foundations. In essence all those people who would provide 

the capital required for anyone who wished to run for Congress, the Senate or the Presidency. 
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The first job of the CFR was to gain control of the press. This task was given to John D. Rockefeller who 

set up a number of national news magazines such as Life, and Time. He financed Samuel Newhouse to 

buy up and establish a chain of newspapers all across the country, and Eugene Meyer also who would go 

on to buy up many publications such as the Washington Post, Newsweek, ant The Weekly Magazine.  

The CFR also needed to gate control of radio, television and the motion picture industry. This task was 

split amongst the international bankers from, Kuhn Loeb, Goldman Sachs, the Warburgs, and the 

Lehmanns.  

 

From here the Jew created the Great Depression in America and in the growing upheavel funded a 

million man and growing Communist movement. 

http://gblt.webs.com/Jewish_Bankers_War_On_America.htm 

 

On Roosevelt: 

"President Roosevelt, born of a Jewish mother, therefore satisfying Ashkenazi rules of being Jewish." 

On November 16 1933, President Roosevelt recognizes the Jewish regime of Stalin in Russia without 

consultation with Congress even as 8,000 Ukrainians march in protest in New York.  

President Roosevelt, born of a Jewish mother, therefore satisfying Ashkenazi rules of being Jewish,  

 

Given the fact the Jews where in control of American's major media, economy and even had one of 

theirs Jews as President along with a totality kosher staff in the White House.....its no suprise why 

America was pulled into Jew War Two. And all the problems America has faced since is at the hands of 

the Jewish cabal. 

 

In England: 

The Founding Fathers mentioned the only reason for the Revolutionary War was the Jewish banksters in 

control of England forced it. Which shows the power the Jews had in England since sneaking back in by 

funding the unsane Purtian and genocidal fanatic Cromwell and his war against the Crown and people of 

England. Cromwell's government wanted to make Hebrew the offical language of England. As their 

ideology was British Israelism. Christianity has always been the Jews major program and protector. 

Previous to this the Jews had been banned from England for three centuries. 
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1812: Backed by Rothschild money, and Nathan Mayer Rothschild's orders, the British declare war on 

the United States. The Rothschilds plan was to cause the United States to build up such a debt in fighting 

this war that they would have to surrender to the Rothschilds and allow the charter for the Rothschild 

owned First Bank of the United States to be renewed.  

 

1815: The five Rothschild brothers work to supply gold to both Wellington's army (through Nathan in 

England) and Napoleon's army (through Jacob in France), and begin their policy of funding both sides in 

wars. The Rothschilds love wars because they are massive generators of risk free debt.  

 

This is because they are guaranteed by the government of a country, and therefore the efforts of the 

population of that country, and it doesn't matter if that country loses the war because the loans are 

given on the guarantee that the victor will honour the debts of the vanquished.  

 

Whilst the Rothschilds are funding both sides in this war, they use the banks they have spread out across 

Europe to give them the opportunity to set up an unrivalled postal service network of secret routes and 

fast couriers. The post these couriers carried was to be opened up by these couriers and their details 

given to the Rothschilds so they always were one step ahead of current events.  

Furthermore, these Rothschild couriers were the only merchants allowed to pass through the English 

and French blockades. It was these couriers who also kept Nathan Mayer Rothschild up to date with 

how the war was going so he could use that intelligence to buy and sell from his position on the stock 

exchange in accordance with that intelligence.  

 

One of Rothschild's couriers was a man named Rothworth. When the outcome of the Battle of Waterloo 

was won by the British, Rothworth took off for the Channel and was able to deliver this news to Nathan 

Mayer Rothschild, a full 24 hours before Wellington's own courier.  

 

At that time British bonds were called consuls and they were traded on the floor of the stock exchange. 

Nathan Mayer Rothschild instructed all his workers on the floor to start selling consuls. The made all the 

other traders believe that the British had lost the war so they started selling frantically.  

 

Therefore the consuls plummeted in value which was when Nathan Mayer Rothschild discreetly 

instructed his workers to purchase all the consuls they could lay their hands on.  
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When news came through that the British had actually won the war, the consuls went up to a level even 

higher than before the war ended leaving Nathan Mayer Rothschild with a return of approximately 20 to 

1 on his investment.  

 

This gave the Rothschild family complete control of the British economy, now the financial centre of the 

world following Napolean's defeat, and forced England to set up a new Bank of England, which Nathan 

Mayer Rothschild controlled.  

 

Interestingly 100 years later the New York Times would run a story stating that Nathan Mayer 

Rothschild's grandson had attempted to secure a court order to suppress publication of a book which 

had this insider trading story in it. The Rothschild family claimed the story was untrue and libellous, but 

the court denied the Rothschilds request and ordered the family to pay all court costs.  

 

Back to 1815, this is the year Nathan Mayer Rothschild makes his famous statement:  

 

"I care not what puppet is placed upon the throne of England to rule the Empire on which the sun never 

sets. The man who controls Britain's money supply controls the British Empire, and I control the British 

money supply." 

He would go onto brag that in the 17 years he had been in England he had increased the £20,000 stake 

given to him by his father, 2500 times to £50 million.  

 

The Rothschilds also use their control of the Bank of England to replace the method of shipping gold 

from country to country and instead used their five banks spread across Europe to set up a system of 

paper debits and credits, the banking system of today.  

By the end of this century, a period of time that was known as the, "Age of the Rothschilds," it is 

estimated that the Rothschild family controlled half the wealth of the world.  

 

 

1891: The British Labour Leader makes the following statement on the subject of the Rothschilds:  
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"This blood-sucking crew has been the cause of untold mischief and misery in Europe during the present 

century, and has piled up its prodigious wealth chiefly through fomenting wars between States which 

ought never to have quarrelled.  

Whenever there is trouble in Europe, wherever rumours of war circulate and men's minds are distraught 

with fear of change and calamity you may be sure that a hook-nosed Rothschild is at his games 

somewhere near the region of the disturbance." 

 

 

"Lord Nathan Rothschild was the most powerful man in Britain." 

-British Prime Minister Lloyd George  

 

The British Empire had been under Jewish control for a century by this point with the Jewish Banking 

Dynasties. Many such Jews had also become part of the British Nobility, such as the Rothschilds:  

 

"The Rothschild family....The British branch of the family was elevated into the British nobility at the 

request of Queen Victoria. It has been argued that during the 19th century, the family possessed by far 

the largest private fortune in the world, and by far the largest fortune in modern world history."  

Even having the Jews in control of the British Government directly such as Disraeli:  

"Benjamin Disraeli, 1st Earl of Beaconsfield, KG, PC, FRS, (21 December 1804 ¨C 19 April 1881) was a 

British Prime Minister, parliamentarian, Conservative statesman, and literary figure. He started from 

comparatively humble origins. He served in government for three decades, twice as Prime Minister of 

the United Kingdom. Although his father had him baptized to Anglicanism at age 12, he was nonetheless 

Britain's first and thus far only Prime Minister who was born into a Jewish family - originally from Italy."  

 

On Churchill: 

"Winston Churchill (whose mother, Jenny (Jacobson) Jerome, was Jewish – meaning he is Jewish under 

Ashkenazi law as he was born of a Jewish mother." 

 

Wonder he and his backers where so eager for war against Germany after they lost control of it to the 

German National Socialist revolution which freed the Germans from the Jewish death grip. 

http://gblt.webs.com/Adolf_Hitler_Man_Of_Peace.htm 
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During the early part of the Great War which was sparked by the murder of the Arch Duke and his Wife 

by a member of the Black Hand an Anarchist group that was put together and funded by Rothschild in 

private to act as usefools. To spark a war in Europe which would destroy the old order generate a 

massive war debt to enslave the nations further and allow them to manifest the international 

Communist take over they wanted. 

 

"If my sons did not want wars, there would be none."- Gutle Schnaper, Mayer Rothschild's wife 

 

"Then a significant event occurred. Germany, although they were winning the war and not one foreign 

soldier had set foot on their soil, offered armistice to Britain with no requirement of reparations. The 

Rothschilds were anxious to make sure this didn't happen as they were expecting to make far more 

money off this war, so they played another card they had up their sleeve.  

 

Whilst the British were considering Germany's offer, Rothschild agent Louis Brandeis sends a Zionist 

delegation from America to Britain to promise to bring America into the war on the side of the British, 

provided the British agree to give the land of Palestine to the Rothschilds.  

 

The Rothschilds wanted Palestine for the following reason. They had great business interests in the far 

east and desired their own state in that area along with their own military which they could use as an 

aggressor to any state that threatened those interests.  

 

The British subsequently agree to the deal for Palestine and the Zionists in London contact their 

counterparts in America and inform them of this fact. Suddenly all the major newspapers in America 

that up to that point had been pro-German turned on Germany running propaganda pieces such as: 

German soldiers were killing Red Cross Nurses; German soldiers were cutting off babies hands, etc, in 

order to manipulate the American public against the Germans." 

This action lead to the deaths of over a million of the young men of Britian in a prolonged war that did 

not have to be if not for the Jewish control of England. 

 

Thousands more Britians would later die in the second Jewish war. 
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The Situation in Germany: 

As mentioned Germany was also pulled into the First War along with other European Natons due to 

Jewish machinations. 

 

Then a significant event occurred. Germany, although they were winning the war and not one foreign 

soldier had set foot on their soil, offered armistice to Britain with no requirement of reparations. The 

Rothschilds were anxious to make sure this didn't happen as they were expecting to make far more 

money off this war, so they played another card they had up their sleeve.  

 

This frustation of peace by the Jews caused the deaths of two million German young men in the war and 

hundreds of thousands of civilians due to the blockade of Germany and war time deprivation. 

This was done to bring Germany down into a situation where they could be taken over by a Communist 

revolution as the Jews worked in Russia and shortly in Hungry: 

 

1919: In January, Ashkenazi Jews, Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg, are killed as they attempt to 

lead another Rothschild funded Communist coup, this time in Berlin, Germany.  

The Versailles peace conference is held to decide reparations that the Germans need to pay to the 

victors following the end of the first world war. A delegation of 117 Jews headed up by Jew, Bernard 

Baruch, bring up the subject of the promise of Palestine for them. At this point the Germans realised 

why America had turned on them and under whose influence, the Rothschilds.  

 

The Germans, naturally, felt they had been betrayed by the Jews. This is because, at the time the 

Rothschilds made their deal with Britain for Palestine, in exchange for bringing America into the war, 

Germany was the most friendly country in the world towards the Jews, indeed the German 

Emancipation Edict of 1822 guaranteed Jews in Germany all civil rights enjoyed by Germans.  

 

Also, Germany was the only country in Europe which did not place restrictions on Jews, even giving 

them refuge when they had to flee from Russia after their first attempted Communist coup failed there 

in 1905.  

 

Nevertheless, the Rothschilds had held up their side of the bargain to spill the blood of millions of 

innocents and as a result, Palestine is confirmed as a Jewish homeland, and whilst its handover to the 
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Rothschilds takes place it is to remain under the control of Britain as the Rothschilds control Britain. At 

that time less than one percent of the population of Palestine was Jewish. Interestingly, the host of the 

Versailles peace conference is its boss, Baron Edmond de Rothschild.  

 

The Versailles peace conference is also used as an attempt by the Rothschilds to set up a world 

government under the pretext of ending all wars (which they create). This was called the, "League of 

Nations." Fortunately not enough countries accepted it and so it soon died.  

 

Over a million Germans where to die in the extreme proverty, crime and violence in the Jewish created 

post war chaos in their Nation in Weimar. As the Jews made play after play to fold Germany into a 

Communist slave state as they did with Russia only to be stopped at the 11 hour by the Thule Society 

[who created the National Socialist Party] and their chosen Leader Adolf Hitler: 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/172 (pg. 53) 

 

1933: On January 30, Adolf Hitler becomes Chancellor of Germany. He drives Jews, many of which were 

Communist out of Governmental positions within Germany. As a result of this, in July, the Jews hold a 

World Conference in Amsterdam during which they demand that Hitler re-instate every Jew back to his 

former position.  

Hitler refuses and as a result of this, Samuel Untermyer, the Ashkenazi Jew who blackmailed President 

Wilson,and is now the head of the American delegation and the president of the whole conference, 

returns to the United States, and makes a speech on radio which was transcribed in the From the New 

York Times, Monday, August 7, 1933. In the speech he made the following statements,  

"...the Jews are the aristocrats of the world...Our campaign is...the economic boycott against all German 

goods, shipping and services...What we are proposing...is to prosecute a purely defensive economic 

boycott that will undermine the Hitler regime and bring the German people to their senses by 

destroying their export trade on which their very existence depends...  

...Each of you, Jew and Gentile alike...must refuse to deal with any merchant or shopkeeper who sells 

any German-made goods or who patronizes German ships or shipping." 

 

As two thirds of Germany's food supply had to be imported, and could only be imported with the 

proceeds of what they exported, if Germany could not export, two thirds of Germany's population 

would starve, as there would be not enough food for more than one third of the population.  
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As a result of this boycott, Jews throughout America, would protest outside and damage any stores in 

which they found any products with, "Made in Germany," printed on them, causing stores to have to 

dump these products or risk bankruptcy.  

 

Once the effects of this boycott began to be felt in Germany, the Germans, who had demonstrated no 

violence towards the Jews up to this point, simply began boycotting Jewish stores in the same way the 

Jews had done to stores selling German products in America.  

 

The Jews then pushed Germany into a war via Poland who under promises from Jews in England along 

with France started a genocide campaign against the ethnic Germans who homeland had been given to 

Poland when Germany after their betrayal was cut up piece meal and given to other Nations. This would 

be identical to American's in certain states waking up one day and finding themselves citizens of Mexico 

due to annexing of their sovereign soil by an decree of alien internationalist powers. 

 

After numerous appeals to the League of Nations to intervene and attempted peace deals with Poland 

even offering them extra land and greater access to sea lanes which is a major economic favour. The 

terror campaign only increased. Hitler warned the Polish government to cease its ethnic cleansing or he 

would end it himself by military force. By the time the German Forces committed their humanitarian 

armed intervention in Poland over 50,000 German men, women and childen had been murdered by the 

Polish army and armed cilivian units. 

The rest is history from their Hitler was forced into a war with the Rothschild[Jew] controlled powers of 

England, France, America and the USSR the Jew War Two caused the deaths of 1/3 of the German 

people and millions others across Europe and the World: 

http://gblt.webs.com/Adolf_Hitler_Man_Of_Peace.htm 

 

Then created the holyhoax mythology to cover up their role as the aggressors while working to 

legitimize their genocidial criminal behavour under the guise of their propaganda lies: 

http://www.zundelsite.org/ 

http://www.holocaustdenialvideos.com/ 

 

On the situation in Russia: 
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On March 29th The Times of London reports on the Bolsheviks in Russia,  

"One of the curious features of the Bolshevist movement is the high percentage of non Russian 

elements among its leaders. Of the twenty or thirty commissaries, or leaders, who provide the central 

machinery of the Bolshevist movement, not less than 75% were Jews." 

 

It is reported that the Rothschilds were angry with the Russians because they were not prepared to 

allow them to form a central bank within their nation. They therefore gathered groups of Jewish spies 

and sent them into Russia to drum up a revolution for the benefit of the common man, which was 

actually a takeover of Russia by a Rothschild controlled Jewish elite.  

 

These Jewish spies were, in age old deceptive Jewish tradition, given Russian names, for example 

Trotsky was a member of the first group and his original name was Bronstein. These groups were sent to 

areas throughout Russia to incite riots and rebellion.  

 

 

The Jewish Post International Edition, week ending January 24th 1991, confirms Vladimir Lenin was 

Jewish. Lenin is also on record as having stated,  

"The establishment of a central bank is 90% of communizing a nation." 

 

These Jewish, Rothschild funded Bolsheviks would go on in the course of history to slaughter 60 million 

gentiles and Non-Jews in Soviet controlled territory. Indeed the author Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn in his 

work, "Gulag Archipelago, Vol 2," affirms that Jews created and administered the organized Soviet 

concentration camp system in which these tens of millions of Non-Jews died.  

 

On page 79 of this book he even names the administrators of this the greatest killing machine in the 

history of the world. They are Aron Solts, Yakov Rappoport, Lazar Kogan, Matvei Berman, Genrikh 

Yagoda, and Naftaly Frenkel. All six are Zionist Jews. In 1970 Solzhenitsyn would be awarded the Nobel 

Peace Prize for literature.  

 

The Rothschilds order the execution by the Bolsheviks they control, of Tsar Nicholas II and his entire 

family in Russia, even though the Tsar had already abdicated on March 2. This is both to get control of 

the country and an act of revenge for Tsar Alexander I blocking their world government plan in 1815 at 

the Congress Of Vienna, and Tsar Alexander II siding with President Abraham Lincoln in 1864. 
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1920: Winston Churchill (whose mother, Jenny (Jacobson) Jerome, was Jewish – meaning he is Jewish 

under Ashkenazi law as he was born of a Jewish mother) writes[my note gloats] in an article in the 

Illustrated Sunday Herald, dated February 8th,  

 

"From the days of Illuminati leader Weishaupt, to those of Karl Marx, to those of Trotsky, this worldwide 

conspiracy has been steadily growing.And now at last this band of extraordinary personalities from the 

underworld of the great cities of Europe and America, have gripped the Russian people by the hair of 

their heads and become the undisputed masters of that enormous empire." 

 

Up to sixity million Gentiles died under this Jewish controlled and created system. 

 

The Israel America situation 

1948: In the Spring of this year, the Rothschilds bribe President Harry S. Truman (33rd President of the 

United States 1945 – 1953) to recognise Israel as a sovereign state with $2,000,000 which they give to 

him on his campaign train.  

 

They then declare Israel to be a sovereign Jewish state in Palestine and within half an hour President 

Truman declared the United States to be the first foreign nation to recognise it.  

In the early hours of April 19, 132 Jewish terrorists from the Irgun gang, led by future Israeli Prime 

Minister Menachem Begin, and the Stern gang, led by future Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir, 

brutally massacre 200 men, women and children as they are sleeping peacefully in the Arab village of 

Deir Yassin.  

 

Following the United Nations transfer of Palestine to an independent Jewish state and an independent 

Arab state on May 15, the Israelis launched a military assault on the Arabs with blaring loudspeakers on 

their trucks informing the Arabs that if they did not flee immediately, they would be slaughtered.  

 

800,000 Arabs with the recent memory of the Deir Yassin massacre at the forefront of their minds, fled 

in panic. They asked for help from nighbouring Arab states, but those states did not get involved as they 

were no match for the Israelis whose up to date military hardware had been supplied by the Jewish 
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Stalinist regime in Russia. Following this assault, the Jews now controlled 78% of the former Palestine as 

oppose to the 57% that had been given to them illegally by the United Nations.  

 

The Palestinians, were never paid compensation for their homes, property and businesses stolen from 

them during this illegal Jewish assault, and these people ended up in slum refugee cities of tents. 

Futhermore at least half of the Palestinians in their hurry to flee, left their birth certificates behind. The 

State of Israel then passed a law that only those who could prove citizenship were allowed to return to 

Israel, thus meaning these 400,000 Palestinians could not return and lost all their property they had left 

there.  

As of today the Palestinians are still being slaughtered in a direct campaign of racial genocide against 

them by the Jews. 

 

 

The China situation: 

1949: On October 1, Mao Tse Tsung declares the founding of the People's Republic Of China in 

Tiananmen Square, Beijing. He is funded by Rothschild created Communism in Russia and also the 

following Rothschild agents: Solomon Adler, a former United States Treasury official who was a Soviet 

Spy; Israel Epstein, the son of a Jewish Bolshevik imprisoned by the Tsar in Russia for trying to forment a 

revolution there; and Frank Coe, a leading official of the Rothschild owned IMF.  

 

Mao would genocide sixity million innocent Chinese people under his rule mainly to destroy traditonal 

Chinese culture. Like with Christianity any practioners of spiritual systems where outlawed, killed and 

put into gulags which was a slow death. And Communistic systems where the new culture of control. 

With China under their flag Tibet was next on the list as being the last bastion of spiritual knowledge and 

histories of humanity. All the Jewish systems seek to remove spiritual knowledge from Gentiles and keep 

it in the hands of the Jewish elite. This is a major part of their domestication program: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/170 (pg. 49) 

 

A century and more before the Rothschilds and the Solomon Brothers used their control of England and 

its control of India to run the Opium trade into China killing tens of thousands and wrecking entire 

communities to the point the Chinese fought the Opium wars to try and throw the Jewish dealers out. 
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Sources 

Time line of the Rothschild family, Andrew Hitchcock 

Thule Society documents 

 

 

Sermon 9/11/11 

 

Due to the enemy, there is only so far one can go in revealing spiritual knowledge at this time, on orders 

from the Powers of Hell. Spiritual advancement is analagous to stepping up a flight of stairs and 

unlocking a door to enter a room to go to another flight of stairs and repeat the same, all the time 

advancing upwards to the top. In other words, the more you spiritually advance and are dedicated to 

Satan, more knowledge will open to you as you go along so, that you can further advance. 

 

Right now, everything you need to reach the godhead is on the JoS website. All of this knowledge is 

already on there, but it is important to think outside of following instructions to the letter- especially for 

those of you who are a bit more advanced- combining the knowledge is the key. Nothing is missing. 

Through consistent meditation and dedication to Satan, you will be shown the way. Satanic symbols, 

animals, and numbers are extremely important. It is a sad fact that the enemy has completely twisted 

the meanings of these and blasphemed them. Satanic symbols are truly sacred in every sense of the 

word. Only through the Powers of Hell will you be shown the way.  

 

The enemy has also severely corrupted spiritual knowledge regarding the chakras and the soul. For 

example opening one's chakras from the bottom up is very dangerous and foolish and will only cause 

extreme problems such as some of the horror stories from new age people and related that we hear 

about.  

 

The alignment of the chakras is another deal. The enemy has desecrated these as well into all pointing 

down. Most of you already know about this. Cutting, mutilating, and inserting objects into one's body is 

another form of corruption and is outright desecration of spiritual knowledge. This is again- total 

blasphemy. All accomplishments are achieved using one's mind and the powers of one's soul. More 

blasphemy and desecration involves repressing orgasm and the sex drive, any dietary restrictions and 

related enemy crap. One must be FREE, not only in mind, but also physically in order to raise the serpent 
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and to advance from there. The enemy knows this and has worked relntlessly to create restrictions 

mentally, emotionally, physically and in every other area to ensure no one reaches the godhead.  

 

KNOW THE ABOVE. Work hard on advancing your soul. Listen to your own intuition and anything that 

opens to you. Be open to the Powers of Hell and always be loyal to them and to Satan's agenda and they 

will guide you to advance. Also, know that as we are individuals, there is no ONE way. There is more 

than one path to reaching the godhead in the way of doing workings to get you there.  

 

All of the legends of the Gods are spiritual allegories as well as some history.  

 

I have a massive amount of old sermons and such that I will be uploading. I will have to do this by linking 

on extensive pages as it is too large to do these page by page.  

 

'But those who keep my secrets shall receive the fulfillment of my promises'  

--Satan  

From the Al Jilwah 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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The Druids [updated] 

 

The Druids 

 

"The Druidic and Vedic priesthoods, language and culture are one at root,separating perhaps three 

millennia prior to the Christian era."- Ellis 

 

 

 

Where did the Druids originally come from? 

 

`It is almost certain that the Druidic Mysteries were not indigenous to Britain or Gaul, but migrated from 

one of the more ancient civilizations.'-Hall 

 

"The Pheryllt were Druids of the Cymry people who arrived in the British Isles from "Defrobani" which is 

a Welsh of Taprobana, a name for Sri Lanka. It is said that the Cymry where guided from Sri Lanka to the 

British Isles by the Welsh cultural hero, Hu Gadarn, and proof of their Westward journey is the Welsh 

language, which is full of Sanscrrit root words.Hu Gadran founded what many believe to have been the 

incipient sect of Druids, the Pheryllt, a term meaning "Alchemists."-M. Pinkham 

 

Atlantis East not West: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/209 (pg. 263) 

 

Other connections to Vedic East as point of origin: 

 

"The Yezidis, who now reside in Northern Iraq….before coming to Iraq they had resided in India" The 

Yezidi God is Melek Taus who symbol like Murrugan in Sri Lanka is the Peacock and the Serpent. Within 

the Yezidi writings Melek Taus makes mention of Shambhalla the sarced place of the East and to the 

Lotus another Eastern spiritual theme. 
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The Yezidi People state they came into the Middle East from India in the ancient world. 

 

The Peacock the sacred symbol to the Yezidi, Mandean and Hindu alike , is native only to the Far East 

not the Middle East or Europe and nowhere else on the planet. The Peacock was a sacred bird in Europe 

to the Goddess Hera and the God Dionysus(of whom the serpent is also sacred) as we known Melek 

Taus or Satan was also worshipped as ENKI. 

 

Kumarai Nadu that once stretched across the Pacific Ocean, most of this primeval continent sank to the 

bottom of the ocean except for those parts of it that became islands, such as Sri Lanka, the paradise 

currently recognized by much of the Arab world as not part of the primal Garden, but the Garden of Edin 

(Edin means abode of the Gods in English). Melek Ta'us is worshipped by the Sri Lankans as Murrugan 

and center in English means "Place of the Peacock. 

 

Melek Taus as the Yezidi texts stated in the ancient tradition is Satan. The Peacock as well as the Serpent 

is one of His ancient symbols. Satan in the East is also Sanat[an anagram for Satan] Kumara, the Lord of 

Shambhala. And is as noted still worshipped on Sri Lanka as well under different alias and also does have 

a shine to Him as Sanat Kumar in Katargama Sri Lanka. 

 

 

 

The British Museum of London has an exhibit of a peacock mosaic that had been dug up in the British 

Isles. Thought the peacock belongs to tropical regions and is considered sacred, and is also the mount of 

goddess Saravati and Lord Murugan in the Vedic tradition. This is one of the visual proof of the Vedic 

past of Great Britain.-S. Knapp, Proof of Vedic Culture's Global Existence 

 

 

The term Britain itself comes out of two sources the ancient Sanskrit word Bharat and Brihat-sthan 

meaning a great place of many Islands. Bharat today is still used as the ancient name for India but as L.A 

Waddel and ancient Eastern sources show Maha Bharat encompassed the entire Aryan world from the 

Indus,though the Near East and on in the very ancient world. 
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L.A Waddel also wrote on the fact the same deity symbols found in the Indus where the same as those 

on the ancient monuments of Great Britain. 

 

On London's ancient roots: 

 

`Its ancient name was Nandanium, which is Sanskrit for "a pleasing habitation.In Roman times it was 

misspelled "Londonium."-S.Knapp 

 

 

The Druid that is the Brahmin system of superstition in ancient Britain. This I contend was the first 

Eastern colony settled in these British islands.-Reverend Maurice Antiquities of India 

 

There are deep connections between Druidic and Vedic thought on many subjects including karma, 

rebirth and the immortality of the soul.-D. Frawley 

 

`Caesar… says, speaking of the Druids that they did not think it lawful to commit the secret of their 

religion to writing." This means that in the way they passed down their knowledge to they kept the 

Vedic oral tradition. Sanskrit learning was always committed to memory prior to it being written. And to 

keep it in memory, the Druids used to regularly chant.' 

 

The name "Ireland" is connected with the Sanskrit term Aryasthan, meaning land of the Aryans. 

 

"The Druidical religion prevailed not only in Britain, but likewise across the East."-E.Keneanly, the Book 

of God 

 

It is well known that the Sanskrit language is the root language of the Indo-Aryan 

 

Lt. Gen Charles Vallencey in his work Collectania De Rebus Hibernicus states: 
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"The Druid religion of the Britons was founded on that of the ancient Irish, which was in great part that 

of the Brahmins….by no other means could the deities of the Brahmins have been recorded in the Irish 

manuscripts….' 

 

Sir William Jones allows the Irish language great affinity with the Sanskrit….. 

 

The Irish and Welsh complain of the devastation of their manuscripts by the first Christian missionaries, 

….The Pagan Irish had most of the deities of the Hindus…. Their altars still exist in Ireland under their 

names `'''." 

 

Near Killarney in the county of Kerry is an Aghadoe Church. It has an imperfect Ogham inscription 

obviously disfigured by Christian invaders. The deity's name inscribed is Som. As in India, that was a 

Somnath temple of Ireland. It is currently looked upon as a church. –Oak's World Vedic Heritage 

 

The name Killarney is Sanskrit, the term Killaarnav it connotes a fort 

commanding the sea or close to the sea. 

 

Prior to the English developing as a separate language it is well know that the British spoke the same 

language as the French. That was because the language or languages spoken all over Europe were 

variations of Sanskrit.-Oak's World Vedic Heritage 

 

Speaking of the Gaul's, Caesar says, that they had all the same 

language[Sanskrit], with some little variation in their dialects. But he says it was usual with them to pass 

over to Britain to improve themselves in the discipline of the Druids, which almost proves the two 

countries had the same language. And Tacitus says expressly, that the language of the Gaul and Britain 

was not very different."- G.Higgins, The Celtic Druids' 

 

In Ireland today the sacred Tara mounds still exist "Arya Tara" is a Goddess still worshipped in the East 

and was also known in Egypt. 
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Who was the God most Worshipped in the Druid Temples? 

 

"The Druidic and Vedic priesthoods, language and culture are one at root, separating perhaps three 

millennia prior to the Christian era." 

 

Describing the temples of the Druids, Charles Heckethorn, in The Secret Societies of All Ages & 

Countries, says: 

 

"Their temples wherein the sacred fire was preserved were generally situate on eminences and in dense 

groves of oak, and assumed various forms—circular'…. 

 

I worship the Sacred Fire (Agni) that is chief priest, the deity of the sacrifice, who works according to the 

seasons, the invoker, best to grant the treasure. The Sacred Fire honored by the ancient sages is invoked 

again by the new. For us he manifests all the Gods. To you, oh Fire, day by day, by dawn and by dusk we 

come bearing our offering of surrender, the king of the sacred rite, the guardian of truth, flourishing in 

his own nature.- Rig Veda I.1.1, 2, 7. 

 

Agni is the first word of the first hymn of the Rigveda 

 

 

`The Goat is primarily the vehicle of the Fire God Agni….Almost every mandala or division in the RigVeda 

starts with a hymn to Agni. The Vedic hymns praise him copiously often describing him as the Supreme 

God and Creator. Agni along with Indra Lord of the Heavens and Surya Lord of the Skies constitute the 

first trinity of Vedism their places where later assigned to Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva….He is often 

invoked with Indra of whom He shares the passion for Soma 

drink.' 

 

`The original Vedic triad Agni-Indra-Surya,' 
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What other name is Agni also known by? 

 

 

The most striking similarity was found between the Vedic god of the Fire Agni and the Mesopotamian 

Enki (Sumerian) or Ea (Akkadian). We will first present the iconographic representations of Enki/Ea in 

the cylinder-seals of Mesopotamia (Sumer, Akkad and Assyria) and then turn to the images used to 

describe Agni in 

the Veda: 

http://auromere.wordpress.com/2010/11/11/similarities-between-sumerian-anki-and-\ 

vedic-agni-by-jean-yves-lung/ 

 

 

 

 

Agni/Enki was the God most honored in the Druid Temples. 

 

"Before becoming a God himself Rudra was an epithet of Agni"…. Acharya S: "Suns Of God" 

 

It is well known that Siva is a later form of the Vedic God Rudra. 

 

"Lord Siva's prototype in the Rig Veda is Rudra."-Acharya S: "Suns Of God" 
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The Druid Mysteries what where they? 

 

Since the Druidic mysteries where the same as those of the civilizations of Egypt and Greece we can see 

what they contained and their meaning by looking at all three. 

 

 

`Information extant concerning the secret initiations of the Druids indicates a decided similarity 

between their Mystery school and the schools of Greece and Egypt….' 

 

The Druidic Pantheon includes a large number of Greek and Roman deities. This greatly amazed Cesar 

during his conquest of Britain and Gaul, and caused him to affirm that these tribes adored Mercury, 

Apollo, Mars, and Jupiter, in a manner similar to that of the Latin countries. It is almost certain that the 

Druidic Mysteries 

were not indigenous to Britain or Gaul, but migrated from one of the more ancient civilizations. 

 

"One of the names of their[Druids] God was "Esus" or "Hesus" the carpenter or woodcutter….Hesus's 

name in Irish is Aesar, evidently related to the Egyptian Ausar (Osiris).  

 

-Acharya S "Sons of God." 

 

 

`The Druids were initiates of a secret school that existed in their midst. This school, which closely 

resembled the Bacchus and Eleusinian Mysteries of Greece or the Egyptian rites of Isis and Osiris, is 

justly designated the Druidic Mysteries. There has been 

much speculation concerning the secret wisdom that the Druids claimed to possess.'-.Hall 

 

`The mysteries of Demeter[Eleusinian Mysteries] promised blissful immortality. The Hymn to Demeter 

declares: "Happy is he among mortals who has beheld these things and he that is uninitiate, and hath no 
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lot in them, hath never equal lot in death beneath the murky gloom." Pindar, writing in the fifth century, 

declared that the happy survival of the soul is possible only for those who have 

"by good fortune, culled the fruit of the rite that releaseth from toil'' (The Dirges), that is, the Eleusinian, 

concerning which he continues: "Blessed is he who hath seen these things before he goeth beneath the 

hollow earth; for he understandeth the end of mortal life, and the beginning of a new life given of god'' 

(Fragments, p. 137).  

 

Isocrates, 436-338 B.C.E., declared that Demeter enabled mankind to rise above the status of beasts by 

conferring "the fruits of the earth;" and that she instituted "the holy rite which inspires in those who 

partake of it sweeter hopes regarding both the end of life and all eternity'' 

(Panegyrics, p. 27).' 

 

"In Dionysus[Bacchus] we have yet another solar hero, born of a virgin on "December 25th" or the 

winter solstice, performing miracles and receiving divine epithets, being killed, giving his blood as a 

sacrifice, resurrecting from the dead after three days in Hades/Hell, and ascending into heaven. `D.M 

Murdock 

 

" The meager information extant concerning the secret initiations of the Druids indicates a decided 

similarity between their Mystery school and the schools of Greece and Egypt. HU, the sun God, was 

murdered and, after a number of ordeals and mystic rituals, was restored to life."- Albert Pike 

 

This is identical to the story of Osiris in Egypt. 

 

`The few [Druids] who passed this third degree were said to have been "born again," and were 

instructed in the secret and hidden truths which the Druid priests had preserved from antiquity.'-Hall. 

 

 

 

`The Druid candidate was buried in a coffin, as symbolic of the death of the Sun God..' 
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So was the candidate in Egypt and parts of Greece. 

 

`The Druidic trinity was composed of three "Beli" (cf. the Semitic Baal, Bal or Bel). Interestingly, "Yesu" 

(also "Hesus") was the name of the Druid "coming Saviour of the future.'-DM. Murdock 

 

`Mr. Higgins informs us that the Celtic Druids represent their God Hesus as having been crucified with a 

lamb on one side and an elephant on the other, and that this occurred long before the Christian era. 

Also that a representation of it may now be seen upon "the fire-tower of Brechin." 

 

In this symbolical representation of the crucifixion, the elephant, being the largest animal known, was 

chosen to represent the magnitude of the sins of the world, while the lamb, from its proverbial innocent 

nature, was chosen to represent the innocency of the victim (the God offered as a propitiatory sacrifice). 

And thus we have "the Lamb of God taking away the sins of the world" 

 

symbolical language used with respect to the offering of Jesus Christ. And here is indicated very clearly 

the origin of the figure. It is evidently borrowed from the Druids. We have the statement of the above 

writer that this legend was found amongst the Canutes of Gaul long before Jesus Christ was known to 

history. (See Anac. vol. ii. p. 130.) 

` 

Peculiarity noticed in some of the Irish Pre-Christian illustrations of the Crucifix is the absence of nails; 

the legs being bound with cords at the ankles It is singular that the dress of one crucified figure, as worn 

about the loins, corresponds with that of the fabled crucified Christna.' -James Bonwick, Irish Druids and 

Old Irish Religions 

 

The Elephant is only native to the East. 

 

 

What were the insignias of these Serpent Kings? "The three, five, seven, nine-headed snake is the totem 

of a race of ruler, (Brahmins/ Naddreds/Druids) who presided over the Aryan Hindus."-J.H. Baecker. 
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What is the esoteric meaning of the rites of the Druidic mysteries then? 

 

`The completion of the work, what is known in alchemy as the "Magnum Opus" has its foundation in the 

kundalini. The kundalini serpent lies coiled at the base of the spine. Through meditation, the fiery 

serpent ascends. This is what is known as "Raising the Devil." There are 33 vertebrae in the in the human 

spinal column. We often hear the term "33rd degree Mason" or that the fictitious nazarene lived 33 

years. The kundalini serpent ascends the 33 vertebrae of the 

spine.' 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Exposing_Corruption.html 

 

The main title of the Druidic Order was Naddred's meaning Serpent Priests. 

 

Druid comes from the Sanskrit druh vid meaning "knower of the tree." As the human soul was shown in 

the symbol of the World Tree with the trunk being the spinal column and the branches representing the 

144,000 Nadis energy pathways of the soul. And its worlds being the charka centers. We can see the 

kundalini serpent wrapped around the World Tree in many images.  

 

The suffix of Vid is the root word of "Wise" the title of Druid also denotes the reference to wise in the 

sense of the state of awareness that comes with activating/raising this serpent energy and opening the 

"Eye of Wisdom" the center[Pineal Gland] of heightened awareness representing the ability to see 

things clearly when fully activated by raising the Kundalini to the crown. Another famous term for this 

state is Gnosis[Janna in Sankrit]. Hence their main symbol of a Serpent wrapped around a rod. The rod 

represents the spine also symbolized as Mount Meru axis in the East. 

 

 

 

This is why we have a "Christmas" tree at Yule it represents the fully illuminated soul with the star being 

the halo of the risen kundalini energy and the lights or candles being the illuminated nadis channels. 

Representing the eternal life and the all knowing state of gnosis. 
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A note on Witchcrafts origin: 

 

Witch is the Anglicized term for Druid, thus true Witchcraft is the act of awakening the kundalini power 

and raising it to the crown of the head which activates the dormant one third of the brain and unites 

both hemispheres opening up all the centers of psychic power and fully awakening the other psychic 

centers along the spine. 

 

This was called seidr in old Norse which means to "Heat up" or "boil" the Serpent of fire is just that. 

 

 

 

The Druid trinity represents the 3 knots of the soul the root, heart and head that must be open for the 

Kundalini to pass thought to the crown fully. 

 

`The crucifixion symbolizes the Magnum Opus: the torture, the death, and the resurrection. Origins that 

symbolize this work include the Egyptian phoenix (born again from the ashes), the Egyptian God Set, 

who was crucified on a furka, the tale of Isis and Osiris, where Osiris was mutilated into some nine parts 

and was resurrected by Isis.' 

http://www.freewebs.com/eridu666/Origins.html 

 

The cross and the Tree are both symbols of the human soul Hesus as Surya the Vedic Sun God where 

both carpenters which is an allegory for Craftsmen in the Craft of spiritual transformation of the soul to 

perfection, the Gold in the Work. This all comes originally from the Vedic scriptures. 

 

"The Druidic and Vedic priesthoods, language and culture are one at root, separating perhaps three 

millennia prior to the Christian era." 

 

We can see look into the Eastern Vedic texts to understand the esoteric meaning of the Druids rites: 
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"Tantric Yoga is the Vedic Yajna internalized; a worship of the inner fire of the kundalini with pranayama, 

mantra and meditation. The worship of Shiva also maintains many Vedic forms, using the Vedic fire, 

Vedic mantras and Vedic like communion with nature.....The Rudram the most famous chant to Shiva, 

which is found in the Yajur-Veda, makes Shiva's identity with the Vedic sacrifice very clear."-Frawley 

 

 

 

Siva is the famed God of the Tantra, and Rudra is the Vedic or early version of Siva. 

 

"Before becoming a God himself Rudra was an epithet of Agni"…. Acharya S: "Suns Of God" 

 

And we know Agni was also EA of the Sumerians who is known to as Satan today. 

 

 

Outer Vedic ritualistic practices mirror inner Yoga practices balancing the fire and water, Agni and Soma 

within us. Vedic literature contains the secrets of the practice of Yoga, including the ascending of the 

Kundalini-fire force and the descent of the Soma nectar that open all the chakras. The practice of Yoga 

itself arose from the inner Vedic sacrifice in which speech, mind and prana were 

offered to the immortal Divine Fire present within our own hearts. Vedic deities reflect a profound 

psychological and spiritual symbolism relative to the practice of Yoga and meditation, not just outer 

ritualistic concerns."-Frawley 

 

 

What do the Tanta's which as stated are the inner or esoteric aspect of the Vedic rituals state 

themselves? 

 

Siva first words speak to the goals of every tantric practitioner: "Eternal youth, immortality of the body 

and the attainment of an identity of nature with Siva. that is , liberation in the body." 
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"Liberation arises from gnosis(jnana), gnosis arises from the maintenance of the vital breaths. Therefore. 

where there is stability mercury is empowered and the body is stabilized. Thought the use of mercury 

obtains a body that is unaging and immortal. 

 

Supernatural powers and bodily immortality, the goals of the tantric 

practitioner[Siddha]. 

 

`So the soul penetrated by initiation [Kundalini fully risen] obtains Siva-hood" 

 

`Therefore the breath overflowing bursting into the medial channel this surely brings immortality' 

 

The piercing of the cakras effects a stadial resorption of implosion of the lower elements into their 

higher emanates. Thus, when the second cakra is pierced, the element earth whose support is the 

lowest, the muladhara cakra becomes imploded into the element water, the second element on the 

hierarchy, and so on, until nothing remains but ether in the cranial vault…. The cranial vault, the locus of 

the ether-both the site at the Siddha techniques for penetration end and that at which mundane 

existence first begins, when the absolute first penetrates the human microcosm-is the zero point at 

which the two 

infinites meet, the point at which "black holes" issue into "Whites holes" This is the precisely the "end" 

of the process for the creation of the Alchemical Man….when all that remains of the practitioner is the 

fifth element, ether, in the cranial vault, he arises-out of the cauldron in which his lowering had been 

dissolved and imploded into its higher emanates –as a massive, powerful, 

perfected Siddha... 

 

The more general phenomenon of penetration or piercing that 

occurs within the yogic body when the breath, energy, and seed of the yogin embodied in the female 

kundalini serpent-pierce the six cakras-called cakra-vedhana or cakra –bhedana-is also a sexual 

penetration of sorts, albeit with sexual polarities reversed, given that It is a female kundalini who 

awakens, stiffens, rises, even rushes upwards towards the cranial vault, the cavity that is the place of the 

passive male Siva. As the kundalini pierces each of the cakras, great quantities of heat are produced, 

which refine and gradually 
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transmute the seed that is the stuff of her body: it is this transformed semen that becomes the nectar 

that immortalizes the yogin who holds in his cranium. 

 

The ancient symbol for this penetration is the: 

`TRISHUL" and symbolizes piercing through the three knots in the base, the heart and 6th chakras, also 

known as "granthis" in Sanskrit. For the serpent to ascend, all three must be open. The Trishul 

symbolizes the serpentine energy piercing through the three granthis.' 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Satanic_Symbols.html 

 

The nectar of immorality produced is the Soma wine of the Veda's. 

 

 

"Yet Soma was not just an outer plant but an inner practice. The Vedic science of Soma included ways of 

accessing our own sacred plant or inner set of energies through the spine, brain and nervous system. 

Indeed the original Soma was not a single plant but an entire science of inner and outer healing, with 

outer Soma plants having their correspondence in the inner yogic Somas of mantra, Pranayama 

and meditation. Such yogic Somas are more important than the plant Somas and more crucial for not 

only accessing but remaining in higher states of awareness. 

 

Note plant here is an allegory for chakra such as the plants of birth mentioned in the ancient texts. 

 

 

"However, we must remember that the real Soma is a secretion in the brain from spiritual practices of 

Yoga, pranayama, mantra and meditation (an elixir prepared from the Tarpak Kapha or form of Kapha 

lubricating the nervous system in Ayurvedic though). Soma at a yogic level refers to the crown chakra, 

which is opened by Indra (yogic insight) and releases a flood of bliss throughout the body. This inner 

Soma is the main subject of the Vedic hymns, though outer Somas 

were also important. The Vedic Yoga centers on how to prepare ." 
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"The open cup-like shell was extremely important in the Kala tradition since it was directly associated 

with the collection of a Suvasini fluid which the Sanskrit mystic song of the Sama Veda refers to as 

Amrita-a divine nectar of sacred waters known as the "the "fountain of youth." In ancient India the 

receptacle for collecting Amrita was not a shell, but a curled triangular bhuja 

leaf." 

 

"In the Tantric tradition, Amrita-the dew of the lily and nectar of the goddess-had been called `the 

ambrosia of immortality' and the fountain of youth.' 

 

 

Sidhe was an ancient Gale title for an advanced Druid: 

 

"Thus it can be seen that Sidhe and Siddhi/[Siddha] are one and the same." - Sir L.Gardner 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

More on the Druid mysteries: 

 

The Druids it was listed could change the weather, fly thought the air, prophesy, see into the future, 

speak directly to the Gods and eve raise the dead. These are all Siddhi's list in the Eastern texts. 

 

`In their Temple center of Snowdon in modern day Wales the Serpents founded the "ambrosial city of 

Emrys" Emrys is also remembered as "Dinas Affaraon," the "place of Higher Powers," i.e the place where 
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a Druid could achieve the apex of his or her spiritual powers and consciousness"(The Godhead of 

spiritual and physical perfection and immorality along with all the powers the perfected 

Godhead contains). 

 

"A Welsh alchemical verse within the Book of Talieson, known as The Spoils of Annwn, defines both 

Kerridwen and her Cauldron as intimately related to the alchemical serpent power. The allegory 

contained in the poem recounts the journey of King Arthur and his Knights as they journey though 

Annwn, the underworld and discover the Cauldron of Kerridwen in the" Four Cornered Castle in the Isle 

of the Strong Door." This is a cryptic allusion to Kerridwen's Cauldron being the British version of the 

serpent power Kundalini which lies 

deep within a person(their underworld ) in the four-petal root charka(the Four Corned Castle) at the 

entrance to the Sushumna energy meridian(the Strong Closed Door)." 

 

 

Emrys was the headquarters of the "Dragons of Beli" and the Goddess Kerridwen. The alchemical 

initiation of the Pheryllt( thus the entire Serpent Order) involved an elixir of immortality that was 

decanted from a chalice shaped like a crescent moon called the Cauldron of Kerridwen, or the "Cauldron 

of Inspiration." To partake of this elixir of Kerridwen's Cauldron lead the initiate into a inner death and 

rebirth, (by awaking the inner serpent power and raising towards the crown leading to the subsequent 

awakening of gnosis.) The 

Druids referred to this state as Awen meaning "inspiration." 

 

"Awen was also the primal sound and equivalent to the Sanskrit AUM.-" High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

 

Aum is the mantra of the serpent power used by the yogins to open the "threshold of Brahma" and to 

cause to flower the "centers of life" in regeneration…" -Evola 

 

Science of Godhead: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/176 (pg. 85) 
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Enki/Agni is the supreme ruler of this alchemical realm in the ancient Veda's as a whole His sacred fire is 

the that of the kundalini alchemy that takes us to the personal Godhead of enlightenment. Even the 

Waters of Life he rules are the 

kundalini energies of the soul. 

 

Vedic literature portrays an ancient solar religion of Yoga and enlightenment, such as was once common 

throughout the entire world. The Sun is a symbol of the higher Self, the Atman or Purusha of yogic 

thought. This Vedic religion of lights a religion of consciousness, which is the supreme form of light."- 

 

 

The Druid center Glastonbury 

 

 

In the center of Glastonbury the Serpents built a mound known as Glastonbury Tor, "the Spiral Castle," 

which is comprised of the serpentine number of seven levels or tiers. Also known as the home of the 

Dragoness Keridwen, the Tor contains polar opposite red and whites springs that circulate and unite to 

produce the power and wisdom of the serpent which vibrates throughout the Tor. 

 

"Megalithic stones found on the summit of Glastonbury Tor point its use as center for rituals. It has been 

suggested that during the most energetic days of the years, the Sabbats and Esbats, special rites where 

performed by the Serpents on Glastonbury Tor." 

More on Serpents sites: 

 

"One of their (Druids) temples in the island of Lewis in the Hebrides, bears evident signs of their skill in 

the science of astronomy. Every stone in the temple is placed astronomically. The circle consists of 

twelve equidistant obelisks denoting the twelve signs of the zodiac. The four cardinal points of the 

compass are marked by lines of obelisks running out from the circle, and at 

each point subdivided into four more." 
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Debunking Christian claims on Glastonbury: 

 

 

`Christianity copied and incorporated countless elements of numerous religions within the Roman 

Empire and beyond. Moreover, per the Catholic missionary Huc, who traversed India, Tibet and other 

parts of Asia, "Yesu" was also a name of the expected avatar of the Hindu god Vishnu, of which Krishna 

was an avatar." 

 

The Druidic inhabitants of "Glastonbury Lake Village" were highly skilled woodworkers and carpenters; 

hence, their god was a woodworker and carpenter named Yesu/Esus/Hesus, long prior the Christian era. 

 

 

In addition, the first "church" at Glastonbury was supposedly "circular…with the twelve huts of the other 

disciples forming a circle around it." (Capt, 42) Many Pagan temples had a similar astrological blueprint, 

i.e., the circle of the Zodiac, and it is clear that Glastonbury's sanctuary was appropriated by the 

mythical Christ and fictive Twelve, as the original Druid "church" was likely founded in the name of their 

patron carpenter god, Yesu/Hesus, long prior to the alleged advent of the Jewish savior. Indeed, 

Christianity is but a Judaized rehash of Paganism, with the astrotheological pagan gods turned into the 

Jewish Son of God, his disciples and a slew of saints."-D.M Murdock 

 

.'At dawn of the 25th day of December, the birth of the Sun God was celebrated. The secret teachings of 

the Druids are said by some to be tinctured with Pythagorean philosophy. The Druids had a Madonna, or 

Virgin Mother, with a Child in her arms, who was sacred to their Mysteries; and their Sun God was 

resurrected at the time of the year corresponding to that at which modern Christians celebrate Easter. 

Both the cross and the serpent were sacred to the Druids, who made the former by cutting off all the 

branches of an oak tree and 

fastening one of them to the main trunk in the form of the letter T. This oaken cross became symbolic of 

their superior Deity. They also worshiped the sun, moon, and stars. The moon received their special 

veneration….' Hall 
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`Prior to Christianity, history shows that the cross was an auspicious and mystical symbol amongst the 

Druids….Tertullian, as late as 211 CE, wrote that the Christians neither adored nor desired crosses, and 

criticized pagans for doing so and for putting a man on the cross, too. For pagans a cross was a sign of 

eternity….It was not until the 6th synod of Constantinople that it was decided that the symbol of 

Christianity, which was confirmed by Pope Adrain I, 

would be represented from that time on as a man crucified on the cross. In fact, the earliest instances of 

any artwork that illustrates Jesus on the cross can be traced back only to the eight or ninth century. 

Thus, the Christians adopted the 

crucifixion as a symbol from the pagans.'-Knapp 

 

`Here are two crucifixes, one with the wood, and the other without it. Fig. 65 is the old Irish cross at 

Tuam, erected before Christian times, and is obviously Asiatic; Fig. 66 is from an old Nubian temple at 

Kalabche, long anterior to the Christian era…" 

 

http://www.truthbeknown.com/kcrucified_3.htm 

 

On Druid Society 

 

The Druids of Europe: "Built a Gnostic civilization with a fluid caste system composed of commoners, at 

its lowest, followed by the warriors and then themselves the Serpents Priests, who could be male of 

female." Within the Arya society class was based upon spiritual evolution thus a fluid caste existed 

where a individual may rise, fall or exist as they like. With those who desire to achieve spiritual 

enlightenment evolving themselves to the top, thus ensuring 

society has the highest conscious beings governing its course and mentoring the next generation of the 

Folk with it. 

 

"At the pinnacle of the Serpents caste was the Arch-Druid and below him where the Druid Elders, who 

administered an unwritten law know as the "Tara" and sat as lawmakers and judges in Councils of 

Twelve. The high Druids were the final word in all matters relating to divine law[divine in the Aryan 

world was cosmic or eternal laws of nature understanding the universe and it's order or laws of life as 

divine] and justice; they were the "Supreme Court" of a tribe and 

co-ruled it with a specially chosen warrior or divinely chosen king. "  
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This Priest King was the PenDragon this is of the Dragon or Grail Blood lines. 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/210 (pg. 230) 

 

Much has been wrote on the Holy Grail Blood lines and the magic Power of the blood in reality they deal 

with the powerful Aryan Monarchs or Priest Kings who maintained the power of the Grail "Serpent 

energy" as the "blood" is the energy of the Kundalini and also the DNA Helix carries the level of 

enlightenment or Serpentine Power which is passed down generation after generation, this also means 

the Grail Blood Line is the literal living blood line of Satan and the 

Demons as each White person is of direct descent from a living Nordic Demon or God and we are of 

Satan's blood line. These blood lines upon study go back to the East, the homeland of the Aryan Race. 

Many of the beings mentioned in the later Grail Legends are actual humanized Gods and Goddesses. 

 

Kundalini and the DNA are connected as the main Serpentary network is the macro of the DNA helix, the 

DNA. On the spiritual or quantum level is a vibrational information code that as higher amount of 

vibration floods the body the vibration changes thus the code changes morphing the individual to a 

higher level of transformation. DNA is an vibrational information code when a higher current goes 

thought you, the DNA literally morphs as the information code changes to correspond to the new 

vibration. This is the origin of bio-morphic 

field it's the light body part of the information field that is connected into the DNA and extended from it 

and the ancients called it the Ren. When you look at DNA on the quantum level it's vibration and light 

energy. 

 

Such energy and abilities being passed down via the blood is why the Catholic Church would wipe the 

whole family of the one tried for Witchcraft out, to remove the power transmitted in the blood line 

[blood is from an ancient Germanic term meaning "Sacred"] and can be still viewed today as many 

people born with spiritual abilities had close family members usually a Parent with them. A famous 

Serpent ruling family was the Merovingians who where wiped out by 

the Vatican and replaced with a Papal backed kosher proxy: 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/211 (pg. 233) 
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"Merlin does seem to be very similar to Thoth, with the Alchemy and everything. I know according to 

one version of the Legend, Arthur is born when Merlin casts a "spell" that causes Uther PenDragon 

(Uther the Dragon) to look like the husband of the Lady of Tintagel, Igraine, who was supposed to have 

been of a very powerful Ancient bloodline. He then sleeps with her and she falls pregnant, thus Arthur 

was born a really strong and beautiful child because he possesses the blood of PenDragon and that of 

his mothers Ancient line, this is why he possesses the ability to pull the sword from the Stone and thus 

become King. I know these Legends have been re written and christianized, sadly, and A LOT of rubbish 

has been added in where it did not exist before, but it is really interesting and seems to tell an Ancient 

and noble tale of the Aryan Race and loyalty to the blood. Then there is a very large Allegorical side to it, 

where 

PenDragon represents the Kundalini and the lineage, the Aryan blood of the Gods, the stone the Soul 

and the sword the Power and so on. I still want to look further into this. It has been corrupted into 

stories of the "blood line of jewsus" and all that shit, but it is still easy to see the True meaning behind it. 

Avalon, or the Isle of Apples where Arthur is taken upon death (Alchemical Allegory of death and rebirth 

here), obviously relates to Immortality. Apples 

have always been a symbol of Immortality, back to the Far East and even in Ancient Greece with the 

Legend of Hercules and the Golden Apples of Hesperides as one of His 12 Labours, which really means 

12 steps of the Magnum Opus, and so on. Also where xianity stole the "Tree of Knowledge" from and 

twisted it totally."- High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

 

Druids Where Not Pacifists 

`The following description of the band of Cathbus Druids occurs in the epic tale, the Tain bo Cuailnge: 

The attendant raises his eyes towards heaven and observes the clouds and answers the band around 

him. They all raise their eyes towards heaven, observe the clouds, and hurl spells against the elements, 

so that they arouse strife amongst them and clouds of fire are driven towards the camp of the men of 

Ireland. We are further told that at the court of Conchobar 

no one had the right to speak before the Druids had spoken. In other texts the Druids are able to 

produce insanity. ` 

 

 

`The Druids were known to enter into battle and decimate entire armies. The Druid Mog Ruith, for 

example, is famous for entering his battles with a bull's hide cloak wrapped around his shoulders and a 

white speckled bird headdress upon his head. 
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It is recorded that when the Romans and Christians landed in Britain the magical Druids used some of 

their ancient spells to create deadly tempests, floods, and heavy snowfalls in order to repel the 

invaders.' This dispels the nonsense claims they where pacifist, the Druids commanders where the only 

ones to ever defeat Caser in war. 

 

 

 

Druid System 

 

 

`The school of the Druids was divided into three distinct parts, and the secret teachings embody therein 

are practically the same as the mysteries concealed under the allegories of Blue Lodge Masonry. The 

lowest of the three divisions was that of Ovate (Ovydd). This was an honorary degree, requiring no 

special purification or preparation. The Ovates dressed in green, the Druidic color of learning, and were 

expected to know something about medicine, astronomy, poetry 

if possible, and sometimes music. An Ovate was an individual admitted to the Druidic Order because of 

his general excellence and superior knowledge concerning the problems of life. The second division was 

that of Bard (Beirdd). 

 

Its members were robed in sky-blue, to represent harmony and truth, and to them was assigned the 

labor of memorizing, at least in part, the twenty thousand verses of Druidic sacred poetry. They were 

often pictured with the primitive British or Irish harp--an instrument strung with human hair, and having 

as many strings as there were ribs on one side of the human body. These Bards were often chosen as 

teachers of candidates seeking entrance into the Druidic Mysteries. 

Neophytes wore striped robes of blue, green, and white, these being the three sacred colors of the 

Druidic Order. The third division was that of Druid (Derwyddon). Its particular labor was to minister to 

the religious needs of the people. To reach this dignity, the candidate must first become a Bard Braint. 

 

The Druids always dressed in white--symbolic of their purity, and the color used by them to symbolize 

the sun. In order to reach the exalted position of Arch-Druid, or spiritual head of the organization, it was 

necessary for a priest to pass through the six successive degrees of the Druidic Order. (The members of 

the different degrees were differentiated by the colors of their sashes, for all of them wore robes of 

white.) Some writers are of the opinion that the title of Arch-Druid was hereditary, descending from 
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father to son, but it is more probable that the honor was conferred by ballot election. Its recipient was 

chosen for his virtues.'-Hall 

 

The symbol of the Harp meaning is the power of vibration to empower the soul as well as Vates who 

played the roles of diviners, and those who served as priests, judges and advisors to the ruling 

kings…..Although all priestly Druids were of the same status. One sub-sect of them known as the Pheryll, 

appear to have been one of the most advanced." 

 

The major position of many Serpents was to oversee the massive Temple school's the largest of which 

existed in Ireland and the British Isle. Such as the one mention as Snowdon in modern Wales. 

 

According to one ancient manuscript, the earliest of Druid schools in Britain was grounded by the 

Pheryllt I an area near Oxford University. A second important school of Druidism in Britain, and perhaps 

the greatest, was later established on the Island of Anglesey, which was anciently referred to as 

Muinendh, `the Island of Teaching.' Anglesey was located directly across the water from Emrys, the 

`ambrosial city' of the Pheryllt alchemists, so its 

curriculum was no doubt strongly influenced by thee early adepts. Another renowned mystery academy 

of the Druids was eventually founded on Innis nan Druidhneah the "Island of the DRUIDS." This school 

was later converted into a Christian monastery by St.Columbo. 

 

The Druid Diviciacus a Celtic priest whom Caesar met in Gaul, told the Roman general that Druid training 

sometimes required up to 20 years to complete and included a curriculum of myth, grammar, law 

philosophy and poetry. Of all these subjects, the most important was poetry. The Druids encoded all the 

secret of the universe, including the origins of the cosmos and the path to salvation, into their poetic 

verses. Supposedly at one time there war as many as 20,000 of 

these sacred verses since writing was discouraged, the sacred verses required memorization by the 

student of Druidism.' 

 

`Caesar… says, speaking of the Druids that they did not think it lawful to commit the secret of their 

religion to writing." This means that in the way they passed down their knowledge to they kept the 

Vedic oral tradition. Sanskrit learning was always committed to memory prior to it being written. And to 

keep it in memory, the Druids used to regularly chant.' 
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"The students at these universities numbered at times sixty-thousand souls, among whom were 

included the young nobility of Britain and Gaul. It required twenty years to master the circle of Druidic 

knowledge." The reason for the time, was it took around 20 or more years to fully ascend the 

serpent(thus becoming a full qualified Priest) this is seen in many ancient traditions and mentioned 

today by teachings from India(in fact due to removal of knowledge many 

are lucky to ever achieve it, as it has extend to several of more decades at all if they obtain it.) One such 

center in Ireland housed 300,000 import texts, these Temple centers where destroyed by the Catholic 

church over several decades of pulling them down stone by stone and recycling them into other 

buildings. 

 

`Speaking of the Gaul's, Caesar says, that they had all the same 

language[Sanskrit], with some little variation in their dialects. But he says it was usual with them to pass 

over to Britain to improve themselves in the discipline of the Druids.' 

 

What about Druids themselves? "(Druids) a caste incorporating all the learned professions, 

philosophers, judges, teachers, historians, poets, musicians, physicians, astronomers, prophets and 

political advisers or counselors." -P. Berresford Ellis (The Druids) 

 

"As one of their leading dogmas, they (Druids) include this: that souls are not annihilated, but pass after 

death from one body to another, and they hold that by this, men are much encouraged to valor, 

throught disregarding the fear of death.' 

 

They also discuss and impart to their young many things concerning the heavenly bodies and their 

movements, the size of the world and our earth, natural sciences, and the influence and power of the 

immortal Gods."-Julius Caesar 

 

From the old Irish texts, one gathers that the Druids were concerned, above all things, with Truth...this 

notion of truth as the highest principal and sustaining power of creation pervades the Irish literature." -

Peter Berresford Ellis 
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"The students at these universities numbered at times sixty-thousand souls, among whom were 

included the young nobility of Britain and Gaul. It required twenty years to master the circle of Druidic 

knowledge... Natural philosophy, astronomy, arithmetic, geometry, jurisprudence, medicine, poetry, and 

oratory 

were all proposed and taught, the first two with severe exactitude. The system of astronomy inculcated 

had never varied, being the same as taught by Pythagoras, now known as the Copernican or 

Newtonian." 

"In the Druidic order indeed centered, and from it radiated to the whole world civil and ecclesiastical 

knowledge of the realm: they were its statesmen, legislators, priests, physicians, lawyers, teachers, 

poets; the depositories of all human and divine knowledge; its Church and parliament; its court of law its 

colleges of physicians and surgeons; its magistrates, clergy and bishops." 

 

 

"Druids appear as healers in many Irish and Welsh tales. And in the Sagas we find many male and female 

physicians. ...The Druidic physicians appear in native sources as being skilled with herbs as well as 

surgery and among their operations they perform Caesarean sections, amputations and brain 

surgery...We are told that a whole medical corps accompanied the army of Conchobhar mac Nessa 

during the Tain wars." 

 

It appears that part of their Temples where also used as free hospitals for the populace, i.e. free health 

care. 

 

 

 

Initiation 

 

Initiation according to Spence's scholarly reconstruction of a Druid initiation The Mysteries of Britain, 

the sacred event would being at a Temple of Keridwen where a Pheryllt adept of Druid priest, along with 

three attendants would ceremoniously meet the candidate at the entrance. After perfunctory 

introductions, the Druid candidate was sent to the nearest body of water to purify the physical body. 
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Given the fact the Templar's where direct descendants of the Druids it's a reality that they initiation was 

identical and given the fact same initiation is still done in the Vedic East. 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/231 (pg. 357) 

 

 

During initiation the Knights kissed each other on the mouth, the navel, the base of the spine, and the 

penis. 

 

These articles are identical to the custom of Traditional Witchcraft Covens in Europe during initiation 

ceremonies into the Coven and Craft: 

 

"Templar Kiss which according the Knights own testimonies occurred between an incoming Knight and a 

high ranking Knight priest. The kisses which were planted by the elder Templar on the new Knight's 

mouth, navel and base of the spine, where to done to specifically activate Kundalini, since most of these 

parts of the body are known by the Tantric's as seats of the power. The Templar kiss ostensibly involved 

blowing into the new initiate mouth the breath of life, 

which was saturated with the elder Knight's own kundalini energy. And awakened the seats of Kundalini 

in initiates body." 

 

 

 

Author M. Giles , an expert on the secret Templar rites of the Rules, compares the Templar kiss to a 

similar eastern rite of initiation: 

 

"The Templar kisses….had nothing obscene about them, because they symbolized the transmission of 

the breath of Life of the Order, and Power of the Order as was the custom in most ancient initiations." 

 

The Pranic kiss is still done in the East into initiation into the Charka[Sacred Circle] the Eastern Tantric 

version of the Coven: 
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"The two lower regions have for ages been recognized in the East as dwelling places of the Kundalini, 

and both are often touched of kissed by gurus today to awaken the indwelling Serpent Power. Typically, 

an initiating guru transmits a spark of his own Kundalini into the initiate, so the process is described as: 

 

"one candle lighting another." Eastern gurus transmit their alchemical power through their breaths, 

which they do by blowing of kissing parts of the body, including the face and mouth." 

 

A thirteenth Century manuscript, entitled The Secret Tule, provided proof that the Templar's' infamous 

initiation kisses were not sexually motivated, but designed to awaken the inner force. One of the many 

"Articles" contained within the manual states: 

 

"Article 11.Ritual of Reception of the Brothers-Elect: Oath to guard the secret of the Order, the least 

indiscretion being punishable by death. The Receiver shall kiss the Neophyte successively on the mouth, 

to transmit to him the breath; on the sacral plexus[base of the spine], which commands the creative 

force; then on the umbilicus, and finally on the virile member, image of the masculine principle." 

 

"The Templar once initiated would have began the process of rebuilding Solomon's Temple" the Knight's 

Kundalini would work to ascended up the spine to the top of his head a Templar would gradually 

become full of the Holy Spirit or Kundalini energy while being transformed, the Serpent would then 

enter the Holy of Holies, the skull of the Knight , and activate the Ajna Chakra of Third eye 

of spiritual sight along with the remaining two-thirds of his brain power, to bring forth the state of 

Gnosis." 

 

 

It was stated after the Druid candidate had imbibed the Cauldron of Keridwen [Kundalini awaking] they 

would spent a year in a monastic area where they where subjected to the rigid discipline[Yoga] and 

studied the rites of the doctrines of the Druids. 
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With each successive degree the Druid was given a different colored sash to tie around his or her white 

gown and a Gleiniau Naddred, or `Serpent's Egg,' to hang. The "egg" a blue green glass bead set in gold, 

was strung on leather and indicated the level of serpent wisdom and power attained. The most powerful 

Druid Adders revealed themselves by displaying the most Serpent Eggs over their 

breasts. An Adder who succeeded in acquiring seven "eggs" became an Arch DRUID, A FULLY PERFECTED 

Master. Such a Druid had united the polarity, merged with the transcendental Solar Sprit within, and 

become a clear vessel of serpent power and wisdom. The ceremonial regalia of these Arch Druids 

reflected their power. 

 

Upon their heads was set a golden crown with projecting rays to represent the Sun, symbol of the Solar 

Spirit, while within their hands was a Moon-shaped scepter, symbol of the female principle and serpent 

power which emanated from their hands. At any given time the office of Arch Druid was held by only 

three divinely elected seekers and each had his headquarters in the "Magical Isles "which surrounded 

Britain. One Arch Druid had his seat on the Isle of Anglesey; 

another was established upon the Isle of Man; and the third was situated upon the Isle of Wight, 

anciently known a "The Dragon's Isle." 

 

THE ARCH-DRUID IN HIS CEREMONIAL ROBES. 

From Wellcome's Ancient Cymric Medicine. 

The most striking adornment of the Arch-Druid was the iodhan moran, or 

breastplate of judgment, which possessed the mysterious Power of strangling any who made an untrue 

statement while wearing it. Godfrey Higgins states that this breastplate was put on the necks of 

witnesses to test the veracity of their evidence. The Druidic tiara, or anguinum, its front embossed with 

a number of points to represent the sun's rays, indicated that the priest was a personification of the 

rising sun. On the front of his belt the Arch-Druid wore 

the liath meisicith-- a magic brooch, or buckle in the center of which was a large white stone. To this was 

attributed the power of drawing the fire of the gods down from heaven at the priest's command This 

specially cut stone was a burning glass, by which the sun's rays were concentrated to light the altar fires. 

The Druids also had other symbolic implements, such as the peculiarly shaped golden sickle with which 

they cut the mistletoe from the oak, and the cornan, or scepter, in the form of a crescent….'-Hall 

 

Customs 
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`The Druids had a great number of feast days. The new and full moon and the sixth day of the moon 

were sacred periods. It is believed that initiations took place only at the two solstices and the two 

equinoxes. At dawn of the 25th day of December, the birth of the Sun God was celebrated. The secret 

teachings of the Druids are said by some to be tinctured with Pythagorean philosophy. The Druids had a 

Madonna, or Virgin Mother, with a Child in her arms, who was sacred to their Mysteries; and their Sun 

God was resurrected at the time of the year corresponding to that at which modern Christians celebrate 

Easter. Both the cross and the serpent were sacred to the Druids, who made the former by cutting off all 

the branches of an oak tree and 

fastening one of them to the main trunk in the form of the letter T. This oaken cross became symbolic of 

their superior Deity. They also worshiped the sun, moon, and stars. The moon received their special 

veneration….' 

 

 

"The Druids were priests and physicians, curing by magnetism and charging amylets with their fluidic 

influence. Their universal remedies were mistletoe and serpents' eggs, because these substances attract 

the astral light in a special manner. The solemnity 

with which mistletoe was cut down drew upon this plant the popular confidence and rendered it 

powerfully magnetic…..The progress of magnetism will some day reveal to us the absorbing properties 

of mistletoe.  

 

We shall then understand the secret of those spongy growths which drew the unused virtues of plants 

and become surcharged with tinctures and savors. Mushrooms, truffles, gall on trees, 

and the different kinds of mistletoe will be employed with understanding by a medical science, which 

will be new because it is old… but one must not move quicker than science, which recedes that it may 

advance the further. " Not only was the mistletoe sacred as symbolic of the universal medicine, or 

panacea, but also because of the fact that it grew upon the oak tree. Through the symbol of 

the oak, the Druids worshiped the Supreme Deity[ as we have seen that is Enki[Satan]; therefore, 

anything growing upon that tree was sacred to Him[the tree is the symbol of the human soul]. At certain 

seasons, according to the positions of the sun, moon, and stars, the Arch-Druid climbed the oak tree and 

cut the mistletoe with a golden sickle consecrated for that service. The parasitic growth was caught in 

white cloths provided for the purpose, lest it touch the earth and be polluted by terrestrial vibrations." 
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Main Sources 

The Return Of The Serpents Of Wisdom, Pinkham Young 

Proof Of Vedic Cultures Global Existence, Knapp Steve 

The Alchemical Body, Gordon, White 

The Secret Teachings of All Ages, Hall's, Manly 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Jewish Ritual Murder In America 

 

Jewish Ritual Murder In America 

 

 

By means of the press [Jews control] and by their great wealth, Jews are able to stifle any impartial 

investigation into ritual murder.-Thomas Burbage 1916 

 

`Alilath Seker' a slush found in today terms provided bribe money and expenses [for Jews] to combat 

blood accusations.- Dr Philip Devier, "Blood Ritual" 

 

"A secret fund the Alilath Seker [fund for bloody calumnies] set up by the Council of the Four Nations, 

served chiefly for this purpose." Leon Poliakov "History Of Anti-Semitism" cited by Dr Harrel Rhome. 

 

If you want to learn and understand why the Jews can commit such insane crimes as ritual murder, you 

must know the secret Jewish teachings. You must know the teachings of the Torah, the Talmud and the 

Schulchan Aruch. These laws and teachings are proof that the Jews feel themselves superior to all 

nations, that it has declared war on all other races, and that it is the sworn enemy of the 
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whole of non-Jewish humanity". 

 

 

Even Tacitus, the Roman historian writes: 

 

"The Jews are a race that hate the gods and mankind. Their laws are in 

opposition to those of all mortals. They despise what is to us holy. Their laws condone them in 

committing acts which horrify us." (Historian V.3-8) 

 

The Jew knows that when the non-Jewish world knows his laws and sees through his plans that he is 

lost. Therefore, by threat of death he forbids their translation and publication. A well-known Jewish 

scholar (Dibre David) writes: 

 

"If the Gentiles knew what we are teaching against them, they would kill us." The Jewish secret laws are 

based on the fundamental principle that states: 

 

Only the Jew is human. In contrast, all non-Jews are animals. They are beasts in human form. Anything is 

permitted against them. The Jew may lie to, cheat and steal from them. He may even rape and murder 

them. 

 

There are hundreds of passages in the Talmud in which the non-Jews are 

described as animals. Some of them are: 

 

1. "The Jews are called human beings, but the non-Jews are not humans. 

They are beasts." (Talmud: Baba mezia 114b) 

 

2."The Akum (non-Jew) is like a dog. Yes, the scripture teaches to honor the dog more than the non-

Jew." (Ereget Raschi Erod. 22 30) 
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3. "Even though God created the non-Jew they are still animals in human form. It is not becoming for a 

Jew to be served by an animal. Therefore he will be served by animals in human form." 

(Midrasch Talpioth p. 255, Warsaw 1855) 

 

4."A pregnant non-Jew is no better than a pregnant animal." 

(Coschen hamischpat) 

 

5. "The souls of non-Jews come from impure spirits and are called pigs." (Jalkut Rubeni gadol 12 b) 

 

6."Although the non-Jew has the same body structure as the Jew, they compare with the Jew like a 

monkey to a human." 

(Schene luchoth haberith, p. 250 b) 

 

So that the Jew will never forget that he is dealing with animals, he is reminded by eating, by death, and 

even by sexual intercourse constantly. The Talmud teaches: 

 

"If you eat with a Gentile, it is the same as eating with a dog." (Tosapoth, Jebamoth 94b) 

 

"If a Jew has a non-Jewish servant or maid who dies, one should not express sympathy to the Jew. You 

should tell to the Jew: `God will replace "your loss," just as if one of his oxen or asses had died." (Jore 

dea 377) 

 

"Sexual intercourse between Gentiles is like intercourse between animals." (Talmud Sanhedrin 74b) 

 

It is written in the Talmud about the murder of the Gentiles: 
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1. "It is permitted to take the body and the life of a Gentile." (Sepher 

ikkarim IIIc 25) 

 

2. "It is the law to kill anyone who denies the Torah. The Christians 

belong to the denying ones of the Torah." (Coschen hamischpat 425 Hagah 425. 5) 

 

3."Every Jew, who spills the blood of the godless (non-Jews) is doing the same as making a sacrifice to 

God." 

(Talmud: Bammidber raba c 21 & Jalkut 772) 

 

These laws of the Talmud and the Torah were given to the Jews over 3000 years ago. They are just as 

valid today as they were back then. This is how the Jews are taught from childhood. The result of this 

stands before us. It is Jewish ritual murder. 

 

"Further there is a law concerning the slaughter of foreigners, who are the same as beasts. This 

slaughter is to be carried out in a lawfully valid manner. The ones who do not follow the Jewish religious 

law have to be offered to God as a sacrifice. It is to them that Psalm 44:22 refers: `Yea, for thy sake are 

we killed all the day long; we are counted as sheep for the slaughter.'" 

(Thikune Zohar, edition Berdiwetsch 88b) 

 

Dr. Bischoff (in the trial of 30th Oct. - 4th Nov. 1931) established the correct translation of this law. 

 

This translation and publication of the law of human sacrifice is the greatest blow ever struck the Jews in 

this controversy. THIS LAW COMMANDS THE JEWS TO BUTCHER NON-JEWS. THIS IS TO BE DONE IN A 

"LAWFULLY VALID WAY" THIS MEANS THAT THE GENTILES ARE TO BE SACRIFICED IN THE SAME WAY AS 

ANIMALS. THEY ARE TO BE SACRIFICED TO THE JEWISH GOD. THEREFORE, WE ARE DEALING WITH A 

LAW THAT DOES 

NOT ONLY PERMIT THE PRACTICE OF RITUAL MURDER, BUT COMMANDS IT! 
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For one on the long history of Jewish Ritual Murder: 

 

http://gblt.webs.com/Jewish_Ritual_Murder.htm 

 

Ritual murder in America: 

 

In America such a case came to light in 1955 in Chicago, with the kidnapping and murder of five children 

that year on the time of the major Jewish holiday. The bodies of the children show they where 

murdered in accordance to Jewish ritualistic laws. Chicago is also an area of large and powerful Jewish 

communities. The victims where of murder were John and Anton Schuessler, Jr., Robert Peterson, 

Barbara and Patricia Grimes. 

 

Facts on the case show: 

 

 

They had been kept alive for some time after being abducted. Their dead bodies were naked, ligature 

marks suggested they had been bound by wrists and held in confinement before being bleed out by 

small cuts and puncture wounds. 

 

Marks on one body matched up with the floor mats of a luxury Packard automobile, so the killers where 

mostly likely upper-class. 

 

The two little girls had repeatedly been punctured with a sharp pointed object in the upper torso, thighs 

and buttocks. This may have been part of the blood collecting process. The two boys showed signs of 

having been nailed through the hands and feet and injuries to the mouth and eyes,. 

 

Both grouping of victims showed enough evidence in similarities as having been done by the same group 

of killers. 
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Something more revealing: 

 

One of the wounds to the victims contained an unspecified grain, possibly wheat. The Jews are known 

for using human blood from such rituals for creating wheat based meals as Matos balls soaked in the 

blood of the victims of such rituals. 

 

On the case it was openly stated in the Chicago Sun-Times: "Religious cult might be involved." 

 

Note it only stated "Religious Cult" nothing more, could of been just about anyone or anything. But how 

did the Jews react. Right after the article was released fleets of trucks where sent out and all the papers 

where removed from the stands and literally burned. The Jews from the writing of Crowley, did the 

same in England when such facts where ever bought to light on such cases. Even going as so far as to 

buy every copy of every book or paper to burn them. 

 

Another recent case of the Jews doing this was when Toafler who is the son of the Chief Rabbi of Rome 

and professor of history in Israel, wrote the book "Blood Passover." Which is a record of the Jewish ritual 

murders in medieval Italy. Toafler's main source of documentation was from the synagogue tracts of the 

time of the murders. The Jewish network combined heaven and earth to ban, 

remove and burn every copy made. 

 

Now back to the 1955 case: 

 

Note how the Jews worked to cover it up further: 

 

The Jewish Sheriff of the County, named Lohman, sent a Jewish deputy Horowitz to investigate the 

Father of the two of the murdered boys. Lohman did this as away to shift blame and be able to put the 

Gentile Family under house arrest, thus making it impossible for them to talk to anyone about the case. 

Then Lohman the Jewish Sheriff quickly orders another Jew on his force, Gloss to head the 

"investigation." 
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Two other Gentile detectives on the case Lieutenants Lynch and McMahon stated that Cook County 

investigators "destroyed evidence, threatened witnesses and worked to impede their investigation at 

every turn." 

 

The Father was ordered by the Police into Sanitarium(even after passing lie detector tests) under the 

control of a Jewish Doctor Leon Steinfeld, where he literally died the same day. The official report was it 

was from natural cause of a heart attack, but shortly came out he was murdered in all honesty by 

electro-shock treatments. Done to him within very hours of his arrival. 

 

The coroner for Cook County a Gentile named Doctor Thomas McCarron openly called Steinfeld a 

murderer and liar, after brought forth important documents to that fact to the District Attorney. Shortly 

after Dr. McCarron had his house bombed and he was ordered to keep silent by the District Attorney. 

Nothing ever came from the faint investigation into the affair. Later Steinfeld after fleeing the 

Country was found later on in hotel room in what appeared to be a suicide. The Family of the two 

murdered boys was then paid One Hundred Thousand dollars from the local Jewish community to stay 

silent. 

 

 

Obviously this in not the only case in America. Workers once tearing down a synagogue in Manhattan in 

1989 found the human skeleton of a young girl in the basement's coal bin. 

 

 

Note every year thousands of Gentiles Children go missing in America, many around the time of the 

major Jewish pass over's where such rituals are done. Why are no bodies showing up? A look at the 

names for the owners of many animal processing plants show them to be owned by Jews. You can put 

two and two together on this. After all we are by the Jews own words and deeds nothing but animals to 

them. 

 

Good authors and scholars on the subject: 

 

Dr. Arnold Leese, Dr. Hellmutt Schramm, Dr. Philip DeVier, Dr. Harrell Rhome, Dr. Edward Fields, 

Attorney and Duma Member G.G. Zamyslovsky, 
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Other disgusting truths on the Jews: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/6 (2008-2009 JoS Newsletter pg. 9) 

Rome, Italy -- Italian and Russian police, working together, broke up a ring of Jewish gangsters who had 

been involved in the manufacture of child rape and snuff pornography. 

 

Three Russian Jews and eight Italian Jews were arrested after police discovered they had been 

kidnapping non-Jewish children between the ages of two and five years old from Russian orphanages, 

raping the children, and then murdering them on film. Mostly non-Jewish customers, including 1700 

nationwide, 600 in Italy, 

and and unknown number in the United States, paid as much as $20,000 per film to watch little children 

being raped and murdered. 

 

Jewish officials in a major Italian news agency tried to cover the story up, but were circumvented by 

Italian news reporters, who broadcasts scenes from the films live at prime time on Italian television to 

more than 11 million Italian viewers. Jewish officials then fired the executives responsible, claiming they 

were spreading "blood libel." 

 

Throughout history, various groups have accused sects of Jews of ritually murdering small children. One 

such account, that of Hugh of Lincoln, led to the expulsion of all Jews from Britain in the 13th Century. 

Such accounts have generally been "discounted" but are so wide spread that Jewish organizations have 

developed a name for them -- "blood libel". 

 

The American group the ADL was founded to defend a Jew, Leo Frank, accused of raping and murdering 

a five year old girl, Mary Fagan, in his Atlanta pencil factory in 1913. The ADL claims he was innocent. A 

mob lynched him after the governor commuted his death sentence to life in prison. 

 

Though AP and Reuters both ran stories on the episode, US media conglomerates refused to carry the 

story on television news, again saying the story would prejudice Americans against Jews. 
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Jewish gangsters in Russia have become increasingly linked to traffic in "white slaves" and prostitutes 

through Israel, according to a recent report in the Jerusalem Post. Israel turns an official blind eye to 

forced prostitution, and does not punish Israeli citizens who choose to own "sex slaves", as long as the 

slaves are foreign and non-Jews. 

 

According to the Talmudic Encyclopedia: 'He who has carnal knowledge of the wife of a Gentile is not 

liable to the death penalty, for it is written: "thy fellow's wife" rather than the alien's wife; and even the 

precept that a man "shall cleave unto his wife" which is addressed to the Gentiles does not apply to a 

Jew, just there is no matrimony for a heathen; and although a married Gentile woman is forbidden to 

the Gentiles, in any case a Jew is exempted.' This 

does not imply that sexual inter-course between a Jewish man and a Gentile woman is permitted - quite 

the contrary. But the main punishment is inflicted on the Gentile woman; she must be executed, even if 

she was raped by the Jew: 'If a Jew has coitus with a Gentile woman, whether she be a child of three or 

an adult, whether married or unmarried, and even if he is a minor aged only nine years and 

one day - because he had willful coitus with her, she must be killed, as is the case with a beast, because 

through her a Jew got into trouble. The Jew, however, must be flogged, and if he is a Kohen (member of 

the priestly tribe) he must receive double the number of lashes, because he has committed a double 

offense: a Kohen must not 

have inter-course with a prostitute, and all Gentile women are presumed to be prostitutes. 

 

Israel Shahak, Jewish History, Jewish Religion, Pluto Press, London 1994, page 

87 

 

British link to 'snuff' videos 

 

Jason Burke in London, Amelia Gentleman in Moscow, Philip Willan in Rome 

 

Observer - Sunday October 1, 2000 
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Britain is a key link in the biggest ever international investigation into the production and supply of 

paedophile 'snuff' movies - in which children are murdered on film - an Observer investigation can 

reveal. 

 

The key suspect in the inquiry, a Russian who was arrested last week in Moscow for distribution of 

thousands of sadistic child porn videos and pictures, was traced following the seizure of his products 

from British paedophiles. 

 

Dmitri Vladimirovich Kuznetsov, a 30-year-old former car mechanic in Moscow, was identified after 

British Customs and police traced the origin of violent child porn videos found in the UK back to Russia. 

 

Last week Italian police seized 3,000 of Kuznetsov's videos on their way to clients in Italy, sparking an 

international hunt for paedophiles who have bought his products. The Italian investigators say the 

material includes footage of children dying during abuse. Prosecutors in Naples are considering charging 

those who have bought the videos with complicity in murder. They say some may have specifically 

requested films of killings. 

 

British authorities yesterday confirmed that scores of Kuznetsov's videos, produced in his small flat in 

Moscow's rundown Vykhino district, have been found in the UK. They are concerned that 'snuff' movies 

in which children are killed may have also been imported. 

 

Around a dozen British men have already been arrested and charged with offences alleged to be 

connected to the Russian tapes. A second Russian child porn ring, which allegedly had a British 

distributor, was broken up earlier this year. The investigation into the importing of violent Russian child 

porn which led to the identification and subsequent imprisonment of Kuznetsov started about 15 

months 

ago after Customs seized material coming into the country. Since then there have been dozens of other 

finds. 

 

'We have seen some very, very nasty stuff involving sadistic abuse of very young children, but actual 

deaths on film takes it a whole step further. That is very worrying,' said one senior customs officer this 

weekend. 
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British paedophiles were paying between £50 and £100 for Kuznetsov's tapes, the officer said. Further 

fees were paid for access to a website that features pictures of extremely violent abuse. 

 

Though two men arrested with Kuznetsov have also been imprisoned by Moscow authorities, only one 

of the three remains behind bars. Dmitri Ivanov was sentenced to 11 years for actually participating in 

the abuse that was being filmed. The others were released under an amnesty aimed at clearing Russia's 

overcrowded prisons. 

 

When officers from the Moscow Criminal Investigation Department raided 

Kuznetsov's flat they found two boys in a makeshift studio. They seized a huge uantity of films and other 

pornographic material as well as lists of clients in Italy, Germany, America and Britain. 

 

Last week Italian detectives moved in, following months of inquiries, and arrested eight people. The 

police searched more than 600 homes and say they now have evidence against about 500 people. 

Among the suspects were businessmen, public employees and a university student. Several of them 

were married, with children of their own. Hundreds of people are also under investigation in Germany. 

 

The Russian videos, which had been ordered over the internet, were intercepted when they came into 

Italy by post, repackaged and then delivered by undercover police officers. They cost between £300 and 

£4,000, depending on what type of film was ordered. 

 

Covert film of young children naked or undressing was known as a 'SNIPE' video. The most appalling 

category was code-named 'Necros Pedo' in which children were raped and tortured until they died. 

 

Police in Russia and the UK believe that Kuznetsov and his associates have been in business for more 

than two years in which time they are believed to have recruited around 100 boys - aged between nine 

and 15 - to be filmed. 

 

'Most of the children were rounded up from railway stations. A lot of them came from the suburbs, or 

surrounding regions and were from deprived, problem families,' said Kiril Mazurin, a police spokesman. 
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'Usually when children like this arrive in the capital, they've got no idea where to go and hang around in 

the station. It's very easy to entice this kind of teenager - with a promise of a warm bed or a trip to the 

cinema.' 

 

Many were lured away from orphanages. 'Children are not locked in,' said Mazurin. 'Anyone can come 

along and promise them a meal at McDonalds. It doesn't take any more than that." 

 

Some children were paid a commission to find other boys willing to be filmed, according to reports in 

the Russian press, for a fee of between 100 and 300 roubles (£2.50 - £7). 

 

Kuznetsov had given up his job in 1998 to devote himself to the lucrative pornography industry. A self-

taught computer expert, he was in the process of upgrading his equipment to allow him to e-mail videos 

directly to clients when police raided him. 

 

Many customers repeatedly ordered videos from him. The Naples newspaper Il Mattino published a 

transcript of an alleged email exchange between a prospective client and the Russian vendors. 

 

'Promise me you're not ripping me off,' says the Italian. 

 

'Relax, I can assure you this one really dies,' the Russian responds. 

 

'The last time I paid and I didn't get what I wanted.' 

 

'What do you want?' 

 

'To see them die.' 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Friday, May 19 2000 (14 Iyar 5760) 

 

Amnesty: Israel failing to deal with white-slave trade 

 

By Dan Izenberg and Heidi J. Gleit 

 

JERUSALEM (May 19) - Israel has failed to take adequate measures against human rights abuses of 

women who have been brought here and forced to provide sexual services, Amnesty International 

charged. 

 

"This is so," a special Amnesty report on the trafficking of women from the former Soviet Union said, 

"even though many of them have been subjected to human rights abuses such as enslavement or 

torture, including rape and other forms of sexual abuse, by traffickers, pimps, or others involved in 

Israel's sex industry." 

 

Amnesty International also criticized Israel for not providing a procedure to grant asylum to women who 

have been smuggled into the country often on the basis of false promises of work having nothing to do 

with sex. 

 

Fighting the trade in women and bringing foreign women here to work as 

prostitutes is a priority for the Israel Police, but it is a very difficult phenomenon to fight, police 

investigations head Cmdr. Yossi Sedbon said yesterday. 

 

One of the main problems is that there is not a law against selling women, he explained, adding that he 

is aware of the initiatives to pass such a law and hopes they are successful. 

 

Justice Minister Yossi Beilin told Amnesty International representatives yesterday that Deputy Attorney-

General Yehudit Karp is preparing an amendment to the Penal Law which would address the trafficking 
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phenomenon and provide immunity for trafficked women. He predicted that the legislation would be 

presented to the Knesset at its winter session. 

 

According to Amnesty International, hundreds of women are brought to Israel from the former Soviet 

Union every year. 

 

According to Amnesty International, Israel is bound by international law and by international covenants 

that it has signed to stamp out the sex trafficking. 

 

Police are arresting suspects on related charges such as kidnapping, pimping, raping, and assaulting the 

women, Sedbon said. 

 

The other major problem is that the women are scared to file police complaints and testify against the 

pimps, he said. Since most of them are in the country illegally, they are scared to approach police. Fear 

of reprisal by the pimps further paralyzes them. Police try to get around this both by promising to 

protect complainants and by initiating operations to collect evidence against and raid brothels, he said. 

 

An additional complication is that prosecutors need the women who complain to testify in the court 

cases against the pimps, which can be months after the initial complaint is filed. Since the women are 

here illegally and there is a chance that the pimps will harm them if they are left to their own devices 

here, they have often ended up sitting in jail until the trial is completed. 

 

Sedbon said that they now try to send the women home and bring them back here for the trial. 

 

Sedbon declined to comment on the complaints filed against Afula police chief Ch.-Supt. Shlomo 

Marmelstein and Tel Aviv police chief Cmdr. Shlomo Aharonishky for not acting against the problem, 

saying he could not comment on specific cases. 

 

Sedbon emphasized that the issue is a priority for police and that each police district's serious crimes 

division is dealing with the problem. 
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Statistics police released earlier this year show an increase in the number of cases opened against 

pimps: 279 in 1997; 370 in 1998; and 506 in 1999. 

 

Sedbon also said that only a minority of the foreign women working here as prostitutes are kidnapped 

and forced into prostitution. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Jews are allowed by their God to keep slaves. The modern day Israel takes 

advantage of this divine permission. 

 

"Your male and female slaves are to come from the nations around you; from them you may buy slaves. 

You may also buy some of the temporary residents living among you and members of their clans born in 

your country, and they will become your property. You can will them to your children as inherited 

property and can make them slaves for life, but you must not rule over your fellow Israelites ruthlessly." 

(Leviticus 25:44-46) 

 

http://www.ety.com/HRP/jewishstudies/snuffporn.htm 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

The Jewish Ritual Murder of Andrei 

 

The Jewish Ritual Muder of Andrei 

`Alilath Seker' a slush found in today terms provided bribe money and expenses [for Jews] to combat 

blood accusations.- Dr Philip Devier, "Blood Ritual" 

 

In 1911 Kiev Russian the most notorious cases of ritual murder occurred the body of Andrei 

Youshchinsky a child from the local area was found in a cave drained of all his blood, a local Jew Beiliess 
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was charged with the crime. Jews from around the world poured the modern equivalent of 115 million 

dollars into the concealing the facts of the case and his defense. After the discovery of the body the 

police arrested the mother and would not allow her to attend her sons burial, during this time the family 

was approached by a local Jewish lawyer who attempted to bribe them into silence. Jewish owned News 

Papers then tried to slander the mother with false claims she ran a criminal network that killed her son, 

once again the Jew is the master of projection and lies. 

 

 

 

Several witnesses including two children of the Chebariak family who witnessed the kidnapping of 

Andrei by local Jews where murdered during the case. It was also shown the local head of the Police had 

planted false evidence to get Beiliess off the hook for the murder. 

 

The children who had been with Andrei at the time of the abduction and where witnesses where all 

given pieces of cake by the investigator all 3 became severally ill the next day and two died, one survived 

after being ill for months when she recovered she testified in the court as to what she witnessed: 

 

"We started to ride the clay -mixer suddenly Beiliess and two other Jews ran towards us, we jumped off 

the clay- mixer and tried to run away Andrei and my brother [Zhenya] where caught by Beiliess and the 

other Jews but my brother freed himself the Jews then dragged Andrei away, my sister[Valentina] also 

saw this."-Court testimony of Chebariaks daughter. 

 

John Grant the American Consulate stationed in Odessa Russia at the time reported the finding of the 

jury, the jury had officially found that: "A certain boy]Andrei] in Kiev Russia had been killed by fanatical 

Jews, and that Jews for Occult purposes had carefully drawn all blood from the dying child and that it 

was instance of Jewish Ritualistic murder, and that Beiliess was innocent." 

 

While the murder which was have proven to have taken place inside the synagogue of a local Jewish 

owned and operated brick factory, the Jury could not determine for certain if it was Beiliess who had 

wielded the implement that punchered Andrei over 45 times around his body killing him, drawing as 

much blood possible carefully from Andrei's body in the process. It was stated the puncher marks 

done to the side of the child's head where done specifically for a special part of the ritual as a sacrifice 

so the Jews could overthrow the Czar. 
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Medel Beiliess went free because 6 of the 12 members of the jury could not determine if he had been 

the murdered of the child,[despite eyewitness account from Chebariaks surviving daughter, he was one 

of the kidnappers of Andrei along with two other Jews] too many witnesses had been killed and too 

much evidence destroyed and covered over previous to the trail, by the Jews. 

 

In 1917 G.G Zamyslovsky the prosecuting attorney wrote a 525 page book on the subject called "The 

Murder Of Andrei Youshchinsky" in which he detailed the facts of the case in depth. During the Judeo-

Bolshevik revolution Zamyslovsky was given a show trail by the Jewish CHEKA then murdered by them 

mainly for his book on the subject which revealed all the aspects of the case, his book was then 

classified till 1997 to keep it's contents secret, the Jews also "executed" 

the judge of the case and any original surviving witnesses. 

 

A identical case in America: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/240 (pg. 435) 

 

In America such a case came to light in 1955 in Chicago, with the kidnapping and murder of five children 

that year on the time of the major Jewish holiday. The bodies of the children show they where 

murdered in accordance to Jewish ritualistic laws. Chicago is also an area of large and powerful Jewish 

communities. The victims where of murder were John and Anton Schuessler, Jr.,Robert Peterson, 

Barbara and Patricia Grimes. 

 

Facts on the case show: 

 

 

They had been kept alive for some time after being abducted. Their dead bodies were naked, ligature 

marks suggested they had been bound by wrists and held in confinement before being bleed out by 

small cuts and puncture wounds. 

 

Marks on one body matched up with the floor mats of a luxury Packard automobile, so the killers where 

mostly likely upper-class. 
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The two little girls had repeatedly been punctured with a sharp pointed object in the upper torso, thighs 

and buttocks. This may have been part of the blood collecting process. The two boys showed signs of 

having been nailed through the hands and feet and injuries to the mouth and eyes,. 

 

Both grouping of victims showed enough evidence in similarities as having been done by the same group 

of killers. 

 

Something more revealing: 

 

One of the wounds to the victims contained an unspecified grain, possibly wheat. The Jews are known 

for using human blood from such rituals for creating wheat based meals as Matos balls soaked in the 

blood of the victims of such rituals. 

 

On the case it was openly stated in the Chicago Sun-Times: "Religious cult might be involved." 

 

Note it only stated "Religious Cult" nothing more, could of been just about anyone or anything. But how 

did the Jews react. Right after the article was released fleets of trucks where sent out and all the papers 

where removed from the stands and literally burned. The Jews from the writing of Crowley, did the 

same in England when such facts where ever bought to light on such cases. Even going as so far as to 

buy every copy of every book or paper to burn them. 

 

Another recent case of the Jews doing this was when Toafler who is the son of the Chief Rabbi of Rome 

and professor of history in Israel, wrote the book "Blood Passover." Which is a record of the Jewish ritual 

murders in medieval Italy. Toafler's main source of documentation was from the synagogue tracts of the 

time of the murders. The Jewish network combined heaven and earth to ban, 

remove and burn every copy made. 

 

The Sayanim Jewish Secret Network 
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/216 (pg. 292) 

 

 

 

Now back to the 1955 case: 

 

Note how the Jews worked to cover it up further: 

 

The Jewish Sheriff of the County, named Lohman, sent a Jewish deputy Horowitz to investigate the 

Father of the two of the murdered boys. Lohman did this as away to shift blame and be able to put the 

Gentile Family under house arrest, thus making it impossible for them to talk to anyone about the case. 

Then Lohman the Jewish Sheriff quickly orders another Jew on his force, Gloss to head the 

"investigation." 

 

Two other Gentile detectives on the case Lieutenants Lynch and McMahon stated that Cook County 

investigators "destroyed evidence, threatened witnesses and worked to impede their investigation at 

every turn." 

 

The Father was ordered by the Police into Sanitarium(even after passing lie detector tests) under the 

control of a Jewish Doctor Leon Steinfeld, where he literally died the same day. The official report was it 

was from natural cause of a heart attack, but shortly came out he was murdered in all honesty by 

electro-shock treatments. Done to him within very hours of his arrival. 

 

The coroner for Cook County a Gentile named Doctor Thomas McCarron openly called Steinfeld a 

murderer and liar, after brought forth important documents to that fact to the District Attorney. Shortly 

after Dr. McCarron had his house bombed and he was ordered to keep silent by the District Attorney. 

Nothing ever came from the faint investigation into the affair. Later Steinfeld after fleeing the 

Country was found later on in hotel room in what appeared to be a suicide. The Family of the two 

murdered boys was then paid One Hundred Thousand dollars from the local Jewish community to stay 

silent. 
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Obviously this in not the only case in America. Workers once tearing down a synagogue in Manhattan in 

1989 found the human skeleton of a young girl in the basement's coal bin. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

The Jewish Communizing of America 

 

The Jewish Communizing of America 

 

 

On Communism from the Jews: 

 

"Some call it Marxism, I call it Judaism."- Rabbi Stephen Wise [1]  

 

 

In this New World Order the children of Israel will furnish all the leaders without encountering 

opposition. The Governments of the different peoples forming the world republic will fall without 

difficulty into the hands of the Jews. It will then be possible for the Jewish rulers to abolish private 

property and everywhere to make use of the resources of the state. Thus will the promise of the Talmud 

be fulfilled, in which is said that when the Messianic time is 

come, the Jews will have all the property of the whole world in their hands." 

 

Baruch Levy, Letter to Karl Marx(Mordechai Levi), 'La Revue de Paris', p.574, June 1, 1928 

 

"The Bolshevist revolution in Russia was the work of Jewish brains, of Jewish dissatisfaction, of Jewish 

planning, whose goal is to create a new order in the world. What was performed in so excellent a way in 
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Russia, thanks to Jewish brains, and because of Jewish dissatisfaction, and by Jewish planning, shall also, 

through the same Jewish mental and physical forces, become a reality all over the world."-American 

Hebrew Magazine, sept 10, 1920 

[2] 

 

""Under USSR law active anti-Semites are liable to the death penalty!" Stalin to the Jewish News Agency 

in America in 1931[3] 

 

The New York publication, "Jewish Voice," July and August of 1941, page 23, states as follows: "Anti-

commmunism is anti-Semitism." Another quote, this from the publication "Jewish Life," also New York, 

"Scratch a professional anti-Communist and you will find an anti-Semite."[4] 

 

"There is much in the fact of Bolshevism itself, in the fact that so many Jews are Bolshevists, in the fact 

that the ideals of Bolshevism at many points are consonant with the finest ideals of Judaism." [5] 

 

March 25, 1906 

Dr. Nathan read to the meeting a circular addressed to the garrison of Odessa, calling upon the soldiers 

to "rise and crush the traitors who are plotting to upset the holy Government of the Czar and substitute 

for it a Jewish empire." 

 

 

He concluded with an appeal to the Jewish money powers of the world to arrest Russia's career as a 

borrower. The financiers of the world should call a halt to Russia, not only for humanitarian reasons, but 

for practical reasons. Russia's bankruptcy is an established fact, he added." [6] 

 

 

 

Gentiles stating the same the Jews admit: 
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In November 1917, Count Ottokar von Czernin, the Foreign Minister of the Austro-Hungarian empire 

wrote: 

 

"I have during the last few days received reliable information about the Bolsheviks. Their leaders are 

almost all of them Jews with altogether fantastic ideas, and I do not envy the country that is governed 

by them." [7] 

 

The U.S. ambassador in Russia at the time of the Communist revolution, David Rowland Francis wrote a 

dispatch to Washington on the subject: 

 

"The Bolshevik leaders here, most of whom are Jews and 90 percent of whom are returned exiles, care 

little for Russia or any other country but are internationalists and they are trying to start a worldwide 

social revolution." [8] 

 

William Welsh an American banker who had worked in Russia between July 1916 - Sept 1918 stated: 

 

"It might be well to explain a little the general fact that most of the Bolshevik leaders are Jews, in order 

to avoid misunderstanding. In Russia it is well known that three-fourths of the Bolshevik leaders are 

Jewish."[9] 

 

Jewish Bankster funded the Communist Revolution: 

 

while in the spring of 1917, Jacob Schiff openly boasted of having been instrumental in the overthrowing 

the Czarist regime by his financial support of the revolution." [10] 

 

"The important part played by the wealthy American (Jewish) Banker, Jacob Schiff in the events in 

Russia, though as yet only partially revealed, is no longer a secret." [11] 
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Today it is estimated by Jacob's grandson, John Schiff[Jew], that the old man sank about $20,000,000 for 

the final triumph of Bolshevism in Russia." [12] 

 

 

"The establishment of a central bank is 90% of communizing a nation."- Lenin 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/237 (pg. 385) 

 

 

It is reported that the Rothschild's were angry with the Russians because they were not prepared to 

allow them to form a central bank within their nation. They therefore gathered groups of Jewish spies 

and sent them into Russia to drum up a revolution for the benefit of the common man, which was 

actually a takeover of Russia by a Rothschild controlled Jewish elite. 

 

These Jewish spies were, in age old deceptive Jewish tradition, given Russian names, for example 

Trotsky was a member of the first group and his original name was Bronstein. These groups were sent to 

areas throughout Russia to incite riots and rebellion. 

 

The Jewish Post International Edition, week ending January 24th 1991, confirms Vladimir Lenin was 

Jewish. Lenin is also on record as having stated, "The establishment of a central bank is 90% of 

communizing a nation." 

 

These Jewish, Rothschild funded Bolsheviks would go on in the course of history to slaughter 60 million 

gentiles and Non-Jews in Soviet controlled territory. Indeed the author Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn in his 

work, "Gulag Archipelago, Vol 2," affirms that Jews created and administered the organized Soviet 

concentration camp system in which these tens of millions of Non-Jews died. 

 

On page 79 of this book he even names the administrators of this the greatest killing machine in the 

history of the world. They are Aron Solts, Yakov Rappoport, Lazar Kogan, Matvei Berman, Genrikh 
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Yagoda, and Naftaly Frenkel. All six are Zionist Jews. In 1970 Solzhenitsyn would be awarded the Nobel 

Peace Prize for literature. 

 

 

 

 

The opportunity for manifesting their Zion arrived with the Russian Revolution, which was financed by 

the Jewish bankers. One of their own, the German Jew, Karl Marx(Mordechai Levi), had catalyzed the 

event with the publication of his Communist Manifesto." 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Illuminati.htm 

 

From Russia with Talmudic hate, list of Major heads of the Communist Revolution in Russia: 

 

http://www.cephas-library.com/israel/israel_communism_was_jewish.html 

 

The most detailed description of Jewish influence in the Bolshevik 'revolution comes from Robert 

Wilton, the Russian correspondent of The Times. In 1920 he published a book in French, Les Derniers 

Jours des Romanofs, which gave the racial background of all the members of the Soviet government. 

(This does not appear in the later English translation, for some odd reason.) After the publication of this 

monumental work, Wilton was ostracised by the press, and he died in poverty in 1925.  

 

He reported that the Central Committee of the Bolshevik Party[ring leaders] was made up as follows' 

 

NAME NATIONALITY 

Bronstein (Trotsky) Jew 

Apfelbaum (Zinovief) Jew 

Lourie (Larine) Jew 

Ouritski Jew 
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Volodarski Jew 

Rosenfeldt (Kamanef) Jew 

Smidovitch Jew 

Sverdlof (Yankel) Jew 

Nakhamkes (Steklof) Jew 

Ulyanov (Lenin) Jew 

 

[My note Lenin was a Jew: Lenin's maternal grandfather was a Jew, this ancestry of the founder of the 

Soviet state had been suppressed."-New York Times 1992 

 

"He came from a poor Jewish family and was, according to his baptismal 

certificate, the son of Moses Blank, a native of (the western Ukrainian city of) Zhitomir," Ulyanova wrote 

in a 1932 letter to Josef Stalin, who succeeded Lenin after his death in 1924. [13] 

 

 

 

Krylenko Russian 

Lounatcharski Russian 

 

"The Council of the People's Commissars comprises the following: 

 

MINISTRY NAME NATIONALITY 

President Ulyanov (Lenin) Jew 

Foreign Affairs Tchitcherine Russian 

Nationalities Djugashvili (Stalin) ..... 
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[my note Stalin whos real name was Joseph David Djugashvili was Jewish himself: 

 

In the Georgian language "shvili" means son of, or son, as in Johnson. "Djuga" means Jew. Therefore 

Djugashvili means Jewison.  

 

So Joe Stalin's real name, before he changed it, was Joe Jewison. It gets better, his name was Joseph 

David Djugashvili, a typical Jewish name. During his revolutionary days he changed his name to 

"Kochba", the leader of the Jews during one of the anti-Roman uprisings of the Jews. Russians don't 

change their names. Georgians don't change their names. Jews change their names.[14] 

 

 

Agriculture Protian Armenian 

Economic Council Lourie (Larine) Jew 

Food Schlichter Jew 

Army & Navy Bronstein (Trotsky) Jew 

State Control Lander Jew 

State Lands Kauffman Jew 

Works V. Schmidt Jew 

Social Relief E. Lelina (Knigissen) Jewess 

Public Instruction Lounatcharsky Russian 

Religions Spitzberg Jew 

Interior Apfelbaum (Zinovief) Jew 

Hygiene Anvelt Jew 

Finance Isidore Goukovski Jew 

Press Volodarski Jew 

Elections Ouritski Jew 

Justice I. Steinberg Jew 
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Refugees Fenigstein Jew 

Refugees (assist.) Savitch Jew 

Refugees (assist.) Zaslovski Jew 

 

"The following is the list of members of the Central Executive Committee: 

 

NAME NATIONALITY 

Sverdlov (president) Jew 

Avanessof (sec.) Armenian 

Bruno Lett 

Babtchinski Jew 

Bukharin Russian 

Weinberg Jew 

Gailiss Jew 

Ganzburg Jew 

Danichevski Jew 

Starck German 

Sachs Jew 

Scheinmann Jew 

Erdling Jew 

Landauer Jew 

Linder Jew 

Wolach Czech 

Dimanstein Jew 

Encukidze Georgian 
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Ermann Jew 

Joffe Jew 

Karkline Jew 

Knigissen Jew 

Rosenfeldt (Kamenef) Jew 

Apfelbaum (Zinovief) Jew 

Krylenko Russian 

KrassikofSachs Jew 

Kaprik Jew 

Kaoul Lett 

Ulyanov (lenin) Russian 

Latsis Jew 

Lander Jew 

Lounatcharski Russian 

Peterson Lett 

Peters Lett 

Roudzoutas Jew 

Rosine Jew 

Smidovitch Jew 

Stoutchka Lett 

Nakhamkes (Steklof) Jew 

Sosnovski Jew 

Skrytnik Jew 

Bronstein (Trotsky) Jew 

Teodorovitch Jew 
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Terian Armenian 

Ouritski Jew 

Telechkine Russian 

Feldmann Jew 

Froumkine Jew 

Souriupa Ukranian 

Tchavtchevadze Georgian 

Scheikmann Jew 

Rosental Jew 

Achkinazi Imeretian 

Karakhane Karaim (Jew) 

Rose Jew 

Sobelson (Radek) Jew 

Sclichter Jew 

Schikolini Jew 

Chklianski Jew 

Levine (Pravdine) Jew 

 

"The following is the list of members of the Extraordinary Commission of Moscow: 

 

NAME NATIONALITY 

Dzerjinski (president) Pole 

Peters (vice-president) Lett 

Chklovski Jew 

Kheifiss Jew 
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Zeistine Jew 

Razmirovitch Jew 

Kronberg Jew 

Khaikina Jewess 

Karlson Lett 

Schaumann Jew 

Leontovitch Jew 

Jacob Goldine Jew 

Glaperstein Jew 

Kniggisen Jew 

Latzis Lett 

Schillenkuss Jew 

Janson Lett 

Rivkine Jew 

Antonof Russian 

Delafabre Jew 

Tsitkine Jew 

Roskirovitch Jew 

G. Sverdlof Jew 

Biesenski Jew 

Blioumkine Jew 

Alexandrevitch Russian 

I. Model Jew 

Routenberg Jew 

Pines Jew 
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Sachs Jew 

Daybol Lett 

Saissoune Armenian 

Deylkenen Lett 

Liebert Jew 

Vogel German[my note vogel is a common jewish last name: 

http://gblt.webs.com/Jewish_Surnames_UV.htm 

Zakiss Lett 

 

Now on to the Frankfurt School and Communism in America 

 

The Frankfurt School was founded when it become understood that the overt and open Communist 

Revolution that would sweep Europe and America under the Jewish yoke had failed to fully materialize 

as planned. While Russia after a long struggle that started when the Bolsheviks after being outnumbered 

in government and losing any support from the Russian people in the political sphere of the new Russian 

Democracy, stormed the Duma(Russian Parliment at gun point in an act of terrorism), sparking the 

Bolshevik Revolution(terror) of which they had won due to massive funding from Rothschild's and other 

Global Jewish banking groups. And while much of the East had also fallen to the Red banner after a 

brutal freedom struggle againt the Reds lasting longer then the Second World War. The Jew Trotsky's 

Red Army had been stopped in it's invasion of Poland at the battle of Vistula in 1920 (after overrunning 

the Ukranian Republic), and the attempts to take Germany down via open Revolution had failed when 

the Nationalists Forces crushed them in the 1919 Spartacus uprising in Berlin (lead by Jewesses Rosa 

Luxemburg). The fall of the Soviet in Bavaria lead by Jew Eisner and the fall of the brief Communist 

"Republic" of Bela Kun's in Hungary.  

 

The failure of the armed Communist Revolution in Germany: 

 

"The Marxists realized their revolution would have to accelerate, since they would not win at the polls. 

In Berlin the Jews Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg[Jew] had amassed 100,000 supporters, two 

thousand machine guns and 30 artillery pieces. They invaded Berlin, took over most of the government 

buildings and declared the Ebery government overthrown by their glorious Communist revolution. 
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On 10 January, Noske, and 30,000 ex-soldier volunteers swarmed into Berlin. These were highly 

disciplined men used to carnage and slaughter on the front. They brutally broke through and decimated 

the 200,000 defenders, though vastly out-manned and with less equipment. The leaders of the red 

revolution were shot or bayonetted. The glorious Communist revolution in Berlin did not last a week." 

 

"The Free Corps re-took Munich, and were angered that Russian soldiers that they had defeated 

recently were now armed and active against them yet again. After the city had been taken, the Free 

Corps marched through the town with swastika emblems on their helmets. Cheering crowds lined the 

roads to thank their liberators.  

http://www.adolfthegreat.com/Trails-Life/youngman-maxi.html 

 

The Thule Society and Hitler stopped them in Germany: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/172 (pg. 53) 

 

Understanding at the current time the believed total revolution of the Workers was not going to happen 

as hoped. They simply went back to the planning table and developed another strategy to enact their 

Globalist scheme. 

 

"Near the end of 1922 the Communist International (Comintern) began to consider what were the 

reasons. On (Jew)Lenin's initiative a meeting was organized at the Marx-Engels Institute in Moscow." 

 

"The aim of the meeting was to clarify the concept of, and give concrete effect to, a Marxist cultural 

revolution. Amongst those present were Jew Georg Lukacs (a Hungarian aristocrat, son of a banker, who 

had become a Communist during World War I ; a good Marxist theoretician he developed the idea of 

`Revolution and Eros' - sexual instinct used as an instrument of destruction) and Jew Willi Munzenberg 

(whose proposed solution was to `organize the intellectuals and use them to make Western civilization 

stink. Only then, after they have corrupted all its values and made life impossible, can we impose the 

dictatorship of the proletariat') `It was', said Ralph de Toledano (1916-2007) the conservative author and 

co-founder of the `National Review', a meeting `perhaps more harmful to Western civilization than the 

Bolshevik Revolution itself.' " 
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"Georg Lukacs(Jew) was the son a wealthy Hungarian banker. Lukacs began his political life as an agent 

of the Communist International. His book History and Class Consciousness gained him recognition as the 

leading Marxist theorist since Karl Marx. Lukacs believed that for a new Marxist culture to emerge, the 

existing culture must be destroyed. He said, "I saw the revolutionary destruction of society as the one 

and only solution to the cultural contradictions of the epoch," and, "Such a worldwide overturning of 

values cannot take place without the annihilation of the old values and the creation of new ones by the 

revolutionaries." 

 

"This `School' (designed to put flesh on their revolutionary programme) was started at the University of 

Frankfurt in the Institut für Sozialforschung. To begin with school and institute were indistinguishable. In 

1923 the Institute was officially established, and funded by (Jew) Felix Weil (1898-1975)." 

 

Major points of the Frankfurt School agenda:  

 

The creation of racism offences.(Making Racialist thought illegal as part of the Jewish war on the White 

Race.) 

Continual change to create confusion. 

The teaching of sex and homosexuality to children.(Aim of which to create a huge backlash against 

sexual freedom in society. Problem, reaction, solution. Jews are the ones who created the taboo against 

Homosexuality via Christianity) 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com/Sexuality.html 

 

The undermining of schools' and teachers' authority.(Replacing it with Jewish backed ideology) 

Huge immigration to destroy identity.(Open war on the White Nations many of these non-Whites are 

then programmed into a system of hostile thought against the native Whites, thus making them 

effective Jewish tools against the White Race.) 

The promotion of excessive drinking.. 

An unreliable legal system with bias against victims of crime. 

Dependency on the state or state benefits.  

Control and dumb down of media. 

Encouraging the breakdown of the family. 
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Racial mixing. 

Destruction of Gentile Cultural Norms 

 

 

 

In 1933, when the National Socialist Party came to power in Germany, the members of the Frankfurt 

School fled. Most came to the United States. Note the books the Nazi's are whined about burning where 

the works of the Jewish Frankfurt School such as the Jew Freud [more on him later] and others who 

admit their works where design to act as a Cultural poison against the German People. A free people 

have the right to ensure the health of their Culture and defend it against would be poisoner. 

 

 

 

Interesting note here on what the Jews did after: 

 

"The members of the Frankfurt School conducted numerous studies on the beliefs, attitudes and values 

they believed lay behind the rise of National Socialism in Germany. The Frankfurt School's studies 

combined Marxist analysis with Freudian psychoanalysis to form the basis of what became known as 

"Critical Theory." Critical Theory was essentially destructive criticism of the main elements of Western 

culture." 

 

The identification of the factors that allowed the German People to rally against the Jewish subversion 

of their Nation and Culture and throw the Jewish yoke off themselves. So such elements could be then 

destroyed via subversion and better weaken the host Nations in favor of the Jewish parasite. 

 

"Criticisms were reflected in such works of the Frankfurt School as(Jew) Erich Fromm's Escape from 

Freedom (Jew)Wilhelm's Reich's The Mass Psychology of Fascism and Theodor Adorno's The 

Authoritarian Personality." 

 

"The Authoritarian Personality, published in 1950, substantially influenced American psychologists and 

social scientists. The book was premised on one basic idea, that the presence in a society." 
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The premise of this Jews work was to state that the very elements which make a Gentile Nation strong 

are actually evil and unenlightened and thus need to be removed, as a gate to a higher civilization. Don't 

you just love how the Jew always frames it's agenda as everyone's agenda and hides it's parasitic 

behavior behind bogus humanitarian claims.  

 

"The Authoritarian Personality became a handbook for a national campaign against any kind of prejudice 

or discrimination on the theory that if these evils were not eradicated, another Holocaust might occur 

on the American continent. This campaign, in turn, provided a basis for Political Correctness. 

 

"Critical Theory incorporated sub-theories which themselves were intended to chip away at specific 

elements of the existing culture, including "matriarchal theory," "androgyny theory," "personality 

theory," "authority theory," "family theory," "sexuality theory," "racial theory," "legal theory" and 

"literary theory." Put into practice, these theories were to be used to overthrow the prevailing social 

order and usher in social revolution based on cultural Marxism." 

 

"The Critical Theorists of the Frankfurt School opened the door to the racial and sexual antagonisms of 

the Trotskyites(another faction of Judeo-Bolshevism). Leon Trotsky(Jew) declared that oppressed blacks 

could be the vanguard of a communist revolution in North America. He denounced white workers who 

were prejudiced against blacks and instructed them to unite with the blacks in revolution. Trotsky's 

ideas were adopted by many of the student leaders of the 1960s counterculture movement, who 

attempted to elevate the black revolutionaries to positions of leadership in their movement." 

 

The Jews are the ones who brought the Blacks to North America in the first place as they owned and 

operated the slave trade a fact recorded in many historical works on the subject, such as the "Secret 

Relationship between Blacks and Jews" filled with documentation from mainly Jewish sources that admit 

that not only did the Jews own the slave trade they also where upwards to 75% or more of slave owners 

in the New World, with the rest being a mixture of Rich Whites, Freed Blacks and Native Americans. 

 

Today the Jewish owned Media and it's proxy the school systems openly blame Whites for the crimes of 

the Jews towards Blacks. Resulting in generating a racial hatred in the Black population towards 

innocent Whites that has lead to the deaths of thousands of Whites in racially motivated attacks. This 

culture of anti-White hatred among the Blacks is further encouraged by Jewish owned music/Media 

corporations that promote and create anti-White themes in popular Black music.  
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http://www.666blacksun.com/Slave_Trade.html 

 

"We must realize that our Party's most powerful weapon is racial tension. By propounding into the 

consciousness of the dark races, that for centuries have been oppressed by the whites, we can mold 

them to the program of the Communist Party ... In America, we will aim for subtle victory.  

 

While enflaming the Negro minority against the Whites, we will instill in the Whites a guilt complex for 

the exploitation of the Negroes. We will aid the Negroes to rise to prominence in every walk of life, in 

the professions, and in the world of sports and entertainment. With this prestige, the Negroes will be 

able to intermarry with the Whites, and begin a process which will deliver America to our cause."  

 

-A Racial Program for the Twentieth Century, published in 1913 by Israel Cohen. 

 

On June 17, 1957, this passage was read into the Congressional Record by Rep. Thomas G. Abernathy 

 

"The student revolutionaries were also strongly influenced by the ideas of (Jew)Herbert Marcuse, 

another member of the Frankfurt School. Marcuse preached the "Great Refusal," a rejection of all basic 

Western concepts, sexual liberation and the merits of feminist and black revolutions. His primary thesis 

was that university students, ghetto blacks, the alienated, the asocial, and the Third World could take 

the place of the proletariat in the Communist revolution. In his book, An Essay on Liberation." 

 

The famous Jewish front to push such Agenda is the NAACP: 

 

"Jacob Schiff[Jew and major funder the Communist Revolution in Russia], the Rothschild's man in 

America, decided that the best way to create racial tension was to establish leadership among the 

blacks. In 1909, he laid out plans for the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 

(NAACP). It was the merging of the communist-controlled Niagara Movement, a group of blacks led by 

W.E.B. duBois, and a group of white social activists. In the beginning, the top leaders of the NAACP were 

a group of Jews appointed by Schiff. Their goal was to fight segregation and discrimination. They are 

now the largest black organization in the country, with well over 1500 chapters, and about a half-million 

members." 
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This is the reason for the Jewish created GLBT "rights" groups, the NAACP see above) and the promotion 

of legions of sundry orgs and lobbies today. The growing one is the Communization of the illegal aliens 

in American by Jewish agents who send the brightest of the Metizo's to special Red based schools in 

America free of charge to train them to be the next generation of Commissars who then go back and 

Communize the hordes of illegal's angry over their poor treatment by the Jewish own Capitalist 

Transnational mafia corporations in the first place. Once again the Jews lie to them and blame the 

Whites for their suffering when it's the Jews. There is that Jewish Hegelian Dialectic again, problem, 

reaction, solution. It all ends in obtainment of a revolutionary force needed to topple Nations and bring 

about absolute Jewish rule, under the banner of Communism. 

 

"The aim of our Party in our work among the Negro masses is to create a powerful proletarian 

movement which will fight and lead the struggle of the Negro race against the exploitation and 

oppression in every form and which will be a militant part of the revolutionary movement of the whole 

American working class ... and connect them with the struggles of national minorities and colonial 

peoples of all the world and thereby the cause of world revolution and the dictatorship of the 

proletariat."-Communist Party U.S.A 1925 

 

South Africa is the foreshadow of what is coming to America, as the same the Jews are doing to them via 

the Jewish arms of the Bolshevik Blacks hordes(multcult "love") and Judeo-Christian "love" what is 

already on our shores here now. Detroit anyone? 

 

"Critical Theory; and a linguistic rebellion that would amount to a methodical reversal of meaning. As for 

racial conflict, (Jew)Marcuse wrote that white men are guilty and that blacks are the most natural force 

of rebellion." 

 

This is an admission that the culture of White Guilt of today is a Jewish created psychological weapon 

against the White populace to trick them into going along with their own destruction and enslavement. 

Whip the fighting spirit right out of them. It's Christianity updated to the crime of being born with the 

sin of White skin. Of which the "oppressed" non-Whites races of the world suffer and died for the sins 

of. Now repent! Screams the Jew via a thousand different outlets. 

 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Xianity_communism.html 
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"Communists seek to advance the cause of communism by injecting themselves into racial situations 

and in exploiting them, (1) to intensify the frictions between Negroes and Whites to 'prove' that 

discrimination against the minorities is an inherent defect of the capitalistic system, (2) to foster 

domestic disunity by dividing Negroes and Whites into antagonistic, warring factions, (3) to undermine 

and destroy established authority, (4) to incite racial strife and riotous activity, and (6) to portray the 

Communist movement as the 'champion' of social protest and the only force capable of ameliorating the 

conditions of the Negro and the oppressed."-J. Edgar Hoover 

 

The most famous of these Jewish agents of the Frankfurt School in America is Martin Luther King. Who 

was trained in such a Communist school in Tennessee and was a paid agent: 

 

"King was photographed in 1957 at the Highlander Folk School, a communist training school in 

Tennessee, with (Jew)Abner Berry who held a post on the Central Committee of the Communist Party. 

The Joint Legislative Committee on Un-American Activities reported that his Southern Christian 

Leadership Conference was "substantially under the control of the Communist Party through the 

influence of the Southern Conference Educational Fund and the communists who manage it." King had 

connections with over 60 communist front organizations. Nine of his closest aides were high-ranking 

communist activists and one of those later became an aide to Rev. Jesse Jackson. Stanley Levison, who 

had been a King advisor since 1956, had been involved with the Communist Party up to 1955 and 

brought other known communists onto King's staff." 

 

Karl Prussion, an FBI agent who infiltrated the Communist Party and for five years attended meetings in 

California, testified in 1963:  

 

"I further swear and attest that at each and everyone of the aforementioned meetings, one Reverend 

Martin Luther King was always set forth as the individual to whom Communists should look and rally 

around in the Communist struggle on many racial issues." 

 

Julia Brown, a former Communist, said:  

 

"We were told to promote Martin Luther King to unite Negroes and also Whites behind him ... He was 

taking directions from Communists. I know for a fact the Communists would never have promoted him, 

financed him, and supported him if they couldn't trust him. I am certain as I can be that he knew what 

he was doing." 
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"Although a 1977 court order sealed the FBI's extensive surveillance records on King in the National 

Archives for 50 years, a book by Sen. Jesse Helms in 1998 called The King Holiday and Its Meaning said 

that Charles D. Brennan, an Assistant Director of the FBI who was personally involved in the surveillance, 

characterized his activities as "orgiastic and adulterous escapades" in which he could be "bestial in his 

sexual abuse of women." He also observed that "King frequently drank to excess." 

 

King's famous dream speech was in fact wrote by his Jewish handler the same Jew Levinson who was the 

head of the America Communist Party in the 1950's and is full of lies and historical perjuries. Its a 

document that attempts to communize the memories of the Leaders and Founders of American named 

within. Its the Jewish big lie in action. 

 

 

As Dr.Duke wrote in his book "My Awakening" on the subject: 

 

Stanley Levinson, who wrote many of King's speeches, including, some say, the "I Have a Dream" speech 

delivered at the March on Washington.... 

 

 

King privately declared himself to be a Marxist, and told his inner circle that his efforts were a part of the 

"class struggle." His personal secretary, Bayard Rustin, was a Communist. When King had to replace 

Rustin in 1961, he chose another Communist, Jack O'Dell. His main advisor ("handler" would probably be 

a more apt term), as I've mentioned, was Jewish Communist Stanley Levinson, who edited and probably 

wrote a good deal of King's book Stride Toward Freedom. Levinson prepared King's income tax returns, 

controlled King's fundraising activities, and was also in charge of funneling Soviet money to the 

Communist Party, USA.[15] 

 

Nothing new under the sun there: 

 

"In 1925, a dozen blacks were recruited for propaganda training in Russia. That same year, the American 

Negro Labor Congress was established. In 1930, they changed their name to the League of Struggle for 

Negro Rights. They merged with the United Negro Congress when it was founded in 1936 in 
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Washington, D.C. By 1940, communists made up two-thirds of its membership. In 1947, they united with 

the Civil Rights Congress, a communist front group." 

 

Remember King was promoted as an agent of racial integration thus promotion of racial mixing and 

destruction of the two Gentile races, which is part of the Jewish Globalist Agenda. Where Blacks who 

promoted racial separation where pounced upon by the Jews. 

 

"One of the most important contributors to Political Correctness was Betty Friedan(Jew). Through her 

book The Feminine Mystique, Friedan became the mother of the modern feminist movement in 

America. Friedan was not a member of the Frankfurt School, but she was strongly influenced by it. Her 

work offers a useful case study of the Marxist roots of Political Correctness." 

 

The ancient Jewish tactic of divide and conqueror, pit Gentile women against Gentile men and thus 

weaken the ability of the host Nation to stand as a unified front against the Jewish parasite.  

 

"Think not that I came to send peace on the earth: I came not to send peace, but a sword. For I came to 

set a man at variance against his father, and the daughter against her mother, and the daughter in law 

against her mother in law" Matthew 10:34-35 

 

"Friedan(Jew) devoted almost a full chapter of The Feminine Mystique to (Jew)Abraham Maslow's 

theory of self-actualization. Maslow was a social psychologist who in his early years did research on 

female dominance and sexuality. Maslow was a friend of (Jew)Herbert Marcuse at Bandeis University 

and had met(Jew) Erich Fromm in 1936. He was strongly impressed by Fromm's Frankfurt School 

ideology. He wrote an article, "The Authoritarian Character Structure," published in 1944, that reflected 

the personality theory of Critical Theory. Maslow was also impressed with the work of (Jew)Wilhelm 

Reich, who was another Frankfurt School originator of personality theory." 

 

"The significance of the historical roots of Political Correctness cannot be fully appreciated unless Betty 

Friedan's revolution in sex roles is viewed for what it really was – a manifestation of the social 

revolutionary process begun by Karl Marx. Friedan's reliance on Abraham Maslow's reflection of 

Frankfurt School ideology is simply one indicator. Other indicators include the correspondence of 

Friedan's revolution in sex roles with Georg Lukacs' annihilation of old values and the creation of new 

ones." 
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" Marcuse's(Jew) transvaluation of values. But the idea of transforming a patriarchy into a matriarchy – 

which is what a sex-role inversion is designed to do – can be connected directed to Friedrich Engels book 

The Origin of the Family, Private Property, and the Sate. First published in 1884, this book popularized 

the now-accepted feminist belief that deep-rooted discrimination against the oppressed female sex was 

a function of patriarchy." 

 

Open admission "Feminism" is another tentacle of Jewish Communism. 

 

"The belief that matriarchy was the solution to patriarchy flows from Marx's comments in The German 

Ideology, published in 1845. In this work Marx advanced the idea that wives and children were the first 

property of the patriarchal male. The Frankfurt School's matriarchal theory (and its near-relation, 

androgyny theory) both originated from these sources." 

 

Note you can see the Jewish hand in Wicca and other New Aged movements here as they preach such as 

Jewish nonsense mentioned above as a major core of their belief. Not to mention the blatant Christian 

themes. 

 

When addressing the general public, advocates of Political Correctness – or cultural Marxism, to give it 

its true name – present their beliefs attractively. It's all just a matter of being "sensitive" to other 

people, they say. They use words such as "tolerance" and "diversity," asking, "Why can't we all just get 

along?" 

 

The Jews have created a climate of thought criminality where it's a crime to be "insensitive" this is done 

to enforce taboo's they have created in society thus getting the sheep to police each other. And giving 

them a way to shut down debate on any subject which is a threat to the Jewish Agenda. Anti-Semite is a 

more blatant example of this tactic. 

 

"The reality is different. Political Correctness is not at all about "being nice," unless one thinks gulags are 

nice places."  
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"Political Correctness is Marxism, with all that implies: loss of freedom of expression, thought control, 

inversion of the traditional social order and, ultimately, a totalitarian state. If anything, the cultural 

Marxism created by the Frankfurt School is more horrifying than the old, economic Marxism that ruined 

Russia. At least the economic Marxists did not exalt sexual perversion and attempt to create a 

matriarchy, as the Frankfurt School and its descendants have done." 

 

The Boas wing pseudo science gone wild: 

 

The Jew Boas was the major paradigm created for the fake science that "PC" Social Marxist dogma is 

build upon. 

 

Dr.Duke in his book in the chapter "Jews, Communism and Civil Rights" states: 

 

Franz Boas is the accepted father of the modern egalitarian school of anthropology. He was a Jewish 

immigrant from Germany with little formal training in the anthropological field, having done his doctoral 

thesis on the color of water. Boas introduced what he called "cultural anthropology" to the discipline. 

Until his arrival, anthropology fell in the realm of physical science. Boas effectively divided anthropology 

into the separate disciplines of cultural and physical anthropology. 

 

Early physical anthropologists were truly race scientists because they studied man and his evolutionary 

development through the study of the measurable physical characteristics of the human races, past and 

present. Any good physical anthropologist could pick up a human skull and, based on its characteristics, 

quickly identify the race of the specimen. Of course, this physiological knowledge was vital in sorting out 

the unearthed remnants of early man and piecing together man's prehistory and evolutionary 

development. Cultural anthropology dealt more with the different contemporary cultures of mankind 

and culturally related questions of antiquity and prehistory, making it a far less precise science, and one 

open to wide interpretation. 

 

Surprisingly, before he became such a prominent anthropologist, Boas expressed his acceptance of 

racial differences in mental characteristics. In The Mind of Primitive Man, he wrote: 
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Differences of Structure must be accompanied by differences of function, physiological as well as 

psychological; and, as we found clear evidence of differences in structure between races, so we must 

anticipate that the differences in mental characteristics will be found.  

Both of Boas' parents were radical socialists in the revolutionary movement that swept over Europe in 

1870. In his biography of Boas, his student Melville Herskovits wrote that Boas' political sympathies 

"leaned towards a variety of socialism." The United States House of Representatives cited Boas' 

involvement with 44 Communist-front organizations. Coinciding with the rise of Nazism in Germany and 

the increasing influence of racially aware anthropologists in the world scientific community, Boas began 

to marshal his anthropological influence in service of his political sympathies. He began to advance the 

quack idea that there are really no such things as individual human races. He argued that although they 

had variations of skin colors and features, the groups called races possessed little difference genetically 

and that, whatever their superficial differences, solely their environment created them. By 1938 Boas 

dropped the above quotation from the new edition of his book. 

 

He gathered many Jewish disciples around him, including Gene Weltfish, Isador Chein, Melville 

Herskovits, Otto Klineberg, and Ashley Montagu. He also had among his followers the Negro K. B. Clark 

and two women, Ruth Benedict and Margaret Mead. Mead later wrote her famous book on Samoa 

(Coming of Age in Samoa) suggesting that indiscriminate sexual relations would lessen teenage traumas 

and problems. (Her opus was later soundly refuted by Derek Freeman, who showed that Mead had 

falsified her data on Samoa.) 

 

Boas and his entire cadre of disciples had extensive Communist connections. He repeatedly proclaimed 

that he was in a "holy war against racism" and he died suddenly during a luncheon where once again 

and for the last time, he stressed the need to fight "racism." Boas and his comrades gained control over 

the anthropology departments of most universities by encouraging their egalitarian comrades to always 

use their positions to support their own in academic appointments. While traditional anthropologists 

had no ax to grind and no sacred cause to champion, Boas and his followers embarked on a holy mission 

to extirpate racial knowledge from the academic establishment. They succeeded. 

 

Whenever egalitarians achieved positions of influence or power, they aided their comrades to rise in the 

teaching departments of the colleges and academic departments they administered. They could count 

on fellow Jews who held influential university positions to assist their co-religionists, as well as Gentile 

egalitarians, in getting professorships and research appointments and promotions. Similar collusion took 

place in the ranks and on the boards of anthropological associations and journals. However, the coup de 

grâce was the massive support given the egalitarian dogma by the media establishment, which was 

overwhelmingly in Jewish hands. 
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Racial equality was (and still is) presented to the public as scientific fact, opposed only by the "bigoted" 

and the "ignorant." Egalitarian writers such as Ashley Montagu and others received great praise in 

magazines, newspapers, and, later on television. Whether one was a Jew or a Gentile, professing a belief 

in racial equality became essential dogma for anyone who wanted to advance in anthropology or any 

other part of the academic world. Adherence to the "politically correct" line led to prestige and acclaim, 

money and success. Racial truth-telling led to personal attack and often economic hardship.  

 

Ashley Montagu became the best-known spokesman for the equality hoax, superseding Boas as the 

most popular exponent of antiracism. His well-modulated British accent and aristocratic name added 

instant credibility to his racial pronouncements. I can still, after thirty years, remember his impressive 

appearances on the Today television program. His book, Race: Man's Most Dangerous Myth, became 

the bible of equality, and it profoundly impressed me before I had a chance to read the other side. 

Montagu's real name was Israel Ehrenberg. In a brilliant exercise of psychological camouflage, 

Ehrenberg changed his name a number of times, finally settling on not simply an Anglo-Saxon moniker, 

but the name Montagu, which is one of Britain's most aristocratic and oldest medieval-titled 

families.[16] 

 

Not us not forget a major member of the Frankfurt school and the Jew who's psychological warfare 

tactics forms another cornerstone of Social Marxist paradigm.  

 

Scholar E.Mullin's states the following in his book "The biological Jew." On the Freud situation: 

 

Few Americans realize that the principal tool of Communist penetration in the United States is the 

pseudoscience of psychotherapy. Not only have many patriots who opposed Communist subversion 

been imprisoned or life without trial, but many others have been rendered helpless, their fortunes 

seized, and their 

exposures of Communist treachery discredited by the accusation of "mental illness". In 1848, Karl Marx 

issued his Communist Manifesto, detailing the Jewish plans for subduing the gentile, but it was not until 

1896 that the most workable system to achieve this goal, "psychoanalysis", was unveiled by his fellow- 

Jew Sigmund Freud. 

 

No one suspected at the time that Freud (pronounced Fraud) had invented the indispensable tool for 

the biological parasite in his quest to gain absolute control over the life of the gentile host. 
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Psychoanalysis became the instrument which the Jew used to probe the deepest recesses of the mind of 

the host, thereby learning his best secrets, as well as the hidden fears and doubts which could be 

exploited by a clever enemy in order to become his master. 

 

 

Thomas Szasz, in THE MYTH OF PSYCHOTHERAPY, who writes most revealingly of Freud's creation of 

"the science of psychotherapy" as an instrument of the Jew to be used to gain power over the gentiles. 

Szasz titled his chapter, "Sigmund Freud, the Jewish Avenger".Freud himself was born a Jew, was given 

the Jewish name of Schlomo after his grandfather, a rabbi, and remained a Jew.  

 

Szasz further comments: 

"The inconsistency between Freud's passionate anti-religious tirades and his profound commitment to 

Jewishness significantly highlights an important aspect of Freud's personality and predilections, namely, 

his 

anti-gentilism. The popular image of Freud as an enlightened, emancipated irreligious person who, with 

the aid of psychoanalysis, `discovered' that religion is a mental illness is pure fiction." Szasz then defines 

the Freudian psyche permanently by writing: "Freud was throughout his life, a proud, chauvinistic, even 

vengeful Jew." Thus Freud's famed "irreligiousness" was merely his anti-Christian, antigentile bias. In his 

"science" of psychoanalysis, Freud focused the hatred of centuries which the biological parasite had 

cultivated against the host, a hatred irreconcilably rooted in the biological situation of the parasite that 

must live off the host, and that can have no existence without this relationship.  

 

 

Shortly after the Crash of 1929, when many gentiles had been impoverished by Jewish money 

manipulation, the psychiatrists began to show their hands as the new masters. In May, 1930, an 

International Congress on Mental Hygiene was held in Washington, D.C. Four thousand psychiatrists 

from fifty-three countries were welcomed by the President of the United States, Herbert Hoover. The 

new masters drafted a charter stating that they alone had the knowledge to "understand and control 

human behavior... Psychiatry must now decide what is to be the immediate future of the human race." 

The new pronouncement also boasted that "Psychiatrists alone possess the superior intelligence and 

knowledge to alter materially and permanently human behaviors." Many of the bureaucrats got the 

message, and promptly signed up for lengthy series of "analysis". Soon afterwards, a number of 

Communist cells were established in the government bureaus, chief among them the Harold Ware cell. 
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Ware was merely the office boy for Felix Frankfurter, who masterminded this Communist group, placing 

Communist agents high in the official levels of every government department in Washington.[17] 

 

Freud set the stage to attack and tear down every organic bond of Gentile peoples and societies under 

the premise of psychoanalysis and give the Jews legitimacy to simply denounce all their critic's and 

anything or system in their way with a whole host of pseudo medical sounding jargon. And down the 

road for America as in the Soviet Union declare anyone against their system as mentally ill and have 

them locked away. They tried this on Naval Commander Rockwell in America as well, when he 

denounced and exposed them to the public. 

 

Today the Jews are pushing to have racism[Gentiles wish to remain as as diverse, pure and separate 

races] and anti-semitism[ anyone who tells the truth about the Jews] labeled as "mental illness" along 

with anything threatening to their agenda. We see in the Jewish created label of "Racism" a propaganda 

term to vilify the organic bonds and natural love for ones people or what social biology calls "Kin 

altruism" today, as it stands in the way of the creation of a one world mongrelized race which the Jews 

want as part of their globalist agenda.  

 

An important note on this: 

 

IN MEMORIES, DREAMS AND REFLECTIONS, Jung wrote (p.149): 

"Above all, Freud's attitude towards the spirit seems to me highly questionable. Wherever in a person or 

in a work of art, an expression of spirituality (in the intellectual, not the supernatural senses) came to 

light, he suspected it, and insinuated that it was repressed sexuality." It took Jung several years to 

realize that the earthbound Jew was unable to comprehend anything spiritual, having to interpret it in 

the grossest physical sense, and he finally parted company with him. 

 

We can see an example of this Jewish psychotrickery as attack in action and the fact the Jews are 

working to pave the way for an materialist, atheist state where anyone with any psychic abilities or 

spiritual beliefs will be labeled under a host of jargon, drugged up, locked away and viewed as deluded. 

This allows that Gentiles will remain powerless on the spiritual level. In fact we see the first waves of this 

already in place. The Jews are pushing this foreword. 
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Today the Jewish atheists are literally trying to convince Gentiles they are nothing but Goyeem, two 

legged animals without a soul and that even the understanding of having a soul, psychic ability and thus 

even the idea of developing them which is the major threat to the Jews. Are all false.  

 

"IT IS INDISPENSABLE FOR US TO UNDERMINE ALL FAITH, TO TEAR OUT OF THE MIND OF THE "GOYIM" 

THE VERY PRINCIPLE OF GOD-HEAD AND THE SPIRIT, AND TO PUT IN ITS PLACE ARITHMETICAL 

CALCULATIONS AND MATERIAL NEEDS."-Protocols of the Elders of Zion[18] 

 

 

They use the Freudian tactics in attacking these concepts and those who hold them under a host of buzz 

words revolving around nothing but smears and medical sounding jargon. They push the centuries old 

and outdated Newtonian[5 sense universe only] paradigm still in science to act as the needed platform 

to do this with and legitimize their lies to the Gentiles. While working to as Dr.Radin has exposed openly 

create strict taboo's in the science fields such as physics to keep any Gentiles from researching the 

spiritual direction. Its no different then the taboo's placed in Christianity to keep Gentiles away from any 

spiritual knowledge and power. The little that has shined though the keyhole [thanks to Gentiles 

scientists] has shown the powers of the mind and soul do exist. 

 

The Jewish lead atheists movements push a Communist moral system under the banner of liberalism 

and using a individualist tactic over the collectivist tactics the open Social Marxists use, the other side of 

the same coin. A tactic of which the Jewess Rand made popular. Rand as an major example of Jewish 

subterfuge in their agenda: 

 

Rand" was born Alisa Zinov'yevna Rosenbaum in St. Petersburg, Russia. 

 

Ron Paul, like Alan Greenspan, was heavily influenced by the Russian Jewess "Ayn Rand". "Rand" was 

born Alisa Zinov'yevna Rosenbaum in St. Petersburg, Russia, in 1905. I became acquainted with 

Rosenbaum's subversive activities while battling against one of the most ardent modern proponents of 

her philosophies, a radical Zionist Jew who many years ago proposed the nuclear annihilation of Iran, 

and who defended Einstein's reputation with falsehoods and smears. 

 

"Ayn Rand" came to America from Russia presenting herself as if a radical anti-Communist. Hers was the 

typical modus operandi of Bolshevik operatives working for an official Soviet organization known as The 
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Trust. These agents, many of them crypto-Jews, came to the West in search of anti-Communists and 

infiltrated anti-Communist organizations and Western intelligence agencies. 

 

Their objective was to forward the interests of Communism by creating a controlled opposition to 

Communism which would serve the interests of the Communists while pretending to fight them. They 

also subverted all authentic anti-Communist movements. 

 

Rand promoted negative stereotypes of women, attacked homosexuals, advocated laissez faire 

Capitalism, and taught selfishness and disregard for humanity. She opposed charity and objected to any 

governmental assistance for those without means. She wanted to place America on the ruinous Gold 

Standard. 

 

Rosenbaum's "good advice" to the blacks only held them back by preventing them from using the 

political process to forward their interests. Her good advice to the Goyim only held the Gentiles back, by 

making them selfish and irresponsible, and also by preventing them from using their government to 

better themselves and their neighbors. She taught the Gentiles to hate the poor, undermine the middle 

class and concentrate wealth in the hands of the wealthiest Jews, all in the name of "fighting 

Communism". Her "good advice" pitted Goys against one another at the time when they should have 

been helping one another to become successful. She taught Gentiles to shun any efforts to cooperate in 

their communities and improve the lot of one another. 

 

While Jews famously provided communal support and charitable assistance for their own, Rosenbaum 

helped to create the destructive "me generation" attitudes in Americans, weakened communities and 

inhibited the advancement of the poor and middle class. Her beliefs also fostered the drug culture, 

pornography and the destruction of public education. While Jews promoted strong community ties, 

Rosenbaum taught the Goyim to be selfish and "independent", meaning without any sense of social 

responsibility or communal cohesion. 

 

While Jews wisely took from the public schools all they could, Frederick T. Gates, an agent of World 

Jewry, used Rockefeller/Rothschild money to finance institutions of higher learning which benefitted 

Jews, while promoting the idea that Gentile students should be readied for factory work and work as 

field hands and farmers. While World Jewry took the monies they stole from Gentiles and distributed 

them charitably to their own, Rosenbaum taught Gentiles to abandon all social responsibility, 

obsessively focus on themselves, and destroy all government institutions which better the lot of the 

American middle class and poor. 
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Alisa Rosenbaum's "anti-Communist" philosophies weakened Americans opening the door for 

Communism." 

 

And of course always remember that Communism could not exist without Christianity to provide the 

template for it: 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Xianity_communism.html 

 

"Some call it Marxism, I call it Judaism."- Rabbi Stephen Wise  

 

The final end of this is the enacting of the Talmud on the earth in a Jew World Order where Jews are the 

open rulers the "Chosen" and we are the goyeem, microchipped, dumb two legged animals without any 

spiritual power, knowledge, past or organic identity. Who slave for the Jew night and day on a global 

plantation. 

 

Quote from the Jewish Talmud: Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L:  

"Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that the Jew would not have to be served by beasts. 

The non-Jew is consequently an animal in human form, and condemned to serve the Jew day and night."  

 

 

"In this New World Order the children of Israel will furnish all the leaders without encountering 

opposition. The Governments of the different peoples forming the world republic will fall without 

difficulty into the hands of the Jews. It will then be possible for the Jewish rulers to abolish private 

property and everywhere to make use of the resources of the state. Thus will the promise of the Talmud 

be fulfilled, in which is said that when the Messianic time is 

come, the Jews will have all the property of the whole world in their hands." 

 

Baruch Levy, Letter to Karl Marx(Mordechai Levi), 'La Revue de Paris', p.574, June 1, 1928 
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"The Jewish doctrine of Marxism rejects the aristocratic principle of Nature and replaces the eternal 

privilege of power and strength with the mass of numbers and their dead weight. Thus it denies 

personal worth, contests the significance of folk and race, and thereby withdraws from mankind 

premise for its existence and culture. As a foundation of the universe, it would lead to the end of any 

order intellectually conceivable to man. . . .If, with the help of his Marxist creed, the Jew is victorious 

over the peoples of the world, his crown will be the funeral wreath of mankind and this planet will—as it 

once did for millions of years—move through the ether devoid of men." 

-Hitler 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sources: 

 

1 The American Bulletin, May 5, 1935 

 

2 The American mercury, Volume 91  

 

3 Anti-Semitism January 12, 1931, Reply to an Inquiry of the Jewish News Agency in the United States 
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4 The Jewish Voice & Jewish Life, published in New York, 1941  

 

5 The Jewish chronicle and Anglo-Jewry, 1841-1991 By David Cesarani  

 

6 "What Maxim Gorky is Doing in Berlin" NY Times Published: March 25, 1906 

 

7 In the World War By Count Ottokar Czernin  

 

 

8 David Rowland Francis, Russia from the American Embassy, 1916-1918 (1921) page 214 

http://www.archive.org/details/russiafromameric00franuoft 

 

9 http://www.archive.org/stream/cu31924030480051/cu31924030480051_djvu.txt 

 

10 Czarism and revolution, Arsène de Goulévitch 

 

 

11 The syndicate: the story of the coming world government 

Nicholas Hagger 

 

12 Journal-American, Feb 3, 1949 

 

13 http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/191 (pg. 146) 
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14 www.jewwatch.com/jew-leaders-stalin 

 

15 My Awakening: Chapter 18 Jews, Communism and Civil Rights, Dr.David Duke 

 

16 My Awakening: Chapter 18 Jews, Communism and Civil Rights, Dr.David Duke 

 

17 THE MYTH OF PSYCHOTHERAPY—by Thomas Szasz 

18 

http://f1.grp.yahoofs.com/v1/cEV0TsJU1LyqaE42WFjaeLC98Pw13HZYveCYNCa6jBfeFh5KieQcT4uJQGoiF

IPGnlK1TO5t_OLZ6GscCSH5XxAR8X9_5XZOioo/KNOW%20YOUR%20ENEMY%21%21/Concerning%20the

%20Protocols%20of%20the%20Learned%20Elders%20of%20Zion.pdf 

 

Raymond V. Raehn, The Historical Roots of "Political Correctness' 

 

http://www.martinlutherking.org/ 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Preparing for the Path, Cleansing the Mind 

 

In Preparation for the Great Working, It is essential that you clean your mental attic. The Positives and 

Negatives of your actions in this life must be tallied and must be acknowledged. Many both suffer and 

rejoice in silence, whilst keeping their emotions bottled up inside, under the illusion that the practice 

makes you strong. 

 

We keep our most shameful actions buried in the hope that they will stay unseen and unheard. This is 

not the case, what is inside shall manifest outside. Those buried actions, however deep will shape you 

and your future actions, mostly for the negative until you acknowledge and accept them. As Satanists; as 
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the Inheritors of this Earth, we are Good, whatever negative actions we have taken in this life, there are 

bound to be many positives actions to accompany them. 

 

Sit calmly with pen and paper and begin to write all that you have done in this life; you will in the 

beginning have trouble remembering, but it will pass. For every negative, write a positive. Think deep 

and calmly, memories will resurface that you have long thought forgotten. Write each down. 

 

Some things that we write, may truly upset us, things we could not accept, but now is the time to 

acknowledge and accept our actions, just as we took the responsibility of our People by Dedicating our 

Souls to Satan, so must we take on the responsibility to ourselves, to truly empower ourselves and reach 

levels only seen many thousands of years ago, we must take control of both who we were and who we 

shall be. 

 

Analyse each step of your life that had brought you to this point; good or bad, contemplate the 

alternative steps and outcomes and you will come to the eventual realization that the actions you took 

brought you to this point in your life. You must accept the actions you took, acknowledge the choices 

you made and take responsibility for each of the consequences both good bad. Do not hold-out, you will 

only be fooling yourself. 

 

Take your time with this move at the pace you feel comfortable with and by the end, you will emerge a 

new person; Un-fearful of the bones in your closet, as there are none, Un-hindered by routes not taken. 

Most importantly, you will feel a true sense of control. This cleansing of the mind is of great importance, 

a clouded mind, filled with regret will lead you down a horrible path and never will you receive the gift 

of our Father Satan. 

 

We must cleanse our Mind, before our Mighty Serpent can cleanse our Soul. 

 

So now; take full control of every aspect of yourself, your Mind, your Body and your Soul. Be relentless 

in attaining control, in this paradigm of madness; attain freedom from the mental constraints the enemy 

has placed upon you. Acknowledge the good and bad that you have done, and never will it be used 

against you. 
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So, to all the truly Dedicated Warriors of Father Satan and the Mighty Gods of Duat, Always Keep Strong 

in Father Satan! And may Father Satans' Divine Light Guide You Eternally! 

 

-High Priest Vovim Baghie 

Samurai of Malphas 

Hail Father Satan! Hail Malphas-sama! 

Hail Horus-sama! Hail Azazel-sama! 

Hail Astaroth-sama! Hail Lilith-sama! 

Hail Clistheret-sama! 

Hail All The Mighty Gods Of Duat! 

 

http://www.joyofsatan.org/ 

http://www.vovimbaghie.com/ 

 

Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

88! 

 

 

Exposing Jewish Lies About Hitler 

 

Exposing Jewish Lies About Hitler 

 

Here are two parts one is dedicated to exposing the truth on the Jewish lie of Hitler's birth. And the 

other part is dedicated to exposing the Jewish lies of the funding of Hitler and the Party. 
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The Jews have a lie for every situation. 

 

The big Jewish lies making a big coming back among the kosher approved, created and backed false 

fronters today: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/229 (pg. 331) 

 

Are of Hitler being a Rothschild and Funding Rothschild and other Jewish bankers funding them, both 

are lies. As we can see: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/237 (pg. 385) 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/243 (pg. 454) 

 

The Jewish Rothschilds and collective Race where behind creating and funding Communism its collective 

take over. The Jews where using Communism to take Germany over with and bring it under their control 

as they where doing everywhere. Hitler and his government ended the Jewish attempts to take 

Germany from within and aided other Nations in stopping the Jewish take over, even by military force 

such as in Spain. 

 

The Third Reich was such an unexpected rise and threat to Jewry the Jew started the second war: 

http://gblt.webs.com/Adolf_Hitler_Man_Of_Peace.htm 

 

To destroy his Nation and National Socialist System and invented the big lie of the holocaust: 

 

http://www.onethirdoftheholocaust.com/ 

http://www.zundelsite.org/ 

 

To attempt to discredit and defame National Socialism and Adolf Hitler. Of which the jews are so in fear 

of just as Vampires fear the sunlight. As its the only system and people to successfully oppose Jewry in a 

thousand years. 
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THE MYTH OF HITLER'S 'JEWISH' GRANDFATHER 

by Martin Kerr  

 

[note: Martin Kerr is a lifelong activist, a father, and a writer and editor on National Socialist themes. He 

wrote this standard refutation, which has well stood the test of time, in 1982.]  

 

Hitler was right: The more enormous and preposterous a lie is, the quicker it captures the public 

imagination and is believed, and the harder it is to dispel.  

 

". . . Since the great masses of people in the very bottom of their hearts tend to be corrupted rather 

than purposely evil, and that, therefore, in view of the primitive simplicity of their minds, they fall more 

easily victim to a big lie than to a little one -- since they themselves lie in little things, but would be 

ashamed of lies that were too big.  

 

"Such a falsehood will never enter their heads, and they will not be able to believe in the possibility in 

others of such monstrous ef¬frontery and infamous misrepresentation; yes, even when enlightened on 

the subject, they will long doubt and waver, and continue to accept at least one of the claims as true. 

Therefore, something of even the most insolent lie will always remain and stick. . . ." Mein Kampf(1)  

 

It is one of the cruel ironies of history -- though perhaps not an unexpected one -- that having exposed 

and denounced the technique of the Big Lie to the world, Adolf Hitler himself became the subject of a 

whole slew of falsehoods and calumnies.  

 

It is not our purpose here to investigate all of the Big Lies which have been propagated about Adolf 

Hitler, National Socialism and the Third Reich, but rather to focus on one of the most long-lived and 

pernicious of these lies: That Hitler was of partially Jewish ancestry.  

 

There are a number of variations of the "Hitler was part Jewish" myth, which generally have two things 

in common: Most are based on the accusa¬tion that Hitler's paternal grandfather was a Jew, and all are 
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thoroughly discredited by the available documentary evidence. That this charge is still repeated today is 

a testament to the enduring and burning hatred which Adolf Hitler's enemies still harbor for him, even 

now, decades after his death. At the same time, it is a classic example of the contempt for the truth 

which many anti-Hitler System historians display when discussing the National Socialist era in Europe .  

 

In point of fact, the Hitler family, including Adolf Hitler's paternal grandfather, is one of unimpeachable 

Aryan lineage. Through the records of births, deaths and marriages kept by the Roman Catholic church, 

it is possible to trace Hitler's forebears back hundreds of years.  

 

The family, which lived since time immemorial in Upper Austria, was of solid German peasant stock, and 

Hitler's immediate ancestors were all either small farmers or craftsmen. (The notable exception to this, 

of course, was Hitler's father, Alois Hitler, who was a commissioned official in the Austrian customs 

service.) The spelling and pronunciation of the family name as "Hitler" is a fairly recent development. 

Older versions include "Huettler" and "Hiedler," the former being the original family name from which 

the other forms were derived.  

 

The sole irregularity in Hitler's ancestry was the illegitimacy of his father. Because he was born out of 

wedlock, Alois Hitler bore the maiden name of his mother, Maria Anna Schicklgruber, for a good portion 

of his life. Even after his mother finally married [his father], Johann Georg Hiedler, Alois retained the 

name Schicklgruber. Not until he was 39 years old did he reclaim his proper family name, which he 

spelled and pronounced in the manner which the world has come to know: Hitler!(3)  

 

Yet this illegitimacy in itself is not significant or even unusual. As the anti-NS historian Bradley F. Smith 

notes in his well-researched and generally impartial book Adolf Hitler: His Family, Childhood and Youth 

(1967):  

 

Although illegitimacy was frowned upon by the authorities, especially the Catholic Church, it was 

common in the Austrian countryside. In some districts, 40 percent of births were illegitimate. The figure 

for Lower Austria as late as 1903 was still 24 percent. An illegitimate child in a peasant household, 

therefore, was not an unusual phenomenon .... "(4)  

 

Unusual or not, the illegitimacy of Alois has served as a crucial factual base for those who seek to spread 

the falsehood that Hitler had a Jewish grandfather.  
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Early Smears  

 

As anyone who has firsthand experience in the racialist movement knows, it is common practice for the 

Jews themselves to attempt on occasion to discredit up-and-coming anti-Jewish personalities by 

spreading spurious rumors that this or that leader is really a Jew, or a homosexual, or a communist, or a 

government agent. Indeed, with slanders of this sort even some individuals within the racialist 

movement will attempt to undercut their political rivals.  

 

Adolf Hitler was the target of such underhanded, contemptible opposition from within the Movement at 

least as early as July of 1921. A clique of NSDAP members who evidently felt that Hitler was not suited to 

lead the Party began a whisper campaign that he was of Jewish ancestry.  

 

As is always the case in stories concerning Hitler's allegedly Jewish ancestors, these conspirators had 

absolutely no documentary evidence for their claims, and relied instead on false innuendo, unfounded 

suspicions and ill will. Their efforts culminated in the circulation of a leaflet by NSDAP member Ernst 

Ehrensperger, which read in part:  

 

"Hitler believes the time has come to introduce disunity and dissension into our ranks at the behest of 

his shady backers, and thus promote the interests of Jewry and its henchmen .... And how is he 

conducting this struggle? Like a real Jew."(5)  

 

Although this may have been the first effort to smear the Leader in this manner, it certainly wasn't the 

last. Throughout the 1920s and 1930s, those hostile to Hitler propagated a number of variations of this 

tale, induding versions that were often mutually contradictory. The London Daily Mirror futilely tried to 

add some substance to this lie in October 1933 by publishing a photograph of a tombstone of a Polish 

Jew who had borne the same name as the Leader. Two Jewish newspapers, Forward in the United States 

and Haynt in Poland, quickly took it upon themselves to spread this particular story further, the 

implication being that the deceased Jew were Hitler's grandfather!  

 

However, since this specific Jew was born in 1832, he was only five years older than Hitler's father, 

which meant that he couldn't have been the man who sired the illegitimate Alois [Ed.--i.e., unless the 

Jew in Poland sired the Fuehrer's father in Austria at age five.]  
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Thus the first "Jewish grandfather" story was laid to rest.(6)  

 

The infamous anti-National Socialist propagandist Konrad Heiden, himself part-Jewish, also suggested in 

his venomous biographies of Hitler, published in 1932 and 1936, that the Leader was of Jewish descent.  

 

Although these books were highly regarded in circles hostile to the Movement, this one lie was correctly 

deemed too unlikely to be taken seriously and was generally dismissed.(7)  

 

Hans Frank's Big Lie Disproved  

 

Strangely enough, the most persistent version of the myth was not widely publicized until 1956, long 

after the Leader's death, with the publication of Franz Jetzinger's Hitlers Jugend: Phantasien, Luegen-

und die Wahrheit (Hitler's Youth: Fantasies, Lies and the Truth). Whereas previous attempts to 

stigmatize Hitler by accusing him of being part-Jewish simply took the form of wild rumors which were 

as devoid of documentation as they were detached from reality, Jetzinger at least made some effort to 

back up his case.  

 

Bradley Smith summarizes Jetzinger's charges:  

 

In the German edition of his book, Hitlers Jugend (pp. 28-35), and especially in the later English 

abridgement, Hitler's Youth (pp. 19-30), Jetzinger argues, with increasing enthusiasm, that Alois Hitler's 

father was really a Jew from Graz by the name of Frankenberger ....  

 

Jetzinger's only source for these surprising contentions is Im Angesicht des Galgens (In the Face of the 

Gallows), written by Hans Frank, former Nazi lawyer and Governor General of Poland, while awaiting 

execution at Nuremberg.  

 

In a narrative studded with demonstrable errors (that were exposed in part by Jetzinger's own research) 

Frank states that towards the end of 1930 he went to Austria on Hitler's orders to investigate a threat of 

exposure of an alleged Jewish ancestor of the Fuehrer.  
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In Graz, Frank claims that he learned Alois' mother had been employed by the Jewish family 

Frankenberger, that she had become pregnant while in their employ, and that the family paid her 

support money in later years on the assumption that the child's father was the young Frankenberger .... 

Frank's narrative is vague and lacks confirming evidence. He claims letters were extant to support his 

story, but neither he nor anyone else has ever been able to produce them.(8)  

 

Although it most assuredly was not his purpose in once again raising the "Jewish grandfather" allegation, 

Jetzinger performed in this way a valuable service to our Movement, for his accusation spurred other 

researchers on to determine once and for all the truth or falsity of the myth.  

 

What these researchers found, of course, was that Hans Frank was lying.  

 

The German historian and biographer of Adolf Hitler, Werner Maser, who is somewhat less hysterical in 

his opposition to National Socialism and its founder than other anti-NS writers, discovered that:  

 

"... None of the Frankenbergers known to have lived in Graz [Ed.--capital of Upper Austria, whence, 

BTW, Arnold Schwarzenegger] could have been the father of Alois Schicklgruber, nor does there appear 

to be any trace of a German Jew bearing this name or any variant thereof in the nineteenth century.  

"Indeed, from the end of the fifteenth century until a decade after Maria Anna Schicklgruber's death, no 

Jews were residents of Graz. Under the terms of the treaty concluded on March 19, 1496 between 

Emperor Maximilian I and the Styrian towns, all Jews were to be expelled from the province by January 

6, 1497  

 

".... Not until 1781, in the reign of Joseph II, were they allowed to re-enter the Duchy of Styria and then 

only. for a few weeks at a time, ... when they were admitted to the annual fairs in Graz, Klagenfurt, 

Laibach and Linz against the payment of a fixed sum.  

 

"But as early as September 9, 1783 the rights of the Jews were again curtailed, a measure that was 

reinforced by further discriminatory regulations in 1797, 1823 and 1828. This situation remained 

unchanged until the beginning of the 1860s ....(9)  
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In other words, it is simply impossible that in 1836 Adolf Hitler's paternal grandmother, Maria Anna 

Schicklgruber, could have become pregnant by a Jew in Graz named Frankenberger, prior to giving birth 

to Alois Schicklgruber/Hitler, Adolfs father, in 1837.  

 

Picture 

 

Graz City Hall. We are told one "Frankenberger" impregnated Hitler's  

grandmother in Graz by 1837, although no Jews were in Graz before 1860. . . .  

 

Of course, the truth has seldom acted as a constraint on the more rabid anti-Hitler writers, such as 

Jetzinger. When, in 1956, the German magazine Der Spiegel published the results of an investigation 

which were the same as Maser's findings, Jetzinger was apparently unfazed. Smith notes:  

 

"In the English abridgement of his work, Jetzinger dismissed the Spiegel story, not by presenting new 

evidence, but by restating with increased emphasis that he believed Adolf Hitler's paternal grandfather 

was Jewish."(10)  

 

It is impossible to ascertain today why Hans Frank told this unfounded and outrageous false¬hood. It is 

clear from the confused state of his biography(11) that he suffered a mental collapse from the strain of 

his imprisonment and the Nuremberg kangaroo-court proceedings. One can only assume that the 

"Jewish grandfather" story he related was the product of this psychological debility.  

..  

It is less clear why Jetzinger so uncritically accepted Frank's story, especially after it was factually refuted 

by other anti-National Socialist historians. And it is absolutely astounding that still other historians 

continue to this day to parrot such nonsense in the face of a wealth of solid evidence disproving it.  

 

Anti-Hitler Writers Ignore the Evidence  

 

For example, the System historian Robert Waite, in a book published in 1977 (some 21 years after the 

Spiegel investigation), relates Hans Frank's assertion that Hitler's paternal grandfather was Jewish, 

saying:  
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"Despite Frank's reputation as the 'Butcher of Poland,' there would seem to be reason for believing his 

story. He wrote his memoirs as a condemned man who had converted to Catholicism. He wrote, in part, 

to expiate his sins. He had no apparent reason to misrepresent Hitler or to invent the story."  

 

Waite's work, by the way, is entitled The Psychopathic God Adolf Hitler, the title indicating the level of 

historical objectivity which the author maintains throughout the book.  

 

Others, while repeating Frank's long-disproved charges, have been less enthusiastic about an 

unqualified acceptance of them. Joachim Fest, in his biography of the Leader, concedes that Frank's 

story is "exceedingly dubious" and that "recent research has further shaken the credibility of his 

statement, so that the whole notion can scarcely stand investigation."13  

 

Having said this, however, Fest proceeds to speculate that Hitler himself may have believed Frank's tall 

tale and that "Frank's findings [sic] forced Hitler to doubt his own descent."(14) It should come as no 

surprise that Fest produces zero evidence to back up this peculiar notion.  

 

Perhaps the most widely-read recent biography of the Leader is John Toland's Adolf Hitler (1976). 

Ignoring the investigations into Frank's story by Der Spiegel, Bradley and Maser--all of which were 

available to him--and spurning any personal research into the matter, Toland says that Alois Hitler's 

father was probably a man from the neighborhood. There is a slight possibility that Hitler's grandfather 

was a wealthy Jew named Frankenberger or Frankenreither; that Maria Anna had been a domestic in 

this Jewish household in Graz and the young son had gotten her pregnant. (15)  

 

He goes on to cite Jetzinger as one source for this story, remarking that Jetzinger's book is "generally 

accurate." It should be noted that Toland [Ed.--1912-2004] may have a personal psychological motive for 

wishing to believe the discredited "Jewish grandfather" tale: He himself is a race-mixer with a Japanese 

wife and thus may be overly eager to project his own lack of racial integrity onto others.  

 

Yet for all their scholarly dishonesty, Waite, Fest and Toland (each of whom is at least nominally Aryan) 

do not begin to approach the absurd claim made by the Jewish psychologist Walter Langer.  
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In The Mind of Adolf Hitler (1972), he presents what is perhaps the most brazen and insulting version of 

the "Jewish grandfather" lie. In this "psychohistorical" analysis of Hitler's personality, Langer relates an 

account of Hitler's ancestry which maintains that his paternal grandfather was actually a member of the 

Rothschild family living in Vienna. He does not offer a single piece of evidence or documentation to 

substantiate this remarkable claim, but instead lists "several factors which seem to favor its possibility," 

including:  

 

". . .the intelligence and behavior of Alois [Hitler's father], as well as that of his two sons [Adolf and Alois, 

Jr.], is completely out of keeping with that usually found in Austrian peasant families .. . . Such 

ambitiousness and extraordinary political Intuition are more in keeping with the Rothschild tradition."  

 

In other words, Hitler was too intelligent and capable to have been descended from humble Aryan 

peasant stock and therefore must have been part Jewish.  

 

What incredible arrogance!  

 

We noted earlier that the very first people to spread the canard that the Leader was Jewish were Hitler's 

opponents within the Movement. Thus it is sad but un- surprising that his present-day racialist critics 

have tried to breathe new life into this falsehood. "Direct Action," a Canadian racialist newsletter with 

National Bolshevik leanings, repeated the Hans Frank accusation as recently as December 1980.(17) It 

further charged that S5 leader Reinhard Heydrich was also one-quarter Jewish, and declared that one of 

the real reasons that the traitor Gregor Strasser was executed at the time of the Roehm putsch was that 

he had "proof" of all this.' (18) The newsletter does not explain why Hans Frank was not executed by the 

SS, too, if he was also in possession of this elusive "evidence."  

 

Lies Die Hard ...  

 

Lies die hard-especially, when they are deliberately propagated by scoundrels disguised as scholars or by 

those who have a political axe to grind. And yet, sometimes real events lend an aura of credibility to that 

which is false.  

 

The unfortunate attraction that National Socialism exerts over certain unstable, self-hating Jews and 

part-Jews is well-known throughout the Movement.  
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This is particularly true of the grotesque, distorted parody of true National Socialism which has been 

labeled "Hollywood Nazism." Since the revival of the Movement in the early 1960s [Ed.--by George 

Lincoln Rockwell, 1918-1967, Cmdr, USN], there have been a number of Jews who have so strongly 

identified with the Movement that they have concealed their racial ancestry and joined our ranks. In at 

least three cases(19), these sick individuals have risen to positions of media prominence before having 

their backgrounds exposed.  

 

In the most notable of these instances, Frank Collin/Cohn, founder of the splinter group which calls itself 

the National Socialist Party of America, was widely presented to the public by the media as the classic 

example of a "Nazi" leader who was secretly a Jew. (20)  

 

This and similar cases only serve to reinforce the popular misconception that Hitler himself was of 

Jewish descent.  

 

Insult or Compliment?  

 

These tales are spread, of course, in the hope that they will somehow discredit Adolf Hitler, his Idea and 

his Movement. National Socialists take such accusations as an insult-and rightly so.  

 

Still, in a way, they are an unintended compliment. In the case of great men, it is quite common for Jews 

and others to besmirch their Aryan pedigree or reputation, or claim Aryan accomplishments as their 

own. Christopher Columbus was also Jewish, they would have us believe, and likewise Shakespeare was 

a homosexual, Beethoven a Negro and Thomas Jefferson a race-mixer. When the Jews and their lackeys 

raise such preposterous allegations against the Leader we may wax indignant outwardly, but inwardly 

we should smile.  

 

We should smile because we know that such accusations are totally false, and can be so proven. But we 

should also smile because we know, as National Socialists, that Adolf Hitler's memory belong not only to 

his few faithful disciples today but ultimately to the entire Aryan race.  

 

"Gentlemen! 
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Never forget this: Your names will long be forgotten even before your bodies have rotted away in the 

earth. But the name Adolf Hitler will still be a light in the darkness.  

 

You cannot murder him by drowning his memory in your slop-buckets and you cannot strangle him with 

your filthy, ink-stained fingers. His name exists forever in hundreds of thousands of souls. You are far 

too insignificant to even touch him.  

 

He loved Germany, he fretted over Germany. When he fought for honor and respect it was for German 

honor, for respect for Germany and when there was nothing left, he gave Germany his life.  

 

What have you given so far? Which one of you would give his life for Germany? The only things you care 

about are riches, power and never-ending luxury items. When you think of Germany, you think of 

indulging your senses without responsibility, without cares?  

 

Trust me on this: The Fuehrer's utter unselfishness in word and deed alone guarantees his immortality. 

The fact that the bitter fight for Germany's greatness wasn't crowned by success, as with Cromwell's in 

Britain, has a lot to do with the mentality of the people involved.  

 

On the one hand the Englishman's character is essentially unfair, ruled by jealousy, self-importance, and 

a lack of consideration. But he never forgets he is an Englishman, loyal to his people and to his crown. 

On the other hand, the German with his need for recognition is never first and foremost a German.  

 

Therefore it doesn't matter to you, you insignificant beings, if you destroy the entire nation. Your only 

guiding thought will always be: me first, me second, me third.  

 

In your worthlessness, you will never think of the welfare of the nation - and with that pitiful philosophy 

you wish to prevent the immortality of a giant?  

 

Paula Hitler, Berchtesgaden , May, 1st. 1957  
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I. Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, pp. 231-232.  

2. For a good discussion of the Hitler family, and especially Adolf Hitler's immediate antecedents, see 

Bradley F. Smith, Adolf Hitler: His Family, Childhood and Youth, chapters one and two, passim, Hoover 

Institution Publications, Stanford, California, 1967.  

3. Ibid, p. 29.  

4. Ibid, p. 20.  

5. Werner Maser, Hitler: Legend, Myth and Reality, pp. 9¬10, Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc., English 

translation, New York, 1971.  

6. Ibid, p. 10.  

7. Ibid, p. 12.  

8. Smith, p. 157.  

9. Maser, p. 13. See also p. 351, f. 46. 10. Smith, p. 159.  

11. Smith, p. 158.  
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12. Robert G. L. Waite, The Psychopathic God Adolf Hitler, pp. 126-127, Basic Books: Inc., Publishers, 

New York,1977.  

13. Joachim C. Fest, Hitler, p. 15, Harcourt Brace Jovano¬vich, Inc., English translation by Richard and 

Clara Winston, New York, 1973.  

14. Ibid.  

I5. John Toland, Adolf Hitler, pp. 3-4, Doubleday & Company, Inc., Garden City, New York, 1976.  

16. Walter C. Langer, The Mind of Adolf Hitler. The Secret Wartime Report, p. 113, Basic Books, Inc., 

New York, 1972.  

17. "What Strasser Knew," Direct Action, number 26, pp. 10-11, Toronto, Canada, December 1980.  

I8. Ibid,p. 11.  

19. Frank Collin/Cohn (discussed here), Daniel Burros (of the American Nazi Party, the National 

Renaissance Party and the Ku Klux Klan) and Robert Burros (of the National Renaissance Party -no 

relation to Daniel Burros). There have been others, but these were the most prominent.  

20. "Immigration Records Prove Frank Collin is Jewish," WHITE POWER, number 86, pp. 4-5, George 

Lincoln Rockwell Party, Inc., Arlington, Va., July-August 1978.  

 

 

My note on the next information piece, Hitler was a member of the Thule society as evidenced: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/172 (pg. 53) 

 

 

 

Link to 1933 Copy of Mein Kampf: 

http://f1.grp.yahoofs.com/v1/IC6BTp2CepQ00bJbom7CxqF9SYHcYBP9ds1NV0_DS7EgEntAgtXv1serykQR

YLuNQ4tnybKuVBbziluGK2TqPXlbPXuGRyl_5Pg/MEIN%20KAMPF%20-

%20ADOLF%20HITLER%20%5B1933%5D.pdf 
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Demystification of the Birth & Funding of the NSDAP, Part 1 and 2 

Veronica Kuzniar Clark 

 

 

 

 

What exactly did the NSDAP represent and who were its founding members? Why and how did Adolf 

Hitler transform the party from an unimpressive proletarian workers' party to a full-fledged political 

machine that obtained absolute power in Germany? Perhaps more importantly, how was it funded? We 

answer these questions in this introduction. 

 

But first, we begin with an examination of the early stages of the NSDAP and its recruiting process. One 

must understand how this process unfolded if one is to understand the NSDAP's position on Judaism and 

Freemasonry as well as the prevailing social and political order of the day. Naturally, we also reveal what 

some of the other important aspects of its early development were, which necessitates a fair amount of 

myth-busting about Hitler, including who actually gave him money. 

 

Triumvirate: Leadership, Development, and Unity 

 

 

Adolf Hitler, contrary to his own self-myths and the myths of others, was never poor—at least, not until 

he had drained his savings and entitlements gallivanting in Vienna. Many historians have written that 

Hitler simply lived day-by-day wasting both his money and time, but in so doing they overlook Hitler's 

experience and "life education" that later played such an important role in the development and 

direction of National Socialism as well as the Second World War. The development and direction of both 

can be traced to Hitler's experiences during those "lost" years. 

 

Hitler, like so many other young German men and women of his day, fell from middle-class status into 

that of the "wretched proletariat." This was something that young Hitler refused to accept. He was 

deeply embittered by his Vienna experiences, which offered false promises of prosperity and hope for 

young people with enough willpower and talent. The prevailing dissonance of the time and place in 
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which he grew up inculcated in him a burning desire to change these circumstances, which is precisely 

what he did after 1933. 

 

Hitler was so resentful of the class-ridden society that was Vienna, and Austria and Europe generally, 

that one of his key aims throughout both the peace and war years was cultivating a system of merit. 

One's birth station was not what mattered. What mattered were one's talent, loyalty, dependability, 

and fortitude, notably in the face of adversity and uncertainty. 

 

Hitler was able to overcome most embedded class barriers in two distinct ways: 

 

1. He recruited both men and women from all social classes and accordingly tailored his speeches and 

disposition to each, depending on his/her social standing. 

 

2. He supplanted economic valuation with racial valuation. 

 

Let's look at the first point. Hitler needed the broadest spectrum of German society he could get, so this 

meant that he needed to appeal to men, women, young, old, wealthy, poor, unemployed and employed 

alike. Women were amongst Hitler's most devoted and fervent supporters in the early years. So were 

low-wage earners, small businessmen, and foreign nobles, such as White Russian émigrés who wished to 

see the return of the Russian monarchy. 

 

They provided Hitler with a physical audience, elite and business connections, and monetary support, 

most of which ended up being granted in the form of IOU credit. 

 

Hitler needed industrialists as much as he needed the workers, elites, and disenfranchised foreigners. 

Since his goal was to raise the station of all Germans, he had to win them all together, which required a 

strategy of multi-class appeal. When he met and spoke with counts, duchesses, and other members of 

the former aristocracy, he addressed them in an appropriate manner. His etiquette, speech, and 

personal manners proved impeccable in such company. 
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When he met or spoke with industrialists, such as Fritz Thyssen, he tailored his behavior and manner to 

match that of the hopes and fears of industrial Germany. At the same time he was careful to scale back 

his socialistic language in such company, so that the industrialists would not misidentify him as a 

Marxist-Communist. He had to convince them that he would crush Marxist-Communism and uphold 

their industrial powerbase in the face of the growing mass of disenchanted, underpaid workers who felt 

they were being cheated and exploited by German industry. 

 

Whenever things got economically tough, the workers suffered wage and benefit cuts. They blamed the 

industrialists, but Hitler saw that the industrialists were also suffering: many went bankrupt during the 

inflation as well as during the Great Depression. The crippling Versailles reparations forced most 

German industrialists and exporters into an untenable economic position, which in turn harmed German 

workers. This meant that Hitler had to at least hint at future German rearmament, which was covertly 

occurring anyway. 

 

On the other hand, Hitler had to promise the workers, his single largest and most important support 

base in almost every respect in the formative years, that he would not allow the state or industry to 

exploit them or continue treating them as automatons. We can see that balancing the wants and needs 

of these three core sectors of class-ridden Germany was far from simple. But Hitler did it, and nearly 

bloodlessly. 

 

Now to the second point: Hitler had to come up with a unifying ideology for Germanic peoples. This task 

seems simple in retrospect, because Germany was a homogenous society by today's standards. 

However, back then this was not how the German situation was seen. Germany may have been racially 

homogenous, but class antagonisms were so deep-seated that few if any German elites and nobles were 

interested in sharing political or social power with lower-class and middle-class Germans. 

 

The Junkers (estates Lords) treated their farmhands (serfs) as second- or third-class citizens and ordered 

them to pack up and get out if they dared to vote against their landlord employers. Most of the Junkers 

refused to set aside the feudal lifestyle, which helped fuel growing mass discontent for monarchy and 

aristocracy. This only served the interests of republicans and Freemasons, both of whom wished to see 

the end of monarchy for good. We will discuss their motivations later. For now it is enough to say that 

their motives were far from benevolent. 

 

German class divisions trumped any sort of racial or ethnic solidarity. Not surprisingly, one finds that the 

desire to unite all Germans as racial comrades was found almost entirely amongst the lower- and 
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middle-classes, and even many middle-class Germans did everything they could to cling to their 

bourgeois station, even if it meant keeping the lower-classes downtrodden. As one can see, Hitler's goal 

was anything but simple. 

 

How, then, did Hitler unite Germans? And how successful was he? Hitler united Germans by invoking an 

ideological concept similar to Italy's Romanita, as espoused by Benito Mussolini. Hitler's concept was 

Nordicism: the basic, simplified premise of which was that all Germanic peoples were united by their 

Nordic racial component, and because they were united by this common "race soul" or blood 

component, why should they fight or be divided? 

 

While such a unifying idea sounds both feasible and reasonable, many resisted nonetheless. The 

Junkers, former nobility, and many other business elites in Germany saw Hitler as nothing other than a 

lowly former corporal who had no clout given his petit bourgeois (lower middle-class) upbringing. 

 

Hitler was only partially successful in uniting all Germans as Volksgenossen. His lack of complete success 

in this regard, an unattainable goal to be sure, later proved to be his undoing. Elites amongst the officer 

corps did immeasurable damage to Hitler and his war effort, but the story of their treachery and 

sabotage is beyond the scope of this discussion. 

 

Might Hitler have been more successful had he been more racially inclusive early on? Not necessarily. 

Mussolini, unlike Hitler, was not racially exclusive at any point and expended a great deal of effort and 

time attempting to recruit non-Italians to the Italian fascist cause. He was largely unsuccessful, 

especially in Ethiopia—this in spite of the fact that he had Ethiopians trained as pilots (before the 

Tuskegee Airmen even came into being) and promised them higher status within a Fascist Italian Empire. 

 

 

We may deduce from this example that Hitler having merely extended his hand openly in the beginning 

to non-Germans would not have guaranteed National Socialism's political or military success. Mussolini 

did so, and his tolerant hand was rejected. Indeed the U.S. and Britain did not win the Second World 

War due to non-white conscription, but because they supported and funded the Soviet war machine and 

were willing to bomb Germany indiscriminately. 

 

This brings us back to our main point, which is that unifying a body of people, regardless of whether it is 

homogenous or diverse, is no easy task. Hitler was only able to convince the lower- and middle-classes 
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that racial value must supersede economic (class) value. Most of the German elites were never won 

over to his Nordicism. 

 

So, what does all of this mean? First, it means that a party that wishes to succeed must appeal to 

women and men both, citizens of all ages, and all social classes. A sensible and serious leader and party 

cannot afford to leave any group out. Naturally this all depends on the individual nation and citizenry in 

question, as Hitler's brand of politics and leadership were formed with a specific time, culture, people, 

and place in mind. It was not intended for export, but for adaptation in multiple contexts. Hitler's brand 

of politics was in fact largely modeled after Mussolini's as well as the leadership of the Austrian mayor 

Karl Lueger. Thus copying Hitler's leadership style or National Socialism is unwarranted and unlikely to 

be successful. 

 

Second, it means that the masses are more important to a party's success than the elites, because there 

are more of the masses. Only the masses have the power to invoke fear in upper-class people by 

threatening to support violent revolutionary parties and organizations, which are often led and funded 

by hostile fifth-columnists. The Communist Party (KPD) was the only party besides Hitler's that evoked 

genuine fear in the elite classes of Germany. 

 

Hitler and the NSDAP could not be ignored for the very reason that they, besides the Marxist-

Communists, had the largest mass following in Germany at the time. Industrialists could not afford to 

anger or rebuff Hitler and the NSDAP; if they did, then Hitler's followers would quickly have swelled the 

ranks of the Communists or perhaps have even overthrown him, as Ernst Röhm and many SA members 

wished to do. 

 

Hitler's party was the only non-Communist, nationalist party that offered the lower- and middle-classes 

a better standing in German society. Given Hitler's ability to keep the overwhelming majority of his 

followers in line and loyal meant that he alone could prevent a transitional bloodbath, which is what 

most of the upper-class Germans feared the most. And this is exactly what he did. 

 

What's important to bear in mind, however, is that Hitler needed a credible threat to maintain his 

personal and political leverage over the upper classes and big business. Without the Communists to 

threaten them via mass upheaval and bloodshed, the industrialists and former nobility had little reason 

other than patriotism to support Hitler and the NSDAP. 
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Third, it means that a party needs a viable means to unite a citizenry that has every excuse not to be 

united. Bavarians wanted to secede from Germany and become an independent state. Big business 

demanded an end to the Junker estates that squandered numerous government bailouts and demanded 

trade tariffs that harmed German industry. The Junkers did not care whether the industrialists suffered, 

so long as their estates were still in their name and they could live a lavish life of luxury at the German 

taxpayers' expense. 

 

To mediate such divisiveness, Hitler invoked Nordicism, which called on Germans to recognize and value 

their blood ties instead of their social standing (based on wealth). This unifying ideology provided Hitler 

with the necessary means to develop a system of merit: one could rise to the top of National Socialist 

society regardless of one's parents' or personal finances, because one was equal to all other Germans 

from the racial point-of-view. 

 

Hitler's German racialism and anti-Semitism were the practical means for achieving classless unity 

among formerly divided Germans. Hitler used a similar approach later on with the Waffen-SS. He turned 

an exclusively German idea (the Allgemeine SS) into an international, multiethnic idea by uniting 

everyone who participated against Jewish-Bolshevism, the enemy of all people. 

 

Initial Member Recruitment 

 

Like any grassroots party, the NSDAP developed organically from amongst a handful of hardcore 

ideologues, the primary catalyst having been Adolf Hitler. But the NSDAP did not spring up on its own; it 

instead arose from out of a party that already had a platform, leadership core, and small committed 

following. This was the German Workers' Party led by Anton Drexler. 

 

Hitler was actually appointed by the Army to spy on the German Workers' Party. The Army was 

interested in two things: locating nationalists for its own designs and rooting out Communists who 

threatened to turn Germany into a subservient satellite of Moscow. Hitler's speaking skills and interest 

in politics led the Army to select him for this covert task. He took a liking to Drexler and many of his 

ideas, so he finally signed up and was issued a membership card with his name and membership number 

on it, a tradition that Hitler maintained. 

 

While Hitler began his political career as the propagandist for the Workers' party, he was quick to 

identify the party's main problems: it appealed to too few and had no outreach venue other than 
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speaking engagements, which were often drab. He therefore focused on developing his own talents, 

which surpassed Drexler's, and forming his own designs for the Workers' party; hence the birth of the 

NSDAP. 

 

Hitler was quick to capitalize on Drexler's connections to wealthy Thule Society members. He did not 

join the Thule Society but requested their patronage. They alone significantly enhanced the potential for 

what was now his party to appeal to upper-class Germans, who, in turn, also helped fund the party. 

After he quit the Army, Hitler threw himself into the development of the NSDAP with unmatched 

determination. 

 

While Drexler and his core focused entirely on winning over German workers, Hitler had eyes for larger 

audiences and outreach. His relationships with White Russian émigrés, wealthy Thule Society members, 

and especially Gottfried Feder (an economist) and Dietrich Eckart (a philosopher and writer) proved 

invaluable in his acquisition of the bankrupt Völkischer Beobachter (VB). Feder together with two other 

early NSDAP members owned 30,000 shares of the VB. Dietrich Eckart was able to obtain a loan for RM 

60,000 from the sympathetic General Ritter von Epp to acquire the VB. The rest of the RM 120,000 price 

tag came from an industrialist named Dr. Gottfried Grandel, who was won over by Hitler's personal 

appeal to him. Eckart likely helped out too, along with Dr. Gutberlet (who pledged RM 5,000). 

 

Hitler's early supporters came from a wide range of classes, nationalities, and ethnic backgrounds. 

Numerous wealthy White Russian émigrés, who had Thule Society contacts, formed an alliance with the 

NSDAP and allegedly raised "vast sums of money" for Hitler—i.e. according to an official 1923 file note. 

There was Henry Ford, who was anti-Jewish and wished to spread his message to receptive nations. 

Benito Mussolini's personal agents were known to have established contact with NSDAP members in 

Germany, likely in order to arrange the transfer of financial gifts from the Duce. The Russian Grand 

Duchess Victoria, who was pro-monarchy and anti-Bolshevik, gave Hitler money. 

 

Sir Henry Deterding of Royal Dutch Shell Corporation offered Hitler vast amounts of money in 1931, '32, 

and '33 in exchange for a guarantee that he would regain his expropriated oil interests from the 

Bolsheviks at some future point in time. The amount was likely between 30 and 55 million pounds 

sterling. Deterding was so pro-German that he ended up marrying a National Socialist woman and even 

moved to Germany. 

 

Deterding, like many other members of German elites, realized that only an assertive foreign policy 

could secure Germany's economic survival in a world in which France and England had a monopoly over 
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one-quarter of the globe and were determined to crush Germany's global competitiveness. The 

Germans had tried everything else, including complying with the Versailles reparations, which was de 

facto theft. This "treaty" was in fact designed with one goal in mind: the permanent crippling of German 

industrial competition. 

 

Ernst Röhm was a fervent German nationalist who channeled Army funds to the NSDAP via various front 

organizations. The Thule Society, which was pan-Germanic and nationalist, not only contributed 

members to the NSDAP but helped it raise a lot of money. The two German jewelers Josef Füss and Herr 

Gahr supported Hitler. A certain Mr. Pöschl, a small businessman, gave to Hitler early on. Quirin Diestl 

was another early supporter who gave small funds. Oscar Koerner, a toy shop owner, likewise gave 

money to the NSDAP. Dr. Friedrich Krohn, a dentist, gave as much as he could. Adolf Müller helped the 

NSDAP keep the VB going by endlessly extending credit to Hitler. Frau Hoffmann, the widow of a 

headmaster, contributed regularly. Numerous friends of General Ludendorff, a Thule Society member, 

provided the NSDAP with funding. 

 

A significant number of prominent foreigners and German nationals living or working in Austria, Britain, 

Czechoslovakia, Finland, France, Italy, Holland, Hungary, Switzerland, Sweden, and America gave Hitler 

money, much of it via Winifred Wagner, Kurt Lüdecke, and Hungarian nationalists like Gömbös. 

 

The German Free Corps members gave Hitler money, and so did many Stahlhelm members. Several 

right-wing German business interests, such as Emil Kirdorf of the covert Ruhrlade group, gave Hitler 

money, along with many business interests that usually supported Alfred Hugenberg (a man who tried 

to use Hitler for his own ends). There was also General Ritter von Epp, who helped Dietrich Eckart and 

the NSDAP purchase the VB; Dr. Emil Gansser, who had connections to wealthy Protestants; Admiral 

Schröder, a former naval commander; Baron Sebottendorf, who had connections to J. F. Lehmann (a 

Thule member, financier and publisher for the German Navy) and sympathetic naval officers; Herr 

Schaffer, who acquired weapons for Hitler's SA; Kurt Lüdecke, and through him two Jewish arms dealers 

who were either (1) not privy to who Lüdecke was or (2) had no reason to fear Hitler (this was the early 

1920s after all); possibly the Duke of Anhalt and Count Fugger; Ernst Hanfstaengl, a Harvard graduate 

with numerous American connections and some wealth of his own; the wealthy Frau Quandt, who 

married Josef Goebbels and who had elite connections; Fritz Thyssen, who later denied that he gave 

substantial sums to Hitler and Göring, in 1929 and off and on throughout the 1930s, both of whom he 

liked very much; and so forth. 

 

No Warburgs. No Rothschilds. No Rockefellers. While the Rockefellers indirectly came into Hitler's 

financial sphere by way of Standard Oil technical investments, and the Warburgs via I. G. Farben and J. 
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H. Stein later on, neither gave Hitler any financial support before 1933. And neither directly supported 

or paid Hitler at any point in time. The Sidney Warburg story is pure fabrication. 

 

Fritz Thyssen and some of Hugenberg's heavy industrial connections, not James Warburg, gave Hitler 

substantial monetary gifts in 1929 (at least RM 1,250,000) and Deterding and several German coal 

companies took care of Hitler in the early 1930s. 

 

While Hitler spent a vast amount of these funds on campaigning, he was by no means rolling in 

untraceable money. All of his funding was carefully accounted for and most of it came from VB 

advertising; party dues, insurance, and speaking fees; Gregor Strasser's left-wing faction, which received 

RM 10,000 per month in 1931; the good will of VB publisher Adolf Müller; and the financial frugality of 

party treasurer Franz Schwarz, whose meticulous party financial records were destroyed. The Americans 

interrogated him so brutally that he died in 1946 in Anglo captivity. His records denoting even Hitler's 

anonymous donors never turned up anywhere. The American occupiers are suspected of having 

destroyed them. 

 

As for Goebbels' remark on 17 January 1932 that the finances of the party "suddenly improved," this 

was not exactly true. The truth is that the party's credit line suddenly improved, and this was thanks to 

the maneuverings of Franz von Papen and Baron Kurt von Schröder with his syndicate of investors, 

including a number of prominent heavy industrialists, the Hamburg-America Steamship Line, the Stein 

Bank of Cologne, Commerz und Privat Bank, the Gelsenkirchen Mine Company, Deutsche Bank, 

Reichskredit-Gesellschaft Bank, Allianz Insurance, members of the potash industry, the Brabag Coal 

Company, Deutsches Erdöl, and a number of other brown coal industrialists. 

 

While Hitler tolerated fifth-column banks like M. M. Warburg and the Temple Bank (a special account 

created for the Temple Society by the Reichsbank to fund Ha'avara emigration), he eventually restricted 

and regulated their business opportunities and forced them to assist with financing Jewish emigration. 

Hitler's goal was to increasingly inhibit and thereby financially squeeze the foreign banks until they were 

unable to exist any longer and had to relocate outside of Germany—the same policy he employed to 

encourage Jewish emigration and business closures. One such example was the Germanization (i.e. 

German takeover) of two Jewish ironworks plants in the Rhön region in 1937. 

 

Most potential recruits and financial supporters heard about Hitler and the NSDAP via word of mouth. 

Nothing was as effective as this. When men like Scheubner-Richter, Schacht, Borsig, Kirdorf, and Thyssen 

recommended the NSDAP and personally endorsed Hitler, wealthy and other upper- and middle-class 
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Germans were willing to seriously consider Hitler and his party. Hitler was invited to speak to heavy 

industrialists in 1927 by word of mouth in fact. He even wrote a secret pamphlet intended only for this 

industrial-capitalist audience, which they then passed around to others. 

 

Besides active word of mouth campaigning, the NSDAP also placed posters everywhere they could, 

promoted speaking engagements and other party activities and viewpoints in their VB, sold various odds 

and ends to raise small funds (e.g. various items like soap with NSDAP packaging), and sent wealthier 

members abroad to raise funds from German expats and foreign sympathizers. Kurt Lüdecke excelled at 

this form of campaigning. 

 

In the very beginning, Hitler and the NSDAP targeted veterans, farmers, workers, young men, noblemen 

and women, small businessmen and women, and pensioners. These were the social classes who were 

initially the most receptive, due to the economy and prevailing anti-monarchism, but later on Hitler's 

support base included wealthy elites, heavy industrialists, fascist and monarchist foreigners, landed 

Junkers, veterans' organizations, the German Army and Navy, and even Montagu Norman. 

 

 

"Our Last Hope" 

Norman was a prominent English banker and personal friend of Hjalmar Schacht who, according to both 

his private secretary Ernest Skinner and Émile Moreau, despised Jews, the French, and Roman Catholics. 

He unabashedly refused to assist France's treasury with anything and proved willing and able to arrange 

financing for the NSDAP by way of his connections to Bruno von Schröder (Schroder Bank), Kurt von 

Schröder (Stein Bank), and the Bank of England (F. C. Tiarks and M. Norman himself). 

 

Norman had strong sympathy for the Germans which dated back to his days as a student in Dresden, 

and naturally offered to financially assist and thereby stabilize the new government that his friend 

Schacht had openly supported since 1931. Since Hitler was hostile to France (he saw the French as 

foreign enemy number one), friendly to Britain (which he did not feel was a threat), and discriminatory 

towards Jews, the three things that Norman found favorable, he recommended that Kurt von Schröder 

extend credit to Hitler's party, which now controlled the government. 

 

Schacht was Hitler's de facto lifeline in this respect, a nationalist German banker who had his own 

designs for German recovery, but who was also personally impressed with Hitler's speeches and mass 

appeal, which no other politician possessed. 
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As for Hitler's initial support, many farmers were blighted by financial obligations to relentless 

moneylenders, and most, including landed Junkers, felt threatened by Communist expropriation and 

insufficient protective agricultural tariffs. The veterans were receptive because they felt betrayed by the 

ruling class, especially the liberal-democrats of the SPD, and because they had a difficult time finding 

work. Workers, who were mostly young men, were receptive because they felt they were being 

exploited by the business class, but primarily because they were the most negatively affected by the 

inflation and unemployment. Pensioners on fixed incomes were receptive to Hitler's socialist stance. 

Noblemen and women were interested in Hitler because he opposed Freemasonry and expropriation of 

their landed estates, and because he hinted at restoration of the monarchy. Additionally, all of these 

groups generally opposed Marxist-Communism because they were not interested in a revolutionary 

bloodbath, but economic and social security as well as justice and prosperity for the German nation. 

 

 

"Death to lies" 

Hitler's main opposition in the formative years came from the Communists, who denounced him as a 

tool of capitalism and the former nobility; the heavy industrialists, who distrusted his socialism and the 

SA (they feared the SA was nothing but a Communistic horde); and the left-wing faction within his own 

party, who questioned Hitler's financial sources and pro-business stance. 

 

When someone requested to join the NSDAP, one paid one's initial annual dues and was then given a 

membership card and asked to perform some service or task for the party. This could be anything from 

putting up posters before speaking engagements to spreading the word by simply talking about the 

NSDAP or handing out flyers on street corners and at beer halls. After the Hitler-Strasser break, he or 

she was asked to swear allegiance to Adolf Hitler. 

 

Vetting was likely performed by those members doing the actual talking and recruiting in the streets, as 

there was no known formal vetting procedure. As long as a person paid his annual dues and served the 

party loyally, he or she was trusted. Those who wished to break with the party were actually told to 

leave by Hitler himself at a rally that took place after the Strasser and Stennes affairs. We'll revisit this 

topic later on. 

 

Along these lines, Kurt Lüdecke, Otto Wagener and Ernst Röhm played leading roles in arming, training, 

and drilling SA men. Their personal fundraising; their secret dealings with the German Army 
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(Reichswehr), which had many prominent sympathizers of the NSDAP and SA; and Lüdecke's 

connections to black market Jewish arms dealers proved imperative to building a credible paramilitary 

threat to the status quo. 

 

The government in Berlin tended to ignore SA violence against Communists because it opposed a 

Communist takeover. Also, Hitler's party supported German national unity at all costs, so Hitler and his 

SA were worth tolerating to prevent Bavarian secession. 

 

Hitler's real bargaining base was his SA and the masses. Without both, he could afford to be ignored by 

the elites, government, and industry; however with both he was a true threat, like the Communists. 

 

Lüdecke, Wagener, and Röhm all led, at one point or another, regular drilling and paramilitary basic 

training at a large hall funded by party members and various supporters. Marching in formation and 

drills also took place in the forests and countryside when possible, but mostly it occurred in the party's 

own rented hall or on a wealthy sympathizer's private estate. Fortunately for unemployed and poor 

members, the party paid for everyone's uniforms. 

 

When SA and SS ranks were introduced, the requirements were loyalty and leadership aptitude. The SS 

consisted of men handpicked by Hitler himself. Thus, he vetted them personally. As a matter of fact, 

Hitler usually personally appointed leaders to their positions even in the SA. He recalled Röhm from 

Bolivia, for instance, to reorganize and lead the SA. 

 

Hitler tended to choose people who he felt would resist falling prey to groupthink. Historians have 

tended to characterize this as Hitler's "divide and rule" tendency, but in-depth study of the party's early 

development suggests instead that Hitler chose people who would (a) not challenge or question his 

leadership, and (b) not fall prey to the "yes man" problem. This appointment procedure did two things: 

it prevented serious intraparty division by subordinating all to Hitler himself, while at the same time 

supported intraparty challenges, which prevented groupthink. Leaders could disagree and even 

challenge one another's authority without destroying the party. 

 

Hitler based promotion solely on performance, not status. This tendency increased later on during the 

war especially after Hitler established the NSFO (National Socialist Commanding Officer Corps). This NS-

high command likely would have replaced the OKW (Armed Forces High Command). Hitler wanted select 
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NSFO officers to undergo a 4- to 18-hour course in political-ideological instruction. He himself appointed 

the head of the NSFO, Hermann Reinecke, in December 1944. 

 

The NSDAP expanded into cities and states outside of Munich (Bavaria), where it had its Brown House 

headquarters, by appointing certain members to run party operations and perform party services in 

their own states, cities, towns, and villages. 

 

The most well-known example of an NSDAP member-cum-leader who acquired almost enough personal 

power, financial backing and mass following to challenge Hitler himself was Gregor Strasser. Hitler was 

able to prevent a crisis from developing with his gifts for clever maneuvering and personal appeal, but 

such risks are inherent to any party that becomes as large as the NSDAP. And they are risks that must be 

taken if a party wishes to develop and grow. 

 

Talented, committed and qualified speakers and leaders were appointed to run operations in every 

location possible. But Berlin NSDAP members also traveled around giving speeches and lectures and 

soliciting financial support. All speaking engagements required admittance fees. Hitler himself was 

constantly traveling and meeting with workers and elites alike to recruit new members and bolster his 

finances. 

 

At the end of 1920, the NSDAP had about 3,000 members. Membership then grew from 27,000 in 1925 

to 108,000 in 1928. In August 1931 the NSDAP created its own intelligence and security sector. Heinrich 

Himmler established the SD (Sicherheitsdienst) and Reinhard Heydrich was appointed head of the 

organization, which was kept separate from the SS (Schutzstaffel). By the time of the Strasser crisis, the 

SA was some 400,000 members strong and the party itself had grown to 2 million by 1933. In 1932, it 

was large enough to achieve control of 37% of the Reichstag. 

 

Here are the election results from 1920 to 1933: 

 

 

 

Political Parties in the Reichstag June 

1920 May 
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1924 Dec. 

1924 May 

1928 Sep. 

1930 July 

1932 Nov. 

1932 Mar. 

1933  

Communist Party (KPD) 4 62 45 54 77 89 100 81  

Social Democratic Party (SPD) 102 100 131 153 143 133 121 120  

Catholic Center Party (BVP) 65 81 88 78 87 97 90 93  

Nationalist Party (DNVP) 71 95 103 73 41 37 52 52  

National Socialist Party (NSDAP) - - - 12 107 230 196 288  

Other Parties 98 92 73 121 122 22 35 23  

 

 

 

One can see that the NSDAP lost most of its former 230 seats in July 1932 to the even more radical-

revolutionary Communist Party (KPD) in November 1932, not to conservative Catholics or social-

democrats. The conservative nationalists (DNVP) only received a boost of 15 seats. These results, 

contrary to most historiography, do not reflect the demise of the NSDAP, but the masses' disaffection 

with any party that was not willing to promise sweeping social and economic change for the majority, 

even if change meant bloodshed. Hitler and the NSDAP were not viewed as extreme enough, so they 

lost seats to the KPD! 

 

 

"Our German Railroad" 

This alarmed men like Hjalmar Schacht and Franz von Papen so much so that they were finally willing to 

give Hitler the opportunity to become chancellor. He actually should have received the chancellorship in 

July 1932 when his party had the most seats in the Reichstag, but industrialists and noblemen 
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surrounding General Schleicher, Franz von Papen, and President Hindenburg opposed his appointment 

to the chancellorship. So much for James Warburg's and the Rothschilds' "magical funding." 

 

Hitler faced so much resistance at this stage that he, like everyone else, had to resort to blackmail to 

receive his due appointment. Hitler arranged a private meeting with President Hindenburg's son Oskar, 

during which he is suspected to have threatened to expose his father's role in the repeated taxpayer 

bailouts of the Junkers' mismanaged, bankrupted estates. Since blackmail and intrigue had been used to 

cheat Hitler of his due appointment, he decided that he could also play such a game. 

 

Hindenburg appointed him chancellor shortly thereafter, which most historians claim was at the behest 

of von Papen. We see that von Papen's desire to prevent a Communist majority by giving Hitler the 

chancellorship was only partly why Hindenburg appointed him. Hitler won, but not because he received 

covert funding. Franz von Papen continued to intrigue against Hitler and urged industrialists to withdraw 

their financial support of the NSDAP! The goal of this so-called "cabinet of barons" was to give Hitler just 

enough power to satisfy him personally without actually allowing him to attain a majority strong enough 

to overthrow the status quo, but just strong enough to prevent a Communist majority. 

 

Given this context of stalemate, the speed of the NSDAP's growth in just 6 years and its subsequent 

attainment of absolute power were only possible with an authoritarian leader in a crooked political 

situation in which blackmail, corruption and political sleight-of-hand was the order of the day. 

 

are united and loyal.""] 

"The Reich will never be destroyed if you [Hindenburg and Hitler 

What had started as a democratic-style workers' party with a simple executive committee to which 

Hitler was appointed in the early 1900s became an authoritarian-style organization with its own 

uniforms, offices, training facilities, insurance company, sales items, newspaper, propaganda machine, 

army (the SA), and security service (SS and SD). 
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This was nothing short of impressive and most of the credit for its success goes to those leaders and 

members like Hitler, Hess, Gansser, Eckart, Funk, Schwarz, Feder, Keppler, Himmler, Rosenberg, 

Goebbels, the Strassers (before 1932), Scheubner-Richter, Hanfstaengl, Lüdecke, Göring, and Röhm, all 

of whom literally devoted their lives to the party. 

 

NSDAP events took place as often as they could be afforded. The newspaper was of course always 

available—it was a daily—so the public and members always knew what was going on from day-to-day. 

Hitler gave speeches and met with important wealthy persons almost non-stop after his release from 

prison. He was keen enough to purchase vehicles, which were rare in those days. Speedy travel was vital 

to defeating rival parties like the Communists who still had to walk to their various speaking 

engagements and meetings. 

 

The NSDAPs doors, so to speak, were always open to receive new recruits. Interested persons either 

signed up at simple on-site recruitment centers or they mailed their applications to the party's 

headquarters in Munich. 

 

The need for bodyguards arose when Hitler started regularly giving speeches. The Communists had 

caught on to this Adolf Hitler and his NSDAP and therefore sought to intimidate it or shut it down. The 

SA originally served as the party's guards, but this role was quickly taken over by the SS (Saal-Schutz), 

which served as an assembly hall guard as well as Hitler's personal bodyguard. Himmler started its 

transformation into an elite paramilitary force, renaming it the Schutzstaffel, in 1929. 

 

 

 

"Workers of head and hand vote for front-soldier Hitler" 

This Allgemeine-SS later expanded into the National Socialist Armed Forces (Waffen-SS), which 

eventually grew so large and powerful that it rivaled the state's official armed forces. Hitler's intent was 

to `national socialize' the state armed forces, which opposed him more and more as the war progressed. 

The intrastate schism between military and social elites on the one side and NS-populists on the other 

remained intact even under Hitler's skillful leadership and absolute power. He only fully realized the 

extent of this social chasm in July 1944 when several of his generals attempted to murder him with a 
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suitcase bomb. This in fact occurred shortly after Hitler ordered the creation of the NSFO, mentioned 

earlier. 

 

Most early members of the NSDAP gave an incredible amount of their personal fortune and time to the 

party. Countless young men defied their conservative parents by joining the NSDAP as their only hope 

for future employment and social security. Young women were attracted to Hitler personally, but also to 

NS fanfare and its commitment to uphold family values. 

 

The lifeblood of the party was its youth, and numerous parents had their children join either the 

Jugenbund der NSDAP or Jungsturm Adolf Hitler, both of which were formed in 1922—the creation of at 

least one of these youth divisions was announced in the VB. In 1923, the organization had some 1,000 

members. The Jugenbund, originally based in Bavaria, expanded into a nationwide organization in 1924 

and was subsequently renamed the Grossdeutsche Jugendbewegung. 

 

In 1925, after the NSDAP was reorganized upon Hitler's release from prison, membership grew to over 

5,000. In July 1926, the Grossdeutsche Jugendbewegung was again reorganized by Kurt Gruber, a law 

student from Saxony, and officially renamed the Hitler Jugend Bund der deutschen Arbeiterjugend, 

(better known as the Hitler Youth). This organization promoted sports, political education and 

preparatory paramilitary training for later membership in the SA or SS once a child was old enough. 

Children were given performance booklets in which their HJ accomplishments were recorded. By 1930, 

the HJ had enlisted over 25,000 boys over age 14. The Deutsches Jungvolk, a junior branch for boys aged 

10 to 14, was also formed. Girls between the ages of 10 and 18 joined a similar organization, the Bund 

Deutscher Mädel (BDM), or League of German Girls. In 1930, HJ membership was about 25,000. By the 

end of 1932, shortly before Hitler came to power, membership was 107,956. By the end of 1933, the HJ 

had 2,300,000 members. 

 

Uniforms were an integral part of the NSDAP from the beginning. This was the result of Hitler's personal 

influence on the DAP, which did not have or require uniforms. NSDAP members often met in beer halls 

or at the party's headquarters for daily or weekly drill and training, and were expected to put on their 

uniforms after the drill leader arrived. All drills and training took place in uniform, and all NSDAP 

members who attended either Hitler's speeches or major party events were in uniform. 

 

 

"Then as now, we remain comrades. The German Labor Front" 
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The SA performed considerable community and charitable work. This included organizing soup kitchens, 

toy and food drives, home handy work, combating crime, patrolling the streets against Communists and 

other violent groups, and any other form of service or assistance individual party members were willing 

and able to provide to community members. Patrolling the streets often led to violent conflict involving 

injury and death on both sides. As a result, Chancellor Brüning banned the SA, SS and HJ, which all went 

underground until the ban was lifted after Brüning was ousted. The new Chancellor, Kurt von Schleicher, 

lifted the ban 

(Message over 64 KB, truncated) 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

DONT BE A FENCE HOPPER 

 

From: is2007.alice <is2007.alice@>  

 To: JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com 

Sent: Monday, September 26, 2011 9:14 PM 

 Subject: [JoyofSatan666] Reversing the Dedication Ritual 

  

  

   From what I have read on the webpage detailing the dedication ritual, there exists as well one to 

reverse it. I am interested in reading this. Would somebody direct me to where it is located on the 

website, or perhaps provide it to me either here or through an email? 

 

Thank you... 

*************************************************************************************

********** 
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Being honest with yourself can avoid problems like these. Perfect example, coward above wanting to 

their back on the Gods. 

 

 

I just wanted to briefly address something here. This is mainly aimed towards new members and those 

who come here daily looking to join Satanism. 

 

Im going to try to keep this short and simple. While I like to always see new members coming to Father 

Satan and looking to help the Powers Of Hell. I want to also state that there has been a lot of border line 

blasphemous messages. While this is not okay, it's not particularly your fault. 

 

When we are new we have lots of questions and have no clue what Satanism is about. Some do the 

dedication ritual only to find later down the line they do not really agree and feel comfortable practicing 

Satanism. It's so easy to get side tracked from the truth and for a lot of people the truth hurts. In reality, 

the truth will set you free! 

 

This is why I would stress the importance of doing your homework and full research of Satanism. The Joy 

Of Satan website has a lot of true and accurate knowledge when it comes to the origins of Satanism. 

Read and study before you go jumping into doing your dedication ritual. It would save you a lot of 

trouble in the long run.  

 

If you take this into consideration, by the time you truly get ready to dedicate. You would have a better 

understanding of what it is your getting into. A better understanding on who the Gods really are and 

what they are not. A better understanding of our purpose and how Father Satan fought for his children. 

 

If your a rat faced jew, then why do you even bother? Stop lying to yourself and wasting time playing 

pointless games. No body here wants to be your friend and you are not welcomed. You can not advance 

and you know this you scaley bastards. 

 

It is important to  rid your self of all the lies that are instilled in us. 

By doing this, we release the filth hold the kikes and xians have on us. I can 
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assure you that there is no reason to fear the gods/demons, unless you are 

blatantly being disrespectful. Remember, fear is the tool of the enemy, they 

want you to be scared. These type of emotions can hinder your spirituality. 

 

Once once you break loose from all this filth, the enemy doesnt necessarily 

back off. They find other ways and means to fuck with you and stray you away from 

your path. This is the reason why we dedicate or lifes to Father Satan. The 

reason why we also have to work on ourselves and our power meditations. The 

truth is, the stronger we get doesnt mean the less the enemy attacks us. 

This means the stronger we get, the more successful  and powerful we'll  be in 

fighting off and ridding ourselves these parasites 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cordially, 

 

PRAISE THE Mighty 4 Crowns of Duat! 

 

 

Knowledge cant be rushed, it is power so you must accept and embrace it. 

-High Priest Mac Friday 
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High Priest Mac Friday  

Joy Of Satan Ministries 

 

 

Gentiles must pay so the jews can live in luxury! 

 

This is the kind of opulence and luxury that the average jew has access to every day, in the land that 

once belonged to US which they blatantly STOLE by first removing, destroying and desecrating our True 

History before inventing a false history for themselves, imposing it upon our people through centuries of 

violent bloodshed that still has not come to an end and taking it from us ILLEGALLY! :  

 

http://freshome.com/2011/09/27/imposing-contemporary-residence-overlooking-the-mediterranean-

sea/ 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:PikiWiki_Israel_3813_houses_in_Jaffo.JPG 

http://www.theworldbeaches.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/eilat-4.jpg 

http://static.panoramio.com/photos/original/338642.jpg 

 

Israel is a STOLEN CRIMINAL STATE!  

 

And yet, this is a Gentile territory just around the corner, how most of it has looked since the kikes 

infested: 

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_rl0N1IJv-p8/Rk-caT7nKJI/AAAAAAAAAn4/fDQ24Hk6bos/s1600-

h/gaza1+May+19+FadyA.jpg 

http://akelhawa.com/wp-content/uploads/2008/12/building-rubble-cp-584-6021.jpg 

http://s3.amazonaws.com/data.tumblr.com/tumblr_lldu12mCjj1qirn21o1_1280.jpg?AWSAccessKeyId=A

KIAJ6IHWSU3BX3X7X3Q&Expires=1317301171&Signature=Tom7HdUoGLbJJqJylQwLvrUu3Hg%3D 
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Note the extraordinary contrast. These places are two different worlds, one in which jews live in the lap 

of luxury at the expense of our Gentile People, and the other in which our Gentiles suffer the most awful 

torture imaginable at the hands of these filthy jews.  

 

Who pays for the upkeep of this lavish jewish lifestyle?? US GENTILES. We pay literally with OUR hard 

earned money that gets poured into israels bank account year after year as well as in every other way as 

our People are left to suffer and to die.  

 

Here is some information about how much the USA alone pays to israel every year: 

http://wrmea.org/component/content/article/245-2008-november/3845-congress-watch-a-

conservative-estimate-of-total-direct-us-aid-to-israel-almost-114-billion.html 

 

It has also been reported that Barack Obama seeks to increase this amount: 

"The budget proposes $3.075 billion in US military aid for Israel, $75 million more than in fiscal year 

2011. The aid proposal is based on the US-Israeli understandings signed on August 16, 2007. US military 

aid is set to increase by a further $25 million to $3.1 billion in fiscal year 2013, and remain at that level 

through 2018, assuming that the US foreign aid program remains as is. Israel is also due to receive $20 

million in aid for integrating refugees."  

 

This is despite the fact that the American People themselves are suffering under an economic 

depression while the kikes are living comfortably. So we Gentiles must suffer in order for them to live in 

luxury???  

 

The criminal state of israel also receives "aid" from other countries around the world.  

 

Germany has been forced to give more than $35 billion to israel since WW2 in "compensation" for an 

event that never even took place and the German People have suffered tremendously as a result!  

http://www.onethirdoftheholocaust.com/ 
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This disgusting lie has been used ever since to totally devastate our Gentile People.  

 

As well as this, jewish owned corporations around the world and jews in the various world governments 

put billions which they leech from us Gentiles into israels pocket. Our governments are set up to fund 

israel and its agenda of death and destruction, NOT to help us. 

 

What do our Gentile People get??? Devastation and poverty.  

 

How many hours a day do we work, for how many days a week, for how many months in a year, and for 

how many years in a decade? And what is the kind of salary that WE take home after bills, rates and 

taxes have been deducted that all go straight into the pockets of the kikes who are in control of all of the 

industries which we are currently slaves to? And the remainder is spent on ridiculously priced kike-

kosher food that has been filled with all sorts of garbage and impurities designed to keep us weak and 

so on. We are currently paying them to keep us enslaved!!  

 

The average Gentile in today's world barely gets by, hundreds and thousands of our People are dying 

every day due to poverty, starvation, disease and so on. Yet, the kikes are sitting in their mansions. 

 

PEOPLE NEED TO WAKE UP AND SEE THE SOURCE OF THE WORLDS CURRENT APPALING STATE. THESE 

KIKES NEED TO BE BROUGHT DOWN AND DESTROYED!! It is then and only then that OUR Gentile People 

will be free!  

 

These jews view our Gentile People as their slaves, as "goyim".  

 

Quote from the Jewish Talmud:  

Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 2800 slaves." 

 

Gentiles are treated lower than dogs by kikes. I have a friend who worked as an au pair for a few years in 

England. Four of the five families she worked for were kikes, and she related to me how they treated her 

like absolute shit. She worked every day like a slave, was screamed at and verbally abused, she was not 
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allowed to touch certain things or enter certain rooms or eat their food as if she was dirty and many 

other horrible things. Gentiles are nothing but worthless cattle to them.  

 

Quote from a jewish prime minister Golda Meier: "100 Arabs are not worth one jewish finger nail."  

 

Rabbi Yitzhak Shapiro- "it is permissible for Jews to kill Gentiles including children and babies who 

threaten Israel or break the commandments."  

 

From their Talmud- "All Gentile women, girls, and even little girls, are whores."- and they have no 

problem abusing and raping our Gentile women and girls.  

 

Aboda Sarah 37a: "A Gentile girl who is three years old can be violated." 

 

Kikes feel nothing about killing our Gentile People:  

 

Sanhedrin 59a: "Murdering Goyim is like killing a wild animal." 

 

A Gentile Peace Activist, Rachel Corrie, was killed in 2003 by an israeli demolitioner when he bulldozed 

over the Palestinian house she was kneeling in front of trying to protect despite knowing that she was 

there and despite other activists screaming at him to stop. Rachel was naive enough to believe that a 

kike would give a dam about her life.  

http://electronicintifada.net/content/photostory-israeli-bulldozer-driver-murders-american-peace-

activist/4449 

 

These parasites are living off of our land, our money and our hard work whilst professing us to be 

worthless cattle and treating us as such! Again, WE must suffer in the worst possible ways so that THEY 

can have luxury. WE must work for our own destruction.  
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With the current economic decline, we are suffering even more. Debt is rampant and our People are 

losing their personal property and homes on a daily basis despite back breaking work every day.  

 

How many of our Brothers and Sisters right here in these Groups have suffered and are suffering right 

now as a result of this??  

 

During any economic depression, our People suffer starvation and awful conditions. You can guarantee 

that the kikes will have anything and everything that they want and need handed to them on a silver 

platter. They will have access to food, clean water, electricity and other supplies in abundance. The jews 

themselves boast about this in their "protocols of zion" where they state that they will cause our Gentile 

People to suffer unimaginably while they make sure that their own prosper.  

They still have the money and resources tied up. They have their "sayanim" net work in which jews are 

looked after and protected by other jews and it is ensured that no jew ever goes without: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/216 (pg. 292) 

 

Yet, how divided are OUR People? Where are OUR networks set up to help and support each other in 

times of need? These divisions were all caused by jewish programs. Whether its their filthy "religious" 

programs of xianity, islam and related or their filthy political programs of communism, capitalism, 

democracy and so on and so forth, their gender dividing program of feminism and all of its offshoots, 

their incitement of hatred between the Gentile Races, and the list goes on, all of these were designed by 

jews to divide and destroy our Gentile People.  

 

THEY ARE THE CAUSE OF OUR SUFFERING! Were it not for them, we would be the ones prospering and 

the world would be as it should be: A True Satanic Civilization based upon the highest and most 

beautiful Spiritual Ideals. Our People would be free from age and decay, disease, poverty, ignorance, 

depression, rampant crime and all other horrible results of Spiritual and Physical degeneration, and we 

would be free from this thanks to the Knowledge of Meditation and the GodHead which was our Father 

Satan's gift to us. Yet this beautiful and priceless gift was taken from us too by the jews and their enemy 

ET masters!! 

 

It is not only us that suffer because of these maggots. Our animals and our environment suffer everyday 

as well. Kikes have a penchant for abusing animals and this is especially apparent in their disgusting 

kosher slaughter:  
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http://www.vovimbaghie.com/satanic-sermons/truth-of-kosher-the-jews%E2%80%99-disgusting-

animal-slaughter/ 

 

Look at what has become of our environment today as a result of jewish destructive corporations. 

Billions of acres of natural land have been utterly destroyed around the world in order to make way for 

jewish run and controlled facilities, the purpose of which is to rake in yet more money for these 

maggots. They control the worlds fuel industries, the gigantic paper making industries such as Mondi 

that have done untold damage to our environment and many more. This is despite the fact that these 

are un necessary and the jews know this.  

 

The fuel which we use today is extremely inefficient and unhealthy. Had we been free of kikes and their 

influences and had the world remained as it always should have, we would have by now developed an 

efficient form of "fuel" that was based off of the principles of "anti-gravity" technology as was discussed 

by Nikola Tesla. This is more than possible and had we been given the funds for research and 

development, it would be a reality, however, the jews would be losing money and control if they 

allowed it to go ahead.  

 

Construction, which today is a major environmental issue, would also be very different if it were not for 

kikes.  

 

The Ancient Pagans, with the Knowledge of the Gods, constructed many beautiful wonders that worked 

with and enhanced the natural environment instead of simply slapping artificial concrete slabs over it 

and replacing it with ugly towering buildings. Each Ancient structure was carefully planned and thought 

out according to Spiritual Occult principles such as ley-lines and alignment with the Stars and the 

Cardinal Points and so on and so forth. A perfect example of this is the Egyptian Pyramids which are 

aligned to the Belt of Orion, and the Ancient Temples of the Far and Near East, many of which were built 

out of existing natural structures such as mountains and specially aligned and placed:  

http://www.kamit.jp/07_lycia/xkaunos.htm, 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/thegypsie/449228486/#/photos/thegypsie/449228486/lightbox/ 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Orion.html 

 

That is the beauty we have lost thanks to the existence of the jews.  
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Nowadays buildings are simply slapped anywhere and everywhere that there is space and the 

surrounding environment is totally disregarded thanks to a lack of Knowledge which is the result of 

kikes.  

 

They have stripped us of everything we once had and they now sit at the top in absolute luxury on a 

FALSE throne, their fat bellies full from the produce of Gentile labour, in the world that is rightfully 

OURS. They are parasites that have drained our Gentile People, but it is now time for us to take back 

what is ours!  

 

They know their time is at an end. Yes, we HAVE won, but we must NOT give up the fight. They must be 

punished for what they have done! 

 

It is time for every Brother and Sister to stand up and join the fight. Fight n whatever way you as an 

individual are able. Whether it be online and offline warfare educating our Gentile People or Spiritual 

Warfare. Every effort contributes to the larger fight. It is up to us, and the time is NOW! 

 

HAIL FATHER SATAN!! 

Hail Beelzebub!! 

 

Heil Hitler!! 

Heil Heinrich Himmler!! 

 

-High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

 

http://ageofsatan.co.cc 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 

 

Joy of Satan Ministries 
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Icke The Negative Confession 

 

I am putting this Icke reader up since this has become a commonly asked question in the egroups.  

 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/229 (pg. 331) 

 

With david kikey he switches the truth he claims Whites are reptilian and our Gods as well. When its the 

opposite kikes are reptillian and their creators and master as well. He then does everything possible to 

cover up for the jews he works for like his partner Solomon. And the race jew Russel Pine [AKA Joran 

Maxwell] who brought him into the mainstream kosher con-jewry bowel movement in America. Where 

he is now worth a quarter million and charges 50 bucks a head for 2000 people speaking events. And 

reprints the same book dozens of times basically with a new window dressing and calls it a new book. 

 

Icke stated in one of his first books "Love changes everything" That he is a medium for ascended masters 

especially "Rakroski" and "Jesus" [ET's of the RHP]. His work is simply a repeat of Alice Bailey [who was a 

xian] and who was a stated medium for the same "assended masturds." Icke just put a new science 

speak over it. Today he calls them "the guys" he simply preaches a covered xainity as his metaphysic's as 

well. Icke states these "beings" guide him in his work, telling him what to write. He is an enemy medium 

and propagandist. 

 

He promotes the jewish black propaganda that blames the evil committed by the jews and their jew 

world order onto Satanists. So the jews go free and their righteous opponents get slandered which 

maintains the jewish status quo on their lies. And keeps the masses in the enemy RHP program cells. 

With his zionism gimmick its the same he claims its not jews behind it at all, and the poor jooz are just 

getting used and are the suffering victims they always pretend to be. When the jews are the ones 

soaked in the blood of the Gentile world they have been slaughtering for a thousand years via all their 

programs. 

http://web.archive.org/web/20110320052025/http://www.666blacksun.com/Main.html 

 

Anyone who believes Rothschilds are not jews is a fucking liar or lunatic. 
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/237 (pg. 385) 

 

The jews have been pushing this angle Icke plays thought their other agents as well to attempt to steer 

awaking Gentiles away from them and into confusion and control as they are left chasing ghosts while 

the jews laugh. 

 

 

Having read much of Icke's works and watched and listened to hours upon hours of his lectures and 

checked deeper into his claims, this quote is most apt in reviewing his over all pattern in research 

method and the mind behind it. 

 

"According to a scathing review of 'The Biggest Secret' by the late Jim Keith, Icke lacks the finely honed 

analytical skills required to discriminate between credible and delusional sources. Whilst Icke does 

highlight in his own way the turbulence of the multi-polar Digital Age and the exploitative excesses of 

laissez-faire capitalism run amok, he also prints (plagiarizes?) the most bizarre anecdotes, without any 

sustained critique. His books are required reading to grasp the irrationalism and virtually nonexistant 

research methodologies that plagues the conspiriology underground,".-Alex Burns 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

jews buy and sell Gentile Women as sex-slaves 

 

"It's like a car. It depends how valuable she is"- this is how one of the kike pimps in israel referred to the 

Gentile women who are constantly trafficked in to be used as sex slaves to jews.  

 

These women are lured out of their home countries and away from their friends and family, usually by 

female jews, and into israel under false pretences involving fake job offers, before being kept captive in 

the most appalling conditions. Once in israel, their passports are destroyed so they are unable to leave 

and they are informed of their real purpose and fate there. They are told clearly that there is nothing 

that they can do about it, that no one in israel will be willing to help them, and are threatened with 
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torture or even death if they dare try to escape. Most of them are force fed hard drugs such as heroin 

and cocaine and eventually become addicted as a means of keeping them there ad under control.  

 

One account stated that the women were kept in a damp cellar beneath a hotel in israel where they had 

only dirty mattresses on the floor to sleep on. Many of the girls contracted diseases such as TB and were 

left to die where others were also suffering from STD's such as chlamydia and even HIV/AIDS that they 

contracted on the job. The girls were forced to "work" ridiculous hours, servicing elderly and often 

obese, greasy jewish men, many of whom were israeli "police officers", lawyers and others supposedly 

involved in the Criminal Justice System.  

 

"Some rabbis, "Wake Up or Die" said, ride bicycles to the whorehouses. "A good percentage of the 

clients are ultra-Orthodox Jews"  

 

"So, on Thursday (boys night out in Israel) busloads of Orthodox Jews travel from Jerusalem, Haifa, and 

points beyond to Tel Aviv for a few brief moments of passion in a massage parlor, behind a sand dune, 

or in an alley. Other customers are accountants, lawyers, policemen, and politicians. "The entire 

spectrum of Israeli society is keeping the hookers in business," Detective Shachar, veteran on the Tel 

Aviv vice detail, said." 

 

-Note how the kikes refer to these Gentile Women as "hookers", as if they are there being raped and 

abused willingly!! 

 

Another jewess in the article also complains about the Gentile WOmen, stating she has "no sympathy" 

for them as they come into israel to be prostitutes and then moan about the conditions, again, as if our 

Gentile Women chose this! And apparently, according to this kike, it is the Gentiles who are exploiting 

them!! Only the twisted and sick mind of a kike could reach that conclusion.  

 

The women do not receive the profit that their kike pimps make off of their work. They ARE there as 

slaves. 

 

The reason I emphasised ARE is to bring to your attention the fact that this has by no means stopped- 

Our Gentile Women are experiencing this heinous torture AS YOU READ THIS, and little to nothing is 

being done about it. The kikes are allowed to continue with this torture of our People as they currently 
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control the media, the governments and the Legal Systems of the world. Yes, they are falling fast and we 

have won, but we need to keep on fighting to see their total downfall and destruction.  

 

Make our Gentile People aware of what is going on and what is being done by the jews. Use the internet 

to spread this information, print articles out and leave them in public places, tell your friends and family 

if you can, and use any other means of getting this out!  

 

These Gentile Women deserve freedom and justice for what has been done to them. They most 

certainly will not get it from the kikes who enslaved them.  

 

In the article I am going to post here, it details how when one of the women escaped successfully, she 

went to the israeli police, believing that they would help her. When they heard where she was from, 

they promptly phoned her pimp and told him of her whereabouts, and waited for him to come and fetch 

her again. One of the police officers had recognized her as he had raped her before. Yes, RAPED, as the 

women were NOT willing. They are slaves.  

 

I would also like to add here- israel has made much to do about the jewish police who supposedly 

"rescued" the women. This was nothing but a media ploy and it was noted as such. The article speaks of 

how the kikes only started pretending to do something about it when they were pressured by outside 

forces. People had become aware of what was going on in one particular situation and israel was under 

pressure as Gentile People were rightfully accusing them of their crimes. They had to make it seem as if 

they were making some effort to prevent these crimes, when in truth they actually support and fund 

them. The article makes it very clear that the kike "police" were taking just as much advantage of the 

Gentile sex slaves as any other kike was. It has been noted that israel has done little to nothing in 

attempting to prevent these crimes, only lifting a finger when their image is threatened. Gentile Women 

continue to suffer horrendously and will until something is done about it, as well as the source, which is 

the kikes.  

 

-Many of the Women are Russian and are desperate to escape the poverty that they experience in their 

home country which is why they are eager to accept "job offers" and such in a foreign country. The kikes 

play on this, and it was them that caused the poverty and awful conditions in Russia in the first place, 

with their disease of communism and the war which they waged upon it in which millions of Russians 

were killed by kikes in real death camps.  

We must keep up the fight for our People! 
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Hail Father Satan!! 

Hail Beelzebub!! 

 

Heil Hitler!! 

Heil Heinrich Himmler!! 

 

-High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

 

http://ageofsatan.co.cc 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 

 

Joy of Satan Ministries  

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

ARTICLE ON THE JEWISH TRADE OF GENTILE WOMEN 

 

Hookers In The Holy Land 

 

Police raided the Furmis Brothel, one of 250 whorehouses in Tel Aviv. The three-story building was 

under video surveillance. The police charged through iron gates guarded by armed bodyguards, next 

storming through the armed guards and iron doors fortifying the elevator, then ascending to the third 

floor and maneuvering through a narrow corridor where they noticed a suspicious cupboard. Crashing 

through the cupboard, they found another passage, where they collided with armed bodyguards, then 

hurtled through a locked door. Tel-Aviv magazine describes the officers' horror at their find: Ten girls 

were locked up in a filthy, foul two-room brothel with only mattresses on the floor. 
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"These girls are kept like dogs." A Tel Aviv police officer told U.S. News and World Report. 

 

The Palace Club, a seedy brothel in Tel Aviv, was the target of a group of journalists on a fact-finding 

mission. Down a few flights of dark, stone stairs three girls huddled in a corner of a reception area 

waiting for johns. Their fat pimp dabbed the sweat from his forehead with a large silk handkerchief. The 

pimp bragged that his women make 120 shekels for a half-hour, "100 shekels for me, 20 shekels [$6] for 

them." If their earnings had to be put into a kitty to pay the tax bill, the girls served as unpaid slaves. 

 

At the Tropicana, in Tel Aviv, according to journalist Michael Specter writing in The New York Times, 20 

women share 12 cubicles, working eight-hour day-shifts and 12-hour night-shifts. 

 

One sex-slave, lured by an offer of legitimate work, told Amnesty International that she "had a nervous 

break-down. A client offering to help me escape turned out to be one of them and I was beaten up by 

the owners. There was nowhere to run – there were bars on the windows and bodyguards, day and 

night." 

 

"The conditions were terrible. One girl was kept to work in the basement for eight months. It was damp 

there and she got tuberculosis as a result. Most of the girls had different diseases – venereal and others 

related to their reproductive organs. I do not wish even to my enemies to go through what we went 

through." 

 

She escaped by jumping from the first floor of the building. When she returned to help another friend 

escape, she was arrested in a police raid as an illegal alien. She was afraid to testify against the pimp, 

who knew the whereabouts of her family in Ukraine. 

"Nearly all prostitutes in Israel are Russian [70%], their boss is not. Israelis love Russian girls," according 

to "Wake Up or Die," an organization monitoring sex-trafficking who quotes a chuckling Jacob Golan, an 

Israeli slave master. "They are blonde and good-looking and different from us." 

 

"This is a whole industry – recruiting them, bringing them and distributing them to all of the parlors," 

said Efraim Fhrlich, former commander of the Tel Aviv vice squad. This "national industry" brings in $450 

million yearly. A pimp can earn $50,000-$125,000 per year on pimping one slave. A 10-slave brothel can 

take in up to 750,000 shekels or $215,000 a month. 
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The Victim As A Criminal 

 

"Until now, the authorities have addressed this as a problem of prostitution, not kidnapping or 

trafficking in people," Knight-Ridder News cites Yael Weisz-Rind, director of Amnesty International 

Israel. "Trafficked women are effectively treated as criminals by the various Israeli agencies with whom 

they come in contact, rather than as victims of human rights abuses." 

 

The Jerusalem Post reports that when pressured, Israeli police Commander Yossi Sedbon, while claiming 

that fighting the trade in women is a priority for the police, emphasized that only a minority of hookers 

were kidnapped and forced into prostitution. Sedbon declined to comment on the complaints filed 

against police chiefs for not addressing the problem. 

 

A poll by the Israeli Women's Network showed that 44% of Israelis believe all female Russian immigrants 

provided sexual services for pay. Reuters said that the women are stereotyped as having brought crime 

and prostitution, while exploiting Israeli laws enabling anyone with a Jewish grandparent to immigrate. 

 

"The fact that most of the women knowingly enter Israel illegally made me think twice," an Israeli 

university scholar I met in Jerusalem admitted. She had "a hard time being compassionate for people 

who break the law … it is even harder to sympathize with women who knowingly come to be prostitutes 

and then complain about the conditions." 

 

"These women were manipulated, kidnapped, threatened, abused, drugged, raped, lied to, and used … 

the punishment that they receive from the government who sends them back to a dangerous situation 

in their homeland after long stays in jail does not fit the crime," she said. 

 

"Elderly Jewish women in the Ukraine often lure the girls into the trade," Specter said. Or, the girls are 

recruited through "an ad or an unexpected meeting on the street, with a proposition to work abroad as 

a maid, secretary, showgirl, nanny or waitress." A typical ad, writes Walter Zalisko, 24-year police 

veteran, authority on Russian organized crime in New Jersey and New York, seeks " … pretty woman, 

under age 40, slender, educated, to work in modern office setting; $600/month; documents and 

transportation provided." 
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Reuters interviewed one girl, starving in Russia, who got caught up in the whirlwind of international 

crime. Defrauded into working in Israel, she was kidnapped by a pimp, kept in bondage with eight 

women in two apartments and extorted of her pay. 

 

"I came into this circle and then it was very hard to get out. My papers were fake, I had no money, I had 

no acquaintances and I was in an enclosed place." Torn between her fear of physical abuse by her pimp 

and fear of deportation back to hunger, she did not dare seek help at the police station across the road. 

 

Specter tells the story of a Ukrainian who, after seeing an ad, slipped off a tour boat when it put in at 

Haifa, hoping to make a bundle dancing naked on the tops of tables. In Israel, she was taken to a 

brothel, where her boss burned her passport. "I own you," he said. "You are my property, and you will 

work until you earn your way out. Don't try to leave. You have no papers and you don't speak Hebrew. 

You will be arrested and deported. Then we will get you and bring you back." Subsequently, the brothel 

was raided, and she was jailed. 

 

Megan Goldin interviewed one 18-year-old girl that "has been bought and sold so many times she has 

lost count." Admittedly lured to Israel by promises of large sums of money if she turned to prostitution, 

she said "I never thought I would actually have to do it � I thought once I arrived would find a way to 

escape and find other work, as a waitress or something." 

 

She had been flown to Egypt, where with 20 other women aged between 18 and 24, she was smuggled 

cross the Sinai desert. The girls were forced to crawl under a barbed-wire border fence in the middle of 

the night. 

 

Organized crime from the former Soviet Union invested $4 billion dollars in real estate and businesses in 

Israel in seven years. In a warped marriage based on greed that has no boundaries and no loyalties, 

Israeli mafias join with Russian mafias to smuggle women and children to the "Promised Land." 

 

Israeli Border Patrols, focused on intercepting terrorists, ignore the slave traders. 

"The women we found had been used along the way. After all, their masters had to test their product. 

They are touched and measured and prodded in heinous ways to `ensure the quality of the product.' 

Some also bring friends or family to use the women. Then the women have to work for a period of one 

or more months free of charge to `pay for their passage.'" 
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Going Once, Going Twice 

 

"It's like a car. It depends how valuable she is," "Amir," a Tel Aviv pimp told Reuters. Four of the girls 

who were valued at lower prices ended up working in the slum area around Tel Aviv's old central bus 

station where they were trapped and burnt to death when a religious fanatic torched their brothel, a 

Jewish weekly said. Girls are traded and bartered for a variety of goods, including drugs. 

 

The girls, many of whom are Palestinian, are displayed naked at pimping auctions going at prices ranging 

from $4,000 to $20,000, depending on her looks, according to one Tel Aviv pimp. 

 

Chaim Nardi, an Israeli sociologist, links the slave-trafficking to machismo attitudes in Israeli society, 

which "allow men to consider women their toy." Most prostitutes suffer from depression, he said. 

 

Prison officials report that 80% of the girls become addicted to drugs, mainly heroin, Israelis' drug of 

choice. A vicious cycle of prostitution finances their addiction. 

 

Some rabbis, "Wake Up or Die" said, ride bicycles to the whorehouses. "A good percentage of the clients 

are ultra-Orthodox Jews, pious men whose lives are guided by Halachah (religious law), which tells them 

when they can or cannot have sex with their wives." 

 

So, on Thursday (boys night out in Israel) busloads of Orthodox Jews travel from Jerusalem, Haifa, and 

points beyond to Tel Aviv for a few brief moments of passion in a massage parlor, behind a sand dune, 

or in an alley. Other customers are accountants, lawyers, policemen, and politicians. "The entire 

spectrum of Israeli society is keeping the hookers in business," Detective Shachar, veteran on the Tel 

Aviv vice detail, said. 

 

"Many of the prostitutes in Israel, especially those of Arab descent, are abused by Jews expressing their 

`racial-nationalist fervor.'" The girls … "find that their Jewish customers only come to them after a 

Palestinian terrorist act to get their own brand of sexual revenge laced with racial-nationalistic fervor … 

and they do it with hate and anger." 
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Neveh Tirza Prison warden Debi Sagi helped give Hotline for Migrant Workers, the interventionist 

organization dealing with the problem, better access to the prisoners. Victims share cells with Israeli 

convicted criminals. Many are detained in police detention centers because of the over-crowded jails, 

where the conditions are worse. Half are deported penniless. 

 

The pimps' attorneys often represent the girls, or the pimp might pay 30,000 shekels bail pending her 

deportation, so that she can go back to work. "These women," said Nomi Levenkron, senior advocate of 

Hotline, "who were raped, trafficked and exploited before their arrests, were in fact sold once more, this 

time by the state itself." 

 

Israeli Police In The Hot Spot By Hotline 

 

One 18-year-old Moldavian sought refuge in a Tel Aviv police station. Some of the officers, who were 

her clients, recognized her and called her pimp. She fled. The pimp found her and forced her back to the 

brothel. 

 

"There are police who just come as clients, those who get special discounts because of their good 

relationships with the owner of the place and those that inform the owner about police operations," 

Levenkron said. 

 

Hotline found police involved in six of 24 cases in 15 months – four cases of policemen warning of 

impending police raids, one policeman managed a brothel, and another sold a woman to another pimp 

after her arrest. 

 

Hotline accused the Israeli officials of: arresting pimps at their convenience, and ignoring crimes of 

notorious pimps who cooperate with the police on other matters; of disregarding the 16-year sentence 

allowed, and of making "shameful" plea bargains with pimps. 

 

The authorities, according to Hotline, lied about women refusing to testify. Less than 20, of hundreds of 

women interviewed in two and a half years, had been asked to testify. Of 1,370 files opened between 

1998-2000, only 2% were prosecuted. 
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"N" was arrested when she filed a complaint. The police refused to release her on bail for five days, 

claiming that her life was in danger because the pimps were too dangerous to be arrested. N's Israeli 

boyfriend informed the pimps that the police were looking for them and advised them to turn 

themselves in, which they did. 

 

Charges were pressed against her two pimps. One of them was declared unfit to stand trial and the 

other was sentenced on 15 February 2001, to two years in prison, one year on probation and fined 

$5,000. The prosecutors claimed that N was "rented" for only five days from the time the new law 

against trade in human beings was approved till her escape, and that her testimony was weak. No 

charges were pressed against the pimp for rape, managing a brothel and living off prostitutes' income, 

although he had confessed. 

 

"V" was arrested in a brothel and sent to prison for three months, waiting for her traveling documents. 

For a month and a half Hotline was told that there was no evidence to support V's claims. The day after 

Hotline notified the Parliament investigation committee, the police decided to cooperate. V named eight 

people who sold, bought or raped her, giving their addresses. Twenty-two more days passed before the 

first pimp was arrested. Another pimp had fled the country. 

 

Judicial indifference is compounded by police complicity, Levenkron said. 

 

Amnesty describes treatment of several cases by authorities. Anna, knowingly joining the sex industry, 

was auctioned twice and taken to work in Haifa, where she was held with two other women in an 

apartment with bars. She was arrested after a police raid on the apartment. In court the police alleged 

that Anna had signed statements admitting to involvement in prostitution – but all the documents were 

in Hebrew. She later discovered that she had been framed – accused of running a brothel. 

 

Tatiana arrived in Israel from Belarus to work as a hotel maid to support her mother and son. The pimp 

met her, took her to a brothel and told her that she would have to repay her "sale price" and the travel 

costs. After several failed escape attempts, Tatiana was finally released from the brothel after a police 

raid – a friend of hers had contacted the Belarus Consulate who contacted the police. 

 

She was taken into custody as an illegal immigrant. 
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No Rehab for Rahab 

 

On her prison bunk, she found an anonymous note threatening to kill her and punish her family if she 

squealed. Hotline petitioned the Chief of Police for witness protection, who replied that the Police could 

not guarantee anyone's safety outside Israel. She was deported to Belarus despite begging to be flown 

to Poland or Lithuania and then allowed to cross into Belarus by car. She was reportedly met by a male 

relative and taken to an unknown location. Tatiana's subsequent fate is unknown. "I don't know the 

outcome of the trial. I only know that Arthur [the pimp] is at liberty I talked to him on the phone … 

Arthur knows my address in St. Petersburg and my telephone number because he kept my passport. I 

have a small daughter, eight-years-old there. He threatened that he would find me in Russia, at home, if 

I did not do what he wanted me to," one girl told Amnesty International. 

 

The Knesset's "feeble efforts" Human Rights Watch said, "were undermined by its failure to provide safe 

houses, witness protection, legal assistance, relief from deportation, or third-country resettlement." 

 

Israel has until 2003 to implement "minimum standards for the elimination of trafficking" or face stiff 

economic sanctions. In June of this year, the State Department bumped Israel up to the second tier, 

since it is "taking action against sex-trafficking." 

Hotline refutes testimony by the State Department that Israel had taken progressive steps towards 

halting the trafficking and exploitation of women, their spokesperson saying that Israel is merely acting 

under U.S. pressure. 

 

Police Deputy-Commander Avi Davidovitch told Jewsweek July 2002 that although the number of 

trafficked women is growing alarmingly high, few complaints are filed against pimps, and many women 

either refuse to complain or later retract earlier statements they have made to the police, out of fear of 

reprisals. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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The Real American Revolution 

 

The Real American Revolution 

 

 

 

"Following their victory in the Revolutionary War, two important documents were drawn up by the 

Freemasons in Philadelphia, a city ostensibly named after Philadelphes, the name of the "Supreme 

Secret Society" of Freemasons in France."  

 

"The first of their documents, the Declaration of Independence, was authored principally by the 

Freemason Thomas Jefferson and signed primarily by the high ranking Freemasons, of the 56 signers of 

the document, 50 were Freemasons, including the Grandmaster John Hancock.."  

 

"After the Philadelphia Convention the government of the United States began to take concrete form as 

the country's first President, the Freemasonic Grandmaster George Washington, was sworn in by Robert 

Livingston, Grandmaster of the New York Lodge. With hordes of attending Freemasons cheering the 

inauguration, a new "Nation of the Phoenix" was officially born."  

 

Five city squares of Philadelphia where designed to perfectly match the Five major stars of Orion.  

 

"When the wheels of the United States government finally began to turn, the new institution resembled 

one huge Freemasonic Lodge. Most of the high ranking officials in all three branches of government 

were either Freemasons or allied with the principles of Freemasonry. While the Grandmaster 

Washington was presiding over the Executive Branch of the government, John Marshall, a brother 

master mason from Washington's Virginia Lodge, was chairing the Judicial Branch as its first Chief 

Justice. The majority of lawmakers in the House of Representatives and Senate were also Freemasons."  

 

We have built no TEMPLE but the Capitol. We consult no common oracle but the Constitution." —Rufus 

Choate 
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Jefferson described the Capitol as a Temple to sovereign liberty. This liberty is something much deeper 

then believed at face value. Jefferson believed true liberty was only possible though the enlightenment 

[perfection] of the being and the spiritual liberty or liberation that comes with it. Jefferson was as 

mentioned a high ranking Mason and one of the greatest geniuses to have ever lived. This was the deep 

spiritual knowledge of the other Founding Fathers as well. 

 

 

The Masonic Founders build their great Temple in the form of the Capitol building in Washington. Its 

construction is identical to the layout of the diagram of the body as found in Luxor in Egypt even the 

blue prints of Luxor perfectly overlay the Capitol building as the ancient temples of the Serpents where 

always build as diagrams of the human being with the formula of the Great Perfection encoded within.  

 

 

In the Capitol we find the following under the central dome in the lowest level Washington's tomb but 

yet he was buried at Mt. Vernon and a floor above this the crypt[in a civic building] which is actually a 

temple to the Priest King and God ruler of Atlantis Poseidon. It contains forty high detailed stone pillars 

and stone flooring with beautiful chandlers hanging it was modeled after the famed temple of Poseidon 

in ancient Athens. In the center of the floor of this structure is a white star called the "Seed Of 

Washington" of which all the mile markers for Washington D.C are measure from.  

 

"Neptune[Poseidon in Greek] was simply the Sumerian Enki by another name and form. 

Like his counterpart Enki, Neptune was principally associated with the seas although he was also known 

by his devotes as the Lord of the Earth. The identity of Neptune as king of the World is revealed by Geek 

names, such a Enosichthon, meaning "Earth Shaker." A title that obviously links him to Lucifer."-Pinkham 

 

The major case for Atlantis being in the West is made in Plato's works the Timaeus and Critias and these 

accounts are based upon the Egyptians record. But that is not what the Egyptian record documents on 

the subject. The Egyptian record documents the opposite the Egyptians origins are in the East the 'Land 

of the Gods,' Pa-Nuter. Which is modern India of which the it has been shown to share an identical 

culture: 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/214 (pg. 263) 
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Satan was the Priest King of Atlantis, known as The Peacock King [Melek Ta'us] among other titles all the 

surviving traditions still directly linked to this area specifically state it as so. 

 

 

Washington is also seen in the image of a statue as the embodiment of Zeus seated, making the same 

sign of "As above so below.". 

 

One floor above is the rotunda the black and white floor lays the hallway leading into it. Directly above 

this is the mural called the "Apotheosis Of George Washington." Apotheosis means "Man into God." On 

the floor of the rotunda in the direct center inline with the white star below and Washington image in 

the solar image above in a central axis. 

 

 

The painting upon this dome shows Washington in the center depicted as a resurrected Godman 

wearing a purple robe which is the traditional symbol for the resurrected being or perfected being, it's a 

sign of divinity. The Roman Emperor who was also the High Priest wore this and certain high ranking 

Druids also wore such robes as mark of having achieved a high spiritual level. Washington is also making 

the traditional sign of Hermeticism seen in the Baphomet. 

 

 

Note Traditionally in the Christianized West it was always Christ shown in such imagery, meaning that 

Washington was purposely put in place of the Christian Messiah. Along with the Pagan Gods[Demons by 

the Catholic confession] where being honored and reverenced in the capitol building. With 

Neptune[Satan among them]. 

 

Other aspects of this mural is Washington is shown sitting on a throne placed upon a rainbow bridge 

surrounded by thirteen "star maidens" each with a star painted near their heads, this symbolizes the 

thirteen major steps of the Magnum Opus and stands for the thirteen major energy centers in the 

human body which must be fully empowered in order to reach the perfected state. 
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Four of these maidens[four is the number of Satan, the 4 elements of creation.etc] are shown holding a 

banner over Washington that states: 

E pluribus unum Latin for "Out of many, one" this has to do when all the centers become as one with the 

finishing of the Magnum Opus.  

 

 

The rainbow bridge Washington sits upon is the symbol of what is called the "Rainbow body" in Tibet, in 

Bon and also depicted other traditions such as the Norse/Germanic Bifrost bridge.  

 

In Bon the ancient religion of Tibet which was suppressed by Buddhism. The Goal of a Yogi or adept was 

to ascended and reach the highest state of the Magnum Opus, what the Tibetans called Dzogchen[Great 

Perfection]. Many images of Lama's [ones who had ascended the Kundalini Serpent] are shown in a 

radiant circle of the five lights of the rainbow body.  

 

The five lights being the purified elements and centers. I mention Bon as its one of the most ancient still 

surviving traditions today and states it was founded seventeen thousand years ago by the God Mura 

[Amon Ra].  

 

Tibet was such an important area of surviving ancient Aryan spiritual knowledge that Himmler sent an SS 

expedition to the country and where received as friends and made allies with the Dalai Lama. Many 

Monks returned with them back to Berlin to instruct and share spiritual knowledge with the SS. It's a 

little know fact the SS officers where all required to have a daily practice of this process on orders from 

Himmler, himself an adept of the Thule Society. Today they have found the evidence that Aryans once 

lived across the entire Eastern and far Eastern regions in powerful civilizations from the Himalayas to 

North China. Before disappearing over time due to mixing in with the Mongoliod races of the area's and 

events forcing them to seek other lands. But passing their culture into the regions to this day in varying 

aspects of degrees. It was found the upper classes of the Tibetans posses Aryan genes in a larger degree 

to the lower classes who where purely racially Mongoliod. 

 

Theos. Bernard an American Yogi living in his Guru's ashram in India in the early to mid part of the last 

century. Was told by his Indian mentor to obtain full knowledge and the highest levels he most travel 

into the Himalayas into Tibet.  
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More on this state: 

In Sufism it is called "the most sacred body" and the "supracelestical body." Taoists call it "the diamond 

body,' and those who have attained it are called "the immortals" and "the cloud walkers." Yogic schools 

and Tantric's call it "the divine body." The ancient Egyptians called it "the luminous body or being" or the 

karast. This conception evolved into Gnosticism, where it called the "radiant body." In the Mithraic 

liturgy it was called the "the perfect body."…. In the Hermetic Corpus, it is called "the immortal body." In 

the alchemical tradition, the Emerald Tablet calls it "the golden body." 

 

 

Namkhai Norbu Rinpoche stated in Dream Yoga and the Practice of Natural Light: 

 

Body of Light: Tibetan, ja-lus. Also known as the "rainbow body." Certain realized being…achieve the 

transformation of their ordinary bodies into a Body of Light." 

 

 

How this process works: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/176 (pg. 85) 

 

 

In the painting of Washington that Dolly Madison saved from the British that hung in the White House. 

President Washington was shown standing with a Caduceus beside him encoded in the table leg and a 

rainbow surrounding him in the background. This as stated is identical to the images of the Lama's in 

Tibetan Bon. And other famous images in the West. 

 

Further into this mural. beneath and around the scene mentioned are six sections of images containing 

Pagan Gods they are Thoth, Poseidon[Satan], Vulcan, Persephone and Athena[shown instructing 

Benjamin Franklin]. The sixth image is the image of Freedom. These are the traditional five Gods of the 

alchemy of the soul or the pure lights. The sixth image being of quiescence and the spiritual freedom 

that comes from the Magnum Opus. True Liberty. 
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The different scenes also from into a seven vignettes which correspond to the seven major charka's 

along the spine and the seven alchemical states of purification of them. 

 

The images in the mural form the pentacle of the five elements and the star as seen in Astaroth's sigil. 

They also form the pentagram the symbol of drawing the energy down from above into the head and 

down the spinal column opening the centers in the proper form. The two images overlapping are 

identical in symbolism of the Mendes Goat with the five pointed star upon its forehead. 

 

 

Next under this we see seventy two, five pointed stars[pentagrams] which represent the seventy two 

steps of Godhead also called the "seventy two" names of God which are the Goetia Demon Sigils. Not 

the corrupted Hebrew version. The pentagram is also the symbol of Lucifer as it marks the orbit His 

planet Venus makes. 

 

 

The Dome shape is based upon sacred geometry it is the Pyramidal principal or receiver this is why we 

have an empty tomb in the lower level that center axis is perfectly inline all the way up the other floors 

to the center of the dome where Washington is sitting ascended as a God. Washington is not in his tomb 

because he has been resurrected and is placed upon the top of the dome. 

 

The ancient Egyptians believed their Pharaohs where reborn as Stars. Perfected beings the Pharaohs 

where the High Priests of the Egyptians.  

 

The reality the dome acts a receiver for an energy vortex which spins around this central axis is 

important as in the ancient Pyramid the initiate would lay in the Kings chamber[or tomb] in the open 

sarcophagus and the central axis of the pyramid would line up with the center of their forehead and 

send this massive spiral of energy into the head activating the psychic seat of the soul the pineal gland 

and flooding the system with a massive wave of energy helping to ascend and awaken the Kundalini 

power.  
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The three floors also represent the trinity of the soul the trine aspect of the male, female and central 

channel, the three male and female centers and the three knots the kundalini must pass thought to 

reach the crown and obtain Apotheosis as seen at the top of the third level. 

 

 

This dome is also shaped to represent the "Cave of Brahma" where the pineal gland resides. You can see 

the numerous amounts of pinecone symbolism within the dome. The architecture in the dome is 

identical to the court of the pinecone in the Vatican in this sense which is blatant [just as the Popes 

staff] in its meaning. The pinecone is the ancient symbol of the psychic seat of the soul, the pineal gland 

even the name pineal comes from the term pinecone. 

 

Not too far away is the Washington monument which is a large obelisk that acts to draw power up from 

the earth and send it to the dome. 

 

"A motion was introduced in Congress by Freemason John Marshall to erect a memorial in honor of the 

first president. It was decided that the most appropriate monument for the late Grandmaster 

Freemason was the Egyptian "frozen snake," the obelisk. Soon afterwards, in 1793, a special ceremony 

was held in which the Freemason Robert Mills used square, level and plumb, the symbolic tools of 

Freemasonry, to lay the cornerstone of what was to become a 600 foot obelisk.. The tallest structure of 

its kind in the world."  

 

"A curious piece of the Masonic puzzle is the actual street layout for our Capital city, Washington, D.C.. 

You see, the city was laid out in the form of the central Masonic Symbols, the Square, the Compass, the 

Rule and the Pentagram.  

 

"Take any good street map of downtown Washington, D.C. and find the Capitol Building. Facing the 

Capitol from the Mall and using the Capitol building as the head or top of the Compass, the left leg is 

represented by Pennsylvania Ave. and the right leg, Maryland Ave. The Square is found in the usual 

Masonic position with the intersection of Canal St. and Louisiana Ave. The left leg of the Compass stands 

on the White House and the right leg stands on the Jefferson Memorial. The circle drive and short 

streets behind the building form the head and ears of what Satanists call the Goat Of Mendes. 
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"Sitting on top of the White House is an inverted 5 pointed star, or Pentagram. It faces North, with the 

point down in true occult fashion. It sits within the intersections of Connecticut and Vermont Avenues 

north to Dupont and Logan Circles, with Rhode Island and Massachusetts going to Washington Circle to 

the West and Mt. Vernon Square on the East.  

 

"The Pentagram or five-pointed star is, of course, both a Masonic symbol and the ancient symbol of 

witchcraft. With its point facing down (or south, when placed on the ground) it is especially associated 

with Satanism. It is also the emblem of the Eastern Star, the women's Masonic organization.  

 

"The center of the pentagram is 16th St. where, thirteen blocks due north of the very center of the 

White House, the Masonic House of The Temple sits at the top of this occult iceberg.  

"The Washington Monument stands in perfect line to the intersecting point of the form of the Masonic 

square, stretching from the House of the Temple to the Capitol building. Within the hypotenuse of that 

right triangle sits many of the headquarters buildings for the most powerful departments of 

government, such as the Justice Dept., U.S. Senate and the Internal Revenue Service. [1] 

 

On the top of the dome is the statue of Freedom which is a Goddesses depicted wearing a crown of 

stars[the rays of the halo of the ascend Kundalini power] and is seen in the most famous role as the 

Statue of Liberty in New York built by a fellow French Free Mason Frederic Bartholdi. The rays of the 

crown of Her statue are the risen Kundalini power and the torch she holds the eternal flame of life it 

brings. The chains about Her are broken as she has been liberated with the Magnum Opus. Many times 

Liberty is shown wearing the Mithriac cap of the Masons. 

 

 

Who is this Great Goddesses of America? 

 

 

Writes James Lloyd in Beyond Babylon:  

"Auguste Bertholdi was a member of the cultic Masonic Lodge in Paris, a `. . . secret international 

brotherhood linked to the ancient builders of the pyramids and the cathedrals' [quoted from Statue of 

Liberty, by Weisberger]; and as a result, fellow members of the mysterious order of Masons `. . . were 

frequently involved with the creation of the structure, and the various ceremonies that were dedicated 

to it' [ibid., p.44]. For example, the pedestal was built by another mason named Richard Hunt, and the 
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design came from his study of `. . . pyramids, ziggurats, and other . . . styles' [Statue of Liberty video]. 

You'll recall The Tower of Babel was a ziggurat; and of course, the Statue of Liberty is actually a tower" 

(Beyond Babylon, p.103). 

 

 

As the obelisk was completed in the 1880's, a number of American clergymen were upset that a "pagan 

goddess" was being placed on American soil. The Masonic Lodge, in the meantime, kept a low profile to 

avoid unnecessary controversy, just as they did when they planned the Washington monument, another 

Egyptian obelisk symbolizing the rays of the Egyptian god shining down and enlightening mankind. 

The Masons, of course, trace the origin of their secret society back to king Solomon, and from him back 

to ancient Egypt. Says Alexander Hislop in his magnificent book, "The Two Babylons," concerning the 

origins of Masonry: 

 

"It is admitted that the secret system of Free Masonry was originally founded on the MYSTERIES OF THE 

EGYPTIAN ISIS, THE GODDESS-MOTHER, OR WIFE OF OSIRIS. But what could have led to the union of a 

Masonic body with these Mysteries 

 

As Hislop shows, Isis is the Egyptian name for the Babylonian goddess  

Ishtar, who is also the same as Athena (Greece), Minerva (Egypt and Greece), Astarte (Syria), Cybele 

(Rome), Ashtoreth (Canaan), and Diana (Ephesus). This statue of the pagan Madonna, the Statue of 

"Liberty," is a statue of this same ancient pagan "Queen of Heaven," the wife of Nimrod, or Semiramis! 

 

"Astaroth has been known as a Goddess of fertility, love, and war. The clusters of three dots at the 

points of the star of her sigil are extremely ancient and denote her high spiritual rank. Her Sumerian title 

"Queen of Heaven" was stolen by xians and used for their fictitious "Virgin Mary." 

 

The Statue of Liberty in the New York Harbor is Astaroth and she is the Patron of the USA. Her number is 

eight and is associated with wealth."-HP Maxine 

 

The platform the Statue of Liberty stands on is built in the 8 pointed star of Astaroth as well. 
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This Goddesses so many times enshrined in America by the Founders is Astaroth. She is so beloved that 

in Nashville Tennessee the Masons built a perfect replica of the Parthenon. Her famous Temple that 

stood in classical Greece. The Tennessee Temple holds one of the largest standing statues in the 

Western world. Of Athena[Astaroth] standing leafed in gold holding Nike a statue six feet tall in her 

hand. Beside her is the Her golden serpent raised next to her rod. The kundalini power: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parthenon_(Nashville) 

 

Astaroth is the protector of America. 

 

We have built no temple but the Capitol. We consult no common oracle but the CONSITUTION." —Rufus 

Choate 

 

The other famous Goddesses in America is shown as Justice who is in reality the Goddesses Maat. 

Holding the scales of Maat, divine justice and order. It is Maat who is shown in the Capitol building 

guarding the constitution. 

 

To the Egyptian mind, Maat bound all things together in an indestructible unity: the universe, the 

natural world, the state, and the individual were all seen as parts of the wider order generated by 

Maat.[2] 

 

This means living in harmony with the cosmic order of the universe. Spiritual advancement of the 

individual being was crucial to the Laws of Maat. 

 

"The rituals of Free Masonry where designed to influence the body so that "evolution may be 

quickened."-Charles Leadbeater 

 

The most famed seal on the American dollar bill is based upon the original of the same seal drafted in 

the 18th century by the Founders working in 3 committees of thirteen men, it was Charles Thompson 

who submitted the final design.  
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The famed pyramid on the seal has 13 levels or steps representing the thirteen steps of the Magnum 

Opus with 72 granite stones. Which represent the 72 steps of the Godhead: 

 

Manly P. Hall's "The Secret Destiny of America" has an interesting interpretation of the 72 stones in 

pyramid of the Great Seal. He sees them corresponding to the 72 arrangements of the Tetragrammaton, 

or the four-lettered name of God[my note ENKI]… which represents, in turn, the laws, powers, and 

energies of Nature by which the perfection of man is achieved. - William Henry 

 

 

Above this is the all seeing eye representing the all knowing state and that comes with completing the 

Godhead. Pike writes that the keystone[capstone] is the symbol of the energies of Lucifer perfected and 

the Perfection finished. This is the ancient symbol of the Temple of Sol-om-on the enlightened human 

soul the inner sun perfected . Our word for soul comes from Sol the Latin term for sun: 

 

"I have every hope that the grand work we have done today will be handed down…to a late posterity, as 

the like work of that ever memorable temple to our order erected by our ancient Grand Master 

Solomon." Maryland Grand Master Joseph Clark, September 18, 1793, at the laying of the cornerstone 

of the Capitol. 

 

 

They where building the New Atlantis. 

 

 

The Jews have stolen and corrupted this allegory into some horrid: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/230 (pg. 336) 

On the symbolism on the rest of the dollar bill we see an Eagle: 

 

Manly P. Hall states: 

The hand of the mysteries controlled in the establishment of the new government for the signature of 

the mysteries may still be seen on the Great Seal of the United states of America. Careful analysis of the 
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seal discloses a mass of occult and Masonic symbols chief among them, the so-called American Eagle. ... 

the American eagle upon the Great Seal is but a conventionalized phoenix..."  

 

"Not only were many of the founders of the United States government Masons, but they received aid 

from a secret and august body existing in Europe which helped them to establish this country for A 

PECULIAR AND PARTICULAR PURPOSE known only to the initiated few."  

SOURCE: Manly P. Hall, The Secret Teachings of All Ages, pp. XC and XCI 

 

 

The original images of the seal from the time of 1776 to 1782 was the Phoenix not the eagle. The 

Phoenix is an ancient symbol of alchemy the death rebirth and immortality thought the fires of the 

kundalini energy. Apotheosis. 

 

 

With the eagle it holds in one talon it holds and olive branch with 13 leaves and the other 13 arrows, 

there are also 13 stripes on the shield the stripes represent the ying and yang of the soul also depicted 

in the black and white checkerboard pattern on the Masonic floors. There are also 13 letters in "E 

Pluribus Unum" on the ribbon. And there are 13 stars in the star above the Eagle head within a six 

pointed star which has six points, six angles and six planes which adds to the sum total of the sun square 

or 666 the number of the Sun or Sun God the alchemically perfected human, the Gold in the work. There 

is also a small owl which appears in the just to the left of the "1" which appears on the upper right hand 

corner of the Dollar Bill. The Owl is a symbol of Astaroth[Athena]. And deals with the energies of the 

kundalini. 

 

Where did the Founders use "Novus Ordo Seclorum" from? Charles A.L Totten: 

In his letter to the Sectary of the Treasury Charles .J .Folger on Feb 10 1882 he states: 

 

Novus Ordo Seclorum is a quotation form the 4th Eclogue and was borrowed in turn by Virgil from the 

mystic Sibylline records [Sibyil was an ancient Goddess] 
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A mighty order of ages is born anew. Both the prophetic Virgin and Saturnian kingdoms now return. 

Now a new progeny is let down from the lofty heavens…. 

 

The boy soon to be born in whom the iron age shall come to an end, and the golden one shall arise again 

in the whole earth. 

 

 

More into this passage: 

 

Whatso tracks remain of our old wickedness, once done away, shall free the earth from never-ceasing 

fear. 

He shall receive the life of gods, and see heroes with gods commingling, and himself be seen of them. 

And with his father's worth reign o'er a world at peace. 

 

What are the Founders telling us in all of this?  

 

The Founders by their own admission and evidence left us an important message in their symbols and 

buildings that America was the New Atlantis in which Humanity would break free of the spiritual slavery 

of the enemy and create a New Order that would usher in the Golden Age of humanity, the Age of 

Lucifer when the Great Perfection would be finished and paradise would reign. They left the science of 

Satan's Great Working encoded in the Capitol building of the Nation as a temple to Him and the 

perfection of the human soul. 

 

 

The Founders fought a Revolution for Satanic Spiritual Evolution. 
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http://watch.pair.com/G.html [1] 

Wiki[2] 

The Great Rite, William Henry 

Freedoms Gate, William Henry 

Guardians of the Holy Grail, Mark Pinkham 

The Coming Gnostic Civilization, Mark Pinkham 

The Source Field, David Wilcock 

Manly Hall 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Stealing Of Symbols And Xian Lies 

 

This is from a thread on the egroups and highlights just how much the enemy steals and corrupts. 

 

 

======================================== 

 

It is a Satanic symbol, its part of Astaroth's sigil as well. 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Astaroth.html 

 

The enemy steals and corrupts everything, even within the xianity program all their symbols and images 

are stolen. 
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Juadism exposed: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/230 (pg. 336) 

 

On how the jews created xianity: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/233 (pg. 371) 

 

The title of Christ[os]-christian, the crucifix and the famous icon of jesus are all stolen as well. 

 

 

 

Emperor Hadrian wrote in his day: 

 

 

"The worshippers of Serapis are Christians, and those who are devoted to the God Saerapis, who…call 

themselves the bishops of Christ."  

 

 

He also went on to mention the amount of jews that had come to infest this religion. 

 

 

Christos was the title of Serapis/Osiris and as found Christian was the title for the worshippers of Serapis 

in the ancient world.  
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Like his earlier incarnation Osiris, Serapis was called not only Christos but also Chrestos, centuries before 

the common era. Indeed, Osiris was styled Chrestus long before his Jewish copycat Jesus was ever 

conceived." 

 

- Murdock "Suns of God" 

 

On the cross: 

 

Tertullian, as late as 211 CE, wrote: 

"The Christians neither adored nor desired crosses, and criticized pagans for doing so and for putting a 

man on the cross, too. For pagans a cross was a sign of eternity….It was not until the 6th synod of 

Constantinople that it was decided that the symbol of Christianity, which was confirmed by Pope Adrain 

I, would be represented from that time on as a man crucified on the cross. In fact, the earliest instances 

of any artwork that illustrates Jesus on the cross can be traced back only to the eight or ninth century. 

Thus, the Christians adopted the crucifixion as a symbol from the pagans." 

 

This exposes the famous xian lie of the Battle of Milvian Bridge, of its "in hoc signo vinces" nonsense 

which was used to justify the pushing of xianity. If Emperor Constantine really saw a cross[Which was 

soley and only ever a Pagan symbol forever, even hated by the xians themselves during this era] in the 

sky why did he then "convert" to xianity, then plus that fact chose the lamb holding a banner as the xian 

programs symbol? Maybe the same reason he boiled his wife alive and killed a large part of his own 

family....power and control. He was in texts that survive [meaning not propaganda to falter him] 

described as cruel, psychopathic despot who was hated by the majority. Not nonexistant visions. 

 

The xians claim of "persecution" are also all nonsense its the holocaust mythology of its time. By modern 

finds there was never more then 50,000 xians in an Empire of 60 million. With only four thousand in 

Rome [before the jews forced it on the populace from above]. The tales of persecuted fearful masses of 

xians gathering to worship in the catacombs has been found to be lies. The people in the catacombs 

where worshippers of Orpheus the Good Shepard which part of the tradition involved worship in 

underground areas, same with Mithraic rites. 

 

This was nothing but xian-jew atrocity propaganda designed to legitimize their lies and cover over the 

truth of it was the jew-xians doing the persecuting and mass murdering of Gentiles[Pagans]. The xians 
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who where executed by the Roman government where done so for actual violent crimes towards 

innocent people[motivated by ideological hate] and political crimes such as trying to burn down the 

Capitol, the jews where found to be behind this one and they where the creators and major agents of 

xianity as the Romans stated. It you look at the main way in which most xians where put to death by 

beheading it was the method of punishment used for convicted murders in the Empire.  

 

What the jew-xians where doing to the Roman society is what the jew-communists where doing to the 

societies of Europe, Asia and Latin America....literally terrorizing them with political violence. 

 

The xians even stole the upside down cross: 

 

http://www.freewebs.com/666moon/index.htm 

 

And renamed "St.Peter's cross" and decorates St.Peter's chair in the vatican. Even St.Peter the gate 

keeper and key holder of heaven is stolen from the Roman God Janus who is the holder of the key to the 

door of heaven and hell who is depicted standing upon a rock. His Latin title is Pater. Hence why St.Peter 

is still called the rock in the bible. Janus's popular image is as a two faced or double headed man, this 

along with his titles "open and closer of doors" and the perviously mention titles, alchemical symbolism 

should be obvious to even the person with the most basic understanding of the subject. 

 

 

 

Ptolemy restyled Osiris in Hellenic imagery to smooth over the divison between the Hellenic and 

Egyptian subjects in his kingdom. So Osiris was given the title Serapis and a Hellenic look, while His wife 

remained under Her original name Isis[who had the largest Godesses religion in the Romian Empire]. 

The religion of Serapis was one of the biggest religions in that area of the ancient world. They even had 

their own vatican at the Serapeum which was attached to the famous Museum[Place of the Muse] in 

Alexandria. The reason I mention this is how we got the image of jesus. Its actually the image of Serapis. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> 

To: JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com 

Sent: Saturday, October 1, 2011 4:41 PM 

Subject: [JoyofSatan666] Point up pentacle 

 

I have a necklace that is old and silver and it is point up pentacle. Is it okay for me to wear it? Even 

though its not inverted. Pentacles represent earth and humans right? Should i throw it away...? shoul it 

be inverted instead? 

 

 

Kosher Tax On You 

 

Kosher Tax On You 

 

If you look on the back of items in the store you will notice certian symbols that are kosher seals. This 

means the food is kosher and it means you are paying a hidden tax within the food to the jews who 

force this on us. Which amounts to you personally paying hundreds extra in food costs a year. And 

thousands over the years to the jew. 

 

http://web.archive.org/web/20110218102539/http://www.666blacksun.com/Kosher_Food_Tax.html 

 

This shows the power the jews really have when a tiny minority not even four percent of the population 

can force its costly kosher law on 100% of the population who are not jews and get away with it. 

 

It also shows how lying the jew is, when they scream anti-semitism at anyone who points the obvious 

fact on this out. Even when your cupboards are full of the proof. 

 

People can pull the libtard hat trick of you have personal freedumb to not buy and thus stick up for the 

kikes who hate them as well and have the same shitty fate planned for them they do all us "Goyium" in 
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the Jew World Order. But the fact is you don't have the freedom to chose as you are purposely kept 

ignorant by the jews on this fact and any person or site or material that would educate you are attacked 

and censored by the jews 24/7 even to the point of murder. 

 

 

 

You need true knowledge to have the freedom to chose. 

 

 

 

And when the majority of all items even paper rolls are kosher in the store not much freedom. 

 

The other hidden part of the kosher tax pointed out by a fellow named Scott Roberts on his education 

vids on the subject which are excellent: 

 

http://theforbiddentruth.net/4467-you-paying-attention-kosher-conspiracy-revisited.html 

 

Is the fact much of the harmful garbage the jews pour into our foods are pumped into the non-kosher 

products, while the kosher ones are apparently freer of them. 

 

The jews are told to only buy kosher in private as the jews who own the food companies know they are 

purposely putting toxic garbage into the foods for the Goyium[ means cattle, its the jews word for 

Gentiles] use. And not putting the same into the kosher brands for their fellow jews. Which means its 

purposeful poisoning of Gentiles. They treat us the same as the other cattle in their factory farming 

plants. 
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You can try this out and go to any store and compare the labels of the kosher to the non-kosher brands. 

I did and was suprised to find the difference. 

 

 

 

So now the jew has backed the Gentile consumer who despite all the jew sneaking has become fully 

aware of the situation they can either pay the extra for kosher and not be as poisoned by the jew or not 

and be forced to eat toxic garbage purposely made by the jew to get them sick where they then have to 

go the jew medical rackett and pay half a million they don't have for treatments which will probably kill 

them in five years and leave their family in debt to the jew. 

 

 

 

And since the jew has worked to quash all medical cures: 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/185 (pg. 123) 

 

 

 

That work and are not costly in the least so they can dominate this industry the Gentile is double 

doomed. 

 

What this amounts to is the deliberate and systematic and slow mass murder of Gentiles by the jews. 

While making them pay with everything in the process for their own misery and destruction. 
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Sermon 10/12/11 

 

Many of us live in what is called 'the bible belt,' meaning areas of the USA where there is a very strong 

and imposing xian presence. Xian infestation and domination in these areas is much worse than in most 

other areas of the country. In these areas especially, xians feel very free to and are able to freely violate 

the US constitution of 'Separation of Church & State' even in public institutions such as public schools 

and such. In these places, quoting of scriptures, xian prayers and other malignant filth is pushed 

regardless of any laws which are not enforced.  

 

My point here is within these areas especially and also in many other areas, there are xian businesses. 

We must always bear in mind, though the jews are the root of the problem, xianity is their most 

powerful and formidable tool along with islam. The game is played, as I stated many times before, to 

make these odious programs all APPEAR as if they are enemies and against each other, such as jews 

being persecuted by xians, jews desecrating xian relics, the fictitious JEWISH jewsus and so forth. 

Nothing could be further from the truth. These are all to deceive and fool the populace. ALL of these 

programs focus on jewish invented SHIT- their patriarchs, their 'saints' and endless jewish filth. Hardly 

'enemies.'  

 

My point for this sermon is to warn everyone and this is from my own experience and also from the 

experiences of other brothers and sisters that I was made aware of- doing business with xians, and by 

xians, I mean hard core bible bangers and related idiots- this will cause you problems.  

 

As most of you know, I live in the bible belt. One summer, it was very hot and I found a franchise store 

that carried an item that I normally had to drive across town to obtain. The item was also much cheaper. 

I went there and after purchasing the item, I noted xian filth being promoted there on my way out. 

These were hard core xian slime. Needless to say, the item was defective, I had to return it and it also 

cause some other problems. I had a couple of other very negative experiences as well.  

 

I have heard other accounts of the same, some were outright tragic. In some cases, especially with 

todays economy and such, it can be difficult to find certain specialty item stores that are decent, 

especially in the bible belt. Before doing business with a new store, look to see if that annoying fish 

symbol is present. Regardless of the services offered or the price, it is best to avoid it at all costs. That 

stupid cunt fish symbol is also in many ads in the local phone books. You can bet they are hard core.  
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The energies do clash and you can bet, there will be problems if you go ahead and do business with this 

scumm, especially if you are a strong, dedicated Satanist. Be aware of this.  

 

Larger chains like Wal-Mart, Target and major grocery chains, even if in the bible belt, usually do not 

pose any serious problems, given their size, there are many different energies there. The smaller xian 

owned and run stores can be a real problem, even if they are part of a high profile franchise chain. Stay 

away from them.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

From Wall Street With Guile 

 

From Wall Street With Guile 

 

In the last few weeks in America a new growing mass movement started in New York and now spreading 

to numerous other America cities arise. The hub and start of this protest wave being the occupy Wall 

Street movement. Which is still going strong now. 

 

While the rank and file protesters have serious and real grievances due to what the Jews have done to 

the Nation:  

 

http://gblt.webs.com/Jewish_Bankers_War_On_America.htm 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/237 (pg. 385) 

 

We have another dimension in the mix, the Jew.  
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The Jews operate on the problem, reaction, solution formula of the Hegelian dialect or "Start a fire to 

sell them a fire hose" as a Yiddish saying goes. The Jews knew that after their second war [To crush 

Nations that had broken free of them in Europe during the critical reaction stage] America was no longer 

ripe for outright Communist revolution in the day as the masses would never support it now due to the 

change in the social, political and economy life in the Nation. The American Communist Party had over a 

million members at the height of the Jewish banksters engineered depression in the 1930's designed to 

create the situation where the Jews could take over via a Communist revolution [as well as work to 

centralize all the banking and economic power in their hands which equals political power, Lenin stated 

that is 90% of Communizing a Nation] which was working abroad at the same time as in Russia and 

across Europe.  

 

The Jews running up against strong opposition previous in Europe and their violent revolutions being 

defeated in West and Central Europe along with the Red Army running out of stream and being 

defeated in Poland. In the mid 1920's came up with a slow drip method to topple a nation from within 

and termed this soft subversion or Trojan Horse method was finalized in the doctrine of "Cultural 

Marxism" by the Jewish think-tank of the Frankfurt school.  

 

This Cultural Marxism was exported to America in the 1930's and put to work in the 1950's and on. 

When as stated they understood the situation for open Communist revolution of the workers had 

passed. They decided on a slow drip method that in time allied with another mathematically created 

economic collapse they could capitalize off the reaction and restart their direct agenda again. People 

need to understand the Jews plan in decades and centuries and steps that unfold and stay adaptable in 

the course of time to obtain their goal of a Global Jew World Order.  

 

For an in-depth view of this reality: 

The Jewish Communizing of America 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/243 (pg. 454) 

 

Today with the protest movements at Wall Street we see this unfolding evidenced by the fact the 

movement was created and is funded by the Jewish power structure agents such as the notorious Hench 

Jew of the Rothschild's, George Soros who organized the Occupy Wall Street Movement via Adbusters: 

 

Adbusters made the initial call in mid-July, and also produced a very sexy poster with a ballerina posed 

atop the Charging Bull statue and riot police in the background. US Day of Rage. [1] 
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This group then contracted the "NYC General Assembly" a covered Communist front group of Jews and 

usefools to carry out the grunt work and get it going. 

 

The Adbusters Media Foundation describes itself as a non-profit "anti-consumerist" organization that 

functions as "a global network of artists, activists, writers, pranksters, students, educators and 

entrepreneurs who want to advance the new social activist movement of the information age." 

 

Like many so-called leftist non-profits, Adbusters is a creature of globalist foundations. According to 

research conducted by Activistcash.com, Adbusters takes money from a number of supposedly 

progressive foundations, including the big Kahuna of leftish foundations – the Tides Foundation and 

Tides Center. Between 1996 and 2003, Tides doled out $334,217.00 to Adbusters, by far the largest 

amount of eight foundations donating.  

 

Steve Baldwin claims Tides received over $7 million from George Soros. Although the monetary 

connection between Tides' founder Drummond Pike and the arch globalist Soros is somewhat murky, 

researcher Ron Arnold has mapped out numerous connections between the two so-called 

philanthropists. Under IRS rules, Drummond is not obliged to reveal who he receives money from to 

fund a large number of supposedly progressive organizations.  

 

"The Tides Foundation is a pass-through for other foundations' money," writes Arnold. "Tides 

Foundation is a public charity, not a private foundation. Tides Foundation passes other foundations' 

money to a spectrum of left-wing organizations which the original donors would not or could not 

support on their own… Because none of the more than 260 projects under the Tides umbrella files its 

own Form 990 with the IRS, their finances are totally secret and not available for public inspection, an 

issue that requires congressional remedy."  

"It would seem George Soros is connected to the U.S. Day of Rage aka Occupy Wall Street through The 

Ruckus Society. On the U.S. Day of Rage website. The Ruckus Society receives funding from the Tides 

Foundation and George Soros' Open Society Institute provides grants to Tides, including a mere $4.2 

Million in 2008, the last year figures are available."[2] 
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Who else has hovered into to help to direct this movement? 

 

A widely reproduced article October 5 ("Seeking Energy, Unions Join Protest Against Wall Street"), the 

New York Times pointed prominently to the attitude and role of Stuart [Jew]Appelbaum, president of 

the Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union (RWDSU), in relation to the current Occupy Wall 

Street protests.[3] 

 

More on Applebaum: 

 

As well as serving since 1998 as president of the 100,000-member RWDSU, now a division of the United 

Food and Commercial Workers (Change to Win Federation), Appelbaum is president of the Jewish Labor 

Committee, a pro-Israeli lobby within the American trade unions. In this capacity, he regularly defends 

Zionist policy, although in its "moderate" Labor Party version, and denounces Palestinian resistance. He 

is also associated with Ameinu, the successor to the Labor Zionist Alliance. 

 

Prior to the disaffiliation of the UFCW from the AFL-CIO, Appelbaum functioned as a Vice President of 

the national AFL-CIO and a member of the federation's Executive Council from 1998 until 2005. He also 

currently serves as a vice president of the New York State AFL-CIO and the New York City Central Labor 

Council. 

 

He plays a prominent role in the Democratic Party, having served formerly as Chief House Counsel of the 

Democratic National Committee. Appelbaum was elected a delegate to the 1996, 2000, 2004 and 2008 

Democratic National Conventions and an alternate delegate to the 1992 Democratic National 

Convention. In 2008, he served as a member of the Electoral College as an Obama elector from New 

York. 

 

Appelbaum sits on Freedom House board with a variety of right-wing academics, trade unions officials 

and assorted US government operatives past and present, including Kenneth Adelman, formerly an 

assistant to Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld (under Gerald Ford), and later a member of the 

Defense Policy Board. Another Freedom House trustee is Diane Villiers Negroponte, wife of John 

Negroponte, ambassador to Honduras during the 1980s, who played a key role in supplying and 

supervising the CIA-backed "contra" mercenaries who were based in that country, and whose 

operations claimed 50,000 lives.[3] 
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More: 

 

Media spokesmen for the Occupy Wall Street demonstrations claimed that their operation is totally 

transparent, with everything subject to democratic discussion in a general assembly of all comers. But 

eyewitness reports from experienced observers on the ground in lower Manhattan indicate a much 

different reality behind these bland assurances. Forces appeared to be at work behind the scenes to 

manipulate the protest movement …. 

 

Eyewitness observers suggest that the deliberations of the general assembly are largely a diversion, and 

that real power is being increasingly concentrated in the hands of about 20 mysterious and anonymous 

individuals who appear to make up a kind of covert steering committee that pulls the strings on the 

general assembly, or else goes around it completely. The members of this cadre of mysterious 

operatives are not as young as the average demonstrator. The secret leadership is made up of people 

ranging in age from 25 to over 40, with the older ones occupying the key posts. 

 

Attempts to ascertain the names of the behind-the-scenes leaders are met with stonewalling. When 

pressed to reveal her identity, one female leader gave her name as "Mary MIA." Another gave his name 

as "Tony POW."  

 

If the leaders of OWS want to be transparent, let them make public at least the full names of the people 

whare actually running the show. No one wants to join a movement with anonymous leaders. 

Observers have noticed that almost all of the likely members of the secret steering committee disappear 

from view between 4 and 6 p.m. each afternoon, right before the opening of the general assembly, for 

which they then re-appear. It is assumed that they are attending a closed-door meeting, but the general 

assembly is not officially informed of this fact.[4] 

 

 

 

We are experiencing a return transit of the Jews via their formula of problem, reaction, solution. 

Creating and funding a mass movement for an End Game power grab and the folding of America into the 

Jew World Order. Which is playing off the terraforming of America over decades of psychological 

programming of Cultural Marxism [every major campus is a Cultural Marxist seminary] to have the leftist 
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usefools by legion to be the marching fodder to create the core ranks needed along with a Jewish 

leadership body. And with the spark of the engineered depression to unite them into a battering ram of 

Global Jewry. 

 

 

 

 

[1] http://www.thenation.com/article/163719/occupy-wall-street-faq 

 

[2]Occupty Wall Street: A Globalist Op Designed To Destroy Efforts to End the Fed 

Kurt Nimmo 

Infowars.com 

[3] http://globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=27012 

[4] http://tarpley.net/2011/10/07/occupy-wall-street-who-wants-to-hijack-the-movement/#more-3466 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Fluoride is Deadly 

 

Also be aware of other possible common names and uses for fluoride.  

 

Acidulated Phosphate Fluoride,  Calcarea Fluorica,  Fluorophosphate, Fluorure, Fluoruro, Hydrogen 

Fluoride, Monofluorophosphate, MFP, Sodium Fluoride, Sodium Monofluorophosphate, and Stannous 

Fluoride. 
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In certain forms fluoride is a very toxic poison used as a rat poison (Sodium Fluoroacetate), Fluorine is a 

very poisonous gas. 

 

This same sodium fluoride, which we now drink in the name of fighting tooth decay, has been used as 

rat poison for nearly 40 years. 

Sodium Fluoride water solutions are the cheapest and most effective rat killers known to chemists: 

colourless, odourless, tasteless, no remedy, no hope: Instant extermination. 

 

November 29, 1979 

 

Fluoride poisoning has been definitely linked to the death of a 65-year-old kidney dialysis patient who 

became ill during a blood cleaning process Nov 11. State Medical Examiner Dr. (illegible) Guard has ruled 

that Lawrence Blake, 65, of Arundel Road, suffered a toxic reaction leading to cardiac arrest. Excessive 

levels of fluoride were found in Blake's body during an autopsy. Blake was one of eight patients who 

became ill during the renal dialysis process at the Bio-medical Applications Inc. center on Forest Drive 

Nov. 13. In addition, state health department authorities said at a press conference to Baltimore 

yesterday that tests conducted on the other seven patients also showed high levels of fluoride in their 

bodies. 

 

One of the seven surviving patients, Donald Konrad of Pasadena, is in stable condition at Johns Hopkins 

University today. Another of the patients who suffered minor symptoms during the dialysis treatment, is 

at Arundel General Hospital where he is being treated for an unrelated medical problem. State 

authorities said yesterday that the accidental spill of 1,000 gallons of fluoride into the city's drinking 

water supply probably would have gone undetected if the kidney patients had not become ill. 

 

The effects of the fluoride overdose is unprecedented because spills have never occurred in a city where 

a dialysis center is located. 

The spill occurred Nov. 11 when a worker at the city's water filtration plant inadvertently left a central 

valve open for 11 hours, allowing 10 times the normal amount of fluoride to escape into the water 

supply. The accident was discovered Nov. 12 but state authorities were not notified. 

 

When public works personnel first noticed an increase in the acid level of the water after the spill, lime 

was dumped into the system to neutralize the water as proscribed by normal procedures. Public Works 
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Director Joseph Axelrod said the lime was introduced to combat the high acidic levels caused by the high 

amounts of fluoride while the plant personnel were tracking down the cause of the problem. However, 

he said, none of the lime escapes into the drinking water. It settles in storage tanks, he said, and is 

eventually removed with other sediment. If the lime, which Thomas Crabtree, the plant superintendent, 

said did return the water to a more neutral state, had escaped into the drinking water, it would have 

presented no dangers to residents, health department officials said. Axelrod and Crabtree were unable 

to say how much lime was put into the water. 

http://www.fluoridealert.org/health/accidents/annapolis.html 

 

I find it odd that these same ingredients are used to supposedly treat mental patients.  

Fluoxentine is found in prozac, fluphenazine is found in prolixin, 5- fluorouracil is given to cancer 

patients, and tipranavir is a fluoride containg prescription drug know by the brand name aptivus is gien 

to hiv-1 patients. 

 

Also note that the chemicals in these drugs are known to have bad side effects like birth defects, 

fatalities have been reported from the use of these drugs, and pregnant women are the most 

vulnerable. 

 

 

  

Cordially, 

 

PRAISE THE Mighty 4 Crowns of Duat! 

 

 

Knowledge cant be rushed, it is power so you must accept and embrace it. 

-High Priest Mac Friday 
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High Priest Mac Friday  

Joy Of Satan Ministries 

 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/HOME.html 

From: Allyson Ford <dectotaku34@...> 

To: JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com 

Sent: Friday, October 14, 2011 8:01 AM 

Subject: Re: [JoyofSatan666] Fluoride will not be added to California's carcinogen list 

 

  

That is very interesting HP Mac! I bet it was not added because, like they stated, it would scare people 

away from brushing their teeth. Everything is bad for you these days it seems it is all contaminated. You 

know how most people say "(blank) is bad for you, you shouldnt be doing it" well shit... breathing is bad 

for us! Of course, I am talking about in general outside. I wonder when CA will overturn this decision... 

  

Hail Satan!!! 

 

Show message history 

 

From: High Priest Mac Friday <macfriday@...> 

Subject: [JoyofSatan666] Fluoride will not be added to California's carcinogen list 

To: "Teens4Satan@yahoogroups.com" <Teens4Satan@yahoogroups.com>, "JOS 4ADULTS" 

<JoS4adults@yahoogroups.com>, "JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com" 

<JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com>, "HellsArmy666@yahoogroups.com" 

<HellsArmy666@yahoogroups.com>, "Advanced_Meditation@yahoogroups.com" 

<Advanced_Meditation@yahoogroups.com> 

Date: Friday, October 14, 2011, 6:37 AM 
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SACRAMENTO (KFSN) -- Most of us get some fluoride every day when we brush our teeth. But there has 

been a movement to get it put on California's list of carcinogens. 

Fluoride is in your drinking water and in your toothpaste to help fight tooth decay. 

But armed with studies that conclude fluoride can cause osteosarcoma, a form of bone cancer, 

concerned groups asked the state to list it as a carcinogen. 

 

The Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment debated whether fluoride belongs on the 

Proposition 65 list. 

California voters passed Proposition 65 in 1986. It's a warning label that the business you're visiting or 

product you're using could expose you to cancer-causing substances. 

While municipalities would have been exempt from telling you the fluoride in your tap water could 

cause cancer, toothpaste makers would have had to add a Prop. 65 warning label on the box or tube. 

 

Dentists were worried because it could scare people into not brushing their teeth. 

"We want to reduce the amount of tooth decay, and we've done a fantastic job in reducing tooth decay, 

such that half the children now in the United States don't have any tooth decay at all," said Howard 

Pollick, a dental professor at the University of California San Francisco. 

But scientists urged the panel not to dismiss the studies, especially the results in children. 

"Exposure to fluoride in tap water during the mid-childhood growth spurt ages 5 to 10 is linked to higher 

levels of osteosarcoma in males age 10 to 19," said Rebecca Sutton, an Environmental Working Group 

senior scientist. 

 

In the end, the panel unanimously voted against warning labels on toothpaste because the studies 

overall were inconclusive. 

Public health officials praised the move. 

"The science is very clear and very definitive. This is a safe and effective tool to prevent dental decay and 

it in no way has any ill effects on any individual's health," said Catherine Hayes, American Association of 

Public Health Dentistry. 
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More than 800 chemicals are on the state's Prop. 65 carcinogen list. 

Fluoride will not be added. 

 

 

http://abclocal.go.com/kfsn/story?section=news/politics&id=8389805 

  

 

Cordially, 

 

PRAISE THE Mighty 4 Crowns of Duat! 

 

 

Knowledge cant be rushed, it is power so you must accept and embrace it. 

-High Priest Mac Friday 

 

 

High Priest Mac Friday  

Joy Of Satan Ministries 
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10/17/11 

 

Many people are concerned about world affairs, which are getting worse and worse by the day, such as 

the economy and related.  

 

The only thing you can do is to keep your soul energies up, and work to amplify them. Regardless of 

what you do for meditations [we are all individuals], following a meditation/yoga session, etc., one 

should be absolutely still and get what I call and 'energy buzz.' This is where you feel like you are glowing 

with energy, vibrating with it or anywhere where you can feel the energy of your soul, which was 

amplified by the working you just did.  

 

Experienced meditators know this feeling. It comes minutes after a yoga session, after doing breathing 

exercises, invoking energy from the sun, and many times after cleaning one's aura and chakras. Just 

sitting still and meditating on this energy buzz helps to amplify it. This is your energy; your power. When 

you have this going after your meditation/yoga session, that is the time to make your affirmations. 

When stating affirmations, these should be in the present tense, a short phrase that is to the point. Such 

as: 'I am safe, secure and protected in every way.' 'I am successful in my job' 'My job is safe, secure and 

protected in every way.' 'I now have a secure job and the pay is adequate for me.'  

 

All affirmations must be stated in the present tense as the mind/soul does not understand future stense 

such as 'will' happen. Visualize the white-gold light all around yourself, as this is the astral energy that 

will work to manifest your affirmations. Build this astral energy. Relax, but affirm with intent and focus. 

If your mind wanders, do not be upset, just keep bringing it back.  

 

Unless one is very strong, workings should be performed every single day for some 40 days straight. 40 

is a number of Satan. Unfortunately, this number, like the number 7 [for the chakras] has been stolen 

and corrupted by the enemy, but ignore this and use it. It has to do with the moon cycle.  

 

Do not begin your working on a void of course moon. Workings in which you wish to attract a situation, 

growth fo a project and such should be started during a waxing moon. The current moon data is all over 

the internet and there is always help in these groups for people who don't know much about this. 

Workings which are geared towards endings should be performed during the waning phase of the 

moon. 
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I know of someone close to me who had horrific planets in the sense that transiting saturn was making 

hard retrograde aspects to most of his personal planets and to add to this, transiting saturn was in his 

first house [one of the worst times in anyone's life]. He consistently meditated on a daily basis [he 

worked some 60 hours a week, so he didn't have a whole lot of free time], but he knew how bad his 

planets were and focused on making positive affirmations, as I mentioned in the above. He also invoked 

energy from the sun. The more brilliant and bright the energy, the stronger it is. Unbelievably, he got 

through unscathed. Minor problems manifested, but nothing devestating.  

 

Do not wait until your life is out of control or where problems are so bad that you are in deep shit. I 

know from years of experience, spiritual attention to a specific problem, such as healing; if it is caught in 

the very early stages, it takes much less energy and less time to get under control. When something 

grabs a foothold so to speak, in your life, then dealing with it spiritually, using your powers, can be much 

more time consuming and difficult and it will require much more energy. 

 

Do not be afraid of the world situation or ever doubt your workings. Try to think of other things and get 

your mind off of your working so it can do its job. The energy of the soul is much like having a savings. 

Most people have some financial back-up of some sorts. The same should be done with the energy of 

the soul.  

 

I also want to add here- skipping meditations, sporadic meditating, doing workings haph-hazard and 

such; because everything begins in the mind- your PC that you are using, the chair you are sitting in, the 

desk your PC is on, streets, buildings, supermarkets, windows, nearly everything in this world that is 

material- THE IDEA CAME BEFORE THE MATERIAL MANIFESTATION! Someone thought of something and 

designed it in their mind before they made it a reality.  

 

The same goes for your workings on the astral. You are building a situation for yourself, whether it be a 

secure job, personal success, secure financial situation, personal protection, whatever. When your 

energies drop, as with skipping meditations, sporadic meditations, then this unfortunately opens the 

door in your life for unfortunate occurances and circumstances. Don't allow this to happen. Keep your 

energies high and you will be ok though all of this.  
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Regular practice of hatha [physical yoga] will act to open the mind and enhance the intuition. Your 

intuition and gut feelings will also be an indespensible help in getting you through difficult times in this 

world, unscathed.  

 

In closing, always remember- telepahtic communication is subject to all kinds of interferences, no 

different from a ouija board. Rely on your own abilities first and foremost. Too many people are 

dependent upon Demons and spirits. The Powers of Hell now have their hands full. The message of 

Satanism is to be strong. It takes a lot of personal strength and character to strictly adhere to a 

meditation program. Make it a habit. 

 

Confucious say: 'One who is strict with one's self rarely fails.'  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Big Jew Wants To Watch You 

 

Big Jew Wants To Watch You 

 

http://www.naturalnews.com/033889_cashless_payments_bracelet.html 

 

 

NaturalNews) Marketed as a simple and convenient way to carry identification, make payments, and 

furnish quick and easy access to medical records in the event of an emergency -- all with one single 

bracelet. But the VITAband also has the potential to become a serious invasion of privacy as it allows 

third parties to access personal data and other information, all of which is linked to a users individual ID 

tag. 
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If the US government suspects you might be a "terrorist," it already has the ability to access and 

monitor, in real time, your credit and debit card transactions as they occur, as well as listen in on your 

landline and mobile phone calls. But if you tie your personal medical records and other information 

directly to your credit card use through VITAband, imagine just how much more exposed your personal 

information will be. 

 

Back in July, US Bank announced that it had adopted the VITAband for its customers. The company first 

tested it on employees from multiple states earlier in the year, and eventually unveiled it for everyone. 

Each bracelet contains a special chip linked directly to a user's account, as well as a unique ID number 

that can be traced back to that user's personal and medical history 

(http://www.contactlessnews.com/2011...). 

 

VITAband users are free to decide for themselves what, and how much, information they wish to upload 

in association with their bracelet. All medical information uploaded into the system is handled by 

Microsoft's HealthVault, a system that compiles health records from many sources into one, single 

source. This data aggregation, of course, makes it much simpler for the government to spy on citizens 

personal information (http://www.naturalnews.com/028663_h...). 

 

Vita Products, Inc., the creator of the VITAband, claims it has implemented certain safeguards to protect 

users information from being improperly accessed or used. While this may be reassuring as it pertains to 

private third parties, it is meaningless when the government gets involved, as the potential for possible 

terrorist activity is all Big Brother needs to justify invading someone's personal privacy. 

 

The FAQ section for VITAband is also quite telling. It explains that even though certain safety measures 

have been established, "no technical measures are guaranteed to prevent unauthorized access, use, or 

disclosure of your User Information, and VITA makes no such guarantees." 

 

 

 

Learn more: http://www.naturalnews.com/033889_cashless_payments_bracelet.html#ixzz1b9IbfRXy 
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Libya Reader 

 

Libya Reader 

 

Gaddafi was toppled by the Jew World Order for going against them, they tried to kill him several times 

before over the decades but always failed. They also tried to frame him with the Panam flight attack 

which it was found the 4 people who claimed Gaddafi was involved where by their own confession 

paided millions to lie. The attack was done by others in revenge for the America's shooting down an 

Iranian passager jet and killing all Iranian civilizans aboard. 

 

Gaddafi had made the move to exchange oil for gold over Rothschild dollars that is when the staged 

uprising in the South started. The CIA spent decades building up islamic fanatics who hated Gaddafi 

because he kept the fundies at bay.  

 

Having read Gaddafi's Green Book and read the Human rights report from 2009 on Libya. He was an 

honest leader who raised his People out of misery and extreme poverty, created a working democratic 

nation. And created a Nation where electricity, school, healthcare and land if you wanted to farm where 

all free, as Gaddafi stated these where all fundimental human rights. The government would also pay 

the full bill if you needed healthcare or education aboard. Since Gaddafi also stated owning your own 

house and car was a human right the government would pay half the price on any car or home.  

 

Gaddafi stated upon taking over he would house every Libyan even before his own parents and he did. 

He also brought about a lasting peace by bringing the over 2000 different tribes in Lybia together. 

 

He had a jew free national bank that issued zero interest loans and a nation where the money was in 

abundence for the people. Everyone was well off. In the 1970's he handed the main governing over to 

the Peoples Congress which was the Lybian democratic government. 

 

Lybians also had a citizen army as all the people where given military training in school and armed. 
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During the air strikes on the Lybian captial 1/3 of the population showed up to rally in support of 

Gaddafi and thousands fought for him freely.  

 

Gaddafi stayed true to his word and died fighting for his People against a Jew World Order invasion. 

Along with thousands of loyal Nationalists. 

 

The first major thing the criminal cabal called the new government did. Was cancel the national bank 

and replaced it with a Rothschild one and elect a israeli jew to their government. And generally terrorize 

the innocent populace like fundimentalist islamic psychopaths do. Now declaring the only law Lybia will 

be based on is Sharia law of the Koran. Tearing down the secular and progressive system Gaddafi built. 

 

I do believe this will bite big jew in the ass in the near future, as Gaddafi was a level headed and 

intelligent man who would extend the olive branch when it could. What they have down now is build 

another frankenstein monster. 

 

Nothing happened in Greece but a lot of protesting and burning off steam, the Greeks are still under the 

same system. Italy same deal, Egypt seems to be a win against the jew, and is already shaking the jews 

up badly. The uprising in the Arabian nations where crushed by the Saudi's the biggest jew puppets in 

the ME. Somebody is trying to topple Syria like Lybia. And the jews are pushing for war with Iran and 

starting one with Pakistan. 

 

America is in a pickle as the jews are rolling thought with the problem, reaction, solution formula. 

 

As I wrote before the occupy wall street movement is created by the banker jew Sorros, who is 

Rothschilds henchjew. And is being lead by jews at the top steering the goyium. Germany, Hungry, Italy, 

Spain and Russia where in the same situation in the last century. Millions of White Russians went down 

fighting the Jew World Order but lost their struggle. The rest of the nations almost went the same way 

but rallied under strong Nationalist leaders and threw the jew yoke off. Which lead to the second jew 

war. 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/260 (pg. 562) 
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America and the rest of the West is in the identical situation today. America could become the next 

Russia. So we must always keep up the spiritual warfare against the jew and infomation struggle to 

educate as many as possible. 

 

The price we pay for losing is extermination by the jew.  

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

From: strengththroughsatan89 <horrorfan89@...> 

To: JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com 

Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 5:59:47 PM 

Subject: [JoyofSatan666] Now Libya, Next Who Knows 

 

I am so glad to see another dictatorship and jewish puppet exterminated and that Gentiles are taking 

control of their countries again. Yes they are still blinded by the lies of the RHP but step by step. First it 

was Greece, Egypt, Italy, Libya, and next I hope the U.S. We are succeeding beyound words in this war 

and the jews are loosing their stronghold.  

 

KEEP UP THE FIGHT MY BROTHERS AND SISTERS 

 

HAIL SATAN 
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Vatican Calls For Jew World Order 

 

The vatican is nothing more the the original first wave of the Jew World Order: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/211 (pg. 233) 

 

 

As Lenin the jew stated: "The establishment of a central bank is 90% of communizing a nation." Same 

with creating a central world bank. 

 

 

You can see the rhetoric the kosher vatican is using here is right from the kosher communists.  

 

Communism is the otherside of the coin of xianity, jewish twins. 

 

http://web.archive.org/web/20110218101605/http://www.666blacksun.com/Xianity_communism.html 

 

 

http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/10/24/idUS264245887020111024 

 

Vatican calls for global authority on economy, raps "idolatry of the market" 

 

The Vatican called on Monday for the establishment of a "global public authority" and a "central world 

bank" to rule over financial institutions that have become outdated and often ineffective in dealing fairly 

with crises. The document from the Vatican's Justice and Peace department should please the "Occupy 

Wall Street" demonstrators and similar movements around the world who have protested against the 

economic downturn. 
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"Towards Reforming the International Financial and Monetary Systems in the Context of a Global Public 

Authority," was at times very specific, calling, for example, for taxation measures on financial 

transactions. "The economic and financial crisis which the world is going through calls everyone, 

individuals and peoples, to examine in depth the principles and the cultural and moral values at the 

basis of social coexistence," it said. 

 

It condemned what it called "the idolatry of the market" as well as a "neo-liberal thinking" that it said 

looked exclusively at technical solutions to economic problems. "In fact, the crisis has revealed 

behaviours like selfishness, collective greed and hoarding of goods on a great scale," it said, adding that 

world economics needed an "ethic of solidarity" among rich and poor nations. 

 

"If no solutions are found to the various forms of injustice, the negative effects that will follow on the 

social, political and economic level will be destined to create a climate of growing hostility and even 

violence, and ultimately undermine the very foundations of democratic institutions, even the ones 

considered most solid," it said. 

 

It called for the establishment of "a supranational authority" with worldwide scope and "universal 

jurisdiction" to guide economic policies and decisions. 

 

Asked at a news conference if the document could become a manifesto for the movement of the 

"indignant ones", who have criticised global economic policies, Cardinal Peter Turkson, head of the 

Vatican's Justice and Peace department, said: "The people on Wall Street need to sit down and go 

through a process of discernment and see whether their role managing the finances of the world is 

actually serving the interests of humanity and the common good. "We are calling for all these bodies 

and organisations to sit down and do a little bit of re-thinking." 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Re: christians against jews 

 

This is all a huge conspiracy and it depends and relies upon the populace just being gullible and believing 

all of this jew crap and doing no research of their own.  

 

Christianity is the jewish source of power; their bulwark. Christianity is the spiritual host, the host of 

psychic power and energy that the jews draw upon in order to advance their agenda. Just as in 

witchcraft, workings of the mind, spells and so forth [all the same thing], a connection must be made. 

The nazarene was a kike from birth do death. Circumcised and named on the eighth day by a rabbi in the 

jewish synagogue, parents observed jewish law and the passover, etc.  

http://www.exposingchristianity.com/Jewish_Nazarene.htm  

 

Every single page of that foul and filthy jewish bible of literary filth has the word 'jew/s' 'israel' or related 

on it. The old testament is nothing more than the kike monster 'god' [who 'was a murderer and a liar 

from the begining'], sending his band of kikes on a mass murder spree against Gentiles- genocide, 

stealing, looting, enslaving, and conquering. This is all a powerful subliminal message used in their 

'magick'- jews conquer and enslave the Gentiles. The jew world order with the communist doctrines are 

laid down with the teachings and the life of the nazarene.  

 

Now, in order for this malignancy to thrive and to fulfill its intended purpose, xianity has to have a 

serious enemy. The more serious, the better, so of course, everything is blamed upon 'Satan' which 

means 'enemey' in hebrew. I learned to read just enough hebrew to research this in hebrew and know 

this for a fact. Look in any hebrew/english dictionary.  

 

Now, in Ancient Sanskrit, 'Satan' means 'truth.' So, it isn't surprising the people of the lie would also 

condemn 'Satan' as their enemy, because Satan is truth.  

 

The jews are masters of human psychology and are not stupid by any means. This is how they have 

survived. Christianity is very essential to their survival and the advancement of their agenda. They very 

well know this, so they not only play upon the ignorance and general laziness of the populace in 

neglecting research, but they also work diligently to confuse Gentiles. 
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Crap such as 'the jews murdered jesus' and then that human sacrifice crap the xians try to pin on 

Satanists [when it is really jewish], christianity vs. judaism- like as if they are enemies; no different from 

the vatican openly and publicly condemning communism and such. Truth be known, this works every 

time in fooling the masses. That is until one does one's research.  

 

Now, how can jews and xians really be enemies when both worship the very same piece of jewish filth 

as a 'god'? The nazarene was a kike and anyone who questions this has their head up their ass to say the 

least. IT IS ALL IN THE SCRIPTURES. As for communism and xianity being enemies, this is another fallacy, 

a blatant one at that. The entire judeo/xian bible, especially their jewsus' teachings are a blueprint for 

world communism. THERE ARE NO CONFLICTS IN ANY OF THAT KIKE MAGOT'S TEACHINGS OR IN 

ANYTHING HE DID THAT CONTRADICT COMMUNISM.  

http://www.exposingchristianity.com/Xianity_and_Communism.htm  

 

A major help to the jewish agenda and in bringing people into believing and adhering to the lie of xianity 

[which brings them under the spiritual thumb and control of the jews] is promoting themselves as the 

enemy to xianity. This works a lot of the time. The jews really don't care if a few of their own are 

sacrificed for their agenda. They always try to make themselves look to be persecuted by the xians- the 

more the better, for them, as this further confuses many into being duped into their snare of xianity. If 

xians are against jews, then xianity must be ok, right?  

I don't think so. It is all a game of playing both sides and then whichever side one is on, the kikes had 

them all along.  

 

SATAN is the biggest threat to the jews and they KNOW this. This is why they have worked to get control 

of Satanism, dictate hideous and outrageous lies as to what Satanism is and then from there, make 

Satan the most reviled and hated being in the universe. Make Satanists look like a bunch of infant 

murderers, which then works to draw a selection of mentally unbalanced nut-cases and other deranged 

individuals- this works wonders for the jewish agenda. It keeps the number of Satanists very small, and 

with the xianity vs. Satanism, no alternative is given, so if someone is to reject xianity and know there is 

a spirit world beyond atheism, many deluded ones believe the jew invented lies and hideous filth 

concerning Satan. There have been teens who have fallen into this trap.  

 

When one dares to speak out regarding the TRUTH about Satan and Satanism, one is attacked and 

worse. The truth is vehemently suppressed because it is a threat to the jewish people. Anything and 

everything goes, UNLESS it is a threat to the jewish agenda. The jewish lies are then self-perpetuating.  
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Just as with the ADL website, the jews actually promote any individuals supposedly working against 

them as notorious and such, when in truth, the ones they promote the most are bought and paid for 

with kosher money. This is to attract legitimate people into their snare, as with the NSM and other 

related groups deemed as National Socialist; anti-jewish, etc. From there, a blatant give-away that they 

are not to be trusted is their promotion and advocacy of xianity. When any group that is supposedly 

against the jews and their agenda promoted xianity, you can rest assured, they are in reality working 

FOR the jews. Then, there is the 'zionist' vs. 'anti-zionist' 'good jew' vs. 'bad jew.' This is another tactic of 

how they advance their agenda through infiltration and control. A jew is a jew is a jew.  

 

No religion, no God, has ever been maligned and blasphemed, not even near in all of history as has 

Satan. Communist countries have permitted catholic churches, synagogues and xian churches of nearly 

every denomination; bibles and xian paraphanailia. Yes, they pretend to be against it, but this in itself 

works FOR the jewish agenda. The stepping off point of xianity is communism. As I said before and 

anyone with even half a brain who has studied both the bible and the communist doctrine can easily see 

there is NO conflict.  

 

Now, on the other hand, just how long do you think any communist country would tolerate anyone even 

secretly [if they knew about it] being a Satanist.  

 

THE WORD 'PAGAN' MEANS GENTILE; SATAN, IN ADDITION TO BEING THE NAME OF OUR GOD, IS ALSO 

A LABEL FOR PAGANISM.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Buddhism An Answer 

 

Buddhism An Answer 

 

This was in reply to an question on another forum on Buddhism: 

 

 

Buddhism of today is a corruption of the original Vedic relgion of Budha/Buddha/Wod.etc This was the 

worship of the Vedic Mercury or Hermes you can see this also in the mantra for the mercury square is 

Budhaya. This Gods today are called Demons in the West. 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/AllDemons.html 

 

This excerpt quote from the Catholic Encyclopedia is very revealing:  

In the same way the Greeks and Romans may have worshipped their divinities, fondly believing them to 

be good. But the Christian Scriptures declare that all the gods of the Gentiles are demons.  

Catholic Encyclopedia: Devil Worship  

http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/04767a.htm  

DEMONS ARE THE GODS OF THE GENTILES!!!!  

 

 

 

Mercury is connected to the Magnum Opus as encoded into the Great Pyramid at Giza [where the final 

rite to raise the Serpent took place as well] and the ancient symbols of the horned Gods being a symbol 

for the risen Kundalini energy with the horns representing the glyph of Mercury the perfected life force. 
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The most insidious thing the RHP systems do is change the meaning behind the symbols and concepts of 

the original religions even apporating images and titles of the popular religions to create a Trojan Horse 

virus to act as battering ram and knoch down and replace the original they are corrupted copycat of. 

 

The final insult is they then parade around and claim they are the original model and those others 

systems where simply a corruption of theirs. 

 

Buddhism of today is an example of this, Buddhism is literally the Eastern xainity it was even created and 

imposed the same way. This was the confusion among scholars as they found evidence Buddha was a 

famous God before the claimed time of the non-existant Siddhartha. This was because Buddha, 

Budha.etc As mentioned was original the worship of Mercury/Hermes or Woden in Europe even 

worshiped as Budha in Ireland. That was destroyed and replaced by a enemy copycat and corruption 

that destroyed the original Vedic system. The Siddhartha character was created like jewsus to be the 

core of this attack and subversion hence Siddhartha is a humanized sun God and corruption of the Solar 

mythos of the magnum opus. 

 

 

Today it is admitted by Hindu scholars that all the principals of Hindu [Sanatan] Dharma are actually 

Buddhist ones, the brunt of the major systems in the East are open or covered Buddhism. The original 

Buddhist missionaries literality operated like a bunch of Jesuits as well. Even outlawing and corrupting 

the original programs they replaced aong with mass murdering their Priests and lay members. Buddhist 

society in Tibet was identical to fuedal society under the Catholic Church in the darkages in Europe. Even 

Askoa had people put to death who refused to worship this new religion after killing dozens of his own 

brothers to take the throne and then committing a ten year genocide on a neighbouring kingdom. Then 

covering his new control ideology program with a pious lie same as Constantine. This was simply a 

power craving psychopath who used psychology as a weapon of power and control. Who knows who 

was behind him in secret as well. 

 

 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/170 (pg. 49) 
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Copycat Buddhism made its way West to Alexandria and had bases in the city, the Jew Therapuets 

copied parts of their texts into the creation of their lie program of jewsus. The Sermon on the Mount is 

taken from Buddhism.etc 

 

Buddhism today is as to the original Vedic culture what Christianity today is to the original Pagan culture 

of Europe and Egypt. 

 

More then one scholar has mentioned the central fact it was this copycat Buddhism that weakened India 

to the point over centuries the Islamic invasion could trumph over them with ease.  

 

 

Another term for Budha in the Far East was Fo or Po, as HP Carlson has mentioned Bon Po as well. The 

deal is this Bon Po is the original surviving Buddhist tradition before this copycat infested and murdered 

its way into power. Its no mistake being a follower of Bon Po was declared to be punished by death by 

the Dalai Lama once they took power in the late 14th century ACE. And Bon Po was labeled as the xians 

in the West labelled the original Tradition they created their copycat corruption from. Both where 

punished with the same, death. 

 

Bon Po still survives in some areas of Tibet, in Bon Po the creation of the rainbow body via the Magnum 

Opus or the Great Perfection as they call it. Is the highest goal. The supreme God of Bon Po is Sanat 

Kumara the lord of Shambhalla. Sanat Kumara is Satan in the East, even Sanat is an anagram for Satan. 

He is also called Rudra Chakrin. You can see the ancient symbol of Satan the Peacock and Peacock 

feather as it represents the eye of wisdom opened with the fully raised kundalini all over Tibet and the 

East. 

 

Rudra is the Vedic original version of the Hindu God Siva and Rudra is another form of the Vedic Creator 

and Father of humanity Agni. And its been proven by scholars Agni is also EA/ENKI: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/239 (pg. 406) 

 

The Rig Veda of Agni is the oldest known religious text on earth. 
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The Yezidi people state their ancient ancestors came from India and you can see this in their culture. The 

Yezidi worship Satan literally as Satan but also under another title the Peacock King [not angel] Melek 

Taus. In their sacred writing Satan mentions Shamballah. 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/QuretAlYezid.html 

 

"Say then, let the light of knowledge flash forth from the ziarahs,  

Flash forth from the river of Euphrates to the hiddeness of Shamballah."-Satan  

 

The culture on Sri Lanka worship Satan as Murrugan/Sanat Kumara as well. Their worship is identical to 

the Yezidi. They mainly worship Him in the form of a Peacock sitting on the top of the mount meru world 

column which is the spinal column with the Peacock at the top being the symbol of the Kundalini fully 

risen. The Peacock is the origin of the phoenix of which is viewed in identical depiction to the Peacock 

sitting upon the top of the meru column in the East. Its known that Satan is Ptah in Egypt and the 

allegories of him as Ptah are identical to Sanat Kumara in the East. 

 

The Peacock is one of the most ancient symbols of immortality via the Magnum Opus or Great 

Perfection. Hence its feathers are part of the banner of Shamballah seen on Tibetian images. 

 

Hence the original Vedic Buddhist tradition held Satan as Creator God. As did the Western/ME branches 

before both where corrupted with xianity in the West and copycat Buddhism in the East. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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House Of Saud, Donmeh "Young Turks" Crypto-Jews 

 

House Of Saud, Donmeh "Young Turks" Crypto-Jews 

 

In this investigative report by Wayne Madison a former U.S. Intelligence and US Navy officer we find out 

several major things That Turkey fell from the inside to crypto-jews or the "Young Turks" the Donmeh. 

These jews where responsible for the Armenian genocide [a million and up where murdered] along with 

the genocides of thousands of Greeks. 

 

We also learn the House of Saud the family that rules Saudi Arabia are of jewish creation and blood 

hence also crypto-jews. This news being so dangerous to the Saudi's they put out a contract on a 

researcher Mohammad Sakher who wrote openly of it. 

 

We also learn the jews are fastly losing their power in the ME with their almost century long grip over 

Turkey has fallen away and they did infact lose control over Egypt during the "Arab Spring" uprising. 

 

And we can see how the jews use their tool of islam to divide and rule Gentiles from within. The truth of 

islam: 

 

http://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/ 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/234 (pg. 383) 

 

 

 

And we see how their other program xianity leaves Gentiles helpless against them and their plots as 

well. 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/233 (pg. 371) 
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/268 (pg. 582) 

 

More on the jews secret networks to observe how they subvert even in America: 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/216 (pg. 292) 

 

And we also see that our rituals are working 

 

 

============================================================== 

http://www.strategic-culture.org/news/2011/10/25/the-doenmeh-the-middle-easts-most-whispered-

secret-part-i.html 

 

 

There is a historical "eight hundred pound gorilla" lurking in the background of almost every serious 

military and diplomatic incident involving Israel, Turkey, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Greece, Armenia, the 

Kurds, the Assyrians, and some other players in the Middle East and southeastern Europe. It is a factor 

that is generally only whispered about at diplomatic receptions, news conferences, and think tank 

sessions due to the explosiveness and controversial nature of the subject. And it is the secretiveness 

attached to the subject that has been the reason for so much misunderstanding about the current 

breakdown in relations between Israel and Turkey, a growing warming of relations between Israel and 

Saudi Arabia, and increasing enmity between Saudi Arabia and Iran… 

 

Although known to historians and religious experts, the centuries-old political and economic influence of 

a group known in Turkish as the "Dönmeh" is only beginning to cross the lips of Turks, Arabs, and Israelis 

who have been reluctant to discuss the presence in Turkey and elsewhere of a sect of Turks descended 

from a group of Sephardic Jews who were expelled from Spain during the Spanish Inquisition in the 16th 

and 17th centuries. These Jewish refugees from Spain were welcomed to settle in the Ottoman Empire 

and over the years they converted to a mystical sect of Islam that eventually mixed Jewish Kabbala and 

Islamic Sufi semi-mystical beliefs into a sect that eventually championed secularism in post-Ottoman 

Turkey. It is interesting that "Dönmeh" not only refers to the Jewish "untrustworthy converts" to Islam 
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in Turkey but it is also a derogatory Turkish word for a transvestite, or someone who is claiming to be 

someone they are not. 

 

The Donmeh sect of Judaism was founded in the 17th century by Rabbi Sabbatai Zevi, a Kabbalist who 

believed he was the Messiah but was forced to convert to Islam by Sultan Mehmet IV, the Ottoman 

ruler. Many of the rabbi's followers, known as Sabbateans, but also "crypto-Jews," publicly proclaimed 

their Islamic faith but secretly practiced their hybrid form of Judaism, which was unrecognized by 

mainstream Jewish rabbinical authorities. Because it was against their beliefs to marry outside their 

sect, the Dönmeh created a rather secretive sub-societal clan. 

 

The Dönmeh rise to power in Turkey 

 

Many Dönmeh, along with traditional Jews, became powerful political and business leaders in Salonica. 

It was this core group of Dönmeh, which organized the secret Young Turks, also known as the 

Committee of Union and Progress, the secularists who deposed Ottoman Sultan Abdulhamid II in the 

1908 revolution, proclaimed the post-Ottoman Republic of Turkey after World War I, and who instituted 

a campaign that stripped Turkey of much of its Islamic identity after the fall of the Ottomans. 

Abdulhamid II was vilified by the Young Turks as a tyrant, but his only real crime appears to have been to 

refuse to meet Zionist leader Theodore Herzl during a visit to Constantinople in 1901 and reject Zionist 

and Dönmeh offers of money in return for the Zionists to be granted control of Jerusalem. 

 

Like other leaders who have crossed the Zionists, Sultan Adulhamid II appears to have sealed his fate 

with the Dönmeh with this statement to his Ottoman court: "Advise Dr. Herzl not to take any further 

steps in his project. I cannot give away even a handful of the soil of this land for it is not my own, it 

belongs to the entire Islamic nation. The Islamic nation fought jihad for the sake of this land and had 

watered it with their blood. The Jews may keep their money and millions. If the Islamic Khalifate state is 

one day destroyed then they will be able to take Palestine without a price! But while I am alive, I would 

rather push a sword into my body than see the land of Palestine cut and given away from the Islamic 

state." After his ouster by Ataturk's Young Turk Dönmeh in 1908, Abdulhamid II was jailed in the 

Donmeh citadel of Salonica. He died in Constantinople in 1918, three years after Ibn Saud agreed to a 

Jewish homeland in Palestine and one year after Lord Balfour deeded Palestine away to the Zionists in 

his letter to Baron Rothschild. 

 

One of the Young Turk leaders in Salonica was Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, the founder of the Republic of 

Turkey. When Greece achieved sovereignty over Salonica in 1913, many Dönmeh, unsuccessful at being 
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re-classified Jewish, moved to Constantinople, later re-named Istanbul. Others moved to Izmir, Bursa, 

and Ataturk's newly-proclaimed capital and future seat of Ergenekon power, Ankara. 

 

Some texts suggest that the Dönmeh numbered no more than 150,000 and were mainly found in the 

army, government, and business. However, other experts suggest that the Dönmeh may have 

represented 1.5 million Turks and were even more powerful than believed by many and extended to 

every facet of Turkish life. One influential Donmeh, Tevfik Rustu Arak, was a close friend and adviser to 

Ataturk and served as Turkey's Foreign Minister from 1925 to 1938. 

 

Ataturk, who was reportedly himself a Dönmeh, ordered that Turks abandon their own Muslim-Arabic 

names. The name of the first Christian emperor of Rome, Constantine, was erased from the largest 

Turkish city, Constantinople. The city became Istanbul, after the Ataturk government in 1923 objected to 

the traditional name. There have been many questions about Ataturk's own name, since "Mustapha 

Kemal Ataturk" was a pseudonym. Some historians have suggested that Ataturk adopted his name 

because he was a descendant of none other than Rabbi Zevi, the self-proclaimed Messiah of the 

Dönmeh! Ataturk also abolished Turkey's use of the Arabic script and forced the country to adopt the 

western alphabet. 

 

Modern Turkey: a secret Zionist state controlled by the Dönmeh 

 

Ataturk's suspected strong Jewish roots, information about which was suppressed for decades by a 

Turkish government that forbade anything critical of the founder of modern Turkey, began bubbling to 

the surface, first, mostly outside of Turkey and in publications written by Jewish authors. The 1973 book, 

The Secret Jews, by Rabbi Joachim Prinz, maintains that Ataturk and his finance minister, Djavid Bey, 

were both committed Dönmeh and that they were in good company because "too many of the Young 

Turks in the newly formed revolutionary Cabinet prayed to Allah, but had their real prophet [Sabbatai 

Zevi, the Messiah of Smyrna]." In The Forward of January 28, 1994, Hillel Halkin wrote in The New York 

Sun that Ataturk recited the Jewish Shema Yisrael ("Hear O Israel"), saying that it was "my prayer too." 

The information is recounted from an autobiography by journalist Itamar Ben-Avi, who claims Ataturk, 

then a young Turkish army captain, revealed he was Jewish in a Jerusalem hotel bar one rainy night 

during the winter of 1911. In addition, Ataturk attended the Semsi Effendi grade school in Salonica, run 

by a Dönmeh named Simon Zevi. Halkin wrote in the New York Sun article about an email he received 

from a Turkish colleague: "I now know – know (and I haven't a shred of doubt) – that Ataturk's father's 

family was indeed of Jewish stock." 
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It was Ataturk's and the Young Turks' support for Zionism, the creation of a Jewish homeland in 

Palestine, after World War I and during Nazi rule in Europe that endeared Turkey to Israel and vice 

versa. An article in The Forward of May 8, 2007, revealed that Dönmeh dominated Turkish leadership 

"from the president down, as well as key diplomats . . . and a great part of Turkey's military, cultural, 

academic, economic, and professional elites" kept Turkey out of a World War II alliance with Germany, 

and deprived Hitler of a Turkish route to the Baku oilfields." In his book, The Donme: Jewish Converts, 

Muslim Revolutionaries and Secular Turks, Professor Marc David Baer wrote that many advanced to 

exalted positions in the Sufi religious orders. 

 

Israel has always been reluctant to describe the Turkish massacre of the Armenians by the Turks in 1915 

as "genocide." It has always been believed that the reason for Israel's reticence was not to upset Israel's 

close military and diplomatic ties with Turkey. However, more evidence is being uncovered that the 

Armenian genocide was largely the work of the Dönmeh leadership of the Young Turks. Historians like 

Ahmed Refik, who served as an intelligence officer in the Ottoman army, averred that it was the aim of 

the Young Turks to destroy the Armenians, who were mostly Christian. The Young Turks, under Ataturk's 

direction, also expelled Greek Christians from Turkish cities and attempted to commit a smaller-scale 

genocide of the Assyrians, who were also mainly Christian. 

 

One Young Turk from Salonica, Mehmet Talat, was the official who carried out the genocide of the 

Armenians and Assyrians. A Venezuelan mercenary who served in the Ottoman army, Rafael de Nogales 

Mendez, noted in his annals of the Armenian genocide that Talat was known as the "renegade Hebrew 

of Salonica." Talat was assassinated in Germany in 1921 by an Armenian whose entire family was lost in 

the genocide ordered by the "renegade Hebrew." It is believed by some historians of the Armenian 

genocide that the Armenians, known as good businessmen, were targeted by the business-savvy 

Dönmeh because they were considered to be commercial competitors. 

 

It is not, therefore, the desire to protect the Israeli-Turkish alliance that has caused Israel to eschew any 

interest in pursuing the reasons behind the Armenian genocide, but Israel's and the Dönmeh's 

knowledge that it was the Dönmeh leadership of the Young Turks that not only murdered hundreds of 

thousands of Armenians and Assyrians but who also stamped out Turkey's traditional Muslim customs 

and ways. Knowledge that it was Dönmeh, in a natural alliance with the Zionists of Europe, who were 

responsible for the deaths of Armenian and Assyrian Christians, expulsion from Turkey of Greek 

Orthodox Christians, and the cultural and religious eradication of Turkish Islamic traditions, would issue 

forth in the region a new reality. Rather than Greek and Turkish Cypriots living on a divided island, 

Armenians holding a vendetta against the Turks, and Greeks and Turks feuding over territory, all the 

peoples attacked by the Dönmeh would realize that they had a common foe that was their actual 

persecutor. 
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Challenging Dönmeh rule: Turkey's battle against the Ergenekon 

 

It is the purging of the Kemalist adherents of Ataturk and his secular Dönmeh regime that is behind the 

investigation of the Ergenekon conspiracy in Turkey. Ergenekon's description matches up completely 

with the Dönmeh presence in Turkey's diplomatic, military, judicial, religious, political, academic, 

business, and journalist hierarchy. Ergenekon attempted to stop the reforms instituted by successive 

non-Dönmeh Turkish leaders, including the re-introduction of traditional Turkish Islamic customs and 

rituals, by planning a series of coups, some successful like that which deposed Prime Minister Necmettin 

Erbakan's Refah (Welfare) Islamist government in 1996 and some unsuccessful, like OPERATION 

SLEDGEHEMMER, which was aimed at deposing Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan in 2003. Some 

Islamist-leaning reformists, including Turkish President Turgut Ozal and Prime Minister Bulent Ecevit, 

died under suspicious circumstances. Deposed democratically-elected Prime Minister Adnan Menderes 

was hanged in 1961, following a military coup. 

 

American politicians and journalists, whose knowledge of the history of countries like Turkey and the 

preceding Ottoman Empire, is often severely lacking, have painted the friction between Israel's 

government and the Turkish government of Prime Minister Erdogan as based on Turkey's drift to 

Islamism and the Arab world. Far from it, Erdogan and his Justice and Development Party (AKP) seem to 

have finally seen a way to break free from the domination and cruelty of the Dönmeh, whether in the 

form of Kemalist followers of Ataturk or nationalist schemers and plotters in Ergenekon. But with 

Turkey's "Independence Day" has come vitriol from the Dönmeh and their natural allies in Israel and the 

Israel Lobby in the United States and Europe. Turkey as a member of the European Union was fine for 

Europe as long as the Dönmeh remained in charge and permitted Turkey's wealth to be looted by 

central bankers like has occurred in Greece. 

 

When Israel launched its bloody attack on the Turkish Gaza aid vessel, the Mavi Marmara, on May 31, 

2010, the reason was not so much the ship's running of the Israeli blockade of Gaza. The brutality of the 

Israelis in shooting unarmed Turks and one Turkish-American, some at point blank range, according to a 

UN report, indicated that Israel was motivated by something else: vengeance and retaliation for the 

Turkish government's crackdown on Ergenekon, the purging of the Turkish military and intelligence 

senior ranks of Dönmeh, and reversing the anti-Muslim religious and cultural policies set down by the 

Dönmeh's favorite son, Ataturk, some ninety years before. In effect, the Israeli attack on the Mavi 

Marmara was in retaliation for Turkey's jailing of several top Turkish military officers, journalists, and 

academics, all accused of being part of the Ergenekon plot to overthrow the AKP government in 2003. 

Hidden in the Ergenekon coup plot is that the Dönmeh and Ergenekon are connected through their 

history of being Kemalists, ardent secularists, pro-Israeli, and pro-Zionist. 
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With tempers now flaring between Iran on one side and Israel, Saudi Arabia, and the United States on 

the other, as the result of a dubious claim by U.S. law enforcement that Iran was planning to carry out 

the assassination of the Saudi ambassador to the United States on American soil, the long-standing 

close, but secretive relationship between Israel and Saudi Arabia is coming to the forefront. The Israeli-

Saudi connection had flourished during OPERATION DESERT STORM, when both countries were on the 

receiving end of Saddam Hussein's Scud missiles. 

 

 

 

What will surprise those who may already be surprised about the Dönmeh connection to Turkey, is the 

Dönmeh connection to the House of Saud in Saudi Arabia. 

 

An Iraqi Mukhabarat (General Military Intelligence Directorate) Top Secret report, "The Emergence of 

Wahhabism and its Historical Roots," dated September 2002 and released on March 13, 2008, by the 

U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency in translated English form, points to the Dönmeh roots of the founder 

of the Saudi Wahhabi sect of Islam, Muhammad ibn Abdul Wahhab. Much of the information is gleaned 

from the memoirs of a "Mr. Humfer," (as spelled in the DIA report, "Mr. Hempher" as spelled the 

historical record) a British spy who used the name "Mohammad," claimed to be an Azeri who spoke 

Turkish, Persian, and Arabic and who made contact with Wahhab in the mid-18th century with a view of 

creating a sect of Islam that would eventually bring about an Arab revolt against the Ottomans and pave 

the way for the introduction of a Jewish state in Palestine. Humfer's memoirs are recounted by the 

Ottoman writer and admiral Ayyub Sabri Pasha in his 1888 work, "The Beginning and Spreading of 

Wahhabism." 

 

In his book, The Dönmeh Jews, D. Mustafa Turan writes that Wahhab's grandfather, Tjen Sulayman, was 

actually Tjen Shulman, a member of the Jewish community of Basra, Iraq. The Iraqi intelligence report 

also states that in his book, The Dönmeh Jews and the Origin of the Saudi Wahhabis, Rifat Salim Kabar 

reveals that Shulman eventually settled in the Hejaz, in the village of al-Ayniyah what is now Saudi 

Arabia, where his grandson founded the Wahhabi sect of Islam. The Iraqi intelligence report states that 

Shulman had been banished from Damascus, Cairo, and Mecca for his "quackery." In the village, 

Shulman sired Abdul Wahhab. Abdel Wahhab's son, Muhammad, founded modern Wahhabism. 
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The Iraqi report also makes some astounding claims about the Saud family. It cites Abdul Wahhab 

Ibrahim al-Shammari's book, The Wahhabi Movement: The Truth and Roots, which states that King 

Abdul Aziz Ibn Saud, the first Kingdom of Saudi Arabia monarch, was descended from Mordechai bin 

Ibrahim bin Moishe, a Jewish merchant also from Basra. In Nejd, Moishe joined the Aniza tribe and 

changed his name to Markhan bin Ibrahim bin Musa. Eventually, Mordechai married off his son, Jack 

Dan, who became Al-Qarn, to a woman from the Anzah tribe of the Nejd. From this union, the future 

Saud family was born. 

 

The Iraqi intelligence document reveals that the researcher Mohammad Sakher was the subject of a 

Saudi contract murder hit for his examination into the Sauds' Jewish roots. In Said Nasir's book, The 

History of the Saud Family, it is maintained that in 1943, the Saudi ambassador to Egypt, Abdullah bin 

Ibrahim al Muffadal, paid Muhammad al Tamami to forge a family tree showing that the Sauds and 

Wahhabs were one family that descended directly from the Prophet Mohammed. 

 

At the outset of World War I, a Jewish British officer from India, David Shakespeare, met with Ibn Saud 

in Riyadh and later led a Saudi army that defeated a tribe opposed to Ibn Saud. In 1915, Ibn Saud met 

with the British envoy to the Gulf region, Bracey Cocas. Cocas made the following offer to Ibn Saud: "I 

think this is a guarantee for your endurance as it is in the interest of Britain that the Jews have a 

homeland and existence, and Britain's interests are, by all means, in your interest." Ibn Saud, the 

descendant of Dönmeh from Basra, responded: "Yes, if my acknowledgement means so much to you, I 

acknowledge thousand times granting a homeland to the Jews in Palestine or other than Palestine." Two 

years later, British Foreign Secretary Lord Balfour, in a letter to Baron Walter Rothschild, a leader of the 

British Zionists, stated: "His Majesty's government view with favor the establishment in Palestine of a 

national home for the Jewish people . . ." The deal had the tacit backing of two of the major players in 

the region, both descendant from Dönmeh Jews who supported the Zionist cause, Kemal Ataturk and 

Ibn Saud. The present situation in the Middle East should be seen in this light but the history of the 

region has been purged by certain religious and political interests for obvious reasons. 

 

After World War I, the British facilitated the coming to power of the Saud regime in the former Hejaz 

and Nejd provinces of the Ottoman Empire. The Sauds established Wahhabism as the state religion of 

the new Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and, like the Kemalist Dönmeh in Turkey, began to move against other 

Islamic beliefs and sects, including the Sunnis and Shi'as. The Wahhabi Sauds accomplished what the 

Kemalist Dönmeh were able to achieve in Turkey: a fractured Middle East that was ripe for Western 

imperialistic designs and laid the groundwork for the creation of the Zionist state of Israel. 

 

Deep states and Dönmeh 
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During two visits to Turkey in 2010, I had the opportunity of discussing the Ergenekon "deep state" with 

leading Turkish officials. It was more than evident that discussions about the Ergenekon network and its 

"foreign" connections are a highly-sensitive subject. However, it was also whispered by one high-ranking 

Turkish foreign policy official that there were other "deep states" in surrounding nations and Egypt, 

Saudi Arabia, Jordan, and Syria were mentioned by name. Considering the links between Ergenekon and 

the Dönmeh in Turkey and the close intelligence and military links between the Dönmeh-descendent 

Sauds and Wahhabis in Arabia, the reports of close links between ousted Egyptian President Hosni 

Mubarak and his intelligence chief Omar Suleiman and the Binyamin Netanyahu government in Israel 

may be seen in an entirely new light… And it would explain Erdogan's support for Egypt's revolution: in 

Turkey, it was a democratic revolution that curbed the influence of the Dönmeh. The influence of 

Wahhabi Salafists in Libya's new government also explains why Erdogan was keen on establishing 

relations with the Benghazi-based rebels to help supplant the influence of the Wahhabis, the natural 

allies of his enemies, the Dönmeh (Ergenekon) of Turkey. 

 

Erdogan's desire to set the historical record straight by restoring history purged by the Kemalists and 

Dönmeh has earned him vitriolic statements from Israel's government that he is a neo-Ottomanist who 

is intent on forming an alliance with the Muslim Brotherhood in the Arab countries. Clearly, the Dönmeh 

and their Zionist brethren in Israel and elsewhere are worried about Dönmeh and Zionist historical 

revisionism, including their role in the Armenian and Assyrian genocide, and their genocide denial being 

exposed. 

 

In Egypt, which was once an Ottoman realm, it was a popular revolution that tossed out what may have 

amounted to the Dönmeh with regard to the Mubarak regime. The Egyptian "Arab Spring" also explains 

why the Israelis were quick to kill six Egyptian border police so soon after nine Turkish passengers were 

killed aboard the Mavi Marmara, some in execution style, by Israeli troops. Dönmeh doctrine is rife with 

references to the Old Testament Amalekites, a nomadic tribe ordered attacked by the Hebrews from 

Egypt by the Jewish God to make room for Moses's followers in the southern region of Palestine. In the 

Book of Judges, God unsuccessfully commands Saul: "Now go and strike Amalek and devote to 

destruction all that they have. Do not spare them, but kill both man and woman, and infant, ox, and 

sheep, camel and donkey." The Dönmeh, whose doctrine is also present in Hasidic and other orthodox 

sects of Judaism, appear to have no problem substituting the Armenians, Assyrians, Turks, Kurds, 

Egyptians, Iraqis, Lebanese, Iranians, and Palestinians for the Amalekites in carrying out their military 

assaults and pogroms. 

 

With reformist governments in Turkey and Egypt much more willing to look into the background of 

those who have split the Islamic world, Ataturk in Turkey and Mubarak in Egypt, the Sauds are likely very 
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much aware that it is only a matter of time before their links, both modern and historical, to Israel will 

be fully exposed. It makes sense that the Sauds have been successful in engineering a dubious plot 

involving Iranian government agents trying to assassinate the Saudi ambassador to Washington in an 

unnamed Washington, DC restaurant. The Iraqi intelligence report could have been referring to the 

Zionists and Dönmeh when it stated, "it strives to . . . [the] killing of Muslims, destructing, and 

promoting the turmoil." In fact, the Iraqi intelligence report was referring to the Wahhabis. 

 

With new freedom in Turkey and Egypt to examine their pasts, there is more reason for Israel and its 

supporters, as well as the Sauds, to suppress the true histories of the Ottoman Empire, secular Turkey, 

the origins of Israel, and the House of Saud. With various players now angling for war with Iran, the true 

history of the Dönmeh and their influence on past and current events in the Middle East becomes more 

important. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Journalist Accuses Israel of Fukushima Sabotage 

 

Journalist Accuses Israel of Fukushima Sabotage 

 

 

 

[ my noteThis is typical jewish MO. Never forget the jews did 911:  

 

http://www.911missinglinks.com/watch-movie/ ] 

 

 

http://americanfreepress.net/?p=969 
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By Richard Walker - 

 

A leading Japanese journalist recently made two incredible claims about the Fukushima power plant that 

suffered a nuclear meltdown in March 2011, sending shockwaves around the world. First, the former 

editor of a national newspaper in Japan says the U.S. and Israel knew Fukushima had weapons-grade 

uranium and plutonium that were exposed to the atmosphere after a massive tsunami wave hit the 

reactor. Second, he contends that Israeli intelligence sabotaged the reactor in retaliation for Japan's 

support of an independent Palestinian state. 

 

According to Yoishi Shimatsu, a former editor of Japan Times Weekly, these nuclear materials were 

shipped to the plant in 2007 on the orders of Dick Cheney and George W. Bush, with the connivance of 

Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert. The shipment was in the form of warhead cores secretly removed 

from the U.S. nuclear warheads facility BWXT Plantex near Amarillo, Texas. While acting as the 

middleman, Israel transported warheads from the port of Houston, and in the process kept the best 

ones while giving the Japanese older warhead cores that had to be further enriched at Fukushima. 

 

Shimatsu credits retired CIA agent and mercenary Roland Vincent Carnaby with learning the warheads 

were being transported from Houston. In a strange twist, Carnaby was mysteriously shot dead less than 

a year later by Houston police at a traffic stop. He was shot once in the back and once in the chest. He 

did not have a weapon in his hands. Intelligence sources said he had been tracking a Mossad unit that 

was smuggling U.S. plutonium out of Houston docks for an Israeli nuclear reactor. 

 

In an even more explosive charge, the journalist says that 20 minutes before the Fukushima plant's 

nuclear meltdown, Israel was so upset with Japanese support for a Palestinian declaration of statehood 

that it double-crossed Japan by unleashing the Stuxnet virus on the plant's computers. The virus 

hampered the shutdown, leading to fallout from a section of the plant housing uranium and plutonium 

retrieved from the warheads supplied in 2007. 

 

While it is impossible to verify some of Shimatsu's claims, there was a massive cover-up at the time of 

the Fukushima disaster in March. Explosions at the site were immediately downplayed. While it was 

subsequently reported that three reactors suffered meltdowns, Japanese authorities tried to rate the 

disaster as a Level 4 on the International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale, although outside experts 

declared it a 7, which is the highest level. 
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Something worth noting is how in 2009, two years after Shimatsu says the warheads were secretly 

moved to Japan, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) issued a veiled warning to Japan not to 

abandon its anti-nuclear weapons policy. 

 

The IAEA had to know, however, that Japan has long retained the potential to build nuclear weapons. 

That was made clear as far back as 1996 when a leaked Ministry of Foreign Affairs document exposed 

how Japan had been promoting a dual strategy in respect to nuclear weapons since the mid-1960s. It 

would often publicly profess a non-nuclear policy while maintaining the ability to build a nuclear arsenal. 

The Liberal Democratic Party, which has dominated Japanese politics, has always said there is no 

constitutional impediment to nukes. 

 

A factor that undoubtedly would have encouraged the Bush-Cheney White House to provide Japan with 

the means to secretly build nukes was the growing power of China. Cheney and Bush sought to arm 

Japan and India with nuclear weapons as a means of curbing China. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Jewish Banksters War On America 

 

Jewish Banksters War On America 

 

This is the first part of a dual article the second deals with the communizing wing and is found here: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/243 (pg. 454) 

 

 

"The establishment of a central bank is 90% of communizing a nation."- Lenin 
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"Let me issue and control a Nation's money and I care not for who writes it's laws." 

-Mayer Amschel Rothschild, 1790  

 

"The Rothschilds introduced the rule of money into European politics. The Rothschilds were the servants 

of money who undertook the reconstruction of the world as an image of money and its functions. 

Money and the employment of wealth have become the law of European life; we no longer have 

nations, but economic provinces." (New York Times, Professor Wilheim, a German historian, July 8, 

1937).  

 

"If you will look back at every war in Europe during the nineteenth century, you will see that they always 

ended with the establishment of a 'balance of power.' With every reshuffling there was a balance of 

power in a new grouping around the House of Rothschild in England, France, or Austria. They grouped 

nations so that if any king got out of line, a war would break out and the war would be decided by which 

way the financing went. Researching the debt positions of the warring nations will usually indicate who 

was to be punished." (Economist Stuart Crane).  

 

"They (the Jews) work more effectively against us than the enemy's armies. They are a hundred times 

more dangerous to our liberties and the great cause we are engaged in. It is much to be lamented that 

each state, long ago, has not hunted them down as pests to society and the greatest enemies we have 

to the happiness of America."  

Source: Maxims of George Washington by A.A. Appleton & Co.  

"I fully agree with General Washington, that we must protect this young nation from an insidious 

influence and impenetration. That menace, gentlemen, is the Jews. In whatever country Jews have 

settled in any great number, they have lowered its moral tone; depreciated its commercial integrity; 

have segregated themselves and have not been assimilated; have built up a state within a state; and 

when opposed have tried to strangle that country to death financially, as in the case of Spain and 

Portugal.  

 

"For over 1700 hundred years, the Jews have been bewailing their sad fate in that they have been exiled 

from their homeland, as they call Palestine. But, gentlemen, did the world give it to them in fee simple, 

they would at once find some reason for not returning. Why? Because they are vampires, and vampires 

do not live on vampires. They cannot live only amongst themselves. They must subsist on other people 

not of their race. If you do not exclude them from these United States in the Constitution, in less than 

200 years they will have swarmed here in such great numbers that they will dominate and devour the 
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land, and change our form of government, for which we Americans have shed our blood, given our lives, 

our substance, and jeopardized our liberty.  

 

"If you do not exclude them, in less than 200 years our descendants will be working in the fields to 

furnish them substance, while they will be in the counting houses rubbing their hands. I warn you, 

gentlemen, if you do not exclude the Jews for all time, your children will curse you in your graves."  

-Benjamin Franklin, at the Constitutional Convention of 1787 in Philadelphia.  

 

(Note Jewish have been howling these quotes are false forever, because the know that they are not 

false been in fact true and thus a great and damning condemnation of their crimes)  

 

When, on the Day of Atonement, you walk into a synagogue, the very first prayer that you recite, you 

stand -- and it's the only prayer for which you stand -- and you repeat three times a short prayer. The Kol 

Nidre In that prayer, you enter into an agreement with God Almighty that any oath, vow, or pledge that 

you may make during the next twelve months -- any oath, vow or pledge that you may take during the 

next twelve months shall be null and void.  

The oath shall not be an oath; the vow shall not be a vow; the pledge shall not be a pledge. They shall 

have no force and effect, and so forth and so on.  

 

And further than that, the Talmud teaches: "Don't forget -- whenever you take an oath, vow, and pledge 

-- remember the Kol Nidre prayer that you recited on the Day of Atonement, and that exempts you from 

fulfilling that". -Freedman  

Sounds like a people you can trust to tell you the truth?  

 

 

The silent war against America started in 1791 when the Rothschild agent and Jew, Alexander Hamilton 

in George Washington's cabinet. Was able to set up the legal base for a central bank in America to be 

born, the "First Bank Of the United States." With a 20 year charter 1811, the charter for Rothschild's 

"First Bank Of the United States" runs out and Congress votes against it's renewal. In response to this 

Nathan Mayer Rothschild threatens the America government with the direct statement " Either the 

application for renewal of the charter is granted or the United States will find itself involved in a most 

disastrous war."  
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The American government refuses to bow to the threat and the vote remained.  

 

Nathan Rothschild upon hearing the news makes the statement "Teach those impudent American's a 

lesson bring them back to colonial status!" So Britain by this time being firmly under the control of 

Rothschild's and other Jewish banker families declares war on America. The war of 1812 begins which 

will last several years and kill thousands and leaves the American capital burned to the ground. The aim 

of this war for the Jews was to cause the Free Gentile Nation of America to create such a massive war 

debt in defending themselves they would be forced to cede, and renew the charter.  

The plan succeeds in 1816 the American government forced by terrorist tactics of the Jews creates a 

new 20 year charter for the Rothschilds "Second Bank of America."  

 

In 1832 things start to change Andrew Jackson runs for the second campaign for office on the promise: 

"Jackson and no Bank!" Jackson angry at the criminal nature of the Rothschilds banking tactics, desires 

to end their mafia like control on American's money system and put it back into the trust of the 

American people. Jackson does this by removing all government deposits from the "Second Bank Of 

American" and into the Gentile owned American Banks.  

 

The Rothschilds then send their agents out to contract the money supply to cause a depression in the 

Nation to hit, as way to pressure the government. Jackson openly declares then as the crooks they are 

and vows to route them out. Not long after on January 30th 1835 there is an assassination attempt on 

President Jackson, he is saved by the fact the assassins pistols both misfire. Later Jackson states he knew 

the Rothschilds where responsible for the attempt. Jackson not intimidated by the Jewish Banking mafia, 

continues his long fight against the Rothschilds bank, in 1836 he wins and has their bank cast out of the 

Nation when their charter is not renewed.  

 

"I am one of those who do not believe the national debt is a national blessing... it is calculated to raise 

around the administration a moneyed aristocracy dangerous to the liberties of the country."  

Andrew Jackson, Letter to L. H. Coleman of Warrenton, N.C., 29 April 1824  

 

Later in 1841 President Tyler vetoes the act to renew the charter of for Rothschilds bank. In response he 

is threatened with assassin from many "anonymous" sources.  
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The Jews manifest the Civil War in America President Lincoln appeals to large New York based banks for 

loans for the war(Rothschild and the Jewish Banker mafia are behind many of and have influence over 

these banks) the criminal deal they make him is 24% to 36% on all monies loaned. Another attempt to 

regain control over American people by debt. Lincoln angry and not stupid simply prints his own debt 

free money instead outwitting the Jews. Lincoln states of this fact "We gave the people of this republic 

the greatest blessing they ever had, their own paper money to pay their own debts."  

 

In 1863 Lincoln discover the Tsar of Russia Alexander the II' is having identical problems with the Jewish 

banks mainly the Rothschilds and was also resisting their attempts to create a Central bank in Russia. 

The Tsar then comes to the aid of Lincoln by ordering that if England and or France (both under the 

domination of Rothschild/Jewish banker families) actively came to the aid of the South he would 

consider this an act of open war. And take up arms on the side of President Lincoln. The Tsar then orders 

a major part of his Pacific fleet to San Francisco and New York.  

 

In 1865 President Lincoln states: "I have two great enemies the Southern Army in the front of me, and 

the financial institutions in the rear. Of the two, the one in the rear is my greatest foe." In the same year 

on April 14, Lincoln is assassinated by Jew John Wilks Booth: 

 

"John Booth, a Jewish silversmith whose ancestors had been exiled from Portugal because of their 

radical political views. In London the refugees had continued their trade and free thinking, and John had 

married Wilkes' cousin. This Wilkes was the 'celebrated agitator John Wilkes of Westminster, 

London...John Wilkes Booth's father was Junius Brutus Booth." (The Mad Booths of Maryland) 

 

 

Major General. Count Cherep Spiridovich showed just how it was the Jewish bankers created the Civil 

War, why they opposed Lincoln: 

"To pay the soldiers the Government issued its Treasury notes, authorized by act of Congress, July 17, 

1861, for $50.000.000, bearing no interest. These notes circulated at par with gold. The Rothachilds' 

agents inspired the American banks to offer to Lincoln a loan of $150 million. But before they had taken 

much of the loan, the banks broke down and suspended specie payments in Dec. 1861. They wished to 

blackmail Lincoln and demanded the 'shaving' of government paper to the extent of 33%, an extortion 

which was refused. A bill drafted for the Government issue of $150 million, which should be full legal 

tender for every debt in the United States, passed the House of Representatives Feb. 25, 1862, and was 

hailed with delight by the entire country. But the Wall Street bankers were furious.  
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Sen. Pettigrew reprints the so called 'Hazzard Circular' sent in 1862 by the Bank of England (ruled by the 

Rothschilds): 

 

'Slavery is likely to be abolished by the war power and chattel slavery destroyed. This I (Rothschild) and 

my European friends (the 300 men) are glad of, for slavery is but the owning of labor and carries with it 

the care of the laborer, while the European (read 'Rothschildian') plan led on by England (i. e. the 

Rothschilds) is for capital to control labor by controlling wages. THIS CAN BE DONE BY CONTROLLING 

THE MONEY. THE GREAT DEBT THAT CAPITALISTS WILL SEE TO IS MADE OUT OF THE WAR must be used 

as a means to control the volume of money. To accomplish this the BONDS must be used as a banking 

basis. We are now waiting for the Secretary of the Treasury to make his recommendation to Congress. It 

will not do to ALLOW the GREENBACK, as it is called, to circulate as money any length of time, as we 

cannot control that.' 

 

Thus the order of the Rothschilds was clear: 'Capitalists WILL SEE TO IT that a DEBT is MADE out of the 

war.' 

The result was that by 'hook and crook' the Rothschilds enslaved this country. And Schiffs, Baruchs & Co. 

are the rulers. 

The Chairman of the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives, Mr. Thaddeus 

Stevens explains how the United States was captured by the Rothschilds: 

'The agents of the banks fell upon the bill in haste and disfigured it.' 

 

In the Senate this amendment was tacked upon the bill: 

'Good for all debts and dues of the U. S. EXCEPT DUTIES ON IMPORTS AND INTEREST on the PUBLIC 

DEBT,' ($150 million above mentioned, plus $70 million, a pre-war debt).  

'Thus equipped this bill went forth to rob every American and turn the ownership of this nation into the 

hands of capitalists.' (Mrs. Hobart). 

 

When the bill came back to the House, Mr. Stevens said:'We are about to consummate a cunningly 

devised scheme which will bring GREAT LOSS to all classes of people, except one' (the Rothschilds' 

branch of the Wall Street). The bill was passed. 

The Rothschilds were in possession of 80% of the gold the country. They had a 'corner' on gold. By 

securing discrimination against the 'greenback' by means of the 'Exception clauses' they made a market 

for their gold. 
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'Importers were obliged to go to Wall Street to buy gold to pay duties on their goods, and the Wall 

Street gamblers held the power to fix the price. Gold went to a premium. Had the greenbacks been 

permitted to retain their full legal tender quality, there would have been no need for gold to pay import 

duties. The price of gold rapidly rose and before the war closed had reached the price of $2.85, 

measured in greenbacks. The gold bought in Wall Street to pay import duties became the revenues of 

the government and was by it paid back to Wall Street as interest on the public debt. As fast as the 

bankers sold the gold it was returned for interest on the public debt to be sold again. Thus during the 

entire war these gold gamblers speculated in gold, making fortunes from the blood and tears of the 

American people,' (Mrs M. E. Hobart in her 'The Secret of Rothschilds,' p. 54.) 

Two more issues of $150 million each, with the 'Except clause' were authorized in July, 1862 and in 

March, 1863, m ing in all $450,000,000. They bore no interest. When these issues were exhausted and 

necessity arose for additional money the bankers demanded that Treasury Notes should no longer be 

made in the form of DOLLARS, but in the form of BONDS: bond draws interest, the dollar does not. 

A gigantic war costing seven billions was carried through without gold. Why? Because everything was 

supplied at home and American money, the 'greenbacks' were gladly accepted. 

 

'How then was it that this government, several years after the was over, found itself owing in London 

and Wall Street several hundred million dollars to men who never fought a battle, who never made a 

uniform, never furnished a pound of bread, men, who never did an honest day's ~ in all their lives... The 

fact is, that billions owned by the sweat, tears and blood of American laborers have been poured into 

the coffers of these men for absolutely nothing. This 'sacred war debt' was only a gigantic of fraud, 

concocted by European capitalists and enacted into American law by the aid of American congressmen, 

who were their paid hirelings or their ignorant dupes. That this crime has remained uncovered is due to 

the power of prejudice which seldom permits the victim to see clearly or reason correctly: 'the Money 

power prolongs its reign by working on the prejudices.' (Lincoln). Every means has been employed to 

deceive the masses. Ridicule and derision have been applied to all opposition, while flattery and 

appreciation were showered upon the officials,' (Mary E. Hobart, p. 49). 

[***] 

Bismarck knew the truth and revealed it in 1876 to a German, Conrad Siem, who published it ('La Vieille 

France,' N-216, March, 1921). Bismarck said: 

'The division of the United States into two federations of equal force was decided long before the Civil 

War by the High Financial Power of Europe. These bankers were afraid that the United States, if they 

remained in one block and as one nation, would attain economical and financial independence, which 

would upset their financial domination over the World. The voice of the Rothschilds predominated. They 

foresaw tremendous booty if they could substitute two feeble democracies, indebted to the Jewish 
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financiers, to the vigorous Republic, confident and self-providing. Therefore, they started their 

emissaries in order to exploit the question of slavery and thus to dig an abyss between the two parts of 

the Republic. Lincoln never suspected these underground machinations. He was anti-Slaverist, and he 

was elected as such, But his character prevented him from being the man of one party. When he had 

affairs in his hands, he perceived that these sinister financiers of Europe, the Rothschilds, wished to 

make him the executor of their designs. They made the rupture between the North and the South 

imminent! The masters of Finance in Europe made this rupture definitive in order to exploit it to the 

utmost. Lincoln's personality surprised them. His candidature did not trouble them: they thought to 

easily dupe the candidate woodcutter. But Lincoln read their plots and soon understood, that the South 

was not the worst foe, but the Jew financiers. He did not confide his apprehensions; he watched the 

gestures of the Hidden Hand; he did not wish to expose publicly the questions which would disconcert 

the ignorant masses. He decided to eliminate the International bankers, by establishing a system of 

Loans, allowing the States to borrow directly from the people without intermediary. He did not study 

financial questions, but his robust good sense revealed to him, that the source of any wealth resides in 

the work and economy of the nation. He opposed emissions through the International financiers. He 

obtained from Congress the right to borrow from the people by selling to it the 'bonds' of States. The 

local banks were only too glad to help such a system. And the Government and the nation escaped the 

plots of the foreign financiers. They understood at once, that the United Stats would escape their grip. 

The death of Lincoln was resolved upon. Nothing is easier than to find a fanatic to strike.'  

'The death of Lincoln, was a disaster for Christendom. There was no man in the United States great 

enough to wear his boots. And Israel went anew to grab the riches of the World. I fear that Jewish Banks 

with their craftiness and tortuous tricks will entirely control the exuberant riches of America, and use it 

to systematically corrupt modern civilization. The Jew will not hesitate to plunge the whole of 

Christendom into wars and chaos, in order that 'the earth should become the inheritance of Israel.'' 

 

Thus Bismarck, who knew the game of the Jews, spoke in 1876, [***] According to Bismarck the awful 

Civil War in America was fomented by a Jewish Conspiracy, and Abraham Lincoln, the hero, and national 

Saint of the United States, was killed by the same Hidden Hand, which killed six Romanov Czars, ten 

Kings and scores of Ministers only to easier bleed their nations. [***] Lincoln was reinaugurated on 

March 4, 1865 and was shot on April 4th, 1865 by an actor Wilkes Booth, who cried: 'The South is 

revenged.' He was a Jew, but this has never been mentioned!"—Maj.-Gen., Count Cherep-Spiridovich, 

The Secret World Government, Or, "The Hidden Hand": the Unrevealed in History: 100 Historical 

"Mysteries" Explained, The Anti-Bolshevist Publishing Association, New York, (1926), pp. 177-178, 180-

181, 183.[1] 

 

 

1881 President Garfield states two weeks before he is also assassinated by Jew Charles J. Guiteau : 

"Whoever controls the volume of money in our country is absolute master of all industry.....and 
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commerce and you when you realize the entire system is very easily controlled, one way or another by a 

few powerful men at the top,you will not have to be told how periods of inflation and depression 

originate."  

 

The next two Presidents to be murdered where also murdered by the Jews William McKinley, the third 

American President to be assassinated, was murdered by a Jew called Leon Czolgosz. And President 

Kennedy was also killed by Jewry for the same reasons Congressman McFadden was and President 

Jackson had two attempts on his life. And Lincoln was killed.etc 

 

Then in 1913 the Federal Reserve central bank is set up in America, under orders of Jewish puppet 

President Woodrow Wilson. This act literally hands the America economy over to a handful of power 

Jewish banking families. Bring what President Garfield warned about to pass.  

The main Jewish names behind creating this system of control where:  

 

The Rothschilds  

The Rockefellers  

The Morgans  

The Warburgs  

 

The placement for this was carried out by Morgan who used his position to publish lies that a powerful 

bank in New York was bankrupt, knowing it would cause mass panic and chain reaction among the 

Gentile public causing them to withdraw their monies. Causing the banks to call in all loans which forced 

the recipients of the loans to sell whatever they had from properties on. Thus a depression was 

generated by the Jews.  

 

"Early in 1907, New York Times Annual Financial Review published (Jew)Paul Warburg's(a partner of 

Kuhn, Loeb and Co. first official reform plan, entitled "A Plan for a Modified Central Bank," in which he 

outlined remedies that he thought might avert panics. Early in 1907, (Jew)Jacob Schiff the chief 

executive officer of (Jews) Kuhn, Loeb and Co. in a speech to the New York Chamber of Commerce 

warned that "unless we have a central bank with adequate control of credit resources, this country is 

going to undergo the most severe and far reaching money panic in its history." "The Panic of 1907" hit 

full stride in October." [Herrick]"The Panic of 1907 and Some of Its Lessons", Annals of the American 

Academy of Political and Social Science, vol. 31 (Jan.-June 1908)  
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"The Morgan interestings took advantage to precipitate the panic of 1907, guiding it shrewdly as it 

progressed." -Fredrick Allen, Life Magazine  

This lead to a Congressional investigation headed by Aldrich that stated a central bank should be created 

to stop such a event from happening in the future. Note Aldrich later married into the Rockefeller 

family.  

 

In 1910 the Jewish bankers held a secret meeting on a Morgan estate on Jekyll Island where they 

drafted the Blueprint, and then handed it over to Aldrich, who brought it into Congress.  

"Aldrich's investigation led to his plan in 1912 to bring central banking to the United States, with 

promises of financial stability, expanded international roles, control by impartial experts and no political 

meddling in finance. Aldrich asserted that a central bank had to be (contradictorily) decentralized 

somehow, or it would be attacked by local politicians and bankers as had the First and Second Banks of 

the United States. The Aldrich plan was introduced in 62nd and 63rd Congresses (1912 and 1913) but 

never gained much traction as the Democrats in 1912 won control of both the House and the Senate as 

well as the White House." This later became known as the Federal Reserve Act  

 

When in 1913 Woodrow Wilson who was put up and backed by the Jewish bankers was elected 

President upon the promise to them in return for their financial support to sign the Fed Reserve act into 

law. At the time the act was frustrated in Congress from passing. The Jews moved, days before the 

Christmas of 1913 when the majority of the Congress men where home with their families the Federal 

Reserve act was voted in. And Wilson true to his treasonous word, make it law.  

"The Aldrich Plan is the Wall Street Plan. It means another panic, if necessary, to intimidate the people. 

Aldrich, paid by the government to represent the people, proposes a plan for the trusts instead." - The 

Aldrich Plan was a forerunner to that which spawned the Federal Reserve." -Congressman Lindbergh  

 

A world banking system was being set up here, a super state controlled by [Jewish]international bankers 

acting together to enslave the world for their own pleasure, the Fed has usurped the Government."-

Congressman Louis McFadden, upon the passage of the Federal Reserve bill.  

 

This [Federal Reserve Act] establishes the most gigantic trust on earth. When the President signs this 

bill, the invisible government of the monetary power will be legalized....the worst legislative crime of the 

ages is perpetrated by this banking and currency bill." 
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-Congressman Lindbergh  

 

"This Act establishes the most gigantic trust on Earth. When the President signs this bill, the invisible 

government by the Monetary Power will be legalized, the people may not know it immediately but the 

day of reckoning is only a few years removed.... The worst legislative crime of the ages is perpetrated by 

this banking bill."  

-Congressman Lindbergh  

 

"The Federal Reserve System virtually controls the Nation's monetary system, yet it is accountable to no 

one it has not budget, it is subject to no audit, and no Congressional Committee knows of, or can truly 

supervise it's operations" 

-Profession M. Rothbard  

 

President Wilson also brought America into the First War for the Jews, after being elected on the 

promise of keeping America out of the war.  

 

The other important reason the Jews wanted American in World War One, was now in control of the 

American money supply via the Fed Reserve, they need America to enter into the war, which would 

require the American government to take massive war loans and hook them into debt to the Jewish 

banks faster and on a monolithic pace.  

 

As the Jewish defector who was later murdered by the Mossad, Benjamin Freedman speaks: 

 

"At the outbreak of World War 1 the Fed was better positioned than the Treasury to issue war bonds, 

and so became the primary retailer for war bonds under the direction of the Treasury. After the war, the 

Fed, led by Paul Warburg and New York Governor Bank President Benjamin Strong convinced Congress 

to modify its powers, giving it the ability to both create money, as the 1913 Act intended, and destroy 

money, as a central bank could."  

From the confession of one of the key Jewish swindlers involved at the time:  
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"I was 'confidential man' to (Jew)Henry Morgenthau, Sr., who was chairman of the Finance Committee, 

and I was liaison between him and Rollo Wells, the treasurer. So I sat in these meetings with President 

Wilson at the head of the table, and all the others, and I heard them drum into President Wilson's brain 

the graduated income tax and what has become the Federal Reserve, and also indoctrinate him with the 

Zionist movement.  

 

Justice Brandeis and President Wilson were just as close as the two fingers on this hand, and President 

Woodrow Wilson was just as incompetent when it came to determining what was going on as a 

newborn baby. And that's how they got us into World War I, while we all slept.  

 

The Zionists in London sent these cables to the United States, to Justice Brandeis: "Go to work on 

President Wilson. We're getting from England what we want. Now you go to work, and you go to work 

on President Wilson and get the United States into the war." And that did happen. That's how the 

United States got into the war. We had no more interest in it; we had no more right to be in it than we 

have to be on the moon tonight instead of in this room.  

 

Now the war, World War I, in which the United States participated, had absolutely no reason to be our 

war. We went in there, we were railroaded into it, if I can be vulgar, we were suckered into that war 

merely so that the Zionists of the world could obtain Palestine. Now, that is something that the people 

in the United States have never been told. They never knew why we went into World War One. Now, 

what happened?  

 

World War I broke out in the summer of 1914. Within two years Germany had won that war not a shot 

had been fired on the German soil. Not an enemy soldier had crossed the border into Germany. And yet, 

here was Germany offering England peace terms.  

 

While that was going on, the Zionists in Germany, who represented the Zionists from Eastern Europe, 

went to the British War Cabinet, and they said "Look here, you can yet win this war. You don't have to 

give up. You don't have to accept the negotiated peace offered to you now by Germany. You can win 

this war if the United States will come in as your ally."  

 

They [Zionists] told England: "We will guarantee to bring the United States into the war as your ally, to 

fight with you on your side, if you will promise us Palestine after you win the war." In other words, they 
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made this deal- "We will get the United States into this war as your ally. The price you must pay us is 

Palestine after you have won the war and defeated Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Turkey."  

Now England had as much right to promise Palestine to anybody, as the United States would have to 

promise Japan to Ireland for any reason whatsoever. It's absolutely absurd that Great Britain [that never 

had any connection or any interest or any right in what is known as Palestine] should offer it as coin of 

the realm to pay the Zionists for bringing the United States into the war.  

 

However, they made that promise, in October of 1916, and shortly after that the United States, which 

was almost totally pro-German; totally pro-German because the newspapers here were controlled by 

Jews, the bankers were Jews, all the media of mass communications in this country were controlled by 

Jews, and they were pro-German because their people, in the majority of who came from Germany, and 

they wanted to see Germany defeat the Czar.  

 

The Jews didn't like the Czar, and they didn't want Russia to win this war. So the German bankers -- the 

German-Jews -- Kuhn Loeb and the other big banking firms in the United States refused to finance 

France or England to the extent of one dollar. They stood aside and they said: "As long as France and 

England are tied up with Russia, not one cent!" But they poured money into Germany, they fought with 

Germany against Russia, trying to defeat the Czarist regime.  

Now those same Jews, when they saw the possibility of getting Palestine, they went to England and they 

made this deal. At that time, everything changed, like the traffic light that changes from red to green. 

Where the newspapers had been all pro-German, where they'd been telling the people of the difficulties 

that Germany was having fighting Great Britain commercially and in other respects, all of a sudden the 

Germans were no good. They were villains. They were Huns. They were shooting Red Cross nurses. They 

were cutting off babies' hands. And they were no good.  

 

Well, shortly after that, Mr. Wilson declared war on Germany.  

The Zionists in London sent these cables to the United States, to Justice Brandeis: "Go to work on 

President Wilson. We're getting from England what we want. Now you go to work, and you go to work 

on President Wilson and get the United States into the war." And that did happen. That's how the 

United States got into the war. We had no more interest in it; we had no more right to be in it than we 

have to be on the moon tonight instead of in this room." [3] 
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"President Woodrow Wilson was the fairy godmother who provided Trotsky with a passport to return to 

Russia to "carry forward" the revolution. This American passport was accompanied by a Russian entry 

permit and a British transit visa. Jennings C. Wise, in Woodrow Wilson: Disciple of Revolution, makes the 

pertinent comment, "Historians must never forget that Woodrow Wilson, despite the efforts of the 

British police, made it possible for Leon Trotsky to enter Russia with an American passport." 

-Wall Street And The Bolshevik Revolution"  

 

Sounds like a loyal American President, does he not?  

 

"Since I entered politics, I have chiefly had men's views confided to me privately. Some of the biggest 

men in the United States, in the field of commerce and manufacture are afraid of somebody, are afraid 

of something. They know that there is a power somewhere so organized, so subtle, so watchful, so 

interlocked, so complete, so pervasive, that they better not speak above their breath when they speak 

in condemnation of it."  

Woodrow Wilson, The New Freedom (1913), Doubleday  

 

"The present Federal Reserve System is a flagrant case of the Governments conferring a special privilege 

upon bankers. The Government hands to the banks its credit, at virtually no cost to the banks, to be 

loaned out by the bankers for their own private profit. Still worse, however, is the fact that it gives the 

bankers practically complete control of the amount of money that shall be in circulation. Not one dollar 

of these Federal Reserve notes gets into circulation without being borrowed into circulation and without 

someone paying interest to some bank to keep it circulating. Our present money system is a debt money 

system. Before a dollar can circulate, a debt must be created. Such a system assumes that you can 

borrow yourself out of debt."  

-Willis A. Overholser, A short review and analysis of the history of money in the United States, with an 

introduction to the current money problem (1936), p. 56  

 

 

 

Once in control with the Federal Reserve the Jews moved quickly with increasing the money supply from 

1914 to 1919, much was in loans to smaller banks, in 1920 the Jews called in the majority of all loans 

sparking a identical crisis to the 1907 one (the Jews had lied to the public telling the Fed Act passage 

would prevent such problems-- Hegelian anyone?) This move wiped out over 5400 Gentile banks outside 
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of the official grip of the Jewish bankers and consolidated more power under the Jewish banking 

Families.  

 

"Under the Federal Reserve Act, panic's are scientifically created as the present panic is the first 

scientifically created one, worked out as we work out a mathematical equation."- Congressman 

Lindbergh, on the crash of 1920  

 

From 1921 to 1929 the Jewish Fed replayed this criminal robbery again, the new tool also used was the 

Margin loan, which allowed a investor to only have to put down 10% of a stocks worth with the other 

90% being loaned by a broker. Hence the "Roaring 20's" The catch the Jews put in was the Margin loan 

could be called in at any time and had to be paid within 24 hours of such "Margin call" The result of such 

a call is the selling of the stock brought with the loan in question.  

 

1929 the Jewish bankers such as Rockefeller and others withdrawn from the market out the backdoor. 

On Oct 24, the Margin loans are called in mass waves. Everyone starts selling their stocks at once, in the 

encoring crash over 16,000 banks are wiped out alone. The Jews then swooped in and brought up the 

entire socket market at a penny cost. Leaving them in control of numerous corporations across the 

board. And generally the entire economic system. The Jews then purposely shrank the money supply 

increasing the depression to the point it is remember to this day as "The Great Depression."  

 

"It was a carefully contrived occurrence, International Bankers sought to bring conditions of despair so 

they might emerge rulers of us all".-Congressman Madden, on the truth of the Great Depression  

Congressman McFadden along term crusader against the Jewish bankers, declared his intention of 

pushing for an impeachment of the Fed, he had already survived several assassination attempts on his 

life, the last one was successful . 

 

"Now that this sterling American patriot has made the Passing[McFadden], it can be revealed that not 

long after his public utterance against the encroaching powers of Judah, it became known among his 

intimates that he had suffered two attacks against his life. The first attack came in the form of two 

revolver shots fired at him from ambush as he was alighting from a cab in front of one of the Capital 

hotels. Fortunately both shots missed him, the bullets burying themselves in the structure of the cab."  
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"He became violently ill after partaking of food at a political banquet at Washington. His life was only 

saved from what was subsequently announced as a poisoning by the presence of a physician friend at 

the banquet, who at once procured a stomach pump and subjected the Congressman to emergency 

treatment." /s/ Robert Edward Edmondson (Publicist-Economist) 

 

Two of Congressman McFadden Speeches in the second one Financial Interests Should Not Dictate 

Foreign Policy of United States Government." Congressman McFadden comes out on the Jews by openly 

as such. 

 

On May 23, 1933, Congressman, Louis T. McFadden, brought formal charges against the Board of 

Governors of the Federal Reserve Bank system, The Comptroller of the Currency and the Secretary of 

United States Treasury for numerous criminal acts, including but not limited to, CONSPIRACY, FRAUD, 

UNLAWFUL CONVERSION, AND TREASON. 

The petition for Articles of Impeachment was thereafter referred to the Judiciary Committee and has 

YET TO BE ACTED ON. 

So, this ELECTRONIC BOOKLET should be reprinted, reposted, 

set up on web pages and circulated far and wide. 

Congressman McFadden 

on the Federal Reserve Corporation 

Remarks in Congress, 1934 

AN ASTOUNDING EXPOSUREÂ Reprinted by permission 1978 Arizona Caucus Club 

Congressman McFadden's Speech 

On the Federal Reserve Corporation 

Quotations from several speeches made on the Floor of the House of Representatives by the Honorable 

Louis T. McFadden of Pennsylvania. Mr. McFadden, due to his having served as Chairman of the Banking 

and Currency Committee for more than 10 years, was the best posted man on these matters in America 

and was in a position to speak with authority of the vast ramifications of this gigantic private credit 

monopoly. As Representative of a State which was among the first to declare its freedom from foreign 

money tyrants it is fitting that Pennsylvania, the cradle of liberty, be again given the credit for producing 

a son that was not afraid to hurl defiance in the face of the money-bund. Whereas Mr. McFadden was 

elected to the high office on both the Democratic and Republican tickets, there can be no accusation of 

partisanship lodged against him. Because these speeches are set out in full in the Congressional Record, 
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they carry weight that no amount of condemnation on the part of private individuals could hope to 

carry. 

The Federal Reserve-A Corrupt Institution. 

"Mr. Chairman, we have in this Country one of the most corrupt institutions the world has ever known. I 

refer to the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve Banks, hereinafter called the Fed. The Fed 

has cheated the Government of these United States and the people of the United States out of enough 

money to pay the Nation's debt. The depredations and iniquities of the Fed has cost enough money to 

pay the National debt several times over. 

"This evil institution has impoverished and ruined the people of these United States, has bankrupted 

itself, and has practically bankrupted our Government. It has done this through the defects of the law 

under which it operates, through the maladministration of that law by the Fed and through the corrupt 

practices of the moneyed vultures who control it. 

"Some people who think that the Federal Reserve Banks United States Government institutions. They 

are private monopolies which prey upon the people of these United States for the benefit of themselves 

and their foreign customers; foreign and domestic speculators and swindlers; and rich and predatory 

money lender. In that dark crew of financial pirates there are those who would cut a man's throat to get 

a dollar out of his pocket; there are those who send money into states to buy votes to control our 

legislatures; there are those who maintain International propaganda for the purpose of deceiving us into 

granting of new concessions which will permit them to cover up their past misdeeds and set again in 

motion their gigantic train of crime. 

"These twelve private credit monopolies were deceitfully and disloyally foisted upon this Country by the 

bankers who came here from Europe and repaid us our hospitality by undermining our American 

institutions. Those bankers took money out of this Country to finance Japan in a war against Russia. 

They created a reign of terror in Russia with our money in order to help that war along. They instigated 

the separate peace between Germany and Russia, and thus drove a wedge between the allies in World 

War. They financed Trotsky's passage from New York to Russia so that he might assist in the destruction 

of the Russian Empire. They fomented and instigated the Russian Revolution, and placed a large fund of 

American dollars at Trotsky's disposal in one of their branch banks in Sweden so that through him 

Russian homes might be thoroughly broken up and Russian children flung far and wide from their 

natural protectors. They have since begun breaking up of American homes and the dispersal of 

American children. "Mr. Chairman, there should be no partisanship in matters concerning banking and 

currency affairs in this Country, and I do not speak with any. 

"In 1912 the National Monetary Association, under the chairmanship of the late Senator Nelson W. 

Aldrich, made a report and presented a vicious bill called the National Reserve Association bill. This bill is 

usually spoken of as the Aldrich bill. Senator Aldrich did not write the Aldrich bill. He was the tool, if not 

the accomplice, of the European bankers who for nearly twenty years had been scheming to set up a 

central bank in this Country and who in 1912 has spent and were continuing to spend vast sums of 

money to accomplish their purpose. 
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"We were opposed to the Aldrich plan for a central bank. The men who rule the Democratic Party then 

promised the people that if they were returned to power there would be no central bank established 

here while they held the reigns of government. Thirteen months later that promise was broken, and the 

Wilson administration, under the tutelage of those sinister Wall Street figures who stood behind Colonel 

House, established here in our free Country the worm-eaten monarchical institution of the "King's Bank" 

to control us from the top downward, and from the cradle to the grave. 

"The Federal Reserve Bank destroyed our old and characteristic way of doing business. It discriminated 

against our 1-name commercial paper, the finest in the world, and it set up the antiquated 2-name 

paper, which is the present curse of this Country and which wrecked every country which has ever given 

it scope; it fastened down upon the Country the very tyranny from which the framers of the Constitution 

sough to save us. 

PRESIDENT JACKSON'S TIME 

"One of the greatest battles for the preservation of this Republic was fought out here in Jackson's time; 

when the second Bank of the United States, founded on the same false principles of those which are 

here exemplified in the Fed was hurled out of existence. After that, in 1837, the Country was warned 

against the dangers that might ensue if the predatory interests after being cast out should come back in 

disguise and unite themselves to the Executive and through him acquire control of the Government. 

That is what the predatory interests did when they came back in the livery of hypocrisy and under false 

pretenses obtained the passage of the Fed. 

"The danger that the Country was warned against came upon us and is shown in the long train of 

horrors attendant upon the affairs of the traitorous and dishonest Fed. Look around you when you leave 

this Chamber and you will see evidences of it in all sides. This is an era of misery and for the conditions 

thatÂ caused that misery, the Fed are fully liable. This is an era of financed crime and in the financing of 

crime the Fed does not play the part of a disinterested spectator. 

"It has been said that the draughtsman who was employed to write the text of the Aldrich bill because 

that had been drawn up by lawyers, by acceptance bankers of European origin in New York. It was a 

copy, in general a translation of the statues of the Reichsbank and other European central banks. One-

half million dollars was spent on the part of the propaganda organized by these bankers for the purpose 

of misleading public opinion and giving Congress the impression that there was an overwhelming 

popular demand for it and the kind of currency that goes with it, namely, an asset currency based on 

human debts and obligations. Dr. H. Parker Willis had been employed by Wall Street and propagandists, 

and when the Aldrich measure failed- he obtained employment with Carter Glass, to assist in drawing 

the banking bill for the Wilson administration. He appropriated the text of the Aldrich bill. There is no 

secret about it. The test of the Federal Reserve Act was tainted from the first. 

"A few days before the bill came to a vote, Senator Henry Cabot Lodge, of Massachusetts, wrote to 

Senator John W. Weeks as follows: 

New York City, 
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December 17, 1913 

"`My Dear Senator Weeks: 

"`Throughout my public life I have supported all measures designed to take the Government out of the 

banking business. This bill puts the Government into the banking business as never before in our history. 

"`The powers vested in the Federal Reserve Board seen to me highly dangerous especially where there is 

political control of the Board. I should be sorry to hold stock in a bank subject to such dominations. The 

bill as it stands seems to me to open the way to a vast inflation of the currency. "`I had hoped to support 

this bill, but I cannot vote for it cause it seems to me to contain features and to rest upon principles in 

the highest degree menacing to our prosperity, to stability in business, and to the general welfare of the 

people of the United States. 

Very Truly Yours, 

Henry Cabot Lodge.'" 

"In eighteen years that have passed since Senator Lodge wrote that letter of warning all of his 

predictions have come true. The Government is in the banking business as never before. Against its will 

it has been made the backer of horse thieves and card sharps, bootlegger's smugglers, speculators, and 

swindlers in all parts of the world. Through the Fed the riffraff of every country is operating on the 

public credit of the United States Government. 

THE GREAT DEPRESSION 

"Meanwhile and on account of it, we ourselves are in the midst of the greatest depression we have ever 

known. From the Atlantic to the Pacific, our Country has been ravaged and laid waste by the evil 

practices of the Fed and the interests which control them. At no time in our history, has the general 

welfare of the people been at a lower level or the minds of the people so full of despair. 

"Recently in one of our States, 60,000 dwelling houses and farms were brought under the hammer in a 

single day. 71,000 houses and farms in Oakland County, Michigan, were sold and their erstwhile owners 

dispossessed. The people who have thus been driven out are the wastage of the Fed. They are the 

victims of the Fed. Their children are the new slaves of the auction blocks in the revival of the institution 

of human slavery. 

The Scheme of the Fed 

"In 1913, before the Senate Banking and Currency Committee, Mr. Alexander Lassen made the following 

statement: "The whole scheme of the Fed with its commercial paper is an impractical, cumbersome 

machinery- is simply a cover to secure the privilege of issuing money, and to evade payment of as much 

tax upon circulation as possible and then control the issue and maintain, instead of reducing interest 

rates. It will prove to the advantage of the few and the detriment of the people. It will mean continued 

shortage of actual money and further extension of credits, for when there is a shortage of money people 

have to borrow to their cost.' "A few days before the Fed passed, Senator Root denounced the Fed as an 
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outrage on our liberties. He predicted: `Long before we wake up from our dream of prosperity through 

an inflated currency, our gold- which alone could have kept us from catastrophe- will have vanished and 

no rate of interest will tempt it to return.' 

"If ever a prophecy came true, that one did. 

"The Fed became law the day before Christmas Eve, in the year 1913, and shortly afterwards, the 

German International bankers, Kuhn, Loeb and Co. sent one of their partners here to run it. 

"The Fed Note is essentially unsound. It is the worst currency and the most dangerous that this Country 

has ever known. When the proponents of the act saw that the Democratic doctrine would not permit 

them to let the proposed banks issue the new currency as bank notes, they should have stopped at that. 

They should not have foisted that kind of currency, namely, an asset currency, on the United States 

Government. They should not have made the Government [liable on the private] debts of individuals 

and corporations, and, least of all, on the private debts of foreigners. "As Kemerer says: `The Fed Notes, 

therefore, in form, have some of the qualities of Government paper money, but in substance, are almost 

a pure asset currency possessing a Government guarantee against which contingency the Government 

has made no provision whatever.' 

"Hon. L.J.Hill, a former member of the House, said, and truly: "They are obligations of the Government 

for which the United States received nothing and for the payment of which at any time, it assumes the 

responsibility: looking to the Fed to recoup itself.' 

"If this United States is to redeem the Fed Notes, when the General Public finds it costs to deliver this 

paper to the Fed, and if the Government has made no provisions for redeeming them, the first element 

of unsoundness is not far to seek. 

"Before the Banking and Currency Committee, when the bill was under discussion Mr. Crozier of 

Cincinnati said: `The imperial power of elasticity of the public currency is wielded exclusively by the 

central corporations owned by the banks. This is a life and death power over all local banks and all 

business. It can be used to create or destroy prosperity, to ward off or cause stringencies and panics. By 

making money artificially scarce, interest rates throughout the Country can be arbitrarily raised and the 

bank tax on all business and cost of living increased for the profit of the banks owning these regional 

central banks, and without the slightest benefit to the people. The 12 Corporations together cover y and 

monopolize and use for private gain- every dollar of the public currency and all public revenue of the 

United States. Not a dollar can be put into circulation among the people by their Government, without 

the consent of and on terms fixed by these 12 private money trusts.' 

"In defiance of this and all other warnings, the proponents of the Fed created the 12 private credit 

corporations and gave them an absolute monopoly of the currency of these United States- not of the 

Fed Notes alone- but of all other currency! The Fed Act providing ways and means by which the gold and 

general currency in the hands of the American people could be obtained by the Fed in exchange for Fed 

Notes- which are not money- but mere promises to pay. 
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"Since the evil day when this was done, the initial monopoly has been extended by vicious amendments 

to the Fed and by the unlawful and treasonable practices of the Fed. 

Money for the Scottish Distillers 

"Mr. Chairman, if a Scottish distiller wishes to send a cargo of Scotch whiskey to these United States, he 

can draw his bill against the purchasing bootlegger in dollars and after the bootlegger has accepted it by 

writing his name across the face of it, the Scotch distiller can send that bill to the nefarious open 

discount market in New York City where the Fed will buy it and use it as collateral for a new issue of Fed 

Notes. Thus the Government of these United States pay the Scotch distiller for the whiskey before it is 

shipped, and if it is lost on the way, or if the Coast Guard seizes it and destroys it, the Fed simply write 

off the loss and the government never recovers the money that was paid to the Scotch distiller. 

"While we are attempting to enforce prohibition here, the Fed are in the distillery business in Europe 

and paying bootlegger bills with public credit of these United States. "Mr. Chairman, by the same 

process, they compel our Government to pay the German brewer for his beer. Why should the Fed be 

permitted to finance the brewing industry in Germany either in this way or as they do by compelling 

small and fearful United States Banks to take stock in the Isenbeck Brewery and in the German Bank for 

brewing industries? "Mr. Chairman, if Dynamit Nobel of Germany, wishes to sell dynamite in Japan to 

use in Manchuria or elsewhere, it can drew its bill against the Japanese customers in dollars and send 

that bill to the nefarious open discount market in New York City where the Fed will buy it and use it as 

collateral for a new issue of Fed Notes- while at the same time the Fed will be helping Dynamit Nobel by 

stuffing its stock into the United States banking system. 

"Why should we send our representatives to the disarmament conference at Geneva- while the Fed is 

making our Government pay Japanese debts to German Munitions makers? 

"Mr. Chairman, if a German wishes to raise a crop of beans and sell them to a Japanese customer, he 

can draw a bill against his prospective Japanese customer in dollars and have it purchased by the Fed 

and get the money out of this Country at the expense of the American people before he has even 

planted the beans in the ground. "Mr. Chairman, if a German in Germany wishes to export goods to 

South America, or any other Country, he can draw his bill against his customers and send it to these 

United States and get the money out of this Country before he ships, or even manufactures the goods. 

"Mr. Chairman, why should the currency of these United States be issued on the strength of German 

Beer? Why should it be issued on the crop of unplanted beans to be grown in Chili for Japanese 

consumption? Why should these United States be compelled to issue many billions of dollars every year 

to pay the debts of one foreigner to another foreigner? "Was it for this that our National Bank 

depositors had their money taken out of our banks and shipped abroad? Was it for this that they had to 

lose it? Why should the public credit of these United States and likewise money belonging to our 

National Bank depositors be used to support foreign brewers, narcotic drug vendors, whiskey distillers, 

wig makes, human hair merchants, Chilean bean growers, to finance the munition factories of Germany 

and Soviet Russia? 
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THE UNITED STATES HAS BEEN RANSACKED 

"The United States has been ransacked and pillaged. Our structures have been gutted and only the walls 

are left standing. While being perpetrated, everything the world would rake up to sell us was brought in 

here at our expense by the Fed until our markets were swamped with unneeded and unwanted 

imported goods priced far above their value and make to equal the dollar volume of our honest exports, 

and to kill or reduce our favorite balance of trade. As Agents of the foreign central banks the Fed try by 

every means in their power to reduce our favorable balance of trade. They act for their foreign principal 

and they accept fees from foreigners for acting against the best interests of these United States. 

Naturally there has been great competition among among foreigners for the favors of the Fed. 

"What we need to do is to send the reserves of our National Banks home to the people who earned and 

produced them and who still own them and to the banks which were compelled to surrender them to 

predatory interests. 

"Mr. Chairman, there is nothing like the Fed pool of confiscated bank deposits in the world. It is a public 

trough of American wealth in which the foreigners claim rights, equal to or greater than Americans. The 

Fed are the agents of the foreign central banks. They use our bank depositors' money for the benefit of 

their foreign principals. They barter the public credit of the United States Government and hire it our to 

foreigners at a profit to themselves. 

"All this is done at the expense of the United States Government, and at a sickening loss to the American 

people. Only our great wealth enabled us to stand the drain of it as long as we did. 

"We need to destroy the Fed wherein our national reserves are impounded for the benefit of the 

foreigners. "We need to save America for Americans. 

SPURIOUS SECURITIES 

"Mr. Chairman, when you hold a $10.00 Fed Note in your hand, you are holding apiece of paper which 

sooner or later is going to cost the United States Government $10.00 in gold (unless the Government is 

obliged to go off the gold standard). It is based on limburger cheese (reported to be in foreign 

warehouses) or in cans purported to contain peas (but may contain salt water instead), or horse meat, 

illicit drugs, bootleggers fancies, rags and bones from Soviet Russia (of which these United States 

imported over a million dollars worth last year), on wines whiskey, natural gas, goat and dog fur, garlic 

on the string, and Bombay ducks. 

"If you like to have paper money- which is secured by such commodities- you have it in Fed Note. If you 

desire to obtain the thing of value upon which this paper currency is based, that is, the limburger 

cheese, the whiskey, the illicit drugs, or any of the other staples- you will have a very hard time finding 

them. 

"Many of these worshipful commodities are in foreign Countries. Are you going to Germany to inspect 

her warehouses to see if the specified things of value are there? I think more, I do not think that you 

would find them there if you did go. 
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"On April 27, 1932, the Fed outfit sent $750,000 belonging to American bank depositors in gold to 

Germany. A week later another $300,000 in gold was shipped to Germany. About the middle of May 

$12,000,000 in gold was shipped to Germany by the Fed. Almost every week there is a shipment of gold 

to Germany. These shipments are not made for profit on the exchange since the German marks are blow 

parity with the dollar. 

"Mr. Chairman, I believe that the National Bank depositors of these United States have a right to know 

what the Fed are doing with their money. There are millions of National Bank depositors in the Country 

who do not know that a percentage of every dollar they deposit in a Member Bank of the Fed goes 

automatically to American Agents of the foreign banks and that all their deposits can be paid away to 

foreigners without their knowledge or consent by the crooked machinery of the Fed and the 

questionable practices of the Fed. 

[Ed. Note- Problem with next paragraph in original] "Mr. Chairman, the American people should be told 

the truth by their servants in office. In 1930, we had over a half billion dollars outstanding daily to 

finance foreign goods stored in or shipped between several billion dollars. What goods are these on 

which the Fed yearly pledge several billions of dollars. In its yearly total, this item amounts to several 

billions of dollars of the public credit of these United States? 

"What goods are those which are hidden in European and Asiatic stores have not been seen by any 

officer of our Government but which are being financed on the public credit of the United States 

Government? What goods are those upon which the 17 United States Government is being obligated by 

the Fed to issue Fed Notes to the extent of several billions of dollars a year? 

The Bankers' Acceptance Racket 

"The Fed have been International Banks from the beginning, with these United States as their enforced 

banker and supplier of currency. But it is none the less extraordinary to see these these twelve private 

credit monopolies, buying the debts of foreigners against foreigners, in all parts of the world and asking 

the Government of these United States for new issues of Fed notes in exchange for them. "The 

magnitude of the acceptance racket as it has been developed by the Fed, their foreign correspondents, 

and the predatory European born bankers, who set up the Fed here and taught your own, by and of 

pirates, how to loot the people: I say the magnitude of this racket is estimated to be in the 

neighborhood of 9,000,000,000 per year. In the past ten years it is said to have amounted to 

$90,000,000,000.00. In my opinion it has amounted to several times that much. coupled to this you have 

to the extent of billions of dollars, the gambling in the United States securities, which takes place in the 

same open discount market- a gambling on which the Fed is now spending $100,000,000.00 per week. 

"Fed Notes are taken from the U.S. Government in unlimited quantities. Is is strange that the burden of 

supplying these immense sums of money to the gambling fraternity has at last proved too heavy for the 

American people to endure? Would it not be a national [calamity to] again bind down this burden on the 

backs of the American people and byÂ means of a long rawhide whip of the credit masters, compel 

them to enter another seventeen years of slavery? 
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"They are trying to do that now. They are trying to take $100,000,000.00 of the public credit of the 

United States every week, in addition to all their other seizures and they are sending that money to the 

nefarious open market in a desperate gamble to reestablish their graft as a going concern. 

"They are putting the United States Government in debt to the extent of $100,000,000 a week, and with 

the money they are buying our Government securities for themselves and their foreign principals. Our 

people are disgusted with the experiences of the Fed. The Fed is not producing a loaf of bread, a yard of 

cloth, a bushel of corn, or a pile of cordwood by its check-kiting operations in the money market. 

"Mr. Speaker, on the 13th of January of this year I addressed the House on the subject of the 

Reconstruction Finance Corporation. In the course of my remarks I made the following statement: In 

1928 the member banks of the Fed borrowed $60,598,690,000. from the Fed on their fifteen-day 

promissory notes. Think of it. Sixty billion dollars payable on demand in gold in the course of one single 

year. The actual amount of such obligations called for six times as much monetary gold as there is in the 

world. Such transactions represent a grant in the course of one single years of about $7,000,000 to 

every member of the Fed. 

"Is it any wonder that American labor which ultimately pays the cost of all banking operations of this 

Country has at last proved unequal to the task of supplying this huge total of cash and credit for the 

benefit of the stock market manipulators and foreign swindlers? "In 1933 the Fed presented the 

staggering amount of $60,598,690,000 to its member banks at the expense of the wage earners and tax 

payers of these United States. In 1929, the year of the stock market crash, the Fed advanced 

$58,000,000,000 to member banks. 

"In 1930 while the speculating banks were getting out of the stock market at the expense of the general 

public, the Fed advanced them $13,022,782,000. This shows that when the banks were gambling on the 

public credit of these United States as represented by the Fed currency they were subsidized to any 

amount they required by the Fed. When the swindle began to fall, the bankers knew it in advance and 

withdrew from the market. They got out with whole skins- and left the people of these United States to 

pay the piper. "My friend from Kansas, Mr. McGugin, has stated that he thought the Fed lent money on 

rediscounting. So they do, but they lend comparatively little that way. The real discounting that they do 

has been called a mere penny in the slot business. It is too slow for genuine high flyers. They discourage 

it. They prefer to subsidize their favorite banks by making them $60,000,000,000 advances and they 

prefer to acquire assistance in the notorious open discount market in New York, where they can use it to 

control the price of stocks and bonds on the exchanges. 

"For every dollar they advanced on discounts in 1928, they lent $33.00 to their favorite banks for whom 

they do a business of several billion dollars income tax on their profits to these United States. 

The John Law Swindle 

"This is the John Law swindle over again. The theft of Teapot Dome was trifling compared to it. What 

King ever robbed his subject to such an extent as the Fed has robbed us? Is it any wonder that there 
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have been lately ninety cases of starvation in one of the New York hospitals? Is there any wonder that 

the children are being abandoned? 

"The government and the people of these United States have been swindled by swindlers deluxe to 

whom the acquisition of American or a parcel of Fed Notes presented no more difficulty than the 

drawing up of a worthless acceptance in a Country not subject to the laws of these United States, by 

sharpers not subject to the jurisdiction of these United States, sharpers with strong banking "fence" on 

this side of the water, a "fence" acting as a receiver of a worthless paper coming from abroad, endorsing 

it and getting the currency out of the Fed for it as quickly as possible exchanging that currency for gold 

and in turn transmitting the gold to its foreign confederates. 

Ivar Kreuger, the Match King! 

"Such were the exploits of Ivar Krueger, Mr. Hoover's friend, and his rotten Wall Street bakers. Every 

dollar of the billions Kreuger and his gang drew out of this Country on acceptances was drawn from the 

government and the people of the United States through the Fed. The credit of the United States 

Government was peddled to him by the Fed for their own private gain. That is what the Fed has been 

doing for many years. 

"They have been peddling the credit of this Government and the [signature of this] Government to the 

swindlers and speculators of all nations. That is what happens when a Country forsakes its Constitution 

and gives its sovereignty over the public currency to private interests. Give them the flag and they will 

sell it. 

"The nature of Kreuger's organized swindle and the bankrupt condition of Kreuger's combine was known 

here last June when Hoover 

(Message over 64 KB, truncated) 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Jewish Banksters War On America part 2 

 

"From the days of Spartacus-Weishaupt[Jew and famous Rothschild agent] to those of[Jew] Karl Marx, 

and down to [Jew Trotsky] (Russia), [Jew]Bela Kun (Hungary), [Jew]Rosa Luxembourg (Germany), and 

Emma Goldman[Jew] (United States), this world-wide conspiracy for the overthrow of civilization and for 

the reconstitution of society on the basis of arrested development, of envious malevolence, and 

impossible equality, has been steadily growing. It played, as a modern writer, Mrs. Webster, has so ably 
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shown, a definitely recognizable part in the tragedy of the French Revolution. It has been the mainspring 

of every subversive movement during the Nineteenth Century; and now at last this band of 

extraordinary personalities from the underworld of the great cities of Europe and America have gripped 

the Russian people by the hair of their heads and have become practically the undisputed masters of 

that enormous empire." 

-Winston Churchill, "Zionism versus Bolshevism", Illustrated Sunday Herald (London), February 8, 1920, 

pg. 5  

 

From here via they brought American into the Second World War:  

Benjamin Freedman's 1961 Speech: Benjamin Freedman Warns America  

How [my note Jew] Franklin Roosevelt Lied America Into War  

President Roosevelt and The Origins of the 1939 War  

Some of these Jews were directly responsible for plunging America into WWII by deliberately alienating 

America from anti-Communist countries[non-Kosher] such as Germany and Japan long before the 

outbreak of hostilities. These Jews also pioneered the idea of Big Egalitarian Government in America; 

some of them were later discovered to have been spies for the Soviet Union.  

 

President Franklin D. Roosevelt's Jewish Cabal  

Franklin Delano Roosevelt, president of the United States of America, 1933-1945, was himself partly of 

Dutch-Jewish ancestry.  

1. Bernard M. Baruch -- a financier and adviser to FDR.  

 

2. Felix Frankfurter -- Supreme Court Justice; a key player in FDR's New Deal system.  

 

3. David E. Lilienthal -- director of Tennessee Valley Authority, adviser. The TVA changed the relationship 

of government-to-business in America.  

 

4. David Niles -- presidential aide.  
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5. Louis Brandeis -- U.S. Supreme Court Justice; confidante of FDR; "Father" of New Deal.  

 

6. Samuel I. Rosenman -- official speechwriter for FDR.  

 

7. Henry Morgenthau Jr. -- Secretary of the Treasury, "unofficial" presidential adviser. Father of the 

Morgenthau Plan to re-structure Germany/Europe after WWII.  

 

8. Benjamin V. Cohen -- State Department official, adviser to FDR.  

 

9. Rabbi Stephen Wise -- close pal of FDR, spokesman for the American Zionist movement, head of The 

American Jewish Congress.  

 

10. Frances Perkins -- Secretary of Labor; allegedly Jewish/adopted at birth; unconfirmed.  

 

11. Sidney Hillman -- presidential adviser.  

 

12. Anna Rosenberg -- longtime labor adviser to FDR, and manpower adviser with the Manpower 

Consulting Committee of the Army and Navy Munitions Board and the War Manpower Commission.  

 

13. Herbert H. Lehman -- Governor of New York, 1933-1942, Director of U.S. Office of Foreign Relief and 

Rehabilitation Operations, Department of State, 1942-1943; Director-General of UNRRA, 1944 - 1946, 

pal of FDR.  

 

14. Herbert Feis -- U.S. State Department official, economist, and an adviser on international economic 

affairs.  

 

15. R. S. Hecht -- financial adviser to FDR.  
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16. Nathan Margold -- Department of the Interior Solicitor, legal adviser.  

 

17. Jesse I. Straus -- adviser to FDR.  

 

18. H. J. Laski -- "unofficial foreign adviser" to FDR.  

 

19. E. W. Goldenweiser -- Federal Reserve Director.  

 

20. Charles E. Wyzanski -- U.S. Labor department legal adviser.  

 

21. Samuel Untermyer -- lawyer, "unofficial public ownership adviser" to FDR.  

 

22. Jacob Viner -- Tax expert at the U.S. Treasury Department, assistant to the Treasury Secretary.  

 

23. Edward Filene -- businessman, philanthropist, unofficial presidential adviser.  

 

24. David Dubinsky -- Labor leader, president of International Ladies Garment Workers Union.  

 

25. William C. Bullitt -- part-Jewish, ambassador to USSR [is claimed to be Jonathan Horwitz's grandson; 

unconfirmed].  

 

26. Mordecai Ezekiel -- Agriculture Department economist.  

 

27. Abe Fortas -- Assistant director of Securities and Exchange Commission, Department of the Interior 

Undersecretary.  
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28. Isador Lubin -- Commissioner of Labor Statistics, unofficial labor economist to FDR.  

 

29. Harry Dexter White [Weiss] -- Assistant Secretary of the Treasury; a key founder of the International 

Monetary Fund, and the World Bank; adviser, close pal of Henry Morgenthau. Co-wrote the Morgenthau 

Plan.  

 

30. Alexander Holtzoff -- Special assistant, U.S. Attorney General's Office until 1945; [presumed to be 

Jewish; unconfirmed].  

31. David Weintraub -- official in the Office of Foreign Relief and Rehabilitation Operations; helped 

create the United Nations; Secretary, Committee on Supplies, 1944-1946.  

 

32. Nathan Gregory Silvermaster -- Agriculture Department official and head of the Near East Division of 

the Board of Economic Warfare; helped create the United Nations.  

 

33. Harold Glasser -- Treasury Department director of the division of monetary research. Treasury 

spokesman on the affairs of United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration.  

 

34. Irving Kaplan -- U.S. Treasury Department official, pal of David Weintraub.  

 

35. Solomon Adler -- Treasury Department representative in China during World War II.  

 

36. Benjamin Cardozo -- U.S. Supreme Court Justice.  

 

37. Leo Wolman -- chairman of the National Recovery Administration's Labor advisery Board; labor 

economist.  

 

38. Rose Schneiderman -- labor organizer; on the advisery board of the National Recovery 

Administration.  
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39. Jerome Frank -- general counsel to the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, Justice, U.S. Court of 

Appeals, 1941-57.  

 

40. Gerard Swope -- key player in the creation of the N.R.A. [National Recovery Administration]  

 

41. Herbert Bayard Swope -- brother of Gerard  

 

42. Lucien Koch -- consumer division, N.R.A. [apparently-Jewish]  

 

43. J. David Stern -- Federal Reserve Board, appointed by FDR  

 

44. Nathan Straus -- housing adviser  

 

45. Charles Michaelson -- Democratic [DNC] publicity man  

 

46. Lawrence Steinhardt -- ambassador to Soviet Union  

 

47. Harry Guggenheim -- heir to Guggenheim fortune, adviser on aviation  

 

48. Arthur Garfield Hays -- adviser on civil liberties  

 

49. David Lasser -- head of Worker's Alliance, labor activist  

 

50. Max Zaritsky -- labor adviser  

 

51. James Warburg -- millionaire, early backer of New Deal before backing out  
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52. Louis Kirstein -- associate of E. Filene  

 

53. Charles Wyzanski, Jr. -- counsel, Dept. of Labor  

 

54. Charles Taussig -- early New Deal adviser  

 

55. Jacob Baker -- assistant to W.P.A. head Harry Hopkins; assistant head of W.P.A. [Works Progress 

Admin.]  

 

56. Louis H. Bean -- Dept. of Agriculture official  

 

57. Abraham Fox -- research director, Tariff Commission  

 

58. Benedict Wolf -- National Labor Relations Board [NLRB]  

 

59. William Leiserson -- NLRB  

 

60. David J. Saposs -- NLRB  

 

61. A. H. Meyers -- NLRB [New England division]  

 

62. L. H. Seltzer -- head economist at the Treasury Dept.  

 

63. Edward Berman -- Dept. of Labor official  
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64. Jacob Perlman -- Dept. of Labor official  

 

65. Morris L. Jacobson -- chief statistician of the Government Research Project  

 

66. Jack Levin -- assistant general manager, Rural Electrification Authority  

 

67. Harold Loeb -- economic consultant, N.R.P.  

 

68. William Seagle -- council, Petroleum Labor Policy Board  

 

69. Herman A. Gray -- policy committee, National Housing Conference  

 

70. Alexander Sachs -- rep. of Lehman Bros., early New Deal consultant  

 

71. Paul Mazur -- rep. of Lehman Bros., early consultant for New Deal  

 

72. Henry Alsberg -- head of the Writer's Project under the W.P.A.  

 

73. Lincoln Rothschild -- New Deal art administrator  

 

 

After the Jews Harvest Two, and with the Holyhoax lie: 

http://www.zundelsite.org/ 

 

Being built into place, for obvious reasons. The Jewish rule over American in all area's of life was 

absolute from the governments, to the economy, the Media, the schools and on.  
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The Jews now fully entrenched in the all the key positions of power unleashed their own "Cultural 

Revolution" on American society in the radical sixties and on with Cultural Marxist of the Jewish 

Frankfurt School......because Global Communism is, was and shall always be the end goal for Global 

Jewry.  

 

"In this New World Order the children of Israel will furnish all the leaders without encountering 

opposition. The Governments of the different peoples forming the world republic will fall without 

difficulty into the hands of the Jews. It will then be possible for the Jewish rulers to abolish private 

property and everywhere to make use of the resources of the state. Thus will the promise of the Talmud 

be fulfilled, in which is said that when the Messianic time is come, the Jews will have all the property of 

the whole world in their hands."  

 

Baruch Levy, Letter to Karl Marx (Mordecai Levi), 'La Revue de Paris', p.574, June 1, 1928 The Gulf of 

Tonkin was staged, to get America into a war that could destabilize society enough to create the 

grounds for such "Cultural Revolution" social programmers know you can advance a society in a couple 

of years with a war, that it would take decades in peace. Hegelian, problem, reaction, solution.  

Did you think the creators of Communism wanted to fight it? Or it was about the money from the Jewish 

race that literally owns, prints and controls all the money?  

 

The last major President to oppose the Jewish bankers was President Kennedy.  

On June 4 1963 President Kennedy signs Executive Order 11110 which returns the American 

government the ability to print it's own currency again, without having to deal with the Federal 

Reserve."  

- Kennedy from a letter found on his, planned to go public on the Jewish control of America.  

 

"The answer to the Kennedy assassination is with the Federal Reserve Bank. Don't underestimate that. 

It's wrong to blame it on (CIA official James Angleton and the CIA) per se only. This is only one finger of 

the same hand. The people who supply the money are above the CIA.'  

- Wife of accused assassin Lee Harvey Oswald, told to author A.J. Weberman  

In the infamous Nixon tapes, President Nixon openly admits the Jewish run America and he lives in 

terror of them. Can you blame him.  
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Here Jew Rosenthal brags in interview of the Jewish agenda at work in America: 

 

Harold Wallace Rosenthal, age 29, personal assistant to New York Senator Jacob Javits, 

in a 1976 interview with Walter White Jr., editor, Conservative monthly, Western Front 

 

 

Our power has been created through the manipulation of the national monetary system… The Federal 

Reserve system fitted our plan nicely since it is owned by us, but the name implies that it is a 

government institution. 

 

From the very outset, our purpose was to confiscate all the gold and silver, replacing them with 

worthless non-redeemable paper notes. This we have done! Prior to 1968, the gullible goy could take a 

one dollar Federal Reserve note into any bank in America and redeem it for a dollar which was by law a 

coin containing 412 1/2 grains of 90 per cent silver. Up until 1933, one could have redeemed the same 

note for a coin of 25 4/5ths grains of 90 per cent gold. All we do is give the goy more non-redeemable 

notes, or else copper slugs. But we never give them their gold and silver. Only more paper," he said 

contemptuously. "We Jews have prospered through the paper gimmick. It's our method through which 

we take money and give only paper in return... The stocks and bonds market, all forms of insurance and 

the fractional reserve system practiced by the Federal Reserve Corporation, not to mention the billions 

in gold and silver that we have gained in exchange for paper notes, stupidly called money. 

 

Money power was essential in carrying out our master plan of international conquest through 

propaganda… 

 

By controlling the banking system we were able to control corporation capital. Through this, we 

acquired total monopoly of the movie industry, the radio networks and the newly developing television 

media. The printing industry, newspapers, periodicals and technical journals had already fallen into our 

hands. 
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The richest plum was later to come when we took over the publication of all school materials. Through 

these vehicles we could mold public opinion to suit our own purposes. The people are only stupid pigs 

that grunt and squeal the chants we give them, whether they be truth or lies. 

 

There is no such thing as the silent majority because we control their cry and hue. The only thing that 

exists is an unthinking majority and unthinking they will remain, as long as their escape from our 

rigorous service is the opiate of our entertainment industry. By controlling industry, we have become 

the task masters and the people the slaves. 

 

When the pressure of daily toil builds to an explosive degree, we have provided the safety valve of 

momentary pleasure. The television and movie industries furnish the necessary temporary distraction. 

These programs are carefully designed to appeal to the sensuous emotions, never to the logical thinking 

mind. Because of this, the people are programmed to respond according to our dictates, not according 

to reason. We have castrated society through fear and intimidation. Its manhood exists only in 

combination with a feminine outward appearance. Being so neutered, the populace has become docile 

and easily ruled. As all geldings in nature, their thoughts are not involved with the concerns of the future 

and their posterity, but only with the present toil and the next meal." 

 

On Industry 

 

"We have been successful in dividing society against itself by pitting labor against management. This 

perhaps has been one of our greatest feats, since in reality it is a triangle, though only two points ever 

seem to occur. In modern industry where exists capital, which force we represent, is the apex. Both 

management and labor are on the base of this triangle. They continually stand opposed to each other 

and their attention is never directed to the head of their problem. Management is forced to raise prices 

since we are ever increasing the cost of capital. Labor must have increasing wages and management 

must have higher prices, thus creating a vicious cycle. 

 

We are never called to task for our role which is the real reason for inflation, since the conflict between 

management and labor is so severe that neither has time to observe our activities. It is our increase in 

the cost of capital that causes the inflation cycle. We do not labor or manage, and yet we receive the 

profits. 
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Through our money manipulation, the capital that we supply industry costs us nothing. Through our 

national bank, the Federal Reserve, we extend book credit, which we create from nothing, to all local 

banks who are member banks. They in turn extend book credit to industry. Thus, we do more than God, 

for all of our wealth is created from nothing. You look shocked! Don't be! It's true; we actually do more 

than God. With this supposed capital we bring industry, management and labor into our debt, which 

debt only increases and is never liquidated. Through this continual increase, we are able to pit 

management against labor so they will never unite and attack us and usher in a debt-free industrial 

utopia. 

 

We are the necessary element since we expend nothing. Management can create its own capital—the 

profits. Its business would grow and profits increase. Labor would prosper as well, while the price of the 

product would remain constant, the prosperity of industry, labor and management would continually 

increase. 

 

We Jews glory in the fact that the stupid goy have never realized that we are the parasites consuming an 

increasing portion of production while the producers are continually receiving less and less." 

 

 

On Religion: 

 

"Religion, too, must be taught, and through this necessity we have labored. With our control of the text 

book industry and the news media, we have been able to hold ourselves up as the authorities on 

religion. Many of our rabbis now hold professorships in supposed Christian theological seminaries. We 

are amazed by the Christians' stupidity in receiving our teachings and propagating them as their own. . 

Judaism is not only the teaching of the synagogue, but also the doctrine of every 'Christian Church' in 

America. Through our propaganda the Church has become our most avid supporter. This has even given 

us a special place in society, their believing the lie that we are the 'chosen people' and they, gentiles. 

 

"These deluded children of the Church defend us to the point of destroying their own culture. This truth 

is evident even to the dullard when one views history and sees that all wars have been white fighting 

white in order that we maintain our control. We controlled England during the Revolutionary War, the 

North during the Civil War, and England and America during World War I and II. Through our influence of 

religion we were able to involve the ignorant white Christians in war against themselves which always 

impoverished both sides while we reaped a financial and political harvest. Anytime truth comes forth 
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which exposes us, we simply rally our forces -- the ignorant Christians. They attack the crusaders even if 

they are members of their own families. 

 

"Through religion we have gained complete control of society, government and economics. No law is 

ever passed except its merits have previously been taught from the pulpits. An example of this is race 

equality which led to integration and ultimately to mongrelization. The gullible clergy in one breath 

instruct their parishioners that we are a special, chosen people while in another breath proclaim all 

races are the same. Their inconsistency is never discovered. So we Jews enjoy a special place in society 

while all other races are reduced to racial equality. It is for this reason that we authored the equality 

hoax, thereby reducing all to a lower level. 

 

"We have been taught that our current economic practices are benevolent therefore Christian. These 

pulpit parrots extol our goodness for loaning them the money to build their temples, never realizing that 

their own holy book condemns all usury. They are eager to pay our exorbitant interest rates. They have 

led society into our control through the same practice. Politically, they hail the blessings of democracy 

and never understand that through democracy we have gained control of their nation. Their book again 

teaches a benevolent despotic form of government in accordance with the laws of that book, while a 

democracy is mob rule which we control through their Churches, our news media and economic 

institutions. Their religion is only another channel through which we can direct the power of our 

propaganda. These religious puppets' stupidity is only exceeded by their cowardice, for they are ruled 

easily." 

 

 

 

"This attitude permeates our entire being and philosophy. We are not the creators for to create would 

only benefit another. We are the 'acquirers' and are interested only in satisfying the 'self.' To understand 

our philosophy understand the term 'to get.' We never give but only take. We never labor but enjoy the 

fruits of others' labor. We do not create but confiscate. We are not the producers but the parasites. We 

can physically live within any society, but always remain spiritually apart. To work would be to produce 

and the highest form of that labor would be to create. Your race has always worked for the satisfaction 

of what it produces. We would never work for anyone's benefit, only for what we can get. We have used 

this Aryan attitude to achieve our greatest prosperity. You will work for the enjoyment you derive out of 

producing, while never being concerned about the pay. We take your productivity for a paltry fee and 

turn it into fortunes. 
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"Until recently, the pride of workmanship exceeded the quest for high incomes. However, we have been 

able to enslave society to our own power which is money, by causing them to seek after it. We have 

converted the people to our philosophy of getting and acquiring so that they will never be satisfied. A 

dissatisfied people are the pawns in our game of world conquest. Thus, they are always seeking and 

never able to find satisfaction. The very moment they seek happiness outside themselves, they become 

our willing servants. 

 

"Your people never realize that we offer them only worthless baubles that cannot bring fulfillment. They 

procure one and consume it and are not filled. They procure one and consume it and are not filled. We 

present another. We have an infinite number of outward distractions, to the extent that life cannot 

again turn inward to find its definite fulfillment. You have become addicted to our medicine through 

which we have become your absolute masters. 

 

"On the first and fundamental lie, the purpose of which is to make people believe that we are not a 

nation but a religion, other lies are subsequently based. Our greatest fear is that this falsehood will be 

discovered, for we will be stamped out the moment the general public comes into possession of the 

truth and acts upon it (It is one thing to put a man in possession of the truth, to get him to understand it 

is another, and to get him to act upon it is another still. Truth by itself has no value unless used or 

applied in some way.) It is becoming apparent that an awakening is occurring even here in America. We 

had hoped that through our devastation of Christian Germany that any subject dealing with us would be 

a fearful taboo. However, there seems to be a resurgence here in the one nation that we so strongly 

control. We are presently making plans for a rapid exodus. We know that when the light begins to dawn, 

there will be no stopping it. All efforts on our part will only intensify that light and draw focus upon it. 

 

"We fear that light is coming forth in movements across this land, especially yours. It has amazed us how 

you have been successful in reaching the people after we closed every door of communication. This, we 

fear, is a sign of a coming pogrom that will take place in America soon. The American public has realized 

that we are in control, which is a fatal mistake on our part. This nation could never be the land of the 

free as long as it is the land of the Jew. This is the revelation that will be our undoing. 

 

"The American people have been easily ruled through our propaganda that the pen is mightier than the 

sword. We virtually get away with murder, and all the goy do is to talk about it, which is ineffective since 

we, the masters of propaganda, always publish a contradicting account. If the Aryan would review 

history and apply those lessons of the past, then the pen will be thrown down in disgust and the sword 

wielded in the heat of passion. (A recurrence to history would edify our minds and show us that the 

European countries solved their Jewish problem only by use of force.) Thus far, we have escaped the 
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sword, when the only reprisal is some periodical of no repute, or some pamphlet with limited 

circulation. Their pen is no match for ours, but our constant fear is that they may open their eyes and 

learn that no change was ever brought about with a pen. History has been written in blood, not with ink. 

No letter, editorial or book has ever rallied the people or stopped tyranny. We understand this principle 

and are continually propagandizing the people to write letters to the President, to Congress and to their 

local media. We are safe to continually exploit, intimidate and disenfranchise the white American as 

long as they are preoccupied with the illusion of educating the masses through printed material. Woe be 

unto us if they ever see the futility of it, lay down the pen and employ the sword. 

 

"History confirms the fact that the passions of an aroused minority, no matter how small a group, have 

exerted enough power to topple the greatest empire. The movements that control destiny are not those 

that rest on the inactive majority; but on the sheer force of an active minority. Will is power, not 

numbers, for a strong Will will always rule the masses!" 

 

"Again, we are safe as long as our Will is stronger, or the Will of the people is misdirected, scattered and 

without leadership. We will never be deposed with words, only force!" 

 

 

[1]Jewishracism.blogspot.com 

[2]"Dictatorship" DissidentVoices.org 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Gentile System vs Jew System 

 

This was a conversation from another egroup that touches upon several but interconnected subjects. 

 

=============================================== 
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Most people get reincarnation, in my opinion only the most extreme and prehaps worthless get the 

stew treatment the RHP tells that dissolution into the one is the highest goal of existance they are not 

even jazzing it up. Its the open statement to be dissolved as any form of individual consciousness is what 

they preach if you read the Buddhist and other RHP texts. They live for thier death. 

 

 

 

The other issue is the soul if you read the ancient texts and understand the physics enough is light and 

lives on light energy. HPS Maxine has wrote of this subject [and in my own experience and research I 

agree, as it becomes an unalienable fact the more you advance and deeper you dig into the truth on the 

subject] This is openly mentioned in the ancient texts in some areas: 

 

 

 

A soul not being in the process of perfected thus empowered is a soul that is becoming stagnate and 

after a certain time can weaken to the point it ceases to exist. Prehaps the matter is then recycled into 

something else. 

 

 

 

Your soul is the one thing that is yours [its you] and as life in different bodies pass the only thing you 

take with you is the soul and the work you have done upon yourself or not. 

 

 

 

This becomes evident as you see parts of your past lives or even just look back over your life now. A life 

without spirituality and the perfection practice of it. Is literally a waste and distraction. 
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Here is a tale that relates a deeply conscious understanding of time and events that enfolds the situation 

of man: 

 

 

 

There was a tale of several sages sitting in meditation they had been there so long they where part 

buried. A Deva appeared to them and told them then each the amount of life times they would have left 

as Yogi's before they would fully Perfect themselves and obtain the Great Perfection [Magnum Opus] it 

was around several for each and they where happy for this. 

 

 

 

The underlying understanding is further mentioned in the founders of the Kriya Yoga system. They 

understood that due to the massive removal of spiritual knowledge for them the reality of obtaining the 

Great Perfection in a life time was next to impossible baring divine intervention. So they assembled 

what they had into a system and instead of the traditional 4 to 5 hours a day on the power points most 

Tantric's practice on. They practiced 10 to 12 hours a day, with the idea of since they had less they had 

to do more in order to obtain liberation in a smaller number of life times. 

 

 

 

Meaning they understood the level of perfection the soul achieves is carried into the next life and so on. 

 

 

 

So in a society that still had enough of the original understanding intact people would devote their 

whole live to metalution and made this the core of their life, its the core of our existance. Some still 

practice in the East 5 to 12 or more hours a day.  
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Due to the jewing of the West this value system has become alien in our society, when it was the norm 

to our ancestors. Today we are lied to and told absorp ourselves into a petty distraction of hyper 

materialism and counterfeit ego and this all there is. 

 

 

 

 

The jews stated in their protocols they would create this society to act as distraction and use 

materialism replace for spirituality and spiritual knowledge. While making Gentile society as self-hating 

and unsane as possible. 

 

 

 

As part of this we live in a society where the original spiritual class system based on metalution and 

metagenic's is replaced by an economic class system where individual worth to the market place, 

material properity and money determines the level of status in society for a person.  

 

 

 

This means your worth as a human being is your worth to the dollar at the given moment, money 

becomes God and the jew owns the money. 

 

 

 

Then money and economic progress become the center of all thought and judgement of all worth and 

monetary values become moral values till nothing but the morality of a vulture [jew] is left in society 

and it implodes in a sickly, insane and devolving decay upon its juadic paradigm into a real sheol. 
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Just look at all the people left to die on the streets homeless and how this society treats the eldery and 

any person who is considered as economically "poor" is looked upon as a lesser human being. Where 

bloated jew parasties in the banks, hollywood and other worthless sectors are worshipped as saints and 

Gods. 

 

 

 

Of course what the jew never tells you is the society it has created even in America has reduced the 

Gentile populace to wage slavery with their IRS [founder the same year arm in arm with the Fed] and 

other tax systems are designed to breakdown any Gentile attempt to rise above the working to middle 

classes and become wealthy business owners at the same time hand in hand with the jew Fed Reserve 

system, knocking out the upper and middle Gentile class till nothing is left but wage slaves, slaving for 

the jew 24/7 in serfdom. The working Gentiles created and generated 100% of the wealth and due to 

the parasite jew and the vampire system the jew sucks the wealth of the Gentiles till they are lucky to 

have a crumb left to their name.  

 

 

 

 

 

Even the illusion of materal prosperity "The American Dream" the jew uses as the goal to keep people 

running in the jewster wheel all day and night. Is a bogus joo lie. The harder you slave the more in debt 

you sink and taxed you become anyway. And the jew has created a kosher celling you will not be 

allowed to rise above ecomonically anyway while creating a bogus debt scheme to sink you into 

perpetual toil and scarcity existance. The average American now lives in boarder line poverty and is one 

paycheck away from being on the street. And now millions of families are living in tents cities as the jew 

crashes whats left of the economy in another mathematically created depression. And its only gettting 

worse. Gentiles starve, the jew laughs. 
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The National Socialist Party came to power in Germany and dismantled the jew parasite system while 

creating a National Socialist system. Its no real miracle how Germany under Hitler in 9 months free of 

the jew slave system and under the NS system, was able to rise out of being the hardest hit nation in the 

depression[to the point it cost 2 million dollars for a loaf of bread and a million people died from 

extreme poverty] to become the most prosperous nation on earth. 

 

 

 

The jews would sit in fancy restaurants and hold up the food they where eating to taunt and gloat at the 

starving German Gentiles standing outside many who had hardly eaten in days and had no money 

during the Weimar[Jewmar] period. Hitler put an end to this wickedness, no German would go hungry in 

their own land again. Their own bread would be no longer stolen out of their very hand and childrens 

mouths by the jew again. 

 

 

 

During the first winter of the National Socialist Goverment rule a Winter drive was conducted by the 

New Goverment. Winter was the hardest time for Germans due to the poverty, most died in the winter 

from lack of heating, proper clothing or food, poor diet and cold is a cruel killer.  

 

 

 

The NS government asked all Germans to help out and give whatever they could, Hitler personally 

donated over half of his personal fortune [which was large due to his book sales] to help. That year for 

the first time in a over a decade not one German went without nor died from poverty conditons. It was 

the great miracle of the time Hitler urged his people to come together in the spirit of love for their 
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fellow people and to remember it was this that made them great. He also lead by example the whole 

time. 

 

 

 

The degradation and self-hatred/ false guilt for being Geman, the jew had heaped upon them in Weimar 

had been great and had taken a hard toll on them. 

 

 

 

There was no mistaking the reasons why when Hitler would appear in public the people would rush to 

him and burst out in joy and great outpouring of love for him. He raised them out of the muck the jews 

had pushed them into and gave them back everything and more ,he showed them how to love one 

another again and to love themselves for who they where the German People again. 

 

 

 

Hitler, Himmler and others where also working to dismantle the false spiritual program of jewanity and 

return to the German nation the original and true religion, we today call Spiritual Satanism. Where 

creating a society based upon nobility of character, personal merits and talents to base a new class 

upon, replacing the false and alien destructive jew class system. With an ascending, healthy, Gentile 

one. A persons place in society would now depend on the spirit of the person not how much money and 

items they can jew out of others. 

 

 

 

Since to be a member of the higher levels of this new system a person must be part of the SS, and to be 

part of the SS one must be a Pagan [Satanist] with the officer class [sworn to a period of 20 years or 

more of service] under orders by Himmler to have a daily practice of meditation and study of spiritual 

knowledge. This ensured the new society would have the spiritual at the heart and head of this new 

class system and in time would fully transcend as Germany grew under the New Order back into a pure 
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Arya nation. The original Satanic model society existed under and the people would in time as a whole 

achieve the Godhead and finish Father Satan's work on humanity. 

 

 

 

For elevating his people out of despiar and degradition and showing them how to live in truth. Hitler is 

vilified by the enemy of all humanity, the jew. 

 

 

 

As we can see the National Socialist model is the superior and only one for the restoring of Gentiles to 

peace, plenty, happiness and truth globally. Many have theories but National Socialism has the proof. 

 

 

 

And that is why the jew hates and fears National Socialism and the memory of Adolf Hitler so much. For 

the same reasons the jews hate and fear Satan and as such slander and blaspheme Him so, just as they 

do to Hitler, so do they do to Father Satan. 

 

 

 

Without an answer to the jewish question there can be no salvation or liberation for humanity. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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From: Celina <lovingbelial@...> 

To: JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com 

Sent: Thursday, November 10, 2011 10:09:43 AM 

Subject: [JoyofSatan666] Re: when Christians die? 

 

I don't like to think about this because the next thought is my family members, my dad particularly. He is 

73 years old and has been in the same xian denomination for like 50 years. He is devout and you can't 

even get him to even look at or read something that questions the buybull. I love him so much and it 

saddens me deeply to know what's been done to him like every other gentile. It also angers me. 

Well...you get what I'm trying to say here.  

 

HAIL SATAN! 

 

 

Re: Fire on the legs. 

 

This is pretty serious. You need to do hatha [physical] yoga stretches and open your hips and spine. If 

you do not stretch thoroughly and on a consistent daily basis, this concentrated and trapped energy can 

cause some pretty nasty problems. This is even more so for people who have risen serpents. The energy 

must be kept circulating. This is done through doing yoga stretches, paying close attention to opening 

your hips and working on flexibility of your spine. When the hips are tight and inflexible, the serpentine 

energy can pool and get trapped in the legs. Other common warnings are feeling like your feet are on 

fire. This also goes for the spine, which must be made as flexible as is possible. This is the purpose of 

hatha [physical] yoga. After a regular session of hatha yoga, energy trapped in the joints will be released 

and converted into usable spiritual energy. Everyone has a certain degree of trapped energy. When left 

to stagnate, this is what 

causes different health problems and such.  

 

Life = circulation. Stagnation = death.  

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Jewry And Its Proxies Delt Major Defeat In Lebanon 

 

Jewry And Its Proxies Delt Major Defeat In Lebanon 

 

 

 

My note Hezbollah has been the one force that has defeated israel and twice. A major factor in the 

creation of Hezbollah was the israeli invasions and backed slaughter and terror in Lebanon, along with 

the occupation of S.Lebanon.  

 

Several years ago Hezbollah military wing defeated the entire israeli army of over 20 thousand troops, 

heavy armour, airforce.etc With only several thousand troops armed with shoulder fired RPG's and small 

arms. When israel invaded their nation. As always the israel forces conducted a major genocide 

campaign against the Lebanese civilian population, shelling civilian areas and from many reports using 

nerve gas[chemical weapons] on the populace along with airstrikes on refugee columns of men, women 

and childen. Killing hundreds caught on the roads. 

 

The israeli kikes where begging for a peace deal as their invasion was repelled and their hooked nose 

army was on the defensive and getting slaughtered by Hezbollah elite fighters. 

 

Hezbollah has won an important victory by cutting the entire head of the jews snoop and subversion 

teams. Wars are won and lost on intelligence networks. This more damaging in my opinion then their 

failed invasion. 

 

Once again our rituals are working, this is a never before happening event in history. 

 

http://www.presstv.ir/detail/211346.html 

 

CIA intelligence fiasco in Lebanon 
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Mon Nov 21, 2011 4:57PM 

Share | Email | Print 

Hezbollah has dealt a heavy blow to CIA operations in Lebanon, forcing the intelligence agency to curtail 

its espionage activities in the country, US officials say.  

 

According to current and former US officials, CIA operations in Lebanon have been badly damaged after 

the resistance movement identified and captured a number of US spies this year, AP reported.  

 

They have also said that CIA officials have secretly been scrambling in recent months to protect their 

remaining spies, foreign assets or agents working for the agency, before Hezbollah finds them.  

 

Giving credit to Hezbollah for uncovering the espionage rings, the US officials blamed negligence by CIA 

managers and sloppy practices used by the spies for their networks being discovered in Lebanon, which 

is considered a key watching post for collecting crucial intelligence on Middle East countries including 

Syria and Iran.  

 

It remains unclear whether anyone has been or will be held accountable in the wake of this 

counterintelligence disaster.  

 

Hezbollah Secretary General Seyyed Hassan Nasrallah in June announced the arrest of several spies 

affiliated with the CIA, who had infiltrated the ranks of the group. Nasrallah said that CIA officers, posing 

as diplomats at the US Embassy in Beirut, had recruited them in early 2011.  

 

At the time, US officials denied the report, but now current and former US officials concede that 

Hezbollah busted several US spy rings and arrested a number of American spies, which affected CIA 

espionage activities in Lebanon.  

 

"Beirut station is out of business," said one source using the CIA terminology.  
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In April 2009, Lebanon launched a nationwide crackdown on spy cells, mostly Israeli networks, arresting 

nearly 100 people, including members of the country's security forces and telecommunications 

personnel, on suspicion of espionage for Mossad.  

 

A number of the suspects have admitted to their role in helping Israel identify targets inside Lebanon, 

mostly belonging to Hezbollah, which Tel Aviv heavily bombed during its 2006 war against the country.  

 

If convicted, the spies will face life sentences with hard labor. Should they be found guilty of 

contributing to the loss of Lebanese lives, the agents will face capital punishment.  

 

HM/HGH  

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Social Requirements Of The Organic State And Divison Of Energy 

 

Social Requirements Of The Organic State And Divison Of Energy 

 

This was from a good thread in another egroup on the subject. 

 

 

 

That is what people should remember, there are certian duties which require full time roles you never 

take a day off its a form of life mastery. One of them is being a parent it requires a constant attention 

and care to make sure the children are raised to be healthy, strong members of society. Today with both 

parents having to work all the time because of the worker slave society the jews have created the 

homes are becoming super dysfunctional and children are growing up into adults with deep emotional 

issues. Even a family where just one parent is always on the road in a job that requires them to be away 
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for weeks, days and or most of the day. Has an ill effect on the family dynamic. You can see this in the 

full time military deployments especially with the jew wars in the ME. 

 

 

 

Looking at the actual social function of ancient society many Gays where the high ranking members of 

the Governments [Priestarchy=Aristocracy] and full time military occupations not the large civil armies 

that where the reserve units. Because as a rule of nature they are designed to fill these occupations that 

also require full time attention and being away from home for days, months or years. So their energy is 

designed to be channelled into these postions creating a balance in society. If one reads study after 

study it is found non-Hetero people have certain unqiue traits that make them naturals for such roles. 

Nature is balance. 

 

 

 

All social roles aside the laws of nature of full time duties are thus: 

 

 

 

Heterosexual people energy goes fully into creating and raising the next generation. This requires full 

time attention. Without it family life becomes dysfunctional and everyone suffers and society goes 

downwards. Even when your day job is done your parenting job is there. And parents need the time for 

their kids. Without this we don't have a society or a people. This is a sacred duty of life. 

 

 

 

Non-Heterosexual peoples energy goes into guiding and protecting the nation full time and helping to 

educate the generations in the temples [university/school centers of the day] as this was the duty of the 

Priesthoods and required 16 hours a day attention same with being in the role of state governers, both 

these roles required a life time of special training that gives no time for parenting. A nation to also 

survive and thrive needs a head. 
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You also have full time miltary deployments on the boarders with special units. Not having children this 

puts them into the postion to give their full time to those vital duties and master them because of the 

demands it has to be a full time way of life as well just as being a parent. This requires full time 

attention. 

 

 

 

When wars broke out it was the professional [full time] combat units that where staffed by Gays that 

formed the leadership postions of the larger People's army when called up. An army without such a 

professional head is a doomed one and a doomed nation in lost wars and invasions. The non-hetero 

warrior leaders in the front ranks [the most dangerous postion in the ranks] risk getting the spear and 

sword thought the chest so the women at home don't get raped and their children sold into slavery and 

their homes burned by the enemy invaders.  

 

 

 

We can't have one without the other both are vital. 

 

 

 

It's all about natures sublimation of energy into vital roles every Nation needs. 

 

 

 

Every citizen of the organic Nation has vital duties and talents to perform for the greater good of the 

society. As ordained by nature. 
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Heterosexual people are getting punished for their natural duty of having children by being forced to 

work longer and longer hours to even afford to support them on any level. And Gays are being punished 

by being denied their natural roles and respect in society. As a result the entire society suffers. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

 

From: High Priest Jake Carlson <hammerofthegods_666@...> 

To: JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com  

Sent: Wednesday, November 23, 2011 10:11:22 PM 

Subject: [JoyofSatan666] Re: Destruction of Stereotypes 

 

There is one thing I know, as far as gay 'communities' go. In an ideal world, there is no such thing. Gay 

communities came about because the Jews had to go and make Christianity. As you and I know, gays 

used to be leaders who protected their family units. Now, because of Christianity, and all of it's related 

political counterparts, gays either leave or are kicked out of the family unit, and are used as a battering 

ram against society. 

 

With how the Jews work both sides against the middle, they will encourage homosexuality, but only in 

the wrong way, and in the wrong places to turn our own peoples against us. On the other side, they 

suppress homosexuality and orchestrate all of the crimes against gays. 

 

I, myself, a homosexual male, have been called 'homophobic' before. And the reason for it is because of 

the stereotype that all gays are precious darlings for the Jewish cause. Those of us who step out of those 

lines and reject the Jewish image that the Jews paint gay people as, will be cursed and defamed, like 

anyone else who becomes 'out of line' for the Jewish cause, and rightfully speaks out against the kikes- 
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ALL kikes, no matter who they are. So YES, even gays will be considered as 'bigots' if they wake up to 

what the Jews have done to them. The gays who don't wake up and never step out of their comfort 

zones will remain with the Jews and continue their Marxist mouth-breathing. In Gentile Nations 

predating Judeo/Christianity, homosexuality was never about glitter and drama queens. Homosexuality 

was about strength, power, and a healthy, balanced society. 

 

Satanism is about freedom. There is no freedom in gay 'communities,' only empty promises that the 

kikes and their Gentile slaves make. True freedom for gays lies in the fact that the toxic Jewish extremist 

society will be crushed and we will return to our families. And if our Christian-indoctrinated family 

members don't like it, then who asked for their opinion? 

 

If anything I said sounds 'homophobic,' nothing that I said critiqued gay people, but the current Jewish 

structure of society and what they have done to gays [and all Gentiles in general]. The point of 

everything I said which is anti-problem, reaction, solution/Jewish rule, is that things are going to fall into 

place. However, we can hasten matters with what Strength said. There are certain times when silence is 

lead and not gold. When things can be layed out on the table, so to speak, solutions can form when our 

own Gentile peoples have no other choice but to stick together. This doesn't mean that we all have to 

get along, but that's how most families work. This is human nature. 

 

666/88!! 

 

High Priest Jake Carlson 

 

 

Examination Of Jew Speak 

 

Examination Of Jew Speak 

 

Typical kike talk, wanting to perserve the ecosystem is from a "fear of change" note the kike 

psychobabble tactic they also use on everything to never have to address the truth and just slander their 

honest Gentile opponets. Because wanting to make sure you and your family and community breathe 

clean air, eat clean organic food and drink pure water and not eat jew made processed msg, gmo, 
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chemical slop which is killing entire generations. Is apparently a "bad" thing, why? Because it acts as a 

protective barrier that stops jews trying to weaken the Gentile populace into hardly conscious cattle. 

 

 

 

Note again the jewish psychobabble of xenophobic which is a jew propaganda word to attack any 

Gentiles who want to perserve their organic, genetic idenity, culture and ancestoral nation and protect 

the very values need to uplift the people.  

 

 

 

Xenophobic=Gentiles who resist racial, cultural genocide and absorption into global communist slave 

state. 

 

 

 

Anti-Semite=Any Gentile who tells the truth about the jews. 

 

The jews vilify all natural, healthy Gentile values to be able to tear them down and replace them with an 

communistic ideology to dissolve them into the jew world order. 

 

This is the core aim of cultural marxism, called today Political Correctness. The deconstruction [attack 

on] all organic Gentile values and replacing them with communist ones. Welcome to the Borg collective. 

 

 

 

The fucking jews themselves don't mix, keep strict race laws and only racial jews may be citizens of the 

jewish nation israel. But they tell us Gentiles to do the opposite and call it a problem or xenophobic, 
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racist, bigoted.etc When Gentiles want to perserve themselves too. So they can stay strong to rule us as 

slave masters. 

 

"Our race is the Master Race. We Jews are divine gods 

on this planet. We are as different from the inferior 

races as they are from insects. In fact, compared to our race, 

other races are beasts and animals, cattle at best. Other races 

are considered as human excrement. Our destiny is to rule 

over the inferior races. Our earthly kingdom will be ruled by 

our leader with a rod of iron. The masses will lick our feet and 

serve us as our slaves." - Prime Minister Menachem Begin 

(Israeli Prime Minister. Speech to the Knesset. Source: " 

Begin and the Beasts," New Statesman, June 1982) 

 

 

 

 

One standard for jews another for everyone else. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

 

 

From: dklumanski88 <dklumanski88@...> 

To: JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com  
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Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2011 11:50:16 PM 

Subject: [JoyofSatan666] German Nazi Environmental Sustainability 

 

 

 

I ran across this article while web surfing. I did not read the whole article and have no idea who Furedi is 

but...this is something about Hitler's leadership that I did not know. 

 

Frank Furedi: "What we today call 'environmentalism' is ... based on a fear of change. It's based upon a 

fear of the outcome of human action. And therefore it's not surprising that when you look at the more 

xenophobic right-wing movements in Europe in the 19th century, including German fascism, it quite 

often had a very strong environmentalist dynamic to it. The most notorious environmentalists in history 

were the German Nazis. The Nazis ordered soldiers to plant more trees. They were the first Europeans 

to establish nature reserves and order the protection of hedgerows and other wildlife habitats. And they 

were horrified at the idea of hydroelectric dams on the Rhine. Adolf Hitler and other leading Nazis were 

vegetarian and they passed numerous laws on animal rights." 

 

(The above paragraph is from the transcript of the British channel 4 documentary "Against Nature," 

 

After reading this I started thinking about how environmentally destructive modern society is... 

 

 

The Jewish Communist Genocide of Russia and East Europe 

 

The Jewish Communist Genocide of Russia and East Europe 

 

 

Every day we have our senses assaulted by the Jewish Media's Lie Machines, favorite fable of the 

fictional Holocaust of six million poor Jews by the Germans. Despite the fact such lies have already been 
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exposed by numerous experts from across the world and even during the land mark trial of Zundel 

[which did not stop him from being put in prison for five years for telling the truth] the Jews keep up the 

wailing of their lies as they are the race of the Big Lie. At this point as their holyhoax tales unravel daily 

they are left only with state backed terrorism aimed at those who tell the truth on the subject in a 

desperate bid to use fear to silence those brave souls who speak out. The truth does not fear 

investigation.  

 

Exposing the biggest lie of the 20th Century: 

 

http://www.zundelsite.org/ 

 

http://www.666blacksun.org/satanic-national-socialism/informative-videos/ 

 

 

In this article the Jewish lead slaughtercost of the Gentile People of Eastern Europe will be examined. 

The Jews literally in the drive of their Talmudic psyche systemically murdered over sixty million innocent 

Gentiles. A whole nation genocided from the top down. 

 

Related article: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/243 (pg. 454) 

 

FAMOUS [Jew] TROTSKY QUOTE (1917): 

"We must turn Russia into a desert populated by white negroes upon whom we shall impose a tyranny 

such as the most terrible Eastern despots never dreamt of. The only difference is that this will be a left-

wing tyranny, not a right-wing tyranny. It will be a red tyranny and not a white one. We mean the word 

`red' literally, because we shall shed such floods of blood as will make all the human losses suffered in 

the capitalist wars pale by comparison. The biggest bankers across the ocean will work in the closest 

possible contact with us. If we win the revolution, we shall establish the power of Zionism upon the 

wreckage of the revolution's funeral, and we shall became a power before which the whole world will 

sink to its knees. We shall show what real power is. By means of terror and bloodbaths, we shall reduce 

the Russian intelligentsia to a state of complete stupefaction and idiocy and to an animal existence." 
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— From the `Memoirs of Aron Simanovich', quoted in The Nature of Zionism by Vladimir Stepin, 

Moscow, 1993, and translated from Russian into English by Clive Lindhurst. 

 

 

The major events that lead to the Communist "Revolution" in the East was the first war. This war was 

instigated by Jewry for the purpose of toppling the remaining remnants of the old Gentile political, social 

and economic power structures. And creating a chaotic situation that would make the Western world 

ripe to be seized upon by Jewry and lead into its destruction and enslavement via a global Communist 

take over. In essence the Hegelian dialect of problem, reaction, solution. This war alone killed over 

sixteen million people. 

 

The official trigger event was the murder of Ferdinand and his wife. 

 

The Jewish Revolutionary Gavrilo Princip shown being seized by police moments after mortally 

wounding Archduke Ferdinand and his wife. The assassination of Catholic Monarch ~ Crown Prince Franz 

Ferdinand ~ heir to the Austrian throne, was carried out by the Jewish assassin Gavrilo Princip using a 

Browning pistol on Jun. 28, 1914. The Zionist newspaper PEIEWISCHE VORDLE wrote on Jan. 13, 1919, 

"The international Jewry... believed it *necessary to force Europe into the war so that a new Jewish era 

could begin throughout the world.  

 

Arch-duke Ferdinand was assassinated by Gavril Princeps at Sarajevo; Austria demanded an apology 

from Serbia, Serbia apologized but Austria inexplicably declared war anyway.Max Warburg, Jewish 

advisor to the Kaiser who also helped fund the Jewish Bolshevik Revolution. He advised the Kaiser to go 

into WW1 so Zionists could push for an Israeli state. Both Warburg and Schiff were Rothschild agents. 

Warburg also arranged for Lenin to be transported through Germany to Russia in a sealed train to lead 

the conspirators to their Bolshevik triumph.  

 

Three Jewish advisers to Kaiser Wilhelm, Chancellor Bethmann-Hollweg, Max Warburg and Albert Ballin, 

then had the Kaiser declare war, and the other nations were involved.  

 

Why ? To carry out the Jewish Plan.  
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On February 8, 1920, Sir Winston Churchill expressed his alarm over world developments in an interview 

published in the Sunday Illustrated Herald, London:  

 

"From the days of Adam (Spartacus) Weishaupt, to those of Karl Marx to those of Trotsky, Bela Kun, 

Rosa Luxemburg and Emma Goldman. This worldwide conspiracy for the overthrow of civilization and 

for the reconstruction of society on the basis of arrested development, of envious malevolence and 

impossible equality, has been steadily growing.  

 

"There is no need to exaggerate the part played in the creation of Bolshevism and in the actual bringing 

about of the Russian Revolution by these international, and for the most part, atheistic Jews. It is 

certainly a very great one: it probably outweighs all others. With the notable exception of Lenin [my 

note it turns out Lenin was a Jew], the majority of the leading figures are Jews. Moreover, the principal 

inspiration and driving power comes from the Jewish leaders."  

Churchill referred, of course, to the overthrow of the Gentile State in Russia and its replacement by a 

hateful gang of homicidal maniacs, whose unimaginable success was accomplished by the astute 

financial aid of Jacob Schiff to the Jewish revolutionaries, and by Max Warburg in Germany, who, at the 

crucial moment of the revolution in Russia, arranged for Lenin to be transported through Germany to 

Russia in a sealed train to lead the conspirators to their Bolshevik triumph.  

 

Jacob Schiff [Jew]whose money bankrolled the Jewish Bolsheviks who were responsible for millions of 

Gentile deaths and the overthrow of the Russian nation.  

 

 

A statement of the situation from 1926 from a revised and re-edited version of A Sea of Blood: the Truth 

about Bolshevik Russia, a 12,000-word pamphlet originally published in Munich (1926) and authored by 

a Russian émigré known as "Dr Gregor".  

 

1. Introduction 

Nine years have already passed since an indescribable crime against humanity, the Bolshevik Revolution 

of 1917, was systematically begun. Now in its ninth year [1926], a government exists which calls itself a 

worker-and-peasant government—but not one true worker or farmer has ever sat on it. For nine years, 

torture has been used in the name of democra¬cy as an official instrument of the state. And in the name 
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of socialism millions of upright individu¬als have been murdered, put to death through starvation, or 

banished from home and hearth to every distant part of the globe. 

 

In the name of the proletariat the Russian people has been subjugated by rank foreigners, their speech 

has been silenced, and their bodies sent—to the cheers of the [Jewish] Third International — into mass 

graves. 

 

An old Russian expression says: "There are never more lies told than before a war and after a hunt." And 

in point of fact the Great War [WW1] never had a true armistice; it never really ended. And the hunt for 

more human skulls — of course only Gentile and Aryan skulls will do — continues in accordance with a 

sinister and systematic plan. And thus the great lie blooms forth, in effect a form of worship of the 

Father of Lies, by that international scum calling itself the Bolsheviks. 

 

Mundus vult decipi! — the world wants to be deceived! It believes Soviet lies and fairy tales and even 

participates in this sick comedy, sending delegations of well-known people, leftists of course, incapable 

of understanding the Russian language, and sympathetic to boot with the goals of the Third 

International! 

[The 3rd Internationale was the third great convention meeting held by ultra-radical Jews and Marxists 

in 1919 to coordinate Communist activities worldwide.] 

 

 

Off these foreign guests go to Soviet Russia to "study" the  

situation. These splendid chaps have no idea what Russia was like before the Bolsheviks—and what it 

could have become without them in the meantime! On the other hand, the Soviet Union's new friends 

show great knowledge and appreciation for our Russian caviar and vodka! The caviar is good, the vodka 

burns like fire going down, and in the brain-fog of democratic good will one somehow misses the rivers 

of blood, the dashed brain fragments, and the slithering clatter of mil-lions of slaves' chains. 

 

And so internationalist democracy [Jewry] celebrates its rites of sacrifice. The Gentile lamb is 

slaughtered…  
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2. The systematic destruction of Russia 

 

 

The old Russia no longer exists. 

 

In its place we have a vast desert: its intelligentsia 90% annihilated, its middle class throttled, its 

work¬ing class made serfs once again — but this time serfs in state-owned factories, workers who just 

for using the word "strike" can be put up against the wall! As for the farmer, now he is a mere beast of 

burden, a camel in the Soviet-made Sahara, laboring without question for his Jewish exploiters and 

nearly without pay. 

 

 

For a non-initiate it must be entirely incomprehensible how such a mighty empire, seemingly in one 

night of revolution, could be set aflame at all four corners and destroyed. 

However, in one night it did not happen. 

 

The events of March 1917 — Kerensky's middle-class overthrow of the tsar — and of November 1917 — 

the Bolshevik putsch against Kerensky's government — were only the visible re¬sult of years of patient, 

mole-like undermining activities by the Jewish Internationale: a work which did not begin in the criminal 

minds of [Jews] Marx, Kautsky and Engels, but instead in an earlier alliance of Jewry with the higher 

grades of world [Jewish infiltrated] Freemasonry.  

 

My note its important to understand the Freemason's where infiltrated by the Jewish Illuminati in the 

18th century and turned into an organ of Global Jewry:  

 

http://www.666blacksun.org/satanic-national-socialism/illumination-on-the-illuminati/  
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These lofty "idealists" have tortured and killed, in the name of Russia's workers and peasants — and 

according to their very own statistics — the following numbers of victims in the first four years of the 

glorious Russian Revolution:  

 

 

8,800 Gentile doctors and their aides. Why? Because they represented non-Jewish middle-class 

medicine. 

 

Now come the officers: 54,650 army and naval officers, 10,500 police offi¬cers (lieutenant-rank and 

above) and 48,500 lower-ranking policemen. And for what reason? Because they were military and 

police officers, and we all know that "militarism" is no longer permissible for any nationalistic and Aryan-

conscious white people. It is only allowed to Red bandits, who call themselves proletarians, to dig the 

real proletariat a mass grave. 

 

Then there are 260,000 flag-loyal soldiers of the old army, all now executed. But even this statistic is 

trifling. Now come the intelligentsia: teachers, professors, engineers, building contractors, writers and 

judges — especially judges, because these were the most dangerous for a state ruled by convicted 

felons. 

To them let us add lawyers, district attorneys and all the college-educated occupations — to reach the 

number of 361,825 murdered members of our most mentally demanding professions. I will not even 

tarry over our annihilated class of large landowners, consisting of 12,950 persons. 

 

And when someone asks me how the Russian intelligentsia can bear the Bolshevik yoke, I always answer 

that the Russian intelligentsia is either literally six feet under or in exile, and that the tiny remainder left 

over has suffered such a blood-letting and systematic humiliation through the communist steamroller 

that they have forfeited every last bit of self-esteem and personal honor. 

Finally, we come to the modest numbers of workers and peasants executed by the worker-and-peasant 

state. They amount to only 192,350 workers and 815,000 peasants. All these figures are official statistics 

pub¬lished by the Cheka [forerunner of the KGB] and printed in easily obtainable Bolshevik newspapers 

during this period when the anti-communist White Russian forces were fighting Trotsky and the Red 

Army, [1917-1921]. 
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All these facts can be verified in the complete volumes of informa¬tion or excerpts published in 1922 by 

the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Kingdom of Serbia, the only coun¬try in Europe which is fighting 

mercilessly against the disease of communism. 

 

Even this enormous number of casualties is small compared to the mentally ill persons now running 

around free in Soviet Russia — four million eight hundred thousand of them. But this is no surprise. Even 

the old Russia did not have enough sanatoria and hospitals for them. Now the whole country has 

become a madhouse. The murders continue and the blood flows on, albeit only Gentile and Aryan 

blood. 

 

When during the 1922 Famine, 30,000 human beings were dying every day, Jewish leader Trotsky made 

the sarcastic remark: "All the better — look at the paperwork that will save us now!" 

 

 

 

3. Tsars assassinated by the Jews 

After Nicholas I, his son Alexander II mounted the throne, a true friend of his people. In 1861 he 

abolished serfdom and gave the peasants land. This reform happened through the mir arrangement of 

village communities — an institution far closer to true and sincere communism than the capitalistic, tax-

exploitative system we see in Soviet Russia today. 

 

This same tsar, Alexander II, who in 1864 gave his people a whole new trial procedure for their court 

system — then the fairest and most progressive in Europe — underwent seven attempts to assas¬sinate 

him, until finally, in an eighth attempt perpetrated by Goldmann, Liebermann and Zuckermann — can 

anyone mistake their race? — successfully carried out the wishes of London. 

[Great Britain was by this time in the control of the Jewish bankers of the City of London.] 

 

Alexander II, the great benefactor of his nation, was dynamited on March 1, 1881 — the very day that 

he was to bestow on his country a new, constitutional form of government. 

Alexander II was gone. 
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Alexander III now became tsar. With respect to this monarch who preserved Euro¬pean peace, we 

Russians were all convinced that when he died in 1894, he had succumbed to a normal illness — in this 

case an acute kidney infection. How great was afterward our amazement when we learned — on the 

run, in exile, and from Jewish sources — that this tsar too had fallen victim to the criminal minds of the 

tribe of Judah. 

 

The Jew Saltus exults over this fact in his book The Imperial Orgy, published in New York in 1920. In•his 

foam-mouthed delirium over the successful downfall of the Gentile-Aryan world he explains in his book 

how the Jews, working with the Entente powers — England, France, the U.S. and Italy — got rid of the 

tsars one after the other. 

He further relates that, at the same time as Russian churches were praying for the health of the tsar, he 

was being cursed in the synagogues. 

 

My note this is true and was proved in the 1911 case of the ritual murder of Andrei Youshchinksy, who 

was ritually murdered by the local Jewish community as part of a ritual by their own confession to help 

bring down the Tsar and Russia to Jewry: 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/242 (pg. 449) 

 

 

"While the murder which was have proven to have taken place inside the synagogue of a local Jewish 

owned and operated brick factory, the Jury could not determine for certain if it was Beiliess who had 

wielded the implement that punchered Andrei over 45 times around his body killing him, drawing as 

much blood possible carefully from Andrei's body in the process. It was stated the puncher marks 

done to the side of the child's head where done specifically for a special part of the ritual as a sacrifice 

so the Jews could overthrow the Czar." 

 

To the bedside of the sick tsar his personal physician, Zakharin, was summoned. Zakharin, a perfectly 

good Russian name, and yet — a Jew. When he arrived to see the tsar in Livadiya, he had the medicine 

all ready for him in his vest pocket. The kind of medicine is easy to imagine: a one-way ticket into the 

next world. 

After the trusting tsar had swallowed the medication and was rolling in pain on his bed, Zakharin bent 

over-him — according to Saltus — with a diabolical grin on his face. 
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The tsar choked out the words "Who are you?" 

Zakharin's answer: "I am a Jew!" And with enormous chutzpah, he then turned to the empress and the 

tsar's ministers and said: "Not to worry, his majesty is only talking in a fever!" 

Then he bent over the dying man and grinned at him again: "You are breathing your last breath—and we 

have won!" 

This comes straight from the Jew Saltus in his book The Imperial Orgy. 

 

 

4. The murder of millions of Gentiles by the Cheka 

 

 

And then the Russian Revolution came. 

Who were these friends of the common people who in the name of freedom, equality, and democracy 

began annihilating the Gentile-Aryan population? 

 

 

Undoubtedly there were among them some true idealists [useful idiots of Jewry] who really believed 

that they could use murder and manslaughter, robbery and theft, to make a happier world and a new 

paradise of equality. The well-known result, however, was a living nightmare consisting of hunger, 

deprivation, despair and an equality only in one's right to be murdered by the Jewish-controlled Cheka 

[forerunner of the KGB]. 

 

 

The word "Cheka" is not only an acronym in Russian for "Special Commission for Fighting Counter-

Revolution," but also a Yiddish expression for ani¬mal slaughter. How fitting this expression! We 

Gentiles, who are called "goyim" or cattle, are in the Jewish view mere animals. Yahweh gave us human 

faces, however, so as to spare the Jews the distress of having servants who looked like animals. 

[Paraphrased] 
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The first provisional government [after the abdication of Tsar Nicholas II and just before the 1917 

Bolshevik Revolution] consisted exclusively of [Corrupted] Freemasons of Romance-language initiation, 

from France or Italy, and funded by [Jew Rothschild] English money.  

 

The criminality of this "provisional government" knew no bounds, because it did the most despicable 

thing a government can do. It ignored the promises, purposes and ideals for which it was put in power—

and for which it had overthrown the Tsar, head of state. 

The nine months of this "government" was nothing but a gestation period, and horribly pregnant Russia 

gave birth to the mis¬carriage on October 27, 1917. It can rightly be said that power was lying there on 

the street and the Bolsheviks merely picked it up. To provide a show for the friendly democracies 

abroad, there had to be street battles in Russia. And so the prime minister Kerensky, a half-Jew whose 

real name was Kirbis, meaning "pumpkin", deliberately sent a battalion of women and young officer 

cadets into the jaws of a howling and murderous mob, where they were sadistically annihilated. 

Meanwhile Kerensky, dressed in a sailor suit, fled St. Petersburg. 

Just before that, Kerensky had signed — for publicity reasons — an arrest warrant against the "traitor 

Trotsky" [Bronstein]. But when General Polovtsev showed up with his Cossacks in Trotsky's apartment to 

arrest him, there sitting in a plush armchair with Trotsky was Kerensky, sipping a liqueur. He took the 

arrest warrant from the aston¬ished general's hand, theatrically tore it up, and sent the general on his 

way — a man who lacked the courage to simply arrest both these scum — for in a revolution, the first 

one to pick up his stick is on top. 

 

 

In any case, the Russian and foreign publics were to be treated to scenes of urban warfare and 

bloodshed. 

Aryan blood, of course. 

 

 

5. [Jew] Lenin, a syphilitic psychopath 

 

 

The Mensheviks, or "majority people", wanted a peaceful socialist welfare state and limited state 

ownership of industries as in Sweden. The Bolsheviks, or "minority people" [i.e., mostly Jews] wanted a 

reign of terror and total nationalization under Lenin and Trotsky. 
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The Mensheviks made only one condition: that Lenin explain himself with respect to allegations of theft 

from the Party. When the convention began and Lenin was challenged to give an account of himself, he 

stood up, stuck his hands in his pockets and proclaimed that his standing was so high in the party that he 

owed no one any answers. 

 

When Lenin first arrived in Russia from Germany, he was already demented from untreated or poorly 

treated syphilis. 

With this softening of the brain — a sort of gumming of the tissues — he was now fully qualified to pour 

his criminal fantasies into the ears of the foaming mob. 

 

Russia already stood in flames, and the shabby gang of brigands were encouraged by Lenin's slogan, 

"Rob back what they robbed from us!" 

And so the mob hurled themselves upon the meager remains of Russian society. Under the joyful 

croakings of Jewry, Mother Russia was submerged. 

 

Truly, truly the "international proletariat" can be proud: its leader a [Jew] thief, its prophet a syphilitic, 

its greatest man a mass murderer. 

 

Instead of leading mankind into the bright light above the clouds, it has jammed human¬ity down into 

the sewer, and it is no accident that his mausoleum —"Lenin's tomb" — looks today like a public 

lavatory. 

 

 

After the February Revolution of 1917, Nicholas II abdicated his throne and took refuge with his family in 

a house in Yekaterinburg. The Czar, his wife, his son, his four daughters, his servants and family doctor 

were all killed in the same room by the Bolsheviks on the night of July 17, 1918. It has since been 

confirmed that Lenin ordered the clandestine killings from Moscow.  

 

Veteran British journalist Robert Wilton explains in his cult classic, The Fall of the Romanovs, how the 

murder of the Tsar and his family was orchestrated entirely by Jews:  
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"The whole record of Bolshevism in Russia is indeliby impressed with the stamp of an alien invasion. The 

murder of the Tsar, deliberately planned by the Jew Sverdlov, and carried out by the Jews Goloshchekin, 

Syromolotov, Safarov, Voikov, and Yorovsky, is the act not of the Russan people, but of this hostile 

invader." (Robert Wilton, The Fall of the Romanovs, p.148). 

 

 

6. Trotsky, another killer of Gentiles 

 

 

Lenin's great rival was a man who nearly exceeds him in treachery, viciousness and sadistic love of 

executions: the Jew Laibe Bronstein, who now calls himself Leo Trotsky. 

 

This Bronstein-Trotsky character formerly was an ultra-radical writer of gall-dripping articles for Jewish 

newspapers. But long before the war he was an agent of the tsarist secret police in Vienna, reporting on 

Russian Jews who had deserted from the Russian armed forces. 

Trotsky, a full-blooded Jew, betrayed his racial brothers to the Russian government for 150 gold crowns 

a month [about $200]. This perhaps tells us all we need to know about him. 

 

He moved to St. Petersburg and founded a very bourgeois and capitalist freight-moving business. Later 

he got into the business of lopping off heads when it became more advantageous to be a commu¬nist. 

The whole communist system under Soviet Judea is shot through with bizarre values. While pure 

communism is said to promise a community of sharing, the slogan of Russian communism seems to be: 

"What's mine is mine — and what's yours is mine, too!" 

 

FAMOUS TROTSKY QUOTE (1917): 

"We must turn Russia into a desert populated by white negroes upon whom we shall impose a tyranny 

such as the most terrible Eastern despots never dreamt of. The only difference is that this will be a left-

wing tyranny, not a right-wing tyranny. It will be a red tyranny and not a white one. We mean the word 

`red' literally, because we shall shed such floods of blood as will make all the human losses suffered in 

the capitalist wars pale by comparison. The biggest bankers across the ocean will work in the closest 

possible contact with us. If we win the revolution, we shall establish the power of Zionism upon the 

wreckage of the revolution's funeral, and we shall became a power before which the whole world will 
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sink to its knees. We shall show what real power is. By means of terror and bloodbaths, we shall reduce 

the Russian intelligentsia to a state of complete stupefaction and idiocy and to an animal existence." 

— From the `Memoirs of Aron Simanovich', quoted in The Nature of Zionism by Vladimir Stepin, 

Moscow, 1993, and translated from Russian into English by Clive Lindhurst. 

 

 

 

7. Fiendish tortures devised by the Jewish Cheka 

 

 

A whole shelf of books with both written and photographic documentation has been published on this 

theme. 

 

I need mention only The Blood Intoxication of the Bolsheviks by Nilostonsky, The Battle Against 

Bolshevism by Avalov, The Plague over Russia by Albert Rosenberg, Soviet Russia by Katharina Haug-

Houg, and The Cheka by Georg Popov. 

 

[My note when Adolf Hitler was still a solider in the Germany Army he was in one of the units that was 

brought to deal with the Jewish Communist insurgency in Germany he personally along with thousands 

of other German Nationalist fighters saw the remains of innocent Germans murdered the same way by 

the Jewish Bolsheviks in the city.  

 

Hundreds of reports and letters coming back from the East during the war from Axis troops and 

commanders mentioned finding the same, the bodies of Gentile victims of similar atrocities [killed by 

the Jewish NKVD] in liberated cities, towns and villages. This is what lead to the pogroms as hundreds of 

outraged Gentiles who had suffered for over a decade under the Jewish Red Terror Machine took to the 

streets to find those Jews within their kosher prized communities who had been their tormenters and 

murders of their friends and family members for years. As recent KGB reports also show the majority of 

the Russians in the liberated Axis territory welcomed and worked with the Axis forces on every level, 

willingly and thanked them for liberating them for the Jewish terrorism and oppression. Over a million 

also fought as volunteers for the Axis force to help liberate the rest of the Russia's from Communist 

Jewry. Most where later killed by the Jewish Communist occupation state after the war to the sum of 

millions. Their crime was wanting to be free.] 
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Here now are some of the gruesome tortures devised by the Jewish Cheka for its mostly Russian Gentile 

victims. 

 

When the Reds occupied a city, they took hostages — such as people wearing ties or workers in their 

Sunday best. They stripped them naked and then bound onto the stomach of the murder victim an 

empty flower pot into which a ravenous, starving rat was placed. Through the small water hole in the 

base of the flower pot a red-hot iron rod was pushed to torment the rat and make him wild, causing him 

to try to burrow himself away from the rod — and deep into the abdomen of the horrified human 

victim. 

 

They lined up other victims in military formation, then ordered the first row to place one hand upon a 

wooden table. A nail was driven through the hand into the wood. Then they cut a full circle around the 

wrist skin, drenched the hand in boiling water and pulled the hand and finger skin right off. This they 

called "making gloves". 

Interestingly, each torture chamber had its own special torture lady, always a Jewess or [Jew] Latvian 

female, usually with a nickname such as "Dora, the glove maker" or "Rosa, the glove lady." 

 

It comes as no surprise to us to learn that the chief justice of a criminal court in Moscow is also a Jewess, 

Anya Glusmann, who is said to love pronounc¬ing death sentences above all else, and, according to a 

fawning newspaper article about her, she loves flowers and perfume after a "hard day's work." 

 

There is more: such as placing a man's head on an anvil, then slowly exploding it using a huge iron 

hammer with ever-increasing weights. 

Those fated to suffer the same death the following day were ordered to pick up the brain and bone 

pieces, the nerve tissue and blood which they witnessed flying around the room. When ordered to their 

work they were told: "You are digging your own grave. You must be happy that tomor¬row your own 

kind will be picking up the pieces of your cadavers." 
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People had their eyes gouged out, the tongue severed, and the ears sliced off. 

 

Then they were buried alive. 

 

Or their abdomen was opened with a knife and the first section of their intestines was nailed to a 

telephone pole. They were then forced to run around the pole as their entrails unwound until death 

came. 

 

Officers of the Russian navy were steamed to death in their own engine rooms. 

 

They were chained to ce¬ment blocks and hurled off the piers so that their tethered corpses, 

decomposing and rising under the waves, formed hideous, tossing forests of the dead. 

General Viren of Kronstadt had both his arms hacked off and was then paraded around the downtown 

area until it became boring, whereupon he was shot. 

 

Human beings had burning cigars pushed into their open eyes until they were blind, their entire body 

being roasted on spits. 

Heads were squeezed slowly to the bursting point with special brain vises. 

 

The German Army discovered a chamber full of these and similar devices, including a testicle-cracker, in 

an underground chamber in Ukraine in 1941. Adapted dentist drills were used to drill deep into the 

brain. 

 

They sawed off the top of people's skulls and forced others to eat their brains, whereupon the eaters 

then came under the saw and in turn had their own brains eaten. [Paraphrased] 

 

Entire families were arrested and children tortured before the eyes of their bound parents, or the wife 

was tormented before the eyes of her husband or the reverse. 
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The Bolsheviks drove nails into empty wooden bar¬rels, then jammed human beings inside, rolling the 

barrels around merrily. 

Mass graves of people buried alive were found by the White Army. Victims of live burial usually have dirt 

in their mouth and nostrils from trying to breathe. The writhing bodies of these people were found in 

the most bizarre contortions. 

And all this in the sweet name of freedom and democracy! 

* * * 

 

 

Another examination of the situation:  

 

 

An Orgy of Murder, Extreme Torture and Pillage  

 

The orgy of murder, torture and pillage which followed the Jewish triumph in Russia has never been 

equaled in the history of the world. For more than a thousand years, the White Russians, descendants of 

German settlers in Russia, had provided an economic climate in which Russia, the "breadbasket of 

Europe", had prospered.  

 

In a few days, this stable civilization vanished, perhaps never to return. The fortunate ones were those 

who recognized the peril in time to flee with nothing but the clothes on their backs.  

 

Those who dallied or sought to save others were shot down in mass executions persisting through the 

night, the constant rattle of machine guns muffled by the roar of truck engines raced at full throttle to 

drown the sound of the shots and the screams of the dying. Had you experienced the high standard of 

living in feudal Russia, perhaps, you would have a different opinion of this alleged prosperity.  

 

The T'zar's exquisite daughters. At first, the girls did not die because of the jewels sewn into their 

corsets. These jewels were for protection but also so that the family could have some money for when 
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they fled the country. The shooters were horrified at how the girls were able to withstand the bullets. To 

solve that problem, the shooters tried to stab them with bayonets. That failed, too, because of the 

jewels, so then, they were shot in the head at close range.  

 

The key word here is "hatred". The Jews were free to indulge their most fervent fantasies of mass 

murder of helpless victims. Gentiles were dragged from their beds, tortured and killed.  

 

Some were actually sliced to pieces, bit by bit, while others were branded with hot irons, their eyes 

poked out to induce unbearable pain. Others were placed in boxes with only their heads, hands and legs 

sticking out. Then hungry rats were placed in the boxes to gnaw upon their bodies.  

 

Some were nailed to the ceiling by their fingers or by their feet, and left hanging until they died of 

exhaustion.  

 

Yakov (Yankel) Mikhailovich Yurovsky [Jew] is best known as the chief executioner of Russia's last 

emperor, Tsar Nicholas and his family after the Russian Revolution of 1917.  

 

Others were chained to the floor and hot lead poured into their mouths.  

 

Many were tied to horses and dragged through the streets of the city, while the mob attacked them 

with rocks and kicked them to death.  

 

Mothers were taken to the public square and their babies snatched from their arms. A Red terrorist 

would take a baby, hold it by the head, head downward, he would toss the baby into the air, while 

another member of the mob rushed forward to catch it on the tip of his bayonet.  

 

Pregnant Gentile women were chained to trees and their babies cut out of their bodies.  

 

There were many places of public execution in Russia during the days of the Revolution one of which 

was described by the American Rohrbach Commission, (Defender Magazine, October, 1933):  
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"The whole cement floor of the execution hall of the Jewish Cheka of Kiev was flooded with blood; it 

formed a level of several inches. It was a horrible mixture of blood, brains and pieces of skull. All the 

walls was bespattered with blood. Pieces of brains and of scalps were sticking to them. A gutter of 25 

centimeters wide by 25 centimeters deep and about 10 meters long was along its length full to the top 

with blood.  

 

"Some bodies were disemboweled, others had limbs chopped off, some were literally hacked to pieces. 

Some had their eyes put out the head, face and neck and trunk were covered with deep wounds. 

Further on, we found a corpse with a wedge driven into its chest. Some had no tongues. In a corner we 

discovered a quantity of dismembered arms and legs belonging to no bodies that we could locate."  

 

The Jewish Communist Chekists took pleasure in brutally torturing their victims: Victims where nailed to 

trees, had their eyes gouged out, noses cut off, ears removed, tongues removed. There were [Jewish] 

Chekists who cut open their victim's stomach, pulled out a length of small intestine, nailed it to a 

telegraph pole, and with a whip forced the victim to run circles around the pole until the whole intestine 

became unraveled. Eyes of Gentiles victims were poked out, their tongues cut off, and they were buried 

alive. A major Gentile member of the Voronezh area was boiled alive in a big pot, after which others of 

the community, revolvers at their heads, were ordered to drink. In Kharkov people were scalped. In 

Tsaritsyn and Kamyshin peoples hands were amputated with a saw. In Poltava and Kremchug the victims 

were impaled. In Odessa they were roasted alive in ovens or ripped to pieces. In Kiev, victims were 

placed in coffins with decomposing bodies and buried alive.  

 

 

 

On March 13, 1917, Jacob Schiff sent Milyukov, new Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Bolshevik 

Revolutionary Government, and a personal friend of Schiff, a telegram reproduced in the New York 

Times, April 10, 1917:  

 

"Allow me, as the irreconcilable enemy of the tyrannical autocratic government which pitilessly 

persecuted our co-religionaires[Jews], to congratulate through your intermission the Russian people for 

what they have so brilliantly accomplished, and to wish success to your comrades in government and to 

yourself."  
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We already know of the glee with which Jacob Schiff and other Jewish bankers greeted the news that 

their co-Jews in Russia were now engaged in the favorite Jewish practice of mass murder, but what of 

American government officials, who were well-informed by a number of intelligence sources about 

these atrocities?  

 

 

The Overman Committee in 1919 published a report of its findings which are pertinent to this subject. 

Titled, "Bolshevik Propaganda Hearing Before the Sub-Committee of the Committee on the Judiciary, 

United States Senate, 65th Congress," it records the testimony of Dr. George A. Simons, former 

superintendent of the Methodist Missions in Russia, from which we briefly quote:  

 

"We were told that hundreds of agitators had followed in the trail of Trotsky-Bronstein, these men 

having come over from the lower east side of New York. Some of them, when they learned that I was 

the American pastor in Petrograd, stepped up to me and seemed very much pleased that there was 

somebody who could speak English, and their broken English showed that they had not qualified as 

being real Americans.  

 

"A number of these men called on me and were impressed with the strange Yiddish element in this thing 

right from the beginning, and it soon became evident that more than half the agitators in the so-called 

Bolshevik movement were Jews. I have a firm conviction that this thing is Yiddish, and that one of its 

bases is found in the east side of New York.  

 

"The latest startling information, given me by someone with good authority, is this, that in December, 

1918, in the northern community of Petrograd ~ that is what they call the section of the Soviet regime 

under the Presidency of the man known as Apfelbaum (Zinoviev) ~ out of 388 members, only 16 

happened to be real Russians, with the exception of one man, a negro from America who calls himself 

Professor Gordon.  
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"I was impressed with this, Senator, that shortly after the great revolution of the winter of 1917 there 

were scores of Jews standing on the benches and soap boxes, talking until their mouths frothed, and I 

often remarked to my sister, 'Well, what are we coming to anyway. This all looks so Yiddish.'  

 

Up to that time we had very few Jews, because there was, as you know, a restriction against having Jews 

in Petrograd, but after the revolution they swarmed in there and most of the agitators were Jews.  

 

"I might mention this, that when the Bolshevik came into power, all over Petrograd, we at once had a 

predominance of Yiddish proclamations, big posters and everything in Yiddish. It became very evident 

that now that was to be one of the great languages of Russia; and the real Russians did not take kindly 

to it."  

 

A widely known French journal, "L'Illustration", of September 14, 1918, commented, "When one lives in 

contact with the functionaries who are serving the Bolshevik Government, one feature strikes the 

attention, which, is almost all of them are Jews. I am not at all anti-Semitic; but I must state what strikes 

the eye: everywhere in Petrograd, in Moscow, in provincial districts, in commissariats, in district offices, 

in Smolny, in the Soviets, I have met nothing but Jews and again Jews.'  

 

"The more one studies the revolution the more one is convinced that Bolshevism is a Jewish movement 

which can be explained by the special conditions in which the Jewish people were placed in Russia."  

 

 

Alexander Solzhenitsyn relates that some sixty-six million "real Russians" have been murdered since the 

Bolshevik Revolution at the hands of the Yiddish revolutionaries, and now two hundred million citizens 

of the United States await their turn in the abattoirs of the bloodthirsty Jewish terrorists.  

 

Rev. Denis Fahey, in his book, "The Rulers of Russia", exposed the real names of many of the Jewish 

terrorists who operated the Soviet murder machine in Russia. Trotsky was Bronstein, Martov was 

Zederbaum, Zinoviev was Apfelbaum, Kamenev was Rosenfeld, Parvus was Helphand, Bohrin was 

Nathanson, and so on.  
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Many of the White Russians fled towards the Pacific, from Vladivostock to the Port of Dairen. The 

Russian women, who had presided over the most gracious palaces known to European civilization, were 

forced to turn to prostitution to find bread for their starving children; others, finding the degradation 

unbearable, committed suicide or slowly starved to death. Decades after the Russian Revolution, some 

of the White Russian women could still be found in houses of prostitution in Shanghai, Peking and 

Tokyo.  

 

The male survivors of the Marxist Terror, many of them highly cultured scholars, philosophers and 

scientists, found no means of support from their highly specialized talents in the harsh Asiatic world of 

the refugee. One Russian General was seen pulling a rickshaw as a coolie in Shanghai for a few days; he 

later hung himself in his barren room.  

 

Those who survived the initial Terror in Russia were fated for an even harsher death, a slow agonizing 

one as a prisoner in a Jewish operated concentration camp. For many years the Jews, through their total 

control of the media in Gentile nations, prevented any word of the horrors which they daily perpetrated 

on Gentiles in Soviet Russia from reaching the outside world.  

 

Finally one victim, who had survived a sentence in a concentration camp, Alexander Solzhenitsyn, 

reached safety. In his book, "The Gulag Archipelago", he informed an incredulous world that the blood-

maddened Jewish terrorists had murdered sixty-six million victims in Russia from 1918 to 1957!  

 

Solzhenitsyn cited Cheka Order No. 10, issued on Jan. 8, 1921: "To intensify the repression of the 

bourgeoisie." It was this order on which the establishment of the terrible Siberian camps, Kolyman and 

many others was based. Solzhenitsyn also brought to the Gentile world the names of the mass 

murderers who ran these camps.  

 

All of them were Jews. Typical was one Lazar Kogan, who watched thousands of slave laborers die 

during his stint as boss of the White Sea Canal construction. He would sometimes remark to a new 

prisoner, "I believe that you personally were not guilty of anything. But, as an educated person, you 

have to understand that social prophylaxis was being widely applied."  

 

"Social prophylaxis" was one of the vicious Jewish phrases which they used as euphemisms for their 

massacre of the Gentiles. Their victims, once they were consigned to the camps, were no longer 
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considered human, as the Jews considered all others to be non-human. They were known simply by the 

nickname of "zeks", slang for "zakluchenny", which means "prisoner" in Russian.  

 

The Jews were given another opportunity to massacre helpless Gentiles during the Spanish Civil War 

[Communist attempted take over of Spain]. Ernest Elmhurst states in "World Hoax", p. 157, "Of no less 

significance was the transfer of Soviet Russia's former peace delegate at Geneva ~ the Jew Rosenberg 

(Moses Israelsohn) with his staff of 140 members to the office of Ambassador to Spain in August of 

1936."  

 

This cadre of highly trained specialists in torture and murder passed over a reign of terror which was 

largely ignored by the rest of the world, because the journalists covering the Spanish War, Ernest 

Hemingway and many others, were themselves sympathetic to the Communists and they sought only to 

discredit the Spanish patriots, the "Fascists" as they contemptuously termed them.  

 

The [Jew] Rosenberg murder teams were called "World Revolutionary Movement Purification Squads." 

Their "purification" consisted mainly of massacres of priests, nuns, choirboys and women and children. 

 

 

In Madrid, it was estimated that one tenth of the population of Spain was murdered by the Communist 

Jews by 1939. De Fonteriz in "Red Terror in Madrid" tells how Cheka crews organized by Dimitrov and 

Rosenberg carried out a program of torture and murder so obscene that it cannot be repeated or 

described.  

 

 

Early in World War II, the Communist delighted in the opportunity to indulge in their favorite sport of 

mass murder. During the first days of the war, 15,000 Polish officers, who were the flower of the nation, 

were captured. They were taken to three Jewish operated Communist camps, Starobiesk, Kozielsk, and 

Ostashkov. Only 448 were ever seen alive again. The rest vanished, but not without trace.  

 

The Kozielsk camp was situated in the grounds of a former Orthodox monastery, five miles from the 

Kozielsk railway station in this camp, about 5000, were sent away in small groups, the process 

continuing until April, 1940.  
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Parfeon Kisselev said that in the spring of 1940 prisoners were brought to Katyn Forest in three or four 

buses daily. >From his house he heard shots and shouts. It was rumored that 10,000 Poles were shot 

there. When the German Army occupied the area in 1943 an investigation was begun.  

 

The Final Report of the German Police dated June 10, 1943, states that, "It was proved that, without 

exception, death was caused by a shot in the back of the neck. The seven mass graves of murdered 

Polish officers which have been cleared cover a relatively small area. >From the translation of diaries, of 

memoirs and other notes found with the bodies, it was proved that the officers who had been taken 

prisoner by the Soviet Army in 1939 were sent to various camps: Kozielsk, Starobielsk, Ostashkov, 

Putiviel, Bolotov, Pavlishcev Bor, Shepyetovka, Gorodok.  

 

"The majority of those killed in Katyn Forest had been in the Kozielski camp. From the end of March, 

until the first day of May, 1940, the prisoners from Kozielsk arrived by rail. The exact dates cannot be 

established. A few short intervals apart, a batch left almost every day; the number of prisoners varied 

between 100 and 300 persons.  

 

"Thence, in the early morning, the prisoners proceeded in special Lorries to the Katyn Forest. There the 

officers were immediately shot, thrown into the waiting graves and buried, as may be seen from the 

evidence of witness Kisselev, who has seen the ditches being prepared. That the shooting took place 

immediately after the arrival of a batch of prisoners is proved by witnesses who heard shots after every 

such arrival.  

 

"There was no accommodation in the forest apart with the rest house, which has a limited capacity. 

From the position of the bodies it may be assumed that the majority were murdered outside the graves. 

Very many of the dead men had their hands tied behind their backs. The evidence of witnesses confirms 

that access to the forest was forbidden. Voss, Secretary of the Field Police." Professor Butz's Report 

stated, "Documents found on the victims (identity cards ~ but not military passports ~ diaries, letters, 

postcards, calendars, photographs, drawings, etc. gave the names, age, profession, origin and family 

relations of the victims. Pathetic entries in the diaries testify to the treatment of the victims by the 

[Jewish] NKVD.  
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"Letters and postcards from relatives in Upper Silesia, in the 'General Government' and in the Russian-

occupied zone, written, to judge the post office stamps, between Autumn, 1939, and March or April, 

1940, clearly point to the time of the crime (spring, 1940)."  

 

The Katyn Case came before the Nuremberg tribunal as part of the general trial of German "war 

criminals", the Soviets having claimed this atrocity had been committed by the Germans. Although it 

was on the agenda, the Soviets omitted it from the judgment, nor was any Pole allowed to testify about 

it.  

 

Mr. G.F. Hudson wrote in the quarterly, "International Affairs", "The unquiet dead of Katyn still walk the 

earth." In subsequent years, a number of Congressmen have sought to reopen the case, including Hon. 

George A. Dondero, Hon. Ray Madden and others.  

 

A U.S. Congressional Select Committee, 2 July 1952, reported that "The committee unanimously agrees 

that evidence dealing with the first phase of its investigation proves conclusively and irrevocably that 

the Soviet NKVD (People's Commissariat of Internal Affairs) committed the massacre of Polish Army 

officers in the Katyn Forest near Smolensk, Russia, not later than the spring of 1940.  

 

"The committee further concludes that the Soviets had plotted this criminal extermination of Poland's 

intellectual leadership as early as the fall of 1939 ~ shortly after Russia's treacherous invasion of the 

Polish nation's borders. There can be no doubt that this massacre was a calculated plot to eliminate all 

Polish leaders who subsequently would have opposed the Soviets' plan for communizing Poland."  

 

The end of World War II gave the Communists the opportunity to wreak revenge on all who had 

opposed them during the war. As a result, from two to five million victims were massacred by Jewish 

terrorists in France, Italy, Czechoslovakia, and other countries in which the Communists were allowed by 

their Allies to murder at will all anti-Communists or "Fascists".  

 

The Sunday Oklahoman shed some light on this horror, Jan. 21, 1973, "Document tells Allied Part in 

Deaths of Thousands": "A former White House consultant has provided the Sunday Oklahoman with a 

secret document exposing for the first time what appears to be Allied complicity in the deaths of 

thousands of unsuspecting, liberated prisoners of war and displaced persons after World War II.  
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"The document, a 10-page British Army report, is believed to be part of voluminous Anglo-American files 

on the forcible repatriation to the Soviet Union of an estimated 2 to 5 million unwilling anti-Communists 

between 1944 and 1948. The files, codenamed Operation Keelhaul, are still kept under tight security in 

London and Washington as virtually the last major secret of World War II.  

 

"The secret British report summarizes one repatriation operation in Italy in which Russian POWs and DIs 

were turned over to the Red Army and almost certain execution after being duped by the British into 

believing they would be given asylum in the West. It tells of the agony and the horror experienced by 

the prisoners."  

 

The leading criminal in this mass execution of two to five million anticommunists was ~ who else ~ our 

grinning Ike, head of the European sector for the Allied armies, or, as you may know him, our former 

President, [Jew] Eisenhower. The crime of Operation Keelhaul was not on the agenda at Nuremberg.  

 

To finance the State of Israel which was created as a direct result of the Jewish victory over the Gentile 

nations in World War II, Jews, who had committed all the atrocities, now imposed enormous 

"reparations" demands on the conquered German people.  

 

To date, they have extorted more than thirty-five billion dollars from German workers, money which has 

been collected at the points of bayonets, not Jewish bayonets, but the bayonets of the American Army, 

which has been maintained as an occupying force in West Germany for nearly four decades, solely to 

provide military power behind the puppet German Government, which has as its primary function the 

furnishing of money for the parasitic State of Israel.  

 

Some twenty years after World War II, the Jews began to fear that scholars might focus on the terrible 

massacres of women and children during that war by armies directed by the Jews. The incineration of 

thousands of families by mass fire-bombings of the cities of Cologne, Hamburg, Berlin, Dresden and 

other European cultural centers; the firestorms which killed many thousands of families in Tokyo; as well 

as the nuclear holocausts unleashed on civilian populations at Hiroshima and Nagasaki in the last days of 

the Japanese War, when the Imperial Staff was already suing for peace (the Jews did not want to lose 

this opportunity to test their new Jewish H-Bomb on human targets); these and their numerous other 

war crimes, began to concern the Jews.  
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Their guilt was inescapable; it seemed a mere matter of time until their crimes would call down 

retribution on their heads. To forestall this possibility, the Jews began a furious campaign of their own; a 

highly synchronized and coordinated worldwide campaign publicizing their new myth, the "Holocaust", 

in which six million Jews were said to have been burned.  

 

Six million Jews were also said to have been gassed. Whether this meant there were actually twelve 

million Jews "killed" no one seems to know. That holocausts, or mass murders by fire, occurred during 

World War II was a matter of historical record.  

 

There existed photographs of stacks of burned corpses, which had been made in Cologne, Hamburg, and 

Dresden after the mass fire-bombing of those cities by Allied aircraft. The problem the Jews faced was 

that there had been no holocausts of Jewish victims during World War II, nor were there any 

photographs of burned Jewish bodies.  

 

Not to worry ~ the Jews simply appropriated the photographs of the bodies of their German victims, 

which are exhibited today in gruesome "museums" in Germany as exhibits of dead Jews. It was a matter 

of record that the Jews had actually done quite well during World War II. 

 

In Germany, incredible sagas of bribery and corruption on the home front had secured the mass 

evacuation of all Jews from German cities just before the fire bombings began. When entire German 

families perished amid scenes of unspeakable horror, the Jews were safely ensconced in comfortable 

quarters in such refugee camps as Auschwitz.  

 

The ultimate testimony as to their rescue by being segregated in these remote camps, far from the 

danger of the mass bombing raids, comes from ~ who else ~ the Jews themselves. As they never cease 

to assure us ~ they "survived".  

 

Although they survived amid scenes of genocide or massacres of non-Jews in many countries, they 

realized several decades later that it was necessary for their purposes to claim that they had been 

"exterminated".  

 

The protection camps in which they had been safely segregated by the Germans during World War II 

now became "death camps". Not only were they death camps, but they were camps such as Auschwitz, 
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memorialized in the Atlantic Monthly, Sept. 1981, as having "its own soccer stadium, its own library, its 

own photo lab, and its own symphony orchestra."  

 

 

The same article proudly boasts that "the hospital at Auschwitz grew to considerable size, with about 

twenty doctors and more than three hundred nurses." This was a "death camp?" The fact was that there 

was not a single German military field hospital near any combat front as sizeable or as well-equipped as 

the hospital at the "death camp" of Auschwitz, yet Auschwitz is always cited by the Jews as the place 

were millions of Jews were "put to death".  

 

The purpose of the large modern hospital has never been satisfactorily explained, since the Jews now 

claim that within hours after arriving at Auschwitz, the Jews were hurried to the "gas chambers". This 

claim might have more validity had it not been for one unfortunate oversight by the Jews ~ they did not 

build the gas chambers at Auschwitz until after World War II had ended.  

 

lmost forty years after the war, in which"six million Jews were murdered by the Nazis", as they claim, 

there are annual festivals, conventions, and other mass gatherings of many thousands of the "survivors 

of the death camps". Even more peculiar, hardly any of these prosperous, healthy and well fed "victims" 

claims to have been the survivor of only one "death camp".  

 

Nearly all of them claim to have been a prisoner in five or six of the camps, this at a time when 

Germany, fighting a two front war, could not keep its troops supplied in the combat areas. The Jews ask 

us to believe that every few months they were transferred from one camp, put on a train and carried 

hundreds of miles to another "death camp" to be killed, and then a few months later, apparently not 

having been killed, they were entrained to yet another "death camp", where they remained without 

being harmed until the end of the war.  

 

The reason for the otherwise inexplicable claims of the Jewish "Survivors" that they were in many 

different "death camps" is revealed by a simple explanation, "gelt". The "survivors" regularly receive 

monthly payments from the conquered Germans.  

 

"Garfinckel" receives a monthly payment in Israel from Germany because he was a prisoner in 

Auschwitz.  
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"Rosenfeld" receives a monthly payment from Germany in Israel because he was a prisoner in Treblinka.  

 

"Steinberg" receives a regular monthly payment in Israel from Germany because he was a prisoner in 

Dachau.  

 

Garfinckel, Steinberg, and Rosenfeld ~ you don't know them? He's the same fat, grinning Jew you saw in 

the news coverage of the Holocaust convention.  

 

The Myth of the Holocaust or the "vanished six million Jews" is not solely a matter of collecting revenue 

from defeated enemies. It is also one of the most powerful weapons of propaganda in the hands of the 

Jews in their drive for total world power.  

 

Today, all officials seeking to continue in office or to seek higher office in the United States must not 

only make a ritual pledge of eternal and unquestioning faith in the Myth of the Holocaust. To question 

the Myth of the Holocaust means a challenge to the Jewish world dictatorship, and it must be punished 

at once by the most severe sentence. Thus the most fantastic elaborations on the basic lie of the "Six 

million" appear regularly on American religious programs, in educational books, and in the press.  

 

Among the rare public figures who have dared to question the Myth of the Holocaust are such 

individualists as the actor Robert Mitchum, who told an Esquire interviewer, in response to a question 

about "the six million", "So the Jews say." "So the Jews say?" shrieked the horrified interviewer. "Yeah," 

growled Mitchum, "so the Jews say."  

 

Another actor, Ronald Reagan, while seeking public office, told a Jewish audience in California that "It 

might help your cause if you would limit your claims of victims to numbers that you could actually 

prove." A reporter noted that "the audience began to hiss like geese, in a rapidly rising cacophony while 

the aspiring politician dashed to the wings, never to reappear in the particular auditorium."  

 

Whatever Reagan's doubts about "the six million", he has since kept them to himself. The Reagan 

Administration will be remembered for the ultimate enshrinement of "the final solution". Two 
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government buildings on the Washington Mall have now been given by "our government" to the Jews 

for a "Holocaust Memorial".  

 

The Washington Mall, like the Roman Forum, is the center of American aspirations for our Republic, and 

runs from the White House to the Capital with its principal adornment the magnificent Washington 

Monument. To the consternation of most Americans, the Washington Monument can now be called 

"Jew Alley".  

 

 

Many native Washingtonians have begun to express criticism of this amazing development. In the 

Washington Post, April 25, 1983, William Raspberry writes on the editorial page, "I simply don't 

understand it." He points out that although this is to be an official American monument; neither the 

perpetrators nor the victims were Americans.  

 

He quotes a Howard University professor as wondering why there shouldn't be a Slavery Memorial on 

the Mall to honor the memory of the slaves, or a Wounded Knee Memorial for the Indians. What he 

doesn't say is that the erection of a Jewish Memorial on the Washington Mall is a boast of absolute 

power, that the Jews have achieved absolute power over their goyim slaves in America.  

 

We can understand that there is a huge memorial to Karl Marx erected in Red Square in Moscow. Are 

we incapable of understanding why a memorial to the Jews is erected on the Washington Mall?  

 

Raspberry, who is black, goes on to tweak the big noses of his Jewish employers, the Meyer family who 

own the Washington Post, by saying that "a pledge that nothing of this sort will ever be permitted to 

happen again" worries him, because it is happening right now.  

 

He doesn't mention the obvious example, the Rosh Hashanah Massacre of Arab women and children in 

Lebanon, but of course Raspberry fails to understand two crucial factors; first, that "it" never happened 

at all, and second, that the Jews are attempting to place the rest of the world on notice that "the Chosen 

People" are sacred, and that no one must ever harm a hair on their heads.  
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It's quite all right to massacre all the goyim or non Jewish cattle, in Cambodia, Vietnam, Africa, or 

Lebanon; this has nothing to do with the "sacred" presence of the Jew.  

 

"Never Again?" the well-publicized slogan of the Jews which refers to the Myth of the Holocaust, should 

more properly be "Never", meaning that not only did it never happen but that it is all right for the Jews 

to massacre the gentile cattle whenever it suits their purposes, because the Myth of the Holocaust gives 

carte blanche to the Jews to kill as many gentiles as possible, "The diminution, the killing out of the 

Goyim," as old Anselm so lustfully put it, because it is obvious that the more gentiles that are killed, the 

fewer remain alive as a possible threat to the Jews.  

 

The Myth of the Holocaust is interpreted by the Jews as giving them permission to maintain 

international murder squads whose assassins routinely carry out executions in every country of the 

world, not only against "enemies of Israel", but also against those who are merely suspected of being 

"potential enemies of Israel". It pays to be careful.  

 

In no country are the murder squads of the Mossad, the Israeli Intelligence Service, given greater 

freedom than in the United States. Cooperation with the Jewish assassins is the first line of business for 

the CIA, the FBI, and the IRS.  

 

The Mossad routinely gives these government agencies lists of American individuals on its hate lists, 

who are to be given "special attention". These lists comprise more than half of all the IRS "special 

audits" of American citizens.  

 

Despite the frenetic cooperation of official American bureaus with the Israeli assassins, the favor is 

rarely returned. The Jews treat the American goyim with justifiable contempt, and rarely lose an 

opportunity to spit in their faces.  

 

Our Marines soon found this out in Lebanon, when the Israeli soldiers routinely threatened them, 

offensively cut across Marine lines, and shot at them. Menachem Begin's political stance at the present 

time is to maintain a strong Israeli military presence in Lebanon, despite President Reagan's frequent 

whines that the Israelis really ought to pull out of that war torn country.  
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At these requests, the Israelis responded with the assassination of President Gemayel, and the Rosh 

Hashanah Massacre of women and children. The latest requests for Israeli withdrawal were met with 

the "mysterious" explosion which blew up the U.S. Embassy in Beirut, with great loss of life. It is 

confidently stated that this explosion will never be solved. As long as the Jews, Walt Rostow and Henry 

Kissinger (both Zionists) were selling out U.S. interests things were fine.  

 

Secretary Shultz must wonder when Begin will order him to be murdered, and President Reagan and 

others as well. The Israelis are the most likely suspects in the U.S. Embassy explosion. An extremist 

named Abu Nidal was named in Jack Anderson's column, April 25, 1983, Washington Post, that "secret 

State Dept. reports quoted two highly placed intelligence sources explanation that the explosion was in 

Israel's interests as it aided to 'divide and conquer' to disrupt the PLO by setting one faction against the 

other. The sources said Israel had secretly provided funds to Abu Nidal's group."  

 

From the outset, the Myth of the Holocaust has had its problems with "the numbers game". It has not 

been easy to sell the story of the "extermination" of an entire people, when that people is more 

numerous, more visible, more prosperous, and more powerful in more countries than at any time during 

its history.  

 

It is even more difficult to sell the story of "survivors of death camps", who survived, not one year, but 

stays of four to six years in "death camps", in which, according to the testimony of the "Survivors", 

"everyone was being killed every day"; survival, not merely in one "death camp", but tours of five or six 

camps over a period of four to six years.  

 

The casualty rate would be higher on a bus tour of the Bronx. It took a certain amount of raw courage to 

fix on the number of those "exterminated" at the magic figure of "six million" during a period when the 

world census of Jews showed an increase from ten million to twelve and a half million. Even the most 

hardened Jews shrank from the certain exposure and censure of peddling such fantastic lies to the most 

gullible of the goyim.  

 

Fortunately, they did not have to. If Ronald Reagan expressed some hesitancy at accepting the magic 

figure of six million early in his career, other goyim, notably, the great evangelists, showed no such 

qualms. There is now some rivalry among the million dollars a week stooges who jumped on the Golden 

Bandwagon, but there seems to be little doubt that it was not Billy James Hargis, the Bible-thumper, but 

Billy Graham, "that nice boy from North Carolina," who first struck gold in the Myth of the Holocaust.  
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Graham soon proved his loyalty to the State of Israel, while Billy James Hargis and Rev. Carl McIntire 

huffed and puffed in his well-tailored rear. In recent years, they have been surpassed by two even 

smoother peddlers of "fundamentalist Christianity", Jerry Falwell and Pat Robertson.  

 

Each day these servile shabez goi pay homage to the Myth of the Six Million, urging their bewitched 

television audience to send more money to them, and of course, to Israel. Although their cut comes off 

the top, Israel does get a fair share of the take, but the sup 

(Message over 64 KB, truncated) 

 

 

Yes, We Satanists DO Celebrate the Yule Season & Winter Solstice erroneously called 'xmas' 

 

The Yule Season  

 

The Yule season is a season of enjoyment, indulgence and feasting.  

 

Cooking  

Baking  

Gift giving  

Decorating  

Building snowmen and winter sports in places where there is snow  

Tree decorating  

Blue lights in honor of Lucifer  

Partying  

Santa Claus for the kids  

Shopping and more.  
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The Nazarene as you can see has no place in the Yule season. December 25th is actually the Persian 

diety Mithra's birthday, for one. The Yule was stolen from the Pagans and incorporated into the 

Christian religion as Xmas. Pagan peoples were celebrating the Yule long before the false program of 

Christianity forced itself onto the scene. We need to take back our holiday!!  

 

Satanic Holidays are based upon the natural cycles. What is known as "Satanism" is humanity's original 

religion. The holidays listed below precede Christianity from hundreds to thousands of years. Because 

the Christian Church could not murder everyone, the original Pagan holidays were taken and 

Christianized in attempts to convert as many as possible.  

 

The truth behind all of these special dates is that the planets and astral world are aligned a certain way 

that greatly enhances certain workings, giving them extra power that would not be possible if they were 

started during other times. Covens of old met regularly during the full moon cycles and during the 

special dates listed below, as the planetary and astral energies were very powerful at these times of the 

year. In order to systematically and forcibly remove spiritual knowledge and power from our people, the 

Christian Church stole these holidays and replaced them with fictitious nonsense. There is a true and a 

false with nearly everything and one can see the glaring lie of Christianity in that everything in that foul 

program is and has been stolen from the original religions, and replaced with imposter characters, 

places, and rites where nothing spiritual is left. Another example is how fundamentalist Christians have 

been working to destroy the 

last Pagan/Satanic practices of the Yule Season and Winter Solstice, such as removing Santa Claus, the 

Yule tree, and other evidence that reveals the true origins of the Yule and replace them soley with the 

nazarene and ilk. For more information and research, type in Jehova's Witnesses into any internet 

search engine such as google.com and add 'Pagan holidays.' The information about this is extensive and 

proves beyond any doubt that these holidays have NOTHING WHATSOEVER TO DO WITH CHRISTIANITY.  

 

The fictitious nazarene has nothing to do with xmas. Xmas coincides with the Winter Solstice and the 

Yule season, the shortest day of the year. December 25th is the birthdate of the Persian God Mithra, and 

the Roman Holiday of Saturnalis. The tree, the decorations, baking, gifts and celebrating have NOTHING 

to do with the nazarene. These are carry-overs from original Pagan celebrations. The Yule tree is really 

symbolic of the human soul, with the trunk being representative of the spine, the branches, the 144,000 

nadis [pathways of the vril/witchpower/chi], and the lights being symbolic of the nadis all lit up with 

Satan's Serpentine Energy. The star on top of the tree is representative of the risen Serpent of Satan.  

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/HOLIDAYS.html  
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http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Baal-Berith.html  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Sermon - 12/12/11 

 

When we open our souls, we can see more and more truths. For far too long, many of our people have 

been misled by what the enemy claism 'Satanism' to be. Always remember, the enemy works 

relentlessly to remove spiritual knowledge and power [xianity is a perfect example]. This also means 

working to intentionally mislead our people so that they have little or no power. One major 

misconception is that 'Satanism is of darkness.' While darkness does symbolize the right side of the 

brain, the psyche and subconsious mind, which is the powerhouse of the soul, this has been twisted into 

other nonsense.  

 

Several years ago, I received a letter from a young man who claimed that he would meditate and coat 

his soul in layers of black energy. he complained to me that during his meditation, he experienced a 

spiritual intruder [who obviously was trying to help him], and resented this. This sort of deal, 

unfortunately, is because of believing the lies of the enemy as to what Satanism really is. The enemy 

destroys knowledge [creates the problem], then forces their own solutions with the programs of xianity, 

islam and other related filth, and of course, the plethora of lies and misinformation regarding what 

Satanism is, which conforms to their agenda.  

 

The soul is made of light and feeds off of light. All of the colors and wavelengths of the light spectrum, 

along with the ultraviolet rays [known as ether/qunitessence] are a part of the soul. The lower and 

longer wavelengths of visible light, the red, orange and yellow make up the lower part of the soul and 

are lower in their frequency and vibration, as opposed to the higher chakras of blue, indigo and violet, 

which vibrate on higher frequencies.  
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Science and spirituality complement each other and go together. This is why the xian church condemned 

science, scientific inquiry, along with severely persecuitng and murdering any people, such as Galileo, 

who pursued scientific research and worked to establish scientific facts and truths.  

 

The soul needs light. Light is the power of the soul. Light brings energy and power to our workings. 

Colors also strongly factor in regarding certain workings- all of this is light. The color black also has its 

uses as well. It absorbs all of the other colors and should be used accordingly.  

 

The enemy laughs at our people, at how so many are misled and believe outright lies. Many are also 

misled into believing the legends of the Gods and such are literal. Most are not. They are very powerful 

spiritual allegories. When one opens one's soul, one can see these truths and how they relate to 

empowering one's self spiritually or in other ways relating to spirituality, for example, such as Ariadne's 

thread, which is symbolic of the astral cord that connects the soul to the living body. This legend has to 

do with astral projection. Labyrinths and mazes have to do with finding spiritual truths that will further 

empower you and bring more opportunities to spiritual freedom in directing your own fate and destiny.  

These legends were created by our Gentile peoples to protect and to hide spiritual knowledge during 

severe persecution, knowing that those of us who advanced to a certain level would see the spiritual 

meanings and truths within these allegories. The unenlightened have always taken these as literal and 

material.  

 

Another is the medeival alchemist. Many paintings portray an old wizard with a bellows, amidst a room 

of filth and total chaos, everything disordered and strewn about, a complete mess. This symbolizes the 

soul at the beginning of power meditation.  

 

Satanism is for the strong. Consistent power meditation is not easy, but is what it takes to get there; 'the 

sacrifice.' When we skip meditations and let our energies get unbalanced [which unfortunately is all too 

easy to do], because everything in our reality begins with the mind and soul [everything you see, your 

PC, the internet, the home or building you are now inside of, cars, boats, streets...everything- this all 

originated with an idea before it manifested into reality], when our energies drop because of 

inconsistent meditation, or become unbalanced, this sadly reflects in our lives and can bring 

troublesome and/or misfortunate events.  

 

This sort of thing happens to even those who do not meditate at all. Planetary energies and such, the 

neglected soul through spiritual unknowing and ignorance; one is knocked about like a billiard ball and 
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subject not only to fate but to other more powerful energies, may they be from other people, events or 

astral energies from bad planets and such.  

 

One major indication one's energies are imbalanced is depression. Along with this, life can take a turn 

for the worst, until the energies are again restored to their former level or better yet, heightened. All of 

this takes consistency above everything else.  

 

As Satan told me more than once- 'NEVER SKIP A MEDITATION!' He also added that when one makes the 

sacrifice of one's time in meditating before one begins their day, the day will flow much easier. He also 

added that many problems, with consistent meditation will take care of themselves.  

 

The mind, when uncontrolled, will work against you. When energy is applied to a problem, such as 

healing, the mind will lead you to the best solution. It can take an enormous amount of energy to heal 

something really serious, but as you are getting there, always be open to answers that will help you 

along the way and also for the best solutions for the time being. This includes everything. I only used 

healing as an example here. When the mind is left to itself, the soul completely ignored and energy left 

to do as it pleases...it will, and most often to our detriment.  

 

This is analogous to an abandoned house where the windows are boarded up, the grass and weeds are 

left to grow rampant, everything becomes coated with thick dust and grime, cobwebs everywhere and 

the place eventually goes to rot. That is the sad condition of the neglected soul. When a new family or 

group of people move in, paint the house, mow the lawn and make reparis and fill the place with 

positive upkeep energy, there is obviously a huge difference.  

 

People can rationalize and make excuses, but this does not make the truth go away.  

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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New Year Review Request 

 

New Year Review Request  

 

With the Yule and New Years almost upon us, take the time to consider what you can do to [legally] 

advance Satanism in the New Year. And seek to do even one action a day towards this. Even if its just 

vibrating runes for a couple of minutes and sending the energy out with the intent programmed to 

awaken others to Satanism. Spiritual warfare, posting infomation on the international web [another one 

the enemy hates] rituals on power points, just be creative and dedicated. Do a ritual and ask Hell to help 

you in finding how you can best be of service with this. 

 

Satanism is dynamic, its about taking action in our own lives and the world to bring better changes. 

 

Each one of us is called to do our part in making a better world and helping our Gods in the struggle to 

free Humanity. Don't just tell Satan you care. Show Satan you care with taking an active role in 

awakening others and fighting against the enemy. 

 

Each one of you is powerful and important and has a great role to play. Never underestimate yourself or 

your work in the Liberation Struggle. We are making important and positive changes in the world, we 

are making history.  

 

Remember Satan chose each and everyone of you for a reason. 

 

Hail Satan! 

 

88 
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'Made in China' Where have all of your jobs gone? 

 

Most of us here know the purpose of the judeo/xian bible is for indoctrinating believers into slavery and 

total servitude. All of the suicidal advice, the anti-nature, anti-life, perverted filth, which glorifies the 

jewish masters and the jewish messiah- that filthy nazarene, has been force fed and coerced onto our 

people for centuries, under threat of torture and death- no different from communism.  

 

SATAN/LUCIFER OUR GOD IS THE CHIEF REBEL, REBELLION IS OF SATAN.  

So of course, the enemy preaches rebellion as the most evil of the  

so-called 'sins.'  

 

Look around you- your electronics, your cookware, all sorts of things, they all have a certain thing in 

common...they were made in China. Unbeknownst to most western peoples, this massive amount of 

items, which is also growing every day, not only deprives our people of jobs, but it is manufactured 

under the most heinous conditions of forced slave labor, including brtual child labor.  

 

Quote from the jewish talmud: 

Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: "Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that the Jew would not 

have to be served by beasts. The non-Jew is consequently an animal in human form, and condemned to 

serve the Jew day and night." 

 

 

All major companies are either owned and/or operated by jews. This is a fact. The jews do not care [as 

most of you know] HOW they make their money. They profit from illnesses, ruining the health, both 

physical and psychological of millions, so more are dependent upon their exorbitant medical fees just to 

stay alive, and that is just one.  

 

Cheap slave labor under horrendous conditions has always been a major jewish profession. Being as 

cheap as they are, they refuse to pay even low wages [minimum wage], in western counries that have 

some laws, when they can visciously exploit workers in certain other countries with slave labor, paying 
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them nothing in many cases to only ten cents a day and a bowl of rice. The goods are then marked up 

when they hit the western markets at one-thousand percent or in many cases, much more.  

 

They win...you lose. Look at the present economy. Finding it difficult to secure a decent job? Where 

have all of the jobs gone? Take a guess... 

Several years ago, as I already wrote about before, I visited San Francisco Chinatown. A young Chinese 

woman was standing on a street corner there distributing newspapers that contained articles revealing 

the severe persecution and murder of Falun Gong practitioners, of which the communist system regards 

as witchcraft. This paper also revealed how the slave labor system works in China.  

 

The workers get nothing. They are forced to work by day on collective farms- back-breaking manual 

labor. In addition, they are then forced to put in so many additional hours in a factory, making items that 

China exports en masse. In summary, millions are being worked to their death, children included. As for 

how the communist system in China views children, watch this video: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UqVYUzHc5L8 

 

It has been further revealed that China shipped products to the USA for one, intended for toddlers and 

infants that contained lead. What else are they shipping? Look at your cookware...made in China? Pots, 

pans, dinner plates, cups, saucers, spoons, forks...even some of the food we eat is imported from China.  

 

China Factories, Brutal Conditions Described  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQPrbwWWUD4&feature=related  

 

I heard this one from a third source- One owner of a smaller company [more than likely a Gentile], was 

invited to China to establish a business deal where goods would be made in factories as explained 

above. Upon his touring, he then declined to do any business with the Chinese, after seeing the ultra-

low standards under which the majority of Chinese people were living. He was shocked and compared 

this to serfs in the Dark Ages. They get nothing for their efforts and lives. The jew is the one who profits.  
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Make no mistake. The jew is within every race. I once read where some European white jews visited 

China years ago. When the European jews arrived at the Chinese synagogue, the Euopean jews said to 

the Chinese jews 

'You do not look like jews.' The Chinese jews replied to them 'You do not look like jews either.' 

 

Take a look at how most of what is sold in western stores is manufactured: 

 

 

Note what Mr. 'Sachs' VERY jewish, has to say- that there aren't ENOUGH of these sweatshops: 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kn8LnEkKfIU&feature=related 

 

iPHONE FACTORY SUICIDES! [The kikes then try to make it look like they are doing something only to get 

the bad press of of their backs so there will be business as usual- thoroughly disgusting]: 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ddU8rV7_Qis&feature=related 

 

Wal-Mart Christmas Sweat Shops  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WutW8usfTTg&feature=related  

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysZroBqHNbo 

 

Who Made Your Shirt? Child Labor in China  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K2KCYsmWFP8&feature=related 

 

Look at how theese poor people are dressed- all wearing coats- iot is obvious the jew is even too cheap 

to provide heat in these slave-shops in the dead of winter... 
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Made in China  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MvBI05OR264&feature=related 

 

It is glaringly obvious that the economy is fucked. It will only get worse. We Gentiles pay for this, like 

everything else the jew does. They make us all pay for our own damnation.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Israeli Rabbi Who Teaches That Non-Jews Are to Serve Jews Sets Up Shop in US 

 

Israeli Rabbi Who Teaches That Non-Jews Are to Serve Jews Sets Up Shop in US 

 

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2011/12/20/israeli-rabbi-who-teaches-that-non-jews-are-to-serve-

jews-sets-up-shop-in-us/ 

 

 

 

"Goyim were born only to serve us. Without that, they have no place in the world – only to serve the 

People of Israel," he said in his weekly Saturday night sermon on the laws regarding the actions non-

Jews are permitted to perform on Shabbat." 

 

 

 

Israeli Rabbi Who Teaches That Non-Jews Are to Serve Jews Sets Up Shop in US 
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Israeli Rabbi who teaches that "the sole purpose of non-Jews is to serve Jews" plans to tap support of 

Sephardic Jews in US 

 

The Forward, Nathan Guttman 

 

Shas Rising Rabbi Ovadia Yossef, right, wants to raise the profile of Sephardic Jews worldwide. 

 

Washington — In its 30 years of existence, Shas has evolved from a marginal ethnic political group to 

Israel's fourth largest party in the Knesset and is today the unchallenged kingmaker of Israeli politics. 

 

Its leader, Rabbi Ovadia Yossef, as quoted in Israel's Jerusalem Post, teaches: 

 

The sole purpose of non-Jews is to serve Jews, according to Rabbi Ovadia Yosef, the head of Shas's 

Council of Torah Sages and a senior Sephardi adjudicator. 

 

"Goyim were born only to serve us. Without that, they have no place in the world – only to serve the 

People of Israel," he said in his weekly Saturday night sermon on the laws regarding the actions non-

Jews are permitted to perform on Shabbat.] 

 

Now, Shas — or in its full name, the Sephardic Torah Guardians Movement — is attempting to establish 

a beachhead among American Sephardic Jews and, it hopes, replicate its success in Israel. On December 

4, the group launched its United States affiliate, American Friends of Shas, based in Brooklyn. The new 

organization's goals are still in flux and, while activists agree its main mission should be raising the 

profile of Shas in America, some are also calling for active fundraising to support the party's operations 

in Israel. 

 

Beyond these goals, the affiliate's founders also hope to unite Sephardic American Jews under the 

leadership of Rabbi Ovadia Yossef, Shas's founder and spiritual leader, who is revered as the most 

important rabbinic authority in the Sephardic world. American Friends of Shas activists believe that such 

a consolidation of leadership could help elevate the standing of Orthodox Sephardic Jews, who often 

feel left out of the Ashkenazi-dominated American Jewish organizational world. 
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"Associating with a very powerful leader and a very powerful organization can give us a sense of pride," 

said Rabbi David Algaze, who chaired the founding meeting of American Friends of Shas. Rabbi Algaze 

added that while he did not believe there is prejudice against Sephardic Jews in the U.S., there is a 

"subconscious bias" that has made members of the community almost entirely absent from the Jewish 

communal leadership. 

 

Calls to join the new organization were posted in recent weeks on billboards in Orthodox neighborhoods 

in Brooklyn and New Jersey. The official launch took place, as first reported by the Jewish Star, a Long 

Island-based newspaper, with Rabbi Ovadia Yossef's personal aide, Zvi Hakak, greeting participants on 

behalf of the 91-year-old sage. "The dream," Hakak said in the meeting, "is to raise the image of 

Sephardic Jews." 

 

The group plans to incorporate as a tax-exempt charitable organization. 

 

The driving force behind the initiative, Israeli Knesset member Nissim Zeev, was among the original 

founders of the Shas party in Israel. 

 

"Our main goal was to have a channel in which Shas's political views could be expressed in America," 

Zeev told the Forward in a December 13 phone interview. "It is also very important for us to unite 

Sephardic communities in the U.S. around the party and around our rabbi, Ovadia Yossef." 

 

Shas started off in Israel as a social-issue party, focused on the needs of its key constituency — 

Sephardic Orthodox Israelis, many of whom were from the struggling classes in Israeli society. Shas 

established its own government-funded school network, which gained marked popularity in poor 

Sephardic towns. This, in turn, increased the party's popular support. 

 

The party initially held centrist views on the Israeli–Palestinian conflict and supported the Oslo Accords. 

But Shas has since moved to the right. As a member of the ruling government coalition led by Prime 

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's Likud Party, the party has opposed any freeze in Israeli settlement 

activity in the occupied West Bank. 

High Priest Don Danko 
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REVIEW OF SPIRITUAL PROBLEMS AND SITUATIONS PT.1 

 

I wrote this sermon just to briefly touch base on a much needed subject.  The chakras, if you are feeling 

the vibrations of the mantra, this means that you are properly stimulating that chakra. You should 

always feel some sort of energy from vibrations when working with chakras. If you are not feeling the 

vibrations just try to adjust your pitch and keep focused. Everyone is an individual when it comes to 

certain experiences. But everyone should feel their chakras when meditating on them. 

  

Our chakras are very sensitive to vibration, and specific chants relative to each chakra stimulate the 

chakra beyond visualizing and breathing techniques. With each chakra, the tone of the chant should get 

higher, beginning with the root chakra where the chanting is in low tone.    

Hatha (physical) yoga exercises are wonderful if you have the time and discipline before beginning 

meditation. The energies amplified from the yoga practice and the relaxed state present a medium for 

focus. 

Power meditations should be done on a daily basis. Things can get a little rock when we start skipping 

days of power meditations. This will allow your aura to weaken. When your aura is weak it will leave you 

open to many attacks. Also, the path we take is not a painful one and no one is tormented. But do not 

confuse that by thinking life will be a piece of cake and everything will be handed to you on a silver 

platter.  There happens to be some things in our lives that we can avoid and alter. All this comes with 

hard work and serious meditations. You choose how your life comes out, we are all individuals. If you 

learn the things you need to know and practice at discovering your abilities, there should be no need for 

pain and agony. The enemy causes many bad things to happen to us as we walk this path. This is why it's 

important to empower your soul and program your aura to deflect bad energy away from you. 

Having a strong aura can make it much easier for you to influence people or to get things to go the way 

you want them. This can also be done by programming the aura through power hypnosis and properly 

directing the energy. Also, an eminent key here is color. 

 Like if you want to make someone look at you in a highly and or different way. This can be for like job 

interviews or any other first impressions. 

 

Make sure to keep things in present tense. Breathe in Gold or Purple energy and affirm that your aura is 

making a good impression on said name or whoever you are intending this for. 

  

To study each color and what it's used for, check the link below. 
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*COLOR*    

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Color.html 

  

Just keep in mind that when doing energy work, especially when you are new, it is best to feel it rather 

spending too much time trying to visualize it. You will find that feeling it is a lot easier than visualizing it. 

As you advance, your visualization will improve over time, but only with practice. 

You will never progress if you do not practice and participate. You can’t sit there and meditate once or 

twice a week and expect to have advanced very far. I think the majority of our problems can be solved if 

we would just honest with ourselves. Majority of the time, we know the exact reason on why there is a 

problem with this or that. The problem is that most people are just to damn lazy and for some reason, 

they can’t be honest with themselves. 

 

Meditations and other things will correct themselves over time when done consistently.   

Most of our put downs and depression are caused by low levels of bioelectricity and nasty little attacks 

from the enemy. Fear is a tool of the enemy as well, when you feel like the Gods are not real or do not 

care about you. This can also be a clear sign of the psychic attacks. So keep working hard and stay 

strong. The work we do and the dedication we show do not go unnoticed. 

 

I will also have more sermons concerning other problems and situations one might encounter. 

 

 

Cordially, 

 

PRAISE THE Mighty 4 Crowns of Duat! 

 

 

Knowledge cant be rushed, it is power so you must accept and embrace it. 

-High Priest Mac Friday 
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High Priest Mac Friday  

Joy Of Satan Ministries 

 

 

2012 NEW YEAR'S SERMON 

 

Unfortunately, there is so much misinformation regarding spiritual power and how to get it and use it. 

For example, in working spells, whatever they may be, 99% of the time, this is not a 'one shot' deal. 

Truth be known, most people do not have the spiritual strength in that one's soul is not strong enough, 

like that of a God, to accomplish something significant in one working. There are a few who are 

successful with one working, sometimes the planetary energies are aligned a certain way where one 

hits, but this is not the norm. 

 

Other factors, a coven for example, is a huge help, provided all of the members have strong souls.  

 

For most people, when undertaking a significant working, there must be repetition. The more powerful 

one's soul, the less repetition, but rarely is once enough. Energy builds. This is why skipping a meditation 

or a working causes major problems. 

 

In reading through the ancient writings for spellworking, such as the 1586 Necronomicon, the word 

'engrave' is used extensively. Also, 'metal.' Truth be known, these are spiritual codes, not literal. Azazel 

has always been known as a 'Master of Metal Work.' 'Metal' has to do with the soul. Each of the seven 

major chakras has a specific metal, such as: 

 

1. Base= lead 

2. Sacral= iron 

3. Solar= gold 

4. Heart = copper 
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5. Throat = mercury 

6. Sixth= silver 

7. Crown= tin 

 

Now, to 'engrave' something on 'metal' is actually to engrave something on the soul through repeated 

affirmations, using the light. The light can be white-gold or any other color, as the soul is made of light. 

For more on this, please see: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/284 (pg. 690) 

 

Once is not enough. To really alter your fate, especially when thje fates of others are involved, such as 

many people in these difficult economic times are trying to secure a decent income, one must be strong. 

Your soul must be strong. This is accomplished through empowering your chakras, hatha [physical yoga], 

or tai chi or other internal martial arts, and breathing exercises. One's energies should be raised daily 

and kept strong.  

 

The Satanic rosary is ideal for any workings that require a significant deal of energy. One can definitely 

do affirmations with the rosary, in whatever language you speak. I also would like to add here, not to get 

off topic- all telepathic communication is universal in that foreign languages do not interfere, as the 

mind and soul process the communications, whatever is given through these telepathically will come to 

you in the language you speak in, unless a foreign language is intentional. So whether one you are 

communicating with speaks a different language or not, you will hear them in your own language. The 

mind and soul transmit it this way. I know this from experience.  

 

Getting back to the Satanic rosary, one should repeat an affirmation- short, present tense and to the 

point; all 108 beads. While doing this, focus the light or color of your choice that complements the 

working on whatever you wish to achieve, as this gives it the power. Total focus here is essential. As for 

trance, you will find that just doing the above, you will be in a trance in no time, as any sounds will be 

uncomfortable, as like when one is drifting to sleep.  

 

The strength of one's mind is also very crucial in spellworking. You cannot just idly repeat affirmations 

and let your mind wander. The drastically waters down anything you are trying to accomplish. The 

focused mind is alike a laser. Scatttered energy that is diffused accomplishes little if anything. This 

comes with time, patience, and persistance. Do not become discouraged. Through consistently applying 
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your mind, your focus will improve. Some people such as those with a strong Scorpio emphasis or 

mercury/pluto aspects come by this naturally. Other people have to work at it, but everyone starts 

somewhere. [The planetary above, comes from work done in past lives].  

 

There will be times when you have more trouble than usual when focusing your mind, but finish the 

working anyway. For significant workings, each should be done every day for 40 days. 40 is the number 

of Satan, as is the number 9; 108 [beads in the Satanic rosary]; [1 + 0 + 8 = 9]. These numbers are very 

ancient and important, as they carry a special vibration.  

 

Each day, the affirmations along with the visualized light energy and the focus of the mind will 

accomplish much in achieving your personal goals. Never doubt your working, even if something 

experiences a set back. Keep applying the energy any way. It takes sometimes more than a week, 

depending upon the strength of your soul for major things to begin to change to your working. One 

must never skip a day, as this can ruin the entire working.  

 

In building an aura of protection for example, apply white-gold energy to yourself while making an 

affirmation 108 times, using the Satanic rosary, for 40 days. Certain workings that need an extreme 

amount of energy should be repeated another 40 days. You will find you are abole to take control of 

your own destiny and life, but this takes a lot of dedication and work while getting there.  

 

Happy New Year Everyone and HAIL SATAN! 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Liberalism is Christianity without the Christ 

 

Liberalism is Christianity without the Christ 

 

William Gayley Simpson's Which Way Western Man? 

 

Revilo Oliver 

 

[My note "liberalism" as mentioned is secular [unconscious] xianity, this doctrine was phased [jewed]in 

during the enlightenment period to keep this program going as Europe was breaking free of xianity on 

many levels. This doctrine is what the jews centered their illuminati doctrine around which was later 

repackaged into an economic modality to appeal to the resentments of the industrial era and called 

"Communism" and later repackaged as cultural marxism but always the same old program at the core. 

Just listen to a liberal yak its the same values as the cultural marxist [or xian] without the giga long 

political lingoism. We are seeing the morphing of xianity into pure Communism.ie Secular xianity. 

Communism always pushes on a liberal appeal because the core of Communism is literally the doctrine 

of liberalism [secular xianity] framed into a economic model. The police state and slaughter comes once 

the jews have centralized power and then the later stage of their formula they drop the mask, wipe out 

the Gentile usefool idiots and idealists who have served their purpose and before they can become 

jaded and turn on the hand that lead them [and the jews don't share power]. Leaving only the jews at 

the top and the Goyium slaves at the bottom the way it was always planned behind the door. 

Communism/liberalism is unconscious xianity and can only work where xianity has planted the seed. 

Final proof is America had a full on cultural marxist revolution in the sixties under xian-liberal rhetoric, 

American flag in one hand the bible in the other: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/243 ] 

 

 

Quote: 

The other apostates I have mentioned, and many that are now forgotten, together with almost all of the 

anti-Christians of recent centuries, exemplify the operation of what may be called the law of cultural 

residues. In all civilized societies, when a long-established and generally accepted belief is found to be 

incredible, good minds abandon it, but they commonly retain derivative beliefs that were originally 

deduced from the creed they have rejected and logically must depend on it. Thus it happened that 
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modern enemies of Christianity rejected the mythology, but uncritically retained faith in the social and 

ethical superstitions derived from it — a faith which they oddly call rational but hold with a religious 

fervor. 

 

They laugh at the silly story about Adam and his spare rib, but they continue to believe in a "human 

race" descended from a single pair of ancestors and hence in a "brotherhood of man." They speak of "all 

mankind," giving to the term an unctuous and mystic meaning with which they do not invest 

corresponding terms, such as "all marsupials" or "all ungulates." They prate about the "rights of man," 

although a moment's thought should suffice to show that, in the absence of a decree from a 

supernatural monarch, there can be no rights other than those which the citizens of a stable and 

homogeneous society have, by covenant or established custom, bestowed on themselves; and that 

while the citizens may show kindness to aliens, slaves, and dogs, such beings obviously can have no 

rights. 

 

They do not believe that one-third of a god became incarnate in the most squalid region on earth to 

associate with illiterate peasants, harangue the rabble of a barbarian race, and magically exalt the 

ignorant and uncouth to "make folly of the wisdom of this world," so that "the last shall be first" — that 

they do not believe, but they cling to the morbid hatred of superiority that makes Christians dote on 

whatever is lowly, inferior, irrational, debased, deformed, and degenerate. 

 

They gabble about the "sanctity of human life" — especially the vilest forms of it — without reflecting 

that it takes a god creator to make something sacred. And they frantically agitate for a universal 

"equality" that can be attained only by reducing all human beings to the level of the lowest, evidently 

unaware that they are merely echoing the Christians' oft-expressed yearning to become sheep (the most 

stupid of all mammals) herded by a good shepherd, which is implicit in all the tales of the New 

Testament, although most bluntly expressed in another gospel, which reports Jesus as promising that 

after he has tortured and butchered the more civilized populations of the earth, there will be a 

Resurrection, and his ovine pets will pop out of their graves, all of the same age, all of the same sex, all 

of the same stature, and all having indistinguishable features, so that they will be as identical as the bees 

in a swarm.[2] 

 

Although the "Liberal" and Marxist cults have doctrinal differences as great as those that separate 

Lutherans from Baptists, they are basically the same superstition, and whether or not we should call 

them religions depends on whether we restrict the word to belief in supernatural persons or extend it to 

include all forms of blind faith based on emotional excitement instead of observed facts and reason. 

When those "atheistic" cults scream out their hatred of "Fascists" and "Nazis," they obviously must 
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believe that those wicked persons are possessed of the Devil and should therefore be converted or 

exterminated to promote holiness and love. And when they see "racists," who impiously substitute fact 

and reason for unthinking faith in approved fairy stories, their lust to extirpate evil is as great as that of 

the Christian mob that dragged the fair and too intelligent Hypatia from her carriage and lovingly used 

oyster shells to scrape the flesh from her bones while she was still alive. 

 

With very few exceptions, the anti-Christians, no doubt unwittingly, retained in their minds a large part 

of Christian doctrine, and they even revived the most poisonous elements of the primitive Bolshevism of 

Antiquity, which had been attenuated or held in abeyance by the established churches in the great days 

of Christendom. And today, professed atheists do not think it odd that, on all social questions, they are 

in substantial agreement with the howling dervishes and evangelical shamans who, subsidized with 

lavish publicity by the Organized Jewry who control the boob-tubes and other means of communication, 

greedily participate in the current drive to reduce Americans to total imbecility with every kind of 

irrational hoax. 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

Trance 1/03/12 

 

I know many of the instructions for meditation, spells and such on the JoS website state that one must 

go into a trance. Trance usually comes with just focusing the mind. It is not necessary to worry over 

going into a deep trance. Very few of us have ideal conditions. I have done many successful workings, in 

spite of having to deal with distractions, background noise and other annoying crap in my environment. 

The real key is persistence. The distractions do interfere, but persistence and perseverence will 

overcome them in the way that you are putting energy into something and the more energy you can put 

into your working, the more you keep bringing your mind back to focus, and the more you apply the 

energies, this eventually will overcome the distractions and the bit of energy they interfere with.  

 

I personally have gotten stronger in spite of endless distractions in that I can focus my mind in spite of 

the distractions. With persistence, you will be able to ignore them. Doing a working after some 

breathing exercises, reciting a mantra, and/or physical yoga is an excellent time. People need to stop 

worrying about the trance part. It usually will come with the working and above all...persistence.  
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High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 

 

 

It's Official: Gov Stats Shows the Middle Class is Dead 

 

 

The jewing of America continues: 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/275 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/276 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/286 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/237 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/243 

 

 

www.opednews.com 

 

It's Official: Gov Stats Shows the Middle Class is Dead 

 

There was once a middle class in America, and if you were an average worker you were part of it, but 

not anymore.  

 

Peruse last year's government figures for the average American family's spending and debt. The 

conclusion is dumbfounding: it's official, 2011 was the year the middle class died.  
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Born 1950 - Died 2011: RIP by Jimmy Zuma 

 

 

Long live the "Lower Class" 

 

To Americans, being middle class means two things: more or less average wages that paid for life's 

necessities with cash leftover for discretionary spending.  

 

 

In a country where those from the marginally poor to the marginally rich claim to be in the middle, the 

US Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) set a factual standard: the Average American Consumer Unit. 

 

 

The BLS's statistically computed family, with 2.5 humans and 1.3 workers, is a fictional construct. But, it 

is also the one true benchmark that pinpoints the dead center of the American worker's economic 

situation.  

 

 

Beginning last year the average American family: could not afford the average single family house... 

depended on their employer for health care insurance or went without... were in debt with no way out... 

didn't pursuing further education... saved nothing... slashed their food budget to the bone... and paid at 

least 30% of their gross wages in taxes.  

 

Gender, age, religion, sexual preference and marital status are of no consequence to this financial 

analysis. If you're human you can relate to these budget numbers.  
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Any family earning today's average wage of $62,857 is very carefully spending every cent of their 

$49,067 take home pay and the details are disturbing.  

 

Much of the spending verified here is so deficient it will leave you baffled as to how today's average 

American family is getting by. Remember, the option of taking on more debt, not calculated here, or 

declaring bankruptcy, may be the last resort. 

 

 

Where does the money go? by US Bureau of Labor Statistics 

 

Housing: Goodbye house. Hello walk-up flat or double wide trailer.  

 

 

The new middle class housing is a two bedroom walk-up without the washer, dryer or dishwasher, or a 

double-wide trailer. The average single family home is now beyond the $1,400 monthly budget of 

today's average American family.  

 

The fourteen hundred dollar number must include everything that goes with a place to live: rent or 

mortgage payment, taxes, insurance, utilities, telephone, public services, cable/dish, equipment, 

supplies and furnishings.  

 

Fourteen hundred dollars will get you a two bedroom, average (not luxury) apartment, and leave 

enough for all your other average shelter costs, but only in smaller cities and towns where the Cost of 

Living Index (CLI) is at the national average: 100. 

High Priest Don Danko 
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The 3rd Reich And Christianity 

 

The 3rd Reich And Christianity 

 

The 3rd Reich leadership worked to remove Christianity from the Nation and as we will see had long 

term plans to not just remove Christianity but replace it with their original relgion. This article will show 

this fact. 

 

 

It came to light in documents the The Rutgers Journal published that the National Socialist leadership 

did indeed have along term plan to remove the Christian program from Germany: 

 

 

 

 

OFFICE OF STRATEGIC SERVICES 

Research and Analysis Branch 

R & A No. 3114.4 

THE NAZI MASTER PLAN 

Annex 4: The Persecution of the Christian Churches 

Description 

This study describes, with illustrative factual evidence, Nazi purposes, policies, and methods of 

persecuting the Christian Churches in Germany and occupied Europe. 

DRAFT FOR THE WAR CRIMES STAFF 

6 July 1945 

http://constitutionalistnc.tripod.com/hitler-leftist/chart.jpg 
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http://library2.lawschool.cornell.edu/insiteasp/public/display_browse.asp?style=st_browse&id=769&pr

evpage=1Religion 

 

Contents: The Rutgers Journal of Law & Religion, produced by Rutgers University law students, has 

begun posting documents from the Nuremberg Project--a collection of trial transcripts, memoranda, and 

reports from the Nuremberg war crimes trials, preserved by William J. Donovan, assistant to the 

American chief prosecutor at the International Military Tribunal, and housed at the Cornell University 

Law Library (see http://www.lawschool.cornell.edu/library/nuremberg). The documents have been 

scanned from typescript and are to be posted every 6 months, with additional scholarly commentary 

published "on a rolling basis." The first installment is a July 1945 report by the Office of Strategic 

Services, "The Nazi Master Plan: the Persecution of the Christian Churches," with commentary by two 

British scholars on the persecution of religion as a war crime. The report describes government 

interference in churches in Germany and countries under Nazi control, intimidation and banning of 

certain denominations, and arrests and murders of clergy. Links to other relevant websites are planned 

for the future. 

 

 

 

"The fragile, typewritten documents from the 1940s lay out the 

Nazi plan in grim detail," writes Philadelphia Inquirer reporter 

Edward Colimore: "Take over the churches from within, using party 

sympathizers. Discredit, jail or kill Christian leaders. And 

re-indoctrinate the congregants. Give them a new faith - in 

Germany's Third Reich." 

 

Hitler made certain the church was well under his thumb and in 

support of his dogmas. One group of Nazi 

ideologues who had infiltrated German churches went by the 

mundane moniker, "German Christians," almost as if they were 

holding themselves aloft as the standard by which fellow Germans 
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should judge true Christianity. They were no such thing, 

recommending as they did scrapping the entire Old Testament 

and including the insidious "Aryan Paragraph." 

 

The ideologues prevailed, and the churches voted into their 

confessions the paragraph, which barred from the pastorate any 

Jewish converts or those married to Jews. The misnamed German 

Christians argued, in radical disagreement with the Scriptures, 

that Jews could not be saved. Their goal, in short, was to 

undermine the Scriptures and doctrinal standards in favor 

of Nazi propaganda. The party line was to become the 28th 

book of the New Testament, the Gospel according to Adolf. 

 

"A lot of people will say, 'I didn't realize that they were 

trying to convert Christians to a Nazi philosophy,'" observed 

Julie Seltzer Mandel, editor of the Nuremberg Project for 

the Rutgers Journal of Law and Religion."they were looking 

to eliminate Christianity." 

 

"Important leaders of the National Socialist party would 

have liked to meet this situation [church influence] by 

complete extirpation of Christianity and the substitution 

of a purely racial religion," said one of the documents 

highlighted by the Nuremberg Project, a July 1945 report 

by the OSS (the wartime intelligence predecessor of the 
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CIA). The report further points to the "systematic nature 

of the persecution" as "the best evidence now available as 

to the existence of an anti-Church plan." 

 

The report goes on to say, "Different steps in that 

persecution, such as the campaign for the suppression 

of denominational and youth organizations, the campaign 

against denominational schools, the defamation campaign 

against the clergy, started on the same day in the whole 

area of the Reich ... and were supported by the entire 

regimented press, by Nazi Party meetings, by traveling 

party speakers."[1] 

 

Quotes from US government documents (1946-47): 

"The attention of the Tribunal is next invited to Document 840-PS, previously introduced into evidence 

as Exhibit USA-355. The Tribunal will recall that this was a Bormann decree of 14 July 1939, referring 

with approval to an earlier Bormann decree of 9 February 1937 in which the Defendant Bormann ruled 

that in the future all Party members who entered the clergy or who undertook the study of theology 

were to be expelled from the Party. I next offer in evidence Document 107-PS, Exhibit USA-351. This is a 

circular directive of the Defendant Bormann dated 17 June 1938, addressed to all Reichsleiter and 

Gauleiter -- top leaders of the Leadership Corps of the Nazi Party -- transmitting a copy of directions 

relating to the non-participation of the Reich Labor Service in religious celebrations. The Reich Labor 

Service, the Tribunal will recall, compulsorily incorporated all Germans within its organization." (Jackson 

et al. 1946). 

1. Important leaders of the National Socialist party would have liked.... complete extirpation of 

Christianity and the substitution of a purely racial religion. (OSS Report, cited in BBC 2002). 

2. The fragile, typewritten documents from the 1940s lay out the Nazi plan in grim detail: Take over the 

churches from within, using party sympathizers. Discredit, jail or kill Christian leaders. And re-

indoctrinate the congregants. Give them a new faith -- in Germany's Third Reich. (Colimore 2002). 

The original OSS report is available through: 
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http://www.camlaw.rutgers.edu/publications/law-religion/nuremberg/nurinst1.htm 

 

 

The Political reality of dealing with the Catholic Church and how Hitler worked to dismantle its power 

within Germany: 

 

Joachim Fest, wrote that; " At first the Church was quite hostile and its bishops energetically denounced 

the "false doctrines" of the Nazis. Its opposition weakened considerably in the following years [after the 

Concordat] [-] Cardinal Bertram developed an ineffectual protest system [-] Resistance..remained largely 

a matter of individual conscience. In general they [both churches] attempted merely to assert their own 

rights and only rarely issued pastoral letters or declarations indicating any fundamental objection to 

Nazi ideology.[2] 

 

The deal [Concordat] Hitler signed with the Catholic Church while on the surface was an uneasy alliance. 

The greater effect was it a purposely designed contract that officially declawed the power of the Roman 

Catholic Church in the political life of the new German system: 

 

"On April 8 Hitler sent his vice chancellor Franz von Papen, a Catholic nobleman, founder of Kreuz und 

Adler (Cross and Eagle) - an association of wealthy Catholics,established to forge links between 

Catholicism and Nazism,- and former member of the Centre Party, to Rome, to offer negotiations about 

a Reichskonkordat, a nationwide concordat. On behalf of Cardinal Pacelli, Ludwig Kaas, the out-going 

chairman of the Centre Party, negotiated the draft of the terms with Papen." 

 

"Throughout the years of the Weimar Republic, the National Socialists had always been a staunch 

opponent of such an agreement, but now Hitler intended to deal a decisive blow against Political 

Catholicism and at the same time gain international recognition of his fledgling regime." 

 

"The Centre Party's chairman Kaas had arrived in Rome shortly before Papen; because of his expertise in 

Church-state relations, he was authorized by Cardinal Pacelli to negotiate terms with Papen, but 

pressure by the German government forced him to withdraw from visibly participating in the 

negotiations." 
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"The bishops saw a draft of the Reich Concordat on May 30, 1933 when they assembled for a joint 

meeting of the Fulda bishops conference, (led by Breslau's Cardinal Bertram), and the Bavarian bishops' 

conference, (whose president was Munich's Michael von Faulhaber). Bishop Wilhelm Berning of 

Osnabruck, and Archbishop Conrad Grober of Freiburg - both admirers of Hitler - presented the 

document to the bishops.]The strongest critics of the concordat were Cologne's Cardinal Karl Schulte 

and Eichstatt's Bishop Konrad von Preysing who pointed out that since the Enabling Act had established 

a dictatorship, the church lacked legal recourse if Hitler decided to disregard the concordat.[18] 

Notwithsatnding, the bishops approved the draft and delegated Grober, a friend of Cardinal Pacelli and 

Monsignor Kaas, to present the episcopacy's concerns to Pacelli and Kaas. On June 3, the bishops issued 

a statement, drafted by Grober, that announced their support for the concordat. 

Though the Vatican tried to hold back the exclusion of Catholic clergy and organisations from politics, it 

accepted the restriction to the religious and charitable field, which effectively meant acquiescing to end 

the Centre Party. During the concordat negotiations, Cardinal Pacelli had acquiesced in the party's 

dissolution but he was nonetheless dismayed that it occurred before the negotiations had been 

concluded. The day after government issued a law banning the founding of new political parties, thus 

turning the NSDAP into the party of the German state. 

One of Hitler's key conditions for agreeing to the concordat, in violation to earlier promises, had been 

the dissolution of the Centre Party, which occurred on July 5 

On 14 July 1933 Hitler accepted the Concordat, which was signed a week later. Shortly before signing 

the Reichskonkordat on 20 July, Germany signed similar agreements with the major Protestant churches 

in Germany. The concordat was finally signed, by Pacelli for the Vatican and von Papen for Germany, on 

20 July. The Reichskonkordat was ratified on September 10, 1933. 

Article 16 required bishops to make an oath of loyalty to the state. Article 31 acknowledged that while 

the church would continue to sponsor charitable organisations, it would not support political 

organisations or social and political causes. Article 31 was supposed to be supplemented by a list of 

protected catholic agencies but this list was never agreed upon. Article 32 excluded clergy and the 

members of religious orders from political and social activities."[3] 

 

The Growing Divide: 

 

"On January 24, 1934 Hitler appointed Alfred Rosenberg as the state's official philosopher. Church 

officials were perturbed - the indication was that Hitler was officially espousing the anti-Jewish, anti-

Christian, and neopagan ideas presented in Rosenberg's Myth of the Twentieth Century. Pius XI and 

Cardinal Pacelli directed the Holy Office to place Rosenberg's Myth of the Twentieth Century on the 

Index of Forbidden books on February 7, 1934. Cologne's Cardinal Schulte met with Hitler, and protested 

at Rosenberg's role in the government. Ignored by Hitler, Schulte decided that the church needed to 
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respond and appointed the Reverend Josef Teusch to direct a defence against the Nazi anti-Christian 

propaganda. Teusch eventually produced 20 booklets against Nazism - Catechism Truths alone sold 

seven milion copies. Later in 1934 Studien zum Mythus des XX, a pamphlet of essays attacking 

Rosenberg's Myth of the Twentieth Century, was released, in Bishop Clemens von Galen's name. 

"Studien was a defence of the church." [4] 

 

"In 1937, Orsenigo was invited along with the diplomatic corps to a reception for Hitler's birthday. 

Orsenigo again asked the Vatican if he should attend. Pacelli's reply was, "The Holy Father thinks not. 

Also because of the position of this Embassy, the Holy Father believes it is preferable in the present 

situation if your Excellency abstains from taking part in manifestations of homage toward the Lord 

Chancellor," 

 

"During Hitler's visit to Rome in 1938, Pius XI and Pacelli avoided meeting with him by leaving Rome a 

month early for the papal summer residence of Castel Gandolfo." 

 

"The Vatican was closed, and the priests and religious brothers and sisters left in Rome were told not to 

participate in the festivities and celebrations surrounding Hitler's Visit. On the Feast of the Holy Cross, 

Pius XI said from Castel Gandolfo, "It saddens me to think that today in Rome the cross that is 

worshipped is not the Cross of our Saviour." 

 

The Catholic Church attempts to undermine the National Socialist Goverment: 

 

"The Catholic Church officially condemned the Nazi theory of racism in Germany in 1937 with the 

Encyclical "Mit Brennender Sorge", signed by Pope Pius XI. Smuggled into Germany to avoid prior 

censorship and read from the pulpits of all German Catholic churches, it condemned Nazi ideology [32] 

as "insane and arrogant". It denounced the Nazi myth of "blood and soil", decried neopaganism of 

Nazism, its war of annihilation against the Church, and even described the Führer himself as a 'mad 

prophet possessed of repulsive arrogance.' 

"Although there is some difference of opinion as to the impact of the document, it is generally 

recognized as the "first ... official public document to criticize Nazism".  
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Hitler stated in response that "I shall open such a campaign against them [the Catholic clergy] in press, 

radio and cinema so that they won't know what hit them …. Let us have no martyrs among the Catholic 

priests, it is more practical to show they are criminals." 

 

 

This encyclical to the Nazis was "a call to battle against the Reich" and that Hitler was furious and 

"vowed revenge against the Church"[5] "  

 

"The Nazis were infuriated, and in retaliation closed and sealed all the presses that had printed it and 

took numerous vindictive measures against the Church, including staging a long series of immorality 

trials of the Catholic clergy.[6] 

 

"The true extent of the Nazi fury at this encyclical was shown by the immediate measures taken in 

Germany to counter further propagation of the document. Not a word of it was printed in newspapers, 

and the following day the Secret Police visited the diocesan offices and confiscated every copy they 

could lay their hands on. All the presses which had printed it were closed and sealed. The bishops' 

diocesan magazines (Amtsblatter) were proscribed; and paper for church pamphlets or secretarial work 

was severely restricted. A host of other measures, such as diminishing the State grants to theology 

students and needy priests (agreed in the Concordat) were introduced"…..[7] 

. 

As part of this: 

 

"170 Franciscans were arrested in Koblenz and tried for "corrupting youth" in a secret trial, with 

numerous allegations of priestly debauchery appearing in the Nazi controlled press, while a film 

produced for the Hitler Youth showed men dressed as priests dancing in a brothel.[8]  

 

"On July 25, five days after the ratification of the concordat, the German government promulgated a 

sterilization law, which particularly offended the Catholic Church. Five days later the first steps were 

taken to dissolve the Catholic Youth League. During the next years, thousands of Catholic priests, nuns 

and lay leaders were arrested, many of them on charges of 'immorality' or 'smuggling foreign 

currency'."[9] 
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More: 

 

 

"Historian Heinz Hürten (professor emeritus at the Catholic University of Eichstaett) noted that the Nazi 

party had plans for the Roman Catholic Church, according to which the Church was supposed to "eat 

from the hands of the government." The sequence of these plans, he states, follow this sequence: an 

abolition of the priestly celibacy and a nationalisation of all church property, the dissolution of monastic 

orders and religious congregations, and the influence of the Catholic Church upon education. Hutzen 

states that Hitler proposed to reduce vocations to the priesthood by forbidding seminaries from 

receiving applicants before their 25th birthdays, and thus had hoped that these men would marry 

beforehand, during the time (18 – 25 years) in which they were obliged to work in military or labour 

service. Also, along with this process, the Church's sacraments would be revised and changed to so-

called "Lebensfeiern", the non-Christian celebrations of different periods of life."[10] 

 

 

 

Program points of the newly created National Reich Church headed by Rosenberg: 

 

"The National Reich Church of Germany categorically claims the exclusive right and the exclusive power 

to control all churches within the borders of the Reich: it declares these to be national churches of the 

German Reich."  

 

"The National Church is determined to exterminate irrevocably...the strange and foreign Christian faiths 

imported into Germany in the ill-omened year 800." 

 

"The National Church has no scribes, pastors, chaplains or priests, but National Reich orators are to 

speak in them." 

 

"The National Church demands immediate cessation of the publishing and dissemination of the Bible in 

Germany...'  
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"On the altars there must be nothing but 'Mein Kampf' (to the German nation and therefore to God the 

most sacred book) and to the left of the altar a sword."  

 

"On the day of its foundation, the Christian Cross must be removed from all churches, cathedrals and 

chapels...and it must be superseded by the only unconquerable symbol, the swastika."  

 

These points attack Christianity and one can observe the new Reich Chuch was a program designed to 

slowly phase out Christianity [even banning the publishing and dissemination of the Bible in Germany] 

while bringing people into pure National Socialism. 

 

 

"...under the leadership of Rosenberg, Bormann and Himmler, who were backed by Hitler, the Nazi 

regime intended eventually to destroy Christianity in Germany, if it could, and substitute the old 

paganism of the early tribal Germanic gods and the new paganism of the Nazi extremists. As Bormann, 

one of the men closest to Hitler, said publicly in 1941, 'National Socialism and Christianity are 

irreconcilable.' [11] 

 

"Any influence that would impair or damage the leadership of the people exercised by the Fuhrer with 

the aid of the NSDAP has to be eliminated. To an ever increasing degree the people must be wrested 

from Churches and their agents, the pastors...Only the Reich leadership, together with the party and the 

organs and associations connected with it, has a right to lead the people"….[12] 

 

The Political Reality Of The Time In Germany: 

 

"Because of the long history of Christianity in Germany, Hitler could not attack Christianity as openly as 

he did Judaism, communism or other political opponents. The list of Nazi affronts to and attacks on the 

Catholic Church is long. The attacks tended not to be overt, but were still dangerous; believers were 

made to feel that they were not good Germans and their leaders were painted as treasonous and 

contemptible. The state removed crucifixes from the walls of Catholic classrooms and replaced it with a 

photo of the Führer."[13] 
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Changes to National Holidays Yule Time In The 3rd Reich: 

 

 

"The Christmas tree was also changed. The traditional names of the tree, Christbaum or 

Weihnachtsbaum, was renamed in the press as fir tree, light tree or Jul tree. The star on the top of the 

tree was sometimes replaced with a swastika, a Germanic "sun wheel" or a Sig rune." 

 

"Christmas carols were also changed. The words to "Silent Night" were changed so it made no reference 

to God, Christ and religion.[1] Words were also changed to the hymn "Unto Us a Time Has Come" so as 

to remove references to Jesus." 

 

"Nazi ideologists claimed that the Christian elements of the holiday had been superimposed upon 

ancient Germanic traditions. They argued that Christmas Eve originally had nothing to do with the birth 

of Jesus Christ, but instead celebrated the winter solstice and the 'rebirth of the sun',that the swastika 

was an ancient symbol of the sun, and that Santa Claus was a Christian reinvention of the Germanic god 

Odin. Accordingly, holiday posters were made to depict Odin as the "Christmas or Solstice man", riding a 

white charger, sporting a thick grey beard and wearing a slouch hat, carrying a sack full of gifts."[ 14] 

 

The Hitler Youth the future of the New Germany Society: 

 

 

DIARY OF THE GERMAN MINISTER OF JUSTICE, 1935 

Page 174) 

 

Prosecuting Authorities in Waldeshut, Baden (15.5.) Criminal 

proceedings against the Catholic vicar Paul Wasmer. Is submitted with 

the request that it be discussed, whether a penal sentence should be 

proposed by Rosenberg because of libel. 
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In a sermon the accused cited the last verse of a song which is being 

sung by young people and against which Bishop Bares has taken exception 

in his official paper dated 10/2/35. The text is as follows: 

 

"Pope and rabbi shall yield, 

We want to be pagans again 

No longer creep into the churches. 

The orb of the sun alone is leading us. 

Out with the Jews, and with the pope from the German home." 

 

In addition the accused quoted from page 8 of "Blut und Ehre", the 

little book of songs published by Baldur von Schirach, a verse with the 

following text: 

 

"We want to complain to the Lord in heaven, Kyrieleis! 

That we want to kill the priest, Kyrieleis! 

Out with your spear, forward, 

Set the red cock on the cloister roof!" 

(Set the cloister roof on fire) 

 

 

Furthermore the accused quoted a saying of Baldur v. Schirach's: "The 

path of German youth is Rosenberg." 

 

(Page 192) 
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4. The Archbishop of Paderborn reported on 6th June regarding incidents on 12th May with the request 

that steps be taken to see that similar things did not occur again in the future. 

 

On the 12th May the Archbishop of Paderborn was to hold a confirmation. On the 10th May a Hitler 

Youth Fuehrer conference took place. at which a secret order was issued, according to which the Hitler 

Youth were to attend at specified places in Hamm in uniform clothing (not Service dress). On Sunday, 

the 12th May, the Hitler Youth appeared in uniform clothing at the big parade ground. There the song 

about the foreign exchange racketeer [Devisenschieberlied] was practiced: 

 

[Page 637] 

 

"When we were foreign exchange racketeers, there were the three of 

us, a Father and two monks, they were foreign exchange racketeers, 

there was a nun with them 

 

"And when they continued racketeering, then there were only two, 

one was in jail, 

they nabbed him, then the fun was over. 

 

"Then she whispered softly, now it is your turn my friend, now you 

come with your 

close-cropped hair, looking like an A ... with ears, to answer the 

heavenly roll-call." 

 

Bannfuehrer Grothet then made a speech. 
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Scattered over the railway station and the square in front according to plan. On the appearance of the 

Archbishop a civilian gave three cheers for the beloved Lord Bishop. When the Archbishop wanted to get 

into his car, the Hitler Youth try to prevent him, calls of "down with the foreign exchange racketeer" and 

so on. Hitler Youths rush after the car and try to overturn it. A few youths jump on to the running board 

of the car and when they are prevented from so doing, push their way forward brandishing their daggers 

of honour. A Hitler Youth tries to spit into the car. Passers-by who urge them to stop, are abused and 

beaten. A woman civilian has to be carried away from the square. When the Archbishop arrives at the 

church the Hitler Youth roar "Throw the black fellow down the stairs". During 

the sermon, the Hitler Youth continue the uproar, often banging against the church door so that the 

service is greatly disturbed. Finally the emergency squad restored order. On that day alone there were 7 

Hitler Youth leaders from outside present in Hamm. They were in civilian clothes. 

 

9. The Prosecuting Authority, Bamberg reports regarding criminal 

proceedings against Chaplain Heinrich Mueller and the town clergyman 

Franz Ruemmer concerning an ofrense against the Law of 20.12.34. The 

accused have stated, in a circle of Catholic clergy, that the following song was sung by the Hitler Youth at 

the Party Rally 1934: 

 

"We are the happy Hitler Youth 

We need no Christian virtues, 

For our Fuehrer Adolf Hitler Is always our mediator. 

 

"No parson, no evil man can prevent us 

From feeling ourselves to be Hitler children, 

We do not follow Christ but Horst Wessel, 

Away with incense and holy water vessels. 

 

"We follow our flags singing 

As worthy sons of our ancestors, 
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I am no Christian, no Catholic, 

I go with the SA through thick and thin. 

 

"I can do without the Church, 

The Swastika is redemption on earth, 

I will (log its steps, 

Baldur von Schirach, take me with you!"[15] 

 

"Hitler's references to providence and God and the ritualistic pageantry of Nazism were more than likely 

pagan than Christian. Earthly symbols of German valour and Teutonic strength were to be worshipped - 

not the forgiving, compassionate representative of an "Eastern Mediterranean servant ethic imposed on 

credulous ancient Germans by force and subterfuge" (the phrase is Burleigh's own, in Michael Burleigh, 

The Third Reich: a New History, Pan, 2001). A Hitler Youth marching song (Grunberger, A Social History) 

illustrates it:  

We follow not Christ, but Horst Wessel,  

Away with incense and Holy Water,  

The Church can go hang for all we care,  

The Swastika brings salvation on Earth.  

(Horst Wessel was an early Nazi party Sturmabteilung street-fighter murdered by communists and 

turned into a martyr by propaganda chief Josef Goebbels.)"[16] 

 

The SS nucleus of the New Germany: 

 

 

"The SS were particularly anti-Christian, and officers and men were encouraged to leave the Church, 

although those that refused to renounce their Christian faith were not visibly punished, perhaps because 

their otherwise faithful adherence to SS codes of behavior gave the lie to any claim of true Christian 

affiliation. The SS also brought in its own neo-pagan rituals for marriage ceremonies and baptisms. "[17] 
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"Starting 1939 the word "Christmas" was forbidden to appear on any official SS document" and the 

Summer Solstice was formally celebrated. These ceremonies were celebrated the old way with sacred 

fires, and torch lit processions." 

 

"Weddings and baptisms were replaced by pagan SS rituals and gradually the entire Christian liturgical 

rubric was in the process of being replaced by a completely pagan version. Even the Hitler Youth were 

not immune. A so-called "Nazi Primer" published during the war contains many examples of pagan 

ideology and anti-Christian sentiment designed for its youthful readership." [18] 

 

 

"Himmler's dream was to create, out of the SS, a new religion based on the pagan elements of what he 

perceived to be the original, Ur-Aryan religion of Ancient India and Europe. However, many Germans 

were devout Christians. Hitler himself realized this, and knew that he had to play politics with them for 

as long as the churches held power and as long as the people felt they owed spiritual allegiance to the 

churches and what they represented. In this he was cynical in his dealings with the Church as he was 

pragmatic with the Capitalists." [20] 

 

"Unbeknownst to many, daily meditation was the requirement of the SS. "Himmler set up a school of 

occultism in the Berlin Branch and many of the leading ranks of the Totenkopf SS, the Sicherheitsdienst 

and the Gestapo were ordered to attend courses in meditation, transcendentalism and magic. It was in 

this establishment that Himmler was persuaded to found the Ahnenerbe, the Nazi Occult Bureau. The 

Ahnenerbe incorporated the membership of Crowley's spurious Templar Order, the Vril, and the Thule 

Gesellschaft into the Black Order of the SS." [21] 

 

"Several books published by the Nazi party - including Die Gestaltung der Feste im Jahres- und 

Lebenslauf in der SS-Familie (The Celebrations in the Life of the SS Family) by Fritz Weitzel, as well as the 

SS Tante Friede - illustrate how the National Socialists regarded traditional Germanic heathenry as 

primitive superstition which needed reworking to better serve the state. Celebrating the traditional 

festivals like Jul and Sommersonnenwende were encouraged and recast into veneration of the Nazi 

state and Führer."[22] 

 

The SS Center Of Wewelsburg: 
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"In 1934, Himmler leased the castle of Wewelsburg, in Westphalia, for one hundred years, and 

immediately began repair work on this relic and its transformation, including construction of a Tower of 

Initiation. The entire small village was evacuated and most of its ancient houses, with Runes carved in 

wood, were included within the enclave. The residents were compensated and moved to Büren, even 

the Pastor. Thus, this Castle would come to be the Reichsführerschule der SS Auf der Wewelsburg, the 

"School for the preparation of SS Leaders in Wewelsburg." The Castle was declared a national 

monument and maintained as such. A Burgwart, an Acting Chief of the SS, would permanently live in the 

Castle and direct the Reichsführerschule." 

 

"Why did they select Westphalia? That is where Hermann the Cherusker, or Queruscos, Arminius to the 

Romans, defeated the legions of Quintillus Varus, in the battle of the Teutoberg Forest. And, above all, 

there the ancient megalithic constructs of the Externsteine are found. The Irminsul, which Charlemagne 

destroyed, and the grove of sacred oaks were located there." 

 

" We wish to speak about this North Tower, because "clus" have been symbolized and expressed there, 

keys to the Initiation and secret 

of the SS. The rest of the Castle was for the daily lives of the students of that Sacred School, with its 

Library of 40,000 volumes, selected from among the Hitlerist Weltanschauung, with dining halls and 

dormitories with objects of traditional ceramics and engraved with Runes, especially the SIEG Rune: , the 

HAGAL Rune: , and the Leftwards Swastika: . Since the looting and destruction of the war, this invaluable 

library has disappeared. Where did its volumes and documents end up? We know the SS destroyed the 

most important archives and set fire to the Tower under construction." 

 

"We entered the North Tower of Initiation. First we went down to the underground enclosure, where 

we waited for another comrade coming from Hamburg. Their wives accompanied them. This is a round 

vaulted space with almost musical acoustics, because it transformed any sound coming from the 

exterior into music. Twelve low stone pillars, like diamonds, followed the circle of the wall. Among them 

there must be unknown. Emblems and symbols. On them a dozen SS initiates would lean back and 

recline. On the roof of the vault the Leftwards Swastika appears carved in stone, combined with the SIEG 

Rune, the SS emblem. In the center of the floor of this underground vault is another circle, an empty 

space where something should be, or rather where they lit the Fire." 
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"We went to the second floor of the tower, finding ourselves in another circular hall with twelve pillars 

connected by arches and with twelve windows beyond each column. The floor was marble, with the 

design of a Leftwards Swastika in the center, combined with a SIEG Rune."[23] 

 

It is a well known fact Himmler lead many SS torch light processions to the Externsteine site. This site 

was one of the most holy places in the Pagan world. 

 

It should be obvious by now the leadership and thus minds behind the 3rd Reich where anti-Christian 

and working to bring Germany back to the Oak and out of the sickly pew. 

 

 

1http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/hitlers_war_on_christ.htm 

2 Plotting Hitlers death:The German Resistance to Hitler 1933-45 , Joachim Fest, Phoenix edn. 1997 p.32 

3 http://en.wikipedia.org/ 

4 Robert Krieg, p.cite_note-30 6 Catholic Theologians in Nazi Germany 

5 The papacy, the Jews, and the Holocaust", Frank J. Coppa, p. 162-163, CUA Press, 2006, ISBN 

0813214491 

6 Bokenkotter, pp. 389–392, quotation "And when Hitler showed increasing belligerence toward the 

Church, Pius met the challenge with a decisiveness that astonished the world." A Concise History of the 

Catholic Church. Doubleday. ISBN 0385505841 

7 Rhodes, Anthony. Vatican in the Age of the Dictators, 1922-1945. pp. 202–210. ISBN 0340023945. 

8 Rhodes, Anthony. Vatican in the Age of the Dictators, 1922-1945. pp. 202–210. ISBN 0340023945 

9 Shirer, William L. (1990). The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich. Simon and Schuster. 

10HÜRTEN, H. `Endlösung` für den Katholizismus? Das nationalsozialistische Regime und seine 

Zukunftspläne gegenüber der Kirche, in: Stimmen der Zeit, 203 (1985) p. 535-538 

11The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich, by William L. Shirer, p. 240 in some editions, p. 332 in others. 

Chapter headed "Triumph and Consolidation", subsection "The Persecution of the Christian Churches" 

12 Martin Bormann, Reich Leader, 1942, 'National Socialist and Christian Concepts are Incompatible', 

From Kirchliches Jahrbuch fur die evangelische Kirche in Deutschland, 1933-1944, pp. 470-472, quoted 

pp. 245-247, George L. Mosse, Nazi Culture: A Documentary History). 
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http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/how-the-nazis-stole-christmas-1846365.html. 

Retrieved 21 December 2009. 

14 Dill, Marshall (1970). Germany: A Modern History. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 

15 DIARY OFTHE GERMAN MINISTER OF JUSTICE, 1935 http://www.nizkor.org/ftp.cgi/imt/nca/nca-

06/nca-06-3751-ps 

16 http://www.bede.org.uk/hitler.htm 
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http://www.666blacksun.org/satanic-national-socialism/reichsfuhrer-heinrich-himmler/ 

18 Unholy Alliance: A History of Nazi Involvement with the Occult by Peter Levenda – © 2002 

19 Unholy Alliance: A History of Nazi Involvement with the Occult by Peter Levenda – © 2002 

 

20 The Spear of Destiny by Trevor Ravenscroft, 5th Printing, © 1988 

 

22 Goodrick-Clarke, Nicholas (1993). The Occult Roots of Nazism: Secret Aryan Cults and Their Influence 

on Nazi Ideology. NYU Press. ISBN 0-8147-3060-4. 

23 Miguel Serrano's "Adolf Hitler, the Ultimate Avatar" 

High Priest Don Danko 

Sermon 1/28/12 

 

I got into astrology early- in my pre-teens and was reading charts when I was in my mid-teens, along 

with the Tarot and reading palms. My point in replying here is I was relentlessly attacked by xians for 

this. They really prey upon teens. I couldn't cross the street downtown without being accosted by xian 

filth stopping me and harassing me. Back in those days, there was little serious opposition to that scum, 

and I certainly didn't know what I know now. This was all a learning experience for me though.  
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Xians, like most other assholes who attack others are always more secure when they are with other 

xians and not alone. My eldest son and his friends really gave this xian street corner maggot a hard time 

when they were accosted [like nearly everyone else...minding their own business]. They formed a circle 

and began mocking him. In situations like this, that xian 'faith' goes out the window, and the xian gets 

insecure real fast, especially when alone.  

 

I have heard and experienced so much shit before coming to Satan, where I really began to confidently 

fight them. I have learned different ways to deal with them if you are pushed into it. I, myself have a real 

short fuse with the deluded scum. One idiot who obviously can't read [I have anti-xian signs on my front 

door], tried to harass me anyway and the fucker almost had a heart attack, I got so mad.  

 

In dealing with xians, there are certain things you can reply with, if you have the time, patience and wish 

to argue with them.  

 

1. I have heard this tactic ad nauseum over the years and it is a psychological game that assholes play 

when trying to coerce another person into believing as they do. Unfortunately, although this is used by 

xians relentlessly, others use it as well. 

It goes like this: 

You are not happy because you don't have the same belief system...you aren't 'saved' and that sort of 

thing. You get the general idea. Ok, every single thing in this person's life goes beautifully, They have 

total control over thier life and destiny and are blissfully happy at all times because of their belief 

system. Anyone who swallows this crock of shit needs a serious reality check to say the least.  

 

The truth is, unless someone is completely insane and in total denial of reality, everyone and everything 

on this earth has problems. Yes, there are degrees of problems and suffering, but no one is unscathed by 

this. Expert interrogators know this, as well as psychiatrists and others who work with human 

psychology. Everyone has their weak point. Everyone has a point where they will crack given it is found 

and played upon. Everyone has a saturn. Everyone experiences saturn tranists and hard times. There are 

people who are very adept at hiding their problems and pretending to be happy to the world. 

Remember this. This is not to say that one cannot be happy. My point here is xians use this shit to try to 

coerce others into believing as they do, while pretending everything is fine in their lives. All this takes to 

see the real truth is a little investigating and awareness, especially of their astro chart and you will find 

they have problems too.  
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2. Ask any xian who is accosting you and pushing their filth... How many people did Satan MURDER in 

that fucking bible? Where are the scriptures???? Now, given my experiences with these assholes, they 

keep on that 'the Devil was a murderer and a liar form the beginning.' Ok, so who was a murderer and a 

liar? Fucking jewhova, that's who! Look to the old testamant for PROOF. 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com/ 

 

Quote the scriptures to these deluded idiots. Here is just a few of many: 

Numbers 31:7  

And they warred against the Midianites, as the LORD commanded Moses; and they slew all the males.  

31:8 

And they slew the kings of Midian, beside the rest of them that were slain; namely, Evi, and Rekem, and 

Zur, and Hur, and Reba, five kings of Midian: Balaam also the son of Beor they slew with the sword.  

THE BITCH EVEN TORTURED TO DEATH AND MURDERED HIS OWN SON 

[Of course, we know the nazarene is fictitious, but when speaking to xians...] 

MORE: 

Deuteronomy 7:1  

When the LORD thy God shall bring thee into the land whither thou goest to possess it, and hath cast 

out many nations before thee, the Hittites, and the Girgashites, and the Amorites, and the Canaanites, 

and the Perizzites, and the Hivites, and the Jebusites, seven nations greater and mightier than thou;  

7:2 

And when the LORD thy God shall deliver them before thee; thou shalt smite them, and utterly destroy 

them; thou shalt make no covenant with them, nor shew mercy unto them 

 

Then, the crap they spew about 'blood sacrifice' 

Exodus 23:18  

Thou shalt not offer the blood of my sacrifice with leavened bread; neither shall the fat of my sacrifice 

remain until the morning.  

 

PRETTY OBVIOUS. 
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3. They insessantly state that 'the Devil hates humanity.' Ok, their bible also is proof on this one. Both 

that filthy nazarene and crud jewhova hate humanity blatantly. Anything of humanity is a 'sin.' Look to 

their filthy bible for proof on this. They can try to rationalize and warp the truth, but it reads what it 

reads. Damned near everything of human nature and natural law is a 'sin.'  

http://www.exposingchristianity.com/Catholic.html 

 

Also, their 'Devil' is supposed to be artifical. Is there ANYTHING in xianity that supports natural law? 

Also, their 'Devil' is supposed to be all material and non-spiritual. Is there ANYTHING of xianity that IS 

spiritual? NOTHING!  

 

4. They have repeated ad nauseum...'the Devil deceives...' 'He deceiveth all of the nations...' Well, all of 

the nations are either xian or muslim and of course the kike root of this malignant filth.  

Look to the REAL LIAR: 

 

2 Thessalonians 2:11 

And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie:  

12 That they all might be damned  

 

Genesis 2: verses 16-17 reads: "And the Lord God, commanded the man, saying "of every tree of the 

garden thou mayest freely eat: (17) But of the tree of knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt not eat of 

it: for in the day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die." 

 

According to the Bible, the man, Adam, did not die in the day that he ate from the forbidden tree. For 

the Bible says that Adam and Eve were expelled from the garden and; Genesis 5: verse 5 reads: "And all 

the days that Adam lived were nine hundred and thirty years; and he died." 

[The above two paragraphs were taken from: 

http://www.infidels.org/library/modern/emmett_fields/word_of_god_debate.html] 
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Ezekiel 14:9 And if the prophet be deceived when he hath spoken a thing, I the LORD have deceived that 

prophet, and I will stretch out my hand upon him, and will destroy him from the midst of my people 

Israel. 

 

5. They harp on about how 'the Devil enslaves' and all of their deluded endless crap. Satan never 

enslaved anyone. Look to their old testament on this one as well.  

The nazarene not only ADVOCATED SLAVERY, but encouraged and condoned the abuse of slaves: 

Luke 12:47  

And that slave, which knew his lord's will, and prepared not himself, neither did according to his will, 

shall be beaten with many stripes.  

Ephesians 6:5 

Slaves, obey your earthly masters with deep respect and fear. Serve them sincerely as you would serve 

Christ. 

 

Xianity with its jewish root has been the cause of nearly every war fought throughout history. 'Onward 

christian soldiers.'  

 

There are some xian fools who might wake up. There are others who are a complete waste of time. And 

wasn't the nazarene a human sacrifice?  

 

SATAN NEVER MURDERED ANYONE 

SATAN NEVER LIED TO ANYONE 

SATAN ACCEPTS YOU AS YOU ARE, AND DOES NOT HATE HUMAN NATURE 

SATAN RULES OVER WHAT IS CALLED 'THE OCCULT' WHICH IS COMPLETELY SPIRITUAL 

SATAN GIVES US KNOWLEDGE AND DOES NOT FEAR HUMAN SPIRITUAL ADVANCEMENT 

 

HAIL SATAN!! 
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High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

 

Jew Paper Owner Openly Calls for Murder Of American President 

 

Jew Paper Owner Openly Calls for Murder Of American President 

 

The Jews are behind the murder of four American Presidents JFK, Lincoln, Garfield, McKinley and the 

attempted murder of Jackson. As well the murder of Congressman McFadden. As proven in this article: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/275 

 

 

So this is not just talk from them. 

 

 

 

The Jew Adler states in his article: 

 

"Yes, you read "three" correctly. Order a hit on a president in order to preserve Israel's existence. Think 

about it. If I have thought of this Tom Clancy-type scenario, don't you think that this almost 

unfathomable idea has been discussed in Israel's most inner circles?"  

 

 

 

"The full article by this Jew here: 
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https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/284979-ajt.html 

 

 

------------------------------------------------- 

 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/01/20/andrew-adler-atlanta-jewish-times-obama-

assassination_n_1219720.html 

 

 

Andrew Adler, the owner of local publication the Atlanta Jewish Times, has apologized after suggesting 

that assassinating President Barack Obama is an option that should be considered by the Israeli 

government. 

 

As reported by Gawker, Adler's article, written earlier this month, describes the urgency in protecting 

the Israeli people from threats such as Hamas and Hezbollah and argues that there are essentially only 

three options available to Israel: 1. attack Hezbollah and Hamas; 2. "order the destruction of Iran's 

nuclear facilities at all costs;" 3. assassinate Obama. 

 

From Adler's column, which is not available online, but which Gawker uploaded to the web: 

 

Yes, you read "three" correctly. Order a hit on a president in order to preserve Israel's existence. Think 

about it. If I have thought of this Tom Clancy-type scenario, don't you think that this almost 

unfathomable idea has been discussed in Israel's most inner circles?  

Another way of putting "three" in perspective goes something like this: How far would you go to save a 

nation comprised of seven million lives ... Jews, Christians and Arabs alike? 

 

You have got to believe, like I do, that all options are on the table. 
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In a subsequent interview with Gawker, Adler seemed hesitant to stand by his words, saying he had 

written them just to "see what kind of reaction I would get from readers." 

 

Now, however, Adler has issued a full apology. 

 

 

"I very much regret it, I wish I hadn't made reference to it at all," he told the Jewish Telegraphic Agency 

on Friday. 

 

Of course this is not the first time Obama has come under fire for his talk of diplomacy in the region, as 

well as his overall foreign policy platform, which his detractors have viewed as too passive at times. In 

the midst of the 2012 election cycle, GOP hopefuls such as Newt Gingrich and Mitt Romney have 

attacked the president on his handling of threats from unfriendly nations. According to The Hill, some 

GOP candidates feel that the president is being too hard on Israel and not tough enough on its enemies. 

 

"This president appears more generous to our enemies than he is to our friends," Romney said at the 

Republican Jewish Coalition forum in December. 

 

Former presidential candidate Michele Bachmann (R-Minn.) also claimed that "Obama has confused 

engagement with appeasement, and it has inspired Israel's enemies." 

 

Despite the criticism from GOP hopefuls and the rhetoric of local spectators, Obama seems to be 

holding up well in his popularity within the Jewish community, a voting populace that is considered 

imperative to his re-election. According to Forward, a Jewish news site, top-level Jewish fundraisers 

from Obama's 2008 campaign are sticking with the president in 2012. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Addictions, etc.... 

 

There is a thread in the main JoS e-group concerning cigarettes, tobacco use, now caffiene and energy 

drinks, marijuana use and so forth. Ok, everyone knows cigarettes are extremely bad. My point of this 

post is through meditation, when you get to a certain level, you will no longer have cravings for things 

that are harmful for you.  

 

I eat and drink as I please, though in moderation. I know this is a touchy topic, but trying to fight an 

addiction isn't always the best way to go. If there is a serious problem, then try working on the addiction 

by affirming you are completely free from the desire for whatever it is you are addicted to. Do the 40 

day Satanic rosary working beginning during a waning moon.  

 

As for eating and drinking habits, hatha yoga will offset a lot of things regarding health, no different 

from working out and weightlifting; as these make your body system stronger and heighten your 

immune system.  

 

If someone wants to cut out certain foods or drinks from one's diet, this is a personal choice and is fine. 

Drinking energy drinks [I love these, like black mamba Venom is my favorite], drinking coffee and such...I 

can assure you, these won't affect your powers. I am sitting here right now with a high caffiene 

mountain lightning soda and chocolate bar. I have also found caffiene can amplify the energy buzz and 

the aura at times. I like caffiene and will drink it for the rest of my life. Like I said, I eat and drink as I 

please and always will.  

 

Satanism is not about abstinance. If someone chooses to abstain, this is free thought and free choice, 

but definitely not manditory or required for spiritual advancement. Abstinance is of the enemy 

programs. What good is power meditation if you have to give up pleasure, or getting what you want? 

With the plethora of enemy writings and crap out there that is corrupted trash and tons of not only 

wrong, but outright deadly advice regarding opening the soul and spirtiuality, this bleeds over into 

people believing they have to completely abstain in order to make any spiritual progress. Then the 

endless bullshit of can't do this; can't do that in the way of using your powers, in order to keep true 

power in the hands of the enemy at the top.  

Not with Satan's way.  
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HP Vovim has a risen serpent. He eats as he pleases, for one. There is an old saying 'the tightest grip is 

with an open hand.' Freedom is the key to spiritual advncement.  

 

Abuse and consistent overindulgence of recreational drugs, alcohol, and such will obviously cause one 

problems, not to mention addiction, which DOES put holes in the aura. Use common sense. Again...if 

there is a serious problem or any problem where one wishes and desires to be free from anything...use 

the 40 day working. This may even have to be repeated. Trying to use force and fighting an addiction is 

not the best way to go. Same as there is a lot to be said about the soft martial arts. Force is not always 

necessary. It feels so much better when the desire for something harmful is completely gone forever, 

instead of using so much energy fighting the addiction every day. Ridding the desire is what power 

meditation is all about, as much as getting what you want and your desires fulfilled. Never forget this, as 

this is reaching the godhead...masterting your own life and destiny. This is the essence of True Satanism.  

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Weddings in Xian Churches, etc... 

 

Many have asked the question regarding attending xian church functions for a relative's wedding, a 

funeral and such. My advice is this- if at all possible, just attend the reception [hopefully there is one]. I 

have read where atheists [who most of, find the xian crap just as nauseating and odious], usually only 

attend the reception, or wait outside of the church or in some cases in the lobby until the xian filth has 

come to an end.  

 

I remember when I was an atheist, many years ago, I was sort of forced to attend this xian mass [to 

avoid offending someone who was doing a performance]. I was several months pregnant and the usher 

made us sit very near the front row of pews. I just sat through the entire deal. I never stood or kneeled. 

Also, I had my walkman and headphones blasting. I never heard anything, but I am sure, back in those 

days, the chhh chhh chhh sounds coming from the headphones could be heard at least several rows 

back. Luckily no one said anything. Through this, I just paged though a magazine I had on me. Another 
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thing you can do is crossword puzzles and other word games, just bring along a book. Now-a-days, the 

ear buds don't make the chhh chhh soulds and can be quite descreet and very helpful in deflecting the 

xian filth blasting all over the church. 

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

The Inverted Cross, 666, and More Hidden Truths of Satan 

 

As I mentioned many times before, I have learned most of Satanism on the job over the past ten years. I 

remember a sister in Satan writing in response to a question in the main group a few years ago, 

concerning occult knowledge. She replied that the reason there are occult secrets is because this 

knowledge has been so desecrated. One only needs to look to the xian bible and its related filth to see 

this truth.  

 

I have reached a level where I have knowledge that I am not free to share publicly, given orders from 

Demons. Lilith gave me permission to reveal more truths here, below. I will tell you, when you reach a 

certain level, only the Gods will show you the way to the higher levels and you have to do this through 

meditation, and personal dedication to Satan. Everything you need to know is on the JoS website and 

links, but you have to look into everything. This is because of the fucking enemy, as we all know. Much 

of the dross has been weeded out of here, Thank Satan.  

 

EVERY Satanic symbol is not only extremely sacred, but also exceptionally important with a hidden 

spiritual message. The inverted cross is of extreme importance, as is the number 666. Popular 

information readily available on the chakras is not only dangerous but extremely inaccurate. The 

'powerhouse' of the soul is NOT the heart chakra. The heart chakra is the only neuter chakra. The other 

three are male and female pairs that should be matched as they work together.  

 

As we know, the crown chakra is known as the 'thousand petal lotus.' The lotus is also known as a lily. 

Lily = 'Lilith.' In addition to each Demon as an actual living being, each Demon has his/her own spiritual 
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message. Lilith rules the crown chakra. Satan rules the base. Both the base and crown chakras are a 

couple and work together. That is one of their most important their spiritual messages.  

 

Now, with all of the repeated emphasis on the heart chakra by new age deluded fools [this is done 

purposely not only to keep people from true spiritual knowledge, but most importantly, spiritual 

power], when one advances enough in meditation and psychic abilities, one will find the yoni shaped 

heart chakra is the neuter.  

 

"...seven towers - the Towers of Satan [Ziarahs] -six of them trapezoidal in form, and one, the "center" 

on Mount Lalesh, shaped like a sharp, fluted point."  

-- The Satanic Rituals by Anton LaVey 

 

The above excerpt is also an allegory, as the center is the odd one out, the heart chakra. It does have 

power, but not the power of the strongest chakra of the soul, the '666' chakra of the Sun. The powers of 

the heart chakra are minimal. This is why the enemy is always touting it in the mainstream books out 

there readily available to the public.  

 

Now, some time ago, I wrote how the chakras should be properly aligned. The soul is in the shape of a 

cross. This is a truth, but with higher knowledge, one will learn from our Gods that the proper alignment 

of the chakras in an INVERTED CROSS.  

 

All one needs to do is to turn the solar 666 chakra so the point [bindu] is facing DOWN. This is the 

swastika chakra, the Sun chakra. All Pagan religions preceding xianity focused intensely upon the Sun. 

This is the powerhouse of the soul. Thor's Hammer was originally in the shape of an inverted cross. Our 

earliest beginnings and life come from our naval, and the Sun chakra, the giver of power and life is 

centered behind the naval. This is where our main store of life-force/witchpower/vril/chi is located. The 

Sun chakra is paired with the 6th chakra and third eye, also known as the 'command center' which is 

female.  

 

Now, popular writings tout the heart chakra as the 'seat of emotions.' Again, this is another major 

misconception. The throat chakra is the seat of emotions. When we are sad and about to cry, the feeling 

is from the throat, not the heart. The same goes with happiness. Be aware of this. Both emotions come 

from the throat chakra.  
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The all popular hear shape, again, this is not of the heart. Its being touted as a symbol for the heart is 

again, corruption. This is to mislead you. The serpents cross, these are symbolic of the ida and pingala 

nadis of the soul. They cross on the throat chakra and swoop in the shape of a perfect heart to meet at 

the tip of the nose, forming a heart shape across the face. The popular arrow through the heart symbol 

is for 'fixing the energy' representing the risen Serpent of Satan.  

 

Below is a link to an illustration I got off of the web, but it is not completely correct. It is the only 

illustration that I could find that comes close. It doesn't show the ida and pingala terminating at the tip 

of the nose. I have the correct illustration in a yoga book here. I don't have access to a scanner right 

now.  

http://ritasteinmetz.files.wordpress.com/2010/09/ida-pingala.jpg  

 

The number 666, the inverted cross and all symbols of Satan are extremely sacred and carry a hidden 

message.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

They're Getting Their Asses Kicked! :) 

 

Check out this article, the link to it is at the bottom. 

It is obvious this most odious institution is finally coming apart. At this point, it appears to be 

unsalvagable.  

Keep up the spiritual warfare- we are doing our job! Always remember...nothing is over until it is over 

and the enemy must be COMPLETELY, NOT PARTIALLY, DESTROYED. This further shows we are doing our 

job.  

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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http://www.joyofsatan.org 

 

Monsignors' mutiny" revealed by Vatican leaks 

 

By Philip Pullella | Reuters – 23 hrs agoRelated  

 

VATICAN CITY (Reuters) - Call it Conspiracy City. Call it Scandal City. Call it Leak City. These days the holy 

city has been in the news for anything but holy reasons. 

 

"It is a total mess," said one high-ranking Vatican official who spoke, like all others, on the condition of 

anonymity. 

 

The Machiavellian maneuvering and machinations that have come to light in the Vatican recently are 

worthy of a novel about a sinister power struggle at a medieval court. 

 

Senior church officials interviewed this month said almost daily embarrassments that have put the 

Vatican on the defensive could force Pope Benedict to act to clean up the image of its administration - at 

a time when the church faces a deeper crisis of authority and relevance in the wider world. 

 

Some of those sources said the outcome of a power struggle inside the Holy See may even have a 

longer-term effect, on the choice of the man to succeed Benedict when he dies. 

 

From leaked letters by an archbishop who was transferred after he blew the whistle on what he saw as a 

web of corruption and cronyism, to a leaked poison pen memo which puts a number of cardinals in a 

bad light, to new suspicions about its bank, Vatican spokesmen have had their work cut out responding. 

 

The flurry of leaks has come at an embarrassing time - just before a usually joyful ceremony this week 

known as a consistory, when Benedict will admit more prelates into the College of Cardinals, the 

exclusive men's club that will one day pick the next Roman Catholic leader from among their own ranks. 
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"This consistory will be taking place in an atmosphere that is certainly not very glorious or exalting," said 

one bishop with direct knowledge of Vatican affairs. 

 

The sources agreed that the leaks were part of an internal campaign - a sort of "mutiny of the 

monsignors" - against the pope's right-hand man, Secretary of State Cardinal Tarcisio Bertone. 

 

Bertone, 77, has a reputation as a heavy-handed administrator and power-broker whose style has 

alienated many in the Curia, the bureaucracy that runs the central administration of the 1.3 billion-

strong Roman Catholic Church. 

 

He came to the job, traditionally occupied by a career diplomat, in 2006 with no experience of working 

in the church's diplomatic corps, which manages its international relations. Benedict chose him, rather, 

because he had worked under the future pontiff, then Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, in the Vatican's 

powerful doctrinal office. 

 

"It's all aimed at Bertone," said a monsignor in a key Vatican department who sympathizes with the 

secretary of state and who sees the leakers as determined to oust him. "It's very clear that they want to 

get rid of Bertone." 

 

Vatican sources say the rebels have the tacit backing of a former secretary of state, Cardinal Angelo 

Sodano, an influential power-broker in his own right and a veteran diplomat who served under the late 

Pope John Paul II for 15 years. 

 

"The diplomatic wing feels that they are the rightful owners of the Vatican," the monsignor who favors 

Bertone said. 

 

Sodano and Bertone are not mutual admirers, to put it mildly. Neither has commented publicly on the 

reports. 

 

WHISTLE-BLOWING ARCHBISHOP 
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The Vatican has been no stranger to controversy in recent years, when uproar over its handling of child 

sex abuse charges has hampered the church's efforts to stem the erosion of congregations and priestly 

recruitment in the developed world. 

 

But the latest image crisis could not be closer to home. 

 

It began last month when an Italian television investigative show broadcast private letters to Bertone 

and the pope from Archbishop Carlo Maria Vigano, the former deputy governor of the Vatican City and 

currently the Vatican ambassador in Washington. 

 

The letters, which the Vatican has confirmed are authentic, showed that Vigano was transferred after he 

exposed what he argued was a web of corruption, nepotism and cronyism linked to the awarding of 

contracts to contractors at inflated prices. 

 

As deputy governor of the Vatican City for two years from 2009 to 2011, Vigano was the number two 

official in a department responsible for maintaining the tiny city-state's gardens, buildings, streets, 

museums and other infrastructure, which are managed separately from the Italian capital which 

surrounds it. 

 

In one letter, Vigano writes of a smear campaign against him by other Vatican officials who were upset 

that he had taken drastic steps to clean up the purchasing procedures and begged to stay in the job to 

finish what he had started. 

 

Bertone responded by removing Vigano from his position three years before the end of his tenure and 

sending him to the United States, despite his strong resistance. 

 

Other leaks center on the Vatican bank, just as it is trying to put behind it past scandals - including the 

collapse 30 years ago of Banco Ambrosiano, which entangled it in lurid allegations about money-

laundering, freemasons, mafiosi and the mysterious death of Ambrosiano chairman Roberto Calvi - 

"God's banker." 
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Today, the Vatican bank, formally known at the Institute for Works of Religion (IOR), is aiming to comply 

fully with international norms and has applied for the Vatican's inclusion on the European Commission's 

approved "white list" of states that meet EU standards for total financial transparency. 

 

Bertone was instrumental in putting the bank's current executives in place and any lingering suspicion 

about it reflects badly on him. The Commission will decide in June and failure to make the list would be 

an embarrassment for Bertone. 

 

ITALIAN POPE? 

 

Last week, an Italian newspaper that has published some of the leaks ran a bizarre internal Vatican 

memo that involved one cardinal complaining about another cardinal who spoke about a possible 

assassination attempt against the pope within 12 months and openly speculated on who the next pope 

should be. 

 

Bertone's detractors say he has packed the Curia with Italian friends. Some see an attempt to influence 

the election of the next pope and increase the chances that the papacy returns to Italy after two 

successive non-Italian popes who have broken what had been an Italian monopoly for over 450 years. 

 

Seven of the 18 new "cardinal electors" -- those aged under 80 eligible to elect a pope -- at this 

Saturday's consistory are Italian. Six of those work for Bertone in the Curia. 

 

Bertone, as chief administrator, had a key role in advising the pope on the appointments, which raised 

eyebrows because of the high number of Italian bureaucrats among them. 

 

"There is widespread malaise and delusion about Bertone inside the Curia. It is full of complaints," said 

the bishop who has close knowledge of Vatican affairs. 
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"Bertone has had a very brash method of running the Vatican and putting his friends in high places. 

People could not take it any more and said 'enough' and that is why I think these leaks are coming out 

now to make him look bad," he said. 

 

POPE "ISOLATED" 

 

Leaked confidential cables sent to the State Department by the U.S. embassy to the Vatican depicted 

him as a "yes man" with no diplomatic experience or linguistic skills and the 2009 cable suggests that the 

pope is protected from bad news. 

 

"There is also the question of who, if anyone, brings dissenting views to the pope's attention," read the 

cable, published by WikiLeaks. 

 

The Vatican sources said some cardinals asked the pope to replace Bertone because of administrative 

lapses, including the failure to warn the pope that a renegade bishop re-admitted to the Church in 2009 

was a well-known Holocaust denier. 

 

But they said the pope, at 84 and increasingly showing the signs of his age, is not eager to break in a new 

right-hand man. 

 

"It's so complicated and the pope is so helpless," said the monsignor. 

 

The bishop said: "The pope is very isolated. He lives in his own world and some say the information he 

receives is filtered. He is interested in his books and his sermons but he is not very interested in 

government." 

 

http://news.yahoo.com/monsignors-mutiny-revealed-vatican-leaks-140524856.html  

 

_______________________________________________________ 
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Corruption scandal shakes Vatican as internal letters leaked 

By Philip Pullella | Reuters – Thu, Jan 26,  

 

VATICAN CITY (Reuters) - The Vatican was shaken by a corruption scandal Thursday after an Italian 

television investigation said a former top official had been transferred against his will after complaining 

about irregularities in awarding contracts. 

 

The show "The Untouchables" on the respected private television network La 7 Wednesday night 

showed what it said were several letters that Archbishop Carlo Maria Vigano, who was then deputy-

governor of Vatican City, sent to superiors, including Pope Benedict, in 2011 about the corruption. 

 

The Vatican issued a statement Thursday criticizing the "methods" used in the journalistic investigation. 

But it confirmed that the letters were authentic by expressing "sadness over the publication of reserved 

documents." 

 

As deputy governor of the Vatican City for two years from 2009 to 2011, Vigano was the number two 

official in a department responsible for maintaining the tiny city-state's gardens, buildings, streets, 

museums and other infrastructure. 

 

Vigano, currently the Vatican's ambassador in Washington, said in the letters that when he took the job 

in 2009 he discovered a web of corruption, nepotism and cronyism linked to the awarding of contracts 

to outside companies at inflated prices. 

 

In one letter, Vigano tells the pope of a smear campaign against him (Vigano) by other Vatican officials 

who wanted him transferred because they were upset that he had taken drastic steps to save the 

Vatican money by cleaning up its procedures. 

 

"Holy Father, my transfer right now would provoke much disorientation and discouragement in those 

who have believed it was possible to clean up so many situations of corruption and abuse of power that 
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have been rooted in the management of so many departments," Vigano wrote to the pope on March 27, 

2011. 

 

In another letter to the pope on April 4, 2011, Vigano says he discovered the management of some 

Vatican City investments was entrusted to two funds managed by a committee of Italian bankers "who 

looked after their own interests more than ours." 

 

LOSS OF $2.5 MILLION, 550,000 EURO NATIVITY SCENE 

 

Vigano says in the same letter that in one single financial transaction in December, 2009, "they made us 

lose two and a half million dollars." 

 

The program interviewed a man it identified as a member of the bankers' committee who said Vigano 

had developed a reputation as a "ballbreaker" among companies that had contracts with the Vatican, 

because of his insistence on transparency and competition. 

 

 

The man's face was blurred on the transmission and his voice was distorted in order to conceal his 

identity. 

 

In one of the letters to the pope, Vigano said Vatican-employed maintenance workers were demoralized 

because "work was always given to the same companies at costs at least double compared to those 

charged outside the Vatican." 

 

For example, when Vigano discovered that the cost of the Vatican's larger than life nativity scene in St 

Peter's Square was 550,000 euros in 2009, he chopped 200,000 euros off the cost for the next 

Christmas, the program said. 

 

Even though, Vigano's cost-cutting and transparency campaign helped turned Vatican City's budget from 

deficit to surplus during his tenure, in 2011 unsigned articles criticizing him as inefficient appeared in the 

Italian newspaper Il Giornale. 
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On March 22, 2011, Vatican Secretary of State Cardinal Tarcisio Bertone informed Vigano that he was 

being removed from his position, even though it was to have lasted until 2014. 

 

Five days later he wrote to Bertone complaining that he was left "dumbfounded" by the ouster and 

because Bertone's motives for his removal were identical to those published in an anonymous article 

published against him in Il Giornale that month. 

 

In early April, Vigano went over Bertone's head again and wrote directly to the pope, telling him that he 

had worked hard to "eliminate corruption, private interests and dysfunction that are widespread in 

various departments." 

 

He also tells the pope in the same letter that "no-one should be surprised about the press campaign 

against me" because he tried to root out corruption and had made enemies. 

 

Despite his appeals to the pope that a transfer, even if it meant a promotion, "would be a defeat difficult 

for me to accept," Vigano was named ambassador to Washington in October of last year after the 

sudden death of the previous envoy to the United States. 

 

In its statement, the Vatican said the journalistic investigation had treated complicated subjects in a 

"partial and banal way" and could take steps to defend the "honor of morally upright people" who 

loyally serve the Church. 

 

The statement said that today's administration was a continuation of the "correct and transparent 

management that inspired Monsignor Vigano." 

 

(Reporting By Philip Pullella) 

 

http://news.yahoo.com/corruption-scandal-shakes-vatican-internal-letters-leaked-

160055276.html;_ylt=Amop6PVjFYICJWxNeAVjlhrNt.d_;_ylu=X3oDMTMyN3F0aTk4BG1pdANBcnRpY2xlI

FJlbGF0ZWQgSUIEcGtnAzk3NjA0N2ZkLTk5MDEtMzdjMi05MDhiLWQ3OTgyZWI1ZDNiMQRwb3MDMgRzZ
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WMDTWVkaWFJbmZpbml0ZUJyb3dzZQR2ZXID;_ylg=X3oDMTNocGg0Z21uBGludGwDdXMEbGFuZwNlbi

11cwRwc3RhaWQDNTc2ZDVhMmYtY2VhOC0zMTZmLWFhMjMtYjQzYWIzODFiYmNiBHBzdGNhdANwb2x

pdGljc3xkZXN0aW5hdGlvbjIwMTIEcHQDc3RvcnlwYWdlBHRlc3QD;_ylv=3 

 

Thoroughly Appalling 

 

Please read this. I know it is long, but people need to know what is going on.  

 

The article below is thoroughly appalling. People need to know what is going on and YES, this has to do 

with Satanism, in the sense that SLAVERY is the entire message of the judeo/xian bible. Fear is used, no 

different from the jewish invented and enforced progam of communism. It is a vehicle for indoctrination 

into slavery. Jew communism is the stepping off point for xianity and its related programs; all spiritual 

knowledge is then forcefully removed [which xianity and related are already well known for], and the 

jews at the top who have controlled the world using what we call 'witchcraft' are then fully in charge 

and total control, with the populace at their mercy through spiritual ignorance and total lack of any 

spiritual power...complete slaves.  

 

I have already written about this, along with adding some very disturbing video links: 

'Made in China' Where have all of your jobs gone? 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/286 

 

Quote from the jewish talmud: 

Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: "Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that the Jew would not 

have to be served by beasts. The non-Jew is consequently an animal in human form, and condemned to 

serve the Jew day and night." 

 

The Chinese people are NOT to blame for this. It is the fucking Chinsese JEWS, working in collusion with 

jews in the Western world.  

 

Note some of the excerpts in the following article: 
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'The company says more than a million line workers have been informed of their rights, 60,000 have 

taken advantage of free college-level instruction and they've forced shady suppliers to refund workers 

more than $6 million in illegal fees.' 

 

The paragraph directly above contains 60,000 and $6 million. The jews always use this number. DO NOT 

confuse this with 666, which has a totally different meaning. The jews always use the number 6. Same 

with the '6 million' from that phony holohoax. Watch for this '6' repeated frequently in the mainstream 

news and such. It is nearly always related to the jews and has a strong subliminal link to their magick. 

Also, note the supposed compensations with that six. I doubt if these poor people will ever even receive 

any, let alone apply.  

 

More excerpts: 

'Just after a horrific rash of worker suicides at the Foxconn factory complex outside of Hong Kong in 

2010...' 

'And everywhere you look, on every factory and dormitory, in every stairwell and atrium, are suicide 

nets.' 

 

Certain stores here in the USA, such as what are known as 'dollar stores' where nothing is over a dollar 

in price; near 100% of the items are made in China with slave labor. The Chinese workers are paid next 

to nothing for long and brutally hard hours of work at the mercy of their jewish owned and operated 

factories. Most never even really see, let alone have or own the electronics they put together on 

assembly lines, that have a price mark-up of 1000% or more when these hit the west.  

 

In addition to all of this, try doing some research online. Type in 'China Poisoning' into any google or 

other search engine.  

 

Here is one excerpt from an article 

'The news that Chinese toothpaste brands sold in Panama, the Dominican Republic, and Australia 

contained diethylene glycol, a highly toxic chemical used in engine coolants, came as a shock to U.S. 

health officials. It shouldn’t have. ' 

OTHERWISE KNOWN AS 'ANTI-FREEZE.' ANTI-FREEZE IS DEADLY. 
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http://www.pop.org/content/poisoning-of-america-chinas-food-and-drugs-1923 

 

This is just one. I can't go into any more [which I did some of my own research and it is horrifying] 

because this is long enough already, but I strongly encourage everyone to know what is going on and 

keep reading.  

 

Just because the label on a product states 'Made in USA' or 'Made in Canada' whatever...this does not 

mean ALL of the INGREDIENTS are from the USA, etc. By law, the label is perfectly legal if the product 

was put together in the USA, for instance. Unbeknownst to many, many of the ingredients come from 

China. Why? because they are CHEAP and CHEAP is synonymous with the WORLD JEW, and they don't 

give a damn how they get it or who has to suffer for it.  

 

The list is extensive and endless. Vitamins, such as ascorbic acid [Vitamin C], ingredients in pet food 

[which are bad enough anyway, even here in the USA- 'rendered is a euphamistic term for euthanized 

animals ground up from pounds, roadkill, even the collars and all and put into the bulk of pet food.  

http://truthaboutpetfood.com/ 

Here is another article with a lot of information: 

http://www.naturalnews.com/012647.html 

 

Yes, and the jew makes you pay good money for this poison. They have always made US GENTILES pay 

for our own damnation.  

 

We are being bombarded with tainted food products [some are even deadly], cosmetics are tainted; 

lead was found in lipstick, formeldehyde [used to embalm corpses], this is another ingredient in some 

eye makeup products,  

 

'Recent incidents in which consumers were killed or severely injured have raised serious concern in the 

United States.' 

 

'A little over a decade ago in Haiti, the poisonous chemical diethylene glycol was found in cold medicine 

for children. The chemical was traced back to a Chinese company that produces intermediate drug 
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ingredients. This company mislabeled the diethylene glycol as glycerin (a safe pharmaceutical 

ingredient) and exported it out of the country to be put in pharmaceutical products (Bogdanich, 2007). 

The results were devastating. More than 100 Haitian children were killed, and countless others were 

injured. The same situation happened again almost exactly a decade later in Panama. According to an 

article in the New York Times, a Chinese chemical company “masqueraded” diethylene glycol as its more 

expensive chemical cousin, glycerin, and exported it to a pharmaceutical company to use in its product, 

and over 100 people were killed by the poisonous medicine (Bogdanich, 2007).' From: 

http://angelingo.usc.edu/index.php/politics/made-in-china/  

 

Why isn't anything being done? Because the kikes who own these factories and companies work in 

collusion with the fucking kikes who run the FDA and other watch dog organizations. Many are paid 

under the table very well.  

 

'Due to the ever-increasing number of Chinese companies manufacturing chemicals, China is well on its 

way to become the world’s premiere supplier of goods, most especially in the pharmaceutical industry.' 

[Another excerpt from the above website link] 

 

Do some more research and you will find China also is on its way to being the 'World supplier of food.'  

 

The following article is appalling, and reveals the TRUTH about the jewish commmunism program. In the 

Dark Ages, when the xian church ruled over all of Europe and was at the height of its power- same 

thing...slave labor through what was known as 'SERFDOM' widespread ignorance and illiteracy, and the 

one world order, run from the xian church. Communist China [run by jews] KNOWS that bombs and hard 

weapons are not needed. They can and are poisoning the world step by step and of course, the other 

jews make a profit off of illness in the way of more drugs, the jews own and run the medical professions, 

etc. And, of course, they always offer THEIR explanations, such as the drastic increase in nearsightedness 

and bad eyesight [they make a huge profit off of glasses, contact lenses and such] they claim it is 

because of close up work and all that, but truth be known, a silver nitrate soultion is automatically put 

into the eyes of newborn infants. This has been 

going on for a few decades now. They claim it is a protective measure. Not so. Do a little research. I 

caught on and one of my kids- I refused this in the hospital and had a decent Gentile doctor who 

understood [I didn't go into why, only that I didn't want this]. He is now an adult and has eyesight that is 

more than perfect. My other two wear glasses, like so many other kids [and adults] these days.  
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***** 

 

A Trip to The iFactory: 'Nightline' Gets an Unprecedented Glimpse Inside Apple's Chinese Core 

By BILL WEIR, REPORTER'S NOTEBOOK | ABC News – 16 hrs  

 

"Okay." "Okay." "Okay."  

 

The voices are robot feminine and they never shut up, each chirp a surreal announcement that another 

new iPad is about to be born.  

 

"Okay." "Okay." "Okay."  

 

The factory floor is spotless under the bright fluorescent lights and with hypnotic rhythm, thousands of 

hands reach into a conveyor belt river, bringing each gliding gadget to life one tiny piece at a time.  

 

"Okay." "Okay."  

 

A supervisor will bark the occasional order in Mandarin, but on this line the machines do most of the 

talking while the people work in silence.  

 

Their faces are blank as they insert a chip or wipe a screen or plug in a diagnostic cable to hear that 

everything is "Okay."  

 

And they will repeat that motion and hear that fembot voice a few thousand more times before lunch.  

 

It is just an average day at Foxconn.  
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Watch "Nightline" anchor Bill Weir's exclusive full report on a special edition of "Nightline," "iFactory: 

Inside Apple," TUESDAY, Feb. 21 at 11:35 p.m. ET/PT, with a preview on "Good Morning America" and 

"World News with Diane Sawyer," all on ABC.  

 

Given the legendary secrecy of the world's most valuable company, you have to wonder: How am I 

seeing this? Well, a few years ago, I sent THIS to Steve Jobs, blatantly stealing the Apple beat from a 

more able colleague. I still feel guilty, but I don't regret it because I was genuinely taken with the second 

coming of Jobs and was unabashedly fond of Apple's products. My hope for a sweeping profile led to my 

covering a few launches and every six months we pitched them an ABC News special on the inner 

workings of Apple. They always politely declined.  

 

But in recent months, the fond memorials for Steve Jobs and the company's record-breaking profits 

have been tarnished by some of the worst press in Apple's history, most of it related to its top Chinese 

supplier, Foxconn.  

 

Just after a horrific rash of worker suicides at the Foxconn factory complex outside of Hong Kong in 

2010, a monologist named Mike Daisey launched a one-man show called "The Agony and The Ecstasy of 

Steve Jobs." He described travelling to the gates of Foxconn and meeting people coming off 13-15 hour 

shifts on the Apple lines. He described a 13-year-old who spent her days cleaning iPhone screens.  

 

Daisey's show was featured on NPR's "This American Life" in January and a listener named Mark Shields 

was so moved, he launched a petition drive online. Over 250,000 Apple users called on the company to 

build the first "ethical" iPhone, and protests were planned at Apple stores around the world.  

 

It was around this time when Apple called me. They wondered if "Nightline" was interested in seeing 

their iPhone, iPad and MacBook final assembly lines at Foxconn during a first-ever audit by the Fair 

Labor Association. I said yes, very much, and immediately started imaging the reasons why they were 

offering such a scoop to me, of all people. Among the possibilities:  

 

-I've said nice things about their products on the air.  

 

-ABC News is owned by the Disney Corporation and Disney CEO Bob Iger serves on the Apple Board of 

Directors  
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-The Steve Jobs Trust is Disney's largest shareholder.  

 

-They enjoy "Nightline."  

 

It must be the last one, because the first three would have no bearing on my reporting and I'm pretty 

sure Apple knows it. Apple promised complete access, no dog-and-pony, no Potemkin Village, but they 

denied my repeated requests to interview Apple CEO Tim Cook or the senior vice president of industrial 

design, Jony Ive.  

 

In a three-golf-cart convoy, both Apple and Foxconn reps took us around to a half dozen production 

lines in Shenzhen and Chengdu, and there were always five to six people with us as we toured the 

factories and dorms. But aside from suggesting a visit to the counseling center or canteen, they never 

steered us to interviews and never interrupted.  

 

This is some of what we saw. See it yourself on Tuesday's "Nightline."  

 

The pristine white boxes that roll off these lines in Shenzhen, China all carry the words "designed in 

California." But the collective genius of Cupertino would be nothing without the relentless, repetitive 

work of hundreds of thousands of Chinese and Taiwanese workers like Liang Juan.  

 

Covered head to toe in a dust-free "bunny suit," the 26-year-old has spent most of the past three years 

flipping tiny camera lenses with a pair of tweezers.  

 

"What do you think about all day?" I wonder. "I don't think much about other things," she says, 

"because the management is strict and we're busy working and have no time to think about other 

things."  

 

But over on another assembly line in Chengdu, Zhou Xiao Ying admits, "A lot of times I think about how 

tired I am." Around 6,000 times per shift, she grabs an iPad housing and files the aluminium shavings 
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from the iconic Apple silhouette. And once a month she takes a two-hour bus ride to see her parents 

and her children.  

 

"I think about resting," she says.  

 

For years the world has marvelled at a different kind of Apple line, the sort that stretches for city blocks 

outside stores each time a new product ships. In a single generation, those lines turned a garage start-

up into the most valuable company in the world.  

 

But while Apple fans bought over 17 million computers, 38 million iPods, 40 million iPads and 93 million 

iPhones last year, no one from the outside has ever seen the production lines that built them. Until now.  

 

And in a stunning admission, a Foxconn executive, who spent 15 years at Apple, tells me he thinks 

"Nightline" probably wouldn't be here if it weren't for the deadly explosions and suicides.  

 

"You being here is part of the openness, part of the learning, part of the change that Foxconn is 

undergoing," said Louis Woo, a former Apple executive who serves as an advisor to Foxconn CEO, Terry 

Gou. "Of course you can argue that we should have opened up five years ago. Well five years ago, we 

are under the radar screen, nobody really knows us, we are doing well. Why should I open it up?"  

 

I ask if it took such deadly tragedy for Foxconn to rethink the way it treats its workers. "I think 

absolutely, absolutely, yeah," he says. "You know, success is the mother of failure. Because we've been 

so successful, successful in the sense that it seems everybody's happy. Right?"  

 

We land in Hong Kong in darkness and after a two-hour drive, arrive in Shenzhen. This was a tiny fishing 

village 30 years ago, but after the Chinese declared it a "Special Economic Zone," there are now more 

people here than New York City.  

 

At the center is Foxconn City and we pull in at dawn, just in time for first light to reveal mind-blowing 

scale of the place.  
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As China's largest exporter, only the government employs more people than Foxconn, and the company 

earns more revenue than their next 10 competitors combined. Apple may be their most famous 

customer, but Foxconn also churns out products for Sony, Dell, Hewlett-Packard, I.B.M., Motorola, 

Toshiba and other major brands, keeping the details of each production line wrapped in total secrecy.  

 

In order to make gadgets like the Xbox, the PlayStation and the Amazon Kindle this campus employs 

235,000 people, roughly the population of Orlando, Fla.  

 

And everywhere you look, on every factory and dormitory, in every stairwell and atrium, are suicide 

nets.  

 

They went up during a three-month span in the spring of 2010, when nine Foxconn workers jumped to 

their deaths. A total of 18 Foxconn employees took their own lives, or tried to, in recent years and given 

the company's massive size, it is a suicide rate well below China's national average. But when people 

started jumping in a cluster, Woo tells me that Tim Cook rallied a team of psychiatric experts for advice. 

They suggested nets, on the chance it might save impulsive jumpers.  

 

Foxconn also opened a counseling center around this time and there are a few people scattered in the 

waiting area when I visit. A counselor tells me that these days they are more likely to deal with lost IDs 

than bouts of depression. "So why did the horror happen?" I ask. "There are many reasons," she says. 

"We had many scholars here doing research. Of course some (suicide) has to do with the management. 

But they had more to do with the new generation of migrant workers from the rural areas, their state of 

mind and how they cope with society. Also it's hard to make friends here."  

 

And then came the explosions. Last year, two blasts at two separate iPad factories injured 77, and four 

died when combustible dust exploded as iPads were being polished.  

 

"A certain level of the aluminum dust was too high and this accident happened," Woo tells me. "We 

learned a lot from it, so we have changed a lot of processes. So now if you have a chance to go back and 

see it, you would not see any human being at all. We replaced the enclosure part with robots."  

 

But Foxconn wasn't Apple's only problem. The company says they stopped a supplier named Wintek 

from using a toxic chemical to clean iPhone screens after 137 workers were injured.  
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And labor rights groups both in and out of China have accused Apple of looking the other way while 

factories in its massive supply chain allegedly force overtime, ignore health and safety issues and 

occasionally exploit underage workers.  

 

Both Steve Jobs and new CEO Tim Cook have long insisted that no company in the industry has done 

more to improve the lives of workers. The company says more than a million line workers have been 

informed of their rights, 60,000 have taken advantage of free college-level instruction and they've 

forced shady suppliers to refund workers more than $6 million in illegal fees.  

 

"We think the use of underage labor is abhorrent," Cook told a group of Goldman Sachs investors and 

analysts last week. "It's extremely rare in our supply chain, but our top priority is to eliminate it totally. If 

we find a supplier that intentionally hires underage labor, it's a firing offense. We don't let anyone cut 

corners on safety. If there's a production process that can be made safer, we seek out the foremost 

authorities in the world -- the foremost experts -- and cut in a new standard, and then take that and 

apply it to the entire supply chain."  

 

Apple says they have been ordering audits of its suppliers since 2006, and since 2007 have been 

publishing the sometimes disturbing results. After 229 audits last year, Apple reports that at least half of 

workers in over 90 factories exceeded the 60-hours-a-week work limit or worked more than six days a 

week.  

 

By last year, Apple claims they inspected nearly 400 facilities around the world, but only 11 suppliers 

were terminated. It is easier to help improve the lives of workers by forcing a supplier to reform, Apple 

reasons, than by firing the supplier outright. But some activist groups say they could improve conditions 

faster with a "name and shame" strategy, listing the locations of specific violators. This is an idea Apple 

has resisted in the past, and some in the labor-rights field agree that in certain cultures, name-and-

shame encourages factory owners to cover up violations instead of working with the customer to fix 

them.  

 

The young men and women are brought into a dingy room by the dozens, and though some spend 10-

hour workdays building iPads, this will be first time many of them actually get to use one.  
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The Fair Labor Association is using Apple's fastest-selling gadget to conduct what they say is the biggest 

audit the industry has ever seen. 35,000 Foxconn workers will be given an anonymous touch-screen 

questionnaire, with answers instantly uploaded to a server in New Zealand, so the watchdog group can 

understand the most common grievances. But given the stoic expressions and terse answers I've been 

getting from workers since I arrived, how honest can they really be?  

 

"Some of them certainly do say what the boss wants them to say," auditor Ines Kaempfer tells me, "but 

the great thing about this survey is that we have such a big sample that you really always have workers 

who say what they're really thinking. Rather than the more traditional survey, where you ask 15 

workers, you ask them face to face; they don't dare to say anything. And here, many of them feel quite 

protected. Because it's a big group, there's no way their boss can know what they were saying."  

 

Critics of that methodology say interviews should take place outside the factory environment, and 

honest answers are more likely to come during one-on-one conversations than multiple-choice 

questionnaires.  

 

Last month, Apple became the first electronics company to join the Fair Labor Association. The group 

was founded in 1999 and is funded by corporations as well as major universities hoping to insure that 

the t-shirts in the college bookstore aren't made in sweatshops. Critics of the F.L.A. say that corporate 

ties with the likes of Nike and Adidas create a conflict of interest. Apple will pay the group "well into the 

six figures" to conduct this audit of Foxconn, in addition to the $250,000 they are paying in dues to the 

F.L.A.  

 

But F.L.A. President Auret van Heerden insists that while corporate cooperation is essential to get access 

to factories, member companies have no influence over inspections. And when the Apple/Foxconn audit 

is published in early March, he says any whitewash would be painfully obvious.  

 

"That's very big news," he tells me, "because Apple is the first tech company to join the F.L.A., it's the 

biggest and probably most dynamic of the tech companies. So it gives us a chance to set the bar for the 

entire sector."  

 

While his team will spend most of their time poring over employee records and time cards, I'm with van 

Heerden as he walks a MacBook production line for the first time and he notes that the pace of the 

production is much slower than he's used to. In fact, critics of Apple and F.L.A. pounced when van 
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Heerden told Reuters Foxconn's plants were "first class" and that he was surprised "how tranquil it is 

compared with a garment factory."  

 

He said something very similar as we strolled around boxes of MacBook pieces. "In the garment 

factories, you see a very different work ethic, people are really pushing this stuff up, because they're 

paid for their own individual effort, not by group effort."  

 

When Apple first called, I assumed this audit would include a surprise inspection. But Foxconn has 

known for days that we were coming and in fact helped us get Chinese visas. How can he sure these 

masters of efficiency haven't built a model assembly line over the weekend?  

 

"I expect them to put on a show for us," van Heerden says. "That's normal with every factory you go to, 

even if it's just the time that it takes you to get from the gate to the factory floor, there's always fifteen 

or twenty minutes of protocol to get in there. The special equipment comes out, they put the ear plugs 

in, they put the masks on, and they can transform a factory in twenty minutes, so we expect that.  

 

But our method is such -- the bottom-up method -- that over the next couple of days, everything will 

surface. As we talk to people, discussing how they do their jobs, the dysfunctionality starts to come up.  

 

"Was Apple resistant to this idea when you first approached them?" I ask. "It was a long conversation," 

van Heerden smiles. "We've been in this conversation for about five years," he says. Apple joined the 

F.L.A. on Jan. 13, eight days before the New York Times ran a series examining the company's labor 

practices.  

 

"We call it the 'Nike moment' in the industry," audit inspector Ines Kaempfer adds. "There was a 

moment for Nike in the '90s, when they got a lot of publicity, negative publicity. And they weren't the 

worst. It's probably like Apple. They're not necessarily the worst, it's just that the publicity is starting to 

build up. And there was just this moment when they just started to do something about it. And I think 

that's what happened for Apple."  

 

As 3,000 applicants rush the Foxconn gates, there is first the squeal of police whistles and then a 

dizzying wave of body heat as the crowd surges past.  
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It is a Monday after a Chinese holiday, and since many overworked migrants will just stay home, the 

people who lined up before dawn know that the chances of getting an assembly line job are better than 

average. And in a country of 1.3 billion, where jobs are scarce, getting there first matters; especially for 

their families back in the village, where most of their paycheck will end up.  

 

The young men and women range from 16 (the legal working age in the province) to their early 20s, and 

as they finally reach the head of the line, each is asked to wave their national ID card across an 

electronic reader. Since Foxconn needs to hire several thousand people today, most hear a satisfying 

beep and are waved in. Those with bogus IDs are silently turned away.  

 

As groups of 300 are processed with military precision, an electronic billboard outside the recruitment 

center tells them what they can expect: starting salary is around $285 a month or $1.78 an hour. And 

even with the maximum 80 hours of overtime a month, the Chinese government considers them too 

poor to withdraw any payroll taxes.  

 

If they want to share a dorm with seven strangers, $17.50 will be deducted from their salary and in the 

massive Foxconn canteens, a heaping tray of meat, vegetables and rice goes for about $0.80. After a 

training period, a new hire can be on an iPhone line in as little as three days, quietly assembling a gadget 

that would cost him three months salary.  

 

"I heard work is hard here," says one 17-year-old applicant with a Justin Beiber haircut. "But I heard they 

just raised the pay," says another. On February 1, Foxconn began paying more than the minimum wage 

in Shenzhen by raising the starting salary about $0.25 an hour.  

 

Over three days in two cities, "Nightline" spoke with dozens of Foxconn workers, both on and off the 

factory campuses, both on and off the record. We were encouraged to enter any dorm at any time to 

gather as much insight as any strange Americans with cameras can. All the while, I kept imagining my 

own reaction if a Chinese TV crew burst into my home or office and started asking me how much I like 

my job.  

 

But while we looked hard for the kind of underage and maimed workers we've read so much about, but 

we mostly found people who face their days through soul-crushing boredom and deep fatigue. Some 
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complained of being overworked, others complained of being under worked and almost all said they 

were underpaid. And when I asked "what would you change?" we heard the kind of complaints you 

might hear in any factory anywhere.  

 

"Compared with other factories, it's quite good here, because the benefits are good. And because a lot 

of things happened in the past, it's been improved a lot," said 26-year-old Zhang Ruohua after making 

printer cartridges for about a year. "But the dorm conditions are not that good. The rooms are crowed 

and we don't have much space to hang our clothes, and the shower rooms are small. And there is not 

much overtime. Many people come and go because there is not much overtime."  

 

Is this a typical complaint? Was Mike Daisey wrong or did Foxconn clean itself up since he was here? 

With over one million employees it is impossible to say, and the limits of this method are just one 

reason Chinese groups like Students and Scholars Against Corporate Misbehavior (SACOM) think Apple's 

self-imposed audits are largely useless.  

 

Debby Chan of SACOM says Apple's long history of internal audits proves the company already knows 

where the problems are. She says they've just been resistant to fixing them."There must be a genuine 

trade union at Apple suppliers so the workers can have a voice for themselves," she says.  

 

Chan says Apple's long history of internal audits proves the company already knows where the problems 

are. She says they've just been resistant to fixing them.  

 

After reports that union organizers are often fired, arrested or beaten in China, I ask Foxconn executive 

Louis Woo what would happen if iPhone line workers decided to organize.  

 

"We do have labor unions at Foxconn," he says, "but it's not a freely elected labor union yet. I expect to 

see that in the next year or two, they will become more like a collective bargaining union, and they will 

be freely elected. In fact I see that some legislations in more progressive provinces would require labor 

unions to be sitting on the board of companies. So I do see hope of labor unions becoming more 

powerful but it's not here yet."  

 

In the meantime, Zhou Xiao Ying carves another aluminium Apple into the back of another iPad casing, 

lets her mind wander to her two sons and whether they can ever afford to live in the same city.  
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I pull out my own iPad to show her a few pictures of my kid and America and her eyes light up when she 

touches the screen to swipe another photo into view. She's never seen a working iPad up close before.  

 

"For all the people in America who buy one of these, what do you want them to know about you?" I ask.  

 

"I want them to know me," she says. "I want them to know we put a lot of effort in this product so when 

they use this please use it with care."  

 

Then she goes back to work.  

 

The line is calling.  

 

"Okay." "Okay." "Okay."  

 

http://news.yahoo.com/trip-ifactory-nightline-gets-unprecedented-glimpse-inside-apples-001926196--

abc-news.html 

 

 

Italy Plans To Tax Vatican 

 

Italy Plans To Tax Vatican 

 

To the tune of around a billion a year and this could just be the start: 
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http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-17072211 

 

 

Italy plans to tax Vatican on commercial properties  

The Vatican owns about 20% of Italy's properties Continue reading the main story  

Related Stories 

Europe struck by growth slowdown 

Downgrade hit to Spain and Italy 

Italy's Catholic Church faces an annual multi-million euro bill over government plans to strip it of its tax-

exempt status. 

 

Prime Minister Mario Monti has announced the Vatican must pay taxes on non-religious property, from 

which it previously enjoyed an exemption. 

 

The annual cost could be up to 720m euros ($945m; £598m) according to municipal government bodies. 

 

Italy's Catholic Church has 110,000 properties, worth about 9bn euros. 

 

It includes shopping centres and a range of residential property. 

 

In December, the government reintroduced a tax paid by anyone who owns land or property in Italy - 

which the Church does not pay. 

 

But a growing wave of Italians are opposed to what they see as special privileges in the face of a 

tightening economy. 
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Following their government's latest austerity measure package, more than 130,000 people signed an 

online petition calling for the Church's tax exempt status to be revoked. 

 

Since 2005, church-run groups and organisations have not been classed as official commercial bodies 

and have been exempt from paying property tax. 

 

According to the Corriere della Sera newspaper, tax authorities will calculate how much of a property is 

used purely for religious purposes and tax it proportionately. 

 

This means a church would remain exempt but a chapel which operates an hostel would pay tax 

accordingly. 

 

Earlier this week, new figures showed Italy has entered recession, after two consecutive quarters of 

negative growth between July and December 2011. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

Sermon Regarding Telepathic Communication, and What Happens in Death 

 

I have to address this. As for myself, I have had telepathic communication in my life on a near daily basis 

for the past 11-12 years or so. I work closely with the Powers of Hell. Telepathic communication- verbal 

communication is not always reliable. KNOW THIS! Telepathic communication knows no spoken 

language in the sense that foreign languages do not exist. The communication comes down through the 

pineal gland and is translated through our brain. What we get is not always correct.  

 

Then, the enemy can get in, same as with a ouija board. As we know, the enemy impersonates and 

infiltrates. In addition, our communications are tainted by our own beliefs and thinking patterns. My 

point here is to be careful. One of our members posted here some time ago [in the main group], that 

telepathic communication is not all verbal. This is so true.  
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In addition to working with many different Demons, Satan has had me work with human spirits. Though 

their physical bodies are dead, they are very much alive and do not like being referred to as 'the dead.' I 

am talking those of importance in 'Hell.' Most have reincarnated, some are still there for specific 

reasons. I can tell you, 'Hell' is not some place of fire and brimstone, but a safe haven for souls who are 

of Satan.  

 

There is another place- the xian 'Hell' which xian believers who fall short wind up in, which is where the 

horror stories come from and xian angels have taken some unfortunate individuals on a personal tour of 

this, as they are human hating. Pretty obvious.  

 

There are many different experiences in death. These experiences are individual in many cases, and run 

the gamut of differing experiences. One individual who is very important to Satan told me, after 

swallowing a cyanide capsule, right when he was dead, lying on the floor, four of our Gods showed up 

and took him by his astral hand, helped him out of his body and took him safely to 'Hell.' These are elite 

human souls, most of who go back to Egypt as pharaohs. These souls have risen to top leadership 

positions in successive lives and most are and always have been very close to Satan. The Powers of Hell 

watch over and protect them at all times. During the Middle Ages, for instance, the one person I 

mentioned above was a Satanic Grand Master.  

 

Getting back to the telepathic communications. A human spirit I work with can always wake me up, even 

out of a deep sleep, as he watches DVDs, just when the end titles are going off- without fail. No verbal 

communications at all, throughout the night. I am only citing an example. Others include having your 

attention drawn to something- this is another aspect of telepathic communications. You must be open.  

 

Know who you are communicating with. Get to know their personality. This takes time and experience. 

Daily meditations will open you to this sort of thing for those of you who communicate with Demons. As 

for the above, I wrote this because of so much apprehension, especially for some who are new to 

Satanism, because of xian crap. I know about death and this sort of thing first hand and from experience.  

 

A very good and highly accurate movie regarding those whose physical bodies have died and who are in 

spirit form is the 1990 movie 'Ghost' with Demi Moore and Patrick Swayze  

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0099653/  
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Those of us who are open can also SEE those in spirit form, as well as hear them, but always be aware, 

the enemy can interfere at times and also the above I already wrote of applies. As for the movie, the 

Demons are portrayed in a negative aspect and in the end the soul going into the light...that is not for 

those of us who are of Satan. Our Gods showed up to protect the above individual I wrote of, from going 

to the light. The light at death is of the enemy.  

 

The light is what is called 'The One' by the enemy and is a mass collection of souls used as a host for 

their parasitic energy. This article, though it is flawed in some respects is worth a read: 

http://www.luciferianliberationfront.org/borg.html  

 

'When a human being dies, his life essence, spirit, or soul is scanned by the Soul Collectors who patrol 

the dimension between physical time/space and the finer dimension of subspace and these Collectors 

project an image before the just deceased soul of a life form that will be recognizable to the deceased, 

such as a relative or friend who had died before they had (a grandmother, religious figure, etc.). In this 

manner, the Soul Collector is able to get the newly deceased soul to lower his defenses.'  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

 

The Truth About the Talmud 

The Truth About the Talmud 

by 

High Priest Jake Carlson 

 

"Jesus Christ," "Christians," and "Christianity" are hardly ever mentioned in the Talmud, despite the 

mistranslations that are available to the deluded Christians who believe that the Talmud is a conspiracy 

against Christ and Christianity. The truth is that the Talmud is a conspiracy, but, it is a conspiracy against 

the Pagan [Gentile] peoples. Despite the fuss that the Christians have made for centuries about passages 
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in the Talmud that allegedly blaspheme Christ, the Jesus of Nazareth character is supposedly mentioned 

only once in the later editions of the Talmud, and he is cited:  

 

"I have come not to destroy the Law of Moses" (Matthew 5:17) There is nothing anti-Christian about 

Christ in the Talmud. However, members of the militant Christian death-cult insist that the Talmud 

contains numerous blasphemous references to Jesus, and the Christian "religion." The truth is that 

"Jesus" and "Yeshua" were very common JEWISH names during the era when Christ's fictitious life was 

supposed to take place. Some sources say that the references to a man named "Jesus" or "Yeshu/a" 

existed around either 100 B.C.E. or 100 C.E., which according to Christian tradition, is NOT the time of 

their beloved Jewish Nazarene.  

 

Many Jews do not believe in Jesus the Christ because they know that he is fictitious and that they 

invented this JEWISH character for the Gentiles to grovel before, as worthless "sinners" and to prepare 

them for the coming of the official Jewish Messiah who unites all of the Jews in the world, brings 

judgment and damnation upon the Aryan peoples, and enslaves the rest of Gentile humanity. The 

Talmud has been mistranslated during the Middle Ages and was twisted and distorted in regards to a 

certain "Jesus the Nazarene." For those who are deluded by "Christian Identity," the "Sovereign Lord of 

All the World," mentioned as the Universal King of the Jews in the Protocols of the Learned Elders of 

Zion, would be the long-awaited Jewish Messiah AND would be none other than the "Second coming of 

Christ" to the Christians. The Jewish people have the Gentiles over a barrel with their greatest trick, 

which is Christianity. This is why Christians are so confused and fooled a lot of the time. Christianity is 

completely foreign and alien to Gentiles, as we are naturally Pagan.  

 

Shabbath 116a (p. 569) from the Talmud reads: Jews must destroy the books of the Christians.  

 

This quote from the Talmud was added later on, and its purpose is to confuse Gentiles who have fallen 

for Christianity. The term "Christian" is a forgery, as the original wording would have been "Gentiles" or 

"heathens," i.e. "idolatrous goyim." This much later interpolation came from Christians who were later 

given access to the Talmud so they could do some editing. The Jews allowed this, of course, to once 

again make it look like liberal "Christ-hating" Jews versus conservative Christians, as for any great Jewish 

lie to succeed, they have to pretend to be against something, in order to give their programs more 

power. If you read on, you will learn that it is actually Satan and his Demons that the Jews are cursing 

and blaspheming, and not the Nazarene. This may be way over many heads, but misconceptions about 

the Talmud's alleged "hatred" of Christ and Christianity must be addressed.  
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Shabbath 116a does NOT refer to Christians or the Christian [JEWISH] book of the New Testament. If the 

New Testament is actually read, rather than talked about, people would see that it actually praises the 

Jews, Israel, and Jewish "heroes" and patriarchs much more so than the Old Testament. In John 4:22, 

Christ himself states "Salvation is from the Jews." How much more damning of a statement can be 

indoctrinated into the Gentile collective unconscious than that? Christ was on a mission to unite Israel 

with all of the world's Jews, and to destroy the Aryan spirit, and to treat the other nations of the world 

as soul-less beasts of the field.  

 

It is obvious that the Shabbath 116a passage is stating that the Jews must destroy the books of the 

Pagans. Look at how the Jews claim to be against Christianity, and yet the Bible is the book that the Jews 

publish the most, and is published . History will testify that it was the Jews who destroyed Pagan 

libraries and corrupted what was left. Millions upon millions of innocent Gentile men, women, and 

children were not mass-murdered for being Christians, but for being Pagans.  

 

In the Al-Jilwah, Satan says: "Do not give them [Jews, Christians, Muslims] your books, lest they alter 

them without your knowledge. Learn by heart the greater part of them, lest they be altered." - Satan  

 

Satan is the God of the Gentiles, and if his own people would take heed to what he has told us, and what 

he still tells us when he communicates with us, the Jews would have already been eradicated. Here are 

some quotes that indicate whether it was Christ who is mentioned in the Talmud or not, other than 

being cited once.  

 

One might think that there would at least be reference to the "historical" Jesus in the texts of the Jews, 

who were known for record-keeping. Yet, such is not the case, despite all the frantic pointing to the 

references to "Jesus ben Pandira," who purportedly lived during the first century BCE, or other "Jesuses" 

mentioned in Jewish literature. The story of Jesus ben Pandira, for example, related that, a century 

before the Christian era, a "magician" named "Jesus" came out of Egypt and was put to death by stoning 

or hanging. However, ritualistic or judicial executions of this manner were common, as were the name 

"Jesus" and the magicians flooding out of Egypt. Even if ben Pandira were real, it is definitely not his 

story being told in the New Testament.[1]  

 

 

The Jews never knew about the Jesus Christ of the gospels until they invented this character for Gentiles 

to waste all of their time, mind, body, soul, and money towards. By saying that Jesus Christ came in the 

flesh and that he will return, gives the Jews all the more psychic power from the Gentiles who have 
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fallen for the Jewish program of Christianity, to bring about their Messiah. If only Gentile Christians 

knew that their object of worship would be the funeral wreath of humanity, instead of its savior.  

 

"Despite claims to the contrary, the Jewish composition of the Talmud rates as worthless in establishing 

the existence of Christ and the historicity of the gospel tale. The supposed references in the Talmud--

largely consisting of unflattering commentary about Jesus--are all too late to demonstrate anything 

more than traditions passed along decades to centuries later. Furthermore, some of the passages cited 

do not seem to refer to the gospel Jesus at all" [2]  

 

"Furthermore, Jewish scholar Solomon Schechter observes that Jewish texts composed during the time 

of Jesus' advent contain not a single reference to the supposed founder of Christianity" [3]  

"A radical position is represented by Johann Maier, who maintains that not only the Mishna but also 

both Talmuds lack any authentic, direct mention of Jesus of Nazareth. His conclusion is that even the 

original text of the two Talmuds never mentioned Jesus of Nazareth; ALL SUCH REFERENCES TO JESUS 

ARE INTERPOLATIONS INSERTED IN THE MIDDLE AGES [emphasis, mine]." [4]  

 

"Therefore, the Talmud is worthless as a non-Christian source demonstrating the historicity of the 

gospel tale and does not much add acceptable material for our quest to find out who Jesus was." [5]  

Now, here is how the Jews have used and abused Pagan deities to compose the Christ character. "In the 

story of Dionysus is to be found not only these various significant correspondences to biblical characters 

and the Christ myth, but also an apparent explanation of the tale of Jesus ben Pandira, Pandera or 

Panthera, who was supposed by many to represent the "historical Jesus." This Jesus or Joshua ben 

Pandira is found only in the Talmud. In the story of Dionysus or Bacchus, the god is reborn as one of 

twins suckled by a female panther, hence his title "son of a panther," the same as "ben Panthera" As the 

"God of Nysa," Dionysus came out of Egypt, and his moniker was IHE, or IES in Latin, hence, "Jesus ben 

Panthera" may have been a reference to Dionysus. "Jesus ben Pandira" is not the gospel Jesus.[6]  

 

Here, we see that it is the Pagans, and NOT the Christians, that are being attacked by the Jews. In 

addition, it has been a common belief among many who are deluded, that the Jewish term "Akum" 

means "Christians." This is not the case. "Akum" is a reference to Pagans, as it is an attack on those who 

are polytheistic and serve the Gods of the Gentiles, and observe the planets, stars, and the Zodiac. The 

Jews use occult power in a liberal way to enslave Gentiles, but the Gentiles are forbidden from using any 

occult powers, according to Christian tradition.  
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"The tractate "Avodah Zarah" deals with gentiles, but the reference is to pagans, rather than Christians. 

It specifically mentions as their holidays pagan Roman celebrations such as Kalends and Saturnalia. 

PAGANS [emphasis, mine] were referred to as "Akum" -- which is an acronym for worshipers of stars and 

astrological signs. Jewish law books have some very unkind things to say about these "heathens." [7]  

 

The Jews confiscate everything of their enemies, i.e. Pagans, in order to take over the world. I must 

interject here that the story of Christ and his twelve labors, or, "stations of the cross," were not only 

stolen from the story of the Greek Demi-God Heracles, but are also based upon the twelve signs and 

"labors" of the sun through the Zodiac. This is why it has been said that the Nazarene is a JEWISH 

archetype to REPLACE our Aryan Sun Gods, who have been demonized as monsters in order to keep us 

away from them, and our Creator God Satan. What the Jewish archetype of Christ does, is it collects all 

of the Gentiles' racial memories of our sacred Gods, and our collective archetypal racial memories of the 

Sun, personified by 18 or more "crucified" Pagan Gods who were all born of a virgin, who lived their 

lives, died at the hands of a betrayer, and were resurrected [all of this is symbolic], in order to usher in 

the Jewish Messiah, by using and abusing all of this powerful psychic energy in the mass mind of non-

Jews. The life, death, and resurrection, are all ALLEGORIES of the SPIRITUAL process of the Magnum 

Opus of turning lead into gold, and therefore, man into Godhood. The Nazarene idiot is a concept that 

was created to confuse and distract the Gentiles.  

 

Just look at how many denominations of Christianity there are, keeping Gentiles fighting against 

Gentiles. The Nazarene is a false deity that has been used to replace all of the original Pagan Gods, as 

well as true spirituality. When the Talmud states that the Gentiles worship "that man" as God, Christians 

are deluded into believing that that is a reference to Christians and Christ. Nothing could be further from 

the truth. Secondly, the rivals of the Jews were PAGANS, NOT CHRISTIANS. The reference to "that man" 

in the Talmud is about the end of the Age of Pisces, when Gentiles start denouncing Christianity and 

return to their Pagan roots. "That man" is none other than Satan, the Creator God of the Gentiles. The 

Jewish name "Yeshua" is NOT an attack against Christ, but against the one who has been slandered, 

cursed, bound, and turned into a hideous "monster" in order to keep his own creation away from him. 

"Yeshua" means "May his [Satan's] name and memory be blotted out."  

 

Moving on to one of the biggest stumbling blocks that the Jews have created to make Christians believe 

that "Balaam" in the Talmud is a secret code word for Jesus Christ.  

BALAAM, the alleged prototype for "Christ" was NOT the fictitious Nazarene, no matter how much 

Christians rant and rave about this misunderstanding.  
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Sanhedrin 106b reads "Sectarian said to R. Chanina: Do you know how old Balaam was? [R. Chanina] 

replied: It is not written. However, since it says (Psalms 55:24) "Men of bloodshed and deceit will not 

live out half their days..." he was 33 or 34. [The heretic] said: You said well. I have seen the chronicle of 

Balaam and it said "At 33 years Balaam the lame was killed by Pinchas (Phineas) the robber."  

 

Here, we have the Goetic Demon Balaam, who is one of the original Gods of the Gentiles, whose father 

is Beor [sounds a lot like the Goetic Demon Buer] that is being maligned here. The Christians believe that 

the above passage from the Talmud is blaspheming the Nazarene, and that Pinchas is "Pontius Pilate" 

who slew him. This is a falsehood. Although, it is said that Balaam only lived for about 33 years, like 

Christ, we have an entirely different individual than the Nazarene. The Nazarene performed sloppy 

"miracles," but never told anyone, except for the Jewish people, how to do them. The phony Christ 

character was weak. All he knew were a few lousy parlor tricks. When a Gentile, such as Balaam, has and 

uses occult power, he is in big trouble with the Jews, as occult power is one of "God's" gifts to the 

"righteous" Jews to destroy all Aryans, with the Jews taking over the world, and keeping all of the other 

Gentile races as their slaves and property. Although the Nazarene is the JEWISH messiah, the Jews who 

reject him do so most of all because they know that they created this fool for the Gentiles to use up all 

of their psychic energy towards, in order to bring about the "Universal King of the Jews" real, official 

advent. The Jews do not fall for their own lies, with the exception that the very first Jews were 

Christians.  

 

Balaam, who also appears in the Old Testament was a Gentile sorcerer who's mission was to curse Israel 

and the Jewish people. This is why Balaam was killed. On the other hand, Christ worked FOR Israel, with 

him being an ambitious Jew, himself. With that being said, it is clearly not Jesus Christ that the Talmud is 

referring to.  

 

Here is a quote about the God Balaam who is mentioned by the Jews in the Old Testament: "Balaam was 

a Gentile prophet, whose prophesies are recorded in scripture. However, he was famous as a 

soothsayer, who would pronounce a curse for money. The Mosaic Law strictly prohibited these 

practices, but then, Balaam wasn't a Jew. He was a Gentile. Balaam was responsible for the death of 

24,000 Jews. He was the pawn of Baal. He was the friend of anti-Semitism." [8] The moral of the story of 

Balaam is that Israel over-powered his curses against the Jews, as Israel turned his curses into blessings 

for Israel. Balaam was punished for being a Gentile who loathed the Jews and practiced sorcery. This is 

clearly not the story of Jesus Christ. Therefore, the statements of Christians who believe that Balaam is a 

Talmudic reference to Christ, are null and void.  
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Now, we have a quote from the Talmud that the Christians use to suggest that the Talmudic Jews are 

saying that "Jesus" is being punished in boiling semen in Hell. Christians will conveniently forget that 

Jesus is the Jewish Messiah, and NOT the Gentiles' Messiah, who is Satan. Here we read about Balaam's 

punishment, followed by Satan's punishment in "Hell." As mentioned earlier, Balaam is not Jesus, and 

the name or term "Yeshu/a" is a derogatory term for Satan, meaning "May [Satan's] name and memory 

be blotted out."  

 

Talmud Gittin 56b-57a reads: [Onkelos Bar Kalonikus] called up Balaam from the dead. [Onkelos] asked: 

Who is honored in that world? [Balaam] replied: "Israel." [Onkelos] asked: What is your punishment? 

[Balaam answered]: "In boiling semen." The Talmud claims that all souls of non-Jews are "filthy" and 

"impure," and that all non-Jewish souls are sent to eternal punishment, as they belong to Satan, the 

Creator of Gentiles, and the Enemy of the Jews. This sounds the same as Christian threats of eternal 

punishment, as, truth be known, and contrary to common knowledge among the deluded, the Jews, the 

Talmud, the Bible, and Christianity are inseparable.  

 

In the next quote from the Talmud, a strong misunderstanding takes place to the deluded Christians, 

due to a lack of knowledge. In this case, "Yeshua" is being applied to Satan in a very derogatory way. It is 

Satan that was cursed by this remark, and not the Nazarene. As you will see, according to Christian 

[Jewish] mythology, Christ was "resurrected," not sent to burn in boiling excrement in Hell.  

 

"[Onkelos] called up Yeshu from the dead. [Onkelos] asked: Who is honored in that world? [Yeshu] 

replied: "Israel" [Onkelos] asked: What is your punishment? [Yeshu answered]: In boiling excrement. As 

the master said: Whoever mocks the words of the sages is punished in boiling excrement."  

It is so obvious at this point that the Talmud is not blaspheming Christ, but Satan.  

Furthermore, in "Some Observations on the Attitude of the Synagogue Towards the Apocalyptic-

Eschatological Writings," Journal of Biblical Literature (1922), p. 121 n. 18, Professor Louis Ginzberg 

admits: "One may therefore state with absolute certainty that the entire Talmudic-Midrashic literature 

does not know of any nicknames for Jesus or his disciples."  

 

That is the verdict. The Talmud is not "anti-Christ" or anti-Christian in any way. It is anti-idolatrous 

Pagans, not the Christians who only believe in the Christian [Jewish] god and Nazarene. The Jews say 

that they are of "YHVH," while the Gentiles are the Children of Satan, and NOT the other way around, 

despite what the members of Christian Identity believe. This in no way applies to Christians or 

Christianity, but to the non-Jewish races. Those who are cursing themselves with Christian Identity need 
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to realize this, and that by believing that they are the lost tribe of Israel, and therefore, the "true Jews" 

isn't only damning themselves, but all Gentile peoples, in a total war against the Gentile spirit.  

 

"God" and the "Devil" are BACKWARDS. Satan is the God of the Gentiles, and he loves and adores his 

creation. He is not the one who deceives all the Nations, nor is he a liar or a murderer. Satan is the 

enemy and adversary of the Jewish people. In the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion, the Jews 

boast "We shall destroy God." Look at the extent the Jews have gone towards separating Gentiles from 

Satan. Satan is God. The Jews have also stated that the Gentiles "shit before their god." This is a 

reference to how the Jews have demonized Satan to the point that Gentiles are so afraid of him that 

they continue to curse and bind him, and want to keep away from him at all costs.  

 

In closing, every Gentile has every reason to hate the Jewish people with a seething passion. Just 

because it turns out that the Jews do not mock the Christian "god" doesn't mean they should be 

forgiven for mass-murdering Gentiles, or for destroying our Pagan libraries that contained very clear 

instructions from our Pagan Gods for how to achieve immortality, and replacing it with Jewish filth, 

distractions, and totally bogus "religions," such as Christianity that prepare us for accepting the Jews as 

our masters, which is the theme of the New Testament just as much as the Old Testament. This sermon 

is an open letter and a wake up call for all Gentiles. The truth about Christianity is that the very first 

Christians were Jewish, and the very last remnant of Christians will be Jewish. As for the Christians who 

believe that non-Jewish Christians are the "Chosen of Yahweh," they are damning their own souls, and 

are spreading their toxicity to the rest of humanity [non-Jews]. We need to stand united and empower 

our souls, leaving no other option for the Jews than for them to get with the Pogrom. Simeon 

Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 2800 slaves."  
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********************** 

 

 

 

666/88!! 

 

High Priest Jake Carlson 

 

 

Thread 

 

Re: Obamacare's speacial surprise 

 

 

My mother still hates Satan, and she deserves to be treated with contempt and 

derision, at times, BUT, she NEVER EVEN DARES to talk about her love of Jewsus, 

and hatred towards Satan to me or around me anymore. My advice is to have some 

extreme patience, unless your family is RIGHT in your fucking face, trying to 

destroy you up and down, inside and out. 
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However, the "extreme patience" that I am referring to is that as things keep 

getting worse in the world, they'll notice that there is no Jewsus "rapture" and 

that Jewsus isn't coming, so maybe, just maybe, they might begin to question 

things, which may possibly lead up to the moment that they take heed to all of 

your attempts to enlighten them. They'll be like "Hey, what if what 

'eremoslukos8' says has merit to it?" We can never underestimate ourselves and 

our abilities that are granted to us by Satan. 

 

So many Christians aren't Christian by their own free will anymore, which is no 

different than the Middle Ages when it was conversion by Christian "love" on the 

one hand and a sword in the other. Today, the enemy's persuasion to add more 

sheeple to the Christian death fold is spiritually and emotionally violent, more 

so than physical, and the astral plane is using fear like never before, while 

working to make this kike impostor Christ look and seem more "enticing" than 

ever before. This is not usually physically done, as *most* parts of the 

physical Inquistion is over [depending on where one lives]. 

 

Look at all of the "Near Death Experiences" where even Atheists "come back" and 

say how much they love Jewsus now, and then they start crying and shit like 

that. My point is that these experiences with this fake entity are sometimes 

real, despite that it isn't an actual, living being, but a programmed thoughform 

that they are dealing with. The enemy relies on the "juice" from Gentiles to 

keep the Nazarene batteries charged. 
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Many Christians have lost all sense of reasoning, where if you talk to them, 

they look and sound like a fucking emotionless robot, although they still have 

an agenda... to get their family "saved" and into a life of "repentence" from 

all human nature. These Christians deserve capital punishment for high treason. 

They should not be spared, but put out of their misery and out of everyone 

else's misery, too. Other Christians are just blinded to reality and are 

confused. Take my mother for example again, she looks like she is headed 

towards that robot stage of Christianity, but, if you really look and see into 

her eyes, you can tell that she is lost and sad, and she is at a conflict within 

her racial soul, as her Irish spirit of heathenism/original Paganism is still 

fighting to rise from the "bottomless pit" within. 

 

I have some good news, though. My father who is still married to my mother was 

a Christian, and he put up with all of her Christian nagging and invasions of 

so-called "free will," but with my teachings that I designed to ease him out of 

Christianity and see the truth about Satan and his Demons and our religion, he 

has TOTALLY LEFT Christianity, slamming the door shut and locking that door 

behind him. He is not a Satanist yet, as he currently hates all forms of 

religion, but he is alive and well... and hilarious! He is so much different 

now that he isn't a Christian anymore. He also believes that our Gods/esses ARE 

real extra-terrestrial Nordics, and he has an interest in "mystical" authors 

like Carlos Castenada, and related, as well as all things UFO's and 

"supernatural." One other thing is that he has never been too fond of the Jews. 

Now he knows why. I can't speed up this process, though, as the Jews are worse 

than Christianity in how they plague the human soul like cancer. In addition 
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they are the roots and branches of all things Christian. My father will run to 

the truth soon enough, without me putting any kind of pressure on him, as his 

soul knows the truth. He has told me how proud of me he is with what I know. 

Admittedly, I wasn't expecting any kind of praise. Even so, all of the praise 

goes to Satan who works through me. 

 

It is within all Gentiles to want every Jew destroyed, as the Jews want each and 

every one of us destroyed, but many Gentiles have been brainwashed into 

accepting the Jews as the "Chosen of God." Even some of the Atheistic Gentile 

soldiers for Social and Cultural Marxism are at conflict within their inner 

soul. Some will wake up, but other's won't. Time will tell. Social and 

Cultural Marxism, however, are more compatible with Christianity, as Jewsus was 

the first Marxist. It's true, except he didn't exist, of course. 

 

When dealing with Christians, NEVER slam things down their throats all at once, 

while educating them, as they will need recovery time and time to soak the truth 

in. Hate what has happened to their souls, and of course hate what they've done 

to you. With the oil prices and such, the veil is going to drop, so to speak. 

Just like how High Priestess Maxine has said that many people will want to join 

on at the last moment, but it will be too late for them -- this will show who is 

naturally one of us, and those who are robots to the point that they have run 

out of all hope. When educating Christians, you will always find out who is 

worth your time and who isn't. The same goes for those of other death cult 

members -- even staunch and arrogant Atheists and Agnostics, as well neo-pagans 

who are also anti-Satan. I have met some bitchraft Wicca people who are just as 
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much of a cancer as Christians. 

 

In closing, 

 

Satan WILL take care of the family members that he has faith in. With being 

gentle with your approach of addressing Christians and such, I am in no way 

advocating turning the other cheek, or being soft on them in any way. You can 

do rituals to Father Satan, on their behalf, to work towards setting them 

straight, and to put them in their place when and if the need arises. Trust me, 

this is white magick, as you are doing them and yourself a favor. Same with 

destroying the robotic Christians, as they are poisonous, and that their removal 

is salvation for planet Earth. Always act legally, though. 

 

"They [Christians] are toxic" [or poisonous, can't remember]. -- Adolf Hitler 

 

Hail Satan!! 

 

666/88!! 

 

High Priest Jake Carlson 

 

 

Trial: Priest joked about abusing 3 boys in week 

 

Trial: Priest joked about abusing 3 boys in week 
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By MARYCLAIRE DALE | Associated Press – 17 hrs agoPHILADELPHIA (AP) —  

 

Jurors in a landmark priest-abuse trial heard Monday about a priest-turned-camp prowler and another 

who allegedly bragged about having sex with three boys in one week. 

 

Also Monday, two jurors were replaced by alternates, but a gag order prevents lawyer from discussing 

the reasons for the move. 

 

Monsignor William Lynn is on trial for child endangerment and conspiracy. Lynn, 61, is the first Roman 

Catholic church official in the U.S. charged for his handling of priest-abuse complaints. Prosecutors say 

he helped the church bury them in secret files, far from the prying eyes of investigators, civil attorneys 

and concerned Catholics. 

 

In the day's most startling testimony, a detective read internal church memos about a priest who 

allegedly "joked about how hard it was to have sex with three boys in one week." His accuser also stated 

that the priest had a "rotation process" of boys spending time sleeping with him. 

 

Defense lawyers argue that Lynn tried to address the problem as secretary for clergy from 1992 to 2004, 

but was blocked by the late Cardinal Anthony Bevilacqua and others in the Philadelphia archdiocese. 

 

The testimony Monday also included a 1992 complaint about a different priest who allegedly molested 

boys at a church-owned camp three decades earlier. 

 

Several junior counselors complained in the early 1960s that the priest was on the prowl at night, 

molesting them in their tents. They said it was a well-known secret among teen counselors for several 

years. 

 

The priest remained in ministry, working at three archdiocesan high schools and serving as assistant 

superintendent of Catholic schools through 2004. Confronted after a man complained to the 

archdiocese in 1992, the priest admitted to the "sin" of masturbation and said he had read up on that 

subject because so many people were mentioning it in the confessional. 
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Few victims or members of the public have been attending the trial in downtown Philadelphia, but 

retired Philadelphia detective Arthur Baselice III of Mantua, N.J., turned out Monday. 

 

His 28-year-old son, Arthur Jr., died of a drug overdose in 2006, after his civil lawsuit against the church 

accusing his high school principal of molesting him was thrown out because of legal time limits. The 

former principal, a Franciscan friar, is in prison for stealing nearly $900,000 from the school and the 

Franciscans, some of which fed the younger Baselice's drug addiction, according to prosecutors. 

 

Prosecutors are detailing allegations made against nearly two dozen priests since 1948 to show that 

Lynn and other archdiocesan officials kept suspected predators in jobs around children. 

 

On cross-examination Monday, defense lawyers Jeffrey Lindy and Thomas Bergstrom had detectives 

concede that Lynn promptly interviewed both complainants and accused priests, and sent the priests to 

a church-run hospital for mental health evaluations and treatment. 

 

The man who wrote to the archdiocese in 1992 about the camp prowler was by then 44, a married 

father of five girls. His alleged molester was chaplain of a suburban Philadelphia girls' high school. 

 

He remained there until 2004, when a church panel reviewing complaints in the wake of the national 

priest-abuse scandal found the allegations against him credible. The priest only then admitted molesting 

three boys, and explained earlier denials on the fact he had confessed and moved past it. 

 

The archdiocese restricted his ministry — 40 years after the camp allegations first surfaced. 

 

___ 

 

Associated Press writer JoAnn Loviglio contributed to this report. 
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http://news.yahoo.com/trial-priest-joked-abusing-3-boys-week-205857367.html 

 

 

Jewish Regime In Israel Threatens World Community With Nuclear Armageddon 

 

Jewish Regime In Israel Threatens World Community With Nuclear Armageddon 

 

 

"Any people of the Kingdom who will not serve Isreal will be destroyed"  

-Isidore Loeb [Le Litterature des Pauvres dans la Bible].  

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------ 

 

http://presstv.com/detail/239682.html 

 

Israel is the only regime that has threatened to obliterate all world countries in a "nuclear 

Armageddon," if its existence is put in jeopardy, a political analyst tells Press TV.  

 

 

In a Friday interview, Mark Glenn, from The Crescent and Cross Solidarity movement, lashed out at 

Israel for its nuclear stockpile, sayingTel Aviv is the only regime that "has threatened to take the entire 

world down in a nuclear Armageddon in the instance that her precious experiments in Jewish self-rule in 

the Middle East ceases to materialize."  
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"There is no other country in existence today that has basically told the entire world that if we are going 

to go down we are going to take the rest of the world down with us," he added.  

 

Even Israel's most prominent military professor, Martin Van Creveld, has once alluded to such nuclear 

ambitions by Israel and confirmed that Tel Aviv has several hundred atomic warheads and rockets 

targeted at all directions -- mostly at European capitals -- and that Tel Aviv is ready to take the entire 

world down before the regime itself ceases to exist, Glenn pointed out.  

 

The analyst expressed regret that the nuclear threat from Israel looms over the world, while Tel Aviv 

continues to use its mainstream media outlets to level allegations against other countries, accusing 

them of possessing non-civilian nuclear programs.  

 

Israel is widely believed to be the sole possessor of nuclear weapons in the Middle East. Tel Aviv began 

building its first plutonium and uranium processing facility, Dimona, in the Negev desert in 1958.  

 

Former US President Jimmy Carter has stated that Israel has a nuclear arsenal that includes between 200 

and 300 warheads. Decades of recurrent reporting and aerial footage have also established the 

possession of atomic arms by Israel.  

 

Under its official policy of nuclear ambiguity, Tel Aviv neither confirms nor denies the possession of 

nukes and refuses to join the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) or allow inspections of its nuclear 

facilities. 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Hatha Yoga, Tantra And Diet 

 

Hatha Yoga, Tantra And Diet 

 

This is from a thread on the subject from another JoS egroup: 

 

 

Hatha Yoga is Tantra Yoga. Frist we have the Vedic Period, then Puranic Period then the Tantra Period. 

Which means the original spiritual knowledge of the Vedic Arya. Was transmitted down to Tantra this 

would have been the knowledge of the Naga's, Brahmin's.etc  

 

In the Shatapatha Brahmana it states: "The Veda[True Knowledge] is in fact the wisdom of the serpent." 

 

Tantra in english [remember there are words in sanskirt with no english word translation] means this: 

"Knowledge which spreads, saves." 

 

Which means this is the knowledge to make oneself whole ie Perfected. Its the Great Work.  

 

Hatha Yoga is the name this system took in the Tantric Period in the Puranic and prehaps Vedic period it 

took another name. Hatha means Union of Sun and Moon basically. And is built upon the 8 fold system 

you can find on the Advanced Satanism page. If one reads the Hatha Yogic Pradipika you will find this 

science is to raise the Serpent. And if one reads the Rasarnava Tantra which is on Hatha Yoga. One will 

find the same the goal of Hatha Yoga is to ascend the Serpent by employing the 8 fold principal and 

become the Liberated being/ Siddha/Gnosis.etc 

 

The purpose of the postures both seated and moving is to open the channels within the body and 

circulate prana thought them and create a greater level of conductivity and the transformation it brings. 

Along with the other 7 points of the 8 limbed path. This in time helps awaken and ascend the Kundalini 

to the crown. 
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What happened was during the Raj period of India when the Rothschild Empire got in there. British 

gymnasiums where built all over the place and the British imperial system was socially implanted as part 

of this. So there was a blending of the British gymnastic system and mystic thought of the Indian culture. 

That started to use these to discipline the body to still the mind. As in the rhp world that is the sole point 

of meditation nothing more. Its no mistake Theravada Buddhism which is the orignal current of this 

program [Mahayana which is its own subject and the rhp attempt to corrupt the original schools that 

could not get swept under the rug] is based only on one main point of Dyana or chan as it went East and 

became known as zen from there. These systems also corrupted the 8 fold path to conform to this. 

 

For some reason this became labelled as Hatha Yoga. Which its not. Hatha Yoga was only practiced by a 

small groups of Tantric's in remote locations. And handed down from teacher to pupil in secret as by this 

point their was major persecution by the social authority for such practioners. The Tantric's where 

literally consider on level as Satanists are by the Christian authority. So this was for their own safety. 

India changed massive in several periods the last one being after the Islamic invasions. That created the 

situation for this attitude of repression and negativity. When the Brahmin class became a closed caste 

system [as a result of the islamic invasions] they wished to keep this knowledge only for themselves and 

lord it over others it seems. And used it to maintain themselves. But they themselves by this point 

where also the result of enemy principals having been injected into their culture via Buddhism centuries 

before and other ideals that are anti-Vedic that laided the ground work for what is called Hinduism 

today. So this is a long process of downward going to get to the point practitioners outside the Brahmin 

class [and rhp system they laided down for the masses] are consider heretics. 

 

So when Indians stated showing up in the Western world they brought the bizzare mystic-gymnastic 

system which is the child of the Raj period. And taught it as "Hatha Yoga" and another major teaching 

system in America calls itself Ashtanga Yoga. Is not that as Ashtanga means "eight limbed." And its not 

based on the proper eight limbed path, not even near it. They also imported the rhp systems and in 

some cases outright Theosophical doctrines as the Theosophy Society has centers in the East. 

 

As the Eastern commentators stated on the "Six Yoga's of Naropa" all Yoga is based on Kundalini energy. 

The main 3HO styled systems today called Kundalini Yoga was put together by its creator on this 

understanding and created this modality to bypass the top heavy baggage the other systems carried.  

 

Today due to the confusion of the enemy its almost a prerequisite to refer to Hatha and Kundalini Yoga 

as two different things to explain things so people can understand what you're talking about. Which is a 

unfortunate and necessary, false dichotomy. 
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On diet and Yoga, the rhp Hinduism preaches veganism and vegetarianism. To the point eating meat is 

consider a sin worthy of hell [yes the rhp path is basically the same the planet over as the same evil 

intelligence is behind it.] 

 

Know as science has shown us veganism and vegetarianism is unhealthy for humans due to our 

biological nature and history which I have gone into detail on before. If we look into the early Eastern 

texts going back into the Vedic period where they where not vegetarian we find this: 

 

With caraka samhita which has been stated to be the oldest Ayurvedic text it state: Sharirabrinhane 

Nanyat Khadyam Mamsadwishishyate." Which translates to 'For the promotion and nourishment of the 

body, no other food item is better than meat." Another Ayurvedic text the Bhava Prakash, states 

'Sadyohatasya Mamsam Syadbyadhidhatiyathaamritam', which translates to 'the meat of freshly killed 

animals is like Amirt (the ultimate lifefiving fluid that sustains the Divine)' We have the Bagabhatt 

(Astanga Samgraha) stating nothing equals meat for promotion of health and substance of the body." 

The Vedic text Satapatha Brahamana states 'Paramam Annadyam Yan Mamsam', meaning "Meat is the 

best kind of food." 

 

Meat is listed under the sattvic category. "The life substance."  

 

With navigation of the modern diet climate. Study and use your common sense. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

Monsanto's GMO 

 

Monsanto's GMO 

My note: 

 

Jewish. Some interesting history on the Monsanto family: 
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http://www.rense.com/general76/ssje.htm 

 

 

Monsanto's Chief Executive is Robert Shapiro[Jew]. Senior Vice President is Jew named DR.Friedman, 

who was a senior commissioner of the FDA before. etc 

 

Major UK investors in Monsanto are the Rothschilds. 

 

Monsanto are rated as one of the "bad" companies, guilty of many human rights' and environmental 

violations, notably for GE foods and their products, "Agent Orange". "Dioxin" and Roundup". 

 

Louis Dreyfus International [Jews anyone] is the major money making exporter of Monsanto GMO seeds 

into Europe. In the American government Jews like Dr.Sharfstein and Dr Hamburg who head the FDA 

governing dept, the Office of Commissioners are helping to stop the labeling of GMO's and label them as 

"safe." These Jews and other such as Senator Jew Lieberman's Homeland Security bill that will give the 

government a right to shut down farmers who refused to buy Jewsanto's GMO'S seeds and use non-

GMO's instead. Indentical bills are being penned for same measures internationally. Giving the Jews 

global monopoly and forcing you to eat this slop. 

 

The efforts below while noble, fail because they don't get to the heart of the issue which is the Jew.  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2012/05/13/ge-food-cause-birth-

defects.aspx?e_cid=20120513_SNL_Art_1 

 

By Dr. Mercola 
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Roundup Ready soy is now being cultivated on a massive scale across the globe, along with the 

exponentially increasing use of the herbicide Roundup. Monsanto's "Roundup Ready" soy beans are 

genetically modified to survive otherwise lethal doses of glyphosate, the active ingredient in the 

company's herbicide Roundup.  

 

It's a win-win for Monsanto. But it's a loss for just about everyone else. 

 

One of the countries most affected by genetically engineered soy is Argentina, whose population is 

being sickened by massive spraying of herbicides across the country's Pampas (the country's "fertile 

plain").  

 

Argentina's Pampas used to be dotted with dairy and vegetable farms, but now, large-scale soybean 

monoculture blankets most of their cultivated land, making them especially susceptible to the damaging 

effects of genetically engineered soy. The impact can be better appreciated by considering the following 

statistics: 

 

•Soy is the main income source for landowners and the state—soybeans are considered a "gold mine" 

by Argentinians; soy exports generate 16,000 million dollars a year  

•The area cultivated with soy has reached 19 million hectares, representing 56 percent of Argentina's 

cultivated landi  

•98 percent of Argentina's soybean production is genetically modified.ii  

•190 million liters of glyphosate (the active agent in Roundup) are sprayed in Argentina annually, which 

is leading to not only illness among the population but to widespread deforestation, as trees are among 

the victims these herbicides leave in their wake of destruction.  

Soya burgers are a staple of today's Argentinian diet. Argentinian children were consuming so much 

genetically engineered soy that they began developing breasts from the estrogenic effects, before 

authorities stepped in with warnings. Studies also strongly suggest that the glyphosate that these crops 

are doused with can cause cancer and birth deformities; both of which are occurring at increasing rates 

in areas where spraying is done. Sterility and miscarriages are also increasing. Experts warn that in 10 to 

15 years, rates of cancer, infertility and endocrine dysfunction could reach catastrophic levels in 

Argentina. But few people are listening. 

 

"It's Food for Today, Hunger and Cancer for Tomorrow" 
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The immediate symptoms are always the same for Argentinian bystanders in the spray zone: dizziness, 

allergic reactions and itching, mouth swelling, and general malaise that's similar to the feeling of coming 

down with the flu. People are warned to stay inside when spraying is underway, but they report getting 

sick in spite of this confinement.  

 

When those affected visit their physicians, they're told it's "all in their heads." Authorities also turn a 

deaf ear—as does the government when it's presented with scientific evidence of the dangerous effects 

of Monsanto's products for their people and environment. Fortunately, increasing numbers of scientists 

are now starting to speak out. For example, the engineers' school in Santiago del Estero announced that 

chemicals are causing 100 babies to be born with deformities every year. One of the most influential 

studies was conducted by one of Argentina's leading scientists, Andres Carrasco, who works in 

Argentina's Ministry of Science.  

 

Andrés Carrasco Attacked for Exposing the Truth 

Embryonic specialist Andres Carrasco decided to investigate the health effects of glyphosate for himself 

after hearing so many reports by desperate peasant and indigenous communities who were suffering 

from exposure to toxic herbicides. According to Dr. Carrasco, his studies show glyphosate exposure can 

cause defects in the brain, intestines, and hearts of amphibian fetuses, and these results can be applied 

to humans. Moreover, the amount of Roundup used on genetically engineered soy fields was as much as 

1,500 times greater than that which created the defects. 

 

According to an article in Grain, the biotech industry "mounted an unprecedented attack on Carrasco, 

ridiculing his research and even issuing personal threats." In addition, four men arrived unannounced at 

his laboratory and were extremely aggressive, attempting to interrogate Carrasco and obtain details of 

his study.  

 

"It was a violent, disproportionate, dirty reaction," he said. "I hadn't even discovered anything new, only 

confirmed conclusions that others had reached." 

 

The conclusions to which Carrasco is referring are those from independent researchers who have found 

strong evidence glyphosate causes the following: 

 

Endocrine disruption DNA damage  
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Developmental toxicity Neurotoxicity  

Reproductive toxicity Cancer  

 

 

 

Carrasco's and others' work point to the fact that the public, in Argentina and elsewhere, is being 

subject to a massive biological experiment involving the effects of genetic manipulation of the food 

supply. Genetically engineered food products have NEVER been tested for safety—so the long-term 

effects are largely unknown. The warnings science has provided demand a thorough investigation into 

just how much glyphosate human beings and animals can safely ingest. At present, no such investigation 

has taken place, and most regulatory agencies choose instead to rely in industry studies claiming 

glyphosate is safe. 

 

Roundup has been shown to be lethal to amphibians. Are we next? Where is the tipping point for the 

human race? How much more can we tolerate in the adulteration of our food supply? 

 

Why We MUST Insist on Labeling of Genetically Engineered Foods 

Labeling may be the only way to stop the proliferation of genetically engineered foods in the U.S., but 

simple petitions will likely fail. We strongly support state initiatives, such as California's ballot initiative 

to require labeling for genetically engineered foods sold in their state.  

Many don't fully appreciate the strategy of seeking to have genetically engineered foods labeled in 

California. The belief is that large food companies would refuse to have dual labeling; one for California 

and another for the rest of the country. It would be very expensive, not to mention a logistical 

nightmare. To avoid the dual labeling, many would likely opt to not use genetically engineered 

ingredients in their product, especially if the new label would be the equivalent of a skull and 

crossbones. This is why we are so committed to this initiative, as victory here will likely eliminate most 

genetically engineered foods from the US. 

 

Powerful confirmation of this belief occurred in early 2012 when both Coca-Cola Company and PepsiCo 

Inc. chose to alter one of their soda ingredients as a result of California's labeling requirements for 

carcinogensiii : 
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"Coca-Cola Co. and PepsiCo Inc. are changing the way they make the caramel coloring used in their 

sodas as a result of a California law that mandates drinks containing a certain level of carcinogens bear a 

cancer warning label. The companies said the changes will be expanded nationally to streamline their 

manufacturing processes. They've already been made for drinks sold in California."  

 

This is a PERFECT example of the national impact a California labeling law can, and no doubt WILL, have. 

While California is the only state requiring the label to state that the product contains the offending 

ingredient, these companies are switching their formula for the entire US market, rather than have two 

different labels. According to USA Today: 

 

"A representative for Coca-Cola, Diana Garza Ciarlante, said the company directed its caramel suppliers 

to modify their manufacturing processes to reduce the levels of the chemical 4-methylimidazole, which 

can be formed during the cooking process and as a result may be found in trace amounts in many foods. 

"While we believe that there is no public health risk that justifies any such change, we did ask our 

caramel suppliers to take this step so that our products would not be subject to the requirement of a 

scientifically unfounded warning," Garza-Giarlante said in an email."  

 

Learn More about Genetically Engineered Foods 

Due to lack of labeling, many Americans are still unfamiliar with what genetically engineered foods are. 

We have a plan to change that, and I urge you to participate and to continue learning more about 

genetically engineered foods and helping your friends and family do the same.  

 

To start, please print out and use the Non-GMO Shopping Guide, created by the Institute for 

Responsible Technology. Share it with your friends and family, and post it to your social networks. You 

can also download a free iPhone application, available in the iTunes store. You can find it by searching 

for ShopNoGMO in the applications.  

 

Your BEST strategy, however, is to simply buy USDA 100% Organic products whenever possible, (as 

these do not permit genetically engineered ingredients) or buy whole fresh produce and meat from local 

farmers. The majority of the genetically modified organisms (GMOs) you're exposed to are via processed 

foods, so by cooking from scratch with whole foods, you can be sure you're not inadvertently consuming 

something laced with altered ingredients. When you do purchase processed food, avoid products 

containing anything related to corn or soy that are not 100 percent organic, as any foods containing 
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these two non-organic ingredients are virtually guaranteed to contain genetically engineered 

ingredients, as well as toxic herbicide residues.  

 

To learn more about genetically engineered foods, I highly recommend the following films and lectures: 

 

•Hidden Dangers in Kid's Meals  

•Your Milk on Drugs - Just Say No!  

•Everything You Have to Know About Dangerous Genetically Modified Foods  

Important Action Item: Support the Money Bomb Against Monsanto! 

In 2007, then-Presidential candidate Obama promised to "immediately" require labeling of genetically 

engineered foods if elected. We're still waiting... 

 

 

 

 

Unfortunately, President Obama's administration has supported and even fast tracked genetically 

engineered foods despite his campaign promise. Biotech has impressive power and influence; we're 

going to need to be well coordinated and funded to stand up to them. A coalition of consumer, public 

health and environmental organizations, food companies, and individuals has already submitted the 

California Right to Know Genetically Engineered Food Activ to the State Attorney General--800,000 

signatures are required to get the Act on this year's ballot. Thousands of volunteers have done an 

outstanding job collecting signatures. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Sermon 5/16/12 Part 1 

 

The continual promotion and advertising the allegations that ‘the Jews killed Jesus,’ if enough research is 

done, one will find that it is the Jews themselves who have been promoting this crap for centuries. The 

reason being is that Christianity and Islam are both Jewish bulwarks of spiritual parasitism. Christianity is 

the host off of which the Jewish population feeds from the psychic energies of the believers. In addition, 

true believers are at the mercy of the Jews, either through their spiritual workings [the bible is nothing 

but a book of Jewish witchcraft- one only has to be knowledgeable here regarding the numbers and the 

phrases –scriptures- and such], or through their believing them to be the exalted and the 'chosen of 

god,' and/or through the subliminal tying in of worshipping Jewish patriarchs, fictitious jewish invented 

places and Jewish characters, namely the Nazarene.  

 

Many Jewish written and produced movies about the Nazis always try to powerfully interject that the 

Nazis were xians, that the Nazis [and others who were against Jews] persecuted them because they 

supposedly persecuted and killed the Nazarene. The Jews in truth are well aware that the bible, both the 

Old and new Testaments and the Nazarene are the root of Jewish power and spiritual dominion over the 

Gentiles.  

 

As with all magickal workings, there must be a direct or subliminal connection of the mind. All Christians 

tie into this Jewish energy and are controlled by it. If the rabbi and his cohorts want to throw a curse, it 

will definitely hit the Christian, as he/she ties into this energy. This is even worse if the Christian is anti-

Jewish because he/she is spiritually torn. Regardless of how the Jews on some level may suffer given the 

allegations, the Jews at the top know the truth and that as long as the Christian religion is strong, they 

will win in the end, as the psychic energies of believers are geared towards bringing about the second 

coming of ‘Christ’ which in truth is the long awaited Jewish messiah, which will unite the Jews so they 

can then subjugate and dominate the entire world. 

 

People who are misled cannot see the blasphemy here. One only needs to be aware of the slander, the 

lies and the odious denigrations against prominent Gentile leaders who saw the Jews for what they are. 

Adolf Hitler is a prime example, along with other Third Reich Leaders, and the biblical ‘Hamen’ anyone 

who was ever onto them and tried to fight them. ‘Satan’ means ‘enemy’ in Hebrew. Common sense 

should tell you what they have done to our Gentile God.  

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Sermon 5/16/12 Part 2 

 

Endless Proof that the Nazis were Totally Anti-Christian 

 

 

"Watching a young Hitler Youth member enter a Munich classroom in August 1936, Friedrich Reck-

Malleczewen observed how his glance fell on the crucifix hanging behind the teacher’s desk, how in an 

instant his young and still soft face contorted in fury, how he ripped this symbol, to which the cathedrals 

of Germany, and the ringing progressions of the St. Matthew are consecrated, off the wall and threw it 

out of the window into the street…With the cry: ‘Lie there, you dirty Jew!”  

 

 

“I adopted it as my view,” he wrote, “that the Christian doctrine and the way of life it had given to the 

people was the basic cause of the whole evil, and that it served solely as a means for obtaining the Jew 

the mastery of the world, which had been granted to him by Jehovah…For instance, the Diktat of 

Versailles was signed on June 28, 1919, the fifth anniversary of the assassination of the archducal pair at 

Sarajevo. At the time I did not suspect the parallelism of the dates, nor have any idea that cabalistic 

beliefs had determined them. Even less did I realize that the murder of the archducal pair had long been 

planned by the world brotherhood of the Freemasons, in order to unleash in the Jehovah year 1914 the 

World War which had been decided upon by the Grand-Orient Lodge of France at Paris and furthered by 

Rome.“  

--General Erich Ludendorff  

He was uplifted by these revelations, for they proved what he had always believed in his heart–that 

Germany had not lost the war in fair battle, but had been defeated by international Jewry, Freemasonry, 

and the conspiracies of the Church of Rome.  

--From the book ‘The Reich Marshal: A Biography of Hermann Goering by Leonard Mosley © 1974  

 

 

 

“If the Catholic Christian is convinced that the Pope is infallible in all religious and ethical matters, so we 

National Socialists declare with the same ardent conviction that for us too, the Führer is absolutely 

infallible in all political and other matters.”  
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---Hermann Göring  

The Face of the Third Reich: Portraits of the Nazi Leadership by Joachim C. Fest © 1970; Translated from 

the German by Michael Bullock, Page 114  

 

 

 

The following was taken from the book: "The Third Reich in Power" by Richard J. Evans © 2005  

 

“In his Easter message, written on 19 March, 1935, Clemens von Galen, the Bishop of Münster, launched 

a fierce attack on Rosenberg's book. ‘There are heathens again in Germany,’ he noted in alarm, and he 

criticized Rosenberg’s idea of the racial soul.” “Galen wrote personally to Hitler complaining about 

attacks on the clergy by leading Nazis such as Baldur von Schirach. Compromise was clearly not in the 

air. Tightening the screws on the Church, Himmler and the Gestapo now began to introduce tougher 

measures against Catholic lay organizations and institutions, limiting public meetings, censoring the 

remaining Catholic newspapers and magazines and banning particular issues, and putting proven Nazis 

into editorial positions in the Catholic press.”  

 

“On 4 November, the [Regional Educational] Minister made matters far worse by banning the religious 

consecration of new school buildings and ordering the removal of religious symbols such as crucifixes 

(and, for that matter, portraits of Luther) from all state, municipal, and parish buildings, including 

schools.”  

 

“Already since even before the Concordat had been ratified, Cardinal Pacelli, the Vatican Secretary of 

State in Rome, had been sending a steady stream of lengthy and circumstantially detailed complaints to 

the German government about such violations, listing hundreds of cases in which the brownshirts had 

closed down Catholic lay organizations, confiscated money and equipment, engaged in anti-Christian 

propaganda, banned Catholic publications, and much more. Catholic priests were hindered in this 

struggle, publicly branding the swastika as the ‘Devil’s Cross.’  

 

“The Reich Theatre Chamber began from 1935 onwards to ban Church-sponsored musical and also 

theatrical events, arguing that they were competing financially and ideologically with Nazi-sponsored 

concerts and plays. By 1937 it was banning Nativity plays.”  
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“After the beginning of Goebbel’s campaign against financial corruption in the Church, the tone of 

exchanges between Berlin and Rome became much sharper. Relations seemed to be plunging into open 

hostility. Church services and sermons in Germany were now, the Vatican complained, being subjected 

to constant surveillance by the authorities…” “Matters came to a head when, alarmed at the escalating 

conflict, a delegation of senior German Bishops and Cardinals, including Bertram, Faulhaber, and Galen, 

went to Rome in January 1937 to denounce the Nazis for violating the Concordat. “  

 

“Written in German and entitled Mit brennen Sorge, ‘with burning concern’, it condemned the ‘hatred’ 

and ‘calumny’ poured on the Church by the Nazis.”  

 

“In order to undermine them, however, the Encyclical went on, the German government, was 

conducting an ‘annihilatory struggle’ against the Church:  

With measures of compulsion both visible and concealed, with intimidation, with threats of economic, 

professional, civic and other disadvantages, the doctrinal faithfulness of Catholics and in particular of 

certain classes of Catholic civil servants are being placed under a pressure that is as illegal as it is 

inhumane.”  

 

“Armed since 1936 with his new powers as Head of the German Police, Himmler now stepped up the 

campaign against the Church. Together with his deputy Reinhard Heydrich, he placed secret agents in 

Church organizations, and escalated police harassment of clerics. There was a further clamp-down on 

the diocesan press, restrictions were placed on pilgrimages and processions, even Catholic marriage 

guidance and parenthood classes were banned because they did not convey the National Socialist view 

of these things.”  

 

“By 1938 the majority of Catholic youth groups had been closed down on the grounds that they were 

assisting in the dissemination of ‘writings hostile to the state’. Catholic Action, whose leaders in 

Germany allegedly maintained communications with Prelate Kaas, the former leader of the Centre Party, 

was also banned in 1938. State subsidies for the Church were cut in Bavaria and Saxony, and 

monasteries were dissolved with their assets confiscated. House-searches and arrests of ‘political’ 

priests underwent a sharp increase, with a steady stream of well-publicized cases of ‘abuse of the pulpit’ 

brought before the court. “  

 

Reich Propaganda Minister Goebbels also played his part. After the Encyclical, he intensified the 

publicity campaign against alleged sex scandals involving Catholic priests that had already begin in the 
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middle of 1935. Fifteen monks were brought before the courts in November 1935 for offenses against 

the law on homosexuality in a home for the mentally ill in western Germany. They received severe 

prison sentences and the attention of endless column inches in the press. Other priests were soon being 

tried for alleged sexual offenses against minors in Catholic children’s homes and similar institutions. By 

May 1936 the press was reporting the trial in Koblenz of over 200 Franciscans for similar crimes.”  

 

** 

 

TRUTH BE KNOWN, "HOMOSEXUALS" WHO WERE INCARCERATED IN THE CONCENTRATION CAMPS 

WERE NOT ARRESTED FOR JUST BEING HOMOSEXUALS. THE MAJORITY WERE POLITICAL PRISONERS, 

PRIESTS, MINISTERS AND OTHER MEMBERS OF THE CHRISTIAN CLERGY WHO MOLESTED AND RAPED 

CHILDREN, SUCH AS PRIESTS PREYING UPON ALTAR BOYS. THE VATICAN ATTACKED NAZI GERMANY FOR 

THIS. UNLIKE THE COMMUNIST SOVIET UNION, THE THIRD REICH, IN TRUTH DIDN'T ATTEMPT TO 

CONTROL THE PRIVATE SEX LIVES OF GERMAN CITIZENS.  

 

** 

 

“Focusing on allegations of pederasty, the press claimed that the monasteries were ‘breeding grounds of 

a repulsive epidemic’ which had to be stamped out. By April 1937 over a thousand priests, monks and 

friars were said to be awaiting trial on such charges. “  

 

“…demanding of the Catholic Church ‘off with the mask’, more than hinting that homosexuality and 

pedophilia were epidemic in the Church as a whole, and not nearly in isolated instances.”  

 

“Particularly offensive, declared the press, was the fact that the Church stood behind the accused and 

treated them as martyrs. As more trials followed, the Propaganda Ministry built up a steady campaign to 

portray the Church as sexually corrupt and unworthy of being entrusted with the education of the 

young.”  

 

“…such things only went on in the Church, where, it was suggested, they were an inevitable by-product 

of the celibacy that was required of the priesthood by the Church. “The Catholic Church was a ‘sore on 

the healthy racial body’ that had to be removed, declared one article in the Nazi press. The campaign 

culminated in a furious speech by the Reich Propaganda Minister himself, delivered to an audience of 
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20,000 of the Party faithful, and broadcast on national radio, on 28 May 1937, denouncing Catholic 

‘corruptors and poisoners of the peoples’ soul’ and promising that ‘this sexual plague must be 

exterminated root and branch’.  

‘It is not the law of the Vatican that rules here among us’ he warned the Church, ‘but the law of the 

German people.’”  

 

“…the Nazis now launched a sustained campaign to close denominational schools and replace them with 

non-religious ‘community schools’, backed by votes from parents.”  

 

“Already beginning in 1936, Cardinal Bertram had complained directly to Hitler of the ‘unheard-of terror’ 

which was being practiced in Bavaria, Württemberg, and elsewhere. His appeal fell on deaf ears. The 

campaign continued. ‘We don’t want to let the chaplain teach us any more!’ Children were reported as 

saying by the leading Nazi daily paper on 25 May 1937 under the headline ‘Entire school class defends 

itself against sex offender in priests clothing’.”  

 

“By the summer of 1939, all denominational schools in Germany had been turned into community 

schools, and all private schools run by the Churches had been closed down, and the monks and priests 

who staffed them dismissed. Pastors and priests were prevented from teaching in primary schools in 

increasing numbers. At the same time, religious instruction classes were reduced in number. “  

 

“In similar vein, the Education Ministry drew up plans to merge or close down many of the theological 

faculties in the universities, while from 1939 theology posts in teacher training colleges that fell vacant 

were no longer filled, by order of the Education Ministry in Berlin. In a few areas, notably in 

Württemberg, where the Educational Minister Mergenthaler was strongly anti-Christian, there were 

attempts to abolish religious instruction and replace it with classes on the Nazi world-view. The regime 

did not succeed in abolishing religious education altogether by 1939, but its long-term intentions had 

become abundantly clear by this date.  

 

The power of the Catholic Church in Germany, like that of its Protestant counterpart, had been severely 

dented by 1939. It had been intimidated and harassed until it began to scale down its criticisms of the 

regime for fear that even worse might follow. Widespread threats of imprisonment, reported a local 

government official towards the end of 1937, had produced a ‘cautious restraint on the part of the 

clergy’. In some areas, the Gestapo took over the anti-Church campaign and rapidly succeeded in driving 

the Catholic Church out of public life.”  
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“From Rome, Cardinal Pacelli continued to send interminable letters of complaint to the German 

government charging it with continued violations of the Concordat. Yet, although he contemplated 

doing so in September 1937, Hitler in the end refrained from openly repudiating the Concordat. It was 

not worth the risk of arousing the hostility of the Vatican and the protests of Catholic states, particularly 

Austria, in the increasingly delicate state of international relations in the late 1930s. Privately, however, 

the Foreign Ministry made no bones about the fact that it regarded the Concordat as ‘out of date’ 

because of its provisions, particularly concerning education, were ‘fundamentally opposed to the basic 

principles of National Socialism’. It was easier to proceed piecemeal and by stealth and avoid all mention 

of the Concordat. In public, Hitler continued to call for the Church’s loyalty and to point out that it still 

received substantial 

state support. In the long run, however, he made it clear in private that it would be completely 

separated from the state, deprived of income from state taxes, and become a purely voluntary body, 

along with its Protestant equivalent. As Rosenberg declared in 1938, since young people were now 

under the control of the Hitler Youth and the Nazified educational system, the hold of the Church over 

its congregation would be broken and the Catholic and Confessing Churches would disappear from the 

life of the people in their present form. It was a sentiment from which Hitler himself did not dissent.”  

 

“Baldur von Schirach urging young people in 1934 to leave Catholic youth organizations and join the 

Hitler Youth, declared that Rosenberg’s path is the path of the German youth’. In July 1935, at the height 

of the controversy over Rosenberg’s attacks on the Churches, a speaker told a meeting of the Nazi 

Students’ League in Bernau: ‘One is either a Nazi or a committed Christian.’ Christianity, he said, 

‘promotes the dissolution of racial ties and of the national racial community…We must repudiate the 

Old and New Testaments, since for us the Nazi idea alone is decisive. For us there is only one example, 

Adolf Hitler and no one else.”  

 

“Such anti-Christian ideas were widespread in the Hitler Youth and formed an increasingly important 

part of the Party’s program for the indoctrination of the young. Children receiving lunches from the 

National Socialist welfare organization in Cologne, for example, were obliged to recite a grace before 

and after the meal which substituted the Führer’s name for God’s when thanks were given. At one 

training camp for schoolchildren in Freusberg, they were told that the Pope was a half-Jew, and that 

they had to hate the ‘Jewish, racially alien teaching of Christianity’, which was incompatible with 

National Socialism. The mother of a twelve year old Hitler Youth found the following text in his pocket 

when he came home one evening; the song was also sung in public by the Hitler Youth at the 1934 

Nuremberg Party Rally:  
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We are the jolly Hitler Youth,  

We don’t need any Christian ‘truth’  

For our Leader Adolf Hitler, our Leader  

Always our interceder.  

 

 

Whatever the Papist priests may try,  

We’re Hitler’s children until we die;  

We follow not Christ, but Horst Wessel.  

Away with incense and holy water vessel!  

 

 

As sons of our forebears from times gone by  

We march as we sing with banners held high.  

I’m not a Christian, nor a Catholic,  

I go with the SA through thin and thick.  

 

Not the cross they sang, but ‘the swastika is redemption on earth.’”  

 

“[Such propaganda] also propagated a fiercely anti-Christian ethic whose virulence and potency should 

not be underestimated.  

Watching a young Hitler Youth member enter a Munich classroom in August 1936, Friedrich Reck-

Malleczewen observed how his glance fell on the crucifix hanging behind the teacher’s desk, how in an 

instant his young and still soft face contorted in fury, how he ripped this symbol, to which the cathedrals 

of Germany, and the ringing progressions of the St. Matthew are consecrated, off the wall and threw it 

out of the window into the street…With the cry: ‘Lie there, you dirty Jew!”  
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“And there were other outspokenly anti-Christian figures within the Nazi leadership besides Schirach. 

Open paganism in the Party, championed by Erich Ludendorff in the mid-1920s, did not disappear with 

Ludendorff’s foundation of the Tannenberg League in 1925 and his expulsion from the Party two years 

later. Robert Ley, leader of the Labor Front, went even further than Rosenberg in his disdain for 

Christianity and his rejection of the Divinity of Christ, though he did not follow him down the road of 

creating a substitute religion. A more consistently paganist figure in the Nazi elite was the Party’s 

agricultural expert Richard Walther Darré, whose ideology of ‘blood and soil’ made such a powerful 

impression on Heinrich Himmler. Darré believed that the medieval Teutons had been weakened by their 

conversion to Christianity, which he claimed had been foisted on them by the effete Latins from 

Southern Europe.”  

 

“As an SS plan put it in 1937: ‘We live in the age of the final confrontation with Christianity. It is part of 

the mission of the SS to give the German people over the next fifty years the non-Christian ideological 

foundations for a way of life appropriate to their own character’.  

 

“The families of SS men were ordered by Himmler not to celebrate Christmas, but to mark Midsummer 

instead. Christianity, Himmler was to declare on 9 June 1942, was ‘the greatest of plagues’.  

 

“The Interior Ministry ruled that people leaving the Church could declare themselves to be ‘Deists’ 

(gottgläubig), and the Party decreed that office-holders could not simultaneously hold any office in the 

Catholic or Protestant Church.”  

“This process was accelerated by an escalating series of measures pushed by the energetic and strongly 

anti-Christian head of Rudolf Hess’s office, Martin Bormann, banning priests and pastors from playing a 

part in Party affairs, or even, after May 1939, from belonging to it altogether. “  

 

“It remained the case that the Nazi Party was on the way to severing all its ties with organized 

Christianity by the end of the 1930s.”  

 

“Among Catholic workers in the Ruhr, by contrast, there were reports of worries that Hitler’s success 

would lead to an even more ruthless campaign against the Church.”  

 

***** 
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From the book “The Spear of Destiny” by Trevor Ravenscroft © 1973  

 

[The capital S for ‘Satanic and Satanism are mine, out of respect for our God, the original text is in lower 

case].  

 

“Unlike Roman Catholic Priests (“Malevolent Parasites’) and Puritan Pastors (“submissive as dogs who 

sweat in embarrassment when you talk to them”), Hitler refused to accept the story of the ancient 

Hebrews as in any way of positive significance in the long history of man kind.”  

 

“There was no need as far as he was concerned to assess the value of Christianity because Nietzsche had 

already done it to a perfection in a masterful analysis of this religion “for slaves, weaklings and the 

desiccated residue of racial scum!”  

 

“Heilscher was also responsible for creating the ‘Ritual of the Stifling Air’ in which select members of the 

SS took oaths of irreversible allegiance to Satanic powers. Had the Nazis won the war, Heilscher may 

well have become High Priest of a new world religion that would have replaced the Cross with the 

Swastika.”  

 

[After the war when captured by the ‘allies’] “In full view of the guards of the condemned cells, who 

were watchful mainly for the passing of poisons through which their charges might evade the gallows, 

Wolfram von Sievers knelt in reverence whilst Heilscher incanted the words of a Black Mass, a final 

hymn to worship to the powers of evil awaiting his soul on the other side of the grave.”  

 

 

“Hitler hated Christ and felt only scorn and contempt for all Christian aims and ideals.”  

 

[Dietrich-Eckart]  

“Yet those who saw him apparently immersed in the gay social round of the Munich Bierkellers never 

guessed that behind that jovial façade of this veteran Army Officer was hidden a dedicated Satanist, the 
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supreme adept of the arts and rituals of Black Magic and the central figure in a powerful and widespread 

circle of occultists – the Thule Group.”  

 

“Eckart was on the lookout for quite another sort of pupil. He claimed to his fellow adepts in the Thule 

Group that he had personally received a kind of Satanic annunciation that he was destined to prepare 

the vessel of the Anti-Christ, the man inspired by Lucifer to conquer the world.”  

 

As Dietrich Eckart lay dying in 1923, he said, 'Follow Hitler! He will dance, but it is I who have called the 

tune. I have initiated him into the 'Secret Doctrine', opened his centers in vision and given him the 

means to communicate with the Powers. Do not mourn for me: I shall have influenced history more 

than any other German.' 

 

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

Sermon 5/16/12 Part 3: Adolf Hitler: His Quotes Regarding Christianity 

 

The following quotes were taken from "Hitler Speaks: A Series of Political Conversations With Adolf 

Hitler on His Real Aims" By Hermann Rauschning, 1st edition, 1939  

 

"Leave the hair-splitting to others. Whether it's the Old Testament or the New, or simply the sayings of 

Jesus, it's all the same old Jewish swindle. It will not make us free. A German church, a German 

Christianity is a distortion. One is either a German or a Christian. You cannot be both."  

 

"Hitler made it clear that he was not interested in an "Aryanized Christianity" or the "Aryan Jesus" myth 

promoted by Houston Stewart Chamberlain, Von Liebenfels, and certain party members. "You cannot 

make an Aryan out of Jesus, that's nonsense. What needs to be done you say? I will tell you: we must 
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prevent the churches from doing anything but, what they are doing now, that is, losing ground day by 

day. But we can hasten matters. The parsons will be made to dig their own graves." he stated."  

 

**** 

 

The following quotes were taken for the book: Hitler's Table Talk 1941-1944: His Private Conversations, 

Translated by Norman Cameron and R.H. Stevens 

Copyright © Enigma Books 2000 First published in Great Britain 

English translation copyright © 1953 by Weidenfeld and Nicolson  

 

"Fundamentally in everyone there is the feeling for this allmighty, which we call God (that is to say, the 

dominion of natural laws throughout the whole universe). The priests, who have always succeeded in 

exploiting this feeling, threaten punishments for the man who refuses to accept the creed they impose."  

 

"Bolshevism, the illegitimate child of Christianity."  

 

"The heaviest blow that ever struck humanity was the coming of Christianity. Bolshevism is Christianity's 

illegitimate child. Both are inventions of the Jew. The deliberate lie in the matter of religion was 

introduced into the world by Christianity. Bolshevism practices a lie of the same nature, when it claims 

to bring liberty to men, whereas in reality it seeks only to enslave them. In the ancient world, the 

relations between men and gods were founded on an instinctive respect. It was a world enlightened by 

the idea of tolerance. Christianity was the first creed in the world to exterminate its adversaries in the 

name of love. Its key-note is intolerance."  

 

"Without Christianity, we should not have had Islam. The Roman Empire, under Germanic influence, 

would have developed in the direction of world-domination, and humanity would not have extinguished 

fifteen centuries of civilization at a single stroke."  

 

"Let it not be said that Christianity brought man the life of the soul, for that evolution was in the natural 

order of things. The result of the collapse of the Roman Empire was a night that lasted for centuries."  
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"Christianity is a rebellion against natural law, a protest against nature. Taken to its logical extreme, 

Christianity would mean the systematic cultivation of the human failure."  

 

"Science cannot lie, for it's always striving, according to the momentary state of knowledge, to deduce 

what is true. When it makes a mistake, it does so in good faith. It's Christianity that's the liar. It's in 

perpetual conflict with itself."  

 

"The reason why the ancient world was so pure, light and serene was that it knew nothing of the two 

great scourges : the pox and Christianity."  

 

"Christianity is a prototype of Bolshevism: the mobilization by the Jew of the masses of slaves with the 

object of undermining society. Thus one understands that the healthy elements of the Roman world 

were proof against this doctrine."  

 

"Of old, it was in the name of Christianity. Today, it's in the name of Bolshevism. Yesterday, the 

instigator was Saul: the instigator to-day, Mardochai. Saul has changed into St. Paul, and Mardochai into 

Karl Marx. By exterminating this pest, we shall do humanity a service of which our soldiers can have no 

idea."  

 

"After all, it was only between the sixth and eighth centuries that Christianity was imposed on our 

peoples by princes who had an alliance of interests with the shavelings. Our peoples had previously 

succeeded in living all right without this religion. I have six divisions of SS composed of men absolutely 

indifferent in matters of religion. It doesn't prevent them from going to their deaths with serenity in 

their souls."  

 

"But Christianity is an invention of sick brains: one could imagine nothing more senseless, nor any more 

indecent way of turning the idea of the Godhead into a mockery."  

 

"Pure Christianity—the Christianity of the catacombs—is concerned with translating the Christian 

doctrine into facts. It leads quite simply to the annihilation of mankind. It is merely whole-hearted 

Bolshevism, under a tinsel of metaphysics."  
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"It was Christianity that brought about the fall of Rome—not the Germans or the Huns. What 

Bolshevism is achieving to-day on the materialist and technical level, Christianity had achieved on the 

metaphysical level."  

 

"One cannot succeed in conceiving how much cruelty, ignominy and falsehood the intrusion of 

Christianity has spelt for this world of ours."  

 

"It is Jewry that always destroys this order. It constantly provokes the revolt of the weak against the 

strong, of bestiality against intelligence, of quantity against quality. It took fourteen centuries for 

Christianity to reach the peak of savagery and stupidity. We would therefore be wrong to sin by excess 

of confidence and proclaim our definite victory over Bolshevism. The more we render the Jew incapable 

of harming us, the more we shall protect ourselves from this danger. The Jew plays in nature the role of 

a catalyzing element. A people that is rid of its Jews returns spontaneously to the natural order."  

 

"Christianity is the worst of the regressions that mankind can ever have undergone, and it's the Jew 

who, thanks to this diabolic invention, has thrown him back fifteen centuries. The only thing that would 

be still worse would be victory for the Jew through Bolshevism. If Bolshevism triumphed, mankind 

would lose the gift of laughter and joy. It would become merely a shapeless mass, doomed to grayness 

and despair."  

 

"The priests of antiquity were closer to nature, and they sought modestly for the meaning of things. 

Instead of that, Christianity promulgates its inconsistent dogmas and imposes them by force. Such a 

religion carries within it intolerance and persecution. It's the bloodiest conceivable."  

 

"The same thing is happening to music as is happening to beauty in a world dominated by the 

shavelings—the Christian religion is an enemy to beauty."  

 

"I shall never come personally to terms with the Christian lie."  

 

Our epoch will certainly see the end of the disease of Christianity.  
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"This terrorism in religion is the product, to put it briefly, of a Jewish dogma, which Christianity has 

universalized and whose effect is to sow trouble and confusion in men's minds. It's obvious that, in the 

realm of belief, terrorist teachings have no other object but to distract men from their natural optimism 

and to develop in them the instinct of cowardice." 

 

"As far as we are concerned, we've succeeded in chasing the Jews from our midst and excluding 

Christianity from our political life. 

If nowadays we do not find the same splendid pride of race which distinguished the Grecian and Roman 

eras, it is because in the fourth century these Jewish-Christians systematically destroyed all the 

monuments of these ancient civilizations. It was they, too, who destroyed the library at Alexandria."  

 

"The religion fabricated by Paul of Tarsus, which was later called Christianity, is nothing but the 

Communism of today."  

Bormann intervened. "Jewish methods, he said, have never varied in their essentials. Everywhere they 

have stirred up the plebs against the ruling classes. Everywhere they have fostered discontent against 

the established power. For these are the seeds which produce the crop they hope later to gather. 

Everywhere they fan the flames of hatred between peoples of the same blood. It is they who invented 

class-warfare, and the repudiation of this theory must therefore always be an anti-Jewish measure. In 

the same way, any doctrine which is anti-Communist, any doctrine which is anti-Christian must, ipso 

facto, be anti-Jewish as well. The National Socialist doctrine is therefore anti-Jewish in excelsis, for it is 

both anti-Communist and anti-Christian. National Socialism is solid to the core, and the whole of its 

strength is concentrated against the Jews, even in matters which appear to have a purely social aspect 

and are designed for the furtherance of the 

social amenities of our own people."  

 

The Fuehrer concluded:  

"Burgdorff has just given me a paper which deals with the relationship between Communism and 

Christianity. It is comforting to see how, even in these days, the fatal relationship between the two is 

daily becoming clearer to the human intelligence."  

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Sermon 5/16/12 Part 4: Josef Goebbels on Christianity 

 

Josef Goebbels on Christianity 

 

The following reveals that not only were all of the top Third Reich Leaders strongly anti-Christian, but 

that they also rejected Christian 'morals.'  

 

The following quotes were taken from:  

The Goebbels Diaries,  

Edited and translated by Louis P. Lochner  

© 1971 by Universal-Award House, Inc.; 1948 by Doubleday & Company; Garden City NY.  

 

“Goebbels also reveals himself as violently opposed to the Christian churches. He makes it clear, he 

plans to deal with the churches after the war and reduce them to impotence.”  

* Editors insertion, Page ix  

 

“Reichsleiter Martin Bormann became Rudolf Hess’s successor as Hitler’s deputy in party matters after 

Hess's sensational flight to England in 1941. He proved to be one of the most radical and 

uncompromising Nazis, filled with a hated for the Church.”  

Page 99  

 

“American Newspapers claim that Stalin has been preordained to save Christianity.”  

Page 108  

 

Roosevelt has thought up a new Christian propaganda for the Easter holidays. He compares the road of 

the vanquished peoples of Europe to the road to Golgotha, and claims that he of all people has been 

divinely ordained to protect Christianity against neo-paganism–this, of course, with the aid of the 

exceptionally Christian Soviets, who have distinguished themselves in the past by their religious 

fanaticism!”  
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Page 182  

 

NOTE* 

Communism is not anti-Christian, as is commonly believed. 80 million Bibles printed in China - and 

counting Link to article from 'Christianity Today.  

 

“On the one hand it can’t be denied that certain measures of the Party, especially the decree abut 

crucifixes, have made it altogether too easy for the bishops to rant against the state.” [The Nazis insisted 

upon the removal of crucifixes from schools and hospitals] Editors insert  

“Göring, too…his whole attitude toward the Christian Churches toward the Christian denominations I 

quite open and above board. He sees through them, and has no intention whatever of taking them 

under his protection.”  

Page 163, 164  

 

“It’s a dirty, low thing for the Catholic Church to continue its subversive activity in every way possible… 

Next to the Jews these politico-divines [politisierenden pfaffen] are about the most loathsome riffraff 

that we are still sheltering in the Reich. The time will come after the war for an over-all solution of this 

problem.”  

Page 168  

 

“Prostitution in Berlin is causing us many a headache these days. During a raid we found that 15 percent 

of all women arrested had VD, most of them even syphilis. We must certainly do something now about 

it. In the long run we cannot possibly avoid setting up a ‘red-light district’ in the Reich capital similar to 

those in Hamburg, Nuremburg, and other large cities. You simply cannot organize and administer a city 

of four millions in accordance with conceptions of bourgeois morals.”  

Page 189  

 

“The Führer spoke very derogatorily abut the arrogance of the higher and lower clergy. The insanity of 

the Christian doctrine of redemption really doesn’t fit at all into our time. The Führer cited a number of 

exceptionally drastic and in part even grotesque examples. Whereas the most learned and wisest 

scientists struggle for a whole lifetime to study but one of the mysterious laws of nature, a little country 
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priest from Bavaria is in a position to decide this matter on the basis of his religious knowledge. One can 

regard such a disgusting performance only with disdain.”  

Page 421  

 

“The Catholic clergy is collaborating with the enemies of our country in a truly treasonable manner. I 

could burst with rage when I think that we cannot possibly call the guilty ones to account now. We shall 

save our vengeance until later.”  

Page 429  

 

A number of Catholic and Protestant ministers have been sentenced to death. They had offended the 

German armed forces in a most cowardly manner. I proposed to the Führer that the verdicts, together 

with the opinion of the court, be published.”  

Page 544  

 

 

The following quotes were taken from: Sex and Society in Nazi Germany by Hans Peter Bleuel © 1972, 

1973  

Translated from the German by J. Maxwell Brownjohn ‘Das saubere Reich’  

Published in England under the title ‘Strength through Joy’ November 1973  

 

"Goebbels once poked fun at the antediluvian moral concepts of the reactionaries and the tractarian 

spirit of their priggish bedfellows. Hitler seized the cue and whipped himself into one of his furious 

tirades: ‘I abominate prudishness and moral prying…What has it to do with our struggle? These are 

outworn notions of reactionary old women like Hugenberg, who can only visualize national rejuvenation 

in terms of virtuous customs and austerity. ‘League of Virtue’ and ‘Christian-German Table-

Companions’, ‘replacing the material losses of the nation with spiritual gains’– and all the rest of that 

tawdry patriotic mumbo-jumbo. Our uprising has nothing to do with bourgeois virtues. We are an 

uprising born of our nation’s strength–the strength of its loins as well, if you like. I won’t be a spoilsport 

to any of my men. If I demand the utmost of them, I must also permit them to let off steam as they 

please, not as it suits a lot of 

elderly church-hens. My lads are no angels.  
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Pages 5 - 6  

 

“By publishing this attack in Der Angriff, the press organ of his own Berlin Gau, Goebbels made himself a 

champion of progressive sexual morality and the scourge of ‘unnatural people’ whose moral concepts 

might, in a pinch, govern ‘community life in a nunnery’ but were utterly out of place in a ‘modern 

civilized State.’ Every inch the enlightened revolutionary, he poured scorn on the moral snoopers who 

could have liked nothing better than to set up ‘chastity committees’ in town and country and transform 

the new Germany into a wilderness of carping and hypocrisy. Characterizing this behavior as 

Bettschnüffelei [bed-sniffing], he went on to accuse those who claimed a lien on morality– ‘the under-

endowed’ whose aim it was to supervise the sex-life of Müller and Schulze [Smith and Jones] as well as 

the morally harmful activities of dancers and stage stars–of contemptible hypocrisy and specious 

prudishness. No self-respecting 

German woman should venture forth unescorted, smoke, drink, dress up or wear her hair bobbed: these 

were rules of decorum advocated b y mean-minded bigots and arrogant arbiters of morality.”  

 

“Wasn’t National Socialism on the side of life, and didn’t it aim to infect the nation with optimism and 

joie de vivre?”  

 

“This is why we give the worker too, a chance to dress festively on festive occasions. This is why we 

purvey strength through joy. And this is why we brush aside the agents of prudish hypocrisy and refuse 

to let them spoil, with their everlasting and spiteful pedantries, the pleasures that are so essential a 

counterpart to the troubles, cares, and privations of mundane existence for a decent nation which has 

every reason to draw strength for its arduous fight for survival from ever renewed and deliberate 

affirmation of life.”  

Pages 101-103  

 

 

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Sermon 5/16/12 Part 5: Reinhard Heydrich and his Work to Destroy Christianity 

 

Reinhard Heydrich and his Work to Destroy Christianity 

 

This explains how the 'Vatican' helped many of the SS get set up with new identities and places to live 

such as in South America, after the war. The Nazis infiltrated the Vatican as clergy to destroy it from the 

inside, and they were planning on working to destroy the Protestant Churches, but the war disrupted 

everything.  

 

Here is a quote:  

"The ultimate aim of the SS went beyond the eradication of political Catholicism to the destruction of 

the Church itself as a centre of power and moral authority. Heydrich attempted to discredit the clergy by 

engineering a number of trials based on accusations of currency smuggling and sexual misconduct by 

priests and nuns which were given wide publicity in the SS journal, Das Schwartze Korps."  

[It doesn't take much imagination to figure out the 'sexual misconduct' which has always been the 

pedophilia- molesting and raping of children].  

 

More...  

"He later developed a more elaborate plan to speed the decline and disintegration of organised religion. 

According to SD agent Wilhelm Hoettl, Heydrich intended to disrupt the Church from the inside by 

sending his own men to the theological seminaries for training as priests."  

 

"A similar scheme was to be directed against the Protestant Churches."  

 

"Hitler decided to postpone a final reckoning with Christianity until after the war."  

 

The above quotes were taken from the book:  

"The Killing of SS Obergruppenfuhrer Reinhard Heydrich" by Callum Macdonald.  
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“No less characteristic was his [Reinhard Heydrich] plan for destroying the churches: to send young, 

unshakably fanatical National Socialists into the seminaries for priests in order to begin their work on 

sedition from within.”  

The Face of the Third Reich: Portraits of the Nazi Leadership by Joachim C. Fest © 1970; Translated from 

the German by Michael Bullock, Page 159  

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

House Passes Stealth Legislation 

 

House Passes Stealth Legislation 

 

http://original.antiwar.com/giraldi/2012/05/16/house-passes-stealth-legislation/ 

by Philip Giraldi, May 17, 2012  

Print This | Share This Go to Google and type in "H.R. 4133." You will discover that, apart from a handful 

of blogs and alternative news sites, not a single mainstream medium has reported the story of a 

congressional bill that might well have major impact on the conduct of United States foreign policy. H.R. 

4133, the United States-Israel Enhanced Security Cooperation Act of 2012, was introduced into the 

House of Representatives of the 112th Congress on March 5 "to express the sense of Congress regarding 

the United States-Israel strategic relationship, to direct the president to submit to Congress reports on 

United States actions to enhance this relationship and to assist in the defense of Israel, and for other 

purposes." The American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC) reportedly helped draft the bill, and its 

co-sponsors include Republicans Eric Cantor and Ileana Ros-Lehtinen and Democrats Howard Berman 

and Steny Hoyer. Hoyer is the Democratic whip in the House of Representatives, where Cantor is 

majority leader. Ros-Lehtinen heads the Foreign Affairs Committee.  

 

The House bill basically provides Israel with a blank check drawn on the U.S. taxpayer to maintain its 

"qualitative military edge" over all of its neighbors combined. It requires the White House to prepare an 
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annual report on how that superiority is being maintained. The resolution passed on May 9 by a vote of 

411–2 on a "suspension of the rules," which is intended for non-controversial legislation requiring little 

debate and a quick vote. 

 

A number of congressmen spoke on the bill, affirming their undying dedication to the cause of Israel. 

Rep. Ron Paul of Texas was the only one who spoke out against it, describing it as "one-sided and 

counterproductive foreign policy legislation. This bill's real intent seems to be more saber-rattling 

against Iran and Syria." Paul also observed that "this bill states that it is the policy of the United States to 

`reaffirm the enduring commitment of the United States to the security of the State of Israel as a Jewish 

state.' However, according to our Constitution, the policy of the United States government should be to 

protect the security of the United States, not to guarantee the religious, ethnic, or cultural composition 

of a foreign country." Paul voted "no" and was joined by only one other representative, John Dingell of 

Michigan, who represents a large Muslim constituency. 

 

It is interesting to note what exactly the bill pledges the American people to do on behalf of Israel. It 

obligates the United States to veto resolutions critical of Israel, to provide such military support "as is 

necessary," to pay for the building of an anti-missile system, to provide advanced "defense" equipment 

(including refueling tankers, which are offensive), to give Israel special munitions (i.e., bunker-busters, 

which are also offensive), to forward deploy more U.S. military equipment to Israel, to offer the Israeli 

air force more training and facilities in the U.S., to increase security- and advanced-technology-program 

cooperation, and to extend loan guarantees and expand intelligence-sharing (including highly sensitive 

satellite imagery). Actually, there's even more included, and I may have missed the kitchen sink. But the 

objective is to provide Israel with the resources to attack Iran, if it chooses to do so, while tying the U.S. 

and Israel so closely together that whatever Benjamin Netanyahu does, the U.S. "will always be there," 

as our president has so aptly put it.  

 

But the scariest bit of the bill is its call for "an expanded role for Israel within the North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization (NATO), including an enhanced presence at NATO headquarters and exercises." If Israel 

becomes part of NATO, which is clearly Congress's intent, the U.S. and other members will be obligated 

to come to the aid of a nation that is expanding its borders and is currently engaged in hostilities with 

three of its neighbors. Israel has also initiated a series of regional wars. Whether NATO membership for 

Israel would benefit anyone is questionable, but it is something the neocons have been seeking for 

years, to turn Israel's wars into a new crusade against the Muslim world. 

 

And then there is the congressional propensity to conceal additional spending in legislation that is 

normally passed without a great deal of debate. It is perhaps no coincidence that on May 7 the 
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Republican spokesman, the redoubtable Howard "Buck" McKeon, chairman of the Armed Services 

Committee, released his party's proposal for increased defense spending (yes, increased) for 2013. 

McKeon, who has never served in the military and who was holds a bachelor of science degree in animal 

husbandry from Brigham Young University, is an uber-hawk who relies heavily on campaign 

contributions from the defense industry. Perhaps "Buck" should consider changing his sobriquet to 

"Warbucks," but as he probably lacks a sense of humor, it would be wasted on him.  

 

Included in the proposed defense bill is a cool $1 billion for Israel to upgrade its missile defenses. Money 

for Israel inserted in the U.S. defense budget suggests that Congress believes that defense of the U.S. 

and defense of Israel are pretty much conjoined at the hip. That's on top of the $3 billion Tel Aviv 

already receives and the numerous defense co-production programs that it benefits from, which will 

clearly be expanded if 4133 is any indication. The media predictably underreported the largesse for 

Israel with a couple of lines hidden away in a story in The Washington Post about overall defense 

spending. 

 

Many who follow the issue have known for some time that Congress, generally speaking, will 

unhesitatingly do anything to benefit Israel and its supporters, be damned the consequences for the rest 

of us. That they do it without any public scrutiny is unforgivable and is as much the fault of the media as 

it is of the devious ways of America's legislature. If Congress wants to give Israel the type of guarantees 

that would require Washington to support Tel Aviv's foreign and security policy, there should be a free 

and open debate with the American people understanding clearly what such a commitment means in 

terms of costs and consequences, not a "suspension of rules" stealth legislative package. If Buck McKeon 

and his friends on the House Armed Services Committee want to give Israel a billion dollars and actually 

believe it serves the U.S. national interest, why do they hide it in a procurement bill for the defense of 

the United States? If historians 100 years from now seek to explain how a great power committed 

seemingly intentional national suicide, they will have to look no further than the voting record of the 

U.S. Congress...... 

 

 

But the scariest bit of the bill is its call for "an expanded role for Israel within the North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization (NATO), including an enhanced presence at NATO headquarters and exercises." If Israel 

becomes part of NATO, which is clearly Congress's intent, the U.S. and other members will be obligated 

to come to the aid of a nation that is expanding its borders and is currently engaged in hostilities with 

three of its neighbors. Israel has also initiated a series of regional wars. Whether NATO membership for 

Israel would benefit anyone is questionable, but it is something the neocons have been seeking for 

years, to turn Israel's wars into a new crusade against the Muslim world...... 
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High Priest Don Danko 

 

VATICAN CONTINUES TO CRUMBLE UNDER ONE SCANDAL AFTER ANOTHER 

 

http://news.yahoo.com/vatican-faces-widening-leaks-scandal-182537865.html 

VATICAN CITY (Reuters) - The Vatican faces a widening scandal that in one short week has seen Pope 

Benedict's butler arrested, the president of its bank unceremoniously dismissed and the publication of a 

new book alleging conspiracies among cardinals. 

It was a poisonous Pentecost Sunday for the pope, who likely had the tumultuous events of the past 

week on his mind as he celebrated a mass in St Peter's Basilica on the day regarded as the birthday of 

the Church. 
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On Saturday his personal butler, Paolo Gabriele, 46, was formally charged with stealing confidential 

papal documents in the scandal that has come to be known as "Vatileaks". Some of the documents 

allege cronyism and corruption in contracts with Italian companies. 

One prominent cardinal, illustrating the growing emotion of the debate in Vatican circles, wrote in an 

Italian newspaper that the pope had been betrayed just as Jesus was betrayed 2,000 years ago. 

The scandal, which has been brewing for months, has hit the very heart of the Roman Catholic Church. 

Gabriele - now known in Vatican statements as "the defendant" - was until Wednesday night the quiet 

man who served the pope's meals, helped him dress and held his umbrella on rainy days. 

The pope made no reference during his two public appearances on Sunday to the scandal or the arrest, 

which aides said had "saddened and pained" him. 

"I feel very sad for the pope. This whole thing is such a disservice to the Church," Carl Anderson, head of 

the Knights of Columbus charity group who is also a member of the board of the Vatican bank, told 

Reuters. 

The night before the Vatican announced an arrest as part of its investigation of the leaks, it was rocked 

by the sudden ouster of the president of its bank, formally known as the Institute for Works of Religion 

(IOR). 

Anderson, among those who voted no-confidence in Italian Ettore Gotti Tedeschi, said in a telephone 

interview with Reuters that the president was sacked because of "a fundamental failure to perform his 

basic responsibilities". 

BANK TRANSPARENCY 

Anderson rejected accusations by Gotti Tedeschi that he had been ousted because he wanted the bank 

to be more transparent. 

"Categorically, this action by the board had nothing to do with his promotion of transparency," 

Anderson said. "In Fact, he was becoming an obstacle to greater transparency by his inability to work 

senior management," Anderson said. 

Anderson said the Vatican is still aiming to make the OECD's "white list" of states with financial 

transparency and other Vatican sources have pointed to the president's very public ouster as an 

example of the drive for transparency. 

A memorandum of the meeting that ousted Gotti Tedeschi and obtained by Reuters said he had shown 

"progressively erratic personal behavior" and failed to defend the bank "in the face of inaccurate media 

reports". 

Gotti Tedeschi's ouster was significant in internal Vatican politics because it was another blow to the 

prestige of Vatican Secretary of State Cardinal Tarcisio Bertone, the pope's right-hand man, who was 

instrumental in bringing the Italian in from Spain's Banco Santander to run the IOR in 2009. 
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Earlier last week saw the publication of "His Holiness," a new book by Italian journalist Gianluigi Nuzzi, 

who was first leaked some of the documents in January and aired them on a television show. 

He says he was given the material by people loyal to the Church who wanted to expose corruption and 

that he did not pay anything for the documents. 

After the events of last week, the atmosphere in the walled city-state was glum on Sunday. Vatican 

sources said they could not rule out more arrests, particularly if Gabriele named any accomplices. 

The leaks scandal prompted one prominent Churchman, Cardinal Carlo Maria Martini, the former 

archbishop of Milan and himself once a candidate for the papacy, to appeal to Church leaders "to 

urgently win back the trust of the faithful". 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^> 

PERSONAL BETRAYAL OR BIGGER PLOT? 

Martini, writing in an Italian newspaper, said the pope had been "betrayed" just as Jesus was betrayed 

2,000 years ago, and that the Church would have to emerge from the latest scandal cleaner and 

stronger. 

Still, few believed that Gabriele, a shy and private man, could have acted on his own and some said he 

may have been an unwitting pawn in a Vatican power struggle. 

"Either he lost his mind or this is a trap," a friend of Gabriele's in the Vatican told the newspaper La 

Stampa. 

"Whoever convinced him to do this is even more guilty because he manipulated a simple person." 

While news of Gabriele's arrest has filled pages and pages of newspapers in Italy and beyond, the 

Vatican's own newspaper, L'Osservatore Romano, has ignored the story. 

Some say this may be because the paper itself has been an instrument in a power struggle involving 

reciprocal mud-slinging between allies and enemies of Cardinal Bertone. 

"This is a strategy of tension, an orgy of vendettas and pre-emptive vendettas that has now spun out of 

the control of those who thought they could orchestrate it," Church historian Alberto Melloni wrote in 

the Corriere della Sera newspaper. 

The leaked documents included letters by an archbishop who was transferred to Washington after 

blowing the whistle on what he saw as a web of corruption and cronyism, a memo that put a number of 

cardinals in a bad light, and documents alleging internal conflicts about the Vatican bank. 

(Reporting By Philip Pullella; Editing by Ralph Boulton) 
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Most of you will already have seen this in the news. The vatican is undergoing yet another scandal 

investigation after more top secret documents have been leaked. They are losing their legitimacy before 

the eyes of the world at a rapid rate. We must continue to facilitate this!  

 

As for those deluded fools who do realise the falsity of the vatican yet still cling to xianity, their days are 

numbered. Soon this entire jewish run program will be exposed entirely before the eyes of the Gentile 

World and our People will wake up to the Truth of Satan. We must work towards this and continue to 

educate our People by every legal means possible. The enemy is falling. Their pillars are crumbling and 

they are losing their foundations. 

 

"The scandal, which has been brewing for months, has hit the very heart of the Roman Catholic Church." 

–And remember, the catholic church is the father of all of the xian sects, no matter how hard xians try to 

deny that.  

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/ 

 

Each and every single one of us is a Warrior of Satan, and each and every single one of us should be 

doing our part in this War!  

 

HAIL FATHER SATAN!! 

Hail Beelzebub!! 

Hail Lilith!! 

 

Heil Hitler!! 

Heil Heinrich Himmler!! 

 

-High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

 

http://www.ageofsatan.co.cc 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 
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Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

 

Adolf Hitler: Man Of Peace 

 

Adolf Hitler: Man Of Peace 

 

"This war thrusts us years back in our constructive work. It is deplorable. I have not indeed become the 

Chancellor of the Greater German Reich in order to conduct war!" 

-Adolf Hitler 1940  

 

If Hitler was the monster the Jews lie and say he was, he might have won the war. Hitler showed mercy 

on the entire British Army at Dunkirk and personally ordered his generals to stop the attack and allow 

the English to leave. Hitler spared his enemies where he could have killed them all. Previous and still, 

Hitler had worked around the clock to obtain peace with England. Many Gentiles in England including 

members of the Royal family and even the famed T. E. Laurence of "Arabia" himself was a pro-Nazi. 

Laurence was murdered on his way to an important meeting to help bring a peace treaty with Germany 

before the war.  

 

Rudolf Hess also made a fateful mission to Britain in 1941 to meet with the Pro-Peace members of the 

English Nobility and Government and bring Peace between the two Nations, where he was captured by 

the kosher Churchill's secret police and spent the rest of his life in a solitary prison cell:  

 

"Hess was a prominent figure in Nazi Germany, acting as Adolf Hitler's deputy in the Nazi Party. On the 

eve of war with the Soviet Union, he flew to Scotland in an attempt to negotiate peace, but was 

arrested. He was tried at Nuremberg and sentenced to life in prison where he died [was murdered] in 

1987."  

"My coming to England in this way is, as I realize, so unusual that nobody will easily understand it. I was 

confronted by a very hard decision. I do not think I could have arrived at my final choice unless I had 
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continually kept before my eyes the vision of an endless line of children's coffins with weeping mothers 

behind them, both English and German, and another line of coffins of mothers with mourning children." 

 

-Rudolf Hess Statement of 10 June 1941, as quoted in Rudolf Hess: Prisoner of Peace (1982) by Ilse Hess 

(his wife).  

"I was suspicious for several reasons... after all, Hess who had been held in Spandau for almost 30 years 

was by then 93-years-old and fragile. I doubted he had the strength to kill himself with a cord which was 

not attached at both ends to anything." 

 

- Lt. Col. Eugene K. Bird on the death of Hess, to a Deutsche Presse-Agentur reporter, as quoted in 

"Former governor of Spandau Prison dies in Berlin" in Expatica (7 November 2005)  

Hess was murdered by the Jews to "tie up loose ends" and remove anyone who might still be alive to tell 

the truth.  

And of course the Holohoax is a lie: http://www.holocaustdenialvideos.com/  

Cole in Auschwitz 1 of 7  

 

Even a JEW admits and proves the "holocaust" is a LIE!  

 

Hitler also forbade the use of chemical weapons and did not allow the creation of nuclear weapons as 

he was disgusted and aghast at such a thing. Hitler was a combat soldier at the front [highly decorated 

for bravery] for the entire Great War and knew first hand what such Jewish [the creator of Gas weapons 

was a Jewish chemist] created weapons were like. He like millions of men experienced being wounded 

by such weapons. The creators of Atomic weapons and war was a Jew named Oppenheimer and his 

fellow Jews were behind getting it built and used. Japan was already going to surrender to the Allies, so 

there was no need to use Atomic weapons on them. It was Talmudic hated for Gentiles, nothing more. It 

was Jewish dominated politicking in America that had forced Japan into war on purpose in the first place 

by placing embargo's on Japan that would have left Japan impoverished and starving. The Jews 

committed a real holocaust on Japan because they also wanted to test their new Atomic weapons on a 

real Goyim population.  

 

The reason America came into the War was by that time the Jewish elite were in control of its vital 

networks and so did everything to push America into the War. Under crypto-Jew Roosevelt [of Dutch-

Jewish ancestry ] and his staff with reads like a synagogue list. Roosevelt in a telegram to the French 
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Premier Reynaud on June 15 1940. Promised to double American aid to France on the condition it 

continue the war against Germany. In December 19 1339 an American warship the Tuscaloosa 

maneuvered a German passenger vessel the Columbus in to the hands of the British navy while in the 

security zone. Of which was scuttled by the Germans. In January 1940 the American warship Treton in 

violation of internal law reported the movements of the German merchant ships Arauca, LaPlata and 

Wangoi to enemy naval forces. On June 27 1940 Roosevelt announced a limitation on the free 

movement of foreign merchant [Axis] vessels in American ports which is also in violation of internal law. 

In November of the same year Roosevelt allows for American warships to chase the German merchant 

ships Phrygia, Idarwald and Rhein. Which ended in all three ships scuttling themselves to avoid capture. 

This and its identical acts are all acts of provoked war against Germany. Helping enemy nations to attack 

their ships and citizens. 

 

Roosevelt also sent the OSS Chief colonel Donovan to start uprisings against Germany and Italy in Sofia 

and Belgrade. 

Roosevelt then permitted American citizens to join the RAF while also openly training RAF personal in 

America. In September of 1940 Roosevelt transferred fifty American destroyers to the British navy. In 

March 1941 Roosevelt imposed the Lend-Lease Act on America Which meant as President he could 

official furnish as much aid as he wanted to [at the tax payers expense] that he felt it was in American's 

interest to defend such as the Soviet Jewion. This aid was the major reason the Red Beast was able to 

survive in the early part of the Eastern war. 

 

Roosevelt had also worked to block other nations from making peace or having any peaceful relations 

with Germany. Using economic policy as weapon against them. In 1940 he froze all Norwegian and 

Danish assets. Despite the fact Germany had not nor had the plan the loot or dictate financial policy to 

either nation. Later Belgian assets in America where also frozen [frozen=stolen] with Roosevelt 

recognizing nonsense panels of exiles from such nations as governments in exile. An act of blatant 

hostility towards Axis Europe. Roosevelt's actions from even before the war showed he committed to 

warfare on any level against the National Socialist Nation in Europe.  

 

On April 13 1941 American ships where permitted to pass freely thought the Red Sea to supply British 

armies fighting in the Middle East. In March of the same year the Americans started to openly confiscate 

all German ships they could. While treating German citizens once again in violation of international law 

like prisoners. In another indictment two German officers that escaped from Canadian custody and fled 

to America. Where in violation of internal law return chained back into Canada which was at war with 

Germany. At the same time American naval ships started to increase patrols in the Western Atlantic 

reporting to the British navy on any observations. On Axis ships military or civilian. While repairing 

British naval ship in US ports. In May Norwegian vessels working for the British where openly armed and 
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repaired in American ports. In violation of internal law. In June America troops arrived in Greenland to 

start building military air bases. Then on the 9th on the same month was a report from the British that 

Roosevelt had ordered an American warship to openly attack a German submarine off Greenland. Then 

German assets in violation of internal law in the same month in America where official frozen. Around 

the same time Roosevelt orders the recall of the German consuls and calls for the closing of the German 

press agency "Transocean" the German library of information in New York as well as the German 

national rail office [Reichbahn]. 

 

In July of 1941 American armed forces under Roosevelt orders occupy Greenland which is in an area of 

German military operations. In a hope to force Germany into a war with America and attempt to 

influence the outcome of German U-boat operations. Against Germanys favor. As part of this on July 

10th 1941 America Navy Secretary Frank Knox orders that all American warships are officially ordered to 

fire on all Axis vessels. That is another announcement of open war on Germany by the American 

government. On September of that year the US Warship Greer joins with British warships to attack 

German submarines in the Atlantic. Soon after a German submarine identifies American warships acting 

as open military escorts for British convoys. 

 

Roosevelt openly admits in a speech given on September 11 1941 he had personally given the order for 

American warships to fire on all Axis vessels and repeatedly given the order. On the 29th of the same 

month American warship patrols attack a German submarine off Greenland. On October the 17th the 

American warship Keanry acting on this order attacks another German submarine. Then in November of 

the same year American warships in violation of international law, capture the German ship Odenwald 

take it to an American port and imprison the crew.  

 

The American Government and its Jewish controllers had already declared war on Germany privately for 

years. The same methods where used against Japan to force them into a war as well. It's no secret fact 

anymore the US government knew about Pearl Harbor months in advance and did nothing. As they 

wanted a official reason to do what they had been doing all along.  

 

 

Poland And More Jewish Hate 

 

The same Jews placed international embargo's on Germany during the 1930's- see Judea Declares War 

on Germany/Freedman confessions: would have left 1/3rd of the German people in starvation. Even 
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then Germany did not go to war until Hitler had no choice to invade Poland to stop the genocide of the 

ethnic German populace which had killed around 20,000 to 50,000 innocent people by Jewish-created 

and backed Haitian-style murder squads. And that was after Hitler had warned Poland to stop it and 

appealed to the League of Nations, the UN of the day, to do something. The Broomberg massacre was 

the final draw. Thousands of Germans were massacred, literally Rwandan style.  

Hitler's invasion of Poland was done to end the genocide of thousands of innocent people by force, as 

appeals to reason and compassion had failed. Churchill, the Jew puppet and who's mother was a Jewess 

as even reported by the Jerusalem Post, and from 1936 was being funded by a group of mainly Jewish 

bankers, former politicians and industrialists called "The Focus Group" and was given a huge amount of 

money by the Jewish Chairman of the Shell company in July of that year. He made a deal with the Pole 

government behind the door. They were to force Germany into attacking by any means and then 

England and France could declare war and look like the morally righteous side. This was to open a two 

front war between Poland in the East, and France, and England in the West, which was to defeat 

Germany, as the Polish Army alone out-numbered the German one. Key areas of Polish society had no 

doubt been subverted by Jewry as well by this point.  

 

"Lord Nathan Rothschild was the most powerful man in Britain." 

-British Prime Minister Lloyd George  

 

The British Empire had been under Jewish control for a century by this point with the Jewish Banking 

Dynasties. Many such Jews had also become part of the British Nobility, such as the Rothschild's:  

"The Rothschild family....The British branch of the family was elevated into the British nobility at the 

request of Queen Victoria. It has been argued that during the 19th century, the family possessed by far 

the largest private fortune in the world, and by far the largest fortune in modern world history."  

Even having the Jews in control of the British Government directly such as Disraeli:  

"Benjamin Disraeli, 1st Earl of Beaconsfield, KG, PC, FRS, (21 December 1804 ¨C 19 April 1881) was a 

British Prime Minister, parliamentarian, Conservative statesman, and literary figure. He started from 

comparatively humble origins. He served in government for three decades, twice as Prime Minister of 

the United Kingdom. Although his father had him baptized to Anglicanism at age 12, he was nonetheless 

Britain's first and thus far only Prime Minister who was born into a Jewish family - originally from Italy."  

 

They did not count on the fact Hitler was a genius who had created a modern People's Army and lighting 

war tactics which if you study the history of military thinking were revolutionary and so far ahead of the 

time. Hence why Poland and then France fell in two weeks each. Even then after what the wicked Jews 
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had done to Germans and Europe, Hitler still asked for and gave fair terms in friendship and not as a 

conqueror. France agreed with the Vichy Nationalist Government but England refused. Poland stayed 

under occupation considering what had happened and Poland had already invaded Germany several 

times before in the Weimar period, but they were treated with respect under Hitler's direct orders there 

was no revenge actions taken towards the Polish populace for Broomberg.  

 

The Soviet Jewion which had attacked from the East taking advantage of the situation for a power grab 

did however commit genocide on the Polish population, the most famous example being Katyn 

massacre:  

 

"The Katyn massacre, also known as the Katyn Forest massacre, was a mass execution of Polish nationals 

carried out by the Soviet secret police NKVD in April ¨C May 1940. It was based on Lavrenty Beria's 

proposal to execute all members of the Polish Officer Corps, dated 5 March 1940. This official document 

was then approved and signed by the Soviet Politburo, including its leader, Joseph Stalin. The number of 

victims is estimated at about 22,000, the most commonly cited number being 21,768. The victims were 

murdered in the Katyn Forest in Russia, the Kalinin and Kharkov prisons and elsewhere. About 8,000 

were officers taken prisoner during the 1939 Soviet invasion of Poland, the rest being Polish doctors, 

professors, lawmakers, police officers, and other public servants arrested for allegedly being 

"intelligence agents, gendarmes, landowners, saboteurs, factory owners, lawyers, officials and priests." 

Since Poland's conscription system required every unexempted university graduate to become a reserve 

officer, the NKVD was able to round up much of the Polish intelligentsia."  

 

The Battle of Britain started in defense against Kosher Churchill's sending bombers across the Channel to 

bomb German cities and towns FIRST. Hitler warned him to stop such actions. Churchill refused and 

after several more times, then Hitler sent the German Air Force across the channel and then only to 

bomb the British Air Forces bases to cripple Kosher Churchill and Harris RAF terror bombers from 

attacking anymore German civilian centers. What happened is during a night attack, one of the German 

bombers thinking they were over the channel already had to drop their excess bombs to have the fuel 

left to make it home. Sadly they were over a British City but since the blackouts were in effect, they had 

no way of knowing. They worked to avoid any civilian causality. To the point under twenty one thousand 

for the entire battle. Even when they where in the position they could have leveled half of England. And 

this was only after Hitler had bent over backwards trying to make Peace with England from the 1930's 

and on. As mentioned even sparing the entire English Army at Dunkirk. 

 

 

The hidden part of the Air War Talmudic Protocols In Action: 
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"February 13/14 1945: Holocaust over Dresden, known as the Florence of the North. Dresden was a 

hospital city for wounded soldiers. Not one military unit, not one anti-aircraft battery was deployed in 

the city. Together with the 600.000 refugees from Breslau, Dresden was filled with nearly 1.2 million 

people. Churchill had asked for "suggestions how to blaze 600.000 refugees". He wasn't interested how 

to target military installations 60 miles outside of Dresden. More than 700.000 phosphorus bombs were 

dropped on 1.2 million people. One bomb for every 2 people. The temperature in the center of the city 

reached 1600 o centigrade. More than 260.000 bodies and residues of bodies were counted. But those 

who perished in the center of the city can't be traced. Approximately 500.000 children, women, the 

elderly, wounded soldiers and the animals of the zoo were slaughtered in one night." 

"In fact, little had been done to provide the ancient city of artists and craftsmen with anti-aircraft 

defenses. One squadron of planes had been stationed in Dresden for awhile, but the Luftwaffe decided 

to move the aircraft to another area where they would be of use. A gentlemen's agreement seemed to 

prevail, designating Dresden an "open city." 

 

An easy opportunity to mass murder as many innocent people as possible by Jewry. A hundred thousand 

people died in the first twenty minutes of the attack. 

 

One eyewitness who survived told of seeing "young women carrying babies running up and down the 

streets, their dresses and hair on fire, screaming until they fell down, or the collapsing buildings fell on 

top of them." 

 

As the German government stated after the attack: 

"Dresden had no war industries, it was a place of culture and clinics." 

 

"What distinguished this raid was the cold-blooded ruthlessness with which it was carried out. U.S. 

Mustangs appeared low over the city, strafing anything that moved, including a column of rescue 

vehicles rushing to the city to evacuate survivors. One assault was aimed at the banks of the Elbe River, 

where refugees had huddled during the horrible night. 

 

"Dresden's citizens barely had time to reach their shelters. The first bomb fell at 10:09 p.m. The attack 

lasted 24 minutes, leaving the inner city a raging sea of fire. "Precision saturation bombing" had created 

the desired firestorm.  
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There was a three-hour pause between the first and second raids. The lull had been calculated to lure 

civilians from their shelters into the open again. To escape the flames, tens of thousands of civilians had 

crowded into the Grosser Garten, a magnificent park nearly one and a half miles square. 

 

The second raid came at 1:22 a.m. with no warning. Twice as many bombers returned with a massive 

load of incendiary bombs. The second wave was designed to spread the raging firestorm into the 

Grosser Garten. 

 

It was a complete "success." Within a few minutes a sheet of flame ripped across the grass, uprooting 

trees and littering the branches of others with everything from bicycles to human limbs. For days 

afterward, they remained bizarrely strewn about as grim reminders of Allied sadism." 

 

At the start of the second air assault, many were still huddled in tunnels and cellars, waiting for the fires 

of the first attack to die down. At 1:30 a.m. an ominous rumble reached the ears of the commander of a 

Labor Service convoy sent into the city on a rescue mission. He described it this way: 

 

"The detonation shook the cellar walls. The sound of the explosions mingled with a new, stranger sound 

which seemed to come closer and closer, the sound of a thundering waterfall; it was the sound of the 

mighty tornado howling in the inner city."  

 

 

"Others hiding below ground died. But they died painlessly--they simply glowed bright orange and blue 

in the darkness. As the heat intensified, they either disintegrated into cinders or melted into a thick 

liquid--often three or four feet deep in spots. 

 

Shortly after 10:30 on the morning of February 14, the last raid swept over the city. American bombers 

pounded the rubble that had been Dresden for a steady 38 minutes. But this attack was not nearly as 

heavy as the first two. 

 

In the last year of the war, Dresden had become a hospital town. During the previous night's massacre, 

heroic nurses had dragged thousands of crippled patients to the Elbe. The low-flying Mustangs machine-
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gunned those helpless patients, as well as thousands of old men, women and children who had escaped 

the city. 

 

When the last plane left the sky, Dresden was a scorched ruin, its blackened streets filled with corpses. 

The city was spared no horror. A flock of vultures escaped from the zoo and fattened on the carnage. 

Rats swarmed over the piles of corpses. 

 

A Swiss citizen described his visit to Dresden two weeks after the raid: "I could see torn-off arms and 

legs, mutilated torsos and heads which had been wrenched from their bodies and rolled away. In places 

the corpses were still lying so densely that I had to clear a path through them in order not to tread on 

arms and legs."  

 

Kurt Vonnegut was an American POW being held in Dresden when it was bombed in 1945, and wrote a 

famous anti-war novel, Slaughterhouse Five [named after the area he took refuge in to survive the 

bombing of the city]. He stated after the attack the city looked like the "surface of the moon." 

 

"In December 1944, Vonnegut was captured by the German army and became a prisoner of war. In 

Slaughterhouse Five, he describes how he narrowly escaped death a few months later in the 

firebombing of Dresden. "Yes, by your people [the English], may I say," he insists. "You guys burnt the 

place down, turned it into a single column of flame. More people died there in the firestorm, in that one 

big flame, than died in Hiroshima and Nagasaki combined. I'm fond of your people, on occasion, but I 

was just thinking about 'Bomber Harris, who believed in attacks on civilian populations to make them 

give up. A hell of a lot of Royal Air Force guys were ashamed of what Harris had made them do. And 

that's really sportsmanship and, of course, the Brits are famous for being good sports,"  

 

As one RAF member who took part in the attack stated after: "I found myself making comments to the 

crew: "Oh God, those poor people." It was completely uncalled for. You can't justify it." 

 

Here is an example of a minor RAF raid:  

"During the latter stages of World War II Porzheim, a town in southwestern Germany, was bombed a 

number of times. The largest raid, and one of the most devastating area bombardments of the war was 

carried out by the Royal Air Force (RAF) on the evening of February 23, 1945. As many as 17,600 people, 
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or 31.4% of the town's population, were killed in the air raid. About 83% of the town's buildings were 

destroyed, two-thirds of the complete area of Pforzheim and between 80 and 100% of the inner city."  

 

The RAF Bomber or Ariel Genocide Force took some of the highest death rates of any service in the war 

for Britain. Because the Germans fought so desperately against the terror bombing strikes on their 

people, German Fighter Pilots would crash their burning shot apart fighters along with themselves into a 

RAF Bomber just to stop one more of them from being able to murder anymore of their people. It was 

that horrific of a situation.  

 

The Situation In The East Jewish Aggression On Display: 

 

Hitler knew that fighting a defensive war against the Red Army was suicide, as they would be facing up 

to 30,000 million troops, thousands of tanks, planes and heavy guns. If the Red Army was not struck 

while still mobilizing for their invasion, Western Europe was doomed. Jewry was playing their big Red 

Hand as they were the Soviet Jewion. Even Stalin was a Yid. His real name `Dzhugashvili' in Georgian 

means "Son of a Jew."  

 

The Eastern Struggle Jewish Aggression On Display 

 

The invasion of the Soviet Union was done after German intelligence informed them with the 

overwhelming evidence that the Soviet Jewion was planning to attack them in the Spring of 1941, and 

yes, the entire Red Army was mobilizing on the boarders. It was too big to be exercised alone. It was an 

invasion force. Operation Sea Lion, the invasion of England was nothing more then a ruse to distract the 

Soviets from the fact they knew and were preparing a first survival strike.  

 

German Chief of Staff Franz Halder, stated "That Russia was preparing for an attack on Germany" "We 

know today from good sources that he [Hitler] was right about that."  

 

At Nuremberg General Winter testified under oath: "We had at the time the subjective impression that 

we were striking into an offensive deployment in progress."  
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Senior-General Jodl is on record stating that Hitler never even mentioned the ideal of Lebensraum in 

1940 when the discussion on a preemptive war with the Soviet Jewion came up. This is a open 

statement to the damning fact of how much the Jewish lie machine has worked to rewrite history. The 

war was defensive not ideological on their part. As stated by Senior-General Jodl who testified at 

Nuremberg: 

"The Fuehrer has never named in my presence even just one hint of a reason other than the purely 

strategic."  

 

Hitler by Jodl testimony made the following statements to him, many times over: 

"There is no doubt now that England puts her hopes in this last mainland proxy; [my note Soviet Jewion] 

otherwise she would have already called off the war after Dunkirk.... Agreements have certainly already 

been made. The Russian deployment is unmistakable. One day suddenly we shall be either coldly 

blackmailed or attacked." 

 

Churchill in 1940 purposely rejected Germany's offer of peace and voted to keep the war going because 

as he stated with Sir Stafford Cripps meeting with the Soviets in Moscow they had been given the direct 

promise the Soviet Jewion was going to come into the war on Britain's side. 

 

So the Eastern War started because the Jews started it. The Axis Army was welcomed as a liberator 

across the Eastern Nations. They went through as they had freed the Gentiles from Jewish rule under 

Communism, which had already murdered over 20 million innocent Gentiles. Seven million died in the 

Ukrainian holocaust alone which was overseen by the Jew Lazar Moiseyevich Kaganovich on orders from 

the Jew Stalin. Millions more died in a system of death camps called Gulags, each run by a Jewish 

Commissar. The Jews just worked them to death on purpose as shooting them was too quick.  

 

On the camps from survivors:  

"If you complain or write anything ("Heaven forbid"), they will frame you for an attempted escape or for 

something else, and they will shoot you like a dog. They [the Jews] line us up naked and barefoot at 22 

degrees below zero and keep us outside for up to an hour. It is difficult to describe all the chaos and 

terror that is going on in Kemi, Solovky, and the other sections of the concentrations camp....they forced 

inmates to eat their own feces."  

Tens of millions of innocent Gentiles died in these Jewish run camps. The Jew being the Master of 

Projection, lied and took what they did to the Gentiles in the Gulags and claimed it was what the 

Germans did to them!  
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In fact, reading the reports and letters of the Axis soldiers of the first waves going into the former 

Communist controlled areas, it was the citizens themselves who were rounding up and punishing the 

Jews in general, as they all knew the Commissars were local Jews and even anti-Semitism was literally 

the death penalty under the Reds. The Kosher NKVD before running away had rounded up any Gentile 

they could and brutally murdered them in droves with everything from axes to bullets in pure Talmudic 

vile. When the family members found the bodies stacked like wood in the courtyards, and as mentioned, 

they knew it was the Jews, so they took revenge. It was the Axis troops that ended the Pogroms, not 

started them. Unlike the kosher claims, and yes, all Commissar's given the disgusting crimes against 

humanity, the Axis troops had found they were committing were ordered to be shot on site.  

 

The so called "Partisans" in the East as in the West were actually all Jews, especially at the start. The 

Western branch of the resistance [red terror] movements like the famed "French Resistance" were 

almost to a person, Jews. Hence why the Axis had to round up and imprison every Jew they could find, 

as they knew the Jews were working against them as terrorist racial collective behind the lines and at 

the front. Axis Europe was fighting for it's life at this point.  

With the opening of the KGB archives it was found that the Russian populations living in the Axis 

liberated territories worked in full cooperation with the Germans against the Jewish Red Beast these 

people had lived fully under the Red Heel and lost many loved ones to it. Contrary to popular belief 

there never was a "Russian" revolution but the White Russians [Nationalist] fighting desperately against 

an international Jewish take over of whom the Red armies where mainly armed with Jews from the Pale 

and aboard and tens of thousands of Chinese Mercenaries bought and shipped in from the East by the 

Jews and general dregs.  

 

The Germans worked with the Russian communities [and other Eastern Europeans] and built them 

hospitals, new farms, homes, community centers and schools. They liberated numerous gulags and 

freed the prisoners helped restore them to health and returned them to their homes and families and 

built a real spirit of friendship with them. In places like Ukraine as in Russia they worked with the locals 

to help uncover mass graves of thousands of murdered innocents by the Jewish NKVD. Helping to 

identify as many as possible and return them to their families for proper burials. When investigating the 

crimes and bringing any still in the area responsible to justice. As it turns out 99.9% of those brought to 

justice all happened to be Jews. No surprise there. It was also found during the investigation the killings 

of the populace by the Jewish lead Reds where selective targeting of the best and brightest elements of 

the Gentile community. Upon after their murders any property they did have was given to the local 

Jewish populations. Right out of the Talmud. 

 

The Germans helped to create in Russian and other Eastern Nations a new core of National Socialist 

Communities. Which was Himmler's actual plan for the East if did war occur. The East was to be 
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developed into Slavic National Socialist States who would be part of a larger Pan-European 

Confederation . For the multi-cooperation and betterment and protection of the common Indo-

European cultures, peoples and nations. 

 

Another event the opening of the KGB achieves recorded was the majority of civilian deaths on the 

Eastern Front where literally mass liquidations of the Russian and other populaces done by the 

Bolsheviks. As they knew the populaces where working with the Axis for their mutual liberation and 

freedoms in the freed areas. They sought to deny the Axis any material industrial, agricultural or human. 

Their scored earth policy was applied to the human populations as well. Whole areas where wiped clean 

of all life. 

 

Millions of Eastern European Gentiles volunteered to fight against the Judeo-Bolsheviks and their Red 

Army in the East, 50,000 White Russians fought with the 6th Army at Stalingrad alone and they all 

fought to the end in that desperate battle.  

Hundreds of thousands more Western and central Europeans volunteered to help to fight in the Waffen 

SS alongside their Eastern Brethren against Judeo-Bolshevism on the Eastern front. They fought so fierce 

even in the face of overwhelming odds. Kosher Stalin was begging his fellow Jews to open up a second 

front in the West. Only a tiny percent of the Waffen SS were German Nationals. The mass majority were 

Europeans from every free Nation in Europe. Even some English fought in the ranks.  

 

Hitler had done for the first time in known history what no other Man had done. He had united 

European Nations and peoples to fight together as one against the Jewish monster in the East and the 

whole of Global Jewry as well. Europeans had decided they wanted to be free and were fighting by the 

millions to be free from Jewry.  

 

Beyond that, even Indians, Blacks, Japanese, and Tibetan Gentile warriors fought in the Axis ranks as 

honored Gentile Brothers-in-Arms. It is a little known fact that Hitler and the Dali Lama were allies and 

thousands of dead Tibetans in German uniforms were pulled from the rubble of Berlin where they died 

fighting with thousands of other free Gentiles warriors.  

The famed Indian Nationalist Leader Subhas Chandra Bose personally meet with both Hitler and 

Himmler and also spoke to large meetings of Axis leaders in Europe and was received by them as a hero. 

Bose went to the thousands of Indian POW's in German custody who where captured as part of the 

British Army in N. Africa who had refused to break their oath of service to England. After speaking with 

them on mass and telling then the truth. Thousands of Indians volunteered to fight for National 

Socialism and themselves became National Socialists as Bose was himself in essence. And where treated 
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as equals by the Germans. Bose even wanted to model important aspects of National Socialist Germany 

for the new Indian Nation he hoped to create. Today all across India there are thousands of murals 

devoted to Bose who is a celebrated hero, many murals depicted the iconic meeting of Bose with Hitler 

both shaking the other hand. 

In the memoirs of a Black soldier who fought in the German army he wrote that in the American Army 

Black soldiers where segregated and treated as second class people. Where in the German Army, 

himself and other Black troops lived side by side with the White soldiers ate at the same mess tables and 

had the same rights and privileges. And where treated with equal respect to the White soldiers. National 

Socialism is built upon racial respect and common values of kin altruism. 

 

http://gblt.webs.com/David_Myatt.htm 

The Jews have lied about Hitler and project their vulgar racism onto him falsely.  

 

Hitler's OWN statements on the subject of actual racialism:  

"I promise you I am quite free from all racial hatred. It is, in my case, undesirable that one race should 

mix with other races. Except for a few gratuitous successes, which I am prepared to admit, systematic 

cross-breeding has never produced good results. It's desire to remain racially pure is proof of the vitality 

and good health of a race. Pride in one's own race -- is also a normal and healthy sentiment. I have never 

regarded the Chinese or Japanese as being inferior to ourselves. They belong to ancient civilizations, and 

I admit freely that their past history is superior to our own. They have the right to be proud of their past, 

just as we have the right to be proud of the civilization to which we belong. Indeed, I believe the more 

steadfast the Chinese and the Japanese remain in their pride of race, the easier I shall find it to get on 

with them."  

-Adolf Hitler  

 

Hitler wanted each Gentile Race to preserve their own unique genetic line and cultures and work to 

become the best people they could be in the Cosmos. That is real care for the healthy order of life 

where the Jew wants to destroy it.  

 

Waffen-SS General Leon Degrelle stated: 

" German racialism meant re-discovering the creative values of their own race, re-discovering their 

culture. It was a search for excellence, a noble ideal. National Socialist racialism was not against the 

other races, it was for its own race. It aimed at defending and improving its race, and wished that all 
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other races did the same for themselves....National Socialist racialism was loyal to the German race and 

totally respected all other races." 

What the World Rejected: Hitler's Peace Offers 1933-1939 

by Friedrich Stieve 

 

Germany's enemies maintain today that Adolf Hitler is the greatest disturber of peace known to history, 

that he threatens every nation with sudden attack and oppression, that he has created a terrible war 

machine in order to cause trouble and devastation all around him. At the same time they intentionally 

conceal an all-important fact: they themselves drove the Leader of the German people finally to draw 

the sword. They themselves compelled him to seek to obtain at last by the use of force that which he 

had been striving to gain by persuasion from the beginning: the security of his country. They did this not 

only by declaring war on him on September 3, 1939, but also by blocking step by step for seven years 

the path to any peaceful discussion. 

 

The attempts repeatedly made by Adolf Hitler to induce the governments of other states to collaborate 

with him in a reconstruction of Europe represent an ever-recurring pattern in his conduct since the 

commencement of his labors for the German Reich. But these attempts were wrecked every time by 

reason of the fact that nowhere was there any willingness to give them due consideration, because the 

evil spirit of the Great War still prevailed everywhere, because in London and Paris and in the capitals of 

the Western Powers' vassal states there was only one fixed intention: to perpetuate the power of 

Versailles. 

 

A rapid glance at the most important events will furnish incontrovertible proof for this statement. 

 

When Adolf Hitler came to the fore, Germany was as gagged and as helpless as the victors of 1918 

wanted her to be. Completely disarmed, with an army of only 100,000 men intended solely for police 

duties within the country, she found herself within a tightly closed ring of neighbors all armed to the 

teeth and leagued together. To the old enemies in the West, Britain, Belgium, and France, new ones 

were artificially created and added in the East and the South: above all Poland and Czechoslovakia. A 

quarter of the population of Germany was forcibly torn away from their mother country and handed 

over to foreign powers. The Reich, mutilated on all sides and robbed of every means of defense, at any 

moment could become the helpless victim of some rapacious neighbor. 
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Then it was that Adolf Hitler for the first time made his appeal to the common sense of the other 

powers. On May 17, 1933, a few months after his appointment to the office of Reichskanzler, he 

delivered a speech in the German Reichstag, from which we extract the following passages: 

 

" . . . Germany will be perfectly ready to disband her entire military establishment and destroy the small 

amount of arms remaining to her, if the neighboring countries will do the same thing with equal 

thoroughness. 

 

". . . Germany is entirely ready to renounce aggressive weapons of every sort if the armed nations, on 

their part, will destroy their aggressive weapons within a specified period, and if their use is forbidden 

by an international convention. 

 

". . . Germany is at all times prepared to renounce aggressive weapons if the rest of the world does the 

same. Germany is prepared to agree to any solemn pact of non-aggression because she does not think 

of attacking anybody but only of acquiring security." 

 

No answer was received. Without paying any heed the others continued to fill their arsenals with 

weapons, to pile up their stores of explosives, to increase the numbers of their troops. At the same time 

the League of Nations, the instrument of the victorious powers, declared that Germany must first pass 

through a period of "probation" before it would be possible to discuss with her the question of the other 

countries. On October 14, 1933, Hitler broke away from this League of Nations with which it was 

impossible to come to any agreement. Shortly afterwards, however, he came forward with a new 

proposal for the improvement of international relations. This proposal included the following six points: 

 

1. Germany receives full equality of rights. 

 

2. The fully armed States undertake amongst themselves not to increase their armaments beyond their 

present level. 

 

3. Germany adheres to this agreement, freely undertaking to make only so much actual moderate use of 

the equality of rights granted to her as will not present a threat to the security of any other European 

power. 
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4. All States recognize certain obligations in regard to conducting war on humane principles, or to the 

elimination of certain weapons for use against the civilian population. 

 

5. All States accept a uniform general control which will watch over and ensure the observance of these 

obligations. 

 

6. The European nations guarantee one another the unconditional maintenance of peace by the 

conclusion of non-aggression pacts, to be renewed after ten years. 

 

Following upon this a proposal was made to increase the strength of the German army to 300,000 men, 

corresponding to the strength required by Germany "having regard to the length of her frontiers and the 

size of the armies of her neighbors," in order to protect her threatened territory against attacks. The 

defender of the principle of peaceable agreement was thus trying to accommodate himself to the 

unwillingness of the others to disarm by expressing a desire for a limited increase of armaments for his 

own country. An exchange of notes, starting from this and continuing for years, finally came to a sudden 

end with an unequivocal "no" from France. This "no" was moreover accompanied by tremendous 

increases in the armed forces of France, Britain, and Russia. 

 

In this way Germany's position became still worse than before. The danger to the Reich was so great 

that Adolf Hitler felt himself compelled to act. On March 16, 1935, he reintroduced conscription. But in 

direct connection with this measure he once more announced an offer of agreements of an extensive 

nature, the purpose of which was to ensure that any future war would be conducted on humane 

principles, in fact to make such a war practically impossible by eliminating destructive armaments. In his 

speech of May 21, 1935, he declared: 

 

"The German Government is ready to take an active part in all efforts which may lead to a practical 

limitation of armaments. It regards a return to the former idea of the Geneva Red Cross Convention as 

the only possible way to achieve this. It believes that at first there will be only the possibility of a gradual 

abolition and outlawry of weapons and methods of warfare which are essentially contrary to the Geneva 

Red Cross Convention which is still valid. 
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"Just as the use of dumdum bullets was once forbidden and, on the whole, thereby prevented in 

practice, so the use of other definite arms should be forbidden and prevented. Here the German 

Government has in mind all those arms which bring death and destruction not so much to the fighting 

soldiers as to non-combatant women and children. 

 

"The German Government considers as erroneous and ineffective the idea to do away with aeroplanes 

while leaving the question of bombing open. But it believes it possible to proscribe the use of certain 

arms as contrary to international law and to excommunicate those nations which still use them from the 

community of mankind—its rights and its laws. 

 

"It also believes that gradual progress is the best way to success. For example, there might be 

prohibition of the dropping of gas, incendiary and explosive bombs outside the real battle zone. This 

limitation could then be extended to complete international outlawry of all bombing. But so long as 

bombing as such is permitted, any limitation of the number of bombing planes is questionable in view of 

the possibility of rapid substitution. 

 

"Should bombing as such be branded as a barbarity contrary to international law, the construction of 

bombing aeroplanes will soon be abandoned as superfluous and of no purpose. If, through the Geneva 

Red Cross Convention, it turned out possible as a matter of fact to prevent the killing of a defenseless 

wounded man or prisoner, it ought to be equally possible to forbid, by an analogous convention, and 

finally to stop, the bombing of equally defenseless civilian populations. 

 

"In such a fundamental way of dealing with the problem, Germany sees a greater reassurance and 

security for the nations than in all pacts of assistance and military conventions. 

 

"The German Government is ready to agree to any limitation which leads to abolition of the heaviest 

arms, especially suited for aggression. Such are, first, the heaviest artillery, and secondly, the heaviest 

tanks. In view of the enormous fortifications on the French frontier such an international abolition of the 

heaviest weapons of attack would ipso facto give France 100 percent security. 

 

"Germany declares herself ready to agree to any limitation whatsoever of the caliber-strength of 

artillery, battleships, cruisers, and torpedo boats. In like manner the German Government is ready to 

accept any international limitation of the size of warships. And finally it is ready to agree to limitation of 

tonnage for submarines, or to their complete abolition in case of international agreement. 
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"And it gives further assurance that it will agree to any international limitations or abolition of arms 

whatsoever for a uniform space of time." 

 

This time again Hitler's declarations did not find the slightest response. On the contrary, France made an 

alliance with Russia in order to increase her preponderating influence on the Continent still further, and 

to augment to a gigantic degree the pressure on Germany from the East. In view of the evident 

destructive intentions of his opponents, Adolf Hitler was therefore obliged to take new measures to 

ensure the safety of the German Reich. On March 3, 1936, he occupied the Rhineland, which had been 

without military protection since Versailles, and thus closed the wide gate through which the Western 

neighbor could carry out an invasion. Once again he followed the defensive step which he had been 

obliged to take with a liberal appeal for general reconciliation and for the settlement of all differences. 

On March 31, 1936, he formulated the following peace plan: 

 

1. In order to give to future agreements securing the peace of Europe the character of inviolable 

treaties, those nations participating in the negotiations do so only on an entirely equal footing and as 

equally esteemed members. The sole compelling reason for signing these treaties can only lie in the 

generally recognized and obvious practicability of these agreements for the peace of Europe, and thus 

for the social happiness and economic prosperity of the nations. 

 

2. In order to shorten in the economic interest of the European nations the period of uncertainty, the 

German Government proposes a limit of four months for the first period up to to the signing of the pacts 

of non-aggression guaranteeing the peace of Europe. 

 

3. The German Government gives the assurance not to add any reinforcements whatsoever to the 

troops in the Rhineland during this period, always provided that the Belgian and French Governments 

act in the same way. 

 

4. The German Government gives the assurance not to move during this period closer to the Belgian and 

French frontiers the troops at present stationed in the Rhineland. 
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5. The German Government proposes the setting up of a commission composed of the two guarantor 

Powers, Britain and Italy, and a disinterested third neutral power, to guarantee this assurance to be 

given by both parties. 

 

6. Germany, Belgium, and France are each entitled to send a representative to this Commission. If 

Germany, France, or Belgium think that for any particular reason they can point to a change in the 

military situation having taken place within this period of four months, they have the right to inform the 

Guarantee Commission of their observations. 

 

7. Germany, Belgium, and France declare their willingness in such a case to permit this Commission to 

make the necessary investigations through the British and Italian military attaches, and to report 

thereon to the Powers participating. 

 

8. Germany, Belgium and France give the assurance that they will bestow the fullest consideration to the 

objections arising therefrom. 

 

9. Moreover the German Government is willing on a basis of complete reciprocity with Germany's two 

western neighbors to agree to any military limitations on the German western frontier. 

 

10. Germany, Belgium, and France and the two guarantor Powers agree to enter into negotiations under 

the leadership of the British Government at once or, at the latest, after the French elections, for the 

conclusion of a 25-years non-aggression or security pact between France and Belgium on the one hand, 

and Germany on the other. 

 

11. Germany agrees that Britain and Italy shall sign this security pact as guarantor Powers once more. 

 

12. Should special engagements to render military assistance arise as a result of these security 

agreements, Germany on her part declares her willingness to enter into such engagements. 

 

13. The German Government hereby repeats its proposal for the conclusion of an air-pact to 

supplement and consolidate these security agreements. 
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14. The German Government repeats that should the Netherlands so desire it is willing to include that 

country too in this West-European security agreement. 

 

15. In order to stamp this peace-pact, voluntarily entered into between Germany and France, as the 

reconciliatory conclusion of a centuries-old dispute, Germany and France pledge themselves to take 

steps to see that in the education of the young, as well as in the press and publications of both nations, 

everything shall be avoided which might be calculated to poison the relationship between the two 

peoples, whether it be a derogatory or contemptuous attitude, or improper interference in the internal 

affairs of the other country. They agree to set up at the headquarters of the League of Nations at 

Geneva, a joint commission whose function it shall be to lay all complaints received before the two 

governments for information and investigation. 

 

16. In pursuance of their intention to give this agreement the character of a sacred pledge, Germany and 

France undertake to ratify it by means of a plebiscite if the two nations. 

 

17. Germany expresses her willingness, on her part, to establish contact with the states on her south-

eastern and north-eastern frontiers, in order to invite them directly to conclude the pacts of non-

aggression already proposed. 

 

18. Germany expresses her willingness to re-enter the League of Nations, either at once, or after the 

conclusion of these agreements. 

 

At the same time, the German Government again expresses as its expectation that, after a reasonable 

time and by the method of friendly negotiations, the question of colonial equality of rights and that of 

the separation of the Covenant of the League of Nations from its foundations in the Versailles Treaty will 

be cleared up. 

 

19. Germany proposes the setting up of an International Court of Arbitration, which shall be responsible 

for the observance of the various agreements and whose decisions shall be binding on all parties. 
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After the conclusion of this great work of securing European peace, the German Government considers 

it urgently to endeavor by practical measures to put a stop to the unlimited competition in armaments. 

In her opinion this would mean not merely an improvement in the financial and economic positions of 

the nations, but above all a diminution of the psychological tension. 

 

The German Government, however, has no faith in the attempt to bring about universal settlements, as 

this would be doomed to failure from the outset, and can therefore be proposed only by those who 

have no interest in achieving practical results. On the other hand it is of the opinion that the 

negotiations held and the results achieved in limiting naval armaments should have an instructive and 

stimulating effect. 

 

The German Government therefore proposes that future conferences shall have one clearly defined 

objective. 

 

For the present, it believes the most important task is to bring aerial warfare into the moral and humane 

atmosphere of the protection afforded to non-combatants or the wounded by the Geneva Convention. 

Just as the killing of defenseless wounded, or prisoners, or the use of dumdum bullets, or the waging of 

submarine warfare without warning, have been either forbidden or regulated by international 

conventions, so it must be possible for civilized humanity to prevent the senseless abuse of any new 

type of weapon, without running counter to the object of warfare. 

 

The German Government therefore puts forward the proposal that the immediate practical tasks of this 

conference shall be: 

 

1. Prohibition of dropping gas, poison, or incendiary bombs. 

 

2. Prohibition of dropping bombs of any kind whatsoever on open towns and villages outside the range 

of the medium-heavy artillery of the fighting fronts. 

 

3. Prohibition of the bombarding with long-range guns of towns more than 20 km. distant from the 

battle zone. 
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4. Abolition and prohibition of the construction of tanks of the heaviest type. 

 

5. Abolition and prohibition of artillery of the heaviest calibre. 

 

As soon as possibilities for further limitation of armaments emerge from such discussions and 

agreements, they should be utilized. 

 

The German Government hereby declares itself prepared to join in every such settlement, in so far as it 

is valid internationally. 

 

The German Government believes that if even a first step is made on the road to disarmament, this will 

be of enormous importance to the relationship between the nations, and to the recovery of confidence, 

trade, and prosperity. 

 

In accordance with the general desire for the restoration of favorable economic conditions, the German 

Government is prepared immediately after the conclusion of the political treaties to enter into an 

exchange of opinions on economic problems with the other nations concerned, in the spirit of the 

proposals made, and to do all that lies in its power to improve the economic situation in Europe, and the 

world economic situation which is closely bound up with it. 

 

The German Government believes that with the peace plan proposed above it has made its contribution 

to the reconstruction of a new Europe on the basis of reciprocal respect and confidence between 

sovereign states. Many opportunities for such a pacification of Europe, for which Germany has so often 

in the last few years made her proposals, have been neglected. May this attempt to achieve European 

understanding succeed at last! 

 

The German Government confidently believes that it has opened the way in this direction by submitting 

the above peace plan. 

 

Anyone who today reads this comprehensive peace plan will realize in what direction the development 

of Europe, according to the wishes of Adolf Hitler, should really have proceeded. Here was the 
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possibility of truly constructive work, this could have been a real turning-point for the welfare of all 

nations. But once more he who alone called for peace was not heard. Only Britain replied with a rather 

scornful questionnaire which avoided any serious consideration of the essential points involved. 

Incidentally, however, she disclosed her actual intentions by setting herself up as the protector of France 

and by instituting and commencing regular military staff conversations with the French Republic just as 

in the period before the Great War. 

 

There could no longer be any doubt now that the Western Powers were following the old path towards 

an armed conflict and were steadily preparing a new blow against Germany, although Adolf Hitler's 

whole thoughts and endeavors were directed towards proving to them that he wanted to remain on the 

best possible terms with them. In the course of the years he had undertaken numerous steps in this 

direction, of which a few more shall be referred to here. He negotiated the Naval Agreement of June 18, 

1935, with Great Britain, which provided that the German Navy should have a strength of 35% of that of 

the British Navy. By this he wanted to demonstrate that the Reich, to use his own words, had "neither 

the intention nor the means, nor was it necessary" to enter into any rivalry as regards naval power, such 

as had had so fateful an influence on its relations to Great Britain in the well-remembered days before 

the Great War. 

 

He assured France on every possible occasion of his desire to live at peace with her. He repeatedly 

renounced in plain terms any claim to Alsace-Lorraine. On the return to the Reich of the Saar territory as 

the result of the plebiscite, he declared on March 1, 1935: 

 

"It is our hope that through this act of just compensation, in which we see a return to natural reason, 

relations between Germany and France have permanently improved. Therefore as we desire peace, we 

must hope that our great neighbor is ready and willing to seek peace with us. It must be possible for two 

great peoples to join together and collaborate in opposing the difficulties which threaten to overwhelm 

Europe." 

 

He even endeavored to arrive at a better understanding with Poland, the eastern ally of the Western 

Powers, although this country had unlawfully incorporated millions of Germans in 1919 and had 

subjected them to the worst oppression ever since. On January 26, 1934, he concluded a non-aggression 

pact with her in which the two Governments agreed "to settle directly all questions of whatever sort 

which concern their mutual relations." 
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Thus on all sides he opposed to the enemy plans his determination to preserve peace and strove to 

protect Germany in this way. When however he saw that London and Paris were arming for an attack, 

he was once more obliged to undertake fresh measures of defense. The enemy camp, as we have seen 

above, had been enormously extended through the alliance between France and Russia. In addition to 

this the two powers had secured a line of communication to the south of the Reich through 

Czechoslovakia having concluded a treaty with Russia which put her in the position of a bridge between 

east and west. Czechoslovakia, however, was in control of the high-lying country of Bohemia and 

Moravia, which Bismarck had called the citadel of Europe, and this citadel projected far into German 

territory. The threat to Germany thus assumed truly overpowering proportions. 

 

The genius of Adolf Hitler found a way of meeting this danger. The conditions in German Austria, which 

under the terror of the Schuschnigg Government were tending towards civil war, offered him the 

opportunity of stepping in to save the situation, and to lead back into the Reich the sister nation to the 

south-east that had been sentenced by the victorious powers to lead the life of a hopelessly decaying 

"Free State." After he had thus established himself near the line of communication between France and 

Russia mentioned above, a process of disollution set in in the mixed state of Czechoslovakia, which had 

been artificially put together from the most diverse national elements, until after the liberation of the 

Sudetenland and the secession of Slovakia, the Czechs themselves asked for the protection of the 

German Reich. With this the enemy's bridge came into Adolf Hitler's possession; and at the same time 

direct connection was made possible with Italy, whose friendship had been secured some time 

previously. 

 

While he was gaining this strategic success for the security of his country, Adolf Hitler was again 

endeavoring with great eagerness to reach a peaceable understanding with the Western Powers. In 

Munich directly after liberation of the Sudeten Germans, approved by Britain, France, and Italy, he made 

an agreement with the British Prime Minister, Neville Chamberlain, the text of which was as follows: 

 

We have had a further meeting today and have agreed in recognizing that the question of Anglo-

German relations is of the first importance for the two countries and for Europe. 

 

We regard the agreement signed last night and the Anglo-German Naval Agreement as symbolic of the 

desire of our two peoples never to go to war with one another again. 
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We are resolved that the method of consultation shall be the method adopted to deal with any other 

questions that may concern our two countries, and we are determined to continue our efforts to 

remove possible sources of difference and thus to contribute to assure the peace of Europe. 

 

September 30, 1938 

 

Adolf Hitler, Neville Chamberlain. 

 

Two months later, on Hitler's instructions, the German Foreign Minister, von Ribbentrop, made the 

following agreement with France: 

 

Herr Joachim von Ribbentrop, Reich Minister for Foreign Affairs, and M. Georges Bonnet, French 

Minister of Foreign Affairs, acting in the name and by the order of their Governments, are, at their 

meeting in Paris, on December 6, 1938, agreed as follows: 

 

1. The German Government and the French Government fully share the conviction that peaceful and 

good-neighborly relations between Germany and France constitute one of the most essential elements 

for the consolidation of the situation in Europe and the maintenance of general peace. The two 

Governments will in consequence use all their efforts to ensure the development of the relations 

between their countries in this direction. 

 

2. The two Governments recognize that between the two countries there is no territorial question 

outstanding, and they solemnly recognize as final the frontiers between their countries as they now 

exist. 

 

3. The two Governments are resolved, while leaving unaffected their particular relations with other 

Powers, to remain in contact with regard to all questions concerning their two countries, and mutually 

to consult should the later evolution of those qualities lead to international difficulties. 
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In token whereof the representatives of the two Governments have signed the present Declaration, 

which comes into immediate effect. Done in two original Documents in the French and German 

language respectively, in Paris, December 6, 1938. 

 

Joachim von Ribbentrop Georges Bonnet 

Reich Minister for Foreign Affairs Minister for Foreign Affairs 

 

According to all calculations one should have been able to assume that the way was clear for 

collaborative reconstruction in which all leading powers would participate, and that the Fuehrer's 

endeavors to secure peace would at last meet with success. But the contrary was true. Scarcely had 

Chamberlain reached home when he called for rearmament on a considerable scale and laid plans for a 

new and tremendous encirclement of Germany. Britain now took over from France the leadership of this 

further encirclement of the Reich, in order to obtain a substitute for the lost Czechoslovakia many times 

its value. She opened negotiations with Russia, granted Poland a guarantee, and also Rumania, Greece, 

and Turkey. These were alarm signals of the greatest urgency. 

 

Just at this time Adolf Hitler was occupied with the task of finally eliminating sources of friction with 

Poland. For this purpose he had made an uncommonly generous proposal by which the purely German 

Free City of Danzig would return to the Reich, and a narrow passage through the Polish Corridor, which 

since 1919 had torn asunder the north-eastern part of Germany to an unbearable extent, would provide 

communication with the separated area. This proposal, which moreover afforded Poland the prospect of 

a 25-year non-aggression pact and other advantages, was nevertheless rejected in Warsaw, because 

there it was believed, conscious as the authorities were of forming one of the principal members of the 

common front set up by London against Germany, that any concession. However minor, could be 

refused. This was not all! With the same consciousness Poland then started to be aggressive, threatened 

Danzig, and prepared to take up arms against Germany. 

 

Thus the moment was close at hand for the attack on the Reich by the countries which had been 

brought together for the purpose. Adolf Hitler, making a final extreme effort in the interests of peace, 

saved what he could. On August 23rd, Ribbentrop succeeded in reaching an agreement in Moscow for a 

non-aggression pact with Russia. Two days later the German Fuehrer himself made a final and truly 

remarkable offer to Britain, declaring himself ready "to enter into agreements with Great Britain," 

"which . . . would not only, on the German side, in any case safeguard the existence of the British 

Empire, but if necessary would guarantee German assistance for the British Empire, irrespective of 

where such assistance might be required." 
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At the same time he was prepared "to accept a reasonable limitation of armaments, in accordance with 

the new political situation and economic requirements." 

 

The reply to this was a pact of assistance signed the same day between Britain and Poland, which 

rendered the outbreak of war inevitable. Then a decision was made in Warsaw to mobilize at once 

against Germany, and the Poles began with violent attacks not only on the Germans in Poland, who for 

some time had been the victims of frightful massacres, but on Germans in German territory. 

 

But even when Britain and France had already declared war, as they intended, and Germany had 

overcome the Polish danger in the east by a glorious campaign without a parallel, even then Adolf Hitler 

raised his voice once more in the name of peace. He did so although his hands were now free to act 

against the enemy in the west. He did so, although the fight against him personally was proclaimed in 

London and Paris, in immeasurable hate, as a crusade. At this moment he possessed the supreme self-

control to proclaim in his speech of October 6, 1939, a new plan for the pacification of Europe to public 

opinion throughout the world. This plan was as follows: 

 

By far the most important task, in my opinion, is the creation of not only a belief in, but also a sense of, 

European security. 

 

 

For this it is necessary that the aims of the foreign policy of each European State should be made p 

(Message over 64 KB, truncated) 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Sermon 6/12/12 

 

I keep seeing messages in the JoS e-groups that are way off in regards to spiritual knowledge. Of this I 

am referring to spiritual allegories that many people can't see through, but take as literal actual events. 

Knowledge has been hidden in legends, fairy tales and such throughout the ages in order to protect and 

preserve it. Xians, muslims and other related ilk cannot see through these bacuse their souls are 

spiritually deteriorated.  

 

I keep seeing allegations against 'Anu,' 'Enlil' and even some other Gods on here, that are based upon 

allegories, not actual events. 'Anu' is an important word in Sanskrit for one and for another, it relates to 

the Tuatha Dé Danann, also known as the Tuadhe d' Anu and also by some other variations.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tuatha  

 

Given the centuries of destruction of spiritual knowledge by jews, and their lackeys the xians and 

muslims, and the plethora of misinformation, deliberate lies and other crap out there, it is so sad that 

few people really know what true Satanism is all about. It gets very deep. When one knows the true 

meaning of certain code-words and applies these through study, along with consistent meditation and 

oening the mind and soul, one will see through most of the bullshit.  

 

A glaring example is that of 'Solomon.' This CONCEPT was corrupted and remade into a fictitious jewish 

character. In truth, it is 'Temple of the Sun' and in the original Freemasonry, before it was infiltrated by 

jews, was Luciferian. 'Rebuilding the Temple of Solomon' was originally geared to empowering the soul 

into the godhead.  

 

666 is the Kabbalistic square of the Sun. 666 is the all-important solar chakra. The true meaning of the 

"Temple of Solomon" is the TEMPLE OF THE SUN. "Sol" "Om" and "On" are all words for the Sun. "Sol" is 

the Latin word for the Sun and is close to the English word "soul." "Om" is a name given by the Hindus to 

the Spiritual Sun and "On" is an Egyptian word for Sun. The symbolism of the Temple of Solomon was 

stolen by the Jews and made into a fictitious character, as with the fictitous nazarene and nearly 

everything in the Judeo/Christian Bible, thus removing spiritual knowledge and redirecting the energies 

towards the mass mind subliminal powers promoting jewish wealth; unimaginable wealth, using the 

psychic energies of the Gentiles, with establishing the needed spiritual connection of xian believers. 
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If you look, 'solomon' has three O's, which the letter O in numerology is a 6, so we have again...666. This 

is the most important number in regards to the soul. The all-powerful and all-important 666 chakra, and 

the O representing the female power of the soul. Of course, this has nothing to do with sex, it only has 

to do with the dark side of the soul, like the yin/yang, the sun and the moon and the poles in a battery.  

 

There are three male and three female chakras, as we know. The S in the solomon, which corresponds 

to a 1 in numerology, represnting the heart chakra, which is neuter, stands alone. L, M, and N are 3, 4, 

and 5, but then ther are further codes regarding this. There are 13 chakras and this is why there are 13 

members to a complete coven. The ring, being representative of female [serpentine] energy has several 

meanings, one of the coven, which is a circle.  

 

Read on for more information: 

http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Satanic_Symbols.htm  

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Spiritual_Code_Words.html 

http://www.666blacksun.org/satanic-national-socialism/the-temple-of-solomon/ 

 

The Gods are ET beings. This is a fact. Those who believe otherwise, thinking they are only spooks and 

spirits and such, are way off and only reveal their ignorance. The names of the Gods are all aliases, each 

alias being an important key word or even mantra representing an important spiritual concept.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Odinism 

 

This is from a question in another egroup: 

-------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

Its mainly not understood by the neo-Pagans. And was part of a larger Aryan religion. 

 

 

 

Woden was also worshipped in Ireland and the British Isle's as celtic's are a mythological construct. 

There was only the Teutonic world. Germany and N.W, Europe was settled out of Ireland and the Isle's 

around ten thousand years ago. The Druids [Naddreds] worshipped a Godman named who among many 

titles was also called Wod or Wodan. Who was hung on a tree, experienced a mystical death and reborn 

into a full God. The Tara hill was found to have been at one time ringed by three hundred plus Oak tree's 

as part of its sacred enclosure. In this part Odin is symbolic of the life force and the tree the human soul. 

This why the other title for Wodan is Budha/Budhaya in Ireland. As it relates to mercury in sanskrit 

which is the original language of the Aryans. Mercury is symbolic of the life force. The science of 

Alchemly in the East was literally called Nagara. After the serpent energy. Think sun and serpent as Naga 

[serpent] and Ra [sun] and what that means spiritually. In many ancient parts of the world it was a literal 

serpent hung on the sacred tree or Tau cross. The Druids cut a Tau cross into the sacred tree they used 

to honor Wodan. 

 

 

 

This is the meaning behind the Irminsul Pillar that stood at one of the most sacred Druidic sites on the 

European continent till it was destoryed in a jew backed, xian crusade into the region. The xian 

crusaders where fought against by Pagan armies for decades in some cases till all the fighters where 

killed to a man in almost endless war. But it stopped the spread of xianity further into Europe for 

centuries. The church did not have any real power in N.W Europe till the 14th to late 13th century. 

History has been rewrote to attempt to cover this up because its the end of the church on many levels. 

We have evidence of fully functioing Pagan churches in N.W Europe in the 13th century. 
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It was this act against the Irminsul that sparked the "Viking" period. Which lead to several major xian 

capitials being razed to the ground in revenge for the Irminsul. This site also contained the history and 

sacred knowledge of the Aryan race going back over 15,000 years. 

 

 

 

The Irminsul is the Mount Meru Axis, the world column or spinial column that connects the earth to the 

heavens the root charka to the crown and the ascended serpent. The same pillar and religion of the 

Aryans was the exact same religion of the Innu Pillar in Egypt. For some reason this is lost amongst neo-

Pagans who write chapters of meanling nonsense on the subject. This is one reason the Pagan Bon's 

[Cathars] worshipped a Godess named Mary. Because another title for Astaroth is Isis Meru or Mary. 

Literally Mary/Meru the Mount Meru axis of the spinal column. The sacred tree in many places was also 

called Asherah after her for this reason. As symbolically Astaroth represented the Sophia [light of the 

serpent] or yin aspect of the soul in the ancient world. That rises up the spine to illuminate one to their 

rebirth or gnosis. This reveals much of the Iss rune. The Bon's also worshipped Lucibel or Lucifier. They 

noted the catholic church was a jewish corruption and blasphemy of the Aryan religion and wanted 

nothing to do with it. The Catholic church waged a 30 year crusade against them wiping most of the area 

out. 

 

 

 

The mysteries of the Hellenic's [ancient Greeks] as Pike notes where the same as the Druids and 

Egyptians. Hu another title for Wod was the God who lead the Aryans of the North to their new 

homelands. Hu was worshipped as Dionysus [ also called Huas, Hyas] one of the main meanings of 

Dionysus relates to the sacred mount at the top of the spinal column or world column. Dionysus sacred 

animals are the black goat, snake and peacock and he also carries a spear or staff and its ivy is the 

symbol of immortality. Further East Dionysus is worshipped as Siva, literally. Even the ancient Greeks 

mentioned this numerous times as did the Vedic Aryans of the East. Siva's gana's are the Bacchantes, 

both have the sacred phallus.etc Another title for Wodan was Esus and we look again at Diony-esus. 
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Ichthys, or the Fish, was one of the names of Dionysus and the divine phallus was also shown in the 

shape of fish. The phallus is the spinal column with the kundalini full risen. EA [Oannes] is also shown as 

a Fish cloaked God in the ME and Lord of the Water for the same reason. The life force. 

 

 

 

 

 

As D.M. Murdock notes: 

 

 

 

"The word "Buddha" is related to the Egyptian term for the sky-god father-figure, "Ptah" and "Puttha," 

as well as to "Pytha," as in Pythagoras ("Buddha" + "guru"). " 

 

 

 

Churchward also stated: 

 

 

 

"Buddha is their representative of Ptah of the Egyptians." 
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I mentioned before how Buddhism is the xianity of the East, but under the corrupted form some of the 

origin is laying. Which gives us forensic evidence to view the original if one can dig deep enough. When I 

state Buddha, Iam not writting about the fiction Gutama. But the original Pagan God and such title. 

 

 

 

In Sri-Lanka, Buddha is still also called Wod or Wodan. Just as Christ, Christos was originally the eternal 

title of the Pagan Sun God which origin is "Karast" or "Krist" the title for the ressurrected Pagan God 

both spelling meaning "sun/luminous" Budhaya is also for the same reason and holds the same 

meaning. So we are looking at Wodan on a bigger level. As a note xianity is literally jewish corrupted 

crap, from the original Aryan religion of which all Aryan regions held the same tradition at the core. In 

one tale Buddha turns himself into a serpent to heal a person. That tale is ripped right from the pages of 

the Pagan world. And thus is part of the origin template that stayed around mixed with the enemy lies. 

Buddha is also crucified on a tree in the oldest texts and reborn three days later.etc This is the remaining 

parts of the original Pagan mytho's. 

 

 

 

 

 

We are looking at the grail here as well as Bacchanalian rites had a special cup called the Agathodaemon 

[good serpent in english]. Of which consercrated whine was drunk form. And Buddha had a serpent 

chalice that drinking from gave enlightenment and immorality/eternal life. The whine represented the 

blood of the serpent [kundalini energies, mentioned in some texts mercury/ether]. And the cup the 

world or human soul. It should be noted Agathodaemon meaning "Good Serpent" what the title 

Daemon connects to as Serpents. In some texts our Gods where called the blazing Serpents in the sense 

of Shining Ones. The serpent and the sun are one and the same. So we are back to the Magnum Opus. 

The grail is the literal symbol of Lucifer. 

 

 

 

The warrior must die pierced by a blade[sword mainly] in battle to go to Valhalla. Its an allegory for the 

chaos stage and the ascent of the kundalini and its piercings aspect. In the ancient world the sword, 
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spear and dagger where also symbols of the serpent power. The valkyrie takes him over the rainbow 

bridge to Valhalla we are looking at the shaki rising up the spine to the crown chakra. In the East where 

Bon Po [Po is another name for Budhaya] was its core tradtion was called the Great Perfection and 

centered on creating the "Rainbow Body." The Veda's hold the same images of the Rainbow and so did 

the Hellenic schools. The pot of gold at the end of the rainbow comes from such schools. Its an allegory 

that lived on in folktales. 

 

Bon Po was replaced by force by the enemy template of "Buddhism" just as xianity did to the original 

template in the West.  

 

 

 

 

 

Woden carries a spear which is the spinal column with the head or tip being the pineal gland it also is as 

stated a symbol of the piercing aspect of the kundalini. Just as Murrugan carries a spear of which the 

head also is depicted as a the eye of a Peacock feather and Siva carries the Trident and Ptah the staff. In 

the Americans where the Aryans went and passed down this culture. The same God [Votan] is literally 

still called the "Morning Star." Woden also leads the wild hunt as does Siva in the East. 

 

 

 

So this is why Wodan rules Valhalla for the same reason in the East He rules Shambhala.  

 

 

 

What is today called Odinism was based on the transformation and perfection of the soul to Godhood. 

God in sanskrit is Deva which is the power of the spiritual sun. The entire texts on Odin in the Saga's are 

allegories for perfection of the soul. They have been altered by the xians. But enough to the original is 

within it to the extent of understanding. But its part of a once global Aryan religion. 
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So to be in acutal Odinism as it really was [not how neo-paganism wishes it]. One would have to be 

literally a dedicated Spiritual Satanist. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Gnosticism, Ego and Origins 

 

Gnosticism, Ego and Origins 

 

 

 

To address the confusion spread by the enemy new age programs.  

 

There is a nuuuu age author claiming the Templar's literally had the mummified head of John the Bapist 

as a magical source of power.  

 

John the Baptist is stolen from Oannes. Sal-om-e performs the dance of the seven veils that has John 

beheaded and comes to posses the head on a silver plate. The platter with the bloody head is another 

symbol of the grail from the Pagan time. 

 

So this is all allegorical. Arthur also comes to posses the head of Bran the Blessed he finds under a tower 

on white hill. The symbolism behind this is obvious. Arthur's saga is from the Pagan cycle. 
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As I wrote in an article John of the Templars is Jnana [Oana] another title for Satan in sanskirt " 

Wisdom." Which as Higgin's showed is also Oanes The Greeks spelled John as Ioannes. Higgin's showed 

that the title Oannes is the source of term gnosis. As is well known by scholars, Oannes is the Sumerian 

EA [Satan].  

 

So much for the xian claims to gnosticism . Their fake gospels [wrote by the jewish theraputes who 

created xianity in Alexandria] are corruptions of the Pagan gnostic texts and are made in the image of 

the Pagan spiritual teachings to corrupt them. Trojan horse psychological virus. 

 

There is no xian gnosticism, just jewish corruptions of gnosticism [literally Oannesism]. 

 

Oannes is also shown holding a cauldron and a pinecone. The cauldron is the earliest symbol of the grail 

from the Pagan world. The pinecone the pineal gland the seat of the soul in which the reborn conscious 

manifests with the ascent of the power. "The head at the center of the earth." 

 

Oannes baptism is that of the water of the kundalini energy in which one emerges from reborn. In 

ancient Drudic legends the warrior is flung into the cauldron and emerges reborn.etc 

 

Gnosis being obtained with the rise of this power is the symbolic fact one has obtained the state of 

Oana. As Oannes [Satan] is also symbolic of the serpent power and its risen state of consciousness.  

 

Satan is the Lord of the Grail. 

 

This is also the Green Man and the Baphomet which was also a head the Templars where said to 

worship. Its allegorical. We also see the images of the divine phallus with a human head or the images of 

the divine serpent with a human head [ressurrected state of consciousness]. etc Both the Baphomet and 

the Green Man represent the kundalini energy and regeneration of the divine state. 

 

 

The enemy plays a game of tricknology in which they claim "oh those guys where worshipping John the 

Baptist and jewsus.' When in reality they where worshipping the Gods of whom the enemy later stole 
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their symbolic images and turned into enemy characters and corruptions. In their bible scam. The 

catholic church didn't come to power in N.W Europe till the 14th century. The Pagan religion was still in 

existance all over the place. They worked to rewrite history but can't get it all. 

 

As a another note the habit of painting oneself white with clay or ash in India for spiritual festivals 

comes from the Pagan world. The head of the parade in honor of Dionysus would be naked and painted 

white clay and carry the divine phallus or other sacred icon. The whiteÂ stands for Â the white stage of 

the purified sol. The nakedness the sign of rebirth.etc We haveÂ still identical themes in Western culture 

of this,Â the maypole which is obvious as to its meaning. Along with the old custom of the naked maiden 

on the white horse. Which was carried on in England till the purtians shut it down in the 16/17th 

century.  

 

The fool card in the tarot was originally call the Soeul card. The spiritual path of the hero is literally the 

path of the Sun. Hero comes from the name of Heros[Sun God]. 

 

The death of the ego as enlightenment as part of this process is corrupted. The ancients stated the 

death of the old consciousness [ego] is when the serpent raises rebirthing you into the super ego or 

consciousness. The ancient texts stated this but the death of the old consciouness [ego] as the process 

of the birth of super consciousness [ego] is left out of many texts and books. Your ego is your individual 

consciousness [psyche] hence its you and its connected to the sol-ar principal for a reason. 

 

You can see this in the beheading motif's as mentioned before. Ganesha has an elephant head for this 

reason as Siva's trident [symbol of cutting aspect of the power rising] beheads and kills him. Siva then 

brings him back to life [rebirth] by fixing an elephant head to his body. The elephant is the symbol of the 

root charka where the kundalini energy sits. Obviously the elephant head is the symbol of his rebirth by 

raising the serpent and the superconscious that comes with it. We also come back to the fact Siva is 

another alias of Satan. 

 

The process is purification and transformation of the ego [psyche] to its pure state not wiping it out and 

becoming a borg drone like the enemy pushes. When people today cry about egoism they are actually 

crying about weak ego's with numerous pathologies [karma's] that manifest in such condition. 

 

They repeat the enemy lie of the ego as the problem in itself. Not the state of the ego as the issue. 
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Some of this has been mentioned before. But I wish to go into it some more. 

 

Union with God comes from the term Yoga and is one of the most used but little understood phases 

around. I hear it all the time from the confused crowd in the corrupted systems of Yoga. They can't 

explain what it means when questioned. 

 

The term God comes from the Sanskrit Deva. The Brahmin's stated Deva was the power behind the sun. 

The sun they are speaking of is the spiritual sun [life force]. This is why our word for soul comes from Sol 

[sun]. 

 

What this is saying is Yoga is the unification [perfection] of the sol. God[Deva, inner sun] as stated is an 

ancient term for the spiritual energy that makes up your soul or consciousness [not a man in the sky]. All 

the Gods that represent this process are sun Gods. This is also why many ancient Gods are carpenters 

from Surya and on. Wood symbolizes the element of ether. Hence the obvious the cross or tree is 

always made of this element. Any who understands the elements knows why this is important. The 

terms for carpenter Gods and serpent also hold identical meaning. 

 

This is why in some ancient tales the Yogi literally ascends from the earth into the sun. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

jew gets 45 days in prison for the murder of two Gentile Women 

 

http://web.archive.org/web/20120816034626/http://news.yahoo.com/israel-sniper-45-days-over-gaza-

war-shooting-164134300.html 

An Israeli soldier implicated in the killing of two Gaza women carrying a white flag faces a 45-day jail 

term under a plea bargain approved by a military court on Sunday, local media said. 
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The sniper, identified by Israeli media as "staff sergeant S," was charged with manslaughter in 2010 over 

the fatal shooting of an unnamed individual, which Palestinian witnesses linked to the killing of 64-year-

old Riyeh Abu Hajaj and her daughter Majda Abu Hajaj, 37, during Israel's "Cast Lead" Gaza offensive. 

But the Israeli military said the charge had on Sunday been reduced from manslaughter to using a 

weapon illegally. 

"Following a mediation process and upon examination of the evidence with the recommendation of the 

military court, both sides have reached a plea bargain in which the indictment will be adjusted, and he 

will be convicted of using a weapon illegally," a military statement said. 

Under the deal, "S" would be jailed for 45 days, media reports said. 

Israeli rights group B'Tselem, said that if the military had been unable to prove that "S" fired the fatal 

shots at the women, who were carrying a white flag when they were killed, it must reopen its 

investigation and find the guilty party. 

"If the military prosecution accepted the claim brought by the soldier's lawyers, that there is no 

connection between the shooting he admitted to, and the killing of the Palestinian mother and 

daughter, this means that the investigation into this incident was never completed," the group said in a 

statement. 

"B'Tselem demands that the Military Police investigation unit reopen the file." 

According to B'Tselem, on January 4, 2009, the Abu Hajaj family evacuated their home after it was hit by 

an Israeli tank shell. 

"When they saw tanks about 150 metres (yards) from them, two of them waved the (white) flags, and 

the children in the group sat on the ground," B'Tselem said. 

"Suddenly, and without warning, shots were fired at the residents, killing Majda Abu Hajaj on the spot. 

Her mother, Riyeh Abu Hajaj, was severely wounded by the gunfire," it said. She later died of her 

wounds. 

The incident was one of those raised in the UN Goldstone report on alleged war crimes by both Israel 

and Gaza's rulers, the Palestinian Islamist movement Hamas, during the offensive aimed at halting 

rocket fire from Gaza. 

More 1,400 Palestinians and 13 Israelis were killed in the conflict. 

The army dismissed dozens of other alleged incidents because "according to the rules of warfare, no 

faults were found in the forces' actions." 

In other cases, the army said there was "not enough evidence proving that legal measures needed to be 

taken," in a statement issued when the sniper was charged in 2010. 

************************************************************************************* 
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In another abominable display of just how lowly the lives of our Gentile People are in the eyes of the 

jews- a jewish murderer has been let off with a mere 45 day sentence for his crime that led to the death 

of two Gentile Women. The Women had been doing nothing but standing in what remained of their 

home which had previously been obliterated by the same jewish forces, and in fact displayed a sign of 

peace as they were approached. The jews went ahead and opened fire on the innocent civilians despite 

this. It is unfortunate that they were naive enough to believe they would be shown mercy and respect 

by a jew.  

 

This calls back to mind the case of Rachel Corrie, a Gentile peace activist who was working in Palestine 

to attempt to prevent the destruction of the homes of innocent Gentile Palestinians by israeli thugs. She 

was brutally killed when one of the israeli demolition workers PURPOSEFULLY drove over the house she 

was standing in front of with a bulldozer. Again, this murdering jew got off with no charges.  

 

Note how they come up with excuse after excuse to explain away the senseless killing of our Gentile 

People.  

 

THESE PARASITES HAVE TO BE STOPPED. It is up to every single one of us to carry on fighting. Expose 

them before the eyes of the world, so that all may see their true colours. They have destroyed our past 

and STOLEN from us what is rightfully ours! They have insulted and blasphemed our Beloved Gods in the 

worst possible ways, and they have denigrated our True Satanic Heroes. They continue to slaughter our 

People like cattle in an abattoir, and this will not stop until they have been destroyed!  

 

KEEP UP THE FIGHT! Don't ever give up! 

 

HAIL FATHER SATAN!! 

Hail Beelzebub!! 

Hail Lilith!! 

 

Heil Hitler!! 

Heil Heinrich Himmler!! 
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-High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

 

http://ageofsatan.co.cc 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 

 

Joy of Satan Ministries 

Wasted Days & Wasted Nights: 'The Shroud of Turin' 

 

For those of you who are still recovering from xianity: 

 

October 13, 1988:(Thursday) At a press conference held in Turin, Cardinal Ballestrero, Archbishop of 

Turin, makes an official announcement that the results of the three laboratories performing the Carbon 

dating of the Shroud have determined an approximate 1325 date for the cloth. At a similar press 

conference held at the British Museum, London, it is announced that the Shroud dates between 1260 

and 1390 AD. Newspaper headlines immediately brand the Shroud a fake and declare that the Catholic 

Church has accepted the results. 

 

I wrote of this 'Shroud of Turin' and its actually being the imprint of Jacques DeMolay 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Baphomet.html 

 

Reference: The Second Messiah: Templars, the Turin Shroud, and the Great Secret of Freemasonry by 

Christopher Knight and Robert Lomas 1997, 2000.  

 

On another note, the amount of time, energy, research, writing, and not to mention psychic energy that 

goes into the endless stream of bullshit xianity is incredible. Wasted centuries.  

 

Now, imagine where humanity would be if everyone applied the same amount of energy to civilization 

and spiritual advacement.  
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High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 

Spiritual Communications 

 

I read time and again in these groups from people who are having a difficult time establishing telepathic 

communications with the Gods. There is so much information regarding telepathic communications and 

I wrote this before: telepathic communication is not all verbal.  

 

Even after communicating with a Demon or even human spirit that has passed on, there are errors. This 

just happens, regardless of how psychic one is. When one has established a relationship with a Demon 

or human spirit, and has been communicating verbally with him/her, note that many of the 

conversations are accurate, but there will be times when they will be off. The more psychic you are, the 

more accurate, but there will still be times. 

 

Now, as I wrote above, not all telepathy is verbal. If you are new and/or not as open spiritually, Demons 

still may communicate with you, but this may be quietly directing your attention to something, putting a 

thought in your head, and other related things.  

 

I have had an ongoing problem and discussed it with Lilith last night. She works with me as I am working 

on a project for the Powers of Hell and she supervises this. Anyways, she told me she would help me 

with the problem. This morning, the very first thing I felt a strong urge to do was to make a phone call 

and everything from that point on got cleared up. I can cite other numerous examples, but the 

important thing to know and to understand is just because you do not hear a Demon communicating 

with you verbally, this does not mean they are not trying to communicate with you. It's difficult to 

explain, but like the fourth dimension, telepathic communication actually involves using more than one 

of your psychic senses and working with your logical side of the brain as well. This takes experience and 

practice.  
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High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

 

Symptoms of the Serpent 

 

Here is a list of kundalini symptoms. The following indicates one's serpent has been activated and/or 

empowered, meaning you might be experiencing one or more of the symptoms on this list. always 

remember that each of us is individual. What one person may experience, another may not and some 

brothers and sisters may experience more of the symptoms and some less. It all depends upon where 

your soul is at in this present life. Remember- it is very important to be free. Restrictions create hang-

ups for the serpent. Be free in what you eat, your sex life and when past repressed hang-ups surface, try 

to mentally soften, detach and let go of them. Never be afraid. Just because a symptom is on this list 

does not mean you will experience it. I know for a fact, when a dedicated brother or sister in Satan is 

making a serious effort at meditation, Demons are more than happy to assist you if you need help or 

guidance. This may not always be verbal. Demons are our 

spiritual guides. They may guide you in other ways. Our efforts at meditation and empowering ourselves 

are extremely important to the Gods of Hell. Also, from my own experience, I have had some of what is 

on this list. It comes and goes and is nothing to be worried about, as it is not usually constant.  

 

Some of this list I copied and pasted from various sources on kundalini symptoms on the web and some 

of this is my own.  

 

 

Muscle twitches, cramps or spasms.  

 

Energy rushes or immense electricity circulating the body 
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Itching, vibrating, prickling, tingling, stinging or crawling sensations 

 

Intense heat or cold 

 

Involuntary bodily movements (occur more often during meditation, rest or sleep): jerking, tremors, 

shaking; feeling an inner force pushing one into postures or moving one's body in unusual ways. (May be 

misdiagnosed as epilepsy, restless legs syndrome (RLS), or PLMD.)  

 

Some of this is copied and pasted from various websites on kundalini, some of ths is also my own: 

 

Alterations in eating and sleeping patterns 

 

Episodes of extreme hyperactivity or, conversely, overwhelming fatigue (some CFS victims are 

experiencing Kundalini awakening) 

 

Intensified or diminished sexual desires 

 

Headaches, pressures within the skull 

 

Racing heartbeat, pains in the chest 

 

Digestive system problems 

 

Numbness or pain in the limbs (particularly the left foot and leg) 

 

Pains and blockages anywhere; often in the back and neck (Many cases of FMS are Kundalini-related.) 
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Emotional outbursts; rapid mood shifts; seemingly unprovoked or excessive episodes of grief, fear, rage, 

depression 

 

Spontaneous vocalizations (including laughing and weeping) -- are as unintentional and uncontrollable 

as hiccoughs 

 

Hearing an inner sound or sounds, classically described as a flute, drum, waterfall, birds singing, bees 

buzzing but which may also sound like roaring, whooshing, or thunderous noises or like ringing in the 

ears. 

 

Mental confusion; difficulty concentrating 

 

Altered states of consciousness: heightened awareness; spontaneous trance states; mystical 

experiences (if the individual's prior belief system is too threatened by these, they can lead to bouts of 

psychosis or self-grandiosity) 

 

Heat, strange activity, and/or blissful sensations in the head, particularly in the crown area. 

 

Ecstasy, bliss and intervals of tremendous joy, love, peace and compassion 

 

Psychic experiences: extrasensory perception; out-of-body experiences; pastlife memories; astral travel; 

direct awareness of auras and chakras; contact with spirit guides through inner voices, dreams or 

visions; healing powers 

 

Increased creativity: new interests in self-expression and spiritual communication through music, art, 

poetry, etc. 

 

Intensified understanding and sensitivity: insight into one's own essence; deeper understanding of 

spiritual truths; exquisite awareness of one's environment (including "vibes" from others) 
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Enlightenment experiences: direct Knowing of a more expansive reality; transcendent awareness  

 

Heightened sensitivity to noise, electricity, such as feeling keenly when an appliance comes on or off or 

when you shut off a TV, for example. Even feeling a shock. 

 

'Seeing' shadows or faint objects, even moving or crawling in your peripheral vision, lasting a second or 

less.  

 

Then, there is what is known as 'The Devil's Skin.' Rashes, bumps, acne, and other skin problems can 

flare up. It is more annoying than anything. Hollywood has really twisted this. This I believe is the main 

reason that High Priests of ancient times shaved their heads bald.  

 

Episodes of intense energy which make you want to leap out of bed and into action. One person said her 

body seems to vibrate wildly. Followed by periods of lethargy and fatigue. The fatigue usually follows 

great shifts.  

[The above is where you can just sleep and sleep. I have noted this happens when one experiences a 

drop in energy, like in the way of skipping meditations]. 

 

Numbness or pain in the limbs, especially the finders and toes. There can be nerve pain. This is because 

the serpentine energy is cleaning out your nadis which are often with nerve pathways.  

 

Looking younger, grey hair going back to its natural color, feeling lighter. [One must raise one's serpent 

before working on the magnum opus. The serpentine energy is a major part of immortality and the 

commencement of the magnum opus which is physical and spiritual perfection and immortality].  

 

Feeling a kinship with animals and nature, having more empathy, awareness and respect for both.  
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The serpent will amplify your thoughts, and also bring repressed memories and thoughts, often of a 

disturbing nature into your conscious awareness. This is so you can deal with them, then they will pass 

away, as you are transforming spiritually. 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Re: Symptoms of the Serpent 

 

Some things I need to add here: 

 

Depression, extreme fatigue and heavy sleeping are warning signs that your energy has dropped due to 

skipping meditations and not being consistent. Even with consistency, after a while, you will be able to 

note when your energies drop. Doing a few rounds of serpent yoga breathing can get your energies back 

up. Different things can take your energies, such as an oncoming illness which may or may not manifest 

[serpentine energy powerfully strengthens the immune system], others or situations in your 

environment.  

 

Serpent exercises affect the brain and nervous system, correcting any blockages and problems, and 

opening pathways so your soul can be free. There can be nerve pain that comes and goes, feelings of 

having water on your skin, but nothing is there and other sensations. Also, thoughts and dreams can be 

amplified. Certain thoughts can become obsessive. Never fear, as fear is the worst. Just let go and relax. 

There is nothing to worry about. It is all part of the transformation that will make you a god in your own 

right and give you control over your own destiny and spiritual freedom. Feel free to ask questions, 

express any concerns and learn from others who are on the path. This is what these groups are for.  

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Common Sense 

 

I have written this sermon like three times, maybe more over the years, but given the importance, 

everyone should have this drummed into their heads, especially new people. Lilith asked me to write 

this again, as she told me it was needed. 

 

Whenever you are receiving services, it is not very wise reveal you are a Spiritual Satanist. Reactions on 

the part of otherts can be anything from mild discrimination, nasty looks to being deadly. Places you 

frequent, places you go to eat, such as restaurants, and most important- any place you might have to go 

to get treatment involving your health or the health of loved ones.  

 

The only 'sin' in Satanism is that of stupidity. Someone goes walking into a hospital emergency room or 

whatever, to get treatment or a doctors office, sporting blatant tattoos, having 'the look' and when 

asked about religious affiliation, proudly announces he/she is a 'Spiritual Satanist.' This can be deadly, 

even when it involves loved ones getting treatment.  

If asked your 'religious affilation' you should either state 'Pagan' 'atheist' or non-religious.' Satan does 

not approve of our people placing themselves in danger through stupidity. He states this in the Al Jilwah: 

 

'Do not mention my name nor my attributes, lest ye regret it; for ye do not know what those who are 

without may do.' 

 

Medical Doctors can murder with immunity form the law. Remember this. This is nothing to bait or to 

toy with. Piss off the wrong doctor and you or a loved one could wind up dead.  

 

I remember years and years ago when I was a teenager, my grandfather went into the emergency room 

on a Thursday night. He was around 80 years old, a heavy cigarette smoker all of his life and he had 

emphysema. He went in for chest pains. He was not senile, he was able to take care of himself and 

didn't need any assistance where his personal needs were concerned and he even did light yard work. 

The doctors made quick work of him. I saw him for the last imte alive in the ER. He was alert, aware and 

seemed fine, except for the chest pains.  
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By Friday evening, he was in a deep coma. Late Saturday, the Dr. came to the family and informed the 

adults of his condition. Early Sunday, the Dr. had the family sign papers, consenting to the removal of all 

life support and drugs. He died Sunday afternoon.  

 

Now, this shit goes on all of the time. One less 'goy.' I was young back then. This had nothign to do with 

anything more than that we were an average Gentile family and as most others, ignorant of what was 

really going on. As I got older it all became very clear, and i noted my grandfather was not the only 

victim of this sort of thing. All of our elderly are at high risk.  

 

Medical Doctors are obviously not stupid. One must memorize sometimes hundreds of pages of 

advanced medical texts in a night while in medical school. Whilke learning to heal, they also learn how 

to kill, as this is obvious. An intelligent medical doctor can make much look unintentional and like an 

accident. Advanced knowledge of drugs, drug interactions and such makes for an adept at poison, 

should they feel the need.  

 

As for my grandfather, it became apparent to me, he was shot full of highly addictive medical drugs. This 

put him in a coma. Then, the drugs were systematically withdrawn and the body went into shock and 

being elderly, he died. Jewish Doctor has 'goy' family sign necessary papers, making sure there are no 

legal repercussions, and assuring them they are 'doing the right thing,' walks away with several more 

thousands of dollars in his pocket.  

 

When you are in any situation where your life or the life of a loved one could be affected, or one's 

health, keep your fucking mouth shut, act like an average person. The less you say, the better. Don't 

volunteer any unecessary information. Remember the old Satanic Adage 'Silence is Golden.' Don't stand 

out or be conspicuous, blend in, be as any other patient or service recipient. Our Anti-Christ told me on 

the astral: 'Learn form your mistakes!' This goes for all things. Don't be stupid and open your big mouth 

or make yourself stand out in any way or reveal you are a Spiritual Satanist and then go deep into 

danger and whine to the Powers of Hell for their help.  

 

Also, I, myself have Satan's name and Sigil blatantly tattooed on my forearm. In the summer when 

wearing short sleeves, I know how to hide this. I turn my arm over. I keep this hidden from those who 

could potentially cause me trouble. This is nothing to take lightly. In closing, it is not only kikes, but 

brainwashed xians who can cause you more trouble than you bargained for. The Inquisition reveals just 

how far xians will go. 
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High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

 

Re: Question for those who have completed a sun square for non-spiritual purposes. 

 

The post I made about 'common sense,' I certainly wasn't trying to discourage anyone from seeking 

proper medical care. Using common sense includes much, much more than just medical care.  

 

I nearly died in childbirth with my daughter. If I hadn't been in a hosptital, both of us would have died. 

There are many times you can't see something coming, like complications, especially when having a 

baby. There are all kinds of complications that can occur suddenly and unexpectedly. She was a large 

baby and her shoulders got stuck and they had to push her back in and turn her. I had no anesthesia [by 

choice and it was too late when I was pushing her out] and I know the worst pain and from this 

experience, I learned respect for pain for others.  

 

After she came out, blood was actually spraying out of me like a hose, and one of the nurses right away 

put an IV into me as I was hemmoraging badly.  

There are other incidents I can note where medical personel including good veteranarians saved lives 

and I am grateful.  

 

Using common sense is not about being paranoid. This statement is for everyone here. My post was only 

concerning revealing that you are a Spiritual Satanist in some way, as this can be dangerous, as we are 

often vehemently discriminated againt. With medical care, it is important to just be like the average 

person and not attract any unnecessary attention to yourself or loved ones. Ask questions about 

anything that might concern you about the care, such as why the Dr. is performing this or with 

administrating drugs, what is it for and why is he/she giving this specific drug to you or the loved one. It 

is also the law as far as I know that they have to give you information or a print out concerning any side 

effects of any drugs, what they are used for, and so forth.  
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As for silver nitrate solution, PKU test and vitamin K, which some of the things they do like this can cause 

jaundice, you have to approach the staff and sign papers and do this right after the baby is born. Never 

get openly angry, remain calm and unemotional, but firm and above all, know your rights. People who 

get emotional and blurt things out can also be in danger in a hospital, as the staff are usually 

indoctrinated by the system to right away think someone is crazy and then take action. Just be sool, 

salm and collected. Know your rights and be firm, and know and understand what you are asking for or 

declining.  

 

You are safer in a hospital, especially when having babies.  

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Too Much Serpentine Energy? 

 

Just offer any extra energy that is making you uncomforable to the Powers of Hell. It is needed, and 

much like performing spiritual warfare rituals. Offer it to Satan.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Jewish media admits Nazis NOT responsible for massacre of Polish Gentiles 

 

"WARSAW, Poland (AP) — The American POWs sent secret coded messages to Washington with news of 

a Soviet atrocity: In 1943 they saw rows of corpses in an advanced state of decay in the Katyn forest, on 
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the western edge of Russia, proof that the killers could not have been the Nazis who had only recently 

occupied the area." 

 

"The Soviet secret police killed the 22,000 Poles with shots to the back of the head. Their aim was to 

eliminate a military and intellectual elite that would have put up stiff resistance to Soviet control. The 

men were among Poland's most accomplished — officers and reserve officers who in their civilian lives 

worked as doctors, lawyers, teachers, or as other professionals. Their loss has proven an enduring 

wound to the Polish nation." 

 

"But returning to their POW camps, the Americans carried a conviction that they had just witnessed 

overwhelming proof of Soviet guilt. The corpses' advanced state of decay told them the killings took 

place much earlier in the war, when the Soviets still controlled the area." 

 

http://news.yahoo.com/ap-exclusive-memos-show-us-hushed-soviet-crime-132109652.html 

 

As we know, the Soviet Union was jewish through and through, including Stalin himself. It was the jews 

who were responsible for the deaths of MILLIONS of Gentile Men and Women, and NOT the other way 

around!  

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/328 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/282 

 

Also: 

http://www.666blacksun.org/satanic-national-socialism/how-jews-play-both-sides-against-the-middle/ 

 

It is extremely telling that an article such as this has actually been publicised within the Media at this 

time. The jews are losing power, and people are waking up!!  

 

Another thing this article proves beyond a shadow of a doubt is the US government of the time was 

working with the jews and against the Gentile People. This atrocity is one of many examples of how our 
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People have met gruesome fates at the hands of the enemy. One only needs to research Dresden to find 

another example of this. Again, the jewish run governments were responsible for this horrific event.  

 

OUR PEOPLE ARE WAKING UP, and it is time for us to step up the fight!  

 

Hail Father Satan!! 

Hail Beelzebub!! 

Hail Lilith!! 

 

Heil Hitler!! 

Heil Heinrich Himmler!! 

 

-High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

 

 

The Protocols 

 

The jewish power and bulwark are the christian and muslim religions. The Protocols of the Learned 

Elders of Zion are a blueprint for the jews taking over the world. Anyone who disregards this is an idiot. 

Proof of what is written in the Protocols is very evident just by opening up a local phone book and 

seeing the endless listings of blatant jewish names dominating certain professions such as Doctors, 

attorneys, college professors and such. There are pdf copies of the Protocols in most of the JoS e-groups 

files.  

 

Now, many people do not know just how clever the jews are. In addition to the original copies of the 

Protocols, there are recent versions of the Protocols that are being altered by jews [mostly on the 

internet] designed to create confusion. The jews have done this with other documents and writings that 

expose them, as the jews fear these and try to claim they were all 'forgeries,' and if they can make them 

look like nonsense or use them to confuse Gentiles, they will.  
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These have interpolations designed to confuse the average person. Most often, these interpolations will 

make the jews appear to be very anti-christian, working for the destruction of christianity, and to make 

the Protocols or other writings as a whole appear to be anti-christian. This is another hoax. One has to 

do the tons of indepth research as I have done for years to see through this. This is no different from the 

endless stream of bullshit and yellow journalism interwoven with legitimate information and materials 

concerning aliens and UFOs; all designed to confuse the average person. Then of course, astronomy 

textbooks and other scholastic materials claim no evidence of intelligent life out there to add to all of 

this.  

 

The only time the jews want christianity completely destroyed is when it is totally replaced with its twin 

of communism. All spirituality removed.  

 

The jewish bulwark and power is christianity. The jews will do anything and everything they can to try to 

get Gentiles under the psychic control of chrisitanity, or spiritually harmless as an atheist, as with 

communism. Once one is a beliving christian, they have you. This is another reason they have endlessly 

pushed that Nazi Germany was christian, which nothing could be further from the truth. Nazi Germany 

was Satanic and a serious threat, so they have created endless propaganda in the media and with books 

to try to convince the unknowing that they were christian. 

http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Third_Reich.htm 

 

I have seen this endlessly with their movies and media about the Nazis. Many people fall for this, as 

most do not do any research and only believe what they are told and shown. Once any Gentile 

organization falls under the psychic control of christianity, they have signed their own death warrant. 

The jews know this. The jews will even go so far as duping Gentiles into thinking they are 'Satanic' in 

order to try to hook the confused back to christianity. Then, of course, there is pseudo Satanism, which 

is jewish controlled such as modern Freemasonry, the Illuminatti, Skull & Bones and others. The average 

person who is confounded and deluded by the jewish use of psychological tactics falls into the trap of 

thinking if the jews are against christianity, then christianity must be ok. NOT SO. The jews know this 

tactic and use it all of the time.  

 

Remember...the jews have not survived all of these centuries by being average. Some versions of the 

Protocols and other anti-jewish articles are altered by jews, and if you know the jewish agenda and their 

tactics, the altered versions are obvious. Anything and everything connnected with christianity is poison. 

The present state of society today is the result of christianity. Civilization is collapsing. Don't be fooled 
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into thinking the jews are enemies of christianity, because they aren't. Christianity is their power; the 

great host upon which they feed. Every page in the 'holy bible' has either jew, jews, or Israel written on 

it. The 'holy bible' is a book praising and extolling the jews from beginning to end. The nazarene was a 

jew, his apostles were jews and he never strayed from or did anything contrary to jewish law.  

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Jewish_Nazarene.htm  

 

You have to know and be aware of their tactics and their traps; especially for people who are new and 

those vulnerable to confusion. True Satanism is their greatest enemy. This is why Satanism has been so 

visciously oppressed and condemned for centuries. When they can no longer oppress something, then 

they try to infiltrate to gain control from the inside, then destroy from within.  

 

If one is stupid enough to believe christianity is an enemy of the jews, then look to the glut of vast 

wealth. The million dollar church complexes and xian bookstores, fine expensive glossed xian tracts and 

everything else. That right there shows they are good with the jews. Anyone who is against the jews and 

wants to expose the truth is hunted down, persecuted, slandered and every attempt is made to shut 

them up, and break them financially and worse.  

 

Once you really know and can see through the jewish agenda and their clever tactics, no amount of 

altered materials will fool you anymore.  

 

Thankfully, we now have the internet -- www = '666' 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Fixing the Energy & Other Allegories 

 

I am finding more and more through research and study that nearly everything in legend and symbol is 

an allegory. Now, most of you already know the nazarene is a fictitious character invented by the jews to 

spiritually enslave Gentiles. The nazarene was originally symbolic of the witchpower. I wrote a full article 

about this some time ago:  
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http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Jesus_Christ.htm 

 

The many paintings and such of xian characters [which are all fictitious], are only models for raising the 

serpent. These were taken and corrupted into phony jewish characters and of course places, such as 

'Jerusalem.' 

 

Unfortunately, I cannot find a suitable illustration online here to show as an example regarding the ida 

and pingala and how both, after intertwining as a snake; crossing the sushumna, then swooping in the 

exact shape of a heart on the face, terminating at the nose. Now, the ancient symbol for the classic 

valentine with the arrow through it is actually symbolic of 'fixing the energy.' For most of you who are 

experienced meditators and who are working on raising your serpents, you know how your energies can 

fluctuate. 'Fixing the energy' makes the energy permanent and also correctly distributed about the soul, 

which is in the shape of a cross. The soul actually should be in the shape of an inverted cross, with the 

solar [666] chakra as the powerhouse.  

 

My point here, is with that nazarene, some kike asshole centuries ago, obviously came upon this torn, 

ragged image of an individual on a cross [the nailing to the cross is another SYMBOL used to illustrate 

the fixing of the energy and nothing more- the witchpower/serpentine energy distributed and nailed 

*fixed upon* to the soul], and got the bright idea of creating a jewish character out of this, and force-

feeding it to the Gentiles, as a material individual, thus removing all spirituality, and any references to 

spiritual powers that go along with it. Going back further, one can find many images of the Greek 'TAU' 

with the actual serpent draped upon the TAU cross. This is nothing new.  

 

This is no different from taking the old man image of 'Uncle Sam' which is another SYMBOL- obviously 

not spiritual, but as an example, making a diety of this symbol of the USA, and jamming it down the 

throats of the populace to slavishly worship. The same thing could even be done with Sponge Bob. 

Those with xian double-digit IQs could erect an altar, place a small aquarium atop, add the little 

pineapple house for Sponge Bob on the inside, the bubbling water could serve as a portable baptismal 

font and one could spend hours slavishly worshipping the little guy, given enough invented history and 

'miracles' were attributed to the little fellow. Then, with enough psychic energy being poured into little 

Sponge Bob, his exalted powers would take on a life of their own. People would begin purchasing 

sponges of all kinds, expecting miracles, healings and a whole new life in Sponge Bob. Sponge Bob 

Saves!!!!! But, for now...xians are only obsessing over Sponge 

Bob's sex life, trying to determine if he might be gay or not. Given most xians have no normal healthy 

sex life of their own, they are living vicariously, and obsess over Sponge Bob's sex life.  
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Stonehenge and the Pyramids of Giza and other ancient monuments were erected in relationship to the 

sun and the solstices. These were not built to alert the ancients to certain times of the year like for the 

harvest and such, these were built as allegories for optimal dates for performing the magnum opus. 

[One must have one's serpent fully ascended and the Gods can guide you from there with a little study]. 

For example, the commencement of the magnum opus should begin at 3 am, on the night of the Vernal 

Equinox when the Sun is at 0 degrees of Aries. April Fool's Day, the day of 1st of April was moved up, but 

from study, I can see this as it originally was of the Spring Equinox. The Fool in the Tarot begins his 

journey to the attainment of the magnum opus. The Fool was relegated to the Joker in the modern deck 

of playing cards, with the trump removed from the Tarot.  

 

Valentine's day is of fixing the energy and very well might correspond to Imbolc. Wicca and related 

judeo/xian corrupted Paganism tries to pass these important points of the year off as coinciding with the 

seasons, the harvest, stocking up for winter and other material crap. All of the dates are spiritual and 

signify very ideal times for specific workings on the soul. Halloween/Samhain for example, the astral 

opens up for much better communications between those of us here on earth and those who are on the 

astral. It has to do with the energies of the earth lines and how gravity, ley lines and such are affected by 

the earth's rotation and tilt towards the sun. All of this can be scientifically explained. Halloween also 

has much more spiritual significance, but the above is only an example.  

 

There are 8 important dates about the year for working on the soul at an advanced level. This 

corresponds to the 8 phases of the moon and to 'Ashta' which means 8 in Sanskrit, also known as 

'Ashtar' 'Ishtar [in the ancient Middle East]' and Astaroth; note As-TAROT-h; again, the Tarot. Another 

alias of Astaroth is Inanna, which corresponds to Jnanna in Sanskrit, meaning 'wisdom.' Because of the 

most sacred symbolism here, the Catholic Church in all its denegration and blasphemy of spirituality 

labeled this 8 pointed star 'Sigil of the Beast.'  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Jew Openly Calls For False Flag Attacks. 

 

Jew Openly Calls For False Flag Attacks. 

 

My note: "Zionist" is just another word for Jew. 

 

The Jews where behind 911: 

http://www.911missinglinks.com/watch-movie/ 

 

As part of the movie it mentions the Jews attacked the USS Liberty in June of 1967, to pull America into 

a war in the ME on the side of the Jews. Killing dozens of American Servicemen. Don't forget the Lavon 

Affair when the jews in the early 1950's used false flag terrorism against Western/American targets for 

their own political agenda. 

 

---------------------------------------------- 

 

 

Second Zionist 9/11 in the making for war on Iran: Analyst 

 

http://www.presstv.com/detail/2012/09/27/263840/2nd-zionist-911-in-making-for-iran-war/ 

 

Zionist [my note Jew] organizations such as Washington Institute for Near East Policy (WINEP) are 

overtly plotting "another 9/11-style mass murder" of Americans to justify a military aggression against 

Iran, an analyst says. 

 

 

"Covering up 9/11 is bad enough. But when Zionist front organizations like WINEP openly call for 

another 9/11-style mass murder of Americans to launch a war against Iran, it is time for the American 
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people to put these organizations out of business," Kevin Barrett wrote in an article on the Press TV 

website. 

 

Last Friday, Patrick Clawson, WINEP's Director for Research, suggested that the US should work covertly 

and through means of force to provoke Iran to take the first shot against the US or Israel. Otherwise, he 

said, starting a war with Iran will be really hard to accomplish. 

 

"I frankly think that crisis initiation is really tough," said Clawson, "And it's very hard for me to see how 

the United States … uh … President can get us to war with Iran." 

 

As a consequence, Clawson said he was led to conclude that "the traditional way [that] America gets to 

war is what would be best for US interests." 

 

He then went on to recount a series of controversial incidents in American history - the attack on Pearl 

Harbor, the sinking of the Lusitania, the Gulf of Tonkin incident, and the blowing up of the USS Maine - 

that US presidents "had to wait for" before taking America to war. 

 

"So, if in fact the Iranians aren't going to compromise," the Israel lobbyist concluded with a smirk on his 

face, "it would be best if somebody else started the war." 

 

 

"One can combine other means of pressure with sanctions. I mentioned that explosion on August 17th. 

We could step up the pressure. I mean look people, Iranian submarines periodically go down; someday 

one of them may not come up. Who would know why? We can do a variety of things if we wish to 

increase the pressure. I'm not advocating that but I'm just suggesting that ... this is not an `either or' 

proposition.... We are in the game of using covert means against the Iranians. We could get nastier at 

that." 

 

The analyst noted that what Clawson didn't say, but certainly implied, was that "America's `war on 

terror', actually a war on Islam for Israel, `had to wait for' the false-flag attack of 9/11." 
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"WINEP, like AIPAC, is a criminal organization - a viper's nest of unregistered agents of a foreign power. 

Even if they were not advocating mass murder and high treason, and calling for the silencing of 

opposition to the 9/11 coup d'état that they and/or their fellow travelers helped orchestrate, they 

should all be arrested and sent to prison," Barrett added. 

 

"But when they cross the line and advocate the mass murder of Americans to trigger a war for Israel 

that could easily become World War Three, it's time to shut them down, lock them up, and start building 

scaffolds. They call it `Near East Policy'. I call it high treason and conspiracy to commit mass murder," 

the analyst concluded. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Sermon 10/06/12 

 

This topic [understandably] has come up many times in all of the groups; the Christian concept of "Hell." 

There have been cases of certain individuals who have seen horrors and such from near death 

experiences and related. Some of these people had ties to angels who showed them this sort of thing as 

well. This is of the Christian "god" and has nothing to do with Satan. 

 

Now, when I say "Christian god" this term is a collective label for the human hating entities out there 

who have been exploiting humanity, using their invented Christian religion as a tool. Long before 

photography was readily available and knowledge of extraterrestrials was made public, occultist Aleister 

Crowley drew a picture of "Jehovah" and the image was of a grey extraterrestrial. The greys hate 

humanity. 

 

Not to get into a rehash of what is already on the JoS website; my point in making this post is to reassure 

people regarding "Hell." Knowing the truth is very important and when you open your mind through 

power meditation, you will see more and more truths. The enemy does have rotten places for human 

souls that fall into their traps. This has nothing to do with Satan. Things are backwards. Just as the Jews 

[who are of the enemy at the soul] accuse and blame Gentiles for everything THEY THEMSELVES DO, in 

order to create a distraction and diversion and to confuse, this bleeds over into a much larger area in the 

way of what Christianity does. 
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I have heard Christians [ad nauseum] go on and on about how "The Devil hates humanity" "was a 

murderer and a liar from the beginning" "is all about materialism" "works to prevent humanity from 

achieving everlasting life and immortality" the list of bullshit goes on and on and in reality, this all 

applies to jewhova, THEIR "god." One only needs to look to all of the murders, the endless lies and the 

genocide of Gentile nations in the Old Testament of THEIR bible. In addition, the Nazarene WHICH IN 

REALITY WAS STOLEN FROM A CONCEPT, was invented into a fictitious Jewish character for the purpose 

of creating another distraction and deception so that the concept is devoid of its spiritual message so 

that anyone who follows this kike on the cross will never perform the magnum opus and achieve 

immortality. Xians keep compulsively parroting "Jesus loves you" when the real truth is "Jesus" hates 

you! "Jesus" hates humanity! 

"Jesus" is nothing more than a subliminal tool for ushering in the Jewish messiah [if enough people 

believe in this "second coming" and put their psychic energies into it, the ruling kike needed to unite the 

Jews of the world will appear on the scene and enslave every Gentile under the most heinous and brutal 

conditions] and TO KEEP THE DELUDED FROM SPIRITUAL KNOWLEDGE, ADVANCING THEIR SOULS AND 

ACHIEVING EVERLASTING LIFE/IMMORTALITY. 

 

"Jesus" serves as a distraction so that believers never meditate or do anything to advance their souls. 

The deluded believe "Jesus" will take care of everything and that "Jesus saves" when in truth, we all save 

our own souls, given we have the knowledge and that we apply it. Those who are denied this knowledge 

and do not meditate will die and be reincarnated over and over, damned into repeating the same 

mistakes and totally at the mercy of their destiny. Try running this by xians. They keep parroting "The 

Devil deceives" when in truth, it is their own "god." And, this so-called "god" of theirs is afraid of 

humanity obtaining knowledge and spiritual power? Is threatened by our physical nudity? "Loves" you 

so much he will damn you to a fiery pit to burn for all eternity? Hardly our creator. Everything the 

Christians accuse "The Devil" of is really their own "god." This is their deception. "He deceiveth the 

masses." 

 

Now getting back to those near death experiences and such; Lilith told me something very enlightening. 

She told me that those who have had strong ties to Christianity in their past lives are very open to the 

enemy. Even if someone is non-religious, an atheist or agnostic, if there is a strong essence of xianity on 

that person's soul from former lifetimes; it is an opening for the enemy to manipulate him/her in this 

lifetime. Note that those who have had frightening experiences run straight back to the enemy. The 

enemy will use the individual for an example into scaring others, and in many other ways. 
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Many of us have been with Satan for centuries of past lives. I asked her about myself and she replied to 

me "you have always rejected it"[Christianity]. Because of the systematic removal of spiritual 

knowledge, few of us are really open and aware to what is on our own soul and the souls of others. 

Regardless of where one's soul was at in former lifetimes, when one performs the Dedication to Satan, 

this is very real and permanent. Christian sacraments such as baptism, confirmation and such are false 

and non-binding. Satanic sacraments are real. 

 

Some people have a harder time than others in coming to Satan. For those of us who have been with 

him through all of our lifetimes, coming to Satan is like a duck coming to water, a bird flying free; it feels 

so perfect. There is nothing conflicting. Some of us [myself included], when first opening to Satan and 

studying Satanism, have felt a beautiful comforting warm glow of energy surrounding us. People who 

have anxiety, more than likely have past life issues with Christianity and/or other false programs of the 

enemy. These need to be overcome and performing the dedication is the first step, as once one 

dedicates one's soul to Satan, this is permanent. 

 

Close associations with the enemy in past lives, such as one being a devout xian [this can even be worse 

if the past lives were many], has made one's soul very open to the influences of the enemy; holes so to 

speak. The enemy then uses certain individuals for their own nefarious purposes. Some people have a 

more difficult time in coming to Satan than others, but those who have found the truth and are sincere 

can overcome any obstacles. Key indications that one was with Satan in past lives are a very strong 

desire to be with him again, a higher than average interest in the occult, witchcraft and such and a very 

positive feeling when studying true Satanism, and in knowing Satan. Many of us have powers and 

knowledge that have come from past lives. 

 

I have worked extensively with a few of those who have passed on [they do not wish to be labeled as 

"dead"] and have met many spirits [human] who have/are residing in what we call "Hell," where Satan 

keeps his own. They are all very safe and protected. Those who have passed on do not eat or sleep. It is 

stagnation in many respects and this is why souls choose to reincarnate. Also, one does not obtain 

power through or after one's physical death. We take ourselves with us, our personalities, our abilities 

and one's spiritual power. 

 

The experiences in death are highly individual. People who are vulnerable to the enemy, as I wrote of in 

the above, are at the mercy of the enemy. All of this has to do with past and present lives. There are 

others who for whatever reason, often an important issue, refuse to move on and remain as ghosts and 

stay here on earth. As I wrote of before in a sermon on ghosts, there are often serous unresolved issues 
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such as one being murdered and others not knowing, one's corpse not being properly buried and such, 

as it matters to the individual. 

 

Satan takes care of his own. I wrote of this before, but when I asked one I am working with in spirit form 

what happened when he died [after he fell to the floor following his swallowing of a cyanide capsule], he 

told me 4 of our Gods showed up and took his astral hand and lifted him from his body and took him to 

"Hell" where others he knew who had passed on were already there and where he has been secure, 

safe, and very protected. 

 

Much of our present life experiences have their roots in past lives. I know this sermon is already too 

long, but I had to address this. Also, another tip for the magnum opus; you have to raise your serpent 

first. 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

Sermon 10/09/12 

 

All of the so-called 'occult' and spiritual can be explained scientifically. Satanism promotes science and in 

other more advanced worlds out there, technology is used in conjunction with the powers of the mind 

and soul. Both work together and compliment each other.  

 

Vibration and the power of sound is one of the most effecitve ways to change something. Everything in 

this universe has a specific vibration. Both living and inaminate objects vibrate and have a specific 

unique rate of vibration. Even a rock has molecules that are vibrating at a certain rate that make it what 

it is...a rock. 

 

My point here is using vibrations in your meditations will advance your workings. Runes, Sanskrit 

mantras and such all work to produce changes. With cleaning one's aura, for example, especially after 

coming into contact with negative energy; many, especially teens are forced to attend xian church 

against their will... the mantra for the Sun: Aum Suryae, vibrated 108 times with a Satanic Rosary, will 
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burn off the negative energy. This can be done at any time and for as many times/days as you feel 

necessary.  

[See the link below for corrrect pronunciation] 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Sun_Square.html  

 

This working is a bit different from the kabalistic squares and just vibrating 'Aum Suryae' into your aura 

[you should feel the vibration in your aura and/or entire being] 108 times works very well in dispelling 

negative energies when cleaning one's aura. Visualization using the white-gold light should also be used. 

Vibrating runes works just as well. It is important when using a mantra for the first time to vibrate it 

once or twice and feel its energy. If you feel the energy, then the mantra will work for you. If you feel 

nothing, then it is best not to waste your time using it.  

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Runic_Kabalah.html 

 

Vibration is the most effective way to reverse negative unwanted energies. Using a Satanic Rosary is 

easy. These can be made form any bead kits in the hobby/notions section of most stores...Wal-Mart, K-

Mart, Target, any hobby & crafts stores...you get the idea. This does NOT have to be anything fancy or 

embellished. The sole reason for the Satanic rosary, based upon the Tibetan Mala Beads is so that one 

does not have to be distracted keeping a count of reciting a high number of mantras. Just slide your 

fingers along the beads. If you have a rosary for black magick, then use a different one for white magick 

as the energies can conflict.  

 

I have read several posts asking 'How can I get closer to Satan?' Answer: BY WORKING FOR HIM!  

 

People who come into these groups and are only out for what they think Satan and the Powers of Hell 

can do FOR them don't get very far. The more you do for Satan, the more the Powers of Hell will do for 

you, BUT, YOU MUST MEDITATE AND KEEP YOUR ENERGIES HIGH. Lilith mentioned to me how some of 

you work these groups answering questions and such on a regular basis. She told me you are given high 

priority and are favored in the way of obtaining help and protection from the Powers of Hell, should you 

need it.  

 

This also includes anyone who is actively working for Satan. Not everyone can work online in the groups. 

There are many other areas where each of us can contribute in our own way to advance Satan's agenda. 

If you are lost concerning this, Demons will guide you; you only need ask.  
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Many new people are coming into the JoS groups. I am happy to say that our Teen group has well over 

10,000 + members. Satan has the youth. Many come here through 'Yahoo Groups' and not the JoS 

website. Many who come in this way do not read the front page of the group description and ask the 

same old questions that are answered on the JoS website. Many who come in are indoctrinated by the 

system and organized 'religion' and apply this to Satanism. I know...patience is required. People are 

coming in from all walks of life. Many have no knowledge of the occult, witchcraft and the powers of the 

mind and meditation.  

 

Note that we are all working for a higher cause. We are working together. As far as I am concerned, 

teamwork is by far the best way to accomplish something important. Lilith told me the Powers of Hell 

work as a team. 'One alone...together strong.' Each member who is actively working for Satan is very 

important. The more you do for Satan, the more Satan will do for you. I know this from experience.  

 

In closing, the 666 Black Sun website is down again. HP Vovim owns this site and will have it back up and 

running soon. I know revising the JoS main website needs to be done and I have attempted to do this 

many times, but I have way too much on my plate so to speak. Those of us who are actively working for 

Satan are BUSY. REAL BUSY. Many of us have more than one and in some cases, several major projects 

going at the same time for the Powers of Hell.  

 

Two replies that were posted in the JoS groups were VERY relavent. A member wrote that time should 

not be wasted on worthless crap on the internet. Time is better spent advancing one's soul through 

meditation and also in personal study.  

 

People who waste time end up nowhere. You cannot hit the rewind button on your life. A wasted day is 

gone forever. The more you put into developing your soul throgh meditation, the more you will reap 

these rewards with spiritual freedom and the ability to control and direct your own destiny. Lilith also 

told me that those who have successfully raised their serpents will then be guided to perfoming the 

Magnum Opus by Demons. Our Anti-Christ told me there is more than one way to successfully perform 

this working.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Chavez Wins Again, Jews Whine 

 

Chavez Wins Again, Jews Whine 

 

My note the only enemy America has is the jew. The jewsish attack on America on 911, once again 

proves that: 

 

http://www.911missinglinks.com/watch-movie/ 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------- 

Chavez wins re-election in Venezuela, defeating grandson of Holocaust survivors 

 

 

JTA.org 

 

October 9, 2012  

 

BUENOS AIRES, Argentina (JTA) -- Venezuela's President Hugo Chavez, an ally of Iran, won re-election, 

defeating Henrique Capriles Radonski, the grandson of Holocaust survivors. 

 

Chavez took 54 percent of the vote to Radonski's 45 percent in the Oct. 7 poll. His term will end in 2019, 

extending his rule over the OPEC member state to two decades.  
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The Simon Wiesenthal Center expressed its concern over Chavez's re-election, citing the fact that 

Venezuela has Shahab 3 long-range missile launching platforms on the country's Caribbean coast aimed 

at Florida. 

 

"Hugo Chavez's triumph can only strengthen Iran's political and military penetration of Latin America," 

Dr. Shimon Samuels, director of international relations for the Simon Wiesenthal Center, told JTA on 

Tuesday. 

 

"Six more years of the Caracas-Tehran axis could be as perilous as an Afghanistan with oil," he added. 

 

Argentina´s president, Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner, used Twitter to congratulate her regional ally. 

 

"Your victory is also ours. Go Hugo," she tweeted. 

 

Sergio Widder, the Wiesenthal Center's director for Latin America, told JTA that "Chavez reportedly 

facilitated the recent dialogue between Argentina and Iran, clearly aimed at closing both the AMIA 

Jewish Center bombing investigation and Buenos Aires' demand for extradition of the Iranians complicit 

in that atrocity." 

 

Since taking power in 1999, Chavez has become a global "anti-imperialism" fighter and a close ally of 

leaders from Iran, Cuba, Bolivia and Belarus. Chavez, a former soldier, has described Israel's treatment 

of the Palestinians as "genocide" and called Zionism racism. 

 

Last July, Venezuela was accepted as a full member of the Mercosur regional free trade and political 

group, and will have increased influence in a bloc that also includes Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and 

Uruguay. Mercosur's members all recognize a Palestinian state. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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LHP vs RHP 

 

LHP vs RHP 

 

This is an answer to a question asked in another egroup. 

 

The difference is this. The LHP if ones looks into the East, is the original path its originally called the 

"Royal Path." It was also called this in the West. 

 

 

 

Due to the infestation of the enemy programs and the slowly decline and in many cases violent 

destruction of the original traditions it became needed to create what is now the LHP or Vamacara 

Tantra.etc In the East the Tantric age follows the fall of the last twlight of the Vedic age. The Tantra is 

the Vedic [Veda means divine knowledge] spiritual teachings of the Gods. The title Tantra literally means 

in English basically "Knowledge which spreads saves[or liberates]. Its relating to the Magnum Opus. Its 

stated Tantra [LHP] is the method to achieve the Magnum Opus in the Kali age. 

 

 

 

The Tantra's are very blunt about this fact and the calling out the RHP as frauds and fools. Basically the 

RHP preaches that by strict obeying of ideological commands one will obtain liberation upon death and 

go to pie in the sky forever[xainity is big on that crap]. The LHP tells the truth and states liberation is 

done with a physical body and as the Rasarnava Tantra states the goal is to create the Godman or 

"Second Siva" the perfected being[Siddha] who is literally physically perfected, eternally young and has 

all the major and minor siddhi's. 
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The Tantra's stated if liberation is obtained upon physical death then even a donkey obtains liberation 

upon death and the whole point of the Yogic techinques [power meditation] are a waste of time. In this 

honest mockery of the RHP lies, is a powerful truth. The God of the Tantra in the East is Siva who as 

shown is another alias of Satan: 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/213 

 

 

 

In the Western Tradition [which is from the Eastern at the root] its the same. The 33 Degree, Satanist, 

Albert Pike states openly that the goal of alchemly is the Magnum Opus which the main goal of the 

alchemist is to be literally physically and spiritually perfected [eternally young] and powerful. He stated 

the single most science of alchemly or the occult science is to be found in the book of Hermes, the Tarot. 

Which is of Satan. Pike stated Lucifier also symbolizes the keystone in the arch [symbol of the Magnum 

Opus finished], the luminous energy of the soul perfected. 

 

 

The RHP is death and slavery. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Shit Romney 

 

Shit Romney 

 

We all know Obama is a jew puppet. Goldman Sachs paided for his campaign and he was naturally 

flanked by a zillion jews. Obama also has jewish blood from his mothers side. 
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But Romney is another real piece of crap. 

 

The first utube documentary below is good but fails to mention the fact 911 was done by the Jew World 

Order: 

 

http://www.911missinglinks.com/watch-movie/ 

 

Also Web was killed because he had found the Israeli [jew] connection behind the drug trade into 

American cities.  

 

But is one pays attention a host of jewish names naturally appear in the first vid. 

 

Take this all as a lesson in the special kind of psychopath needed to be selected as a shabbos goy in the 

Jew World Order. 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s9QA5B6U86s&feature=player_embedded#! 

 

 

Romney's secrecy in business is detailed, and revealed; as well as his role as a drug money launderer for 

GHW Bush; his connection, through Bush, to CIA death squads in Central America; his role in 9-11; in the 

murder of US ambassador to Libya, Christopher Stevens; and the significance of his endorsement of and 

by Cheney. 

 

 

---------------------------------------------------- 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=p5Jc-UNN-uE 

 

Romney startlingly announces at his closed-door private fundraiser, to groups of multi millionaires, that 

his campaign is run by consulting groups which also sponsor candidates in other countries- absolute 

proof he is a puppet being jerked around by powerful groups which crush democracy elsewhere. 

 

 

Who's [Jews] Advising Mitt Romney on Foreign Policy? 

 

http://abcnews.go.com/blogs/politics/2012/09/whos-advising-mitt-romney-on-foreign-

policy/#.UHXn6AL6aOM.email 

 

With Mitt Romney's comments on Libya drawing attention today–specifically, his criticism of Obama–it's 

worth examining whom Romney listens to on such matters. 

 

Dan Senor is one of Romney's closest advisers on foreign policy. Since Paul Ryan has been selected as 

the GOP's vice presidential candidate, Senor has been traveling with Ryan–but today, he left the trail 

because of the "foreign policy developments" and is in Boston and NYC. 

 

Senor is the former spokesman for the American government in Iraq (the Coalition Provisional Authority 

at the beginning of the Iraq war under George W. Bush) and is a particularly close adviser to Romney on 

the Middle East. (He has traveled with Romney to Israel three times, as well as written a book on Israel 

that Romney often cites). With Ryan, he consults on domestic and foreign policy issues. 

 

Last month, the New York Times described Senor as an "advocate of neoconservative thinking that has 

sought to push presidents to the right for years on Middle East policy." Senor led a foreign policy 

briefing for Ryan on the plane yesterday from Seattle along with Jamie Fly, executive director, Foreign 

Policy Initiative and Reuel Marc Gerecht from the Foundation for Defense of Democracies. 

 

Romney keeps a large group of foreign-policy advisers, eight of whom participated in the early 

neoconservative group Project for a New American Century think tank, founded in 1997 and headed by 
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William Kristol, the Nation's Ari Berman reported in May. In the same month, The New York Times' 

Magazine's David Sanger reported on discontent within that big team, with some complaining that 

Romney only listens to John Bolton, the former U.N. ambassador under president Bush. 

 

Romney has long sought to distinguish himself from the president by drawing a contrast between 

weakness and strength, and his posture is reflected in the team he's chosen, peppered with luminaries 

from the Bush administration. The "special advisers"–who do not comprise the entire foreign policy 

team–are listed on Romney's campaign website: 

 

 

Cofer Black 

Christopher Burnham 

Michael Chertoff 

Eliot Cohen 

Norm Coleman 

John Danilovich 

Paula J. Dobriansky 

Eric Edelman 

Michael Hayden 

Kerry Healey 

Kim Holmes 

Robert Joseph 

Robert Kagan 

John Lehman 

Andrew Natsios 

Meghan O'Sullivan 

Walid Phares 
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Pierre Prosper 

Mitchell Reiss 

Daniel Senor 

Jim Talent 

Vin Weber 

Richard Williamson 

Dov Zakheim 

 

Michael Hayden served as CIA director under president Bush, who nominated him in 2006. Michael 

Chertoff served as Bush's second Homeland Security secretary. Jim Talent and Norm Coleman are 

former Republican senators. 

 

At least one of them presaged Romney's attack line on Libya. Richard Williamson, who served as Bush's 

special envoy to Sudan and ambassador to the U.N. Security Council, leveled an attack at Obama last 

night before it was known that Americans had been killed. 

 

"The events in Egypt and Libya show the failure of the Egyptian and Libyan governments to uphold their 

obligations to keep our diplomatic missions safe and secure and the regard in which the United States is 

held under President Obama in these two countries," he told Foreign Policy's Josh Rogin. "It's all part of 

a broader scheme of the president's failure to be an effective leader for U.S. interests in the Middle 

East." 

 

--------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Goldman Putting Money Behind Romney  

WSJ reports: 

 

http://www.economicpolicyjournal.com/2012/10/goldman-putting-money-behind-romney.html 
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When Barack Obama ran for president in 2008, no major U.S. corporation did more to finance his 

campaign than Goldman Sachs Group Inc. GS +0.13% 

 

This election, none has done more to help defeat him. 

 

Prompted by what they call regulatory attacks on their business and personal attacks on their character, 

executives and employees of Goldman Sachs have largely abandoned Mr. Obama and are now the top 

sources of money to presidential candidate Mitt Romney and the Republican Party. 

 

 

In the four decades since Congress created the campaign-finance system, no company's employees have 

switched sides so abruptly, moving from top supporters of one camp to the top of its rival, according to 

a Wall Street Journal analysis of campaign-finance data compiled by the nonpartisan Center for 

Responsive Politics. 

 

Employees at Goldman donated more than $1 million to Mr. Obama when he first ran for president. This 

election, they have given the president's campaign $136,000—less than Mr. Obama has collected from 

employees of the State Department. The employees have contributed nothing to the leading Democratic 

super PAC supporting his re-election. 

 

By contrast, Goldman employees have given Mr. Romney's campaign $900,000, plus another $900,000 

to the super PAC founded to help him. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Buddhism and Satanism 

 

Buddhism and Satanism 

 

This is from a question on another egroup: 

 

 

From: General Franco <kashyap_128@...> 

To: Teens4Satan@yahoogroups.com  

Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 10:56:03 AM 

Subject: Re: [Teens4Satan] Re: budism and satanism 

 

Buddhism isnt a form of Xianity, it precedes Xianity by 500 yrs Buddha was a by birth prince of Modern 

day Nepal and was of Shakya Caste and Budhism is not a false, Xian form. It only teaches about Love, 

respect, unity, kindness and peace.  

 

And all the things about Re-incarnation said by fire_starter are true they view that soul recycles. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

My Reply: 

 

It is, Buddhism centers existed in Alexandria and the head of the jewish theraputes was very close with 

them and translated their scripts into several languages. The jewish theraputes created xianity as even 

Ebus the righthand man of Constantine admits them as the source of xianity in his writing. The sermon 

on the mount teachings can be found in buddhist teachings. 
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There are realms of information by scholars showing two things. Gutama never existed and xianity is 

indentical to Buddism. Literally in both theme, idealogy and purpose. The Herman Hesse version of 

Gutama in the West does not even get close to how Buddhism is in the East. We have Buddhist stories of 

Buddha dying on a cross and his ressurection from the tomb and ascension into the heavens.etc 

 

 

 

The Buddhist religion denies the Atman and states only the 5 conditions recarniate. Hence they cleverly 

deny the existence of the souls eternal, independent consciousness. Its no mistake Buddhism is hidden 

atheism. This program also removed much spiritual knowledge and corrupted the meanings behind the 

conceptions into a literalist and social/mind control system. Same as xianity did elsewhere. It also tried 

to remove the connection to the Gods by disreguarding them as spirits and other lies to degrade them 

and turn people away from them. Just as xianity turned many Gods into saints to remove them in status 

and advance their own program. The Buddhism program did the same in the East many Gods where 

turned into Buddhist saints to remove the original culture.  

 

 

 

 

The Buddhist program when it took political power like xianity used terror and murder to get its own 

way and destroy any rivals, while pushing its lies. It like xianity was an imperial program pushed by a 

psychopathic emperor. As a tool of mind control and creating a weakened sheep population. Many 

scholars have commented on the fact buddhism destroyed the original cultural spirit of the East and 

weakened and demoralized the regions internally to the point. Islam was able to conqueror most of the 

North of India. 

 

 

 

This program does not teach love, peace or any such buzzwords. It teaches that life is suffering all our 

natural desires are sinful, the world is illusion [hatred for ourselves and life] and only by the removing of 

our individuality can we become "enlightened." Its our individuality which is the expression of our soul 
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nature. Its a war on the human soul by removing the actual spiritual knowledge to empower the soul 

and leaving people to suffer and condeming humans to the wheel of suffering [it claims to liberate them 

from]. While then denying the truth that you even have a soul.  

 

 

 

It also lies about karma and slips the lie in you must suffer to purge yourself of karma and by strict 

adherence to this programs idealogy you will escape the wheel of rebirth which is meanlingless as they 

don't even believe in the Atman. The point being just to suck people in with legalise. The truth is you will 

only generate more karma for yourself in life after life and be a slave to it. Once again it claims to free 

you of what it only creates more of. 

 

 

 

As part of removing spiritual knowledge Theravanda Buddism the original sect. Forbade mantra from 

being used and seeked to remove its knowledge. The Tantric texts all state mantra is the most powerful 

method of spiritual empowerment and enlightenment. Theravanda simply left the student with nothing 

more then basic dyana or void meditation on the breath. It removed everything else. Leaving a person 

totally fucked for spiritual advancement and libertation that comes with it. All the while claiming to give 

what it removes any possibility of happening. Remember this program also corrupted the true 8 fold 

path. 

 

 

 

The reason people today believe Buddhism to be under the Vedic or Dharamic fold. Is because 

Buddhism reterraformed the East in its own image totally. Leaving nothing of the culture it replaced 

intact, just as xianity did to the West. As one Hindu scholar admits. Hinduism falsely called Sanatana 

Dharma is just covert Buddhism and Jainism.  
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Another trick it plays despite acutally being an open anti-Vedic [Veda in its pure form was the divine 

knowledge of the Gods] movement in its time. It pretends it was the original essence of the Veda 

teachings [Jainism loves to play this lie game to] and the culture it destroyed was acutally a corruption of 

them. The bullshit just never ends with these characters. 

 

Buddhism is the xianity of the East. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

The Jewish Infection 

 

The Jewish Infection 

 

Environment of the social nature is mainly formed by genetics and the external reality is the interal 

reality. There is an interplay of forces outer forces with inner forces that do affect genetic behaviour and 

codes epigenetics shows. But this bring us back to nature. Where the liberal tabula rasa debate picks up 

from the xian disease. And thinks man exists outside of natural forces and reality. The false divide is in 

there thinking. Its needed to manifest the belief system of universal oneness and other racial and 

generally egalitarian delusions the enemy psychological warfare programs are based in.  

 

 

 

Fact is people have been deeply saturated in jewish communist propaganda under the tinsel of false 

spirituality [xianity] and in its secular form [liberalism, cultural marxism, communism] and with centuries 

of this the jew system still has to try and force the races to mix as much as possible and yet people of all 

races still retain their intrinsic desire to not commit miscegenation and have thier own space. I 

remember sitting in a large dinner hall in liberal land and watched all the different races sit with their 

own at the individual tables and within that the guys with the guys and girls with the girls. All these 

people parrot the cultural marxist/liberal paltitudes but blood is thicker then water. And reality will not 

be denied. That dinner hall was a real map of reality. 
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This ideology of liberalism, cultural marxism and communism [the secular xian trinity of jew]. Has failed 

all over the Western world and all throught history causing wars, conflicts, balkandization of nations. 

Giving us conflicts and slaughter. Such as the slaughter in Rawanda and across Africa which was 

generated by the period of European [Rothschild] rule of Africa. They herded all the different African 

ethnicities into large new nations. When the Western governments pulled out [jews stayed behind as 

the corperations/banks] the different ethnicities started to war on against one another till new tribal 

lines where drawn. This failure cost millions of lives. 

 

 

 

An interesting case of dual failure of both the multicult[ethnic/racial] program along with communism is 

evidenced in the Khmer reigme of "democratic Kampuchea." The reds slaughtered entire classes and 

populations, even breaking up the family unit, and wiping away an entire culture and social order in 

accordence with the communist ideology dictates. Turning the entire nation into a backward police state 

that would make Orwell blush. All in the name of brotherhood, equality, peace, unity and love. But there 

is a subtle context within the exterminations and repressions of the Khmers mission to create the 

perfect communist society. [Mass suicide of a people due to judeo-communist psychosis.] 

 

 

 

Khmer exterminations which where done within the lines of communist ideology but within a ethinc 

conflict as well. The decades of animus over the ethinc Vietnamese population in Cambodia 

[kampuchea] the majority of those sent to S21 [where the mount of skulls images are mainly from] 

where Vietnamese in ethinc background. The Khmer Rouge worked towards the literal goal of the total 

extermination of the entire Vietnamese and other non Cambodian populations in their country. 

Cambodian men married to non-Cambodian women where given pistols by the Khmer's and told to kill 

their wives or the Khmers's would kill them both. 

 

 

 

Here we see the failure of the multi-ethnic nation [liberal world dream] and what happens when its 

naturallly generated hosity is given chance to be fully aired. And the reality of communist ideology all 

coming together. Of which liberalism is the centeral core. Before the left where slaughtering in the 

name of the communist ideology they where chopping heads and exterminating populations in the 
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name of liberalism [of which Marx simple took and built an updated version of to suit the industrial era] 

as seen in the "French" revolution. Before the Bolsheviks we had the Jacobins. Pol Pot [not his real 

name] was converted to this [communism/liberalism a religion] in the universities and salon's of Paris 

where he was a student for years. He returned to Cambodia with his red priest collar awarded for 

success at the liberal-red seminary training in Paris. And worked to fully implement the creation of the 

city of communism on earth. A regular red Augustine. 

 

 

 

Western noted communist intellectual and scholars openly and proudly admitted [where their more 

timid brethen ran for the hills in a wave of apologetics] that Pol Pot and the Khmer's where the full 

implementation of the pure ideal of communism on a nation. 

 

 

 

Another instance of this is Tito's communist Yugoslavia. After he died and the nation he forced together 

under the same leftist nonsense pushed by the liberals, cultural marxists kooks and ilk in the West. 

Broke apart into a long violent war full of ethnic cleansing and all kinds of atrocities. Till the ethnic 

bounds and lines where rebuilt. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Western liberal-red would state the problem is implementation of the ideology and the not the 

ideology. So they continue to push harder making the problems worse never understanding they are the 

cause not the solution. Because that is how mentally ill people think. This is how xianityoperates as well. 

They are all confused and mentally ill people. As one German philospher stated: "Christian theology is 

the grandmother of Bolshevism." 
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In India which is the liberal anti-racialist world dream all raced mixed. Most dating adds state "light 

skinned only" and people are graded and prized on their level of lightness. And group based genetic 

inheritance. Just look at the Bollywood starts to understand what the ideal of beauty is there. And all 

sorts of general ethnic conflicts dominate. India was also under a marxist, secular government after 

independence which just ruined their nation for decades. Once again the ideology is a failure on every 

level. 

 

 

 

But schizoid liberals, cultural marxists, xians and other sundry nutted fruits of the jewed plains can't 

form a intelligent understanding of the nature of reality we are all formed from and a manifestation of. 

And hence the laws that manifest us are the laws that govern us. They dysfunctional brains can only be 

at home in a violent dystopia. Because a lunatic feels at home in a sea of lunatic's and lunacy only. 

 

 

 

 

 

So we see nature will not be fooled and that which is unhealthy and against the laws of nature will 

consume itself in its own toxic poisons. Just at the society in live in outside of racial, ethnic tensions. 

[Which have consumed Western society and created a violent situation where tens of thouands have 

been victims many raped, beaten and murdered whole areas are no go zones] The rates of mental 

illness are throught the roof and growing. People commit suicide in large numbers, depression and 

apathy are normal. The jails are over populated in the millions. Drugs are destroying whole 

communities. People are dying of all kinds of physical illness rates that have skyrocketted. Our nations, 

societies and civilizations are crumbling due to a jewish induced and injected spiritual sickness. 

 

 

 

To paraphase one wise person: 
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Governments destroy freedom, schools destroy knowledge, religion destroys sprituality, psycharists 

destroy mental health, medical professions destroys health, media destroys information. 

 

 

 

The only way to create a healthy world is upon the Dharma [eternal law of nature] which is based upon 

racial separation, self determination and respect. A world based on truth such as this would not 

experience any of the violence and insanity that unsane, jewish created programs have caused. The 

record of history and of today is screaming this fact in our faces. Such a Dharmic world does not 

facilitate such problems as it does not create any basis for any. This is the healthy world the National 

Socialists [who where Satanists at the top] worked to give us. 

 

 

Salvation is in the Swastika. Which shall break the cross. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Sermon 10/25/12 

 

Given the corruption of spiritual knowledge, a blatant example is how the Sanskrit 'AUM' is being 

corrupted into 'OHM' in many popular mainstream books and sources. It is supposed to be pronounced 

'AHH - UUUUU - MMMM' NOT OHHH - MM! The 'OHM' is so it doesn't have any power.  

[The 'UUU' rhymes with the U in the word 'tUne.' 
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'AUM' is also the Egyptian God 'AMON RA.' Amon is known as 'King of the Gods.' As most of you know, 

the code-word 'Gods' means the chakras. The all-important '666' chakra, which is the solar plexus 

chakra; 'King of the Gods.' This is where the jews and xians stole the 'Amen' from and corrupted it. 

'AUM' means 'so mote it be.' I always vibrate 'AUM' in ending any working when I am doing a Satanic 

Rosary or anything in Sanskrit. Nearly all modern books and popular instructions concerning mantras 

state to use 'AUM' at the beginning. Using it at the end as well, is actually more powerful; at the end of 

the entire working.  

 

Sanskrit is a spiritual language and as I mentioned before, I have found the names of many of our 

Demons of the Goetia in Sanskrit dictionaries. By looking to their names in Sanskrit, this gives much 

more information on a spiritual level. The legends of the Gods are all important spiritual allegories.  

 

When selecting a mantra, it is important to vibrate it to yourself once or twice. You should definitely feel 

something; a powerful energy. If not, then the mantra is not for oyu...choose another one. 

 

Now, I have come across several posts in the groups of late that mention needing help in dealing with 

bullying assholes and also in being the victim of unwanted love/sexual obsessions of another.  

 

Here is what you can do and this defintitely works: 

 

This has to be done very regularly. If it is real serious, do a Satanic rosary working for 40 days, then you 

may need to reinforce it every now and then afterwards. It all depends upon how strong your own aura 

is and how strong the aura of the aggressor is. You will soon know this in how long it takes to work. If 

the results are immeditate, this is an excellent sign, but as with everything, we are all individual and 

some of you may have to put more repetitions and energy into this. Again, this also depends upon the 

strength of the aura of whom you are dealing with. The strength of one's aura has nothing to do with 

one's spiritual beliefs. Some people are just born with stronger auras and souls, same as with physical 

strength, BUT, those of us who work in strengthening our souls through Satanic meditation, yoga and 

such, can and will become much stronger than one who was born with this and who does nothing to 

keep developing it.  

 

Now, for the working... 
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For just doing the affirmation, visualize yourself engulfed in white light. The astral color white deflects 

and repells, same as with wearing white clothing deflects the heat of the sun. You can sate the 

affirmaiton several times, nine is a number of endings and will work, also in its multiples, for putting an 

end to something unwanted. You can do this if your aura is strong enough. Otherwise, the Satanic rosary 

is most effective. You can also visualize yourself engulfed in the white light and state the affirmation at 

any time, once you have established the working. For example, say the unwanted one is near you; just 

visualize the light and state the affirmation with intent and note this will keep the person away form 

you, but make sure you have the aura in place as given the instructions below: 

 

Affirm: 

'My aura is constantly and continuously repelling [name of individual], or if the name is unknown, just 

state [that whatever person], and keeping him/her away from me at all times and in every way.'  

 

Visualize the light and state the affirmation at the same time, affirming this into the light. You are 

programming the energy [which is the light]. You will need to do this repeatedly and with using a Satanic 

rosary working for 40 days, with 108 affirmations each working, this will definitely be effective, and 

make sure the repelling aura is in place.  

 

Now, coming to another working is the astral line. This works as I have done it, but again, you need to 

make sure it is in place.  

 

1. Breathe in energy and then exhale the energy out of your index finger of your dominant hand and 

visualize a line of white light being drawn. This can be at the base of a door where you want to keep 

someone from crossing the line and entering a room, house or whatever.  

 

2. Affirm several times with intent: 

'This extemely powerful astral line is constantly and continuously preventing [name/s of unwated 

individuals] from ever entering this room/house.' You can also add: 'This line is permanent.'  

 

If the door where the line is drawn is facing the outside and the sun, you can then further program the 

line: 
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'The sun is constantly replenishing the energies and power of this line, making it stronger and more 

effective every day.'  

 

If the line is indoors, you can state: 'This line is constantly and continuously drawing upon, replenishing 

and increasing its power, using universal energy.' 

 

You get the general idea. The affirmations can be modified, but make sure they are short, to the point 

and in the present tense. 'Spells' are not normally one-shot deals. In order for an energy link to be firmly 

established, the working should be frequently and consistently repeated. Once the energy uptake is in 

place, you should also reinforce the affirmation every now and then, making it permanent.  

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

AUM PART 2: Blatant Examples of Jewish Corruption of Spiritual Concepts 

 

The extremely large number of repetitions recommended from many popular mainstream sources for 

mantras is not necessary. The reason for the thousands of reps is again...corrupted knowledge. The 

mantras as we know from Satan, are vibrated syllable by syllable. New age people and other idiots just 

keep saying them as words, not vibrating them. The power lies within the vibration. No need to do these 

hundreds of thousands of times.  

 

'AUM' was seen in many ancient Western works of alchemical/occult art. I have this book 'Alchemy and 

Mysticism: The Hermetic Museum' by Alexander Roob (May 1, 1997) It is the book with over 700 pages; 

as there are different editions. Now, the kikes have [as usual] corrupted the art and the meanings. The 

kikes have taken great pains to delete the 'A' from ancient illustrations and then today, as I wrote in my 

former sermon...'AUM' has been replaced with 'OHM.'  
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Another thing...nearly all of the words in Sanskrit end in the letter 'A.' Then, I have this book on Laya 

Yoga [Layayoga: The Definitive Guide to the Chakras and Kundalini by Shyam Sundar Goswami], and the 

author has all of the text; the letter A in every word is in italics, like some sort of code. This AUM is also 

an aspect of the so-called 'trinity,' A U M. The 'trinity' has to do with the granthis of the chakras.  

 

Now, note in this ancient illustration, this is in the Roob book; the 'A' has been erased from the top 

sphere: 

http://www.gnosis.art.pl/iluminatornia/alkimija/dionysos_a_freher_heroglyphica_sacra1.htm 

 

I know this because I have run across similar illustrations, where the 'A' is intact. There is no just 'M U.' 

 

 

Alexander Roob wrote in that book [I don't know whether or not he is a kike telling lies, or just someone 

who passes on corrupted information]; he writes the caption for these two illustrations:  

'The starting situation shows the residence of the divine trinity including the flames of the heavnly host. 

They are divided into the hierarchies of the archangels Michael [M] and Uriel [U]. The third and topmost 

is unoccupied, for its previous occupant, the representative of Jesus, has committed high treason by his 

willfuness. Lucifer ascends, driven downwards by his proud wilfulness, but Michael and Uriel cast him 

down through the fire.'  

 

This is blatant corruption and by using these sacred letters to represent jewish filth; this is why anyone 

who believes this to be fact and/or ties into these judeo/christian energies gets anywhere spiritually. 

They are under the control of the enemy when they tie into this corrupted and desecrated information.  

 

Here is another one with the A missing and the shape of the illustration is very similar in the upper part 

to Belial's Sigil: 

http://www.gnosis.art.pl/iluminatornia/alkimija/dionysos_a_freher_heroglyphica_sacra2.htm  

 

Belial's Sigil: 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Belial_23746.gif 
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Other illustrations have been corrupted with Hebrew letters, and kike symbols. In the movie 'The Ninth 

Gate' which is one of my favorites, in the book, the illustrations that had 'LCF' these were the ones with 

accurate information. Even though this movie is fiction, there *are* some truths in it. The doorway 

bricked up in one illustration, inside the maze, indicated the knowledge was corrupted and there was no 

way out. Check this movie out if you haven't seen it. They deleted a scene...Baroness Kessler was 

German and a Satanist: 

 

76. KESSLER BUILDING: OFFICE iNT/DAY 

 

A black and white photo fills the screen: it shows a young and 

beautiful BARONESS KESSLER flanked by two men in SS uniform. One 

of them is Heinrich Himmler. 

 

BARONESS KESSLER is scowling down at a wartime number of 

'Signal', the Nazi propaganda magazine. It's lying open on her 

desk with Balkan's envelope beside it. 

 

http://sfy.ru/?script=ninth_gate  

 

Ok, now check this one out...The A is still at the bottom: 

http://www.gnosis.art.pl/iluminatornia/alkimija/dionysos_a_freher_heroglyphica_sacra4.htm  

 

Another one where they didn't delete the A: 

http://www.gnosis.art.pl/iluminatornia/alkimija/dionysos_a_freher_heroglyphica_sacra8.htm 

 

More...note the 'A' beneath the crown: 
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http://www.gnosis.art.pl/iluminatornia/alkimija/dionysos_a_freher_heroglyphica_sacra5.htm 

 

I have also noted the 'AUM' on freemason illustrations; the ones that have the pillars of the soul. Given 

the enemy has been and still is working over time to remove spiritual knowledge, it is very difficult to 

find an example here online, I spent some time trying. I saw this in a book.  

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Dionysus, Alexandria and Xianity etc 

 

Dionysus, Alexandria and Xianity etc 

 

From a conversation on the subject in another egroup in relation to the thread on the Ark, Seraphim and 

such: 

 

 

You can see they knew this even back in the days of DaVinci and before. As moses was painted with 

horns whcih is what Bacchus was always shown with in many images. DaVinci himself also painted John 

the Baptist as Dionysus as he knew that is who John the Baptist of the bible was taken from. As John the 

Baptist was originally another title for Oannes. Oana [John in Greek] the Baptist, Baptist means the same 

as Bapohmet. Onannes or Oana as shown is also the meaning and root of the term Gnosis. 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/333 
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There is no jewxian Gnosticism. The Alexandrian "gospels" where all pseudo Gnosticism. Which was 

created by the jewish theraputes to counterfiet the appearances of the PAGAN RELIGIONS and their 

sarced schools. That is how subversion works. When they go to the next level of their program they 

created the bible and destroyed the original counterfeit text of the first wave of their agenda. Today 

new aged xian kooks, actually believe because they found some first wave texts. That somehow makes 

xianity and jewsus real. When the fact is the same group of jews who made those texts are the ones 

who made the bible and swept the early ones under the rug as they left a trail of evidence they did not 

want found. 

 

The jewish creation of xianity: 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/233 

 

I should mention Oannes [EA in Sumeria] was also Dionysus to the Hellenic's and the cauldron he carried 

was called the Horn of Plenty/Agathodaemon. I believe the Agathodaemon was also referring directly to 

Dionysus as the Good Serpent. Was an ancient title for the Sol God. The "Cathars" also worshipped the 

Good Serpent or Agathodaemon. And Dionysus temples had wooden chests in which sacred serpents 

where kept and honored as part of the rites and during holy days Python serpents that where record as 

being large up to 40 feet [such snakes do exist even today]. Where carried throught the towns and 

cities. 

 

The xian "Holy Spirit" is a stolen and corrupted from Dionysus's mysteries where the Holy Spirit was that 

of Dionysus, activated power within you that would give you eternal life and perfection. Because its 

symbolic of the Kundalini life force. Which Dionysus as the Sol God symbolizes. The Sol God is the also 

the concept of the inner sun or Sol, where we get the word soul from. His wine is the ether. The rite of 

communion with the bread and wine come from this Pagan religion which was also being practiced in 

ancient Egypt. And elsewhere. 

 

The Pagans constantly noted and told the xians that xianity was nothing but a jew counterfiet of their 

Pagan religions. It was so obvious, Augstink [who recanted and admitted xianity was a hideous lie at the 

end of his life] came up with the bullshit lie of the xian "Devil did it" defense to try and cover it over. A 

bullshit lie to cover for a bullshit lie. 
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Xianity did not get anywhere within the Roman Empire [only about 50,000 members in a Empire of 60 

million people] because as the texts that surivied show. The Gentiles of the Roman Empire all knew 

xianity was jewish bullshit. And they knew that the Pagan religions where symbolic sciences not literal 

tales. And the fact xianity was pushing there ripoff as literal. Made them all that more clownish to the 

Gentiles.  

 

Celeus called the xians "buffons" and the Emperor Julian the "throat slitters" many Philosophers and 

writers of the periods all state the same. Xianity is led and organized out of the jewish communities, 

funded by jews and the Romans called xianity openly "a sect of Juadism."  

 

The Emperor Julian wrote an entire book debunking this scam in his day. The xians murdered him. The 

Romans also wrote that only among the Gentiles did the most stupid, basically the village idiots who 

bought into xianity. And when a learned man would appear at the market the xian propagandists would 

make scare and appear once it was only the uneducated dregs around to push their lies again. Once they 

had political power they just murdered any one with an IQ above a house plant that didn't go along to 

themselves and their families alive. And then even most of them where killed away. 

 

Constantine helped pave the way with his destruction of most of the Philosopher [Love of the light of 

the serpent in English] schools and Temples and put the jewxian terror machine base into power. Later it 

was Theodosius who initiated the Pol Pot style cultural revolution of jewxianity in the Roman Empire 

fully. After several decades of Khmer Rouge like slaughtering and destruction the Empire fell apart from 

within. And was over forever. 

 

 

Paul of Tarsus [apostle who preached to Greeks in the ficitonal bible] is stolen from Apollonius of Tyana. 

Apollonius was also called Paulus or Paul and started his ministry in Tarsus travelling the Empire 

preaching the word of the Good God Apollo and working miracles and even being imprisoned by the 

Emperor before escaping by supernatural ability.etc The tales are identical. 

 

To state further the Cathar's had the same religion as the Hellenic's and so did the Germanic's and 

Vedic's in the East. Hellenic just means "shining ones" which is a common title of the Aryan's. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Updated Ark, Leviathan, Seraphim.etc 

 

This is from a question on another egroup: 

 

Ark, Leviathan, Seraphim.etc 

 

Leviathan is from ancient Sumeria. It like many things was stolen by the jews at some point. Its an 

allegory for the kundalini power. Seraphim means "Blazing serpent." This title was once another one for 

our Gods till the enemy program started trying to write themselves in there as well. 

 

 

 

The Dragon is the ancient symbol of the perfected life force. 

 

 

Voltaire wrote: 

 

The ancient poets have placed the birth of Bacchus in Egypt; he is exposed on the Nile and it is from that 

event that he is named Mises by the first Orpheus, which, in Egyptian, signifies "saved from the 

waters"… He is brought up near a mountain of Arabia called Nisa [Nysa], which is believed to be Mount 

Sinai. It is pretended that a goddess ordered him to go and destroy a barbarous nation and that he 

passed through the Red Sea on foot, with a multitude of men, women, and children. Another time the 

river Orontes suspended its waters right and left to let him pass, and the Hydaspes did the same. He 

commanded the sun to stand still; two luminous rays proceeded from his head. He made a fountain of 

wine spout up by striking the ground with his thyrsus, and engraved his laws on two tables of marble. He 

wanted only to have afflicted Egypt with ten plagues, to be the perfect copy of Moses." 

 

The Ark was a concept the jews stole from the Egyptians. As moses is just a ripoff and rewrite of the God 

Osiris[ Bacchus] and Osiris originally had the ark. But the original ark of Osiris was more then the lower 

part mentioned in the mythological text of the bible which represented the lower three charkas. The 

Satanic ark after this had a pole which travels up the center [spinal column] into a higher part that is 
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crowned with a pair of Shuti tablets which represent the risen power and unified hemispheres of the 

brain. The entire thing 

looked like many depictions of the mount meru axis in the East for the same 

reason. 

 

 

 

By only putting the lower half within their stolen and corrupted mythology the jews are stating they and 

their programs intend on keeping humanity functioning on the lower chakra centers and consciousness 

and keep them for obtaining spiritual enlightenment. Which is what their programs do. 

 

 

 

The title of Levite was originally a Gentile Priesthood in Egypt. The jews stole that as well. Even the dress 

of the Levite High Priest in the fake bible. Is that of an Egyptian priest. The jew can only steal, corrupt 

and counterfiet they can not create. As they are parasites. 

 

 

 

More on the lies of the jews phoney origins: 

 

 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/230 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Churchill The Jew Praised By The Jewish State 

 

Churchill The Jew Praised By The Jewish State 

 

 

It seems the Jews can't help but to openly worship one of their crypto's. Its that kosher hubris. They 

tried to cover up his Jewishness like they tried with Lenin and Stalin but failed again as the Jewish press 

could not help but to brag in the past. At this point they have just come totally public with Churchill 

being one of their own. No way would the Jew given their racism towards all Gentiles ever openly praise 

a goy to this level right in the heart of the Jewish state. Guess this is a close to an total, open confession 

we will ever get from a race of monsters that lives by deception. Even the Jewish, Mossad motto. 

 

Note the lie Churchill who sent thousands of British to their deaths for Jewry, just stopped supporting 

them because the Stern Gang actions towards a so called pal. Psychopaths don't have friends. 

 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/328 

 

Churchill, the Jew puppet and who's mother was a Jewess as even 

reported by the Jerusalem Post, and from 1936 was being funded by a group of mainly Jewish bankers, 

former politicians and industrialists called "The Focus Group" and was given a huge amount of money by 

the Jewish Chairman of the Shell company in July of that year. 

 

Churchill in 1940 purposely rejected Germany's offer of peace and voted to keep the war going because 

as he stated with Sir Stafford Cripps meeting with the Soviets in Moscow they had been given the direct 

promise the Soviet Jewion was going to come into the war on Britain's side.  

 

The article rants about the holocost which is standard policy in the propaganda presses. But the 

holyhoax is been all debunked as yet another Jewish big lie. From the race that coined the concept. 
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Good links debunking the holohoax: 

 

http://www.onethirdoftheholocaust.com/ 

http://www.zundelsite.org/ 

http://www.vho.org/ 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bpjqf-vNq6I&feature=channel&list=UL 

http://www.archive.org/details/Holocaust-TheLastDaysOfTheBigLie 

 

 

 

Note the mention of the King David Hotel attack where the Jews paided the British Army back for dying 

by the thousands for the Jew World Order in the second Jew Harvest. 

 

We can see how the Jews have paided America back for the same. With the USS Liberty attacks by the 

Jewish states military, killing many American's and how they paided America back further with the 911 

attacks: 

 

The Jews where behind 911: 

http://www.911missinglinks.com/watch-movie/ 

 

As part of the movie it mentions the Jews attacked the USS Liberty in June of 1967, to pull America into 

a war in the ME on the side of the Jews. Killing dozens of American Servicemen. Don't forget the Lavon 

Affair when the jews in the early 1950's used false flag terrorism against Western/American targets for 

their own political agenda. 

 

 

Zionist is just another word for Jew as its the Jewish state for Jews by law and based upon the Jewish 

races psyche. Don't be fooled by the Jews that pretend to be against it in public. They seek to create 

false oppositon they can lead and control the natural Gentile backlash against Israel's gross behaviour. 
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Into a non-effective corner. While pushing the enforcement of different Jewish lies on all sides. From the 

Jewish races texts: 

 

Schabouth Hag. 6d: "Jews may swear falsely [my note speak falsely] by use of subterfuge wording." 

 

Libbre David 37: "If a Jew be called upon to explain any part of the rabbinic books [my note Jewish 

agenda], he ought to give only a false explanation. Who ever will violate this order shall be put to 

death." 

 

And the Jews admit they seek to control opposition in another texts as well. 

 

So the Jews win in the end. And even the "anti-Zoinist" Orthodox Jews only bitch is they believe the 

Jewish messiah has to come first, conqueror all the Goyium nations and enslave them under global 

Jewish rule as the Jewish races texts state: 

 

Schulchan Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 348: "All property of other nations belongs to the Jewish nation, 

which, consequently, is entitled to seize upon it without any scruples 

 

Baba Necia 114, 6: "The Jews are human beings, but the nations of the world are not human beings but 

beasts 

 

Then set up a global Zion where the Jews will rule from with a rod of iron. And as they "anti-Zionist" 

what does these Jews texts state then: 

 

Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 2800 slaves." 

 

As one Jewish rabbi gleefully confessed. That to understand the mind of any Jew you have to 

understand the Talmud. Every Jew is a walking Talumd. Its the heart of the Jewish psyche.  
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This is what every Jew lives and acts by right from the Talmud again: 

 

Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: "Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that the Jew would not 

have to be served by beasts. The non-Jew is consequently an animal in human form, and condemned to 

serve the Jew day and night." 

 

Abodah Zara 26b: "Even the best of the Gentiles should be killed." 

 

Sanhedrin 59a: "Murdering Goyim is like killing a wild animal." 

 

 

Zionism is the natural expression of Jewish supremacy and racial hate which flows from their racial 

psyche into the codex of their race texts.  

 

As one reporter noted: 

 

Rabbi Mendel Schneerson, the late Jewish Lubavitcher and friend of the senior George Bush, also 

believed the Jews are a superior Master Race. Many Jews today agree with the late Rabbi. Some even 

believe that Schneerson will himself someday be resurrected and return as the Jewish World Messiah. 

Schneerson once explained his theory of Jewish racial superiority this way. He said, "We have a case of 

the Jew...a totally different species." 

 

"The body of a Jewish person," Schneerson bragged, "is of a totally different quality from the body of 

members of all other nations of the world. Bodies of the Gentiles are in vain. An even greater difference 

is in regard to the soul...A non-Jewish soul comes from three satanic spheres, while the Jewish soul 

stems from holiness." 

 

Holocaust activist Elie Wiesel, whose lies about his holocaust experiences seem to be legion, also claims 

that Jews are a superior race. "Everything about us is different," Wiesel boasts. "Jews are ontologically 

exceptional." 
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This poisonous theory of the Jews impacts their relations with all other nations and peoples. Because 

they are convinced they are the Master Race, superior, god souls living amongst inferior beasts, Israel 

does not sanction or allow mixed marriages (The Jerusalem Report, October 20, 1994, p.26). In the 

U.S.A., liberal Jews scream out for more mixed marriages, but only among Gentiles! Jewish leaders fund 

civil rights organizations and are in favor of increased immigration of foreign races. But back home in 

Israel, the Sharon government is now building a Berlin-style wall creating an apartheid nation, to keep 

"inferior" Arabs in their segregated ghettos. 

 

Ze'ev Chafeto, the courageous Jewish editor of The Jerusalem Report magazine, notes that Israeli laws 

harshly prohibit people of non-Jewish races from immigrating to Israel. The Jews are determined to keep 

their race "pure" and unblemished, Christians [ my note Jew code for Gentile] are especially not 

welcome, and Israelis frequently use words similar to the condescending slang word "nigger" to describe 

Gentiles and Gentiles—vulgar, Yiddish slur words like "shiksa," "schwartze," and "shegetsz." 

 

Since the Jews are claimed to be the Master Race, whose souls are said by the Talmud to be on a far 

higher plane than the animalistic, "satanic souls" of Gentiles, it is common for Jewish authorities to 

brand all Gentiles by the derogatory Yiddish term "goy," a term akin to a curse word. Meanwhile, Arabs 

are deemed so inferior they are even lower than the goy. 

 

Jewish Blood vs. Inferior Blood 

 

When several of his students were accused of murdering a teenage Arab girl, Rabbi Yitzhak Ginsburg 

insisted: "Jewish blood is not the same as the blood of a (Gentile) goy." In other words, if a god-like Jew 

kills an inferior goy, how can that be murder? 

 

Israeli Yeshiva (school) students often demonstrate and chant, "Death to the Arabs." Defending their 

extreme behavior, Rabbi Ido Elba explains, "According to the Talmud (Jewish book of traditions), one 

may kill any Gentile." Rabbi Schlomo Aviner adds that normal human codes and laws of justice and 

righteousness do not apply to the Jews. 
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The widely studied Gush Emunim holds that, "Jews are not and cannot be a normal people...The 

Covenant made between God and the Jewish people effectively nullifies moral laws that bind normal 

nations." 

 

........................... 

 

So we can see there Zionist state is just the natural expression of the collective Jewish race on display. 

Zionism is the expression of Jewish racism that ever Jew habours deep in its rat like psyche. As even they 

admit proudly. And then Zionism is only one arm of the global Jewish beast. Of which there are many. 

Don't let the Jews fool a person into thinking there is any difference between a Zionist Jew and a Jew. Its 

all from the Talmud. The few bad apples, shell game is an old tactic. Zionism is Juadism. And Juadism is 

the racial culture of the Jew. Its their soul expressed. 

 

 

 

The main article: 

 

 

 

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/sir-winston-churchill-zionist-hero-

8277918.html 

 

 

Jewish supporters of Winston Churchill are to unveil a bust of the British wartime leader in Jerusalem 

this weekend in what they say is a long-overdue recognition of his staunch and unwavering support of 

the Jewish cause and their desire for a homeland. 

 

 

"As a passionate Zionist all his life and a philo-semite, Churchill has been under-recognised," says 

Anthony Rosenfelder, a trustee of the Jerusalem Foundation, which is behind the project to 
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commemorate the British leader. He "combined a historical understanding of the Jewish people and 

what the promised land meant for Jews … with realpolitik". 

 

It is perhaps ironic that a statue of Churchill should stand just yards away from the King David Hotel, 

scene of a deadly Jewish terror attack on British military headquarters in 1946 that was to hasten the 

demise of mandate rule in Palestine. 

 

Sixty-four years after the British exit, Jewish antipathy towards its mandate-era rule of Palestine still 

remains strong. 

 

Some regard Churchill as a controversial figure whose government turned back Jewish immigrants trying 

to reach Palestine during the Second World War. Others claim that Churchill was one of the greatest 

supporters of the Zionist movement. They say he should be acknowledged for his role in helping make 

real the 1917 Balfour Declaration of British support for a Jewish homeland in Palestine. 

 

Nearly half a century after his death, though, Churchill still remains a complex historical figure among 

Jews. "It's always important to give history a bit of time to bed down," says Randolph Churchill, great-

grandson of the British leader, a reference to the anger many Israelis still harbour towards the British. 

"People have had time to reflect and consider [on his role]. I don't think it's late after the event." 

 

Most Israelis will remember Churchill for his role in defeating Hitler, and as the man who set the world 

against the Nazis, he is much admired. Unlike other British officials who backed the movement, such as 

Henry Balfour, Sir Wyndham Deedes and David Lloyd George, there is, however, almost no official 

recognition of his contribution. 

 

"Churchill is not really commemorated here, and for lots of reasons he should be," says Isaac Herzog, an 

Israeli politician behind the bust initiative. 

 

Many Israelis will admit scant knowledge of his long alliance with the Jews during the early part of the 

20th century, one which spurred a friend to tell his official biographer, Martin Gilbert, that Churchill was 

not without fault, that he was "too fond of the Jews." 
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Indeed, it is Mr Gilbert, himself a Jew, who has proven one of the single biggest champions of Churchill, 

and whose weighty tome on the subject fired imaginations, including that of Mr Rosenfelder who said 

the book "switched on a light for me". 

 

Tom Segev, author of One Palestine Complete, claims that Churchill once told his close friend and an 

elder of the Zionist movement, Chaim Weizmann, that he would support the Zionists "even if they did 

horribly stupid things". 

 

Not everybody is so convinced. Some see his support for Zionism as a matter of expediency. He spoke 

often of a Jewish conspiracy behind the Bolshevik Revolution, and there are those who believe that his 

support for a Jewish state arose from a desire to keep the Jews from meddling in the affairs of others. 

 

"His attitude towards the Jews was very complicated," says Eli Shaltiel, a senior fellow at the Israel 

Democracy Institute. "The Jewish state was a way of solving the Jewish problem… Once they had a state 

of their own, it would serve their very uniqueness. They would be normal like any other nation." 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Getting Prepared pt.1 

 

Father Satan doesnt want your soul. He wants your comittment, love and loyalty.  

This just means that you are willing to fight against his enemies which is our enemy. They wanted us 

destroyed, but Father Satan saw potential for us. They gave us a piece of them, we share their dna, and 

they want us to become as Gods. 

The important thing to remember here is that not only will you still have your soul, but you will have 

true spiritual knowledge that will lead you down the right path.The kikes and xians  have worked 

relentlessly to keep you spiritually ignorant.  

Break all those ties, in fact all that should leave you once you dedicate to Father Satan. Think of the 

committment ritual as starting a new life, turning over a new leaf.  

Dont look at it as selling your soul because that nothing more than xian/hollywood bullshit.  
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The fucking kikes are a parasitic race, totally different from us gentiles.  

Among the world wide corruption of their daily programs, which have included blaspheming Father 

Satan and the Mighy Gods of Duat, and controlling the masses to erases and disconnect us from true 

spiritual knowledge.  

The jews can never be cured, once a jew always a fucking jew. As we are created by Father Satan, the 

jews were egineered by the retillians. 

 

Trying to offer an sacrifice would make you no better than those xian scums and their servile self-

seeking parasitic jewish counterparts. 

Here in the JOS we know and respect the ways of obtaining true power ans it's not like whats potrayed 

in hollywood movies. 

A simple dedication and committing yourself to Father Satan and the Gods will surely suffice. By this I 

mean practicing in Daily Power Meditations. 

Yoga helps to loosen up your body and makes it easier for energy to flow. It amplifies your power which 

should be done in a meditative state.  

The amount of bio-electricity you create to increase your energy, depends on the your stage of physical 

and spiritual health.  

Our electirical impulses can become stronger which makes our thoughts come into reality. Hatha Yoga 

and Power Meditations should be done together everyday to keep your power levels up.  

This is to ensure we reach God status takes alot of work and practice with meditations and rituals. This 

requires consistent hard work and dedication. 

 

You never want them to go down or get weak as this can make you prone to enemy attacks.   

Kundalini is the highest form of yoga. Hatha yoga can help open chakras Get yourself opened to astral 

and also get going on that dedication ritual.  

Summoning the Gods for outsiders can lead to a negative experience.  

This is only due to the years of abuse by past so called mages of the right hand path.  

Awakening your chakras is a stepping stone to obtaining true power.  
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Which is true spiritual knowledge that has beed given to us by the Gods. The meditations for these 

chakras produce fast results.  

Another key aspect here is "TIME!" It takes time to be fully aware of what your doing and to properly 

open your chakras.  

Everyone is different, so as the time frame may also differ from one person to the next. Even after fully 

opening all of your chakras you still need to maintain your meditation program to keep energy flowing.  

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/OpeningChakras.html 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Breathing666.html 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Chakras_Diagram.html 

 

Sometimes when we first come to Satan it seems like things are all going down hill. That is not the case, 

it's just the little tricks the enemy will play to discourage you from being a Spiritual Satanist.  

I know this for a fact because I experienced it fisrt hand. Let me tell you, if you remain strong and try 

your hardest to deafeat the enemy, in the end the rewards are great.  

The enemy uses many dirty tricks to make you turn your head away or to shift focus onto another 

matter. Just remain strong and always remember to do power Meditations daily along with breathing 

exercises.  

The Meditation For Protection can also help your aura keep misfortune from happening. 

It is disrespectful to call our Gods angels nor ar they fallen angels.These so-called angels are not the 

beings described in the xian bible.  

Some of the Gods do have wings and are more than beautiful, but DONT CONFUSE THIS WITH AN 

ANGEL. That is pure disrespect towards them. 

  

If your ready to do the Dedication Rituals, then do it. You dont need to be dedicated to meditate, 

although I recommend this.  

The reason I like to see people dedicated before performing the meditations is because they are simply 

Satanic Meditations.  

A gift from Father Satan, thus should only be enjoyed by his children who serve him. My biggest concern 

is people finding out that they dont need to be committed to do meditations.  
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So then they think they dont need Father Satan and the Gods.  

Some who probably even get big headed and think that they can disrespect the Gods and control them 

in some fashion.  

All this of course being completely fabricated.  

So much real spiritual knowledge has been lost and corruted to the point that it's sickening.  

 

It only takes but a brief research session to find out that christianity really is fasle.  

They constantly dig through that book of lies they hold so dearly and look for answers and meanings.  

They never find them and wonder why they never speak to this jewsus guy. 

There is nothing ancient about something that never existed.  

Even when science and evidence all point the finger in the other direction and concludes that there is no 

eveidence that this mysteriuos jewsus has ever walked the earth.  

No, but the picture paints a different story. One that potrays the serpent which is seen every where in 

ancient relics. The kikes pushed their sick agenda to gain control of the world and this is where they 

began to take real spiritual knowledge out of circulation. 

  

 

  

Cordially, 

 

PRAISE THE Mighty 4 Crowns of Duat! 

 

 

Knowledge cant be rushed, it is power so you must accept and embrace it. 

-High Priest Mac Friday 
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High Priest Mac Friday  

Joy Of Satan Ministries 

 

 

Jewish Senator Dianne Feinstein Moves To Fire Arm Bans. 

 

Jewish Senator Dianne Feinstein Moves To Fire Arm Bans. 

 

 

[My note if you study you will find these laws never apply to the Jewish community themselves. Infact 

they even have small private, security armies guarding them in their gated community 24/7. This is just 

for the Goyium. So they can't resist a direct Jew World Order take over like in Russia.etc Infact look at all 

those Jews behind pushing for fire arm bans in American history it can fill a book. Don't be fooled by the 

sentimental speech its aim is just to make you slaves easier. Remember the Founders wanted fire arm 

ownership and citizen armies for a reason.] 

 

 

 

http://marketdailynews.com/2012/11/07/senator-dianne-feinstein-moves-to-ban-all-assault-rifles-high-

capacity-magazines-and-pistol-grips/ 

 

The agenda no longer needs to be hidden from public view. With President Obama winning another 

term and democrats taking control of the Senate, the move to fundamentally change America from 

within has begun ¨C with a vengeance. 

 

We¡¯re all aware of the restrictive gun laws in the State of California which require low capacity 

magazines for handguns, fixed magazines for ¡°assault¡± rifles, and a whole lot of running around just to 

be granted the right to carry a concealed firearm. 
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Now, Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA), who has championed gun control in her state for decades and co-

wrote the original assault weapons ban enacted by the federal government in the 1990¡äs, wishes to 

bring even more stringent federal mandates to the land of the free. 

 

What is being proposed by Feinstein is the most significant attack on the second amendment in history. 

 

It would essentially ban thousands of firearms and require gun owners to turn them over to the Federal 

government. 

 

I don¡¯t have the minutes of the meeting (yet), but sources tell me California Senator and longtime gun-

hater Dianne Feinstein¡¯s legal staff held meetings on Friday with FTB/ATF legal staff to discuss a new 

¡°Assault Weapons Ban¡± Madame Feinstein would be looking to push through Congress if President 

Obama wins reelection. 

 

This same ¡°pretty good intelligence¡± says the items that would lead to a banwould ban pistol grips and 

¡°high-capacity¡± magazines, eliminate any grandfathering and ban sales of ¡°weapons in possession¡±. 

 

I don¡¯t know about you, but if these things come to pass and I¡¯m ¡°in possession¡± I¡¯m certainly not 

selling. 

 

In fact, the lack of interest in the idea surprised the California liberal¡¯s legal staffers. Apparently, they 

believe no logical person could possible disagree with them. 

 

I began receiving the first reports of increases in gun buying by people concerned about tomorrow¡¯s 

election. Dealers in Oklahoma, Arkansas, Texas, Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama and Indiana all tell me 

there hasn¡¯t been a huge number of buyers expressing those concerns, but the numbers were 

noticeable. 

 

Among that group -and the majority of ¡°regular¡± purchasers- the core driving most of the purchasing 

seem to be in their mid-to-late 30s. Again, home and personal defense are the most frequently cited 

reasons for buying. 
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At a Congressional budget meeting in September of this year, Feinstein alluded to her desire to 

reintroduce federal assault weapons ban regulations similar to those she helped cosponsor and pass in 

1994 during the Presidency of Bill Clinton: 

 

¡°Ladies and gentlemen, it is time to say, once again, in legislation, weapons of war do not belong on our 

streets¡¡± 

September 5, 2012 

 

It it any wonder that shares of stocks like Smith & Wesson (NASDAQ:SWHC) and Ruger (NYSE:RGR) 

surged this morning in response to President Obama winning a second term? While the majority of 

stocks across the world are in the midst of a sell-off and economic conditions indicate the country is in a 

recession, America¡¯s gun owners aren¡¯t waiting to see what happens next. 

 

Senator Feinstein is serious, and despite this most recent report appearing only as a rumor, her 

comments earlier this year and her actions two decades ago, should leave no question as to where this 

is headed. 

They are coming for our guns; plain and simple. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Re: Jewish Senator Dianne Feinstein Moves To Fire Arm Bans. 

 

Before I say anothing here, just compare how all of this smacks of christianity. The bible, the system... 

 

Any of you who ask what you can do for Satan, make sure the masses of people we have in the JoS e-

groups...with all of the JoS e-groups combined, we have an audience of between 25 and 30 thousand 

people. I know some of you are members of more than one group. The point is...GET THE MESSAGE 

OUT! Wake people up to what christianity really is. Too many are still confused and indoctrinated. Just 
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look around yourself and compare how both the jewish run system and their fucking holy bible have the 

very same agenda and themes. That is NOT a religion! IT IS A PROGRAM AND AWLAYS WAS A PROGRAM 

AND THE JEWS TRY TO PRETEND TO BE AGAINST IT, OR PERSECUTED BY IT TO DECEIVE EVERYONE. THEY 

EVEN TRY TO GET OUR PEOPLE BELIEVING THEY HAVE BEEN WORKING AGAINST IT, TRYING TO DESTROY 

IT, WHICH IS NOT THE CASE. THIS IS ONLY TO FOOL YOU. THE ONLY TIMES THEY WORK TO DESTROY IT IS 

TO REPLACE IT WITH THEIR JEW COMMUNISM, OF WHICH THE PATH OF CHRISTIANITY LEADS TO. 

CHRISTIANITY IS 

IN TOTAL HARMONY WITH COMMUNISM, BOTH JEWISH INVENTED PROGRAMS OF TORTURE, 

GENOCIDE, AND MASS MURDER. 

 

You know... 

One enlists in the military. One is trained to KILL. What makes the green grass grow???? BLOOD AND 

GUTS DRILL SARGEANT!!!....I CAN'T HEAR YOU!!!...BLOOD AND GUTS DRILL SARGEANT!!! 

That line was drummed into our heads repeatedly during military training.  

 

Soldiers and others in military training are trained to follow orders and KILL. Trained to stay alive to KILL. 

Trained to survive in all kinds of situations and places to KILL. Trained to use a variety of weapons to 

KILL. Trained to get into the best physical shape possible to KILL. KILL not only what THEY TELL YOU is 

the enemy, but also innocent men, women and children, ONLY BECAUSE THEY TELL YOU TO DO SO???? 

BUT...IF SOMEONE BREAKS INTO YOUR HOME AND WANTS TO KILL YOU AND YOUR FAMILY, THEN IT IS 

A CRIME TO RETALIATE? ONLY IF THE JEW SYSTEM TELLS YOU TO KILL, THEN YOU ARE SUPPOSED TO 

KILL WITHOUT HESITATION. WHEN THE JEW SYSTEM TELLS YOU TO WORSHIP THEIR GOD, YOU ARE 

SUPPOSED TO DO SO WITHOUT QUESTION.  

 

Now, how about Colonel Paul Tibbits with his 'Enola Gay' who dropped the jewish invented and 

constructed death bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, instantly MURDERING hundreds of thousands of 

civilians? Oh, of course since this was designed by jews and done for jews, then this is supposed to not 

only be ok, but an honor. INNOCENT CIVILIANS vaporized into walls. The ones who didn't...the skin on 

stomachs of pregnant women opened up and their babies fell out, skin peeled off the bones of many of 

the survivors, hair feel out in tuftswith their scalps peeling off before they died, others were charred and 

blackened with third degree burns and worse. Then...the black rain. It wasn't enough to flatten 

Hiroshima, they had to do another one on Nagasaki. Some of this was in retaliation for the Japanese 

Emporer kicking out the catholic jesuits who advocated murdering all of the Japanese Buddhists nearly a 

century before. The Japanese as a nation never accepted the 

jewish program of christianity.  
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No time was given for surrender and the Japanese were ready to surrender anyway, before the TESTING 

of the Hiroshima bomb. They had to finiosh their TEST with another bomb on Nagasaki.  

 

'We possess several hundred atomic warheads and rockets and can launch them at targets in all 

directions, perhaps even at Rome. Most European capitals are targets for our air force. Let me quote 

General Moshe Dayan: 'Israel must be like a mad dog, too dangerous to bother.' I consider it all hopeless 

at this point. We shall have to try to prevent things from coming to that, if at all possible. Our armed 

forces, however, are not the thirtieth strongest in the world, but rather the second or third. We have the 

capability to take the world down with us. And I can assure you that that will happen before Israel goes 

under.' 

- Martin van Creveld, Israeli professor of military history at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. in an 

interview in the Dutch weekly magazine: Elsevier, 2002, no. 17, p. 52-53. 

 

'We may never actually have to use this atomic weapon in military operations as the mere threat of its 

use will persuade any opponent to surrender to us.' 

---Chaim Weizmann [jew] 

 

THE JEWISH GIFT TO HUMANITY: NUCLEAR BOMB: 

 

The following excerpt is from Ben Klassen: 

'One of the central figures in not only laying the theoretical ground work but also persuading President 

Roosevelt to launch the whole atomic bomb program was Albert Einstein, a foreign-born Jew with 16 

communist front affiliations.  

 

The first commissioner of the Atomic Energy Commission was David E. Lilienthal, a Jew, who belonged to 

at least two communist fronts. He remained in that position for a considerable length of time. Three of 

the five commissioners on the board were Jews.  

The chief of the Los Alamos installation from 1943 to 1945 was Robert Oppenheimer, a Jew. His brother 

Frank, a card carrying communist, was a key atomic scientist working at the Los Alamos installation.  
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*** 

 

Other Jews – besides Einstein and Szilard – included J. Robert Oppenheimer, David Bohm, Rudolf Peierls, 

Felix Bloch, Eugene Wigner, Niels Bohr, James Chadwick, James Franck, Otto Frisch and Edward Teller. 

Enrico Fermi was married to a Jew.  

It was at this time that most of the Atomic secrets were stolen and passed on to the Soviets.  

 

*** 

 

When it comes to listing the spies and traitors involved, it almost reads like a Jewish Who's Who.  

 

The most notorious were Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, who were tried and executed for treason, the only 

traitors in modern U.S. history to have suffered this fate. Further involved in this spy network were 

Harry Gold, Abraham Brothman, David Greenglass, (Ethel Rosenberg's brother), Israel Weinbaum, 

Miriam Moscowitz, Sidney Weinbaum, Morton Sobell. All these were Jews, and all were convicted of 

treason.  

 

It is also significant in the further development of the hydrogen bomb, again Jews were in the forefront, 

such as Robert Oppenheimer, Steve Nelson (real name Joseph W. Weinberg) and Edward Teller.' 

 

Because of their well known opposition to Communism, the Japanese people were selected by Jewish 

strategists as the guinea pigs for the testing of 

the new Jewish Hellbomb, a weapon so horrible that when Hitler learned his scientists had begun work 

on it, he furiously ordered them to halt its development. He refused to allow his name or the name of 

the German people to be associated with such an inhumane operation. This allowed the Jews to develop 

their atomic hellbomb in Los Alamos for Roosevelt and Stalin, with no competition from anywhere in the 

world. 

 

**** 
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'"Hitler will have no war, but he will be forced into it, not this year but later...' (The 

Jewish Emil Ludwig, Les Annales, June, 1934) 

 

The bombing of Dresden was just as horrific as the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Dresden was 

an unarmed city. It was one of the major centers of culture in Germany. NOW...HERE IS A BLATANT 

EXAMPLE OF HOW THE JEWS USE THEIR BIBLE [WHICH IS REALLY IN TRUTH, A BOOK OF JEWISH 

WITCHCRAFT...JUST LOOK TO THE NUMBERS, THE VERSES AND SUCH, ESPECIALLY IN HEBREW], 

DRESDEN WAS BOMBED AND REDUCED TO ASHES ON THE CHRISTIAN DAY OF 'ASH WEDNESDAY.' IT IS 

OBVIOUS THE CONNECTION HERE.  

 

Dresden Germany was bombed with incindiary bombs [fire bombs] to where all of the oxygen was 

sucked out of the city. Dresden was reduced to ashes. The suffering of innocents was beyond the 

imagination. Given this occurred in March of 1945, this was done to further break the German morale.  

 

On September 9, 1944 Eisenhower had discussed with Spaatz the idea of delivering a colossal air raid on 

Berlin. Ike’s Psychological Warfare staff had recommended that they camouflage it as 

a strike against the Nazi administration, in order to deflect charges of 

delivering a terror-raid. 

Page 96 - Apocalypse 1945: 

The Destruction of Dresden by David Irving 

 

'Jews Declared War on Germany. Even before the war started the Jewish leaders on a world-wide basis 

had years before declared that world Jewry was at war with Germany, and that they would utilize their 

immense financial, moral and political powers to destroy Hitler and Nazi Germany. (We have shown this 

in the previous chapter.) Principal among these was Chaim Weizmann, the Zionist leader, who so 

declared on September 5, 1939. He was enthusiastically supported by world-wide Jewry in this 

declaration.' 

 

*** 

 

Quotes below from George Lincoln Rockwell: 
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'I learned that Hitler not only did NOT want to conquer the world, or any other nation, but only to get 

back the parts of Germany hacked off by the Versailles treaty." 

 

'He openly said he wanted back the parts of Germany given to Poland, Czechoslovakia, etc. The only 

places he ever "attacked" were once parts of GERMANY, such as Prussia and Austria, stolen by 

Versailles, just as if we lost Florida and Texas, you would certainly "attack" these states until they were 

again American.' 

 

Perhaps even more shocking, I discovered, long after the war, just how arrogant the Jews had been in 

claiming that Hitler "started" World War II - when even before we got into it, they published a book 

called "Germany Must Perish", which actually preached the EXTERMINATION of the German people 

(long before any possible gas chambers were even to be alleged). And more startling still the Jews laid 

out the division of Germany on a map in 1940, and the line the Jews drew on their map way back in 

1940 is pretty much the same line which now divides Germany! 

[The above was written before the reunification of Germany] 

*** 

 

Quotes below from (Eustace Mullins, 

Foreword, War! War! War!) 

 

'Like most historic Jewish military operations, the great massacres of World War II occurred, not on the 

battlefield, but in peaceful neighborhood communities. This was in accordance with the dictate of the 

Book of Esther, which directs the Jews to massacre women and children, and to exterminate the families 

of those who dare to oppose them. 

Thus it was in Dresden, a historic German cultural center, where many thousands of German women 

and children, refugees from Communism had gathered. They were assured by the Red Cross that they 

would be safe, even while the Jewish generals were preparing to murder the men. The blood-maddened 

Jews desired not only to murder as many German civilians as possible but also to erase from history all 

evidence of Western 

civilization, the greatest examples of White culture which had been gathered in Dresden, the 

irreplaceable procelian, the priceless paintings, the baroque furniture, and the rococo mansions with 
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their poetry carved in stone. All was laid waste in a mass bombing attack in which some 300,000 

German civilians died in a city which was not even a military target! 

 

Like Dresden, Hiroshima was also an ancient cultural center, with no visible military objective. Its non- 

combatant families also died horribly by the hundreds of thousands. Many were pulverized instantly by 

the first atomic bomb ever used in a military operation, but thousands of other victims lived on for 

years, mangled and burned, their limbs and organs slowly rotting away from radiation poisoning. Even 

while the Japanese officials were desperately suing for peace, the Jews hastily ordered the 

dropping of a second atomic bomb, this one on Nagasaki, bringing off a second 'test' of their Hellbomb 

against helpless non-combatants, as prescribed by the Book of Esther. Again, hundreds of thousands of 

civilians died horribly. 

 

At last, the Jews had achieved the weapon which they planned to use to terrorize the entire world into 

subjecting itself to their insane frenzies and their frequently voiced goal of world domination of the 

'animals,' or non-Jews. As Chaim Weizmann boasted, 'We will never actually have to use this atomic 

weapon in military operations as the mere threat of its use will persuade any opponent to surrender to 

us." (Eustace Mullins, 

Foreword, War! War! War!) 

 

*** 

 

While this thread below reveals how Gentiles are being systematically stripped of any weapons for self-

defense, Israel is threatening Nuclear war against Iran. There is much more to this, than most people 

now know.  

 

With the enforcing of christianity through mass murder, genocide and torture, we gentiles have been 

systematically stripped of any spiritual means for self defense and forced fed a diet of suicide.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Israel Digs Its Grave 

 

Israel Digs Its Grave 

 

My note: 

 

Things are changing now that the Jew puppet of Egypt Mubarak was diposed by his own circle. And with 

tens of thousands Egyptians protesting in the streets with his image within a Israeli flag. Screaming that 

he was nothing but a Jew puppet [he was to the tune of tens of billions of bribe dollars]. So the Jews 

have lost a lot of power over Egypt. And with the fighting in Syria and Lebonan. The whole region is 

going up. The attempts to destroy Hezbollah again. Have also failed. Hezbollah has also defeated Israeli 

twice. And Hezbollah is allied to Iran as is Hamas. They could be pulled into this conflict as well. And 

Russia given what happened in the Caucus that foced them to fight a victorious war. Against Israel 

proxies. Is no friend of them either. Egypt might also have bigger involvement as they have fought Israel 

before. 

 

Even that golbinoid kike, Henry Kissinger was forced to admit: "Israel has ten years left at the most." 

 

 

Israel is existing on borrowed time. 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

http://news.yahoo.com/top-hamas-commander-killed-israeli-airstrike-143218204.html 
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GAZA (Reuters) - Israel launched a major offensive against Palestinian militants in Gaza on Wednesday, 

killing the military commander of Hamas in an air strike and threatening an invasion of the enclave that 

the Islamist group vowed would "open the gates of hell". 

 

The onslaught shattered hopes that a truce mediated on Tuesday by Egypt could pull the two sides back 

from the brink of war after five days of escalating Palestinian rocket attacks and Israeli strikes at militant 

targets. 

 

Operation "Pillar of Defence" began with a surgical strike on a car carrying the commander of the 

military wing of Hamas, the Iranian-armed Islamist movement which controls Gaza and dominates a 

score of smaller armed groups. 

 

Within minutes of the death of Ahmed Al-Jaabari, big explosions shook Gaza as the Israeli air force 

struck at selected targets just before sundown, blasting plumes of smoke and debris high above the 

crowded city. 

 

Panicking civilians ran for cover and the death toll mounted quickly. Ten people including three children 

were killed, the health ministry said, and about 40 were wounded. Also among the dead were an 11-

month-old baby and a woman pregnant with twins. 

 

Army tanks shelled border areas of Gaza in south and the Israeli navy shelled a Hamas security position 

from the sea. 

 

Hamas stuck back, firing at least four Grad rockets at the southern city of Beersheba in what it called its 

initial response. Israel reported damage but no casualties. Its 'Iron Dome' interceptor defence knocked 

out a dozen rockets in flight. 

 

The escalation in Gaza came in a week when Israel fired at Syrian artillery positions it said had fired into 

the Israeli-annexed Golan Heights amid a civil war in Syria that has brought renewed instability to 

neighboring Lebanon. 
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Egypt, whose new Islamist government pledged to honor the 1979 peace treaty with Israel, condemned 

the raids as a threat to regional security, recalled its ambassador from Israel and called for an 

emergency session of the U.N. Security Council. 

 

Egyptian President Mohamed Mursi's predecessor Hosni Mubarak twice withdrew his ambassador, with 

no lasting effect. But Israel will be watching for signs of a more aggressive approach by the Islamist 

leader that could imperil their ties. 

 

Mursi has said of the Palestinians that "our blood is their blood" and Egypt may not "accept what was 

accepted before". 

 

Russia called for an end to the raids. Arab League foreign ministers planned to meet on Saturday to 

discuss the crisis. 

 

DOZENS OF TARGETS 

 

A second Gaza war has loomed on the horizon for months as waves of Palestinian rocket attacks and 

Israeli strikes grew increasingly more intense and frequent. 

 

Israel's Operation Cast Lead in 2008-2009 began with a week of air attacks and shelling, followed by a 

land invasion of the blockaded coastal strip, sealed off at sea by the Israeli navy. Some 1,400 Palestinians 

were killed and 13 Israelis died. 

 

The Israel Defence Forces said it had targeted dozens of Hamas's medium range (up to 40km) 

underground rocket launch and infrastructure sites in Wednesday's strikes. 

 

"This has significantly damaged the rocket launch capabilities as munitions warehouses owned by 

Hamas and other terror organizations were targeted. In addition, Israeli Navy soldiers targeted several 

Hamas terror sites stationed along the shoreline of the Gaza Strip," it said in a statement. 
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The Hamas internal security headquarters in southern Gaza was destroyed. There were no injuries 

because it had been evacuated. After dark, Gaza looked like a ghost city, with no traffic and no people in 

the streets, no shops open, no electric lights on. 

 

KILLED IN HIS CAR 

 

Hamas said Jaabari, who ran the organization's armed wing, Izz el-Deen Al-Qassam, died along with a 

Hamas photographer when their car was blown apart by an Israeli missile. 

 

The charred wreckage of a car could be seen belching flames, as emergency crews picked up what 

appeared to be body parts. 

 

Israel confirmed it had carried out the attack and announced there was more to come. Reuters 

witnesses saw Hamas security compounds and police stations blasted apart. 

 

"Today we relayed a clear message to the Hamas organization and other terrorist organizations," Prime 

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said. "And if there is a need, the IDF (Israel Defence Forces) is prepared to 

broaden the operation. We will continue to do everything in order to protect our citizens." 

 

Immediate calls for revenge were broadcast over Hamas radio. 

 

"The occupation has opened the gates of hell," Hamas's armed wing said. Smaller groups also vowed to 

strike back. 

 

"Israel has declared war on Gaza and they will bear the responsibility for the consequences," Islamic 

Jihad said. 

 

Southern Israeli communities within rocket range of Gaza were on full alert, and schools were ordered 

closed for Thursday. About one million Israelis live in range of Gaza's relatively primitive but lethal 

rockets, supplemented in recent months by longer-range, more accurate systems. 
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"The days we face in the south will, in my estimation, prove protracted," Brigadier-General Yoav 

Mordechai, Israel's chief military spokesman, told Channel 2 TV. 

 

The Israeli cabinet gave preliminary authorization for the mobilization of military reserves if required, 

Netanyahu's office said. 

 

Asked if Israel might send in ground forces, Mordechai said: "There are preparations, and if we are 

required to, the option of an entry by ground is available." 

 

OBAMA BRIEFED 

 

Israeli President Shimon Peres briefed U.S. President Barack Obama on the operation, Peres's office said. 

He told Obama that Jaabari was a "mass-murderer" and his killing was Israel's response to Palestinian 

rocket attacks from Gaza. 

 

"Israel is not interested in stoking the flames, but for the past five days there has been constant missile 

fire at Israel and mothers and children cannot sleep quietly at night," said Peres, who visited the border 

town of Sderot earlier. 

 

In the flare-up that was prelude to Wednesday's offensive, more than 115 missiles were fired into 

southern Israel from Gaza and Israeli planes launched numerous strikes. 

 

Seven Palestinians, three of them gunmen, were killed. Eight Israeli civilians were hurt by rocket fire and 

four soldiers wounded by an anti-tank missile. 

 

The leader of Hamas in the Gaza Strip, Ismail Haniyeh, called on Arab states, especially Egypt, to halt the 

assault. The six-nation Gulf Cooperation Council said the U.N. Security Council should put pressure on 

Israel to stop its attacks. 
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Israel holds a general election on January 22 and Netanyahu has pledged to retaliate harshly against 

Hamas. But Israel is also wary of the reaction from Mursi's Egypt, whose ruling Muslim Brotherhood is 

the spiritual mentor of Hamas. 

 

Hamas has been emboldened by its rise to power, viewing Mursi as a "safety net" who will not permit a 

second Israeli thrashing of Gaza, home to 1.7 million Palestinians. 

 

Hamas is also supported by Iran, which Israel regards as a rising threat to its own existence due to its 

nuclear program. 

 

Helped by the contraband trade through tunnels from Egypt, Gaza militias have smuggled in longer-

range rockets. 

 

But their estimated 35,000 Palestinian fighters are still no match for Israel's F-16 fighter-bombers, 

Apache helicopter gun ships, Merkava tanks and other modern weapons systems in the hands of a 

conscript force of 175,000, with 450,000 in reserve. 

 

(Additional reporting by Dan Williams, Crispian Balmer and Ori Lewis in Jerusalem; Writing by Douglas 

Hamilton; Editing by Giles Elgood) 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Warning...Viruses 

 

I have noted an increase in e-mail viruses of late. Most people don't even know they have these. The e-

mail itself sends these messages out with a virus link, usually regarding money or jobs. When 

moderating, I catch these and delete them, but for members who are not on moderaton, these go 

through. Please be aware that members' are not deliberately posting them, and it is not their fault, as 

they don't even know their e-mails are doing this.  
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Never click on a link unless you know it is legitimate. Always run your cursor over the link and see what 

the true URL is in the lower corner of your PC. If they don't match, it is a virus/bad link. Only click on 

links that are known such as YouTube, with the html/htm, and so forth. Money scams and other jew 

invented trash [most often with viruses, as they make a huge profit from these, as they own the anti-

virus software and anti-spyware products that people have to pay out the ass for] that preys upon 

people in a hard economy is not permitted in any of the JoS e-groups. 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Nearly 50 Million Living in Poverty in US 

 

My note the Jewing of American keeps on rolling. These Jews have been kicked out of 84 nations 109 

times. 

 

The Jewish bankers hold on America: 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/275 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/276 

 

The Jew Talmud states: 

 

. "All property of other nations belongs to the Jewish nation, which, consequently, is entitled to seize 

upon it without any scruples. An orthodox Jew is not bound to observe principles of morality towards 

people of other tribes. He may act contrary to morality, if profitable to himself or to Jews in general." - 

Schulchan Aruch. Choszen Hamiszpat 348.  
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---------------------------- 

 

http://www.globalresearch.ca/nearly-50-million-living-in-poverty-in-us/5312028 

 

The number of people living in poverty in the United States rose last year to 49.7 million, based on a 

new measure that provides a fuller picture of poverty than that previously reported by U.S. Census 

Bureau data. The revised poverty rate of 16.1 percent is up more than a percentage point from the 15 

percent figure reported by the government in September. 

 

Coming a little more than a week after the 2012 elections, the news that nearly one in six Americans is 

living in poverty received little attention in the media or from the Obama administration. Neither big-

business party has any policies to alleviate growing poverty, which is exacerbated by entrenched 

unemployment and a sluggish economy. 

 

The Supplemental Poverty Measure (SPM), devised a year ago, factors in expenses for food, clothing, 

shelter, utilities, health care and other essentials beyond what the previous official formula took into 

account. It includes in its income measure such government-provided benefits as Social Security, 

unemployment benefits and nutrition assistance. 

 

The SPM figures released by the Census Bureau on Thursday show that while some households may 

have incomes above the poverty line, factors such as medical expenses are pushing increasing numbers 

into poverty. The new figures also indicate that the tepid job growth in the more than four years since 

the financial crisis has come mostly in the form of low-wage jobs that in many cases are not able to lift 

families out of poverty. 

 

More than 15 percent of working-age adults, aged 18-64, lived in poverty in 2011. Among those with 

some form of employment, 9.4 percent fell below the poverty line. Those working less than full-time, 

year-round, saw an 18.5 percent poverty rate. A third of those working less than one week in the course 

of the year—16.2 million, or 33.5 percent—lived in poverty last year. 
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Based on the SPM, the poverty rates were dramatically higher for several segments of the population. 

The share of people 65 years and older living in poverty was 15.1 percent, nearly double the 8.7 percent 

figure according to the official measure. The single biggest economic burden on seniors is medical 

expenses that must be paid out of pocket. 

 

The poverty rate among Hispanics stood at 28 percent in 2001 using the SPM, significantly higher than 

the 25.4 percent rate using the older measure. This difference is attributed to limited access by 

immigrants to government programs, as well as the concentration of Hispanics in regions of the country 

that have seen big cutbacks to government programs. 

 

According to the new measurement, more than a quarter of all African-American households were living 

in poverty in 2011. Poverty in households headed by a single female stood at 30 percent. Among 

households renting their homes, 29.3 percent were poor. 

 

Also hard-hit are people living in urban areas where living expenses are higher and assistance from 

government programs has not kept pace with growing need. Under the newly devised standard, 

California saw the highest poverty rate of any state. A staggering 8.8 million people—23.5 percent—of 

Californians are living in poverty, a figure largely driven by the state's high cost of living and sharp 

budget cuts to social programs. 

 

Following closely behind California is the nation's capital, Washington, D.C., where 23.2 percent lived in 

poverty last year according to the SPM. The next most impoverished state was Florida, at 19.5 percent. 

 

Use of the new census measurement also showed a significant shift in poverty among the various 

regions of the country. In the West, 20 percent of households were living in poverty in 2011, compared 

to 16 percent in the South, the region of the country historically more impoverished. This is undoubtedly 

largely influenced by factors such as the assault on social programs in California and the collapse of the 

housing market in Nevada. 

 

The new Census measurement also reveals that Social Security is by far the most important program 

contributing to a reduction in poverty. According to the SPM, when calculating the effects of benefits 
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and expenses on overall poverty rates in the American population, poverty was reduced by more than 8 

percent due to Social Security benefits, while medical expenses increased poverty by about 3.5 percent. 

 

The SNAP food stamp program and unemployment insurance benefits also provide significant protection 

against poverty. But it is precisely these programs—along with Medicare and Medicaid—that are being 

targeted for cuts as part of the bipartisan assault on social programs being prepared in the wake of the 

2012 elections under the cynical pretext of averting a looming "fiscal cliff." 

 

Coming just more than a week after the presidential election, the new poverty figures put the lie to 

claims by the Obama administration that significant gains have been made on the way to recovery. Also 

on Thursday, the Labor Department released initial claims for state unemployment benefits, which rose 

78,000 last week to a seasonally adjusted 439,000. 

 

This was the biggest one-week jump since the spike in claims caused by Hurricane Katrina in September 

2005. The number has been significantly impacted by last month's Hurricane Sandy, which left millions 

of homes and businesses without power, paralyzed transportation and caused widespread damage in 

the Northeast US. 

 

But the rise points to a more general trend of slow job growth. Economists polled by Reuters before 

Thursday's jobless claims were released said they expected the pace of job growth to slow to an average 

144,000 jobs per month in the fourth quarter, down from 174,000 in the third quarter. 

 

Long-term unemployment remains entrenched. According to the new Census report, about 16.4 million 

Americans of working age worked less than one week in all of 2011. Of these, fully a third are living in 

poverty, according to the new SPM measurement. Federally funded extended unemployment benefits 

are set to expire in January, threatening to deprive more than 2 million jobless workers of cash 

assistance and plunging more American households into poverty. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Fixing the Energy + Meditation 

 

Last September, I wrote a sermon: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/346 

 

Here are the illustrations for it: 

 

http://satans666squares.webs.com/pathsidapingla2head.GIF 

 

http://satans666squares.webs.com/Ida_Pingala_Heart.gif 

 

******* 

 

Here is something else...be warned, this is very powerful. Just try this and you will see for yourself how 

the standard traditional chants for the chakras 'lam' vam' and of course, that 'ohm' have all been 

corrupted. Lilith gave this to me. I do 7 vibrations for each of the seven chakras: 

 

Base Chakra: Laum, vibrated as LLAHHH – UUU – MMM* 

Sacral Chakra: Vaum, vibrated as VAHHH – UUU – MMM 

Solar Plexus '666' Chakra: Raum, vibrated as RAHHH – UUU – MMM** 

Heart Chakra: Yaum, vibrated as YYAHHH – UUU – MMM 

Throat Chakra: Haum, vibrated as HAHHH – UUU – MMM 

Sixth Chakra: Aum, vibrated as AHHH – UUU – MMM 

Seventh Chakra: Maum, vibrated as MMAHHH – UUU – MMM 
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High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Sermon 11/22/12 

 

There are a few things I need to go over; as there are times I can�t answer individual posts in the 

groups because of a lack of time. I have seen posts concerning feeling tired, drained, headache, etc., 

after ding a ritual. What this means is you used too much of your own energy. The solution is to charge 

yourself up with energy from an external source before the ritual, such as going outside and breathing in 

energy from the ground, a tree or other source of your choice. Any excess energy after the ritual that is 

making you uncomfortable, just offer it to the Powers of Hell. They can send a Demon who will take it 

from you, but not drain you. 

 

As I mentioned before, the JoS has a lot of articles badly in need of revision, as much is obsolete and 

outdated. Satan himself has been staying onto me to get this done in a consistent manner. This is why I 

no longer have any books for sale as there is info in them that is outdated and needs to be revised and 

edited. 

 

As for trance. Trance will come of its own in most cases. Just begin the meditation and with 

concentration and focus, you will enter into a trance all by itself. No need to sit and try to get into a 

trance. Just let it happen and don�t worry about it. 

 

Now, the most important aspect of any working is vibration. This is symbolized by the sit of swords in 

the Tarot. Sound is as powerful as a sword and pierces. This is where the JoS is badly in need of revision, 

as nearly all of the workings, in order to really have any serious power need sound. Take cleaning your 

aura�vibrating a word in Sanskrit, the most powerful language [which is a spiritual language], using a 

Satanic rosary, works wonders in contrast to trying to keep visualizing your aura getting brighter when it 

is covered with bad energy, like say from a church where many of our teens are forced to go. 108 times 

with vibrating the Sun mantra �aum suryae� or �raum� focusing both on your solar [666] chakra, 

and visualizing yourself engulfed in white-gold energy will do the job hundreds of times better than just 

sitting there trying to visualize the energy away. Always use sound and if you are in a situation where 

others might hear you [especially for teens], if asked, just say you were doing a Buddhist chant or if this 

is really severe as many of our teens live in strict xian homes, say you were tuning your voice for singing. 

Lilith also told me that after using vibration in black magick, it is essential to counter the vibration with a 
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word of power that will neutralize any residual bad energy on your aura. In other words, clean your aura 

real well with positive vibration. This is especially important when using words of power in your 

workings. 

 

Now, ceremony, especially for those who are new, along with formal rituals can be inspiring and 

pleasant. Ceremony and formal rituals are also excellent for large groups of people, a good example 

being Satanist Heinrich Himmler who designed rituals in which thousands of people participated in, that 

generated massive amounts of Satanic energy. Germany has always been a hotbed of Satanism, going 

back centuries to the orgies in the Hartz Mountains during the Grand Sabbats. These rituals resurrected 

massive amounts of Satanic energies. Ceremonies though, for the individual, along with everything else, 

the props and ritual tools are symbolic of allegories. Formal ritual is excellent for putting one in the 

mood, but unnecessary. The four suits of the Tarot [which is sacred to Satan]; reveal the true meanings 

of the ritual tools. The suit of swords, as I mentioned in the above, symbolizes sound; the athame. The 

suit of cups represents the chakras; drinking from the chalice. The suit of wands/rods symbolizes the 

serpentine energy of the spine; the blasting rod. The pentacles represent the physical flesh and the 

manifestation of the working in reality and the material world. The trump suit; the major arcana, 

symbolizes the ether/quintessence. So to put this plainly, you need the power of your chakras, your 

serpentine energy, sound/vibration, your physical self, and the quintessence/ether to accomplish your 

ritual goals, whatever they might be. The ether/quintessence makes the connection and carries the 

energies raised in ritual to their target and so forth. Someone uploaded a partial copy of the 

�Hexagradior� to some of the groups here in the �files� section. This little pdf explains the powers 

of the quintessence/ether which connects everything in the universe. The exercises therein are also 

excellent in sensitizing one to feeling spiritual energies. 

 

Now, as for using runes, I will be adding a section for the Runic Kabalah instructing when certain runes 

are more powerful at certain times�what are known as runic half days, hours and such. I encourage 

you in the meantime to look on the internet for any information on this, as there should be some sites 

out there, but check more than one and always make sure the information agrees, otherwise, there are 

errors. I will get this up as soon as I can. 

 

In closing [sorry this is so long], always remember, magick is individual. If any certain technique has 

worked for you well in the past, then keep using it. Some people have a special affinity for runic magick, 

while others may find it better to use Sanskrit. Always use whatever works best for you as an individual. 

 

The Satanic Rosary is indispensable. Every Satanist should have one. My point here is it doesn�t have to 

be anything fancy. Just a set of 108 beads used for counting when vibrating words of power or mantras. 
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Even if you go down to the local store and get a simple bead kit and string 108 beads along the cord, this 

is better and preferable to not having one at all. For those living in xian homes, the rosary can be worn 

around your neck under your clothes like jewelry and no one will be any wiser. Always remember the 

Satanic adage: �Silence is Golden.� Satanist Benjamin Franklin stated �three people can keep a 

secret�as long as two of them are dead.� Keep your big mouth shut and sleep peacefully at night. The 

big mouth tosses and turns and worries. 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

The King & Queen 

 

One thing I need to tell everyone here...Satan gives knowledge as we go along and when we are ready 

for it. Satan places strong emphasis on being patient.  

 

The statement concerning how many people are going to want to join on at the last minute, but it will 

be too late for them, that the indicates spiritual levels we reach through meditation cannot be achieved 

overnight. This takes time. I do know the world will go through catastrophe and total transformation 

before we enter the Age of Satan. Those of us who are with Satan will be protected through all of this. 

We are seeing evidence of this now in regards to brothers and sisters who have been in the middle of 

nature's disaster zones and have survived unscathed, including their property.  

 

As I mentioned before, Satan is strong on patience and gives knowledge as we go along. Much of what is 

on the JoS website is outdated, but I will keep everyone up to date in the groups here, as I keep working 

on the website, revising it. Satan does not give knowledge all at once.  

 

Now, getting back to allegories, even the epic of the Trojan War is another allegory, at least on some 

level. The 'Trojan' also infects our PCs as it IMBEDS itself. This is with the jews. They infest, imbed and 

through this, they destroy. Because all spiritual knowledge could not be thoroughly corrupted with the 

coming of the enemy programs of Christianity and Islam, what was left, they had to corrupt the 

information.  
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Satan came to me this morning with a new meditation. This has to do with the magnum opus. As I stated 

before, in order to have the raw power to perform the magnum opus, one must have a fully risen 

serpent. This is a prerequisite to performing the operation for both spiritual and physical perfection and 

immortality.  

 

Now, getting back to corruption. Unfortunately, the information out there regarding the placements and 

powers of the seven major chakras has been hideously corrupted. What I am about to give you here, 

you will be able to see this for yourselves. The legends of the Gods, along with many children's 'fairy 

tales' have hidden spiritual knowledge in them and are all allegories. This was in order to escape 

persecution, heinous torture and being murdered by the oh so 'loving' Christians.  

 

We know from Ancient Egypt that 'Amon Ra' is 'King of the Gods.' 'Amon Ra' corresponds to the RAUM 

vibration, which directly empowers the solar [666] chakra. All of the Pagan [Satanic] religions preceding 

Christianity and its ilk placed great emphasis on the Sun. As most of you already know, the kabalistic 

square of the Sun is '666.'  

 

Now, there is a male and a female aspect to the soul. The reason the enemy places so much emphasis 

on the 'heart' chakra, is because it is basically powerless and is neuter. It is a connector, and nothing 

more. Anton LaVey wrote in his book 'The Satanic Rituals' regarding 'The Seven Towers of Satan' 'At 

intervals along this strip were seven towers-the Towers of Satan (Ziarahs)-six of 

them trapezoidal in form, and one, the 'center on Mount Lalesh, shaped like a sharp, fluted point." 

 

The above is an allegory, the 'center' being the neuter 'heart' chakra, shaped differently from the others. 

In deep meditation, many of us can see this different chakra, which is shaped like a yoni [vagina].  

 

Now, who is 'Inanna'? She is 'Queen of Heaven.' The word 'heaven' really means the 6th and 7th top 

chakras and their extensions such as the all-important pineal gland. Getting back to my sermon last 

September, about fixing the energy, the well-known valentine heart with the arrow shot through it is an 

allegory and symbol for fixing the serpentine energy. The heart is not in the chest as the enemy tries to 

get us to believe, but it is in the head and is formed by the ida, the pingala and the sushumna: 

 

Last September, I wrote a sermon: 
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/346  

 

Here are the illustrations for it: 

 

http://satans666squares.webs.com/pathsidapingla2head.GIF  

 

http://satans666squares.webs.com/Ida_Pingala_Heart.gif  

 

Now, as we know Inanna aka Astaroth, Ishtar and her other names, rules the heart chakra. The heart 

chakra is in the head, not on the chest, as the enemy has corrupted this and with the Christian arts, 

where that filthy Nazarene always has his arms open with that heart chakra on the chest exposed, we 

can see another ugly aspect of that hoax here. In addition, from what I personally believe is that the seat 

of emotions is not in the chest what the uninitiated call the 'heart' chakra, but in the throat. How many 

times when you feel sad or like crying, it affects your throat chakra? You get a lump in your throat 

before you cry. So where is the real seat of emotions? Also, on this one, Satan told me concerning the 

throat chakra, yes, this is Mercury chakra that rules communications and its higher octave planet 

Uranus, is up near the pineal gland and rules telepathic communications, a higher octave of verbal 

communications. 

 

The allegories preserved in children's fairy tales such as 'Sleeping Beauty' often have the prince kiss the 

sleeping princess and awaken her. The meaning behind this is the activation and empowerment of the 

solar 666 [king of the Gods], connects with the 6th chakra; the pineal gland and though this, activates 

this gland to secrete the elixir/ambrosia which makes immortality possible and reverses physical aging. 

The Tibetan mantra Aum Mani Padme Haum means 'The Jewel is in the Heart of the Lotus,' the 'jewel' 

being the pineal gland. The above is the correct mantra for this. The enemy as I have been writing in my 

sermons of late replaced the all-important 'AUM' with 'ohm', which has no real power. As most of us 

know the lotus/lily symbolizes the crown chakra and is ruled by Lilith; the base chakra ruled by Satan 

[chakra containing the serpent], and the unification of Satan and Lilith indicates the risen serpent; the 

male and female.  

 

Now, for the meditation connecting the King [3rd solar 666 chakra] and Queen [the 6th chakra and 

pineal gland]; for the magnum opus to work, the King and Queen must be united. Lilith told me this 

meditation takes a bit of time in most cases to establish an energy connection.  
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Note: This meditation is not for new people.  

 

The Satanic rosary is used with this. To do this meditation, one must vibrate 108 times for the King and 

another 108 times for the Queen. 108 + 108 = the very sacred number of 216.  

 

To unite the King & Queen: 

 

1. Vibrate 'RAUM' -- RAH—UU—MM into your solar chakra 108 times 

 

2. Relax and keep still and feel the energy from this well up inside of you for a few minutes. 

 

3. Vibrate 'AUM' -- AH—UU—MM into your pineal gland 108 times. [Be=froe doing this, try to locate 

your pineal gland by feel. It is to the lower right side of the 6th chakra or thereabouts. It feels like a 

hollow. Just do the best you can.  

 

4. Relax and keep still and feel the energy for a few minutes. 

 

5. Now vibrate 'Inanna' into your 6th chakra seven times. YEEE—NAH---NAH 

 

6. Focus on the energy for 10-15 more minutes. If you activate your pineal gland, you will know it. It will 

blow you away with intense ecstasy.  

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Israel Delt Major Defeat By Hamas 

 

Israel Delt Major Defeat By Hamas 

 

My note this article reveals the fact Israel was defeated by Hamas and the reasons for it. The Jews are 

good at putting up a bs front to hide this fact. Note most of the Jews are too lazy and cowardly to even 

show up when called up to duty or show up for their service in the full time branch. This is not out of any 

higher moral reasons. The Jew is a moral and physical coward. Who likes to have the Goy do all the 

fighting and dieing for them. 300 lightly armed, Hezbollah troops sent their entire army running from 

lebanon in 2006.  

 

Note the zero amount of Jewish combat troops in any major war. Even when millions of them lived in a 

certain nation at war. Most where either given free exemptions from service with the aid of bogus notes 

by fellow Jewish doctors. Or given safe postions in the military hundreds of miles behind the front lines. 

Of course after the war we are told every Jew was Rambo. This behaviour has been noted for centuries 

by authors. 

 

This article also shows Israel is literally falling apart and the tide is turning against it. 

 

Another interesting fact Israel was attacking the press in Gaza to attempt to stop any truth getting out 

and given them a freer hand in murdering the population. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=UMFAfQJKlAM 

 

Abby Martin highlights the Israeli Military's bombing of media buildings and targeting of journalists, 

including the RT office in Gaza, and calls out the Israeli government to for making veiled threats to RT's 

headquarters in Moscow. 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------- 
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http://www.veteranstoday.com/2012/11/21/press-tv-gaza-war-israels-military-ruse/ 

 

Wednesday, November 21st, 2012 | Posted by Gordon Duff 

 

Press TV: Gaza War – Israel's Military Ruse 

 

Gaza war, Israel's military ruse to evade weakness 

 

 

 

By Gordon Duff and Press TV 

 

 

 

 

"What will be left is Israel, dependent on India, flanked between Pakistan and China, dependent on 

Britain, France and Germany, nations buried in debt crisis and instability and dependent on the United 

States, a nation increasingly aware that Israel's "knife" has been in her back for decades." 

 

— 

 

 

War is now and always has been the "mother of lies." The Gaza War of 2012, based on the timing, by 

American holiday standards, "The Thanksgiving War," is no exception. 
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The lies we deal with today involve political motivations that drive Israel and the "fog of war," military 

deception Israel is using to hide its weakness.Surprisingly, Turkish Prime Minister Erdogan fired the 

opening salvo, exposing the malodorous political underbelly of politics that is behind every military 

move Israel has ever made since it's embryonic terrorist beginnings while under British rule. 

 

Erdogan spoke out in Cairo at a Turkish-Egyptian Business Forum: 

 

 

"Israel also attacked Gaza in 2008 prior to elections. Now elections are coming again and it is doing the 

same thing. I am calling on Netanyahu. We are not in 2008. We are in 2012 and conditions are different 

than 2008. Make your calculations correctly.  

 

I am calling on Israel and Gaza to provide a cease-fire immediately, within 24 hours. Extending the 

situation will not bring anything to either side.  

 

While Israel is attacking and sabotaging the peace, there will be no security or stability for any country in 

the region.  

 

The party using disproportionate force is obvious; humanity will not forgive this if sovereign countries 

defend injustice under the guise of preserving Israel and its security.  

 

This hypocrisy should end. These double standards should end.  

 

I had a telephone conversation with U.S. President Barack Obama and Russian President Vladimir Putin 

on the issue. I asked them to convince Israel and to give an important assurance. Israel did not accord 

with the previous Cairo ceasefire agreement, and I told them that this could not be repeated again." 

 

 

Missing from Erdogan's remarks were reminders of Netanyahu's disastrous "landslide" defeat in the 

American presidential elections. His surrogate did not just lose an election but destroyed his political 
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party in the process and has, in subsequent remarks, proven himself psychologically unqualified for any 

position of responsibility or trust.Romney and Netanyahu would have made a good team. 

 

The myth of Israeli invincibility shattered…again 

 

Israel is currently facing its biggest military challenge in decades. No, not from Hamas, but rather 

locating the 75,000 reservists recently called up for active service. With over 50% of Israeli's now 

refusing compulsory military service, Israel now depends on its reserves, poorly trained, undisciplined, 

but well armed, courtesy of the American taxpayer. 

Israel still maintains two divisions that are, by American standards, combat ready, but no more than 

that. Years of sniping at civilians in Gaza from guard towers or dropping cluster bombs on unarmed 

Palestinians has not been able to erase the memory of the 2006 incursion into Lebanon and the lessons 

Israel may well be reminded of again.Fewer than 300 Hezbollah fighters using modern shoulder 

mounted weapons destroyed Israeli tanks and helicopters with ease. 

 

Israel claims they faced an army of 25,000. What you will find is that all news of the Israeli humiliation in 

Lebanon and their retaliatory frenzy that resulted in bombing civilian neighborhoods in Beirut have been 

wiped from history, the Internet and, to some, "the sands of time." 

 

Not all have forgotten. 

 

Gaza and international law 

 

Every day, weapons are being shipped into Gaza, through Egypt, weapons from every Islamic nation 

other than the "puppet Gulf States." 

 

The Avalon Project at the Yale Law School describes blockades as legal only so long as they can be 

effective. The concept of the Gaza blockade is now in direct contravention of all relevant international 

conventions. 
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Since the blockade of Gaza requires the full and absolute cooperation of the Egyptian government, 

cooperation that has obviously ended, currently Israel's blockade is now classified as a "paper blockade" 

and has no legal standing. 

 

The Camp David Accords of 1979 were never intended to allow the creation of an apartheid state or for 

Gaza to become an open-air prison. 

 

The accords, intended to create a lasting framework for peace also clearly established a criteria for 

renewed conflict. 

 

Today, that conflict could involve nations from Tunis to Jakarta. 

 

Military reality 

 

Exposing the hypocrisy of Israel's "Iron Dome" or "Iron Yamuka" air defense system requires elementary 

arithmetic skills, something obviously beyond the typical "international investigative journalist" of the 

"pop culture media." 

 

One of the "stealth voices" of Israel's "fog of war" deception program within the United States is the 

Daily Beast, a Newsweek "on line" publication owned by Jane Harmon, an Israeli hoping to be 

nominated to replace Secretary Clinton. 

 

Friends of Harmon and Netanyahu are orchestrating the attacks on Ambassador Susan Rice, the 

frontrunner for that position, making wild conspiratorial accusations in what has become a "witch hunt" 

reminiscent of America's HUAC (House Un-American Activities Committee) fiasco of the 1950s. 

 

Harmon's publication, considered "liberal and progressive," stated the following today: 
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"In a conversation with The Daily Beast, Pedatzur admitted being "pleasantly surprised" by the 

performance of system (the "Iron Dome") over the past week. But he said the price of operating the 

system was prohibitively high. Each Iron Dome missile costs around $50,000. Israel fires at least two 

every time it targets a rocket.  

 

Most of the rockets the system is designed to intercept are manufactured in Gaza at a fraction of the 

price-sometimes for just a few hundred dollars.  

 

The contrast reflects a broader disproportion in the conflict between Israelis and Palestinians. But other 

analysts say it's more relevant to compare the price of the missile with the cost of the damage it 

prevents."  

 

The actual basis of the "Iron Dome system is the PAC-3 or "Patriot 3" missile system, an advanced 

system capable of tracking incoming ballistic missiles in addition to American AEGIS destroyers which 

were to be "posted" off the Israeli cost.The naval contingent, as some may note, is not only "not there," 

but not "on the way there" either. 

 

Israel also builds a domestic system capable of limited interception of short-range missiles, 1980s 

technology "with lipstick." 

 

The missiles the Rafael system were designed to intercept are the former Soviet "Vietnam Era" Grad 

missiles such as those used in Afghanistan against American airbases, not those Hamas is using which 

possess nearly half the range of the German V2 rockets used against London during World War II. 

 

Hiding this fact from the public is what media assets, who publish unverified press releases from Israel 

as fact, have done to help prolong a conflict an informed Israeli population would reconsider. 

 

Israel is intercepting some missiles fired by Hamas, but they are using their American supplied Patriot 3 

batteries to do it. 
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Continual claims are made that Israel's "Iron Dome" system missiles are expensive at $50,000 each. 

Their actual cost, for missiles that successfully intercept less than 25% of the time, is more like $125,000. 

 

Real "high probability" intercepts are done by the American missiles. 

 

As Hamas has fired, at this writing, over 1200 missiles into Israel, many of them M-75 long range rockets 

capable of reaching beyond Tel Aviv and Jerusalem, missiles Israel openly admits it never planned for, it 

is also only logical to admit that claims of intercepts are equally inaccurate. 

 

What does an American missile cost? Here is what Global Research says on that, comparing the PAC-3 to 

the PAC-2, a missile far more advanced than the Israeli "Tamir." 

 

 

 

"The biggest difference between the PAC-2 and the PAC-3, and the thing that allows the PAC-3 to 

actually hit its target, is the fact that the PAC-3 has its own built-in radar transmitter and guidance 

computer.  

The operational differences between the PAC-2 and PAC-3…PAC-3 missiles currently cost $2 to $3 

million each. (See this Web site and this site for details.)" 

 

 

When we looked for the details as promised, following the links provided, we received error messages. 

The reality behind the "Iron Dome" is best described as "smoke and mirrors." 

 

The real cost of defending Israel from retribution for their bombing of the civilian population of Gaza is 

in the hundreds of millions of dollars. 

 

Israel, using American money of course, is spending an average of five million dollars on everything that 

comes out of Gaza, from the "bottle rockets" that cost a few dollars to the long-range M 75 missiles that 

are able to strike any target in Israel. 
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The key, of course, is the lying. 

 

The Iron Dome uses American missiles designed to intercept ICBMs, not small artillery rockets used in 

salvo. 

 

It is not just an economy of scale; it is the nature of the mission. If a Patriot 3 launcher with four missiles 

is emptied, costing millions of dollars, on two Hamas "kitchen sink" rockets a third of an "iron dome" 

battery is out of service until resupplied and rearmed. 

 

The "domestic" systems, touted to the press are simply there for "cover and deception." 

 

The actual system itself has been overwhelmed from the first. 

 

With 900 rockets fired initially and all subject to attempted intercept, Israel has spent its entire missile 

inventory 20 times over. 

 

This means Israel is utterly incapable of responding to any sustained missile attack. 

 

Thus, the issue isn't whether Israel is hitting 100% of rockets fired but that they fire on only one in ten 

rockets launched from Gaza. 

 

How armed is Gaza? 

 

America has given Israel an excellent air force with advanced fighters. Israeli pilots are well trained. They 

have to be. 

 

They bomb their own people every day and have been doing so for years. 
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There is now reason to believe that a significant number of advanced MANPAD (shoulder fired) air 

defense missiles enter Gaza each hour. 

 

The outpouring of support for groups defending the beleaguered population of Gaza may well have 

opened the armories of more than one newly freed Islamic state in defense of their brothers. 

 

Advanced bombing systems in the F-16 combined with counter-measures can defeat such systems 

"most of the time" but obviously failed with an Israeli F-16 was shot down over Gaza this week. 

 

Israel also had an armed drone downed, a major escalation that makes a ground attack on Gaza 

potentially more costly. 

 

If two MANPAD's are in Gaza, are there a hundred or a thousand? Though shooting down an F 16 may 

be difficult but not impossible, downing Israeli helicopters is relatively simple and intelligence sources 

indicate that Kornet missiles, effective against most armoured vehicles, helicopters and troop 

concentrations are plentiful. 

 

In order to counteract this level of resistance, it would be necessary to withdraw Israel's top divisions 

from the Golan Heights where they are currently engaged in daily exchanges with Syria. 

 

This leaves "second and third tier" units which are more likely to suffer far higher casualties or, worse 

still, break and run as was seen in Lebanon in 2006. 

 

Being a "junk yard dog" used to be easy when only Israel had "teeth." 

 

Conclusion 
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Turkish Prime Minister Erdogan was correct in his assessment that this is no longer "2008." Israel's 

actions in Gaza are radicalizing Egypt, destabilizing Saudi Arabia and the Persian Gulf States and will 

quicken the end of Jordan's servile kleptocracy. 

 

What will be left is Israel, dependent on India, flanked between Pakistan and China, dependent on 

Britain, France and Germany, nations buried in debt crisis and instability and dependent on the United 

States, a nation increasingly aware that Israel's "knife" has been in her back for decades 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

The Jews Behind Gun Control 

 

1968: The Gun Control Act of 1968 comes from Rep. Emanuel Celler's House bill H.R. 17735. It expands 

legislation already attempted by the non-Jewish Sen. Thomas Dodd. America's biggest and most far-

reaching gun law came from a Zionist. 

 

 

September, 1996: The Lautenberg Domestic Confiscation provision becomes law. It is part of a larger 

omnibus appropriations bill. It was sponsored by Senator Frank Lautenberg. It bans people convicted of 

misdemeanor domestic violence from ever owning a gun. 1997: Senate bill S. 54, the Federal Gang 

Violence Act of 1997, proposes much harsher sentences for people violating minor gun laws, including 

mandatory prison sentences and forfeiture of property. It was introduced by Dianne Feinstein and 

Senator [Hatch], among others. It returns the idea of turning every violation of the Gun Control Act of 

1968 into a RICO predicate offense. 

 

 

 

Barbara Boxer 
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January, 1999: Senator Barbara Boxer AKA Barbara Levy introduces bill S.193, the American Handgun 

Standards Act of 1999. January, 1999: Senator Kohl introduces bill S.149, the Child Safety Lock Act of 

1999. It would to require a child safety lock in connection with transfer of a handgun. February, 1999: 

Senator Frank Lautenberg introduces bill S.407, the Stop Gun Trafficking Act of 1999. February, 1999: 

Senator Lautenberg introduces S.443, the Gun Show Accountability Act of 1999.  

 

March, 1999: Senator Lautenberg introduces bill S.560, the Gun Industry Accountability Act of 1999. 

March, 1999: Senator Feinstein introduces bill S.594, the Large Capacity Ammunition Magazine Import 

Ban Act of 1999. May, 2000: Senate bill S. 2515, Firearm Licensing and Record of Sale Act of 2000, is 

submitted by Senators Feinstein, Senator Barbara Boxer, Sen. Lautenberg and Sen. Schumer. It is a plan 

for a national firearms licensing system. 

 

January, 2001: Senate bill S.25, Firearm Licensing and Record of Sale Act of 2001, is sponsored by 

Feinstein, Schumer, and Boxer. It is a nation-wide gun registration plan [apparently there were two 

versions of that Firearm Licensing and Record of Sale Act bill]. 

 

May, 2003: Senators Feinstein, Schumer, Boxer and others introduce legislation that would reauthorize 

the 1994 federal assault weapons ban, and, close a loophole in the law that allows large-capacity 

ammunition magazines to be imported into the U.S. The ban is scheduled to expire in September, 2004. 

 

 

Frank Lautenberg  

 

 

October, 2003: Senators Feinstein, Lautenberg, Levin [also Jewish] and Schumer co-sponsor bill S.1774, 

designed to stop the sunset [ending] of the Undetectable Firearms Act of 1988. 

 

March, 2005: Senator Lautenberg introduces bill S.645, "to reinstate the Public Safety and Recreational 

Firearms Use Protection Act," in other words, to reinstate the 1994 assault-rifle ban [also known as the 

"Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994"] which expired in late 2004. 
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March, 2005: Senator Feinstein introduces bill S.620, "to reinstate the Public Safety and Recreational 

Firearms Use Protection Act," in other words, to reinstate the 1994 assault-rifle ban [also known as the 

"Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994"] which expired in late 2004.  

 

Chuck Schumer  

 

 

Apparently it's okay for Jews to possess guns, just not Goyim cattle. Oh yes, the greatest gun grabbers in 

US History are and have always been quite Jewish. "Gun control" in the United States is as Jewish as our 

liberal and self destructive immigration policies.  

 

 

 

Howie Metzenbaum 

 

1988: Senate bill S. 1523 is sponsored by Senator Howard Metzenbaum. It proposes legislation turning 

every violation of the Gun Control Act of 1968 into a RICO predicate offense, allowing a gun owner to be 

charged with federal racketeering offenses. 1988: Senator Metzenbaum co-sponsors a bill -- S. 2180 -- to 

ban, or limit/restrict, so-called "plastic guns."  

 

 

 

 

Herb Kohl  

 

1990: Senator Herbert Kohl introduces bill S.2070, the Gun-Free School Zones Act of 1990, which bans 

gun possession in a school zone. The law will later be struck down in court as unconstitutional. 1993: 

Senate bill S.653 is sponsored by Sen. Howard Metzenbaum. It bans specific semiautomatic rifles, but 

also gives the Secretary of the Treasury the power to add any semiautomatic firearm to the list at a later 

date.  
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February, 1994: The Brady Law, which requires waiting periods to buy handguns, becomes effective. 

Senator Metzenbaum wrote the Brady Bill. Metzenbaum sponsored the bill in the Senate. The sponsor 

of the bill in the House was Rep. Charles Schumer. 1994: Senator Metzenbaum introduces S.1878, the 

Gun Violence Prevention Act of 1994, aka "Brady II." Rep. Schumer sponsored "Brady II" sister legislation 

[H.R. 1321] in the U.S. House of Representatives. 

 

 

Dianne Feinstein  

 

 

September, 1994: The Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 goes into effect, 

including a provision that bans the manufacture and possession of semiautomatic rifles described as 

"assault weapons." [Note: true assault weapons are fully automatic, not semiautomatic]. That gun-ban 

provision was authored in the Senate by Senator Dianne Feinstein and authored in the House by 

Congressman Schumer. 

 

 

 

 

Arlen Specter  

 

 

1995: Senators Kohl, Specter, Feinstein, Lautenberg and others introduce the Gun-Free School Zones Act 

of 1995, an amended version of the 1990 school-zone law which was struck down in court as being 

unconstitutional 
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http://marketdailynews.com/2012/11/07/senator-dianne-feinstein-moves-to-ban-all-\ 

assault-rifles-high-capacity-magazines-and-pistol-grips/ 

 

The agenda no longer needs to be hidden from public view. With President Obama 

winning another term and democrats taking control of the Senate, the move to 

fundamentally change America from within has begun ¨C with a vengeance. 

 

We¡¯re all aware of the restrictive gun laws in the State of California which 

require low capacity magazines for handguns, fixed magazines for ¡°assault¡± 

rifles, and a whole lot of running around just to be granted the right to carry 

a concealed firearm. 

 

Now, Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA), who has championed gun control in her 

state for decades and co-wrote the original assault weapons ban enacted by the 

federal government in the 1990¡äs, wishes to bring even more stringent federal 

mandates to the land of the free. 

 

What is being proposed by Feinstein is the most significant attack on the 

second amendment in history. 

 

It would essentially ban thousands of firearms and require gun owners to turn 

them over to the Federal government. 
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I don¡¯t have the minutes of the meeting (yet), but sources tell me California 

Senator and longtime gun-hater Dianne Feinstein¡¯s legal staff held meetings on 

Friday with FTB/ATF legal staff to discuss a new ¡°Assault Weapons Ban¡± Madame 

Feinstein would be looking to push through Congress if President Obama wins 

reelection. 

 

This same ¡°pretty good intelligence¡± says the items that would lead to a 

banwould ban pistol grips and ¡°high-capacity¡± magazines, eliminate any 

grandfathering and ban sales of ¡°weapons in possession¡±. 

 

I don¡¯t know about you, but if these things come to pass and I¡¯m ¡°in 

possession¡± I¡¯m certainly not selling. 

 

In fact, the lack of interest in the idea surprised the California liberal¡¯s 

legal staffers. Apparently, they believe no logical person could possible 

disagree with them. 

 

I began receiving the first reports of increases in gun buying by people 

concerned about tomorrow¡¯s election. Dealers in Oklahoma, Arkansas, Texas, 

Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama and Indiana all tell me there hasn¡¯t been a huge 

number of buyers expressing those concerns, but the numbers were noticeable. 

 

Among that group -and the majority of ¡°regular¡± purchasers- the core driving 

most of the purchasing seem to be in their mid-to-late 30s. Again, home and 

personal defense are the most frequently cited reasons for buying. 
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At a Congressional budget meeting in September of this year, Feinstein alluded 

to her desire to reintroduce federal assault weapons ban regulations similar to 

those she helped cosponsor and pass in 1994 during the Presidency of Bill 

Clinton: 

 

¡°Ladies and gentlemen, it is time to say, once again, in legislation, weapons 

of war do not belong on our streets¡¡± 

September 5, 2012 

 

It it any wonder that shares of stocks like Smith & Wesson (NASDAQ:SWHC) and 

Ruger (NYSE:RGR) surged this morning in response to President Obama winning a 

second term? While the majority of stocks across the world are in the midst of a 

sell-off and economic conditions indicate the country is in a recession, 

America¡¯s gun owners aren¡¯t waiting to see what happens next. 

 

Senator Feinstein is serious, and despite this most recent report appearing 

only as a rumor, her comments earlier this year and her actions two decades ago, 

should leave no question as to where this is headed. 

 

They are coming for our guns; plain and simple. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Getting Prepared Part 2 

 

The mass majority of these xians are lost. They are bent on believing what they know to be the truth. 

Thus the reason why we are destroying them through rituals. They are doing the same to us, everyday of 

thier pathetic lives. I mean it is possible and we do have rituals that help enlighten the world and help 

them wake up to this corruption called christianity. 

In my opnion though, in order to do this we must cut the weed by it's roots. And I personally like to refer 

to xian and jews as weeds because thats exactly how they work.You know how like you get that on going 

weed problem in your garden. They just seem to keep popping up out of no where in and out of cracks. 

Thats how these people are popping up out of no where making the world a very ugly place. But back to 

the point, if we get rid of the kikes, I feel this will severely damage the xians. 

I thank Satan and the Gods for keeping me on the right path. Even through corruption of true spiritual 

knowledge, I can say I never bought into the bullshit. You know people like michael w. ford, alister 

crowley, or the anders sandberg and his qlippothic bullshit. When just reading things of this nature and 

anything else that clearly intertwines satanism and xian madness is just horrific. Even before I came to 

the JOS my ability to seperate the two was incredible. I use to think it was just common sense, but to see 

so many people but into shit like that is just ridiculous. 

  

I'd come across stuff like crowley and read some of the rituals and see circles with "yhvh" and the names 

of OUR true ALMIGHTY Gods written around it. It would just disgust me and I knew something was 

wrong with these methods and even more on how lost these authors were. Im not even going to get 

started with all the false teachings of micheal w. ford. There are a whole lot more supposed FAKE satanic 

authors that I did not mention as well. The list is long! 

  

Some know what they are doing, while others may be doing it without knowing. Doesn't really matter 

because in general they are all like leeches by nature. While all kikes are taught their filth, highly doubt 

all adhere to their own principles and teachings. 

Either way it is best to stay on guard where ever you go and you should be able to sense their mooching 

ass. 

  

Also summoning the Gods takes a great deal of practice and you will need to have advanced in power 

meditations to some degree. . You need to work on empowering yourself through Power Meditations. 

Get yourself opened to astral and also get going on that dedication ritual. Summoning the Gods for 
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outsiders can lead to a negative experience. This is only due to the years of abuse by past so called 

mages of the right hand path. 

 

Once you get started on a good power mediation program as well as rituals. Then your chances of 

getting in contact with the Gods of your choice will be more likely. Keep in mind that we just dont go 

summoning the Gods for the heck of it. Make sure you have a reason for contacting him. They are 

extremely busy so dont waste their time. Im sure you have some sort of reason, but im just throwing 

that out there just in case. 

 

There is no need to stand in any circle, this is just bullshit that was written in older grimoires by past so-

called mages. Keep in mind these same so-called mages horrifically tried to intertwine their xian bs with 

Satanism. Our Gods are the most loving Gods we could ever have. So why would i want to try to protect 

myself from them during a summoning. Dont do it, this is highly disrespectful to them. You and the 

measly circle will get a rude awakening. Im telling you, dont do it. If you wish not to follow my advice 

and follow these blasphemous grimoires, then your only asking for trouble. 

  

I believe a lot of people really do not understand the reality of being attacked. This is not something to 

take lightly or joke about. Most people bring attacks upon themselves by always tying into their negative 

energy. Always thinking and worrying about them. Taunting them like they wont give in. Then complain 

when they greet you with an unpleasant visit. Believe me it's not fun and when I was newer it almost 

caused a week of me not sleeping. Instead of whinning to much about it, I decided to just make myself 

stronger and give them a fight. I DO NOT provoke these little ugly bastards in anyway. Other then me 

taking a stand in this spiritual warfare. 

  

Getting attacked doesn't necessarily means that you are advanced in anyway. Just like not getting 

attacked doesn't mean that you are not advanced. I do not see why anyone would want to get attacked 

just so they could feed their ego. It's beyond me and you know what, you people really need to wake up 

and realize this is not a game. 

  

Cordially, 

PRAISE THE Mighty 4 Crowns of Duat! 

 

Knowledge cant be rushed, it is power so you must accept and embrace it. 
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-High Priest Mac Friday 

 

High Priest Mac Friday  

Joy Of Satan Ministries 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/HOME.html 

 

 

Treason, Betrayal and Deceit: 9/11 and Beyond 

 

Treason, Betrayal and Deceit: 9/11 and Beyond 

 

 

 

http://www.911missinglinks.com/watch-movie/ 

 

By Alan Sabrosky. 

 

September 10, 2009 "Information Clearing House' -- The attacks on September 11, 2001 have been a 

defining moment for America. The political and psychological impact on Americans of a concerted and 

visible attack in America was enormous -- indeed, it is an interesting "coincidence" that the attacks 

occurred on the one day of the year whose mention reinforces a public sense here of danger and 

emergency: 9-1-1. 

 

A significant development in the 1990s was the formation of the neo-conservative think tank known as 

PNAC (Project for a New American Century), whose members prepared position papers for the Israeli 

government and for a future US Administration sharing their views. That happened in 2000 with the 

election of George W. Bush, and a contemporary writer summarized the tip of the neo-conservative 

iceberg in his first Administration this way: 
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The "outsiders" from PNAC were now powerful "insiders," placed in important positions from which 

they could exert maximum pressure on US policy…PNAC had a lock on military policy-creation in the 

Bush Administration. 

 

Especially significant in terms of subsequent events was the acknowledgement in one of PNAC's own 

documents that their program for America (and Israel) would not readily be accepted by the American 

people. What this meant, PNAC opined in 2000, was that "the process of transformation, even if it 

brings revolutionary change, is likely to be a long one, absent some catastrophic and catalyzing event -- 

like a new Pearl Harbor." 

 

9/11 Reconsidered 

 

On September 11, 2001, the PNAC people in and out of government -- and by extension AIPAC and Israel 

-- "coincidentally" got the event they needed, barely eight months after coming into office. Most people 

are familiar with the basic details of that day -- two commercial aircraft crashing into the two tallest 

buildings in New York City's World Trade Center (WTC), a third striking the Pentagon, and a fourth 

ending up in a Pennsylvania field. Few people will forget the images of the burning buildings, their 

collapse, the casualties, and the sense of shock and tragedy that ensued. 

 

The official 9/11 Commission's work and report were at best an incomplete exercise. Many people 

dismiss the findings of the Commission, and that includes its co-chairs. Many others who utterly distrust 

the 9/11 Commission report, dismiss the US Government's explanation of it, and point to both an official 

cover-up and an "inside job," include veteran fighter pilots, EMTs (Emergency Medical Technicians), air 

defense experts, experienced commercial pilots, demolition experts, architects and civil engineers – 

none of them professions that inherently attract and retain the gullible and credulous. 

 

Several things are very clear to me from a careful assessment of both official and critical evaluations of 

the 9/11 attacks. First, the striking aircraft alone simply could not have brought down either of the two 

buildings in the manner in which they fell, much less a third building which was not hit by a plane (I 

expect the one intended to do that as a "cover" had ended up in that Pennsylvania field), given the 

available physical evidence and a wealth of expert testimony. This means the attackers had assistance 

on the ground, and it had to have been active before the attacks occurred: preparing buildings for 

controlled demolition is not something done haphazardly in the midst of chaos. 
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Second, only two intelligence agencies had the expertise, assets, access and political protection to 

execute 9/11 in the air and on the ground: our CIA and Israel's Mossad. Only one had the incentive, 

using the "who benefits" principle: Mossad. And that incentive dovetailed perfectly with the neo-con's 

agenda and explicitly expressed need for a catalytic event to mobilize the American public for their wars, 

using American military power to destroy Israel's enemies. Only the unexpected strength of the Iraqi 

resistance kept Syria and Iran from being attacked in the second Bush Administration. Thus, the 

evidential trail for 9/11 and the wars in Afghanistan & Iraq run from PNAC, AIPAC and their cohorts; 

through the mostly Jewish neo-cons in the Bush Administration; and back to the Israeli government. 

None of the denials and political machinations can alter that essential reality. Terms such as treason, 

betrayal and deceit do not overstate the case against them. 

 

Finally, we need to take a hard look at why the mainstream media (MSM) have paid more attention to 

Sarah Palin's wardrobe than they have to dissecting blatant falsehoods, discrepancies and 

inconsistencies in the US Government's treatment of 9/11 and its aftermath. And the reason is that on 

this issue, all are on the same side, and the official line is the one they all prefer – "all" meaning the 

PNAC alumni who took over the Bush Administration's national security apparatus and their 

counterparts in the Obama administration, AIPAC and the rest of the numerous Jewish PACs, the MSM 

owners and Israel. The depiction of the media management in America in 2002 is especially informative, 

and has not changed significantly since then: 

 

CEOs and Directors of companies change as often as Boards of Directors vote. But if we could "freeze 

frame" the CEOs of the largest US Media companies in mid 2002, we would find that ten Jewish 

American men ran the vast majority of US television networks and other media companies including 

movies, radio, and publishing at that time. Not much has changed today. 

 

Looking Ahead 

 

Today we are getting the same line on Iran, from the same type of people -- Obama himself tries to be 

more independent, but most of the key staff and national security people in his Administration do not 

differ greatly on Israel and the Middle East from those of his predecessor. And the Congress has shown 

itself to be even more of AIPAC's lap-dog than the preceding Congress, an exercise in self-serving 

cowardice that admittedly has taken some doing. 
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But AIPAC and company are riding a tiger in America, and if they ever slip, the resulting convulsion will 

be catastrophic for them and for Israel. The open unfolding of the 9/11 tragedy and its ensuing wars that 

is now occurring can be that slip. The human cost to America to date is some 60,000 people, military and 

civilian, killed or wounded on 9/11 and in Iraq and Afghanistan together, with more to come once we go 

to war with Iran (or get dragged into it following an Israeli attack on Iran). Much of the deliberately 

misdirected rage that followed 9/11 has given way to endurance and grief. 

 

But grief is a close cousin to rage, and an enraged America is not pretty, as anyone familiar with our 

history can appreciate. Americans are often deceptive without meaning to be. To much of the world, 

they often come across as naive, bumbling innocents in the world of global politics. And on a day-to-day 

basis, there is much truth to that. 

 

But an enraged America is a very different character. You have only to look at what happened in WWII 

to German and Japanese cities, towns and villages, where America slaughtered literally millions of 

German and Japanese civilians -- most of them women and children -- knew it was doing it, and cared 

nothing at all. The goal was to crush, and restraint was not a word used much at all. 

 

If these Americans and those like them ever fully understand just how much of their suffering -- and the 

suffering we have inflicted on others -- is properly laid on the doorsteps of Israel and its advocates in 

America, they will sweep aside those in politics, the press and the pulpits alike whose lies and disloyalty 

brought this about and concealed it from them. They may well leave Israel looking like Carthage after 

the Romans finished with it. It will be Israel's own great fault. 

 

Alan Sabrosky (Ph.D, University of Michigan) is a ten-year US Marine Corps veteran and a graduate of 

the US Army War College. He can be contacted at docbrosk@... 

http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article23460.htm 

 

 

 

 

 

More on Sabrosky: 
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Alan Sabrosky (Ph.D., University of Michigan) is a writer and consultant specializing in national and 

international security affairs. In December 1988, he received the Superior Civilian Service Award after 

more than five years of service at the U.S. Army War College as Director of Studies, Strategic Studies 

Institute, and holder of the General of the Army Douglas MacArthur Chair of Research. He is listed in 

WHO'S WHO IN THE EAST (23rd ed.). A Marine Corps Vietnam veteran and a 1986 graduate of the U.S. 

Army War College, Dr. Sabrosky's teaching and research appointments have included the United States 

Military Academy, the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), Middlebury College and 

Catholic University; while in government service, he held concurrent adjunct professorships at 

Georgetown University and the Johns Hopkins University School of Advanced International Studies 

(SAIS). Dr. Sabrosky has lectured widely on defense and foreign affairs in the United States and abroad. 

You can email Dr. Alan Sabrosky at: docbrosk@... 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Finnish Official: Jews Control Money, Impede US Neutrality 

 

Finnish Official: Jews Control Money, Impede US Neutrality.....And Jews whine and lie in return 

 

My note here: 

 

This article is great for showing how the Jews just love to lie right to your face: 

 

"The remarks sparked harsh criticism from the Simon Wiesenthal Center, one of the largest international 

Jewish human rights organizations, which said the comments "parroted the anti-Semitic canard that an 

evil cabal of Jews control the media and the US government…." 

 

As one Jew [Kapner] confessed: 
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"The Jewish Lobby rules supreme in the realm of political control. Lobbies such as AIPAC, ADL, and the 

American Jewish Congress (AJC), decide which candidates will be elected. They do this by pouring 

millions of Jewish dollars into the campaign coffers of Pro Israel politicians, and smearing, through their 

connections in the Jewish-occupied media, their opponents. 

 

Newly elected President, Barack Obama, had enormous amounts of money poured into his campaign by 

an elite contingent of wealthy & influential Chicago based Jews - so much so, that Obama now has an 

excess of $30 million from a $745 million haul." 

 

High ranking Jew, Freeman. Admitted that the Jews where in control of the American government all the 

way back to Woody Wilson's time. We can also see Roosevelt himself Jewish [ So was President 

Eisenhower and Johnston]. Whole cabinet was staffed with Jews to the brim the common trend in 

American political life." 

 

Roosevelt purposely pushed American into a war with Germany: 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/328 

 

As Jew, Freeman confessed. Jewry also pushed America in the Great War. 

 

Much of the Jewish control of the American government is covered in the article link below on the 

Jewish Banksters. 

 

Final proof Jews are the force behind the creation and control of not just American banks but the 

international banking system: 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/275 
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Do Jews own the media? Especially in America? 

 

Lets take a look at who ownes and runs the Media in America then: 

 

CBS: Owned by Jew Murry Rothstein 

NBC: Run at the top by Zucker who just shifted over to CNN  

ABC: Rober Iger 

Fox: Rupert Murdock [Jewish mother making him a full blood Jew by Jewish racial law] 

CNN Owned by Time Warner, which is headed by Jewish Mogul Carl Icahn 

 

Arthur Sulzberger is one of the major Jewish billionaires who own the American media. Rulership 

includes following: 

 

 

The New York Times [which covered up the Jewish Communist crimes in Russia] the Boston Globe, the 

Tuscalossa News, the Santa Barbara News Press. 

 

 

"The New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, and the Washington Post. These three...are the 

newspapers which set trends and guidelines for nearly all others. They are the ones which decide what 

is news and what isn't, at national and international levels. They originate the news; the others merely 

copy it. And all three newspapers are in Jewish hands...The Suzberger family also owns, through the 

New York Times Co. 36 other newspapers; twelve magazines, including McCall's and Family Circle..." 

 

"New York's other newspapers are in no better hands than the Daily News. The New York Post is owned 

by billionaire Jewish real-estate developer Peter Kalikow. The Village Voice is the personal property of 

Leonard Stern 
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"U.S. News & World Report... owned and published by Jewish real estate developer Mortimer B. 

Zucherman..." 

 

" The three largest book publishers...Random House... Simon & Schuster , and Time Inc. Book Co....All 

three are owned or controlled by Jews...The CEO of Simon & Schuster is Richard Snyder, and the 

president is Jeremy Kaplan; both are Jews too." 

 

Time Magazine: Ownership changes hands between Jews such as Stengel and Levin. 

 

News Week is joint owned by Diller and Harman. 

 

Lets look at Hollywood: 

 

"As a proud Jew," says Joel Stein [of the L.A Times], "I want America to know of our accomplishment. 

Yes, we control Hollywood." 

 

Any time ownership of the major media postions changes hands its always to another Jew. Lets take at 

look at that: 

 

American Broadcasting Companies (ABC), Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS), and National 

Broadcasting Company (NBC). Each of these three has been under the absolute control of a single man 

over a long enough period of time-ranging from 32 to 55 years-for him to staff the corporation at every 

level with officers of his choosing and then to place his imprint indelibly upon it. In each case that man 

has been a Jew. 

 

"Until 1985, when ABC merged with Capital Cities Communications, Inc...the chairman of the board of 

directors and chief executive officer (CEO) of the network was Leonard Harry Goldenson, a Jew...In an 

interview in the April 1, 1985 issue of Newsweek, Goldenson boasted 'I built this company (ABC) from 

scratch.'" 
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"CBS was under the domination of William S. Paley for more than half a century. The son of immigrant 

Jews from Russia..." "There has been no move by top G-E management to change the Jewish "profile" of 

NBC or to replace key Jewish personnel. To the contrary, new Jewish executives have been added: an 

example is Steve Friedman..." 

 

"The man in charge of the television entertainment division at CBS is Jeff Sagansky. At ABC the 

entertainment division is run by two men....nearly all of the men who shape young American's concept 

of reality, of good and evil, of permissible and impermissible behavior are Jews. In particular, Sagansky 

and Bloomberg are Jews. So is Tartikoff. Littlefield is the only Gentile who has had a significant role in TV 

entertainment programming in recent years." 

 

 

 

Next the Vatican of HolyCostanity. The Simon Wiesenthal Center whined on about the holyhoax with 

another obnoxious, Oy Veh whined around the World. 

 

But the holyhoax is been all debunked as yet another Jewish big lie. 

From the race that coined the concept. 

 

Good links debunking the holohoax: 

 

http://www.onethirdoftheholocaust.com/ 

http://www.zundelsite.org/ 

http://www.vho.org/ 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bpjqf-vNq6I&feature=channel&list=UL 

http://www.archive.org/details/Holocaust-TheLastDaysOfTheBigLie 

 

 

The real question is look at this fact in the article: 
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"Finnish Ambassador to the U.S., Mark Weitzman, the Wiesenthal Center's Director of Government 

Affairs." 

 

How many bagels does this kike eat for lunch? And why does the Jewish special Jewtest group have a 

"director of Goverment Affairs." 

 

So the next time you hear crap from the Jews.... Like: 

 

"parroted the anti-Semitic canard that an evil cabal of Jews control the media and the US 

government…." 

 

Remember all that is stated above and the Jew won't be able to shovel their BS on your brain anymore. 

 

On with the main article. 

 

--------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

Finnish official asserts on state television that Jews hold vast control over wealth, media, thus impeding 

neutrality in US Mideast stance. 

 

Finnish Official: Jews Control Money, Impede US Neutrality 

 

By Rachel Hirshfeld  

First Publish: 12/2/2012, 10:11 AM 
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http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/162738 

Finnish government officials  

 

 

Finland's co-chair of the Foreign Affairs Committee asserted on national television Thursday that 

American Jews hold vast control over the wealth and media in the United States, thus impeding the U.S. 

government from remaining neutral in its stance in the Middle East. 

 

Pertti Salolainen, discussing the United Nations General Assembly vote to upgrade the Palestinian 

Authority to non-member observer state on the Finnish television program YLE Aamu TV, accused the 

U.S. of being unable to remain impartial on Mideast matters, "…because they have a large Jewish 

population who have a significant control of the money and the media. The U.S. for internal political 

reasons is afraid to become adequately involved. This is a sad truth about U.S. politics." 

 

The remarks sparked harsh criticism from the Simon Wiesenthal Center, one of the largest international 

Jewish human rights organizations, which said the comments "parroted the anti-Semitic canard that an 

evil cabal of Jews control the media and the US government…." 

 

In a letter to Ritva Koukku-Ronde, the Finnish Ambassador to the U.S., Mark Weitzman, the Wiesenthal 

Center's Director of Government Affairs, wrote, "That such remarks can come from a pillar of the 

political elite in Finland is dismaying and astonishing; but that this remark was unchallenged makes it 

appear that such ideas are part of acceptable discourse in Finland." 

 

Weitzman reminded the Ambassador that in 2010, her country joined the International Task Force for 

Holocaust Education, Research and Remembrance. "At this point, Finland must immediately act to show 

that it remains committed to these ideals," by officially condemning and repudiating Salolainen's 

remarks, he said. 
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Weitzman also urged that the Finnish government, which voted in favor of the Palestinian Authority 

upgrade at the United Nations on Thursday, to take steps to remove the parliamentarian from any 

official position. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

12/02/12- Please read as this is long, but serious 

 

Below this article is a current news article. Our Anti-Christ told me that 'Israel is going to use the bomb.' 

After reading all of this, especially the current news article, it appears this is not too far off into the 

future.  

 

**** 

 

'We possess several hundred atomic warheads and rockets and can launch them at targets in all 

directions, perhaps even at Rome. Most European capitals are targets for our air force. Let me quote 

General Moshe Dayan: 'Israel must be like a mad dog, too dangerous to bother.' I consider it all hopeless 

at this point. We shall have to try to prevent things from coming to that, if at all possible. Our armed 

forces, however, are not the thirtieth strongest in the world, but rather the second or third. We have the 

capability to take the world down with us. And I can assure you that that will happen before Israel goes 

under.'  

-- Martin van Creveld, Israeli professor of military history at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem in an 

interview in the Dutch weekly magazine: Elsevier, 2002, no. 17, p. 52-53.  

 

***** 

 

A Jewish Gift to Humanity: The Nuclear Nightmare 
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Below is only a partial list. The total number of the Jews involved is staggering and shocking and the list 

below is incomplete, due to time restrictions. The list below contains the most noted Jewish scientists 

who worked directly on the Manhattan Project. Nearly all of the individuals on the list below were hard-

core Communists; many more were spies, who gave the formula for the atom bomb to the Soviets. 

Upon researching, I was appalled at how the authors [mostly Jews], who wrote articles and biographies 

of the individuals below, portrayed these mass-murderers in a very positive light, exalting many to a 

hero status. Feel free to do your own research given the information contained on this website.  

 

A partial list of Jews who were directly involved in the Manhattan Project:  

 

J. Robert Oppenheimer - Scientific Director - Project "Y"  

 

Frank Oppenheimer - Brother of and Assistant to J. Robert Oppenheimer  

 

Albert Einstein [German born Jew] - Consultant to the Project  

 

Niels Bohr [Danish born Jew] - Consultant to the Project  

 

Leó Szilárd [Hungarian born Jew] - Group Leader - Metallurgical Laboratory  

 

Nicholas Kürti [Hungarian born Jew] - Worked with Franz Eugen Simon [German born Jew] and 

developed a method of separating uranium 235 from raw uranium ore  

 

David Bohm - Performed theoretical calculations for the Calutrons at the Y-12 facility in Oak Ridge, used 

to electromagnetically enrich uranium for use in the bomb dropped on Hiroshima in 1945  

 

Rudolf Peierls [German born Jew] - British Mission  

 

Felix Bloch [Swiss born Jew] - Worked under Hans Albrecht Bethe, performing nuclear fission research  
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Eugene [Paul] Wigner [Hungarian born Jew] - Group Leader - Metallurgical Laboratory  

 

James Chadwick [British born Jew] - Chief - British Mission  

 

James Franck [German born Jew] - Director - Chemistry Group  

 

Otto Frisch [German born Jew] - British Mission  

 

Edward Teller [Hungarian born Jew] - Thermonuclear Research  

 

Emilio Gino Segrè [Italian born Jew] - Group Leader  

 

Hans Albrecht Bethe [German born Jew] - Chief - Theoretical Division  

 

Klaus Fuchs [German born Jew] - Theoretical Division [Communist Spy]  

 

Richard Phillips Feynman - Group Leader - Theoretical Division  

 

Morris Kolodney - Manager - DP Site  

 

Louis Rosen - The "Father" of the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center  

 

Louis Slotin - Critical Testing - resulted in his accidental death  
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Jacob Beser - Weapons firing and fusing  

 

Theodore Alvin Hall - Youngest Scientist at Los Alamos  

 

Samuel T. Cohen - Worked in the Efficiency Group  

 

Samuel Goudsmit - [Danish born Jew] - Scientific Head of the Alsos Mission  

 

George Placzek - [Moravian born Jew] - British Mission  

 

Eugene Rabinowitch - [Russian born Jew] - Metallurgical Laboratory  

 

Joseph Rotblat - [Polish born Jew] - Worked with James Chadwick [Communist Spy]  

 

Gregory Breit - [Russian born Jew] - Predecessor of J. Robert Oppenheimer  

 

David Greenglass - Manhattan Project Infiltration [Communist Spy]  

 

George Abramovich Koval - Special Engineer Detachment [Communist Spy]  

 

Victor Weisskopf - Theoretical Division  

 

Alvin Martin Weinberg - Theoretical Physics under Eugene [Paul] Wigner  

 

Rudolf Peierls - British Mission  
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Isidor Isaac Rabi [Polish born Jew] - Consultant to the Project  

 

Stan Frankel - Theoretical Division  

 

Enrico Fermi [Italian born Gentile] was married to a Jewess - Group Leader - Theoretical Division  

 

The first atomic bomb was designed and constructed in Los Alamos, New Mexico. The top-secret code 

name given to this working was "The Manhattan Project." The reason for the name was that Bernard 

Baruch [Jew], lived in Manhattan New York, as did many of the other top officials. The chief scientist of 

the Los Alamos Laboratory from 1943 to 1945 was J. Robert Oppenheimer, another prominent Jew. 

Oppenheimer's brother Frank, a card-carrying communist, was also a leading atomic scientist working at 

Los Alamos.  

 

'One of the central figures in not only laying the theoretical ground work but also persuading President 

Roosevelt to launch the whole atomic bomb program was Albert Einstein, a foreign-born Jew with 16 

communist front affiliations.'  

 

'The first commissioner of the Atomic Energy Commission was David E. Lilienthal, a Jew, who belonged 

to at least two communist fronts. He remained in that position for a considerable length of time.' 1  

 

Niels Bohr [Danish born Jew], given the Nobel Prize in 1922, escaped Denmark in 1943. 'In September 

1943, reliable word reached Bohr about his imminent arrest by the German police; the Danish resistance 

quickly managed to help Bohr and his wife escape by sea to Sweden. Soon after, Bohr was flown in a 

military aircraft to Britain. There he was introduced to the then-secret atomic bomb project (see Political 

activity section below for greater detail). Eventually he was directed to the project's principal location in 

the United States of America. Bohr worked on the Manhattan Project at the top-secret Los Alamos 

laboratory in New Mexico, where he was known by the name of Nicholas Baker for security reasons.'2  

 

Leó Szilárd [Hungarian born Jew] born in Budapest, assisted Enrico Fermi in conducting the first 

controlled nuclear chain reaction.  
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Nicholas Kürti [Hungarian born Jew: Kürti Miklós] and Franz Eugen Simon [German born Jew who fled to 

Britain after Hitler came to power] discovered how to separate uranium-235 from uranium ore, which 

was necessary for the construction of an atomic bomb.3  

 

 

'It is of utmost significance to point out that both atomic bomb and hydrogen bomb were in large 

measure a Jewish production. But basically the atom bomb and its further proliferation, is a Jewish idea. 

One of the central figures in not only laying the theoretical groundwork but also persuading President 

Roosevelt to launch the whole atomic bomb program was Albert Einstein, a foreign-born Jew with 16 

communist front affiliations.'  

 

'It was at this time that most of the Atomic secrets were stolen and passed on to the Soviets. When it 

comes to listing the spies and traitors involved, it almost reads like a Jewish Who's Who. The most 

notorious were Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, who were tried and executed for treason, the only traitors in 

modern U.S. history to have suffered this fate. Further involved in this spy network were Harry Gold, 

Abraham Brothman, David Greenglass, [Ethel Rosenberg's brother], Israel Weinbaum, Miriam 

Moscowitz, Sidney Weinbaum, Morton Sobell. All these were Jews, and all were convicted of treason. It 

is also significant in the further development of the hydrogen bomb, again Jews were in the forefront, 

such as J. Robert Oppenheimer, Steve Nelson [real name Joseph W. Weinberg] and Edward Teller.'  

 

'To get on with the crux of our dissertation, namely the commercial and industrial proliferation of 

nuclear wastes in the United States, which more than any other issue hangs as an ominous pall over our 

heads. It threatens to bring death, cancer, leukemia, and birth defects to the mass of the population, 

and, in fact, exterminate humanity itself.'  

'It is of utmost significance to point out that the Jewish network, has kept close control of the 

development and proliferation of this most devastating of all technical achievements – nuclear fission 

and nuclear fusion.' 4  

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

1 Ben Klassen, Racial Loyality issue 27, Creativity Movement  
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2 Wikipedia article on Niels Bohr  

 

3 International Council for Science (ICSU) Committee on Data for Science and Technology CODATA 

Newsletter Number 79 March 1999  

 

4 Ben Klassen, Racial Loyalty issue 27, Creativity Movement  

 

 

########################RIGHT NOW################## 

 

Israel Retaliates for UN Vote on Palestine 

 

Robert Berger, Mark Snowiss 

December 02, 2012  

 

JERUSALEM — Israel is retaliating for Thursday's United Nations vote on Palestinian statehood, 

announcing it will withhold $120 million in taxes and customs collected for the Palestinian Authority to 

pay debts to Israeli companies. 

 

In a unanimous resolution passed Sunday, Israel's Cabinet said it would not negotiate on the basis of the 

General Assembly's recognition of a state of Palestine in the occupied West Bank, East Jerusalem and 

Gaza Strip. 

 

"The unilateral step taken by the Palestinians at the United Nations violates peace agreements,” Prime 

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said, justifying Israel's rejection of the U.N. vote. The only way to 

Palestinian statehood and peace is through direct negotiations with Israel, he said. 

 

Israeli Finance Minister Yuval Steinitz said the government would use the money it was to transfer to the 

Palestinians to pay off their debt to Israel's state-run electricity company and other Israeli firms. 
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The Cabinet also approved a plan to build 3,000 new homes for Jews in the occupied West Bank and 

East Jerusalem. Mr. Netanyahu said Israel would continue to build in response to the U.N. vote, which 

he described as an "attack on Zionism and the State of Israel." 

 

Abbas returns home 

 

Sunday's move came as cheering crowds welcomed Palestinian president Mahmoud Abbas back to the 

West Bank city of Ramallah following his diplomatic victory last week when the Palestinians won non-

member state observer status at the U.N. General Assembly. 

 

"The world said yes to the state of Palestine, yes to the freedom of Palestine, yes to the independence 

of Palestine, no to aggression, settlements and occupation," Abbas told some 5,000 people to wild 

applause. 

 

The Palestinian president warned of "creative punishments'' by Israel, referring to the latest settlement 

construction plans. 

 

Israel retaliates 

 

Friday's announcement of 3,000 new homes on Israeli-occupied land is especially contentious as 

building in the area near East Jerusalem known as E1 could obstruct the ultimate creation of a 

contiguous Palestinian state because it cuts through the West Bank. 

 

The construction would connect the large Jewish settlement of Maale Adumim to Jerusalem, dividing 

the West Bank in two. The Palestinian cities of Ramallah and Bethlehem would be cut off from East 

Jerusalem. 

 

U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said Saturday Israeli plans for new settlements abutting East 

Jerusalem "set back the cause of a negotiated peace." Britain and France urged Israel to rescind the 

decision, and other European states also denounced it. 
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Actual construction could be years away, if it takes place at all. Israeli Housing Minister Ariel Attias told 

Army Radio on Sunday, "There is no decision to build. There is a decision to plan. You can't build an 

apartment without planning." 

 

Last week's U.N. vote was approved over fierce opposition from Israel and the United States. 

 

Mark Snowiss reported from Washington.  

 

Taken from: 

http://www.voanews.com/content/israel-to-withold-tax-transfer-to-palestinians-over-un-

bid/1556911.html  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Re: 12/02/12- Please read as this is long, but serious 

 

I certainly didn't post this to create a panic. Do I appear to be worried? No. Where is everyone's faith in 

Satan? I can assure you, those of us who are dedicated to him are exempt from the fate of those who 

are without and will survive this unscathed. From what I was told, this will not affect the entire world in 

the way of devestation. Satan takes care of his own. We have seen this several times given our brothers 

and sisters who were in the path of natural disasters and faired well; also their properties, when 

everyone else around them met with disaster. This will not be world-wide in that sense, other than 

waking up humanity regarding the jews. Yes, this will open the door for Satan's New World Order where 

we can be free and humanity will evolve spiritually to a higher level.  

 

Our Anti-Christ is not at all worried. With Satan's New Order, christianity will be totally outlawed. Please 

stop worrying. Satan takes care of his own! 
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High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

UN tells Israel to let in nuclear inspectors 

 

UN tells Israel to let in nuclear inspectors 

 

 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/dec/04/un-tells-israel-nuclear-inspectors 

 

As nuclear peace talks are cancelled, overwhelming vote by general assembly calls for Israel to join 

nonproliferation treaty 

Share3189 

 

 

Associated Press  

 

guardian.co.uk, Tuesday 4 December 2012 05.58 GMT 

 

 

 

A vote by the United Nations general assembly has called on Israel to open its nuclear programme to 

weapons inspectors. Photograph: Chip East/Reuters 
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The UN general assembly has overwhelmingly approved a resolution calling on Israel to open its nuclear 

programme for inspection. 

 

The resolution, approved by a vote of 174 to six with six abstentions, calls on Israel to join the Nuclear 

Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT) "without further delay" and open its nuclear facilities to inspection by the 

International Atomic Energy Agency. Those voting against were Israel, the US, Canada, Marshall Islands, 

Micronesia and Palau. 

 

Resolutions adopted by the 193-member general assembly are not legally binding but they do reflect 

world opinion and carry moral and political weight. And the resolution adds to pressure on Israel as it 

faces criticism over plans to increase settlement in the West Bank, a move seen as retaliation for the 

assembly recognising Palestinian statehood. 

 

Israel refuses to confirm or deny possessing nuclear bombs though it is widely believed to have them. It 

has refused to join the non-proliferation treaty along with three nuclear weapon states: India, Pakistan 

and North Korea. 

 

Israel insists there must first be a Middle East peace agreement before the establishment of a proposed 

regional zone free of weapons of mass destruction. Its rivals in the region argue that Israel's undeclared 

nuclear arsenal presents the greatest threat to peace in the region. 

 

While the US voted against the resolution, it voted in favour of two paragraphs in it that were put to 

separate votes. Both support universal adherence to the NPT and call on those countries that aren't 

parties to ratify it "at the earliest date". The only no votes on those paragraphs were Israel and India. 

 

The vote came as a sequel to the cancellation of a high-level conference aimed at banning nuclear 

weapons from the Middle East. All the Arab nations and Iran had planned to attend the summit in mid-

December in Helsinki, Finland, but the US announced on 23 November that it would not take place, 

citing political turmoil in the region and Iran's defiant stance on non-proliferation. Iran and some Arab 

nations countered that the real reason for the cancellation was Israel's refusal to attend. 
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Just before Monday's vote, the Iranian diplomat Khodadad Seifi told the assembly "the truth is that the 

Israeli regime is the only party which rejected to conditions for a conference". He called for "strong 

pressure on that regime to participate in the conference without any preconditions". 

 

Israeli diplomat Isi Yanouka told the general assembly his country had continuously pointed to the 

danger of nuclear proliferation in the Middle East, singling out Iran and Syria by name. "All these cases 

challenge Israel's security and cast a dark shadow at the prospect of embarking on a meaningful regional 

security process," he said. 

 

"The fact that the sponsors include in this anti-Israeli resolution language referring to the 2012 

conference proves above all the ill intent of the Arab states with regard to this conference." 

 

The Syrian diplomat Abdullah Hallak told the assembly his government was angry the conference was 

not going to take place because of "the whim of just one party, a party with nuclear warheads". 

 

"We call on the international community to put pressure on Israel to accept the NPT, get rid of its 

arsenal and delivery systems, in order to allow for peace and stability in our region," he said. 

 

The conference's main sponsors are the US, Russia and Britain. The British foreign office minister Alistair 

Burt has said it is being postponed, not cancelled. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Where Buddha Was Stolen From 

 

Where Buddha Was Stolen From 

 

This is a reply I made to this topic in a thread on the egroups: 

 

 

 

As one Hindu scholar stated: "Hinduism is covert Buddhism/Jainism." These ideologies where and still 

are anti-Vedic in total nature. Vedic literally is the origin of our word "verdict." The truth, its just another 

way to state Sanatan Dharma. And Sanatan Dharma is the original title for this [Satanic] paradigm. 

 

This is as mentioned by High Priestess Zildar Raasi. The issue is the enemy has so done their job anti-

Vedic [anti-Dharmic] ideologies are passed off as Dharmic.  

 

 

This seems to start with the period of the Mauryan Empire. Ashoka created a new Imperial religion for 

centeralized power under his control. Much the way Constantine and Akhenaten did before. There is a 

reason all Buddhist images only date back to the period of Ashoka and not before. And all the Buddhist 

texts of the Pali Cannon [original Buddhist texts] date to the so called third council authorized and 

overseen by Emperor Ashoka himself. Much like Constantine at Nicea. As the Pali Cannon was created at 

this third council by Ashoka. This is where Buddhism really comes from. 

 

The claim used to cover this fact over. Is the same with the fictional Jesus character in the West. That 

this Gautama character had existed and taught. Then left his followers and teachers behind. Which 

where later centralized under the Emperor. 

 

Well we can see in the West this is false: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/233 
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And its the same in the East. This Gautama character has never existed. The actual evidence has 

disproved his existance on all levels.  

 

Now as mentioned before Buddha is the ancient title of a Pagan Sol God: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/331 

 

And the enemy did here what they did in the West. They took the images, concepts and mytho's of the 

symbolic culture. And they rewrote it with inserting their fictional corruption [Guatama in this case] and 

changed all the meanings behind the concepts into something which destroys true spirituality and 

spiritual teachings. This is where the corrupted 8 fold path comes from. This program is also connected 

to the Jains. Where where hated as a subervise [anti-Vedic] sect in the ancient world. Much like the 

Theraputes in the West. The Jains in the East are the springboard to creation of a counterfiet program. 

 

 

More are the reality of Buddism in general: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/354 

 

The original God that Gautama is a stolen and corrupted version of is Visnu. This is evidenced in the fact 

the famous Buddhist statues are images of Visnu and how he was traditionally shown. And the further 

fact the Mahayana sects all emerged from the major Vaishnava temple centers in India. And where 

openly acknowledged in the period to be a spilt sect of Vaishnava's. Probably because Buddha at this 

time could have been another title of Visnu. 

 

Buddha rules mercury, and even to this day the Buddhist holyday is on Wednesday [the day of mercury]. 

Its no mistake Visnu's main yantra is a 64 number sqaure. The same as mercury. Its no mistake even 

today people state Buddha as an avatar of Visnu. Its a faint echo to this characters real origin. 

 

The ancient images show Buddha as a linga, tree and White Horse also as the Kalacharka.  
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Kala position is the place and title Visnu has always ruled. 

 

If one looks far enough they will also find Visnu is another title for the Sol God, Surya. 

 

This Gautama "Buddha" was original not shown as the Hesse style character famous today. But as an all 

powerful, Sun God. Images even have Brahma and Indra bowing before him. etc This was a program 

designed to replace the previous religion. 

 

Like with Christianity. This new Buddism religion was imposed by Imperial force with reports of people 

being killed for not bowing before it. This program simply subverted and replaced the original Dharma 

with an anti-Dharma. 

 

When people finally started to go back to their original religions. It was already too late. After centuries 

of this Buddhism. The entire culture had been terraformed externally and internally. They simply went 

to practice subconscious Buddhism. Its the same with Wiccans today in the West. For the same factors. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

--- In JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com, "High Priestess Zildar Raasi" 

<high_priestess_zildar_raasi666@...> wrote: 

Hinduism itself is a corruption. It is not the original teaching of Ancient 

India, which was Satanism, known then as Sanatan Dharma. Note the similarity to 

the Name Satan. Sanatan Dharma translates as the Eternal Teaching or Eternal 

Truth. What was practiced was extremely different than what is known as hinduism 

today. 

 

A while back I was confused as to the stance regarding hinduism and my 

Guardian put it to me like this- hindusim is to the original Sanatan Dharma what 
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wicca is to Paganism. Meaning obviously that it is extremely corrupted, watered 

down and full of xianized teachings. 

Though they do use the Names of our Gods, their teachings are corrupted with 

enemy filth and they are not following True Satanism. 

 

The Gods of Ancient India are indeed our Gods. Shiva is another name for 

Satan. 

 

Hail Father Satan!! 

Hail Beelzebub!! 

 

Heil Hitler!! 

Heil Heinrich Himmler!! 

 

 - High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 

 

Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

 

Sermon 12/13/12 

 

As for keeping up to date regarding new knowledge, I will be posting here in the groups. I know the JoS 

website is badly in need of revision. I have been consistently working on it as much as is possible, along 

with many other responsibilities. The Powers of Hell give me a lot of work.  
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Anyways, special thanks to Satan, Lilith and our Anti-christ, who have been giving me some very 

advanced knowledge regarding the soul. It is a sad fact that the corruption of spiritual knowledge along 

with the programs of islam and xianity and their jewish root have all done extensive damage to 

humanity in keeping us spiritually helpless and damned. The new age gurus also are on the wrong track. 

I know so many are just holier than thou; a bunch of arrogant assholes, who hoard spiritual knowledge 

for personal profit and gain. Much of what they are hoarding is not only extremely watered down, but 

also some of it is deadly, though they believe otherwise.  

 

Our Anti-christ is one of the very few who has accomplished the magnum opus. He is now residing with 

the Gods. To explain, 'anti-christ' is our spiritual leader and more...the arch-enemy of the enemies of 

Satan. He will be coming back and will establish Satan's Kingdom on this earth. He told me the magnum 

opus can be accomplished several different ways. The magnum opus for those of you who are new is 

when one achieves both physical and spiritual perfection and immortality...to where you will not die. 

The enemy has worked relentlessly throughout the centuries to destroy, pervert and corrupt the 

formula for the magnum opus. The enemy hates humanity and wants for us to be powerless slaves who 

are damned.  

 

Now, I am sure many of you who are familiar with Freemasonry know about the 'G.' The letter 'G' is all 

over masonic symbols and such. The deluded claim this letter stands for 'geometry.' It is very sad that 

due to the infiltration of kikes into Freemasonry, the important rituals and meanings of the symbols 

have been systematically removed and corrupted. The Freemasons descended from the Knights 

Templars, who were on the run from being hunted down, tortured to death; murdered by the Catholic 

Church. Back in those days, Freemasons could communicate with each other telepathically, and do 

much more spiritually. A '33rd degree mason' was one who had his serpent fully ascended. There are 33 

esoteric vertebrate to the spine.  

 

Getting back to the G. This is where science meets with spirituality. Special thanks to High Priestess 

Zildar who brought this to light, regarding the all-important AUM. AU on the Periodic Table of Elements 

[Chemistry] is for Gold. The working of the magnum opus, in addition to having a fully ascended serpent 

is to turn the 'base metals' into gold. The base metals are the metals of the chakras. For those of you 

who have met Satan face to face, he has a gold aura. AU also has to do with the aura. Now, 'AG' on the 

Periodic Table of Elements is for silver. Its number is 47; 4 + 7 = 11; an important number of Satan. [All 

Satanic symbols and numbers are of important spiritual knowledge with hidden meaning; most of which 

have to do with the magnum opus]. AU for gold is number 79; 7 + 9 = 16 and in numerology, we reduce 

this number to 1 + 6 = 7. The all-important number 7 for the 7 main chakras of which we transform into 

gold. So, now we can understand even 
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more why christianity so vehemently represses spiritual knowledge and persecutes scientists like 

Galileo, who knew that the planets revolved around the sun, not the earth as the catholic church was 

forcing.  

 

The letter G in masonry has to do with the silver element which rules the pineal gland. You will note that 

there are three male chakras; chakras 1, 2,and 3, and three female chakras 5, 6 and 7; with the heart 

chakra being neuter. Each male and female chakra are planetary opposites, such as the male sun [666] 

chakra connects with the female moon [6th chakra], the male mars chakra which is the sacral chakra, 

connects with the throat chakra [which Lilth informed me recently is ruled by female Venus]. The male 

base chakra ruled by Saturn, connects with its opposite; female Jupiter at the crown. The 'heart' chakra 

is neuter and a connector, ruled by mercury. Mercury is often called 'quick-silver' but is not silver. The 

heart chakra is an important connector for the male and female chakras.  

 

 

AG for silver, properly vibrated is GAUM. This vibration, when done correctly powerfully activates the 

pineal gland. Everything is in the vibration. The G is properly vibrated like an exaggerated Y, in the back 

of the throat. This vibration directly hits the pineal gland from the back of the throat. This is NOT for 

new people or those who are ineaxperienced in meditation. The following meditation I am going to give 

you below is exceptionally powerful. For experienced meditators, I strongly encourage you to do this 

meditation when you have an hour or more of free time. For example, performing this meditation on a 

daily routine before you go to work in the morning is not advisable due to the power this creates.  

 

The new knowledge I have been getting of late is very potent. The new age crap and related is extremely 

watered down, unfortunately, even the Runes. The pronunciations for the Runes are also off, but these 

do have some power, and are effective. If you are now doing a rune working, then continue on as 

scheduled. I will be revealing the correct pronunciations/vibrations for the runes very soon. I haven't 

been given all of these yet. The runes also have the important AU within them.  

 

As for this meditation, if you are new or inexperiences, then don't do it yet. For those who are 

experienced, you will know why after performing this. There are definitely levels and new people could 

very well experience problema and awaken energy they are not yet ready for.  

 

You will need a Satanic Rosary for this. 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Satanic_Rosary.html 
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I keep reiterating that the Satanic rosary doesn't need to be anything fancy. Even a set of beads like a 

necklace is fully acceptable. The only important thing is that there are 108 beads. The reason being is 

when you vibrate a word of power 108 times, it is not only distracting but also you can lose count if this 

is done on the fingers.  

 

 

The advanced meditation: 

Vibrate GAUM 108 times, focusing on your pineal gland. Visualize your pineal gland bright with white 

light throughout the meditation. Remember, the correct way to vibrate the G is like an exaggerated Y at 

the back of the throat. This directly hits the pineal gland.  

 

When you are finished with the GAUM, then focus on your solar 666 chakra and vibrate RAUM [rolling 

your R's] for 108 times, visualizing this chakra point down, bright with white-gold light.  

 

 

Another very powerful meditation that is somewhat advanced; most people can do this one when they 

have their chakras opened. This meditation given its power also raises energies and can be used when 

one is in need of energy and short on time. I also suggest performing this meditation after doing the 

above meditation, as this balances the chakras.  

 

1. Focus on your base chakra, bright glowing red, point up and vibrate LAUM 7 times into that chakra.  

 

2. Focus on your sacral chakra, bright glowing orange, point up and vibrate VAUM 7 times into that 

chakra.  

 

3. Focus on your solar chakra, bright white-gold, point down and vibrate RAUM 7 times into that chakra.  

 

4. Focus on your 4th chakra, bright white-gold or green, shaped like a yoni and vibrate YAUM 7 times 

into that chakra.  
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5. Focus on your throat chakra, bright blue, point down and vibrate HAUM 7 times into that chakra.  

 

6. Focus on your 6th chakra, bright white or bluish-violet, point down and vibrate THAUM 7 times into 

that chakra. The TH here is vibrated on the hard palate directly above the teeth like an exaggerated D.  

 

7. Focus on your crown chakra, violet/purple, point down and vibrate MAUM 7 times into that chakra.  

 

8. Feel your aura and visualize it full of white-gold and vibrate AUM into your aura 7 times.  

 

Satan is strong on patience. All spiritual knowledge is not given at once. The Powers of Hell are now 

strong enough to where this knowledge can be revealed. More will be coming. I will post in the groups 

here.  

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Full Meditation 12/15/12 

 

Before I say anything here, any of you who are heavily involved in exercise, especially weightlifting or 

any physical exercise where you get sore, make sure to thoroughly, but gently stretch afterwards and 

then some. When muscles are sore from a heavy workout, this can trap energy as they will tighten up 

unless you keep stretching. Just make real sure you stretch the muscles you worked frequently, even if 

this is grabbing a doorframe to stretch out your arms and chest muscles for a few seconds every time 

you walk through a door. Otherwise, if energy gets severely trapped, an acupuncturist is needed and this 

is no fun. I have seen this happen in martial arts where people didn't know what they were doing in 

regards to their chi. 
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Here is a full meditation for the King and Queen. It is long, but extremely powerful. As I mentioned 

before, 'Amon Ra' has always been known as the 'King of the Gods.' ['Gods' being a code word for the 

chakras]. Not to repeat myself, but the 'King' and 'Queen' are the male and female aspects of the grail 

that have to do with the magnum opus. The 'King & Queen' are symbolic of the male and female aspects 

of the grail, with the Castle being your physical body itself, that houses the king and queen, as taught in 

alchemy.  

 

The xians stole the gesture of the 'sign of the cross' from the Egyptians and corrupted it like everything 

else. The real sign of the cross gesture is where one touches one's third eye and then touches one's 666 

chakra. This is very ancient. It's meaning is symbolic, as the gesture itself doesn't have any power, I just 

added this here for more information.  

 

More and more has come to light involving the physical yogic practices such as breathing exercises. The 

enemy has corrupted these to center on the heart [chest chakra]. The original true meditations are to 

connect the energies of the king and queen. The enemy always focuses on the heart [chest chakra], as 

with the new age crap teachings and the nazarene and virgin muther bitch paintings to corrupt spiritual 

knowledge and keep you from any spiritual advancement and power.  

 

This meditation is NOT for new people or for anyone who is not experienced to meditation. I also 

strongly suggest that you do this, especially if it is your first time, when you have an hour or more free 

time. The effects of this meditation are very powerful and mesmerizing and it is not conducive to have 

to get going to go to work when experiencing an extreme bliss state.  

 

This meditation uses the breathing as well as mantra and visualization and takes some time. Always 

remember this...never take on more than you can maintain, in other words, don't drastically raise your 

energies for one day and not follow through afterwards, as raising your energies to a very high level one 

time and not maintaining this can cause them to drop and then you have problems. Say for 

example...one meditates 2 hours one day, but then on subsequent days, only for 10-15 minutes as time 

will permit. This can cause a drop in energies. Just make sure you are able to maintain the energies.  

 

THE MEDITATION: 

 

This is the Sun/Moon, alternate nostril breathing method, but connecting the energies of the King and 

Queen.  
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1. Begin by focusing on your solar 666 chakra. Close your left nostril with your thumb, inhale through 

your right nostril, drawing energy up from your 666 chakra into your 6th chakra and pineal gland, then 

close off the right nostril with your thumb.  

 

2. Without holding, exhale through your left nostril, slowly and evenly exhaling the energy back down 

into your 666 chakra. At the end of the exhale, hold for a count that is comfortable, say a count of 6 or 

10, but make sure to keep the number of the count consistent throughout the meditation.  

 

3. Keeping your right nostril closed, inhale through your left nostril back up into your 6th/pineal gland 

without holding, then switch and close your left nostril and exhale through your right nostril slowly and 

evenly exhaling energy down into your 666 chakra. At the end of the exhale, hold. 

 

5. And then inhale through your right nostril again, close the right with your thumb exhale through the 

left and then hold at the bottom, this completes one round. Do this six times.  

 

Summary: 

 

A. Close off your left nostril with your thumb, inhale through right nostril to your 6th/pineal- do not hold 

at the top 

B. Switch your thumb, closing off your right nostril, exhale through your left nostril to your 666 chakra, 

hold at the end of the exhale 

C. Keeping your right nostril closed, inhale energy from the left nostril from the 666 to the 6th/pineal 

chakra again, do not hold.  

D. Close off your left nostril and exhale through your right nostril back down into your 666 chakra and 

then at the end of the exhale, hold.  

E. keeping your left nostril closed, inhale through your right back to the top, do not hold. 

F. switch and close off your right nostril and exhale energy back down into your 666 chakra and then 

hold.  

G. Keeping your right nostril closed, inhale through your left nostril energy back into the 6th again.  
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Do six rounds of the above.  

 

 

Part 2 

After completing the above, focus on your 666 chakra and vibrate RAUM 108 times. Use your Satanic 

rosary or beads or anything where you can keep count, as using your fingers is not only distracting, but 

you can easily lose count.  

 

Upon completing this, remain still for a couple of minutes and focus on the energy.  

 

Part 3 

Now, we will revise the Sun/Moon alternate nostril breathing, holding on the inhale at the top: 

 

A. Close off your left nostril with your thumb, inhale through right nostril to your 6th/pineal- hold at the 

top for as long as you held on the exhale in the previous exercise.  

B. Switch your thumb, closing off your right nostril, exhale through your left nostril to your 666 chakra, 

do not hold at the end of the exhale. 

C. Keeping your right nostril closed, immediately inhale energy from the left nostril from the 666 to the 

6th/pineal chakra again, then hold.  

D. Close off your left nostril and exhale through your right nostril back down into your 666 chakra do not 

hold.  

E. Keeping your left nostril closed, inhale through your right back to the top, then hold. 

F. Switch and close off your right nostril and exhale energy back down into your 666 chakra and do not 

hold.  

G. Keeping your right nostril closed, inhale through your left nostril energy back into the 6th again, and 

hold.  

 

Part 4 
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After completing the above, focus on your pineal gland/6th chakra and vibrate GAUM 108 times.  

 

Upon completing this, remain still for a couple of minutes and focus on the energy.  

 

Part 5 

Now, perform the following breathing exercise 6 times: 

 

 

1. Inhale through both nostrils for a count of 2 from your 666 chakra into your 6th chakra and pineal 

gland 

2. Hold four a count of 4  

3. Exhale for a count of 6, back down into your 666 chakra 

4. Hold for a count of 4  

Repeat step one. 

 

The above constitutes one round. Perform this 6 times.  

 

Part 6 

Do NOT hold at the bottom. 

 

1. Inhale for a count of 6 from your 666 chakra into your 6th/pineal gland 

2. Hold for a count of 6  

3. Exhale for a count of 4 back down into your 666 chakra 

Repeat step one. 

The above constitutes one round. Perform this 6 times.  
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Part 7 

To finish the meditation and balance your chakras: 

 

Vibrate LAUM into your base chakra 7 times 

Vibrate VAUM into your sacral chakra 7 times 

Vibrate RAUM into your 666/solar chakra 7 times 

Vibrate YAUM into your chest chakra 7 times 

Vibrate HAUM into your throat chakra 7 times 

Vibrate THAUM into your 6th chakra 7 times 

Vibrate MAUM into your crown chakra 7 times 

Vibrate AUM into your aura chakra 7 times 

 

Remain still for 15 or more minutes and meditate on the energy. You can listen to music while you do 

this if you wish, but it should be soft music, as this meditation will sensitize you to sound, among many 

other things, opening you psychically and much more.  

 

In closing, let other members know here if you wish, of your experiences from this meditation.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Materialism 

 

Materialism 

 

The big conflict is the thinking around materialism either its all that there is or an immoral distraction. 

 

The enemy programs that pretend to be religion tell us materialism must be overcome and having less is 

better. Be not like the rich man and such. This is simply done to ingrain a poverty consciousness in the 

psyche of the mass. Which softens them up to be exploited and not protest or revolt in a society in 

which they have next to nothing and live like abused animals. When their masters live in palaces of 

marble and dine off plates of gold. The unconscious programming sets this up.  

 

This also lays the foundation for convincing them that spirit is separate from the material. The material 

world is evil and so is the flesh, that must be overcome. So upon physical death one can achieve 

salvation in the pie in the sky. In return for absolute obedience to the power system thats whole 

authority rests upon the ruling ideology paraded as religion. The ulimate carrot and stick. 

 

This allows them to remove true spiritual knowledge by destruction of the cultural centers and leaders 

and then implementing their program which is always a counterfeit and corruption of the authentic 

culture they wish to attack and remove. This is built upon changing the meaning behind the original 

symbolism into a literal meaning built upon the psychological template of control they wish to install. 

 

 

They know the effect this has upon the conscious of the victims. As time goes by living in this society 

people will exist on the lower octave of consciousness. Such beings are easy to control and lock into the 

two legged factory farm the enemy wants to create. This is done by shifting the dynamics of this 

template as time moves foreward into new surface modalities. But unconsciously the same template 

animates it. 

 

As a result materialistic ideologies will arise, atheism will become the norm and naturally the next step is 

materialism becomes its own ideology. The spirit is nonsense the physical is all that exists. This is the 

stepping point to Communism. Where all traces of the past are gone. Man is just a literal Goy. An animal 
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of burden without a soul. The Communist [or whatever they are calling it today] state becomes God. 

And the Jews control this state at the top. Just look at N.Korea for an example of this impluse for religion 

behing shifted into upholding the atheist slave state. The world devoured by Yahweh. 

 

 

More on this: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/170 

 

So let us leave behind the terms of thinking of a spiritually hollow and psychologically confused society.  

 

The reality behind all creation is everything is made up of light and sound. That manifest at different 

octaves. All matter is spiritual energy that vibrates on different frequencies of sound and light. There is 

no separation of spirit and matter. Only waves of sound and light that form into different 

consciousnesses. At different levels. 

 

The problem is our society due to the effects of the enemy has lost truth and puts the cart before the 

horse in life. They work and work in a slave society for a crumb off the Jew table. But they live deluded 

to the truth they are made of spiritual light and this light must be nourished and tended to daily just as 

eating which the body uses to obtain the same on a lower octave. 

 

When this is done we start to move up the metaphysical ladder to higher octaves and sub-octaves of our 

own personal Logos, thus light/consiciouness. With this we can build a better world and more abundent 

life for ourselves. And be around to really enjoy it. We can all manifest the highest quality life.  

 

At this point this intrinsic impluse towards higher meta-development is being sublimated into the 

hamster wheel society to slave and slave in a Jewtrix system. Along with the condition of man's psyche 

already being subject to nurmerous pathological [karmic] suffering states due to its lower octave state. 

This generates the conditions for negative excesses and attitudes that are normal today. And allows the 

Jews to control the results. 
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The people the Catholic program dare not ever call by their true name.... The "Shining Ones." Stated that 

the danger to mans soul is not living in the truth he is a being of light. But losing this and sinking to the 

lowest octave of consciousness where all negative influences will torment them and they will perish by 

the forces of time.  

 

They stated the soul was locked into a lower octave [fallen] and by purification of the soul it ascends to 

the higher octaves of light transformation till the Perfection process is finished and the being is made 

whole. Into Shining Ones. 

 

Which is the meaning of salvation to be healed/made perfected by the Magnum Opus. This is why the 

Gods of these schools where healing Gods. The Healing they gave was perfection of light and its truth. 

As they knew the cause of old age, suffering and death was the unperfected state. [They listed aging as a 

sickness]. 

 

The Magnum Opus is changing your tune and getting the lead out. 

 

This is the core meaning of Yoga is Yagya-Austerites. Austerity was the performanice of tapa's or 

exercises the generate inner fire that purify the soul and transform it to higher levels of light. Yagya 

where the fire rituals that such was done with. The outer ritual is a symbol of the inner ritual. This is 

penance for "sins" sin was another term for the dross that had to be purified out to achieve the 

perfected octave of light. The ancients mention it as a literal impurity. The Eastern texts state the 

purpose of Yoga is to purify the body by inner spiritual fire [tapa] to the Kumara state. 

 

Its obvious these terms and concepts have by corrupted by the enemy. Which returns to first part of this 

article. The enemy changes the concepts behind the terms to destroy them. And damn humanity. 

 

The Cathar people where highly spriitually advanced beings and known for their wealthy society full of 

art, beauty, true knowledge and honor. They worshipped the light within and without. And our true God 

Satan. As Lucibel or Lucifer in Latin. Among other titles. They where keepers of the Grail mysteries [The 

Magnum Opus]: 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/333 
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/331 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/210 

 

The Catholic church spent three decades of warfare trying to exterminate these people. Millions where 

killed and when the fires where out and the blood dried [they fought so well and bravely it took a Papal 

army of over 300,000 troops decades to take an area smaller then Texas]. They heaped lies upon lie over 

their graves. Pretending they where just heretical Christians to Rome. This was needed because the 

Church had to hide the fact there where Pagan regions and cultures still in existance in Europe in the 

13th century. And understanding the charges the Cathar's brought against Rome. Exposes the entire 

truth. That Catholic Rome's ideology is nothing but a Jewish made corrupted, counterfeit of the original 

religion of the people called "Pagans" today. Lest the church dare to actually name them and exposes 

themselves once and for all. 

 

The "Cathar's" stated this garbage Jewish counterfeit program from Rome. Would damn humanity by 

removing the true knowledge of salvation from mankind and enslave them into the lowest state of 

consciousness. Turning our world into a tomb world. They recognized the Jewish Yahweh as a monster 

of the most depraved evil. As well as its people the Jews and their Juadized Goyium. 

 

 

Many Cathar's chose to die by burning on the execution dock of Rome rather then renounce truth. They 

threw themselves into the flames refusing to bow to the evil of Judea. They did not want to be part of 

Yahweh's tomb world. 

 

Jewish creation of Christianity: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/233 

 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Letter from Chinese Laborer Pleading for Help 

 

Here is another appalling and most sickening accout of the atrocious abuses of Gentiles from jewish 

owned and operated slave labor in China. Most of these corporations are in the USA and in Europe, and 

make enormous profits off of Gentile slave labor. The Western jews work on collusion with the Chinese 

and other jews of the Far East to visciously abuse and exploit so-called 'goyim.' I read where some white 

European jews visited China and upon entering a synagogue, the Chinese jews stated 'You do not look 

like jews' and the white European jews replied 'You do not look like jews either.' The jew is a race within 

all other races. This is what gives them their power.  

 

QUOTES FROM THE JEWISH TALMUD: 

Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: "Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that the Jew would not 

have to be served by beasts. The non-Jew is consequently an animal in human form, and condemned to 

serve the Jew day and night." 

 

Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have  

2,800 slaves." 

 

Seph. Jp., 92, 1: "God has given the Jews power over the possessions and  

blood of all nations." 

 

Hilkkoth Akum X1: "Show no mercy to the Goyim." 

 

Choschen Hamm 388, 15: "If it can be proven that someone has given the  

money of Israelites to the Goyim, a way must be found after prudent consideration to wipe him off the 

face of the earth." 

 

***** 
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Letter from Chinese Laborer Pleading for Help Found in Halloween Decorations 

By Jessica Ferri 

 

This letter was found in Halloween decorations purchased from Kmart. Julie Keith was unpacking some 

of last year's Halloween decorations when she stumbled upon an upsetting letter wedged into the 

packaging.  

 

Tucked in between two novelty headstones that she had purchased at Kmart, she found what appeared 

to be a letter from the Chinese laborer, who had made the decoration, pleading for help.  

 

Samsung in hot seat over abusing Chinese workers  

 

The letter reads: "Sir, if you occasionally buy this product, please kindly resend this letter to the World 

Human Right Organization. Thousands people here who are under the persicution of the Chinese 

Communist Party Government will thank and remember you forever."  

 

"I was so frustrated that this letter had been sitting in storage for over a year, that this person had 

written this plea for help and nothing had come of it." Julie Keith told Yahoo! Shine. "Then I was 

shocked. This person had probably risked their life to get this letter in this package."  

 

The letter describes the conditions at the factory: "People who work here have to work 15 hours a day 

without Saturday, Sunday break and any holidays. Otherwise, they will suffer torturement, beat and 

rude remark. Nearly no payment (10 yuan/1 month)." That translates to about $1.61 a month.  

 

The letter was found inside this packaging. Keith, a mom who works at the Goodwill in Portland, Oregon, 

did some research into the letter. "I looked up this labor camp on the internet. Some horrific images 

popped up, and there were also testimonials about people who had lived through this camp. It was just 

awful." 
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Horrified, Keith took to Facebook. She posted an image of the letter to ask friends for advice. One 

responded with a contact at Amnesty International. Keith made several attempts to alert them about 

the letter, but the organization never responded.  

 

With no response from various human rights organizations, Keith took her story to The Oregonian. "The 

reporter, Rachel Stark, got through to Human Rights Watch, but I had no luck."  

 

This is not the first time a letter like this has turned up. Just this week, another plea was found written in 

Chinese on a toilet seat and posted on Reddit. Commenters on the website have questioned the letters' 

authenticity.  

 

Though the letter lists the address of the specific camp, officials at Human Rights Watch were unable to 

verify the authenticity of the letter. However, Sophie Richardson, China director at Human Rights Watch, 

told The Oregonian that the description was consistent with their research. "I think it is fair to say the 

conditions described in the letter certainly conform to what we know about conditions in re-education 

through labor camps."  

 

The concern over the conditions laborers must endure in China and other countries first came to the 

public eye in the 1980s with the use of sweatshops to make Nike sneakers. Since then, according to an 

article recently published in The New York Times, Nike "has convened public meetings of labor, human 

rights, environmental and business leaders to discuss how to improve overseas factories."  

 

Tech companies, like Apple and Hewlett Packard, are being made to be accountable for their labor 

practices. After receiving a great deal of criticism, Apple is now making public statements that they are 

aware of the harsh conditions in China and are taking steps to improve them.  

 

As for Julie Keith, she had a general idea about the conditions in Chinese labor camps, but this letter has 

been a dramatic eye-opener into the stark reality of the issue. "I was aware of labor camps. I knew they 

had factories but I had no idea of the gravity of the situation. I didn't realize how bad it could be for 

people." 

 

Finding the letter has made Keith more aware of the origin of many products sold in the United States. 

"As I was doing my Christmas shopping this year, I checked every label. It's virtually impossible to avoid 
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purchasing things made in China as over 90 percent of our goods are made there. But if I saw 'made in 

China,' this year I asked myself, 'do I really need this?'" 

 

http://shine.yahoo.com/work-money/letter-chinese-laborer-pleading-help-found-halloween-

decorations-202400773.html 

 

***** 

 

In addition to the above, the jews also make a tremendous profit from selling the organs and body parts 

of political prisoners in China who have been tortured to death by the jewish communist system there. 

The jew never misses anything when it comes to making a profit.  

 

Also, the doors in these factories are bolted shut. Some weeks back, in Bangledesh, many workers 

burned to death.  

 

'112 people were killed in a textile factory fire in Bangladesh. The Nov. 24 incident was apparently 

sparked by an electrical short circuit that eventually sent flames racing through the nine-story building 

where products sold by the American discounter Wal-Mart, Dutch fashion chain C&A, and Hong Kong 

clothing distributor Li & Fung were made. The event was made all the more horrific because workers 

were trapped in the inferno as stairwells were blocked by rubbish and other materials -- and there were 

no emergency exits. 

 

The Bangladesh fire touched a nerve around the world, but such incidents are more routine than is 

commonly known. Although major retailers such as Wal-Mart Stores Inc. (NYSE:WMT) and apparel 

makers such as Nike Inc. (NYSE:NKE) have increasingly taken pains to make sure that the factories of 

their direct suppliers meet at least minimal safety standards, these suppliers often subcontract to 

second- and third-tier manufacturers whose practices are not closely overseen or regulated by the 

multinationals. In fact, the large companies that these lower-rung outfits ultimately supply frequently 

don’t even know them. 

 

As a result, accidents and fires at these relatively unpoliced plants are endemic. For example, a garment-

factory fire this month in the southern Chinese city of Shantou claimed 14 lives, although government 

officials claimed that a worker disgruntled over wages started the fire. In October, the Chinese State 
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Administration of Work Safety reported that 45,409 workers died in more than 210,000 workplace 

accidents in all types of factories during the first nine months of this year. In September, as many as 262 

garment workers perished in a textile-factory blaze whose cause was listed as an electrical short circuit 

in Karachi, Pakistan. And, in June, another nine garment workers were injured in a fire in Lahore, 

Pakistan. 

 

Even when calamity spares textile workers, the conditions they toil under can be equally desperate: In 

many cases, apparel makers in developing countries offer wages of $100 per month at the high end, 

although that tiny amount is often reduced by factory owners who underpay without explanation or by 

claiming that the employee did not put in the hours that he or she actually worked. For this kind of pay, 

people of all ages -- mostly women -- may be asked to work in sweatshops that are distinguished by 

flammable material from floor to ceiling, locked doors, no fire extinguishers, and physically abusive 

bosses.' 

 

*****NOTE: 'although that tiny amount is often reduced by factory owners who underpay without 

explanation or by claiming that the employee did not put in the hours that he or she actually worked.' 

***** 

 

*Many of us know just how all too common this jewish cheating of hard working employees is in the 

USA.  

 

Through the programs of xianity and islam, Gentile energies go into feeding the jewish agenda 

psychically and also through indoctrination, in the material world. 

 

Gentiles fight jewish wars for them. Gentiles are slaughtered and killed so the jews can thrive, whilke the 

jews sit back and watch with glee.  

 

Gentiles pay trillions upon trillions of dollars in free grant money to israel, reparations for that phony 

'holoco$t, kosher taxes and much more.  

 

While most of us have to budget, make concessions and sacrifices regarding what we can and cannot 

have, go without and some even work 2-3 jobs just to make ends meet, the jew lives in opulence and 
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profits tremendously. You work, save, scrimp and deny yourselves so the jew can live exceptionally well 

and thrive.  

 

As it reads in the bible regarding the jews: 

'Thou Shalt Prosper' 

 

The video below [which I highly recommend everyone sees] is nothing new and blatantly exposes the 

jews and how they use occult power, the power of suggestion and the subliminal to make the 

subconscious connection to manifest their workings in reality. The shootings were for the purpose of 

instituting gun control. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8nTZKpmtlQ 

 

The USA is the only country they have not been forcibly expelled from in history and USA is Israel's bitch; 

always supporting israel, providing troops to be slaughtered and is a host nation, which they are now at 

their death grip to work to turn USA to communism here. To accomplish their agenda, they have to 

enact gun control. 

 

Their use of occult powers has its roots in their gematria. The 911 was another one...very blatant. A co-

worker, some years ago, showed me how a $20.00 bill could be folded a certain way so that on the rear 

of it, the twin towers going up in smoke would appear. Look on the internet for this, I don't have the 

time to search out the websites that have this. All of a sudden, after the 911 incident, the older version 

of the $20.00 bills where you could fold it that way, was taken out of circulation. They fed the public the 

bullshit story that 'they were too easy to conterfeit.' Well, they disappeared real fast, as too many 

people knew the deal 

on how to fold them. The 20 is the most common currency used and circulated in the USA. 

 

Others include presidential assassinations. I did some research on this a few years back. Note about 

Lincoln and the names, dates, and the numbers and how they all come together in a very creepy way, 

indicating the use of their version of witchcraft. 911 is another blatant one- the date, the flights, the 

numbers, such as 'New York City' 11 letters; just do your own research on this. 
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Then...we have the fucking bible. Nothing but a certain number of books, numbers of verses and so 

forth. It is a jewish book of witchcraft. In the meantime, they have disarmed Gentiles regarding 

witchcraft and spirtitual knowledge. People who believe in that biblical crap and worse, those who 

slavishly worship that jew filth are under their psychic power and control. 

 

They are over-confident and yes, the defnitely plan things, as they know the power of their workings 

and this is another reason for their vast and 

mind-blowing material wealth. With certain types of magick, a connection has to be made, for it to 

work, and to get it going. Xian psychic energy provides the means for them to feed off of and also with 

that foul jewsus messiah of theirs. This creates the necessary mass mind belief and connection so that 

their messiah manifests and then as our Anti-christ stated 'will be the funeral wreath of humanity.' 

 

All of our Pagan priests and spiritual people were mass murdered with the 

inquisition and other attacks. The biggest fear for the kikes is Satan.  

Belief and acceptance of xianity creates a very important opening on the soul for the enemy; the jews 

can then manipulate the xian like a zombie, even though he/she is not consciously aware of it. As I 

mentioned before, 

IMO, the epic of the Trojan War is an allegory and statement on the jews, as their age-old technique of 

destroying Gentiles has always been from the inside, where they not only physically infiltrate, but also 

their bible, their media, their doctrines and other lethal SHIT. It is intermingled in nearly everything. This 

is how they always have an inside connection so their magickal workings succeed. 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

Yule And Santa 

 

Yule And Santa 

 

The 25th was the Pagan solstice was also celebrated for days and days. It was the birth of the SUN as it 

was the point where the sun stopped moving for any degrees on its lowest point in the south for three 
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days. Would start to move one degree back on its journey to the highest point in the North. Hence its 

birth on the 25. 

 

 

 

The Yule tree is a Pagan symbol to the point its openly forbidden in the Xain bible. That is why when it 

was reintroduced back into European culture in Germany in the 16th century it caused such an uproar of 

protest from xians as a PAGAN thing for decades and still does to this day. 

 

 

 

Its a symbol of the World Tree the human soul with the trunk being the spine and the branches the 

nadis of the soul. The lights on it and star at the top represent the illuminated and perfected soul. The 

star the symbol of the risen power.etc The World Tree is the symbol at the heart of all Satanic/Pagan 

culture along with the Serpent.etc 

 

 

 

Santa Claus comes from Odin the church tried to Jew-wash this with Xian bullshit. Originally Wodan 

would ride His Horse Sleipnir throught the sky and come down the chimey on Yuletide eve. With 

presents to be put in stocking of good children. Who would leave boots full of hay for Odin's horse 

Sleipnir. And yes they would have the Yuletide tree in their homes as well. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Sermon: The Yule Season 12/05/08 

 

As many of you know, I live in the bible belt. Tulsa is behind the times in many ways and has its share of 

idiots, which is needed for xianity to thrive, as xianity thrives on ignorance, illiteracy, and stupidity. 

 

This morning while I was doing my grocery shopping at a major supermarket, xian hymns were blasting 

over the speaker system. Because it is the holidays, xians feel they have the right to push this crap. 

Halleluiah, "Jesus" and all that hideousness blasting loud and clear all over the store. Needless to say, it 

made me physically nauseous. Trying to shop for groceries and tune that ugliness out was extremely 

unpleasant to say the least.  

 

When I finished with making my purchase at the checkout, I asked to speak with the store manager. I let 

her know I was extremely offended by the Christian music, and if they had to play holiday music, it 

should be non-religious such as the many carols – "Sleigh Ride," "Frosty the Snowman," "Santa Claus is 

Coming to Town"- you get the general idea. There are hundreds of Yuletide carols that have nothing to 

do with that odious foul nazarene..  

 

My point for this sermon is if each and everyone of us does our part, impact against this sort of thing will 

be made. I don't know what will come of my complaint, but the manager did write it down and told me 

she would give it to the head manager. For each open complaint, they claim there are some 45+ others 

who feel the same, but say nothing on most issues.  

 

Xianity has had little if any opposition for hundreds of years. This is why it has grown and thrived. Those 

who say nothing are aiding and abetting the enemy through their tolerance and taking no action. Yes, it 

took me a few more minutes to ask for and speak to the manager, but what is a few more minutes 

compared to having to listen to and endure that sickening filth? It literally made me physically sick. 

When no one complains or says anything, they go right ahead and think it is ok.  

 

We need to let the enemy know their presence is unwanted and will not be tolerated. For having to 

cope with Christianity in retail stores, businesses and anywhere else- COMPLAIN!!!!!!  

Xians have operated with no opposition for centuries. Make sure you complain to the manager, district 

manager, or whoever is in authority. You remain silent and say nothing- this is a way of showing them 

you condone their presence and intrusiveness. I ALWAYS complain. Remember to be professional, do 
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not raise your voice, get emotional, or use so-called "foul" language. In many places such as here in 

Tulsa, Oklahoma, which is right in the middle of the shit-hole bible belt, it is actually a misdemeanor to 

"swear" in public. That is how bad and rotten these xians are in working to take away your basic rights. 

They must be fought at every turn. Remember- our freedom is on the line. We cannot afford to lose.  

Be firm and to the point. If you fail to get a positive response, note the name of the manager, and take it 

to someone who is in higher authority, such as a district manager and be sure to note the negative 

response you received from the subordinate manager, his/her name, the date you spoke and anything 

else of importance. Write everything down. Let them know you are offended and will no longer do 

business with them, if they do not act to correct the situation.  

 

In closing, I want to add- xian relics, music and such has a very ugly effect upon the soul. Those of us 

who meditate regularly and are open can feel the ugliness on the astral. This odious program has been 

responsible for the mass murder, torture, and destruction of trillions of lives, not only through 

Christianity, Islam and that cancerous root of Judaism where these come from, but through all of the 

wars incited either directly or indirectly through these programs for the destruction of Gentiles. This is 

why many of us get sickened by anything xian. The soul knows the truth and the truth is within us.  

 

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

The Yule Season, Xmas is NOT Christian! 

 

For those of you who are new and/or confused-  

Yes, most of us Satanists DO celebrate the Yule Season. The Yule season/Winter Solstice in truth has 

NOTHING whatsoever to do with that foul nazarene or Christianity. Feasting, partying, gift giving, holiday 

cakes, cookies, foods, evergreen trees, decorating- NONE of this has anything to do with xianity.  
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Below is an excerpt from http://www.bismikaallahuma.org/archives/2006/christmas-and-its-pagan-

origins/ and following this article are more links concerning the upcoming holidays.  

 

*** 

 

"In ancient Babylon, the feast of the Son of Isis (goddess of nature) was celebrated on December 25. 

Raucous partying, gluttonous eating, drinking and gift-giving were traditions of this feast. 

 

In Rome, the Winter Solstice was celebrated many years before the birth of Christ. The Romans called 

their winter holiday “Saturnalia”, honoring Saturn, the god of agriculture. In January, they observed the 

Kalends of January, which represented the triumph of life over death. This whole season was called Dies 

Natalis Invicti Solis, the birthday of the Unconquered Sun. 

 

The festival season was marked by much merrymaking. It is in ancient Rome that the tradition of the 

Mummers was born. The Mummers were groups of costumed singers and dancers who traveled from 

house to house entertaining their neighbors. From this, the Christmas tradition of caroling was born. 

 

Yule was symbolic of the pagan sun god, Mithras, being born, and was observed on the shortest day of 

the year. 

In northern Europe, many other traditions that we now consider part of Christmas worship were begun 

long before the participants had ever heard of Christ. The pagans of northern Europe celebrated their 

own winter solstice, known as Yule. Yule was symbolic of the pagan sun god, Mithras, being born, and 

was observed on the shortest day of the year. As the sun god grew and matured, the days became 

longer and warmer. It was customary to light a candle to encourage Mithras and the sun to reappear 

next year. Huge Yule logs were burned in honor of the sun. The word Yule itself means “wheel”, the 

wheel being a pagan symbol for the sun. Mistletoe was considered a sacred plant, and the custom of 

kissing under the mistletoe began as a fertility ritual. Holly berries were thought to be a food of the 

gods. 

 

The tree is the one symbol that unites almost all the northern European winter solstices. Live evergreen 

trees were often brought into homes during the harsh winters as a reminder to inhabitants that soon 

their crops would grow again. Evergreen boughs were sometimes carried as totems of good luck and 
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were often present at weddings, representing fertility. The Druids used the tree as a religious symbol, 

holding their sacred ceremonies while surrounding and worshipping huge trees. 

 

In the year 350 AD, Pope Julius I declared that Christ’s birth would be celebrated on December 25. There 

is little doubt that he was trying to make it as painless as possible for pagan Romans (who remained a 

majority at that time) to convert to Christianity. The new religion went down a but easier, knowing that 

their feasts would not be taken away from them. Christmas (Christ-Mass) as we know it today, most 

historians agree, began in Germany, though Catholics and Lutherans still disagree about which church 

celebrated it first. The earliest record of an evergreen being decorated in a Christian celebration was in 

1521 in the Alsace region of Germany. A prominent Lutheran minister of the day cried blasphemy: 

“Better that they should look to the true tree of life, Christ” The controversy continues even today in 

some fundamentalist sects. 

 

*** 

 

http://www.zenzibar.com/Articles/christmas.asp  

 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Baal%20Berith.html  

 

http://www.666blacksun.com/STOLEN_YEAR.htm  

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Yule.html  

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/HOLIDAYS.html  
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High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Sermon 12/09/08 

 

Many people have trouble getting into trances, concentrating, and/or being motivated to meditate. This 

is just with meditation, but in every day life, there are problems that can be effectively dealt with by 

knocking down walls and going back to square one.  

 

In many ancient spellbooks and grimoires, namely the Necronomicon, the word "engrave" is a code 

word for repeated workings or affirmations, mantras, vibrations of words of power, etc. These are 

engraved upon the soul, not necessarily engraving a sigil. The sigils within many of these ancient texts 

are symbolic messages as the same instructions for the working. A mantra or word of power, affirmation 

ideally should be "engraved" upon the soul, until it actually resonates like a struck bell (which is another 

symbol for this). The grimoires give the metal (each corresponds to a specific chakra) and the auspicious 

times for the working given the positions of the planets. 

 

When one encounters problems and obstacles, one should go to the bottom of this and every night 

before going to sleep, affirm 20-30 times when relaxed, for example: "I have perfect concentration." 

Other affirmations for example- "I am always highly motivated and I always meditate every day" "I 

always have time to do quality meditations" "I am able to enter deep trances easily" you get the general 

idea. Remember, affirmations should always be in the present tense because the subconscious mind and 

soul do not have a time frame such as in the future tense "will" happen. Always make your affirmations 

in the present tense.  

 

Before sleeping affirmations should be done some 25-30 times for 40 days straight. This is step one in 

the "engraving" upon the soul. Most often, workings need to be repeated and repeated, especially when 

the wills and lives of others are involved in the sense of any opposing energies, like in obtaining money.  

 

Now, as for money, we all are aware of the rotten economy. Money is like god of this world. The 

competition to get a lot of money is fierce. In addition, xianity is a jewish tool to manipulate and control 

the Gentiles. With xianity, poverty is a virtue. Over and over again in that filthy bible, there are endless 
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scriptures that influence that Gentiles are scammed and indoctrinated into servitude and poverty. This 

ensures that all wealth and power ends up in the hands of the jews who have a massive money vortex 

that effects us all. Xianity is and always has been one of the most powerful tools that work to make the 

jews and their Gentile lackeys such as Billy Asshole Graham and related extremely wealthy. There is 

nothing spiritual here- just a gigantic fucking scam to take money from Gentiles and place it in the hands 

and control of the jews.  

 

My entire point with the above paragraph is that there is a lot of competition given obtaining money. 

Forces are set up against the average person. Repeated workings for most people are necessary and 

these need to go way beyond the 40 days. Ideally, each working should be done in 40 day sections, but 

the entire workings in many cases to get anything substantial could take a year for some people, or 

more. Visualization is always necessary with using as many astral senses as you can. This is just an 

example of a working done in the face of massive opposition.  

 

The more people involved, often means the more repetitions/energy one must generate in 

accomplishing a goal/working.  

 

In closing, I would also like to mention that animals such as cats and dogs, also insects can see our auras. 

When we meditate, often our pet friends will try to sit on our lap or come to us. This is because they are 

attracted to our auras.  

Insects can see beyond the light spectrum visible to humans. They can see ultraviolet light and in some 

cases infrared rays. The aura in its frequency emits light rays beyond the visible spectrum and attracts 

insects, etc.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

The Talmud in Action 

 

Quote from the jewish talmud: 

Aboda Sarah 37a: "A Gentile girl who is three years old can be violated." 
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Here is an article of how the talmud teachings are applied. In addition, many Gentile children wind up 

permanently missing around the time of the jewish passover in the spring and their other significant 

holidays which they ritually murder Gentile children.  

 

Talmudic teachings are followed through in the article below. In addition, any dolt that doubts the 

extent of this sort of thing needs to read the old testament of the judeo/xian bible- it is chock full of 

murdering, raping and torturing Gentile women and children after all Gentile males are slaughtered.  

 

Here is the article with the link below: 

 

&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 

 

Rome, Italy -- Italian and Russian police, working together, broke up a ring of Jewish gangsters who had 

been involved in the manufacture of child rape and snuff pornography. 

 

Three Russian Jews and eight Italian Jews were arrested after police discovered they had been 

kidnapping non-Jewish children between the ages of two and five years old from Russian orphanges, 

raping the children, and then murdering them on film. Mostly non-Jewish customers, including 1700 

nationwide, 600 in Italy, and and unknown number in the United States, paid as much as $20,000 per 

film to watch little children being raped and murdered. 

 

Jewish officials in a major Italian news agency tried to cover the story up, but were circumvented by 

Italisn news reporters, who broadcasts scenes from the films live at prime time on Italisn television to 

more than 11 million Italian viewers. Jewish officials then fired the executives responsible, claiming they 

were spreading "blood libel." 

 

Throughout history, various groups have accused sects of Jews of ritually murdering small children. One 

such account, that of Hugh of Lincoln, led to the expulsion of all Jews from Britain in the 13th Century. 

Such accounts have generally been discounted, but are so wide spread that Jewish organizations have 

developed a name for them -- "blood libel". 
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The American group the ADL was founded to defend a Jew, Leo Frank, accused of raping and murdering 

a five year old girl, Mary Fagan, in his Atlanta pencil factory in 1913. The ADL claims he was innocent. A 

mob lynched him after the governor commuted his death sentence to life in prison. 

 

Though AP and Reuters both ran stories on the episode, US media conglomerates refused to carry the 

story on television news, again saying the story would prejudice Americans against Jews. 

 

Jewish gangsters in Russia have become increasingly linked to traffic in "white slaves" and prostitutes 

through Israel, according to a recent report in the Jerusalem Post. Israel turns an official blind eye to 

forced prostitution, and does not punish Israeli citizens who choose to own "sex slaves", as long as the 

slaves are foreign and non-Jews. 

 

According to the Talmudic Encyclopedia: 'He who has carnal knowledge of the wife of a Gentile is not 

liable to the death penalty, for it is written: "thy fellow's wife" rather than the alien's wife; and even the 

precept that a man "shall cleave unto his wife" which is addressed to the Gentiles does not apply to a 

Jew, just there is no matrimony for a heathen; and although a married Gentile woman is forbidden to 

the Gentiles, in any case a Jew is exempted.' This does not imply that sexual inter-course between a 

Jewish man and a Gentile woman is permitted - quite the contrary. But the main punishment is inflicted 

on the Gentile woman; she must be executed, even if she was raped by the Jew: 'If a Jew has coitus with 

a Gentile woman, whether she be a child of three or an adult, whether married or unmarried, and even 

if he is a minor aged only nine years and one day - because he had willful coitus with her, she must be 

killed, as is the case with a beast, 

because through her a Jew got into trouble. The Jew, however, must be flogged, and if he is a Kohen 

(member of the priestly tribe) he must receive double the number of lashes, because he has committed 

a double offense: a Kohen must not have inter-course with a prostitute, and all Gentile women are 

presumed to be prostitutes. 

Israel Shahak, Jewish History, Jewish Religion, Pluto Press, London 1994, page 87 

 

British link to 'snuff' videos 

 

Jason Burke in London, Amelia Gentleman in Moscow, Philip Willan in Rome 
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Observer - Sunday October 1, 2000 

 

Britain is a key link in the biggest ever international investigation into the production and supply of 

paedophile 'snuff' movies - in which children are murdered on film - an Observer investigation can 

reveal. 

 

The key suspect in the inquiry, a Russian who was arrested last week in Moscow for distribution of 

thousands of sadistic child porn videos and pictures, was traced following the seizure of his products 

from British paedophiles. 

 

Dmitri Vladimirovich Kuznetsov, a 30-year-old former car mechanic in Moscow, was identified after 

British Customs and police traced the origin of violent child porn videos found in the UK back to Russia. 

 

Last week Italian police seized 3,000 of Kuznetsov's videos on their way to clients in Italy, sparking an 

international hunt for paedophiles who have bought his products. The Italian investigators say the 

material includes footage of children dying during abuse. Prosecutors in Naples are considering charging 

those who have bought the videos with complicity in murder. They say some may have specifically 

requested films of killings. 

 

British authorities yesterday confirmed that scores of Kuznetsov's videos, produced in his small flat in 

Moscow's rundown Vykhino district, have been found in the UK. They are concerned that 'snuff' movies 

in which children are killed may have also been imported. 

 

Around a dozen British men have already been arrested and charged with offences alleged to be 

connected to the Russian tapes. A second Russian child porn ring, which allegedly had a British 

distributor, was broken up earlier this year. The investigation into the importing of violent Russian child 

porn which led to the identification and subsequent imprisonment of Kuznetsov started about 15 

months ago after Customs seized material coming into the country. Since then there have been dozens 

of other finds. 

 

'We have seen some very, very nasty stuff involving sadistic abuse of very young children, but actual 

deaths on film takes it a whole step further. That is very worrying,' said one senior customs officer this 

weekend. 
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British paedophiles were paying between £50 and £100 for Kuznetsov's tapes, the officer said. Further 

fees were paid for access to a website that features pictures of extremely violent abuse. 

 

Though two men arrested with Kuznetsov have also been imprisoned by Moscow authorities, only one 

of the three remains behind bars. Dmitri Ivanov was sentenced to 11 years for actually participating in 

the abuse that was being filmed. The others were released under an amnesty aimed at clearing Russia's 

overcrowded prisons. 

 

When officers from the Moscow Criminal Investigation Department raided Kuznetsov's flat they found 

two boys in a makeshift studio. They seized a huge quantity of films and other pornographic material as 

well as lists of clients in Italy, Germany, America and Britain. 

 

Last week Italian detectives moved in, following months of inquiries, and arrested eight people. The 

police searched more than 600 homes and say they now have evidence against about 500 people. 

Among the suspects were businessmen, public employees and a university student. Several of them 

were married, with children of their own. Hundreds of people are also under investigation in Germany. 

 

The Russian videos, which had been ordered over the internet, were intercepted when they came into 

Italy by post, repackaged and then delivered by undercover police officers. They cost between £300 and 

£4,000, depending on what type of film was ordered. 

 

Covert film of young children naked or undressing was known as a 'SNIPE' video. The most appalling 

category was code-named 'Necros Pedo' in which children were raped and tortured until they died. 

 

Police in Russia and the UK believe that Kuznetsov and his associates have been in business for more 

than two years in which time they are believed to have recruited around 100 boys - aged between nine 

and 15 - to be filmed. 

 

'Most of the children were rounded up from railway stations. A lot of them came from the suburbs, or 

surrounding regions and were from deprived, problem families,' said Kiril Mazurin, a police spokesman. 
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'Usually when children like this arrive in the capital, they've got no idea where to go and hang around in 

the station. It's very easy to entice this kind of teenager - with a promise of a warm bed or a trip to the 

cinema.' 

 

Many were lured away from orphanages. 'Children are not locked in,' said Mazurin. 'Anyone can come 

along and promise them a meal at McDonalds. It doesn't take any more than that." 

 

Some children were paid a commission to find other boys willing to be filmed, according to reports in 

the Russian press, for a fee of between 100 and 300 roubles (£2.50 - £7). 

 

Kuznetsov had given up his job in 1998 to devote himself to the lucrative pornography industry. A self-

taught computer expert, he was in the process of upgrading his equipment to allow him to e-mail videos 

directly to clients when police raided him. 

 

Many customers repeatedly ordered videos from him. The Naples newspaper Il Mattino published a 

transcript of an alleged email exchange between a prospective client and the Russian vendors. 

 

'Promise me you're not ripping me off,' says the Italian. 

 

'Relax, I can assure you this one really dies,' the Russian responds. 

 

'The last time I paid and I didn't get what I wanted.' 

 

'What do you want?' 

 

'To see them die.' 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Friday, May 19 2000 (14 Iyar 5760) 

 

Amnesty: Israel failing to deal with white-slave trade 

 

By Dan Izenberg and Heidi J. Gleit 

 

JERUSALEM (May 19) - Israel has failed to take adequate measures against human rights abuses of 

women who have been brought here and forced to provide sexual services, Amnesty International 

charged. 

 

"This is so," a special Amnesty report on the trafficking of women from the former Soviet Union said, 

"even though many of them have been subjected to human rights abuses such as enslavement or 

torture, including rape and other forms of sexual abuse, by traffickers, pimps, or others involved in 

Israel's sex industry." 

 

Amnesty International also criticized Israel for not providing a procedure to grant asylum to women who 

have been smuggled into the country often on the basis of false promises of work having nothing to do 

with sex. 

 

Fighting the trade in women and bringing foreign women here to work as prostitutes is a priority for the 

Israel Police, but it is a very difficult phenomenon to fight, police investigations head Cmdr. Yossi Sedbon 

said yesterday. 

 

One of the main problems is that there is not a law against selling women, he explained, adding that he 

is aware of the initiatives to pass such a law and hopes they are successful. 

 

Justice Minister Yossi Beilin told Amnesty International representatives yesterday that Deputy Attorney-

General Yehudit Karp is preparing an amendment to the Penal Law which would address the trafficking 
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phenomenon and provide immunity for trafficked women. He predicted that the legislation would be 

presented to the Knesset at its winter session. 

 

According to Amnesty International, hundreds of women are brought to Israel from the former Soviet 

Union every year. 

 

According to Amnesty International, Israel is bound by international law and by international covenants 

that it has signed to stamp out the sex trafficking. 

 

Police are arresting suspects on related charges such as kidnapping, pimping, raping, and assaulting the 

women, Sedbon said. 

 

The other major problem is that the women are scared to file police complaints and testify against the 

pimps, he said. Since most of them are in the country illegally, they are scared to approach police. Fear 

of reprisal by the pimps further paralyzes them. Police try to get around this both by promising to 

protect complainants and by initiating operations to collect evidence against and raid brothels, he said. 

 

An additional complication is that prosecutors need the women who complain to testify in the court 

cases against the pimps, which can be months after the initial complaint is filed. Since the women are 

here illegally and there is a chance that the pimps will harm them if they are left to their own devices 

here, they have often ended up sitting in jail until the trial is completed. 

 

Sedbon said that they now try to send the women home and bring them back here for the trial. 

 

Sedbon declined to comment on the complaints filed against Afula police chief Ch.-Supt. Shlomo 

Marmelstein and Tel Aviv police chief Cmdr. Shlomo Aharonishky for not acting against the problem, 

saying he could not comment on specific cases. 

 

Sedbon emphasized that the issue is a priority for police and that each police district's serious crimes 

division is dealing with the problem. 
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Statistics police released earlier this year show an increase in the number of cases opened against 

pimps: 279 in 1997; 370 in 1998; and 506 in 1999. 

 

Sedbon also said that only a minority of the foreign women working here as prostitutes are kidnapped 

and forced into prostitution. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Jews are allowed by their God to keep slaves. The modern day Israel takes advantage of this divine 

permission. 

 

"Your male and female slaves are to come from the nations around you; from them you may buy slaves. 

You may also buy some of the temporary residents living among you and members of their clans born in 

your country, and they will become your property. You can will them to your children as inherited 

property and can make them slaves for life, but you must not rule over your fellow Israelites ruthlessly." 

(Leviticus 25:44-46) 

 

http://www.ety.com/HRP/jewishstudies/snuffporn.htm 

Mercury 

 

I had to do a healing for a loved one (pet). The problem was extensive and severe. Antibiotics were 

doing little if anything and were towards the end of the supply. Returning to the doctor's for more tests, 

being exposed to more trauma, severe pain and being 'put under' not to mention the financial costs, this 

all would have been extremely severe.  

 

Because of the nature and severity of the problem, I had to run healing energy and put it into the loved 

one 2-3 times a day every day for the duration of the full to new moon (waning moon for ridding 

diseases, etc.) 

I was lucky in that the moon was already waning and I didn't have to wait as I couldn't wait in this 

situation. 
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I asked for Satan's help as this case was extremely severe and I didn't know this sort of thing could be 

healed.  

 

Satan told me - according to the Chronos Program for planetary hours: 

http://chronosxp.sourceforge.net/en/ 

To begin the working "during the hours of Mercury." 

 

I was again in luck as my working began on Thursday (Jupiter). Jupiter amplifies whatever other planet it 

has contact with, especially in the way of the planetary hours and days.  

 

Mercury is the planet that has the 'horns' for its glyph. As we all know, the horns are of the 'Devil.' 

Needless to say, I was again astounded. After the first healing session, there was a noticible decrease in 

the swelling. The antibiotics did nothing and were all gone. After a few days of consistent workings, the 

swelling was completely gone. Because of the severity of the problem, I continued the healings way 

beyond the dissappearance of the symptoms.  

 

My point here is Satan told me about Mercury and the hours and how this helped. I have also used 

Mercury, since this, for several other workings of different kinds- different days (energies) and all were 

successful. 

 

Mercury is the 'Messenger of the Gods.' 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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RE: Mercury - IMPORTANT! 

 

There is something I definitely need to add to this post as a reminder.  

IF YOU OR A LOVED ONE NEEDS MEDICAL ATTENTION, DO NOT HESITATE TO SEE A DOCTOR!  

Being able to heal ourselves and loved ones using the powers of our minds and souls is a beautiful gift, 

BUT there can be times when in spite of putting 1000% into a healing, this can be met with failure. It 

happens.  

 

There are several reasons a healing may not manifest regardless of the energies put into it. I have had 

successes with healings as I wrote below and a few more but I have also had failures.  

 

The reasons for the failures included a time factor, for one. Some problems are acute and severe. The 

problem (a loved one- pet) came on suddenly and severely. I put a lot of powerful energy into trying to 

heal this affliction, but I only had one day. The problem grew worse and immediately the next morning, 

first thing, we had to rush the loved one to the animal hospital. After emergency surgery, everything 

was fine. The problem here was I couldn't generate enough energy (the illness was too strong) within 

that short of time. In many cases, a powerful affliction or illness needs repeated workings in which 

energy can be built and amplified and this can take days. In the above situation, there was no time. 

 

In another case of which I wrote of on the JoS website, Satan himself helped me stabilize another one of 

my pets who needed surgery. This was years ago and I didn't have the money at that time. The surgery 

was expensive. Satan helped me put energy into her to stabilize her- she had pyometria and her utuerus 

was leaking bloody pus in quantities. After I put energy into her, the leaking stopped. Soon after, 

though, she did have surgery and she fully recovered.  

 

I have also healed myself, as I am aware many JoS members have healed themselves and their loved 

ones as I have read posts. This is wonderful and very inspirational. It is important to remember though, 

if you or a loved one is not getting better or if there is a severe problem where professional emergency 

teatment is necessary, DO NOT HESITATE to get medical attention immediately! 
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We are not christians! Satanism is NOT blind faith. Yes, a certain amount of faith is necessary in all 

witchcraft workings whatever they are, but there can come a time in some cases where faith in spite of 

no progress made and blatant signs of failure for one reason or another amounts to stupidity.  

 

The amounts of energies needed in some cases can be enormous and beyond our present capabilities. 

This is where covens can be helpful, but this is another matter and in any case- always remember, if 

improvement is not forthcoming, especially in emergencies where time is a major factor, seek medical 

attention immediately. Workings of healing are even more effective in these cases when combined with 

professional medical treatments. Always think for yourself and use common sense and reason.  

 

Ailments and other afflictions that are chronic and not an emergency can be worked on without worry. I 

have found that most workings of healing require time and repeated and consistent meditations over a 

period of time. I also had a case where the illness was caught early and I was able to heal this loved one 

with only one application of energy. This was after I did a hatha yoga session and was fully charged.  

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Healing.html  

 

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

WE ARE MAKING IMPACT!!!!!!! 

 

A brother in Satan informed me that Billy Asshole Graham is going under. They can no longer afford to 

pay their staff and are laying off many of their workers because of the economy. They are also hurting 

financially to where they are having major problems in getting their filthy stinking lying worthless trash 

printed and distributed.  
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This shows what we can do when we are united and work together as a team in combatting the enemy. 

We ARE accomplishing much. The Catholic Church which has bragged repeatedly concerning that it will 

"last to the end of time" is finally crumbling under its foundation of mass murders, torture, spiritual 

destruction, corruptions and lies. 

 

Several years ago, when I was new to Satanism, I participated in an organized online ritual for the 

destruction of xianity. Everyone performed the ritual at the same time [just a few of us], organizing our 

time zones around the world. Less than one month later, the pedophilia scandals errupted in the news, 

etc. The Catholic Church took its first real major hit with this and had to face justice.  

 

The movie "Our Fathers" http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0421108/ 

which I highly recommend everyone should watch, reveals the hideous corruption of the Catholic 

Church- how they endlessly offered large bribes, to keep the legal system under their control, bribes to 

witnesses to shut up and then if these were not received, they went on with threats of career and family 

ruin, then death threats...murder. 

THIS INVOLVED TRYING TO KEEP PEOPLE QUIET ABOUT THE RAPE, MOLESTATION AND OTHER LOW 

CRIMES AGAINST CHILDREN! 

 

THIS FOUL ROTTEN ODIOUS INSTITUTION MUST COME TO AN END AND THE SOONER THE BETTER!  

 

There is NOTHING spiritual about Christianity. IT IS ONLY A PROGRAM TO REMOVE SPIRITUALITY AND 

REPLACE IT WITH CORRUPTED BULLSHIT WHICH VICTIMS HAVE TO PAY OUT THE ASS BOTH MONETARILY 

AND WITH THEIR VERY OWN SOULS TO KEEP THE LIES GOING. IT ALSO DESTROYS ONE'S SENSE OF SELF 

ESTEEM, SELF WORTH AND SPIRIT, WHICH IS NECESSARY IN ONE RELINQUISHING ONE'S HUMAN 

RIGHTS, BECOMEING A TOTAL SLAVE AND ALLOWING 'OTHERS' TO MAKE ONES DECISIONS AND TO 

DIRECT ONE'S LIFE, WHERE NO PERSONAL RIGHTS WHATSOEVER EXIST. ONE LIVES FOR THEIR DEATH 

AND THE FALSE LIES AND PROMISES OF BEING REWARDED IN AN AFTERLIFE FOR ALL OF THIS ABUSE TO 

WHERE LIFE NO LONGER MATTERS AND ONE ONLY AWAITS ONE'S DEATH.  

 

The above is for new people, most of us already are well aware of this.  

 

My point of this entire sermons is OUR RITUALS AND OUR WORK IN THE MATERIAL WORLD *ARE* 

MAKING MORE IMPACT THAN WE KNOW.  
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Any group, forum, etc., that has a large number of members that you access online, even if you only 

leave www.exposingchristianity.com link, does wonders. When I was new to Satanism, I put in some 2 

hours a day on the internet with my WebTV that I had at that time. I worked atheist forums [not to 

change atheists, but to combat the xians on there] I would hit xian e-groups that were not moderated 

and make some 10 long posts [not with links, but with texts, as people are more inclinced to read, than 

to click on links], from the Luciferian Liberation Front http://www.luciferianliberationfront.org/ 

for one and others combatting xianity. You would be surprised at how many people some of these posts 

actually lead to think.  

 

JOIN HELL'S ARMY NOW!! WE MUST KEEP UP THE MOMENTUM UNTIL THE ENEMY IS TOTALLY AND 

COMPLETELY DESTROYED IN EVERY WAY!! 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/HellsArmy666/ 

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

BOOKMARK! 

 

For those of you who do plenty of research on the internet, MAKE SURE YOU BOOKMARK the page(s) 

you come across that have meaning to you. One of my biggest fuck-ups was coming across very 

controversial sites regarding so-called "conspiracy theories" and the New World Order that are NOT 

from a Christian perspective. I had forgotten to bookmark the knowledge I had come across, and since 

Google is run by big brother, when you type in the very same key phrases or any variation of them to try 

to find it again, nothing comes up. Gone. Vanished into thin air. With such information you find, it can 

feel like you've won the lottery, but if you forget to bookmark, it will feel like every last fucking penny 
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was stolen from you. You get the idea. Always remember to bookmark internet information that is of 

importance to you. 

 

High Priest Jake Carlson 

 

Fwd: Statistics show Christianity's downfall 

 

We Satanists are small in numbers, even smaller in numbers are our people who are actively fighting the 

enemy. This is the impact we are having. Christianity and its ilk are very weak. If every dedicated Satanist 

would devote even 15 minutes a day to spiritual warfare, xiainty would be gone by now. 

 

LOVE AND HATE 

 

Below is an excerpt from "The White Man's Bible" by Ben Klassen. This small article reveals a lot about 

"love" and "hate" and should be most helpful in straightening out peoples' thinking and beliefs on these 

matters: 

 

 

CREATIVE CREDO #62 

LOVE AND HATE 

 

Both Healthy, Normal Emotions.  

There is no subject about which more hypocrisy is displayed than the subject of hate. We CREATORS 

take the position that love and hate go together as two sides of the same coin, and that every normal 

person in order to function properly and realistically meet life’s problems must have the capability to 

feel and exercise both emotions. 
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We believe that to suppress the emotion of hate towards your enemies is as abnormal as to be unable 

to love your wife, your children, your race and those near and dear to you. Every normal person loves 

and hates, and anyone devoid of either emotion is mentally sick. 

 

Christian Hypocrisy Extreme.  

In no group is this hypocrisy more evident than in the Christian teaching, and in no teaching are these 

two basic emotions more perverted than in 

Christianity. Whereas Christianity puts on a great charade of love, that it is a religion of love, a religion of 

tolerance, we find in its teachings and its practice something else again. 

 

Christianity Brutal to its Enemies.  

Probably in no religion was the demented obsession to persecute, torture and destroy those who would 

not knuckle under more fanatic than in the 

history of the Christian religion in its ruthless warfare to convert, subjugate and/or stamp out any and all 

remnants and vestiges of all other religions. We have already enlarged upon this in our chapter 

“Thumbscrew and Rack.” 

 

Constantine Arch Example.  

Christianity received its biggest boost when in the fourth century C.E. the Roman Emperor Constantine 

embraced Christianity. He was a strange and 

most cruel man. By any standard, he was an insane criminal. In order to become Emperor he murdered 

his rivals, since he himself had no legitimate claim to the throne. After he became Emperor, he 

murdered thousands more in cold blood, including his wife and his own son. 

 

Intrusion of Oriental Religions.  

By the time Constantine became Emperor in 313 A.D., the Roman Empire was a multi-racial, polyglot 

empire, embracing many peoples and many religions. One of the outstanding original characteristics of 

the Roman Empire had been its genius for organization and its ability to assimilate a multitude of 

different cultures, races and religions. Whereas it imposed its Roman law up to a point, it was extremely 

tolerant in allowing the conquered peoples to retain their customs and practice their own religions. 

Rome itself was infested with a wide variety of religions. Its own set of state gods and goddesses— 

Jupiter, Mars, Venus, Neptune— were actually adaptations from the Greeks. By the time of Constantine 
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these gods were becoming somewhat jaded, and many mystic Oriental religions were beginning to make 

serious inroads. 

 

Christians Defied Authority.  

Two of such Oriental rivals were Mithraism and Christianity, with Mithraism leading, especially among 

the soldiers. As we stated before, the Romans for centuries had been extremely tolerant toward all 

religions. There is no truth that Christians were sought out and persecuted by the authorities for 

practising their religion. It was only when they violated the state law that they were prosecuted for 

breaking the law, just as any other criminal. 

It was their constant defiance of authority that brought Christians into conflict with authorities, not their 

religion. Even this was highly exaggerated by later Christians who ultimately became the sole renderers 

of history by having exterminated their rivals. 

 

Christianity Ruthlessly Destroyed its Rivals.  

Suffice it to say that when Constantine officially adopted Christianity, this cruel, murderous tyrant made 

Christianity the sole state religion to the exclusion of all others. When Christianity got the upper hand 

with the support of the military power of the Emperor to back it up, it immediately showed its ugly 

claws. No longer was love and tolerance the practice. It immediately set out to destroy and stamp out 

any and all rivals with treacherous cruelty and iron determination. 

 

Branded Honest Differences as Heretics.  

This intolerance, cruelty and determination to stamp out its rivals lasted for the next 1500 years and is 

still practiced in some of the backward 

countries where Catholicism has exclusive domain. During the Middle Ages, better described as the Dark 

Ages, when Christian fanaticism ran rampant, not only did the Church persecute unto death any rival 

religion, but it cruelly ferreted out its own members for burning and torture, should anyone deviate in 

the slightest from the official line. So severe was the suppression of free thought and speech, that 

during the Inquisition, which lasted many centuries, hundreds of thousands were burnt at the stake. 

Many millions more were tortured by thumb-screw and rack, or left to rot and die in filthy prisons. Their 

crime? They were “heretics,” believing in 

Christianity, but disagreeing with the church authorities on some minor hair-splitting issue. 

 

Christians Fanatic in their Hate.  
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So much for Christian “love” and “tolerance.” I believe we have shown that of all religions, none was 

more fanatic in its hate than Christians, excepting the Jews, Christianity’s inventors. We have already 

examined their revolting means of torture more fully in a previous chapter. We have made it clear that 

contrary their hypocritical claims, Christians and Christianity itself practiced hatred, torture and 

intolerance, not only on their enemies, but also on their own members. In this chapter we want to make 

overwhelmingly clear the basic differences in the attitudes towards love and hate between Christianity 

and the CHURCH OF THE CREATOR. 

 

We only Hate our Enemies.  

That basic difference is this: Christianity tells you to hate those 

who are near and dear to you, and to love your enemies. CREATIVITY says just the opposite: “hate your 

enemies and love and protect those that are near and dear to you— your family, your friends, your own 

race. CREATIVITY also teaches to love yourself. You cannot love others if you, yourself feel unworthy and 

unimportant. We believe our teaching of loving your own kind and hating your enemies makes a hell of 

a lot more sense than loving your enemies and hating yourself and your own kind. 

 

Christians told to Hate their Friends.  

In Luke 14:26 Christ purportedly gave this insane and hateful advice: “If any man come to me and hate 

not his father, and mother, and wife, and 

children, and brethren and sister, yea, and his own life also, he cannot be my disciple.” Can you think of 

anything more idiotic? Anything more hateful? Yet in Matthew 5:44 he admonishes “But I say unto you, 

Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to them that hate you and pray for them that 

spitefully use you and persecute you.” How stupid can you get? We CREATORS reject in toto such insane 

and suicidal advice and are determined to teach just the opposite. 

 

Great Energizers.  

In combination, love and hate are the greatest energizers in the world. It 

is like the dynamics of an electric motor where you have two opposite magnetic polarities required, 

(namely, the North and South poles) which in combination create a push-pull effect. It is this attraction 

and repulsion of the two polarities that make the motor spin and produce power. 

 

So it is with love and hate. You can’t hate something unless it is a threat to something you love, and you 

can’t protect that something you love unless you are aroused to hate and anger towards that threat. 
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How many times in your own life were things simply at a standstill, and it wasn’t until you got “mad” (at 

yourself, or others) that the fur began to fly and things finally got done? 

 

Love Your Own Kind.  

We must develop those characteristics that are already imbedded in its healthy instincts for survival— 

love for our own great people, and hate for our enemies, the Jews. Until and unless we harness this 

gigantic energy for our own best interests we will never extricate ourselves from the Jewish stranglehold 

in which we now shamefully find ourselves. 

 

Protect Your Own, Destroy Your Enemies.  

In summary, we believe in following the Laws of Nature as are manifested in our good healthy instincts: 

to love our own kind, protect them from our enemies. In short, to promote the survival, expansion and 

advancement of our Race. Secondly, to hate and destroy our enemies in order that they will not overrun 

and destroy us. We believe the idea of loving your enemies as set forth in the Sermon on the Mount is 

one of the most dangerous and suicidal ideas ever uttered in speech or writing. It is utterly insane. It is 

as suicidal as de-toothing and de-clawing a tiger, then throwing him back in the jungle to fend for 

himself. Defenseless, such a tiger would soon die. 

 

Expunge Suicidal Ideas.  

Similarly, encumbered with such a suicidal idea as loving your enemies, we must always remember that 

such suicidal advice was given us by our treacherous enemies, the Jews, in order to destroy us. 

 

Summary.  

We go back to the basic Laws of Nature: Take Care of Your Own, Love 

your Own. Hate your Enemies, Destroy your Enemies. The Law of Survival of your own kind is the 

Highest Law of Nature and Transcends All Others. Let us never forget this. 
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UNRELENTING WARFARE BETWEEN THE PARASITIC JEWS AND THEIR UNFORTUNATE 

 

The jews have advanced and controlled for centuries because of their being masters of lying and 

deception. Most people cannot and/or have a hard time seeing this. The jews take control of both sides- 

the pro and the con. Many of the jewish orthodox go to what is called a "Shiva" [the name stolen, 

obviously, like everything else] which is a rabbinical school and therein, they are taught how to argue. 

Many jews, especially the orthodox are taught the art of argument from an early age.  

 

Playing both sides- such as xianity [the jews' most powerful tool] deludes many. Many xian sources try 

to convince their readers that "Jewish Ritual Murder" is mocking the nazarene. Not so. For one, the jews 

KNOW the nazarene is fictitious and THEY invented him for the Gentiles to be weakened, enslaved and 

destroyed. Jewish Ritual Murder is a parasitic living blood sacrifice using tyhe four quarters. Because 

blood contains the life force, like using steroids, they get a huge, but temporary boost in their parasitical 

magick. They have to keep doing this repeatedly, during certain times of the year, such as Passover. The 

ramifications, just like steroids are evident upon this people. The rare and hideous diseases they have 

alone in a very large percentage of their race says enough, but there is much more. Xians who are 

ignorant to the occult and also lower in intelligence believe them to be against xianity, though the jews 

unbeknownst to most Gentiles are 

the ones who PROMOTE xianity. Why wouldn't they? The entire judeo/xian bible is jewish from cover to 

cover. 

 

Excerpt from "The White Man's Bible" 

"The Jewish-Christian bible is a mass of contradictions that has something to say positively and 

negatively on all sides of every issue. It is like a musical instrument— you can play on it any tune you 

choose. By picking out those particular passages that suit your argument and ignoring all other passages 

that contradict it, you can have God and the bible on your side to back up your argument, any argument, 

whatever it may be." 

 

"The Jews fostered the catchwords “Liberty, Equality, Fraternity.” As they point out in the Protocols of 

the Elders of Zion, these words are selfcontradictory, and the idea impossible of fulfillment. As they also 

point out, the people are too dumb to realize this contradiction, and always fall for the bait. The Jews 

soon inveigled the Christian preachers to help spread the idea. As the Jews have often pointed out, they 

always first enlist the aid of the stupid preachers to help spread their corrosive ideas. The passages that 

were now emphasized were that "we are all God’s children", that "we are all equal in the eyes of the 

Lord", that "we all have a soul", that Jesus came to "save all sinners", and a lot of similar drivel." 
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The article below is an excerpt from "The White Man's Bible" by Ben Klassen: 

 

***** 

 

CREATIVE CREDO #35 

UNRELENTING WARFARE BETWEEN THE PARASITIC JEWS AND THEIR UNFORTUNATE 

VICTIMS 

 

Antagonism goes back 5,000 years. Listening to today's Jewish manipulated news and propaganda, the 

overwhelming number of the American public have the impression that hostility toward Jews is merely a 

recent isolated phenomenon invented by Adolf Hitler. They have been told over and over that the Jews 

are sweet, kind people just like everyone else, (only more so) and it is only because of the demented, 

paranoid prejudices of that wild man, Adolf Hitler, that the Jews have been unfairly picked upon for no 

reason at all. We are led to believe that before Hitler came along there was never any conflict between 

the Jews and the rest of the world. 

Irreconcilable Conflict. Nothing could be further from the truth. The conflict between the parasitic Jew 

and their long-suffering hosts throughout the civilized world is as old as history itself. It is irreconcilable, 

is a matter of life and death, and will continue until either the Jews are exterminated or the White Race 

is destroyed.  

 

The reason for this is inherent in the Talmudic religion of the Jews themselves which regards all Gentiles 

as eternal enemies to be exploited, robbed, fleeced and manipulated for the benefit of the Jews. How 

they 

do so is the subject of several other chapters in this book. 

 

Parasites of Civilization. 

In this particular chapter we want to show that the Jews have been 

dreaded and detested parasites on the backs of civilized nations from time 
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immemorial; that they have been thrown out of just about every civilized nation in the world, not only 

once, but repeatedly out of the same country, or the same region, or the same city. 

 

From the Mouth of the Jews. The evidence we produce here is not from 

"biased" Gentile sources, but on the contrary, is taken directly from the 

Jews' own records. Much of the information given here is derived mainly from Jewish encyclopedias, 

which are written by Jews, about Jews, and principally for Jews. In it we find that the Jews have been 

expelled, massacred, driven out, hated and detested by just about every country 

and city that they have infested. This has happened not only once, but 

repeatedly, going back into history as far as the time they were 

run out of Egypt in the second millennium B.C.E. (about 3,500 years ago). Although this was not 

necessarily the first, it is the first major Jewish expulsion history has recorded. 

 

Series of Backlash.  

However, in this analysis we are mostly concerned about the conflict between Jews and Gentiles in 

Europe. The attacks were spontaneous and 

can be numbered in the thousands in villages, cities and countries.. We find the attacks against the Jews 

at certain times ran in a campaign or a series and were given certain names. 

 

The Armleder Series:  

Name given to leaders of attacks on German Jews 1336-39, which were responsible for massacres in 

over 100 places in Alsace, Swabia and Franconia. 

 

The Black Death Massacres:  

These ran partially at the same time but over a wider area of Europe and a longer span of time. The Jews 

were accused (and rightfully so) of poisoning wells during the Black Plague and dropping diseased bodies 

into 

drinking water and thereby spreading and aggravating the plague. Attacks took place in Poland, Spain, 

France, Catalonia and Northern Italy. In Germany alone attacks took place in 350 places, while 60 large 

and 150 small Jewish communities were exterminated. 
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Bogdan Chmielnicki was a Cossack leader (1593-1657). In 1648 he headed a 

retaliatory uprising of the Ukraine. This resulted in the annihilation of 

hundreds of Jewish communities and the murder of hundreds of thousands of Jews, a contemporary 

source confirming that 744 Jewish communities were wiped out. The Jews refer to these as the 

Chmielnicki massacres. 

 

Hep! Hep! Riots:  

Anti-Jewish slogan used during the riots in Germany in 1819, a cry originating from the time of the 

Crusades. Rindfleish Massacres: Series of exterminatory attacks on Jews throughout Franconia and 

surrounding regions in 1298, after a Ritual Murder accusation. Led by a Bavarian noble named 

Rindfleish, 146 Jewish communities were annihilated. 

 

Simon Petrula (1880-1926):  

Ukrainian leader, who, with forces under his command (1918-20), carried out 493 pogroms in which 

16,706 Jews were killed. 

 

* * * * * 

 

Besides these series, there are certain terms that the Jews use again and again in the attacks on them, 

terms that are not ordinarily understood by non-Jews. 

 

Pogrom:  

An organized massacre for the annihilation of a community or a mass 

group of Jews. 

 

Ritual Murder or Blood Libel Accusations:  

One of the most abhorrent and depraved of religious rituals indulged in by the Jews over the centuries. 

The procedure is to kidnap some young Gentile, usually a boy 6 to 8 years old, (sometimes a girl) into a 
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secret room in a synagogue. The victim is tied down to a table, stripped, and his or her body pierced 

with sharp ritual knives in the identical places the nails supposedly entered the body of Christ. The blood 

is drained into cups and drunk by the Jews as part of the Passover Ritual. 

 

The Jews deny this bestial practice, and refer to them only as accusations. The fact is that they have not 

only been accused of this same bestial practice since Roman times, but have been convicted of it and 

hanged, decapitated and burned at the stake for this crime in practically every country of Europe (as we 

will see) and even in some of the Moslem countries. The murdered baby of Charles Lindberg is alleged to 

have been a victim of Jewish Ritual Murder in recent times. After personally studying the case, I am 

convinced that it is true, since it certainly fits the 

pattern. 

 

Tenacious Jews keep coming back. We will note that in a number of countries or cities the Jews were 

run out of (expelled), sometimes as many as five or six times. To the uninitiated this raises the 

questionâ€” how could the Jews be run out of a certain city and then be expelled out of 

the same city again 20 years later? The answer is that the Jews are like 

cockroaches. They are the most tenacious race in history and they always come back no matter how 

many have been killed, expelled, or how much they are detested by their host victims. They always 

come back, that is, if the city is fertile soil for their parasitic manipulations. We must remember that 

Jews are parasites, and parasites have to live on others, on a productive body. In the case of Jews their 

best victim is a thriving White community. For the same reason fleas will infest a dog again and 

again, or a house has to have pest control treatments every month to keep out cockroaches and other 

insect pests, so it is with the Jews. They always return to re-infest a productive community. 

 

Perpetual Warfare. 

To show how widespread has been the Jewish infestation over the ages 

and how universal the hostility against them, we will review the fluid warfare between Jewish 

infestation and the Gentile attempt to rid themselves of these parasites. Our information is from Jewish 

sources themselves and due to lack of space represents only a small capsule of the 

total available. 

 

* * * * * 
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ANCIENT TIMES 

Egypt:  

Although the conflicts between Jews and host civilizations precede 

written records, the oldest major expulsion we have on record is when the Jews were driven out of 

Egypt because they had become insufferable. The date is approximately the middle of the Second 

millenium B.C. Centuries later the Jews came back in huge numbers and Alexandria became a center of 

heavy infestation. Grave riots against the Jews in Alexandria broke out in 38 C.E. and again in 66 C.E. 

There were further disturbances by the Jews which were suppressed with extreme cruelty. In 115-17 

Alexandrian Jews were heavily attacked and their Great Synagogue burned. 

 

In 414 C.E. the Jews were again expelled from that city. Asia: In Medina, a city in Arabia, Mohammed, 

who at first had been friendly to the Jews, in 

622 C.E. either expelled or massacred them all, and no Jews have been allowed there since. 

 

Seleucia is an ancient city on the Tigris. Jews flocked into this city after the destruction of Arulia and 

Asinia. This resulted in a wholesale massacre of the Jews in 40 C.E., but they came back. 

 

Byzantine Empire:  

Justinian, Emperor from 527 to 565, adopted a thorough-going anti-Jewish policy, barring them from 

civil service, military posts and any other positions of influence. This policy was adhered to in the 

ensuing 

centuries and is undoubtedly a major reason why the Eastern Roman (Byzantine) Empire survived the 

Western Roman Empire by a thousand 

years. 

 

Rome:  

The oldest continuing Jewish community in Europe was established in Rome, 
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with records dating back to 139 B.C.E., but they undoubtedly were there much earlier. Cicero, the great 

Roman statesman and man of letters, recognized the Jews as an organized hostile element as early as 50 

B.C.E. and frequently attacked them in his Senate speeches. Emperor Tiberius expelled the Jews from 

Rome in 19 C.E. but they soon returned. Emperor Claudius expelled a number of Jews from Rome in 49-

50 C.E. In 116 C.E. Emperor Trajan ordered a preventative massacre of Jews in Mesopotamia, since they 

were the cause of perpetual turmoil and uprisings in that area. 

As Roman conquest and culture spread over Europe, Rome was the original center from which Jewish 

loan bankers spread out ot Northern Italy and then to the rest of Europe. Despite threats and 

vicissitudes against the Jews, the Popes generally helped to protect the Jews from an outraged 

populace. 

 

* * * * * 

 

MEDIEVAL EUROPE 

Dispersed from Rome.  

Spreading out from Rome and following Roman conquests, the Jews spread over Europe. As civilization, 

industry and commerce advanced to the 

individual areas and cities, the parasitical Jew followed and sank deep his 

tentacles into his baffled hosts. Dog and Flea Situation. Since we do not have the space, the following 

presents only a thumbnail sketch of repeated Jewish invasions and the reactions of their beleaguered 

hosts, who never really knew how to deal with the Jewish phenomenon. 

Like the dog and flea situation, the dog wants to be rid of the fleas, but never learned how to do it. 

 

Perpetual War.  

However brief, the following gives a representative picture of the eternal warfare between the blood-

sucking Jew and the attempts of the White 

Gentiles in Europe to repel them. We will take the countries in alphabetical order. 

 

AUSTRIA 
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Ritual Murder. The 13th to 15th centuries were marked by serious persecutions. In 1420 as a result of a 

charge of Ritual Murder, all Jews in Austria were either burned, expelled or forcible baptized. They did 

not disappear, however, and in 1670 Margaret Theresa decreed another 

general expulsion. 

 

In Salzburg, the Jewish community was massacred during the Black Death outbreak, 1349, and again 

following a Host Desecration charge in 1404. They were expelled by the Archbishop in 1498. In the 

province of Tyrol the Jews were accused of well poisoning at the time of the Black Death. As a further 

result of a Ritual Murder charge in 1475, the Jewish communities in 

Trent, Rinn and Lienz were destroyed, and finally in 1520 all Jews were expelled from Tyrol. 

 

No Stemming of the Tide.  

There was a hostile, but ineffective reaction to their return. Karl Lueger (1844-1910) who was Mayor of 

Vienna from 1897 dismissed entrenched Jewish officials, introduced segregation into public schools and 

took other anti-Jewish measures. However, it had little effect in stemming the Jewish 

tide, until the Hitler Anschluss of Austria in 1938. 

 

ENGLAND 

Came with the Norman Conquest. Jews first swarmed into England with the Norman Conquest of 1066. 

They soon became oppressive tax collectors for the Crown and monopolized finances, trade and 

commerce. In 1144 the first Ritual Murder accusation was brought against them in Norwich, and 

Chaucer (1340-1400) wrote about the Ritual Murder of Hugh of Lincoln in 1255. At the time of the Third 

Crusade, 1189-90, there were serious riots against the Jews all over the country, accompanied by much 

bloodshed. Antagonism grew further because of their financial manipulations and chicanery and they 

were finally expelled form the whole country by King Edward I in 1290. 

In London, the Jewish headquarters, the Jews were well established before 1100. 

There was a murderous attack on the Jews at the time of the coronation of 

Richard I in 1189, and several more during the Baron's Wars of 1263-66. The Jews in London faced Ritual 

Murder accusations in 1238, 1244 and 1276. 

Doors opened by Oliver Cromwell. Oliver Cromwell was the Jews' Chabez-goi who opened the 

floodgates in 1655 and the Jews swarmed in again en masse. By 1696 the Jews had control of the Bank 

of England and have retained control of banking, finance and government ever since. 
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FRANCE 

Early Infestation. The Jewish infestation of France began comparatively early, preceding 70 A.D., and by 

the ninth century France was the main center of activity of the international Jewish traders, called the 

Radanites. By the 11th and 12th centuries the Jewish communities in France became the most densely 

settled in the world. This produced a hostile 

reaction and due to their nefarious practices they were excluded from the crafts and trades. The Jews 

then more and more monopolized money-lending and finance, strangling the commerce of the Gentiles. 

 

Ritual Murder.  

Murderous attacks against the Jews became common after the First 

Crusade (1096). As in many other countries, as they were expelled from one area, they moved into 

another area, and soon back again to the original site. In Blois, the first Ritual Murder charge in 1171 

resulted in 31 Jews being burnt at the stake. At the time of the Fourth Crusade (1235-36) a massacre of 

Jews in Brittany culminated in their expulsion in 1391. In the city of Carcassone, the Jews were 

temporarily expelled in 1253, again in 1306 and finally in 1394. After a Ritual Murder in the province of 

Dauphine they were expelled in 1253, but returned in 1289. After 1305 a series of expulsion orders were 

enforced against the Jews in the province of Gascony, culminating in the general expulsion of 1394. 

 

Jews engineered the French Revolution.  

In the rest of France a general expulsion had been decreed and forcefully carried out in 1306. For the 

next several centuries Jewish activities in France were subdued, but flared up radically in the decades 

before the French Revolution, which the Jews engineered. After executing the King and Queen in 1793 

and plunging Europe into 20 years of fratricidal warfare, the Jews were fully in the saddle again. 

 

During the French Revolution they systematically guillotined the French nobility and the French 

leadership. This extermination and the next 20 years of the Napoleonic Wars bled to death the cream of 

the French nation. France has never recovered. 

 

GERMANY 

Intensive Enmity. 
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In no country has the warfare over the centuries been as bitter and intensive as between the Jews and 

the German people. Whereas countries like England, France, and Spain during the Middle Ages were 

(more or 

less) unified under one ruler and capable of expelling the Jews (more or less) out of the entire country in 

1290, 1306 and 1492, respectively, the fragmented Germans were never in such a position until 1871. 

By that time it was too late, and the Jews too powerful and too well entrenched on a world-wide basis. 

During Medieval times when one German dukedom or principality would throw them out, they would 

just run to the adjoining territory, multiply, and soon be back. Never could any meaningful cleansing be 

effected throughout the German land. Nevertheless, the Jewish 

hatred for the Germans, and vice-versa, was most virulent in the German states and to this day the 

German people are the primary target of genocide by the international Jewish network. 

 

The history of warfare between the Jews and the Germans is a long one and we can only give a small 

fragment here. By 1090 the Jews had become so obnoxious and insufferable that the Crusaders killed 

the Jews in the Rhineland, the area of densest Jewish settlement in Germany at that time. 

Jews Intensified Epidemic. During the Black Death epidemic (1348-49) the Jews were charged with 

spreading the plague by poisoning wells and dropping infected bodies in wells. In Germany alone during 

this time attacks on Jews took place in about 350 areas, while 60 large 

and 150 small Jewish communities were exterminated. Many towns thereafter tried to banish the Jews 

for all time, but the Jews always returned, as we shall see. 

 

Middle ages Continual Warfare.  

In Breslau the Jewish community was wiped out in 1349. In Coblenz the Jews suffered persecutions in 

1265, 1281 and 1287, and from Armleder attacks in 1337. The Jewish community was wiped out during 

the Black Death Massacres of 1349, but they returned by 1356 and were again banished from the entire 

province of Trier in 1418. Jewish activity in Dresden was first recorded in 1375. By 1448 they were run 

out because of their activities of counterfeiting coins and aiding the Hussites. 

 

Jews Monopolized Finances. 

The Jewish community was expelled from Dusseldorf in 1438 but returned late in the 16th century. 

Despite anti-Jewish riots in Erfurt in 1221, the 

Jewish community continued to develop until the Black Death Massacres of 1349, when the survivors 

were banished. They returned in 1357 and were run out again in 1458. The Jewish community in 
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Frankfurt-Am-Main was annihilated in 1241 and again by the Flagellants in 1349. The Jews in Frankfurt 

monopolized moneylending and finance in the Middle Ages and 

even today Frankfurt is one of the world's more important Jewish financial 

centers. The Fettmilch riots in 1614 led to a temporary expulsion and the War of 1796 resulted in the 

destruction of a large part of the Jewish ghetto in Frankfurt. 

 

Black Death Massacres. 

In the city of Halberstadt, the Jews were run out in 1493, returned in the next century and again driven 

out in 1594. The Jews' main activity in the city of Leipzig was money lending. They were annihilated in 

the Black Death massacres of 1349, but others returned. The Jews in Mainz were expelled as early as 

1012 but soon returned. Hundreds were killed by Crusaders in 1096, despite the Bishop's protection, but 

others soon returned. A series of massacres ensued at the time of the Black Death (1349), but the Jews 

kept coming back.  

 

Expulsion edicts were issued in 1438, 1462 and 1470-71. Rindfleish Massacres. In Nuremberg, where the 

Jews had settled in the 12th century, their main activity was also money-lending. The Jewish community 

was 

destroyed in 1298 during the Rindfleish massacres, when 728 Jews were killed. 

During the Black Death massacres (1349) 562 were killed and the remainder 

ousted. Due to their insidious money-lending intrigues they were again expelled in 1499. Court Jews 

Manipulated Rulers. Jews were present in 

the area before the German state of Prussia was even formed. When Frederick 

William became the Grand Elector, Jewish power expanded rapidly. They became "Court Jews," money-

lenders, mint-masters, army purveyors and the 

aristocracy of the community. 

 

Returned Repeatedly. 

In the ancient and beautiful city of Rothenburg the Jewish community was destroyed during the 

Rindfleisch massacres of 1298, was renewed, and again destroyed in 1349. The Jews again returned, 

again were repulsed in 1349. The Jews again returned, again were repulsed in 1397 after massacres. 

They 
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returned again in 1402 and were driven out in 1520. Charged with Well-Poisoning. In 1348 in the city of 

Stuttgart, the Jews were burnt on charges of well-poisoning and spreading the Black Plague. There were 

a 

number of expulsions in the succeeding centuries. The story in Trier was 

similar. The Jewish community was destroyed in 1349, infiltrated back in a few decades, was again 

driven out in 1418 and returned in 1500. 

 

Always Returned.  

The above pattern can be repeated in just about every German city, every German state. Wherever the 

Jews settled they became obnoxious parasites and were driven out time and time again by an outraged 

populace.. But 

they always returned to sink their tentacles deeper. They learned from their previous mistakes and 

became more cunning in neutralizing the community they set about to exploit and strangle. 

 

Thirty Years War instigated by Jews.  

Toward the close of the Middle Ages most of the German cities had repeatedly banished Jews. But they 

always returned in larger numbers. The fratricidal Thirty Yearsâ€™ War (1618-48) over Christianity 

pitted Catholics against Protestants. It was provoked and instigated by the Jews, destroyed 65% of the 

German population and 80% of the buildings and property. It left the German nation in shambles, more 

fragmented than ever into small jealous petty states. It set the German nation back perhaps 300 years, 

but, as usual, the Jewish position greatly benefited thereby. The fragmented, impoverished states 

turned to the Jews as money-lenders. Many of the key positions were filled by Court Jews, military 

purveyors, financial advisers, tax collectors, money-lenders and many other vital areas. Jewish power 

and infestation grew until the Hitler era. 

 

POLAND 

Heavy infestation of Khazar Jews. The Jewish infestation began in the 9th 

Century and was reinforced by aggressive Khazar elements at the time. Despite pogroms, massacres and 

expulsions, the Jewish infestation increased until in the 19th century and by the first part of the 20th 

century Poland had the largest Jewish population (percentage-wise) in 

the world. 
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Chmielnicki Uprisings.  

Ritual Murders by Jews brought retaliations in Posen in 1399 and in Cracow in 1407. Students in Cracow 

began anti-Jewish riots in 1401, and attacks took place in Cracow, Lvov, Posen and elsewhere. They 

were driven out of Warsaw in 1483, out of Cracow in 1491. The Chmielnicki uprisings against the Jews 

(1648-49) destroyed hundreds of Jewish communities. Economic restrictions (against Jews), pogroms, 

and Ritual Murder charges were recurrent throughout Poland. Thousands were killed by the Haidmak 

disorders of 1768 in the Ukraine. 

 

Jews Constituted 50% of Urban Population.  

After 1815 the bulk of Poland wasunder Russian rule and its Jewish history continued under Russia. By 

1828 Jews constituted 50% of the urban population of Poland, making it the most heavily Jew-infested 

country in the world.  

Looking at the reaction in some of the major cities we find a Jewish pogrom 

occurred in Bialystok as late as 1906. In the city of Kalisch there was a whole series of persecutions, 

beginning in the 14th century. In 1656 the Jewish community in Kalisch was destroyed by Polish General 

Czarniecki. 

In 1399 a Host Desecration charge in Posen resulted in the killing of a rabbi and 13 elders, and anti-

Jewish outbreaks occurred there in 1468, 1577 and 1687. 

Jews living in Warsaw were persecuted in 1454 as a result of (Italian Franciscan preacher) Capistrano's 

incitement and were expelled out of the city in 1483. Jews monopolized Grain Trade. Jews settled in 

Pinsk in the 16th century and soon monopolized the grain trade. Jews suffered severely in the 

Chmielnicki massacres of 1648-49 and also the Swedish Wars of 1700. Nevertheless by the beginning of 

World War II, the population of Pinsk was 70% Jewish. By 1939 there were 360,000 Jews living in the 

City of Warsaw, one of the highest concentrations in Europe at the time. 

 

RUSSIA 

Intense Hatred.  

Huge Jewish Population. The hatred between the people of Russia and the Jews is one of the most 

intense in the history of the universally detested Jews. Before World War I, Russia had 5,600,000 Jews 

within its borders, 

the largest total concentration or Jews in any country in the world up to that time, being only later 

exceeded by the Jewish population of the United States at the present time. 
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90% of Today's Jews are of Khazar Descent. Part of the heavy Jewish 

infestation was due to the Khazars, a rapacious Turkish tribe that had built an empire between the Black 

Sea and the Caspian Sea and extending northward into the middle of what is now Russia. The Khazars 

converted to Judaism under King Bulan in the 8th century A.D. It is estimated that 90% of todayâ€™s 

Jews are descendants of the Khazars, rather than Palestinian Jews, although either is equally vicious. 

 

Conquered by Yaroslav.  

In 1083 Russian Archduke Yaroslav conquered the Khazars and incorporated their kingdom into Russia 

proper. Little did the Russians realize the virulence of the plague that they had assumed to assimilate.. 

The real warfare, however, did not begin until the 16th century. 

 

In 1563, 300 Jews were drowned at Polotosk and Vitelisk. In 1648 Bogdan 

Chmielnicki headed a rebellion of Cossack and Ukrainian masses against Jews and Polish landowners. 

This resulted in the annihilation of hundreds of Jewish communities, one Jewish source claiming 744 

Jewish communities were wiped out and hundreds of thousands of Jews killed. The Jews have 

termed these as the Chmielnicki massacres. 

 

Jews Expelled from Ukraine.  

When the Ukraine was annexed to Russia in 1667 the Jews were expelled from Ukrainian territory. 

Clauses prohibiting the Jews from visiting Russia were inserted in treaties signed by Russia with foreign 

powers 

in 1550 and 1678. Expulsion orders were issued in 1727, 1738 and 1742. In 1753 a total of 35,000 Jews 

were driven out of Russia. 

In 1762 Catherine the Great permitted aliens to live in Russia, except Jews... In 1791 by decree she 

limited Jews to a restricted area called the Pale of Settlement, and then they could live only in the towns 

of that area. 

 

Jews Not Assimilable.  

Czar Alexander I expelled 20,000 Jews from the province of Vitebsk and Mohilev in 1824. Czar Alexander 

II attempted to assimilate and to Russify the Jews, but without success. In retaliation he was 

assassinated in 1881 by Jewish revolutionaries. The Russians reacted with new pogroms, regarding 
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the Jews as a subversive element to be kept apart from the village population and enacted the May 

Laws. In 1891 the Jews were run out of Moscow. 

 

Jews Foment Revolution.  

Hostility and warfare between the Russian people and the Jews accelerated, reaching its climax with the 

Beilis case (1911-13) on a Ritual Murder charge in Kiev. The Jews were highly organized for revolution. In 

1905 

they attempted a revolutionary overthrow of the Russian government, but failed. 

 

Revolution Successful. Communism Established.  

During Russia's involvement and defeat in World War I and the subsequent Jewish-communist 

revolution they were, however, overwhelmingly successful. The Jews shot the Czar, threw all of Russia 

into a revolutionary turmoil and in 1917 established a communist-bolshevik government completely 

under their control. In the ensuing years of turmoil, revolution and famine, the Jews took vicious 

revenge and murdered over 30 million White Russians, thereby exterminating the best elements of the 

Russian population. Therewith they destroyed any existing or potential Russian opposition or leadership, 

as they had done in France 125 years earlier. 

 

Jews firmly in control of largest Slave Labor Camp in the world.  

Today, more than sixty years later, the Jews are still in firm control, having established the most fiendish 

and brutal slave-labor camp in the world. The Jewish Encyclopedia cites long lists of cities and areas in 

which pogroms, expulsions and massacres occurred, but the list of events is too massive to record here. 

 

SPAIN 

Jews Betrayed Spain to Arab Invaders.  

Jews entered Spain as early as the 6th century B.C.E., coming in with the Phoenician traders. From 612 

C.E. a relentless warfare ensued between the natives and the Jews, marked by sporadic outbreaks and 

massacres. The Jews helped the Arabs invade Spain in 711 by betrayals from within. For several 

centuries the Jews prospered under the Arabs and Spain became the foremost Jewish center of that 

time. In the Christian part of Spain Jews became tax collectors and "Court Jews," and soon controlled 

both the government and the economy. The infestation became so flagrant (20-25% of the population 

were Jews) and so oppressive the Spaniards reacted. 
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Moslems Expelled Jews.  

In Granada in 1066 while still under Moslem rule the Jews were attacked and expelled. The Jewish 

community re-established itself but was again uprooted by the Almohades (Moslem) invasion in 1148 

and Jews were either 

expelled or converted to the Moslem religion. In Cordova Jews were also expelled or converted by the 

Almohades in 1147. 

 

In the Christian part of Spain a wave of massacres against the Jews swept the country in 1391, especially 

in Cordova, Granada, Segovia and Seville, and many of them became baptized Marranos, openly 

professing Christianity, but remaining secret Jews at heart, loyal to the Jewish race and religion. 

 

Sought Control of Catholic Church.  

Soon these false Christians began acquiring control of the Catholic Church itself. Along with the real 

Jews, they now controlled the church, the government and the economy, and dissolution, turmoil and 

rot ensued. 

 

Spain Expels Moors, Jews in 1492. Finally, in 1492, after ten years of warfare, Ferdinand and Isabella 

succeeded in driving out the Moors and uniting Spain. (We devote a whole chapter to this dramatic 

episode in history in our earlier book, NATUREâ€™S ETERNAL RELIGION.) That same 

year they decreed that all Jews were to get out of Spain by August 1st. This was carried out with 

resolution and determination, culminating in the largest mass expulsion of Jews up to that time. 

 

Having rid herself of the Jews, the history of Spain then blossomed into what is known as its Golden Age. 

For the next three centuries Spain prospered... She was the leader in colonization and worldwide 

expansion in the New World, the Philippines and elsewhere. 

 

Stranglehold On Spain.  

However, the tenacious Jews marked Spain for economic strangulation and revenge. By the 1930â€™s 

they were powerful enough to tear Spain apart again. They fomented and instigated a terribly 

destructive fratricidal Civil War that left Spain in shambles. With the help of Hitler and 
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Mussolini that war was successfully resolved against the Jewish communists with Franco heading the 

new Fascist government. 

 

Staying Healthy & Protected 

 

Given the possibility of pandemics, as the old saying goes: "An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of 

cure." This definitely speaks for witchcraft as well. It is much easier to prevent a problem than it is to 

deal with it once is has got a grip on your life.  

 

The following is a working for protecting yourself in these times where deadly viruses are spreading 

about the world. Illness can be seen and sensed in the aura, often as much as several days before one 

becomes sick. The aura takes on a greyish color. Those of us who can see our auras and the auras of 

others know this well. The aura and soul can be programmed to protect our physical body against any 

illnesses. This working should be imperative, given the threat of deadly viruses spreading currently. 

 

The following working can also be done for loved ones. In the case of children and/or others whom you 

care about, just visualize the light and state the affirmations including his/her name.  

 

The following is best begun during a waxing Moon [Moon going from new to full]. The days to begin this 

working ideally are: Sunday [the Sun is one's vitality], during the hours of Mercury, Venus or Jupiter; or 

Wednesday [Mercury is the healer], during the hours of the Sun, Mercury, Venus, or Jupiter; or Thursday 

{Jupiter is the benefic planet], during the hours of the Sun, Mercury, or Venus: or Friday [Venus is the 

lesser benefic planet], during the hours of the Sun, Mercury, Venus, or Jupiter.  

 

The working should be done daily during the hours of the Sun, Mercury, Venus, or Jupiter. To obtain 

these hours, please go to: 

http://chronosxp.sourceforge.net/en/ and download this free software if you haven't already. Timing 

and the planets are what often makes or breaks the effectiveness of a working. I always print out the 

hours for the entire month and put them in a binder.  
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This working should be performed once a day for 40 days straight, not missing a day. If you miss a day, 

then do the working twice the next day, but try not to miss any days as the energy will build upon the 

former day, every day. 

 

1. Relax and feel your aura. New people- just try to focus on your aura. For those of us who can 

manipulate our auras, expand your aura a bit to where you feel it and visualize it filled with a brilliant 

white-gold light.  

 

2. While visualizing, affirm: 

"I am always exceptionally strong and healthy in every way. My immune system is always exceptionally 

strong and healthy in every way. I am always protected from any illnesses, diseases or viruses in every 

way."  

 

The above is a suggestion for affirmation, you can change or modify this if you want to, but make sure 

you always cover every angle and that your affirmations are in the present tense.  

 

3. State this 10-20 times. Make sure you concentrate and are focused.  

 

For protecting a loved one, visualize the brilliant light engulfing the loved one and affirm: 

"[Name of Loved one] is always exceptionally strong and healthy in every way. [Name of Loved one's] 

immune system is always exceptionally strong and healthy in every way. [Name of Loved one] is always 

protected from any illnesses, diseases or viruses in every way."  

 

Do the same for 40 days straight. And Yes, you can work on both yourself and a loved one, but not at the 

same time, meaning following right after. Leave at least some 30 minutes or more inbetween workings. 

This is so you don't dilute your energies.  

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Masters of Deceit: A Short History of the Jews 

 

The following article is very educational and revealing. It was written for white people, but what the jew 

does directly affects ALL Gentile races, regardless of color. It also reveals how the jew has from the 

beginning of time has been active in promoting and operating the slave trade.  

 

Many people do not understand WHY they have certain fears and such. This article below also reveals 

the subliminal and subconsious programming the jew has been operating for centuries.  

 

To be completely FREE of the program of christianity and related, one must thoroughly know and 

understand the jew.  

 

*** 

Nature's Eternal Religion 1 - 06 

The Unavenged Outrage: Masters of Deceit — A Short History of the Jews 

 

Nature in her infinite wisdom has put the highest premium on survival of the species. In her profuse 

variety Nature has brought forth creatures of all kinds, fish and fowl, animal and vegetable, insect and 

bacteria. Some creatures like the cardinal and bluebird are beautiful to behold. Others like the scorpion 

fish are not. Some creatures are flesh eating. Others are herbivorous. Some animals, like cows, forage on 

the grass of the meadows. Others like the coyote, the wolf and the tiger are predatory. Other creatures 

like cockroaches, mosquitoes and maggots are parasitic. Each creature has its means of existence and 

survival and its means of perpetuating its species. In all, the will to live and perpetuate its own kind is 

intensely strong. If it were not, the species would soon have died out. 

 

In the human species there is one race that stands out above all others in the intensity and fierceness in 

its will to survive — that is the Jewish race. How this one race has survived and stayed intact through all 

the convulsions and upheavals of history for 5000 years is something remarkable to behold. 

 

Whereas some of the ancient races of recorded history such as the Babylonians, the Romans, the 

Phoenicians, the Egyptians, as a race, have all gone down the sinkhole of history — the Jew has survived. 
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Not only has he survived, but he has become the slave-master of all the other races of the world, 

although he only numbers a small percentage of the world's population. 

 

Throughout his history, which goes back more than 5000 years, during which he has remained united as 

a race, the Jew has been the parasite and 

predator on the backs of those nations who have been his unwilling hosts. The Jew has never been a 

creator, nor a builder, nor a producer. On the contrary, he has been a destroyer of civilizations, a 

plunderer of 

nations, and a killer who invented the very idea of genocide in the earliest stages of his own history. All 

we have to do is read their own Old Testament to find that in page after page after page they slew, 

killed and plundered one tribe after another. One nation after another was put to the sword, man, 

woman and child. 

 

Yes, indeed, the Jews are a blood-thirsty race. They have survived over a long period of time, although 

they have been scattered throughout the other nations of the world. They have been a plague on the 

body of mankind from the earliest dawn of recorded history. Nor has that plague abated in modern 

times.  

 

The history of mankind is filled with wars and conflict, but of all the conflicts that have ensued between 

the different nations and the different races, there is only one race that has aroused the most violent 

antagonisms no matter where they settled — that race is the Jewish race. 

 

Throughout all the turmoil of history and all the wars, conflicts and massacres, sooner or later the two 

conflicting parties settled down and either reconciled their differences, and lived peacefully together, or 

they went elsewhere to live. Not so with the Jews, however. The Jew has never been reconciled with the 

host nation upon whose back he feeds. Nor have the Jews peacefully migrated to other countries. The 

history of the Jews demonstrates two things: first, that there has never been a 

reconciliation between them and their hosts, and second, that no nation has ever succeeded in barring 

them permanently. 

 

Furthermore, as the Jews bored into their host nations and became more and more reprehensible and 

intolerable, the host nation generally has turned on them and tried to expel them from their national 

body. However, in no case has a victimized nation been successful in expelling them permanently. In 
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fact, it is surprising that in every case where Jews were expelled from a nation, often under conditions of 

humiliation and suffering, within a few years the Jews have returned. Not only have they 

usually returned, but they then set about with increased viciousness to destroy the host nation upon 

whom they had previously fed like a parasite.  

 

The Jews have since time immemorial been culture destroyers and civilization destroyers. The Jewish 

problem has been on the back of all nations for at least the past 5000 years. 

 

Whereas the White Race, with its creativity and restless energy, has moved to the various areas of the 

world and created civilizations, the Jew invariably followed, bored into their very vitals and sooner or 

later destroyed those civilizations. They helped to destroy the Egyptian civilization, the Greek 

civilization, and were the prime cause in the destruction of the great Roman civilization. When Europe 

slowly again picked up the threads of civilization from Rome, the Jew was already there and has lain like 

a cancer upon the body of Europe from the time of the Romans. 

 

Why is it that the Jewish Race has survived through all the upheavals of over 5000 years of history, 

whereas more powerful races like the Romans have perished? Is it because the Jew is tough? We find 

that the Jew is tough, but other races, such as the Romans, have been even tougher and they have not 

survived. Is it because he is a good fighter? No, he is, in fact, a physical coward and in open combat he is 

certainly one of the lesser and more cowardly warriors. Is it because he is more 

treacherous and deceitful? Perhaps, since in this characteristic he undoubtedly excels all other peoples. 

But this is not the sole 

reason why he has survived either. The reason for his survival lies in his unique religion. 

 

Early in their history the Jews realized the tremendous potency of religion as a weapon — a weapon to 

either unite their own race, or a weapon to disintegrate and destroy their enemies. For thousands of 

years they have capitalized upon this knowledge to the hilt. In a masterful fashion, they have 

manipulated religion to their advantage with a cunning that no other people seems to have even 

suspected. 

 

If we could briefly look at the wars between Rome and Carthage, and the brief siege and destruction of 

Jerusalem during the rise and expansion of the Roman Empire, I think we can find the answer to the 

Jews' survival. 
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As Roman power increased and expanded, it was inevitable that it should soon come into conflict with 

the increasing power of Carthage. For over 100 years these two great rival powers fought battles of 

attrition and annihilation. Finally Rome emerged the victor, and when they had Carthage at its mercy, 

they leveled the city, killed all the male population and sold the women and children into slavery. 

Carthage was no more. It was gone forever. 

 

Now let us contrast this with what happened to Jerusalem in the year 70 C.E. During the rule of Emperor 

Vespasian, the Jews in Judea became rebellious. Emperor Vespasian sent General Titus down there and 

after a 139 day siege of Jerusalem, the city was sacked, leveled to the ground, and the Jews were either 

killed or dispersed. It would seem that in a fate similar to that of Carthage, this would be the end of the 

Jews, But not so. 

The Jews had one extraordinary thing going for them: and that was the unique religion that bound their 

race together. Far from being destroyed, the Jews in their cunning and resourcefulness, with their 

religion uniting and binding them together, planned revenge on the Romans. And revenge they did get. 

They inflected on the Romans a religion that undermined the will of the Romans to survive as a race and 

as a nation. 

 

With tremendous zeal the Jews propagated among the Romans a new religion with such suicidal ideas 

as "turn the other cheek, love your enemies, resist not evil" and other self-destructive philosophies that 

sapped the strength of the Romans and left them naked and defenseless before their enemies. In a few 

centuries the great Roman civilization completely disintegrated and was defenseless against the 

marauding vandals who finally sacked Rome in the year 476 C.E. and Rome was no more. 

 

However, with his tenacity and zeal for preserving the Jewish race as embodied in his fanatic religion, 

the Jew did not go down with Rome. No, on the contrary, he fed on the corpse and went from the 

Roman corpse to scatter and infect the incipient and growing new cultures that were emerging in 

Western Europe, cultures and civilizations that were blighted from the very beginning with the handicap 

of the new religion with which the Jew had destroyed Rome. 

 

It is true that the Jew is tough. He is cunning and he is treacherous. He is also tenacious and he is 

persistent. All these qualities fit him well to be the foremost predator and parasite on the body of 

mankind. But even with all these qualities he would not have survived had it not been for his Mosaic 

religion. It is the basic ingredients of his religion that bind him together in a holy brotherhood hostile to 

all mankind, striving, pushing, clawing, always and forever for the good of his race, for the survival of his 

race, and exhibiting in its raw form one of the strongest laws of Nature: the propagation and survival of 

its own species. 
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The Jews learned one other significant fact early in their history: There is nothing as powerful in uniting 

a group (any group) as having a common enemy. Based on this premise, they have seen to it that they 

have always been at war with other races. In fact, all other peoples are their enemies at all times. It is 

only a matter of strategy as to who is the prime enemy at any given time. 

This theory has worked wonders. It has kept the Jews united and fighting. Their solidarity has destroyed 

all enemies before them.  

 

The central theme of the Jewish religion is hatred, hatred for the Gentiles, that is all other races. The 

other overwhelmingly powerful facet of the Jewish religion is racial loyalty, loyalty to its own kind. 

Whereas to the average Gentile, sadly enough, it matters very little with whom he does business, 

whether it is another Gentile or not.  

 

Nor is the average Gentile too interested in whether the person next door or the person he meets is one 

of his own kind. But to a Jew, whether he 

is doing business with a Jew, living next door to a Jew, or meets a Jew, this means everything. That the 

Judaic religion has been the rock of strength around which the Jewish race has rallied for the last 5000 

years is without question. The Jews do not believe in God nor are they foolish enough to put their 

efforts or beliefs centered in a hereafter.  

 

Golda Meir, the present Prime Minister of Israel, stated succinctly when she said in her speech from the 

Knesset, the Israel Parliament in Yiddish, "I am a non-believer, yet no one will be able to root from the 

heart and mind the conviction that without the Jewish religion we would have been like all other 

nations, who once existed and disappeared." From the earliest glimmerings of childhood the Jewish 

parents inculcate into their offspring the idea of racial loyalty, the idea that the survival of 

the Jewish race is everything, the idea that all other peoples are their enemies to be either exploited or 

destroyed. 

 

The Jewish Old Testament is crammed full of make-believe of Jewish history, very little of it true. But 

interwoven through all this 

fantasy the idea of racial survival is driven into their brains, advice on how to survive. It and the Talmud 

are full of advice and wisdom binding the Jewish race together in an indestructible unit of purpose. 
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In Prov. 29:18 is spelled out the idea of a long term program, "where there is no vision, a people perish." 

If we contrast this with the advice the Jews foisted on the Gentiles in the New Testament, for instance: 

Matt. 6:34 where it says, "take therefore no thought for the morrow: for the morrow shall take thought 

for the things of itself." Here we see clearly spelled out that it is essential for the Jews to have vision for 

the long term, a long term plan. In reality, their religion is a perpetual conspiracy which is essential for 

their survival as a parasitic race. But in order to weaken and soften their victims for aggression, conquest 

and 

slavery, the White Race has had its brains polluted with all kinds of bad Jewish advice of which, "take no 

thought for tomorrow" is one of the many, and that is exactly the position of Gentiles today.  

 

The Jew has planned and planned and prepared. He has a far-reaching and all-encompassing program 

for the control, domination and exploitation of his host, for whom he nurtures a terrible, pathological 

hatred. The driving force of his whole religion is hatred for his host. He has always hated his host nation 

with a terrible passion. How many times have we heard the expression ingrained in Jewish controlled 

books about the "whore of Babylon." The fact is that the Babylonian people were a good White people, 

a productive people, a creative people, who were finally destroyed by the Jews in their midst. 

Throughout history the Jews have propagated a vicious Iying propaganda about degeneracy of the 

Babylonian people; a monstrous lie. 

 

When the Jews poured into the Roman civilization and finally destroyed it with the new suicidal religion 

they foisted upon the Romans, they then pictured the Romans as being cruel, degenerate and immoral. 

Even to this day, the Jewish movies coming out of Hollywood depict the Romans as a debauched and 

degenerate people. Even Iying Jewish propagandists like Billy 

Graham perpetually denounce the Romans as cruel, debauched and tyrannical. Another terrible Jewish 

lie. 

 

Having chosen to play the role of a parasite far back in their history, the die is now long cast and they 

can do no other than to roam the civilized world seeking any spot where they can settle down in the 

midst of an established community, where they can remain and prosper at the expense of others.  

 

As a parasitic people the Jews can only survive by living on that which others produce. When they come 

into a community they bring nothing with them but their cunning and their treachery. The Jew knows 

when he enters the Gentile community that sooner or later he will be discovered and there will be 

violence and retribution. The thing the Jew fears more than anything else is open detection and the 

ensuing physical violence. One of his phrases throughout the centuries has been "Oy, gewalt!" This old 
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Yiddish phrase translates "Oh, violence." Knowing that his parasitic activities of fleecing, robbing and 

plundering the Gentile community will eventually result in violence against his person, he prepares for it 

in advance. We go back to the quotation from Proverbs in which the Jews are advised "where there is no 

vision, a people perish." So as he sinks his tentacles deeply into the body of the community that he is 

about to ravish, he prepares in advance to 

nullify, neutralize and minimize the opposition from the Gentile community that he knows 

sooner or later will develop into hostility against him. 

 

In this respect the Jew is very similar to other parasitic creatures of Nature. When a woodtick crawls up 

the leg of an individual he does so very stealthily and usually completely unnoticed. The woodtick is 

searching for an appropriate place on the body of the host he can dig into and suck its blood for its own 

nourishment. The woodtick knows that when he digs in, normally it would be painful to the host, 

therefore attract its attention and result in its being picked off and destroyed. But the woodtick has a 

remedy for this. Before digging in he carefully anesthetizes the skin surface of the victim host. Having 

done this, it then carefully begins to chew and suck, all this time anesthetizing the area so that the host 

will feel no pain. Meanwhile, the head bores in deeper and deeper and the parasite begins to bloat itself 

on the blood of its victim without the host having felt any pain whatsoever, or even being aware of its 

presence. By the time the victim finally discovers the tick, it is thoroughly rooted into its flesh. The host 

is no longer in a position to remove it without causing pain and infection to himself and the death and 

destruction of the parasitic tick. Even though the victim now tries to remove the parasite, he cannot do 

so. He can pull off the bloated body and destroy part of the tick but the head will remain imbedded and 

cause infection and perhaps blood poisoning. 

 

At this stage it becomes a major operation to remove the infectious tick, which he could have easily 

flicked off with a finger at the beginning, had he realized that the parasite had designs upon his blood. 

The parasitic operation of the Jew upon the body of his unfortunate host is very similar. 

Being a non-productive parasite, the Jew has less than nothing to offer to the host community or nation 

which he enters and into which forthwith he beings to sink deep his tentacles. Remember the title of 

this chapter that the Jews are masters of deceit. 

 

His main commodity is deceit and lies on a massive scale. Having chosen to be a professional parasite 

this characteristic is now so deeply and instinctively ingrained in his very nature that he knows by 

instinct what he must do to protect himself and what the weaknesses of his Gentile host are. He 

therefore chooses to concentrate on all the nerve centers of power in his productive and creative host. 

In short order, he has control of the main functions that determine the destiny and welfare of a people 
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and a nation. The Jew does not farm, he does not labor in the fields, he does not work in the factories. 

He concentrates on placing himself in control of the money of a nation, of the news media of that 

country, of its educational facilities, and of its government. He labors diligently and skillfully to 

manipulate, confuse and confound the minds of his victims. Like the woodtick, he anesthetizes the brain 

of the Gentile nation in whose midst he has settled. 

He sinks his tentacles deep and prepares to 

counter any efforts to dislodge him. 

 

Today, throughout the world in general, and in America in particular, we therefore find the Jew in 

charge of the nation's fiances. 

He has complete control of the Federal Reserve System about which most Americans understand 

nothing, but believe that it is a department of the Federal Government. Many books have been written 

about Jewish ownership of the Federal Reserve System and we do not have space here to treat this 

subject in detail. But suffice it to say here that the Federal Reserve Board is not a government function, 

but a completely private system of banks owned, controlled and manipulated by the international 

Jewish bankers and completely beyond the reach and control of the Federal Government. Not that this 

would make much difference in any case, because the Federal Government also is controlled by the 

Jews, but it is significant to make this distinction. 

 

Through manipulation, through the floating of Government bonds, the Federal Reserve can have billions 

printed for its own aggrandizement and pay nothing more for the billions of dollars that go into its 

coffers than the cost of the paper and ink involved. This usually costs about 7/10 of a cent per paper 

note, whether that note is a $10.00 bill or a $1000.00 bill. The actual printing is done by the U.S. Bureau 

of Engraving and Printing, but the notes are then transferred to the international Jewish 

bankers under the guise of the Federal Reserve System. The only expense to the bankers is the cost of 

the paper and ink. 

 

Not only do the Jewish bankers get the money virtually free, but the U.S. Government is then obligated 

to issue U.S. Government Bonds as security for the loan involved. The American people are then 

shackled with not only paying off the principal of the Government Bonds over a period of years but also 

the interest thereon. These debts are never paid off, but on 

the contrary, as the history of the last 40 years shows, they increase from year to year. And so the 

American taxpayer is increasingly enslaved in debts, paying interest in this generation and the next and 
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the next to the international Jewish bankers, who, by and large, acquired the loan money free of charge 

from the Government Printing Office itself. 

 

The Jews have been manipulators of money and usurpers of the nation's treasuries of the world from 

time immemorial. Their Bible speaks of the money changers in their temples. They were all, of course, 

Jews. The Jewish monopoly of money goes back as far as the history of money itself. The fraud of the 

Federal Reserve System is by no means new and it has evolved over the thousands of years from the 

ancient practice of the goldsmiths being safe keepers of the gold of wealthy individuals. 

 

Gold has had a special and fascinating attraction to the Jews in particular from the earliest of times. 

From the early beginnings 

of money, gold has been used as a means of exchange and from the earliest beginnings, the Jews have 

gravitated around the occupation of being safe keepers of other peoples' gold. They soon found that as 

they had a number of clients who kept gold in their vaults, that at no time did they all withdraw their 

gold at the same time. They then hit upon the secondary idea of loaning out some of the gold that 

belonged to somebody else at a rate of interest, which means they could loan out somebody else's 

gold and have the borrower use it for a limited period of time with an additional amount of gold coming 

back as a premium. As the number of clients increased they found out that they could loan out 

practically 90 percent of all the gold they held and still have enough reserve on hand to cover any 

withdrawals. This then developed into the business of banking and this became a tremendously 

powerful tool for the benefit of the Jew in accumulating the wealth of the productive traders and 

merchants in 

whose midst they operated. 

 

From this basic beginning all foundations of banking have evolved. Today the Jews have added to this 

tricky arrangement thousands of further embellishments, and through the payments of interest, 

through the Federal Reserve System, through international loans and manipulations, they now 

exclusively control the money of the world. 

 

Not only do they control the banking systems but they also control the stock markets of the world. 

Anyone examining the roster of those who own seats on the N.Y. Stock Exchange, or the other stock 

exchanges throughout the nation, will find that by and large they're all Jews, and a few associates of 

Jews. By also controlling the stock market, which they can manipulate up or down at will, they can and 

do skim all the benefits of the hard working, productive and creative Americans off the top into 
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their own coffers. Not only that, but by withholding credit at any time they choose, they can throw this 

nation (or any other nation) or the whole world economy, into a depression. Since these are planned 

and the Jews know in advance when they are going to do these things, they can, of course, again reap 

tremendous benefits and fleece the unsuspecting goyim forever and endlessly. 

 

The Jew could never maintain such a stranglehold and such vicious control over his victims for any 

period of time were it not for the fact that he is also completely in control of the means of 

communications, the means of information, and the means of propaganda. Few people realize how 

powerful a tool propaganda is. Adolf Hitler has said correctly that by the use of 

propaganda the Jews can make heaven look like hell, and hell look like heaven. This is only too true, and 

the Jews have done this skillfully and artistically. Because they control the money, they have the means 

wherewith to acquire control of all newspapers, all radio networks, all television networks, all television 

stations, all leading national magazines, and moreover, the news wires themselves, such as United Press 

International, the Associated Press, and every other news wire network. 

Thus they can control every piece of news that goes nationwide, or worldwide for that matter. They can 

just as easily also suppress and reject any story that comes into their news gathering headquarters and 

withhold it from the world, and this is even more important. 

 

Also in their arsenal of propaganda, and a very important one, is the movie industry — again completely 

controlled by the Jews. In fact, so thoroughly is Hollywood and the movie industry controlled by the 

Jews that Hollywood has often been referred to as Kosher Valley. The movie industry in the last 50 years 

has undoubtedly developed into one of the most powerful means of propaganda and brain pollution the 

world has ever seen. It is only in recent years that it has been equalled, and perhaps excelled by the 

Jewish controlled television industry. You can be sure that the movie industry was not left unexploited in 

promoting the interests of the Jews and in promoting their program for the destruction of the White 

Race. 

 

During the war years the Jewish movie industry in Hollywood was busy cranking out one anti-German, 

anti-Hitler, anti-Nazi propaganda film after another. Being naive and gullible as we are, many of our 

brothers swallowed this poisonous bait and was enlisted in the Jewish snare of having the White 

Americans join in the vicious Jewish program of having White brothers kill White brothers in order to 

save the neck of the perfidious Jew. At the same time the communist countries were lauded to the skies. 

By treacherous Iying propaganda it was made to seem plausible that we, the United States of America, 

could join forces with Jewish controlled communist Russia in waging a suicidal war of destruction against 

the heroic defenders of the White Race, namely the German people. 
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Not only have the movies been used as instruments for getting us involved in suicidal wars, but they 

have also been used as a means of setting the tone of our morals and our mores. Basically they have 

been used to undermine and degenerate the moral climate of our youth and of our country as a whole. 

During the 1920's the movies had become debauched and degenerate to the point where they were 

threatening their own survival. Strangely enough, during the 30's the moral tone improved somewhat. 

Many of the best stories that have been put out by Hollywood originated during the 1930's and people 

were lured back into the movie theatres in large numbers. Then the Jew cleverly began to interject the 

anti-German, anti-Nazi propaganda into his revitalized movie industry and began to inflame and pollute 

the minds of the White people of America towards hatred and a willingness to accept the idea of war 

against their own White brothers. 

 

During the war itself the movies went into high gear. Nearly every production was viciously slanted to 

enhance the war effort in destroying Germany. At the same time, injected into the theme was the idea 

of racial integration. When the war was over the idea of co-existence and collaboration with Russia was 

promoted along with an intensification of the idea of one world, one-world government, and the United 

Nations. 

 

The television industry, which went into high gear shortly after the end of World War II, now rivals, and 

undoubtedly excels, the effectiveness and the viciousness of the movie industry itself in polluting the 

minds of the American people. 

So thoroughly polluted have the minds of the American viewing audience become with the obsession of 

watching television that in many families, if their television set were taken away, they would be left 

absolutely helpless in knowing what to do with their time. Some mothers shunt their youngsters off into 

a room with the television set on, full blast, using the Jewish idiot box as a baby sitter for their 

youngsters. Little do they realize that while these impressionable young minds sit in front of these 

Jewish boob-tubes, they are absorbing degenerate Jewish ideas. Nor do they realize that they are 

allowing their most precious possessions to become polluted with poison that will be hard to eliminate 

from the minds of their offspring for the rest of their lives. 

 

And so with the Jews in full control of all the propaganda networks, the news wires, the newspapers, the 

radio networks, television networks, the movies, magazines and every other form of propaganda, 

America and the world is being deluged with the Jewish poison. Above all, the idea of racial loyalty is 

being portrayed as the most heinous crime a person could ever entertain in his thoughts. 

Not one constructive idea comes out of all these hours and days and months and years of brain pollution 

that the Jew is promoting. In aggressive pursuit of his vicious program of brain pollution, the minds of 

our young people are the initial and main target. In order to capture the brains of our youth, the field of 
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education is of vital importance and the Jews have completely monopolized our educational facilities for 

many, many decades. 

 

Henry Ford wrote his excellent book The International Jew over 50 years ago. Here is what he says about 

the Jewry in schools and colleges: "Colleges are being constantly invaded by the Jewish idea." "The sons 

of the Anglo-Saxons are being attacked in their very heredity." "The sons of the builders, the makers, are 

being subverted to the philosophy of the destroyers." "Young men in the first exhilarating months of 

intellectual freedom are being seized with promissory doctrines, the source and consequences of which 

they do not see."... "The central group of Red philosophers in every university is a Jewish group, with 

often enough a "Gentile front" in the shape of a deluded professor.  

 

Some of these professors are in the pay of outside Red organizations. There are Intercollegiate Socialist 

Societies, swarming with Jews and Jewish influences, and toting Jewish professors around the country, 

addressing fraternities under the patronage of the best civic and university auspices." 

 

In suggesting what to do about it, Henry Ford said, "Simply identify the source and nature of the 

influence which has overrun our schools and universities. Let the students know that their choice is 

between the Anglo-Saxon and the Tribe of Judah. ... 

The only absolute antidote to the Jewish influence is to call college students back to a pride of race." 

Remember Henry Ford, the great American, wrote these lines back in 1921, over 50 years ago. Since 

then the Jewish avalanche in our educational systems, starting with kindergarten, running through grade 

school, high school, and through the 

colleges, has turned these institutions for learning into absolute insane asylums in which the young, 

fertile, creative mind of the child is polluted and perverted into an instrument for its own destruction 

and for the destruction of its country, nation and race. What with compulsory laws compelling the 

parents to send their impressionable young children to school through the age of 16 today, it invariably 

amounts to becoming the inmate of a penitentiary for five days a week during school hours, and, 

whether they like it or not, then having the young brains polluted with Jewish trash and garbage for the 

destruction of their race. 

 

Henry Ford's idea of merely identifying the source today is no longer possible or practical. Much more 

fundamental and drastic measures must be taken. There is hardly a phase in any sphere of activity that 

controls the destiny of this nation that the Jews don't directly or indirectly 
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control. With two powerful segments in their hands, namely control of the means of propaganda, and 

control of the money, the government of the United States is a captive puppet going through the 

motions of being a democracy representing all the people.  

 

There is hardly a public official in office of any importance today who is a free man. Almost every one of 

them has been placed in office or has obtained his position through Jewish manipulation and Jewish 

design. Having arrived where they are through the beneficence of the Jews, they then in turn must 

answer to the Jewish conspiracy. Behind a man like President Nixon is a Jewish boss like Henry Kissinger, 

born in Germany of a Jewish Rabbi. Not only does Nixon have one Jewish "advisor," but two. 

The other is the Jew Arthur Burns, born Bernstein, in Austria, also the son of a Rabbi. In fact, Nixon's 

whole political career was originally launched back in 1946 by a Jew named Murray Chotiner. He has 

continuously guided Nixon's career and been the pimp between the Jewish community and Nixon. 

 

President Lyndon B. Johnson had the notorious Abe Fortas and Walter Rostoff, both Jews. President 

Kennedy had Walter Rostoff and Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. President Roosevelt had as his real boss the 

head of the Kehilla, the tough, no-nonsense Jew, Bernard Baruch, as well as several lesser Jewish 

advisors. And, so it goes. 

 

The same kind of Jewish control, of Jewish background, of advising and controlling, is found all the way 

down to the local municipal level. Many Jews themselves are elected to office, but preferably they like 

to have some White Gentile stooge fronting for them with the Jews pulling the strings in the 

background, directing, manipulating, giving orders. 

Should any honest, natural leader of the White Race try to run for office and make it on his own, the 

gigantic propaganda machines that the Jews have at their disposal are immediately set in motion. Such a 

man is then smeared and attacked and vilified. Or sometimes the reverse tactic is used and he is 

completely blacked out so that the voters hardly know that he is even running. Should such a natural 

leader make it despite all these handicaps, then the full power of the propaganda apparatus is brought 

into play to smear, besmirch and slander him, and downgrade him before the gullible public. The full 

resources of their money power is also brought into play and in the next election his opponent is well 

financed, given a 

tremendous build-up by the news media. 

 

Usually the Jews like to select as their front stooges, men who have a fatal weakness in their character 

and a shameful episode in their past, one not generally known to the public. Because of their weakness 
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of character in general and their vulnerability to blackmail, such people are easy to manipulate. What 

with bribery and financial assistance, they are easily enticed into becoming traitors to their own race 

and doing the bidding of the Jews. They are easily kept in line by threat of 

exposure of their disgraceful past. 

 

I have mentioned the means of communications as being in the hands of the Jews. I have mentioned 

control of money and international banking, control of education and control of government as all being 

in the hands of the Jews. By no means does this cover the whole territory. In fact, there is hardly an 

activity of any significance in this country that is not directly or indirectly controlled by the "chosen" 

race. This also includes the law enforcement agencies, the courts and even the White Man's 

religions. Of the latter we will have more to say in another chapter. I do want to mention here, however, 

the fact that most of the businesses, especially the significant big businesses, are all in the hands of the 

Jews. 

 

Over 50 years ago Henry Ford wrote the following: "To make a list of the lines of businesses controlled 

by the Jews of the United States would be to touch most of the vital industries of the country — those 

which are really vital, and those which cultivated habits have been made to seem vital. The theatrical 

business is exclusively Jewish: play producing, booking, theatre operations are all in the hands of the 

Jews. This accounts for the fact that in almost every production today can be detected 

propaganda, sometimes glaringly commercial advertisement, sometimes direct political construction." 

 

"The motion picture industry; the sugar industry; the tobacco industry; 50 percent or more of the meat 

packing industry; over 60 percent of the shoe making industry; most of the musical purveying done in 

the country; jewelry; grain; cotton, oil; steel; magazine authorship; news distribution; liquor business; 

the loan business; these, to name only the industries with national and international sweep, are in 

control of the Jews of the United States, either alone or in association with Jews overseas." 

 

This is what Henry Ford observed over 50 years ago. Having built the mighty Ford empire he found that 

some mysterious forces were trying to steal it from him through trickery and cunning. He suspected that 

these manipulators were being engineered by powerful Jewish financiers Being an intelligent and 

resourceful man, Mr. Ford set about to find the culprits back of this maneuver. He called into his office 

the most intelligent 
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research men within his acquaintance. He commissioned them to make a thorough study of the 

International Jew and published their fundings in The Dearborn Independent which, at that time, was 

the official organ of the Ford Motor Company. 

 

The results of those findings, published in 1921, were a bombshell, not only to the Gentiles, but to the 

Jewish conspiracy itself, because it exposed their nefarious tactics in their world-wide conspiracy. The 

information compiled was a valuable contribution to the Gentiles of America and is recommended 

reading for everyone who wishes to learn more about the background of the International Jewish 

Conspiracy. 

 

Most White people are terribly confused about the Jewish race. One of the sorriest notions most 

Gentiles have fallen for is the mistaken idea that Jews are members of the White Race. This is a most 

treacherous deception the Jews themselves have promoted among our people, but to their own they 

have made it abundantly clear that they have nothing in common with the 

White Race. 

 

Jewish Professor Leonard J. Fine, makes the racial point crystal clear to his own people: "We are not 

White symbolically, and we are not White literally. We should not permit ourselves to be lumped 

together with White America, for that is not where we belong." 

 

Much time is wasted among the Gentiles in arguing whether the Jews are a race, or whether they are a 

religion, or whether they are a nation. The fact is they are all three, and it matters little in what 

proportion you want to attribute the importance of any of these three factors. 

 

From ancient times, they have constituted a race that has been the plague of the civilized world. This 

they have been able to do because of the uniqueness of their religion. It was primarily designed to 

perpetuate and preserve the race by being a parasite on the body of productive nations. They are a 

world-wide nation and form a nation within a nation in each country on which they have fastened their 

tentacles. This includes just about every country in the world. If there is one factor that has 

bound the Jews together and made them the most tenacious, persistent race in the world it is their 

Mosaic religion, and the resultant racial loyalty that it has imbued upon every Jew member.  
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The early origins of the Jewish race are lost in antiquity. The Jewish shibboleths as set forth in the story 

about Abraham, Isaac and Jacob are, of course, so many Jewish lies which make a good story around 

which they can rally their ideology, but it has absolutely no basis in fact or history. 

 

The Jews themselves have never bothered about really tracing their origins in history, which origins 

remain shrouded in mystery. They simply come out with a claim that they are the chosen people of God, 

a very special people, and they also claim the longest historical record of any people of earth. Whereas 

the former claim about Abraham, Isaac and Jacob is a basic tenet in their religion, one that has built the 

Jewish race, the second claim about having the longest historical record is hard to dispute. 

 

The Jews appear and reappear in histories of other nations for 5000 years. Being basically a predator 

and a parasite, they were either never able to, nor have they ever been willing to establish a nation in 

their own right. This is rather a sorry record for such a strange and virulent race, and incredible when 

one considers that they claim to be the favorite "chosen" of God. 

 

The word Jew is of fairly modern usage and derives from the word Judah and Judaic. In ancient history 

the Jews were known as Hebrews which derives from the Aramaic word "Ebri," which in turn derives 

from the Hebrew word "lbhri" meaning "one who is from across the river." Hebrew in all ancient 

literature was written as "Habiru" and appears as such frequently in the Bible and in Egyptian literature. 

In the Bible, Habiru is used interchangeably with "Sagaz" meaning cutthroat. Thus the Egyptians 

always wrote of the Jews as "the cut-throat bandits from across the river." 

Since Palestine was the crossroads of the ancient world, most of the wealthy trade routes crossed in this 

area. This, of course, made it a natural habitat for bands of cutthroats and robbers. The fact that deserts 

and mountains were part of the natural landscape further attributed to making this area the natural 

habitat for the development of a nation of bandits, cutthroats, robbers and parasites. This is exactly 

what developed, and this is as far as historical facts can show the early origin of the Jewish race. 

 

A German Jew, Kastein, who shortened his name from Katzenstein, is recognized as an outstanding 

scholar of Jewish and Biblical history. In his History of the Jews, Kastein identifies many of the great 

names in Jewish history as bandits. He mentions Jepthah as one of the saviors of the Jewish people and 

identifies him as the robber chief of Gilead. Of the great Jewish hero David, he says, "At the time of 

Saul's death, we find David the leader of a band of free-booters, living in Ziklag... On hearing 

that the throne was vacant, David immediately hastened to Hebron in Judea. Nobody had summoned 

him, but he put forward his claim to the kingship, declaring that Samuel had secretly appointed him." 
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About the great and wise Solomon, Kastein has this to say, "Shelmo, Solomon the Peaceable, 

inaugurated his rule by committing three murders which cleared his path and got rid of his only brother, 

and did so without the slightest qualms of conscience." 

 

The fact that Solomon, David and Jepthah were all blood-thirsty bandits is typical of all Jewish leaders. 

Whereas the Jews have been a part of history since the dawn of civilization, theirs has always been a 

history of treachery, of bloodshed, murder, robbery and crime. 

Despite the fact that this peculiar race has persisted longer than any other on the face of the earth, two 

rather strange facts stand out. One is that over these thousands of years they never tried to form a 

country or nation of their own, and even today's bandit state of Israel is no exception to that statement. 

Israel is intended only to become the headquarters for the Jewish dictatorship of the world, not a 

gathering place for all the Jews of the world. The second strange fact is that this tough and persistent 

people has never developed a civilization or a culture of their own, all their claims to the contrary 

notwithstanding. 

 

One of the outstanding fortes of the Jews is the skillful manipulation of propaganda. However, the 

record of the Hebrews and their history shows that all the Jewish claims of culture are entirely without 

foundation. The Horizon Book of Christianity, a standard reference work, says "The Jews began as an 

agglomeration of small tribes who later attained independence only in the interlude between the rise 

and fall of great empires. They have bequeathed no monuments testifying to magnificence. 

 

There are no tombs of Hebrew kings with chaplets of gold and chariots studded with jewels. Palestine 

archeology has unearthed no statues of David or Solomon, but only water pots like the one from which 

Rebecca watered the camels of Abraham's servants." 

 

The Oriental Institute of Chicago contains one of the world's most outstanding collections of the fine 

arts, specializing in Egyptian, Syrian and other cultures of the Near East, in the area which the Jews claim 

as that of their origin. One would expect to find the Jewish contribution to civilization well represented 

there. After walking through vast halls filled with great works of art, splendid statues, exquisite jewels, 

and other artifacts from the tombs of Egyptian and Assyrian conquerors, we come to the Jewish exhibit. 

Here we find a glass case filled with broken bits of clay pots, crude, undecorated, and unglazed utensils 

which 

might have come down to us from the Stone Age. This is the great Jewish "culture" about which the 

Jews brag so flagrantly and it is about all they have to offer. 
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The fact is that the Jews were known throughout ancient history only as destroyers. They produced no 

art, founded no dynasties, built no great cities, and, alone of all the ancient peoples, had no talent for 

the finer things of culture or civilized life. 

 

Yet today we will hear the Jews boast loud and long about how they are the sole torch bearers of 

civilization. The noted historian, Arnold Toynbee, defined the Jews for all time a few years ago, when he 

described them as a "fossil" people. By this he meant that they were a people who had failed to develop 

since the Stone Age, as their primitive clay pots prove to us. They were never able to master agriculture, 

animal husbandry, architecture, or any of the civilized arts. Even as a bandit nation the Jews were not 

too successful, and eked out a precarious living in Palestine where they were often on the verge of 

starvation. 

 

Kastein says further of the Jews: "Some remained within the confines of Canaan, others settled down 

along the great military highway of the East, and in the neighboring deserts and wildernesses, where 

they led a nomadic existence, while a smaller section, driven by hunger, finally succeeded in reaching 

Egypt, where the Pharaohs took them under their protection." 

The Egyptians, who built one of the earliest and one of the great civilizations of all time, failed to 

recognize their own greatest asset: the innate, inborn value of their racial lines which produced the 

civilization in their midst.  

 

The Pharaohs having allowed the Jews to come in through sheer sympathy for their starved and 

miserable existence, were soon to learn the virulent and destructive nature of the parasite that they had 

allowed to enter. The Jews soon rose to high positions in the land of the Pharaohs, and, simultaneously, 

as was to happen in so many other countries, the Empire began to disintegrate. The parasites the 

Egyptians had taken in through sympathy, in short order began to manifest their outstanding 

characteristics, namely that of tearing down a civilization from within. Gangs of bandits soon sprang up 

and began to harass and plunder the trade routes. They became bolder in the outposts of the Empire. 

They seemed to know just when to strike and which of the towns were poorly guarded. 

 

With the Jews acting as leaders and catalysts, the process of trading in black slaves was increased and 

the Egyptian Empire began to decay from within.  
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We saw the same thing happen in the downfall of Babylon. In studying the French Revolution and the 

Russian communist revolution we find a similar and parallel occurrence. 

 

A leading businessman, J. J. Cavanaugh, has compared the dispersion of the Jews to the physiological 

effects of cancer. He says, "The Jews can be best understood as a disease of civilization. They can be 

likened to the spread of cancer throughout the human system. Just as the Jews spread out through the 

civilized world, following the trade routes, so cancer cells spread through the body, traveling along the 

arteries and veins to every part of the system. And just as the Jews gather in critical areas 

of the world and begin to multiply, and strangle and poison whole communities and nations, so cancer 

cells gather and multiply and destroy the organs of the body, and finally, the body itself." 

 

Many historians of the ancient world noted the Jewish phenomenon, and commented upon it, but most 

of these works have since been destroyed. When Julius Caesar arrived in Alexandria, one of the first acts 

that he had his soldiers perform was to burn the great libraries that the Egyptians had accumulated in 

Alexandria. Since Julius Caesar was a defender of the Jews and one of their agents, this is easily 

understood. If we still had these libraries, these books and this information available to us today, we 

would undoubtedly be able to focus a lot more light on the influence of Jewish infestation on the 

ancient civilizations. 

 

Among the few comments on Jews which have survived the Jewish destruction of libraries are those of 

Philo and Strabo. Philo, an important historian, wrote that "Jewish communities have spread out over all 

the continents and islands." 

Strabo's comments upon the Jews, written in the time of the Emperor Augustus of Rome, is even more 

revealing. He wrote, "This people (the Jews) has already made its way into every city, and it is not easy 

to find any place in the habitable world which has not received this nation and in which it has not made 

its power felt." 

 

So we see that as the Roman civilization developed the Jews were there. By the time of Julius Caesar the 

Jews were a powerful and controlling influence on the financial structure of Rome and the government 

of Rome itself. Julius Caesar was one of their agents, as in modern times were Roosevelt and Churchill. 

By this time the Romans themselves were becoming well aware of the evil and destructive influence 

that the Jews heaped upon their nation and there began a reaction against the Jews. The Romans, like 

so many other peoples who were infested with this parasite, made attempt after attempt to get the 

Jews out of Rome, but they always came back.  
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Rome, at the time of Julius Caesar, was operating under a republican/democratic form of government 

made up of many opposing political parties and groups, a situation similar to what we find in America 

today. In order to win, a politician needed the support of one group which would stick by him without 

fail and, thus, influence other groups to support him. In Roman times, as in the present day 

democracies, the one solidified, unified group who knew their purpose in politics were the Jews. They 

would guarantee their support to any politician who, in turn, would become their stooge. 

 

Julius Caesar discovered this simple fact of life. He sought out the Jews and won their support. With the 

Jews behind him, Caesar soon became the dictator of Rome and the unchallenged ruler of the world. 

Alarmed by his increasing subservience to the Jews, a group of loyal senators, led by Brutus, a former 

friend of Caesar's in his pre-Jewish period, resolved to assassinate him. We have all heard of the famous 

assassination of Julius Caesar, but few have heard of the central fact in the case, namely 

that Julius Caesar was assassinated because he was a stooge for the Jews. Emperor Augustus, who 

inherited the Empire after Caesar's generals fell out among themselves, again restored special privileges 

to the Jews. This explains why he emerged stronger than the other factions which divided Rome after 

Caesar's death. 

 

Despite the strong Jewish influence, one factor emerged that helped strengthen the Roman position. 

The democratic/republican form of government changed to the Empire form, with an Emperor as head 

of the nation. The Romans had finally found from experience that the multi-party system, with the 

powers split among several divisive factions, was a weak and ineffective method of government. When 

they changed over to the leadership principle, the Empire for 200 years progressed amidst peace and 

prosperity. In fact, Pax Romana, a period from the time of Emperor Augustus to approximately 200 C.E., 

was the longest period of peace in the history of civilized nations of the world and in the history of the 

White Race.  

 

We must remember that this was accomplished despite the Jewish influence and because some of the 

Emperors had the intestinal fortitude to resist the Jewish power. 

This they could never have done under the democratic-republican system of government. 

We find, therefore, under Emperor Vespasian, that when the Jews in Jerusalem and Judea rebelled, he 

sent General Titus down there to lay siege to the city. In short order the city was conquered, the 

inhabitants were either slain or sold into captivity and the city itself was levelled to the ground. 
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Roman justice was tough and final but the Jews were far from finished. It was at this time that Jewish 

hatred for the Romans reached its peak intensity. They hated the Romans with a vengeance as they had 

the Babylonians, whom they had destroyed earlier. This is a key characteristic of the Jews: to hate with a 

fierce passion the host upon whom they are feeding and whom they have marked for destruction. The 

fact that the host has been their main means of sustenance makes no difference. Like a 

true parasite they will pursue the destruction of their host to the bitter end, although this might mean 

their own destruction. 

 

Having learned the lesson in the destruction of Jerusalem that they were no match for the Romans in 

open combat, the treacherous and cunning mind of the Jews conceived a means of pulling down and 

destroying the Roman Empire. It was during this period, shortly after the destruction of Jerusalem that 

the Jews feverishly began propagating the Christian ideology 

which implanted in the minds of the Romans such suicidal ideas as "turn the other cheek", "love shine 

enemy", "sell all thou hast and give it to the poor", "resist not evil", "judge not", "think not of the 

morrow", "lay up treasures in heaven." 

 

The new religion that the Jews foisted upon the Romans promised them that if they would do all these 

suicidal things, they would get their reward in the hereafter, eternal salvation, etc. The Romans fell for 

this suicidal advice with the bait of a promised reward in the hereafter. Shortly thereupon the Roman 

Empire went into rapid decline. 

 

When the Roman Empire collapsed, one of the primary reasons for its fall was the declining birth rate of 

Roman children. History records that eventually there was virtually no one left to rule Rome but 

mongrelized minority groups who had bred themselves into the majority and formed the mindless mob 

that brought death and destruction to the Roman Empire.  

 

After the death of Emperor Domitian in 96 C.E., the emperors of Rome were no longer of Roman birth; 

from there on they were all foreigners influenced by Jewish "advisors" in the background. By the year 

313 C.E., Emperor Constantine, in the Edict of Milan proclaimed Christianity as the official religion of the 

Roman Empire. From there on out, under the influence of the Jewish ideology imposed on the Roman 

people, history shows that Rome began to disintegrate rapidly. By the year 476 C.E. the 

barbarians from the West had conquered Rome with hardly any opposition.  
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The will of the now mongrelized and Christianized people of Rome to defend their nation and homes 

was gone. Rome was no more. 

In all our history books, and especially in religious circles, we are told that Christianity and the Jews were 

in opposition; that Christ denounced the Jews; that the Jews crucified Christ. Even today we are being 

told in Kosher Konservative circles that the main objective of the Jews is to destroy Christianity. This is, 

of course, one of the biggest hoaxes in the history of the world. 

 

The facts are plainly there for everyone to see. The Jews concocted Christianity as their special poison to 

unhinge the minds of the Romans so that they would no longer be able to maintain their civilization. 

This was the Jews' revenge for the destruction of Jerusalem and the biological manifestation of the 

intense Jewish hatred for the host nation upon which they prey. 

 

The Jewish historian, Kastein, frankly admits this extraordinary characteristic of the Jews. He says, "To 

the Jews, Rome constituted the quintessence of all that was odious and should be swept away from off 

the face of the earth. They hated Rome and her device, arma et leges, with an inhuman hatred." We 

have seen other examples of how the Jew continues to hate the people he has destroyed. Centuries 

after Babylon was no more the Jew fulminates again and again about "the whore of Babylon." But of all 

the nations, the Jews hated Rome the most, probably because Rome represented one of the finest 

examples of what a beautiful and powerful civilization can produce. 

 

So terrible is the hatred that the parasitic Jew has for the host upon whom he feeds, that it is most 

important for the Jew to mask his true feelings. Consequently, he always appears bearing an olive 

branch. His first word is "shalom," or peace. It is this necessity to conceal his true feelings which leads 

the Jew to conduct his affairs and his meetings in secret. 

 

We have much to learn from the history of Rome. Roman history probably is the greatest teacher 

mankind will ever have, for all time. They built a wonderful civilization, an achievement that has never 

been equalled. 

On the negative side the lessons we can learn are even stronger. 
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Re: Pope in Israel seeks closer Jewish-Catholic bond 

 

This is what I have been saying all along. All of this jews vs. christians is nothing more than a concpiracy. 

The catholic church IS and ALWAYS WAS CONTROLLED BY THE JEWS. How can it not be??? ALL of the 

christian patriarchs- the virgin bitch, the nazarene, the 12 apostles of the nazarene [based upon the 12 

signs of the zodiac and STOLEN from the Pagan/Satanic Coven of 13 members and CORRUPTED], 

damned near every mutherfucker in that judeo/xian bible is a KIKE!!! Every page in the judeo/xian bible 

reads either "Jew" "Jews" "Israel" and related. ANYONE who is STUPID enough to think for even a 

second that christians and jews are against each other has shit for brains. Unfortunately, many are taken 

in by this scam.  

 

In addition, far too many who are not fully aware of the situation, many who are intelligent, but do not 

have all of the facts, as the jews are extremely devious and sly, can't see just how they run things. The 

jews are like a mind-hive. They all seem to be programmed at the soul [of which the average person 

cannot see with their third eye] to take over everything Gentile and to work their way to the top to 

control it.  

 

Now, this does not have to do with specific beliefs, THIS TAKES IN EVERYTHING- BOTH SIDES!!!! THE PRO 

AND THE CON. THE JEWISH GOAL IS TO CONTROL EVERYTHING, REGARDLESS OF WHAT THE BELIEF 

SYSTEMS ARE AND TO TURN IT THEIR OWN WAY. This is called "Hegelianism" where both opposite 

and/or conflicting sides are taken control of and from the inside, manipulated to the same identical 

goals. In this case, with most people, if one does not explain this, most of the populace are fooled, even 

highly intelligent people. The jews get on the inside [Rothschild's befriending Prince William and 

infiltrating Freemasonry is a perfect example] with money, ass-kissing, marrying powerful Gentiles, 

doing favors, and working to make it look like they strongly promote the goals of the organization and 

are making a positive difference. This fools many and ingratiates them to positions of power. When they 

get the power on both sides, then the shit begins.  

 

As for the situation with the catholic church and its uniting with israel, Adolf Hitler wrote in Mein Kampf 

[which I might add has been translated after 1933 into editions that are virtually unreadable], Hitler 

wrote that when the jews feel confident [this is historical] they "drop the cloak" meaning, they begin to 

feel more and more confident and no longer keep everything secret.  

 

In closing, the catholic church and christianity are and always have been tools of the jews and 100% of 

the jews, regardless of the lies that have been jammed down the throats of the populace. It is very, very 
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obvious, all one needs to do is to open their bible- look for yourself. That current pope- ratstinker or 

whatever his name is- of course he is a brainwashed pedophile fool, but the fact that at one time he 

WAS in the Hitler Youth, this to me is a sign, an omen of you will that the catholic church is in its last 

days. Nearly ALL of the catholic popes have been jewish or part jewish by blood. Anyone with 

experience in reading OMENS can see what I am saying here.  

 

Amdusias told the JoS Ministry in 2003:  

"Just as the enemy has people who cannot see us, we cannot see them. However, they will manifest 

blatantly as we get closer to the climax of our cause."  

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

Now, its "online confession" 

 

The program of xianity is becoming more and more plastic. The lie is beginning to look more and more 

like what it is, no different from the pastey faced perpetual smiley faced xians- every hair in place, 

starched shirt, pants, tie in perfect position- in other words- MORE AND MORE ALIEN!! 

 

Here is one for a good laugh- now since xians don't go to church as they claim they "do not have time" 

the catholic church is opening up "online confession" boxes. They are in their last days, people....  

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 

 

*** 

 

Online Confessions Rising In Popularity Reporting 
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Robin Rieger PHILADELPHIA (CBS 3) ―  

 

In a time where you can do almost anything online, is it so surprising you can also confess your sins? 

 

CBS-3's Robin Rieger shows us a local church offering forgiveness by e-mail. 

 

In a scene many Catholics can identify with, Cher's character in the movie Moonstruck goes to 

confession. It can be uncomfortable. 

 

That's why Father Jim St. George of St. Miriam Church in Manayunk says people don't go to confession 

as much. 

 

"People are afraid to go to confession, afraid to sit in a confessional or in the same room face to face," 

said Father Jim. He added, "One person said to me, if there's a way I could write it down and then I 

started thinking." 

 

His church's Web site now offers online confessions with a form to fill out and some instructions that 

talks about reading some scripture and about preparation. Then the person can type his or her sins and 

press send. 

 

Father Jim will then reply. 

 

"I spend a lot of time addressing your individual circumstance, giving you advice and then there's some 

penance," Father Jim said. 

 

St. Miriam practices all seven sacraments, but is not part of the Roman Catholic Church which has a very 

different view of the significance and practice of penance. 
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"The typical place would be the confessional or reconciliation room," said Father Dennis Gill with the 

Archdiocese of Philadelphia. 

 

He describes the confessional most Roman Catholics use and says the physical presence of the priest 

offering forgiveness can't be replace by something that's not human. 

 

"As wonderful as technology might be, as helpful as it is in so many other ways, it doesn't become an 

instrument for God to speak and act," Father Gill said. 

 

Father Jim says that's up to each person. 

 

"Do you believe that God can forgive your sins, do you believe you need a priest to sit across from?" he 

asked. 

 

His parishioners opinions vary. 

 

One woman said, "It's not as confrontational and yet it gives you the feeling of being able to be sincerely 

sorry and have absolution for your sins." 

 

Another parishioner said, "I rather be with someone personally, but that's just me." 

 

RELATED LINK: 

 

http://mysaintmiriam.org 

 

http://cbs3.com/local/Church.Confession.Online.2.1005149.html 
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Regarding the Black Sun (symbol) 

 

Forgive me if this is somewhat confusing and/or disorganized as well as any typos. This was a reply to 

someone in the main JoS group who was asking if anyone knew anything more about the Black Sun. 

What I have here is FAR from everything else there is about it in symbology, metaphor, actual reality, 

science, and Alchemical wisdom. 

 

In Nazi Germany, there was an order called The Lords of the Black Stone. Good information on this order 

is hard to come by, though, because of Christian skid-marks and Jewish smear campaigns. 

 

This was an inner SS occult group within the Vril Society. Their symbol too, of course was the Black Sun 

wheel, representing the Void and also, the Left Hand Path and they had daily Satanic Power Meditation, 

just like the Thule Society, but this sect was even deeper into the Satanic mysteries. They were 

channellers who channeled old Templar scripts that talked about the Annunaki being a colony of the 

original Aryans who founded the civilization of Sumeria and that the Germans were the Aryans in the 

Bull's eye, or in the house of Taurus. It was Astaroth who told them these things and at *that* time, she 

was the Queen of the red star/sun known as Aldebara in the constellation of Taurus which is near Orion. 

Hence her Taurus the Bull headgear. 

 

The black stone, represented by the Black Sun, is the Philosopher's Stone. Think of that bullshit in the 

bible that was stolen from Satanic Alchemy where "Jacob" rests his head on a "stone," i.e. "the Black 

Stone" and received all kinds of visions, including a "serpent rope that rose into the heavens." "The coat 

of colors," blah blah blah. By the way, this serpent rope I'm speaking of is a "loophole" or "wormhole" to 

another galaxy which is also represented by the "stairway" or the "Tower of Babel" of the kundalini. 

Each of our chakras are loop-holes to specific planets, galaxies and space. 

 

The Black Sun, although taken literally by some and may have *some* "as above, so below" truth to it, is 

the Black Stone. The Black Sun/Black Stone is the "missing matter of the universe." Or in other words, 

the hidden and the occult. The Black Sun = the Occult. The hidden information, knowledge and power, 

as well as a portal into another dimension. In nearly every alchemical depiction of a crucified Demon, a 

"cluster of grapes" is shown as well as UFO's. This is the Black Stone and the black sun stage of the 

Magnum Opus, hence the portal to *another dimension.* When those Jews put that Kike "Jesus Christ" 

on a stick, they fucked up by thinking that some of the Gentile elite wouldn't figure this CONCEPT out. 

The cluster of grapes = missing matter = the black stone = loop-hole. The Nazarene, eucharist and all was 

stolen from the concept of the "Green Man." 
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By the way, the fairy mounds and the "lump" of the "black rock/boulder/stone," aren't only called 

Siddhe mounds (which later became "banshee" by the enemy), but Tara mounds. "Tara" is another 

variation of ASTAROTH when she was known in Ireland. These mounds, rocks, stones, boulders also 

represented "clusters." These clusters represented galaxies. Namely the Milky Way. With these 

clusters, AGAIN their is a "serpent rope" or kundalini ladder to a land, not only called Tara, but TULA. 

 

The Thule Society was named after Tula. The Tula Society. Not only was this Society named after 

Astaroth, but through obvious etymology, Thoth, the Great Initiator. The legendary "Island of Thule" is 

also known as "The Land of Initiation." 

 

The Annunaki didn't come here only to look for gold, although that was a big part of it. By the way, the 

energy of this *white-gold* powder/dust that is made from the gold they were finding was known as 

VRIL energy. No wonder, the bible made it so that in the stolen alchemical Golden Calf fable, Jewish 

Moses ground the calf into the Vril power and made the Israelites "drink" it. This Vril energy was taught 

to the Nazis by the Supermen/women which is why many of their UFO-like spacecraft were named VRIL-

Odin, and the like. 

 

Other than the necessary Gold they were seeking, the Annunaki were also seeking the "black matter" to 

restore their planet. They found that this *particular* black matter brought further enlightenment, 

which Satan chose to give to humanity. This is one reason that the flame on top of the hermaphroditic 

Baphomet is called "THE BLACK FLAME!" The enemy stole this and gave the word "holy spirit" a dirty 

name, like calling a toddler a "motherfucker." 

 

The Milky Way is described as having a "black hole" and a "white hole" from opposite ends of a "tube" 

or spectrum, which many astronomers and speculators have wondered if this could be a way to tap into 

time travel. Time travel was another device that the Nazi SS order of the Black Stone found. Believe me. 

They knew MUCH MORE than we do and perhaps anyone else in history knew about Satan, the occult 

and the magnum opus and that Hitler WAS SENT BY SATAN AND HIS DEMONS (although, they called him 

Lucifer, which is the same equivalent). Combine all of this with knowing their knowing the TRUTH about 

the Jews = their defeat by the enemy who has this power as well, but the Nazis, just like Satan and his 

Demons were OUTNUMBERED. 
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The black stone versus the white stone also represented the Alchemical process of lead being turned 

into gold. When Satan offered enlightenment and started elevating Gentiles to equality with the Gods, 

the APPLE WAS *THE BLACK STONE!!* The twin kundalini within us takes us through the "wormhole" of 

the Third Dimension into the Fourth Dimension. Some might call this the "Armageddon" followed by the 

New Jerusalem (concept) or the New Atlantis. 

 

Trust me. We will prevail. With more and more of us joining Satan, who is free now, growing more and 

more in knowledge, wisdom, and power, and loyalty to our Gentile ethnicities will NOT let us be 

defeated this time. The Fourth Reich is the conquerer, the victor, and the *term* "The Thousand Year 

Reich" preceded to us by Hitler and his Demons and promised to us by Satan and His Demons. THE NEW 

ATLANTIS IS OURS!! ALL HAIL SATAN!!!!!! Thank you Satan for the Black Sun, the Black Stone and all of 

your many gifts and blessings whether we've asked them from you or not. You are our True Father, Lord 

and Master. Hail to our Satanic predecessors who set a blueprint for us and fought for us and our Lord 

and Master, and our brilliantly darkly blessed and resurrecting Thule and Vril Societies and each and 

every one of us who carries the Black Stone and Black Sun! 

 

666/88!! 

 

High Priest Jake Carlson 

 

 

Sermon 5/29/09 

 

In many of the ancient grimoires, there are instructions to 'engrave' sigils and such. These instructions 

are more than ingraving upon metal. Note that the metals all correspond to each of the seven main 

chakras.  

 

To 'engrave' something is to etch and make it permanent. Part of this is an allegory. The 

allegory/concept is to do a working repeatedly, along with affirmations that are impressed upon the 

mind and the soul. Using the white/gold light for obtaining desires, and/or color corresponding to the 

desired outcome is essential. The day and hour of the planets ruling over the desired outcome should 

also be factored in, along with the transiting planets in the sky, to ensure any and all energy available is 

used. 
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Given the amounts of opposing energies and the strength of the mind and soul, the lag time of a 

working is variable.  

 

When we advance in our own personal powers, we will find that some workings of the past that we 

engraved upon our souls occur spontaneously. Any desire that we have worked on for any length of 

time that has not come to pass, remains within our soul and often, without warning, will happen on its 

own.  

 

It is important to try to dwell on positive things and the things we desire, as when we advance in power, 

what we have on our souls, our past workings that were not realized and such can occur all of a sudden. 

Planets also factor in, as there is a time for everything.  

 

Often, the reason a working doesn't bring about the desired result within a short period of time is our 

own personal power. There are other times when certain words of power are vibrated at certain times 

and the effects are immediate. This is why it is always important to keep a 'Black Book' or journal to 

write down everything from the time of the working, the day, the moon sign, the planetary transits and 

the day and the hour of the day, and of course the ritual/working used, the specifics and then to look for 

coincidences.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

The Eight of Swords 

 

I have never come anywhere near mastering the Tarot for divination purposes, but I do use it for 

meditation. Something that came to mind after watching another lecture this evening is the Eight of 

Swords card that seems to represent being bound or restrained from achieving what you desire. 
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If you remove the letter "s" from "swords," you're left with the "word." Basically, what this means is that 

you have to find which words of power will get you out of the negative situation that you're in, whether 

it's a job, a lover, a wife/husband/partner, living situation, needing money, health and healing, and 

basically anything you want and/or need.  

 

The words of power are what creates the the harmonics, frequencies, and vibrations that are necessary 

to unbind, unblind, and make that "invisible ladder" so that you can walk across that cliff to the land 

across from it and obtain what you desire and/or need. 

 

Find a rune(s) of your choice. Create your Satanic Rosary, if you don't already have one and start and 

finish the 40-day workings. You will see improvements. Go to: 

 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Runes/Futhark.html and 

 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Runes/Satanic_Rosary.html 

 

For gray or black magick, make sure that you have a separate Satanic Rosary. My rosary for white magick 

is amethyst beads with an Egyptian Ankh at the end. My rosary for black magick consists of red glass 

beads that are the color of blood and has Thor's Hammer attached to the end. 

 

So, keep working with different sounds and vibrational frequencies while working with the Eight of 

Swords Tarot cards and enjoy the results that *will* manifest, but always speak in the present tense and 

KNOW that you have what you want or are getting rid of what you don't want/need.  

 

High Priest Jake Carlson 
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Sermon 6/1/09 

 

The ultimate goals of spirituality are enlightenment and control over one's destiny- spiritual freedom. 

The more we meditate and study, the more we clean out the dross from our mind and soul. This is much 

like the Tower card of the Tarot. After the eruption occurs and the dust settles, we can finally see the 

truth.  

 

Years and years ago, when I was an atheist, I borrowed a book about chakras from the library. I 

practiced hatha yoga from an early age, but as for any knowledge of the chakras, I didn't have any at 

that time. I was in a life and death situation and looking for help. Contrary to the lies xians always spew 

forth- there ARE 'athiests in foxholes' so to speak. I faced death as an atheist and had no intention of 

changing. I looked to yoga for help. My entire point here is that I didn't take anything I read about the 

chakras seriously until the book instructed to 'close your eyes and look at each of your chakras.' I did and 

was nearly jolted off of the sofa. That freaked me and also right then and there, I learned of the power 

of the chakras and began to work with them. This saved my life.  

 

Now, as most of you know- those of you who consistently do power meditations and workings- 

wherever you direct your attention, the power and energy go there- such as when you vibrate a rune or 

word of power, mantra, etc., into a specific chakra or other area of your soul. This right here reveals 

much about the mind. What we are aware of, where we focus our attention, what we think about.  

 

Unfortunately, from the day we are born into this age, our minds and souls are bombarded with lies, 

falsehoods and corruptions. These do not just come from one or two places, but from nearly 

everywhere in order to program us like a bunch of robots. In addition, the lies all work together to 

create a mass mind- working for the goals of the enemy.  

 

TV, organized "religion," schools, newspapers, the mass media- all of these make liberal use of 

subliminal means to program society. Many people come to Satanism with all sorts of hang-ups, 

especially in the area of religion. One of the most important things we can do is to de-program ourselves 

and to clear our minds of all the dross.  

 

In studying anything, most texts and sources of knowledge have truths thrown in with lies. One must 

separate these in order to learn. I have read hundreds of books on the occult and have had to separate 

the worthwhile in books and and weed out the garbage.  
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Christianity, Islam, Wicca, and related, are all programs of the enemy. Knowing the basic messages in 

these - the anti-life, anti-nature, anti-justice 'brotherhood' lies [everyone should know by now as this 

shit has been drummed into most people from day one], helps to separate the garbage out.  

 

FREE THOUGHT  

 

Everyone knows free thought is the ability to think for one's self, but how many people actually apply 

this? Only when you can completely free your mind, will you be able to come into your own and know 

yourself. How to think, what to think, what to believe, what our likes, our dislikes, our concepts of right, 

wrong, good and evil are, are constantly being programmed by the media, peer pressure and those in 

power. Those in power can refer to the government, parents, family, educational institutions and 

textbooks, the system, the medical association and so forth. Many live their lives by the values of others 

and as a result, they never come to know themselves. People are TOLD what to think and believe.  

 

The television is a good example. Canned laughter implies something is supposed to be funny and it's OK 

to laugh. Background music lets the viewer know when he/she should get scared or anticipate 

something. Emotional scenes lead some people to tears. Life is much like this. One is supposed to obtain 

some form of approval for any and every thought and/or action.  

 

Take a look at the xian church. Everyone is repeatedly told this nefarious enemy of humanity is 

something "good." In spite of the continuous and blatantly obvious signs to the contrary, most people 

actually believe this to be true. The xian bible is called the "good book."  

This "good book" is full of mass murder, slaughter, torture, gang rape, prostitution, cannibalism, 

infanticide, mutilation, blood sacrifice, curses, feces, hatred, and every ugly thing know to humanity. It 

has incited war, slavery, bloodshed and destroyed the lives and mental health of billions.  

 

When we come to Satan, he opens the door to our spiritual cages and gives us a hand in getting out. The 

rest is up to us. He is always there for guidance and support, but above all, he wants us to be free. Satan, 

who is the True God, is the liberator of humanity.  

 

Ask yourself; what do I think? How do I feel? NOT how *SHOULD* I think, or what would someone else 

think, or what does everyone else think. We are all individuals. We all have different preferences and 
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tastes. Just because someone else likes or dislikes something, that doesn't mean you as an individual 

should feel the same way. Whenever presented with a dilemma or something new, ask yourself the 

above questions. Satanism is free thought in the extreme, yet, so few are able to actually think for 

themselves.  

 

Now, of course, those in power are dead against free thought. Sheep are easily controlled. Personality 

tests are given to determine those who are a threat (think for themselves and don't conform). Though 

unaware, how we should think is drummed into our heads from the time we are born. Very few people 

really know themselves, in spite of living with themselves 24/7. This is really sad.  

 

It's not all that hard. Just remember to always and frequently ask yourself to start out with; do I think 

this is right or wrong for me? How do *I* feel about this? What is *my* opinion? There are no right or 

wrong answers here. Just get to know yourself. This may take time, but in the end, you will experience 

the bliss of being free.  

 

Start completely deprogramming your mind today. All of us are programmed to greater or lesser 

degrees and most are not even aware of it.  

 

 

 

© Copyright 2002, 2005, Joy of Satan Ministries;  

Library of Congress Number: 12-16457  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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The Summer Solstice 666 - June 23-24th 

 

The Summer Solstice 666 

June 23-24th 

 

Technically, the Summer Solstice begins when the sun enters 0 degrees of the zodiac sign Cancer. The 

Summer Solstice is one of the four major "Solar Festivals" of the year, the others being the Winter 

Solstice of December 21st, when the sun enters 0 degrees of Capricorn, the other two being the Spring 

Equinox when the sun enters 0 degrees of Aries, and the Fall Equinox when the sun enters 0 degrees of 

Libra.  

 

All of the Satanic [original Pagan] holidays have been corrupted and replaced with false and imposter 

biblical characters, fictitious legends, and practices completely unrelated to the original holidays. This 

was done by the Catholic Church for the sole purpose to remove spirituality and occult knowledge. 

 

In addition to the Satanic holidays being times for festivities and celebrations, these days are certain 

points where astral communications are greatly facilitated, and witchcraft workings are greatly 

enhanced [according to the specific holiday]. Beneath all of is alchemy. For those working on the 

Magnum Opus, and/or to advance their own powers and soul, these days are very important for 

different aspects of the working. For example, the Magnum Opus should be commenced at 3 am on the 

day the sun enters the sign of Aries. [This is where the 'Lamb of God' was stolen from the zodiac sign of 

Aries the Ram, and the Chi Ro runic staves that are often seen in paintings and such depicting the false 

nazarene].  

The Summer Solstice was replaced by the Catholic Church with "The Feast of St. John."  

 

666 is the number for the sun. It represents amplification of astral solar power. The heart chakra 

esoterically is ruled by the sun. On the 23-24th of June, when the sun enters 0 degrees of Cancer, the 

power of the sun is drastically amplified.  

 

Workings that deal with solar magick are greatly enhanced at this time.  

Workings on both the heart and solar plexus chakra are greatly enhanced at this time  
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Communications with astral entities such as elementals: fairies, gnomes, etc., are greatly enhanced at 

this time  

As with Halloween, the astral is very thin and communications with Demons is much easier  

 

# Fire magick is greatly facilitated  

# The eve of the Summer Solstice has a very long tradition for being a night where divination is much 

easier and more accurate.  

# Love magick spells are also greatly enhanced on the eve of the Summer Solstice.  

# This is also an excellent and powerful time for infusing herbs, crystals and other items with solar 

energy  

# This date is also favored for beginning healing work, as the sun is the esoteric healer.  

# Workings that deal with infusing water with solar and/or healing energy are also traditional here  

# Creating and blesssing of wands[fire], blessing of the Tarot cards  

# Rune spells and Rune work are also favored at this time as Runes are staves and of the element of fire  

# Gathering of herbs for magick, especially those used for solar/fire magick and/or healing  

 

In ancient times, festivities and celebrations of this important holiday nearly always included Baal Fires 

[the traditional bonfire]. The element of fire represents the life-force, and life itself. Death is cold and 

hard. Fire is warmth and life. Those of us who have condensed the life force within ourselves know just 

how hot it can be, like the kundalini serpent. The traditional color for this festival is white.  

Circle dancing, snake dancing, sexual orgies, indulgence and feasting are all traditions for the Summer 

Solstice. The tradition of lighting the Baal Fire and jumping through it has survived since ancient times. 

"Despite the church's attempts to stamp out all Pagan traditions, the lighting of a midsummer bonfire on 

midsummer's eve, survived in even the most staunchly Christian communities."¹  

 

The ancient Druids celebrated the unification of "Heaven and Earth." What this means is centering on 

the heart chakra. "Heaven" and "Earth" were stolen from Taoism and are code-words for the crown 

[heaven] chakra and the base [earth chakra]. In some doctrines, 'hell' is the code-word for the base 

chakra, with earth at the heart chakra, but for the 'unification' referred to here, this is the unification of 

the energies of the base and crown convened at the heart. The uniting of both elements- water and fire 

are celebrated on this day.  
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Voodoo rituals are also traditional at this time and have survived for centuries.  

"Immediately the drums increased the tempo, the singers chanted the ritual song, and a woman dancer 

stepped into the circle and began the ritual dance in imitation of the movements of the snake. In the 

frenzied group dance which followed, the dancers tore off their clothing and danced nude until the ritual 

ended, as it always did, in a sexual orgy.  

 

 

References:  

¹ Magical Celebrations: MIDSUMMER of the Summer Solstice by Anna Franklin © 2002  

² The Folklore of American Holidays, First Edition  

Medieval Celebration by Daniel Diehl and Mark Donnelly © 2001  

 

 

 

© Copyright 2009, Joy of Satan Ministries;  

Library of Congress Number: 12-16457  

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Summer_Solstice.html 

 

Correction [Summer Solstice article] 

The Summer Solstice begins on the 21st of June, not the 23rd.  

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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The God Rune 

 

I recently found out that Os- the God rune wasn't originally Odin's, but Loki's. I've noticed how quite a 

bit of Nordic neo-pagans feel hesitant to work with Loki. Gee, I wonder why. :-) 

 

666/88!! 

 

High Priest Jake Carlson 

 

Planetary Hours 

 

Several of you have posted that you are having problems in downloading the planetary hours program.  

 

Make sure you didn't over-look the - Download the Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 - required to run 

ChronosXP. There is a link on the webpage to microsoft where you can download this.  

 

I had to download the above, a few years ago before the Chronos would run correctly on my PC.  

There should be a desktop icon for the Chronos, when it is installed correctly. Be sure to download the 

'full source code' as well. Please read the webpage thoroughly to understand the instructions.  

 

http://chronosxp.sourceforge.net/en/  

 

In addition to this program being essential for the ritual on Sunday, it is indespensible for personal 

workings such as empowering chakras, spellworking, meditations and much more. I always print the 

planetary hours out for each month and put them in a binder. They are extremely helpful. 

 

I will be online today to help with and answer any more questions related to Sunday's ritual. 
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High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

Regarding Suicides 

 

I'm posting this here because Christianity is still attacking teens in particular. This isn't to sound like 

Christians, either, but Satan gave our lives a meaning, whether some people can see it or not. 

 

Re: Suicides 

 

Satan gave us a life to live. Spiritual Satanists committing suicide???? NO!! This isn't just my viewpoint or 

opinion. It is a Satanic fact. Spiritual Satanists, no matter how alone they may feel with either depression 

or circumstances, etc, should never end their lives, unless it were to be one of those situations like 

suffering and fighting a terminal illness for a long time and they give a hospice permission to "pull the 

plug" because the pain and medications for such terminal illnesses are no longer worth the breath of life 

anymore. No wonder some groups of Christians attack hospices. 

 

Christians both directly and indirectly promote suicide with their teachings. I understand that most of us 

come from different Christian backgrounds and some of these backgrounds were more severe than 

others. Christianity, no matter what, is a terminal illness, but like ANY DISEASE, whether it's cancer, 

HIV/AIDS, depression, drug addiction and the consequences of such diseases among COUNTLESS other 

diseases can be prevented not only by taking care of ourselves, but through Power Meditation that is 

consistent no matter what. Christ (no matter what FALSE "miracles" the bible or Christians talk about) 

can't help anyone. Through SATAN, we help ourselves and the Powers of Hell are always there for us. 

We can heal ourselves. 

 

The thing is that we need to schedule our life AROUND our Power Meditations, rather than scheduling 

Power Meditations around our lives. With school and in a household of Christian parents, this can be 

tricky, but the more you do for yourself, the more Satan will bless and reward you and you will be much 

more protected and immune against diseases of ANY kind, as well as urges to commit suicide. In 

Spiritual Satanism, there is ALWAYS a way out of a problem without committing suicide or harming one's 

own self. 
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Christians will try to tell people not to kill themselves and they have even made it a "mortal sin" to do 

so. We don't "sin." "Sinning" IS a Judeo/Christian/Muslim concept, all consequences of the Jews and 

their mind-fuck programs like Christianity and other "religions" of DESPAIR and hopelessness. Unlike 

those DEATH programs, there can be a consequent feeling of helplessness. Something to remember as a 

Spiritual Satanist is that without that "God has a plan" HORSE SHIT of Christianity and the like, we have 

Satan and we have our OWN souls. One of the biggest miseries in Christianity is that whenever someone 

joins Christianity, they GIVE THEIR SOULS AWAY!! On the other hand, we make a commitment and Satan 

never takes our souls. He puts us in full control of our souls to empower them and protect them from 

destruction. Christians talk about being happy with "Christ." Unlike their futile claims, Christ never 

existed! This is easily proved. I've seen Christian Ministries with titles like "Souls For Christ." I'm not 

kidding. It isn't Satan who "takes any soul he can get his hands on." It is the ENEMIES OF SATAN WHO 

DO THIS!!!! 

 

While we don't "sin," killing ourselves in Spiritual Satanism is an INSULT to Satan. As far as those who are 

without, we can try to enlighten them. Since we can't force conversion, those who are without are left 

with the enemy and they can fend for themselves. Once someone becomes a "born-again Christian" and 

refuses to see the **TRUE LIGHT** which is of Satan, I personally couldn't care less whether they live or 

die because just like alcoholism, drug addiction, etc, Christianity, too, is also a drug and it causes a slow 

death. Therefore, Christianity IS Suicide. 

 

Regardless of how heavily many of us have been indoctrinated with Christianity, there is hope, BUT, 

*within* Spiritual Satanism, ALL OF US who have come out of that Jewish spell, should have left all other 

suicidal tendencies outside from where we left such a miserable life. Christians are the ones who are 

deluded and misguided. 

 

**source** 

 

Many people who have realized that Spiritual Satanism is the true place for happiness and freedom from 

misery. 

 

666/88!! 

 

High Priest Jake Carlson 
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Sermon 7/17/09 - About Healing through Satan 

 

I noted in two of our e-groups, of late, there are threads concerning  

Christian healing. Yes, it is possible that xians can heal others and some have been healed by believing in 

that ilk, BUT there is a HUGE difference here.  

 

Yes, I remember more than one person who was healed - one woman healed her daughter by placing 

her hands on this one radio this xian preacher told the audience to do. The daughter had serious 

diabetes and was immediately cured. This is true, I knew the family. In another case, a man who had 

spots on his lungs had a group of xians pray for him and then they were gone. I have also come across 

some other cases in my lifetime.  

 

Now, as I mention again- there is a HUGE difference between xian and Satanic healing. For one, for 

every ONE xian who has experienced 'faith' healing, MILLIONS MORE [XIANS] HAVE NOT.  

 

In addition, everything of the enemy is false. These healings are false in that the xian has no idea of what 

he/she is doing by the 'laying on of hands' for one. The xian just lays on the hands and prays to that 

jewish invented spook to miraculously cure the afflicted one. The xian has no knowledge of the chakras 

or how to draw in energy through them. SO- THIS IS A CASE OF ALWAYS HIT AND MISS.  

 

In contrast, Satan reveals to us just how the 'laying on of hands' and other healing methods work, how 

to draw in and direct energy and also how we can empower ourselves to consistently heal ourselves and 

others.  

 

Now, as for the prayer group. AGAIN, this is false. Everything of the enemy is false and artificial. The 

numbers and/or strength of the minds of those in the prayer group have everything to do with the so-

called 'miracle.' Even though an xian prayer group is nowhere near as powerful as an average coven, it is 

a tiny product of the mass mind. Any energy directed by a group will more than likely manifest itself 

somehow, regardless of what or how.  

 

Xians can lay and roll about on the floor or ground and act like the idiots they truely are, but for ALL of 

them- THERE IS INCONSISTENCY!! 
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'The Lord' doesn't consistently come through. How many xian preachers/priests can diagram the human 

soul???? They all have 'faith' in something they really know nothing of. This is a VERY corrupted and 

misplaced faith.  

 

As for healing, I, myself have healed CONSISTENTLY through Satan, not only healing myself, but healing 

loved ones as well. Any of us who have worked healing the Satanic way, KNOW exactly what we are 

doing. This healing is REAL.  

 

Imagine a doctor in an operating room who had no knowledge of anatomy or how to use any medical 

instruments. Would you want anyone like this performing surgery on you? This is very analogous to an 

xian.  

 

Enough said???????? 

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

For New People Here, Especially Those Converting from Christianity 

 

I am very pleased to see a large number of people coming here from Christianity of late. For those of us 

who know the truth and are strong in Satan, it is important that we are supportive in answering 

questions and in welcoming newcomers.  

 

True Satanism, especially at this time in the world, is not an easy road. Most people have been 

indoctrinated with a lifetime of lies. Christians, especially fundamentalists, are forever running off at the 

mouth about how 'Satan deceives.' In addition, the prophesies in the judeo/christian bible claim that 

Satan will rise in the end and deceive many. This is used as a powerful too to instill fear and confusion.  
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The Jews [especially those at the top, who are running the world] have deep knowledge of the occult, 

and how to use it to further their own nefarious goals. They are masters of lies and deception. In 

addition, they have been using occult power for centuries to make their lies believable, along with 

control of the media and communications, that is until now as we have the internet. People who are 

familiar with trends, statisticians, even your local meteorolgist- know predictions can be made, based 

upon certain data available in the present. For example, cold dry air coliding with hot humid air will 

inevitably spawn thunderstorms and in some cases, tornadoes. Hurricanes are a fact in late summer and 

in early fall in the northern hemisphere. Certain sociologists, psychologists, and others, study trends in 

human behavior, and in society in order to predict probable future reactions to different things. On a 

minor note, this includes surveys regarding certain 

products on the market and such.  

 

My point here is that the predictions made in the bible are all man made by those who had knowledge 

of the occult. The average Jew has an IQ of 135. 100 is normal, 110 is bright, 120 is superior, 130 is very 

superior and 140 and above is genius. IQ's of 135 are in the top 2% of the population of the world.  

 

When I began writing the Joy of Satan, and Exposing Christianity, I was writing for a Satanic audience. In 

other words, those who already were familiar with the occult- [the powers of the mind and soul]. Many 

of you are coming here directly from Christianity and/or have no knowledge of such things. Reading and 

studying the JoS websites can be a bewildering experience for many, for the first time. Some people, 

especially Christians completely freak and run away. Others, many who have opened their minds in 

former life-times and/or have a bit more knowledge, read deeper and find the truth.  

 

It has taken me a lifetime of reading some 10,000+ non-fiction books, with a very wide variety of 

subjects, and an IQ of 150+ to get to where I am today. I was introduced to the occult as a pre-teen. I 

learned to do astrology charts, read palms and Tarot cards in my mid-teens, and more. Satan came into 

my life at 12 years old [though I had no idea at that time] and directed me to study Eastern religions and 

practice hatha yoga. I have always been an obsessive reader and lover of knowledge. Another major 

factor here is by the time I was 25, I had a pretty extensive knowledge of the Jews.  

 

My point here is it takes endless study and thinking for one's self, to break through all of the 

programming and lies drummed into us from an early age. I have had years to adapt to new and 

profound information. Many times, when learning more truths about life, in direct opposition to what I 

was force-fed growing up, what I learned threw me off balance for a while, I even had nightmares, as 

what I was learning, my mind had to digest at that time. This came in phases for me, as I had time to 

adapt. For many of you, you are being hit all at once with a tidal wave of information. This can be 
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bewildering for many. Just give this time and realize the present society we are living in is rampant with 

lies. History has been rewritten with lies in many places and the populace is exposed almost incessantly 

to endless subliminal messages.  

 

The enemy is exceptionally clever and a master of deception. Once you know the truth, you can see this 

for yourself every day. It is glaringly obvious that the Christians are the ones who are being deceived, 

though they erroneously believe the opposite. Christians are forever making excuses for their false 

'God,' their doctrines conflict with science, and there is nothing spiritual in their belief system, which in 

truth is a program.  

For one, Satanism does not conflict with science, nor does Satanism suppress any knowledge. In order to 

succeed with pulling off a lie, knowledge must be forbidden and suppressed. Christians suppress, 

pervert and attack knowledge all of the time. They have no real answers, and history is chock full of 

people being mass-murdered, libraries and other places of knowledge being burnt to the ground, and 

extreme fear being used as a very pursuasive tool in forcing people into accepting Chrisitanity. Other lies 

have to be invented and reinforced in order to keep a lid on the lies already there.  

 

The average fundamentalist Christian CANNOT and WILL NOT argue reason. He/she has a personal 

number of silly, meaningless bible verses that he/she repeats over and over like one of those preschool 

child's toys where the child pulls the cord and the plastic arrow rotates and then stops on a certain 

picture and a voice with a short phrase comes out of the toy. Usually, these people have double digit 

IQ's.  

 

In order to see the truth for yourself to where you can no longer be deceived, you must open your mind. 

Few people actually know the extent to which the human mind is extremely sensitive to programming. 

This programming becomes a part of our subconscious, influencing our very attitudes, feelings, and 

reactions to things, much we are not even consciously aware of. Many of you need to read this article, 

and read it several times: 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FREETHOUGHT.html  

 

The enemy knows how to deceive and confuse. This also includes astral influences. The most effective 

weapon against all of this is knowledge.  

Personal experience through meditation and applying the knowledge, then confirms the knowledge. 

Seeing for yourself every day, thinking for yourself. This can be very difficult in the beginning. Telepathic 

communication with our Gods comes with experience. There are many astral influences, including the 
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enemy that work to deceive people into believing it is Satan or his Demons. Getting to know Satan, 

working with Demons and gaining experience through power meditation will help to discern truth from 

astral deception.  

 

Many are confused as to how many Christian churches give to the financially disadvantaged, and offer 

social services that appear to help those in need. This again is another scam. The Jews behind all of this 

[their most formidable and effective tool is Christianity], CREATE problems. Then, they come in and 

appear to be fixing the very problems they created, as this gains trust and works to create a beneficial 

image before the masses, BUT this is all geared to their goals of enslaving all Gentiles of the world. Their 

control and destruction of the economy for one [this repeat has been carrying on for centuries, in all 

countries of the world], creates poverty, homelessness, unemployment, life-long debt, etc., and then, 

the Christian churches, run behind the scenes by and for the Jews, appears to be fixing the problems. It 

is the same with healing and the health professions.  

 

The average person cannot figure this out, nor can they see through it. Until things reach a critical stage 

where everyone in society is adversly affected, most people are oblivious to it. Knowledge does not just 

manifest in one's mind, one must read, study and learn on their own and be aware. Satan gives us the 

knowledge to empower our souls and to actively make a better life for ourselves, to where problems 

that plague Christians and those who are without, we can be free from. Satan also shows us how we can 

heal both ourselves and others- KNOWING exactly what we are doing, how energy works and so forth, 

as opposed to Christians who know nothing of this and rely upon misplaced faith- for every one Christian 

that is healed through blind faith, millions upon millions are not, and remain afflicted.  

 

In closing, those of us who are very close to Satan know he is not omnipotent. The enemy further 

creates confusion and deception with their writings, claiming their own 'god' to be omnipotent, 

omnipresent and so forth, which their enemy aliens who are running the show are definitely NOT. Again, 

this deception and mind-set influences people into believing Satan can do anything at any time and 

should be at their beck and call should any personal problems arise in their lives.  

 

The truth is- Satan and his Demons are human friendly ET's who are and have been trying to help us. 

Satan gives us knowledge so we can empower ourselves and find truths on our own. Satan is our Creator 

God.  

There is a war out there and planet earth is the battleground. The jews, along with their workings over 

the millenia, have suppressed our communications with our Gods. Strong warnings against using ouija 

boards, Tarot cards, and other related spiritual tools, that can open a person up spiritually, are rampant 

in that bible of theirs. In addition, no different from how they have spent centuries infusing their lies, 
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such as the bible with occult power so people are deceived into believing this nonsense is real, they 

have placed curses upon certain things of the occult to keep Gentiles away. I ran into this when I was 

very new to Satanism. Instead of being frightened off, I continued on and went deeper. I then found 

truth.  

 

Also, in the modern times, they have had NASA fully under their control.  

 

Satanism is not an easy road. Knowledge is very important. Learn everything you can. Meditate to open 

your mind and to knock down walls. The soul you 'save' is your own. Satan gives us the knowledge to do 

this.  

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Re: For New People Here, Especially Those Converting from Christianity 

 

There are two things I forgot to add when writing this article this morning. One- concerning the biblical 

prophesies. As I have mentioned in the article below and repeatedly, these prophesies are the works of 

human beings, they are not 'divine' in any respect. In addition, certain prophesies such as 

"earthquakes," "pestilences" and such, occur repeatedly throughout history. Anyone with a bit of 

historical knowledge can effectively make such predictions, and the uneducated masses will fall for this 

sort of thing- it works every time. Also, outright lies are thrown in with this crap, so say the weather gets 

real bad or some of those prophesies as I mentioned above occur, many are further inclined to believe 

the lies.  

 

After centuries of being indoctrinated with lies, force-fed christianity, and everything related, anyone 

who knows human behavior can effectively predict a rebellion. "OH MY!!! These are goddless times!!" 

As I wrote below, this is all about trends- cause and effect; that eventually provokes a REACTION. The 
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kikes who composed that filthy bible KNOW that the lies they filled it with, in the light of knowledge, 

that eventually, us 'goyim' are going to wake up in very large numbers. Even their own biblical 

prophesies state this and that in so many words 'The spell is going to wear off.'  

They also know they cannot keep us from our Creator God Satan and his Demons [the Original Gods] 

forever. I have heard time and again, how those degenerate lowest of scum organized criminal assholes 

running the Vatican are forever fighting off Satan and his Demons. Satan won't and never has gone away 

or has left them alone. They are criminals and are occupying something that is not theirs.  

 

Here is a link I posted to all of the JoS e-groups some years back concerning the 'end of the world.' I 

encourage everyone to check this out: 

http://www.abhota.info/end1.htm  

 

The above link is historical fact and is very revealing concerning the scam of certain predictions and 

prophesies that are repeated historically and can safely be predicted, as they go in cycles.  

 

Along with the lies they throw in, is that Satan is supposed to lose in the end. This again, just like their 

messiah, is subliminal and mass minded, which they are hoping will effect the outcome through mass 

indoctrination and belief, but if you look to other prophesies they have stolen from Ancient Egypt, 

Sumeria and the Far East, that they have corrupted, and that have found their way into that bible of 

theirs, you will find major contradictions. 'Light' is supposed to triumph over darkness. As opposed to all 

of the Hollywood Satanism in the movies and on the TV and also all of the Jewish dictation and lies over 

the centuries of what Satan is supposed to be, SATAN IS NOT DARKNESS. SATAN IS LIGHT. We can SEE 

this and EXPERIENCE this for ourselves and KNOW THE TRUTH.  

 

When one has advanced in power meditation and in true Satanism, we KNOW Satan is of the light. 

'Lucifer' is the lightbringer. Words with the same prefix include: 'Lucid' 'Lucent' and such, mean 'clear,' 

'bright.' KNOWLEDGE which is of Satan opens our eyes and like a light, enables us to 'see.' Satan is not of 

darkness. THE ENEMY IS OF DARKNESS, like a pitch black room where one is lost and one cannot find 

his/her way out and lives in the ignorance and unknowing of true darkness.  

 

Also- I forgot to add the link explaining and exposing the Christian 'Charity' racket: 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com/XianCharity.html  
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High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

Sermon 8/09/09 

 

I read every day when approving messages in the groups, many of you have problems that you ask for 

help on. Most, if not all of these problems can be solved through working on them, using your own 

powers. This is how you become strong, by using the powers of your mind and soul to solve problems in 

your life. Ask yourselves- is an aura of protection needed? Nearly everyone needs money in these hard 

economic times- if so, then work on it using the powers of your mind. When you wake up and before 

you go to bed, visualize the white-gold light or whatever color you choose and affirm money is coming 

to you- your OWN money. Health problems- work on these.  

 

Learn to use your powers on a daily basis. This takes practice and at least 21 days straight to become a 

habit. The Gods use their powers all of the time. Learn to use this gift from Satan that has been dormant 

in humanity for thousands of years. Work with your mind, direct your energies. You will find when your 

mind is given direction, your mind will become your great helper and friend. This is like a muscle, the 

more you use it, the stronger it becomes. Most things take repetition and daily work before the become 

reality. This is not Hollywood Satanism. A particular problem should be worked upon every single day, 

until is is fully solved. In healings, often the working must continue a month or two, maybe more after 

the healing has occured [given the severity and length of time of the illness]. Acute infections can be 

dealt with, sometimes just one or two meditations, chronic and severe problems take longer.  

 

Use your powers!! You will be glad you did.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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The Roots and Origins of True Satanism 

 

The Roots and Origins of True Satanism 

 

After years of research into Satanism, we have found the origins are in the Far East. When beginning 

research into Satanism, one usually will look to Western Occultism. Western Occultism has been 

thoroughly corrupted and infested with Jewish filth. Nearly everything in Western Occultism has its 

roots in the Far East.  

 

Western Occultism is chock full of Hebrew letters, numerology, angels and other filth. Our original Gods 

who gave us spiritual knowledge are blasphemed and made to hideous monsters. When tracing all of 

this back to its origins in the Far East, the names of our Gods in Sanskrit are revered and held in the high 

esteem they deserve. The name "Satan" which means "enemy" in Hebrew, means TRUTH and CREATOR 

GOD in Sanskrit. Of course, the people of lies would deem TRUTH as their mortal enemy.  

 

Civilization did not begin in the Middle East as we are led to believe. Sumeria, Egypt, and other ancient 

civilizations obtained their spiritual teachings and occult knowledge from the Far East. The modern 

paperback edition of the Necronomicon; in the preface, the editors even admit to this text having its 

origins in Sanskrit. Anyone with knowledge of Sanskrit can see this is true with many of the words and 

names in that book.  

 

Satanist Heinrich Himmler knew the truth about our spiritual origins in the Far East, and sent an 

expedition to Tibet, where the Germans were very well received. The expedition brought back around 

30 Tibetan Buddhist Monks to Berlin, all of whom died in a group ritual suicide in the spring of 1945, 

with the fall of the Third Reich.  

 

True Satanism can be found in Kundalini [Serpent] Yoga, and Left Hand Path Tantra. Unfortunately, like 

with everything else, there have been some corruptions in the above-mentioned disciplines, where the 

Jewish tool of Christianity has infested, but most of you who are dedicated to Satan will feel the truth in 

the basic doctrines. Acquiring of knowledge means sifting out the dross.  

 

In their obsessive and relentless quest for world domination, and to take the place of our True Creator 

God who is known as Satan, the Jews have used everything in their power to destroy, pervert, and 
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corrupt all true spiritual knowledge. The mass murder of Gentile priests and sages, the systematic 

destruction through infiltration, of any and all prominent Gentile occult organizations, such as 

Freemasonry,[which is now another tool for Jewish communism], leaving a long trail of murders, and 

more murders and lies to cover up the stinking stench of all of this hideous kosher corruption. The end 

result is communism, which is the final removal of all spiritual/occult knowledge from the Gentile 

populace, while Jewish masters assume the position of 'God.'  

 

In preparation for all of this, nearly every single page of the Judeo/Christian Bible has the word 'Jew' 

'Jews' and/or 'Israel' on it. Their agenda is based upon taking names, places, important dates, and 

concepts from Gentiles and replacing them with their fictitious characters, archetypes, and corrupted 

teachings, to disarm us spiritually. They use these lies to claim they were the founders of all religion, 

civilization, and spiritual teachings, the greatest of their lies is that of being 'The Chosen of God.' Much 

of this is also subliminal. Exclusively Jewish schools where the Jews learn to argue and obtain the 

knowledge they need to destroy Gentiles, are called "Shivas." The name was stolen from the masculine 

power of the Kundalini, the consort of the feminine Shakti. In other words, the brains that direct the 

spiritual power to manifest on the material plane in a specific way. Those who are knowledgable here 

can readily see the connection.  

 

Many textbooks, even at college level claim Judaism to be the oldest of religions, which is a LIE. A prime 

example of using a fictitious history is the state of Palestine. They obtained this state through LIES. Ever 

since, the Palestinian people have suffered horribly. There has never been any peace in the Middle East 

with the establishment of the bandit state of Israel. These lies have given the Jewish people special 

privileges and a history they are NOT entitled to.  

 

Occult power is within us all. By removing this knowledge and keeping it for themselves, the Jews can 

throw a curse at whomever they choose, and the Gentile victim is helpless without any knowledge or 

spiritual power. They have even bragged about this and more in the Protocols of the Learned Elders of 

Zion, stating the aura of protection they have put around their entire people, so when the shit really 

comes down on all of the Gentiles [fighting each other, because of Jewish instigation], their own will be 

protected.  

Christianity not only removes spiritual knowledge and replaces it with Jewish lies, but also self-

perpetuates through the use of the energies of the believers. This powerful Jewish tool must be 

destroyed, as its end result is Jewish communism, as can be readily seen in the biblical message as a 

whole and in the sermons of the Jewish invented character of the nazarene.  
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'Maya' means 'illusion' in Sanskrit. Many are concerned about the 'Mayan' calendar, which states the 

end being in the year 2012. Given the research I have done [I am far from finished here], the names of 

many civilizations, especially many ancient ones have their origins in Sanskrit, such as 

Sumeria/SumerAryan. The Mayan connection makes sense. We believe that 2012 may be the year when 

Gentiles as a whole wake up to the Jewish SPELL and HOAX of Christianity.  

 

A Jewish rabbi once stated that the Hebrew letter 'Vau' that is in their numerology a six, is also the 

Semitic W. WWW [World Wide Web of the internet] equals '666' which the Jews have named 'The 

Beast.' The information on the internet cannot be controlled. This will be their undoing.  

 

 

 

© Copyright 2009, Joy of Satan Ministries;  

Library of Congress Number: 12-16457  

 

 

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

Concerning the Teachings of Yoga, etc. 

 

I would like to add some very important information concerning the Eastern teachings we now have 

available to us today. Like with most everything, much of what we have today has been infested with 

Christian lies, no different from the 'New Age' teachings, which are Christianized Paganism and 

witchcraft. When researching Kundalini Yoga and Left Hand Path Tantra, one can see in the essence, the 

symbols, the mantras, the words, and the techniques, the Satanic essense and foundation here.  
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The most important thing one can do when reading anything of yoga is to realize that much of what we 

now have available to us has been corrupted. There are no 'Laws' as such. All of the crap on celibacy, 

abstaining from eating certain foods, observing certain virtues, lack of desire and detachment, and 

related, is not only dross, but very harmful advice in many respects. I have done enough studying, along 

with personal experience to know this. In addition, that 'absence of desire' that keeps cropping up in 

many of Eastern teachings [that have been corrupted with Christian filth], that alone- one can see is 

total bullshit and lies. Total absence of desire = death. If one actually had 'no desires' then one would 

not meditate, nor would one work towards advancing one's self and seeking enlightenment. One would 

be dead. These false teachings are there to disarm and prevent those who acquire power from the 

above disciplines from using it. Using our powers 

through both white and black magick is what the enemy fears the most. This is why these teachings 

have been corrupted. As for absence of desire, the only truth in this is if one does the exercises 

faithfully, this will stop cravings for mind-altering drugs and related vices.  

 

True Left Hand Path Tantra is living life to the fullest, indulgence in pleasure, while working towards 

enlightenment through meditation and knowledge- the Satanic way. Many books about yoga contradict 

each other, which reveals corrputed information. You have to open your mind and like with reading 

anything- read through it the Satanic way- sift out the xian bullshit that unfortunately has infested 

nearly everything.  

 

In empowering ourselves, truth be known, and I speak from experience here:  

 

There are no special dietary laws  

 

There are no special ways of living or being- in other words, you are FREE to be yourself and live your life 

as you choose  

 

There are no sexual taboos, meaning- you are free to have sex as you choose, with whom you choose, 

and as often as you choose  

 

The only thing that IS relevant with these disciplines is CONSISTENT PRACTICE, and nothing more. The 

essence of these teachings are all about developing the powers of the mind and soul, which are open to 
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everyone in the universe. You don't have to live your life by certain laws. Energy does what it is told to 

do. The only thing one needs is accurate knowledge. The knowledge on how to get there and how to be 

the most powerful you can be.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

Desire 

 

As Satanists, we work towards:  

 

Developing and advancing the powers known as 'Siddhis', such as telekinesis, telepathy, levitation, and 

so forth. These are gifts to us from Satan.  

 

Development of our personal powers in causing desired changes in our lives and/or in the lives of others 

using the powers of our minds and souls.  

Using any powers we obtain from doing yoga, meditation, mantra, etc., to enhance our lives, establish 

justice if we are wronged, acquire wealth, heal and/or anything else we desire.  

 

DESIRE is the key to working effective 'witchcraft.' When our minds and souls become powerful through 

meditation, yoga, and mantra, what we DESIRE will often manifest of itself in our lives, even without any 

working or ritual. I know this from my own personal experiences. DESIRE alone will bring it about, if one 

has the power. This is what the enemy fears.  
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High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

Sermon 9/14/09 

 

Spiritual knowledge has always been hoarded by a select few and unfortunately, what is out there for 

the public has been corrupted. Many so-called 'gurus' spiritual teachers, priests, and so forth have kept 

spiritual knowledge for themselves and have charged others unreasonable fees in order to obtain that 

knowledge.  

 

Satan wants spiritual knowledge to be free and without corruption. There are a few things he does want 

for us to hold back on, mainly heavy black magick techniques, but this IS in coming. This is because of 

the enemy right now.  

 

Many spiritual texts deliberately give some of the wrong information, and leave out very important key 

concepts. Some of the reasons might be persecution, greed [charging for knowledge], the belief that the 

higher mind, once opened will lead the practitioner, etc.  

 

The last reason is true, but one still must have access to knowledge in order to advance.  

 

One key concept is meditation on the third eye. This is given in so many texts. Then, people read this, 

write their own books, and further this practice. Meditation on the third eye is a good starting point, as 

is opening the third eye, BUT there is much more to this, especially at the advanced levels.  

 

My own experiences have shown me the exceptional importance and power of the pineal gland. Upon 

activating this gland, which when activated, swells and feels like a small grape, accompanied by feelings 

of total bliss [the pineal secretions, aka 'Nectar of the Gods'], I found I could knock out electrical 

appliances and more. Opening and activating this gland is very important, especially at the higher levels 

of witchcraft. 
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Now, back to the third eye. The third eye is an EXTENSION of the 6th chakra, which is located directly 

beneath the crown chakra, right in the middle of the brain. Meditating on the 6th chakra and OPENING 

the 6th chakra [this is done the exact same way as with the third eye and should only be done after 

opening all of the other chakras], will help to activate the pineal gland and much more. Because of the 

power of opening this chakra, I do not recommend to open it until you have opened all of your other 

chakras. Your third eye should also be all the way open.  

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Opening_The_Third_Eye.html  

 

When meditating on the 6th chakra, all one needs to do is to place your focus there and 'feel' this 

chakra. If you are advanced enough, you will see it on its own. It is a bluish-violet vortex, spinning point 

down.  

 

I will be putting up an advanced section on the JoS. Responsible to the responsible. Most people want 

everything 5 minutes ago. This does not apply with meditation, and witchpower. One must work at this 

through steps. What I will be posting in this new section will be advanced knowledge. I strongly 

recommend everyone take their time and do not skip any important steps. This knowledge is for those 

who have been meditating and are at the intermediate or advanced levels. These techniques are 

nothing to play around with. Opening one too soon can cause problems, as one's mind and body are not 

yet prepared.  

 

I will also be including the high 'initiating' technique known as the 'Cosmic Cobra Breath.' This technique 

is one that has been hoarded for centuries, only given to a select few [those with the big money] and 

said to be 'taught only from a guru orally.' It is one of the fastest ways to raise the kundalini. I have the 

technique and have been working with it. It does open the mind. It is a bit complex and some other 

areas of yoga, such as the locks and certain breathing exercises should be mastered before attempting 

this discipline. I will be writing this in plain, easy to understand English instructions, and posting this to 

the new section and to the groups very soon when I have it finished. I will also include the specific locks 

and details to work on before attempting this.  

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Psychic Surgery 

 

Like other healing methods and techniques, psychic surgery is also suitable for the Left Hand Path. It's 

just that so many people just say "New Age" and give up. They have no idea that Satan and the Powers 

of Hell are able to help scrape the Jeezzzus and Mary scum off. Almost ANYTHING that is spiritual can be 

blessed by Satan through those who have a Guardian Demon who will inspire the Satanist or even let 

the Satanist channel them. 

 

Psychic surgery is two-sided. For yourself and loved ones and/or clients (if you run a healing and/or 

spiritual business), you can heal the mind, body, spirit, and soul beyond what a typical kike surgeon can 

do. The healing arts aren't meant to replace conventional medicine and treatment, but with enough 

practice, doctors and even other spiritual individuals won't understand how you can do these things or 

what your secrets are. They will be jealous because right hand path "spiritual" individuals (angelic 

airheads and toilet paper sniffers) believe that everyone is "equal" and one shouldn't serve but "for the 

good of all." Once again, that smacks of Christianity and the three-fold shit. 

 

Life is fight and struggle, but during our process of ascension, Satanic healing, including psychic surgery 

and working on our physical, ethereal, and immortal selves, the climbing up the ladder process isn't as 

ridiculously strenuous. 

 

Back to psychic healing. If one knows how to astral project and perform some variation of the healing 

arts already, then that is a big leap forward. If not, you should learn these things, as well as our 

holographic universe and space-time magick and travel. Sometimes we may want to heal or destroy 

someone while they're asleep, but one's work hours would only give time to do these things while one's 

patient or target is awake. From what I'm gathering, we live in parallel universes. When keeping this in 

mind, one can *set* the desired time to perform a healing or a destruction. 

 

Remember- with psychic healing, you can... say, perform brain surgery... or, if you are going to destroy 

someone, you can rip their brain out of their ear. 

 

The most important thing is to clearly know and understand what you're doing. This takes patience, 

practice, and persistence, and obviously a very clear and focused intent. 
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666/88!! 

 

High Priest Jake Carlson 

 

Hitler's Magical Beliefs 

 

Some people still cling to the false notion that Hitler was a Christian or even an atheist. Hitler was a 

Satanist and is magical world-view proves it. It's well-known that Hitler's associates were involved in the 

occult, but what about Hitler himself? 

 

Here is a list of quotes that he annotated from the book that was dedicated to him by Ernst Schertel 

called Magic: History-Theory-Practice. 

 

******************************************************************** 

******************************************************************** 

 

"The concrete human, the concrete people, the concrete gods are thereby eliminated and in their stead 

the abstract notion of `humanity' is placed, above which a likewise purely conceptual `Monotheism' is 

enthroned. The slogan of `humanism,' of the general `humanity,' the universal manhood, derives from 

this tendency of universalism of a late time, likewise do dreams of a `solely true world religion' and 

random `exhilaration of humanity,' which both once again flourish today." 

 

"Our body represents an accumulation of potential and kinetic world energies and ranges on the way 

from the line of our ancestors, to the animal, plant, and crystal down to the beginning of all things." 

 

"…Through our bodies flood the energies of the universe, out of the infinite into the infinite. What we 

call our `soul' is the sum of all world energies, all pasts of the world and states of the world…" 
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"That we, who are living today, do not really know how to deal with the `sensory world,' that it appears 

to be empty, dull, even oftentimes annoying, that we perceive our body as a `prison' of our `soul,' that 

we are consequently at best capable for mystique, and only in the rarest cases capable of magic, is 

because of the extinguishing of the ability of which all the late times are lacking, and which consists in 

experiencing the `outer world' as an incarnation of `spiritual' contents. But only he is a magician who is 

able to inspire things and solidify the soul. 

 

"We call the central focus of the cosmic forces in us our `god' or our `demon.' It describes the punctual 

projection of the whole dynamic of the universe with all of its abysmal infiniteness in our self, it signifies 

the deepest sense, the first being and the highest value, created in the center of our consciousness out 

of the senseless, being-less and value-less chaos of paracosmic forces." 

 

"Every demon-magical world is centered towards the great individuals, from whom basic creative 

conceptions spring. Every magician is surrounded by a force field of para-cosmic energies, and as already 

indicated he acts to the highest degree `ektropically' upon the cosmic dynamic. The individuals which 

are infected by him form a `community of his `people' (Volk) and create a complex of life of a certain 

imaginative framework which is called `culture.' From that moment on, when these imaginative-magical 

forces of cohesion run dry, the result is a deteriorating people (Volk) and with them, their culture." 

 

"Satan' is the creative, value-setting and value-increasing principle… Satan is the fertilizing, 

destroying/constructing warrior… "He who does not have the demonic seed within himself will never 

give birth to a magical world." "The mass of today lives only materially, but not with the body, it feels 

only 

intellectually but not with the soul." "Only the magician is therefore able to also learn something from 

historical symbols, only he is able to interpret life forms which have faded away. 

 

"Satan is the beginning… Satan is in everything that lives and appears, he acts in the last tenderest beam 

of light of the last star…" "All reality is only Phantoms… Our demon is struggling, and he is struggling in 

pain and hardship. We must suffer with him to share victory with him. 

 

 

 

666/88!! 
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High Priest Jake Carlson 

 

Sermon - Message from Satan 10/10/09 

 

Satan wanted me to write this article and to make sure that everyone is aware of this and to post it to 

the groups as well. I will get to the point. Nearly everyone knows about how the enemy works through 

infiltration to destroy and corrupt spiritual knowledge. The roots and foundations of True Satanism can 

be found in Kundalini [SERPENT] Yoga. Unfortunately, many of the teachings have been infested with 

procedures and teachings that are designed to make damned good and sure anyone who follows them 

will not have any personal powers. A good example of this is the numerous practitioners of yoga who 

have been indoctrinated with lies, many namely in India, who own nothing, live in a shelter nothing 

more than a glorified dog house, cover themselves with ashes from the dead, only wear a 'christ rag' and 

live a death like existence. Tourists, who visit ashrams and temples, for a few cents given to these 

pathetic beggars, receive their 'blessings' which is their 

giving of their own life force and energies. These poor souls are filled with much spiritual power, but 

have no idea on how to use it, due to the enemy teachings deliberately misguiding them.  

 

There aren't really any rules in obtaining personal power except for consistent meditations and doing 

the necessary work to advance one's self spiritually.  

 

Enemy corrupted crap is blatant. It is in most books out there now a days on yoga. This garbage is SICK 

and has nothing to do with obtaining the godhead. Following these enemy corruptions will only make 

sure you have no powers and that you are not a threat to their agenda of using occult powers to enslave 

the world.  

 

The worst is self-mutilation and related practices, which are not only insane but potentially deadly. The 

only 'SIN' in Satanism is that of STUPIDITY!! 

 

** Cutting the underside of the tongue so that the tongue can reach back up into the pineal gland.  
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This is not only very dangerous, but totally unnecessary! Fools who have done this can no longer speak 

normally, nor eat properly. One can obviously choke to death. This is total insanity! Anyone who has 

meditated consistently and extensively upon his/her pineal gland knows this is totally foolish and 

unnecessary.  

 

** Swallowing a long cloth/rag.  

 

The above speaks for itself. Like the cutting of the tongue, this is very unnatural and unnecessary, and 

can be deadly. This is how one is disemboweled.  

 

** Taking in water in the rectum up into the colon 

 

** Washing out the nostrils, or inserting objects into the nose aka 'Neti.' 

 

** Celibacy [sexual abstinence] 

 

This is another one. Human beings are social by nature and have a need to be touched and loved 

sexually. Orgasm is a necessary release. SEXUAL ABSTINENCE IS EXTREMELY UNHEALTHY! If one is 

unable to find a suitable partner, it is important that sexual energy in the form of a good orgasm be 

relieved as needed by one's self. This is personal and individual. Denying one's self sexual orgasm usually 

leads to not only serious psychological problems, but physical problems as well and contrary to those 

popular yogic teachings, celibacy actually impedes spiritual progress.  

 

** Another one is diet.  

 

This is an individual choice. A vegetarian diet is not at all necessary in practicing yoga or in developing 

one's spiritual powers. This is pushed in nearly all texts on yoga and in many other writings. What you 

eat is your own personal choice. Of course anyone who has a consistent diet of fast and junk food – this 

leads to ill health eventually, but as for over-eating on occasion, eating spicy foods, meats and so forth, 

this has absolutely nothing to do with any interfering on your spiritual progress. I speak from my own 

experience here.  
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** Ignoring the feet and lower chakras 

 

The lower chakras are essential. If you want to heal yourself, perform black magick, and have decent 

self-esteem, you MUST have powerful lower chakras. The reasons most popular and readily available 

yoga texts now a days advise against developing the lower chakras is to see to it you have no personal 

powers. The feet are also very important, as this is where one pulls in energy to use for rituals and in 

healing others and much more.  

 

** Ignoring the Siddhis 

 

Any siddhis should be worked on and developed. This is what kundalini yoga and spirituality are all 

about.  

 

Much of what we have readily available today in the way of spirituality has been hideously corrupted. 

The public has been deliberately lied to in order to make sure no one advances to where they are a 

threat to the enemy powers who know the truth and use occult powers to enslave the world.  

 

In closing, there will be much more knowledge forthcoming very soon. Kundalini [Serpent] Yoga, 

properly done, is the path to the godhead, and is the foundation of True Satanism. The cobra with its 

hood puffed out, as can be seen in many areas of the world in ancient engravings and such, symbolizes 

the expanded consciousness of enlightenment once the serpent energy is activated. This manifests as 

more and more awareness.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Samhain /Halloween 

 

I am reposting the article below as on the JoS website. Also- like with the Eqinoxes, Samhain/Halloween 

is an excellent time for astral communications with the Gods and for other workings, as the veils are thin 

at this time.  

 

** 

 

Samhain  

 

For those of us who are very close to Father Satan, we are all well aware that he is fed up with all of the 

Judeo/xian claims and statements concerning what our religion is, how we celebrate and worst of all 

WHAT THEY CLAIM HE IS ALL ABOUT.  

 

SATAN IS NOT A HALLOWEEN MONSTER  

SATAN IS NOT A VAMPIRE, SPOOK OR GHOUL  

SATAN DOES NOT HAVE RED HORNS AND A TAIL  

SATAN IS NOT ABOUT GRAVEYARDS, GRIM REAPERS, SKELETONS OR ABOUT HORROR.  

THIS TRASH COMES FROM XIANS. IT IS USED TO BLASPHEME, DENIGRATE AND RIDICULE HIM. THE SAME 

GOES FOR HIS DEMONS.  

 

For many of us, Halloween is a favorite holiday. I, myself love horror movies and such. The point here is 

how these have been twisted to portray a false and insulting image of Satan and the Original Gods (Now 

labeled as "Demons").  

 

Ask yourself how you would feel if people put on hideous masks and went out as either you or a family 

member of yours or a loved one.  
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Father Satan should be respected on this date, not mocked by those who believe in and honor whatever 

xianity dictates he is. How long do you think someone would last going out dressed as the nazarene? 

Chances are, they would be attacked by some fundie xian.  

Or, if Hollywood was to produce a movie depicting the nazarene and his ilk as hideous monsters.  

 

Halloween is a great time for costumes, monsters and ghouls, images of death and such. A time to be 

creative and indulge. It is one of our major holidays, but the negative images denigrating Father have to 

go.  

He is tired of it and has let the clergy know he does not approve of these insults. For far too long, too 

many Satanists have gone along with the XIAN ideas of Satan and his Demons; what the XIANS allege 

them to be and what THEY claim our religion is all about, instead of seeing Satan for WHO HE REALLY IS 

without all of the xian false and twisted overtones.  

 

 

ABOUT SAMHAIN:  

The holiday known as "Halloween" was originally called "Samhain" a Celtic word meaning "Summer's 

End." In ancient times, religions were based upon nature, where humanity lived in tune with the earth, 

the change of seasons and the changes in the stars in the sky. This is the essence of Satanism; what is 

natural.  

 

The major cycles of the year and the crops were important times for festivities, rites and celebrations. 

Samhain was a time of harvest and the end of a year, a time of preparation; storing crops and preparing 

for the dead of winter. The eve of November 1st was the eve of the Celtic New Year. This holiday was a 

time of harvest, a time of endings, death and dying, as plant life died and the cold set in. Samhain was 

also a time of honoring the dead. The Druids built huge bonfires, which they considered sacred, in honor 

of the Celtic New Year.  

 

There was a prevailing belief in the existence of a Celtic God of the dead known as 'Samhain". With 

extensive research and study accomplished by many scholars, nearly all agree this God was non-

existent.  

Nearly all of the sources mentioning a diety of death known as "Samhain" are XIAN and they have (as 

usual) NO legitimate references to back up their claims.  
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Samhain was celebrated for centuries before the xian takeover of Pagan holidays. To the intruding xian 

religion, any Gods of the old faith were considered "evil" and therefore especially unwelcome at a time 

of "danger" for the "soul of any good parishioner." This was why xtians suppressed the deadly rite and 

replaced it a day later with 'all soul's day.'"  

 

Trick or treating originated in Ireland as beggars went door to door on October 31st, asking for 

handouts. The gifts were for "Muck Olla" a God who was said to destroy the house of anyone who was 

not generous. Jack-O-Lanterns also had their origin in Ireland; named for a man named "Jack." The story 

goes that Jack was a miser and when he died, he was not allowed into heaven and he also played jokes 

on the Devil, so he was not admitted into Hell either, but was doomed to walk the Earth forever. He only 

had a litle lantern to light his way and this is why he came to be called Jack-O-Lantern. Of course, the 

spooks, vampires and ghouls were associated with this holiday because of the natural human fear of 

death and Samhain was a holiday of death.  

 

 

 

© Copyright 2004, 2005, Joy of Satan Ministries;  

Library of Congress Number: 12-16457 

 

Jewish Edict: Kill Enemy Children [Gentiles] 

 

Kill Enemy Children: Jewish Edict  

By Khalid Amayreh — Desert Peace 

 

Hundreds of children were killed in Israel’s war on Gaza earlier this year. 

OCCUPIED JERUSALEM – A Jewish rabbi has issued a book giving Jews permission to murder non-Jews, 

including babies and children, who may pose an actual or potential threat to Jews or Israel. “It is 

permissible to kill the Righteous among non-Jews even if they are not responsible for the threatening 

situation,” Rabbi Yitzhak Shapiro, who heads the Od Yosef Chai Yeshiva in the Yitzhar settlement in the 

occupied West Bank, wrote in his book “The King’s Torah.” 
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He argues that goyem (a derogatory epithet for non-Jews) may be killed if they threaten Israel. 

 

“If we kill a Gentile who has sinned or has violated one of the seven commandments – because we care 

about the commandments – there is nothing wrong with the murder.” 

 

Shapiro, who heads a small Talmudic school at the settlement of Yitzhar near Nablus, claims his edict “is 

fully justified by the Torah and the Talmud.” 

 

The anti-goyem edict seems to come in response to the arrest by Israeli police of a Jewish terrorist who 

has confessed to having murdered two Palestinian shepherds in the West Bank. 

 

The terrorist, an American-born immigrant named Yaakov Teitel, also confessed to have tried to 

assassinate leftist Jewish figures. 

 

Police considered the arrest an important achievement in combating Jewish terrorism, which experts 

contend thrives on religious edicts issued by rabbis affiliated with the religious-Zionist camp. 

 

Nearly 16 years ago, a Jewish terrorist named Yigal Amir assassinated then Israeli Premier Yitzhak Rabin. 

 

Moreover, numerous innocent Palestinians have also been murdered in cold blood by Jewish terrorists. 

 

In 1994, Baruch Goldstein, a notorious Jewish terrorist, murdered 29 Muslim worshipers inside Al-

Ibrahimi Mosque in the West Bank town of al-Khalil. 

 

Non-Humans 

 

The controversial edict is backed by numerous rabbis affiliated with the so-called national-religious 

camp as well as the Talmudic seminary in West Jerusalem, known as Merkaz Ha’rav. 
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Among the rabbis who have publicly supported the edict are Yitzhak Ginsburg and Ya’akov Yosef. 

 

Ginsburg had written a leaflet glorifying murderer Goldstein and called him a “saintly figure.” 

 

Shapiro’s views on how Palestinians and non-Jews in general ought to be treated according to Jewish 

religious law (halacha) are widely looked at as representing the mainstream not the exception in Israel. 

 

During the Israeli onslaught against Gaza earlier this year, Mordecahi Elyahu, one of the leading rabbinic 

figures in Israel, urged the army not to refrain from killing enemy children in order to save the lives of 

Israeli soldiers. 

 

He had even petitioned the Israeli government to carry out a series of carpet bombing of Palestinian 

population centers in Gaza. 

 

“If they don’t stop after we kill 100, then we must kill a thousand. And if they do not stop after we kill a 

thousand, then we must kill 10,000. If they still don’t stop, we must kill 100,000, even a million. 

Whatever it takes to stop them.” 

 

According to Israel Shahak, author of “Jewish History, Jewish Religion: the Weight of Three Thousand 

years,” the term “human beings” in Jewish law refers solely to Jews. 

 

Many Jewish orthodox rabbis, especially within the national-religious sector, view international 

conventions incriminating the deliberate killing of civilians and destruction of civilian homes and 

property as representing “Christian morals” not binding on Jews. 

 

In 2006, the Rabbinic Council of Jewish Settlements in the West Bank urged the army “to ignore 

Christian morals and exterminate the enemy in the north (Lebanon) and the south (Gaza Strip). 
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Such manifestly racist and hateful edicts don’t raise many eyebrows in Israel, neither among the 

intelligentsia nor in the society at large. 

 

http://buchanan.org/blog/kill-enemy-children-jewish-edict-2923 

 

**REMEMBER- JEWS USE THE WORD "CHRISTIAN" AS A CODE WORD FOR GENTILES!  

IT IS ALSO AN INSULT. 

 

***TO ACCESS THIS LINK, MAKE SURE ALL OF THE LINK HAS NO SPACES IN IT. OFTEN, YAHOO 

DELIBERATELY PLACES SPACES BETWEEN LINK LETTERS/NUMBERS SO ONE CANNOT CLICK TO THE LINKS 

WE POST. JUST COPY AND PASTE AND MAKE SURE THERE ARE NO SPACES, IF CLICKING ON THE ABOVE 

LINK DOES NOT WORK. 

 

Sermon 11/20/09 

 

The true meaning of the word "Sacrifice" is self-discipline in working on one's soul, when one would 

rather be doing something else. Looking deeper into more studies from the Far East and Kundalini 

[Serpent] Yoga, this is the original meaning of the word. Of course, the jews and their xian ilk have taken 

this word and twisted it [as they do with everything] into something else, something very ugly, which 

the jews do themselves [jewish ritual murder of Gentile children] and then blame this human sacrifice 

crap on Satanists.  

 

Again true "Sacrifice" has been associated with one working on one's soul, through yoga, meditation, 

and other spiritual practices of the mind. It does take a lot of sacrifice and discipline to work on the soul 

every day for 20-30 minutes or more.  

 

For far too long, Satan, His Demons and Satanism have been depicted by jewish filth. Nearly everything 

of western occultism is infested with hebrew garbage. Not only has this been hideously insulting both to 

our Gods, and us Gentiles, but it has cut us off from our true origins which have been replaced with 

jewish lies. Everything always has to conform to what the jews claim it is. This is the major reason 

Satanism has not advanced.  
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True Satanism is so far removed form western occultism with its depictions of Demons as monsters, the 

hebrew letters, hebrew kabalah [which they are now insideously trying to claim that 'hebrew was the 

first language' and other outrageous lies] most people would be shocked at the entire truth.  

 

There are books out there which now are claiming that 'all occult knowledge came from the jews.' This is 

no different from that rotten bible of theirs which claims them as the original religion and other 

abominable lies.  

 

For Satanism to advance and for our people to connect with our original and true spiritual origins, all of 

the jewish filth and dross needs to be eradicated completely.  

 

I also found when running across a few websites slandering me and the JoS [run by jews] it is apparent 

that these individuals will always be jewish first and foremost, not true Satanists. Of course their 

sections on Demons are usually depicted as monsters [complete with copies from the jewish written 

grimoires] and conform to the jewish doctrines of intense blasphemy against Satan and our Gods. They 

also blaspheme and deny the Al Jilwah and other Satanic doctrines, which they cannot and will never 

understand as it is not in their souls to see the allegories and hidden spiritual meanings.  

 

Jewish infested filth has been the number one problem making Satan, His Demons and Satanism look 

real bad before the public.  

 

Just what the fuck do we need jewish lies about our Gods for? The true origins of Satanism have nothing 

whatsoever to do with this shit. It is nothing more than a cancer within Satanism that has been rotting it 

our from the inside for centuries. Now is the day of enlightenment and education. Along with that 

worthless hideous piece of trash "holy bible" which has nearly every single page with the word "JEW" 

"JEWS" "ISRAEL" and their shit bag of fictitious patriarchs, their filthy and utterly worthess jewish 

nazarene and endless references to the genocide of, and intense denegrations of us Gentiles, they add 

insult to injury, as everything they claim as their own. All they state to be their own has been stolen and 

corrupted from the Gentiles, whom they murdered and tortured to death in the millions, with their jew 

controlled and jew operated christian churches.  
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It is high time our people rid Satanism of this degenerate filth that is forever conforming to jewish 

standards. If certain people cannot do this, then they are no better than xians, as they believe the same 

lies as the xians do.  

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

Lag Time, Magick, the Human Soul, & Reincarnation 

 

Often, when performing a working, there is a lag time. The lag time is the time it takes for the working to 

manifest on the material plane. The lag time has to do with many factors. One, the power of the mage, 

two, the power of others involved, if any, in the situation, and three, the power of the interferring 

factors in the situation. All of this ties in.  

 

For example, in performing a healing, one may not experience any improvement until hours or a day 

later [in most cases]. Sometimes, there are immediate results, but this is often not the case and 

oftentimes, many workings must be repeated to have any serious lasting effect.  

 

Even if one is not into witchcraft or deliberate workings with the mind, what is etched upon the soul 

through taking a serious vow or repeatedly ingrained in the mind, this often carries over into future 

lifetimes for better or worse.  

 

For many of us, [myself included], just 'looking' at our chakras, we can readily feel them, same goes for 

our spiritual energy. This reveals the sensitivity of the mind and soul. This is also especially apparent in 

the area of suggestion.  

 

A prime example here is when one is in love, deeply in love, one usually wants this to last forever, and 

believes it will be so. There will be no other lover. Orgasm and lovemaking are very intense in opening 

the soul. Vowing the relationship will be forever and so forth to one's self, this readily imprints upon the 
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soul. So, what happens? In future lifetimes, this vow, for example will work to ruin ones' love life, 

relationships and act to sabotage any attempts at a lasting, compatible, satisfying, love relationship. We 

are not aware of this consciously, but our soul is. It has been programmed. So, one's love life is fated 

and suffers accordingly. 

 

Another one- money. Few have escasped the intense xian indoctrinations that hold poverty up as a 

virtue. "Money is the root of all evil" and all that other lying sack of shit garbage they try to force feed 

Gentiles with. This also includes so-called 'religions' other than xianity that extoll poverty and owning 

little or nothing as something being desirable. So, again, this crap is imprinted upon the soul, and in 

most cases if not all, this transfers into future lifetimes of poverty, often repeated over and over.  

 

Then there is health. Again, xian negative and malignant filth working overtime- "one is punished for 

one's sins" low self-esteem, self deprecation, damnation, you name it. Self hatred is also carried on the 

soul in future lifetimes. Fated events where one experiences many ugly things and misfortunes can be 

traced back to past lives and in many cases, what was imprinted upon the soul. Lifetimes of suffering 

due to ill health.  

 

And lastly, the energies of others can also factor in. How we interacted with others in our past, revenge, 

hatred or in some cases, love and friendship. This is how we meet with loved ones from past lives and 

also have fated meetings with enemies or other problems. Energy stays and collects upon the soul. 

"Keep one's self PURE" has also been hideously corrupted. In truth, the saying originally means- CLEAN 

YOUR AURA REGULARLY!  

 

Now, how do we handle these engravings and programmings upon our souls and change them to what 

we want? WE MUST REPETITIVELY REPROGRAM OURSELVES AND OUR SOULS TO WHAT WE 

CONSCIOUSLY AND INTENTIONALLY DESIRE!  

 

For the bad love life, one must engulf one's self with energy and affirm for example that you are 

deserving of true sexual love [you have to be specific, as love can be very general] and a happy 

relationship. You are FREE IN EVERY WAY to attract the love of your life. This must be repeated and 

INGRAINED in your mind and soul. 
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As for the money- if you even experience a tinge of guilt regarding money and/or material possesions, 

you need to work on changing your attitude. Money and material things make life fun and make 

opportunities available. Work on reprogramming your mind and soul to attract money.  

 

As for low self-esteem, always remember- NO ONE IS PERFECT!  

STOP HATING YOURSELF! Reprogram your mind that you accept yourself and that you are a worthwhile 

person. If you have certain things about yourself that you really hate and cannot stand, then work on 

these, using your powers, relentlessly until you change them.  

 

Having goals is what makes life meaningful. Make a list of goals [whatever they may be] today and work 

on each one until it becomes a reality.  

 

Ave Satanas 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

Help with Trance 

 

Tips for getting into a trance, especially if you are new: 

 

1. If you find getting into a trance extremely difficult, try waiting until you are a bit tired or sleepy and 

then try. You are in a trance when you can no longer feel your body when perfectly still. You may fall 

asleep, but if you keep at it, this will get easier each time you work on it. Eventually, you will no longer 

have to be tired to do this. 

 

2. Breathing- do alternate nostril or yogic deep breathing where you inhale, then hold for a count of six 

or whatever is comfortable for you, then exhale, then inhale, hold, exhale- 8 - 10 rounds and this should 

put you in a receptive state for trance.  
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3. When you finish with a hatha yoga or kundalini yoga session or breathing session, you should always 

meditate on your energy field which you should keenly feel, especially if you do yoga regularly. This 

should also put you into a receptive state for trance.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Knocking out Electrical Equipment, problems with, etc. 

 

When we reach a certain level of power, our energies can completely destroy anything electrical. 

Obviously this can be a serious problem.  

 

Computers crashing or worse 

Walking under street lights that all of a sudden blow out [the entire block can blow out] 

Your car stalls for no reason  

Wall outlets blown 

Lightbulbs blown along with the sockets 

Microwave ovens malfunctioning 

and much more...... 

 

The above and more does not always have to happen when we are angry, though anger can definitely 

bring it on. When one is advanced and has a powerful soul/aura, anger or any other strong emotion will 

make the aura puff out and you can blatantly feel this.  

I know this from my own personal experience.  
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If you have already reached this level or can feel your aura interacting with electrical appliances and 

such, you need to seriously program your mind and soul to stop this, otherwise this is not only costly but 

can be disastrous.  

 

This has to be done daily and I recommend for 40 days to really engrave this upon the mind and soul.  

 

For example Affirm:  

"My energy field only affects electrical appliances and equipment when I intentionally will it to do so." 

"My energy field does not cause any disturbances or malfunctions in anything electric unless I will it to 

do so."  

 

Affirm this or something of your own [must be in the present tense] 21 times a day. Say it in your mind 

with 100% focus and intent.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

Bishops covered up priests' child abuse 

 

Experts: Bishops covered up priests' child abuse 

 

DUBLIN – Bishops of the Roman Catholic Church in Dublin covered up decades of child abuse by priests 

in order to protect the church's reputation, an expert commission reported Thursday after a three-year 

investigation. 

 

Abuse victims welcomed the commission's report on the Dublin Archdiocese's mishandling of child 

abuse cases — one of several government investigations into chronic child rape, beatings and other 

cruelty in Catholic-run schools, children's workhouses and orphanages in 1975-2004. 
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The government said the investigation "shows clearly that a systemic, calculated perversion of power 

and trust was visited on helpless and innocent children in the archdiocese." 

 

"The perpetrators must continue to be brought to justice, and the people of Ireland must know that this 

can never happen again," the government said, also apologizing for the state's failure to hold church 

authorities accountable to the law. 

 

This is the second major government-ordered report this year exploring how and why Irish authorities 

permitted widespread abuse of boys and girls at the hands of the Catholic Church throughout most of 

the 20th century, the gravest scandal in the history of independent Ireland. 

 

The 720-page report — delivered to the government in July but released Thursday — analyzes the cases 

of 46 priests against whom 320 complaints were filed. The 46 were selected from more than 150 Dublin 

priests implicated in molesting or raping boys and girls since 1940. Eleven priests convicted of child 

abuse are named in the report, but 33 are referred to by aliases and two have their names blacked out 

because they have yet to face justice. 

 

The report rejected past bishops' key claim that they were ignorant of both the scale and criminality of 

priests' abuse of children, showing that the Dublin Archdiocese negotiated a 1987 insurance policy for 

future legal costs of defending lawsuits and compensation claims. 

 

At the time, bishops knew of at least 17 priests linked to abuse cases, the report said, and "the taking 

out of insurance was an act proving knowledge of child sexual abuse as a potential major cost to the 

archdiocese." 

 

Investigators spent three years poring over 60,000 previously secret Dublin church files. They were 

handed over by Dublin Archbishop Diarmuid Martin, a veteran Vatican diplomat appointed to Dublin in 

2004 with a brief to confront the scandal. Among the files were more than 5,500 that Martin's 

predecessor, retired Cardinal Desmond Connell, had tried to keep locked in the archbishop's private 

vault. 

 

The investigators, led by a judge and two lawyers, said that while it was not their job to confirm the 

scale of abuse cases, they had no doubt the 46 priests abused many more than 320 children. 
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"One priest admitted to sexually abusing over 100 children, while another accepted that he had abused 

on a fortnightly basis during the currency of his ministry which lasted for over 25 years," they wrote. 

 

Three Dublin archbishops — John Charles McQuaid (1940-72), Dermot Ryan (1972-84) and Kevin 

McNamara (1985-87) — did not tell police about clerical abuse cases, instead opting to avoid public 

scandals by shuttling offenders from parish to parish, the commission found. 

 

It was not until 1995 that then-Archbishop Connell allowed police to see church files on 17 clerical abuse 

cases kept in a secret, locked vault, though at the time Connell had records of complaints against at least 

29 priests, the report says. 

 

Justice Minister Dermot Ahern said the state would renew efforts to prosecute more of the 46 priests in 

the report, as well as police officers that the investigation found colluded with church authorities to 

suppress complaints. 

 

Ahern said, however, that the cover-ups reflected "a different era where there was deference by state 

agencies to the church. I don't think that would happen today." 

 

The investigators lauded a handful of priests and mostly low-ranking police who pursued complaints and 

prosecutions, almost always unsuccessfully, from the 1960s to the 1980s. Senior police officers "clearly 

regarded priests as being outside their remit," handing "complaints to the archdiocese instead of 

investigating them." 

 

"A few (priests) were courageous and brought complaints to the attention of their superiors. The vast 

majority simply chose to turn a blind eye," the report said. 

 

In May, the government published a report on decades of child abuse in Catholic-run schools, 

workhouses and orphanages. More than 12,000 victims of rape, beatings and metal abuse have received 

compensation payments from a government panel exceeding euro800 million ($1.2 billion). 
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http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20091126/ap_on_re_eu/eu_ireland_catholic_abuse 

 

The Yule Season 

 

I am posting this article again for new people and to remind everyone- 

THE YULE SEASON- AKA 'XMAS' HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH THE NAZARENE, CHRISTIANITY, OR RELATED 

FILTH.  

 

Xianity STOLE all of this and corrupted it. Some fundamentalist xians such as the jehova's witnesses 

know that the Yule season is a PAGAN holiday and do not celebrate this, as it is not christian.  

 

The Yule season can be a happy time, full of indulgence, partying, meeting up with family and friends 

and/or just plain enjoying one's self. The Yule tree is actually a symbol of the human soul, with the lights 

being the empowered nadis [energy pathways] and the star, the ascended Kundalini. All of this is very 

ancient in origin. The tree has always symbolized the human soul, with the trunk representing the spine 

and the branches and leaves, the 144,000 nadis.  

 

Gift giving, decorating the home, Holiday cookies and baking, holiday feasts, Yule music [there is actually 

more Yule music that has nothing to do with that foul nazarene, than those stupid xmas songs]. My 

point here is that the Yule season, like everything else was stolen, perverted and corrupted into ugliness 

by the xians. Pagan traditions are more and more being gradually replaced by that nazarene filth, like 

everything else, as for everything of truth, the program of lies puts in its place, an imposter.  

 

This has also resulted in a negative mind-set for many regarding the winter holidays. Suicides at this 

time of the year are at their highest. Everything the enemy has corrupted results in more and more 

misery for humanity. 

 

We need to take back our holidays! Keep the Pagan traditions going and alive. The nazarene and related 

unwanted, intruding vermin needs to be erradicated and thoroughly removed from our sacred 
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traditions. The nazarene is the foul rot that destroys everything of a positive nature, replacing it with 

hideous ugliness, unti it is no more.  

 

**************************** 

YULE/WINTER SOLSTICE  

December 22nd-23rd  

 

Although the Solstice begins on the 21st-22nd of December, the 23rd is a very special Personal Day for 

Father. The Sun enters the sign of the Goat which represents Satan. The Night of December 22nd- the 

eve of December 23rd is the Highest Satanic Holy Night of the year. (This was dictated from him 

personally). It is the day after the longest night of the year. Again we look foreward to beginnings, as the 

days will begin to get longer as the year goes on. This is a time for intense celebration and devotion to 

Lord Satan. Indulgence, decorating the home, family celebrations and get togethers. The Night of Dec. 

22nd should be spent in dedication to Satan. This is an excellent time to focus on planning for the year. 

If one wishes to make personal resolutions this is a good time to do so. 

 

At the high point of a ritual or offertory for a Black Mass, personal resolutions can be written on paper 

and burned. Father is always there to help us in having the strength to carry through with our intentons. 

After the rite, intense celebrating should take place. 

 

The Yule holidays for Satanists are times of indulgence and taking pleasure in the physical and material 

aspects of life. Actually, xmas trees and wreaths are Pagan in origin, so there is no reason not to 

celebrate this holiday with our families. Gift giving, baking, decorating. This is what the TRUE Yule 

season is about, not the filthy nazarene.  

 

BERITH aka BAAL-BERITH, BAAL-BERETH, BAAL-TAMAR, BEAL, BOFI, BOLFRY  

 

Zodiac Position: 15- 19 degrees of Leo *(1-10 Capricorn)  

August 8th- 12th *(Dec 22-30)  

Tarot Card: 6 of Rods *(2 of Pentacles)  

Candle color: Purple  
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Plant: Heliotrope  

Planet: Jupiter *(Venus)  

Metal: Tin *(Copper)  

Element of Fire *(Earth)  

Rank: DUKE  

Berith is a Day Demon and governs 26 legions of spirits  

"Baal" means "Lord." "Baal-Berith" is "Lord Berith." He fortells the future, discerns the past, and can turn 

metal into gold 

He helps in rising to high places and receiving honors.  

He speaks with a very clear and soft voice.  

SIGIL  

 

Baal-Bereth is the Father of the Yule season and the Yule (xmas) Tree. "The Christmas tree, now so 

common among us, was equally common in Pagan Rome and Pagan Egypt. In Egypt that tree was the 

palm-tree; in Rome it was the fir; the palm-tree denoting the Pagan Messiah, as Baal-Tamar, the fir 

referring to him as Baal-Berith."¹  

 

"The Christmas-tree, as has been stated, was generally at Rome a different tree, even the fir; but the 

very same idea as was implied in the palm-tree was implied in the Christmas-fir; for that covertly 

symbolised the new-born God as Baal-Berith, "Lord of the Covenant," and thus shadowed forth the 

perpetuity and everlasting nature of his power, not that after having fallen before his enemies, he had 

risen triumphant over them all." ²  

 

In Egypt they worshipped Nimrod as a palm tree, referring to him as the Messiah "Baal-Tamar." Among 

the most ancient of Baals, he was known as Baal-Bereth, “Lord of the fir-tree.” He evolved into Baal-

Berith, “Lord of the Covenant.” In Ancient Rome, where they also worshiped the fir tree, they called him 

"Baal-Berith."  

 

The 25th of December, was observed in Rome as the day when the victorious God reappeared on earth, 

and was held at the Natalis invicti solis, "The birth-day of the unconquered Sun." Now the Yule Log 

represents the dead stock of Nimrod, known as the Sun-God, but cut down by his enemies; the xmas-
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tree represents Nimrod- the slain God reborn. The ancient practice of kissing under the mistletoe bough, 

most common to the Druids, was derived from Babylon, and was a representation of the Messiah, "The 

man the branch." The mistletoe was regarded as a divine branch --a branch that came from heaven, and 

grew upon a tree that sprung out of the earth. Nimrod, the God of nature, was symbolized by a great 

tree. But having been cut down and killed in his prime, he was now symbolized as a branchless tree 

stump, called the Yule Log. Then the great serpent came and wrapped itself around Nimrod (the stump). 

Miraculously, a new tree appeared at the side of the stump, which 

symbolized Nimrod’s resurrection and victory over death. Here is an illustration of an ancient Ephesian 

coin:  

 

Baal-Berith was known also as "Lord of the Covenant" and as "The God Berith." He was a popular God 

and was worshipped in Canaan, Philistia, and Shechem. He was the protector of the covenant between 

between Shechem and some neighbouring Canaanitish towns, which were originally independent, but 

were at length brought under subjugation by the Hebrews.  

 

" Any Israelites who might be dwelling in Shechem would be simply or protected strangers, and not 

parties to a covenant. The Temple of Baal-Berith had a treasury from which the citizens made a 

contribution to Abimelech. It was there that Gaal first came forward as a leader of the rebellion, and 

within its precinct the inhabitants of the tower of Shechem (the 'acropolis,') found a temporary refuge 

from Abimelech at the close of the revolt."³  

"Baal-Berith was also known as "God of the Community."  

 

Below are photographs of the ancient remiains of Baal-Berith's Temple:  

The remains of Temple of Baal-Berith are a round-ended, land-filled platform on which a massive temple 

once stood. Dated to the 13th/12th century BCE, it measured 86 feet long and 78 feet wide and its walls 

were around 19 feet thick. "Archaeologists believe that it was a two-story building.  

 

It had one entrance to the east, in the middle of which was a column to support a roof, and on each side 

of the entrance was a massive tower. The eastern tower included a stairway that might have led to the 

second floor. Inside the main hall were two rows of columns. On the semi-circular platform in front of 

the temple, part of a sacred pillar or standing stone was found (seen on the right side of the above 

photo), Archaeologists believe it marked the temple entrance."  

------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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¹ "The Two Babylons" by Alexander Hislop 1858  

 

² Encyclopedia Biblica: A Critical Dictionary of the Literary Political and Religious History the Archeology 

Geography and Natural History, © 1899 of the Bible  

 

³Ibid.  

 

Illustrations taken from: "The Two Babylons" by Alexander Hislop 1858  

 

© Copyright 2005, Joy of Satan Ministries;  

Library of Congress Number: 12-16457  

 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Baal%20Berith.html  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

The REAL Concentration Camps- All Run by Jews 

 

Satan mentioned to me some time ago about how horribly the Russian people have suffered at the 

hands of the jews. The following is an account of the REAL concentration camps. All were run by Jews. 

This book was published in 1937, long before the accusations of that phony 'holocaust.' These are the 

victims few ever hear about: 

 

http://gblt.webs.com/SlaveLaborInSovietRussia.pdf 
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And don't let them fool you- the small numbers of Christian preachers they put in those camps is just for 

show. Christianity is the last stepping off point to Jewish communism. When the Jews have full control, 

it has done its job and is not longer needed.  

 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Xianity_communism.html  

 

http://www.holocaustdenialvideos.com/  

 

* NOTE - Yahoo puts spaces in the links on many of the messages so one cannot click on them or even 

copy and paste them. If you have trouble with a link, make sure there are no open spaces which should 

not be there.  

 

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Enlightenment 

 

So many texts, writings, and the media out there endlessly focus on 'enlightenment,' yet the majority of 

authors cannot state what it is. There is so much theory out there, but little real experience.  

 

Enlightenment is knocking down walls and barriers within the mind and soul.  

 

Enlightenment IS: 
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* Being able to recall and access past life skills and knowledge.  

 

* Using much more than the standard five senses. The so-called 'sixth sense' becomes a daily part of our 

lives and is something we use like all of our other senses- sensing things before they happen, drastically 

increased telepathy, being able to read others' minds, communicate telepathically with animals, sense 

and feel the emotions and feelings of others [something that needs to be blocked out at will for obvious 

reasons], drastically increased sensing of energy in certain places, the environment, etc.  

 

* Drastically increased awareness. With enlightenment, we are much more aware of everything. Things 

that go unnoticed by most people and what we failed to notice before, we are now aware of and can 

see much more clearly.  

 

* Creative Genius comes with higher levels of enlightenment, Along with an increase in intelligence, 

abilities, and understanding.  

 

* With true enlightenment, an entire new world opens up.  

 

What enlightenment IS NOT: 

Enlightenment is NOT conforming to bullshit doctrines, ways of life, or special belief systems.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Astral Communications Sermon - 12/16/09 

 

Astral communication is something that takes experience. This also goes for working with a Ouija board. 

Some messages we believe we receive from spirits or Demons can be our own mind. I also know from 

years of experience [I have had Demons in my life every day for the past 10 years]; you develop a feel 

for what is real and what is not in the way of astral communication.  

 

I also know that sometimes words or messages can get messed up on the astral. The more open you are 

and the more experience you have, this is lessened, but still can happen. People who are 

impressionable, keep working a Ouija board or pendulum over and over and keep tying into astral 

communications can get some real 'off' messages.  

 

Astral communications come down through the thought processes of the brain. These have to be 

separated. This comes with experience. As I mentioned before, some of what we might think is a 

Demon, at times this can be our own mind. There can also be other influences, especially when working 

with a Ouija board. I have found a Ouija board to be much like the Tarot. If one keeps asking questions 

for a long time, with the Tarot, the cards stop making sense, the Ouija board is often the same.  

 

When communicating with Satan and/or his Demons, you will find true wisdom in what they have to 

say, which is usually serious and with much meaning. Anything unimportant of sounding like nonsense is 

definitely not from Satan or his Demons. Crazy sounding messages need to be disregarded. Many times, 

you will also see or experience certain things in the non-astral material world that go with the messages 

you receive on the astral.  

 

In 2004, Satan spoke to me on the night of the 30, April. This is the Satanic New Year when the astral 

communications are much more clear than usual. Satan told me emphatically "Don't hold anything 

back." This was after he spoke about spiritual warfare and the enemy [Jews]. I took this to be in the way 

of spellworking and occult knowledge- to make public everything I knew. He meant regarding the 

enemy. I found this out a bit later after a small group of mine was hacked where we were discussing the 

enemy and then it was out all over the internet. After this happened, I got the picture. This was a 

milestone year for the JoS in making knowledge available concerning the enemy, which is very 

important to our cause.  
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Especially for people who are new, remember, much of the time, power meditation is needed to open 

your soul to hear and see Demons. Communications should be done a little at a time. Don't overdo Ouija 

boards, pendulums, Tarot cards or anything else. When a Demon/ess does visit you, the conversation 

normally does not go on and on and on. When this happens, it is often our own minds.  

 

Another one is when we keep hearing what we want to hear. Many times when we are having problems, 

Demons will come to us and reassure us. I have had this happen a lot. But, when we keep getting 

messages that are exactly what we want to hear- be aware- this can be our own mind again.  

 

I do know that Satan and his Demons do not tell us negative prophesies, such as something bad to 

happen in our lives. This is definitely of the enemy and these sorts of things need to be tuned out. In 

some cases, it can also be our own minds. If you do get repeated bad dreams or messages, work on this 

with an aura of protection and/or working to correct the problem/s before it happens.  

The enemy has a long track record [namely greys and enemy Nordics who pose as the virgin bitch and 

other Christian asshole entities] for negative prophesy. Even innocent children who were subjected to 

encountering this scum, like at Fatima, were not spared. One died and the sadistic human hating entity 

told the children of the death to their face before it happened. Angels are notorious for this sort of 

thing, like telling a pregnant woman she is going to have a miscarriage or dead baby, for example. This 

cowardly scum has a history of preying upon children.  

 

Another experience I had was back a couple of years ago, Tulsa had an ice storm. This was real bad and 

we were without any power for close to two weeks. Satan saw this coming and he did not tell me it 

would happen, but set me up so I had hot meals every day and he told me I would be ok. I got through 

ok and was grateful for the good hot meals, and things I really needed. The over-all experience was not 

at all pleasant, as it was so cold, we could see our breath inside our house, there was no TV, no music, 

no PC, no internet- nothing. My point here is that Satan focused on the positive side with me and saw to 

it I had what I needed to get through the ordeal.  

 

In closing, personal relationships with Demons, like incubi and succubi, these are a bit different in the 

way where communications can last hours sometimes, but again, this is experience.  

 

In astral communications, one needs to just relax and not take anything dead serious, especially if it 

doesn't make too much sense. In order to access the right side of the brain, which is the intuitive female 

aspect of the soul, you need to relax. Just chill out and take things as they come. In time, with 
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meditation and experience, you will know the difference from your own thoughts and real astral 

communications.  

 

Any contact with any negative entities should be terminated immediately. The more one focuses on 

something, especially if one is impressionable and emotions factor in, the entity then feeds off of this 

and grows stronger. Just turn it off like a radio and focus on something else. This is where void 

meditation comes in handy, as it gives the ability to turn off unwanted thoughts and such at will.  

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

Re: Astral Communications Sermon - 12/16/09 

 

Something I forgot to add here in regards to: 

When a Demon/ess does visit you, the conversation normally does 

not go on and on and on. When this happens, it is often our own minds. 

 

Sometimes, after a real visit from Satan or a Demon/ess, after they have left, our minds for whatever 

reason will keep the conversation going. It then often turns to nonsense. With experience we get a feel 

for these things and know when our friends have left. Much is not known about the mind due to 

centuries of Christian attacks against and violent suppression of science and spirituality. Experience is 

the key. 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Liberalism is Christianity without the Christ 

 

Liberalism is Christianity without the Christ 

 

William Gayley Simpson's Which Way Western Man? 

 

Revilo Oliver 

 

[My note "liberalism" as mentioned is secular [unconscious] xianity, this doctrine was phased [jewed]in 

during the enlightenment period to keep this program going as Europe was breaking free of xianity on 

many levels. This doctrine is what the jews centered their illuminati doctrine around which was later 

repackaged into an economic modality to appeal to the resentments of the industrial era and called 

"Communism" and later repackaged as cultural marxism but always the same old program at the core. 

Just listen to a liberal yak its the same values as the cultural marxist [or xian] without the giga long 

political lingoism. We are seeing the morphing of xianity into pure Communism.ie Secular xianity. 

Communism always pushes on a liberal appeal because the core of Communism is literally the doctrine 

of liberalism [secular xianity] framed into a economic model. The police state and slaughter comes once 

the jews have centralized power and then the later stage of their formula they drop the mask, wipe out 

the Gentile usefool idiots and idealists who have served their purpose and before they can become 

jaded and turn on the hand that lead them [and the jews don't share power]. Leaving only the jews at 

the top and the Goyium slaves at the bottom the way it was always planned behind the door. 

Communism/liberalism is unconscious xianity and can only work where xianity has planted the seed. 

Final proof is America had a full on cultural marxist revolution in the sixties under xian-liberal rhetoric, 

American flag in one hand the bible in the other: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/243 ] 

 

 

Quote: 

The other apostates I have mentioned, and many that are now forgotten, together with almost all of the 

anti-Christians of recent centuries, exemplify the operation of what may be called the law of cultural 

residues. In all civilized societies, when a long-established and generally accepted belief is found to be 

incredible, good minds abandon it, but they commonly retain derivative beliefs that were originally 

deduced from the creed they have rejected and logically must depend on it. Thus it happened that 
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modern enemies of Christianity rejected the mythology, but uncritically retained faith in the social and 

ethical superstitions derived from it — a faith which they oddly call rational but hold with a religious 

fervor. 

 

They laugh at the silly story about Adam and his spare rib, but they continue to believe in a "human 

race" descended from a single pair of ancestors and hence in a "brotherhood of man." They speak of "all 

mankind," giving to the term an unctuous and mystic meaning with which they do not invest 

corresponding terms, such as "all marsupials" or "all ungulates." They prate about the "rights of man," 

although a moment's thought should suffice to show that, in the absence of a decree from a 

supernatural monarch, there can be no rights other than those which the citizens of a stable and 

homogeneous society have, by covenant or established custom, bestowed on themselves; and that 

while the citizens may show kindness to aliens, slaves, and dogs, such beings obviously can have no 

rights. 

 

They do not believe that one-third of a god became incarnate in the most squalid region on earth to 

associate with illiterate peasants, harangue the rabble of a barbarian race, and magically exalt the 

ignorant and uncouth to "make folly of the wisdom of this world," so that "the last shall be first" — that 

they do not believe, but they cling to the morbid hatred of superiority that makes Christians dote on 

whatever is lowly, inferior, irrational, debased, deformed, and degenerate. 

 

They gabble about the "sanctity of human life" — especially the vilest forms of it — without reflecting 

that it takes a god creator to make something sacred. And they frantically agitate for a universal 

"equality" that can be attained only by reducing all human beings to the level of the lowest, evidently 

unaware that they are merely echoing the Christians' oft-expressed yearning to become sheep (the most 

stupid of all mammals) herded by a good shepherd, which is implicit in all the tales of the New 

Testament, although most bluntly expressed in another gospel, which reports Jesus as promising that 

after he has tortured and butchered the more civilized populations of the earth, there will be a 

Resurrection, and his ovine pets will pop out of their graves, all of the same age, all of the same sex, all 

of the same stature, and all having indistinguishable features, so that they will be as identical as the bees 

in a swarm.[2] 

 

Although the "Liberal" and Marxist cults have doctrinal differences as great as those that separate 

Lutherans from Baptists, they are basically the same superstition, and whether or not we should call 

them religions depends on whether we restrict the word to belief in supernatural persons or extend it to 

include all forms of blind faith based on emotional excitement instead of observed facts and reason. 

When those "atheistic" cults scream out their hatred of "Fascists" and "Nazis," they obviously must 
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believe that those wicked persons are possessed of the Devil and should therefore be converted or 

exterminated to promote holiness and love. And when they see "racists," who impiously substitute fact 

and reason for unthinking faith in approved fairy stories, their lust to extirpate evil is as great as that of 

the Christian mob that dragged the fair and too intelligent Hypatia from her carriage and lovingly used 

oyster shells to scrape the flesh from her bones while she was still alive. 

 

With very few exceptions, the anti-Christians, no doubt unwittingly, retained in their minds a large part 

of Christian doctrine, and they even revived the most poisonous elements of the primitive Bolshevism of 

Antiquity, which had been attenuated or held in abeyance by the established churches in the great days 

of Christendom. And today, professed atheists do not think it odd that, on all social questions, they are 

in substantial agreement with the howling dervishes and evangelical shamans who, subsidized with 

lavish publicity by the Organized Jewry who control the boob-tubes and other means of communication, 

greedily participate in the current drive to reduce Americans to total imbecility with every kind of 

irrational hoax. 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

Trance 1/03/12 

 

I know many of the instructions for meditation, spells and such on the JoS website state that one must 

go into a trance. Trance usually comes with just focusing the mind. It is not necessary to worry over 

going into a deep trance. Very few of us have ideal conditions. I have done many successful workings, in 

spite of having to deal with distractions, background noise and other annoying crap in my environment. 

The real key is persistence. The distractions do interfere, but persistence and perseverence will 

overcome them in the way that you are putting energy into something and the more energy you can put 

into your working, the more you keep bringing your mind back to focus, and the more you apply the 

energies, this eventually will overcome the distractions and the bit of energy they interfere with.  

 

I personally have gotten stronger in spite of endless distractions in that I can focus my mind in spite of 

the distractions. With persistence, you will be able to ignore them. Doing a working after some 

breathing exercises, reciting a mantra, and/or physical yoga is an excellent time. People need to stop 

worrying about the trance part. It usually will come with the working and above all...persistence.  
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High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 

 

 

It's Official: Gov Stats Shows the Middle Class is Dead 

 

 

The jewing of America continues: 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/275 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/276 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/286 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/237 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/243 

 

 

www.opednews.com 

 

It's Official: Gov Stats Shows the Middle Class is Dead 

 

There was once a middle class in America, and if you were an average worker you were part of it, but 

not anymore.  

 

Peruse last year's government figures for the average American family's spending and debt. The 

conclusion is dumbfounding: it's official, 2011 was the year the middle class died.  
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Born 1950 - Died 2011: RIP by Jimmy Zuma 

 

 

Long live the "Lower Class" 

 

To Americans, being middle class means two things: more or less average wages that paid for life's 

necessities with cash leftover for discretionary spending.  

 

 

In a country where those from the marginally poor to the marginally rich claim to be in the middle, the 

US Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) set a factual standard: the Average American Consumer Unit. 

 

 

The BLS's statistically computed family, with 2.5 humans and 1.3 workers, is a fictional construct. But, it 

is also the one true benchmark that pinpoints the dead center of the American worker's economic 

situation.  

 

 

Beginning last year the average American family: could not afford the average single family house... 

depended on their employer for health care insurance or went without... were in debt with no way out... 

didn't pursuing further education... saved nothing... slashed their food budget to the bone... and paid at 

least 30% of their gross wages in taxes.  

 

Gender, age, religion, sexual preference and marital status are of no consequence to this financial 

analysis. If you're human you can relate to these budget numbers.  
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Any family earning today's average wage of $62,857 is very carefully spending every cent of their 

$49,067 take home pay and the details are disturbing.  

 

Much of the spending verified here is so deficient it will leave you baffled as to how today's average 

American family is getting by. Remember, the option of taking on more debt, not calculated here, or 

declaring bankruptcy, may be the last resort. 

 

 

Where does the money go? by US Bureau of Labor Statistics 

 

Housing: Goodbye house. Hello walk-up flat or double wide trailer.  

 

 

The new middle class housing is a two bedroom walk-up without the washer, dryer or dishwasher, or a 

double-wide trailer. The average single family home is now beyond the $1,400 monthly budget of 

today's average American family.  

 

The fourteen hundred dollar number must include everything that goes with a place to live: rent or 

mortgage payment, taxes, insurance, utilities, telephone, public services, cable/dish, equipment, 

supplies and furnishings.  

 

Fourteen hundred dollars will get you a two bedroom, average (not luxury) apartment, and leave 

enough for all your other average shelter costs, but only in smaller cities and towns where the Cost of 

Living Index (CLI) is at the national average: 100. 

High Priest Don Danko 
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The 3rd Reich And Christianity 

 

The 3rd Reich And Christianity 

 

The 3rd Reich leadership worked to remove Christianity from the Nation and as we will see had long 

term plans to not just remove Christianity but replace it with their original relgion. This article will show 

this fact. 

 

 

It came to light in documents the The Rutgers Journal published that the National Socialist leadership 

did indeed have along term plan to remove the Christian program from Germany: 

 

 

 

 

OFFICE OF STRATEGIC SERVICES 

Research and Analysis Branch 

R & A No. 3114.4 

THE NAZI MASTER PLAN 

Annex 4: The Persecution of the Christian Churches 

Description 

This study describes, with illustrative factual evidence, Nazi purposes, policies, and methods of 

persecuting the Christian Churches in Germany and occupied Europe. 

DRAFT FOR THE WAR CRIMES STAFF 

6 July 1945 

http://constitutionalistnc.tripod.com/hitler-leftist/chart.jpg 
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http://library2.lawschool.cornell.edu/insiteasp/public/display_browse.asp?style=st_browse&id=769&pr

evpage=1Religion 

 

Contents: The Rutgers Journal of Law & Religion, produced by Rutgers University law students, has 

begun posting documents from the Nuremberg Project--a collection of trial transcripts, memoranda, and 

reports from the Nuremberg war crimes trials, preserved by William J. Donovan, assistant to the 

American chief prosecutor at the International Military Tribunal, and housed at the Cornell University 

Law Library (see http://www.lawschool.cornell.edu/library/nuremberg). The documents have been 

scanned from typescript and are to be posted every 6 months, with additional scholarly commentary 

published "on a rolling basis." The first installment is a July 1945 report by the Office of Strategic 

Services, "The Nazi Master Plan: the Persecution of the Christian Churches," with commentary by two 

British scholars on the persecution of religion as a war crime. The report describes government 

interference in churches in Germany and countries under Nazi control, intimidation and banning of 

certain denominations, and arrests and murders of clergy. Links to other relevant websites are planned 

for the future. 

 

 

 

"The fragile, typewritten documents from the 1940s lay out the 

Nazi plan in grim detail," writes Philadelphia Inquirer reporter 

Edward Colimore: "Take over the churches from within, using party 

sympathizers. Discredit, jail or kill Christian leaders. And 

re-indoctrinate the congregants. Give them a new faith - in 

Germany's Third Reich." 

 

Hitler made certain the church was well under his thumb and in 

support of his dogmas. One group of Nazi 

ideologues who had infiltrated German churches went by the 

mundane moniker, "German Christians," almost as if they were 

holding themselves aloft as the standard by which fellow Germans 
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should judge true Christianity. They were no such thing, 

recommending as they did scrapping the entire Old Testament 

and including the insidious "Aryan Paragraph." 

 

The ideologues prevailed, and the churches voted into their 

confessions the paragraph, which barred from the pastorate any 

Jewish converts or those married to Jews. The misnamed German 

Christians argued, in radical disagreement with the Scriptures, 

that Jews could not be saved. Their goal, in short, was to 

undermine the Scriptures and doctrinal standards in favor 

of Nazi propaganda. The party line was to become the 28th 

book of the New Testament, the Gospel according to Adolf. 

 

"A lot of people will say, 'I didn't realize that they were 

trying to convert Christians to a Nazi philosophy,'" observed 

Julie Seltzer Mandel, editor of the Nuremberg Project for 

the Rutgers Journal of Law and Religion."they were looking 

to eliminate Christianity." 

 

"Important leaders of the National Socialist party would 

have liked to meet this situation [church influence] by 

complete extirpation of Christianity and the substitution 

of a purely racial religion," said one of the documents 

highlighted by the Nuremberg Project, a July 1945 report 

by the OSS (the wartime intelligence predecessor of the 
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CIA). The report further points to the "systematic nature 

of the persecution" as "the best evidence now available as 

to the existence of an anti-Church plan." 

 

The report goes on to say, "Different steps in that 

persecution, such as the campaign for the suppression 

of denominational and youth organizations, the campaign 

against denominational schools, the defamation campaign 

against the clergy, started on the same day in the whole 

area of the Reich ... and were supported by the entire 

regimented press, by Nazi Party meetings, by traveling 

party speakers."[1] 

 

Quotes from US government documents (1946-47): 

"The attention of the Tribunal is next invited to Document 840-PS, previously introduced into evidence 

as Exhibit USA-355. The Tribunal will recall that this was a Bormann decree of 14 July 1939, referring 

with approval to an earlier Bormann decree of 9 February 1937 in which the Defendant Bormann ruled 

that in the future all Party members who entered the clergy or who undertook the study of theology 

were to be expelled from the Party. I next offer in evidence Document 107-PS, Exhibit USA-351. This is a 

circular directive of the Defendant Bormann dated 17 June 1938, addressed to all Reichsleiter and 

Gauleiter -- top leaders of the Leadership Corps of the Nazi Party -- transmitting a copy of directions 

relating to the non-participation of the Reich Labor Service in religious celebrations. The Reich Labor 

Service, the Tribunal will recall, compulsorily incorporated all Germans within its organization." (Jackson 

et al. 1946). 

1. Important leaders of the National Socialist party would have liked.... complete extirpation of 

Christianity and the substitution of a purely racial religion. (OSS Report, cited in BBC 2002). 

2. The fragile, typewritten documents from the 1940s lay out the Nazi plan in grim detail: Take over the 

churches from within, using party sympathizers. Discredit, jail or kill Christian leaders. And re-

indoctrinate the congregants. Give them a new faith -- in Germany's Third Reich. (Colimore 2002). 

The original OSS report is available through: 
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http://www.camlaw.rutgers.edu/publications/law-religion/nuremberg/nurinst1.htm 

 

 

The Political reality of dealing with the Catholic Church and how Hitler worked to dismantle its power 

within Germany: 

 

Joachim Fest, wrote that; " At first the Church was quite hostile and its bishops energetically denounced 

the "false doctrines" of the Nazis. Its opposition weakened considerably in the following years [after the 

Concordat] [-] Cardinal Bertram developed an ineffectual protest system [-] Resistance..remained largely 

a matter of individual conscience. In general they [both churches] attempted merely to assert their own 

rights and only rarely issued pastoral letters or declarations indicating any fundamental objection to 

Nazi ideology.[2] 

 

The deal [Concordat] Hitler signed with the Catholic Church while on the surface was an uneasy alliance. 

The greater effect was it a purposely designed contract that officially declawed the power of the Roman 

Catholic Church in the political life of the new German system: 

 

"On April 8 Hitler sent his vice chancellor Franz von Papen, a Catholic nobleman, founder of Kreuz und 

Adler (Cross and Eagle) - an association of wealthy Catholics,established to forge links between 

Catholicism and Nazism,- and former member of the Centre Party, to Rome, to offer negotiations about 

a Reichskonkordat, a nationwide concordat. On behalf of Cardinal Pacelli, Ludwig Kaas, the out-going 

chairman of the Centre Party, negotiated the draft of the terms with Papen." 

 

"Throughout the years of the Weimar Republic, the National Socialists had always been a staunch 

opponent of such an agreement, but now Hitler intended to deal a decisive blow against Political 

Catholicism and at the same time gain international recognition of his fledgling regime." 

 

"The Centre Party's chairman Kaas had arrived in Rome shortly before Papen; because of his expertise in 

Church-state relations, he was authorized by Cardinal Pacelli to negotiate terms with Papen, but 

pressure by the German government forced him to withdraw from visibly participating in the 

negotiations." 
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"The bishops saw a draft of the Reich Concordat on May 30, 1933 when they assembled for a joint 

meeting of the Fulda bishops conference, (led by Breslau's Cardinal Bertram), and the Bavarian bishops' 

conference, (whose president was Munich's Michael von Faulhaber). Bishop Wilhelm Berning of 

Osnabruck, and Archbishop Conrad Grober of Freiburg - both admirers of Hitler - presented the 

document to the bishops.]The strongest critics of the concordat were Cologne's Cardinal Karl Schulte 

and Eichstatt's Bishop Konrad von Preysing who pointed out that since the Enabling Act had established 

a dictatorship, the church lacked legal recourse if Hitler decided to disregard the concordat.[18] 

Notwithsatnding, the bishops approved the draft and delegated Grober, a friend of Cardinal Pacelli and 

Monsignor Kaas, to present the episcopacy's concerns to Pacelli and Kaas. On June 3, the bishops issued 

a statement, drafted by Grober, that announced their support for the concordat. 

Though the Vatican tried to hold back the exclusion of Catholic clergy and organisations from politics, it 

accepted the restriction to the religious and charitable field, which effectively meant acquiescing to end 

the Centre Party. During the concordat negotiations, Cardinal Pacelli had acquiesced in the party's 

dissolution but he was nonetheless dismayed that it occurred before the negotiations had been 

concluded. The day after government issued a law banning the founding of new political parties, thus 

turning the NSDAP into the party of the German state. 

One of Hitler's key conditions for agreeing to the concordat, in violation to earlier promises, had been 

the dissolution of the Centre Party, which occurred on July 5 

On 14 July 1933 Hitler accepted the Concordat, which was signed a week later. Shortly before signing 

the Reichskonkordat on 20 July, Germany signed similar agreements with the major Protestant churches 

in Germany. The concordat was finally signed, by Pacelli for the Vatican and von Papen for Germany, on 

20 July. The Reichskonkordat was ratified on September 10, 1933. 

Article 16 required bishops to make an oath of loyalty to the state. Article 31 acknowledged that while 

the church would continue to sponsor charitable organisations, it would not support political 

organisations or social and political causes. Article 31 was supposed to be supplemented by a list of 

protected catholic agencies but this list was never agreed upon. Article 32 excluded clergy and the 

members of religious orders from political and social activities."[3] 

 

The Growing Divide: 

 

"On January 24, 1934 Hitler appointed Alfred Rosenberg as the state's official philosopher. Church 

officials were perturbed - the indication was that Hitler was officially espousing the anti-Jewish, anti-

Christian, and neopagan ideas presented in Rosenberg's Myth of the Twentieth Century. Pius XI and 

Cardinal Pacelli directed the Holy Office to place Rosenberg's Myth of the Twentieth Century on the 

Index of Forbidden books on February 7, 1934. Cologne's Cardinal Schulte met with Hitler, and protested 

at Rosenberg's role in the government. Ignored by Hitler, Schulte decided that the church needed to 
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respond and appointed the Reverend Josef Teusch to direct a defence against the Nazi anti-Christian 

propaganda. Teusch eventually produced 20 booklets against Nazism - Catechism Truths alone sold 

seven milion copies. Later in 1934 Studien zum Mythus des XX, a pamphlet of essays attacking 

Rosenberg's Myth of the Twentieth Century, was released, in Bishop Clemens von Galen's name. 

"Studien was a defence of the church." [4] 

 

"In 1937, Orsenigo was invited along with the diplomatic corps to a reception for Hitler's birthday. 

Orsenigo again asked the Vatican if he should attend. Pacelli's reply was, "The Holy Father thinks not. 

Also because of the position of this Embassy, the Holy Father believes it is preferable in the present 

situation if your Excellency abstains from taking part in manifestations of homage toward the Lord 

Chancellor," 

 

"During Hitler's visit to Rome in 1938, Pius XI and Pacelli avoided meeting with him by leaving Rome a 

month early for the papal summer residence of Castel Gandolfo." 

 

"The Vatican was closed, and the priests and religious brothers and sisters left in Rome were told not to 

participate in the festivities and celebrations surrounding Hitler's Visit. On the Feast of the Holy Cross, 

Pius XI said from Castel Gandolfo, "It saddens me to think that today in Rome the cross that is 

worshipped is not the Cross of our Saviour." 

 

The Catholic Church attempts to undermine the National Socialist Goverment: 

 

"The Catholic Church officially condemned the Nazi theory of racism in Germany in 1937 with the 

Encyclical "Mit Brennender Sorge", signed by Pope Pius XI. Smuggled into Germany to avoid prior 

censorship and read from the pulpits of all German Catholic churches, it condemned Nazi ideology [32] 

as "insane and arrogant". It denounced the Nazi myth of "blood and soil", decried neopaganism of 

Nazism, its war of annihilation against the Church, and even described the Führer himself as a 'mad 

prophet possessed of repulsive arrogance.' 

"Although there is some difference of opinion as to the impact of the document, it is generally 

recognized as the "first ... official public document to criticize Nazism".  
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Hitler stated in response that "I shall open such a campaign against them [the Catholic clergy] in press, 

radio and cinema so that they won't know what hit them …. Let us have no martyrs among the Catholic 

priests, it is more practical to show they are criminals." 

 

 

This encyclical to the Nazis was "a call to battle against the Reich" and that Hitler was furious and 

"vowed revenge against the Church"[5] "  

 

"The Nazis were infuriated, and in retaliation closed and sealed all the presses that had printed it and 

took numerous vindictive measures against the Church, including staging a long series of immorality 

trials of the Catholic clergy.[6] 

 

"The true extent of the Nazi fury at this encyclical was shown by the immediate measures taken in 

Germany to counter further propagation of the document. Not a word of it was printed in newspapers, 

and the following day the Secret Police visited the diocesan offices and confiscated every copy they 

could lay their hands on. All the presses which had printed it were closed and sealed. The bishops' 

diocesan magazines (Amtsblatter) were proscribed; and paper for church pamphlets or secretarial work 

was severely restricted. A host of other measures, such as diminishing the State grants to theology 

students and needy priests (agreed in the Concordat) were introduced"…..[7] 

. 

As part of this: 

 

"170 Franciscans were arrested in Koblenz and tried for "corrupting youth" in a secret trial, with 

numerous allegations of priestly debauchery appearing in the Nazi controlled press, while a film 

produced for the Hitler Youth showed men dressed as priests dancing in a brothel.[8]  

 

"On July 25, five days after the ratification of the concordat, the German government promulgated a 

sterilization law, which particularly offended the Catholic Church. Five days later the first steps were 

taken to dissolve the Catholic Youth League. During the next years, thousands of Catholic priests, nuns 

and lay leaders were arrested, many of them on charges of 'immorality' or 'smuggling foreign 

currency'."[9] 
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More: 

 

 

"Historian Heinz Hürten (professor emeritus at the Catholic University of Eichstaett) noted that the Nazi 

party had plans for the Roman Catholic Church, according to which the Church was supposed to "eat 

from the hands of the government." The sequence of these plans, he states, follow this sequence: an 

abolition of the priestly celibacy and a nationalisation of all church property, the dissolution of monastic 

orders and religious congregations, and the influence of the Catholic Church upon education. Hutzen 

states that Hitler proposed to reduce vocations to the priesthood by forbidding seminaries from 

receiving applicants before their 25th birthdays, and thus had hoped that these men would marry 

beforehand, during the time (18 – 25 years) in which they were obliged to work in military or labour 

service. Also, along with this process, the Church's sacraments would be revised and changed to so-

called "Lebensfeiern", the non-Christian celebrations of different periods of life."[10] 

 

 

 

Program points of the newly created National Reich Church headed by Rosenberg: 

 

"The National Reich Church of Germany categorically claims the exclusive right and the exclusive power 

to control all churches within the borders of the Reich: it declares these to be national churches of the 

German Reich."  

 

"The National Church is determined to exterminate irrevocably...the strange and foreign Christian faiths 

imported into Germany in the ill-omened year 800." 

 

"The National Church has no scribes, pastors, chaplains or priests, but National Reich orators are to 

speak in them." 

 

"The National Church demands immediate cessation of the publishing and dissemination of the Bible in 

Germany...'  
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"On the altars there must be nothing but 'Mein Kampf' (to the German nation and therefore to God the 

most sacred book) and to the left of the altar a sword."  

 

"On the day of its foundation, the Christian Cross must be removed from all churches, cathedrals and 

chapels...and it must be superseded by the only unconquerable symbol, the swastika."  

 

These points attack Christianity and one can observe the new Reich Chuch was a program designed to 

slowly phase out Christianity [even banning the publishing and dissemination of the Bible in Germany] 

while bringing people into pure National Socialism. 

 

 

"...under the leadership of Rosenberg, Bormann and Himmler, who were backed by Hitler, the Nazi 

regime intended eventually to destroy Christianity in Germany, if it could, and substitute the old 

paganism of the early tribal Germanic gods and the new paganism of the Nazi extremists. As Bormann, 

one of the men closest to Hitler, said publicly in 1941, 'National Socialism and Christianity are 

irreconcilable.' [11] 

 

"Any influence that would impair or damage the leadership of the people exercised by the Fuhrer with 

the aid of the NSDAP has to be eliminated. To an ever increasing degree the people must be wrested 

from Churches and their agents, the pastors...Only the Reich leadership, together with the party and the 

organs and associations connected with it, has a right to lead the people"….[12] 

 

The Political Reality Of The Time In Germany: 

 

"Because of the long history of Christianity in Germany, Hitler could not attack Christianity as openly as 

he did Judaism, communism or other political opponents. The list of Nazi affronts to and attacks on the 

Catholic Church is long. The attacks tended not to be overt, but were still dangerous; believers were 

made to feel that they were not good Germans and their leaders were painted as treasonous and 

contemptible. The state removed crucifixes from the walls of Catholic classrooms and replaced it with a 

photo of the Führer."[13] 
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Changes to National Holidays Yule Time In The 3rd Reich: 

 

 

"The Christmas tree was also changed. The traditional names of the tree, Christbaum or 

Weihnachtsbaum, was renamed in the press as fir tree, light tree or Jul tree. The star on the top of the 

tree was sometimes replaced with a swastika, a Germanic "sun wheel" or a Sig rune." 

 

"Christmas carols were also changed. The words to "Silent Night" were changed so it made no reference 

to God, Christ and religion.[1] Words were also changed to the hymn "Unto Us a Time Has Come" so as 

to remove references to Jesus." 

 

"Nazi ideologists claimed that the Christian elements of the holiday had been superimposed upon 

ancient Germanic traditions. They argued that Christmas Eve originally had nothing to do with the birth 

of Jesus Christ, but instead celebrated the winter solstice and the 'rebirth of the sun',that the swastika 

was an ancient symbol of the sun, and that Santa Claus was a Christian reinvention of the Germanic god 

Odin. Accordingly, holiday posters were made to depict Odin as the "Christmas or Solstice man", riding a 

white charger, sporting a thick grey beard and wearing a slouch hat, carrying a sack full of gifts."[ 14] 

 

The Hitler Youth the future of the New Germany Society: 

 

 

DIARY OF THE GERMAN MINISTER OF JUSTICE, 1935 

Page 174) 

 

Prosecuting Authorities in Waldeshut, Baden (15.5.) Criminal 

proceedings against the Catholic vicar Paul Wasmer. Is submitted with 

the request that it be discussed, whether a penal sentence should be 

proposed by Rosenberg because of libel. 
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In a sermon the accused cited the last verse of a song which is being 

sung by young people and against which Bishop Bares has taken exception 

in his official paper dated 10/2/35. The text is as follows: 

 

"Pope and rabbi shall yield, 

We want to be pagans again 

No longer creep into the churches. 

The orb of the sun alone is leading us. 

Out with the Jews, and with the pope from the German home." 

 

In addition the accused quoted from page 8 of "Blut und Ehre", the 

little book of songs published by Baldur von Schirach, a verse with the 

following text: 

 

"We want to complain to the Lord in heaven, Kyrieleis! 

That we want to kill the priest, Kyrieleis! 

Out with your spear, forward, 

Set the red cock on the cloister roof!" 

(Set the cloister roof on fire) 

 

 

Furthermore the accused quoted a saying of Baldur v. Schirach's: "The 

path of German youth is Rosenberg." 

 

(Page 192) 
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4. The Archbishop of Paderborn reported on 6th June regarding incidents on 12th May with the request 

that steps be taken to see that similar things did not occur again in the future. 

 

On the 12th May the Archbishop of Paderborn was to hold a confirmation. On the 10th May a Hitler 

Youth Fuehrer conference took place. at which a secret order was issued, according to which the Hitler 

Youth were to attend at specified places in Hamm in uniform clothing (not Service dress). On Sunday, 

the 12th May, the Hitler Youth appeared in uniform clothing at the big parade ground. There the song 

about the foreign exchange racketeer [Devisenschieberlied] was practiced: 

 

[Page 637] 

 

"When we were foreign exchange racketeers, there were the three of 

us, a Father and two monks, they were foreign exchange racketeers, 

there was a nun with them 

 

"And when they continued racketeering, then there were only two, 

one was in jail, 

they nabbed him, then the fun was over. 

 

"Then she whispered softly, now it is your turn my friend, now you 

come with your 

close-cropped hair, looking like an A ... with ears, to answer the 

heavenly roll-call." 

 

Bannfuehrer Grothet then made a speech. 
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Scattered over the railway station and the square in front according to plan. On the appearance of the 

Archbishop a civilian gave three cheers for the beloved Lord Bishop. When the Archbishop wanted to get 

into his car, the Hitler Youth try to prevent him, calls of "down with the foreign exchange racketeer" and 

so on. Hitler Youths rush after the car and try to overturn it. A few youths jump on to the running board 

of the car and when they are prevented from so doing, push their way forward brandishing their daggers 

of honour. A Hitler Youth tries to spit into the car. Passers-by who urge them to stop, are abused and 

beaten. A woman civilian has to be carried away from the square. When the Archbishop arrives at the 

church the Hitler Youth roar "Throw the black fellow down the stairs". During 

the sermon, the Hitler Youth continue the uproar, often banging against the church door so that the 

service is greatly disturbed. Finally the emergency squad restored order. On that day alone there were 7 

Hitler Youth leaders from outside present in Hamm. They were in civilian clothes. 

 

9. The Prosecuting Authority, Bamberg reports regarding criminal 

proceedings against Chaplain Heinrich Mueller and the town clergyman 

Franz Ruemmer concerning an ofrense against the Law of 20.12.34. The 

accused have stated, in a circle of Catholic clergy, that the following song was sung by the Hitler Youth at 

the Party Rally 1934: 

 

"We are the happy Hitler Youth 

We need no Christian virtues, 

For our Fuehrer Adolf Hitler Is always our mediator. 

 

"No parson, no evil man can prevent us 

From feeling ourselves to be Hitler children, 

We do not follow Christ but Horst Wessel, 

Away with incense and holy water vessels. 

 

"We follow our flags singing 

As worthy sons of our ancestors, 
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I am no Christian, no Catholic, 

I go with the SA through thick and thin. 

 

"I can do without the Church, 

The Swastika is redemption on earth, 

I will (log its steps, 

Baldur von Schirach, take me with you!"[15] 

 

"Hitler's references to providence and God and the ritualistic pageantry of Nazism were more than likely 

pagan than Christian. Earthly symbols of German valour and Teutonic strength were to be worshipped - 

not the forgiving, compassionate representative of an "Eastern Mediterranean servant ethic imposed on 

credulous ancient Germans by force and subterfuge" (the phrase is Burleigh's own, in Michael Burleigh, 

The Third Reich: a New History, Pan, 2001). A Hitler Youth marching song (Grunberger, A Social History) 

illustrates it:  

We follow not Christ, but Horst Wessel,  

Away with incense and Holy Water,  

The Church can go hang for all we care,  

The Swastika brings salvation on Earth.  

(Horst Wessel was an early Nazi party Sturmabteilung street-fighter murdered by communists and 

turned into a martyr by propaganda chief Josef Goebbels.)"[16] 

 

The SS nucleus of the New Germany: 

 

 

"The SS were particularly anti-Christian, and officers and men were encouraged to leave the Church, 

although those that refused to renounce their Christian faith were not visibly punished, perhaps because 

their otherwise faithful adherence to SS codes of behavior gave the lie to any claim of true Christian 

affiliation. The SS also brought in its own neo-pagan rituals for marriage ceremonies and baptisms. "[17] 
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"Starting 1939 the word "Christmas" was forbidden to appear on any official SS document" and the 

Summer Solstice was formally celebrated. These ceremonies were celebrated the old way with sacred 

fires, and torch lit processions." 

 

"Weddings and baptisms were replaced by pagan SS rituals and gradually the entire Christian liturgical 

rubric was in the process of being replaced by a completely pagan version. Even the Hitler Youth were 

not immune. A so-called "Nazi Primer" published during the war contains many examples of pagan 

ideology and anti-Christian sentiment designed for its youthful readership." [18] 

 

 

"Himmler's dream was to create, out of the SS, a new religion based on the pagan elements of what he 

perceived to be the original, Ur-Aryan religion of Ancient India and Europe. However, many Germans 

were devout Christians. Hitler himself realized this, and knew that he had to play politics with them for 

as long as the churches held power and as long as the people felt they owed spiritual allegiance to the 

churches and what they represented. In this he was cynical in his dealings with the Church as he was 

pragmatic with the Capitalists." [20] 

 

"Unbeknownst to many, daily meditation was the requirement of the SS. "Himmler set up a school of 

occultism in the Berlin Branch and many of the leading ranks of the Totenkopf SS, the Sicherheitsdienst 

and the Gestapo were ordered to attend courses in meditation, transcendentalism and magic. It was in 

this establishment that Himmler was persuaded to found the Ahnenerbe, the Nazi Occult Bureau. The 

Ahnenerbe incorporated the membership of Crowley's spurious Templar Order, the Vril, and the Thule 

Gesellschaft into the Black Order of the SS." [21] 

 

"Several books published by the Nazi party - including Die Gestaltung der Feste im Jahres- und 

Lebenslauf in der SS-Familie (The Celebrations in the Life of the SS Family) by Fritz Weitzel, as well as the 

SS Tante Friede - illustrate how the National Socialists regarded traditional Germanic heathenry as 

primitive superstition which needed reworking to better serve the state. Celebrating the traditional 

festivals like Jul and Sommersonnenwende were encouraged and recast into veneration of the Nazi 

state and Führer."[22] 

 

The SS Center Of Wewelsburg: 
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"In 1934, Himmler leased the castle of Wewelsburg, in Westphalia, for one hundred years, and 

immediately began repair work on this relic and its transformation, including construction of a Tower of 

Initiation. The entire small village was evacuated and most of its ancient houses, with Runes carved in 

wood, were included within the enclave. The residents were compensated and moved to Büren, even 

the Pastor. Thus, this Castle would come to be the Reichsführerschule der SS Auf der Wewelsburg, the 

"School for the preparation of SS Leaders in Wewelsburg." The Castle was declared a national 

monument and maintained as such. A Burgwart, an Acting Chief of the SS, would permanently live in the 

Castle and direct the Reichsführerschule." 

 

"Why did they select Westphalia? That is where Hermann the Cherusker, or Queruscos, Arminius to the 

Romans, defeated the legions of Quintillus Varus, in the battle of the Teutoberg Forest. And, above all, 

there the ancient megalithic constructs of the Externsteine are found. The Irminsul, which Charlemagne 

destroyed, and the grove of sacred oaks were located there." 

 

" We wish to speak about this North Tower, because "clus" have been symbolized and expressed there, 

keys to the Initiation and secret 

of the SS. The rest of the Castle was for the daily lives of the students of that Sacred School, with its 

Library of 40,000 volumes, selected from among the Hitlerist Weltanschauung, with dining halls and 

dormitories with objects of traditional ceramics and engraved with Runes, especially the SIEG Rune: , the 

HAGAL Rune: , and the Leftwards Swastika: . Since the looting and destruction of the war, this invaluable 

library has disappeared. Where did its volumes and documents end up? We know the SS destroyed the 

most important archives and set fire to the Tower under construction." 

 

"We entered the North Tower of Initiation. First we went down to the underground enclosure, where 

we waited for another comrade coming from Hamburg. Their wives accompanied them. This is a round 

vaulted space with almost musical acoustics, because it transformed any sound coming from the 

exterior into music. Twelve low stone pillars, like diamonds, followed the circle of the wall. Among them 

there must be unknown. Emblems and symbols. On them a dozen SS initiates would lean back and 

recline. On the roof of the vault the Leftwards Swastika appears carved in stone, combined with the SIEG 

Rune, the SS emblem. In the center of the floor of this underground vault is another circle, an empty 

space where something should be, or rather where they lit the Fire." 
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"We went to the second floor of the tower, finding ourselves in another circular hall with twelve pillars 

connected by arches and with twelve windows beyond each column. The floor was marble, with the 

design of a Leftwards Swastika in the center, combined with a SIEG Rune."[23] 

 

It is a well known fact Himmler lead many SS torch light processions to the Externsteine site. This site 

was one of the most holy places in the Pagan world. 

 

It should be obvious by now the leadership and thus minds behind the 3rd Reich where anti-Christian 

and working to bring Germany back to the Oak and out of the sickly pew. 

 

 

1http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/hitlers_war_on_christ.htm 

2 Plotting Hitlers death:The German Resistance to Hitler 1933-45 , Joachim Fest, Phoenix edn. 1997 p.32 

3 http://en.wikipedia.org/ 

4 Robert Krieg, p.cite_note-30 6 Catholic Theologians in Nazi Germany 

5 The papacy, the Jews, and the Holocaust", Frank J. Coppa, p. 162-163, CUA Press, 2006, ISBN 

0813214491 

6 Bokenkotter, pp. 389–392, quotation "And when Hitler showed increasing belligerence toward the 

Church, Pius met the challenge with a decisiveness that astonished the world." A Concise History of the 

Catholic Church. Doubleday. ISBN 0385505841 

7 Rhodes, Anthony. Vatican in the Age of the Dictators, 1922-1945. pp. 202–210. ISBN 0340023945. 

8 Rhodes, Anthony. Vatican in the Age of the Dictators, 1922-1945. pp. 202–210. ISBN 0340023945 

9 Shirer, William L. (1990). The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich. Simon and Schuster. 

10HÜRTEN, H. `Endlösung` für den Katholizismus? Das nationalsozialistische Regime und seine 

Zukunftspläne gegenüber der Kirche, in: Stimmen der Zeit, 203 (1985) p. 535-538 

11The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich, by William L. Shirer, p. 240 in some editions, p. 332 in others. 

Chapter headed "Triumph and Consolidation", subsection "The Persecution of the Christian Churches" 

12 Martin Bormann, Reich Leader, 1942, 'National Socialist and Christian Concepts are Incompatible', 

From Kirchliches Jahrbuch fur die evangelische Kirche in Deutschland, 1933-1944, pp. 470-472, quoted 

pp. 245-247, George L. Mosse, Nazi Culture: A Documentary History). 
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18 Unholy Alliance: A History of Nazi Involvement with the Occult by Peter Levenda – © 2002 

19 Unholy Alliance: A History of Nazi Involvement with the Occult by Peter Levenda – © 2002 

 

20 The Spear of Destiny by Trevor Ravenscroft, 5th Printing, © 1988 

 

22 Goodrick-Clarke, Nicholas (1993). The Occult Roots of Nazism: Secret Aryan Cults and Their Influence 

on Nazi Ideology. NYU Press. ISBN 0-8147-3060-4. 

23 Miguel Serrano's "Adolf Hitler, the Ultimate Avatar" 

High Priest Don Danko 

Sermon 1/28/12 

 

I got into astrology early- in my pre-teens and was reading charts when I was in my mid-teens, along 

with the Tarot and reading palms. My point in replying here is I was relentlessly attacked by xians for 

this. They really prey upon teens. I couldn't cross the street downtown without being accosted by xian 

filth stopping me and harassing me. Back in those days, there was little serious opposition to that scum, 

and I certainly didn't know what I know now. This was all a learning experience for me though.  
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Xians, like most other assholes who attack others are always more secure when they are with other 

xians and not alone. My eldest son and his friends really gave this xian street corner maggot a hard time 

when they were accosted [like nearly everyone else...minding their own business]. They formed a circle 

and began mocking him. In situations like this, that xian 'faith' goes out the window, and the xian gets 

insecure real fast, especially when alone.  

 

I have heard and experienced so much shit before coming to Satan, where I really began to confidently 

fight them. I have learned different ways to deal with them if you are pushed into it. I, myself have a real 

short fuse with the deluded scum. One idiot who obviously can't read [I have anti-xian signs on my front 

door], tried to harass me anyway and the fucker almost had a heart attack, I got so mad.  

 

In dealing with xians, there are certain things you can reply with, if you have the time, patience and wish 

to argue with them.  

 

1. I have heard this tactic ad nauseum over the years and it is a psychological game that assholes play 

when trying to coerce another person into believing as they do. Unfortunately, although this is used by 

xians relentlessly, others use it as well. 

It goes like this: 

You are not happy because you don't have the same belief system...you aren't 'saved' and that sort of 

thing. You get the general idea. Ok, every single thing in this person's life goes beautifully, They have 

total control over thier life and destiny and are blissfully happy at all times because of their belief 

system. Anyone who swallows this crock of shit needs a serious reality check to say the least.  

 

The truth is, unless someone is completely insane and in total denial of reality, everyone and everything 

on this earth has problems. Yes, there are degrees of problems and suffering, but no one is unscathed by 

this. Expert interrogators know this, as well as psychiatrists and others who work with human 

psychology. Everyone has their weak point. Everyone has a point where they will crack given it is found 

and played upon. Everyone has a saturn. Everyone experiences saturn tranists and hard times. There are 

people who are very adept at hiding their problems and pretending to be happy to the world. 

Remember this. This is not to say that one cannot be happy. My point here is xians use this shit to try to 

coerce others into believing as they do, while pretending everything is fine in their lives. All this takes to 

see the real truth is a little investigating and awareness, especially of their astro chart and you will find 

they have problems too.  
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2. Ask any xian who is accosting you and pushing their filth... How many people did Satan MURDER in 

that fucking bible? Where are the scriptures???? Now, given my experiences with these assholes, they 

keep on that 'the Devil was a murderer and a liar form the beginning.' Ok, so who was a murderer and a 

liar? Fucking jewhova, that's who! Look to the old testamant for PROOF. 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com/ 

 

Quote the scriptures to these deluded idiots. Here is just a few of many: 

Numbers 31:7  

And they warred against the Midianites, as the LORD commanded Moses; and they slew all the males.  

31:8 

And they slew the kings of Midian, beside the rest of them that were slain; namely, Evi, and Rekem, and 

Zur, and Hur, and Reba, five kings of Midian: Balaam also the son of Beor they slew with the sword.  

THE BITCH EVEN TORTURED TO DEATH AND MURDERED HIS OWN SON 

[Of course, we know the nazarene is fictitious, but when speaking to xians...] 

MORE: 

Deuteronomy 7:1  

When the LORD thy God shall bring thee into the land whither thou goest to possess it, and hath cast 

out many nations before thee, the Hittites, and the Girgashites, and the Amorites, and the Canaanites, 

and the Perizzites, and the Hivites, and the Jebusites, seven nations greater and mightier than thou;  

7:2 

And when the LORD thy God shall deliver them before thee; thou shalt smite them, and utterly destroy 

them; thou shalt make no covenant with them, nor shew mercy unto them 

 

Then, the crap they spew about 'blood sacrifice' 

Exodus 23:18  

Thou shalt not offer the blood of my sacrifice with leavened bread; neither shall the fat of my sacrifice 

remain until the morning.  

 

PRETTY OBVIOUS. 
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3. They insessantly state that 'the Devil hates humanity.' Ok, their bible also is proof on this one. Both 

that filthy nazarene and crud jewhova hate humanity blatantly. Anything of humanity is a 'sin.' Look to 

their filthy bible for proof on this. They can try to rationalize and warp the truth, but it reads what it 

reads. Damned near everything of human nature and natural law is a 'sin.'  

http://www.exposingchristianity.com/Catholic.html 

 

Also, their 'Devil' is supposed to be artifical. Is there ANYTHING in xianity that supports natural law? 

Also, their 'Devil' is supposed to be all material and non-spiritual. Is there ANYTHING of xianity that IS 

spiritual? NOTHING!  

 

4. They have repeated ad nauseum...'the Devil deceives...' 'He deceiveth all of the nations...' Well, all of 

the nations are either xian or muslim and of course the kike root of this malignant filth.  

Look to the REAL LIAR: 

 

2 Thessalonians 2:11 

And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie:  

12 That they all might be damned  

 

Genesis 2: verses 16-17 reads: "And the Lord God, commanded the man, saying "of every tree of the 

garden thou mayest freely eat: (17) But of the tree of knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt not eat of 

it: for in the day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die." 

 

According to the Bible, the man, Adam, did not die in the day that he ate from the forbidden tree. For 

the Bible says that Adam and Eve were expelled from the garden and; Genesis 5: verse 5 reads: "And all 

the days that Adam lived were nine hundred and thirty years; and he died." 

[The above two paragraphs were taken from: 

http://www.infidels.org/library/modern/emmett_fields/word_of_god_debate.html] 
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Ezekiel 14:9 And if the prophet be deceived when he hath spoken a thing, I the LORD have deceived that 

prophet, and I will stretch out my hand upon him, and will destroy him from the midst of my people 

Israel. 

 

5. They harp on about how 'the Devil enslaves' and all of their deluded endless crap. Satan never 

enslaved anyone. Look to their old testament on this one as well.  

The nazarene not only ADVOCATED SLAVERY, but encouraged and condoned the abuse of slaves: 

Luke 12:47  

And that slave, which knew his lord's will, and prepared not himself, neither did according to his will, 

shall be beaten with many stripes.  

Ephesians 6:5 

Slaves, obey your earthly masters with deep respect and fear. Serve them sincerely as you would serve 

Christ. 

 

Xianity with its jewish root has been the cause of nearly every war fought throughout history. 'Onward 

christian soldiers.'  

 

There are some xian fools who might wake up. There are others who are a complete waste of time. And 

wasn't the nazarene a human sacrifice?  

 

SATAN NEVER MURDERED ANYONE 

SATAN NEVER LIED TO ANYONE 

SATAN ACCEPTS YOU AS YOU ARE, AND DOES NOT HATE HUMAN NATURE 

SATAN RULES OVER WHAT IS CALLED 'THE OCCULT' WHICH IS COMPLETELY SPIRITUAL 

SATAN GIVES US KNOWLEDGE AND DOES NOT FEAR HUMAN SPIRITUAL ADVANCEMENT 

 

HAIL SATAN!! 
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High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

 

Jew Paper Owner Openly Calls for Murder Of American President 

 

Jew Paper Owner Openly Calls for Murder Of American President 

 

The Jews are behind the murder of four American Presidents JFK, Lincoln, Garfield, McKinley and the 

attempted murder of Jackson. As well the murder of Congressman McFadden. As proven in this article: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/275 

 

 

So this is not just talk from them. 

 

 

 

The Jew Adler states in his article: 

 

"Yes, you read "three" correctly. Order a hit on a president in order to preserve Israel's existence. Think 

about it. If I have thought of this Tom Clancy-type scenario, don't you think that this almost 

unfathomable idea has been discussed in Israel's most inner circles?"  

 

 

 

"The full article by this Jew here: 
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https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/284979-ajt.html 

 

 

------------------------------------------------- 

 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/01/20/andrew-adler-atlanta-jewish-times-obama-

assassination_n_1219720.html 

 

 

Andrew Adler, the owner of local publication the Atlanta Jewish Times, has apologized after suggesting 

that assassinating President Barack Obama is an option that should be considered by the Israeli 

government. 

 

As reported by Gawker, Adler's article, written earlier this month, describes the urgency in protecting 

the Israeli people from threats such as Hamas and Hezbollah and argues that there are essentially only 

three options available to Israel: 1. attack Hezbollah and Hamas; 2. "order the destruction of Iran's 

nuclear facilities at all costs;" 3. assassinate Obama. 

 

From Adler's column, which is not available online, but which Gawker uploaded to the web: 

 

Yes, you read "three" correctly. Order a hit on a president in order to preserve Israel's existence. Think 

about it. If I have thought of this Tom Clancy-type scenario, don't you think that this almost 

unfathomable idea has been discussed in Israel's most inner circles?  

Another way of putting "three" in perspective goes something like this: How far would you go to save a 

nation comprised of seven million lives ... Jews, Christians and Arabs alike? 

 

You have got to believe, like I do, that all options are on the table. 
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In a subsequent interview with Gawker, Adler seemed hesitant to stand by his words, saying he had 

written them just to "see what kind of reaction I would get from readers." 

 

Now, however, Adler has issued a full apology. 

 

 

"I very much regret it, I wish I hadn't made reference to it at all," he told the Jewish Telegraphic Agency 

on Friday. 

 

Of course this is not the first time Obama has come under fire for his talk of diplomacy in the region, as 

well as his overall foreign policy platform, which his detractors have viewed as too passive at times. In 

the midst of the 2012 election cycle, GOP hopefuls such as Newt Gingrich and Mitt Romney have 

attacked the president on his handling of threats from unfriendly nations. According to The Hill, some 

GOP candidates feel that the president is being too hard on Israel and not tough enough on its enemies. 

 

"This president appears more generous to our enemies than he is to our friends," Romney said at the 

Republican Jewish Coalition forum in December. 

 

Former presidential candidate Michele Bachmann (R-Minn.) also claimed that "Obama has confused 

engagement with appeasement, and it has inspired Israel's enemies." 

 

Despite the criticism from GOP hopefuls and the rhetoric of local spectators, Obama seems to be 

holding up well in his popularity within the Jewish community, a voting populace that is considered 

imperative to his re-election. According to Forward, a Jewish news site, top-level Jewish fundraisers 

from Obama's 2008 campaign are sticking with the president in 2012. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Addictions, etc.... 

 

There is a thread in the main JoS e-group concerning cigarettes, tobacco use, now caffiene and energy 

drinks, marijuana use and so forth. Ok, everyone knows cigarettes are extremely bad. My point of this 

post is through meditation, when you get to a certain level, you will no longer have cravings for things 

that are harmful for you.  

 

I eat and drink as I please, though in moderation. I know this is a touchy topic, but trying to fight an 

addiction isn't always the best way to go. If there is a serious problem, then try working on the addiction 

by affirming you are completely free from the desire for whatever it is you are addicted to. Do the 40 

day Satanic rosary working beginning during a waning moon.  

 

As for eating and drinking habits, hatha yoga will offset a lot of things regarding health, no different 

from working out and weightlifting; as these make your body system stronger and heighten your 

immune system.  

 

If someone wants to cut out certain foods or drinks from one's diet, this is a personal choice and is fine. 

Drinking energy drinks [I love these, like black mamba Venom is my favorite], drinking coffee and such...I 

can assure you, these won't affect your powers. I am sitting here right now with a high caffiene 

mountain lightning soda and chocolate bar. I have also found caffiene can amplify the energy buzz and 

the aura at times. I like caffiene and will drink it for the rest of my life. Like I said, I eat and drink as I 

please and always will.  

 

Satanism is not about abstinance. If someone chooses to abstain, this is free thought and free choice, 

but definitely not manditory or required for spiritual advancement. Abstinance is of the enemy 

programs. What good is power meditation if you have to give up pleasure, or getting what you want? 

With the plethora of enemy writings and crap out there that is corrupted trash and tons of not only 

wrong, but outright deadly advice regarding opening the soul and spirtiuality, this bleeds over into 

people believing they have to completely abstain in order to make any spiritual progress. Then the 

endless bullshit of can't do this; can't do that in the way of using your powers, in order to keep true 

power in the hands of the enemy at the top.  

Not with Satan's way.  
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HP Vovim has a risen serpent. He eats as he pleases, for one. There is an old saying 'the tightest grip is 

with an open hand.' Freedom is the key to spiritual advncement.  

 

Abuse and consistent overindulgence of recreational drugs, alcohol, and such will obviously cause one 

problems, not to mention addiction, which DOES put holes in the aura. Use common sense. Again...if 

there is a serious problem or any problem where one wishes and desires to be free from anything...use 

the 40 day working. This may even have to be repeated. Trying to use force and fighting an addiction is 

not the best way to go. Same as there is a lot to be said about the soft martial arts. Force is not always 

necessary. It feels so much better when the desire for something harmful is completely gone forever, 

instead of using so much energy fighting the addiction every day. Ridding the desire is what power 

meditation is all about, as much as getting what you want and your desires fulfilled. Never forget this, as 

this is reaching the godhead...masterting your own life and destiny. This is the essence of True Satanism.  

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Weddings in Xian Churches, etc... 

 

Many have asked the question regarding attending xian church functions for a relative's wedding, a 

funeral and such. My advice is this- if at all possible, just attend the reception [hopefully there is one]. I 

have read where atheists [who most of, find the xian crap just as nauseating and odious], usually only 

attend the reception, or wait outside of the church or in some cases in the lobby until the xian filth has 

come to an end.  

 

I remember when I was an atheist, many years ago, I was sort of forced to attend this xian mass [to 

avoid offending someone who was doing a performance]. I was several months pregnant and the usher 

made us sit very near the front row of pews. I just sat through the entire deal. I never stood or kneeled. 

Also, I had my walkman and headphones blasting. I never heard anything, but I am sure, back in those 

days, the chhh chhh chhh sounds coming from the headphones could be heard at least several rows 

back. Luckily no one said anything. Through this, I just paged though a magazine I had on me. Another 
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thing you can do is crossword puzzles and other word games, just bring along a book. Now-a-days, the 

ear buds don't make the chhh chhh soulds and can be quite descreet and very helpful in deflecting the 

xian filth blasting all over the church. 

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

The Inverted Cross, 666, and More Hidden Truths of Satan 

 

As I mentioned many times before, I have learned most of Satanism on the job over the past ten years. I 

remember a sister in Satan writing in response to a question in the main group a few years ago, 

concerning occult knowledge. She replied that the reason there are occult secrets is because this 

knowledge has been so desecrated. One only needs to look to the xian bible and its related filth to see 

this truth.  

 

I have reached a level where I have knowledge that I am not free to share publicly, given orders from 

Demons. Lilith gave me permission to reveal more truths here, below. I will tell you, when you reach a 

certain level, only the Gods will show you the way to the higher levels and you have to do this through 

meditation, and personal dedication to Satan. Everything you need to know is on the JoS website and 

links, but you have to look into everything. This is because of the fucking enemy, as we all know. Much 

of the dross has been weeded out of here, Thank Satan.  

 

EVERY Satanic symbol is not only extremely sacred, but also exceptionally important with a hidden 

spiritual message. The inverted cross is of extreme importance, as is the number 666. Popular 

information readily available on the chakras is not only dangerous but extremely inaccurate. The 

'powerhouse' of the soul is NOT the heart chakra. The heart chakra is the only neuter chakra. The other 

three are male and female pairs that should be matched as they work together.  

 

As we know, the crown chakra is known as the 'thousand petal lotus.' The lotus is also known as a lily. 

Lily = 'Lilith.' In addition to each Demon as an actual living being, each Demon has his/her own spiritual 
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message. Lilith rules the crown chakra. Satan rules the base. Both the base and crown chakras are a 

couple and work together. That is one of their most important their spiritual messages.  

 

Now, with all of the repeated emphasis on the heart chakra by new age deluded fools [this is done 

purposely not only to keep people from true spiritual knowledge, but most importantly, spiritual 

power], when one advances enough in meditation and psychic abilities, one will find the yoni shaped 

heart chakra is the neuter.  

 

"...seven towers - the Towers of Satan [Ziarahs] -six of them trapezoidal in form, and one, the "center" 

on Mount Lalesh, shaped like a sharp, fluted point."  

-- The Satanic Rituals by Anton LaVey 

 

The above excerpt is also an allegory, as the center is the odd one out, the heart chakra. It does have 

power, but not the power of the strongest chakra of the soul, the '666' chakra of the Sun. The powers of 

the heart chakra are minimal. This is why the enemy is always touting it in the mainstream books out 

there readily available to the public.  

 

Now, some time ago, I wrote how the chakras should be properly aligned. The soul is in the shape of a 

cross. This is a truth, but with higher knowledge, one will learn from our Gods that the proper alignment 

of the chakras in an INVERTED CROSS.  

 

All one needs to do is to turn the solar 666 chakra so the point [bindu] is facing DOWN. This is the 

swastika chakra, the Sun chakra. All Pagan religions preceding xianity focused intensely upon the Sun. 

This is the powerhouse of the soul. Thor's Hammer was originally in the shape of an inverted cross. Our 

earliest beginnings and life come from our naval, and the Sun chakra, the giver of power and life is 

centered behind the naval. This is where our main store of life-force/witchpower/vril/chi is located. The 

Sun chakra is paired with the 6th chakra and third eye, also known as the 'command center' which is 

female.  

 

Now, popular writings tout the heart chakra as the 'seat of emotions.' Again, this is another major 

misconception. The throat chakra is the seat of emotions. When we are sad and about to cry, the feeling 

is from the throat, not the heart. The same goes with happiness. Be aware of this. Both emotions come 

from the throat chakra.  
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The all popular hear shape, again, this is not of the heart. Its being touted as a symbol for the heart is 

again, corruption. This is to mislead you. The serpents cross, these are symbolic of the ida and pingala 

nadis of the soul. They cross on the throat chakra and swoop in the shape of a perfect heart to meet at 

the tip of the nose, forming a heart shape across the face. The popular arrow through the heart symbol 

is for 'fixing the energy' representing the risen Serpent of Satan.  

 

Below is a link to an illustration I got off of the web, but it is not completely correct. It is the only 

illustration that I could find that comes close. It doesn't show the ida and pingala terminating at the tip 

of the nose. I have the correct illustration in a yoga book here. I don't have access to a scanner right 

now.  

http://ritasteinmetz.files.wordpress.com/2010/09/ida-pingala.jpg  

 

The number 666, the inverted cross and all symbols of Satan are extremely sacred and carry a hidden 

message.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

They're Getting Their Asses Kicked! :) 

 

Check out this article, the link to it is at the bottom. 

It is obvious this most odious institution is finally coming apart. At this point, it appears to be 

unsalvagable.  

Keep up the spiritual warfare- we are doing our job! Always remember...nothing is over until it is over 

and the enemy must be COMPLETELY, NOT PARTIALLY, DESTROYED. This further shows we are doing our 

job.  

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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http://www.joyofsatan.org 

 

Monsignors' mutiny" revealed by Vatican leaks 

 

By Philip Pullella | Reuters – 23 hrs agoRelated  

 

VATICAN CITY (Reuters) - Call it Conspiracy City. Call it Scandal City. Call it Leak City. These days the holy 

city has been in the news for anything but holy reasons. 

 

"It is a total mess," said one high-ranking Vatican official who spoke, like all others, on the condition of 

anonymity. 

 

The Machiavellian maneuvering and machinations that have come to light in the Vatican recently are 

worthy of a novel about a sinister power struggle at a medieval court. 

 

Senior church officials interviewed this month said almost daily embarrassments that have put the 

Vatican on the defensive could force Pope Benedict to act to clean up the image of its administration - at 

a time when the church faces a deeper crisis of authority and relevance in the wider world. 

 

Some of those sources said the outcome of a power struggle inside the Holy See may even have a 

longer-term effect, on the choice of the man to succeed Benedict when he dies. 

 

From leaked letters by an archbishop who was transferred after he blew the whistle on what he saw as a 

web of corruption and cronyism, to a leaked poison pen memo which puts a number of cardinals in a 

bad light, to new suspicions about its bank, Vatican spokesmen have had their work cut out responding. 

 

The flurry of leaks has come at an embarrassing time - just before a usually joyful ceremony this week 

known as a consistory, when Benedict will admit more prelates into the College of Cardinals, the 

exclusive men's club that will one day pick the next Roman Catholic leader from among their own ranks. 
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"This consistory will be taking place in an atmosphere that is certainly not very glorious or exalting," said 

one bishop with direct knowledge of Vatican affairs. 

 

The sources agreed that the leaks were part of an internal campaign - a sort of "mutiny of the 

monsignors" - against the pope's right-hand man, Secretary of State Cardinal Tarcisio Bertone. 

 

Bertone, 77, has a reputation as a heavy-handed administrator and power-broker whose style has 

alienated many in the Curia, the bureaucracy that runs the central administration of the 1.3 billion-

strong Roman Catholic Church. 

 

He came to the job, traditionally occupied by a career diplomat, in 2006 with no experience of working 

in the church's diplomatic corps, which manages its international relations. Benedict chose him, rather, 

because he had worked under the future pontiff, then Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, in the Vatican's 

powerful doctrinal office. 

 

"It's all aimed at Bertone," said a monsignor in a key Vatican department who sympathizes with the 

secretary of state and who sees the leakers as determined to oust him. "It's very clear that they want to 

get rid of Bertone." 

 

Vatican sources say the rebels have the tacit backing of a former secretary of state, Cardinal Angelo 

Sodano, an influential power-broker in his own right and a veteran diplomat who served under the late 

Pope John Paul II for 15 years. 

 

"The diplomatic wing feels that they are the rightful owners of the Vatican," the monsignor who favors 

Bertone said. 

 

Sodano and Bertone are not mutual admirers, to put it mildly. Neither has commented publicly on the 

reports. 

 

WHISTLE-BLOWING ARCHBISHOP 
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The Vatican has been no stranger to controversy in recent years, when uproar over its handling of child 

sex abuse charges has hampered the church's efforts to stem the erosion of congregations and priestly 

recruitment in the developed world. 

 

But the latest image crisis could not be closer to home. 

 

It began last month when an Italian television investigative show broadcast private letters to Bertone 

and the pope from Archbishop Carlo Maria Vigano, the former deputy governor of the Vatican City and 

currently the Vatican ambassador in Washington. 

 

The letters, which the Vatican has confirmed are authentic, showed that Vigano was transferred after he 

exposed what he argued was a web of corruption, nepotism and cronyism linked to the awarding of 

contracts to contractors at inflated prices. 

 

As deputy governor of the Vatican City for two years from 2009 to 2011, Vigano was the number two 

official in a department responsible for maintaining the tiny city-state's gardens, buildings, streets, 

museums and other infrastructure, which are managed separately from the Italian capital which 

surrounds it. 

 

In one letter, Vigano writes of a smear campaign against him by other Vatican officials who were upset 

that he had taken drastic steps to clean up the purchasing procedures and begged to stay in the job to 

finish what he had started. 

 

Bertone responded by removing Vigano from his position three years before the end of his tenure and 

sending him to the United States, despite his strong resistance. 

 

Other leaks center on the Vatican bank, just as it is trying to put behind it past scandals - including the 

collapse 30 years ago of Banco Ambrosiano, which entangled it in lurid allegations about money-

laundering, freemasons, mafiosi and the mysterious death of Ambrosiano chairman Roberto Calvi - 

"God's banker." 
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Today, the Vatican bank, formally known at the Institute for Works of Religion (IOR), is aiming to comply 

fully with international norms and has applied for the Vatican's inclusion on the European Commission's 

approved "white list" of states that meet EU standards for total financial transparency. 

 

Bertone was instrumental in putting the bank's current executives in place and any lingering suspicion 

about it reflects badly on him. The Commission will decide in June and failure to make the list would be 

an embarrassment for Bertone. 

 

ITALIAN POPE? 

 

Last week, an Italian newspaper that has published some of the leaks ran a bizarre internal Vatican 

memo that involved one cardinal complaining about another cardinal who spoke about a possible 

assassination attempt against the pope within 12 months and openly speculated on who the next pope 

should be. 

 

Bertone's detractors say he has packed the Curia with Italian friends. Some see an attempt to influence 

the election of the next pope and increase the chances that the papacy returns to Italy after two 

successive non-Italian popes who have broken what had been an Italian monopoly for over 450 years. 

 

Seven of the 18 new "cardinal electors" -- those aged under 80 eligible to elect a pope -- at this 

Saturday's consistory are Italian. Six of those work for Bertone in the Curia. 

 

Bertone, as chief administrator, had a key role in advising the pope on the appointments, which raised 

eyebrows because of the high number of Italian bureaucrats among them. 

 

"There is widespread malaise and delusion about Bertone inside the Curia. It is full of complaints," said 

the bishop who has close knowledge of Vatican affairs. 
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"Bertone has had a very brash method of running the Vatican and putting his friends in high places. 

People could not take it any more and said 'enough' and that is why I think these leaks are coming out 

now to make him look bad," he said. 

 

POPE "ISOLATED" 

 

Leaked confidential cables sent to the State Department by the U.S. embassy to the Vatican depicted 

him as a "yes man" with no diplomatic experience or linguistic skills and the 2009 cable suggests that the 

pope is protected from bad news. 

 

"There is also the question of who, if anyone, brings dissenting views to the pope's attention," read the 

cable, published by WikiLeaks. 

 

The Vatican sources said some cardinals asked the pope to replace Bertone because of administrative 

lapses, including the failure to warn the pope that a renegade bishop re-admitted to the Church in 2009 

was a well-known Holocaust denier. 

 

But they said the pope, at 84 and increasingly showing the signs of his age, is not eager to break in a new 

right-hand man. 

 

"It's so complicated and the pope is so helpless," said the monsignor. 

 

The bishop said: "The pope is very isolated. He lives in his own world and some say the information he 

receives is filtered. He is interested in his books and his sermons but he is not very interested in 

government." 

 

http://news.yahoo.com/monsignors-mutiny-revealed-vatican-leaks-140524856.html  

 

_______________________________________________________ 
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Corruption scandal shakes Vatican as internal letters leaked 

By Philip Pullella | Reuters – Thu, Jan 26,  

 

VATICAN CITY (Reuters) - The Vatican was shaken by a corruption scandal Thursday after an Italian 

television investigation said a former top official had been transferred against his will after complaining 

about irregularities in awarding contracts. 

 

The show "The Untouchables" on the respected private television network La 7 Wednesday night 

showed what it said were several letters that Archbishop Carlo Maria Vigano, who was then deputy-

governor of Vatican City, sent to superiors, including Pope Benedict, in 2011 about the corruption. 

 

The Vatican issued a statement Thursday criticizing the "methods" used in the journalistic investigation. 

But it confirmed that the letters were authentic by expressing "sadness over the publication of reserved 

documents." 

 

As deputy governor of the Vatican City for two years from 2009 to 2011, Vigano was the number two 

official in a department responsible for maintaining the tiny city-state's gardens, buildings, streets, 

museums and other infrastructure. 

 

Vigano, currently the Vatican's ambassador in Washington, said in the letters that when he took the job 

in 2009 he discovered a web of corruption, nepotism and cronyism linked to the awarding of contracts 

to outside companies at inflated prices. 

 

In one letter, Vigano tells the pope of a smear campaign against him (Vigano) by other Vatican officials 

who wanted him transferred because they were upset that he had taken drastic steps to save the 

Vatican money by cleaning up its procedures. 

 

"Holy Father, my transfer right now would provoke much disorientation and discouragement in those 

who have believed it was possible to clean up so many situations of corruption and abuse of power that 
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have been rooted in the management of so many departments," Vigano wrote to the pope on March 27, 

2011. 

 

In another letter to the pope on April 4, 2011, Vigano says he discovered the management of some 

Vatican City investments was entrusted to two funds managed by a committee of Italian bankers "who 

looked after their own interests more than ours." 

 

LOSS OF $2.5 MILLION, 550,000 EURO NATIVITY SCENE 

 

Vigano says in the same letter that in one single financial transaction in December, 2009, "they made us 

lose two and a half million dollars." 

 

The program interviewed a man it identified as a member of the bankers' committee who said Vigano 

had developed a reputation as a "ballbreaker" among companies that had contracts with the Vatican, 

because of his insistence on transparency and competition. 

 

 

The man's face was blurred on the transmission and his voice was distorted in order to conceal his 

identity. 

 

In one of the letters to the pope, Vigano said Vatican-employed maintenance workers were demoralized 

because "work was always given to the same companies at costs at least double compared to those 

charged outside the Vatican." 

 

For example, when Vigano discovered that the cost of the Vatican's larger than life nativity scene in St 

Peter's Square was 550,000 euros in 2009, he chopped 200,000 euros off the cost for the next 

Christmas, the program said. 

 

Even though, Vigano's cost-cutting and transparency campaign helped turned Vatican City's budget from 

deficit to surplus during his tenure, in 2011 unsigned articles criticizing him as inefficient appeared in the 

Italian newspaper Il Giornale. 
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On March 22, 2011, Vatican Secretary of State Cardinal Tarcisio Bertone informed Vigano that he was 

being removed from his position, even though it was to have lasted until 2014. 

 

Five days later he wrote to Bertone complaining that he was left "dumbfounded" by the ouster and 

because Bertone's motives for his removal were identical to those published in an anonymous article 

published against him in Il Giornale that month. 

 

In early April, Vigano went over Bertone's head again and wrote directly to the pope, telling him that he 

had worked hard to "eliminate corruption, private interests and dysfunction that are widespread in 

various departments." 

 

He also tells the pope in the same letter that "no-one should be surprised about the press campaign 

against me" because he tried to root out corruption and had made enemies. 

 

Despite his appeals to the pope that a transfer, even if it meant a promotion, "would be a defeat difficult 

for me to accept," Vigano was named ambassador to Washington in October of last year after the 

sudden death of the previous envoy to the United States. 

 

In its statement, the Vatican said the journalistic investigation had treated complicated subjects in a 

"partial and banal way" and could take steps to defend the "honor of morally upright people" who 

loyally serve the Church. 

 

The statement said that today's administration was a continuation of the "correct and transparent 

management that inspired Monsignor Vigano." 

 

(Reporting By Philip Pullella) 

 

http://news.yahoo.com/corruption-scandal-shakes-vatican-internal-letters-leaked-

160055276.html;_ylt=Amop6PVjFYICJWxNeAVjlhrNt.d_;_ylu=X3oDMTMyN3F0aTk4BG1pdANBcnRpY2xlI

FJlbGF0ZWQgSUIEcGtnAzk3NjA0N2ZkLTk5MDEtMzdjMi05MDhiLWQ3OTgyZWI1ZDNiMQRwb3MDMgRzZ
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WMDTWVkaWFJbmZpbml0ZUJyb3dzZQR2ZXID;_ylg=X3oDMTNocGg0Z21uBGludGwDdXMEbGFuZwNlbi

11cwRwc3RhaWQDNTc2ZDVhMmYtY2VhOC0zMTZmLWFhMjMtYjQzYWIzODFiYmNiBHBzdGNhdANwb2x

pdGljc3xkZXN0aW5hdGlvbjIwMTIEcHQDc3RvcnlwYWdlBHRlc3QD;_ylv=3 

 

Thoroughly Appalling 

 

Please read this. I know it is long, but people need to know what is going on.  

 

The article below is thoroughly appalling. People need to know what is going on and YES, this has to do 

with Satanism, in the sense that SLAVERY is the entire message of the judeo/xian bible. Fear is used, no 

different from the jewish invented and enforced progam of communism. It is a vehicle for indoctrination 

into slavery. Jew communism is the stepping off point for xianity and its related programs; all spiritual 

knowledge is then forcefully removed [which xianity and related are already well known for], and the 

jews at the top who have controlled the world using what we call 'witchcraft' are then fully in charge 

and total control, with the populace at their mercy through spiritual ignorance and total lack of any 

spiritual power...complete slaves.  

 

I have already written about this, along with adding some very disturbing video links: 

'Made in China' Where have all of your jobs gone? 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/286 

 

Quote from the jewish talmud: 

Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: "Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that the Jew would not 

have to be served by beasts. The non-Jew is consequently an animal in human form, and condemned to 

serve the Jew day and night." 

 

The Chinese people are NOT to blame for this. It is the fucking Chinsese JEWS, working in collusion with 

jews in the Western world.  

 

Note some of the excerpts in the following article: 
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'The company says more than a million line workers have been informed of their rights, 60,000 have 

taken advantage of free college-level instruction and they've forced shady suppliers to refund workers 

more than $6 million in illegal fees.' 

 

The paragraph directly above contains 60,000 and $6 million. The jews always use this number. DO NOT 

confuse this with 666, which has a totally different meaning. The jews always use the number 6. Same 

with the '6 million' from that phony holohoax. Watch for this '6' repeated frequently in the mainstream 

news and such. It is nearly always related to the jews and has a strong subliminal link to their magick. 

Also, note the supposed compensations with that six. I doubt if these poor people will ever even receive 

any, let alone apply.  

 

More excerpts: 

'Just after a horrific rash of worker suicides at the Foxconn factory complex outside of Hong Kong in 

2010...' 

'And everywhere you look, on every factory and dormitory, in every stairwell and atrium, are suicide 

nets.' 

 

Certain stores here in the USA, such as what are known as 'dollar stores' where nothing is over a dollar 

in price; near 100% of the items are made in China with slave labor. The Chinese workers are paid next 

to nothing for long and brutally hard hours of work at the mercy of their jewish owned and operated 

factories. Most never even really see, let alone have or own the electronics they put together on 

assembly lines, that have a price mark-up of 1000% or more when these hit the west.  

 

In addition to all of this, try doing some research online. Type in 'China Poisoning' into any google or 

other search engine.  

 

Here is one excerpt from an article 

'The news that Chinese toothpaste brands sold in Panama, the Dominican Republic, and Australia 

contained diethylene glycol, a highly toxic chemical used in engine coolants, came as a shock to U.S. 

health officials. It shouldn’t have. ' 

OTHERWISE KNOWN AS 'ANTI-FREEZE.' ANTI-FREEZE IS DEADLY. 
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http://www.pop.org/content/poisoning-of-america-chinas-food-and-drugs-1923 

 

This is just one. I can't go into any more [which I did some of my own research and it is horrifying] 

because this is long enough already, but I strongly encourage everyone to know what is going on and 

keep reading.  

 

Just because the label on a product states 'Made in USA' or 'Made in Canada' whatever...this does not 

mean ALL of the INGREDIENTS are from the USA, etc. By law, the label is perfectly legal if the product 

was put together in the USA, for instance. Unbeknownst to many, many of the ingredients come from 

China. Why? because they are CHEAP and CHEAP is synonymous with the WORLD JEW, and they don't 

give a damn how they get it or who has to suffer for it.  

 

The list is extensive and endless. Vitamins, such as ascorbic acid [Vitamin C], ingredients in pet food 

[which are bad enough anyway, even here in the USA- 'rendered is a euphamistic term for euthanized 

animals ground up from pounds, roadkill, even the collars and all and put into the bulk of pet food.  

http://truthaboutpetfood.com/ 

Here is another article with a lot of information: 

http://www.naturalnews.com/012647.html 

 

Yes, and the jew makes you pay good money for this poison. They have always made US GENTILES pay 

for our own damnation.  

 

We are being bombarded with tainted food products [some are even deadly], cosmetics are tainted; 

lead was found in lipstick, formeldehyde [used to embalm corpses], this is another ingredient in some 

eye makeup products,  

 

'Recent incidents in which consumers were killed or severely injured have raised serious concern in the 

United States.' 

 

'A little over a decade ago in Haiti, the poisonous chemical diethylene glycol was found in cold medicine 

for children. The chemical was traced back to a Chinese company that produces intermediate drug 
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ingredients. This company mislabeled the diethylene glycol as glycerin (a safe pharmaceutical 

ingredient) and exported it out of the country to be put in pharmaceutical products (Bogdanich, 2007). 

The results were devastating. More than 100 Haitian children were killed, and countless others were 

injured. The same situation happened again almost exactly a decade later in Panama. According to an 

article in the New York Times, a Chinese chemical company “masqueraded” diethylene glycol as its more 

expensive chemical cousin, glycerin, and exported it to a pharmaceutical company to use in its product, 

and over 100 people were killed by the poisonous medicine (Bogdanich, 2007).' From: 

http://angelingo.usc.edu/index.php/politics/made-in-china/  

 

Why isn't anything being done? Because the kikes who own these factories and companies work in 

collusion with the fucking kikes who run the FDA and other watch dog organizations. Many are paid 

under the table very well.  

 

'Due to the ever-increasing number of Chinese companies manufacturing chemicals, China is well on its 

way to become the world’s premiere supplier of goods, most especially in the pharmaceutical industry.' 

[Another excerpt from the above website link] 

 

Do some more research and you will find China also is on its way to being the 'World supplier of food.'  

 

The following article is appalling, and reveals the TRUTH about the jewish commmunism program. In the 

Dark Ages, when the xian church ruled over all of Europe and was at the height of its power- same 

thing...slave labor through what was known as 'SERFDOM' widespread ignorance and illiteracy, and the 

one world order, run from the xian church. Communist China [run by jews] KNOWS that bombs and hard 

weapons are not needed. They can and are poisoning the world step by step and of course, the other 

jews make a profit off of illness in the way of more drugs, the jews own and run the medical professions, 

etc. And, of course, they always offer THEIR explanations, such as the drastic increase in nearsightedness 

and bad eyesight [they make a huge profit off of glasses, contact lenses and such] they claim it is 

because of close up work and all that, but truth be known, a silver nitrate soultion is automatically put 

into the eyes of newborn infants. This has been 

going on for a few decades now. They claim it is a protective measure. Not so. Do a little research. I 

caught on and one of my kids- I refused this in the hospital and had a decent Gentile doctor who 

understood [I didn't go into why, only that I didn't want this]. He is now an adult and has eyesight that is 

more than perfect. My other two wear glasses, like so many other kids [and adults] these days.  
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***** 

 

A Trip to The iFactory: 'Nightline' Gets an Unprecedented Glimpse Inside Apple's Chinese Core 

By BILL WEIR, REPORTER'S NOTEBOOK | ABC News – 16 hrs  

 

"Okay." "Okay." "Okay."  

 

The voices are robot feminine and they never shut up, each chirp a surreal announcement that another 

new iPad is about to be born.  

 

"Okay." "Okay." "Okay."  

 

The factory floor is spotless under the bright fluorescent lights and with hypnotic rhythm, thousands of 

hands reach into a conveyor belt river, bringing each gliding gadget to life one tiny piece at a time.  

 

"Okay." "Okay."  

 

A supervisor will bark the occasional order in Mandarin, but on this line the machines do most of the 

talking while the people work in silence.  

 

Their faces are blank as they insert a chip or wipe a screen or plug in a diagnostic cable to hear that 

everything is "Okay."  

 

And they will repeat that motion and hear that fembot voice a few thousand more times before lunch.  

 

It is just an average day at Foxconn.  
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Watch "Nightline" anchor Bill Weir's exclusive full report on a special edition of "Nightline," "iFactory: 

Inside Apple," TUESDAY, Feb. 21 at 11:35 p.m. ET/PT, with a preview on "Good Morning America" and 

"World News with Diane Sawyer," all on ABC.  

 

Given the legendary secrecy of the world's most valuable company, you have to wonder: How am I 

seeing this? Well, a few years ago, I sent THIS to Steve Jobs, blatantly stealing the Apple beat from a 

more able colleague. I still feel guilty, but I don't regret it because I was genuinely taken with the second 

coming of Jobs and was unabashedly fond of Apple's products. My hope for a sweeping profile led to my 

covering a few launches and every six months we pitched them an ABC News special on the inner 

workings of Apple. They always politely declined.  

 

But in recent months, the fond memorials for Steve Jobs and the company's record-breaking profits 

have been tarnished by some of the worst press in Apple's history, most of it related to its top Chinese 

supplier, Foxconn.  

 

Just after a horrific rash of worker suicides at the Foxconn factory complex outside of Hong Kong in 

2010, a monologist named Mike Daisey launched a one-man show called "The Agony and The Ecstasy of 

Steve Jobs." He described travelling to the gates of Foxconn and meeting people coming off 13-15 hour 

shifts on the Apple lines. He described a 13-year-old who spent her days cleaning iPhone screens.  

 

Daisey's show was featured on NPR's "This American Life" in January and a listener named Mark Shields 

was so moved, he launched a petition drive online. Over 250,000 Apple users called on the company to 

build the first "ethical" iPhone, and protests were planned at Apple stores around the world.  

 

It was around this time when Apple called me. They wondered if "Nightline" was interested in seeing 

their iPhone, iPad and MacBook final assembly lines at Foxconn during a first-ever audit by the Fair 

Labor Association. I said yes, very much, and immediately started imaging the reasons why they were 

offering such a scoop to me, of all people. Among the possibilities:  

 

-I've said nice things about their products on the air.  

 

-ABC News is owned by the Disney Corporation and Disney CEO Bob Iger serves on the Apple Board of 

Directors  
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-The Steve Jobs Trust is Disney's largest shareholder.  

 

-They enjoy "Nightline."  

 

It must be the last one, because the first three would have no bearing on my reporting and I'm pretty 

sure Apple knows it. Apple promised complete access, no dog-and-pony, no Potemkin Village, but they 

denied my repeated requests to interview Apple CEO Tim Cook or the senior vice president of industrial 

design, Jony Ive.  

 

In a three-golf-cart convoy, both Apple and Foxconn reps took us around to a half dozen production 

lines in Shenzhen and Chengdu, and there were always five to six people with us as we toured the 

factories and dorms. But aside from suggesting a visit to the counseling center or canteen, they never 

steered us to interviews and never interrupted.  

 

This is some of what we saw. See it yourself on Tuesday's "Nightline."  

 

The pristine white boxes that roll off these lines in Shenzhen, China all carry the words "designed in 

California." But the collective genius of Cupertino would be nothing without the relentless, repetitive 

work of hundreds of thousands of Chinese and Taiwanese workers like Liang Juan.  

 

Covered head to toe in a dust-free "bunny suit," the 26-year-old has spent most of the past three years 

flipping tiny camera lenses with a pair of tweezers.  

 

"What do you think about all day?" I wonder. "I don't think much about other things," she says, 

"because the management is strict and we're busy working and have no time to think about other 

things."  

 

But over on another assembly line in Chengdu, Zhou Xiao Ying admits, "A lot of times I think about how 

tired I am." Around 6,000 times per shift, she grabs an iPad housing and files the aluminium shavings 
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from the iconic Apple silhouette. And once a month she takes a two-hour bus ride to see her parents 

and her children.  

 

"I think about resting," she says.  

 

For years the world has marvelled at a different kind of Apple line, the sort that stretches for city blocks 

outside stores each time a new product ships. In a single generation, those lines turned a garage start-

up into the most valuable company in the world.  

 

But while Apple fans bought over 17 million computers, 38 million iPods, 40 million iPads and 93 million 

iPhones last year, no one from the outside has ever seen the production lines that built them. Until now.  

 

And in a stunning admission, a Foxconn executive, who spent 15 years at Apple, tells me he thinks 

"Nightline" probably wouldn't be here if it weren't for the deadly explosions and suicides.  

 

"You being here is part of the openness, part of the learning, part of the change that Foxconn is 

undergoing," said Louis Woo, a former Apple executive who serves as an advisor to Foxconn CEO, Terry 

Gou. "Of course you can argue that we should have opened up five years ago. Well five years ago, we 

are under the radar screen, nobody really knows us, we are doing well. Why should I open it up?"  

 

I ask if it took such deadly tragedy for Foxconn to rethink the way it treats its workers. "I think 

absolutely, absolutely, yeah," he says. "You know, success is the mother of failure. Because we've been 

so successful, successful in the sense that it seems everybody's happy. Right?"  

 

We land in Hong Kong in darkness and after a two-hour drive, arrive in Shenzhen. This was a tiny fishing 

village 30 years ago, but after the Chinese declared it a "Special Economic Zone," there are now more 

people here than New York City.  

 

At the center is Foxconn City and we pull in at dawn, just in time for first light to reveal mind-blowing 

scale of the place.  
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As China's largest exporter, only the government employs more people than Foxconn, and the company 

earns more revenue than their next 10 competitors combined. Apple may be their most famous 

customer, but Foxconn also churns out products for Sony, Dell, Hewlett-Packard, I.B.M., Motorola, 

Toshiba and other major brands, keeping the details of each production line wrapped in total secrecy.  

 

In order to make gadgets like the Xbox, the PlayStation and the Amazon Kindle this campus employs 

235,000 people, roughly the population of Orlando, Fla.  

 

And everywhere you look, on every factory and dormitory, in every stairwell and atrium, are suicide 

nets.  

 

They went up during a three-month span in the spring of 2010, when nine Foxconn workers jumped to 

their deaths. A total of 18 Foxconn employees took their own lives, or tried to, in recent years and given 

the company's massive size, it is a suicide rate well below China's national average. But when people 

started jumping in a cluster, Woo tells me that Tim Cook rallied a team of psychiatric experts for advice. 

They suggested nets, on the chance it might save impulsive jumpers.  

 

Foxconn also opened a counseling center around this time and there are a few people scattered in the 

waiting area when I visit. A counselor tells me that these days they are more likely to deal with lost IDs 

than bouts of depression. "So why did the horror happen?" I ask. "There are many reasons," she says. 

"We had many scholars here doing research. Of course some (suicide) has to do with the management. 

But they had more to do with the new generation of migrant workers from the rural areas, their state of 

mind and how they cope with society. Also it's hard to make friends here."  

 

And then came the explosions. Last year, two blasts at two separate iPad factories injured 77, and four 

died when combustible dust exploded as iPads were being polished.  

 

"A certain level of the aluminum dust was too high and this accident happened," Woo tells me. "We 

learned a lot from it, so we have changed a lot of processes. So now if you have a chance to go back and 

see it, you would not see any human being at all. We replaced the enclosure part with robots."  

 

But Foxconn wasn't Apple's only problem. The company says they stopped a supplier named Wintek 

from using a toxic chemical to clean iPhone screens after 137 workers were injured.  
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And labor rights groups both in and out of China have accused Apple of looking the other way while 

factories in its massive supply chain allegedly force overtime, ignore health and safety issues and 

occasionally exploit underage workers.  

 

Both Steve Jobs and new CEO Tim Cook have long insisted that no company in the industry has done 

more to improve the lives of workers. The company says more than a million line workers have been 

informed of their rights, 60,000 have taken advantage of free college-level instruction and they've 

forced shady suppliers to refund workers more than $6 million in illegal fees.  

 

"We think the use of underage labor is abhorrent," Cook told a group of Goldman Sachs investors and 

analysts last week. "It's extremely rare in our supply chain, but our top priority is to eliminate it totally. If 

we find a supplier that intentionally hires underage labor, it's a firing offense. We don't let anyone cut 

corners on safety. If there's a production process that can be made safer, we seek out the foremost 

authorities in the world -- the foremost experts -- and cut in a new standard, and then take that and 

apply it to the entire supply chain."  

 

Apple says they have been ordering audits of its suppliers since 2006, and since 2007 have been 

publishing the sometimes disturbing results. After 229 audits last year, Apple reports that at least half of 

workers in over 90 factories exceeded the 60-hours-a-week work limit or worked more than six days a 

week.  

 

By last year, Apple claims they inspected nearly 400 facilities around the world, but only 11 suppliers 

were terminated. It is easier to help improve the lives of workers by forcing a supplier to reform, Apple 

reasons, than by firing the supplier outright. But some activist groups say they could improve conditions 

faster with a "name and shame" strategy, listing the locations of specific violators. This is an idea Apple 

has resisted in the past, and some in the labor-rights field agree that in certain cultures, name-and-

shame encourages factory owners to cover up violations instead of working with the customer to fix 

them.  

 

The young men and women are brought into a dingy room by the dozens, and though some spend 10-

hour workdays building iPads, this will be first time many of them actually get to use one.  
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The Fair Labor Association is using Apple's fastest-selling gadget to conduct what they say is the biggest 

audit the industry has ever seen. 35,000 Foxconn workers will be given an anonymous touch-screen 

questionnaire, with answers instantly uploaded to a server in New Zealand, so the watchdog group can 

understand the most common grievances. But given the stoic expressions and terse answers I've been 

getting from workers since I arrived, how honest can they really be?  

 

"Some of them certainly do say what the boss wants them to say," auditor Ines Kaempfer tells me, "but 

the great thing about this survey is that we have such a big sample that you really always have workers 

who say what they're really thinking. Rather than the more traditional survey, where you ask 15 

workers, you ask them face to face; they don't dare to say anything. And here, many of them feel quite 

protected. Because it's a big group, there's no way their boss can know what they were saying."  

 

Critics of that methodology say interviews should take place outside the factory environment, and 

honest answers are more likely to come during one-on-one conversations than multiple-choice 

questionnaires.  

 

Last month, Apple became the first electronics company to join the Fair Labor Association. The group 

was founded in 1999 and is funded by corporations as well as major universities hoping to insure that 

the t-shirts in the college bookstore aren't made in sweatshops. Critics of the F.L.A. say that corporate 

ties with the likes of Nike and Adidas create a conflict of interest. Apple will pay the group "well into the 

six figures" to conduct this audit of Foxconn, in addition to the $250,000 they are paying in dues to the 

F.L.A.  

 

But F.L.A. President Auret van Heerden insists that while corporate cooperation is essential to get access 

to factories, member companies have no influence over inspections. And when the Apple/Foxconn audit 

is published in early March, he says any whitewash would be painfully obvious.  

 

"That's very big news," he tells me, "because Apple is the first tech company to join the F.L.A., it's the 

biggest and probably most dynamic of the tech companies. So it gives us a chance to set the bar for the 

entire sector."  

 

While his team will spend most of their time poring over employee records and time cards, I'm with van 

Heerden as he walks a MacBook production line for the first time and he notes that the pace of the 

production is much slower than he's used to. In fact, critics of Apple and F.L.A. pounced when van 
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Heerden told Reuters Foxconn's plants were "first class" and that he was surprised "how tranquil it is 

compared with a garment factory."  

 

He said something very similar as we strolled around boxes of MacBook pieces. "In the garment 

factories, you see a very different work ethic, people are really pushing this stuff up, because they're 

paid for their own individual effort, not by group effort."  

 

When Apple first called, I assumed this audit would include a surprise inspection. But Foxconn has 

known for days that we were coming and in fact helped us get Chinese visas. How can he sure these 

masters of efficiency haven't built a model assembly line over the weekend?  

 

"I expect them to put on a show for us," van Heerden says. "That's normal with every factory you go to, 

even if it's just the time that it takes you to get from the gate to the factory floor, there's always fifteen 

or twenty minutes of protocol to get in there. The special equipment comes out, they put the ear plugs 

in, they put the masks on, and they can transform a factory in twenty minutes, so we expect that.  

 

But our method is such -- the bottom-up method -- that over the next couple of days, everything will 

surface. As we talk to people, discussing how they do their jobs, the dysfunctionality starts to come up.  

 

"Was Apple resistant to this idea when you first approached them?" I ask. "It was a long conversation," 

van Heerden smiles. "We've been in this conversation for about five years," he says. Apple joined the 

F.L.A. on Jan. 13, eight days before the New York Times ran a series examining the company's labor 

practices.  

 

"We call it the 'Nike moment' in the industry," audit inspector Ines Kaempfer adds. "There was a 

moment for Nike in the '90s, when they got a lot of publicity, negative publicity. And they weren't the 

worst. It's probably like Apple. They're not necessarily the worst, it's just that the publicity is starting to 

build up. And there was just this moment when they just started to do something about it. And I think 

that's what happened for Apple."  

 

As 3,000 applicants rush the Foxconn gates, there is first the squeal of police whistles and then a 

dizzying wave of body heat as the crowd surges past.  
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It is a Monday after a Chinese holiday, and since many overworked migrants will just stay home, the 

people who lined up before dawn know that the chances of getting an assembly line job are better than 

average. And in a country of 1.3 billion, where jobs are scarce, getting there first matters; especially for 

their families back in the village, where most of their paycheck will end up.  

 

The young men and women range from 16 (the legal working age in the province) to their early 20s, and 

as they finally reach the head of the line, each is asked to wave their national ID card across an 

electronic reader. Since Foxconn needs to hire several thousand people today, most hear a satisfying 

beep and are waved in. Those with bogus IDs are silently turned away.  

 

As groups of 300 are processed with military precision, an electronic billboard outside the recruitment 

center tells them what they can expect: starting salary is around $285 a month or $1.78 an hour. And 

even with the maximum 80 hours of overtime a month, the Chinese government considers them too 

poor to withdraw any payroll taxes.  

 

If they want to share a dorm with seven strangers, $17.50 will be deducted from their salary and in the 

massive Foxconn canteens, a heaping tray of meat, vegetables and rice goes for about $0.80. After a 

training period, a new hire can be on an iPhone line in as little as three days, quietly assembling a gadget 

that would cost him three months salary.  

 

"I heard work is hard here," says one 17-year-old applicant with a Justin Beiber haircut. "But I heard they 

just raised the pay," says another. On February 1, Foxconn began paying more than the minimum wage 

in Shenzhen by raising the starting salary about $0.25 an hour.  

 

Over three days in two cities, "Nightline" spoke with dozens of Foxconn workers, both on and off the 

factory campuses, both on and off the record. We were encouraged to enter any dorm at any time to 

gather as much insight as any strange Americans with cameras can. All the while, I kept imagining my 

own reaction if a Chinese TV crew burst into my home or office and started asking me how much I like 

my job.  

 

But while we looked hard for the kind of underage and maimed workers we've read so much about, but 

we mostly found people who face their days through soul-crushing boredom and deep fatigue. Some 
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complained of being overworked, others complained of being under worked and almost all said they 

were underpaid. And when I asked "what would you change?" we heard the kind of complaints you 

might hear in any factory anywhere.  

 

"Compared with other factories, it's quite good here, because the benefits are good. And because a lot 

of things happened in the past, it's been improved a lot," said 26-year-old Zhang Ruohua after making 

printer cartridges for about a year. "But the dorm conditions are not that good. The rooms are crowed 

and we don't have much space to hang our clothes, and the shower rooms are small. And there is not 

much overtime. Many people come and go because there is not much overtime."  

 

Is this a typical complaint? Was Mike Daisey wrong or did Foxconn clean itself up since he was here? 

With over one million employees it is impossible to say, and the limits of this method are just one 

reason Chinese groups like Students and Scholars Against Corporate Misbehavior (SACOM) think Apple's 

self-imposed audits are largely useless.  

 

Debby Chan of SACOM says Apple's long history of internal audits proves the company already knows 

where the problems are. She says they've just been resistant to fixing them."There must be a genuine 

trade union at Apple suppliers so the workers can have a voice for themselves," she says.  

 

Chan says Apple's long history of internal audits proves the company already knows where the problems 

are. She says they've just been resistant to fixing them.  

 

After reports that union organizers are often fired, arrested or beaten in China, I ask Foxconn executive 

Louis Woo what would happen if iPhone line workers decided to organize.  

 

"We do have labor unions at Foxconn," he says, "but it's not a freely elected labor union yet. I expect to 

see that in the next year or two, they will become more like a collective bargaining union, and they will 

be freely elected. In fact I see that some legislations in more progressive provinces would require labor 

unions to be sitting on the board of companies. So I do see hope of labor unions becoming more 

powerful but it's not here yet."  

 

In the meantime, Zhou Xiao Ying carves another aluminium Apple into the back of another iPad casing, 

lets her mind wander to her two sons and whether they can ever afford to live in the same city.  
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I pull out my own iPad to show her a few pictures of my kid and America and her eyes light up when she 

touches the screen to swipe another photo into view. She's never seen a working iPad up close before.  

 

"For all the people in America who buy one of these, what do you want them to know about you?" I ask.  

 

"I want them to know me," she says. "I want them to know we put a lot of effort in this product so when 

they use this please use it with care."  

 

Then she goes back to work.  

 

The line is calling.  

 

"Okay." "Okay." "Okay."  

 

http://news.yahoo.com/trip-ifactory-nightline-gets-unprecedented-glimpse-inside-apples-001926196--

abc-news.html 

 

 

Italy Plans To Tax Vatican 

 

Italy Plans To Tax Vatican 

 

To the tune of around a billion a year and this could just be the start: 
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http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-17072211 

 

 

Italy plans to tax Vatican on commercial properties  

The Vatican owns about 20% of Italy's properties Continue reading the main story  

Related Stories 

Europe struck by growth slowdown 

Downgrade hit to Spain and Italy 

Italy's Catholic Church faces an annual multi-million euro bill over government plans to strip it of its tax-

exempt status. 

 

Prime Minister Mario Monti has announced the Vatican must pay taxes on non-religious property, from 

which it previously enjoyed an exemption. 

 

The annual cost could be up to 720m euros ($945m; £598m) according to municipal government bodies. 

 

Italy's Catholic Church has 110,000 properties, worth about 9bn euros. 

 

It includes shopping centres and a range of residential property. 

 

In December, the government reintroduced a tax paid by anyone who owns land or property in Italy - 

which the Church does not pay. 

 

But a growing wave of Italians are opposed to what they see as special privileges in the face of a 

tightening economy. 
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Following their government's latest austerity measure package, more than 130,000 people signed an 

online petition calling for the Church's tax exempt status to be revoked. 

 

Since 2005, church-run groups and organisations have not been classed as official commercial bodies 

and have been exempt from paying property tax. 

 

According to the Corriere della Sera newspaper, tax authorities will calculate how much of a property is 

used purely for religious purposes and tax it proportionately. 

 

This means a church would remain exempt but a chapel which operates an hostel would pay tax 

accordingly. 

 

Earlier this week, new figures showed Italy has entered recession, after two consecutive quarters of 

negative growth between July and December 2011. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

Sermon Regarding Telepathic Communication, and What Happens in Death 

 

I have to address this. As for myself, I have had telepathic communication in my life on a near daily basis 

for the past 11-12 years or so. I work closely with the Powers of Hell. Telepathic communication- verbal 

communication is not always reliable. KNOW THIS! Telepathic communication knows no spoken 

language in the sense that foreign languages do not exist. The communication comes down through the 

pineal gland and is translated through our brain. What we get is not always correct.  

 

Then, the enemy can get in, same as with a ouija board. As we know, the enemy impersonates and 

infiltrates. In addition, our communications are tainted by our own beliefs and thinking patterns. My 

point here is to be careful. One of our members posted here some time ago [in the main group], that 

telepathic communication is not all verbal. This is so true.  
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In addition to working with many different Demons, Satan has had me work with human spirits. Though 

their physical bodies are dead, they are very much alive and do not like being referred to as 'the dead.' I 

am talking those of importance in 'Hell.' Most have reincarnated, some are still there for specific 

reasons. I can tell you, 'Hell' is not some place of fire and brimstone, but a safe haven for souls who are 

of Satan.  

 

There is another place- the xian 'Hell' which xian believers who fall short wind up in, which is where the 

horror stories come from and xian angels have taken some unfortunate individuals on a personal tour of 

this, as they are human hating. Pretty obvious.  

 

There are many different experiences in death. These experiences are individual in many cases, and run 

the gamut of differing experiences. One individual who is very important to Satan told me, after 

swallowing a cyanide capsule, right when he was dead, lying on the floor, four of our Gods showed up 

and took him by his astral hand, helped him out of his body and took him safely to 'Hell.' These are elite 

human souls, most of who go back to Egypt as pharaohs. These souls have risen to top leadership 

positions in successive lives and most are and always have been very close to Satan. The Powers of Hell 

watch over and protect them at all times. During the Middle Ages, for instance, the one person I 

mentioned above was a Satanic Grand Master.  

 

Getting back to the telepathic communications. A human spirit I work with can always wake me up, even 

out of a deep sleep, as he watches DVDs, just when the end titles are going off- without fail. No verbal 

communications at all, throughout the night. I am only citing an example. Others include having your 

attention drawn to something- this is another aspect of telepathic communications. You must be open.  

 

Know who you are communicating with. Get to know their personality. This takes time and experience. 

Daily meditations will open you to this sort of thing for those of you who communicate with Demons. As 

for the above, I wrote this because of so much apprehension, especially for some who are new to 

Satanism, because of xian crap. I know about death and this sort of thing first hand and from experience.  

 

A very good and highly accurate movie regarding those whose physical bodies have died and who are in 

spirit form is the 1990 movie 'Ghost' with Demi Moore and Patrick Swayze  

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0099653/  
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Those of us who are open can also SEE those in spirit form, as well as hear them, but always be aware, 

the enemy can interfere at times and also the above I already wrote of applies. As for the movie, the 

Demons are portrayed in a negative aspect and in the end the soul going into the light...that is not for 

those of us who are of Satan. Our Gods showed up to protect the above individual I wrote of, from going 

to the light. The light at death is of the enemy.  

 

The light is what is called 'The One' by the enemy and is a mass collection of souls used as a host for 

their parasitic energy. This article, though it is flawed in some respects is worth a read: 

http://www.luciferianliberationfront.org/borg.html  

 

'When a human being dies, his life essence, spirit, or soul is scanned by the Soul Collectors who patrol 

the dimension between physical time/space and the finer dimension of subspace and these Collectors 

project an image before the just deceased soul of a life form that will be recognizable to the deceased, 

such as a relative or friend who had died before they had (a grandmother, religious figure, etc.). In this 

manner, the Soul Collector is able to get the newly deceased soul to lower his defenses.'  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

 

The Truth About the Talmud 

The Truth About the Talmud 

by 

High Priest Jake Carlson 

 

"Jesus Christ," "Christians," and "Christianity" are hardly ever mentioned in the Talmud, despite the 

mistranslations that are available to the deluded Christians who believe that the Talmud is a conspiracy 

against Christ and Christianity. The truth is that the Talmud is a conspiracy, but, it is a conspiracy against 

the Pagan [Gentile] peoples. Despite the fuss that the Christians have made for centuries about passages 
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in the Talmud that allegedly blaspheme Christ, the Jesus of Nazareth character is supposedly mentioned 

only once in the later editions of the Talmud, and he is cited:  

 

"I have come not to destroy the Law of Moses" (Matthew 5:17) There is nothing anti-Christian about 

Christ in the Talmud. However, members of the militant Christian death-cult insist that the Talmud 

contains numerous blasphemous references to Jesus, and the Christian "religion." The truth is that 

"Jesus" and "Yeshua" were very common JEWISH names during the era when Christ's fictitious life was 

supposed to take place. Some sources say that the references to a man named "Jesus" or "Yeshu/a" 

existed around either 100 B.C.E. or 100 C.E., which according to Christian tradition, is NOT the time of 

their beloved Jewish Nazarene.  

 

Many Jews do not believe in Jesus the Christ because they know that he is fictitious and that they 

invented this JEWISH character for the Gentiles to grovel before, as worthless "sinners" and to prepare 

them for the coming of the official Jewish Messiah who unites all of the Jews in the world, brings 

judgment and damnation upon the Aryan peoples, and enslaves the rest of Gentile humanity. The 

Talmud has been mistranslated during the Middle Ages and was twisted and distorted in regards to a 

certain "Jesus the Nazarene." For those who are deluded by "Christian Identity," the "Sovereign Lord of 

All the World," mentioned as the Universal King of the Jews in the Protocols of the Learned Elders of 

Zion, would be the long-awaited Jewish Messiah AND would be none other than the "Second coming of 

Christ" to the Christians. The Jewish people have the Gentiles over a barrel with their greatest trick, 

which is Christianity. This is why Christians are so confused and fooled a lot of the time. Christianity is 

completely foreign and alien to Gentiles, as we are naturally Pagan.  

 

Shabbath 116a (p. 569) from the Talmud reads: Jews must destroy the books of the Christians.  

 

This quote from the Talmud was added later on, and its purpose is to confuse Gentiles who have fallen 

for Christianity. The term "Christian" is a forgery, as the original wording would have been "Gentiles" or 

"heathens," i.e. "idolatrous goyim." This much later interpolation came from Christians who were later 

given access to the Talmud so they could do some editing. The Jews allowed this, of course, to once 

again make it look like liberal "Christ-hating" Jews versus conservative Christians, as for any great Jewish 

lie to succeed, they have to pretend to be against something, in order to give their programs more 

power. If you read on, you will learn that it is actually Satan and his Demons that the Jews are cursing 

and blaspheming, and not the Nazarene. This may be way over many heads, but misconceptions about 

the Talmud's alleged "hatred" of Christ and Christianity must be addressed.  
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Shabbath 116a does NOT refer to Christians or the Christian [JEWISH] book of the New Testament. If the 

New Testament is actually read, rather than talked about, people would see that it actually praises the 

Jews, Israel, and Jewish "heroes" and patriarchs much more so than the Old Testament. In John 4:22, 

Christ himself states "Salvation is from the Jews." How much more damning of a statement can be 

indoctrinated into the Gentile collective unconscious than that? Christ was on a mission to unite Israel 

with all of the world's Jews, and to destroy the Aryan spirit, and to treat the other nations of the world 

as soul-less beasts of the field.  

 

It is obvious that the Shabbath 116a passage is stating that the Jews must destroy the books of the 

Pagans. Look at how the Jews claim to be against Christianity, and yet the Bible is the book that the Jews 

publish the most, and is published . History will testify that it was the Jews who destroyed Pagan 

libraries and corrupted what was left. Millions upon millions of innocent Gentile men, women, and 

children were not mass-murdered for being Christians, but for being Pagans.  

 

In the Al-Jilwah, Satan says: "Do not give them [Jews, Christians, Muslims] your books, lest they alter 

them without your knowledge. Learn by heart the greater part of them, lest they be altered." - Satan  

 

Satan is the God of the Gentiles, and if his own people would take heed to what he has told us, and what 

he still tells us when he communicates with us, the Jews would have already been eradicated. Here are 

some quotes that indicate whether it was Christ who is mentioned in the Talmud or not, other than 

being cited once.  

 

One might think that there would at least be reference to the "historical" Jesus in the texts of the Jews, 

who were known for record-keeping. Yet, such is not the case, despite all the frantic pointing to the 

references to "Jesus ben Pandira," who purportedly lived during the first century BCE, or other "Jesuses" 

mentioned in Jewish literature. The story of Jesus ben Pandira, for example, related that, a century 

before the Christian era, a "magician" named "Jesus" came out of Egypt and was put to death by stoning 

or hanging. However, ritualistic or judicial executions of this manner were common, as were the name 

"Jesus" and the magicians flooding out of Egypt. Even if ben Pandira were real, it is definitely not his 

story being told in the New Testament.[1]  

 

 

The Jews never knew about the Jesus Christ of the gospels until they invented this character for Gentiles 

to waste all of their time, mind, body, soul, and money towards. By saying that Jesus Christ came in the 

flesh and that he will return, gives the Jews all the more psychic power from the Gentiles who have 
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fallen for the Jewish program of Christianity, to bring about their Messiah. If only Gentile Christians 

knew that their object of worship would be the funeral wreath of humanity, instead of its savior.  

 

"Despite claims to the contrary, the Jewish composition of the Talmud rates as worthless in establishing 

the existence of Christ and the historicity of the gospel tale. The supposed references in the Talmud--

largely consisting of unflattering commentary about Jesus--are all too late to demonstrate anything 

more than traditions passed along decades to centuries later. Furthermore, some of the passages cited 

do not seem to refer to the gospel Jesus at all" [2]  

 

"Furthermore, Jewish scholar Solomon Schechter observes that Jewish texts composed during the time 

of Jesus' advent contain not a single reference to the supposed founder of Christianity" [3]  

"A radical position is represented by Johann Maier, who maintains that not only the Mishna but also 

both Talmuds lack any authentic, direct mention of Jesus of Nazareth. His conclusion is that even the 

original text of the two Talmuds never mentioned Jesus of Nazareth; ALL SUCH REFERENCES TO JESUS 

ARE INTERPOLATIONS INSERTED IN THE MIDDLE AGES [emphasis, mine]." [4]  

 

"Therefore, the Talmud is worthless as a non-Christian source demonstrating the historicity of the 

gospel tale and does not much add acceptable material for our quest to find out who Jesus was." [5]  

Now, here is how the Jews have used and abused Pagan deities to compose the Christ character. "In the 

story of Dionysus is to be found not only these various significant correspondences to biblical characters 

and the Christ myth, but also an apparent explanation of the tale of Jesus ben Pandira, Pandera or 

Panthera, who was supposed by many to represent the "historical Jesus." This Jesus or Joshua ben 

Pandira is found only in the Talmud. In the story of Dionysus or Bacchus, the god is reborn as one of 

twins suckled by a female panther, hence his title "son of a panther," the same as "ben Panthera" As the 

"God of Nysa," Dionysus came out of Egypt, and his moniker was IHE, or IES in Latin, hence, "Jesus ben 

Panthera" may have been a reference to Dionysus. "Jesus ben Pandira" is not the gospel Jesus.[6]  

 

Here, we see that it is the Pagans, and NOT the Christians, that are being attacked by the Jews. In 

addition, it has been a common belief among many who are deluded, that the Jewish term "Akum" 

means "Christians." This is not the case. "Akum" is a reference to Pagans, as it is an attack on those who 

are polytheistic and serve the Gods of the Gentiles, and observe the planets, stars, and the Zodiac. The 

Jews use occult power in a liberal way to enslave Gentiles, but the Gentiles are forbidden from using any 

occult powers, according to Christian tradition.  
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"The tractate "Avodah Zarah" deals with gentiles, but the reference is to pagans, rather than Christians. 

It specifically mentions as their holidays pagan Roman celebrations such as Kalends and Saturnalia. 

PAGANS [emphasis, mine] were referred to as "Akum" -- which is an acronym for worshipers of stars and 

astrological signs. Jewish law books have some very unkind things to say about these "heathens." [7]  

 

The Jews confiscate everything of their enemies, i.e. Pagans, in order to take over the world. I must 

interject here that the story of Christ and his twelve labors, or, "stations of the cross," were not only 

stolen from the story of the Greek Demi-God Heracles, but are also based upon the twelve signs and 

"labors" of the sun through the Zodiac. This is why it has been said that the Nazarene is a JEWISH 

archetype to REPLACE our Aryan Sun Gods, who have been demonized as monsters in order to keep us 

away from them, and our Creator God Satan. What the Jewish archetype of Christ does, is it collects all 

of the Gentiles' racial memories of our sacred Gods, and our collective archetypal racial memories of the 

Sun, personified by 18 or more "crucified" Pagan Gods who were all born of a virgin, who lived their 

lives, died at the hands of a betrayer, and were resurrected [all of this is symbolic], in order to usher in 

the Jewish Messiah, by using and abusing all of this powerful psychic energy in the mass mind of non-

Jews. The life, death, and resurrection, are all ALLEGORIES of the SPIRITUAL process of the Magnum 

Opus of turning lead into gold, and therefore, man into Godhood. The Nazarene idiot is a concept that 

was created to confuse and distract the Gentiles.  

 

Just look at how many denominations of Christianity there are, keeping Gentiles fighting against 

Gentiles. The Nazarene is a false deity that has been used to replace all of the original Pagan Gods, as 

well as true spirituality. When the Talmud states that the Gentiles worship "that man" as God, Christians 

are deluded into believing that that is a reference to Christians and Christ. Nothing could be further from 

the truth. Secondly, the rivals of the Jews were PAGANS, NOT CHRISTIANS. The reference to "that man" 

in the Talmud is about the end of the Age of Pisces, when Gentiles start denouncing Christianity and 

return to their Pagan roots. "That man" is none other than Satan, the Creator God of the Gentiles. The 

Jewish name "Yeshua" is NOT an attack against Christ, but against the one who has been slandered, 

cursed, bound, and turned into a hideous "monster" in order to keep his own creation away from him. 

"Yeshua" means "May his [Satan's] name and memory be blotted out."  

 

Moving on to one of the biggest stumbling blocks that the Jews have created to make Christians believe 

that "Balaam" in the Talmud is a secret code word for Jesus Christ.  

BALAAM, the alleged prototype for "Christ" was NOT the fictitious Nazarene, no matter how much 

Christians rant and rave about this misunderstanding.  
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Sanhedrin 106b reads "Sectarian said to R. Chanina: Do you know how old Balaam was? [R. Chanina] 

replied: It is not written. However, since it says (Psalms 55:24) "Men of bloodshed and deceit will not 

live out half their days..." he was 33 or 34. [The heretic] said: You said well. I have seen the chronicle of 

Balaam and it said "At 33 years Balaam the lame was killed by Pinchas (Phineas) the robber."  

 

Here, we have the Goetic Demon Balaam, who is one of the original Gods of the Gentiles, whose father 

is Beor [sounds a lot like the Goetic Demon Buer] that is being maligned here. The Christians believe that 

the above passage from the Talmud is blaspheming the Nazarene, and that Pinchas is "Pontius Pilate" 

who slew him. This is a falsehood. Although, it is said that Balaam only lived for about 33 years, like 

Christ, we have an entirely different individual than the Nazarene. The Nazarene performed sloppy 

"miracles," but never told anyone, except for the Jewish people, how to do them. The phony Christ 

character was weak. All he knew were a few lousy parlor tricks. When a Gentile, such as Balaam, has and 

uses occult power, he is in big trouble with the Jews, as occult power is one of "God's" gifts to the 

"righteous" Jews to destroy all Aryans, with the Jews taking over the world, and keeping all of the other 

Gentile races as their slaves and property. Although the Nazarene is the JEWISH messiah, the Jews who 

reject him do so most of all because they know that they created this fool for the Gentiles to use up all 

of their psychic energy towards, in order to bring about the "Universal King of the Jews" real, official 

advent. The Jews do not fall for their own lies, with the exception that the very first Jews were 

Christians.  

 

Balaam, who also appears in the Old Testament was a Gentile sorcerer who's mission was to curse Israel 

and the Jewish people. This is why Balaam was killed. On the other hand, Christ worked FOR Israel, with 

him being an ambitious Jew, himself. With that being said, it is clearly not Jesus Christ that the Talmud is 

referring to.  

 

Here is a quote about the God Balaam who is mentioned by the Jews in the Old Testament: "Balaam was 

a Gentile prophet, whose prophesies are recorded in scripture. However, he was famous as a 

soothsayer, who would pronounce a curse for money. The Mosaic Law strictly prohibited these 

practices, but then, Balaam wasn't a Jew. He was a Gentile. Balaam was responsible for the death of 

24,000 Jews. He was the pawn of Baal. He was the friend of anti-Semitism." [8] The moral of the story of 

Balaam is that Israel over-powered his curses against the Jews, as Israel turned his curses into blessings 

for Israel. Balaam was punished for being a Gentile who loathed the Jews and practiced sorcery. This is 

clearly not the story of Jesus Christ. Therefore, the statements of Christians who believe that Balaam is a 

Talmudic reference to Christ, are null and void.  
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Now, we have a quote from the Talmud that the Christians use to suggest that the Talmudic Jews are 

saying that "Jesus" is being punished in boiling semen in Hell. Christians will conveniently forget that 

Jesus is the Jewish Messiah, and NOT the Gentiles' Messiah, who is Satan. Here we read about Balaam's 

punishment, followed by Satan's punishment in "Hell." As mentioned earlier, Balaam is not Jesus, and 

the name or term "Yeshu/a" is a derogatory term for Satan, meaning "May [Satan's] name and memory 

be blotted out."  

 

Talmud Gittin 56b-57a reads: [Onkelos Bar Kalonikus] called up Balaam from the dead. [Onkelos] asked: 

Who is honored in that world? [Balaam] replied: "Israel." [Onkelos] asked: What is your punishment? 

[Balaam answered]: "In boiling semen." The Talmud claims that all souls of non-Jews are "filthy" and 

"impure," and that all non-Jewish souls are sent to eternal punishment, as they belong to Satan, the 

Creator of Gentiles, and the Enemy of the Jews. This sounds the same as Christian threats of eternal 

punishment, as, truth be known, and contrary to common knowledge among the deluded, the Jews, the 

Talmud, the Bible, and Christianity are inseparable.  

 

In the next quote from the Talmud, a strong misunderstanding takes place to the deluded Christians, 

due to a lack of knowledge. In this case, "Yeshua" is being applied to Satan in a very derogatory way. It is 

Satan that was cursed by this remark, and not the Nazarene. As you will see, according to Christian 

[Jewish] mythology, Christ was "resurrected," not sent to burn in boiling excrement in Hell.  

 

"[Onkelos] called up Yeshu from the dead. [Onkelos] asked: Who is honored in that world? [Yeshu] 

replied: "Israel" [Onkelos] asked: What is your punishment? [Yeshu answered]: In boiling excrement. As 

the master said: Whoever mocks the words of the sages is punished in boiling excrement."  

It is so obvious at this point that the Talmud is not blaspheming Christ, but Satan.  

Furthermore, in "Some Observations on the Attitude of the Synagogue Towards the Apocalyptic-

Eschatological Writings," Journal of Biblical Literature (1922), p. 121 n. 18, Professor Louis Ginzberg 

admits: "One may therefore state with absolute certainty that the entire Talmudic-Midrashic literature 

does not know of any nicknames for Jesus or his disciples."  

 

That is the verdict. The Talmud is not "anti-Christ" or anti-Christian in any way. It is anti-idolatrous 

Pagans, not the Christians who only believe in the Christian [Jewish] god and Nazarene. The Jews say 

that they are of "YHVH," while the Gentiles are the Children of Satan, and NOT the other way around, 

despite what the members of Christian Identity believe. This in no way applies to Christians or 

Christianity, but to the non-Jewish races. Those who are cursing themselves with Christian Identity need 
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to realize this, and that by believing that they are the lost tribe of Israel, and therefore, the "true Jews" 

isn't only damning themselves, but all Gentile peoples, in a total war against the Gentile spirit.  

 

"God" and the "Devil" are BACKWARDS. Satan is the God of the Gentiles, and he loves and adores his 

creation. He is not the one who deceives all the Nations, nor is he a liar or a murderer. Satan is the 

enemy and adversary of the Jewish people. In the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion, the Jews 

boast "We shall destroy God." Look at the extent the Jews have gone towards separating Gentiles from 

Satan. Satan is God. The Jews have also stated that the Gentiles "shit before their god." This is a 

reference to how the Jews have demonized Satan to the point that Gentiles are so afraid of him that 

they continue to curse and bind him, and want to keep away from him at all costs.  

 

In closing, every Gentile has every reason to hate the Jewish people with a seething passion. Just 

because it turns out that the Jews do not mock the Christian "god" doesn't mean they should be 

forgiven for mass-murdering Gentiles, or for destroying our Pagan libraries that contained very clear 

instructions from our Pagan Gods for how to achieve immortality, and replacing it with Jewish filth, 

distractions, and totally bogus "religions," such as Christianity that prepare us for accepting the Jews as 

our masters, which is the theme of the New Testament just as much as the Old Testament. This sermon 

is an open letter and a wake up call for all Gentiles. The truth about Christianity is that the very first 

Christians were Jewish, and the very last remnant of Christians will be Jewish. As for the Christians who 

believe that non-Jewish Christians are the "Chosen of Yahweh," they are damning their own souls, and 

are spreading their toxicity to the rest of humanity [non-Jews]. We need to stand united and empower 

our souls, leaving no other option for the Jews than for them to get with the Pogrom. Simeon 

Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 2800 slaves."  
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********************** 

 

 

 

666/88!! 

 

High Priest Jake Carlson 

 

 

Thread 

 

Re: Obamacare's speacial surprise 

 

 

My mother still hates Satan, and she deserves to be treated with contempt and 

derision, at times, BUT, she NEVER EVEN DARES to talk about her love of Jewsus, 

and hatred towards Satan to me or around me anymore. My advice is to have some 

extreme patience, unless your family is RIGHT in your fucking face, trying to 

destroy you up and down, inside and out. 
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However, the "extreme patience" that I am referring to is that as things keep 

getting worse in the world, they'll notice that there is no Jewsus "rapture" and 

that Jewsus isn't coming, so maybe, just maybe, they might begin to question 

things, which may possibly lead up to the moment that they take heed to all of 

your attempts to enlighten them. They'll be like "Hey, what if what 

'eremoslukos8' says has merit to it?" We can never underestimate ourselves and 

our abilities that are granted to us by Satan. 

 

So many Christians aren't Christian by their own free will anymore, which is no 

different than the Middle Ages when it was conversion by Christian "love" on the 

one hand and a sword in the other. Today, the enemy's persuasion to add more 

sheeple to the Christian death fold is spiritually and emotionally violent, more 

so than physical, and the astral plane is using fear like never before, while 

working to make this kike impostor Christ look and seem more "enticing" than 

ever before. This is not usually physically done, as *most* parts of the 

physical Inquistion is over [depending on where one lives]. 

 

Look at all of the "Near Death Experiences" where even Atheists "come back" and 

say how much they love Jewsus now, and then they start crying and shit like 

that. My point is that these experiences with this fake entity are sometimes 

real, despite that it isn't an actual, living being, but a programmed thoughform 

that they are dealing with. The enemy relies on the "juice" from Gentiles to 

keep the Nazarene batteries charged. 
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Many Christians have lost all sense of reasoning, where if you talk to them, 

they look and sound like a fucking emotionless robot, although they still have 

an agenda... to get their family "saved" and into a life of "repentence" from 

all human nature. These Christians deserve capital punishment for high treason. 

They should not be spared, but put out of their misery and out of everyone 

else's misery, too. Other Christians are just blinded to reality and are 

confused. Take my mother for example again, she looks like she is headed 

towards that robot stage of Christianity, but, if you really look and see into 

her eyes, you can tell that she is lost and sad, and she is at a conflict within 

her racial soul, as her Irish spirit of heathenism/original Paganism is still 

fighting to rise from the "bottomless pit" within. 

 

I have some good news, though. My father who is still married to my mother was 

a Christian, and he put up with all of her Christian nagging and invasions of 

so-called "free will," but with my teachings that I designed to ease him out of 

Christianity and see the truth about Satan and his Demons and our religion, he 

has TOTALLY LEFT Christianity, slamming the door shut and locking that door 

behind him. He is not a Satanist yet, as he currently hates all forms of 

religion, but he is alive and well... and hilarious! He is so much different 

now that he isn't a Christian anymore. He also believes that our Gods/esses ARE 

real extra-terrestrial Nordics, and he has an interest in "mystical" authors 

like Carlos Castenada, and related, as well as all things UFO's and 

"supernatural." One other thing is that he has never been too fond of the Jews. 

Now he knows why. I can't speed up this process, though, as the Jews are worse 

than Christianity in how they plague the human soul like cancer. In addition 
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they are the roots and branches of all things Christian. My father will run to 

the truth soon enough, without me putting any kind of pressure on him, as his 

soul knows the truth. He has told me how proud of me he is with what I know. 

Admittedly, I wasn't expecting any kind of praise. Even so, all of the praise 

goes to Satan who works through me. 

 

It is within all Gentiles to want every Jew destroyed, as the Jews want each and 

every one of us destroyed, but many Gentiles have been brainwashed into 

accepting the Jews as the "Chosen of God." Even some of the Atheistic Gentile 

soldiers for Social and Cultural Marxism are at conflict within their inner 

soul. Some will wake up, but other's won't. Time will tell. Social and 

Cultural Marxism, however, are more compatible with Christianity, as Jewsus was 

the first Marxist. It's true, except he didn't exist, of course. 

 

When dealing with Christians, NEVER slam things down their throats all at once, 

while educating them, as they will need recovery time and time to soak the truth 

in. Hate what has happened to their souls, and of course hate what they've done 

to you. With the oil prices and such, the veil is going to drop, so to speak. 

Just like how High Priestess Maxine has said that many people will want to join 

on at the last moment, but it will be too late for them -- this will show who is 

naturally one of us, and those who are robots to the point that they have run 

out of all hope. When educating Christians, you will always find out who is 

worth your time and who isn't. The same goes for those of other death cult 

members -- even staunch and arrogant Atheists and Agnostics, as well neo-pagans 

who are also anti-Satan. I have met some bitchraft Wicca people who are just as 
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much of a cancer as Christians. 

 

In closing, 

 

Satan WILL take care of the family members that he has faith in. With being 

gentle with your approach of addressing Christians and such, I am in no way 

advocating turning the other cheek, or being soft on them in any way. You can 

do rituals to Father Satan, on their behalf, to work towards setting them 

straight, and to put them in their place when and if the need arises. Trust me, 

this is white magick, as you are doing them and yourself a favor. Same with 

destroying the robotic Christians, as they are poisonous, and that their removal 

is salvation for planet Earth. Always act legally, though. 

 

"They [Christians] are toxic" [or poisonous, can't remember]. -- Adolf Hitler 

 

Hail Satan!! 

 

666/88!! 

 

High Priest Jake Carlson 

 

 

Trial: Priest joked about abusing 3 boys in week 

 

Trial: Priest joked about abusing 3 boys in week 
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By MARYCLAIRE DALE | Associated Press – 17 hrs agoPHILADELPHIA (AP) —  

 

Jurors in a landmark priest-abuse trial heard Monday about a priest-turned-camp prowler and another 

who allegedly bragged about having sex with three boys in one week. 

 

Also Monday, two jurors were replaced by alternates, but a gag order prevents lawyer from discussing 

the reasons for the move. 

 

Monsignor William Lynn is on trial for child endangerment and conspiracy. Lynn, 61, is the first Roman 

Catholic church official in the U.S. charged for his handling of priest-abuse complaints. Prosecutors say 

he helped the church bury them in secret files, far from the prying eyes of investigators, civil attorneys 

and concerned Catholics. 

 

In the day's most startling testimony, a detective read internal church memos about a priest who 

allegedly "joked about how hard it was to have sex with three boys in one week." His accuser also stated 

that the priest had a "rotation process" of boys spending time sleeping with him. 

 

Defense lawyers argue that Lynn tried to address the problem as secretary for clergy from 1992 to 2004, 

but was blocked by the late Cardinal Anthony Bevilacqua and others in the Philadelphia archdiocese. 

 

The testimony Monday also included a 1992 complaint about a different priest who allegedly molested 

boys at a church-owned camp three decades earlier. 

 

Several junior counselors complained in the early 1960s that the priest was on the prowl at night, 

molesting them in their tents. They said it was a well-known secret among teen counselors for several 

years. 

 

The priest remained in ministry, working at three archdiocesan high schools and serving as assistant 

superintendent of Catholic schools through 2004. Confronted after a man complained to the 

archdiocese in 1992, the priest admitted to the "sin" of masturbation and said he had read up on that 

subject because so many people were mentioning it in the confessional. 
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Few victims or members of the public have been attending the trial in downtown Philadelphia, but 

retired Philadelphia detective Arthur Baselice III of Mantua, N.J., turned out Monday. 

 

His 28-year-old son, Arthur Jr., died of a drug overdose in 2006, after his civil lawsuit against the church 

accusing his high school principal of molesting him was thrown out because of legal time limits. The 

former principal, a Franciscan friar, is in prison for stealing nearly $900,000 from the school and the 

Franciscans, some of which fed the younger Baselice's drug addiction, according to prosecutors. 

 

Prosecutors are detailing allegations made against nearly two dozen priests since 1948 to show that 

Lynn and other archdiocesan officials kept suspected predators in jobs around children. 

 

On cross-examination Monday, defense lawyers Jeffrey Lindy and Thomas Bergstrom had detectives 

concede that Lynn promptly interviewed both complainants and accused priests, and sent the priests to 

a church-run hospital for mental health evaluations and treatment. 

 

The man who wrote to the archdiocese in 1992 about the camp prowler was by then 44, a married 

father of five girls. His alleged molester was chaplain of a suburban Philadelphia girls' high school. 

 

He remained there until 2004, when a church panel reviewing complaints in the wake of the national 

priest-abuse scandal found the allegations against him credible. The priest only then admitted molesting 

three boys, and explained earlier denials on the fact he had confessed and moved past it. 

 

The archdiocese restricted his ministry — 40 years after the camp allegations first surfaced. 

 

___ 

 

Associated Press writer JoAnn Loviglio contributed to this report. 
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http://news.yahoo.com/trial-priest-joked-abusing-3-boys-week-205857367.html 

 

 

Jewish Regime In Israel Threatens World Community With Nuclear Armageddon 

 

Jewish Regime In Israel Threatens World Community With Nuclear Armageddon 

 

 

"Any people of the Kingdom who will not serve Isreal will be destroyed"  

-Isidore Loeb [Le Litterature des Pauvres dans la Bible].  

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------ 

 

http://presstv.com/detail/239682.html 

 

Israel is the only regime that has threatened to obliterate all world countries in a "nuclear 

Armageddon," if its existence is put in jeopardy, a political analyst tells Press TV.  

 

 

In a Friday interview, Mark Glenn, from The Crescent and Cross Solidarity movement, lashed out at 

Israel for its nuclear stockpile, sayingTel Aviv is the only regime that "has threatened to take the entire 

world down in a nuclear Armageddon in the instance that her precious experiments in Jewish self-rule in 

the Middle East ceases to materialize."  
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"There is no other country in existence today that has basically told the entire world that if we are going 

to go down we are going to take the rest of the world down with us," he added.  

 

Even Israel's most prominent military professor, Martin Van Creveld, has once alluded to such nuclear 

ambitions by Israel and confirmed that Tel Aviv has several hundred atomic warheads and rockets 

targeted at all directions -- mostly at European capitals -- and that Tel Aviv is ready to take the entire 

world down before the regime itself ceases to exist, Glenn pointed out.  

 

The analyst expressed regret that the nuclear threat from Israel looms over the world, while Tel Aviv 

continues to use its mainstream media outlets to level allegations against other countries, accusing 

them of possessing non-civilian nuclear programs.  

 

Israel is widely believed to be the sole possessor of nuclear weapons in the Middle East. Tel Aviv began 

building its first plutonium and uranium processing facility, Dimona, in the Negev desert in 1958.  

 

Former US President Jimmy Carter has stated that Israel has a nuclear arsenal that includes between 200 

and 300 warheads. Decades of recurrent reporting and aerial footage have also established the 

possession of atomic arms by Israel.  

 

Under its official policy of nuclear ambiguity, Tel Aviv neither confirms nor denies the possession of 

nukes and refuses to join the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) or allow inspections of its nuclear 

facilities. 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Hatha Yoga, Tantra And Diet 

 

Hatha Yoga, Tantra And Diet 

 

This is from a thread on the subject from another JoS egroup: 

 

 

Hatha Yoga is Tantra Yoga. Frist we have the Vedic Period, then Puranic Period then the Tantra Period. 

Which means the original spiritual knowledge of the Vedic Arya. Was transmitted down to Tantra this 

would have been the knowledge of the Naga's, Brahmin's.etc  

 

In the Shatapatha Brahmana it states: "The Veda[True Knowledge] is in fact the wisdom of the serpent." 

 

Tantra in english [remember there are words in sanskirt with no english word translation] means this: 

"Knowledge which spreads, saves." 

 

Which means this is the knowledge to make oneself whole ie Perfected. Its the Great Work.  

 

Hatha Yoga is the name this system took in the Tantric Period in the Puranic and prehaps Vedic period it 

took another name. Hatha means Union of Sun and Moon basically. And is built upon the 8 fold system 

you can find on the Advanced Satanism page. If one reads the Hatha Yogic Pradipika you will find this 

science is to raise the Serpent. And if one reads the Rasarnava Tantra which is on Hatha Yoga. One will 

find the same the goal of Hatha Yoga is to ascend the Serpent by employing the 8 fold principal and 

become the Liberated being/ Siddha/Gnosis.etc 

 

The purpose of the postures both seated and moving is to open the channels within the body and 

circulate prana thought them and create a greater level of conductivity and the transformation it brings. 

Along with the other 7 points of the 8 limbed path. This in time helps awaken and ascend the Kundalini 

to the crown. 
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What happened was during the Raj period of India when the Rothschild Empire got in there. British 

gymnasiums where built all over the place and the British imperial system was socially implanted as part 

of this. So there was a blending of the British gymnastic system and mystic thought of the Indian culture. 

That started to use these to discipline the body to still the mind. As in the rhp world that is the sole point 

of meditation nothing more. Its no mistake Theravada Buddhism which is the orignal current of this 

program [Mahayana which is its own subject and the rhp attempt to corrupt the original schools that 

could not get swept under the rug] is based only on one main point of Dyana or chan as it went East and 

became known as zen from there. These systems also corrupted the 8 fold path to conform to this. 

 

For some reason this became labelled as Hatha Yoga. Which its not. Hatha Yoga was only practiced by a 

small groups of Tantric's in remote locations. And handed down from teacher to pupil in secret as by this 

point their was major persecution by the social authority for such practioners. The Tantric's where 

literally consider on level as Satanists are by the Christian authority. So this was for their own safety. 

India changed massive in several periods the last one being after the Islamic invasions. That created the 

situation for this attitude of repression and negativity. When the Brahmin class became a closed caste 

system [as a result of the islamic invasions] they wished to keep this knowledge only for themselves and 

lord it over others it seems. And used it to maintain themselves. But they themselves by this point 

where also the result of enemy principals having been injected into their culture via Buddhism centuries 

before and other ideals that are anti-Vedic that laided the ground work for what is called Hinduism 

today. So this is a long process of downward going to get to the point practitioners outside the Brahmin 

class [and rhp system they laided down for the masses] are consider heretics. 

 

So when Indians stated showing up in the Western world they brought the bizzare mystic-gymnastic 

system which is the child of the Raj period. And taught it as "Hatha Yoga" and another major teaching 

system in America calls itself Ashtanga Yoga. Is not that as Ashtanga means "eight limbed." And its not 

based on the proper eight limbed path, not even near it. They also imported the rhp systems and in 

some cases outright Theosophical doctrines as the Theosophy Society has centers in the East. 

 

As the Eastern commentators stated on the "Six Yoga's of Naropa" all Yoga is based on Kundalini energy. 

The main 3HO styled systems today called Kundalini Yoga was put together by its creator on this 

understanding and created this modality to bypass the top heavy baggage the other systems carried.  

 

Today due to the confusion of the enemy its almost a prerequisite to refer to Hatha and Kundalini Yoga 

as two different things to explain things so people can understand what you're talking about. Which is a 

unfortunate and necessary, false dichotomy. 
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On diet and Yoga, the rhp Hinduism preaches veganism and vegetarianism. To the point eating meat is 

consider a sin worthy of hell [yes the rhp path is basically the same the planet over as the same evil 

intelligence is behind it.] 

 

Know as science has shown us veganism and vegetarianism is unhealthy for humans due to our 

biological nature and history which I have gone into detail on before. If we look into the early Eastern 

texts going back into the Vedic period where they where not vegetarian we find this: 

 

With caraka samhita which has been stated to be the oldest Ayurvedic text it state: Sharirabrinhane 

Nanyat Khadyam Mamsadwishishyate." Which translates to 'For the promotion and nourishment of the 

body, no other food item is better than meat." Another Ayurvedic text the Bhava Prakash, states 

'Sadyohatasya Mamsam Syadbyadhidhatiyathaamritam', which translates to 'the meat of freshly killed 

animals is like Amirt (the ultimate lifefiving fluid that sustains the Divine)' We have the Bagabhatt 

(Astanga Samgraha) stating nothing equals meat for promotion of health and substance of the body." 

The Vedic text Satapatha Brahamana states 'Paramam Annadyam Yan Mamsam', meaning "Meat is the 

best kind of food." 

 

Meat is listed under the sattvic category. "The life substance."  

 

With navigation of the modern diet climate. Study and use your common sense. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

Monsanto's GMO 

 

Monsanto's GMO 

My note: 

 

Jewish. Some interesting history on the Monsanto family: 
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http://www.rense.com/general76/ssje.htm 

 

 

Monsanto's Chief Executive is Robert Shapiro[Jew]. Senior Vice President is Jew named DR.Friedman, 

who was a senior commissioner of the FDA before. etc 

 

Major UK investors in Monsanto are the Rothschilds. 

 

Monsanto are rated as one of the "bad" companies, guilty of many human rights' and environmental 

violations, notably for GE foods and their products, "Agent Orange". "Dioxin" and Roundup". 

 

Louis Dreyfus International [Jews anyone] is the major money making exporter of Monsanto GMO seeds 

into Europe. In the American government Jews like Dr.Sharfstein and Dr Hamburg who head the FDA 

governing dept, the Office of Commissioners are helping to stop the labeling of GMO's and label them as 

"safe." These Jews and other such as Senator Jew Lieberman's Homeland Security bill that will give the 

government a right to shut down farmers who refused to buy Jewsanto's GMO'S seeds and use non-

GMO's instead. Indentical bills are being penned for same measures internationally. Giving the Jews 

global monopoly and forcing you to eat this slop. 

 

The efforts below while noble, fail because they don't get to the heart of the issue which is the Jew.  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2012/05/13/ge-food-cause-birth-

defects.aspx?e_cid=20120513_SNL_Art_1 

 

By Dr. Mercola 
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Roundup Ready soy is now being cultivated on a massive scale across the globe, along with the 

exponentially increasing use of the herbicide Roundup. Monsanto's "Roundup Ready" soy beans are 

genetically modified to survive otherwise lethal doses of glyphosate, the active ingredient in the 

company's herbicide Roundup.  

 

It's a win-win for Monsanto. But it's a loss for just about everyone else. 

 

One of the countries most affected by genetically engineered soy is Argentina, whose population is 

being sickened by massive spraying of herbicides across the country's Pampas (the country's "fertile 

plain").  

 

Argentina's Pampas used to be dotted with dairy and vegetable farms, but now, large-scale soybean 

monoculture blankets most of their cultivated land, making them especially susceptible to the damaging 

effects of genetically engineered soy. The impact can be better appreciated by considering the following 

statistics: 

 

•Soy is the main income source for landowners and the state—soybeans are considered a "gold mine" 

by Argentinians; soy exports generate 16,000 million dollars a year  

•The area cultivated with soy has reached 19 million hectares, representing 56 percent of Argentina's 

cultivated landi  

•98 percent of Argentina's soybean production is genetically modified.ii  

•190 million liters of glyphosate (the active agent in Roundup) are sprayed in Argentina annually, which 

is leading to not only illness among the population but to widespread deforestation, as trees are among 

the victims these herbicides leave in their wake of destruction.  

Soya burgers are a staple of today's Argentinian diet. Argentinian children were consuming so much 

genetically engineered soy that they began developing breasts from the estrogenic effects, before 

authorities stepped in with warnings. Studies also strongly suggest that the glyphosate that these crops 

are doused with can cause cancer and birth deformities; both of which are occurring at increasing rates 

in areas where spraying is done. Sterility and miscarriages are also increasing. Experts warn that in 10 to 

15 years, rates of cancer, infertility and endocrine dysfunction could reach catastrophic levels in 

Argentina. But few people are listening. 

 

"It's Food for Today, Hunger and Cancer for Tomorrow" 
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The immediate symptoms are always the same for Argentinian bystanders in the spray zone: dizziness, 

allergic reactions and itching, mouth swelling, and general malaise that's similar to the feeling of coming 

down with the flu. People are warned to stay inside when spraying is underway, but they report getting 

sick in spite of this confinement.  

 

When those affected visit their physicians, they're told it's "all in their heads." Authorities also turn a 

deaf ear—as does the government when it's presented with scientific evidence of the dangerous effects 

of Monsanto's products for their people and environment. Fortunately, increasing numbers of scientists 

are now starting to speak out. For example, the engineers' school in Santiago del Estero announced that 

chemicals are causing 100 babies to be born with deformities every year. One of the most influential 

studies was conducted by one of Argentina's leading scientists, Andres Carrasco, who works in 

Argentina's Ministry of Science.  

 

Andrés Carrasco Attacked for Exposing the Truth 

Embryonic specialist Andres Carrasco decided to investigate the health effects of glyphosate for himself 

after hearing so many reports by desperate peasant and indigenous communities who were suffering 

from exposure to toxic herbicides. According to Dr. Carrasco, his studies show glyphosate exposure can 

cause defects in the brain, intestines, and hearts of amphibian fetuses, and these results can be applied 

to humans. Moreover, the amount of Roundup used on genetically engineered soy fields was as much as 

1,500 times greater than that which created the defects. 

 

According to an article in Grain, the biotech industry "mounted an unprecedented attack on Carrasco, 

ridiculing his research and even issuing personal threats." In addition, four men arrived unannounced at 

his laboratory and were extremely aggressive, attempting to interrogate Carrasco and obtain details of 

his study.  

 

"It was a violent, disproportionate, dirty reaction," he said. "I hadn't even discovered anything new, only 

confirmed conclusions that others had reached." 

 

The conclusions to which Carrasco is referring are those from independent researchers who have found 

strong evidence glyphosate causes the following: 

 

Endocrine disruption DNA damage  
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Developmental toxicity Neurotoxicity  

Reproductive toxicity Cancer  

 

 

 

Carrasco's and others' work point to the fact that the public, in Argentina and elsewhere, is being 

subject to a massive biological experiment involving the effects of genetic manipulation of the food 

supply. Genetically engineered food products have NEVER been tested for safety—so the long-term 

effects are largely unknown. The warnings science has provided demand a thorough investigation into 

just how much glyphosate human beings and animals can safely ingest. At present, no such investigation 

has taken place, and most regulatory agencies choose instead to rely in industry studies claiming 

glyphosate is safe. 

 

Roundup has been shown to be lethal to amphibians. Are we next? Where is the tipping point for the 

human race? How much more can we tolerate in the adulteration of our food supply? 

 

Why We MUST Insist on Labeling of Genetically Engineered Foods 

Labeling may be the only way to stop the proliferation of genetically engineered foods in the U.S., but 

simple petitions will likely fail. We strongly support state initiatives, such as California's ballot initiative 

to require labeling for genetically engineered foods sold in their state.  

Many don't fully appreciate the strategy of seeking to have genetically engineered foods labeled in 

California. The belief is that large food companies would refuse to have dual labeling; one for California 

and another for the rest of the country. It would be very expensive, not to mention a logistical 

nightmare. To avoid the dual labeling, many would likely opt to not use genetically engineered 

ingredients in their product, especially if the new label would be the equivalent of a skull and 

crossbones. This is why we are so committed to this initiative, as victory here will likely eliminate most 

genetically engineered foods from the US. 

 

Powerful confirmation of this belief occurred in early 2012 when both Coca-Cola Company and PepsiCo 

Inc. chose to alter one of their soda ingredients as a result of California's labeling requirements for 

carcinogensiii : 
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"Coca-Cola Co. and PepsiCo Inc. are changing the way they make the caramel coloring used in their 

sodas as a result of a California law that mandates drinks containing a certain level of carcinogens bear a 

cancer warning label. The companies said the changes will be expanded nationally to streamline their 

manufacturing processes. They've already been made for drinks sold in California."  

 

This is a PERFECT example of the national impact a California labeling law can, and no doubt WILL, have. 

While California is the only state requiring the label to state that the product contains the offending 

ingredient, these companies are switching their formula for the entire US market, rather than have two 

different labels. According to USA Today: 

 

"A representative for Coca-Cola, Diana Garza Ciarlante, said the company directed its caramel suppliers 

to modify their manufacturing processes to reduce the levels of the chemical 4-methylimidazole, which 

can be formed during the cooking process and as a result may be found in trace amounts in many foods. 

"While we believe that there is no public health risk that justifies any such change, we did ask our 

caramel suppliers to take this step so that our products would not be subject to the requirement of a 

scientifically unfounded warning," Garza-Giarlante said in an email."  

 

Learn More about Genetically Engineered Foods 

Due to lack of labeling, many Americans are still unfamiliar with what genetically engineered foods are. 

We have a plan to change that, and I urge you to participate and to continue learning more about 

genetically engineered foods and helping your friends and family do the same.  

 

To start, please print out and use the Non-GMO Shopping Guide, created by the Institute for 

Responsible Technology. Share it with your friends and family, and post it to your social networks. You 

can also download a free iPhone application, available in the iTunes store. You can find it by searching 

for ShopNoGMO in the applications.  

 

Your BEST strategy, however, is to simply buy USDA 100% Organic products whenever possible, (as 

these do not permit genetically engineered ingredients) or buy whole fresh produce and meat from local 

farmers. The majority of the genetically modified organisms (GMOs) you're exposed to are via processed 

foods, so by cooking from scratch with whole foods, you can be sure you're not inadvertently consuming 

something laced with altered ingredients. When you do purchase processed food, avoid products 

containing anything related to corn or soy that are not 100 percent organic, as any foods containing 
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these two non-organic ingredients are virtually guaranteed to contain genetically engineered 

ingredients, as well as toxic herbicide residues.  

 

To learn more about genetically engineered foods, I highly recommend the following films and lectures: 

 

•Hidden Dangers in Kid's Meals  

•Your Milk on Drugs - Just Say No!  

•Everything You Have to Know About Dangerous Genetically Modified Foods  

Important Action Item: Support the Money Bomb Against Monsanto! 

In 2007, then-Presidential candidate Obama promised to "immediately" require labeling of genetically 

engineered foods if elected. We're still waiting... 

 

 

 

 

Unfortunately, President Obama's administration has supported and even fast tracked genetically 

engineered foods despite his campaign promise. Biotech has impressive power and influence; we're 

going to need to be well coordinated and funded to stand up to them. A coalition of consumer, public 

health and environmental organizations, food companies, and individuals has already submitted the 

California Right to Know Genetically Engineered Food Activ to the State Attorney General--800,000 

signatures are required to get the Act on this year's ballot. Thousands of volunteers have done an 

outstanding job collecting signatures. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Sermon 5/16/12 Part 1 

 

The continual promotion and advertising the allegations that ‘the Jews killed Jesus,’ if enough research is 

done, one will find that it is the Jews themselves who have been promoting this crap for centuries. The 

reason being is that Christianity and Islam are both Jewish bulwarks of spiritual parasitism. Christianity is 

the host off of which the Jewish population feeds from the psychic energies of the believers. In addition, 

true believers are at the mercy of the Jews, either through their spiritual workings [the bible is nothing 

but a book of Jewish witchcraft- one only has to be knowledgeable here regarding the numbers and the 

phrases –scriptures- and such], or through their believing them to be the exalted and the 'chosen of 

god,' and/or through the subliminal tying in of worshipping Jewish patriarchs, fictitious jewish invented 

places and Jewish characters, namely the Nazarene.  

 

Many Jewish written and produced movies about the Nazis always try to powerfully interject that the 

Nazis were xians, that the Nazis [and others who were against Jews] persecuted them because they 

supposedly persecuted and killed the Nazarene. The Jews in truth are well aware that the bible, both the 

Old and new Testaments and the Nazarene are the root of Jewish power and spiritual dominion over the 

Gentiles.  

 

As with all magickal workings, there must be a direct or subliminal connection of the mind. All Christians 

tie into this Jewish energy and are controlled by it. If the rabbi and his cohorts want to throw a curse, it 

will definitely hit the Christian, as he/she ties into this energy. This is even worse if the Christian is anti-

Jewish because he/she is spiritually torn. Regardless of how the Jews on some level may suffer given the 

allegations, the Jews at the top know the truth and that as long as the Christian religion is strong, they 

will win in the end, as the psychic energies of believers are geared towards bringing about the second 

coming of ‘Christ’ which in truth is the long awaited Jewish messiah, which will unite the Jews so they 

can then subjugate and dominate the entire world. 

 

People who are misled cannot see the blasphemy here. One only needs to be aware of the slander, the 

lies and the odious denigrations against prominent Gentile leaders who saw the Jews for what they are. 

Adolf Hitler is a prime example, along with other Third Reich Leaders, and the biblical ‘Hamen’ anyone 

who was ever onto them and tried to fight them. ‘Satan’ means ‘enemy’ in Hebrew. Common sense 

should tell you what they have done to our Gentile God.  

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Sermon 5/16/12 Part 2 

 

Endless Proof that the Nazis were Totally Anti-Christian 

 

 

"Watching a young Hitler Youth member enter a Munich classroom in August 1936, Friedrich Reck-

Malleczewen observed how his glance fell on the crucifix hanging behind the teacher’s desk, how in an 

instant his young and still soft face contorted in fury, how he ripped this symbol, to which the cathedrals 

of Germany, and the ringing progressions of the St. Matthew are consecrated, off the wall and threw it 

out of the window into the street…With the cry: ‘Lie there, you dirty Jew!”  

 

 

“I adopted it as my view,” he wrote, “that the Christian doctrine and the way of life it had given to the 

people was the basic cause of the whole evil, and that it served solely as a means for obtaining the Jew 

the mastery of the world, which had been granted to him by Jehovah…For instance, the Diktat of 

Versailles was signed on June 28, 1919, the fifth anniversary of the assassination of the archducal pair at 

Sarajevo. At the time I did not suspect the parallelism of the dates, nor have any idea that cabalistic 

beliefs had determined them. Even less did I realize that the murder of the archducal pair had long been 

planned by the world brotherhood of the Freemasons, in order to unleash in the Jehovah year 1914 the 

World War which had been decided upon by the Grand-Orient Lodge of France at Paris and furthered by 

Rome.“  

--General Erich Ludendorff  

He was uplifted by these revelations, for they proved what he had always believed in his heart–that 

Germany had not lost the war in fair battle, but had been defeated by international Jewry, Freemasonry, 

and the conspiracies of the Church of Rome.  

--From the book ‘The Reich Marshal: A Biography of Hermann Goering by Leonard Mosley © 1974  

 

 

 

“If the Catholic Christian is convinced that the Pope is infallible in all religious and ethical matters, so we 

National Socialists declare with the same ardent conviction that for us too, the Führer is absolutely 

infallible in all political and other matters.”  
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---Hermann Göring  

The Face of the Third Reich: Portraits of the Nazi Leadership by Joachim C. Fest © 1970; Translated from 

the German by Michael Bullock, Page 114  

 

 

 

The following was taken from the book: "The Third Reich in Power" by Richard J. Evans © 2005  

 

“In his Easter message, written on 19 March, 1935, Clemens von Galen, the Bishop of Münster, launched 

a fierce attack on Rosenberg's book. ‘There are heathens again in Germany,’ he noted in alarm, and he 

criticized Rosenberg’s idea of the racial soul.” “Galen wrote personally to Hitler complaining about 

attacks on the clergy by leading Nazis such as Baldur von Schirach. Compromise was clearly not in the 

air. Tightening the screws on the Church, Himmler and the Gestapo now began to introduce tougher 

measures against Catholic lay organizations and institutions, limiting public meetings, censoring the 

remaining Catholic newspapers and magazines and banning particular issues, and putting proven Nazis 

into editorial positions in the Catholic press.”  

 

“On 4 November, the [Regional Educational] Minister made matters far worse by banning the religious 

consecration of new school buildings and ordering the removal of religious symbols such as crucifixes 

(and, for that matter, portraits of Luther) from all state, municipal, and parish buildings, including 

schools.”  

 

“Already since even before the Concordat had been ratified, Cardinal Pacelli, the Vatican Secretary of 

State in Rome, had been sending a steady stream of lengthy and circumstantially detailed complaints to 

the German government about such violations, listing hundreds of cases in which the brownshirts had 

closed down Catholic lay organizations, confiscated money and equipment, engaged in anti-Christian 

propaganda, banned Catholic publications, and much more. Catholic priests were hindered in this 

struggle, publicly branding the swastika as the ‘Devil’s Cross.’  

 

“The Reich Theatre Chamber began from 1935 onwards to ban Church-sponsored musical and also 

theatrical events, arguing that they were competing financially and ideologically with Nazi-sponsored 

concerts and plays. By 1937 it was banning Nativity plays.”  
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“After the beginning of Goebbel’s campaign against financial corruption in the Church, the tone of 

exchanges between Berlin and Rome became much sharper. Relations seemed to be plunging into open 

hostility. Church services and sermons in Germany were now, the Vatican complained, being subjected 

to constant surveillance by the authorities…” “Matters came to a head when, alarmed at the escalating 

conflict, a delegation of senior German Bishops and Cardinals, including Bertram, Faulhaber, and Galen, 

went to Rome in January 1937 to denounce the Nazis for violating the Concordat. “  

 

“Written in German and entitled Mit brennen Sorge, ‘with burning concern’, it condemned the ‘hatred’ 

and ‘calumny’ poured on the Church by the Nazis.”  

 

“In order to undermine them, however, the Encyclical went on, the German government, was 

conducting an ‘annihilatory struggle’ against the Church:  

With measures of compulsion both visible and concealed, with intimidation, with threats of economic, 

professional, civic and other disadvantages, the doctrinal faithfulness of Catholics and in particular of 

certain classes of Catholic civil servants are being placed under a pressure that is as illegal as it is 

inhumane.”  

 

“Armed since 1936 with his new powers as Head of the German Police, Himmler now stepped up the 

campaign against the Church. Together with his deputy Reinhard Heydrich, he placed secret agents in 

Church organizations, and escalated police harassment of clerics. There was a further clamp-down on 

the diocesan press, restrictions were placed on pilgrimages and processions, even Catholic marriage 

guidance and parenthood classes were banned because they did not convey the National Socialist view 

of these things.”  

 

“By 1938 the majority of Catholic youth groups had been closed down on the grounds that they were 

assisting in the dissemination of ‘writings hostile to the state’. Catholic Action, whose leaders in 

Germany allegedly maintained communications with Prelate Kaas, the former leader of the Centre Party, 

was also banned in 1938. State subsidies for the Church were cut in Bavaria and Saxony, and 

monasteries were dissolved with their assets confiscated. House-searches and arrests of ‘political’ 

priests underwent a sharp increase, with a steady stream of well-publicized cases of ‘abuse of the pulpit’ 

brought before the court. “  

 

Reich Propaganda Minister Goebbels also played his part. After the Encyclical, he intensified the 

publicity campaign against alleged sex scandals involving Catholic priests that had already begin in the 
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middle of 1935. Fifteen monks were brought before the courts in November 1935 for offenses against 

the law on homosexuality in a home for the mentally ill in western Germany. They received severe 

prison sentences and the attention of endless column inches in the press. Other priests were soon being 

tried for alleged sexual offenses against minors in Catholic children’s homes and similar institutions. By 

May 1936 the press was reporting the trial in Koblenz of over 200 Franciscans for similar crimes.”  

 

** 

 

TRUTH BE KNOWN, "HOMOSEXUALS" WHO WERE INCARCERATED IN THE CONCENTRATION CAMPS 

WERE NOT ARRESTED FOR JUST BEING HOMOSEXUALS. THE MAJORITY WERE POLITICAL PRISONERS, 

PRIESTS, MINISTERS AND OTHER MEMBERS OF THE CHRISTIAN CLERGY WHO MOLESTED AND RAPED 

CHILDREN, SUCH AS PRIESTS PREYING UPON ALTAR BOYS. THE VATICAN ATTACKED NAZI GERMANY FOR 

THIS. UNLIKE THE COMMUNIST SOVIET UNION, THE THIRD REICH, IN TRUTH DIDN'T ATTEMPT TO 

CONTROL THE PRIVATE SEX LIVES OF GERMAN CITIZENS.  

 

** 

 

“Focusing on allegations of pederasty, the press claimed that the monasteries were ‘breeding grounds of 

a repulsive epidemic’ which had to be stamped out. By April 1937 over a thousand priests, monks and 

friars were said to be awaiting trial on such charges. “  

 

“…demanding of the Catholic Church ‘off with the mask’, more than hinting that homosexuality and 

pedophilia were epidemic in the Church as a whole, and not nearly in isolated instances.”  

 

“Particularly offensive, declared the press, was the fact that the Church stood behind the accused and 

treated them as martyrs. As more trials followed, the Propaganda Ministry built up a steady campaign to 

portray the Church as sexually corrupt and unworthy of being entrusted with the education of the 

young.”  

 

“…such things only went on in the Church, where, it was suggested, they were an inevitable by-product 

of the celibacy that was required of the priesthood by the Church. “The Catholic Church was a ‘sore on 

the healthy racial body’ that had to be removed, declared one article in the Nazi press. The campaign 

culminated in a furious speech by the Reich Propaganda Minister himself, delivered to an audience of 
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20,000 of the Party faithful, and broadcast on national radio, on 28 May 1937, denouncing Catholic 

‘corruptors and poisoners of the peoples’ soul’ and promising that ‘this sexual plague must be 

exterminated root and branch’.  

‘It is not the law of the Vatican that rules here among us’ he warned the Church, ‘but the law of the 

German people.’”  

 

“…the Nazis now launched a sustained campaign to close denominational schools and replace them with 

non-religious ‘community schools’, backed by votes from parents.”  

 

“Already beginning in 1936, Cardinal Bertram had complained directly to Hitler of the ‘unheard-of terror’ 

which was being practiced in Bavaria, Württemberg, and elsewhere. His appeal fell on deaf ears. The 

campaign continued. ‘We don’t want to let the chaplain teach us any more!’ Children were reported as 

saying by the leading Nazi daily paper on 25 May 1937 under the headline ‘Entire school class defends 

itself against sex offender in priests clothing’.”  

 

“By the summer of 1939, all denominational schools in Germany had been turned into community 

schools, and all private schools run by the Churches had been closed down, and the monks and priests 

who staffed them dismissed. Pastors and priests were prevented from teaching in primary schools in 

increasing numbers. At the same time, religious instruction classes were reduced in number. “  

 

“In similar vein, the Education Ministry drew up plans to merge or close down many of the theological 

faculties in the universities, while from 1939 theology posts in teacher training colleges that fell vacant 

were no longer filled, by order of the Education Ministry in Berlin. In a few areas, notably in 

Württemberg, where the Educational Minister Mergenthaler was strongly anti-Christian, there were 

attempts to abolish religious instruction and replace it with classes on the Nazi world-view. The regime 

did not succeed in abolishing religious education altogether by 1939, but its long-term intentions had 

become abundantly clear by this date.  

 

The power of the Catholic Church in Germany, like that of its Protestant counterpart, had been severely 

dented by 1939. It had been intimidated and harassed until it began to scale down its criticisms of the 

regime for fear that even worse might follow. Widespread threats of imprisonment, reported a local 

government official towards the end of 1937, had produced a ‘cautious restraint on the part of the 

clergy’. In some areas, the Gestapo took over the anti-Church campaign and rapidly succeeded in driving 

the Catholic Church out of public life.”  
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“From Rome, Cardinal Pacelli continued to send interminable letters of complaint to the German 

government charging it with continued violations of the Concordat. Yet, although he contemplated 

doing so in September 1937, Hitler in the end refrained from openly repudiating the Concordat. It was 

not worth the risk of arousing the hostility of the Vatican and the protests of Catholic states, particularly 

Austria, in the increasingly delicate state of international relations in the late 1930s. Privately, however, 

the Foreign Ministry made no bones about the fact that it regarded the Concordat as ‘out of date’ 

because of its provisions, particularly concerning education, were ‘fundamentally opposed to the basic 

principles of National Socialism’. It was easier to proceed piecemeal and by stealth and avoid all mention 

of the Concordat. In public, Hitler continued to call for the Church’s loyalty and to point out that it still 

received substantial 

state support. In the long run, however, he made it clear in private that it would be completely 

separated from the state, deprived of income from state taxes, and become a purely voluntary body, 

along with its Protestant equivalent. As Rosenberg declared in 1938, since young people were now 

under the control of the Hitler Youth and the Nazified educational system, the hold of the Church over 

its congregation would be broken and the Catholic and Confessing Churches would disappear from the 

life of the people in their present form. It was a sentiment from which Hitler himself did not dissent.”  

 

“Baldur von Schirach urging young people in 1934 to leave Catholic youth organizations and join the 

Hitler Youth, declared that Rosenberg’s path is the path of the German youth’. In July 1935, at the height 

of the controversy over Rosenberg’s attacks on the Churches, a speaker told a meeting of the Nazi 

Students’ League in Bernau: ‘One is either a Nazi or a committed Christian.’ Christianity, he said, 

‘promotes the dissolution of racial ties and of the national racial community…We must repudiate the 

Old and New Testaments, since for us the Nazi idea alone is decisive. For us there is only one example, 

Adolf Hitler and no one else.”  

 

“Such anti-Christian ideas were widespread in the Hitler Youth and formed an increasingly important 

part of the Party’s program for the indoctrination of the young. Children receiving lunches from the 

National Socialist welfare organization in Cologne, for example, were obliged to recite a grace before 

and after the meal which substituted the Führer’s name for God’s when thanks were given. At one 

training camp for schoolchildren in Freusberg, they were told that the Pope was a half-Jew, and that 

they had to hate the ‘Jewish, racially alien teaching of Christianity’, which was incompatible with 

National Socialism. The mother of a twelve year old Hitler Youth found the following text in his pocket 

when he came home one evening; the song was also sung in public by the Hitler Youth at the 1934 

Nuremberg Party Rally:  
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We are the jolly Hitler Youth,  

We don’t need any Christian ‘truth’  

For our Leader Adolf Hitler, our Leader  

Always our interceder.  

 

 

Whatever the Papist priests may try,  

We’re Hitler’s children until we die;  

We follow not Christ, but Horst Wessel.  

Away with incense and holy water vessel!  

 

 

As sons of our forebears from times gone by  

We march as we sing with banners held high.  

I’m not a Christian, nor a Catholic,  

I go with the SA through thin and thick.  

 

Not the cross they sang, but ‘the swastika is redemption on earth.’”  

 

“[Such propaganda] also propagated a fiercely anti-Christian ethic whose virulence and potency should 

not be underestimated.  

Watching a young Hitler Youth member enter a Munich classroom in August 1936, Friedrich Reck-

Malleczewen observed how his glance fell on the crucifix hanging behind the teacher’s desk, how in an 

instant his young and still soft face contorted in fury, how he ripped this symbol, to which the cathedrals 

of Germany, and the ringing progressions of the St. Matthew are consecrated, off the wall and threw it 

out of the window into the street…With the cry: ‘Lie there, you dirty Jew!”  
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“And there were other outspokenly anti-Christian figures within the Nazi leadership besides Schirach. 

Open paganism in the Party, championed by Erich Ludendorff in the mid-1920s, did not disappear with 

Ludendorff’s foundation of the Tannenberg League in 1925 and his expulsion from the Party two years 

later. Robert Ley, leader of the Labor Front, went even further than Rosenberg in his disdain for 

Christianity and his rejection of the Divinity of Christ, though he did not follow him down the road of 

creating a substitute religion. A more consistently paganist figure in the Nazi elite was the Party’s 

agricultural expert Richard Walther Darré, whose ideology of ‘blood and soil’ made such a powerful 

impression on Heinrich Himmler. Darré believed that the medieval Teutons had been weakened by their 

conversion to Christianity, which he claimed had been foisted on them by the effete Latins from 

Southern Europe.”  

 

“As an SS plan put it in 1937: ‘We live in the age of the final confrontation with Christianity. It is part of 

the mission of the SS to give the German people over the next fifty years the non-Christian ideological 

foundations for a way of life appropriate to their own character’.  

 

“The families of SS men were ordered by Himmler not to celebrate Christmas, but to mark Midsummer 

instead. Christianity, Himmler was to declare on 9 June 1942, was ‘the greatest of plagues’.  

 

“The Interior Ministry ruled that people leaving the Church could declare themselves to be ‘Deists’ 

(gottgläubig), and the Party decreed that office-holders could not simultaneously hold any office in the 

Catholic or Protestant Church.”  

“This process was accelerated by an escalating series of measures pushed by the energetic and strongly 

anti-Christian head of Rudolf Hess’s office, Martin Bormann, banning priests and pastors from playing a 

part in Party affairs, or even, after May 1939, from belonging to it altogether. “  

 

“It remained the case that the Nazi Party was on the way to severing all its ties with organized 

Christianity by the end of the 1930s.”  

 

“Among Catholic workers in the Ruhr, by contrast, there were reports of worries that Hitler’s success 

would lead to an even more ruthless campaign against the Church.”  

 

***** 
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From the book “The Spear of Destiny” by Trevor Ravenscroft © 1973  

 

[The capital S for ‘Satanic and Satanism are mine, out of respect for our God, the original text is in lower 

case].  

 

“Unlike Roman Catholic Priests (“Malevolent Parasites’) and Puritan Pastors (“submissive as dogs who 

sweat in embarrassment when you talk to them”), Hitler refused to accept the story of the ancient 

Hebrews as in any way of positive significance in the long history of man kind.”  

 

“There was no need as far as he was concerned to assess the value of Christianity because Nietzsche had 

already done it to a perfection in a masterful analysis of this religion “for slaves, weaklings and the 

desiccated residue of racial scum!”  

 

“Heilscher was also responsible for creating the ‘Ritual of the Stifling Air’ in which select members of the 

SS took oaths of irreversible allegiance to Satanic powers. Had the Nazis won the war, Heilscher may 

well have become High Priest of a new world religion that would have replaced the Cross with the 

Swastika.”  

 

[After the war when captured by the ‘allies’] “In full view of the guards of the condemned cells, who 

were watchful mainly for the passing of poisons through which their charges might evade the gallows, 

Wolfram von Sievers knelt in reverence whilst Heilscher incanted the words of a Black Mass, a final 

hymn to worship to the powers of evil awaiting his soul on the other side of the grave.”  

 

 

“Hitler hated Christ and felt only scorn and contempt for all Christian aims and ideals.”  

 

[Dietrich-Eckart]  

“Yet those who saw him apparently immersed in the gay social round of the Munich Bierkellers never 

guessed that behind that jovial façade of this veteran Army Officer was hidden a dedicated Satanist, the 
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supreme adept of the arts and rituals of Black Magic and the central figure in a powerful and widespread 

circle of occultists – the Thule Group.”  

 

“Eckart was on the lookout for quite another sort of pupil. He claimed to his fellow adepts in the Thule 

Group that he had personally received a kind of Satanic annunciation that he was destined to prepare 

the vessel of the Anti-Christ, the man inspired by Lucifer to conquer the world.”  

 

As Dietrich Eckart lay dying in 1923, he said, 'Follow Hitler! He will dance, but it is I who have called the 

tune. I have initiated him into the 'Secret Doctrine', opened his centers in vision and given him the 

means to communicate with the Powers. Do not mourn for me: I shall have influenced history more 

than any other German.' 

 

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

Sermon 5/16/12 Part 3: Adolf Hitler: His Quotes Regarding Christianity 

 

The following quotes were taken from "Hitler Speaks: A Series of Political Conversations With Adolf 

Hitler on His Real Aims" By Hermann Rauschning, 1st edition, 1939  

 

"Leave the hair-splitting to others. Whether it's the Old Testament or the New, or simply the sayings of 

Jesus, it's all the same old Jewish swindle. It will not make us free. A German church, a German 

Christianity is a distortion. One is either a German or a Christian. You cannot be both."  

 

"Hitler made it clear that he was not interested in an "Aryanized Christianity" or the "Aryan Jesus" myth 

promoted by Houston Stewart Chamberlain, Von Liebenfels, and certain party members. "You cannot 

make an Aryan out of Jesus, that's nonsense. What needs to be done you say? I will tell you: we must 
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prevent the churches from doing anything but, what they are doing now, that is, losing ground day by 

day. But we can hasten matters. The parsons will be made to dig their own graves." he stated."  

 

**** 

 

The following quotes were taken for the book: Hitler's Table Talk 1941-1944: His Private Conversations, 

Translated by Norman Cameron and R.H. Stevens 

Copyright © Enigma Books 2000 First published in Great Britain 

English translation copyright © 1953 by Weidenfeld and Nicolson  

 

"Fundamentally in everyone there is the feeling for this allmighty, which we call God (that is to say, the 

dominion of natural laws throughout the whole universe). The priests, who have always succeeded in 

exploiting this feeling, threaten punishments for the man who refuses to accept the creed they impose."  

 

"Bolshevism, the illegitimate child of Christianity."  

 

"The heaviest blow that ever struck humanity was the coming of Christianity. Bolshevism is Christianity's 

illegitimate child. Both are inventions of the Jew. The deliberate lie in the matter of religion was 

introduced into the world by Christianity. Bolshevism practices a lie of the same nature, when it claims 

to bring liberty to men, whereas in reality it seeks only to enslave them. In the ancient world, the 

relations between men and gods were founded on an instinctive respect. It was a world enlightened by 

the idea of tolerance. Christianity was the first creed in the world to exterminate its adversaries in the 

name of love. Its key-note is intolerance."  

 

"Without Christianity, we should not have had Islam. The Roman Empire, under Germanic influence, 

would have developed in the direction of world-domination, and humanity would not have extinguished 

fifteen centuries of civilization at a single stroke."  

 

"Let it not be said that Christianity brought man the life of the soul, for that evolution was in the natural 

order of things. The result of the collapse of the Roman Empire was a night that lasted for centuries."  
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"Christianity is a rebellion against natural law, a protest against nature. Taken to its logical extreme, 

Christianity would mean the systematic cultivation of the human failure."  

 

"Science cannot lie, for it's always striving, according to the momentary state of knowledge, to deduce 

what is true. When it makes a mistake, it does so in good faith. It's Christianity that's the liar. It's in 

perpetual conflict with itself."  

 

"The reason why the ancient world was so pure, light and serene was that it knew nothing of the two 

great scourges : the pox and Christianity."  

 

"Christianity is a prototype of Bolshevism: the mobilization by the Jew of the masses of slaves with the 

object of undermining society. Thus one understands that the healthy elements of the Roman world 

were proof against this doctrine."  

 

"Of old, it was in the name of Christianity. Today, it's in the name of Bolshevism. Yesterday, the 

instigator was Saul: the instigator to-day, Mardochai. Saul has changed into St. Paul, and Mardochai into 

Karl Marx. By exterminating this pest, we shall do humanity a service of which our soldiers can have no 

idea."  

 

"After all, it was only between the sixth and eighth centuries that Christianity was imposed on our 

peoples by princes who had an alliance of interests with the shavelings. Our peoples had previously 

succeeded in living all right without this religion. I have six divisions of SS composed of men absolutely 

indifferent in matters of religion. It doesn't prevent them from going to their deaths with serenity in 

their souls."  

 

"But Christianity is an invention of sick brains: one could imagine nothing more senseless, nor any more 

indecent way of turning the idea of the Godhead into a mockery."  

 

"Pure Christianity—the Christianity of the catacombs—is concerned with translating the Christian 

doctrine into facts. It leads quite simply to the annihilation of mankind. It is merely whole-hearted 

Bolshevism, under a tinsel of metaphysics."  
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"It was Christianity that brought about the fall of Rome—not the Germans or the Huns. What 

Bolshevism is achieving to-day on the materialist and technical level, Christianity had achieved on the 

metaphysical level."  

 

"One cannot succeed in conceiving how much cruelty, ignominy and falsehood the intrusion of 

Christianity has spelt for this world of ours."  

 

"It is Jewry that always destroys this order. It constantly provokes the revolt of the weak against the 

strong, of bestiality against intelligence, of quantity against quality. It took fourteen centuries for 

Christianity to reach the peak of savagery and stupidity. We would therefore be wrong to sin by excess 

of confidence and proclaim our definite victory over Bolshevism. The more we render the Jew incapable 

of harming us, the more we shall protect ourselves from this danger. The Jew plays in nature the role of 

a catalyzing element. A people that is rid of its Jews returns spontaneously to the natural order."  

 

"Christianity is the worst of the regressions that mankind can ever have undergone, and it's the Jew 

who, thanks to this diabolic invention, has thrown him back fifteen centuries. The only thing that would 

be still worse would be victory for the Jew through Bolshevism. If Bolshevism triumphed, mankind 

would lose the gift of laughter and joy. It would become merely a shapeless mass, doomed to grayness 

and despair."  

 

"The priests of antiquity were closer to nature, and they sought modestly for the meaning of things. 

Instead of that, Christianity promulgates its inconsistent dogmas and imposes them by force. Such a 

religion carries within it intolerance and persecution. It's the bloodiest conceivable."  

 

"The same thing is happening to music as is happening to beauty in a world dominated by the 

shavelings—the Christian religion is an enemy to beauty."  

 

"I shall never come personally to terms with the Christian lie."  

 

Our epoch will certainly see the end of the disease of Christianity.  
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"This terrorism in religion is the product, to put it briefly, of a Jewish dogma, which Christianity has 

universalized and whose effect is to sow trouble and confusion in men's minds. It's obvious that, in the 

realm of belief, terrorist teachings have no other object but to distract men from their natural optimism 

and to develop in them the instinct of cowardice." 

 

"As far as we are concerned, we've succeeded in chasing the Jews from our midst and excluding 

Christianity from our political life. 

If nowadays we do not find the same splendid pride of race which distinguished the Grecian and Roman 

eras, it is because in the fourth century these Jewish-Christians systematically destroyed all the 

monuments of these ancient civilizations. It was they, too, who destroyed the library at Alexandria."  

 

"The religion fabricated by Paul of Tarsus, which was later called Christianity, is nothing but the 

Communism of today."  

Bormann intervened. "Jewish methods, he said, have never varied in their essentials. Everywhere they 

have stirred up the plebs against the ruling classes. Everywhere they have fostered discontent against 

the established power. For these are the seeds which produce the crop they hope later to gather. 

Everywhere they fan the flames of hatred between peoples of the same blood. It is they who invented 

class-warfare, and the repudiation of this theory must therefore always be an anti-Jewish measure. In 

the same way, any doctrine which is anti-Communist, any doctrine which is anti-Christian must, ipso 

facto, be anti-Jewish as well. The National Socialist doctrine is therefore anti-Jewish in excelsis, for it is 

both anti-Communist and anti-Christian. National Socialism is solid to the core, and the whole of its 

strength is concentrated against the Jews, even in matters which appear to have a purely social aspect 

and are designed for the furtherance of the 

social amenities of our own people."  

 

The Fuehrer concluded:  

"Burgdorff has just given me a paper which deals with the relationship between Communism and 

Christianity. It is comforting to see how, even in these days, the fatal relationship between the two is 

daily becoming clearer to the human intelligence."  

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Sermon 5/16/12 Part 4: Josef Goebbels on Christianity 

 

Josef Goebbels on Christianity 

 

The following reveals that not only were all of the top Third Reich Leaders strongly anti-Christian, but 

that they also rejected Christian 'morals.'  

 

The following quotes were taken from:  

The Goebbels Diaries,  

Edited and translated by Louis P. Lochner  

© 1971 by Universal-Award House, Inc.; 1948 by Doubleday & Company; Garden City NY.  

 

“Goebbels also reveals himself as violently opposed to the Christian churches. He makes it clear, he 

plans to deal with the churches after the war and reduce them to impotence.”  

* Editors insertion, Page ix  

 

“Reichsleiter Martin Bormann became Rudolf Hess’s successor as Hitler’s deputy in party matters after 

Hess's sensational flight to England in 1941. He proved to be one of the most radical and 

uncompromising Nazis, filled with a hated for the Church.”  

Page 99  

 

“American Newspapers claim that Stalin has been preordained to save Christianity.”  

Page 108  

 

Roosevelt has thought up a new Christian propaganda for the Easter holidays. He compares the road of 

the vanquished peoples of Europe to the road to Golgotha, and claims that he of all people has been 

divinely ordained to protect Christianity against neo-paganism–this, of course, with the aid of the 

exceptionally Christian Soviets, who have distinguished themselves in the past by their religious 

fanaticism!”  
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Page 182  

 

NOTE* 

Communism is not anti-Christian, as is commonly believed. 80 million Bibles printed in China - and 

counting Link to article from 'Christianity Today.  

 

“On the one hand it can’t be denied that certain measures of the Party, especially the decree abut 

crucifixes, have made it altogether too easy for the bishops to rant against the state.” [The Nazis insisted 

upon the removal of crucifixes from schools and hospitals] Editors insert  

“Göring, too…his whole attitude toward the Christian Churches toward the Christian denominations I 

quite open and above board. He sees through them, and has no intention whatever of taking them 

under his protection.”  

Page 163, 164  

 

“It’s a dirty, low thing for the Catholic Church to continue its subversive activity in every way possible… 

Next to the Jews these politico-divines [politisierenden pfaffen] are about the most loathsome riffraff 

that we are still sheltering in the Reich. The time will come after the war for an over-all solution of this 

problem.”  

Page 168  

 

“Prostitution in Berlin is causing us many a headache these days. During a raid we found that 15 percent 

of all women arrested had VD, most of them even syphilis. We must certainly do something now about 

it. In the long run we cannot possibly avoid setting up a ‘red-light district’ in the Reich capital similar to 

those in Hamburg, Nuremburg, and other large cities. You simply cannot organize and administer a city 

of four millions in accordance with conceptions of bourgeois morals.”  

Page 189  

 

“The Führer spoke very derogatorily abut the arrogance of the higher and lower clergy. The insanity of 

the Christian doctrine of redemption really doesn’t fit at all into our time. The Führer cited a number of 

exceptionally drastic and in part even grotesque examples. Whereas the most learned and wisest 

scientists struggle for a whole lifetime to study but one of the mysterious laws of nature, a little country 
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priest from Bavaria is in a position to decide this matter on the basis of his religious knowledge. One can 

regard such a disgusting performance only with disdain.”  

Page 421  

 

“The Catholic clergy is collaborating with the enemies of our country in a truly treasonable manner. I 

could burst with rage when I think that we cannot possibly call the guilty ones to account now. We shall 

save our vengeance until later.”  

Page 429  

 

A number of Catholic and Protestant ministers have been sentenced to death. They had offended the 

German armed forces in a most cowardly manner. I proposed to the Führer that the verdicts, together 

with the opinion of the court, be published.”  

Page 544  

 

 

The following quotes were taken from: Sex and Society in Nazi Germany by Hans Peter Bleuel © 1972, 

1973  

Translated from the German by J. Maxwell Brownjohn ‘Das saubere Reich’  

Published in England under the title ‘Strength through Joy’ November 1973  

 

"Goebbels once poked fun at the antediluvian moral concepts of the reactionaries and the tractarian 

spirit of their priggish bedfellows. Hitler seized the cue and whipped himself into one of his furious 

tirades: ‘I abominate prudishness and moral prying…What has it to do with our struggle? These are 

outworn notions of reactionary old women like Hugenberg, who can only visualize national rejuvenation 

in terms of virtuous customs and austerity. ‘League of Virtue’ and ‘Christian-German Table-

Companions’, ‘replacing the material losses of the nation with spiritual gains’– and all the rest of that 

tawdry patriotic mumbo-jumbo. Our uprising has nothing to do with bourgeois virtues. We are an 

uprising born of our nation’s strength–the strength of its loins as well, if you like. I won’t be a spoilsport 

to any of my men. If I demand the utmost of them, I must also permit them to let off steam as they 

please, not as it suits a lot of 

elderly church-hens. My lads are no angels.  
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Pages 5 - 6  

 

“By publishing this attack in Der Angriff, the press organ of his own Berlin Gau, Goebbels made himself a 

champion of progressive sexual morality and the scourge of ‘unnatural people’ whose moral concepts 

might, in a pinch, govern ‘community life in a nunnery’ but were utterly out of place in a ‘modern 

civilized State.’ Every inch the enlightened revolutionary, he poured scorn on the moral snoopers who 

could have liked nothing better than to set up ‘chastity committees’ in town and country and transform 

the new Germany into a wilderness of carping and hypocrisy. Characterizing this behavior as 

Bettschnüffelei [bed-sniffing], he went on to accuse those who claimed a lien on morality– ‘the under-

endowed’ whose aim it was to supervise the sex-life of Müller and Schulze [Smith and Jones] as well as 

the morally harmful activities of dancers and stage stars–of contemptible hypocrisy and specious 

prudishness. No self-respecting 

German woman should venture forth unescorted, smoke, drink, dress up or wear her hair bobbed: these 

were rules of decorum advocated b y mean-minded bigots and arrogant arbiters of morality.”  

 

“Wasn’t National Socialism on the side of life, and didn’t it aim to infect the nation with optimism and 

joie de vivre?”  

 

“This is why we give the worker too, a chance to dress festively on festive occasions. This is why we 

purvey strength through joy. And this is why we brush aside the agents of prudish hypocrisy and refuse 

to let them spoil, with their everlasting and spiteful pedantries, the pleasures that are so essential a 

counterpart to the troubles, cares, and privations of mundane existence for a decent nation which has 

every reason to draw strength for its arduous fight for survival from ever renewed and deliberate 

affirmation of life.”  

Pages 101-103  

 

 

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Sermon 5/16/12 Part 5: Reinhard Heydrich and his Work to Destroy Christianity 

 

Reinhard Heydrich and his Work to Destroy Christianity 

 

This explains how the 'Vatican' helped many of the SS get set up with new identities and places to live 

such as in South America, after the war. The Nazis infiltrated the Vatican as clergy to destroy it from the 

inside, and they were planning on working to destroy the Protestant Churches, but the war disrupted 

everything.  

 

Here is a quote:  

"The ultimate aim of the SS went beyond the eradication of political Catholicism to the destruction of 

the Church itself as a centre of power and moral authority. Heydrich attempted to discredit the clergy by 

engineering a number of trials based on accusations of currency smuggling and sexual misconduct by 

priests and nuns which were given wide publicity in the SS journal, Das Schwartze Korps."  

[It doesn't take much imagination to figure out the 'sexual misconduct' which has always been the 

pedophilia- molesting and raping of children].  

 

More...  

"He later developed a more elaborate plan to speed the decline and disintegration of organised religion. 

According to SD agent Wilhelm Hoettl, Heydrich intended to disrupt the Church from the inside by 

sending his own men to the theological seminaries for training as priests."  

 

"A similar scheme was to be directed against the Protestant Churches."  

 

"Hitler decided to postpone a final reckoning with Christianity until after the war."  

 

The above quotes were taken from the book:  

"The Killing of SS Obergruppenfuhrer Reinhard Heydrich" by Callum Macdonald.  
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“No less characteristic was his [Reinhard Heydrich] plan for destroying the churches: to send young, 

unshakably fanatical National Socialists into the seminaries for priests in order to begin their work on 

sedition from within.”  

The Face of the Third Reich: Portraits of the Nazi Leadership by Joachim C. Fest © 1970; Translated from 

the German by Michael Bullock, Page 159  

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

House Passes Stealth Legislation 

 

House Passes Stealth Legislation 

 

http://original.antiwar.com/giraldi/2012/05/16/house-passes-stealth-legislation/ 

by Philip Giraldi, May 17, 2012  

Print This | Share This Go to Google and type in "H.R. 4133." You will discover that, apart from a handful 

of blogs and alternative news sites, not a single mainstream medium has reported the story of a 

congressional bill that might well have major impact on the conduct of United States foreign policy. H.R. 

4133, the United States-Israel Enhanced Security Cooperation Act of 2012, was introduced into the 

House of Representatives of the 112th Congress on March 5 "to express the sense of Congress regarding 

the United States-Israel strategic relationship, to direct the president to submit to Congress reports on 

United States actions to enhance this relationship and to assist in the defense of Israel, and for other 

purposes." The American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC) reportedly helped draft the bill, and its 

co-sponsors include Republicans Eric Cantor and Ileana Ros-Lehtinen and Democrats Howard Berman 

and Steny Hoyer. Hoyer is the Democratic whip in the House of Representatives, where Cantor is 

majority leader. Ros-Lehtinen heads the Foreign Affairs Committee.  

 

The House bill basically provides Israel with a blank check drawn on the U.S. taxpayer to maintain its 

"qualitative military edge" over all of its neighbors combined. It requires the White House to prepare an 
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annual report on how that superiority is being maintained. The resolution passed on May 9 by a vote of 

411–2 on a "suspension of the rules," which is intended for non-controversial legislation requiring little 

debate and a quick vote. 

 

A number of congressmen spoke on the bill, affirming their undying dedication to the cause of Israel. 

Rep. Ron Paul of Texas was the only one who spoke out against it, describing it as "one-sided and 

counterproductive foreign policy legislation. This bill's real intent seems to be more saber-rattling 

against Iran and Syria." Paul also observed that "this bill states that it is the policy of the United States to 

`reaffirm the enduring commitment of the United States to the security of the State of Israel as a Jewish 

state.' However, according to our Constitution, the policy of the United States government should be to 

protect the security of the United States, not to guarantee the religious, ethnic, or cultural composition 

of a foreign country." Paul voted "no" and was joined by only one other representative, John Dingell of 

Michigan, who represents a large Muslim constituency. 

 

It is interesting to note what exactly the bill pledges the American people to do on behalf of Israel. It 

obligates the United States to veto resolutions critical of Israel, to provide such military support "as is 

necessary," to pay for the building of an anti-missile system, to provide advanced "defense" equipment 

(including refueling tankers, which are offensive), to give Israel special munitions (i.e., bunker-busters, 

which are also offensive), to forward deploy more U.S. military equipment to Israel, to offer the Israeli 

air force more training and facilities in the U.S., to increase security- and advanced-technology-program 

cooperation, and to extend loan guarantees and expand intelligence-sharing (including highly sensitive 

satellite imagery). Actually, there's even more included, and I may have missed the kitchen sink. But the 

objective is to provide Israel with the resources to attack Iran, if it chooses to do so, while tying the U.S. 

and Israel so closely together that whatever Benjamin Netanyahu does, the U.S. "will always be there," 

as our president has so aptly put it.  

 

But the scariest bit of the bill is its call for "an expanded role for Israel within the North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization (NATO), including an enhanced presence at NATO headquarters and exercises." If Israel 

becomes part of NATO, which is clearly Congress's intent, the U.S. and other members will be obligated 

to come to the aid of a nation that is expanding its borders and is currently engaged in hostilities with 

three of its neighbors. Israel has also initiated a series of regional wars. Whether NATO membership for 

Israel would benefit anyone is questionable, but it is something the neocons have been seeking for 

years, to turn Israel's wars into a new crusade against the Muslim world. 

 

And then there is the congressional propensity to conceal additional spending in legislation that is 

normally passed without a great deal of debate. It is perhaps no coincidence that on May 7 the 
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Republican spokesman, the redoubtable Howard "Buck" McKeon, chairman of the Armed Services 

Committee, released his party's proposal for increased defense spending (yes, increased) for 2013. 

McKeon, who has never served in the military and who was holds a bachelor of science degree in animal 

husbandry from Brigham Young University, is an uber-hawk who relies heavily on campaign 

contributions from the defense industry. Perhaps "Buck" should consider changing his sobriquet to 

"Warbucks," but as he probably lacks a sense of humor, it would be wasted on him.  

 

Included in the proposed defense bill is a cool $1 billion for Israel to upgrade its missile defenses. Money 

for Israel inserted in the U.S. defense budget suggests that Congress believes that defense of the U.S. 

and defense of Israel are pretty much conjoined at the hip. That's on top of the $3 billion Tel Aviv 

already receives and the numerous defense co-production programs that it benefits from, which will 

clearly be expanded if 4133 is any indication. The media predictably underreported the largesse for 

Israel with a couple of lines hidden away in a story in The Washington Post about overall defense 

spending. 

 

Many who follow the issue have known for some time that Congress, generally speaking, will 

unhesitatingly do anything to benefit Israel and its supporters, be damned the consequences for the rest 

of us. That they do it without any public scrutiny is unforgivable and is as much the fault of the media as 

it is of the devious ways of America's legislature. If Congress wants to give Israel the type of guarantees 

that would require Washington to support Tel Aviv's foreign and security policy, there should be a free 

and open debate with the American people understanding clearly what such a commitment means in 

terms of costs and consequences, not a "suspension of rules" stealth legislative package. If Buck McKeon 

and his friends on the House Armed Services Committee want to give Israel a billion dollars and actually 

believe it serves the U.S. national interest, why do they hide it in a procurement bill for the defense of 

the United States? If historians 100 years from now seek to explain how a great power committed 

seemingly intentional national suicide, they will have to look no further than the voting record of the 

U.S. Congress...... 

 

 

But the scariest bit of the bill is its call for "an expanded role for Israel within the North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization (NATO), including an enhanced presence at NATO headquarters and exercises." If Israel 

becomes part of NATO, which is clearly Congress's intent, the U.S. and other members will be obligated 

to come to the aid of a nation that is expanding its borders and is currently engaged in hostilities with 

three of its neighbors. Israel has also initiated a series of regional wars. Whether NATO membership for 

Israel would benefit anyone is questionable, but it is something the neocons have been seeking for 

years, to turn Israel's wars into a new crusade against the Muslim world...... 
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Included in the proposed defense bill is a cool $1 billion for Israel to upgrade its missile defenses. Money 

for Israel inserted in the U.S. defense budget suggests that Congress believes that defense of the U.S. 

and defense of Israel are pretty much conjoined at the hip. That's on top of the $3 billion Tel Aviv 

already receives and the numerous defense co-production programs that it benefits from, which will 

clearly be expanded if 4133 is any indication. The media predictably underreported the largesse for 

Israel with a couple of lines hidden away in a story in The Washington Post about overall defense 

spending. 

 

Many who follow the issue have known for some time that Congress, generally speaking, will 

unhesitatingly do anything to benefit Israel and its supporters, be damned the consequences for the rest 

of us. That they do it without any public scrutiny is unforgivable and is as much the fault of the media as 

it is of the devious ways of America's legislature. If Congress wants to give Israel the type of guarantees 

that would require Washington to support Tel Aviv's foreign and security policy, there should be a free 

and open debate with the American people understanding clearly what such a commitment means in 

terms of costs and consequences, not a "suspension of rules" stealth legislative package. If Buck McKeon 

and his friends on the House Armed Services Committee want to give Israel a billion dollars and actually 

believe it serves the U.S. national interest, why do they hide it in a procurement bill for the defense of 

the United States? If historians 100 years from now seek to explain how a great power committed 

seemingly intentional national suicide, they will have to look no further than the voting record of the 

U.S. Congress. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

VATICAN CONTINUES TO CRUMBLE UNDER ONE SCANDAL AFTER ANOTHER 

 

http://news.yahoo.com/vatican-faces-widening-leaks-scandal-182537865.html 

VATICAN CITY (Reuters) - The Vatican faces a widening scandal that in one short week has seen Pope 

Benedict's butler arrested, the president of its bank unceremoniously dismissed and the publication of a 

new book alleging conspiracies among cardinals. 

It was a poisonous Pentecost Sunday for the pope, who likely had the tumultuous events of the past 

week on his mind as he celebrated a mass in St Peter's Basilica on the day regarded as the birthday of 

the Church. 
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On Saturday his personal butler, Paolo Gabriele, 46, was formally charged with stealing confidential 

papal documents in the scandal that has come to be known as "Vatileaks". Some of the documents 

allege cronyism and corruption in contracts with Italian companies. 

One prominent cardinal, illustrating the growing emotion of the debate in Vatican circles, wrote in an 

Italian newspaper that the pope had been betrayed just as Jesus was betrayed 2,000 years ago. 

The scandal, which has been brewing for months, has hit the very heart of the Roman Catholic Church. 

Gabriele - now known in Vatican statements as "the defendant" - was until Wednesday night the quiet 

man who served the pope's meals, helped him dress and held his umbrella on rainy days. 

The pope made no reference during his two public appearances on Sunday to the scandal or the arrest, 

which aides said had "saddened and pained" him. 

"I feel very sad for the pope. This whole thing is such a disservice to the Church," Carl Anderson, head of 

the Knights of Columbus charity group who is also a member of the board of the Vatican bank, told 

Reuters. 

The night before the Vatican announced an arrest as part of its investigation of the leaks, it was rocked 

by the sudden ouster of the president of its bank, formally known as the Institute for Works of Religion 

(IOR). 

Anderson, among those who voted no-confidence in Italian Ettore Gotti Tedeschi, said in a telephone 

interview with Reuters that the president was sacked because of "a fundamental failure to perform his 

basic responsibilities". 

BANK TRANSPARENCY 

Anderson rejected accusations by Gotti Tedeschi that he had been ousted because he wanted the bank 

to be more transparent. 

"Categorically, this action by the board had nothing to do with his promotion of transparency," 

Anderson said. "In Fact, he was becoming an obstacle to greater transparency by his inability to work 

senior management," Anderson said. 

Anderson said the Vatican is still aiming to make the OECD's "white list" of states with financial 

transparency and other Vatican sources have pointed to the president's very public ouster as an 

example of the drive for transparency. 

A memorandum of the meeting that ousted Gotti Tedeschi and obtained by Reuters said he had shown 

"progressively erratic personal behavior" and failed to defend the bank "in the face of inaccurate media 

reports". 

Gotti Tedeschi's ouster was significant in internal Vatican politics because it was another blow to the 

prestige of Vatican Secretary of State Cardinal Tarcisio Bertone, the pope's right-hand man, who was 

instrumental in bringing the Italian in from Spain's Banco Santander to run the IOR in 2009. 
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Earlier last week saw the publication of "His Holiness," a new book by Italian journalist Gianluigi Nuzzi, 

who was first leaked some of the documents in January and aired them on a television show. 

He says he was given the material by people loyal to the Church who wanted to expose corruption and 

that he did not pay anything for the documents. 

After the events of last week, the atmosphere in the walled city-state was glum on Sunday. Vatican 

sources said they could not rule out more arrests, particularly if Gabriele named any accomplices. 

The leaks scandal prompted one prominent Churchman, Cardinal Carlo Maria Martini, the former 

archbishop of Milan and himself once a candidate for the papacy, to appeal to Church leaders "to 

urgently win back the trust of the faithful". 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^> 

PERSONAL BETRAYAL OR BIGGER PLOT? 

Martini, writing in an Italian newspaper, said the pope had been "betrayed" just as Jesus was betrayed 

2,000 years ago, and that the Church would have to emerge from the latest scandal cleaner and 

stronger. 

Still, few believed that Gabriele, a shy and private man, could have acted on his own and some said he 

may have been an unwitting pawn in a Vatican power struggle. 

"Either he lost his mind or this is a trap," a friend of Gabriele's in the Vatican told the newspaper La 

Stampa. 

"Whoever convinced him to do this is even more guilty because he manipulated a simple person." 

While news of Gabriele's arrest has filled pages and pages of newspapers in Italy and beyond, the 

Vatican's own newspaper, L'Osservatore Romano, has ignored the story. 

Some say this may be because the paper itself has been an instrument in a power struggle involving 

reciprocal mud-slinging between allies and enemies of Cardinal Bertone. 

"This is a strategy of tension, an orgy of vendettas and pre-emptive vendettas that has now spun out of 

the control of those who thought they could orchestrate it," Church historian Alberto Melloni wrote in 

the Corriere della Sera newspaper. 

The leaked documents included letters by an archbishop who was transferred to Washington after 

blowing the whistle on what he saw as a web of corruption and cronyism, a memo that put a number of 

cardinals in a bad light, and documents alleging internal conflicts about the Vatican bank. 

(Reporting By Philip Pullella; Editing by Ralph Boulton) 
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Most of you will already have seen this in the news. The vatican is undergoing yet another scandal 

investigation after more top secret documents have been leaked. They are losing their legitimacy before 

the eyes of the world at a rapid rate. We must continue to facilitate this!  

 

As for those deluded fools who do realise the falsity of the vatican yet still cling to xianity, their days are 

numbered. Soon this entire jewish run program will be exposed entirely before the eyes of the Gentile 

World and our People will wake up to the Truth of Satan. We must work towards this and continue to 

educate our People by every legal means possible. The enemy is falling. Their pillars are crumbling and 

they are losing their foundations. 

 

"The scandal, which has been brewing for months, has hit the very heart of the Roman Catholic Church." 

–And remember, the catholic church is the father of all of the xian sects, no matter how hard xians try to 

deny that.  

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/ 

 

Each and every single one of us is a Warrior of Satan, and each and every single one of us should be 

doing our part in this War!  

 

HAIL FATHER SATAN!! 

Hail Beelzebub!! 

Hail Lilith!! 

 

Heil Hitler!! 

Heil Heinrich Himmler!! 

 

-High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

 

http://www.ageofsatan.co.cc 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 
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Joy of Satan Ministries 

 

 

Adolf Hitler: Man Of Peace 

 

Adolf Hitler: Man Of Peace 

 

"This war thrusts us years back in our constructive work. It is deplorable. I have not indeed become the 

Chancellor of the Greater German Reich in order to conduct war!" 

-Adolf Hitler 1940  

 

If Hitler was the monster the Jews lie and say he was, he might have won the war. Hitler showed mercy 

on the entire British Army at Dunkirk and personally ordered his generals to stop the attack and allow 

the English to leave. Hitler spared his enemies where he could have killed them all. Previous and still, 

Hitler had worked around the clock to obtain peace with England. Many Gentiles in England including 

members of the Royal family and even the famed T. E. Laurence of "Arabia" himself was a pro-Nazi. 

Laurence was murdered on his way to an important meeting to help bring a peace treaty with Germany 

before the war.  

 

Rudolf Hess also made a fateful mission to Britain in 1941 to meet with the Pro-Peace members of the 

English Nobility and Government and bring Peace between the two Nations, where he was captured by 

the kosher Churchill's secret police and spent the rest of his life in a solitary prison cell:  

 

"Hess was a prominent figure in Nazi Germany, acting as Adolf Hitler's deputy in the Nazi Party. On the 

eve of war with the Soviet Union, he flew to Scotland in an attempt to negotiate peace, but was 

arrested. He was tried at Nuremberg and sentenced to life in prison where he died [was murdered] in 

1987."  

"My coming to England in this way is, as I realize, so unusual that nobody will easily understand it. I was 

confronted by a very hard decision. I do not think I could have arrived at my final choice unless I had 
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continually kept before my eyes the vision of an endless line of children's coffins with weeping mothers 

behind them, both English and German, and another line of coffins of mothers with mourning children." 

 

-Rudolf Hess Statement of 10 June 1941, as quoted in Rudolf Hess: Prisoner of Peace (1982) by Ilse Hess 

(his wife).  

"I was suspicious for several reasons... after all, Hess who had been held in Spandau for almost 30 years 

was by then 93-years-old and fragile. I doubted he had the strength to kill himself with a cord which was 

not attached at both ends to anything." 

 

- Lt. Col. Eugene K. Bird on the death of Hess, to a Deutsche Presse-Agentur reporter, as quoted in 

"Former governor of Spandau Prison dies in Berlin" in Expatica (7 November 2005)  

Hess was murdered by the Jews to "tie up loose ends" and remove anyone who might still be alive to tell 

the truth.  

And of course the Holohoax is a lie: http://www.holocaustdenialvideos.com/  

Cole in Auschwitz 1 of 7  

 

Even a JEW admits and proves the "holocaust" is a LIE!  

 

Hitler also forbade the use of chemical weapons and did not allow the creation of nuclear weapons as 

he was disgusted and aghast at such a thing. Hitler was a combat soldier at the front [highly decorated 

for bravery] for the entire Great War and knew first hand what such Jewish [the creator of Gas weapons 

was a Jewish chemist] created weapons were like. He like millions of men experienced being wounded 

by such weapons. The creators of Atomic weapons and war was a Jew named Oppenheimer and his 

fellow Jews were behind getting it built and used. Japan was already going to surrender to the Allies, so 

there was no need to use Atomic weapons on them. It was Talmudic hated for Gentiles, nothing more. It 

was Jewish dominated politicking in America that had forced Japan into war on purpose in the first place 

by placing embargo's on Japan that would have left Japan impoverished and starving. The Jews 

committed a real holocaust on Japan because they also wanted to test their new Atomic weapons on a 

real Goyim population.  

 

The reason America came into the War was by that time the Jewish elite were in control of its vital 

networks and so did everything to push America into the War. Under crypto-Jew Roosevelt [of Dutch-

Jewish ancestry ] and his staff with reads like a synagogue list. Roosevelt in a telegram to the French 
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Premier Reynaud on June 15 1940. Promised to double American aid to France on the condition it 

continue the war against Germany. In December 19 1339 an American warship the Tuscaloosa 

maneuvered a German passenger vessel the Columbus in to the hands of the British navy while in the 

security zone. Of which was scuttled by the Germans. In January 1940 the American warship Treton in 

violation of internal law reported the movements of the German merchant ships Arauca, LaPlata and 

Wangoi to enemy naval forces. On June 27 1940 Roosevelt announced a limitation on the free 

movement of foreign merchant [Axis] vessels in American ports which is also in violation of internal law. 

In November of the same year Roosevelt allows for American warships to chase the German merchant 

ships Phrygia, Idarwald and Rhein. Which ended in all three ships scuttling themselves to avoid capture. 

This and its identical acts are all acts of provoked war against Germany. Helping enemy nations to attack 

their ships and citizens. 

 

Roosevelt also sent the OSS Chief colonel Donovan to start uprisings against Germany and Italy in Sofia 

and Belgrade. 

Roosevelt then permitted American citizens to join the RAF while also openly training RAF personal in 

America. In September of 1940 Roosevelt transferred fifty American destroyers to the British navy. In 

March 1941 Roosevelt imposed the Lend-Lease Act on America Which meant as President he could 

official furnish as much aid as he wanted to [at the tax payers expense] that he felt it was in American's 

interest to defend such as the Soviet Jewion. This aid was the major reason the Red Beast was able to 

survive in the early part of the Eastern war. 

 

Roosevelt had also worked to block other nations from making peace or having any peaceful relations 

with Germany. Using economic policy as weapon against them. In 1940 he froze all Norwegian and 

Danish assets. Despite the fact Germany had not nor had the plan the loot or dictate financial policy to 

either nation. Later Belgian assets in America where also frozen [frozen=stolen] with Roosevelt 

recognizing nonsense panels of exiles from such nations as governments in exile. An act of blatant 

hostility towards Axis Europe. Roosevelt's actions from even before the war showed he committed to 

warfare on any level against the National Socialist Nation in Europe.  

 

On April 13 1941 American ships where permitted to pass freely thought the Red Sea to supply British 

armies fighting in the Middle East. In March of the same year the Americans started to openly confiscate 

all German ships they could. While treating German citizens once again in violation of international law 

like prisoners. In another indictment two German officers that escaped from Canadian custody and fled 

to America. Where in violation of internal law return chained back into Canada which was at war with 

Germany. At the same time American naval ships started to increase patrols in the Western Atlantic 

reporting to the British navy on any observations. On Axis ships military or civilian. While repairing 

British naval ship in US ports. In May Norwegian vessels working for the British where openly armed and 
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repaired in American ports. In violation of internal law. In June America troops arrived in Greenland to 

start building military air bases. Then on the 9th on the same month was a report from the British that 

Roosevelt had ordered an American warship to openly attack a German submarine off Greenland. Then 

German assets in violation of internal law in the same month in America where official frozen. Around 

the same time Roosevelt orders the recall of the German consuls and calls for the closing of the German 

press agency "Transocean" the German library of information in New York as well as the German 

national rail office [Reichbahn]. 

 

In July of 1941 American armed forces under Roosevelt orders occupy Greenland which is in an area of 

German military operations. In a hope to force Germany into a war with America and attempt to 

influence the outcome of German U-boat operations. Against Germanys favor. As part of this on July 

10th 1941 America Navy Secretary Frank Knox orders that all American warships are officially ordered to 

fire on all Axis vessels. That is another announcement of open war on Germany by the American 

government. On September of that year the US Warship Greer joins with British warships to attack 

German submarines in the Atlantic. Soon after a German submarine identifies American warships acting 

as open military escorts for British convoys. 

 

Roosevelt openly admits in a speech given on September 11 1941 he had personally given the order for 

American warships to fire on all Axis vessels and repeatedly given the order. On the 29th of the same 

month American warship patrols attack a German submarine off Greenland. On October the 17th the 

American warship Keanry acting on this order attacks another German submarine. Then in November of 

the same year American warships in violation of international law, capture the German ship Odenwald 

take it to an American port and imprison the crew.  

 

The American Government and its Jewish controllers had already declared war on Germany privately for 

years. The same methods where used against Japan to force them into a war as well. It's no secret fact 

anymore the US government knew about Pearl Harbor months in advance and did nothing. As they 

wanted a official reason to do what they had been doing all along.  

 

 

Poland And More Jewish Hate 

 

The same Jews placed international embargo's on Germany during the 1930's- see Judea Declares War 

on Germany/Freedman confessions: would have left 1/3rd of the German people in starvation. Even 
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then Germany did not go to war until Hitler had no choice to invade Poland to stop the genocide of the 

ethnic German populace which had killed around 20,000 to 50,000 innocent people by Jewish-created 

and backed Haitian-style murder squads. And that was after Hitler had warned Poland to stop it and 

appealed to the League of Nations, the UN of the day, to do something. The Broomberg massacre was 

the final draw. Thousands of Germans were massacred, literally Rwandan style.  

Hitler's invasion of Poland was done to end the genocide of thousands of innocent people by force, as 

appeals to reason and compassion had failed. Churchill, the Jew puppet and who's mother was a Jewess 

as even reported by the Jerusalem Post, and from 1936 was being funded by a group of mainly Jewish 

bankers, former politicians and industrialists called "The Focus Group" and was given a huge amount of 

money by the Jewish Chairman of the Shell company in July of that year. He made a deal with the Pole 

government behind the door. They were to force Germany into attacking by any means and then 

England and France could declare war and look like the morally righteous side. This was to open a two 

front war between Poland in the East, and France, and England in the West, which was to defeat 

Germany, as the Polish Army alone out-numbered the German one. Key areas of Polish society had no 

doubt been subverted by Jewry as well by this point.  

 

"Lord Nathan Rothschild was the most powerful man in Britain." 

-British Prime Minister Lloyd George  

 

The British Empire had been under Jewish control for a century by this point with the Jewish Banking 

Dynasties. Many such Jews had also become part of the British Nobility, such as the Rothschild's:  

"The Rothschild family....The British branch of the family was elevated into the British nobility at the 

request of Queen Victoria. It has been argued that during the 19th century, the family possessed by far 

the largest private fortune in the world, and by far the largest fortune in modern world history."  

Even having the Jews in control of the British Government directly such as Disraeli:  

"Benjamin Disraeli, 1st Earl of Beaconsfield, KG, PC, FRS, (21 December 1804 ¨C 19 April 1881) was a 

British Prime Minister, parliamentarian, Conservative statesman, and literary figure. He started from 

comparatively humble origins. He served in government for three decades, twice as Prime Minister of 

the United Kingdom. Although his father had him baptized to Anglicanism at age 12, he was nonetheless 

Britain's first and thus far only Prime Minister who was born into a Jewish family - originally from Italy."  

 

They did not count on the fact Hitler was a genius who had created a modern People's Army and lighting 

war tactics which if you study the history of military thinking were revolutionary and so far ahead of the 

time. Hence why Poland and then France fell in two weeks each. Even then after what the wicked Jews 
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had done to Germans and Europe, Hitler still asked for and gave fair terms in friendship and not as a 

conqueror. France agreed with the Vichy Nationalist Government but England refused. Poland stayed 

under occupation considering what had happened and Poland had already invaded Germany several 

times before in the Weimar period, but they were treated with respect under Hitler's direct orders there 

was no revenge actions taken towards the Polish populace for Broomberg.  

 

The Soviet Jewion which had attacked from the East taking advantage of the situation for a power grab 

did however commit genocide on the Polish population, the most famous example being Katyn 

massacre:  

 

"The Katyn massacre, also known as the Katyn Forest massacre, was a mass execution of Polish nationals 

carried out by the Soviet secret police NKVD in April ¨C May 1940. It was based on Lavrenty Beria's 

proposal to execute all members of the Polish Officer Corps, dated 5 March 1940. This official document 

was then approved and signed by the Soviet Politburo, including its leader, Joseph Stalin. The number of 

victims is estimated at about 22,000, the most commonly cited number being 21,768. The victims were 

murdered in the Katyn Forest in Russia, the Kalinin and Kharkov prisons and elsewhere. About 8,000 

were officers taken prisoner during the 1939 Soviet invasion of Poland, the rest being Polish doctors, 

professors, lawmakers, police officers, and other public servants arrested for allegedly being 

"intelligence agents, gendarmes, landowners, saboteurs, factory owners, lawyers, officials and priests." 

Since Poland's conscription system required every unexempted university graduate to become a reserve 

officer, the NKVD was able to round up much of the Polish intelligentsia."  

 

The Battle of Britain started in defense against Kosher Churchill's sending bombers across the Channel to 

bomb German cities and towns FIRST. Hitler warned him to stop such actions. Churchill refused and 

after several more times, then Hitler sent the German Air Force across the channel and then only to 

bomb the British Air Forces bases to cripple Kosher Churchill and Harris RAF terror bombers from 

attacking anymore German civilian centers. What happened is during a night attack, one of the German 

bombers thinking they were over the channel already had to drop their excess bombs to have the fuel 

left to make it home. Sadly they were over a British City but since the blackouts were in effect, they had 

no way of knowing. They worked to avoid any civilian causality. To the point under twenty one thousand 

for the entire battle. Even when they where in the position they could have leveled half of England. And 

this was only after Hitler had bent over backwards trying to make Peace with England from the 1930's 

and on. As mentioned even sparing the entire English Army at Dunkirk. 

 

 

The hidden part of the Air War Talmudic Protocols In Action: 
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"February 13/14 1945: Holocaust over Dresden, known as the Florence of the North. Dresden was a 

hospital city for wounded soldiers. Not one military unit, not one anti-aircraft battery was deployed in 

the city. Together with the 600.000 refugees from Breslau, Dresden was filled with nearly 1.2 million 

people. Churchill had asked for "suggestions how to blaze 600.000 refugees". He wasn't interested how 

to target military installations 60 miles outside of Dresden. More than 700.000 phosphorus bombs were 

dropped on 1.2 million people. One bomb for every 2 people. The temperature in the center of the city 

reached 1600 o centigrade. More than 260.000 bodies and residues of bodies were counted. But those 

who perished in the center of the city can't be traced. Approximately 500.000 children, women, the 

elderly, wounded soldiers and the animals of the zoo were slaughtered in one night." 

"In fact, little had been done to provide the ancient city of artists and craftsmen with anti-aircraft 

defenses. One squadron of planes had been stationed in Dresden for awhile, but the Luftwaffe decided 

to move the aircraft to another area where they would be of use. A gentlemen's agreement seemed to 

prevail, designating Dresden an "open city." 

 

An easy opportunity to mass murder as many innocent people as possible by Jewry. A hundred thousand 

people died in the first twenty minutes of the attack. 

 

One eyewitness who survived told of seeing "young women carrying babies running up and down the 

streets, their dresses and hair on fire, screaming until they fell down, or the collapsing buildings fell on 

top of them." 

 

As the German government stated after the attack: 

"Dresden had no war industries, it was a place of culture and clinics." 

 

"What distinguished this raid was the cold-blooded ruthlessness with which it was carried out. U.S. 

Mustangs appeared low over the city, strafing anything that moved, including a column of rescue 

vehicles rushing to the city to evacuate survivors. One assault was aimed at the banks of the Elbe River, 

where refugees had huddled during the horrible night. 

 

"Dresden's citizens barely had time to reach their shelters. The first bomb fell at 10:09 p.m. The attack 

lasted 24 minutes, leaving the inner city a raging sea of fire. "Precision saturation bombing" had created 

the desired firestorm.  
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There was a three-hour pause between the first and second raids. The lull had been calculated to lure 

civilians from their shelters into the open again. To escape the flames, tens of thousands of civilians had 

crowded into the Grosser Garten, a magnificent park nearly one and a half miles square. 

 

The second raid came at 1:22 a.m. with no warning. Twice as many bombers returned with a massive 

load of incendiary bombs. The second wave was designed to spread the raging firestorm into the 

Grosser Garten. 

 

It was a complete "success." Within a few minutes a sheet of flame ripped across the grass, uprooting 

trees and littering the branches of others with everything from bicycles to human limbs. For days 

afterward, they remained bizarrely strewn about as grim reminders of Allied sadism." 

 

At the start of the second air assault, many were still huddled in tunnels and cellars, waiting for the fires 

of the first attack to die down. At 1:30 a.m. an ominous rumble reached the ears of the commander of a 

Labor Service convoy sent into the city on a rescue mission. He described it this way: 

 

"The detonation shook the cellar walls. The sound of the explosions mingled with a new, stranger sound 

which seemed to come closer and closer, the sound of a thundering waterfall; it was the sound of the 

mighty tornado howling in the inner city."  

 

 

"Others hiding below ground died. But they died painlessly--they simply glowed bright orange and blue 

in the darkness. As the heat intensified, they either disintegrated into cinders or melted into a thick 

liquid--often three or four feet deep in spots. 

 

Shortly after 10:30 on the morning of February 14, the last raid swept over the city. American bombers 

pounded the rubble that had been Dresden for a steady 38 minutes. But this attack was not nearly as 

heavy as the first two. 

 

In the last year of the war, Dresden had become a hospital town. During the previous night's massacre, 

heroic nurses had dragged thousands of crippled patients to the Elbe. The low-flying Mustangs machine-
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gunned those helpless patients, as well as thousands of old men, women and children who had escaped 

the city. 

 

When the last plane left the sky, Dresden was a scorched ruin, its blackened streets filled with corpses. 

The city was spared no horror. A flock of vultures escaped from the zoo and fattened on the carnage. 

Rats swarmed over the piles of corpses. 

 

A Swiss citizen described his visit to Dresden two weeks after the raid: "I could see torn-off arms and 

legs, mutilated torsos and heads which had been wrenched from their bodies and rolled away. In places 

the corpses were still lying so densely that I had to clear a path through them in order not to tread on 

arms and legs."  

 

Kurt Vonnegut was an American POW being held in Dresden when it was bombed in 1945, and wrote a 

famous anti-war novel, Slaughterhouse Five [named after the area he took refuge in to survive the 

bombing of the city]. He stated after the attack the city looked like the "surface of the moon." 

 

"In December 1944, Vonnegut was captured by the German army and became a prisoner of war. In 

Slaughterhouse Five, he describes how he narrowly escaped death a few months later in the 

firebombing of Dresden. "Yes, by your people [the English], may I say," he insists. "You guys burnt the 

place down, turned it into a single column of flame. More people died there in the firestorm, in that one 

big flame, than died in Hiroshima and Nagasaki combined. I'm fond of your people, on occasion, but I 

was just thinking about 'Bomber Harris, who believed in attacks on civilian populations to make them 

give up. A hell of a lot of Royal Air Force guys were ashamed of what Harris had made them do. And 

that's really sportsmanship and, of course, the Brits are famous for being good sports,"  

 

As one RAF member who took part in the attack stated after: "I found myself making comments to the 

crew: "Oh God, those poor people." It was completely uncalled for. You can't justify it." 

 

Here is an example of a minor RAF raid:  

"During the latter stages of World War II Porzheim, a town in southwestern Germany, was bombed a 

number of times. The largest raid, and one of the most devastating area bombardments of the war was 

carried out by the Royal Air Force (RAF) on the evening of February 23, 1945. As many as 17,600 people, 
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or 31.4% of the town's population, were killed in the air raid. About 83% of the town's buildings were 

destroyed, two-thirds of the complete area of Pforzheim and between 80 and 100% of the inner city."  

 

The RAF Bomber or Ariel Genocide Force took some of the highest death rates of any service in the war 

for Britain. Because the Germans fought so desperately against the terror bombing strikes on their 

people, German Fighter Pilots would crash their burning shot apart fighters along with themselves into a 

RAF Bomber just to stop one more of them from being able to murder anymore of their people. It was 

that horrific of a situation.  

 

The Situation In The East Jewish Aggression On Display: 

 

Hitler knew that fighting a defensive war against the Red Army was suicide, as they would be facing up 

to 30,000 million troops, thousands of tanks, planes and heavy guns. If the Red Army was not struck 

while still mobilizing for their invasion, Western Europe was doomed. Jewry was playing their big Red 

Hand as they were the Soviet Jewion. Even Stalin was a Yid. His real name `Dzhugashvili' in Georgian 

means "Son of a Jew."  

 

The Eastern Struggle Jewish Aggression On Display 

 

The invasion of the Soviet Union was done after German intelligence informed them with the 

overwhelming evidence that the Soviet Jewion was planning to attack them in the Spring of 1941, and 

yes, the entire Red Army was mobilizing on the boarders. It was too big to be exercised alone. It was an 

invasion force. Operation Sea Lion, the invasion of England was nothing more then a ruse to distract the 

Soviets from the fact they knew and were preparing a first survival strike.  

 

German Chief of Staff Franz Halder, stated "That Russia was preparing for an attack on Germany" "We 

know today from good sources that he [Hitler] was right about that."  

 

At Nuremberg General Winter testified under oath: "We had at the time the subjective impression that 

we were striking into an offensive deployment in progress."  
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Senior-General Jodl is on record stating that Hitler never even mentioned the ideal of Lebensraum in 

1940 when the discussion on a preemptive war with the Soviet Jewion came up. This is a open 

statement to the damning fact of how much the Jewish lie machine has worked to rewrite history. The 

war was defensive not ideological on their part. As stated by Senior-General Jodl who testified at 

Nuremberg: 

"The Fuehrer has never named in my presence even just one hint of a reason other than the purely 

strategic."  

 

Hitler by Jodl testimony made the following statements to him, many times over: 

"There is no doubt now that England puts her hopes in this last mainland proxy; [my note Soviet Jewion] 

otherwise she would have already called off the war after Dunkirk.... Agreements have certainly already 

been made. The Russian deployment is unmistakable. One day suddenly we shall be either coldly 

blackmailed or attacked." 

 

Churchill in 1940 purposely rejected Germany's offer of peace and voted to keep the war going because 

as he stated with Sir Stafford Cripps meeting with the Soviets in Moscow they had been given the direct 

promise the Soviet Jewion was going to come into the war on Britain's side. 

 

So the Eastern War started because the Jews started it. The Axis Army was welcomed as a liberator 

across the Eastern Nations. They went through as they had freed the Gentiles from Jewish rule under 

Communism, which had already murdered over 20 million innocent Gentiles. Seven million died in the 

Ukrainian holocaust alone which was overseen by the Jew Lazar Moiseyevich Kaganovich on orders from 

the Jew Stalin. Millions more died in a system of death camps called Gulags, each run by a Jewish 

Commissar. The Jews just worked them to death on purpose as shooting them was too quick.  

 

On the camps from survivors:  

"If you complain or write anything ("Heaven forbid"), they will frame you for an attempted escape or for 

something else, and they will shoot you like a dog. They [the Jews] line us up naked and barefoot at 22 

degrees below zero and keep us outside for up to an hour. It is difficult to describe all the chaos and 

terror that is going on in Kemi, Solovky, and the other sections of the concentrations camp....they forced 

inmates to eat their own feces."  

Tens of millions of innocent Gentiles died in these Jewish run camps. The Jew being the Master of 

Projection, lied and took what they did to the Gentiles in the Gulags and claimed it was what the 

Germans did to them!  
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In fact, reading the reports and letters of the Axis soldiers of the first waves going into the former 

Communist controlled areas, it was the citizens themselves who were rounding up and punishing the 

Jews in general, as they all knew the Commissars were local Jews and even anti-Semitism was literally 

the death penalty under the Reds. The Kosher NKVD before running away had rounded up any Gentile 

they could and brutally murdered them in droves with everything from axes to bullets in pure Talmudic 

vile. When the family members found the bodies stacked like wood in the courtyards, and as mentioned, 

they knew it was the Jews, so they took revenge. It was the Axis troops that ended the Pogroms, not 

started them. Unlike the kosher claims, and yes, all Commissar's given the disgusting crimes against 

humanity, the Axis troops had found they were committing were ordered to be shot on site.  

 

The so called "Partisans" in the East as in the West were actually all Jews, especially at the start. The 

Western branch of the resistance [red terror] movements like the famed "French Resistance" were 

almost to a person, Jews. Hence why the Axis had to round up and imprison every Jew they could find, 

as they knew the Jews were working against them as terrorist racial collective behind the lines and at 

the front. Axis Europe was fighting for it's life at this point.  

With the opening of the KGB archives it was found that the Russian populations living in the Axis 

liberated territories worked in full cooperation with the Germans against the Jewish Red Beast these 

people had lived fully under the Red Heel and lost many loved ones to it. Contrary to popular belief 

there never was a "Russian" revolution but the White Russians [Nationalist] fighting desperately against 

an international Jewish take over of whom the Red armies where mainly armed with Jews from the Pale 

and aboard and tens of thousands of Chinese Mercenaries bought and shipped in from the East by the 

Jews and general dregs.  

 

The Germans worked with the Russian communities [and other Eastern Europeans] and built them 

hospitals, new farms, homes, community centers and schools. They liberated numerous gulags and 

freed the prisoners helped restore them to health and returned them to their homes and families and 

built a real spirit of friendship with them. In places like Ukraine as in Russia they worked with the locals 

to help uncover mass graves of thousands of murdered innocents by the Jewish NKVD. Helping to 

identify as many as possible and return them to their families for proper burials. When investigating the 

crimes and bringing any still in the area responsible to justice. As it turns out 99.9% of those brought to 

justice all happened to be Jews. No surprise there. It was also found during the investigation the killings 

of the populace by the Jewish lead Reds where selective targeting of the best and brightest elements of 

the Gentile community. Upon after their murders any property they did have was given to the local 

Jewish populations. Right out of the Talmud. 

 

The Germans helped to create in Russian and other Eastern Nations a new core of National Socialist 

Communities. Which was Himmler's actual plan for the East if did war occur. The East was to be 
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developed into Slavic National Socialist States who would be part of a larger Pan-European 

Confederation . For the multi-cooperation and betterment and protection of the common Indo-

European cultures, peoples and nations. 

 

Another event the opening of the KGB achieves recorded was the majority of civilian deaths on the 

Eastern Front where literally mass liquidations of the Russian and other populaces done by the 

Bolsheviks. As they knew the populaces where working with the Axis for their mutual liberation and 

freedoms in the freed areas. They sought to deny the Axis any material industrial, agricultural or human. 

Their scored earth policy was applied to the human populations as well. Whole areas where wiped clean 

of all life. 

 

Millions of Eastern European Gentiles volunteered to fight against the Judeo-Bolsheviks and their Red 

Army in the East, 50,000 White Russians fought with the 6th Army at Stalingrad alone and they all 

fought to the end in that desperate battle.  

Hundreds of thousands more Western and central Europeans volunteered to help to fight in the Waffen 

SS alongside their Eastern Brethren against Judeo-Bolshevism on the Eastern front. They fought so fierce 

even in the face of overwhelming odds. Kosher Stalin was begging his fellow Jews to open up a second 

front in the West. Only a tiny percent of the Waffen SS were German Nationals. The mass majority were 

Europeans from every free Nation in Europe. Even some English fought in the ranks.  

 

Hitler had done for the first time in known history what no other Man had done. He had united 

European Nations and peoples to fight together as one against the Jewish monster in the East and the 

whole of Global Jewry as well. Europeans had decided they wanted to be free and were fighting by the 

millions to be free from Jewry.  

 

Beyond that, even Indians, Blacks, Japanese, and Tibetan Gentile warriors fought in the Axis ranks as 

honored Gentile Brothers-in-Arms. It is a little known fact that Hitler and the Dali Lama were allies and 

thousands of dead Tibetans in German uniforms were pulled from the rubble of Berlin where they died 

fighting with thousands of other free Gentiles warriors.  

The famed Indian Nationalist Leader Subhas Chandra Bose personally meet with both Hitler and 

Himmler and also spoke to large meetings of Axis leaders in Europe and was received by them as a hero. 

Bose went to the thousands of Indian POW's in German custody who where captured as part of the 

British Army in N. Africa who had refused to break their oath of service to England. After speaking with 

them on mass and telling then the truth. Thousands of Indians volunteered to fight for National 

Socialism and themselves became National Socialists as Bose was himself in essence. And where treated 
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as equals by the Germans. Bose even wanted to model important aspects of National Socialist Germany 

for the new Indian Nation he hoped to create. Today all across India there are thousands of murals 

devoted to Bose who is a celebrated hero, many murals depicted the iconic meeting of Bose with Hitler 

both shaking the other hand. 

In the memoirs of a Black soldier who fought in the German army he wrote that in the American Army 

Black soldiers where segregated and treated as second class people. Where in the German Army, 

himself and other Black troops lived side by side with the White soldiers ate at the same mess tables and 

had the same rights and privileges. And where treated with equal respect to the White soldiers. National 

Socialism is built upon racial respect and common values of kin altruism. 

 

http://gblt.webs.com/David_Myatt.htm 

The Jews have lied about Hitler and project their vulgar racism onto him falsely.  

 

Hitler's OWN statements on the subject of actual racialism:  

"I promise you I am quite free from all racial hatred. It is, in my case, undesirable that one race should 

mix with other races. Except for a few gratuitous successes, which I am prepared to admit, systematic 

cross-breeding has never produced good results. It's desire to remain racially pure is proof of the vitality 

and good health of a race. Pride in one's own race -- is also a normal and healthy sentiment. I have never 

regarded the Chinese or Japanese as being inferior to ourselves. They belong to ancient civilizations, and 

I admit freely that their past history is superior to our own. They have the right to be proud of their past, 

just as we have the right to be proud of the civilization to which we belong. Indeed, I believe the more 

steadfast the Chinese and the Japanese remain in their pride of race, the easier I shall find it to get on 

with them."  

-Adolf Hitler  

 

Hitler wanted each Gentile Race to preserve their own unique genetic line and cultures and work to 

become the best people they could be in the Cosmos. That is real care for the healthy order of life 

where the Jew wants to destroy it.  

 

Waffen-SS General Leon Degrelle stated: 

" German racialism meant re-discovering the creative values of their own race, re-discovering their 

culture. It was a search for excellence, a noble ideal. National Socialist racialism was not against the 

other races, it was for its own race. It aimed at defending and improving its race, and wished that all 
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other races did the same for themselves....National Socialist racialism was loyal to the German race and 

totally respected all other races." 

What the World Rejected: Hitler's Peace Offers 1933-1939 

by Friedrich Stieve 

 

Germany's enemies maintain today that Adolf Hitler is the greatest disturber of peace known to history, 

that he threatens every nation with sudden attack and oppression, that he has created a terrible war 

machine in order to cause trouble and devastation all around him. At the same time they intentionally 

conceal an all-important fact: they themselves drove the Leader of the German people finally to draw 

the sword. They themselves compelled him to seek to obtain at last by the use of force that which he 

had been striving to gain by persuasion from the beginning: the security of his country. They did this not 

only by declaring war on him on September 3, 1939, but also by blocking step by step for seven years 

the path to any peaceful discussion. 

 

The attempts repeatedly made by Adolf Hitler to induce the governments of other states to collaborate 

with him in a reconstruction of Europe represent an ever-recurring pattern in his conduct since the 

commencement of his labors for the German Reich. But these attempts were wrecked every time by 

reason of the fact that nowhere was there any willingness to give them due consideration, because the 

evil spirit of the Great War still prevailed everywhere, because in London and Paris and in the capitals of 

the Western Powers' vassal states there was only one fixed intention: to perpetuate the power of 

Versailles. 

 

A rapid glance at the most important events will furnish incontrovertible proof for this statement. 

 

When Adolf Hitler came to the fore, Germany was as gagged and as helpless as the victors of 1918 

wanted her to be. Completely disarmed, with an army of only 100,000 men intended solely for police 

duties within the country, she found herself within a tightly closed ring of neighbors all armed to the 

teeth and leagued together. To the old enemies in the West, Britain, Belgium, and France, new ones 

were artificially created and added in the East and the South: above all Poland and Czechoslovakia. A 

quarter of the population of Germany was forcibly torn away from their mother country and handed 

over to foreign powers. The Reich, mutilated on all sides and robbed of every means of defense, at any 

moment could become the helpless victim of some rapacious neighbor. 
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Then it was that Adolf Hitler for the first time made his appeal to the common sense of the other 

powers. On May 17, 1933, a few months after his appointment to the office of Reichskanzler, he 

delivered a speech in the German Reichstag, from which we extract the following passages: 

 

" . . . Germany will be perfectly ready to disband her entire military establishment and destroy the small 

amount of arms remaining to her, if the neighboring countries will do the same thing with equal 

thoroughness. 

 

". . . Germany is entirely ready to renounce aggressive weapons of every sort if the armed nations, on 

their part, will destroy their aggressive weapons within a specified period, and if their use is forbidden 

by an international convention. 

 

". . . Germany is at all times prepared to renounce aggressive weapons if the rest of the world does the 

same. Germany is prepared to agree to any solemn pact of non-aggression because she does not think 

of attacking anybody but only of acquiring security." 

 

No answer was received. Without paying any heed the others continued to fill their arsenals with 

weapons, to pile up their stores of explosives, to increase the numbers of their troops. At the same time 

the League of Nations, the instrument of the victorious powers, declared that Germany must first pass 

through a period of "probation" before it would be possible to discuss with her the question of the other 

countries. On October 14, 1933, Hitler broke away from this League of Nations with which it was 

impossible to come to any agreement. Shortly afterwards, however, he came forward with a new 

proposal for the improvement of international relations. This proposal included the following six points: 

 

1. Germany receives full equality of rights. 

 

2. The fully armed States undertake amongst themselves not to increase their armaments beyond their 

present level. 

 

3. Germany adheres to this agreement, freely undertaking to make only so much actual moderate use of 

the equality of rights granted to her as will not present a threat to the security of any other European 

power. 
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4. All States recognize certain obligations in regard to conducting war on humane principles, or to the 

elimination of certain weapons for use against the civilian population. 

 

5. All States accept a uniform general control which will watch over and ensure the observance of these 

obligations. 

 

6. The European nations guarantee one another the unconditional maintenance of peace by the 

conclusion of non-aggression pacts, to be renewed after ten years. 

 

Following upon this a proposal was made to increase the strength of the German army to 300,000 men, 

corresponding to the strength required by Germany "having regard to the length of her frontiers and the 

size of the armies of her neighbors," in order to protect her threatened territory against attacks. The 

defender of the principle of peaceable agreement was thus trying to accommodate himself to the 

unwillingness of the others to disarm by expressing a desire for a limited increase of armaments for his 

own country. An exchange of notes, starting from this and continuing for years, finally came to a sudden 

end with an unequivocal "no" from France. This "no" was moreover accompanied by tremendous 

increases in the armed forces of France, Britain, and Russia. 

 

In this way Germany's position became still worse than before. The danger to the Reich was so great 

that Adolf Hitler felt himself compelled to act. On March 16, 1935, he reintroduced conscription. But in 

direct connection with this measure he once more announced an offer of agreements of an extensive 

nature, the purpose of which was to ensure that any future war would be conducted on humane 

principles, in fact to make such a war practically impossible by eliminating destructive armaments. In his 

speech of May 21, 1935, he declared: 

 

"The German Government is ready to take an active part in all efforts which may lead to a practical 

limitation of armaments. It regards a return to the former idea of the Geneva Red Cross Convention as 

the only possible way to achieve this. It believes that at first there will be only the possibility of a gradual 

abolition and outlawry of weapons and methods of warfare which are essentially contrary to the Geneva 

Red Cross Convention which is still valid. 
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"Just as the use of dumdum bullets was once forbidden and, on the whole, thereby prevented in 

practice, so the use of other definite arms should be forbidden and prevented. Here the German 

Government has in mind all those arms which bring death and destruction not so much to the fighting 

soldiers as to non-combatant women and children. 

 

"The German Government considers as erroneous and ineffective the idea to do away with aeroplanes 

while leaving the question of bombing open. But it believes it possible to proscribe the use of certain 

arms as contrary to international law and to excommunicate those nations which still use them from the 

community of mankind—its rights and its laws. 

 

"It also believes that gradual progress is the best way to success. For example, there might be 

prohibition of the dropping of gas, incendiary and explosive bombs outside the real battle zone. This 

limitation could then be extended to complete international outlawry of all bombing. But so long as 

bombing as such is permitted, any limitation of the number of bombing planes is questionable in view of 

the possibility of rapid substitution. 

 

"Should bombing as such be branded as a barbarity contrary to international law, the construction of 

bombing aeroplanes will soon be abandoned as superfluous and of no purpose. If, through the Geneva 

Red Cross Convention, it turned out possible as a matter of fact to prevent the killing of a defenseless 

wounded man or prisoner, it ought to be equally possible to forbid, by an analogous convention, and 

finally to stop, the bombing of equally defenseless civilian populations. 

 

"In such a fundamental way of dealing with the problem, Germany sees a greater reassurance and 

security for the nations than in all pacts of assistance and military conventions. 

 

"The German Government is ready to agree to any limitation which leads to abolition of the heaviest 

arms, especially suited for aggression. Such are, first, the heaviest artillery, and secondly, the heaviest 

tanks. In view of the enormous fortifications on the French frontier such an international abolition of the 

heaviest weapons of attack would ipso facto give France 100 percent security. 

 

"Germany declares herself ready to agree to any limitation whatsoever of the caliber-strength of 

artillery, battleships, cruisers, and torpedo boats. In like manner the German Government is ready to 

accept any international limitation of the size of warships. And finally it is ready to agree to limitation of 

tonnage for submarines, or to their complete abolition in case of international agreement. 
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"And it gives further assurance that it will agree to any international limitations or abolition of arms 

whatsoever for a uniform space of time." 

 

This time again Hitler's declarations did not find the slightest response. On the contrary, France made an 

alliance with Russia in order to increase her preponderating influence on the Continent still further, and 

to augment to a gigantic degree the pressure on Germany from the East. In view of the evident 

destructive intentions of his opponents, Adolf Hitler was therefore obliged to take new measures to 

ensure the safety of the German Reich. On March 3, 1936, he occupied the Rhineland, which had been 

without military protection since Versailles, and thus closed the wide gate through which the Western 

neighbor could carry out an invasion. Once again he followed the defensive step which he had been 

obliged to take with a liberal appeal for general reconciliation and for the settlement of all differences. 

On March 31, 1936, he formulated the following peace plan: 

 

1. In order to give to future agreements securing the peace of Europe the character of inviolable 

treaties, those nations participating in the negotiations do so only on an entirely equal footing and as 

equally esteemed members. The sole compelling reason for signing these treaties can only lie in the 

generally recognized and obvious practicability of these agreements for the peace of Europe, and thus 

for the social happiness and economic prosperity of the nations. 

 

2. In order to shorten in the economic interest of the European nations the period of uncertainty, the 

German Government proposes a limit of four months for the first period up to to the signing of the pacts 

of non-aggression guaranteeing the peace of Europe. 

 

3. The German Government gives the assurance not to add any reinforcements whatsoever to the 

troops in the Rhineland during this period, always provided that the Belgian and French Governments 

act in the same way. 

 

4. The German Government gives the assurance not to move during this period closer to the Belgian and 

French frontiers the troops at present stationed in the Rhineland. 
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5. The German Government proposes the setting up of a commission composed of the two guarantor 

Powers, Britain and Italy, and a disinterested third neutral power, to guarantee this assurance to be 

given by both parties. 

 

6. Germany, Belgium, and France are each entitled to send a representative to this Commission. If 

Germany, France, or Belgium think that for any particular reason they can point to a change in the 

military situation having taken place within this period of four months, they have the right to inform the 

Guarantee Commission of their observations. 

 

7. Germany, Belgium, and France declare their willingness in such a case to permit this Commission to 

make the necessary investigations through the British and Italian military attaches, and to report 

thereon to the Powers participating. 

 

8. Germany, Belgium and France give the assurance that they will bestow the fullest consideration to the 

objections arising therefrom. 

 

9. Moreover the German Government is willing on a basis of complete reciprocity with Germany's two 

western neighbors to agree to any military limitations on the German western frontier. 

 

10. Germany, Belgium, and France and the two guarantor Powers agree to enter into negotiations under 

the leadership of the British Government at once or, at the latest, after the French elections, for the 

conclusion of a 25-years non-aggression or security pact between France and Belgium on the one hand, 

and Germany on the other. 

 

11. Germany agrees that Britain and Italy shall sign this security pact as guarantor Powers once more. 

 

12. Should special engagements to render military assistance arise as a result of these security 

agreements, Germany on her part declares her willingness to enter into such engagements. 

 

13. The German Government hereby repeats its proposal for the conclusion of an air-pact to 

supplement and consolidate these security agreements. 
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14. The German Government repeats that should the Netherlands so desire it is willing to include that 

country too in this West-European security agreement. 

 

15. In order to stamp this peace-pact, voluntarily entered into between Germany and France, as the 

reconciliatory conclusion of a centuries-old dispute, Germany and France pledge themselves to take 

steps to see that in the education of the young, as well as in the press and publications of both nations, 

everything shall be avoided which might be calculated to poison the relationship between the two 

peoples, whether it be a derogatory or contemptuous attitude, or improper interference in the internal 

affairs of the other country. They agree to set up at the headquarters of the League of Nations at 

Geneva, a joint commission whose function it shall be to lay all complaints received before the two 

governments for information and investigation. 

 

16. In pursuance of their intention to give this agreement the character of a sacred pledge, Germany and 

France undertake to ratify it by means of a plebiscite if the two nations. 

 

17. Germany expresses her willingness, on her part, to establish contact with the states on her south-

eastern and north-eastern frontiers, in order to invite them directly to conclude the pacts of non-

aggression already proposed. 

 

18. Germany expresses her willingness to re-enter the League of Nations, either at once, or after the 

conclusion of these agreements. 

 

At the same time, the German Government again expresses as its expectation that, after a reasonable 

time and by the method of friendly negotiations, the question of colonial equality of rights and that of 

the separation of the Covenant of the League of Nations from its foundations in the Versailles Treaty will 

be cleared up. 

 

19. Germany proposes the setting up of an International Court of Arbitration, which shall be responsible 

for the observance of the various agreements and whose decisions shall be binding on all parties. 
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After the conclusion of this great work of securing European peace, the German Government considers 

it urgently to endeavor by practical measures to put a stop to the unlimited competition in armaments. 

In her opinion this would mean not merely an improvement in the financial and economic positions of 

the nations, but above all a diminution of the psychological tension. 

 

The German Government, however, has no faith in the attempt to bring about universal settlements, as 

this would be doomed to failure from the outset, and can therefore be proposed only by those who 

have no interest in achieving practical results. On the other hand it is of the opinion that the 

negotiations held and the results achieved in limiting naval armaments should have an instructive and 

stimulating effect. 

 

The German Government therefore proposes that future conferences shall have one clearly defined 

objective. 

 

For the present, it believes the most important task is to bring aerial warfare into the moral and humane 

atmosphere of the protection afforded to non-combatants or the wounded by the Geneva Convention. 

Just as the killing of defenseless wounded, or prisoners, or the use of dumdum bullets, or the waging of 

submarine warfare without warning, have been either forbidden or regulated by international 

conventions, so it must be possible for civilized humanity to prevent the senseless abuse of any new 

type of weapon, without running counter to the object of warfare. 

 

The German Government therefore puts forward the proposal that the immediate practical tasks of this 

conference shall be: 

 

1. Prohibition of dropping gas, poison, or incendiary bombs. 

 

2. Prohibition of dropping bombs of any kind whatsoever on open towns and villages outside the range 

of the medium-heavy artillery of the fighting fronts. 

 

3. Prohibition of the bombarding with long-range guns of towns more than 20 km. distant from the 

battle zone. 
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4. Abolition and prohibition of the construction of tanks of the heaviest type. 

 

5. Abolition and prohibition of artillery of the heaviest calibre. 

 

As soon as possibilities for further limitation of armaments emerge from such discussions and 

agreements, they should be utilized. 

 

The German Government hereby declares itself prepared to join in every such settlement, in so far as it 

is valid internationally. 

 

The German Government believes that if even a first step is made on the road to disarmament, this will 

be of enormous importance to the relationship between the nations, and to the recovery of confidence, 

trade, and prosperity. 

 

In accordance with the general desire for the restoration of favorable economic conditions, the German 

Government is prepared immediately after the conclusion of the political treaties to enter into an 

exchange of opinions on economic problems with the other nations concerned, in the spirit of the 

proposals made, and to do all that lies in its power to improve the economic situation in Europe, and the 

world economic situation which is closely bound up with it. 

 

The German Government believes that with the peace plan proposed above it has made its contribution 

to the reconstruction of a new Europe on the basis of reciprocal respect and confidence between 

sovereign states. Many opportunities for such a pacification of Europe, for which Germany has so often 

in the last few years made her proposals, have been neglected. May this attempt to achieve European 

understanding succeed at last! 

 

The German Government confidently believes that it has opened the way in this direction by submitting 

the above peace plan. 

 

Anyone who today reads this comprehensive peace plan will realize in what direction the development 

of Europe, according to the wishes of Adolf Hitler, should really have proceeded. Here was the 
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possibility of truly constructive work, this could have been a real turning-point for the welfare of all 

nations. But once more he who alone called for peace was not heard. Only Britain replied with a rather 

scornful questionnaire which avoided any serious consideration of the essential points involved. 

Incidentally, however, she disclosed her actual intentions by setting herself up as the protector of France 

and by instituting and commencing regular military staff conversations with the French Republic just as 

in the period before the Great War. 

 

There could no longer be any doubt now that the Western Powers were following the old path towards 

an armed conflict and were steadily preparing a new blow against Germany, although Adolf Hitler's 

whole thoughts and endeavors were directed towards proving to them that he wanted to remain on the 

best possible terms with them. In the course of the years he had undertaken numerous steps in this 

direction, of which a few more shall be referred to here. He negotiated the Naval Agreement of June 18, 

1935, with Great Britain, which provided that the German Navy should have a strength of 35% of that of 

the British Navy. By this he wanted to demonstrate that the Reich, to use his own words, had "neither 

the intention nor the means, nor was it necessary" to enter into any rivalry as regards naval power, such 

as had had so fateful an influence on its relations to Great Britain in the well-remembered days before 

the Great War. 

 

He assured France on every possible occasion of his desire to live at peace with her. He repeatedly 

renounced in plain terms any claim to Alsace-Lorraine. On the return to the Reich of the Saar territory as 

the result of the plebiscite, he declared on March 1, 1935: 

 

"It is our hope that through this act of just compensation, in which we see a return to natural reason, 

relations between Germany and France have permanently improved. Therefore as we desire peace, we 

must hope that our great neighbor is ready and willing to seek peace with us. It must be possible for two 

great peoples to join together and collaborate in opposing the difficulties which threaten to overwhelm 

Europe." 

 

He even endeavored to arrive at a better understanding with Poland, the eastern ally of the Western 

Powers, although this country had unlawfully incorporated millions of Germans in 1919 and had 

subjected them to the worst oppression ever since. On January 26, 1934, he concluded a non-aggression 

pact with her in which the two Governments agreed "to settle directly all questions of whatever sort 

which concern their mutual relations." 
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Thus on all sides he opposed to the enemy plans his determination to preserve peace and strove to 

protect Germany in this way. When however he saw that London and Paris were arming for an attack, 

he was once more obliged to undertake fresh measures of defense. The enemy camp, as we have seen 

above, had been enormously extended through the alliance between France and Russia. In addition to 

this the two powers had secured a line of communication to the south of the Reich through 

Czechoslovakia having concluded a treaty with Russia which put her in the position of a bridge between 

east and west. Czechoslovakia, however, was in control of the high-lying country of Bohemia and 

Moravia, which Bismarck had called the citadel of Europe, and this citadel projected far into German 

territory. The threat to Germany thus assumed truly overpowering proportions. 

 

The genius of Adolf Hitler found a way of meeting this danger. The conditions in German Austria, which 

under the terror of the Schuschnigg Government were tending towards civil war, offered him the 

opportunity of stepping in to save the situation, and to lead back into the Reich the sister nation to the 

south-east that had been sentenced by the victorious powers to lead the life of a hopelessly decaying 

"Free State." After he had thus established himself near the line of communication between France and 

Russia mentioned above, a process of disollution set in in the mixed state of Czechoslovakia, which had 

been artificially put together from the most diverse national elements, until after the liberation of the 

Sudetenland and the secession of Slovakia, the Czechs themselves asked for the protection of the 

German Reich. With this the enemy's bridge came into Adolf Hitler's possession; and at the same time 

direct connection was made possible with Italy, whose friendship had been secured some time 

previously. 

 

While he was gaining this strategic success for the security of his country, Adolf Hitler was again 

endeavoring with great eagerness to reach a peaceable understanding with the Western Powers. In 

Munich directly after liberation of the Sudeten Germans, approved by Britain, France, and Italy, he made 

an agreement with the British Prime Minister, Neville Chamberlain, the text of which was as follows: 

 

We have had a further meeting today and have agreed in recognizing that the question of Anglo-

German relations is of the first importance for the two countries and for Europe. 

 

We regard the agreement signed last night and the Anglo-German Naval Agreement as symbolic of the 

desire of our two peoples never to go to war with one another again. 
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We are resolved that the method of consultation shall be the method adopted to deal with any other 

questions that may concern our two countries, and we are determined to continue our efforts to 

remove possible sources of difference and thus to contribute to assure the peace of Europe. 

 

September 30, 1938 

 

Adolf Hitler, Neville Chamberlain. 

 

Two months later, on Hitler's instructions, the German Foreign Minister, von Ribbentrop, made the 

following agreement with France: 

 

Herr Joachim von Ribbentrop, Reich Minister for Foreign Affairs, and M. Georges Bonnet, French 

Minister of Foreign Affairs, acting in the name and by the order of their Governments, are, at their 

meeting in Paris, on December 6, 1938, agreed as follows: 

 

1. The German Government and the French Government fully share the conviction that peaceful and 

good-neighborly relations between Germany and France constitute one of the most essential elements 

for the consolidation of the situation in Europe and the maintenance of general peace. The two 

Governments will in consequence use all their efforts to ensure the development of the relations 

between their countries in this direction. 

 

2. The two Governments recognize that between the two countries there is no territorial question 

outstanding, and they solemnly recognize as final the frontiers between their countries as they now 

exist. 

 

3. The two Governments are resolved, while leaving unaffected their particular relations with other 

Powers, to remain in contact with regard to all questions concerning their two countries, and mutually 

to consult should the later evolution of those qualities lead to international difficulties. 
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In token whereof the representatives of the two Governments have signed the present Declaration, 

which comes into immediate effect. Done in two original Documents in the French and German 

language respectively, in Paris, December 6, 1938. 

 

Joachim von Ribbentrop Georges Bonnet 

Reich Minister for Foreign Affairs Minister for Foreign Affairs 

 

According to all calculations one should have been able to assume that the way was clear for 

collaborative reconstruction in which all leading powers would participate, and that the Fuehrer's 

endeavors to secure peace would at last meet with success. But the contrary was true. Scarcely had 

Chamberlain reached home when he called for rearmament on a considerable scale and laid plans for a 

new and tremendous encirclement of Germany. Britain now took over from France the leadership of this 

further encirclement of the Reich, in order to obtain a substitute for the lost Czechoslovakia many times 

its value. She opened negotiations with Russia, granted Poland a guarantee, and also Rumania, Greece, 

and Turkey. These were alarm signals of the greatest urgency. 

 

Just at this time Adolf Hitler was occupied with the task of finally eliminating sources of friction with 

Poland. For this purpose he had made an uncommonly generous proposal by which the purely German 

Free City of Danzig would return to the Reich, and a narrow passage through the Polish Corridor, which 

since 1919 had torn asunder the north-eastern part of Germany to an unbearable extent, would provide 

communication with the separated area. This proposal, which moreover afforded Poland the prospect of 

a 25-year non-aggression pact and other advantages, was nevertheless rejected in Warsaw, because 

there it was believed, conscious as the authorities were of forming one of the principal members of the 

common front set up by London against Germany, that any concession. However minor, could be 

refused. This was not all! With the same consciousness Poland then started to be aggressive, threatened 

Danzig, and prepared to take up arms against Germany. 

 

Thus the moment was close at hand for the attack on the Reich by the countries which had been 

brought together for the purpose. Adolf Hitler, making a final extreme effort in the interests of peace, 

saved what he could. On August 23rd, Ribbentrop succeeded in reaching an agreement in Moscow for a 

non-aggression pact with Russia. Two days later the German Fuehrer himself made a final and truly 

remarkable offer to Britain, declaring himself ready "to enter into agreements with Great Britain," 

"which . . . would not only, on the German side, in any case safeguard the existence of the British 

Empire, but if necessary would guarantee German assistance for the British Empire, irrespective of 

where such assistance might be required." 
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At the same time he was prepared "to accept a reasonable limitation of armaments, in accordance with 

the new political situation and economic requirements." 

 

The reply to this was a pact of assistance signed the same day between Britain and Poland, which 

rendered the outbreak of war inevitable. Then a decision was made in Warsaw to mobilize at once 

against Germany, and the Poles began with violent attacks not only on the Germans in Poland, who for 

some time had been the victims of frightful massacres, but on Germans in German territory. 

 

But even when Britain and France had already declared war, as they intended, and Germany had 

overcome the Polish danger in the east by a glorious campaign without a parallel, even then Adolf Hitler 

raised his voice once more in the name of peace. He did so although his hands were now free to act 

against the enemy in the west. He did so, although the fight against him personally was proclaimed in 

London and Paris, in immeasurable hate, as a crusade. At this moment he possessed the supreme self-

control to proclaim in his speech of October 6, 1939, a new plan for the pacification of Europe to public 

opinion throughout the world. This plan was as follows: 

 

By far the most important task, in my opinion, is the creation of not only a belief in, but also a sense of, 

European security. 

 

 

For this it is necessary that the aims of the foreign policy of each European State should be made p 

(Message over 64 KB, truncated) 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Sermon 6/12/12 

 

I keep seeing messages in the JoS e-groups that are way off in regards to spiritual knowledge. Of this I 

am referring to spiritual allegories that many people can't see through, but take as literal actual events. 

Knowledge has been hidden in legends, fairy tales and such throughout the ages in order to protect and 

preserve it. Xians, muslims and other related ilk cannot see through these bacuse their souls are 

spiritually deteriorated.  

 

I keep seeing allegations against 'Anu,' 'Enlil' and even some other Gods on here, that are based upon 

allegories, not actual events. 'Anu' is an important word in Sanskrit for one and for another, it relates to 

the Tuatha Dé Danann, also known as the Tuadhe d' Anu and also by some other variations.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tuatha  

 

Given the centuries of destruction of spiritual knowledge by jews, and their lackeys the xians and 

muslims, and the plethora of misinformation, deliberate lies and other crap out there, it is so sad that 

few people really know what true Satanism is all about. It gets very deep. When one knows the true 

meaning of certain code-words and applies these through study, along with consistent meditation and 

oening the mind and soul, one will see through most of the bullshit.  

 

A glaring example is that of 'Solomon.' This CONCEPT was corrupted and remade into a fictitious jewish 

character. In truth, it is 'Temple of the Sun' and in the original Freemasonry, before it was infiltrated by 

jews, was Luciferian. 'Rebuilding the Temple of Solomon' was originally geared to empowering the soul 

into the godhead.  

 

666 is the Kabbalistic square of the Sun. 666 is the all-important solar chakra. The true meaning of the 

"Temple of Solomon" is the TEMPLE OF THE SUN. "Sol" "Om" and "On" are all words for the Sun. "Sol" is 

the Latin word for the Sun and is close to the English word "soul." "Om" is a name given by the Hindus to 

the Spiritual Sun and "On" is an Egyptian word for Sun. The symbolism of the Temple of Solomon was 

stolen by the Jews and made into a fictitious character, as with the fictitous nazarene and nearly 

everything in the Judeo/Christian Bible, thus removing spiritual knowledge and redirecting the energies 

towards the mass mind subliminal powers promoting jewish wealth; unimaginable wealth, using the 

psychic energies of the Gentiles, with establishing the needed spiritual connection of xian believers. 
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If you look, 'solomon' has three O's, which the letter O in numerology is a 6, so we have again...666. This 

is the most important number in regards to the soul. The all-powerful and all-important 666 chakra, and 

the O representing the female power of the soul. Of course, this has nothing to do with sex, it only has 

to do with the dark side of the soul, like the yin/yang, the sun and the moon and the poles in a battery.  

 

There are three male and three female chakras, as we know. The S in the solomon, which corresponds 

to a 1 in numerology, represnting the heart chakra, which is neuter, stands alone. L, M, and N are 3, 4, 

and 5, but then ther are further codes regarding this. There are 13 chakras and this is why there are 13 

members to a complete coven. The ring, being representative of female [serpentine] energy has several 

meanings, one of the coven, which is a circle.  

 

Read on for more information: 

http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Satanic_Symbols.htm  

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Spiritual_Code_Words.html 

http://www.666blacksun.org/satanic-national-socialism/the-temple-of-solomon/ 

 

The Gods are ET beings. This is a fact. Those who believe otherwise, thinking they are only spooks and 

spirits and such, are way off and only reveal their ignorance. The names of the Gods are all aliases, each 

alias being an important key word or even mantra representing an important spiritual concept.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Odinism 

 

This is from a question in another egroup: 

-------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

Its mainly not understood by the neo-Pagans. And was part of a larger Aryan religion. 

 

 

 

Woden was also worshipped in Ireland and the British Isle's as celtic's are a mythological construct. 

There was only the Teutonic world. Germany and N.W, Europe was settled out of Ireland and the Isle's 

around ten thousand years ago. The Druids [Naddreds] worshipped a Godman named who among many 

titles was also called Wod or Wodan. Who was hung on a tree, experienced a mystical death and reborn 

into a full God. The Tara hill was found to have been at one time ringed by three hundred plus Oak tree's 

as part of its sacred enclosure. In this part Odin is symbolic of the life force and the tree the human soul. 

This why the other title for Wodan is Budha/Budhaya in Ireland. As it relates to mercury in sanskrit 

which is the original language of the Aryans. Mercury is symbolic of the life force. The science of 

Alchemly in the East was literally called Nagara. After the serpent energy. Think sun and serpent as Naga 

[serpent] and Ra [sun] and what that means spiritually. In many ancient parts of the world it was a literal 

serpent hung on the sacred tree or Tau cross. The Druids cut a Tau cross into the sacred tree they used 

to honor Wodan. 

 

 

 

This is the meaning behind the Irminsul Pillar that stood at one of the most sacred Druidic sites on the 

European continent till it was destoryed in a jew backed, xian crusade into the region. The xian 

crusaders where fought against by Pagan armies for decades in some cases till all the fighters where 

killed to a man in almost endless war. But it stopped the spread of xianity further into Europe for 

centuries. The church did not have any real power in N.W Europe till the 14th to late 13th century. 

History has been rewrote to attempt to cover this up because its the end of the church on many levels. 

We have evidence of fully functioing Pagan churches in N.W Europe in the 13th century. 
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It was this act against the Irminsul that sparked the "Viking" period. Which lead to several major xian 

capitials being razed to the ground in revenge for the Irminsul. This site also contained the history and 

sacred knowledge of the Aryan race going back over 15,000 years. 

 

 

 

The Irminsul is the Mount Meru Axis, the world column or spinial column that connects the earth to the 

heavens the root charka to the crown and the ascended serpent. The same pillar and religion of the 

Aryans was the exact same religion of the Innu Pillar in Egypt. For some reason this is lost amongst neo-

Pagans who write chapters of meanling nonsense on the subject. This is one reason the Pagan Bon's 

[Cathars] worshipped a Godess named Mary. Because another title for Astaroth is Isis Meru or Mary. 

Literally Mary/Meru the Mount Meru axis of the spinal column. The sacred tree in many places was also 

called Asherah after her for this reason. As symbolically Astaroth represented the Sophia [light of the 

serpent] or yin aspect of the soul in the ancient world. That rises up the spine to illuminate one to their 

rebirth or gnosis. This reveals much of the Iss rune. The Bon's also worshipped Lucibel or Lucifier. They 

noted the catholic church was a jewish corruption and blasphemy of the Aryan religion and wanted 

nothing to do with it. The Catholic church waged a 30 year crusade against them wiping most of the area 

out. 

 

 

 

The mysteries of the Hellenic's [ancient Greeks] as Pike notes where the same as the Druids and 

Egyptians. Hu another title for Wod was the God who lead the Aryans of the North to their new 

homelands. Hu was worshipped as Dionysus [ also called Huas, Hyas] one of the main meanings of 

Dionysus relates to the sacred mount at the top of the spinal column or world column. Dionysus sacred 

animals are the black goat, snake and peacock and he also carries a spear or staff and its ivy is the 

symbol of immortality. Further East Dionysus is worshipped as Siva, literally. Even the ancient Greeks 

mentioned this numerous times as did the Vedic Aryans of the East. Siva's gana's are the Bacchantes, 

both have the sacred phallus.etc Another title for Wodan was Esus and we look again at Diony-esus. 
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Ichthys, or the Fish, was one of the names of Dionysus and the divine phallus was also shown in the 

shape of fish. The phallus is the spinal column with the kundalini full risen. EA [Oannes] is also shown as 

a Fish cloaked God in the ME and Lord of the Water for the same reason. The life force. 

 

 

 

 

 

As D.M. Murdock notes: 

 

 

 

"The word "Buddha" is related to the Egyptian term for the sky-god father-figure, "Ptah" and "Puttha," 

as well as to "Pytha," as in Pythagoras ("Buddha" + "guru"). " 

 

 

 

Churchward also stated: 

 

 

 

"Buddha is their representative of Ptah of the Egyptians." 
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I mentioned before how Buddhism is the xianity of the East, but under the corrupted form some of the 

origin is laying. Which gives us forensic evidence to view the original if one can dig deep enough. When I 

state Buddha, Iam not writting about the fiction Gutama. But the original Pagan God and such title. 

 

 

 

In Sri-Lanka, Buddha is still also called Wod or Wodan. Just as Christ, Christos was originally the eternal 

title of the Pagan Sun God which origin is "Karast" or "Krist" the title for the ressurrected Pagan God 

both spelling meaning "sun/luminous" Budhaya is also for the same reason and holds the same 

meaning. So we are looking at Wodan on a bigger level. As a note xianity is literally jewish corrupted 

crap, from the original Aryan religion of which all Aryan regions held the same tradition at the core. In 

one tale Buddha turns himself into a serpent to heal a person. That tale is ripped right from the pages of 

the Pagan world. And thus is part of the origin template that stayed around mixed with the enemy lies. 

Buddha is also crucified on a tree in the oldest texts and reborn three days later.etc This is the remaining 

parts of the original Pagan mytho's. 

 

 

 

 

 

We are looking at the grail here as well as Bacchanalian rites had a special cup called the Agathodaemon 

[good serpent in english]. Of which consercrated whine was drunk form. And Buddha had a serpent 

chalice that drinking from gave enlightenment and immorality/eternal life. The whine represented the 

blood of the serpent [kundalini energies, mentioned in some texts mercury/ether]. And the cup the 

world or human soul. It should be noted Agathodaemon meaning "Good Serpent" what the title 

Daemon connects to as Serpents. In some texts our Gods where called the blazing Serpents in the sense 

of Shining Ones. The serpent and the sun are one and the same. So we are back to the Magnum Opus. 

The grail is the literal symbol of Lucifer. 

 

 

 

The warrior must die pierced by a blade[sword mainly] in battle to go to Valhalla. Its an allegory for the 

chaos stage and the ascent of the kundalini and its piercings aspect. In the ancient world the sword, 
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spear and dagger where also symbols of the serpent power. The valkyrie takes him over the rainbow 

bridge to Valhalla we are looking at the shaki rising up the spine to the crown chakra. In the East where 

Bon Po [Po is another name for Budhaya] was its core tradtion was called the Great Perfection and 

centered on creating the "Rainbow Body." The Veda's hold the same images of the Rainbow and so did 

the Hellenic schools. The pot of gold at the end of the rainbow comes from such schools. Its an allegory 

that lived on in folktales. 

 

Bon Po was replaced by force by the enemy template of "Buddhism" just as xianity did to the original 

template in the West.  

 

 

 

 

 

Woden carries a spear which is the spinal column with the head or tip being the pineal gland it also is as 

stated a symbol of the piercing aspect of the kundalini. Just as Murrugan carries a spear of which the 

head also is depicted as a the eye of a Peacock feather and Siva carries the Trident and Ptah the staff. In 

the Americans where the Aryans went and passed down this culture. The same God [Votan] is literally 

still called the "Morning Star." Woden also leads the wild hunt as does Siva in the East. 

 

 

 

So this is why Wodan rules Valhalla for the same reason in the East He rules Shambhala.  

 

 

 

What is today called Odinism was based on the transformation and perfection of the soul to Godhood. 

God in sanskrit is Deva which is the power of the spiritual sun. The entire texts on Odin in the Saga's are 

allegories for perfection of the soul. They have been altered by the xians. But enough to the original is 

within it to the extent of understanding. But its part of a once global Aryan religion. 
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So to be in acutal Odinism as it really was [not how neo-paganism wishes it]. One would have to be 

literally a dedicated Spiritual Satanist. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Gnosticism, Ego and Origins 

 

Gnosticism, Ego and Origins 

 

 

 

To address the confusion spread by the enemy new age programs.  

 

There is a nuuuu age author claiming the Templar's literally had the mummified head of John the Bapist 

as a magical source of power.  

 

John the Baptist is stolen from Oannes. Sal-om-e performs the dance of the seven veils that has John 

beheaded and comes to posses the head on a silver plate. The platter with the bloody head is another 

symbol of the grail from the Pagan time. 

 

So this is all allegorical. Arthur also comes to posses the head of Bran the Blessed he finds under a tower 

on white hill. The symbolism behind this is obvious. Arthur's saga is from the Pagan cycle. 
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As I wrote in an article John of the Templars is Jnana [Oana] another title for Satan in sanskirt " 

Wisdom." Which as Higgin's showed is also Oanes The Greeks spelled John as Ioannes. Higgin's showed 

that the title Oannes is the source of term gnosis. As is well known by scholars, Oannes is the Sumerian 

EA [Satan].  

 

So much for the xian claims to gnosticism . Their fake gospels [wrote by the jewish theraputes who 

created xianity in Alexandria] are corruptions of the Pagan gnostic texts and are made in the image of 

the Pagan spiritual teachings to corrupt them. Trojan horse psychological virus. 

 

There is no xian gnosticism, just jewish corruptions of gnosticism [literally Oannesism]. 

 

Oannes is also shown holding a cauldron and a pinecone. The cauldron is the earliest symbol of the grail 

from the Pagan world. The pinecone the pineal gland the seat of the soul in which the reborn conscious 

manifests with the ascent of the power. "The head at the center of the earth." 

 

Oannes baptism is that of the water of the kundalini energy in which one emerges from reborn. In 

ancient Drudic legends the warrior is flung into the cauldron and emerges reborn.etc 

 

Gnosis being obtained with the rise of this power is the symbolic fact one has obtained the state of 

Oana. As Oannes [Satan] is also symbolic of the serpent power and its risen state of consciousness.  

 

Satan is the Lord of the Grail. 

 

This is also the Green Man and the Baphomet which was also a head the Templars where said to 

worship. Its allegorical. We also see the images of the divine phallus with a human head or the images of 

the divine serpent with a human head [ressurrected state of consciousness]. etc Both the Baphomet and 

the Green Man represent the kundalini energy and regeneration of the divine state. 

 

 

The enemy plays a game of tricknology in which they claim "oh those guys where worshipping John the 

Baptist and jewsus.' When in reality they where worshipping the Gods of whom the enemy later stole 
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their symbolic images and turned into enemy characters and corruptions. In their bible scam. The 

catholic church didn't come to power in N.W Europe till the 14th century. The Pagan religion was still in 

existance all over the place. They worked to rewrite history but can't get it all. 

 

As a another note the habit of painting oneself white with clay or ash in India for spiritual festivals 

comes from the Pagan world. The head of the parade in honor of Dionysus would be naked and painted 

white clay and carry the divine phallus or other sacred icon. The whiteÂ stands for Â the white stage of 

the purified sol. The nakedness the sign of rebirth.etc We haveÂ still identical themes in Western culture 

of this,Â the maypole which is obvious as to its meaning. Along with the old custom of the naked maiden 

on the white horse. Which was carried on in England till the purtians shut it down in the 16/17th 

century.  

 

The fool card in the tarot was originally call the Soeul card. The spiritual path of the hero is literally the 

path of the Sun. Hero comes from the name of Heros[Sun God]. 

 

The death of the ego as enlightenment as part of this process is corrupted. The ancients stated the 

death of the old consciousness [ego] is when the serpent raises rebirthing you into the super ego or 

consciousness. The ancient texts stated this but the death of the old consciouness [ego] as the process 

of the birth of super consciousness [ego] is left out of many texts and books. Your ego is your individual 

consciousness [psyche] hence its you and its connected to the sol-ar principal for a reason. 

 

You can see this in the beheading motif's as mentioned before. Ganesha has an elephant head for this 

reason as Siva's trident [symbol of cutting aspect of the power rising] beheads and kills him. Siva then 

brings him back to life [rebirth] by fixing an elephant head to his body. The elephant is the symbol of the 

root charka where the kundalini energy sits. Obviously the elephant head is the symbol of his rebirth by 

raising the serpent and the superconscious that comes with it. We also come back to the fact Siva is 

another alias of Satan. 

 

The process is purification and transformation of the ego [psyche] to its pure state not wiping it out and 

becoming a borg drone like the enemy pushes. When people today cry about egoism they are actually 

crying about weak ego's with numerous pathologies [karma's] that manifest in such condition. 

 

They repeat the enemy lie of the ego as the problem in itself. Not the state of the ego as the issue. 
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Some of this has been mentioned before. But I wish to go into it some more. 

 

Union with God comes from the term Yoga and is one of the most used but little understood phases 

around. I hear it all the time from the confused crowd in the corrupted systems of Yoga. They can't 

explain what it means when questioned. 

 

The term God comes from the Sanskrit Deva. The Brahmin's stated Deva was the power behind the sun. 

The sun they are speaking of is the spiritual sun [life force]. This is why our word for soul comes from Sol 

[sun]. 

 

What this is saying is Yoga is the unification [perfection] of the sol. God[Deva, inner sun] as stated is an 

ancient term for the spiritual energy that makes up your soul or consciousness [not a man in the sky]. All 

the Gods that represent this process are sun Gods. This is also why many ancient Gods are carpenters 

from Surya and on. Wood symbolizes the element of ether. Hence the obvious the cross or tree is 

always made of this element. Any who understands the elements knows why this is important. The 

terms for carpenter Gods and serpent also hold identical meaning. 

 

This is why in some ancient tales the Yogi literally ascends from the earth into the sun. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

jew gets 45 days in prison for the murder of two Gentile Women 

 

http://web.archive.org/web/20120816034626/http://news.yahoo.com/israel-sniper-45-days-over-gaza-

war-shooting-164134300.html 

An Israeli soldier implicated in the killing of two Gaza women carrying a white flag faces a 45-day jail 

term under a plea bargain approved by a military court on Sunday, local media said. 
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The sniper, identified by Israeli media as "staff sergeant S," was charged with manslaughter in 2010 over 

the fatal shooting of an unnamed individual, which Palestinian witnesses linked to the killing of 64-year-

old Riyeh Abu Hajaj and her daughter Majda Abu Hajaj, 37, during Israel's "Cast Lead" Gaza offensive. 

But the Israeli military said the charge had on Sunday been reduced from manslaughter to using a 

weapon illegally. 

"Following a mediation process and upon examination of the evidence with the recommendation of the 

military court, both sides have reached a plea bargain in which the indictment will be adjusted, and he 

will be convicted of using a weapon illegally," a military statement said. 

Under the deal, "S" would be jailed for 45 days, media reports said. 

Israeli rights group B'Tselem, said that if the military had been unable to prove that "S" fired the fatal 

shots at the women, who were carrying a white flag when they were killed, it must reopen its 

investigation and find the guilty party. 

"If the military prosecution accepted the claim brought by the soldier's lawyers, that there is no 

connection between the shooting he admitted to, and the killing of the Palestinian mother and 

daughter, this means that the investigation into this incident was never completed," the group said in a 

statement. 

"B'Tselem demands that the Military Police investigation unit reopen the file." 

According to B'Tselem, on January 4, 2009, the Abu Hajaj family evacuated their home after it was hit by 

an Israeli tank shell. 

"When they saw tanks about 150 metres (yards) from them, two of them waved the (white) flags, and 

the children in the group sat on the ground," B'Tselem said. 

"Suddenly, and without warning, shots were fired at the residents, killing Majda Abu Hajaj on the spot. 

Her mother, Riyeh Abu Hajaj, was severely wounded by the gunfire," it said. She later died of her 

wounds. 

The incident was one of those raised in the UN Goldstone report on alleged war crimes by both Israel 

and Gaza's rulers, the Palestinian Islamist movement Hamas, during the offensive aimed at halting 

rocket fire from Gaza. 

More 1,400 Palestinians and 13 Israelis were killed in the conflict. 

The army dismissed dozens of other alleged incidents because "according to the rules of warfare, no 

faults were found in the forces' actions." 

In other cases, the army said there was "not enough evidence proving that legal measures needed to be 

taken," in a statement issued when the sniper was charged in 2010. 

************************************************************************************* 
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In another abominable display of just how lowly the lives of our Gentile People are in the eyes of the 

jews- a jewish murderer has been let off with a mere 45 day sentence for his crime that led to the death 

of two Gentile Women. The Women had been doing nothing but standing in what remained of their 

home which had previously been obliterated by the same jewish forces, and in fact displayed a sign of 

peace as they were approached. The jews went ahead and opened fire on the innocent civilians despite 

this. It is unfortunate that they were naive enough to believe they would be shown mercy and respect 

by a jew.  

 

This calls back to mind the case of Rachel Corrie, a Gentile peace activist who was working in Palestine 

to attempt to prevent the destruction of the homes of innocent Gentile Palestinians by israeli thugs. She 

was brutally killed when one of the israeli demolition workers PURPOSEFULLY drove over the house she 

was standing in front of with a bulldozer. Again, this murdering jew got off with no charges.  

 

Note how they come up with excuse after excuse to explain away the senseless killing of our Gentile 

People.  

 

THESE PARASITES HAVE TO BE STOPPED. It is up to every single one of us to carry on fighting. Expose 

them before the eyes of the world, so that all may see their true colours. They have destroyed our past 

and STOLEN from us what is rightfully ours! They have insulted and blasphemed our Beloved Gods in the 

worst possible ways, and they have denigrated our True Satanic Heroes. They continue to slaughter our 

People like cattle in an abattoir, and this will not stop until they have been destroyed!  

 

KEEP UP THE FIGHT! Don't ever give up! 

 

HAIL FATHER SATAN!! 

Hail Beelzebub!! 

Hail Lilith!! 

 

Heil Hitler!! 

Heil Heinrich Himmler!! 
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-High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

 

http://ageofsatan.co.cc 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 

 

Joy of Satan Ministries 

Wasted Days & Wasted Nights: 'The Shroud of Turin' 

 

For those of you who are still recovering from xianity: 

 

October 13, 1988:(Thursday) At a press conference held in Turin, Cardinal Ballestrero, Archbishop of 

Turin, makes an official announcement that the results of the three laboratories performing the Carbon 

dating of the Shroud have determined an approximate 1325 date for the cloth. At a similar press 

conference held at the British Museum, London, it is announced that the Shroud dates between 1260 

and 1390 AD. Newspaper headlines immediately brand the Shroud a fake and declare that the Catholic 

Church has accepted the results. 

 

I wrote of this 'Shroud of Turin' and its actually being the imprint of Jacques DeMolay 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Baphomet.html 

 

Reference: The Second Messiah: Templars, the Turin Shroud, and the Great Secret of Freemasonry by 

Christopher Knight and Robert Lomas 1997, 2000.  

 

On another note, the amount of time, energy, research, writing, and not to mention psychic energy that 

goes into the endless stream of bullshit xianity is incredible. Wasted centuries.  

 

Now, imagine where humanity would be if everyone applied the same amount of energy to civilization 

and spiritual advacement.  
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High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

http://www.joyofsatan.org 

Spiritual Communications 

 

I read time and again in these groups from people who are having a difficult time establishing telepathic 

communications with the Gods. There is so much information regarding telepathic communications and 

I wrote this before: telepathic communication is not all verbal.  

 

Even after communicating with a Demon or even human spirit that has passed on, there are errors. This 

just happens, regardless of how psychic one is. When one has established a relationship with a Demon 

or human spirit, and has been communicating verbally with him/her, note that many of the 

conversations are accurate, but there will be times when they will be off. The more psychic you are, the 

more accurate, but there will still be times. 

 

Now, as I wrote above, not all telepathy is verbal. If you are new and/or not as open spiritually, Demons 

still may communicate with you, but this may be quietly directing your attention to something, putting a 

thought in your head, and other related things.  

 

I have had an ongoing problem and discussed it with Lilith last night. She works with me as I am working 

on a project for the Powers of Hell and she supervises this. Anyways, she told me she would help me 

with the problem. This morning, the very first thing I felt a strong urge to do was to make a phone call 

and everything from that point on got cleared up. I can cite other numerous examples, but the 

important thing to know and to understand is just because you do not hear a Demon communicating 

with you verbally, this does not mean they are not trying to communicate with you. It's difficult to 

explain, but like the fourth dimension, telepathic communication actually involves using more than one 

of your psychic senses and working with your logical side of the brain as well. This takes experience and 

practice.  
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High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

 

Symptoms of the Serpent 

 

Here is a list of kundalini symptoms. The following indicates one's serpent has been activated and/or 

empowered, meaning you might be experiencing one or more of the symptoms on this list. always 

remember that each of us is individual. What one person may experience, another may not and some 

brothers and sisters may experience more of the symptoms and some less. It all depends upon where 

your soul is at in this present life. Remember- it is very important to be free. Restrictions create hang-

ups for the serpent. Be free in what you eat, your sex life and when past repressed hang-ups surface, try 

to mentally soften, detach and let go of them. Never be afraid. Just because a symptom is on this list 

does not mean you will experience it. I know for a fact, when a dedicated brother or sister in Satan is 

making a serious effort at meditation, Demons are more than happy to assist you if you need help or 

guidance. This may not always be verbal. Demons are our 

spiritual guides. They may guide you in other ways. Our efforts at meditation and empowering ourselves 

are extremely important to the Gods of Hell. Also, from my own experience, I have had some of what is 

on this list. It comes and goes and is nothing to be worried about, as it is not usually constant.  

 

Some of this list I copied and pasted from various sources on kundalini symptoms on the web and some 

of this is my own.  

 

 

Muscle twitches, cramps or spasms.  

 

Energy rushes or immense electricity circulating the body 
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Itching, vibrating, prickling, tingling, stinging or crawling sensations 

 

Intense heat or cold 

 

Involuntary bodily movements (occur more often during meditation, rest or sleep): jerking, tremors, 

shaking; feeling an inner force pushing one into postures or moving one's body in unusual ways. (May be 

misdiagnosed as epilepsy, restless legs syndrome (RLS), or PLMD.)  

 

Some of this is copied and pasted from various websites on kundalini, some of ths is also my own: 

 

Alterations in eating and sleeping patterns 

 

Episodes of extreme hyperactivity or, conversely, overwhelming fatigue (some CFS victims are 

experiencing Kundalini awakening) 

 

Intensified or diminished sexual desires 

 

Headaches, pressures within the skull 

 

Racing heartbeat, pains in the chest 

 

Digestive system problems 

 

Numbness or pain in the limbs (particularly the left foot and leg) 

 

Pains and blockages anywhere; often in the back and neck (Many cases of FMS are Kundalini-related.) 
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Emotional outbursts; rapid mood shifts; seemingly unprovoked or excessive episodes of grief, fear, rage, 

depression 

 

Spontaneous vocalizations (including laughing and weeping) -- are as unintentional and uncontrollable 

as hiccoughs 

 

Hearing an inner sound or sounds, classically described as a flute, drum, waterfall, birds singing, bees 

buzzing but which may also sound like roaring, whooshing, or thunderous noises or like ringing in the 

ears. 

 

Mental confusion; difficulty concentrating 

 

Altered states of consciousness: heightened awareness; spontaneous trance states; mystical 

experiences (if the individual's prior belief system is too threatened by these, they can lead to bouts of 

psychosis or self-grandiosity) 

 

Heat, strange activity, and/or blissful sensations in the head, particularly in the crown area. 

 

Ecstasy, bliss and intervals of tremendous joy, love, peace and compassion 

 

Psychic experiences: extrasensory perception; out-of-body experiences; pastlife memories; astral travel; 

direct awareness of auras and chakras; contact with spirit guides through inner voices, dreams or 

visions; healing powers 

 

Increased creativity: new interests in self-expression and spiritual communication through music, art, 

poetry, etc. 

 

Intensified understanding and sensitivity: insight into one's own essence; deeper understanding of 

spiritual truths; exquisite awareness of one's environment (including "vibes" from others) 
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Enlightenment experiences: direct Knowing of a more expansive reality; transcendent awareness  

 

Heightened sensitivity to noise, electricity, such as feeling keenly when an appliance comes on or off or 

when you shut off a TV, for example. Even feeling a shock. 

 

'Seeing' shadows or faint objects, even moving or crawling in your peripheral vision, lasting a second or 

less.  

 

Then, there is what is known as 'The Devil's Skin.' Rashes, bumps, acne, and other skin problems can 

flare up. It is more annoying than anything. Hollywood has really twisted this. This I believe is the main 

reason that High Priests of ancient times shaved their heads bald.  

 

Episodes of intense energy which make you want to leap out of bed and into action. One person said her 

body seems to vibrate wildly. Followed by periods of lethargy and fatigue. The fatigue usually follows 

great shifts.  

[The above is where you can just sleep and sleep. I have noted this happens when one experiences a 

drop in energy, like in the way of skipping meditations]. 

 

Numbness or pain in the limbs, especially the finders and toes. There can be nerve pain. This is because 

the serpentine energy is cleaning out your nadis which are often with nerve pathways.  

 

Looking younger, grey hair going back to its natural color, feeling lighter. [One must raise one's serpent 

before working on the magnum opus. The serpentine energy is a major part of immortality and the 

commencement of the magnum opus which is physical and spiritual perfection and immortality].  

 

Feeling a kinship with animals and nature, having more empathy, awareness and respect for both.  
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The serpent will amplify your thoughts, and also bring repressed memories and thoughts, often of a 

disturbing nature into your conscious awareness. This is so you can deal with them, then they will pass 

away, as you are transforming spiritually. 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Re: Symptoms of the Serpent 

 

Some things I need to add here: 

 

Depression, extreme fatigue and heavy sleeping are warning signs that your energy has dropped due to 

skipping meditations and not being consistent. Even with consistency, after a while, you will be able to 

note when your energies drop. Doing a few rounds of serpent yoga breathing can get your energies back 

up. Different things can take your energies, such as an oncoming illness which may or may not manifest 

[serpentine energy powerfully strengthens the immune system], others or situations in your 

environment.  

 

Serpent exercises affect the brain and nervous system, correcting any blockages and problems, and 

opening pathways so your soul can be free. There can be nerve pain that comes and goes, feelings of 

having water on your skin, but nothing is there and other sensations. Also, thoughts and dreams can be 

amplified. Certain thoughts can become obsessive. Never fear, as fear is the worst. Just let go and relax. 

There is nothing to worry about. It is all part of the transformation that will make you a god in your own 

right and give you control over your own destiny and spiritual freedom. Feel free to ask questions, 

express any concerns and learn from others who are on the path. This is what these groups are for.  

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Common Sense 

 

I have written this sermon like three times, maybe more over the years, but given the importance, 

everyone should have this drummed into their heads, especially new people. Lilith asked me to write 

this again, as she told me it was needed. 

 

Whenever you are receiving services, it is not very wise reveal you are a Spiritual Satanist. Reactions on 

the part of otherts can be anything from mild discrimination, nasty looks to being deadly. Places you 

frequent, places you go to eat, such as restaurants, and most important- any place you might have to go 

to get treatment involving your health or the health of loved ones.  

 

The only 'sin' in Satanism is that of stupidity. Someone goes walking into a hospital emergency room or 

whatever, to get treatment or a doctors office, sporting blatant tattoos, having 'the look' and when 

asked about religious affiliation, proudly announces he/she is a 'Spiritual Satanist.' This can be deadly, 

even when it involves loved ones getting treatment.  

If asked your 'religious affilation' you should either state 'Pagan' 'atheist' or non-religious.' Satan does 

not approve of our people placing themselves in danger through stupidity. He states this in the Al Jilwah: 

 

'Do not mention my name nor my attributes, lest ye regret it; for ye do not know what those who are 

without may do.' 

 

Medical Doctors can murder with immunity form the law. Remember this. This is nothing to bait or to 

toy with. Piss off the wrong doctor and you or a loved one could wind up dead.  

 

I remember years and years ago when I was a teenager, my grandfather went into the emergency room 

on a Thursday night. He was around 80 years old, a heavy cigarette smoker all of his life and he had 

emphysema. He went in for chest pains. He was not senile, he was able to take care of himself and 

didn't need any assistance where his personal needs were concerned and he even did light yard work. 

The doctors made quick work of him. I saw him for the last imte alive in the ER. He was alert, aware and 

seemed fine, except for the chest pains.  
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By Friday evening, he was in a deep coma. Late Saturday, the Dr. came to the family and informed the 

adults of his condition. Early Sunday, the Dr. had the family sign papers, consenting to the removal of all 

life support and drugs. He died Sunday afternoon.  

 

Now, this shit goes on all of the time. One less 'goy.' I was young back then. This had nothign to do with 

anything more than that we were an average Gentile family and as most others, ignorant of what was 

really going on. As I got older it all became very clear, and i noted my grandfather was not the only 

victim of this sort of thing. All of our elderly are at high risk.  

 

Medical Doctors are obviously not stupid. One must memorize sometimes hundreds of pages of 

advanced medical texts in a night while in medical school. Whilke learning to heal, they also learn how 

to kill, as this is obvious. An intelligent medical doctor can make much look unintentional and like an 

accident. Advanced knowledge of drugs, drug interactions and such makes for an adept at poison, 

should they feel the need.  

 

As for my grandfather, it became apparent to me, he was shot full of highly addictive medical drugs. This 

put him in a coma. Then, the drugs were systematically withdrawn and the body went into shock and 

being elderly, he died. Jewish Doctor has 'goy' family sign necessary papers, making sure there are no 

legal repercussions, and assuring them they are 'doing the right thing,' walks away with several more 

thousands of dollars in his pocket.  

 

When you are in any situation where your life or the life of a loved one could be affected, or one's 

health, keep your fucking mouth shut, act like an average person. The less you say, the better. Don't 

volunteer any unecessary information. Remember the old Satanic Adage 'Silence is Golden.' Don't stand 

out or be conspicuous, blend in, be as any other patient or service recipient. Our Anti-Christ told me on 

the astral: 'Learn form your mistakes!' This goes for all things. Don't be stupid and open your big mouth 

or make yourself stand out in any way or reveal you are a Spiritual Satanist and then go deep into 

danger and whine to the Powers of Hell for their help.  

 

Also, I, myself have Satan's name and Sigil blatantly tattooed on my forearm. In the summer when 

wearing short sleeves, I know how to hide this. I turn my arm over. I keep this hidden from those who 

could potentially cause me trouble. This is nothing to take lightly. In closing, it is not only kikes, but 

brainwashed xians who can cause you more trouble than you bargained for. The Inquisition reveals just 

how far xians will go. 
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High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

 

Re: Question for those who have completed a sun square for non-spiritual purposes. 

 

The post I made about 'common sense,' I certainly wasn't trying to discourage anyone from seeking 

proper medical care. Using common sense includes much, much more than just medical care.  

 

I nearly died in childbirth with my daughter. If I hadn't been in a hosptital, both of us would have died. 

There are many times you can't see something coming, like complications, especially when having a 

baby. There are all kinds of complications that can occur suddenly and unexpectedly. She was a large 

baby and her shoulders got stuck and they had to push her back in and turn her. I had no anesthesia [by 

choice and it was too late when I was pushing her out] and I know the worst pain and from this 

experience, I learned respect for pain for others.  

 

After she came out, blood was actually spraying out of me like a hose, and one of the nurses right away 

put an IV into me as I was hemmoraging badly.  

There are other incidents I can note where medical personel including good veteranarians saved lives 

and I am grateful.  

 

Using common sense is not about being paranoid. This statement is for everyone here. My post was only 

concerning revealing that you are a Spiritual Satanist in some way, as this can be dangerous, as we are 

often vehemently discriminated againt. With medical care, it is important to just be like the average 

person and not attract any unnecessary attention to yourself or loved ones. Ask questions about 

anything that might concern you about the care, such as why the Dr. is performing this or with 

administrating drugs, what is it for and why is he/she giving this specific drug to you or the loved one. It 

is also the law as far as I know that they have to give you information or a print out concerning any side 

effects of any drugs, what they are used for, and so forth.  
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As for silver nitrate solution, PKU test and vitamin K, which some of the things they do like this can cause 

jaundice, you have to approach the staff and sign papers and do this right after the baby is born. Never 

get openly angry, remain calm and unemotional, but firm and above all, know your rights. People who 

get emotional and blurt things out can also be in danger in a hospital, as the staff are usually 

indoctrinated by the system to right away think someone is crazy and then take action. Just be sool, 

salm and collected. Know your rights and be firm, and know and understand what you are asking for or 

declining.  

 

You are safer in a hospital, especially when having babies.  

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Too Much Serpentine Energy? 

 

Just offer any extra energy that is making you uncomforable to the Powers of Hell. It is needed, and 

much like performing spiritual warfare rituals. Offer it to Satan.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Jewish media admits Nazis NOT responsible for massacre of Polish Gentiles 

 

"WARSAW, Poland (AP) — The American POWs sent secret coded messages to Washington with news of 

a Soviet atrocity: In 1943 they saw rows of corpses in an advanced state of decay in the Katyn forest, on 
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the western edge of Russia, proof that the killers could not have been the Nazis who had only recently 

occupied the area." 

 

"The Soviet secret police killed the 22,000 Poles with shots to the back of the head. Their aim was to 

eliminate a military and intellectual elite that would have put up stiff resistance to Soviet control. The 

men were among Poland's most accomplished — officers and reserve officers who in their civilian lives 

worked as doctors, lawyers, teachers, or as other professionals. Their loss has proven an enduring 

wound to the Polish nation." 

 

"But returning to their POW camps, the Americans carried a conviction that they had just witnessed 

overwhelming proof of Soviet guilt. The corpses' advanced state of decay told them the killings took 

place much earlier in the war, when the Soviets still controlled the area." 

 

http://news.yahoo.com/ap-exclusive-memos-show-us-hushed-soviet-crime-132109652.html 

 

As we know, the Soviet Union was jewish through and through, including Stalin himself. It was the jews 

who were responsible for the deaths of MILLIONS of Gentile Men and Women, and NOT the other way 

around!  

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/328 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/282 

 

Also: 

http://www.666blacksun.org/satanic-national-socialism/how-jews-play-both-sides-against-the-middle/ 

 

It is extremely telling that an article such as this has actually been publicised within the Media at this 

time. The jews are losing power, and people are waking up!!  

 

Another thing this article proves beyond a shadow of a doubt is the US government of the time was 

working with the jews and against the Gentile People. This atrocity is one of many examples of how our 
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People have met gruesome fates at the hands of the enemy. One only needs to research Dresden to find 

another example of this. Again, the jewish run governments were responsible for this horrific event.  

 

OUR PEOPLE ARE WAKING UP, and it is time for us to step up the fight!  

 

Hail Father Satan!! 

Hail Beelzebub!! 

Hail Lilith!! 

 

Heil Hitler!! 

Heil Heinrich Himmler!! 

 

-High Priestess Zildar Raasi 

 

 

The Protocols 

 

The jewish power and bulwark are the christian and muslim religions. The Protocols of the Learned 

Elders of Zion are a blueprint for the jews taking over the world. Anyone who disregards this is an idiot. 

Proof of what is written in the Protocols is very evident just by opening up a local phone book and 

seeing the endless listings of blatant jewish names dominating certain professions such as Doctors, 

attorneys, college professors and such. There are pdf copies of the Protocols in most of the JoS e-groups 

files.  

 

Now, many people do not know just how clever the jews are. In addition to the original copies of the 

Protocols, there are recent versions of the Protocols that are being altered by jews [mostly on the 

internet] designed to create confusion. The jews have done this with other documents and writings that 

expose them, as the jews fear these and try to claim they were all 'forgeries,' and if they can make them 

look like nonsense or use them to confuse Gentiles, they will.  
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These have interpolations designed to confuse the average person. Most often, these interpolations will 

make the jews appear to be very anti-christian, working for the destruction of christianity, and to make 

the Protocols or other writings as a whole appear to be anti-christian. This is another hoax. One has to 

do the tons of indepth research as I have done for years to see through this. This is no different from the 

endless stream of bullshit and yellow journalism interwoven with legitimate information and materials 

concerning aliens and UFOs; all designed to confuse the average person. Then of course, astronomy 

textbooks and other scholastic materials claim no evidence of intelligent life out there to add to all of 

this.  

 

The only time the jews want christianity completely destroyed is when it is totally replaced with its twin 

of communism. All spirituality removed.  

 

The jewish bulwark and power is christianity. The jews will do anything and everything they can to try to 

get Gentiles under the psychic control of chrisitanity, or spiritually harmless as an atheist, as with 

communism. Once one is a beliving christian, they have you. This is another reason they have endlessly 

pushed that Nazi Germany was christian, which nothing could be further from the truth. Nazi Germany 

was Satanic and a serious threat, so they have created endless propaganda in the media and with books 

to try to convince the unknowing that they were christian. 

http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Third_Reich.htm 

 

I have seen this endlessly with their movies and media about the Nazis. Many people fall for this, as 

most do not do any research and only believe what they are told and shown. Once any Gentile 

organization falls under the psychic control of christianity, they have signed their own death warrant. 

The jews know this. The jews will even go so far as duping Gentiles into thinking they are 'Satanic' in 

order to try to hook the confused back to christianity. Then, of course, there is pseudo Satanism, which 

is jewish controlled such as modern Freemasonry, the Illuminatti, Skull & Bones and others. The average 

person who is confounded and deluded by the jewish use of psychological tactics falls into the trap of 

thinking if the jews are against christianity, then christianity must be ok. NOT SO. The jews know this 

tactic and use it all of the time.  

 

Remember...the jews have not survived all of these centuries by being average. Some versions of the 

Protocols and other anti-jewish articles are altered by jews, and if you know the jewish agenda and their 

tactics, the altered versions are obvious. Anything and everything connnected with christianity is poison. 

The present state of society today is the result of christianity. Civilization is collapsing. Don't be fooled 
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into thinking the jews are enemies of christianity, because they aren't. Christianity is their power; the 

great host upon which they feed. Every page in the 'holy bible' has either jew, jews, or Israel written on 

it. The 'holy bible' is a book praising and extolling the jews from beginning to end. The nazarene was a 

jew, his apostles were jews and he never strayed from or did anything contrary to jewish law.  

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Jewish_Nazarene.htm  

 

You have to know and be aware of their tactics and their traps; especially for people who are new and 

those vulnerable to confusion. True Satanism is their greatest enemy. This is why Satanism has been so 

visciously oppressed and condemned for centuries. When they can no longer oppress something, then 

they try to infiltrate to gain control from the inside, then destroy from within.  

 

If one is stupid enough to believe christianity is an enemy of the jews, then look to the glut of vast 

wealth. The million dollar church complexes and xian bookstores, fine expensive glossed xian tracts and 

everything else. That right there shows they are good with the jews. Anyone who is against the jews and 

wants to expose the truth is hunted down, persecuted, slandered and every attempt is made to shut 

them up, and break them financially and worse.  

 

Once you really know and can see through the jewish agenda and their clever tactics, no amount of 

altered materials will fool you anymore.  

 

Thankfully, we now have the internet -- www = '666' 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Fixing the Energy & Other Allegories 

 

I am finding more and more through research and study that nearly everything in legend and symbol is 

an allegory. Now, most of you already know the nazarene is a fictitious character invented by the jews to 

spiritually enslave Gentiles. The nazarene was originally symbolic of the witchpower. I wrote a full article 

about this some time ago:  
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http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Jesus_Christ.htm 

 

The many paintings and such of xian characters [which are all fictitious], are only models for raising the 

serpent. These were taken and corrupted into phony jewish characters and of course places, such as 

'Jerusalem.' 

 

Unfortunately, I cannot find a suitable illustration online here to show as an example regarding the ida 

and pingala and how both, after intertwining as a snake; crossing the sushumna, then swooping in the 

exact shape of a heart on the face, terminating at the nose. Now, the ancient symbol for the classic 

valentine with the arrow through it is actually symbolic of 'fixing the energy.' For most of you who are 

experienced meditators and who are working on raising your serpents, you know how your energies can 

fluctuate. 'Fixing the energy' makes the energy permanent and also correctly distributed about the soul, 

which is in the shape of a cross. The soul actually should be in the shape of an inverted cross, with the 

solar [666] chakra as the powerhouse.  

 

My point here, is with that nazarene, some kike asshole centuries ago, obviously came upon this torn, 

ragged image of an individual on a cross [the nailing to the cross is another SYMBOL used to illustrate 

the fixing of the energy and nothing more- the witchpower/serpentine energy distributed and nailed 

*fixed upon* to the soul], and got the bright idea of creating a jewish character out of this, and force-

feeding it to the Gentiles, as a material individual, thus removing all spirituality, and any references to 

spiritual powers that go along with it. Going back further, one can find many images of the Greek 'TAU' 

with the actual serpent draped upon the TAU cross. This is nothing new.  

 

This is no different from taking the old man image of 'Uncle Sam' which is another SYMBOL- obviously 

not spiritual, but as an example, making a diety of this symbol of the USA, and jamming it down the 

throats of the populace to slavishly worship. The same thing could even be done with Sponge Bob. 

Those with xian double-digit IQs could erect an altar, place a small aquarium atop, add the little 

pineapple house for Sponge Bob on the inside, the bubbling water could serve as a portable baptismal 

font and one could spend hours slavishly worshipping the little guy, given enough invented history and 

'miracles' were attributed to the little fellow. Then, with enough psychic energy being poured into little 

Sponge Bob, his exalted powers would take on a life of their own. People would begin purchasing 

sponges of all kinds, expecting miracles, healings and a whole new life in Sponge Bob. Sponge Bob 

Saves!!!!! But, for now...xians are only obsessing over Sponge 

Bob's sex life, trying to determine if he might be gay or not. Given most xians have no normal healthy 

sex life of their own, they are living vicariously, and obsess over Sponge Bob's sex life.  
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Stonehenge and the Pyramids of Giza and other ancient monuments were erected in relationship to the 

sun and the solstices. These were not built to alert the ancients to certain times of the year like for the 

harvest and such, these were built as allegories for optimal dates for performing the magnum opus. 

[One must have one's serpent fully ascended and the Gods can guide you from there with a little study]. 

For example, the commencement of the magnum opus should begin at 3 am, on the night of the Vernal 

Equinox when the Sun is at 0 degrees of Aries. April Fool's Day, the day of 1st of April was moved up, but 

from study, I can see this as it originally was of the Spring Equinox. The Fool in the Tarot begins his 

journey to the attainment of the magnum opus. The Fool was relegated to the Joker in the modern deck 

of playing cards, with the trump removed from the Tarot.  

 

Valentine's day is of fixing the energy and very well might correspond to Imbolc. Wicca and related 

judeo/xian corrupted Paganism tries to pass these important points of the year off as coinciding with the 

seasons, the harvest, stocking up for winter and other material crap. All of the dates are spiritual and 

signify very ideal times for specific workings on the soul. Halloween/Samhain for example, the astral 

opens up for much better communications between those of us here on earth and those who are on the 

astral. It has to do with the energies of the earth lines and how gravity, ley lines and such are affected by 

the earth's rotation and tilt towards the sun. All of this can be scientifically explained. Halloween also 

has much more spiritual significance, but the above is only an example.  

 

There are 8 important dates about the year for working on the soul at an advanced level. This 

corresponds to the 8 phases of the moon and to 'Ashta' which means 8 in Sanskrit, also known as 

'Ashtar' 'Ishtar [in the ancient Middle East]' and Astaroth; note As-TAROT-h; again, the Tarot. Another 

alias of Astaroth is Inanna, which corresponds to Jnanna in Sanskrit, meaning 'wisdom.' Because of the 

most sacred symbolism here, the Catholic Church in all its denegration and blasphemy of spirituality 

labeled this 8 pointed star 'Sigil of the Beast.'  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Jew Openly Calls For False Flag Attacks. 

 

Jew Openly Calls For False Flag Attacks. 

 

My note: "Zionist" is just another word for Jew. 

 

The Jews where behind 911: 

http://www.911missinglinks.com/watch-movie/ 

 

As part of the movie it mentions the Jews attacked the USS Liberty in June of 1967, to pull America into 

a war in the ME on the side of the Jews. Killing dozens of American Servicemen. Don't forget the Lavon 

Affair when the jews in the early 1950's used false flag terrorism against Western/American targets for 

their own political agenda. 

 

---------------------------------------------- 

 

 

Second Zionist 9/11 in the making for war on Iran: Analyst 

 

http://www.presstv.com/detail/2012/09/27/263840/2nd-zionist-911-in-making-for-iran-war/ 

 

Zionist [my note Jew] organizations such as Washington Institute for Near East Policy (WINEP) are 

overtly plotting "another 9/11-style mass murder" of Americans to justify a military aggression against 

Iran, an analyst says. 

 

 

"Covering up 9/11 is bad enough. But when Zionist front organizations like WINEP openly call for 

another 9/11-style mass murder of Americans to launch a war against Iran, it is time for the American 
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people to put these organizations out of business," Kevin Barrett wrote in an article on the Press TV 

website. 

 

Last Friday, Patrick Clawson, WINEP's Director for Research, suggested that the US should work covertly 

and through means of force to provoke Iran to take the first shot against the US or Israel. Otherwise, he 

said, starting a war with Iran will be really hard to accomplish. 

 

"I frankly think that crisis initiation is really tough," said Clawson, "And it's very hard for me to see how 

the United States … uh … President can get us to war with Iran." 

 

As a consequence, Clawson said he was led to conclude that "the traditional way [that] America gets to 

war is what would be best for US interests." 

 

He then went on to recount a series of controversial incidents in American history - the attack on Pearl 

Harbor, the sinking of the Lusitania, the Gulf of Tonkin incident, and the blowing up of the USS Maine - 

that US presidents "had to wait for" before taking America to war. 

 

"So, if in fact the Iranians aren't going to compromise," the Israel lobbyist concluded with a smirk on his 

face, "it would be best if somebody else started the war." 

 

 

"One can combine other means of pressure with sanctions. I mentioned that explosion on August 17th. 

We could step up the pressure. I mean look people, Iranian submarines periodically go down; someday 

one of them may not come up. Who would know why? We can do a variety of things if we wish to 

increase the pressure. I'm not advocating that but I'm just suggesting that ... this is not an `either or' 

proposition.... We are in the game of using covert means against the Iranians. We could get nastier at 

that." 

 

The analyst noted that what Clawson didn't say, but certainly implied, was that "America's `war on 

terror', actually a war on Islam for Israel, `had to wait for' the false-flag attack of 9/11." 
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"WINEP, like AIPAC, is a criminal organization - a viper's nest of unregistered agents of a foreign power. 

Even if they were not advocating mass murder and high treason, and calling for the silencing of 

opposition to the 9/11 coup d'état that they and/or their fellow travelers helped orchestrate, they 

should all be arrested and sent to prison," Barrett added. 

 

"But when they cross the line and advocate the mass murder of Americans to trigger a war for Israel 

that could easily become World War Three, it's time to shut them down, lock them up, and start building 

scaffolds. They call it `Near East Policy'. I call it high treason and conspiracy to commit mass murder," 

the analyst concluded. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Sermon 10/06/12 

 

This topic [understandably] has come up many times in all of the groups; the Christian concept of "Hell." 

There have been cases of certain individuals who have seen horrors and such from near death 

experiences and related. Some of these people had ties to angels who showed them this sort of thing as 

well. This is of the Christian "god" and has nothing to do with Satan. 

 

Now, when I say "Christian god" this term is a collective label for the human hating entities out there 

who have been exploiting humanity, using their invented Christian religion as a tool. Long before 

photography was readily available and knowledge of extraterrestrials was made public, occultist Aleister 

Crowley drew a picture of "Jehovah" and the image was of a grey extraterrestrial. The greys hate 

humanity. 

 

Not to get into a rehash of what is already on the JoS website; my point in making this post is to reassure 

people regarding "Hell." Knowing the truth is very important and when you open your mind through 

power meditation, you will see more and more truths. The enemy does have rotten places for human 

souls that fall into their traps. This has nothing to do with Satan. Things are backwards. Just as the Jews 

[who are of the enemy at the soul] accuse and blame Gentiles for everything THEY THEMSELVES DO, in 

order to create a distraction and diversion and to confuse, this bleeds over into a much larger area in the 

way of what Christianity does. 
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I have heard Christians [ad nauseum] go on and on about how "The Devil hates humanity" "was a 

murderer and a liar from the beginning" "is all about materialism" "works to prevent humanity from 

achieving everlasting life and immortality" the list of bullshit goes on and on and in reality, this all 

applies to jewhova, THEIR "god." One only needs to look to all of the murders, the endless lies and the 

genocide of Gentile nations in the Old Testament of THEIR bible. In addition, the Nazarene WHICH IN 

REALITY WAS STOLEN FROM A CONCEPT, was invented into a fictitious Jewish character for the purpose 

of creating another distraction and deception so that the concept is devoid of its spiritual message so 

that anyone who follows this kike on the cross will never perform the magnum opus and achieve 

immortality. Xians keep compulsively parroting "Jesus loves you" when the real truth is "Jesus" hates 

you! "Jesus" hates humanity! 

"Jesus" is nothing more than a subliminal tool for ushering in the Jewish messiah [if enough people 

believe in this "second coming" and put their psychic energies into it, the ruling kike needed to unite the 

Jews of the world will appear on the scene and enslave every Gentile under the most heinous and brutal 

conditions] and TO KEEP THE DELUDED FROM SPIRITUAL KNOWLEDGE, ADVANCING THEIR SOULS AND 

ACHIEVING EVERLASTING LIFE/IMMORTALITY. 

 

"Jesus" serves as a distraction so that believers never meditate or do anything to advance their souls. 

The deluded believe "Jesus" will take care of everything and that "Jesus saves" when in truth, we all save 

our own souls, given we have the knowledge and that we apply it. Those who are denied this knowledge 

and do not meditate will die and be reincarnated over and over, damned into repeating the same 

mistakes and totally at the mercy of their destiny. Try running this by xians. They keep parroting "The 

Devil deceives" when in truth, it is their own "god." And, this so-called "god" of theirs is afraid of 

humanity obtaining knowledge and spiritual power? Is threatened by our physical nudity? "Loves" you 

so much he will damn you to a fiery pit to burn for all eternity? Hardly our creator. Everything the 

Christians accuse "The Devil" of is really their own "god." This is their deception. "He deceiveth the 

masses." 

 

Now getting back to those near death experiences and such; Lilith told me something very enlightening. 

She told me that those who have had strong ties to Christianity in their past lives are very open to the 

enemy. Even if someone is non-religious, an atheist or agnostic, if there is a strong essence of xianity on 

that person's soul from former lifetimes; it is an opening for the enemy to manipulate him/her in this 

lifetime. Note that those who have had frightening experiences run straight back to the enemy. The 

enemy will use the individual for an example into scaring others, and in many other ways. 
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Many of us have been with Satan for centuries of past lives. I asked her about myself and she replied to 

me "you have always rejected it"[Christianity]. Because of the systematic removal of spiritual 

knowledge, few of us are really open and aware to what is on our own soul and the souls of others. 

Regardless of where one's soul was at in former lifetimes, when one performs the Dedication to Satan, 

this is very real and permanent. Christian sacraments such as baptism, confirmation and such are false 

and non-binding. Satanic sacraments are real. 

 

Some people have a harder time than others in coming to Satan. For those of us who have been with 

him through all of our lifetimes, coming to Satan is like a duck coming to water, a bird flying free; it feels 

so perfect. There is nothing conflicting. Some of us [myself included], when first opening to Satan and 

studying Satanism, have felt a beautiful comforting warm glow of energy surrounding us. People who 

have anxiety, more than likely have past life issues with Christianity and/or other false programs of the 

enemy. These need to be overcome and performing the dedication is the first step, as once one 

dedicates one's soul to Satan, this is permanent. 

 

Close associations with the enemy in past lives, such as one being a devout xian [this can even be worse 

if the past lives were many], has made one's soul very open to the influences of the enemy; holes so to 

speak. The enemy then uses certain individuals for their own nefarious purposes. Some people have a 

more difficult time in coming to Satan than others, but those who have found the truth and are sincere 

can overcome any obstacles. Key indications that one was with Satan in past lives are a very strong 

desire to be with him again, a higher than average interest in the occult, witchcraft and such and a very 

positive feeling when studying true Satanism, and in knowing Satan. Many of us have powers and 

knowledge that have come from past lives. 

 

I have worked extensively with a few of those who have passed on [they do not wish to be labeled as 

"dead"] and have met many spirits [human] who have/are residing in what we call "Hell," where Satan 

keeps his own. They are all very safe and protected. Those who have passed on do not eat or sleep. It is 

stagnation in many respects and this is why souls choose to reincarnate. Also, one does not obtain 

power through or after one's physical death. We take ourselves with us, our personalities, our abilities 

and one's spiritual power. 

 

The experiences in death are highly individual. People who are vulnerable to the enemy, as I wrote of in 

the above, are at the mercy of the enemy. All of this has to do with past and present lives. There are 

others who for whatever reason, often an important issue, refuse to move on and remain as ghosts and 

stay here on earth. As I wrote of before in a sermon on ghosts, there are often serous unresolved issues 
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such as one being murdered and others not knowing, one's corpse not being properly buried and such, 

as it matters to the individual. 

 

Satan takes care of his own. I wrote of this before, but when I asked one I am working with in spirit form 

what happened when he died [after he fell to the floor following his swallowing of a cyanide capsule], he 

told me 4 of our Gods showed up and took his astral hand and lifted him from his body and took him to 

"Hell" where others he knew who had passed on were already there and where he has been secure, 

safe, and very protected. 

 

Much of our present life experiences have their roots in past lives. I know this sermon is already too 

long, but I had to address this. Also, another tip for the magnum opus; you have to raise your serpent 

first. 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

Sermon 10/09/12 

 

All of the so-called 'occult' and spiritual can be explained scientifically. Satanism promotes science and in 

other more advanced worlds out there, technology is used in conjunction with the powers of the mind 

and soul. Both work together and compliment each other.  

 

Vibration and the power of sound is one of the most effecitve ways to change something. Everything in 

this universe has a specific vibration. Both living and inaminate objects vibrate and have a specific 

unique rate of vibration. Even a rock has molecules that are vibrating at a certain rate that make it what 

it is...a rock. 

 

My point here is using vibrations in your meditations will advance your workings. Runes, Sanskrit 

mantras and such all work to produce changes. With cleaning one's aura, for example, especially after 

coming into contact with negative energy; many, especially teens are forced to attend xian church 

against their will... the mantra for the Sun: Aum Suryae, vibrated 108 times with a Satanic Rosary, will 
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burn off the negative energy. This can be done at any time and for as many times/days as you feel 

necessary.  

[See the link below for corrrect pronunciation] 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Sun_Square.html  

 

This working is a bit different from the kabalistic squares and just vibrating 'Aum Suryae' into your aura 

[you should feel the vibration in your aura and/or entire being] 108 times works very well in dispelling 

negative energies when cleaning one's aura. Visualization using the white-gold light should also be used. 

Vibrating runes works just as well. It is important when using a mantra for the first time to vibrate it 

once or twice and feel its energy. If you feel the energy, then the mantra will work for you. If you feel 

nothing, then it is best not to waste your time using it.  

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Runic_Kabalah.html 

 

Vibration is the most effective way to reverse negative unwanted energies. Using a Satanic Rosary is 

easy. These can be made form any bead kits in the hobby/notions section of most stores...Wal-Mart, K-

Mart, Target, any hobby & crafts stores...you get the idea. This does NOT have to be anything fancy or 

embellished. The sole reason for the Satanic rosary, based upon the Tibetan Mala Beads is so that one 

does not have to be distracted keeping a count of reciting a high number of mantras. Just slide your 

fingers along the beads. If you have a rosary for black magick, then use a different one for white magick 

as the energies can conflict.  

 

I have read several posts asking 'How can I get closer to Satan?' Answer: BY WORKING FOR HIM!  

 

People who come into these groups and are only out for what they think Satan and the Powers of Hell 

can do FOR them don't get very far. The more you do for Satan, the more the Powers of Hell will do for 

you, BUT, YOU MUST MEDITATE AND KEEP YOUR ENERGIES HIGH. Lilith mentioned to me how some of 

you work these groups answering questions and such on a regular basis. She told me you are given high 

priority and are favored in the way of obtaining help and protection from the Powers of Hell, should you 

need it.  

 

This also includes anyone who is actively working for Satan. Not everyone can work online in the groups. 

There are many other areas where each of us can contribute in our own way to advance Satan's agenda. 

If you are lost concerning this, Demons will guide you; you only need ask.  
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Many new people are coming into the JoS groups. I am happy to say that our Teen group has well over 

10,000 + members. Satan has the youth. Many come here through 'Yahoo Groups' and not the JoS 

website. Many who come in this way do not read the front page of the group description and ask the 

same old questions that are answered on the JoS website. Many who come in are indoctrinated by the 

system and organized 'religion' and apply this to Satanism. I know...patience is required. People are 

coming in from all walks of life. Many have no knowledge of the occult, witchcraft and the powers of the 

mind and meditation.  

 

Note that we are all working for a higher cause. We are working together. As far as I am concerned, 

teamwork is by far the best way to accomplish something important. Lilith told me the Powers of Hell 

work as a team. 'One alone...together strong.' Each member who is actively working for Satan is very 

important. The more you do for Satan, the more Satan will do for you. I know this from experience.  

 

In closing, the 666 Black Sun website is down again. HP Vovim owns this site and will have it back up and 

running soon. I know revising the JoS main website needs to be done and I have attempted to do this 

many times, but I have way too much on my plate so to speak. Those of us who are actively working for 

Satan are BUSY. REAL BUSY. Many of us have more than one and in some cases, several major projects 

going at the same time for the Powers of Hell.  

 

Two replies that were posted in the JoS groups were VERY relavent. A member wrote that time should 

not be wasted on worthless crap on the internet. Time is better spent advancing one's soul through 

meditation and also in personal study.  

 

People who waste time end up nowhere. You cannot hit the rewind button on your life. A wasted day is 

gone forever. The more you put into developing your soul throgh meditation, the more you will reap 

these rewards with spiritual freedom and the ability to control and direct your own destiny. Lilith also 

told me that those who have successfully raised their serpents will then be guided to perfoming the 

Magnum Opus by Demons. Our Anti-Christ told me there is more than one way to successfully perform 

this working.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Chavez Wins Again, Jews Whine 

 

Chavez Wins Again, Jews Whine 

 

My note the only enemy America has is the jew. The jewsish attack on America on 911, once again 

proves that: 

 

http://www.911missinglinks.com/watch-movie/ 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------- 

Chavez wins re-election in Venezuela, defeating grandson of Holocaust survivors 

 

 

JTA.org 

 

October 9, 2012  

 

BUENOS AIRES, Argentina (JTA) -- Venezuela's President Hugo Chavez, an ally of Iran, won re-election, 

defeating Henrique Capriles Radonski, the grandson of Holocaust survivors. 

 

Chavez took 54 percent of the vote to Radonski's 45 percent in the Oct. 7 poll. His term will end in 2019, 

extending his rule over the OPEC member state to two decades.  
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The Simon Wiesenthal Center expressed its concern over Chavez's re-election, citing the fact that 

Venezuela has Shahab 3 long-range missile launching platforms on the country's Caribbean coast aimed 

at Florida. 

 

"Hugo Chavez's triumph can only strengthen Iran's political and military penetration of Latin America," 

Dr. Shimon Samuels, director of international relations for the Simon Wiesenthal Center, told JTA on 

Tuesday. 

 

"Six more years of the Caracas-Tehran axis could be as perilous as an Afghanistan with oil," he added. 

 

Argentina´s president, Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner, used Twitter to congratulate her regional ally. 

 

"Your victory is also ours. Go Hugo," she tweeted. 

 

Sergio Widder, the Wiesenthal Center's director for Latin America, told JTA that "Chavez reportedly 

facilitated the recent dialogue between Argentina and Iran, clearly aimed at closing both the AMIA 

Jewish Center bombing investigation and Buenos Aires' demand for extradition of the Iranians complicit 

in that atrocity." 

 

Since taking power in 1999, Chavez has become a global "anti-imperialism" fighter and a close ally of 

leaders from Iran, Cuba, Bolivia and Belarus. Chavez, a former soldier, has described Israel's treatment 

of the Palestinians as "genocide" and called Zionism racism. 

 

Last July, Venezuela was accepted as a full member of the Mercosur regional free trade and political 

group, and will have increased influence in a bloc that also includes Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and 

Uruguay. Mercosur's members all recognize a Palestinian state. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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LHP vs RHP 

 

LHP vs RHP 

 

This is an answer to a question asked in another egroup. 

 

The difference is this. The LHP if ones looks into the East, is the original path its originally called the 

"Royal Path." It was also called this in the West. 

 

 

 

Due to the infestation of the enemy programs and the slowly decline and in many cases violent 

destruction of the original traditions it became needed to create what is now the LHP or Vamacara 

Tantra.etc In the East the Tantric age follows the fall of the last twlight of the Vedic age. The Tantra is 

the Vedic [Veda means divine knowledge] spiritual teachings of the Gods. The title Tantra literally means 

in English basically "Knowledge which spreads saves[or liberates]. Its relating to the Magnum Opus. Its 

stated Tantra [LHP] is the method to achieve the Magnum Opus in the Kali age. 

 

 

 

The Tantra's are very blunt about this fact and the calling out the RHP as frauds and fools. Basically the 

RHP preaches that by strict obeying of ideological commands one will obtain liberation upon death and 

go to pie in the sky forever[xainity is big on that crap]. The LHP tells the truth and states liberation is 

done with a physical body and as the Rasarnava Tantra states the goal is to create the Godman or 

"Second Siva" the perfected being[Siddha] who is literally physically perfected, eternally young and has 

all the major and minor siddhi's. 
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The Tantra's stated if liberation is obtained upon physical death then even a donkey obtains liberation 

upon death and the whole point of the Yogic techinques [power meditation] are a waste of time. In this 

honest mockery of the RHP lies, is a powerful truth. The God of the Tantra in the East is Siva who as 

shown is another alias of Satan: 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/213 

 

 

 

In the Western Tradition [which is from the Eastern at the root] its the same. The 33 Degree, Satanist, 

Albert Pike states openly that the goal of alchemly is the Magnum Opus which the main goal of the 

alchemist is to be literally physically and spiritually perfected [eternally young] and powerful. He stated 

the single most science of alchemly or the occult science is to be found in the book of Hermes, the Tarot. 

Which is of Satan. Pike stated Lucifier also symbolizes the keystone in the arch [symbol of the Magnum 

Opus finished], the luminous energy of the soul perfected. 

 

 

The RHP is death and slavery. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Shit Romney 

 

Shit Romney 

 

We all know Obama is a jew puppet. Goldman Sachs paided for his campaign and he was naturally 

flanked by a zillion jews. Obama also has jewish blood from his mothers side. 
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But Romney is another real piece of crap. 

 

The first utube documentary below is good but fails to mention the fact 911 was done by the Jew World 

Order: 

 

http://www.911missinglinks.com/watch-movie/ 

 

Also Web was killed because he had found the Israeli [jew] connection behind the drug trade into 

American cities.  

 

But is one pays attention a host of jewish names naturally appear in the first vid. 

 

Take this all as a lesson in the special kind of psychopath needed to be selected as a shabbos goy in the 

Jew World Order. 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s9QA5B6U86s&feature=player_embedded#! 

 

 

Romney's secrecy in business is detailed, and revealed; as well as his role as a drug money launderer for 

GHW Bush; his connection, through Bush, to CIA death squads in Central America; his role in 9-11; in the 

murder of US ambassador to Libya, Christopher Stevens; and the significance of his endorsement of and 

by Cheney. 

 

 

---------------------------------------------------- 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=p5Jc-UNN-uE 

 

Romney startlingly announces at his closed-door private fundraiser, to groups of multi millionaires, that 

his campaign is run by consulting groups which also sponsor candidates in other countries- absolute 

proof he is a puppet being jerked around by powerful groups which crush democracy elsewhere. 

 

 

Who's [Jews] Advising Mitt Romney on Foreign Policy? 

 

http://abcnews.go.com/blogs/politics/2012/09/whos-advising-mitt-romney-on-foreign-

policy/#.UHXn6AL6aOM.email 

 

With Mitt Romney's comments on Libya drawing attention today–specifically, his criticism of Obama–it's 

worth examining whom Romney listens to on such matters. 

 

Dan Senor is one of Romney's closest advisers on foreign policy. Since Paul Ryan has been selected as 

the GOP's vice presidential candidate, Senor has been traveling with Ryan–but today, he left the trail 

because of the "foreign policy developments" and is in Boston and NYC. 

 

Senor is the former spokesman for the American government in Iraq (the Coalition Provisional Authority 

at the beginning of the Iraq war under George W. Bush) and is a particularly close adviser to Romney on 

the Middle East. (He has traveled with Romney to Israel three times, as well as written a book on Israel 

that Romney often cites). With Ryan, he consults on domestic and foreign policy issues. 

 

Last month, the New York Times described Senor as an "advocate of neoconservative thinking that has 

sought to push presidents to the right for years on Middle East policy." Senor led a foreign policy 

briefing for Ryan on the plane yesterday from Seattle along with Jamie Fly, executive director, Foreign 

Policy Initiative and Reuel Marc Gerecht from the Foundation for Defense of Democracies. 

 

Romney keeps a large group of foreign-policy advisers, eight of whom participated in the early 

neoconservative group Project for a New American Century think tank, founded in 1997 and headed by 
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William Kristol, the Nation's Ari Berman reported in May. In the same month, The New York Times' 

Magazine's David Sanger reported on discontent within that big team, with some complaining that 

Romney only listens to John Bolton, the former U.N. ambassador under president Bush. 

 

Romney has long sought to distinguish himself from the president by drawing a contrast between 

weakness and strength, and his posture is reflected in the team he's chosen, peppered with luminaries 

from the Bush administration. The "special advisers"–who do not comprise the entire foreign policy 

team–are listed on Romney's campaign website: 

 

 

Cofer Black 

Christopher Burnham 

Michael Chertoff 

Eliot Cohen 

Norm Coleman 

John Danilovich 

Paula J. Dobriansky 

Eric Edelman 

Michael Hayden 

Kerry Healey 

Kim Holmes 

Robert Joseph 

Robert Kagan 

John Lehman 

Andrew Natsios 

Meghan O'Sullivan 

Walid Phares 
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Pierre Prosper 

Mitchell Reiss 

Daniel Senor 

Jim Talent 

Vin Weber 

Richard Williamson 

Dov Zakheim 

 

Michael Hayden served as CIA director under president Bush, who nominated him in 2006. Michael 

Chertoff served as Bush's second Homeland Security secretary. Jim Talent and Norm Coleman are 

former Republican senators. 

 

At least one of them presaged Romney's attack line on Libya. Richard Williamson, who served as Bush's 

special envoy to Sudan and ambassador to the U.N. Security Council, leveled an attack at Obama last 

night before it was known that Americans had been killed. 

 

"The events in Egypt and Libya show the failure of the Egyptian and Libyan governments to uphold their 

obligations to keep our diplomatic missions safe and secure and the regard in which the United States is 

held under President Obama in these two countries," he told Foreign Policy's Josh Rogin. "It's all part of 

a broader scheme of the president's failure to be an effective leader for U.S. interests in the Middle 

East." 

 

--------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Goldman Putting Money Behind Romney  

WSJ reports: 

 

http://www.economicpolicyjournal.com/2012/10/goldman-putting-money-behind-romney.html 
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When Barack Obama ran for president in 2008, no major U.S. corporation did more to finance his 

campaign than Goldman Sachs Group Inc. GS +0.13% 

 

This election, none has done more to help defeat him. 

 

Prompted by what they call regulatory attacks on their business and personal attacks on their character, 

executives and employees of Goldman Sachs have largely abandoned Mr. Obama and are now the top 

sources of money to presidential candidate Mitt Romney and the Republican Party. 

 

 

In the four decades since Congress created the campaign-finance system, no company's employees have 

switched sides so abruptly, moving from top supporters of one camp to the top of its rival, according to 

a Wall Street Journal analysis of campaign-finance data compiled by the nonpartisan Center for 

Responsive Politics. 

 

Employees at Goldman donated more than $1 million to Mr. Obama when he first ran for president. This 

election, they have given the president's campaign $136,000—less than Mr. Obama has collected from 

employees of the State Department. The employees have contributed nothing to the leading Democratic 

super PAC supporting his re-election. 

 

By contrast, Goldman employees have given Mr. Romney's campaign $900,000, plus another $900,000 

to the super PAC founded to help him. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Buddhism and Satanism 

 

Buddhism and Satanism 

 

This is from a question on another egroup: 

 

 

From: General Franco <kashyap_128@...> 

To: Teens4Satan@yahoogroups.com  

Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 10:56:03 AM 

Subject: Re: [Teens4Satan] Re: budism and satanism 

 

Buddhism isnt a form of Xianity, it precedes Xianity by 500 yrs Buddha was a by birth prince of Modern 

day Nepal and was of Shakya Caste and Budhism is not a false, Xian form. It only teaches about Love, 

respect, unity, kindness and peace.  

 

And all the things about Re-incarnation said by fire_starter are true they view that soul recycles. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

My Reply: 

 

It is, Buddhism centers existed in Alexandria and the head of the jewish theraputes was very close with 

them and translated their scripts into several languages. The jewish theraputes created xianity as even 

Ebus the righthand man of Constantine admits them as the source of xianity in his writing. The sermon 

on the mount teachings can be found in buddhist teachings. 
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There are realms of information by scholars showing two things. Gutama never existed and xianity is 

indentical to Buddism. Literally in both theme, idealogy and purpose. The Herman Hesse version of 

Gutama in the West does not even get close to how Buddhism is in the East. We have Buddhist stories of 

Buddha dying on a cross and his ressurection from the tomb and ascension into the heavens.etc 

 

 

 

The Buddhist religion denies the Atman and states only the 5 conditions recarniate. Hence they cleverly 

deny the existence of the souls eternal, independent consciousness. Its no mistake Buddhism is hidden 

atheism. This program also removed much spiritual knowledge and corrupted the meanings behind the 

conceptions into a literalist and social/mind control system. Same as xianity did elsewhere. It also tried 

to remove the connection to the Gods by disreguarding them as spirits and other lies to degrade them 

and turn people away from them. Just as xianity turned many Gods into saints to remove them in status 

and advance their own program. The Buddhism program did the same in the East many Gods where 

turned into Buddhist saints to remove the original culture.  

 

 

 

 

The Buddhist program when it took political power like xianity used terror and murder to get its own 

way and destroy any rivals, while pushing its lies. It like xianity was an imperial program pushed by a 

psychopathic emperor. As a tool of mind control and creating a weakened sheep population. Many 

scholars have commented on the fact buddhism destroyed the original cultural spirit of the East and 

weakened and demoralized the regions internally to the point. Islam was able to conqueror most of the 

North of India. 

 

 

 

This program does not teach love, peace or any such buzzwords. It teaches that life is suffering all our 

natural desires are sinful, the world is illusion [hatred for ourselves and life] and only by the removing of 

our individuality can we become "enlightened." Its our individuality which is the expression of our soul 
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nature. Its a war on the human soul by removing the actual spiritual knowledge to empower the soul 

and leaving people to suffer and condeming humans to the wheel of suffering [it claims to liberate them 

from]. While then denying the truth that you even have a soul.  

 

 

 

It also lies about karma and slips the lie in you must suffer to purge yourself of karma and by strict 

adherence to this programs idealogy you will escape the wheel of rebirth which is meanlingless as they 

don't even believe in the Atman. The point being just to suck people in with legalise. The truth is you will 

only generate more karma for yourself in life after life and be a slave to it. Once again it claims to free 

you of what it only creates more of. 

 

 

 

As part of removing spiritual knowledge Theravanda Buddism the original sect. Forbade mantra from 

being used and seeked to remove its knowledge. The Tantric texts all state mantra is the most powerful 

method of spiritual empowerment and enlightenment. Theravanda simply left the student with nothing 

more then basic dyana or void meditation on the breath. It removed everything else. Leaving a person 

totally fucked for spiritual advancement and libertation that comes with it. All the while claiming to give 

what it removes any possibility of happening. Remember this program also corrupted the true 8 fold 

path. 

 

 

 

The reason people today believe Buddhism to be under the Vedic or Dharamic fold. Is because 

Buddhism reterraformed the East in its own image totally. Leaving nothing of the culture it replaced 

intact, just as xianity did to the West. As one Hindu scholar admits. Hinduism falsely called Sanatana 

Dharma is just covert Buddhism and Jainism.  
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Another trick it plays despite acutally being an open anti-Vedic [Veda in its pure form was the divine 

knowledge of the Gods] movement in its time. It pretends it was the original essence of the Veda 

teachings [Jainism loves to play this lie game to] and the culture it destroyed was acutally a corruption of 

them. The bullshit just never ends with these characters. 

 

Buddhism is the xianity of the East. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

The Jewish Infection 

 

The Jewish Infection 

 

Environment of the social nature is mainly formed by genetics and the external reality is the interal 

reality. There is an interplay of forces outer forces with inner forces that do affect genetic behaviour and 

codes epigenetics shows. But this bring us back to nature. Where the liberal tabula rasa debate picks up 

from the xian disease. And thinks man exists outside of natural forces and reality. The false divide is in 

there thinking. Its needed to manifest the belief system of universal oneness and other racial and 

generally egalitarian delusions the enemy psychological warfare programs are based in.  

 

 

 

Fact is people have been deeply saturated in jewish communist propaganda under the tinsel of false 

spirituality [xianity] and in its secular form [liberalism, cultural marxism, communism] and with centuries 

of this the jew system still has to try and force the races to mix as much as possible and yet people of all 

races still retain their intrinsic desire to not commit miscegenation and have thier own space. I 

remember sitting in a large dinner hall in liberal land and watched all the different races sit with their 

own at the individual tables and within that the guys with the guys and girls with the girls. All these 

people parrot the cultural marxist/liberal paltitudes but blood is thicker then water. And reality will not 

be denied. That dinner hall was a real map of reality. 
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This ideology of liberalism, cultural marxism and communism [the secular xian trinity of jew]. Has failed 

all over the Western world and all throught history causing wars, conflicts, balkandization of nations. 

Giving us conflicts and slaughter. Such as the slaughter in Rawanda and across Africa which was 

generated by the period of European [Rothschild] rule of Africa. They herded all the different African 

ethnicities into large new nations. When the Western governments pulled out [jews stayed behind as 

the corperations/banks] the different ethnicities started to war on against one another till new tribal 

lines where drawn. This failure cost millions of lives. 

 

 

 

An interesting case of dual failure of both the multicult[ethnic/racial] program along with communism is 

evidenced in the Khmer reigme of "democratic Kampuchea." The reds slaughtered entire classes and 

populations, even breaking up the family unit, and wiping away an entire culture and social order in 

accordence with the communist ideology dictates. Turning the entire nation into a backward police state 

that would make Orwell blush. All in the name of brotherhood, equality, peace, unity and love. But there 

is a subtle context within the exterminations and repressions of the Khmers mission to create the 

perfect communist society. [Mass suicide of a people due to judeo-communist psychosis.] 

 

 

 

Khmer exterminations which where done within the lines of communist ideology but within a ethinc 

conflict as well. The decades of animus over the ethinc Vietnamese population in Cambodia 

[kampuchea] the majority of those sent to S21 [where the mount of skulls images are mainly from] 

where Vietnamese in ethinc background. The Khmer Rouge worked towards the literal goal of the total 

extermination of the entire Vietnamese and other non Cambodian populations in their country. 

Cambodian men married to non-Cambodian women where given pistols by the Khmer's and told to kill 

their wives or the Khmers's would kill them both. 

 

 

 

Here we see the failure of the multi-ethnic nation [liberal world dream] and what happens when its 

naturallly generated hosity is given chance to be fully aired. And the reality of communist ideology all 

coming together. Of which liberalism is the centeral core. Before the left where slaughtering in the 

name of the communist ideology they where chopping heads and exterminating populations in the 
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name of liberalism [of which Marx simple took and built an updated version of to suit the industrial era] 

as seen in the "French" revolution. Before the Bolsheviks we had the Jacobins. Pol Pot [not his real 

name] was converted to this [communism/liberalism a religion] in the universities and salon's of Paris 

where he was a student for years. He returned to Cambodia with his red priest collar awarded for 

success at the liberal-red seminary training in Paris. And worked to fully implement the creation of the 

city of communism on earth. A regular red Augustine. 

 

 

 

Western noted communist intellectual and scholars openly and proudly admitted [where their more 

timid brethen ran for the hills in a wave of apologetics] that Pol Pot and the Khmer's where the full 

implementation of the pure ideal of communism on a nation. 

 

 

 

Another instance of this is Tito's communist Yugoslavia. After he died and the nation he forced together 

under the same leftist nonsense pushed by the liberals, cultural marxists kooks and ilk in the West. 

Broke apart into a long violent war full of ethnic cleansing and all kinds of atrocities. Till the ethnic 

bounds and lines where rebuilt. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Western liberal-red would state the problem is implementation of the ideology and the not the 

ideology. So they continue to push harder making the problems worse never understanding they are the 

cause not the solution. Because that is how mentally ill people think. This is how xianityoperates as well. 

They are all confused and mentally ill people. As one German philospher stated: "Christian theology is 

the grandmother of Bolshevism." 
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In India which is the liberal anti-racialist world dream all raced mixed. Most dating adds state "light 

skinned only" and people are graded and prized on their level of lightness. And group based genetic 

inheritance. Just look at the Bollywood starts to understand what the ideal of beauty is there. And all 

sorts of general ethnic conflicts dominate. India was also under a marxist, secular government after 

independence which just ruined their nation for decades. Once again the ideology is a failure on every 

level. 

 

 

 

But schizoid liberals, cultural marxists, xians and other sundry nutted fruits of the jewed plains can't 

form a intelligent understanding of the nature of reality we are all formed from and a manifestation of. 

And hence the laws that manifest us are the laws that govern us. They dysfunctional brains can only be 

at home in a violent dystopia. Because a lunatic feels at home in a sea of lunatic's and lunacy only. 

 

 

 

 

 

So we see nature will not be fooled and that which is unhealthy and against the laws of nature will 

consume itself in its own toxic poisons. Just at the society in live in outside of racial, ethnic tensions. 

[Which have consumed Western society and created a violent situation where tens of thouands have 

been victims many raped, beaten and murdered whole areas are no go zones] The rates of mental 

illness are throught the roof and growing. People commit suicide in large numbers, depression and 

apathy are normal. The jails are over populated in the millions. Drugs are destroying whole 

communities. People are dying of all kinds of physical illness rates that have skyrocketted. Our nations, 

societies and civilizations are crumbling due to a jewish induced and injected spiritual sickness. 

 

 

 

To paraphase one wise person: 
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Governments destroy freedom, schools destroy knowledge, religion destroys sprituality, psycharists 

destroy mental health, medical professions destroys health, media destroys information. 

 

 

 

The only way to create a healthy world is upon the Dharma [eternal law of nature] which is based upon 

racial separation, self determination and respect. A world based on truth such as this would not 

experience any of the violence and insanity that unsane, jewish created programs have caused. The 

record of history and of today is screaming this fact in our faces. Such a Dharmic world does not 

facilitate such problems as it does not create any basis for any. This is the healthy world the National 

Socialists [who where Satanists at the top] worked to give us. 

 

 

Salvation is in the Swastika. Which shall break the cross. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Sermon 10/25/12 

 

Given the corruption of spiritual knowledge, a blatant example is how the Sanskrit 'AUM' is being 

corrupted into 'OHM' in many popular mainstream books and sources. It is supposed to be pronounced 

'AHH - UUUUU - MMMM' NOT OHHH - MM! The 'OHM' is so it doesn't have any power.  

[The 'UUU' rhymes with the U in the word 'tUne.' 
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'AUM' is also the Egyptian God 'AMON RA.' Amon is known as 'King of the Gods.' As most of you know, 

the code-word 'Gods' means the chakras. The all-important '666' chakra, which is the solar plexus 

chakra; 'King of the Gods.' This is where the jews and xians stole the 'Amen' from and corrupted it. 

'AUM' means 'so mote it be.' I always vibrate 'AUM' in ending any working when I am doing a Satanic 

Rosary or anything in Sanskrit. Nearly all modern books and popular instructions concerning mantras 

state to use 'AUM' at the beginning. Using it at the end as well, is actually more powerful; at the end of 

the entire working.  

 

Sanskrit is a spiritual language and as I mentioned before, I have found the names of many of our 

Demons of the Goetia in Sanskrit dictionaries. By looking to their names in Sanskrit, this gives much 

more information on a spiritual level. The legends of the Gods are all important spiritual allegories.  

 

When selecting a mantra, it is important to vibrate it to yourself once or twice. You should definitely feel 

something; a powerful energy. If not, then the mantra is not for oyu...choose another one. 

 

Now, I have come across several posts in the groups of late that mention needing help in dealing with 

bullying assholes and also in being the victim of unwanted love/sexual obsessions of another.  

 

Here is what you can do and this defintitely works: 

 

This has to be done very regularly. If it is real serious, do a Satanic rosary working for 40 days, then you 

may need to reinforce it every now and then afterwards. It all depends upon how strong your own aura 

is and how strong the aura of the aggressor is. You will soon know this in how long it takes to work. If 

the results are immeditate, this is an excellent sign, but as with everything, we are all individual and 

some of you may have to put more repetitions and energy into this. Again, this also depends upon the 

strength of the aura of whom you are dealing with. The strength of one's aura has nothing to do with 

one's spiritual beliefs. Some people are just born with stronger auras and souls, same as with physical 

strength, BUT, those of us who work in strengthening our souls through Satanic meditation, yoga and 

such, can and will become much stronger than one who was born with this and who does nothing to 

keep developing it.  

 

Now, for the working... 
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For just doing the affirmation, visualize yourself engulfed in white light. The astral color white deflects 

and repells, same as with wearing white clothing deflects the heat of the sun. You can sate the 

affirmaiton several times, nine is a number of endings and will work, also in its multiples, for putting an 

end to something unwanted. You can do this if your aura is strong enough. Otherwise, the Satanic rosary 

is most effective. You can also visualize yourself engulfed in the white light and state the affirmation at 

any time, once you have established the working. For example, say the unwanted one is near you; just 

visualize the light and state the affirmation with intent and note this will keep the person away form 

you, but make sure you have the aura in place as given the instructions below: 

 

Affirm: 

'My aura is constantly and continuously repelling [name of individual], or if the name is unknown, just 

state [that whatever person], and keeping him/her away from me at all times and in every way.'  

 

Visualize the light and state the affirmation at the same time, affirming this into the light. You are 

programming the energy [which is the light]. You will need to do this repeatedly and with using a Satanic 

rosary working for 40 days, with 108 affirmations each working, this will definitely be effective, and 

make sure the repelling aura is in place.  

 

Now, coming to another working is the astral line. This works as I have done it, but again, you need to 

make sure it is in place.  

 

1. Breathe in energy and then exhale the energy out of your index finger of your dominant hand and 

visualize a line of white light being drawn. This can be at the base of a door where you want to keep 

someone from crossing the line and entering a room, house or whatever.  

 

2. Affirm several times with intent: 

'This extemely powerful astral line is constantly and continuously preventing [name/s of unwated 

individuals] from ever entering this room/house.' You can also add: 'This line is permanent.'  

 

If the door where the line is drawn is facing the outside and the sun, you can then further program the 

line: 
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'The sun is constantly replenishing the energies and power of this line, making it stronger and more 

effective every day.'  

 

If the line is indoors, you can state: 'This line is constantly and continuously drawing upon, replenishing 

and increasing its power, using universal energy.' 

 

You get the general idea. The affirmations can be modified, but make sure they are short, to the point 

and in the present tense. 'Spells' are not normally one-shot deals. In order for an energy link to be firmly 

established, the working should be frequently and consistently repeated. Once the energy uptake is in 

place, you should also reinforce the affirmation every now and then, making it permanent.  

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

AUM PART 2: Blatant Examples of Jewish Corruption of Spiritual Concepts 

 

The extremely large number of repetitions recommended from many popular mainstream sources for 

mantras is not necessary. The reason for the thousands of reps is again...corrupted knowledge. The 

mantras as we know from Satan, are vibrated syllable by syllable. New age people and other idiots just 

keep saying them as words, not vibrating them. The power lies within the vibration. No need to do these 

hundreds of thousands of times.  

 

'AUM' was seen in many ancient Western works of alchemical/occult art. I have this book 'Alchemy and 

Mysticism: The Hermetic Museum' by Alexander Roob (May 1, 1997) It is the book with over 700 pages; 

as there are different editions. Now, the kikes have [as usual] corrupted the art and the meanings. The 

kikes have taken great pains to delete the 'A' from ancient illustrations and then today, as I wrote in my 

former sermon...'AUM' has been replaced with 'OHM.'  
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Another thing...nearly all of the words in Sanskrit end in the letter 'A.' Then, I have this book on Laya 

Yoga [Layayoga: The Definitive Guide to the Chakras and Kundalini by Shyam Sundar Goswami], and the 

author has all of the text; the letter A in every word is in italics, like some sort of code. This AUM is also 

an aspect of the so-called 'trinity,' A U M. The 'trinity' has to do with the granthis of the chakras.  

 

Now, note in this ancient illustration, this is in the Roob book; the 'A' has been erased from the top 

sphere: 

http://www.gnosis.art.pl/iluminatornia/alkimija/dionysos_a_freher_heroglyphica_sacra1.htm 

 

I know this because I have run across similar illustrations, where the 'A' is intact. There is no just 'M U.' 

 

 

Alexander Roob wrote in that book [I don't know whether or not he is a kike telling lies, or just someone 

who passes on corrupted information]; he writes the caption for these two illustrations:  

'The starting situation shows the residence of the divine trinity including the flames of the heavnly host. 

They are divided into the hierarchies of the archangels Michael [M] and Uriel [U]. The third and topmost 

is unoccupied, for its previous occupant, the representative of Jesus, has committed high treason by his 

willfuness. Lucifer ascends, driven downwards by his proud wilfulness, but Michael and Uriel cast him 

down through the fire.'  

 

This is blatant corruption and by using these sacred letters to represent jewish filth; this is why anyone 

who believes this to be fact and/or ties into these judeo/christian energies gets anywhere spiritually. 

They are under the control of the enemy when they tie into this corrupted and desecrated information.  

 

Here is another one with the A missing and the shape of the illustration is very similar in the upper part 

to Belial's Sigil: 

http://www.gnosis.art.pl/iluminatornia/alkimija/dionysos_a_freher_heroglyphica_sacra2.htm  

 

Belial's Sigil: 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Belial_23746.gif 
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Other illustrations have been corrupted with Hebrew letters, and kike symbols. In the movie 'The Ninth 

Gate' which is one of my favorites, in the book, the illustrations that had 'LCF' these were the ones with 

accurate information. Even though this movie is fiction, there *are* some truths in it. The doorway 

bricked up in one illustration, inside the maze, indicated the knowledge was corrupted and there was no 

way out. Check this movie out if you haven't seen it. They deleted a scene...Baroness Kessler was 

German and a Satanist: 

 

76. KESSLER BUILDING: OFFICE iNT/DAY 

 

A black and white photo fills the screen: it shows a young and 

beautiful BARONESS KESSLER flanked by two men in SS uniform. One 

of them is Heinrich Himmler. 

 

BARONESS KESSLER is scowling down at a wartime number of 

'Signal', the Nazi propaganda magazine. It's lying open on her 

desk with Balkan's envelope beside it. 

 

http://sfy.ru/?script=ninth_gate  

 

Ok, now check this one out...The A is still at the bottom: 

http://www.gnosis.art.pl/iluminatornia/alkimija/dionysos_a_freher_heroglyphica_sacra4.htm  

 

Another one where they didn't delete the A: 

http://www.gnosis.art.pl/iluminatornia/alkimija/dionysos_a_freher_heroglyphica_sacra8.htm 

 

More...note the 'A' beneath the crown: 
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http://www.gnosis.art.pl/iluminatornia/alkimija/dionysos_a_freher_heroglyphica_sacra5.htm 

 

I have also noted the 'AUM' on freemason illustrations; the ones that have the pillars of the soul. Given 

the enemy has been and still is working over time to remove spiritual knowledge, it is very difficult to 

find an example here online, I spent some time trying. I saw this in a book.  

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Dionysus, Alexandria and Xianity etc 

 

Dionysus, Alexandria and Xianity etc 

 

From a conversation on the subject in another egroup in relation to the thread on the Ark, Seraphim and 

such: 

 

 

You can see they knew this even back in the days of DaVinci and before. As moses was painted with 

horns whcih is what Bacchus was always shown with in many images. DaVinci himself also painted John 

the Baptist as Dionysus as he knew that is who John the Baptist of the bible was taken from. As John the 

Baptist was originally another title for Oannes. Oana [John in Greek] the Baptist, Baptist means the same 

as Bapohmet. Onannes or Oana as shown is also the meaning and root of the term Gnosis. 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/333 
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There is no jewxian Gnosticism. The Alexandrian "gospels" where all pseudo Gnosticism. Which was 

created by the jewish theraputes to counterfiet the appearances of the PAGAN RELIGIONS and their 

sarced schools. That is how subversion works. When they go to the next level of their program they 

created the bible and destroyed the original counterfeit text of the first wave of their agenda. Today 

new aged xian kooks, actually believe because they found some first wave texts. That somehow makes 

xianity and jewsus real. When the fact is the same group of jews who made those texts are the ones 

who made the bible and swept the early ones under the rug as they left a trail of evidence they did not 

want found. 

 

The jewish creation of xianity: 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/233 

 

I should mention Oannes [EA in Sumeria] was also Dionysus to the Hellenic's and the cauldron he carried 

was called the Horn of Plenty/Agathodaemon. I believe the Agathodaemon was also referring directly to 

Dionysus as the Good Serpent. Was an ancient title for the Sol God. The "Cathars" also worshipped the 

Good Serpent or Agathodaemon. And Dionysus temples had wooden chests in which sacred serpents 

where kept and honored as part of the rites and during holy days Python serpents that where record as 

being large up to 40 feet [such snakes do exist even today]. Where carried throught the towns and 

cities. 

 

The xian "Holy Spirit" is a stolen and corrupted from Dionysus's mysteries where the Holy Spirit was that 

of Dionysus, activated power within you that would give you eternal life and perfection. Because its 

symbolic of the Kundalini life force. Which Dionysus as the Sol God symbolizes. The Sol God is the also 

the concept of the inner sun or Sol, where we get the word soul from. His wine is the ether. The rite of 

communion with the bread and wine come from this Pagan religion which was also being practiced in 

ancient Egypt. And elsewhere. 

 

The Pagans constantly noted and told the xians that xianity was nothing but a jew counterfiet of their 

Pagan religions. It was so obvious, Augstink [who recanted and admitted xianity was a hideous lie at the 

end of his life] came up with the bullshit lie of the xian "Devil did it" defense to try and cover it over. A 

bullshit lie to cover for a bullshit lie. 
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Xianity did not get anywhere within the Roman Empire [only about 50,000 members in a Empire of 60 

million people] because as the texts that surivied show. The Gentiles of the Roman Empire all knew 

xianity was jewish bullshit. And they knew that the Pagan religions where symbolic sciences not literal 

tales. And the fact xianity was pushing there ripoff as literal. Made them all that more clownish to the 

Gentiles.  

 

Celeus called the xians "buffons" and the Emperor Julian the "throat slitters" many Philosophers and 

writers of the periods all state the same. Xianity is led and organized out of the jewish communities, 

funded by jews and the Romans called xianity openly "a sect of Juadism."  

 

The Emperor Julian wrote an entire book debunking this scam in his day. The xians murdered him. The 

Romans also wrote that only among the Gentiles did the most stupid, basically the village idiots who 

bought into xianity. And when a learned man would appear at the market the xian propagandists would 

make scare and appear once it was only the uneducated dregs around to push their lies again. Once they 

had political power they just murdered any one with an IQ above a house plant that didn't go along to 

themselves and their families alive. And then even most of them where killed away. 

 

Constantine helped pave the way with his destruction of most of the Philosopher [Love of the light of 

the serpent in English] schools and Temples and put the jewxian terror machine base into power. Later it 

was Theodosius who initiated the Pol Pot style cultural revolution of jewxianity in the Roman Empire 

fully. After several decades of Khmer Rouge like slaughtering and destruction the Empire fell apart from 

within. And was over forever. 

 

 

Paul of Tarsus [apostle who preached to Greeks in the ficitonal bible] is stolen from Apollonius of Tyana. 

Apollonius was also called Paulus or Paul and started his ministry in Tarsus travelling the Empire 

preaching the word of the Good God Apollo and working miracles and even being imprisoned by the 

Emperor before escaping by supernatural ability.etc The tales are identical. 

 

To state further the Cathar's had the same religion as the Hellenic's and so did the Germanic's and 

Vedic's in the East. Hellenic just means "shining ones" which is a common title of the Aryan's. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Updated Ark, Leviathan, Seraphim.etc 

 

This is from a question on another egroup: 

 

Ark, Leviathan, Seraphim.etc 

 

Leviathan is from ancient Sumeria. It like many things was stolen by the jews at some point. Its an 

allegory for the kundalini power. Seraphim means "Blazing serpent." This title was once another one for 

our Gods till the enemy program started trying to write themselves in there as well. 

 

 

 

The Dragon is the ancient symbol of the perfected life force. 

 

 

Voltaire wrote: 

 

The ancient poets have placed the birth of Bacchus in Egypt; he is exposed on the Nile and it is from that 

event that he is named Mises by the first Orpheus, which, in Egyptian, signifies "saved from the 

waters"… He is brought up near a mountain of Arabia called Nisa [Nysa], which is believed to be Mount 

Sinai. It is pretended that a goddess ordered him to go and destroy a barbarous nation and that he 

passed through the Red Sea on foot, with a multitude of men, women, and children. Another time the 

river Orontes suspended its waters right and left to let him pass, and the Hydaspes did the same. He 

commanded the sun to stand still; two luminous rays proceeded from his head. He made a fountain of 

wine spout up by striking the ground with his thyrsus, and engraved his laws on two tables of marble. He 

wanted only to have afflicted Egypt with ten plagues, to be the perfect copy of Moses." 

 

The Ark was a concept the jews stole from the Egyptians. As moses is just a ripoff and rewrite of the God 

Osiris[ Bacchus] and Osiris originally had the ark. But the original ark of Osiris was more then the lower 

part mentioned in the mythological text of the bible which represented the lower three charkas. The 

Satanic ark after this had a pole which travels up the center [spinal column] into a higher part that is 
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crowned with a pair of Shuti tablets which represent the risen power and unified hemispheres of the 

brain. The entire thing 

looked like many depictions of the mount meru axis in the East for the same 

reason. 

 

 

 

By only putting the lower half within their stolen and corrupted mythology the jews are stating they and 

their programs intend on keeping humanity functioning on the lower chakra centers and consciousness 

and keep them for obtaining spiritual enlightenment. Which is what their programs do. 

 

 

 

The title of Levite was originally a Gentile Priesthood in Egypt. The jews stole that as well. Even the dress 

of the Levite High Priest in the fake bible. Is that of an Egyptian priest. The jew can only steal, corrupt 

and counterfiet they can not create. As they are parasites. 

 

 

 

More on the lies of the jews phoney origins: 

 

 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/230 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Churchill The Jew Praised By The Jewish State 

 

Churchill The Jew Praised By The Jewish State 

 

 

It seems the Jews can't help but to openly worship one of their crypto's. Its that kosher hubris. They 

tried to cover up his Jewishness like they tried with Lenin and Stalin but failed again as the Jewish press 

could not help but to brag in the past. At this point they have just come totally public with Churchill 

being one of their own. No way would the Jew given their racism towards all Gentiles ever openly praise 

a goy to this level right in the heart of the Jewish state. Guess this is a close to an total, open confession 

we will ever get from a race of monsters that lives by deception. Even the Jewish, Mossad motto. 

 

Note the lie Churchill who sent thousands of British to their deaths for Jewry, just stopped supporting 

them because the Stern Gang actions towards a so called pal. Psychopaths don't have friends. 

 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/328 

 

Churchill, the Jew puppet and who's mother was a Jewess as even 

reported by the Jerusalem Post, and from 1936 was being funded by a group of mainly Jewish bankers, 

former politicians and industrialists called "The Focus Group" and was given a huge amount of money by 

the Jewish Chairman of the Shell company in July of that year. 

 

Churchill in 1940 purposely rejected Germany's offer of peace and voted to keep the war going because 

as he stated with Sir Stafford Cripps meeting with the Soviets in Moscow they had been given the direct 

promise the Soviet Jewion was going to come into the war on Britain's side.  

 

The article rants about the holocost which is standard policy in the propaganda presses. But the 

holyhoax is been all debunked as yet another Jewish big lie. From the race that coined the concept. 
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Good links debunking the holohoax: 

 

http://www.onethirdoftheholocaust.com/ 

http://www.zundelsite.org/ 

http://www.vho.org/ 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bpjqf-vNq6I&feature=channel&list=UL 

http://www.archive.org/details/Holocaust-TheLastDaysOfTheBigLie 

 

 

 

Note the mention of the King David Hotel attack where the Jews paided the British Army back for dying 

by the thousands for the Jew World Order in the second Jew Harvest. 

 

We can see how the Jews have paided America back for the same. With the USS Liberty attacks by the 

Jewish states military, killing many American's and how they paided America back further with the 911 

attacks: 

 

The Jews where behind 911: 

http://www.911missinglinks.com/watch-movie/ 

 

As part of the movie it mentions the Jews attacked the USS Liberty in June of 1967, to pull America into 

a war in the ME on the side of the Jews. Killing dozens of American Servicemen. Don't forget the Lavon 

Affair when the jews in the early 1950's used false flag terrorism against Western/American targets for 

their own political agenda. 

 

 

Zionist is just another word for Jew as its the Jewish state for Jews by law and based upon the Jewish 

races psyche. Don't be fooled by the Jews that pretend to be against it in public. They seek to create 

false oppositon they can lead and control the natural Gentile backlash against Israel's gross behaviour. 
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Into a non-effective corner. While pushing the enforcement of different Jewish lies on all sides. From the 

Jewish races texts: 

 

Schabouth Hag. 6d: "Jews may swear falsely [my note speak falsely] by use of subterfuge wording." 

 

Libbre David 37: "If a Jew be called upon to explain any part of the rabbinic books [my note Jewish 

agenda], he ought to give only a false explanation. Who ever will violate this order shall be put to 

death." 

 

And the Jews admit they seek to control opposition in another texts as well. 

 

So the Jews win in the end. And even the "anti-Zoinist" Orthodox Jews only bitch is they believe the 

Jewish messiah has to come first, conqueror all the Goyium nations and enslave them under global 

Jewish rule as the Jewish races texts state: 

 

Schulchan Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 348: "All property of other nations belongs to the Jewish nation, 

which, consequently, is entitled to seize upon it without any scruples 

 

Baba Necia 114, 6: "The Jews are human beings, but the nations of the world are not human beings but 

beasts 

 

Then set up a global Zion where the Jews will rule from with a rod of iron. And as they "anti-Zionist" 

what does these Jews texts state then: 

 

Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 2800 slaves." 

 

As one Jewish rabbi gleefully confessed. That to understand the mind of any Jew you have to 

understand the Talmud. Every Jew is a walking Talumd. Its the heart of the Jewish psyche.  
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This is what every Jew lives and acts by right from the Talmud again: 

 

Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: "Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that the Jew would not 

have to be served by beasts. The non-Jew is consequently an animal in human form, and condemned to 

serve the Jew day and night." 

 

Abodah Zara 26b: "Even the best of the Gentiles should be killed." 

 

Sanhedrin 59a: "Murdering Goyim is like killing a wild animal." 

 

 

Zionism is the natural expression of Jewish supremacy and racial hate which flows from their racial 

psyche into the codex of their race texts.  

 

As one reporter noted: 

 

Rabbi Mendel Schneerson, the late Jewish Lubavitcher and friend of the senior George Bush, also 

believed the Jews are a superior Master Race. Many Jews today agree with the late Rabbi. Some even 

believe that Schneerson will himself someday be resurrected and return as the Jewish World Messiah. 

Schneerson once explained his theory of Jewish racial superiority this way. He said, "We have a case of 

the Jew...a totally different species." 

 

"The body of a Jewish person," Schneerson bragged, "is of a totally different quality from the body of 

members of all other nations of the world. Bodies of the Gentiles are in vain. An even greater difference 

is in regard to the soul...A non-Jewish soul comes from three satanic spheres, while the Jewish soul 

stems from holiness." 

 

Holocaust activist Elie Wiesel, whose lies about his holocaust experiences seem to be legion, also claims 

that Jews are a superior race. "Everything about us is different," Wiesel boasts. "Jews are ontologically 

exceptional." 
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This poisonous theory of the Jews impacts their relations with all other nations and peoples. Because 

they are convinced they are the Master Race, superior, god souls living amongst inferior beasts, Israel 

does not sanction or allow mixed marriages (The Jerusalem Report, October 20, 1994, p.26). In the 

U.S.A., liberal Jews scream out for more mixed marriages, but only among Gentiles! Jewish leaders fund 

civil rights organizations and are in favor of increased immigration of foreign races. But back home in 

Israel, the Sharon government is now building a Berlin-style wall creating an apartheid nation, to keep 

"inferior" Arabs in their segregated ghettos. 

 

Ze'ev Chafeto, the courageous Jewish editor of The Jerusalem Report magazine, notes that Israeli laws 

harshly prohibit people of non-Jewish races from immigrating to Israel. The Jews are determined to keep 

their race "pure" and unblemished, Christians [ my note Jew code for Gentile] are especially not 

welcome, and Israelis frequently use words similar to the condescending slang word "nigger" to describe 

Gentiles and Gentiles—vulgar, Yiddish slur words like "shiksa," "schwartze," and "shegetsz." 

 

Since the Jews are claimed to be the Master Race, whose souls are said by the Talmud to be on a far 

higher plane than the animalistic, "satanic souls" of Gentiles, it is common for Jewish authorities to 

brand all Gentiles by the derogatory Yiddish term "goy," a term akin to a curse word. Meanwhile, Arabs 

are deemed so inferior they are even lower than the goy. 

 

Jewish Blood vs. Inferior Blood 

 

When several of his students were accused of murdering a teenage Arab girl, Rabbi Yitzhak Ginsburg 

insisted: "Jewish blood is not the same as the blood of a (Gentile) goy." In other words, if a god-like Jew 

kills an inferior goy, how can that be murder? 

 

Israeli Yeshiva (school) students often demonstrate and chant, "Death to the Arabs." Defending their 

extreme behavior, Rabbi Ido Elba explains, "According to the Talmud (Jewish book of traditions), one 

may kill any Gentile." Rabbi Schlomo Aviner adds that normal human codes and laws of justice and 

righteousness do not apply to the Jews. 
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The widely studied Gush Emunim holds that, "Jews are not and cannot be a normal people...The 

Covenant made between God and the Jewish people effectively nullifies moral laws that bind normal 

nations." 

 

........................... 

 

So we can see there Zionist state is just the natural expression of the collective Jewish race on display. 

Zionism is the expression of Jewish racism that ever Jew habours deep in its rat like psyche. As even they 

admit proudly. And then Zionism is only one arm of the global Jewish beast. Of which there are many. 

Don't let the Jews fool a person into thinking there is any difference between a Zionist Jew and a Jew. Its 

all from the Talmud. The few bad apples, shell game is an old tactic. Zionism is Juadism. And Juadism is 

the racial culture of the Jew. Its their soul expressed. 

 

 

 

The main article: 

 

 

 

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/sir-winston-churchill-zionist-hero-

8277918.html 

 

 

Jewish supporters of Winston Churchill are to unveil a bust of the British wartime leader in Jerusalem 

this weekend in what they say is a long-overdue recognition of his staunch and unwavering support of 

the Jewish cause and their desire for a homeland. 

 

 

"As a passionate Zionist all his life and a philo-semite, Churchill has been under-recognised," says 

Anthony Rosenfelder, a trustee of the Jerusalem Foundation, which is behind the project to 
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commemorate the British leader. He "combined a historical understanding of the Jewish people and 

what the promised land meant for Jews … with realpolitik". 

 

It is perhaps ironic that a statue of Churchill should stand just yards away from the King David Hotel, 

scene of a deadly Jewish terror attack on British military headquarters in 1946 that was to hasten the 

demise of mandate rule in Palestine. 

 

Sixty-four years after the British exit, Jewish antipathy towards its mandate-era rule of Palestine still 

remains strong. 

 

Some regard Churchill as a controversial figure whose government turned back Jewish immigrants trying 

to reach Palestine during the Second World War. Others claim that Churchill was one of the greatest 

supporters of the Zionist movement. They say he should be acknowledged for his role in helping make 

real the 1917 Balfour Declaration of British support for a Jewish homeland in Palestine. 

 

Nearly half a century after his death, though, Churchill still remains a complex historical figure among 

Jews. "It's always important to give history a bit of time to bed down," says Randolph Churchill, great-

grandson of the British leader, a reference to the anger many Israelis still harbour towards the British. 

"People have had time to reflect and consider [on his role]. I don't think it's late after the event." 

 

Most Israelis will remember Churchill for his role in defeating Hitler, and as the man who set the world 

against the Nazis, he is much admired. Unlike other British officials who backed the movement, such as 

Henry Balfour, Sir Wyndham Deedes and David Lloyd George, there is, however, almost no official 

recognition of his contribution. 

 

"Churchill is not really commemorated here, and for lots of reasons he should be," says Isaac Herzog, an 

Israeli politician behind the bust initiative. 

 

Many Israelis will admit scant knowledge of his long alliance with the Jews during the early part of the 

20th century, one which spurred a friend to tell his official biographer, Martin Gilbert, that Churchill was 

not without fault, that he was "too fond of the Jews." 
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Indeed, it is Mr Gilbert, himself a Jew, who has proven one of the single biggest champions of Churchill, 

and whose weighty tome on the subject fired imaginations, including that of Mr Rosenfelder who said 

the book "switched on a light for me". 

 

Tom Segev, author of One Palestine Complete, claims that Churchill once told his close friend and an 

elder of the Zionist movement, Chaim Weizmann, that he would support the Zionists "even if they did 

horribly stupid things". 

 

Not everybody is so convinced. Some see his support for Zionism as a matter of expediency. He spoke 

often of a Jewish conspiracy behind the Bolshevik Revolution, and there are those who believe that his 

support for a Jewish state arose from a desire to keep the Jews from meddling in the affairs of others. 

 

"His attitude towards the Jews was very complicated," says Eli Shaltiel, a senior fellow at the Israel 

Democracy Institute. "The Jewish state was a way of solving the Jewish problem… Once they had a state 

of their own, it would serve their very uniqueness. They would be normal like any other nation." 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Getting Prepared pt.1 

 

Father Satan doesnt want your soul. He wants your comittment, love and loyalty.  

This just means that you are willing to fight against his enemies which is our enemy. They wanted us 

destroyed, but Father Satan saw potential for us. They gave us a piece of them, we share their dna, and 

they want us to become as Gods. 

The important thing to remember here is that not only will you still have your soul, but you will have 

true spiritual knowledge that will lead you down the right path.The kikes and xians  have worked 

relentlessly to keep you spiritually ignorant.  

Break all those ties, in fact all that should leave you once you dedicate to Father Satan. Think of the 

committment ritual as starting a new life, turning over a new leaf.  

Dont look at it as selling your soul because that nothing more than xian/hollywood bullshit.  
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The fucking kikes are a parasitic race, totally different from us gentiles.  

Among the world wide corruption of their daily programs, which have included blaspheming Father 

Satan and the Mighy Gods of Duat, and controlling the masses to erases and disconnect us from true 

spiritual knowledge.  

The jews can never be cured, once a jew always a fucking jew. As we are created by Father Satan, the 

jews were egineered by the retillians. 

 

Trying to offer an sacrifice would make you no better than those xian scums and their servile self-

seeking parasitic jewish counterparts. 

Here in the JOS we know and respect the ways of obtaining true power ans it's not like whats potrayed 

in hollywood movies. 

A simple dedication and committing yourself to Father Satan and the Gods will surely suffice. By this I 

mean practicing in Daily Power Meditations. 

Yoga helps to loosen up your body and makes it easier for energy to flow. It amplifies your power which 

should be done in a meditative state.  

The amount of bio-electricity you create to increase your energy, depends on the your stage of physical 

and spiritual health.  

Our electirical impulses can become stronger which makes our thoughts come into reality. Hatha Yoga 

and Power Meditations should be done together everyday to keep your power levels up.  

This is to ensure we reach God status takes alot of work and practice with meditations and rituals. This 

requires consistent hard work and dedication. 

 

You never want them to go down or get weak as this can make you prone to enemy attacks.   

Kundalini is the highest form of yoga. Hatha yoga can help open chakras Get yourself opened to astral 

and also get going on that dedication ritual.  

Summoning the Gods for outsiders can lead to a negative experience.  

This is only due to the years of abuse by past so called mages of the right hand path.  

Awakening your chakras is a stepping stone to obtaining true power.  
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Which is true spiritual knowledge that has beed given to us by the Gods. The meditations for these 

chakras produce fast results.  

Another key aspect here is "TIME!" It takes time to be fully aware of what your doing and to properly 

open your chakras.  

Everyone is different, so as the time frame may also differ from one person to the next. Even after fully 

opening all of your chakras you still need to maintain your meditation program to keep energy flowing.  

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/OpeningChakras.html 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Breathing666.html 

http://www.666blacksun.com/Chakras_Diagram.html 

 

Sometimes when we first come to Satan it seems like things are all going down hill. That is not the case, 

it's just the little tricks the enemy will play to discourage you from being a Spiritual Satanist.  

I know this for a fact because I experienced it fisrt hand. Let me tell you, if you remain strong and try 

your hardest to deafeat the enemy, in the end the rewards are great.  

The enemy uses many dirty tricks to make you turn your head away or to shift focus onto another 

matter. Just remain strong and always remember to do power Meditations daily along with breathing 

exercises.  

The Meditation For Protection can also help your aura keep misfortune from happening. 

It is disrespectful to call our Gods angels nor ar they fallen angels.These so-called angels are not the 

beings described in the xian bible.  

Some of the Gods do have wings and are more than beautiful, but DONT CONFUSE THIS WITH AN 

ANGEL. That is pure disrespect towards them. 

  

If your ready to do the Dedication Rituals, then do it. You dont need to be dedicated to meditate, 

although I recommend this.  

The reason I like to see people dedicated before performing the meditations is because they are simply 

Satanic Meditations.  

A gift from Father Satan, thus should only be enjoyed by his children who serve him. My biggest concern 

is people finding out that they dont need to be committed to do meditations.  
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So then they think they dont need Father Satan and the Gods.  

Some who probably even get big headed and think that they can disrespect the Gods and control them 

in some fashion.  

All this of course being completely fabricated.  

So much real spiritual knowledge has been lost and corruted to the point that it's sickening.  

 

It only takes but a brief research session to find out that christianity really is fasle.  

They constantly dig through that book of lies they hold so dearly and look for answers and meanings.  

They never find them and wonder why they never speak to this jewsus guy. 

There is nothing ancient about something that never existed.  

Even when science and evidence all point the finger in the other direction and concludes that there is no 

eveidence that this mysteriuos jewsus has ever walked the earth.  

No, but the picture paints a different story. One that potrays the serpent which is seen every where in 

ancient relics. The kikes pushed their sick agenda to gain control of the world and this is where they 

began to take real spiritual knowledge out of circulation. 

  

 

  

Cordially, 

 

PRAISE THE Mighty 4 Crowns of Duat! 

 

 

Knowledge cant be rushed, it is power so you must accept and embrace it. 

-High Priest Mac Friday 
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High Priest Mac Friday  

Joy Of Satan Ministries 

 

 

Jewish Senator Dianne Feinstein Moves To Fire Arm Bans. 

 

Jewish Senator Dianne Feinstein Moves To Fire Arm Bans. 

 

 

[My note if you study you will find these laws never apply to the Jewish community themselves. Infact 

they even have small private, security armies guarding them in their gated community 24/7. This is just 

for the Goyium. So they can't resist a direct Jew World Order take over like in Russia.etc Infact look at all 

those Jews behind pushing for fire arm bans in American history it can fill a book. Don't be fooled by the 

sentimental speech its aim is just to make you slaves easier. Remember the Founders wanted fire arm 

ownership and citizen armies for a reason.] 

 

 

 

http://marketdailynews.com/2012/11/07/senator-dianne-feinstein-moves-to-ban-all-assault-rifles-high-

capacity-magazines-and-pistol-grips/ 

 

The agenda no longer needs to be hidden from public view. With President Obama winning another 

term and democrats taking control of the Senate, the move to fundamentally change America from 

within has begun ¨C with a vengeance. 

 

We¡¯re all aware of the restrictive gun laws in the State of California which require low capacity 

magazines for handguns, fixed magazines for ¡°assault¡± rifles, and a whole lot of running around just to 

be granted the right to carry a concealed firearm. 
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Now, Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA), who has championed gun control in her state for decades and co-

wrote the original assault weapons ban enacted by the federal government in the 1990¡äs, wishes to 

bring even more stringent federal mandates to the land of the free. 

 

What is being proposed by Feinstein is the most significant attack on the second amendment in history. 

 

It would essentially ban thousands of firearms and require gun owners to turn them over to the Federal 

government. 

 

I don¡¯t have the minutes of the meeting (yet), but sources tell me California Senator and longtime gun-

hater Dianne Feinstein¡¯s legal staff held meetings on Friday with FTB/ATF legal staff to discuss a new 

¡°Assault Weapons Ban¡± Madame Feinstein would be looking to push through Congress if President 

Obama wins reelection. 

 

This same ¡°pretty good intelligence¡± says the items that would lead to a banwould ban pistol grips and 

¡°high-capacity¡± magazines, eliminate any grandfathering and ban sales of ¡°weapons in possession¡±. 

 

I don¡¯t know about you, but if these things come to pass and I¡¯m ¡°in possession¡± I¡¯m certainly not 

selling. 

 

In fact, the lack of interest in the idea surprised the California liberal¡¯s legal staffers. Apparently, they 

believe no logical person could possible disagree with them. 

 

I began receiving the first reports of increases in gun buying by people concerned about tomorrow¡¯s 

election. Dealers in Oklahoma, Arkansas, Texas, Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama and Indiana all tell me 

there hasn¡¯t been a huge number of buyers expressing those concerns, but the numbers were 

noticeable. 

 

Among that group -and the majority of ¡°regular¡± purchasers- the core driving most of the purchasing 

seem to be in their mid-to-late 30s. Again, home and personal defense are the most frequently cited 

reasons for buying. 
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At a Congressional budget meeting in September of this year, Feinstein alluded to her desire to 

reintroduce federal assault weapons ban regulations similar to those she helped cosponsor and pass in 

1994 during the Presidency of Bill Clinton: 

 

¡°Ladies and gentlemen, it is time to say, once again, in legislation, weapons of war do not belong on our 

streets¡¡± 

September 5, 2012 

 

It it any wonder that shares of stocks like Smith & Wesson (NASDAQ:SWHC) and Ruger (NYSE:RGR) 

surged this morning in response to President Obama winning a second term? While the majority of 

stocks across the world are in the midst of a sell-off and economic conditions indicate the country is in a 

recession, America¡¯s gun owners aren¡¯t waiting to see what happens next. 

 

Senator Feinstein is serious, and despite this most recent report appearing only as a rumor, her 

comments earlier this year and her actions two decades ago, should leave no question as to where this 

is headed. 

They are coming for our guns; plain and simple. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Re: Jewish Senator Dianne Feinstein Moves To Fire Arm Bans. 

 

Before I say anothing here, just compare how all of this smacks of christianity. The bible, the system... 

 

Any of you who ask what you can do for Satan, make sure the masses of people we have in the JoS e-

groups...with all of the JoS e-groups combined, we have an audience of between 25 and 30 thousand 

people. I know some of you are members of more than one group. The point is...GET THE MESSAGE 

OUT! Wake people up to what christianity really is. Too many are still confused and indoctrinated. Just 
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look around yourself and compare how both the jewish run system and their fucking holy bible have the 

very same agenda and themes. That is NOT a religion! IT IS A PROGRAM AND AWLAYS WAS A PROGRAM 

AND THE JEWS TRY TO PRETEND TO BE AGAINST IT, OR PERSECUTED BY IT TO DECEIVE EVERYONE. THEY 

EVEN TRY TO GET OUR PEOPLE BELIEVING THEY HAVE BEEN WORKING AGAINST IT, TRYING TO DESTROY 

IT, WHICH IS NOT THE CASE. THIS IS ONLY TO FOOL YOU. THE ONLY TIMES THEY WORK TO DESTROY IT IS 

TO REPLACE IT WITH THEIR JEW COMMUNISM, OF WHICH THE PATH OF CHRISTIANITY LEADS TO. 

CHRISTIANITY IS 

IN TOTAL HARMONY WITH COMMUNISM, BOTH JEWISH INVENTED PROGRAMS OF TORTURE, 

GENOCIDE, AND MASS MURDER. 

 

You know... 

One enlists in the military. One is trained to KILL. What makes the green grass grow???? BLOOD AND 

GUTS DRILL SARGEANT!!!....I CAN'T HEAR YOU!!!...BLOOD AND GUTS DRILL SARGEANT!!! 

That line was drummed into our heads repeatedly during military training.  

 

Soldiers and others in military training are trained to follow orders and KILL. Trained to stay alive to KILL. 

Trained to survive in all kinds of situations and places to KILL. Trained to use a variety of weapons to 

KILL. Trained to get into the best physical shape possible to KILL. KILL not only what THEY TELL YOU is 

the enemy, but also innocent men, women and children, ONLY BECAUSE THEY TELL YOU TO DO SO???? 

BUT...IF SOMEONE BREAKS INTO YOUR HOME AND WANTS TO KILL YOU AND YOUR FAMILY, THEN IT IS 

A CRIME TO RETALIATE? ONLY IF THE JEW SYSTEM TELLS YOU TO KILL, THEN YOU ARE SUPPOSED TO 

KILL WITHOUT HESITATION. WHEN THE JEW SYSTEM TELLS YOU TO WORSHIP THEIR GOD, YOU ARE 

SUPPOSED TO DO SO WITHOUT QUESTION.  

 

Now, how about Colonel Paul Tibbits with his 'Enola Gay' who dropped the jewish invented and 

constructed death bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, instantly MURDERING hundreds of thousands of 

civilians? Oh, of course since this was designed by jews and done for jews, then this is supposed to not 

only be ok, but an honor. INNOCENT CIVILIANS vaporized into walls. The ones who didn't...the skin on 

stomachs of pregnant women opened up and their babies fell out, skin peeled off the bones of many of 

the survivors, hair feel out in tuftswith their scalps peeling off before they died, others were charred and 

blackened with third degree burns and worse. Then...the black rain. It wasn't enough to flatten 

Hiroshima, they had to do another one on Nagasaki. Some of this was in retaliation for the Japanese 

Emporer kicking out the catholic jesuits who advocated murdering all of the Japanese Buddhists nearly a 

century before. The Japanese as a nation never accepted the 

jewish program of christianity.  
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No time was given for surrender and the Japanese were ready to surrender anyway, before the TESTING 

of the Hiroshima bomb. They had to finiosh their TEST with another bomb on Nagasaki.  

 

'We possess several hundred atomic warheads and rockets and can launch them at targets in all 

directions, perhaps even at Rome. Most European capitals are targets for our air force. Let me quote 

General Moshe Dayan: 'Israel must be like a mad dog, too dangerous to bother.' I consider it all hopeless 

at this point. We shall have to try to prevent things from coming to that, if at all possible. Our armed 

forces, however, are not the thirtieth strongest in the world, but rather the second or third. We have the 

capability to take the world down with us. And I can assure you that that will happen before Israel goes 

under.' 

- Martin van Creveld, Israeli professor of military history at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. in an 

interview in the Dutch weekly magazine: Elsevier, 2002, no. 17, p. 52-53. 

 

'We may never actually have to use this atomic weapon in military operations as the mere threat of its 

use will persuade any opponent to surrender to us.' 

---Chaim Weizmann [jew] 

 

THE JEWISH GIFT TO HUMANITY: NUCLEAR BOMB: 

 

The following excerpt is from Ben Klassen: 

'One of the central figures in not only laying the theoretical ground work but also persuading President 

Roosevelt to launch the whole atomic bomb program was Albert Einstein, a foreign-born Jew with 16 

communist front affiliations.  

 

The first commissioner of the Atomic Energy Commission was David E. Lilienthal, a Jew, who belonged to 

at least two communist fronts. He remained in that position for a considerable length of time. Three of 

the five commissioners on the board were Jews.  

The chief of the Los Alamos installation from 1943 to 1945 was Robert Oppenheimer, a Jew. His brother 

Frank, a card carrying communist, was a key atomic scientist working at the Los Alamos installation.  
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*** 

 

Other Jews – besides Einstein and Szilard – included J. Robert Oppenheimer, David Bohm, Rudolf Peierls, 

Felix Bloch, Eugene Wigner, Niels Bohr, James Chadwick, James Franck, Otto Frisch and Edward Teller. 

Enrico Fermi was married to a Jew.  

It was at this time that most of the Atomic secrets were stolen and passed on to the Soviets.  

 

*** 

 

When it comes to listing the spies and traitors involved, it almost reads like a Jewish Who's Who.  

 

The most notorious were Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, who were tried and executed for treason, the only 

traitors in modern U.S. history to have suffered this fate. Further involved in this spy network were 

Harry Gold, Abraham Brothman, David Greenglass, (Ethel Rosenberg's brother), Israel Weinbaum, 

Miriam Moscowitz, Sidney Weinbaum, Morton Sobell. All these were Jews, and all were convicted of 

treason.  

 

It is also significant in the further development of the hydrogen bomb, again Jews were in the forefront, 

such as Robert Oppenheimer, Steve Nelson (real name Joseph W. Weinberg) and Edward Teller.' 

 

Because of their well known opposition to Communism, the Japanese people were selected by Jewish 

strategists as the guinea pigs for the testing of 

the new Jewish Hellbomb, a weapon so horrible that when Hitler learned his scientists had begun work 

on it, he furiously ordered them to halt its development. He refused to allow his name or the name of 

the German people to be associated with such an inhumane operation. This allowed the Jews to develop 

their atomic hellbomb in Los Alamos for Roosevelt and Stalin, with no competition from anywhere in the 

world. 

 

**** 
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'"Hitler will have no war, but he will be forced into it, not this year but later...' (The 

Jewish Emil Ludwig, Les Annales, June, 1934) 

 

The bombing of Dresden was just as horrific as the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Dresden was 

an unarmed city. It was one of the major centers of culture in Germany. NOW...HERE IS A BLATANT 

EXAMPLE OF HOW THE JEWS USE THEIR BIBLE [WHICH IS REALLY IN TRUTH, A BOOK OF JEWISH 

WITCHCRAFT...JUST LOOK TO THE NUMBERS, THE VERSES AND SUCH, ESPECIALLY IN HEBREW], 

DRESDEN WAS BOMBED AND REDUCED TO ASHES ON THE CHRISTIAN DAY OF 'ASH WEDNESDAY.' IT IS 

OBVIOUS THE CONNECTION HERE.  

 

Dresden Germany was bombed with incindiary bombs [fire bombs] to where all of the oxygen was 

sucked out of the city. Dresden was reduced to ashes. The suffering of innocents was beyond the 

imagination. Given this occurred in March of 1945, this was done to further break the German morale.  

 

On September 9, 1944 Eisenhower had discussed with Spaatz the idea of delivering a colossal air raid on 

Berlin. Ike’s Psychological Warfare staff had recommended that they camouflage it as 

a strike against the Nazi administration, in order to deflect charges of 

delivering a terror-raid. 

Page 96 - Apocalypse 1945: 

The Destruction of Dresden by David Irving 

 

'Jews Declared War on Germany. Even before the war started the Jewish leaders on a world-wide basis 

had years before declared that world Jewry was at war with Germany, and that they would utilize their 

immense financial, moral and political powers to destroy Hitler and Nazi Germany. (We have shown this 

in the previous chapter.) Principal among these was Chaim Weizmann, the Zionist leader, who so 

declared on September 5, 1939. He was enthusiastically supported by world-wide Jewry in this 

declaration.' 

 

*** 

 

Quotes below from George Lincoln Rockwell: 
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'I learned that Hitler not only did NOT want to conquer the world, or any other nation, but only to get 

back the parts of Germany hacked off by the Versailles treaty." 

 

'He openly said he wanted back the parts of Germany given to Poland, Czechoslovakia, etc. The only 

places he ever "attacked" were once parts of GERMANY, such as Prussia and Austria, stolen by 

Versailles, just as if we lost Florida and Texas, you would certainly "attack" these states until they were 

again American.' 

 

Perhaps even more shocking, I discovered, long after the war, just how arrogant the Jews had been in 

claiming that Hitler "started" World War II - when even before we got into it, they published a book 

called "Germany Must Perish", which actually preached the EXTERMINATION of the German people 

(long before any possible gas chambers were even to be alleged). And more startling still the Jews laid 

out the division of Germany on a map in 1940, and the line the Jews drew on their map way back in 

1940 is pretty much the same line which now divides Germany! 

[The above was written before the reunification of Germany] 

*** 

 

Quotes below from (Eustace Mullins, 

Foreword, War! War! War!) 

 

'Like most historic Jewish military operations, the great massacres of World War II occurred, not on the 

battlefield, but in peaceful neighborhood communities. This was in accordance with the dictate of the 

Book of Esther, which directs the Jews to massacre women and children, and to exterminate the families 

of those who dare to oppose them. 

Thus it was in Dresden, a historic German cultural center, where many thousands of German women 

and children, refugees from Communism had gathered. They were assured by the Red Cross that they 

would be safe, even while the Jewish generals were preparing to murder the men. The blood-maddened 

Jews desired not only to murder as many German civilians as possible but also to erase from history all 

evidence of Western 

civilization, the greatest examples of White culture which had been gathered in Dresden, the 

irreplaceable procelian, the priceless paintings, the baroque furniture, and the rococo mansions with 
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their poetry carved in stone. All was laid waste in a mass bombing attack in which some 300,000 

German civilians died in a city which was not even a military target! 

 

Like Dresden, Hiroshima was also an ancient cultural center, with no visible military objective. Its non- 

combatant families also died horribly by the hundreds of thousands. Many were pulverized instantly by 

the first atomic bomb ever used in a military operation, but thousands of other victims lived on for 

years, mangled and burned, their limbs and organs slowly rotting away from radiation poisoning. Even 

while the Japanese officials were desperately suing for peace, the Jews hastily ordered the 

dropping of a second atomic bomb, this one on Nagasaki, bringing off a second 'test' of their Hellbomb 

against helpless non-combatants, as prescribed by the Book of Esther. Again, hundreds of thousands of 

civilians died horribly. 

 

At last, the Jews had achieved the weapon which they planned to use to terrorize the entire world into 

subjecting itself to their insane frenzies and their frequently voiced goal of world domination of the 

'animals,' or non-Jews. As Chaim Weizmann boasted, 'We will never actually have to use this atomic 

weapon in military operations as the mere threat of its use will persuade any opponent to surrender to 

us." (Eustace Mullins, 

Foreword, War! War! War!) 

 

*** 

 

While this thread below reveals how Gentiles are being systematically stripped of any weapons for self-

defense, Israel is threatening Nuclear war against Iran. There is much more to this, than most people 

now know.  

 

With the enforcing of christianity through mass murder, genocide and torture, we gentiles have been 

systematically stripped of any spiritual means for self defense and forced fed a diet of suicide.  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Israel Digs Its Grave 

 

Israel Digs Its Grave 

 

My note: 

 

Things are changing now that the Jew puppet of Egypt Mubarak was diposed by his own circle. And with 

tens of thousands Egyptians protesting in the streets with his image within a Israeli flag. Screaming that 

he was nothing but a Jew puppet [he was to the tune of tens of billions of bribe dollars]. So the Jews 

have lost a lot of power over Egypt. And with the fighting in Syria and Lebonan. The whole region is 

going up. The attempts to destroy Hezbollah again. Have also failed. Hezbollah has also defeated Israeli 

twice. And Hezbollah is allied to Iran as is Hamas. They could be pulled into this conflict as well. And 

Russia given what happened in the Caucus that foced them to fight a victorious war. Against Israel 

proxies. Is no friend of them either. Egypt might also have bigger involvement as they have fought Israel 

before. 

 

Even that golbinoid kike, Henry Kissinger was forced to admit: "Israel has ten years left at the most." 

 

 

Israel is existing on borrowed time. 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

http://news.yahoo.com/top-hamas-commander-killed-israeli-airstrike-143218204.html 
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GAZA (Reuters) - Israel launched a major offensive against Palestinian militants in Gaza on Wednesday, 

killing the military commander of Hamas in an air strike and threatening an invasion of the enclave that 

the Islamist group vowed would "open the gates of hell". 

 

The onslaught shattered hopes that a truce mediated on Tuesday by Egypt could pull the two sides back 

from the brink of war after five days of escalating Palestinian rocket attacks and Israeli strikes at militant 

targets. 

 

Operation "Pillar of Defence" began with a surgical strike on a car carrying the commander of the 

military wing of Hamas, the Iranian-armed Islamist movement which controls Gaza and dominates a 

score of smaller armed groups. 

 

Within minutes of the death of Ahmed Al-Jaabari, big explosions shook Gaza as the Israeli air force 

struck at selected targets just before sundown, blasting plumes of smoke and debris high above the 

crowded city. 

 

Panicking civilians ran for cover and the death toll mounted quickly. Ten people including three children 

were killed, the health ministry said, and about 40 were wounded. Also among the dead were an 11-

month-old baby and a woman pregnant with twins. 

 

Army tanks shelled border areas of Gaza in south and the Israeli navy shelled a Hamas security position 

from the sea. 

 

Hamas stuck back, firing at least four Grad rockets at the southern city of Beersheba in what it called its 

initial response. Israel reported damage but no casualties. Its 'Iron Dome' interceptor defence knocked 

out a dozen rockets in flight. 

 

The escalation in Gaza came in a week when Israel fired at Syrian artillery positions it said had fired into 

the Israeli-annexed Golan Heights amid a civil war in Syria that has brought renewed instability to 

neighboring Lebanon. 
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Egypt, whose new Islamist government pledged to honor the 1979 peace treaty with Israel, condemned 

the raids as a threat to regional security, recalled its ambassador from Israel and called for an 

emergency session of the U.N. Security Council. 

 

Egyptian President Mohamed Mursi's predecessor Hosni Mubarak twice withdrew his ambassador, with 

no lasting effect. But Israel will be watching for signs of a more aggressive approach by the Islamist 

leader that could imperil their ties. 

 

Mursi has said of the Palestinians that "our blood is their blood" and Egypt may not "accept what was 

accepted before". 

 

Russia called for an end to the raids. Arab League foreign ministers planned to meet on Saturday to 

discuss the crisis. 

 

DOZENS OF TARGETS 

 

A second Gaza war has loomed on the horizon for months as waves of Palestinian rocket attacks and 

Israeli strikes grew increasingly more intense and frequent. 

 

Israel's Operation Cast Lead in 2008-2009 began with a week of air attacks and shelling, followed by a 

land invasion of the blockaded coastal strip, sealed off at sea by the Israeli navy. Some 1,400 Palestinians 

were killed and 13 Israelis died. 

 

The Israel Defence Forces said it had targeted dozens of Hamas's medium range (up to 40km) 

underground rocket launch and infrastructure sites in Wednesday's strikes. 

 

"This has significantly damaged the rocket launch capabilities as munitions warehouses owned by 

Hamas and other terror organizations were targeted. In addition, Israeli Navy soldiers targeted several 

Hamas terror sites stationed along the shoreline of the Gaza Strip," it said in a statement. 
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The Hamas internal security headquarters in southern Gaza was destroyed. There were no injuries 

because it had been evacuated. After dark, Gaza looked like a ghost city, with no traffic and no people in 

the streets, no shops open, no electric lights on. 

 

KILLED IN HIS CAR 

 

Hamas said Jaabari, who ran the organization's armed wing, Izz el-Deen Al-Qassam, died along with a 

Hamas photographer when their car was blown apart by an Israeli missile. 

 

The charred wreckage of a car could be seen belching flames, as emergency crews picked up what 

appeared to be body parts. 

 

Israel confirmed it had carried out the attack and announced there was more to come. Reuters 

witnesses saw Hamas security compounds and police stations blasted apart. 

 

"Today we relayed a clear message to the Hamas organization and other terrorist organizations," Prime 

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said. "And if there is a need, the IDF (Israel Defence Forces) is prepared to 

broaden the operation. We will continue to do everything in order to protect our citizens." 

 

Immediate calls for revenge were broadcast over Hamas radio. 

 

"The occupation has opened the gates of hell," Hamas's armed wing said. Smaller groups also vowed to 

strike back. 

 

"Israel has declared war on Gaza and they will bear the responsibility for the consequences," Islamic 

Jihad said. 

 

Southern Israeli communities within rocket range of Gaza were on full alert, and schools were ordered 

closed for Thursday. About one million Israelis live in range of Gaza's relatively primitive but lethal 

rockets, supplemented in recent months by longer-range, more accurate systems. 
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"The days we face in the south will, in my estimation, prove protracted," Brigadier-General Yoav 

Mordechai, Israel's chief military spokesman, told Channel 2 TV. 

 

The Israeli cabinet gave preliminary authorization for the mobilization of military reserves if required, 

Netanyahu's office said. 

 

Asked if Israel might send in ground forces, Mordechai said: "There are preparations, and if we are 

required to, the option of an entry by ground is available." 

 

OBAMA BRIEFED 

 

Israeli President Shimon Peres briefed U.S. President Barack Obama on the operation, Peres's office said. 

He told Obama that Jaabari was a "mass-murderer" and his killing was Israel's response to Palestinian 

rocket attacks from Gaza. 

 

"Israel is not interested in stoking the flames, but for the past five days there has been constant missile 

fire at Israel and mothers and children cannot sleep quietly at night," said Peres, who visited the border 

town of Sderot earlier. 

 

In the flare-up that was prelude to Wednesday's offensive, more than 115 missiles were fired into 

southern Israel from Gaza and Israeli planes launched numerous strikes. 

 

Seven Palestinians, three of them gunmen, were killed. Eight Israeli civilians were hurt by rocket fire and 

four soldiers wounded by an anti-tank missile. 

 

The leader of Hamas in the Gaza Strip, Ismail Haniyeh, called on Arab states, especially Egypt, to halt the 

assault. The six-nation Gulf Cooperation Council said the U.N. Security Council should put pressure on 

Israel to stop its attacks. 
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Israel holds a general election on January 22 and Netanyahu has pledged to retaliate harshly against 

Hamas. But Israel is also wary of the reaction from Mursi's Egypt, whose ruling Muslim Brotherhood is 

the spiritual mentor of Hamas. 

 

Hamas has been emboldened by its rise to power, viewing Mursi as a "safety net" who will not permit a 

second Israeli thrashing of Gaza, home to 1.7 million Palestinians. 

 

Hamas is also supported by Iran, which Israel regards as a rising threat to its own existence due to its 

nuclear program. 

 

Helped by the contraband trade through tunnels from Egypt, Gaza militias have smuggled in longer-

range rockets. 

 

But their estimated 35,000 Palestinian fighters are still no match for Israel's F-16 fighter-bombers, 

Apache helicopter gun ships, Merkava tanks and other modern weapons systems in the hands of a 

conscript force of 175,000, with 450,000 in reserve. 

 

(Additional reporting by Dan Williams, Crispian Balmer and Ori Lewis in Jerusalem; Writing by Douglas 

Hamilton; Editing by Giles Elgood) 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Warning...Viruses 

 

I have noted an increase in e-mail viruses of late. Most people don't even know they have these. The e-

mail itself sends these messages out with a virus link, usually regarding money or jobs. When 

moderating, I catch these and delete them, but for members who are not on moderaton, these go 

through. Please be aware that members' are not deliberately posting them, and it is not their fault, as 

they don't even know their e-mails are doing this.  
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Never click on a link unless you know it is legitimate. Always run your cursor over the link and see what 

the true URL is in the lower corner of your PC. If they don't match, it is a virus/bad link. Only click on 

links that are known such as YouTube, with the html/htm, and so forth. Money scams and other jew 

invented trash [most often with viruses, as they make a huge profit from these, as they own the anti-

virus software and anti-spyware products that people have to pay out the ass for] that preys upon 

people in a hard economy is not permitted in any of the JoS e-groups. 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Nearly 50 Million Living in Poverty in US 

 

My note the Jewing of American keeps on rolling. These Jews have been kicked out of 84 nations 109 

times. 

 

The Jewish bankers hold on America: 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/275 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/276 

 

The Jew Talmud states: 

 

. "All property of other nations belongs to the Jewish nation, which, consequently, is entitled to seize 

upon it without any scruples. An orthodox Jew is not bound to observe principles of morality towards 

people of other tribes. He may act contrary to morality, if profitable to himself or to Jews in general." - 

Schulchan Aruch. Choszen Hamiszpat 348.  
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---------------------------- 

 

http://www.globalresearch.ca/nearly-50-million-living-in-poverty-in-us/5312028 

 

The number of people living in poverty in the United States rose last year to 49.7 million, based on a 

new measure that provides a fuller picture of poverty than that previously reported by U.S. Census 

Bureau data. The revised poverty rate of 16.1 percent is up more than a percentage point from the 15 

percent figure reported by the government in September. 

 

Coming a little more than a week after the 2012 elections, the news that nearly one in six Americans is 

living in poverty received little attention in the media or from the Obama administration. Neither big-

business party has any policies to alleviate growing poverty, which is exacerbated by entrenched 

unemployment and a sluggish economy. 

 

The Supplemental Poverty Measure (SPM), devised a year ago, factors in expenses for food, clothing, 

shelter, utilities, health care and other essentials beyond what the previous official formula took into 

account. It includes in its income measure such government-provided benefits as Social Security, 

unemployment benefits and nutrition assistance. 

 

The SPM figures released by the Census Bureau on Thursday show that while some households may 

have incomes above the poverty line, factors such as medical expenses are pushing increasing numbers 

into poverty. The new figures also indicate that the tepid job growth in the more than four years since 

the financial crisis has come mostly in the form of low-wage jobs that in many cases are not able to lift 

families out of poverty. 

 

More than 15 percent of working-age adults, aged 18-64, lived in poverty in 2011. Among those with 

some form of employment, 9.4 percent fell below the poverty line. Those working less than full-time, 

year-round, saw an 18.5 percent poverty rate. A third of those working less than one week in the course 

of the year—16.2 million, or 33.5 percent—lived in poverty last year. 
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Based on the SPM, the poverty rates were dramatically higher for several segments of the population. 

The share of people 65 years and older living in poverty was 15.1 percent, nearly double the 8.7 percent 

figure according to the official measure. The single biggest economic burden on seniors is medical 

expenses that must be paid out of pocket. 

 

The poverty rate among Hispanics stood at 28 percent in 2001 using the SPM, significantly higher than 

the 25.4 percent rate using the older measure. This difference is attributed to limited access by 

immigrants to government programs, as well as the concentration of Hispanics in regions of the country 

that have seen big cutbacks to government programs. 

 

According to the new measurement, more than a quarter of all African-American households were living 

in poverty in 2011. Poverty in households headed by a single female stood at 30 percent. Among 

households renting their homes, 29.3 percent were poor. 

 

Also hard-hit are people living in urban areas where living expenses are higher and assistance from 

government programs has not kept pace with growing need. Under the newly devised standard, 

California saw the highest poverty rate of any state. A staggering 8.8 million people—23.5 percent—of 

Californians are living in poverty, a figure largely driven by the state's high cost of living and sharp 

budget cuts to social programs. 

 

Following closely behind California is the nation's capital, Washington, D.C., where 23.2 percent lived in 

poverty last year according to the SPM. The next most impoverished state was Florida, at 19.5 percent. 

 

Use of the new census measurement also showed a significant shift in poverty among the various 

regions of the country. In the West, 20 percent of households were living in poverty in 2011, compared 

to 16 percent in the South, the region of the country historically more impoverished. This is undoubtedly 

largely influenced by factors such as the assault on social programs in California and the collapse of the 

housing market in Nevada. 

 

The new Census measurement also reveals that Social Security is by far the most important program 

contributing to a reduction in poverty. According to the SPM, when calculating the effects of benefits 
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and expenses on overall poverty rates in the American population, poverty was reduced by more than 8 

percent due to Social Security benefits, while medical expenses increased poverty by about 3.5 percent. 

 

The SNAP food stamp program and unemployment insurance benefits also provide significant protection 

against poverty. But it is precisely these programs—along with Medicare and Medicaid—that are being 

targeted for cuts as part of the bipartisan assault on social programs being prepared in the wake of the 

2012 elections under the cynical pretext of averting a looming "fiscal cliff." 

 

Coming just more than a week after the presidential election, the new poverty figures put the lie to 

claims by the Obama administration that significant gains have been made on the way to recovery. Also 

on Thursday, the Labor Department released initial claims for state unemployment benefits, which rose 

78,000 last week to a seasonally adjusted 439,000. 

 

This was the biggest one-week jump since the spike in claims caused by Hurricane Katrina in September 

2005. The number has been significantly impacted by last month's Hurricane Sandy, which left millions 

of homes and businesses without power, paralyzed transportation and caused widespread damage in 

the Northeast US. 

 

But the rise points to a more general trend of slow job growth. Economists polled by Reuters before 

Thursday's jobless claims were released said they expected the pace of job growth to slow to an average 

144,000 jobs per month in the fourth quarter, down from 174,000 in the third quarter. 

 

Long-term unemployment remains entrenched. According to the new Census report, about 16.4 million 

Americans of working age worked less than one week in all of 2011. Of these, fully a third are living in 

poverty, according to the new SPM measurement. Federally funded extended unemployment benefits 

are set to expire in January, threatening to deprive more than 2 million jobless workers of cash 

assistance and plunging more American households into poverty. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Fixing the Energy + Meditation 

 

Last September, I wrote a sermon: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/346 

 

Here are the illustrations for it: 

 

http://satans666squares.webs.com/pathsidapingla2head.GIF 

 

http://satans666squares.webs.com/Ida_Pingala_Heart.gif 

 

******* 

 

Here is something else...be warned, this is very powerful. Just try this and you will see for yourself how 

the standard traditional chants for the chakras 'lam' vam' and of course, that 'ohm' have all been 

corrupted. Lilith gave this to me. I do 7 vibrations for each of the seven chakras: 

 

Base Chakra: Laum, vibrated as LLAHHH – UUU – MMM* 

Sacral Chakra: Vaum, vibrated as VAHHH – UUU – MMM 

Solar Plexus '666' Chakra: Raum, vibrated as RAHHH – UUU – MMM** 

Heart Chakra: Yaum, vibrated as YYAHHH – UUU – MMM 

Throat Chakra: Haum, vibrated as HAHHH – UUU – MMM 

Sixth Chakra: Aum, vibrated as AHHH – UUU – MMM 

Seventh Chakra: Maum, vibrated as MMAHHH – UUU – MMM 
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High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Sermon 11/22/12 

 

There are a few things I need to go over; as there are times I can�t answer individual posts in the 

groups because of a lack of time. I have seen posts concerning feeling tired, drained, headache, etc., 

after ding a ritual. What this means is you used too much of your own energy. The solution is to charge 

yourself up with energy from an external source before the ritual, such as going outside and breathing in 

energy from the ground, a tree or other source of your choice. Any excess energy after the ritual that is 

making you uncomfortable, just offer it to the Powers of Hell. They can send a Demon who will take it 

from you, but not drain you. 

 

As I mentioned before, the JoS has a lot of articles badly in need of revision, as much is obsolete and 

outdated. Satan himself has been staying onto me to get this done in a consistent manner. This is why I 

no longer have any books for sale as there is info in them that is outdated and needs to be revised and 

edited. 

 

As for trance. Trance will come of its own in most cases. Just begin the meditation and with 

concentration and focus, you will enter into a trance all by itself. No need to sit and try to get into a 

trance. Just let it happen and don�t worry about it. 

 

Now, the most important aspect of any working is vibration. This is symbolized by the sit of swords in 

the Tarot. Sound is as powerful as a sword and pierces. This is where the JoS is badly in need of revision, 

as nearly all of the workings, in order to really have any serious power need sound. Take cleaning your 

aura�vibrating a word in Sanskrit, the most powerful language [which is a spiritual language], using a 

Satanic rosary, works wonders in contrast to trying to keep visualizing your aura getting brighter when it 

is covered with bad energy, like say from a church where many of our teens are forced to go. 108 times 

with vibrating the Sun mantra �aum suryae� or �raum� focusing both on your solar [666] chakra, 

and visualizing yourself engulfed in white-gold energy will do the job hundreds of times better than just 

sitting there trying to visualize the energy away. Always use sound and if you are in a situation where 

others might hear you [especially for teens], if asked, just say you were doing a Buddhist chant or if this 

is really severe as many of our teens live in strict xian homes, say you were tuning your voice for singing. 

Lilith also told me that after using vibration in black magick, it is essential to counter the vibration with a 
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word of power that will neutralize any residual bad energy on your aura. In other words, clean your aura 

real well with positive vibration. This is especially important when using words of power in your 

workings. 

 

Now, ceremony, especially for those who are new, along with formal rituals can be inspiring and 

pleasant. Ceremony and formal rituals are also excellent for large groups of people, a good example 

being Satanist Heinrich Himmler who designed rituals in which thousands of people participated in, that 

generated massive amounts of Satanic energy. Germany has always been a hotbed of Satanism, going 

back centuries to the orgies in the Hartz Mountains during the Grand Sabbats. These rituals resurrected 

massive amounts of Satanic energies. Ceremonies though, for the individual, along with everything else, 

the props and ritual tools are symbolic of allegories. Formal ritual is excellent for putting one in the 

mood, but unnecessary. The four suits of the Tarot [which is sacred to Satan]; reveal the true meanings 

of the ritual tools. The suit of swords, as I mentioned in the above, symbolizes sound; the athame. The 

suit of cups represents the chakras; drinking from the chalice. The suit of wands/rods symbolizes the 

serpentine energy of the spine; the blasting rod. The pentacles represent the physical flesh and the 

manifestation of the working in reality and the material world. The trump suit; the major arcana, 

symbolizes the ether/quintessence. So to put this plainly, you need the power of your chakras, your 

serpentine energy, sound/vibration, your physical self, and the quintessence/ether to accomplish your 

ritual goals, whatever they might be. The ether/quintessence makes the connection and carries the 

energies raised in ritual to their target and so forth. Someone uploaded a partial copy of the 

�Hexagradior� to some of the groups here in the �files� section. This little pdf explains the powers 

of the quintessence/ether which connects everything in the universe. The exercises therein are also 

excellent in sensitizing one to feeling spiritual energies. 

 

Now, as for using runes, I will be adding a section for the Runic Kabalah instructing when certain runes 

are more powerful at certain times�what are known as runic half days, hours and such. I encourage 

you in the meantime to look on the internet for any information on this, as there should be some sites 

out there, but check more than one and always make sure the information agrees, otherwise, there are 

errors. I will get this up as soon as I can. 

 

In closing [sorry this is so long], always remember, magick is individual. If any certain technique has 

worked for you well in the past, then keep using it. Some people have a special affinity for runic magick, 

while others may find it better to use Sanskrit. Always use whatever works best for you as an individual. 

 

The Satanic Rosary is indispensable. Every Satanist should have one. My point here is it doesn�t have to 

be anything fancy. Just a set of 108 beads used for counting when vibrating words of power or mantras. 
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Even if you go down to the local store and get a simple bead kit and string 108 beads along the cord, this 

is better and preferable to not having one at all. For those living in xian homes, the rosary can be worn 

around your neck under your clothes like jewelry and no one will be any wiser. Always remember the 

Satanic adage: �Silence is Golden.� Satanist Benjamin Franklin stated �three people can keep a 

secret�as long as two of them are dead.� Keep your big mouth shut and sleep peacefully at night. The 

big mouth tosses and turns and worries. 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

The King & Queen 

 

One thing I need to tell everyone here...Satan gives knowledge as we go along and when we are ready 

for it. Satan places strong emphasis on being patient.  

 

The statement concerning how many people are going to want to join on at the last minute, but it will 

be too late for them, that the indicates spiritual levels we reach through meditation cannot be achieved 

overnight. This takes time. I do know the world will go through catastrophe and total transformation 

before we enter the Age of Satan. Those of us who are with Satan will be protected through all of this. 

We are seeing evidence of this now in regards to brothers and sisters who have been in the middle of 

nature's disaster zones and have survived unscathed, including their property.  

 

As I mentioned before, Satan is strong on patience and gives knowledge as we go along. Much of what is 

on the JoS website is outdated, but I will keep everyone up to date in the groups here, as I keep working 

on the website, revising it. Satan does not give knowledge all at once.  

 

Now, getting back to allegories, even the epic of the Trojan War is another allegory, at least on some 

level. The 'Trojan' also infects our PCs as it IMBEDS itself. This is with the jews. They infest, imbed and 

through this, they destroy. Because all spiritual knowledge could not be thoroughly corrupted with the 

coming of the enemy programs of Christianity and Islam, what was left, they had to corrupt the 

information.  
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Satan came to me this morning with a new meditation. This has to do with the magnum opus. As I stated 

before, in order to have the raw power to perform the magnum opus, one must have a fully risen 

serpent. This is a prerequisite to performing the operation for both spiritual and physical perfection and 

immortality.  

 

Now, getting back to corruption. Unfortunately, the information out there regarding the placements and 

powers of the seven major chakras has been hideously corrupted. What I am about to give you here, 

you will be able to see this for yourselves. The legends of the Gods, along with many children's 'fairy 

tales' have hidden spiritual knowledge in them and are all allegories. This was in order to escape 

persecution, heinous torture and being murdered by the oh so 'loving' Christians.  

 

We know from Ancient Egypt that 'Amon Ra' is 'King of the Gods.' 'Amon Ra' corresponds to the RAUM 

vibration, which directly empowers the solar [666] chakra. All of the Pagan [Satanic] religions preceding 

Christianity and its ilk placed great emphasis on the Sun. As most of you already know, the kabalistic 

square of the Sun is '666.'  

 

Now, there is a male and a female aspect to the soul. The reason the enemy places so much emphasis 

on the 'heart' chakra, is because it is basically powerless and is neuter. It is a connector, and nothing 

more. Anton LaVey wrote in his book 'The Satanic Rituals' regarding 'The Seven Towers of Satan' 'At 

intervals along this strip were seven towers-the Towers of Satan (Ziarahs)-six of 

them trapezoidal in form, and one, the 'center on Mount Lalesh, shaped like a sharp, fluted point." 

 

The above is an allegory, the 'center' being the neuter 'heart' chakra, shaped differently from the others. 

In deep meditation, many of us can see this different chakra, which is shaped like a yoni [vagina].  

 

Now, who is 'Inanna'? She is 'Queen of Heaven.' The word 'heaven' really means the 6th and 7th top 

chakras and their extensions such as the all-important pineal gland. Getting back to my sermon last 

September, about fixing the energy, the well-known valentine heart with the arrow shot through it is an 

allegory and symbol for fixing the serpentine energy. The heart is not in the chest as the enemy tries to 

get us to believe, but it is in the head and is formed by the ida, the pingala and the sushumna: 

 

Last September, I wrote a sermon: 
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/346  

 

Here are the illustrations for it: 

 

http://satans666squares.webs.com/pathsidapingla2head.GIF  

 

http://satans666squares.webs.com/Ida_Pingala_Heart.gif  

 

Now, as we know Inanna aka Astaroth, Ishtar and her other names, rules the heart chakra. The heart 

chakra is in the head, not on the chest, as the enemy has corrupted this and with the Christian arts, 

where that filthy Nazarene always has his arms open with that heart chakra on the chest exposed, we 

can see another ugly aspect of that hoax here. In addition, from what I personally believe is that the seat 

of emotions is not in the chest what the uninitiated call the 'heart' chakra, but in the throat. How many 

times when you feel sad or like crying, it affects your throat chakra? You get a lump in your throat 

before you cry. So where is the real seat of emotions? Also, on this one, Satan told me concerning the 

throat chakra, yes, this is Mercury chakra that rules communications and its higher octave planet 

Uranus, is up near the pineal gland and rules telepathic communications, a higher octave of verbal 

communications. 

 

The allegories preserved in children's fairy tales such as 'Sleeping Beauty' often have the prince kiss the 

sleeping princess and awaken her. The meaning behind this is the activation and empowerment of the 

solar 666 [king of the Gods], connects with the 6th chakra; the pineal gland and though this, activates 

this gland to secrete the elixir/ambrosia which makes immortality possible and reverses physical aging. 

The Tibetan mantra Aum Mani Padme Haum means 'The Jewel is in the Heart of the Lotus,' the 'jewel' 

being the pineal gland. The above is the correct mantra for this. The enemy as I have been writing in my 

sermons of late replaced the all-important 'AUM' with 'ohm', which has no real power. As most of us 

know the lotus/lily symbolizes the crown chakra and is ruled by Lilith; the base chakra ruled by Satan 

[chakra containing the serpent], and the unification of Satan and Lilith indicates the risen serpent; the 

male and female.  

 

Now, for the meditation connecting the King [3rd solar 666 chakra] and Queen [the 6th chakra and 

pineal gland]; for the magnum opus to work, the King and Queen must be united. Lilith told me this 

meditation takes a bit of time in most cases to establish an energy connection.  
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Note: This meditation is not for new people.  

 

The Satanic rosary is used with this. To do this meditation, one must vibrate 108 times for the King and 

another 108 times for the Queen. 108 + 108 = the very sacred number of 216.  

 

To unite the King & Queen: 

 

1. Vibrate 'RAUM' -- RAH—UU—MM into your solar chakra 108 times 

 

2. Relax and keep still and feel the energy from this well up inside of you for a few minutes. 

 

3. Vibrate 'AUM' -- AH—UU—MM into your pineal gland 108 times. [Be=froe doing this, try to locate 

your pineal gland by feel. It is to the lower right side of the 6th chakra or thereabouts. It feels like a 

hollow. Just do the best you can.  

 

4. Relax and keep still and feel the energy for a few minutes. 

 

5. Now vibrate 'Inanna' into your 6th chakra seven times. YEEE—NAH---NAH 

 

6. Focus on the energy for 10-15 more minutes. If you activate your pineal gland, you will know it. It will 

blow you away with intense ecstasy.  

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
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Israel Delt Major Defeat By Hamas 

 

Israel Delt Major Defeat By Hamas 

 

My note this article reveals the fact Israel was defeated by Hamas and the reasons for it. The Jews are 

good at putting up a bs front to hide this fact. Note most of the Jews are too lazy and cowardly to even 

show up when called up to duty or show up for their service in the full time branch. This is not out of any 

higher moral reasons. The Jew is a moral and physical coward. Who likes to have the Goy do all the 

fighting and dieing for them. 300 lightly armed, Hezbollah troops sent their entire army running from 

lebanon in 2006.  

 

Note the zero amount of Jewish combat troops in any major war. Even when millions of them lived in a 

certain nation at war. Most where either given free exemptions from service with the aid of bogus notes 

by fellow Jewish doctors. Or given safe postions in the military hundreds of miles behind the front lines. 

Of course after the war we are told every Jew was Rambo. This behaviour has been noted for centuries 

by authors. 

 

This article also shows Israel is literally falling apart and the tide is turning against it. 

 

Another interesting fact Israel was attacking the press in Gaza to attempt to stop any truth getting out 

and given them a freer hand in murdering the population. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=UMFAfQJKlAM 

 

Abby Martin highlights the Israeli Military's bombing of media buildings and targeting of journalists, 

including the RT office in Gaza, and calls out the Israeli government to for making veiled threats to RT's 

headquarters in Moscow. 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------- 
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http://www.veteranstoday.com/2012/11/21/press-tv-gaza-war-israels-military-ruse/ 

 

Wednesday, November 21st, 2012 | Posted by Gordon Duff 

 

Press TV: Gaza War – Israel's Military Ruse 

 

Gaza war, Israel's military ruse to evade weakness 

 

 

 

By Gordon Duff and Press TV 

 

 

 

 

"What will be left is Israel, dependent on India, flanked between Pakistan and China, dependent on 

Britain, France and Germany, nations buried in debt crisis and instability and dependent on the United 

States, a nation increasingly aware that Israel's "knife" has been in her back for decades." 

 

— 

 

 

War is now and always has been the "mother of lies." The Gaza War of 2012, based on the timing, by 

American holiday standards, "The Thanksgiving War," is no exception. 
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The lies we deal with today involve political motivations that drive Israel and the "fog of war," military 

deception Israel is using to hide its weakness.Surprisingly, Turkish Prime Minister Erdogan fired the 

opening salvo, exposing the malodorous political underbelly of politics that is behind every military 

move Israel has ever made since it's embryonic terrorist beginnings while under British rule. 

 

Erdogan spoke out in Cairo at a Turkish-Egyptian Business Forum: 

 

 

"Israel also attacked Gaza in 2008 prior to elections. Now elections are coming again and it is doing the 

same thing. I am calling on Netanyahu. We are not in 2008. We are in 2012 and conditions are different 

than 2008. Make your calculations correctly.  

 

I am calling on Israel and Gaza to provide a cease-fire immediately, within 24 hours. Extending the 

situation will not bring anything to either side.  

 

While Israel is attacking and sabotaging the peace, there will be no security or stability for any country in 

the region.  

 

The party using disproportionate force is obvious; humanity will not forgive this if sovereign countries 

defend injustice under the guise of preserving Israel and its security.  

 

This hypocrisy should end. These double standards should end.  

 

I had a telephone conversation with U.S. President Barack Obama and Russian President Vladimir Putin 

on the issue. I asked them to convince Israel and to give an important assurance. Israel did not accord 

with the previous Cairo ceasefire agreement, and I told them that this could not be repeated again." 

 

 

Missing from Erdogan's remarks were reminders of Netanyahu's disastrous "landslide" defeat in the 

American presidential elections. His surrogate did not just lose an election but destroyed his political 
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party in the process and has, in subsequent remarks, proven himself psychologically unqualified for any 

position of responsibility or trust.Romney and Netanyahu would have made a good team. 

 

The myth of Israeli invincibility shattered…again 

 

Israel is currently facing its biggest military challenge in decades. No, not from Hamas, but rather 

locating the 75,000 reservists recently called up for active service. With over 50% of Israeli's now 

refusing compulsory military service, Israel now depends on its reserves, poorly trained, undisciplined, 

but well armed, courtesy of the American taxpayer. 

Israel still maintains two divisions that are, by American standards, combat ready, but no more than 

that. Years of sniping at civilians in Gaza from guard towers or dropping cluster bombs on unarmed 

Palestinians has not been able to erase the memory of the 2006 incursion into Lebanon and the lessons 

Israel may well be reminded of again.Fewer than 300 Hezbollah fighters using modern shoulder 

mounted weapons destroyed Israeli tanks and helicopters with ease. 

 

Israel claims they faced an army of 25,000. What you will find is that all news of the Israeli humiliation in 

Lebanon and their retaliatory frenzy that resulted in bombing civilian neighborhoods in Beirut have been 

wiped from history, the Internet and, to some, "the sands of time." 

 

Not all have forgotten. 

 

Gaza and international law 

 

Every day, weapons are being shipped into Gaza, through Egypt, weapons from every Islamic nation 

other than the "puppet Gulf States." 

 

The Avalon Project at the Yale Law School describes blockades as legal only so long as they can be 

effective. The concept of the Gaza blockade is now in direct contravention of all relevant international 

conventions. 
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Since the blockade of Gaza requires the full and absolute cooperation of the Egyptian government, 

cooperation that has obviously ended, currently Israel's blockade is now classified as a "paper blockade" 

and has no legal standing. 

 

The Camp David Accords of 1979 were never intended to allow the creation of an apartheid state or for 

Gaza to become an open-air prison. 

 

The accords, intended to create a lasting framework for peace also clearly established a criteria for 

renewed conflict. 

 

Today, that conflict could involve nations from Tunis to Jakarta. 

 

Military reality 

 

Exposing the hypocrisy of Israel's "Iron Dome" or "Iron Yamuka" air defense system requires elementary 

arithmetic skills, something obviously beyond the typical "international investigative journalist" of the 

"pop culture media." 

 

One of the "stealth voices" of Israel's "fog of war" deception program within the United States is the 

Daily Beast, a Newsweek "on line" publication owned by Jane Harmon, an Israeli hoping to be 

nominated to replace Secretary Clinton. 

 

Friends of Harmon and Netanyahu are orchestrating the attacks on Ambassador Susan Rice, the 

frontrunner for that position, making wild conspiratorial accusations in what has become a "witch hunt" 

reminiscent of America's HUAC (House Un-American Activities Committee) fiasco of the 1950s. 

 

Harmon's publication, considered "liberal and progressive," stated the following today: 
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"In a conversation with The Daily Beast, Pedatzur admitted being "pleasantly surprised" by the 

performance of system (the "Iron Dome") over the past week. But he said the price of operating the 

system was prohibitively high. Each Iron Dome missile costs around $50,000. Israel fires at least two 

every time it targets a rocket.  

 

Most of the rockets the system is designed to intercept are manufactured in Gaza at a fraction of the 

price-sometimes for just a few hundred dollars.  

 

The contrast reflects a broader disproportion in the conflict between Israelis and Palestinians. But other 

analysts say it's more relevant to compare the price of the missile with the cost of the damage it 

prevents."  

 

The actual basis of the "Iron Dome system is the PAC-3 or "Patriot 3" missile system, an advanced 

system capable of tracking incoming ballistic missiles in addition to American AEGIS destroyers which 

were to be "posted" off the Israeli cost.The naval contingent, as some may note, is not only "not there," 

but not "on the way there" either. 

 

Israel also builds a domestic system capable of limited interception of short-range missiles, 1980s 

technology "with lipstick." 

 

The missiles the Rafael system were designed to intercept are the former Soviet "Vietnam Era" Grad 

missiles such as those used in Afghanistan against American airbases, not those Hamas is using which 

possess nearly half the range of the German V2 rockets used against London during World War II. 

 

Hiding this fact from the public is what media assets, who publish unverified press releases from Israel 

as fact, have done to help prolong a conflict an informed Israeli population would reconsider. 

 

Israel is intercepting some missiles fired by Hamas, but they are using their American supplied Patriot 3 

batteries to do it. 
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Continual claims are made that Israel's "Iron Dome" system missiles are expensive at $50,000 each. 

Their actual cost, for missiles that successfully intercept less than 25% of the time, is more like $125,000. 

 

Real "high probability" intercepts are done by the American missiles. 

 

As Hamas has fired, at this writing, over 1200 missiles into Israel, many of them M-75 long range rockets 

capable of reaching beyond Tel Aviv and Jerusalem, missiles Israel openly admits it never planned for, it 

is also only logical to admit that claims of intercepts are equally inaccurate. 

 

What does an American missile cost? Here is what Global Research says on that, comparing the PAC-3 to 

the PAC-2, a missile far more advanced than the Israeli "Tamir." 

 

 

 

"The biggest difference between the PAC-2 and the PAC-3, and the thing that allows the PAC-3 to 

actually hit its target, is the fact that the PAC-3 has its own built-in radar transmitter and guidance 

computer.  

The operational differences between the PAC-2 and PAC-3…PAC-3 missiles currently cost $2 to $3 

million each. (See this Web site and this site for details.)" 

 

 

When we looked for the details as promised, following the links provided, we received error messages. 

The reality behind the "Iron Dome" is best described as "smoke and mirrors." 

 

The real cost of defending Israel from retribution for their bombing of the civilian population of Gaza is 

in the hundreds of millions of dollars. 

 

Israel, using American money of course, is spending an average of five million dollars on everything that 

comes out of Gaza, from the "bottle rockets" that cost a few dollars to the long-range M 75 missiles that 

are able to strike any target in Israel. 
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The key, of course, is the lying. 

 

The Iron Dome uses American missiles designed to intercept ICBMs, not small artillery rockets used in 

salvo. 

 

It is not just an economy of scale; it is the nature of the mission. If a Patriot 3 launcher with four missiles 

is emptied, costing millions of dollars, on two Hamas "kitchen sink" rockets a third of an "iron dome" 

battery is out of service until resupplied and rearmed. 

 

The "domestic" systems, touted to the press are simply there for "cover and deception." 

 

The actual system itself has been overwhelmed from the first. 

 

With 900 rockets fired initially and all subject to attempted intercept, Israel has spent its entire missile 

inventory 20 times over. 

 

This means Israel is utterly incapable of responding to any sustained missile attack. 

 

Thus, the issue isn't whether Israel is hitting 100% of rockets fired but that they fire on only one in ten 

rockets launched from Gaza. 

 

How armed is Gaza? 

 

America has given Israel an excellent air force with advanced fighters. Israeli pilots are well trained. They 

have to be. 

 

They bomb their own people every day and have been doing so for years. 
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There is now reason to believe that a significant number of advanced MANPAD (shoulder fired) air 

defense missiles enter Gaza each hour. 

 

The outpouring of support for groups defending the beleaguered population of Gaza may well have 

opened the armories of more than one newly freed Islamic state in defense of their brothers. 

 

Advanced bombing systems in the F-16 combined with counter-measures can defeat such systems 

"most of the time" but obviously failed with an Israeli F-16 was shot down over Gaza this week. 

 

Israel also had an armed drone downed, a major escalation that makes a ground attack on Gaza 

potentially more costly. 

 

If two MANPAD's are in Gaza, are there a hundred or a thousand? Though shooting down an F 16 may 

be difficult but not impossible, downing Israeli helicopters is relatively simple and intelligence sources 

indicate that Kornet missiles, effective against most armoured vehicles, helicopters and troop 

concentrations are plentiful. 

 

In order to counteract this level of resistance, it would be necessary to withdraw Israel's top divisions 

from the Golan Heights where they are currently engaged in daily exchanges with Syria. 

 

This leaves "second and third tier" units which are more likely to suffer far higher casualties or, worse 

still, break and run as was seen in Lebanon in 2006. 

 

Being a "junk yard dog" used to be easy when only Israel had "teeth." 

 

Conclusion 
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Turkish Prime Minister Erdogan was correct in his assessment that this is no longer "2008." Israel's 

actions in Gaza are radicalizing Egypt, destabilizing Saudi Arabia and the Persian Gulf States and will 

quicken the end of Jordan's servile kleptocracy. 

 

What will be left is Israel, dependent on India, flanked between Pakistan and China, dependent on 

Britain, France and Germany, nations buried in debt crisis and instability and dependent on the United 

States, a nation increasingly aware that Israel's "knife" has been in her back for decades 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

The Jews Behind Gun Control 

 

1968: The Gun Control Act of 1968 comes from Rep. Emanuel Celler's House bill H.R. 17735. It expands 

legislation already attempted by the non-Jewish Sen. Thomas Dodd. America's biggest and most far-

reaching gun law came from a Zionist. 

 

 

September, 1996: The Lautenberg Domestic Confiscation provision becomes law. It is part of a larger 

omnibus appropriations bill. It was sponsored by Senator Frank Lautenberg. It bans people convicted of 

misdemeanor domestic violence from ever owning a gun. 1997: Senate bill S. 54, the Federal Gang 

Violence Act of 1997, proposes much harsher sentences for people violating minor gun laws, including 

mandatory prison sentences and forfeiture of property. It was introduced by Dianne Feinstein and 

Senator [Hatch], among others. It returns the idea of turning every violation of the Gun Control Act of 

1968 into a RICO predicate offense. 

 

 

 

Barbara Boxer 
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January, 1999: Senator Barbara Boxer AKA Barbara Levy introduces bill S.193, the American Handgun 

Standards Act of 1999. January, 1999: Senator Kohl introduces bill S.149, the Child Safety Lock Act of 

1999. It would to require a child safety lock in connection with transfer of a handgun. February, 1999: 

Senator Frank Lautenberg introduces bill S.407, the Stop Gun Trafficking Act of 1999. February, 1999: 

Senator Lautenberg introduces S.443, the Gun Show Accountability Act of 1999.  

 

March, 1999: Senator Lautenberg introduces bill S.560, the Gun Industry Accountability Act of 1999. 

March, 1999: Senator Feinstein introduces bill S.594, the Large Capacity Ammunition Magazine Import 

Ban Act of 1999. May, 2000: Senate bill S. 2515, Firearm Licensing and Record of Sale Act of 2000, is 

submitted by Senators Feinstein, Senator Barbara Boxer, Sen. Lautenberg and Sen. Schumer. It is a plan 

for a national firearms licensing system. 

 

January, 2001: Senate bill S.25, Firearm Licensing and Record of Sale Act of 2001, is sponsored by 

Feinstein, Schumer, and Boxer. It is a nation-wide gun registration plan [apparently there were two 

versions of that Firearm Licensing and Record of Sale Act bill]. 

 

May, 2003: Senators Feinstein, Schumer, Boxer and others introduce legislation that would reauthorize 

the 1994 federal assault weapons ban, and, close a loophole in the law that allows large-capacity 

ammunition magazines to be imported into the U.S. The ban is scheduled to expire in September, 2004. 

 

 

Frank Lautenberg  

 

 

October, 2003: Senators Feinstein, Lautenberg, Levin [also Jewish] and Schumer co-sponsor bill S.1774, 

designed to stop the sunset [ending] of the Undetectable Firearms Act of 1988. 

 

March, 2005: Senator Lautenberg introduces bill S.645, "to reinstate the Public Safety and Recreational 

Firearms Use Protection Act," in other words, to reinstate the 1994 assault-rifle ban [also known as the 

"Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994"] which expired in late 2004. 
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March, 2005: Senator Feinstein introduces bill S.620, "to reinstate the Public Safety and Recreational 

Firearms Use Protection Act," in other words, to reinstate the 1994 assault-rifle ban [also known as the 

"Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994"] which expired in late 2004.  

 

Chuck Schumer  

 

 

Apparently it's okay for Jews to possess guns, just not Goyim cattle. Oh yes, the greatest gun grabbers in 

US History are and have always been quite Jewish. "Gun control" in the United States is as Jewish as our 

liberal and self destructive immigration policies.  

 

 

 

Howie Metzenbaum 

 

1988: Senate bill S. 1523 is sponsored by Senator Howard Metzenbaum. It proposes legislation turning 

every violation of the Gun Control Act of 1968 into a RICO predicate offense, allowing a gun owner to be 

charged with federal racketeering offenses. 1988: Senator Metzenbaum co-sponsors a bill -- S. 2180 -- to 

ban, or limit/restrict, so-called "plastic guns."  

 

 

 

 

Herb Kohl  

 

1990: Senator Herbert Kohl introduces bill S.2070, the Gun-Free School Zones Act of 1990, which bans 

gun possession in a school zone. The law will later be struck down in court as unconstitutional. 1993: 

Senate bill S.653 is sponsored by Sen. Howard Metzenbaum. It bans specific semiautomatic rifles, but 

also gives the Secretary of the Treasury the power to add any semiautomatic firearm to the list at a later 

date.  
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February, 1994: The Brady Law, which requires waiting periods to buy handguns, becomes effective. 

Senator Metzenbaum wrote the Brady Bill. Metzenbaum sponsored the bill in the Senate. The sponsor 

of the bill in the House was Rep. Charles Schumer. 1994: Senator Metzenbaum introduces S.1878, the 

Gun Violence Prevention Act of 1994, aka "Brady II." Rep. Schumer sponsored "Brady II" sister legislation 

[H.R. 1321] in the U.S. House of Representatives. 

 

 

Dianne Feinstein  

 

 

September, 1994: The Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 goes into effect, 

including a provision that bans the manufacture and possession of semiautomatic rifles described as 

"assault weapons." [Note: true assault weapons are fully automatic, not semiautomatic]. That gun-ban 

provision was authored in the Senate by Senator Dianne Feinstein and authored in the House by 

Congressman Schumer. 

 

 

 

 

Arlen Specter  

 

 

1995: Senators Kohl, Specter, Feinstein, Lautenberg and others introduce the Gun-Free School Zones Act 

of 1995, an amended version of the 1990 school-zone law which was struck down in court as being 

unconstitutional 
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http://marketdailynews.com/2012/11/07/senator-dianne-feinstein-moves-to-ban-all-\ 

assault-rifles-high-capacity-magazines-and-pistol-grips/ 

 

The agenda no longer needs to be hidden from public view. With President Obama 

winning another term and democrats taking control of the Senate, the move to 

fundamentally change America from within has begun ¨C with a vengeance. 

 

We¡¯re all aware of the restrictive gun laws in the State of California which 

require low capacity magazines for handguns, fixed magazines for ¡°assault¡± 

rifles, and a whole lot of running around just to be granted the right to carry 

a concealed firearm. 

 

Now, Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA), who has championed gun control in her 

state for decades and co-wrote the original assault weapons ban enacted by the 

federal government in the 1990¡äs, wishes to bring even more stringent federal 

mandates to the land of the free. 

 

What is being proposed by Feinstein is the most significant attack on the 

second amendment in history. 

 

It would essentially ban thousands of firearms and require gun owners to turn 

them over to the Federal government. 
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I don¡¯t have the minutes of the meeting (yet), but sources tell me California 

Senator and longtime gun-hater Dianne Feinstein¡¯s legal staff held meetings on 

Friday with FTB/ATF legal staff to discuss a new ¡°Assault Weapons Ban¡± Madame 

Feinstein would be looking to push through Congress if President Obama wins 

reelection. 

 

This same ¡°pretty good intelligence¡± says the items that would lead to a 

banwould ban pistol grips and ¡°high-capacity¡± magazines, eliminate any 

grandfathering and ban sales of ¡°weapons in possession¡±. 

 

I don¡¯t know about you, but if these things come to pass and I¡¯m ¡°in 

possession¡± I¡¯m certainly not selling. 

 

In fact, the lack of interest in the idea surprised the California liberal¡¯s 

legal staffers. Apparently, they believe no logical person could possible 

disagree with them. 

 

I began receiving the first reports of increases in gun buying by people 

concerned about tomorrow¡¯s election. Dealers in Oklahoma, Arkansas, Texas, 

Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama and Indiana all tell me there hasn¡¯t been a huge 

number of buyers expressing those concerns, but the numbers were noticeable. 

 

Among that group -and the majority of ¡°regular¡± purchasers- the core driving 

most of the purchasing seem to be in their mid-to-late 30s. Again, home and 

personal defense are the most frequently cited reasons for buying. 
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At a Congressional budget meeting in September of this year, Feinstein alluded 

to her desire to reintroduce federal assault weapons ban regulations similar to 

those she helped cosponsor and pass in 1994 during the Presidency of Bill 

Clinton: 

 

¡°Ladies and gentlemen, it is time to say, once again, in legislation, weapons 

of war do not belong on our streets¡¡± 

September 5, 2012 

 

It it any wonder that shares of stocks like Smith & Wesson (NASDAQ:SWHC) and 

Ruger (NYSE:RGR) surged this morning in response to President Obama winning a 

second term? While the majority of stocks across the world are in the midst of a 

sell-off and economic conditions indicate the country is in a recession, 

America¡¯s gun owners aren¡¯t waiting to see what happens next. 

 

Senator Feinstein is serious, and despite this most recent report appearing 

only as a rumor, her comments earlier this year and her actions two decades ago, 

should leave no question as to where this is headed. 

 

They are coming for our guns; plain and simple. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 
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Getting Prepared Part 2 

 

The mass majority of these xians are lost. They are bent on believing what they know to be the truth. 

Thus the reason why we are destroying them through rituals. They are doing the same to us, everyday of 

thier pathetic lives. I mean it is possible and we do have rituals that help enlighten the world and help 

them wake up to this corruption called christianity. 

In my opnion though, in order to do this we must cut the weed by it's roots. And I personally like to refer 

to xian and jews as weeds because thats exactly how they work.You know how like you get that on going 

weed problem in your garden. They just seem to keep popping up out of no where in and out of cracks. 

Thats how these people are popping up out of no where making the world a very ugly place. But back to 

the point, if we get rid of the kikes, I feel this will severely damage the xians. 

I thank Satan and the Gods for keeping me on the right path. Even through corruption of true spiritual 

knowledge, I can say I never bought into the bullshit. You know people like michael w. ford, alister 

crowley, or the anders sandberg and his qlippothic bullshit. When just reading things of this nature and 

anything else that clearly intertwines satanism and xian madness is just horrific. Even before I came to 

the JOS my ability to seperate the two was incredible. I use to think it was just common sense, but to see 

so many people but into shit like that is just ridiculous. 

  

I'd come across stuff like crowley and read some of the rituals and see circles with "yhvh" and the names 

of OUR true ALMIGHTY Gods written around it. It would just disgust me and I knew something was 

wrong with these methods and even more on how lost these authors were. Im not even going to get 

started with all the false teachings of micheal w. ford. There are a whole lot more supposed FAKE satanic 

authors that I did not mention as well. The list is long! 

  

Some know what they are doing, while others may be doing it without knowing. Doesn't really matter 

because in general they are all like leeches by nature. While all kikes are taught their filth, highly doubt 

all adhere to their own principles and teachings. 

Either way it is best to stay on guard where ever you go and you should be able to sense their mooching 

ass. 

  

Also summoning the Gods takes a great deal of practice and you will need to have advanced in power 

meditations to some degree. . You need to work on empowering yourself through Power Meditations. 

Get yourself opened to astral and also get going on that dedication ritual. Summoning the Gods for 
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outsiders can lead to a negative experience. This is only due to the years of abuse by past so called 

mages of the right hand path. 

 

Once you get started on a good power mediation program as well as rituals. Then your chances of 

getting in contact with the Gods of your choice will be more likely. Keep in mind that we just dont go 

summoning the Gods for the heck of it. Make sure you have a reason for contacting him. They are 

extremely busy so dont waste their time. Im sure you have some sort of reason, but im just throwing 

that out there just in case. 

 

There is no need to stand in any circle, this is just bullshit that was written in older grimoires by past so-

called mages. Keep in mind these same so-called mages horrifically tried to intertwine their xian bs with 

Satanism. Our Gods are the most loving Gods we could ever have. So why would i want to try to protect 

myself from them during a summoning. Dont do it, this is highly disrespectful to them. You and the 

measly circle will get a rude awakening. Im telling you, dont do it. If you wish not to follow my advice 

and follow these blasphemous grimoires, then your only asking for trouble. 

  

I believe a lot of people really do not understand the reality of being attacked. This is not something to 

take lightly or joke about. Most people bring attacks upon themselves by always tying into their negative 

energy. Always thinking and worrying about them. Taunting them like they wont give in. Then complain 

when they greet you with an unpleasant visit. Believe me it's not fun and when I was newer it almost 

caused a week of me not sleeping. Instead of whinning to much about it, I decided to just make myself 

stronger and give them a fight. I DO NOT provoke these little ugly bastards in anyway. Other then me 

taking a stand in this spiritual warfare. 

  

Getting attacked doesn't necessarily means that you are advanced in anyway. Just like not getting 

attacked doesn't mean that you are not advanced. I do not see why anyone would want to get attacked 

just so they could feed their ego. It's beyond me and you know what, you people really need to wake up 

and realize this is not a game. 

  

Cordially, 

PRAISE THE Mighty 4 Crowns of Duat! 

 

Knowledge cant be rushed, it is power so you must accept and embrace it. 
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-High Priest Mac Friday 

 

High Priest Mac Friday  

Joy Of Satan Ministries 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/HOME.html 

 

 

Treason, Betrayal and Deceit: 9/11 and Beyond 

 

Treason, Betrayal and Deceit: 9/11 and Beyond 

 

 

 

http://www.911missinglinks.com/watch-movie/ 

 

By Alan Sabrosky. 

 

September 10, 2009 "Information Clearing House' -- The attacks on September 11, 2001 have been a 

defining moment for America. The political and psychological impact on Americans of a concerted and 

visible attack in America was enormous -- indeed, it is an interesting "coincidence" that the attacks 

occurred on the one day of the year whose mention reinforces a public sense here of danger and 

emergency: 9-1-1. 

 

A significant development in the 1990s was the formation of the neo-conservative think tank known as 

PNAC (Project for a New American Century), whose members prepared position papers for the Israeli 

government and for a future US Administration sharing their views. That happened in 2000 with the 

election of George W. Bush, and a contemporary writer summarized the tip of the neo-conservative 

iceberg in his first Administration this way: 
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The "outsiders" from PNAC were now powerful "insiders," placed in important positions from which 

they could exert maximum pressure on US policy…PNAC had a lock on military policy-creation in the 

Bush Administration. 

 

Especially significant in terms of subsequent events was the acknowledgement in one of PNAC's own 

documents that their program for America (and Israel) would not readily be accepted by the American 

people. What this meant, PNAC opined in 2000, was that "the process of transformation, even if it 

brings revolutionary change, is likely to be a long one, absent some catastrophic and catalyzing event -- 

like a new Pearl Harbor." 

 

9/11 Reconsidered 

 

On September 11, 2001, the PNAC people in and out of government -- and by extension AIPAC and Israel 

-- "coincidentally" got the event they needed, barely eight months after coming into office. Most people 

are familiar with the basic details of that day -- two commercial aircraft crashing into the two tallest 

buildings in New York City's World Trade Center (WTC), a third striking the Pentagon, and a fourth 

ending up in a Pennsylvania field. Few people will forget the images of the burning buildings, their 

collapse, the casualties, and the sense of shock and tragedy that ensued. 

 

The official 9/11 Commission's work and report were at best an incomplete exercise. Many people 

dismiss the findings of the Commission, and that includes its co-chairs. Many others who utterly distrust 

the 9/11 Commission report, dismiss the US Government's explanation of it, and point to both an official 

cover-up and an "inside job," include veteran fighter pilots, EMTs (Emergency Medical Technicians), air 

defense experts, experienced commercial pilots, demolition experts, architects and civil engineers – 

none of them professions that inherently attract and retain the gullible and credulous. 

 

Several things are very clear to me from a careful assessment of both official and critical evaluations of 

the 9/11 attacks. First, the striking aircraft alone simply could not have brought down either of the two 

buildings in the manner in which they fell, much less a third building which was not hit by a plane (I 

expect the one intended to do that as a "cover" had ended up in that Pennsylvania field), given the 

available physical evidence and a wealth of expert testimony. This means the attackers had assistance 

on the ground, and it had to have been active before the attacks occurred: preparing buildings for 

controlled demolition is not something done haphazardly in the midst of chaos. 
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Second, only two intelligence agencies had the expertise, assets, access and political protection to 

execute 9/11 in the air and on the ground: our CIA and Israel's Mossad. Only one had the incentive, 

using the "who benefits" principle: Mossad. And that incentive dovetailed perfectly with the neo-con's 

agenda and explicitly expressed need for a catalytic event to mobilize the American public for their wars, 

using American military power to destroy Israel's enemies. Only the unexpected strength of the Iraqi 

resistance kept Syria and Iran from being attacked in the second Bush Administration. Thus, the 

evidential trail for 9/11 and the wars in Afghanistan & Iraq run from PNAC, AIPAC and their cohorts; 

through the mostly Jewish neo-cons in the Bush Administration; and back to the Israeli government. 

None of the denials and political machinations can alter that essential reality. Terms such as treason, 

betrayal and deceit do not overstate the case against them. 

 

Finally, we need to take a hard look at why the mainstream media (MSM) have paid more attention to 

Sarah Palin's wardrobe than they have to dissecting blatant falsehoods, discrepancies and 

inconsistencies in the US Government's treatment of 9/11 and its aftermath. And the reason is that on 

this issue, all are on the same side, and the official line is the one they all prefer – "all" meaning the 

PNAC alumni who took over the Bush Administration's national security apparatus and their 

counterparts in the Obama administration, AIPAC and the rest of the numerous Jewish PACs, the MSM 

owners and Israel. The depiction of the media management in America in 2002 is especially informative, 

and has not changed significantly since then: 

 

CEOs and Directors of companies change as often as Boards of Directors vote. But if we could "freeze 

frame" the CEOs of the largest US Media companies in mid 2002, we would find that ten Jewish 

American men ran the vast majority of US television networks and other media companies including 

movies, radio, and publishing at that time. Not much has changed today. 

 

Looking Ahead 

 

Today we are getting the same line on Iran, from the same type of people -- Obama himself tries to be 

more independent, but most of the key staff and national security people in his Administration do not 

differ greatly on Israel and the Middle East from those of his predecessor. And the Congress has shown 

itself to be even more of AIPAC's lap-dog than the preceding Congress, an exercise in self-serving 

cowardice that admittedly has taken some doing. 
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But AIPAC and company are riding a tiger in America, and if they ever slip, the resulting convulsion will 

be catastrophic for them and for Israel. The open unfolding of the 9/11 tragedy and its ensuing wars that 

is now occurring can be that slip. The human cost to America to date is some 60,000 people, military and 

civilian, killed or wounded on 9/11 and in Iraq and Afghanistan together, with more to come once we go 

to war with Iran (or get dragged into it following an Israeli attack on Iran). Much of the deliberately 

misdirected rage that followed 9/11 has given way to endurance and grief. 

 

But grief is a close cousin to rage, and an enraged America is not pretty, as anyone familiar with our 

history can appreciate. Americans are often deceptive without meaning to be. To much of the world, 

they often come across as naive, bumbling innocents in the world of global politics. And on a day-to-day 

basis, there is much truth to that. 

 

But an enraged America is a very different character. You have only to look at what happened in WWII 

to German and Japanese cities, towns and villages, where America slaughtered literally millions of 

German and Japanese civilians -- most of them women and children -- knew it was doing it, and cared 

nothing at all. The goal was to crush, and restraint was not a word used much at all. 

 

If these Americans and those like them ever fully understand just how much of their suffering -- and the 

suffering we have inflicted on others -- is properly laid on the doorsteps of Israel and its advocates in 

America, they will sweep aside those in politics, the press and the pulpits alike whose lies and disloyalty 

brought this about and concealed it from them. They may well leave Israel looking like Carthage after 

the Romans finished with it. It will be Israel's own great fault. 

 

Alan Sabrosky (Ph.D, University of Michigan) is a ten-year US Marine Corps veteran and a graduate of 

the US Army War College. He can be contacted at docbrosk@... 

http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article23460.htm 

 

 

 

 

 

More on Sabrosky: 
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Alan Sabrosky (Ph.D., University of Michigan) is a writer and consultant specializing in national and 

international security affairs. In December 1988, he received the Superior Civilian Service Award after 

more than five years of service at the U.S. Army War College as Director of Studies, Strategic Studies 

Institute, and holder of the General of the Army Douglas MacArthur Chair of Research. He is listed in 

WHO'S WHO IN THE EAST (23rd ed.). A Marine Corps Vietnam veteran and a 1986 graduate of the U.S. 

Army War College, Dr. Sabrosky's teaching and research appointments have included the United States 

Military Academy, the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), Middlebury College and 

Catholic University; while in government service, he held concurrent adjunct professorships at 

Georgetown University and the Johns Hopkins University School of Advanced International Studies 

(SAIS). Dr. Sabrosky has lectured widely on defense and foreign affairs in the United States and abroad. 

You can email Dr. Alan Sabrosky at: docbrosk@... 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

Finnish Official: Jews Control Money, Impede US Neutrality 

 

Finnish Official: Jews Control Money, Impede US Neutrality.....And Jews whine and lie in return 

 

My note here: 

 

This article is great for showing how the Jews just love to lie right to your face: 

 

"The remarks sparked harsh criticism from the Simon Wiesenthal Center, one of the largest international 

Jewish human rights organizations, which said the comments "parroted the anti-Semitic canard that an 

evil cabal of Jews control the media and the US government…." 

 

As one Jew [Kapner] confessed: 
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"The Jewish Lobby rules supreme in the realm of political control. Lobbies such as AIPAC, ADL, and the 

American Jewish Congress (AJC), decide which candidates will be elected. They do this by pouring 

millions of Jewish dollars into the campaign coffers of Pro Israel politicians, and smearing, through their 

connections in the Jewish-occupied media, their opponents. 

 

Newly elected President, Barack Obama, had enormous amounts of money poured into his campaign by 

an elite contingent of wealthy & influential Chicago based Jews - so much so, that Obama now has an 

excess of $30 million from a $745 million haul." 

 

High ranking Jew, Freeman. Admitted that the Jews where in control of the American government all the 

way back to Woody Wilson's time. We can also see Roosevelt himself Jewish [ So was President 

Eisenhower and Johnston]. Whole cabinet was staffed with Jews to the brim the common trend in 

American political life." 

 

Roosevelt purposely pushed American into a war with Germany: 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/328 

 

As Jew, Freeman confessed. Jewry also pushed America in the Great War. 

 

Much of the Jewish control of the American government is covered in the article link below on the 

Jewish Banksters. 

 

Final proof Jews are the force behind the creation and control of not just American banks but the 

international banking system: 

 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/275 
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Do Jews own the media? Especially in America? 

 

Lets take a look at who ownes and runs the Media in America then: 

 

CBS: Owned by Jew Murry Rothstein 

NBC: Run at the top by Zucker who just shifted over to CNN  

ABC: Rober Iger 

Fox: Rupert Murdock [Jewish mother making him a full blood Jew by Jewish racial law] 

CNN Owned by Time Warner, which is headed by Jewish Mogul Carl Icahn 

 

Arthur Sulzberger is one of the major Jewish billionaires who own the American media. Rulership 

includes following: 

 

 

The New York Times [which covered up the Jewish Communist crimes in Russia] the Boston Globe, the 

Tuscalossa News, the Santa Barbara News Press. 

 

 

"The New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, and the Washington Post. These three...are the 

newspapers which set trends and guidelines for nearly all others. They are the ones which decide what 

is news and what isn't, at national and international levels. They originate the news; the others merely 

copy it. And all three newspapers are in Jewish hands...The Suzberger family also owns, through the 

New York Times Co. 36 other newspapers; twelve magazines, including McCall's and Family Circle..." 

 

"New York's other newspapers are in no better hands than the Daily News. The New York Post is owned 

by billionaire Jewish real-estate developer Peter Kalikow. The Village Voice is the personal property of 

Leonard Stern 
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"U.S. News & World Report... owned and published by Jewish real estate developer Mortimer B. 

Zucherman..." 

 

" The three largest book publishers...Random House... Simon & Schuster , and Time Inc. Book Co....All 

three are owned or controlled by Jews...The CEO of Simon & Schuster is Richard Snyder, and the 

president is Jeremy Kaplan; both are Jews too." 

 

Time Magazine: Ownership changes hands between Jews such as Stengel and Levin. 

 

News Week is joint owned by Diller and Harman. 

 

Lets look at Hollywood: 

 

"As a proud Jew," says Joel Stein [of the L.A Times], "I want America to know of our accomplishment. 

Yes, we control Hollywood." 

 

Any time ownership of the major media postions changes hands its always to another Jew. Lets take at 

look at that: 

 

American Broadcasting Companies (ABC), Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS), and National 

Broadcasting Company (NBC). Each of these three has been under the absolute control of a single man 

over a long enough period of time-ranging from 32 to 55 years-for him to staff the corporation at every 

level with officers of his choosing and then to place his imprint indelibly upon it. In each case that man 

has been a Jew. 

 

"Until 1985, when ABC merged with Capital Cities Communications, Inc...the chairman of the board of 

directors and chief executive officer (CEO) of the network was Leonard Harry Goldenson, a Jew...In an 

interview in the April 1, 1985 issue of Newsweek, Goldenson boasted 'I built this company (ABC) from 

scratch.'" 
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"CBS was under the domination of William S. Paley for more than half a century. The son of immigrant 

Jews from Russia..." "There has been no move by top G-E management to change the Jewish "profile" of 

NBC or to replace key Jewish personnel. To the contrary, new Jewish executives have been added: an 

example is Steve Friedman..." 

 

"The man in charge of the television entertainment division at CBS is Jeff Sagansky. At ABC the 

entertainment division is run by two men....nearly all of the men who shape young American's concept 

of reality, of good and evil, of permissible and impermissible behavior are Jews. In particular, Sagansky 

and Bloomberg are Jews. So is Tartikoff. Littlefield is the only Gentile who has had a significant role in TV 

entertainment programming in recent years." 

 

 

 

Next the Vatican of HolyCostanity. The Simon Wiesenthal Center whined on about the holyhoax with 

another obnoxious, Oy Veh whined around the World. 

 

But the holyhoax is been all debunked as yet another Jewish big lie. 

From the race that coined the concept. 

 

Good links debunking the holohoax: 

 

http://www.onethirdoftheholocaust.com/ 

http://www.zundelsite.org/ 

http://www.vho.org/ 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bpjqf-vNq6I&feature=channel&list=UL 

http://www.archive.org/details/Holocaust-TheLastDaysOfTheBigLie 

 

 

The real question is look at this fact in the article: 
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"Finnish Ambassador to the U.S., Mark Weitzman, the Wiesenthal Center's Director of Government 

Affairs." 

 

How many bagels does this kike eat for lunch? And why does the Jewish special Jewtest group have a 

"director of Goverment Affairs." 

 

So the next time you hear crap from the Jews.... Like: 

 

"parroted the anti-Semitic canard that an evil cabal of Jews control the media and the US 

government…." 

 

Remember all that is stated above and the Jew won't be able to shovel their BS on your brain anymore. 

 

On with the main article. 

 

--------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

Finnish official asserts on state television that Jews hold vast control over wealth, media, thus impeding 

neutrality in US Mideast stance. 

 

Finnish Official: Jews Control Money, Impede US Neutrality 

 

By Rachel Hirshfeld  

First Publish: 12/2/2012, 10:11 AM 
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http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/162738 

Finnish government officials  

 

 

Finland's co-chair of the Foreign Affairs Committee asserted on national television Thursday that 

American Jews hold vast control over the wealth and media in the United States, thus impeding the U.S. 

government from remaining neutral in its stance in the Middle East. 

 

Pertti Salolainen, discussing the United Nations General Assembly vote to upgrade the Palestinian 

Authority to non-member observer state on the Finnish television program YLE Aamu TV, accused the 

U.S. of being unable to remain impartial on Mideast matters, "…because they have a large Jewish 

population who have a significant control of the money and the media. The U.S. for internal political 

reasons is afraid to become adequately involved. This is a sad truth about U.S. politics." 

 

The remarks sparked harsh criticism from the Simon Wiesenthal Center, one of the largest international 

Jewish human rights organizations, which said the comments "parroted the anti-Semitic canard that an 

evil cabal of Jews control the media and the US government…." 

 

In a letter to Ritva Koukku-Ronde, the Finnish Ambassador to the U.S., Mark Weitzman, the Wiesenthal 

Center's Director of Government Affairs, wrote, "That such remarks can come from a pillar of the 

political elite in Finland is dismaying and astonishing; but that this remark was unchallenged makes it 

appear that such ideas are part of acceptable discourse in Finland." 

 

Weitzman reminded the Ambassador that in 2010, her country joined the International Task Force for 

Holocaust Education, Research and Remembrance. "At this point, Finland must immediately act to show 

that it remains committed to these ideals," by officially condemning and repudiating Salolainen's 

remarks, he said. 
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Weitzman also urged that the Finnish government, which voted in favor of the Palestinian Authority 

upgrade at the United Nations on Thursday, to take steps to remove the parliamentarian from any 

official position. 

 

High Priest Don Danko 

 

 

12/02/12- Please read as this is long, but serious 

 

Below this article is a current news article. Our Anti-Christ told me that 'Israel is going to use the bomb.' 

After reading all of this, especially the current news article, it appears this is not too far off into the 

future.  

 

**** 

 

'We possess several hundred atomic warheads and rockets and can launch them at targets in all 

directions, perhaps even at Rome. Most European capitals are targets for our air force. Let me quote 

General Moshe Dayan: 'Israel must be like a mad dog, too dangerous to bother.' I consider it all hopeless 

at this point. We shall have to try to prevent things from coming to that, if at all possible. Our armed 

forces, however, are not the thirtieth strongest in the world, but rather the second or third. We have the 

capability to take the world down with us. And I can assure you that that will happen before Israel goes 

under.'  

-- Martin van Creveld, Israeli professor of military history at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem in an 

interview in the Dutch weekly magazine: Elsevier, 2002, no. 17, p. 52-53.  

 

***** 

 

A Jewish Gift to Humanity: The Nuclear Nightmare 
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Below is only a partial list. The total number of the Jews involved is staggering and shocking and the list 

below is incomplete, due to time restrictions. The list below contains the most noted Jewish scientists 

who worked directly on the Manhattan Project. Nearly all of the individuals on the list below were hard-

core Communists; many more were spies, who gave the formula for the atom bomb to the Soviets. 

Upon researching, I was appalled at how the authors [mostly Jews], who wrote articles and biographies 

of the individuals below, portrayed these mass-murderers in a very positive light, exalting many to a 

hero status. Feel free to do your own research given the information contained on this website.  

 

A partial list of Jews who were directly involved in the Manhattan Project:  

 

J. Robert Oppenheimer - Scientific Director - Project "Y"  

 

Frank Oppenheimer - Brother of and Assistant to J. Robert Oppenheimer  

 

Albert Einstein [German born Jew] - Consultant to the Project  

 

Niels Bohr [Danish born Jew] - Consultant to the Project  

 

Leó Szilárd [Hungarian born Jew] - Group Leader - Metallurgical Laboratory  

 

Nicholas Kürti [Hungarian born Jew] - Worked with Franz Eugen Simon [German born Jew] and 

developed a method of separating uranium 235 from raw uranium ore  

 

David Bohm - Performed theoretical calculations for the Calutrons at the Y-12 facility in Oak Ridge, used 

to electromagnetically enrich uranium for use in the bomb dropped on Hiroshima in 1945  

 

Rudolf Peierls [German born Jew] - British Mission  

 

Felix Bloch [Swiss born Jew] - Worked under Hans Albrecht Bethe, performing nuclear fission research  
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Eugene [Paul] Wigner [Hungarian born Jew] - Group Leader - Metallurgical Laboratory  

 

James Chadwick [British born Jew] - Chief - British Mission  

 

James Franck [German born Jew] - Director - Chemistry Group  

 

Otto Frisch [German born Jew] - British Mission  

 

Edward Teller [Hungarian born Jew] - Thermonuclear Research  

 

Emilio Gino Segrè [Italian born Jew] - Group Leader  

 

Hans Albrecht Bethe [German born Jew] - Chief - Theoretical Division  

 

Klaus Fuchs [German born Jew] - Theoretical Division [Communist Spy]  

 

Richard Phillips Feynman - Group Leader - Theoretical Division  

 

Morris Kolodney - Manager - DP Site  

 

Louis Rosen - The "Father" of the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center  

 

Louis Slotin - Critical Testing - resulted in his accidental death  
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Jacob Beser - Weapons firing and fusing  

 

Theodore Alvin Hall - Youngest Scientist at Los Alamos  

 

Samuel T. Cohen - Worked in the Efficiency Group  

 

Samuel Goudsmit - [Danish born Jew] - Scientific Head of the Alsos Mission  

 

George Placzek - [Moravian born Jew] - British Mission  

 

Eugene Rabinowitch - [Russian born Jew] - Metallurgical Laboratory  

 

Joseph Rotblat - [Polish born Jew] - Worked with James Chadwick [Communist Spy]  

 

Gregory Breit - [Russian born Jew] - Predecessor of J. Robert Oppenheimer  

 

David Greenglass - Manhattan Project Infiltration [Communist Spy]  

 

George Abramovich Koval - Special Engineer Detachment [Communist Spy]  

 

Victor Weisskopf - Theoretical Division  

 

Alvin Martin Weinberg - Theoretical Physics under Eugene [Paul] Wigner  

 

Rudolf Peierls - British Mission  
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Isidor Isaac Rabi [Polish born Jew] - Consultant to the Project  

 

Stan Frankel - Theoretical Division  

 

Enrico Fermi [Italian born Gentile] was married to a Jewess - Group Leader - Theoretical Division  

 

The first atomic bomb was designed and constructed in Los Alamos, New Mexico. The top-secret code 

name given to this working was "The Manhattan Project." The reason for the name was that Bernard 

Baruch [Jew], lived in Manhattan New York, as did many of the other top officials. The chief scientist of 

the Los Alamos Laboratory from 1943 to 1945 was J. Robert Oppenheimer, another prominent Jew. 

Oppenheimer's brother Frank, a card-carrying communist, was also a leading atomic scientist working at 

Los Alamos.  

 

'One of the central figures in not only laying the theoretical ground work but also persuading President 

Roosevelt to launch the whole atomic bomb program was Albert Einstein, a foreign-born Jew with 16 

communist front affiliations.'  

 

'The first commissioner of the Atomic Energy Commission was David E. Lilienthal, a Jew, who belonged 

to at least two communist fronts. He remained in that position for a considerable length of time.' 1  

 

Niels Bohr [Danish born Jew], given the Nobel Prize in 1922, escaped Denmark in 1943. 'In September 

1943, reliable word reached Bohr about his imminent arrest by the German police; the Danish resistance 

quickly managed to help Bohr and his wife escape by sea to Sweden. Soon after, Bohr was flown in a 

military aircraft to Britain. There he was introduced to the then-secret atomic bomb project (see Political 

activity section below for greater detail). Eventually he was directed to the project's principal location in 

the United States of America. Bohr worked on the Manhattan Project at the top-secret Los Alamos 

laboratory in New Mexico, where he was known by the name of Nicholas Baker for security reasons.'2  

 

Leó Szilárd [Hungarian born Jew] born in Budapest, assisted Enrico Fermi in conducting the first 

controlled nuclear chain reaction.  
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Nicholas Kürti [Hungarian born Jew: Kürti Miklós] and Franz Eugen Simon [German born Jew who fled to 

Britain after Hitler came to power] discovered how to separate uranium-235 from uranium ore, which 

was necessary for the construction of an atomic bomb.3  

 

 

'It is of utmost significance to point out that both atomic bomb and hydrogen bomb were in large 

measure a Jewish production. But basically the atom bomb and its further proliferation, is a Jewish idea. 

One of the central figures in not only laying the theoretical groundwork but also persuading President 

Roosevelt to launch the whole atomic bomb program was Albert Einstein, a foreign-born Jew with 16 

communist front affiliations.'  

 

'It was at this time that most of the Atomic secrets were stolen and passed on to the Soviets. When it 

comes to listing the spies and traitors involved, it almost reads like a Jewish Who's Who. The most 

notorious were Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, who were tried and executed for treason, the only traitors in 

modern U.S. history to have suffered this fate. Further involved in this spy network were Harry Gold, 

Abraham Brothman, David Greenglass, [Ethel Rosenberg's brother], Israel Weinbaum, Miriam 

Moscowitz, Sidney Weinbaum, Morton Sobell. All these were Jews, and all were convicted of treason. It 

is also significant in the further development of the hydrogen bomb, again Jews were in the forefront, 

such as J. Robert Oppenheimer, Steve Nelson [real name Joseph W. Weinberg] and Edward Teller.'  

 

'To get on with the crux of our dissertation, namely the commercial and industrial proliferation of 

nuclear wastes in the United States, which more than any other issue hangs as an ominous pall over our 

heads. It threatens to bring death, cancer, leukemia, and birth defects to the mass of the population, 

and, in fact, exterminate humanity itself.'  

'It is of utmost significance to point out that the Jewish network, has kept close control of the 

development and proliferation of this most devastating of all technical achievements – nuclear fission 

and nuclear fusion.' 4  

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

1 Ben Klassen, Racial Loyality issue 27, Creativity Movement  
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2 Wikipedia article on Niels Bohr  

 

3 International Council for Science (ICSU) Committee on Data for Science and Technology CODATA 

Newsletter Number 79 March 1999  

 

4 Ben Klassen, Racial Loyalty issue 27, Creativity Movement  

 

 

########################RIGHT NOW################## 

 

Israel Retaliates for UN Vote on Palestine 

 

Robert Berger, Mark Snowiss 

December 02, 2012  

 

JERUSALEM — Israel is retaliating for Thursday's United Nations vote on Palestinian statehood, 

announcing it will withhold $120 million in taxes and customs collected for the Palestinian Authority to 

pay debts to Israeli companies. 

 

In a unanimous resolution passed Sunday, Israel's Cabinet said it would not negotiate on the basis of the 

General Assembly's recognition of a state of Palestine in the occupied West Bank, East Jerusalem and 

Gaza Strip. 

 

"The unilateral step taken by the Palestinians at the United Nations violates peace agreements,” Prime 

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said, justifying Israel's rejection of the U.N. vote. The only way to 

Palestinian statehood and peace is through direct negotiations with Israel, he said. 

 

Israeli Finance Minister Yuval Steinitz said the government would use the money it was to transfer to the 

Palestinians to pay off their debt to Israel's state-run electricity company and other Israeli firms. 
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The Cabinet also approved a plan to build 3,000 new homes for Jews in the occupied West Bank and 

East Jerusalem. Mr. Netanyahu said Israel would continue to build in response to the U.N. vote, which 

he described as an "attack on Zionism and the State of Israel." 

 

Abbas returns home 

 

Sunday's move came as cheering crowds welcomed Palestinian president Mahmoud Abbas back to the 

West Bank city of Ramallah following his diplomatic victory last week when the Palestinians won non-

member state observer status at the U.N. General Assembly. 

 

"The world said yes to the state of Palestine, yes to the freedom of Palestine, yes to the independence 

of Palestine, no to aggression, settlements and occupation," Abbas told some 5,000 people to wild 

applause. 

 

The Palestinian president warned of "creative punishments'' by Israel, referring to the latest settlement 

construction plans. 

 

Israel retaliates 

 

Friday's announcement of 3,000 new homes on Israeli-occupied land is especially contentious as 

building in the area near East Jerusalem known as E1 could obstruct the ultimate creation of a 

contiguous Palestinian state because it cuts through the West Bank. 

 

The construction would connect the large Jewish settlement of Maale Adumim to Jerusalem, dividing 

the West Bank in two. The Palestinian cities of Ramallah and Bethlehem would be cut off from East 

Jerusalem. 

 

U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said Saturday Israeli plans for new settlements abutting East 

Jerusalem "set back the cause of a negotiated peace." Britain and France urged Israel to rescind the 

decision, and other European states also denounced it. 
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Actual construction could be years away, if it takes place at all. Israeli Housing Minister Ariel Attias told 

Army Radio on Sunday, "There is no decision to build. There is a decision to plan. You can't build an 

apartment without planning." 

 

Last week's U.N. vote was approved over fierce opposition from Israel and the United States. 

 

Mark Snowiss reported from Washington.  

 

Taken from: 

http://www.voanews.com/content/israel-to-withold-tax-transfer-to-palestinians-over-un-

bid/1556911.html  

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

Re: 12/02/12- Please read as this is long, but serious 

 

I certainly didn't post this to create a panic. Do I appear to be worried? No. Where is everyone's faith in 

Satan? I can assure you, those of us who are dedicated to him are exempt from the fate of those who 

are without and will survive this unscathed. From what I was told, this will not affect the entire world in 

the way of devestation. Satan takes care of his own. We have seen this several times given our brothers 

and sisters who were in the path of natural disasters and faired well; also their properties, when 

everyone else around them met with disaster. This will not be world-wide in that sense, other than 

waking up humanity regarding the jews. Yes, this will open the door for Satan's New World Order where 

we can be free and humanity will evolve spiritually to a higher level.  

 

Our Anti-Christ is not at all worried. With Satan's New Order, christianity will be totally outlawed. Please 

stop worrying. Satan takes care of his own! 
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High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 

 

 

UN tells Israel to let in nuclear inspectors 

 

UN tells Israel to let in nuclear inspectors 

 

 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/dec/04/un-tells-israel-nuclear-inspectors 

 

As nuclear peace talks are cancelled, overwhelming vote by general assembly calls for Israel to join 

nonproliferation treaty 

Share3189 

 

 

Associated Press  

 

guardian.co.uk, Tuesday 4 December 2012 05.58 GMT 

 

 

 

A vote by the United Nations general assembly has called on Israel to open its nuclear programme to 

weapons inspectors. Photograph: Chip East/Reuters 
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The UN general assembly has overwhelmingly approved a resolution calling on Israel to open its nuclear 

programme for inspection. 

 

The resolution, approved by a vote of 174 to six with six abstentions, calls on Israel to join the Nuclear 

Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT) "without further delay" and open its nuclear facilities to inspection by the 

International Atomic Energy Agency. Those voting against were Israel, the US, Canada, Marshall Islands, 

Micronesia and Palau. 

 

Resolutions adopted by the 193-member general assembly are not legally binding but they do reflect 

world opinion and carry moral and political weight. And the resolution adds to pressure on Israel as it 

faces criticism over plans to increase settlement in the West Bank, a move seen as retaliation for the 

assembly recognising Palestinian statehood. 

 

Israel refuses to confirm or deny possessing nuclear bombs though it is widely believed to have them. It 

has refused to join the non-proliferation treaty along with three nuclear weapon states: India, Pakistan 

and North Korea. 

 

Israel insists there must first be a Middle East peace agreement before the establishment of a proposed 

regional zone free of weapons of mass destruction. Its rivals in the region argue that Israel's undeclared 

nuclear arsenal presents the greatest threat to peace in the region. 

 

While the US voted against the resolution, it voted in favour of two paragraphs in it that were put to 

separate votes. Both support universal adherence to the NPT and call on those countries that aren't 

parties to ratify it "at the earliest date". The only no votes on those paragraphs were Israel and India. 

 

The vote came as a sequel to the cancellation of a high-level conference aimed at banning nuclear 

weapons from the Middle East. All the Arab nations and Iran had planned to attend the summit in mid-

December in Helsinki, Finland, but the US announced on 23 November that it would not take place, 

citing political turmoil in the region and Iran's defiant stance on non-proliferation. Iran and some Arab 

nations countered that the real reason for the cancellation was Israel's refusal to attend. 
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Just before Monday's vote, the Iranian diplomat Khodadad Seifi told the assembly "the truth is that the 

Israeli regime is the only party which rejected to conditions for a conference". He called for "strong 

pressure on that regime to participate in the conference without any preconditions". 

 

Israeli diplomat Isi Yanouka told the general assembly his country had continuously pointed to the 

danger of 